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1. 1+1 = Love - Chords

1+1 = Love
Recorded by Charly McClain
Written by L. Rogers, R. Scaife, D. Hogan 
 
C                     F             Dm
I can remember all my early days of school
G7                              C
Back then when one and one were two
 
But if the teachers knew
          F
About the things you do to me
G7                                    C
Then they might think one and one are three
 
F          G7                C
When we're alone sometime at night
              A7              Dm
And you're so dog gone out of sight
G7  C    A7
1+1 = Love 
F           G7              C
Laying in a field of clover here
               A7             Dm
With your head on my shoulder dear
G7  C
1+1 = Love
  
                                F             Dm
I guess the good Lord must know everything we need
G7                              C  G7
That's why He sent you here for me
       C
And we take advantage of His giving
F
Yes you know we do
G7                         C
It's sad enough for me and you
 
F          G7                C
When we're alone sometime at night
              A7              Dm
And you're so dog gone out of sight
  G7  C    A7
1+1 = Love 
F           G7              C
Laying in a field of clover here
               A7             Dm
With your head on my shoulder dear
  G7  C   A7 Dm
1+1 = Love
 
  G7  C   A7 Dm
1+1 = Love
  G7  F   C



1+1 = Love

2. 1-800-DO-U-CARE

1-800-DO-U-CARE - Larry Sparks

You left two weeks ago, seems like a month of Sundays
And each time I called you were gone
And when you finally answered, your voice seemed cold as ice
And the next thing I heard was your dial tone

Chorus
So call me sometime, I won't be on the line
Rest assured and know, I'll be there
Call me if you will and I will pay the bill
I'm at one eight hundred do you care

I'm sitting here tonight, thinking "do you know my number"
My hand stays on the phone most all the time
And I'm wondering if you know, the trouble I've been through
So the next call you make won't cost a dime

So call me sometime, I won't be on the line
Rest assured and know I'll be there
Call me if you will and I will pay the bill
I'm at one eight hundred do you care
I'm at one eight hundred do you care

3. 10,000 Chinese Walk Into A Bar

Robert Earl Keen - 10,000 Chinese Walk Into A Bar 

10000 chinese walk into a bar
order up a beer
the barman says, its funny you know
we don't get many Chinese in here
I don't know if i got it right maybe no one knows
its just a joke i heard one night
and that's the way it goes
I'll have one

grab a chair and stay all night
make yourself at home
i may be wrong but that's alright
i am not alone

a little man in this little town
he wears a lot of hats
he always out tom cattin around



hes'got a thing for cats
i aint seen him with a cat
so aint really sure
but listen close cause when he talks
sometimes you hear him purr
there aint a cure

grab a chair and stay all night
make yourself at home
i may be wrong but that's alright
i am not alone

another man he loved duct tape
he made a duct tape suit
and he had duct tape from the top of his hat
to the heel of his cowboy boot
and when he died they buried him
down in that cold cold ground
and they stuff him in that pine box boy
and then they taped him down
i was out of town

grab a chair and stay all night
make yourself at home
i may be wrong but that's alright
i am not alone

and then there was this Irishman
who, uh, stayed drunk all time
im sorry friend i screwed that up
i told you the punch line
anyway i got to split
there just about to close
but ill be back tomorrow night
cause that the way it goes
yeah that's the way it goes

4. 10,000 Miles Away

10,000 Miles Away
Darrell Scott

I can feel it when the wind blows
Stealing leaves out of their trees
It's a moment full of mystery
Summer's last breath before the freeze
But the change will make me stronger
As I deal with shorter days
Summer's moved to South America
10,000 miles away

To the top of hunger mountain
I found my solitary way



Where I could live on nuts & honey
And take my shelter in a cave
Then I thought of friends and family
Who would never pass this way
When I opened my eyes I saw them
10,000 miles away

Where is that fragile boy we knew
Whose passion was his curse?
He found the error of humanity
But he did not see it first
His accordion and couplets
Have no real effect today
Is he sleeping on some sidewalk
10,000 miles away

No one should have to try
No one should have to try so
No one should have to try so hard
No one

5. 10-4 Over And Out

Dolly Parton - 10-4 Over And Out 

10-4 over and out the way we talk sometimes you'd think our love is filled with doubt
But when we're all alone by the fireside of our home
The angry words we spoke that day have forever gone away then it's love we talk about
To the world outside we say 10-4 over and out
Hello this is Unit 2 callin' Unit 1 this is Unit 2 tryin' Unit 1
Do you read me Unit 1 do you read me
(Yeah I read you Unit 2 I sure can read you just like a book is all
And I know what you called for I know what you're gonna say
I'm gonna be a little bit late
Well I know you're a little bit late's are usually two or three or four
Or sometimes even more hours long
And I am sick and tired of) 10-4 over and out
10-4 over and out...
This is Unit 1 callin' Unit 2 do you read me Unit 2 you better answer me Unit 2
I'm gettin' sick of foolin' around with this CB radio
I'm gonna cram this thing down your throat
(I read you mhm do I golly I read you Unit 1 loud and clear
But seems like there's a little turbulence on the line
Honey I'm sorry that I'm runnin' so late but I stopped off here
To see this friend of mine who's been awfully awfully sick
And when I got back to the car you know this radio had run my battery down
I know it's hard for you to believe)
Oh I believe you I really do believe you ole CB and you 10-4 over and out
10-4 over and out...
10-4 baby I'm gonna have to be clear with you I'm always movin' on
Oh you've never been clear in your life you was born
I'm gonna get rid of this radio it's gonna get me killed I tell you
I'm gonna have to get rid of that radio just as soon as we get home



Everybody in the country knows what we're talkin' about too
They listen in on us I know I know

6. 100 Children

Tom T Hall - 100 Children

One hundred children, brave boys and girls
They come from nations all over the world
One hundred children marching along
One hundred children singing their song

Don't blow up the world, don't kill all the flowers
Today this is your world, tomorrow it's ours
Leave us pure water and forest uncut
Think of tomorrow, leave something for us

Your God may be dead but ours is alive
We think without Him we cannot survive
Punish all the bad men, praise all the good
Talk to your neighbors about brotherhood

One hundred children, brave boys and girls
They come from nations all over the world
One hundred children marching along
One hundred children singing their song

This is the song I was singing one night
While I was thinking of wrong and of right
I thought of good things that still could be done
The marchers now number one hundred and one

One hundred children, brave boys and girls
They come from nations all over the world
One hundred children marching along
One hundred children singing their song

One hundred children, brave boys and girls
They come from nations all over the world
One hundred children marching along
One hundred children singing their song

7. 100 Children - Chords

100 Children - Hall Tom

Capo 3

Chorus:



G
One hundred children brave boys and girls
G
They come from nations all over the world
C                    G
One hundred children marching along
C           G        D             G 
One hundred children singing their song

D                              C            G
Don't blow up the world, don't kill all the flowers
D                           C           G
Today this is your world, tomorrow it's ours
G                       C        G
Leave us pure water and forest uncut
C          G       D                   G 
Think of tomorrow, leave something for us

D                        C        G
Your God may be dead but ours is alive
D                       C         G
We think without him we cannot survive
G                      C              G 
Punish all the bad men praise all the good
C            G          D           G
Talk to your neighbors about brotherhood

Chorus

This is the song I was singing one night
While I was thinking of wrong and of right
I thought of good things that still could be done
The marchers now number one hundred and one

Chorus

(Move to G#) Chorus

8. 100 Degrees In The Shade - Chords

100 Degrees In The Shade 
Breaking Grass

[Verse 1]
Am                      C
Down in Mississippi in the August sun
            F
When you're bustin' lime all day and night
        E7                        Am
You got plenty of time to think of all you've done
Am                    C
  Down in Mississippi workin' up the tracks
F



Doin' time for my brother's crime
         E7               Am
'Til the day I die or the Lord comes back
 
 
[Chorus]
 F   Am                  G
   Oh Lord, we're livin' life on the end of a chain
 F   Am                G       E7             Am
   Oh Lord, and it's a hundred degrees in the shade
 
 
[Turn]
/F      /Am      /G      /       /
/F      /Am      /G   E  /Am      /
 
 
[Verse 2]
Am                     C
  Down in Mississippi, what do I spy?
  F
A shiny thing, what could it be?
          E7                 Am
It's the boss's keys for the boys and I
Am                      C
  Down in Mississippi, fellas, here's the plan
         F
We can't make a sound and when we hit the ground
      E                            Am
Don't let me down, we only got one chance
 
 
[Chorus]
F     Am                G
  Oh Lord, we're livin' life on the end of a chain
F     Am              G        E7            Am
  Oh Lord, and it's a hundred degrees in the shade
 
 
[Turn]
/F      /Am      /G      /       /
/F      /Am      /G   E  /Am      /
 
 
[Bridge]
E7                                        Am
  They'll turn the hounds on us when they see we're on the run
E7                              F                     G
  I'd rather face the dogs than live out my life like one
 
 
[Chorus]
F     Am                G
  Oh Lord, we're livin' life on the end of a chain
F     Am              G       E              Am
  Oh Lord, and it's a hundred degrees in the shade
F     Am                G



  Oh Lord, we're livin' life on the end of a chain
F     Am              G       E              Am
  Oh Lord, and it's a hundred degrees in the shade
       G       E7             Am
It's a hundred degrees in the shade
       G       E7             Am      
It's a hundred degrees in the shade
 
/Am      /       /       /
 
 
[Outro]
Am                    C
  Down in Mississippi workin' up the tracks
F
Doin' time for my brother's crime
E7              E                     Am
'Til the day I die or the Lord comes back

9. 100 Miles

100 Miles
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Wheels turn like my memories
And the head-lights shine like my used-to-bes
And time, time's taking way too long
And forgiveness, well I hope it's not too far gone

[Chorus]
A hundred miles from her is where I need to be
And a hundred miles from now I'm going to hit my knees
Say I miss you ooh I love you and I'm sorry
And if she can find the way to take me back
I'll spend the rest of my life making up for the past
All my answers, all my hopes, all my fears
Are a hundred miles from here

[Verse 2]
I, I told her I had to go
And now I know what I didn't know
And this road could lead me back to your door
But can it take me to a girl who can love me more

[Chorus]
A hundred miles from her is where I need to be
And a hundred miles from now I'm going to hit my knees
Say I miss you ooh I love you and I'm sorry
And if she can find the way to take me back
I'll spend the rest of my life making up for the past
All my answers, all my hopes, all my fears
Are a hundred miles from here



10. 100 Million Little Bombs

Buddy Miller - 100 Million Little Bombs
Composer: Buddy Miller

Three dollar bomb a hundred thousand roads
Steps of a child and the ground explodes
You can't clear one before another re-loads
To ratchet up the ante again
They're cheap and they're simple And they're green and black
They take you right down a one way track
We've gone so far now that we can't get back
And we still won't stop this train
Footfall of a soldier
Footfall of a child
They don't know the difference
They're blind and mean and wild
One hundred million and the wheels go round Lunch in geneva and the deals go down
We'll still have to fight a century from now the battle of a long gone war
What do you do with what's left behind
What can you grow when the fields are mined
What do you do when that's all you find you've got when you get back home
They're only made for terror
They don't care who they harm
Three dollars each to make
And a thousand to disarm

11. 100 Year Flood

100 Year Flood
Bill Nershi
String Cheese Incident

Chorus:
The water's rising and the rain's still coming down
There's a river five feet deep running down main street
Grab your children and head for higher ground
 Cause the dam's broke loose
And the flood's gonna wash away this town

In the winter of '96
Too much snow, too much rain would mix
And when that winter day turned warm
many a town will come to harm

And out on Chasebrook Road that night
That's where some people lost their lives
One hundred feet wide and fifty feet deep 
Was a hole where the road used to be



Chorus

Come hell or high water
Starts meaning a whole lot more
From Walton to Schoharie County
No one knew how bad it would be

Some got out and walked away
There's other missing to this day
Scraps of clothing and paper
Float across the water where they once were

Chorus

12. 1000 Dollar Wedding - Chords

1000 Dollar Wedding

It was a (D) $1000 (A) wedding supposed to be (B-) held the other (D) day and
With (G) all the invi (E) tations sent The (D) young bride went a(A)way
When the (D)groom saw people (A)passing notes
Not un(B-)usual(D/A), he might(G) say (E)

But (D)where are the flowers (G)for my baby
(D)I'd even like to see her (G)mean old mama
And (D)why ain't (A/C#)there a (B-)funeral,(D/A)
if you're (G)gonna act that (D)way(G)

(E)(A)

(A)I hate to tell you how he acted (E)when the news ar(A)rived 
(A)He took some friends out drinking and(E)it's lucky they sur(G)vived
Well, he (D)told them every(A)thing there was to
(B-)tell there a(D/A)long the (G)way (E)

And he (D)felt so bad when he (G)saw the traces
of (D)old lies still (G)on their faces
(D)So why don't (A/C#)someone here just (B-)spike his (D/A)drink
Why don't you (G)do him in some old (D)way (C)(G)
Supposed to be a (D)funeral (C)(G)
It's been a bad, bad (D)day (C)(G)

(E)(A)

(A)The Reverend Dr. William Grace Was (E)talking to the (A)crowd
(A)All about the sweet child's holy face and The (E)saints who sung out (G)loud
And he (D)swore the fiercest (A)beasts
could all be put to (B-)sleep the (D/A)same silly (G)way (E)

And (D)where are the flowers (G)for the girl
(D)She only knew she (G)loved the world

(D)And why ain't (A/C#)there one (B-)lonely (D/A)horn



and (G)one sad note to (D)play (C)(G)
Supposed to be a (D)funeral (C)(G)
It's been a bad, bad (D)day (C)(G)
Supposed to be a (D)funeral (C)(G)
It's been a bad, bad (D)day (C)(G)

13. 1000 Miles

Dwight Yoakam - 1,000 Miles
(Dwight Yoakam)

Runway Four, Flight 209
Teardrop falls, we start to climb
This window seat proved a poor choice
It shows the dream that's been destroyed
A little baby starts to cry
Hey, I would too, if not for pride
I owe so much to pride, it's true
It brought an end to me and you

Chorus:
But if I could, I'd turn around
Set my feet back on the ground
'Cause all this plane ride holds for me
Is a thousand miles of misery

I hear the engines, watch the clouds
The whole damn world looks distant now
But I can't seem to put no space
Between my cold heart and your sweet face
Across the aisle they're holding hands
Revealing brand new wedding bands
But our sweet gold, it's gone to rust
Now my life has turned to dust

Chorus:
But if I could, I'd turn around
Set my feet back on the ground
'Cause all this plane ride holds for me
Is a thousand miles of misery
All this plane ride holds for me
Is a thousand miles of misery

14. 1000 Things

Sarah Jarosz - 1,000 Things

Where are the days, the childish ways?
They can't be far behind me



She once lived here, my old friend fear
Ceaselessly to remind me
Yes, Yes I, Yes I hear you!

You may not hear the words I hear
But rambling is her song
So I translate, I fly, I skate
Where child of sky and earth belongs
Yes, Yes I, Yes I hear you

[Chorus:]
I find that I don't do so well
With the words that hide from me
But the ones that introduce themselves
Say a thousand things to me
Say a thousand things to me

You may not feel the burning sweat
But a fire is raging inside her
It's burning through the black and blue
Searing through all that I call mine
Yes, Yes I, Yes I feel you

[Chorus]

15. 1000 Years

1000 Years
Sim Redmond Band

Chorus:
If a thousand years go by 
I wont let this love die 
If the world no longer turns, 
this fire will still burn 

Even if the sun refuse to shine, 
I'd be warm enough inside 
Even if the skies lose their blue, 
I wont stop loving you

girl I know it's hard to play your cards against all odds 
and risk a broken heart 
dont know what I would do if I'd been through what you been through,
dont know where I would start to pick it up again and trust again 
it must of been hard enough to get this far but I wont let you down 
so trust me now when I tell you for me there is no one else

and if there's battle lines being drawn 
I wanna know just which side you're gonna be on 
cause I intend to defend to the end this love 
that couldnt be wrong 



and I believe that you and me were destiny 
ever since the day we were born into this world 
believe me girl when I tell you, for me, there is no one else

No matter where you are, we're never far apart 
No matter where I go, this love is right in my heart 
No matter what comes our way, this love is gonna stay right here 
No matter what they say, this love could last a thousand years

16. 12 O'Clock Blues

12 O'Clock Blues
The Steeldrivers - 12 O'Clock Blues

Every mornin' the first thought that comes
The list of everythin' I haven't done
Keeps gettin' longer and it's not even noon
Waitin' on those late night, midnight, 12 o'clock blues
I used to meet up with my buddies in town
Talk about our days and share a few rounds
After they leave no tellin' what I'll go through
Waitin' on those late night, midnight, 12 o'clock blues

Ooh-ooh-ooh
What can I do?
Ooh-ooh-ooh
Waitin' on those late night, midnight, 12 o'clock blues

Told my doctor this ain't no way to live
I'll take anything he's willing to give
Doubled the dosage and it's still no use
Waitin' on those late night, midnight, 12 o'clock blues
They say confession it good for the soul
Lately my burdens have been takin' their toll
Talked to my preacher, he said, "I've been there, too"
Waitin' on those late night, midnight, 12 o'clock blues

Ooh-ooh
What can I do?
Ooh-ooh
Waitin' on those late night, midnight, 12 o'clock blues

I see it comin' from the moment I rise
It won't matter how I spend my time
Night comes on and there ain't nothin' new
Waitin' on those late night, midnight, 12 o'clock blues

Ooh-ooh
What can I do?
Ooh-ooh
Waitin' on those late night, midnight, 12 o'clock blues



17. 12-12-84 - Chords

12-12-84
Recorded by David BallWritten by Billy Spencer, David Ball, Tommy Polk

Em    C G   C     D7       G
12-12-8-4   ten o'clock at night
C                 G        Em      Am      G       D7
Funny how you can remember certain moments in your life
Em       C        G            C        D7      B7
I wish I could go back to take back the words I said       
C         D7               Em
Though it's been years since that night            
Am   D7    G
They still echo in my head
C         G           B7                 Em  A7
Time is a teacher and time has taught me well     
C        D7         Em             Am            D7
What brings a man to his knees is often brought on by himself     
C                  G                 B7           Em     A7
If a second chance were offered she could love me like before
      C           D7                 Em       Am    D7 G
I'd go back to the end and start over again on 12-12-8--4
Em     C        G       C           D7          G
A cold wind was blowing it whistled through the pines
C                  G       Em    Am              D7
I told her I don't need her  and she told me goodbye  
Em       C      G            C     D7      B7
I remember embers dying in the ashes and the coals         
C     D7     G      Em  Am        D7        G
And like smoke up the chimney  I watched a true love go

Repeat #2       

C           D7                 Em       Am    D7 G
I'd go back to the end and start over again on 12-12-8--4

18. 120 East - Chords

120 East
The Brothers Comatose

[Intro]
Bm    D    G    A    F#   (x2)
 
 
[Verse 1]
 
Bm



Driving 120 east headed into the hills
         D                      G
With the wildfire smoke running over my gills
        A                                              F#
I could drive with my eyes closed the moon is so bright
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
Bm
City blocks turn to rivers and trees 
        D                       G
And I'm washing the dirt of the week off of me
        A                                         F#
And I'm looking to friends and whiskey jars tonight
 
 
[Bridge]
 
    G        Bm
And then and then
    A                                    F#
The music's done the bags are packed again
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
Bm
Pines and redwoods reach to the sky 
         D                G
And they line the winding roads we drive
     A                                 F#
They wave to us in winds they wave us on
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
Bm
Welcomes felt when we play at the bar
       D                          G
But it feels like we just stepped out of the car
        A                                     F#
And the bell starts tolling time to get us gone
 
 
[Bridge]
 
    G        Bm
And then and then
     A                                    F#
Last call we're drinking black coffee again
 
 
[Chorus]
 
         D                         F#
But it's time we're headed out but we're not headed home



G                         D
Taillights ahead dragging me straight for the dawn
     G                            D
My eyes are feeling heavy and the road goes ever on 
         A                 F#
But I'll follow you, cause tonight we're moving on
 
 
[solo]
 
Bm    D    G    A    F#         (x2)
 
 
[Verse 5]
 
Bm
On a spiral road to a place in my mind
        D                          G
Where I struggle with God and with life and with time
       A                                 F#
And it feels I can't do anything but wrong
 
 
[Verse 6]
 
Bm
Every choice feels empty and mean
      D                 G
And I can't remember my hopes and my dreams 
        A                                    F#
And I'm failing, feeling everything but strong
 
 
[Bridge]
 
    G         Bm
And then, and then
    A                             F#
The music puts me on the road again
 
 
[Chorus]
 
A        D                         F#
But it's time we're headed out but we're not headed home
G                         D
Taillights ahead dragging me straight for the dawn
   G                              D
My eyes are feeling heavy and the road goes ever on 
           A       Bm       F#
But I'll follow you, 
 
 
[Chorus]
 
         D                         F#
But it's time we're headed out but we're not headed home



G                         D
Taillights ahead dragging me straight for the dawn
   G                              D
My eyes are feeling heavy and the road goes ever on 
         A        F#
But I'll follow you, 
F#                          Bm
cause tonight we're moving on
 
 
[Outro Chords}
 
Bm    D    G    A    F#

19. 12th Of June

12th of June 

Before spring turned into summer
After night turned into day
They were born a Monday morning
In the days just after May
In the days just after May

By the branch at San Jacinto
Play for me a happy tune
Know of all the days I loved
I loved best the 12th of June
I loved best the 12th of June

He was strong across his shoulders
She was delicate of skin
And their mother lay there ashen
As we held them to our breasts
As we held them to our breasts

By the branch at San Jacinto
Play for me a happy tune
Know of all the days I loved
I loved best the 12th of June
I loved best the 12th of June

All I have I gladly give them
All I am they will exceed
And one thing I know for sure
If they improve the likes of me
They make a better man of me

So to my father and my mother
And to our fathers long before
There are those who walk above us
Who'll remember that we were
They will remember that we were



And to these beautiful two children
And to my sweet and tender wife
I will love you three forever
Though I fly beyond this life
Though I fly beyond this life

By the branch at San Jacinto
Play for me a happy tune
Know of all the days I loved
I loved best the 12th of June

By the branch at San Jacinto
When they lay me in my tomb
Know of all the days I loved
There are so many days I've loved
Know of all the days I loved
I loved best the 12th of June
I loved best the 12th of June

20. 13 Clocks

Jim Lauderdale - 13 Clocks

[Chorus]
Thirteen clocks, gotta keep 'em wound
Thirteen clocks, can't let a-one run down
Thirteen clocks, gotta keep 'em wound
Thirteen clocks, can't let a-one run down

[Verse 1]
One clock keeps time for the soldiers in the army
One clock keeps time for the girl I left behind me
One clock keeps time for the victims of the blood
Buried to the neck in the Louisiana mud

[Chorus]
Thirteen clocks, gotta keep 'em wound
Thirteen clocks, can't let a-one run down
Thirteen clocks, gotta keep 'em wound
Thirteen clocks, can't let a-one run down

[Verse 2]
One clock keeps time for the solitary mother
One clock keeps time for lovin' one another
One clock keeps time for the countdown to distastRr
Just tryin' to slow it down a-seems to make it run faster

[Chorus]
Thirteen clocks, gotta keep 'em wound
Thirteen clocks, can't lRt a-one run down
Thirteen clocks, gotta keep 'em wound
Thirteen clocks, can't let a-one run down



[Verse 3]
That leaves one clock more whose tickin' drives me crazy
Not up to me to wind it, it's not because I'm lazy
The clock of my own days for I know not the hour
The alarm is set to wake me, I do not have that power

[Chorus]
Thirteen clocks, gotta keep 'em wound
Thirteen clocks, can't let a-one run down
Thirteen clocks, gotta keep 'em wound
Thirteen clocks, can't let a-one run down
Thirteen clocks, gotta keep 'em wound
Thirteen clocks, can't let a-one run down
Thirteen clocks, gotta keep 'em wound
Thirteen clocks, can't let a-one run down
Thirteen clocks, gotta keep 'em wound
Thirteen clocks, can't let 'em all run down
Thirteen clocks, gotta keep 'em wound
Thirteen clocks, can't let a-one run down

21. 13 Dollar Beers - Chords

13 Dollar Beers Live 
Chicago Farmer

[Verse 1]
 
C
well I worked all week long
F          C
so I could go
G
down to the arena
        F           C
for the big country show
C
but when I stepped inside
  F               C
I began to shed a tear
G
when I saw a sign
          F               C
that read thirteen dollar beers
 
[Chorus]
 
F                  C
13 dollar beers oh 13 dollar beers
G
I'd love to hear some songs
          F             C
and maybe drown away my fears



C
I am just a poor boy
   F     C
my money disappears
    G
and I just can't get drunk
      F      C
on 13 dollar beers
 
[Verse 2]
 
C
I made it to my seat
           F                C
it was the 3rd row from the back
  G
I couldn't see a thing
      F             C
but a blurry cowboy hat
    C
and all the bros behind me
     F                    C
they were screaming in my ear
G
they were getting drunk
   F         C
on 13 dollar beers
 
[Chorus]
 
F                  C
13 dollar beers oh 13 dollar beers
G
I'd love to hear some songs
          F             C
and maybe drown away my fears
C
I am just a poor boy
    F              C
now I can't see or hear
    G
and I still can't get drunk
      F      C
on 13 dollar beers
 
[Verse 3]
 
C
so I left after a song
F                C
got out of there fast
G
saw a guy on the corner
   F           C
in tiedye so I asked
C
is there anyplace round here



F                       C
where they'll treat you right
G
says some guy named Farmer
      F                  C
plays the pub on Tuesday night
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C           F
n' they got 2 dollar beers
         C
they got 2 dollar beers
G
He'll sing you some songs
           F               C
and try to drown away your fears
C
these local bands
    F     C
are Music to my ears
      G
we'll listen and we'll get drunk
   F        C
on 2 dollar beers
      G
we'll dance in our chairs and get drunk
   F        C
on 2 dollar beers
      G
we'll sing along we'll get drunk
    F         C
hey everybody cheers

22. 13 Questions

Seatrain - 13 questions

Deep in the darkest hour of a very heavy week,
Three Earthmen did confront me, and I could hardly speak.
They met me in a hurry, they left me tired and sore,
And when I'm fit for wishing, I hope they'll come no more.
When I'm wishing, I hope they'll come no more.

Standing by the exit, with one eye on the door,
I listened to them argue. I asked them "Why? What for?"
They showed me 19 terrors, and each one struck my soul,
They threw me 13 questions, each one an endless hole.
Thirteen questions, each an endless hole.

Did you see the moon last night,
Hung like a Chinese ball?



You should have seen the moon last night
At the party of us all.

Deep in the darkest hour of a very heavy week,
Three Earthmen did confront me, and I could hardly speak.
They showed me 19 terrors, and each one struck my soul,
They threw me 13 questions, each one an endless hole.
Thirteen questions, each an endless hole

23. 14 Carat Mind

14 Carat Mind

I still recall the morning that I met you
Standing out in front of Wilson's Five and Dime
Staring through the window at the jewelry
Hungry for the things you couldn't buy

Just like a fool I thought that I could please you
I saw you had an eye for things that shine
I paid seven saw mill dollars for a bracelet
Just to satisfy your fourteen carat mind

Layin' by these railroad tracks in Denver
With a hurtin' head and a half a pint of wine
Everything except my soul has been surrendered
Just to satisfy your fourteen carat mind

The cabin that I built in West Virginia
Was not enough to keep you satisfied
'Cause a man that's got a saw mill occupation
Can't afford to feed a rich girls' appetite

I wonder if you're still with Willie Jackson
Sometimes I wonder if he's still alive
Ol' Willie, he gave up his wife and children
Just to satisfy your fourteen carat mind

Layin' by these railroad tracks in Denver
With a hurtin' head and a half a pint of wine
Everything except my soul has been surrendered
Just to satisfy your fourteen carat mind
Just to satisfy your fourteen carat mind

24. 1460 Elder Street - Chords

1460 Elder Street
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Bun Wilson and Doc Richardson



C                   F           C
I was waiting for a ship to Vietnam                                        
G7
And me being the good time loving guy I am      
C                F           C
I was looking for some female company            
F         C        G7        C
I met a girl alone and lonesome just like me                  
F          C
We had coffee at a waterfront cafe                                       
G7
She said her husband was a soldier far away        
C                F               C
And she talked about her long nights all alone                  
F          C      G7         C
And the way she's fought temptation since he's gone  
F                            C
1460 Elder Street is where she took me     
 F               C                G7
And I never knew that love could be so sweet        
 C                F                C
Then she promised me that when the war was over           
F         G7       C
I'd have a home at 1460 Elder Street                      
 F             C
Two months later I was on patrol one day
                                      G7
When a hand grenade fell not ten feet away            
 C                  F                 C
I watched as one brave man gave all that he could give
                  F        C         G7      C
He fell across it gave his life that I might live
                                F             C
I found a crumpled tear stained letter in his coat
                                         G7
And I read the Dear John Letter his wife wrote
 C                F            C
He had nothing left for livin' for I guess                     
F     C   G7     C
I thought I die when I saw her return address 
F                               C
1460 Elder Street still drives me crazy       
 F                 C               G7
And sometimes at night we find it hard to sleep         
C               F                  C
Could it be the ones who killed him now are sharing           
 F         G7       C
Our private hell at 1460 Elder Street

25. 15 Miles to Birmingham



15 Miles to Birmingham
Jim Hurst - 15 Miles to Birmingham

[Chorus]
Well, there's fifteen (There's fifteen miles)
To Birmingham (To Birmingham)
On the moun- (On the mountain)
looking down
Oh, my heavy heart is sinking down 'cause I can't go town
Can't go to Birmingham

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
Well, a feller's broke (Well, a feller's broke)
Ain't got a dime (Ain't got a dime)
Nobody's got (Nobody's got)
a dime to lend
But when he's rich, to him they stitch because there's money to spend
Because there's money to spend

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Well, I wanna go (Well, I wanna go)
Down to Birmingham (Down to Birmingham)
I'm looking up (I'm looking up),
I'm looking down
Just killing time, ain't got a dime
Can't go to Birmingham
Can't go to Birmingham

26. 15 Steps

15 Steps
Jeff Austin

Fifteen steps....what you will give me
Seventeen...is what I'll take
Two chances gimme now another
One good man is what it'll make

Don't give me up, don't give me up
Do not give me up, don't give me up...No!

Your voice...I do not remember
My name...I cannot retrace
Two chances gimme now another
One good man is what it'll make

Don't give me up, don't give me up
Do not give me up, don't give me up...No!

Upstanding...good little school boy



Downtrodden...right in my place
Right now...is my understanding
One good man is what it'll make

Don't give me up, don't give me up
Do not give me up, don't give me up...No!

Fifteen steps....what you will give me
Seventeen...is what I'll take
Two chances gimme now another
One good man is what it'll make

Don't give me up, don't give me up
Do not give me up, don't give me up...No!

27. 16th Avenue - Chords

16th Avenue
Recorded by Lacy J. Dalton
Written by Thom Schuyler
 
G                                        D7              G
From the corners of the country from the cities and the farms
     Em                 C                G                 D7
With years and years of living tucked up underneath their arms
      Em                C                G                 C
They walked away from everything just to see a dream come true
       G                  Em                 C   D7   G
So God bless the boys who make the noise on 16th Av-enue
 
                                   D7            G
With a million dollar spirit and an old flat top guitar
     Em                 C                 G              D7
They drive to town with all they own in a hundred dollar car
      Em               C                 G                       C
Cause one time someone told them about a friend of a friend they knew
    G               Em        C    D7  G
Who owns you know a studio on 16th Av-enue
 
                                D7               G
Now some are born to money they never had to say survive
    Em             C                 G             D7
And others swing a nine pound hammer just to stay alive
        Em                 C                 G                   C
There's cowboys drunks and Christians mostly white and black and blue
        G                    Em                  C    D7  G
They've all dialed the phone direct to home from 16th Av-enue
 
                                         D7                     G
Ah but then one night in some empty room where no curtains ever hung
       Em                  C          G                D7
Like a miracle some golden words roll off of someone's tongue
    Em                   C                   G                C



And after years of being nothing they're all looking right at you
    G                Em                     C    D7  G
And there for awhile they'll go in style on 16th Av-enue
 
                              D7        G
Hey it looks so uneventful so quiet and discreet
      Em                C                G                   D7
But a lot of lives were changed there on that little one-way street
      Em                    C                  G                C
Cause they walked away from everything just to see a dream come true
   G                      Em                C    D7  G
So God bless the boys who make the noise on 16th Av-enue

28. 17 Cents

17 Cents - Infamous Stringdusters

17 Cents is a whale of a lot
17 Cents is what I got
Grocery bills,heat and the rent
All i have left is 17 cents
19,18, 17 cents, dirty old dime and a penny's bent
Ain't seen m'noth'in of my darlin since
Left me here with 17 cents.
Well down the road and around the bend
Lookin for gold the the rainbow end
over the field and under the fence.
pockets are lined with 17 cents
19, 18, 17 cents
Dirty old dime and the penny's bent
Ain't seen nothing of m'darlin' since
She left me here with 17 cents.
I got a letter from the IRS
"You owe back taxes--17 cents"
Wish I had all the money they spent
Spent on bringing in 17 cents.19, 18, 17 cents
Dirty old dime and the penny's bent

Ain't seen nothing of m'darlin' since
She left me here with 17 cents.
Went to Nashville--wrote me a song
Put it on a record from Fiddlin' John
Bill Monroe and Joseph Spence
Royalty check was 17 cents
19, 18, 17 cents
Dirty old dime and the penny's bent
Ain't seen nothing of m'darlin' since
She left me here with 17 cents.
Down the road, skid row gents
Always begged for 17 cents
Never did find out where they went
To buy anything for 17 cents
17 cents for a cup of joe, ticket home or a burger roll



Never did find out where Ed spent
To buy such things for 17 cents
19, 18, 17 cents
Dirty old dime and the penny's bent
Ain't seen nothing of m'darlin' since
She left me here with 17 cents.

29. 18 Wheels And A Dozen Roses

Kathy Mattea - 18 Wheels and a Dozen Roses

[Verse 1]
Charlie's got a gold watch
Don't seem like a whole lot
After thirty years of driving
Up and down the interstate
But Charlie's had a good life
And Charlie's got a good wife
And after tonight she'll no longer
Be counting the days

[Chorus]
Eighteen wheels and a dozen roses
Ten more miles on his four day run
A few more songs from the all night radio
Then he'll spend the rest of his life
With the one that he loves

[Verse 2]
They'll buy a Winnebago
Set out to find America
They'll do a lot of catching up
A little at a time
With pieces of the old dream
They're gonna light the old flame
Doing what they please
Leaving every other reason behind

[Chorus]

30. 18 Wheels Humming Home Sweet Home - Chords

18 Wheels Humming Home Sweet Home
Recorded by Mac Wiseman
Written by Jim Fagan

C                    G7             F               C
With raindrops on my windshield and teardrops on my steering wheel
F                       G7           C    G7



This lonely truck's the only thing I own
C               G7               F            C
In my heart I'm pining while her old engine's whining
     F           G7                 C
With 18 wheels a humming home sweet home
               G7        F               C
I had a gal in Texas she walked away and left us
F                    G7            C  G7
This old truck's all I'm depending on
C               G7             F           C
Sometimes I overwork her but I never would desert her
F           G7                 C
18 wheels a humming home sweet home
                   G7        F               C
We've got a lot in common we keep each other going
F               G7                  C  G7
Me and this old truck are a hanging on
C                       G7           F                C
We just keep right on a rolling that lonesome stack a smoking
     F           G7                 C
With 18 wheels a humming home sweet home
                         G7        F                  C
Well it ain't the latest model and it can't take much throttle
F                     G7                    C    G7
Them shiny rigs ain't been where this one's gone
C             G7       F              C
We ain't in a hurry we lope along and worry
     F           G7                 C
With 18 wheels a humming home sweet home
Repeat #1
     F           G7                 C
With 18 wheels a humming home sweet home

31. 1901 A Canyon Odyssey

The Infamous Stringdusters - 1901: A Canyon Odyssey

1901
There beneath the August sun
A daring survey undertaken on the fly

Colorado would request
Divert the river water west
For The Uncompahgre Valley was too dry

There'd been one attempt before
And they needed to know more
Than what Bryant saw from base camps on the rim

When the challenge whet their thirst
Two men planned to be the first
To take the canyon floor route cut from deep within



There's only one way the water flows
Through a passage no one knows
Heading down the Canyon Black
They could never turn their back
Staring down the Barrel of the Gunnison

The Journey started as they planned
With support from a third man
Who hiked the the old trail high above the river's hood

'Til they came upon a Narrow
At the jaws of the Falls of Sorrow
With one way out, they took the only way they could

Diving deep into the churn
Maybe never to return
The pair could only hope to breathe the air again

The angry river turned and tossed
And the two might have been lost
Deep below the surface of the Gunnison

There's only one way the water flows
Through a passage no one knows
Heading down the Canyon Black
They could never turn their back
Staring down the Barrel of the Gunnison
Gunnison!

Now the story has been told
And while the river still runs cold
The water gets to where it once had never been

As for whether they escaped
They made it out just bruised and scraped
The two men never would forget the Gunnison

There's only one way the water flows
Through a passage no one knows
Heading down the Canyon Black
They could never turn their back
Staring down the Barrel of the Gunnison

32. 1917

Linda Ronstadt - 1917
Emmylou Harris

The strange young man who comes to me
A soldier on a three day spree
He needs one night's cheap ecstasy 
And a woman's arms to hide him
He greets me with a courtly bow



And hides his pain by acting proud
He drinks too much and he laughs too loud
How can I deny him?

Let us dance beneath the moon
I'll sing to you 'Claire de Lune'
The morning always comes too soon
But tonight the war is over
He speaks to me in schoolboy French
Of a soldier's life inside a trench
Of the look of death and the ghastly stench
I do my best to please him

He puts two roses in a vase
Two roses sadly out of place
Like the gallant smile on his haggard face
Playfully I tease him
Hold me 'neath the Paris skies
Let's not talk of how or why
Tomorrow's soon enough to die
But tonight the war is over
We make love too hard, too fast
He falls asleep, his face a mask
He wakes with the shakes, and he drinks from his flask
I put my arms around him

They die in the trenches and they die in the air
In Belgium and France the dead are everywhere
They die so, so fast there's no time to prepare
A decent grave to surround them
Old world glory, old world fame
The old world's gone, gone up in flames
Nothing will ever be the same
And nothing lasts forever
Oh, I'd pray for him but I've forgotten how
And there's nothing, nothing that can save him now
There's always another with the same funny bow
And who am I to deny them?

Lux aeterna Luceat eis
Domine, cum sancris tuis in aeternum
Quia pius es
Requiem aeternaum dona eis, Domine
Quia pius es
Requiem aeternaum dona eis, Domine
Quia pius es
Et lux perpetua luceat eis cum sancris tuis ina cap

33. 1929 - Chords

1929
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Merle Haggard and Freddy Powers



C                F           C    F          C
All my life I've heard about hard depression days
        D7                          G7
They so resemble times we're living now
    C                 F    C      F          C
And old news of yesteryear sounds like yesterday
    G7                                C
And hunger lines always look the same somehow
                           F  C
Are we living now or is it 1929
  G7                               C
A dollar bill ain't worth one thin dime
                         F               C
And tricks are sometimes played upon the mind
                     G7 C
Are we living now or 1929
               F         C      F        C
Old songs tell about the way it was back then
  D7                                   G7
I think I've sung 'em all from time to time
   C                 F              C        F    C
It looks like we are headed for the same old fall again
      G7                                  C
But a hard depression blues would sure do fine
Repeat #2
                        F            C   F C
The devil's changed the candy flavor some
    D7                                 G7
Somehow we've gone to drugs instead of wine
    C               F           C         F      C
But old skid row is still alive where the demons run
          G7                 C
Is it the eighties now or 1929
                           F  C
Are we living now or is it 1929
  G7                               C
A dollar bill ain't worth one thin dime
                         F               C
And tricks are sometimes played upon the mind
                    G7 C
Is it really now or 1929

34. 1937 Pre-War Kimball

Nanci Griffith - 1937 Pre-War Kimball

{937 Pre-war Kimball 
1, 2, 3, gone}

Oh, it sat in this corner for many a year
Through fireside parties, tears and cheers
And the hands of James Hooker flew over it's keys



And God know who else 'fore it came to me

And when I was alone I could be Julie Gold
It rang her "From A Distance" just like it was my own
I'd pretend I've the voice of Beth Neilsen Chapman
I wrote 'Late Night Grande' with just my right hand happenin'

Now it's keys rent the air in it's new place to stand
A gift for the children who'll play right and left hand
Just a 1937 Pre-war Kimball
Oh, with the grace of that three-quarter grand
Oh, the grace of that three-quarter grand

Oh, it's lonesome in this corner at five am
I'd call Harlan Howard, only he'd understand
All those melodies that came to be
Mornings in this corner, that piano and me

And I wished for the left hand like Glenn D. Hardin
I could play Jimmy Webb or perhaps Randy Newman
Ah, it's a blessing, it never met Jerry Lee's feet
Just the hands of those children is all this Kimball needs

I'll let it go, let it go
That piano I bought from Al Jones long ago
I've let it go, I've let it go
And I smiled as it rolled out my door
And the songs that we wrote, ah, note for note
That piano will always know

Now it's keys rent the air in it's new place to stand
A gift for the children who'll play right and left hand
Just a 1937 Pre-war Kimball
Oh, the grace of that three-quarter grand
Oh, the grace of that three-quarter grand
Oh, it's the grace of that three-quarter grand

And God bless the child
Who's got a song
Who's got a song
Who's got a song

35. 1952 Vincent Black Lightning

Richard Thompson - 1952 Vincent Black Lightning

Says Red Molly, to James, "Well that's a fine motorbike.
A girl could feel special on any such like."
Says James, to Red Molly, "My hat's off to you.
It's a Vincent Black Lightning, 1952.

And I've seen you on the corners and cafes, it seems.
Red hair and black leather, my favorite color scheme."



And he pulled her on behind,
And down to Boxhill,

They'd Ride.
Says James, to Red Molly, "Here's a ring for your right hand.
But I'll tell you in earnest I'm a dangerous man;
For I've fought with the law since I was seventeen.

I've robbed many a man to get my Vincent machine.
And now I'm twenty-one years, I might make twenty-two.
And I don't mind dyin' but for the love of you.
But if fate should break my stride, then I'll give you my Vincent, To Ride."

"Come down Red Molly," called Sargent McQuade.
"For they've taken young James Aidee for Armed Robbery.
Shotgun blast hit his chest, left nothing inside.
Oh, come down, Red Molly, to his dying bedside."

When she came to the hospital, there wasn't much left.
He was runnin' out of road. He was runnin' out of breath.
But he smiled, to see her cry.
And said, "I'll give you my Vincent.
To Ride."

Said James, "In my opinion, there's nothing in this world
Beats a '52 Vincent and a Redheaded girl.
Now Nortons and Indians and Greavses won't do.
Oh, they don't have a Soul like a Vincent '52."

Well he reached for her hand and he slipped her the keys.
He said, "I've got no further use...for these.
I see Angels on Ariels in leather and chrome,
Swoopin' down from Heaven to carry me home."

And he gave her one last kiss and died.
And he gave her his Vincent.
To Ride.

36. 1963

1963
Stillhouse Junkies

I took the long way around 
Ended up in this town
Was the fall of '63
I never could see myself
Settling down
But it felt just like heaven to me

Well I met me a girl 
With the stars in her eyes
In the spring of '64



She was searching for something
Up there in the sky
But it was always a little too far

PRECHORUS
They tell me that fortune
Favors the bold
But I'm getting too old
To be favored this time

CHORUS
Don't you know that this life
Is a mouthful of whiskey
You got to roll it around on your tongue
But it's a waste of a dram on the young
It's the aging that makes it worth drinking at all

I reached for her hand and 
She told me she would 
With the winter coming on
But it was never enough 
Even when it was good
And I woke up to find she was gone

With a lifetime behind me
It's easy sometimes
In the quiet of the night
To get lost in regretting
What couldn't be mine
But you can never make everything right

37. 1976

1976 - Alan Jackson

Rockie burned up the movie screen and I was turnin seventeen
Tie-dyed shirts and Levis jean, lookin cool at the Dairy Queen
Tryin to impress a young woman in her Sunday dress

And that was 1976, didn't know who I was yet
A pretty little blonde haired girl stole my heart and changed my world
Two kids and a moonlit sky, a little love on a Friday night
Built a fire that just wont quit, that was 1976

My high school days I packed away, set my sights on a bigger stage
Jimmy Carter moved to DC, a Georgia boy just like me, life seemed easy
Nothin much that we needed

That was 1976, didn't know who I was yet
A pretty little blonde haired girl stole my heart and changed my world
Two kids and a moonlit sky, a little love on a Friday night
Built a fire that just wont quit, that was 1976



[Instrumental Interlude]

Eight track tapes were still in style and Elvis was still alive
Wonder Woman sure looked fine, Bionic Man was still Prime Time
And that girl I liked, we kept on tryin till we got it right

And that was 1976, didn't know who I was yet
A pretty little blonde haired girl stole my heart and changed my world
Two kids and a moonlit sky, a little love on a Friday night
Built a fire that just wont quit, that was 1976

Yeah, that was 1976, didn't know who we were yet
Built a fire that just wont quit and that was 1976

We built a fire that just wont quit, that was 1976

38. 1985

Richard Thompson - 1985
(Jaret Reddick, John Allen, Mitchell Scherr)

Woohoo
Woohoo

Debbie just hit the wall
She never had it all
One Prozac a day
Husbands a CPA
Her dreams went out the door
When she turned twenty four
Only been with one man
What happen to her plan?

She was gonna be an actress
She was gonna be a star
She was gonna shake her ass
On the hood of white snake's car
Her yellow SUV is now the enemy
Looks at her average life
And nothing has been alright

Springstein, Madonna
Way before Nirvana
There was U2 and Blondie
And music still on MTV
Her two kids in high school
They tell her that she's uncool
But she still preoccupied
With 19, 19, 1985

Woohoo
(1985)
Woohoo



She's seen all the classics
She knows every line
Breakfast Club, Pretty in Pink
Even Saint Elmo's Fire
She rocked out to wham
Not a big Limp Biscuit fan
Thought she'd get a hand
On a member of Duran Duran

Where's the mini-skirt made of snake skin
And who's the other guy singing in Van Halen
When did reality become T.V.
What ever happen to sitcoms, game shows
(on the radio there was)

Springstein, Madonna
Way before Nirvana
There was U2 and Blondie
And music still on MTV
Her two kids in high school
They tell her that she's uncool
But she still preoccupied
With 19, 19, 1985

Woohoo

She hates time make it stop
When did Motley Crew become classic rock?
And when did Ozzy become an actor?
Please make this stop
Stop!
And bring back

Springstein, Madonna
Way before Nirvana
There was U2 and Blondie
And music still on MTV
Her two kids in high school
They tell her that she's uncool
But she still preoccupied
With 1985

Springstein, Madonna
Way before Nirvana
There was U2 and Blondie
And music still on MTV
Her two kids in high school
They tell her that she's uncool
But she still preoccupied
With 19, 19, 1985



39. 2 Kool 2 Be 4-Gotten

Lucinda Williams - 2 Kool 2 Be 4-Gotten

You can't depend on anything really
There's no promises there's no point
There's no good there's no bad
In this dirty little joint

No dope smoking, no beer sold after 12 o'clock
Rosedale Mississippi, Magic City juke joint
Mr. Johnson sings over in a corner by the bar
Sold his soul to the devil so he can play guitar

Too cool to be forgotten
Hey hey, too cool to be for gotten

Man running through the grass outside
Says he wants to take up serpents
Says he will drink the deadly thing
And it will not hurt him
House rule no exceptions
No bad language, no gambling, no fighting

Sorry no credit don't ask
Bathroom wall reads is God the answer YES
Too cool to be forgotten
Hey hey, too cool to be forgotten

June bug versus hurricane
June bug versus hurricane
Hey hey

I had a lover
I, I thought he was mine
Thought I'd always be his valentine
Leaning against the railing of a Lake Charles bridge

Overlooking the river leaning over the edge
He asked me "would you jump into the water with me?"
I told him no way baby that's your own death you see
Too cool to be forgotten

Hey hey, too cool to be forgotten
June bug versus hurricane
June bug versus hurricane
Hey hey

40. 20 Eyes

20 Eyes
Yonder Mountain String Band



20 eyes in my head
20 eyes in my head
20 eyes in my head
They're all the same, they're all the same

20 eyes in my head
20 eyes in my head
They're all the same, they're all the same

When you're seeing 20 things at a time
You just can't slow things down, baby
When you're seeing 20 things in your mind
Just can't slow things down

Then all those eyes
They're just crowding up your human face
Then all those eyes
Take an overload

20 eyes in my head
20 eyes in my head
20 eyes in my head
They're all the same, they're all the same

When you're seeing 20 things at a time
You just can't slow things down, baby
When you're seeing 20 things in your mind
Just can't slow things down

Then all those eyes
They're just crowding up your human face
Then all those eyes
Take an overload

20 eyes in my head
20 eyes in my head
20 eyes in my head
They're all the same

20 eyes in my head
They're all the same
20 eyes in my head
They're all the same
20 eyes in my head
They're all the same

41. 20-20 Vision

20-20 Vision
Chris Thile

I went to the doctor he says I'm all right
I know he's lying, I'm losing my sight



He should have examined the eyes of my mind
20/20 vision and walkin' 'round blind
With my eyes wide open I lay in my bed
If it wasn't for dying, I wish I was dead
But this is my punishment, death is too kind
20/20 vision and walkin' 'round blind
You just couldn't know her the way that I do
Well you say that she's wicked and maybe it's true
Well the one thing I do know, she's no longer mine
20/20 vision and walkin' 'round blind
I've lost her, I've lost her, what can I do?
I bet you're not happy if she's there with you
The eyes of your heart will have trouble like mine
20/20 vision and walkin' 'round blind
20/20 vision and walkin' 'round blind

42. 20/20 Vision

Dan Tyminski - 20/20 Vision

[Verse 1]
I've been to the doctor, he says I'm alright
I know he's lyin', I'm losin' my sight
He should have examined the eyes of my mind
20/20 vision, and walkin' 'round by

[Verse 2]
Since she's gone and left me, I feel so alone
I carry a heart that is heavy as stone
I knew that she cheated, I knew all the time
20/20 vision, and walkin' 'round by

[Verse 3]
With my eyes wide open, I lay in my bed
If it wasn't for dyin', I wish I was dead
But this is my punishment, death is too kind
20/20 vision, and walkin' 'round by

[Verse 4]
You just couldn't know her the way that I do
You'd say that she's wicked, and maybe it's true
One thing I do know, shR's no-longer mine
20/20 vision, and walkin' 'round by

[Verse 5]
I've lost hRr, I've lost her, oh, what will I do?
I bet you're not happy if she's there with you
The eyes of your heart will have trouble like mine
20/20 vision, and walkin' 'round by
20/20 vision, and walkin' 'round by



43. 200 Miles From Montana

200 Miles From Montana
Greensky Bluegrass

It's a hundred miles to Sheridan, Wyoming
Where (we drank at)* cowboy bars
And there's smoke in your eyes
You told me you once loved me
And how you set me free
I never came back to you
You came back to me
And dusted off your memories
Which all included me
I heard how happy they were
But I'm sad they are for me

200 miles from Montana
The sun is beating down
On Wyoming
Homeward bound

Broke down
In South Dakota
The tread is gone
The motors blown with no place else to go
We checked into a cheap
Motel on the corner
I looked at you tired and through with traveling this way
You told me you couldn't have done this all alone
So take my hand and stand beside me on our way back home

200 miles from Montana
The sun is beating down
On Wyoming
Homeward bound

If we could just make it
To Blue Earth, Minnesota
Just west of the Freeborn county line
We could see the sun rise
Out on the horizon
With all the miles we survived
On our way back home

200 miles from Montana
The sun is beating down
On Wyoming
Homeward bound

*I'm not entirely sure if that's right, but it makes sense and fits.



44. 200 Proof Loving

200 Proof Loving

Verse 1:
Well I don't need no whiskey To leave my blues behind 
'Cause I got a woman Sweeter than cherry wine 
One shot of her lovin' And I stay drunk all the time 

Chorus:
She gives me 200 proof lovin' 
That's pure as any moonshine 
Made down in Tennessee 
I get high on her kissin' and her huggin' 
200 proof lovin' is all the proof I need

Verse 2:
Whenever I'm around her My head spins like a top 
Her touches make me dizzy And my defenses drop 
I know that I'm addicted But I don't wanna stop 

Repeat Chorus

Bridge:
Her love is ever pure and strong 
And I stay intoxicated all night long

Repeat Chorus (and repeat last 
line of Chorus)

45. 21 Summer - Chords

21 Summer 
Brothers Osborne

[Intro]
     Gmaj7
e /----------------------------/----------------------------/----------------------------/-------//
B /----------------------------/----------------------------/----------------------------/--0----//
G /----------------------------/-----------------------0----/----------------------------/--0----//
D /-----0-----4-----0-----0----/-----0-----4-----0----------/-----4-----2-----0----------/--0----//
A /----------------------------/----------------------------/-----------------------2----/-------//
E /--3-----3-----3-----3-------/--3-----3-----3-----3-------/--3-----3-----3-----3-------/-------//
 
/D   /D   /
 
Band enters:
/D       /D       /Gmaj7    /Gmaj7    /
 



 
[Verse 1]
 
D                            Gmaj7
Now and then I think about you now and then
                Bm7            A6            Gmaj7
When I see that Chevrolet, that certain shade of blue
  D                                   Gmaj7
I hear that song, the one we sang all summer long
                    Bm7             A6
And even though its been so long it brings me back,
Em9                    A6
     right back to you
 
 
[Chorus]
 
                    Gmaj7                 D
I hope you find the storm that you were chasing,
                   Gmaj7                  D
Hope your eyes are still as full of dreams
                  Bm7                    A6                 Gmaj7
As they were that night when you slipped off those cut off jeans
A6              Gmaj7              D
When I hear the sound of high tide thunder,
               Gmaj7                     D
I can see your hair blowing in the breeze
                  Bm7              A6              Gmaj7
I think about how you and that 21 summer made a man of me,
    Gmaj7
yeah you made a man of me
 
 
/Gmaj7   /D       /Gmaj7   /Bm7     /
/Gmaj7   /D       /Gmaj7   /Gmaj7   /
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
D                                 Gmaj7
How yah been I'd love to hear bout how you been
                Bm7               A6      Em9          Gmaj7/F#   A6
You're the only broken heart I've ever had and love to have again
 
 
[Chorus]
 
                    Gmaj7                 D
I hope you find the storm that you were chasing,
                   Gmaj7                  D
Hope your eyes are still as full of dreams
                  Bm7                    A6                 Gmaj7
As they were that night when you slipped off those cut off jeans
A6              Gmaj7              D
When I hear the sound of high tide thunder,
               Gmaj7                     D
I can see your hair blowing in the breeze



                  Bm7              A6              Gmaj7
I think about how you and that 21 summer made a man of me,
    Gmaj7
yeah you made a man of me
 
 
[Outro]
 
/Gmaj7   /D       /Gmaj7   /Bm7     /
/Gmaj7   /D       /Gmaj7   /Gmaj7   /
                   yeah you made a man of me
/Gmaj7   /D       /Gmaj7   /Bm7     /
/Gmaj7   /D       /Gmaj7   /Gmaj7   /
                  (^intro riff or just end on this chord)

46. 21st Century Blues

Steve Earle - 21st Century Blues

Here I am in the 21st century
I have to say it ain't as cool as I hoped it would be
No man on the moon, nobody on Mars
Where the hell is my flying car?
Ain't nothing even like a teletransporter so far

It's hard times in the new millennium
Getting by on just the bare minimum
Everything to lose and nothing to spare
Going to hell and nobody cares
Ain't the future that Kennedy promised me
In the 21st century

Finally come to the Age of Aquarius
And if we live through the Mayan apocalypse
There'll be pie in the sky above Lemonade Springs
A god-damn American utopian dream
If you believe that, then you're more optimistic than me

Lights out in the heart of America
No love in a time of hysteria
It's head for the hills, every man for himself
Nobody helping out nobody else
Ain't the way that the Maharishi said it would be
In the 21st century

Pray for guidance, beg forgiveness
Vote for change and hope they find this
Only thing I know for sure is



47. 21st of May

Nickel Creek - 21st of May 

It's time to bid this whole world goodbye.
Oh, glory, time to fly away.
We'll meet our savior in the sky.
Hallelujah, the 21st of May

Sinner, heed these words of mine
'Bout the coming Judgment Day.
Yes, the end is drawing nigh.
Hallelujah, the 21st of May

They laughed while Noah built his boat,
Then cried when came the rain.
They mock me now, but I will float
On the 21st of May

Well, I've never been so sure
And I've never led no one astray.
'Cept in the fall of '94.
But Hallelujah, the 21st of May

They laughed while Noah built his boat,
Then cried when came the rain.
They mock me now, but I will float
On the 21st of May.
They mock me now, but I will float
On the 21st of May

Hallelujah, the 21st of May

48. 22nd Winter

Tyler Childers - 22nd Winter

[Verse 1]
Levi's been in the yard all day
Digging at a mound of snow
See how the winter's taken good ol' boys
And turned 'em into Eskimos
I ain't ever smoked in an Igloo
And I ain't ever seen the [beat?]
And I ain't ever spent the harsh of the winter
With a girl that's half as sweet as you

[Verse 2]
Sally Ann Mountain is mule-faced steep
And covered in a sheet of ice
And we're already here and the fire's warm
So I reckon we should stay the night
Very Old Barton and Guinness on the porch



It's cold enough to keep 'em chill
And for a pair of thieves like you and me
I believe that's a damn good meal

[Chorus]
I thought I had it to a science but I never really had a clue
But I never took a quarrel with learning 'bout a thing or two
About a thing as fine as you

[Bridge]
Now the wind outside is freezing
And it's howling like a gyp
But I'll hold you close and keep you warm
Against its winter whip

[Verse 3]
Now the Barton's gone and the snow moved on
And the Dogwood blossoms [nigh?]
It'd be a shame to waste this flame
Don't let your good love die
You nearly knocked me over
You nearly brought me to my knees
When you turned around at the cabin door
And said, "Honey will you follow me?"

[Chorus]
I thought I had it to a science but I never really had a clue
But I never took a quarrel with learning 'bout a thing or two
About a thing as fine as you

49. 24 Hours

Tom T Hall - 24 Hours

[Chorus]
All it'd take is 24 hours
Sign the check and the place is ours
It's a little soon
But I wanna come home to you

[Verse 1]
I don't know, how does it go?
I promise that I love you
So I'll bet it all on me and you
I'll bet it all, you're bulletproof
Let's throw away our backup plans
And people might not understand
Who cares about if they approve?
I'd face them all to be with you

[Chorus]
All it'd take is 24 hours
Sign the check and the place is ours



It's a little soon
But I wanna come home to you
All it'd take is 24 hours
We could dance, you could throw the flowers
It's a little soon
But I wanna come home to you

[Verse 2]
I heard that once a wise man said
"Only fools go rushing in"
But I'm not the type to overthink
When something feels so right
And I promise I mean every word
I'll paint the world that you deserve
Every color you'd imagine
I can't wait for it to happen 'cause

[Chorus]
All it'd take is 24 hours
Sign the check and the place is ours
It's a little soon
But I wanna come home to you
All it'd take is 24 hours
We could dance, you could throw the flowers
It's a little soon
But I wanna come home to you

[Verse 3]
I heard that once a wise man said
"Only fools go rushing in"
But I'm not the type (I'm not the type), to overthink (Overthink)
I'm not the type to overthink

[Chorus]
All it'd take is 24 hours
Sign the check and the place is ours
It's a little soon
But I wanna come home to you
All it'd take is 24 hours
Sign the check and the place is ours
It's a little soon
But I wanna come home to you

50. 24 Hours A Day

Todd Snider - 24 Hours A Day

Skinny young man
With born again eyes
And a Jesus tattoo on his arm
Leans on the wall
While the traffic goes by
The gas-mart at Fairview and Farm



A rap song pounds
From an '83 Caddy
While he waits on a payphone to ring
Been standing around since a quarter past nine
Still hasn't heard a thing

24 hours a day
24 hours a day
Sign says we're open the man says you pay
24 hours a day

Backed up on Farm
Carhorns are screaming
Cause some guy's Suburban is stalled
He guesses her daddy
Must be back home
Otherwise she'd have called
He thinks to himself
I guess I can't blame him
It wasn't so smart what we did
A uniformed cop gets in line with his coffee
Some women yells at her kid

24 hours a day
24 hours a day
Sign says we're open the man says you pay
24 hours a day

(harmonica solo)

Carload of drunks
Pulls up in a hurry
For a six-pack before its too late
He starts to dial
To leave one more message
Stops and decides just to wait
Could have been different
And maybe it couldn't
With some things it's too late to learn
Fumes from the gasoline hang in the air
World just continues to turn

24 hours a day
24 hours a day
Sign says we're open the man says you pay
24 hours a day

The skinny young man
With born again eyes
And a Jesus tattoo on his arm
Leans on the wall
While the traffic goes by
A gas-mart at Fairview and Farm
Hmmm hmmm hmmm hmmm



51. 25 Minutes To Go

25 Minutes To Go

Well they're building a gallows outside my cell
I've got 25 minutes to go
And the whole town's waitin' just to hear me yell
I've got 24 minutes to go

Verse 2:
Well they gave me some beans for my last meal
With 23 minutes to go
But nobody asked me how I feel 
I've got 22 minutes to go

Verse 3:
Well I sent for the governor and the whole durn bunch
I've got 21 minutes to go
And I called up the mayor but he's out to lunch
I've got 20 more minutes to go

Verse 4:
Then the sheriff said boy I'm gonna watch you die
With 19 minutes to go
So I laughed in his face and I spit in his eye
With 18 minutes to go

Verse 5 
Now hear comes the preacher for to save my soul
With 13 minutes to go
And he's talking bout' burnin' but I'm so durn cold
With 12 more minutes to go

Verse 6:
Well they're testin' the trap and it chills my spine
11 more minutes to go
And the trap and the rope aw they work just fine
10 more minutes to go

Verse 7:
Well I'm waitin' on the pardon that'll set me free
With 9 more minutes to go
But this ain't the movies so forget about me
8 more minutes to go

Verse 8 
With my feet on the trap and my head in the noose
5 more minutes to go
Won't somebody come and cut me loose
4 more minutes to go

Verse 9:
I can see the mountains I can see the skies



3 more minutes to go
And it's to durn pretty for a man that don't wanna die
2 more minutes to go 

Verse 10:
I can see the buzzards and I can hear the crows
1 more minute to go
And now I'm swingin' here and here I 
go-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o!

52. 25 To Life - Chords

25 To Life 
The Stray Birds

Capo 5
 
Intro: G   D A   Bm   A  G    A   D
 
D                                           A
Left my home I was 17, I was looking for a job
A                                     D
When I met them no-good friends of mine.
D                                                                A
They gave me all kinds of bad advice and they taught me how to rob.
A                                     Bm           A
Said they'd always be there down the line...
A                  Bm         Bm A
Be there down the line.
 
D                                                   A
I got my very first 12 gauge, got a half a dozen shells
A                                 D
Come to find that one was all I need.
D                                                          A
I didn't waste no time a'thinkin' I got right down to the job.
A                              Bm          A
That night a grown man would bleed...
A                   Bm      Bm A
A grown man would bleed.
 
G                         A
There ain't no romance in 25 to life,
        Bm               A          G
Still a kid I'll prob'ly die in my cell.
G                    A
At night I worry, no dog, no son, no wife.
         Bm          A            G
I did it all with a lone shotgun shell.
Bm    A             D
Whoa... A shotgun shell.
 
D              A                D



 
D                                                     A
Well I run up into the country store, I demanded the cash.
A                                      D
Had a bag in my left hand, a gun in my right.
D                                                            A
With the feelings I never had before it all happened oh too fast.
A                                  Bm            A
That shot rang out as cold as the night...
A            Bm          Bm A
Cold as the night.
 
D                                                           A
A dust cloud rose up in the air the blood flowin' from his mouth.
A                                                  D
Had his eyes wide open, they were starin' back at mine.
D                                                     A
Judge came out, put the gavel down, his voice mighty loud.
A                                     Bm            G
"You done wrong and boy you'll do the time...
     A             D
Boy you'll do the time."
 
G                         A
There ain't no romance in 25 to life,
        Bm               A         G
Still a kid I'll prob'ly die in my cell.
G                    A
At night I worry, no dog, no son, no wife.
         Bm          A            G
I did it all with a lone shotgun shell.
G    A            D
Whoa... A shotgun shell.
 
G                         A
There ain't no romance in 25 to life,
            Bm                A         G
I'm still a kid I'll probably die in my cell.
G                          A
Hell at night I worry, no dog, no son, no wife.
         Bm          A         G
I did it all, did it all to myself.
G    A             D A G
Whoa... A shotgun shell.
G    A             D    A D
Whoa... A shotgun shell.

53. 25 Trips

25 Trips
Sierra Hull - 25 Trips

[Verse 1]



25 trips around the sun
Is long enough to make a fool out of anyone
I've tried to keep my head on straight
To navigate the fate
I've done my best to wait

[Verse 2]
But the clock is back up on the wall
and even if I choose to look away
The hand will fall
And the time will just keep tickin'

[Verse 3]
Oh, hello time, will you slow down?
This is the best day of my life right now
Oh, hello time, are you listenin'?
If I close my eyes I'll be missing it
If you hear me will you slow down?
If you hear me will you slow down?

[Bridge]
Hello time, will you slow down?
Hello, are you listenin'?
Hello time, will you slow down?
Hello, are you listenin'?

[Verse 4]
25 trips around the sun
Is enough to make you slow down
I don't wanna slow down
But I need to slow down

54. 26 Cops - Chords

26 Cops 
Chicago Farmer
 
G                              C                      G
Let me tell you about a little town here in this world
G                                      C             D
We got one police officer cop yeah for every boy and girl
G
They're there to protect you during the day
  C                G
Over protect at night
G                                   D           G
We got 26 cops in Delavan Illinois, population 25
 
There's one for John the factory worker and one for my cousin Lou
There's one for my mom the school teacher, for my dad they've got two
There's one for the town psychologist who sits and wonders why
We've got 26 cops in Delavan Illinois, population 25
 



We're walking down the poverty line and the streets all gone to hell
Library could fall at any time, hardware store already fell
And I wonder where all my money goes, why the taxes so damn high
We've got 26 cops in Delavan Illinois, population 25
 
Some things are going to have to change after I sing you this song
This town can't hold the both of us, one must be moving on
And you know that I love you with all my heart but I can't take anymore
We've got 26 cops in Delavan Illinois, population 24

55. 26 Miles

26 Miles - Sean Watkins

Twenty six miles to my left, and not a single man,
There's not much in front of me, below are feet and sand
So I turn and I sit and stare, in my lap this pen and pad
I watch the water rise and fall, recede and then advance

I don't know which way I'll go, first the voice inside me says OK
I don't know which way I'll go, then the voice inside me says no way

The water's warmer than it looks, not much cooler than the air
My ankles say to walk out further but my head just wants to stare
So I sit myself down in the spot where I've been for the last hour
And wait for the sun to break the clouds, was I smart or like a coward?

I don't know which way she'll go, first the voice inside me says away
I don't know which way she'll go, then the voice inside me says she'll stay

I wanted to walk in waist deep, and fall blindly on my back
Let white and green surround my body, three feet above the sand
But I laid back and fell asleep, woke up staring at the sun,
I don't know if I will today, but so far it has been fun

I don't know which way I'll go, first the voice inside me says OK
I don't know which way she'll go, then the voice inside me says to wait

56. 3 Pears

3 Pears

3 pears of glasses
3 pears of shades
3 pears of other things, all there in space
3 pears of shoe-less feet,
Dream mindless thoughts
3 pears of wishes for all that you want



That means where you are is where you at
When your head is cold, to put on a hat
If you can't recall, just remember that
To wear 3 pears of shades, and 3 pears of glasses

3 pears of shades
3 pears of other things, all there in space
3 pairs of shoe-less feet,
Dream mindless thoughts
3 pairs of wishes for all that you want

All I want for you is happiness
All I have to give is nothing less 
Than more than one or two more

3 pears of glasses
3 pears of shades
3 pears of other things, all there in space
3 pairs of shoe-less feet,
Dream mindless thoughts
3 pairs of wishes for all that you want
3 pairs of wishes for all that you want

57. 30 Pieces of Silver - Chords

30 Pieces of Silver
by Hank Williams [3/4 time] 
written by Odell McLeod 

C                  F                        C
Tis a sad but true story  from the bible it came
                    G7                       C
And it tells us how Judas sold the Savior in shame
C7                  F                           C
He planned with the council of high priest that day
             G7                              C
30 pieces of silver was the price they would pay
 C7           F                     C
30 pieces of silver 30 shackles of shame
                       G7                        C
Was the price paid for Jesus on the cross he was slain
C7              F                   C
Betrayed and forsaken unloved and unclaimed
               G7                             C
In anger they pierced him but he died not in vain
 C7                    F                      C
T'was on there on the hillside the multitude came
                    G7                   C
And found our dear Savior then took him away
C7                    F                                         C
They bruised and they mocked him  thorns was crowned around his head
                   G7                                 C
And his garment of purple  showed the blood stains of red



 C7             F                                   C
Far off in the mountains with his face towards the sun
              G7                    C
Judas begged mercy for what he had done
 C7               F                                 C
He gave back the silver  for his heart filled with strife
                  G7                       C
Then there in the mountain he took his own life
  C7           F                      C
30 pieces of silver  30 shackles of shame
                       G7                        C
Was the price paid for Jesus on the cross he was slain

58. 32 Acres - Chords

32 Acres
Recorded by The Bluegrass Cardinals
Written by Randall Hylton

C
I sawed the timber for the cabin floor
          G7                        C
I built a plank fence out of locust board
C7           F                      C
I worked the corn rows in the early morn
             G7                     C
And raised a family on a poor man's farm 
C7         F               C
Thirty two acres of bottom land
           G7                 C    C7
Bought and paid for by my own hand
        F                    C
Worth a fortune to a working man
           G7              C
Thirty two acres of bottom land 
I planted a peach tree now the leaves are dying
            G7                       C
I watered a grapevine it's no longer mine
C7           F                  C
The county's taken everything I own
                  G7                        C
Cause it's on the right way for a four lane road
           G7              C
Thirty two acres of bottom land

59. 33, 45, 78 (Record Time)

Kathy Mattea - 33, 45, 78 (Record Time)



I'm spinning like an old turn table
Three speeds going nowhere fast
I hesitate at the door to the future
Holding on to my bitter-sweet past
Me and all of the percolators
Me and all of the rotary phones
Me and all of my vinyl records
Warped and scratched and out of date
33,45,78 goodbye
I got friends from the old home town
We used to work at the home town news
They got houses in a couple of cities
I'm still singing the home town blues
Me and all of the drive in movies
Me and all of the afternoon papers
Me and the free-form radio
Fading in and out of date
33,45,78 going gone now
I hear them talk about the great depression
I hear the drumming of the war machine
I wonder if I'm stuck in the past
Or if it all repeats just like a CD
I'm following the railroad line
It's another job and another town
I skip around in record time
And try not to notice the candle burn down
Me and all of the rust belt workers
Me and all of the hot-type printers
Me and all of the family farms
Auctioned off and out of date
33,45,78
Whoa the percolators
Whoa the rotary phones
All of my vinyl records
Warped and scratched and out of date
Yeah I'm a 33,45,78

60. 35 mph Town - Chords

35 mph Town
Written by Toby Keith and Bobby Pinson
Recorded by Toby Keith
 
C                                                                F
Mama locked the door last night for the first time in all of her years 
       G7
I said mammy you gotta be kidding me
                                                 C
She said things ain't like they used to be round here
                                             C7
You just wouldn't believe it kids growing up without Jesus
F                                            D7
Good thing your daddy ain't here to see this now



          C                                   G7              C
They stay higher than the water tower in this 35 mile an hour town
                                               
She said it ain't the drugs it ain't the booze 
                                  F
I've had a backroad buzz or two myself
              G7
It seems like heaven is slipping further away
                                              C
The devil ain't got far to go when they raise hell
We used to burn a hole through midnight smoking a stolen Marlboro Light and
     F                              D7
On a good night might kill a 5th of Crown
                  C                          G7              C
But now there's a lower higher power in this 35 mile an hour town
   F                             G7
Oh we can't blame the babies for growing up lazy
    C
And crazy it ain't them that let them down
              F                          G7
If they ain't stealing they're suing why work when we'll give it to 'em
     Am                 G7                      F
It's right there in the bible that we don't put out
          C                     G7              C
Spare the rod and you'll sour a 35 mile an hour town
                                            
The yes mam's gone and the please is too
                                            F
It's out the door with the thank you in the evening
          G7
You don't see a front yard football game
                                          C
The neighbor kids have done away with the shirt and skins
No one hits the front porch lights to get their kids to come inside
          F                                     D7
Cause the streets ain't safe for a bike to ride down
           C                         G7              Am   F
Since they planted a prowler in this 35 mile an hour town     
           C
No they're going nowhere fast tonight
   G7                              F  G7           C
No matter how fast they drive this 35 mile an hour town

61. 37206

Todd Snider - 37206

[Verse 1]
Hey baby, lets rock and roll
It's all right if you lose control
Everybody's trying to get their kicks
Living in 3-7-2-0-6
I said 3-7-2-0-6



Everybody's trying to get their kicks
It's all right if you lose control
I said, hey baby, let's rock and roll

[Verse 2]
All right mamma, let's shoot off the roof
The whole neighborhood's bulletproof
It's going down like a half ton of bricks
3-7-2-0-6
I said 3-7-2-0-6
Everybody trying to get their kicks
Either way you wanna take your pick
I said, I got the t-shirt and the bumper sticker

[Outro]
24/7, 365 (3-7-2-0-6)
24/7, 365 (3-7-2-0-6)
24/7, 365 (3-7-2-0-6)
24/7, 365 (3-7-2-0-6)
3-7-2-0-6

62. 3rd Planet

Iron Horse - 3rd Planet

Everything that keeps me together is falling apart
I've got this thing that I consider my only art of working people over
My boss just quit the job, says he's goin' out to find blind spots and he'll do it
The 3rd Planet is sure that they're being watched
By an eye in the sky that can't be stopped
When you get to the promise land
You're gonna shake that eye's hand
Your heart, felt good
It was drippin' pitch, and made of wood
Your hands and knees
Felt cold and wet on the grass to me
Outside, rainin, shiverin' looking blue
From the cold sunlight that's reflected off the moon
Baby fly angels fly around you
Reminding you we used to be
Three and not just two
And that's how (that's how) the world (the world) began
And that's how (that's how) the world (the world) will end
Well a 3rd had just been made and we were swimming in the water
Didn't know then, was it a son? Was it a daughter?
When it occurred to me that the animals are swimming
Around in the water in the oceans in our bodies
Another had been found another ocean in the planet
Given that our blood is just like the Atlantic
And how
The universe is shaped exactly like the Earth, if you go straight long enough you'll end up wh
ere you were
The universe is shaped exactly like the Earth, if you go straight long enough you'll end up wh



ere you were
The universe is shaped exactly like the Earth
Your heart, felt good
It was drippin' pitch, and made of wood
Your hands and knees
Felt cold and wet on the grass to me
Outside, rainin, shiverin' looking blue
From the cold sunlight that's reflected off the moon
Baby fly angels fly around you
Reminding you we used to be
Three and not just two
And that's how (that's how) the world (the world) began
And that's how (that's how) the world (the world) will end
And that's how, the world, began
And that's how, the world, will end

63. 3x5

3x5
The Infamous Stringdusters - 3x5

Verse 1
I'm writing you to
Catch you up on places I've been
And you held this letter
Probably got excited, but there's nothing else inside it
Lift
Didn't have a camera by my side this time
Hoping I would see the world through both my eyes
Maybe I will tell you all about it when I'm
In the mood to lose my way with words

Verse 2
Today skies are painted
Colors of a cowboys cliche
And strange how clouds
That look like mountains in the sky are next to mountains anyway
Lift
Didn't have a camera by my side this time
Hoping I would see the world through both my eyes
Maybe I will tell you all about it when I'm in the mood to lose my way
But let me say

Chorus
You should have seen that sunrise with your own eyes
It brought me back to life
You'll be with me the next time I go outside
No more 3x5's
( solos )
Lift
Today I finally overcame
Tryin to fit the world inside a picture frame
Maybe I will tell you all about it when I'm in the mood to
Lose my way but let me say



64. 4 + 20

4 + 20
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young

Four and twenty years ago, I come into this life,
The son of a woman and a man who lived in strife.
He was tired of being poor,
And he wasn't into selling door to door,
And he worked like the devil to be more.

A different kind of poverty now upsets me so.
Night after sleepless night, I walk the floor and I want to know
Why am I so alone?
Where is my woman can I bring her home?
Have I driven her away? Is she gone?

Morning comes to sunrise and I'm driven to my bed.
I see that it is empty and there's devils in my head.
I embrace the many colored beast.
I grow weary of the torment, can there be no peace?
And I find myself just wishing that my life would simply cease.

65. 4-0-33

Dolly Parton - 4-0-33
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writer Earl Montgomery

Well the two new people that's moved to the middle of the block
And we're at the top of the town and don't you think we're not
Well we found love and happiness people envy us you see
For we found heaven right here on earth at 4-0-33
Yes we found what most people are looking for
And it's not a lotta money to spend on real fine car
But it's so when and where a bird flies and sings so free
And there's whole lotta winds in this little house at 4-0-33
Four thousandth block proves what true love can do
Once a lonely place but was sold to me and you
Oh all around the house you can see little children play
But they're not as a people's kids were proud to say
They are the symbol of our love for all the world to see
They're a part of heaven right here on earth at 4-0-33
Our love's on the day you can see many people drive by
For look at the house they think there from the sky
They think this place would make them as happy as you and me
And the whole town's tryin' to buy our house at 4-0-33
Four thousandth block proves what true love can do...
And we're not gonna sale our happy little house at 4-0-33



Wouldn't take a pretty thing for the love we had

66. 40 Acres and a Fool

40 Acres and a Fool
The Del McCoury Band

My new neighbor from the city
Bought forty acres up the road
He made his money in the market
Now he's wearing cowboy clothes
He's got no cows or chickens
But the hat and boots look cool
When he parties on the weekend
Forty acres and a fool

He says he's getting in to ranching
He's got a pretty trophy wife
Set her up in a Mcmansion
But now he's trying to wreck my life
He drives around in his new Hummer
I tell my kids "don't walk to school"
Took out my mailbox, squashed a possum
Forty acres and a fool

He don't need to borrow nuthin'
'Cause he's got one of every tool
Installed a laptop on his Bobcat
Then drove it right into the pool
I never see his hands get dirty
And I'm not jealous as a rule
Can't get used to living next to
Forty acres and a fool

He goes to Cancun in the winter
I get relief for a week or two
Then he's back here with a vengeance
Sometimes life can be so cruel
The county officials are his buddies
He uses money like a tool
He wines and dines them on the weekends
What's this country coming to?
Forty acres and a fool

67. 40 Days

Emmylou Harris - 40 Days

I'm gonna give you forty days to get back home



Gonna call you gypsy woman on the telephone
I'm gonna send out a word via the voodoo
That'll be the very thing that suits ya
Gonna see you babe back home in forty days

Oh, forty days (forty days)
Yeah, forty days (forty days)
Oh, I'll see you babe back home in forty days
Gonna send out a word via the voodoo
That'll be the very thing that suits ya
Gonna see you babe back home in forty days

68. 40 Days And Nights

40 Days And Nights
Jimmy Rankin

VERSE 1
Now after all this time you're standing at my door
Just when I cleared my mind your coming back for more
Well it doesn't work that way you see I'm over you
And now,there's nothin left to say just find someone new

******************** Chorus *****************************
40 days and 40 nights the rain came pouring down
40 day and 40 nights no dry land to be found
Torrents of rushing water, birds in endless flight
You're nowhere to found, 40 days and nights
***************************************************************
VERSE 2
Oh I, remember when everything was fine
When I look back again they were such happy times
But you, had to go and change made everybody blue
Now the stories been rearranged so find someone new

************************* repeat chorus

BRIDGE
Well I gotta go, see I'm real short of time
It would be nice I know, but see I've read between the lines

VERSE 3
And hey, don't you look so sad it wasn't easy for me too
And worry, it's not that bad to find someone new

**** repeat chorus

69. 40 East



40 East
The Avett Brothers

Sleep darling rest your mind
I'll drive all night to get to you
Please moan softly if you must moan at all
I'm moving through the night toward you

Sleep darling, sleep darling
I'm on my way to you
I'm on my way to you

Rest my angel, not one word,
Between you and I on the telephone line
You are weary and need your sleep
So leave the hard thinking and the driving to me

Sleep darling, sleep darling
I'm on my way to you
I'm on my way to you
Let go

70. 40 Miles From Denver

Yonder Mountain String Band - 40 Miles from Denver (Live)

It's a cold, cold moon out tonight
And it's a cold, cold point on your knife
Could I call myself a man if I left by the morning light?

And I'd be 40 miles from Denver when you woke up all alone
I'd be 40 miles from Denver and three days from my home
In that cool mountain air, on an Appalachian trail
Ohh, life is better there

It's a lonely road to travel on
But I've stood here waiting much too long
And I'd rather leave this minute than try to carry on

And I'd be 40 miles from Denver headed east bound on the track
I'd be 40 miles from Denver and trying to get back
To that cool mountain air, on an Appalachian trail
Ohh, life is better there

It's a cold, cold moon out tonight
And it's a cold, cold point on your knife
Could I call myself a man if I left by the morning light?

And I'd be 40 miles from Denver when you woke up all alone
I'd be 40 miles from Denver and three days from my home
In that cool mountain air, on an Appalachian trail
Ohh, life is better there



71. 40 Years

40 Years
Wayne Taylor

I feel tears rolling down my face
don't know why I'm in this place
she meant all the world to me
I don't know why she set me free

chorus:
tears of salt and tears of pain
tears of why I'm in this rain
slinging around a ball and chain
Lord I got 40 years

no I couldn't watch her go
gunner her down in the cold cold snow
down on my knees I pray at night
i gotta get my soul and spirit right

chorus:
tears of salt and tears of pain
tears of why I'm in this rain
slinging around a ball and chain
Lord I got 40 years

It's too late she won't be mine
can't turn back the hands of time
what i did I do regret
I loved her then I love her yet

chorus:
tears of salt and tears of pain
tears of why I'm in this rain
slinging around a ball and chain
Lord I got 40 years

72. 416

416 - Stillhouse Junkies

Said it's burning in the valley
It's burning in the valley low
It's burning in the valley and there ain't no place to go
Ain't no place
Ain't no place
There ain't no place to go



It's gonna  cross the river
It's gonna cross the river wide
Said it's gonna cross the river and there ain't nowhere to hide
Ain't nowhere
Ain't nowhere
There ain't nowhere to hide

Woah the Devil's comin' for us
The Devil's coming for us all
The Devil's comin' for us and there ain't no one to call
Ain't no one
Ain't no one
There ain't no one to call

But they're workin til the morning
Whoa they're working til the morning light
Said they're workin til the morning and we're gonna make it through the night
Through the night
Through the night
Gonna make it through the night

73. 45 Dollars In Quarters - Chords

45 Dollars in Quarters
Written and recorded by Terry Lee Goffee

G          D7         G
Give me 45 dollars in quarters                       
D7           G
Let me spend 'em three minutes at a time    
C                      G
And show me the way to the jukebox    
A7                        D7
And fill up my glass with the wine       
G           D7                G
Don't tell all my friends where I'm stayin'                    
D7        G
Just tell them that I'm doin' fine        
C             G       C
Give me 45 dollars in quarters       
G               D7         G
Let me spend 'em three minutes at time                 
D7      G
Then set up the glasses bartender            
D7            G
Tonight the drinks are on me    
C                         G
How long will it take for the whiskey   
A7              D7
To kill an old memory       
G               D7            G
Don't tell me I don't know what I'm doin'                        
D7             G



I'll just sit here and drink till I'm blind        
C             G       C
Give me 45 dollars in quarters       
G               D7           G
Let me spend 'em three minutes at a time         
C             G        C
Give me 45 dollars in quarters       
G               D7           C  G
Let me spend 'em three minutes at a time

74. 455 Rocket

455 Rocket (Revival Outtake)
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
Mr. Smith had an Oldsmobile
Baby blue with them wire wheels
I took her home the day she was advertised

[Verse 2]
Said she leaked when it would rain
Sounded like an aeroplane
But I knew she was a jewel in disguise

[Bridge]
She had a 455 Rocket
The biggest block alive
Couldn't hardly wait just to take my turn

[Chorus]
She was made for the straightaway
She grew up hating Chevrolet
She's a Rocket, she was made to burn

[Verse 3]
Whose junkpile piece of Chevelle is this?
You boys come here to race or just kiss?
Don't you wanna know what I got underneath my hood?

[Verse 4]
Yes, I know she might sound like she's missing
But buddy, she could teach you a lesson
In just a quarter mile, I'll smoke you good good
[Bridge]
In my 455 Rocket
The kind the police drive
??, come take your turn

[Chorus]
She was made for the straightaway
She grew up hating Chevrolet
She's a Rocket, she was made to burn



[Verse 5]
It curved, then began to sail
Took out most of the safety rail
As we skid, I thought I heard the angels sing

75. 455 Rocket - Chords

455 Rocket
Kathy Mattea - 455 Rocket
Written by Gillian Welch and David Rawlings
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Love Travels" in the key of C

Intro:  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C

C
Mr. Smith had an Oldsmobile
F
Baby blue with wire wheels
C                                        G7
He took her home the day that she was advertised
C
He said she leaked when it would rain
F
Sounded like an aeroplane
C                     G7            C
But I knew she was a jewel in disguise

G7           C   F
She had a 455 Rocket

The biggest block alive
C                                    G7
I couldn't hardly wait just to take my turn
C
She was made for the straight aways
F 
She grew up hatin' Chevrolets
C                 G7               C      G7
She's a rocket, she was made to burn

C
Well whose junkpile piece of Chevelle is this?
F
Did you Boys come here to race or just kiss?
C                        G7
Hmmm   Don't you want to know what I got underneath my hood?
C
I know she might sound like she's missing
F
But buddy, she could teach you a lesson
C                    G7                       C
In just a quarter mile, and I'll smoke you good



G7       C   F
In my 455 rocket

The kind the police drive
C                                    G7
I couldn't hardly wait just to take my turn
C
She was made for the straight aways
F
She grew up hatin' Chevrolets
C                 G7                C       G7
She's a rocket,  she was made to burn

Interlude:   C  C  F  F  C  C  G7  G7  C  C  F  F  C  G7  C  G7

C
I'm telling you and I ain't ashamed
F
I cried when that wrecker came
C                               G7
As we skid I thought I heard angels sing 
C
We hit the curve and began to sail
F
Took out most the safety rail
C                          G7                  C
Even the cop asked me, "Man what'd you have in that thing?"

G7         C   F
I had a 455 rocket

The very kind you drive
C                                        G7
You oughta watch yourself when you take that turn
C
She was made for the straight aways
F
She grew up hatin' Chevrolets
C                 G7               C
She's a rocket, she was made to burn, burn
C                     G7                C
Lord she's a rocket, she was made to burn.

76. 45th Of November

45th of November - String Cheese Incident

No matter when it comes
One thing sure, it comes too soon
Fame, death, love, all find us
Never quite prepared, or in tune



You hunger through the years
For the proper combinations to appear
At long, long last it's crystal clear
You really cannot get there from here

Others seem to know when to make their moves

But that may not be true
More likely, they're as hungry as you
For the moment, everything clicks
The fat lady's tiger rolls and does his tricks

45th of November
26:10 on the clock
In the future, we won't remember
What will they make of such talk?

Learn the art of compromise
Pass the days when nothing works out right
We keep the faith of years
Or we blow the whole thing up in one good fight

45th of November
26:10 on the clock
In the future, we won't remember
What will they make of such talk?

Feed me sweet lemon wine
Squeeze the juice from the peel
Playing strip poker with time
And it's your turn to deal

Feed me sweet lemon wine
Squeeze the juice from the peel
Playing strip poker with time
And it's your turn to deal

45th of November
45th of November
45th of November, remember the day
45th of November, remember the day

77. 4th Of July - Chords

4th Of July 
Robert Earl Keen

Capo 3rd fret

        D                         A
She's waiting for me, when I get home from work
G                             D
Ah but things just ain't the same



                               A
She turns out the lights, and cries in the dark
 G                               A
She wont answer when I call her name

G                          A        D
On the stairs I smoke a cigarette alone
G                          A
Mexican kids are shootin' fireworks below

 D                Bm
Hey baby, Its the 4th of July
 D                Bm
Hey baby, Its the 4th of July
                   D
Its the 4th of July

     D                         A
She gives me the cheek, but I wanted the lips
 G                              D
And I dont have the strength to go
                                A       
On the lost side of town, in a dark apartment
    G                     A
We gave up tryin so long ago

G                         A         D
On the stairs I smoke a cigarette alone
G                           A
Mexican kids are shootin' fireworks below

 D                Bm
Hey baby, Its the 4th of July
 D                Bm
Hey baby, Its the 4th of July
                   D
Its the 4th of July

D  A  G  A  D  Bm  D  Bm

G                 A       D   
Whatever happens, I apologize
G                     A
Dry your tears baby, walk outside

 D                Bm
Hey baby, Its the 4th of July
 D                Bm
Hey baby, Its the 4th of July
                   D
Its the 4th of July
 D                Bm
Hey baby, Its the 4th of July
 D                Bm
Hey baby, Its the 4th of July
                   D
Its the 4th of July



D                 Bm
   We forgot all about...
D             Bm   D
   The 4th of July

78. 4WP

Brad Paisley - 4WP

I've been waiting all week for Saturday night
Now I'm picking my baby up
She's pretty as a peach and sweeter than a cheek
Full of cherry Skoal long cut
Ooh, man alive can't wait 'til it gets dark
We're gonna take this 4-wheel drive
And put it into 4-wheel park
I'm pulling in her drive, she's waiting outside
Just standing on her front porch
Good Lord, she's taken them tight blue jeans
And cut 'em off into jorts
Ooh, man alive, be still my beating heart
I'm about to take this 4-wheel drive
And slam it into 4-wheel park
There's a holler I know down an old dirt road
Where we can be all alone
Gonna back it on in, turn the headlights off
And see if I can turn her on
Now the mood's just right and the dashboard light
We're steaming up my windows
Her favorite saying is singing her favorite song on the radio
"Let's get a little mud on the tires"
I've got the defrost on and the steam vac on
And we're heading down highway 10
Lord have mercy, she's a getting all flirty
And kissing my neck again
Ooh, man alive, she's about to hit restart
I'm about to put this 4-wheel drive
Right back into 4-wheel park
I'm about to take this 4-wheel drive
And slam it into 4-wheel park

79. 5-1-5-0

Dierks Bentley - 5-1-5-0

[Verse 1]
Ever since I met you girl, you been on my brain
I can't think of nothin' else but you all night and day
It's like I got a first-class seat up on Ozzy's train



And it's drivin' me insane

[Chorus]
5-1-5-0, somebody call the po-po
I'm goin' crazy, thinkin' 'bout you, baby
5-1-5-0, just this side of loco
I'm goin' crazy, think I love you, baby

[Verse 2]
I gotta get your number girl, I gotta call you up
I gotta get you ridin' shotgun in my truck
This little bit of you I've got, it ain't good enough
Yeah, you got me all messed up

[Chorus]
5-1-5-0, somebody call the po-po
I'm goin' crazy, thinkin' 'bout you, baby
5-1-5-0, just this side of loco

I'm goin' crazy, think I love you, baby
[Verse 3]
'Cause I, ain't never felt like this, no
And I... I just need one kiss, from you
And I'll be good as new
If I don't get some of your sweet lovin' no tellin' what I might do

[Bridge]
5-1-5-0, somebody call the po-po, uhm
Think I'm losin' my mind girl
5-1-5-0, just this side of loco
Yeah yeah yeah yeah

[Chorus]
5-1-5-0, somebody call the po-po
I'm goin' crazy, thinkin' 'bout you, baby
5-1-5-0, spinnin' my head like a yoyo
I'm goin' crazy, I think I love you, baby

80. 50,000 Names Carved In The Wall - Chords

50,000 Names Carved In The Wall
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Jamie O'Hara

G
There's teddy bears and high school rings
C
And old photographs that mommas bring
G                                         D7
The daddies with their young boys playing ball
G
There's combat boots that he used to wear
C



When he was sent over there
G              D7                  G
There's 50,000 names carved in the wall
                                            
There's cigarettes and there's cans of beer
C
And notes that say I miss you dear
G                                      D7
And children who don't say anything at all
G
There's purple hearts and packs of gum
C
Fatherless daughters and fatherless sons
G                  D7                  G
And there's 50,000 names carved in the wall
C
They come from all across this land
G
In pickup trucks and mini-vans
D7                            G
Searching for a boy from long ago
C
They scan the wall and find his name
G
The tear drops fall like pouring rain
D7                                 G
And silently they leave a gift and go 
There stars of David and Rosary beads
C
And crucifixion figurines
G                                   D7
And flowers of all colors large and small
G
There's a boy scout badge and a merit pin
C
Little American flags waving in the wind
G                  D7                  G
And there's 50,000 names carved in the wall
  
               D7                  G
There's 50,000 names carved in the wall

81. 500 Miles

500 Miles
Hedy West

1. If you missed the train I'm on
You will know that I have gone
You will hear that whistle blow 500 miles

Ch.1. Five hundred miles, five hundred miles
Five hundred miles, five hundred miles



You will hear that whistle blow 500 miles

2. Got no shirt on my back
Not a penny to my name
Lord I can't go back home this away

Ch.2. This away, this away
This away, this away
Lord I can't go back home this away

3. Lord I walk in these ties
With tears in my eyes
I'm trying to read a letter from my home

Ch.3. From my home, from my home
From my home, from my home
Lord I'm trying to read a letter from my home

4. If this train's running right
I'll be home tomorrow night
Lord I'm five hundred miles away from home

Ch.4. Away from home, away from home
Away from home, away from home
Lord I'm five hundred miles away from home

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - The Best Of The Early

82. 500 Miles - Chords

500 Miles 
The Tillers
 
Em               C          G
I was raised by two lovin folks
Em                  C              D
Raised me right, taught me how to be a man
Em                        C           G
But now theyre gone and left me all alone
       G            C               G
and i aint got no place to call my home
 
Em              C                 G
i got time to tell you bout this girl i love
Em             C              D
she was fine, give her lovin all the time
Em                     C          G
i left that girl to travel this world
        G    C            G
now im 500 miles from my home
 
 
G     C            G



500 miles from my home
Em    G              C            Gaug
500 miles and the lonelines wont leave me alone
G     C            G
500 miles from my home
 
Em                       C             G
drivin out of towns, i never did look back
Em                     C              D
love them girls when headed down the track
Em                          C           G
my times are short and my minds gettin old
        G    C            G
and im 500 miles from my home
 
 
G     C            G
500 miles from my home
Em    G              C            Gaug
500 miles and the lonelines wont leave me alone
G     C            G
500 miles from my home
 
 
[Refrain/Banjo solo]
(1 Verse 1 Chorus)
 
Em C G Em C D Em C G G C G
G C G Em G C Gaug G C G
 
 
Em                               C                  G
now im body starts to shake, my legs cant seem to stand
          Em                     C           D
theres a hole in my soul there used to be a man
Em                   C                  G
that hobo playin he sure sounds good tonight
        G    C            G
but im 500 miles from my home
 
 
G     C            G
500 miles from my home
Em    G              C            Gaug
500 miles and the lonelines wont leave me alone
G     C            G
500 miles from my home
Em    G              C            Gaug
500 miles and the lonelines wont leave me alone
G     C            G
500 miles from my home
 
G   C   G



83. 500 Miles Away From Home

500 Miles Away From Home

I'm five hundred miles away from home 
Teardrops fell on mama's note
when I read the things she wrote 
She said "We miss you son, we love you, come on home"
Well I didn't have to pack, I had it all right on my back 
Now I'm five hundred miles away from home

Chorus 
Away from home, away from home 
Cold and tired and all alone 
Yes I m five hundred miles away from home

(Spoken) 
I know this is the same coat 
I took when I left home 
But it sure looks different now 
And I guess I look different too 
But time changes everything 
I wonder what they'll say 
When they see their boy lookin this way 
(Sung) 
Oh, I wonder what they'll say when I get home

Can't remember when I ate, it's just thumb and walk and wait
And I m still five hundred miles away from home 
If my love had been just right, I'd be with them all tonight 
But I m still five hundred miles away from home

Repeat chorus 

Oh, I'm still five hundred miles away from home

84. 52 Vincent Black Lightning

52 Vincent Black Lightning
Robert Earl Keen - 52 Vincent Black Lightning

[Verse 1]
Oh says Red Molly to James "That's a fine motorbike
A girl could feel special on any such like"
Says James to Red Molly "My hat's off to you
It's a Vincent Black Lightning, 1952
And I've seen you at the corners and cafes it seems
Red hair and black leather, my favorite color scheme"
And he pulled her on behind and down to Boxhill they did ride
Oh says James to Red Molly "Here's a ring for your right hand
But I'll tell you in earnest I'm a dangerous man
For I've fought with the law since I was seventeen
I robbed many a man to get my Vincent machine



Now I'm 21 years, I might make 22
And I don't mind dying, but for the love of you
And if fate should break my stride
Then I'll give you my Vincent to ride"

[Verse 2]
"Come down, come down, Red Molly" called Sergeant McRae
"For they've taken young James Adie for armed robbery
Shotgun blast hit his chest, left nothing inside
Oh come down, Red Molly to his dying bedside"
When she came to the hospital, there wasn't much left
He was running out of road, he was running out of breath
But he smiled to see her cry
He said "I'll give you my Vincent to ride"

[Verse 3]
Says James "In my opinion, there's nothing in this world
Beats a 52 Vincent and a red headed girl
Now Nortons and Indians and Greeves won't do
Ah, they don't have a soul like a Vincent 52"
Oh he reached for her hand and he slipped her the keys
Said "I've got no further use for these
I see angels on Ariels in leather and chrome
Swooping down from heaven to carry me home"
And he gave her one last kiss and died
And he gave her his Vincent to ride

85. 56 Fury

Rodney Crowell - 56 Fury

[Verse 1]
Spit curl down his forehead
Talking 'bout how yes it's understood
It's not just some lame six-bang grease stain
Sitting here underneath the hood
Tamping down a Camel on a zippo with a grin
Maybe wider than a country mile
A Corsicana cool hand is taking us to school man
And burnin' up the road style

[Chorus]
56 Fury
Built for comfort, built for speed
56 Fury
Long about every last thing you need
56 Fury

[Verse 2]
Hair stacked up and twisted
Like some beehive made in France
Seven double shots of spray net
Down for nothing left to chance



"Yeah so here's what's real," cried sweet Lucille
"They're ain't no other boy I know
Who can even dare to hold a candle to that lovin' hot rod Romeo"

[Chorus]
56 Fury
High performance, built for fun
56 Fury
Lord have mercy, watch her, look at her run
56 Fury

[Verse 3]
Two-door hard-top coupe so sleek and sexy
Make a grown man moan
A jet white streak of lightning
Destination long since gone
Back off V8 Ford, back off Chevrolet
Pontiac and Cadillac ain't even fit for hauling hay

[Chorus]
56 Fury
Bound for glory, seconds flat
56 Fury
Somebody tell me maybe what was that
That was a 56 Fury
Finest car on the road

86. 57 Chevrolet - Chords

57 Chevrolet
Recorded by Billie Jo Spears 
Written by Roger Bowling

G                               D7   G
Come and look at this old faded photograph 
C             D7                G
Honey tell me what it brings to mind 
                           D7    G
It's a picture of that '57 Chevrolet 
  C                  D7               G
I wish that we could ride it one more time 
  
                               D7     G
Now I still get excited when I think about 
    C                D7                G
The drive-in picture shows you took me to 
                               D7    G
I don't recall a lot about the movie stars 
C               D7            G
Mostly that old Chevrolet and you 
  
C               D7             G
They don't make cars like they used to 



C               D7       G
I wish we still had it today 
    C             D7         G                     C
The love we first tasted the good love we're still living 
   G              C    D7       G
We owe it to that old '57 Chevrolet 
  
                                 D7     G
Remember when we used to park it in the rain 
C             D7             G
And listen to the country radio 
                                     D7     G
We'd hold on to each other while the singer sang 
     C              D7                  G
We'd stay like that till it was time to go 
 
                                          D7       G
Now it makes me sad to think the good old days are gone 
  C                  D7                  G
Although our love is still that strong today 
                                           D7      G
But the world would have a lot more lovers hanging on 
        C           D7       G
If they still made '57 Chevrolets  
 
Repeat #3
                  C    D7       G
We owe it to that old '57 Chevrolet

87. 5:01 Blues - Chords

5:01 Blues
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Michael Garvin and Jeff Tweel

G7          C          F
I got those 5:01 blues another work day is over
C                      G7
Time to go home but no one to go home to
     C                     F
That whistle just blew bad news
           G7
I'll punch out and put in another long night again missin' you
                 C
I got these 5:01 blues
I used to watch that old clock on the wall
        G7
Wishin' I could make time fly
But ever since you walked out on me
C                  F                G7
Quittin' time just makes me want to cry
Repeat #1
I could go out and find somebody new



                       G7
But I'd only spoil her fun
My mind still says that it's time to love you
         C              F           G7
When the clock says the work day is done
Repeat 1 x2

88. 6 Days On The Road

Emmylou Harris - 6 Days On The Road

Well I pulled out of Pittsburgh 
Rollin down the eastern seaboard
I've got my diesel wound up and 
She's runnin like a never before
There's a speed zone ahead but 
Alright, I don't see a cop insight
Six days on the road and 
I'm a gonna make it home tonight

I got ten forward gears and 
A Georgia overdrive
I'm passin little white lines 
And my eyes are open wide
Just passed a Jimmy and a White, 
I've passin everything in sight
Six days on the road the road and 
I'm a gonna make it home tonight

Well it seems like a month since 
I kissed my baby goodbye
I could have a lot women but 
I'm not like some other guys
I could find one hold me tight,
But I could never make believe 
It's right
Six days on the road and 
I'm a gonna make it home tonight

Well the ICC is a checkin on 
Down the line
I'm a little over weight and 
My log books are way behind
But nothin bothers me tonight, 
I can dodge all the scales alright
Six days on the road and 
I'm a gonna make it home tonight

My rigs a little old but that 
Don't mean she's slow
There's a flame from her stack 
And the smoke is rollin black as cool
My home town's comin in sight, 



If you think I'm happy you're right
Six days on the road and 
I'm a gonna make it home tonight

Six days on the road and 
I'm a gonna make it home tonight

Six days on the road and
I'm a gonna make it home tonight

89. 6 O'Clock In The Morning

6 O Clock In The Morning
Darrell Scott

Look at the hand that made the steel
That raised the kids, that shouldered the wheel
And taught a man how not to feel / At six o'clock in the morning

Rising from their narrow bed
The poorly clothed and the barely fed
Know someone filled their dreams with lead
At six o'clock in the morning

Folks with their back to the wind
And their face to the wall
Know how to keep themselves warm
If they make themselves small

Powdered eggs and pinto beans
And welfare loaves of American cheese
Won't lift the hungry from their knees
At six o'clock in the morning

Adam stood over Eden fair
While Eve slept he touched her soft hair
Waiting to catch the first train out of there
At six o'clock in the morning

Man knows toil and woman knows pain
As it's always been it will always remain
We pull back the blanket and cover the stain
At six o'clock in the morning

Some men have a god
That keeps them from harm
Some men have a bottle
At the end of their arm

I have a child that calls me Dad
I long to give her what I never had
Like waking up and feeling glad
It's six o'clock in the morning



90. 6000 Miles - Chords

6000 Miles 
The Waifs

     C
6000 miles behind I left you
     G
6000 miles feels so alone
     AM
6000 miles I'd have to travel
     F
6000 miles to get back home
            C
I'd have to sail oceans boundless
            G
I'd have to cross endless skies
                Am
Some nights I do dream I can grow wings
          F             C               G
And I can fly that 6000 miles back home to you
 
   Am          F
ohhhhh 
             C
I traded you for some great adventure
             G
Stepped out into a world unknown
             Am
To far away lands did I wander
                  F
Whose deserts and mountains I now roam
      C
But I just can't let go of your golden shores
        G
I still crave your salty air
       Am
And if I was standing on the edge of
            F
heaven on earth tonight
           C                   G
I couldn't care about anything less than 6000
AM       F     C     G       Am    F
miles ohhhh  
     C
I've never really had much of a way with words
        G
But god knows I love to sing
             AM
The feel of this sound coming through me
                F
The feel of the joy inside that it brings
     C



So tonight I'll be your minstrel
          G
You be my silent beating drum
              D
Whenever that music plays inside us
         F
Not even oceans, not even oceans... can keep us 
C            G          AM      F
apart Not even.... 6000 Miles oh oh oh 
 
C     G     AM
 
     F
6000 Miles to get back home, to you

91. 67 Chevy Malibu

67 Chevy Malibu
Larry Cordle and Lonesome Standard Time

Daddy always said she was the apple of his eye
From the moment that he met her it was love at first sight
He made her his back in 67 She came from Detroit or was it Heaven

Chorus
His 67 Chevy Malibu Red Leather Chrome wheels midnight blue
Mom could have had the Hometown football star
But she fell in love with daddy and his car 
And they drove off to make their dreams come true
In his '67 Chevy Malibu

Now I get those wide-eyed stares when we go driving 'round
All my buddies know she's the sharpest thing in town
When we go cruisin' through the tasty freeze
It's easy to see why they all envy me

Chorus
And my 67 Chevy Malibu Red Leather Chrome wheels midnight blue
You could have had the Hometown football star
But you fell in love with me and my car 
And we'll drive off to see our dreams come true
In my '67 Chevy Malibu

What more could I want than you 
And my '67 Chevy Malibu

92. 8 Dogs 8 Banjos - Chords



8 Dogs 8 Banjos 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
Intro:
E       A    (x2)
D   E   A  D
A   E   A
 
 
       E          A
Eight Dogs, eight banjos    (x2)
D                        E
Tell me what you need in the whole wide world
A                        D
Tell me what you need my pretty little girl
      A     E     A
Eight dogs, eight banjos
 
 
    E             A
Hot coffee, sweet tea    (x2)
D                        E
Tell me what you need in the whole wide world
A                        D
Tell me what you need my pretty little girl
      A     E     A
Hot coffee, sweet tea
 
 
(fiddle solo)
 
 
       E          A
Good loving, hard times    (x2)
D                        E
Tell me what you need in the whole wide world
A                        D
Tell me what you need my pretty little girl
      A     E     A
Good loving, hard times
 
 
       E          A
Eight Dogs, eight banjos    (x2)
D                        E
Tell me what you need in the whole wide world
A                        D
Tell me what you need my pretty little girl
      A     E     A
Eight dogs, eight banjos
 
 
E
    Ma'am?
A
    A family of eight?
E                     A         D   E   A   D
    Eight dogs and eight banjos



A           E             A
Yes ma'am, we're talking happiness here
 
 
(fiddle solo)
 
     E             A
Corn whiskey, dirt weed    (x2)
D                        E
Tell me what you need in the whole wide world
A                        D
Tell me what you need my pretty little girl
      A     E     A
Corn whiskey, dirt weed
 
 
    E            A
All morning, all night    (x2)
D                 E
Come on boy don't hesitate
A                 D
Kiss a pretty girl before it's too late
      A     E     A
All morning, all night 
 
 
       E          A
Eight Dogs, eight banjos    (x2)
D                        E
Tell me what you need in the whole wide world
A                        D
Tell me what you need my pretty little girllllllll
      A     E     A
Eight dogs, eight banjos

93. 8teen

8teen - Garth Brooks

We took Ventura Highway to the Sunshine State
Where they raised their hands to Jesus as they passed the plate
Oh, and every day we spent there was Valentine's day
There's a new team, out in Queens, 8teen

And the girl made in Japan was made for me to hold
When Vincent lent an ear the night the thunder rolled
And the ride we took together was a rodeo
Big dreams, six strings, 8teen

And for everyone born 8teen runnin' wild and free
From the pearly gates of Heaven to the fiery sea
Know that each will teach of passage through the trinity
God's gift runneth 'ore my cup



Call it a blessing or you call it luck
It all adds up to 8teen

And we heard about the letters kept beside his bed
And how he never could forget her or the words she said
That will forever be enshrined and underlined in red
Such sad scenes, so pristine, 8teen

He rode that silver bullet 'cross the borderline
There beneath the maple leaf signed to the Nimbus 9
And the song he hummed that night moves me every time
Fourteen, and so green, 8teen

And for everyone born 8teen runnin' wild and free
From the pearly gates of Heaven to the fiery sea
Know that each will teach of passage through the trinity
God's gift runneth 'ore my cup
Call it a blessing or you call it luck
It all adds up to 8teen

Forever frozen now in time
The night the miracle occurred
They walked on water in my mind
JC and Uncle Herb
Though we never heard the words
It all adds up to 8teen

And for everyone born 8teen runnin' wild and free
From the pearly gates of Heaven to the fiery sea
Know that each will teach of passage through the trinity
God's gift runneth 'ore my cup
Call it a blessing or you call it luck
It all adds up to 8teen

94. 9 To 5

Alison Krauss - 9 To 5

I tumble out of bed and i stumble to the kitchen
pour myself a cup of ambition
and yawn and stretch ,trying to come to life

i jump in the shower and the blood starts pumping
out on the streets the traffic starts jumping
with folks like me on the job from 9 to 5

(chorus)
workin 9 to 5, what a way to make a livin
barley gettin by, it's all takin and no givin
they just use your mind and they never give you credit
it's enough to drive you crazy if you let it

they let you dream just to watch'em shatter



you're just a step on the boss man's ladder
but you've got dreams he'll never take away
you're in the same boat with a lot of your friends
waiting for the day your ship'll come in
the tide's gonna turn and it's all gonna roll you away

(repeat chours)

95. 90 Miles An Hour - Chords

90 Miles An Hour
(Down a Dead End Street)
recorded by Hank Snow (in 1963)
written by Hal Blair and Don Robertson

I took you [C] home from a party
and we kissed in fun,
a [G] few stolen kisses and [C] no harm was done.
Instead of [F] stopping when we could,
we [C] went right on,
until suddenly we found the [F] brakes were[C] gone.

You belong to someone else and I do too.
[G] It's just too crazy being [C] here with you.
As a [F] bad motorcycle with the [C] devil in the
seat,
Doin' 90 miles an hour down a [F] dead end [C] street.

I didn't want to want to now I have no choice.
It's too late to hear the warning voice.
All I hear is thunder as our two hearts beat,
Doin' 90 miles an hour down a dead end street.

[F] You're not free to belong to me
and you [C] know I can never be your own.
Your[F] lips on mine are like sweet sweet wine,
but we're [C] headed for a wall of [G] stone.

Warning signs are flying by us but we pay no heed,
Instead of slowing down the pace we keep pickin' up
the speed.
Disaster's getting closer every time we meet.
Doin' 90 miles an hour down a dead end street

96. 900 Miles

Nine Hundred Miles (900 Miles)
Arr. James Coffey



Well I'm ridin' on this train, I've got tears in my eyes
Tryin' to read a letter from my home
If this train runs me right, I'll be home tomorrow night
'Cause I'm nine hundred miles from my home
And I hate to hear that lonesome whistle blow

Well this train I ride on is a hundred coaches long
You can hear the whistle blow a hundred miles
If this train runs me right, I'll be home tomorrow night
'Cause I'm nine hundred miles from my home
And I hate to hear that lonesome whistle blow

Now if you say so, I will railroad no more
Sidetrack my train and go home
If this train runs me right, I'll be home tomorrow night
'Cause I'm nine hundred miles from my home
And I hate to hear that lonesome whistle blow
'Cause I'm nine hundred miles from my home
And I hate to hear that lonesome whistle blow

97. 95 South

The Duhks - 95 South

95 South, 95 South
That is the way to my baby's house
95 South, 95 South
That is the way to my baby's house

Drive all day, drive all night
Gonna see my baby, gonna be alright
Drive all day, drive all night
Gonna see my baby, gonna be alright

chorus

Cackalack Cackalak, Cackalack Cackalak, Cackalack Cackalak
I'm on the 95 south and I ain't goin' back

5 AM Richmond town
Can't stop now, I'm cackalacky bound
5 AM Richmond town
Can't stop now, I'm cackalacky bound

chorus

The sun comes up, the sun goes down
The sun comes up on my Baby's town
The sun comes up, the sun goes down
The sun comes up on my Baby's town

95 South, 95 South
That is the way to my baby's house



95 South, 95 South
That is the way to my baby's house

chorus x2

98. 99 Days

99 Days - Deadly Gentlemen
(G. Liszt, fiddle melody public domain)

In the future my fortune,
In the gutter my ruin,
So, what am I thinking?
So, what am I doing?
Living on my own,
For 99 days,
Going to find what it means,
Find what it weighs,

I left it behind,
I gave it all away,
I'm making it back,
Saving all my pay,
Living on hope,
For 99 days,
It's time to find means,
It's time to find ways.

It's no trouble to talk,
And I can talk and talk tenderly,
Yes we can,
Truly be who we pretend to be,
When I don't come back,
For 99 days,
Do you find time mean
Do you find the time pays?

I will find a way,
Of numbing the pain,
The good and the bad,
Are one and the same.
I will find a way,
Of numbing the pain,
The good and the bad...

I had it all,
Gave it away,
Now I'm making it back,
I'm saving the pay,
Living on hope,
For 99 days,
It's time to find means,
It's time to find ways.



I will find a way,
Of numbing the pain,
The good and the bad,
Are one and the same,
I will find a way,
Of numbing the pain.

A - 99. A Bar With No Beer

Tom T. Hall - A bar with no beer
Composer: Tom T. Hall

The beachcomber works by the ocean all day
He gets what the tourists and the sea throw away
He's hot and he's thristy and the words hurt his ears
When they tell him he stopped in a bar with no beer

It's lonesome away from your kinfolks at home
By the campfires at night where the buffalo roam
But there's nothin' so lonesome, so morbid or drear
Then to sit on a stool in a bar with no beer

There's a dog on the sidewalk for his master he waits
But his boss is inside drinkin' wine with his mates
He hurries for cover and cringes in fear
Ain't no place for a dog 'round a bar with no beer

Now Billy the barfly, first time in his life
He went home cold sober to his lovin' wife
He walks in the kitchen, she says, you're early, my dear
He breaks down and tells her, the bar's got no beer

The owner is anxious for the beer man to come
There's a far away look on the face of the bum
The waitress is cranky, she says, it's lonely in here
What a terrible place is a bar with no beer

Well, I've had me some trouble, I've had me some pain
Been locked up in the cold and left out in the rain
I fought with the law but there's one thing I fear
To get stuck in a town in a bar with no beer

100. A Beautiful Collision

A Beautiful Collision (B Variant)

The breaking makes a sound I never knew
Could be so beautiful and loud
Fury filled and we collide



So courageous until now, fumbling and scared
So afraid You'll find me out
Alone here with my doubt
Here it comes, a beautiful collision
Is happening now
There seems no end to where You begin and
There I am now
You and I collide
Something circling inside
Spaciously you fly, infinite and wide
Like the moon and sky
Here it comes, a beautiful collision
Is happening now
There seems no end to where You begin and
There I am now
You and I
Here it comes, a beautiful collision
Here it comes, a beautiful collision

101. A Beautiful Home - Chords

A Beautiful Home
Recorded by Hank Williams  [3/4 time]

G                            C        G
There's a beautiful home far over the sea
                      D7                    G
There are mansions of bliss for you and for me
                          C           G
Oh that beautiful home so wonderfully fair
                    D7                G
That the Savior for me has gone to prepare
                             C        G
There's a beautiful home far over the sea
                    D7                   G
There's a beautiful home for you and for me
                              C       G
And it's glittering power the sun out shines
                   D7                    G
And that beautiful home someday shall be mine
                         C             G
In that beautiful home a crown I shall wear
                   D7                   G
When the glorified throne that glory to share
                          C            G
But the joys of that home can never be known
                   D7                 G
Till the Savior we see upon his white throne
Repeat #2



102. A Beautiful Life

A Beautiful Life
Country Gentlemen - Stanley Brothers

Each day I'll do a golden deed
By helping those who are in need
My life on earth is but a span
And so I'll do the best I can

   Life's evening sun is sinking low
   A few more days and I must go
   To meet the deeds that I have done
   Where there will be no setting sun

To be a child of God each day
My life must shine along the way
I'll sing His praise while the ages roll
And strive to help some troubled soul

While going down life's weary road
I'll try to lift some traveler's load
I'll try to turn the night to day
Make flowers bloom along the way

The only life that will endure
Is one that's kind and good and pure
And so for God, I'll take my stand
Each day I'll lend a helping hand

103. A Beautiful Mistake - Chords

A Beautiful Mistake
Recorded by Eddy Raven
Written by Eddy Raven and Troy Seals

C          F        G7               C     F
As a woman you were warm and full of wonder   
G7         C     Dm                G7
So easy to be under you're enchanting spell     
C    F     G7            C      F
As a love there never was one better        
G7             C
All the nights we were togetherDm                         
G7
Were the best nights of my life      
Am     F                     C
As a memory you've still got that touch           
G7            C
Still that girl hurts so much      
Am                       F            C
Still convincing my heart it's all right to pray       
G7                      C



Oh and I just made a beautiful mistake                  
 F         G7        C
But as a believer don't you ever quit believing
F       G7             C
I can't seem to get my feeling
sDm                G7
Feeling that your gone     
Am     F                     C
As a memory you've still got that touch           
G7            C
Still that girl hurts so much      
Am                       F            C
Still convincing my heart it's all right to pray       
G7                      C
Oh and I just made a beautiful mistake   
Dm              G7        C
Oh you were just a beautiful mistake

104. A Better Love Next Time

A Better Love Next Time

(spoken)
Got a call tonight
Sayin' we could still be friends
What a way to say goodbye
What a way to end
They say the darkest hour
Is just before dawn
So I'll just hold my head up
And try to sing my song

Better love next time
Just don't let me lose my mind
All I need's a real friend
To pick me up again
I gotta shake these memories
If there's another chance for me
I'll be lookin' for a sign
Won't someone help me find
A better love next time

I could sit around and hurt forever over you
But in my heart I know you're really gone
There must be a reason for the pain I'm goin' through
Telling me I'm not where I belong

Better love next time
Just don't let me lose my mind
All I need's a real friend
To pick me up again
I gotta shake these memories
If there's another chance for me



I'll be lookin' for a sign
Won't someone help me find
A better love next time

Just as soon as I am strong
I'll be movin' on
To a better love next time

105. A Better Man

Sam Bush - A Better Man

Sittin' here in my problem
What am I gonna do now?
Am I gonna make it?
Someway, somehow

Maybe I'm not supposed to know
Maybe I'm supposed to cry
And if nobody ever knows the way I feel
That will be all right, that will be okay

'Cause I'm gonna make this world a better place
I'm gonna keep that smile up on my face
I'm gonna teach myself how to understand
I'm gonna make myself a better man

Climbin' out the window
Climbin' up the wall
Is anybody gonna save me
Or are they gonna let me fall?

I don't really want to know
I'll just hold on the best I can
And if I fall down, I'll just get back up
It'll be alright, it'll be okay

106. A Better Place

A Better Place - Acoustic Syndicate

I'm going down
down where the land meets the ocean
I'm leaving town
And all the trouble that surrounds it
I'²ve lost my faith
And lost all sign of redemption
But no time for tears



Don't cry for me
I know my way
I'll see you again
Some sweet day

I watched your joy
Come to an end without reason
You said you'²d be fine
But I tasted your tears when I kissed you
I'²ll drag you down
Even though I still love you
I'll drag you down

Don'²t cry for me
I know my way
I'll see you again
Some sweet day
I stand before time
And all who will hear me now
Your face in my eyes
And your heart in my soul
Here in the sun
The wind feels good on my shoulders
It'²s pushing me on

I'll see you again
Some sweet day
A better home
A better place

107. A Better Place To Live

Dolly Parton - A Better Place To Live

There's a bit of magic in a simple little smile
Something that just makes life seem a little more worthwhile
And there's a world of meaning in the touch of someone's hand
A gentle touch that let's your brother know you understand.

Oh, if people would stop taking
And just once try to give
We could make the world we're living in
A better place to live, la la la la la la.

And if we'd love one another instead of finding faults
We could afford the price of peace, love is all it costs
Oh, wouldn't it be great to live and sing in harmony
Everybody take your brother's hand and sing my song with me.

(La la la la la la la la la la la la.)

All life has to offer that's what most folks desire
But offer nothing in return, cause they don't seem to care



And if we'd ask to be forgiven and be willing to forgive
We could make the world we're living in a better place to live.

And if we'd all climb together, we could climb the highest hill
We could make the world we're living in a better place to live.

And if we'd love one another instead of finding faults
We could afford the price of peace, love is all it costs
Oh, wouldn't it be great to live and sing in harmony
Everybody take your brother's hand and sing my song with me.

(La la la la la la la la la la la la...)

108. A Better Way - Chords

A Better Way
Recorded by The Mavericks
Written by Raul Malo

G                       C                G          C
We spent the night in a hobo town like a pair of runaways
   G              C                 D7
We lit a fire and sang the songs we learned from yesterday
G                C                  G                C
Settled down and built a house with our own sweatin' hands
     G                  C             D7
What happened next I'll never know or never understand
G                C               G                   C
Finished with my working day and headed straight for home
  G                 C                D7           G
I looked inside the bedroom door and you were not alone
                       C             G                    C
Well I hope you find a better way to get through my front door
    G                    C                   D7
The roads you take don't let you see I don't love you anymore
    G             C                G               C
And if you find a broken heart somewhere along the way
G              C                D7              G
Don't you dare pick it up it'll mend itself someday
 
Repeat #2
 
                        C             G                 C
You thought my life was over now well honey you thought wrong
  G                C                  D7
I found myself someone to love who'll love me all night long
G                  C             G              C
All the things you left behind I threw them all away
    G           C                D7              G
You never cared enough about the things I had to say
repeat #2 x2



109. A Big Ball In Cowtown - Chords

A Big Ball In Cowtown
Recorded by Bob Wills and The Texas Playboys
Written by Hoyle Nix

Aagghh! Let the ladies split out wide
Grab your pardner - go hog wild. Aagghh! Now, now, now;

CHORUS
[G] Big Ball's in [G7] Cowtown
[C] We'll all go [G] down
[G] Big Ball's in [G7] Cowtown
[D] We'll dance a-[G] round.
[G] Workin' on the [G7] railroad
[C] Sleepin' on the [G] ground
Eatin' saltine [G7] crackers
[D] Ten cents a [G] pound.

CHORUS

Put on your new shoes
Put on your gown
Take off them sack clothes
The Big Ball's in town.

CHORUS
I'll stay in cowtown
I'll stick around
Bolt up your window
The Big Ball's in town.

CHORUS

110. A Blanket Of Stars - Chords

A Blanket Of Stars
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Jimmy Everett Corbin
[3/4 time]

C
A blanket of stars covers her shoulders                
 G7                    C
And glistens her hair and twinkles her eyes
A blanket of stars wraps her in splendor              
G7                      C
Makes her so fair my love sick heart sighs             
 F                C



It whispers I love you and you alone                                
G7
In sweet words of love tenderly says             
C
A blanket of stars holds her in beauty              
G7              C
As the moon up above rides overhead
A blanket of stars caress my darling           
G7                   C
And with a crown the story gets told
A blanket of stars makes her a fairy              
G7                   C
In her pretty gown all silvery and gold            
 F                    C
And she is a princess a beautiful rose                          
G7
Blooming all day tenderly sweet             
C
A blanket of stars covers her shoulders                  
G7                        C
And then her eyes pray as her yearning lips meet

111. A Blind Step Away

Richard Thompson - A Blind Step Away 

They bind his eyes with a silken scarf
And in his ear a friend explains
'The one you catch is the one you kiss'
How we all love party games

All the years that she has watched him
Is this the day, oh, is this the day?
How she shakes as he approaches
A blind step away

He never knew how much she loved him
Standing there a step away
His eyes tied blind man's bluff
A blind step away

He was always reaching, reaching
Never knew where comfort lay
He never knew how much she loved him
A blind step away

Around he spins and around he spins
Darkness is his whole domain
Truth, dare, kiss, promise
Aren't you tired of party games?

He never knew how much she loved him
Standing there a step away



His eyes tied blind man's bluff
A blind step away

112. A Bone Through Her Nose

Richard Thompson - A Bone Through Her Nose

Oh the drones on the corner don't look her in the eye when she comes out to play
And three times now at the Club Chi-Chi they've turned her away
Last week she was the belle of the ball but another week passes
It's time to cast off crutches, scars and pebble glasses 

She's got everything a girl might need
She's a tribal animal, yes indeed
But she hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
Hasn't got a bone through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose
Hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose 

Oh she gets her suits from a personal friend, Coco the clown
She got dustman's jacket, inside out, it's a party gown
If it's bouffons, she's got bouffons, if it's tat she got tat
She got hoochie coochie Gucci and a pom-pom hat

She's got everything a girl might need
She's a tribal animal, yes indeed
But she hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose
No! 

Well, her ma writes cook books, she wrote one once, and it sold one or two
Her pa's in the city, he's so witty, he calls it the zoo
Her boyfriend plays in Scritti Politti, Aunt Sally's brown bread
In a few more years she can marry some fool and knock it on the head

She's got everything a girl might need
She's a tribal animal, yes indeed
But she hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose
She hasn't got a, Oh she hasn't got a, Oh



113. A Border Tale - Chords

A Border Tale 
Robert Earl Keen

      C              Fmaj7        C          G
e/--------------------------------------------------------/
B/--------------------------------------------------------/
G/----0-0----0-0-----0-0----0-0---0-0---0-0---0-0---0-0---/
D/----2-2----2-2-----3-3--3-3-3---2-2---2-2---0-0---0-0---/
A/--3--------------3------------3-----------------2-------/
E/---------3--------------------------3-----3-------------/
 
[Intro]
C
There's an alley in Acuna
Fmaj7
Right next to a night club
C
That's never been paved
G
And is hip deep in chugholes
 
[Verse 1]
C
It sort of trails into
Fmaj7
What once was a river
C
But now is a ditch
G
That smells just like sewage
 
[Verse 2]
C
And there in the alley
Fmaj7
We're drinking Vampiras
C
And smoking Delicados
G
With Jaime and Umberto
 
[Verse 3]
C
At three in the morning
Fmaj7
They order more nachos
C
Another round of Vampiras
G
'Cause they own the night club
 



[Verse 4]
C
As well as the alley
Fmaj7
And all of a sudden
C
We could not stop laughing
G
And the laughter bounced off of
 
[Verse 5]
C
The old precinct station
Fmaj7
And roared down the street
C
Infecting the students
G
Who were all still on spring break
 
[Verse 6]
C
But now were all laughing
Fmaj7
Except for the one
C
With the beautiful girlfriend
G                              C
Who looked like the virgin of Ciudad Acuna
 
[Bridge]
Fmaj7
Who munched on a nacho
C
And watched as her boyfriend
G
Knelt down by Umberto
C
And could not stop vomiting
 
 
 
e/-------------------------------------------------------/
B/------------------------------1------------------------/
G/-----------------0-0------0h2---2p0-0--2-0-------------/
D/---2-0-------0h2----3-3-3------------------3-2-0-------/
A/-------3-3-3-------------------------------------2-3---/
E/-------------------------------------------------------/
 
[Chorus]
C                          Fmaj7
Beat the drum slowly and play the fife lowly
C                          D
Play the dead march as you bear me along
         C                     Fmaj7
Take me to the green valley, lay the sod o'er me
C                        G                  C



I'm a young cowboy and I know I've done wrong
C           Fmaj7
Ay, ay ay ay
C          Fmaj7
Ay, ay ay ay
C           Fmaj7
Ay, ay ay ay
C           Fmaj7
Ay, ay ay ay

114. A Bottle Of Wine And Patsy Cline - Chords

A Bottle Of Wine And Patsy Cline
Recorded by Marsha Thornton
Written by Melinda Anne Gravelle and Tommy Rocco 
 
C           G7       C               F                 Dm
A bottle of wine and Patsy Cline and every thing's all right
G7         D7   G7                   F
Time after time these old friends of mine
G7                          C
Help me make it through the night
                        Em     C
And when I'm Fallin' To Pieces goin' Crazy
       F                     D7
With a heart that just won't mend
  G7        D7       G7    F         D7    G7  C
A bottle of wine and Patsy Cline and I get by again
 
              Dm                 G7      C
Toss and turn on my pillow  till my eyes fill with tears
        Dm                          G7            
I still feel you so close just like you were here
          F                        Am
Nighttime gets to me when that old movie ends
             F                      D7            G7
Then I reach for some comfort and a couple of old friends
Repeat #1
  G7        D7       G7    F         D7    G7  C
A bottle of wine and Patsy Cline and I get by again

115. A Boy Named Sue

A Boy Named Sue
S.Silverstein
Flatt & Scruggs

1. Well my daddy left home when I was three
Didn't leave much for me and me



Just this old guitar and an empty bottle of booze
Now I don't blame him 'cause he run and hid
But the meanest thing that he ever did
Was before he left he went and named me Sue

2. Well he must have thought it was quite a joke
And it got lot of loughs from lot of folks
And it seems I have to fight my whole life through
Some gal would giggle and I'd get red
And some guy'd lough and I'd bust his head
I tell ya, life ain't easy for boy named Sue

3. Well I grew up quick and grew up mean
My fists got hard and my wits got keen
I roamed from town to town to hide my shame
But I made me a vow to the moon and stars
I'd search the honky-tonks and bars
And kill that man who'd gave me that awful name

4. Well it was Gatlingburg in mid-July
And I'd just hit town and my throat was dry
I thought I'd stop and have myself a brew
At an old saloon on a street of mud
There at a table dealing stus
Sat the dirty mangy dog that named me Sue

5. Well I knew that snake was my own sweet dad
From a wornout picture that my mother'd had
And I knew that scar on his cheek and his evil eye
He was big and bent and gray and old
And I looked at him and my blood ran cold
And I said: My name is Sue, how do you do? Now You gonna die!

Yeah, that's what I told him!

6. Well I hit him hard right between the eyes
He went down but to my surprise
He came up with a knife and cut off a piece of my ear
But I busted a chair right across his teeth
And we crashed through the wall and into the street
Kicking and gonging in the mud and the blood and the beer

7. I tell you I fought tougher men
But I really can't remember when
He kicked like a mule and he bit like a crocodile
I heard him laugh and then I heard him cuss
He went for his guns and I pulled mine first
He stood there lookin' at me and I saw him smile

8. And he said: Son this world is rough
And if man's going to make it he's gonna be tough'
And I knew I wouldn't be there to help you along
So I gave you that name and I said good-bye
I knew you'd have to get tough or die
And it's that name it's help to make you strong

9. He said: You fought one hell of a fight



And I know you hate me and you got the right
To kill me now and I wouldn't blame you if you do
But you ought to thank me before I die
For the gravel in your guts and the spit in your eye
For I'm the nut that named you Sue

Yeah, what could I do?

10. I got all choked up and I threw down my gun
I called him my pa and me called me his son
And I came away with a different point of view
And I think about him now and then
Every time I try and every time I win
And if I ever have a son I think I'm going to name him, well,
I ain't gonna name him Sue!

I'm gonna call him Johnny Cash!

FLATT & SCRUGGS - Final Fling

116. A Brand New Shade Of Blue

A Brand New Shade Of Blue
Junior Sisk - A Brand New Shade Of Blue

[Verse 1]
I've had lots of heartaches in my lifetime
And feeling down is surely nothing new
But when I found this morning you were leaving
I just found a brand new shade of blue
It seems I've always dealt with disappointment
Often, things I wish for don't come true
But somehow, I had hope fulfilled this mornin'
And now I found a brand new shade of blue

[Chorus]
People who design the latest fashions
Will never know the pain I'm goin' through
Still I'm not just for seein' their highest honor
Or discoverin' a brand new shade of blue

[Verse 2]
I don't know if I'm the one to blame here
I've made mistakes, and I guess quite a few
But while I sit here, searchin' for the answer
I dealin' with a brand-new shade of blue
I need a special hand to give me guidance
Lord, once again, I've come to you
Reassure me the way from this point forward
Help me forgive this brand new shade of blue

[Chorus]
People who design the latest fashions



Will never know the pain I'm goin' through
Still I'm not just for seein' their highest honor
Or discoverin' a brand new shade of blue
[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
People who design the latest fashions
Will never know the pain I'm goin' through
Still I'm not just for seein' their highest honor
Or discoverin' a brand new shade of blue

[Outro]
I'm searchin' for the light beyond this tunnel
But I'm lookin' through a brand new shade of blue

117. A Broken Tie

A Broken Tie

I was born in the heart of the country
In a town in the middle of the land
I grew up in a second city
Since I left my home I've been travellin' back. 

To a time when a family tried to stay together
Back to the time when a love survived
When a woman and a man built a home forever
And they tied a knot for the rest of their lives. 

My brother's gone to New York City
And I find myself in a corner of the west
My mom and daddy left their home and each other
Ten miles apart, more apart than the rest. 

I'm singing songs of the poor and the homeless
I'm singing songs of a love that died
But my saddest song is the song of a family
A million miles apart with a broken tie.

118. A Brother Slips Away

Richard Thompson - A Brother Slips Away 

Seems like just the other day
You and I, we sat and played
'Come All Ye Tramps and Hawkers'
And the White Cockade

Tea was flowing, dice were rolling



We were twenty, not much more
And now they say I've crossed over
To that distant shore

And a brother slips away
Like a ship at dawn of day
A brother slips away
Another brother gone

There's a brother slips away
I reached out my hand too late
A brother slips away
A brother slips away

Juliet, she came up smiling
Wherever life would toss you
You were everybody's friend
Except the fools who crossed you

They rained down death upon your head
And you took it in your stride
They'll never knock it out of you
That good old London Pride

And a sister slips away
We'll sing her name to heaven's gate
A sister slips away
Another sister gone

A sister slips away
I reached out my hand too late
A sister slips away
Yes, a sister slips away

Davy, it was through your eyes
We saw so many things
The dusty feet of pilgrims
The halls of mountain kings

That old poet's vision
Still coursing through your veins
It breaks my heart that I will never
See your face again

And a brother slips away
Like a ship at dawn of day
A brother slips away
Another brother gone

A brother slips away
I reached out my hand too late
A brother slips away
A brother slips away

A brother slips away
We'll sing his name to heavens gate
A brother slips away



Another brother gone

Yes, a brother slips away
I reached out my hand too late
A brother slips away
Yes, a brother slips away

119. A Cabin In The Hills - Chords

A Cabin In The Hills
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

1st verse spoken:
F
I dreamed I saw Jesus last night 
C
Seated on a mountain in the moonlight
    F                     C
His hands held a key to a cabin 
     G7                          C
That cabin I'd dreamed of all my life
                G7               C
Money makes the rules we have to live by
  F                                  C
A home is just a place they send the bills
F                                 C
God knows why we work and what we pray for
                      G7           C
So He's building me a cabin in the hills
                      G7              C
Who knows He might be finished in the morning
     F                              C
So I lie awake and take no sleeping pills
F                            C
God knows I'm not happy in a mansion
                      G7           C
So He's building me a cabin in the hills
  F                               C
I live my lonesome life down in a valley 
         G7                           C
With the factories the rivers and the mills
F                               C
Sometimes I can almost hear His hammer 
                         G7           C
Cause He's building me a cabin in the hills 
               G7                 C
Someone has to keep the home fire burning
     F                                C
So I sweat and get the harvest in the field 
F                                   C
Life on earth won't be the same hereafter
                      G7           C
So He's building me a cabin in the hills 



Repeat #4
                   G7           C
He's building me a cabin in the hills

120. A Canary's Song

A Canary's Song
Claire Lynch

I remember mountain mornings
So quiet I could almost hear
The wind in the Red Tail's feathers
And the breathin' of the deer
Those old tracks seem to go forever
As a child I'd walk all day
Finding diamonds in the cinders
And pickin' chunks of coal away
As the morning faded to evening
Then so to came our time
To follow down in my Daddy's footsteps
And leave the mountain for the mine
We'd always bring a proud canary
Our link to the world of air
And we knew while she kept singin'
We wouldn't suffocate down there
While the Mockin' Bird warbled
Near the mountain stream
Down in the mine
A canary sang
In a deep dark hole
Men didn't belong
We listened to our lives
In a canary's song

(instrumental)

We'd listen for the sunlight
For wings against the sky
We'd listen for the dreams
That make men try
Once again I left the mountain
To find work when the mine shut down
Those old tracks don't go forever
The end in this hole they call uptown
All I brought was this canary
As I wake from dreams of home
While I pray I'll hear her singin'
And fear a silence cold as stone
While the Mockin' Bird warbles
Near the mountain stream
In a cold water room
A canary sings
Livin' in this hole



Where I don't belong
I listen to my life
In a canary's song
While the Mockin' Bird warbles
Near the mountain stream
In a cold water room
A canary sings
Livin' in this hole
Where I don't belong
I listen to my life
In a canary's song

(Instrumental close)

121. A Change Is Gonna Come

A Change is Gonna Come
Hayseed Dixie - A Change is Gonna Come
Avett Brothers

[Verse 1]
I was born by the river
In a little tent
Oh, and just like that river, I've been running ever since

[Chorus]
It's been a long
A long time coming, but I know
A change gon' come
Oh yes, it will

[Verse 2]
It's been too hard living
But I'm afraid to die
'Cause I don't know what's up there
Beyond the sky

[Chorus]
It's been a long
A long time coming, but I know
A change gon' come
Oh yes, it will

[Verse 3]
Said I go to a movie
Yeah, I go downtown
Somebody keep telling me
"No, no, don't you, don't you hang around"

[Chorus]
It's been a long
A long time coming, but I know
A change gon' come



Oh yes, it will

[Bridge]
Oh, then I go to see my brother
Oh, and I say, "Brother, would you help me, please"
Oh, but he just winds up
Winds up knockin' me back down
Back down, oh, oh, back down on my knees, oh

122. A Change Is Gonna Come - Chords

A Change Is Gonna Come
Avett Brothers - A Change Is Gonna Come

G                G7                       
I was born by the river in a little tent
Am                                          Em          
  And just like that river I've been running  ever since
            G    Am7       
It's been a long a long time coming
      C B7 Em                              G
But I know      a change is gonna come, oh yes it will

          G               G7
It's been too hard living, but I'm afraid to die
Am                                  Em    
  Cause I don't know what's out there  beyond the sky
            G       Am
It's been a long, a long time coming
      C B7 Em                            G
But I know    a change is gonna come, oh yes it will

  G               G7
I go to the movies, and I go downtown, 
Am                           Em              
  Somebody keep telling don't   hang around, 
            G       Am
It's been a long, a long time coming
       C B7 Em                            G
But I know     a change is gonna come, oh yes it will

Am                         G
   And then I go to see my brother
Am                       G
   And I ask him to help me please
Am                 Em
   But he winds up knockin' me
A7                 D
   Back down on my knees

              G                         G7
There've been times I thought I couldn't   last for long
Am                         Em



   But now I think I'm able   to carry on
            G      Am
It's been a long, a long time coming
       C B7 Em                            G
But I know     a change is gonna come, oh yes it will

123. A Change Of Faith In Tennessee

A Change of Faith in Tennessee - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Steve Gulley/Daniel House Music, BMI-Gulleys Curve Music, BMI)

V) I used to believe every line, used to hang on every word
girl, If you said it, it was true
Now the things i took for gospel just get more absurd
And the Truth is just another point of view

CH) In Montana, the mountains are forever
 blue skies as far as you can see
In California there's no changing of the seasons
But there's been a change of Faith in Tennessee

V) I woke up born again this morning, finally saw the light
And so many other things I couldn't  see
 a brand new Book of Revelation gave me back my sight
there's been a change of Faith in Tennessee

Br) you were my  redemption but the cost was way too high
 salvation dont mean nothin til it's  free

V) I made my peace with my maker, now I'm ready to move on
Roll the stone across the door
The body of our love is laying in the tomb
Its gone and will rise again no more

124. A Christmas Letter - Chords

Keith Whitley - A Christmas Letter
(Capo on 3)

Intro.:  (G) x 4

At an (G)antique desk, an old man sits alone (C)
It's (Am)Christmas Eve and it's (D)almost time to go (G) (Bm/F#) (Bm)
He (Em)signs his (D)name to a (C)letter (D)he just wrote (G) (C) (Bm)
Then he (Am)reads it back with a (D)voice as soft as (G)snow

(Chorus)
(C)I want (Dm)peace on (C)earth for (Bm)Christmas (Dm) (G)
In a (C)world where there's (Am)not one (D)hungry (G)child



A (C)day when (G)hope and (Cm)faith (G)conquers (B7)fear and hate (Em) (Cm/Eb)
(D) All that's gonna take is a little more (G)love

Inst.:  /(G) /(G) ---

He (G)walks outside and climbs up on his sleigh (C) (Cm)
Then (Am)calls out to his reindeer (D) and off they fly away (G) (Bm/F#) (Bm)
To-(Em)night he'll (D)make a (C)million (D)dreams appear (G) (C) (Bm)
While he (Am)wishes his all dreams (D) could come true this (G)year

(Chorus)
(C)I want (Dm)peace on (C)earth for (Bm)Christmas (Dm) (G)
In a (C)world where there's (Am)not one (D)hungry (G)child
A (C)day when (G)hope and (Cm)faith (G)conquers (B7)fear and hate (Em) (Cm/Eb)
(D) All that's gonna take is a little more (G)love

(Tag)
A (C)day when (G)hope and (Cm)faith (G)conquers (B7)fear and hate (Em) (Cm/Eb)
(D) All that's gonna take is a little more (G)love -----

125. A Christmas To Remember

Dolly Parton - A Christmas To Remember 

You've made this a Christmas to remember
Springtime feelin's in the middle of December
Strangers meet and willingly surrender oh oh what a Christmas to remember
Almost went to Aspen but something told me no
I considered Mammoth but there wasn't enough snow
And I even thought of Gatlinburg but that seemed so far to go
So I headed up to Tahoe for a Christmas on the slopes
And I had fantasized about Christmas in this way
Curled up by a fireplace in a Tahoe ski chalet
With a fast talking lover with some slow burning wood
But even in my wildest dreams it never got this good
And you've made this a Christmas to remember
Springtime feelin's in the middle of December
Change the radio and I'll turn the lights down dimmer
Oh oh what a Christmas to remember
Strangers when we met lovers as we leave
Christmas to remember too good to believe
Don't know how it went but I know we'll meet again
We'll come blowin' back to somewhere like some wild restless winter's wind
You've made this a Christmas to remember
Springtime feelin's in the middle of December
Neath the mistletoe you kissed me warm and tender
Oh oh what a Christmas to remember
We loved and laughed and played and joked sang Christmas songs and talked to folks
Sleighed the fields and skied the slopes then to the lodge for dinner
But now it's time for us to go as our hearts melt like chimney snow
There's just one thing I want to know can we do this next winter
Oh oh what a Christmas to remember
You've made this a Christmas to remember



Springtime feelin's in the middle of December
Though the fire is hot we'll just have to let it simmer
Oh oh what a Christmas to remember
You've made this a Christmas to remember
Springtime feelin's in the middle of December
Though it's cold outside we'll just stoke the burning embers
Oh oh what a Christmas to remember

126. A Cold Day In December - Chords

A Cold Day In December
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Bobby Braddock

C                F      C
We tried hard to hold onto 
                       G7            C
You lost your patience and I lost my mind 
               C7         F
Now you ask me would I go through it 
   C             G7       C
If you came back one more time 
                    F       C
It'll be a cold day in December 
                      F     C
It'll be a hot day in mid July 
                   C7      F
Or a cool night in late September 
         C        G7           C
Before I give our love another try
 
             F      C
Just as sure as California 
            G7       C
Has a white Atlantic shore 
             C7      F
And a lovely eastern sunset 
  C              G7     C
I won't want you ooh anymore
Repeat #2 
  
                       F             C
There will be icebergs in the arctic ocean 
                        F              C
There will be seashells in the Florida sand 
                 C7        F
And an old heart within me beating 
         C    G7            C
Before I ever take you back again 
Repeat #2



127. A Cold, Empty Bottle

A Cold, Empty Bottle
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - A Cold, Empty Bottle

[Verse 1]
There's a note on the table he reads every night
It's faded and tattered from the tears that he'd cried
There's a picture that she left, and beside it there stands
A bottle of whiskey and a gold wedding band

[Chorus]
And the silence grows louder as the sun fades away
And the whiskey gets lower with every sad song he plays
He rRads the note, stares at thR picture, and holds in his hand
A cold, empty bottle, and a gold wedding band

[Verse 2]
In the morning, he'll wake up, if he even sleeps at all
Put his best foot forward, and try not to fall
But his memory is stronger than his weakness and then
Reaches for the bottle, and starts all over again

[Chorus]
And the silence grows louder as the sun fades away
And the whiskey gets lower with every sad song he plays
He reads the note, stares at the picture, and holds in his hand
A cold, empty bottle, and a gold wedding band

[Chorus]
And the silence grows louder as the sun fades away
And the whiskey gets lower with every sad song he plays
He reads the note, stares at the picture, and holds in his hand
A cold, empty bottle, and a gold wedding band
A cold, empty bottle, and a gold wedding band

128. A Couple Off The Top

A Couple Off The Top
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
He smokes cigars and carries a gun
Makes good money but he don't have none
He's the fiddler's elbow & the horse's shoes
The engine's pistons & the blind man's blues

[Chorus]
He took a couple off the to, like he done before



A couple off the top, he's coming back for more
A couple off the top, like breathing air
A couple off the top and now there's nothing to spare

[Verse]
He's a castlR of cards and you're a windy day
Can't see what's coming to get out of the way
HR drank the sour milk all his life
And now so do his kids and so doeswife

[Chorus]
He took a couple off the top, like it was no big deal
A couple off the top, you know he always will
A couple off the top, that's what I said
A couple off the top, the rest of us were in bed

[Verse]
Strippers and diners all he desires
The bottom of a glass is all the class required
He might blame his troubles on another man
But take a look what's in his other hand
[Chorus]
He took a couple off the top, like he done before
A couple off the top, he's coming back for more
A couple off the top, like breathing air
A couple off the top and now there's nothing to spare

[Verse]
He's the fiddler's elbow and the horse's shoes
An engine's pistons and the blind man's blues
A touchy button like a hairpin trigger
How's he's come this far is hard to figure

[Chorus]
He took a couple off the top, like it was no big deal
A couple off the top, you know he always will
A couple off the top, that's what I said
A couple off the top, the rest of us were in bed
[Chorus]
A couple off the top, like he done before
A couple off the top, he's coming back for more
A couple off the top, like breathing air
A couple off the top and now there's nothing to spare

129. A Couple Wrongs Makin' It Alright

A Couple Wrongs Makin' It Alright
Osborne Brothers - A Couple Wrongs Makin' It Alright

You're mid-July I'm a late October
Drunk as hell and you're stone cold sober
Wide awake and I'm rolling over
You're sweat tea and you're cherry cola



Always late and you got it together
Drive us home in stormy weather
And at its worse it couldn't get much better
A couple wrongs makin' it alright

La-di-de, la-di-dah
A couple wrongs makin' it alright

Ain't no reason, ain't no rhyme
It's an uphill run, it's a downhill climb
We go together like a song and honey
All you got is right on the money

You're under the sun, and I'm over the moon
I get the hell out and you'll come back soon
How I love we can carry a tune
A couple wrongs makin' it alright

La-di-de, la-di-dah
A couple wrongs makin' it alright
(Alright)

Ain't no reason, ain't no rhyme
It's an uphill run, it's a downhill climb
We go together like a song and honey
All you got is right on the money

You're all dolled up and I'm a go commando
You're Lucille ball and I'm a Marlon Brando
Toe to toe it takes two to tango
You're a violin and I'm all banjo
It's a hell of a ride on a roller coaster
And all I know is when the day is over
It's the up and down that makes us closer
A couple wrongs makin' it alright

La-di-de, la-di-dah
La-di-de, la-di-dah
La-di-de, la-di-dah
A couple wrongs makin' it alright

A couple wrongs makin' it alright

(Alright)

130. A Cowboy's Life

A Cowboy's Life
Hot Rize

You can talk about your farms and your cattleman's charms
Talk about your silver and your gold!
But the cowboy's life is a very dreary life



It's a ridin' in the heat and the cold!

It's half past four, the noisy cook will roar
Hurrah! It's the breaking of the day!
Slowly we will rise, and wipe our weary eyes
Sweet dreamy night passed away

When the springtime comes, double hardships begun
The rain it's a-fresh, it's a-cold!
You can almost freeze from the water on your clothes
And the cattle you can scarcely hold

Where the wolves and the owls, with the terrifyin' howls
Will disturb our midnight dreams
As we lie on a slicker, on a cold, rainy night
Way out on the Pecos Stream

You can talk about your farms and your cattleman's charms
Talk about your silver and your gold!
It's not for to roam, you'd better stay at home
With your sweet and your loving little wife!

You can talk about your farms and your cattleman's charms
Talk about your silver and your gold!
But the cowboy's life is a very dreary life
It's a ridin' in the heat and the cold!

131. A Cowboy's Ways

Dolly Parton - A Cowboy's Ways
(Dolly Parton)

Sometimes he gets crazy as men are known to do
He'll lose his head in spite of everything he stands to lose
What is it in a man that makes him act like such a fool
She swears she never knew but always needed to
But stubborn pride is just the way of cowboys I suppose
Even love can't change the things he ought to change the most
And it's pride that keeps him standing when he should be on his knees
Makin' apologies but she loves him desperately
Oh but now and again she wished he'd been a poet
So he'd know all the perfect lines to say
And have some great romantic way to show it
Be the hero ridin' up to save the day
And go ridin' high like a knight in shinin' armor
To sweep her up and carry her away
Oh but he don't have no magic ways to charm her
No cause even love can't change a cowboy's ways
"I love you" and "I'm sorry" are words that just don't come
Cause words like that are no match for the kind that rule his tongue
But his eyes keep tellin' her "you know I love you anyway
No matter what I say or what I never say"
Oh but now and again she wished he'd been a poet



So he'd know all those fancy lines to say
And have some great romantic way to show it
Be the hero ridin' up to save the day
And go ridin' high like a knight in shinin' armor
And sweep her up and carry her away
Oh but he don't have no magic ways to charm her
No cause even love can't change a cowboy's ways
His ways seem cold but she knows he's much warmer
But even love can't change a cowboy's ways
He's just a fool that must defend his honor
But even love can't change a cowboy's ways

132. A Cradle In Bethlehem - Chords

A Cradle In Bethlehem
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Alfred Bryan and Larry Stock

C                    G7   C
Sing sweet and low a lullaby
     F      A7   Dm G7
Till angels say amen
  C      Dm     G7   C   F
A mother tonight  is rocking
  C         D7    G7
A cradle in Bethlehem
      C               G7          C
While wise men follow through the dark
  F         A7      Dm   G7
A star that beckons them
  C      Dm      G7  C   F
A mother tonight  is rocking
  C         G7    C
A cradle in Bethlehem
  G7                 F    C
A little child shall lead them
    G7               C
The prophets said of old
    Am        B7      Em   G7   A7
And storm and tempest heed them
  G7      D7      G7
Until the bell is tolled
C                    G7   C
Sing sweet and low a lullaby
     F      A7   Dm G7
Till angels say amen
  C      Dm     G7   C   F
A mother tonight  is rocking
  C         G7    C
A cradle in Bethlehem
         Dm     G7   C   F
A mother tonight  is rocking
  C         G7    C



A cradle in Bethlehem

133. A Crooked Road

A Crooked Road
Darrell Scott

I walk a crooked road to get where I am going
To get where I am going I must walk a crooked road
And only when I'm looking back I see the straight and narrow
I see the straight and narrow when I walk a crooked road

I sing a lonesome song to anyone who'll listen,
To anyone who'll listen I will sing a lonesome song
And when I hear you singing too, the sorrow sounds hopeful
The sorrow sounds so hopeful, when I sing my lonesome song

And a lonesome song will be my true companion
When all else has abandoned for singing of their own
And a lonesome song will fill my days with gladness
Make joy out of sadness when I sing my lonesome song, to you

I love with all my heart, there is no way of stopping
I have no way of stopping, I just love with all my heart
Through the broken and the beautiful, the bad news and the good news
The bad news and the good news is I love with all my heart

And a loving heart will be my true companion
When all else has abandoned for loving of their own
And a loving heart will fill my days with gladness
Make joy out of sadness when I bring this loving heart, to you

I long to be a happy man, in this life that I am given
In this life that I am given, I long to be a happy man
And when the noise turns to stillness, I see I have the makings
I see I have the makings to be one happy man

And a happy man will be my true companion
When all else has abandoned for happy of their own
And a happy man will fill my days with gladness
Make joy out of sadness when I show this happy man

And a happy man will be my true companion
When all else has abandoned for happy of their own.
And a happy man will fill my days with gladness
Make joy out of sadness when I show this happy man, to you

I walk a crooked road to get where I am going
To get where I am going I must walk a crooked road
And only when I'm looking back I see the straight and narrow
I see the straight and narrow when I walk a crooked road



134. A Daisy A Day

A Daisy A Day 
Recorded by Hank Snow 
written by Jud Strunk

He remembers the first time he met her 
He remembered the first thing she said 
He remembered the first time he held her 
And the night that she came to his bed

He remembers her sweet way of saying 
Honey has something gone wrong 
He remembered the fun and the teasing 
And the reason he wrote her this song

I'll give you a daisy a day dear 
I'll give you a daisy a day
I'll Love you until the rivers run still 
And the four winds we know blow away

They would walk down the street in the evening 
And for years I would see them go by 
And their love that was more than the clothes that they wore 
Could be seen in the gleam in their eyes

As a kid they would take me for candy 
And I'd Love to go tagging along 
We'd hold hands while we walked the corner 
And the old man would sing her this song

repeat #3

Now he walks down the street in the evening 
And he stops by the old candy store 
And I somehow believe he's believing 
He's holding her hand like before

For he feels all her love walking with him
And he smiles at the things she might say
Then the old man walks up to the hill top 
And gives her a daisy a day

repeat #3

135. A Dark Road Is A Hard Road To Travel - Chords

A Dark Road Is A Hard Road To Travel
Recorded by Tommy Brown and the County Line Grass



Written by G.B. Grayson   

G
A dark road is a hard road to travel
A light road is always the best
A dark road will lead you to trouble
  D7                          G
A light road will lead you to rest
Don't this road look rough and rocky
Don't that sea look wide and deep
Don't my baby look the sweetest
D7                     G
When she's in my arms asleep
Repeat #1
I'm going to see my new cell tomorrow
In a place I have never been before
And when my woman comes to see me
     D7                           G
I'll meet her with a smile at the door
Repeat #1
 
Don't ever be downhearted
Where there's a will there's a way
Tomorrow the sun may be shining
  D7                  G
Although it is cloudy today
Repeat #1

136. A Dark Starless Night

A Dark Starless Night

Oh tonight dear I'm thinking of days long gone by 
Of my childhood sweetheart who left me to cry
Amid broken vows now you left me alone
I wonder if my heart can lead you back home
I wonder if my heart can lead you back home

Now once we were happy with love in our hearts
Stole each night together vowed never to part
But a new love has won you with him you'll abide
You're happy my darling but I'm left to cry
You're happy my darling but I'm left to cry

Oh meet me my darlin please meet me alone
We'll stroll once together where often we roamed
And if you are sure that your new love is right
My heart will be blue as a dark starless night
My heart will be blue as a dark starless night



137. A Day In The Life Of A Fool - Chords

A Day In The Life Of A Fool 
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Eddie Noack

D7     G            Em      C      A7
Off to work with no kiss of goodbye
       D7                     G   D7
Wear a smile on my face but I lied
       G             Em     C
Cup of coffee at the corner cafe
          A7                      D7
Catch the bus read the news on my way
      G            G7            C
Those emotions the whole mornin' through
        Am         D7        G
Start a day in the life of a fool

    Dm                         C               D7
Sometimes I dial our number in hopes you return
            A7                    D7
But there's never an answer guess I'll never learn
      G       E7          C      A7
Hurry home as tomorrow is through
          D7                      G
Check the mail box no letter from you
                   G7           C
Then I rush up the stairs to my memories again
           A7         D7        G
That's the day in the life of a fool

                  G7           C
Yes I rush up the stairs to my memories of you
           A7         D7        C   G
That's the day in the life of a fool

138. A Day Without Prayer - Chords

A Day Without Prayer
Recorded by Jimmie Davis
Written by Jimmie Davis and Lorine Emberton

G                       C         G
The Lord has provided a wonderful way
        D7                    G
For His children to talk with Him
                       C
And if we come daily before His throne
        G         D7            G
There's mercy and grace without end
                              C      G
But a day without prayer is a wasted day



    D7                  G
For what can we hope to gain
    C                G
Without the Master's guiding hand
    D7       A7     D7
The labor is all in vain
    G       C        G       Em
Without the Master's guiding hand
             G
The labor is all in vain
                              C        G
For we have come short of the glory of God
     D7                      G
In a weakness we've all been saved
                       C
We need to come holy before His throne
    G         D7          G
For mercy and pardon each day
                              C      G
But a day without prayer is a wasted day
    D7                  G
For what can we hope to gain
    C                G
Without the Master's guiding hand
    D7       A7     D7
The labor is all in vain
    G       C        G       Em
Without the Master's guiding hand
             G
The labor is all in vain

139. A Dear John Letter

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
A Dear John Letter

Dear John oh how I hate to write
Dear John I must let you know tonight
That my love for you has died away like grass upon the lawn
And tonight I wed another dear John

I was overseas in battle when the mail called up to me
And they handed me a letter why I was happy as could be
For the fighting was all over and the battle had been won
Then I opened up the letter and that started Dear John

Dear John oh how I hate to write...

Will you please send back my picture my husband wants it now
And when I tell you who I'm marrying well you won't care dear anyhow
Now the ceremony has started and I'll wed your brother Don
Will you wish us happiness forever dear John



And tonight I wed another dear John

140. A Deeper Shade of Blue

Del McCoury - A Deeper Shade of Blue

Walking 'round my floor Lord, and watching out my door
Wondering what am I to do
Crying on my pillow weeping like a willow
Looking at a deeper shade of blue.

CHORUS:
This ain't the first time I've seen the blues
This is the worst kind of pain I ever knew
It's a heart breaking love taking aching without you
Looking at a deeper shade of blue.

Loving you too much and living for your touch
Trying hard not to face the truth
Yearning with desire burning like a fire
Looking at a deeper shade of blue.

141. A Deeper Well

Emmylou Harris
A Deeper Well

The sun burned hot, it burned my eyes
Burned so hot I thought I'd died
Thought I'd' died' and gone to' hell
Lookin' for the water from a' deeper well

I went to the river but the river was dry
I fell to my knees and I looked to the sky
I looked to the sky and the spring rain fell
I saw the water from a deeper well

Well, well, well, well...
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well
Well, well, well, well...
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well

I was ready for love I was ready for the money
Ready for the blood and ready for the honey
Ready for the winnin', ready for the bell
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well

I found some love and I found some money
Found that blood would drip from the honey



Found I had a thirst that I could not quell
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well

Well, well, well, well...
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well
Well, well, well, well...
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well
Well I did it for kicks and I did it for faith
I did it for lust and I did it for hate
I did it for need and I did it for love
Addiction stays on tight like a glove

So I ran with the moon and I ran with the night
And the three of us were a terrible sight
Nipple to the bottle to the gun to the cell
Down to the bottom of a deeper well

Well, well, well, well...
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well
Well, well, well, well...
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well

I rocked with the cradle and I rolled with the rage
I shook those walls and I rattled that cage
I took my trouble down a dead-end trail
Reachin' out a hand for a holy grail

Hey there mama did you carry that load
Did you tell your baby bout the bend in the road
Bout the rebel yell bout the one that fell
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well

Well, well, well, well...
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well
Well, well, well, well...
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well

142. A Different City

Iron Horse - A Different City

I wanna live in a city with no friends or family
I'm gonna look out the window of my color T.V
I wanna remember to remember to forget you forgot me
I'm gonna look out the window of my color T.V
Through the cracks in the wall
Slow motion for all
Dripped out of the bars
Someone smart said nothin' at all
I'm watching T.V
I guess that's a solution
They gave me a receipt that said, I didn't buy nothin'
So rust is a fire and our blood oxidizes



My eyes rolled around, all around on the carpet
Oh hit the deck, It's the decal man
Standin' upside down and talkin' out of his pants
I wanna live in a city with no friends or family
I'm gonna look out the window of my color T.V

143. A Different Song

A Different Song
(Don Reid)
sung by the Statler Brothers
Album: Innerview (1972)

I've sung everything from hard times to heaven
To the cold winds that chilled my very soul
& I've sung everything from lonely nights in taverns
To dime store women on the troll
& I've sung everything from sunshine to sadness
 A E
From the good life to the hells of Bob McVee
Now I sing a different song & tell a different story
'Cause Jesus sang a different song to me

CHORUS:
& he said he'd meet me_______________
(Meet me in the mornin')
In the mornin'
(Meet me in the mornin')
In the sweet still shadows of his love (of his love)
He said he'd meet me_______________
(Meet me in the mornin')
In the mornin'
(Meet me in the mornin')
In the warm soft goodness of his love

Verse 2:
I've read it in the pages of Matthew, Mark & Proverbs
Daniel, Revelation, Timothy
& the wisdom I discovered from cover to cover
Was enough to scare the Devil out of me
The words all have reason
& they're never out of season
They're the sweetest written words you'll ever hear
Since I've been readin' Jesus
I read a different story
'Cause Jesus, he's been readin' me for years
(chorus x2)

Coda:
In the warm soft goodness of his love
Of his love___, of his love



144. A Dime In My Pocket

A Dime In My Pocket
(James Nunally, BMI)

A dime in my pocket, holes in both of my shoes 
An achin' in my heart dear cause I'm not over you
Now you're gone and I'm alone 
And I'll never take you back again 

I used to dream dear about you all the time 
Now I can't sleep at all with you on my mind 
Cause you're gone and I'm alone 
And I'll never take you back again

Maybe I'll walk to Arkansas, maybe Tennessee. 
Anywhere away from here would be just fine for me 
Cause you're gone and I'm alone 
And I'll never take you back again

Hear that pretty little bird, singing that lonesome tune 
It must be thinking about me and you
Cause you're gone and I'm alone 
And I'll never take you back again

[Chorus]

 Now that you're gone and I'm alone 
 And I'll never take you back again

145. A Distant Land To Roam - Chords

A Distant Land To Roam 
Dry Branch Fire Squad - Mighty Poplar
 
[Intro]
E  B E
 
[Verse 1]
E
I remember very well
       A               E
On one dark and dreary day
E
Just as I was leaving home
      B               E
For a distant land to roam
 
 



[Chorus]
E
Mother said (mother said)
E
My dear boy (my dear boy)
                             B
I hope to see you next year again
         E
Fare you well (fare you well)
E
Fare you well (fare you well)
E
So I left my dear old home
      B               E
For a distant land to roam
 
 
[Instrumental]
E B E
 
 
[Verse 2]
E
And these words she said to me
       A              E
As she took me by the hand
E
If on earth we meet no more
       B                   E
May we meet at God's right hand
 
 
[Chorus]
E
Mother said (mother said)
E
My dear boy (my dear boy)
                             B
I hope to see you next year again
         E
Fare you well (fare you well)
E
Fare you well (fare you well)
E
So I left my dear old home
      B               E
For a distant land to roam
 
 
[Instrumental]
E A E  B E
 
 
[Verse 3]
E
Now I wandered far away
        A                E



From my home I've gone astray
E
Now I'm coming coming home
      B                 E
Never more from thee to roam
 
 
[Chorus]
E
Mother said (mother said)
E
My dear boy (my dear boy)
                             B
I hope to see you next year again
         E
Fare you well (fare you well)
E
Fare you well (fare you well)
E
So I left my dear old home
      B               E
For a distant land to roam
 
 
[Outro]
E
Now I'm coming coming home
      B                 E
Never more from thee to roam

146. A Dozen More Like You - Chords

A Dozen More Like You
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Don Rollins

Intro:
G                         C                G
I wouldn't take a million dollars for your love you know it's true
                                         D7             G
But I wouldn't give a nickel for a dozen more just like you
                              C              G
I think I'd give my right and left arms both before I'd let you go
       D7                              C               G
At the same time I'd be wishing that I didn't love you so
                                C              G
The truth would be that hate is standing right beside my love for you
       A7                             D7
Just a-waitin' should I find somebody new
                G                  C
For I've had to spend these lonely days and nights 
G
Without you from the start



      D7                         C              G
But I never do get used to being always sick at heart
                          C                         G
I wouldn't take a million dollars for the thread of love I'm hanging to
                                         D7             G
But I wouldn't give a nickel for a dozen more just like you
D7                                C               G
Maybe it's because I've known you for a long long time
                              A7            D7
You just grew on my heart and you got on my mind
                 G              C
Cause I wouldn't take a million dollars 
         G
For your love you know it's true
                                         D7             G
But I wouldn't give a nickel for a dozen more just like you
Repeat #3

147. A Dozen White Roses

A Dozen White Roses
Alecia Nugent - A Dozen White Roses

I heard his time was short so I went to see my old friend
When I walked through the door 
He said, sure good to see you again
Sit down here by me, the Doc says, my future ain't bright
But even if I don't beat it, there's a part of my past that won't die

He points to a picture and smiles from his easy chair
As he relives the moment, says, girl, that was heaven right there
You can see his heart's broken as a lonesome tear drop to the floor
And along with the silence that filled, came a knock at the door

A bouquet wrapped up in ribbons and bows
Too little, too late, I suppose
But he clings to the last ray of hope 
And a dozen white roses

They were meant for each other, that was clear right from the start
What a shame too much pride and a jealous heart kept them apart 
No card and some flowers it's quite enough to make amends
For fifty years living a life of what should have been

A bouquet wrapped up in ribbons and bows
Too little, too late, I suppose
But he clings to the last ray of hope 
And a dozen white roses

A bouquet wrapped up in ribbons and bows
Too little, too late, I suppose
But he clings to the last ray of hope 
And a dozen white roses



148. A Drunk Can't Be A Man - Chords

A Drunk Can't Be A Man
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Earl Montgomery and George Jones

G                                      C
He embarrasses his child and wife Lord he leads a miserable life
                        G                   D7
But still he thinks the bottle is his right hand
G                                       C
Yes and he can tear down more than he's ever built before
               G                     D7               G
A man can be a drunk sometimes but a drunk can't be a man

                                        C
He lets his business lag behind for the nightlife he can find
                           G          D7
Why he does all this he'll never understand
G                                    C
In the morning when he wakes up Lord he can't wait to fill his cup
               G                     D7               G
A man can be a drunk sometimes but a drunk can't be a man

    C
For he goes from Doctor Jackel to Mr. Hide
   G                                     D7
He seems proud to have the devil for his guide
         G                          C
Still he keeps on reaching out Lord he needs a helping hand
                   G                     D7               G
But a man can be a drunk sometimes but a drunk can't be a man

C                  G                     D7               G
Yes a man can be a drunk sometimes but a drunk can't be a man

149. A Face In The Crowd

Larry Sparks - A Face in the Crowd

A face in the crowd on your wedding day
You tossed me a rosebud from your bridal bouquet
No one seemed to notice no one wondered why
When you pledged your love to him there were tears in my eyes.

   A face in the crowd with a pale yellow rose
   Your gown of white satin my half-worn-out clothes
   I knew your love one time but your love now he holds
   I'm a face in the crowd with a pale yellow rose.



As your friends they all kissed you I heard someone say
The man with the rosebud from your bridal bouquet
Was he kind of special or was he just a friend
I heard you speak softly he was only a friend.

150. A Face On A Poster

A Face On A Poster
Dale Ann Bradley

Verse 1
He hitched a ride from a small fown in Kentucky
Made it all the way to the Mississippi line
He'll turn seventeen the thirtieth day of August
But today he's trying to free his troubled mind

Verse 2
She blames herself for the fact that he's left home
Or was it the fight he and his girlfriend had?
She can't sleep and she's grasping for a reason
Was itthe divorce between her and his Dad?

Verse 3
She puts up posters at every place she comes to
Asking all his friends for a lead of any kind
She prays to God,  Please take care of my baby 
Though she tries to be strong,still she cries

Chorus 1
Can you feel what you're doing to your Mama?
Can you see what youre doing to yourself?
There're so many friends and family here that love you
They want to ease your pain and try to help

Verse 4
He sees a book on the seat by the driver
It talks about the time his Dad spent in Vietnam
Sometimes he swears they were in that war together
But today he fights a battle ali his own

Verse 5
The driver buys his lunch and then his supper
And lets the troubled boy stay the night
He has children of his own back in Virginia
And he fells the teenaged boy This just ain't right 

Chorus 2
Can you feel what you're doing to your Mama?
But more than that, son, what you're doing to yourself?
I know there's friends and family back home in Kentucky
I'm sure they want to ease your pain and try to help



Verse 6
Now he's sitting at some truck stop in Mississippi,
With no money and no place to go
A young waitress takes him in and gives him shelter
She understands for she has troubles all her own

Verse 7
Three days and nights they spend together simply talking
About their lives and why he ran away
And then he sees his face on a poster and it hits home
He dials the phone and his Mama hears him say

Chorus 3
I can feel what I've done to you Mama
And I can see what I'm doing to myseif 
Thank God you're safe, it's so good to hear your voice son
1 want to ease your pain and try to help
Son, don't stay out there alone
For I would love to bring you home
And try to ease the pain and maybe help

151. A Faded Red Ribbon

A Faded Red Ribbon
The Earls Of Leicester - Flatt & Scruggs

   A lock of your hair and a faded red ribbon
   Is all I have left to remind me of you
   A lock of your hair and a faded red ribbon
   Is all I have left of a love we once knew
   Is all I have left of a love we once knew

I know I mistreated you and you went away
You found somebody new and now I must pay
Listen here boys if you have a sweetheart
Show her you love her and make her your wife
For the lock of her hair and a faded red ribbon
Will make you unhappy for the rest of your life
Will make you unhappy for the rest of your life

listen here boys is you have a sweetheart
Show her you love her and make her your wife

152. A Faded Rose A Broken Heart - Chords

A Faded Rose A Broken Heart

C
I'm waiting by the garden wall



 G7 C
Where roses bloom neath summer skies
 
You pressed one rose bud to you lips
 G7 C
The night we said our last good-bye
 F C
The rose you kissed is faded now dear
 G7
And love is gone since we're apart
 C
You went your way and left me behind
 G7 C
A faded rose a broken heart

I never knew that love so sweet
G7 C
Could prove so bitter in the end

I've tried to smile but all in vain
 G7 C
For love is dead I can't pretend
 F C
Someday your heart will break and then dear
 G7
You'll want me back and tears will start
 C
When you recall the one you left
 G7 C
A faded rose a broken heart

153. A Faded Star

A Faded Star - Deadly Gentlemen

The game is over and the race is run,
Darkness falls upon the tracest sun,
An end is closing in but all is fine,
Stars still glow above the tallest pine.

I made it fast and I made it far,
I burned and I burned I'm a faded star,
I made it bright and I made it long,
And I will burn till I'm faded gone.

Forget about time, the wane and decay,
Dream not tomorrow,
Remain in today,
Fate itself is the strangest force,
Change yourself and you'll change its course.

I made it fast and I made it far,
I burned and I burned I'm a faded star,



I made it bright and I made it long,
And I will burn till I'm faded gone.

The game is over and the race is run,
Darkness falls upon the tracest sun,
An end has come and gone but all is fine,
Stars still glow above the tallest pine.

Made it fast and I made it far,
I burned and I burned I'm a faded star,
I made it bright and I made it long,
And I will burn till I'm faded gone.

154. A Fallen Star

A Fallen Star - Bill Monroe

A star fell from heaven right into my arms
A brighter star I know I've never seen
Then I found out that it was only you with all your charms
Who came into my life to fill a dream

   A fallen star is what you are
   The twinkle in your eyes came from the sky
   you must have strayed from the milky way
   A fallen star that's what you are

The heavens must be lonely now that you are mine
I'm sure they'll miss a star as bright as you
But the stars will send there blessing and brighter they will shine
When they see the dream that's comin' true

155. A Far Cry

A Far Cry
Kathy Mattea - A Far Cry
Kane's River

I remember the face of an angel
Love that was faithful and true.
I left that dear boy in the mountains,
For a rambling life, empty and blue.

Sweet roses bloom where they're planted,
That valley was closer to heaven
Than any place this poor fool's been.
It's a far cry from here to Virginia,
Of that blue raged home where I'm bound.
This highway's a raven of long term,



My sweet mountain darling is gone.

It's a far cry from here to Virginia,
Of that blue raged home where I'm bound.
My teardrops fall like rain on the roof
Of that blue raged home, of that blue raged home where I'm bound

156. A Far Cry From Lester And Earl - Chords

A Far Cry From Lester And Earl 
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice

G                                      D
It's hard to say which way the musix's going
                                        G
Sometimes wonder just how long it will last
                                   D
I still listen to the words and the music
                                   G
It ain't nothing like it was in the past
 
G   C                     G
We got to far away from Carter and Ralph
         D                        G
And the love of a sweet mountain girl
C                          G
We're way down below that high lonesome sound
       D                        G
And a far cry from Lester and Earl
 
G                              D
In the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia
D                                 G
In our little cabin home on the hill
                                       D
Stay down to earth, don't ge above your raisin
                                 G
It's alright if thats the way you feel
 
G   C                     G
We got to far away from Carter and Ralph
         D                        G
And the love of a sweet mountain girl
C                          G
We're way down below that high lonesome sound
       D                        G
And a far cry from Lester and Earl
 
G                                   D
Why does it have to be so compllicated
                                G
What happeded to the heart of a song
                                           D



Have we strayed so far away, that ists all over
                                       G
And I wonder if you'll miss me when I'm gone.

157. A Father's Arms

A Father's Arms
Yonder Mountain String Band

The news it came to me as a surprise
And I knew that I would have to deal in time
And as the messenger walked right off the porch
A memory came to me from times before

I remember when my dad was called away
My mother put his pictures all away
And now the time had come for me to go
To my love my tears I tried not to show

Teardrops on my face
Thinkin' bout that old home place
Ridin' across the plains in the rain

The letters from my dad described the war
His food was canned
His boots they made him sore
And one letter from my dad spoke of a friend
He got lost between the water and the land

Now I'm the one writing letters to my son
I'll be home as soon as the fighting's done
With my gun in hand I guess it's hard to see
What it was that used to be inside of me

With Teardrops on my face
Thinkin' bout that old home place
Ridin' across the plains in the rain

Today we moved inside of the enemy
No I didn't even know what they had done
The general yelled to me when I count to three
Get on your feet and start to run

And that's the last event I can recall
The tent was big but could not hold us all
And though I'll never know what got the best of me
I swear I felt my dad lookin' over me

With Teardrops on my face
Thinkin' bout that old home place
Ridin' across the plains in the rain

With Teardrops on my face



Thinkin bout that old home place
Ridin' across the plains in the rain

158. A Father's First Spring

The Avett Brothers - A Father's First Spring

The sweetest surrender of winter
She put up a flag it is waving
The thunder of summer is rumbling in.

And I haven't seen you in days.
And my how that feeling has changed.
Oh I have been homesick for you since we met.
I have been homesick for you.

I've got to take to the sky.
And I'll tell you what that means for you and I,
If I die it's for you.
If I die it's for you.

I never lived til I lived in your light
And my heart never beat like it does at the sight
Of you baby blue, God blessed your life.
I do not live 'less I live in your life.
I do not live 'less I live in your life.

The realest thing I ever felt
Was the blood on the floor and the love in your yell.
I was a child before
The day that I met Eleanor.

Kiss of the wind in the hills,
The clearness, the morning, the late evening thrill
Blurry and grey like the roar
The wheels on the highway above them I soar.

When I'm in my sweet daughter's eyes
My heart is now ruined for the rest of all times
There's no part of it left to give.
There's no part of it left to give.

I never lived til I lived in your light
And my heart never beat like it does at the sight
Of you baby blue, God blessed your life.
I do not live 'less I live in your life.
I do not live 'less I live in your life.
I do not live



159. A Father's Song

A Father's Song
Darrell Scott

I've missed fathers' days and birthdays and Sundays with my sons
And hiking on the Blue Ridge with my daughter one-on-one
I've traded time for money, traded nursery rhymes for song
I've traded sleep for other dreams, traded always there for gone
Some dads run the country and some just run away
Some mop floors, some hang doors or anything that pays
I sing and play my music; I take it across the land
This glimpse of muse is brought to you by Abe and Gabe and Mahala Ann
I didn't travel when they were first born, no I kept the fires at home
With lullabies and early rise, I didn't seek to roam
But the fire in me was growing; I couldn't keep it all inside
Now it's passing trains and aerial planes and another ticket to write
Now some dads wear a three-piece suit, others boots and gloves
Some dads are out of work boys; I hope we face it all with love
I sing and play my music with heart and lungs and hands
This message too is brought to you by Abe and Gabe and Mahala Ann
Sometimes I take them with me and one will pick my shirt out
And one will set the stage and one will count the money before we drive away
It goes without saying they made me what I am
A father who is singing too to Abe and Gabe and Mahala Ann
This glimpse of muse is brought to you by Abe and Gabe and Mahala Ann

160. A Fathers First Spring - Chords

A Fathers First Spring
Avett Brothers - A Fathers First Spring

Capo IV

Listen for the walk ups

INTRO
e/---------------------------------------------------------------/
B/---------------------------------------------------------------/
G/---4h5-4-0--4h5-4-0--4h5-4-0-4---0-4h5-4-0-4h5-4-0-4-----------/
D/---------------------------------------------------------------/
A/---------------------------------------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------/

e/---------------------------------------------------------------/
B/---------------------------------------------------------------/
G/-0-2/4-2-0-2--0-2-4-2-0----2-----------------------------------/
D/-------------------------2-------------------------------------/
A/---------------------------------------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------/

e/---------------------------------------------------------------/
B/---------------------------------------------------------------/



G/--5-4-5/7-5-4-2-0----------------------------------------------/
D/---------------------------------------------------------------/
A/---------------------------------------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------/

VERSE

G
Sweetest surrender of winter
G
She put up her flag, it is waving
Am                                  G
The thunder of summer is rumbling in
G
And I haven't seen you in days
G
And my, how that feeling has changed
      Am                                      G
Oh, I have been homesick for you since we met
Am
I have been homesick for you

INTRO

VERSE
G
I've got to take to the sky
G
And I'll tell you what that means for you and I
      Am          G
If I die it's for you
      Am          G
If I die it's for you

C                     G
I never lived 'til I lived in your light
      Am                       C           D
And my heart never beat like it does at the sight
   C                  G
Of you baby blue, God blessed your life
Am                   C              G
I do not live 'less I live in your light
Am                   C              G    
I do not live 'less I live in your light

e/---------------------------------------------------------------/
B/---------------------------------------------------------------/
G/---4h5-4-0--4h5-4-0--4h5-4-0-4---0-4h5-4-0-4h5-4-0-4-----------/
D/---------------------------------------------------------------/
A/---------------------------------------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------/

G
The realest thing I ever felt
G
Was the blood on the floor and the love in your yell
Am                  G



I was a child before
Am
The day that I met Eleanor

SOLO

e/--2/3-----2------------------3/5----3--------------------------/
B/------3-0---3-------------------5-1---3------------------------/
G/--------------2-2/4----0-----------------4-5---4h5p4/2p0-------/
D/-------------------------4-------------------------------------/
A/---------------------------------------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------/

e/--2/3-----2------------------3/5----3--------------------------/
B/------3-0---3-------------------5-1---3------------------------/
G/--------------2-2/4----0-----------------4-5-4-5-7-5-4-0-------/
D/-------------------------4-------------------------------------/
A/---------------------------------------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------/

G
Kiss of the wind in the hill

The clearness of morning, the late evening thrill
Am                          G
Blurry and gray like the roar
Am                                         G
The wheels on the highway, above them I soar

G
When I'm in the sweet daughter's eyes
G
My heart is now ruined for the rest of all time
Am                                 G
There's no part of it left to give
Am                                 G
There's no part of it left to give

C                     G
I never lived 'til I lived in your light
      Am                       C           D
And my heart never beat like it does at the sight
   C                  G
Of you baby blue, God blessed your life
Am                   C              G
I do not live 'less I live in your light
Am                   C              G    
I do not live 'less I live in your light
Am                       C                 G
I do not live   

e/---------------------------------------------------------------/
B/---------------------------------------------------------------/
G/---4h5-4-0-4h5-4-0-4h5-4-0-4-----------------------------------/
D/---------------------------------------------------------------/
A/---------------------------------------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------/



161. A Few Good Ole Country Boys Around - Chords

A Few Good Ole Country Boys Around
Recorded by George Jones and Randy Travis
Written by Troy H. Seals and Ralph M. Williams

G                           G7                 C
Not too many years ago when dreams were coming true 
                   G                            D7
I'd reach for inspiration sometimes it would be you
    G                       G7                 C
I'd hear you on the radio I sure did like your sound
                              G
Say it's good to know there's still a few
D7               G
Ole country boys around

                                 G7                     C
From the smoke it's hard to tell what's coming down the line 
                    G                            D7
We heard you were a fast train coming out of Caroline
   G                              G7                      C
We wondered what you were hauling when you rolled into to town
                              G
Say it's good to know there's still a few
D7               G
Ole country boys around

D7                                       G                 G7
You must have felt that same old feeling more than once or twice
D7                                 G              G7
Guitars pressed against our hearts under the neon lights
C                                   G                C
I've got to say that feeling is the best that I have found
                               G
Lord it's good to know there's still a few
D7               G
Ole country boys around

                                G7             C
There's a lot of truth you know in our kind of songs
               G                                     D7
About the life you're living and how love's done you wrong
   G                               G7            C
As long as there's a jukebox and a honky tonk in town
                          G
It's good to know there's still a few
D7               G
Ole country boys around

C                         G
It's good to know there's still a few
D7               G



Ole country boys around

162. A Few Good Things Remain

Kathy Mattea - A Few Good Things Remain

I heard a siren late last night
You must have felt me shiver
Shaken by a wave of fright
That you calmed with a whisper
And fear gave way to better things
And sweeter dreams

Like a warm spring rain
On a roof above
The way you call my name
When we make love
While the world outside my window goes insane
You're here to remind me a few good things remain

When living leaves my pride bruised up
I'm fragile as a feather
The storms of life just won't let up
You're like a change of weather
When dust settles on my dreams
You wash them clean

Like a warm spring rain
On a roof above
The way you call my name
When we make love

While the world outside my window goes insane
You're here to remind me a few good things remain
While the world outside my window goes insane
You're here to remind me
A few good things remain
You're here to remind me
A few good things remain

163. A Few More Seasons

A Few More Seasons
Stanley Brothers

Mother first was called to heaven
Left our home all alone
Dad took sick soon and joined her
They're reunited on god's throne



   A few more tiring days still face us
   A few more weary nights shall come
   We'll all be on our way to heaven
   When a few more seasons come

In springtime when the flowers blossom
Spreading their fragrance through the air
Walking through the little churchyard
Soon we'll all be resting there

164. A Few More Years

A Few More Years
Ralph Stanley

A few more years shall roll, a few more seasons shall come
Then we shall be with those at rest asleep within the tomb

   Then Oh my Lord prepare my soul for that great day
   Wash me in Thy precious blood and take my sins all away

A few more meetings here shall cheer us on our way
And we shall reach that endless rest on that eternal day

165. A Few More Years - Chords

A Few More Years
Recorded by White River Bluegrass
Written by Ralph Stanley 

C                      G7
A few more years shall roll
                     C
A few more seasons to come
                              F
Then we will be with those at rest
  C         G7     C
Asleep within the tomb
                G7
Then Oh my Lord prepare
                        C
My soul for that great day
                        F
Wash me in Thy precious blood
     C            G7  C
And take my sins all away
                    G7
A few more meetings here 



                      C
Shall cheer us on our way
                               F
And we will reach that endless rest
     C     G7     C
On that eternal day
               G7
Then Oh my Lord prepare
                        C
My soul for that great day
                        F
Wash me in Thy precious blood
     C            G7  C
And take my sins all away
                G7
Then Oh my Lord prepare
                        C
My soul for that great day
                        F
Wash me in Thy precious blood
     C            G7  C
And take my sins all away

166. A Few Old Memories

A Few Old Memories - James King
Dolly Parton - Hazel Dickens

Just a few old memories slipped in through my door
Though I thought I had closed it so tightly before
I can't understand it why it should bother my mind
For it all belongs to another place in time

   Just a few old keepsakes way back on the shelf
   No they don't mean nothing I'm surprised that they're left
   Just a few old love letters with their edges all brown
   And an old faded picture I keep turned upside down

Just a few old memories going way back in time
Well I can hardly remember I don't know why I'm crying
I can't understand it well I'm surprised at my self
First thing tomorrow morning I'll clean off that shelf

167. A Flower Blooming In The Wildwood

A Flower Blooming in the Wildwood
Hylo Brown - Bill Clifton

On one evening long ago as the sun was sinking low



My true lover went to sail up in the sea
It was in the month of June when the roses were in bloom
When he tucked me in his arms and said to me

   You're a flower that is blooming in the wildwood
   A flower that is blooming there for me
   Sweeter than the morning dew and I'll soon return to you
   You're a flower that is blooming there for me

Then a letter came to me from the captain on the sea
That told me my darling was dead
Oh the shock and great surprise made the teardrops dim my eye
When I thought about the last words that he said

Now he can't return to me he got drowned in the sea
And has done passed over life's weary way
When it's in the month of June and the roses are in bloom
It seems that I can hear my lover say

168. A Folded Flag

A Folded Flag
Joe Mullins

He went through hell and back to earn it
Gave them the right to burn it
Bled red, white and blue til he died
Soldiers pulled it from his pine box
Handed it to Grandma
It caught her tears as she said goodbye
To a man who gave everything he had For a folded flag.

There ain't a book up on the shelf
Could beat the stories he would tell
Like when the ramp fell open and they stormed Utah Beach
Son, we were scared but when we seen 'em
That eagle screamed for freedom
You could hear the thunder whey we started rainin' steel!
So many gave everything they had For a folded flag.

It sits proudly on my mantel
So, I never take for granted
Those who stood and served no questions asked
Some say wars ""we don't need em""
But they sure do love this freedom
Me, I'm thankful for the ones who breathed their last
For a folded flag!

Every now and then
I sit and talk with him
Say a prayer there on the Arlington grass
Lord take care of this great nation
And this don't care generation



Cause there's still a few around like ok' Grandad
Who are willing to give everything they have For a folded flag.

It sits proudly on my mantel
So, I never take for granted
Those who stood and served no questions asked
Some say wars ""we don't need em""
But they sure do love this freedom
Me, I'm thankful for the ones who breathed their last
For a folded flag!

169. A Fool Like Me - Chords

A Fool Like Me
P. Wagoner

CAPO II

INTRO: A D A E A

A D
Think it over carefully before you go
 A E
And if that's what you want, make sure you know
 A D
Before you break the tie that sets you free
 A E D A
I'll bet you'll never find another fool...a fool like me

Only a fool like me could be so foolish
To just keep hangin' on when love is gone
Blind my love for you I knew could never be
I bet you'll never find another fool...a fool like me

INTRO
You know I've loved you every way you'd let me
You know you've always done just as you please
So you better think it over now before you leave
I'll bet you'll never find another fool...a fool like me

Only a fool like me could be so foolish
To just keep hangin' on when love is gone
Blind my love for you I knew could never be
I'll bet you'll never find another fool...a fool like me
You know you'll never find another fool...a fool like me

CHORDS without capo:
A = B
D = E
E = F#



170. A Fool Such As I

A Fool Such As I
(Now And Then There's A Fool Such As I)

Pardon me if I'm sentimental when we say goodbye
Don't be angry with me darling should I cry
When you're gone I'll dream a little dream as years go by
Now and then there's a fool such as I

   Now and then there's a fool such as I am over you
   You thaught me how to love and now you say that we are thru
   I'm a fool but I love you dear until the end of time
   Now and then there's a fool such as I

171. A Four Legged Friend - Chords

A Four Legged Friend
Roy Rogers.

Key = G (3/4)
Intro: D7 - D7 - G - G
Chorus
 G C
A Four Legged Friend -- A Four Legged Friend
D7 G
He'll Never Let You Down
 C
He's Honest And Faithful Right Up To The End (First Time Only)
 D7 G G {D7 D7 G G}
That Wonderful One Two Three Four Legged Friend

 G C
A Woman's Like Cactus And Cactus Can Hurt
 D7 G
'Cause She's Just A Tight Waisted Winky Eyed Flirt
 C
She'll Soon Have Your Land And Your Pride And Your Gold
 D7 G
And Bury You Deep Long Before You Grow Old

Repeat Chorus

Inst. Solo: G - G - C - C - D7 - D7 - G - G - C - C - D7 - D7 - D7 - G - G

 G C
A Two Legged Hombre Is Worthless As Sand
 D7 G
He'll Smile Like A Saint With A Gun In His Hand



 C
He'll Promise To Stick By Your Side Like A Pal
 D7 G
But He'll Also Promise The Same To Your Gal

Repeat Chorus

Inst. Solo: G - G - C - C - D7 - D7 - G - G - C - C - D7 - D7 - D7 - G - G

 G C
Who Carries Your Burden -- Who Carries Your Load
 D7 G
On Tumbleweed Land Or A Long Dusty Road
 C
Who Asks You No Questions Who Tells You No Lies
 D7 G
That Four Legged Friend With The Two Honest Eyes
 G C
A Four Legged Friend -- A Four Legged Friend
D7 G
He'll Never Let You Down
 C
He's Honest And Faithful Right Up To The End 
 D7 G 
That Wonderful Four Legged Friend
 D7 G
That Wonderful One Two Three Four Legged Friend ---- Whoa Trigger.

172. A Friend In California - Chords

A Friend In California
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Freddy Powers

G                                D7
L.A. traffic is bad this time of year

But there's a friend of yours in California
                     G
Sure wishes you were here
                                                     C
And as you lay your head on your pillow tonight just remember
          D7                                        G
There's a friend of yours in California sure misses you

                           D7                 G
You've got a friend in California that misses you
                           D7                      G
You've got a friend in California that sure misses you

                                     D7
Fort Worth can get cold this time of year



But this southern California sun is warm
              G
You should be here
                                                     C
And as you lay your head on your pillow tonight just remember
          D7                                        G
There's a friend of yours in California sure misses you

repeat #2

173. A Friend To Me

A Friend To Me
Garth Brooks - A Friend To Me

Well you and I
We're buddies
And we've been since we first met
Me and you
Well we've sure been through
Our share of laughter and regret

Lord knows we've had our bad days
And more than once we've disagreed
But you've always been a friend to me

You can be so stubborn
There's times I think you just like to fight
And I hope and pray
I live to see a day
When you say I might be right

And there's times I'd rather kill you
Than listen to your honesty
But you've always been a friend to me

You've always been
Time and again
The one to take my hand
And show to me it's okay to be
Just the way I am
With no apology

Oh you've always been
And you will 'till God knows when
Yes you've always been a friend to me

174. A Front Seat To Hear Ole Johnny Sing - Chords



A Front Seat To Hear Ole Johnny Sing
Written and recorded by Shel Silverstein 

G
Now you know some fellas they want fame and fortune
                                      D7
Yeah and other fellas they just wanna swing
G
But all I wanted all my life
C
Was a TV set and a truck and a wife      
D7                                G
And a front row seat to hear ole Johnny sing
D7             G
Yeah the TV and the truck I got on credit
                                                D7
And I got that girl with a little old Woolworth ring    
G
And life was warm and life was sweet    
C
But still it was kinda incomplete          
D7                                G
Without a front row seat to hear ole Johnny sing    
D7
Hey John you walk the line do Delia one more time
And when you do them Cotton Fields you warm this heart of mine     
G         D7                    G
So one day I thought hey I'm gonna do it (That's what I said)
                                              D7
So I mortgaged the farm and pawned her wedding ring  
G
I sold the gold tooth out of my mouth    
C
And jumped in the pickup and headed south      
D7                                G
For a front row seat to hear ole Johnny singI hit Nashville cold and wet and hungry
D7
I said I'm here bring him on let him do his thing         
G
But they told me down at the Old Pit Grill            
C
I'd have to go all the way to Andersonville      
D7                                G
For a front row seat to hear ole Johnny sing                  
D7                             G
I found his house knocked on the door and it was opened
                                                D7
By a brown haired girl and a baby with a teethin' ring  
G
I said I seen you somewhere before          
C
But don't stand there and block the door         
D7                                G
I want a front row seat to hear ole Johnny sing

Repeat #3              

She said I'd have to go down to The Opry



                                               D7
And the feller there said I'd have to wait till spring        
G
He said we've been sold out for months and months         
C
And this poor insane fellah wants  
D7                                G
A front row seat to hear ole Johnny sing               
Well he said a couple more things and I started cryin'
                                                       D7
And then he laughed at me and that's when I started to swing
     G
Well I bust through the doors in a roaring rage
C
Crawled over the crowd till I reached the stage      
D7                                G
For a front row seat to hear ole Johnny sing

Repeat #3

Then some crazy guard started shootin'
                                            D7
I shot back and the next thing I know I was winged and on the floor       
G
When a guy in a voice kinda deep and low     
C
Says boy that's a mighty long way to go      
D7                             G
For a front row seat to hear anybody sing
And I guess that judge he weren't no music lover
                                           D7
I got fifteen months but that don't mean a thing      
G
Cause yesterday in the prison yard  
C
A show come through and har de har        
D7                                G
I had a front row seat to hear ole Johnny sing

175. A Fuller Wine

A Fuller Wine
Abigail Washburn

Dark sky's here, no one's near 
Except I think I feel you
Sun comes round, and no sound 
Except the ringing blue
all too loud
Everywhere I go I look for you
Do you look for me where you go too?

Coldest day is here, skies are clear



Except your blinding constellation
Still you fall behind the west

Except this beating tune in my chest
Everywhere I go I look for you
Do you look for me where you go too?

Tomorrow is here, I'm further near
Except this losing revelation
You are closer yet in my mind
They say the tardy fruit's
A fuller wine
Everywhere I go I look for you
Do you look for me where you are too?

176. A Gentleman On My Mind - Chords

A Gentleman On My Mind
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Jim Mundy

G
I've worked at slingin' drinks at this bar 
                          D7
Until I've almost lost my mind
And I've been offered minks
                                    G
A brand new car at least a thousand times
But they're just blowin' smoke
                                D7
Most of them are broke I always find
But I don't like that kinda talk
                           G
I've got a gentleman on my mind
They like my skimpy uniform   
                                    D7
And grab hold of my arm when I walk by
They come in from a hard days work
                                G
And drink away their hurt and unwind
But they won't leave a tip
                                   D7
If I give 'em too much lip or be unkind
But I don't won't that kind of man
                           G
I've got a gentleman on my mind
     C               D7
I've got a gentleman on my mind
    C
And in this place they're hard to find
     D7
When they get full of beer and wine
                                 G



Gets pretty deep and the lies fly
    D7                         G
Yes I've got a gentleman on my mind
Well I've listened to their jokes
And breathed their cigar smoke
            D7
Till I half blind
Most of them are hangin' round
                                      G
And I have to turn 'em down cause I'm tired
It's not wrong of them to ask
But they could do it with 
                        D7
A little more class and pride
Well I may not be a saint
                               G
But I've got a gentleman on my mind
Repeat #5
    D7                         G
Yes I've got a gentleman on my mind

177. A Gift For Melody Anne

A Gift For Melody Anne
Avett Brothers

I wanna get back
I wanna get square
I wanna get back on the hopes and dreams that I had
That the good lord above us can spare
Like that actor said
I don't wanna lose heart
I don't wanna get beat beat down by the big big world
I'll quit before I even start
Lord, I just want my life to be true (I just want my life to be true)
And I just want my heart you be true (just want my heart to be true)
I just want my words to be true (I just want my words)
I want my soul to feel brand new
I wanna hold hands
Yeah, and I wanna make love
And I wanna keep running all day, and all night
Even when my mind tells my body "that's enough"
And I wanna stand up
Yeah, and I wanna stand tall
If I ever have a son, if I ever have a daughter
I don't wanna tell them that I didn't give my all
And I just want my life to be true (I just want my life to be true)
And I just want my heart you be true (just want my heart to be true)
I just want my words to be true (I just want my words)
I want my soul to feel brand, brand new
Like a fresh coat of paint
We could make it anything but blue
Anything but blue



Now, when your dreams start saying
"I can't come true, you'd be better off without me"
Don't let them go
Don't let them go
I don't wanna go broke
Not from one bad deal
I don't wanna be up all night crying in my hands for a girl
That isn't even real
Lord, I just want my life to be true (I just want my life to be true)
And I just want my heart you be true (just want my heart to be true)
And I just want my words to be true (I just want my words to be true)
And I just want my song to be true (Just want my song to be true)
And I just want my heart you be true (just want my heart to be true)
And I just want my heart you be true (just want my heart to be true)
And I just want my words to be true (I just want my words to be true)
And I just want my heart you be true (just want my heart to be true)
And I just want my life to be true (I just want my life to be true)
And I just want my song to be true (Just want my song to be true)
And I just want my life to be true (I just want my life to be true)
I want my soul to feel brand new
I want my soul to feel brand new

178. A Gift For Melody Lane

A Gift For Melody Lane

I want to get back
I want to get square
I want to get back all the hopes and the dreams that i had
That the good lord above us can't spare
Like that actor said i don't want to lose heart
I don't want to get beat beat down by the big big world
Of quit before i even start

Lord i just want my life to be true
And i just want my heart to be true
And i just want my words to be true
I want my soul to feel brand new

I want to hold hands yeah
Yeah and i want make love
I want to keep running all day and and all night
Even when my mind tells my body that's enough

And i want to stand up yeah and i want to stand tall
If i ever have a son, if i ever have a daughter
I don't want to tell them that i didn't give my all

And i just want my life to be true
I just want my heart to be true
I just want my words to be true
I want my soul to feel brand brand new
Like a fresh coat of paint



We can make it anything but blue
Anything but blue

Now when your dreams start saying i can't come true
You'd be better off without me
Don't let em go, don't let em go

I don't want to go broke, not from one bad deal
I don't want to be up all night crying in my hands
For a girl that isn't even real

Lord i just want my life to be true
And i just want my heart to be true
And i just want my words to be true
And i just want my song to be true
And i just want my heart to be true
And i just want my life to be true
And i just want my words to be true
And i just want my heart to be true
And i just want my life to be true
And i just want my song to be true
And i just want my life to be true
I want my soul to feel brand new
I want my soul to feel brand new

179. A Gift Of Love

A Gift Of Love

Whipoor wills and daffodils are pretty things
All the works of nature that we see each spring
All the pretty colors at a rainbows end
Could never match the beauty on your face I've seen

You brought me laughter you gave me joy
You brought me pleasure like a kid with a Christmas toy
You brought me sunshine from up above
And that's not all you brought you gave me love

Honeysuckles morning glories 'round my door
Honey bees that gather nectar and much more
Smiling faces childrens laughter skies above
All that I could ask form them you gave me love

180. A Girl Like You

Buddy Miller - A Girl Like You

To a girl like you I would stick like glue



Through thick and thin
One and one would make two
If you love me like I love you
I'd be true to a girl like you
Well I've been around, searched the world over
Looking for a love that's real
Somebody who could hold me so tight
In the night with a love that is real
I could never find the light that I was looking for
So imagine my surprise
When like a bolt from the blue
You were standing right in front of me
And I finally opened my eyes
To a girl likR you I would stick like glue
Through thick and thin
One and onR would make two
If you love me like I love you
I'd be true to a girl like you
I know what to do
And I know who to do it
I've got to let me feelings show
I'm gonna throw my arms around you
Like the world's gonna end tomorrow
I'm gonna squeeze you and never let you go

181. A Good Look

Sturgill Simpson - A Good Look

[Verse 1]
The Star of David don't belong to David at all
He borrowed it from Peter just so he could pay off Paul
But Peter copyrighted the star and now he owns the claim
But a star is still a star by any other name

[Chorus]
Well, now everybody's worried 'bout a good look
But they need to be worried 'bout a good hook
Instead of skippin' straight to the last page
In that ol' rationalization book

[Verse 2]
I write my poems in the dirt with an oily rag
I have to wear a gas mask just so I don't gag
I got a SOCOM Scout and twenty extra mags
And a couple severed heads in my bug-out bag

[Chorus]
Well, everybody's worried 'bout a good look
But they need to be worried 'bout a good hook
Instead of skipping straight to the last page
In that ol' rationalization book



[Verse 3]
Why you gettin' pissed 'cause you're gettin' discovered?
Are you talking all that shit just to get on the cover?
Well then, how're you gonna eat when you're bitin' the hand?
Well, you know they don't like it when you take a stand
So enjoy it while you can
And say hi to all the boys in the band
'Cause it's all over now
Just a flash in the pan

[Chorus]
Well, now everybody's worried 'bout a good look
But they need to be worried 'bout a good hook
Instead of skipping straight to the last page
In that ol' rationalization book

182. A Good Love Is Like A Good Song - Chords

A Good Love Is Like A Good Song
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Casey Kelly

G7                     F            C
I was a lonely soul no voice in the crowd
F               C             G7
Just whispering sadly with my head always bowed
                     F           C
I hadn't anything of which to be proud
D7                        G7
And then I saw you and my heart sang out loud
     C
Oh a good love is like a good song
         F                   C
It grows on you till it's so strong
                             G7
It never leaves you it never goes wrong
           F    C              G7   C
You know a good love is like a good song
G7                         F            C
We introduced ourselves my heart simply soared
F             C                G7
We walked and talked about the things we adore
                   F          C
We listened to the rain as it poured
D7                         G7
And I heard the echo of an ol' familiar chord
repeat #2  It's said a good love...
G7                        F             C
I said I love you and you said you love me
F           C                 G7
To me those words were like a symphony
                    F                C
We are the happiest duet you'll ever see



D7                              G7
And one's on the way to make it three part harmony
repeat #2 Cause a good love...
       F    C              G7   C
Know a good love is like a good song

183. A Good Man - Chords

A Good Man 
Holly Williams
 
G          D              C
If I never saw you once again
    G            D              C
If suddenly you met your bitter end
G                D           Em
I'm not sure I'd ever understand
    C             D            G
But I could say I loved a good man
 
G             D           C
If I couldn't hold you anymore
   G                  D                C
Or leave the world to lie at our front door
     G                D                 Em
And crawl inside this hiding place with you
C                D             G
I'm not sure I'd ever make it through
 
        C                    G
Oh your tender heart,
               C                D
Taught me the hardest part that I could never learn
          Em       C  G          D
And everything you do promises I love you
C           D              Em
If you ever slip out of my hands
C             D            G
I could say I loved a good man
 
G               D               C
Looking at your face across the room
G                D               C
Everything else fades but me and you
G              D           Em
Love is not as simple as it seems
    C                 D               G
But I have learned to trust the space between
 
        C                    G
Oh your tender heart,
               C                D
Taught me the hardest part that I could never learn



          Em       C  G          D
And everything you do promises I love you
C           D              Em
If you ever slip out of my hands
C             D            G
I could say I loved a good man
 
Em               C            G
When I look back on our years together
    Em         C                   G
The only one I gave my whole heart to
Em                      C           G
I hope that we're still counting on forever 
D                   C         D
Like it's something new
 
 
        C                    G
Oh your tender heart,
               C                D
Taught me the hardest part that I could never learn
          Em       C  G          D
And everything you do promises I love you
C           D              Em
If you ever slip out of my hands
C             D
I could say I held
C              D
I could say I knew
    C             D            G
And I could say I loved a good man

184. A Good Woman's Love

Bill Monroe - A Good Woman's Love

I was a rover, on land and on sea
'til a good woman's love made a new man of me
Life had no meaning, it was so incomplete
'til a good woman's love put me back on my feet

 Still a-roamin' I go home in the evening and she's waiting there
 and I know that no matter what happens she'll always care
 and when night falls and the moon shines above
 I'm a man with a dream and a good woman's love

 I was a rover, on land and on sea
'til a good woman's love made a new man of me
Life had no meaning, it was so incomplete
'til a good woman's love put me back on my feet

'Stead a-roamin' I go home in the evening and she's waiting there
 and I know that no matter what happens she'll always care



 and when night falls and the moon shines above
 I'm a man with a dream and a good woman's love

185. A Good Year For The Roses

A Good Year For The Roses

I can hardly stand the sight of lipstick
on the cigarettes there in the ashtray.
Lying cold the way you left them,
but at least your lips caressed them
while you packed.
Or the lip print on a half-filled cup
of coffee that you poured
and didn't drink.
But at least you thought you wanted it
which is so much more than I can say for me.
REFRAIN
It's been a good year for the roses
Many blooms still linger there.
The lawn could stand another mowing
it's funny, I don't even care
But as you turned and walked away
As the door behind you closes
The only thing I thought to say
was what a good year for the roses
After three, four years of marriage
it's the first time that you haven't made the bed
I guess the reason we're not talking,
is there's so little left to say that we haven't said
While a million thoughts go racing through my mind
I guess I haven't said a word
From the bedroom, the familiar sound
of our one baby's crying goes unheard

186. A Good Year For The Wine

Ernest Tubb 
A Good Year For The Wine

Some people say I drink because you left me
And they say that wine won't drown your memory
But the reason that I drink is not to get you off my mind
I just heard this was a good year for the wine

It doesn't bother me now that you're gone
And I haven't thought about you in so long
And I'm not in this honky tonk cause you're no longer mine
I just heard this was a good year for the wine



It's not the neon lights that drove me to this tavern
Or the lonely sound you're running to inside
It's not my losing you that keeps me drinking all the time
I just heard this was a good year for the wine

It doesn't bother me now that you're gone
And I haven't thought about you in so long
And I'm not in this honky tonk cause you're no longer mine
I just heard this was a good year for the wine
I just heard this was a good year for the wine

187. A Grandmothers Love - Chords

A Grandmothers Love
Audie Blaylock
 
A
I saw grandma praying
                    D
as she knelt by her bed
              A
her bible lay open
                       E
and from the pages she read
 
                      A
she talked there with Jesus
                  D
and prayed for my soul
                    A
for a grandmother's love
E               A
is greater than gold 
 
(Chorus)
A              D
A grandmothers love 
                A
is greater than gold
                  D
She prays for her children
                    E
with heart mind and soul
                   D
her heart can't be measured
                   A
can't be bought or sold
                   D
for a grandmothers love
E               A
is greater than gold
 



It's been years since I saw her
she's past and gone on
but her bible lays open
on my table at home
It's just a reminder
She prayed for my soul
now she walks up in heaven
on streets of pure gold
 
(Chorus)
A grandmothers love
is greater than gold
She prays for her children
with heart mind and soul
her heart can't be measured
can't be bought or sold
for a grandmothers love
is greater than gold

188. A Gunfightin' Man

A Gunfightin' Man

He was born and raised in a farming town 
Dad went to war, he wasn't always around 
But he'd taught him to shoot, he taught him to pray 
The son followed in the father's way.
They tested to see if he could take the strains 
Of endless training and jumping from planes 
The way of the knife and hand to hand 
A way of life for any gun fightin' man 
Drop me in the sea or on dry land 
Load me out and put guns in my hands 
An M4, a .50 cal., a 9 mm 
Some of the tools for gun fightin' men 
When a team of hard men face eternity 
In dangers that few others ever see 
They don't do it for you, they don't do it for me 
They're keeping their brothers alive and free
When a firefight starts out of nowhere it seems 
It's hard to think amid all the screams 
Hell is raining down upon their squad  
Holy Mary, Mother of God 
Drop me in the sea or on dry land 
Load me out, put guns in my hands
An M4, a .50 cal., a 9 mm
That's a fair start for gun fightin' men
He signed up young and just 10 years on
Too many friends are now broken or gone
Along the way he lost a wife and a son 
Too often the price to live by the gun
He tried to come home and put his past on a shelf 
But gun fighting men ain't good for much else



He'll cover the pain with whiskey and gin
Be back with the team in the saddle again 
Drop me in the sea or on dry land 
Load me out and put guns in my hands 
An M4, a .50 cal., a 9 mm 
Some of the tools for gun fightin' men

189. A Guy Named Joe

Ernest Tubb 
A Guy Named Joe

I stepped ashore in Tokyo
Feelin' kind of blue
For I was trying to forget
A love that was untrue

When by my side I found a lad
His dark eye's all aglow
He looked at me so hopefully
And said is your name Joe

For Joe's my daddy's name
And he will soon come sailing 'cross the sea
He said he'd come back by and by
And Joe would never lie

The warship took my dad away
And mommy needs him so
And every night I hear her pray
Dear God where is my Joe

Somewhere back home a guy named Joe is probably sipping beer
Does he know how important he could be if he was here
Has he forgot this little lad who needs his daddy so
A promise made a debt unpaid they're waiting for you Joe

Yes Joe's his daddy's name
And he will never sail across that sea
A stranger in a foreign land
He let his heart get out of hand

The warship took his dad away
And he's too young to know
That off across the ocean
There's a million guys named Joe

190. A Habit I Can't Break



Dolly Parton - A Habit I Can't Break 
(A habit I can't break)

Loving you isn't good for me you keep my tears flowing
If I loved you I couldn't stay gone so there's no use in going
Loving you is a habit I can't break
I haven't found a way yet but I've been tryin'
To stop loving you but I can't wait there's no use a lyin'
Loving you is a habit I can't break
Loving you is a habit I can't break
I've been loving you much too long now to change the way I feel
So I might as well get used to these heartaches
Loving you is a habit I can't break

[piano]

(A habit I can't break)
Loving you is a habit I can't break...
Loving you is a habit I can't break

191. A Hand to Hold

A Hand to Hold
Laurie Lewis

The thrush in the forest, the lark in the field
Sing like their lives depend on the song
My mind has been full, but my voice has been still
In all this time since you've been gone

'Cause you and I, we shared a rocky road
You and I shouldered a heavy load
Ah, but you and I, we had something gold
You and I, we had a hand to hold

There's an empty room behind my heart's door
And I've tried to fill it by calling your name
But the echoes subside and I know what's in store:
Only the emptiness remains

'Cause you and I, we shared a rocky road
You and I shouldered a heavy load
Ah, but you and I, we had something gold
You and I, we had a hand to hold

I went out walking, thinking of you
I was filled with self-pity that we had to part
So I picked up a pebble of a pale rosy hue
And I carried it next to my heart
And it's strange, though I know that stone isn't you
It's a talisman that I hold dear
I clasp it tightly, and I don't feel so blue
And somehow, it brings you near



'Cause you and I, we shared a rocky road
You and I shouldered a heavy load
Ah, but you and I, we had something gold
You and I, we had a hand to hold

192. A Hard Act to Follow

Keith Whitley - A Hard Act to Follow

My leading lady is gone
And it's so hard to go on
Without the part she played
My life's just an empty stage

Though she's a hard act to follow
I thought I'd find somebody by now
But she's a hard act to follow
Her leavin' brought the whole house down

She was so right for the part
The way she fit right into my heart
After the love she gave
Who could ever take her place?

'Cause she's a hard act to follow
I thought I'd find somebody by now
But she's a hard act to follow
Her leavin' brought the whole house down

Without the part she played
My life's just an empty stage

'Cause she's a hard act to follow
I thought I'd find somebody by now
She's a hard act to follow
Her leavin' brought the whole house down

A hard act to follow
Her leavin' brought the whole house down

193. A Hard Life Makes A Good Song

The Infamous Stringdusters - A Hard Life Makes a Good Song

Is your heart beating hard when you see the lawman
Do you feel like you've run your last mile
When you're out in the cold with the blue lights flashin'
Something waits at the end of your trial



A short life of trouble
And a long time being wrong
A hard life makes a good song
A hard life makes a good song

Does she take all you give, just to call her baby
And you know she's just playing a game
When you lay in your bed with one eye open
Something waits at the end of your pain

A short life of trouble
And a long time being wrong
A hard life makes a good song
A hard life makes a good song

When you're singing your song and you really mean it
There's a power in what you have said
If the words that they hear have them believin'
Everyone in the room nods their head

A short life of trouble
And a long time being wrong
A hard life makes a good song
A hard life makes a good song
You know a hard life makes a good song

194. A Heart like Mine

A Heart like Mine 

I saw you coming, you saw me
And took off running
Shells in your eyes,
What such sweet disguise
I wonder why, you never try
To understand a heart like mine

Whoa I didn't waste the time
'Cause a love, so hard to find
So is what you see
You're in love, belong to me
Oh I, I wonder why, you never try
To understand a heart like mine

Oh I, I wonder why, you never try
To understand a heart like mine
Whoa I wonder why, you never try
To understand a heart like mine

A heart like mine, a heart like mine
A heart like mine,
A heart like mine
A heart like mine, a heart like mine



A heart like mine, a heart like
A heart, a heart like
A heart, a heart like
A heart, a heart, a heart like mine

195. A Heart Needs A Home

Richard Thompson - A Heart Needs A Home 

I know the way that I feel about you
I'm never gonna run away, I'm never gonna run away
Never knew the way when I lived without you
I'm never gonna run away, I'm never gonna run away

I came to you when no one could hear me
I'm sick and weary of being alone
Empty streets and hungry faces
The world's no place when you're on your own
A heart needs a home

Some people say that I should forget you
But I'm never gonna be a fool, I'm never gonna be a fool
Better life, they say if I'd never met you
But I'm never gonna be a fool, no, I'm never gonna be a fool

Tongues talk fire and eyes cry rivers
Indian givers, hearts of stone
Paper ships and painted faces
The world's no place when you're on your own
A heart needs a home

196. A Heart That Can

Dixie Chicks - A Heart That Can

You say I've done a lot of good
You're glad I found you when I did
But I wonder why you keep
Those questions in your head
Oh I think you're afraid to fall
Someone went and blew the call

All I can say is my heart tries hard
Try as hard as I can
You'll never find that my love falls short
One day you'll understand
That I've got a heart that can

Well I think I know by now



I will be standin' by your side
Takin' in account true love's never shy
I can show you everyday
This is not a one act play

All I can say is my heart tries hard
Try as hard as I can
You'll never find that my love falls short
One day you'll understand
That I've got a heart that can

So let me love you the best
That I know how
Let me move you with
Everything that love allows

All I can say is my heart tries hard
Try as hard as I can
You'll never find that my love falls short
One day you'll understand
That I've got a heart that can

197. A Heart That Will Never Break Again

A Heart That Will Never Break Again

I remember, standing at my daddy's bedside
As the tears filled up the wrinkles on his face
And as I held his withered hand, he softly whispered
Son I'm going to live in a better place

And I'll have eyes that will never fill with teardrops
And I'll have legs that will never ache with pain
And I'll have hands that will never age and wither
And a heart that will never break again.

Well I have often heard and read about that city
Where with Jesus, we shall live for ever more
There's a mansion under construction for my dwelling
And the streets of gold will run by my front door.

198. A Heartache Tonight

Dolly Parton - A Heartache Tonight

Can't say we're lovers, can't say we're friends
Don't even know if I'll see you again
But against your warm body I felt so alive
And you got me over a heartache tonight



My heart was broken, my hurt was deep
I had lost something I wanted to keep
Lookin' for comfort when you caught my eye
And you got me over a heartache tonight

Chorus:
Sweet conversation, a drink and a dance
Led to an evening of making romance
And I don't even care if it's wrong or it's right
'cause you got me over a heartache tonight

2nd chorus:
Yes, you got me over a heartache tonight
Stirring up passion brought me back to life
Oh, and it may not last, but who know it just might
But you got me over a heartache tonight
Yes, you got me over a heartache tonight

199. A Heartbreak Ago - Chords

A Heartbreak Ago

Recorded by Cowboy Copas
Written by Johnny Grimes

C                        G7
Heartbreaking daddy they call me
                         C
For seeds that I used to sow
                    C7             F
But those days have passed and I'm paying
         C      G7         C
That was just a heartbreak ago
 
  F                  C
A heartbreak ago the sun was so bright
  D7                 G7
A heartbreak ago the moon shown at night
    C                          F           C
How things have changed you'll never never know
                G7         C
That was just a heartbreak ago
 
                            G7
Oh why did I treat her like dirt at my feet
                          C
That's why I'm feeling so low
                            C7             F
Too late I have found I was wrong from the start
        C      G7         C
And was just a heartbreak ago
 
  F                  C



A heartbreak ago the sun was so bright
  D7                 G7
A heartbreak ago the moon shown at night
    C                          F           C
Now things have changed you'll never never know
                G7         C
That was just a heartbreak ago

200. A Hero In Harlan - Chords

A Hero In Harlan - Tom T. Hall 
Recorded by Tom T. Hall

(Capo on 2, in 6/8 time)

Intro.:  / (G)  / 

A (G)grey silver casket rolls (C)off of the air-(G)plane
The Stars and the Stripes are (D)draped over the (G)lid
In-(G)side is the body of (C)our little (G)brother
They (G)say he's a soldier, but (D)he's just a (G)kid

Well, (G)we're here to take him to (C)Harlan Ken-(G)tucky
Where (G)he will be buried in (D)our family (G)plot
We (G)think of that day when he (C)went in the (G)army
Ex-(G)pecting a much better (D)job than he got (G)

(Chorus)
(C)He'll be a hero in (G)Harlan like (D)all the young soldiers be-(G)fore
(C)He's not the first and he (G)won't be the (Em)last to (G)lay down his (D)life in a (G)war

Some-(G)where in the records, he'll (C)just be a (G)number
An-(G)other young man lyin' (D)under a (G)sheet
We're (G)takin' him home to rest (C)high on a (G)hillside
And (G)he'll be a hero in (D)Harlan this (G)week

(Chorus)
(C)He'll be a hero in (G)Harlan like (D)all the young soldiers be-(G)fore
(C)He's not the first and he (G)won't be the (Em)last to (G)lay down his (D)life in a (G)war / / /
 / / /

Inst.:  / (A) / / / / / / (A) / / / / / / (A) --- 

Now (A)world is a big place and (D)maybe needs (A)saving
But (A)what can a country boy (E)do with a (A)gun
He (A)used to win teddy bears (D)down at the fair-(A)grounds
When (A)livin' was easy and (E)shootin' was (A)fun

Well, they (A)fold up the Stars and the (D)Stripes for his (A)mother
And (A)gently they trade her the (E)flag for her (A)son
Well, a (A)harder exchange never (D)took place in (A)Harlan
But (A)it's not the first time, it's (E)ever been (A)done



(Chorus)
(D)He'll be a hero in (A)Harlan like (E)all the young soldiers be-(A)fore
(D)He's not the first and he (A)won't be the (F#m)last to (A)lay down his (E)life in a (A)war

(Tag)
And (D)he'll be a hero in (A)Harlan

201. A Holly Jolly Christmas

Alan Jackson - A Holly Jolly Christmas 

Have a holly jolly Christmas it's the best time of the year
I don't know if there'll be snow but have a cup of cheer
Have a holly jolly Christmas and when you walk down the street
Say hello to friends you know and everyone you meet
Oh ho the mistletoe hung where you can see
Somebody waits for you kiss her once for me
Have a holly jolly Christmas and in case you didn't hear
Oh by golly have a holly jolly Christmas this year

[fiddle - guitar]

Have a holly jolly Christmas...
Oh by golly have a holly jolly Christmas this year

202. A Home

Dixie Chicks - A Home

I mistook the warnings for wisdom
From so called friends quick to advise
Though your touch was telling me otherwise

Somehow I saw you as a weakness
I thought I had to be strong
Oh but I was just young
I was scared, I was wrong

Not a night goes by, I don't dream of wandering
Through the home that might have been
I listened to my pride when my heart cried out for you
Now every day I wake again
In a house that might have been a home

Guess I did what I did believing
That love is a dangerous thing
Oh but that couldn't hurt anymore
Than never knowing



Not a night goes by, I don't dream of wandering
Through the home that might have been
I listened to my pride when my heart cried out for you
Now every day I wake again
In a house that might have been a home, a home

Four walls, a roof, a door, some windows
Just a place to run when my working day is through
They say home is where the heart is
If the exception proves the rule I guess that's true

Not a night goes by, I don't dream of wandering
Through the home that might have been
I listened to my pride when my heart cried out for you
Now every day I wake again
In a house that might have been a home, a home

203. A Home In Heaven - Chords

A Home in Heaven
Written and recorded by Hank Williams

   G         D7       G
Around me many are building
C                   G
Homes of beauty and wealth
    C                 G
But what of a home in Heaven
               D7         G
Where will you live after death
         C                  G
Are you building a Home in Heaven
                             D7
To live in when this life is over
         G            C         G
Will you move to that beautiful city
              D7        G
And live with Christ evermore
             C         G
Long is the road that leads you
                          D7
To that beautiful home up there
   G            C       G
Is work on your home completed
          D7           G
Death may be lingering near 

Repeat #2              C       G
Are you ready for his coming
                       D7
Have you been true all along
         G             C           G
Have you finished your building in glory



                      D7       G
Will you move to this Heavenly Home 

Repeat #2

204. A Home Without Love Is Just House

A Home Without Love Is Just House

Oh love makes a home and you never feel alone
It's always there any way that you turn
But if love is faded out you will know without a doubt
That the home you're living in is just a house

Oh, the house will tumble down when there's no love around
Love is the key that fits all the doors
Oh you take the love away and it's just another day
To live in a home it's just a house

205. A Horse Named Bill

A Horse Named Bill
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

[Verse: David Grisman]
I had a horse and his name was Bill
And when he ran he couldn't stand still
He ran away one day
And also I ran with him

He ran so fast he could not stop
He ran into a barber shop
Fell exhaustionized - with his eye teeth
In the barber's left shoulder

I had a gal and her name was Daisy
And when she sang the cat went crazy
With deliriums - St. Vituses
And all kinds of cataleptics

One day she sang a song about
A man who turned himself inside out
And jumped into the river
He was so very sleepy

I'm going out in the woods next year
And shoot for beer and not for deer
Well, I am, well, I ain't
I'm a great sharpshootress



At shooting birds I am a beaut'
There is no bird I cannot shoot
In the eye, in the ear, in the teeth
And in the fingers

I went up in a balloon so big
The people on Earth looked like, a pig
Like a mouse, like a caddydid
Like flyses and like fleases

The balloon had turned up with its bottom side high
Fell on the wife of a country squire
She made a noise like a doghound, like a steam whistle
And like dynamite

What could you do in a case like that
What could you do but stamp on your hat
Or on your mother, on your toothbrush
And on everything that's helpless

206. A House of Gold

Tim O'Brien - A House of Gold

Some people cheat, they steal and lie
For wealth and what it will buy
But don't they know on Judgment Day
All the gold and silver gonna melt away?

What good is gold and silver too?
When your heart is not pure and true
Sinner, hear me when I say
You better get down on your knees and pray

I'd rather be in a deep, dark grave
And know that my poor soul was saved
Than live in this world in a house of gold
And deny my God and lose my soul

Some people cheat, they steal and lie
For wealth and what it will buy
But don't they know on Judgment Day
All the gold and silver gonna melt away?

Sinner, hear me when I say
You better get down on your knees and pray
Your knees and pray



207. A House With No Curtains

Alan Jackson - A House With No Curtains 

We still were our rings we still say I love you we both play the part oh so well
But everyone knows it's just a sad show and we're only fooling ourselves
It's like living in a house with no curtains the whole world can see what's inside
You can turn out the lights in a house with no curtains
But heartache has nowhere to hide

[piano - steel]

We could pack up and leave in different directions if we just had somewhere to go
We just keep on pretending afraid of the ending admitting what everyone knows
It's like living in a house with no curtains...
You can turn out the lights...

208. A Hundred And Forty-Four Thousand

Roy Acuff - A hundred and forty-four thousand
Composer: Fred Rose

There's a book in the Bible twas writter by John
It's called Revelation the new light of dawn
And it tells of a kingdom he found in a prayer
And a hundred and forty four thousand were there

They were save from bandage and shackles of hurt
They were dressed in white robe and found a new word
They were true Christian mortals like you and like me
But a hundred and forty four thousand were free

Just a hundred and forty four thousand to sing
And to shout hallelujah and praise to the king
Oh my brother be careful and never do wrong
And you may learn the words of that beautiful song

Every night to my Maker I solemnly pray
That my name will be added and someday there may
Be a hundred and forty four thousand and one
When I proved myself worthy for him to call son

209. A Hundred And Sixty Acres

A Hundred and Sixty Acres

I got a hundred and sixty acres in the valley
Got a hundred and sixty acres of the best
Got an old stove there that'll cook three square
And a bunk where I can lay me down to rest.



Up at dawn to greet the sun
I've forgotten what a care or worry means
Head for home when day is done
With my pocket money jinglin' in my jeans.
I've got a hundred and sixty acres full of sunshine
Got a hundred and sixty million stars above
Got an old paint hoss, I'm the guy who's boss
On the hundred and sixty acres that I love!

Up at dawn to greet the sun
I've forgotten what a care or worry means
Head for home when day is done
With my pocket money jinglin' in my jeans.

I've got a hundred and sixty acres full of sunshine
Got a hundred and sixty million stars above
Got an old paint hoss, I'm the guy who's boss
On the hundred and sixty acres that I love!
Got an old paint hoss, I'm the guy who's boss
On the hundred and sixty acres that I love!

210. A Hundred And Ten In The Shade

A Hundred and Ten in the Shade
John Fogerty
Seldom Scene

Way out there in the cotton
Sun beatin' down so hard
Sweat rollin' of this shovel
Diggin' in the devil's boneyard
Sure like a cool drink of water
Soft rag to soothe my face
Sure like a woman to talk to in this place

It's a hundred and ten
Hundred and ten in the shade
Goin' way down
Mama won't you carry me

Handle so hot I can't stand it
Might shrivel up and blow away
Noonday sun make you crazy
Least, that's what the old men say

Bottom land hard as a gravestone
Couldn't cut it with an axe
Gonna lay me down right here
And that's a fact

It's a hundred and ten
Hundred and ten in the shade



Goin' way down
Mama won't you carry me

Sometimes late in the evenin'
Everything is quiet and still
I set here and think about leavin'
Lord, I guess I never will
Heartache down in that city
Bright light scares me anyway
Sure like a woman to talk in this place

It's a hundred and ten
Hundred and ten in the shade
Goin' way down
Mama won't you carry me

211. A Hundred Days

A Hundred Days
Stillhouse Junkies

Six hundred miles on a open boat
Only company is the buffalo
We travel light but it's a heavy load
Pulling up the river

A hundred days since I left my home
Signed a piece of paper and we hit the road
Captain said that we were going out
Where nobody had gone to 

CHORUS
Now you're telling me that it was 
All in the name of glory
Don't mean that much to a dying man 
Just foolish men with our foolish pride
Now I'm packing up my bags for the other side
Every Sunday I been on my knees
Looking for my ticket to the open sea
Praying wasn't good enough for me
And my time is getting shorter

Now my candle is a-burnin' low
You did all that you could but it's my time to go
Just make a bed down by the riverbank 
With the water flowing by me

Someday when they write the book
About the heroes and the horses and the men it took
Just tell em all I did the best I could
And I died without surrender



212. A Hundred Miles

A Hundred Miles

You can hear the whistle blow a hundred miles

(Banjo break)

Oh you oughta been uptown, and hear that train come down,
You could hear the whistle blow a hundred miles.
A hundred miles, a hundred miles,
A hundred miles, a hundred miles,
You could hear the whistle blow a hundred miles.

(instrumental break)

Well I'm walkin' these ties, with tears in my eyes,
I'm tryin' to read a letter from my home.
From my home, from my home,
From my home, from my home,
I'm tryin' to read a letter from my home.

(instrumental break)

If that train runs right, I'll be home Saturday night,
'Cause I'm five hundred miles away from home.
Away from home, away from home
Away from home, away from home
I'm five hundred miles away from home.

(instrumental break)

If you miss the train I'm on, you could tell that I have gone
You could hear the whistle blow a hundred miles
A hundred miles, a hundred miles
A hundred miles, a hundred miles
You could hear the whistle blow a hundred miles

(instrumental break)

(Tag)

You could hear the whistle blow a hundred miles

213. A Hundred Times Today - Chords

A Hundred Times Today
Recorded by Lynn Anderson
Written by Liz Anderson



C                                    G7                 C
I once believed those mournful songs about when love is gone
                                                        C7
They say you simply can't forget but now I know they're wrong
   F                            C
Forgetting is an easy thing for since you went away
  G7                                       C
Already I've forgotten you a hundred times today
                                                 G7
Forgetting you is no big thing I do that all the time
                                                   C
The hard part is remembering that you're no longer mine
                                    F
For when I find you're on my mind I just don't let you stay
  G7                                       C
Already I've forgotten you a hundred times today
                                 G7                 C
Why I forgot you right away when you walked out the door
                                                C7
Within a few short minutes I forgot a few times more
    F                             C
And so it goes through everyday I do that quite a lot
        G7                                            C
There's nothing to forgetting you you just don't stay forgot
                                                 G7
Forgetting you is no big thing I do that all the time
                                                   C
The hard part is remembering that you're no longer mine
                                    F
For when I find you're on my mind I just don't let you stay
  G7                                       C
Already I've forgotten you a hundred times today

214. A Hundred Years From Now

A Hundred Years From Now
Flatt & Scruggs

   Well a hundred years from now I won't be crying
   A hundred years from now I won't be blue
   And my heart will have forgotten that she broke every vow
   I won't care a hundred years from now

Oh, it seems like only yesterday you told me
You couldn't live without my love somehow
Now that you're with another it breaks my heart somehow
I won't care a hundred years from now

Now do you recall the night sweetheart you promised
Another's kiss you never would allow
That's all in the past dear it didn't seem to last
I won't care a hundred years from now



215. A Jukebox With A Country Song - Chords

A Jukebox With a Country Song
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Gene Nelson and Ronald A. Santaniello 
 
C                G7      C         F                 C
After three good years together we had our first big fight
            G7     C            D7           G7
So she went to her mother's and I went for a drive
     C        G7       C                       C7     F
Down that old familiar highway just few miles out of town
                          C           G7                     C
To that run down one-room tavern that used to be my stompin' grounds
        
              G7     C                 F                       C
When I pulled in the driveway you know it all still looked the same
               G7      C              D7                G7
And I couldn't wait to down a few and hear that jukebox ring
    C              G7          C
But as I walked in through the doorway 
                      C7      F
There stood some kind of matradee
                         C
Well he looked me up and he looked me down said
G7             C
May I help you please     and I said
                         F
What'd you do with those swingin' doors  
                    C
Where's the sawdust on the floor  
                        G7
Why's everybody wearin' suits and ties  
                           C
From where I stand I can't believe my eyes
                         F
And whose idea was it to hang these ferns  
                                C
This brand new bar don't have a single burn 
                             G7
I guess I'm somewhere that I don't belong
                        F       C
I need a jukebox with a country song
              G7          C                F                  C
When I looked back to the corner where the jukebox once stood proud
               G7      C          D7                  G7
Some clown was playin' records to fast to long and to loud  
       C       G7     C              C7               F
And it must've been a big mistake to try and speak my mind  
                        C             G7                 C
But as they were askin' me to leave I cried out one more time
Repeat #3,4
          G7                                   F       C



I guess I don't belong without a jukebox and a country song

216. A King Without A Queen - Chords

A King Without A Queen
recorded by Merle Haggard 
written by Bob Wills, John Wills, Martha Dean Moore
 
C                     F
Riches do not come in silver and in gold
   G7                         C
It comes in the happiness you find
                           F
I place my gold and silver before my precious queen
    G7                             C     C7
But now there's only memories left behind
 
F                   C
If you never lost a loved one
F                            G7
Then you'll know just what I mean
         F                        C
For what good are treasures and a kingdom
          G7               C
If you're a king without a queen
 
                          F
Now that she has gone and found another love
   G7                     C
My castle is empty and so cold
                                      F
For her leaving brought me heartaches that I have never known
    G7                                     C   C7
And there's sadness in the treasures I now hold
 
Repeat #2

217. A Kiss And The Keys - Chords

A Kiss And The Keys
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Bernard Spurlock

C                      G7                          C
Give me a kiss and the keys that's what ole Johnny said        
F                C                 D7            G7
I gotta get that big rig rollin' down that lonesome road ahead
        C                  G7                    C
Then he held her close and whispered sweet sweet Louise        



F          C                 G7           C
I'll be true until I bring back your kiss and the keys
                                 D7
About a hundred and ninety miles down the road         
C
The big rig came to a stop                               
D7
By a little white house with a yard full of kids     
G7              C
And they said hidee Pop                             
G7
And standin' in the door was sweet Marie                             
C
And he gave her a great big kiss                        
G7
And after awhile he was leavin' again                          
C
And he said goodbye like this                       
G7                          C
Give me a kiss and the keys that's what ole Johnny said        
F                C                 D7            G7
I gotta get that big rig rollin' down that lonesome road ahead
        C                  G7                    C
Then he held her close and whispered sweet sweet Marie        
F         C                 G7           C
I'll be true till I bring back your kiss and the keys                     
G7                                         C
About eight hours on down the road at a place called the Diesel Well                  
G7                                       C
Johnny got into a big bad brawl and they locked him in the cell
                       G7                                   C
But you can't sell ole Johnny short he was quiet a handsome brute                             
G7
And the jailer's wife took a likeing to him                          
C
She thought he was kinda cute                       
G7                          C
Give me a kiss and the keys that's what ole Johnny said        
F                  C                 D7            G7
I gotta get that big rig a rollin' down that lonesome road ahead
        C                          G7                       C
Then he pulled her close up to the bars and whispered honey please
        F         C                 G7           C
I'll be true till I bring back your kiss and the keys        
F         C                 G7           C
I'll be true till I bring back your kiss and the keys

218. A La Una Yo Naci

Rhiannon Giddens - A la una Yo Naci

A la una yo naci
A las dos m'engrandeci



A la una yo naci
A las dos m'engrandeci
A las tres tomi amante
A las cuatro me cazi
A las tres tomi amante
A las cuatro me cazi
Alma, vida y corazÃ³n
Alma, vida y corazÃ³n
Dime nina dÃ³nde vienes
Que te quiero conocer
Dime nina dÃ³nde vienes
Que te quiero conocer
Si no tienes amante
Yo te haré defender
Si no tienes amante
Yo te haré defender
Alma, vida y corazÃ³n
Alma, vida y corazÃ³n
Yendome para la guerra
Dos bezos al aire di
Yendome para la guerra
Dos bezos al aire di
El uno es para mi mam
Y el otro para ti
El uno es para mi mama
Y el otro para ti
Alma, vida y corazÃ³n
Alma, vida y corazÃ³n
A la una yo naci
A las dos m'engrandeci
A la una yo naci
A las dos m'engrandeci
A las tres tomi amante
A las cuatro me cazi
A las tres tomi amante
A las cuatro me cazi
Alma, vida y corazÃ³n
Alma, vida y corazÃ³n

219. A Lady Does Not Often Falter - Chords

A Lady Does Not Often Falter
Cahalen Morrison & Eli West

[Intro]
A D A
A E
D A F#m
A D E
 
[Verse]
  A                    D        A
A lady runs across the Old Mill Moor



  A                 E
a dreadful song was singing
       D                A       F#m
By the darkness of that now new moon
       A                 D       E
to her lover's guise was tightly clinging
 
      A                D        A
Oh go run, go run your troubles down
   A               E
go run down to the water
       D                 A     F#m
by the city fair and the ocean fierce
       A              D  E
a lady does not often falter
 
[Instrumental]
A D A
A E
D A F#m
A D E
 
[Verse]
      A                   D    A
There runs she now by the  Sconset rose
      A              E
there runs she now a'bleeding
      D                    A       F#m
And a trail is kept by the way she moves
       A                D    E
to her lover's touch is dire needing
 
         A                   D       A
Although starched your apron may now be
      A                     E
it'll lose its shape in the water
       D                    A           F#m
but go swimmeth thee to the anchor most near
       A              D  E
a lady does not often falter
 
[Instrumental]
A D A
A E
D A F#m
A D E
 
[Verse]
       A                       D        A
Oh the winds they blow and the tide she swells
       A             E
brings life into the beaches
        D                A         F#m
Oh that seam between the Earth and Tide
       A                  D        E
from land that sea is not quite as wide
 



       A                       D        A
Oh the winds they blow and the tide she swells
         A             E
breathes life into the tall pines
        D                   A        F#m
Without her breath lies the world so still
    A                   D    E
but with, that constant shoreline
 
[Instrumental]
A D A
A E
D A F#m
A D E
 
[Verse]
  A                    D        A
A lady runs across the Old Mill Moor
    A                   E
and Heaven's bells were tolling
       D               A      F#m
By the sadness of that silent tune
        A                D      E
and the sea just kept on gently rolling
 
[Outro]
A D A
A E
D A F#m
A D E
 
A D A
A E
D A F#m
A D E

220. A Lady Like You - Chords

A Lady Like You
Recorded by Glen Campbell
Written by Keith R. Stegall and James D. Weatherly

C      F  C       F        C
Here I am just an ordinary man
       F           C   F
And my virtues are few 
C       F      C     F              C
And I'm amazed every morning when I wake
G7               C
With a lady like you
Am             G7                  F            G7
You're all the good things God put on this earth
Am         G7      C           F       G7



And you're so much more than I deserve
Am           G7     F           C    F    C
And what did I ever do to win a lady like you
 
        F  C      F             C
Look at me I'm as common as can be
       F           C     F
But do you make me shine
C           F   C        F                C
And look at you you're a lady through and through
G7              C
So gracious and kind
Am              G7              F         G7
And when you're sleeping softly by my side
Am        G7          C    F    G7
I look at you and I'm mystified
Am           G7     F           C    F    C
And what did I ever do to win a lady like you
F                          Am      G7 C
Heaven knows I'm less than perfect
           G7             C
And I have found the very best
F          C       F   C              Dm
But it's a mystery how someone like me
                 G7             C    F    C
Was chosen to be blessed with a lady like you
Am             G7                  F            G7
You're all the good things God put on this earth
Am         G7      C           F       G7
And you're so much more than I deserve
Am           G7     F           C    F    C
And what did I ever do to win a lady like you
  F         C
A lady like you

221. A Lazy Man's Load Is A Heavy One

A Lazy Man's Load Is A Heavy One
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
I got drunk and I fell on the floor
I won't be working there no more

[Chorus]
All' that' work is such' a crime
(Hold on buddy hold on)
There's' better ways to spend my time
(A lazy load is a heavy one)

[Verse]
I'm broke the same day I get paid
My girlfriend thinks she's got it made



[Chorus]

[Verse]
Pretty girls are everywhere
Takes 3 or 4 to get my share

[Chorus]

[Verse]
A lazy man reaps just what he sows
I'll take nothing with me when I go
[Chorus] x2

222. A Legend In My Own Time

(I'd Be) A Legend In My Own Time
Wayne Taylor

If heartaches brought fame
In love's crazy game
I'd be a legend in my time
If they gave gold statuettes
For tears and regrets
Id be a legend in my time

chorus:
But they dont give awards
And theres no praise or fame
For a heart that's been broken
over love thats in vain

If loneliness meant world acclaim
Ev'ryone would know my name
I'd be a legend in my time

chorus:
But they dont give awards
And theres no praise or fame
For a heart that's been broken
Over love thats in vain

If loneliness meant world acclaim
Then evryone would know my name
I'd be a legend in my time
I'd be a legend in my time

223. A Letter Sung To Friends



Jerry Jeff Walker - A Letter Sung to Friends

Thank you for being beautiful in my time
That's something real to evaluate all my life
For the taste with which you choose and give your life to
You gave me in the forms of what you're into
You stand above the lifeless shells around me
And fill the emptiness that almost drowns me
As your gift of you and love finds me again (finds me again)
Memories can show us the value of our time spent
If you've no memories, your past has no existence
We only need to live this life with fullness
With days remembered clear that hold their purpose
Devoid of wasting time with those who fake it
But rather find some truth, and not forsake it
That'll come with time that's spent in love with friends (with friends)
My life is better for sharing your richness
And as I go on it calls me now don't you waste this
For we're a part of all that we retain of
The good and bad and how we make the use of
And what we were before becomes extended
In everyone we meet and how we spend it
As it all adds up to what becomes the depth of ourselves

224. A Letter To My Mama

A Letter To My Mama - Vince Gill

Oh I need to write a letter, put it down in black and white
No, a phone call just won't cut it, not the way I feel tonight
A letter to my mama from the bottom of my heart
"I'm sorry" is a real good place to start

I'm sorry I was selfish, let's chalk it up to youth
I got too old to need you, that's just running from the truth
I'm sorry things didn't work out for you and my old man
Sometimes life don't turn out like you plan

Looking back I wonder how you ever pulled us through
I can't imagine walking in your shoes
If I could stop this pen from shaking, I'd write these words down too
No one in this world I love like you

Oh I've written down the memories of these sixty-some-odd years
Trying hard to just say "Thank you" as I wipe away the tears
I hear my grandson call me so I guess I better go
Could never pay you back the love I owe

Oh I finished up the letter, put it down in black and white
No, a phone call just won't cut it, not the way I feel tonight
A letter to my mama from the bottom of my heart
The very bottom of my heart



225. A Letter To Seymour

A Letter to Seymour
Greensky Bluegrass

Letter To Seymour
Ill be tellin when you walk
Im about to get it
Come on

Im not worried
Not like before
Hide all up
And come after me
You know what Im saying today

Instrumental

Im going to sleep
Now Im telling the story
From all the things Ive done
She told it in the night

Take me away,near you
Like you dont know
On a long road
She want to send us back road

Instrumental

To tell you about my will, I will
Even if our door wasn't broken
Can't be sure of anything

Take me away,near you
Like you dont know
On a long road
She want to send us back road

Instrumental

226. A Letter To Tom

A Letter To Tom - Country Gentlemen

I've wandered by the village Tom I've set beneath the tree
Upon the schoolhouse playing ground that sheltered you and me
But none are left to greet me Tom and few are left to know
That played with us upon the green just fifteen years ago



The river's running just as still the willows on its side
Are larger than they were dear Tom the stream appears less wide
But in kneeling down beside the stream dear Tom I startled so
To see how sadly I am changed since fifteen years ago

But when our time shall come dear Tom and we are called to go
I hope they'll lay us where we played just fifteen years ago

Just fifteen years ago

227. A Lifetime To Find

Trampled By Turtles - A Lifetime to Find

[Verse 1]
O Death, O Death
I was just getting dressed
The place is a mess
I was hoping you'd forget
But I can feel you in my chest
I can feel you in my chest

[Verse 2]
Oh yes, oh yes
Death never rests
I can see you've done your best
The problem is just this
It's too late for regrets
I am here to collect

[Chorus]
It takes a lifetime to find
A life like the life you had in mind
It takes a lifetime to find
A life like the life you had in mind
Now you'rR mine

[Verse 3]
Oh Death, I confess
I should havR known what to expect
But you're so hard to accept
Last time that I checked
I was neck and neck
As happy as the next

[Verse 4]
Yes, yes, yes, you were blessed
Blessed in the past tense
But it's too late now
To make it make sense
It is too late to pretend
This day won't ever end



[Chorus]
It takes a lifetime to find
A life like the life you had in mind
It takes a lifetime to find
A life like the life you had in mind
And now you're mine

[Verse 5]
So alright, today's the day
And tonight is the night
There's no reason, nor no rhyme
It's just time to go, goodbye
Oh, but why can't you try
To ease what's on my poor mind?

[Verse 6]
Oh, let's not obsess
It's the best that I can do
To help you see the light
And help the light to see you
It's true, there was a truth
That was you and only you ever knew

[Chorus]
It takes a lifetime to find
The life like the life you had in mind
It takes a lifetime to find
The life like the life you had in mind
It takes a lifetime to find
The life like the life you had in mind
Now you're mine

228. A Lifetime To Regret - Chords

A Lifetime To Regret
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Leon Payne

C                                F
Tonight I'm all alone and broken hearted
  C                          G7
A love we knew I never shall forget
    C                               F
And ever since that lonely night we parted
G7                     C
I've got a lifetime to regret
     F                          C
They tell me you are happy with another
                              G7
I wonder if my memory lingers yet
    C                                   F
The things I said the night we said goodbye dear



   G7                     C
Oh I've got a lifetime to regret
                                      F
If we could just erase mistakes we've made dear
    C                                G7
I'm sure we could find happy moments yet
    C                                F
But we can't change the past and I'm afraid dear
     G7                     C
That I've got a lifetime to regret
  F                              C
I know down in my heart that I'm forgivin'
                                     G7
For I'm just like a fish caught in a net
  C                                     F
I lost the love that made my life worth livin'
G7                     C
I've got a lifetime to regret

229. A Little At A Time - Chords

A Little At A Time
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Tony Martin, Amy Dalley, Tom Shapiro

F          C                       Am
He doesn't know that everything is changed
                 C                         Em
He still says he loves me but now he looks away
              F                               Am
And more than that he says less and less each day
C                   F    G7            C   F
He's telling me goodbye  a little at a time
                    C                         Am
I can see it in his eyes I can feel it in his touch
                 C                      Em
I hear it in his voice but he don't say much
       F                           Am
In the quiet moments after we make love 
C                   F    G7            C
He's telling me goodbye  a little at a time
G7                       F
If he believes by slowly letting go 
           C                 F
Somehow it doesn't show he's wrong
G7                            Dm
No way for him to hide what's going on 
C     F  G7
I know   I know
             C                     Am
He might get away with lying to himself 
               C                  Em
But I know him better than anyone else



         F                                Am
He won't admit it but his heart's already left
G7                  F    G7            C
He's telling me goodbye  a little at a time
G7                            Dm
No way for him to hide what's going on 
C     F G7
I know  I know
         C                            Am
Why do I hesitate why don't I set him free
                    C                    Em
Just bring it to an end and just let him leave
      F                                     Am
Maybe deep down in my heart the truth could be
C                   F    G7       C   Am
I'm telling him goodbye  a little time
                         F    G7            C
Yeah I'm telling him goodbye  a little at a time

230. A Little Bit Crazy - Chords

A Little Bit Crazy
Written and recorded by Eddy Raven

G
I've got bayou water running through my veins
I don't back off and I don't complain
           C                      G
That's the way I am  a little bit crazy
 
My papa was around and he taught me right
All about the ladies and Saturday night
        C                          G
I am my father's son  a little bit crazy
          C            G             D7     G
Cause the fat's in the fire when the fiddle plays
  C         G               D7       G
I can't sit down hell there ain't no way
      C          G         D7    G
I'm a little bit crazy but I'm alright
C            G          D7       G
Living every day like a Saturday night
C           G           D7       G
Momma don't like it but she understands
   C             G            D7            G
It ain't how you run it's the fact that you ran
      C          G         D7    G
I'm a little bit crazy but I'm alright
C            G          D7       G
Living every day like a Saturday night
So it's around and around with the Cotton-Eyed Joe
Raise a little hell and away we go
              C                       G



Out to have a good time  a little bit crazy
And those long-legged ladies dressed country style
Boots and tight jeans a-running wild
              C                       G
Living in the fast lane  a little bit crazy
Repeat #2,3

231. A Little Bit in Love

Steve Earle - A Little Bit in Love

I don't fall in love as a rule
Because it always makes me look like a fool
Well, it keeps me up late
I can't concentrate
And I pride myself on keepin' my cool
But I got to admit
I'm just a little bit in love with you
Now, I don't want you gettin' me wrong
Because I don't sit up at night by the phone
Well, if you come around
I let my guard down
And I just can't seem to leave you alone
But I'll get over it
I'm just a little bit in love with you
Well, I tell myself that a little bit of love
Can't hurt a big man like me
But I never have heard of a little heart ache
And baby, that's what's scarin' me
So don't you get your hopes up if I call
Because I always catch myself when I fall
But I got to admit
That I'm a little bit in love with you

232. A Little Bit Of Heaven

The Isaacs - A Little Bit of Heaven 

[Chorus]
There's a little bit of heaven in every gospel song
And it sounds like a choir of angels when everybody's singin' along
There's so much love in every line
The harmony is so divine
There's a little bit of heaven in every good ol' gospel song

[Verse 1]
It's the sweetest memory I have as a child
Bring a chair and a buddy
Everybody goin' down to the singin' every Saturday night



And we sing "I'll Fly Away," "What a Day That's Gonna Be"
What a beautiful thing when we sing, "That Sounds Like Home To Me"

[Chorus]
There's a little bit of heaven in every gospel song
And it sounds like a choir of angels when everybody's singin' along
There's so much love in every line
The harmony is so divine
There's a little bit of heaven in every good ol' gospel song

[Verse 2]
You don't have to have perfect pitch, there's no need to be shy (That's right)
Anybody can do it, all you gotta do is pick a part, open up, and let her fly!
And just think about Jesus' love when burdens are weighin' you down
'Cause when you sing a sweet melody it's gonna lift you right off the ground

[Chorus]
There's a little bit of heaven in every gospel song
And it sounds like a choir of angels when everybody's singin' along
There's so much love in every line
The harmony is so divine
There's a little bit of heaven in every good ol' gospel song
There's so much love in every line
The harmony is so divine
There's a little bit of heaven in every good ol' gospel song

233. A Little Bit Of Rain

A Little Bit Of Rain
Fred Neil

If I should leave you
Try to remember the good times
Warm days filled with sunshine
And just a little bit of rain
And just a little bit of rain

And if you look back
Try to forget all the bad times
Lonely blue and sad times
And just a little bit of rain
And just a little bit of rain

And if I look back
I'll remember all the good times
Warm days filled with sunshine
And just a little bit of rain
And just a little bit of rain

If I should leave you
Try to remember all the good times
Warm days filled with sunshine
And just a little bit of rain



And just a little bit of rain

234. A Little Bit Trouble

A Little Bit Trouble
Osborne Brothers - A Little Bit Trouble

Every thing about you says I should probably get going
But everything about me says I wanna stay right here
Everybody's got some things better off not knowing
That's just the same for us
Might be a little dangerous
Heard somebody say you're a little heart breaker
Sooner or later I'll wake up and you'll be gone
The way that you got me feeling right now
Got me thinking about how I don't care if they're wrong
You can break my heart all night long

No you
You're a little bit trouble
No you
Baby that's just fine
Cause you're easy on my mind
Easy on my mind

Whoever said nothing good ever happens after midnight
Has probably never seen how the moonlight shines on you
Let's take a little chance and our romance dancing in the headlights
Let's lose track of time, with your skin on mine

No you
You're a little bit trouble
No you
Baby that's just fine
Cause you're easy on my mind

The way that you got me feeling right now
Got me thinking about how I don't care if they're wrong
Cause you can break my heart all night long

No you
You're a little bit trouble
You know you
Baby that's just fine
Cause you're easy on my mind
You're easy on my mind

235. A Little Bitty Tear - Chords



A Little Bitty Tear
By: Burl Ives
From the album: Little Bitty Tear (1960)
Words and music by Hank Cochran

Chords: F C7 Bb (I usually put the
capo on the 3rd fret and play D A7 G)

When you [F] said you were leaving to [C7] morrow
That today was our last [F] day
I said there'd be no [Bb] sorrow
That I'd [F] laugh when [C7] you walked [F] away.
But

Chorus:
A [F] little bitty tear let me [C7] down
Spoiled my act as a [F] clown
I had it made up not to make a [Bb] frown
Oh, but a [F] little bitty [C7] tear let me [F] down.

I said I'd laugh when you left me
Pull a funny as you went out he door
That I'd have another one waiting
To wave goodbye as you go
But

(Chorus)
Every thing went as I planned it
And I really put on quite a show
And I thought I was gonna stand it
But when you got to the door
Then

(Chorus)

236. A Little Bluer Than That

Alan Jackson - A Little Bluer Than That

Well tonight if you turn your radio on
You might hear a sad, sad song
About someone who lost everything they had
It may sound like me
But I'm a little bluer than that
When you look out in the morning
You might see clouds rolling by like memories
And a big ol sky above you looking back
You may think of me
But I'm a little bluer than that
Where did we go wrong
I wish I knew
It haunts me all the time
Now wherever I go
And whatever I do



You're always on my mind
I can picture you in his arms tonight
As for me it dont feel right
To let us fade like some old photograph
It may work for you
But I'm a little bluer than that
Where did we go wrong
I wish I knew
It haunts me all the time
Now wherever I go
And whatever I do
You're always on my mind
So tonight if you turn your radio on
You might hear a sad, sad song
About someone who lost everything they had
It may sound like me
But I'm a little bluer than that
You may think of me
But I'm a little bluer than that

237. A Little Box Of Pine On The 7:29

A Little Box Of Pine On The 7:29
Recorded by Hank Snow
written by George Brown and Dette Lee

A mother wrote a warning how much longer must I wait
Before you send my boy back home to me
For my eyes are growing dim and I'm longing for my Jim
Please hurry up and let my boy go free

The warden read the letter a tear fell from his eye
Sitting down he wrote her this reply
There's a little box of pine on the 7:29
Bringing back a lost sheep to the fold

There's a valley filled with tears as the train of sorrow nears
The night is dark the world is growing cold
There he's taking his last ride down the trail no more he'll roam
On his face there is a smile he knows he's going home
There's a little box of pine on the 7:29
Bringing back a lost sheep to the fold

The church was filled with people as the organ softly played
And on their knees the congregation prayed
As they softly sang a hymn for poor widow's Jim
He's happy for he's going home to stay

There he's taking his last ride down the trail no more he'll roam
On his face there is a smile he knows he's going home
There's a little box of pine on the 7:29
Bringing back a lost sheep to the fold



238. A Little Boy Called Joe

A Little Boy Called Joe

In a war torn land of poverty somewhere across the sea
A little boy is waitin' he looks a lot like me
His hair is like the sunlight on the wings of a crow
I don't know what they named him but I'm sure they called him Joe

   Just a little boy called Joe like so many more I know
   Left all alone somewhere across the sea
   I want him to have my name little Joe mine to claim
   A little boy called Joe belongs to me

His mother died to give him life the night my orders came
I wanted to be with him but war's an evil thing
Now he won't recongnize me but I've got to let him know
He means much more to some one than just a little boy called Joe

239. A Little Feeling - Chords

A Little Feeling
Written and recorded by Jack Scott

C                     G7
A little feeling that comes and goes
                        C
A little feeling no one seems to know
                    F    G7
Must have come from way above
                           C
That little feeling called love
                            G7
It's only minutes but she's gone
                     C
But ooh ooh how they seem so long
                    F    G7
Must have come from way above
                           C
That little feeling called love
  F          G7         C
I don't know right from wrong
G7                    C
When I'm in my baby's arms
    F      G7        C
And oh her love's so strong
  D7                           G7
I know there just can't be any harm
C                           G7



I don't know what I'm gonna do
                C
All I know is I wanna love you
                   F    G7
Here it comes from way above
                           C
That little feeling called love
                   F    G7
Here it comes from way above
                           C
That little feeling called love

240. A Little Left Over - Chords

A Little Left Over
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

F
I work my fingers to the bone 
But you won't hear me cry and moan
                                    C
A working man don't need no welfare line
          F
Well I'll never be a millionaire 
And frankly I don't even care
                                     G7
Cause all I need to have a real good time
                 C       F        C
Is a little left over on Saturday night
If my bills are paid my plans are made 
    D7             G7
And everything's alright
          C               F                   C
Put on my ropers and them wranglers a fittin' tight
                                G7       C
Got a little left over and it's Saturday night
F
I don't drink but I love to dance
With those sweet young things in their cowboy hats
                                         C
Those country girls will be the death of me
   F
If that's the way I gotta go Lord I hope I die real slow
                              G7
Till I do I'll tell you all I need
repeat #2
                                G7       C
Got a little left over and it's Saturday night



241. A Little Light

Sturgill Simpson - A Little Light

Through all these Earthly trials of sorrow
Through all these days of mortal sin
Through all these eternal nights with no tomorrow

Gotta stay on the straight and narrow and find a little light within
Gotta walk that road all the way to Heaven
Gotta walk that road until the dawn
Gotta walk that road all night
All you need is a little light
And the closer you get, lord, the brighter it turns on

Don't need no compass no map or chart
Don't need no stars shining above
Don't need nothing but a little light in my heart
Glowing inside me like a blanket of love

242. A Little Lost

Molly Tuttle - A Little Lost

Oh I'm a little lost without you
That may be an understatement
And I hope I have paid the cost
To let a day go on by and not call on you

'Cause I'm so busy, so busy thinking about kissing you
How I want to do that without entertaining another thought

Now I'm out on the ocean surf
I've got to keep myself together now
And it's hard, I'm not on my turf
Just me, me and these big old waves rolling in

'Cause I'm so busy, so busy thinking about kissing you
How I want to do that without entertaining another thought

It's so unfinished - our love affair
A voice in me is telling me to run away
And I hope your feeling isn't diminished
I hope you need someone in your life, someone like me

'Cause I'm so busy, so busy thinking about kissing you
How I want to do that without entertaining another thought
I'm so busy, so busy thinking about kissing you
How I want to do that without entertaining another thought



243. A Little More Love

Vince Gill - A Little More Love

We both went a little crazy
We both did each other wrong
Don't think it's too late baby
Don't think that all hope is gone

[Chorus]
We need a little more love
To get us through the night
Just a little more love
And we'll be all right

It'd be easy to say it doesn't matter
To walk away and wish you the best
But I know we'd feel a whole lot better
If we tried a little tenderness

Let's put our differences aside
We can make it baby you and I
Let's give it just one more try
We can't let this thing die

244. A Little More You

Little Big Town - A Little More You

Don't you wanna dive on in? Yeah the water feels right
Dancin' on the edge of the love you're a beautiful sight
So why're you still standin' there in the half moonlight
Come on, baby, give me a little more you
Come on, baby, give me a little more you
You're battin' those baby blues and honey I swear
The way you got me needing you, girl it just ain't fair
You've given me a little bit yeah, but don't stop there
Come on, baby, give me a little more you
Come on, baby, give me a little more you
I'm here fallin' for you, my heart's callin' for you
I know I never can get enough
Don't hold back one bit of your love
Strong and steady for you, I'm all ready
Come on, baby, give me a little more you
Come on, baby, give me a little more
You're teasin' me with a touch and the whole world shakes
Keep holdin' that river back and the levee may break
There's only so much that this ol' boy can take
Come on, baby, give me a little more you
Yeah, come on, baby, give me a little more you
I'm here fallin' for you, my heart's callin' for you
I know I never can get enough
Don't hold back one bit of your love



Strong and steady for you, I'm all ready
Come on, baby, give me a little more you
Come on, baby, give me a little more you
Come on, baby, give me a little more
Ooh, give me a little more
You give me a little more
You give me a little more
You give me a little more

245. A Little Old Wine Drinker Me - Chords

A Little Old Wine Drinker Me
Recorded by Dean Martin
Written by Hank Mills and Dick Jennings

 C               F           C
I'm praying for rain in California                                               
G7
So the grapes will grow and they can make more wine        
C            F        C
And I'm sitting in a honky in Chicago                          
G7          C
With a broken heart and a woman on my mind          
G7                         C
I ask the man behind the bar for the jukebox
                                   G7
And the music takes me back to Tennessee         
C             F           C      F
And they ask who's the fool in the corner crying  
C                 F    G7      C
I say  a little old wine drinker me                  
F                 C
I came here last week from down in Nashville
                                    G7
Cause my baby left for Florida on a train  
C                 F            C
I thought I'd get a job and just forget her                        
G7                 C
But in Chicago a broken heart is still the same 

Repeat #2                  

F    G7      C
I say a little old wine drinker me

246. A Little Piece At A Time - Chords

A Little Piece At A Time
Recorded by Bill Haley



Written by Neal Merritt and Shorty Hall

G7        C            Em   F          G7
First the look in your eyes made me realize
     C           Am   D7       G7         C    G7
I've been losin' you  a little piece at a time
      C             Em       F                    G7
Not a smile on your lips and your cold cold fingertips
         C          Am   D7       G7         C
Tells me I'm losin' you  a little piece at a time
  F               G7   C                   C7
A little piece of you  leaves me every day
F                G7   D7                     G7
How long will it be before all of you  walks away
     C                Em          F                   G7
Your heart's gone and you're cold do you think that I don't know
               C      Am   D7       G7         C
That I've been losin' you  a little piece at a time
  F               G7   C                  C7
A little piece of you  leaves me every day
F                G7   D7                     G7
How long will it be before all of you  walks away
    C                Em   F                   G7
Let me put back each part beginning with your heart
           C            Am D7       G7         Am  D7
Let's fall in love again   a little piece at a time
           C            Am D7       G7         C
Let's fall in love again   a little piece at a time

247. A Little Rain - Chords

A Little Rain - Bill Emerson
Sweet Dixie Band Album 2007
Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key C

 C
Don't be sad,
          G
Don't be blue

You got some time
              C
Just passing thru

  C
Storms roll in,
        G
And go away
                 
And tomorrow,well
             C
It's another day



Chorus:
  F
A little rain,
                 C
Won't hurt you none
               G7
Been long dry spell
               C
Been needin' some
  F                   
It will wash you clean
                   C
When it's said and done
          G7
A little rain
               C
Won't hurt you none

Instrumental:

Sometimes sweet sound
All raindrops fall down

I'll be here 
When you need a friend
Side by side
Right to the end

Stay with me,
A little while
When the sky turns blue
I can see you smile

Chorus:
Sometimes a sweet sound
Raindrops falling down
Chorus:

Tag:  Oh a little rain, won't hurt you none

248. A Little Spot In Heaven - Chords

A Little Spot In Heaven
written and recorded by Marty Robbins
 
C                                     G7
I don't ask you Lord to lighten up my burden
                                           C
I don't mind the trials on earth that I go through
                                     F
Being down I want to prove that I am worthy
            C       G7              C
Of a little spot in Heaven close to you



 
                                       G7
Years ago my Mother taught me all your meaning
                                           C
Of the hardship and the pain that you went through
                                      F
Know you Lord that I am ready and I'm waiting
             C       G7              C   C7
For a little spot in Heaven close to you
 
         F                                C
Precious Lord forget me not don't pass me by
G7                                        C  C7
Though there must be others worthier than I
       F                                       C
If you can then Lord here's what I'll have you do
G7                                    C
Save a little spot in Heaven close to you
 
                                         G7
If my wish is more than I deserve forgive me
                                    C
Up in Heaven any place would surely do
                                              F
But I've done my best on earth that's why I'm asking
             C       G7              C
For a little spot in Heaven close to you
 
                              G7
At the altar years ago we got acquainted
                                         C
And as time went on the love in my heart grew
                                           F
If it isn't asking too much Lord then save me 
              C       G7              C
Just a little spot in Heaven close to you

249. A Little Too Late - Chords

A Little Too Late
A Little Too Late recorded by Toby Keith
written by  Dean Dillon, Scott Emerick, Toby Keith
 
C                            Em
It's a little too late I'm a little too gone   
Am                       C
A little too tired of this hanging on  
F                    G7                      C
So I'm letting go while I'm still strong enough to
G7         C                    Am
It's got a little too sad I'm a little too blue       
Em                          C
It's a little too bad you were too good to be true    



F                 G7                     C
I'm big time over you baby it's a little too late    
G7
No I don't want to talk about                           
Am
What we can do about us anymore    
G7
The only time you may be wasting
                                            C
Is the time it takes to walk right out that door     
F                G7
Yeah talk about water under the bridge          
 F                       G7
You should know by now girl that's all this is 

Repeat #1       

G7
There was a time this heart of mine                               
Am
Would take you back every time don't you know          
G7
It's been two packs of cigarettes                                    
C
A sleepless night a nervous wreck a day ago   
 F                         G7
Now you ain't got no business coming around    
F               G7
I'm closing up shop shutting us down

Repeat #1 

Tag:   
F                 G7                     Am
I'm big time over you baby it's a little too late

250. A Little Unfair

Lefty Frizzell
A Little Unfair

[Verse 1]
You want me to love just you
While you love your share
Ain't that being a little unfair?
It's me stay home while you stay gone till you decide to care
Ain't that being a little unfair?

[Chorus]
I can't see how it can be anything for me
What's mine is yours but what's yours is yours
That's how you wanted to be
You want me to wait for you till you decide to care



Ain't that being a little unfair?

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
I can't see how it can be anything for me
What's mine is yours but what's yours is yours
That's how you wanted to be
You want me to wait for you till you decide to care
Ain't that being a little unfair?

251. A Living Prayer

Alison Krauss - A Living Prayer

In this world I walk alone with no place to call my home
But there's One who holds my hand
The rugged road through barren lands
The way is dark, the road is steep
But He's become my eyes to see
The strength to climb, my griefs to bear
This Savior lives inside me there

In Your love I find release
A haven from my unbelief
Take my life and let me be
A living prayer my God to thee

In these trials of life I find
Another Voice inside my mind
He comforts me and bids me live
Inside the love the Father gives

In your love I find release
A haven from my unbelief
Take my life and let me be
A living prayer my God to thee
take my life and let me be
A living prayer my God to thee

252. A Lonesome Night

A Lonesome Night - Stanley Brothers

In the pale moonlight we quarreled one night
Our hearts were young and free
I left her there alone at night
I thought she was two-timin' me



   On a lonesome night and far from home
   I heard a mourn-ful sound
   The girl I love is call-in' me
   She thinks I turned her down

She begged me not to leave her there
She said she had been true
But a jealous heart would not believe
Oh how I long for you

So now I'm on my way back home
Sweetheart do you still care
I promise never to leave your side
And your love I always share

253. A Lonesome Road To Travel

A Lonesome Road to Travel - Bill Monroe

I bid farewell to my home so dear
And started down life's road
I was a fortune seeking miner dear
Many things had been my goal

There's many things I've seen in life
I thought I'd like to own
But I'd give them all and more if I
Could get off this lonesome road

It's a lonesome road to travel on
Many miles of sorrow is all I've known
But I've gone too far to turn back now
From this lonesome lonesome road

I left behind a love that's true
She cried and begged me not to go
But my foolish pride told me what to do
And put me on this lonesome road

Oh such lonely nights I've never found
No time in life before
If she takes me back I'll settle down
And travel this road no more

254. A Long And Lasting Love - Chords

A Long And Lasting Love - Chords
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Gerry Goffin and Michael H. Masser



C                  F
A long and lasting love
C               F
Not many people find it
C                      F
But those who do their whole life through 
          Em        Am     Dm
Put their heart and soul behind it
  G7               C
A long and lasting love
                   F
A long and lasting love
C                F
Is what I always dreamed of
C                 F
And when I looked into your eyes 
  Em       Am     Dm
I knew I'd really seen love
  G7               C    C7
A long and lasting love
 
F       G7                   Am              C
I never thought that I would meet someone so beautiful
F                       G7          Em
I never thought I'd see a love like this
F            G7                Em                Am
Tonight I'll show you that our love is something beautiful
B7                      G7
And I'll seal it with a kiss
C                  F
A long and lasting love
C                 F
We share for many reasons
C                   F
A special bond that goes beyond 
    Em       Am     Dm
The changing of the seasons 
  G7               C
A long and lasting love
                   F
A long and lasting love
C             F
Someone I can care for
C             F
Someone to be there for
    Em   Am    Dm
The rest of my life
  G7               C
A long and lasting love
Repeat #3,2



255. A Long Way Home

Dwight Yoakam - A Long Way Home
(Dwight Yoakam)

Don't look inside.  No don't look there
'Cause you might find yourself somewhere
Walkin' round lost and alone
Without one clue that it's a long way home
Years and years is a lot of time
To drag your heart across every rock you find
Hate is deep and its pull is strong
But the passion's short then it's a long way home
I can't take one single step for you
But I might just help to find some small pathway through
Don't look back 'cause you might see
Just how far all that used to be
Just let your mind think on what's gone
And then you'll know that it's a long way home
Yeah, you'll know that it's a long way home
You'll find out that it's a long way home
There ain't no doubt that it's a long way home

256. A Loser Never Had A Better Friend - Chords

A Loser Never Had A Better Friend
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Arthur Leo Owens and Sanger Shafer

C                                      F
If you think I made her up to make you jealous
     C                       D7             G7
Then sweetheart you'd better stop and think again
      C                            F              D7
Cause let me tell you darlin' that she's a livin' dream
      G7                       C
And a loser never had a better friend
     F
I'll admit she's just a dream 
    C
But she sleeps with you and me
    F
She looks a lot like you 
      D7                     G7
She's everything you used to be
      C
She's someone I'll be gone with 
F                     D7
Someday when you come in
     G7                       C
Oh a loser never had a better friend
     F
I'll admit she's just a dream 



    C
But she sleeps with you and me
    F
She looks a lot like you 
      D7                     G7
She's everything you used to be
      C
She's someone I'll be gone with 
F                     D7
Someday when you come in
     G7                       C
Oh a loser never had a better friend
 
     G7                       F    C
No a loser never had a better friend

257. A Loser's Cathedral - Chords

A Loser's Cathedral
Recorded by David Houston
Written by Billy Sherrill and Glenn Sutton
[3/4 time]

G                       D7             G
There's a place you can go when you're lonely         
C                       G
And the world turns its back on you      
D7                      Em
So if you've got a heart that loves torn apart 
A7                                    D7
Someone's there to tell your troubles to

G                 D7            G
To the man on the street it's a barroom      
C                           G
To a wife a place where cheaters go     
D7                            Em
To a girl with painted eyes it's a place to hear sweet lies
A7                                 D7
And the only home a fool will even know
G              C                      G
It's a loser's cathedral a chapel for tears          
C                    D7             G
A loser's cathedral and you're always welcome there
                D7               G
Many times I've heard temptation calling        
C                            G
With a voice that whispers soft and low      
D7                        Em
But I never get that blue and I owe it all to you
A7                                   D7
Thanks to your sweet love I'll never goG            
C                      G



To a loser's cathedral a chapel for tears          
C                    D7             G
A loser's cathedral and you're always welcome there

258. A Lot Like Me

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - A lot like me
Composer: Bob Carpenter

High up on a rocky ledge
Holdin' all she's got
It ain't much except
The shattered dream and broken heart

He used her up
Made her old before her time
She's gonna take that final step
And leave her pain behind

All the sins that men commit before their done
Her lover had one lying silver tongue
She won't speak his name, it's too much to bear
But I saw his face as he left her there

Wooh oh ohoh
Sure looked a lot like me (sure looked a lot like me)
Wooh ahahah wooh
Sure looked a lot like me

He was just a boy barely 17
Feelin' drunk and talkin' tough
But he wasn't really mean
Bumped into this sidewinder
Should have backed way
Gave him some lip
Turned out they were
The last words he would say

All the sins that men commit before their done
His killer backed into one smokin' silver gun
No one asked his name, nobody cared
But I saw his face as the blue smoke cleared

Wooh oh ohoh
Sure looked a lot like me (sure looked a lot like me)
Wooh ahahah wooh
Sure looked a lot like me

Devil came and said, Sinner finally you are mine
But pardon me Mr. Devil but I think I need more time,
I've got a lot of mendin' up in life to do
The Devil said, You should have thought of that,
Before I came for you



Take this rope and wind it once for every lie
Once for every thoughtless act
And twice for tears they cried
Walk 50 miles naked in the desert sun
Praying for the souls that you have ruined, one by one

No one knew his name, nobody cared
But I saw his face as he was hangin' there

Wooh oh ohoh
Sure looked a lot like me (sure looked a lot like me)
Wooh ahahah wooh
Sure looked a lot like me

Wooh oh ohoh
Sure looked a lot like me (sure looked a lot like me)
Wooh ahahah wooh
Sure looked a lot like me

He sure looked a lot like me

259. A Lot Of Moving

The Avett Brothers - A Lot of Movin' (Live)

A lot of movin', A lot of rollin'
A lot of drivin', A lot of strollin'
A lot of leavin' here, arrivin' there
Trying to go just about everywhere
A lot of thinking about where I'm going next

If I's a police
I couldn't catch me
Because I'm always up and ready
A lot of chasin' here, escapin' there
Blue lights flashin' 'round everywhere
A lot of woo-ooo where am I going next

A lot of movin', A lot of rollin'
A lot of drivin', A lot of strollin'
A lot of leavin' here, arrivin' there
Trying to go just about everywhere
A lot of thinking about where I'm going next

Country to my left side
Country to my right side
City to my left side
City on my right side
Banjos and back seats
Side roads and side streets
Well if you wanna stay for dinner
I'll throw my suitcase in the river



A lot of drinkin' here, and drinkin' there
I'll play and sing just about any damn where
A lot of thinkin' about where I'm going next

A lot of movin', A lot of rollin'
A lot of drivin', A lot of strollin'
A lot of leavin' here, arrivin' there
Trying to go just about everywhere
A lot of thinking about where I'm going next

260. A Love I Think Will Last - Chords

A Love I Think Will Last 
Holly Williams & Chris Janson

[Intro]
G  G  C  G
 
[Verse]
G                   C                G
This skinny country boy he caught my eye
G                  C                    G
I never could have guessed what I would find
G                   C              G
He laughs about the boys I used to kiss
G          Am  C  D             G
And I love him,      yes I love him
 
[Verse]
 
G               C                 G
That lanky city girl I could have died
G                 C             G
I wanted her real bad but I was shy
G               C                G
Then she got me drunk and I gave up
G          Am  C  D             G         G A B
And I love her,      yes I love her
 
[Chorus]
 
C
I finally found a love I think could last
G                  C             G
(S)He don't give a damn about my past
C
I found a boy who treats me like a queen (like a King)
G               C                 G
I don't want to wake up from this dream
            Am   C  D             G
 Cos I love you,       yes I love you
 
[Verse]



 
G                  C                G
He likes the way I look when I wake up
G          C                  G
Even if my hair ain't found a brush
G                     C             G
She hates it when I'm talking in my sleep
G                        C            G     G A B
Even though I was asking her to marry me
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C
I finally found a love I think could last
G                  C             G
(S)He don't give a damn about my past
C
I've found a girl who treats me like a king (like a queen)
G               C                 G
I don't want to wake up from this dream
            Am   C  D             G
 Cos I love you,       yes I love you
 
          Am   C  D             G        G A B
Oh I love you,       yes I love you
 
[Chorus]
 
C
I finally found a love I think could last
G                  C             G
(S)He don't give a damn about my past
C
I found a boy who treats me like a queen (like a King)
G               C                 G
I don't want to wake up from this dream
            Am   C  D             G
 Cos I love you,       yes I love you

261. A Love Like That

Alan Jackson - A Love Like That

Well I've been wonderin' what I've been missin' I guess I should have known
But my heart does and it ain't whisperin' it tells me just what it wants
Someone who knows what I like in my coffee and the shape of my ol' hat
A lover who always looks at me not through me I need a love like that
I need a love like that I could use a little sun on my back
A truck needs a highway a train needs a track I need a love like that
Well I need a new car but I can't afford it so I keep patchin' that ol' flat
My heart's lonely and I can't ignore it I need a love like that
Yeah I need a love like that...



[mandolin - steel]

Two young people dancing in the daylight they don't care where they're at
Waitin' on sunset a holdin' on so tight I need a love like that
Yeah I need a love like that...
One little baby a hidin' in the shadow of her daddy's hat
Lovin' and trustin' blindly she'll follow I need a love like that
Yeah I need a love like that...
Yeah a truck needs a highway a train needs a track and I need a love like that

262. A Love Song - Chords

A Love Song
Written and recorded by Lee Greenwood

G
Why do people cry
          Bm                G
When they hear the word goodbye
     D7   C
In a love song
Am
Tears are sure to fall
         D7
When you know they gave it all
     G
In a love song
            C
Somehow two lovers get a chance
     F
At a beautiful romance
        G       Bm       A7
And you wish it could be you
      Am
Cause everybody's needing
         D7
What the singers all are singing
     G         Em  C
In a love song
       G
It can tear you apart
        Bm
Cause a word can break a heart
     D7   C
In a love song
         Am
They say all the things you feel
         D7
And they make it sound so real
     G
In a love song
              C



It seems that everything they say
   F
Is said in such a way
     G               A7
That we believe it's true
      Am
Cause everybody's needing
         D7
What the singers all are singing
     G
In a love song
 
A#7                     Dm
Each of us know there's no guarantee
A#7
We'll ever find love
D#         A#7
And in the songs that we share
    Dm           A#7      D7
The heartache is there to remind us
    G
New love brings a thrill
       Bm
And we know it always will
     D7   C
In a love song
Am
Happiness can leave
       D7
But it helps if we believe
     C    G
In a love song
          C
There's a part of you and me
   F
In every memory
     G        Bm     A7
That tells us who we are
Am
And everybody's needing 
         D7
What the singers all are singing
     G        Em C G
In a love song

263. A Love That Will Never Grow Old

Emmylou Harris - A Love That Will Never Grow Old

Go to sleep, may your sweet dreams come true 
Just lay back in my arms for one more night 
I've this crazy old notion that calls me sometimes 
Saying this one's the love of our lives. 



[Chorus] 
'Cause I know a love that will never grow old 
And I know a love that will never grow old. 

When you wake up the world may have changed 
But trust in me, I'll never falter or fail 
Just the smile in your eyes, it can light up the night, 
And your laughter's like wind in my sails. 

[Chorus]

Lean on me, let our hearts beat in time, 
Feel strength from the hands that have held you so long. 
Who cares where we go on this rutted old road 
In a world that may say that we're wrong. 

[Chorus]

264. A Love You Can't Survive

Richard Thompson - A Love You Can't Survive

Now I remember the promise I gave you
The night I shipped out as a peace volunteer
As we sat holding hands in the Lamb and Flag tavern
I swore, I'd be back for you same time next year

But I killed a man in a Brazzaville street fight
I tried to hold back, but he taunted me so
5 years till they freed me from that Brazzaville prison
Out of boredom or pity, I never will know

Now I bear the stain
The scar on my name
I never can go back again

There's a love, you can't survive
And it burns you up inside

I sailed my boat into New Orleans harbor
Tied up at the jetty, as bold as you please
With a half-ton of Charlie built in to the bulkhead
Right under the noses of all them police

Now here I sit in my house on the mountain
King of the clouds and all I survey
There's women who are willing, and the law can't touch me
Yours is the one face that won't go away



265. A Loveless Marriage - Chords

A Loveless Marriage
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Red Sovine and Jewell House 

C                             G7
The vows you spoke before the altar                                 
C
Came from your lips but not your heart                       
G7
No need to try now any longer                                 
C
It's a loveless marriage on your heart   
F                      C
No hope is left for me to cling to  
F                       C     G7
I know now that you never cared     
C                        G7
Take off that golden band and free me                                
C
For a loveless marriage we have shared
                                        G7
Your smile once gentle has gone so cold dear                              
C
Your tenderness has turned to wrath                                
G7
My dreams of happiness are gone dear                               
C
For a loveless marriage cannot last       
F                         C
Please take my picture from your locket   
F                         C  G7
My face you'll never long to see     
C                           G7
Take back the vows you made then darling                               
C
Of a loveless marriage we'll be free

266. A Lover Like You

A Lover Like You (Women Like You)
The Avett Brothers

I thought they didn't make women like you anymore
Kindness in spades, patience galore
Elegant ways but ready for war
I thought they didn't make women like you anymore

You're modest enough to not strut your stuff
But confident enough to know ya got it
You don't need someone's validations
Couldn't care less who's offering



I thought they didn't make women like you anymore
All of these princesses are such a bore
You're a queen and you're the girl next door
I thought they didn't make women like you anymore

You have the perseverance and follow through
To build your career if you choose
You understand compromise, jealousy too
Taught me about blessings and baby blues

Oh, until I met you I searched this place
For someone with class, conviction, and grace
I thought it impossible, it couldn't be discovered
Like a car full of pretty girls that don't hate each other

You know how men think
We rarely move past appraising a woman's appearance
Well, judge as we may, we dig our own graves
Still I think its alright to say this
Oh, you look good in a t-shirt, All Stars, and jeans
Look good all done up in makeup and bling
Look good in pajamas and sharp tailored suits
Look good in dresses and cowboy boots

I thought they didn't make women like you anymore
Passion for days, compassion galore
I am amazed and grateful to
God and your mother for women like you

267. A Maiden's Prayer

A Maiden's Prayer
Norman Blake

Twilight falls,
Evening shadows find,
There 'neath the stars a maiden so fair divine.

The moon on high seemed to see her there,
In her eyes was a light shining ever so bright,
As she whisper'd a silent pray'r.

Ev'ry word revealed an empty, broken heart;
Broken by fate that holds them so far apart.

Lonely there she kneels, and tells the stars above,
In her arms he belongs, then her pray'r is a song,
Her unending song of love.



268. A Man Called Peter - Chords

A Man Called Peter 
Recorded by Ray Price
Written by Charles Tobias

C                  F             D7         G7    C
I met a man called Peter when my dreams had gone astray
                     F        C     Dm         G7
And as I talked with Peter my cares just stole away
  C               F              G7           C
A kind and humble man was he who set my heart aglow
                   F              Dm             C
Somehow I found in every word the faith I needed so

   F              Am         A#7               F
Contentment I was seeking to make my life worthwhile
    E7          Am                   D7             G7
And suddenly my soul was free and my heart began to smile
    C                     F           D7     G7        C
Somewhere this man called Peter helps people just like me
                        F            Dm          G7         C
If there were more like Peter what a great world this would be

   F              Am         A#7               F
Contentment I was seeking to make my life worthwhile
    E7          Am                   D7             G7
And suddenly my soul was free and my heart began to smile
    C                     F           D7     G7        C
Somewhere this man called Peter helps people just like me
                        F            Dm          G7         C
If there were more like Peter what a great world this would be

269. A Man Don't Have To Die

Brad Paisley - A Man Don't Have To Die

Well he yelled out from the back row look here preacher man
We all know you're new here but you need to understand
It don't really scare us when you yell and shake your fist
You see we already know that hell exists
Its six months short of thirty years when the boss man lays you off
No thankin you, no parachute, and no shiny new gold watch
Its payments you cant make on a house that you cant sell
See a man don't have to die to go to hell
No you don't have to die to go to hell
So tell us bout them angels and how they fly around and sing
Tell us how to get there cause we all want to be
Restin in the arms of Jesus no shame or pain or tears
There's hell enough to go around down here
Its a place out by the airport where the girls dance just for you
And all you feel is drunk and broke and lonely when they're through
Its waking up with nothing but that stale tobacco smell



See a man don't have to die to go to hell
Nah you don't have to die to go to hell
Oooh oooh oooh [x2]
Its every other weekend and Wednesdays with your kid
And knowin that he'll hate you when he finds out what you did
Cause you'd all still be together if you loved his momma well
There ain't no end to the stories we could tell
Yeah a man don't have to die to go to hell
So tell us bout them angels how they fly around and sing
Oooooh oooh ooohohhh [x2]

270. A Man In Need

Richard Thompson - A Man In Need 

I packed my rags, went down the hill
Left my dependents a-lying still
Just as the dawn was rising up
I was making good speed
I left a letter lying on the bed
From a man in need, it read

You know it's so hard
It's so hard to find, well, well, well
Who's going to cure
The heart of a man in need?

All of my friends don't comprehend me
Their kind of style it just offends me
I want to take 'em, I want to shake 'em
Till they pay me some heed
Oh, you've got to ride in one direction
Until you find the right connection

You know it's so hard
So, so, so, so, well, well
Who's going to cure
The heart of a man in need?

Who's going to give you real happiness?
Who's going to give you contentedness?
Who's going to lead you?
Who's going to feed you and cut you free?
Well, I've sailed every ship in the sea
But I traveled this world in misery

You know it's so hard
So hard, so hard, well, well
Who's going to cure
The heart of a man in need?

Well, who's going to shoe your feet?
Ah who's going to pay your rent?



And who's going to stand by you?

Well, well, well, well
Who's going to cure
The heart of a man in need?
Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, of a man in need

271. A Man Smoking A Cigar

John Hartford - A Man Smoking a Cigar

How quietly you smoke your cigar
You're holdin' the world in a jar
You're jowls aren't inflating the smoke you're inhaling
As wisely you smoke your cigar

Steadfastly behind your cigar
You lead all your troops into war
Confusin' the home team by leavin' a smokescreen
I salute when I see your cigar

Big feet on the desk as you groan
To some other wheel on the phone
Like kids with their playthings we save your cigar rings
That you have tossed down from your throne

You wave your cigar in the air
Controllin' big things from your chair
While sideways you tell us the things you can sell us
And draw us a diagram therR

Without your cigar you're weak
It lies in thR ashtray asleep
It's part of your makeup you hope it will shakeup
The boys that sit down at your feet

Doodle a doo doo doodle a doo...

How greatly you chomp your cigar
While pulling the strings from afar
Could it be maybe you just had a baby
Three cheers as you smoke your cigar

272. A Man Who Is Wise - Chords

A Man Who Is Wise        
Recorded by Hank Snow
Written by Buford Abner



C        Dm          G7          C    G7
(If he's wise in the eyes of the Lord)

  C          Em          F           A7
A man who is wise in the eyes of the world
         Dm          G7         C
May gain fortunes of wealth and fame
       F            G7         E7           Am
He may own mansions grand with abundance of land
        D7                               G7
And the whole world his name may proclaim

      C          Em          F           A7
But a man who is wise in the eyes of the Lord
          C                       F     Dm
Will have riches this world can't afford
         F                           C              Am
Mansions here can't compare with the one he'll have there
        Dm          G7          C
If he's wise in the eyes of the Lord

      G7                      C
He'll lay up his treasures in heaven
      G7                               C
Where thieves cannot break through and steal
      G7                    C               Am
He'll walk every day in the straight narrow way
         D7                       G7
And each vow to the Lord he'll fulfill

      C          Em          F           A7
Yes a man who is wise in the eyes of the Lord
          C                       F     Dm
Will have riches this world can't afford
         F                           C              Am
Mansions here can't compare with the one he'll have there
        Dm          G7          C
If he's wise in the eyes of the Lord

273. A Man Who Never Cries

A Man Who Never Cries - Alan Jackson

I was lucky as a child
Momma taught us right from wrong
How Jesus loves us all

Though they barely did get by
I never saw them cry
They said when things get rough
You gotta pick yourself up

Now, the years have taken me



Down a twisted crazy street
At times I've drifted off
The path that I should walk

Jesus helped me through some hard times
My wife and children by my side
I'm not perfect by a long mile
No matter how I try
But I've been blessed enough in my life
To make up for any strife
If you look closely deep in my eyes
You might see a few happy tears
From a man who never cries

It's hard to let my feelings show
The ones I love don't always know
Like I'm leading my horse blind
To a place that I can't find

But I know I can't complain
I've seen more sun than I have rain
When I look at where I've come
Who I am and what I've done, oh I know

Jesus helped me through some hard times
My wife and children by my side
I'm not perfect by a long mile
No matter how I try
But I've been blessed enough in my life
To make up for any strife
If you look closely deep in my eyes
You might see a few happy tears
From a man who never cries

Jesus helped me through some hard times
My wife and children by my side
I'm not perfect by a long mile
No matter how I try
But I've been blessed enough in my life
To make up for any strife
If you look closely deep in my eyes
You might see a few happy tears
From a man who never cries

From a man who never cries
From a man who never cries

274. A Mansion On The Hill

Ernest Tubb 
A Mansion On The Hill
(originally by Hank Williams)



Tonight down here in the valley I'm lonesome and oh how I feel
As I sit here alone in my cabin I can see your mansion on the hill
Do you recall when we parted the story to me you revealed
You said you could live without love dear in your loveless mansion on the hill

I've waited all through the years love to give you a heart true and real
Cause I know you're living in sorrow in your loveless mansion on the hill
The light shines bright from your window the trees stand so silent and still
I know you're alone with your pride dear in your loveless mansion on the hill

275. A Memory Of You

A Memory Of You

I turned the key in the lock tonight
And walked slowly into the room
Your presence hung like a heavy mist
And I knew death had come to soon

The stars maybe shining for somebody else
The moon maybe giving us light
But all that I have is a memory of you
And I'm lost in a world black as night

Death came too soon to the one that I love
And now I must travel alone
Just a wanderin' boy with a broken heart
Whose sweetheart and pal is now gone

I'll travel on through this world of dispair
I'll just force myself to go on
I find myself wishing ev-'ryday
I could be with her in the beyond

276. A Memory That Just Won't Quit - Chords

A Memory That Just Won't Quit
Recorded by Sammy Kershaw
Written by Walt Aldridge and Susan Longacre

C
I saw your car today it looked like it anyway
G7                               C
Those foreign makes all look the same
It took me way back to that time when I watched you
G7                      C
Slam the door and drive away
F                                  C
Ever since that night I just can't shake your memory



D7                       G7
It's everywhere I go and everything I see
C
It's all over town tryin' to track me down
G7                                    C
Making sure that your old flame stays lit
Just like a blue tick hound dogging me around
G7                             C
You've got a memory just won't quit
I've been out a time or two but what's a man to do
G7                    C
When your memory tags along
I tried to give it the slip I got out in front of it
G7                             C
But somehow it always beats me home   
F                                C
It always seems to hunt me down and chase me up a tree
D7                          G7
No matter what I just can't lose your memory

repeat #2

Just like a blue tick hound dogging me around
G7                             C
You've got a memory just won't quit

277. A Mighty Good God - Chords

A Mighty Good God 
Recorded by Aaron Tippin
Written by Aaron Tippin and Thea Tippin

C
I say Lord He's a mighty good God
G7                            C
Look at all the presents that He's laid upon me

Lord He's a mighty good God 
G7                      C
Bow down and praise His name

Every morning when I awake 
                         G7        C
I smile in the face of a brand new day

Even though this world may not be kind
                          G7          C
Ain't gonna let it burden or worry my mind
  G7
I don't complain when I get weary

Promised me He'd never give more than I could carry 



C
Lord He's a mighty good God
G7                            C
Look at all the presents that He's laid upon me

Lord He's a mighty good God 
G7                      C
Bow down and praise His name

Now brother let me tell ya how it was back then
                                 G7         C
I was drowning in a sorrow and a-sinking in sin

Living my life with fear and doubt  
                                    G7           C
Till I took them to the cross and I laid  em all down
G7
Suddenly my soul was free 

I could feel my Savior looking down on over me

Repeat #3

    Am
Now every time the devil tries to steal my faith
  G7                       Am
I just keep telling him he better get away

When the temptation gets too strong
  D7                   G7
I fall on my knees and sing this song

Repeat #1

278. A Million Miles To The City

Tom T Hall - A Million Miles To The City

[Verse 1:]
Yeah, I remember it now, we were kids back then
Livin' down on the farm
We were told that the city
Could only bring us harm
"How far is the city?", somebody said
And, "Oh, that's a great big town"
And Barbara said, "Why, it's a million miles"
And the story got around

[Chorus:]
It's a million miles to the city
From the hills and valleys we know
It's a million miles to the city
And someday we all wanna go



[Verse 2:]
There was a town nearby but a town is a town
And the city well, that's something else
Our daddy had been to a city
But he never was much help
Why the buildings are taller than Oak trees
Ah, but we knew better than that
Ain't nobody could climb that high
The cities were wide and flat

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Well, now time has passed and we have grown
And traveled far and wide
The cities have changed the kids we were
We see it in each others eyes
But I'd love to go back to those hills again
To the boy I used to be
Where the leaves and the wind and the whippoorwills
Were part of the land like me

[Chorus][x2]

279. A Million Miles To The City - Chords

A Million Miles To The City
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                      F                      C
Yeah I remember it now we were kids 
back then living down on the farm
G7                         F                   C
We were told that the city could only bring us harm
                    F             C
How far is the city somebody said you know that's a great big town
G7                                        F                 C
And Barbara said why it's a million miles and the story got around
       F                    C             G7                       C
It's a million miles to the city from the hills and the valleys we know
       F                    C             G7               C
It's a million miles to the city and some day we all wanna go                        
 F
There was a town near by but a town is a town
       C
And a city well that's somethin' else
G7                           F                     C
Our daddy had been to a city but he never was much help
                      F
Why the buildings are taller than oak trees
 C
Ah but we knew better than that



G7                                     F                    C
Ain't nobody could climb that high the cities were wide and flat

Repeat #2
                             F                 C
Well now time has passed and we have grown and traveled far and wide
G7                                       F                         C
The cities have changed the kids we were we see it in each other's eyes
                            F                 C
Lord I'd love to go back to those hills again to the boy I used to be
G7
Where the leaves in the wind
                       F                          C
And the whippoorwills were part of the land like me

Repeat #2 x2

280. A Million Moons Ago

A Million Moons Ago (Larry W. Jones 11/17/2007)

Seems there's a million moons behind me
And there will be more that rise and go
I doubt if she'll ever be able to find me
In my disguise on this ol' freight train rollin' slow
Don't know why she treated me so low
She was my love, seems like a million moons ago
A million moons ago I didn't feel this bad
Cause I thought I could hold onto the dream I had
I know I shouldn't feel so sad
I'm rollin' down a track of woe
She was my love, seems like a million moons ago
I must have kissed her tender lips
Seems like a million times or more
But time rendered the moon into eclipse
And darkness came when she walked out the door
That's why I feel so bad, I know
Like this ol' freight train's horn that's moanin' low
She was my love, seems like a million moons ago
- instrumental -
I must have kissed her tender lips
Seems like a million times or more
But time rendered the moon into eclipse
And darkness came when she walked out the door
A million moons ago I didn't feel this bad
Cause I thought I could hold onto the dream I had
I know I shouldn't feel so sad
I'm rollin' down a track of woe
She was my love, seems like a million moons ago



281. A Million To One - Chords

A Million To One
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Pat Patterson
                              
C7          F
He's holdin' you close now and tellin' you lies        
G7                                           C
And the compliments paid you bring the stars to your eyes
                            C7        F
He's sayin' your kisses are second to none        
G7                                      C
But the chance that he means it is a million to one
                                C7            F
He'll wine you and dine you and oh how you'll dance    
G7                                    C
But soon he'll be lookin' for a brand new romance
                             C7           F
It all starts so simple just flirtin' for fun           
G7                                   C
But you'll end up heartbroken it's a million to one
                           C7             F
He's not such a sinner but dear you're no saint
G7                                           C
Remember you're married and you know that he ain't
                              C7             F
Your eyes were wide-open when all's said and done           
G7                                    C
You're the one who will suffer it's a million to one

282. A Million Ways To Die

A Million Ways To Die

Cowboys and pioneers, come lend your eyes and ears
I've got the need to testify
Don't try to fill your nest out in the open west
'Cuz there's a million ways to die

Six bullets in the gut or just a paper cut
Too many ways to quantify
They'll cut your ankle off to cure a minor cough
'Cuz there's a million ways to die
A million ways to die

It's a hundred and one in the shade of the sun
If you fall asleep, you fry
A million ways to die
You can live like a saint but there just really ain't
No avoiding a million ways to die

Smallpox and bigger pox, and deadly tomahawks



Or God forbid you steal a pie
They'll blast you into shards for bein' good at cards
'Cuz there's a million ways to die

Out on the desert plains it hardly ever rains
And you can hear coyotes cry
They'll eat you up and then they'll shit you out again
'Cuz there's a million ways to die
A million ways to die

With a whoosh and a whack there's a knife in your back
'Cuz you got a fancy tie
A million ways to die
It's a kick in the pants but you don't have a chance
Of escaping a million ways to die
A million ways to die

283. A Million Years In Glory - Chords

A Million Years In Glory
Recorded by Carl Story
Written by Tommy James, Tracey Lee, James West

G                                       C             G
When I cross the great divide and reach Heaven's open door
                                   A7         D7
I will be there with my mother and Savior evermore
          G                              C            G
When I've been there a million years how wonderful to know
                                          D7              G
I'll have a million years in glory with a million more to go

                            C            G
A million years in glory on Jesus I will gaze
                            A7                 D7
A million years in glory to shout and sing His praise
     G                            C                G
I'll walk with Paul and Silas and all my friends I know
                                          D7              G
I'll have a million years in glory with a million more to go

                          C              G
On Hallelujah Avenue I'll have a mansion fine
                                             A7               D7
Where the tree of life is blooming and God's love will always shine
   G                        C                 G
No death will ever enter no troubles cares or woe
                                          D7              G
I'll have a million years in glory with a million more to go

                            C            G
A million years in glory on Jesus I will gaze
                            A7                 D7



A million years in glory to shout and sing His praise
     G                            C                G
I'll walk with Paul and Silas and all my friends I know
                                          D7              G
I'll have a million years in glory with a million more to go

284. A Miner's Life

A Miner's Life
Charlie Waller/Keith Little

1. Fair warnin' to your neighbor
For all of those who labor
At tryin' to make a livin' underground
Matters not for what you're seeking,
Chances are you'll weakin'
In time the odds will turn your life around

2. In the coal fields of Kentucky
Man they say you're lucky
In the black lung don't put you underground
For while you're swollen with the gold dust
You're breathin' in the course dust
Your silicosis finally dragged you down

Ch. Hear athat cold steel a ringin'
Hear them hammers swingin' low
A minor's life ain't hardly worth it all
Hear them tommy-knockers knockin'
Feel the reelin' and rockin'
Afraid it's goin' a come in after all

3. For every minor who hits pay dirt
And lives to tell it under
A thousand more arw swallowed in the mine
And for each decent minin' outfit
There's a hundred other misfits
Who never plan to see a man retire

4. So when choosin' your profession
Take heed and learn a lesson
From those who've lived to labor underground
Cause they've got a different story
For minin' and its glory
They'd give it all to turn their life around

Ch.

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - Return Engagement



285. A Minute Of Your Time - Chords

A Minute Of Your Time
Recorded by Roy Drusky
Written by Gerald Westlake

G          A7
For you to think of me 
         D7                         G
It would only take a minute of your time
             A7
To spare one thought for me 
      D7                               G
Would you miss just one minute of your time
Em           Am       D7          G
When you are far away I'd like to be
Em           Am        A7              D7
Part of your time each day so think of me
    G
One minute of your time 
          Em
Is all it takes to bring us close
            Am
When we are far apart 
D7
And if I'm on your mind 
I know that there's a chance you'll find
                G
I'm right there in your heart
One minute every day may help to keep the wolf away
      C                           D7
Until that moment you are back to stay
    G                                    Am
But still I'd like to think you think of me 
      D7             G
Every minute of your time
repeat #2,3

286. A Moment's Rest

The Devil Makes Three - A Moment's Rest

Lord, I got a heart full of hatred
For me there sure ain't no cure
I wake up and I'm running
I don't know what I'm running for

Lord, I got a head full of worry
Why that is, I've never known
I can go back where I came from
But I ain't ever going home

All this talking does not hold the answers to this life



All you get is a moment's rest from what haunts you deep inside
Is that good enough tonight, is that good enough tonight

Lord, I got eyes full of fire, they can burn off the rain
But I gotta swim to the bottom just to keep from busting into flame

Oh, that bottle does not hold the answers to this life
All you get is a moment's rest from what haunts you deep inside
Is that good enough tonight, hope that's good enough tonight

Lord, I got a heart full of hatred
For me there sure ain't no cure
I wake up and I'm running
I don't know what I'm running for

287. A Most Peculiar Man

A Most Peculiar Man
Paul Simon

He was a most peculiar man
That's what Mrs. Reardon says
and she should know
She lived upstairs from him
She said he was a most peculiar man

He was a most peculiar man
He lived alone within a house
Within a room, within himself
He was a most peculiar man

He had no friends, he seldom spoke
And no one in turn ever spoke to him
'Cause he wasn't friendly and he didn't
care
And he wasn't like them
O, no-o-o!
He was a most peculiar man

He died last Sat-ur-day...
He turned on the gas! and he went to sleep!
With the windows closed!
So he never woke up!
To his silent world!
and his tiny room!
And Mrs Reardon says he has a brother somewhere!

Who should be notified so-oo-oon...

And all the people said,
What a shame that he's dead,
But wasn't he a most peculiar man?



288. A Mother's Love

A Mother's Love

(1)An Irish boy was leaving,(4) leaving his own native(1) home
(4)Crossing the broad (1)Atlantic,(6m) once more he wished to(5) roam
(1)And as he was leaving his mother,(4) while standing on the(1) key
(4)She threw her arms(1)around his neck and(5)these were the words she(1) said

Chorus
(1)A mother's love's a blessing no(4) matter where you(1) roam
(4)Keep her while she's (1)living you'll (6m)miss her when shes (5)gone
(1)Love her as in childhood though (4)feeble, old and (1)grey
(4)For you'll never miss your(1)mother's love till she's(5)buried beneath  the(1) clay

(1)And as the years go onward,(4) I'll settle down in(1) life
(4)I'll find a nice young (1)Irish girl, and (6m)make her my sweet(5) wife
(1)and as the kids grow older and(4) climb around my(1) knee
(4)I'll teach them the very same (1)lesson that my (5)mother once taught to(1) me

Chorus
(1)A mother's love's a blessing no(4) matter where you(1) roam
(4)Keep her while she's (1)living you'll (6m)miss her when shes (5)gone
(1)Love her as in childhood though (4)feeble, old and (1)grey
(4)For you'll never miss your(1)mother's love till she's(5)buried beneath the(1)clay
(4)For you'll never miss your(1)mother's love till she's(5)buried beneath the (1) clay

289. A Mother's Way - Chords

A Mother's Way
Recorded by Foster and Allen
Written by Reg Keating

C                    F    G7                   C
It's just a mother's way  to worry through the day                  
F                  G7
Bout every little thing like falling off a swing                    
C
When you are out at play                        
 F   G7                  C
The years slide quickly by  the summers seem to fly                 
 F                   G7
And then you move along you break out on your own
                      C
But you don't see her cry                      
F
For a while she hides behind a smile             
G7                            C
But then her eyes reveal she worries still today                       



F
Take her hand show her you understand         
G7                             C
A little tenderness will go a long long way                       
F      G7                C
And now the years have flown  she's sitting all alone             
F                        G7
With all her photographs and memories of the past
                         C
She's glad when you come home

Repeat #3 x2         
G7                             C
A little tenderness will go a long long way

290. A Mothers Prayer - Chords

A Mothers Prayer 
Ralph Stanley

[Intro]
G  D  G
 
[Verse 1]
G            C                        G
Momma would pray at night by her bedside.
G                             D
She'd call out to Jesus, in a voice so sincere.
                 C                            G
Watch over my children, and show them your mercy;
                              D                G
Don't let 'em belong in this ol' world down here.
 
 
[Chorus]
              C                            G
A Mother's prayer, more precious than diamonds.
                        A              D
A Mother's prayer, more precious than gold.
        G                      C            G
There's nothin' on Earth, that could compare,
                 G
I can still see her kneeling there.
                               D             G    C  G
Thank GOD for the Power! For a Mother's prayer!
 
 
[Verse 2]
                  C                         G
With tears in my eyes, in the darkest of hours,
                           D              G
I cried, "O' LORD, don't take her from me"!
                  C                     G



Then she took my hand, said "son I am ready";
                           D                     G
Said the sweetest prayer, then she went off to sleep.
 
 
 
[Verse 4]
               C                     G
Then I had a dream, I stood before Jesus;
                          D                 G
Saw The Book of Life, and my name was in there.
                      C                          G
Lord I done so much wrong, and I don't deserve Mercy;
                                      D          G
Said, "there's somethin' about your mother's prayer"!

291. A Mountaineer Is Always Free - Chords

A Mountaineer Is Always Free 
Tim O'Brien
 
[Verse 1]
    Bb
I'm one of the few, proud to be standing
  F
I walked up the pier from the coffin ships landing
   Bb
My clothes were just rags, no use in this weather
    F
But my back was strong, my hands tough as leather
  C                             F                        C
I climbed up these hills till I came to the spot where I stand
  C                          F                            C
I cleared these fields and I pulled up the stumps with my hands
 
[Chorus]
Bb                                F
No more a wanderer, no more a refugee
  C                     F
A mountaineer is always free
 
[Verse 2]
       Bb
Took a Cherokee bride, she gave me five babies
  F
I sang at the wakes, I cried at the weddings
  Bb
I taught all my children the songs of my youth
   F
To dance to the fiddle and practice the truth
   C                    F                             C
I carried them up on my shoulders to where they could see
    C                       F                               C



The whole world before them just so they would know what it means
 
[Chorus]
Bb                                F
No more a wanderer, no more a refugee
  C                     F
A mountaineer is always free
 
[Verse Stub]
   C                         F                         C
No kings and no landlords to treat us like beggars and thieves
           C                   F                       C
There's no one but God here to fear or to look down on me
 
[Chorus]
Bb                                 F
No more a wanderer, no more a refugee
  C                     F
A mountaineer is always free

292. A New Baby For Christmas - Chords

A New Baby For Christmas
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Lester Blackwell

C
I want a new baby for Christmas
                         G7
The one with long pretty hair

I can stand to kiss her

And I know I'll never miss her
                           C
Because she will always be there

Now I don't want this old baby for Christmas
   C7                       F
So Santa you know she's not true

She kissed me on a hay ride
    C
And took me for a sleigh ride
     G7                           C
Then turned my white Christmas to blue

    F                   C
The people are happy at Christmas time
    G7                           C
The children they're jumpin' all around
      F                          C
And I don't wanna be left out on all of the fun



   D7                     G7
So Santa don't you let me down

C
I want a new baby for Christmas
   C7                            F
So don't you bring me one that's untrue

She'll kiss me on a hay ride
    C
And take me for a sleigh ride
    G7                         C
And turn my white Christmas to blue

Repeat

293. A New Lasso

A New Lasso (Larry W. Jones 01/01/2007)

Well, I need me a new lasso darlin'
Baby, to rope around your heart
Yeah, I need me a new lasso darlin'
Honey, to rope around your heart
When I get me that new lasso darlin'
You and I, gal, we'll never ever part
Now, don't you be cryin' darlin'
Let me kiss the tears from your eyes
Oh no, don't you be cryin' darlin'
Let me kiss the tears from your eyes
That's why I came back to El Paso darlin'
To lasso for you some blue Texas skies
Being away was drivin' me crazy
As crazy as a loco weed
Being away was drivin' me crazy
As crazy as a heart in need
Well, I've got me a new lasso darlin'
To rope your heart I hope is in love with me
Yeah, I've got me a new lasso darlin'
To rope your heart I hope is in love with me

294. A New Salty Dog

Allen Brothers - A new salty dog

Come 'ere Mama what's on your mind
Daddy wants to love you but you won't give time
Ain't nuthin' but a salty dog, no salty dog
Ha ha ha ha ha hey hey hey



Come 'ere mama just look at this
Goin' down the street she's tryin' to twist
Ain't nuthin' but a salty dog, no salty dog
Ha ha ha ha ha hey hey hey

Baby one thing where's my mind
All these women and none of 'em mine
Ain't nuthin' but a salty dog, no salty dog
Ha ha ha ha ha hey hey hey

I got a gal she was raised in the sticks
She does her lovin' in a pack of cream six
Ain't nuthin' but a salty dog, no salty dog
Ha ha ha ha

I got a gal from old leeks place
She does her lovin' in a cadillac eight
Ain't nuthin' but a salty dog, no salty dog
Ha ha ha ha ha ha

Daddy told me mama too
Is going with the women but never do
Ain't nuthin' but a salty dog, no salty dog
Ha ha ha ha ha ha

Come here Mama just look at Jack
Goin' down the road with a hump in his back
Ain't nuthin' but a salty dog, no salty dog
Ha ha ha ha ha

I got a gal seven foot two
Sits in the kitchen with her feet up the flue
Ain't nuthin' but a salty dog, no salty dog
Ha ha ha ha

Come here Mama just look at Kate
She does her lovin' in a cadillac eight
Ain't nuthin' but a salty dog, no salty dog
Ha ha ha ha ha

295. A New Way to Say I Love You - Chords

A New Way to Say I Love You - Chords
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Michael Masser and Gerald Goffin

G           F       Em            Dm
It would be easy to call you an angel
     F         Em           Dm
Or a vision of love sent my way
           F         Em         Dm
If I could just be a poet for a moment



G             C      F                G
Maybe I could find a new way to say I love you
C                  F                G
There's gotta be a new way to say I love you
C          F                G
Gotta be a new way to say I love you
        F        Em            Dm
I could start by painting your portrait
     C                Em          Dm
Or a sculpture that's made out of clay
         F           Em          Dm
And if I knew how to write you a love song
G             C      F                G
Maybe I could find a new way to say I love you
              C          F                G
Cause there's gotta be a new way to say I love you
             C          F                G
There's just gotta be a new way to say I love you
  F                    G          C          Am
I know you've probably heard this many times before
F           G           C G         Am
Many people mean it but I I mean it more
F                G            E7               Am
I want you for a lifetime and now you know for sure
G
But how can I tell you how can I tell you
        F         Em           Dm
Like an artist in search of perfection
  F            Em       Dm
I can't say it all in a day
           F              Em       Dm
But if you just stay with me for a lifetime
Repeat #4 x2

296. A Nice Place To Visit - Chords

A Nice Place To Visit
Recorded by George Hamilton IV
Written by John D. Loudermilk

G                                  C
I've seen the way you handle other guys
     D7                                G   D7
I've watched the water fall from their eyes
     G                          C
Your little world of love is so unfair
                        G
It'd be a nice place to visit
        D7           G         D7
But I'd sure hate to live there
    G                                C
The kisses that you give 'em must be nice
           D7                                    G    D7



Cause they keep on a coming back in spite of the price
     G                               C
Your love is probably something very rare
                        G
It'd be a nice place to visit
        D7           G
But I'd sure hate to live there
           C
It'd be so nice to taste those kisses
          G
You leave laying round so loose
        A7
But I'd wake up in the morning
         D7
With the king size case of the blues
        G                               C
Yeah my mama told me something way back then
         D7                                  G    D7
She said if you get burned boy don't go back again
     G                              C
Your beauty keeps on a naggin' me I swear
                        G
It'd be a nice place to visit
        D7           G
But I'd sure hate to live there
C                       G
It'd be a nice place to visit
        D7           G
But I'd sure hate to live there

297. A Night On The River - Chords

A Night On The River 
The Infamous Stringdusters
 
E                     F#m              A                B
I don't know where the money's gone, or where it's gonna be
E                        F#m                 A                  B
Not much to show for the work that I've done, but what else do I need
 
:
F#m            E              B
a night on the river is all I Need
A               C#m            B
A cool drink of water is all I need
 
The bottom of the barrel
I know I've had my share
Tastes like it always does
No surprises there
 
Chorus
 



When I think about old times
I laugh so hard I cry
Got turned around along the line
But I still enjoy the ride
 
Chorus

298. A Night On The Town

Ricky Skaggs - A Night on the Town

Van and Willie went out one night
Once they get out on the road
Well then everything is alright
Had to get away from the kids and the wives
Well they ran into some city boys that didn't walk just right
And the line was drawn for another showdown
Like they'd always seen it done
And when the lights came up on the little woods town
There was an old man bailing out a son

Going out for a night on the town
Going out to the smoke and trees
Going out for a night on the town
Going out for a look and see
Said do what your daddy told you
Well I just went out and did that
Van and willie went out one night

There's a green table down at the midway
Where they rack up the balls for the games
And reputations are made
There's a green forest full of oaks and pines
Where they cleared a cleared a space in the middle
Where secret scores are settled
And the claim was made round the table that night
And they rode off through the trees
And the young boys tell how the city boys tried
And how one man fell to his knees

Going out for a night on the town
Going out to the smoke and trees
Going out for a night on the town
Going out for a look and see
Said what made you go and do that
Well we were just having a little fun
Van and Willie went out one night

And the line was drawn for another showdown
Like they'd always seen and done
And one mans night for a drunken old time
Left a scar on on another one



Going out for a night on the town
Going out to the smoke and trees
Going out for a night on the town
Going out for a look and see
Said do what your daddy told you
Well I just went out and did that
Van and willie went out one night

299. A Number And A Name

Linda Ronstadt - A Number And A Name
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

How many times have I read farewell lines
In the things that you never seemed to say?
How many times have I read those last lines
And wondered why it ended this way?

Words of goodbye and all those loving lines
I must have been blind
And it seems to me a shame that the number and the name
Both have changed with the passing of time

How you would write about the bright lights
And your words always clouded up my eyes
How you would write about the bright lights
It's a wonder that I never realized

Our race was run now and another's just begun
I must have been blind
And it seems to me a shame that the number and the name
Both have changed with the passing of time

When your letters stopped the tears that I fought
How they came in the flood of memories
When your letters stopped the tears that I fought
How they ran like the rivers to the seas

Each sunny day, you slip further away
I must have been blind
And it seems to me a shame that the number and the name
Both have changed with the passing of time

300. A Package Of Lies Tied In Blue - Chords

A Package Of Lies Tied In Blue
Recorded by Cowboy Copas
Written by Jack Rivers and Eddie Hazlewood
 



C                          G7
The postman delivered your letter
                          C
I cried dear as I read it through
                            G7
Instead of the words dear I love you
                                C
Your message said darling we're through
 
                          G7
A package of lies tied in blue
                               C
Love letters that I'll keep of you
                              F
The tears fall as I read them through
  G7                      C
A package of lies tied in blue
 
                           G7
You wrote of a new love so tender
                       C
You told of the kisses divine
                         G7
But although another now owns you
                             C
Your package of lies will be mine
 
                          G7
A package of lies tied in blue
                               C
Love letters that I'll keep of you
                              F
The tears fall as I read them through
  G7                      C
A package of lies tied in blue

301. A Passion For Souls

David Peterson - A Passion For Souls 
Album: Jesus Use Me

Give me a passion for souls, dear Lord
A passion to save the lost
O that thy love were by all adored,
And welcome at any cost.

Jesus, I long to be winning
Men who are lost, and constantly sinning;
O may this hour be one of beginning
The story of pardon to tell.

Though there are dangers untold and stern
Confronting me in the way,



Willingly still would I go, nor turn,
But trust thee for grace each day,

Repeat chor:

How shall this passion for souls be mine?
Lord, make Thou the answer clear;
Help me to throw out the old lifeline
To those who are struggling near.

Repeat chor:

302. A Pathway Of Teardrops

A Pathway Of Teardrops

A pathway of teardrops will show you the way
If you ever want to come back to me
You know dear,that I've cried both night and day
Since you told me you'd never be free

I love you so still I let's you go
Now I'm sending this message to you
A pathway of tearddrops will show you the way
If you ever want to come back to me

303. A Perfect Hand

Allison Moorer
A Perfect Hand

They occupied our country
We were almost overrun
I knew if I did not react
They'd kill us, everyone

I promised to my mother
She meant so much to me
That for every single tear she shed
There'd be a victory
That for every single tear she shed
There'd be a victory

Who's holding aces?
And who's gonna fold?
And who's got a secret?
And who's feeling bold?

It's a winning combination



If a lady understands
That the King and the Queen of Hearts
Could be a perfect hand
That the King and the Queen of Hearts
Could be a perfect hand

So know what you are holding
But be prepared to bluff
There are many ways to win a game
And skill is not enough
There are many ways to win a game
And skill is not enough
Who's holding aces?
And who's gonna fold?
And who's got a secret?
And who's feeling bold?

It's a winning combination
If a lady understands
That the King and the Queen of Hearts
Could be a perfect hand
That the King and the Queen of Hearts
Could be a perfect hand

In the Senate or in business
But most of all in love
You ladies all know how things work
You know how to get things done

And if you open the door for a lady
You open a door for yourself
And a stranger's only someone
Who you have yet to help

Who's holding aces?
And who's gonna fold?
And who's got a secret?
And who's feeling bold?
It's a winning combination
If a lady understands
That the King and the Queen of Hearts
Could be a perfect hand
That the King and the Queen of Hearts
Could be a perfect hand

304. A Petal Here A Petal There - Chords

A Petal Here A Petal There 
Dead Horses

[Intro]
G  C A G D G
 



[Verse 1]
G                  D               G
Darling, won't you rest your weary eyes?
C                                G
There's no use in waiting for sunrise
C
If the stars begin to dim
G               Em
If the earth ceases to spin
C                 A                D   G D
No matter where I am or where I've been
 
[Verse 2]
G                D                 G
A person needs a place to rest her head
C                                  G
A place to put her burdens down to rest
C
I think I'll join the working class
G              Em
I just want my work to last
                A                D
Tell me now, is that too much to ask?
 
[Instrumental]
D G C A G D G
 
[Verse 3]
G                         D                     G
Sometime's there ain't no right; there ain't no wrong
C                                    G
There ain't a new way to put it in a song
C
I'm sorry, Dad. I'm sorry, Mom.
G                     Em
I think I've known it all along
A               G        D            A        D     A
Sometimes there ain't no right; there ain't no wrong
 
[Verse 4]
G                D                    G
A flower for the gaze you shared with me
C                               G
A stone for all our shitty memories
C
A petal here, a petal there
G                Em
A petal for your lovely hair
A         C                Em        D    C D
A penance for the things I could not share
 
[Intrumental]
G C A G D G
 
[Verse 5]
G                  D               G
Darling, won't you rest your weary eyes?



C                                G
There's no use in waiting for sunrise
C
If the stars begin to dim
G               Em
If the earth ceases to spin
A                                  D    C D
No matter where I am or where I've been
 
[Outro]
G C A G D Em G D

305. A Picture Of Bonnie

A Picture of Bonnie
Flatt & Scruggs
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Bonnie look at the birdie
I'll take a picture of you
Bonnie hold up the gun in your hand
So deadly shiny and blue

Humm humm humm humm a picture of Bonnie

Bonnie smile at the camera
For hist'ry we are a part of
Bonnie smile so the whole world will know
How pretty the one that I love

Humm humm humm humm a picture of Bonnie
Humm humm humm humm

Bonnie stand in the sunlight
You've been in the shadows too long
I'll take a picture of you in the sun
Bonnie that's where you belong

Humm humm humm humm a picture of Bonnie

Somewhere in the pages of hist'ry
There's a picture of love and of pride
A picture of Miss Bonnie Parker
Lovingly taken by Clyde

Humm humm humm humm a picture of Bonnie

306. A Picture Of Jesus



Tom T Hall - A Picture Of Jesus

[Verse 1]
On a journey through the mountains of Virginia
I stopped a while to visit with a friend
She ran the country store like her daddy had before
Nothing much had changed since way back then

[Verse 2]
I stood looking at a wall of faded pictures
Some of them beginning to turn brown
John and uncle Jim up there with Loretta Lynn
And everybody who had been through town

[Chorus]
Pictures on the wall famous people one and all
Their pictures were hanging on the wall

[Verse 3]
Among them all I saw the face of Jesus
With the big celRbrities we know so well
WhRn I asked her why she gave me this reply
She said that's a story that I love to tell

[Verse 4]
She said it was a year ago come Sunday
An old man with a bible came to call
He said do you love Jesus she said yes sir
But he just looked up sadly at the wall

[Chorus]
Pictures on the wall famous people on the wall
No pictures of Jesus on the wall

[Verse 5]
Full of shame she ran to get a picture
She put Jesus in the middle of the store
She turned to thank the stranger for his wisdom
There was just a patch of sunlight on the floor

[Chorus]
Pictures on the wall famous people one and all
A picture of Jesus on the wall

307. A Picture Of Jesus - Chords

A Picture Of Jesus
Recorded by Nancy Moore
Written by Dixie Hall and Tom T. Hall

G                        D7           G
On a journey through the mountains of Virginia
  D7                              G
I stopped a while to visit with a friend



    C                              G
She ran the country store like her daddy had before
A7                                      D7
Nothing much had changed since way back then
        G            D7            G
I stood looking at a wall of faded pictures
D7                             G
Some of them beginning to turn brown
C                           G
John and uncle Jim up there with Loretta Lynn
    D7                        G    G7
And everybody who had been in town
C                           G
Pictures on the wall famous people one and all
      D7                           G
Their pictures were hanging on the wall
                 D7              G
Among them all I saw the face of Jesus
D7                                  G
With the big celebrities we know so well
C                        G
When I asked her why she gave me this reply
    A7                                 D7
She said that's a story that I love to tell
    G             D7            G
She said it was a year ago come Sunday
   D7                           G
An old man with a bible came to call
   C                               G
He said do you love Jesus she said yes sir
    D7                             G    G7
But he just looked up sadly at the wall
C                           G
Pictures on the wall famous people on the wall
   D7                       G
No pictures of Jesus on the wall
                  D7           G
Full of shame she ran to get a picture
        D7                         G
She put Jesus in the middle of the store
    C                                G
She turned to thank the stranger for his wisdom
          D7                              G     G7
There was just a patch of sunlight on the floor
C                           G
Pictures on the wall famous people one and all
  D7                      G
A picture of Jesus on the wall

308. A Picture of Me (Without You)

A Picture of Me (Without You)



Imagine a world where no music was playing
Then think of a church with nobody praying
If you ever looked up at a sky with no blue
Then you've seen a picture of me without you

Have you walked in a garden where nothing was growing
Or stood by a river where nothing was flowing
If you've seen a red rose unkissed by the dew
Then you've seen a picture of me without you

Can you picture Heaven with no angels singing
Or a quiet Sunday morning with no church bells ringing
If you've watched as the heart of a child breaks in two
Then you've seen a picture of me without you

309. A Picture Of Me Without You - Chords

A Picture of me Without You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Norro Wilson and George Richey
 
G                        C         G
Imagine a world where no music was playing
                                     D7
Then think of a church with nobody's praying
G                     G7      C           G
If you've ever looked up at a sky with no blue
                           D7            G
Then you've seen a picture of me without you
 
                                  C           G
Have you walked in a garden where nothing was growing
                                     D7
Or stood by a river when nothing was flowing
G                G7         C             G
If you've seen a red rose unkissed by the dew
                           D7            G   G7
Then you've seen a picture of me without you
 
C                           G
Can you picture Heaven with no angels singing
                                               D7
Or a quiet Sunday morning with no church bells ringing
G                        G7         C               G
If you've watched as the heart of a child breaks in two
                              D7         C G
Then you've seen a picture of me without you



310. A Picture Of Your Mother

Tom T Hall - A Picture Of Your Mother
NewFound Road

[Verse 1:]
My little girl and I lost Mama just three years ago
And now that she is older there are things she wants to know
She said, "Please Daddy tell me 'bout my mother 'cause I miss her."
I said, "Get pen and paper and I'll help your draw her picture."

[Chorus:]
I said, "First draw a heart so big there's room for little else
Then write a million for the things that she denied herself
Draw a rose the kind of which there'll never be another
And when you finish you will have a picture of your mother

[Verse 2:]
"If you want to make the picture even more complete
You could draw a little cottage, draw it nice and neat
Draw a bright and shining sun up in the sky above
But then again I guess its pretty hard to draw my love

[Chorus:]
"So draw a heart so big that there is room for little else
Write a million for the things that she denied herself
Draw a rose the kind of which there'll never be another
And when you finish you will have a picture of your mother."

311. A Picture Of Your Mother - Chords

A Picture Of Your Mother
written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

 C                         F                      C
My little girl and I lost mamma just three years ago
    F               C     D7                            G7
And now that she is older there are things she wants to know
    C                         F                      C
She said please daddy tell me bout my mother cause I miss her
  F                C         G7                      C
I said get pen and paper and I'll help your draw her picture
   F                              C
I said first draw a heart so big there's room for little else
     F                              C               G7
Then write a million for the things that she denied herself
C                             F                 C
Draw a rose the kind of which there'll never be another
    F                   C           G7              C
And when you finish you will have a picture of your mother
                                 F            C
If you want to make the picture even more complete
F                C               D7               G7



You could draw a little cottage  draw it nice and neat
C                            F             C
Draw a bright and shining sun up in the sky above
    F            C                 G7              C
But then again I guess it's pretty hard to draw my love
    F                           C
So draw a heart so big there's room for little else
     F                              C               G7
Then write a million for the things that she denied herself
C                             F                 C
Draw a rose the kind of which there'll never be another
    F                   C           G7              C
And when you finish you will have a picture of your mother

312. A Picture Of Your Mother - Chords

A Picture Of Your Mother
By Tom T Hall

Capo 1
Intro: F C G C

   C                           F                 C
My little girl and I lost Mama just three years ago
    F               C               D7                  G
And now that she is older there are things she wants to know
    C                                    F               C
She said, "Please Daddy tell me 'bout my mother 'cause I miss her."
  F                  C              G                  C
I said, "Get pen and paper and I'll help your draw her picture."

  F                                        C
I said, "First draw a heart so big there's room for little else
     F                                   C             G
Then write a million for the things that she denied herself
C                                      F         C 
Draw a rose the kind of which there'll never be another
    F               C               G               C
And when you finish you will have a picture of your mother

"If you want to make the picture even more complete
You could draw a little cottage, draw it nice and neat
Draw a bright and shining sun up in the sky above
But then again I guess its pretty hard to draw my love

"So draw a heart so big that there is room for little else
Write a million for the things that she denied herself
Draw a rose the kind of which there'll never be another
And when you finish you will have a picture of your mother."



313. A Piece Of The Road

Tom T Hall - A Piece Of The Road

[Verse 1:]
I know somewhere they are drivin' lovin' women
Makin' money all the time
And ever since I was a little boy that's all I've ever had on the mind
I had always been a music man I loved anything that rolls
And all I want is a piece of the road

[Chorus:]
Piece of the road a part of that traffic that's passin' me by
Piece of the road a piece of that great big pie in the sky
Want you to use me like you want to Lord
But lemme carry a part of the load cause all I want is a piece of the road

[Verse 2:]
Well forgive me if I love it just a little too much but you see
I have always been a part of the road and the road is such a big part of me
Well each man has his calling and mine is to rattle and roll
And all I want is a piece of the road

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Well, I ain't too good but I ain't too bad
Though I've been sorry for some things that I've done
I've got to have a piece of the road before I reach the end of my run
You know time ain't no friend to no man
I've got to get a road on this show
Cause all I want is a piece of the road

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
Now I wanna go to Dallas Fort Worth Los Angeles New York Chicago
St Louis Olive Hill Kentucky
All I travel around and see all of them people and pick and sing

314. A Pirate Looks At Forty

A Pirate Looks At Forty
Jimmy Buffett

Mother, mother ocean, I have heard you call
Wanted to sail upon your waters since I was three feet tall
You've seen it all, you've seen it all

Watched the men who rode you switch from sails to steam
And in your belly you hold the treasures few have ever seen
Most of 'em dream, most of 'em dream



Yes I am a pirate, two hundred years too late
The cannons don't thunder, there's nothin' to plunder
I'm an over-forty victim of fate
Arriving too late, arriving too late

I've done a bit of smugglin', I've run my share of grass
I made enough money to buy Miami, but I pissed it away so fast
Never meant to last, never meant to last

And I have been drunk now for over two weeks
I passed out and I rallied and I sprung a few leaks
But I got stop wishin', got to go fishin'
Down to rock bottom again
Just a few friends, just a few friends

I go for younger women, lived with several awhile
Though I ran 'em away, they'd come back one day
Still could manage to smile
Just takes a while, just takes a while

Mother, mother ocean, after all the years I've found
My occupational hazard being my occupation's just not around
I feel like I've drowned, gonna head uptown

I feel like I've drowned, gonna head uptown

315. A Place Called Home

A Place Called Home

Verse 1:
Well it's not hard to see
Anyone who looks at me
Knows I am just a rolling stone
Never landed anyplace
To call my own, to call my own

Verse 2:
Well it seems like so long ago
But it really ain't, ya know
I started off a crazy kid
Miracle I made it through
The things I did, the things I did

Chorus:
Someday I'll go
Where there ain't no rain or snow
'Til then I travel alone
And I make my bed
With the stars above my head
And dream of a place called home

Verse 3:



I had a chance to settle down
Get a job, and live in town
Work in some old factory
I never liked a foreman
Standing over me, over me

Verse 4:
No, I'd rather walk a winding road
Rather know the things I know
See the world with my own eyes
No regrets, no looking back
No goodbyes, no goodbyes

Chorus:
Someday I'll go
Where there ain't no rain or snow
'Til then I travel alone
And I make my bed
With the stars above my head
And dream of a place called home

Final Chorus:
Someday I'll go
Where there ain't no rain or snow
'Til then I travel alone
And I make my bed
With the stars above my head
And dream of a place called home
Someday I'll go
Where there ain't no rain or snow
And dream of a place called home

316. A Place In This World

A Place in This World
Carly Pearce, Jason Moore, Jim VanCleve, Josh Miller, Clay Hess, Aaron Ramsey

I don't know what I want so don't ask me
cause I'm still tryin' to figure it out
Don't know what's down this road, I'm just walkin'
Tryin' to see through the rain comin' down
Even though I'm not the only one who feels the way I do

[Chorus]
I'm alone, on my own
And it's all unknown
I'll be strong, I'll be wrong
Oh, but life goes on
I'm just a girl
Tryin' to find a place in this world

Got the radioink t-shirt on, my old blue jeans
And I'm wearin' my heart on my sleeve



Feelin' lucky today, got the sunshine
Won't you tell me what more do I need'
And tomorrow's just a mystery, oh yeah, but that's okay

[Chorus]

Bridge
Maybe I'm just a girl on a mission
But I'm ready to fly

I'm alone, on my own
And it's all unknown
I'll be strong, I'll be wrong
Oh, but life goes on
Oh, I'm alone, on my own
And it's all unknown
Yes, I'm just a girl
Tryin' to find a place in this world

Oh, I'm just a girl
Oh, I'm just a girl

317. A Place To Cry

Dwight Yoakam - A Place To Cry

What I'm looking for is all I need
'Cause what I've wanted most is
Some space between her heart and mine
Which sure ain't no small chore to find.
What I get will lead to what I do
I just hope that's not later than it is soon
Or else all night I'll be up again alright
What I straight up need to score is a place to cry.
This ain't over until once it's through
But once more's twice as much as I can use
Or care to try for my eyes to get dry
'Cause man the fix I need right now is a place to cry.
I don't need a lot just some quiet spot
That won't stain from tears
Please, I'd rather not see us both get caught
With cleaning up that could take years.
What starts hurting worst is not as strong as
The aches that happen next,
Then before long it passes by but not until I want to die
'Cause what I'm strung out for is a place to cry.
--- Instrumental ---
I don't need a lot just some quiet spot
That won't stain from tears
Please, I'd rather not see us both get caught
With cleaning up that could take years.
What I'm looking for is all I need
'Cause what I've wanted most is



Some space between her heart and mine
Which sure ain't no small chore to find.
Ohh, what I'm jonesin' for right now
Is a place to cry.
Yeah, what I'm jonesin' for right now
Is a place to cry.
--- Instrumental to fade ---

318. A Place To Fall Apart - Chords

A Place To Fall Apart
recorded by Merle Haggard
written by Willie Nelson, Merle Haggard, Freddy Powers

G             C             G                D7
I'll Probably Never See You Eye To Eye Again
     G                 D7             G
This Letter's Meant To Be My Last Farewell
                     C                G
But You Need To Understand I'm Nearly Crazy
                    D7               G
You Need To Know My Life Has Gone To Hell
 
                  C              G     D7
Write Me Back And Tell Me Why It Ended
       G           D7            G
Send A Letter That I Can Show My Heart
                            C                        G
I'll Be Somewhere Between I Love You And What You're Feeling Now
              D7            G
Looking For A Place To Fall Apart
 
C                            G
Looking For A Place To Fall Apart
C                                 G
Trying To Find A Place That I Can Leave My Heart
  C                                  G
I Need To Be Somewhere Hiding When I Feel The Teardrops Start
              D7              G
Looking For A Place To Fall A part
 
                C            G          D7
I Can't Seem To Justify Your Leaving Me
       G             D7              G
I'm Bewildered As To How It All Came Down
                         C               G
I Thought Everything Was Fine Until Your Phone Call
              D7              G      D7
The Call That Turned My World Around
 
        G        C              G     D7
Send Me Word And Tell Me Why It Ended
  G               D7               G



I Need Some Final Proof To Show My Heart
                            C                        G
I'll Be Somewhere Between I Love You And What You're Feeling Now
              D7            G
Looking For A Place To Fall Apart
 
Repeat #3

319. A Place To Hang My Hat

A Place to Hang My Hat
The Grascals - A Place to Hang My Hat

[Verse 1]
I can see it in your eyes
I can tell you think that
I am just some troubled soul
So lost and all alone
With each every step I take
Takes me closer to that day
I'll be walking on them
Shining streets of gold

[Chorus]
Yeah, I'm just passing through
Wearing holy clothes and shoes
But it matters not just
What a man has on
This old flesh and blood of mine
It's willed on borrowed time
It's just a place to hang
My hat till I go home

[Verse 2]
Mister I don't know your name
But I thank you for the change
Well God bless you son
You must have Jesus in your life
A little help along the way
Doesn't hurt too much these days
Even though I know, in his hands I'll be alright

320. A Place To Land

Little Big Town - A Place To Land

[Verse 1]
I dip my toe in the water
Before I know it I'm in over my head



I try and warm my self by the fire
But i end up getting burned instead
I sold my soul for a little bit of heaven
Put my heart in the wrong hands
I've gone places where
I swore i would never go again
See I've never had any trouble falling
I'm just trying to find a place to land
I drew me a line in the crossing
Speed up when should slow down
Well dang if i don't stay up in it
When i probably should go around
Always thinking that its going to be forever
Always thinking its a good thing
All i know is that I'm giving everything i can
See I've never had any trouble falling
I'm still trying to find a place to land
Still trying to find a place to land
Still trying to find a place to land
Still trying to find a place to land

[Verse 2]
I told myself that i had it
I told myself i was through
Said I'm leaving love for the full hearted
But that was before i found you
I'm on the edge baby I'm looking over
All my love here i go again
If i seem a little bit afraid
Baby try to understand
See i never had any trouble falling
I'm just trying to find a place to land

[Outro]
Still trying to find a place to land
Still trying to find a place to land
Still trying to find a place to land
Still trying to find a place to land

321. A Poem On The Underground Wall

A Poem On The Underground Wall
Paul Simon

The last train is nearly due,
The underground is closing soon,
And in the dark deserted station,
Restless in anticipation,
A man waits in the shadows.

His restless eyes leap and scratch,
At all that they can touch or catch,
And hidden deep within his pocket,



Safe within its silent socket,
He holds a colored crayon.

Now from the tunnel's stony womb,
The carriage rides to meet the groom,
And opens wide and welcome doors,
But he hesitates, then withdraws
Deeper in the shadows.

And the train is gone suddenly
On wheels clicking silently
Like a gently tapping litany,
And he holds his crayon rosary
Tighter in his hand.

Now from his pocket quick he flashes,
The crayon on the wall he slashes,
Deep upon the advertising,
A single worded poem comprised
Of four letters.

And his heart is laughing, screaming, pounding
The poem across the tracks rebounding
Shadowed by the exit light
His legs take their ascending flight
To seek the breast of darkness and be suckled by the night.

322. A Poisoned Heart And A Twisted Memory

Richard Thompson - A Poisoned Heart And A Twisted Memory 

Oh, you took my word and you took my key
You took my pride and you took my dignity
How can I still pretend
To be what a man should be

Well, whatever I say is in a book
Whatever I do there's someone there to look
You just can't shake a man
The way that I've been shook

Now is this the way it's supposed to be
Is this the way it's supposed to be
A poisoned heart and a twisted memory

Oh, is this the way it's supposed to be
Is this the way it's supposed to be
A poisoned heart and a twisted memory

Oh, see that lifer doing his time
If I could have his place and he'd have mine
We'd be no better off
On either side of the line



Well, you took my job and you put me to sleep
You feed me money, you treat me like a creep
Wish I could get away
But I must be in it too deep

Tell me is this the way it's supposed to be
Is this the way it's supposed to be
A poisoned heart and a twisted memory

Oh, is this the way it's supposed to be
Is this the way it's supposed to be
A poisoned heart and a twisted memory

Well, you tell me you're going to get in touch
You send me a letter that reads like double Dutch
You say, you're bound to lose
You're a little such and such

You got my number, you got my rank
You drained my head, you drained my petrol tank
And when I die of shame
I won't even know who to thank

Now, now, is this the way it's supposed to be
Is this the way it's supposed to be
A poisoned heart and a twisted memory

Oh, is this the way it's supposed to be
Is this the way it's supposed to be
A poisoned heart and a twisted memory

323. A Poor Boy's Melody

A Poor Boy's Melody
Head for the hills - A Poor Boy's Melody

I recall that in the fall I left my hometown
Looking for some other place to go
And I didn't know it then but  my life on earth would end alone
On the cities street with a poor boys melody
Well I cursed the day you left me in the cold
I found you lying facedown in the snow
With a little on my back, I headed down a oneway track
Why you left me darling I'll never know
I curse the day I left the mountains
What bitters winds have brought me here
I curse thesR city streets, and how I long to leave them
Dig mysRlf from this no place, and take the high road out of town
All alone, and on the streets
Got the bug of a poor boy's melody
I'd sing it from the heart, and I'd play the fiddle part
But no one ever even turned their eyes to me



Well I curse the day the bottle killed my sorrows
And took away the need to see tomorrow
People passing by while they didn't stop to see
What a broken man the world had made of me
I curse the day I left the mountains
What bitters winds have brought me here
I curse these city streets, and how I long to leave them
Dig myself out from this low place, and take the high road out of town
Sometimes I pray that I will just pass on
To another land, to sing another land
Where man that's down and out there's nothing left to see
On city streets with a poor boy's melody
I curse the day I left the mountains
What bitters winds have brought me here
I curse these city streets, and how I long to leave them
Dig myself from this no place, and take the high road out of town
And take the high road out of town
And take the high road out of town

324. A Poor Man's Woman - Chords

A Poor Man's Woman
Written and recorded by Jeanne Pruett

C                          C7
I'd rather be a poor man's woman
       F             C
And be all he has in life
Than to be just one more possession 
            G7         C
In a lonely rich man's life
                           C7
When I wake up he's beside me
      F                      C
After years love's still the same
I watch his blue eyes quietly open
                    G7      C
I hear his two lips call my name
Repeat #1
                              C7
Lord my poor man really loves me
        F             C
I'm all he has to his name
But when he holds me closer to him
                           G7         C
That means more to me than fortune or fame
Repeat #1



325. A Pretty Diamond Ring - Chords

A Pretty Diamond Ring
Recorded by T.J. Sheppard
Written by Glenn Martin

C                                                       G7
He put his arms around her he gave her a pretty diamond ring
             
He said now every time you wear it I hope you'll think about me
                                        C
It's just my way of saying I'm glad you came 
       F                            C
What a tangled web we weave when we practice to deceive 
G7                                 C
There's no such thing as a perfect life
When she got back home her first stop was at a local pawn shop
                                 G7
She had come up with the perfect scheme 
She came home with a ticket said she found it at the airport
                              C
And gave it to her husband to redeem
Her heart almost stopped beating when he came back with a toaster
                              G7
Knowing she could never say a thing 
The next day at his office his secretary kissed him
                                       C
And thanked him for the pretty diamond ring
repeat #2 x2

326. A Pretty Wreath For Mother's Grave

A Pretty Wreath For Mother's Grave

In my memory there's a picture of a face so dear to me
Loving arms that used to hold me as I sat on mother's knee
No one here on earth could pay her for the things in life she gave
Now she's gone but I'll remember' a pretty wreath for mother's grave

   She was fond of pretty flowers
   I recall she used to say
   When I'm gone son please remember
   A pretty wreath for mother's grave

She had a little row of flowers that she used to watch each day
She fixed them just before God called her so they would not fade away
Next year they'll bloom again in beauty red and blue so bright and gay
If it's God's will I'll take them to her a pretty wreath for mother's grave



327. A Promise You Can't Keep

A Promise You Can't Keep

I heard you swear your love this morning
And it caught me almost wanting to believe
The three little words that serve as warning
And say it's just a promise you can't keep

A statement that's been so used
I felt compelled to tell you
But knew there wasn't much to say
I could have threatened leavin'
Or listed hopeless reasons
If I didn't have this need to stay

Three little words should be my warning
'Cause I know that it's a promise you can't keep

A statement that's been so used
I felt compelled to tell you
But knew there wasn't much to say
I could have threatened leavin'
Or listed hopeless reasons
If I didn't have this need to stay

Three little words should be my warning
'Cause I know that it's a promise you can't keep

I heard you swear your love this morning

328. A Promise You Can't Keep - Chords

A Promise You Can't Keep
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G           C                    G
I heard you swear your love this morning
                        D7           G
And it caught me almost wanting to believe
                 C                     G
The three little words that serve as a warning
                    D7                G
And say it's just a promise you can't keep
C
A statement that's been so used 
G                           D7
I felt compelled to tell you
                              G
But knew there wasn't much to say
C
I could have threatened leavin' 
G



Or listed hopeless reasons
A7                            D7
If I didn't have this need to stay
G            C                  G
Three little words should be my warning
                           D7                G
Cause I know that's just a promise you can't keep
C
A statement that's been so used 
G                           D7
I felt compelled to tell you
                              G
But knew there wasn't much to say
C
I could have threatened leavin' 
G
Or listed hopeless reasons
A7                            D7
If I didn't have this need to stay
G            C                  G
Three little words should be my warning
                           D7                G
Cause I know that's just a promise you can't keep
            C                    G
I heard you swear your love this morning

329. A Purple Heart

A Purple Heart

Verse
Another heart is broken, another home so sad 
Another message has been sent to his Mom and Dad 
Your son was killed in action was the way the message read 
Your son will not be coming home, they told me he was dead 

Chorus
They sent him to the Desert*, his heart was young and gay 
It's hard for me to realize they'll bring him home this way 
His troubles are all over, his work on earth is done 
A mother has a purple heart in memory of her son 

Verse
Just a few short months ago he was here with me 
And then they called his number to go across the sea 
I still can hear his smiling voice and see his curly head 
Oh somehow I just can't believe our baby boy is dead

Chorus

Verse**
I know that he is happy in his home up in the sky,
Where he won't have to fight in wars or see his buddies die.



Jesus now has called him to live with him on high.
I wish I could have seen him, but we'll meet him by and by.
Chorus
* or Korea (the original site) or Viet Nam (The Allen Bros. version ) or Afghanistan
** I have not been able to find a version of this song that has this third verse so I can't verify it
s authenticity.

330. A Ragged Old Man

A Ragged Old Man
Utah Phillips song
Heart Songs Album

Chorus: 1
A bearded old bum He sold trinkets and trifles
And lived in a flop house Till the end of his days
He had been on the stage Once been an actor
Now he sold flowers, Or would give them away

Chorus 2:
Just a ragged old man With his ragged old doggie
A ragged old life In a ragged old world 
Now a lady took a picture, To use in a contest
Of him and his doggie And it won first prize 

The dog's name was Rags So she went to find them
By the time she found them The old man had died
Just a ragged old man And his ragged old doggie
A ragged old life In a ragged old world
A ragged old life In a ragged old world 

Instrumental:

The picture you see, it won first prize
The use of his hands The touch of his eyes
Were always so gentle Although he was blue
You always know Rags By his ribbons too

Chorus: 2

331. A Ramblin' Man Is A Ramblin' Man - Chords

A Ramblin' Man Is A Ramblin' Man 
Steep Canyon Rangers
 
[Intro]
D   A   D   A           D   A   D   A
 
[Verse 1]



       A
Well a steel wheel rides a steel rail
      A
And a rubber wheel rides a road
A
Ground underneath my boot heals
A
Burns right through my soul
      D                A
Right through my weary soul
 
 
[Verse 2]
A
Wilflower travels on a (?) wind
          A
Through a field of broken dreams
     A
Your memory flies through my restless heart
   D             A
On fallen angels wings
 
 
[Chorus]
      D                 A
And I wish I could have stayed
  D                 A
I wish I could have changed
      A
But a ramblin' man is a ramblin' man
  D          A
By any other name
   D         A
By any other name
 
 
[Instrumental]
A               D   A
 
 
[Verse 3]
     A
Some men are made to plant their feet
    A
And stay right-a where they are
     A
Some build their homes on the (shifting sands?)
A
Beneath the shooting stars
     D                  A
Some bright and shining star
 
 
[Verse 4]
  A
A woman like you was born to love
       A



With a kind and gentle hand
    A
But I was born a rolling stone
         D              A
And I'll die a ramblin' man
 
 
[Chorus]
      D                 A
And I wish I could have stayed
  D                 A
I wish I could have changed
      A
But a ramblin' man is a ramblin' man
  D          A
By any other name
   D         A
By any other name
 
 
[Instrumental]
A               D   A   D   A   D
A       D   A   D   A
 
 
[Verse 5]
     A
Some day you may forgive me
    A
For leaving you all alone
    A
But I can't deny the wanderlust
        A
And the call of the open road
     D           A
Down on the open road
 
 
[Chorus]
      D                 A
And I wish I could have stayed
  D                 A
I wish I could have changed
      A
But a ramblin' man is a ramblin' man
  D          A
By any other name
   D         A
By any other name
 
 
[Instrumental]
D   A   D   A       D   A   D   A
D   A   D   A       D   A   D   A
 
 
[Chorus]



      D                 A
And I wish I could have stayed
  D                 A
I wish I could have changed
      A
But a ramblin' man is a ramblin' man
  D          A
By any other name
   D         A
By any other name
 
 
[Outro]
A
           Well a ramblin' man is a ramblin' man is a ramblin' ramblin' man

332. A Real Close Friend - Chords

A Real Close Friend
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and George Riddle

D7                                      G
I think you know a real close friend of mine
                                      D7
The girl that you described sounds so familiar
                                            G
The one you say you've loved for quite some time
                        G7                   C
Are you sure there's no mistake for I have a feeling
     G                   D7                   G
That your in love with a real close friend of mine
     D7                                  G
Well I'm glad we've had this little talk together
       D7                      G
For at last I began to see the light
          C                                G
I've been spending many lonely nights here lately
    D7                                   G
All because of that real close friend of mine
  D7                                    G
I think you know a real close friend of mine
                                               D7
Well I'll bet she says each day her love grows stronger
                                      G
And if you left she'd surely lose her mind
                G7               C
And if she ever makes you feel unwanted
     G                  D7                   G
Then I think you know a real close friend of mine
Repeat #2
    D7                                G
All because of a real close friend of mine



333. A River For Him

Emmylou Harris - A River For Him

I crossed on the river 
There'll be no returning 
I crossed all the bridges 
I watched them all burning 
And now I'm a stranger 
To a strange land I'm driven 
Where all is forgotten 
And nothing's forgiven 

But I cried a river 
A river for him 
That's deeper and wider 
Than I'll ever swim 
The heart it will harden 
The sorrow will dim 
But I cried a river 
A river for him 

I think of him now 
On the road I am taking 
And wonder how long 
His heart will be breaking 
But he'll never hear when 
The teardrops are falling 
Or the sound of my voice 
And the name I'm calling 

But I cried a river 
A river for him 
That's deeper and wider 
Than I'll ever swim 
The heart it will harden 
The sorrow will dim 
But I cried a river 
A river for him 

So sweep for the sons 
And the dear darling daughters 
For the passing of time 
And the parting of waters 
For all who have passed through 
This world long before me 
To a far distant shore line 
Where no one waits for me 
But I cried a river 
A river for him 
That's deeper and wider 
Than I'll ever swim 
The heart it will harden 



The sorrow will dim 
But I cried a river 
A river for him

334. A River Like You

Vince Gill - A River Like You

A good woman's love is like a river
Runnin' through the heart of a man
If he gives her all he can give her
She'll be with him at every bend

And now the rivers I've crossed
A reflection was lost
And shallow waters left me blue
Girl, I never came across a river like you

A river like you
Where your love runs so deep and true
A river like you
Like a waterfall fallin' in two
A river like you

Well, I spent all my time searchin'
And runnin' like the wayward wind
But you found me desperately driftin'
And touched my heart and took me in

Now your love runs through me
And in your eyes I see
Reflections I never knew
Girl, I'll always be sailin' on a river like you

A river like you
Where your love runs so deep and true
A river like you
Like a waterfall fallin' in two
A river like you

Now the rivers I've crossed
A reflection was lost
And shallow waters left me blue
Girl, I'll always keep sailin' on a river like you

A river like you
Where your love runs so deep and true
A river like you
Like a waterfall fallin' in two
A river like you
A river like you
A river like you



335. A Roads Just Road

Dixie Chicks - A Road Is Just a Road

He pulled out in a cloud of dust
Laying rubber and spewing rust
And on any road he'd take
He'd have his foot on the pedal and my heart on the brake
Underneath the smooth tar curves
A road is only dust and dirt
On a lonely interchange
The signs all look the same
'Cause a road is just a road and a feeling's just a feeling
No matter where you go, from Waterloo to Wichita
A road is just a road that the one you love is leaving on
And midnight's another dawn, 100 miles ago
His wheels spun out of sight of me
Believing that I'd set him free
But I'd heard the voice of the prisoner
Saying he couldn't get enough of her
You go by land, you go by air
You go by sea, hell I don't care
You can go any way you choose
Wearing out the soles of your traveling shoes
And a road is just a road and a feeling's just a feeling
No matter where you go, from Bangor, Maine to Bakersfield
A road is just a road that the one you love is leaving on
And midnight's another dawn, a hundred miles ago
And every sleepless night I see him
Screaming by the scenery
Not noticing another mile
That's rolled down between him and me
'Cause a road is just a road and a feeling's just a feeling
No matter where you go, from Saskatoon to San Antone
A road is just a road that the one you love is leaving on
And midnight's another dawn, a hundred miles ago
Yes, a road is just a road and a feeling's just a feeling
No matter where you go, from San Bernardino to Sault Ste. Marie
A road is just a road that the one you love is leaving on
And midnight's another dawn, a hundred miles ago

336. A Robin And A Rose

A Robin And A Rose (Larry W. Jones 10/19/2007) 

A robin and a rose
And I suppose a honey tree
Mornings full of glory
You know, those flowers grow so free



A robin and a rose
Oh, and a cottage kinda cozy
Where love within it flows
That will make our life kinda rosy
A robin and a rose
And some prose that says you love me
Love that lasts forever
And grows and grows eternally
- instrumental -
A robin and a rose
An armchair to sit in
Basket you can nit in
As we're both growing old
A robin and a rose
Oh, and a cottage kinda cozy
Where love within it flows
That will make our life kinda rosy
A robin and a rose
And some prose that says you love me
Love that lasts forever
And grows and grows eternally

337. A Robin Built A Nest On Daddy's Grave - Chords

A Robin Built A Nest On Daddy's Grave
Recorded by Ralph Stanley - Billy Strings
Written by Earl Sykes

G
Springtime is coming in the mountains
                                D7
However on the hill where daddy lay
G
All the song birds are singing 
                    D7              G
And a robin built a nest on daddy's grave
  C                           G
I planted dad a rose sometime ago
                       D7
Oh the rose how it did grow
G
Springtime is coming I'm glad to say 
                    D7              G
And a robin built a nest on daddy's grave
Oh the rose bloomed so red 
                               D7
And spread its beauty for that day
G
Then a robin came one day 
                      D7              G
And there she built a nest on daddy's grave
repeat #2
Oh the rose how it bloomed 



                             D7
I believe the Lord is coming soon
G
That's what the rose it seem to say 
                    D7              G
And a robin built a nest on daddy's grave
repeat #2
                    D7              G
And a robin built a nest on daddy's grave

338. A Room Without A View - Chords

A Room Without A View
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Gary Burr and Doug Stone

F        C              G7
I need a room without a view
             Am                    F
So nothing I see will remind me of you
     C
Just four grey walls
                         Dm
To keep out the light of day
G7        C                G7
Must be a place that I can go
              Am               F
Where I can't look outside and know
     C                              Dm   G7
That I'm the fool that let you slip away
F          C    G7    Em Am
Closing my eyes won't do
F        G7             C   F G7
I need a room without a view
         C              G7
If had a room without a view
            Am                  F
I'd have to pad all the mirrors too
        C
Because what they show
                   Dm
Is just as hard on me
G7          C                    G7
Don't wanna face the fact you're gone
            Am                 F
Don't wanna see another sunset alone
           C                                  Dm  G7
Cause when you're not here who needs the scenery
F            C    G7 Em      Am
If I'm gonna make it through
F        G7             C
I need a room without a view
F               G7



Everything from stars to sunlight
       C                        F
Or the wind blowing through the trees
                C   F
Brings back the memory
                  G7
Of a love that we shared
F                   G7
Pull the shades and draw the curtains
C                    F
Board up the windows too
            C
To get over you
         G7       F     C
I need a room without a view
F                   G7
Pull the shades and draw the curtains
C                    F
Board up the windows too
            C
To get over you
         G7       F     Am
I need a room without a view
 
   F
Oh yes I do
C        G7       F     C
I need a room without a view

339. A Rose Among The Thorns

A Rose Among the Thorns

While strolling through the fields of time there's many things to see
But nature is the greatest sight that could ever be
But the greatest of them all is how the world was formed
And why the roses had to live each day among the thorns

 One day among the world of thorns a rose began to grow
 It was the greatest gift of God this world will ever know
 It was the will of God to show that since the world was formed
 There had to be a rose to live and die among the thorns

Two thousand years will soon be gone since God looked down with love
He filled this earth with beauty with roses from above
He hung upon a rugged cross to save the world from sin
Between two thorns this rose He died three days He bloomed again



340. A Rose And A Baby Ruth - Chords

A Rose And A Baby Ruth
Recorded by George Hamilton IV.
Written by John D. Loudermilk 
  
G           C       G           C
Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo
G        C       G         C
We had a quarrel a teenage quarrel 
G                    G7
Now I'm as blue as I know how to be
C                G      E7
I can't call you on the phone  
A7           D7
I can't even see you at your home
G      C       G        C
So I'm sending you this present 
G                      G7
Just to prove that I'm telling the truth
C      A7                G              E7
Dear I believe you won't laugh when you receive
     A7         D7   G
This rose and a Baby Ruth
             C       G           C
(Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo
                         G
I could have sent you an orchid of some kind 
A7                      D7
But that's all I had in my jeans at the time
G           C       G            C
But when we grow up someday I'll show up  
G                   G7
Just to prove I was telling the truth
C                      G            E7
I'll kiss you too then I'll hand to you  
     A7         D7   G
This rose and a Baby Ruth

341. A Rose Between Two Thorns - Chords

A Rose Between Two Thorns
Recorded by George Hamilton IV 
Written by Bobby R. Warren, Dale D. Siegenthaler, Roy G. Ownbey

C                           G7                    C
For God so loved this world that He sent down His son
                                  G7
To die there in our stead for the wrongs that we have done
    C                        F
And all those cruel soldiers nailed Jesus to the tree
    C                    G7                     C
But each time I deny Him are they more cruel to me



                                F                C
A thief was on His right side a thief was on His left side
                                               G7
One died unrepenting while the other for mercy cried
       C                               F
On the cross there in the middle Jesus Christ was bruised and torn
    C                     G7                C
The Savior of all Saviors arose between two thorns  
                             G7                    C
God knew there's no escaping that bramble patch of sin    
                                G7
Unless we believe and trust Him and are reborn again
    C                          F
And Jesus oh dear Jesus what a price that you did pay
     C                              G7                    C
Like that thief who cried for mercy please hear me when I pray
Repeat #2
                             G7                C
Our precious Lord and Savior arose between two thorns

342. A Rose From The Bride's Bouquet - Chords

A Rose From The Bride's Bouquet
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Jimmy Dickens, Clarke VanHess, Marty Hale

C                       F           C
I went to a wedding one fine summer day
                           Dm          G7
The bride was a beauty the people were gay
C                     F              C
Alone in the corner I stood till the end
                                       G7          C
For the girl was my sweetheart and the boy my best friend
                          F                 C
The service was over when beside the church door
                        Dm          G7
I picked up a rose that fell on the floor
C                      F          C
Alone and neglected as I was that day
                          G7          C
My sweet little rose from the bride's bouquet
                          F           C
It's only a rose bud from the bride's bouquet
                                Dm            G7
Once filled with love's perfume now faded and gray
C                              F             C
Like her love that she gave me that withered away
                          G7          C
My sweet little rose from the bride's bouquet
                           F         C
Each petal reminds me of a moment of bliss
                           Dm        G7



A sweet tender love word a lingering kiss
C                          F          C
I bathed it with teardrops to hide it away
                          G7          C
My sweet little rose from the bride's bouquet

343. A Sailor's Prayer

A Sailor's Prayer - Rod MacDonald
Jonathan Edwards

Though my sails be torn and ragged and my mast be turned about
Though the night wind chill me to my very soul
Though the salt spray sting my eye and the stars no sight provide
Give me just enough morning light to hold

(Chorus)
I will not lie me down, this rain a-raging
I will not lie me down in such a storm
And if this night be unblessed, I shall not take my rest
Until we reach another shore

If the only water left is just salt to quench my thirst
I will drink the rain that falls so steady down
If night's blindness be my gift, if there be thieves upon my drift
I will praise the dark that shelters me from them

If my friends be drained and weary and it seems their hopes are lost
There's no need for their bones on this blackened bottom
And if death wait just off the bow, we need not answer to him now
We'll stand on and face the morning light without him

344. A Satisfied Mind

Marty Stuart - A Satisfied Mind
Darrell Scott - Roy Acuff

How many times have you heard someone say,
"If I had his money, I could do things my way."
But little they know that it's so hard to find
One rich man in Ten with a satisfied mind.

Once I was winning in fortune and fame;
Everything that I dreamed of to get a start in lifes game.
But suddenly it happened, I lost every dime,
But I'm richer by far with a satisfied mind.

Money can't buy back your youth when you're old
Or a friend when you're lonesome or a love that's grown cold;



The wealthiest person is a pauper at times
Compared to the man with a satisfied mind.

When life is over, my time has run out,
My friends and my loved ones I'll leave, there's no doubt. 
But one thing for certain, when it comes my time, 
I'll leave this old world with a satisfied mind.

345. A Seamans Girl - Chords

A Seamans Girl 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro]
E B7 E E
 
[Verse 1]
E              B7           E
She stands all alone on the seashore
E            A              E
As the waves plain near her feet
A                        E
Looking over the distant horizon
E                 B      E
At a ship in this silent retreat
 
 
[Verse 2]
E             B           E
As a sad moon shines down upon her
E              A    E
She whispers a fond farewell
E      A             E
To the man she loves aboard the ship
E           B        E
For she's a seaman's girl
 
[Instrumental]
E E A7 E B E
 
 
[Verse 3]
E                       B            E
A seaman's girl lives a life that is lonely
E                A           E
While her man is gone out to sea
E   A                             E          A
The smile that she wears as she's seeing him on
A        E        B7            E
Seems to hide her fuse and misery
 
 
[Verse 4]



E     A                           E
And a love that she bears for her seafaring man
E    A               E
Will live on for evermore
E          A             E            B
Though the life he loved lives on the sea
E              A      E
And hers lives on the shore
 
 
[Verse 5]
E           A            E
True is the love that is burning
E                 B7       E
In the heart of a seaman's girl
E        A                     E
It's the waiting again but she never complain
E                          A           E
She wouldn't trade him for all of this world
 
 
[Verse 6]
E             A              E
Her tears she hides from her seaman
E                     A    E
Though they may never kiss nomore
E                       A            E            A7
While he meets with the dangers of a deep rolling sea
A7         E         A           E
A seaman's girl must wait on the shore

346. A Secret

Jerry Jeff Walker - A Secret

Take me on your magic trip
Show me the world you see
All I can do is set you free
And grant you the right to be
With the gentleness of a frightened bird
As sensitive as the wind
She came to me so soft and warm
And nestled deep within
She said she was an orphan child
No one had cared for her
She'd found a home at thirteen years
It was hardly more than shelter
Her foster was a kindly man
Who travelled far away
The wife, she was a lonely soul
With barely a word to say
She came to me on velvet shoes
As open as the sky



She said, "Sir Knight, please carry me
I haven't wings to fly"
I took her close and held her there
And whispered in her ear
The song the birds had taught to me
And the secret to the air
She looked at me with hopelessness
Of one who cannot try
As I alone flew towards the sun
She withered and she died
Take me on your magic ship
Show me the world you see
All I can do is set you free
And grant you the right to be

347. A Seed Before The Rose - Chords

A Seed Before the Rose
recorded by Tommy Overstreet
written by Ricci Mareno and Jerry Gillespie
 
G               C     D7                   G
We were both so young and impatient at the time
                      C          A7
We thought we were in love so we closed our minds
D7             G
When they told us
               C    D7               G
Love is like a rose  it doesn't just appear
                C           A7
Give it time to grow  or it ends with tears
 
D7                 G  C   D7         G
There's gotta be a se-ed  before the rose
C             Am   B7                     EM 
Tender loving care makes it sweeter as it grows
C       D7       G  C  D7                G
There's gotta be l-ove before the tie is bound
C                Am  B7                 C
Or the rose will end with petals on the ground
 
G              C    D7                             G
But we paid no mind to the things that we had been told
                   C           A7
And we pledged our love with a band of gold
D7
On our fingers
G               C    D7              G
Now when I look back  all that I can see
                   C             A7
Is heartache and regret and it's clear to me
repeat #2



348. A Shenandoah Lullaby

A Shenandoah Lullaby
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

[Verse 1: Jerry Garcia]
Oh Shenandoah, I long to hear you
Away you rolling river
Oh Shenandoah, I long to hear you
Away, I'm bound away, across the wide Missouri

This trader loved an Indian maiden
Away you rolling river
With notions his canoe was laden
Away, I'm bound away, across the wide Missouri

[Instrumental]

[Verse 2: Jerry Garcia]
Oh Shenandoah, I love your daughter
Away you rolling river
For I've crossed the rolling water
Away, I'm bound away, across the wide Missouri

Oh Shenandoah, I'm bound to leave you
Away you rolling river
Oh Shenandoah, I'll not deceive you
Away, I'm bound away, across the wide Missouri

[Instrumental]

[Verse 3: Jerry Garcia]
Oh Shenandoah, I long to hear you
Away you rolling river
Oh Shenandoah, I long to hear you
Away, I'm bound away, across the wide Missouri

[Instrumental]

349. A Showman's Life

Buddy Miller - A Showman's Life

[Verse 1]
A showman's life is a smoky bar
And the fevered chase of a tiny star
It's a hotel room and a lonely wife
From what I've seen of a showman's life



[Chorus]
Nobody told me about this part
They told me all about the pretty girls and the wine
And the money and the good times
No mention of all the wear and tear
On an old honkey-tonker's heart
Well, I might have known it
But nobody told me about this part

[Verse 2]
A boy will dream as children do
Of a great white way, 'til the dream comes true
And a phony smile in a colored light
Is all it is to a showman's life

[Chorus]
Nobody told me about this part
They told me all about the pretty girls and the wine
And the money and the good times
No mention of all the wear and tear
On an old honkey-tonker's heart
Well, I might have known it
But nobody told me about this part

350. A Simple Life

Ricky Skaggs - A simple life
Composer: Mac McAnally

The simple life is the life for me
A man and a wife and a family
The Lord up above he knows I'm tryin'
To live a simple life in a difficult time

I used to sit around fussin' at the phone all day
Windin' up alone and it made me say
Never again will I be that way
Never again will I be that way

Cause the simple life is the life for me...

Well I work six days and I rest for one
Cause the old rat race ain't never been won
And I sit back and watch 'em run
I kick on back and watch 'em run

Cause the simple life is the life for me...
Simple life in a difficult time

The simple life is the life for me...
The simple life is the life for me...

The simple life is the life for me



A steak and a knife and a glass of tea
The Lord up above he knows I'm tryin'
To live a simple life in a difficult time

351. A Simple Life

Nanci Griffith - A Simple Life

[Chorus:]
I want a simple life
Like my mother
One true love for my older years
I don't want your wars
To take my children
I want a simple life... while I'm here

The sun and moon walk hand in hand together
Trading places shining on the truth
The moon moves the bottoms of the oceans
So, the sun can bring a farmer's hands to you

[Chorus:]

We all seek comfort in the light of day
And our tears can wash off in the rain
Everything we need is all around us
In simple time and simple ways
Mother nature talks
Whispering her thoughts
So the paths we choose to cross
Walk one more day

[Chorus:]

352. A Simple Song

A Simple Song
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Lately things are on my mind
Good news is hard to find
And I work on the factory line
And all I do is stay behind
Call my mama like I should
She says daddy ain't doing too good
Me and him should wet a line
Just can't seem to find the time



[Chorus]
But I love my life
Man it's something to see
It's the kids and the dogs and you and me
It's the way it's alright when everything goes wrong
It's the sound of a slow simple song

[Verse 2]
Finally saved some money up
'Til I had to fix my truck
Talked to brother the other day
He didn't have too much to say
Tryna quit these cigarettes
I can't seem to kick em yet
Sister got laid off last fall
And I got high cholesterol

[Chorus]
But I love my life
Man it's something to see
It's the kids and the dogs and you and me
It's the way it's alright when everything goes wrong
It's the sound of a slow simple song
But I love my life
Man it's something to see
It's the kids and the dogs and you and me
It's the way it's alright when everything goes wrong
It's the sound of a slow simple song

353. A Simple Thing As Love

John Hartford - A Simple Thing as Love

When you come across unto me with your hair
The tangled grass of evening breezes
And you do not hide your face because
Somebody said on time it wasn't natural
What a joy for us just running down
This crooked trail of midnight
And the peaceful things inside me that it does
Then you whisper low "I have to go"
The acid tears start coming slow
To complicate a simple thing as love

Awake now I don't hear the floorboards creaking
As you walk back from the window
Or feel your satin fingers drawing patterns
On my back where I lay dying
Without you I'm a child who sucks the vacant thumb
Of emptiness left crying
When he has not had enough
At the mercy of an empty room
Sing verses to some faded wall



Confused about a simple thing as love

It's to bad we couldn't stay here 'til the clock
Runs out and falls from sheer exhaustion
Or 'til morning as I watch you
As you stoop to pick your things up from the floor
But to soon for us it's over
And the shock of the electric light bulb sunrise
From the ceiling up above
As it dangles to remind us
Of the spiderweb that binds us
And just complicates a simple thin as love

Awake now I don't hear the floorboards creaking
As you walk back from the window
Or feel your satin fingers drawing patterns
On my back where I lay dying
Without you I'm a child who sucks the vacant fum
Of emptiness left crying
When he has not had enough
At the mercy of an empty room
Sing verses to some faded wall
Confused about a simple thing as love

354. A Sinner's Death

Roy Acuff - A sinner's death
Composer: Roy Acuff

Here I lay upon my dying pillow
Round my bed I see those tear dimmed eyes
They are watching the saddest thing that can happen
They are seeing a sinner as he dies

As death's cold shadows hover o'er me
To old sinners I plead with my last breath
Don't shun the Word of God that's what I've done
And tonight I'm dying a sinner's death

No one knows until they have to face it
Just how bad a sinner's death can be
I am facing it now as I live over
All the sins I allowed to master me

I'm ashamed of things that passed before me
As I lay here hoping for the best
When you look upon my face please remember
A worried soul can never rest

As death's cold shadows hover o'er me
To old sinners I plead with my last breath
Don't shun the Word of God that's what I've done
And tonight I'm dying a sinner's death



355. A Slight Figure Of Speech - Chords

A Slight Figure Of Speech
Avett Brothers - A Slight Figure Of Speech

Capo 2
G*
d-0-0-0-0-0
a-2-3-2-3-2
E-3-x-x-x-x

Intro [G*] x4

They say you're got to lose a couple fights to win [C]
[D]It's hard to tell from where I'm sitting [G]
They say that this is where the fun begins [C]
[D]I guess it's time that I was quitting[G]

[Em]A slight figure [D] of speech
[G]I cut my chest [C] wide open
[Em]They come and [D] watch us bleed
[G]Is it art like I was [C] hoping now?

G*

They said "I hope that you will never change"
I went and cut my hair
They say "Don't take your business to the big time"
I bought us tickets there

A slight figure of speech
I cut my chest wide open
They come and watch us bleed
Is it art like I was hoping now?

What did you expect
And what did you forget
That to live you let go of me with each step
It becomes a progression I won't let regret manifest
To aggression
Are you to assess what I've been? What I am? Or become?
Did you stop to accept how pathetically dumb
It can be to
Attack those around 'cause you're
True to color, a town, a time, or a place?
It's not you, it's not mine
And besides it is gone
And you never will find it again
But I don't want to fight
I just ask let me be
I won't give the chance to be my enemy
So go home
Think it through



A jet plane and a big idea
I jump over the sea
What ifs hot on my trail
But that can't catch me, no

A slight figure of speech
I cut my chest wide open
They come and watch us bleed
Is it art like I was hoping now?

356. A Soft Place To Fall

A Soft Place to Fall
Song by Allison Moorer

Daylight has found me here again
You can ask me anything, but where I've been
Things that used to matter seem so small
When you're looking for a soft place to fall

Don't misunderstand me, baby, please
I didn't mean to bring back memories
You should know the reason why I called
I was looking for a soft place to fall

Looking for a soft place
Nothing more than a small taste
Of a love that ended long ago
Looking for a place to hide
A warm bed on a cold night
I didn't mean to hurt you
No, no, no

Looking out your window at the dawn
Baby, when you wake up, I'll be gone
You're the one who taught me after all
How to find a soft place to fall

You're the one who taught me after all
How to find a soft place to fall

357. A Soldier's Last Letter

A Soldier's Last Letter
Louvin Brothers

When the postman delivered a letter
It filled her dear heart full of joy



But she didn't know till she read the inside
It was the last one from her darling boy
Dear Mom, was the way that it started
I miss you so much it went on
Mom, I didn't know, that I loved you so
But I'll prove it when this war is won
I'm writing this down in a trench, Mom
Don't scold if it isn't so neat
You know as you did, when I was a kid
And I'd come home with mud on my feet

The captain just gave us our orders
And Mom, we will carry them through
I'll finish this letter the first chance I get
But now I'll just say I love you
Then the mother's old hands began to tremble
And she fought against tears in her eyes
But they came unashamed for there was no name
And she knew that her darling had died
That night as she knelt by her bedside
She prayed Lord above hear my plea
And protect all the sons that are fighting tonight
And dear God keep America free

358. A Solitary Life

Richard Thompson - A Solitary Life

Sometimes I long for the solitary life
Parents long gone, no kids, no wife
Sister, somewhere in Australia
Never did keep in touch

Sex, no more than a, how do you do?
With a copy of Penthouse in the loo
Socially a bit of a failure
Nice not to have to try too much

A solitary life
A life of small horizons
Dull as the pewter skies over North West Eleven

A solitary life
A life of small horizons
Dull as the governmental sky over North West Eleven

A serious hobby in the garden shed
Model trains or soldiers in lead
Join the suburban boffins of Britain
Experts on trivial things

And holidays in the Yorkshire Dales
Or cycling tours of the North of Wales



Unenvious of those flea bitten
On continental flings

A solitary life
A life of small horizons
Dull as the pewter skies over North West Eleven

Excitement comes by subtle means
The satisfaction of routines
Small revenges at the office
Smug little victories

You work on your pallor, complexion like paste
Like the gray defeat on an inmates face
A life spent adding losses and profits
Resigning by degrees

A solitary life
A life of small horizons
Dull as the pewter skies over North West Eleven

A solitary life
A life of small horizons
Dull as the governmental sky over North West Eleven

And come to the end, sad and alone
A steady reliable tumor you've grown
From selfish years, while all your peers
Have stressfully jogged to health

In life you always were quite numb
And foggier now, you soon succumb
In drab St. Barts on the new by-pass
Death overcomes by stealth

A solitary life
A life of small horizons
Dull as the pewter skies over North West Eleven

A solitary life
A life of small horizons
Dull as the governmental sky over North West Eleven

359. A Song For The Life

Rodney Crowell - A Song for the Life
Seldom Scene

I don't drink as much as I used to
Cause lately that just ain't my style
And the hard times don't hurt like they ought'a
They pass quickly like when I was a child



And lately I've learnt how to listen
To a sound like the sun going down
In the magic that morning is bringing
There's a song for the life I have found
It keeps my feet on the ground

Now the midsummer days ain't so heady
They just drift like a breeze through my mind
And nothing appears in a hurry
As if to make up for some old long-lost time

And lately I've learnt how to listen
To a sound like the sun going down
In the magic that morning is bringing
There's a song for the friends I have found
They keep my feet on the ground...
They keep my feet on the ground...
They keep my feet on the ground

360. A Song For You

Emmylou Harris - A Song For You

These things happen 
Love never comes with a guarantee 
No hard meetings 
But it looks like this love was never meant to be 

That's easy for you to say 
You've got another who's willing and waiting for you 
That's easy for you to say 
You're not the one with the heart that's breaking in two 
You tell me it's better this way 
That's easy for you to say 

There'll be changes 
Times never been known to ever stand still 
Lonely losers 
Hold to a promise they'll never fulfill 

That's easy for you to say 
You've got another who's willing and waiting for you 
That's easy for you to say 
You're not the one with the heart that's breaking in two 
You tell me it's better this way 
That's easy for you to say 

You tell me you know hat it's wrong 
To walk out this way 
But in time my true love will come 
And I'll thank you some day 

That's easy for you to say 



You've got another who's willing and waiting for you 
That's easy for you to say 
You're not the one with the heart that's breaking in two 
You tell me it's better this way 
That's easy for you to say 
That's easy for you to say

361. A Song For You

A Song For You
written by Gram Parsons
Lucinda Williams

Oh my land is like a wild goose 
Wanders all around everywhere 
Trembles and it shakes till every tree is loose 
It rolls the meadows and it rolls the nails 
So take me down to your dance floor 
And I wont mind the people when they stare 
Paint a different color on your front door 
And tomorrow we will still be there 
Jesus built a ship to sing a song to 
It sails the rivers and it sails the tide 
Some of my friends dont know who they belong to 
Some can't get a single thing to work inside 
take me down to your dance floor 
And I wont mind the people when they stare 
Paint a different color on your front door 
And tomorrow we will still be there

SOLO

I Loved you every day and now Im leaving 
And I can see the sorrow in your eyes 
I hope you know a lot more than you're believing 
Just So the sun dont hurt you when you cry 
Oh, take me down to your dance floor 
I wont mind the people when they stare 
Paint a different color on your front door 
And tomorrow we may still be there 
And tomorrow we may still be there

362. A Song Holy Angels Cannot Sing - Chords

A Song Holy Angels Cannot Sing
Recorded by Jimmy Swaggart
Written by Gordon Jensen 

C       G7    F             C    F C



Amazing Grace how sweet the sound 
                 F          C    G7 C
Angels never knew the joy that is mine 
                                          G7
For the blood has never washed their sins away 
            C              F                 C
Though they sing in heaven there will come a time
                             G7                C     F C
When silently they'll listen as I sing Amazing Grace 
                 F             C   G7 C
It's a song holy angels cannot sing 
        G7    F             C
Amazing Grace how sweet the sound 
                 F             C   G7 C
It's a song holy angels cannot sing 
           G7   F           C
I once was lost but now I'm found 
            F               C   G7 C
Holy is the Lord the angels sing 
                                 G7
Before the throne of God continually 
    C                     F                  C
For me to join their song it'll be a natural thing 
                               G7             C  F C
They just won't know the words to Love Lifted Me 
                 F             C   G7 C
It's a song holy angels cannot sing 
        G7    F             C
Amazing Grace how sweet the sound 
                 F             C   G7 C
It's a song holy angels cannot sing 
           G7   F           C     F C
I once was lost but now I'm found 
           G7   F           C
I once was lost but now I'm found

363. A Song In A Seashell

Tom T. Hall - A song in a seashell
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I heard a song in a seashell down by the ocean one day
Beautiful song in a seashell played by the wind in the waves
It's a song about happiness it's a song about the sky above
It's a song about the ocean blue it's a song about love

I took the song in the seashell back to the mountains with me
Now I hear the song in a seashell any old time that I please
It's a song about happiness it's a song about love trust
It's a song about you and me it's a song about us

Now I have a song in a seashell to follow me all of my days
Beautiful song in a seashell played by the wind in the waves



It's a song about having fun it's a song about being true
It's a song about an old true love it's a song about me and you

It's a song about having fun it's a song about being true
It's a song about an old true love it's a song about me and you

364. A Song To Mama

Carter Family - A song to mama

Dear Mama, now that we're older
We can see the load on your tired, old shoulders
Mama, you're a trooper
Mama, you're a soldier
Mama, you mean a lot to me

She always got me out of bed
Early Sunday morn
And took me off to church
Where I could learn about the Lord

Mama tried to tell me how my life was gong to be
But I was young and wild and it was hard for me to see

Dear Mama, now that we're older
We can see the load on your tired, old shoulders
Mama, you're a trooper
Mama, you're a soldier
Mama, you mean a lot to me
 
Mama, you always taught me right from wrong when I was growing up
And it's a pity that most people like me have to try everything for themselves.
I realize now you always knew just what you were talking about
And mama for all that hard work you did
And for the sacrifices you made for us.
I just want to say thanks a lot.

Dear Mama, now that we're older
We can see the load on your tired, old shoulders
Mama, you're a trooper
Mama, you're a soldier
Mama, you mean a lot to me
Mama, you mean a lot to me

365. A Song While You're Away

Tyler Childers - A Song While You're Away

[Verse 1]



Up in your nephew's room playing on his cousin's guitar
I wrote a song for you
You have done drove off with everything I need
My box and my tumbleweed

[Pre-Chorus 1]
I picked it up on the way to Flagstaff years ago
I was hanging on to everything you had the grace to show

[Chorus]
You were young and you were hungry
Lord knows I was hungry too
We were both flat-out starving
For something worthwhile to lose
You were my bread and I was your honey
Up against the dark red wine
Trying to hold on to the lovely
Through the bitter of our times

[Verse 2]
Looking over the hill at the lights of your hometown
I wrote this song for you
Thinking of the way we met:
A girl home from school and a boy just passing through

[Pre-Chorus 2]
I got a job as a cut man at a house just down the road
I had never been to town before and I didn't know a soul

[Chorus]
I was young and I was hungry
Lord knows you were hungry too
We were both flat-out starving
For something worthwhile to lose
You were my bread and I was your honey
Up against the dark red wine
Trying to hold on to the lovely
Through the bitter of our times

[Bridge]
Agate white wedding dress
Turquoise on your ring
Upright bass and violin
As you walk the aisle to me

[Chorus]
I was young and I was hungry
Lord knows you were hungry too
We were both flat-out starving
For something worthwhile to lose
You were my bread and I was your honey
Up against the dark red wine
Trying to hold on to the lovely
Through the bitter of our times



366. A Star Is Born

John Butler - A Star Is Born

A star is born
Like so many before
But he shines bright
He lightens up all my life
How proud I am
He made me a real man
I curse the days
I have to go away from you child
Curse the days
Curse the days
I hold his hand
Somehow he understands
And all day long
We climb and slide
And sing his songs
I know I am
I'm drifting from my plan
I curse the days
I have to go away from you boy
Curse the days
Curse the days
A star is born

367. A Step Away - Chords

A Step Away
Recorded by Lonesome River Band

G
The Hebrew children saw so many miracles
                             D7             G
The Ten Commandments and the parting of the sea
They wouldn't put a foot into Jordon's waters
                          D7       G
Wandered forty more years for disbelief
When Jesus called Peter out on the water
                        D7    G
He was so afraid he was gonna drown
You can't look right or left not even forward
                         D7           G
Son you gotta look up or you're going down
C                             G
Livin' life lettin' fear take over
Giving in to worldly ways
C



Stand firm and you can claim that promise
G
After all we're just a step away
               D7     G
We're all just a step away
God's callin' wants to meet you at the alter
                       D7         G
Knuckles white hanging on to that pew
Afraid of your neighbor what he might be thinking
                       D7        G
When all along he's as guilty as you
Repeat #3

368. A Stone The Builders Refused

Flatt & Scruggs - A stone the builders refused
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Oh the builders of this world have no use for me
While they were praising men of this world I've been on my knees
But someday I'll be needed there and I'll get my reward
I'll be a corner stone in the house of my Lord

I'm just a stone that builders refused
They tried to shake me from my faith but I couldn't be used
Now I been scorned and counted out and sometimes called a fool
I've been a stone the builders refused

Now I don't want to be a part of castles on sand
They said there was no place I'd fit but Lord I understand
I may not look like much to men but I shall not be moved
I'll be a stone the builders refused

I'm just a stone...
I'll be a stone the builders refused

369. A Stones Throw Away

A Stones Throw Away
Jim Hurst - A Stones Throw Away

[Verse 1]
It's the dirt and the gravel, the road few people travel
That can lead to the places only dreams could ever know
Your heart can guide you where no map can lead to
There may be many hilltops and valleys low
You're not the first or the last one, for what's already been done
Choices and decisions that you've made on your own
And though you've tried to stay true, the footprints left before you



Can tell you that nobody has to travel lifR alone

[Chorus]
If you missed the path that lRads where you wanna go
There's one thing for certain that you should know
If the road gets rocky, if your road gets too rocky
I'm just a stones throw away

[Verse 2]
I've done that and been there
Was brave and then I've been scared
Not knowing how or why, or if my joy says we're right
I've led my expeditions through adverse conditions
Friends have been there many times and helped me through the night
Sometimes people waver, and might fall out of favor
No matter how hard they've tried to make it on their own
But you can be a good friend, the footprints left before them
Can tell them that nobody has to travel life alone

[Chorus]
If you missed the path that leads where you wanna go
There's one thing for certain that you should know<
If the road gets rocky, if your road gets too rocky
I'm just a stones throw away

[Outro]
Yes, I'm just a stones throw away

370. A Stranger Was Here - Chords

A Stranger Was Here
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Bob Forshee

C                        G7
The door said a stranger knocked on it today
         F           G7             C
And that you let him in while I was gone
 
And when I talked to the chair 
          F
It said a stranger sat here
        G7                               C
And the floor said it knew something was wrong
 
      G7                                C
Yes a stranger was here did you see him dear
         F                 C    G7
Could it be everything was wrong
        C
But the lamp swears it so 
         F
Said you turned it way down low



        G7                                 C
And the hi-fi said you played our favorite song
 
 
Now the clock said that it kept 
        G7
It kept track of the time
        F          G7           C
And for three long hours he was around
                               F
And the mirror said it saw him hold you close in his arms
        G7                              C
And the window shade said you pulled it down
 
      G7                                C
Yes a stranger was here did you see him dear
         F                 C    G7
Could it be everything was wrong
        C
But the lamp swears it so 
         F
Said you turned it way down low
        G7                                 C
And the hi-fi said you played our favorite song

371. A Sunday Morning Without You - Chords

A Sunday Morning Without You  -  G

intro:  C    D    G  (C D G)   

C         D    
I woke up this morning all alone  
G    G/D#  Em7
Like our house since you've been gone
C    D
the TV's playing channel 22
G    G7
Sunday morning without you

C    D
Don't know what I'm gonna do
    (G/D#  Em7) 
The air is warm, the skies are blue
C    D
My heart feels the same way too
G   (C  D) G
Sunday morning without you

You walked out about 4 weeks ago
Took my pain is in my heart
Thirty days of hell I'm bound to go
Another sunday without you



I guess I could just ride around
The beach, the parc or go downtown
The church bell's ringing I'm so blue
A Sunday morning without you

I don't know what I'm gonna do
A sunday morning without you

372. A Sweeter Love Than Yours I'll Never Know

A Sweeter Love Than Yours I'll Never Know

You'll never find a sweeter love
Than the love you gave to me
But I would not be satisfied
Now you no longer care for me.

   Now you've gone and left me alone
   Oh why did I ever let you go?
   In this world I can never find
   A sweeter love than yours I'll never know.

Now my future looks so cold
So cold without you my dear
I realize that I'm to blame
But for my wrong I'm paying dear.

Now I think of you both night and day
I'm sorry dear I ever let you go
I know now that it's too late
A sweeter love than yours I'll never know.

373. A Tear Fell - Chords

A Tear Fell
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Eugene Randolph and Dorian Burton 

C             Dm      G7   C
A fool am I a fool am I in love                                                  
G7
A tear fell when I saw you in the arms of someone new
                                                   C
A tear fell when you left me all alone and feeling blue
                                                        F
A tear fell when you told me that your love was not for me
                  C             G7                   C
I didn't miss the teardrops but I missed you constantly              



Dm      G7   C
A fool am I a fool am I in love
                                                           G7
The teardrops that you stepped on as you danced across the floor
                                                               C
Were crushed like my poor heart was when you walked out of the door                                    
                      
F
A tear fell when you told me that the flame in your heart died
               C             G7                      C
Darling have I lost you like these teardrops from my eyes
              Dm      G7   C
A fool am I a fool am I in love
                                                          F
A tear fell when you told me that the flame in your heart died
               C             G7                      C
Darling have I lost you like these teardrops from my eyes 
             Dm      G7   C
A fool am I a fool am I in love

374. A Texas Honky Tonk - Chords

A Texas Honky Tonk
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Glenn Sutton

G                          C                    Am
Tonight she's with him and they're drinking champagne
    D7                                   G
And it's driving me crazy knowing I'm to blame
                            C            Am
Cause while he's giving her anything she wants
    D7                                        G
I'm buying drinks for losers in a Texas honky tonk
                                  C                   Am
I set and played that old jukebox till all my money's gone
       D7                                            G
And it makes me cry when Tammy sings another hurting song
                                        C                    Am
I keep hoping that she'll come back but deep down I know she won't
         D7                                      G
And I'll probably spend forever in a Texas honky tonk
  C                          G
A Texas honky tonk was where that we first met
   A7                    D7
So where else could I go now that I need to forget
    G                               C                    Am
I'm glad her dreams are coming true although I know mine won't
      D7                                               G
Maybe now and then she'll think of me in a Texas honky tonk
      D7                                               G
Maybe now and then she'll think of me in a Texas honky tonk



375. A Thing About You - Chords

A Thing About You
Recorded by Emmylou Harris and Southern Pacific
Written by Tom Petty  
 
G
I'm not much on mystery
Em
You gotta be careful what you dream
G
I thought I was satisfied
Em
I thought love would pass in time
D7
Honey let me tell you I got a thing about you
Baby let me tell you I got a thing about you
         C
It don't matter what you say
It don't matter what you do
Em          D7          G
I I I got a thing about you
C           D7          G
I I I got a thing about you
Somewhere deep in the middle of the night
Em
Lovers hold each other tight
G
Whisper in their anxious ears
Em
Words of love that disappear
D7
Honey let me tell you I got a thing about you
Baby let me tell you I got a thing about you
         C
It don't matter what you say
It don't matter what you do
Em             D7          G
I  I  I  got a thing about you
C           D7          G
I I I got a thing about you
     C             F                    G
Baby you hold some strange control over me
C                 F           G
It's so wild it's hypnotizing me
        D7          C      G
Yea yea yea yea yea y-ea   yea 
 
D7
Honey let me tell you I got a thing about you
Baby let me tell you I got a thing about you
         C
It don't matter what you say



It don't matter what you do
Em          D7          G
I I I got a thing about you
C              D7          G
I  I  I  got a thing about you
G           F         C           G
Thing about you got a thing about you

376. A Thousand Amen - Chords

A Thousand Amen Acoustic 
Mandolin Orange

[Verse]
Em             D     Am
Soon after the fall began
Em              D        Am
We hit hard weather like we'd never known
Em         D            Am
We starved, but still we panned
Em         D               Am
Hoping that dust will save us now
 
[Chorus]
D            C/G                 Em
Jesus feed us with a thousand amens
D                          C/G                 Em
Set me down in God's right hand, when all this ends
 
[Verse]
Em      D                      Am
Whats gold to those that can not eat
Em      D              AM
Whats gold to those that can
Em         D        Am
Bread and water for me
Em        D       Am
Or death by heavens hand
 
[Chorus]
D            C/G               Em
Jesus feed us with a thousand amens
D                          C/G                 Em
Set me down in God's right hand, when all this ends
 
[Solo]
 
[Verse]
Em     D         Am
Water froze our bones
Em     D                Am
You'd swear it froze our minds
Em         D            Am



To some it's all they'd known
Em       D              Am
Not raised the quiten kind
 
Em         D           Am
Well the river froze on over
Em       D           Am
Our hands were buried deep
Em     D                 Am
That ice will shine like gold
Em     D          Am
Soothe us off to sleep
 
[Chorus]
D            C/G               Em
Jesus feed us with a thousand amens
D                          C/G                 Em
Set me down in God's right hand, when all this ends

377. A Thousand Miles Ago

A Thousand Miles Ago
Webb Pierce - Mel Tillis
Kenny & Amanda Smith

Theres a thousand miles in back of me
And many more to go
Riding on a freight train feelin' mighty low 
Keep wondering why she quit me 
But I guess Ill never know 
She used to be my baby 
A thousand miles ago

chorus: 
A thousand miles ago I started feelin' bad 
Cause I just lost the future I thought I really had 
I know I shouldn't feel this way 
Cause I still love her so 
I can't keep from thinking 
About a thousand miles ago

T know I held her in my arms 
A thousand times or more 
Promised her a world of love 
Till T learned the score 
That's why I'm feelin' lonesome 
That's why I'm feelin' low 
She used to be my baby 
A thousand miles ago



378. A Thousand Miles From Nowhere - Chords

A Thousand Miles From Nowhere
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

Am    C                     Am
I'm a thousand miles from nowhere
C                    Am
Time don't matter to me
            C                     Am
Cause I'm a thousand miles from nowhere
            F                G7
And there's no place I wanna be
      C                Am
I got heartaches in my pocket
      C            Am
I got echoes in my head
    C               Am
And all that I keep hearing
        F                     G7
Are the cruel things that you said
      C                     Am
I'm a thousand miles from nowhere
C                    Am
Time don't matter to me
            C                     Am
Cause I'm a thousand miles from nowhere
            F                G7
And there's no place I wanna be
   F      G7    F   G7     Am
Oh I   oh I  oh I---I  I---I
   F      G7    F   G7     Am
Oh I   oh I  oh I---I  I---I
 
         C             Am
I've got bruises on my memory
         C                 Am
I've got tear stains on my hands
           C                Am
And in the mirror there's a vision
        F            G7
Of what used to be a man
Repeat #3 x2
 
   F   G7
Oh I   I
      C                     Am
I'm a thousand miles from nowhere
      C                     Am
I'm a thousand miles from nowhere

379. A Thousand Years



Little Big Town - A Thousand Years

[Verse 1]
I still can't believe you're really here
Wrapped up in my arms
I've waited so long
Just to hold you near
And tell you all the feelings I have for you
The reason that I want you
And I want you to know
[Chorus]
Wherever you go
Whatever the future holds
No matter what tomorrow brings
On earth or the stars
I will be where you are
Holding you
Now that I have you here
I'll love you for a thousand years

[Verse 2]
Baby, even all of time and space
Couldn't come between us
Couldn't separate us
From each other
We're meant to be together
I want to spend forever
Forever in your eyes

[Chorus]
Wherever you go
Whatever the future holds
No matter what tomorrow brings
On earth or the stars
I will be where you are
Holding you
Now that I have you here
I'll love you for a thousand years

[Bridge]
(Aah, aah)
I will be here with you
(Aah, aah)
I will be loving you, ooh

[Chorus]
Wherever you go
Whatever the future holds
No matter what tomorrow brings
On earth or the stars
I will be where you are
Holding you, loving you
Now that I have you here
I'll love you for a thousand years



380. A Time To Remember - Chords

A Time To Remember
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Jerry Foster and Bill Rice

C                E7      F
One moment lives forever somewhere in my mind
D7                          G7              Em  G7
Old memories hang suspended by the hands of time
C                       E7      F
A touch of you still lingers in everything I do
G7                   F          G7     C  F C
A time to remember a moment for me and you
               F
Gone are those happy times for me and you
    D7                              G7        F       Em G7
But traces of the past remains from things we used to do
C                    E7         F
Our time for love is over those dreams we knew are through
D7                         G7       F      Em G7
But I'll always remember a time for me and you
C                       E7      F
A touch of you still lingers in everything I do
G7                   F          G7     C   F C
A time to remember a moment for me and you
               F
Gone are those happy times for me and you
    D7                              G7        F       Em  G7
But traces of the past remains from things we used to do
C                       E7      F
A touch of you still lingers in everything I do
G7                   F          G7     C
A time to remember a moment for me and you

381. A Timeless Response to Current Events

Todd Snider - A Timeless Response to Current Events

[Intro]
Good evening, friends and neighbors
Or shall I say this afternoon?

[Verse 1]
It would behoove me audaciously
At this juncture in our compilation
To officially declare this congregation
The single largest amalgamation
Of any one particular nation's population
To ever receive an invitation
To a situation of such enduring magnitude
Forthwith and notwithstanding
Any misunderstood grandstanding



As it would pertain to the expansion
Of our national tantrum
In such a grand and/or irrational fashion
And I would implore you to explore
A more tangible interpretation
Of our national anthem
The likes of which we we could plausibly take platinum
If you would turn with me in your hymnals
To the book of Verbatim
Of botherations
Ad nauseatum

[Chorus]
Ain't that some bullshit?
Ain't that some bullshit?
Ain't that some bullshit?
Ain't that some bullshit?
[Post-Chorus]
When you allow good men to die for your freedom
Only later to recall them as having fought for your flag
That's some bullshit

[Verse 2]
Henceforth, fourscore
And way too many more years before
The last first responder ever forgot to remember Seven-Eleven
Untoward a more perfect reunion
Of our most effervescent endeavor
To linger here forever
With or without the express written consent
Of any nationally-resented softball league's
Best politically-motivated pre-conditioned intentions
To lure your children
Away from these lives of crime that they are leading out on the streets
And lead them to lives of crime that would be taking place indoors
Lives of collusion the likes of which this world has never seen before
Depending on what your definition of the word "is" is

[Chorus]
Ain't that some bullshit?
Ain't that some bullshit?
Ain't that some bullshit?
Ain't that some bullshit?
[Outro]
I say, read my lips and I'll show you my taxes
And by that I meant to say that if I am elected
I never said any of that shit

382. A Tiny Broken Heart

A Tiny Broken Heart

He was just a little farm lad so busy at play



In his little play house down by the gate
He stopped to watch a truck that was parking next door
At the home of his tiny playmate

   Then he saw his Daddy watching too
   As the man swiftly walked to the cottage door
   He knew they were strangers that come from the town
   Men he had never seen before

They soon were at their work and he heard his Daddy say
Our neighbors are moving today
Oh no he cried dear God don't let it be
They can't take my sweetheart away

   I know Dad that you don't understand
   How a heart so young can conceive a plan
   I'm only seven now but it's just like you said
   Dad someday I'll be a man

The man who runs the farm where your playmate now lives
He told me it'd have to be this way
For winter time has come and their work is all done
So now they are moving away

   Let us buy the farm so they can stay
   Give them all my toys that dear Santa gave
   And give him the pennies in my little bank
   Pennies that my darling helped me save

383. A Train Leaves Here This Mornin'

A Train Leaves Here This Mornin'

There's a train leaves here this mornin'
I don't know but what I might be on

I lost two points just for being in the right place at exactly the wrong time
I looked right at the facts there but I may as well have been completely blind.

But if you see me walking all alone
Don't look back 'cause I'm on my way back home
There's a train leaves here this mornin'
I don't know but what I might be on.

Signing ink to the contract
baby
said it would all be so lifelong
Looked around then for the reason when there wasn't something more to blame it on.

So if time makes a difference while we're gone
Tell me now and I won't be hangin' on
There's a train leaves here this mornin'
I don't know but what I might be on.



Thirteen-twenty
North Colombus was the address I had written on my sleeve
Don't know what it was she wanted
might have been that it was gettin' time to leave.

And I watched as the smoker passed it on
And I laughed as the joker said
lead on
There's a train leaves here this mornin'
I don't know but what I might be on.

384. A Very Cellular Song

The Incredible String Band - A Very Cellular Song 

Winter was cold and the clothing was thin
But the gentle shepherd calls the tune
Oh, dear mother what shall I do?
First please your eyes and then your ears, Jenny
Exchanging love tokens say goodnight

Lay down my dear sister
Won't you lay and take your rest?
Won't you lay your head upon your saviors breast?
And I love you but Jesus loves you the best

And I bid you goodnight, goodnight, goodnight
Lord, I bid you goodnight, goodnight, goodnight

One of these mornings bright and early and fine
Goodnight, goodnight
Not a cricket, not a spirit going to shout me on
Goodnight, goodnight

I go walking in the valley of the shadow of death
Goodnight, goodnight
And his rod and his staff shall comfort me
Goodnight, goodnight

Oh John, the wine he saw the sign
Goodnight, goodnight
Oh, John say, "I seen a number of signs"
Goodnight, goodnight

Tell a for the ark that wonderful boat
Goodnight, goodnight
You know they built it on the land getting water to float
Goodnight, goodnight

Oh, tell B for the beast at the ending of the wood
Goodnight, goodnight
You know it ate all the children when they wouldn't be good



Goodnight, goodnight

I remember quite well, I remember quite well
Goodnight, goodnight
And I was walking in Jerusalem just like John
Goodnight, goodnight, goodnight

Who would lose and who would bruise
Or who would live quite prettily?
And who would love what comes along
And fill the air with joyous song

Who would go and who would come
Or who would simply linger?
And who would hide behind your chair
And steal your crystallized ginger?

Nebulous nearnesses cry to me
At this timeless moment someone dear to me
Wants me near, makes me high
I can hear vibrations fly

Through mangoes, pomegranates and planes
All the same
When it reaches me and teaches me
To sigh

Who would mouse and who would lion
Or who would be the tamer?
And who would hear directions clear
From the unnameable namer?

Who would skip and who would plot
Or who would lie quite stilly?
And who would ride backwards on a giraffe?
Stopping every so often to laugh

Amoebas are very small

Oh ah ee oo
There's absolutely no strife
Living the timeless life, I don't need a wife
Living the timeless life

If I need a friend I just give a wriggle
Split right down the middle
And when I look there's two of me
Both as handsome as can be

Oh, here we go slithering, here we go
Slithering and squelching on
Oh, here we go slithering, here we go
Slithering and squelching on

Oh ah ee oo
There's absolutely no strife
Living the timeless life



Black hair, brown hair feather and scale
Seed and stamen and all unnamed lives that live
Turn your quivering nerves in my direction
Turn your quivering nerves in my direction
Feel the energy projection of my cells wishes you well

May the long time sun shine upon you
All love surround you
And the pure light within you
Guide you all the way on

May the long time sun shine upon you
All love surround you
And the pure light within you
Guide you all the way on

May the long time sun shine upon you
All love surround you
And the pure light within you
Guide you all the way on
...

385. A Very Good Year For Girls - Chords

A Very Good Year For Girls
Recorded by Johnny Tillotson
Written by Fred Tobias and Clint Ballard

C
(It was a very very very good for girls
A very very very good for girls)
                                G7
Well I recall the year of fifty-nine
             D7
Made all the hops and had a swingin' time
G7                         C    A7
Movin' and a groovin' with Mary Lou
    D7        G7    C
And who's dat Peggy Sue
It was a very very very good year for girls
  F                   D7     
A very very very good year for girls
    C                
But baby since we've met
           D7     G7        C
It's gonna be the best year yet
                G7  E7       C
(The fifty-nine was great we know
            Am       Dm    G7
But how the nineteen-sixty go)
          C
Oh what a year my heart was in a whirl



            D7
Cause every day I met a cutie girl
G7                        C      A7
Called her up make a date off we go
    D7   G7   C
But baby even though
repeat #3
                  G7   E7       C 
(Well now we know that year was fun
             Am    Dm    G7
But what you do in sixty-one)
         C
In sixty-one I had myself a ball
             D7 
That was the year the really topped them all
G7                   C    A7          
Barbara Jo Sally and Mary Jean
    D7       G7    C 
And each one was a queen
Repeat #3
           D7     G7        C
It's gonna be the best year yet

386. A Violet And A Rose - Chords

A Violet And A Rose
Recorded by Porter Wagoner and Skeeter Davis
Words and music by Bud Auge, Jimmy Dickens, John Reinfeld & Mel Tillis

[A] A violet fell in love with a [E] rose
And started it blushing from its head to its [A] toe
Then one day the rose was kiss-[A7] ed by the [D] dew
A new love was [A] born and the [E] violet turned [A] blue.

CHORUS
[A] Roses are red, violets are [D] blue
I'm sending [E] red, red roses to [A] you
If you care to send some [A7] flowers to [D] me
Then send me some [A] violets, I'm [E] blue as can [A] be.

I wanted, my love, to bouquet with you
But just like the rose, you've proven untrue
A flower that's wild, they say has no home
And just like the violet, I'm left all alone

387. A Vision Of Jesus - Chords

A Vision Of Jesus
Recorded by Doyle Lawson



written by Johnnie Masters and Don Shaw
[3/4 time]

C                    G7                              C
While kneeling by my bed one night to say a sinner's prayer
F                   C                    G7            C
I looked up through tear filled eyes and saw my Savior there
                    G7                            C
To me He said don't be alarmed as He was standing there
F                  C                    G7                C
To me He said with outstretched arms my child I hear your prayer
                 G7                                    C
You ask me how I know Christ lives I'll tell you how I know
F              C                         G7               C
I saw the nail scares in His hands and a robe as white as snow
Repeat #2
                  G7                           C
I'll follow Jesus all the way He died upon the cross
F                 C           G7                  C
I'll follow Jesus all the way because He paid the cost
Repeat #2
F                  C                    G7                C
To me He said with outstretched arms my child I hear your prayer

388. A Vision Of Mother

A Vision Of Mother - Ralph Stanley
Ricky Skaggs & Dolly Parton

Oft' my thoughts drift back to childhood
To the time when I was free
As I played before the fireside
'Round my darling Mother's knee

   There's a blessed home up yonder
   Where my loved ones wait for me
   I saw Mother in a vision
   Kneeling there to pray for me

Then one day our Mother left us
Daddy said she'd gone to rest
I remember how she loved me
As she clutched me to her breast

Some sweet day I'll meet you Mother
Your little boy is commin' home
To see you as in days of childhood
The one you loved and left alone



389. A Visit With An Uncle

A Visit With An Uncle
Larry Cordle and Lonesome Standard Time

There's morning glories twisted in, your old rusty fence
And someone needs to fix the gate it's just hanging by the hinge
Is just like you to be drawn to this kind of place
Peace and quiet far away from that old man made race

Still I wish you'd have found someplace, a little closer by
I'd come a lot more often but it's so far to drive
And I like to never found it, it's been so many years
I barely can remember the last time I was here

Chorus:
I thought of something funny you told me long ago  
About old Almie Pettus and that old car he drove
And what about old Cooney Lamb & Happy Neighborgall
I wonder what became of them? Lord I miss 'em all

Well I don't know where the time goes, but it's slipped up on me
Seems Tike I just got here and it's already time to leave
But I'll be back in summer, I can promise you that
And I'll bring Aunt Carrie with me the next time I come back

Chorus:
Until then take it easy, just enjoy the rest
Heaven knows you earned it, you always did your best
I wish I had the money, to buy a fancy stone
But God won't need a marker when he comes to take you home

390. A Voice From On High

A Voice From On High
Joe Val - Ricky Skaggs

   I hear a voice callin'
   it must be our Lord
   It's comin' from heaven on high
   I hear a voice callin'
   I'll gain the reward
   In the land where we shall never shall die

The Savior has paid a great price for me
He gave His life on Calvary
So I'll follow his footsteps up the narrow way
And be ready to meet Him when He calls on that day

He died on the cross
the old rugged cross
That we would be saved from sin and not lost
So I'll follow His footsteps up the narrow way



And we'll pay that debt on the great judgement day

391. A Voice From On High - Chords

A Voice From On High
written and recorded by Bill Monroe
 
C                         F           C
I hear a voice calling it must be our Lord 
                           G7
It's coming from heaven on high
               C            F        C
I hear a voice calling I've gained a reward 
                      G7          C
For the land where we never shall die

                      F               C
The Savior has paid a great price for me
                         G7
He gave his life on Calvary
              C                 F      C
So follow His foot steps up the narrow way               
                              G7            C
And be ready to meet Him when calls on that day

Repeat #1

                    F           C
The Savior who died on cruel Calvary
                                               G7
He shed his life blood that the world might be free
              C            F          C
So follow His footsteps up the narrow way
                           G7             C
That'll pay my debt on the great judgment day

Repeat #1

392. A Voice On The Wind - Chords

A Voice On The Wind 
Hot Rize

[Verse 1]
F           Bb
As I looked out that beach of sand
         Eb                              Bb
I looked out to sea from the edge of the land
                     Eb                  Bb



I watch the seabirds fly where the ocean roars
             F                 Bb
And I wonder why my heart's so sore.
 
[Chorus]
F             Bb
Your love has gone, said a voice on the wind
              Eb           Bb
As sweet as a song on a violin
              Eb                Bb
As sad as the sky on a starless night
                    F                   Bb
Or the tear in your eye in the pale moonlight.
 
[Break]
Same chords as Verse
F    Bb    Eb    Bb
Eb   Bb    F     Bb
 
[Verse 2]
F               Bb
As the seabirds cry out o'er the waves
          Eb              Bb
I sit and sigh over happy days
             Eb                  Bb
And lonesome there, my heart did pine
                F                     Bb
For a love that lasts till the end of time
 
[Chorus]
F             Bb
Your love has gone, said a voice on the wind
              Eb           Bb
As sweet as a song on a violin
              Eb                Bb
As sad as the sky on a starless night
                    F                   Bb
Or the tear in your eye in the pale moonlight
 
[Break]
Same chords as Verse
F    Bb    Eb    Bb
Eb   Bb    F     Bb
 
[Verse 3]
F                   Bb
From the end of the sea to the edge of the sky
                Eb                   Bb
Where does love go as the years roll by?
                Eb                  Bb
Here deep in my heart you'll always be
              F                      Bb
A sure as the shore is kissed by the sea.
 
[Chorus]
F             Bb
Your love has gone, said a voice on the wind



              Eb           Bb
As sweet as a song on a violin
              Eb                Bb
As sad as the sky on a starless night
                    F                   Bb
Or the tear in your eye in the pale moonlight.

393. A Voice Still Rings True - Chords

A Voice Still Rings True 
Ricky Skaggs, Lisa Stewart, Tanya Tucker
 
F              Dm                   Bb
Back in the mountains of eastern Kentucky
      F      Bm              C
A young boy grew up with a dream
   F          Dm      Bb
Of playin' the Opry like all of his heroes
  F            Dm                   C
By the time that he learned how to walk he could
  F
sing
                 Dm                 Bb
Blessed with the voice of a wild mountain
 
songbird
     F           Dm           C
Quick with a kind word and a smile
     F              Dm           Bb
His songs about heartache, hard-livin' and true
 
love
      F               Dm        C            F
Came right from the pages of life's lonely miles
     Dm                           Bb
When his voice rang true, as his legend grew
F                  Dm           C
He was destined to shine like a star
                     Bb
But he never forgot who that he Was
        F       Dm       C                             F
Or the friends that he made with his old guitar
              Dm             Bb
He wasn't a stranger to the rain or its danger
F        Dm              C
Found on the highways of life
     F          Dm        Bb
Too soon it was over, the road it had ended
     F           Dm                 C
And all we were left with was the sound of
      F
goodbye
                 Dm              Bb



Somewhere in the mountains of eastern
 
Kentucky
       F        Dm         C
A young boy is dreaming tonight
   F           Dm               Bb
Of playin' the Opry like his fallen heroes
F                 Dm            C        F
Who's gone on to sing with the angels on high
        C                      Bb
And a voice still rings true from the man that we
 
knew
            F          Dm        C
Though his leavin' we can't understand
                                       Bb
And A new star shines bright in the heavens
 
tonight
     F            Dm        C        F
Now that he's part of that great angel band
 
 Bb\\\\\ F\\\\\ Dm\\\\\C\\\\ F

394. A Walk In The Irish Rain

A Walk in the Irish Rain
U.S. Navy Country Current

When the sun goes down o'er Dublin town
The colors last for hours, oh
The lights come on, the night's a song
And the streets all turn to gold.

A gentle mist all heaven kissed
Like teardrops off an angel's wing
Don't you know you'll cleanse your soul
With a walk in the Irish rain.

Cho: Oh, Katherine, take my hand
I've got three pounds and change
And I'll sing you songs of love again
And when I get too drunk to sing
We'll walk in the Irish rain.

Forever more I've stepped ashore
My sailing days are over, oh
Through time and tide and by your side
Together we'll grow old.

I threw my sea bag in the bin
And brought these pretty flowers home
Kiss me Kate, we'll celebrate



Before the bloom is gone.

A tinker and a tailor and a drunken old sailor
They all get together and they start to play
Time stands still while they sing their fill
They'll shout 'til the break of day.

A sweet little lady with a glass of stout
Sippin' it down 'til the foam runs out
She'll help her old man home again
With a walk in the Irish rain.

395. A Walking Song Live - Chords

A Walking Song Live
Billy Strings

Billy played this song during night 1 of his Lord of the Rings themed Halloween run in 2022. It
's a medley consisting of verses from The Road Goes Ever On/A Walking Song and The Ridd
le of Strider, both by Bilbo Baggins. A video of the song begins here at 5:47: https://youtu.be/
kgX0zvZLutA?t=341. 

[Verse 1]
G
The Road goes ever ever on,
                    Em
Over rock and under tree,
G                            C
By caves where never sun has shone,
G               D              G
By streams that never find the sea;
G
Over snow by winter sown,
G                              Em
And through the merry flowers of June,
G                   C
Over grass and over stone,
G         D                G
And under mountains in the moon.
 
[Verse 2]
 
G
The Road goes ever ever on
                      Em
Under cloud and under star,
G                            C
Yet feet that wandering have gone
G       D            G
Turn at last to home afar.
G
Eyes that fire and sword have seen
G                          Em



And horror in the halls of stone
G                       C
Look at last on meadows green
G             D                    G
And trees and hills they long have known.
 
[Verse 3]
 
G
Well the roads go ever on and on
                               Em
And down from the door where it began.
G                          C
Now far ahead that Road has gone,
G          D           G
And I must follow if I can!
G
Pursuing it with eager feet ,
G                          Em
Until it joins some larger way
G                            C
Where many paths and errands meet,
G           D              G
And whither then? I cannot say.
 
[Verse 4]
 
G
All that is gold does not glitter,
                             Em
Not all those who wander are lost;
G                               C
The old that is strong does not wither,
G                  D              G
Deep roots are not reached by the frost.
G
From the ashes a fire shall be woken,
G                              Em
A light from the shadows will spring;
G                               C
Renewed will be blade that was broken,
G                 D              G
And the crownless again shall be king
G                 D              G
And the crownless again shall be king.

396. A Warmer Kind Of Blue

A Warmer Kind Of Blue
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Publishing Co./BMI)

The way the sky looks through the branches
Delicate, the light just dances



The pallet and the silhouettes
Just as back-east as it gets
I get tempted by the tapestry
And all your over- sensitivity
I just thought I'd drop a line to you
And tell you I've been thinking these things through
We're never fixed in time
'Cause you pick up the thread I left behind
There's something about those bare brown trees
So sweet it brought me to my knees
Humbled by the memory
And all your vulnerability
As I spiral back in time
The voice I hear is yours, the words are mine
You just pick up on my point of view
The light that shines on you is a different hue
It's cold and it's wintery
It's cozy and crazy too
A warmer kind of blue when I'm with you
Some things are better left unsaid
But the code of silence can leave you nearly dead
So I will say these things to you
'Cause some of what I say keeps getting through
You just pick up on my point of view
The light that shines on you is a different hue
It's cold and it's wintery
It's cozy and crazy too
A warmer kind of blue when I'm with you
A warmer kind of blue when I'm with you
A warmer kind of blue when I'm with you

397. A Ways To Go - Chords

A Ways To Go
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Lainie Marsh

G                          D7
I hear the clock a ticking see the sweat upon my brow
G                     D7
I know my destination nothing's gonna stop me now
G                     D7
I'm running on desire baby I've got nerves of steel
G                       D7
Coming down to the wire Lord above me guide the wheel
        C       G
Keep me in your prayers tonight
D7            C         G
I'll be weary upon that road
  D7       C      G
I know the finish line's in sight
      D7    C              G
But I still have a ways to go



                                 D7
There's a junkyard dog a barking in the valley down below
G                           D7
He's wanting me to stop and gather up a heavy load
G                         D7
Ain't gonna heed his call ain't giving him the time of day
G                               D7
You mangy mutt once and for all I said I threw that stuff away
Repeat #2
F              G
I won't have a bit of trouble
F                G
Heading down the straight and true
F             G
I'll fly solo on the double
A#       C      G
Into the yonder blue
                               D7
I might need some intervention out upon the icy turn
G                    D7
In a foggy situation squealing on a hairpin curve
G                     D7
I'm running on desire baby I've got nerves of steel
G                       D7
Coming down to the wire Lord above me guide the wheel
Repeat #2 x2

398. A Week From Today

A Week From Today
Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Robert G. Starnes/Daniel House Music, BMI-It Says What It Says Music, BMI)

Time is a funny thing you know
No matter where you are it comes and goes
I've lived my life one day at a time
Time is all I've had and all I know
Home is a state of mind it's said
Four walls and a roof inside your head
To some it might seem strange
But I'm too damn old to change
Now the warden says the state requires my bed
It's been fifty years since they sent me here
I had forty-nine more to go
But a week from today
They'll open this gate for good
And I'll have to walk away
But Lord knows I'd stay if I could
I won't last a day out there alone
This prison cell's the only home I've known
The world outside has changed
But the one inside's the same
I'll have to find a way to get back home



399. A Week In A County Jail

A Week In A County Jail - Tom T Hall

One time I spent a week inside a little country jail
And I don't guess I'll ever live it down
I was sittin' at a red light when these two men came and got me
And said that I was speeding through their town

Well, they said,"Tomorrow morning you can see the judge then go."
They let me call one person on the phone
I thought I'd be there overnight so I just called my boss
To tell him I'd be off but not for long

Well, they motioned me inside a cell with seven other guys
One little barred up window in the rear
My cellmates said if they had let me bring some money in
We ought to send the jailer for some beer

Well, I had to pay him double 'cause he was the man in charge
And the jailer's job was not the best in town
Later on his wife brought hot bologna, eggs and gravy
The first day I was there I turned it down

Well, next morning they just let us sleep but I was up real early
Wonderin' when I'd get my release
Later on we got more hot bologna, eggs and gravy
And by now I wasn't quite so hard to please

Two days later when I thought that I had been forgotten
The sheriff came in chewin' on a straw
He said, "Where is the guy who thinks that this is Indianapolis?
I'd like to talk to him about the law."
Well, I told him who I was and told him I was working steady
And I really should be gettin' on my way
That part about me bein' who I was did not impress him
He said, "The judge'll be here any day."

The jailer had a wife and let me tell you she was awful
But she brought that hot bologna every day
And after seven days she got to lookin' so much better
I asked her if she'd like to run away

The next mornin' that old judge took every nickel that I had
And he said, "Son, let this teach you not to race."
The jailer's wife was smilin' from the window as I left
In thirty minutes I was out of state



400. A Whisper And A Scream

A Whisper And A Scream
Pam Tillis - Guy Clark

There's a tomcat in the alley scarin' up a fight
There's a mother softly kissing her little one goodnight
There's peace and then there's chaos, reality and dreams
We're all trying to strike a balance between a whisper and a scream

Sometimes I need atttention when you need left alone
Sometimes you feel like clinging when I feel like being gone
But love me soft and tender and we'll make the rafters ring
As long as we meet somewhere between a whisper and a scream

Well, I know you'll be listening
And you know I'll be there
Between a whisper and a scream we'll find a prayer
Well I used to blow up easy and put my fist right through a wall

You were shut down like a holiday not feeling much at all
But we met there at the crossroad goin' to extremes
Thank God we found each other between a whisper and a scream
Somehow we found each other between a whisper and a scream

401. A White Cross Marks The Grave

A White Cross Marks The Grave

Many thousand miles away in that land across the sea
There are soldier boys their precious lives they give
So their loved ones here back home many miles across the foam
Might have liberty each padding day to live

May they sleep forevermore
Where a white cross stands to mark the soldiers grave
May their spirits be at rest
They have done their part with hearts so true and brave

May the ones who have gone on be remembered here back home
In the hearts of those whom they will see no more
They will wait until that day when they hear the trumpet play
Then they'll march again upon that golden shore

402. A White Sports Coat

Marty Robbins - A white sports coat
Composer: Marty Robbins

A white sports coat and a pink carnation



I'm all dressed up for the dance
A white sports coat and a pink carnation
I'm all alone in romance

Once you told me long ago
To the prom with me you'd go
Now you've changed your mind it seems
Someone else will hold my dreams

A white sports coat and a pink carnation
I'm in a blue blue mood.

I'm all dressed up for the dance
I'm all alone in romance

403. A Whole Lot Of Love

Tom T Hall - A Whole Lot Of Love
Composer: Tom T. Hall

We live on a farm in Tennessee
Like ol' McDonald's was
We have all the things that a farm should have
And a whole lot of love

We have a brace of ducks and a clutch of chicks
Cry of hounds and the candle of kits
Enough of frogs and as it gets dark
And an exaltation of larks

We live on a farm in Tennessee...

We have a drove of cattle and a grist of bees
A colony of ants and a gaggle of geese
A school of fish and a murder of crows
And a great big tribe of goats

We live on a farm in Tennessee...

We have a skulk of foxes and a sleuth of bears
A set of crane and a hust of hares
A herd of horses and a spring of teal
And a watch of nightingales

We live on a farm in Tennessee...

We have the sun of mornings and the moon of nights
And a fieldbed of hold me tights
It rains but not too much
We got a whole lot of love



404. A Whole Lot Of Love - Chords

A Whole Lot Of Love
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G            C             Am
We live on a farm in Tennessee
C                   G
Like ol' McDonald's was
                C             Am
We have all the things that a farm should have
      C            G
And a whole lot of love
                               C
We have a brace of ducks and a clutch of chicks
G                     C
Cry of hounds and the candle of kits
          G               C
Enough of frogs and as it gets dark
       G     D7      G
And an exaltation of larks
Repeat #1
                                C
We have a drove of cattle and a grist of bees
  G                    C
A colony of ants and a gaggle of geese
  G                    C
A school of fish and a murder of crows
      G         D7       G
And a great big tribe of goats
Repeat #1
                               C
We have a skulk of foxes and a sleuth of bears
  G                  C
A set of crane and a husk of hares
  G                    C
A herd of horses and a spring of teal
      G        D7     G
And a watch of nightingales
Repeat #1
                            C
We have the sun of mornings and the moon of nights
G                  C
And a field bed of hold me tights
G            C
It rains but not too much
   G     D7           G
We got a whole lot of love



405. A Whole Lot of Love To Go Home To - Chords

A Whole Lot of Love To Go Home To
Written and recorded by Hank Locklin

G                              C
Some folks are lucky have everything 
          G                  D7
Some have nothing nothing to claim
           G                         C
I'm not complaining just talking the truth
                       G
The Lord gives me everything I need
      D7                      G
And a whole lot of love to go home to
                            C
I love the outdoors morning sunrise 
   G               D7
And this love that never dies
             G                            C
I like to go walking early in the morning dew
                       G
The Lord gives me everything I need
      D7                      G
And a whole lot of love to go home to
  C                                              G
I started this morning with a thankful heart the Lord put in me
   C                               D7
My days filled with kind words for friends that I might see
        G                    C
I go on dreaming thinking of you
                       G
The Lord gives me everything I need
      D7                      G
And a whole lot of love to go home to
 
                         C
A man's not happy living alone
            G                     D7
Nothing but memories when love is gone
           G                     C
He needs a woman when his day is through
                       G
The Lord gives me everything I need
      D7                      G
And a whole lot of love to go home to
                            C
My life's a river living in time
       G                 D7
Always lookin' but never defined
            G                    C
I sometimes worry about things I do
                       G
The Lord gives me everything I need
      D7                      G
And a whole lot of love to go home to
Repeat #3



C                          G
Yes the Lord gives me everything I need
      D7                      G
And a whole lot of love to go home to

406. A Woman Always Knows - Chords

A Woman Always Knows
Recorded by David Houston
Written by Billy Sherrill

G                                              D7
There's no lipstick on his shirt when he comes home
                                            G
And he wonders if she knows that he's done wrong
                            C
She dried her eyes and she combed her hair           
B7             C
And she's smiling by the time he's there       
G                 D7               G
Cause she's been lovin' just one man too long                  
G7            C
She knows he's lyin' but she's tryin' 
G                               D7
Tryin' her best to never let it show                 
G  G7  C
That she's been cryin' cryin' 
G                      D7
And she'll forgive him one more time       
C     D7     G
But a woman always knows                  
G7            C
She knows he's lyin' but she's tryin' 
G                               D7
Tryin' her best to never let it show                 
G  G7  C
That she's been cryin' cryin' 
G                      D7
And she'll forgive him one more time       
C     D7     B7      C     D7     G
But a woman always knows a woman always knows

407. A Woman in Love

A Woman in Love
Peter Rowan

Oh, here I go again
Fallin' in love with you



My heart won't beat slow again
Since I fell in love with you

Well, a woman in love, she lets her hair hang down
She stays at home with the lights turned down
She's warm and naive
Her heart is light she's a woman in love

Well, a woman in love, she wants her man to stay
Every thing she has, she'll throw it all away
For that man she loves
She's a woman in love

Oh, here I go again
Fallin' in love with you
My heart won't beat slow again
Since I fell in love with you

Well, a woman in love is like a moon growin' full
Like a high tide risin', you can feel the pull
Of the heart of the woman
A woman in love

Well, a woman in love is like a garden in June
Like a blossomin' flower breathin' to fume
And I'm really in feelin' her heart beatin' fast
My woman's in love

Oh, here I go again
Fallin' in love with you
My heart won't beat slow again
Since I fell in love with you

A woman in love

408. A Woman's Heart (Is A Handy Place To Be) - Chords

A Woman's Heart (Is A Handy Place To Be) 
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Marshall Chapman and Cort B. Casady

G
He's a charmer 
C                 D7                    G
He's broken every heart that's tried to hold him 
C                D7             G
It's tearin' me apart to know I want him 
C             D7             G
Knowin' I can never tell him so 
He's a loner 
C              D7               G
Runnin' from a friend to find a stranger 
C           D7               G



It makes me weak it makes me wonder 
C           D7            G
Will I ever make it on my own 
C           D7            G
Will I ever make it on my own 
  C                 D7             G
A woman's heart's a handy place to be 
      C             D7                        G
For a man afraid of givin' and fightin' to be free 
      C                 D7             G
Yes a woman's heart's a handy place to be 
       C                     D7                           G
I just wish the heart that's broken now was not a part of me 
But I'm a lover 
C            D7          G
Lovers often leave us in forever 
                C           D7              G
Though he's the best I ever had there'll be another 
C                   D7     G
And I'll open up my heart again 
Repeat #3
       C                     D7                           G
I just wish the heart that's broken now was not a part of me

409. A Woman's Love

A Woman's Love

I have felt it
And I have held it
I have known
A woman's love
I have tasted
And I have wasted
A woman's love
And I know
I'll never understand
All the little things
that make It grand
A woman's love
And I know
I'll never come Face to face
With any thing
that takes the Place
Of a woman's love

Well I have kiss it
Tried to resist it
I have missed
A woman's love
And I have hated
Taken for granted
A woman's love



Well I have needed
And I have pleaded
And I have lost
A woman's love

And I have worshipped
And I have cursed it
A woman's love
Well I adore it
Thank god for it
A woman's love

410. A Woman's Love

Alan Jackson - A Woman's Love 

I have felt it And I have held it
I have known A woman's love
I have tasted And I have wasted
A woman's love 

And I know I'll never understand 
All the little things That make it grand
A woman's love

And I know I'll never come face to face
With any thing That takes the place 
Of a woman's love

Well, I have kiss it Tried to resist it
I have missed A woman's love
And I have hated Taken for granted
A woman's love 

And I know I'll never understand
All the little things That make it grand
A woman's love 

And I know I'll never come face to face
With any thing That takes the place
Of a woman's love 

Instrumental

Well I have needed And I have pleaded
And I have lost A woman's love
And I have worshipped  And I have cursed it
A woman's love

And I know I'll never understand
All the little things That make it grand
A woman's love



And I know I'll never come face to face
With any thing That takes the place
Of a woman's love 
Well I adore it And thank God for it 
A woman's love...

411. A Woman's Touch - Chords

A Woman's Touch
Recorded by Glen Campbell
written by Jerry Fuller

C              F          G7            C
Right from the first day  one man stood alone              
 F                  G7                      C
And somehow he missed what didn't exist how could he have known              
F           G7                 C
He looked all around him  then he lifted his head               
F                 G7                  C
For he heard a voice and rose to rejoice as somebody said
                  F              G7              C
This place needs a woman's touch  to share in the plan              
F             G7                        C
For without a woman's touch life don't mean much to a man        
F        G7              C
I was a drifter  who couldn't be tamed                      
F                G7                       C
Though reckless and wild lost like a child whose dreams never came
                F          G7             C
Then I felt the pleasures  of love's happiness                 
F             G7                    C
One look in your eyes and I realize  I've truly been blessed
                F              G7              C
Thank God for a woman's touch  to share in the plan               
F              G7                     C
For it took my woman's touch  to make me feel like a man
              F              G7                        C
For without a woman's touch  life don't mean much to a man

412. A Wonderful Time Up There - Chords

A Wonderful Time Up There
recorded by Pat Boone
written by Lee Roy Abernathy
 
G                      G7
Everybody's gonna have religion and glory
C                      Am



Everybody's gonna be a-singin' that story
G                                          D7
Everybody's gonna have a wonderful time up there
 
Oh Glory Hallelujah
G                           G7
Brother there's a reckonin' a-comin' in the mornin'
C                           Am
Better get ready 'cause I'm givin' you the warnin'
G                        D7                G
Everybody's gonna have a wonderful time up there
 
  
Now listen everybody 'cause I'm talkin' to you
                            D7
The Lord is the only one to carry you through
G
You better get ready 'cause I'm tellin' you why
                              D7        G
The Lord is a-comin' from His throne on high
 
 
Goin' down the valley goin' one by one
                                D7
We're gonna be rewarded for the things we've done
G
How ya gonna feel about the things you'll say
D7               G
On that judgment day
  
                       G7
Everybody's gonna have religion and glory
C                      Am
Everybody's gonna be a-singin' that story
G                                          D7
Everybody's gonna have a wonderful time up there
 
Oh Glory Hallelujah
G                           G7
Brother there's a reckonin' a-comin' in the mornin'
C                           Am
Better get ready 'cause I'm givin' you the warnin'
G                        D7                G
Everybody's gonna have a wonderful time up there
 
 
Now you get your Holy Bible in the back of the book
                               D7
The book of Revelations is the place you look
G
If you understand it and you can if you try
                              D7        G
The Lord is a-comin' from His throne on high
 
 
A-readin' in the Bible all the things He said
                                  D7



He said He's comin' back again to raise the dead
G
Are you gonna be among the chosen few
D7               G
Will you make it through
 
                       G7
Everybody's gonna have religion and glory
C                      Am
Everybody's gonna be a-singin' that story
G                                          D7
Everybody's gonna have a wonderful time up there
 
Oh Glory Hallelujah
G                           G7
Brother there's a reckonin' a-comin' in the mornin'
C                           Am
Better get ready 'cause I'm givin' you the warnin'
G                        D7                G
Everybody's gonna have a wonderful time up there

413. A Work Of Love

Ricky Skaggs - A work of love

What could make a man go up
On a cross to die for us
Just when the devil's push had come to shove
What could leave the empty grave
Carrying all the souls he saved
Hallelujah that's a work of love

What could make a man go down
To the river for his sins to drown
In the glory of the Lord he fell short of
Confess the error of his ways
And then lift his hands in praise
Hallelujah that's a work of love

It's the bending of the knee
It's the tending of the need
It's the hand that's reaching from above
If you look and see the scar
Then you know you've seen the heart
Hallelujah that's a work of love

What could make a man go out
Change his life and turn about
From wrestling with to resting with a dove
With no thought of turning back
Giving everything he has
Hallelujah that's a work of love



It's the bending of the knee
It's the tending of the need
It's the hand that's reaching from above
If you look and see the scar
Then you know you've seen the heart
Hallelujah that's a work of love
Hallelujah that's a work of love

414. A Working Man Can't Get Nowhere Today

For years I've been bustin' my rear
To make a livin' but it ain't made
For years I've been tryin' to pay off my bills
But they ain't paid

Oh, every dime I make, every soul I know
The higher up I reach, the further down I go
And this old broken back of mine is all I've got to show
And anyway

A working man can't get nowhere today
Lord, a working man can't get nowhere today
A working man ain't go no time to play
Today I work my [Incomprehensible] leave it lay
A working man can't get nowhere today

I pay my income tax and the government gives back
What I got coming, lord, it ain't much
I pay my child support 'cause I'm a law abiding soul
And an easy touch [Incomprehensible] starve myself to death

Kinda keep my family fit, I keep my budget tight
Kinda get myself ahead
But I'd still be deep in debt
The day that I fall dead, that's why I say

Lord, a working man can't get nowhere today
A working man can't get nowhere today
A working man ain't go no time to play
Tonight I work my [Incomprehensible] leave it lay
A working man can't get nowhere today
A working man can't get nowhere today

415. A World Away - Chords

A World Away 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
[Verse]



            F     G                   C
I'm a world away, right outside your window
      F                        C                        G
I got money in my pocket and I Brought a nice bottle of wine
                   F     G             C
I think I'm on the list, do you see my name there?
            F                     G                       C
I've come a long hard way and I'm lookin' for a better time
          G
Oh well I tried to get over and I tried to get across
        F                            C
Now I'm standin' at the door but the door is locked
      G
I can see those pretty gals dosey-doe
      F                        G
I can hear that music from the radio
 
 
NC          F G C
I'm a world away
            F G C
I'm a world away
                F
Standin' at the gates
            G
With my suitcase
                C
But I'm a world away
 
 
F G C
 
[Verse]
                     F      G                C
Hey it's a real nice place, do you need some help here?
      F                         C                G
I can sweep, I can paint, I can play a little violin
                   F   G                   C
If you let me stay, oh you won't need to worry
            F                        G                   C
I'll be the life of the party if you just let me slip on in
           G
Oh well, I wade in the river and I marched through the sand
      F                            C
Now I standin' at the gates of the Promised Land
           G
Oh but you say that you gotta leave 'em locked up tight
       F                               G
If you please, mister, I can sleep out here tonight
 
 
[Chorus]
NC            F G C
I'm a world away
            F G C
I'm a world away
                F



Standin' at the gates
            G
With my suitcase
                C
But I'm a world away
 
 
[Bridge]
            G
How can you know the hard times I've had?
     F
Kept waiting and almost left for dead
        Am
I got a needle streakin' in my veins
             G
I've come to sew a bright new star on the face of your flag
 
            F       G                   C
I'm a world away, right outside your window
      F                        C                        G
I got money in my pocket and I brought a nice bottle of wine
                   F     G             C
I think I'm on the list, do you see my name there?
            F                     C                    G
I've come a long hard way and I'm lookin' for a better time
 
 
[Chorus]
NC          F G C
I'm a world away
            F G C
I'm a world away
                F
Standin' at the gates
           G
With my suitcase
                F G C
But I'm a world away
            F G C
I'm a world away
                F
Standin' at the gates
            G
With my suitcase
                C
But I'm a world away
 
 
F G C x 2

416. A World I Can't Live In - Chords



A World I Can't Live In - Chords
Recorded by Jan Howard
Written by Roger Miller

G              D7             G
Once more I've said that I'll leave you 
                  D7          G
But once more I'm changing my mind 
C          D7            G
Yours is a world I can't live in
C       G         C             G
But without you I can't live in mine 
                D7         G
You'd rather go places without me 
             D7           G
I don't understand you at times 
C          D7            G
Yours is a world I can't live in 
C       G         C             G
But without you I can't live in mine 
              D7               G
Could be it's just your way of loving 
                      D7         G
And you don't mean to treat me unkind 
C          D7            G
Yours is a world I can't live in
C       G         C             G
But without you I can't live in mine 
C          D7            G
Yours is a world I can't live in 
C       G         C             G
But without you I can't live in mine

417. A World Of Blue - Chords

A World Of Blue
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C                          F
Green green leaves falling down 
         C
From the tops of tall tall trees
                  G7
Touch ground near what 
                         C   G7
Just might be the single clue
        C               F
Red red drops that drip out  
         C
From the bottom of my heart
               G7
Must mean that I'm  
                     C
Living in a world of blue



            F
There's not one golden sign 
         C
That the sun will ever shine
         G7                           C  C7
Even the clouds have assumed a darker hue
               F
That fact that daylight's only trace 
             C
Reflects off tear streaks across my face
                          G7            C
Must mean that I'm living in a world of blue
Repeat #3
                          G7            C
Must mean that I'm living in a world of blue

418. A World Without You - Chords

A World Without You
Recorded by Marty Stuart
Written by Marty Stuart and Connie Smith

G                  C              G
There was a time I held you in my arms                 
E7                   A7      D7
Life was perfect complete through and through    
G                    G7               C
Now you're gone and it's shattered all to pieces                
G         D7            C   G
I'm learning to live in a world without you  
C             D7         C       G
A world without love is so hard to bear   
A7                  D7
It leaves a soul empty with no one to care         
G         G7         C
Existing day after day trying hard to find my way                  
G         D7            C
While learning to live in a world without you
G                     C           G
I walk the floor then turn to the bottle               
E7               A7  D7
My heart aches no matter what I do  
G                     G7           C
A broken heart can only take so much hurting                  
G         D7            C   G
While learning to live in a world without you  
C             D7         C       G
A world without love is so hard to bear   
A7                  D7
It leaves a soul empty with no one to care         
G         G7         C
Existing day after day trying hard to find my way                  
G         D7            C    G



While learning to live in a world without you

419. A Wound Time Can't Erase

A Wound Time Can't Erase
Ricky Skaggs

Have you found, since you've turned me down,
The one that you were searching for?
Are you glad that you made me sad,
For you know I vowed to love you ever more.

What did you have in mind,
When you broke this heart of mine?
Are you laughing in my face?
Darlin', what can I do,
When you tell me we are through?
You've left a wound, time can't erase.

Tell me, dear, are you satisfied,
To be footloose and fancy free?
Is it power you want,
Or the things you have done?
What you've gained, I guess I'll never see.

What did you have in mind,
When you broke this heart of mine?
Are you laughing in my face?
Darlin', what can I do,
When you tell me we are through?
You've left a wound, time can't erase.

420. A Year Ago Today

A Year Ago Today

It still grieves me when I wander
To the grave not far away
Where we laid my little darling
Just a year ago today

It broke my heart so when she left
But she did not go alone
The greatest part of me went with her
The day the savior called her home

As I looked back across my life time
As I journey on and on
I bless the days that I had with her



And I leave the rest to God

In a grave so dark and lonely
Neath the cold and silent clay
There we laid my little darling
Just a year ago today

421. A Year Ago Tonight

A Year Ago Tonight
 - Gene Autry -

I RECEIVED YOUR CARD THIS MORNING WHEN THE MAILMAN PASSED MY WAY,
I'M SO GLAD YOU THOUGHT ENOUGH OF ME TO WRITE;
I KNOW IT MAKES YOU HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE YOUR WEDDING DAY,
BUT DO YOU RECALL A YEAR AGO TO-NIGHT?

WHEN WE MADE OUR VOWS TOGETHER THAT OUR LOVE WOULD NEVER DIE,
DARLING HOW WERE WE TO KNOW IT WASN'T RIGHT;
I CAN'T RECALL THE REASON WHY WE QUARRELED AND SAID GOOD-BYE,
BUT I STILL RECALL A YEAR AGO TO-NIGHT.

MAY YOU ALWAYS FIND CONTENTMENT IN EACH TRIAL AND JOY YOU SHARE,
MAY THE YEARS THAT GLIDE BEFORE YOU BRING DELIGHT;
BUT WHEN OLD TIME MEMORIES HAUNT YOU AND YOU HAVE THE TIME TO SPARE,
WILL YOU JUST RECALL A YEAR AGO TO-NIGHT?

THO' THIS PARTING MAKES US STRANGERS YOU WILL ALWAYS SHARE MY HEART,
WHEN THE FADING YEARS HAVE TURNED OUR HAIR TO WHITE;
I WILL ALWAYS FEEL YOU NEAR ME, EVEN THOUGH WE'RE WORLDS APART,
'CAUSE I'LL STILL RECALL A YEAR AGO TO-NIGHT.

422. A'Part

A'Part
By Bonnie Paine
Elephant Revival

There's a crack in the door
See a sorrowful sweetness
Asleep in the sand
Something not unnoticed
A clock on the wall
Hear the hands turning louder
Than I've ever heard
Before it turns morning
You'll open your eyes
See the night as it's fading
Today you will rise



Leave, know I await thee

To a battle he goes
Though his courage is noble
Wonder, does he know
Wonder it is he fights for
There are men on their thrones
Declare safety and freedom
They call themselves leaders
I call them misleading

For to them it is known
That the blood of that man
Was spilt by the thirst for
The black blood of that land

I awaited, I awaited, I awaited his return

And do you know the meaning of suffering
You suffer, yes indeed
Who sends loyal of your command
To die for your own greed
An obsession for power
Material things that
Brings you to your knees
You are a part of me
A part of you is
All you hurt
You see?

423. A-11

Richard Thompson - A-11
(Hank Cochran)

I don't know you from Adam
But if you're gonna play the jukebox
Please don't play A - Eleven.

I just came in here from force of habit
I don't intend to spend too much time in here
But I heard you *matchin' for the music
And if you play A- Eleven - there'll be tears.

I don't know you from Adam
But if you're gonna play the jukebox
Please don't play A - Eleven.

This used to be our favorite spot
And when she was here it was heaven
It was here she told me that she loved me
And she always played A - Eleven.



I don't know you from Adam
But if you're gonna play the jukebox
Please don't play A - Eleven...

424. A-Roving On A Winters Night - Chords

A-Roving On A Winters Night 
Doc Watson
 
[Introduction]
D A E A
 
[Verse 1]
 
A             E7       A
A-rovin' on a winter's night
               E7   D   A
And a-drinkin' good old wine,
A         D         A             F#m
Thinkin' about that pretty little girl,
F#m   A          E7       A
Thats broke this heart of mine. 
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
A                  E7     A
She is just like a butter rose,
                    E7    D  A
That bloomed in the month of June.
A            D       A     F#m
Or like some musical instrument,
F#m    A         E7     A
That's just been lately tuned. 
 
[Instrumental]
 
A E7 A
 
A E7 D A
 
A  D A   F#m
 
F#m  A  E7  A
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
A                        E7      A
Perhaps it's a trip to a foreign land, 
          E7     D  A
A trip to France or Spain, 
A               D           A   F#m



But if I should go ten thousand miles, 
F#m   A      E7    A
I'm a-comin' back again. 
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
A                                E7          A
And it's who's a-gonna shoe your poor little feet, 
                    E7    D           A
Honey who's a-gonna glove your little hands? 
A             D     A             F#m
Who's a-gonna kiss your sweet sweetlips, 
F#m            A       E7      A
Tell me, who's a-gonna be your man? 
 
[Verse 5]
 
A                      E7       A
I'll love you till the sea runs dry, 
A                 E7   D      A
And the rocks all melt in the sun. 
A          D         A    F#m
I love you till the day I die, 
F#m        A    E7          A
Though you will never be my own. 
 
[Verse 6]
 
A             E7       A
A-rovin' on a winter's night
                E7  D   A
And a-drinkin' good old wine, 
A         D         A             F#m
Thinkin' about that pretty little girl, 
F#m  A          E7       A
That broke this heart of mine.

425. Abalone Sky - Chords

Abalone Sky 
Allison Moorer
 
[Intro]
 
Dm  Asus4    Dm  Asus4    Dm  Asus4    Dm  Asus4
 
Dm              Am
Fall down on me like a feather
Dm            Am
Floating on a breeze
 
[Verse 1]



Dm               Am
Faintest whisper softest calling
Dm         Am
I am on my knees
C              Dm
Lead me to the ledge and let me
C             Am
Dangle from a limb
Dm             Am
I just hang on hear me praying
C     A   Dm    Asus4   Dm  Asus4
Oh no not again
 
[Verse 2]
Dm              Am
Look for heaven out the window
Dm      Am
Abalone sky
Dm               Am
Scattered pearly shimmer sending
Dm           Am
Angels to my side
C              Dm
Helping hasten hope's return
   C                 Am     A7
To free me from your grasp
Dm             Am
I just hang on hear me praying
C       A         Dm   Asus4   Dm   Asus4   Dm
Oh this too shall pass
 
[Verse 3]
C                Dm
Scattered pearly shimmer sending
C            Am
Angels to my side
Dm              Am
Look for heaven out the window
C    A    Dm  Asus4     Dm
Aba--lone sky
 
[end]
A A Dm Dm A Dm

426. Abandoned

Lucinda Williams - Abandoned

All of my love has been taken for granted
I've been fair but you've been underhanded
I've been disgraced but I can't bear to face it
'Cause the truth is my heart has been abandoned
I was hoping for heaven but baby I ain't blind



This ain't the first time I've been undermined
Sad eyes and crooked smile that I remember well
Now it looks like all I got is time to kill

You can't fool me, I see it in your eyes
You can't fool me, I see it in your eyes
Everything I thought we had has all been cast aside

You can't fool me, I see it in your eyes

These boots are the same boots I was wearin' then
And this beer I'm drinkin' is still the same old brand
But these blues are something new, they came around when I lost you
And it looks like I got stuck with an empty hand

You can't fool me, I see it in your eyes
You can't fool me, I see it in your eyes
Everything I thought we had has all been cast aside
You can't fool me, I see it in your eyes

You can't fool me, I see it in your eyes

427. Abandoned Love

Abandoned Love
Gillian Welch

I can see the turning of the key
I've been deceived by the clown inside of me
I thought that he was righteous, but he's vain
Oh, something's telling me I wear the ball and chain
My patron saint is fighting with a ghost
He's always off somewhere when I need him most
The Spanish moon is rising on the hill
But my heart is tellin' me I love you still
Come back to the town from the flaming moon
I see you in the streets, I begin to swoon
I love to see you dress before the mirror
Won't you let me in your room one time before I finally disappear?
Everybody's wearing a disguise
To hide what they've got left behind their eyes
But me, I can't cover what I am
Wherever children go, I'll follow them
I march in the parade of liberty
But as long as I love you, I'm not free
How long must I suffer such abuse?
Won't you let me see your smile before I turn you loose?
I've given up the game, I've got to leave
The treasure can't be found, it's make-believe
The pot of gold is found by men who search
Whose gods are dead and whose queens are in the church
Now we sat in an empty theater and we kissed
I asked you please to cross me off your list



My head tells me it's time to make a change
But my heart is telling me I love you, but you're strange
So one more time at midnight near the wall
Take off your heavy make-up and your shawl
Won't you descend from the throne, from where you sit?
Let me feel your love one more time before I...

428. Aberdeen

Aberdeen - Della Mae
(C. Woodsmith)

There is a tree , flowers in spring
White cherry buds, 22 rings
I helped her grow, but have never seen
Carolina winter or Aberdeen

From the Missisippi
Floodgates my body churned
Up the river delta my mother yearned
To taste the sweetness of her pain
Fallin down in Carolina rain

And if I stay ill stay today
My body has followed in her wake
If I'm to go, Ill go away
To Aberdeen
And there ill wait

She stayed by the sea
Hardened town
Smell of fish watered down
Taste of liquor on her mouth
And her heart it wandered down to the south

And if I stay ill stay today
My body has followed in her wake
If I'm to go, Ill go away
To Aberdeen
And there ill wait

Her body is now
Hard from the years
She's still as strong
Still as fierce
I've taken all she had to give
and given back the will to live

And if I stay ill stay today
My body has followed in her wake
If I'm to go, Ill go away
To Aberdeen
And there ill wait



429. Abide Beside Me

Abide Beside Me (Larry W. Jones 12/18/2007) 

Abide beside me, do not deny me
Abide beside me ever and a day
And darling, if you ever see me blue
Then you will know just what your love will do
For your true love will abide beside me
I know that you won't leave me all alone
Dear, I see no cloud above you
I'll forever be proud of you
And my heart you will always own
- instrumental -
Darling, be my star and guide me along
And I'll be where you are with love so strong
Abide beside me, do not deny me
In my heart resides love I can't ignore
Our love was meant to be, yes, you and me
A love that will abide forevermore
Abide beside me, do not deny me
In my heart resides love I can't ignore
Our love was meant to be, yes, you and me
A love that will abide forevermore

430. Abide With Me - Chords

Abide With Me
Recorded by Jimmy Dean
Written by H.F. Lyte and W.H. Monk

C G7        C       F         G7  C
A-bide with me fast falls the eventide
             F   C   D7            G7
The darkness deepens Lord with me abide
C    G7    C  C7   F                 Dm
When other helpers fail and comforts flee
G7          C        F  C    G7   C
Help of the helpless O abide with me
      G7     C          F          G7     C
Swift to its close ebbs out life's little day
             F        C   D7           G7
Earth's joys grow dim its glories pass away
C      G7  C  C7    F            Dm
Change and decay in all around I see
G7         C       F   C     G7   C
O Thou who changes not abide with me
     G7       C      F       G7      C
Hold Thou Thy word before my closing eyes



                  F     C   D7              G7
Shine through the gloom and point me to the skies 
C        G7      C     C7    F                    Dm
Heaven's morning breaks  and earth's vain shadows flee 
G7         C       F    C     G7   C
In life in death O Lord abide with me

431. Abilene

Abilene

   Abilene Abilene
   Prettiest town I've ever seen
   Women there will treat you mean
   In Abilene my Abilene

I sit alone most every night
Watch those trains pull out of sight
Don't I wish they were carrying me
Back to Abilene my Abilene

Crowded city there ain't nothing free
Nothing in this town for me
Wish to the Lord that I could be
In Abilene sweet Abilene

432. About Her Eyes

Jerry Jeff Walker - About Her Eyes

[Verse 1]
About her eyes, now they're misty shining
About her hair, it's long and clean
About her face, now it's soft and smiling
You can't trace her thoughts 'cause they can't be seen

[Verse 2]
When she flows by you so gently
She brings a breeze that just cleans the air
And when she speaks, why it's barely a whisper
That tries to hide but you know it's there

[Verse 3]
She smiles at you and it sends you sailin'
It sweeps you yonder all along in the night
You glide with ease and you can hardly feel it
But you can tell you're driftin' in a moments flight

[Verse 4]



And when she leaves you become quite drowsy
So you recline in your easy chair
She's left you there to think in silence
About her eyes, about her face, and her hair
About her eyes, about her face, and her hair

433. About Love

About Love
The Avett Brothers

I Took My Last Drink From A Half Empty Glass
and Laid My Tired Bones Out On The Grass
my Dad Says That All Things Will Pass
well At Least He's Right About Love

my Boss Is A Good Man He Makes Lots Of Rules
and He Gets So Frustrated With All Of His Tools
he Said, "my God Nothing Around Here Works"
well At Least He's Right About Love
yeah At Least He's Right About Love

i'm Laughing So Hard My Sides Start To Split
well I Cannot Be Told And I Will Not Admit
that No One Else Thinks It's A Joke
well At Least I'm Right About Love

well I Don't Trust You Or Anyone Else
and I Don't Trust My Mind When I'm All By Myself
and I Don't Trust The Look In Your Eyes
when You Say You're In Love
yeah When You Say You're In Love

since Everyone Dies And No Ones To Blame
my Life Is A Joke, My Death Is The Same
and Every Last Breath That I Draw
tells The Story Of Love
yeah Every Last Breath That I Draw
tells The Story Of Love

434. About Love

About Love
Larry Rice

While I was looking through yesterdays papers 
At the newsstand I spotted her there 
And the tears filled her eyes 
And I realised that she needed someone, just like me 



I see you don't have someone waiting 
And it looks like you could use a friend 
You see that's happened to me more than one time 
you see I think it's high time that we made that change 

Don't you just love the rain and the song that it sings 
Don't the rainbow put a spell on you 
But the grey clouds are there and the clouds they don't care 
So let me pull up my chair and explain about love, about love 

The rain started turning to drizzle 
She told all about Ohio 
And the lover that she still remembers 
Wipe the tears off and just let him go 
Wipe the tears off and just let him go 

Don't you just love the rain and the song that it sings 
Don't the rainbow put a spell on you 
But the grey clouds are there and the clouds they don't care 
So let me pull up my chair and explain 
about love, about love, about love, about love

435. Above All - Chords

Above All
Recorded by Randy Travis
Written by Paul Baloche and Lenny LeBlanc
  
C         F      G7        C
Above all powers above all kings
          F               G7      C
Above all nations and all created things
          Am         G7      C       F   C
Above all wisdom and all the ways of man
    Dm        F                G7
You were here before the world began
C         F        G7        C
Above all kingdoms above all thrones
          F            G7             C
Above all wonders this world has ever known
          Am         G7        C      F    C
Above all wealth and treasures of the earth
Dm                G7      C           Em
There's no way to measure what you're worth
C    Dm   Em            C
Crucified laid behind a stone
             Dm  Em           C
You lived to die rejected and alone
G7     Am   G7              F
Like a rose trampled on the ground
C            Dm   C              F
You took the fall and thought of me 



G7    C
Above all
Repeat #1,2,3 x2
G7     Am   G7              F
Like a rose trampled on the ground
C            Dm   C              F
You took the fall and thought of me 
G7    C
Above all

436. Above And Beyond

Above And Beyond
Dwight Yoakam - Above And Beyond

A well I'll give you love
That's above and beyond the call of love
And I'll never ever make you cry
A yes I'll give you love
That's above and beyond the call of love
And love's something that money can't buy

Well a poor boy's chances for a pretty girl's glances
Are sometimes very few
Though I've got no money, if you'll be my honey
Here's what I'll offer you

A well I'll give you love
That's above and beyond the call of love
And I'll never ever make you cry
A yes I'll give you love
That's above and beyond the call of love
And love's something that money can't buy

We met by chance and I knew at a glance
That I'd found my destiny
Now I want to carry you off and marry you
If you will agree
And I'll give you love
That's above and beyond the call of love
And I'll never ever make you cry
Yes I'll give you love
That's above and beyond the call of love
And love's something that money can't buy

437. Above and Beyond (The Call of Love)

Rodney Crowell - Above and Beyond (The Call of Love)



Well, I'll give you love that's above and beyond the call of love
And I'll never ever make you cry
Yes, I'll give you love that's above and beyond the call of love
And love's somnething that money can't buy

Well a poor boys chances for a pretty girls glances
Are somnetimes very few
Though I got no money if you'll be my honey
Here's what I'll offer you

Yes, I'll give you love that's above and beyond the call of love
And I'll never, ever make you cry
Yes, I'll give you love that's above and beyond the call of love
And love's something that money can't buy

Well, we met by chance and I knew in a glance
That I'd found my destiny
Now I want to carry you off and marry you 
if you will agree

And, I'll give you love that's above and beyond the call of love
And I'll never, ever make you cry
Yes, I'll give you love that's above and beyond the call of love
And love's somnething that money can't buy

438. Above The Line

Ron Block - Above the Line

Heaven's Father, eternal Flame
Fulfill Your Word in Jesus' name
I'm reaching upward to the realms unseen
To hold Your Word in defiant belief

Promise flowing through the grip of faith
Calmly resting in the Father's way
Mountains tremble and the oceans rage
Above the line, no fear dismays

If we live above the line
Faith is resting in the Father's time
If we look beyond the lies
Faith is seeing with the Father's eyes

Below the line is fear, distress
Dreams and hopes fall, holy mess
Ever striving 'cause it's all for me
Below the line, pure misery

Your will be done, now in my life
Eternal flowing into earthly time
Grabbing hold now with the grip of faith
Above the line, no fear dismays



If we live above the line
Faith is resting in the Father's time
If we look beyond the lies
Faith is seeing with the Father's eyes

If we look beyond the lies
Faith is seeing with the Father's eyes

439. Above The Line - Chords

Above The Line 
Fruition

[Verse]
  Em                         Em7
I been missin' your face lately
     Bm                     Bm7
It's on my mind upon the daily
Am                            Bm   Bm7             Em
 I will give you all my loving time when I'm back above the line
Em                           Em7
     Been hearin' your voice honey
Bm         Bm7
I gotta run just to get that money
Am                      Bm             Bm7     Em
 Will you still be mine once I'm back above the line
 
[Chorus]
C             G     C                   G
 Oooo it is a gamble to be livin' a life like a rambler
C                   G
 Lordy I know that I don't get nothing' for free
C                      Am         Em
 I can't expect you to linger and wait for me
 
[Verse]
Em                             Em7
 Been dreamin' of and singin' of ya baby
Bm                     Bm7
 But what else can I do all I think of is you
Am                        Bm             Bm7      Em
 Won't you send me a sign  til I'm back above the line
Em                     Em7
 Been workin' so hard for it sugar
Bm                            Bm7
 And I will wait till the day when you can look my way
Am                            Bm                   Bm7     Em
And I can lay my eyes right on ya  cause I'm back upon the line yeah
 
[Chorus]
C             G     C                   G
 Oooo it is a gamble to be livin' a life like a rambler



C                   G
 Lordy I know that I don't get nothing' for free
C                      Am         Em
 I can't expect you to linger and wait for me
 
[Solo]
Em   Em7   Bm   Bm7   Am   Bm Bm7   Em
 
[Chorus]
C             G     C                   G
 Oooo it is a gamble to be livin' a life like a rambler
C                   G
 Lordy I know that I don't get nothing' for free
C                      Am         Em
 I can't expect you to linger and wait for me
 
[Chorus]
C             G     C                   G
 Oooo it is a gamble to be livin' a life like a rambler
C                   G
 Lordy I know that I don't get nothing' for free
C                      Am         Em
 I can't expect you to linger and wait for me
 
[Outro]
Em   Em7   Em   Em7   Em   Em7

440. Above The Thunder

Keller Williams - Above the Thunder

Rusted wingspan
Frustrated thrower
Basting on the tarmac
Could we move any slower
SeaTac to Dulles
Richmond to Reno
Smooth ride rental
No time for Keno

*I can see through the clouds
Right to the ground
Different shapes and textures
Deep greens and light browns
Cities of mystery
Mountains of wonder
Staying clear of all the lightning
And above all... the thunder*

Busted book binding
Flopping around
Choppy turbulence
Flying waitress's are asked to sit down



Gradual decent
We should be down soon
Take in the view
Of being closer to the moon

Well the mile high club still exists
As two people disappear
And the little baby disapproves
And screams out loud
So the whole plane can hear
In incoherrent baby talk
At the top of her baby lungs
And I close my eyes
Absorb my chair just like
Water to a sponge

My brain is like a drummer
Trying to hold a groove
Keeping time to time zone
My brain constantly on the move
I think of your face
And long for that sound
Not the drummer keeping the pace
But the wheels hitting the ground

I'm flying...

441. Abraham Martin And John - Chords

Abraham Martin And John
Recorded by Kenny Rogers
Written by Dick Holler
 
C           Em           F              C
Has anybody here seen my old friend Abraham
        F                  Em  G7
Can you tell me where he's gone
   F              Em             C         Em      Am
He freed a lot of people but the good they say die young
           F             G7         C
And I just looked around and he was gone
            Em           F          C
Has anybody here seen my old friend John
        F                  Em G7
Can you tell me where he's gone
   F              Em             C         Em      Am
He freed a lot of people but the good they say die young
           F             G7         C
And I just looked around and he was gone
            Em           F          C
Has anybody here seen my old friend Martin
        F                  Em  G7
Can you tell me where he's gone



   F              Em             C         Em      Am
He freed a lot of people but the good they say die young
           F             G7         C
And I just looked around and he was gone
           Em       Dm          G7       C  F
Didn't you love the things they stood for
       Em                    Dm       G7      C
Didn't they try to find some good for you and me
         A#7
So we'll be free
    F   Em        G7
Someday soon it's gonna be a new day
C           Em           F          C
Has anybody here seen my old friend Bobby
        F                  Em  G7
Can you tell me where he's gone
  F                 Em      C  Em       Am
I thought I saw him walking up over the hill
     F       G7         C
With Abraham Martin and John
                  F        C     G7
Precious memories how they linger
C        Am   C        Dm  G7
How they ever flood my soul
C                F      C
In the stillness of the midnight
         G7             F   C
Precious sacred seems unfold

442. Abraham, Martin And John

Emmylou Harris - Abraham, Martin And John

Has anybody here seen my old friend Abraham,
Can you tell me where he's gone?
He freed a lotta people, but it seems the good die young
But I just looked around and he's gone.

Has anybody here seen my old friend Martin,
Can you tell me where he's gone?
He freed a lotta people, but it seems the good die young
But I just looked around and he's gone.

Has anybody here seen my old friend John,
Can you tell me where he's gone?
He freed a lotta people, but it seems the good die young
But I just looked around and he's gone.

Didn't you love the things they stood for?
Didn't they try to find some good for you and me?
And we'll be free
Someday soon it's gonna be one day



Has anybody here seen my old friend Bobby,
Can you tell me where he's gone?
I thought I saw him walkin' up over the hill
With Abraham, Martin and John.

443. Absence Makes The Heart Grow Fonder

Absence Makes The Heart Grow Fonder
L. Reid & T. Daugherty
Sierra Hull

Each night I sit all alone and cry
Longing to be back with you
I thought a little time would change your mind
And we could start over anew

If absence makes the heart grow fonder
Why am I feeling so blue?
If absence makes the heart grow stronger
Then why is mine breaking in two?

The distance we keep from each other
Is making it hard to believe
That absence makes the heart grow fonder
Cause you couldn't be farther from me

If absence makes the heart grow fonder
Why am I feeling so blue?
If absence makes the heart grow stronger
Then why is mine breaking in two?

Day after day I still wait and pray
Hoping that our love will mend
And your sweet embrace is all it would take
To start my heart beating again

If absence makes the heart grow fonder
Why am I feeling so blue?
If absence makes the heart grow stronger
Then why is mine breaking in two?

444. Absence of Reason

Absence of Reason
Greensky Bluegrass

With the absence of a reason
There's a lot more to believe in
I'm moving on a feeling to you



Give me strength that I can count on
Something sturdy I can lean on
And the sense to correctly choose

Cause I want to do right more than anything I do

When the guilt's too heavy to carry
The need becomes more necessary
To release all that longs to be free

There's nothing else that I've discovered
Like suffering for another
That washes over the emptiness in me

Cause I want to do right more than anything I do
And I'm burning my desire to make heat for you
I hope to show a little light that can guide you through

All the pain will not be empty
If it reveals what this can be
Without missing what I've longed to become

Maybe the choices will bring regret
And if I'm forced to cope and bare it
I can reckon with the weight of what's been done

Cause I want to do right more than anything I do
And I'm aware that there's a lot that we won't get through
I'm hoping I can stay strong and hold on too
While I'm giving myself to get you through

445. Absolutely Sweet Marie

Absolutely Sweet Marie

Verse 1:
Well, your railroad gate, you know I just can't jump it
Sometimes it gets so hard, you see
I'm just sitting here beating on my trumpet
With all these promises you left for me
But where are you tonight, where are you tonight
Sweet Marie?

Verse 2:
Well, I waited for you when I was half sick
Yes, I waited for you when you hated me
Well, I waited for you inside of the frozen traffic
When you knew I had some other place to be
Now, where are you tonight, where are you tonight
Sweet Marie?

Bridge 1:



I don't know how it happened, but the riverboat captain
He knows my fate 
But the rest of us, maybe, and even you baby
Are gonna have to wait, wait, wait

Now, where are you tonight, where are you tonight
Sweet Marie?

Bridge 2:
Well, anybody can be just like me, obviously
But then again, not everyone can be like you, fortunately, fortunately

Final verse:
Six white horses that you did promise
Were fin'lly delivered down to the penitentiary
But to live outside the law, you must be honest
I know you always say that you agree
But where are you tonight, where are you 
tonight, where are you tonight 
Sweet Marie?

446. Ac-Cent-Tchu-Ate the Positive

The Isaacs - Ac-Cent-Tchu-Ate the Positive 

You've got to ac-cent-tchu-ate the positive
Eliminate the negative
Latch on to the affirmative
Don't mess with Mister In-between
You've got to spread joy up to the maximum
Bring gloom down to the minimum
Have faith or pandemonium is liable to walk upon the scene

To illustrate his last remarks
Jonah in the whale; Noah in the ark
What did they do just when everything looked so dark

Man, they said you'd better
Ac-cent-tchu-ate the positive
Eliminate the negative
Latch on to the affirmative
Don't mess with Mister In-between
No! Don't mess with Mister In-between

You've got to ac-cent-tchu-ate the positive
Eliminate the negative
Latch on to the affirmative
Don't mess with Mister In-between
You've got to spread joy up to the maximum
Bring gloom down to the minimum
Otherwise pandemonium is liable to walk upon the scene

To illustrate his last remarks



Jonah in the whale; Noah in the ark
What did they say just when everything looked so dark

Man, they said you'd better
Ac-cent-tchu-ate the positive
Eliminate the negative
Latch on to the affirmative
Don't mess with Mister In-between

No, don't mess with MIster In-between
No, don't mess with Mister In-between

447. Acapulco - Chords

Acapulco
Recorded by Johnny Duncan
Written by Larry Collins and Mary Leath

C
It's raining on the west coast snowing in Topeka
                                           G7
The weatherman says there's ice below Tennessee
          F                G7           C                   F
There's a flood out in California and a drought way down in Texas
       C                  G7                   C
And in Maine the fog's so thick that you can't see
                                F
But the sun shines bright in Acapulco
           G7               C
There's no snow in Old Monterey
                         F
There's no ice down in Nogales
         G7                             C
I say oh Lord there's gotta be a better way
 
I see a loser in my mirror got a devil in my brain
                                         G7
And the woman I've been loving she moved on
         F              G7                C            F
She left lonesome in my bedroom and dirty dishes in my sink
          C               G7                  C
Guess she didn't like the words to my country song
Repeat #2
I'll mail a check for my kids to Joanie buy a backpack and a hat 
                                              G7
Get a map that shows all the highways heading south
      F             G7               C              F
I got no friends to call there ain't nobody left at all
    C               G7              C
I'm gonna be up and in not down and out
 
Repeat #2 x2



448. Accidental Love - Chords

Accidental Love
Recorded by Mel Street
Written by Larry Kingston
 
C                          F
I'd say my meeting her was accidental love
G7                                    C
I ran into her car with my old pickup truck
                             F
And when the wrecker came to pull 'm both apart
G7                                     C
We got to talking and she pulled at my heart
 
       F G7       C           F G7       C
It was accidental love purely accidental love
         F                        C
We never planned to do it we just ran into it  
       G7         C
It was accidental love
 
                        F
Her from the city and a wealthy family
G7                                            C
Me from the country and as poor as poor could be
                                 F
Not a thing in common that could ever pair us up
G7                                       C
Except a brand new shiny car and a rusty truck
 
Repeat #2
 
                               F
The more we talked the more it seemed we had to say
G7                                       C
Before we knew it we had loved the night away
                                F
From her bedroom window I could see when I looked out
G7                                           C
Two dented fenders that has brought this all about
 
Repeat #2 x2

449. Accidental Racist

Brad Paisley - Accidental Racist (feat. Ll Cool J)

To the man that waited on me at the Starbucks down on Main, I hope you understand



When I put on that t-shirt, the only thing I meant to say is I'm a Skynyrd fan
The red flag on my chest somehow is like the elephant in the corner of the south
And I just walked him right in the room
Just a proud rebel son with an 'ol can of worms
Lookin' like I got a lot to learn but from my point of view
I'm just a white man comin' to you from the southland
Tryin' to understand what it's like not to be
I'm proud of where I'm from but not everything we've done
And it ain't like you and me can re-write history
Our generation didn't start this nation
We're still pickin' up the pieces, walkin' on eggshells, fightin' over yesterday
And caught between southern pride and southern blame
They called it Reconstruction, fixed the buildings, dried some tears
We're still siftin' through the rubble after a hundred-fifty years
I try to put myself in your shoes and that's a good place to begin
But it ain't like I can walk a mile in someone else's skin
'Cause I'm a white man livin' in the southland
Just like you I'm more than what you see
I'm proud of where I'm from but not everything we've done
And it ain't like you and me can re-write history
Our generation didn't start this nation
And we're still paying for mistakes
That a bunch of folks made long before we came
And caught between southern pride and southern blame
Dear Mr. White Man, I wish you understood
What the world is really like when you're livin' in the hood
Just because my pants are saggin' doesn't mean I'm up to no good
You should try to get to know me, I really wish you would
Now my chains are gold but I'm still misunderstood
I wasn't there when Sherman's March turned the south into firewood
I want you to get paid but be a slave I never could
Feel like a new fangled Django, dodgin' invisible white hoods
So when I see that white cowboy hat, I'm thinkin' it's not all good
I guess we're both guilty of judgin' the cover not the book
I'd love to buy you a beer, conversate and clear the air
But I see that red flag and I think you wish I wasn't here
I'm just a white man
(If you don't judge my do-rag)
Comin' to you from the southland
(I won't judge your red flag)
Tryin' to understand what it's like not to be
I'm proud of where I'm from
(If you don't judge my gold chains)
But not everything we've done
(I'll forget the iron chains)
it ain't like you and me can re-write history
(Can't re-write history baby)
Oh, Dixieland
(The relationship between the Mason-Dixon needs some fixin')
I hope you understand what this is all about
(Quite frankly I'm a black Yankee but I've been thinkin' about this lately)
I'm a son of the new south
(The past is the past, you feel me)
And I just want to make things right
(Let bygones be bygones)
Where all that's left is southern pride
(RIP Robert E. Lee but I've gotta thank Abraham Lincoln for freeing me, know what I mean)



It's real, it's real
It's truth

450. Accidentally On Purpose - Chords

Accidentally On Purpose
Recorded by George Jones 
Written by George Jones and Darrell Edwards
[3/4 time]

C               F            C
In the papers I saw you this morning
         G7                             C
You were lovely dressed in your wedding gown
                      F       C
And it said you would marry a stranger to me
         D7                        G7
That had drifted into our old home town
    C            F           C
Accidentally you met him one evening
        G7                       C
And you say it was love at first sight
    F                          C
Accidentally on purpose you're marrying
    G7                      C
Accidentally on purpose for spite
    F                           C
For you say that you saw me out painting the town
     D7                         G7
That I was just a fool with the heart of a clown
    C        F        C
Accidentally you were mistaken that night
    G7                      C
Accidentally on purpose for spite
repeat #3  Yes you...

451. According To The Bible - Chords

According To The Bible
Recorded by Johnny Paycheck

C                F           C
According to the bible there will be no tears
D7                    G7
Over in glory land at all
C                F        C
According to the bible if I make it there
             G7               C
I'll have no heartache big or small



F                      C
According to the bible every joy I'm told
D7                               G7
I'll know my friends up there on sight
C                F          C
I'm gonna have a mansion on a street of gold
                     G7             C
And love of Jesus is going to be my life

                 F             C
According to the bible when my works all done
D7                             G7
There'll be a land of rest for me
C            F           C
Somewhere in heaven with the Chosen One
          G7          C
I'm gonna live eternally

Repeat #2  X2

452. Ace Of Hearts

Alan Jackson - Ace Of Hearts
(Lonnie Wilson,Ron Moore,Carson Chamberlain)
Del McCoury Band

Love's a gamble every heart will take
You roll the dice in hopes that it won't break
One night I bet on your blue eyes and took a chance
And won a whole lot more than one night of romance

Chorus
I held the Ace of Hearts that night in the dark
How Lucky Can one man be
I hold a winning hand
anyway life deals the cards
No way to lose 'cause i got you
my ace of hearts.
Love's a numbered wheel you have to spin
There's no need for me to spin again
Cause loving you is paying off more than I knew
I took a little risk and hit it big with you

Chorus
I held the Ace of Hearts that night in the dark
How Lucky Can one man be
I hold a winning hand
anyway life deals the cards
No way to lose 'cause i got you
my ace of hearts.

Chorus



I held the Ace of Hearts that night in the dark
How Lucky Can one man be
I hold a winning hand
anyway life deals the cards
No way to lose 'cause i got you
my ace of hearts.
I'm gonna hold on to
My Ace Of Hearts...

453. Ace Up Your Pretty Sleeve

Vince Gill - Ace Up Your Pretty Sleeve

I take it out on you
I take it out on me
Don't take to a cruel world
Very gracefully

I'm the cause and effect
Of my own four-letter words
Baby, I'm a good man
No matter what you heard

And I'll be there for you
When you need me to be
I'll be the sun at your door
I'll be the wind in your trees

If I've nothin' at all on the surface to see
I'll be the ace up your pretty sleeve
Oh yes, I will

I'm sharp with my tongue
I know I cut you inside
But I make a concerted
Effort at times

To try to be more
Than a fool in your eyes
Baby, I love you
Don't you realize?

That I'll be there for you
When you need me to be
I'll be the sun at your door
I'll be the wind in your trees

If I've nothin' at all on the surface to see
I'll be the ace up your pretty sleeve
Oh, up your pretty sleeve, baby

And I'll be there for you
When you need me to be



I'll be the sun at your door
I'll be the wind in your trees

If I've nothin' at all on the surface to see
I'll be the ace up your pretty sleeve
And if I've nothin' at all on the surface to see
I'll be the ace up your pretty sleeve

Oh yes, I will
An ace up your pretty sleeve

454. Aces And Twos - Chords

Aces And Twos 
The Devil Makes Three
 
INTRO
e/--------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/--------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G/--------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D/--------0-3-3--------0-33-0-------0-3-3-00-5-0-3-------0------------------/
A/----0-3----------0-3----------0-3----------------3-0-3--------------------/
E/--3------------3------------3---------------------------------------------/
 
INTRO CHORDS
 
G  D  A  G
 
RIFF 1
e/---------------------/
B/---------------------/
G/---------------------/
D/--3-0-----3-0-5-3-0--/
A/------3-0------------/
E/---------------------/
 
 
VERSE
D
In my dreams I laugh and smoke
 
Everybody screams when I tell them jokes
         G                      F
Well now I like to gamble but I sure don't ever lose
      D
Got a closet full of pin striped three piece suits
 
CHORUS
               A
I tell ya now, I pull aces
G
You pull twos
             RIFF 1                                     D



Come on now, when I wake up I don't know what to do
 
Verse
I battle demons in the dead of the night
I don't come home until the sun shines bright
Well now I walk with Jesus
Is he walking with me?
So hard to tell when everybody's on the same streets
 
Chorus
I tell ya now, I pull aces
He pulls twos
Come on now, when I wake up I don't know what to do
 
SOLO CHORDS
 
D  G  D  A  G x2 RIFF 1
 
Verse
I drive a Cadillac a million miles long
In the back you can't hear my radio on
I only woke up to give a spoonful to you
But in my dreams a spoonful sure won't do
 
Chorus
I tell ya now, I pull aces
He does too
Come on now, when I wake up I don't know what to do
 
Verse
I battle demons in the dead of the night
I don't come home until the sun shines bright
I walk with Jesus
Is he walking with me?
It's so hard to tell when everybody's on the same streets
 
Chorus
I tell ya now, I pull aces
He does too
Come on now, when I wake up I don't know what to do
 
 
SOLO/OUTRO
 
D  G  D  A  G  RIFF 1

455. Aching Breaking Heart - Chords

Aching Breaking Heart
recorded by George Jones
written by Rick Hall
 
G                                   D7      G       D7



Well I have lived a lot and done my part of running round
                                G          D7     G
And never did I think I'd let a sweet love get me down
                                     G7            C
But now I see how wrong I was you're part of every plan
D7                                                    G
Perhaps I'll pay but come what may my heart's at your command
 
                                         D7    G    D7
Oh this aching breaking heart of mine is crazy over you
                                 G        D7     G
And I'm afraid to let you know I love you like I do
                                  G7                  G
For if you knew how much I care I know what you would do
      D7                                           G
You'd drop me like the others and go find somebody new
 
                                    D7      G       D7
Last night I saw you darling in the arms of someone new
                                       G            D7      G
And I know that you don't love him you just want to make me blue
                                       G7               C
I guess you think that hurting me will make me love you more
    D7                                                    G
But someday from you darling this old heart will lock its door
 
Repeat #2

456. Achy Breaky Heart

Achy Breaky Heart
Recorded by Billy Ray Cyrus
Written by Donald L. Von Tress

G
Well you can tell the world you never was my girl
                                    D7
You can burn my clothes when I am gone
Or you can tell your friends just what a fool I've been                                   
G
And laugh and joke about me on the phone
You can tell my arms go back to the farm                                   
D7
Or you can tell my feet to hit the floor
Or you can tell my lips to tell my fingertips
                                      G
They won't be reaching out for you no more    
Don't tell my heart my achy breaky heart                             
D7
I just don't think he'd understand
And if you tell my heart my achy breaky heart                               
G
He might blow up and kill this manooooooooooooo     



You can tell your ma I moved to Arkansas
                                    D7
Or you can tell your dog to bite my leg
Or tell your brother Cliff whos fist can tell my lip
                            G
He never really liked me anyway
Or tell your aunt Louise tell anything you please
                             D7
Myself already knows I'm not ok
Or you can tell my eye to watch out for my mind
                              G
It might be walkin' out on me today

Repeat #3 x3

457. Acony Bell

Gillian Welch - Acony Bell 
(Acony Music)
Laurie Lewis

The fairest bloom the mountain know
Is not an iris or a wild rose
But the little flower of which I'll tell
Known as the brave agony bell

Just a simple flower so small and plain
With a pearly hue and a little known name
But the yellow birds sing when they see it bloom
For they know that spring is coming soon

Well it makes its home mid the rocks and the rills
Where the snow lies deep on the windy hills
And it tells the world "why should i wait
This ice and snow is gonna melt away"

And so I'll sing that yellow bird's song
For the troubled times will soon be gone

458. Acquainted With The Wind

Steve Earle - Acquainted with the Wind

I'm a travelin' man wherever I roam
All over this land, I'm never alone
 Cause I'm acquainted with the wind
And me and him keep travelin' along

No shelter from the storm



No pillow for my head except for maybe my arm
But I'm sleepin' like the dead
No ceilin' but the sky and here I lie
And in the mornin' I'll be gone

Wherever I will
Whenever I please
I'm howlin' like a gale
I'm whisperin' like a breeze
I'm acquainted with the wind
And I reckon that it's him that's carryin' me

I'm the ramblin' kind
No matter where I roll, everybody stands aside
Lets me rumble down the road
Ain't got a lot of friends
But I'm acquainted with the wind
And we're travelin' along

Wherever I will
Whenever I please
I'm howlin' like a gale
I'm whisperin' like a breeze
I'm acquainted with the wind
And I reckon that it's him that's carryin' me

459. Acres Of Corn

Iris Dement - Acres of Corn

When I was a child, I spoke as a child
Now I'm a grown woman but my thoughts are still wild
I thought I'd seen London or maybe Paris
But I'm starin' at cornfields and they're starin' at me
But dreams are just things that keep in a jar
You bury your dreams or you wish on a star
For an ocean line ticket back to where you were born
Away from these hard times and the acres of corn
Every now and again I take a small drink
From the blackberry brandy hidden under the sink
And I pull out that steam trunk and put on my gown
And I waltz through these cornfields 'til I fall to the ground
But dreams are just things that you keep in a trunk
'til the men are out workin' or you've gone a bit drunk
Then you unlock your dreams, but they're tattered and worn
So you stare out the window at the acres of corn
Dreams are just things that keep in a jar
You bury your dreams or you wish on a star
For an ocean line ticket back to where you were born
Away from these hard times and the acres of corn
When I was a child, I spoke as a child
Now I'm a grown woman but my thoughts are still wild



460. Acres Of Diamonds

Acres of Diamonds
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

Acres of Diamonds, mountains of gold, 
Rivers of silver, jewels untold 
All these together, wouldn't buy you or me 
Peace when we're sleeping or a conscience that's free. 

A heart that's contented, a satisfied mind, 
These are the treasures, money can't buy 
If you have Jesus, there's more wealth in your soul, 
Than Acres of Diamonds, mountains of gold.

461. Across Alley From Alamo - Chords

Across Alley From Alamo
Words & music by Joe Greene

F ---- C7 --- Gm7 --
xx3211 032310 xx3333
Bb --- Bbm -- A7 ---
xx3331 xx3321 002223
Dm --- G9 ---
xx0231 330201

A[F]cross the alley from the Alamo
Lived a pinto pony and a Navajo
Who [C7]sang a sort of indian Hideho
To the [Gm7]people [C7]passing [F]by

The [F]pinto spent his time a swichin' flies
And the navajo watched the lazy skies
And [C7]very rarely did they ever rest their eyes
On the [Gm7]people [C7]passing [F]by

One [Bb]day they ent a [F]walkin'
A[Bb]long the [Bbm]railroad [F]track
They were [A7]swishin' not [Dm]lookin'
[G9]Toot toot
They never came [C7]back

A[F]cross the alley from the Alamo
When the summer sun decides to settle low
A [C7]fly sings an indian Hideho
To the [Gm7]people [C7]passing [F]by

A[F]cross the alley from the Alamo



Lived a pinto pony and a Navajo
Who [C7]used to bake frijoles in cornmeal dough
To the [Gm7]people [C7]passing [F]by

They [F]thought that they would make some easy bucks
If they're washin' their frijoles in Duz and Lux
A [C7]pair of very conscientious clucks
On the [Gm7]people [C7]passing [F]by

The they [Bb]took this cheap vacation
Their [Bb]shoes were [Bbm]polished [F]bright
No they [A7]never heard the [Dm]whistle
[G9]Toot toot
They're clearout of [C7]sight

A[F]cross the alley from the Alamo
When the starlight beams its tender tender glow
The [C7]beams go to sleep and there ain't no dough
For the [Gm7]people [C7]passing [F]by

462. Across America

Nanci Griffith - Across America

I've heard enough from pundits
I've heard our leaders speak
I tell you know I'd rather talk
to the people in the street
'Cause you don't know someone
Until you've looked them in the eye
And that gave me a purpose
And every reason why

I drove myself across America
From Sea to shining Sea
From the Rocky coast of Maine
To the mighty redwood trees
From the plains of North Dakota
to the Gulf of Mexico
It's good to know
That hope's alive again
Across America

I spoke to folks in New Orleans
With hammers in their hands
There's a waitress in Missouri
Who wants her own health plan
And to the workers up in Michigan
In all the auto plants
They're the working men and women
Saying "Yes, we can"

Your checks and stocks and banks



Can't take our hope away
You can't foreclose on hope
Nobody has to pay

I drove myself across America
From Sea to shining Sea
From the Rocky coast of Maine
To the mighty redwood trees
From the plains of North Dakota
to the Gulf of Mexico
It's good to know
That hope's alive again
Across America

463. Across The Blue Mountain

Across The Blue Mountain
Traditional - Rising Appalachia

One morning, one morning, on morning in May
I overheard a married man to a young girl say
"Arise you up, Pretty Katie, and come along with me
Across the Blue Mountain to the Allegheny

"I'll buy you a horse, love, and a saddle to ride
I'll buy me another'n to ride by your side
We'll stop at every tavern and drink when we are dry
Across the Blue Mountain goes Katie and I"

Well, up stepped her mother, in anger she was then
"Daughter, dear daughter, he is a married man
Besides, there's young men a plenty is handsomer than he
Let him take his own wife to the Allegheny"

"Oh mother, dear mother, he's the man of my heart
Wouldn't it be an awful shame for me and my love to part
I'd envy all the women that ever I did see
Across the Blue Mountain to the Allegheny"

Well the last time I seen him, he was saddled to ride
Katie, his darling, was there by his side
A laughing and a singing and happy to be free
Across the Blue Mountain to the Allegheny

We left before daybreak on a buckskin and a roan
Past tall shivering pines where mockingbirds moan
Past dark cabin windows where eyes never see



464. Across The Blue Ridge Mountains

Across The Blue Ridge Mountains
Flatt & Scruggs

How can I keep from crying ?
How can I keep from crying ?
How can I keep from crying ?
For I never expect to see you anymore

My home's across the blue ridge mountains
My home's across the blue ridge mountains
Home's across the blue ridge mountains
And I never expect to see you anymore

Oh, how I hate to leave you
Oh, how I hate to leave you
Oh, how I hate to leave you
For I never expect to see you anymore

* Refrain

So goodbye, my little darling
So goodbye, my little darling
So goodbye, my little darling
I never expect to see you anymore

* Refrain

465. Across The Blue Sea

Across The Blue Sea

I'm going across the deep blue sea
In this country tell me
I'm all alone so sad and blue
My every thought is just fo you

In these long years that I spent here
I onely wish that you were here
To the dizzy fog and a mist of rain
I can see you strolling right down the lane

Someday darling I will return
Then our hearts will no longer yearn
Things will be just like before
Just your and I forever more

466. Across The Border - Chords



Across The Border 
recorded by Linda Ronstadt and Emmylou Harris
written by Bruce Springsteen
 
G
Tonight my bag is packed
C             G
Tomorrow I'll walk these tracks
D7                           G
That will lead me across the border

Tomorrow my love and I
C                 G
Will sleep 'neath auburn skies
D7                   G
Somewhere across the border
  
            C
We'll leave behind my dear
                     D7
The pain and sadness we found here
          G                     C
And we'll drink from the Brazos muddy waters
                    G
Where the sky grows gray and wide
C                 G
We'll meet on the other side
D7               G
There across the border

                      C
For me you'll build a house
             G
High up on a grassy hill
D7                   G
Somewhere across the border

Where pain and memory
C               G
Pain and memory have been stilled
D7               G
There across the border
  
                   C
And sweet blossoms fill the air
            D7
Pastures of gold and green
     G                    C
Roll down into cool clear waters
                  G
And in your arms 'neath the open skies
C                    G
I'll kiss the sorrow from your eyes
D7               G
There across the border

              C
Tonight we'll sing the songs



                     D7
I'll dream of you my Corazon
    G                         C
And tomorrow my heart will be strong
            G
And may the saints blessing and grace
C                G
Carry me safely into your arms
D7               G
There across the border

C
For what are we
        D7
Without hope in our hearts
     G                                      C
That someday we'll drink from God's blessed waters
            G
And eat the fruit from the vine
C                       G
I know love and fortune will be mine
D7                   G
Somewhere across the border

467. Across The Bridge - Chords

Across the Bridge
recorded by Jim Reeves
written by Walter Scott
 
C
I have lived a life of sin 
 
In this world I'm living in
       G7                                C
I have done forbidden things I shouldn't do
 
I ask a beggar along the way 
 
If he could tell me where to stay
              G7                                  C
Where I could find real happiness and love that's true
 
 
Across the bridge there's no more sorrow 
                                  G7
Across the bridge there's no more pain
             C     C7         F
The sun will shine across the river 
           C        G7      C
And you'll never be unhappy again
 
 



Follow the footsteps of the King
 
Till you hear the voices ring
           G7                           C
They'll be singing out the glory of the Land
 
The river Jordan will be near
 
The sound of trumpet you will hear
           G7
And you'll behold the most precious place 
              C
Ever known to man
 
 
Across the bridge there's no more sorrow 
                                  G7
Across the bridge there's no more pain
             C     C7         F
The sun will shine across the river 
           C        G7      C
And you'll never be unhappy again

468. Across The Great Divide

Nanci Griffith - Across the Great Divide - Kate Wolf
Emmylou Harris

I've been walkin' in my sleep
Countin' troubles 'stead of countin' sheep
Where the years went I can't say
I just turned around and they've gone away

I've been siftin' through the layers
Of dusty books and faded papers
They tell a story I used to know
And it was one that happened so long ago

It's gone away in yesterday
Now I find myself on the mountainside
Where the rivers change direction
Across the Great Divide

Now, I hear the owl a-callin'
Softly as the night was fallin'
With a question and I replied
But he's gone across the borderline

It's gone away in yesterday
Now I find myself on the mountainside
Where the rivers change direction
Across the Great Divide



The finest hour that I have seen
Is the one that comes between
The edge of night and the break of day
It's when the darkness rolls away

It's gone away in yesterday
Now I find myself on the mountainside
Where the rivers change direction
Across the Great Divide

It's gone away in yesterday
Now I find myself on the mountainside
Where the rivers change direction
Across the Great Divide

469. Across The Miles

Across the Miles
IIIrd Tyme Out

D D/F# G A
All around this world I've traveled
D D/F# G A
Through it all I've come to find
D D/F# G A
The ties that bind can come unraveled
D D/F# G A
I've had to face some lonely times
Em A
But when I'm tired and feeling low
Em A
Oh what a comfort it is to know

D D/F# G A
Across the miles there's someone praying for me
D D/F# G A A#dim7
Across the miles there's someone on their knees
Bm A G D
Lifting my name to the Lord above
Bm A G D
In joy and pain I can feel the love
Em
And see you smile
A D
Across the miles

/D /D/F# /G /A /D /D/F# /G /A /

D D/F# G A
Life can be so complicated
D D/F# G A
Walking through it on your own
D D/F# G A



When kindred hearts are separated
D D/F# G A
It gives love a chance to grow
Em A
And even though I'm so far away
Em A
Oh I'm reminded every day

D D/F# G A
Across the miles there's someone praying for me
D D/F# G A A#dim7
Across the miles there's someone on their knees
Bm A G D
Lifting my name to the Lord above
Bm A G D
In joy and pain I can feel the love
Em A
And see you smile
D D/F# G
Across the miles
A D D/F# G
Across the miles
A D D/F# G A D
Across the miles

470. Across The Sea Blue

Across The Sea Blue
Osborne Brothers

I'm going across the deep blue sea
In this country, tell me
I'm all alone so sad and blue
My every thought is just fo you

In these long years that I spent here
I onely wish that you were here
To the dizzy fog and a mist of rain
I can see you strolling right down the lane

* Refrain

Someday darling I will return
Then our hearts will no longer yearn
things will be just like before
Just your and I forever more

* refrain



471. Across The Universe

John Butler - Across The Universe

Words are flowing out like endless rain into a paper cup
They slither wildly as they slip away across the universe
Pools of sorrow, waves of joy are drifting through my opened mind
Possessing and caressing me
Jai guru deva om
Nothing's gonna change my world
Nothing's gonna change my world
Images of broken light which dance before me like a million eyes
They call me on and on across the universe
Thoughts meander like a restless wind inside a letter box
They tumble blindly as they make their way across the universe
Jai guru deva om
Nothing's gonna change my world
Nothing's gonna change my world
Nothing's gonna change my world
Nothing's gonna change my world
Sounds of laughter shades of earth are ringing
Through my opened ears, inciting and inviting me
Limitless undying love which shines around me like a
Million suns, it calls me on and on across the universe
Jai guru deva om
Nothing's gonna change my world
Nothing's gonna change my world
Nothing's gonna change my world
Nothing's gonna change my world
Jai guru deva
Jai guru deva
Jai guru deva
...

472. Across The Water

Across The Water
Front Country

I have come across the water
With my mother and my aunt
I have come across the water
To another stolen land
I have come across the water
To confront the sins of man
I have come across the water, water
As fast as i can

Horses trample on the land
Horses trample on the land
But I come across the water

I have seen their bridles gleaming



I have heard their whinny moans
I have seen their engines steaming
As thRy lay their path of bones
It's a long way to salvation
From destruction Rverywhere
It's a bad, bad situation
But if I don't care, who's gonna care?

Horses trample on the land
Horses trample on the land
But I come across the water

473. Act Like A Fool - Chords

Act Like A Fool
Written and recorded by Dolly Parton

G               D7     G
You make me act like a fool
             Em       D7       G
You treat me mean and cold and cruel
               Em     C              G
You make me do things that I hate to do
C          G       D7         G
Why do you make me act like a fool

D7           G         D7         G
Now that you know just how much I care
             Em          D7              G
You treat me mean and it ain't right nor fair
               Em          C                  G
I keep holding on though I don't know what to do
      C           G   D7     G
While you make me act like a fool

         Em                                G
You know just how to hurt me and you often do
                  Em                           G
When we're out in public I start fightin' with you
          Em         C                   G
You start trouble in private when nobody knows
        D7     A7            D7
Oh then you go away smellin' just like a rose

               G   D7     G
So you make me act like a fool
             Em       D7       G
You treat me mean and cold and cruel
               Em     C              G
You make me do things that I hate to do
C          G       D7         G
Why do you make me act like a fool



         Em                                   G
You know just how to hurt me and you so often do
          Em          D7                   G
You start flirtin' in public with somebody new
          Em         C                   G
You start trouble in private when nobody knows
        D7     A7            D7
Oh then you go away smellin' just like a rose

Repeat #4

474. Act Naturally

Act Naturally
Earl Scruggs

They're gonna put me in the movies
They're gonna make a big star out of me
We'll make a film about a man that's sad and lonely
And all I gotta do is act naturally

Well, I'll bet you I'm a-gonna be a big star
Might win an Oscar you can't never tell
The movie's gonna make me a big star,
'Cause I can play the part so well

Well, I hope you come and see me in the movie
Then I'll know that you will plainly see
The biggest fool that's ever hit the big time
And all I gotta do is act naturally

We'll make a scene about a man that's sad and lonely
Begging down upon his bended knee
I'll play the part but I won't need rehearsing
All I'll have to do is act naturally

Well, I hope you come and see me in the movie
Then I'll know that you will plainly see
The biggest fool that's ever hit the big time
And all I gotta do is act naturally

475. Actin' a Fool

Pokey LaFarge - Actin' a Fool

Some days up, some days down
Think I'll jump into the river and drown
With no means for healing, no cure can be found
If I end up drinking everything in the room



I'm just, actin' a fool, forgetting you
Actin' a fool, forgetting you
Look over the horizon, what do you see?
Another sun is setting on me
Last rays of sunlight, taking my sanity
If you see me howling, howling at the moon
I'm just, actin' a fool, forgetting you
Actin' a fool, forgetting you
Everyone has a story, every song has an end
Now I am finished and I won't sing again
I'll drink myself green, don't mind that money I spend
You were the last thing I had left to lose
I'll be, actin' a fool, forgetting you
Actin' a fool, forgetting you
Some days up, some days down
Think I'll jump into the river and drown
With no means for healing, no cure can be found
If I end up drinking everything in the room
I'm just, actin' a fool, forgetting you
Actin' a fool, forgetting you
Actin' a fool, forgetting you
I'm just actin' a fool, forgetting you

476. Adam

Tyler Childers - Adam

[Verse 1]
If you won't pull the trigger
Will you lay that pistol down?
'Cause you're scaring me to death
The way you twirl that thing around
And if you're restless for the highway
She's an easy one to please
Blacktop skin on rubber
You can run her 'til she screams

[Chorus 1]
Oh, but you just [wanna cut a shine?]
More than you wanna go
You can't stand the city
And you can't take it here at home

[Verse 2]
We could bring this town to Jesus
Baptize every hill
And still there'd be some heathens
Who would never get their fill
And yeah, this county's got its demons
But I reckon I got mine
And even if I shook them, Lord
They'd chase me 'cross the line



[Chorus 2]
Oh, but you just [wanna cut a shine?]
More than you wanna leave
The city ain't much different, boys
It's just bigger, better streets
Believe me

[Verse 3]
It takes half a pint of poison
Just to bring you to your feet
Stumble out the back door
And crumble to your knees
And if I gambled like I used to
If I had to point the blame
It wouldn't be that mountain girl
Who stole your heart away

[Chorus 3]
'Cause all you really wanna do
Is [cut yourself a shine?]
God almighty, Adam
Won't you leave this town behind
Believe me

477. Adam And Eve

The Incredible String Band - Adam And Eve 

Once before the world began
God was sitting in the sky
He began to get some mud together
Oh, I wonder why

First he made a man, then he made a woman
Mr. Adam and Miss Eve
They began to be good friends
As I can well believe

Oh, remember that morning
Remember that time
Take a warning
When you see the sign

Eve was sitting in the garden
When in came a serpent
Miss Eve take of this apple
And give it to your man

Give it to your man
I don't want it
Oh Adam, give it a try
Oh, give it a try



Now friends if you're traveling
Never go taking an apple from a snake
If you do I will tell you true
Makin' a big mistake

Oh, remember that morning
Remember that time
Take a warning
When you see the sign
When you see the sign

478. Adam's Apple

Adam's Apple
Cornbread Red

[Verse]
Back when Cain was able
Way before the stable
Lighting struck right down from the sky
A mother ship with fate said let's give it a try
Conscience was related
Man he was created
Lady luck took him by surprise
A sweet and bitter fruit
It surely opened his eyes
Well she ate it
Lordy it was love at first bite
Well she ate it
Never knowin wrong from right
Even Eve in Eden
Voices tried deceiving
With lies that showed the lady the way
At first she stopped turned and tried to walk away
Man he was believer
Lady was deceiver
So the story goes but you see
That snake was he
She just climbed right up his tree

[Chorus][x2]
Evil came like raining
Who knows who's to blaming
Something tried to lay her to waste
And all she want and need was just a little taste

479. Adam's Song



Rodney Crowell - Adam's Song

We don't want to say goodbye we don't want to feel that empty
But it's time to face the dawn head on
Then there's something in the wind when the days go getting shorter
And the nights run cold and clear down here
Takin' each new day to give what we need to do our part
We'll keep learning how to live with a lifelong broken heart
And we never will forget it's a privilege to remember
The sound of days gone past will last
And we can see you in the stars come some vivid night in November
And with the last few leaves that fall recall
Surely each new day will give what we need to do our part
To keep learning how to live with a lifelong broken heart
Oh you beautiful one so clearly a gift life had designs of its own
To set you adrift
So go lightly where you must travel soft upon new wings
You will never be alone go on
When we cannot understand when we cannot find new meaning
We'll seek out the ones you loved and love
Taking each new day to give what we need to do our part
We'll keep learning how to live with a lifelong broken heart
We're just learning how to live with a lifelong broken heart

480. Add Another Fool To The Flame - Chords

Add Another Fool To The Flame
Recorded by Jody Nix 
Written by Carl Jackson and Glenn Sutton

G                         C               D7
I know you've burned some bridges in this town
C                 D7                  G   D7
And I'm a fool to think you'll settle down    
G                  C              D7
But this old heart was always slow to learn       
C                                 D7
So I'm gonna play with fire where you're concerned   
G           G7          C
So add another fool to the flame      
D7                                           G      D7
Cause for everything that's lost there's something gained    
G                    G7     C                            Am
And I know that I'll get burned but the pleasure's worth the pain
C              D7          G
So add another fool to the flame                       
C             D7
I know turning love to ashes is your game
C                     D7           G       D7
And as long as just a single spark remains
G                 C              D7
I'll play by your rules till the end     
C                          D7
Even though I know that I can't win



Repeat #2   
Just add...                         

G7     C                            Am
Yes I know that I'll get burned but the pleasure's worth the pain
C                D7          G
Just add another fool to the flame

481. Addicted

Addicted
Mountain Heart - Addicted

[Verse 1]
Don't come around, baby
Don't come around me no more
Leave nothing to chance
I can't leave no open door
Cause every time I let you in my heart
You take my world and tear it all apart
Still, I can't say no
No, I can't let go

[Chorus]
Your love is like a drug
No, I can't get enough
Just call my name and I can't resist it
I'm, I'm addicted

[Verse 2]
I tried everything, I tried everything I know to do
Far as I can tell there's no getting over you
I lie awake and wait on you to call
I bite my nails to fight off the withdrawal

[Chorus]
Your love is like a drug
No, I can't get enough
Just call my name and I can't resist it
I'm, I'm addicted

[Bridge]
You come and go
By now, guess I should know
Someday it's gonna kill me
But what a way to go

[Chorus]
Your love is like a drug
No, I can't get enough
Just call my name and I can't resist it
I'm, I'm addicted



Call my name and I can't resist it
I'm addicted

482. Addicted To Love

Addicted To Love
Garth Brooks - Addicted To Love

Your lights are on, but you're not home
Your mind is not your own
Your heart sweats, your body shakes
Another kiss is what it takes

You can't sleep, you can't eat
There's no doubt, you're in deep
Your throat is tight, you can't breathe
Another kiss is all you need

Whoa, you like to think that you're immune to the stuff, oh yeah
It's closer to the truth to say you can't get enough
You know you're gonna have to face it, you're addicted to love

You see the signs, but you can't read
You're runnin' at a different speed
Your heart beats in double time
Another kiss and you'll be mine, a one track mind

You can't be saved
Oblivion is all you crave
If there's some left for you
You don't mind if you do

Whoa, you like to think that you're immune to the stuff, oh yeah
It's closer to the truth to say you can't get enough
You know you're gonna have to face it, you're addicted to love

Might as well face it, you're addicted to love
Might as well face it, you're addicted to love
Might as well face it, you're addicted to love
Might as well face it, you're addicted to love
Might as well face it, you're addicted to love

Your lights are on, but you're not home
Your will is not your own
You're heart sweats, your teeth grind
Another kiss and you'll be mine

Whoa, you like to think that you're immune to the stuff, oh yeah
It's closer to the truth to say you can't get enough
You know you're gonna have to face it, you're addicted to love

Might as well face it, you're addicted to love
Might as well face it, you're addicted to love



Might as well face it, you're addicted to love
Might as well face it, you're addicted to love
Might as well face it, you're addicted to love

Might as well face it, you're addicted to love
Might as well face it, you're addicted to love
Might as well face it, you're addicted to love
Might as well face it, you're addicted to love

483. Adieu False Heart

Adieu False Heart

Adieu false heart now we must part
May the joys of the world go with you
I've loved you long with a faithful heart
But never any more can I believe you

I've seen the time I'd have married you
And been your constant lover
But now I'd gladly give you up
For one whose heart is truer

You think you are too good for me
You think I am forsaken
But if you think that I care for you
You are very much mistaken

My mind is like the constant sun
From the east to the west it ranges
While yours is likened to the moon
It's every month it changes

When I lay down to take my rest
No scornful one to wake me
I'll go straightaway unto my grave
Just as fast as time can take me

Adieu false heart now we must part
May the joys of the world go with you
I've loved you long with a faithful heart
But never any more can I believe you

484. Adieu To Cold Weather

Adieu to Cold Weather

My love is on the ocean, I think I'll let him swim
For in my heart I know it, I'm just as good as him



His love is in his pocket, and so little in his heart
The way he devises it, it gives his girl a part

a dieu to cold weather, a way with the frost
I'll sing and be merry for the old beau that I lost
I'll sing and be merry as a birdie in the tree
There's rest for the weary since he went back on me

Now in the quiet afternoon we'd sit around and talk
And in the pleasant evening, we'd go out for a walk
His talk was always pleasant but his watch was always slow
And many times I told him to take his hat and go

The last time I saw him was in a shady grove
He smiled on me so sweetly and offered me a rose
Thinking I'd accept it, I quickly let him see
That I could find another that was just as good as he

485. Adios

Linda Ronstadt - Adios

Ran away from home when I was seventeen
To be with you
On the California coast

Drinking margaritas all night in the old cantina
Out on the California coast

Don't think that I'm ungrateful
And don't look so morose
Adios
Adios

We never really made it baby
But we came pretty close
Adios adios

Going up north where the hills are winter green
I have to leave you
On the California coast

Going where the water's clear and the air is cleaner
Than the California coast

Our dreams of endless summer
Were just too grandiose
Adios
Adios

And I miss the blood red sunset
But I miss you the most
Adios adios



Adios
Adios
Adios adios

486. Adonde Voy

Linda Ronstadt - Adonde Voy

La madrugada me ve corriendo
Bajo el cielo que va dando color
No salgas sol a nombrarme
A la fuerza de la immigracion

Un dolor que siento en el pecho
Es mi alma que sufre de amor
Pienso en ti y en tus brazos que esperan
Tus besos y tu pasion

Adonde voy, adonde voy
La esperanza es mi destinacion
Solo estoy, solo estoy
Por el monte profugo, voy

Dias, semanas, y meses
Paso muy lejos de ti
Muy pronto te llegara dinero
Yo te quiero tener junto a mi

El trabajo me llena las horas
Tu risa no puedo olividar
Vivir sin tu amor no es vida
Vivir de profugo, igual

Adonde voy, adonde voy
La esperanza es mi destinacion
Solo estoy, solo estoy
Por el monte profugo, voy

Adonde voy, adonde voy
La esperanza es mi destination
Solo estoy, solo estoy
Por el monte profugo, voy

487. Adorable Women - Chords

Adorable Women
Written and recorded by Nat Stuckey

C                          F



She can watch every move I make 
        G7                 C
But she can't see what I'm thinkin'
                            F
Cause if a woman walks by I don't bat an eye
  G7                 C
I let my mind do the winkin'
                             F
She never lets me out of the house 
  G7                        C
Except when I'm walkin' ole Rover
But there's a neighbor real sweet 
     F
That lives down the street
   G7                     C
So me and ole Rover sneak over
       F                C
Oh the world is full of adorable women
          G7                  C
But there ain't enough men to adore 'em
                             F
So you can see why I'm going out of my mind
G7                       C
Tryin' to adore more of 'em
                                  F
Now she says I'd better change my ways
             G7                  C
Cause if she catches me it'll be murder
                                  F
But I can paint the town when she ain't around
      G7                             C
Cause what she don't know won't hurt her
       F                C
Oh the world is full of adorable women
          G7                  C
But there ain't enough men to adore 'em
                               F
So you can see why I'm spendin all of my time
G7                       C  F
Tryin' to adore more of 'em
    G7                       C  F
Yes tryin' to adore more of 'em
    G7                       C
Hmm tryin' to adore more of 'em

488. Ae Fond Kiss

Rhiannon Giddens - Ae Fond Kiss

Ae fond kiss, and then we sever
Ae farewell, and then forever
Deep in heart-wrung tears I'll pledge thee
Warring sighs and groans I'll wage thee



Who shall say that Fortune grieves him
While the star of hope, she leaves him?
Me, nae cheerful twinkle lights me
Dark despair around benights me
I'll ne'er blame my partial fancy
Nothing could resist my Nancy:
But to see her was to love her
Love but her, and love for ever
Had we never lov'd sae kindly
Had we never lov'd sae blindly
Never met, or never parted
We'd had ne'er been broken-hearted
Fare-thee-well, thou first and fairest!
Fare-thee-well, thou best and dearest!
Thine be ilka joy and treasure
Peace, Enjoyment, Love and Pleasure!
Ae fond kiss, and then we sever!
Ae farewell alas, for ever!
Deep in heart-wrung tears I'll pledge thee
Warring sighs and groans I'll wage thee

489. Afraid I'll Want To Love Her One More Time - Chords

Afraid I'll Want To Love Her One More Time
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by David Wilkins

C                 F             C
Don't let my eyes look upon her body
                 F               C
If I look at her again I'll lose control
                          F              C    F
I'll be right back in her arms until the morning
         C              F       G7     C
Lord the devil's trying hard to win my soul
                        F                C
Lord help me get up and sneak out in the morning
                  F            C
Before this woman opens up her eyes
                           F              C         F
She might want to kiss and throw her arms around me again
        C                   F        G7       C
And I'm afraid I'll want to love her one more time
                         F                 C
Lord it never crossed my mind we'd go this far
                      F         C
But her beauty and my hunger combined
                   F            C         F
Made the door open wider to temptation oh Lord
        C                   F        G7       C
And I'm afraid I'll want to love her one more time
Repeat #2
F       C                   F        G7       C



Yes I'm afraid I'll want to love her one more time

490. Afraid To Care

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Afraid To Care

Here I go again love's standing at my door
I'm so afraid to take a chance for I've been hurt before
It's not that I can't love you your life I'd like to share
But my heart's been broken so many times it's just afraid to care

Maybe time will ease the pain and someday I can love again
My heart can't stand a new affair
It's loved and lost so many times it's just afraid to care

Maybe time will ease the pain and someday I can love again
My heart can't stand a new affair
It's loved and lost so many times it's just afraid to care

491. Afraid To Fall

Dan Tyminski
Afraid to Fall

[Verse 1]
Wild flowers felt good beneath my feet
The wind blew tangles in my hair
As long as I remember the blue eyed boy lived down the road
Until then, I never noticed he was there
He was like a storm and keepin' me awake
And no one's gonna stop me there from runnin' in the rain

[Chorus]
And it was three A.M. and the moon was bright
And we'd sneak out and go for a ride
And we'd made love where the river meets the sky
Yeah he'd say things I've never heard
And I'd hang on his every word
And the perfect teen I gave him my heart
And I wasn't afraid to fall

[Verse 2]
Autumn leaves were breakin' 'neath my feet
The dawnin' face had felt a tear
He said he didn't feel the way he did before
But somehow we were still there
But I didn't wanna lose him
And I knew my heart would break



And no one's gonna stop me there from chasin' the pain
[Chorus]
And it was three A.M. and the moon was bright
And we'd sneak out and go for a ride
And we'd made love where the river meets the sky
Yeah he'd say things I've never heard
And I'd hang on his every word
And the perfect teen I gave him my heart
And I wasn't afraid to fall

[Bridge]
I wouldn't change a single thing
Every touch a drop of rain
Oohh ohh yeah oh oh yeah
And it was three A.M. and the moon was bright
And we'd sneak out and go for a ride
And we'd made love where the river meets the sky
And he'd say things I've never heard
And I'd hang on his every word
And the perfect teen i gave him my heart
And I wasn't afraid to fall

[Outro]
I wasn't afraid to fall oh ohh
Wasn't afraid to fall ohh oh

492. Afraid To Live And Afraid Of Dying

Dolly Parton - Afraid To Live And Afraid Of Dying 
Porter Wagoner)

They say most anything you eat could hurt your health
Be careful what you drink, don't harm yourself
And pollution in the air might make you sick
Makes you afraid to live, afraid that you might die too quick
Do the men that quote this danger really know
Life is gift to be enjoyed and not to worry so
The biggest danger sign that we should know
Make sure we're right with God, as through this world we go
We're afraid to live 'cause we're afraid of dyin'
And afraid to love the one we love, afraid they might be lyin'
We can't enjoy life when they say each thing might bring an early grave
We're afraid to live 'cause we're afraid of dyin'
Do the men that quote this danger really know?
Life is gift to be enjoyed, why worry so?
The biggest danger sign that we should know
Make sure we're right with God, as through this world we go
Make sure we're right with God, as through this world we go



493. Afraid To Love Again

Dolly Parton - Afraid To Love Again 

If every time that you got hurt it left a scar
And if every dream you ever had broke your heart
If every time you made a plan the world came to an end
Then you'd know why I'm afraid to love again

If broken dreams are all it seems you've ever known
And hurt's the only thing you can depend upon
And if you should find misery to be your only friend
Then you'd know why I'm afraid to love again

If every time you look up a cloud should hide the sun
Pay dearly for each kindness ever shown to anyone
If everything you try should fail before you can begin
Then you'd know why I'm afraid to love again

Then you'd know why I'm afraid to love again

494. After 17

After 17 - Alan Jackson
 
Her right hand closed the front porch door
Suddenly a child no more
All the ribbons all the bows in a box now on her closet floor
Anxious for whats to come
Afraid to leave a place she loves

Shes not a woman not a girl
Trying to find her place in this crazy world
Meet a lover make a friend
Try and figure out what this life really means
After 17

Broken hearts and rusted dreams
Sometimes make it hard to leave and
Certainty is out of reach even with some self belief
So she bites her lip and shows a smile
Flips her hair and flaunts her style

Shes not a woman not a girl
Trying to find her place in this crazy world
Meet a lover make a friend
Try and figure out what this life really means
After 17

Her memories she stowed away
Pulls them out on rainy days
And brand new faces take their place beside the ones that never fade Shes strong and fragile
, weak and smart



Whatever the cost she plays the part

Shes not a woman not a girl
Trying to find her place in this crazy world
Meet a lover make a friend
Try and figure out what this life really means
After 17

Her right hand closed the front porch door
And suddenly a child no more.

495. After All

After All - Kathy Kallick

We were talking about the distance
Growing evermore between us
We were wondering if this passage would leave us even more alone
I was waiting for an answer
You were scared to ask the question
I was hoping for a message in the silence of your tongue

CHORUS:
After all, after all
After all is said and done we can't give up what we've done
After all, after all
We can't bring down that famous curtain, there's still a song left to be sung

I dreamed I was walking by the water
Shining crystal by the sky
I saw those gleaming yellow gemstones I have loved inside your eyes
Then the echo of your footstep
Brought me out and down the hall
And when I reached the end awakened, I was alone there after all

CHORUS

And that sense of isolation
Is always just inside your mind
You're always pushing love away, holding your heart behind your back
You're like a small child with a secret
That you're not about to share
When you stop guarding all that fear, you'll find the love was always there

496. After All

After All
Darrell Scott



We walked all night in the pouring rain
Made the coast by morning
Found an old abandoned carnival by the sea
There were no seats on the ferris wheel
And only one horse on the carousel
So I jumped on his back to get a ride for free

Free like the wind rising up the Eastern shore
Blowing back my un-tucked shirt tail
Filling up my empty pockets
And a song was coming to me
But by night I couldn't hear it anymore

Anymore
I've stopped dreaming of love
Anymore
I can't believe the things I'm thinking of
Anymore, anymore

Mirrah, she's a friend of mine
She gives her love to artists
It's her way of brushing her humanity
She stays long enough to feel the pain
And to fill up on their vision
When she's drunk she says she's still in love with me

Me, I spend my days singing new songs on the subway
For the ones who stop to listen
Who will pay me mind or money
And I go right on singing as the train rolls in
To take them far away

Far away
They miss the best part of the show
Far away
For a place they don't really wanna go
Far away, far away

Well I went to see this friend of mine
He lives down in New York City
Says that's the only place a poet needs to be
Says there's life outside the window pane
And benches by the river
And a song in every stranger's eyes you see

See me on the street with my pocket pad of paper
Making sense of all the madness
With my crisp iambic meter
And nobody dares to tell me
New York City doesn't need me after all

After all
I am just a mortal man
After all
I'm just trying to do the very best I can
After all, after all, after all



497. After All - Chords

After All
Recorded by Joni Harms
Written Barbie Isham and Joni Harms

C               F            C
After all we've been through together                                       
G7
Who'd believe we'd still be so much in love      
C           C7            F
After all it just keeps getting better                   
C      G7        C
There's no one for me but you after all       
G7                 F     C
Before you  love was only in my dreams                
G7                          C
And through the years we've made a few come true            
D7                     G7
No we can't say that love's always easy        
D7                   G7
But it's always worth it with you

Repeat #1  x2

F                     C      G7        F   C
No there's no one for me but you after a--ll

498. After All Is Said And Done - Chords

After All Is Said And Done 
Chris Hillman & Herb Pedersen
 
[Intro]
G  D  A  D  x2
 
 
[Verse 1]
D      G   D
I know you know
A
We both know that the world turns around us
D          G  D
They talk, we hear
A        G               D
That our love will never last
 
 
[Verse 2]



D         G     D
I believe you believe
A
We believe no one else can ever
A        D    G   D
Take our love way down
A     G                   D
After all the've said and done
 
 
[Chorus]
A                     G       D
When we're old in our rocking chairs
D                        E          A
You'll still love me and I'll still care
A                 G                D
We'll be together they'll still be where
D                        A          D
The sun don't shine, the moon won't rise
D   G           D
The water won't run
D     A               D
After all is said and done
 
 
[Instrumental]
D  G  A  D
D  A  A  D
D  D  A  D
G  A  D  D
 
 
[Verse 3]
D             G          D
I showed you, you showed me
D       A                 D   G
How our love can turn the key and
D             G               D
Open the door close out their world
D  A                     D
So they won't matter any more
 
 
[Chorus]
A                     G       D
When we're old in our rocking chairs
D                        E          A
You'll still love me and I'll still care
A                 G                D
We'll be together they'll still be where
G             D          A          D
The sun don't shine, the moon won't rise
D
And the water won't run
D     A               D
After all is said and done
G             D          A          D



The sun don't shine, the moon won't rise
D
The water won't run
G     A                     D
After ah-ah-all is said and done
 
 
[Outtro]
D  D  D  D
A  A  G  D

499. After All This Time

Rodney Crowell - After All This Time

There were trains
And we out-run 'em
There were songs
And we out-sung 'em
There were brighter days never ending
There was time
And we were burnin'
There were rhymes
And we were learnin'
There was all the love two hearts could hold
And after all this time
You're always on my mind
Hey I could never let it end
'Cause my heart takes so long to mend
The dream that keeps your hopes alive
The lonely nights you hold inside
And after all this time
You're always on my mind
I still want you
There was rain
That we outlasted
There was pain
But we got past it
There were last goodbyes still left unspoken
There were ways I should have thrilled you
There were days when I could have killed you
You're the only love my life has known
And after all this time
You're always on my mind
Hey I could never let you go
A broken heart that heals so slow
Could never beat for someone new
While you're alive and I am too
And after all this time
You're always on my mind
I still miss you
And I could never let it in
'Cause my heart takes so long to mend



The dream that keeps your hopes alive
The lonely nights you hold inside
And after all this time
You're always on my mind
I still want you
Hey after all this time
You're always on my mind
I still love you

500. After Being Your Lover - Chords

After Being Your Lover
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Freddie Hart

C                           G7
Loving you so much all this time
                                   C
Worshiping the very thought you're mine
You pulled the world from under me 
F
Left me hanging helplessly
C              G7               C
Just to suffer after being your lover
                                       G7
You left me still you haunt me all the time
                                    C
Next leaving me will probably be my mind
I search for love so desperately 
F
Someone to kill your memory
        C        G7               C
There's no other after being your lover
    F                           C
The long arm of love is holding on so tight
F                               C                 G7
Squeezing the life from me it's a nightmare every night
C
After what you've done to me 
F
You should have used a gun on me
C               G7               C
I'd feel better after being your lover
                G7               C
I'd feel better after being your lover
     F          G7         C
Your lover your lover your lover



501. After Calvary - Chords

After Calvary
Recorded by the Oak Ridge Boys
Written by Laverne Tripp

C                    G7               C
Take my hand lead me through  darkest valleys
                        G7              C  G7
At Your command I would move across the s-ea
     C
Just take my hand and guide me
      F
Where ever You'd have me be
       C        G7       C
I'd do anything after Calvary
  
                          G7         C
I'll stand up oh and I'll dare to be different         
                    G7               C              G7
Unashamed I'm gonna try to live like Thee live like Thee
     C
Just take my life and mold me
    F
The way You'd have me be
       C        G7       C
I'd do anything after Calvary

      G7                F                   C
After Calvary where You shared Your love so free
      G7                F                  C
After Calvary where You gave Your life for me
                             F
And I would be anything that You would have me be
      C                G7       C
After what You did for me at Calvary

Repeat #3

502. After Closing Time - Chords

After Closing Time
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Billy Sherrill, Norro Wilson, Danny Walls
 
G                                   C              G
Well you can find me serving drinks inside a honky tonk
                                       D7
And I'll even play the jukebox on your dime
G                               C                G
Sometimes I will dance with you to your favorite song
                         D7            G
Yeah but she'll be mine  after closing time



                                  C                G
She will smile at all the men and shake her pretty hips
                                      D7
And you can yell and say she looks so fine
    G                             C                G
But I'm not looking for a man I'm looking for them tips
                         D7            G
And then she'll be mine  after closing time

C                                    G
When they turn the lights out that's when I'll turn him on
D7                                        G
Oh she can serve me love much better than wine
C                            G
So when they close the doors guess who takes me home
                    D7            G
And she'll be mine  after closing time

                                   C                G
Tomorrow night I'll still be there inside the honky tonk
                                        D7
And I'll still play the jukebox on your dime
     G                                        C                  G
Yeah as long as you keep buying drinks she'll smile and lead you on
                    D7            G
But she'll be mine  after closing time
 
Repeat #3

                    D7            G
And she'll be mine  after closing time

503. After I Sing All My Songs - Chords

After I Sing All My Songs
Recorded by Merle Haggard and George Jones
Written by Leona Williams

G                         D7           G
When the show is over and every one is gone
C                                     G
That's when this lonely feeling comes along
                   G7                      G
Everybody loves me while the show is going on
    C                 G        D7                  G
But I need someone to love me  after I sing all my songs

                                 D7                 G
I smile and play the music while they just cheer me on
    C                                   G
But this empty feeling keeps on hanging on
                           G7                 G



Lord I wish I had somebody just to be my only one
  C               G        D7                  G
I need someone to hold me  after I sing all my songs

D7                                       G
After I sing my songs after the crowd is gone
  C               G        D7                  G
I need someone to hold me  after I sing all my songs

D7                                       G
After I sing my songs after the crowd is gone
  C               G        D7                  G
I need someone to hold me  after I sing all my songs

504. After Losing You - Chords

After Losing You
Written and recorded by Melba Montgomery

C                G7          C
Word is out that you started over
                   G7           C     C7
You've found a new life and new dreams
F              C
Everybody says she really loves you
A7               D7       G
You're happy now or so it seems
C          G7            C
Seeing you only makes me realize
                                       F
I didn't know what I had till you were gone
                              C
He was the change I thought I needed
                  G7             C
Darling how could I have been so wrong
      F                    C
After losing you I finally learned the truth
                                  G7
I never really loved that someone new
      F                          C        F
After all this time you're still on my mind
           C       G7           C
Too late I learned after losing you
Repeat #3
 
F          C       G7           C
Too late I learned after losing you



505. After Mardi Gras

Steve Earle - After Mardi Gras

See that shadow on the wall
Doesn't look like me at all
Head hung down
Intentions melting on the ground
Saddest shape I ever saw

There's so much I need to do
Before I get over you
I can't bother with it all
Until after Mardi Gras
All that music in the air
Happy people everywhere
Make it hard to sing the blues
Until Mardi Gras is through

Put my loneliness away
Save it for a rainy day
Delay the pain
Nothing ventured, nothing gained
The time'll come, but that's okay

Right now I ain't got the time
To sit at home and cry
When outside, it's a carnival
Maybe after Mardi Gras
I can learn to take it well
Psychoanalyze myself
But for now, I'm having fun
Until Mardi Gras is done

506. After Midnight

After midnight
Yonder Mountain String Band
Seldom Scene

After midnight, we're gonna let it all hang out
After midnight, we're gonna chug-a-lug and shout
We're gonna cause talk and suspicion
Give an exhibition
Find out what it is all about

After midnight, we're gonna let it all hang out
After midnight, gonna shake your tambourine
After midnight, it's gonna be peaches and cream
We're gonna cause talk and suspicion
Give an exhibition
Find out what it is all about



After midnight, we're gonna let it all hang out
After midnight, we're gonna let it all hang out

507. After Party

Jonathan Edwards
After Party

Somebody blew out the speakers when the kick went [?]
Bonfires burn down the red coast glowing in your eyes
I've been waiting all night for the crowd to thin out to talk to you
We got the buzz and the want you, baby, all we need is a little more time

I know you've been drinking what I've been drinking
I hope you've been thinking what I've been thinking

Let's throw a little after party
A candle on the tailgate
Baby I can't wait to get this thing started
A sky full of moon and a million crazy little things to do
Let's throw a little after party
Baby, just me and you

I kept a six-pack stashed here back for us just in case
Our friends are all hooked up, laid back, passed out, or long gone
Girl watching you dance in the moonlight's making my mind race
I think the breeze through the trees and the crickets are playing our song

That smile says you're knowing what I've been knowing
Let's take this thing where it oughta be going

Let's throw a little after party
A candle on the tailgate
Baby, I can't wait to get this thing started
A sky full of moon and a million crazy little things to do
Let's throw a little after party
Baby, just me and you
Well the night's still young and baby so are we
There's just one place where you need to be

Let's throw a little after party
A candle on the tailgate
Baby, I can't wait to get this thing started
A sky full of moon and a million crazy little things to do
Let's throw a little after party
Baby, just me and you

Let's throw a little after party
Oh baby, just me and you



508. After Texas - Chords

After Texas
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Bucky Jones and James Martin Johnson

G                     D7
Where do you go after Texas 
                     G
What do you do after Texas
               G7               C                           Am
You're just fooling yourself if you think there's something else
      D7                             G
Cause there ain't nothing left after Texas
                                                    D7
I watched them changing the guard in old London and liked it
                                                       G
I've been up to my ears in that good German beer and I liked it
                     G7
But whatever you got I've probably seen it
  C
I don't like to brag but neighbor I mean it
      D7                                                   G
There ain't nothing out there that will halfway compare to Texas
Repeat #1
                                               D7
I've held wahines with hay on their hips and I liked it
                                                G
I've kissed senoritas with hot fiery lips and I liked it
                              G7
If there's one thing for sure that makes this cowboy fall
       C
It's a soft Texas lady with a south Texas drawl 
   D7                                                G
If you know to be there then I'd rather crawl across Texas  
Repeat #1 x3

509. After The Ball

After the Ball
Charles Harris

A little maiden climbed an old man's knee
Begged for a story, "Do, uncle, please!"
Why are you single? Why live alone?
Have you no babies? Have you no home?"

"I had a sweetheart, years, years ago
Where she is now, pet, you will soon know.
List to the story, I'll tell it all
I believ'd her faithless, after the ball."

Chorus: After the ball is over,



After the break of morn,
After the dancers' leaving
After the stars are gone;
Many a heart is aching
If you could read them all
Many the hopes that have vanished
After the ball.

Bright lights were flashing in the grand ballroom,
Softly the music playing sweet tunes;
There came my sweetheart, my love, my own,
"I wish some water, leave me alone."

When I returned, dear, there stood a man
Kissing my sweetheart, as lovers can.
Down fell the glass, pet, broken, that's all
Just as my heart was, after the ball.

Long years have passed, child, I've never wed
True to my lost love, though she is dead.
She tried to tell me, tried to explain
I would not listen, pleadings were vain.

One day a letter came from that man,
He was her brother, the letter ran;
That's why I'm lonely, no home at all
I broke her heart, pet, after the ball.

510. After The Best - Chords

After The Best
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Bernie Nelson and Thomas Eugene McHugh

G                     C        G  C
You were the one true love for me
G                         C        G   C   D7
You gave the best of your heart so easily
    C                D7
But it won't be easy now that we're through
    G                       Em       B7
For someone like me to find somebody new
      C                                 G  D7
Cause after the best only the best will do
G                  C            G   C
We had the best of times for so long
G                     C                G   C D7
How could the best of intensions go so wrong
      C         D7
Where will I go what will I do
        G                  Em      B7
It's so hard to imagine me without you
      C                                 G



Cause after the best only the best will do
Bm                C       Bm                   C
There'll never be another to take the place of you
               D7                        G     C
There's no use denying there's no use in trying 
                   D7
Only the best will do
C                          D7
I know it's sad but it's true
G                    C          G   C
I've got the rest of my life to try
G                       C    G     C D7
To leave the best of my life behind
   C               D7
It won't be easy I know it's true
        G               Em         B7
It's so hard to imagine me without you 
      C                                 G
Cause after the best only the best will do
      C                                 G
Cause after the best only the best will do

511. After The Fire Is Gone

After The Fire Is Gone - Rhonda Vincent
Allison Moorer

   Love is where you find it
   When you find no love at home
   And there's nothin' cold as ashes
   After the fire is gone

The bottle is almost empty
The clock just now struck ten
Darlin' i had to call you
To our favorite place again

I know it's wrong for us to meet
But the fires gone out at home
And there' nothin' cold as ashes
After the fire is gone

Your lips are warm and tender
Your arms hold me just right
Sweet words of love you remember
That the one at home forgot

Each time we say it's the last time
But we keep hangin' on
And there's nothin' cold as ashes
After the fire is gone



512. After The Gold Rush

Linda Ronstadt - After The Gold Rush
Emmylou Harris

Well I dreamed I saw the knights in armor coming
Sayin' something about a queen
There were peasants singing and drummers drumming
And the archer split the tree

There was a fanfare blowing to the sun
There was floating on the breeze

Look at Mother Nature on the run
In the twentieth century
Look at Mother Nature on the run
In the twentieth century

I was lying in a burned out basement
With the full moon in my eyes
I was hoping for replacement
When the sun burst through the sky

There was a band playing in my head
And I felt like I could cry

I was thinking about what a friend had said
I was hoping it was a lie
Thinking about what a friend had said
I was hoping it was a lie

I dreamed I saw the silver spaceships flying
In the yellow haze of the sun
There were children crying and colors flying
All around the chosen ones

All in a dream, all in a dream
The loading had begun

Flying Mother Nature's silver seed
To a new home in the sun
Flying Mother Nature's silver seed
To a new home

513. After The Gold Rush - Chords

After The Gold Rush
Neil Young



A D
Well I dreamed I saw the knights in armor coming
A D
Sayin' something about a queen
A E7
There were peasants singing and drummers drumming
F#m G
And the archer split the tree
F#m G
There was a fanfare blowing to the sun
F#m G
There was floating on the breeze
A E7 G D
Look at Mother Nature on the run in the Twentieth Century
A E7 G D
Look at Mother Nature on the run in the Twentieth Century

I was lying in a burned out basement
With the full moon in my eyes
I was hoping for a replacement
When the sun burst through the sky
There was a band playing in my head
And I felt like I could cry
I was thinking about what a friend had said
I was hoping it was a lie
Thinking about what a friend had said
I was hoping it was a lie

I dreamed I saw the silver spaceships flying
In the yellow haze of the Sun
There were children crying and colors flying
All around the chosen ones
All in a dream, all in a dream
The loading had begun
Flying Mother Nature's silver seed
To a new home in the Sun
Flying Mother Nature's silver seed to a new home...

514. After The Love Slips Away - Chords

After The Love Slips Away
Written and recorded by Earl Thomas Conley

C           Em         F            C
You say our loving has died down to nothing
            Am       G7
Compared to everyone else
       C           Em         F         C
But if all you can give me is just your opinion
     Am           G7          C   G7
Well you can keep that to yourself
    C          Em             F       C
The longer the distance keeps growing between us



               Am            G7
The harder the trouble is to see
      C              Em                 F            C
But I guess it's the simple things that make love complicated
      Am                  G7              C
Or at least that's how it is with you and me
           Am         Em        F         C
We're just two people trying to hold it together
    Em        Am        G7
And losing it more everyday
      C        Em          F            C
Cause no compromising will make it feel better
Am        G7         C   G7
After the love slips away
     C               Em      F             C
Well you've got your TV your telephone and neighbors
                 Am         G7
To keep you from facing the truth
       C          Em         F       C
Oh but I've got a feeling if I had a bottle
  Am            G7           C
I wouldn't keep reaching for you
           Am         Em        F         C
We're just two people trying to hold it together
    Em        Am        G7
And losing it more everyday
      C        Em          F            C
Cause no compromising will make it feel better
Am        G7         C
After the love slips away
   Am        G7         F  C
Oh after the love slips away

515. After While - Chords

After While 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
Key G
 
[Intro]
G
 
[Chorus]
G
After a while, it'll all be over
        C          Bb          G
After a while, the sun's gonna shine
        C           Bb               G
After a while, dark clouds will pass over
          D                      G
And we'll shout Hallelujah after while
 



[Verse]
        G
Oh, sometimes the road is so rocky
          C         Bb         G
And these hills are so hard to climb
       C     Bb             G
And my bosom friends may forsake me
               D                      G
But God, we'll fix it all right after while
 
[Chorus]
        G
After a while, it'll all be over
        C          Bb          G
After a while, the sun's gonna shine
        C           Bb               G
After a while, dark clouds will pass over
          D                      G
And we'll shout Hallelujah after while
 
[Solo]
G    G    C  Bb  G    C  Bb  G    D    G
 
[Verse]
G
All thosR evil eyes arR always watching
         C   Bb           G
And they see everything I do
              C    Bb                 G
And all those evil tongues are always talking
            D                   G
But after a while, it'll all be through
 
[Chorus]
        G
After a while, it'll all be over
        C          Bb          G
After a while, the sun's gonna shine
        C           Bb               G
After a while, dark clouds will pass over
          D                      G
And we'll shout Hallelujah after while
 
[Solo]
G    G    C  Bb   G    C  Bb   G    D    G
 
G    G    C  Bb   G    C  Bb   G    D    G
 
[Vere]
G
Oh, sometimes, my cut gets so bitter
   C         Bb             G
So bitter it makes me wanna cry
               C        Bb      G
But through my tears, I call on Jesus
           D                     G
He's gonna fix it alright, after while



 
[Chorus]
        G
After a while, it'll all be over
        C          Bb          G
After a while, the sun's gonna shine
        C           Bb               G
After a while, dark clouds will pass over
          D                      G
And we'll shout Hallelujah after while
 
[Outro]
        C           Bb               G
After a while, dark clouds will pass over
          D                      G
And we'll shout Hallelujah after while

516. After You Leave Me

After You Leave Me
Written by Buck Owens and Bonnie Owens

After you leave me after you're gone
I'll sit here crying so blue and alone
And when the door closes I'll close my heart too
After you leave me what will I do

After you've taken the beat of my heart
After you've torn my world all apart
My life will be worthless here without you
After you leave me what will I do

After you've taken the beat of my heart
After you've torn my world all apart
My life will be worthless here without you
After you leave me what will I do

517. After You Turn Out Your Light - Chords

After You Turn Out Your Light
Recorded by Roy Drusky
Written by Roy Drusky and Bill Brock
 
C
After you're alone at night 
           G7
Who do you think of
After you turn out your light 
           C



Who do you dream of
Could it be that you 
                     F
Long to hold another tight
                     C
Are you still loving me 
G7                      C    F
After you turn out your light
C             F
You show that you love me 
                   C
By things that you do
                 D7
But do you still love me 
                  G7
When I'm not with you
                       C
What goes through your mind 
                F
When I'm not in sight
                     C
Are you still loving me 
G7                      C    F C
After you turn out your light
G7                     C
What goes through your mind 
                F
When I'm not in sight
                     C
Are you still loving me 
G7                      C
After you turn out your light

518. After You're Gone

Iris Dement - After You're Gone

There'll be laughter even after you're gone
I'll find reasons to face that empty dawn
'Cause I've memorized each line in your face
And not even death can ever erase
The story they tell to me
I'll miss you
Oh, how I'll miss you
I'll dream of you
And I'll cry a million tears
But the sorrow will pass
And the one thing that will last
Is the love that you've given to me
There'll be laughter even after you're gone
I'll find reasons and I'll face that empty dawn
'Cause I've memorized each line in your face
And not even death could ever erase



The story they tell to me

519. After You've Gone

Del McCoury - After You've Gone

Now won't you listen honey, while I say, 
How could you tell me that you're goin' away? 
Don't say that we must part, 
Don't break your baby's heart 

You know I've loved you for these many years, 
Loved you night and day,
Oh! honey baby, can't you see my tears? 
Listen while I say

After you've gone and left me cryin'
After you've gone there's no denyin'
You'll feel blue, you'll feel sad
You'll miss the dearest pal you've ever had

There'll come a time, now don't forget it
There'll come a time when you'll regret it
Someday, when you grow lonely
Your heart will break like mine and you'll want me only
After you've gone, after you've gone away

After you've gone and left me cryin'
After you've gone there's no denyin'
You're gonna feel blue, and you're gonna feel sad
You're gonna feel bad
And you'll miss, and you'll miss,
And you'll miss the bestest pal you ever had

There'll come a time, now don't forget it
There'll come a time when you'll regret it
But baby, think what you're doin'
I'm gonna haunt you so, I'm gonna taunt you so
It's gonna drive you to ruin
After you've gone, after you've gone away.

520. Afternoon Delight

Afternoon Delight
Starland Vocal Band - Mipso

Gonna find my baby, gonna hold her tight
Gonna grab some afternoon delight
My motto's always been 'when it's right, it's right'



Why wait until the middle of a cold dark night?
When everything's a little clearer in the light of day
And we know the night is always gonna be there any way

Thinkin' of you's workin' up my appetite
Looking forward to a little afternoon delight
Rubbin' sticks and stones together makes the sparks ingite
And the thought of lovin' you is getting so exciting
Sky rockets in flight
Afternoon delight
Afternoon delight
Afternoon delight

Started out this morning feeling so polite
I always though a fish could not be caught who wouldn't bite
But you've got some bait a waitin' and I think I might try nibbling
A little afternoon delight
Sky rockets in flight
Afternoon delight
Afternoon delight
Afternoon delight

Please be waiting for me, baby, when I come around
We could make a lot of lovin' 'for the sun goes down

Thinkin' of you's workin' up my appetite
Looking forward to a little afternoon delight
Rubbin' sticks and stones together makes the sparks ingite
And the thought of lovin' you is getting so exciting
Sky rockets in flight
Afternoon delight
Afternoon delight
Afternoon delight
Afternoon delight!

521. Again

Trampled by Turtles - Again

Living like a window
Stuck wide open
Take it all in
But don't let it burn you out
I know you have your doubts
But just forget them now

Will I see you
Will I see you
Will I see you
Again

Will I see you
Will I see you



Will I see you
Again

Dreaming doesn't make much
Sense anymore
All the demons
They're howling at your door
Still you beg for more
Ain't it over yet

Will I see you
Will I see you
Will I see you
Again

Will I see you
Will I see you
Will I see you
Again

522. Again & Again

Again & Again
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
I'm waiting on a plane, baby
To take me where I wanna stay
I bought a ticket to ride
Been studying both sides
And I've been counting down the days
There ain't no two ways about it
That's where I've set my heart
Remember you and me
Underneath the willow tree
I swore we would never be apart

[CH]
With you I could grow older
Forget the past and start it over
It's a precious life, how hard we strive
You know I'll be right by your side
Wherever you may roam
That's whRre I'll soon call home
On bus or boat, freight train, airplanR
I'd follow you again & again & again

[Verse]
I don't have the taste for money
I don't have the taste for clothes
If you want to be fancy-free
You're better off with me
Sure can't take it when you go



I don't need to read the tarot
You're the one for me I know
You'll be singing
Of our new beginning
And I'll be heading down the road
[CH]

523. Again - Chords

Again
Recorded by Porter Wagoner and Dolly Parton
Written by Porter Wagoner

G                       C
We've been through hell again
    G                    D7
Now we're back in heaven again
G                              C         G
We've been through all of this again and again
           D7       G
But all is forgiven again

C                   G
Again I've hurt you again (again)
    D7                  G
And again I forgive you again (again)
                      C       G
I promise to love you forever again
D7     G
Again  again

C                                  G
Again we feel the closeness of our love  (again)
D7                            G
Wrapped up in the arms of our love  (again)
                    C             G
It feels so good to feel so close again
D7     G
Again  again

                      C
We'll go through hell again
     G                    D7
Till we're back in heaven again
G                              C         G
We've been through all of this again and again
           D7       C       G
But all is forgiven again   again



524. Against The Days

Against The Days
Greensky Bluegrass

Gonna settle down slowly
Night fall's rowdy in the air
Haven't seen enough sunrises
Don't have time to forget

Raise a glass to each moment
In a race against time
Where you bargain with the darkness
In the back of your mind

Shouldn't be waiting for a clear sign to make a move
While these bourbon bottles mark the moments that we move
Holding fast against the days
Like photographs that steal the words away...

Way down gravel back roads
Where we turn just to leave
We can wrestle with our worries
And reach for something to relieve

Out on the edge of November
On the a verge of a storm
When the radio and radiator still keepin you warm

Shouldn't be waiting for a clear sign to make a move
While these bourbon bottles mark the moments that we move
Holding fast against the days
Like photographs that steal the words away...
Here come in our troubles
Across these five interstates
Through shady back room dealings
With no fear to test our fate
Shouldn't be waiting for a clear sign to make a move
While these bourbon bottles mark the moments that we move
Holding fast against the days
Like photographs that steal the words away...
Like photographs that steal the words away

525. Against The Grain

Against The Grain
Garth Brooks - Against The Grain

Folks call me a maverick
Guess I ain't too diplomatic
I just never been the kind to go along
Just avoidin' confrontation
For the sake of conformation



And I'll admit I tend to sing a different song
But sometimes you just can't be afraid
To wear a different hat
If columbus had complied
This old world might still be flat
Nothin' ventured, nothin' gained
Sometimes you've got to go against the grain

Well, I have been accused
Of makin' my own rules
There must be rebel blood
Just a-runnin' through my veins
But I ain't no hypocrite
What you see is what you get
And that's the only way I know
To play the game
Old noah took much ridicule
For building his great ark
But after forty days and forty nights
He was lookin' pretty smart
Sometimes it's best to brave the wind and rain
By havin' strength to go against the grain

Well, there's more folks than a few
Who share my point of view
But they're worried
If they're gonna sink or swim
They'd like to buck the system
But the deck is tacked against 'em
And they're a little scared
To go out on a limb
But if you're gonna make a difference,
If you're gonna leave your mark.
You can't follow like a bunch of sheep
You got to listen to your heart
Go bustin' in like old john wayne
Sometimes you got to go against the grain

Nothin' ventured, nothin' gained
Sometimes you've got to go against the grain

526. Against The Wind

The Highwaymen - Against the Wind

[Waylon Jennings]
It seems like yesterday
But it was long ago
She was lovely, she was the queen of our nights
There in the darkness, with the radio playing low
The secrets that we shared
The mountains that we moved
Caught like a wildfire and out of control



There was nothin' left to burn and nothin' left to prove

[Johnny Cash]
And I remember what she said to me
How she swore that it would never end
I remember how she held me oh so tight
Wish I didn't know now what I didn't know then

[All]
Against the wind
We were runnin' against the wind
We were young and strong
But just runnin' against the wind

[Willie Nelson]
The years rolled slowly past
I found myself alone
Surrounded by strangers I thought were my friends
I found myself further and further from my home
I guess I lost my way
There were oh so many roads
I was livin' to run and runnin' to live
Never worryin' about payin' or how much I owed
Movin' eight miles a minute for months at a time
Breakin' all the rules I could bend
I began to find myself searchin'
Searchin' for shelter again and again

[All]
Against the wind
We were runnin' against the wind
I found myself seekin' shelter against the wind

[Willie Nelson]
All those drifter's days are past me now
I've got so much more to think about

[Johnny Cash]
Deadlines and commitments
What to leave in, what to leave out

[All]
Against the wind
We were runnin' against the wind
We found ourselves seekin' shelter against the wind
Against the wind
Against the wind

527. Agate Hill

Kathy Mattea - Agate Hill

Oh, your weary restless heart, peace come to you now,



Still your wild and wishful soul, come your trouble brown.
Lose your crippled body's ties, let your spirit soar,

Think of when you were a child, dreams and bound by pain,
Climbing up the Agate hill, wild and free again,
It will be as then.

Your mama's watching over you, even from afar.
Oh, the words we've left unsaid flood into my soul,
Think of when you were a child, dreams unbound by pain,
Climbing up the Agate hill, wild and free again,
It will be as then.

Climbing up the Agate hill, it will be as then.

528. Age

Age - Tony Rice

I've been up and down and around and 'round and back again
I've been so many places I can't remember where or when
And my only boss is the clock on the wall and my only friend
Never really was a friend at all

   Well I traded love for pennies and sold my soul for less
   Lost my deals in that long tunnel of time
   And I turned inside out and 'round about and back again
   Found myself right back where I started again.

Once I had myself a million now I've only got a dime
The difference don't seem quite as bad today
With a nickle or million I was searchin' all the time
For something that I've never lost or left behind.

And now I'm in my second circle and I'm headin' for the top
I've learned a lot of things along the way
I'll be careful while I'm climbing 'cause it hurts alot to drop
When you're down nobody gives a damn anyway.

529. Age Like Wine

Todd Snider - Age Like Wine

Old timer, Old timer
It's oo late to die young now
Old timer, five and dimer
Trying to find a way to age like wine somehow

my new stuff is nothing like my old stuff was



and either one is much when compared to a show 
which will not be as good as another one you saw... 
so hell me, i know, i
know, i know

I am an old timer, old timer
it's too late to die young now
old timer, five and dimer
trying to find a way to age like wine somehow

I meant every fool that ever signed 
their name up on these walls in the backs of these beer halls and concert halls. 
I been threw seven managers, 
five labels, a thousand picks and patch cables, 
three bands, a band, a bunch of guitar stands, 
and cans, and cans, and cans of beer, a bottles of boozes and bags of pot, 
and a thousand other things that I forgot.

I thought that I be dead by now... but I'm not.

530. Age Of Apathy

Age of Apathy
Song by Aoife O'Donovan

Oh, let's take a ride
I know you love the Taconic at twilight
Go east on 23
Past the farms and the festival memories
Listening to the Hudson Valley breeze

Oh, to be born in the age of apathy
When nothing's got a hold on you
If you need someone to hold, you can hold me

Under the shade of a quaking aspen tree
We came for New England's party
But the colors haven't started, so it's just you and me

When did you start to change?
Was it somewhere up along the coast of Maine?
Or when we drove back down 95
We got stopped at the border but we made it out alive
The radio played Yellow Moon on the Rise

Oh, to be born in the age of apathy
When nothing's got a hold on you
If you need someone to hold, you can hold me

Under the shade of a quaking aspen tree
We came for New England's party
But the colors haven't started, so it's just you and me



Hold me like you held me on the day the towers fell
When we stumbled over to the Christian Science center pool
Was it the end or the beginning?
All I remember is the singing and the music trying to drive away the fear
I'm still here

Somewhere down the line
I let go around 2009
Lost the feeling in my hands
I guess it's one that no one understands
Radio plays My Old Man

He's a singer in the park
He's a walker in the rain
He's a dancer in the dark
We don't need no piece of paper from the city hall
Keeping us tied and true
My old man
Keeping away my lonesome blues

531. Aged Pine

Aged Pine - Della Mae
(C. Woodsmith)

I built this heart, like an aged pine
I built this heart, like a wild mountain cave
I built this heart, tangled up in tall vines
I built this heart, like the summer rain

I saw the light, burnt a hole through the darkness
I followed you home, but kept hold of my pain,
'cause I left before and that loss still haunts us,
but now I've come back to wash out the stains.

I built this heart, like an aged pine
I built this heart, like a wild mountain cave
I built this heart, tangled up in tall vines
I built this heart, like the summer rain

Why does the clock dictate what is time?
The beat of our hearts, the reason and rhyme,
'cause we know the rhythm, but we push it away,
we think tomorrow, but its only today.

I built this heart, like an aged pine
I built this heart, like a wild mountain cave
I built this heart, tangled up in tall vines
I built this heart, like the summer rain

If that day shall rise, if fate takes you away,
I'll remember the song, I'll remember the pain
'cause I've stepped to the corner to see where we've been



if this crumbles my heart I'll build it back again.

I built this heart, like an aged pine
I built this heart, like a wild mountain cave
I built this heart, tangled up in tall vines
I built this heart, like the summer rain

532. Ages And Ages Ago

Ages And Ages Ago
Gene Autry
Country Gentlemen

I remember when I made you cry
Ages and ages ago
I'll never blame you for our last goodbye
Ages and ages

Someone came along and took my place
How wrong I was to let you go
And though it happened only yesterday
It seems like ages and ages ago

Someone told me when you walked away
That time would make me miss you so
And though it happened only yesterday
It seems like ages and ages ago

533. Ages And Ages Ago - Chords

Ages And Ages Ago - Chords
Recorded by Jan Howard
Written by Gene Autry, Fred Rose, Ray Whitley

C   G7            C
I remember when I made you cry
G7            C
Ages and ages ago           
G7                C
I'll never blame you for our last goodbye
G7            C
Ages and ages ago

F                      C
Someone came along and took my place    
D7                     G7
How wrong I was to let you go    
C         G7            C
And though it happened only yesterday         



G7            C
It seems ages and ages ago

F                      C
Something told me when you walked away     
D7                          G7
That time would make me miss you so    
C         G7            C
And though it happened only yesterday         
G7            C
It seems ages and ages ago

534. Agree - Chords

Agree 
Elephant Revival

INTRO:
E Abm A   X4
 
VERSE 1:
 
E         Abm            A
May this  be   the Last time
 
E          Abm        A
I hold my breath in contempt.
 
E        Abm               A
Let it flow,   whatever it may be.
 
E         Abm      A
Don't control what may be true.
 
E         Abm      A
Don't control what may be Love.
 
E        Abm        A
So what could we be hiding,
 
E       Abm         A
From ourselves thus everyone.
 
      E       Abm        A
Cause if the light there shines, 
 
E           Abm     A
That's the case so let it shine } X4
 
 
CHORUS X2:
 
 



Dbm                   B
  First I'll lay down my defenses,
 
Dbm                    B
  Then won't put up no  offenses.
 
Dbm           B                      A
  It's not as personal as we make it out to be. Don't you agree?
 
 
E Abm A } X4
 
 
VERSE 2:
 
E        Abm              A
 I know many things, they go unsaid,
 
E       Abm         A
 Little things that seem so big.
 
E            Abm           A
 But I won't judge you for your human,
 
E        Abm      A
 See you for the light within.
 
 
E           Abm     A
That's the case so let it shine } X4
 
 
CHORUS X2
 
E Abm A } X4
 
Chorus Riff X2
 
 
OUTRO: (first half of verse 1)
 
 
E         Abm            A
May this  be   the Last time
 
E          Abm        A
I hold my breath in contempt.
 
E        Abm               A
Let it flow,   whatever it may be.
 
E         Abm      A
Don't control what may be true.
 
E         Abm      A
Don't control what may be Love.



535. Ahead Of The Storm

Ahead Of The Storm
Blue Highway

Storm clouds they gather
They get in the way
Darkness arises
Makes the night out of day
Whatever the season
My faith keeps me warm
My Lord he keeps me
Ahead of the storm

Ahead of the storm
Away from dark clouds
He hears me whisper
Or crying out loud
When the wind is too much
Or my heart gets torn
My Lord he keeps me
Ahead of the storm

Though tossed by the water
I'm still in His hands
For he is the ruler
Of the sea and the land
He never promised a life
Where I would not mourn
But He still keeps me safely
Ahead of the storm

536. Aimless Love

Aimless Love
John Prine

He's just a small fry. A bit too gun shy.
To have his heart touched without a glove
He looks at strangers as potential dangers
Trying to Steal his aimless love.

True love has no mind. It can't spell unkind.
It's never seen a heart shaped like a Valentine
For if love knew him. It'd walk up to him
And introduce him to an aimless love

I been out walking. Kinda pillow talking
To anyone that has the time for me



For there are some folks they think that love chokes.
It ties and keeps them from being free

Love has no mind. It can't spell unkind
It's never seen a heart shaped like a Valentine
For if love knew you. It'd walk up to you
And introduce you to an aimless love

Do you look at strangers as potential dangers
Trying to steal your aimless love.

Love has no mind. It can't spell unkind
It's never seen a heart shaped like a Valentine
For if love knew you. It'd walk up to you
And introduce you to an aimless love
And introduce you to an aimless love

537. Ain't A Gonna Do

Ain't a Gonna Do
The Del McCoury Band
on Del & Woody 

[Verse 1]
Cornbread and creek water just ain't a gonna do
Ain't a gonna do just ain't a gonna do
Cornbread and creek water just ain't a gonna do
For me and the pretty lady I love
For me and the lady I love

[Verse 2]
Salt pork and hard biscuits just ain't a gonna do
ain't a gonna do just ain't a gonna do
Salt pork and hard biscuits just ain't a gonna do
For me and the pretty lady I love
For me and the lady I love

[Verse 3]
Red beans and thin gravy just ain't a gonna do
ain't a gonna do just ain't a gonna do
Red beans and thin gravy just ain't a gonna do
For me and the pretty lady I love
For me and the lady I love

[Verse 4]
Old flour sack drawers that ain't gonna do
ain't a gonna do just ain't a gonna do
Old flour sack drawers just ain't a gonna do
For me and the pretty lady I love
For me and the lady I love

[Outro]
Cornbread and creek water



Salt pork and hard biscuits
Red beans and thin gravy
Them old flour sack drawers
That ain't a gonna do

538. Ain't A Woman Somebody When She's Gone - Chords

Ain't A Woman Somebody When She's Gone
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Buddy Cannon and Tommy Collins

C                F                C
I ran into her today not quite by accident                            
D7            G7
Someone told me where she'd be and that's where I went          
C                     F                  C
She still looked the same there was no change that I could see
       G7                                                 C
Then I realized as I watched her there's been a change in me
                    F
All at once she's a queen                                          
C
And a dream and a sweet voice calling me baby          
Am
She's got misty eyes she's the right size           
D7                    G7
She's the worlds most beautiful lady     
C               F           C
I can see her now the way she was all along                  
G7              C
Ain't a woman somebody when she's gone                        
F                C
There was someone else beside her where I used to be
                         D7                   G7
As I watched her holding close I thought that could be me    
C          F                   C
Too late I see love has to be both give and take          
G7                                     C
And I let her do all the giving oh what a big mistake

Repeat #2

F          C         G7              C
Oh ain't a woman somebody when she's gone

539. Ain't All Bad

Dierks Bentley - Ain't All Bad



[Verse 1]
I can see how fast I'm goin' now
'Cause I took your picture off my dash
And I can drink twice the drinks at the bar
'Cause now I've got twice the cash
Put my stations back on country
Fish or football every Sunday
More parkin' for my buddies since you packed

[Pre-Chorus]
Yeah girl, since you been gone, it ain't all good
But it ain't all bad

[Chorus]
Lately I've been drinkin'
On the brighter side of leavin'
Finding silver linings in
This Cuervo Gold shot glass
It ain't heaven in this honky tonk
But it ain't hell since you been gone
I lost you but at least I've got the old me back
Yeah girl, since you been gone, it ain't all good
But it ain't all bad

[Verse 2]
I've been swiping right ever since you left
And old friends are comin' back around
And I'm findin' out there's more than a few
Upsides of being down
There's some bachelorettes from Baton Rouge
Asked one to dance to neon moon
She shot me down but at least I got to ask

[Pre-Chorus]
Yeah girl, since you been gone, it ain't all good
But it ain't all bad
[Chorus]
'Cause lately I've been drinkin'
On the brighter side of leavin'
Finding silver linings in
This Cuervo Gold shot glass
It ain't heaven in this honky tonk
But it ain't hell since you been gone
I lost you but at least I got the old me back
Yeah girl, since you been gone, it ain't all good
But it ain't all bad (No it ain't)

[Bridge]
It ain't all sunny days
It ain't all cloudy skies
It ain't all movin' on
It ain't all barely gettin' by

[Chorus]
'Cause lately I've been drinkin'
On the brighter side of leavin'
Finding silver linings in



This Cuervo Gold shot glass
It ain't heaven in this honky tonk
But it ain't hell since you been gone
I lost you but at least I've got the old me back
Yeah girl, since you been gone, it ain't all good
Can't say I'm all the way out of the woods
But I'm probably doing better than I should
'Cause it ain't all bad

[Outro]
Ah, it ain't all bad

540. Ain't Been Myself In Years - Chords

Ain't Been Myself in Years
Written By: Benny 'Burle' Galloway
Appears on: Alice

Capo 2

          A                      D
There's a voice blowing over the mountain
  G       D       A
A voice I used to know
     A                Bm
I'll bet you ten it's her again
     A
That girl from long ago

She wanted California
Got Oregon I hear
Seems only fair to warn ya
        A    G         D
I ain't been myself in years

What's left of it all went with her
Packed up in broken dreams
I'll tell ya friend I loved her then
And I always will it seems

That evening breeze reminds me
So soft against my ear
Before she was behind me
I ain't been myself in years

Bridge:
G                    D
Sometimes I hear her laughing
G                   D
Sometimes I see her face
G                       D
Sometimes I think she's coming back
                  A



To fix this broken place

So easy to see right through me
Too late to change my ways
I'll tell ya friend I loved her when
I wasn't in this haze

That evening breeze reminds me
So soft against my ear
Before she was behind me
I ain't been myself in years

That evening breeze reminds me
So soft against my ear
Before she was behind me
I ain't been myself in years
I ain't been myself in years

541. Ain't Glad I'm Leaving

Steve Earle - Ain't Glad I'm Leaving

[Verse 1]
I take my time comin', take my time a-leavin'
If you ask me why I'm goin', I'll tell you when it's needed
Oh, you know I'll never be the one you need
If you ain't glad I'm leaving, girl you know you oughta be

[Verse 2]
'Cause I lie, cheat, and gamble, I steal from many men
Georgia to Los Angeles, Texas up to Maine
I'm a wanted man
Is that the kind of life you want to live? (Wanna live)
(Life you wanna live)
If you ain't glad I'm leaving, girl you know you oughta be

[Break]

Here I go
[Verse 3]
So what's a girl like you, want a man like me (Like me, man like me)
Never know what I'm gonna do
You never know where I'll be (I'll be, where I'll be)
Right now, baby, it might seem wrong
But you wake up in the mornin', thankin' to your Heavens that I'm gone

[Verse 4]
Oh, so don't take it too bad, ain't nothing you could do
I never fall in love, I always keep it on the move
It's just my way
It don't mean it's mean (Mean, mean didn't mean a thing)
If you ain't glad I'm leaving
Girl, you know you oughta be (Oughta be, know you oughta be)



If you ain't glad I'm leaving
Girl, you know you oughta be (Oughta be, girl you oughta be)

542. Ain't Goin' Down ('Til The Sun Comes Up)

Ain't Goin' Down ('Til The Sun Comes Up)
Garth Brooks - Ain't Goin' Down ('Til The Sun Comes Up)

Six o'clock on Friday evening
Momma doesn' t know she's leaving
'Til she hears the screen door slamming
Rubber squealin'  gears a jamming

Local country station just a blaring on the radio
Pick him up at seven and they're headin' to the rodeo
Momma's on the front porch screamin' out her warning
Girl you better get your red head

Back in bed before the morning
Nine o'clock the show is ending
But the fun is just beginning
She knows he's anticipating

But she's gonna keep him waiting
Grab a bite to eat
And then they're heading to the honkey tonk
But loud crowds and line dancing

Just ain't what they really want
Drive out to the boondocks and park down by the creek
And where it's George Strait 'til real late
And dancing cheek to cheek

Ain't going down 'til the sun comes up
Ain't givin' in 'til they get enough
Going 'round the world in a pickup truck
Ain't goin' down 'til the sun comes up

Ten 'til twelve is wine and dancing
Midnight starts the hard romancing
One o'clock that truck is rocking
Two is coming, still no stopping

Break to check the clock at three
They're right on where they want to be
Four o'clock get up and going
Five o'clock that rooster's crowing

Ain't going down 'til the sun comes up
Ain't givin' in 'til they get enough
Going 'round the world in a pickup truck
Ain't goin' down 'til the sun comes up



Six o'clock on Saturday
Her folks don't know he's on his way
The stalls are clean, the horses fed
They say she's grounded 'til she's dead

Well here he comes around the bend
Slowing down, she's jumping in
Hey mom, you're daughter's gone
And there they go again

Ain't going down 'til the sun comes up
Ain't givin' in 'til they get enough
Going 'round the world in a pickup truck
Ain't goin' down 'til the sun comes up

543. Ain't Going Nowhere - Tobacco Leaves - Chords

Aint Going Nowhere - Tobacco Leaves Acoustic Live 
Tyler Childers
 
[intro tab]
 
e/---5---5------------------------------------------------5---5--------------------------/
B/---5h7-5----------5-------------------------------------5h7-5----------5---------------/
G/--------/6~----/6---6\4-2-2h4-2---------2--------------------/6~----/6---6\4-2-2h4-2---/
D/--------------------------------4---2h4---2-2h4h2------------------------------------4-/
A/--------------------------------------------------4------------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
  (*)
e/--------------------0--0--0--0-0--/
B/--------------------2--2--2--2-2--/
G/---2p0--------------2--2--2--2-2--/
D/-------4p2p0--------2--2--2--2-2--/
A/-------------4p2p0--0--0--0--0-0--/
E/--------------------x--x--x--x-x--/
 
(*)marked section of tab is the same as middle riff in the first verse
 
 
 
[Alt riff]
 
e/---5---5----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0-/
B/---5h7-5----------5-----------------------------------------------------------------------------0-/
G/--------/6~----/6---6\4-2-2h4-2---------2-------------------------------------------------------1-/
D/--------------------------------4---2h4---2-2h4h2-----2h4-2--------2----------------------------2-/
A/--------------------------------------------------4---------4--2h4---4p2p0-0h2p0----2h4p2p0-----2-/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------------------------2----------2---0-/
 
 
 
[Riff 2]
 



e/---5---5----------------------------------------------------5--------------------------/
B/---5h7-5----------5-------------------------------------5h7------------5---------------/
G/--------/6~----/6---6\4-2-2h4-2---------2--------------------/6~----/6---6\4-2-2h4-2---/
D/--------------------------------4---2h4---2-2h4h2------------------------------------4-/
A/--------------------------------------------------4------------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
e/--------------0-/
B/--------------0-/
G/---2p0--------1-/
D/-------4p2p0--2-/
A/--------------2-/
E/--------------0-/
 
 
 
 
[Verse 1]
A                              D
You've got eyes the color of tobacco leaves
        A                                            D
I can't sleep sometimes, I get to jitterin from your nicotine
         A                             D
You're a vice of mine, and honey I'm a bad off fiend
        A                                  D
If you got a light, reckon you could share smoke with me
 
[middle riff]
 
 A                          D
You got love, flowing like Crystal Creek
 A                            D
Hold me down, honey won't you baptize me
 A                          D
I found God, hiding in your bedroom sheets
         A                            D
When you kiss my lips, I can hear the angels sing
 
Sound just like
 
[alt riff]
 
 
[Chorus]
 E
Days all over and we got all night
                                                               D
And we ain't gonna quit until we get it right, and get it all worked out
       E
I been up and down the world and all around the holler
                                                               D
And you're the only girl that ever care to bother, getting to know about
    E
And if you reckon I could be your man
 
Here I got a ring for your fretted hand
            D



Girl there ain't no doubt, ain't goin nowhere
 
[Riff 2]
E D x2
A D x2
 
 
[Verse 2]
  A                       D
You got hips swaying like wedding bells
     A                                    D
And leave me throwing all my pennies in a wishing well
 A                        D
Will it work? Honey only time will tell
          A                      D
Well I can tell ya now, no there aint no doubt
 
Aint goin nowhere
 
 
[Outro Riff] (Same as intro until this(*) marker, where it fades out to this:
 
e/--------------x---/
B/---------3-2--x---/
G/---2h4p2------2---/
D/--------------2---/
A/--------------0---/
E/--------------x---/

544. Ain't Gonna Cry

Ain't Gonna Cry
Larkin Poe - Ain't Gonna Cry

[Intro]
I ain't gonna cry
I ain't gonna cry
Mhmm

[Verse 1]
What is my mission?
Why am I swimmin'
In the dirty water
Of a bad decision?
Forty days and nights
I've been losin' my mind
'Cause I don't know what's wrong
Or how to make it right

[Chorus 1]
I ain't gonna cry
I ain't gonna cry
I don't know how to pray



I say "hallelujah" anyway
I ain't gonna cry
Mhmm

[Verse 2]
Not a child
But yet I am not free
Stuck in the miles of
Somewhere in between
Comin' of age in this day and age
It's a long, hard fight
You gotta sacrifice
You gotta bleed

[Chorus 2]
I ain't gonna cry
I ain't gonna cry
When the choir's gone away
I sing "hallelujah" anyway
I ain't gonna cry
Hmm-mm

545. Ain't Gonna Get No Supper Here Tonight

Ain't Gonna Get No Supper Here Tonight 
(Sourwood Mountain Medley)Listen: Uncle Dave Macon's  Sourwood Mountain Medley 

Asked that girl to be my wife, what'd you reckon she said,
She would not have the poor boy,  if everyone else was dead.

Chorus: Ain't gonna get no supper here tonight, 
Ain't gwine get no supper here tonight.
Oh, my don't tell, Oh my ring the bell,
Ain't gwine get no supper here tonight, ain't gwine get no supper here tonight.

On my way to Sourwood Mountain, fare you well I'm a going away,
fare you well I'm a-going away.

That big boom in Florida boys, we know it, we know it.
Forty-nine banks in Georgia closed and that's the way they showed it.

Oh, Jenny put the kettle on, Sally blow the dinner horn,
Jenny put the kettle on, the banks done gone.

Ain't gonna get no supper here tonight, 
Ain't gwine get no supper here tonight.
On my way to Sourwood Mountain, fare you well I'm a going away,

Bad men come the bank went broke, we know it, we know it.
Twenty-eight thousand dollars lost, and just the figures to show it.

Oh, Jenny put the kettle on, Sally blow the dinner horn,
Jenny put the kettle on, the banks done gone.



[spoken] I never was as hungry in my life, you know I hadn't had
anything to eat for three long days, hadn't had a thing but
water.  And folks I like to drink so much water my stomach
thought my throat was taking in washing, and then they come
giving me this:

Ain't gonna get no supper here tonight, ain't gwine get no supper here tonight.
On my way to Sourwood Mountain, fare you well I'm a going away,
Girls all sweet on Sourwood Mountain, fare you well I'm going away.

Good pay isn't in one town, we know it, we know it,
Three banks in the town went broke and the people look to show it.

Oh, Jenny put the kettle on, Sally blow the dinner horn,
Jenny put the kettle on, the banks done gone.

Ain't gonna get no supper here tonight, ain't gwine get no supper here tonight.

546. Ain't Gonna Let You Drag Me Down

Ain't Gonna Let You Drag Me Down
David Parmley
 
The way you treat me like you do 
Somethin' I will never understand 
You set me up just like a fool 
And you made me feel like half a man 
 
CHORUS : 
This time I ain't gonna let you drag me down 
Iain't gonna wind up with the blues 
You know I love you so but if you go and go 
This world's gonna keep on turnin' round 
This time I ain't gonna let you drag me down 
 
We started out in lover's lane 
And evrything was oh so fine 
But when we rounded that last curve 
That's when I saw the dead end sign   
 
They said all is fair in love and war 
And a breakin' heart don't make a sound 
No you had it all you wanted more  
But I ain't gonna let you drag me down

547. Ain't Gonna Lose You



Brett Dennen - Ain't Gonna Lose You

[Verse 1]
You can put a stick in my spokes
I can be the butt of your jokes
I can be the laughing stock, I can be the hoax
But I ain't gonna lose you
No, I ain't gonna lose

[Verse 2]
They can come and tear my house down
They can run me out of town
They can tie me up, call me a clown
But I ain't gonna lose you
No, I ain't gonna lose you

[Chorus]
I can't stand
The thought of another man
No, I ain't gonna lose you

[Verse 3]
They can make me turn my back on my friends
And send me away to San Quentin
Put me in the hole, a thousand times again
Oh, I ain't gonna lose you
No, I ain't gonna lose you

548. Ain't Gonna Work

Leftover Salmon - Ain't Gonna Work 
Flatt & Scruggs

Well, I'm gonna leave this country
Yes, I'm gonna leave this world
Well, I'm gonna leave this country
For the sake of one little girl

Well, I ain't gonna work tomorrow
No, I ain't gonna work next day
Well, I ain't gonna work tomorrow
For it may be a rainy day

Can't you hear that banjo ringing?
Don't you hear that lonesome sound?
Don't you hear them pretty gals singing?
Out on the cold, cold ground

Well, I ain't gonna work tomorrow
No, I ain't gonna work next day
Well, I ain't gonna work tomorrow
For it may be a rainy day

Well, I hang my head in sorrow



Yes, I hang my head and cry
Well, I hang my head in sorrow
When my darlin' passes by

Well, I ain't gonna work tomorrow
No, I ain't gonna work next day
Well, I ain't gonna work tomorrow
For it may be a rainy day

Well, I ain't gonna work tomorrow
No, I ain't gonna work next day
Well, I ain't gonna work tomorrow
For it may be a rainy day

549. Ain't Gonna Work Tomorrow

Ain't Gonna Work Tomorrow
Country Gentlemen

I ain't gonna work tomorrow
Ain't gonna work today
Ain't gonna work tomorrow,lord
For that is my wedding day

I love my mama and papa too
I love my mama and papa too
I love my mama and papa too
But I'd leave them both to go with you

* Refrain

I've been all around this country
I've been all around this world
I've been all around this country,lord
For the sake of one little girl

* Refrain

I'm leaving you this lonesome song
I'm leaving you this lonesome song
I'm leaving you this lonesome song
Cause I'm gonna be gone before long

* Refrain

550. Ain't Got A Home

Ain't Got A Home
Clarence Henry



Country Gentlemen

1. Oh I've got a voice and I love to sing
I can sing like a girl and I can sing like a frog
I'm a lonely boy, ain't got no home

2. Ain't got a brother, ain't got a sister
Ain't got a mother, ain't got no one
I'm a lonely girl, ain't got no home

3. Ain't got a brother, ain't got a father
Ain't got a mother, ain't got no one
I'm a lonely girl, ain't got no home

4. Ain't got a brother, ain't got a sister
Ain't got a mother, ain't got no one
I'm a lonely frog, ain't got no home

5.=1.

551. Ain't Got The Time

Tom T Hall - Ain't Got The Time

[Verse 1:]
I can tell your heart's been broken in two
You are looking for a shoulder
I've found out that other people's tears
Just seem to make me older
I'd like to help with your broken heart
Really I think it's a crime

[Chorus:]
But I ain't got the time, ain't got the time

[Verse 2:]
All that I can give you is a well wish
I hate to be that way I know that it's selfish
But baby I've got a destiny to meet
And I know it's on down the line

[Chorus:]
Ain't got the time ain't got the time

[Verse 3:]
I can tell that you've been hurt pretty bad
You need someone to cry to
You're like a bird with the broken wing
And you need some place to fly to
But I've found out from life
That I can't live nobody's but mine

[Chorus]



[Outro:]
All that I can give you is a well wish

552. Ain't Got The Time - Chords

Ain't Got The Time
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G
I can tell your heart's been broken in two you are looking for a shoulder
     C                                                       G
I've found out that other people's tears just seem to make me older
                                                              C
I'd like to help with your broken heart really I think it's a crime
                    G     C             G
But I ain't got the time  ain't got the time
    D7                       G
All that I can give you is a well wish
  A7                    D7
I hate to be that way I know that it's selfish
G                                                               C
But baby I've got a destiny to meet and I know it's on down the line
              G     C             G
Ain't got the time  
ain't got the time
I can tell that you've been hurt pretty bad you need someone to cry to
       C                                                               G
You're like a bird with the broken wing and you need some place to fly to
                                                            C
But I've found out from life that I can't live nobody's but mine
              G     C             G
Ain't got the time  ain't got the time

Repeat #2

C             G     C             G
Ain't got the time  ain't got the time

553. Ain't Got Time - Chords

Ain't Got Time 
Dead Horses

[Intro]
Em G Em Am Em Am
 
[Verse 1]
Em
I've been walking on the water's surface, Lord,



Em
You know I ain't got time
Am
I've been playin in the devil's fire furnace
Em                       G
Now you know I ain't got time
 
[Refrain]
G                         F                Em
Oh and I ain't got time I ain't got no time
 
[Verse 2]
Em
I've been drinking from a dirty well, oh Lord,
G                    Em
You know I ain't got time
     Am               Dm
I've been casting out mighty spells
    G            Em
And now you know I ain't got time
 
[Refrain]
   G                      F
Oh and I ain't got time I ain't got no time
 
[Instrumental]
Em G Am Dm G Em G Dm Em
 
[Verse 3]
G  Em                               G
Oh and I've been swimming in a deep sea current
Em
Lord you know I ain't got time
    Am
And the good Lord's face, I once saw it
G              Em
Now, you know, I ain't got time
 
[Refrain]
G                         F
Oh and I ain't got time I ain't got no time
 
[Instrumental]
Em G Am G Am Em G Dm Em G
 
[Verse 4]
G  Em                           G
Oh and I've been playing with a dirty deck of cards
G
You know I ain't got time
F             Am
And I've been digging holes in my backyard
    Em
And now you know, I ain't got time
 
[Refrain]
G                         F                Em



Oh and I ain't got time I ain't got no time
G                                 F                Em
Oh no you know I ain't got time I ain't got no time
G                                 F                Em
Oh no you know I ain't got time I ain't got no time
Em               G                F              Em
Oh no you know I ain't got time I ain't got no time
 
[Instrumental]
G F Em G F Em G Dm Em G Dm Em G
F Em G Dm G Dm Em Dm G Dm G Dm
F Em G Dm Em G Dm Em G Dm Em
 
[Outro]
Em                                Am           Em
Oh no you know I ain't got time I ain't got no time
Em               G              F                  Em
Oh no you know I ain't got time I ain't got no time
Em G                              F                Em
Oh no you know I ain't got time I ain't got no time
Em G                            Dm                 Em
Oh no you know I ain't got time I ain't got no time
Em Am     G                       Dm               Em
Oh no you know I ain't got time I ain't got no time
Em G                              Dm              Em
Oh no you know I ain't got time I ain't got no time
           G
(fade out) Oh no you know I ain't got time I ain't got no time

554. Ain't Got Time To Be Unhappy - Chords

Ain't Got Time To Be Unhappy
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Glenn Sutton

C
The rich man's eatin' with a golden spoon
                                               G7
The poor man's worried bout 'em gettin' to the moon
         C                  F          C
They say World War III is a comin' any day
                       G7          C
But me I couldn't care less either way
I ain't got time to be unhappy
  G7
I ain't got time to be unhappy
C                         F       C
Lovin' you makes me wanna slap my pappy
                     G7    C
And I ain't got time to be unhappy
The world keeps changin' everyday
                                          G7
But things in the heart stay the same ole way



                C        F      C
A rocket to the moon and filter cigarettes
           G7         C
Ain't had no effect on my life as yet
Repeat #2
So take my advice if you ever get blue
                                  G7
Find a little girl that just digs you
        C        F         C
Live on love let the world be
                     G7               C
Then you can sing my little song with me
Repeat #2 x2

555. Ain't Got Trouble Now

Ain't Got Trouble Now
Alan Jackson

The girl I loved, she sure was pretty
But always runnin' round
She finally ran off with a boy from the city
And I ain't got trouble now

I ain't got trouble now,
No I ain't got trouble now
I had it before, and I'll have some more
But I ain't got trouble now

Spent ten years breakin' my back
For the meanest man in town
Today I walked out and I ain't goin' back
And I ain't got trouble now

I ain't got trouble now
No I ain't got trouble now
I had it before, and I'll have some more
But I ain't got trouble now

Had an ol' rust bucket and four ball tires
Always breaking down
Been walkin' every day since it caught on fire
And I ain't got trouble now

I ain't got trouble now
No I ain't got trouble now
I had it before, and I'll have some more
But I ain't got trouble now

Now I got no ride, I got no money
And there ain't no girls in this town
But the whiskey goes down, smooth as honey
And I ain't got trouble now



I ain't got trouble now
No I ain't got trouble now
I had it before, and I'll have some more
But I ain't got trouble now

I ain't got trouble now
No I ain't got trouble now
I had it before, and I'll have some more
But I ain't got trouble now

I ain't got trouble now
No I ain't got trouble now
I had it before, and I'll have some more
But I ain't got trouble now

556. Ain't Hurtin Nobody

Ain't Hurtin Nobody
Words and music by John Prine
From Lost Dogs and Mixed Blessings,

I'm walkin' down the street
Like Lucky Larue
Got my hand in my pocket
I'm thinkin' 'bout you
I ain't hurtin' nobody
I ain't hurtin' no one

There's three hundred men
In the state of Tennessee
They're waiting to die
They won't never be free
I ain't hurtin' nobody
I ain't hurtin' no one

Six million seven hundred thousand
And thirty-three lights on
You think someone could take the time
To sit down and listen to the words of my song

At the beach in Indiana
I was nine years old
Heard Little Richard singing "Tutti Frutti"
>From the top of a telephone pole
I wasn't hurtin' nobody
I wasn't hurtin' no one

There's roosters laying chickens
And chickens layin' eggs
Farm machinery eating
People's arms and legs
I ain't hurtin' nobody



I ain't hurtin' no one

Perfectly crafted popular hit songs never use
the wrong rhyme
You'd think that waitress could get my order
Right the first time

INSTRUMENTAL

She's sitting on the back steps
Just shucking that corn
That gal's been grinning
Since the day she was born
She ain't hurtin' nobody
She ain't hurtin' no one

I used to live in Chicago
Where the cold wind blows
I delivered more junk mail
Than the junkyard would hold
I wasn't hurtin' nobody
I wasn't hurtin' no one

You can fool some of the people part of the time
In a rock and roll song
Fifty million Elvis Presley Fans
Can't be all wrong

I'm walkin' down the street
Like Lucky Larue
Got my hand in my pocket, Baby
I'm thinkin' 'bout you
I ain't hurtin' nobody
I ain't hurtin' no one

ENDING:
I ain't hurtin' nobody
I ain't hurtin' no one
Hurtin' nobody
Hurtin' no one
Hurtin' nobody
Hurtin' no one
Hurtin' nobody
Hurtin' no one

557. Ain't I Been Good to You

Ain't I Been Good to You
Hot Rize

    Ain't I been good to you
    Done all that I can do
    So faithful and so true



    Ain't I been good to you

I've tried and tried and tried
To keep you satisfied
But you found somebody new
Even though I was good to you.

It's causin' me such pain
Sweetheart, I can't explain
I can't believe we're through
'Cause I've been so good to you.

558. Ain't It Always That Way

Vince Gill - Ain't It Always That Way

I took chance, I took a fall
Waited on love 'til I could give it my all
Then I let my heart fly

Took a rose to her door
Stood there like a statue just sort of frozen by her presence
But I shied

[Chorus]
Ain't it always that way
When you want to believe
Ain't it always that way
When you want and you need
Ain't it always that way
When you want to rely
Ain't it always that way
When you want and you need and you cry

Yes and then I took a space out of time
I don't wanna sound like a thief but the moment was mine
And I stole it, it felt right

I took a chance, took a fall
Waited on love until I could give it my all
Then I let my heart fly

[Chorus]

Ain't it always that way
When you want to believe
Ain't it always that way
When you want and you need and you cry



559. Ain't It Amazing, Gracie

Ain't It Amazing, Gracie
Buck Owens, 1973.

CHORUS:
I've been all over the world,
but no other girl ever thrilled me
the way that you do,
Ain't it amazing how I love you?

#1.
Well, I left my Gracie and I caught a big train
searching for wealth and fame.
But every clickety-clack of the railroad track
seemed to ring out my Gracie''s name.

CHORUS

#2.
Well, she's not the prettiest girl in the world
I know. She's not the smartest one, too.
But she's always there and I know she cares
and I know her little heart is true. Well ain't
it amazing Gracie.

CHORUS

#3.
I met a lot of pretty girls wherever I'd go,
none could ever take her place.
Cause everytime I'd look into their eyes
I keep seein' my Gracie's face. Well ain't
it amazing Gracie... 

CHORUS

560. Ain't It Easy - Chords

Ain't It Easy
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Charlie Craig and Moe Lytle

C                          Em
She swears she don't but I know she does
F               G7          C   Em F G7
Slips around on me when I'm gone
D7                    Em
She lies to me with a straight face
    F         G7          C          Em F G7
But I can see through her masquerade
    C            Em
She lays with me touches me 



     F            G7              C    Em F G7
With fingertips I know are second hand
D7                 Em
I'm caught between fire and rain 
  F             G7            C
Believin' every word she says again
         F              C  Am
Ain't it easy  ain't it easy
F             G7            C
Believin' the lyin' eyes of love
Am                                      C
I can't count the times I've thought it over 
Am                       C
Tryin' to decide what to do
F            G7              C
Every time I come to this conclusion 
D7                              G7
It's better to be fooled than a fool
C                  Em
Sometimes I wish I could be strong 
F         G7           C    Em F G7
Walk away Lord just be gone
        D7                 Em
But she comes to me in her masquerade 
   F                  G7               C
It makes me change my mind and lose my way
             F                 C  Am
She makes it easy she makes it easy
F             G7            C
Believin' the lyin' eyes of love
         F             C  Am
Ain't it easy ain't it easy
F             G7            C
Believin' the lyin' eyes of love
         F             C  Am
Ain't it easy ain't it easy
F             G7            C
Believin' the lyin' eyes of love

561. Ain't It Enough - Chords

Ain't It Enough 
Old Crow Medicin Show - Ain't It Enough

Verse/Chorus
G D C G
G Em C D
G D C G
G Em D G

Bridge
D D C G
D D C G



Em Em D D
C C C D

Ain't it Enough

Show me a river I'll show you an ocean
show you a castle turn into sand
for we rise and we fall and we crash on the coastline
only our love will last till the end

fortune is fleeting your time is deceiving
our bodies are weak and they turn into dust
though following blindly but love is like lightning
strikes only one time, but ain't it enough

Chrous:
Ain't it enough to live by the ways of the world
to be part of the picture, whatever it's worth
throw your arms round each other and love one another
it's only one life that we got, and ain't it enough

surely all people were made for each other 
so let the prison walls crumble and borders all tumble
there's place for us all here and ain't it enough

Chorus

Bridge:
Late in the evening, feeling the wind blow
tall(?) through the treetops, warm in the sun
lying beside you, watching the moon rise
that's all there is babe, and ain't it enough?

Show me a river I'll show you an ocean
stars just like diamonds shining above
where the heavens are beaming and all the world's dreaming
peace everlasting and ain't it enough.

Chorus

562. Ain't It Funny

Ain't It Funny
Norman Wright

1. Do you ever think of me when you're lonely and blue
Does he hold you close at night like I used to do?
I know it's too late now, our cards have all been played
Ain't it funny love has made us what we are today

Ch.1. I'm closing the bars, you're counting the stars
Destiny has led us separate ways
I know it's too late now, our cards have all been played



Ain't it funny love has made us what we are today

2. I heard you're doing well, you're the talk of the town 
As for me I'm hanging on, maybe some day I'll come around
I'm sorry for the hurt, it's the price we have to pay
Ain't it funny love has made us what we are today

Ch.2. I'm closing the bars, you're counting the stars
Destiny has led us separate ways
I'm sorry for the hurt, it's the price we have to pay
Ain't it funny love has made us what we are today

Ch.2.

Ain't it funny love has made us what we are today

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - Return Engagement

563. Ain't It Good - Chords

Ain't It Good
Recorded by Barbara Mandrell
Written by Freddy Weller

F           G7          C           F
Na na na na na na na na na na na na na na na
D7  G7  C  F  C
F                G7              C
Ain't it good to have someone to talk to
F               G7                 C
Someone you can trust and be proud of
F                G7
Ain't it good to know he needs you 
    C               F
And always does his best to please you
D7                 G7       C
Ain't it good just bein' in love
F
Nights are never cold 
               C
Since I've got strong arms to hold me
G7
Warm lips to kiss me 
C
And I feel so good inside
F
And when you say you love me 
         C
It makes everything better
G7                         C
I just can't get enough of you
repeat #1
F           G7          C           F



Na na na na na na na na na na na na nan na na
D7  G7  C  F  C
F
When it's time for loving 
         C
You know just how to touch me
G7                C
You never rush me and I feel so satisfied
F
And I can hardly wait to feel 
     C
Your arms wrapped around me
    G7                                C
And let the love surround me one more time
Repeat #1
D7                 G7       C    F  C
Ain't it good just being in love

564. Ain't Just A Southern Thing

Ain't Just A Southern Thing

I left my home in Georgia
Took a dream and a dollar
Went looking for that fortune and fame
Well I found it up in Nashville
With the guitars and the fiddles
Started singing 'cross the U.S. of A
I'd played my songs in Georgia
Way down there in Florida
Once or twice in New Orleans
But the sounds I was making
Didn't know that I'd be taking them to places that's so far and strange
But the people really dug it no matter where we strummed it
I felt that it would be ok
Cause I learned right away
It ain't just a southern thang

Now I've played in Chicago and Western Colorado
And we kicked 'em dead in Sante Fe
Sung in North and South Dakota
And Eastern Oklahoma
And a TV show out in LA
They got the hats and boots
And them country roots
No matter what state they claim
Yeah the facts are plain
It ain't just a southern thang, y'all

I've seen cowgirls a plenty
Up in New York City
Milwaukee and in Philly PA
They got the four wheel drives on that Minnesota ice



Just like they have in Alabam A
They're dancing and they're moving
To the lyrics and the music
From Maui up to Bangor Maine
Lord it may sound strange
But it ain't just a southern thang

Yeah I've played up in Chicago and Western Colorado
And we kicked 'em dead in Sante Fe
Sung in North and South Dakota
And Eastern Oklahoma
And a TV show out in LA
They got the hats and boots
And them country roots
No matter what state they claim
The facts are plain
It ain't just a southern thang

I've played that country music
On the land and the ocean
But people can't say my name
Yeah the fact remains
It ain't just a southern thang

Oh I've played up in Chicago and Western Colorado
And we kicked 'em dead in Sante Fe
Sung in North and South Dakota
And Eastern Oklahoma
And a TV show out in LA
They got the hats and boots
And country roots
No matter what state they claim
The facts are plain
It ain't just a southern thang
Oh it may sound strange
It ain't just a southern thang
Yeah the fact remains
It ain't just a southern thang, y'all

565. Ain't Livin' Long Like This

Rodney Crowell - Ain't Livin' Long Like This
Emmylou Harris

I look for trouble and I found it son
Straight down the barrel of a lawman's gun
I tried to run but I don't think I can
You make one move and you're a dead man friend
Ain't living long like this
Can't live at all like this, can I baby?
He slipped the handcuffs on behind my back
And left me reeling on a steel reel rack
They got'em all in the jailhouse baby



Ain't living long like this
Can't live at all like this, can I baby?

Grew up in Houston off the wayside drives
Son of a carhop and some all night dives
Dad drove a stock car to an early death
All I remember was a drunk man's breath
Ain't living long like this
Can't live at all like this, can I baby?
You know the story how the wheel goes 'round
Don't let them take you to the man down town
Can't sleep at all in a jailhouse baby
Ain't living long like this
Can't live at all like this, can I baby?

I live with Angel she's a roadhouse queen
Makes Texas Ruby look like Sandra Dee
I want to love her but I don't know how
I'm at the bottom in the jailhouse now
Ain't living long like this
Can't live at all like this, can I baby?
You know the story about the jailhouse rock
Don't want to do it but just don't get caught
They got'em all in the jailhouse baby
Ain't living long like this
Can't live at all like this, can I baby?

566. Ain't Livin' Long Like This

Sturgill Simpson - Ain't Livin Long Like This (Live at The Ryman / 2018)

[Intro]
We'll do a song here by, uh
By Rodney Crowell
Yeah, turn that shit up

[Verse 1]
You look for trouble and you found it, son
Straight down the barrel of a lawman's gun
I tried to run, but I don't think I can
You make one move and you're a dead man, friend
Ain't living long like this
No, I can't live at all like this, can I, baby?

[Verse 2]
He slipped the handcuffs on behind my back
And left me bleeding on a steel reel track
They got 'em all in the jailhouse, baby
Ain't living long like this

[Verse 3]
Grew up in Houston off of Wayside Drive
Son of a carhop and some all-night dives



Dad drove a stock car to an early death
All I remember is a drunk man's breath
Ain't living long likR this, hey
No, I can't live at all like this, can I, baby?

[Verse 4]
You know thR story about the wheel goes 'round
Don't let 'em take you to the man downtown
Can't sleep at all in the jailhouse, baby
Ain't living long like this
No, I can't live at all like this, can I, baby?
Woo, come on
[Guitar Solo]

[Verse 5]
You live with Angel, she's a roadhouse queen
Makes Texas Ruby look like Sandra Dee
You wanna love her, but you don't know how
You're at the bottom of the jailhouse now
Ain't living long like this, hey
No, I can't live at all like this, can I, baby?

[Verse 6]
You know the story 'bout the jailhouse rock
Don't wanna do it, but just don't get caught
Can't sleep at all in the jailhouse, baby
Ain't living long like this
No, I can't live at all like this, can I, baby?
No, I ain't living long like this
(Woo, yeah)
[Instrumental Break]

[Outro]
Thank you, Nashville
Sturgill Simpson
Tip your bartender
This is a song that, uh, my husband wrote
This is called "Revelations"
And, uh, I maybe wrote ten percent
You know, when you're married
You like to argue about who has the writing credits
But, uh, this is, this a song, uh
It's about Jesus, if he was a traveling musician
And he'd just gotten dropped by his label

567. Ain't Love a Good Thing

Ricky Skaggs - Ain't Love a Good Thing
Composer: Dallas Frazier

Blues go ahead and knock upon my door
You can't hurt me anymore
Um-um ain't love a good thing



Rain go ahead and let it rain all night
In the morning I'll be dry
Um-um ain't love a good thing

Ain't it good to know love can take away the rain
And make the sunshine again
And ain't it good to know love can take a lonely dream
And turn it into a real thing
Um-um ain't love a good thing
Um-um ain't love a good thing

Pain find yourself another heart to ache
And another mind to break
Um-um ain't love a good thing
Time find yourself another fool to waste
And another place to stay
Um-um ain't love a good thing

Ain't it good to know love can take away the rain...

Um-um ain't love a good thing
Ain't love a good thing good thing
Ain't love a good thing

568. Ain't Love A Lot Like That - Chords

Ain't Love A Lot Like That
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Dean Miller and Mark Collie

C                                  F
Well a twister tore the roof off a grocery store
     G7                          C
Blew an Idaho potato through the hardwood floor
                          F
Twirled granny's apron up around her head
    G7                                C
The cat's gone missing and the dog is dead

                G7
Well ain't love a lot lot that
             C
Ain't love a lot like that
              F
Unconditional unpredictable
G7                    C
Ain't love a lot like that

                        F
Just like Moses and the Red Sea water
  G7                                 C
A little bit of faith and the ring I bought her
                       F



I hit my knees and she took my hand
    G7                                C
And she lead my heart to the promised land

Repeat #2

                              F
Well the honeymoon's over and the work begun
   G7                          C
My baby say I'm getting on her nerves again
                      F
One false move and an angry shout
    G7                                 C
I'm sleeping all alone on the fold out couch

Repeat #2

569. Ain't Love Been Good - Chords

Ain't Love Been Good
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written Earl Montgomery and George Jones

C                          F             C G7  C
Ain't love been good to us ain't it been g-o-o-d
     F        C                               G7 D7 G7
It's given us happiness and we're knocking on w-o-o-d
C                        F                    C
We're livin' in sunshine like we knew that we could
F               C         G7               C
Ain't love been wonderful oh ain't it been good

                     A#7     F
We walk through life side by side
             C       Am   D7        G7
We found the door to happiness open wide
            C          A#7              F
And close together now it's where we'll stand
                C      A7      D7       G7    C
And love's been heaven here on earth in every way

                      A#7     F
The world is troubled in many ways
             C        Am     D7          G7
It seems the problems always are here to stay
               C          A#7           F
But we'll keep holdin' on till the very end
              C     A7          D7        G7       C
And we'll get by no matter what shape the world is in

                           F             C G7  C
Ain't love been good to us ain't it been g-o-o-d
     F        C                               G7 D7 G7



It's given us happiness and we're knocking on w-o-o-d
C                        F                    C
We're livin' in sunshine like we knew that we could
F               C         G7               C  F
Ain't love been wonderful oh ain't it been good

                C         G7               C
Ain't love been wonderful oh ain't it been good

570. Ain't My Fault

Ain't My Fault
Dustbowl Revival

Oh, it ain't my fault
Oh, it ain't my fault
Oh, it ain't my fault
Ah, ah, ah,' ah,' it ain't my' fault

Oh, it ain't my fault
I whispered' in her ear
Oh, it ain't my fault
Tell her just what she wants to hear
Oh, it ain't my fault
Ah, ah, ah, ah, it ain't my fault

Oh, it ain't my fault
I told her one last time
Oh, it ain't my fault
I'm gonna make it to the county line
Oh, it ain't my fault
Ah, ah, ah, ah, it ain't my fault

Break it down, break it down, break it down

Oh, it ain't my fault
Oh, it ain't my fault
Oh, it ain't my fault
Ah, ah, ah, ah, it ain't my fault

571. Ain't No Ash Will Burn

Ain't No Ash Will Burn - Della Mae

I have seen snow that fell in May
And I have seen rain on cloudless days
Somethings are always bound to change
There ain't no ash will burn



Love is a precious thing I'm told
It burns just like West Virginia coal
But when the fire dies down it's cold
There ain't no ash will burn

You say this life is not your lot
Well I can't be something that I'm not
We can't stoke a fire that we ain't got
There ain't no ash will burn

In every life there comes a time
Where there are no more tears to cry
We must leave something dear behind
There ain't no ash will burn

There is one lesson I have learned
There ain't no ash will burn

572. Ain't No Better, Ain't No Worse

Ain't No Better, Ain't No Worse - Blue Highway
(Wayne Taylor-Tim Stafford/Forty WAT Music-BMI, Daniel House Music-BMI)

Another day just like the last
I can see my future living in the past
Same ol' chapter, different verse
Ain't No Better, Ain't no worse
Ain't getting no younger, least I'm getting older
Got the weight of the world on my shoulders
Need to put my problems up on the shelf
stop feeling sorry for myself
You're a young man, all you got is time
That's what I thought when I was in my natural prime
Keep digging that hole, one day you'll see
Buddy You'll wind up just like me

573. Ain't No Difference - Chords

Ain't No Difference
Dead Horses

[Intro]
Am Em Dm Am Em Dm
 
[Verse 1]
Dm         Am   Em Dm
There is a house
               Am   Em Dm
There ain't no rooms



              Am         Em Dm
I've got some pretty lies
              Em
I've got some decent truths
 
[Instrumental]
Em Dm Am C Dm Am C Dm
 
[Verse 2]
Dm       Am     C   Dm
I'll reinvent myself
     Am             Em Dm
I'll work in silence
          Am        C Dm
You'll be my benefit
Am               Em
I'll be your witness
 
[Instrumental]
Dm Am C Dm Am C Dm
 
[Verse 3]
Dm            Am   Em  Dm
Lay it for me down noooooow
Dm               Am  Em   Dm
Brother's on the sidewalk
                Am      C Dm
Sister's in the bedroom
              Am    C
Voices in his head now
 
[Instrumental]
Dm Am Dm Am C Dm Am Em Dm
 
[Verse 4]
Dm           Am    Em Dm
The house is gone now
              Am     Em Dm
It's an empty lot now
               Am        Em Dm
There ain't no difference
 
[Outro]
Am C Dm Am C Dm (x76) Am

574. Ain't No Easy Way - Chords

Aint No Easy Way 
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
                            Em                      G
Oh, won't you listen to my story, I gotta a tale to tell, it's



                     Em                                  B7
About a man who gets caught somewhere between heaven and hell
                  Am                        G D
Yeah the man's in anguish I guess you could say
      C     C/B C/A C/G Em    Em      A  G  Em
There ain't no   easy   way
 
[Verse 2]
               Em                                  G
Oh, when I was young boy I learned to play the guitar
                        Em                     B7
It was me and old Jimmy Beam down at the local bar
               Am         C                G D
Yeah I lost my childhood but I earned me a trade
          C     C/B C/A C/G Em
Oh there ain't no   easy   way
 
[Verse 3]
             Em                         G
I found me a woman I gave her heart and soul
                 Em                                       B7
I nearly lost my mind through it all, yeah she took control
              Am         C                     G D
She gave me a baby child   then she took it away
     C     C/B C/A C/G Em
Man, ain't no    easy  way
 
[Verse 4]
                      Am                         Em
Well, I prayed to the father to the moon and the sun
            Am                                         Em
I prayed to anyone or anything that could get the job done
                  Am                            Em D
I hear different voices but the words are  the same
C              C/B   C/A   C/G  B7
They say there ain't no    easy   way
 
[Verse 5]
               Em                                  G
I went to this doctor to see what my trouble might be
                         Em                                         B7
And I was looking at the bottom of his shoe while he was looking at me
                     Am      C                       G  B7
We both sat there in silence   but what I wanted to say
 
[Solo]
            Em   G
I wanted to say
Em B7
Am C
G  D
C  C/B C/A C/G Em
 
Em G
Em B7
Am C
G B7



C  C/B C/A C/G Em
 
[Outro]
                    Em                    G
Ooh, when it's all over and my grave you stand
                          Em                              B7
Try to think of something good to say, About this no good man
               Am      C                    G D
Please do me a favor  won't you write on my grave
           C    C/B C/A C/G
Say there ain't no    easy
C    C/B C/A C/G
ain't no    easy
C    C/B C/A C/G  Em
ain't no    easy  way
          C    C/B  C/A C/G
No there ain't no    ea-sy
C    C/B C/A C/G  Em
ain't no    easy  way

575. Ain't No God In Mexico

Ain't No God in Mexico
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
Down the road a ways, I heard say there's a new day comin' on
Where the women folks are friendly and the law leaves you alone
I'll believe it when I see it, but I haven't seen it yet
Don't mind me, just keep on talkin', I'm just lookin' for my hat

[Chorus]
Ain't no God in Mexico, ain't no way to understand
How that border-crossin' feelin' makes a fool out of a man
If I had not seen the sunshine, hell, I would not cuss the rain
If my feet would fit a railroad track, guess I'da been a train

[Verse 2]
Me and Louise Higginbotham used to chase across the yard
Back in 1947, that's when more than times were hard
Pity me, I didn't see the line in time and like a fool
In front of God and everybody, I politely blew my cool

[Chorus]
Ain't no God in Mexico, ain't no comfort in the can
When you're down in Matamoros, gettin' busted by the man
If I had not seen the sunshine, then I would not cuss the rain
If my feet would fit a railroad track, guess I'da been a train

[Chorus]
Ain't no God in Mexico, ain't no way to understand
How that border-crossin' feelin' makes a fool out of a man
If I had not seen the sunshine, then I would not cuss the rain



If my feet would fit a railroad track, guess I'da been a train

576. Ain't No Grave

Ain't No Grave - Crooked Still

Well, there ain't no grave that'll hold my body down
There ain't no grave that'll hold my body down
When I hear that trumpet sound
Gotta get up out of the ground
There ain't no grave that'll hold my body down

Oh my Lord it's a winding road
It's so dead from a heavy load
Feel the weight beneath the ground
Ain't no grave gonna hold me down
Oh my Lord I can barely see
Waiting for You and Your reckoning
Angels humming, can you hear the sound?
Ain't no grave gonna hold me down
Ain't no grave gonna hold me down

I will rise, I will rise
I will rise, I will rise
Troubles come for everyone
Death has no respect for love
Throw that stone I won't be found
Ain't no grave gonna hold me down

Lord I'm crooked from head to toe
Got dirty hands and a dirty soul
I was lost, but now I'm found
Ain't no grave gonna hold me down
Ain't no grave gonna hold me down

I will rise, I will rise
I will rise, I will rise
Troubles come for everyone
Death has no respect for love
Throw that stone I won't be found
Ain't no grave gonna hold me down

(Oh oh oh oh)

Angels humming, can you hear the sound?
Ain't no grave gonna hold me down

I will rise, I will rise
I will rise, I will rise
Troubles come for everyone
Death has no respect for love
Throw that stone I won't be found
Ain't no grave gonna hold me down



(Oh oh oh oh)

Ain't no grave gonna hold me down
Ain't no grave gonna hold me down

577. Ain't No Grave

Ain't No Grave
Johnny Cash

    There ain't no grave gonna hold my body down
    There ain't no grave gonna hold my body down
    When I hear the trumpet sound
    Gonna get up outa the ground
    There ain't no grave gonna hold my body down
  

Well go down yonder Gabriel
Put your foot on the land and sea
But don't you blow that trumpet until you hear from me
 
Well look way over yonder
See people dressed in white
I know it was God's people I seen 'em doin right

Oh look way over Jordan
What do you think I see
I see a band of angels and they're comin' after me 

Well I goin to the river of Jordan
Bury my knees in the sand
Gonna holler high Hosanna til I reach that promised land

Oh look way over yonder
What do you think I see
I see a band of angels and they're comin' after me 

Well meet me Jesus meet me
Meet me in the middle of the air
And if these wings should fail me there won't be no other pair

578. Ain't No Man

The Avett Brothers - Ain't No Man

There ain't no man can save me,
There ain't no man can enslave me,
Ain't no man,



A man that can change the shape my soul is in.

There ain't nobody here
Who can cause me pain or raise my fears,
'Cause I got only love to share.
If you're looking for a truth I'm proof you'll find it there.

You got to serve something, ain't that right?
I know it gets dark, but there's always a light.
You don't have to buy in to get into the club,
Trade your worries.
You gotta show up if you wanna be seen,
If it matters to you, Ma, it matters to me
I'm gonna fall hard, yeah I know I am.
When the crowds crack up, I laugh with them.

There ain't no man can save me,
There ain't no man can enslave me,
Ain't no man,
A man that can change the shape my soul is in.

There ain't nobody here
Who can cause me pain or raise my fear,
'Cause I got only love to share.
If you're looking for a truth I'm proof you'll find it there.

You say you look funny,
I say you're a star.
I say you're whatever you think you are.
Watch the naysayers fall right in line
If we believe it they'll say,
"She is so pretty!" "He is so fine!"

There ain't no man can save me,
There ain't no man can enslave me,
There ain't no man,
a man that can change the shape my soul is in.

There ain't nobody here
Who can cause me pain or raise my fear,
'Cause I got only love to share.
If you're looking for a truth I'm proof you'll find it there.

You got to go somewhere, ain't that true?
Not a whole lot of time for me or you.
Got a whole lot of reasons to be mad,
let's not pick one.

I live in a room at the top of the stairs,
I got my windows wide open and nobody cares,
and I got no choice but to get right up
when the sun comes through.

There ain't no man can save me,
there ain't no man can enslave me,
There ain't no man,
a man that can change the shape my soul is in.



There ain't nobody here
who can cause me pain or raise my fear,
'cause I got only love to share.
If you're looking for a truth I'm proof you'll find it there.
If you're looking for a truth I'm proof you'll find it there.
If you're looking for a truth I'm proof you'll find it.

579. Ain't No Money

Rodney Crowell - Ain't No Money

[Verse 1]
Every day now I hear people say
My ship is sailing, could be any day
Any day now, it might not feel so blue
My baby tells me, "Stop and look around
If you ain't careful, boy, you're trouble bound
Run home for cover and you might not find none there"

[Chorus]
She said, "There ain't no money in this runnin' around
You can't make money stayin' at home
Yeah, and there ain't no future in the way that it feels today
Baby, there ain't no money
Baby, there ain't no money
Baby, there ain't no money in the ones that you really love"

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
No running around or staying at home

[Verse 2]
I try and tell 'em, baby, straight and true
No love, no money tells you what to do
You're born to ramble, baby, that's what I was, too
Just breaking even, even if I lose
Old lucky seven put its hold on you
But I got your number, baby, any way you move

[Chorus]
Baby, there ain't no money and that's for sure
Ain't no money behind those doors
There ain't no trouble that a poor man won't go through
Baby, there ain't no money
Baby, there ain't no money
Baby, there ain't no money in the ones that you really love
Baby, there ain't no money in the ones that you really love

[Bridge]
No running around or staying at home



580. Ain't No More Cane On This Brazos

Ain't No More Cane On This Brazos
Trad arr (Chad Mitchell Trio)
The Wood Brothers

Ain't no more cane on this Brazos, my boy
Oh, oh, oh
We done ground it all into molasses,
Oh, oh, oh

When I come down here, had a number for my name
Oh, oh, oh
Well, they chained us together and we started cuttin' cane
Oh, oh, oh

I wish you was here in nineteen and ten
Oh, oh, oh
Well, they was drivin' the women just like they was men
Oh, oh, oh

I wish you was here when the storm winds came
Oh, oh, oh
Left a man lyin' dead and we cut him off the chain
Oh, oh, oh

If I had a sentence like ninety-nine and nine
Oh, oh, oh
There ain't no dogs on this Brazos could keep me on that line
Oh, oh, oh

Well, Alberta why don't you let your hair hang down
Oh, oh, oh
Let it hang right down till it touches the ground
Oh, oh, oh

Why don't you go down old Hannah, don't you rise up no more
Oh, oh, oh
Well, they work me so hard that I can't work no more
Oh, oh, oh

Ain't no more cane on this Brazos, my boy
Oh, oh, oh
We done ground it all into molasses
Oh, oh, oh

581. Ain't No Mountain High Enough



Ain't No Mountain High Enough
Marvin Gaye & Tammi Terrell
Fruition

Listen baby, ain't no mountain high
Ain't no valley low, ain't no river wide enough, baby
If you need me call me, no matter where you are
No matter how far, don't worry, baby
Just call my name, I'll be there in a hurry
You don't have to worry

'Cause, baby, there ain't no mountain high enough
Ain't no valley low enough
Ain't no river wide enough
To keep me from getting to you, babe

Remember the day I set you free
I told you you could always count on me, darling
From that day on, I made a vow
I'll be there when you want me
Some way, somehow

'Cause, baby, there ain't no mountain high enough
Ain't no valley low enough
Ain't no river wide enough
To keep me from getting to you, babe

Oh no, darling
No wind, no rain
Or winter's cold can stop me, baby, na na, baby
'Cause you are my goal
If you're ever in trouble
I'll be there on the double
Just send for me, oh, baby, ha

My love is alive (woo)
Way down in my heart
Although we are miles apart
If you ever need a helping hand
I'll be there on the double
Just as fast as I can
Don't you know that there

Ain't no mountain high enough
Ain't no valley low enough
Ain't no river wide enough
To keep me from getting to you, babe
Don'tcha know that there
Ain't no mountain high enough
Ain't no valley low enough
Ain't no river wide enough
Ain't no mountain high enough
Ain't no valley low enough



582. Ain't No Reason

Brett Dennen - Ain't No Reason

There ain't no reason things are this way
It's how they've always been and they intend to stay
I can't explain why we live this way
We do it every day
Preachers on the podiums speaking of saints
Prophets on the sidewalk begging for change
Old ladies laughing from the fire escape
Cursing my name
I got a basket full of lemons and they all taste the same
A window and a pigeon with a broken wing
You could spend your whole life working for something
Just to have it taken away
People walk around pushing back their debts
Wearing paychecks like necklaces and bracelets
Talking about nothing, not thinking 'bout death
Every little heartbeat, every little breath
People walk a tight rope on a razors edge
Carrying their hurt and hatred and weapons
It could be a bomb, or a bullet or a pen
Or thought, or a word or a sentence
There ain't no reason things are this way
It's how they've always been and they intend to stay
I don't know why I say the things I say
But I say them anyway

583. Ain't No Thing

Ain't No Thing
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I could get feeling down, I could cruise downtown
Find a good place to cry, drink a bottle dry
I could sing, closing time, I could ease my mind
And all those little honky tonk joys
Baby, what's the point?

[Chorus]
Ain't no thing, ain't no thing
I'm standing in the pouring rain
And like I've never been here before
I'm just here again
Ain't no thing, ain't no thing
So you're leaving like a long freight train
If I even cry at all, that would be a crying shame
The sky ain't gonna fall, baby
You know it ain't no thing

[Verse 2]



Don't feel sorry, don't feel sad, don't feel bad
By the way, you had to break my heart in two?
I got news for you
Psst, it's okay, it's alright
In fact, there's nothing that's quite like being [?]
There's other fishes in the sea

[Chorus]
Ain't no thing, ain't no thing
I'm standing in the pouring rain
And like I've never been here before
I'm just here again
Ain't no thing, ain't no thing
So you're leaving like a long freight train
If I even cry at all, that would be a crying shame
Oh, the sky ain't gonna fall, honey
You know it ain't no thing

[Chorus]
Ain't no thing, ain't no thing
So I'm standing in the pouring rain
And like I've never been here before
I'm just here again
Ain't no thing, ain't no thing
So you're leaving like a long freight train
If I even cry at all, that'll be a crying shame
Oh, the sky ain't gonna fall, honey
You know you...

584. Ain't No Time To Go

Ain't No Time To Go 

[Verse 1]
Spring is just around the bend
Ain't no time to go, darlin'
Fields need plowin' and fences a mend
Ain't no time to go, darlin'

[Chorus]
Stay with me a little bit longer
Stay with me, if you can
Stay with me a little bit longer
Ain't no time to go, darlin'

[Verse 2]
The children need your guiding hand
Ain't no time to go, darlin'
Your son's too young to be a man
Ain't no time to go, darlin'

[Chorus]
Stay with me a little bit longer



Stay with me, if you can
Stay with me a little bit longer
Ain't no time to go, darlin'

[Verse 3]
I ain't as strong as you think I am
Ain't no time to go, darlin'
I'll be doin' the best I can
Ain't no time to go, darlin'

[Chorus]
Stay with me a little bit longer
Stay with me, if you can
Stay with me a little bit longer
Ain't no time to go, darlin'

[Verse 4]
I know heaven called your name
Asked the Lord if He'll please wait

[Chorus]
Stay with me a little bit longer
Stay with me, if you can
Stay with me a little bit longer
Ain't no time to go, darlin'

585. Ain't No Trick It Takes Magic - Chords

Ain't No Trick It Takes Magic 
Recorded by Lee Greenwood
Written by Jim Hurt and Steve Pippin

C                    F     Dm     G7        C
Ain't no big deal to lose  I keep telling myself
      Am          Dm             G7
I get used to the blues  I won't stay on the shelf 

I'll find somebody else
     Am                           Dm
They say that love is sweeter the second time around
        Am                       Dm
But I'm way past that number somehow
      F                 Em        Am
You'd think that even a fool like me 
      Dm              Em         F   Gm
Could have found true love in my life

C                      F
Ain't no trick to make love come to you 
   Dm              G7     C   F
No matter what the people say
C                      F
Ain't no trick to make love come to you 



             Dm    G7         C
But it takes magic to make it stay

                        F    Dm     G7      C
It's just a part of the game I keep telling myself
Am                     Dm         G7
Hard luck found out my name I let my bridges burn 

But I'll just live and learn
     Am                           Dm
They say that love is sweeter the second time around
        Am                       Dm
But I'm way past that number somehow
      F                 Em        Am
You'd think that even a fool like me 
      Dm              Em       F
Could have found true love somehow

Repeat #2 x2

586. Ain't No Trouble To Me

Ain't No Trouble to Me
Guy Clark - Sam Bush

Baby don't let em' blow smoke up your dress
Don't let em' break your heart
Don't start thinkin' that life's a mess
You've done just fine so far
And when the ways of the world start getting you down
You're all our of repartee if your smile turns to a frown
It ain't no trouble to me

Trouble be gone, trouble be damned
Love be trouble free
Come on home any old time
It ain't no trouble to me
It ain't no trouble to me

I got a shoulder with your name on it
Should a tear come to your eye
I got ears that hear anything you fear
And a tongue that will not lie
Yeah, I'm gonna love you till the day I die
That's a guarantee
Tomorrow be another day
But it ain't no trouble to me



587. Ain't No Use In Tryin'

Trampled by Turtles - Ain't No Use in Tryin'

Well I got years of livin'
By and how I choose
Ain't never been a gambler
'Cause I's always bound to lose
My buddies, they drink liquor
Sometimes I'll go along
I got a girl who don't like that at all

Well, you know I wouldn't fight
If these guys wouldn't shove me
Now I can't go home
'Cause my baby, she don't love me
There ain't no use in tryin' anymore

Well, last week or so
I woke up in a cell
Don't know how I got there
But my head, it hurt like hell
The guard already knew my name
Before I came inside
I got a girl who don't like that at all

Well, you know I wouldn't fight
If these guys wouldn't shove me
Now I can't go home
'Cause my baby, she don't love me
There ain't no use in tryin' anymore

Well, I guess some guy downtown
Come pushin' me around
So I let one loose and left that fella'
Lyin' on the ground
I got a girl who don't like that at all.

Well, you know I wouldn't fight
If these guys wouldn't shove me
Now I can't go home
'Cause my baby, she don't love me
There ain't no use in tryin' anymore
No, there ain't no use in tryin' anymore
There ain't no use in tryin' anymore.

588. Ain't No Way Of Knowing - Chords

Ain't No Way of Knowing - Infamoust Stringdusters
Written By: Shawn Camp
Appears on: We'll Do It Live

      G                              C               G



There ain't no way of knowing, which way the wind is blowing
      C               G                                  D
There ain't no way of knowing, why my baby's done up and gone
G                                          C                            G
Said there ain't no way of knowing, I keep lookin' for the headlights a-showin
      C               G              D                      G
There ain't no way of knowing, if my baby's gonna come back home.

D                     C                 G
I telephoned my baby, plain hell gettin through
Bb                              C                     D
She won't tell me anything, and all her friends won't too

There ain't no way of knowing, which way the wind is blowing
There ain't no way of knowing, why my baby's done up and gone
Said there ain't no way of knowing, which way the wind is blowing
There ain't no way of knowing, if my baby's gonna come back home.

I'm standing out here in the yard, howling like Old Blue
Can't you hear him barking, he's awful lonesome too

I ain't no private eye but I have picked up on some clues
I got a hunch she's somewhere kick off her brand new walkin shoes

589. Ain't No Way To Run

Jim Lauderdale - Ain't No Way To Run

[Verse 1]
While you're standin', wavin' goodbye on the far side of the road
I haven't seen you take one step to leave
There's a little smile you're wearin' as you say goodbye again
Something tells me you're just foolin' me

[Chorus]
Ain't no way to run
Ain't no way to run
I don't think you're goin' anywhere
Ain't no way to run
Ain't no way to run
You haven't disappeared into thin air

[Post-Chorus]
Is this your way of tellin' me you care?

[Verse 2]
When you say you've had enough
And that's your explanation
You say you've got your reasons and that's it
By the way you stop and look, I should read you like a book
But thR pictures and the words don't seem to fit

[Chorus]



Ain't no way to run
Ain't no way to run
I don't think you're goin' anywhRre
Ain't no way to run
Ain't no way to run
You haven't disappeared into thin air

[Post-Chorus]
Is this your way of tellin' me you care?

[Verse 3]
Have you forgotten to let go when you're holdin' on so tight?
Well, let me give your memory a jog
While you're escapin' from the happiness
You won't admit you'd found
While you're out there racin' to the top

590. Ain't Nobody Gonna Miss Me

Ain't Nobody Gonna Miss Me
Jimmy Martin - Wayne Taylor

Once I had a little sweetheart I love dearly
We planned the day when she would be my own
Another man he stole my darlin from me
And there ain't nobody gonna miss me when I'm gone

   Oh there ain't nobody gonna miss me when I'm gone
   There ain't nobody gonna mourn for me too long
   Oh won't you write these words upon my tombstone
   There ain't nobody gonna miss me when I'm gone

I had a loving mother dear and daddy
They've gone to live where the angels love to dwell
They found eternal life up there in Heaven
Where I'll find my reward no one can tell

Now you've been faithful kind and true to me old Copper
You're the only one that's never done me wrong
I am weeping while I pat your head old Copper
For there ain't nobody gonna miss me when I'm gone

591. Ain't Nobody Gonna Miss Me When I'm Gone - Chords

Ain't Nobody Gonna Miss Me When I'm Gone
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Glenn Jones and Earl Montgomery
 
G                          C               G



Well I remember back in my younger days of high school
                                  D7
Back then baseball was my biggest dream
    G                    C
But when I stood in line for my turn at bat
  G
I found that wasn't where they wanted me at
  A7                   D7                G
I wound up totting the water for all the teams

                              C                G
Well there ain't nobody gonna miss me when I'm leaving
                                      D7
There ain't nobody ever loved me very long
   G                 C
No matter how much I miss our show
  G
I get kicked around everywhere I go
      A7                 D7               G
There ain't nobody gonna miss me when I'm gone

                     C                     G
So when my Uncle Sam called me to serve my country
                                          D7
I stood up brave and smiled and packed my duds
    G                   C
But to my surprise when I got there
     G
They gave me the boots and cut my hair
  A7                     D7                  G
I wound up scrubbing the floor and a peeling spuds

Repeat #2

                              C               G
Well I met me a pretty little girl one day in Nashville
                                        D7
I loved her more than all of my wildest dreams
    G                       C
She took me for my money my house and my boat
    G
And didn't even leave me a goodbye note
  A7                     D7           G
I gave it all up boy did she strip me clean

Repeat #2

                         C                G
There ain't nobody gonna miss me when I'm gone

592. Ain't Nobody Got the Blues Like Me



Ain't Nobody Got the Blues Like Me
by Laurie Lewis

Ain t got a nickel, ain't got a dime
I'm broke and hungry all the time
Ain t nobody got the blues like me
And if you can't make me better, why don't you let me be?

I had someone, said they loved me too
but since they quit me, I don't know what to do
Ain t nobody got the blues like me
And if you can't make me better, why don't you let me be?

Ain t got a thing to call my own
I always get the short wishbone
Ain t nobody got the blues like me
And if you can't make me better, why don't you let me be?

Gonna quit this house, I'm gonna leave town
Going to that high bridge, gonna jump and drown
Ain t nobody got the blues like me
And if you can't make me better, why don't you let me be?

593. Ain't Nobody's Business

Ain't Nobody's Business
Earl Johnson & His Dixie Entertainers 
Norman Blake

(Fiddle)

Sometimes I ramble
Get drunk and gamble
Nobody's business if I do.
It's nobody's business, nobody's business
Nobody's business if I do.

(Fiddle)

Some of these mornings I'll wake up crazy
Kill my wife and save my baby
Nobody's business if I do.
It's nobody's business, nobody's business
Nobody's business if I do.

(Fiddle)

Morphine's gonna run me crazy
Cocaine's gonna kill my baby
Pretty girls gonna cause me to lose my mind.
It's nobody's business, nobody's business
Nobody's business if I do

(Fiddle)



When she rides in a Ford machine
I buy the gasoline
Nobody's business if I do.
It's nobody's business, nobody's business
Nobody's business if I do 

That's where my money goes 
To buy my baby clothes 
Nobody's business if I do.
(Fiddle)

She runs a weenie stand
Way down in no man's land
Nobody's business if I do.
 
That's where my money goes 
To buy silk and fancy clothes
Nobody's business if I do.
(Fiddle)

She rides in a Cadillac
Oh boy she makes the jack
Nobody's business if I do.

That's where my money goes 
To buy silk and fancy clothes
Nobody's business if I do.
(Fiddle)

It's nobody's business, nobody's business
Nobody's business if I do.

(Fiddle)

594. Ain't Nobody's Daddy Now

Steve Earle - Ain't Nobody's Daddy Now

Standing on the corner of Bleecker, 8th or 9th
Money in my pocket and women on my mind

I'm free, can't nobody tie me down
Nothing ever worries me, ain't nobody's daddy now

Here I say the women are the very finest kind
Clacking on them high heels like an engine down the line

I'm free, can't nobody tie me down
Nothing ever worries me, I ain't nobody's daddy now

I usually have a woman who worry me to death
Hammers in my pocket and a fool was on my neck



And I'm free, can't nobody tie me down
Nothing ever worries me, ain't nobody's daddy now

Got a baby on the East Side, honey on the West
Got a woman uptown, but my downtown gal's the best

I'm free, can't nobody tie me down
Nothing ever worries me, ain't nobody's daddy now
Watch this, baby

I'm free, can't nobody tie me down
Nothing ever worries me, ain't nobody's daddy now
She's gone

And I'm free, can't nobody tie me down
Nothing ever worries me, ain't nobody's daddy now

595. Ain't Nothin' Like

Brad Paisley - Ain't Nothin' Like 

I like kickin' back on the sofa
Flippin' through the channels just to see what's on
I enjoy eatin' eggs over easy
Soppin' up with a biscuit 'til the yellow's gone
Chorus
Ain't nothin' like watchin' a bunch of young'ns
Run screamin' through the sprinkler in their little bare feet
And ain't nothin' like finding twenty dollars
In the pocket of the britches that you wore last week
I get into getting out on my mower
In the early mornin' hours 'fore the sun gets hot
And I like goin' down to the Kroger
When the carnival comes to the parkin' lot
2nd Chorus
Ain't nothin' like throwing a hula popper
Draggin' it across a spot a big 'un oughta be
And ain't nothin' like having him for supper
With some good hush puppies and some sweet iced tea
Bridge
This old world is full of simple pleasures
They're all good but some are better
3rd Chorus
Ain't nothin' like finding that woman
That you know you're gonna love for the rest of your life
And ain't nothin' like knowing the Lord's a comin'
Back one day to make you want to do it right
Repeat 1st chorus
Repeat 2nd chorus



596. Ain't Nothin' Like A Woman - Chords

Ain't Nothin' Like A Woman
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Marvin Thomas and Mark Leggett

C
Look at you sitting all alone tonight
    F                        C
The barroom's jumping but it ain't quite right
    Am                     D7                  G7
You think a drink is gonna wash a broken heart away
  C                         C7
A heartache honey ain't the latest news 
F
Let's start talking about me and you
    C                       G7                        C
The love lights burning and you could use a brand new flame
            F                                                C
There ain't nothing like a woman to take a woman off of your mind
                            D7                       G7
A little bit of lovin' will make a broken heart feel fine  so fine
   C                          C7
So you hit rock bottom you've taken that drop 
F
Well I've got something to put you back on top
            C                       G7                       C
There ain't nothing like a woman to take a woman off of your mind
Baby you're thinkin' you're the only man 
F                                  C
That's played at love and caught a losing hand
  Am                   D7               G7
Nobody told you it's a game without any rules
C                        C7
You'll get over what she did to you 
F
Soon as you see what I can do
      C                   G7                        C
Let's start walking there ain't no way that you can lose
Repeat #2
F                                                C
Every now and then you've got to fight fire with fire
F                          D7                      G7     C
You could use a friend and you could be my heart's desire
Repeat #2

597. Ain't Nothin' Wrong With That



Ain't Nothin' Wrong With That
Junior Sisk - Ain't Nothin' Wrong With That

[Verse 1]
I wish I was young and handsome, but those days are long-gone now
I'm just a worn-out country singer, draggin' this old voice around
And when I hear the latest music, it just always leaves me flat
I'm just a three-chord singer, ain't nothin' wrong with that

[Chorus]
When music chases money, in the end you'll find
It might fill your pockets, but won't satisfy your mind
So I'll just sit here singin' to three dogs and a cat
I'm a star on my front porch, ain't nothin' wrong with that

[Verse 2]
I spent all my younger years tryin' to make it on my own
My music dreams still livin', it's just livin' here at home
Now I'm out here on the porch swing, in my overalls and hat
Just singin' to the butterflies, ain't nothin' wrong with that

[Chorus]
When music chases money, in the end you'll find
It might fill your pockets, but won't satisfy your mind
So I'll just sit here singin' to three dogs and a cat
I'm a star on my front porch, ain't nothin' wrong with that

[Verse 3]
No-one ever moved me like Acker, Cash, and Jones
Their songs hit me way down deep where music hits the bone
The heart and soul is gone now, and there's no turning back
So I'll just sing my memories, ain't nothin' wrong with that

[Chorus]
When music chases money, in the end you'll find
It might fill your pockets, but won't satisfy your mind
So I'll just sit here singin' to three dogs and a cat
I'm a star on my front porch, ain't nothin' wrong with that
I'm a star on my front porch, ain't nothin' wrong with that

598. Ain't Nothing Like The Real Thing

Vince Gill - Ain't nothing like the real thing
Composer: Nickolas Ashford - Valerie Simpson

Ain't nothing like the real thing, baby
Ain't nothing like the real thing
Ain't nothing like the real thing, baby
Ain't nothing like the real thing.

I got your picture hangin' on the wall
It can't see or come to me when I call your name
I realize it's just a picture in a frame.



I read your letters when you're not near
But they don't move me
And they don't groove me like when I hear
Your sweet voice whispering in my ear.

Ain't nothing like the real thing, baby
Ain't nothing like the real thing.

I play the game, a fantasy
I pretend I'm not in reality
I need the shelter of your arms to comfort me.

No other sound is quite the same as your name
No touch can do half as much to make me feel better
So let's stay together.

I got some memories to look back on
And though they help me when you phone
I'm well aware nothing can take the place of being there.

So let me get the real thing
So let me get the real thing
Ain't nothing like the real thing, baby
Ain't nothing like the real thing.

Ain't nothing like the real thing, baby
Ain't nothing like the real thing...

599. Ain't Nothing To Me - Chords

Aint Nothing To Me
Billy Strings
 
[Intro]
G Em G Em
 
[Verse 1]
          G                       Em
Take your drink to the end of the bar now buddy
G                       Em   Em7
Come on, hey don't be a fool
    G                   G7        C                C7
I'd rather have the hot seat in a Sing-Song Prison
        G          C        D       G
Then to sit down beside her on that stool
 
[Chorus]
                Em
What's that you say
               D
I guess you're right
                 G
Ain't nothing to me



                 Em Em7
Ain't nothing to me
                 G  Em
Ain't nothing to me
 
[Verse 2]
         G                   Em
See that man, she belongs to him now buddy
G                            Em Em7
Drink up and leave while you can
  G               G7              C              C7
I can tell by the way that he looks at you buddy
     G           C         D       G
Yeah he's sure a tempered, jealous man
 
[Chorus]
                Em
What's that you say
                    D
I guess you're right
                 G
Ain't nothing to me
                 Em Em7
Ain't nothing to me
                 G  Em
Ain't nothing to me
 
[Interlude]
G Em G Em
G G7 C C7 G C D G
Em D G
 
[Verse 3]
          G                            Em
There you are all stretched out on the floor now buddy
G                               Em Em7
Can't you see what you made him do
G                           G7             C               C7
Well, they're coming for to take him to the jailhouse buddy
G                C        D    G
And tomorrow someone will bury you
 
[Chorus]
               Em
Oh well that's life
                D
Ah at least it was
                 G
Ain't nothing to me
                 Em Em7
Ain't nothing to me
                 G  Em
Ain't nothing to me



600. Ain't She Sweet

Bluegrass 43 - Ain't She Sweet

Ain't she sweet? See her walking down that street.
Yes I ask you very confidentially, ain't she sweet?
Ain't she nice? Look her over once or twice.
Yes I ask you very confidentially, ain't she nice?
Just cast an eye in her direction, oh me oh my, ain't that perfection?
Oh I repeat, well, don't you think that's kinda neat?
Yes I ask you very confidentially, ain't she sweet?

Ain't she sweet? See her walking down that street.
Yes I ask you very confidentially, ain't she sweet?
Ain't she nice? Look her over once or twice.
Yes I ask you very confidentially, ain't she nice?
Just cast an eye in her direction, oh me oh my, ain't that perfection?
Oh I repeat, well, don't you think that's kinda neat?
Yes I ask you very confidentially, ain't she sweet?

Oh I repeat, well, don't you think that's kinda neat?
Yes I ask you very confidentially, ain't she sweet?

Oh I repeat, well, don't you think that's kinda neat?
Yes I ask you very confidentially, ain't she sweet?

601. Ain't She Sweet

Ain't She Sweet

(fiddle)

Verse: I wish I had a nickle, I wish I had a dime
I wish I had a dollar to make my true love smile.

Chorus: Oh ain't she sweet
Oh ain't she sweet
Oh ain't she sweet 
To marry me next week. 

(Fiddle)

Verse: I wish I had a nickle, I wish I had a dime
I wish I had a dollar to pay my true love's fine.

Chorus: Oh ain't she sweet
Oh ain't she sweet
Oh ain't she sweet 
To marry me next week. 

(Fiddle)

(Fiddle)



2nd Chorus: Oh ain't I gone,
Oh ain't I gone,
Oh ain't I gone
God almighty knows.

(Fiddle)

602. Ain't That A Lot Of Love

Ain't That a Lot of Love
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Oh, the desert couldn't hold all the love that I have in my heart for you
If I could spread it out across the sea you know my love is coming on up
Ain't that a lot of love for two hearts to have and hold
Ain't that a lot of love for two hearts to have and hold

If the cooks in the kitchen had a touch as hot as yours they wouldn't need a fire
Ain't no word I can say just will describe your fine looks and your loving desire
Ain't that a lot of love for two hearts to have and hold
Ain't that a lot of love for two hearts to have and hold

If the bees only knew how sweet your love was they would pack up their honeycomb
If the birds ever heard how sweet your voice was they would pack up their song
Ain't that a lot of love for two hearts to have and hold
Ain't that a lot of love for two hearts to have and hold

You know the desert couldn't hold all the love that I have in my heart for you
If I could spread it across the sea you know my love is coming on up
Ain't that a lot of love for two hearts to have and hold
Ain't that a lot of love for two hearts to have and hold
Ain't that a lot of love for two hearts to have and hold

603. Ain't That Fine - Chords

Aint That Fine 
I'm With Her

[Intro]
Cm Bb Ab Eb Bb (x2)
 
[Verse 1]
Bb
Drivin' 'round
                Ab            Eb                   Bb
You're pointing out the faded places out from your past
Bb
Fill up the tank



            Ab               Fm                    Eb
And I don't question all the bad times that you've had
                              Bb
All the bad times that you've had
 
[Chorus]
             Ab
You've got a story, a dotted line
              Eb
You have your sins, and I've got mine
             Bb
It's nothing special, ain't that fine, ain't that fine
           Ab
I've got a story, a dotted line
         Eb
Where it begins, the when and why
             Bb
It's nothing special, ain't that fine, ain't that fine
 
[Interlude]
Ab Eb
 
[Verse 2]
    Bb
I've been around
           Fm               Eb             Bb
There were years when I was breaking every rule
        Bb
But I'm coming down
          Fm                 Eb            Bb
I can't believe the things I put my mother through
         Bb
But it's alright
           Fm              Ab           Eb
I guess we all deserve our turn to be a fool
                          Bb
I took my turn and so did you
 
[Chorus]
           Ab
I've got a story, a dotted line
          Eb
I have my sins, I've done my time
        Bb
Nothing special, ain't that fine, ain't that fine
           Ab
I've got a story, a dotted line
          Eb
When it's connecting yours and mine
        Bb
Nothing special, ain't that fine, ain't that fine
 
[Interlude]
           Ab
Ain't that fine
 
Eb Bb



Cm Bb Ab Eb Bb
 
[Verse 3]
     Bb
When Friday night
        Ab                  Eb              Bb
Finally comes I'll leave my troubles at the door
    Bb
And all our friends
          Fm             Ab            Eb
They pile in, we sit for supper on the floor
                         Gm
Why would I ever ask for more
 
[Bridge]
Cm                 Fm
Some folks have it better
Cm                  F
But oh we've got it good
 
[Chorus]
            Ab
We've got a story, a dotted line
           Eb
No need to hurry, take our time
        Bb
Nothing special, ain't that fine, ain't that fine
            Ab
We've got a story, a dotted line
         Eb
Where it begins, the when and why
        Bb
Nothing special, ain't that fine, ain't that fine
 
[Outro]
            Ab
We've got a story, a dotted line
            Eb
We've got a dollar and a dime
        Bb
Nothing special, ain't that fine, ain't that fine
 
[Outro]
            Ab    Eb  Bb
Ain't that fine 
            Ab    Eb  Bb
Ain't that fine 
            Ab    Eb  Bb
Ain't that fine 
 
Cm Bb Ab



604. Ain't That Just Like You

Ain't That Just Like You
Peter Rowan & Tony Rice

Last night I was dreaming of
Old memories you left behind.
I looked into that secret place
Where my senses wont deny.

There inside my broken heart
I found what you left there
A faded rose and a ribbon
That had fallen from your hair.

Ain't that just like you?
Turning up when I'm feeling blue.
Ain't that just like you?
My heart is true.
Ain't that just like you?

I play a game of solitaire.
So carefully I lay the cards.
The Jack, the Ace and the King are mine
Then I turn the Queen of Hearts.

Now desires taste like ashes
For in the embers glow no flame.
I walk out in the pale moonlight
Whispering your name.

Now I lay me down to sleep
I hear your footsteps fall.
My arms reach out to you
But you're not there at all.

Ain't that just like you?
Turning up when I'm feeling blue.
Ain't that just like you?
My heart is true.
Ain't that just like you?

605. Ain't That Lonely Yet

Ain't That Lonely Yet

You keep calling me on the telephone
You say you're all alone
Well that's real sad

And you keep leavin'
Notes stuck on my door
Guess you're hungry for some more



Girl that's too bad

'Cause I ain't that lonely yet
No I ain't that lonely yet
After what you put me through
I ain't that lonely yet

Once there was this spider in my bed
I got caught up in her web
Of love and lies

She spun her chains around my heart and soul
Never to let go
Oh but I survived

'Cause I ain't that lonely yet
No I ain't that lonely yet
After what you put me through
I ain't that lonely yet

There's nothing left that you can do
To try and bring me 'round
'Cause everything you do
Just brings me down

'Cause I ain't that lonely yet
No I ain't that lonely yet
After what you put me through
I ain't that lonely yet

'Cause I ain't that lonely yet
No I ain't that lonely yet
After what you put me through
No I ain't that lonely yet

'Cause I ain't that lonely yet
No I ain't that lonely yet
After what you put me through
No I ain't that lonely yet
'Cause I ain't that lonely yet
No I ain't that lonely yet

606. Ain't That Lonely Yet - Chords

Ain't That Lonely Yet
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by James House and Kostas

C                   F          C
You keep callin' me on the telephone
    G7             Am         F      G7   C
You say you're all alone well that's real sad
                     F                 C



And you keep leavin' notes stuck on my door
             G7              Am        F      G7  C
Guess you're hungry for some more girl that's too bad
        Am                E7
Cause I ain't that lonely yet 
     F          G7     C
No I ain't that lonely yet
      Am              E7
After what you put me through 
     F          G7     C
No I ain't that lonely yet
                    F            C
Once there was this spider in my bed
      G7               Am     F    G7  C
I got caught up in her web of love and lies
                    F                   C
She spun her chains around my heart and soul
G7           Am        F G7 C
Never to let go oh but I survived
repeat #2
E7
There's nothin' left that you can do 
   F                C
To try and bring me round
      F              D7                G7
Cause everything you do just brings me down
repeat #2 x3

607. Ain't That Love - Chords

Ain't That Love
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Kostas

C                          G7                 C
I will always remember the first time that we met                          
F                     G7            C
And the first time that I kissed your lips is a thing I won't forget
                                   G7              C
The special way you held me is the way you hold me still
                           F                G7                C
And I knew right then that you loved me and I know you always will
                           G7                   C
Ain't that love ain't that how it's supposed to be                     
F               G7                C
When two hearts come together as one just like you and me
                G7              C
Ain't that love shining in your eyes                 
F        G7         C
Heaven sent from up above ain't that love                          
G7              C
My grandma and my grandpa my momma and my dad
              F             G7                    



C
Didn't have a lot of things but love is what they had
                              G7               C
Their love kept them together through the many year
s                          F             G7                           C
Though life was hard they shared it all through the laughter and the tears

Repeat #2                         

G7                   C
Baby you're the sunshine that brightens up my day                  
F            G7                C
And I will always stand by you darlin' come what may
                           G7          C
And I will always love you to have and hold                       
F               G7                C
And I'll keep my every promises to you with this band of gold

Repeat #2                 
F        G7         C
Heaven sent from up above ain't that love

608. Ain't That Peculiar

Ain't That Peculiar
New Grass Revival

Honey you do me wrong but still I'm crazy about you
Stay away too long and I can't do without you
Every chance you get you seem to hurt me more and more
But each hurt makes my love stronger than before
I know flowers go through rain
But how can love go through pain

Ain't that peculiar
A peculiar-arity
Ain't that peculiar baby
Peculiar as can be

You tell me lies that should be obvious to me
I've been so much in love with you baby til I don't want to see
That things you do and say are designed to make me blue
It's a doggone shame my love for you makes all
Your lies seem true
But if the truth makes love last longer
Why do lies make my love stronger

Ain't that peculiar
Peculiar as can be
Ain't that peculiar baby
A peculiar-arity

I cried so much just like a child that's lost its home



Maybe baby you think these tears I cry are tears of joy
A child can cry so much until you do everything they say
But unlike a child my tears don't help me to get my way
I know love can last through years
But how can love last through tears

Now ain't that peculiar baby
A peculiar-arity
Ain't it peculiar baby
Peculiar as can be

Said I don't understand it baby
It's so strange sometimes

609. Ain't That Skippin' And Flyin'

Ain't That Skippin' And Flyin'

Kazoo intro- breaks after chorus

Went out on the mountain
I didn't go there to stay
I fell in love with a pretty little girl
You ought to have me stay

CHORUS: Ain't that skippin' and flyin' my gal,
Ain't that skippin' and flyin'

Went out on the mountain
I gave my horn a blow
You ought to seen those pretty little girls
Come running to the door

Ain't that skippin' and flyin' my gal,
Ain't that skippin' and flyin'
Wouldn't marry a poor girl
I'll tell you the reason why
She's so tall and skinny
She'd make the biscuits fry

Ain't that skippin' and flyin' my gal,
Ain't that skippin' and flyin'

Wouldn't marry a rich gal
I'll tell you the reason why
Her hair is so long and stringy
I'm afraid she'd never die

Ain't that skippin' and flyin' my gal,
Ain't that skippin' and flyin'

Wouldn't marry a black gal
I'll tell you the reason why



She's so black and greasy
I'm afraid she'd moan and pine.

Ain't that skippin' and flyin' my gal,
Ain't that skippin' and flyin'

Went to see my sweetheart
She called me sugar plum
She threw her arms around my neck
Well I thought my time had come.

Ain't that skippin' and flyin' my gal,
Ain't that skippin' and flyin'

610. Ain't That Trouble In Mind

Ain't That Trouble In Mind
 
Trouble, oh trouble, it's trouble all the time
If trouble don't kill me, I'll live a long time.
Ain't that trouble in mind, Ain't that trouble in mind

My Mammy told me something, my Daddy told me more
I ever I married in my life, bring trouble in the door
Ain't that trouble in mind, Ain't that trouble in mind

What my Mammy tells me will sure to come to pass
A-drinkin' and a-gamblin' will be my running last
Ain't that trouble in mind, Ain't that trouble in mind

What my Daddy tells me it's sure to be done
I'll live a couple of centuries Before I'm twenty-one
Ain't that trouble in mind, Ain't that trouble in mind

Sometimes I have money, sometimes I have none,
When I get on a drunken spree my money's soon all gone.
Ain't that trouble in mind, Ain't that trouble in mind

Sometimes I drink one dram sometimes I drink two
When I get on a drunken spree no telling what I'll do
Ain't that trouble in mind, Ain't that trouble in mind

My daddy told me to marry but not for riches
Marry a gal six feet tall so she can't wear my britches
Be no trouble in mind, Be no trouble in mind

611. Ain't We Crazy



Ain't We Crazy

It was midnight on the ocean not a street car was in sight
I stepped into a drug store to get myself a light
The man behind the counter we a lady old and gray
Who used to peddle do-nuts on the road to Mandalay

Good evening sir she said, here eyes were bright with tears
She put her head benbeath her fat and stood that way for years
Her children six were orphans except the tiny tot
Who lived in a house across the street up in a vacant lot

Ain't we crazy, ain't we crazy
This is the way we pass the time away
Ain't we crazy, ain't we crazy
We're going to sing this song all night do-day

* Refrain

612. Ain't We Sad Today - Chords

Ain't We Sad Today
Recorded by Jeanne Pruett
Written by Joe Christian
 
G    C        G   D7 G
Lord ain't we sad today
                   C          G     D7     G
Here we are at the end of our never ending love
                  C           G
And after all the hills we've climbed
       D7         G
Now we don't even touch
                            F         C
Warm love to cold strangers is a long way
    G    C        G   D7 G
And Lord ain't we sad today
 
                          C
We've just got too caught up 
          G    D7        G
In making everything but love
              C   G         D7         G
Now we have money enough to just throw away
                                 F               C
We own a long limousine but what happened to our dreams
G    C        G   D7 G
Lord ain't we sad today
 
            C       F    C
Now we just look at each other
     G   C    G
Like two lost kids
         Em         D7              G



Don't it hurt to realize what we've missed
                  F            C
Somewhere somehow love slipped away
G    C        G   D7 G
Lord ain't we sad today
     C        G   D7 F C G
Lord ain't we sad today

613. Ain't You Even Gonna Cry - Chords

Ain't You Even Gonna Cry
Recorded by Charlie Louvin
Written by Johnny Russell

G                    C
Ain't you even gonna cry                        
G
Hey I'm walking out the door                          
C
You may never see me many anymore
D7                   G   C  G
Ain't you even gonna cry                   
C
I've taken all that I can take                  
G
My heart's broken all a heart can break                           
D7
Staying out would be a big mistake                        
G
So I'll be leaving here for my heart's sake

Repeat #1                         

C
I don't know where I'll be going to                     
G
Just someplace to be away from you                      
D7
The hurt and pain you put my poor heart through                      G
Don't suppose I'll be missed by you

Repeat #1                     

C
You may never see me anymore
D7                   G
Ain't you even gonna cry



614. Ain't Your Memory Got No Pride At All

Ain't Your Memory Got No Pride at All

I woke up with her in my arms this morning
And God knows I love her over all
As she whispered she loved me your memory appeared
Ain't your memory got no pride at all

Tonight as I lay here touching her sweet body
And the good familiar feeling I recall
As I closed my eyes to kiss her your memory appeared
Ain't your memory got no pride at all

You were here we loved now you're gone
Why can't you let bygones be bygones and stay gone
You always find the wrong time to come around and call
Ain't your memory got no pride at all ain't your memory got no pride at all

615. Ain't Your Memory Got No Pride At All - Chords

Ain't Your Memory Got No Pride At All
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Red Lane, Boyce Porter, Bucky Jones

C                  F               C
I woke up with her in my arms this morning
                F             C
And God knows I love her over all
       F                                  C
As she whispered she loved me your memory appeared
F                 C      G7       C
Ain't your memory got no pride at all
             F                      C
Tonight as I lay touching her sweet body
                      F         C
And the good familiar feeling I recall
     F                                      C
As I closed my eyes to kiss her your memory appeared
F                 C      G7       C
Ain't your memory got no pride at all
         G7                       C
You were here we loved now you're gone
    D7                         G7
Why can't you let bygones be bygones and stay gone
    F                                             C
You always find the wrong time to come around and call
F                 C      G7       C
Ain't your memory got no pride at all
F                 C      G7       C
Ain't your memory got no pride at all



616. Air

The Incredible String Band - Air 

Breathing, all creatures are
Brighter then than brightest star
You are by far

You come right inside of me
Close as you can be
You kiss my blood and the blood kiss me

Breathing, all creatures are
Brighter then than brightest star
You are by far

You come right inside of me
Close as you can be
You kiss my blood and the blood kiss me

617. Air Mail Special

Air Mail Special
Jim & Jesse - Billy Strings

Left New York this morning early
Traveling south so wide and high
Sailing through the wide blue yonder
It's that air mail special on the fly

Listen to the motors humming
She is streaking through the sky
Like a bird that's flying homeward
It's that air mail special on the fly

Over plains and high dark mountains
Over rivers deep and wide
Carrying mail to California
It's that air mail special on the fly

Watch her circle for the landing
Hear her moan and cough and sigh
Now she's coming down the runway
It's that air mail special on the fly



618. Airplane

Airplane
Dave Rawlings Machine

Listen up to what I say
Fill your own cup if you're tired of me
Can't you see that life's a bitch?
'Cause you don't want me, and I can't live

A heavy load, heavy mind
Out on the road, we never have too much time
You don't know how it feels
To go so slow, rolling on ??

But if I had an airplane, if I had wings
I'd go flying for every ?? thing
I'd fly to Tennessee just for the day
Lie me down easy, just to while my blues away
If I had an airplane

If I had an airplane, if I had wings
I'd go flying over every sorrowful thing
I'd fly to Tennessee just for the day
Lie me down easy, just to while my blues away

I'd fly to Tennessee just for the day
If I had an airplane

619. Al Bowlly's In Heaven

Richard Thompson - Al Bowlly's in Heaven (live) 

Well we were heroes then, and the girls were all pretty
And a uniform was a lucky charm, bought you the key to the city
We used to dance the whole night through
While Al Bowlly sang "The Very Thought Of You"
Now Bowlly's in heaven and I'm in limbo now

Well I gave my youth to king and country
But what's my country done for me but sentenced me to misery
I traded my helmet and my parachute
For a pair of crutches and a demob suit
Al Bowlly's in heaven and I'm in limbo now

Hard times, hard hard times
Hostels and missions and dosser's soup lines
Can't close me eyes on a bench or a bed
For the sound of some battle raging in my head

Old friends, you lose so many
You get run around, all over town
The wear and the tear, oh it just drives you down



St Mungo's with its dirty old sheets
Beats standing all day down on Scarborough Street
Al Bowlly's in heaven and I'm in limbo now

Can't stay here, you got to foot-slog
Once in a blue moon you might find a job
Sleep in the rain, you sleep in the snow
When the beds are all taken you've got nowhere to go

Well I can see me now, I'm back there on the dance floor
Oh with a blonde on me arm, red-head to spare
Spit on my shoes and shine in me hair
And there's Al Bowlly, he's up on a stand
Oh that was a voice and that was a band
Al Bowlly's in heaven and I'm in limbo now

620. Alabam - Chords

Alabam
Written and recorded by Cowboy Copas 

C      A7
Well I went to a turkey roast down the street
The people down there eat like wild geese          
D7            G7         C
I'm on my way I'm going back to Alabam      
A7
Talk about your people have a whale of a time
Eating up chicken and drinking their wine            
D7            G7         C
I'm on my way I'm going back to Alabam     
A7
Now some folks say that a tramp won't steal
But I caught three in my corn field            
D7            G7         C
I'm on my way I'm going back to Alabam     
A7
One had a bushel and the other had a peck
One had a roasting ear tied around his neck            
D7            G7         
CI'm on my way I'm going back to Alabam       
A7
There comes Sal walking down the street
With a run down shoes tied on her feet             
D7                     G7
Good Morning honey stand over there baby               
C
Get over there now       
A7
Hello Sal I know you
With a run down slipper and a tore up shoe            
D7            G7         C
I'm on my way I'm going back to Alabam      



A7
When I get ready to leave this earth
I'm gonna look back on my money's worth           
D7            G7         C
I'm on my way I'm going back to Alabam           
G7         C
I'm going back to Alabam

621. Alabama

Alabama
Louvin Brothers

Alabama
your beautiful sunlight
Your fields of cerecea potatoes and corn
Alabama
your crimson red clover
All mingled around the old place I was born.

Alabama
your hills and your valleys
Your creeks with laughter as onward they flow
Alabama
so sweet in the springtime
Sweet ferns and wild flowers and winter with snow.

Alabama
so sweet to my mem'ry
You shine like a light on a beautiful hill
Alabama
in days of my childhood
I labored and toiled at the old sorghum mill

Alabama
when red leaves are failing
I roam through your pastures with fences of rail
Alabama
when 'possums are crawling
And hound dogs are howling and wagging their tails.

Alabama
your beautiful highways
All curved through the mountains where love ones do wait
Alabama
your golden rod flower;
And the "Welcome home' sign hanging over the gate

Alabama
to me you are callin'
My footsteps are haltered no longer to stray
Alabama
you hold all I long for



You hold all I love so I'm coming today

Blue Sky Boys; Sunny side of Life
Louvin Brothers; The Louvin Brothers

622. Alabama At Night

Robbie Fulks - Alabama at Night

[Verse 1]
A redtail hawk sat watchful
At the faded edge of day
The phone polls and pines
Rose from the scoured clay
The sun was slipping toward the gulf
In its own good time
And you would not think of death
If you drove on past the signs

[Verse 2]
The old men at the roadhouse
Weren't too polite to stare
Were we'd come from wasn't home
We were far from leavin' there
Camera 'round my neck
Drew suspicious eyes to me
We were not there to talk
We were only there to see

[Chorus]
When their faces had said nothing
Was then I stepped outside
And in the instant I knew I would not forget the sight
Alabama at night
Alabama at night

623. Alabama Bound

Alabama Bound
Tennessee Ramblers: 
(The Preacher Got Drunk and Laid His Bible Down)

(Fiddle solo; banjo strummed)

Oh the preacher got drunk
He throwed his Bible down
Told his congregation that he's
Alabama bound.



CHORUS: Alabama bound,
Alabama bound
If that train breaks down
I've got a mule to ride. (Hee-haw hee-haw)

I went to the levee,
There I learned to skin.
Well I made good money,
But I throwed it in.

CHORUS: Alabama bound,
Alabama bound
If that train breaks down
I've got a mule to ride. (Hee-haw hee-haw)

(Fiddle solo; banjo strummed)

If your woman leaves you,
Don't you wear no black.
One of these cold frosty mornings,
She'll come hobblin' back.

CHORUS: Alabama bound,
Alabama bound.
If that train breaks down
I've got a mule to ride. 
Got a mule to ride,
Got a mule to ride.
*And I don't ask nothing
For a mule to ride.
 
Well I've had a good time,
That I'll agree.
But you see what booze,
Has done for me.

CHORUS: Alabama bound,
Alabama bound
If that train breaks down
I've got a mule to ride. (Hee-haw hee-haw)

*Lyrics unclear last two lines.

624. Alabama Bound - Chords

Alabama Bound Live 
Billy Strings
 
[Intro]
G G G G G G C C C D D G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G
G G C C C C C C D D D D G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G
C C C C D D D D D D G G G G G G G G G G
 



[Verse 1]
G
Well the preacher got lonesome
                     C
He throwed his bible down
          D
Said I'll be in Alabama
                    G
Before the sun goes down
 
[Chorus]
G
Alabama bound
        C
Alabama bound
      D
Got a mule to ride
                    G
If the train Brakes down
 
G
If my mule won't go
                C
Honey don't you call
        D
I'll be going to Alabama
             G
If I have to walk
 
[Break]
G G G G G G G G G G G C C C C D D D D D D D D G G G G G
G G G G G G G G C C C C D D D D D D G G G G G G
 
[Verse 2]
G
Well I went to the levee
              C
Hard work I'd done
      D
And I went to the tavern
                   G
And my money's all gone
 
[Chorus]
G
Alabama bound
            C
I'm Alabama bound
      D
Got a mule to ride
                    G
If the train Brakes down
 
G
If my mule won't go
                C
Honey don't you call



        D
I'll be going to Alabama
             G
If I have to walk
 
[Break]
 
G G G G G G G G G G G G C C C C D D D D D G G G G G G G
G G G G G G G G G C C C C D D D D D G G G G G G
 
[Verse 3]
G
Come told you brother
               C
Stay good like me
         D
Stick to smoken' that reefer
                  G
Leave the cocaine be
 
[Chorus]
G
Alabama bound
            C
I'm Alabama bound
      D
Got a mule to ride
                    G
If the train Brakes down
 
G
If my mule won't go
                     C
Well honey don't you call
        D
I'll be goin' to Alabama
             G
If I have to walk
 
[Outro]
G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G

625. Alabama Clay

Alabama Clay
The Seldom Scene

First time he saw the ground get busted
He was 10, it was 1952
His daddy worked hard
From sun up til sundown
And the goin' got tough
Behind them old gray mules



The farm grew to be a money maker
And the house he lived in
Grew up room by room
The boy worked hard
But soon got tired of farmin'
So he slipped away one night
B'neath the harvest moon

His neck was red
As alabama clay
But the city's call
Pulled him away
He's got a factory job
And run's a big machine
He don't miss the farm
Or the fields of green

Now the city's just a prison
Without fences
His job is just
A routine he can't stand
And at night he derams of wide open spaces
Gresh dirt tween his toes and on his hands

Then one day a picture came
Inside a letter
Of a young girl
With a baby in her arms
And the words she wrote
Would change his life forever
So he went to raise his family
On the farm

His neck was red
As alabama clay
Now he's going home
This time to stay
Where the roots run deep
On the family tree
And the tractor rolls
Through the fields of green

His neck was red
As alabama clay
Now he's going home
This time to stay
Where the roots run deep
On the family tree
And the tractor rolls
Through the fields of green

His neck is red
As alababma clay



626. Alabama Gals

Alabama Gals

Alabama gals, won't ya come out tonight, 
Woncha come out tonight, won't ya come out tonight? 
Alabama gals, won't ya come out tonight, 
And dance by the light of the moon? 

I danced with a gal with a hole in her stockin', 
And her heel kept a-rockin' and her toe kept a-knockin', 
I danced with a gal with a hole in her stockin', 
And we danced by the light of the moon. 

O yes, pretty boys, we're comin' out tonight, 
We're comin' out tonight, we're comin' out tonight, 
O yes, pretty boys, we're comin' out tonight, 
And dance by the light of the moon. 

I danced with a gal with a hole in her stockin', 
And her heel kept a-rockin' and her toe kept a-knockin', 
I danced with a gal with a hole in her stockin', 
An' her heel kept a-rockin' to the moon. 
 
As I was walking down the street, 
Down the street, down the street,
A pretty girl I chanced to meet, 
Under the silvery moon. 

I asked her if she'd stop and talk, 
Stop and talk, stop and talk,
Her feet covered up the whole sidewalk, 
She was fair to view. 

I asked her if she'd stop and dance, 
Have a dance, care to dance, 
I thought that I might get a chance, 
To shake a foot with her. 

I asked her if she'd be my wife, 
Be my wife, be my wife,
Then I'd be happy all my life 
If she'd marry me. 

I danced with the dolly with a hole in her stocking, 
And her feet kept a-rocking & her knees kept a-knocking, 
Oh I danced with the dolly with a hole in her stocking, 
And we danced by the light of the moon.



627. Alabama High Test

Alabama High Test
Old Crow Medicine Show - Alabama High Test

Alabama high test....got me in a big mess
Higher than a wild cat....runnin from the wolfpack
They're gona put me in the slammer
if they catch me with that Alabama high test

69 southbound, cruisin with a half pound
Blue lights spinin round, better lay the hammer down
Dirt road Tennessee, Aint nobody stoppin me
Short run, state line, gotta keep makin time
Alabama high test...

Huff paint, cocaine, playin chicken with a train
Smack dab, Meth lab, mellow out, rehab
Percocet, cigarette, I dont need no more of that
just gimmie some down home Dixie fried homegrown
Alabama high test...

Alabama high test....got me in a big mess
Higher than a wild cat....runnin from the wolfpack
They're gona put me in the slamer
if they catch me with that Alabama high test

Drug bust, disgust, plead with the cucuit judge
"Son dont be coy, send you up the river Boy"
Jump suit, chain gang, shackles on my feet and hand
Standin on I-65 wishin I was rolling by with
Alabama high test

Alabama high test....got me in a big mess
Higher than a wild cat....running from the wolf pack
They're gonna put me in the slammer
if they catch me with that Alabama high test

628. Alabama High-Test - Chords

Alabama High-Test
Old Crow Medicin Show - Alabama High-Test

A
ALABAMA HIGH-TEST, GOT ME A IN A BIG MESS
D                       A
HIGHER THAN A WILD CAT, RUNNIN FROM THE WOLF PACK
             C
THEYRE GONNA PUT ME IN THE SLAMMER
         D                           A       E
IF THEY CATCH ME WITH THAT ALABAMA HIGH-TEST

A



65 SOUTH BOUND, CRUISIN WITH A HALF POUND
BLUE LIGHTS SPINNING ROUND, BETTER PUT THE HAMMER DOWN
D
THERE GO TENNESSEE, AINT NOBODY STOPPIN ME
A
AS SURE AS THAT STATE LINE GOTTA KEEP MAKIN TIME
                 E
ALABAMA HIGH-TEST

WELL HUFF PAINT, COCAINE, PLAYIN CHICKEN WITH A TRAIN
SMACK DAB, METH LAB, MELLOW OUT, REHAB
PERKASETT, CIGARETTE, I DONT NEED NO MORE OF THAT
GET ME SOME DOWN HOME DIXIE FRIED HOME GROWN
ALABAMA HIGH-TEST

ALABAMA HIGH-TEST, ALABAMA HIGH-TEST
GOT ME IN A BIG MESS
RUNNIN FROM THE WOLF PACK
THEYRE GONNA PUT ME IN THE SLAMMER         
IF THEY CATCH ME WITH THAT ALABAMA HIGH-TEST

INSTRUMENTAL

DRUG BUST, DISCUSS, PLEAD WITH THE CIRCUIT JUDGE
SON DONT BE COY, WE'LL SEND YOU UP THE RIVER BOY
JUMPSUIT, CHAIN GANG, SHACKLES ON MY FEET AND HANDS
STANDIN ON THE 65 WISHIN I WAS ROLLIN BY
WITH ALABABMA HIGH-TEST

ALABAMA HIGH-TEST, ALABAMA HIGH-TEST
GOT ME IN A BIG MESS
HIGHER THAN A WILD CAT
THEYRE GONNA PUT ME IN THE SLAMMER
IF THEY CATCH ME WITH THAT ALABAMA HIGH-TEST

INSTRUMENTAL

629. Alabama Jubilee

Alabama Jubilee

Chorus: You ought to see Deacon Jones, when he rattles the bones,
Old Parson Brown, foolin' 'round like a clown
Aunt Jemima, who is past eighty three.
Shoutin' I'm full o' pep! (Watch yo' step! Watch yo' step!)

One legged Joe danced aroun' on his toe,
Threw away crutch and hollered, "Let 'er go!"
Oh, honey, Hail! Hail! The gang's all here,
For the Alabama Jubilee.



630. Alabama Jubilee

Alabama Jubilee

Chorus: You ought to see Deacon Jones, when he rattles the bones,
Old Parson Brown, foolin' 'round like a clown
Aunt Jemima, who is past eighty three.
Shoutin' I'm full o' pep! (Watch yo' step! Watch yo' step!)

One legged Joe danced aroun' on his toe,
Threw away crutch and hollered, "Let 'er go!"
Oh, honey, Hail! Hail! The gang's all here,
For the Alabama Jubilee.

631. Alabama Shamrock

Alabama Shamrock
Hackensaw Boys - Alabama Shamrock

Lately I've been going to
A place I don't like going through
Where I'm no good and I'm all wrong
I sing about it in this song
Amarillo Shamrock, the road is getting tighter
A story for today
A story for tomorrow
After building fires and after burning bridges
The broom is on the doorstep
So simple you'll never forget it
Chorus:
Thank God for this pen
Brighton, U.S.A
Is leaning in
This film was shot on memory slides
In the Western Hemisphere
Alabama's getting near
Alabama sunrise
Oklahoma prairie
And every town's claim to fame
None of this before I came
Come back to tribal town
Stressing the get down
The many birds I have seen
This song means nothing to me
Down in your soul mine
Wearing the bible belt
This is all I really know
It's the best I've ever felt
Chorus:



Thank God for this pen
Brighton, U.S.A
Is leaning in
This film was shot on memory slides
In the Western Hemisphere
Alabama's getting near

632. Alabama Soft Spoken Blues

Nanci Griffith - Alabama Soft Spoken Blues

Southern man, you sure are pretty,
Got a smile to still the city,
And Lord, you know, you got those sleepy eyes.
Alabama sweet-talking baby,
Calmed the heart of a lonely lady,
You kept me flying high,
And the leaving easy.
And it's Dallas in the rain,
And I was dreaming.

October winds still blowing, Lord,
You know the song were flowing
From a broken-hearted lady
By the wayside.
Listen to my song, you
Kept it ringing clean and strong,
You held me like an angel
To confide in.
And I tried to make you home,
But I was dreaming.

Lord, I guess you just ain't home,
That damned old telephone
Is trying hard to help me find
The lines here.
Wish that you could understand
Why I love the other man,
He gives me truth and reason,
I believe in.

Alabama soft-spoken blues again,
Alabama soft-spoken blues again.
Early morning fog is rolling in,
Time for leaving.

Alabama soft-spoken blues.



633. Alabama Song

Alabama Song (Whisky Bar)
The Doors - Hot Day At The Zoo

Well show me the way
To the next whiskey bar
Oh don't ask why
Oh don't ask why

Show me the way
To the next whiskey bar
Oh don't ask why
Oh don't ask why

For if we don't find
The next whiskey bar
I tell you we must die
I tell you we must die
I tell you, I tell you
I tell you we must die

Oh moon of Alabama
We now, must say goodbye
We've lost, our good old Mama
And must have whiskey
Oh, you know why

Oh, moon of Alabama
We now must say goodbye
We've lost, our good old Mama
And must have whiskey
Oh, you know why

634. Alabama Song

Alabama Song
Song by Allison Moorer

Are you going to Alabama
Where the trees grow tall and green
I'd like to see the gulf of Mexico
If you're going, won't you take me

Are you going to Alabama
Where the skies shine bright and blue
I'd like to see the old Tombigbee
If you're going, I want to go with you

Are you going to Alabama
Where the folks say "how do you do"
I'd like to see those big ol' cotton fields
If you're going, I'm going too



I'm ready to run, baby
Through the sweet southern pines
Lie down in a bed of camellias
And watch the sun shine

If you're going to Alabama
I could use a change of view
But if you're going to California
That's alright, any place will do
Well, I guess I just want to go with you

635. Alabama State Of Mind - Chords

Alabama State Of Mind 
Claire Lynch

[Verse 1]
B                                E         B
There's a lasting impression forever in my mind
                                        F#
A mental picture of a place that I call home
        B                            E         B
And whenever this big city starts to move too fast
                      F#                B
I can kick off these shoes and flip it on
 
 
[Verse 2]
B                               E       B
I see a white farm house and a  flatbed truck
                                   F#
And an old barn filled with winter hay
      B                                   E         B
And a barge out in the channel takes its  own sweet time
                      F#             B
By tonight he'll be a hundred miles away
 
 
[Chorus]
      E                       B
I can float across the river, wade on up the creek
        E                                F#
Walk on down a country road just killin' time
   B                      E      B
No matter where I go I'll always be
              F#       B
In an Alabama state of mind
Break
 
 
[Verse 3]
B                               E          B



I can still smell the dirt of a new plowed field
                                             F#
And watch the sun set on the river 'til it's gone
              B                         E       B
And all God's creatures come alive on a moonlit night
                          F#        B
And make joyful noise all of their own
 
 
[Verse 4]
Bump Stop with Banjo roll
B                                E    E      B
And on a laid-back Summer Sunday af - ter    church
                                    F#
Kinfolk come around and visit for a while
          B                   E     B
And I can almost taste what's on my plate
                        F#        B
Sunday dinner cooked up Southern style!
 
 
[Chorus]
Tag - Bump Stop with Banjo roll
        B                              E         B
If you catch me in a daydream you will know that I'm
        B         F#       B
In that Alabama state of mind

636. Alabama Sundown

Dolly Parton - Alabama Sundown 
(Dave Kirby and Danny Morrison)

The cold December wind seems bent on rockin' New York City
The town that's got me down to my last dime
And everywhere I go, the people seem in such a hurry
To keep this Mobile girl from feelin' fine
Chorus:
Lord, what I'd give to see an Alabama sundown
The sun just seemed to drop in Mobile Bay
New York town has got a gifted way to keep a girl down
But that never was the Mobile way, no, no
That never was the Mobile way
A flashing sign says that you can rent a bed for just a dollar
In anybody's town, that price is cheap
It's a shame to know a girl would ever fall down to my standards
'Cause I need ninety cents to go to sleep
Repeat Chorus
I felt so big the day I left that Mobile couldn't hold me
I thought there had to be a better way
But if I could find that man that first called Lady Luck a lady
That gentleman would surely learn to pray
Repeat Chorus Twice & Fade



637. Alabama Waltz

Alabama Waltz

I was sad and blue, down hearted too
It seemed like my whole world was lost
When I took a chance, and happened to dance
To the tune of the Alabama waltz.

Waltz, Waltz, the Alabama waltz
Where all my fears and troubles were lost
   
There in your arms, with all of your charms
We danced to the Alabama waltz.

638. Alabaster - Chords

Alabaster 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
G7  C7  G7  C7
 
[Verse 1]
G7 (omit 3)
  Behind the wheel of a yellow cab
C7
  On the outskirts of Birmingham
G7
  He dreams of a traffic jam
     C7
In Manhattan
G7
  Below the city in a subway car
C7
  She feels just like a shooting star
G7
  Never thought she could get so far
   C7
From her old man
 
 
[Chorus]
G7
  The last phonebooth in New York City
   C7
Ringing all day, calling somebody home
G7
  She doesn't answer, she walks faster



C7                                 G7
    She won't be going back to Alabaster She won't be going back
C7
  She won't be going back to Alabaster
 
 
[Verse 2]
G7
  Thousand miles away, she still feels it
C7
  Scrape of his chin, bruise on her spirit
G7
  Phone is calling but she won't get near it
C7
  Ever again
G7
  Steps on the gas just to harness the anger
C7
  Last thing he do is try to understand her
G7
  Stuck in time like a fly in the amber
C7
  And he never transcends
 
 
[Chorus]
G7
  The last phonebooth in New York City
   C7
Ringing all day, calling somebody home
G7
  She doesn't answer, she walks faster
C7                                 G7
    She won't be going back to Alabaster She won't be going back (yeah)
C7
  She won't be going back to Alabaster
 
 
[Solo]
G7 C7  x3
G7
 
 
[Verse 3]
N.C.
Time passes, distance grows wider
N.C.
Dark features brighter and brighter
N.C.
She's got a new heart beating inside her
N.C.
And she's her own master
N.C.
She won't be going back (she's her own master)
N.C.
She won't be going back (she's her own master)
 



 
[Chorus]
G7
  The last phonebooth in New York City
   C7
Ringing all day, calling somebody home
G7                                      C7
  She doesn't answer, she walks faster
G7
  The last phonebooth in New York City
   C7
Ringing all day, calling somebody home
G7
  She doesn't answer, she walks faster
C7                               G7
  She won't be going back to Alabaster She won't be going back
C7                               G7
  She won't be going back to Alabaster She won't be going back
C7                               G7
  She won't be going back to Alabaster She wont' be going back
C7                               G7
  She won't be going back to Alabaster She wont' be going back
 
 
[Outro]
G7 C7 G7 C7 G7 C7 G7

639. Alabaster Maiden

Michael Carpenter and The Banks Brothers & Zane Banks - Alabaster Maiden

[Verse 1]
With a mind so sharp it could cut you in two
Nothing unseen with those opals of blue
Your big city taste, quaint country charm
Sweetest smile and a heart so warm
Your education was steeped in tradition
Many times you were accused of sedition
Free of spirit in plenitude
You contain multitudes

[Verse 2]
Hold your tongue you've heard them say
Challenger of the patriarchal way
Dare to dream, they'll clip your wings
Time you left this parochial scene
A turbulent journey from the Badlands
Riven from a life you couldn't stand
Your world was broken by a raging sea
All this grief brought you to me

[Verse 3]
An alabaster maiden in a streetlight



You knew that you had caught my sight
Draped in black and nonchalant
Never were you one to vaunt
In galleries and bars, we played it cool
We weren't going to follow rules
Bit by bit, I saw your valour
I was enveloped by your bower

640. Albert Erving

Albert Erving
P. Wagoner

(Spoken Intro)

On past the Riley Fruit Farm in the country
And accross the Gundy Hills of Chapin Holler
An old man lived alone like a prisoner serving
I'd never met a man like Albert Erving

VERSE 
Albert never held a woman or a child
You could see that his loneliness had drove him wild
He said I ain't seen a soul in three long years
And down his lonely face came the tears

CHORUS
His house was built of logs and cardboard boxes
The boxes sealed the cracks in the winter time
The floor in Albert's home was just the earth wore down
Where Albert Erving's feet walked around

SOLO

Everything in Albert's house was made by hand
A picture carved in wood set on a stand
Such beauty in that face I'd never seen
Carved just below the picture, the name Kathleen
Albert held the picture close up to his face
Said my Kathleen adds beauty to this place
I asked him who she was, then came the tears, he said she's not real
She's just someone I've dreamed of all these years

CHORUS
Where Albert Erving's feet had walked around

641. Alberta - Chords



Alberta
Recorded by Doc Watson
Billy Strings

G    Bm          F    D7   G
Alberta let your hair hang low
                      D7    G
I saw her first on an April morn'
                          Bm        C        D7
As she walked through the mist in a field of hay
    G                           C      G
Her hair lit the world with its golden glow
                     Bm   Am        D7    G
And the smile on her face burned my heart away
     Bm          F    D7   G
Alberta let your hair hang low
                 F         D7
Alberta let your hair hang low
     C             Bm             D7        G   Em
I'll give you more gold than your apron can hold
          G  Bm         Am   D7   G
If you'll only let your hair hang low
                    D7         G
I thought my golden time would last 
                 Bm      C        D7
But the field of hay was soon cut down
     G                  C       G
In a short few weeks it all was past
                 F        D7      G
And my golden girl just a painful song
     Bm        F  D7   G
Alberta what's on your mind
               F       D7
Alberta what's on your mind
   C           Bm            D7          G   Em
My heart is so sad cause you treat me so bad
  G  Bm        F  D7   G   Em
Alberta what's on your mind
  G  Bm          F    D7   G
Alberta let your hair hang low

642. Alcatraz Blues

Alcatraz Blues

I'm on my way to California
I'd rather go to Tennessee
Got in trouble down in Dixie
And it's Alcatraz for me

Gee but I'm blue and I'm lonesome
No one seems to understand
Everybody thinks that I'm guilty
They say I shot a man



Well the evidence was circumstantial
They didn't want the world to know
All about the kind of justice
That's blind and it is so

Woman in Atlanta Georgia
Won't you listen to my lonesome song
If they really knew that you shot him
You'd be where you belong

I'm on my way to California
I'd rather go to Tennessee
Got in trouble down in Dixie
And it's Alcatraz for me

643. Alcohol

Brad Paisley - Alcohol

I can make anybody pretty
I can make you believe any lie
I can make you pick a fight
with somebody twice
your size. . .
Well I've been known to cause a few breakups
and I've been known to cause a few births
I can make you new friends
Or get you fired from work.
(Chorus)
And since the day I left Milwaukee
Lyncheburg Bourbon, France
Been makin the bars
With lots of big money
and helpin white people dance
I got you in trouble in high school
and college now that was a ball
you had some of the best times
you'll never remember with me
Alcohol, Alcohol
I got blamed at your wedding reception
for your best man's emberrasing speech
and also for those naked pictures of you at the beach
I've influenced kings and world leaders
I helped Hemingway write like he did
and I`ll bet you a drink or two that I can make you
put that lampshade on your head . .
And since the day I left Milwaukee
Lyncheburg Bourbon, France
Been makin a fool out of folks
just like you
and helpin white people dance
I am medicine and I am poison



I can help you up or make you fall
you had some of the best times
you'll never remember with me
Alcohol
And since the day I left Milwaukee
Lyncheburg Bourbon, France
Been makin the bars
With lots of big money
(crowd:) and helpin white people dance
I got you in trouble in high school
and college now that was a ball
you had some of the best times
you'll never remember with me
Alcohol, Alcohol

644. Alcohol And Pills

Alcohol And Pills
Todd Snider - Alcohol And Pills

Hank Williams, he came up, from Montgomery
With a heart full of hard-luck country songs
But Nashville, Tennessee, they didn't Understand him because he did things 
Differently then the way they were done

but when he finally made it to the Grand Ole Opry... he made it stand still. 
He ended up on alcohol and pills

Evil Presely, he came up from Jackson
With a brand new way of singing
A brand new way of dancing
And even from the waist up, he gave the world 
A thrill... he ended up on alcohol and pills

Alcohol and pills
It's a crying shame
you'd think they might have been happy
with the glory and the fame
the fame don't take away the pain
it just pays the bills
and you wind up on alcohol and pills

Janis Joplin, she was a wild and reckless
Then there was Gram Parsons, then there was Jimmy Hendrix. 
The story just goes on and on.
I guess it always will... they ened up on Alcohol and pills

Alcohol and pills
It's a crying shame
You'd think they might have been happy
With the glory and the fame
The fame don't take away the pain
It just pays hte bills



And you wind up on alchol and pills

Sometimes somebody won't wake up one day
Sometimes it's a heart attack
Sometimes, they won't say
When they pulled poor old Hank Williams
Out of that Cadillac Coupe de Ville
He ended up on alcohol and pills

Alcohol and pills
It's a crying shame
You'd think they might have been happy
With the glory and the fame
The fame don't take away
It just pays the bills
And you wind up on alcohol and pills

... on alcohol and pills

645. Alcoholic's Anthem

Alcoholic's Anthem
Author: Dan Campbell

Adios to the shooting star in tequila, 
Bye y'all to the lightning in moonshine. 
The alcohol made me forget Margarita 
And not miss those days when she was mine. 
No, I won't miss the blackouts and regrets, 
Yes, if I can just stay off the firewater 
There might be a chance for me yet. 
Auf Wiedersehen to the buzz of the beer 
Au revoir to the glowing of the wine. 
It feels mighty strange standing here 
Without holding a glass or a stein. 
No, I won't miss the blackouts and regrets, 
Yes, if I can just say no to the sauce 
There might be a chance for me yet. 
Orevwa to island breezes in the rum, 
Tally-ho to the juniper in gin. 
I've said good riddance to drinking chums 
Poured down the drain my snake medicine. 
No, I won't miss the blackouts and regrets, 
Yes, if I can just say no to the poison 
There might be a chance for me yet. 
So it's so long to the Liar in a bottle, 
Sayonara to fibs from sake and vermouth. 
From now on I quench my thirst with water 
From now on I only swallow the crystal clear truth.



646. Alcoholiday

Norman Blake - Alcoholiday

[Verse 1]
There are things I want to do
But I don't know if they'll be with you
If they will be with you
There are things I want to say
But I don't know if they will be to you
If they will be to you

[Chorus]
But she'll never get a feeling when you're taken by the hand
And let a course you can come in
When to beg but I'm not ready
Baby I've been fucked already
Falling into line when I'm doing nothing
We've got nothing worth discussing
When to go but it's all hazy
People say I'm going crazy

[Verse 2]
There are things I want to do
But I don't know if they will be with you
If they will be with you
There are things I want to say
But I don't know if they will be to you
If they will be to you

[Chorus]
And she'll never get a feeling when you're taken by the hand
And led of course you can come in
When to beg but I'm not ready
Baby I've been fucked already
Falling into line when I'm doing nothing
We've got nothing worth discussing
When to go but it's all hazy
People say I'm going crazy

[Bridge]
All I know
Is all I know
What I've done I leave behind and
I don't want what's sure to find me
All I know
Is all I know
What I've done I leave behind and
I don't want what's sure to find me
All I know
Is all I know
What I've done I leave behind and
I don't want what's sure to find me

[Guitar solo]



647. Alex

Punch Brothers - Alex 

Alex, Short and Sweet,
leave your boyfriends at home and the drinks are on me next week.
He seems like a real good guy,
but you're only as good as your last goodbye.

Alex, let your long hair down,
like the prettiest brush you could ever use to paint this town,
because you know as well as I do
that we're only as good as our last goodbyes.

"What will we do, where will we go?"
Alexandra, I don't really know.
"When will it end?" Whenever you want it to.

Alex to your health!
May you never outgrow the need to outdo yourself,
and heed the jealous cry
of a sitting duck stuck to his last goodbye.

Skyward they flew 'til it was as far
to the street as it was to the stars,
and to stardust as peanut shells on the parlor floor.

"What have we done, where have we gone?"
Nothing, above and beyond.
"When will it end?" Alexandra, it's already done.

I told you honey, short and sweet!
It's a damn sight better than long and bitter, don't you think?
Keep your feet wet and your eyes dry,
'cause you're only as good as your last goodbye,
you're only as good as your last goodbye,
yeah, you're only as good as your last goodbye.

648. Alibi - Chords

Alibi Acoustic 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
[Verse 1]
 
C           F
I done some bad bad things
C                        F
The kind you don't bring up at confession



C                 F
Somewhere in this life of mine, woah
C          F
I took the wrong direction
G
I swear on my soul
F
I didn't mean to hurt no one
          C         F
But I got no way to justify
C
All the things I done
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G
If you're good at telling lies
F
You could be my alibi
C                   B                C
And I won't have to atone for all my sins, oh
G
If you're good at telling lies
F
You could be my alibi
C                       B             C
And I won't have to fall for all I've done
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
C             F       C
You done some bad bad things
C                   F
The kind you don't bare to mention
C            F
Something inside you died, oh
C                     F
Now you need a little ressurrection
G
If you don't want to go down
F
Like no setting sun
           C             F
You got to find a way to reconcile
C
Everything you done
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G
If you're good at telling lies
F
You could be my alibi
C                   B                 C



And I won't have to fall for all I've done
G
If you're good at telling lies
F
You could be my alibi
C                   B                C
And I won't have to atone for all my sins
 
F     C
Oh Oh Ah Ah
F     C
Oh Oh Ah Ah
 
 
[Solo]
C F C F C F C F
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
C
I swear some people in this world
C
They got no moral compass
C
I see the wicked ones
C
They seem to walk among us
G
The hangman begs for mercy
     F
Only when his hour has come
               C         F
Because he got no way to rectify
C
All the things he done
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G
If you're good at telling lies
F
You could be my alibi
C                   B            C
And I won't have to atone for all my sins
G
If you're good at telling lies
F
You could be my alibi
C                   B                 C
And I won't have to fall for all I've done
C                B                C
I won't have to fall for all I've done
C                 B              C    B   F   C
I won't have to fall for all I've doooooooooooone



649. Alice in Hulaland

Alice in Hulaland

Alice in Hulaland
Building castles in the sand
Living life, ain't got no plan
Just loving the boys in the band

Alice in Hulaland
Painting daisies on her van
She's number one, of their biggest fans
She loves the boys in the band

Alice in Hulaland
Come sit here on the front row
And get close to the sound
As close as you can
Are you there for the melody?
There for the lyrics?
Or just for the boys in the band?

Alice in Hulaland
Yellow bird, sitting on her hand
Singing to her, she understands
She loves the boys in the band

Alice in Hulaland
Come sit here on the front row
And get close to the sound
As close as you can
Are you there for the melody?
There for the lyrics?
Or just for the boys in the band?

Alice in Hulaland
Come sit here on the front row
And get close to the sound
As close as you can
Are you there for the melody?
There for the lyrics?
Or just for the boys in the band?

650. Alice In The Bluegrass

Alice in the Bluegrass - Molly Tuttle

Come gather around folks for a story I'll tell
About a girl who tripped through the bottom of a well



Woke up in a dream with a curious habit
Chasing little white rabbit

Well, she landed with a thump by the field mouse door
Said "This don't look like Kentucky anymore"
Knock three times and her mind swung open
Alice had woken

So she danced all night with a bottle in her hand
Lost in the backwoods wonderland
Toast to a fiddle and a cigarette boat
Where'd you come from? Alice, why'd you go?

Then old snapping turtle peaked out of his shell
Said "Little girl, you don't look too well
Take a little swig and a little-bity swallow
You'll feel three times smaller"

Then the glow-worm is sitting on the caterpillar tractor
Gave her a smoke, some strange tobacco
The doodle bug said, "You can't go back there
You'll be ours forever after"

So she danced all night with a bottle in her hand
Lost in the backwoods wonderland
Toast to a fiddle and a cigarette boat
Where'd you come from? Alice, why'd you go?

Little piece of cornbread, swallow it down
'Til you're ten feet high up above the ground
All the king's horses, mules, and men
Can't bring little Alice back down again

Now it's sassafras tea with an old mad hatter
Went up through the well, grew jackknife latter
She climbed like the devil, and the devil came after
He was fast, but she was faster

Now she's sitting on the porch with her maw and paw
Tryna make sense of the things she saw
Can't wait to wonder back to wonderland
Go tripping through the bluegrass once again

Danced all night with a bottle in her hand
Lost in the backwoods wonderland
Toast to a fiddle and a cigarette boat
Where'd you come from? Alice, why'd you go?

Alice in the bluegrass
Little Alice in the bluegrass
Alice in the bluegrass



651. Alice Is A Long Time Gone

The Incredible String Band - Alice Is A Long Time Gone 

White rabbit smile, white rabbit smile
cry not so loud my lover frowns
I'm a grown up lady from London town
Yet ever more he sang his sad song-
sweet Alice is a long time gone

Oh Alice is gone, gone
Alice is gone, gone
sweet Alice is a long time gone

she was pretty, oh yes
with her flaxen hair, her eyes so fair
her sweet voice and her snow white dress

Oh Alice is gone, gone
Alice is gone, gone
sweet Alice is a long time gone

It's seven long years
since last I seen your face
no-one in Wonderland
could take your place
but when I see you again
that sets me back apace
sweet Alice is a long time gone

I would exchange my coat of fur
if time would turn or waters burn
I'd wish you back the way you were

Oh Alice is gone, gone
Alice is gone, gone
sweet Alice is a long time gone.

652. Alien Abduction Probe

Alien Abduction Probe
Hayseed Dixie - Alien Abduction Probe

I saw the light, they returned last night, un-answered questions tortured me
Like how they unlocked the door?
Why's my rectum sore?
Why do i twitch when i watch E.T?
Alien Abduction Probe happens all over the globe,they came scratched their itch
Left me crying in a ditch,it's all so crule and cold they put my life on hold
This crap is getting old, Alien Abduction Probe
You know they stuck a micro-chip in the hole between my hips, such a gross indignity
Involuntary corn holeation, courtesy of the alien nation
Why do they always come for me?



Huh i say
Alien Abduction Probe happens all over the globe,they came scratched their itch
Left me crying in a ditch, it's all so crule and cold they put my life on hold
This crap is getting old, Alien Abduction Probe
Let me probe you one time where i'm talking about
So late at night i sit alone stare at the twilight zone, with a sawed off shot gun in my hand
Drinking cheap wine and getting plastered
Waiting for those great green bastards, it's the only way to make them understand
Oooooh
Alien Abduction Probe happens all over the globe,they came scratched their itch
Left me crying in a ditch, it's all so crule and cold they put my life on hold
This crap is getting old, Alien Abduction Probe

653. Alison

Alison
Yonder Mountain String Band

Never such luck came and went
I know a lover heaven-sent
From the world my eyes have turned, oh yeah
They fall, they fall, they fall, they fall, they fall on Alison
They fall, they fall, they fall, they fall, they fall on Alison

I saw her first in the summer shade
I was seein' things that my eyes had made
I could roll with all her friends, oh yeah
They talk, they talk, they talk, they talk, they talk on Alison
They talk, they talk, they talk, they talk, they talk on Alison

[Instrumental bridge]

Everything has got a name
You can take or leave it, who's to blame
A-hounded all that's[?] really there, oh yeah
You fall, you fall, you fall again, you fall for Alison
You fall, you fall, you fall again, you fall for Alison

I wouldn't say it's a mystery, what you do to me
I wouldn't say it's cruel
Play all night, play all day
Channeling the time I put into this hopelessness
That's all for you
Here I am and I'm watchin' you
I couldn't change my mind if I wanted to
I might make out and I might burn down, oh yeah
You fall, you fall, you fall, you fall, you fall for Alison
You fall, you fall, you fall, you fall, you fall for Alison
You fall, you fall, you fall, you fall, you fall for Alison
You fall, you fall, you fall, you fall, you fall for Alison
You fall, you fall, you fall, you fall
You fall, you fall, you fall, you fall
You fall, you fall, you fall, you fall



You fall, you fall, you fall, you fall
You fall, you fall, you fall, you fall
You fall, you fall, you fall, you fall
You fall, you fall, you fall, you fall, you fall for Alison

654. Alison

Linda Ronstadt - Alison

Well it's so funny to be seeing you after so long girl
Ah but the way you look I understand that you are not impressed
But I heard you let that little friend of mine
Take off your party dress
I'm not gonna get too sentimental like those other sticky valentines
'Cause I don't know if you were loving somebody
I only hope he wasn't mine

Alison, I know this world is killing you
Oh Alison, my aim is true

Well I see you've got a husband now
Well did he leave your pretty fingers lying in the wedding cake
You used to hold him right in your hand
Ah but he took all he could take

Sometimes I wish that I could stop you from talking
When I hear the silly things that you say
I think somebody better put out the big light
'Cause I can't stand to see you this way

Alison, I know this world is killing you
Oh Alison, my aim is true
My aim is true
My aim is true
My aim is true

655. Alive And Alone

Alive And Alone

I see you there at the Brass Rail Bar
Somebody just asked you what sign you are
And I see you're thinkin' you maybe should've stayed home
But you're tired of being alive and alone 

In your brand new hairdo, you look real fine
I hear you toast yourself, today you're twenty-nine
And you're riding on what the future brings
An honest man who wants the simple things. 



There's Tiffany lamps here to brighten up the gloom
The conversation sounds like a locker room
Where will you find love, you're living in a tiny world
And at the office they call you an old fashioned girl 

You sit so silent, sipping at a beer
Catching your reflection in a tinted mirror
And you shopped all day for that brand new dress
What a price to pay, for settling for less 

I see you there at the Brass Rail Bar
Somebody just asked you what sign you are
And I see you're wishin' you woulda just stayed home
But you're tired of being alive and alone

Alive and alone Alive and alone
Alive and alone Alive and alone

656. All Aboard

All Aboard
Song by Allison Moorer

Bandwagon rides for free
Satisfaction guaranteed
Fall in line and let it take you farther
Hurry up they're going fast
This special offer will not last
All aboard yells the main street barker

All aboard all aboard
All aboard all aboard

Sign up and get a flag
Wear it proudly you can brag
To the fools who didn't volunteer
Some restrictions do apply
Watch your mouth and close you eyes
And we allow no yellow foreign queers

All aboard all aboard
All aboard all aboard

A team of old white studs
Pulls this rolling country club
Climb right on in and take a seat
Down the beaten path we'll run
High stepping to the drummer's drum
And if you don't love it you can leave

All aboard all aboard
All aboard all aboard



657. All Aboard

All aboard
The Del McCoury Band

Hey
Escucha las palabras...de Romeo
You need this in your life
Ven aqui
[Romeo]
I ain't gotta give you instructions
You just gotta follow my lead
Your body's making sounds like percussion
I'm orchestrating your fantasies
And when you wake up
Feeling like a dream
You ain't gon' believe
And everything you need
Girl, you gon' receive it tonight
And I know your condition
I'ma make you feel the life
Relax and feel the ride
So act like it's the last time
The last chance for you to go there
There's one ticket left, and girl it's for you baby
The last grind, and girl you won't find this feeling nowhere
You better hurry cuz the train is leaving
All aboard
Come on
Montate mami
I ain't using words as persuassion
I don't got a reason to speak
It's always a special vacation
Anytime your layin' with me
And when you wake up
Feeling like a dream
You ain't gon' believe
And everything you need
Girl, you gon' receive it tonight
And I know your condition
I'ma make you feel the life
Relax and feel the ride
So act like it's the last time
The last chance for you to go there
There's one ticket left, and girl it's for you baby
The last grind, and girl you won't find this feeling nowhere
You better hurry cuz the train is leaving
All Aboard
[Lil' Wayne]
Yeah
She wanna ride that Wayne train
So imma bag her like baggage claim
We smoked that Marry not plain Jane



And everything is just fine
I keep a picture of us smiling at the back of my mind
I grab the back of her hair, she throw it back like rewind
I put her face in the pillow
Taste it a little
Shawty said she feel like she's sitting on a missle
I said 5 4 3 2, the one can only be you
Shawty said oh lord i'm coming, I said me too
My love has no equal, get on top
And if you ride this train, get off at your stop
[Romeo]
It's the last time
The last chance for you to go there
There's one ticket left, and girl it's for you baby
The last grind, and girl you won't find this feeling nowhere
You better hurry cuz the train is leaving
All aboard...

658. All Aboard

All Aboard
Donna the Buffalo

"All aboard
For all the world around
We are completely sure
There is no way to keep the future down
With a message of love
That resonates with the living of the life
And the life of the living
What we're looking for is there for the giving"
If it's not impossible then it surely could
Explain something that makes me feel makes me feel good
It's a rising force rejoicing in the streets
We pray for those who do the work for peace
Just as Sly Stone
Retold the story of David and Goliath
We must stand tall if we are to get any higher
Somewhere in between being born and on the other side
There's something that makes me feel makes me feel alive
From a baseline acceptance of reality
To a playground for the devil and the sicked
We just as Jesus choose to persevere in the face of the wicked
Some are or have become crazy as all hell
A life of endless wanting leads to a life of never well
We must fix what is not right
Do unto others what we would like
What we would like done unto you
Act in full contemplation
Of what true love would
Or would not do
Whether you're a corporation a government or a person



659. All Aboard - Chords

All Aboard
Recorded by Del McCoury
Written by Eugene Patrick Ellsworth,Charles Edward Stefl and Bradley Ross Rodgers

Em                                 Dm
I can feel the wheels turning underneath my feet     
Am
As I pull the shade down on my window seat
C                          D7                     Em
Praying where I'm going is better than where I've been
                                     Dm
Then a stranger sits down as if he's right at home
Am
Touches me and says I see you're traveling alone           
C           D7            Em
And by the way son you forgot to say amen                
C
He says I guess there's something here I need to explain  
Em
I try to talk to everyone riding this train             
Am                              B7
Some of them listen but most don't pay me no mind
                    C                           Em
And the train keeps rolling and the world keeps turning     
Am         B7                             Em
All aboard all aboard everybody's gotta get on board                                       

Dm
Take that woman with the frown sitting across the aisle         
Am
With her briefcase open nigh on ninety miles    
C                       D7                     Em
She never even noticed that lake back at Horseshoe Bend
                                     Dm
And that couple with the kids at the front of the car
Am
Fussing all the way about some cookie jar    
C                        D7                    Em
I'm gonna ask them what they saw at their journeys end
              C
And there's a fellow I left sitting in the back        
Em
Keeps a smile on his face through a paper sack        
Am                                       B7
Looking out the window but he can't see past the pain
                    C                           Em
And the train keeps rolling and the world keeps turning     
Am         B7                             Em
All aboard all aboard everybody's gotta get on board
                            Dm
Then the train slows down unexpectedly     



Am
As I raise my blind he slaps my knee       
C                       D7                     Em
Sayin' this is my stop son but you won't be travelin' alone
                        Dm
I look out my window to wave him goodbye             
Am
But there's nobody there just a light in the sky  
C                     D7                 Em
I lose my breath and my blood runs cold as stone       
C
Then I feel the wheels turnin' underneath my feet    
Em
But life looks different from my window seat
Am                                     D7         B7
Knowin' where I'm going is better than where I've been                    

C                           Em
And the train keeps rolling and the world keeps turning     
Am         B7                             Em
All aboard all aboard everybody's gotta get on board
                                    Dm       Em
I can feel the wheels turning underneath my feet

660. All About You

Doc Watson & David Grisman 
All About You

I told the daffodils
I told the whippoorwills
Just how pretty you smile
Yes, I told them all about you

I told each little bird
Every little single word
That you say is worthwhile
Yes, I told them all about you

I told the moon and every little star that shines above
About the way you roll your pretty eyes and how you love

Each little honeybee
Knows there's gonna be
A honeymoon for two
Yes, I told them all about you

I told the daffodils
I told the whippoorwills
Just how pretty you smile
Yes, I told them all about you

I told each little bird



Every little single word
That you say is worthwhile
Yes, I told them all about you

I told the moon and every little star that shines above
About the way you roll your pretty eyes and how you love

Each little honeybee
Knows there's gonna be
A honeymoon for two
Yes, I told them all about you

661. All Alone

All Alone
The Flying Burrito Brothers
Roberts-Hillman

All alone she waits at the window
While the sun sets in the sea
Is that the sound of his foot steps that echoes in the hall
And then they fade away no it wasn't him after all

He was gone in the early morning
And he said he wouldn't be long
But that was spring and now that the leaves have all turned brown
She only shares her bed with the lonliness she has found

Still she waits alone at the window
For the one who wandered away
Each day the room grows colder her tears grow harder to hold
And still she saves her love for the day she knows he'll come home

662. All Alone

Railroad Earth - All Alone

Who'll be my witness
Who'll shine a light
Who's going to show me the wrong and the right
Who'll be forever
Who'll be my friend
Who'll stand beside me
'Till the end

Who's going to guide me true
I'm all alone in this world
No one to guide me through
I'm all alone in this world



Without you

How long will I wander
How long will I roam
Where'll be my anchor
Where'll be my home
How long will I tremble
Afraid in the night
Who'll be my bride
Take 'way my fright

Who's going to guide me true
I'm all alone in this world
No one to guide me through
Yes I'm all alone in this world
Without you

Endless story
How does it end
Out on a road
To nowhere
Lost in the lines
Lost in the wind
It ends where it begins

How must you stumble
Falling down
How must a river
Carry you down
How long is the journey
How dark is the night
Who'll be beside me
Who'll shine the light
Who's going to guide me through

And I'm all alone in this world
No one to guide me through
Yes, I'm all alone in this world
No one to guide me true
Yes, I'm all alone in this world
Without you

663. All Alone Am I

Alison Krauss - All Alone Am

All alone am I, ever since your goodbye
All alone, with just a beat of my heart
People all around, but I don't hear a sound
Just the lonely beating, of my heart

No use in holding other hands!
For I'd be holding, only emptiness



No use in kissing other lips
For I'd be thinking, just of your caress

All alone am I, ever since your goodbye
All alone, with just a beat of my heart
People all around, but I don't hear a sound
Just the lonely beating, of my heart

No other voice can say the words!
My heart must hear to ever sing again
The words you used to whisper low!
No other love can ev'r bring again

All alone am I, ever since your goodbye
All alone, with just a beat of my heart
People all around, but I don't hear a sound
Just the lonely beating; of my heart!...

664. All American Bluegrass Girl

Rhonda Vincent - All American Bluegrass Girl

Bill might be from Kentucky, and
Jimmy from Tennessee
I'm an all American bluegrass girl, and
Proud as I can be
Each day I greet the morning
With the sounds of the radio
Lester Flatt was singing on that
Martha White show
"Big K" on the banjo, Marty on the mandolin
I'm an all American bluegrass girl
And proud of where I've been

-CHORUS-
Bill might be from Kentucky, and
Jimmy from Tennessee
Though I might be from Missouri
I'm as bluegrass as can be
A life of bluegrass music
With friends and family
I'm an all American bluegrass girl
And proud as I can be
All my life they told me
'You're pretty good for a girl
Some day you'll play the Opry
Just like Sonny, Bob and Earl.'
I'm livin' dreams I never dreamed
Mom and Daddy, they taught me right
To be an all American bluegrass girl
Who's singin' here tonight



665. All American Bluegrass Girl - Chords

All American Bluegrass Girl
Rhonda Vincent - All American Bluegrass Girl

(Intro. Verse)
Bill might be from Kentucky (C) and Jimmy from Tennessee (C)
I'm an (F)all American (C)bluegrass girl and (G)proud as I can (C)be

Inst.:  --- / (C) / (C) / (F) / (C) / (F) / (C) / (G) / (C) / (C) / (C) ---

Each (C)day I greet the morning with the (F)sounds of the radi-(C)o
(F)Lester Flatt was (C)singing on that Martha White (G)show
"Big (C)K" on the banjo, (F)Marty on the mando-(C)lin
I'm an (F)all American (C)bluegrass girl and (G)proud of where I've (C)been

(Chorus)
(F)Bill might be from Kentucky and (C)Jimmy from Tennessee
Though (C)I might be from Missouri, I'm as bluegrass as can (G)be
A (C)life of bluegrass music with (F)friends and fami-(C)ly
I'm an (F)all American (C)bluegrass girl and (G)proud as I can (C)be

Inst.:  / (C) / (C) / (F) / (C) / (F) / (C) / (C) / (G) / (G) /
        / (C) / (C) / (F) / (C) / (F) / (C) / (G) / (C) / (C) /

(C)All my life they told me, "You're (F)pretty good for a (C)girl
Some (F)day you'll play the (C)Opry just like Sonny, Bob and (G)Earl"
I'm (C)livin' dreams I never dreamed, Mom and (F)Daddy, they taught me (C)right
To be an (F)all American (C)bluegrass girl who's (G)singin' here to-(C)night

(Chorus)
(F)Bill might be from Kentucky and (C)Jimmy from Tennessee
Though (C)I might be from Missouri, I'm as bluegrass as can (G)be
A (C)life of bluegrass music with (F)friends and fami-(C)ly
I'm an (F)all American (C)bluegrass girl and (G)proud as I can (C)be

Inst.:  / (C) / (C) / (F) / (C) / (F) / (C) / (C) / (G) / (G) /
        / (C) / (C) / (F) / (C) / (F) / (C) / (G) / (C) / (C) /

(Chorus)
(F)Bill might be from Kentucky and (C)Jimmy from Tennessee
Though (C)I might be from Missouri, I'm as bluegrass as can (G)be
A (C)life of bluegrass music with (F)friends and fami-(C)ly
I'm an (F)all American (C)bluegrass girl and (G)proud as I can (C)be (C7)

(Tag)
I'm an (F)all American (C)bluegrass girl and (G)proud as I can (C)be



666. All American Country Boy

Alan Jackson - All American Country Boy
(Keith Stegall/Charlie Craig)

I work a forty hour week and I earn my keep
And I try to walk proud and tall
I keep my nose to the ground, I don't get behind
And I don't back up at all
Well my neck's a little red, my collar's blue
I sip a little coffee, and I drink a little booze
'Cause I'm an all American country boy
I'm my daddy's spittin' image and my mama's pride and joy
There ain't nothing down home that I really don't enjoy
'Cause I'm an all American country boy
I drive a pickup truck and I don't pass the buck
And I always speak my mind
I'm hooked on T.V., Rolaids, and B.C.'s
And I know how to have a good time
I'm a little bit rowdy and a little bit tame
Ain't no way I'm ever gonna change
'Cause I'm an all American country boy
I'm my daddy's spittin' image and my mama's pride and joy
There ain't nothing down home that I really don't enjoy
'Cause I'm an all American country boy
Well I must admit that I've mellowed a bit
Father Time can slow you down
I'm still doin' all I used to do
It just takes a little longer now
'Cause I'm an all American country boy
I'm my daddy's spittin' image and my mama's pride and joy
There ain't nothing down home that I really don't enjoy
'Cause I'm an all American country boy
I'm just a country boy
A good ol' country boy

667. All Arise

Gillian Welch
All Arise!

Baby wants a new spin
Baby wants a broken heart
Hear you found a lynchpin to keep it all from falling apart
But you keep on rollin'
You keep on rollin'

Better find a way
Better kick it from your big, brown eyes
Hear it tightens up when you fall after fifteen tries
Like a ship at ocean
Like a ship at ocean
Like a ship at ocean



Like a ship at sea

You spit thick and you cross your heart
But the culvert's all run dry
From keeping shotgun shy all arise
Just be mine tonight

So the dollar-shop shoppers broke the lock and they knocked you down
Better call the coppers if you need someone to push you around
But you keep on stealin'
You keep on stealin'
Yes, you keep on stealin'
Well, there's nothing left to steal
You spit thick and you cross your heart
But the culvert's all run dry
From keeping shotgun shy all arise
Just be mine tonight
Just be mine tonight
Just be mine tonight

668. All Around You

Sturgill Simpson - All Around You

[Verse 1]
There will be days
When the sun won't shine
When it seems like the whole world is against you
Don't be afraid
Life is unkind
You can let go of the pain if you choose to

[Chorus]
'Cause time slips away
Skies fall apart
It ain't too hard
A universal heart
Glowing
Flowing
All around you

[Verse 2]
There will be nights that go on forever
Like you're long lost at sea never to be found
Just know in your heart
That we're always together
And long after I'm gone
I'll still be around
'Cause our bond is eternal
And so is love
God is inside you, all around you and up above
Growing
Showing



You the way

[Chorus]
'Cause time slips away
Skies fall apart
It ain't too hard
A universal heart
Glowing
Flowing
All around you

669. All Ashore

All Ashore
Chris Thile

[Verse 1: Chris Thile]
Momma cuts like a man-of-war
Through the fog of an early morning
With nothing more than a coffee filling up her sails
A couple sips and she says, I know
I can keep what I started going
She hears the clock tick, the wolf who loiters at the door
Daddy asleep in the bed he made the night before
And so she cuts through the morning like a man-of-war

[Verse 2: Thile/Thile & Chris Eldridge/Thile, Eldridge & Gabe Witcher]
Daddy burns like a meteor
Through a night of his own diversions
Hoping to blaze half a second of a glowing trail
Pours rum on his weary heart
Says, hey, I'm closer than when I started
He hears the clock tick, the wolf who loiters at the door
Momma tossing and turning through the coming storm
And so he burns through diversions like a meteor
Oh, there's a lot to learn

[Chorus: Thile, Eldridge & Witcher/Thile]
One puts into port
Lowers a rowboat and grabs an oar
Singing, all ashore that's going ashore
One falls back to earth
Leaves a crater on the bedroom floor
Singing, love, I know I promised more than this
[Pre-Verse: Thile/Thile & Eldridge/Thile, Eldridge & Witcher]
Momma cuts through the morning like a man-of-war
Daddy burns through diversions like a meteor
And so they use one another like a guiding star
And how I watch as they wonder where and what they are

[Verse 3: Thile/Thile & Eldridge/Thile, Eldridge & Witcher]
I reflect like a troubadour
The ebb and flow of their hope and worry



In every verse of a living, breathing fairy tale
As Momma rises and Daddy sets
Just like they have since the night I met them
I hear the clock tick, the wolf who loiters at the door
Whatever else they decide to fight about and for
As I reflect, hope, and worry like a troubadour
Oh, there's a lot to learn, oh

[Chorus: Thile, Eldridge & Witcher/Thile]
One puts into port
Lowers a rowboat and grabs an oar
Singing, all ashore that's going ashore
One falls back to earth
Leaves a crater on the bedroom floor
Singing, love, I don't need any more than this

670. All Because Of You

Marty Stuart - All because of you
Composer: Steve Forbert

Well, things are gonna change for me these nights
Don't want out my head and feel all right
Dark side of my mind ain't made one sound
Feel like someone else, but I don't feel down

And it's all because of you
The things you say and do
It's all because of you
I'm feeling something new

Hey I want you by my side so I can see
The way you look at life it's good for me
There's something going on that I ain't had
Don't feel so afraid and don't feel sad

And it's all because of you
The things you say and do
It's all because of you
I'm feeling something new

Now you're my baby
Yeah, you're my baby
Hey, you're my baby
Yeah, you're my baby

And so I want to think, from my heart
Give you something back, do my part
To love you like I should and start right now
If I know what to do, if I know how

And it's all because of you
The things you say and do



It's all because of you
I'm feeling something new

And it's all because of you
The things you say and do
It's all because of you
I'm feeling something new

671. All Because Of You

All Because Of You
Sierra Hull

It doesn't really matter, what you do or say
It doesn't matter, cause you just hurt me either way
I've tried, oh I've tried, to give the best of me
But my mind is running circles and my heart has unbelief

That what you say is certain, that your love is true
Believe me I am hurtin' and it's all because of you

You've made your mark upon my heart, and left me so in love
But something deep inside of me says love is not enough
Well you have me, do I have you? Are you not what you say?
Is your love for me still here, or has it gone away?

Tell me what you say is certain, that your love is true
Believe me I am hurtin' and it's all because of you
Is what you say certain, is your love true?
Believe me I am hurting, and it's all because of you

Because of you

672. All Because Of You - Chords

All Because Of You
Recorded by Carl Belew and Betty Jean Robinson
Written by Betty Jean Robinson

C                         D7
I have what many seek and fail to find
  G7                         C
A kind of love that gives me peace of mind
                          D7
I walk around with silver wings on my shoes
G7                 C
And all because of you
                               D7
Though fame and fortune I have been denied



G7                            C
I have your love so I'm still satisfied
                           D7
And every morning this ol' world's brand new
G7                 C
And all because of you
A7             D7
All because of you
G7             C
All because of you
A7                        D7
Dreams of a lifetime have all come true
G7                 C
And all because of you
                           D7
My heart's a symphony when you are near
G7                        C
Your kiss is music no one else can hear
                                D7
I'll stay in love with love the whole day through
G7                 C
And all because of you
Repeat #3
G7                 C
And all because of you

673. All Buttoned Up

Richard Thompson - All Buttoned Up

I got a girl best girl in the world
But she won't give me a taste of it
Saving her bed maidenhead
That's what I call a waste of it

Crosses her arms to hide all her charms
Like she's living in a nunnery
Gives me a wink drive me to drink
I know she's only making fun of me

She's All Buttoned Up
All Buttoned Up, no place to go

She don't mind a squeeze if I say please
I might even manage a kiss of her
But I'll get a slap if I sit her on my lap
I call that so remiss of her

She's All Buttoned Up
All Buttoned Up, no place to go

She hates the stuff I bring her
She wants diamonds on her finger



She wouldn't let me in
Frothing at the mouth and barking
On all fours like Rin Tin Tin

My girl Kate she wants me to wait
But I got urges, don't I?
I got desires raging fires
But I'll do the right thing, won't I?

She's All Buttoned Up
All Buttoned Up, no place to go

She changes with the weather
She keeps her knees together
But she dresses so racy
Drawing Man into temptation
With everything silky, satiny, lacy

I got a girl best girl in the world
But she won't give me a taste of it
Saving her bed maidenhead
That's what I call a waste of it

She's All Buttoned Up
All Buttoned Up, no place to go
She's All Buttoned Up
All Buttoned Up, no place to go

674. All Day All Night - Chords

All Day All Night 
The California Honeydrops

[Verse 1]
          E
I've been singin all day
E
Singing all night
E                                      B7
Singing cause I got this feeling and I know
                   B7
It's a mighty hard road
                  B7
But we all got to go
                   E
Yeah we all got to go
 
[Verse 2]
E
Moaning through the nights
E
Moaning through the days
E                                             B7



Moaning cause I once had a love and now she's gone
                       B7
Oh dont you know she's gone
                     B7
Don't you know she's gone
                     E
And she ain't coming back
 
[Verse 3]
          E
I've been laughing through the nights
E
Crying through the days
E
Losing my mind
                        B7
One tear at a time over you
              B7
It's all over you
            B7
Mm hmm over yooouu
                   E
Oh girl I wish you knew
 
[Verse 4]
E
Who was in the right
E
Who was in the wrong
E                                                    B7
Who could have have known it would all come tumbling down
              B7
Mm hmm what a sound
            B7
Girl what a sound
                E
When it hit the ground

675. All Day Sucker - Chords

All Day Sucker - Chords
Recorded by Lynn Anderson
Written by Liz Anderson and Casey Anderson

G
I got up at six this morning and I polished up the sun
                                           C
So when you woke up the sun would shine on you
          D7
Raced the dog to get the paper so when to breakfast you sat down
                                            G
I could be the one that you'd say thank you to
From the first thing in the mornin' till the last thing in the night



                                     C
Every hour and every minute I'm your fool
   D7
Anyway that I can please you I will try with all my might
                                       G
I'm an all day sucker when it comes to you
So from morning until evening I'll be at your beck and call
                                     C
I'll do anything at all that pleases you
        D7
You can wind me round your finger almost anyway at all
                                       G
I'm an all day sucker when it comes to you
     
Then today I cleaned your workshop washed the car and mowed the lawn
                                    C
And I even shined the laces in your shoes
      D7
I try hard to make you love me and it's all an uphill run
                                       G
I'm an all day sucker when it comes to you
repeat #3 x2
       D7                              G
I'm an all day sucker when it comes to you

676. All Dressed Up

All Dressed Up
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

[Verse 1]
Reuben Potter farms 60 acres
Or 50 years worked the bottom land
He wore his faith out on his sleeve
And beach nut was his brand
This afternoon he packed the church house
There's not a seat left in this place
His trade mark was big over alls, at least until today

[Chorus]
Now he's all dressed up with, somewhere to go
As the people passed him by, he want's them all to know
This ain't goodbye, its not the end
It's just so long till we meet again
You may not recognize him in these clothes
But he's all dressed up with, somewhere to go

[Verse 2]
Today he wears the same blue suit and tie
That he got married in
And when he said goodbye to his one true love
He put em on again
He knew where she was going



We all knew his last request
He said when I go to meet my sweet heart
I wanna look my very best

[Chorus]
Now he's all dressed up with, somewhere to go
As the people passed him by
He want's them all to know
This ain't goodbye, its not the end
It's just so long till we meet again
You may not recognize him in these clothes
But he's all dressed up with, somewhere to go

If you knew the man, without a doubt you'll know
Today he's all dressed up with, somewhere to go

677. All Fall Down

John Hartford - All Fall Down

Whirly pig is comin'
Whirly pig is comin'
Whirly pig is comin'
We'll all fall down

Hide it in the mornin'
Hide it in the mornin'
Hide it in the mornin'
We'll all fall down

You'll be laying in the daffodils
A-rollin' in the clover
There's a warbler in the holler
And the Whirly pig is over

He's a bangin' on my roof
Probably eatin' up the sun
Scoopin' like a pig
Tryin do it on my bun

Whirly pig is comin'
Whirly pig is comin'
Whirly pig is comin'
We'll all fall down

Hide it in the mornin'
Hide it in the mornin'
Hide it in the mornin'
We'll all fall down

Woah oh oh oh
Whirly pig is comin' and we'll all fall down



Well, over in the afternoon
Lookin' through the trash with a big white light
JHK with traffic control I'm out in the backyard diggin' me a hole 14 pass

What does that mean I'm so damn paranoid
That I'm absolutely mean
Can't do nothin
When I'm lookin in the air
Seems like piggy is a flyin' everywhere

Whirly pig is comin'
Whirly pig is comin'
Whirly pig is comin'
We'll all fall down

Hide it in the mornin'
Hide it in the mornin'
Hide it in the mornin'
We'll all fall down

678. All Fall Down - Chords

All Fall Down
Recorded by George Jones and Emmylou Harris
Written by Harlan Howard and Ron Peterson

C                    F
Castles tall  houses small
     G7              C
Left alone  all fall down
                    F
Dreams so clear  disappear
          G7              C
Without a sound  all fall down

                    F
Lovers meet  lovers quarrel
       G7          C
Lonely boy  lonely girl
                       F
I lost him  and I have found
            G7              C
Dreams like walls  all fall down

                                       F
All fall down (all fall down) all fall down (all fall down)
          G7
She don't want me to call her 
                                       C
And she's told me not to bother comin' round
                                       F
All fall down (all fall down) all fall down (all fall down)
         G7



When you take a love for granted like I did 
                                C
You're bound to see it all fall down

Repeat #1

679. All For Good

All for Good
Adrienne Young

It's just one more day out of my life
Gone for good, gone for good
I keep turning over in my mind
Did I get it right, right this time?

Worry's only ever in your mind
In mine all the time
What I'd give to be a bird in flight
Rapid climb, natural line

Plain as day, choices made

Why can't I let go? I'll always wonder
All this surrounds me. Why do I hunger?
I am a river, forever changing
Struggle is perfect. All that is here is for good

What has happened to the days when I
Would wake and smile like a child?
Every day a precious open book
Yet another chance I always took

But as I watch my complications rise
I realize, I decide
Simple slow and easy is the flow
That moves with grace, this I know

Choices made, plain as day

Why can't I let go? I'll always wonder
All this surrounds me. Why do I hunger?
I am a river, forever changing
Struggle is perfect, all that is here is for good

Now as I let go I sit in wonder
If all this surrounds me, I question my hunger
I am a river, forever changing so
Struggle is perfect and all that is here is for good



680. All For Little Girls & Boys

Rodney Crowell - All For Little Girls & Boys

[Verse 1]
Dancer, Prancer, Comet, Cupid, I don't know their names
Rudolph with your nose so bright, you still look the same
Santa Claus is comin' soon
Underneath that [mistle?] moon
With his sleigh so full of toys
All for little girls and boys

[Verse 2]
Here comes Peter Cottontail, right down Santa Claus Lane
Jingle bells and shotgun shells on an open flame
Santa Claus is really weird
With his cap and long white beard
With his sleigh so full of toys
All for little girls and boys

[Verse 1]
Dancer, Prancer, Comet, Cupid, I don't know their names
Rudolph with your nose so bright, you still look the same
Santa Claus is comin' soon
Underneath that [mistle?] moon
With his sleigh so full of toys
All for little girls and boys

[Outro]
With his sleigh so full of toys
All for little girls and boys
With his sleigh so full of toys
All for little girls and boys

681. All For Love

Marty Raybon - All for Love

When it's love you give
I'll be a man of good faith.
then in love you live.
I'll make a stand. I won't break.
I'll be the rock you can build on,
be there when you're old,
to have and to hold.
When there's love inside
I swear I'll always be strong.
then there's a reason why.
I'll prove to you we belong.
I'll be the wal that protects you
from the wind and the rain,
from the hurt and pain.



Let's make it all for one and all for love.
Let the one you hold be the one you want,
the one you need,
'cause when it's all for onee it's one for all.
When there's someone that should know
then just let your feelings show
and make it all for one and all for love.

When it's love you make
I'll be the fire in your night.
then it's love you take.
I will defend, I will fight.
I'll be there when you need me.
When honor's at stake,
this vow I will make:

that it's all for one and all for love.
Let the one be the one you want,
the one you need,
'cause when it's all for one it's one for all.
When there's someone that should know
then just let your feelings show
and make it all for one and all for love.

Don't lay our love to rest
'cause we could stand up to you test.
We got everything and more than we had planned,
more than the rivers that run the land.
We've got it all in our hands.

Now it's all for one and all for love.
It's all for love.
Let the one you hold be the one you want,
the one you need,
'cause when it's all for one it's one for all.
It's one for all.
When there's someone that should know
then just let your feelings show.
When there's someone that you want,
when there's someone that you need
let's make it all, all for one and all for love.

682. All For Money

All for Money
Greensky Bluegrass

[Chorus]
What if we had done it all for money
And nobody ever even really cared?
Who can you pay to come and clear it all away
To start fresh and earn it all again?
Maybe it's something like Elvis on a big screen



And someone lied in your dreams

[Verse 1]
If you're gonna put the hard times on poor choices
You gotta put the good ones on luck
You better save something for to get you smarter
For when you're dumb, done, and all out of work
Hope it's not like Darwin and his silly ideas
They're only right if they believe

[Verse 2]
How could the top feel so empty?
Get to the point, nothing left but to fall
They used to love this, why don't they like it?
When I'm, just trying to grow
Could be like sending people into outer space
With no real finish to the race, the race
(To space, to space)

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
Making money from nonsense (Nonsense)
And living large on the useless (Useless)
And now I am surrounded (Surrounded)
Feeling like a captive (Captive)
Spent too much time looking for the right song to sing
It matters more the love it brings
But if you need a voice, I'm yours, friend
For something better in the end

[Chorus]
What if we had done it all for money
And nobody ever even really cared?
Who can you pay to come and clear it all away
To start fresh and earn it all again?
Probably life's just like Dorothy in a weird dream
And nothing's as hard as it may seem

683. All For You

All For You
Sim Redmond Band

I crossed the line so many times, 
I did it all for you I broke the law, 
when no one saw, 
I did it all for you I played along, 
I sang a song, 
I did it all for you that's how its been 
and I'd do it again,
I'd do it all for you.



I played a hand, I broke a man, 
I did it all for you 
I built a house, I killed a mouse, 
I did it all for you 
I chased our dreams and babe it seems 
I did it all for you 
that's how its been and I'd do it again, 
I'd do it all for you

Chorus:
You opened my eyes, you took me so high, 
you helped me fly You opened my heart, 
you set me apart, you helped me fly

I took a stand, I gave my hand, 
I did it all for you 
I gave my word, you can rest assured 
cause I did it all for you 
I had a band that was big in Japan 
and I did it all for you 
that's how its been and I'd do it again, 
I'd do it all for you

684. All Four

All four
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse:]
Everything here is not so uptight, I
Have good reason for concern
All my options are coming?
Runnin' away till the? Begin
What if I need to escape
But I'm still waitin' on for
I gotta keep sense of the end
I might work here till I'm?
Go straight turn round
All my four wheels in the air

[Chorus:]
I was tryna keep my head above the ground
And make a simple good living somehow
All four wheels on the road

[Verse 2:]
All the local roads are freezing?
I'm sure it's hard to say you're proud
I been weering at the wheels so long
Think of all the God pastors
Wonder how I've come this far

[Chorus:]



I was tryna keep my head above the ground
And make a simple good living somehow
All four wheels on the road

[Verse 3:]
I've traded 7 years for this
And I'm buried in repair
The burned out head-light, these four brakes
And I have no idea what is next
Now I'm pushing home

[Chorus:]
I was tryna keep my head above the ground
And make a simple good living somehow
All four wheels on the road

[Verse 4:]
This is not in favor of the odds
My discretions out of practice
I may wake up broken down
Way out this whirlwind ground

(Banjo solo)
[Instrumental]
(Incredible picking)
(They have the God pick)
(The Pick of Destiny!)

685. All Good Dogs - Chords

All Good Dogs 
The Hackensaw Boys
 
D                 G         Em         C       G
It aint worth the effort.   No it aint made of gold
D                    Am              C                    G
She don't tend to no garden That I'm told, that's all I'm told
D              G            Em          C               G
It's a lasting impression   The seed of love is growing old
D                    Am           C                  G
All good men turn to ashes That I know, That's all I know
 
D              G           Em               C             G
You can go to California,  And spread your talents in the sand
D                Am                         C
But the girls in California, They aint your friend
               G
You best think again and again
 
Em C G Em C G D Am C G
 
D              G           Em           C                  G
It's a suspect profession, To sell your love when its gone cold



D                     Am              C                   G
All good dogs turn to beggars  That I know, That's all I know
 
C                G            D           C              G
Dirt floor in a run down bar, Thought of you, Safe from harm
C                         G
A wagon wheel and all the roads are paved
D         C    //     //         //                  G
Pray for all we have saved,  I pray for all we have saved

686. All Hail

The Devil Makes Three - All Hail

come on down to where them tracks cross high street
you gonna watch the whole world go insane

see the lighters hit the rocks in the bushes
like the stars are comin down like rain

here she comes
just a skin and bones skeleton
she's food for the crack cocaine

she got a baby
livin right outside the city
man she don't even remember his name

well his name is Adolf Hitler Albert Einstein Jesse James

all hail
all hail
to the greatest of sales
everything in sight's got to be sold
all hail
all hail
it's to work or to jail
man they're closin them doors on the world

laugh if you want to
really is kinda funny
cause the world is a car
and you're the crash test dummy

herd stampedin now
fences gone
television is always on
and it says
"save the children, but drop the bomb"
replace the word right now
with the word wrong
hey there's a big sale on tuesday
get it before it's gone



get a picture with the four horsemen
for a nominal sum
now that they got everything
they'd like to sell you some

all hail
all hail
to the greatest of sales
cause everything in sight's got to be sold
all hail
all hail
cause it's to work or to jail
man they're closin' them doors on the world

take this pill now,
and put it on your tongue
keep you actin'
just like everyone
keeps you from feelin'
good bad ugly crazy dumb
it ain't a drug god-dammit
I'd give it to my only son
well no one's gonna get arrested
no one's havin' any fun
doctors orders "ya feel yer heart beatin?
go ahead and take ya one"
now yer dumber than a singin' saw
playin Uncomfortably Numb
it's a thorazine work party
with free flouride bubble gum
man, you wander like a zombie
out into the midday sun

all hail
all hail
to the greatest of sales
everything you've got's got to be sold
all hail
all hail
cause it's to work or to jail
man they're closin' them doors
yea they're closin' them doors
yea they're closin' them doors on the world

687. All Hail The Power Of Jesus' Name - Chords

All Hail The Power Of Jesus' Name
Recorded by Patti Page
Written by Harris Hubble

C                     G7
All hail the power of Jesus' name
    Am     G7        C



Let angels prostrate fall
 
Bring forth the royal dia dem 
          G7  Am   G7 C
And crown Him Lord of all
                      G7
Bring forth the royal dia dem 
    C     F   G7      C
And crown Him Lord of all
                     G7
For that with yonder sacred throng
   Am     G7       C
We at His feet may fall
Join in the everlasting song
          G7  Am   D7 C
And crown Him Lord of all
                G7
Join in the everlasting song
    C     F   G7      C
And crown Him Lord of all
F C
Amen

688. All His Children - Chords

All His Children
recorded by Charlie Pride      [3/4 time]
written by Alan Bergman, Marvin Bergman, Henry Mancini

C                                F                     C
When you're standing alone  with the mountains and the sea
                                    G7
Where the arms of the world  opened wide
          C                  F
Where the truth is as plain  as the falling rain
C                  G7           C
And as sure as the time and the tide 

C7             F                     C
You know we're all his children  his next of kin 
G7                  C
That's the way it began 
C7        F                     C
No matter where you're going or where you've been
       G7                    C
You're part of the family of man

                                F                  C
When you walk down the road and the sun is on your side
                                     G7
With the sweet river breeze for your face
           C                  F
Though you don't hear a sound as you look around



C                  G7         C
Everything sort of falls into place 

Repeat #2 twice

689. All I Can Do

Dolly Parton - All I Can Do 

It's all I can do to keep from falling in love with you
All I can do to keep from letting it show
Yeah it's all I can do to keep from falling in love with you
All I can do to keep from telling you so
I wasn't looking for love when I found you
Just someone to be with and have a good time
But I get these strange funny feelings around you
When you're not with me, you're still on my mind
And it's all I can do to keep from falling in love with you
All I can do to keep from letting it show
Yeah it's all I can do to keep from falling in love with you
All I can do to keep from telling you so
I had intended to wait for a long time
I thought that love would just mess up my plans
'Cause I had big plans for a bright shining future
Could this be my future that's holding my hand
And it's all I can do to keep from falling in love with you
All I can do to keep from letting it show
Yeah it's all I can do to keep from falling in love with you
All I can do to keep from telling you so
I need to tell you how I feel about you
But I'm so afraid that you don't feel the same
But if I don't tell you how I feel about you
I just might lose you, can I take that chance
And it's all I can do to keep from falling in love with you
All I can do to keep from letting it show
Yeah it's all I can do to keep from falling in love with you
All I can do to keep from telling you so

690. All I Can Do - Chords

All I Can Do
Written and recorded by Dolly Parton

C
Well it's all I can do to keep from fallin' in love with you
                          G7         C
All I can do to keep from lettin' it show

Yeah that's all I can do to keep from fallin' in love with you



                          G7          C
All I can do to keep from tellin' you so

I wasn't looking for love when I found you
                            G7          C
Just someone to be with and have a good time

But I get these strange funny feelings around you
                               G7          C
When you're not with me you're still on my mind

Repeat #1

I had intended to wait for a long time
                               G7         C
I thought that love would just mess up my plans

Cause I had big plans for a bright shining future
                               G7         C
Could this be my future that's holding my hand

Repeat #1 Yes it's...

                                  
I need to tell you how I feel about you
                                 G7       C
But I'm so afraid that you don't feel the same

But if I don't tell you how I feel about you
                            G7        C
I just might lose you can I take that chance

Repeat #1 Yes it's...  x3

691. All I Can Do Is Cry

All I Can Do Is Cry

Verse 1:
Left my gal in Kansas City
Left her crying in the rain
Well I told her that I made my mind up
I didn't want to see her again
What makes the night so lonely
What makes the night so long
Well I guess its just because I am a man
That's done a good women wrong

Chorus:
Oh I can't eat, I can't sleep
All I can do is cry, all I can do is cry
Repeat Intro



Verse 2:
Told her that she was a driver
Told her that she played around
But I was just a lying man
Trying to hide the tracks she had found
Gonna catch myself a flyer
One that's Kansas City bound
I'm a-going looking for my baby
Good Lord I hope she's still around

692. All I Do Is Lie

All I Do Is Lie
Sean Watkins

No longer attached to you,
Completely untied,
It's easy now moving past you.
All I do is lie.

I tell myself I don't want you
And I should leave you behind.
I need love that's brand new.
Yeah, all I do is lie.

Forgetting your laughter,
The colors in your eyes
Is simple to master.

All I do 
All I do 
All I do 
(No longer attached to you.)
All I do 
(Completely untied.)
All I do 
(It's easy now moving past you.)
(I tell myself I don't want you.)
All I do 
(And I should leave you behind.)
All I do 
(I need love that's brand new.)
All I do is lie.

693. All I Ever Had

All I Ever Had
Sim Redmond Band



This will not be the last time we have a mountain to climb, 
we have already come so far. 
Just look across the hill, time might as well be standing still
my love for you will never change.

Chorus: 
Baby dont cry, stay by my side, the sun will rise.
I'll light the fire, 
I'll lay down beside you, 
we'll let the warmth into our lives. 

Warm summer wind blows, we'll open the windows, 
we'll let the light into our lives.
All I ever want, 
all I ever need, 
all I ever had is you.

694. All I Ever Loved Was You

All I Ever Loved Was You
Ralph Stanley - Ricky Skaggs

   All I ever loved was you
   You broke a heart that cried for you
   I've wasted all my tears on you
   For all I've ever loved was you

Go out and find somebody new
But you'll be sorry if you do
You'll never find a love so true
For all I ever loved was you

Buy her rings and diamonds too
But you'll be sorry if you do
You'll never find a love so true
For all I ever loved was you

695. All I Ever Meant To Do Was Love You

Tom T Hall - All I Ever Meant To Do Was Love You

[Verse 1]
All I ever meant to do was love you
Losing you had never crossed my mind
When they passed out the love that lasts forever
I guess I wasn't standing in the line

[Chorus]
I stood and watched you blowing out the candles



Reminding me of how things used to be
I stood and watched you blowing out those memories
Tomorrow wasn't meant for you and me

[Verse 2]
All I ever meant to do was love you
All I ever meant to do was care
We laughed and played a game we're now regretting
Now you can laugh alone 'cause I'm not there

[Chorus]
I stood and watched you blowing out the candles
Reminding me of how things used to be
I stood and watched you blowing out those memories
Tomorrow wasn't meant for you and me

696. All I Ever Want

All I Ever Want
Sim Redmond Band

Chorus:
All I ever, all I ever want All I ever, 
all I ever want All I ever, all I ever want 
all I ever, all I ever want is you

you make the night time come alive 
you make the light shine from the skies 
you got a special pull on me more powerful than gravity 
or maybe it's a whole other atmosphere that you take me to 
whenever you come near I want you so much 
that it's just not fair 
I want you so much that I just dont care

just like the time tends to slip away 
just like the words that I meant to say 
just like the keys that I cant find searching on my knees 
as if I'm blind but if I ever lost a woman so fine 
I'd be pressing rewind, wishin you'd still be mine 
so listen to me girl now please dont go 
cause there is just one thing that I know

Bridge:
but can I grab a hold of a shooting star, 
and never let it slip away 
and even when we're galaxies apart
believe in me when I say

and everybody thought that I was dreaming 
but I knew it was more than just a seeming 
yeah everybody thought that I was dreaming 
but I knew I'd found something to believe in



697. All I Have Is Just A Memory

All I Have Is Just A Memory
Reno & Smiley

My friends tell me you've been untrue
I've known so long that I'd loose you
But won't you sometimes think of me
Darling all I have is just a memory

I prayed to god so many times
That somehow you would change your mind
But now I'm losing you I see
Darling all I have is just a memory

The stars that used to shine so bright
Have gone behind the cloud tonight
Someone has taken you from me
Darling all I have is just a memory

698. All I Have Is Today - Chords

All I Have Is Today 
Robert Earl Keen

[Intro]
A  D  A  E  A  D  E  A
 
[Verse]
A              D               A
I woke up in another strange place
      D            A              Bm            E
By a forty-acre parking lot with every kind of sign.
A                  D               A
I was talking to another strange face who was 
 D                             E
Telling me he didn't have the time.
 
[Chorus]
   A               D
- All I want is behind that mountain,
 A                  E
All I need is the other way,
 A             D
All I am is a lost soul searching,
E               A   E  A
All I have is today. -
 
[Verse]



A                           D        A
I was walkin' through the sands of silver
         D       A            Bm       E
To the saphire canyon on the river of jade.
A                  D          A
I was followin' a gold sun settin' when 
D                            E
Suddenly the light began to fade.
 
[Chorus]
   A               D
- All I want is behind that mountain,
 A                  E
All I need is the other way,
 A             D
All I am is a lost soul searching,
E               A   E  A
All I have is today. -
 
[Verse]
A                  D        A
I was ridin' in a black tornado 
          D          A            Bm        E
With the top pulled down and the lights on dim.
A                      D        A
I heard angels singin' in the darkness,
 D                            E
Singin' come southern gospel hymn.
 
[Chorus]
   A               D
- All I want is behind that mountain,
 A                  E
All I need is the other way,
 A             D
All I am is a lost soul searching,
E               A   E  A
All I have is today. -
 
[Instrumental]
E  A  E  A  D  F#m  Bm  E
 
[Verse]
A                       D        A
I was thinkin' 'bout a man and woman
           D                A            Bm               E
Who were tryin' to make a livin' out of shiney wood and steel.
    A                    D       A
I should tell ya, if I haven't told ya, 
 D                     E
This is exactly how I feel.
 
[Chorus]
   A               D
- All I want is behind that mountain,
 A                  E
All I need is the other way,



 A             D
All I am is a lost soul searching,
E               A    E               A
All I have is today, all I have is today -
 
[Outro]
A  D  A  E  A  D  E  A

699. All I Have To Do Is Breathe

All I Have To Do is Breathe 
Carrie Hassler
 
Want to simplify my life 
Gotta let this trouble roll on by 
Need to find a better way  
Not enough hours in the day   
 
But all I really need is a sky above 
And the spring of love to take it all away
But all I ever seem to find is a worried mind  
and what I left behind me yesterday, ooh ooh 
When the day is through, all I really have to do 
Is breathe 
 
Feelin' sorry for my self 
Lately it seems I can't do anything else 
All the strength I had is gone 
There's just no need to carry on   
 
But here in the here and now you don't turn around 
It's all about living day to day
It took a while to see that just okay's all right with me 
It's gonna go my way, ooh ooh 
There's nothin' else to prove, all I really have to do 
Is breathe
 
Don't worry what it's all about 
Sometimes you never figure out 
 
All you really need, is a sky above 
And the spring of love to take it  all away
'Cause here in the here and now you don't turn around 
It's all about living day to day, ooh ooh 
When the day is through, all I really have to do 
Is breathe

700. All I Have To Do Is Dream



Osborne Brothers - All I Have to Do Is Dream
Nitty Gritty Dirt band

Drea-ea-ea-ea-eam, dream, dream, dream
Drea-ea-ea-ea-eam, dream, dream, dream
When I want you in my arms
When I want you and all your charms
Whenever I want you, all I have to do is 
Drea-ea-ea-ea-eam, dream, dream, dream

When I feel blue in the night
And I need you to hold me tight
Whenever I want you, all I have to do is 
Drea-ea-ea-ea-eam

I can make you mine, taste your lips of wine
Anytime night or day
Only trouble is, gee whiz
I'm dreamin' my life away

I need you so that I could die
I love you so and that is why
Whenever I want you, all I have to do is 
Drea-ea-ea-ea-eam, dream, dream, dream
Drea-ea-ea-ea-eam

I can make you mine, taste your lips of wine
Anytime night or day
Only trouble is, gee whiz
I'm dreamin' my life away

I need you so that I could die
I love you so and that is why
Whenever I want you, all I have to do is 
Drea-ea-ea-ea-eam, dream, dream, dream
Drea-ea-ea-ea-eam, dream, dream, dream
Drea-ea-ea-ea-eam, dream, dream, dream

701. All I Have To Offer You Is Me

Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - All I Have To Offer You Is Me
Mac Wiseman

[Verse 1]
Before you take another step, there's something you should know
About the years ahead, and how they'll be
You'll be living in a world where roses hardly ever grow
'Cause all I have to offer you is me

[Chorus]
There'll be no mansions waiting on the hill with crystal chandeliers
And there'll be no fancy clothes for you to wear
Everything I have is standing here in front of you to see
All I have to offer you is me



[Verse 2]
Sweetheart, I'll give you all my love, in every way I can
But make sure it's what you want while you're still free
The only gold I have for you is in this wedding band
'Cause all I have to offer you is me

[Chorus]
There'll be no mansions waiting on the hill with crystal chandeliers
And there'll be no fancy clothes for you to wear
Everything I have is standing here in front of you to see
All I have to offer you is me

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
There'll be no mansions waiting on the hill with crystal chandeliers
And there'll be no fancy clothes for you to wear
Everything I have is standing here in front of you to see
All I have to offer you is me
All I have to offer you is me

702. All I Left Behind - Chords

All I Left Behind
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Emmylou Harris and Anna McCarrigle

Em                       C          G
All I left behind should come as no surprise
   D7                          G
To me since I fell through the black hole of your eyes
Em                        C                G
Only little things inconsequential I could say
   D7                         G
Of all I left behind with you along the lost highway

D7     G
Silver earrings in Wichita
D7                  G
Beaded moccasins in Tonopah
              D7                 G
But I had you so I just let them go

Em                          C                G
The flannel shirt I wore to keep me from the cold
     D7                           G
When we drove from Boston all the way to Buffalo
    Em                        C          G
The leather boots I bought so many miles ago
  D7                          G
I took them off to follow you into the Ohio



D7                 G
Never did my armor feel so thin
D7                                G
Silk was all I had between me and your skin
          D7              G
Like waterloo I lost that too

                      D7               G
And the gold bracelet with my father's name inscribed
       D7          G
On the back by the one who loved him all her life
          D7                   G
The way I too could have loved you

Em                  C                 G
Spanish shawl I put across the broken shade
       D7                               G
Of the lamp that lit the room that last night near Cour d'Alene
Em                        C                G
Only little things inconsequential I could say
   D7                         G
Of all I left behind with you along the lost highway
   D7               G
Of all I left behind

703. All I Need Is Jesus - Chords

All I Need Is Jesus
Recorded by Jimmie Davis
Written by Paul Tripp 

C                        F
I don't need diamonds or silver
         G7                    C
Fame and fortune can't satisfy me
               C7              F
I just need to drink from that river
             G7                    C
That's still flowing from old Calvary
                  F
Yes all I need is Jesus
   C           D7      G7
To cleanse and make me whole
C             F
All I need is Jesus
   G7                C
To fill up my hungry soul
                             F
A woman came straight to the Master
            G7                         C
She'd tried all that this world had to give
               C7                F
With trembling hands she touched Him



        G7                    C
At that moment she started to live
                F
All you need is Jesus
   C           D7       G7
To cleanse and make you whole
    C               F
Yes all you need is Jesus
   G7                  C
To fill up your hungry soul
        G7                  C
He will fill up your hungry soul

704. All I Need Is You - Chords

All I Need Is You
Recorded by Carl Belew and Betty Jean Robinson
Recorded by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Written by Betty Jean Robinson

C                  F         C
Find the loneliest girl in a thousand
G7                                C
Find the saddest eyes you've ever seen
                   F              C
Find someone who's always longing for you
G7                          C
Find that man and you found me
                  G7
And all I need is you
              C
All I want is you
                  G7
To give my lovin' to
              C
All I need is you
               F              C
Find a man who wakes up every morning
G7                           C
And lives in a world of make believe
                   F               C
Find someone whose arms are aching for you
G7                           C
Find that girl and you found me
Repeat #2
                      F                C
You're with me now so let the world forsake us
G7                                    C
I've found my heaven here within your arms
                    F             C
And nothing in this world can separate us
G7                           C
You're all I ever wanted all along



Repeat #2 x2

705. All I Need To Know (Don't Know Much)

Linda Ronstadt - All I Need To Know (Don't Know Much)

Look at this face
I know the years are showing
Look at this life
I still don't know where it's going

I don't know much
But I know I love you
And that may be all I need to know

Look at these eyes
They've never seen what mattered
Look at these dreams
So beat and so battered

I don't know much
But I know I love you
That may be all I need to know

So many questions still left unanswered
So much I've never broken through

And when I feel you near me
Sometimes I see so clearly
The only truth I've ever known is me and you

Look at this man
So blessed with inspiration
Look at this soul
Still searching for salvation

I don't know much
But I know I love you
And that may be all I need to know

I don't know much
But I know I love you
That may be all I need to know

I don't know much
But I know I love you
That may be all there is to know



706. All I Really Need To Know - Chords

All I Really Need To Know 
Dead Horses
 
[Intro]
Em G C Em D C G
 
[Verse 1]
Em                           G
Honey, I know we gave it our best
         C                               Em
Tried to listen to the wispy wind of the West
G/B                               C
Following the way the leaves have blown
C         Em7     Am  G     Am7  G       G/B Am7 G
Maybe I'm made to be alone
 
[Verse 2]
Em                                      G
Oh, you know I feel your flame and your fire
C                         Em
Woman and man I feel your child
   G/B                                 C
My hand in my pocket; I'll carry your stone
C         Em7     Am  G     Am7  G       G/B Am7 G
Maybe I'm made to be alone
 
[Chorus]
D                  C
Hearts laid on the road
                                 Em
Mingled and mixed with the earth below
      G/B                          C
We're all in heaven, Lord told me so
C         Em7     Am  G     Am7  G       G/B Am7 G
That's all I really need to know
 
[Verse 3]
Em                         G
Burning bush in the desert night
         C                                    Em
Will you share your flame, will you cast your light?
    G/B                        C
The ground laden in war horse bones
     C         Em7     Am  G     Am7  G       G/B Am7 G
Well maybe I'm made to be alone
 
[Verse 4]
Em                      G
Holy mountain, fountain flow
C                                Em
Caught in the shade of the cloud shadow
     G/B                               C
Well things they come and things they go
C         Em7     Am  G     Am7  G       G/B Am7 G
Maybe I'm made to be alone



 
[Chorus]
D                  C
Hearts laid on the road
                                 Em
Mingled and mixed with the earth below
      G/B                          C
We're all in heaven, Lord told me so
C         Em7     Am  G     Am7  G       G/B Am7 G
That's all I really need to know
 
[Instrumental]
D C Em G/B C
C Em7 Am G
 
[Verse 5]
   Em                                G
So gather your arrow and gather your bow
C                                            Em
Pierce me with your sin, pierce me with your soul
  G/B                       C
I guess we'll never really know
C         Em7     Am  G     Am7  G       G/B Am7 G
Maybe I'm made to be alone
 
[Chorus]
D                  C
Hearts laid on the road
                                 Em
Mingled and mixed with the earth below
      G/B                          C
We're all in heaven, Lord told me so
C         Em7     Am  G     Am7  G       G/B Am7 G
That's all I really need to know
 
 
Am7 G

707. All I Really Want To Do

All I Really Want to Do
Hackensaw Boys - All I Really Want to Do

[Verse 1]
I ain't lookin' to compete with you
Beat or cheat or mistreat you
Simplify you, classify you
Deny, defy or crucify you
All I really wanna do
Is, baby, be friends with you

[Verse 2]
No, and I ain't lookin' to fight with you



Frighten you or uptighten you
Drag you down or drain you down
Chain you down or bring you down
All I really wanna do
Is, baby, be friends with you

[Verse 3]
I ain't lookin' to block you up
Shock or knock or lock you up
Analyze you, categorize you
Finalize you or advertise you
All I really wanna do
Is, baby, be friends with you

[Verse 4]
I don't wanna straight-face you
Race or chase you, track or trace you
Or disgrace you or displace you
Or define you or confine you
All I really wanna do
Is, baby, be friends with you

[Verse 5]
I don't wanna meet your kin
Make you spin or do you in
Or select you or dissect you
Or inspect you or rejRct you
All I really wanna do
Is, baby, be friends with you

[Verse 6]
I don't wanna fakR you out
Take or shake or forsake you out
I ain't lookin' for you to feel like me
See like me or be like me
All I really wanna do
Is, baby, be friends with you

708. All I Wanna Do In Life - Chords

All I Wanna Do In Life - Chords
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Allen Reynolds and Sandy Mason

G                     C         G
You've been right and I've been wrong
          D7       G
I've been weak and you've been strong
                     C         G
You've been good and I've been bad
           D7            G
Think I've had enough of that
            C     G



All I wanna do in life is to love 
              D7        G
Somebody with all of my might
            C     G
All I wanna do in life is to love 
              D7        G
Somebody with all of my might
                    C        G
I love the days you love the nights
          D7       G
I love to love you love to fight
              C          G
I talk to you you're far away
            D7           G
And it gets harder every day
Repeat #2  Cause all I  
                      C         G
I wish you could be a friend of mine
           D7             G
I wish you could learn to play with time
                   C       G
You say I'll dream my life away
     D7             G
If I do well that's okay
Repeat #2 x3 Cause all I

709. All I Wanna Feel - Chords

John Cowan   All I Wanna Feel 
written by Eric Elliot / Scott Poston

E
Freight yards jumping the trains are moving slow
C#m
The day seems dusty with a tender bit of cold
A
Can't wait to end this day
                            E
When will that whistle blow
E
One last glance at those lonseome rails of steel
     C#m
As I see my breath and I climb behind the wheel
A                                                 E
I miss her warm touch that's all I want to feel
F#m           A    B
Can't wait to see you
F#m       A       B
I need to be with you
F#m          A     B      A  E
Any momenent I can steal
F#m        A     B
Warm hands on my face



F#m             A  B           A
I long for your embrace
E                           F#m  E
That's all I want to feel
E
Her true  love's runs as steady as the rail
        C#m
And her heart is strong but still  gentle and frail
A
She always waits for me
                        E
Her love will never fail
E
The evening breeze puts a chill upon my skin
     C#m
As I turn for home

The sky begins to dim
A
Just one more  more quarter mile
                              E
Till I can hold her again
F#m           A    B
Can't wait to see you
F#m       A       B
I need to be with you
F#m          A     B      A  E
Any momenent I can steal
F#m        A     B
Warm hands on my face
F#m             A  B         
I long for your embrace
F#m         A         B     A   E
Anything to make this real
F#m            A    B    F#m          A      B      A  E
One touch from your hand would be all I can stand
E                           F#m   E
That's all I want to feel

SOLO

F#m           A    B
Can't wait to see you
F#m       A       B
I need to be with you
F#m          A     B      A  E
Any momenent I can steal
F#m        A     B
Warm hands on my face
F#m             A  B         
I long for your embrace
F#m         A         B     A   E
Anything to make this real
F#m            A    B    F#m          A      B      A  E
One touch from your hand would be all I can stand
E                           F#m   E
That's all I want to feel



From John Cowan 'John Cowan'
Sugar Hill Records 2000
Ptarmigan Lovesongs/Stay Hard Music/Sony ATV Music

710. All I Want

All I Want
Tim O'Brien

All I want is, all I want is I wanna go back home*
All I want is I wanna go back home
I'm gonna plant my feet down, never more to roam
Highway Forty, highway Forty it's a lonesome four lane track
Highway Forty is a lonesome four lane track
I got two lanes to take me, got two lanes bring to me back
Well it's white line fever
White line fever it's got me sweatin again
White line fever it's got me sweatin again
I've been drinkin that Red Bull, jumpin outa my skin
How much I need you, how much I need you
Honey you'll never know
How much I want you honey you'll never know
When I get there never gonna let you go
I don't need no road map, I don't need no road map
I don't need no GPS
Don't need a road map, I don't need GPS
All I need is some of your yes yes yes
All I want is, all I want is
I wanna go back home
All I want is I wanna go back home
I wanna plant my feet down, never more to roam

711. All I Want

Glen Phillips - All I Want

[Verse 1]
Nothing so loud
As hearing when we lie
Truth is not kind
And you've said neither am I
And the air outside so soft is saying everything
Everything

[Chorus]
All I want is to feel this way
To be this close, to feel the same
All I want is to feel this way



The evening speaks, I feel it say

[Verse 2]
Nothing's so cold
As closing the heart when all we need
Is to free the soul
But we wouldn't be that brave I know
And the air outside so soft, confessing everything
Everything

[Chorus]
All I want is to feel this way
To be this close, to feel the same
All I want is to feel this way
The evening speaks, I feel it say

[Bridge]
And it won't matter now
Whatever happens will be
Though the air speaks of all we'll never be
It won't trouble me

[Chorus]
All I want is to feel this way
To be this close, to feel the same
All I want is to feel this way
The evening speaks, I feel it say
All I want is to feel this way (And it feels so close)
To be this close, to feel the same (Let it take me in)
All I want is to feel this way (Let it hold me so)
The evening speaks, I feel it say (I can feel it say)

712. All I Want Is Mary For Christmas - Chords

All I Want Is Mary For Christmas - Chords
Recorded by The Lonesome River Band
Written by Ronnie Bowman
 
G                                D7
Anticipation's growing with each passing day
                                         G
In hopes that Santa you'll bring gifts upon his sleigh
                               D7
Jingle bells and mistletoe are everywhere    
                           G
But all I want is Mary for Christmas
 
C                         Bm
Folks are singing merrily Santa's on his way
    A7
The time is here to spread good cheer
       D7
On the happiest holiday



G                       D7
Santa if I get Mary for Christmas
                             G
Then I will have a happy new year
 
                                         D7
It's time again for all good friends and family
                                       G
To laugh and sing old songs around the Christmas tree
                                          D7
I'm sure that Santa you've been asked for everything
                           G
But all I need is Mary for Christmas
 
Repeat #2 x2
          D7                   G
Yes let's all have a happy new year

713. All I Want Is You

All I Want is You
Earls Of Leicester

[Verse 1]
I don't need a lot of money, or a mansion to behold
Don't want a ship that sails the ocean blue

[Chorus]
I won't look for a hidden treasure, I found a love that's true
That's all that really matters now, 'cause all I want is you

[Verse 2]
I got a diamond ring that sparkles
And a golden band that shines
Let me place them on your finger
Say you'll change your name to mine

[Chorus]
I found the greatest treasure
And I know you love me too
Don't want money, ships or mansions now
'Cause all I want is you

[Verse 3]
I got a diamond ring that sparkles
And a golden band that shines
Let me place them on your finger
Say you'll change your name to mine

[Chorus]
I found the greatest treasure
And I know you love me too
Don't want money, ships or mansions now



'Cause all I want is you

714. All I Want Is You - Chords

All I Want is You
Recorded by Big Country Bluegrass
Written by Lance Guynes

C              G7     C
I don't need a lot of money 
     C7         F
Or a mansion to behold

Don't want a ship 
     C               G7
That sails the ocean blue

        C          G7     C
I won't look for a hidden treasure 
  C7                  F
I found a love that's true
                          C
Don't want money ships or mansions now
      G7            C
Cause all I want is you

        F
I got a diamond ring that sparkles
                       C
And a golden band that shines
       F
Let me place them on your finger
    C                          G7
Say you'll change your name to mine

  C
I found the greatest treasure
  C7                  F
I found a love that's true
                          C
Don't want money ships or mansions now
      G7            C
Cause all I want is you

Repeat #3,4

715. All I Want To Do - Chords



All I Want To Do
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Sonny James and George Jones

G
I don't want to be the one that makes you lonely
                                          D7
I don't want to be the one that makes you cry
I just want to take you in my arms and hold you
                                   G
And keep you there until the day I die
I don't want to be the reason you're unhappy
                                          C
I don't want to be the one that makes you blue
                                        G
I just want to take you in my heart for always
                         D7            G
And love you dear that's all I want to do
  C                                     G
I don't want to be the best man at your wedding
C                                   D7
Unless I can be the one that says I do
      G
For I want to show you just how much I love you
                      D7              G
Cause that's the only thing I want to do
  
I don't never want to be the one to hurts you
                                         D7
I don't want to be the one that does you wrong
I just want to be the one that's always near you
                                  G
The one that never leaves you all alone
I don't want to sit with you out in the moonlight
                                      C
And tell you lies like all the others do
                                        G
I just want to take you in my heart for always
                         D7            G
And love you dear that's all I want to do
repeat #3

716. All I Want To Do In Life - Chords

All I Want To Do In Life
Recorded by George Jones and Janie Fricke 
Written by Jack Clements

C                     F         C     F
You've been right and I've been wrong 
C                  G7          C      F
I've been weak and you've been strong 
C                    F         C   F
You've been good and I've been bad 



C                G7            C   F
And I think I've had enough of that 

C             F     C
All I want to do in life 
                         G7        C
Is to love somebody with all of my might 
              F     C
All I want to do in life 
                         G7        C     F
Is to love somebody with all of my might 

C                       F        C     F
I love the days and you love the night 
C                     G7          C     F
Oh I love to love and you love to fight 
C                      F          C    F
And when I talk to you you're far away 
C                      G7   C   F
Aw it just gets harder everyday

Repeat #2

                  F         C    F
I wish you were a friend of mine 
C                           G7      C    F
And I wish you were with me all the time 
C                    F       C    F
You say I've dreamed my life away 
C                  G7         C    F
Well honey if I do that'll be okay 

Repeat #2  x2

717. All I Want To Do Is Sing My Song - Chords

All I Want To Do Is Sing My Song
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Merle Haggard and Freddy Powers

G                         Am   D7
All I wanna do is sing my song
         Am          D7        G              G7
It's the only way to pacify my mind until I'm strong
    C               B7         Em               Am
The very thought of losing you chills me to the bone
    D7                        G
And all I wanna do is sing my song
                          Am   D7
All I wanna do is sing my song
Am          D7              G                 G7
Don't wanna think about the times she done me wrong
  C                  B7           Em                    Am



I just wanna ease my mind but the memories are much too strong
    D7                        G
And all I wanna do is sing my song
                          Am   D7
All I wanna do is sing my song
Am                  D7           G            G7
Maybe I'll find somebody else to help me sing along
        C                  B7               Em                 Am
There's something bout the melody makes the nights not seem so long
    D7                        G
And all I wanna do is sing my song
                          Am   D7
All I wanna do is sing my song
    Am               D7           G              G7
And when the show is over I'll be waitin' by the phone
    C                   B7           Em                Am
And if the phone starts ringin' with honey please come home
    D7                             G
Who knows I might sing my way back home

718. All In My Love For You

All in My Love for You
Doyle Lawson - John Hartford

I'm continually amazed with wonder
At all the things you do
There's no escaping this spell I'm under
That's all in my love for you.

Now I hold you close and hear you whisper
Your love for me is true
These are the words I try to say
That's all in my love for you.

So as I am as we believe
in love songs when they're new
And I believe in what I feel
That's all in my love for you.

Those things I said the other night
When you had seen me blue
Your common sense for what is right
That's all in my love for you.

719. All In One Night - Chords

All In One Night
Recorded by Johnny Duncan



C                           Em       F
All in one night I caught a star and touched the moon
    G7                C
And fell in love with you
                           Em         F
All in one night I found a dream when I found you
  G7           C
I felt my life begin
   F       G7       C
My love is yours forever
   F        G7       C
My heart is yours to own
F       G7      C
I'll forget you never
D7                       G7
Because true love you've shown
C                         Em
All in one night my whole life changed 
F
With one sweet girl
G7                      C
An answered prayer came true
            G7                 C
All in that night when I found you
Repeat #2,3

720. All In Time

All In Time - Acoustic Syndicate

Standing still
Return to blue
Movement, none
All sound removed

Mornings come
Evenings fade
Moments turn to years
Yet I remain with you

But all in time
There is light
In the light
There is love

A want for words
From a cluttered mind
Gentle spirits turn
They hide their eyes

From the fury and rage
Of the gathering storm



I can feel here
I can feel it even now

But all in time
There is light
In the light
There is hope

Standing still
Return to blue
Yet I remain
Here with you

721. All Is Found - Chords

All Is Found 
Kacey Musgraves

[Intro]
Am D
Am D
 
[Verse 1]
          Am                   D
Where the north wind meets the sea
          F             C
There's a river full of memory
          Dm                F
Sleep, my darling, safe and sound
    Am      G            Am
For in this river all is found
         D     F
All is found
                        Em     Am
When all is lost, then all is found
 
 
[Verse 2]
       Am               D
In her waters, deep and true
        F                      C
Lie the answers and a path for you
          Dm            F
Dive down deep into her sound
    Am      G                Am
But not too far or you'll be drowned
 
 
[Bridge 1]
F                             C
She will sing to those who'll hear
           Dm              Bb
And in her song, all magic flows



    F                           Em
But can you brave what you most fear?
        D                   F
Can you face what the river knows?
 
 
[Interlude]
Am D F C
Dm F C G Am
 
 
[Bridge 2]
  F                       C
Until the river's finally crossed
             Dm             Bb
You'll never feel the solid ground
    F                   Em
You had to get a little lost
        D            F
On your way to being found
 
 
[Verse 3]
Am                             D
Where the north wind meets the sea
          F              C
There's a mother full of memory
         Dm                F
Come, my darling, homeward bound
      Am     G                 Am
Where all is lost, then all is found
 
 
[Outro]
Em     Am
All is found
Em     Am
All is found
Em Am

722. All Is Quiet - Chords

All Is Quiet 
The Devil Makes Three

[Intro]
Em C
Em B7
Em C
Am B7 Em
 
[Verse 1]
Em                      C



I can see the storm is raging
Em                           B7
And the wind that builds within
Em                      C
I can watch the water open
B7                              Em
It's mouth so wide to take you in
 
[Chorus]
Em      C    Em           B7
All is quiet, no one can tell
Em      C    Am            B7                 Em
All is quiet, deep in your heart there is a well
 
[Verse 2]
Em                        C
Oh, the rain, is steady falling
Em                       B7
Listen how the rivers rise
Em                        C
I can hear the lightning callin'
B7                           Em
And I can see the darkened skies
 
[Chorus]
Em      C    Em           B7
All is quiet, no one can tell
Em      C    Am            B7                 Em
All is quiet, deep in your heart there is a well
Am           B7                 Em
Deep in your heart there is a well
 
[Solo]
Em C
Em B7
Em C
Am B7 Em
 
[Verse 3]
Em                             C
Behind your eyes, a current's movin'
Em                             B7
Behind your eyes, a wind that churns
Em                        C
Behind your eyes, a fire blazin'
B7                         Em
Behind you eyes, a forest burns
 
[Chorus]
Em      C    Em           B7
All is quiet, no one can tell
Em      C    Am            B7                 Em
All is quiet, deep in your heart there is a well
Am           B7                 Em
Deep in your heart there is a well
Am           B7
Deep in your heart there is a well



C                B7              Em
There is a well, there is a well

723. All My Blues Are Over Now

All My Blues Are Over Now

Today you said you love me
And all my blues are over now
Never go away and leave me
That would not be true anyhow
Today you said there is no other
I will hold you to that sacred vow
Your love dispels my every bother
And all my blues are over now
- instrumental -
Today you said there is no other
I will hold you to that sacred vow
Your love dispels my every bother
And all my blues are over now
Say hello to all good fortune
I'll thank all creation somehow
It's good to know love has begun
And all my blues are over now
Yes, all my blues are over now

724. All My Ex's Live In Texas

All My Ex's Live In Texas

   All my ex's live in Texas
   And Texas is the place I'd dearly love to be
   But all my ex's live in Texas
   And that's why I hang my hat in Tennessee.

Rosanna's down in Texarcana wanted me to push her broom
And sweet Arlene in Abilene she forgot I owned the moon
And Allison in Galviston somehow lost her sanity
And Dimples who now lives in Temple's got the law looking for me.

I remember that old Rio river where I learned to swim
But it brings to mind another time when I wore my welcome thin
My transcendental meditation I go there each night
But I'll always come back to myself long before daylight.

Some folks think I'm hiding
it's been rumored that I died
But I'm alive and well in Tennessee.



725. All My Friends Are Gonna Be Strangers

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
All My Friends Are Gonna Be Strangers

All the love you promised would be mine forever
I would have bet my bottom dollar on
Well, it sure turned out to be a short forever
Just once I turned my back and you were gone

From now on all my friends are gonna be strangers
I'm all through ever trusting anyone
The only thing I can count on now is my fingers
I was a fool believing in you and now you are gone

It amazes me not knowing any better
Than to think I had a love that would be true
Why I should be taken out tarred and feathered
To have let myself be taken in by you

726. All My Good Times Are Gone - Chords

All My Good Times Are Gone
Written and recorded by Nat Stuckey

D7      G                          C
All the good times they sing of in songs
   D7                     G      D7
We live night and day for so long
         G                      C
Till the love that was so right went wrong
    G         D7             C   G
Now all of my good times are gone
  D7                       C        G
Together the laughter came easy and free
          A7
But I was laughing with you 
                           D7
While you were laughing at me
G                           C
Now the life of the party's alone
    G         D7             C  G
And all of my good times are gone
  D7                       C        G
Together the laughter came easy and free
          A7
But I was laughing with you 
                           D7
While you were laughing at me



G                           C
Now the life of the party's alone
      G         D7             C  G
Since all of my good times are gone
             D7             C  G
Oh all of my good times are gone

727. All My Hard Times - Chords

All My Hard Times
Recorded by Roy Drusky
Written by Joe South

C         F           G7           C
All of my hard times  soon will be over          
F           G7           C
All of my hard times  soon will be over
I've been pushed and I've been shoved     
F
I've been put down by the people I love     
C
I've been hurt and I've been scorned   
F
At times I've wished I'd never been born

Repeat #1 

I was raised in a two room shack    
F
The only thing I owned was hanging on my back     
C
I've been in trouble thrown in jail   
F
I had nobody to draw my bail

Repeat #1

I been lost but now I'm found       
F
There ain't no way to keep a good man down    
C
You came along and took my hand     
F
And now I feel like a newborn man

Repeat #1

728. All My Life



Linda Ronstadt - All My Life

Am I really here in your arms
Its just like I dreamed it would be
I feel like we're frozen in time
And you're the only one I can see

Hey, I've looked All my Life for you
And now you're here
Hey, I've spent All my Life with you
All my Life

And I never really knew how to love
I just hoped somehow I'd see
Asked for a little help from above
Send that angel down to me

Hey, I've looked All my Life for you
And now you're here
Hey, I've spent All my Life with you
All my Life

I never thought that I could feel a love so tender
I never thought I could let those feelings show
But now my heart is on my sleeve
and this love will never leave
I know
I know

Hey, I've looked All my Life for you
And now you're here
Hey, I've spent All my Life with you
All my Life
All my Life

Hey, I've looked All my Life for you
And now you're here
Hey, I've spent All my Life with you
All my Life

729. All My Life - Chords

All My Life 
Steve Earle

[Intro] D   G   D  x4
 
[Verse 1]
D
I guess I don't get out too much
                    G                D
If it wasn't enough I hear all these voices
D
Always tellin' me that I'm bad



                          G                    D
But it's all in my head - like all those scary noises
 
[Chorus]
C                           G
I've been waiting all of my life
          C    D
All of my life
C                           G
I've been waiting all of my life
          C    D
All of my life
 
[Verse 2]
D
Some nights when I'm laying in bed
                      G                       D
Wish I was dead - and I know you'd never miss me
D
But I know where you go when you dream
                       G                         D
Strange as that seems 'cause I never even kissed you
 
[Chorus]
C                           G
I've been waiting all of my life
       C    D
All my life
C                           G
I've been waiting all of my life
       C    D
All my life
 
[Bridge]
C                     F
Everybody wants to be somebody's somethin'
C                        F
Ain't nobody wants to be blue
C                          Am
Ain't nobody anywhere ever loved nothin'
F                      G
Half as much as I love you
C                        F
Somebody somewhere said "love is a prison"
C                             F
But no one really wants to be free
C                            Am
I'd have to be crazy to ever think someone
F                        Dm   G
Could love a nobody like me,  Yeah
 
[Verse 3]
D
I'm here alone in the dark
                          G                    D
But I know where you are 'Cause I can hear you breathin'
D



Come a little closer you'll find
                          G
You were meant to be mine Cause you're the only reason
 
[Chorus]
C                            G
I've been waiting all of  my life
       C    D
All my life
C                           G
I've been waiting all of my life 
       C    D
All my life

730. All My Love Belongs To You - Chords

All My Love Belongs To You
Recorded by Jerry Wallace
written by Henry Glover and Sally Nix
 
G   F      Dm                      G
You know I love you so (I love you so)
           C
I'll never let you go (let you go)
    Am      Dm      D7            G
And darling I'll be true (I'll be true)
                C
For all my love belongs to you
                 G
(Love belongs to you)
           Dm                   G
You set my heart a-fire (set my heart on fire)
           C
You are my one desire (one desire)
     Am     Dm      D7       F       G
Tell me you love me too (you love me too)
                C
For all my love belongs to you
        F               C
(All my love belongs to you)
Dm     C     F
That's why I want you to know
        Fm
I could never let you go
    C        G        C
Our love was meant to be
         F
It would be oh so thrilling
   Fm
To know that you were willing
   C          Am        G
To spend your life with me
   F         Dm                    G



So make your answer yes (make your answer)
           C
You are my happiness (happiness)
       Am      Dm      F               G
Please darling say you do (you love me too)
                C
For all my love belongs to you  
    Dm          C
For all my love belongs to you (to you)

731. All My Mistakes

All My Mistakes
The Avett Brothers - All My Mistakes

Shooting off vicious collections of words
The losers make facts by the things they have heard
And I find myself trying hard to defend them

I made decisions some right and some wrong
And I let some love go I wish wasn't gone
These things and more I wish I had not done, but I done 

But I can't go back
And I don't want to
'Cause all my mistakes
They brought me to you

I have some "friends" they don't know who I am
So I write quotations around the word friends
But I have a couple that have always been there for me

And I missed some fun 'cause I worked through the dawn
Expecting your praise when I returned home
But I paid the cost 'cause I got left alone for the songs

But I can't go back
And I don't want to
'Cause all my mistakes
They brought me to you

732. All My Sorrows

All My Sorrows
Dave Guard / Bob Shane / Nick Reynolds

Only one thing that money can't buy,
True love that will never die.
All my sorrows soon forgotten.



Carefree lovers down country lanes,
Don't know my grief, can't feel my pain.
All my sorrows soon forgotten.

But it's too late, my love.
Too late but never mind.
All my sorrows soon forgotten.

Now there's one more thing that troubles my mind.
My love is gone, left me behind.
All my sorrows soon forgotten.

But it's too late, my love.
Too late but never mind.
All my sorrows soon forgotten.

733. All My Tears (Be Washed Away)

Lonesome Traveler Bluegrass Band - All My Tears (Be Washed Away)

When I go don't cry for me
In my fathers arms I'll be
The wounds this world left on my soul
Will all be healed and I'll be whole

Sun and moon will be replaced
With the light of Jesus' face
And I will not be ashamed
For my savior knows my name

It don't matter where you bury me
I'll be home and I'll be free
It don't matter where I lay
All my tears be washed away

Gold and silver blind the eye
Temporary riches lie
Come and eat from heaven's store
Come and drink and thirst no more

So weep not for me my friend
When my time below does end
For my life belongs to him
Who will raise the dead again

It don't matter where you bury me
I'll be home and I'll be free
It don't matter where I lay
All my tears be washed away



734. All My Tears - Chords

All My Tears
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Julie Miller

Am
When I go don't cry for me
C     G                  Am
In my Father's arms I'll be

The wounds this world left on my soul
     C      G                  Am
Will all be healed and I'll be whole

Sun and moon will be replaced
C        G              Am
With the light of Jesus face

And I will not be ashamed
C      G               Am
For my Savior knows my name

         C                     Am
It don't matter where you bury me
C       G                Am
I'll be home and I'll be free
         C              Am
It don't matter where I lay
C      G               Am
All my tears be washed away

Gold and silver blind the eye
C      G         Am
Temporary riches lie

Come and eat from heaven's store
C                  G         Am
Come and drink and thirst no more

 
So weep not for me my friend
C       G               Am
When my time below does end

For my life belongs to him
C        G              Am
Who will raise the dead again

Repeat #3



735. All My Trials

All My Trials
Yarrow/Stookey/Okun

All my trials Lord, soon be over.

I had a little book was given to me,
And every page spelled Liberty.
All my trials Lord, soon be over.

If religion were a thing that money could buy,
The rich would live and the poor would die.
All my trials Lord, soon be over.

Too late my brothers, too late, but never mind.
All my trials Lord, soon be over.

There is a tree in Paradise
The Pilgrims call it "The Tree Of Life"
All my trials Lord, soon be over.

Too late my brothers, too late, but never mind.
All my trials Lord, soon be over.
All my trials Lord, soon be over.

736. All New Me - Chords

All New Me
Written and recorded Tom T. Hall
 
C           F                  C
The all new me that's what you see
                  G7                                 C
You thought I was down but I'll be around I wanna be free
            F                 C
The all new you was makin' me blue
            G7              C
Wait'll you see the all new me
            F              C
Mirrors can lie I look the same
        G7                        C
Maybe a line or two remembers the pain
          F                          C
You'll be surprised at what time can do
               G7                         C
No way you can hurt and tease the all new me
            F                 C
The all new me is learnin' to smile



            G7                     C
Learnin' to walk alone just like a child
            F                 C
The all new you was makin' me blue
            G7              C  F C
Wait'll you see the all new me

737. All Night

All Night
Osborne Brothers - All Night

I got the good, if you got the time
I got the moon, if you got the shine
I got the back, if you got the beat
Got that solid gold country 33 on repeat

All night
Get, get, get to livin', feelin' alright
Dancin' out the denim in 'em, oh my, Levi
I got the fuse, if you got the light
I got the all, if y'all got the night
All night
All night

I got the rebel, if you got the yell
I got the raisin', if you got the hell
I got the zig, if you got the zag
Got that good life, hell of a time in a bag

All night
Get, get, get to livin', feelin' alright
Dancin' out the denim in 'em, oh my, Levi
I got the fuse, if you got the light
I got the all, if y'all got the night
All night

What good is a saint, if you ain't got the sinnin'
What good is a life, if you don't get to livin'
What good is the one, if you ain't got the other
Takes two to tango, let's get this thing goin'

All night
Get, get, get to livin', feelin' alright
Dancin' out the denim in 'em, oh my, Levi
I got the fuse, if you got the light
I got the all, if y'all got the night
All night
All night
All night
All night
All night



738. All Night Blue - Chords

All Night Blue
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Ava Aldridge and Cindy Richardson

C                 F
You've got a life somewhere without me
C                        F
And I've gone on without you
      C                        F
Oh it hasn't been easy getting used to being lonely
      G7              F     C   Dm
And tonight is an all night blue
C     F
And I wonder how you look
                     G7            C   Dm
And who looks at you in your night gown
C     F
I can almost feel your body
                       G7        C       G7
Your warm and lovely body when I lay down
            F     C   Dm
It's an all night blue
     Em     F
Remembering you
        G7        C   Dm
It's an all night blue
Em        F            G7
Wondering who's loving you
    C    G7 F  C    G7
All night      blue     
F       C                           F
Well it hurts me to see that you're happy without me
C                  F  C
Cause I still need you
                                    F
I just drank up my heart and set it empty on the table
              G7          F         C Dm
Cause I ain't got nothing better to do
C       F
Still I wonder how you look
                     G7    C
And who looks at you every morning
      F
I can still feel your warm breath
Your kissing me on my chest
G7       C
I'm just dreaming
            F     C    Dm
It's an all night blue
     Em     F
Remembering you



        G7        C   Dm
It's an all night blue
Em        F            G7
Wondering who's loving you
    C             G7  F     C
All night it's an all night blue
            F
Remembering you
        G7  F     C   Dm
It's an all night blue
C         F            G7      C     G7 F  C
Wondering who's loving you all night       blue

739. All Night Long

All Night Long
Shelton Brooks (original lyrics- verse only)

My sweetheart went away last night, I don't know what to do,
Every time he goes away, I always feel so blue,
All night long, all night long.

He knows I love no one but him, that's why he is unkind,
 Cause all the time that he's away, he's always on my mind.
All night long, all night long.

I have a photo of my beau, I always keep it near.
Every time I look at it, it brings a sigh or tear,
All night long, all night long.

I've got so nervous from the strain that I can sleep no more.
I got to thinking of my boy till I oft walk the floor
All night long, all night long.

740. All Night Long - Chords

All Night Long
Recorded by Dottie West Written by Richard Mainegra and Milton Blackford

G
It's gonna be a beautiful evenin'                                
C
A table for two at our favorite restaurant                     
G
I know just what you wantLater maybe take in a movie
                                                 C
Holdin' hands like kids in the back of a picture show                     
G
Where the lights are low    



C             G           C               G
And then we'll go dancin' and hold each other tight
C            G             A7            D7
When we both feel like the feelin's just right
C
We'll go home                       
G
And love on each other all night long                        
Am
And put on our favorite lovin' song
D7               G
And turn out the light    
C
And we'll hold on                          
G
To this feelin' we've got burning strong                      
Am
And until the morning brings the dawn      
D7              C         G
We'll love each other all night long

Repeat #3,4

741. All Night Radio

All Night Radio
Sam Bush

Where was i when the lights went out?
Up in my room listening to twist and shout
Hot summer nights by the window fan
Out on the airwave, a big dance band

On the all night radio...

I gotta hear the new sound
From across the ocean
All strange and soulful
Full of new emotion

Make ya wanna miss
Somebody that 'cha don't even know
Lying there in the darkness
With the sound down low

On the - all night - radio

Where's that music coming from?
Sure gotta whole lotta soul...

The all night radio

And you can close your eyes



By the dials' soft glow
Tuned into the world
On the all night radio show

742. All Night Train

All Night Train
Steven F. Brines, Sam Bush
New Grass Revival

I remember the Pittsburg snow
White as a hospital coat
Taxi tires leave wrinkles in the street
all the way down to the station
and I believe in superman
and I'm just eight years old
and grownups never make mistakes
and the big trains always go

Somewhere there's an all night train
that we went riding on
In the safety of our childhood
the innocence of our soul
The trouble with the all night train
that we went riding on
You can ride to Indiana
but you can't ride for long

I remember the sound of the wheels
the scratch of the carpeted seat
the whistle blows in the early morning
the shadows leap at the window
and I'm not afraid of the dark
and I'm just eight years old
and nothing breaks that can't be fixed
and grownups always know

Somewhere there's an all night train
that we went riding on
In the safety of our childhood
the innocence of our soul
The trouble with the all night train
that we went riding on
You can ride to Indiana
but you can't ride for long

Now I'm a grownup adult
with all that I lost track of
sitting in the sun
on the back porch dreaming
I was so naive
The sign said tomorrow
but sometimes even now



I wish I was on the all night train
I'd catch it, but I don't know how

Somewhere there's an all night train
that we went riding on
In the safety of our childhood
the innocence of our soul
The trouble with the all night train
that we went riding on
You can ride to Indiana
but you can't ride for long

743. All Nighter Comin'

Vince Gill - All nighter comin'
Composer: Al Anderson - Chris Stapleton - Vince Gill

Well hold on momma, cause papa done hit the skids
Pink slip in my pocket, how we gonna feed six kids
We're going hinky tonkin', I really need to tie one on
Pour me a double, bartender, keep pouring 'till my money's all gone

I got an all nighter comin'
I got an all nighter comin'
I got an all nighter comin'
Cause I just had a long hard day

I droe a big rig diesel, I always pulled her in on time
They said, they hell with the little man, put him in the welfare line
Well, it's a matter of time before the wolves are knocking at my door
So me and my baby, we're headed for the ole dance floor

I got an all nighter comin'
I got an all nighter comin'
I got an all nighter comin'
Cause I just had a long hard day

Now don't you worry baby cause you can't keep a good man down
We'll pack up everybody and find ourselves a brand new town
It takes the eighteen-wheelers to make the world turn right
We're gonna keep on drinking and dancing in here tonight

I got an all nighter comin'
I got an all nighter comin'
I got an all nighter comin'
Cause I just had a long hard day

I got an all nighter comin'
I got an all nighter comin'
I got an all nighter comin'
Cause I just had a long hard day



744. All Of Me Belongs To You - Chords

All Of Me Belongs To You
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C
All of me belongs to you all the time

You're the only one that's ever on my mind
F
There's no way that I would ever be untrue
G7
There's not one single part of me 

That don't miss you through and through
                           C
Cause all of me belongs to you

Eyes are worthless since you're not here to see

My lips are so forgotten since you forgotten me
F
My arms ache from reaching out to you the way they do
G7
There's not one single part of me 

That don't miss you through and through
                           C
Cause all of me belongs to you

G7
Fingers claw the darkness in my dreams

Searching for a love I lost but can't redeem
    F
I'm yours and I can't give my heart to someone new
    G7
Not one single part of me my heart don't include
                           C
Cause all of me belongs to you

Repeat #3

G7                   C
All of me belongs to you

745. All Of Me Loves All Of You - Chords



All Of Me Loves All Of You
Written and recorded by Freddie Hart

C       G7                          C
(All of me loves all of you all the time)
                                      F
Now if a pretty girl walks by chances are she'll catch my eye
    G7                                     C   G7
But that's a long way from love's cheating line
    C                G7     C
May when my interest at the start 
        F
Fill my eyes but not my heart
       G7                          C
All of me loves all of you all the time
       F               G7          C
All of me loves all of you all the time
              D7                             G7
There's not a moment that you don't cross my mind
C
All the girls I have in view 
      F
Don't mean a thing compared to you
       G7                          C
All of me loves all of you all the time
                                F
Saw a girl the other day barely took my breath away
    G7                              C   G7
But at a second glance I changed my mind
   C           G7        C
An angels face came into view 
       F
I fell again in love with you
       G7                          C
All of me loves all of you all the time
Repeat #2

746. All Of My Heroes

Blue Dogs - All Of My Heroes

All of my heroes
Are lettin me down
I know every song by heart
I've been to every show in town
Well I got your new record
Looked for it all of over all town
Being on the bus must've changed you much
Don't know where you're coming from
I believe but you believe
All of my heroes are letting me down
I know every song by heart
I've been to every show in town
All of my heroes yes it's going down



Hey hey hotshot you bought her a ring
Congratulations way to go
I heard your brand new song last night
And pumped up on my radio
Seems like things are going great
I caught your mug on MTV
But why you songs so sad
You don't seem so sad to me
All of my heroes
Are lettin me down
I know every song by heart
I've been to every show in town

747. All Of My Life

Todd Snider - All of My Life

Driving all day we both said nothing
You threw your face in a magazine
I tuned in to the oldies station
Flew away in a time machine
This world is so amazing
The sun is shining and it's raining too
I waited all my life for you

I don't mind sometimes not talking
Sometimes there ain't a thing to say
Anyway I know what you're thinking
And I kinda like it when you think that way
I think I'll just keep on driving
Anywhere will do
I waited all my life for you

All this time I knew you were out there
All this time I knew someday I'd find you somewhere

Some people tell you everything they think of
Say : 'Yes I will' - and then they never do
Sometimes I gotta ask you to speak up
Everything you say is true

Say you'll be mine forever
Never leave me blue
I waited all my life for you
I waited all my life for you

748. All Of My Tomorrows - Chords



All Of My Tomorrows
Written and recorded by Nat Stuckey

C          D7          G     C
I'll start reliving my yesterdays
      G        D7      C G
While all my tomorrows die
               D7           G    G7
I just lost my last hope of happiness
  C              D7         G
I watched her as she walked away
   C                       G         Em
My mind was to numb by her leaving I guess
    Am            A7         D7
For it thought of nothing to say
      G           Em           G          Em
But a moment from now when her steps fade away
         C       D7           G
Like the echo of her last goodbye
     C            D7        G     C
Then I'll start reliving my yesterdays
      G        D7      C G
While all my tomorrows die
                    D7         G          G7
I should have known better but I took the chance
      C              D7        G
And I loved her with all of my heart
     C                    G        Em
What else could I do when even her glance
Am            A7       D7
Threatened to tear me apart
       G           Em          G         Em
And to live day by day knowing she won't return
   C         D7         G
Is useless I won't even try
   C            D7        G     C
So I'll start reliving my yesterdays
      G        D7      C G
While all my tomorrows die
C            D7        G     C
I'll start reliving my yesterdays
      G        D7      C G
While all my tomorrows die

749. All Of The Monkeys Ain't In The Zoo - Chords

All Of The Monkeys Ain't In The Zoo
Written and recorded by Tommy Collins
 
C                     G7            C
Now I've got a cousin on my daddy's side
F               C             G7
He was a single boy and doin' fine
C                        G7             C



Until he met a wider who took him for a ride
       F           C         G7     C
He's a hubby now besides the paw of mine
                   F
All of the monkeys ain't in the zoo
C                            D7            G7
There's some a runnin' loose around me and you
C                                     F            C
Just watch when you're in a crowd and you'll agree too
     F          C       G7           C
That all of the monkeys ain't in the zoo
                         G7            C
Oh the women on a budget always tickle me
F                             C             G7
They're as tight as ticks and worry all the time
C                             G7                   C
And then a travelin' salesman sweeps 'em off their feet
     F                   C            G7      C
They give a dollar for a brush that's worth a dime
Repeat #2
                                 G7           C
Now there's some awful smart men that run the USA
F                     C                 G7
They head the list of some of our great men
C                                G7             C
And then there's some others who had a big shot brother
     F               C         G7       C
They weren't elected they were just put in
                   F
All of the monkeys ain't in the zoo
C                           D7          G7
There's some a tellin' us a what we can do
C                                     F            C
Just watch when you're in a crowd and you'll agree too
     F          C       G7           C
That all of the monkeys ain't in the zoo
                                      G7              C
I used to tell my girl when she'd get marryin' on her mind
F                       C             G7
That she'd never make a monkey out of me
C                                  G7              C
But I was just a country kid and I didn't know the game
      F         C         G7          C
And I guess you know what happened to me
Repeat #2

750. All Of This

All of This 
Mike Bentley
 
I've been headed down this old two lane  
My mind racing like an old freight train 



My memories are on track as I'm wand'ring back 
Back to all of this
 
I can smell Mama's cookin' on the stove 
Dad smilin' sayin' Son, how long you drove 
Kitchen radio playin' a Stanley song, and I know, it's where I belong, 
It's good to be a part of all of this 
 
CHORUS: 
All of this is where I belong 
All of this will always be my home 
Mama's cookin' on the stove, Ralph Stanley on the radio, 
Lord, how I miss all of this, Lord, how I miss all of this 
 
Mama says I love your Dad, more each day  
Dad smiles and says, I like what you say 
There's magic in the air, in that old kitchen standin' there 
Ain't it good to be a part of all of this 
 
There's an old family bible laying there 
Right next to Daddy's easy chair 
Mama's old sewing machine, where she used to sew and read 
It's good to be a part of all of this 
 
Now Mom and Dad have gone, and we're left here alone 
Memories are all I have of all of this 
But Iknow there'll come a day, when I hear the Master say 
Come on home and be a  part of this 
So come home and be a part of all of this

751. All Of Tomorrow

Billy Strings
All Of Tomorrow

I don't want anything, but I need you around
There's a light in me that only you have found
I know that I wrote you and told you to forget
But you held onto my heart, you are holding it yet

I can play like a strongman and smile when there's a crowd
But these old bars have never been so loud
And each time I'm alone with you upon my mind
I regret the day I left you and the other folks behind

If I could lose all of tomorrow
For the days we had before
Well I would trade my life of sorrow
For a life with you, the one that I adore

Well, the glimmer in your eyes told me that your love was true
Now the ribbons in your hair were navy blue
I know that I never will see your face again



This heart of mine keeps aching so sometimes I pretend...

That I could lose all of tomorrow
For the days we had before
Then I would trade my life of sorrow
For a life with you, the one that I adore

All the years we spent apart you were still dear in my heart
These memories feel just like yesterday
And I know that it's true: If I had just believed in you
I'd be free of all this pain, safely in your arms again

If I could lose all of tomorrow
For the days we had before
Well I would trade my life of sorrow
For a life with you, the one that I adore

752. All Over Again

Little Big Town - All Over Again

[Verse 1]
I can see the moonlight shining off the tracks
Down beside the river, and Lord, it takes me back
To that starry night when I made you mine
With a little midnight kiss
I can see us dreaming, wondering where we'd live
Just two wishful thinkers, just a couple kids
We were young and scared, but we didn't care
There in our innocence

[Chorus]
Baby, why don't we play that old song from way back when
And Baby, why don't we go to that place we met and then
We can fall in love
We can fall in love
All over again

[Verse 2]
We can throw the top back, head on out of town
Drive along the coast till the sun is going down
Dancing in the sand, can't you hear the band
Let's get lost in time

[Chorus]

[Outro]
We can fall in love
We can fall in love



753. All Over Me

All Over Me
Josh Turner - All Over Me

Well the weather man says, "its gonna be a hot one."
Heard it on the radio
Load up the boat, get your girl if you've got one
A nice little breeze gona blow

Baby, I'm on my way to come and getcha
Meet me at the end of your drive
Grab your shades and your string bikini
And your Coppertone 45

[Chorus:]
Bring on the sunshine, bring on a good time
Girl, let me look at you
Jump in the front seat, kick up your barefeet
Honey, let your hair down too
I know a spot down on the river
Underneath the sycamore tree
Save all your kisses up, bring on your sweet love
Pour it all over me, all over me

We can build us a fire when we run out of daylight
Let it light up your face
Lay on a blanket, listen to the river
Get a little carried away

Well, I can taste that kiss on your sweet lips
Aint gonna want it to end
So when the morning comes we'll roll on out
And do it all over again

(Chorus2x)

754. All Over Me - Chords

All Over Me 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
A E F# B E
 
 
[Verse 1]
                        A            E
I woke up this morning, early, about 3
                                        F#                B
I was thinking of all the blessings the Lord has given to me
E                        A           E
Jesus gave his life that day on calvary



                                    B                E
He reached out his hand, touched my eyes and made me see
 
 
[Chorus]
             A        E
All over me, all over me
                                  F#       B
The Lord has poured his blessings all over me
E            A        E
All over me, all over me
                                  B        E
The Lord has poured his blessings all over me
 
 
[Instrumental]
A E F# B E
 
 
[Verse 2]
                                 A                   E
Pardon and forgiveness, they are priceless can't you see
                                      F#           B
And believing in our saviour they are given abundantly
        E                       A               E
All the blessings of heaven are raining down on me
                       B                E
All the mercies of God when He heard my plea
 
 
[Chorus]
             A        E
All over me, all over me
                                  F#       B
The Lord has poured his blessings all over me
E            A        E
All over me, all over me
                                  B        E
The Lord has poured his blessings all over me
 
 
 
[Outro]
A E F# B E

755. All Over My Mind - Chords

All Over My Mind
Recorded by Roy Drusky
Written by Vic McAlpin and Roy Drusky
 
G7                       C
You're still all over my mind



                                   F
I keep hopin' in another I'll find you again
           G7                                    C
That's why there've been so many lips where your lips have been
                                    F
But the memories of the past put my future behind
      G7                       C
Cause you're still all over my mind
F                        C
You're still all over my mind
   
If absence makes the heart grow fonder
     D7                G7
Then why is it killin' mine
         C                            F
From the bottom up I try everything I find
    G7                       C
But you're still all over my mind
G7                       C
You're still all over my mind
                                   F
If only all my dreams of you could be denied
     G7                           C
Then maybe with a new love I'd be satisfied
                               F
Odds and ends of yesterday are all I can find
    G7                       C
And you're still all over my mind
Repeat #2

756. All Prayed Up - Chords

All Prayed Up
Recorded by Vince Gill and The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Written by Vince Gill

G                     C                G
I'm all prayed up I'm ready to meet my Savior
                                      D7
Eternal life is waitin' in the by and by
               G     C                G
I'm all prayed up my faith will never waiver
                                D7          G
Heaven's doors gonna swing wide open when I die
 
                             C              G
I made my peace with Jesus a long long time ago
                                   D7
I trusted Him and He would save my soul
  G                             C               G
I walked up there beside Him He guides me on my way
                   D7               G
I know He hears me when I kneel and pray



Repeat #1
                            C                 G
Now I ain't afraid of Satan his wicked way of sin
                                            D7
Well he tempted me but he could not pull me in
     G                            C                G
When I've gone to live with Jesus face my judgment day
                         D7              G
He'll fulfill me for the promise that He made
Repeat #1 x2
                     C                G
I'm all prayed up my faith will never waiver
                                D7          G
Heaven's doors gonna swing wide open when I die

757. All Right Guy - Chords

All Right Guy 
Todd Snider
 
C    F    C    F C
(x2)
 
         C
You know just the other morning
      F                    C        F C
I was hanging around in my house
           C                           F
I had that new book with pictures of Madonna naked
      C                  F C
I was checkin' it out
G                          F
Just then a friend of mine came through the door
G                                F
Said she'd never pegged me for a scumbag before
G                                F
She said she didn't ever want to see me any more
      C                G
And I still don't know why
 
  (CHORUS:)
               C          F
I think I'm an alright guy
               C          F
I think I'm an alright guy
  G                   G
I just want to live until I've got to die
  F                        F
I know I ain't perfect but God knows I try
  C                    F
I think I'm an alright guy
              C         F C
I think I'm alright



 
              C
Now maybe I'm dirty
    F                      C   F C
And maybe I smoke a little dope
       C                       F
Hey it ain't like I'm going on TV
                    C              F C
And tearing up pictures of the pope
  G                     F
I know I get wild and I know I get drunk
       G                           F
But it ain't like I got a bunch of bodies in my trunk
   G                         F
My old man used to call me a no-good punk
      C                G
And I still don't know why
 
  (Chorus)
 
SOLO (over verse; skip final G)
 
         C
You know just the other night
          F                         C  F C
These cops pulled me over outside a bar
     C
They turned on their lights
         F                    C  F C
And they ordered me out of my car
          G                                F
Man I was only kidding when I called 'em a couple of dicks
    G                                F
But still they made me do the stupid human tricks
        G                         F
Now I'm stuck in this jail with a bunch of dumb hicks
      C                G
And I still don't know why
 
 
  (Chorus)
 
  (Outro)

758. All Roads To The River

Kathy Mattea - All Roads to the River

I am master and slave
I am sunlight and shadow
I am all roads to the river
I am lost, I am saved
I am beloved and betrayed



I am all roads to the river
And the river runs wide
And the river runs deep
And I spit in the eye of safe company
When I dive right down to the undertow
'Cause the deeper I drown, the higher I'll go
I am whispering dreams
I am howling revolution
I am all roads to the river
I am Valentine sweet
I am every mother's nightmare
I am all roads to the river
And the river runs wide
And the river runs deep
And I spit in the eye of safe company
When I dive right down to the undertow
The deeper I drown, the higher I'll go
I dream of still water
Silent and clear
But I run for the thunder
That'll drown my fear
And the river runs wide
And the river runs deep
And I spit in the eye of safe company
When I dive right down to the undertow
The deeper I drown, the higher I'll go

759. All Said And Done

Sturgill Simpson - All Said and Done

[Verse 1]
Spent the last year going out of my mind
Looking for reasons I could never find
Until I put my finger on it and saw every sign
Take all you can get, keep your fingers off of mine

[Verse 2]
Sitting in the tower without a clue or care
Anchored by opportunists hangin' off of my hair
Handing silver ladders out to anyone who dares
To climb all the way up to the top just to get kicked down the stairs

[Chorus]
Bein' pulled a million ways all at the same time
It's enough to make anyone go insane
When you find yourself forgetting all your own rhymes
And givin' up on dreams floating 'round inside your brain

[Instrumental]

[Chorus]
Bein' pulled a million ways all at the same time



It's enough to make anyone go insane
When you find yourself forgetting all your own rhymes
And givin' up on the dreams floating 'round inside your brain

[Outro]
Keep staring at the pages, coming up with the same lines
It's all been said and done by now, two or three times

760. All Summer

Little Big Town - All Summer

[Verse 1]
I know it sounds cliché
We're makin' eyes across the pool all day
And I don't need you but it feels that way
And I don't ever let myself feel that way

[Chorus]
But here I am, gettin' tan, drinkin' wine on the water
And it's easy and it's fun if you want and if I want
I'll be your dream in between and your meantime lover
All summer, all summer, all summer

[Verse 2]
I'll let you buy my drink
Let you in on every thought I think
And baby, I admit that I don't get like this
Somethin' 'bout your lips
I don't know what this is

[Chorus]
But here I am, gettin' tan, drinkin' wine on the water
And it's easy and it's fun if you want and if I want
I'll be your dream in between and your mRantime lover
All summer, all summRr

[Post-Chorus]
I let it go, let it go, let it go on the water
And it's only getting hotter, until I wanna stop
I'll be your dream in between and your meantime lover
All summer (Meantime lover), all summer (Meantime lover)
All summer

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
I just have to let you know (I just have to let you know)
I don't have to let you go (I don't have to let you go)
All summer
All summer

[Chorus]



But here I am, gettin' tan, drinkin' wine on the water
And it's easy and it's fun if you want and if I want
I'll be your dream in between and your meantime lover
All summer, all summer

[Post-Chorus]
I let it go, let it go, let it go on the water
And it's only getting hotter and until I wanna stop
I'll be your dream in between and your meantime lover
All summer, all summer, all summer

761. All That Heaven Will Allow - Chords

All That Heaven Will Allow
Recorded by The Mavericks 
Written by Bruce Springsteen

D7                   G      C                       G    D7
I got a dollar in my pocket there ain't a cloud up above
                     G      C                D7
I got a picture in a locket that says baby I love you
                        C                                      G
Well if you didn't look then boys then fellas don't go looking now
                      C       D7                   G     D7
Well here she comes a-walking all that heaven will allow
                     G       C                     G     D7
Say hey there mister bouncer now all I wanna do is dance
                      G      C                        D7
But I swear I left my wallet back home in my working pants
                   C                                 G
C'mon Slim slip me in man I'll make it up to you somehow
                        C         D7                   G
I can't be late I got a date with all that heaven will allow
                   C                                     Em
Rain and storm and dark skies well now they don't mean a thing
                       C         D7                         G
If you got a girl that loves you and who wants to wear your ring
                C                                     Em
So c'mon mister trouble we'll make it through you somehow
                                   C     D7                   G
We'll fill this house with all the love  all that heaven will allow
Repeat #3
D7                       G         C                 G  D7
Now some may wanna die a young man young and gloriously
                    G      C                    D7
Get it straight now mister hey buddy that ain't me
                          C                                      G
Coz I got something on my mind that sets me straight and walking proud
                   C    D7                   G
And I want all the time all that heaven will allow
                   C    D7                   C   G
And I want all the time all that heaven will allow



762. All That I Can Give

Swingin' Utters - All That I Can Give

I took so many roads to find you
Full of dead ends and one way streets
It took some luck just to get near you
I like to believe it was destiny
[Chorus]
Come to me, mine
I've so many things to show you
Come to me, mine
There's so much I have to tell you
Heroes have fallen, been abandoned
I'd rather walk in my own shoes
Most of my idols have just vanished
Cleared dusty shelves for something new
[Chorus]
Come to me, mine
Follow the light that I left shining
Come to me, mine
Accept all that I am offering
I took so many drugs to see you
Ended up staring at my feet
Took up with derelicts and toyed with
Manipulation and conceit

763. All That I Can Take - Chords

All That I Can Take
(All I Can Take)
Written By: Andy Thorn
Wayword Sons - Infamous Stringdusters

                        Em      
I've had all that I can take
                    G          
Gave all that I can give
                    C          
Can't stand another day
        G             D       
I don't know if I can live
                             Em 
This world's got the best of me
                    G          
And I'm fighting be free
         C        G     D        
And it's time for me to drive
          C        G     D       



Yeah it's time for me to drive

I've been Rocky Mountain high
And I've been Death Valley low
From Virginia down to Texas
My speed it never slows
The past is in my mirror
Don't call 'cause I won't hear ya
Cause I'm bound for Mexico
Yes I'm bound for Mexico

Yeah when I get to Mexico
I'm headed straight down to the coast
Where the waves meet the shore
That's where I'll face my ghost
And only time will tell
If I'd end up in a cell
But I can't go back again
No I won't go back again

I won't tell you what I did
Won't say just what I seen
There are things that I've been through
Make any man turn mean
To save you all some strife
I'm about to take my life
Yeah I bid this world goodbye
Yes I bid this world goodye

764. All That Matters

Emmylou Harris - All That Matters

My darling girl my darling girl
You're all that matters in this wicked world
All that matters  all that matters

My darling boy my darling boy
All of my sunshine and all of my joy
You're all that matters   all that matters

Well, I can't stop the pain 
When it calls
I'm a man
And I can't stop the rain 
When it falls, my darling
Who can?

My darling girl my darling girl
You're all that matters in this wicked world
All that matters all that matters

My  darling friend my  darling friend



All we've got going is love in the end
It's all that matters
All that matters

765. All That She Could Take - Chords

All That She Could Take
Recorded by Tony Booth 
Written by Guyanne Mccall and Justin Trevino
 
C                            G7
She doesn't wear her wedding band
    C                 C7      F
She simply slipped it off her hand
         C                                       D7   G7
When she walked out of the place she once called home
           C               G7
The bitter truth is in her eyes
            C        C7      F
Her perfect life was full of lies
           C                 G7           C
It's gonna take some getting used to life alone
 
    F        A#7         F
But time has caused some wisdom
         C
Although she's seen better days
         Em        Am G7           D7   G7
It's all about the choices that we make
         C          A#7          F
They say that truth will set you free
   C
It set her free from me
                          G7               C
Cause this time she's had all that she can take
 
                        G7
So many times I let her down
         C      C7         F
Too many nights out on the town
     C                          D7  G7
When all she wanted was a happy home
          C                 G7
Now I can see the mess I've made
        C     C7      F
What an awful price I paid
          C                G7             C
You don't know what you've got until it's gone
 
    F        A#7         F
But time has caused some wisdom
         C
Although I've seen better days



         Em        Am G7           D7   G7
It's all about the choices that we made
        F         A#7    C
Now the truth has set me free
           C
That's not where I want to be
                    G7                 C
This time she's had all that she could take
                    G7                 F   C
This time she's had all that she could take

766. All That We've Got Left - Chords

All That We've Got Left
Recorded by Vern Gosdin and George Jones
Written by Buddy Cannon, Rex Gosdin, Steve Smith

C                                F                      C
I once held that someone special didn't have to let her go
                                        G7
I just stood back and watched my future pass
            C                  F                Am
And for the awful shape I'm in I can only blame myself
        C                           G7                      C
It's no wonder that her love for me wasn't strong enough to last
        F                                       C
Holding on for all its worth to all that we got left
                                                     G7
And for what it's worth we've been less than easy on ourselves
   C                          F                       Am
If we could write a book they couldn't keep it on the shelf
      C                                G7                 C
We're just trying to get it right with all that we've got left
                                     F                          C
I was there when the bar room opened I've been there at closing time
                                       G7
There were things I couldn't handle by myself
         C                          F              Am
Then the right one picked me up and we left it all behind
    C                                 G7                    C
She said I'm all she'll ever need and for me there's no one else
Repeat #2
 
                                       G7                 C
We're just trying to get it right with all that we've got left

767. All That You Dream



Linda Ronstadt - All That You Dream

I've been down, but not like this before 
Can't be 'round this kind of show no more 
All, all that you dream 
Comes to shine in silver lining 
And clouds, clouds change the scene 
Rain starts washing all these cautions 
Right into your life, make you realize 
Just what is true, what else can I do 
Just follow the rule 
Keep your eyes on the road that's ahead of you 

I've been down, but not like this before 
Can't be 'round this kind of show no more 

All of the good, good times were ours 
In the land of milk and honey 
And time, time has its scars 
Rainy days they turn to sunny ones 
Livin' the life, livin' the life lovin' everyone 

I've been down, but not like this before 
Can't be 'round this kind of show no more

768. All That You Have Is Your Soul - Chords

All That You Have Is Your Soul 
Recorded by Emmylou Harris 
Written by Tracy Chapman
 
G                C
Oh my momma told me
                                   D7
Cause she say she learned the hard way
            G                    C
She say she wanna spare the children
                      G
She say don't give or sell your soul away
                   D7           G
Cause all that you have is your soul

C                                G
So don't be tempted by the shiny apple
                          C
Don't you eat of a bitter fruit
                           G
Hunger only for a taste of justice

Hunger only for a world of truth
                   D7           G
Cause all that you have is your soul

C



I was a pretty young girl once
G
I had dreams I had high hopes
D7
I married a man he stole my heart away
C
He gave his love but what a high price I paid
G            D7           G
All that you have is your soul

C
Why was I such a young fool
G
Thought I'd make history making babies was the best I could do
D7
Thought I'd made something that could be mine forever
C
Found out the hard way one can't possess another
    G            D7           G
And all that you have is your soul

Repeat #2

C
I thought that I could find a way
G
To beat the system to make a deal and have no debts to pay
D7
I'd take it all I'd take it all I'd run away
C
Me for myself first class and first rate
    G            D7           G
But all that you have is your soul

C
Here I am I'm waiting for a better day
G
A second chance a little luck to come my way
D7
A hope to dream a hope that I can sleep again
C
And wake in the world with a clear conscience and clean hands
      G            D7           G
Cause all that you have is your soul
 
Repeat #2, 1
              
             C     G            C
All that you have  all that you have
G            D7           G
All that you have is your soul



769. All That's Left

All That's Left
Chatham County Line

There's a grave by the roadside no one tends it anymore
Crumbling headstone, letters faded and worn
Where lies an inscription you can hardly read
Saying  All that's left of you, Is all that's left of me 

A rich man can barter and deal through his days
But when he's gone all that's gold will stay
No matter who you are and what you do believe
One day all that's left of you will be all that's left of me

We go on living when our bodies meet the ground
How else can this mean old world keep spinning  round
So when there's nothing left for this old body to prove
All that's left of me will be all that's left of you

There's a grave by the roadside no one tends it anymore
Crumbling headstone, letters faded and worn
Where lies an inscription you can hardly read
Saying  All that's left of you, Is all that's left of me

770. All That's Left

All That's Left 
Big Country Bluegrass
 
Get your shoes on, get your suitcase 
Your stereo and all of your CD's 
No more talking, just start walkin' 
All that's left for you to do is leave 
 
CHORUS:
All that's left for you to do is leave 
Said goodbye a long long time ago 
There's the door,  there's your car, here's the keys 
All that's left for you to do is leave 
 
Tell your lawyer, it's all over 
Forget whatever he's got up his sleeves 
No more signin', no more whinin' 
'Cause all that's left for you to do is leave 
 
Leave the dog here, he don't like you 
We'll go walkin', anytime we please 
Leave the cat here, leave my hat here 
'Cause all that's left for you to do is leave 
 
Keep the diamond, on your finger 
You can take all your bitter memories 



Leave the dishes, no more kisses 
'Cause all that's left for you to do is leave 
 
There's the door, there's your car, here's the keys 
All that's left for you to do is leave

771. All That's Left For Me

All That's Left for Me
Kane's River

After all the years we spent together, after all the laughter we have shared
Why did you leave and seek another's arms, when all you ever needed was right here
I never should've told you that I loved you, I never should've told you that I cared
Now that you're gone, I'll sing this sad song, for all that's left for me is loneliness
I gave you all the love that I had, dear, I stayed with you through the heartache and the pain
Now I'll have to face my future all alone, instead of having you to call my own

I never should've told you that I loved you, I never should've told you that I cared
Now that you're gone, I'll sing this sad song, for all that's left for me is loneliness
Every night I dream of days gone by love, I dream of nights we held each other tight
Those days are gone now forever, because your foolish heart let our love slip away
I never should've told you that I loved you, I never should've told you that I cared
Now that you're gone, I'll sing this sad song, for all that's left for me is loneliness

772. All That's Worth Remembering Is You - Chords

All That's Worth Remembering Is You
Recorded by Ronnie Reno
Written by Wayne Carson and Ronnie Reno

G                B7          C        D7             G
All that's worth remembering life and my memories of you
    C                                    D7
The times we talked about the times that never did come true
G                B7                C                   G
Then I turned to other things till other things turned blue
    C                D7             G
And all that's worth remembering is you 
C                       G
I remember when I was a kid 
     C                             Am             D7
Like yesterday but so far away the crazy things I did
     G             B7            C                 G
Like you and me in memories of a time that we once knew
C            G
Sweet love I recall   
    C                D7             G   D7 C
And all that's worth remembering is you



C                       G
I remember when I was a kid 
     C                             Am               D7
Like yesterday but so far away the foolish things I did
     G               B7                  C              G
Like leaving you and chasing dreams that never did come true
      C               G
And I learned most of all  
    C                D7             G  D7 C
And all that's worth remembering is you

773. All The Best - Chords

All The Best
written by John Prine

NOTE: At times, he also hammers on the third fret on the G7, giving you a 
brief G chord.
INTRO: C C* C C* C G7 C (2x)
 C C* C C* C
I wish you love and happiness
 G7 C
I guess I wish you all the best
 C* C C* C
I wish you don't do like I do
 G7 C
And ever fall in love with someone like you

BRIDGE 1:
 F C
'Cause if you feel just like I did
 G7
You probably walk around the block like a little kid
 C C* C C* C
But kids don't know they can only guess
 G7 C
How hard it is to wish ya happiness

INTRO (just once)
I guess that love is like a Christmas card
You decorate a tree, you throw it in the yard
It decays and dies then the snowmen melt
Well I once knew love, I knew how love felt

BRIDGE 2:
Yeah I knew love, love knew me
And when I walked love walked with me
And I got no hate and I got no pride
Well I got so much love that I cannot hide
Yeah I got so much love that I cannot hide

SOLO (INTRO 2x)



Say you drive a Chevy, say you drive a Ford
You say you drive around the town 'til you just get bored
And then you change your mind for somethin' else to do
And your heart gets bored with your mind and it changes you

 F C
Well it's a doggone shame and it's an awful mess
 G7 C
I wish you love, I wish you happiness
 G7 C
I wish you love, I wish you happiness
 G7 C
I guess I wish you all the best

INTRO

774. All The Broken Pieces

All The Broken Pieces - Deadly Gentlemen
(Greg Liszt)

Best to just dust it off this time,
Why take a tumble to heart?
I never really care, forever will be there,
When good things crumble apart,

All the broken pieces,
Are falling back into place,
You can last as long as the past is gone,
They're falling back into place,

Best to just dust it off this time,
Why take a tumble to heart?
I never really care, forever will be there,
When good things crumble apart,

All the broken pieces,
Are falling back into place,
You can last as long as the past is gone,
They're falling back into place,

The river is deep and the quarry is wide,
Time is a notorious tide,
Tearing it up and then burning her down,
Won't stop the world from turning around,

All the broken pieces,
Are falling back into place,
You can last as long as the past is gone,
They're falling back into place,

Best to just go for broke this time,
Don't just take it to heart,



I never really mind, forever will be fine,
When a good thing's breaking apart,

All the broken pieces,
Are falling back into place,
You can last as long as the past is gone,
They're falling back into place.

775. All The Diamonds In The World

All the Diamonds in the World
Claire Lynch

[Verse 1]
All the diamonds in this world
That mean anything to me
Are conjured up by wind and sunlight
Sparkling on the sea

[Verse 2]
I ran aground in a harbor town
Lost the taste for being free
Thank God He sent some gull-chased ship
To carry me to sea

[Bridge]
Two thousand years and half a world away
Dying trees still grow greener when you pray

[Verse 3]
Silver scales flash bright and fade
In reeds along the shore
Like a pearl in a sea of liquid jade
His ship comes shining
Like a crystal swan in a sky of suns
His ship comes shining

776. All The Gold In California

All The Gold In California 
Carson Peters and Iron Mountain 

CH)
All the gold in California
Is in the bank in the middle of Beverly Hills
In somebody else's name.
So if you're dreamin' about California,
It don't matter at all where you've played before.
California's a brand-new game.



Vs)
Tryin' to be a hero, winding up a zero,
Can scar a man forever right down to your soul.
Living on the spotlight can kill a man outright
'Cause everything that glitters is not gold.

CH)
All the gold in California
Is in the bank in the middle of Beverly Hills
In somebody else's name.
So if you're dreamin' about California,
It don't matter at all where you've played before.
California's a brand-new game.

777. All The Gold In California - Chords

All The Gold in California
Recorded the Gatlin Brothers
Written by Larry Gatlin

C               F   C       F       G
All the gold in Californ-ia is in a bank in the middle
                                    G7
Of Beverly Hills in somebody else's name
             C              F   C
So if you're dreaming about Californ-ia
F        C
It don't matter at all where you played before
    G7                   C
California's a brand new game
               F                   C
Trying to be a he-ro  winding up a zero
    F          C                         G7
Can scar a man forever right down to his soul
              C             F          C
Living on the spotlight can kill a man outright
      F               C         G7     C
Cause everything that glitters  is not gold
Repeat #1,3,1

778. All The Good Ones Are

All The Good Ones Are
Osborne Brothers - All The Good Ones Are

Not every party is a somebody callin' the cops
Not every song is a mic drop right from the top
Not every summer is a beach road runner



Wakin' up wonderin' where you are
But all the good ones are

Not every secret is a gotta take it to the graver
Not every friend is a give it hell levitator
Not every habit is a good God gotta have it
Make you hock your new guitar
But all the good ones are
All the good ones are, yeah

Not every lover is a Cooney Island thrill ride
A taste of honey with a crazy streak of mile wide
Cheap thrills, fire drills, fast wheels
Drive you like a stolen car
But all the good ones are

Not every drink is a Black Jack, make it double
Not every dive is a neon bomb jungle
Not every smile gonna get me in trouble
Sittin' down at the end of the bar
But all the good ones are
All the good ones are, hey

Not every lover is a Cooney Island thrill ride
A taste of honey with a crazy streak of mile wide
Cheap thrills, fire drills, fast wheels
Drive you like a stolen car
But all the good ones are

Not every are you ever wanters gonna want you
Not every woman got a way that's gonna haunt you
And your bed and your head and your heart
Every bad decision ain't a suicide mission, demolition right from the start
But all the good ones are

Not every lover is a Cooney Island thrill ride
A taste of honey with a crazy streak of mile wide
Cheap thrills, fire drills, fast wheels
Drive you like a stolen car
But all the good ones are

Not every are you ever wanters gonna want you
Not every woman got a way that's gonna haunt you
And your bed and your head and your heart
Every bad decision ain't a suicide mission, demolition right from the start
But all the good ones are
But all the good ones are
All the good ones are

779. All The Good Times Are Gone

Trampled By Turtles - All the Good Times Are Gone



[Verse 1]
Hold out in the blackboard autumn
Sit down right where you want 'em
High tide, on a yellow morning
Besides, oh, all the good times are gone

[Verse 2]
Homesick I left Cincinnati
Take it, just don't point it at me
Right now might be all that matters
Look out, oh, all the good times are gone

[Verse 3]
Paintings on a wall so sober
Night rings like a blanket over
Your head, yeah, it don't come easy
We're blood red, oh, all the good times are gone

[Chorus]
All the good times are gone
All the good times are gone
All the good times are gone
All the good times

780. All The Good Times Are Past And Gone

All The Good Times Are Past And Gone
Flatt & Scruggs - Bill Monroe

I wish to the lord I'd never been born
Or died when I was young
I never would have seen your sparkling blue eyes
Or heard your lying tongue

   All the good times are past and gone
   All the good times are o'er
   All the good times are past and gone
   Little darling don't weep no more

Don't you see that turtle dove
That flies from pine to pine
He's mourning for his own true love
Just like I mourn for mine

Come back, come back my own true love
And stay awhile with me
For if ever I've had a friend in this world
You've been that friend to me



781. All The Love I Had Is Gone

All The Love I Had Is Gone
Ralph Stanley

   I even loved the ground that you walked on
   But that has been some time ago
   I could never take you back, no matter how I try
   For all the love I had is gone

You told me a lie and I believed you
That's alright if that's the way you want to do
Go on my dear now with your new love
You'll know how it feels when he lies to you

782. All The Lovely Ladies

All the Lovely Ladies
Darrell Scott - All the Lovely Ladies

All the lovely ladies in their finery tonight
I wish that I could know them one by one
All the handsome gentlemen with loving on their minds
Strolling in to take the ladies home
Bless you all and keep you on the road to tenderness
Heaven can be yours just for now.

All the gentle strangers who by nature do not smile
To everyone who cannot hold a pen
To all you heavy rounders with a headache for your pains
Who dread the thought of going round the bend

Bless you all and keep you on the road to better things
Heaven can be yours just for now.

To all the lovely ladies in their finery tonight
I wish that I could kiss you while you knit
To all the ones who learn to live with bein second-guessed
Whose job it is to give more then to get

Bless you all and keep you with the strength to understand
Heaven can be yours just for now.

To all the little dreamers with a dream that cannot last
To all the sleeping giants who must wake
To every man who answers to the letter of the law
And all the rest imprisoned by mistake

Bless you all and keep you with the faith to let it pass
Heaven can be yours just for now

To all the lonely sailors who have trouble beeing seen
To all of you with heartache that remains



Maybe sometime later you might swim back into shore
If someone could relieve you of your chains

Bless you all and keep you all on the land or on the sea
Heaven can be yours, just for now

783. All The Luck In The World

Billy Strings & Circles Around The Sun 
All The Luck In The World

You see the choice in front of you
And though it's hard to make
You feel you will come through
You feel how everyone has changed
But they know who you are
And they're watching what you do

When they say that they wish you all the luck in the world
When they say that they'll miss you when you're gone

You walked through their frozen worlds
You knew they would come down
As soon as you came to
You left them standing all around
The ghost that had been gone
The one they thought they knew

When they said that they wished you all the luck in the world
When you know that they'd love to see you fall

You tried to do the best you could
It wasn't quite enough
But what else could you do
To find a way to make this real
A way to find your own
A way to stay true

When they say that they wish you all the luck in the world
When you know that they'd love to see you fall

784. All The Praises - Chords

All The Praises
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Carmol Taylor and Jenny Strickland

C                        C7           F
It's so good to hear the word congratulations



     G7                                 C
It's so good to know at last success is mine
         C7                                 F
But as I stand here in the midst of all the sorrow
          G7                               C
There's a lovely face that's smiling on my mind
        F                             C
All the praises should be given to my woman
          G7                              C            C7
She's the one who helped me up when I was down all the way
        F                             C
All the praises should be given to my woman
          F               G7        C
She's the one who made me what I am today
        F                             C
All the praises should be given to my woman
          G7                              C            C7
She's the one who helped me up when I was down all the way
        F                             C
All the praises should be given to my woman
          F               G7        C
She's the one who made me what I am today
           F               G7        C
She's the one who made me what I am today

785. All The Pretty Colors

Sturgill Simpson - All The Pretty Colors

Well Grey is the color of my world since you left me
On that bright and sunny, orange and mournful day
No more rainbows shining out my window
Like you my skies of blue have gone away
Well I guess you bought and sold all the silver and the gold
'Cause this old world don't seem to shine no more
Yellow, purple, pink, and red have been replaced by lead
Like the foggy hollow that I'm headed for
(Chorus)
All the colors are bleeding
Where's ol' Van Gogh when you need him
I bet you my left ear he can relate
All the pretty blue is fading
From the sea of tears I'm wading
And it's cause of you my world's gone grey
Well Some say grey's a better way to live than blue
Not quite black & white but in between
But I've been so down ever since those eyes of brown
Followed white lines back to pines eternal green
(Chorus)
All the colors are bleeding
Where's ol' Van Gogh when you need him
I bet you my left ear he can relate
All the pretty blue is fading



From the sea of tears I'm wading
And it's cause of you my world's gone grey
All the pretty blue is fading
From the sea of tears I'm wading
And it's cause of you my world's gone grey

786. All The Pretty Horses

Rhiannon Giddens - All the Pretty Horses

Hush-a-bye, don't you cry
Go to sleepy, little baby
Way down yonder in the meadow
All the pretty little horses
Blacks and bays, dapples and grays
[?] [six?] little horses
Blacks and bays, dapples and grays
[?] [six?] little horses
Hush-a-bye, don't you cry
Go to sleepy, little baby
Way down yonder in the meadow
Are all the pretty little horses

787. All The Right Places

Dierks Bentley - All the Right Places

[Verse 1]
It's been done at an old school honky-tonk dive
As I watch the neon burn out of her eyes
It's been done at a beach at the end of a pier
As the summer turned cold and the sun disappeared

[Pre-Chorus]
It hurt
And sometimes it still does
But at the end of the day
What can I say?
I lived it up

[Chorus]
My heart's been broke in all the right places
All the cliche kinda movie scenes
Burned so good, I can still taste it
Still get wasted on a memory
Friday nights and carnival rides
Out of left field whRn it felt so right
At a red light, evRn on a boat
Yeah, my heart's been broke



[Post-Chorus]
My heart's been broke in all the right places
My heart's been broke in all the right places

[Verse 2]
It's happened in a driveway sittin' in a car
As the first drop of rain hit the windshield hard
It's happened at a party on New Year's Eve
When a kissed turned into "it's not you, it's me"

[Pre-Chorus]
It hurt
And sometimes it still does
But at the end of the day
What can I say?
I lived it up

[Chorus]
My heart's been broke in all the right places
All the cliche kinda movie scenes
Burned so good, I can still taste it
Still get wasted on a memory
Friday nights and carnival rides
Out of left field when it felt so right
At a red light, even on a boat
Yeah, my heart's been broke

[Post-Chorus]
My heart's been broke in all the right places
My heart's been broke in all the right places
[Instrumental]

[Bridge]
They keep tellin' me if it's meant to be
It'll be, but that ain't ever worked for me
Yeah, maybe it'll all work out someday
But if it don't, it don't, and at least I can say

[Chorus]
My heart's been broke in all the right places
All the cliche kinda movie scenes
Burned so good, I can still taste it
Still get wasted on a memory
In Friday nights and carnival rides
Out of left field when it felt so right
At a red light, even on a boat
Yeah, my heart's been broke

[Post-Chorus]
My heart's been broke in all the right places
My heart's been broke in all the right places
In all the right places
My heart's been broke in all the right places
My heart's been broke in all the right places
In all the right places



[Post-Chorus]
My heart's been broke in all the right places
My heart's been broke in all the right places
In all the right places
My heart's been broke in all the right places
My heart's been broke in all the right places
Yeah, maybe it'll all work out one day
But if it don't, it don't, and at least I can say

[Outro]
My heart's been broke in all the right places
Yeah, my heart's been broke in all the right places
In all the right places, yeah yeah yeah
My heart's been broke in all the right places
My heart's been broke in all the right places
My heart's been broke in all the right places
My heart's been broke

788. All The Roadrunning

Emmylou Harris - All the Roadrunning

A million miles our vagabond heels
Clocked up beneath the clouds
They're counting down to show time
When we do it for real with the crowds
Air miles are owing
But they don't come for free
And they don't give you any for pain

But if it's all for nothing
All the road running's
Been in vain

The rim shots come down like cannon fire
And thunder off the wall
There's a man in every corner
And each one is giving his all

This is my piper
This is my drum
So you'll never will hear me complain

And if it's all for nothing
All the road running's
Been in vain

All the road running
All the road running

Well if you're inclined
To go up on the wall
It can only be fast and high



And those who don't like the danger
Soon find something different to try
When there's only a ringin' in your ears
And an echo down memory lane

But if it's all for nothing
All the road running's
Been in vain

All the road running
All the road running
All the road running 
All the road running

The show's packing up
I sit and watch the convoy leaving town
And there's no pretending I'm not a fool
For riding around and around
Like the pictures you keep of your old wall of death
You showed me one time on the plane

But if it's all for nothing
All the road running's
Been in vain

Of a million miles of vagabond sky
Clocked up above the clouds
But I'm still your man for the roaming
For as long as there's roamin' allowed

There'll be a rider
And there'll be a wall
As long as the dreamer remains

And if it's all for nothing
All the road running's
Been in vain

All the road running 
All the road running
All the road running 
All the road running
All the road running 
All the road running
All the road running 
All the road running

789. All The Roads - Chords

All The Roads 
Hank Williams Jr. & The Grascals
 
[Chorus]



A
I'm gonna keep all the roads open to my heart
A                                         E7
Just in case you ever wanna come back this way sweetheart
A
Yeah, the gate'll be open and the door unlocked
                      D
So bring your horse and cart
                         E7              A
'cause I'm gonna keep all the roads open to my heart
 
[Verse]
A
Like a snowstorm in Montana, don't ever cut yourself off
A                                                                        E7
or your heart will freeze to death, and you'll stumble through life lost
A                                         D
So I'm keepin' the trail open for you to come rescue me
                          A
But I'm not gonna stand here freezin'
E7                        A
I'm gonna plow on ahead and see
 
[Chorus]
A
I'm gonna keep all the roads open to my heart
A                                         E7
Just in case you ever wanna come back this way sweetheart
A
Yeah, the gate'll be open and the door unlocked
                      D
So bring your horse and cart
                         E7              A
'cause I'm gonna keep all the roads open to my heart
 
[Verse]
A
When a man is cold and lonely, you know he's gotta stay warm
A                                               E7
And I got a gal or two around to help me through this storm
A
But if you ever get rid of your snowman
                       D
And you wanna come back to me
                                A
I'll be waitin' in my cave of love
E7          A
Like a hungry grizzly
 
[Chorus]
A
I'm gonna keep all the roads open to my heart
A                                         E7
Just in case you ever wanna come back this way sweetheart
A
Yeah, the gate'll be open and the door unlocked
                      D



So bring your horse and cart
                         E7              A
'cause I'm gonna keep all the roads open to my heart
 
 
[INSTRUMENTAL BREAK]
 
A E7 A D E7 A
 
Change to A (Capo 3rd)
 
[Verse]
A
Well all my road work finally paid off
'cause today I got a call
baby let's meet like we used to
                   E7
hey baby let's have a ball
A
said her new highwayman left her
                      D
and now she's out in the cold
A                                        E7      A
and I'm gonna jump in my dogsled and get us back on the right road
 
[Chorus]
A
I'm gonna keep all the roads open to my heart
A                                         E7
Just in case you ever wanna come back this way sweetheart
A
Yeah, the gate'll be open and the door unlocked
                      D
So bring your horse and cart
                         E7              A
'cause I'm gonna keep all the roads open to my heart
 
[Tag]
A                    E7            A
I'm gonna keep all the roads open to my heart

790. All The Same

All the Same
The Infamous Stringdusters

High or low
Sky or sea
Locked inside
Or just set free
Have you become
What you could be
Or who could say



It isn't me
Guilt or blame
It's all the same....it's all the same
Hard to say
It's hard to find
Is it all in your mind
Is it without
Or is it within
How does it feel in your skin
Pride or shame
It's all the same....it's all the same

When you want me, you will find me here
When you want me, you will find me here
I'll be here

In the dark
In the light
I had it wrong
But it's alright
Cuz I'm right here
Oh won't you look around
Still can't see
What's that sound
They call my name
They're all the same
They're all the same

791. All The Soft Places To Fall - Chords

All The Soft Places To Fall
Recorded by Merle Haggard and Willie Nelson
Written by Leona Williams
[3/4 time] 
 
G
Most of my life I've been runnin' around 
            G7       C
Playin' and havin' a ball
    D7
And maybe I've been on a party too long 
                           G
These memories are fond to recall
You see we've got this thing about women 
            G7        C
Smokin' and good alcohol
    D7
But now we're lookin' for a home life 
With clean smellin' sheets 
                           G
And all the soft places to fall
The women we've known have been many 
                    G7          C



But they don't understand us at all
       D7
Though we've spent many a long hours 
                            G
Hopin' some old lover would call
Surely somebody somewhere still wants us 
                G7         C
Or don't nobody want us at all
      D7
We're lookin' for a home life 
With clean smellin' sheets 
                           G
And all the soft places to fall
C                            G
Most of our lives we've been outlaws 
C                           G
Slept with our backs to the wall
      C                        G             F#m
I'm a rambler I'm a seeker and we're gettin' weaker 
      Em                       D7
And a whole lot more likely to fall
      G
We're tired of the rocks and the brambles 
      G7                     C
Those barbed wire fences and all
          D7
And we're lookin' for a home life 
                    
With clean smellin' sheets 
                           G
And all the soft places to fall
C                            G
Most of our lives we've been outlaws 
C                           G
Slept with our backs to the wall
      C                        G             F#m
I'm a rambler I'm a seeker and we're gettin' weaker 
      Em                       D7
And a whole lot more likely to fall
      G
We're tired of the rocks and the brambles 
      G7                     C
Those barbed wire fences and all
          D7
And we're lookin' for a home life 
                    
With clean smellin' sheets 
                           G
And all the soft places to fall

792. All The Things You Do



Blue Highway - All the Things You Do

I still got the songs you wrote
I still play 'em on the road
But they just don't sound the same
From a voice with a different name

You were on a mountain top
Though you fell from there alot
But I'd never seen it coming this time around
All I know is that we're gonna miss the sound
Of you
And all the things you do
All the things you do

At times you were my only friend
I'd like to do it all again
In my heart and on my mind
I still sing along everytime

You were on a mountain top
Though you fell from there alot
But I'd never seen it coming this time around
All I know is that we're gonna miss the sound
Of You
And all the things you do
All the things you do
All the things you do
All the things you do

793. All The Time

Donna the Buffalo - All the Time

Once a dream, once was set in stone
Once like a seed it was meant to grow
Washed away in the rain before your very eyes
It was a dream you'd begun to know

Let the wind blow on as it may
Let the tears trickle down
Let the time have been rich
Let us share this thought
As we lay this memory down

Chorus:
All the time
All the time we spent
All the time
Seems was heaven sent

You give with your soul, and your might to the wheel
And the rest is the rest of it all
Give to it what you've got, give to it your all



Shake a tree and watch a river fall

Two and two make four
But four don't make it all
It's a chancy bet
Take the good with the bad
But the best is the deepest
And the richest you will never forget

Stand on your own two feet
As the hardest days go by
Go by, go by
Go by, go by

The difference between you and me will exist
Until the last standing maple tree
It's not wrong, it's not right
It's not black, it's not white
It's just whatever what the difference might be

So forgive and forget
Don't regret but move on
And take the magic of the time with you
Let the good and the love
And the spirit that lifts
Set the groove to keep on pushing you through

794. All The Way Down

Little Big Town - All The Way Down

[Verse 1]
Rock me like a lullaby, Roll me like a wheel
I'm going down, down, all the way down
Love me like a superstar, Play me like a steel
I'm going down, down, all the way down
Down, down, falling all the way down
Stand, where the good love lies
Be my man, I'll be your alibi
Wonderland, want to give it a try
Let it ride

[Chorus]
Rock me like a lullaby, Roll me like a wheel
I'm going down, down, all the way down
Love me like a superstar, Play me like a steel
I'm going down, down, all the way down
Down, down, falling all the way down

[Verse 2]
Here, where it all feels right
Crystal clear, as a southern sky
Oh my dear, you set my love on fire



Every time

[Chorus]

[Outro]
Show me now
Show me now
You got to show me now

795. All The Way To Love - Chords

All The Way To Love l- Chords
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Dale Vest and Tommy Overstreet

C            F                    G7
Tell me girl before you dress and go
C               F               G7
Just in case my future wants to know
F                              C
Did we have to beat our hearts against the wall
F                               G7
It would have to be that way or not at all
C                          F          G7
It would have to be an all consume me high
C                          F      G7
Couldn't it have been just warm desire
F                          C
Wouldn't just a flame have been enough
F                              G7     C
Did we have to take it all the way to love
G7                             F      C
Did we have to take it all the way to love
F                         G7
Tell me girl what were we thinking of
F                                   C
Now that everything's been said and done
F                              G7     C
Did we have to take it all the way to love
             F                 G7
Tell me girl before we say goodbye
C             F                     G7
Could we have touched with just our eyes
F                         C
Did it have to be by body and by hand
F                          G7
Did the woman need to know all of this man
C                         F     G7
Did it have to be forever and a day
C                             F     G7
Couldn't there have been some other way
F                            C
Wouldn't something less have been enough



F                              G7     C
Did we have to take it all the way to love
Repeat #3

796. All The Way To Me

Dierks Bentley - All the Way to Me

[Verse 1]
Something 'bout George Jones on the headphones
Truth through a microphone
Livin' on and on and on in a melody
Something 'bout starlight on Kansas
The way a wheat field dances
Fence posts as far as the eye can see

[Pre-Chorus]
It just gets all the way to me
It just gets all the way to me

[Verse 2]
Something 'bout the sound of crack in bottle tops
Makes troubles fade and time stop
Holdin' that cold somehow sets you free
Or thinking back to who I was
Saving up for that used truck
Her Levi's laying on my Chevy seats

[Pre-Chorus]
It just gets all the way to me
It just gets all the way to me

[Chorus]
It ain't like smoke gets in your clothes
Naw, it cuts through my skin and digs in way down deep
Soaks in like rain
Burns like a flame
Takes ahold of my soul underneath
It just gets all the way to me
It just gets all the way to me

[Verse 3]
Something 'bout a drawer full of yesterdays
A hand-me-down knife and a last name
And a shoebox full of roots from the family tree
Something 'bout me and her
And how our love turned into brown eyes looking up
The sound of hardwood floors on little feet

[Pre-Chorus]
It just gets all the way to me

[Chorus]



It ain't like smoke gets in your clothes
Naw, it cuts through my skin and digs in way down deep
Soaks in like rain
Burns like a flame
Takes ahold of my soul underneath
Just gets all the way to me
Just gets all the way to me, hey

[Bridge]
Something 'bout a wooden cross
Forgiving sins and no love lost
Gratitude I find on bended knee

[Outro]
It just gets all the way to me
It just gets all the way to me
It just gets all the way to me
It just gets all the way to me
It just gets all the way to me
It just gets all the way to me
It just gets all the way to me
It just gets all the way to me, all the way to me

797. All The Way With Jesus - Chords

All The Way With Jesus
Written and recorded by Buck Owens

G
I'd give up worldly ambition 
         D7            G
I'd give up my worldly ways

And I put my trust in Jesus 
             D7              G
I know He'll take me all the way

        C                G
I'll go all the way with Jesus 
        D7              G
All the way to heaven's door
        C                G
I'll go all the way with Jesus 
             D7              G
And stand on heaven's golden floor

Oh I know my Savior loves me 
          D7            G
For He forgave my every sin

And when old Gabriel's trumpet sounded 
            D7                G
At heaven's gate He'll let me in



Repeat #2

798. All The Way With You - Chords

All The Way With You
Words and music by John Prine and Gary Nicholson

INTRO:
 G Em C D G D

G Em
Love Gives. Love Takes.
 C G D
It takes a lot of lucky breaks
 G Em
Lucky Strikes. Lucky stars
C G D
I don't know how I got this far
 C D
Who knows where it's coming from
 G C
Or where it's going to
 C D G D
Can I go all the way with you?

 G Em
You have your way. You have your doubts
 C G D
The falling in. The falling out.
 G Em
A bridge is built. A bridge is burned.
 C G D
Till you reach the point of no return
 C D
Don't know where we're coming from
 G C
Or where we're going to
 C D G
Can I go all the way with you?

 D C G
Heaven knows that this ain't nothing new
 D C G D
God knows how much I love you

 G Em
Love comes. Love goes.
 C D G
Can I go all the way with you?
 C D (Tacet) G
Can I go all the way with you?
G Em C D G D G



799. All The While

All The While
Miles Rudge / Ted Dicks

Upon a Monday morning-O, the rain it was a-raining;
My love she came to me and said,
Oh, when will you and I be wed,
For I have bought a double bed
And Mother is complaining-O.
And all the while the rain it was a raining-O

Upon a Tuesday morning-O, the snow it was a-glist'ning;
My love still hadn't gone away
So I did ask her, Mistress, pray
What was it you said yesterday?
I really wasn't list'ning-O.
And all the while the snow it was a-glist'ning-O

Upon a Wednesday morning-O, the hail it was a-hailing;
My love she made a quick retort,
And said, to cut the story short,
I've bought a bed, the double sort,
Your hearing must be failing-O.
And all the while the hail it was a-hailing-O

Upon a Thursday morning-O, the day was not a hot one.
I said, you've bought a double bed?
Well, that was what I thought you said,
You must be going off your head,
For I've already got one-O.
And all the while the day was not a hot one-O.

(Spoken:) On Friday no one spoke.

Upon a Saturday morning-O, the thunder it was frightening.
I shouted so that I'd be heard,
Oh, let us marry on the third
But did she answer, not a word,
For she'd been struck by lightning-O. Oh, Oh-oh.
And after that the weather started brightening-O.

800. All The World Is Lonely Now

All The World Is Lonely Now
Jim & Jesse

Yesterday you said you loved me
Today you say it's over now



Why did you go away and leave me
All the world is lonely now

Don't tell me that you love another
And that you've broken every vow
For I don't want to live without you
All the world is lonely now

I've tried so hard to make you happy
With love your heart would not allow
It's hard to know you'll never want me
All the world is lonely now

Goodbye, good luck and may God bless you
I'll try to get along somehow
I know I'll never love another
All the world is lonely now

801. All Things In Time

Glen Phillips - All Things In Time

Call me up when you need
Strangers often deceive
And there's something so freeing
To call out a name
And someone's believing
I've been changing my mind
Through with looking behind
It's a crash course in life
The best you can do is pass by
No getting out alive
I'll hold a light for you to see
All things in time, all you'll ever need
Something i can't explain
Keeps me running, afraid
And every day
Looks me in the face and says
"who'd you think you were, anyway?"
If you'll hold a light for me to see
All things in time, all we'll ever need
Well, you told me so
That we'd seen this all before
So what is it keeps us coming back for more?
I'll hold a light for you to see
All things in time, all you'll ever need
All things in time, all we'll ever need



802. All Things To All Things - Chords

All Things To All Things
Recorded by John Anderson
Written by John Anderson and Fred Carter

C               F            C
You give us the sands on the desert
    F                        G7
You give us the waves on the shore
   Am           G7              F          C
We take what we please from the rivers and seas
    D7                       G7
And still we keep asking for more
    C           F             C
You give us the mountains and valleys
    F                         G7
You give us the trees and the air
   Am         G7       F              C
We saw and we burn and still we don't learn
    D7                   G7
And it seems that nobody cares
                                                         C G7 Am
Are you the Giver who longs for the gift that you bring
G7                                      C
How can You always be all things to all things
                F          C
You give us the seasons in order
   F                        G7
To nourish and build up the land
     Am               G7     F              C
With the plow and the hoe we make the seeds grow
    D7                      G7
And still things get out of hand
C               F      C
You give us our animal brothers
    F                       G7
The feather the fur and the fin
   Am          G7         F      C
We trap and we train till so few remain
   D7                     G7
We swear we won't do that again
                                                         C G7 Am
Are you the Giver who longs for the gift that you bring
G7                                      C
How can You always be all things to all things

803. All This Time

Sara Watkins - All This Time

All this time, all this time
All this time and you on my mind



I feel like the wind just came
And blew all the crumbs away
I'm finally breaking it off with your memory
You're still in my cupboards
Get out of my cupboards
Get off of my walls
All this time, all this time
All this time and you on my mind
You're where I hang my keys
When I walk in the door
You're the jacket I borrowed and proudly wore
But with you in my head
You stay under my skin
And interfere with my heart
All this time, all this time
All this time and you on my mind
I feel like the wind just came
And blew all the crumbs away
I'm finally breaking it off with your memory

804. All Those Years - Chords

All Those Years
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

C                        F
Come on in and take your coat off 
C                  G7
Come on in and sit down
C                  F
If I seem a little nervous 
          G7            C
I've been walking shaky ground
                          F
I've been alone since she left me 
C                              G7
And I'm not quite sure what to do
C                         F
So if I call her name I'm sorry 
                G7                C   C7
Cause all those years are hard to lose
          F                   C
All those years with just one woman 
                       G7
Was all gone in just a day
C         F                   C
All those years with just one woman 
         F              C                G7
Makes it hard to try to find a brand new way
                C
After all those years
                               F
I guess I should take down her picture 



C                           G7
And try to put your mind at ease
C                           F
And tell myself it's really over 
        G7             C
And put aside this misery
Repeat #3

805. All Those Yesterdays

Ernest Tubb 
All Those Yesterdays

What will I do with all those yesterdays
Where will I go what will I say
How can I live since you have gone away
What will I do with all those yesterdays

Tomorrow never bothers me I know what it will bring
It is just another day and it won't mean a thing
But when nighttime falls and memories come to play
What will I do with all those yesterdays

Tomorrow never bothers me I know what it will bring
It is just another day and it won't mean a thing
But when nighttime falls and memories come to play
What will I do with all those yesterdays

806. All Through The Night

All Through The Night - Jerry Douglas

Sleep my child and peace attend thee
All through the night
Guardian angels God will send thee
All through the night

Soft the drowsy hours are creeping
Hill and dale in slumber sleeping
I, my loving vigil keeping
All through the night

While the moon, her watch is keeping
All through the night
While the weary world is sleeping
All through the night

O'er thy spirit gently stealing
Visions of delight revealing



Breathes a pure and holy feeling
All through the night
All through the night
All through the night

Through your dreams you're softly stealing
Visions of delight revealing
Christmas time is so appealing
All through the night
All through the night

807. All Through Throwing Good Love After Bad

All Through Throwing Good Love After Bad
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1]
Oh a time there was I was feeling so hopeless
It's a wonder I didn't cave in
I kept throwing love at all the wrong people
Never to see it again

[Chorus]
Oh Lord, won't you look what I've found?
Staring me right in the face
I'm through being lonely, I'm through being sad
I'm all through throwing good love after bad

[Verse 2]
When I think of all the time I have wasted
Wearing my heart on my sleeve
Entrusting my love to the kindness of strangers
Oh I was so naive

[Chorus]
Oh Lord, won't you look what I've found?
Staring me right in the face
I'm through being lonely, I'm through being sad
I'm all through throwing good love after bad

I said, oh Lord won't you look what I've found
Staring me right in the face
I'm through being lonely, I'm through being sad
I'm all through throwing good love after bad

808. All We Have

Brett Dennen - All We Have



All we have is love
Oh, we're growing
Faster than we ever could have dreamed
And our bellies are bulging
We're gonna burst right through our seams
It's got us all in competition
For wealth and recognition
Globalization I say's a contradiction
For we can't keep paving over this world
We won't all fit in
All that we have is hope and love
So don't you worry child
Don't you worry 'bout a thing
(in the night?)
But those can lift us up
So we can rise above
So we can rise above
And all that we have is hope and love
So don't you worry child
Don't you worry 'bout a thing
(in the night?)
But those can lift us up
So we can rise
So we can rise above the madness

809. All Writ Down

The Incredible String Band - All Writ Down 

I fully understood
That you'd leave when your ship come by
And l fully understood
You had a purpose more high
Then to give a little schoolboy
To give a little schoolboy his first love

But oh, did I cry and did I cry
For I thought that those days would just fade and die
But every cell in my body has it all writ down
Every smile and every frown

And oh those good-time girls, oh, those good-time girls
That book it sometimes makes me glad
That book it sometimes makes me sad
But oh, it don't read bad, oh, it don't read bad

I cursed you to your face
When you turned to go
But I see now that you did just right
And I bow to you low
For you gave a little schoolboy
You gave a little schoolboy his first love



But oh, did I cry and did I cry
For I thought that those days would just fade and die
But every cell in my body has it all writ down
Every smile and every frown

And oh those good-time girls, oh, those good-time girls
That book it sometimes makes me glad
That book it sometimes makes me sad
But oh, it don't read bad, oh, it don't read bad
And oh, it don't read bad

810. All You Despise - Chords

All You Despise 
Town Mountain
 
Dm
Well here is your left hand and there is your right
A
Years from driving nails and railroad spikes
D                   G
That hammers heavy, what does it weigh
A                      Dm
and a hard working man swings one every day
 
D
There is your right hand and here is your left
A
They both put the good years to home, that you can bet
Dm                      G
Writting them songs and playing on em strings
A                               Dm
Thinking about the good stuff, its gunna bring
 
A            Dm
Yes its bad, when you aint at home
A               Dm
Many miles from a paid telephone
G
No one even know my name
Dm
And all you despise and be the same
 
Dm
Well here comes the mailman and there goes your bills
A
They pill up all your promises to capital hill
D                           G
Regardless what you work at you do tend to this thing
A                             Dm
They promise you a good life, man you aint still seen one
 
D                        Dm



Well it aint still bad, when you aint at home
A               Dm
Many miles from a paid telephone
G
Someday theyll all know your name
Dm
And all you despise and be the same
 
 
Dm
Well now, here is your left, lift and hold it in a fist
A
Cover up that ass you have written on your chest
Dm                           G
Youre only here a moment and I know who you are
A                                Dm
Even if youve become some big ol superstar
 
A             Dm
Yes its bad, when you aint at home
A                     Dm
Everywhere you go you always feel alone
G
You all dont even know my name
Dm
And all you despise and be the same
 
 
Dm
Well here is your left hand and there is your right
A
Years from driving nails and railroad spikes
Dm                   G
That hammers heavy, what does it weigh
A                     Dm
A hard working man swings one everyday
 
A             Dm
Yes its bad, when you aint at home
A                       Dm
Everywhere you go you always feel alone
G
You all dont even know my name
Dm
And all you despise and be the same
Dm
And all you despise and be the same

811. All You Ever Do Is Bring Me Down - Chords

All You Ever Do Is Bring Me Down
Recorded by The Mavericks
Written by Raul Malo and Al Anderson



G                       D7
I can't sleep a wink anymore
                                    G
Ever since you first walked out the door
                                   D7
Then I just started drinkin' to forget
                                         G
But I don't think the worst has happened yet
                            D7
All you ever do is bring me down
                          G
Making me a fool all over town
                             D7
They all wonder why I wear a frown
                                          G
That's cause honey all you do is bring me down
                                   D7
It's funny how my whole world fell apart
                                 G
I think I saw it coming from the start
                                     D7
I tried to tell myself that you'd be true
                               G
But I expected way too much of you
repeat #2 x2
             D7                           G
That's cause honey all you do is bring me down
      D7                          G
Honey all you ever do is bring me down

812. All You Need Is Love

All You Need Is Love
Chris Stapleton

Love, love, love
Love, love, love
Love, love, love
There's nothing you can do that can't be done
Nothing you can sing that can't be sung
Nothing you can say, but you can learn how to play the game
It's easy
Nothing you can make that can't be made
Nothing you can save that can't be saved
Nothing you can do, but you can learn how to be you in time
It's easy
All you need is love
All you need is love
All you need is love, love
Love is all you need
Love, love, love
Love, love, love



Love, love, love
All you need is love
All you need is love
All you need is love, love
Love is all you need
Love, love, love
Love, love, love
Love, love, love
All you need is love
All you need is love
All you need is love, love
Love is all you need
All you need is love (All together now)
All you need is love (Everybody)
All you need is love, love
Love is all you need
All you need is love
All you need is love
All you need is love, love
Love is all you need
All you need is love
All you need is love
All you need is love, love
Love is all you need
All you need is love
All you need is love
All you need is love, love
Love is all you need
All you need is love
All you need is love
All you need is love, love
Love is all you need

813. All You Really Need Is Love

Brad Paisley - All You Really Need Is Love

So you say you wanna tie the knot
And you're askin' me if I think that the two of you have got
What it takes to make it work
Well one thing's for sure
All you really need is love
Let me say I'm happy for you both
And here's a little something that the two of you should know
If you want to do it right
Just take my advice
All you really need is love
And a license and a blood test and a bunch of invitations
A minister, a white dress, and of course a congregation
And flowers and music and candles and cake
And a bunch of rice for folks to throw as you drive away
Now what's that expression on your face
You're lookin' kind of pale, is everything OK



Don't worry you'll be fine
If you just keep in mind
All you really need is love
And bridesmaids and groomsmen and a wedding coordinator
And food for the reception, you'll need someone to cater
Did I forget to mention it'll take a couple rings
And of course a P.A. system if you're wantin' me to sing
Now you look so happy you could cry
And that explains the tear drops I see wellin' in your eyes
Don't worry you'll be fine
If you just keep in mind
All you really need is love
I'm sure I'm tellin' you something you already knew
All you really need is love

814. All You Want When You Please

Tom T Hall - All You Want When You Please

[Verse 1:]
I'm sittin' here lookin' at some mighty hard times
Money ain't growing on trees
A little while ago I was rollin' in dough
Singin' all you want when you please

[Chorus:]
All you want when you please girls
All you want when you please

[Verse 2:]
The wind blows up this road all summer
In the evening it cools one and all
If you like a good breeze you can have all you please
If you don't get blown away in the fall

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
My money's all gone
And my breeze died down my bloom of youth's gone to seed
I sit here and cry for the days all gone
By when I sang all you want when you please

[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
Well the meat's all lean and the bread's all done
And the cook rides a big white horse
You just come like you look and if you get your picture took
You can tell 'em you was at the Mardi Gras

[Chorus]



815. All You Want When You Please - Chords

All You Want When You Please
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall
 
G                                B7
I'm sitting here looking at some mighty hard times
C                      G
Money ain't growing on trees
                         B7
A little while ago I was rolling in dough
C               D7            G
Singing all you want when you please
C       D7            G
All you want when you please girls
C       D7            G
All you want when you please
                       B7
The wind blows up this road all summer
C                               G
In the evenin' it cools one and all
                                  B7
If you like a good breeze you can have all you please
C                D7                G
If you don't get blown away in the fall
Repeat #2
                           B7
My money's all gone and my breeze died down
C                           G
My bloom of youth's gone to seed
                           B7
I sit here and cry for the days all gone by
C                   D7            G
When I sang all you want when you please
Repeat #2
                                 B7
Well the meat's all lean and the bread's all done
C                              G
And the cook rides a big white horse
                                   B7
You just come like you look and if you get your picture took
C                    D7               G
You can tell 'em you was at the Mardi Gras
Repeat #2

816. All You've Got To Do

Rodney Crowell - All You've Got To Do



Wouldn't it be sweet
If you could be in love with me
The way that I'm in love with you
It's so easy to do
All you've got to do is fall in love
All you've got to do is fall in love
All you've got to do is fall in love with me
All you've got to do is fall in love with me
And everyday you don't, it's wasted
And every night alone, it's your fault
The sweetest lips I've ever tasted
The only lips I'll ever want
All you've got to do is fall in love
All you've got to do is fall in love
All you've got to do is fall in love with me
All you've got to do is fall in love with me

817. All Your Favorite Bands

David Rawlings
All Your Favorite Bands

[Verse 1]
Late night drives and hot french fries
And friends around the country
From Charlottesville to good old Santa Fe
When I think of you, you still got on that hat that says "Let's Party!"
I hope that thing is never thrown away

[Chorus]
I hope that life without a chaperone is what you thought it'd be
I hope your brother's El Camino runs forever
I hope the world sees the same person
That you've always been to me
And may all your favorite bands stay together

[Verse 2]
Now I'm just waking up and
I'm not thinking clearly so don't quote me
With one eye open, I'm writing you this song
Ain't it funny how some people pop into your head so easily
I haven't seen you in there for so long

[Chorus]
I hope that life without a chaperone is what you thought it'd be
I hope your brother's El Camino runs forever
I hope the world sees the same person that you always were to me
And may all your favorite bands stay together
[Chorus]
I hope that life without a chaperone is what you thought it'd be
I hope your brother's El Camino runs forever
I hope the world sees the same person that you always were to me
And may all your favorite bands stay together



And may all your favorite bands stay together

818. All Your'n

All Your'n - Tyler Childers

Drivin' through the roadwork
Oh the work they took forever on
The road cones blur like memories
Of the miles we shared between

The place you learned to say your prayers
The place I took to prayin'
Loadin in and breakin down
My road dog door deal dreams

Long before we ever met
I made up my direction
Long before I knew the half
Of half that I'm sure of now

Though I'd say it ain't the way that you'd a gone about it
Follow me and lead me on and never let me down

So I'll love ya till my lungs give out
I ain't lyin'
I'm all yourn and you're all mine

There ain't two ways around it
There ain't no tryin' bout it
I'm all yourn and you're all mine

Fried morels and fine hotels and all that in the middle
Every bite and curtain drawn I wanna taste with you

The goddess in my Days Inn pen
The muse I aint' refusin'
The part of me that ain't around
I'm always talkin' to

So I'll love ya till my lungs give out
I ain't lyin'
I'm all yourn and you're all mine
There ain't two ways around it
There ain't no tryin' bout it
I'm all yourn and you're all mine

So I'll love ya till my lungs give out
I ain't lyin'
I'm all yourn and you're all mine
There ain't two ways around it
There ain't no tryin' bout it
I'm all yourn and you're all mine



No there ain't two ways around it
There ain't no tryin' about it
I'm all yourn and you're all mine

819. All Your'n - Chords

All Yourn
Tyler Childers - All Yourn

[Intro]
G Am C Am G

[Verse 1]
G                              Am
Driving through the road work, all the work they took forever on
C                                           Bm      Am     G
The road comes blurred like memories of the miles we shared between
G                                             Am
The place you learned to say your prayers, the place I took to praying
C                                Bm         Am        G
Loading in and breaking down the rough dark door till dreams
G                       Am
Long before we ever met, I made up my direction
C                               Bm       Am      G
Long before I knew the half the path I'm sure of now
G                                Am
Though I'd say it ain't the way, that you'd have gone about it
C                               Bm        Am     G
You followed me and lead me on, and never let me down

[Chorus]
G                                    Am
So I'll love till my lungs give out, and I ain't lying
Bm      Am         C          G
I'm all your'n, and you're all mine
G                               Am
There ain't two ways around it, There ain't no trying bout it
Bm         Am         C         G
I'm all your'n, and you're all mine

[Interlude]
G Am C Am G

[Verse 2]
G                                     Am
Fried morels and fine hotels, and all that in the middle
C                              Bm        Am         G
Every bite and curtain drawn, I want to taste with you
G                              Am
The goddess of my days in pen, the muse I ain't refusing
C                                 Bm        Am      G
The part of me that ain't around, I'm always talking too



G                                     Am
So I'll love till my lungs give out, and I ain't lying
Bm      Am        C          G
I'm all your'n, and you're all mine
G                               Am
There ain't two ways around it, There ain't no trying bout it
Bm      Am         C           G
I'm all your'n, and you're all mine

[Interlude]
G Am  C   G  C Bm Am G

[Chorus]
G                                    Am
So I'll love till my lungs give out, and I ain't lying
Bm      Am         C          G
I'm all your'n, and you're all mine
G                                  Am
There ain't two ways around it, There ain't no trying bout it
Bm      Am         C          G
I'm all your'n, and you're all mine
G                                  Am
No there ain't two ways around it, There ain't no trying bout it
Bm      Am         C          G
I'm all your'n, and you're all mine

[Outro]
C Bm Am G

820. Alligator Alley

Keller Williams - Alligator Alley

I like to swim
Where I can see the bottom
But where is the challenge
In swimming all alone
When I get the feeling
Like I am being hunted
A rush of adrenaline
Propels me home

As I'm doing the backstroke
Down Alligator Alley
Flipping to freestyle
Try to pick up some speed
Ain't no time for breaststroke
Got to get my ass to the other side
Swimming like a speed boat
So I don't die
Swim for your life

The eyes in the back of my head



Are constantly scoping
Looking for the choppers
That are looking for me
I mean not to threaten
I'm only searching for excitement
As I bolt cut the fencing
And I set Willie free
Yeah, that was me

As I'm doing the backstroke
Down Alligator Alley
Flipping to freestyle
Try to pick up some speed
Ain't no time for breaststroke
Got to get my ass to the other side
Swimming like a speed boat
So I don't die
Swim for your life

I'm physically shackled
But you could never chain
Or restrain my mind
Sporting a straight jacket
After my insanity plea
Ignoring all the racket
Of conventional reality

As I'm doing the backstroke
Down Alligator Alley
Flipping to freestyle
Try to pick up some speed
Ain't no time for breaststroke
Got to get my ass to the other side
Swimming like a speed boat
So I don't die
Swim for your life

821. Allison Miranda

Allison Miranda
Garth Brooks - Allison Miranda

On a two lane north of Casper
Is where this all begins
Heading back to Oklahoma
For a week to visit friends
She was walking 'long the highway
So I pulled off to the side
And asked her if she needed a ride

We tor up that ole blacktop
'Til we found I-25
And just into Colorado



She asked if she could drive
I'd never met nobody like her
I'd never laughed so much
And I grew hungry for her touch

I used to think of autumn
As sweaters and leaves
And I used to think the night
Was just for dreamers and thieves
But that was before she came
Allison Miranda was her name

By the time that we hit Kansas
We both felt pretty beat
So we found ourselves a motel
And grabbed a bite to eat
We'd rest a few short hours
Soon we'd be out of there
Three days later we came up for air

I used to think of autumn
As sweaters and leaves
And I used to think the night
Was just for dreamers and thieves
But that was before she came
Allison Miranda was her name

Now I can't forget
The morning when I woke alone in bed
To a rose left on her pillow
And a goodbye note that read
You cannot grow a flower
If you don not have the seed
Now I've got everything I need

I used to think of autumn
As sweaters and leaves
And I used to think the night
Was just for dreamers and thieves
But that was before she came
Allison Miranda was her name

822. Allright Guy

Allright Guy
Todd Snider - Alright Guy

You know just the other morning I was hanging around inside my house
I had that new book with pictures of Madonna Naked I was checking it out
Just then a friend of mine Came through the door
Said she never pegged me for a scumbag before
She said she didn't ever wanna see me anymore
And I still don't know why



Chorus:
I think I'm an alright guy
I think I'm an alright guy
I just wanna live unitll I gotta  die
I know I aint perfect but God knows I try
I think I'm an alright guy
I think I'm alright

Now maybee I'm dirty and maybee I smoke a little dope
But it aint like I'm going on T.V. and tearing up pictures of the Pope
I know I get wild I know I get drunk
But it aint like I gotta lot of bodies in my trunk
My old man used to call me a no good punk
And I still don't why

Chorus

You know just the other night these cops pulled me over outside a bar
They turned on their lights and said hey kid get ot of the car
I was only joking when I called em a couple of dicks
but still they made me do the stupid human tricks
And now I'm stuck in this cell with a bunch of dumb hicks
And I still don't why

Chorus twice

823. Alma Adentro

Linda Ronstadt - Alma Adentro

Triste caravana de recuerdos
Por mi mente ha pasado
Rastros de nostalgia que ha dejado
Un amor ya fracasado

Ojos que te buscan aun sabiendo
Que no estaras a mi lado
Ojos que suplican que un milagro
Te devuelva a mis brazos

Que dificil es entrar de lleno
A una vida sin encantos
Donde ni la pena puede ahogarse
En la inmensidad de un llanto

Y de noche
Mi corazon despacio
Presentira tu imagen
Perdida en el espacio

Y de noche
Mi corazon te nombra



Al presentir tu imagen
Vagando entre las sombras
Triste maldiciÃ³n

Y de noche
Mi corazon despacio
Presentira tu imagen
Perdida en el espacio

Y de noche
Mi corazon te nombra
Al presentir tu imagen
Vagando entre las sombras
Triste maldicion

824. Almost Can't - Chords

Almost Can't
Recorded by Roy Drusky
Written by Vic McAlpin and Roy Drusky

G                                  C
I keep hopin' in another I'll find you again
                   D7                           G
That's why there's been so many lips where your lips have been
                                       C
With some the thrill is almost like it used to be
    D7                                                G
But almost can't take the heartache heart ache out of me
  C                                    G
Almost can't take the heartache out of me
                                  D7
Still I keep on searching hopelessly
  G                                      C
I hold them close and almost feel you're here with me
    D7                                                G
But almost can't take the heartache heart ache out of me
                                   C
If only all my dreams of you could be denied
     D7                        G
Then maybe with a new love I'd be satisfied
                                    C
At times from you it seems that I'm almost free
    D7                                                G
But almost can't take the heartache heart ache out of me
  C                                    G
Almost can't take the heartache out of me
                                  D7
Still I keep on searching hopelessly
  G                                      C
I hold them close and almost feel you're here with me
    D7                                                G
But almost can't take the heartache heart ache out of me



   D7                                                G
No almost can't take the heartache heart ache out of me

825. Almost Grown

Emmylou Harris - Almost Grown

Yeah 'n' I'm doin' all right in school.
They ain't said I broke no rule.
I ain't never been in Dutch.
I don't browse around too much

Don't bother me, leave me alone
Anyway I'm almost grown

I don't run around with no mob.
Got myself a little job
I'm gonna buy me a little car,
Drive my girl in the park

Got my eye on a little girl.
Ah, she's really out of this world.
When I take her to the dance,
She's got to talk about romance.

You know I'm still livin' in town.
But I done married and settled down.
Now I really have a ball
So I don't browse around at all

826. Almost Home

Almost Home 
Larry Sparks
 
Daybreak on the mountain 
And the sunlight melts the morning mist away 
Sitting in an old chair 
On the front porch rockin' in a brand new day
Honeysuckle fragrance drifting sweetly in the breeze 
And in the pine, the bluebirds sing good morning melodies 
So many times I've been here in my mind, since I've been gone 
Makes me feel like I'm almost home
  
The city life that called me 
Told this wide eyed mountain boy to run away
But the world I left behind me 
Was the one I kept longing for each day
I told Mom and Daddy I'd be comin' back again 



The years slipped away, like all my promises to them 
So many of my loved ones have left this world and gone 
Makes me feel like I'm almost home  
 
Nightfall on the mountain 
And a million tiny stars come out to shine
Sittin' on the front porch 
With a thousand mountain memories on my mind
I grew up, in this cabin Daddy built here in the trees 
I had to go so far, before the truth came home to me 
Home is where the heart is, and my  journey's been so long 
Tonight I feel I'm almost home

827. Almost Home

Almost Home
Lonesome River Band

[Chorus]
Almost home, almost home
Got a mansion waiting and I'm almost home
Almost home, almost home
Got a mansion waiting and I'm almost home

[Verse 1]
They took apostle Peter out to beat him more
For he would not deny the Lord like he had done before
They hung him by his feet to die, they thought he was alone
But he cried unto the Lord, "I'm almost home"

[Chorus]
Almost home, almost home
Got a mansion waiting and I'm almost home
Almost home, almost home
Got a mansion waiting and I'm almost home

[Verse 2]
They took apostle John out on the isle to die
But he had good connection with thR Lord up in the sky
They saw him in JerusalRm, they thought he was alone
But he said, "It's not so hard to die when you can see your home"

[Chorus]
Almost home, almost home
Got a mansion waiting and I'm almost home
Almost home, almost home
Got a mansion waiting and I'm almost home

[Outro]
Almost home, almost home
Got a mansion waiting and I'm almost home
Almost home, almost home
Got a mansion waiting and I'm almost home



Got a mansion waiting and I'm almost home

828. Almost Home - Chords

Almost Home
Recorded by Joe Diffie
written by Larry Williams and Johnny Slate

C                      G7
I just can't remember  when he started slipping
          F             G7               C
From that strong gentle giant he used to be
                                   G7
Cause now he takes forever just to walk down to the mailbox
       F              G7              C
And it hurts me so to see him growing weak
         A#7 C    F      C
But he's al--most home   soon he'll be with momma
                G7
That's where he belongs
A#7              C                  F
Oh how I'm gonna miss him when he's gone
         C  G7   C
And he's al-most home
                      G7
His old Chevy pickup  has already give up 
   F                G7                C
It sits on blocks beneath that walnut tree
                              G7
And the weeds have taken over out there in his garden
   F                 G7            C
He loves to read but he can hardly see
repeat #2
A#7                C                  F
Lord how I'm gonna miss him when he's gone
         C  G7   C
And he's al-most home

829. Almost In Love

Dolly Parton - Almost In Love 
(Parks)

Mama, I remember what you told me
You said you wait for love before you fall
But, mama, I am sorry, I guess it's gonna be love after all
'Cause mama, when he holds me
The air is thick and sweet
He asked me if I'd come tonight



And hold him in his sleep
And I'm almost in love
I can feel myself fallin'
Yes, I'm almost in love
I can hear my heart fallin'
'Cause I'm almost in
Yes, I'm almost in love
Mama, I've grown into a woman
I been growing stronger and stronger day by day
Mama, you know about children
You raise them then they'll go away
Mama, when he holds me
He thrills me through and through
So dry your eyes and teach me how to say goodbye to you
And I'm almost in love
I can feel myself fallin'
Yes, I'm almost in love
I can hear my heart fallin'
'Cause I'm almost in
Yes, I'm almost in love
Yes I'm almost in love
I can feel myself fallin'
Yes I'm almost in love
I can hear my heart fallin'
Yes I'm almost in love
I can feel myself fallin'
Yes I'm almost in love
I can hear my heart fallin'
'Cause I'm almost
Yes, I'm almost in love

830. Almost Like You Never Went Away - Chords

Almost Like You Never Went Away
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Dave Lindsey and Edwin Rowell

G                                   C
Sometimes I think I hear you all my day
D7
In my dreams you love me just the same
    G                                 C
And even though I know you're gone to stay
     D7                         G
It's almost like you never went away
        C
There's just so much of you still here that keeps you on my mind 
   A7                              D7
No matter where I go your memory's never far behind
        G                         C
And sometimes I even catch myself saving you a place
     D7                         G
It's almost like you never went away



                                           C
Your cloths are still in the closet in the hall
     D7
I've kept your picture hanging on the wall
  G                             C
I take it down and kiss it everyday
     D7                         G
It's almost like you never went away
Repeat #2
D7      G                         C
And sometimes I even catch myself saving you a place
     D7                         G
It's almost like you never went away

831. Almost Persuaded

Almost Persuaded

Last night all alone in a barroom
Met a girl with a drink in her hand. 
She had ruby red lips, coal black hair 
And eyes that would tempt any man.
Then she came and sat down at my table,
And as she placed her soft hands in mine,
I found myself wanting to kiss her 
For temptation was flowing like wine.

And I was almost persuaded to strip myself of my pride.
Almost persuaded to push my conscience aside.
Then we danced and she whispered, 'I need you!'
'Take me away from here and be my man.'
Then I looked into her eyes and I saw it:

The reflection of my wedding band.
And I was almost persuaded to let strange lips lead me on.
Almost persuaded but your sweet love made me stop and go home.

Last night all alone in a barroom
Met a guy with a drink in his hand. 
He had bay blue eyes, coal black hair 
And a smile that a girl understands. 
Then he came and sat down at my table,
And as he placed his hands over mine,
I found my self wanting to kiss him 
For temptation was flowing like wine.

And I was almost persuaded to strip myself of my pride.
Almost persuaded to push my conscience aside.
Then we danced and he whispered, 'I need you!'
'Let me take you away and be your man.'
Then I looked into his eyes and I saw it:

The reflection of my wedding band.



And I was almost persuaded to let strange lips lead me on.
Almost persuaded but your sweet love made me stop and go home.

832. Almost Persuaded - Chords

Almost Persuaded (Gospel)
Recorded by Johnny Paycheck
Written by Philip P. Bliss - Louvin Brothers
 
C F    C         Am  G7   C
Almost persuaded now to believe
  F    C         G7        C      Am
Almost persuaded Christ to receive
F                      C   G7        F      C
Seems now some soul to say go spirit go Thy way 
     Am   F          C   G7           C
Some more convenient day on Thee I'll call

  F    C         Am G7      C
Almost persuaded harvest is past
  F    C         G7            C    Am
Almost persuaded doom comes at last
F             C     G7        F      C
Almost cannot avail almost is but to fail
    Am       F      C    G7         C
Sad sad that bitter wail almost but lost

833. Almost Proud

Almost Proud - Del Mccoury Band

[Verse 1]
I started life down at the bottom
There were those who kept me there
And I did things I'm not proud of
To see if anybody cared
That's the wrong kind of attention
I was young and dumb and loud
Now I'm quiet and I'm older
Would you believe I'm almost proud?

[Chorus]
Almost proud, almost proud
Somehow I landed here, I don't know how
Almost proud, almost proud
I'm better when I'm not part of the crowd
When I think of where I came from and all I've been allowed
It makes me, for a minute, almost proud



[Verse 2]
Now I'd grow a little garden
If I could keep away the deer
We would have us quite a harvest
It's so peaceful living here
And I planted her some roses
And it seems we're good for now
There's a cardinal at my feeder
And it makes me almost proud
[Chorus]
Almost proud, almost proud
Somehow I landed here, I don't know how
Almost proud, almost proud
I'm better when I'm not part of the crowd
When I think of where I came from and all I've been allowed
It makes me, for a minute, almost proud

[Outro]
When I think of where I came from and all I've been allowed
It makes me, for a minute, almost proud

834. Almost Saturday Night

Flying Burrito Brothers - Almost saturday night

Outside my window, I can hear the radio
And I know that motor wagon is ready to fly
'Cause it's almost Saturday night

Bye bye, tomorrow, goin' down to the rodeo
And you know some good old boys are ready to ride
'Cause it's almost Saturday night

Gonna push the clouds away, let the music have its way
Let it steal my heart away, and you know I'm goin'

Outside they're singing, the night train is bringin' me home
When you hear that locomotion, get ready to ride
'Cause it's almost Saturday night

Gonna push the clouds away, let the music have its way
Let it steal my heart away, and you know I'm goin'

Outside they're singing, the night train is bringin' me home
When you hear that locomotion, get ready to ride
'Cause it's almost Saturday night
Almost Saturday night
Almost Saturday night
Almost Saturday night



835. Alone

Trampled by Turtles - Alone

You come into the world alone
And you go out of the world alone
But in between, there's you and me
Oh

Oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh

The summer breezes blow so tall
And the winter nights are cold and so long
In between the falling leaves ooh

Oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh

The days and nights are killing me
The light and dark are still in me
But there's and anchor on the beach
So let the wind blow hard
And bring a falling star ooh

Oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh

Oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh

836. Alone - Chords

Alone Acoustic 
Holly Williams
 
[Intro]
Dsus2 Asus2 E
Dsus2 Asus2 E
 
 
[Verse]
Dsus2   Asus2       E     Dsus2   Asus2       E
Maybe I give up too easy, maybe I don't fight enough
Dsus2    Asus2      E                  Dsus2
Maybe my heart is afraid of falling in love
Dsus2     Asus2         E        Dsus2   Asus2         E
Maybe I'm too scared to find out what it feels like to hurt



Dsus2   Asus2      E                        Dsus2 D
Maybe I worry I'll land with my face in the dirt
 
 
[Chorus]
           F#m         Dsus2
If I don't try I won't know
      Asus2                          E
These walls that surround me they're strong and they're tall
        F#m      Dsus2     Asus2                 E
I could slip and fall with no one to catch me at all
           Dsus2 Asus2 E
And end up alone
 
 
[Verse]
Dsus2     Asus2          E        Dsus2     Asus2      E
An honest heart tried to love me, but I had nothing to give
Dsus2  Asus2     E                    Dsus2 D
I just wanted to see how much I could get
Dsus2     Asus2     E       Dsus2    Asus2          E
We're all guilty of wanting the very thing we can't have
Dsus2 Asus2      E                       Dsus2 D
The more that we take the sooner that we crash
 
 
[Chorus]
           F#m         Dsus2
If I don't try I won't know
      Asus2                          E
These walls that surround me they're strong and they're tall
        F#m      Dsus2     Asus2                 E
I could slip and fall with no one to catch me at all
           Dsus2 Asus2 E
And end up alone
 
 
[Bridge]
Dsus2                Asus2      E                             F#m
Something's changing inside me, something here wants to break free
Dsus2                Asus2           E
I thought love was a blind spot, I believe
                        Dsus2 Asus2 E
I don't want to end up alone
 
 
[Outro]
Dsus2      Asus2       E     Dsus2   Asus2       E
So maybe I give up too easy, maybe I don't fight enough
Dsus2    Asus2      E       F#m        Dsus2 D
Maybe my heart is afraid of falling in love



837. Alone Again

Brett Dennen - Alone Again

[Verse 1]
I was led by the explorers in my head
Tossing and turning, awkward in my own bed
So I went out for a walk around my town
Hoping to get lost at last, tired of being let down

Chorus]
I used to be a partner, I used to be a pen pal
I was swinging on a seesaw but now, but now I'm alone, alone again
I need a good friend like I never needed one before
I need a mentor to come knocking upon my door

[Verse 2]
I went to a party at a bar in a hotel lobby
People were hiding behind their occupations fondling their car keys
I looked out the window, longing like a wRalthy widow
Or maybe a jealous gypsy learning how to lRt go

[Chorus]
I used to be a partner, I used to be a pen pal
I was swinging on a seesaw but now, but now I'm alone, alone again
I need a good friend like I never needed one before
I need a mentor to come knocking upon my door
And I know I'm not the only one who is feeling alone
That's feeling alone
Who's feeling alone
I'm feeling alone
Come on now
I hear you knocking on my door
Come on knocking on my door

838. Alone And Blue

Yonder Mountain String Band - Alone And Blue

Don't leave me alone and blue
When all that I want is you
That bad dream I had
Should never come true
Don't leave me alone and blue
Don't leave me alone and blue

Don't kiss me and say goodbye
Could there be some other guy
What a shame, what a shame
You made your sweetheart cry
Don't kiss me and say goodbye
Don't kiss me and say goodbye



I'm beggin' you darlin', pleace
I'm down on two bended knees
You're breakin' my heart in two
Don't leave me alone and blue

A good boy he's done gone bad
Lost the best gal he's ever had
One look in the mirror
Is sadder than sad
A good boy he's done gone bad
A good boy he's done gone bad

839. Alone And Forsaken

Alone And Forsaken
Tim O'Brien & Darrell Scott - Emmylou Harris

Alone and forsaken by fate and by man
Oh, Lord, if you hear me please hold to my hand
Help me understand

We met in the springtime when blossoms unfold
The pastures were green and the meadows were gold
Our love was in flower as summer grew on
Her love like the leaves now has withered and gone
The roses have faded, There's frost at my door
The birds in the morning don't sing any more
The grass in the valley is starting to die
And out in the darkness the whippoorwills cry

Alone and forsaken by fate and by man
Oh, Lord, if you hear me please hold to my hand
Help me understand

Oh, where has she gone to, oh, where can she be
She may have forsaken some other like me
She promised to honor, to love and obey
Each vow was a plaything that she threw away
Alone and forsaken by fate and by man
Oh, Lord, if you hear me please hold to my hand
Help me understand
The darkness has fallen, the sky has turned gray
A hound in the distance is starting to bey
I wonder, I wonder - who she's thinking of
Forsaken, forgotten - without any love

Alone and forsaken by fate and by man
Oh, Lord, if you hear me please hold to my hand
Help me understand



840. Alone And Lonesome Over You

Alone And Lonesome Over You (Larry W. Jones 10/24/2006) 

Alone and lonesome, friends are few
Where's that true love that I once knew
Mem'ries creeping in dreams I'm keeping
I'm so alone and lonesome over you
Do you remember, the way I do
That warm September, just we two
You crossed your heart, dear, we'd never part, dear
I'm so alone and lonesome over you
Alone and lonesome, you left me blue
Why'd you have to go and say adieu
I beg for your return, dear, for you I yearn, dear
I'm so alone and lonesome over you
Do you remember, the way I do
That warm September, just we two
You crossed your heart, dear, we'd never part, dear
I'm so alone and lonesome over you
Alone and lonesome, you left me blue
Why'd you have to go and say adieu
I beg for your return, dear, for you I yearn, dear
I'm so alone and lonesome over you

841. Alone And Wondering Why

Alone and Wondering Why 
The Boxcars

The rain is fallin' on my window 
Each drop is a tear I've cried for you 
It's cold and the winds of change are blowin' 
Only darkness and pain fill my view 
 
CHORUS: 
Oh the nights are long here without you 
And the days seem to never go by 
I'd call your name but you don't answer 
It's just me here alone and wond'rin' why 
 
You played me up just like a gambler 
You held all the big cards in your hand 
You had the queen of hearts, you made me bet it all 
I've played the game with a gold wedding band 
 
Well a hundred years from now it just won't matter 
But here and now, is where I have to live 
One step at a time, it just ain't worth a dime 
I lost it all with the debt that came now due



842. Alone But Not Alone

Rodney Crowell - Alone But Not Alone

People come and people go
And the colors that they bring
You're still here and we both know
You'll remain through sunshine and rain
Alone but not alone because you're still here
And the presence of your love is so near
Alone but not alone because I know you
And as long as I do, I'm not alone
People come and people go
And the colors that they bring
You're still here and we both know
You'll remain through sunshine and rain
Alone but not alone, you're still here
And the presence of your love is so near
Alone but not alone 'cause I know you
And as long as I do, I'm not alone, yeah, yeah
Promise made is a promise kept
And your word's as good as gold
(Word's as good as gold)
You have never, never left me yet
You'll stay with me as I grow old
Alone but not alone because you're still here
And the visions of days gone by are so clear
Alone but not alone because I know you
And as long as I do, I'm not alone
Not alone, said I'm not alone, no
As long as I know you
Yeah, oh, yeah, oh, yeah, oh
As long as I do, I'm not alone
People come and people go
Said you're never gonna go
You'll remain sunshine and rain
Said, alone but not alone because you're still here
And the presence of your love is so near
Alone but not alone because I know you
And as long as I do, I'm not alone
I've seen the lightning flashing
And I've heard the thunder roll, oh my
I've felt sins breakers dashing
But I've never, never been left alone
Alone but not alone, you're still here
And the presence of your love is so near
Alone but not alone because I know you
And as long as I do, I'm not alone
Alone but not alone, you're still here
And the presence of your love is so near
Alone but not alone because I know you
And as long as I do, I'm not alone
Alone but not alone, you're still here



And the presence of your love is so near
Alone but not alone because I know you
And as long as I do, I'm not alone
Life's fierce winds are blowing
Temptations aren't keen
But there's a sweet peace in knowing, oh my
That I've never, never been left alone
Yeah, oh, yeah, oh, yeah, oh

843. Alone In New York

Alone In New York
Chatham County Line

As I walk 42nd Street
Empty people's empty glances I meet
Do they expect to find - Along with some piece of mind
That there's someone out there - In this big city
Someone out there - Someone for me

Or is everyone alone in New York?

As the subway cars I ride
Holding on through the shifting tide
The people all look away - But in their silence they pray
That there's someone out there - In this big city
Someone out there - Someone for me

Or is everyone alone in New York?

At night the man by her side
Pretends to sleep but his eyes are wide
And as the morning comes one nights work
so quickly undone
There are so many to hold - In this big city
But when will I find - Someone for me

Or is everyone alone in New York?

844. Alone Together - Chords

Alone Together 
Fruition
 
[Intro]
Gm F Eb Dm
C
 
[Verse 1]



Gm             F          Ebmaj7
  Lost another good one today
Gm            F                Ebmaj7
  Seems every day we say the same
Gm      F                    Ebmaj7
  Now I feel like I wanna go too
Bb                   F
  Then I ran into you
 
[Verse 2]
Gm             F                Ebmaj7
  Man, you were feeling that same feeling
Gm          F               Ebmaj7
  You didnt have to say a thing
                       Gm
There's nothing we can do
            F                        Ebmaj7
No colorful words will bring back our friends and lovers
Bb            F
  Please just hold me and I'll hold you
 
[Chorus]
Bb       Ab          Eb
  We all die alone together
Bb           Ab          Eb
  And fall apart on our own
Bb         Ab                    Eb
  I can't promise it'll get any better
Bb                             F
  I can make you feel less alone
 
Gm F Eb Dm
C
 
[Verse 3]
Gm                   F       Ebmaj7
  There is something I gotta say to you
Gm        F               Ebmaj7
  I can't do this on my own
                  Gm
I though that I could
                      F                   Ebmaj7
(Thought that I could) Rise to the occasion
Bb                       F
  Lord I should have known
 
[Verse 4]
Gm                       F            Ebmaj7
  Should have known that you had my back from day one
Gm            F          Ebmaj7
  Even if you knew I was always on the run
Gm                    F                  Ebmaj7
  Now I m not running from, I'm running to
Bb                       F
  Thank God I ran into you
 
[Chorus]



Bb       Ab          Eb
  We all die alone together
Bb           Ab          Eb
  And fall apart on our own
Bb         Ab                   Eb
  I can't promise it'll get any better
Bb                             F
  I can make you feel less alone
 
[Bridge]
Gm F Eb Dm
C
You're not alone
Gm F Eb Dm
C
Cause we're all alone
Gm F Eb Dm
C                            Bb   F
In that way we're all the same
 
[Chorus]
Bb       Ab          Eb
  We all die alone together
Bb           Ab          Eb
  And fall apart on our own
Bb         Ab                   Eb
  I can't promise it'll get any better
Bb                             F
  I can make you feel less alone
 
[Outro]
Gm F Eb Dm
C

845. Alone Together Tonight

Rhonda Vincent - Alone together tonight

Pull up a chair and talk to me
I could use some company
Funny I should see you here
Could I buy you a beer?

No, I'm not with him anymore
He walked out, I slammed the door
What's that you say, she left you blue
I guess that means you're lonely too

But lonely is a state of mind
You're not alone if you can find
Someone to tell your troubles to
I'd like to share a few with you



Now look at us, ain't we a sight
They did us wrong and that ain't right
Now don't think any less of me
But maybe we could be alone together tonight

I guess that we could take a chance
After all it's just one dance
We've got nothing else to do
We're just a pair of lonely fools

Lonely's just a state of mind
You're not alone if you can find
Someone to tell your troubles to
I'd like to share a few with you

Now look at us, ain't we a sight
They did us wrong and that ain't right
Now don't think any less of me
But maybe we could be alone together tonight

Now don't think any less of me
But maybe we could be alone together tonight

846. Along About Daybreak

Bill Monroe - Along About Daybreak

When we were young and we thought we loved each other
But you didn't love me I guess
For you've gone and you've found another
Everything to you is regret

 This morning along about daybreak
 You quarreled at me the whole night through
 I know it's not too late for your sake dear
 But for me I will always be blue

Oh I'm weary my darling weary
Just to know your love's gone cold
For without you life will be so dreary
We'll need each other when we grow old

Oh sweetheart be good to our babies
And I want you to teach them to pray
Tell them to say a little prayer for their daddy
Where he will be no one can say

847. Along Came Jones



Along Came Jones

Well I plopped down in my easy chair and turned on Channel Two
A bad gun slinger called Salty Sam was a chasin' poor Sweet Sue
He trapped her in the old sawmill and he said with an evil laugh
If you don't gimme the deed to your ranch I'll saw you all in half
And then he grabbed her (and then) he tied her up (and then)
He turned on the buzz saw (and then and then) 
Eh eh and then along came Jones tall thin Jones
Slow walking Jones (deep voice) slow talking Jones along came long lean lanky Jones

Well commercial came on so I got up to get myself a snack
You should have seen what was going on by the time I got back
Down in the old abandoned mine sweet Sue was a havin' fits
That villain said gimme the deed to your ranch or I'll blow you all to bits
And then he grabbed her (and then) he tied her up (and then)
He lit the fuse to the dynamite (and then and then)
Eh eh and then along came Jones...

Well I got so bugged I turned it off and turned on another show
But there was the same old shoot-em up and the same old rodeo
Salty Sam was a tryin' to stuff Sweet Sue in a burlap sack
He said if you don't give me the deed to your ranch
I'm gonna throw you on the railroad track
And then he grabbed her (and then) he tied her up (and then)
A train started coming (and then and then) eh eh and then along came Jones...

848. Along Came You - Chords

Along Came You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Wayne Kemp, George Jones, Jack Rich
 
C                                             G7
Well I used to sit at home and wonder why why why
                                         C
All the happiness in life just passed me by
                                C7               F
I didn't think in all the world there could ever be
              C               G7        C
One girl in a million who was meant for me
                F
Then along came you walkin' down the street
                     D7                    G7
Then along came you  you knocked me off my feet
  C                                  C7            F
I never thought I'd find a girl that ever would be true
                 C       G7         C
Somewhere out of nowhere along came you
                                  G7
I had just about forgotten how to smile
                                      C
You could see my misery for a country mile
                           C7               F



I'm used to being lonely surrendered to the blues
                          C       G7         C
And then somewhere out of nowhere along came you
Repeat #2 x2

849. Along Lifes Highway - Chords

Along Lifes Highway
 ---- Hank Snow ----

(C) Travelling the lonely road of (G7)) sorrow,
 Heartaches is all I've ever (C) known;
(F) Time has turned a million (C) pages,
(G7) Fate has dealt and I'm (C) alone,
The little stars all twinkle (G7) brighter,
The moon shines gaily from the (C) blue;
The (F) flowers seem to spread more (C) beauty,
(G7) Oh, so glad 'cause I met (C) you.

Chorus:
(G7) But somewhere along life's (C) highway,
(G7) From your new love you may (C) part;
And then you'll (C7) reap the (F) pains my (C) darling,
(G7) That go with a broken (C) heart.

Though you made my life a failure,
I have never been untrue;
And these lonely years I've wasted,
All because my love for you.
You played your game to leave me darling,
Your game I did not understand;
So you dealt the cards against me,
And I played the losing hand.

Chorus:

850. Along The Road - Chords

Along the Road
Recorded by Doc Watson - Billy Strings
Written by Dan Fogelberg

C          Am    Dm
Joy at the start fear in the journey
F          G7     C    G7
Joy in the coming home
C                      Am
But when a part of the heart
     Dm



Gets lost in the learning
F         G7        C
Somewhere along the road
Dm                  F
Along the road your path may wander
  C                        G7
A pilgrim's faith may fail
C           Am        Dm
But absence makes the heart grow fonder
F             Fm        G7
When darkness hides the trail
C           Am    Dm
Cursing the quest courting disaster
F           G7         C   G7
Measureless nights forebode 
C          Am
Moments of rest 
    Dm
And glimpses of laughter
F             G7        C
Are treasured along the road
Dm
When the road gets rough
     F
Your steps may stumble
         C
And your thoughts may start to stray
               Am    Dm
But through it all a heart held humble
F              Fm         G7
Will level and light your way
Repeat #1
              Am
A part of the heart
     Dm
Gets lost in the learning
F         G7        C
Somewhere along the road

851. Along The Santa Fe Trail - Chords

Along The Santa Fe Trail
Recorded by Jimmy Wakely
Written by Al Dubin, Edwina Coolidge, Will Grosz 
  
C                               D7
Angels come to paint the desert nightly
                          F
When the moon is gleaming brightly 
          G7       C
Along the Santa Fe Trail
                                 D7
Stardust scattered all along the highway



                     F
On a rainbow colored skyway 
          G7       C
Along the Santa Fe Trail
  F                   Fm
Beside you I'm riding every hill and dale
              C                    D7
While shadows hide you just like a pretty purple veil
G7
There by hangs a tail
     C                                D7
I've found you and the mountains that surround you
                       F
Are the walls I built around you 
          G7       C
Along the Santa Fe Trail
Repeat #2,4

852. Along The Way

Ron Block - Along The Way 

Where will we walk in heaven fair?
The streets are made of gold
Oh, what's beneath that shining path?
A dirt and gravel road

The body is the earthly dust
The heart's the broken stone
The gold's the One whose love we trust
Rest in Him alone

Along the way, in times of trouble
Along the way, in darkest days
Seeing Him, we will not falter
We'll walk like kings along the way

The double mind goes to and fro
Trying to believe
The single eye of faith, it knows
And walks by what it sees

The Savior drank His golden fill
Faithful to the end
He called the cross His Father's will
Said Judas was His friend

Along the way, in times of trouble
Along the way, in darkest days
Seeing Him, we will not falter
We'll walk like kings along the way

Along the way, in times of trouble



Along the way, in darkest days
Seeing Him, we will not falter
We'll walk like kings along the way

We'll walk like kings along the way

853. Along The Way - Chords

Along The Way              
Recorded by The Country Gentlemen
Written by John Duffey

G                  D7      G
What memories come back to me
                                  D7
As I ponder o'er the years passed away
   G                         C
If I could come back to that old country church
         D7                   G
And once more hear the parson say

      C        D7   G
We've traveled on together
                       D7
Through dark and sunny days
    G             C
And may we always be together
        D7                   G
Just my Lord and I along the way

                      D7  G
I can see the service now ending
                          D7
And the parson's voice is raised
   G            C
In solemn quiet benediction
  D7               G
Upon our different ways

      C        D7   G
We've traveled on together
                       D7
Through dark and sunny days
    G             C
And may we always be together
        D7                   G  Am G
Just my Lord and I along the way



854. Alot More

Todd Snider - Alot More

Some guys are looking for diamonds
Some guys just wanna pay their bills
Some guys are climbing the mountains
While others are digging for thrills
Some guys just wanna win trophies
Some guys just wanna get girls
And some guys swear they won't stop working
'Til they own everything in the world
Well good luck at the end of that rainbow
If you think thats what you're here for
Make no mistakes about it, baby
I want a whole lot more
I want a whole lot more
Sometimes I see people out here
Playing every single one of their cards
For bigger this and better that
And greener grass from the pools in their yard
They work and they slave just so they
Can save up a whole to leave behind
Yeah some guys are just so certain success
Is the key to their piece of mind
Well good luck at the end of that rainbow
If you think thats what you're here for
Make no mistakes about it baby
I want a whole lot more
I want a whole lot more
I want a whole lot more than treasures
That I can store down here on Earth
Price 'em any way that you want to
Hey buddy I know what they're worth
Yeah some guys want attention
Some guys want girls
And some dig kicking down doors
Some guys want everything in this whole wide world
I want a whole lot more
I want a whole lot more
I want a whole lot more than treasures
That I can store down here on Earth
Price 'em any way that you want to
Hey buddy I know what they're worth
Yeah some guys want attention
Some guys want girls
And some dig kicking down doors
Some guys want everything in this whole wide world
I want a whole lot more
I want a whole lot more
There's a whole lot more
There's a whole lot more



855. Alpenglow - Chords

Alpenglow 
Brett Dennen

[Intro]
D   A   D   A
 
 
[Verse 1]
D                                 A
I've probably told you a hundred thousand times
          D   A
Maybe more
D                  A
Here I am telling you again
                       D   A
In case I lose the floor
 
Bm                     G
And now the light is changing
                   D   A
I see it on your face
Bm                                G
I'd like to give my thanks and praises
                         D    A
For all your love and grace
 
 
[Chorus]
Em                           A
You are more beautiful than ever
              Em
I hope you know
                             A
You are more beautiful than ever
                D   A
Under the alpenglow
                D   A
Under the alpenglow
 
 
[Verse 2]
D                                A
When I was single I asked the universe
              D   A
For you to come
D                       A
Now you're here and my heart's been yours
          D   A
For so long
 
Bm                     G
And now the evening is falling
            D   A
And you amaze
Bm                             G



I'd like to give my thanks and praises
                     D   A
For all your love grace
 
 
[Chorus]
Em                           A
You are more beautiful than ever
              Em
I hope you know
                             A
You are more beautiful than ever
               D    A
Under the alpenglow
               D    A
Under the alpenglow
 
[Interlude]
D  A  D  A
 
 
[Chorus]
Em                           A
You are more beautiful than ever
              Em
I hope you know
                             A
You are more beautiful than ever
               D    A
Under the alpenglow
               D    A    D    A
Under the alpenglow

856. Already Gone

Norman Blake - Already Gone

If there were an ocean
We'd be wading in the distance
There would be only water
Creating a resistance
A place to decompress
A vat of chlorine's close enough, I guess
If there were an ocean
We'd glisten on the surface
Surface
Instead of an eruption
We bubble, only briefly
When there is erosion
We both regret it, deeply
I arrived at the scene, you were perfectly surrounded by pylons
When the crowd separated, the officer said you were already gone
Appetite minuscule



Middle of the night
Drain the pool
The summer's over
I don't think I could find it
I don't know how to find it again
Don't think that I could get behind it
I don't think I will ever find it again

857. Already Gone - Chords

Already Gone
Brett Dennen

[Intro]
 
e/-----------------------------------------------------------/
B/-----------------------------------------------------------/
G/-----------------------------------------------------------/
D/-----------------------------------------------------------/
A/-----------------------------------------------------------/
E/----0--4--5----5--5--4--2--4----0--4--5----5--5--4--0------/
 
e/-----------------------------------------------------------/
B/-----------------------------------------------------------/
G/-----------------------------------------------------------/
D/-----------------------------------------------------------/
A/-----------------------------------------------------------/
E/----0--4--5----5--5--4--2--4----0--4--5----5--5--4--0------/
 
[Verse 1]
E*
No time for coffee or conversation
                                 A    E*
Get the feeling I stay too long,   Suspicious eyes at the subway station
N.C.
Bye bye, I'm already gone
N.C
Bye bye, I'm already gone
 
e/-----------------------------------------------------------/
B/-----------------------------------------------------------/
G/-----------------------------------------------------------/
D/-----------------------------------------------------------/
A/-----------------------------------------------------------/
E/----0--4--5----5--5--4--2--4----0--4--5----5--5--4--0------/
 
 
[Verse 2]
E*
I went down to Tallahassee
                            A   E*
Pink flamingos on the lawn,     Girls were rough and the boys were nasty
N.C.



Bye bye, I'm already gone
N.C.
Bye bye, I'm already gone
 
E   A   E   A   E A
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
   A                         E
So pay the rent, don't need no evidence
    A                    B
I'm history, I can't get free
 
[Chorus]
 
      Already gone                Already gone
e/-----------------------------------------------------------/
B/-----------------------------------------------------------/
G/-----------------------------------------------------------/  X2
D/-----------------------------------------------------------/
A/-----------------------------------------------------------/
E/----0--4--5----5--5--4--2--4----0--4--5----5--5--4--0------/
 
 
[Verse 3]
E*
Ended up in Okeechobee
                                    A   E*
Got in shape and grew my hair long,     Made some friends singing karaoke
N.C.
Bye bye, I'm already gone
N.C.
Bye bye, I'm already gone
 
 
e/---0---0---0---0---0---------------/
B/---0---0---0---0---0---------------/
G/---1---2---1---2---1---------------/
D/---2---2---2---2---2---------------/
A/---2---2---2---2---2---------------/
E/---0---0---0---0---0---------------/
 
[Pre-Chorus]
   A                         E
So pay the rent, don't need no evidence
    A                    B
I'm history, I can't get free
 
 
[Chorus]
 
      Already gone                Already gone
e/-----------------------------------------------------------/
B/-----------------------------------------------------------/
G/-----------------------------------------------------------/  X2
D/-----------------------------------------------------------/
A/-----------------------------------------------------------/



E/----0--4--5----5--5--4--2--4----0--4--5----5--5--4--0------/
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
 
 
[Bridge]
A*
   No time for coffee or conversation
 
e/---0---0---0---0---0---------------/
B/---0---0---0---0---0---------------/
G/---1---2---1---2---1---------------/
D/---2---2---2---2---2---------------/
A/---2---2---2---2---2---------------/
E/---0---0---0---0---0---------------/
 
A*                                         B
   Roll down the window and let me taste iiit
 
I'm already, I-I'm already
                           E
I-I'm already, I'm already gone!
 
 
[Chorus]
 
      Already gone                Already gone
e/-----------------------------------------------------------/
B/-----------------------------------------------------------/
G/-----------------------------------------------------------/  X4
D/-----------------------------------------------------------/
A/-----------------------------------------------------------/
E/----0--4--5----5--5--4--2--4----0--4--5----5--5--4--0------/

858. Already Home

Already Home
Alecia Nugent - Already Home

He said he knew the road like the back of his own hand
He'd been on it a lifetime, still he wouldn't call it a friend
He said he guessed some people searched forever
For something they already owned
And he could have saved himself a whole lot of months
If he'd only known...

[Chorus:]
You can run like a river, turning over every stone
Search the world for a harbor
But the truth is you're already home
Already home Already home



He said he always traveled light, would let no one stake a claim
Went to empty a suitcase just to go and pack it up again
But he learned that love wasn't waiting somewhere
Like some perfect blushing bride
And he never found anyone who could save him
'Till he looked inside

[Repeat Chorus:]

There is a path to your heart
You can find happiness right where you are

[Repeat Chorus:]

Already home

859. Already It's Heaven - Chords

Already It's Heaven
Recorded by Freddie Hart
Written by Billy Sherrill and Glenn Sutton

C                  G7             C
Tonight I told all my friends goodbye
                            G7                      C
And then I just walked away so they wouldn't see me cry
               F              C            F
And headed for swinging doors as fast as I can
                  C          G7                    C   F
For what love has done to me shouldn't happen to a man
C                     G7                C
And now I find myself sitting here with you
                       G7                C
And you make me wonder how I ever failed you
                F        C             F
You showed understanding as few people know
               C         G7                 C  F
And now that I found you I'll never let you go
C            F                       C
Already it's heaven and we've barely met
                G7      F         C
And you haven't started loving me yet
                     F                      C
Cause you've made it sweeter than it's ever been
                  G7                       C
And if you should love me what would it be then
             F                         C
Already it's heaven the long search is through
                 G7                      F  C
And it's good to know now that heaven is you



860. Alright I'm Wrong - Chords

Alright I'm Wrong
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam with Buck Owens
Written by Pete Anderson and Craig Cisco

G                                             D7
Well alright alright alright alright girl I'm wrong
                                                 G
Well alright alright I didn't know you felt that strong
Well alright you made your point 
                 C
I didn't plan to stay this long
   G                       D7               G
So alright alright alright alright girl I'm wrong
              D7                G
You said that love could make a king 
            D7                 G
Give up his crown for just one thing
C
I was looking for a little princess 
G            C             D7
For just one night alright alright
repeat #1
             D7                 G
I heard that love's flame could blind 
           D7            G
But slowly burn out over time
C
Now I'll know that it just gets stronger 
G                    C
And I can see you're right
                D7
As the years go by
repeat #1 x3

861. Alright, I'm Wrong

Alright, I'm Wrong [Bonus Track]

Well alright, alright, alright, alright girl I'm wrong
Well alright, alright I didn't know you felt that strong
Well alright you made your point
I didn't plan to stay this long
Alright, alright, alright, alright girl I'm wrong.
You said that love could make a king
Give up his crown for just one thing
I was lookin' for a little princess for just one night
But alright, alright yeah. yeah.



[Chorus:]
Well alright, alright, alright, alright girl I'm wrong
Well alright, alright I didn't know you felt that strong
Well alright you made your point, 
I didn't plan to stay this long
So alright, alright, alright, alright girl I'm wrong.

[--- Instrumental ---]
I heard that love's flame can blind
But slowly burn out over time
Now we'll know that it just gets stronger 
And I can see you're right
As the years go by.

[Chorus:]
Well alright, alright, alright, alright girl I'm wrong
Alright, alright I didn't know you felt that strong
Well, alright you made your point, 
I didn't plan to stay this long
So alright, alright, alright,
So alright, alright, alright,
Well, alright, alright alright girl I'm wrong.
Girl I'm wrong
Well, Alright, alright I didn't know you felt that strong
Well, alright you made your point, 
I didn't plan to stay this long
So alright, alright, alright, alright girl I'm wrong.

[Chorus:]
Well alright, alright, alright, alright girl I'm wrong
Well alright, alright I didn't know you felt that strong
Well alright you made your point, 
I didn't plan to stay this long
So alright, alright, alright, alright girl I'm wrong.
Well, alright, alright, alright, alright girl I'm wrong.]

862. Alternate World

Alternate World
Chris Thile

[Chorus: Vocal Ensemble]
Alternate world
Alternate age
Alternate life

[Chorus: Vocal Ensemble]
Alternate world
Alternate age
Alternate life

[Verse 1: Ryan Lott]



Oh-oh, we'll shed our skin
We'll walk the other side
Oh-oh, we'll brace for it
And conquer everything, oh-oh-oh
And conquer everything, oh-oh-oh

[Verse 2: Ryan Lott]
Oh-oh, we're magical
We'll wake the dead from sleep
Oh-oh, we'll shed our skin
We'll walk the other side
Oh-oh, we'll brace for it
And conquer everything, oh-oh-oh
[Pre-Chorus: Ryan Lott]
Tear me away from this fight
Tear me away, take me to an

[Chorus: Ryan Lott]
Alternate world
Alternate age
Alternate life
[Chorus: Vocal Ensemble]
Alternate world
Alternate age
Alternate life

[Chorus: Vocal Ensemble]
Alternate world
Alternate age
Alternate life

[Outro: Ryan Lott & Vocal Ensemble]
Make what we believe
Don't we make what we can?
Make what we believe
Don't we make what we can?
Make what we believe
Don't we make what we can?
Make what we believe
Don't we make what we can?
Make what we believe
Don't we make what we can?
Make what we believe
Don't we make what we can?
Make what we believe
Don't we make what we can?

863. Althea

Althea
The Grateful Dead

[Chorus]



I told Althea I was feeling lost
Lacking in some direction
Althea told me upon scrutiny
That my back might need protection
I told Althea that treachery
Was tearing me limb from limb
Althea told me: "Now cool down boy
Settle back, easy Jim"

[Verse 1]
You may be Saturday's child all grown
Moving with a pinch of grace
You may be a clown in the burying ground
Or just another pretty face
You may be the fate of Ophelia
Sleeping and perchance to dream
Honest to the point of recklessness
Self centered to the extreme

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Verse 2]
Ain't nobody messing with you but you
Your friends are getting most concerned
Loose with the truth
Maybe it's your fire
But baby, don't get burned
When the smoke has cleared, she said
That's what she said to me
You're going to want a bed to lay your head
And a little sympathy

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Bridge]
There are things you can replace
And others you cannot
The time has come to weigh those things
This space is getting hot
You know this space is getting hot

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
I told Althea
I'm a roving sign
That I was born to be a bachelor
Althea told me: "Okay, that's fine"
So now I'm out trying to catch her

[Outro]
Can't talk to you without talking to me
We're guilty of the same old thing
Talking a lot about less and less
And forgetting the love we bring

[Instrumental Outro]



864. Alvarenga - Chords

Alvarenga 
I Draw Slow
 
[Verse 1]
C
I do it my way, I sail on a Friday, I don't do devotions or charms
F                      Am        C
So far I've come to no harm
C
Three lunar cycles, a prayer to St. Michael, my mother pays destiny's due
F                       Am
And I wear this swallow tattoo
E          Am           F              C
You blow a kiss to your love from the stern
F             D      C
A promise to always return
C
We crossed the ocean, no maps and no notion, the first thing we found was a storm
F                            Am
The worst one that I've ever seen
E           Am             F             C      F            D              C
Hundreds of miles from the last place of rest, thousands of miles from the next
 
 
[Chorus]
D          Am              C
Alvarenga, Alvarenga, come home
D          Am              C
Alvarenga, Alvarenga, come home
 
 
[Verse 2]
C
We seemed like brothers, we dreamed of our mothers and somehow we kept her afloat
     F                      Am      C
Just two little lives in a boat
C
Freshwater fountains and fruits of the mountain, I feasted on lies in my head
F                                Am
Well it kept me from drinking the sea
E             Am              F            C
You mapped a course that was different to mine
F            D           C
You drank the ocean like wine
 
 
[Chorus]
 
D          Am              C
Alvarenga, Alvarenga, come home
D          Am              C



Alvarenga, Alvarenga, come home
 
 
[Verse 3]
C
Gulls sound like laughter, I held you long after, the light in your eyes only moons
         F                       Am          C
You were cold like our hooks and harpoons
C
Sunrise to sunset I scanned for a silhouette, a thousand horizons unknown
     F                 Am
Just me and the ocean alone
E          Am       F         C
Mother my castaway cradle of bones
F           D          C
Sing to me all the way home
 
 
[Chorus]
D          Am              C
Alvarenga, Alvarenga, come home
D          Am              C
Alvarenga, Alvarenga, come home
D          Am              C
Alvarenga, Alvarenga, come home
D          Am              C
Alvarenga, Alvarenga, come home

865. Always Always - Chords

Always Always
Recorded by Dolly Parton & Porter Wagoner
Written by Joyce McCord
 
C                F       C
Darling will you love me forever
F C    G7 C
Always  always
                     F            C
Will you keeps these vows we made together
F C    G7 C
Always  always
          G7                      F              C
Will your love be as strong if my dreams will go wrong
F C    G7 C
Always  always
 
                 F            C
Darling will you stay with me forever
F C    G7 C
Always  always
               F                     C
Will your love remain through stormy weather



F C    G7 C
Always  always
          G7                       F                             C
Will your love be strong enough to walk the roads that might get rough
F C    G7 C
Always  always
 
   G7                   F                     C
In return for your love I'll be true as stars above
F C    G7 C
Always  always
        G7                    F             C
And the love that I feel will forever be so real
F C    G7 C
Always  always

866. Always As We Know It

Blue Dogs - Always As We Know It

Promises Promises, broken in two
The meaning of long term ain't nothing to you
Going the distance don't mean that much
If you're thinking 'bout forever, baby, you're out of luck
Cause you said your love was never ending
Baby you were wrong
This thing has been never ending
Baby way too long
Cause Baby always as we know it ended yesterday
Your always never meant forever anyway
Forever never meant to end up quite this way
Baby, always as we know it ended yesterday
He said she said is all behind us now
We could have gone forever, but baby you don't know how
Cause falling out of love ain't that tough to do
Especially when I'm falling out of love with you
Cause you said our love was never ending
Baby you were wrong
This thing has been never ending
Baby way too long
Cause Baby always as we know it ended yesterday
Your always never meant forever anyway
Forever never meant to end up quite this way
Baby, always as we know it ended yesterday

867. Always Be Kind To Your Mother

Always Be Kind To Your Mother



   Always be kind to your mother
   It's the greatest gift you can give
   Obey and do what she tells you
   And pray that long here she may live

We all take mothers for granted
And do things that cause her much pain
I know for I lost my sweet mother
God took her from this world of sin

Please go to your mom while she's living
And tell her you love her today
To her you're always her baby
She loves you 'til death makes its claim

868. Always Be Me

Dierks Bentley - Always Be Me

[Verse 1]
If lonesome was money I'd be set for life
I'd be swimmin in riches instead of tears I've cried
The blues would be worth a whole lot of green
You'd never hear one complaint from me
If lonesome was money I'd be set for life

[Verse 2]
If lonesome was a woman I'd never be alone
I'd always have someone here to love me and to hold
I'd leave misery's clutches and find love's embrace
This frown you see a smile would replace
If lonesome was a woman I'd never be alone

[Chorus]
How I'd like to change lonesome
To mean something happy and free
But I know that won't ever happen you see
Lonesome will always be me
Lonesome will always be me

[Verse 3]
If lonesome was a liquor I could run a still
Bottle up my tears and let the folks drink their fill
It'd be happy hour all the time seven days a week
And laughter's all you'd ever hear from me
If lonesome was a liquor I could run a still

[Chorus]
How I'd like to change lonesome
To mean something happy and free
But I know that won't ever happen you see
Lonesome will always be me
Lonesome will always be me



[Chorus]
How I'd like to change lonesome
To mean something happy and free
But I know that won't ever happen you see
Lonesome will always be me
Lonesome will always be me

869. Always Be The Moon

Always Be The Moon - Hot Buttered Rum

There will be fighting, there will be pain
There's gonna be children sleeping out in the rain
I don't foresee an end to this soon
At least there will always be the moon

I stand on a hill I think of the word
To a song that explains why all this is absurd
The lyrics escape me, I have but my tune
And I know at least there will always be the moon

Everybody look around you
There's a long way we must climb
You can't help yourselves with your hands tied
Wait a minute, buy a ticket, there's a seat right here beside me
If you'd like to come along for the ride
If you'd like to come along for the ride

When I'm alone I think it will end
There comes a time when we all need a friend
Maybe together we can conquer the fear
There's love in us all, love in us all
Love in us all, there's love in us all

870. Always Changing Probably

Glen Phillips - Always Changing Probably

I wanted to follow you
Down to your well-furnished cave
And to laugh at your art
I wanted to tell you the truth
But I'm always afraid
That you'll be torn apart
Oh, say the word
And I'll tell you you're wrong
Oh, say the word
I've been waiting too long



But when you talk
There's nothing to hear
I'm always changing
You're too far or too near
I wanted to tell her the truth
But I'm always afraid it's not in her heart
I wanted to say how I felt
But I'm always afraid
That she'll stop when I start
Oh, say the word
When we're there at her home
Oh, say the word
'cause I don't want to be alone
But when she talks
She's all that I hear
How can I help it
You are always too near

871. Always Have Always Will - Chords

Always Have Always Will  
Recorded by Janie Fricke
Written by Johnny Mears

  G7       C
It seems funny I remember your number
               F
After all this time
      G7
And I know that it's late
                              C   G7
And I hope that I'm not outta line        
C
But for some crazy reason
                              F
I been thinkin' 'bout you all day
    G7
And every three hours now
                                C   G7
I been thinkin' of somethin' to say
 C                             Dm          G7
I love you like a fool always have always will
        Dm             G7               C    G7
But you know that it's just my point of view
C                           Dm          G7
But I love you still always have always will
Dm                 G7        C   G7
Always have always will love you
      C
Well now are you sleepin' any better
             F
Now that I'm gone
      G7



And I wanna know who's holdin' you tight
                        C  G7
Or are you just holdin' on
       C
You're awfully quiet I guess you're tired
                    F
So I'll hang up the phone
        G7
But you know that this ol' heart
                        C    G7
Can't leave well enough alone
C                             Dm          G7
I love you like a fool always have always will
        Dm             G7               C    G7
But you know that it's just my point of view
C                           Dm          G7
But I love you still always have always will
Dm                 G7        C
Always have always will love you

872. Always Have, Always Will

Always Have, Always Will 
Brandon Rickman - Josh Williams

I drink alone here every night 
For the pain I've tried to hide 
I drink it down 'til I get my fill 
Always have and I always will
 
She left a letter on our bed 
You know why is all it said 
I keep her note on the window sill 
Always have and I always will 
 
She always knew I'd never change 
Like I knew, she'd never stay 
But I loved her  then and I love her still 
Always have and I always will 
 
I've fought it time and time again 
But the whiskey always wins 
I've got regrets, I try to kill 
I always have and I always will, 
 
Now as far as I can tell 
I know the devil way too well  
But I knew the price, when I made the deal 
I always have and I always will 
Always have and I always will



873. Always Late With Your Kisses

Dwight Yoakam - Always Late With Your Kisses
(Lefty Frizzell, Blackie Crawford)

Chorus:
Always late with your kisses
Won't you come to my arms sweet darlin' and stay
You're always late with your kisses
Why, oh why do you want to do me this way

How long do you think that I can wait
When you know you're always late
Always late with your kisses
Why, oh why do you want to do me this way

Always late, always late
Always late, always late
How long do you think that I can wait
When you know you're always late

Always late with your kisses
Why, oh why do you want to do me this way

Chorus:
Always late with your kisses
Won't you come to my arms sweet darlin' and stay
You're always late with your kisses
Why, oh why do you want to do me this way
I said, why oh why do you want to do me this way

874. Always Lift Him Up And Never Knock Him Down

David Rawlings
Always Lift Him Up and Never Knock Him Down

When a man has got the blues and feels discouraged
And has nothing else but trouble all his life
Well he's just an honest man like any other
Living in a world of aggravating strife
And if he's sick and tired of life and takes to drinking
Do not pass him by, don't meet him with a frown
Do not fail to lend your hand and try to help him
Always lift him up and never knock him down

And if he stays out late at night because he's troubled
Or because his home is not what it should be
Have a smile for him wherever you might meet him
It will help him find the right way, don't you see



If he gambles when he's in the town or city
Tell him what he ought to do to gain the crown
Do not fail to lend your hand and show him pity
Always lift him up and never knock him down

If he has no friends and everything's against him
And if he's failed in everything that he has tried
Try to lift this load and help him bear his burden
Let him know that you are walking by his side
If he feels that all is lost and he has fallen
Help to place this poor man's feet on solid ground
Just remember he's some other's precious darlin'
And always lift him up and never knock him down

875. Always Never Enough

Kenny & Amanda Smith Band - Always Never Enough 
Album: Always Never Enough

There is a girl
In the front of my class
Who I swear I've never seen
Do anything but laugh

She's tall and she's smart
Beautiful and strong
And when someone's down
She tries to fix what is wrong

How does someone so perfect,
Feel so insecure?
As to scar her skin with cuts and burns
And still want to hurt more...

How does someone so loving,
Learn to hate her own guts?
Drawing a picture on her arms with a blade
As if her mind isn't dark enough

There is a girl
In the front of my class
Who's eyes are glazed over
Like newly cut glass

The ghost of a smile
Hints at her face
And she laughs as they tell her
"Who's on First Base"

How does someone so perfect,
Feel so insecure?
As to scar her skin with cuts and burns
And still want to hurt more...



How does someone so loving,
Learn to hate her own guts?
Drawing a picture on her arms with a blade
As if her mind isn't dark enough

There is a girl
In the front of my class
Who's sad that you find it rare
To see her smile or laugh

Her frends tells her jokes
Like tthat one with the guy
But all she does is close her eyes
And enter her mind

How does someone so perfect,
Feel so insecure?
As to scar her skin with cuts and burns
And still want to hurt more...

How does someone so loving,
Learn to hate her own guts?
Drawing a picture on her arms with a blade
As if her mind isn't dark enough

For her imperfections...

There is a girl
In the front of my class
Who yesterday took
The breath that was her last...

She wrote a few notes:
I'm sorry Ididn't say,
But my mind was messed up,
You couldn't save me anyway...

And to the girl in the back of the class,
Who feels the way I did...

How does someone so perfect,
Feel so insecure?
As to scar her skin with cuts and burns
And still want to hurt more

876. Always Now Never - Chords

Always Now Never 
The Lil' Smokies
 
[Intro]
C F G



C F G
 
[Verse]
C                          F                    C        F
   A little too young to hold on, Too old to run away
             Am         G       F
And if you stay just a little while longer
                C
I think I could change
                            F                            C
We danced in the neighbors driveway, to an old familiar tune
                Am              G                       F               C
You could have asked me for a kingdom and I would've found one for you
Dm                     F     G
Maybe it's not the time, and never will it be
        Dm                      F               G
Oh, but tonight you're on my mind, would you wait for me
 
 
 
[Chorus]
C                       F                       G
Been running away from all of the days I gave away
        Dm              F                    G
Trying to hold on to the brighter shade of a broken heart
        C                     F                G
I'll be there when you call, find a way to wherever you are
           Am       Am/B    C
And if it's always, now or never
                Am   Am/B    C F C
I never go that far
 
 
 
[Verse]
                      F
Never seen the light on that bridge
                         C
The same as it was that night
F/Em   F        Am              G                    F                         C
     And you smiled when you told me someone was watching, I think you were right
Dm                      F
I've been a selfish man
       G
Little longer than I've wanted tooooo, oh
    Dm                  F                      G
But tonight I sit here wondering if I could be good for you
 
 
 
[Chorus]
      C                 F                 G
Been running away from all of the days I gave away
          Dm             F                   G
Trying to hold on to the brighter shade of a broken heart
        C                    F                 G
I'll be there when you call, find a way to wherever you are



           Am       Am/B   C
And if it's always, now or never
                Am  Am/B   C  F  C
I never go that far
 
 
 
[Instrumental]
C F G   x3
Am Am/B C (hang on the C)
 
 
[Verse]
                 F
Feeling a little lonely
                            C
A little tired and run down
F      Am             G           F                  C
   And maybe I'm just scared of believe, I need you around
Dm                          F      G
    Maybe it's not the time, and I know you gotta leave, oh
Dm                  F            G
But keep me on your mind, darling wait for me
 
 
 
[Chorus]
C                       F                       G
Been running away from all of the days I gave away
          Dm            F                    G
Trying to hold on to the brighter shade of a broken heart
        C                    F                 G
I'll be there when you call, find a way to wherever you are
           Am      Am/B   C
And if it's always now or never
          Am       Am/B   C
I'll be a fool for you forever

877. Always Returning

Always Returning
Glen Phillips

Here we go
Falling out of ranks
You're unafraid of consequence
I'm faking it as if you hadn't guessed
Heave ho
Throwing out the past
You will speak for optimism
i can be the realist

Slow down, hold on



Oh you don't know what's to come
You say, my love
I should let you go

But I'm watching you run
Breaking down walls
Making your waves
Bearing your cross
You're turning away but after it all
You're always returning
Always returning

I recall rides & kettle corn
Barkers in their boxes
Hawking games nobody's ever won
They'll spit you out
Like water from a fountain
And pretty as it looks my friend
They'll use you 'til there's nothing left

You have my trust
You can move on if you must
You'll still have us
But it gets so hard

Just watching you run
Breaking down walls
Making your waves
Bearing your cross
You're turning away but after it all
You're always returning
Always returning

Every time you turn away
You're always returning

878. Always The First Time

Dolly Parton - Always The First Time

Now I've never stepped through the doors of a barroom or tasted the flavor of wine
And I've never danced to the songs on a jukebox or held someone that wasn't mine
But there's always the first time and if you don't change
Then I guess the first time can't be arranged can't be arranged

[banjo]

Now I've never dressed for the eyes of the stranger to sow seeds of lust in his mind
And I've never walked down backroad of temptation to leave dirty footprints behind
But there's always the first time...



879. Always There

Always There
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

Earthly friends, They will forsake you
Doubts and fears may grip your soul
But our God will always stand true
It's the one who made us whole

Though the trials of life be many
And the sky be dark and drear
All your burdens he will carry
And you will find him always there

Chorus
Everlastin', Never failing
Jesus cast away all fear
So when trouble comes a' sailin'
You will find him always there

In that dark and final hour
When we're at our journey's end
We will trust in God's great power
For the angels he will send

Then he'll take us home to glory
To meet friends and loved ones dear
We will sing the gospel story
with our Jesus always there

880. Always True - Chords

Always True
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by David Allen Loggins

 C
Sometimes a woman will catch my eye
            F                  C
And I might stop   but I won't linger
                 F         C
I won't let them touch and cover up
    D7                G7
The ring that's on my finger
        C
I might share a few beers whisper in a few ears
  F                    D7
I never liked drinking alone



         C          F        C
When I'm stone cold sober or over my limit
        G7              C
I still find my own way home
       G7                  C
Always true with the one I love
       G7                        C        C7
Always true to the promises that bind the two of us
          F                                    C
For only she can do for me what she's already done
                     F          C
And now we'll always be true to her
        G7             C
Just as long as we are one
Good looking women are every man's weakness
        F               C
And I'm no exception at all
             F        C
Every time I feel I'm faltering
  D7                        G7
I just give my conscience a call
       C
Saying please don't let me do this to her
    F                  D7
And somehow it sees me through
       C       F             C
When I wake up in my woman's arms
       G7                   C
I just smile and say I love you

Repeat #3

                 F          C
Now we'll always be true to her
        G7             F   C
Just as long as we are o--ne

881. Always Wanting You - Chords

Always Wanting You
written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
G      C                     G
Always wanting you but never having you
         Am           D7
Makes it hard to face tomorrow 
        Am                D7          G
Cause I know I'll wake up wanting you again
G7     C                    D7
Always loving you but never touching you
    Am          D7  Am          D7         G
Sometimes hurts me  almost more than I can stand
  



                                  D7
I'd been better off if I'd turned away
                            G
And never looked at you the second time  
                               D7                           G
Cause I really had my life all together till your eyes meet mine
                  G7             C
And there I saw a yearning and a feeling across
                  G                     Am           D7
The room that you felt for me  wish I'd had a way of knowing 
         Am               D7               G
That the things we had in mind could never be
 
repeat #1

882. Always Will

Nanci Griffith - Always Will

I saw you on the avenue
You looked so tired and a little blue
You were in your Sunday best
With your father's tie upon your chest

[Chorus:]
Hey, you always stood me still
Hey, you always will

In the corridor of one hotel
We once crossed paths I recall it well
Voices in an empty hall
Slamming doors to hearts that fall

[Chorus]

Always will
Always will
Hey
Always will
Always will
Hey

Love has been my passer by
I stood too still to catch your eye
But there out on the avenue
In your father's tie I'll remember you

[Chorus: x2]

Hey, you always will



883. Always You Always Me - Chords

Always You Always Me
Written and recorded by Roy Drusky

G7     C          G7
Always you always me 
                  C
Us together eternally
                  G7
Never blue always true 
                 C
Always me always you
                    F             C
We found a piece of heaven on the ground
         G7              F                 C
And it's anchored on the rock of love that sound
                  F                  C
So let this crazy world keep turnin' round
              G7                           C
Searchin' for somethin' that we've already found
G7     C          G7
Always you always me 
                  C
Us together eternally
                  G7
Never blue always true 
                 C
Always me always you
G7     C          G7
Always you always me 
                  C
Us together eternally
                  G7
Never blue always true 
                 C
Always me always you

884. Always, Always

Dolly Parton - Always, Always
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writer Joyce McCord

Darling, will you love me forever
Always, always
Will you keeps these vows we mad together
Always, always
Will your love be as strong if my dreams will go wrong



Always, always
Darling, will you stay with me forever
Always, always
Will your love remain through stormy weather
Always, always
To walk the roads that might get rough
Always, always
In return for your love I'll be true as stars above
Always, always
And the love that I feel will forever be so real
Always, always

885. Am I A Fool

Am I A Fool
Recorded by the Lonesome River Band

I never thought I would see you again 
I was sure we had come to an end 
And here you are back at my door 
My foolish heart is gonna let you win once more

Am I fool for hanging on 
How many times will I sing the same old song 
I'm gonna love you till all hope is gone 
Am I a fool for hanging on

You made a promise that you'd never Leave 
How many times I wanted to be me 
just setting myself up to take the fall 
Cause here I am again just waiting for your call

Repeat #2

My head is telling me 
That I should walk away 
This heart of mine is saying 
Love you one more day

Repeat #2
I'm gonna love you till all hope is gone 
Am I a fool for hanging on

886. Am I Blue

Linda Ronstadt - Am I Blue

Am I blue, am I blue?
Ain't these tears in my eyes telling you?



Am I blue? You would be too
If each plan with your man just fell through

Was a time, I was his only one
Now I'm the sad and lonely one
Ooh, was I gay till today?
Now he's gone and we're through, am I blue?

Was a time I was the only one
Now I'm the sad and lonely one
Ooh, was I gay till today?
Now he's gone and we're through, am I blue, am I blue?

Ooh ho, am I blue?

887. Am I Born To Die

Am I Born To Die
Reeltime Travelers

And am I born to die
To lay this body down
And as my trembling spirit fly
Unto a world unknown

And as my trembling spirit fly
Unto a world unknown

Soon as from earth I go
What will become of me
Eternal happiness far away
Must then my portion be

Eternal happiness far away
Must then my portion be

A land of deepest shade
Unpierced by human thought
That weary region of the dead
Where all things are forgot

That weary region of the dead
Where all things are forgot

888. Am I Losing Your Memory Or Mine - Chords

Am I Losing Your Memory Or Mine
Recorded by George Jones
Written by D. Kirby and R. Lane



 
G
Did I wake up this mornin' thinkin' of you 
                           D7
Am I losin' your memory or mine
 
Do I remember makin' coffee for two 
                           G
Am I losin' your memory or mine
 
                                G7
I know that you're gone and I'm almost alone 
      C                       G    C
We're just about over it this time 
         G           D7        G
Hon am I losing your memory or mine
 
I've misplaced my favorite picture of you 
                           D7
Am I losing your memory or mine
 
Was it accidental or did I really want to 
                           G
Am I losing your memory or mine
 
                               G7
I don't know myself but memory is late 
         C                      G    C
For they both had a long uphill climb 
        G           D7        G
Oh am I losing your memory or mine
 
     D7                   G
Am I comin' or going am I doin' all right 
     C                  G      D7
Am I gainin' or fallin' behind 
    G                        C          G
I'm beginnin' to wonder if I ever loved you 
                     D7        G
And am I losing your memory or mine
 
                           C            G      C
I'll get over you oh but I really don't want to
    G           D7        G
I'm losing your memory or mine

889. Am I Only Dreaming This - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Am I Only Dreaming This

D                   Dsus
Welcome home please stay awhile
D                     Dsus



This place sure could use a smile
D                 Dsus
Let's catch up on what we missed
D                         Dsus
Am I only dreaming this
Dm                       Am
Mostly hearts get traded sort of situated
Dm                      Am                   
Wait for better days to come
Dm                   Am
This civilization is not too civilized
Bbmaj7 Gm7      Bmaj7       D   Dsus D
But        baby you make it all one
D              Dsus
When attracted opposites 
D                  Dsus
Sometimes meet and can't resist
D               Duss
What each other has to give
D                             Dsus
Are they only dreaming this
Dm                            Am
Streams of consciousness with pools of kissing fishes
Dm                       Am
Speaking words in French for love
Dm                       Am
Clouds of purple curling sends emotion swirling
Bbmaj7  Gm7  Bbmaj7       D  Dsus  D
Baby         you make it all one

SOLO

Dm                       Am
Mostly hearts get traded sort of situated
Dm                      Am                   
Wait for better days to come
Dm                   Am
This civilization is not too civilized
Bbmaj7 Gm7      Bmaj7       
But        baby you make it 
Dm                            Am
Streams of consciousness with pools of kissing fishes
Dm                       Am
Speaking words in French for love
Dm                       Am
Clouds of purple curling sends emotion swirling
Bbmaj7                 
But    baby you make it 
Bbmaj Gm7  Bbmaj7    D   Dsus D
Baby   you  make it all one
D
Am I only dreaming this
D
Am I only dreaming this

>From Jim Lauderdale  "Persimmons"
Upstart Records 1996



Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)

890. Am I Standing In Your Way - Chords

Am I Standing In Your Way
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                        F                     C
If he ever gets to you I know he'll ignite the flame
                F        C               G7
And it hurts to know how close he really came
C                                         F               C
Last night you both kept dancing when the music ceased to play
F         C       F         C
Is it all over do you still love me 
   G7                    C
Or am I standing in your way

F                        C
Tell me the way you feel I've got to know
                  F    C                  G7
Should I stay and keep trying or should I go
C                                 F                  C
Last night he almost made it he's still on your mind today
F         C       F         C
Is it all over do you still love me 
   G7                    C
Or am I standing in your way

Repeat #2

891. Am I That Easy To Forget

Ernest Tubb 
Am I That Easy To Forget?

You say you've found somebody new
But that won't stop my loving you
I just can't let you walk away
Forget the love I have for

Yes I could find somebody too
But I don't want no one but you
How can you leave without regret
Am I that easy to forget?

Before you leave be sure you find
You want his love much more than mine
Then I'll just say we've never met



If I'm that easy to forget

Yes I could find somebody too
But I don't want no one but you
I couldn't leave without regret
You're not that easy to forget

Before you leave be sure you find
You want his love much more than mine
Then I'll just say we've never met
If I'm that easy to forget

892. Am I The Only One

Dixie Chicks - Am I the only one (Who's ever felt this way)
Composer: Maria McKee

There is no good reason
I should have to be so alone
I'm smothered by this emptiness
Lord, I wish I was made of stone
Like a fool I lent my soul to love
And it paid me back in change
God help me, am I the only one
Who's ever felt this way?

A heart that's worn and weathered
Would know better than to fight
But I wore mine like a weapon
Played out love like a crime
And it wrung me out and strung me out
And it hung years on my face
God help me, am I the only
Who's ever felt this way?

Now my sense of humor needs a break
I see a shadow in the mirror
And she's laughin' through her tears
One more smile's all I can fake

There is a wound inside me
And it's bleeding like a flood
There are times when I see a light ahead
Hope is not enough
As another night surrounds me
And it pounds me like a wave
God help me, am I the only one
Who's ever felt this way?



893. Am I The Only One

Dierks Bentley - Am I the Only One

[Verse 1]
Well it was friday in the p.m
And just like every weekend
I was ready to throw down
Yeah get a little tore up
So I call my bros up to meet me out on the town
Well wild man willy said I like to really
But idol's on tv
And ray had a date
With his wife and Nate quit drinking
But he didn't tell me

[Chorus]
Am I the only one who wants to have fun tonight?
Is there anybody out there who wants to have a cold beer
Kick it to the morning light?
If I have to raise hell all by myself
I will but y'all, that ain't right
It's time to get it on
Am I the only one who wants to have fun tonight?

[Verse 2]
Well I was flying solo down at Silverado's
The joint looking like a morgue
When this country cutie with a rock and roll booty
Came strutting in through the door
Yelled who wants to dance and fired up the band with with a franklin and a shot of patron
She looked right at me and said
"What's it gonna be
Are you gonna let me to party alone?"

[Chorus]
Am I the only one who wants to have fun tonight?
Is there anybody out there who wants to have a cold beer
Kick it to the morning light?
If I have to raise hell all by myself
I will but y'all, that ain't right
It's time to get it on
Am I the only one who wants to have fun tonight?

[Chorus]
Am I the only one who wants to have fun tonight?
Is there anybody out there who wants to have a cold beer
Kick it to the morning light?
If I have to raise hell all by myself
I will but y'all, that ain't right
It's time to get it on
Am I the only one who wants to have fun tonight?

[Outro]
Come on come on
Get your good time on
Let's have a little fun tonight



Let's have a little fun tonight
Let's have a little fun tonight
Let's have a little fun tonight

894. Am I The Only Thing You've Done Wrong - Chords

Am I The Only Thing You've Done Wrong
Recorded by Lee Ann Womack
Written by Billy Foster, Jason Seller, Lee Ann Womack

G                                C              G
You're the life of the party you stand out in a crowd
     D7
When I think of all the things you've done
 C                  D7
It always makes me proud
    G                                   G7          C
But tonight I'm feeling empty seems I'm always here alone
              D7                G    C
Am I the only thing you've done wrong
   D7                            C             G
Am I the only one that you've forgotten on the way
   D7                                  C                   D7
To gain the world and lose our love is too high a price to pay
        G                              G7           C
In your long line of successes tell me where do I belong
              D7                G    D7
Am I the only thing you've done wrong
        G                                C               G
You got another big promotion you're the best man on the crew
     D7
When you set your mind on something
 C                         D7
There's nothing you can't do
     G                                    G7          C
This house you built is perfect we're the envy of the town
                     D7                   G
But Lord it's lonely here when you're not around
   D7                            C             G
Am I the only one that you've forgotten on the way
   D7                                  C                   D7
To gain the world and lose our love is too high a price to pay
        G                              G7           C
In your long line of successes tell me where do I belong
              D7                G
Am I the only thing you've done wrong
C                D7                G
Oh am I the only thing you've done wrong



895. Am I Tired Of You My Darlin'

Am I Tired Of You My Darlin' (Larry W. Jones 01/03/2007) 

Am I tired of you, my darlin'
Did I mean those words I said
That meant you'd be mine forever
Ever since the day we wed
I tell you dear, if I lived life over
I'd never find a better wife
Am I tired of you, my darlin'
Just look into my loving eyes
Do I ever rue that Springtime
When it was you whom I then met
Have I forgotten your affection
How could my heart 'ere forget
I tell you dear, if I lived life over
I'd never find a better wife
Am I tired of you, my darlin'
Just look into my loving eyes
Do I think the bloom has disappeared
From your cheeks that once were fair
Do I still think your love's revered
After all these years of toil and care
I tell you dear, if I lived life over
I'd never find a better wife
Am I tired of you, my darlin'
Just look into my loving eyes
I tell you dear, if I lived life over
I'd never find a better wife
Am I tired of you, my darlin'
Just look into my loving eyes

896. Am I Too Blue

Lucinda Williams - Am I Too Blue

Am I too blue for you?
Am I too blue?
When I cry like the sky
Like the sky sometimes
Am I too blue?

Is the night too black?
Is the wind too rough?
Is it at your back?
Have you had enough?

Do you miss my touch?
Do you wanna stay?
Do you have so much
Still left to say?



Am I too blue for you?
Am I too blue?
When I cry like the sky
Like the sky sometimes
Am I too blue?

When you're in the dark
Do ya call my name?
Is there still a spark?
Does it feel the same?

The sun beats down
It burns your skin
When you run into, my arms again

897. Am I Wasting My Love On You

Richard Thompson - Am I Wasting My Love On You?

Oh I can't get started and I'm broken hearted
You smile so sweet but you're fast on your feet
Do you want me to catch you or just get near?
Should I chase you forever? I think I got the idea

Am I wasting my love on you?
Am I wasting my love on you?
Am I wasting my love on you?
Must be better things I can do

Oh, I went to a party, you were standing there
You looked so retiring with that fruit in your hair
I said, "What gives?" and you said, "I do"
And that was the last sense I ever got from you

Am I wasting my love on you?
Am I wasting my love on you?
Am I wasting my love on you?
Must be better things I can do

Well, I'm wasting my love, wasting my love
Wasting my love on you
Wasting my love, wasting my love
Wasting my love on you

Am I wasting my love on you?
Am I wasting my love on you?
Am I wasting my love on you?
Must be better things I can do

I went to your house and I drank your tea
We were getting very cosy on Greek philosophy
You chewed on my ear and when I begged for more
You went off to bed, barricaded the door



Am I wasting my love on you?
Am I wasting my love on you?
Am I wasting my love on you?
Must be better things I can do

Than wasting my love, wasting my love
Wasting my love on you
Am I wasting my love, wasting my love
Wasting my love on you

I'm wasting my love, wasting my love
Wasting my love on you
Am I wasting my love, wasting my love
Wasting my love on you

898. Amanda

Amanda
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I've held it all in, God knows I've tried
It's an awful awakening in a country boy's life
Look in the mirror in total surprise
At the hair on my shoulders and the age in my eyes

[Chorus]
Amanda, light of my life
Faith should have made you a gentleman's wife
Amanda, light of my life
Faith should have made you a gentleman's wife

[Verse 2]
It's a measure of people who don't understand
The pleasures of life in a hillbilly band
Got my first guitar when I was fourteen
Now I'm pushin' forty and I'm still wearin' jeans

[Chorus]
Amanda, light of my life
Faith should have made you a gentleman's wife
Amanda, light of my life
Faith should have made you a gentleman's wife

899. Amanda Lynn

Amanda Lynn - Hot Buttered Rum



She's the hippie of her family
Amanda tried to blaze the trail
When there was nothing left to lose
She put on her walking shoes

Amanda sippin' a sun-warm soda
Havin' a cigarette after yoga
I taste the bitter with the sweet
Parading down main street
There for all to see, Amanda and me

(chorus:)
How I need that music to fill me
How I need that music to fill me
How I need to believe I'm doin' the best that I can
Through all these days I've been
Lost in the embrace of Amanda Lynn

She led me down the smooth dirt road
Amanda Lynn hummed a sweet melody
A wailin' and a moanin'
A tune for the long journey home

Amanda never frets about the weather
When the storm clouds gather
The sky turns to splendid shades
From pink, to green, and gray
There for all to see, Amanda and me

900. Amanda Lynn

Amanda Lynn - Hot Buttered Rum

She's the hippie of her family
Amanda tried to blaze the trail
When there was nothing left to lose
She put on her walking shoes

Amanda sippin' a sun-warm soda
Havin' a cigarette after yoga
I taste the bitter with the sweet
Parading down main street
There for all to see, Amanda and me

(chorus:)
How I need that music to fill me
How I need that music to fill me
How I need to believe I'm doin' the best that I can
Through all these days I've been
Lost in the embrace of Amanda Lynn

She led me down the smooth dirt road
Amanda Lynn hummed a sweet melody



A wailin' and a moanin'
A tune for the long journey home

Amanda never frets about the weather
When the storm clouds gather
The sky turns to splendid shades
From pink, to green, and gray
There for all to see, Amanda and me

901. Amanda Rose

Amanda Rose
Yonder Mountain String Band

'Bout 20 miles from Namensfield before the town was formed
Under an old oak tree by the river bank, Amanda Rose was born
Into a well-built house painted white, she still lives today
Amanda Rose was brought for blankets and a home to stay

Her daddy owned a farm, and on a tractor he did steer
Among the rows of corn and the apples trees she spent her early years
And while playin' on her farm with brother Will, her best friend,
Amanda Rose could not have known that her happiness would end

Chorus:
The empty look upon her face hides the story she will never tell
As she sits quietly by the riverside
No one knows what happened to her on that
Day so many years ago, Amanda Rose,
Of County Edinb'rough

Around the time when she was ten, or so the story goes
A full moon casted light upon the graveyard down the road
Police they found her family slain, no answers to be known
Only a tightness 'round her eyes was what Amanda Rose had shown

[Chorus]

Today I walk the river's edge, the women on my arm
Her hair just like the faded paint on the house up by the farm
My mother once watched over her, and I promised her I'd stay
And take care of old Amanda Rose until her final day

[Chorus]

902. Amanda Ruth

Amanda Ruth



Chorus A:
Amanda, Amanda Ruth
Amanda, Amanda Ruth

Verse 1:
We read the paper and we picked the show
I met her there but my watch was slow
She came early, I came late
We never met, it was a helluva date

Verse 2:
The way we met she was a friend of a friend
She needed money and I had it to lend
She had five, she wanted ten 
I gave her all money now I got none to spend

Chorus B:
Amanda, Amanda Ruth
Amanda, Amanda Ruth
Amanda, Amanda Ruth

Verse 3:
She burns her biscuits and her gravy is strange
Can't fry a chicken in a microwave range
Her salt is tasty, her sugar's sweet
She sure can't cook but she's got something to eat

903. Amarillo

Alan Jackson - Amarillo

The time has come,
You're really leavin'You always told me that
You wanted to
I guess I never thought
It would happen
I guess I never really wanted it to
The world is calling you and
You must answer
But you can take me with you
In you drams
If you ever get back to Amarillo
In a shiny new car or
Worn out shoes
If you ever get back to Amarillo
I'll be waitin'for you
Your sister told me you were workin'At some office out in Tinsel town
Don't forget about those who
Love you
They'll be there for you if you
Get down
I believe in you and all you're after
I hope you end up where you



Want to be
Chorus
Thirty years now have
Gone by quickly
I still think of you from time to time
My wife died early, I've got children
I'm happy and my health is fine
I often wondered if you found your
Freedom
I sometimes wonder if I should
Have gone
Chorus

904. Amarillo

Amarillo
Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell

[Verse 1]
My baby never was the cheating kind
But it wasn't 'cause the ladies didn't try
Now everywhere we go, they're walking around him slow
Giving him a flutter and a sigh

Now I got him past that redhead in Atlanta
Lord, I walked all over that black-eyed Cajun Queen
But outside of Amarillo, he found his thrill, I'll tell you
I lost him to a jukebox and a pinball machine

[Chorus]
Oh, Amarillo, what you want my baby for?
Oh, Amarillo, now he won't come home no more
You done played a trick on me, hooked him in the first degree
He'll put another quarter, push Dolly and then Porter
While he racks up fifty thousand on the pinball machine

[Verse 2]
If we only hadn't stopped in there for coffee
If someone hadn't played "The Window Up Above"
Oh, he'd still be mine today, but he heard those fiddles play
One look and then I knew this must be love

Oh, that pinball machine's in the corner
Well, he saw the lights and he had to hear them ring
And he never was the same after he won his first free game
Oh, I lost him to a jukebox and pinball machine

[Chorus]
Oh, Amarillo, what you want my baby for?
Oh, Amarillo, now he won't come home no more
You done played a trick on me, now you hooked him in the first degree
He'll put another quarter, push Dolly and then Porter
While he racks up fifty thousand on the pinball machine



[Chorus]
Oh, Amarillo, what you want my baby for?
Oh, Amarillo, now he won't come home no more
You done played a trick on me, hooked him in the first degree
He'll put another quarter, push Dolly and then Porter
While he racks up fifty thousand on the pinball machine

905. Amarillo Highway

Robert Earl Keen - Amarillo Highway
Artist: Robert Earl Keen
Album: Live At the Ryman
Sturgill Simpson

I'm a high straight in Plainview
A side bet in Idalou
An' a fresh deck in Mobile
Yeah some call me high handed
Some call me low handed
But I'm holdin' what I am the wheel

'Cause I'm panhandlin' manhandlin'
Post holin' hugh rollin' dust bowlin' Daddy
I ain't got no blood in my veins
I just got them four lanes
Of hard Amarillo Highway

I don't wear no Stetson
But I'm willin' to bet son
That I'm as big a Texan as you are
There's a girl in her bare feet
Asleep on the back seat
And the trunk's full of Pearl beer and Lone Star

Gonna hop outta bed
Pop a pill in my head
Bust a hub for the Golden Spread
Under Blue Skies
Gonna stuff my hide
Behind some Power Glide
Get some southern fried back in my hide

As Close as I'll ever get to heaven
Is makin' speed up old eighty-seven
Of that hard Amarillo Highway

906. Amazing Grace



Amazing Grace

Amazing grace how sweet the sound
That saved a wretch like me
I once was lost but now I'm found
Was blind but now I see.

'Twas grace that taught my heert to fear
And grace my fears relieved
How precious did that grace appear
The hour I first believed.

When we've been there ten thousand years
Bright shining as the sun
We've no less days to sing God's praise
Then when we first begun

907. Amazing Love

Amazing Love
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Bob Carpenter / Jeff Hanna / Tom Kell

Amazing love so rich and rare
Amazing love beyond compare
A life so full of blessings
And promises fulfilled
Be careful not to run and hide
From this amazing love

Once as a child i did not see
That all my deeds returned to me
But i have traveled miles
And made a few mistakes
I've learned about forgiveness
And found amazing love

Even though a mother guards her children
Still they stumble, fall and shed a tear
Lessons learned and healing hands upon them
Through the years, through the years

Was a time when i was so alone and...
Feeling that my life was incomplete
Oh my heavy heart was barely beating
Down so deep, down so deep

Amazing love now in my arms
Amazing love to call my own
A life so full of blessings
And promises fulfilled
Be careful not to run and hide
From this amazing love
Amazing love...



Amazing love
Amazing love

908. Amber Tresses

The Carter Family - Amber Tresses

[Verse 1]
Far away in sunny mountains
Where the merry sunbeams play
There I wander through the clover
Singing to a village maid

[Chorus]
She was dearer than the dearest
Ever loving kind and true
And she wore beneath her bonnet
Amber tresses tied with blue

[Verse 2]
Fate decreed that we be parted
Ere the leaves of autumn fell
When two hearts are separated
That had loved each other well
She was all I had to cherish
Ever loving kind and true
Now I see in every vision
Amber tresses tied with blue

[Chorus]

909. Amber Tresses - Chords

Amber Tresses
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by A.P. Carter

C                     F      C                        G7
Far away in some deep valley where the merry sunbeams play
C                            F      G7                   C
There I wandered through the clover singing to a village maid 
G7                      C       G7                   C
She was dearer than the dearest ever loving kind and true
                         F      G7                    C
And she wore beneath her bonnet amber tresses tied in blue 
                        F      C                         G7
Fate decreed that we be parted when the leaves of autumn fell
C                        F     G7                        C
Then two hearts were separated that had loved each other well 



Repeat #2
                     F       C                    G7
She was all I had to cherish ever loving kind and true
C                  F      G7                    C
Now I see in every vision amber tresses tied in blue
Repeat #2 
  
                         F      G7                    C
And she wore beneath her bonnet amber tresses tied in blue

910. Amber Tresses Tied In Blue

Amber Tresses Tied In Blue

Far away in some deep mountain
Where the merry sunbeams play
There I wandered thru the clover
Singing to a village maid

    She was dearer than the dearest
    Ever loving kind and true
    And she wore beneath her bonnet
    Amber tresses tied in blue

Fact decreed that we parted
When the leaves of autumn fell
Then two hearts were separated
That had loved each other well

She was all I had to cherish
Every loving king and true
Now I see in every vision
Amber tresses tied in blue

911. Amber Waves of Grain

Amber Waves of Grain

If the 'Amber Waves Of Grain' should disappear
And there were no wheat or barley anywhere
Would we buy our bread and butter from the Toyota man
Would an Idaho spud be stamped 'Made In Japan'
The farm just won't get tended, if the farmer isn't here
And the 'Amber Waves Of Grain' may disappear

There's a railroad train that's on it's way to no where
Never to return again this way
Will the future farmer board this train to no where
Is there nothin' we can do to help him stay



Can we get rid of that foreign aid to the farmer over here
Or the 'Amber Waves Of Grain' may disappear

If the 'Amber Waves Of Grain' should disappear
And there were no wheat or barley anywhere
Would we buy our bread and butter from the Toyota man
Would an Idaho spud be stamped 'Made In Japan'
Can we sink a bit of some foreign aid to the farmer over here
Or the 'Amber Waves Of Grain' may disappear

912. Amelia Earhart

Amelia Earhart
Country Gentlemen

Oh a ship out on the ocean just a speck against the sky
Amelia Earhart's flight was set that day
With her partner Captain Noonan on the second of July
Her plane fell in the ocean far away

   There's a beautiful beautiful field
   Far away in a land that is fair
   Happy landings to you Amelia Earhart
   Farewell first lady of the air

A half an hour later an s.o.s. was heard
The signal weak but still her voice was brave
In shark-infested waters her plane went down that night
In the blue Pacific to a watery grave.

Now you have heard my story of that awful tragedy
And prayed that she might fly on safe again
In years to come when others blaze a trail across the sky
We'll never forget Amelia and her plane.

913. Amen - Chords

Amen
Recorded by Johnny Cash
Written by Jester Hairston

C               F C   G7 C
(Amen amen amen a-men a-men)
       
Little baby (amen) in the manger (amen)
                 F C   G7 C
King Jesus (amen a-men a-men)
At the temple (amen) there they found Him (amen)
                          F C   G7 C



Teachin' the elders (amen a-men a-men)
Poor Lazarus (amen) didn't bear it (amen) 
                   F C   G7 C
Up a walkin' (amen a-men a-men)
                    F C   G7 C
Yeah amen amen amen a-men a-men 
Lord Jesus (amen) up in heaven (amen) 
                          F C   G7 C
Who'll be returnin' (amen a-men a-men)
                F C   G7 C
(Amen amen amen a-men a-men)
Shout it children (amen) let me hear you (amen)
                 F C   G7 C
Hallelujah (amen a-men a-men)
Sing it children (amen) sing amen (amen) 
                        F C   G7 C
Amen one more time amen a-men a-men

914. America

America
Donna the Buffalo

Here in America it's a propaganda race
We're gonna put a teacher in space
Now we've gone and we've spread her far and wide
She's a great symbol of the national pride

Ollie Ollie North, North American hero
You know he knows no letter of the law
He's living proof, with a patriotic attitude
You can get away with anything at all

Down in washington they have their own language
They could talk forever and they'll never say a thing
Look at him up there, its an occupation
To keep us from knowing whats going on

Look at our President, he's dodging questions
Oh how his magic golden teeth glow
There's a major major disconnection
Between what he says and what he says he knows

CHORUS:
America, so beautiful
Oh you know its so wonderful and clean
America, so beautiful
Its the only place that I've ever seen

Pollution pollution condenses on my ceiling
Now it finally done drip on my face
Going to the doctor to find out if its malignant
To see if I can keep up this rugged pace



Goin' down goin' down to Three Mile Island
I got a big settlement in my hand
Trading in the health of my three children
In on a lousy fifty grand

CHORUS

Sexy world lives on my TV
Wiggle and a jiggle is the name of the game
I'm so in love with two dimensional reality
And I'm sure you feel the same

Goin' to the shopping mall, shopping mall
Gonna see myself in one and all
Gonna come away so mighty disappointed
Ain't got enough money for everything I wanted
Looking for a moral lesson down on Wall Street
I'm carrying ulcers in my feet
We're engaged in a reverse Robin Hood
All of my friends say that greed is good

Here in America everthing is bought and sold
You can get anything for little bits of gold
We'll rape the earth and ruin the air
Cut down every tree from here to there

CHORUS

915. America

America
Paul Simon

"Let us be lovers we'll marry our fortunes together.
I've got some real estate here in my bag."
So we bought a pack of cigarettes and Mrs. Wagner pies
And walked off to look for America.

"Kathy," I said as we boarded a Greyhound in Pittsburgh
"Michigan seems like a dream to me now.
It took me four days to hitchhike from Saginaw
I've come to look for America."

Laughing on the bus.
Playing games with the faces,
She said the man in the gabardine suit was a spy.
I said, "Be careful his bowtie is really a camera."

"Toss me a cigarette, I think there's one in my raincoat."
"We smoked the last one an hour ago."
So I looked at the scenery, she read her magazine
And the moon rose over an open field



"Kathy, I'm lost," I said, though I knew she was sleeping.
"I'm empty and aching and I don't know why."
Counting the cars on the New Jersey Turnpike
They've all come to look for America
All come to look for America
All come to look for America

916. America Is A Hard Religion

Robbie Fulks - America Is a Hard Religion

[Verse 1]
Some rule from the sky
Some inch cross the ground
Their bent backs turn to all
Heaven above sends down
Scratch and puff from this earth
What gold it may give
Fattening on feasts to come
Laboring now to live

[Chorus]
And America is a hard religion
Not just anyone may enter
America is a hard religion
Some never do surrender

[Verse 2]
Sent to a savage land
Mother knows not why
To plant a seed in rocky soil
And perhaps to die
Freedom come it may
To this child instead
Freedom comes freedom goes
Father is surely dead

917. America The Beautiful

The Osborne Brothers - America The Beautiful

O beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!
America! America!
God shed His grace on thee,
And crown thy good with brotherhood



From sea to shining sea!
O beautiful for heroes proved,
In liberating strife,
Who more than self, their country loved
And more than life
America! America!
God mend thine every flaw,
Confirm thy soul in self-control,
Thy liberty in law!
If you'd like to join me, please do!
O beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!
America! America!
God shed His grace on thee,
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea!
To shining sea!

918. America The Ugly

Tom T Hall - America The Ugly
Composer: Tom T. Hall

There was a man came to see the USA from a foreign land
To photograph the progress of dear old Uncle Sam
He got off the boat in New York went down to the Bowery
I know what the man went to photograph and to see

There were hopeless hungry livin' dead
Winos who sell their souls for a bottle of a cheapest red
That's the picture that he wanted and that's what he got they say
America the ugly today

He went to the Appalachians and he saw what we all have seen
Where people live on bread and soup fat back and pinto beans
He saw the hungry children and he photographed the ragged clothes
I guess we're gonna try to tell him that it ain't so

There were good men standin' around with nothin' to do
Pregnant young women who didn't even have a pair of shoes
The man got his pictures and what are we goin' to say
America the ugly today

Then he went to the medicare centers and he saw the old people there
It seems that the young generation just didn't want 'em in their hair
He saw the poor man workin' it out while the mighty rich lives high
And my friend that brings a gleam to the enemy's eyes

There were some folks had plenty and some had none at all
The enemy knows when a heart gets hard the country is bound to fall
If we get heads and hearts together we won't have to hear them say



America the ugly today America the ugly today

919. America The Ugly - Chords

America The Ugly
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                       F         C
There was a man came to see the USA from a foreign land
G7                            F              C
To photograph the progress of dear old Uncle Sam
                       F             C 
He got off the boat in New York went down to the Bowery
G7                                            C
I know what the man went to photograph and to see
           F        G7      C
There were hopeless hungry  livin' dead
F         G7                     C
Winos who sell their souls for a bottle of a cheapest red
           F                          C 
That's the picture that he wanted and that's what he got they say
F           G7     C  
America the ugly today
                   F               C
He went to the Appalachians and he saw what we all have seen
G7                                  F                  C
Where people live on bread and soup fat back and pinto beans
                  F               C 
He saw the hungry children and he photographed their ragged clothes
G7                                                C
I guess we're gonna try to tell him that it ain't so
           F        G7              C
There were good men standin' around with nothin' to do
F              G7        C 
Pregnant young women who didn't even have a pair of shoes
    F                        C
The man got his pictures and what are we goin' to say
F           G7     C
America the ugly today
                             F              C
Then he went to the Medicare centers and he saw the old people there
   G7                                   F                        C
It seems that the young generation just didn't want 'em in their hair
                    F              C
He saw the poor man workin' it out while the mighty rich lives high
       G7                                        C
And my friend that brings a gleam to the enemy's eyes
           F              G7         C
There were some folks had plenty and some had none at all
    F                  G7                  C
The enemy knows when a heart gets hard the country is bound to fall
      F                                C
If we get heads and hearts together we won't have to hear them say



F           G7     C    F           G7     C
America the ugly today  America the ugly today

920. America's Favorite Pastime

Todd Snider - America's Favorite Pastime

Dock Ellis didn't think he was pitching that day
Back in 1970
When he and his wife took a trip to the ballpark
A little bit differently
So by the time that he hit the bullpen
Half the world had melted away
That's about the time coach Murtaugh came and said
Doc, you're pitching today

Taking the mound, the ground turned into
The icing on a birthday cake
That lead off man came up and turned into
A dancing rattlesnake
The crowd tracked back and forth
In waves of color underneath the sun
That ball turned into a silver bullet
His arm into a gun

I took a look all around the world one time
I finally discovered
You can't judge a book

Three up, three down for three straight innings
In a zero-zero tie
As all those batters names come ringing
From a voice out of the sky
Hallucinating Halloween scenes
Each new swing of the bat
His sinker looked like it was falling off a table
But nobody was hallucinating that

I took a look all around the world one time
I finally discovered
You can't judge a book
By the top of the seventh, he was up one-to-nothing
And giving them Padres fits
By the bottom of the eighth, he was up two-to-nothing
And they still hadn't got any hits
With one out left to go in the game
The batter looked like a baby child
That birthday cake was shaking
Them waves of color was going wild
By the time that he mowed the last man down
He was high as he had ever been
Laughing to the sounds of the world going around
Completely unaware of the win



And while the papers would say he was scattered that day
He was pretty as a pitcher could be
The day Dock Ellis of the Pittsburgh Pirates
Threw a no hitter on LSD
I took a look all around the world one time
I finally discovered
You can't judge a book

921. American Dream

American Dream
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Rodney Crowell

I beg your pardon, mama, what did you say?
My mind was drifting off on Martinique Bay.
It's not that I'm not interested, you see;
a gusty Georgia is just no place to be.

I think Jamaican in the moonlight.
Sandy beaches, drinking rum every night.
We got no money, mama, but we can go;
We'll split the difference, go to Coconut Grove.

Keep on talking, mama, I can hear
Your voice, it tickles down inside of my ear.
I feel a tropical vacation this year,
Might be the answer to this hillbilly fear.

I think Jamaican in the moonlight.
Sandy beaches, drinking rum every night.
We got no money, mama, but we can go;
We'll split the difference, go to Coconut Grove.

Voila! An American Dream.
Well, we can travel girl, without any means.
When it's as easy as closing your eyes
And dream Jamaica is a big neon sign.

Just keep talking, mama, I like that sound.
It goes so easy with that rain falling down.
I think a tropical vacation this year,
Might be the answer to this hillbilly fear.

Voila! An American Dream.
Yeah, we can travel, girl, without any means.
When it's as easy as closing your eyes
And dream Jamaica is a big neon sign.

Just think Jamaican in the moonlight.
Sandy beaches, drinking rum every night.
We got no money, mama, but we can go;
We'll split the difference, go to Coconut Grove.



922. American Dream

Allison Moorer
American Dream

[Verse 1]
I lit the fire, poured out the bottle
Asked the moonlight what it might have seen
If it answered, I can't remember
I fell down into the American Dream
Been too long in the Devil's workshop
So I'm driving the backbone to change the scenery
Here come the horses through purgatory
They fell down into the American Dream

[Chorus]
Summer time sunshine, shine on me
Show me where I'm going

[Verse 2]
I'll find an old friend in El Dorado
Like Harry Dean Stanton on a drive-in screen
A tumbleweed blowing through Paris, Texas
He fell down into the American Dream

[Verse 3]
Sun-bleached dresses wavin' from a clothesline
Come Saturday evening, they'll have a place to be
I'll pick some flowers to take to her Mama
I fell down into the American Dream
[Chorus]
Summer time sunshine, shine on me
Won't you show me where I'm goin'?
Leaving San Francisco for New Orleans
I can hear that rooster crowin'

[Verse 4]
Spit and polish the ancient story
Love and glory, gold and greed
Nothing changes, even if it wants to
We go down into the American Dream

[Outro]
We go down, baby
On down to New Orleans
Down, baby
Only finding what it means



923. American Dream

American Dream
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Rodney Crowell

I beg your pardon, mama, what did you say?
My mind was drifting off on Martinique Bay.
It's not that I'm not interested, you see;
a gusty Georgia is just no place to be.

I think Jamaican in the moonlight.
Sandy beaches, drinking rum every night.
We got no money, mama, but we can go;
We'll split the difference, go to Coconut Grove.

Keep on talking, mama, I can hear
Your voice, it tickles down inside of my ear.
I feel a tropical vacation this year,
Might be the answer to this hillbilly fear.

I think Jamaican in the moonlight.
Sandy beaches, drinking rum every night.
We got no money, mama, but we can go;
We'll split the difference, go to Coconut Grove.

Voila! An American Dream.
Well, we can travel girl, without any means.
When it's as easy as closing your eyes
And dream Jamaica is a big neon sign.

Just keep talking, mama, I like that sound.
It goes so easy with that rain falling down.
I think a tropical vacation this year,
Might be the answer to this hillbilly fear.

Voila! An American Dream.
Yeah, we can travel, girl, without any means.
When it's as easy as closing your eyes
And dream Jamaica is a big neon sign.

Just think Jamaican in the moonlight.
Sandy beaches, drinking rum every night.
We got no money, mama, but we can go;
We'll split the difference, go to Coconut Grove.

924. American Flag On The Moon

Brad Paisley - American Flag On The Moon

How do we honor those who have fallen and died for this dream?
I'm sure of one thing, it's not with gridlock or bickering
We're the children of explorers, that came here from every corner



The adventures that sat on this land
We led the world, fought tyranny, touched the stars, brought liberty
Let's do that again
Tonight I dare you to dream
Go on, believe impossible things
Whenever anybody says there's anything we can't do
I mean after all, there's an American flag on the moon
Outside the other night, you should have seen the moonlight
It's enough to make you squint your eyes
So my five year old had learned about
The lunar landing and he walked out
And started staring at the sky
Stood there for a while, he got a great big smile
And said, "Dad, I think I can see it, can you?"
I bowed my head, closed my eyes and said
"Yes son, I think I do"
Tonight I dare you to dream
Go on, believe impossible things
Whenever anybody says there's anything we can't do
Cause after all, there's an American flag on the moon
Oh, in two hundred years
Think about all that we've done so far
I don't see any reason why tomorrow can't be ours
Tonight I dare you to dream
Go on, believe impossible things
Whenever anybody says there's anything we can't do
Cause after all, after all,
There's an American flag on the moon
(On the moon)

925. American Girl

The Infamous Stringdusters 
American Girl
(originally by Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers)

Well, she was an American girl
Raised on promises
She couldn't help thinkin' that there
Was a little more to life somewhere else
After all, it was a great big world
With lots of places to run to
And if she had to die tryin'
She had one little promise she was gonna keep

Oh yeah, all right
Take it easy, baby
Make it last all night (Make it last all night)
She was an American girl

Well, it was kind of cold that night
She stood alone on her balcony (Ooh)
Yeah, she could hear the cars roll by



Out on 441 like waves crashin' on the beach
And for one desperate moment there
He crept back in her memory
God, it's so painful when something that is so close
Is still so far out of reach

Oh yeah, all right
Take it easy, baby
Make it last all night (Make it last all night)
She was an American girl (Ooh)

926. American Heartache - Chords

American Heartache 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
Am
 
[Verse]
Am
Everything I need is blowing in the breeze
Am7                                  Am
Everything I want is just down stream
C                                      Am
Everything between my ears is just a dream
 
Am
I never stay still, I'm always in motion
D                    Am
Flying in a tin can, hanging by a shoe string
C                                             Am
Sitting on a plastic throne, living like a king
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Em            A
Stuck in a dream
Em             G
Stuck in a dream
 
[Chorus]
C         E              F    G
It's only American heartache
C         E              F    G
It's only American heartache
 
Am
 
[Verse]
Am
I wanna make peace but I don't have the skills
D                 Am
When I feel pain I reach for the pills



C                            Am
I wish I had a body of steel but I'm over the hill
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Em            A
Stuck in a dream
Em             G
Stuck in a dream
 
[Chorus]
C         E              F    G
It's only American heartache
C         E              F    G
It's only American heartache
 
C                 E
Nothing is wrong, nothing's at stake
F           G                                C     E
I only feel bad when I can't have nothing at all
F           G                                 Am
I only feel bad when I can't have nothing at all
 
[Solo]
Am* (Am6 and Am7 Variations)
Em A
 
Em            A
Stuck in a dream
 
E Am
 
Em            A   G
Stuck in a dream
 
C E F G
 
[Chorus]
C         E              F    G
It's only American heartache
C         E              F    G
It's only American heartache
C         E              F    G
It's only American heartache  (I only feel bad when I can't have it all)
(Nothing is wrong, nothing's at stake)
 
C         E              F    G
It's only American heartache  (I only feel bad when I can't have it all)   
C         E               F
It's only American heartache
 
F                    G                C
I only feel bad when I can't have it all



927. American Honky-Tonk Bar Association

American Honky-Tonk Bar Association - Garth Brooks

If your paycheck depends on 
The weather and the clock 
If your conversation calls for 
A little more than a coffee pot 
If you need to pour your heart out 
And try to rectify some situation 
That you're facing 
Contact your American Honky-Tonk Bar Association 

When Uncle Sam dips in your pocket 
For most things you don't mind 
But when your dollar goes to all of those 
Standing in a welfare line 
Well rejoice you have a voice 
If you're concerned about the destination 
Of this great nation 
It's called the American Honky-Tonk Bar Association 

It represents the hardhat 
Gunrack, achin'-back 
Over taxed, flag-wavin', fun-lovin' crowd 
They're heart is in the music 
And they love to play it loud 
There's no forms or applications 
There's no red tape administrations 
It's the American Honky-Tonk Bar Association 

We're all one big family 
Throughout the cities and the towns 
We don't reach for handouts 
we reach for those who are down 
And every local chapter has a seven day a week 
Available consultation 
For your frustration 
It's called the American Honky-Tonk Bar Association 

It represents the mud flaps 
Six pack, beer crack 
Over-taxed, flag-wavin', fun-lovin' crowd 
They're heart is in the music 
And they love to play it loud 
There's no forms or applications 
There's no red tape administrations 
It's the American Honky-Tonk Bar Association

928. American Jerusalem

Emmylou Harris
American Jerusalem



[Verse 1: Shawn Colvin]
New York City rain
Don't know if it's makin' me
Dirty or clean
Went for the subway but there was no train
And the tunnel was grumbling for repairs again
And the sign says welcome to American Jerusalem

[Verse 2: Shawn Colvin]
I've been around
You could spend forever
Makin' a friend in this town
All you get to do
Is lay your dollar down
Until you're stumbling drunk up the stairs again
And the sign says welcome to American Jerusalem

[Chorus: Shawn Colvin & Emmylou Harris]
In the temples of American Jerusalem
They buy an ounce of South African gold
They don't care who was bought or sold
Or who died to mine it

[Chorus: Shawn Colvin & Emmylou Harris]
In the temples of American Jerusalem
They buy an ounce of Marseille white
Somewhere on a street with no light
Somebody dies tryin' it
[Verse 3: Shawn Colvin]
Then somewhere in a crowd
Lookin' that kinda way that'll make you turn around
There'll be somebody who knows what it's about
And he'll take the ribbons from your hair again
And welcome you to American Jerusalem

[Chorus: Shawn Colvin & Emmylou Harris]
In the alleys of American Jerusalem
The homeless lie down at the dawn
The pretty people wonder what they're on
And how they afford it

[Chorus: Shawn Colvin & Emmylou Harris]
In the ashes of American Jerusalem
The prophets live their deaths out on the corner
The pretty people say there should've been a warnin'
But nobody heard it

[Verse 4: Shawn Colvin]
Then shadows lick the sun
The streets are paved with
Footsteps on the run
Somebody musta got double
'Cause I got none
I forgot to collect my share again
So go west to breathe the cleansing air again
Go Niagara for your honeymoon again



Go on the road if you're gonna sing your tune again
Go out to sea and learn to be a man again
Until you come on home to American Jerusalem

929. American Made - Chords

American Made
Recorded by the Oak Ridge Boys
Written by Bob Dipiero and Pat Mcmanus

G                  C                                G
Seems everything I buy these days has got a foreign name
             C                          D7
From the kind of car I drive to my video game
               C                    G
I got a Nikkon camera a Sony color TV
                   C                    D7                      G
But the one that I love is from the U.S.A. and standing next to me
                         
My baby is American Made
D7
Born and bred in the U.S.A.
         G
From her silky long hair to her sexy long legs
   D7               G
My baby is American Made
                      C                              G
She looks good in her tight blue jeans she bought in Mexico
                      C                            D7
And she loves wearing French perfume everywhere we go
                         C                        G
But when it comes to the loving part one thing is true
                  C       D7            GM
My baby's genuine U.S.A.  red white and blue

Repeat #2 x3

930. American Poor - Chords

American Poor 
Dead Horses

[Verse 1]
C                           B
There's a new generation of poor
                      G
Faces clean and their eyes are pure
B                        G               C
Empty stomachs but their mouths are full oh



B                        Em  C B Em C
American proud, American poor
 
[Verse 2]
B                          Em   C
Send you a free book every year
B                 Em              C
Discount for your diagnosis, Dear
B                           Em      C
Give you pills to take away your fears
B                       Em
American poor, American here
 
[Chorus]
D                 C        G
Left my innocence in the sea
D                           Em
With all things that I made believe
B                  C
Shadow thing, it's just me
D             C       B
Make believe, make believe
 
[Instumental]
Em C B Em C
 
[Verse 3]
B                  Em       C
People are working silently
B                     Em       C
Sweatin' in their own salty sea
B                                   Em     C
Now they're setting fire out in the streets
B                        Em
American proud, American poor
 
[Chorus]
D                 C        G
Left my innocence in the sea
D                           Em
With all things that I made believe
B                      C
Shadow thing, and it's just me
D             C    B   Em
Make believe, make believe
 
[Instrumental]
Em C B Em B
 
[Verse 4]
B               Em
There can be no greater thing
C                      G
Than to love a stranger
B         Em           C
Can be no greater thing
B                        Em   C



American proud, American poor
 
[Verse 5]
B                    Em                C
Treat the people who serve us like shit
B                                 Em         C
There's nothing would ever really come of it
B                         Em                            C
It's fair if you say it's fair. It ain't me so it's not there
B                        Em
American proud, American poor
 
[Chorus]
D                 C        G
Left my innocence in the sea
D                           Em  G
With all things that I made believe
B                      C
Shadow thing, and it's just me
D             C    B   Em
Make believe, make believe
 
[Outro]
C B Em C B

931. American Remains

The Highwaymen - American Remains

[Verse 1]
I am a shotgun rider
For the San Jacinto line
The desert is my brother
My skin is cracked and dry
I was riding on a folk coach
And everything was fine
Till we took a shorter road
To save some time
The bandits only fired once
They shot me in the chest
They may have wounded me but
They'll never get the best
Of better men
Cause I'll ride again

[Verse 2]
I am a river gambler
I make a living dealing cards
My clothes are smooth and honest
My heart is cold and hard
I was shuffling for some delta boys
On a boat for New Orleans
I was the greatest shark they'd ever seen



But the captain bumped a sandbar
And an ace fell from my sleeve
They threw me overboard
As I swore I didn't cheat
But I could swim
And I'll ride again
[Chorus]
We are heroes of the homeland, American remains
We live in many faces and answer many names
We will not be forgotten, we won't be left behind
Our memories live on in mortal minds
And poets pens
We'll ride again
[Verse 3]
I am a mid-west farmer
I make a living off the land
I ride a John Deere tractor
I'm a liberated man
But the rain it hasn't fallen
Since the middle of July
And if it don't come soon my crops will die
The bank man says he likes me
But there's nothing he can do
He tells me that he's coming
But the clouds are coming too
He ain't my friend
And I'll ride again
[Verse 4]
I am an American Indian
My tribe is Cherokee
My forefathers loved this land
They left it here for me
But the white man came with boats
And trains and dirty factories
An' poisoned my existence with his deeds
Nature is our mother
We are sucklings at her breast
And he who tries to beat her down
Will lose her to the rest
They'll never win
I'll ride again
[Chorus]

932. American Stranger

American Stranger
Traditional

I'm a stranger to this country, from America I came
There's no one here that kens me nor yet can tell my name
I came o'er tae this country tae wander for a while
Far frae my bonnie dearie, aye monie's the weary mile



Some say that I am rakish, some say that I am wild
Some say that I am guilty the lassies tae beguile
But I will prove them lying folk gin ye'll come alang wi' me
And be my leesome lassie on the plains o' Americay

Gie my regards tae Nancy wha bides on yonder hill
And likewise unto Betsy, she's a lass I like fu' well
But gie my love tae Maggie, for she's my heart's delight
I'd row her in my erms through a year lang winter's night

The ship that's on the saut saut sea maun sail without her sails
The wee wee fishies grow until they turn to muckle whales
In the middle o' the ocean maun grow a rowan tree
Afore that I prove false tae her that's gi'en her love tae me

So send me word my darlin' and westward I will sail
On a packet out of Leith my dear on a brisk and a pleasant gale
And when that I am landed, you'll plight your troth tae me
And we'll dance and sing thegether on the plains o' Americay

933. American Tune

American Tune
Paul Simon

Many's the time I've been mistaken,
And many times confused
Yes, and I've often felt forsaken,
And certainly misused.
Ah, but I'm all right, I'm all right.
I'm just weary to my bones.
Still you don't expect to be bright and bon vivant,
so far away from home,
so far away from home.

And I don't know a soul who's not been battered.
I don't have a friend who feels at ease.
I don't know a dream that's not been shattered,
or driven to its knees.
Ah, but it's all right. It's all right.
For we've lived so well so long.
Still, when I think of the road we're travelin' on,
I wonder what's gone wrong.
I can't help but wonder what's gone wrong.

And I dreamed I was dying.
I dreamed that my soul rose unexpectedly,
and looking back down at me, smiled reassuringly.
And I dreamed I was flying,
and high up above my eyes could clearly see
the Statue of Liberty sailing away to sea.
And I dreamed I was flying.



And we come on the ship they call the Mayflower.
We come on the ship that sailed the moon.
We come in the age's most uncertain hours,
and sing an American tune.
Oh, and it's all right, it's all right,
it's all right.
You can't be forever blessed.
Still tomorrow's gonna be another working day
and I'm tryin' to get some rest;
that's all - I'm trying to get some rest.

934. American With A Remington - Chords

American With A Remington 
Larry Gatlin & The Gatlin Brothers

Capo 4
 
  D                                        G
Dear worthless Godless Cowards, you say I must convert or die,
        D                                                   G
Well I guess you're gonna have to kill me, at least you're gonna have to try,
      D                          Em
Does Lexington and Concord, mean anything to you?
           G                                  A
How about Bunker Hill, San Juan Hill, or the Island of Palau?
 
 
        D                                              Em
You're not the first who's ever tried to kill me, what makes you think I would turn and run?
     G                                           A
You underestimate, these United States, and the righteous might of people, standing as one.
    D                                                                    Em
We exist to fan the flame of freedom, we fought and bled and died we overcome,
       G                                                                                         A
Hey I wanna live in peace, but you come after my family, you'll be staring down the barrel of 
my gun
     G                           D          G
An American              With a Remington   
 
      D                               G                    D                        G
That rifle helped me put food on our table, when my Daddy came home from Vietnam disable
d,
          D                                  Em                            A                  G    A
And like him I answered the call, and I was ready to give my all, in the mountains of Afghanist
an  
 
 
 
 
        D                                               Em
You're not the first who's ever tried to kill me, what makes you think I would turn and run?
     G                                           A



You underestimate, these United States, and the righteous might of people, standing as one.
D                                          Em
We exist, to fan the flame of freedom, we fought and bled and died, we overcome,
       G                                                                                          A
Hey I wanna live in peace, but you come after my family, you'll be staring down the barrel of 
my gun.
 
 
     G                           D          G
An American              With a Remington   
     D         G                 D          G
An American              With a Remington    
                D-A  
Your's truly.
                                     D
An American.......     With a Remington  
 
 
              D                                 G - D
      You're not the first who's ever tried to kill me

935. Amerika v. 6.0 (The Best We Can Do)

Steve Earle - Amerika v. 6.0 (The Best We Can Do)

[Verse 1]
Look at you
You take a look in the mirror
Now tell me what you see
Another satisfied customer
In the front of the line for the American dream
I remember when we was both out on the boulevard
Talking revolution and singing the blues
Nowadays it's letters to the editor
And cheating on our taxes is the best that we can do
Come on

[Verse 2]
Look around
There's doctors down on Wall Street
Sharpening their scalpels and trying to cut a deal
Meanwhile, back at the hospital
Got accountants playing God and counting out the pills
Yeah, I know, that sucks
That your HMO ain't doing what you thought it would do
But everybody's gotta die sometime and we can't save everybody
It's the best that we can do

[Verse 3]
Four score and a hundred and fifty years ago
Our forefathers made us equal, as long as we can pay
Yeah, maybe that wasn't exactly what they was thinking
Version 6.0 of the American Way



But hey, we can just build a great wall around the country club
To keep the riff-raff out until the slump is through
Yeah, I realize that ain't exactly democratic
But it's either them or us and it's the best we can do

[Outro]
Compassionately conservative
It's the best we can do
Conservatively compassionate
It's the best we can do
Meanwhile, still thinking
Hey, let's wage a war on drugs
It's the best we can do
Well, I don't know about you
But I kinda dig this global warming thing
It's the best we can do

936. Amerikan Dream

Amerikan Dream
Front Country

Running on credit, but the shipping is free
you're free to believe in the american dream
Working in a warehouse, with no ac
you're free to believe in the amerikan dream
Dying on demand now, living in a screen
you're free to believe in the american dream
They say it ain't a prison,  cause you can always leave
you're free to believe in the amerikan dream

What will the people do
When we'vR got nothing to lose?

Sail across the prairie, sail across thR sea
you're free to believe in the american dream
Take what you can take now, and call it destiny
you're free to believe in the amerikan dream
Rally  round religion, protect your property
you're free to believe in the american dream
But turn away the stranger, just looking for relief
you're free to believe in the amerikan dream

What will the people do
When they've got nothing to lose?
When they're no longer sleeping, believing in you 

Oh, when we gonna wake up? oh, when we gonna see?
we're free to believe in the amerikan dream
The shadow in the mirror, our own hypocrisy
we're free to believe in the american dream
America the faithful, amerika the free
where you're free to believe in the american dream



Oh, dreaming in the daylight, while walking in our sleep
we're free to believe, free to believe, free to believe

What will the people do
When we've got nothing to lose?
When we wake from our sleep and we're coming for you

937. Amhe Only One (Who's Ever Felt This Way)

Dixie Chicks - Am I the Only One (Who's Ever Felt This Way)

There is no good reason
I should have to be so alone
I'm smothered by this emptiness
Lord I wish I was made of stone
Like a fool I lent my soul to love
And it paid me back in change
God help me am I the only one
Who's ever felt this way?

A heart that's worn and weathered
Would know better than to fight
But I wore mine like a weapon
Played out love like a crime
And it wrung me out and strung me out
And it hung years on my face
God help me, am I the only
Who's ever felt this way?

Now my sense of humor needs a break
I see a shadow in the mirror
And she's laughin' through her tears
One more smile's all I can fake
There is a wound inside me
And it's bleeding like a flood
There are times when I see a light ahead
Hope is not enough
As another night surrounds me
And it pounds me like a wave
God help me, am I the only one
Who's ever felt this way?

God help me, am I the only one
Who's ever felt this way?

938. Amie

Amie
Pure Prairie League



Bluegrass Alliance

I can see why you think you belong to me
I never tried to make you think or make you see one thing for yourself
But now you're off with someone else and I'm alone
You see I thought I might keep you for my own

Amie, what you wanna do
I think I could stay with you
For a while maybe longer if I do

Don't you think the time was right for us to find
All the things we thought weren't proper could be in time
And can't you see which way we should turn together or alone
I can never see what's right or what is wrong
Don't you take too long to tell me

Amie, what you wanna do
I think I could stay with you
For a while maybe longer if I do

Amie, what you wanna do
I think I could stay with you
For a while maybe longer if I do

Now just come to what you want you've had your way
And all the things you thought before just faded into gray
And you can say that I don't know if it's you or if it's me
If it's one of us I'm sure we both will see
Won't you look at me and tell me

Amie, what you wanna do
I think I could stay with you
For a while maybe longer if I, longer if I do

Amie, what you wanna do
I think I could stay with you
For a while maybe longer if I do

Verse:
A - G D / A - G D /

A - G D / A - G D /
I can see why you think you be- / long to me. /

A - G D / A - - - /
I never tried to make you think, or / let you feel one thing for your- /

D - - - / C - - - /
self. But now your / off with someone else & I'm a- /

D - - - / C - - - /
lone. You see I / thought that I might keep you for my /

E - - - / E - - - /
own. / /



Chorus:

A - - - / G - D - /
A- my / What you gonna do? /

A - - - / G - - - /
I think / I could stay with you for a/

Bm - - - / E - - - /

while, maybe longer if I / do. /

939. Amigo - Chords

Amigo
recorded by David Ball
written by Kostas and David Ball

 Am                D7    G
Where ever you go we go amigo
     D7
Been there through thick and thin
         G
Down and out and back again
      Am          D7    G
Where ever you go we go amigo
       D7                                G
On the road that leads us to the setting sun
                          D7          G
Some people think you're just an old guitar
                     D7                 G
That may be true but that's not all you are
   G7                          C
No matter where I go or what I do
A7                            D7
I can always find a friend in you 

repeat #1
 
              D7      G
We got into a mess in Abilene
                      D7             G
She was the prettiest thing I'd ever seen
    G7                                   C
The song you played made her forget that night
A7                                D7
That she was the sheriff's lonely wife

 repeat #1

                      D7           G
I think it's time to hit the road again
                       D7                G



And see what's waiting for us around the bend
G7                                 C
Saddle up old friend we're leaving town
A7                               D7
Drifting with the clouds bumming around

 repeat #1

940. Amnesia

Amnesia - Leftover Salmon

Well, you hit me on the head with your beer bottle
Something in my chemistry is changed
Although I've already decided to forgive you
My friends they don't look at me the same

Sometimes I wake up trying to put the pieces all together
Of all the loving time we did have
I get static in my ears and a hazy picture
And those voices inside begin to laugh

Chorus:
Well, I hope that it's only Amnesia
Believe me I'm sick but not insane
Well I hope that it's only Amnesia
And my friends they don't look at me the same

Sometimes I feel Ok but when I talk I s-t-t-utter
I can't remember back a few minutes ago-o-o
Well, the doctors all come up with the same answers
When your'e that far gone there's nowhere left to go

941. Among The Gorse, Among The Grey

Richard Thompson - Among The Gorse, Among The Grey

Once there was a son
Among the gorse, among the grey
And wondrous dreams he spun
Among the gorse, among the grey

And he chased the clouds
And he kissed the wind
Barefoot and bloody at the knee
It is, he said
As if the world was made for me

And the elders gathered 'round



Among the gorse, among the grey
And they staked him to the ground
Among the gorse, among the grey

And they sucked the joy
From his beating heart
Washed his eyes with rue
Now come, they said
Come to the world we made for you

942. Amsterdam

Amsterdam
Mandolin Orange - Amsterdam

All inside our Amsterdam she hides
Watery eyes
That howling wind, she's waving hi
Her other hand's in mine
Oh silhouette
She's growing tall and fine
She's got my back
She'll follow me down every street
No matter what my crime
All inside our Amsterdam she flies
Hoarding the kites
That howling wind, she'll take everything
But she's easy on the eyes
Well the churches and trains
Well they all look the same to me now
They shoot you some place
While we ache to come home somehow

943. Amtrak Crescent

Amtrak Crescent
Scott Miller (Country)

Well, the Amtrak Crescent is a north bound train
When you can't afford to stay no more in New Orleans
So I bought the cheapest ticket, and I carried my clothes
And the blood beneath my eyes from a broken nose
When life goes wrong, this train goes on and on
When life goes wrong, this train goes on

Well, there ain't no ham like the Birmingham
To make a fella want to stay in Alabam
But I crossed into Georgia into Eastern Time
And dared to eat a peach to take it off my mind



When life goes wrong, this train goes on

Somewhere between right and wrong
Somehow I manage to keep moving on
Searching for any place but where I am
And a first and second chance

At stop in Charlotte found a hog's leg joint
Seemed like forever till we reached High Point
Now, Lynchburg to Danville - that's a ghost filled rail
If you listen, you can hear the engineer's wife wail
When life goes wrong, this train goes on

Better say Manassas if you say Bull Run
Or in Virginia you won't get along with anyone
But just across the river you can change your tune
Like all the politicians there in DC do
When life goes wrong, they just go on
Somewhere between right and wrong
Somehow I manage to keep moving on
Searching for any place but where I am
And a first and second chance

It used to be pretty on the Eastern Shore
Now it's more New York down to Baltimore
It took so much effort just to move this train
Why does everything around me have to look the same?
Like when life goes wrong, it just goes on and on

944. Amy - Chords

Amy
Vince Gill - Amy

Verse:
   A - G D / A - G D / 
   
   A     -       G         D       / A          - G D /
   I can see why you think .../

     A     -        G        D         / A       -    -         -         /
   I never tried to make you think, or / let ...
   
   D    -  -  -               / C        -       -      -        /
   self.       But now you're / off ...

   D    -  -  -           / C            -       -        -      /    
   lone.        You see I / thought ...
   
   E   -  -  -  / E  -  -  -  /
   own.         /             /

Chorus:



   
   A  -  -  -  / G        -      D   -        /
      A- my    / What you .../
 
   A  -  -    -  / G       -         -   -    / 
      I  think   / I could ...

   Bm     -     -      -    / E   -  -  -     /
   while, maybe longer if I ...

945. An All American Bluegrass Girl - Chords

An All American Bluegrass Girl
Written and recorded by Rhonda Vincent
  
C
Bill might be from Kentucky   Jimmy from Tennessee 
       F            C                  G7             C
I'm an all American bluegrass girl and proud as I can be
                                      F                 C
Each day I greet the morning with the sounds of the radio
F                C                            G7
Lester Flatt was singing on that Martha White show
    C              F                 C
Big K on the banjo Marty on the mandolin
       F            C                  G7                  C
I'm an all American bluegrass girl and proud of where I've been
F                           C
Bill might be from Kentucky Jimmy from Tennessee
                                                        G7
Though I might be from Missouri I'm as bluegrass as can be
  C                            F               C
A life of bluegrass music with friends and family
       F            C                  G7             C
I'm an all American bluegrass girl and proud as I can be
 
                                F                 C
All my life they told me you're pretty good for a girl
    F                   C                            G7
Someday you'll play the Opry just like Sonny Bob and Earl
    C                                     F                    C
I'm livin' dreams I never dreamed mom and daddy they taught me right
         F            C                    G7             C
To be an all American bluegrass girl who's singin' here tonight
 
Repeat #2 x2 
  
       F            C                  G7             C
I'm an all American bluegrass girl and proud as I can be



946. An American Dream - Chords

An American Dream
Recorded by The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Emmylou Harris
Written by Rodney J. Crowell

C                       F
I beg your pardon momma what did you say
 G7                        C
My mind was drifting on a Martinique day
                           F
It's not that I'm not interested you see
 G7                      C
Augusta Georgia is just no place to be
                        F
I think Jamaica in the moonlight
 G7                     C
Sandy beaches drinking rum every night
                          F
We've got no money momma but we can go
 G7                                   C
We'll split the difference and go to Coconut grove
                            F
Just keep on talking momma I can hear
 G7                         C
Your voice it tickles down inside of my ear
                   F
I feel a tropical vacation this year
 G7                          C
Might be the answer to this Hillbilly beer

Repeat #2

               F
Voila an American dream
 G7                     C
We can travel girl without any means
                      F
When it's as easy as closing your eyes
 G7                     C
And dream Jamaica is a big neon sign
                          F
Just keep talking momma I like that sound
 G7                        C
It goes so easy with that rain falling down
                    F
I think a tropical vacation this year
 G7                          C
Might be the answer to this Hillbilly beer

   Repeat #2,3



947. An Empty Mansion

Larry Sparks - An Empty Mansion

1. Here I labor and toil as I look for a home,
Just a humble abode among men,
While in Heaven a mansion is waiting for me
And a gentle voice pleading "come in".
CHORUS:

There's a mansion now empty, just waiting for me
At the end of life's troublesome way.
Many friends and dear loved ones will welcome me there
Near the door of that mansion some day.

2. Ever thankful am I that my Savior and Lord
Promised unto the weary sweet rest;
Nothing more could I ask than a mansion above,
There to live with the saved and the blest.

CHORUS:

3. When my labor and toiling have ended below
And my hands shall lie folded in rest,
I'll exchange this old home for a mansion up there
And invite the arch angel as guest.

CHORUS:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

948. An Evening Prayer - Chords

An Evening Prayer
recorded by Mel Tillis
written by Charles H. Gabriel and C.M. Battersby 

C                      G7        F
If I have wounded some poor soul today
   G7                        C   G7
If I have caused one foot to go astray
   C                       F
If I have walked in my own willful way
     C      G7  C
Dear Lord   for-give
 
                       G7       F
If I have uttered idle words in vain
   G7                       C       G7
If I have turned aside from want or pain
     C                   F
Lest I offend some other through the strain



     C      G7  C
Dear Lord   for-give
 
                           G7      F
If I have been perverse or hard or cold
   G7                        C      G7
If I have longed for shelter in Thy fold
     C                       F
When Thou hast given me some fort to hold
     C     G7  C
Dear Lord  for-give
 
                             G7        F
Forgive these sins I have confessed to Thee
   G7                     C      G7
Forgive the secret sins I do not see
C                        F
Guide me  love me and my keeper be
     C     G7  C
Dear Lord  for-give

949. An Exception To The Rule

Dwight Yoakam - An Exception To The Rule

Soft clouds all drift away
Bright sunshine never stays
Warm afternoons turn rainy,
Dark and cruel.
A candle's glowing light will die
The purest voices often lie
And with love I've found
That all the same is true.
Even though I should know better
I guess we could maybe try
There is the risk
Of looking like a fool
But I've got a lucky feeling
Just a hunch, don't ask me why
You might be an exception
To the rule.
Sweet dreams can't be recalled
High hopes collapse and fall
As the sky keeps turning
Sadder shades of blue.
The strongest promise
Finally breaks
And only leads to bigger aches
Are lessons that I learned
At sorrow's school.
Even though
I should know better
I guess we could maybe try



There is the risk
Of looking like a fool
But I've got a lucky feeling
Just a hunch, don't ask me why
You might be an exception
To the rule.
--- Instrumental ---
Even though
I should know better
I guess we could maybe try
There is the risk
Of looking like a fool
But I've got a lucky feeling
Just a hunch, don't ask me why
You might be an exception
To the rule.
Soft clouds all drift away
And bright sunshine never stays
But you might be an exception
To the rule...

950. An Honest Man

An Honest Man - Vince Gill 

I've cursed some early Sunday mornings
I've stayed out late, drank too much wine
And I've gone off without a warning
And let you down from time to time
But I've always kept my promise
This wedding ring on my left hand

Let them cowboys be the heroes
I'll just be an honest man

Well, I'm a little rough around the edges
And sometimes I lose my tone
Gonna face some real tough stretches
And we'll just take 'em as they come
And girl, I know how much you trust me
And know I wear it like a brand

Let them cowboys be the heroes
I'll just be an honest man

Just take me as I am
I'll do the best I can
And know the truth is hard to find
Bet on it every single time
Well, come and put your arms around me
And put your heart here in my hands

Let them cowboys be the heroes



I'll just be an honest man
Let them cowboys be the heroes
I'll just be an honest man

951. An Invitation

An Invitation

Hey, its been a long time comin'
And I don't want to wait no more 
Hey, its been a long time comin'
And I don't wanna wait no more 

I don't wanna wait no more
North and South and East and West and
Who am, I but, a light cast, a light cast

North and South and East and West 
I am walking North, I am walking South
I am walking East, I am walking West

An invitation, a celebration (revelation), a call to action
Don't be afraid to call forth your fierceness, a call to action

952. An Old Farm For Sale - Chords

An Old Farm For Sale
Written and recorded by Cowboy Copas

G                                    C           A7         
The curtains are drawn they're not starched anymore 
        D7           G
Just an old farm for sale
                              C            A7 
And mother's old thimble lies there on the floor 
        D7           G 
Just an old farm for sale
    C                        G
Now grandpa and grandma have gone on their way
        A7                         D7
There's weeds in the pasture where I used to play
    G                   C             A7  
Why even the trees look neglected and frail
        D7           G  
Just an old farm for sale
                                   C         A7
The shutters need painting they're faded and brown 
        D7           G
Just an old farm for sale



                               C                A7 
What once was a mansion is the shack that's run down 
        D7           G
Just an old farm for sale
    C                        G         
The postman no longer drives up to the main
A7                                 D7
And there stands the front gate to rust in the rain
    G                        C             A7
The sign on the mailbox that once held the mail 
         D7           G  
Reads an old farm for sale
                        C             A7
Why even the trees look neglected and frail 
        D7           G  
Just an old farm for sale

953. An Old Log Cabin For Sale

An Old Log Cabin For Sale

While strolling alone in the country
Reviewing the scenes new and old
I found an old fashioned log cabin
So beautiful there to behold

A stranger was standing in silence
His eyes firmly fixed on the door
My heart ached in pity to see him
For these were the words that it bore

In the sign read an old log cabin for sale
An old oaken bucket and well
Easy terms just keep a log on the fire each day
And a light burning bright in the dell

Many years an old couple so patiently looked
For a boy who's last promise did fail
Now the old rockin' chairs will be rockin' no more
There's an old log cabin for sale

How long has it been since you've written
A letter to mother and dad
How long has it been since you've seen them
Oh why don't you make their heart glad

Too soon will the old home be vacant
A candle light gleaming no more
Don't wait 'til too late to remember
There may be a sign on the door

Many years an old couple so patiently looked
For a boy who's last promise did fail



Now the old rockin' chairs will be rockin' no more
There's an old log cabin for sale

954. An Old Love Affair

An Old Love Affair

Just like old times you were her last night
and gone were my sorrows and cares
Just like old times you were gone and I
Had dreamed of an old love affair

   I was alone in the darkness my dear
   Many dreams ago you left me there
   Sunlight told me you were gone and I
   Had dreamed of an old love affair

Nights are so empty since you've been gone
I loved you with all of my heart
Heaven was mine when you smiled last night
And said we could make a new start

955. An Old Love Affair Now Showing - Chords

An Old Love Affair Now Showing
Recorded by Leroy Van Dyke
Written by David Ingles

G                      Am
An old love affair now showing
D7                         G    D7
I'm pretending I no longer care
       G
But to those who know me well
    C      G       A7
The marque plainly spells
   D7                  G      D7
An old love affair now showing
 
    G                           Am
I'm watching an old rerun in my mind
  D7                                        G
A story about a girl and a boy who loved so fine
 
It started with a sweet mystery
    C     G       A7
But ended in tragedy
      D7                                 G
So if you see tears then don't be too surprised



 
Repeat #1 Because an old...
 
  G                                     Am
I try to keep from thinking thoughts of her
    D7                               G   D7
The things we did the happy fools we were
    G                            C       G      A7
But try hard as I may seemed the price I had to pay
       D7                       G
Is the memory of a loveI can't possess
 
G                      Am
An old love affair now showing
D7                         G    D7
I'm pretending I no longer care
       G
But to those who know me well
    C      G       A7
The marque plainly spells
   D7                  G
An old love affair now showing
   D7                  G
An old love affair now showing

956. An Old Memory (Found It's Way Back Home Again) - Chords

An Old Memory (Found Its Way Back Home Again)
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Melba Montgomery and Jerry Salley

G                                    C
I thought I had driven you out of my mind
       G                                                         D7
When I crossed that bridge on memory lane and burned it one last time
G                                       C
I told myself it's over and I'm finally free
    D7
But just when I thought I had buried your memory
It shows up just like a bad penny
G             C                  D7
An old memory found its way back home again
G                   C                     G                    D7
Old feelings that I thought I'd lost have found their way back in
            G
Like an old dog that you drop off just outside of town
C
Uninvited coming back anyhow
G                       D7            G
An old memory found its way back home again
                                  C
I swept every room when I cleaned house
     G                                                       D7



Tore up your old love letters and threw all of your pictures out
G                                   C
But I can't throw away what I can't see
  D7
I guess I fooled myself into believing forgetting you was gonna be easy

Repeat #2

    C                        G
Why can't I keep your memory away
     C                             A7                D7
It's like a fire I can't put out a cold that I can't shake

Repeat #2
  C           G                 D7            G
Yeah an old memory found it's way back home again

957. An Old Memory Found It's Way Back

An Old Memory Found Its Way Back
Rhonda Vincent - An Old Memory Found Its Way Back

I thought I had driven 
You out of my mind, 
When I crossed that bridge on memory lane and burned it one last time. 
I told myself it's over 
And I'm finally free, 
But just when I thought I had burried your memory, 
It shows up just like a bad penny. 

(Chorus)

An old memory found it's way back home again 
Old feelings that I thought I'd lost 
have found their way back in. 
Like an old dog that you drop off 
just out side of town, 
Uninvited coming back anyhow 
An old memory found it's way back home again. 

I swept every room when I cleaned house 
tore up your old love letters 
And threw all of your pictures out. 
But I can't throw away what I can't see 
I guess I fooled myself into believing 
Forgetting you was gonna be easy. 

(Chorus)

Why can't I keep your memory away 
it's like a fire I can't put out 
A cold that I can't shake. 



(Chorus)

Yeah an old memory found it's way back home again.

958. An Old Memory's Arms - Chords

An Old Memory's Arms
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Diane McCall

C                  F         C
I loved somebody a long time ago
                          F            C
And if I still loved them you'll never know
                              F        C
For my past is just that it's mine all mine
                        G7      C    G7
And only I can go there any old time
           C                        F            C
I know you can't understand me when spring rolls around
                            F             C
This look in my eye doesn't mean that I'm down
                            A#7          C
I've just gone back into an old memory's arms
                                      G7        C
And if I don't stay too long it won't do you no harm
    G7                       F            C
But one of these days I just might up and stay
F                       C       G7
You call me crazy right now any way
     C                      A#7          C
I've just gone back into an old memory's arms
                                      G7        C
And if I don't stay too long it can't do you no harm
    G7                       F            C
But one of these days I just might up and stay
F                       C       G7
You call me crazy right now any way
     C                      A#7          C
I've just gone back into an old memory's arms
                                      G7        F   C
And if I don't stay too long it can't do you no harm

959. An Old Rocking Chair

An Old Rocking Chair

Setting alone in an old rocking chair
I saw an old mother with silvery hair



She seemed so neglected by those who still care
Rocking alone in an old rocking chair

Her hands were all callused wrinkled and old
A life of hard work was the story they told
And I thought of angels as I saw here there
Rocking alone in an old rocking chair

Bless her old heart do you think she'd complain
Life has been bitter tho' she'd live it again
And carry the cress that is more than her share
Rocking alone in an old rocking chair

It wouldn't take much to gladden her heart
Just some small remembrance on somebody's part
A letter would brighten her empty life there
Rocking alone in an old rocking chair

I know some youngster's in an old orphan's home
Who'd think they owned Heaven if she was their own
They'd never be willing to let her sit there
Rocking alone in an old rocking chair

960. An On Old Memory Found Its Way Back - Chords

An On Old Memory Found Its Way Back
Rhonda Vincent - An On Old Memory Found Its Way Back

CAPO 3

(G)I thought I had driven you outta my (C)mind

(G)When I crossed that bridge on memory lane and burned it once last (D)time

(G)I told myself it's over and I'm finally (C)free

(D)But just when I thought I had buried your memory it shows up just like a bad penny

CHORUS:

(G)An old memory (C)found its way back (D)home again

(G)Old feelin's that I (C)thought I'd lost had (G)found their way back (D)in

Like an old (G)dog that you drop off just outside of town

(C)Uninvited comin' back anyhow

(G)An old memory found its (D)way back home (G)again

I swept every room when I cleaned house
Tore up your old love letter and threw all your pictures out
But I can't throw away what I can't see



I guess I fooled myself into believin' forgettin' you was gonna be easy

CHORUS

Why (C)can't I keep your memory (G)away

It's (C)like a fire I can't put out a cold that I can't (D)shake

CHORUS

Repeat last line

961. Analese - Chords

Analese 
Horseshoes And Hand Grenades
 
[Intro]
C  G  D  Em
C  G Em  C
G C C C
G C C C
G C C C  G
 
[Verse 1]
    C            G
I'm leaving here tomorrow
    D                       Em
I'm leaving for to miss the pain
    C                 G    Em
I'm going toward that mountain
      C             G   C  G  C  G  C G
Where I can rest my head
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                  G
And if ever you do seek me
     D                          Em
As I stand at the bottom of the sea
C                  G   Em
Staring up on this mountain
             C                   G  C G C
Where I have been and where I'll be
 
 
[Chorus]
D             G                         C
I'll miss her kisses and I'll miss them all
                       G  C  G  C
I think that I'll feel pain
D           G                    C
Love ain't easy and it's hard to please



               G  G C G C G C G
I'll miss you, Analese
 
 
[Instrumental]
C  G  D  Em
C  G Em C  G
C G C G C G
 
[Verse 3]
C           G
San fran to northwest sands
D               Em
Redwoods to the sea
C                    G    Em
What we've found now come undone
C                 G   C  G  C G  C G
And ashes we both be
 
 
[Verse 4]
C           G
Ash to dust dust to clay
D                       Em
Clay to the body that I am
C               G         Em
Shaked again in redeeming sands
C               G  C G C
to stand on dry land
 
 
[Chorus]
D             G                         C
I'll miss her kisses and I'll miss them all
                       G  C  G  C
I think that I'll feel pain
D           G                    C
Love ain't easy and it's hard to please
               G  G C G C G C G
I'll miss you, Analese
 
 
[Instrumental]
C  G  D  Em
C  G Em C  G
C G C G C G
 
 
[Verse 5]
C                    G
And sometimes when I think of you
   D                   Em
My heart beats from my chest
C                  G   Em
I wonder where you are tonight
C            G   C G C G C G
And I try to forget



 
 
[Verse 6]
C                      G
You can settle for the comforts
D                      Em
of what you've come to know
C                       G       Em
Suck the water from the wishing well
C                      G C G C
then say that you must go
 
 
[Chorus]
D             G                         C
I'll miss her kisses and I'll miss them all
                       G  C  G  C
I think that I'll feel pain
D           G                    C
Love ain't easy and it's hard to please
               G  G C G C G C G
I'll miss you, Analese
 
[Instrumental]
C  G  D  Em
C  G Em C  G
C G C G C G
 
 
[Outro]
D             G                         C
I'll miss her kisses and I'll miss them all
                       G  C  G  C
I think that I'll feel pain
D           G                    C
Love ain't easy and it's hard to please
               G
I'll miss you, Analese

962. Analog

Analog
Leftover Salmon - Analog

[Intro]
Don't want no digital
Just give me that analog
Don't want no digital
Just give me that analog
[Verse 1]
Want to find myself in a continuous electrical wave
Digits not degraded, not part of a sampling rate
Turn me into vinyl, make me etched in tin



Don't want to be made of numbers, part of the digital sin
[Bridge]
Take me to the country
Riding on a ribbon of rust
Take me to the country
Riding on a ribbon of rust
[Chorus]
Don't want no digital
Just give me that analog
Don't want no digital
Just give me that analog
Don't want no digital
Just give me that analog
Don't want no digital
Just give me that analog
[Verse 2]
Don't try to text me, My face is in a book
I'm not sharing any photos, you gotta come by for a look
Drop the needle on a record, can't spin no mp3's
My converter's been corrupted, my iPhone's in deep freeze
[Bridge]
Take me to the country
Riding on a ribbon of rust
Take me to the country
Riding on a ribbon of rust

963. Anchored In Love

Anchored In Love - Carter Family

I've found a sweet haven of sunshine at last,
and Jesus abiding above,
His dear arms around me are lovingly cast
and sweetly He tells His love

The tempest is o'er
(The danger, the tempest forever is o'er)
I'm safe evermore
(My anchor is holding I'm safe ever more)
What gladness what rapture is mine
The danger is past
(The water's receding, the danger is past)
I'm anchored at last
(I'm feeling so happy I'm anchored at last)
I'm anchored in love divine

He saw me endangered and lovingly came
To pilot my storm-beaten soul
Sweet peace He has spoken and bless His dear name
The billows no longer roll

His love shall control me through life and in death
Completely I'll trust to the end



I'll praise Him each hour and my last fleeting breath
Shall sing of my soul's Best Friend

964. Anchored To The Shore

Anchored To The Shore

   Anchored to the shore anchored to the shore
   All my tribulation will follow me no more
   Anchored to the shore anchored to the shore
   I was adrift but now I'm finely anchored to the shore.

Demands are placed upon me this much I will concede
For years I kept on running from an awful deed
By dwelling on this fortune in the hopes of yesterday
I kept myself confined and there is a better way

The storm will rage again some day of this we can be sure
A lifetime has its seasons and each we shall endure
There are no simple answers or solutions from on high
The challenge lies before us on ourselves we can rely.

965. Ancient Arms

Donna the Buffalo - Ancient Arms

Woah

Can you imagine
The farthest point from the naked eye
She can take you out there
Past the mystery in the night

There is simplicity
Out on a wave rolling in the weeds
There is simplicity
On the heels of south flying geese

CHORUS:
She must have been a primitive
She feels it in her bones
She can't tuck in these shirts
With these ancient arms
That have never moved this way before

Woah

Can you imagine
The farthest point from the naked eye



She can take you out there
Past the mystery in the night

There is simplicity
Out on a wave rolling in the weeds
There is simplicity
On the heels of south flying geese

CHORUS

The rise and the fall is our own creation
The rise and the fall is our own creation

966. And God Created Texas - Chords

And God Created Texas
Written and recorded by Johnny Bush
 
C                              F
God had a piece of heaven left over
       C                          G7
And He held it in the palm of His hand
C                   F
Put a lonestar high above it
     G7                         C
Then set it down beside the Rio Grande
                                         F
He made the horns on the steers a little longer
    C                   G7
Put thorns on the black chaparral 
C                                   F
Set the tumbleweeds to grow and the wind to make 'em roll
    G7                                C
And chase the diamond backs along the trail
    F                    C
And Texas was a place He created
                                    G7
The nearest place to heaven on this earth
C                 F                    C
Put a cowboy in a show and called it a rodeo
    G7                          C
And put it in the middle of Ft. Worth
                                     F
Then God said there's just one thing missing
    C                 G7
But soon it will come along
C                               F
This land needs its own kind of music
   G7                                     C
So He willed a man named Bob to write the songs
       F                      C
He put Cotton Eyed Joe in the middle
                                 G7



Then put the fiddle in a masters hand
            C                   F                     C
And when he stars all alone and plays the Rose of San Antone
     G7                                       C
Then He let the course of nature complete the plan

967. And Going Away

And Going Away
Yonder Mountain String Band - Wayword Sons

I'll tell you it's sad but true
I'm saying goodbye to you
Leaves me nowhere at all
No place to fall, nothin' but blue

Tell me and tell me now
As sweet as you can somehow
That you'll miss me each day
And that goin' away is only your style

'Cause I'll wake up at night and feel
The face in the dream was real
But I'm nowhere at all
No place to fall, nothin' but blue

I'll tell you it's sad but it's true
I'm already missin' you
And you ain't even gone
I'm already stoned with nothin' to do

I'm thinkin' I've had enough
The fool in me's feelin' rough
You left me days without end
Got crazy again
Kept smokin' the stuff

968. And He Says I Love You

And He Says I Love You

She looks at him from across
All the other bedrooms she's been lost in
Suddenly scared because
She can't see his face at all
Until he speaks out loud
And he say I love you

She takes his arm and holds it tight



And wishes he'd turn out the hall light
And says for the second time that night
You sure say funny things
But she's not laughing then
And he says I love you

And he never say Because
And who does he think that he is ?
And she says You don't know all
and he says I know , I know

Later on she shuts the bathroom deer
Wondering what it is he likes her for
The water sure is nice and warm
She tries to think and can't
Of what he might have meant
When he said I love you

And he never says Because
And who does he think that he is ?
and she says You don't know all
And he says I know, I know

969. And I Love You So

Emmylou Harris - And I Love You So

I drove my car in the middle of the night
I just wanted to see you so bad
The road was dark but the stars were bright
I just wanted to see you so bad
It didn't matter what my friends might say
I was gonna see you anyway

I just wanted to see you so bad
I just wanted to see you so bad
I just wanted to see you so bad

You were staying in a big hotel
I just wanted to see you so bad
I didn't know you very well
I just wanted to see you so bad

We'd only talked on the telephone
I'd never been with you all alone
I just wanted to see you so bad
I just wanted to see you so bad
I just wanted to see you so bad

And I got off from the seventh floor
I just wanted to see you so bad
I couldn't have asked for anything more
I just wanted to see you so bad



I saw your face so clear and bright
We must have been crazy but it sure felt right

I just wanted to see you so bad
I just wanted to see you so bad
I just wanted to see you so bad
I just wanted to see you so bad

970. And I Love You So

Nanci Griffith - And I Love You So [DVD]
Tom T. Hall

And I love you so.
The people ask me how,
How I've lived till now.
I tell them I don't know.

I guess they understand
How lonely life has been.
But life began again
The day you took my hand.

And, yes, I know how lonely life can be.
The shadows follow me, and the night won't set me free.
But I don't let the evening get me down
Now that you're around me.

And you love me, too.
Your thoughts are just for me;
You set my spirit free.
I'm happy that you do.

The book of life is brief
And once a page is read,
All but love is dead.
That is my belief.

And, yes, I know how loveless life can be.
The shadows follow me, and the night won't set me free.
But I don't let the evening bring me down
Now that you're around me.

And I love you so.
The people ask me how,
How I've lived till now.
I tell them, "I don't know."



971. And I'm Still Missing You - Chords

And I'm Still Missing You
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Chuck Glaser and James Payne

G                C                G         D7      G
People laugh and love and cry and I'm still missing you

              C                  G                    C
The paper boy still comes around just like he used to do
    G             C              G                 D7
But he's a little taller now and I'm still missing you
    G                 C                    G           D7
The leaves are piled against the fence the sky is hazy blue
        G             C              G                 D7
There's talk about an early snow and I'm still missing you
G         D7      G
I'm still missing you

    D7                                G
The swirling winds of time bring many changes
                Dm
But for me they only blow across the surface of my heart
                                            D7
And they can't cool this memory of you that hides so deep inside me

G                  C              G             C
Dick and Jane came by today their baby's almost due
G                C                G                 D7
People laugh and love and cry and I'm still missing you
G         D7      G
I'm still missing you

972. And It Spread

The Avett Brothers - And It Spread 

There was light in the room
Then you left and it was through
Then the frost started in
My toes and fingertips

And it spread into my heart

Then for I don't know how long
I settled in to doing wrong
And as the wind fills the sail
Came the thought to hurt my self

And it spread into my home
And it spread
And it spread into my soul



Well there are no lines
Separating the truth from the lies

Then you came back from space
With a brand new laugh and a different face
You took my hand and held it up
And shot my arm full of love

And it spread
And it spread into the world
And it spread
And it spread into the world

973. And So It Goes

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - And So It Goes

A mansion on a hill is a lovely sight to see 
But like any other house it's only temporary 
Home is anywhere you choose to put your heart 
If there's no love inside it'll soon fall apart. 

Ashes to ashes, dust into dust 
Buildings will crumble, bridges will rust, 
Mountains will disappear, rivers will dry on 
And so it goes with everything but love, 
So it goes, everything but love, so it goes. 

You can drive around in a long limousine 
If you don't know where you're going, you don't mean a thing 
He would walk a mile just to hold an empty hand 
He knows what it means to be a wealthy man. 

Ashes to ashes, dust into dust 
Colossus will crumble, bridges will rust, 
Mountains will disappear, rivers will dry on 
And so it goes with everything but love, 
So it goes, everything but love, so it goes. 

Worldly treasures will all pass away 
There's just one thing's put here to stay 

Ashes to ashes, dust into dust 
Kingdoms will crumble, bridges will rust, 
Mountains will disappear, rivers will dry on 
And so it goes with everything but love, 
So it goes, everything but love, 
So it goes, everything but love, 
So it goes, everything but love.



974. And That's A Lot

Jim Lauderdale - And That's A Lot

Revelations of the deepest kind
Are the kind I've been gettin' since you're on my mind
And that's a lot
I've been walking on fire and chewing nails
I must've got lost on the way to hell
And that's a lot that's a lot
Cause when you get right down to the skin and bones
It's just too hard to leave you alone
You make the spirits dance and sing oh la la
You shake my world and soothe my soul
They all started to smile when the master spoke
Started going around like an inside joke
And that's a lot
Well he talked about a man who loved a woman so much
Made the earth heaven with her special touch
And that's a lot that's a lot oh that's a lot oh yeah
When you get right down to the skin and bones...

[guitar]

It's not every night that you get reborn
Not every day that your mind is torn
And that's a lot
I swear the world around me is turning blue
I think my skin is burning but I only feel you
And that's a lot oh that's a lot
Oh that's a lot oh yeah
When you get right down to the skin and bones...
It's not every night that you get reborn...
When you get right down to the skin and bones...
Revelations of the deepest kind
Are the kind I've been gettin' since you're on my mind
And that's a lot

975. And The Band Plays

Michael Carpenter and The Banks Brothers & Michael Carpenter - And the Band Plays

[Intro]
One, two, three

[Chorus]
And the band plays the rhythm, and the melody's so fine
High voices singing, they get me every time
The music, it takes us and lifts us up so high



And the band plays the rhythm, gets us dancing every time

[Verse 1]
At times we're feeling lonely, little broken in our ways
Struggling for direction, lost in empty days
We seek out redemption, in places we can't know
Keep music around you, it'll show you where to go

[Verse 2]
There's joy in the needle as it drops into the wax
The crackle of the speakers as they await the opening tracks
You feel your soul arising, anticipate the joy
It's been that way forever for every girl and every boy

[Chorus]
And the band plays the rhythm, and the melody's so fine
The high voices singing, they get me every time
The music, it takes us and lifts us up so high
And the band plays the rhythm, gets us dancing every time, yeah

976. And The Cradle Will Rock

John Jorgenson Bluegrass Band - And the Cradle Will Rock

Ow
Oh yeah, get up
Ow (yeah)
Ow ow
Well, they say it's kinda frightnin'
How this younger generation swings
You know it's more than just some new sensation
Well, the kid is into losin' sleep
And he don't come home for half the week
You know it's more than just an aggravation

And the cradle will rock
Yes the cradle, cradle will rock
And I say rock on uh rock on

And when some local kid gets down
They try an' drum him outta town
They say, ya coulda least faked it boy, fake it, boy (oh stranger, boy)
At an early age he hits the street
Winds up tired with who he meets
An' he's unemployed (unemployed) ow

And the cradle will rock ow
And the cradle, the cradle will rock
An' I say rock on oh, say, rock on

Have you seen junior's grades? (oh)

Ow



And when some local kid gets down
They try an' drum him outta town
They say, ya could've least faked it, boy faked it, boy
And so an early age he hits the street
'N winds up tired with who he meets
An' he's unemployed his folks are overjoyed

And the cradle will rock
Yes the cradle, cradle will rock
I say rock on, hey rock on

Rock on, rock on, rock on (his ain't never been new, babe, child ow)
Rock on (wow I said)
Rock on, rock on
Rock on oh, on on on
Rock on
Rock on
Rock on
Rock on

977. And The Rain Crashed Down - Chords

And The Rain Crashed Down 
Eddie From Ohio
 
[Intro]
E       F#    E   E9
 
 
[Verse]
A              E             Bsus2           E
Nine lives, we had 'em once, used 'em up too fast
A       E         Bsus2
We will always be together
A             E            Bsus2             E
Nine miles to Cooperstown, famous words come last
A      E           Bsus2
I will love you forever
 
 
[Chorus]
        C#m  A       E
And the rain crashed down on the roof
A                  E
Punishing our transgression
F#m            Asus2
Waiting on a confession
        C#m  A       E
And the rain crashed down on the roof
            F#7
Sayin', you didn't see it coming?
         A              Bsus2
When you hit the ground running



E     Asus2 E      Asus2
Away, Away, Away, Away
 
 
[Verse]
A              E             Bsus2           E
Ten times if you told me once, you better watch your mouth
A       E         Bsus2
Some things are better left unspoken
A              E             Bsus2           E
Ten signs to be avoided, we got singled out
A       E         Bsus2
And only the silence was unbroken
 
 
[Chorus]
        C#m  A       E
And the rain crashed down on the roof
A                  E
Punishing our transgression
F#m            Asus2
Waiting on a confession
        C#m  A       E
And the rain crashed down on the roof
            F#7
Sayin', you didn't see it coming?
         A              Bsus2
When you hit the ground running
E     Asus2 E      Asus2
Away, Away, Away, Away
 
 
[Bridge]
E   F#7 A   E
Ay, Ay, Ay, Ay
 
         G6                     F#7
Well the days were warm but the nights were long
    Esus4                E
And we were just getting by
G6            F#7            A/E
Took me every minute just to find you
         G6                     F#7
Well the days were warm but the nights were long
    Esus4                  E
And we were just getting by
     F#7
Do I need to remind you
     Asus2
Do I need to remind you
 
 
[Verse]
A              E             Bsus2           E
You say you won't forget, we'll mark it with a star
A       E         Bsus2
Honey this race ain't for the winning



A              E             Bsus2           E
But here's where to find me now if home is where you are
A       E         Bsus2
I'll be soaking wet and grinning
 
 
[Chorus]
        C#m  A       E
And the rain crashed down on the roof
A                  E
Punishing our transgression
F#m            Asus2
Waiting on a confession
        C#m  A       E
And the rain crashed down on the roof
            F#7
Sayin', you didn't see it coming?
         A              Bsus2
When you hit the ground running
E     Asus2 E      Asus2
Away, Away, Away, Away
 
[Outro]
E   F#7 A   E
Ay, Ay, Ay, Ay (4 times)

978. And The Wheels Turn

Melonie Cannon - And the Wheels Turn 

Mornin's makin' shadows across the bedroom floor
He double checks his night stand
His bags been packed since four
His semi's waitin' for him
Ready to haul the load
It's two days out to Denver
But he'll be six days on the road
And the wheels turn
And the wheels turn

Just passed mile post twenty
His thermos between his legs
About to pour the coffee
That his wife got up and made
And all at once it hits him
She's probably still in bed
Not the one he left behind
But the one that's up ahead
And the wheels turn
And the wheels turn
And the wheels turn

It's only been three hours



Since the semi pulled away
It makes her blush to think
About the plans she made today
He's on his way to Denver
For six days he'll be gone
She smiles softly to herself
As she reaches for the phone
And the wheels turn
And the wheels turn
And the wheels turn

And the wheels turn
And the wheels turn
And the wheels turn
And the wheels turn
And the wheels turn
And the wheels turn

And the wheels turn

979. And You Wonder Why - Chords

And You Wonder Why
Recorded by George Hamilton IV
Written by Bill Anderson

C
I mailed you a post card 
    Am                  C        D7
You complained cause it wasn't a letter
  G7                                           C   Am
I sent you a lily you cried cause you wanted a rose
  C             Em        Am        C               F  Dm
I called you at seven you said next time call me at two
    G7                    Dm          G7       C   Am
And you wonder why I went looking for somebody new
C                       Am         C         D7
I wrote her a note on a back of an old paper napkin
G7                                       C       Am
I sent her a petal from a faded and torn daffodil
    C                        Am              C       F   Dm
She kissed me and told me no one made her so happy before
    G7                     Dm           G7     C
And you wonder why I don't come home to you anymore
  G7                    C
I still got my future I still got my pride
    G7                           D7         G7
And she wants the true love that you pushed aside
    C          Em      Am          C           F  Dm
And you wonder why I'm leaving and breaking my vow
G7             Dm        G7          C
I wonder why I foolishly waited till now



980. And Your Bird Can Sing

And Your Bird Can Sing
Yonder Mountain String Band

Tell me that you've got everything you want
and your bird can sing, but you don't get me
You don't get me

You say you've seen seven wonders
and your bird can sing, but you don't get me
You don't get me

When your prized possessions start to wear you down
Look in my direction, I'll be 'round, I'll be 'round

When your bird is broken, will it bring you down
You may be a-walkin', I'll be 'round, I'll be 'round

Tell me that you've heard every sound there is
and your bird can swing, but you can't hear me
You can't hear me

981. Andy Griffith Show Theme

Andy Griffith Show Theme (The Fishin' Hole)   (Earle Hagen)

Verse Part A:
Well now take down your fishin' pole
And meet me at the fishin' hole
We may not get a bite all day
But don't you rush away

Verse Part B:
What a great place to rest your bones
And mighty fine for skippin' stones
You feel fresh as a lemonade
A-settin' in the shade

Bridge:
Whether it's hot, whether it's cool
Oh what a spot
For whistlin' like a fool

Verse Part B:
What a fine day to take a stroll
And wander by the fishin' hole
I can't think of a better way
To pass the time of day



Verse Part A:
We'll have no need to call the roll
When we get to the fishin' hole
There'll be you, me, an' old dog Trey
To do the time away

Verse Part B:
If we don't hook a perch or bass
We'll pool our toes in dewy grass
Or else pull up a weed to chaw
And maybe set and jaw

Bridge:
Hangin' around, takin' our ease
Watchin' that hound
A-scratchin' at his fleas

Verse Part B:
Come on take down your fishin' pole
And meet me at the fishin' hole
I can't think of a better way
To pass the time of day

982. Angel

Flying Burrito Brothers - Angel

You tell me  you have married an angel
She's made Heaven out of your home
You say there couldn't be rainbows without her
She's brought you happiness you've never known
You may hate me for the words I will tell you
But you'll thank  me for setting you right

While you work to keep angels in Heaven
Your angel steps out of Heaven each night
Her Heavens not the same that your  living in
It's any place where there music and some free drinks from men
So call her your angel
I won't say your not  right
But your Angel steps out of Heaven each night

Her heavens not the same that your  living in
It's any place where there music  and  some free drinks from men?
So call her your angel
I won't say your not  right
But your Angel steps out of Heaven each night



983. Angel

Yonder Mountain String Band - Angel (Live)

Angel, come to me
To me, come to me

Angel, belong to me
To me, belong to me

Angel, you have wings
To fly, fly to me

Angel, do you doubt?
No need to have doubt

Angel, feel my love
My love for you
Feel my love for you

Angel, carry me
To you, to your home, to paradise

Angel, I would lie for you
For you, just for you, with my yearning heart

And angel, I would die for you
For you, just for you, with my burning heart

Angel, don't feel liable
For me and my pain don't feel liable

'Cause angels must be free
High up from this world in eternity

Angel, I could clip your wings
To catch all your love, to calm your pain

But angel, this would be so wrong
You would bleed to death immediately

So angel, come to me
Heal my glaring pain voluntarily
I love you

984. Angel

Emmylou Harris - Angel

Spend all your time waiting
For that second chance
For a break that would make it okay



There's always some reason
To feel not good enough
And it's hard, at the end of the day

I need some distraction
Oh, beautiful release
Memories seep from my veins

And maybe empty
Oh, and weightless, and maybe
I'll find some peace tonight

In the arms of the angel
Fly away from here
From this dark, cold hotel room
And the endlessness that you fear
You are pulled from the wreckage
Of your silent reverie
You're in the arms of the angel
May you find some comfort here

So tired of the straight line
And everywhere you turn
There's vultures and thieves at your back

The storm keeps on twisting
Keep on building the lies
That you make up for all that you lack

It don't make no difference
Escape one last time
It's easier to believe in this sweet madness
Oh, this glorious sadness
That brings me to my knees

In the arms of the angel
Fly away from here
From this dark, cold hotel room
And the endlessness that you fear
You are pulled from the wreckage
Of your silent reverie
You're in the arms of the angel
May you find some comfort here

You're in the arms of the angel
May you find some comfort here

985. Angel - Chords

Angel 
Mandolin Orange
 
[Intro]



E
 
E
Angel, Angel
       A                  E
Did you cry when they took you away?
B7               F#m
Did you cry tears of joy?
   E      B7          E
Oh, Angel, did you cry for me?
 
[Verse 1]
A                            E
How unlike the rose to grow so beautiful
A                             E
How unlike an ear to hear bad news
A                         E
How unlike a wild bird to fly away
    F#         B7
Oh, Angel, how unlike you
 
[Chorus]
E
Angel, Angel
       A                  E
Did you cry when they took you away?
B7               F#m
Did you cry tears of joy?
   E      B7          E
Oh, Angel, did you cry for me?
 
[Verse 2]
A                    E
I see the sun sinking low
A                    E
How unlike the day to end
A                     E
And now with all that you know
    F#                          B7
Oh, Angel, do you remember your old friend?
 
[Outro]
E
Angel, Angel
       A                   E
Did you cry when they took you away?
B7               F#m
Did you cry tears of joy?
    E      B7         E
Oh, Angel, did you cry for me?
    B7                E
Oh, Angel, did you cry for me?



986. Angel - Chords

Angel - Kacey Musgraves

CAPO: 4th FRET
 
VERSE:
Em            B7    Em7                   A
  If I was an angel,  I wouldn't have to try
C            G      F#m7                   B7
 So hard to save you   or show you how to fly
 
Em             B7   Em7                  A
  If I was an angel,  I wouldn't get so mad
C                   G      F#m7                 B7
It'd be easy to be grateful   for everything I have
 
 
PRE-CHORUS:
       C                   D
You'd only get the best of me
 
 
CHORUS:
 G            D          C
I'd pull you out of the darkness
 G                   C
Keep you out of the rain
 
G      D             C
Everything would be better
 G         D       C
I'd never have to change
 
           G       Am   Am
I'd never have to change
 
 
VERSE:
Em            B7
  If I was an angel
Em7                  Am
I'd use only pretty words
C                     G     F#m
 And when I'm talking to you
                B7
It would never hurt
 
 
PRE-CHORUS:
       C
You'd only get the best of me
                          D
I'd nevRr make you wanna leave
 
 
CHORUS:



 G            D          C
I'd pull you out of the darkness
 G                   C
Keep you out of the rain
 
G      D             C
Everything would be better
 G           D       C
You'd never have to change
 
                     Am7  Am7  Bm
You'd never have to change
 
Bm                     Am7  Am7  C   D
But something's gotta change
 
 
OUTRO:
 G            D          C
I'd pull you out of the darkness
 G               C
Always keep you safe
 
G      D             C
Everything would be better
 G         D       C
I'd never have to change
N.C.
I'd never have to change

987. Angel Baby

Linda Ronstadt - Angel Baby

It's just like heaven
Being here with you
You're like an angel
Too good to be true
But after all I love you I do
Angel baby, my angel baby
When you are near me
My heart skips a beat
I can hardly stand on
My own two feet
Because I love you I love you I do
Angel baby, my angel baby
Ooh I love you, ooh I do
No one could love you like I do
Oh
Oh Oh Oh
Please never leave me
Blue and alone
If you ever go



I'm sure you'll come back home
Because I love you I love you I do
Angel baby, my angel baby
Ooh I love you, ooh I do
No one can love you like I do
Oh
Oh Oh Oh

988. Angel Band

Angel Band - Tyler Childers

Hallelujah, jubilee
Hallelujah, jubilee

He stands behind the pulpit
He's calling out a line
Responds to congregation
Just a little way's behind
Echoes down the streets of gold
Through the Pearly Gates
Dribbles over the Jordan
And it goes on by the banks

He's rattling a Werther's
On his dentures in the pew
He's holding down the bass
It's a little out of tune
But his heart is in the hymnal
And that's all a boy can do
Make a joyful sound
Till the rest have come to roost

Hallelujah, jubilee
I can hear the angel band
I was blind but now I see
And I'll jump right in amongst them
When I reach the glory land

She's shouting in the aisle
She's shaking something fierce
Feels so good to be here
After all these faithful years
Just took a walk with Jesus
Just touched his nail-scarred hands
Didn't even bother her
That he ain't a blue-eyed man

Hallelujah, jubilee
I can hear the angel band
I was blind but now I see
And I'll jump right in amongst them
When I reach the glory land



There's Hindus, Jews, and Muslims
And Baptists of all kinds
Catholic girls and Amish boys
Who've left their plows behind
Up there in the choir
Singing side by side
Wondering why exactly
They been fussing the whole time

Hallelujah, jubilee
I can hear the angel band
I was blind but now I see
And I'll jump right in amongst them
When I reach the glory land

Hallelujah, jubilee
Hallelujah, jubilee
I can hear the angel band
Hallelujah

989. Angel Band

Angel Band - Tyler Childers

Hallelujah, jubilee
Hallelujah, jubilee

He stands behind the pulpit
He's calling out a line
Responds to congregation
Just a little way's behind
Echoes down the streets of gold
Through the Pearly Gates
Dribbles over the Jordan
And it goes on by the banks

He's rattling a Werther's
On his dentures in the pew
He's holding down the bass
It's a little out of tune
But his heart is in the hymnal
And that's all a boy can do
Make a joyful sound
Till the rest have come to roost

Hallelujah, jubilee
I can hear the angel band
I was blind but now I see
And I'll jump right in amongst them
When I reach the glory land

She's shouting in the aisle



She's shaking something fierce
Feels so good to be here
After all these faithful years
Just took a walk with Jesus
Just touched his nail-scarred hands
Didn't even bother her
That he ain't a blue-eyed man

Hallelujah, jubilee
I can hear the angel band
I was blind but now I see
And I'll jump right in amongst them
When I reach the glory land

There's Hindus, Jews, and Muslims
And Baptists of all kinds
Catholic girls and Amish boys
Who've left their plows behind
Up there in the choir
Singing side by side
Wondering why exactly
They been fussing the whole time

Hallelujah, jubilee
I can hear the angel band
I was blind but now I see
And I'll jump right in amongst them
When I reach the glory land

Hallelujah, jubilee
Hallelujah, jubilee
I can hear the angel band
Hallelujah

990. Angel City

Rhiannon Giddens - Angel City

[Verse 1]
When I came to Angel City, I was on the run
Blinded by my own pity, I was nearly done
Stock heartbroken, bitter, and poor, burdened down by sin
I fought hard to find the door, didn't know how to get in

[Chorus]
Time and time at hand, you helped me over the sand
Gently rising to be, you walked a mile with me
And I saw the sea

[Verse 2]
I am found where I was lost, I am closer to free
Heart unbound, whatever the cost, all rivers fall to the sea



[Chorus]
Time and time at hand, you helped me over the sand
Gently rising to be, you walked a mile with me
And I saw the sea

[Chorus]
Time and time at hand, you helped me over the sand
Gently rising to be, you walked a mile with me
And I saw the sea

991. Angel Dream

Angel Dream
Tom Petty
Gibson Brothers

I dreamed you, I saw your face
Cut my lifeline when drifting through space

I saw an angel, I saw my faith
I can only thank God it was not too late

Over mountains, I floated away
Across an ocean, I dreamed her name

I followed an angel down through the gates
I can only thank God it was not too late

Sing a little song of loneliness
Sing one to make me smile
Another round for everyone
I'm here for a little while

Now I'm walking this street on my own
But she's with me everywhere I go

Yeah, I found an angel, I found my place
I can only thank God it was not too late
I can only thank God it was not too late
I can only thank God it was not too late

992. Angel Eyes

Emmylou Harris - Angel Eyes

Angel eyes angel eyes
The ways of the world are feeble
Don't give up on simple people
Angle eyes stun those nights



The blues you can live without
It's not what you song's about
Angel eyes angel eyes
Tell me what would we're doin'
Without the light from angel eyes

You can move the hearts of men
Just with a phrase you're turning
Since hearts ever have been yearning
Bear with us bear so alone
Thin lines you've been living on
Are so close to the danger zone
Angel eyes angel eyes
Tell me what would we're doin'
Without the light from angel eyes

993. Angel Eyes

Angel Eyes
John Hiatt, Fred Koller
New Grass Revival

Girl your lookin' mighty fine tonight,
And every fellas got you in his sight.
What'cha doing with a man like me,
Is surely one of life's little mysteries.

Refrain:
So tonight I'll ask the stars above
How did I ever win your love?
What did I do, what did I say,
To make you turn your angel eyes my way.

I'm the guy who never learned to dance.
I never even got one second chance.
Across a crowed room was close enough,
I could look but I could never touch.

Refrain:

So tonight I'll ask the stars above
How did I ever win your love?
What did I do, what did I say,
to make you turn your angel eyes my way.

Don't anybody wake me if this is a dream,
Cause she's the best thing that's ever happened to me.
Hey all you fellas, yea, you can look all you like,
But this girl you see is leavin' here with me tonight.

Refrain:

So tonight I'll ask the stars above How did I ever win your love? What did I do, what did I say,



 to make you turn your angel eyes my way

994. Angel Flying Too Close To The Ground

Alison Krauss - Angel Flying Too Close to the Ground
Acoustic Syndicate

[Verse 1]
If you had not have fallen
Then I would not have found you
Angel flying too close to the ground

And I patched up your broken wing
And hung around for a while
Trying to keep your spirits
And your fever down

[Pre-Chorus]
I knew someday that you would fly away
For love's the greatest healer, to be found

[Chorus]
So leave me if you need to
I will still remember
Angel flying too close to the ground

[Verse 2]
Fly on, fly on past, the speed of sound
I'd rather see you up, than to see you down

[Chorus]
So leave me if you need to
I will still remember
Angel flying too close to the ground ...

995. Angel From Montgomery

Angel From Montgomery - Infamous Stringdusters

   Make me an angel that flies from Montgomery
   Make me a poster of an old rodeo
   Just give me one thing one thing I can hold on to
   To believe in this livin' just a hard way to go

I am an old man named after my father
Now lady is another child who's grown old
If dreams were thunder and lightening was desire
This old house would have burned down a long time ago

When I was a young man now I was a cowboy



I weren't much to look at but a free ramblin' man
But that was a long time and no matter how much I try
Those years just flow by like a broken down dam.

There's flies in the kitchen Lord I can hear'em buzzin'
Ain't done nothin' since I woke up today
How the hell can a person go to work in the mornin'
Come home in the evenin' and have nothin' to say?

996. Angel From Montgomery - Chords

Angel From Montgomery
By Old Crow Medicine Show
Written By John Prine

Capo 2

G           C     G              C
I am an old woman named after my mother
G             C       D                  G
My old man is another child that's grown old
G              C         G                  C
If dreams were lightning and thunder were desire
G                       C            D         G
This old house would've burnt down a long time ago

Chorus:
           F          C          G
Make me an angel that flies from Montgomery
          F            C       G
Make me a poster of an old rodeo
             F              C             G
Just give me one thing that I can hold on to
                   C                D           G
To believe in this living is just a hard way to go

When I was a young girl, well I had me a cowboy
He weren't much to look at, just a free ramblin' man
But that was a long time, no matter how I try
The years just flow by like a broken down dam

Chorus

There's flies in the kitchen, I can hear em, they're buzzin'
But I ain't done nothin' since I woke up today
I the hell can a person goes to work in the morning
Come home in the evenin' and have nothin' to say

Chorus



997. Angel In Disguise - Chords

Angel In Disguise 
Recorded by Earl Thomas Conley
Written by Earl Thomas Conley and Randy Scruggs

G                     F                  Em
You were just another pretty face in the crowd
D7                 G  Em D7
I was just hangin' out
G                  F                          Em
I wasn't ready for love when I looked in your eyes
D7             G       Em D7
You took me by surprise
C
You weren't supposed to say that you loved me
         G
You were just gonna stay for the night
C
I never held a hand that could touch me
    Am                        D7
And leave me with stars in my eyes
   G    Em D7    G    Em
Oh angel   in disguise
D7             G    Em D7    G
You're just an angel   in disguise
                   F                Em
Almost made it too easy for me to believe
D7                        G  Em D7
That love could happen to me
G                        F                    Em
But you're not afraid to show me how much you care
D7                      G     Em D7
And prove your heart is there
Repeat #2
   G    Em D7    G    Em
Oh angel   in disguise
D7             G    Em D7    G     D7
You're just an angel   in disguise
   G    Em D7    G    Em
Oh angel   in disguise
D7             G    Em D7    G
You're just an angel   in disguise

998. Angel In Her Face - Chords

Angel In Her Face
sung by the Statler Brothers
from album Atlanta Blue (1984)

G C G
I miss the way she always knew when things were on my mind
C Am D



I miss the way she'd always cling to every word of mine
G C G
I miss the way that only she could put me in my place
C G C D7 G
But most of all, I miss that look of angel in her face

Verse 2:
I miss the comfort of her kiss, the sounds of love we shared
I miss the touch of her warm hand that spoke 1000 words
I miss the soul her love could give to things so commonplace
But most of all, I miss that look of angel in her face

Bridge:
C G C G
She was soft & lonely when she first came to me
C G C Am D
But I took her heart & only gave her misery

Verse 3:
I miss the cling she always had with eyes that worshipped me
I miss the soul that I could feel, the warmth that I could see
(key goes up half a step here):
 G# C# G#
& as she lies beside me now, I know I can't erase
 C# G# C# D#7 G#
The fact that I'm the one who took the angel from her face

999. Angel Is The Devil

Norman Blake - Angel Is the Devil
Steve Earle

[Verse]
Everybody call her angel
She's no stranger to the devil I know
His mark is on her body
His fire's burning in her soul
When we're making love
He's laughing at us down below
She's the devil I know

[Chorus]
She's the devil I know
She's the devil I know
Said she come from heaven
My angel is the devil I know
She's the devil I know

[Verse]
Now she's the kind of woman
Keep you coming back for more
Got the kind of face
You swear you seen someplace before



Well, it could've been your mama
Could've been a Mexican whore
She's the devil I know

[Chorus]
She's the devil I know
She's the devil I know
Said she come from heaven
My angel is the devil I know
She's the devil I know

[Verse]
Now she'd drag you straight to hell
I can tell, I think I'll just go
Yeah, the devil sent her here
To deliver me body and soul
Yeah, and every inch she drags me down
I'm closer to the glow
She's the devil I know

[Chorus]
She's the devil I know
She's the devil I know
Said she come from heaven
My angel is the devil I know
She's the devil I know
Devil I know
She's the devil I know
Said she come from heaven
My angel is the devil I know
She's the devil I know

1000. Angel Is The Devil - Chords

Angel Is The Devil
Steve Earl - Angel Is The Devil

Intro - F - C - G

(verse 1)
C   
Everybody calls her angel, she's no stranger to the devil, I know,
    F                             C
There's markings on her body, there's fires burning her soul,
G                  F          C
When we're making love he's laughing at us down below,
       F    C
She's the devil I know,

(chorus)
            F                        C
She's the devil, I know, she's the devil, I know,
G                            F            C



Says she comes from heaven, Angel is the devil, I know,
       F    C
She's the devil, I know,

(verse 2)
Now she's the kind of woman keep you coming back for more,
She's got the kind of face you swear you've seen someplace before,
Coulda been your momma, coulda been a Mexican whore,
She's the devil I know,

(chorus)
            F                        C
She's the devil, I know, she's the devil, I know,
G                            F            C
Says she comes from heaven, Angel is the devil, I know,
       F    C
She's the devil, I know,

(lead chords - F - C - G - C = 2x's

(verse3)
Now she'll drag me straight to hell, I can tell, I think I'll just go
The devil said to her to deliver me body and soul
And every inch she drags me down I'm closer to the glow
She's the devil, I know

(chorus)
            F                        C
She's the devil, I know, she's the devil, I know,
G                            F            C
Says she comes from heaven, Angel is the devil, I know,
       F    C
She's the devil, I know,
            F                        C
She's the devil, I know, she's the devil, I know,
G                            F            C
Says she comes from heaven, Angel is the devil, I know,
       F    C
She's the devil, I know,

1001. Angel Island - Chords

Angel Island 
Peter Rowan

[Intro]
Am Dm/F G Am (2x)
 
[Verse 1]
         Am                          Dm/F
My paper bride came all the way from China,
       G                  Am
Golden Gate San Francisco bay,



        Am                Dm/F
spent a lifetime on Angel Island,
        G               Am
waiting for our wedding day.
 
           Am               Dm/F
There's a fortune on Golden Mountain,
            G                  Am
I staked my claim there in the fall,
          Am              Dm/F
I left my bride on Angel Island,
                G                  Am
She wrote these words there on the wall.
 
 
[Chorus]
F        G         F        G
One more lifetime, one more lifetime,
F        G       E7      Am
One more lifetime lovin' you.
 
 
[Verse 2]
            Am                       Dm/F
Workin' the gold fields in the high Sierra,
       G             Am
Early snow began to fall,
        Am              Dm/F
Burried treasure for my darling,
           G              Am
Under the redwood trees so tall.
 
              Am               Dm/F
Snowed in all winter on golden mountain,
       G                    Am
When I returned late in the spring,
             Am              Dm/F
My bride was gone from Angel Island,
            G                  Am
No one knew where, no one knew when.
 
 
[Chorus]
F        G         F        G
One more lifetime, one more lifetime,
F        G       E7      Am
One more lifetime lovin' you.
 
 
[Verse 3]
              Am                  Dm/F
Now I live my life like a Chinese painting,
        G                Am
Shadows wash against the sky,
      Am                  Dm/F
Empty brushstrokes for my darling,
         G             Am



We never said our last goodbye.
 
 
[Chorus]
F        G         F        G
One more lifetime, one more lifetime,
F        G       E7      Am
One more lifetime lovin' you.
 
 
[Outro]
Am Dm/F G Am (2x)
F G F G F G E7 Am

1002. Angel Of The Morning - Chords

Angel Of The Morning
Recorded by Juice Newton
Written by Chip Taylor

G              C                    D7
There'll be no strings to bind your hands
          C                    G     C  D7
Not if my love can't bind your heart
G          C              D7
There's no need to take a stand
           C              G    C  D7
For it was I who chose to start
Am       C               D7
I see no need to take me home
Am      C                  D7
I'm old enough to face the dawn
G            C            D7      C D7
Just call me angel of the morning Angel
G             C                D7       C D7
Just touch my cheek before you leave me baby
G            C            D7      C D7
Just call me angel of the morning Angel
Am          C              G
Then slowly turn away from me
          C                   D7
Maybe the sun's light will be dim
             C         G   C D7
And it won't matter anyhow
G            C            D7
If morning's echo says we sinned
C                         G  C D7
Well it was what I wanted now
Am               C              D7
And if we're the victims of the night
Am         C          D7
I won't be blinded by light
G            C            D7      C D7



Just call me angel of the morning Angel
G             C                D7       C D7
Just touch my cheek before you leave me baby
G            C            D7      C D7
Just call me angel of the morning Angel
C
Then slowly turn away
                             G
I won't beg you to stay with me
            C            G
Through the tears of the day
       C     D7
Of the years ba-a-a-by
  G            C            D7      C D7
Just call me angel of the morning Ange
lG             C                D7       C D7
Just touch my cheek before you leave me baby
G            C            D7      C D7
Just call me angel of the morning Angel
G             C                D7       C  D7
Just touch my cheek before you leave me darling
G            C            D7      C D7
Just call me angel of the morning Angel
G             C                D7       C        G
Just touch my cheek before you leave me dar---ling

1003. Angel Of The Night

The Steeldrivers - Angel Of The Night

Now the music is playing
In the whiskey saloon
It comes through my window
Like a favorite tune
I can walk down the stairway
I can walk down the street
And lay down my money
But it's not what I need

Let me fly on your wings
Rise above these Earthly things
Make it all be alright
Angel of the night
Angel of the night

There's a weight on my shoulders
That won't let me be
Like something left over
Between you and me
I know there's a danger
Whenever we touch
It's always the last time
But it's never enough



Let me fly on your wings
Rise above these Earthly things
Make it all be alright
Angel of the night
Angel of the night

Let me fly on your wings
Rise above these Earthly things
Make it all be alright
Angel of the night
Angel of the night

Let me fly on your wings
Rise above these Earthly things
Make it all be alright
Angel of the night
Angel of the night

1004. Angel on My Mind

Ricky Skaggs - (Angel on My Mind) That's Why I'm Walkin'

I've got my angel on my mind that's why I'm walkin'
There's such an ache in this old heart now I ain't talkin'
The little hand that held mine tight just waved goodbye tonight
I've got her sweet love on my mind that's why I'm walkin'.

With an old love on your mind life's not worth livin'
I breathe her name with every breath I'm breathin'
Why could I never see how much she meant to me
I've got her sweet love on my mind that's why I'm walkin'.

With an old love on your mind life's not worth livin'
I breathe her name with every breath I'm breathin'
Why could I never see how much she meant to me
I've got her sweet love on my mind that's why I'm walkin'.

I've got my angel on my mind that's why I'm walkin'

1005. Angel On My Shoulder - Chords

Angel On My Shoulder
Recorded by Jerry Wallace
Written by Chip Taylor

C      G7          C    Am        C
Got an angel on my shoulder got a penny in my pocket
    Am                  Dm  G7                    C



And I found a four-leaf clover and I put it in my wallet
Am                      C
Wished on all the stars above me
       Am                 C
And I caught the nearest rainbow
Am                    Dm   G7                       C   F
Gonna find someone to love me gonna find someone to love
C                                  F
Well I tossed a lotta nickels in a wishing well
                                        C
And saved the fortunes that the fortune cookies tell
                          F
I got a lucky penny and a mustard seed
      Dm                      G7
But a warm and tender love is all I need
      C
And I want a love that lingers
Am                          C
And is stronger through and through
                      G7
So I'm gonna cross my fingers
                      C       Em
That I find a girl to love me true
G7                     C
And I'm gonna love her too

Repeat #2,3

G7                     C
And I'm gonna love her too
G7                     C
And I'm gonna love her too
G7                     C
And I'm gonna love her too

1006. Angel On Paper - Chords

Angel On Paper
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Delmar Williams and Paul Borst

C           G            D7                  G
An angel on paper that's all that's left for me
               G7           C
I sit here and look at your picture tonight
D7                                    G
Oh how my empty arms long to hold you tight
                       G7          C
Your footsteps say you walked away out into the night
D7                                                   G
A star just fell the moon just hit my angel's out of sight
   C        G            D7                  G
An angel on paper that's all that's left for me



   C                G           A7                D7
No more to see your loving face you're just a memory
G                 G7             C
Why did I have to fall so hard I knew it couldn't be
   D7                                               G
An angel's face on paper that's all that's left for me
                     G7               C
Why does it seem the nicest things in life don't come to stay
D7                                            G
You took the thrill of living when you walked away
                      G7          C
My friends say not to worry now a new love there will be
   D7                                               G
An angel's face on paper that's all that's left for me

Repeat #2

1007. Angel Steps Out Of Heaven - Chords

Angel Steps Out Of Heaven 
The Flying Burrito Brothers

[Intro]
A   E   D   A
 
A                     E          A
You tell me  you have married an angel
A                 E           A  A7
She's made Heaven out of your home
        D                              A
You say there couldn't be rainbows without her
                                         E  E7
She's brought you happiness you've never known
        A               E            A
You may hate me for the words I will tell you
                         E           A   A7
But you'll thank  me for setting you right
          D                      A
While you work to keep angels in Heaven
A                       E           A
Your angel steps out of Heaven each night
E                             D            A
Her Heavens not the same that your  living in
A                                                           E
It's any place where there music and some free drinks from men
   A
So call her your angel
        D             A
I won't say your not  right
                            E7          A
But your Angel steps out of Heaven each night
 
E                             D            A



Her heavens not the same that your  living in
A                                                           E
It's any place where there music  and  some free drinks from men?
   A
So call her your angel
        D             A
I won't say your not  right
                            E7           A
But your Angel steps out of Heaven each night

1008. Angel To Be

Sam Bush - Angel to Be  

Mary was a friend of mine 
Very close at Heart to me 
I had to let her fly away 
Into the night an angel to be  

Nothing more that hurt me so 
Than to stand and say good-bye 
She had always told me
Son, this day will come

And in her final days 
In a weakened voice she said
It's time together, together that we pray 
Don't you ever feel cheated 
Coming up you had what you needed 
Nothing in this world ever happens by mistake 
Son, please have faith

Now the years have passed 
I remember vividly 
She said Say with me 
And the pain will pass

Mary was a friend of mine 
Very close at Heart to me 
I had to let her fly away 
Into the night an angel to be 
Into the night an angel to be 
Into the night an angel to be 
Into the night an angel to be
Son, please have faith

1009. Angel Too Soon



Angel Too Soon
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
In a little white house on a black top road
In her sleep is where she died
She walked through a tunnel with a light at the end
And swam across the river of life
God gave her a mansion on a hill in Heaven
And her wings that afternoon
The preacher said she's in a better place
But if you wanna know the truth

[Chorus]
She's an angel too soon
A pretty flower that never bloomed
Somewhere on the other side of the moon
She's an angel too soon

[Verse 2]
Around the house, there's an emptiness
But her room still looks the same
There's heartthrob posters on the wall
And a Barbie makeup case
Today would have been her birthday
So her mama made her favorite cake
She wasn't there to blow out the candle
But daddy lit 'em anyway

[Chorus]
She's an angel too soon
A pretty flower that never bloomed
Somewhere on the other side of the moon
She's an angel too soon

[Bridge]
It's so hard for us to understand why she was taken away
If we could see her spread her wings, maybe then we wouldn't say...

[Chorus]
She's an angel too soon
A pretty flower that never bloomed
Somewhere on the other side of the moon
She's an angel too soon
Somewhere on the other side of the moon
She's an angel too soon

1010. Angel With A Broken Wing - Chords

Angel With A Broken Wing
Recorded by Mel Street
Written by Dick Heard and Jimmy Hinson

G       D7           G



See the angel in the corner 
     C                G
With teardrops on her cheek
C                      G
She's listening to the jukebox 
A7               D7
Play sad old memories

G            D7            G
Don't bother asking her to dance 
    C                 G
She needs the time to cry
C                     G      Em
She's an angel with a broken wing 
C              D7     G
Falling out of love tonight

C                     G      Em
She's an angel with a broken wing 
C        D7          G
Who knew what heaven was
         C          G               Em
Till the man she worshipped let her down 
A7                D7
Oh what a fool he was

   G        D7           G
If she ever fell into my arms 
C                        G
Lord knows I'd treat her right
         C            G      Em
She's an angel with a broken wing 
C              D7     G
Falling out of love tonight

         C            G      Em
She's an angel with a broken wing 
C              D7     G
Falling out of love tonight

1011. Angel's Blue Eyes

Angel's Blue Eyes
Tim O'Brien & Darrell Scott

I will meet you in Nebraska
Where the Platte runs muddy and wide
And the crane come for the feeding
I'll be standing by your side
Summer winds will stir the sandhills
Trader clouds will dim our view
we'll be watching from the window
For the shadows to turn to blue



Give me something to believe in
When this world turns dark and cold
Tell me sunlight s shining somewhere
Dreams are bought but never sold
Give me lovin  in abundance
Give me love that never dies
There's no light in all creation
Like the light in my angel's blue eyes
When the leaves fall in the autumn
Gathered up to make our bed
Oh, daylight ickering  neath the branches
And my arm a pillow for your head
Oh, I will meet you in the morning
From the longest night of the year
Winter s blanket freezing all around us
Oh, I'll be there babe to hold you near
Give me something to believe in
When this world turns dark and cold
Tell me sunlight's shining somewhere
Dreams are bought but never sold
Give me lovin  in abundance, give me love that never dies
There's no light in all creation
Like the light in my angel's blue eyes
Like the light in my angel's blue eyes

1012. Angela Jones - Chords

Angela Jones
Written and recorded by John D. Loudermilk

C             F                 C
Doot'n do doo doot'n do doo doo Angela Jones (Angela Jones)
              F                 C
Doot'n do doo doot'n do doo doo Angela Jones (Angela Jones)
G7            C              G7               C
I'll meet you at your locker when school's dismissed
G7              C                 D7           G7
I'll carry your books home if you just give me one little
Repeat #1
G7         C                G7             C
You know I love you darling more than I do life
G7             C                 D7          G7
Some day we'll get some preacher and let him make us man and
Repeat #1
G7           C              G7      C
Each night I pray to heaven way up above
G7             C              D7           G7
That you won't ever forget me and give somebody else your
Repeat #1
G7          C              G7               C
I love your kind of loving it's always been true
G7         C               D7          G7
I love the way you whisper I'll always be in love with



Repeat #1

1013. Angelina - Chords

Angelina 
Jonathan Edwards

[G] When you left the reservation,
didn't I promise you my [Am] life?
Said I'd [Bm]  make it in the [Cm] city
I can't [G]  farm this land no [Em]  more
 
And [G]  didn't you like the dress I bought you
at the ladies store in [Am] town
So the [Bm]  people wouldn't be [Cm] laughing
at the I[G]  ndian skins you [Em]  wore
 
[G] Oh Ang [C] elina,
did you[Am]  have to go so [Cm]  far
Seven [Am], weeks I have not found you
And it's [Em], snowing on the [C] mountain
 
[G]  Waiting at the railway station
I didn't mean to make you [Am] cry
But the [Bm]  conductor said to [Cm] hurry
or we'd [G]  all be left [Em]  behind
 
You know I [G]  couldn't have bought the ticket
if it cost a dollar [Am]  more
And I [Bm]  laughed, I laughed and turned [Cm]  around
 to take [G]  your hand and you were [Em]  gone
 
[G] Oh Ang [C] elina,
did you[Am]  have to go so [Cm]  far
Seven [Am], weeks I have not found you
And it's [Em], snowing on the [C] mountain

1014. Angelina Baker

Angelina Baker- Stephen Foster

1. Way down on de old plantation Dah's where I was born,
I used to beat de whole creation Hoein' in de corn:
Oh! den I work and den I sing So happy all de day,
Till Angelina Baker came And stole my heart away.

CHORUS: Angelina Baker! Angelina Baker's gone --
She left me hear to weep a tear 
And beat on de old jawbone.



2. I've seen my Angelina
  In de spring-time and de fall,
I've seen her in de corn-field
  And I've seen her at de ball;
And ebry time I met her
  She was smiling like de sun,
But now I'm left to weep a tear
  Cayse Angelina's gone.

(CHORUS)

3. Angelina am so tall
  She nebber sees de ground,
She hab to take a wellumscope
  To look down on de town --
Angelina likes de boys
  As far as she can see dem,
She used to run old Massa round
  To ax him for to free dem.

(CHORUS)

4. Early in de morning
  Ob a lubly summer day
I ax for Angelina,
  And de say "she's gone away" --
I don't know wha to find her,
  Cayse I don't know wha she's gone,
She left me hear to weep a tear
  And beat on de old jawbone.

(CHORUS)

1015. Angeline

Angeline 
Blue Moon Rising
 
I've never been the kind of man to fall for anything  
I've always had to put my faith in things that I've seen 
I was made a believer one fateful night 
When I fell in love 
With my sweet Angeline 
 
I thought love was something that you said but didn 't feel 
But Angeline took my heart and she has it still 
She told me she loved me 
And she would be my wife 
Now I spend my nights 
With my sweet Angeline 
 
Some people long for luxury 



And hope for wealth and fame 
But I've never cared if anyone remembers my name, 
And I would die happy if on my stone you'd write 
He fell in love with his sweet Angeline

1016. Angeline The Baker

Crooked Still 
Angeline The Baker

Angeline the baker, lives on the village green
The way I always loved her, beats all you've ever seen
Angeline the baker, Angeline I know
Should have married Angeline, twenty years ago

Angeline the baker, age of 43
Fed her sugar candy, but she still won't marry me
Angeline the baker, Angeline I know
Should have married Angeline, just twenty years ago

Her father was a baker, his name was Uncle Sam
I never can forget her, no matter where I am
She said couldn't do hard work, because she is not stout
Baked the biscuits every day and poured the coffee out

Angeline the baker, age of 43
Fed her sugar candy, but she still won't marry me
Angeline the baker, Angeline I know
Should have married Angeline, just twenty years ago

I bought Angeline a brand new dress, neither black nor brown
It was the colour of a stormy skies, before the rain came down
Sixteen horses in my team, the leader he was blind
I dreamed that I was dying, I saw my Angeline

Angeline the baker, age of 43
Fed her sugar candy, but she still won't marry me
Angeline the baker, Angeline I know
Should have married Angeline, just twenty years ago

1017. Angels

Nanci Griffith - Angels

The touch of your hand will let me know
You take me in and let me go
If not for love why would we meet
How is it done two into one so easily



We're lifted up by angels
Higher than the world
Strong enough to leave it
Bound to learn the secrets
Angels never heard
Close enough to heaven
Above the rain
Darkness cannot reach us
Let the angels teach us
Only love remains
We're lifted up by angels

You understand yet never say
How every plan would fade away
If not for love where would you be
Ashes to dust water to rust away from me

We're lifted up by angels
Higher than the world
Strong enough to leave it
Bound to learn the secrets
Angels never heard
Close enough to heaven
Above the rain
Darkness cannot reach us
Let the angels teach us
Only love remains
We're lifted up by angels

We're lifted up by angels
Given wings to fly
Leave the night behind us
Trust the light to find us
Even as we rise
We're lifted up by angels

Close enough to heaven
Above the rain
Darkness cannot reach us
Let the angels teach us
Only love remains
We're lifted up by angels
Higher than the world
Strong enough to leave it
Bound to learn the secrets
Angels never heard
We're lifted up by angels

1018. Angels And Alcohol

Angels and Alcohol - Alan Jackson

You can't mix angels and alcohol



I don't think God meant for them to get along
When it takes control, you can't love no one at all
You can't mix angels and alcohol

You can't blend whiskey with a good woman's love
They don't go together, love's already hard enough
You think you can handle, how it feels or what it does
You can't blend whiskey with a good woman's love

You can't change lonely with a bottle of wine
It might ease the heartache for one short easy time
In the end you have to face what's hiding in your mind
You can't change lonely with a bottle of wine

You can't mix angels and alcohol
An angel once loved me, I traded it all
I let the bottle drive my life into a wall
You can't mix angels, and alcohol

1019. Angels Are Singing in Heaven Tonight

Angels Are Singing in Heaven Tonight 

Sweetheart I recall the day I first met you
I wonder if you remember the same
We talked of the love we shared for each other
And longed for the day we'd change your sweet name.

Oh, I can still hear your voice in the evening
I see your sweet face, your blue eyes so bright
God took you away and left me so lonely
The angels are singing in heaven tonight.

As the years passed away we cherished each other
No worries or cares to darken our day
From our little home up in the Clinch Mountains
The savior came down and called you one day.

I'll always be true and love you, my darling
But I know you are happy and healthy up there
When God calls me home I'll meet you in heaven
Please wait for me, darling, I'll meet you up there...

1020. Angels Cry - Chords

Angels Cry 
Chris Hillman

E                            A           E



Down in the valley where the wild winds blow
E                               D         A     B
They say   a lady died when the moon cast it's glow
E                      D            A
A angel in white comes walking real slow
                          E
Her hands all wrapped  in velvet
         B                    E
She goes down where the water flows
E
Her hair is black as raven
A              E
Skin so pearly white
E                           D           A          B
A fair maiden never walks  alone in the pale moon night
E                           D             A
Her voice cries often where has my lover gone
                   E     B            E
Took off down  the river left me here alone
D           A      E
Cry cry the angels cry
E                              A              E
Come meet me by the whillow   whispered in her ear
E                                  D        A   B
She waited there so patiently but  he never did appear
E
She heard the  horses gallup
       D                 A
And the words the rider said
 
                           E        B                 E
Your true  love   has been taken to hang by the river bed
D           A            E    D  A   E
Cry cry the angels cry
D                              Bm
Why  has thou forsaken me she cried out thru the night
                                 A                 B
Grabbed a silver dagger  it was there she took her life
 
E                                  A
Now she wanders thru thr valley  crying out his name
                                    D    A   B
Searching for her  lovers ghost but only in vain
       E                        D                  A
For he never died that  night  still she'll never knoiw
                                 E
With her hands  all  wrapped  in velvet
         B                    E
She goes down where the water flows
D           A            E    D  A   E
Cry cry the angels cry



1021. Angels Don't Fly They Just Walk Out On You - Chords

Angels Don't Fly They Just Walk Out On You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by John Fountain and William J. Webb
[3/4 time]

C                  F            C
Deep into midnight far from the warm light
                                       G7
Beneath the shadows of a cold crescent moon
C                        F           C
I watched her leaving no shouting or screaming
                                     G7          C
Just the sound of our hearts as they fall out of tune

F                          C
Angels don't fly they just walk out the door
                                              G7
I know cause her footsteps I still hear on my floor
F                             C           Am
You might think I'm crazy but I know it's true
C                          G7          C
Angels don't fly they just walk out on you

                            F                C
Now I'm lost in my memories and smoky nights bring me
                                             G7
As close to the truth as any man should ever be
C                              F                 C
Seems the love that I gave her could never quite save her
                                G7             C
From a wild restless heart that just had to be free

Repeat #2

F            C             G7          C
Angels don't fly they just walk out on you

1022. Angels Fall Sometimes

Angels Fall Sometimes
Josh Turner - Angels Fall Sometimes

My chances weren't good she was way out of my reach
How could she ever fall for some ol' boy like me
But here she lies asleep tonight in these arms of mine
And that goes to show angels fall sometimes

She's been here long enough to see that I'm no saint by now
Every mornin' I wake surprised to find her still around
The love that she give to me could be no truer sign
Every now and then angels fall sometimes



She brings pieces of heaven every day into my life
She's been my inspiration with her by my side
I'm not afraid to dream high

[Instrumental]

The love that she gives to me could be no truer sign
Every now and then angels fall sometimes
Yeah, I thank the Lord angels fall sometimes

1023. Angels Love Bad Men

Angels Love Bad Men

[Verse 1]
When his stolen gold has turned to rust
He rides off in a cloud of dust
Looking for a border he can cross
She'll stand by and watch him go
Wondering if he'll ever know
The hurt she's feeling now, and what they've lost

[Chorus]
Angels love bad men. That's how it's always been
They give their whole hearts when they fall
Angels love bad men. That's how it's always been
Love holds their hearts against the wall

[Instrumental]

[Verse 2]
When his corporate day comes to an end
He rides away in his Mercedes Benz
Soon he's lost beneath the neon sky
Outside of town, in their suburban home
She spends another night alone
Wonders what went wrong and wonders why

[Chorus]

1024. Angels Rejoiced

Angels Rejoiced

A house not a home was the picture Satan painted
For sweet little sister and me
Our daddy would frown while mother was praying
His heart was so hardened that he would not believe



In anger he'd swear his voice cold and loud
His Sundays were spent out with the gambling crowd
I've never seen my daddy inside a house of God
For Satan held his hand down the path of sin he trod

Not long ago our circle was broken
When God called on mother one night
In a voice sweet and low her last words were spoken
Asking our daddy to raise her children right

The angels rejoiced in heaven last night
I heard my daddy praying til God made it right
He was smiling and singing with tears in his eyes
While mother with the angels rejoiced last night

1025. Angels Rock Me To Sleep

Angels Rock Me To Sleep
Bill Monroe

My heart is sad my soul is weary
While sailing oe'r life's rugged plain
The clouds are dark the day is dreary
It seems 

   Angels rock me to sleep in the cradle of love
   Bear me over the deep to heaven above
   When the shadows shall fall and the savior shall call
   Angels rock me to sleep in the cradle of love

There is no earthly friend to guide me
No one to call to heaven's goal
But Christ the savior stands beside me
To cheer and comfort my poor soul

At last the harbor I am nearing
I see the lights along the shore
I hear my friends and loved ones cheering
I'll soon be safe for ever more

1026. Angels Rock Me To Sleep - Chords

Angels Rock Me To Sleep
Recorded by The Bluegrass Cardinals
Written by Thomas Ramsey and Marion W. Easterling

G                  C       G
My heart is sad my soul is weary



                   A7            D7
While sailing o'er life's rugged main
G                       C      G
The clouds are dark the day is dreary
                     D7        G
It seems all earthly hope's in vain

Angels rock me to sleep (angel rock me to sleep) 
       C         G
In the cradle of love (in the cradle of love)
                 Em
Bear me over the deep (Bear me over the deep)
A7         D7
To heaven above (to the heaven above)
G
When the shadows shall fall (when the shadow shall fall)
        C            G
And the Savior shall call (and the Savior shall call)

Angels rock me to sleep (angels rock me to sleep) 
       D7        G
In the cradle of love

                    C         G
There is no earthly friend to guide me
                   A7       D7
No one to point to heaven's door
G                     C        G
But Christ the Savior stands beside me
                     D7      G
To cheer and comfort my poor soul

Repeat #2

                   C    G
At last the harbor I am nearing
                 A7        D7
I see the lights along the shore
G                     C          G
I hear my friends and loved ones cheering
                  D7       G
I'll soon be safe for ever more

Repeat #2

1027. Angels Watching Over Me - Chords

Angels Watching Over Me
Recorded by The Oak Ridge Boys

C
Well it's all night all day
F                          C



Angels watchin' over me my Lord
Well it's all night all day
G7                   C
Angels watching over me 
Well it's all night all day
    F                          C
The angels watchin' over me my Lord
Well it's all night all day
D7     G7            C
Angels watching over me 
Well I went down to the valley to pray
F                          C
Angels watchin' over me my Lord
                               
My soul got happy I stayed all day
G7                   C
Angels watchin' over me
Repeat #2
     
Now when my heart is sad and blue
F                          C
Angels watchin' over me my Lord
I call on Him to see me through
       G7            C
Angels watchin' over me 
Repeat #2
Well if you get there before I do
F                          C
Angels watchin' over me my Lord
Tell all my friends that I'm comin' too
       G7            C
Angels watchin' over me
Repeat #2

1028. Angels We Have Heard on High

Angels We Have Heard on High
The Grateful Bluegrass Band
Writer/s: James Chadwick

Angels we have heard on high
Sweetly singing o'er the plains
And the mountains in reply
Echoing their joyous strains
Gloria in excelsis Deo
Gloria in excelsis Deo

Shepherds, why this jubilee?
Why your joyous strains prolong?
What the gladsome tidings be
Which inspire your heav'nly song?
Gloria in excelsis Deo
Gloria in excelsis Deo



1029. Angelyne

Angelyne
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

He was a bouncer at a Jungle Pony's bodyshop
She was a night cashier down at the stop & shop
He was kinda good lookin' she was kinda fun
Down 'neath that big 'ol tree out where the river runs

Little Angelyne, little Angelyne
As the sun goes down & the moonlght shines
Back of the greyhound bus sat two lovers entwined
Just big Bill & little Angelyne

She was just in from Texas didn't know her way around
So he took her to a roadhouse on the edge of town
There in the beer hall light Lord she looked real fine
It was there he popped the question that was on his mind

It was a simple ceremony just a friend or two
The preacher asked if they do & they said they do
She bought the tickets on her daddy's American Express
Bought the Greyhound bus & a wedding dress

Little Angelyne, little Angelyne
As the sun goes down & the moonlght shines
Back of the greyhound bus sat two lovers entwined
Just big Bill & little Angelyne

In a 6 dollar motel room with his honey bun
For 7 glorious days in the Nevada sun
He played the table she pumped the slots full of dimes
They came back broke but they had a good time

Now many fell apart in the years come & gone
But Big Bill and little angel they last on & on
They held together when the times grew thin
Had a boy looked like her & a girl looked like him

Little Angelyne, little Angelyne
As the sun goes down & the moonlght shines
Back of the greyhound bus sat two lovers entwined
Just big Bill & little Angelyne

Little Angelyne, little Angelyne
As the sun goes down & the moonlght shines
Back of the greyhound bus sat two lovers entwined
Just big Bill & little Angelyne

Little Angelyne, little Angelyne
As the sun goes down & the moonlght shines
Back of the greyhound bus sat two lovers entwined



Just big Bill & little Angelyne

Little Angelyne, little Angelyne
As the sun goes down & the moonlght shines
Back of the greyhound bus sat two lovers entwined
Just big Bill & little Angelyne

1030. Anger and Tears - Chords

Anger and Tears
Recorded by Mel McDaniel
Written by Carol W. Chase and Howard Russell Smith

C                        F
I left home this morning didn't say a word
    C                                        G7
The sound of your crying is the only thing I heard
     C                F
What I had to say you wouldn't wanna hear
     C                        G7        C
So I left you alone with your anger and tears

                F
Anger and tears anger and tears
   C                                              G7
Is that all that's left us after loving all these years
    C                       F
As slowly as love grows how soon it disappears
     C                         G7            C
In a house full of anger and a heart full of tears

                       F
A face like an angel a voice like a dove
  C                                         G7
I knew you were sent here from somewhere up above
C                      F
Am I to blame for your changing through the years
     C                            G7        C
Have I been the cause of all your anger and tears

Repeat #2
                         F
I know that sometimes my temper ain't so good
      C                                                 G7
Cause things haven't worked out the way we thought they would
    C                          F
But let's don't give in to our doubts and our fears
      C                        G7        C
Let's try to put an end to our anger and tears

Repeat #2



1031. Angie - Chords

Angie 
Steve Earle
 
[Intro]
Dm  A  C Bb F
Dm  A  C Bb F
 
 
[Verse 1]
Dm     A      C               Bb                 F
Angie, Angie, when will those clouds all disappear?
Dm     A      C             Bb              F
Angie, Angie, where will it lead us from here?
        C                          Gm           Dm     F         Bb             C
With no loving in our souls and no money in our coats, you can't say we're satisfied
Dm     A      C             Bb             F
Angie, Angie, but you can't say we never tried
Dm            A          C            Bb                F  C
Angie, you're beautiful, but ain't it time we said goodbye?
Dm       A7              C        Bb                    F
Angie, I still love you, remember all those nights we cried?
        C                                 Gm           Dm     F      Bb              C
All the dreams we held so close seemed to all go up in smoke, let me whisper in your ear
Dm     A7     C             Bb             F
Angie, Angie, where will it lead us from here?
 
 
[Fiddle Solo]
Dm   A7   C  Bb   F
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
Dm   A7   C  Bb   F
 
 
[Bridge]
    C                               Gm                 Dm     F           Bb              C
Oh, Angie, don't you weep, all your kisses still taste sweet, I hate that sadness in your eyes
    Dm     A7    C         Bb                 F
But Angie, Angie, ain't it time we said goodbye?
 
 
[Fidddle Solo]
Dm   A7   C  Bb   F
 
 
[Verse 2]
             C                          Gm           Dm    F          Bb             C
Hey, with no loving in our souls and no money in our coats, you can't say we're satisfied
    Gm                           Dm  Gm                            Dm
But Angie, I still love you, baby,   everywhere I look, I see your eyes



    Gm                                   Dm  F        Bb             C
No, ain't a woman that comes close to you,   come on, baby, dry your eyes
    Dm     A7    C         Bb           F    Dm
But Angie, Angie, ain't it good to be alive?
       A7    C           Bb              F Gm F
Angie, Angie, they can't say we never tried

1032. Angioplast

Angioplast
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
I fell in love with an angioplast
Blowin' up my insides, lettin' things pass
He doesn't know just how long it will last
But I finally feel my wall startin' to crack

[Chorus 1]
'Cause everyone feels it sometimes
And everyone needs it if you wanna stay alive

[Verse 2]
I can't get enough of my angioplast
'Cause he knows how to make me flow so easy and fast
From the inside of his hospital mask
He whispers, "Baby, all you gotta do is relax"

[Chorus 2]
'Cause everyone feels it sometimes
And everyone needs it if you wanna stay alive
Now I finally feel I want to survive
As long as I long for you by my side

[Verse 3]
We let it go with a violent blast
Breathin' out, I feel the power of the blood runnin' fast
As it poured out my whole memory flashed
But I'd never trade this moment for all my past

[Chorus 3]
Yeah everyone needs it sometimes
And everyone knows there's no guarantee that you'll survive
Now I finally feel I'm ready to die
As long as I long for you by my side

1033. Angry Young Man



Steve Earle - Angry Young Man

[Verse 1]
I got a lot of memories tied up in this place
So much time spent in so little space
What looked like the world through the eyes of a child
Kind of closes in on you after a while
It's a place to grow up and a place to grow old
You keep your mouth shut and you do what you're told
I told Mama the day that I ran
This ain't no place for an angry young man

[Chorus]
Oh mama if you could see me right now
You'd be so sure you failed me somehow
Mama, you never could understand
There ain't no peace for an angry young man

[Verse 2]
A cheap hotel a long way from my home
So many people make you feel so alone
Dreams die easy out here in these streets
Hearts grow cold in the city heat
And I ain't never been the patient kind
I've got to live like I please or die tryin'
At a filling station with a gun in my hand
Is the only way for an angry young man

1034. Angry Young Man - Chords

Angry Young Man
Steve Earl - Angry Young Man

[Intro]      C - G - C - G - C - G - D - G
[Verse1]
               G
Got a lot of memories tied up in this place 
               C                 G
So much time spent in so little space 
           G
What looked like the world through the eyes of a child 
           D
Kind of closes in on you after awhile 
                         Em                      G
It's a place to grow up and a place to grow old 
                        C                         G
You keep your mouth shut and you do what you're told 
                  G         
I told mama the day that I ran 
                      D              G
This ain't no place for an angry young man 
          
              C               G
Mama if you could see me right now



              C               G
You'd be so sure you failed me somehow 
               Em           C
Mama you never could understand 
                D              G
There ain't no peace for an angry young man 
           C - G - D - G
  
              G
A cheap hotel a long way from my home 
             C                   G
So many people make you feel so alone
            G
Dreams die easy out here in these streets
           D
And hearts grow cold in the city heat 
                     Em             G
I ain't never been the patient kind 
                 C                  G
I got to live like I please or die tryin'
                 G
At a filling station with a gun in my hand
                      D          G
The only way for an angry young man 

                C                G
Mama if you could see me right now
                C                G
You'd be so sure you failed me somehow 
                Em               C
Mama you never could understand 
                D                G
There ain't no peace for an angry young man

           C - G - D - G

             G
Got a lot of memories tied up in this place
             C                       G
Tonight they're starin' me right in the face
             G
A lonely grave on the outskirts of town
             D
It's three in the morning, ain't no one around 
                      Em              G
Just like a ghost I come out of the night
                      C               G
But I'll be gone before the morning light
 
               G
Mama I hope that you understand
               D                G
This ain't no place for an angry young man
                C                G
Mama if you could see me right now
                C                G
You'd be so sure you failed me somehow 



                Em               C
Mama you never could understand 
                D                G
There ain't no peace for an angry young man
                C                G
Mama if you could see me right now
 
                C                G
You'd be so sure you failed me somehow 
                Em               C
Mama you never could understand 
                D                G
There ain't no peace for an angry young man

      C - G - C - G - C - G - D - G   C - G - C - G - C - G - D - G  

      G-C-C-G

1035. Animal Instinct

Animal Instinct
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
I'm like a stag crossing the road
Hot and heavy carrying my load
I'm after you, what can I do? I
See the headlights and I freeze

I'm like a bear out in the woods
Big and burly, gathering my goods
I'm after you, what can I do?
Step in the stream and I breathe...

[Chorus]
Animal instinct, I guess
Human nature at it's best
Animal instinct, I guess
Human nature at it's best

[Verse]
I'm like a wolf, way up north
I gather my sent and I carry forth. I
'm after you, what can I do?
I see the full moon and I howl

[Chorus]

[Verse]
I'm just a boy, here in my skin
Able to think about where I've been
I'm after you, what can I do?
I'm on my knees, begging please



[Chorus]

1036. Ann - Chords

Ann
Recorded by Glen Campbell
Written by Billy Ed Wheeler

G                                                    D7
I know I'll never meet another hunk of woman like my Ann
                   C                     D7
Cause she makes me feel like a great big man
               G                                                  D7
I'm a gonna go tell her mama what I think about her say thank you ma'am
           C   D7            G
For giving me  your daughter Ann

            C
She sure is stacked from her toes to the pretty little nape
                                                      G
Of her neck she's packed like a seed in a grape she's smooth as marble skin
           C
When I see her I believe I'm a real young guy
                                                    A7                 D7
And every time I go to work I think I might die if  I can't hurry home again
                 G                                     D7
If the good Lord worked all night a making me a female plan
           C               D7             G
I'd say no thank you Lord  I'll just keep Ann

                                                       D7
How could I ever look at any other woman when I've got Ann
               C                      D7
Oh it feels so good when she takes my hand
               G                                                   D7
I'm a gonna go tell her daddy what I think about her say thank you man
           C   D7            G
For giving me  your daughter Ann

            C
When I come home and I feel like I've been run over
                                                G
By a ten-ton truck she can rub my shoulders and soothe my aches and pains
             C
If I lose my job and I'm down to a silver dollar
                     
And I feel like a dried up gourd in a holler 
         A7                       D7
She can  cool my brow like summer rain
                 G                                     D7
If the good Lord worked all night a making me a female plan
           C          D7                  G
I'd say no thank you  Lord I'll just keep Ann



 
      C            D7             G
Oh no thanks Lord  I'll just keep Ann

1037. Anna

Anna

Anna dear, they say tomorrow you'll be leavin'
If only you had been the one to tell me so
I could try, at last, to understand the reason
But the one who cares the most is always the last to know

Anna dear, the road from town is cold and lonely
If you leavebehind the one whose faith you know
Many years will pass before you find tomorrow
Why can't you believe the one who never let it show

As I stand and watch you leave I wonder
Anna didn't find enough to show you that I care
Could you feel the same again I ask forgiveness
But the one who cares the most is always the last to know
But the one who cares the most is always the last to know

1038. Anna Marie

Anna Marie (Larry W. Jones 01/04/2007) 

When the robin arrives in Spring
And hops along in his glee
I wait just to listen to him sing
Sing a song for Anna Marie
Anna Marie, Anna Marie
Sweet girl with golden hair
Sunshine has come to see
And bluebirds by the pair
At your smile a rose will blush
And your voice is music fine
The rude world will noise hush
For such a lovely girl divine
Anna Marie, Anna Marie
Dove adorned of purest wing
Nere before has sung to me
Song of the golden Spring
Anna Marie, Anna Marie
You would but make me king
Oh, take this ring from me
And be my queen, Anna Marie



1039. Annabel

The Duhks - Annabel 

Annabel, Annabel where did you go?
I've looked high and I've looked low
I've looked low and I've looked high
Tell me where does the spirit go when you die?
Oh where does the spirit go when you die?

I have packed your satin gloves and lace
All the pictures of your pretty face
And I kept the ones of you on skates
And a picture from your wedding day

Annabel, Annabel way up high
Are you kissing the starry birds in the sky
Will you come and visit us down below
Oh Annabel, Annabel where did you go
Annabel where did you go?

You will miss the humming of the spring
And the winter won't mean anything
And the summer is a lonesome dale
I am lost without you Annabel
I have lost my faith in everything
Annabel, Annabel are you free?
Will you wrap me in your legacy?
In a blanket with your sweet perfume
I am always think of thoughts of you

Annabel, Annabel where did you go?
I've looked high and I've looked low
Oh I've looked low and I've looked high
Tell me where does the spirit go when you die?
Oh where does the spirit go when you die?

1040. Annabelle

Annabelle
Gillian Welch

I lease twenty acres and one Jenny mule
From the Alabama trust
For half of the cotton, and a third of the corn
You get a handful of dust

Chorus:
We can not have all things to please us



No matter how we try
Until we've all gone to Jesus
We can only wonder why

I had a little daughter, called her Annabelle
She's the apple of my eye
Tried to give her something like I never had
I didn't want to ever hear her cry

Chorus

When I'm dead and buried I'll take a hard life of tears
For every day I've ever known
Anna's in the churchyard, she's got no life at all
She's only got these words on a stone

Chorus

Until we've all gone to Jesus
We only wonder why

1041. Annabelle Lee

Sarah Jarosz - Annabelle Lee

Many a year ago
In a kingdom by the sea
There lived a maiden you may know
By the name of Annabelle Lee
No other thought did trouble her mind
But to love and be loved by me

We were children both
In this kingdom by the sea
But we loved with a love that was more than love
I and my Annabelle Lee
With a love that the winged angels high
Coveted her and me

This was the reason long ago
In this kingdom by the sea
A wind blew from a stormy cloud
That took my Annabelle Lee
Then her wicked brothers came
To steal her away from me

They shut her up in a tomb below
This kingdom by the sea
But no maiden's grave could sever my soul
From the love she bore for me
For the moon don't beam without a dream
Of my darling Annabelle Lee



For many years I've wandered
Through this kingdom by the sea
I've laid myself beside the bones
Of my beautiful Annabelle Lee
I'll make my bed near the rising tide
In her tomb by the sounding sea

1042. Annalee - Chords

Annalee 
Yonder Mountain String Band

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
G             D                       Em
 Annalee woke up every morning at the crack of dawn
                   D         C
To the screamin' inside her head
       F             C        F        C
And it was always worse than it really was
          F          C        F C
And she could ruin things for everyone
 
[Verse 2]
G                D                        Em
 Annalee checked out every mornin soon as she got up
              D             C
Sometimes she changed her clothes
              F              C     F              C
But she never looked as good   as she thought she did
     F        C        F             C       G
And it never was the way she said it was at all
 
[Chorus]
Am                         Bm
  Don't you know you gotta tune her out
          C                  D
Or she'll wind up under your skin?
    C                  D
She does it again and again
  Em    D           G
Oh, Annalee you got two good eyes
        F    C
But you just don't
 
[Verse 3]
G            D                       Em
 Annalee was already broken when you picked her up
               D              C
Yeah, everyone knows you were kind
         F         C          F         C



But she was never home when she said she'd be
          F    C                          F                     C       G
Of course,  home to her was just was just,  was just some other word to rhyme
 
[Chorus]
Am                         Bm
  Don't you know you gotta tune her out
          C                  D
Or she'll wind up under your skin?
    C                  D
She does it again and again
  Em    D           G
Oh, Annalee you got two good ears
        F    C
But you just don't
 
[Instrumental]
G  C   x4
D  Em  x4
F  C
 
[Verse 4]
G               D                         Em
 Annalee always played it like she had it figured out
                     D        C
And stopped short of singin' along
             F              C          F            C
But once you seen her shine   you had to blink your eyes
      F         C          F                    C                G
How could you believe that you, well that you'd seen the hand of god
 
[Chorus]
Am                         Bm
  Don't you know you gotta tune her out
          C                  D
Or she'll wind up under your skin?
    C                  D
She does it again and again
  Em    D           G
Oh, Annalee you got two good eyes
        F    C
But you just don't
F       C     G
 Hmm-mm-hmm  hmm

1043. Annie - Chords

Annie 
Breaking Grass

[Intro]
G               D                 C
Annie take your fingers off those triggers



G               D                  C
Honey won't you ease those pistols down
 
G B7 Em
C D
 
[Verse 1]
G                 D          Cadd9
First time I laid eyes on my Annie
G                  D           Cadd9
I was in a bar in some old Delta town
G               D        Em
pouring red-eye whiskey, cheat'in Mississippi
C                           D
dealing from the bottom and laying aces down
 
G             D           Cadd9
I pulled up a chair there beside her
G                  D             Cadd9
struck a match and offered her a light
G                   D       Em
she asked me what I wagered hoping I might sway her
C                                    D
I said depends if the winner gets to share your room tonight
 
[Chorus]
G               D                 C
Annie take your fingers off those triggers
G               D                  C
Honey won't you ease those pistols down
G               B7                 Em
whatever I have done that made you bitter
C                                            D
well, there ain't no need to shoot me for it now
 
[Solo]
G D Cadd9
G D Cadd9
G D Em
C D
 
[Verse 2]
G                     D                    Cadd9
Well six months after one great night with Annie
G                      D          Cadd9
I was cuttin' cards in Kingsport, Tennessee
G                               D        Em
when those swinging doors swung open, my winning streak was broken
C                               D
in walked little Annie with her pistols aimed at me
 
G               D           Cadd9
She pulled up a chair there beside me
G                              D              Cadd9
And I could tell her dress was fitting rather tight
G                          D            Em
She said choose your words wisely, what you don't say just might be



C                                 D
the reason that this baby gets to see his dad alive
 
[Chorus] x2
G               D                 C
Annie take your fingers off those triggers
G               D                  C
Honey won't you ease those pistols down
G               B7                 Em
whatever I have done that made you bitter
C                                            D
well, there ain't no need to shoot me for it now
 
[Outro]
G               D                 C
Annie take your fingers off those triggers
G               D                  C
Honey won't you ease those pistols down

1044. Annie's Song - Chords

Annie's Song 
written and recorded by John Denver [3/4 time]
 
C              F   G7  Am     F          C
You fill up my sen-ses like a night in a forest
                      F      G7    Dm     F           G7
Like the mountains in spring-time  like a walk in the rain
                    F   G7   Am      F          C
Like a storm in the des-ert  like a sleepy blue ocean
               F    G7  Dm   F        C
You fill up my sen-ses  come fill me again
 
            F     G7   Am     F               C
Come let me l-ove you  let me give my life to you
                     F     G7   Dm     F           G7
Let me drown in your laugh-ter  let me die in your arms
                 F     G7   Am      F             C
Let me lay down beside you  let me always be with you
            F     G7   Dm   G7      C
Come let me l-ove you  come love me again
 
C              F   G7  Am     F          C
You fill up my sen-ses like a night in a forest
                      F      G7    Dm     F           G7
Like the mountains in spring-time  like a walk in the rain
                    F   G7   Am      F          C
Like a storm in the des-ert  like a sleepy blue ocean
               F    G7  Dm  F       C
You fill up my sen-ses come fill me again



1045. Annie, Is Tonight the Night

Steve Earle - Annie, Is Tonight the Night

Here I am again, now, acting like a crazy fool
Every time I get to rockin', I always run into you
I never did understand why you want to be so cruel
Well, Annie, is tonight the night?
Do you think the moon is right?
You don't have to tell me you will
Just say that you might
I know you told me once
I guess you coulda told me twice
I guess I keep hopin' some day you're gonna treat me nice
I'm tryin' to get next to you
Cold as ice
Well, Annie, is tonight the night?
Do you think the moon is right?
You don't have to tell me you will
Just say that you might
Now I'm not fool enough thinkin' I'm the only one
Got me comin' and a-goin'  till I'm about to come undone
Not tryin' to find love
I'm lookin' for a little fun
Well, Annie, is tonight the night?
Do you think the moon is right?
You don't have to tell me you will
Just say that you might
Well, Annie, is tonight the night?
Do you think the moon is right?
You don't have to tell me you will
Just say that you might

1046. Annihilate

Trampled By Turtles - Annihilate

[Verse 1]
Lazy summer
Rotten lumber
I'm a drunken auctioneer
Pillbox raincoat
A bloody halo
I've been better
Ain't it clear

[Chorus 1]
Oooh You can help me out
Oooh But I don't know how



To annihilate
Annihilate

[Verse 2]
Posi-traction
Hired action
Turn and leave it if you must
Don't forget to write about it
Don't forget who you can trust

[Verse 2]
Oooh You can break me out
Oooh But I don't know how
To annihilate
Annihilate

[Bridge]
And all our hometowns
Are havin' breakdowns
Will you come back off the lake?

[Verse 3]
Open-minded
Daily-grindin'
There's a man up on a hill
He doesn't like you
He doesn't love you
He doesn't know you
He never will

[Chorus 3]
Oooh You can burn it down
Oooh But I don't know how
To annihilate
Annihilate

1047. Anniversary Blues

Doc Watson - Anniversary blues (blue yodel nr 7)

I was a stranger
Passin through your town
Honey i was a stranger
Passing through your town
I ask you for a favor
My good gal you turned me down
Yodel eh hee yodelo lodi lay he yodel lay he
I'm so lonesome
I don't know what to do

Honey i'm so lonesome
I don't know what to do
The way you treat me sweet mama



I hope you're lonesome too
Yodel repeat

If you see me walking
Talking down the railroad track
If you see me walking
Talking down the railroad track
You can bet your life sweet mama
I won't be coming back

Guitar solo

Please mr brake man
Don't put me off your train
Please mr brake man
Don't put me off your train
Well it sure is cold
And it looks like it's going to rain
Yodel repeat

1048. Anniversary Waltz - Chords

Anniversary Waltz
Recorded by Connie Francis
Written by Dave Franklin and Al Dubin

E7   A7          D7         G  D7
(The Anniversary Waltz with you)

G
Tell me I may always dance
                Am         D7
The Anniversary Waltz with you
        Am      D7
Tell me this is real romance
   Am          D7         G   Am
An anniversary dream come true

    Dm          G7        C
Let this be the answer to our future years
        E7                       Am         D7
Through millions of smiles and a few little tears
G     D7     B7     E7
May I always listen to
    Am          D7         G
The Anniversary Waltz with you

                 E7         D7   Am  D7
(The Anniversary Waltz with you)

    Am          D7         G
(An anniversary dream come true)



    Dm          G7        C
Let this be the answer to our future years
        E7                       Am         D7
Through millions of smiles and a few little tears
G     D7     B7     E7
May I always listen to
    Am          D7         Am          D7
The Anniversary Waltz (The Anniversary Waltz)
    Am          D7         G
The Anniversary Waltz with you

1049. Annual Waltz

John Hartford - Annual Waltz

The night is so cold and life is so old
And the wind is now heavy with day dreams
And I hold your hand to the music
And think of the days of our youth

Every year at this time, when our feet so inclined
And we hear those old musical memories
We slip thru this dance
Like the first time we started in falling in love

This we do, and I am still with you
And the heartbeat still calls
For the annual waltz
It is our theme song for falling in love

Oh, I laughed at you, you laughed at me
While our grandchildren's children have babies
Way off in the future, we're long gone
But someone still mentions our name

Old pictures in books, small shady nooks
Where descendants can learn all about us
But the dancing goes on to the fiddle
As they still play the Annual Waltz

This we do, and I am still with you
And the heartbeat still calls
For the annual waltz
It is our theme song for falling in love

1050. Anonymous

Anonymous - Garth Brooks



Well I wrote our names a thousand times
Just to see yours sitting next to mine
Sent you flowers cards unsigned...anonymous

In days to come like days that passed
My heart beats for you, always has
Though you know me only as...anonymous

In dreams at night I carry your books for you
And when I rise a flame for you
Always too shy to carry the whole thing through

Like the light from that eternal flame
Burns for one without a name
My love forever will remain...anonymous

Oh you'll always wonder who it was
Who it was
It was just...anonymous

Well I wrote our names a thousand times
Just to see yours sitting next to mine
And I sent you flowers card unsigned

1051. Another - Chords

Another
Recorded by Roy Drusky
written by Vic McAlpin and Roy Drusky

C                       F
You didn't love me long until the thrill was gone
     C                                G7
Then another made me your old used to be 
    C                               F
How long can his love last when the new wears oh so fast
         C                                 G7                C
There'll always be another and another and another just like me 
F                                 C
Just like me he'll understand the sorrow 
                                   G7
Of loving you today and losing you tomorrow
    C                                 F
I'd warned him but he called it jealousy 
G7                                                      C
So let him be another and another and another just like me
F                                 C
Just like me he'll understand the sorrow 
                                   G7
Of loving you today and losing you tomorrow
    C                                 F
I'd warned him but he called it jealousy 
G7                                                      C



So let him be another and another and another just like me

1052. Another Broken Heart

Another Broken Heart

They stood on the beach one evening
Out in the moonlight so fair
Was a boy in the prime of manhood
And a girl of beauty rare

Oh I never thought that you loved me
An innocent look of surprise
Came out from beneath her lashes
And into her deep brown eyes

    Oh sir I was only flirting
    Only a playing a part
    Just another boy's life ruined
    Just another broken heart

Sir, I'm to be married this winter
Farewell as she gave me her hand
And throwing a robe around her
She left me alone on the sand

Now he goes where the crowd all passes
Always so bitter and cold
Just another boy's life ruined
Just another boy grown old

There's a rose grows in your garden
White roses the emblem of peace
And when I am dead, little darlin'
Plant that rose at my head and my feet

1053. Another By My Side - Chords

Another By My Side
Recorded by Lonesome River Band
Written by Ronnie Bowman and Darryl Webb 

C
I sit and wonder why you ever left me
                                   G7
And you could never feel the way I do

You left me here behind I used to sit and cry
                                    C



And think about you darling all the time

F                                    C
But now I found another and she's my true love
          D7                           G7
She's the one I've been needing all my life
                        
Well since you set me free she's the only one for me
                                    C
Now there'll never be another by my side

                   
I told myself I'd never find a new love
                                   G7
I didn't even have the strength to try

How could I believe you were the only one for me
                                C
Cause now there's another by my side

Repeat #2

You remember how you left me for another
                                  G7
And how you hurt me darling was a shame            

I was lonesome and so blue till I found somebody new    
                                           C
Now I'm glad that things will never be the same

Repeat #2

1054. Another Chance At Love - Chords

Another Chance At Love
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Allen Shamblin and Brent Maher
 
G                      C     G             C
I won't let my jealous heart tear my world apart
     G                          D7
If I ever get another chance at love
        G                C     G                  C
I won't make the same mistakes causing a heart to break
     G        D7                G
If I ever get another chance at love
 
        D7           C                  G
I won't be afraid to hold her close and tell her
      A7                          D7
How I need her more and more each day
        G               C      G               C
I won't let my feelings hide behind my foolish pride



     G        D7                G
If I ever get another chance at love
 
              C        G                C
I won't go to bed when something's left unsaid
     G                          D7
If I ever get another chance at love
G           C              G           C
I won't run away no matter what I know today
      G       D7                G
If I ever get another chance at love
 
        D7           C                  G
I won't be afraid to hold her close and tell her
      A7                          D7
How I need her more and more each day
        G               C      G               C
I won't let my feelings hide behind my foolish pride
     G        D7                G
If I ever get another chance at love
C       G        D7                G
Oh if I ever get another chance at love

1055. Another Cup Of Memories - Chords

Another Cup Of Memories
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Dale Morris

G                             C              G
Put one out light one up pour myself another cup
                                     D7
Of the memories that keep me hanging on
        G                            C                 G
I can't help feelin' blue I think of things we used to do
                    D7            G
God I hate to spend another night alone
              C                              G
And I'll hear pictures on the wall I'll hear footsteps in the hall
                                          D7
As I stumble through a world that used to be
        G                     C              G
Put one out light one up pour myself another cup
               D7       G
Another cup of your memory
                                     C                    G
Neon lights are growin' dim from the dawn that's creepin' in
                                          D7
And it's time to struggle through another day
      G                         C            G
But I know when I go home and I find myself alone
                           D7            G
That I'll go back into the time that got away



Repeat #2
               D7       C G
Another cup of your memory

1056. Another Day

Another Day
Steve Gulley

Another day how can I stand it
Without my ba-by by my side
This empty fee-lin' now inside
Is bound to show what I can't hide

   Just make mine straight without a chaser
   And let me drown my blues this way
   My darlin's gone my life is empty
   Nothing to live for another day

A thief could rob and take my money
If death was pending I could pray
I'm helpless now what will my fate be
As the hours drag by another day

1057. Another Day

Another Day
Steve Gulley

Another day how can I stand it
Without my ba-by by my side
This empty fee-lin' now inside
Is bound to show what I can't hide

   Just make mine straight without a chaser
   And let me drown my blues this way
   My darlin's gone my life is empty
   Nothing to live for another day

A thief could rob and take my money
If death was pending I could pray
I'm helpless now what will my fate be
As the hours drag by another day

1058. Another Day - Chords



Another Day 
Tim O'Brien
 
Capo on the 5th fret
 
[Intro]
Am  G  Am  C  G  Dm  F  Am Em Am x2
Am Am Am
 
[Verse 1]
Am                      G         Am
This world is made with sweat and toil
C                        G
Pushing muscle and elbow oil
   Dm                        F
We can't lie too long in the shade,
      Am             G    Am
Cause every day must be remade
 
Am                      G        Am
Some days you fall some days you fly
    C                      G
But in the end we all must die
    Dm                       F
Our rotting flesh and broken bone
     Am                   G       Am
Will feed the ground that we call home
Am                        G       Am
Will feed the ground that we call home
 
[Chorus 1]
      C                              G
But a new sprout grows from a fallen tree.
   C                     D
My sons will go on after me
   Dm7                          F
So lift your heart and dry your eye
     Am             G        Am
It's another day to live and die
     Am             G        Am
It's another day to live and die
 
[Instrumental]
Am  G  Am  C  G  Dm  F  Am Em Am x2
Am Am Am
 
[Verse 2]
        Am             G      Am
And now I've run naked in the wild,
C                            G
seen the beauty of a newborn child
    Dm                     F
And like the alchemists of old,
      Am              G        Am
I've tried to spin my straw to gold
 
Am                      G       Am
Most times a giver, sometimes a thief



   C                         G
So full of hope but prone to grief
  Dm                   F
Between freedom and despair
  Am                G     Am
I know the truth is lying there
  Am                      G     Am
I've seen the truth, it's lying there
 
[Chorus 2]
      C                              G
And a new sprout grows from a fallen tree.
     C                      D
This world will go on after me
   Dm7                          F
So lift your heart and dry your eye
     Am             G        Am
It's another day to live and die
     Am             G        Am
It's another day to live and die
 
[Interlude]
Am  G  Am  C  G  Dm  F  Am Em Am x2
C G C D Dm7 F Am G Am Am G Am
 
[Verse 3]
Am                         G        Am
So go on now, don't you worry 'bout me,
       C                          G
You've miles to go and a world to see
   Dm                            F
My life's been long and full and good
     Am                G      Am
I've run this race the best I could
 
Am                         G     Am
It's a short time here and long apart,
        C                           G
But the same song rings in both our hearts
   Dm                      F
So take my guitar when I'm gone
      Am                  G       Am
Write your own rhymes and pass it on
      Am                    G       Am
Just take your hit and then pass it on
 
[Chorus 3]
      C                              G
Let a new sprout grows from a fallen tree.
     C                     D
This song will go on after me
   Dm7                          F
So lift your heart and dry your eyes,
     Am             G        Am
It's another day to live and die
     Am             G        Am
It's another day to live and die



     Am             G        Am
Just another day

1059. Another Day, Another Dollar

Alison Krauss - Another Day, Another Dollar
Alison Krauss
(dan tyminski/doobie shea music, bmi)

Another day, another dollar
That's what i'm working for today
Another day, another dollar
Sure can't buy my blues away

I'm just trying to make a living
Working jobs that i enjoy
But it ain't easy finding something
For this lonesome-hearted boy

Another day, another dollar
That's what i'm working for today
Another day, another dollar
Sure can't buy my blues away

You know my life is like a highway
Just too many roads to take
You know i'll try to take the right one
Just gets harder every day

Another day, another dollar
That's what i'm working for today
Another day, another dollar
Sure can't buy my blues away

Another day, another dollar
That's what i'm working for today, hey
Another day, another dollar
Sure can't buy my blues away

Another day, another dollar
Sure can't buy my blues away

1060. Another Fool

Another Fool
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
It was almost like a dream when we were traveling



Two kids with light behind their eyes
Found more than we could see and looked at it directly
Just like the sky We were burning bright

[Pre Chorus]
We're so much older but I still feel the same
You were set on fire from loving in vain

[Chorus]
Please don't get a girl to show her the world
She'll get a little keen and then leave you
All that time spent with troublin' mind
Is now up to anothRr fool
Another Fool

[Verse]
We werR like a team creating a new history
Living like two kings in paradise
Just like mirrors of a mountai I wouldn't let you down
Somehow you were broken up inside

[Pre Chorus]
She only said she wanted / a wedding ring
Instead of that you gave her / everything
[Chorus]
Please Don't get a girl to show her the world
She'll get a little keen and then leave you
All than time spent with troublin' mind
Is now up to another fool
Another Fool

[PreChorus]
More time that passes The harder I try
Distance moves on between you and I

[Chorus]
Please Don't go get a girl to show her the world
She'll get a little keen and then leave you
All than time spent with troublin' mind
Is now up to another fool
Another Fool

1061. Another Good Reason

Alan Jackson - Another Good Reason

(Harley Allen/Carson Chamberlain)
I woke up the other night
Lying on the floor
Right beside someone
I've never seen before
She said my name's Juliet
And Romeo you ain't



Thats another good reason not to drink
Thats another good reason not to drink
When I'm sober I'm almost a saint
If I keep going on like this
I'll end up like ole Hank
Thats another good reason not to drink
I cant go see my best friend
He said stay away
Just because of what I said
On his wedding day
He oughta call a sherman
Cause she looks just like a tank
Thats another good reason not to drink
Thats another good reason not to drink
When I'm sober I'm almost a saint
If I keep going on like this
I'll end up like ole Hank
Thats another good reason not to drink
I'm gonna sue to city
About that policeman
Last night as I left the bar
He stepped right on my hand
He said 'Are you drunk or blind?'
I said 'Let me think'.
Thats another good reason not to drink
Thats another good reason not to drink
When I'm sober I'm almost a saint
If I keep going on like this
I'll end up like ole Hank
Thats another good reason not to drink
Thats another good reason not to drink
When I'm sober I'm almost a saint
If I keep going on like this
I'll end up like ole Hank
Thats another good reason
Baby let me in I'm freezing
Another good reason not to drink

1062. Another Grey Morning

Another Grey Morning
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
When it feels like though my world is sinking down
The sun doesn't want to shine and when
It feels like she won't face another day
You know life is ok she is rolling in time
Here comes another grey morning
It's not so good morning after all
She says well what am I supposed to do today
With so much time and so much sorrow
She is the baby waking up downstairs



She is the fog horn calling out against the sound
No repetition in the morning day
Oh it's just too much to bear
And no one seems to care
If another day goes creeping by
Empty and ashamed
Just like an old unwanted memory
That no one will claim
All the clouds with their heads on the ground
They're gonna have to come down

[Verse 2]
And she says move me move me
I'm locked up inside
But I couldn't understand her
But Lord knows I've tried
She say s make me angry
But just make me cry
But no more grey mornings
I think I'd rather die
Yes I think I'd rather die
I'd rather die

1063. Another Heart For You To Break - Chords

Another Heart For You To Break
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Carl Belew, Clyde Pitts, Jeannie Seely
 
C G7     C                     C7     F
I wish I had another heart for you to break
               C                F            G7           C
For my heart's out of style and hurt so much that I can't smile
  G7       C                           C7      F
I may be a fool that's not my first or last mistake
             C           G7               C
And I wish I had another heart for you to break

               C7                                 F
When your love for me died you left that an empty shell inside
           D7                            G7
An endless memory where my heart used to be
                C                           C7          F
You may hurt me again but that's the chance I'll gladly take
         C           G7               C
I wish I had another heart for you to break
F        C           G7               F   C
I wish I had another heart for you to break



1064. Another Honky Tonk Night On Broadway - Chords

Another Honky Tonk Night On Broadway
Recorded by David Frizzell and Shelly West
Written by Milton Brown, Snuff Garrett, Stephen H. Dorff

C                   Am              C              G7
I sold my horse and saddle rode the Greydog to New York
   C                          G7
My guitar and fifty dollars between being all alone
        Dm            G7              Dm               G7
Found a job that pays ok but it costs twice as much to stay
             Dm           G7                C
So I'll just buy myself a beer and dream of home
                        Am          C                    G7
When things ain't going good that's when everything goes bad
         C                           G7
But this old bar's my home away from home
        Dm          G7             Dm                    G7
I won't worry about tomorrow cause tonight I'll drown my sorrow
      Dm               G7                C
Think about that sweet thing back in San Antoine
    F
I'm hangin' in by hangin' out till I drink the night away
       C
Till I find my name in neon lights I guess I'm gonna have to stay
        Dm                G7           Dm                G7
But I'm tired of sleepin' all alone my arms can reach to San Antoine
   Dm                    G7                  C
So tonight'll be another honky tonk night on Broadway
                       
When all that's on my mind is the love you left behind
                                              Dm   G7
That's when honkin' tonkin' helps to ease the pain
        Dm              G7
And you know that I get lonesome too 
          Dm             G7
But these cowboys know I belong to you
        Dm               G7           C
And I'm waitin' till I'm in your arms again
Repeat #3 x2

1065. Another Is Waiting

The Avett Brothers - Another Is Waiting

It's a fake
It's a hoax
It's a nowhere road where no one goes
Anywhere
Anyhow
Where you're following your heart right down



She's a rose
She's a queen
But she's staring at a magazine
In the dark
On that path
Where they doctor every photograph

Another is waiting
She isn't saying anything

If you care
If you like
Well I'm standing in the lantern light
With our weapons
And our love
And I use 'em both to cover up

Another is waiting
She isn't saying anything

But I love you and I care
So you got to get off that conveyor belt
If I could I would come right in and take you off myself

It's a fake
It's a con
The nature of the road you're on
Let me see
Your skeleton
Well before your life is done

Another is waiting
She isn't saying anything
Another is waiting
She isn't saying anything

1066. Another Life

Brett Dennen - Another life  

[Verse 1]
[?] in a [?] movies
For the girls back home
the boys yell [?]
Se ya se
llama
le [?]
Up on the roof drinking hours
Where the tune is flack
They're popping their collars
And talked of their travels
Over the soft rock



[Chorus]
Maybe in another life
Maybe in another life
I was your lover
Maybe in another life

[Verse 2]
Scaffolding in [?] cathedral
Shackles in a hole in the wall
We post at the altar
Cross from the T where they buried his heart
Lost in the maze of the waves
And the colour red
The flags of the slave ship
This is behind the glass

1067. Another Life I'm Living On

Another Life I'm Living On
by Ron Block 
from the album Faraway Land

Life is odd, do you know why?
You never live until you die
Chasing life, it runs away
Living in tomorrow kills today

I can't love if I'm alive
I can't make the sacrifice
When I see that I am dead
Another voice comes through my head

Chorus:
God is love and we're the branches on the tree
Dependent on the love to live the life we cannot lead
If only God is good then good we cannot be
In our weakness He is strong
It's another life we're living on

I won't try to be the love
I finally win by giving up
In my weakness I am strong
It's another life I'm living on

Chorus:
God is love and we're the branches on the tree
Depending on the love to live the life we cannot lead
If only God is good then good we cannot be
In our weakness He is strong
It's another life we're living on
It's another life we're living on



1068. Another Lonely Night - Chords

Another Lonely Night
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Carl Belew, Tommy Blake, W.S. Stevenson

C                    F                                  C
I wish I'd knew what made a love go wrong that seems so right
    F                                               C
And took the sunshine from my heart left the lonely night
                      F                                 C
I've tried to get you off my mind but nothing turns out right
    F                                             C
And blues and I have room to share another lonely night
    F                                             C
And blues and I have room to share another lonely night
               F                  C
Another lonely night like the one before
               F                         G7
Another lonely night I want you more and more
C                     F                                 C
I've tried to get you off my mind but nothing turns out right
    F                                             C
And blues and I have room to share another lonely night
    F                                             C
And blues and I have room to share another lonely night
                     F                                     C
I've tried to get in touch with you I called you night and day
       F                                                       C
And if only I could hear your voice it would drive these blues away
       F                                                       C
And if only I could hear your voice it would drive these blues away
               F                  C
Another lonely night like the one before
               F                         G7
Another lonely night I want you more and more
C                     F                                 C
I've tried to get you off my mind but nothing turns out right
    F                                             C
And blues and I have room to share another lonely night
    F                                             C
And blues and I have room to share another lonely night

1069. Another Lonesome Morning - Chords

Another Lonesome Morning
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Clinton Codack and Wendy Special



G       D7       G
Another lonesome morning
C       G             D7
Another long lonesome day
G              D7           G
You'll have to live without him
C           D7        G
The morning seemed to say

        D7       G
Another lonesome morning
C           G          D7
You thought you didn't care
G           D7           G
But morning breezes find you
C       D7      G
Wishing he were there

Em         C         D7       G
A bobwhite sings his same old song
C      G       D7
Trying hard to please
        G        D7          G          C
And you hear the sounds that he used to love
            G        D7     Em  C
Through the rustling of the leaves
            G        D7     G
Through the rustling of the leaves

           D7             G
You losing him has taught you
C        G             D7
That you wanted him to stay
        G         D7          C
And you know that all another lonesome morning brings
   G       D7       Em  F
Is another lonesome day
    G                        C
All another lonesome morning brings
   G       D7       Em  C
Is another lonesome day
   G       D7       G
Is another lonesome day

1070. Another Lonesome Night My Dear

Another Lonesome Night My Dear
Spring Creek

I thought our love would last a lifetime
But I guess I heard you wrong
When you took my hand and we made those vows
Now sweetheart, your love is gone



Another lonesome night my dear
Thinking 'bout the way things used to be
Oh what I'd give if you were here
To end all this misery

A candle still burns in our window each night
Just like your comin' home
When I close my eyes, I can see your face
And it's like you were never gone

Another lonesome night my dear
Thinking 'bout the way things used to be
Oh what I'd give if you were here
To end all this misery

I'm glad that you can see me now
And you've got better things to do
I'm just not the girl that I used to be
After what you've put me through

Another lonesome night my dear
Thinking 'bout the way things used to be
Oh what I'd give if you were here
To end all this misery

I pray the Lord my soul to take
My life is over anyway
And the only way I'll be content
Is when I'm layin' in the grave

Another lonesome night my dear
Thinking 'bout the way things used to be
Oh what I'd give if you were here
To end all this misery

Oh what I'd give to find a way
To end all this misery

1071. Another Lonesome Road

Cornmeal - Another Lonesome Road
Album: Feet First

I can hear the sound of the midnight rolling by
Somewhere near Arcola as I try to count the lines
Out there in the distance, out past the factory signs
I can almost hear her cry

Time sweeps over me like the rustlin' of the leaves
Out there on another lonesome road

I can see the colors of what I thought we left behind



Wavin' in the distance out where the lonely black bird sighs

The light is faded lovely off the shadows on the farm
And I can only wonder where you are

Time sweeps over me like the rustlin' of the leaves
Out there on another lonesome road

The hound dogs are howlin', I can feel it in the air
Behind a curtain in the blackness, out near a crooked fence somewhere

The wheels are rollin' lonely, slow as the silence falls
And I can almost feel you call

Time sweeps over me like the rustlin' of the leaves
Out there on another lonesome road

1072. Another Man

Kathy Mattea - Another Man

You'd better sit down
I've got something to confess to you
I can make you walk out
But I think I owe us both the truth
We've been going through some changes
And it don't feel the way it felt
And before you even ask me
I have to say there's someone else

I'm in love with another man
The man you used to be when our love began
I'm in love with another man

The man you were and could be again

The man that I love
Would always let me know he cared
When it comes to us
You hardly let me know you're there
So can you really blame me
If he's the one who has my heart?
I just wish I could be with him
It hurts so much to be apart

I'm in love with another man
The man you used to be when our love began
I'm in love with another man
The man you were and could be again
I'm in love with another man
The man you were and could be again



1073. Another Man Done Gone

Another Man Done Gone - Carolina Chocolate Drops
Rhiannon Giddens

Another man done gone
Another man done gone
Gone from the county farm
Another man done gone

I didn't know his name
I didn't know his name
I didn't know his name
I didn't know his name

I don't know where he's gone
I don't know where he's gone
I don't know where he's gone
I don't know where he's gone

He had a long chain on
He had a long chain on
He had a long chain on
He had a long chain on

He killed another man
He killed another man
He killed another man
He killed another man

I'm gonna walk your log
I'm gonna walk your log
I'm by the waterfall
I'm gonna walk your log

Another man done gone
Another man done gone
Another man done gone
Another man done gone

Another man done gone
Another man done gone

1074. Another New World

Punch Brothers - Another New World

The leading lights of the age all wondered among themselves what I would do next,
After all that I'd found, in my circles around the world, was there anything left?



"Gentlemen," I said, "I've studied the maps, and if what I am thinking is right,
There's another new world, at the top of the world, for whoever can break through the ice,"

I looked 'round the room, in that way I once had, and I saw that they wanted belief,
So I said, "All I've got are my guts and my God," then I paused, "and the Annabel Lee."
Oh, the Annabel Lee, I saw their eyes shine, the most beautiful ship in the sea,
My Nina, my Pinta, my Santa Maria, my beautiful Annabel Lee

That spring we set sail, and the crowd waved from shore, and on board the sailors waved ca
ps,
But I'd never had family, just the Annabel Lee, so I never had cause to look back.
I just studied the charts, set the course north, and towards dark I drifted toward sleep,
And I dreamed of the fine, deep harbor I'd find past the ice, for my Annabel Lee.

After that it got colder, and the world got quiet. It was never quite day or quite night.
And the sea turned the color of sky turned the color of sea turned the color of ice.

After that all around us was vastness, one glassy desert of arsenic white,
And the waves that once lifted us, shifted instead into drifts against Annabel's sides.
And the crew gathered closer, at first for the comfort, but each morning would bring a new set
Of tracks in the snow, leading over the edge of the world, til I was the only one left.

And as the going got slower, colder and colder, my crew drifted closer to me,
At first for the comfort, but then it was more like the icebergs rammed Annabel Lee
As the floes shrieked her hull, the shouting began, and a mast snapped off in the wind,
And I woke up much later, my crew disappeared, and they never were heard from again

After that it gets cloudy,
But it feels like I laid there for days, or maybe for months
But Annabel held me, the two of us happy,
Just to think back on all we had done

I told her {We talked) of the other new worlds
We'd discover as she gave up her body to me,
As I chopped up her mainsail for timber,
I told her of all that we still had to see.
As the ice {frost} turned her moorings
To nine-tails and the wind lashed her sides in the cold,
I burned her to keep me alive every night in the loving embrace of her hold.

I can't {won't} call it rescue,
What brought me back here to this old world to drink and decline,
Pretend that the search for another new world was well worth the burning of mine.
But sometimes at night, in my dreams,
Comes the singing of some unheard tropical bird,
And I smile in my sleep,
Thinking Annabel Lee's finally made it to the top of the world.

Yeah, sometimes at night in my dreams comes the singing of some unheard tropical bird,
And I smile in my sleep, thinking Annabel Lee's finally found another new world.

1075. Another Night



Another Night
Stanley Brothers - Alison Krauss
String Cheese Incident - Ricky Skaggs

The wind is blowing 'round the cabin
I hate to hear that lonesome sound
I'm all alone and so down hearted
Since my true love she ain't around

   I hate to see the sun a sinking
   Another night to toss and turn
   Another night to dream about her
   Another night for her I yearn

She had no cause to go and leave me
For I had never done her wrong
She left our home and little children
And with another she has gone

The children they are soundly sleeping
No they don't know that their mother's gone
What can I do when they awaken
I can't tell them that their mother's wrong

1076. Another Night

The Infamous Stringdusters 
Another Night

We're running fast into the light
We keep the past just barely out of sight
And I know people don't like to stay
But I never thought you'd leave today, hey
I've got a letter in my hands
A few old memories and a pocket full of sand
And if I told you I could change
I'd be lying just the same, hey

Another night, another night
And all we need to light the flame and give ourselves away
Another night, another night
Looking past your eyes, I see the darkness turn to day, hey

You left a crater in my mind
I can't seem to fill it with whiskey or wine
And so the bibles of our strife
And I throw my hands up to the sky

Another night, another night
And all we need to light the flame and give ourselves away
Another night, another night
Looking past your eyes, I see the darkness turn to day

You're just a wrinkle in time



That tears the fabric of my mind
If there's a way, if there's time
Let the past be left behind

Another night, another night
And all we need to light the flame and give ourselves away
Another night, another night
Looking past your eyes, I see the darkness turn to day

Is there anything I can say
The words, they tumble out, but they can't relate
A little kindness would be alright
In the darkness, there's a light

Another night, another night
And all we need to light the flame and give ourselves away
Another night, another night
Looking past your eyes, I see the darkness turn to day

Another night

1077. Another Place Another Time

Another Place Another Time

One by one they're turnin' out the lights
I keep feedin' that ol' jukebox just to hold you tight
I guess it's for the best I just put in my last dime
I heard you whisper we'd meet again
Another place another time

   Won't that room of mine be a lonely place to be
   After I've been holdin' you so close to me
   Won't that ol' stairway be a little hard to climb
   To a lonely room to wait for
   Another place another time

Chairs are stacked on the tables and it's closing time
They say I could wait right here forever
If they'd only let me stay
Any place would be much better
Than that ol' lonely room of mine
And a sleepless night awaitin' for
Another place another time

1078. Another Pot O' Tea

Emmylou Harris - Another Pot O' Tea



Put on another pot o' tea
'Cause I'm in love with the Irish accent to your story
And I need someone to help me

Well they say that now you don't talk straight
And that of late it's been my lot to be afraid
To remember you by anything
But memories I already keep

So put another pot o' tea
'Cause I'm love with the Irish accent to your story
And now I need some sympathy

It's harder when it takes so long to leave
The table where we all learned to laugh and learned to grieve
Over the pain that came so close to you
It comes so close to me today

So put another pot o' tea
'Cause I'm in love with the Irish accent to your story
And I need someone to help me

1079. Another Ride With Clyde

Another Ride With Clyde
Flatt & Scruggs
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Clyde Barrow told Bonnie Parker hon
We're broke now so you better get your gun
Tell a driver bout this mormon in high
You're gonna take another ride with Clyde

Oh the bullets flew and the Barrow gang knew
They were running for their life
When they pulled out of town they didn't even touch the ground
Taking another ride with Clyde

Give me water Bonnie honey give me gas
When we leave here we had better leave it fast
If the law comes gonna leave 'em high and dry
Gonna take another ride with Clyde

Oh the bullets flew and the Barrow gang knew...

Bonnie said Clyde we had better lay low
We are trapped here and there's no place to go
Clyde said girl this is no place to die
You're gonna take another ride with Clyde

Oh the bullets flew and the Barrow gang knew...
I said taking another ride with Clyde



1080. Another Rolling Stone - Chords

Another Rolling Stone 
Nicki Bluhm And The Gramblers

[Verse 1]
G
The fire that I burned out
G
To ashes back in that last town
G
Is cold now, like a windy winter storm
G
The wheels feel ready
G
When the weather has been steady
G
I guess I'll pick up what I have left and moved on
 
[Chorus 1]
D                                    G
Open her up and give me something to smoke
D                              G
Here in the wind whisper as it blows
C
High and low
               G                D
It's easier to drink, than to think,
              G          C                   G
I either will sink or I want another rolling stone,
D                    G
tossing down a dusty road
 
[Solo]
 
[Bridge]
Em        G             C
The driving ain't easy, but the scenery believe me
G                 D          G
is as pretty as I ever seen before
 
[Chorus 2]
D                                    G
Open her up and give me something to smoke
D
Here in the wind whisper as it blows
C
High and low
               G                D
It's easier to drink, than to think,
              G          C                   G
I either will sink or I want another rolling stone,
D                    G



tossing down a dusty road
 
[Solo]
               G                D
It's easier to drink, than to think,
              G          C                   G
I either will sink or I want another rolling stone,
D                    G
tossing down a dusty road
                      D                    G
another rolling stone tossing down a dusty roooooooooooad

1081. Another Saturday Night

Another Saturday Night

   It's another Saturday night
   I'm gonna make the same ol' rounds
   Put my money in the juke box
   in the honky-tonk down town

I've been a working all week long
and ain't nothin' that's gone right
I got a payday In my pocket
It's another Saturday night.

With a pretty girl in my arms
and a lonesome juke box song
I never think of Monday morning
till that Saturday night is gone

Pretty Mama's there for me
and I'm gonna motor time
I'm like a wound up clock on Friday
I got to run down Saturday night

It's another Saturday night
I'm gonna make the same ol' rounds
Put my money in the juke box
In the honky-tonk down town

And when my money's spent and gone
tell me something it's all right
I'll have a rough one Monday morning
but it's been a knockdown Saturday night.

1082. Another Small Thing In Her Favour



Richard Thompson - Another Small Thing In Her Favour 

Got her ducks all in a row
Got her bags all packed to go
She'll find some other poor pilgrim who's braver
At least she looked me in the eye
With her less than fond goodbye
That's one small thing in her favour

Got the kids in the car
Dreams will get you just so far
Then life gives you bitter pills to savour
Still she kissed me once more
As she gently slammed the door
That's another small thing in her favour

She said she felt bad
For the home that we had
And the effort I'd wasted to save her
She told me as much
As she slowly let out the clutch
That's another small thing in her favour

It's a slippery slope
To give her more rope
And I didn't exactly enslave her
And she says I'm still a part
Of her wandering heart
That's another small thing in her favour

Now there's trouble and strife
But we once had a life
For a while our vows didn't waver
I relied on her smile
And her love, for a while
That's another small thing in her favour

That's another small thing in her favour

1083. Another Soldier Down

The Isaacs - Another Soldier Down 

We're in a mighty conflict here
the army of the Lord
we must join forces standing tall
and lean upon his word
the enemy is now in view
and bravely circles round
then comes the cry from the battle field
another soldier down

go then with haste
stand by his side



and lend your strength once more
go bear him up with faith & prayer
until battle's o'er
the fight before the victory
the cross before the crown
be ever watchful ere the cry
another soldier down

we've set our minds on victory
advancing day by day
we've got our hopes our strategy
armed fortress on the way
and at the end there is a rest
an everlasting crown
all in the field no more will hear
another soldier down

repeat:  the fight before the victory
the cross before the crown
be ever watchful ere the cry
another soldier down
another soldier down
another soldier down

1084. Another Song Another Drink - Chords

Another Song Another Drink
Recorded by Ralph Stanley II
Written by Joyce Morris

C            G7      C
Another song another drink
               F   G7     C
The night goes on  I'm so alone
          G7         C
I realize how much I love you
             F        G7     C
But it's too late for you to care
                  G7        C
This old barstool is my new home now
         F     G7       C
It's the only  friend I have
                    G7        C
I sit here thinking about you darling
            F    G7       C
And the new love that you found
Repeat #1
                 G7            C
That old jukebox keeps playing over
            F    G7            C
The songs I sing when you were here
                G7           C
Had it not been for this old bottle



       F       G7     C
I'd be holding you my dear
Repeat #1
             F        G7     C
But it's too late for you to care

1085. Another Story - Chords

Another Story
written by Arlie Duff

G C
No Regrets No Hard Feelings its over
 G D7
All the Good Times Together Are Through
 G C
I'll Have a Lifetime of Memories to Keep Me Going
 G D7 G
I Wouldn't Take Back One Moment Spent with You

 C G
I Can't Say That Your Leaving Won't Hurt Me
 D7
But it's Nothing That Time Can't Erase
 G C
And Someday this Hurting Will Be over
 G D7 G
Another Story Another Time Another Place

 C G
Then One Day I'll Be Sitting with Another
 D7
And Suddenly a Smile Will Cross My Face
 G C
If She Asks Me What's So Funny Then I'll Tell Her
 G D7 G
Another Story Another Time Another Place

repeat

1086. Another Tear - Chords

Another Tear
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Irl Hees
 
C                               F
Another tear somewhere there is falling
        G7                                 C



Another heart is breaking inside of me for you 
                              F
Another love is what they say dear 
        G7                             C
Another tear is getting ready just for you
 
                                       F
Now lately it's being said you've been walking 
                      G7                              C
With your head in the clouds and it doesn't make much sense
                                   F
It's plain to see my love like the eagle light above me 
       G7                    C
You'll be on to another love affair
 
                                F
Another tear somewhere there is falling
        G7                                 C
Another heart is breaking inside of me for you 
                              F
Another love is what they say dear 
        G7                             C
Another tear is getting ready just for you
 
                                      F
Now the only friend I've got seems to be the one who's not 
       G7                              C
Really cares just what happening to my heart
                                 F
Now lately it is true that's the only one for you
         G7                             C
Seems to be the one that never does his part
 
                                F
Another tear somewhere there is falling
        G7                                 C
Another heart is breaking inside of me for you 
                              F
Another love is what they say dear 
        G7                             C
Another tear is getting ready just for you

        G7                              C
Another tear is getting better just for you

1087. Another Texas Song - Chords

Another Texas Song
Recorded by Eddy Raven
Written by Edward Garvin Futch

 G         D7      G
I've been in this corner



               D7        G
All night I've sat right here
C                G    C
Listenin' to the band play
G       C               G
While I slowly drank my beer
                  D7       G
They played some songs of Willie's
         D7          G
That ol' Road To San Antone
      C                  G
And a guy who's drinking Lone Star
   D7                G
To forget his Baby's Gone
 C       G
If they play another Texas song I'll cry
          C                         G
Lord it's all I can do just gettin' by
          D7         G
The roads outside of Houston
                D7          G
With the thorns still in my heart
    C                    G
Her memory's strong hear one more song
     D7            G
Will Tear My World Apart
                D7          G
There's a girl down by the bandstand
             D7    G
With a Mikey Gilly shirt
C
She's faithful to Rodriguez
                              G
But What He Don't Know Won't Hurt
            D7           G
Cause she'd Waltz Across Texas At least three times tonight
      C                  G
And I bet she'll ask for Faded Love
   D7                 G
Or Who Turned Out The Lights

 Repeat #3

    C                  G
Her memory's strong so please
           D7            G
Don't play another Texas song

1088. Another Time, Another Place

Doc Watson - Another Time, Another Place

I've always heard there is a land



Beyond the mortal dreams of man
Where every tear will be left behind
But it must be in another time

There'll be an everlasting light
Shining a purest holy white
And every fear will be erased
But it must be in another place

So, I'm waiting for another time and another place
Where all my hopes and dreams will be captured
With one look at Jesus' face
Oh, my heart's been burnin'
My soul keeps yearnin'
Sometimes I can't hardly wait
For that sweet, sweet someday
When I'll be swept away
To another time and another place

I've grown so tired of earthly things
They promise peace but furnish pain
All of life's sweetest joys combined
Could never match those in another time
And though I've put my trust in Christ
And felt His Spirit move in my life
I know it's truly just a taste
Of His glory in another place

1089. Another Town

Keith Whitley - Another Town
Tom T. Hall - JD Crowe

Loving you was just a storybook of fair
I've decided there ain't no real life anywhere
Soon I'll be a faded picture in the book of your mind
Another town is somewhere down the line

Another town, another grocery store
Another town, another set of swinging doors
Somehow, I'm a little bit suspicious in my mind
It's another town that don't need my kind

Tell your mama, she was sure a dandy cook
Tell your papa that I understood his looks
If I put it all together, you're a piece that wouldn't fit
Another town's a comin' up I guess

Another town, another grocery store
Another town, another set of swinging doors
Somehow I'm a little bit suspicious in my mind
It's another town that don't need my kind



As I leave you, let me leave you with this thought
Time is candy and we ate all that we bought
Those little tears you're cryin' are just wrappers on the ground
That a new wind blows into another town

Another town, another grocery store
Another town, another set of swinging doors
Somehow I'm a little bit suspicious in my mind
It's another town that don't need my kind
It's another town that don't need my kind

1090. Another Town - Chords

Another Town 
Steve Earle
 
Intro:
E (listen to song for strumming pattern)
 
E
One of these days when my minds made up
                                   B
And I'm sick and tired of hangin' around
       C#m     B       A
I'll be on my way in a cloud of dust
      C#m       B      E
On the road to another town
 
 
E
Once upon a time I loved this house
                                   B
Now I'm thinkin' 'bout burnin' it down
       C#m          B           A
And I'll be long gone when the fire burns out
      C#m       B      E
On the way to another town
 
 
        A               E
To see another city in another light
        B                     C#m    B
With my past behind me and my future bright
 
 
E
One of these days when I've had enough
                                   B
Buddy, you ain't gonna see me around
       C#m        B      A
Just as soon as I get my courage up
      C#m         B      E
Gonna take it to another town



 
E
I used to walk these streets with my head held high
                                    B
Now I'm always lookin' down at the ground
       C#m    B           A
But I see my feet on the outbound side
      C#m         B      E
Of a road to another town
 
E
And I'm gonna tell everybody I know
                            B
Yeah I'm gonna spread it around
               C#m        B         A
That there's a great big world out there where I go
      C#m         B      E
On the road to another town
 
        A               E
To see another city in another light
        B                     C#m    B
With my past behind me and my future bright
 
E
One of these days when my minds made up
                                   B
And I'm sick and tired of hangin' around
       C#m        B         A
I'll be down that road in a cloud of dust
      C#m       B      E
On the way to another town

1091. Another Travelin' Song

Emmylou Harris
Another Travelin' Song

[Verse 1]
Well I'm changing all my strings
I'm gonna write another traveling song
About all the billion highways
And the cities at the break of dawn
Well I guess the best that I can do now
Is pretend that I've done nothing wrong
And to dream about a train that's gonna
Take me back where I belong

[Verse 2]
Well now the ocean speaks and spits
And I can hear it from the interstate
And I'm screaming at my brother on a cell phone
He is far away



I'm saying nothing in the past or future
Ever will feel like today
Until we're parking in an alley
Just hoping that our shit is safe

[Chorus 1]
So I go back and forth forever
All my thoughts they come in pairs
Oh I will, I won't, I doubt I don't
I'm not surprised but I never feel quite prepared
[Verse 3]
Now I'm hunched over a typewriter
I guess you call that painting in a cave
And there's a word I can't remember
And a feeling I cannot escape
And now my ashtray's overflowing
I'm still staring at a clean white page
Oh and morning's at my window
She is sending me to bed again

[Verse 4]
Well I dream of dark on the horizon
I dream a desert where the dead lay down
I dream a prostituted child touching an old man
In a fast food crowd
Oh yeah, I dreamt a ship was sinking
There was people screaming all around
And I awoke to my alarm clock
It was a pop song, it was playing loud

[Chorus 2]
So I will find my fears and face them
Or I will cower like a dog
I will kick and scream or kneel and plead
I'll fight like hell to hide that I've given up

1092. Another Try

Another Try
Josh Turner - Another Try

All the things I felt and never shared
All the times that she was lonely with me there
The tears I wouldn't let fall from my eyes
And how I let her go without a fight

The reasons I'm alone I know by heart
But I don't want to spend forever in the dark
I swear next time I'll hang on for dear life
If love ever gives me another try

There's no changing things that we regret
The best that we can hope for is one more chance



If the hands of time could just move in reverse
I wouldn't make the same mistake again with her

The reasons I'm alone I know by heart
But I don't want to spend forever in the dark
I swear next time I'll hang on for dear life
If love ever gives me another try

The reasons I'm alone I know by heart
But I don't want to spend forever in the dark
I swear next time I'll hang on for dear life
If love ever gives me another try

1093. Another Woman - Chords

Another Woman
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Dan Penn and Buzz Cason

G    C                          D7     G   B7
Only one thing can make you get over a woman
        Em   C D7
Another woman
 
        G                 D7
Well it happened and it's happened again
        G
There I was all alone again
    C               D7         G       D7
And searching for a way to get over her
G          D7
Losers now they're all the same
     G
They drink a lot and they tell the same
    C              D7             G      C D7
Old stories you've heard them all before
   G       D7
My story I told it so right
  G                               C
I drew a picture of my last night with her
D7                      G                 D7
And then you said honey I know it's wrong
       G          D7
You're lonely but you're not alone
        G
Someone like me might take you home
       C              D7            G
And it touched me all over when you said
     C                          D7     G   B7
Only one thing can make you get over a woman
        Em        C               D7            G
Another woman can pick you up and make you feel right
         C                           D7            G   B7



And only one thing can make you feel better than a woman
        Em       C               D7      G    D7
Another woman to get you through another night
    G            D7
You found me you pulled me on through
       G
Only a miracle that you could do
       C                 D7               G
Yes it happened when you touched me now I know
     C                          D7     G   B7
Only one thing can make you get over a woman
        Em        C               D7            G
Another woman can pick you up and make you feel right
         C                           D7            G   B7
And only one thing can make you feel better than a woman
        Em       C               D7      G
Another woman to get you through another night
         C         Am             D7      G
(Another woman) to get me through another night

1094. Another World - Chords

Another World
Recorded by Crystal Gayle and Gary Morris
Written by John Leffler and Ralph Schuckett

C                                            F G7
I've always seen myself as a reckless gambler
                                        F G7
Risking all that I had whenever I could
Am                  Dm
But then one day it happened
    Am                   Dm
You appeared like from a dream
       Am                  Em
And we moved in synch like dancing
         F              G7
With our hearts in harmony
           C               F
You are my way (you are my way) 
           C                 F
To another world (to another world)
            Em                      Am
You are the one who makes me fly so high
            Dm                       G7
You are the rain when my spirits run dry
            C                 F
You give my life (you gave my life)
              C                   F
A hope that's real (a hope that's real)
                    Dm
Cause when I'm with you 
    Em      G7              C



You take me away to another world 
                                                F G7
All my life I've been called a hopeless romantic
                                       F G7
Waiting for my prince to sweep me away
           Am               Dm
But when I found you I felt different
            Am     Dm
Than I ever felt before
         Am              Em
Suddenly I was taking no chances
   F                    G7
By walking through your door
           C               F
You are my way (you are my way) 
           C                 F
To another world (to another world)
            Em                      Am
You are the one who makes me fly so high
            Dm                       G7
You are the rain when my spirits run dry
            C                 F
You give my life (you gave my life)
              C                   F
A hope that's real (a hope that's real)
                    Dm
Cause when I'm with you 
    Em      G7              Am    Em F G7
You take me away to another world 
Repeat #2

1095. Another You - Chords

Another You
Recorded by Johnny Tillotson
Written by Johnny Tillotson and Lucille Cosenza

G                          D7         G
I know there'll never ever be another you
                                  D7
Just when I thought that you were mine alone
G                             D7
You told me there was someone new
   G                                C
Oh it's so hard to think of finding someone else
                G          D7         G
I know there'll never ever be another you
                           D7
I can't forget the moments that we shared
G                        D7
And all the happiness we knew
G                                  C
And as I sit alone dear with these memories



                G          D7         G
I know there'll never ever be another you
                C              G
I know there'll never ever be  lips as sweet as yours
            C                     D7
No there'll never ever be another you
G                          D7
I know it's hopeless to go on this way
G                           D7
But what is there for me to do
G                              C
I've lost the only girl that I have ever loved
                G          D7
I know there'll never ever be another 
G          C          G          D7         G
Never ever be another never ever be another you
           C          G          D7         G
Never ever be another never ever be another you

1096. Another Youngster

Another Youngster
The Avett Brothers

Another youngster who says she doesn't care
Her number's up; another is waiting there
Just like that she vanishes in the air
Replaced with new, not worth repairing

But you're not like that, and you never were
And your star will shine well past the fragile likes of her
The crowds will come; and the hands of time, they will turn
And you'll live the dream appointed

I was lost somewhere out on the road
This old man told me he had no place he had to go
He said his life on earth was limited, you know
He said he had no need to hurry

I thought of your voice and what lay ahead of you
And if I had it all again, what would I do?
(Is, this?) my life now more than half of it through
Am I obsessed with dying?

But you're not like that, and you never were
Your star will shine well past the fragile likes of hers
The stars will come, and the stars will go
And you'll live the dream appointed



1097. Another's Grind

Pokey LaFarge - Another's Grind

[Hook: Oddisee]
Y'all know my steez, y'all know my style, I keep it gritty
Y'all know my means, y'all know my how, I rep my city
No time to sleep, the time is now, I get it quickly
I don't care about another man's grind, it's all about...

[Verse 1: Oddisee]
I'm a dude about his paper, always kinda been
If I was doin anything, see, I was tryna win
And if there was no competition, listen
I would make myself the opposition
Fencin with the grind within
It's just my nature, nurture is the way of haters
Learn to like me, I'm connected to the kind of men
That could make ya, break ya
Ties to the underworld, lies with a cover girl
Lies to the other girl home sending texts like, 'What time you in?'
Reply later, the studio be my groupie hoe
In her all night, tryna get my song right
Hoping that my verse was tight like my first was
First the buzz, then the drop, first the buzz, then the top
Happen any other way and you will smack the surface
Unrepared for the wayward climb
And unaware of other ways to grind, you see. it's all about mine

[Hook: Oddisee] (2x)

[Verse 2: Oddisee]
Knowing when to hold 'em, man, knowing when to fold 'em, man
Word to Kenny Rogers, n***a, you should learn to dodge a n***a
That ain't got no focus, man, that there is a hopeless man
That ain't got no rod, so n***as fishing for a problem and
That ain't my concern, took a couple times to learn
Reputation for the faking is the only thing you earn
If the promises you making y'ain't keeping, then in turn
For the effort ain't remembered but the failure will be burned
In the memory of enemies disguised as your peers
If you ever drop the ball - that disguise disappears
So I learned to minimize n***as that get inside my enterprise
I find that's the way to stay clear
Yeah, handle biz with my partners like a Beretta spray
Cause everybody fuckin' with me's in a better place
Yeah, we doin more than getting by
Fixed time to get an infinite supply
It's all about mine

[Hook: Oddisee] (2x)
[Verse 3: Tranqill]

There's two types of brothers in this world that we live in
The ones that love to hate and the ones that be getting
Stacks, cause ain't no place like business
Stay up on my grind, no waste, no pigeons



Pops taught me well, but them streets got the better
Ghetto black youth vocalize for that cheddar
Meals didn't come, so was out with the fellas
Copped a few crumbs with the fam, why you jealous?
Coming straight (?), get the finger out the nose
All I know is hard work, dedication, and yeah it shows
Never paid mind to chickens or peoples I didn't know
As long as paper's coming in, you see the smile to a glow
Hey, always treated life with a goal in mind: no recliner
Focused on my dreams, major (?)
The stakes are high, never mind, I'ma find ya
Point the finger at his lung, trust that man is minor

[Hook: Oddisee] (2x)

1098. Answer The Phone - Chords

Answer The Phone
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Cindy Walker

C                               F               C
I've called and I've called you but each time I phone
                    D7                 G7
They always tell me that you're not at home
     C                       F               C
I've written you letters and knocked at your door
    F           C       G7                 C
But don't worry darling I won't bother you anymore
                            F      C
So answer the phone when it r-ings darling
                               G7
And if somebody knocks let 'em in
    C                F                C
You don't have to be afraid that it's me
    F          G7         C
For I'll never bother you again
                           F        C
I'm writing this letter to tell you goodbye
                 D7                G7
Somebody told me how you'd sit and cry
      C                    F                 C
Cause you found a new love since I have been gone
    F        C              G7                      C
And wish I'd forget you and that I'd just leave you alone
Repeat #2
    F          G7         C
For I'll never bother you again



1099. Answer To Anymore - Chords

Answer To Anymore
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Vic McAlpin, Roy Drusky, Marie Wilsonand Skeeter Davis 

C                                   F
You say I've been acting strange to you
     G7                                C
Well what do you think I'm supposed to do
                                F
I can't go on pretending like I have before
           G7                       C
Cause it's true I don't love you anymore
   F
I must admit the talk you've heard is true
    C                                   G7
You caused it all you made me turn from you
   C                                 F
So now the truth is out you know the score
         G7                       C
Yes it's true I don't love you anymore
                                  F
Day by day my love grew cold for you
         G7                               C
You were never there so what else could I do
                                        F
But look for all the things you left me longing for
         G7                             C
Now I've found them I don't love you anymore

 Repeat #2

          G7                       C
Yes it's true I don't love you anymore

1100. Answer To Weeping Willow

Answer To Weeping Willow
(Answer To Sleeping Willow) - Carter Family

My love is dead and buried yonder
Beneath the weeping willow tree
What wrecks my life and makes me wonder
Is because she died for me

   Then lay me down in death beside her
   For she's all this life to me
   That I may join and e'er caress her
   In a land beyond the sea

Yes she died before I told her
That I loved her true and kind



And that I did not mean to fool her
But she left me to repine

God shall I ever get forgiveness
For the deeds that I have done
And meet up yonder her sweet charming
For I know she did me some

1101. Answer To Your Letter

Tom T Hall - Answer To Your Letter

[Verse 1]
Your letter came to me today, I noticed no return address
And it was mailed before the ink had dried
It took a while to read your hand and twice as long to understand
That you were simply telling me goodbye

[Chorus]
A year we spent together you said that to me on paper
It hurts to know that you found someone new
At least you mentioned I was worth a few good memories
And that you never loved like you loved me

[Verse 2]
I knew I couldn't argue with some paper and some written words
How can I make the letter change its mind?
You say you've changed your telephone
And that you've moved away from home
And that letter says the same thing every time

[Chorus]
A year we spent together you said that to me on paper
It hurts to know that you found someone new
At least you mentioned I was worth a few good memories
And that you never loved like you loved me

1102. Anthem '84

The Highwaymen - Anthem '84

If you're lookin' for a fighter who'll defend you
And love you for your freedom. I'm your man
I ain't gonna leave you for the crazy things you're doin'
But don't ask me to lend a helpin' hand
You were such a pretty dream as I remember
You were young and strong and God was on your side
But the vision slowly faded like the wonder from your eyes
You traded your compassion for your pride



But I still believe in all that we believed in
And I pray to God that you will in the end
And you'll see the golden chances that you're wastin'
And be the lovin' beauty that you can
[Instrumental break.]
But I still believe in all that we believed in
And I pray to God that you will in the end
And you'll see the golden chances that you're wastin'
And be the lovin' beauty that you can
Be the lovin' beauty that you can

1103. Anthony

Nickel Creek - Anthony

Anthony, Anthony
Oh, he said
He can't love me
But I think he can

Yes, I think he can
And I told him that
Just before he ran
Just before he ran

Mmm, mmm
Mmm, mmm
And he's not lookin' back

He's not lookin' back
'Cause he doesn't want
Anything I have
Or anything I am

Anthony, Anthony
Oh, he said
He can't love me
Anthony

1104. Antoine

The Incredible String Band - Antoine 

So still the green and golden plain in icy spring
They young French convent girls in white singing
He took the sacrament young Antoine not without a blush
He left the priest the good book the bread and cup

And took with him the voices hanging in the silver space



Not till he'd reached the vineyard rim did he look down
On the gentle valley breathing in the sun
Seeing the eastern slope where she lived he spoke her name

In love beyond his years he saw the mist come down
And knew there would be many mists
He'd look through for this mountain star
Ah, if you'd seen me there hiding in the orchard

Rejoicing in my warm salt tears
Holding to my heart the beauty of a sad song
Needing, needing you

1105. Anxious Heart

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Anxious heart
Composer: Bob Carpenter - Jeff Hanna

Don't mind me
I'm half crazy about you
I don't mean to doubt you
But ooh I got an anxious heart

You been gone so damn long
That it seems
I've fallen for a bad dream
I guess I got an anxious heart

Ooohh, put me away
Tell me I don't deserve you
But you ain't got the nerve too
Oh wooh wooh

I don't mind the times
You lied, it's alright
Just come home to me tonight
Take away my anxious heart

Ooh ooh

Ooohhh, put me away
Tell me I don't deserve you, ah
You ain't got the nerve too
Oh wooh wooh

I don't mind the times
You lied, it's alright
Just come home to me tonight
And take away my anxious heart (take away)
Take away my anxious heart (take away)
Please take away my anxious heart (take away)
Ba-by take away my anxious heart (take away)
Ooohh



Take away my anxious heart
Take away
Take away

1106. Any Bar In Birmingham - Chords

Any Bar In Birmingham
Recorded by Don Rigsby
Written by Larry Shell, Tim Stafford, Kim E. Williams

C                         G7
Righteous reverend Ronnie Shaw 
                             C
God's right hand man in Arkansas
                      F
Thirty years a man of faith
                     G7
Turning sinners into saints
                         F
He's the shepherd of his flock
     G7                      Am
That little church in Little Rock
F             C                             G7
Fifty weeks a year his voice rings loud and clear
                          F
Gives God everything he's got
G7
But two weeks every year Ronnie Shaw just disappears
         C                               F
When the pressures of his life bring him down
C                             G7
God only knows where he'll be found
                  F
Any bar in Birmingham
C                            G7
Before you judge please understand
                        C
Every preacher's just a man
                        F
Empty just like you and me
                            G7
Sprits willing the flesh is weak
                         F
Forgive for each shot he takes
    G7                         Am
Gin on his breath tears on his face
F                   C                       G7
Father Son and Holy Ghost have mercy on his soul 
                    F
Temporary fall from grace 
Repeat #3
                  F
Any bar in Birmingham



G7                F
Any bar in Birmingham
G7                F
Any bar in Birmingham

1107. Any Day Woman

Any Day Woman
Hit & Run Bluegrass

If you Don't love her, you better let her go
You'll never fool her, you're bound to let it show
Loves so hard to take when you have to fake everything in return
You'll just preserve her when you serve her a little tednerness.

If she's a woman she'll try to make it last
If you're a man now, you better end it fast
There's no reason here, no treason here,
just the way of a woman's mind
Well, she has no blame, and she has no shame, she just loves you

It's not easy to undo what's done
or to speak to freely to just anyone
And if this takes more than you've bargained for,
boy it's time you learned
Not to talk so loud, or to walk so proud when you're comin' on

if you don't love her, you better let her go
you'll never fool her, you're bound to let it show
love's so hard to take when you have to fake everything in return
You'll just preserve her when you serve her a little tednerness

If you don't love her you beter let her go

1108. Any Love But Our Love

Any Love But Our Love
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

He'll never love you
Like I can love you
No matter what you've heard him say
I know he's tempting you
I know that he's strong
Any love but our love
Is wrong

He'll never thrill you
Like I can thrill you



I know he's turned your head that way
Can't you see clearly now
Just where you belong
Any love but our love
Is wrong

You were my first love
My one and only
Never doubted til this day
Now we're headed for
Sad and lonely
If you walk away-ay-ay

Girl, please remember this
We've known all along
Any love but our love
Any love but our love
Any love but our love
Is wrong

He'll never love you
Like I can love you
He'll never love you

1109. Any Old Body

Richard Thompson - Any Old Body

If it's all the same to you
I'll sit down on my pew
So I don't fall
I've been let down, oh yes
But nothing quite like this
That I recall

I could have been anybody
Anybody would do you
Any Old Body
Any Old Body
Any Old Body would do

And your little lies still cost
Though you had your fingers crossed
Nothing's for free
And stealing's still a crime
If it's one piece at a time
Like you stole me

I could have been anybody
Anybody would do you
Any Old Body
Any Old Body
Any Old Body would do



Unique, original, one of a kind
Special doesn't come to mind
I'm hypnotized, cut to size
In your arms and in your eyes
Used, abused, confused is more
The picture I'd be aiming for
I'll just be your lump of flesh
Your temporary interest

I could have been anybody
Anybody would do you
Any Old Body
Any Old Body
Any Old Body would do

1110. Any Old Road (Will Take You There)

Balsam Range - Any Old Road (Will Take You There)

He slammed the door behind him, called his daddy "dumb"
He left home with tomorrow a-ridin' on his thumb
No particular direction, seventeen and scared
Hitched a ride beside the road, driver said "Son, where you goin?'"
He said "anywhere but here"

If you don't know where you're goin', any old road will take you there
When it's ramblin' seeds you're sowin', you can't find the will to care
Any way you travel, red dirt, clay or gravel
Lost without a prayer, destination anywhere
Any old road will take you there

A little all night cafe, a young woman there in tears
The waitress says "You want some coffee? Does anybody know you're here?"
She slowly tells a story, says "he don't love me anymore,
I left my ring there by the bed and I don't know what lies ahead
I've never been this 'gone' before"

Bridge
Sometimes the road is narrow, sometimes the path is straight
At times we face so many curves our turns are hard to take

Ending
Out there runnin' scared, in the middle of nowhere
Any old road will take you there

1111. Any Old Time



Alison Krauss - Any old time (Jimmie Rodgers tribute)

Any old time, you want to come back home
Drop me a line, and say no more you'll roam
You had your chance to play the game fair
When you left me, sweetheart
You only left a load of care

Now that you're down
I'm going to stick by you
If you will only say
Your roamin' days are thru

Well, now, you'll find me here

Like the day you left me alone
Any old time
You want to come back home

1112. Any Old Time

Doc Watson & Merle Watson
Any Old Time
Punch Brothers

When I received your letter, you were down and out, you say
At first I thought I would tell you, just to travel on the other way
But in my memory lingers, all you once were to me
And I'm going to give you another chance to prove what you can be

Any old time, you want to come back home
Just write me a line and say no more you'll roam
You'll have your chance to play the game fair
When you left me, sweetheart, you only left a load of care

Now that you're down, I'm going to stick by you
If you'll only say that your roaming days are through
You'll find me here like the day you left me alone
Any old time, you want to come back home

Now that you're down, I'm going to stick by you
If you'll only say that your roaming days are through
And you'll find me here like the day you left me alone
Any old time, you want to come back home

1113. Any Ole Reason - Chords

Any Ole Reason
Recorded by Mark Chesnutt
Written by Roger Springer, Slugger Morrissette, Mark Chesnutt



C                                            C7
I used to come in here maybe once or twice a year
    F                      C
But only when I had a good excuse
                                  C7
I'd have one or two then be on my way
           D7                        G7
But that's way before she told me we were through
            C                                       C7
Now any ole reason will do any ole thing that I can use
    F                                       C
The days the nights the clouds the rain the moon
                                                C7
I don't have to think about the love I live without
       F              C             D7
Or the heart she left never will be used
        F       G7          C
Really any ole reason will do
                                            C7
At first I told myself she'd never cross my mind
F                              C
Unless I was to see her eye to eye
                                               C7
Only when I felt alone would I turn her memory on
       D7                               G7
Well I guess that means I told myself a lie

repeat #2

                                                C7
I don't have to think about the love I live without
       F              C             D7
Or the heart she left never will be used
        F       G7          C
Really any ole reason will do
     F       G7          C
Yeah any ole reason will do

1114. Any Ole Time - Chords

Any Ole Time
Recorded by Lonesome River Band
Written by Tom Botkin, Kevin Denney, Mike Rogers

  G       C            G
Any ole time you get lonely
                            D7
Any ole time you're feeling blue
        C                G
Call me up and I'll come running
                 D7             G
Any ole time you want something new



If you get tired of all your old loves
                         D7
If your heart gets broke into
     C                    G
Girl just come on down to my world
                D7       G
I'll be waiting here for you

Repeat #1

If you get hurt and run around on
                     D7
If you want somebody true
     C                          G
Well I'll be there girl at your saying
                 D7             G
Any ole time you want something new

Repeat #1 x2

                 D7             G
Any old time you want something new

1115. Any Road

Any Road - George Harrison
Railroad Earth

[Verse 1]
For I've been travellin' on a boat and a plane
In a car, on a bike, with a bus and a train
Travellin' there, travellin' here
Everywhere in every gear

[Chorus]
But, oh Lord, we pay the price
With the spin of a wheel, with the roll of the dice
Ah yeah, you pay your fare
And if you don't know where you're goin'
Any road will take you there

[Verse 2]
And I've been travellin' through the dirt and the grime
From the past to the future, through the space and the time
Travellin' deep beneath the waves
In watery grottoes and mountainous caves

[Chorus]
But, oh Lord, we've got to fight
With the thoughts in the head, with the dark and the light
No use to stop and stare
And if you don't know where you're goin'



Any road will take you there

[Bridge]
You may not know where you came from
May not know who you are
May not have even wondered
How you got this far

[Verse 3]
I've been travellin' on a wing and a prayer
By the skin of my teeth, by the breadth of a hair
Travellin' where the four winds blow
With the sun on my face, in the ice and the snow

[Chorus]
But, ooh wee, it's a game
Sometimes you're cool, sometimes you're lame
Ah yeah, it's somewhere
If you don't know where you're goin'
Any road will take you there

[Guitar Solo]

[Chorus]
But, oh Lord, we pay the price
With the spin of the wheel, with the roll of the dice
Ah yeah, you pay your fare
If you don't know where you're goin'
Any road will take you there

[Verse 4]
I keep travellin' around the bend
There was no beginning, there is no end
It wasn't born and never dies
There are no edges, there is no sides

[Chorus]
Oh yeah, you just don't win
It's so far out, the way out is in
Bow to God and call him Sir
But if you don't know where you're goin'
Any road will take you there

[Outro]
And if you don't know where you're goin'
Any road will take you there
If you don't know where you're goin'
Any road will take you there

1116. Any World (That I'm Welcome To)

Any World (That I'm Welcome To)
Darrell Scott



[Verse 1]
If I had my way
I would live
In another lifetime
Quit my job
Ride the train
Through that
Misty nighttime
I'll be there when my feet touch the ground
Wherever I come down
And if the folks will have me then they'll have me

[Hook]
Any world
Any world, it's aright
Is better than the one I come from

[Verse 2]
I can hear your words
When you speak
Of what you are and have seen
I can see your hand reaching out
Through that shining daydream
Where the days and nights are not the same
Captured happy in a picture frame
Honey I will be there, yes I'll be there

[Hook]
(Any world that I'm welcome to) Any world will do
(Any world that I'm welcome to) Any world, any world, any world, any world
(Any world that I'm welcome to) Is better than the one I come from

[Bridge]
I got this thing inside me
That's got to find a place to hide me
I only know I must obey
This feeling I can't explain away
Away, away

[Verse 3]
I think I'll go
To the park
And watch my children playing
Perhaps I'll find in my head
What my heart is saying
A vision of a child returning
A kingdom where the sky is burning
Honey I will be there, yes I'll be there

[Hook]
(Any world that I'm welcome to) Any world will do
(Any world that I'm welcome to) Oh gimme any world, any world, any world will do
(Any world that I'm welcome to) Is better than the one that I come from
(Any world that I'm welcome to) Any world, oh any world
(Any world that I'm welcome to) If I'm welcome that's alright
(Any world that I'm welcome to) Any world, any world is better than the one I come from



[Outro]
Is better than the one I come from
Don't you know it's better than the one I come from
Any world will do
Any world will do
Any world will do

1117. Anybody's Darlin' (Anything But Mine)

Rodney Crowell - Anybody's Darlin' (Anything But Mine)

[Verse 1]
I treat him like a stallion
I treat him like a lamb
I treat him like a pot of gold
He treats me like a clown

[Verse 2]
It's daggers when he looks at me
Bullets when he speaks
Evil how he calls on me
Pretending that he's so weak

[Chorus]
He'll be anybody's darling
He'll be anything but mine
[Verse 3]
He needs me, but only to hold his hand
He don't like being alone
He holds me, but not like a lover can
He wants me, but not like I am

[Chorus]
He'll be anybody's darling
He'll be anything but mine

[Bridge]
He's got all new friends, Hollywood has-been
Better off than other people in this world
There are fools to follow him, rearranging him
Changing everything I hoped that I might save
Always just another rainy day away

[Verse 4]
He's clever, such a chosen face
Striking at even a glance
So gracious, but only with what he wants
He's lucky, but only by chance

[Chorus]
He'll be anybody's darling
He'll be anything but mine



He'll be anybody's darling
He'll be anything but mine
He'll be anybody's darling
He'll be anything but mine
He'll be anybody's darling
He'll be anything but mine
He'll be anybody's darling
He'll be anything but mine
He'll be anybody's darling
He'll be anything but mine
He'll be anybody's darling
He'll be anything but mine

1118. Anybody's Guess

Jim Lauderdale
Anybody's Guess

Forever, and not a moment more
How long I will love you, that's or sure
Forever, and not one second less
Just how much is anybody's guess

And I know the light will shine on me
Only if it is my destiny
Forever, and not one second less
Just how much is anybody's guess

Forever, and not a moment more
From the time you first walked in the door
That's how long I'll love you, I confess
Forever, and not a second less

And I know the light will shine on me
Only if it is my destiny
Forever, and not one second less
Just how much is anybody's guess
Just how much is anybody's guess
Anybody's guess

1119. Anyhow Anyway

Keller Williams - Anyhow, Anyway

I'm thinking of the past
From old to new
Resting on a sign
Fun changes fast
From a shelf's eye view



You're the one that taught time to fly

Buy your ticket now
No reason to stay
Anyhow, anyway
Aave your troubles now
It's done today
Anyhow, anyway

Long for my bed
With the satin sheets
I'm lying without a care
I think the color red
Many things to mean
I'm almost there

Buy your ticket now
No reason to stay
Anyhow, anyway
Save your troubles now
It's done today
Anyhow, anyway

The sun goes down
My shadow disappears
I'm stranded alone at night
It creeps with no sound
Whispers in my ear
Be gone like smoke through your pipe

Buy your ticket now
No reason to stay
Anyhow, anyway
Save your troubles now
It's done today
Anyhow, anyway 
Anyhow, anyway 
Anyhow, anyway

1120. Anyhow I Love You

Steve Earle - Anyhow I Love You
Emmylou Harris - Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
I wish I had a dime for every bad time
But the bad times always seem to keep the change
You've been all alone so you know what I'm saying
So when all you can recall is the pain

[Chorus]
Just you wait until tomorrow
When you wake up with me at your side



And find I haven't lied about nothing
And I wouldn't trade a tree
For the way I feel about you in the morning
Anyhow I love you

[Verse 2]
Everyday gets just a little bit better
Half of getting there is knowing where I been before
I'm sure you understand 'cause I ain't your first man
So when you feel like running for the back door, don't

[Chorus]
Just you wait until tomorrow
When you wake up with me at your side
And find I haven't lied about nothing
And I wouldn't trade a tree
For the way I feel about you in the morning
Anyhow I love you

1121. Anyhow, I Love You

Rodney Crowell - Anyhow, I Love You

[Verse 1]
I wish I had a dime for every bad time
But the bad times always seem to keep the change
You've been all alone so you know what I'm saying
And when all you can recall is the pain

[Chorus]
Just you wait till tomorrow
When you wake up with me at your side
And find I haven't lied about nothing
And I wouldn't trade a tree
For the way I feel about you in the morning
Anyhow, I love you

[Verse 2]
And everyday it gets just a little bit better
And half the getting there is knowing where I been before
Well I'm sure you understand 'cause I ain't your first man
And when you feel like running for the back door, don't

[Chorus]
Just you wait till tomorrow
When you wake up with me at your side
And find I haven't lied about nothing
And I wouldn't trade a tree
For the way I feel about you in the morning
Anyhow, I love you

[Instrumental Break]



[Chorus]
Just you wait till tomorrow
When you wake up with me at your side
And find I haven't lied about nothing
And I wouldn't trade a tree
For the way I feel about you in the morning
Anyhow, I love you
Ah, just you wait till tomorrow
When you wake up with me at your side
And find I haven't lied about nothing
And I wouldn't trade a tree
For the way I feel about you in the morning
Anyhow, I love you

1122. Anymore

Anymore
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Same old second chances
Give you time and time again
Same old insufficient answers
Maybe I should just pretend
Another vase of day-old roses
And you say you just needed space
And we keep going through the motions
When we should go our separate ways

[Chorus 1]
We go right up to the edge
But we never cross the line
So I say we're doing fine
But I'm not really sure
Anymore, anymore

[Verse 2]
So this is what you wanted
One more fight to brRak the peace
And you say you'rR just being honest
But I think you don't want to leave

[Chorus 2]
'Cause it's just another battle
Seems like you're still having fun
So I'd say that you have won
But I'm not keeping score
Anymore, anymore

[Bridge]
Wanted to fall in love, but we fell short
Darling, I'm not falling anymore



[Chorus 3]
We used to share the tears
Still, the lion's share were mine
But I've run out over time
And I'm not taking yours
I'm not taking yours anymore
Anymore

[Outro]
Nothing's wrong or right in love and war
But darling, I'm not fighting anymore
Darling, I'm not dying anymore

1123. Anymore - Chords

Anymore (aka I don't believe you love me anymore)
recorded by Roy Drusky
written by  Vic McAlpin, Roy Drusky, Marie Wilson

Intro:
C G7                           C
I don't believe you love me anymore                                     
F
Lately you've been acting strange to me     
G7                              C
Somehow it's not the way it used to be                                       
F
You're doing things you never dared to do before      
G7                           C
And I don't believe you love me anymore  
F
I felt your love grow colder day by day     
C                                    G7
When I tried to hold you close you turned away      
C                                   F
There must be someone else you're longing for      
G7                          C
And I don't believe you love me anymore                                     
F
Greener pastures now you think you've found    
G7                                    C
But what will happen when the grass turns brown
                                     F
I'm hearing things on you I've never heard before      
G7                           C
And I don't believe you love me anymore

Repeat #2

Tag:     
G7                           C
No I don't believe you love me anymore



1124. Anyone Can Be Somebody's Fool

Nanci Griffith - Anyone Can Be Somebody's Fool

You can cuss the daylights out of this pale winter moon
And we can ponder every reason why your true love was untrue
You can cry your eyes out, I've got a shoulder here for you
And every day your broken heart's gonna turn a lighter shade of blue

[Chorus:]
Cause anyone can be somebody's fool
Oh look at me, I once was a fool for you
So you know it's true
Anyone can be somebody's fool

Down in this lonely town there's a lovely silver frost
So we can stop and have another round for the true love that you've lost
It's gonna take a little time before your emptiness grows old
And underneath that silver frost you've still got a heart of gold
Maybe when this winter's over
You're gonna walk knee deep in clover
And your heartache around the corner
You're gonna feel brand new

1125. Anyone Who Had A Heart

Linda Ronstadt - Anyone Who Had A Heart
Lake street Dive

[Verse 1]
Anyone who ever loved
Could look at me and know that I love you
Anyone who ever dreamed
Could look at me and know I dream of you
Knowing I love you, so

[Chorus]
Anyone who had a heart
Would take me in his arms and love me too
You couldn't really have a heart
And hurt me like you hurt me
And be so untrue
What am I to do?

[Verse 2]
Every time you go away
I always say this time it's goodbye dear (Goodbye)
Loving you the way I do
I take you back



Without you l'd die dear
Knowing I love you, so

[Chorus]
Anyone who had a heart
Would take me in his arms and love me too
You couldn't really have a heart
And hurt me like you hurt me
And be so untrue
What am I to do?

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
So
Anyone who had a heart
Would take me in his arms and love me too
You couldn't really have a heart
And hurt me like you hurt me
And be so untrue
Anyone who had a heart would love me too
Anyone who had a heart would surely take me
In his arms and always love me
Why won't you?
Anyone who had a heart would love me too, yeah
Anyone who had a heart would surely take me
In his arms and always love me
Why won't you?
Anyone who had a heart
Anyone who had a heart
Anyone who had a heart
(Anyone who had a heart)

1126. Anyplace You Want To Go

Dolly Parton - Anyplace You Want To Go 

Crushed velvet drapes the walls of the room
Pillows all colors shapes and sizes on the floor
Mirrors on the ceiling reflect the candles burning low
Just close your eyes and travel anyplace you want to go
To lover's lane or far away to the mountain peaks of Spain
Crise along the Amazon where the deep blue waters flow
Our imagination will take us anyplace you want to go
[ el.banjo - fiddle ]
Thought we can only go there in our minds
Cause we cannot afford such luxuries so kind
The little room we live in is not much we both know
But the dreams we share can take us anyplace we want to go
Tonight we'll go to some majestic island ride the waves when the tie is rising
Lying in the silver sands where gentle breezes blow
The beauty of our love can take anyplace we want to go
To lover's lane...



Anyplace you want to go

1127. Anything But Lonesome - Chords

Anything But Lonesome
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Glenn Sutton

G                    C                G
She doesn't go there just to hear the music
                D7             G
Or try to get a memory off her mind
                  C           G
She never hustles drinks from strangers at the bar
        A7                             D7
And she always leaves alone at closing time
    G              C            G
She always has the conduct of a lady
                                      C
Her clothes are neat her manners well refined
                                      G
And she's not your average honky tonk angel
    C              D7              G
She just prefers a crowd at crying time
                     C            G
She just wants to be anything but lonesome
A7                        D7
Any place except alone at home
         G           C            G
She just wants to be anything but lonesome
    C                      D7            G
For lonesome is what she's been much too long
                     C            G
She just wants to be anything but lonesome
    C                      D7            C D7  G C G
For lonesome is what she's been much too l-o-n-g

1128. Anything But Tame

Rodney Crowell - Anything But Tame

When our feet were tough as horn
And our eyes were sharp as flint
And our hearts beat like two war drums
And you tracked me by my scent
Cross a scape of shiny asphalt
That blacked our soles with tar
And we ran like brave Comanches
On a moonlit reservoir



And you said
I don't wanna be tamed down
I just wanna saddle up
Ride my broomstick pony
Along some salt grass open plain
I can see you standing guard
On the fence in your backyard
With your daisy pump air rifle
And your Annie Oakley aim
Ah, you were anything but tame
When you'd summon me with bird calls
Or you scratching at my screen
Your mouth gone sweet with juicy fruit
Tawny legs and cut off jeans
In my stretchy Ford Ranchero
Ah, we rattled like train cars
And we slung our share of gravel
'Neath a tarpaulin of stars
And you said
I don't wanna be tamed down
I don't wanna give an inch
The fenced off picture perfect
In your billfold window frame
'Cause you were born to romp
In this God forsaken swamp
Dodging cotton mouths and quicksand
On your tiptoes in the rain
Ah, you were anything but tame
I heard Shreveport didn't last
So you lit out for L.A
But when lightning claws the night up
I can see you plain as day
And when I want to feel you near me
I go quit this tired old gloom
And pull on down a bayou
To where the morning glories bloom
And you said
I don't wanna be tamed down
I don't wanna tread regret
And flat out make excuses
For the way I came up lame
I could have been enough
To live down by the gulf
Where the cutting edge of nowhere
Where the sun goes down in flames
We were anything but tame
Anything but tame

1129. Anything Else

Sarah Jarosz - Anything Else

Break the walls of my mind of fantasy



Sew the seeds of my soul
Throw the stone and then count its ripples deep
Just let it go, let it go

Tell me now, how do you paint all the works
Filling up my empty halls
Through the house I now walk with sympathy
And shadows fall, shadows fall

[Chorus:]
Like anything else
I'll see it through
Like love
Like you

Take the fall, take it all, take everything
There will be another soon
Leave me here on my own, on solid ground
I'll see it through

[Chorus]

[Instrumental Bridge]

Days gone by, days now here, days yet to come
Who's to tell us what to do?
Count the ways, close your eyes, see everything
I'm here with you, here with you

[Chorus]

1130. Anything For Love

Robbie Fulks - Anything for Love

[Verse 1]
Stars [?] through the [?]
Stare at the wreck inside
One spent shell in a magazine
Like an angel he [?]
[?], she lacked what the [?] called class
But that bitch kept the business [?]
She'd gone no place as an actress
She was small-town down to her [?]
[?] the shape the days [?]
[?]
[?] no one can hear you calling

[Chorus]
[Burned and?] shot but standing
Anything for love
Stark naked in the pouring rain
Anything



And in the dark of the last room down
Some fool's awake
[?] what a heart can take
Anything for love

[Verse 2]
Down on the table her hair came tumbling
Kids were [?] in the dry breeze over the lake
You were on fire, it was nineteen-something
And she looked straight at you and said
"Stop talking [?]"

1131. Anything Goes

Rodney Crowell - Anything Goes

Sometimes you, sometimes I push, we shove
We know heaven knows
In the game of love, sweet love
Anything goes
I know you won't ever do what I could never forgive
You know that I know that you'll love me as long as you live
Forever
Sometimes you, sometimes I push, we shove
We know heaven knows
In the game of love, sweet love
Anything goes
Just when we think we know just what we're thinking - surprise!
Sometimes it seems that the rule is that no rule applies
Ai, ai, ai, ai....
Anything goes
Sometimes you, sometimes I push, we shove
We know heaven knows
In the game of love, sweet love
Anything goes
Ai, ai, ai, ai....
Anything goes
In the game of love, my love
Anything goes

1132. Anything Leaving Town Today

Tom T Hall - Anything Leaving Town Today

[Verse 1]
There are places I would like to see I know
But not the place where you told me to go
So anything that moves will be okay
I'll take anything leavin' town today



[Verse 2]
You may think that I'm jokin' when I'm talkin'
But to get away from you I may try walkin'
I want somethin' that's movin' right away
I'll take anything leavin' town today

[Chorus]
Anything leavin' town today
I've got a sudden urge to get away
I'd like to cut my time up waitin' down
But I know there ain't no airport in this little bitty town

[Post-Chorus]
Don't think I'm leavin' just for what I think of you
But I'd even crawl not knowin' where I'm crawlin' to
Don't think it has it hasn't leave it lay
I'll take anything leavin' town today

[Chorus]
Anything leavin' town today
I've got a sudden urge to gRt away
I'd like to cut my time up waitin' down
But I know therR ain't no airport in this little bitty town

[Post-Chorus]
Don't think I'm leavin' just for what I think of you
But I'd even crawl not knowin' where I'm crawlin' to
Don't think it has it hasn't leave it lay
I'll take anything leavin' town today

[Outro]
Think I'll put her in [?] here and scat on outta here
I'm leaving, it's over, I'm gone

1133. Anything Leaving Town Today - Chords

Anything Leaving Town Today
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Tom T. Hall and Dave Dudley

C
There are places I would like to see I know                                        
But not the place where you told me to go
      F                        C
So anything that moves will be ok
              A#7   G7           C
I'll take anything leavin' town today
                               
You may think that I'm jokin' when I'm talkin'        
But to get away from you I may try walkin'
       F                             C
I want somethin' that's movin' right away



             A#7   G7           C
I'll take anything leavin' town today

   F
Anything leavin' town today
     C
I've got a sudden urge to get away
    F
I'd like to cut my time up waitin' down
      D7                                   G7
But I know there ain't no airport in this little bitty town

C
Don't think I'm leavin' just for what I think of you
But I'd even crawl not knowin' where I'm crawlin' to
      F                               C
Don't think it has it hasn't leave it lay
             A#7   G7           C
I'll take anything leavin' town today

Repeat #3,4

1134. Anything Southbound

Anything Southbound 
Larry Cordle
 
Well last night I dreamed of Ruby's meetin' three 
Hot blackberry cobbler and a nice cold glass of tea 
And the carefree sound of laughter, of those old friends of mine 
I wonder why I left the things I love the most behind 
 
To go chasin' after every rainbow's end 
Sure I'd find happiness around each bend 
It took me all these miles to appreciate 
What I already had tonight that's why I'll take 
 
CHORUS: 
Anything southbound 
That's my destination now that I've found 
There's nowhere/no one  I know of, east or west 
Quite like that little place/girl  down south that God blessed 
Anything that gets me closer to my/her home town 
Anything southbound 
 
Will I'll find Wanda waiting for me there 
Is there any chance at all that she still cares 
I'm not sure if she does, but I'm facin' life's crossroads 
And she's the reason that there's only one way I can go, I'll take 
 
Anything that gets me closer to her home town
I'll take anything southbound



1135. Anything You Need But Me

Nanci Griffith - Anything You Need But Me

Let me say this one more time
Just in case you didn't hear it right
I'll put it in my own words
So I'll know it's understood
You sent me out on a limb
You brought me home
Sent me back again
Out on that limb one too many times
You should've known I'd learn to fly

[Chorus:]
You can have anything on earth you need
Anything that breathes you can surely still it's wings
You can have everything on earth you see
Anything on earth you need but me

You can have anything you need but me now
Anything on earth you need but me

I'm shattered as the broken glass
Around the wreck out on the tracks
You had the very heart of me in your hands with honesty
You rolled it up within your sleeve like a beacon
Then you left it out
In the cold and the rain
I've picked it up and brought it home again

[Chorus]

It's time to move the lights are green
After all it's love we need
And if it doesn't dance and breathe
Then it doesn't grow it seems
My headlights catch you with my love upon your sleeve
You're standin' still in the middle of this road
It's time to pass you by and go

[Chorus]

1136. Anything's Better Than Nothing

Dolly Parton - Anything's Better Than Nothing 

Friends ask how I'll get along without you they say it's so sad we're apart
I have to agree that I don't seem like me I'm havin' a ball with my heart



Anything's better than nothing nothing's not too much to lose
Anything's better than nothing nothing's what I have with you
I've got to admit that it hurts me I don't like to fight or to fuss
But now you and me are just happy we're free and everyone's crying but us
Anything's better than nothing...
[ fiddle - ac.guitar ]
It really must be disappointment to see love and dream turn to smoke
I can't blame my friends when their teardrops begin
I once thought that love made a home
Anything's better than nothing...
Nothing's what I have with you...

1137. Anytime

Anytime
Neil Finn

I see a dog upon the road
Running hard to catch a cat
My car is pulling to a halt
The truck behind me doesn't know
Everything is in the balance
Of a moment I can't control
And your sympathetic strings
Are like the stirrings in my soul

I could go at anytime
There's nothing safe about this life
I could go at anytime

Find the meaning of the act
Remember how it goes
Every time you take the water
And you swim against the flow
And the world is all around us
The days are flying past
And fear is so contagious

But I'm not afraid to laugh
I could go at anytime
There's nothing safe about this life
I could go at anytime

Anytime (come without warning)
Anytime (it could be so easy)
A walk in the park (or maybe when I'm sleeping)
Anytime (see the clouds come over)
Rain or shine (I make you so unhappy)
Let's make it right

I feel like I'm in love
With a stranger I'll never know
Although you're still a mystery



I'm so glad I'm not alone

I could go at anytime
There's nothing safe about this life
Make it so easy to fly in the night
I could go at anytime
There's nothing safe about this life
I could go at anytime
I could go at anytime

1138. Anyway - Chords

Anyway
Recorded by George Hamilton IV
Written by Bobby Bond

G
There's a big bird out on a runway darlin'
See it's spreadin' its silver wings 
   C                  G
To take you up to the sky
           D7                         C            G
Isn't that where you always wanted to be anyway anyway
There's a ticket in your purse there darlin'
                          C                  G
That says your destiny is written in another town
               D7                         C            G
But isn't that where you always wanted to be anyway anyway
  Am                               G
I knew that I could never hold you on the ground for long
           F                             G
Cause your restless ways you never quite concealed
      Am
And I knew that merely chains of love 
     G
Just couldn't be as strong
       A7                                     D7
As the things that were pulling you away from me oh Lord
          G
There's a long road a stretchin' befor you darlin'
                                 C                 G
That will take you far away from my two protectin' arms
           D7                         C            G
Isn't that where you always wanted to be anyway anyway
           D7                         C            G
Isn't that where you always wanted to be anyway anyway

1139. Anyway I Please



Anyway I Please
Wayne Taylor

Sitting at home watching TV, that ain't the way it's supposed to be gotta get some air, got cat
ch some sun, time to get a little wild 
time to have a little fun.
Gonna jump my horse, gonna take a long ride
across the plains to the mountain side, gonna take my pole gonna wet my line, gonna catch 
me a catfish, gonna have a good time.

chorus:
I've been on the job since I was fourteen, i wanna see places that I've never seen. I wanna fly
 through the air just blowing in the breeze, gonna let my hair flow anyway I please.

Wanna go to Ireland, maybe Scotland gonna dance a jig, hey how bout you? Gonna hit some
 golf balls can't leave too soon. I wanna hear that bagpipe play a fiddle tune.

Hear that whistle, clickety clack, hear the mighty engine on the rail road track, tell my brother 
and sister too hey this old boy's got some living to do.

chorus:
I've been on the job since I was fourteen, i wanna see places that I've never seen. I wanna fly
 through the air just blowing in the breeze, gonna let my hair flow anyway I please.

1140. Anywhere

Todd Snider - Anywhere

Sky full of birds in a flying V
Moving down through Tennessee
They look a little like you and me, you know
Car full of gas on the Natchez Trace
Changing lanes in the same old race
To find some kind of warmer place to go
I don't know what we're running from
But look how far we've come anyway
Hey baby, I ain't afraid to be your man
I don't need a destination, I'm not waiting for a plan
Let's get out of here, I'll go anywhere with you
Let's get out of here, I'll go anywhere with you
I've heard people say they had it made
Back some place where they wish they'd stayed
I'm still not afraid to take this chance
I've always thought there was something wrong
With hangin' around one town too long
Workin' the same old worn out song and dance
I wanna dance to any drum we choose
We ain't got a thing to lose either way
Hey baby, I ain't afraid to be your man
I don't need a destination, I'm not waiting for a plan
Let's get out of here, I'll go anywhere with you
Let's get out of here, I'll go anywhere with you
Hey baby, I ain't afraid to be your man
I don't need a destination, I'm not waiting for a plan



Let's get out of here, I'll go anywhere with you
Let's get out of here, I'll go anywhere with you
Let's get out of here, mmm ..

1141. Anywhere But Here - Chords

Anywhere But Here
Recorded by Sammy Kershaw
Written by Bob DiPiero, Buddy Cannon, John S. Sherrill

G                                      D7
Hey mister what time does the next bus leave
G                         D7
I'm a party of one out of Tennessee
  G                             D7
I won't be back for a long long while
G                                   D7      G
Give you eighty-five dollars to the highway mile
        C
I ain't got no luggage as you can see
       G                  D7   G
Just a whole lot of heavy memories
                            D7       G
I was finally up for just a settling down
                              D7      G
When I found out she'd been a fooling around
           C
Ah you can send me north you can send me south
G                  D7      G
Just don't send me past my house
 C
Don't ask me where I'm going cause I don't care
         G                         D7        G
I want a ticket that'll take me anywhere but here
                            D7        G
A ticket that'll take me anywhere but here
                                 D7
Well I hear it's cold up in Saskatoon
G                                  D7
But it couldn't be colder than our bedroom
    G                         D7
The skies are blue down in Alabam
G                           D7     G
But they won't be any bluer than I am

repeat #3 x2

1142. Anywhere is Home - Chords



Anywhere is Home
recorded by Hank Locklin
written by Bill Walker
 
G                             C             G
Earthly wealth  and fame  may never come to me
                       A7                     D7
In the Pallit's  Fair  here my name may never be
    G                  C                 G
But come  what may  it cries for me with care
                      D7         G
Anywhere  is home  if He is only there
 
                      C                G
Anywhere is home  let come and go what may
                    A7               D7
Anywhere I roam  He keeps me all the way
   G                      C                 G
So for  his dear sake  my cross I'll neatly bear
                      D7                G
Anywhere  is home  if Christ my Lord is there
 
                      C           G
I will labor  on till I am called away
                           A7               D7
Till the morn  shall dawn  up there eternal day 
                      C              G
Looking unto  Him  to keep me in his care
                      D7                G
Anywhere  is home  if Christ my Lord is there

1143. Anywhere Is Home When You're With Me - Chords

Anywhere Is Home When You're With Me
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by George Doering and Ellen Doering

G                        C            G
I spent some time in the hills of old Kentucky     
D7                              G
I've travelled south on down to Tennessee                       
C           G
I thought I found true love in Carolina      
D7                      G
But I woke up next day in misery    
C                       G
I'm going back to you cause you're the one I love
A7                           D7
Next to you is where I wanna be
G                C                      G
We'll travel all around this whole wide country      
D7                                G
Cause anywhere is home when you're with me                  
 C              G



I went to see some friends in old Virginia    
D7                      G
Ate loads of barbeque in Alabam                 
 C                 G
I played a lot of bluegrass down in Georgia  
D7                         G
I wound up lonesome in Louisianne

Repeat #2     

C                       G
I'm going back to you cause you're the one I love
A7                               D7
Together we will sing sweet harmony
G                C                      G
We'll travel all around this whole wide country      
D7                                G
Cause anywhere is home when you're with me      
D7                                C G
Cause anywhere is home when you're with me

1144. Anywhere On Earth You Are

Anywhere On Earth You Are 

I've been riding these blue highways
Another night has made me stop
A weary bone can go no farther
And here's where they'll drop
In my dreams your arms will find me
They will hold me through the night
And release me to my journey
As another day grows live
I've got so many miles to go
And promises to keep
Right now all i wanna do
Is being anywhere on earth you are
I've always been a gypsy
And the road caused me to roam
But each day brings me closer
To the place where we call home
Still got many miles to go
And promises to keep
Right now all i wanna do
Is being anywhere on earth you are
In my dreams your arms will find me
They will hold me through the night
Right now all i wanna do
Is being anywhere on earth you are



1145. Anywhere The Wind Blows - Chords

Anywhere The Wind Blows
The Country Gazette

Intro:
G  D  G  C  Em  C D  G 
Chorus  
G 
Anywhere the wind blows 
D                   G 
That's the way your heart goes 
C                       Em           A7 
  There is no warmth or fireside glo-ow 
                     D 
To keep your love at home 
              G 
Seems like anybody knows 
D                     G 
  Enough to keep your loved ones home 
C                    Em 
  Yet you're still a rolling stone 
C          D              G 
  Spending too much time alone 
Verse 1:
                    D 
Those lovers living far away 
                        G 
Only hear the words you want to say 
                          C 
They don't make you get inside that place 
                          D 
You kept locked up for so long 
C                            D 
  What if someone thanks you every day 
                            G 
Took the best and worst and still she stayed 
                           C 
Would you tend that garden come what may 
D7                     G 
  Would you still find something wrong 
Chorus 1:
G 
Anywhere the wind blows 
D                     G 
  That's the way your heart goes 
C                       Em           A 
  There is no warmth or fireside glo-ow 
                     D 
To keep your love at home 
              G 
Seems like anybody knows 
D                     G 
  Enough to keep your loved ones home 
C                    Em 
  Yet you're still a rolling stone 
C          D              G 



  Spending too much time alone 
Solo:
G G D G C Em Am D D
G D G C Em C D G
Verse 2:
                      D 
If absence makes your heart grow fonder 
                       G 
Maybe even more you'll want to wander 
                  C 
Cause time stands still when you're around her 
                          D 
And the real world rushes in 
C                           D 
  But if absence makes your heart grow colder 
                      G 
Then you're gonna cry on my shoulder 
                        C 
And think of things you might have told her 
D                                  G 
  And sweet things that might have been 
Solo:
G G D G C Em A7 D D
G D G C Em C D G
Chorus:
G 
Anywhere the wind blows 
D                     G 
  That's the way your heart goes 
C                       Em           A7 
  There is no warmth or fireside glo-ow 
                     D 
To keep your love at home 
              G 
Seems like anybody knows 
D                     G 
  Enough to keep your loved ones home 
C                    Em 
  Yet you're still a rolling stone 
C          D              C    Em  C D  G 
  Spending too much time alone

1146. Anywhere With Jesus - Chords

Anywhere With Jesus
Recorded by Amy Grant
Written by Daniel Towner, John Hobbs, Vincent Gi, Dp and E. Brown Bannister 

G
Anywhere with Jesus I can safely go
                                     D7
Anywhere He leads me in this world below
G



Anywhere without Him dearest joys would fade
                         D7   G
Anywhere with Jesus I am not afraid
D7       G        A7                         D7
Anywhere anywhere any little fear I'll never know
G                   D7           G
Anywhere with Jesus I can safely go
Anywhere with Jesus I am not alone
                                         D7
Other friends may fail me he is still my own
G
Though His hand may lead me over dearest ways
                         D7       G
Anywhere with Jesus is a house of praise
repeat #2
Anywhere with Jesus I can go to sleep
                                        D7
When the darkest shadows round about me creep
G
Knowing I shall waken nevermore to roam
                            D7         G
Anywhere with Jesus will be home sweet home
repeat #2
                    D7           G
Anywhere with Jesus I can safely go

1147. Apache Tears

Emmylou Harris - Apache Tears
Gillian Welch

[Verse]
Hoof prints and footprints
Deep ruts the wagons made
The victor and the loser came by here
No head stones, but these bones
Bring mascalero death moans
See the smooth black nuggets by the thousands laying here
Petrified, but justified are these apache tears
[Verse]
Dead grass, dry roots
Hunger crying in the night
Ghost of broken hearts and laws are here
And who saw the young squaw?
They're judged by their whiskey law
Tortured till she died of pain and fear
Where the soldiers lay her back are the black apache tears
[Verse]
The young men, the old men
The guilty and the innocent
Bled red blood and chilled alike with fears
The red men, the white men
No fight ever took this land



So don't raise the dust when you pass here
They're sleeping and in my keeping are these apache tears

1148. Apalachicola

Apalachicola
Gillian Welch - Apalachicola

[Chorus]
Apalachicola ain't my kind of town
Apalachicola ain't my kind of town
I was going back to Cali, now I'm Apalachicola bound
And Apalachicola ain't my kind of town

[Verse 1]
They hauled me to the station in a cuff and chain
Hauled me to the station in a cuff and chain
I was bluer than a bottle of Apalachicola rain

[Verse 2]
I told 'em I was guilty, thought I'd rest in jail
Told 'em I was guilty,
thought I'd rest in jail
But in Apalachicola, they make you fill an orchard pail

[Chorus]
Apalachicola ain't my kind of town
Apalachicola ain't my kind of town
I was going back to Cali, now I'm Apalachicola bound
And Apalachicola ain't my kind of town

[Verse 3]
Oranges in the summer, oranges in the fall
Oranges in the wintertime, but they're tough and small
Then I wish I hadn't come to Apalachicola town at all

1149. Apart For A While - Chords

Apart For A While 
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                             F
Apart for a while not forever alone
   C                                     G7  D7
We got memories to share got pictures we own
G7                         C  Gm
We got the friends that we k-new 
   C                 F
We gotta marriage on file  



         C      G7          C    F
Together again  apart for a while

C                     F
Everything happens to me 
                          C
And everything happens to you
                             D7
So if one should outlive the other 
                          G7
Let these words guide him through
           C                      F
God is not dead so death's out of style 
         C     G7          C
Together again apart for a while

                      F
Everything happens to me 
                          C
And everything happens to you
                             D7
So if one should outlive the other 
                          G7
Let these words guide him through
           C                      F
God is not dead so death's out of style 
         C     G7          C
Together again apart for a while

1150. Apart From Me

The Avett Brothers - Apart From Me 

I was scared but I couldn't admit it
Hatred planted out of fear
Fight or flight, no choice but to hit it
The road, it calls on me my dear

I was lost as lost can be
Being praised for being found
All that praise got lost on me
As a mood swing was headed down

Apart from me
I would not dare take someone in love with me
Where I'm going
The part you'll see
How true it is and how back then
It possibly was impossible for you or me to know it

Your touch was nothing more
Than a child's goodbye and hello
It always left me feeling



Worse when it was time to go

Apart from me
I would not dare take someone in love with me
Where I'm going
The part you'll see
How true it is and how back then
It possibly was impossible for you or me to know it

And most of us out there got fooled
Cause the gold it glittered in the night
We chased it fast like drunk buffoons
The banker lived the artist died

And all our clothes were washed in gray
All our buildings and our cars
As the fluorescent light of day
Bleached the sky and took the stars

Apart from me
I would not dare take someone in love with me
Where I'm going
The part you'll see
How true it is and how back then
It possibly was impossible for you or me to know it

1151. Apocalypso - Chords

Apocalypso Live 
I Draw Slow

C
We're kissing at the gates of hell
C
But we're swinging like an old brass bell
      Am                     G              C
We're gonna be the last ones through, honey
      Am                          G                  C
And I couldn't give a damn if I'm holding hands with you
 
C
Let's go swimming when the oceans rise
C
Singing as the ships capsize
 Am                       G         C
Waving when the moon lets go, honey
            Am                      G             C
Cause we're never gonna learn if we don't already know
 
Dm           F
Ooooh, ooooh Oooooooooh
F
And even if it all goes up in flames



       G     Am
Ooooh, ooooh Oooooooooh
Am                                   G   F
And nothing in the universe remains, dar-ling
 
                       C           Am
I'll be better by your side, maybe
 
F   C
 
C
Push is gonna come to shove
C
On this hunk a hunk o' burning love
Am                                 G           C
So we're gonna do it on a count of three, honey
                Am                        G            C
Cause if you're gonna go to hell might as well be with me
 
C
So put your skinny (pretty) little hands in mine
C
Let's go swinging at the end of time
Am                         G
We're just another boy and girl, honey
Am                          G          C
Looking for a friend at the end of the world
 
 
Dm           F
Ooooh, ooooh Oooooooooh
F
And even if it all goes up in flames
       G     Am
Ooooh, ooooh Oooooooooh
Am                                   G   F
And nothing in the universe remains, dar-ling
 
                       C
I'll be better by your side, Baby
F                                 C          A
I'll see you on the other side of time, Baby
F                          C           Am
There's no need to say goodbye, surely
F                                 C          Am
I'll see you on the other side of time, maybe
F                       C           Am
I'll be better by your side, maybe
 
 
Dm           F
Ooooh, ooooh Oooooooooh
       G     Am
Ooooh, ooooh Oooooooooh
 
[Outro]
G  F  C  F  C  A#  Am  F  C  Am  F  C  Am F  C



1152. Appalachian American

Appalachian American
Davisson Brothers Band

[Verse 1]
Sun peakin' over a ridge top on a blue sky day
And a lung full of that mountain air will take your breath away
The lightin' bugs goin' dancin' on a cool creek bank
Then that's home
Flagpole growin' out of the flowers in the front yard
Mailbox painted on the side of an old hay barn
An old timer doin' 20, backin' up a string of cars
He's just headed home

[Chorus]
And we ain't afraid to grow our own
And help take care of those who don't
And we'll pass around
All that we've been handed down
We'll pick you up if you break down
Drive ya to the nearest town
And lend a hand when a brother needs a hand
Appalachian American

[Verse 2]
Our grandpas didn't cross no borders to get here
They were born and bred and raised on this old frontier
We'll kick your ass if you ever try to kick us outta here
'Cause brother this is our home
[Chorus 2]
We ain't afraid to grow our own
And help take care of those who don't
And we'll pass around
All that we've been handed down
And we believe in God and guns
We ain't got much use for anyone
Who ain't into that
Aw but we still got your back
Appalachian American

[Verse 3]
Yeah we believe in God and guns
We're damn proud of where we're from
So raise your glass to this land we have
Appalachian American, Appalachian American

[Outro]
Sun peakin' over a ridge top on a blue sky day
And a lung full of that mountain air will take your breath away



1153. Appalachian Breeze

Appalachian Breeze
Davisson Brothers Band

Cold concrete and busy streets are making me feel old
It'²s an empty gray that eats away the fire in my soul
In my mind I go back in time down an old gravel road
A one horse town my grandpas ground a place that I call home

I wanna hum along to an old time song roll my pants up to my knees
Wet a line free my mind in a cold mountain stream
If home is where the heart resides I'm a million miles away
Let the sun shine down on me in that Appalachian Breeze

Long ago I hit the road to be what I could be
Chasing dreams ain'²t all it seems it gets harder to believe
In my mind I go back in time but I'm stuck here on the streets
And all the things I've been chasin'² got away from me

I wanna hum along to an old time song roll my pants up to my knees
Wet a line free my mind in a cold mountain stream
If home is where the heart resides I'²m a million miles away
Let the sun shine down on me in that Appalachian Breeze

I wanna hum along to an old time song roll my pants up to my knees
Wet a line free my mind in a cold mountain stream
If home is where the heart resides I'm a million miles away
Let the sun shine down on me in that Appalachian Breeze
Let the sun shine down on me

1154. Appalachian Girl - Chords

Appalachian Girl 
Pert Near Sandstone

[Intro]
D Am G D  x2
 
[Verse]
D                                 Am
Blow a kiss to the moon if you're lonely this June
G                               D
I will catch it in the southern sky
D                                          Am
Cuz here the stars are all the same and my feelings won't change
G                            D
I'll love you everyday til I die
 



 
[Refrain 1]
D                 Am
Appalachian girl, Appalachian girl
G                                  D
You're the only one I've got in my eye
D                 Am
Appalachian girl, Appalachian girl
G                            D
I'll love you everyday til I die
 
F    D
Oooh ooh
F    D
Oooh ooh
 
 
[Instrumental]
D Am G D  x2
 
 
[Verse]
D                         Am
Hey baby doll thought I'd give you a call
G                                    D
Get me back when you've got a little time
D                                   Am
Ain't got much here to say but when you're so far away
G                                D
To hear your voice just eases my mind
 
 
[Refrain 2]
D                           Am
Appalachian girl, I've been all around this world
G                                  D
You're the only one I've got in my eye
D                 Am
Appalachian girl, Appalachian girl
G                            D
I'll love you everyday til I die
 
 
[Instrumental]
D Am G D  x2
 
F    D
Oooh ooh
F    D
Oooh ooh
 
 
 
D                                    Am
You know I don't mind the rain and I don't mean to complain
G                                         D
But ain't nothing quite the same with you here



D                                  Am
Cuz life out on the trail, hopping rides in the rail
G                                         D
Was hard enough in the light this time of year
 
 
[Refrain 1]
D                 Am
Appalachian girl, Appalachian girl
G                                  D
You're the only one I've got in my eye
D                 Am
Appalachian girl, Appalachian girl
G                            D
I'll love you everyday til I die
 
 
[Refrain 2]
D                           Am
Appalachian girl, I've been all around this world
G                                  D
You're the only one I've got in my eye
D                 Am
Appalachian girl, Appalachian girl
G                            D
I'll love you everyday til I die
 
 
F    D
Oooh ooh
F    D
Oooh ooh
 
 
[Outro]
D Am G D  x2

1155. Appalachian Memories

Dolly Parton - Appalachian Memories 

You oughta go north somebody told us
'cause the air is filled with gold dust
And fortune falls like snow flakes in your hands
Now I don't recall you said it
But we've lived so long on credit
And so we headed out to find our promised land
Just poor Appalachian farm folk
With nothing more than high hopes
We hitched our station wagon to a star
But our dreams all fell in on us
'Cause there was no land of promise
And it's a stuggle keepin'sight of who you are



Oh and these northern nights are dreary
And my southern heart is weary
I wonder how the old folks are back home
But I'll keep leanin'on sweet Jesus
I know He'll love and guide and lead us
Appalachian memories keep me strong
Ya know I've been thinkin'a whole lot lately
About what's been and what awaits me
It takes all I've got to give what life demands
You go insane if you give in to it
Life's a mill and I've been through it
I'm just thankful I'm creative with my hands
Oh and these northern nights are dreary
And my southern eyes are teary
Don't I wonder how the old folks are back home
But I'll keep leanin'on my Jesus
I know he'll love and guide and lead us
Appalachian memories keep me strong
I'll keep lookin' to the Father
Keep our heads above the water
Appalachian memories keep me strong

1156. Appalachian Mist - Chords

Appalachian Mist 
Kruger Brothers

[Verse]
     G            D                    Em
They took me far away, and who am I to say?
C                                      G
Right or wrong, my heart will know the answer.
           D                          Em
Memories remain, and don't ask me to explain,
    A                                           D
For there's no way I can tell you, what I've been through.
 
[Chorus]
G               C                                   G
All through the night, forty seemed shorter than it ever did,
                 D                            G
Now I'm winding along, through the Appalachia mist.
          C                         G
I'm goin' home, I can't wait to see you again,
                 D                            Em
It's been way to long, since I held you in my arms.
 
Em   C   G   D   (x2)
 
[Verse]
G               D                       Em
Time went on so fast, nothin' seemed to last,
C                                       G



Like a fool I was stumblin' through the darkness.
                   D                        Em
Trying to find the way, and hopin' that someday,
A                                   D
I'll look back in peace, and not in anger.
 
[Chorus]
G               C                                   G
All through the night, forty seemed shorter than it ever did,
                 D                            G
Now I'm winding along, through the Appalachia mist.
          C                         G
I'm goin' home, I can't wait to see you again,
                 D                            Em
It's been way to long, since I held you in my arms.
 
Em   C   G   D   (x2)
 
[Verse]
G            D                             Em
Always on my mind, and afraid that I would find,
    C                                G
The world that I once knew layin' in ashes.
                           D                            Em
But you promised you would wait, so I know it's not too late.
   A                              D
To hurry back to where I know I'm welcome.
 
[Chorus]
G               C                                   G
All through the night, forty seemed shorter than it ever did,
                 D                            G
Now I'm winding along, through the Appalachia mist.
          C                         G
I'm goin' home, I can't wait to see you again,
                 D                            Em
It's been way to long, since I held you in my arms.
 
[Outro]
Em   C   G   D   (x5)
 
Em              C     G D
All through the night...
 
Em   C   G   D
 
Em              C     G D
All through the night...
 
Em   C   G   D   (repeat & fade)

1157. Appalachian Mountain Girl



Alan Jackson - Appalachian Mountain Girl 

Beneath the floor and never greens
that kept the ridge on high
there lives a green-eyed mountain girl
that stoled my heart one night
She loved me like I never know
and chased me down below
To never feel her touch again
or taste that mountain snow
That Appalachian Mountain Girl that haunts me from above
my heart will never beat the same without her mountain love
I often wakeup late at night
dreaming of about her
then walked on floor till morning comes
and hope she will return
That Appalachian Mountain Girl that haunts me from above
my heart will never beat the same without her mountain love
Sometimes the wind will blow just right
and I think I can smell
The flowers that headlined the road
That led me to this hell
That Appalachian Mountain Girl that haunts me from above
my heart will never beat the same without her mountain love

1158. Appalachian Rain

Emmylou Harris - Appalachian Rain

He came into town in the early springtime
To work with my daddy down in the mines
It was hot in the summer when he said goodbye
And he left me a secret I can no longer hide
Now the only thing here that is welcoming me
Is a cold rainy morning, and a Greyhound bus seat
He just had to come back and try to explain
Cry for your daughter, Appalachian rain

Mountains of sorrow, mountains of pain
You'll never give for my baby a name
My family's honor took it away
Cry for your daughter, Appalachian rain

I was washed in the blood of the river you filled
Now the sound of a shotgun rings through the hills
And the blood of her father runs through its veins
Cry for your daughter, Appalachian rain

Mountains of sorrow, mountains of pain
You'll never give for my baby a name
My family's honor took it away
Cry for your daughter, Appalachian rain

Tears in the hollow, tears of my shame



Cry for your daughter, Appalachian rain

1159. Apparition - Chords

Apparition 
Keller Williams
 
Intro:
d/------------------------------/
A/------------------------------/
F/o---------------0------------o/
C/o---------0--3----3-0--------o/ x3
G/-------3--------------3-------/
D/-3-3---------------------1----/
 
/------------------/
/------------------/
/------------------/
/------------------/
/------------------/
/--3-3---1--1--1---/
 
 
G          F       G      F
There is a flasing light
Trying to communicate by
Honing in on my sight line
Through the blinds
 
C            F
My throat is sore
                               G     F
And I don't want to answer the door
G        F         G      F    G      F
Possibly making my throat sore more
C                 F
So I focus on the light
G                F     G       F
That's honing in on my sight
C
Trying to communicate
F
In hopes that I will translate
 
 
(repeat this part 4 times)
G            F
Focus on the light
Trying to communicate
In hopes that I will translate
 
 
Now the wind often opens the door



I cannot help but to wonder
Is there any truth to the stories of the spirits and the ghosts
That are zooming all around me
 
There is a distant ringing
Trying to reach the surface
Trying to scratch the head of my eardrum
People tell me that my earphones are up too loud
But I think differently
It's a telepathic message and it needs to be decoded (4x)
 
Bridge:
Bb  D  C  E
G  Bb  C  D
Bb  D  C  E
G  Bb  C  D
 
G  F  G  F  G  F
 
There is an apparition
Only appears in my reflection
But it's gone when I turn around
 
It's something I'd just kinda gotten used to
I wish that it would not be afraid
To tell me what these messages mean
Cuz I would like to converse with my
Apparition, it appears in the reflection but it's gone when I turn around
Apparition, it appears in the reflection but it's gone when I turn around
A         G      A              A                 G          A      G
Apparition, it appears in the reflection but it's gone when I turn around
A         G      A  (guitar stops, vocals continue in funny voice)
Apparition, it appears in the reflection but it's gone when I turn around

1160. Appear

Appear - Kyle Ledson
Broken Compass Bluegrass

There's a wall, in my mind
And its too tall, for me to climb
So I'll sit, by the railroad track
And spend the time that I'll never get back
So I'll stare, at this blank page
I'd write my thoughts but I don't know what to say

Sometimes I wish these
Words would appear
The way, I want them to

For this road it's never gonna pave itself
These words ain't gonna put food on the shelf
I should stop wasting all this precious time



Cause the winter's gonna put me outta mind
For this next year they say it's gonna change
But I know that it's gonna stay the same

If I can't get these
Words to appear
The way, I want them to

Are you ready for the show?
Are you ready to sell your soul?
I don't have the time
Awaiting on the rhyme

And for this tree is losing all its leaves
And pretty soon I'm gonna pack these bags and leave
And I don't want no one to see me go
And I don't want my presence to be known
I'm a traveler taking on the world
I won't prove nothing till I get out there and be heard

And I can't get these
Words to appear
The way, I want them to

Yeah, If I can't get these
Words to appear
The way, I want them to

1161. Applejack

Dolly Parton - Applejack 

He lived by the apple orchard in this little orchard shack
His real name was Jackson Taylor but I called him AppleJack
Now old AppleJack was loved by everyone he ever knew
AppleJack picked apples but he picked the banjo too
Play a song for me AppleJack, AppleJack
Play a song for me and I'll sing
Play a song for me AppleJack, AppleJack
Play a song, let your banjo ring
Now I'd go down to AppleJack's almost everyday
We'd sit and we'd drink applejack that old AppleJack had made
Then he'd take his banjo down then he'd ask me if I'd sing
And he would play the banjo and I'd play my tambourine
Play a song for me AppleJack, AppleJack
Play a song for me and I'll sing
Play a song for me AppleJack, AppleJack
Play a song, let your banjo ring
That's when I was just a kid and now that I am grown
All I have are memories, old AppleJack is gone
Oh but he left me his banjo and it always takes me back
And everytime I play it I still hear AppleJack
Play a song for me AppleJack, AppleJack



Play a song for me and I'll sing
Play a song for me AppleJack, AppleJack
Play a song, let your banjo ring
Play a song for me AppleJack, AppleJack
Play a song for me and I'll sing
Play a song for me AppleJack, AppleJack
Play a song, let your banjo ring
Play a song for me AppleJack, AppleJack
Play a song for me and I'll sing
Play a song for me AppleJack, AppleJack
Play a song, let your banjo ring

1162. April Called Your Name

April Called Your Name (Larry W. Jones 01/25/2007) 

I opened my sleepy eyes one April morning
Every season in Spring is the same
For some reason I heard, without warning
The month of April called your name
And the world that's mine turned into Spring
Bluebirds came to sing their happy song
But when I looked out, I didn't see a thing
For there was no doubt that you were gone
Years come and go and things renew
Every season in Spring is the same
But every season now finds me blue
Though every April calls your name
And the world that's mine turned into Spring
But when I looked out, I didn't see a thing
Years come and go and things renew
Every season in Spring is the same
But every season now finds me blue
Though every April calls your name
If we could go back to Springtime, darling
And turn back the hands of time with care
I'd give you love and take the blame, darling
And if April called your name, I'd be there

1163. April Come She Will

April Come She Will
Paul Simon

April, comes she will,
When streams are ripe and swelled with rain.
May, she will stay,
Resting in my arms again.



June, she'll change her tune.
In restless walks she'll prowl the night.
July, she will fly,
And give no warning to her flight.

August, die she must.
The autumn winds blow chilly and cold.
September, I'll remember.
A love once new has now grown old.

1164. April Fool - Chords

April Fool
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by John Lilly

G                      B7
April fool I'm just an April fool
Am            E7          Am             E7
Thinkin' bout you with my heart broke in two
A7                      D7
What in the world can I do
                  G   C
I'm just an April fool
G               D7
We met when the blossoms bloom
                G
Spring had only begun
          A7
I gave my heart to you
      D7                   G
While you were just havin' fun
repeat #1
             D7                G    C
(April fool  I'm just an April fool)
G            D7
April turned into May
                           G
The blossoms fell from the trees
                   A7
You laughed when I begged you to stay
D7                     G
You made a fool out of me
repeat #1
D7                G   C G
I'm just an April fool

1165. April Rain - Chords



April Rain 
Breaking Grass
 
[Intro]
Am   C   D   G
 
[Verse]
               Am        C
I met April in December
   D  G
in 1981.
                     Am        C
Her smile so easy to remember,
      D                 G
April Rain was my first love.
                        Am     C
See I was new to Mississippi.
             D              G
the smell of kudzu takes me back,
                                  Am         C
to that old High School where she kissed me.
          D              G
I bet she don't remember that.
                          Am         C
But that's the April that dream of,
        D            Em
not the person she became.
                            Am
Because my teen angel has a habit,
                          C
and she thinks she has to have it,
               D           G         F C C G
and all that's left is the name.
 
[Chorus]
                     Am      C
April Rain is coming down
       D             G
on the other side of town.
                                Am
With a man she probably doesn't love.
                     C
Mississippi's waking up,
          D              G        F C C G
And April Rain is coming down.
 
[Break]
G    Am   C   D  (x2)
 
[Verse]
                                 Am        C
They say she changed when I left Houston,
        D              Em     G
she let bottle take my place.
                                      C
And when the whiskey could not do the trick,
                  D
she had to up the fix.



                             G        F C C G
Now she just can't shake the taste.
 
[Chorus]
                     Am      C
April Rain is coming down
       D             G
on the other side of town.
                                Am
With a man she probably doesn't love.
                     C
Mississippi's waking up,
          D              G
And April Rain is coming down.
Am                   C
      D              G
April Rain is coming down.

1166. April The 14th

Gillian Welch - April the 14th (Part 1)

When the iceberg hit
Oh, they must of known
God moves on the water
Like Casey Jones

So I walked downtown
On my telephone
And took a lazy turn
Through the red-eye zone

It was a five band bill
A two dollar show
I saw the van out in front
From Idaho

And the girl passed out
In the backseat trash
There was no way they'd make
Even a half a tank of gas

They looked sick and stoned
And strangely dressed
No one showed
From the local press

But I watched them walk
Through the bottom land
And I wished I played
In a rock and roll band

Hey



Hey
It was the fourteenth day of April

Well they closed it down
With the sail in rags
And I swept up the fags
And the local mags

I threw the plastic cups
Into plastic bags
And the cooks cleaned the kitchen
With the staggers and the jags

Ruination day
And the sky was red
I went back to work
And back to bed

And the iceberg broke
And the Okies fled
And the Great Emancipator
Took a bullet in the back of the head

1167. Aragon Mill

Aragon Mill
Hazel Dickens - Dry Branch Fire Squad

[verse 1]
at the east end of town at the foot of the hill
there's a chimney so tall that says  aragon mill 
but there's no smoke at all comin' out of the stack
for the mill has pulled out and it ain't comin' back

[refrain]
and the only sound i hear is the cry of the wind
as it blows through the town, weave and spin, weave and spin

[verse 2]
there's no children at all in the narrow empty streets
since the looms have all gone it's so quiet i can't sleep
now i'm too old to change and i'm too young to die
and there's no place to go for my old man and i

[refrain]
and the only sound i hear is the cry of the wind
as it blows through the town, weave and spin, weave and spin
yes, the only sound i hear is the cry of the wind
as it blows through the town, weave and spin, weave and spin
yes, the only sound i hear is the cry of the wind
as it blows through the town, weave and spin, weave and spin



1168. Aragon Mill

Aragon Mill

At the east end of town At the foot of a hill
There's a chimney so tall That says "Aragon Mill"
But there's no smoke at all Comin' out of the stack
For the mill has pulled out And they ain't comin' back 

   And the only sound I hear is the sound of the wind
   As it blows through the town, weave and spin, weave and spin. 

There's no children at all In the narrow, empty streets
Since the looms have all gone It's so quiet I can't sleep.
Now I'm too old to change And I'm too young to die
And there's no place to go For my woman and I. 

Now the mill has closed down It's the only sound I know
Tell me where will I go? Tell me where will I go?

1169. Are My Thoughts With You

Linda Ronstadt - Are My Thoughts With You?

I'm gonna plant me some seed
Grow me an ocean
Cut me some trees
And build me an island
Stand on the corner
Flag down a streetcar
Go somewhere and phone him
And ask him where my thoughts are
I'm gonna say to him
Are my thoughts with you babe
How twisted, babe, are they
Since you went away, babe
I ain't been thinking too straight
And if that don't get through
I'm gonna build me a flower
Sit down in the morning dew
And kiss it every hour
I'm gonna turn out the lights
Turn on the night
Give up the fight
Go for a flight
Catch me a kite
Who cares what's right or wrong
When I get to the moon
Rent me a room



Sit in the gloom 
All alone
And cry are my thoughts with you babe
How twisted, babe, are they
You know, since you went away, babe
I ain't been thinking too straight
I'm gonna turn out the lights
Turn on the night
Give up the fight
Go for a flight
Catch me a kite
Who cares what's right or wrong
When I get to the moon
Rent me a room
Sit in the gloom 
All alone
And cry are my thoughts with you babe

1170. Are The Good Times Really Over (I Wish A Buck Was Still Silver)

Are the Good Times Really Over (I Wish a Buck Was Still Silver)

I wish a buck was still silver
It was back when the country was strong
Back before Elvis, before Vietnam war came along
Before the Beatles and yesterday
When a man could still work and still would
Is the best of the free life behind us now
And are the good times really over for good?

And are we rolling downhill like a snowball headed for hell
With no kinda chance for the flag or the liberty bell?
Wish a Ford and a Chevy
Would still last ten years like they should
Is the best of the free life behind us now
And are the good times really over for good?

I wish coke was still cola
And a joint was a bad place to be
It was back before Nixon lied to us all on T.V
Before microwave ovens when a girl could still cook, and still would
Is the best of the free life behind us now
Are the good times really over for good?

Are we rolling downhill like a snowball headed for hell
With no kinda chance for the flag or the liberty bell
Wish a Ford and a Chevy
Would still last ten years like they should
Is the best of the free life behind us now
And are the good times really over for good?

Stop rolling downhill like a snowball headed for hell
Stand up for the flag and let's all ring the liberty bell



Let's make a Ford and a Chevy
That would still last ten years like they should
'Cause the best of the free life is still yet to come
And the good times ain't over for good

1171. Are The Good Times Really Over For Good - Chords

Are The Good Times Really Over For Good 
by Merle Haggard

C                                                                   F
I wish a buck was still silver and it was back when the country was strong
            G7                                    C
Back before Elvis and before the Vietnam war came along
                                                                       F
Before the Beatles and yesterday when a man could still work and still would
       G7
Is the best of the free life behind us now 
                                       C
And are the good times really over for good
                                                   
                                                   F
Are we rolling downhill like a snowball headed for hell
     G7                                            C
With no kind of chance for the flag or the liberty bell
                                                              F
I wish a Ford or a Chevy would still last ten years like they should
       G7
Is the best of the free life behind us now 
                                       C
And are the good times really over for good
       
                                                          F
I wish Coke was still cola and a joint was a bad place to be
       G7                                  C
It was back before Nixon lied to us all on TV
                                                              F
Before Microwave ovens when a girl could still cook and still would
       G7
Is the best of the free life behind us now
                                       C
And are the good times really over for good
 
                                                 F
Stop rolling downhill like a snowball headed for hell
     G7                                             C
Standup for the flag and let's all ring the liberty bell
                                                                     F
Let's make a Ford and a Chevy that'll still last ten years like they should
    G7
The best of the free life is still yet to come
                                         C
And the good times ain't really over for good



1172. Are The Seeds Still In The Barn - Chords

Are The Seeds Still In The Barn
Written and recorded by Hank Locklin
 
G                           C
Is it almost the end of the season
         D7                     G
Will the harvest be gathered in time
                                       C
Are the workmen on the fields in early morn
            G     D7           G
But are the seeds still in the barn
    C                  G
Are we reminded of the sheep left alone
C          G                 D7
Where have all the shepherds gone
        G                                C
Can the evil winds be stopped before the storm
            G     D7           G
And are the seeds still in the barn
                                  C
By His power we can ask to move a mountain
D7                           G
Never ever fear what man can do
                                      C
In the shadow of His love there is no harm
            G     D7           G
But are the seeds still in the barn
    C                  G
Are we reminded of the sheep left alone
C          G                 D7
Where have all the shepherds gone
    G                                      C
The still small voice is calling with open arms
            G     D7           G
And are the seeds still in the barn
C           G     D7           G
Yes are the seeds still in the barn

1173. Are There Any Lonely Women Here Tonight - Chords

Are There Any Lonely Women Here Tonight
Charlie Louvin

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of C

Chorus:
 C F



Are there any lonely women here tonight?
 C
That's looking for a man to hold them tight
 F
Who needs some loving till early morning light
 C G7 C
Are there any lonely women here tonight?
Several verses such as:

Now I like those blue eyed gals with long hair
I like the gals who really show they care
But Charlie, its those brown eyed gals with biggest heart
And the way they look, man, its like a work of art

Chorus:
Verse 2
Chorus

1174. Are There Tears Behind Your Smile

Are There Tears Behind Your Smile 
Bill Harrell

It doesn't seem, that  I should be, the only one to cry 
Because we quarreled and you went far away 
Ithink that if the truth were known 
It hurts you, just the same 
And in the end we both will have to pay 
 
Although I, acted  very brave, just so you wouldn't see 
Iwanted so, to hold you, all the while 
And I believe, you felt the same, but wouldn't, let it show 
Tell me darlin' are there tears behind your smile 
 
They say that you have found some one 
To love and take my place 
They say you're smiling and you, look so fine 
But all those smiles are make believe  
So no one, else will see 
That deep inside, your heart is sad like mine
 
I wish that I could look out through this dirty window pane 
And see you now, retracing all the miles 
I know you can't be satisfied, just going on this way 
Tell me darling are there tears behind your smile 
 
I planned, a day to  take you to the church upon the hill 
And there I'd proudly lead you down the aisle 
But I'm afraid my plans and hopes will never be fulfilled 
Tell me darling are there tears behind your smile 
Tell me darling are there tears behind your smile



1175. Are They Gonna Make Us Outlaws Again - Chords

Are They Gonna Make Us Outlaws Again
Recorded by Vernon Oxford - Hazel Dickens
Written by James A. Talley

C                           F                    C
You never picked no peaches never rode no boxcar train
                                     D7               G7
Never worked out on the road gang or slept out in the rain
    C                               F                  C
But when you see a good man have to struggle sweat and strain
       F                  C                 G7                C
When a man can't feed his children don't it make you stop and think
         F             G7      C
Are they gonna make us outlaws again
   F              G7           C
Is that what it's comin' to my friend
  F           G7               C                  Am
I can see why Pretty Boy Floyd done the things he did
         F             G7      C
Are they gonna make us outlaws again
 
                                    F                C
I'll tell you folks there's trouble and tension everywhere
                   D7               G7
Everybody's askin' where's it gonna end
C                           F                  C
There ain't nobody answered there ain't nobody there
     F                      C       G7              C
I'll tell you folks there's trouble there's trouble everywhere
Repeat #2
                          F                 C
Hard times and breadlines ain't no sight to see
                        D7             G7
When a man is hungry it ain't no crazy dream
C                             F              C
Blues is fine for singing but mighty hard to eat
     F                  C          G7             C
Them engines won't keep rolling if there ain't no gasoline
Repeat #2
                             F             C
There's always been a bottom always been a top
                        D7                 G7
Someone took the orders someone called the shots
C                             F               C
Someone took the beating Lord someone got the prize
     F                   C        G7                   C
That may be the way it's been but that don't mean it's right
Repeat #2
         F             G7      C
Are they gonna make us outlaws again



1176. Are Ye Able Said The Master - Chords

Are Ye Able Said The Master
Recorded by Burl Ives
Written by Earl Bowman Marlatt and Harry Silverdale Mason

G                    C
Are ye able said the Master
           D7        G
To be crucified with Me
                                C
Yea the sturdy dreamers answered
       A7              D7
To the death we follow Thee
G    B7     Em       C           G
Lord we are able our spirits are Thine
D7          G       D7   A7   D7
Remold them make us like Thee divine
G   B7      Em       C              B7
Thy guiding radiance above us shall be
  C         G      B7       D7   G
A beacon to God to love and loyalty
               C
Are ye able to remember
       D7                 G
When a thief lifts up his eyes
                          C
That his pardoned soul is worthy
     A7           D7
Of a place in paradise
G    B7     Em       C           G
Lord we are able our spirits are Thine
D7          G       D7   A7   D7
Remold them make us like Thee divine
G   B7      Em       C              B7
Thy guiding radiance above us shall be
  C         G      B7       D7   G
A beacon to God to love and loyalty
                      C
Are ye able while the Master
         D7         G
Whispers down eternity
                   C
And heroic spirits answer
       A7          D7
Now as then in Galilee
G    B7     Em       C           G
Lord we are able our spirits are Thine
D7          G       D7   A7   D7
Remold them make us like Thee divine
G   B7      Em       C              B7
Thy guiding radiance above us shall be
  C         G      B7       D7   G



A beacon to God to love and loyalty

1177. Are You Afraid To Die

Ricky Skaggs - Are You Afraid to Die
Nashville Bluegrass Band - Stanley Brothers

Are you a stranger to God
Carried away with your pride?
Tell me sinner, do you ever stop and think?
Are you afraid to die?

Are you afraid?
Are you unsaved?
Are you afraid to die?

Call on Him while he is near
Moments are swift passing by
Will you seek Him while He stile may be found?
Are you afraid to die?

Are you afraid?
Are you unsaved?
Are you afraid to die?

Are you too wicked to cry?
Would you to Gods' bosom fly?
Soon He's comin' like a thief in the night
Are you afraid to die?

Are you afraid?
Are you unsaved?
Are you afraid to die?

Are you afraid?
Are you unsaved?
Are you afraid to die?

1178. Are You Afraid To Speak Our Savior's Name - Chords

Are You Afraid To Speak Our Savior's Name
Recorded by The Osborne Brothers
Written by Bobby Osborne

G                                    D7  C         G
Today there's so much talk about the old fashioned ways
                               D7
And how this world of ours has changed
       G                        D7 C  G



People no longer care what they do or say
                             D7                 G
Don't you think it's time we speak our Savior's name
        C                   G
Are you afraid to speak our Savior's name
         C                   G      D7
Is it so hard for you to say Jesus' name
            G                 D7       G
He died for you and for me to save our shame
                              D7                 G
Don't be afraid or ashamed to speak our Savior's name
                                        D7       C        G
This old world's not up today enough to speak of Canaan's land
                             D7
And the one who died for our shame
  G                       D7       C      G
Until we get together and love out fellow man
                                    D7                G
The only way to get to heaven is to know our Savior's name
        C                   G
Are you afraid to speak our Savior's name
         C                   G      D7
Is it so hard for you to say Jesus' name
            G                 D7       G
He died for you and for me to save our shame
                              D7                 G
Don't be afraid or ashamed to speak our Savior's name
                              D7                 C    D# G
Don't be afraid or ashamed to speak our Savior's name

1179. Are You Alone

Are You Alone

How often I think of the old days
I remember well the love we once knew
We parted now and strayed from each other
But somehow I can't help wondering about you
   
    Are you alone with a memory
    Haunted by dreams of the past
    Just waiting for someone to tell you
    You're playing a game that won't last

Last night I was dreamin about you
I thought you were back here with me
I prayed that you'd stay here forever
Too soon I realized it couldn't be

Someday when your love here is faded
And we meet on that highway with no end
We'll stroll hand in hand there forever
In a land where our love can bloom again



1180. Are You Alone - Chords

Are You Alone
Written and recorded Bill Clifton

F                    C
Are you alone with a memory
                         G7
Haunted by dreams of the past
     C                      F
Just waiting for someone to tell you
       C         G7              C
You're playing a game that won't last

How often I think of the old days
  G7                             C
I remember well the love we once knew

We parted now and strayed from each other
        G7                               C
But somehow I can't help wondering about you

Repeat #1
 

Last night I was dreaming about you
  G7                              C
I thought you were back here with me
 
I prayed that you'd stay here forever
    G7                          C
Too soon I realized it couldn't be

Repeat #1

Someday when your love here is faded
       G7                           C
And we meet on that highway with no end

We'll stroll hand in hand there forever
     G7                            C
In a land where our love can bloom again

Repeat #1

1181. Are You Alright

Lucinda Williams - Are You Alright?



Are you alright?
All the sudden you went away
Are you alright?
I hope you come back around someday
Are you alright?
I haven't seen you in a real long time
Are you alright?
Could you give me some kind of sign
Are you alright?
I looked around me and you were gone
Are you alright?
I feel like there must be something wrong
Are you alright?
'Cause it seems like you disappeared
Are you alright?
'Cause I been feeling a little scared
Are you alright?

[Chorus:]
Are you sleeping through the night?
Do you have someone to hold you tight?
Do you have someone to hang out with?
Do you have someone to hug and kiss you
Hug and kiss you,Hug and kiss you?
Are you alright?

Are you alright?
Is there something been bothering you?
Are you alright?
I wish you'd give me a little clue
Are you alright?
Is there something you wanna say?
Are you alright?
Just tell me that you're okay
Are you alright?
'Cause you took off without a word
Are you alright?
You flew away like a little bird.
Are you alright?
Is there anything I can do?
Are you alright?
'Cause I need to hear from you
Are you alright?

[Chorus:]

Are you alright?
Are you alright?
Hey...

1182. Are You Ashamed To Call Me Darlin' - Chords



Are You Ashamed To Call Me Darlin'
Recorded by the Lonesome River Band
Written by Dick Charles and Jimmy Wakely

  G
You said our love was all that mattered
                              D7
I never thought you'd make me cry
       G
Now my dreams have all been shattered
                   D7          G
You turn your head when I walk by
Are you ashamed to call me darlin'
                      D7
After all I've been to you
             G
You broke my heart and left me lonely
                D7         G
Are you ashamed to call me dear
Each lonely night as you lay sleeping
                       D7
Dreaming in your sweet repose
    G
All alone and broken hearted
            D7            G
I listen to the wind that blows

Repeat #2

When you are down and need a friend
                        D7
You know that I will be around
           G
To kiss the lips that once betrayed me
                 D7             G
And hold the hand that turned me down

Repeat #2 x2

1183. Are You Behind The Shining Star

Trampled by Turtles - Are You Behind The Shining Star?

Are you behind the shining star?
Am I as hopeless as you are?
Well I'm sleepless in my better nights
You promised that you wouldn't fight
Stay where we are

Busted paraded starve the band
You know I'm not that kind of man
But you were better when you couldn't lie
Apparently we're out of time
I've had all I can stand



I can't hold on
I'm falling
Yeah I'm falling down

Are you behind the blinding light?
Strung out and stranded every night
There were places that I couldn't find
And pieces that were out of line
Just tell me I'm alright

I can't hold on
I'm falling
Yeah I'm falling
I can't hold on
I'm falling
Yeah I'm falling down

1184. Are You Building A Temple in Heaven - Chords

Are You Building A Temple in Heaven
Written and recorded by Hank Williams    
 
C         G7       C
Around me many are building
F                     C
Temples of beauty and wealth
    F                   C
But what of a temple in Heaven
               G7         C      C7
Where will you live after death  
 
        F                    C
Are you building a temple in Heaven
                             G7
To live in when this life is over
         C            F         C
Will you move to that beautiful city
              G7          C
And live with Christ ever more
 
               F         C
So long is the road that leads you
                          G7
To that beautiful land up there
   C            F         C
Is work on your temple completed
          G7           C
Death may be lingering near
 
Repeat #2



1185. Are You Coming Back To Me

Are You Coming Back To Me
Mac Wiseman

My days and nights are lonely darling since you left and went away
I still recall those unkind words were said that day
It hurts me so to know you're leading a life that I'm to blame
Believe me darling I'll do better just the same

Then come on back and lets begin our love anew
Deep down inside there's still a lonesome for you
Those unkind words were spoken dear we will just let them be
Please tell me darling are you coming back to me

Each night I go to bed the dreams I dream my dear are all of you
How I just love to gaze into your eyes of blue
There'll never be another sweetheart that can take the place of you
Tell me you still care for me, dear, please do

* Refrain

1186. Are You Down

Lucinda Williams - Are You Down

Can't put the rain back in the sky
Once it falls down
Please Don't cry

Rain turns the dirt into mud
Warm and messy
Like your love

Can't force the river upstream
When it goes south
Know what I mean

Nothin' will make me take you back
Are you down babe
Down with that

Can't put the rain back in the sky
Once it falls down
Please Don't cry

Rain turns the dirt into mud
Warm and messy
Like your love



Can't force the river upstream
When it goes south
Know what I mean

Nothin' will make me take you back
Are you down babe
Down with that

Are you down, babe
Down with that
Are you down, babe
Down with that

1187. Are You Ever Gonna Settle Down

Are You Ever Gonna Settle Down 
David Parmley
 
CHORUS: 
Are you ever gonna settle down my darlin' 
Are you ever gonna stay home here with me 
Am I ever gonna win your heart my darlin' 
Or  have I lost this game of love you've played with me 
 
You say you're tired of sittin' here you wanna have some fun 
Home is where your heart's suppose to be 
But you're out every night, runnin' wild with all your friends 
While I wait for you, to come back home to me 

Time will tell if we're ever gonna make it you and me 
It's midnight once again you're not home 
Well you come and go, don't let me know  
As you go anywhere you been 
But one thing's for sure you never spend no time at home

1188. Are You From Dixie

Are You From Dixie - Country Ramblers

Hello there stranger how do you do
there's something I'd like to say to you
You seem surprised I recognize
I'm no detective but I just surmise

You're from the place I'm longing to be
your smiling face seems to say to me
You're from my homeland my sunny homeland
tell me can it be?



   Are you from Dixie I say from Dixie where the fields of cotton beckon to me
   I'm glad to see you tell me I'll be you and the friend I'm longing to see
   Are you from Alabama Tennessee or Caroline
   Any place below the Mason Dixon Line
   Are you from Dixie I say from Dixie 'cause I'm from Dixie too.

It was a way back in old '89
When first I crossed that Mason Dixon Line
Gee but again I long to return
To those good old folks I left behind

My home was way down in old Alabam'
On the plantation near Birmingham
and there's one thing certain I'm surely flirtin'
With those southbound trains

1189. Are You Honest - Chords

Are You Honest 
Recorded by Cowboy Copas

G                      C
Are you honest are you true
         G               D7
When you say that I love you
G                             C
If you are dear please let me know
        G         D7         G
For you know dear I love you so

                       C
Are you honest with me dear
         G                    D7
When you say that you want me near
G                                C
Please don't try dear to make me cry
        G      D7           G
Are you honest please don't lie

                        C
Are you honest when you say
          G             D7
That your love won't go astray
G                              C
Tell me now dear that you will be
           G        D7        G
My one and only and stay with me

                            C
Are you honest please don't lie
       G              D7
If you do I'll almost die



G                            C
Tell me true dear so I won't pine
        G      D7      G
Are you honest are you mine

Repeat #2

1190. Are You Lonesome Tonight

Are You Lonesome Tonight

Are you lonesome tonight? Do you miss me I say?
Are you sorry we drifted apart?
Does your memories cling to that bright summer day
When I kissed you and called you sweetheart?

Like the rose on the vine I am clinging to you
As I did when we drifted apart
I am wishing you back to that little shack
Where I kissed you and called you sweetheart

Does the chair in your parlor seem empty and bare?
Do you miss me and wish I was there?
Is your heart filled with pain? Shall I come back again?
Tell me, darling, are you lonesome tonight?

I have counted the days, I've counted the nights
I've counted the months and the years
I have counted on you since we drifted apart
Tell me, darling, are you lonesome tonight?

1191. Are You Lost in Sin

Bill Monroe - Are You Lost in Sin?

Are you lost in sin, my brother
Can you hear God calling you
His voice is coming down from Heaven
And His word is kind and true.

[Chorus]
Oh please (oh please) listen won't you, brother
God is calling you today
He'll come (He'll come) for you so unexpected
So now's the time to change your way.

If you're not prepared to meet Him
When He comes to take you in
You'll never reach the gates of Heaven



And you'll lose your soul in sin.

[Chorus]

When this life on earth is over
And you reach the Pearly Gate
Will you be ready, then, my brother
To meet the one who there awaits.

1192. Are You Lost In Sin - Chords

Are You Lost In Sin
Recorded by J.D. Crowe  
Written by Jesse McReynolds and Jim McReynolds

G
Are you lost in sin my brother 
                         D7
Can you hear God calling you
             C                G
His voice is coming down from heaven
              D7           G
And His words are kind and true
           C                           G
Oh please (oh please) listen won't you brother
                   D7
God is calling you today
           C                           G
He'll come (He'll come) for you so unexpected
                  D7             G
So now's the time to change your way
If you're not prepared to meet Him
                          D7
When He comes to take you in
             C                  G
You'll never reach the gates of Heaven
                D7           G
And you'll lose your soul in sin
Repeat #2
When this life on earth is over
                         D7
And you reach the Pearly Gate
            C             G
Will you be ready then my brother
                D7        G
To meet the one who there awaits
Repeat #2



1193. Are You Mine

Are You Mine
Written by Don Grashey, Jim Amaded and Myrna Lorrie

Are You Mine all life through
Will you kiss me when I'm blue
Will you whisper I love you
And make all my dreams come true
Will you share the good and bad
Bring me joy when I am sad
Tell me darling are you mine and only mine

Are you mine yes I am
All the time yes I am
Mine alone yes sir-ree
All my own yes sir-ree
No one else will ever do
I'll be yours and I'll be true
Don't worry dear have no fear cause I'm yours

Are you mine tell me dear
Will I always have you near
Will the love light always shine
In your heart just like in mine
Will you give as well as take
Keep the vows that you will make
Tell me darling are you mine and only mine

Repeat #2 

Are you mine rich or poor
 
Tell me darling are you sure
Will you whisper yes I do
And forever love me true
 
Will you honor and obey
 
Will you promise not to stray
Tell me darling are you mine and only mine

Repeat #2

1194. Are You Missing Me

Are You Missing Me
Jim & Jesse - Louvin Brothers - Monroe Crossing

The day that I kissed you and told you goodbye
Your lips told me that you would wait
But your lips deceived me and told me a lie
While your heart was sealing my fate



   Are you all alone
   With a memory?
   Now that I am gone
   Darling, are you missing me?

Out of the clear sky a letter then came
And just like a bolt from the blue
My castles came tumbling a I read it o'er
I still can't believe that it's true

It said that in spite of the vows you had made
The glitter of gold turns your head.
And while I was trying employment to find
You married another instead

1195. Are You Missing Me

Are You Missing Me
Frank Solivan

[Verse 1]
Are you missing me like I miss you
Do you miss the things we used to do
Like all stroll on lovers' lane
Do you still feel the same
Are you missing me like I miss you
All our lives we were so happy
Now it's sad and blue
Do you want to start all over
And make our dreams come true

[Chorus]
Are you missing me (missing me)
Like I miss you ( like I miss you)
Do you want to make and start anew (and start anew)
Coz If you're not in love with me like I want you to be
You're not missing me like I miss you

[Verse 2]
Are you wanting me like i want you (like i want you)
Do you want or dreams to all come true
Coz If you're not in love with me like I want you to be
You're not missing me( missing me) like I miss you
Well you're not missing me( missing me) like I miss you

1196. Are You On The Road To Loving Me Again - Chords



Are You On The Road To Loving Me Again
Recorded by Debbie Boone
Written by Debbie Hupp and Bob Morrison

C                    F                C
Are you here just to pass the time of day
                   F               G7
Or is it love that brings you back way
        C                              F
Did you miss me in the time we've been apart
        D7                             G7
Are you looking for the way back to my heart
        C                        F
Are you on the road to loving me again
        G7                               C
Did the trail at Yellow Creek come to an end
                                F
Did you realize the future lies right here where it began
        C              G7        C
Are you on the road to loving me again
                 F            C
I don't need any promises and such
                 F              G7
Only you and the way we used to touch
     C                               F
Do I really see or could my heart be blind
      D7                              G7
Is it really me you're coming home to find
        C                        F
Are you on the road to loving me again
        G7                               C
Did the trail at Yellow Creek come to an end
                                F
Did you realize the future lies right here where it began
        C              G7        C
Are you on the road to loving me again
                                 F
Are you on the road to loving me again
        G7                               C
Did the trail at Yellow Creek come to an end
                                F
Did you realize the future lies right here where it began
        C              G7        C
Are you on the road to loving me again

1197. Are You Sad Tonight - Chords

Are You Sad Tonight
Recorded by J.D. Crowe
Written by Glenn R. Lawson
 
C                          G7
Are you sad tonight do you sleep all alone
                                            C



Did you think the love we had had turned to stone
                           G7
I just had to call to make sure you're alright
                                 C
Even though you don't love me anymore
  Dm                        G7
I stopped in at a bar had a drink to refuse  
         F                          G7
We spent laughing loving living and letting go
           C                    G7
Seems like ten years ago we had love and we had hope
                                       C
We had everything we needed to make it through
                      G7
But love has a way of changing day to day
                                     C
Now darling I've just got to talk to you
       Dm                          G7
Oh the years will move along we'll forget all the wrong things
      F                                 G7
We've done and said and felt about each other
C                          G7
Are you sad tonight do you sit all alone
                                            C
Did you think the love we had had turned to stone
                           G7
I just had to call to make sure you're alright
     F                           G7
Even though you don't love me anymore

1198. Are You Sure Hank Done It This Way

Leftover Salmon - Are You Sure Hank Done It This Way
Steve Earl

Lord it's the same old tune, fiddle and guitar
Where do we take it from here?
Rhinestone suits and new shiny cars
It's been the same way for years
We need a change

Somebody told me, when I came to Nashville
Son you finally got it made
Old Hank made it here, and we're all sure that you will
But I don't think Hank done it this way
No, I don't think Hank done it this way

Ten years on the road, makin' one night stands
Speedin' my young life away
Tell me one more time just so's I'll understand
Are your sure Hank done it this way?
Did ol' Hank really do it this way?



Lord I've seen the world, with a five piece band
Looking at the back side of me
Singing my songs, and one of his now and then
But I don't think Hank done 'em this way
I don't think Hank done 'em this way.
Take it home.

1199. Are You Teasing Me

Are You Teasing Me - Louvin Brothers
Jim & Jesse

When we're all alone and I'm in your arms
Are you teasing me
When you're tellin' me how you thrill to my charms
Are you teasing me?

    Are you untrue when I'm not with you
   When we're apart are you free
   Tell me dariing while our love is still young
   Are you teasing me?

You say that my kiss sends your heart in a whirl
Are you teasing me
And that youll be mine till the end of the world
Are you teasing me?

1200. Are You Tired Of Me My Darling

The Carter Family - Are You Tired of Me, My Darling?
Emmylou Harris - Iris Dement - Stanley Brothers

[Verse 1]
Are you tired of me, my darling
Did you mean those words you said
That has made me yours forever
Since the day that we were wed?

[Chorus]
Tell me, could you live life over
Could you make it otherwise?
Are you tired of me, my darling?
Answer only with your eyes

[Verse 2]
Do you ever rue the springtime
Since we first each other met
How we spoke in warm affection
Words my heart can n'er forget?



[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Do you think the bloom's departed
From the cheeks you thought so fair?
Do you think I've grown cold-hearted
Beneath the load of woman's cares?

[Chorus]

1201. Are You Treating Your Neighbor As Yourself - Chords

Are You Treating Your Neighbor As Yourself
Written and recorded by Hank Locklin 

G
On this muddy road of life as we come face to face with strife
             A7               D7               G
Where can we go without God's help when we are left
      
And a neighbor comes around and helps you out when you are down
                      D7              G
Are you treating your neighbor as yourself

                                      G7
Are you treating your neighbor as yourself
        C                             G
Are you treating your neighbor as yourself

When indeed he needs a friend do you help him try to mend
                      D7              G
Are you treating your neighbor as yourself

In this world so filled with sin we live our life among our friends
            A7                  D7                 G
How can you cheat your neighbor when you know it's wrong   

If you'd only work and pray to help some sinner find his way
                      D7               G
Read the precious old bible and you'll see 

All our deeds that we have done will come to light when Jesus comes
            A7             D7            G
Will you be ready for He's coming in the clouds

Or in that moment we see doubt could say with our last breath
                  D7            G
I have treated my neighbor as myself

Repeat #2



1202. Are You Trying To Make A Song Out Of Us

Jim Lauderdale - Are You Trying to Make a Song Out of Us?

[Verse 1]
Are you trying to make a song out of us?
Are you trying to make a fool out of me?
Are you trying to make me think that I'm in love?
Well, if you are, then you can sign me up
It's impossible to hide the obvious
The natural way that we're in harmony
Well, I guess I've gone and called my own bluff
Are you trying to make a song out of us?

[Chorus]
I'll sing along with you long as you want me to
I'll always let you make the call

[Verse 2]
You can play my heart like it's your guitar
Tune me up and let it rock and don't you ever stop
Are you trying to make a song out of us?
I hear it when you're lookin' back at me
This melody I know my soul can trust
And I'll play until the record turns to dust

[Chorus]
I'll sing along with you long as you want me to
I'll always let you make the call

[Verse 3]
We don't even have to work out all this stuff
We've already come together perfectly
Since I first heard you, I can't get enough
Are you trying to make a song out of us?
Well, it's soundin' like we're on the same bus
Are you trying to make a song?

1203. Are You Waiting Just For Me

Are You Waiting Just For Me

   Are you waiting just for me my darling
   While I'm far across the deep blue sea
   Or have you found someone else my darling
   Please tell me are you waiting just for me

While I'm writing you tonight my darling
There's such a burning deep within my breast



I know you promised that you would be faithful
Well tell me honey have you stood the test

You've never given me a cause to doubt you
You have always been so true and kind
But my spirits keep on sinking lower
Fearing that a new love you will find

1204. Are You Walking - Chords

Are You Walking
by Hank Williams
 
C
On your journey to the grave
C7        F               C
Would you stop and try to save
                                       G7
Are you walking and a-talking with the Lord
          C
Would you lend a helping hand
C7      F           C
To some poor sinner man
                      G7               C
Are you walking and a-talking with the Lord
 
Chorus                                   
 
Are you walking (are you walking)
C7      F
Are you talking (are you talking)
        C                              G7
Are you walking and a-talking with the Lord
        C
Are you traveling in his light
C7    F             C
Every day and every night
                              G7       C
Are you walking and a talking with the Lord
 
 
If you heart said testify 
C7              F         C
Would the world hear your reply
                                       G7
Are you walking and a-talking with the Lord
          C
Would you stand and shout His name 
C7  F               C
Or bow your head in shame
                    G7                 C
Are you walking and a-talking with the Lord
 



repeat chorus
 
When the time has come to go 
C7        F                C
Will your robe be white as snow
                                       G7
Are you walking and a-talking with the Lord
        C
Will He take you by the hand 
C7  F                         C
And lead you to that promised land
                    G7                 C
Are you walking and a-talking with the Lord
 
repeat chorus

1205. Are You Walking And Talking For The Lord

Are You Walking And Talking For The Lord
Author: Hank Williams
Artist: Carl Story and The Rambling Mountaineers
Album: Atteriam Tape API-C-1508A - 1988 

Would you lend a helping hand 
To some poor sinner man
Are you walkin' and a-talkin' for the Lord
Would you stop and try to save
On your journey to the grave
Are you walkin' and a-talkin' for the Lord
Chorus
Are you walkin' (are you walkin')
Are you talkin' (are you talkin')
Are you walkin' and a-talkin' for the Lord
Are you traveling in his light
Ev'ry day and ev'ry night
Are you walkin' and a-talkin' for the Lord
If your soul should testify, 
Would the world hear your reply
Are you walkin' and a-talkin' for the Lord
Would you stop and shout His name 
Or bow your head in shame
Are you walkin' and a-talkin' for the Lord
Chorus
Banjo Break 
Chorus

1206. Are You Washed In The Blood



Are You Washed In The Blood
Jim & Jesse

Have you been to Jesus for His cleansing power
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb
Are you trusting in His grace this hour
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?

   Are you washed (are you washed) in the blood (in the blood)
   In the soul cleansing blood of the Lamb
   Are your garments spotless are they white as snow
   Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?

Are you walking daily by your Saviour's side
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb
Do you rest each moment in the crucified
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?

Lay aside these garments that are stained with sin
And be washed in the blood of the Lamb
There's a fountain Flowing for the soul unclean
Oh be washed in the blood of the Lamb.

1207. Are You Wasting My Time

The Louvin Brothers - Are You Wasting My Time?

Does the moon shine a little brighter when I hold you a little tighter?
Are you wasting my time?

Does your love grow a little stronger when I kiss you a little longer?
Are you wasting my time?

Can I depend on your love to live on?
Can I rely on the vows that you made?

Does your love grow a little stronger when I kiss you a little longer?
Are you wasting my time?

Does your heart feel a little bolder when I cuddle up on your shoulder?
Are you wasting my time?

Do you melt away when you kiss me?  When I go away, do you miss me?
Are you wasting my time?

Can I depend on your love to live on?
Can I rely on the vows that you made?

Does your love grow a little stronger when I kiss you a little longer?
Are you wasting my time?



1208. Are You With Me

Todd Snider - Are You With Me

[Verse 1]
Well I don't know what I was
Don't give a damn what I will be
I'm gonna have me a rockin' good time tonight
Little Darlin', if it kills me

[Chorus]
So are you with me, baby? Say yeah (yeah)
Well are you with me, mama? Say yeah (yeah)
Hey are you with me, pretty mama? Say yeah (yeah)
Well alright, alright, alright
Alright, alright, alright

[Verse 2]
I've [got?] a lot more than a kiss, little Darlin'
If that's alright
I hear the crazy music a-playin'
I wanna rock all night

[Chorus]
Hey are you with me, baby? Say yeah (yeah)
Well are you with me, baby? Say yeah (yeah)
Well are you with me, baby? Say yeah (yeah)
Well alright, alright, alright
Alright, alright, alright

[Chorus]
Well are you with me, baby? Say yeah (yeah)
Well are you with me, mama? Say yeah (yeah)
Well are you with me, pretty baby? Say yeah (yeah)
Well alright, alright, alright
Alright, alright, alright
Well are you with me, baby? Say yeah (yeah)
Well are you with me, mama? Say yeah (yeah)
Well are you with me, pretty baby? Say yeah (yeah)
Well alright, alright, alright
Alright, alright, alright
Well alright, alright, alright
Well alright, alright, alright
Well alright, alright, alright

1209. Aristocrat - Chords

Aristocrat
Written and recorded by Tex Morton 
 
C                                          F
I've seen some horses in my time but never one to buck
   G7                                          C



As well as old Aristocrat with him I've had no luck
                                           F           C
I've traveled with the Skuthorpes and I've had lots of tries
  C                  F           G7                C
I seem to hear young Lance again as he gets up and cry
                                        F
Come 'round and listen all you boys who think that you can ride
     G7                                                   C
I've got a horse in here that always throws them high and wide
                                 F             C
Bring your knee pad saddles I'll give a tenner flat
   F            C           G7                C
If you can stay ten seconds on my horse Aristocrat
                             F
He's thrown them in the east thrown then in the west   
C                                                 G7
Thrown them in the north where the riders are the best
C                        F
Seen him throw them high seen him lay 'em flat
                                   G7               C
But I've yet to meet the fella who could ride Aristocrat
                                     F
Now Mulga Ned from River's Head said fifty pounds I'll back
  G7                                     C
Meself to turn that outlaw into a lady's hack
                                   F                  C
While he rode he cracked a whip to show what he could do
   F            C             G7                C
He went so high we understand he cut a cloud in two
                              F
Another guy came in to try he walks up to the chutes
   G7                                      C
He had a cowboy saddle and a pair of fancy boots
                               F                C
He legged him on the outlaw he thought he was a cinch
    F                    C            G7                  C
Now we use his boots and saddle cause we haven't seen him since
                                   F
A lanky guy from way out west came in to show us how
   G7                                                C
He said I'll ride your horse sir if my saddle you'll allow
                              F                   C
When he got on the outlaw his height was six foot four
   F             C                 G7                    C
He landed on his head and now he's just five foot and no more
Repeat #3

1210. Arizona Star

David Rawlings
Arizona Star

[Verse 1]



It was in the town of Nashville in the year of '75
This Arizona star, she just fell out of the sky
She was shining like a diamond
She had tombstones in her eyes
She liked drinking, she liked smoking
She liked dancing in the aisles

She was a pre-Madonna primadonna
Part-time southern belle
Man, she should have been an actress
Oh she played the part so well
She might have been a singer, but you really couldn't tell
She was the Arizona star and she was born to give them hell

[Chorus]
When you're cool, the sun shines all the time
So she always kept her shades on to keep from going blind
She was cool, she was out there so far
She was nothing less and nothing more than the Arizona star

[Verse 2]
She had a girlfriend named George and George carried a sword
And wore purple tights and they hung out every night
Oh I'm talking 'bout a circus man
I'm talking 'bout three rings
And there was four or five clowns
In a washing machine
But she never met a stranger as far as I could tell
She was the Arizona star and Jim McGuire, he knew her well
She made real an oxymoron
She made mirrors, she made smoke
She had a curve ball that wouldn't quit
And a girlfriend for a joke

[Chorus]
When you're cool, the sun shines all the time
So she always kept her shades on to keep from going blind
She was cool, she was out there so far
She was nothing less and nothing more than the Arizona star

[Outro]
She was cool, she was out there so far
She was nothing less and nothing more than the Arizona star

1211. Arizona Tears

Arizona Tears
Tim Stafford, Daniel House Music (2004)

These tears flow up, they don't fall down
They come to sea and float to ground
Floating to an unheard song
And it won't stop until the last one's gone



Trailing gently in the flow
Cried by sailors far below

Since December '41,  they're sleeping there forever young
In a rusty iron bed
Their only thought was life ahead
Never thought they'd spend their years crying Arizona tears

Three brothers came to Newport yard
Leaving home was awful hard
They came together all the way
Singapore to Mandalay
But their trial was just begun come December  41

Two were fore, the other aft
Only one survived the blast
Held apart for 80 years
While history shed her oily tears

You see the names there on the wall
1177 in all
I wonder what would I have done?
Like so many father's sons
When the world came crashing down
Say a prayer before you drown

Every year, another urn
Is lowered where no fires burn
Since December 7,  41
Every sailor has returned

They lowered him to sea today
To sleep inside that rusty grave
All three together finally home
The last tear floated in the foam

These tears float up, they don't fall down

1212. Arizona Waltz - Chords

Arizona Waltz
Written and recorded by Rex Allen, Jr.
  
G7     C
Let me hold me you in my arms
              D7
And dance the Arizona Waltz
          G7                                 C  G7
While the songbirds fills the night with melody
       C                               D7
Linger closer in my arms and dance the Arizona Waltz
         G7                               C
It's the dreamy waltz you always save for me



    F                            C
And when the lights are low I'll steal a kiss
G7                 C  G7
Just like I always do
       C                                 D7
Let me hold you in my arms and dance the Arizona Waltz
       G7                       C
I'm in heaven when I waltz with you 
    F                            C
And when the lights are low I'll steal a kiss
G7                 C  G7
Just like I always do
       C                                 D7
Let me hold you in my arms and dance the Arizona Waltz
       G7                       C
I'm in heaven when I waltz with you

1213. Arkansas

The Osborne Brothers - Arkansas
(Damon Black)
AJ Lee & Blue Summit

Though the brambles took the cabin I was born in
And the briers reclaim the fields I used to plow
There's a yearning in my heart to be going
To that forty acre patch God sow in sprouts.

Arkansas are your rivers still flowing
Is your cotton growing white as snow
Are the squirrels a barking upon old Crowley's ridge
Has the girl I was sparking on gone and burned another bridge.
Arkansas, Arkansas.

I have known the troubles I was born to know
I have wanted things a poor man's born to want
And in all my dreams and memories I go running
Through the fields of Arkansas from which I stroll.

Arkansas are your rivers still flowing
Is your cotton growing white as snow
Do the young men still piddle with the thought of growing rich
And slowly turn the old folks sittin' whittling on a stick.
Arkansas, Arkansas...

1214. Arkansas Sheik

Arkansas Sheik
Clayton McMichen & Riley Puckett, "The Arkansas Sheik" (Columbia 15686-D, 1931; rec. 19



28)

Come all you Missouri gals, and listen to my noise.
Never you marry an Arkansas boy.
If you do, I'll tell you what it'll be:
Cold cornbread, molasses, and sassafras tea.

When you go a-courting, I'll tell you how to dress:
A buckskin hunting shirt, and this is the best:
An old flop hat with more brim than crown,
An old pair of shoes with the heels run down.

The first thing he does whenever he goes in,
He takes a chew of tobacco and he slobbers on his chin.
The first thing he says whenever he sits down,
"Madam, ain't your johnny-cake a-baking too brown?"

They milk a little brindle cow and sling it in a gourd.
They put it in a corner and cover with a board.
Some gets little and some gets none,
And this is the way that the Arkansas is run.

An old board roof and a puncheon floor,
And old pole bedstead, and oak-board door.
Sleeping on the slats with a handful of straw,
Trying to get along with my mother-in-law.

An old blind mule and an old milk cow,
A razorback hog and a bull-tongue plow.
He had his poke salad and his sassafras tea,
But the Arkansas Sheik is a mystery to me.

Now I've sung you all my song and I guess you're glad it's through.
The Arkansas Sheik is a-feeling kind of blue.
He got drunk and he took him to town,
Cause the Arkansas girls turned his damper down.

1215. Arkansas Traveler

Arkansas Traveler

Oh once upon a time in Arkansas
An old man sat in his little cabin door
And fiddled at a tune that he liked to hear
A jolly old tune that he played by ear

   It was raining hard but the fiddler didn't care
   He sawed away at the popular air
   Though his rooftop leaked like a waterfall
   That didn't seem to bother the old man at all

A traveler was riding by that day
And stopped to hear him a-fiddling away
The cabin was afloat and his feet were wet



But the old man still didn't seem to fret

So the stranger said Now the way it seems to me
You'd better mend your roof said he
But the old man said as he played away
I couldn't mend it now it's a rainy day

The traveler replied that's all quite true
But this I think is the thing for you to do
Get busy on a day that is fair and bright
Then patch the old roof till it's good and tight

   But the old man kept on a-playing at his reel
   And tapped the ground with his leathery heel
   Get along said he for you give me a pain
   My cabin never leaks when it doesn't rain

1216. Arkansas Traveller

Arkansas Traveller
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

Hello stranger
Hello there stranger
Does this, road go all the way to Little Rock?
I've been standing here all day
And it hasn't gone nowhere yet

Hello stranger
Hello again stranger
Your corn looks awful little and yeller
I planted the little yeller kind

Hello stranger
Well, hi there stranger
I don't believe that you're too far from a fool, are you?
Believe what?
I said I don't believe you're very far from a fool
No thats right, son
Just this guitar and mandolin here between us

Hello Stranger
Well, hiya stranger
How'd your potatoes turn out?
They didn't turn out at all
I had to dig them out

Hello stranger
Well, hello stranger
Can't you see that your roof is leaking?
Why don't you fix it?
Well, right now it's rainin' too hard
And when the suns a shinin



Why, it dont leak!

Hello stranger
Well, hello there stranger
Have you lived here all your life?
Not yet!

Hello stranger
Hello again there, stranger
You're not very smart are you?
No ... but I ain't lost

1217. Arlene

Marty Stuart - Arlene

Rollin' down the highway, 
Runnin' by the cotton fields
Saw a sign I know I want to see again
Pretty young woman wearing skin-tight britches
And a t-shirt wetter than a snakeskin
Somebody said her name was Arlene
And her daddy is a shotgun toting 
Kind of country man
I just said "what was that name again"
Ain't nobody gonna scare me away
Gonna hold my breath till I take her away

Arlene, hey are you comin' into town
Arlene, don't let your daddy tie you down
When you're sneaking out that window baby
Don't you make a sound
Do you want to boogie, are you into fool, 
Fool, foolin' around

Well daddy ain't a working, 
He's a sitting in lawn chair
Chewin on a mighty plug of Redman
Pretty as a picture and 
He's got her chopping cotton
Like a convict sweating on a chain gang
Somebody oughta break her out of that scene
She's enough to make you want to do the old man in
Hey, what was that name again
Ain't no use in tryin' to settle me down
I'm a fool, I'm a downright clown clown for Arlene

Arlene, hey are you comin' into town
Arlene, don't let your daddy tie you down
When you're sneaking out that window baby
Don't you make a sound
Do you want to boogie, are you into fool, 
Fool, foolin' around



Sitting in a bacco patch feeling like a weasel
I'm a waitin' on the lights to go dim
Wonderin' if my backside might be 
Full of bullet shots
Before she gets away from him
Ain't nobody gonna scare me away
Gonna hold my breath till I take her away

Arlene, hey are you comin' into town
Arlene, don't let your daddy tie you down
When you're sneaking out that window baby
Don't you make a sound
Do you want to boogie, are you into fool, 
Fool, foolin' around

When you're sneaking out that window baby
Don't you make a sound
Do you want to boogie, are you into fool, 
Fool, foolin' around
Come on Arlene
I see you got that red dress on
This is it

1218. Armadillo Jackal - Chords

Armadillo Jackal 
Robert Earl Keen
 
Am                                    G
The evening sun was sinkin' down, a chill north wind a-blows
     F                                        E
The new-plowed ground was coolin' fast, the river rolls and flows
            Am                                G
Beneath the two-lane concrete river bridge between my place and town
         F                                E
On that hot-bed Farm to Market road they call 1291
           Am                                     G
I'm sayin' son you'll see me searchin', sizzlin' down that broad highway
F                                   E
Dollar signs in both my eyes, I'm seekin' out my prey
              Am                             G
I'm prayin' "Jesus, will you send me just another three or four?"
               F                              E
They pay two-fifty down in Halletsville, 3 dollars, maybe more
                Am                               G
And more than likely they'll be out tonight a-wanderin' from the farms
F                       E
Waddlin' down 1291 to keep their bodies warm 
              Am                              G
I'm talking walkin' belts and neckties, and boots for rodeo
            F                                        E
They don't run too fast, don't waste much gas, I'm makin' lots o'dough



 
Chorus:
       Am        C    G    D        Am        C    G    D
The armadillo....o....o....o The armadillo....o....o....o 
 
       Am                            G
The Armadillo never sees me, when I hit him with my brights
      F                                       E
His life don't flash before his eyes, he's blinded by my lights
         Am                             G
And so I hit him with my bumper doin' sixty, sixty-five
                F                                 E
They take 'em frozen down in Halletsville, they don't take 'em alive
 
Chorus:
           Am     C    G    D              Am     C    G    D
The jackal cri....i....i...ied  The jackal cri....i....i...ied
 
            Am                                 G
The jackal cried, look there's two of them a-walkin' down the line
    F                                 E
I can't believe my luck tonight this here makes twenty-nine
            Am                                G
And so he rolled the first one runnin', the second was too fast
       F                                   E
His breaks and laughter squealin' as he stomped down on the gas
               Am                                 G
Good-God, his car was sideways flyin', when the bridge wall met his door
      F                             E
The impact shook the river bed his foot went through the floor
 
Chorus:
        Am     C     G     D           Am     C     G      D
Forevermore....or....or...ore  Forevermore....or....or....ore
 
        Am                                 G
Forevermore was his last moment from the bridge wall to the stream
            F                                E
From the speckled blood around his smile a-spewin' gasoline
               Am                         G
And then he screamed his raspy epitaph, before he turned to flame
               F...                             E...
They pay two-fifty down in Halletsville.... I ain't the one to blame.....
 
           Am     C    G     D              Am     C    G    D
Ain't it a sha....a....a....ame  The jackal cri....i....i...ied
          Am     C    G    D           Am      C    G    D
The armadillo....o....o....o  The armadillo....o....o....o
 
(repeat until fade)

1219. Armageddon



Armageddon
Old School Freight Train

I have seen the dark side of a man,
When he takes it upon himself with a gun in his hand,
Blinded by rage, infected with hate,
Know's that he's right and he ain't got time to wait.

There's a prince in the pulpit and he never knew a rainy day.
He's gonna send you to die and you ain't got much to say.
Sometimes I wonder just what's in store.
Is a Armageddon knockin' at my door?

Take a look my brother, tell me what you see.
If everybody's fightin' then how can they be free?
Tell me what you aim to do when it comes down to you.
Will you stand up for what you know is true?

1220. Arming Of Infants

Trampled by Turtles - Arming of Infants

Well I told you once I would do it again,
Why don't you leave while you still can?
All your back rooms laid this town to waste

You come in darling nice and slow,
And leave your shiny little guns on the floor.
Run away with your force fed little world.

Go tell it on the mountain
Or won't you scream it in my ear
Tell me everything I want to hear

Won't you give me little warning 
Before you tell me that I'm the one?
There's razor blades behind your pretty smile
And all your childhood parties
They would kill us for the fall ?
Run away with everything you know

Go tell it on the mountain
Or won't you scream it in my ear
Tell me everything I want to hear

Go tell it on the mountain
Or won't you scream it in my ear
Tell me everything I want to hear



1221. Arms Of Fire

The Osborne Brothers - Arms Of Fire 

It hurts when you hold me lately
So come on and hurt me baby
The spell that I'm in
The burn on my skin
The love, the hate, the high of the pain
You're everything that drives me crazy
You got me flying down a James Dean highway
Love drunk and sliding sideways
Not watching the road
Not holding the wheel
You can't even hear the tires squeal
And once again I go down in flames
In your arms of fire
I can't escape
Staying or leaving, hurts either way
Waking a wire, I'll never cross
Cuz everything in me is wantin' to fall
To your arms of fire
Your kiss, my soul demands it
I tried the cold but I can't stand it
No
Drawn to a spark, deep in the dark
It's pulling me, tugging me, tares me apart
Here's my heart, go on and brand it
In your arms of fire
I can't escape
Staying or leaving, hurts either way
Waking a wire, I'll never cross
Cuz everything in me is wantin' to fall
To your arms of fire
It hurts when you hold me lately
So come on and hurt me baby
In your arms of fire
I can't escape
Staying or leaving, hurts either way
Waking a wire, I'll never cross
Cuz everything in me is wantin' to fall
To your arms of fire
To your arms of fire

1222. Arms Of The Law - Chords

Arms Of The Law 
Chatham County Line

[Intro]
C C G G F G C G
 
[Verse 1]



   C                          G
We danced that night so close together
   F         G          C     G
We said that we'd never part
  C                           G
I thought it for worse or for better
      F              G              C
But I didn't see the chains on your heart
         C                            G
For your father kept the peace in the county
    F                 G          C     G
And although they say justice is blind
   C                      G
He led me in cuffs to his jailhouse
    F         G        C
For trying to make you mine
 
[Chorus]
     F         Fm       C
They said your love was taken
        F      Fm       C     G
As they led me down the hall
    C                     G
Now you're in the arms of another
    F          G           C
And I'm in the arms of the law
 
[Interlude]
 
C C G G F G C G
 
C C G F C G
 
[Verse 2]
    C                            G
Now one day I'll break from this prison
   F              G             C     G
To see if there's truth to this tale
       C                            G
And if you're locked in the arms of another
        F          G              C
I'll be better off locked in this jail
 
[Chorus]
     F         Fm       C
They said your love was taken
        F      Fm       C     G
As they led me down the hall
    C                     G
Now you're in the arms of another
    F          G           C
And I'm in the arms of the law
     F          Fm          C
Yes, I'm in the arms of the law
 
[Outro]
 



C C G G F G C

1223. Armstrong

Nanci Griffith - Armstrong

Black boy in Chicago
Playing in the street
Not near enough to wear
Not near enough to eat
Don't you know he saw it
On a July afternoon
He saw a man named Armstrong
Walk upon the moon

Young girl in Calcutta
Barely eight years old
The flies that swarm the market place
Will see she don't get old
Don't you know she heard it
On that July afternoon
She heard a man named Armstrong
Had walked upon the moon
She heard a man named Armstrong
Had walked upon the moon

The rivers are getting dirty
The wind is getting bad
War and hate are killing off
The only earth we have
But the world all stopped to watch it
On that July afternoon
To watch a man named Armstrong
Walk upon the moon
To watch a man named Armstrong
Walk upon the moon
To watch a man named Armstrong
Walk upon the moon

And I wonder if a long time ago
Somewhere in the universe
They watched a man named Adam
Walk upon the earth

1224. Around Here - Chords

Around Here
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Richard Fagan and Jeff Moore



G
Well I couldn't help but overhear you talkin' to Mary Lou
                                       A7                       D7
And when she shot you down I knew that something was wrong with you
       G                                                    C
You're leaving Mississippi and your fast talking just won't go
       G                      D7                     G
If you wanna win her love you gotta take it nice and slow
G
You gotta say yes ma'am no ma'am treat her like a lady
    C
And open up the door for her take a little time
     G                                            D7
Well get to know her better before you can try to hold her near
G                                   C
Be polite ask her just right if you wanna get lucky on a Saturday night
      G                   D7        G
Cause that's the thing to do around here
Now I hate to tell you buddy but you're going about this all wrong
                                           A7                 D7
Go trade your suit for jeans and boots and put an old Stetson on
G                                                C
Give a little wink and a smile when you tip your hat
           G                D7                    G
And you're only a few steps away from a girl like that
Repeat #2
    D7                             G
Now if I was up in New York city I hope you do the same for me
   D7                                   C                D7
So listen up friend I'll tell you again you're down here where we say
Repeat #2

1225. Arrows Pointing Sideways

Donna the Buffalo - Arrows Pointing Sideways

Holding love at a distance
The fogs rollin' in 
I'm shuttin' down
Maybe things'll be better next time around
Maybe things'll be better next time around

The humor seems to have left our situation
Ever since I run amok
She's shootin' steam
Things just might be as bad as they seem
Things just might be as bad as they seem

Chorus:
Tell me where you been
Been in thin skin
Have you got the blues



It wouldn't be sad if it weren't true
Heart turned to stone, I'm drinkin' all alone
The world says no no no...

All of the arrows are pointing sideways
All the lights are shining up
I'm everyone
Crying with a smile since time begun
Crying with a smile since time begun

All of the clocks are ticking forward
Everything is asking why
So I ran
Accumulating sin since time began
Accumulating sin since time began

All of my honor has come into question
Validities on a ride
I'm so tired
Destiny is hard wired
Destiny is hard wired

Shots rang out in the distance
The clock here has stopped
Tore the flesh from the bone
Drinkin' all alone
Drinkin' all alone

1226. Art of Virtue

Art of Virtue
Adrienne Young
Adrienne Young / Will Kimbrough

Gonna start a revolution,
Made of action, not of words
Practicing the Art of Virtue
A joy ride on the learning curve

Gonna keep my eyes wide open
Till I have something to say
Start to put my house in order
Save some money for a rainy day

Gonna do just what I ought to
Finish what I say I?ll do
Spend my time on something useful
Worry less and speak the truth

I'd like to learn some moderation
Know just when enough's enough
Meditate on being tranquil
Injure none and bear no grudge



I let go of my resistance
Son of God is inside me
I'm waitin' for the real thing, honey
Ain't nothin' wrong with chastity

If I could walk the path of Jesus
Live each day the best I can
Follow in those humble footsteps
I might reach the promised land

Gonna start a revolution
Made of action, not of words
Practicing the Art of Virtue
A joy ride on a learning curve

Come and join this revolution
Made of action, not of words
Practicing the Art of Virtue
It's all the rage, oh have you heard

1227. Arthritis Blues - Chords

Arthritis Blues 
Recorded by Ramblin Jack Elliott
Written by Butch Hawes

C                                 F
Went to the the doctor looked sad well he looked in his book
       C                           F            C
And he told me what I had and it's all kinds of trouble 
G7                 C
Gonna find you somehow
 
                                     F
Arthritis is a thing to miss it will leave you walking
       C                     F            C
With a double twist and it's all kinds of trouble
G7                 C
Gonna find you somehow
                                                    F
You can't stand up and you can't lay down you can't sit in a chair
          C                           F            C
You can't roll on the ground and it's all kinds of trouble
G7                 C
Gonna find you somehow 
 
Doctor doctor doctor get your X-ray machine well it feels so good
           C                      F            C
Just about like morphine and it's all kinds of trouble 
G7                 C
Gonna find you somehow
                                                    F



If you get to Heaven tell the judge for me I've had sixteen years
       C                     F            C
Of the third degree and it's all kinds of trouble 
G7                 C
Gonna find you somehow
 
                                                          F
You can chase it away with your sweet apple jack you wake up in the mornin'
         C                               F            C
And it's squattin' on your back and it's all kinds of trouble 
G7                 C
Gonna find you somehow
                                                   F
Gin rum and whiskey will ease the pain you'll wake up in the morning
           C                         F            C
And you're right back again and it's all kinds of trouble 
G7                 C
Gonna find you somehow
                                       F
Arthritis is the thing to miss it will leave you walkin' 
       C                     F            C
With a double twist and it's all kinds of trouble 
G7                 C
Gonna find you somehow
                                   F
If I live to be forty-three you'll find me runnin' 
       C                F            C
Like a Model T and it's all kinds of trouble 
G7                 C
Gonna find you somehow
                                     F
Arthritis is a thing to miss it will leave you walkin'
       C                     F            C
With a double twist and it's all kinds of trouble
G7                 C
Gonna find you somehow
                                                          F
You can chase it away with your sweet apple jack you wake up in the mornin'
         C                               F            C
And it's squattin' on your back and it's all kinds of trouble 
G7                 C
Gonna find you somehow
Arthritis is the thing to miss

1228. Arthur And Alice - Chords

Arthur And Alice
Recorded by John Conlee
Written by Bobby Braddock

C          Em    Am            C
Arthur and Alice played shuffleboard
F       G7        Am    C



Down in Dinington today
                     Em          Am          C  
Then they packed the best picnic they could afford
    F             G7        C
And drove down by old Tampa Bay
Am                  Em 
Forty-nine years on assembly lines
F                    Fm
Way back up Michigan way
    C            Em             Am      C
Now they're in a trailer in the Florida pines
F          G7        C F   C   
Arthur and Alice are doin' okay
           Em         Am         C             
Arthur and Alice make love every night
F             G7          C
Love in their own special way
             Em           Am         C      
Sometimes by just holding each other tight
F               G7       C  
Hoarding dreams of yesterday
Am                            Em
But then sometimes they still love a good storm
F                          Fm
Just like on their wedding day
C              Em       Am          C  
Way down where even the winters are warm
F          G7        C F   C     
Arthur and Alice are doin' okay
           Em         Am          C 
Arthur and Alice have seven grand kids
   F         Am     C
In Ann Arbor and in LA
                Em         Am          C 
They'll come to visit last winter they did
  F             G7           C 
A Busch Gardens Disney World day
            Am                       Em           
Poor Arthur he's got a bad heart and she's nearly blind
   F                         Fm 
At least that's what doctors say
        C               Em       Am            C   
But his heart's full of love and she reads his mind
F          G7    F          G7     
Arthur and Alice Arthur and Alice  
F          G7        C F   C  
Arthur and Alice are doin' okay

1229. Artificial Heart - Chords

Artificial Heart
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by John Hall and Johanna Hall



G
I can see it coming signs appear to me
D7                   G
For that any day now you are gonna leave
    A7              D7      C                    D7
But this time I can stop it before the teardrops start
      C             Em         G          D7         G
Gonna go on down to Louieville and get an artificial heart
 
                                   Em
Artificial heart one that does its part
     Am                            C
With just a little beating now and then 
D7  G      D7                          C    D7      G
Artificial heart would be too smart to fall in love again  
 
 
I don't want an ending and I don't wanna cry
D7                           G
I can't stand the heartbreak watching my sweet dreams die
  A7                  D7     C                  D7
I need a heart that's strong but then of course true
       A7  D7     Em          C     D7      G
Yes an artificial heart would never get the blues
 
Repeat #2
 
                Bm              Em
My heart's been broken too many times
        C                      G    D7
I don't know that it will ever mend again
    Bm                      Em
You forsaking this heart of mine
             C          Am    G  C
I think it's time to go trade it in
 
D7     G                                  Em
For an artificial heart one that does its part
     Am                            C
With just a little beating now and then 
D7  G      D7                          C    D7      G
Artificial heart would be too smart to fall in love again  
 
Repeat #2

1230. Artificial Rose - Chords

Artificial Rose
Recorded by Dave Dudley
Written by Tom T. Hall

C



The little waitress wore an artificial rose
                               G7
I met her in a truck stop long ago
               C             C7                 F
She brought my coffee with a smile and then sat down
       C               G7                C
And we started talkin' bout my wanderin' round
I recall the night I gave her that red rose
                                G7
Just a little joke between us I suppose
        C                  C7               F
But she laughed and tucked it in her golden hair
         C               G7             C
And from that day on she always wore it there
F            C           G7         C
Never blooms never grows artificial rose
As time went out I got to know her well
                                       G7
Grew to love her but I knew I couldn't tell
          C           C7               F
About the other woman farther down the line
        C               G7             C
But she trusted me said I was not that kind
F            C           G7         C
Never blooms never grows artificial rose
One night when I had traveled many miles
                                           G7
I pulled in and thought I'd see her loving smile
        C           C7              F
But she only left a package tied in red
      C                  G7                C
And inside a little tear stained note that read
She said I've found out now I return to you
                                        G7
This rose that I've been wearin' like a fool
         C            C7                F
May your life be cold and lonely as can be
          C          G7               C
Like this artificial rose you gave to me
F            C           G7         F   C
Never blooms never grows artificial r-ose

1231. Artificial Tears - Chords

Artificial Tears
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Bob Morrison and Ron Hellard

C                            F
Don't come to me with you're sorry
       C         G7         C
Saying you won't hurt me anymore
                                F



Cause I can't buy a word you're crying
                C   G7           C
I've seen those artificial tears before
 
                   F
Just yesterday I believed you
         C       G7                   C
But this time my poor heart knows the score
                              F
Now I can't buy a word you're lying
                C   G7           C
I've seen those artificial tears before
 
G7                        C
Oh you're such a great pretender
      G7                               F
Don't you get tired of putting on your show
G7                                 C
Heart to heart just tell me you're unhappy
     D7                                  G   G7
Take off your mask and let your feelings show
 
      C                       F
Cause I'm making plans for my future 
       C              G7           C
And my future doesn't live here anymore
                               F
So don't pretend your heart is breaking
                C   G7           C
I've seen those artificial tears before
  
Repeat #3,4
 
F               C   G7           C
I've seen those artificial tears before

1232. As A Sign

Jim Lauderdale - As a Sign

[Verse 1]
This morning the mountain came crashing through my door
I take that as a sign you don't love me anymore
Yesterday you told me so, but I would not believe
That you really meant to go, though packing up to leave

[Chorus]
The sun shines on borrowed time
No brighter than the moon
I'll take that as a sign
Too much, too late, too soon

[Verse 2]



Thunder out, cloud nine, I take it as a sign
You are now my used-to-be, no longer to be mine
Never mind the ties that bind, lower down the boom
Only comfort I can find sleeps four beds to the room

[Chorus]
The sun shines on borrowed time
No brighter than the moon
I'll take that as a sign
Too much, too late, too soon

[Verse 3]
I'd like to place a nickel bet that every single time
What you see is what you get, short change for a dime
That's how the number crunches when you're that kind of fool
Who bets his heart on hunches as an elementary rule

[Verse 4]
Lost my shirt in many games I never should have played
Some to my undying shame, the memories don't fade
I never could take a hint, you gotta tell me straight
Beat me with the evidence, convince me of my fate

[Verse 5]
This afternoon the hillside came rolling down the lane
No place left for me to hide, hand me down my walking cane
Got one last subway token, I take it as a sign
That someone's heart is broken, I hope it isn't mine

1233. As Easy as Our Blessings - Chords

As Easy as Our Blessings
Recorded by Tracy Lawrence
Written by Mark Nesler and Tony Martin

Am               G7          F
Lately I've been having more nights that I can't sleep
C                           G7      Am               G7
Storms of life keep blowing in  sometimes it gets so heavy
   F                      C                     G7
It drives me to my knees  and it's coming down again
       F              C               G7           Am
Then a voice inside reminds me of the roof over my head
       F                 C           Dm              G7
And my wife and kids are tucked away warmly in their beds
    C     D7         F              G7          C         D7
And up in heaven sometimes I wonder if God sits there and listens
   F                E7               Am   G7 F    C  F
To all His children thinking it'd be nice if we'd forget 
                            C    D7 F
Our troubles as easy as our blessings
Am         G7              F
Suddenly I don't feel like counting what I need



C                          G7        Am                 G7
So I start counting what I have when times are at their toughest
   F                        C                       G7
My wife still stands by me  and my children make me laugh
     F               C                G7             Am
Then I crawl back in bed and start to think as I lay there
         F              C               Dm              G7
Could it be that He's already heard and answered all my prayers
Repeat #2
E7      Am   G7 F    C  F
It'd be nice if we'd forget 
                            C    D7 F
Our troubles as easy as our blessings
               C    D7 F C
As easy as our blessings

1234. As Far As Love Goes

As Far As Love Goes 
Sawmill Road

I have been unfair to you, and a little too demanding 
And I know I have made it hard, for us to get along 
And I have tried the limits of your love and understanding 
And darlin' I ll admit that I was wrong   
 
But as far as love goes, mine has never wavered 
You can see through my behavior, and know that it is true 
And as far as love goes, forever is a long time 
I suppose that's as far as love goes 
 
I have seen the storms of summer, roll across these hills 
And I have seen the seasons come and go across the years 
And the dreams of my younger days, no longer cross my mind 
And old friends have changed, and disappeared  
 
CHORUS: 
But as far as love goes, mine is still burning  
Though the world keeps on turnin' still my heart is true 
And as far as love goes, forever is a long time 
I suppose that's as far as love goes

1235. As Fast As I Could

As Fast As I Could
Josh Turner - As Fast As I Could

Baby, I know you've been waiting patiently
For a man to give you all that you need



And love you like he should
Stickin' to your guns
Lookin' for the right one
Just somebody who treats you good
It took me a while
But, I got here as fast as I could

I ran full speed ahead without stopping to rest
And I know right where I was headed to
Now that I'm here, it's perfectly clear
That I was making my way to you
I can't believe how long it took
But I got here as fast as I could

I've ended up on at least 100 dead end roads
Where my heart and I Just wound up broke, lost and misunderstood
I tried to rush finding true love
It didn't pan out like I thought it would
It took me sometime but I got here as fast as I could

I ran full speed ahead without stopping to rest
And I know right where I was headed to
Now that I'm here, it's perfectly clear
That I was making my way to you
I can't believe how long it took
But I got here as fast as I could

I ran full speed ahead without stopping to rest
And I know right where I was headed to
Now that I'm here, it's perfectly clear
That I was making my way to you
I can't believe how long it took
But I got here as fast as I could

Yeah, I got here as fast as I could

1236. As Good As You

As Good As You
Larkin Poe - As Good As You

[Verse 1: Thom Hell]
An angel is dreaming in
Bed next to me
She don't need wings or a halo 'cause
It's easy to see

[Verse 2: Thom Hell]
I was searching for meaning, but
Didn't know where to look
Then she opened her heart to me and that
Was all that it took



[Pre-Chorus: Thom Hell (and Larkin Poe)]
I spent most my time watching hours as they slipped away
Feeling old at the end of the day
It never was a fair trade
(But now I find that I'm not afraid)
('Cause life is time but time stands still)

[Chorus: Thom Hell and Larkin Poe, (Rebecca Lovell)]
I'm not as young as I used to be
But you're the reason that I feel so carefree
Time hasn't left a mark on you
(It strikes a spark every time you move)
And every morning when I see your face
I feel that I'm in a holy place 'cause
Even angels couldn't look as good as you

[Bridge: Thom Hell and Larkin Poe]
Doo doo doo doo
Doo doo umm umm

[Pre-Chorus: Thom Hell (and Larkin Poe)]
Umm, I spent most my time watching hours as they slipped away
Feeling old at the end of the day
It never was a fair trade
(But now I find that I'm not afraid)
('Cause life is time but time stands still)

1237. As I Go

As I Go - Steep Canyon Rangers

I always try to do what's best
I've always done the opposite
Feeling good, but a little too slow
Tripping on your doorstep as I go.

Always hanging by a thread
I never did care what the doctor said.
Hold on tight, and don't look down
But there ain't no telling where I'm about

Chorus:
As I go, as I go,
Tripping on your doorstep as I go
Feeling good, but a little too slow
Tripping on your doorstep as I go.

You recall the best in worst
Forget the in between time first
..how it felt
Crazy hell of ...art

Chorus: (x2)



As I go, as I go,
Tripping on your doorstep as I go
Feeling good, but a little too slow
Tripping on your doorstep as I go.

1238. As I Roved Out

As I Roved Out
Traditional

As I roved out on a bright May morning
To view the meadows and flowers gay
Whom should I spy but my own true lover
As she sat under yon willow tree

I took off my hat and I did salute her
I did salute her most courageously
When she turned around well the tears fell from her
Sayin' "False young man, you have deluded me

A diamond ring I owned I gave you
A diamond ring to wear on your right hand
But the vows you made, love, you went and broke them
And married the lassie that had the land"

"If I'd married the lassie that had the land, my love
It's that I'll rue till the day I die
When misfortune falls sure no man can shun it
I was blindfolded I'll ne'er deny"

Now at nights when I go to my bed of slumber
The thoughts of my true love run in my mind
When I turned around to embrace my darling
Instead of gold sure it's brass I find

And I wish the Queen would call home her army
From the West Indies, Amerikay and Spain
And every man to his wedded woman
In hopes that you and I will meet again.

1239. As If I Didn't Know - Chords

As If I Didn't Know
Recorded by Lee Greenwood
Written by Mel Tillis and Hal Bynum
 
C               F      G7        C
I don't have to read between the lines
                     F         G7         C



I know the time will come when you're not mine
          F             C             F  G#
Even if I lose you I'll never let you go
             C                G7       C   F G7 C
I'll keep on loving you as if I didn't know
 
                  F          G7      C
Tell me what's so wrong with holding on
              F           G7     C
Something you believed in for so long
           F           C               F   G#
Even if it hurts me it doesn't have to show
             C                G7       C   F C
I'll keep on loving you as if I didn't know
 
F     Am       F                C
As if I didn't know that it was over
  Am              F             C  G7
Although I didn't lose you long ago
Am         F                   C             F     G#
I'll go on pretending that our love is never ending
             C                G7       C   F C F
I'll keep on loving you as if I didn't know
 
C            F             C
Maybe I just wanna make it last
          F      G7     C
Maybe I'm living in the past 
              F             G7    C              F   G#
Maybe I can't change things cause you're already gone
             C                G7           E7
I'll keep on loving you oh is that so wrong
       Am       F                  C
And if I didn't know that it's was over
  Am          F              C  G7
Before I even loved you long ago
Am            F                C             F     G#
I'll go on pretending that our love is never ending
             C                G7       C
I'll keep on loving you as if I didn't know
 
Am            F                C             F     G#
I'll go on pretending that our love is never ending
             C                G7       C   F C
I'll keep on loving you as if I didn't know

1240. As It Should Be - Chords

As It Should Be 
Holly Williams
 
         F#m
Did your lover leave you stranded



          C#m
Did your heart endure the truth
          E                                 F#m
Will you fight to find the healing or will time heal all your wounds
        F#m                       C#m
Do you drown in your desire for a time you used to know
E                                 F#m
Memories cant touch you they are just a picture show
D      E  F#m     D     E       F#m
Don't let go, oh honey cant you see
D     E         F#m         D
Everything's a circle in itself
                 F#m
All as it should be
 
Have you stood inside a nightmare
Did it slap you in the face
Were you left to lose control
Did you ever find a way
Was it somebody that loved you or a face you've never seen
So final, so quick are the hands of destiny
Don't let go, honey can't you see
Everything's a circle in itself
All as it should be
 
You philosophize each second then you live as if you're dead
Always aching for the beauty of the visions in your head
Was it something that you wanted only never had the guts
Now you stand ashamed and regret your giving up
Where would you be, if you had tried
If you had given all you could...
To the passion of your life
 
There is someone out there watching every step you take today
Every struggle, all confusion, endless questions in your head
But he's got you where he wants you
There are reasons we can't see
We all stand where we belong
Every moment meant to be
So don't let go, honey can't you see
Everything's a circle in itself
All as it should be
All as it should be
All as it should be
All as it should be

1241. As It Was

The Infamous Stringdusters 
As It Was
(originally by Harry Styles)

Holdin' me back



Gravity's holdin' me back
I want you to hold out the palm of your hand
Why can't we leave it at that?
Nothin' to say
Everything gets in the way
Seems you cannot be replaced
And I'm the one who will stay, oh

In this world, it's just us
You know it's not the same as it was
In this world, it's just us
You know it's not the same as it was
As it was, as it was
You know it's not the same

Answer the phone
"Booksy, you're no good alone
Why are you sittin' at home on the floor?
What kind of pills are you on?"
Ringin' the bell
Nobody's comin' to help
Your daddy lives by himself
He just wants to know that you're well, oh

In this world, it's just us
You know it's not the same as it was
In this world, it's just us
You know it's not the same as it was
As it was, as it was
You know it's not the same

Go home, get ahead, light-speed internet
I don't wanna talk about the way that it was
Leave America, two kids follow her
I don't wanna talk about who's doin' it first

As it was
You know it's not the same as it was
As it was, as it was

1242. As Lonesome As I Am

As Lonesome As I Am
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
As lonesome as I am
Somethin' pretty good is bound to happen
When these tears all fall down
It won't take long before they hit this dusty ground
As lonesome as I am

[Verse 2]



As lonesome as I am
I believe that love is gonna find me
When it comes back around
With open arms I'll let it in and keep it safe and sound
As lonesome as I am

[Bridge]
We were flyin' high, I thought you would be mine forever
Then she left me cold, you know I've never known such stormy weather
Someday I'll rise above these clouds that hide the sun
Soon as I get over her, I'm gonna be someone

[Verse 1]
As lonesome as I am
Somethin' pretty good is bound to happen
When these tears all fall down
It won't take long before they hit this dusty ground
As lonesome as I am

[Outro]
As lonesome as I am

1243. As Lonesome As It Gets

As Lonesome as It Gets
Tracy Lawrence - Infamous Stringdusters

I've been sitting here alone in the darkness
With the sound of goodbye ringin' in my head
I don't know how much longer I can go on like this
I'm about as lonesome as it gets
Just about as lonesome as it gets

For a long time now, we've been drifting apart
I should have been glad to see you go
But now that it's over and you're on a silver jet
It's about as lonesome as it gets
Just about as lonesome as it gets

[Chorus]
If it rained straight whiskey
forty days and nights
It would't be enough to numb this hurt I feel
Or keep this lump that's in my throat
From chokin' me to death
I'm about as lonesome as it gets
Just about as lonesome as it gets

When they dig a six foot hole in the ground
and throw the dirt over me
Just let these words mark my final place of rest
This is as lonesome as it gets
Damn sure as lonesome as it gets



[Chorus]

1244. As Long As I Have A Heart

Kathy Mattea - As Long as I Have a Heart

Surprise goodbyes and tears unanswered
Promises that fall
Can leave your precious dreams defenseless
Back against the wall
But I will hold them tenderly
Your secrets are a part of me
As long as I have a heart, you've a safe place to dream in
A tree to carve your name in as long as I have a heart
As long as you need a love that time won't take away
Baby, you have it made as long as I have a heart
A hail of dew, can you think your thoughts in?
A garden where they grow
A peaceful place to settle down in
Away from winds that blow
My love will always hold you near
No matter where you go, you're here
As long as I have a heart, you've a safe place to dream in
A tree to carve your name in as long as I have a heart
As long as you need a love that time can't take away
Baby, you have it made as long as I have a heart
Your family ties are tightly sewn
My arms will always be your home
As long as I have a heart, you've a safe place to dream in
A tree to carve your name in as long as I have a heart
As long as you need a love that time won't take away
Baby, you have it made as long as I have a heart

1245. As Long As I Live

As Long As I Live

[Chorus: Johnny Cash & Emmylou Harris]
As long as I live, if it be one hour
Or if it be one hundred years
I'll keep remembering forever and ever
I'll love you dear as long as I live

[Verse 1: Emmylou Harris, Johnny Cash]
It was easy said (Sing it, pretty young thing)
That night we parted
That we'd forget we'd ever met
I haven't forgotten, I wonder if you have



Or if your heart is still full of regret

[Chorus: Johnny Cash & Emmylou Harris]
As long as I live, if it be one hour
Or if it be one hundred years
I'll keep remembering forever and ever
I'll love you dear as long as I live

[Bridge: Johnny Cash]
That's Chuck Cochran on the piano

1246. As Long As I Love You - Chords

As Long As I Love You   
Written and recorded by Dolly Parton

C          F           C
Hurt is no stranger to me
    F      C           G7
And oh how well I know misery
F                      C           F
You always hurt me but I always forgive
         C           F         C    F
And I'll hurt for as long as I love you
         C               F         C
And I'll love you for as long as I live

                 F              C
Oh it's my fault for loving you so deeply
F          C          G7
I give you my love completely
F                   C               F
I give you love but hurt is all you give
         C           F         C    F
And I'll hurt for as long as I love you
         C               F         C
And I'll love you for as long as I live

       F                              C
For as long as I love you there'll be pain
       F                    D7               G7
Though tears come and go my love remains the same
F                           C           F
I'll always forgive you you know that I will
         C           F         C    F
And I'll hurt for as long as I love you
         C               F         C
And I'll love you for as long as I live

                     F         C    F
Yes I'll hurt for as long as I love you
         C               F         C
And I'll love you for as long as I live



1247. As Long As I'm Dreaming

As Long as I'm Dreaming
recorded by Hank Snow 
written by Vaughn Horton

As long as I'm dream-ing you'll be in my arms dear
You'll never grow lonesome you'll never grow old
I'll build you a castle at the end of the rainbow
And as long as I'm dreaming I'll build it of gold

A tree full of blue birds will wake you each morning
A garden of r-oses will gather the dew
I'm hoping and pray-ing that I'll never stop dreaming
For as long as I'm dreaming I'll always have you
 
As long as I'm dream-ing you'll be in my arms dear
You'll never grow lonesome you'll never grow old
I'll build you a castle at the end of the rainbow
And as long as I'm dreaming I'll build it of gold

repeat #2

1248. As Long As I'm Rockin' With You - Chords

As Long As I'm Rockin' With You
Recorded by John Conlee
Written by Bruce Channel and Kieran Kan
 
G
Wherever I'm going wherever I'm staying it doesn't matter 
                         C                 G
Long as I'm staying with you  staying with you
I'm always happy whatever I'm doing it doesn't matter
                        C               G
As long as I do it with you  do it with you
D7          C                    G
I may never have much silver and gold
    D7                      C                      G
But I've got something more precious and warmer to hold
             Em                                   C
And that old rocking chair don't scare me like it used to
           G          D7                       G
It doesn't matter  as long as I'm rocking with you
                          
Wherever I'm working whatever it's paying it doesn't matter 
                          C                 G
Long as it's working with you  working with you
These things I believe in some people call dreaming



                                               C
It doesn't matter as long as I'm dreaming with you
              G
Dreaming with you
repeat #2
 
C          G          D7                       G
It doesn't matter  as long as I'm rocking with you

1249. As Long As The Grass Shall Grow

As Long as the Grass Shall Grow
Gillian Welch

[Intro]
As long as the grass shall grow
As long as the grass shall grow
As long as the grass shall grow
[Verse 1]
Now the Seneca are an Indian tribe of the Iraquios Nation
Down on the New York/Pennsylvania line you'll find their reservation
After the US revolution Cornplanter was their chief, and he told the tribe they could trust thes
e men, 'cause that was his true belief
So he went down to Independence Hall, and there a treaty signed that promised peace with t
he USA and the Indian rights combined
George Washington gave his signature, and the government gave its hand and said that for n
ow and forevermore, this was Indian land
[Chorus]
As long (As long) as the moon (As the moon shall rise)
As long (As long) as the rivers (as the rivers) flow
As long (As long) as the sun (as the sun) will shine
As long (As long) as the grass (as the grass) shall grow
[Verse 2]
And on the Seneca reservation, there is much sadness now
Washington's treaty's been broken, and there ain't no hope no how
Across the Allegheny River they're throwing up a dam
It'll flood the Indian country and be a proud day for Uncle Sam
It has broke the ancient treaty with a politician's grin
And it'll drown the Indian graveyards; Cornplanter, can you swim?
And though the earth is mother to the Seneca, they're trampling sacred ground and change t
he good green earth to black muddy flats where honor hobbles down
[Chorus]
As long (As long) as the moon (As the moon shall rise)
As long (As long) as the rivers (as the rivers) flow
As long (As long) as the sun (as the sun) will shine
As long (As long) as the grass (as the grass) shall grow
[Verse 3]
The Iraquois used to rule from Canada to way down South
But no one fears the Indians now and smiles a liars mouth
So the Seneca hired an expert to figure out another site
But the great good army engineer said no, they had no right
Though they showed him another plan, and they showed him another way
He laughed in their face and said 'No deal, Kinuza dam is here to stay'



And Congress turned the Indians down and brushed off their plea
So the Seneca have renamed the dam, and they call the lake
Perfidy

1250. As Long As The Wind Blows

As Long As The Wind Blows
Jim & Jesse

No one can ever hold the wind
So don't waste your time a-holding on to me
Just let me love and I'll be gone again
For there's one thing little girl that you must see

As long as the wind blows, as long as the river flows
As long as train whistle screams
As long as a wind goose flies, as the flood tides rise
There's just no way of holding me

Me this chain gang can never hold
A man with such a wandering restless soul
Just turn your back and that's the last time that you will see
This old wandering boy from Tennessee

* Refrain

Mama it's so good to be back home
It's not right for you and Papa to be here alone
But listen to that late evening train
Well I could of swore I heard it call my name

* Refrain

1251. As Long As The Winds Blow - Chords

As Long As The Winds Blow
Recorded Jim and Jesse
Written by Curly Putman

G
No one can ever hold the wind
         C                             G
So don't waste your time holding on to me
     D7                            G
Just let me love then I'll be gone again
    A7                            D7       G
For there's one thing little girl you must see

As long as the winds blow as long as the rivers flow



   D7                         G
As long as the train whistles scream

As long as the wild goose flies as long as the flood tides rise
D7                             G
There's just no way of holding me

Mister this chain gang can never hold
  C                                  G
A man with such a wandering restless soul
     D7                                             G
Just turn your back and that's the last time you'll see
A7                     D7         G
This old wandering boy from Tennessee

Repeat #2

Momma it's so good to be back home
         C                                 G
It's not right for you and papa to be here alone
    D7                          G
But listen to that late evening train
     A7                        D7      G
Well I coulda swore I heard it call my name

Repeat #2

1252. As Long As There's A Sunday

Ernest Tubb 
As Long As There's A Sunday

Though I can't come to see you every day
It just happened things worked out this way
Oh but that don't mean you're not the apple of your daddy's eye
And as long as there's a Sunday I'll come by

As long as there's a Sunday your daddy's here
Though I think about and love you all the time
And even though dear some have said I have no right to you
But as long as there's a Sunday you'll be mine

And someday dear I hope you'll understand
That I come by as often as I can
So you be good and mind your mom and tell her I said hi
And as long as there's a Sunday I'll come by

And someday dear I hope you'll understand
That I come by as often as I can
So you be good and mind your mom and tell her I said hi
And as long as there's a Sunday I'll come by
Yes as long as there's a Sunday I'll come by



1253. As Long As We Can - Chords

As Long As We Can
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Roni Rivers and Agnes Wilson
 
C                                 F                C
I never fail to count my blessing when each day is done
      F               C                                       G7
But I always wait and count you last cause you're my greatest one
    C                      F                     C
And I ask God to let me be with you till my life ends
                        F       C       G7        C
Cause I wanna stay here in your arms as long as I can

               G7 C    F     C        G7 C
We're gonna st-ay here we're gonna st-ay here
                         F      C                  G7
We're gonna stay in each others arms as long as we can
            C         F    C                 F                     C
We're gonna live with no regrets loving each other like the day we met
                             F      C       G7         C
And we're gonna stay in each others arms as long as we can

                              F               C
I could never ask for love no greater than we share
   F              C                               G7
To me I'd find no better love if I searched every where 
       C                      F                     C
You'll always be my only love just like it's always been
                        F       C       G7        C
Cause I wanna stay here in your arms as long as I can

Repeat #2

                             F      C       G7         C
And we're gonna stay in each others arms as long as we can

1254. As Long As You're Loving Me

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - As Long as You're Loving Me

Some people say that the fate of a man
Is written down in the palm of his hand
Others say they can see it all in the cards and how they fall
I don't need my fortune told
As long as I've got you to hold
I can live with the mystery as long as you're loving me



Looking up at the stars tonight
I can't read 'em, but I love the light
Heaven knows I'm right where I want to be
As long as you're loving me

I don't need a crystal ball
Wouldn't even want to know at all
I've got everything I need 
As long as you're loving me

Who knows what tomorrow brings?
One day changes everything
I'm willing to wait and see
As long as you're loving me

Looking up at the stars tonight
I can't read 'em, but I love the light
Heaven knows I'm right where I want to be
As long as you're loving me

I don't need my fortune told
As long as I've got you to hold
I can live with the mystery as long as you're loving me

I've got everything I need as long as you're loving me
As long as you're loving me
Oh, as long as you're loving me

1255. As Lovely As You

Alison Krauss - As Lovely as You

The big moon is rising so bright in the sky
But it won't shine brighter than the stars in your eyes
It rises above me, so bright, so blue
And I won't see anyone as lovely as you

Take me into the night
Past these lonely dreams in my heart
I love you more than I could show you
More than I could know in my heart

So lay down beside me and hold me tonight
For your love has found me and it feels so right
These thoughts in my mind are so scattered and few
And I won't see anyone as lovely as you

Take me into the night
Past these lonely dreams in my heart
I love you more than I could show you
More than I could know

Take me into the night



Past these lonely dreams in my heart
I love you more than I could show you
More than I could know in my heart, in my heart

1256. As Low As You Can Go - Chords

As Low As You Can Go
Written and recorded by Earl Thomas Conley

E7                             Em
I came home early this morning and she was gone
E7                                       Em
So I turned to the mirror but the mirror seemed to say
                   Am
Down in the valley across the city
C                       F                    C
Through the dark alleys filled with self-pity
      Am         G7      F            Am
Where people are victims of their own fears
Em                        Am
Have you come down to the devil's table
C               F
Drinking poison till you're not able
Am              G7       F             Am
To see how your laughter has turned to tears
C                            G7
Boy you're as low as you can go
Dm                 F                Am
You left more than tracks along the road
C                             G7
Among the seeds that you have sown
Dm           F                   C
There lies a man you should have known
Repeat last verse x2

1257. As Of Now - Chords

As Of Now
Recorded by Melba Montgomery and George Jones
Written by Earl Montgomery

C
As of now I'm startin' my life over
                                   F
You're gonna see a great change in me
                               C
Those dark clouds overhead are hangin' by a string
    D7                                        G7
And soon they'll break and fall just wait and see



C
As of now I'm lookin' for a new love
                        F
One I can always depend upon
                         C
Remember what I say I'll have a better day
         G7                         C
Like the ones I had before you came along
F
As of now I'm gaining back my pride
                                G7
Soon I'll have a new love by my side
C                       F
One I can rely on to be true
    G7                                C
And hope he don't turn out to be like you
As of now I'm gonna be a new girl
                                   F
You'll see a change in me all over boy
                                  C
And you won't know me then you'll just remember when
    D7                            G7
You used me in a game just like a toy
C
As of now I'm stoppin' all my weepin'
                               F
I'm tired of feelin' sorry for myself
                              C
It's time I had some fun it's over and it's done
    G7                            C
Now I'll go celebrate because you left
repeat #3
    G7                                C
And hope he don't turn out to be like you

1258. As She's Walking Away

As She's Walking Away

We never spoke a word
But every thought she had I heard from across the room
If we were standing face to face
I couldn't find the words to say give me one more move
I don't even know her name
I guess foolish prides to blame

Now I'm falling in love as she's walking away
and my heart won't tell my mind to tell my mouth what it should say
May have lost this battle, live to fight another day
Now I'm falling in love as she's walking away

Wise man next to me did say
'Bout the one that got away



Son I missed my chance
Don't you let regret take place
Of the dreams you have to chase
Ask her to dance, go on, son
You might fall down on your face
Roll the dice and have some faith

Now I'm falling in love as she's walking away
and my heart won't tell my mind to tell my mouth what it should say
May have lost this battle, live to fight another day
Now I'm falling in love as she's walking away

You might fall down on your face
Roll the dice and have some faith

Now I'm falling in love as she's walking away
And my heart won't tell my mind to tell my mouth what it should say
May have lost this battle, live to fight another day
Now I'm falling in love as she's walking away

1259. As Soon As I Touch Calvary - Chords

As Soon As I Touch Calvary
Recorded by Paul Williams and The Victory Trio
Written by Rusty Goodman

G                                          C
Friend don't worry about this heavy load I carry
            G                           D7
Don't be concerned if it sends me to my knees
      G                                   C
For I know a place where all my load will lighten
          G                D7           G
I'll be alright as soon as I touch Calvary
         C                                G
If these feeble hands of faith could only reach out
                                        D7
Through this dark and dreary storm of unbelief
       G                                     C
And if He'll just slip His nail scarred hand into my hand
          G                D7           G
I'll be alright as soon as I touch Calvary
                                     C
Very soon now I'll reach the hill of Golgotha
                G                                 D7
I'll touch that cross so cruelly fashioned from a tree
       G                                   C
And if just one precious drop of His blood touches me
          G             D7                G
I'll be alright because I've touched Calvary
         C                                G
If these feeble hands of faith could only reach out
                                        D7



Through this dark and dreary storm of unbelief
       G                                     C
And if He'll just slip His nail scarred hand into my hand
          G                D7           G
I'll be alright as soon as I touch Calvary
C             G             D7             G
Yes I'll be alright because I touched Calvary

1260. As Soon As I Touched Him

Dolly Parton - As Soon As I Touched Him 

He came to me like a bright idea
Shining like the sun
And the way his eyes burned into mine
I knew he must be the one
Oh, he drew me in like a magnet does
So I couldn't pull away
But the kind of lovin' that I gave to him
I'm not ashamed to say
1st Chorus:
Oh, as soon as I touched him
Soon as I touched him
I felt like a woman
And the feelin' made me close my eyes
I was born again
An' I heard myself cryin'
Like a new born baby cries
He told me what I meant to him
Swore that I was sent to him
All my lovin' went to him
Now he's gone, oh, he's gone
Now I hide myself from the light of day
So no one else can see
A part of him that I can't forget
That's growin' deep inside of me
2nd Chorus:
Oh, as soon as I touched him
Soon as I touched him
I felt like a woman
And the feelin' made me close my eyes
I was born again
An' I heard myself cryin'
Like our new born baby cries
Fade:
Repeat 1st Chorus

1261. As Tears Go By - Chords



As Tears Go By
Recorded by J.D. Crowe
Written by Andrew Loog Oldham Keith Richards and Mick Jagger
 
G         A7             C  D7
It is the evening of the da-ay
G         A7                 C   D7
I sit and watch the children pla-ay
C             D7        G           Em
Smiling faces I can see but not for me
C         Am                D7
I sit and watch as tears go by
G           A7             C   D7
My richness can't buy everythi-ing
G         A7               C  D7
I long to hear to children si-ing
C              D7         G           Em
Doing things I used to do thinking of you
C         Am                D7
I sit and watch as tears go by
G         A7             C  D7
It is the evening of the da-ay
G         A7                 C   D7
I sit and watch the children pla-ay
C          D7              G                   Em
All I hear is the sound of rain falling on the ground
C         Am                D7 G A7 C D7 G
I sit and watch as tears go by

1262. As The Honky Tonk Turns - Chords

As The Honky Tonk Turns
Recorded by Mark Chesnutt
Written by Roger Springer, Tommy Nixon, Mark Chesnutt

C                       G7                 C     G7
As the honky tonk turns and the world goes round
                     C        G7                C
I'll be sittin' on a barstool pouring cold ones down
                    F                        C
Watching hearts get broken from hard lessons they've learned
                    G7                        C
It's just a typical evening as the honky tonk turns

                 G7                 C     G7
Ole Frank always plays the same ol' songs
        C             G7                      C
And sometimes he even thinks that he's George Jones
       F                                C
But it tears ole Lester up to hear that jukebox play his life
          D7                      G7
And he'll tell us once again just how he lost his wife

                  C     G7                 C    G7



As the honky tonk turns and the world goes round
                     C        G7                C
I'll be sittin' on a barstool pouring cold ones down
                    F                        C
Watching hearts get broken from hard lessons they've learned
                    G7                        C
It's just a typical evening as the honky tonk turns

                         G7           C     G7
Last night I watched Charlene fall in love
        C               G7               C
For the third time this week that I know of
    F                              C
But tonight she'll be here feeling sorry for herself
         D7                                   G7
Drinking like there's no tomorrow and leaning on somebody else

repeat #1

                    G7                        C
It's just a typical evening as the honky tonk turns

1263. As We Kiss Our World Goodbye - Chords

As We Kiss Our World Goodbye
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent and Daryle Singletary
Written by Billy Wayne Yates
 
G    D7         G                     C       G
Time just stood still it's the moment that we will
        D7       C         G      C            D7     G
Leave behind the love that I have searched for all my life
          D7       G                C      G
I see you standing there I hope you know I care
              D7      C       G
I know you'll cry and so will I 
      C        D7        G
As we kiss our world goodbye
 
      D7                 G
I can feel the mountains tremble
       D7                 G
As the sun falls from the sky
      D7              G
I can hear the angels weeping
      C        D7        G  D7
As we kiss our world goodbye
 
     G        D7      G               C        G
This war that we must fight no matter wrong or right
       D7        C     G
Either way we'll die today
      C        D7        G



As we kiss our world goodbye
 
Repeat #2
 
       G       D7       G                  C       G
I just feel my heart go weak as I force my lips to speak
              D7             G
I'll hold you tight one last time
      C        D7        G
As we kiss our world goodbye
 
Repeat #2 x2
      C        D7        G
As we kiss our world goodbye

1264. Ashamed Of Myself - Chords

Ashamed Of Myself
Recorded by Cowboy Copas
Written by Charles Singleton and Rose Marie McCoy

G         C          G                C          G
I feel so ashamed of myself I feel so ashamed of myself
  C       G         C       G           C   D7        G
I fell in love with someone new and I'm so ashamed of myself
             C            G                 C            G
Well it's so sad but it's true well it's so sad but it's true 
  C               D7    C            G  D7         G
I broke my baby's heart into and I'm so ashamed of myself
C                                     D7                G
Since I've been gone she's been alone I had no right to be untrue
  C
I can't control my heart and soul
G                      A7             D7
I've got to do what my heart tells me to
    G  C          G             C             G
I'm so ashamed of myself I feel so ashamed of myself
   C        G      C        Am          G   D7        G
It ain't no fun to hurt someone and I'm so ashamed of myself
C                                     D7                G
Since I've been gone she's been alone I had no right to be untrue
  C
I can't control my heart and soul
G                      A7             D7
I've got to do what my heart tells me to
    G  C          G             C             G
I'm so ashamed of myself I feel so ashamed of myself
   C        G      C        Am          G   D7        G
It ain't no fun to hurt someone and I'm so ashamed of myself



1265. Ashamed To Own The Blessed Savior - Chords

Ashamed To Own The Blessed Savior
Recorded by Jim and Jesse
Written by John Bailes and Walter Bailes

C F                     C
Upon the lonely tree of Calvary
   G7                        C
My Savior took the blame for me
     F                        C
Then do you think that I'd disown Him
     G7                        C
When His own blood He shed for me
 F                         C
Ashamed to own the Blessed Savior
 G7                         C
Ashamed of Him who died for you
    F                         C
Someday I know that you'll be sorry
    G7                    C
For He will be ashamed of you
   F                   C
Oh brother how can you deny Him
 G7                          C
Ashamed to own God's gift of love
    F                 C
Our only promise of tomorrow
    G7                   C
Our precious Savior from above
Repeat #2
   F                    C
Oh Lord above look down upon me
       G7                    C
Though I'm not worthy now to pray
       F                          C
Please cleanse me now and make me holy
     G7                    C
That You would own me everyday
Repeat #2
    G7                    C
For He will be ashamed of you

1266. Ashes

Ashes
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
There's no safe way to cross the room
And no one's prayers are answered too soon
But I can remember when you first fell for me
Near the bottom I was mostly empty



[Chorus]
Ashes in the moonlight make the time stand still
If no one's loved you this much, then I will
And when it's the morning's time to come
Let's not finish what we have begun

[Verse 2]
With no walls to hold you in
My love makes the space to begin
But if we can maybe we should skip the start
And you can have the pieces of my heart

[Chorus]
Ashes in the moonlight make the time stand still
If no one's loved you this much, then I will
And when it's the morning's time to come
Let's not finish what we have begun

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
I lay down to be your floor
Hold you up, hope to make you more
And if my love is strong enough to lift you up
Maybe I can think I done enough

[Chorus]
Ashes in the moonlight make the time stand still
If no one's loved you this much, then I will
And when it's the morning's time to come
Let's not finish what we have begun

1267. Ashes By Now

Rodney Crowell - Ashes by Now

[Verse 1]
This morning is Monday, where are you now?
Teasin' my memory, teachin' me how
To lay low
When I don't want to
Your love is elusive, this I know now
It's makin' me crazy, leavin' me out
In the open
When I don't want to
The moments of pleasures never do last
They're gone like a suitcase full of your past
Long gone
And in a hurry

[Chorus]
Baby



I can't go through this again
I don't need to go down
More than I've already been
Just like a wildfire
You're runnin' all over town
As much as you burn me, baby
I should be ashes by now

[Verse 2]
The second street beggars, alone in their life
Drunk on a sidewalk to hide from the night
Like I am
They're just like I am

[Chorus]
Baby
I can't go through this again
I don't need to go down
More than I've already been
Just like a wildfire
You're runnin' all over town
As much as you burn me, baby
I should be ashes by now

[Guitar Solo]

[Chorus]
Baby
I can't go through this again
I don't need to go down
More than I've already been
Just like a wildfire
You're runnin' all over town
As much as you burn me, baby
I should be ashes by now
As much as you burn me, baby
I should be ashes by now

1268. Ashes By Now - Chords

Ashes by Now
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Rodney Crowell

C
This morning is Monday where are you now
                                     G7
Teasin' my memory teaching me how to lay low
             F
When I don't want to

C
Well love is elusive this I know now



It's making me crazy leaving me out
       G7                F
In the open when I don't want to

C
The moments of pleasures never do last

They're gone like a suitcase full of your past
G7                 F
Long gone and in a hurry
 
Am                           C
Baby I can't go through this again
                Am                             C
I don't need to go down more then I've already been
            Am                                C
Just like a wild fire you're running all over town
               Am                                C
As much as you burn me baby I should be ashes by now
 

The second street beggars alone in their life

Drunk on a sidewalk to hide from the night
     G7                     F
Like I am they're just like I am

Repeat #4 
 
            Am                                C
Just like a wild fire you're running all over town
               Am                                C
As much as you burn me baby I should be ashes by now

1269. Ashes In The Wind

Kathy Mattea - Ashes in the Wind
Written by - Jon Vezner

The first time I met Davey it was 1985
We were three sheets to the wind and a couple of tokes over the line
But I've replayed that moment like a movie in my mind
The first time I met Davey it was 1985
The next time I saw Davey it was at a high school dance
He was with my best friend Mary
I was singin' with the band
My life passed before me in that passing glance
And I knew I'd never be the same again
And I sing
Davey runs through the roses
And Davey runs through my mind
Thinkin' that the road I chose



Was the best one at the time
Those mem'ries they're just moments
You wish would never end
But they never stay
They just float away
Like ashes in the wind
Davey married Mary and went on with his life
So I went and found a husband and tried to be a wife
But I knew from 'I Do'
Deep down it wasn't right
And that's why I'm lookin' back alone tonight
And I sing
Davey runs through the roses
And Davey runs through my head
Wishin' that the road I chose
Was another one instead
Those mem'ries they're just moments
You pray will never end
But they never stay
They just float away
Like ashes in the wind
The minutes turn to days
And the days they turn to years
And a lifetime you can waste
When you're runnin' from your fears
The last time I saw Davey it was 1999
We had gathered all together
We had come to say goodbye
To the heart of an old soul
Who was far too young to die
And in the still you could hear the angels cry
And I sing
Davey runs through the roses
And Davey danced through my life
I can see him up there with Moses
Right next to Jesus Christ
While I'm standin' at the crossroads
Wonderin' what's around the bend
He's miles from here
Beyond the atmosphere
Just ashes in the wind
I can see him rise into the sky
Just ashes in the wind

1270. Ashes Of Love

Ashes Of Love - Desert Rose Band
Jim & Jesse

   Ashes of love cold as ice
   You made the debt and I'll pay the price
   Our love is gone there's no doubt
   Ashes of love the flame burned out



The love light that gleamed in your eyes
Has gone out to my surprise
We said goodbye my heart bled
I can't revive our love, it's dead

I trusted dear our love would stand
Your every wish was my command
My heart tells me I must forget
I loved you then I love yet

1271. Ashes On The Sea - Chords

Ashes On The Sea
(Utah Phillips)

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of G
(The Second verse first line, needs help (Verne))
A song in remembrance of Woody Guthrie. He was cremated and his ashes scattered on the 
sea off Coney Island.

 G C
What is this song I hear repeating
 G
Sprung from the careless seeds you've sown
 C
Our songs will come and go like seasons
 D7 G
To bloom and fade all on their own.

 G C C
And now I know I cannot find you
 A D
You're gone from all but memories
 G C
And I am told that one who loves you
 D7 G
Has strewed your ashes on the sea 

 G C
I stepped outside for just a moment
 G
To turn and look on my own face
 C
What is that shadow just behind me
 D7 G
Why it's the old one I reach out to embrace

It's one thing to look upon a picture
It's another thing to read the pages through
Or perhaps to linger by the wayside
Hoping I might find a trace of you



Your dust clouds still blow across your footprints
Your best friend still stands there all alone
Your box cars still keep the lovers parted
Your little boys still run away from home

1272. Ashes To Ashes

Steve Earle - Ashes to Ashes

[Chorus]
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust

[Verse 1]
A long time ago before the ice and the snow
Giants walked this land each step they took
The mighty mountains shook and the trees took
A knee and the seas rolled in
Then one day they say the sky gave way
And death rained down, and made a terrible sound
There was fire everywhere and nothing was spared
That walked on the land or flew through the air
When all was over the slate wiped clean with a touch
There God stood and He saw it was good
And He said, "Ashes to ashes and dust to dust"

[Chorus]
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust

[Verse 2]
The sea gave birth and it crawled up on the dirt
And stood up and took a look around
Said, "I'm the next big thing and the gift that I bring
Comes directly from God, so there ain't no holding me down"
So he crowned himself king now no one remembers his name
But the seed that he sowed took the show on the road
There was blood on their hands and a plague on the land
They drew a line in the sand and made their last stand
God made us in His image and it's in God that we trust
When asked about the men that had died by their hands
They said, "Ashes to ashes and dust to dust"

[Chorus]
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust

[Verse 3]
Now, nobody lives forever
Nothing stands the test of time
Oh, you heard 'em say, "Never say never"
But it's always best to keep it in mind
That every tower ever built tumbles



And no matter how strong, no matter how tall
Someday even great walls will crumble
And every idol ever raised falls
Someday even man's best laid plans
Will lie twisted and covered in rust
We've done all that we can but it slipped through our hands
And it's ashes to ashes and dust to dust

1273. Ashes To Ashes - Chords

Ashes To Ashes
Steve Earl - Ashes To Ashes

Em
A long time ago before the ice and the snow 
           C                           Em
There were giants that walked this land 
    Em
with each step they took, the mighty mountains shook 
       C                         Em
And the trees took a knee and the seas rolled in 
    Em
Then one day they say the sky gave way 
    C                           Em
And death rained down, it made a terrible sound 
         Em
There was fire everywhere and nothin' was spared 
    C                     Em
That walked on the land or flew through the air 
D                  Em
And when it all was over 
D                           C
The slate wiped clean with a touch 
Em
There God stood and he saw it was good 
        C                   Em
And said "ashes to ashes and dust to dust" 

Em
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust 
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust 

(Same Pattern throughout...)

Then the sea gave birth and it crawled up on the dirt 
And stood up and took a look around 
Said "I'm the next big thing and the gift that I bring 
Comes directly from God, so there ain't no holdin' me down" 
So he crowned himself king 
Now no one remembers his name 
But the seed that he sowed took the show on the road 
There was blood on their hands and a plague on the land 
They drew a line in the sand and made their last stand 



They said "God made us in his image 
And it's in God that we trust" 
When asked about the men that had died by their hands 
They said "ashes to ashes and dust to dust" 

Ashes to ashes, dust to dust 
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust 

Now, nobody lives forever 
Nothin' stands the test of time 
Oh, you heard 'em say "never say never" 
But it's always best to keep it in mind 
That every tower ever built tumbles 
No matter how strong, no  matter how tall 
Someday even great walls will crumble 
And every idol ever raised falls 
And someday even man's best laid plans 
Will lie twisted and covered in rust 
When we've done all that we can but it slipped through our hands 
And it's ashes to ashes and dust to dust 

Ashes to ashes, dust to dust 
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust

1274. Asheville Turnaround

Asheville Turnaround - Del Mccoury Band

I've been burning up the blacktop
I've been wearin' out these tires
I've got a rebuilt carburetor
I've got brand new spark plug wires
I'be been clutchin and a brakin
I've been up these hills and down
Her good love keeps me makin
That Asheville turnaround

I've been working like the dickens
Trying to make a livin
Just waitin for the weed to end
I try to pay attention
But it's hard to keep from thinkin'
Bout bein' in her arms again
There ain't a woman finer
Than the one in Carolina
At the top of Black Mountain Road
Friday comes around
I'll pour some coffee down
And buddy I'll be good to go

Now three hundred four
And a half miles one way
Puts me on her front pourch steps



I know what I got comin'
The kissin' and a huggin'
About as good as any man can get
For two days and two nights
Everthing's alright
Happy as a hardwood tree
The only thing wrong
When Sunday comes along
I've got to rocket back to Tennessee
After last chorus:
Just can't let her down
She's the best girl I have found
I make that Ashville turnaround.

1275. Ashokan Farewell

Ashokan Farewell

The sun is sinking low in the sky above Ashokan, 
The pines and the willows know soon we will part. 
There's a whisper in the wind of promises unspoken, 
And a love that will always remain in my heart. 

My thoughts will return to the sound of your laughter, 
The magic of dancing, of moving as one. 
And a time we'll remember long ever after 
The moonlight and music and dancing are done. 

Will we climb the hills once more? 
Will we walk the woods together? 
Will I feel you holding me close once again? 
Will every song we've sung stay with us forever? 
Will you dance in my dreams or my arms until then? 

Under the moon the mountains lie sleeping, 
Over the lake the stars shine. 
They wonder if you and I will be keeping, 
The magic and music, or leave them behind.

1276. Asi Llegué a Granada

Tom T Hall - Asi Llegué a Granada

Si quieres a alguien de verdad
Lo sigues allá donde va
Asi llegué a Granada
Asi llegué a Granada
Si quieres a alguien de verdad
Vas donde tu corazÃ³n va



Asi llegué a Granada
Asi llegué a Granada
Si la has visto, amigo
Sé que no me vas a enganar
Quiero encontrarla y saber en qué lios está
Si me dices que ya no está aqui
Sus lágrimas voy a seguir
Asi llegué a Granada
Asi llegué a Granada
Se enfadaba y rompia a gritar
Que regresaria a Graná'
Asi llegué a Granada
Asi llegué a Granada
No puedo comer ni dormir
Llevo trRs dias asi
Asi llegué a Granada
Asi llegué a Granada
Quiero Rncontrarla y decirle que no puedo más
No pararé hasta saber por qué quiso marchar
Muchas gracias por escuchar
Perdona si me echo a llorar
Asi llegué a Granada
Asi llegué a Granada
Asi llegué a Granada
Asi llegué a Granada
Asi llegué a Granada
Asi llegué a Granada
Asi llegué a Granada
Asi llegué a Granada

1277. Ask Me How I Know

Ask Me How I Know
Garth Brooks - Ask Me How I Know

You're stubborn as they come, you'll never settle down
You'll always be the one who doesn't stick around
You make all the rules, you're set in your ways
You gotta have your freedom, you gotta have your space

But one day you'll meet the girl you swore you'd never find
Start feeling things you never felt and spending all your time
Trying to figure out how she got this hold on you
And when you start to fall, you'll hold onto your price
Start building up your walls and ever let her get inside
You'll push her away 'cause that's all you know how to do
And then she'll leave and you won't beg her not to go
Ask me how I know

Go on and shake your head and tell me that I'm wrong
Say, "I'm just another fool and this is just another song"
But I know how you are 'cause I know how I am
And I'd give anything to go back and try again



'Cause one day you'll meet the girl you swore you'd never find
Start feeling things you never felt and spending all your time
Trying to figure out how she got this hold on you
And when you start to fall, you'll hold onto your price
Start building up your walls and ever let her get inside
You'll push her away 'cause that's all you know how to do
And then she'll leave and you won't beg her not to go
Ask me how I know

And you best put this song on repeat
Maybe then you won't end up like me

'Cause one day you'll meet the girl you swore you'd never find
Start feeling things you never felt and spending all your time
Trying to figure out how she got this hold on you
And when you start to fall, you'll hold onto your price
Start building up your walls and ever let her get inside
You'll push her away 'cause that's all you know how to do
And then she'll leave and you won't beg her not to go
Ask me how I know, 'cause man I know

1278. Ask The Fish

Ask The Fish - Leftover Salmon

Folks, we hate to do this to you at this point.  We've got a trail on the Mayor.  The kidnappers 
have fessed up, and they're putting up a ransom note.  With this instrument right now, what w
e're gonna do is we're gonna try to get ahold of the Mayor, through this device, man.  We've 
used it in the past as a fish locator, but we're gonna try to pull in the Mayor one time.  This thi
ng's called a waterphone, and this one is Mark's fault.
(4/8/95)

You know the waters off of Boston used to be some of the richest fishing grounds in the entir
e world.  And, well, all the fish seem to be going on vacation somewhere for a while, until we 
get our shit together.  Here's one for the fish. (4/11/96)

Fishy
Oh, fish
Where'd all the fish go?
You must ask the fish.
Do you know anything about the water?
Fishy?
That Fulton Fish Market looks mighty empty these days (4/8/95)
you know what I'm saying?
Where'd all the fish go is what I wanna know
Fishy!
Might just have to ask the fish
Fishy!

Well ask the fish 'cause the fish he knows
Ask the fish why the water won't flow
Too many dams and docks in the rivers you know



The fish can't swim when the water don't flow
Fish fishy fish-eye view
He's a-looking at you
What's a fish gonna do
When rivers don't run through
Fishy asking you
What you gonna do

I dreamt I was a red tail hawk (9/27/95)
Flying over the mountains
All the trees were gone
Water was only in the fountains
And the fish were gone
It was a sad sad dawn
And the fog rolled on
But the water and trees were gone
Ask the fish, I think he'll know
Ask the fish where the forest goes
They don't live in trees but I think they'll know
'Cause the fish knows where the water flows

How about a six hundred pound catfish (4/11/96)
Making its way up the Saint Charles River
Ahhhhhh what's going on here?
It's a beautiful sunny day
And there're beautiful white sailboats on the river
And this ix hundred pound catfish is making its way upstream
He gets to this big ol' pipe sticking out of the riverbank
And it's dripping this green toxic smelling ooze
And this big ol' catfish just gets the blues
Wants to know what's going on with his home
You know, trying to figure out, what are these people doing?
First the catfish gets the blues, you know
Then he makes it a little furthur up river to see some more of that
Pretty soon that catfish is gonna start getting pissed
One of these days
There's gonna be an army of about six thousand catfish
Start heading down Mass Ave going
Who doin' that?  Who doin' it?
Then it might be a little too late to ask the fish.
What you gotta do?
You gotta get down there to the Saint Charles
And you gotta get a little mask on there
And stick your head under there
And start going balubalabubbububub
In a coupla seconds this fish will walk right up to you
Saying, you may ask the fish
I don't know what you're gonna say, man
But you better have some attention to pay
Ask the fish about the people
Yeah, water spirits dancing in my head
Make me glad the fish aren't all dead
Water spirits dancing in my head
Make me glad that the fish aren't dead
And the fish live on
Ask the fish
'Cause I think he'll know



Used to be a river but it became a green
And I just wonder
what happened to the dream
Too many dams and docks you know
The fish can't swim when the river won't flow

I had a dream about a fish
And I wonder what it means
Dreamt I was a fish trying to get up stream
I wonder about the fish and I wonder what it means
When fish can't get home and I'm having fish dreams

Fish fishy take a fish-eye view
Fish fishy here's looking at you
You gotta question 'em too
Fish are talking to you
What's a fish gonna do
Gotta break on through
Adopt a fish-eye view
Ask the fish

Well, ah, hey fishy fishy
Ask the fish
Fish starting to wonder why it can't get home no more
Like the bud comes toward him and it just flows away like smoke (4/8/95)
And the fish can't get home no more
The fish has a few questions he'd like to ask

Ask the fish and I think you'll know
Ask the fish why the water won't flow
Banks clogged with barges, dams and docks you know
Fish can't swim where the water don't go
Fish fishy take a fish-eye view
Fish fish is a-lookin' at you
Fish asking you to take a fish-eye view

Fishy
Ask the fish

Thank you.  Thanks folks.  That's the title tune from our live album, which
should be out any second now.  But not this particular second. (4/8/95)

Thanks, folks.  Where are all them fish? (9/27/95)

1279. Asking Us To Dance

Kathy Mattea - Asking Us to Dance

There's a full moon up and rising
And there's a whisper of a breeze
Blowin' through the tangled silver
Hangin' from the cypress trees
There's a river made of moonlight



Flowin' clear across the lake
And there's a million stars just waitin'
To fall for any wish we make

Darlin' tonight I am reminded
How much these two hearts need romance
You know it isn't all that often
We get this kind of chance
Why don't we get caught in this moment
Be victims of sweet circumstance
Tonight I feel like all creation
Is asking us to dance

There'll be time enough tomorrow
To get back to our daily bread
But there's somethin' about this evening
That's put this notion in my head
That heaven and the earth are meeting
Tonight upon this very spot
And all the things on earth worth havin'
Things that we've already got

Darlin' tonight I am reminded
How much these two hearts need romance
You know it isn't very often
We get this kind of chance
Why don't we get caught in this moment
Be victims of sweet circumstance
Tonight I feel like all creation
Is asking us to dance
Why don't we get caught in this moment
Be victims of sweet circumstance
Tonight I feel like all creation
Is asking us to dance

1280. Asking Us To Dance - Chords

Kathy Mattea - Asking Us To Dance

Capo 5

G
There's a full moon up and rising and there's a whisper of a breeze
G                                  C                        D
Blowing through the tangled silver hanging from the cypress trees
                        G                                  C
There's a river made of moonlight flowing clear across the lake
                                 D                               G
And there's a million stars just waiting to fall for any wish we make

Chorus:
                     G        C
Darlin' tonight I am reminded how much these two hearts need romance



D                                                    G
You know it isn't all that often we get this kind of chance
                 G                     C
Why don't we get caught in this moment be victims of sweet circumstance
D                                                G
Tonight I feel like all creation is asking us to dance

There'll be time enough tomorrow to get back to our daily bread
But there's something 'bout this evening that's put this notion in my head
That heaven and the earth are meeting tonight upon this very spot
And all the things on earth worth having are things that we've already got

Chorus

1281. Asleep In Jesus - Chords

Asleep In Jesus
Recorded by The Jordanaires
Written by William Bradbury and Margaret McKay

C                       G7
Asleep in Jesus blessed sleep
                              C
From which none ever wakes to weep
                         F
A calm and undisturbed repose
         C      G7      C
Unbroken by the last of foes
                       G7
Asleep in Jesus oh how sweet
                         C
To be for such a slumber meet
                        F
With holy confidence to sing
               C        G7      C
That death has lost his venomed sting
  
                         G7
Asleep in Jesus peaceful rest
                          C
Whose waking is supremely blessed
                              F
No fear no woe shall dim that hour
     C             G7       C
That manifests the Savior's power
                       G7
Asleep in Jesus oh for me
                           C
May such a blissful refuge be
                        F
Securely shall my ashes lie
             C       G7      C
And wait the summons from on high



1282. Asleep With The Light On

Asleep with the Light On
By Dango RoseElephant Revival

As the daytime is approaching
Awake as I lay dreaming
With my clothes on
Asleep with the light on
Asleep with the light on

All my thoughts lay in a bundle
Next to a story left undone
A banjo untuned
African drum
Asleep with the light on
Asleep with the light on

Is that a cricket in the kitchen
Or is that a tune left unwritten
Was that you of whom I'm dreaming
Riding horses through the valleys of Virginia

Bareback in the briar
Soaked by the rain
Asleep with the light on
Asleep with the light on

You are gone now my dear departed
Broken shade, the broken-hearted
As I'm dreaming in the morning
Distant fields of distant yearning
Take me back to the river
Back through the valley
O'er the highest mountain
Asleep with the light on

1283. Aspencade

Aspencade (Larry W. Jones 10/29/2006) 

Sunlight through ponderosa pines
Autumn colors on parade
Like the taste of sweetest wines
Is the beauty of Aspencade
As September days unfold
Memories I just can't evade
Green leaves turned to gold
It's the beauty of Aspencade



Aspencade is a time of life
When the world forgets its strife
Look and you will surely find
Why life and love are intertwined
People are smiling everywhere
Music for love is always played
It's the season for all to share
In the beauty of Aspencade
Aspencade is a time of life
When the world forgets its strife
Look and you will surely find
Why life and love are intertwined
Sunlight through ponderosa pines
Autumn colors on parade
Like the taste of sweetest wines
Is the beauty of Aspencade
The beauty of Aspencade

1284. Aspens On The Hill

Aspens On The Hill (Larry W. Jones 12/09/2006) 

Outside of Denver grew a grove of Aspens on the hill
Where I rode with my darlin' long ago
The stars that were shining are up there shining still
As when we rode among those Aspens on the hill
We sang old cowboy love songs
And watched the birds fly to their nests
And we knew our love was more that just a thrill
The love that we had darlin', surely was the best
When we rode among those Aspens on the hill
When my end of days comes darlin'
And it's time for me to die
Please don't forget me, that I cry
If you visit me in sadness, think of the love we knew
And let your teardrops fall on leaves of Aspens where I lie
My love for you is endless though I may see you no more
Aspen leaves are falling, I can feel the chill
Kiss me goodbye darlin', just as you did before
When we rode among those Aspens on the hill

1285. Asphalt

Dierks Bentley - Asphalt

[Verse 1]
I woke up by the crack of dawn
Then I left a note by her bed
Sayin', "Girl, I just gotta get gone"



That's pretty much all that it said
And now I'm out here chasin' what I've gotta find
I sure hate to leave her behind

[Chorus 1]
It ain't my fault
It's that asphalt
Yeah, it calls out my name and I'm gone just like that
I don't really care if it's curvy or flat
I could stay, but there's always a "but"
That makes me jump into my truck
There's one big ol' reason why I'm even leavin' at all
It's that asphalt
That sweet asphalt

[Verse 2]
Been ladies who can't let me go
They want me to settle on down
Whenever they catch me somewhere on the road
I ask them to just turn around

[Chorus 1]
It ain't my fault
It's that asphalt
Yeah, it calls out my name and I'm gone just like that
I don't really care if it's curvy or flat
I could stay, but there's always a "but"
That makes me jump into my truck
There's one big ol' reason why I'm even leavin' at all
It's that asphalt
That sweet asphalt

[Chorus 2]
It ain't my fault
It's that asphalt
And there's always more out there on that open road
It's never too wide and it's never too old
I could stay, but there's always a "but"
That makes me jump into my truck
There's one big ol' reason why I'm even leavin' at all
It's that asphalt
That sweet asphalt

[Outro]
It ain't my fault
It's that asphalt

1286. Astral Traveler

Astral Traveler
Leftover Salmon - Astral Traveler

[Verse 1]



Smoke and mirrors and you know it's all just sleight of hand
There's magic in the moment and it's in every grain of sand
Something you said to me, one long hot summer night
You know it set my spirit free and sent my soul in flight

[Chorus]
Astral Traveler, can you tell me where you're going?
Astral Traveler, can you tell me where you've been?
Are you ridin', ridin' on the wind?

[Verse 2]
Light and darkness and you know it's just a state of mind
Nowhere is now here, no space without time
You came from a universe a million miles away
MoonbRams and starlight couldn't make you stay

[Chorus]
Astral Traveler, can you tRll me where you're going?
Astral Traveler, can you tell me where you've been?
Are you ridin', ridin' on the wind?

[Bridge]
Ridin' on the wind

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Past and future and you know it's all just here and now
The world keeps on turning and I really don't know how
The moon and stars above shining in the sky
Reflecting the light of love and all the reasons why

[Chorus]
Astral Traveler, can you tell me where you're going?
Astral Traveler, can you tell me where you've been?
Are you ridin', ridin' on the wind?

1287. At An Altar Of Prayer - Chords

At An Altar Of Prayer
Recorded by Jimmie Davis
Written by Ike Davis and Ray Heady

C               C7       F 
Many long years ago from heaven
       C        D7             G7 
Came a man with countenance so rare
       C             C7       F
With a heart full of love and mercy
   C            G7       C
He met me at an altar of prayer
               C7           F
At an altar of prayer I met Jesus



        C          D7          G    G7
With compassion He welcomed me there
       C          C7         F
And my burdens so heavy were lifted
        C         G7       C  
When we met at an altar of prayer
                   C7       F 
Many times when my heart is heavy
       C              D7       G7
I need someone that I know who cares
        C          C7      F 
And the one that I need is Jesus
  C              G7       C   
I find Him at an altar of prayer
               C7           F
At an altar of prayer I met Jesus
        C          D7          G    G7
With compassion He welcomed me there
       C          C7         F
And my burdens so heavy were lifted
        C         G7       C  
When we met at an altar of prayer

1288. At Calvary - Chords

At Calvary
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by William R. Newell     
       
G
Years I've spent in vanity and pride
D7                     G
Caring not my Lord was crucified 
    
Knowing not it was for me He died
   D7     G
On Cal-va-ry
                         
By God's word at last of sin I learned 
D7                     G
Then I trembled at the law I spurned
 
Till my guilty soul in glory returned
   D7     G
To Cal-va-ry
C                         G
Mercy there was great and grace was free
D7                    G
Pardon there was multiplied to me
C                            G
There my burdened soul found liberty
   D7     G
At Cal-va-ry



       
Now I've given to Jesus everything
D7                   G
Now I gladly own Him as my King
Now my raptured soul can only sing
   D7     G
Of Cal-va-ry
Oh the love that drew salvation's plan
   D7                        G
Oh the grace that brought it down to man
                  
Oh the mighty gulf that God did span
   D7     G
At Cal-va-ry
Repeat #3 x2
C                            G
There my burdened soul found liberty
   D7     G
At Cal-va-ry

1289. At It Again

At It Again
Traditional

Geordie's a man I had na seen lately,
I met wi' his brother in toon,
Says I de ye think that he's still off the drink?
Oh nae, he's at it again.

Chorus:
Aye, we telled him, and Aye we warned him,
And aye, he promised but then,
At the turn o' yer back he'd be right off the track,
And noo he's at it again.

I asked him is Geordie still makin' good whisky,
He's prone tae distill noo and then,
He'd been testin' a sup, and near blew hesel' up,
And noo he's at it again.

Geordie's the lad fer coortin' the ladies,
He's tall and handsome but vain.
He wed five or six but they tired of his tricks,
And noo he's at it again.

Instrumental Break

I remember when Geordie discovered the horses,
Then swore no tae back them again.
All his horses got bate, he had divil a' heat,
And noo he's at it again.



The Bailey caught Geordie doon poaching the Salmon,
And after the coort he was ta'en.
But the truth for to tell he'd the rest in his cell,
And noo he's at it again.

1290. At Mail Call Today - Chords

At Mail Call Today
Recorded by Gene Autry - Louvin Brothers
Written by Gene Autry and Fred Rose
[3/4 time]

G                                        D7
At mail call today dear your last letter came
                                               G
I just stood there smiling till they called my name
                            G7              C
As I read it over the skies turned to grey
    D7                                     G
And tears dimmed my eyes love at mail call today
                                         D7
I can't understand love what happened to you
                                             G
The day that I sailed love you said you'd be true
                       G7         C
But now it's over what more can I say
   D7                                 G
My poor heart was broken at mail call today
                                     D7
I slept in the foxhole amid shot and shell
                                            G
I'm telling you darling it's worse than all hell
                              G7          C
I thought you would wait love while I was away
    D7                              G
But my castles tumbled at mail call today
                                     D7
I hope you'll be happy with somebody new
                                       G
But always remember my heart beats for you
                            G7           C
Good luck and God bless you wherever you stray
    D7                              G
The world for me ended at mail call today

1291. At The Beach

At the Beach
The Avett Brothers



I know that you're smiling, baby
I don't even need to see your face
Sunset at the shoreline, we are laughing, breaking up
Just like the waves
Are you feeling, feeling, feeling like I'm, feeling
Like I'm floating, floating, up above that big blue ocean
Sand beneath our feet, big blue sky above our heads
No need to keep the stressing from our everyday life on our minds
We have got to leave all that behind

Well, I have got a sister
And she has got a baby with brand new eyes
And her daddy is an engineer
And they just took her to the sea for the first time
Now they're under, under, underneath a big umbrella
Summer, summer, summer time to help us forget, nine to fives
We have got to leave all that behind

I have worries to give to the sea
We can walk dear the pier is farther than it seems

Midnight at the shoreline, fireworks above us
A screaming bloom
They're sent by some teenager and kid whoever you are
I am thanking you
Now we're dancing, dancing, dancing with no music
What is happening, happening, happening and no feelings
Except this is right
We just had to leave all that behind

1292. At The Bottom

At The Bottom
Old Man Markley

Late nights, I lie awake
Counting moments I didn't take
It's not like me to listen
Now there's dreams that I'm missing
I make the bed in which I lie
And cry myself a lullaby
Yeah, I'm getting up, I'm falling down
I'm searching for a solid ground
Trying to solve all my problems
In the bottle at the bottom
Oh, in the end all I found
Was emptiness, a hollow sound

Close my eyes and all I see
Left inside of me
Are regrets
And a few forgotten dreams



Laid to rest
[X2]

Last chance to fall asleep
But the sun begins to creep
And I don't even know it
In the spur of the moment
Drifting in, out of time
The sunshine hits my sunken eyes
Good night
Oh, now in the end
All I found was emptiness
A hollow sound

1293. At The Club Alibi - Chords

At The Club Alibi
Recorded by Mel Street
Written by Eddie Rabbitt and Even Stevens
 
C                                     G7
Meet me tonight just across the state line
               C
At the Club Alibi
 
                               G7
When we pass each other on the street
                Dm
We just walk on by
G7                                 C         G7
Cause people talk we still got the ties that bind
    C
And anything else we've got to say
            Dm
Well we can say tonight
           G7                    Dm
When we're caught up in the music
G7
Lost in the laughter close to each other
         C
One more time
 
                                     
So meet me tonight at the Club Alibi
                       G7
You tell him your lies honey I'm telling mine
             C                      F
Where nobody knows us or cares what we're doing
           C                             G7
Honey meet tonight just across the state line
               C
At the Club Alibi
 



                              
There's a country band in the corner 
            G7
Playing The Love Sick Blues
 
And the drinks the good time Charlie pours
            C             G7
They really turn you loose
        C
There's nothing right and nothings wrong
          Dm
It's just you and me
          G7
And we're caught up in the music lost in the laughter
                             C
Close to each other one more time
 
Repeat #3
F             C                             G7
Honey meet me tonight just across the state line 
               C
At the Club Alibi

1294. At The Corner Of Walk And Don't Walk - Chords

At The Corner Of Walk And Don't Walk
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Kenny Beard and John Jarrard

C                                  F
I'm callin' from a pay phone I was headin' out of town
G7                                      F         G7     C
I really Meant to leave this time but I guess I'm havin' doubts
                                   C7              F
It's hard for me to walk away from all we could've had
   G7                                     C
So I'm callin' just to tell you where I'm at

                                             C7                 F
I'm at the corner of walk and don't walk and I can't make up my mind
G7                               F   G7         C
One way leads me back to you and one leaves you behind
                                   C7                 F
I'm standin' at the crossroads and I'm really in some pain
       G7                                            F       G7       C
At the corner of walk and don't walk darlin' and the light's about to change

                                  F
I'm hopin' that you'll tell me to turn my car around
G7                                         F           G7        C
That you never meant to hurt me and you'll make things right somehow
                                        C7                    F
But the phone just keeps on ringin' and though my heart's had enough



  G7                                 C
I just can't bring myself to hang it up

Repeat #2

       G7                                            F       G7       C
At the corner of walk and don't walk darlin' and the light's about to change

1295. At The Cross - Chords

At The Cross
Recorded by Hank Williams
written by Isaac Watts and Ralph C Hudson

C
Was it for crimes that I have done
                        G7
He groaned upon on that tree 
   C
Amazing pity grace unknown
         G7     C
And love beyond degree
                                  G7
At the cross at the cross where I first saw the light 
                                  C
And the burden of my heart rolled away 
       F                C
It was there by faith I received my sight
    G7                     C
And now I am happy all the day 
Well might the sun in darkness hide
                     G7
And shut his glories in
     C
When Christ the mighty Maker died
            G7          C
For man the creature of sin
Repeat #2
                             
But drops of grief can never repay
                    G7
The depth of love I owe
C
Here Lord I give myself to you
         G7         C
That all that I can do

1296. At The Crossing - Chords



At The Crossing
Recorded by Jimmie Davis
Written by Mosie Lister

G                   C                   G
There's a river somewhere that's called Jordan
         D7                          G
And they say that it's deep and it's wide
                      C          G
And they say that the king and a beggar
        D7                            G
On that shore they will stand side by side
 
       C               G
At the crossing of the Jordan
           D7
Why should I be afraid  
            G
There'll be someone there who loves me
   C                   G
To guide me across the river
   D7           G
To endless joys above
                    C           G
Though the river is dark and so stormy
        D7                       G
It will pass like a dream in the night
                  C           G
And my soul will awake in the morning
   D7                   G
In regions of endless delight
       C               G
At the crossing of the Jordan
           D7
Why should I be afraid  
            G
There'll be someone there who loves me
   C                   G
To guide me across the river
   D7           G
To endless joys above

1297. At The End Of A Long Lonely Day

At The End Of A Long Lonely Day (Without You)

At the end of a long lonely day without you
My world seems to fall on it's face
Well, I'm alright through the day but the day fades away
At the end of a long lonely day

   Another day wishing you were here
   I dread each lonely night Lord their filled with tears
   Oh how I've cried yes I've cried and these tears I can't hide



   At the end of a long lonely day

At the end of the day I go back to my room
And watch as the sun fades away
And the loneliness there with its grief and despair
At the end of a long lonely day

1298. At The End Of The Day

At the End of the Day
Yonder Mountain String Band

Many times I've been out in the cold lonely world,
with my heart full of sorrow and pain.
Then I sing an old familiar song of the place I belong,
and my mind starts to think of home again.

So many miles and so many roads,
so many people who don't even know my name.
So many times I've looked to western skies,
and nowhere I go is quite the same
as that sweet home waiting for me,
at the end of the day.

Now my feet grow tired and the wind grows wild
and the road never seems to end.
My mind races on, but the sunlight she is gone,
thoughts of home start to fill my head.

So many miles and so many roads,
so many people who don't even know my name.
So many times I've looked to western skies,
and nowhere I go is quite the same
as that sweet home waiting for me,
at the end of the day.

And it's too much confusion and too many lies,
too many times my heart has been broken right in two.
I've shed too many tears thinking about those times;
cried too many rivers over you...

Now the light up ahead it means that I am near,
I can smell the woodsmoke in the air.
And when I go back out again and I long to return,
my old home, I know she'll be there.

So many miles and so many roads,
so many people who don't even know my name.
So many times I've looked to western skies,
and nowhere I go is quite the same
as that sweet home waiting for me,
at the end of the day.



1299. At The End Of The Day - Chords

At The End Of The Day 
Fruition
 
[Intro]
F    C7   x2
 
 
[Chorus]
         F         C         Bb   F
At the end of the day in the twilight
         Bb         F           Bb  F
When the colors collapse on the skyline
 
 
[Verse]
         Bb                       F
And the day has its last bit of glory
         Bb                                 F                 C
 Til the night steals your sight and you're blind til the morning
           Bb                 F          C
Write your regrets down, and throw them away
       Bb  C7      F
At the end of the day
 
 
[Verse]
   Bb                      F
It begs you to come as you are
       Bb                         F             C
 Cause you are the moonlight, the sun, and the stars
       Bb                         F        C
Take it one at a time, you will find your way
       Bb  C7     F
At the end of the day
 
 
[Chorus]
         F         C         Bb   F
At the end of the day in the twilight
         Bb        F            Bb  F
When the colors collapse on the skyline
 
 
[Verse]
Bb                             F
All that you learned from your mother
        Bb                     F          C
Pass it on for the comfort and welfare of others
         Bb                   F         C
Then the child within, never leads you astray
        Bb C7     F



At the end of the day
 
 
[Verse]
     Bb                         F
I'll remember the times we were golden
     Bb                           F                  C
And forget all those nights I was burnt blind and broken
       Bb                        F          C
As the smoke finally clears only flowers remain
       Bb  C7     F
At the end of the day
       Bb  C7     F
At the end of the day
       Bb  C7     F    C7
At the end of the day

1300. At The End Of The Rainbow - Chords

At The End Of The Rainbow 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
D
 
[Refrain]
                  D                              A
At the end of the rainbow, you'll be waiting for me
                  E                    A     E A
You said that you loved me, you had to leave
                  D                                  A
At the end of the rainbow, all your love is just for me
              E                                          A    E A
But you can't help yourself, you give your love away for free
 
 
[Verse]
A                              E                       A
Well you say the women in this town, they're just like gold
D                                                  A
From where I'm standing they all spend it up their nose
D                                   A           G6           F#m
Soon you're gon'na find, that these girls ain't nothing but cold
 A                           E                      A       E A
Yes it's gon'na rain but the sun is gon'na shine on through
 
 
[Refrain]
                  D                              A
At the end of the rainbow, you'll be waiting for me
                  E                    A     E A
You said that you loved me, you had to leave
                  D                                  A



At the end of the rainbow, all your love is just for me
              E                                               A    E A
But you can't help yourself, well you give your love away for free
 
[Instrumental Refrain]
 
 
[Verse]
A                      E                   A
So it's another lonely day oh then you get lucky
D                                            A
After all these years it has left you feelin yucky
       D                                A        G6       F#m
I'm forgivin' Father Time well he don't want any of your wine
  A                          E                A    E A
I hope that now you see that sun through that rain
 
[Refrain]
                  D                              A
At the end of the rainbow, you'll be waiting for me
                   E                   A
You said that you loved me, you had to leave
                  D                                  A
At the end of the rainbow, all your love is just for me (little ol me)
             E                                               A
Oh you can't help yourself, well you give your love away for free
        E                       A                 E                     A
Yes you give your love away for free,  You should give all your love to me

1301. At The Feet Of Jesus - Chords

At The Feet Of Jesus
Recorded by Margo Smith
Written by Jerry Salley and Joel Lindsey

G                        C
Throughout the years the church 
Has had its ups and downs
Am                    C
We may not see eye to eye 
    F               D7
And stand on common ground
 
   Em
It doesn't matter where you live
       C                  G
Or the lines that you may speak
      Am
Cause there's a place prepared by grace
D7                       G
Where God's children all believe
 
               D7 C



At the feet of Jesus
Am       D7       G
There is room for every one
E7                    Am
You're invited by the Father
D7                Dm
And united by the Son
 
G              D7 C
At the feet of Jesus
B7                        Em
We'll lay our differences aside
      G               Am
We'll gather there as one
                        D7
Through mercy grace and love
               C D7 G
At the feet of Jesus
 
 
He listens patiently 
   C
To every voice that cries
Am
He promises if we believe
F              D7
We'll never be denied
 
Em
Each heart is precious in His sight
   C                   G
He knows each of us by name
Am
And someday we will come to see
D7                             G   C
That in His eyes we're all the same
 
Repeat #3,4
                      Am
We'll gather there as one
                        D7
Through mercy grace and love
               C D7 G
At the feet of Jesus

1302. At The First Fall Of Snow

At The First Fall Of Snow
Osborne Brothers

I talked with a stranger so sad and forlorn
His garments were sack cloth all tattered and torn
He told me a story of sorrow and woe



His heart went to heaven at the first fall of snow

He spoke of his angel a dear baby girl
He loved every footstep he loved every curl
But she went to heaven just one year ago
The angels came for her at the first fall of snow

He still had the dolly that she use to love
he held and caressed it and gazed up above
he whispered my baby you're waiting I know
I'll bring you your dolly at the first fall of snow

And there as I listened my eyes filled with tears
I know she was part of his happier years
His frail bady trembled he spoke soft and low
I'll be with my darling at the first fall of snow

I just couldn't tell him how felt inside
I patted his shoulder my feeling to hide
He sniled as we parted cause he didn't know
That we lost our darling at the first fall of snow

1303. At The Foot Of Canal Street - Chords

At The Foot Of Canal Street 
John Boutte
 
[Verse]
      Bb                    Dm
Don't waste your time being angry
       D#                     Bb
When a moment's better with a smile
       Bb                    G7
If you feel your time's been wasted
         C      F
Waste it here a while
Bb               Bb7      D#               Bb
Standing at that bus stop just across from Krausse
Bb              G7
Waiting for the driver
   C             F         Bb
To take me to my heavenly house
 
[Chorus]
             F
I'll see you there (at the foot of Canal Street)
              Bb
What will you wear (at the foot of canal street)
                 F
Will the band be playing (at the foot of Canal Street)
                        Bb
What will the people be saying (at the foot of Canal Street)
          Bb7                         D#



Does your father lie there? does your mother pray there?
          Bb               D#
I'm gonna put on my golden crown
F       F7       Bb
At the foot of Canal Street
 
[Verse]
Bb       Gm
When the levee banks have over flowed
        D#             Bb
And the street car has seen its day
     Bb          G7
When all is gone the plantations
C                    F
   The Treme and the Vieux Carre
        Bb               Bb7
I'll be swinging to that music
    D#           Bb
Way up on higher ground
      Bb                    Cm
Where Pops is blowing "Walk On"
     D#             F      Bb
With Gabriel making sacred sounds
 
[Chorus]
             F
I'll see you there (at the foot of Canal Street)
              Bb
What will you wear (at the foot of canal street)
                 F
Will the band be playing (at the foot of Canal Street)
                        Bb
What will the people be saying (at the foot of Canal Street)
          Bb7                         D#
Does your father lie there? does your mother pray there?
          Bb               D#
I'm gonna put on my golden crown
F       F7       Bb
At the foot of Canal Street

1304. At The Foot Of The Cross - Chords

At The Foot Of The Cross
Recorded by Connie Smith
Written by Larry Lee
[3/4 time]

 C
Lord on bended knee I'm begging you
       G7                                  C
Let me feel just a little of what you went through
             C7        F             Fm
Oh I want to know just how great the cost



       C                       G7          C
Let me live let me live at the foot of the cross
                                   G7
With broken heart Lord show me the way
                                       C
To have more compassion for those gone astray
           C7         F              Fm
Oh give me desire for souls that are lost
       C                       G7          C
Let me live let me live at the foot of the cross
Am                           Em
Please let me live where you died for me 
Am               D7      G7
Give me a vision of Calvary
C            G7                Am
Let me reach out and touch the nail splintered wood
   C                    G7        C
Oh I need a reminder to be what I should 
             C7         F              Fm
Give me more desire for souls that are lost
       C                       G7          C
Let me live let me live at the foot of the cross

1305. At The Heart Of Me

Rodney Crowell - At The Heart Of Me

I could fly away
Leave for good today
To a new world somewhere far beyond
Or you could set sail
For the sun's fading trail
And I could watch you till you're gone
But it wouldn't matter now
No it couldn't change what I see
If a thousand miles lay between us today
You're still at the heart of me
If your face can't be
Ever here before me
I can always hold you in my mind
And live in the past
Your ghost gave up at last
More real now than passing time
But it wouldn't matter now
It couldn't change what I see
If a thousand miles lay between us today
You're still at the heart of me
Time's been a shroud
And it's left me confused
Surrendered to pain in the name of a truth
That sang in my ear all that I stood to lose
Come what may
Our faith is a well



And down deep I can tell
I'm as thirsty as a mortal can be
Silence abounds
And it's ringing through town
Like a bell swinging high over me
And it wouldn't matter now
No it couldn't change what I see
If a thousand miles lay between us today
You're still at the heart of me
If a thousand miles lay between us today
You're still at the heart of me

1306. At The Lighthouse Dance

The Incredible String Band - At The Lighthouse Dance 

Waiting for the queen to come, waiting for her to show up
While out on the rocks all the ships
Were sinking we laughed as the dance began
Oh, how we danced at the lighthouse dance

Stepped outside took a look, shook the sweat felt madly sad
I was dreaming of angels, I saw the ships sinking
But one pulled in, I asked the sea captain tell me where you've been
He turned his gaze into the days and he showed me this movie

Oh, do you dance, you serenader?
Oh, do you die, you masquerader?
Oh, do you land, you space invader?

I could see the dance through the cracked window pane
Alice smiled at me I felt quite lame
The dance group played I can't recall their name
They played quite well but all their numbers sounded the same

Oh, how we danced at the lighthouse dance
We danced, I grooved, I sighed, I cried

1307. At the Purchaser's Option

Rhiannon Giddens - At the Purchaser's Option

[Verse 1]
I've got a babe, but shall I keep him?
'Twill come the day when I'll be weepin'
But how can I love him any less?
This little babe upon my breast

[Chorus]



You can take my body
You can take my bones
You can take my blood
But not my soul
You can take my body
You can take my bones
You can take my blood
But not my soul

[Verse 2]
I've got a body, dark and strong
I was young but not for long
You took me to bed a little girl
Left me in a woman's world

[Chorus]
You can take my body
You can take my bones
You can take my blood
But not my soul
You can take my body
You can take my bones
You can take my blood
But not my soul

[Verse 3]
Day by day, I work the line
Every minute overtime
Fingers nimble, fingers quick
My fingers bleed to make you rich

[Chorus]
You can take my body
You can take my bones
You can take my blood
But not my soul
You can take my body
You can take my bones
You can take my blood
But not my soul
You can take my body
You can take my bones
You can take my blood
But not my soul

[Outro]
I've got a babe, but shall I keep him?

1308. At The Rainbow's End

At The Rainbow's End

I've traveled this whole world over



And now I'm going down to the rainbow's end
From twilight till dawn trudging on and on
On my way to the rainbow's end.
I'm weary and tired but I don't care
I'm going down to the rainbow's end
No friends, no home just trav'ling alone
I'm on my way to the rainbow's end.
They say there are treasures of silver and gold
Buried down by the rainbow's end
But the treasure I'll find
Will bring me real peace of mind.

When we come to the rainbow's end
Down in the garden there's a little white gate
Which most dream folks always attend
And just inside there's a little path
That leads towards the rainbow's end.
And down at the end there's a sign that reads
Love that will never die
Now no one can travel out the path
No one but you and I.
How I wish the little gate will open
And that you might walk with me
Down to the end of that rainbow
To the sign on that old oak tree.
And how I wish that your arms would hold me
And that your lips might touch mine too
'Coz I can't travel up that path
With anyone else but you.
Say we can only stay for just a minute
And we must never go back there again
But we'd know the sign on that old oak tree
And we could see the rainbow's end.
Then we'd swing the little gate open again
While the morning glories would creep
And all of the sign's not old rainbow
We can have our hearts for to keep.
For someone has waited there all alone
So I'll know at the rainbow's end
How it feels to be pressed to an angel's breast
When I come to the rainbow's end...

1309. At The Roll Call - Chords

At The Roll Call
Recorded by The Oak Ridge Boys
Written by James S. Weatherington

C      F                                        C
At the roll call how I would love to clasp your hand
                       F            G7      C
At the roll call there before God's viewing stand 
                     F    C



God's gonna call the roll some morning
F    C                       G7
Just after the great trumpet sounds
    C                       F
And then He'll take all the memory
      C            G7             C
Up to heaven where peace and love abounds
       F                                        C
At the roll call how I would love to clasp your hand
                             F         C     G7
At the roll call will you be glad that Jesus came
C                                        F
Will you say Master here am I and I'm so glad You bled and died
    D7                       G7
And hung upon a tree just to ransom souls like me
       F                                        C
At the roll call how I would love to clasp your hand
                       F            G7      C
At the roll call there before God's viewing stand

1310. At This Moment

Ray Stevens - At This Moment

What did you think
I would do at this moment?
When you're standin' before me
With tears in your eyes
Tryin' to tell me that you
Have found you another
And you just don't love me no more
What did you think
I would say at this moment?
When I'm faced with the knowledge
That you just don't love me
Did you think I would curse you
Or say things to hurt you?
'Cause you just don't love me no more
Did you think I would hate you
Or raise my hand to you?
Oh, come on now, you know me too well
How could I hurt you
When, darlin', I love you?
And you know I'd never hurt you
What do you think I would give at this moment?
If you'd stay, I'd subtract twenty years from my lifR
I'd fall down on my knees, kiss the ground that you walk on
If I could just hold you again



1311. At Your Window

Trampled by Turtles - At Your Window

I wake the mornin' wonder, and I'm all lost in the world
Of echoed situations and cursory illusion
I'm surrounded by forever, but I don't have any time
Left to wander in amusement, left to ride, my breath is dyin'

But I love you little darlin
and I'll love you till I die
Like sundown in the valley
Or the stars alone at night

Through empty bottle alleys
You come shinin' like the sun
And with your golden fingers
You save me from drowning

And I love you little darlin'
And I'll love you till I die
Like sundown in the valley
Or the stars alone at night

Well life goes on around me
Days are riding on the dawn
To infuse the world with words
It's just your way of talking

And I love you little darlin'
And I'll love you till I die
Like sundown in the valley
Or the stars alone at night

But I love you little darlin'
And I'll love you till I die
Like sundown in the valley
Or the stars alone at night

1312. Atheists Don't Have No Songs

Atheists Don't Have No Songs - Steep Canyon Rangers

Christians have their hymns and pages, (hymns and pages)
Hava Nagilas for the Jews,
Baptists have the rock of ages, (rock of ages)
Atheists just sing the blues.

Romantics play Claire de Lune, (Claire de Lune)
Born agains sing He is risen,
But no one ever wrote a tune, (wrote a tune)
For godless existentialism.
For Atheists,



Theres no good news,
Theyll never sing a song of faith.

For atheists,
They have a rule,
The he is always lowercase.
The he is always lowercase.

Some folks sing a Bach cantata, (Bach cantata)
Lutherans get Christmas trees,
Atheist songs add up to nada, (up to nada)
But they do have Sundays free. (have Sundays free)

Pentecostals sing they sing to heaven, (sing to heaven)
Coptics have the books of scrolls,
Numerologists can count to seven, (count to seven)
Atheists have rock and roll.

For Atheists,
Theres no good news,
Theyll never sing a song of Faith.
In their songs,
They have a rule,
The he is always lowercase.
The he is always lowercase.

Atheists, Atheists, Atheists
Dont have no Songs!!

Christians have their hymns and pages, (hymns and pages)
Hava Nagilas for the Jews, (for the Jews)
Baptists have the rock of ages, (rock of ages)
Atheists just sing the blues.

Catholics dress up for Mass,
And listen to, Gregorian chants.
Atheists just take a pass,
Watch football in their underpants.
Watch football in their underpants.

Atheists, Atheists, Atheists,
Dont have no songs! (Dont have no songs!)

1313. Athens County - Chords

Athens County 
Jonathan Edwards

G
Way down in Athens County
C              G
that's where i am
Em



Going on the road tomorrow
C           G
Up to Amsterdam
G
Way down in Athens County
C                  G(hold)
Stop and have some wine
(no chord)
Athens County
D(hold)       C(hold)
Marie and Me, We're doin' fine
G     C
Sweet Maria
G     D    C
Never Long Gone
G     C
Sweet Maria
G                D
Never long gone, never long gone
 
G                  C
Just got into this town
G                  C
I'm feelin' mighty good
G                   Em
Found my olf friend sound
C               D
I had a hunch i would
G
Way down in Athens County
C              G
that's where i am
Em
Going on the road tomorrow
C           G
Up to Amsterdam
G
Way down in Athens County
C                  G(hold)
Stop and have some wine
(no chord)
Athens County
D(hold)       C(hold)
Marie and Me, We're doin' fine
G     C
Sweet Maria
G     D    C
Never Long Gone
G     C
Sweet Maria
G                D
Never long gone, never long gone
 
(harmonica break)
G C G C G Em C D G C G C G(hold) D(hold) C(hold) G C GDC G C G D
 
G                     C



That's my good friend John
G                          C
He's whistlin' a bluegrass tune
G                 Em
We pick it in the sunshine
C               D
Sing it in the afternoon
G
Way down in Athens County
C              G
that's where i am
Em
Going on the road tomorrow
C           G
Up to Amsterdam
G
Way down in Athens County
C                  G(hold)
Stop and have some wine
(no chord)
Athens County
D(hold)       C(hold)
Marie and Me, We're doin' fine
G     C
Sweet Maria
G     D    C
Never Long Gone
G     C
Sweet Maria
G     D    C
Never long gone (well hello maria)
G     C
Sweet Maria
G     D    C
Never Long Gone (so long)
G     C
Sweet Maria
G     D    C
Never long gone
G
for long
 
 
There you go, great song, if you know a banjo player and a guy who can play
harmonica, you can really make this sound good

1314. Atlanta Blue - Chords

Atlanta Blue
sung by the Statler Brothers
from album of same title (1984)

G / / / G7 / / / C / / / D7 / / /



G G7 / / / C D7 G
I'm dreamin' of you_______, & that makes me Atlanta blue
C G
Blue, blue

Verse 1:
Am D7 G Am D7 G
 Just a name I remember, just someone I used to know
Am D7 G Am D7 G
 Someone I never quite got over a long long time ago

CHORUS:
D7 G G7 / / / C D7 G / / / G7 / / / C
 I'm Atlanta blue______, wishin' I could be with you_______________
 D7
Summertime in Georgia
G G7 / / / C D7 G
I'm dreamin' of you_______, & that makes me Atlanta blue
C G
Blue, blue

Verse 2:
Don't wipe away my mem'ries by makin' all my dreams come true
The way it was always seems better, so let me keep on missin' you

CHORUS:
E7 A A7 / / / D E7 A / / / A7 / / / D
 I'm Atlanta blue______, wishin' I could be with you_______________
 E7
Summertime in Georgia
A A7 / / / D E7 A
I'm dreamin' of you_______, & that makes me Atlanta blue
D A 2 / / / A7 / / / D
Blue, blue woo_______________
 E7 A
& that makes me Atlanta blue

1315. Atlanta Is Burning

Atlanta Is Burning - Original
Original Version By The Boys From Indiana

Three years we've been fighting, though it seems like a hundred.
Away to the South is the home I once knew.
Where my loved ones are waiting, for word from the captain
That the battle has ended for the gray and the blue.
I left dear old Georgia on the first day of April.
The grass in the valley was just turning green.
I married my Sally, just a week before leaving.
We now have a baby that I've never seen.
She sent me a letter, that told of our baby.
He's just like his daddy were the words that she said.
But that's been so long now, that it seems like forever.



And Lord I'm so homesick I wish I were dead.
Atlanta is burning, the horizon is flame.
The thunder of cannons in the distance I hear.
I think of my Sally, and the son that she gave me.
If I could just see her and the baby so dear.
A bullet has found me, and the darkness is falling.
The pain is unreal and my body's so weak.
The captain is calling, but I cannot answer.
My thoughts wander Southward as I go to sleep.
My thoughts wander Southward as I go to sleep.

1316. Atlanta's Burning Down - Chords

Atlanta's Burning Down 
Dickey Betts

[Intro]
E
 
[Verse 1]
    B                A
I left my home in Georgia
            E
In May of sixty-three
                A
Traveled to Virginia
     B              E
To fight for General Lee
 
              A          F#m    A
But I can't fight this mornin'
     B       E
I must be southward bound
                 A
My Jenny's in Atlanta
       B          E
And Atlanta's burnin' down
 
            F#m
Heeeeeey  Heeey   Yeah
    C#m
Oooohhhh  Ahhh  Ahhh
 
   A E
 
[Verse 2]
                      A     F#m
From Gettysburg to Richmond
  A  B                  E
Ohhh I fought long and hard
               A     F#m
Far away in Georgia
    A         B         E



Sherman's in my own backyard
 
                           C#m    G#m
So I'm leavin' here this mornin'
A     B         E           C#m
Even if they shoot me down
     Bm       A    F#m
My Jenny's in Atlanta
A      B        E
And Atlanta's burnin' down
 
[Chorus]
                    C#m   G#m
Atlanta's burnin' down
 A     B       E       G#   C#m
Oh Atlanta's burnin' down
   E          A     F#m
Jenny's in Atlanta
  A    B         E
And Atlanta's burnin' down
 
[Instrumental Break]
F#m C#m F#m C#m F#m C#m A B
 
[Chorus] X2
            C#m     G#m
Atlanta's burnin' down
 A     B                E   B  C#m
Oh, Atlanta's burnin' down
   E          A     F#m
Jenny's in Atlanta
 A     B                E
And Atlanta's burnin' down
 
[Outro]
E G#

1317. Atlantic - Chords

Atlantic 
Eddie From Ohio

[Intro]
D D G D
 
[Verse 1]
 
D                                    G
There's a channel. There's a tunnel
                D
You can sail by train, from the English coast
                                 G
There's an ocean with no tunnel



                D
You can sail by mail, but go parcel post
 
[Prechorus]
 
        A
There's nothing but the waves, the fish & the kelp
G
In between her & him
     A
They entertain the thought about meeting halfway
    D                    G
But neither knows how to swim
 
[Chorus]
 
Bm             A
He has a pump, she has a pail
        D                 G
They'll empty this quarry soon
Bm                  A
Stand on a rock and see each other wave
        G
And for now that will have to do
           D
Till the Atlantic's dry
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
D                                         G
There's a lighthouse, there's an outhouse
                                     D
Both rely on a torch, just different bulbs
                                 G
He sends flowers- it takes hours
                   Bm                             D
Just to lie on her porch, they're quite different bulbs
 
[Prechorus]
 
        A
There's nothing but the waves, the fish & the kelp
G
In between her & him
     A
They entertain the thought about meeting halfway
    D                    G
But neither knows how to swim
 
[Chorus]
 
Bm             A
He has a pump, she has a pail
        D                 G
They'll empty this quarry soon
Bm                  A



Stand on a rock and see each other wave
        G
And for now that will have to do
           D
Till the Atlantic's dry
 
 
[Bridge]
 
C                   G
Bridge the distance, drain the ocean
C                     Bm
Pave a highway on the sandy floor
C               G            Gm            A
Part the waters with devotion- it's just a thought
D                       G
A reunion near Bermuda
                     D
They're too tired to hug, they just stand and gleam
 
Dehydrated yet elated
G                                        D
& they suddenly wake, they've both shared a dream
 
[Prechorus]
 
        A
There's nothing but the waves, the fish & the kelp
G
In between her & him
     A
They entertain the thought about meeting halfway
    D                    G
But neither knows how to swim
 
[Chorus]
 
Bm             A
He has a pump, she has a pail
        D                 G
They'll empty this quarry soon
Bm                  A
Stand on a rock and see each other wave
        G
And for now that will have to do
 
 
[Outro]
         Bm               A
Till the airfares drop to Greyhound rates
    G
For now that will have to do
     Bm                     A
Till Mother Earth moves and shifts some plates
    G
For now that will have to do
         Bm                 A



Till the Crown reclaims the United States
    G
For now that will have to do
     Bm                   A
Till Saint Peter opens up Heaven's gates
    G
For now that will have to do
         D
Till the Atlantic's dry
 
A G D

1318. Atlantic City

Atlantic City - The Band
Aoife O'Donovan

Well, they blew up the Chicken Man in Philly last night
And they blew up his house, too
Down on the boardwalk they're ready for a fight
Gonna see what them racket boys can do

Now there's trouble busin' in from outta state
And the D.A. can't get no relief
Gonna be a rumble on the promenade
And the gamblin' commissioner's hangin' on by the skin of his teeth

Everything dies, baby, that's a fact
But maybe everything that dies some day comes back
Put your makeup on, fix your hair up pretty
And meet me tonight in Atlantic City

Well, I got a job and I put my money away
But I got the kind of debts that no honest man can pay
So I drew out what I had from the Central Trust
And I bought us two tickets on that Coast City bus

Everything dies, baby, that's a fact
But maybe everything that dies some day comes back
Put your makeup on, fix your hair up pretty
And meet me tonight in Atlantic City

Now our luck may have died and our love may be cold
But with you forever I'll stay
We'll be goin' out where the sand turn to gold
But put your stockings on 'cause it might get cold

Oh, everything dies, baby, that's a fact
But maybe everything that dies some day comes back
Put your makeup on, fix your hair up pretty
And meet me tonight in Atlantic City

Now I've been a-lookin' for a job, but it's hard to find



There's winners and there's losers
And I am south of the line
Well, I'm tired of gettin' caught out on the losin' end
But I talked to a man last night
Gonna do a little favor for him

Well, everything dies, baby that's a fact
But maybe everything that dies some day comes back
Put your makeup on, fix your hair up pretty
And meet me tonight in Atlantic City

Oh, meet me tonight in Atlantic City
Oh, meet me tonight in Atlantic City

1319. Atlantic Coastal Line

Flatt & Scruggs - Atlantic coastal line
Composer: Mel Tillis - Fred Burch

Now everybody calls me Bo I got no money but all my row
Some folks say I'm just a no good kind
I can ride for miles in an old boxcar smoke cigarettes butts and used cigars
Ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line
Hear that lonesome whistle whine spell that part from the Georgia pine
See that great big moon above hobo's life is a life I love
Ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line

Well I had me a woman in Albany but a rowdy way's made a wreck of me
I had to get away before I lost my mind
But as long as this rattler takes me around ain't one woman gonna tie me down
Ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line
Hear that lonesome whistle whine Alabam and Caroline

Florida Georgia and Tennessee hobo's life is a life for me
Ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line
Now make my coffee in a can this ol' boy ain't worried man
The morning sun greets me with a shine
I go south where the trade winds blows I go north where there ain't no snow
Ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line
Hear that lonesome...
Ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line

1320. Atlantis

David Rawlings
Atlantis

I want love
I want faith



I want faith in everything
I want time to slip away
Let tomorrow be today
I want time
Atlantis, let me in
I will live, free of sin
Here my plea, and bargain
Atlantis, let me in
I wanna be the key to unlock it

I wanna be the key, let me in
I wanna be the key
Atlantis, let me in
I will live, free of sin
Learn to swim, grow a fin
Atlantis, let me in
I want love

1321. Atlas - Chords

Atlas 
The Wood Brothers

Intro
G G G G C C
 
Verse 1
E
Hallelujah! 
Well I just woke up from a dream
            A
So far away 
                     D
And it's no accident I landed here 
Eyes wide open and seein' clear
                                          G G G G C C
I have come a long long way 
 
I am wiser now
My man Atlas told me
I shouldn't try to hold his world up
He said, "Boy you got some muscle
That you have never used
All you got to do is go ahead and wake up"
 
Chorus
G       G       G                     C
Don't you try to hold my world up 
Don't you try to hold my world
Don't you try to hold my world up
Don't you try to hold my world
 
Slide Part in E



(I don't play a good slide, so I just play an E chord on fret 13 for effect)
Intro
Slide Part in E
Intro
 
 
Verse 2
Aphrodite
Well her suitcase was my burden
For so long
She said, "Boy you got some heart and soul
But that's not what your love is for
Lay your burden down and we'll both be stronger"
 
Don't you try to hold my world up
Don't you try to hold my world
Don't you try to hold my world up
Don't you try to hold my world
 
Slide Part in E
Intro
Slide Part in E
Intro
 
I am stronger now
My man Atlas told me
I shouldn't try to hold his world up
Said, "Boy you got some muscle
That you have never used
All you got to do is go ahead and wake up"
 
Don't you try to hold my world up
Don't you try to hold my world
Don't you try to hold my world up
Don't you try to hold my world
Don't you try to hold my world up
Don't you try to hold my world
Don't you try to hold my world up
Don't you try to hold my world
 
Intro Out

1322. Atonement

Lucinda Williams - Atonement

Come on, Come on, Come on
Kill the rats in the gutter
Sings the voice in the choir
Bring your Father and your Mother

Sing it higher and higher
Shake the clammy hand



Repeat the 23rd psalm
Make you understand

Where it was you went wrong
Voices from tapes
Shouting with twisted tongues
Emotional rape

Hell fire scorched lungs
Come on, Come on, Come on
Pay close attention to this
Let me give you something good to eat

Bite down hard 'til it sticks between your teeth
Glory, glory we've killed the beast
Blinded by glittery diamonds
Resting on crooked fingers

Shaded eyes they are the ones
Who'll lead you to your deliverance
From the figure of doom
Force you to understand

Lock you in a room
With a holy roller and a one man band

1323. Attitude

John Butler - Attitude

Hey man why you always give me Attitude?
What I, what I ever Done to you?
If you got a bone to Pick
Step outside step Outside talk about it
But I talk with words man
I don't talk with my fists
I'm sick of all this aggression
Hell you know I've had enough of it
But I don't mean to Offend you
So tell me if I have tell me if I have
Don't give me attitude
Don't you give me attitude
Hey man why you always laughing at me?
What's so, what's so funny?
Cos take a look in the mirror say now what do you see?
You are just, you are just like me
And I'm easy going
I listen to what you gotta say
And if i was wrong, if i was wrong
I'd say sorry
Cause i don't mean
No I don't mean to offend you
I got my own Demons



Don't need bad karma too
Cos truth is the only way
So express what you're feelin
Say what you've gotta say
Without blaming, without blaming

1324. Auctioneer - Chords

Auctioneer
Recorded by Leroy Van Dyke
Written Leroy Van Dyke and Buddy Black

Hey well alright sir here we go there 
And what are ya' gonna give for 'em
I have a six hundred dollar down here 
Now ten and now twenty-five and now thirty-five
And now there fifty now sixty 
Will ya give me sixty now seventy-five 
Seventy-five another eighty-five dollars 
Oughta buy 'em there

G
There was a boy in Arkansas 
    C
Who wouldn't listen to his ma
     D7                                G      D7
When she told him that he should go to school
     G
He'd sneak away in the afternoon 
       C
Take a little walk and then pretty soon
      D7                            G
You'd find him at the local auction barn
          C
Well he'd stand and listen carefully 
         G
And then pretty soon he began to see
        A7                            D7
How the auctioneer could talk so rapidly
   G
He said oh my it's do or die 
     C
I've got to learn that auction cry
      D7                           G
Gotta make my mark and be an auctioneer
Twenty-five dollar bid it now thirty dollar thirty
          C
Will you gimmie thirty make it thirty
            D7                                          G
Bid it on a thirty dollar will you gimmie thirty dollar bid
Thirty dollar bid it now thirty-five
         C
Will you gimmie thirty-five



To make it thirty-five to bid it a thirty-five
D7                                        G
Who woulda bid it at a thirty-five dollar bid
                
Well as time went on he did his best 
    C
And all could see he didn't jest
   D7                                    G   D7
He practiced calling bids both night and day
    G
His pop would find him behind the barn 
       C
Just a working up an awful storm
      D7                         G
As he tried to imitate the auctioneer
        C
His dad said son we just can't 
         G
Stand to have a mediocre man
        A7                         D7
Selling things at action using our name
     G
I'll send you off to auction school 
    C
And then you'll be nobody's fool
    D7                            G
You can take your place among the best
Thirty-five dollar bid it now forty dollar forty
         C
Will you gimmie forty make it forty
            D7                                        G
Bid it on a forty dollar will you gimmie forty dollar bid
Forty dollar bid it now forty-five
         C
Will you gimmie forty-five
To make it forty-five to bid it a forty-five
D7                                        G
Who woulda bid it at a forty-five dollar bid
So from that boy who went to school 
      C
There grew a man who played it cool
   D7                                  G   D7
He came back home a full fledged auctioneer
        G
And the people came from miles around 
        C
Just to hear him make that rhythmic sound
     D7                                  G
That fill their hearts with such a happy cheer
    C
His fame spread out from shore to shore 
       G
He had all he could do and more
A7                        D7
Had to buy a plane to get around
    G
Now he's the best in all the land 



      C
Let's pause and give that man a hand
         D7                    G
He's the best of all the auctioneers
Forty-five dollar bid it now fifty dollar fifty
         C
Will you gimmie fifty make it fifty
            D7                                        G
Bid it on a fifty dollar will you gimmie fifty dollar bid
Fifty dollar bid it now fifty-five
         C
Will you gimmie fifty-five
To make it fifty-five to bid it a fifty-five
D7                               G
Sold that hog for a fifty dollar bill
 
Hey well alright sir open the gate 
And let 'em out and walk 'em boys
Here we come with lot number 29 in 
What'd ya gonna give for 'em
I have a twenty-five I oughta get thirty-five
And now a fifty make it fifty bid it along at fifty
Now sixty will ya give me sixty now seventy-five
And now eight-five and now nine-five
A hundred and now twenty-five
And now it's at seventy-five
And a two and a three and a four
And a five and a six now seven
Now eight hundred dollars 
And a buy 'em there

1325. Auggie

Auggie
Kitchen Dwellers

Restless in the day time
And you can't sleep at night
You steal my things and run away
Like a thief taking flight

So I chase you down
From the other side of town
This life at home is harder
The longer we sit around

You see it with those eyes of gold
Everything is black and white
You're heeling I tell you sit and stay
And you don't understand why

So I chase you down
From the other side of town



This life at home is harder
The longer we sit around

Face first in the mud
Rising to my feet
There's a shadow in the tree
The smoke makes it hard to see
At a loss of words
It occurs to me
This familiar place
I've never seen

So I chase you down
From the other side of town
This life at home is harder
The longer we sit around

Restless in the day time
And you can't sleep at night

1326. August 15, 1985

August 15, 1985
The Avett Brothers

Jim: Uh, this is August the 15th 1985. Seth is just now 5 years old, Bonnie is just now 12, and
 Scott is 9 years old.
*Mumbles*
Jim: Nine and a half?
Bonnie: Ha!
Scott: Yeah, nine and a half. Nine and three quarters.
Jim: You're not nine and a half.
Scott: I'm 'bout eleven.
Jim: *laughs* no you're not.
Bonnie: Nu'uh.
Jim: Okay, let's talk about fun things. Seth, start out.
Scott: I didn't read all my books, and now I can't watch any TV.
Jim: That's right.
Bonnie: That was Scott not Seth
Seth: Um, I didn't play with much toys.
Jim: Okay.
Seth: And I didn't *mumbles*
Jim: Okay, Scott. Scott's talking about he was gonna read a bunch of books for this summer 
and he hasn't read 'em all so he doesn't get to watch TV until he reads them. Uh, it's pretty si
mple there.
Jim: Seth, what have you been doing?
Seth: Nothing.
Jim: Well, that's good since the last time we talked you were three years old then and now yo
u're five and you haven't been doing anything. Bonnie what would you like to talk about?
Bonnie: Um, I don't know.
Scott: Carolings.
Jim: No, let's not talk about-
Bonnie: I rode Cyclone.



Jim: Let's not talk about Carolings, let's talk about something that is important for posterity.
Scott: What's posterity?
Jim: That's for years from now. Okay, Scott.
Bonnie: I'm getting ready to start a new school.
Jim: Yeah we start a new year of school.
Scott: Daddy kicks my butt every day *laughs*
Jim: That's not true, he should but he doesn't.
Seth: Uh, Let me talk.
Jim: Okay, go ahead.
Seth: Scott picks his butt more.
Jim: Scot-SETH!
Bonnie: No, he did that a long time ago.
Jim: I think, maybe we better stop this one again.
Bonnie: Want to?
Jim: Yeah.

Jim: Okay Seth, would you like to sing a song? What's your favorite song?
Seth: If I were a kitten, I would stay outside.
Jim: If you were a kitten, you'd stay outside?
Bonnie: Where'd you get that song from?
Seth: I made it up
Bonnie: Oh! Sing it to the tape.
Jim: Sing it.
Seth: If I were a kitten, I would stay outside. I don't know, I don't remember the rest of it.
Scott: If I were a chicken, I would stay inside.
Seth: Scott!
Seth: If I were a picking, I would pick outside.
Jim: You start school this year, don't you Seth?
Seth: No I don't.
Jim: Oh, I thought you did.
Seth: Okay, I'm gonna start kindergarten.
Jim: That's school isn't it?
Bonnie: Yeah.
Seth: But I hope I don't like it.
Bonnie: Why? It's fun.
Seth: Because I hate it.
Bonnie: It's the best grade.
Scott: It is!
Jim: You're gonna be starting and you're gonna be riding-
Seth: I don't like it because they have five parties.
Jim: You're gonna be riding the big bus. When Scott gets on you won't be left behind anymor
e.
Seth: I'll be with Scott?
Scott: But you don't kiss me and hug me at school.
Seth: Okay, Scott.
Bonnie: Oh Scott, don't be ridiculous.
Jim: He's your little brother, let him kiss your face if he wants to.
Bonnie: Yeah.
Scott: In the bathroom.
Jim: That'll pass away quick enough.
Jim: Okay, Bonnie you get to go to school this year. Where are you gonna go to school?
Seth: No she doesn't.
Bonnie: Mt. Pleasant.
Jim: You're really looking forward to that aren't you?
Seth: Yup, I know.
Jim: This has been a pretty good sized summer for you. You haven't gone a lot of places or d
one a lot of things.



Bonnie: Like last year.
Jim: Like last year.
Seth: Last year?
Jim: But, you have gone and had someone look at your teeth. Didn't you?
Bonnie: Yeah.
Seth: Her teeth is rotten.
Bonnie: I have to get a gum graft.
Jim: A gum graft?
Bonnie: They have to get gums from the top of my mouth and put down there at the bottom.
Jim: Sounds terrible.
Bonnie: I'm gonna have to get braces in a year.
Seth: Yeah.
Jim: That sounds terrible, but you'll-
Bonnie: They put 'em in pretty neat. The plastic bands that you wrap, and they just peel off th
e plastic and they're on.
Jim: Really?
Bonnie: So it won't take too long.
Jim: That'll be good.
Seth: Yeah, good, good, good.
Jim: Okay, uh, this'll be a change for you going to Mt. Pleasant, not A.P. Allan. What do you t
hink is going to be different at Mt. Pleasant?
Bonnie: The people, the teachers, the school, the atmosphere, the smell, and everything.
Jim: Yeah, I think that pretty well covers everything. Okay Scott, you'll be going to A.P. Allan. 
You'll be in the fourth grade?
Scott: And I don't wanna be going, learning decimals.
Bonnie: Aw, they're easy.
Jim: Fourth grade, who's class do you want to be in?
Scott: Mrs. Peterstaff
Bonnie: Mrs. Peterstaff?
Jim: Oh, I thought you didn't like her.
Scott: Well, I like her more than anybody else.
Bonnie: Mrs. Grace is nice.
Jim: You don't know, you don't know anybody else. Give 'em a chance.
Seth: You know Mrs. Mist.
Jim: Well, you'll be going to A.P. Allan without Bonnie, and this'll be the first time you've ever 
gone to school without Bonnie.
Bonnie: Well, he'll have Seth.
Jim: Yeah, you'll have Seth. Are you looking forward to going without Bonnie?
Scott: No.
Seth: Hey! Why are you tearing up my thing? Hey, Scott.
Bonnie: Who made this Lego thing?
Jim: Okay Scott, who's your favorite singers?
Scott: You know.
Seth: Dear Hon John?
Jim: What's your favorite song? Michael Jackson? Boy George? *laughs*
Scott: No, uh lemme think.
Jim: Okay, well Bonnie who are your favorite singers?
Bonnie: Duran Duran.
Jim: I see, and what's your favorite song?
Bonnie: From them? Um, View To A Kill.
Jim: And what's your favorite song from everybody-anybody?
Bonnie: I don't know, it'd probably be View to a Kill or, I don't know.
Jim: Did you know that Simon Le Bon had an accident last week?
Bonnie: Yeah, he almost got killed.
Jim: Yeah, I know
Bonnie: That was terrible!
Jim: We were all hoping he would



Scott: That was great!
Bonnie: We were not!
Bonnie: Is he still gonna go on in that race?
Seth: Now, Daddy tell me all my things!
Scott: What's a yacht race?
Bonnie: Boats.
Jim: Tell you all your things. Okay, what's your favorite food?
Scott: He was going to race?
Bonnie: He's been racing.
Jim: Shh. Would y'all mind holding it down while Seth and I are talking? What's your favorite f
ood?
Seth: Um, watermelon.
Jim: Watermelon? We had some watermelons in the garden this year, didn't we? They were t
asty.
Seth: Yeah, they were good.
Jim: Yeah, you like donuts?
Seth: Yeah.
Bonnie: Chicken.
Jim: Pie, and chicken, and broccoli.
Bonnie: Potatoes.
Scott: Ugh!
Jim: Beets, and lettuce and greens.
Scott: And green rice!
Jim: And green rice.
Seth: Ugh, green rice.
Seth: And my favorite singer is the Bark.
Jim: I'd say Debarge, DeBarge. Okay, let's talk about green rice for a minute. How do ya like 
green rice?
Seth: UGH!
Bonnie: It's yucky.
Jim: You hate it?
Scott: It's gross.
Seth: Daddy, but Daddy, but Daddy-
Jim: What's your worst food?
Seth: Daddy, tell me what my-
Scott: Green Rice.
Seth: Daddy?
Jim: What?
Seth: ...Oh. Tell me what my favorite song is.
Jim: I asked you what your favorite song was. What is your favorite song?
Seth: Rhythm of the night, dance until the morning light, forget about the worries on your min
d.
Jim: I thought you liked Common Man. "I'm just a common man."
Seth: I do, but I like *mumbles* too.
Bonnie: *laughs*
Jim: Okay, cut it off.
Bonnie: Okay.

Jim: Scott forgot to say something, go ahead.
Scott: I forgot what it was called.
Jim: What's your favorite food?
Scott: No, I'm talking about the worst.
Jim: What's your worst food?
Scott: Uh, what's it called, uh?
Jim: Stroganoff?
Scott: Yeah!
Jim: You don't like stroganoff?



Scott: No.
Bonnie: My worst food is greens.
Jim: You like greens?
Bonnie: No, they're my worst.
Jim: Oh, you hate it.
Scott: Aw, I like greens, Bonnie.
Seth: I tried them before, but I don't like 'em.
Bonnie: Scott, you said that you liked greens-that you would only eat greens 'cause it would 
make mother feel better.
Scott: No I didn't!
Jim: How about greens in a sandwich?
Seth: Aw, yuck!
Jim: With lettuce and tomato.
Bonnie: Yuck
Seth: Yuck!
Jim: Mayonnaise and mustard?
Bonnie, Seth and Scott: EW!
Seth: Do you like that?
Jim: No!
Seth: I hate it too.
Jim: With some big pieces of watermelon in it.
Seth: Yeah, I love that.
Jim: Yeah, I thought you'd eat it if it had watermelon in it.
Seth: I'd eat all of it.
Jim: Alright Scott, what else would you like to say?
Scott: That's all.
Bonnie: Well on that other tape-
Scott: No I'mma say something!
Jim: Go ahead.
Jim: Scott.
Bonnie: Don't try to do that. But Daddy-
Scott: Cut it off, cut it off, cut it off!
Bonnie: Shh, But Daddy, on our last tape we had the whole tape side covered.

1327. Auldie Riggs

Richard Thompson - Auldie Riggs

My name is Auldie Riggs and I am a seaman, second rate
I'll tell you quite a tale if you've got the price of a drink there, mate
Do you recognize my face? The picture ran for a week or more
When I left her lifeless body on the floor.

I am a drunken sot, they threw me off a dozen crews
My brain's begun to rot, I'm so beholden to the booze
And I broke that Liza's neck, well I squeezed her till she breathed no more
And I left her lifeless body on the floor.

And I don't feel no sympathy
And your disgust to me's the highest praise
She had it coming, don't you know?
'Cause I got wise to all her little ways.



Whores and bitches, all are Riggs'es slaves.

There's many I've dispatched, now tell me, was it 8 or 9?
I throttled 'em, I stabbed 'em, dissolved 'em in a vat of lime
I used to know the names but Liza was the last, the whore
And I left her lifeless body on the floor.

And you won't get no remorse from me
I'm happy as a kitten with the cream
I did her and the others too
I dare to do what some men only dream.

How I love to hear that piercing scream.

That Mary was a tramp, oh she used to give the boys a wink
I took some souvenirs before I drowned her in the sink
I kept her cheating heart and her pretty eyes which I did adore
And left her lifeless body on the floor
I left her lifeless body on the floor
I left her lifeless body, her dirty cheating body
I left her lifeless body on the floor.

1328. Aunt Birdie's Wingback Chevrolet

Aunt Birdie's Wingback Chevrolet 
Blue Moon Rising

She rode off the assembly line in early fifty nine 
With two big jet fins on the back you'd think she could fly, 
Fly she did, down the old gravel roads 
Of Bell County, Kentucky where the Cumberland River flows
 
Lookin' out the back window you could always see the cloud 
Of gravel dust a rollin' and I can't forget the sound
Of a dozen kids a runnin', on a hot summer day 
We'd ride in the back of Birdie's wingback Chevrolet 
 
CHORUS : 
Now it seems I'm drivin' a hundred miles a day
I've seen so many places, both near and far away
But if I could turn the hands of time I'd trade it all today 
For one more ride in Aunt Birdie's wingback Chevrolet
 
Now the road's all paved, where the gravel dust once flew 
And-it's hard to recognize all the faces I once knew
That old Chevrolet broke down and sat there quiet and still 
'Til the state came and pushed it in the creek behind the hill
 
Here I stand, on the bank of Browning's Creek today 
On the soil where as a kid I used to run and play
Seems I can hear my brother and my cousins far away 
Fightin' for a window seat in a wingback Chevrolet
 



Oh, if I could turn the hands of time I'd trade it all today 
For one more ride in Aunt Birdie's wingback Chevrolet

1329. Aunt Dinah's Quilting Party

Aunt Dinah's Quilting Party - Country Gentlemen
(Seeing Nelly Home)

In the sky the bright stars glittered
On the bank the pale moon shone
And 'twas from aunt Dinah's quilting party
I was seeing Nellie home

   I was seeing Nellie home
   I was seeing Nellie home
   And 'twas from aunt Dinah's quilting party
   I was seeing Nellie home

On my arm a soft hand rested
Rested like as ocean foam
And 'twas from aunt Dinah's quilting party
I was seeing Nellie home

On my lips a whisper trembled
Trembled till it dared to come
And 'twas from aunt Dinah's quilting party
I was seeing Nellie home

On my life new hopes were dawning
And those hopes have lived and grown
And 'twas from aunt Dinah's quilting party
I was seeing Nellie home

1330. Aunt Peg's New Old Man

Robbie Fulks - Aunt Peg's New Old Man

[Verse 1]
We came up the hill to meet him
In the dirt patch he was waiting
That was our first look at Aunt
Peg's new old man
Uncle Hank was seventy five
He lived well and then he died
And none of us had nothing against her
New old man

[Chorus]
She liked his fiddling



No doubt
Liked his help on the rural route
And the rest didn't bear thinking about
Aunt Peg's new old man

[Verse 2]
We sat down and we got fed
A long grace but what a spread
The chicken was just an hour dead
And the stew was made of barley
I pulled out my banjo after a while
But he didn't like
the Scruggs style
'Listen up boy this here's called
Going down to Raleigh'
Old Aunt Peg begun to frail
They got going on a Texas gail
Hit my ears like an awful wail
I wish I could hear again
He had no use for the modern stuff
His back was strong his hands were rough
But he rocked her old eggs sure enough
Aunt Peg's new old man
Now they played the dances and made the rounds
Gave [?]
The tunes they knew no one could count
It was all the heads and the hands
And you can do worse as a widow
And then to find a man the spade and hoe
And raise a little hell with the longbow
Aunt Peg's new old man

1331. Automatic

Automatic
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Look what you're doing to me
I'm utterly at your whim
All of my defenses down
Your camera looks through me
With it's X-ray vision
And all systems run aground

[Pre-Chorus 1]
All I can manage to push from my lips
Is a stream of absurdities
Every word I intended to speak
Winds up locked in a circuitry

[Chorus]
No way to control it



It's totally automatic
Whenever you're around
I'm walking blindfolded
Completely automatic
All of my systems are down
Down, down, down
Automatic (automatic)
Automatic (automatic)

[Verse 2]
What is this madness
That makes my motor run
And my legs too weak to stand
I go from sadness to exhilaration
Like a robot at your command

1332. Automobile - Chords

Automobile
John Prine/Gary Nicholson)}

Intro
[A] [D] [A] [D]
[A] [D] [A] [D] 

[A]It stated out [D]
[A]When she was small [D]
[A]She was premature
 [D]
[A]She wasn't nothing at all [D]
[A]Two pounds six ounces
[D]
[A]A little pumpkin seed
 [D]
[A]But she got more love
[D]
[A]Than you ever gonna need
[D]
She got b[G]ig f[D]at lo[A]ve
 [D]
She got b[G]ig f[D]at lo[A]ve
 [D] [A] [D]
[A]She don't eat enough
 [D]
[A]To keep her alive
 [D]
[A]When she bends over
[D]
[A]She's a quarter to five
 [D]
[A]Skinny little thing
 [D]
[A]But she ain't afraid



[D]
[A]To dance the watusi
[D]
[A]On a razorblade
[D]
She got b[G]ig f[D]at lo[A]ve
 [D]
She got b[G]ig f[D]at lo[A]ve
 [D]
[A] [D] [A] [D] #
[A]Tiny little hands
[D]
[A]Tiny little nose
 [D]
[A]Tiny little footsteps
 [D]
[A]Wherever she goes
 [D]
[A]Little bit don't leave
 [D]
[A]No bathtub ring
 [D]
[A]You pull the plug
 [D]
[A]She's down the drain
[D]
She got b[G]ig f[D]at lo[A]ve
 [D]
B[G]ig f[D]at lo[A]ve
 [D]
She got b[G]ig f[D]at lo[A]ve
 [G] [D]
{ci:Instrumental:}
[E]
[A]Bigger than me
 [D]
[A]Bigger than you
[D]
[A]Bigger than the hippo
 [D]
[A]Down at the zoo
 [D]
[A]Thin is in
 [D]
[A]Stout is out
[D]
[A]Big fat love
[D]
[A]Is what I'm talking about
 [D]
She got b[G]ig f[D]at lo[A]ve
 [D]
She got b[G]ig f[D]at lo[A]ve
 [D]
B[G]ig f[D]at lo[A]ve
 [D]
She got b[G]ig f[D]at lo[A]ve



 [D]
#
[A] [D] [A] [D]
[A] [D] [A] [D] [A]

1333. Automobile Of Life

Roy Acuff - Automobile of life
Composer: Roy Acuff

Some people are just like an automobile
They'll run fine when everything's right
When the roads are all clear and the weather is fine
And there's plenty of sunshine and light
But often they come to a wash out and then
Get stuck and have to detour
Maybe a break in the testing will prove
They never were meant to endure

Get plenty of water and plenty of oil
And the best gasoline you can find
Have your engine tuned up and look out for your graves
You'll have some hard places to climb
Look out for the tires for the blowouts will come
On a dangerous curve deep and nigh
But if you'll let Jesus take hold of the wheel
You'll make it to heaven on high

Now all our professions of powder and paint
Tho lovely upon the outside
Won't answer to God for he looks on the heart
It matters not how hard we've tried
So if you are stuck in the quick sand of sin
A wondering and floundering about
Just let God's great engine of glory and grace
With a cable of love pull you out

Get plenty of water and plenty of oil

1334. Autopsy

Richard Thompson
Autopsy

You must philosophise
But why must you bore me to tears?
You're red around the eyes
You tell me things no one else hears
You spend all your time crying



Crying the hours in tears
Crying the hours in tears

Come lend your time to me
And you will know that you are free
And when you look at me
Don't think you're owning what you see
For remember that you're free
And that's what you want to be
So just lend your time to me

You must philosophise
But why must you bore me to tears?
You're red around the eyes
You tell me things no one else hears
You spend all your time crying
Crying the hours in tears
Crying the hours in to ears

1335. Autumn Of My Life

Autumn Of My Life

In the Spring of my life, she came to me
She brought sunshine where winter winds had blown
Then I took her for my wife, in the spring of my life
And she brought me a joy I never known

And the years, they went by in the spring of my life
And in summer, she blessed me with a child
Love continued to grow, in the summer of my life
And in every morning sun I saw her smile

But in the autumn of my years, I noticed the tears
And I knew our life was in the past
Though I tried to pretend, I knew it was the end
For the autumn of my life had come at last

Now what, what do you say to a child of ten?
How do you tell him his daddy's going away?
Do I tell him that I reached the autumn of my life
And that he'll understand some winter's day?

Now the rose can't be found on a snow covered ground
And the Sun can not shine through cloudy skys
But I'm richer you see for the years she gave to me
And I'm content in the autumn of my life



1336. Avalon

Rhiannon Giddens - Avalon

[Chorus]
In Avalon, in Avalon
We'll all be together in Avalon
In Avalon, in Avalon
We'll all be together in Avalon

[Verse 1]
It was three weeks ago one cold summer day
Mother went on her lonely way

[Chorus]
In Avalon, in Avalon
I'll meet my mother in Avalon
In Avalon, in Avalon
I'll meet my mother in Avalon

[Verse 2]
Through the glass all alone
He followed his lover home

Chorus]
In Avalon, in Avalon
I'll meet my father in Avalon
In Avalon, in Avalon
I'll meet my father in Avalon

[Verse 3]
When the time has come and life is bare
I'll make the journey and I know where

[Chorus]
In Avalon, in Avalon
We'll all be together in Avalon
In Avalon, in Avalon
We'll all be together in Avalon
In Avalon, in Avalon
We'll all be together in Avalon
In Avalon, in Avalon
We'll all be together in Avalon
In Avalon, in Avalon
We'll all be together in Avalon
In Avalon, in Avalon
We'll all be together in Avalon

1337. Avenue Of Prayer - Chords

Avenue Of Prayer
Recorded by Pat Boone
Written by Tharon Guffey and Murl Guffey



 
G                          C                 G
Oh dear friend this sinful world is lost and dying
      D7                                      G
Every Christian's heart is burdened down with care
                      C               G
Tell me are you doing all you can for Jesus
        D7                           G
Are you traveling down the avenue of prayer

        C                            G
Keeping faith in your heart and consecrating
      A7                          D7
Every hour of every day do you prepare
        G                 C              G
Are you ready should your Master call at midnight
        D7                           G
Are you traveling down the avenue of prayer

                        C                 G
Are you praying for the ones who know not Jesus
      D7                          G
After being led into the tempters snare
                          C            G
Would you stand aside and see a losing battle
        D7                           G
Are you traveling down the avenue of prayer

        C                            G
Keeping faith in your heart and consecrating
      A7                          D7
Every hour of every day do you prepare
        G                 C              G
Are you ready should your Master call at midnight
        D7                           G
Are you traveling down the avenue of prayer

        D7                           C    G
Are you traveling down the avenue of prayer

1338. Avery County

Avery County

Tonight I'm dreaming of Avery County
Where the cool mountain breezes blow
O'er the laurels and rhododendrons
And my sweet Avery County Rose

I can hear the old folks singing
While the fiddles softly play
I can hear that banjo ringing
Thru the valley at close of day



The fragrance of the flowers
Fill the air with sweet perfume
As my sweetheart walked beside me
Neath that Avery County moon

1339. Aw Heck - Chords

Aw Heck
John Prine - E

Capo 2
D A
I could be happy as a sardine in a can
G A
Just as long as I got my woman
D A
I could run stark naked and live in an old oak tree
G A D G A D
Just as long as she's with me, my woman
The cannibals can catch me and fry me in a pan
Just long as I got my woman
I could get the electric chair for a phony rap
Long as she's sittin' in my lap, my woman

Bridge
A
I'd run a mile just to see her smile
G
And put her lovin' arms around my neck, aw heck
A
Well, my spine starts a tingling and bells start a ringling
G A
When she's with me, can't you see

D
They could torture me and stretch me like a rubber band
Long as I got my woman
I could jump off a cliff and never have no fear
Just as long as she is near, my woman

1340. Awake Me In The New World - Chords

Awake Me In The New World 
Peter Rowan

[Intro]
C D
 



C                          D
Who will walk and who will ride
C                          D
Who will run and who will hide
C                          D
Who'll be loved who'll be desired
C                             D
Who will quench who feeds the fire
 
E            F#
AHHHHH Ahhhh Awake me in the new world
E            F#
AHHHHH Ahhhh Take me to the new world
A                 B          G#     C#m
All the trees are green, the sky so blue
 
C
Thats how I remember you
D
Thats how I remember you
C
Thats how I remember you
D
Thats how I remember you
 
E             F#
AHHHHH Ahhhhh Awake me in the new world
E             F#
AHHHHH Ahhhhh Take me to the new world
A                   B      G#              C#m
Ohhhh All the waves arise, upon the crystal sea
 
C
I am not your enemy
D
I am not your enemy
C
I am not your enemy
D
I am not your enemy
 
E            F#
AHHHHH Ahhhh Awake me in the new world
E            F#
AHHHHH Ahhhh Take me to the new world
 
[Outro]
E            F#
Awake me in the new world.......
E            F#
Take me to the new world........



1341. Awakening

Lucinda Williams - Awakening

In the awakening, in the awakening
I will shoulder my troubles and harness my ride
In the awakening, in the awakening
I'll roll nothin' but doubles, sevens and nines

In the awakening, in the awakening
I will lick my wounds, I will kiss the sky
In the awakening, in the awakening
I will kick the shoulds, I will not ask why

In the awakening, in the awakening
I will pray for nothing,
I will stay up 'til the end
In the awakening, in the awakening
I will say what I want to,
I will not make amends

In the awakening, in the awakening
I will honor the mistaken,
I will honor the truth
In the awakening, in the awakening
I will honor the forsaken,
I will not mourn my youth

In the awakening, in the awakening
I will not mourn my losses,
I will not mourn the dead
In the awakening, in the awakening
I will have no bosses,
I will not bow my head

In the awakening, in the awakening
I will want for nothing, I will give you a gift
In the awakening, in the awakening
I will always love you,
I will give you my kiss

1342. Away Down The River

Alison Krauss - Away Down the River

Baby dry your eyes
There's no need to cry
Cause I'll see you again
It might be a while
Before you understand

I'm just away down the river
A hundred miles or more



Crossing over Jordan
To the other shore
I'll be standing waiting
With all who've gone before
I'm just away down the river
A hundred miles or more

Now the pictures on the wall
Will help you to recall
They're not there
To make you sad
But to remember
All the good times we had

I'm just away down the river
A hundred miles or more
Crossing over Jordan
To the other shore
I'll be standing waiting
With all who've gone before
I'm just away down the river
A hundred miles or more

When it's time to leave
You're gonna feel the mountain breeze
And the snow will fill the stream
And carry you to me

I'm just away down the river
A hundred miles or more
Crossing over Jordan
To the other shore
I'll be standing waiting
With all who've gone before
I'm just away down the river
A hundred miles or more

[Chorus]

1343. Away From The Mire

Billy Strings 
Away From The Mire

Remember the time
We were both eye to eye
And we both knew the reasons why
It seemed like we faced the world on our own
Before we collide
Can we just take a moment
Collecting reflections of this
And remember the paths that we chose



Spring lied to us this year again
I can't stand to face the fear again
You could always laugh about those things
It's enough to make a man feel sour
Burning minutes every day by the hour
Just to end up gone like everything else

Let go of the pain and hold onto the rhythm
It's consciously held back in you
You're drowning a sorrow that's long been at rest
The past is a hell, it can creep up inside you
So let me remind you of this
It's the reason your troubles exist

Spring lied to us again this year
And still, I can't stand to face the fear
Will you always laugh about those things?
It's enough to make a man stay humble
Every day is just a new chance to stumble
Just to end up gone like everything else

If ever a time
Comes around in the wheel
To replace where we stand side-by-side
We'll be ready and able to fly
Away from the mire
And the senseless decisions
Of somebody's wasted desire
Through the smoke and the wind and the fire

Spring lied to us this year again
I can't stand to face that fear again
You could always laugh about those things
It's enough to make a man feel sour
Burning minutes every day by the hour
Just to end up gone like everything else

Remember the time
We were both eye to eye
And we both knew the reasons why
It seemed like we faced the world on our own
Before we collide
Can we just take a moment
Collecting reflections of this
And remember the paths that we chose

Spring lied to us again this year
And still, I can't stand to face the fear
Will you always laugh about those things?
It's enough to make a man feel sour
Burning minutes every day by the hour
Just to end up gone like everything else



1344. Away In A Manger

Away In A Manger - Alan Jackson
Emmylou Harris - Joe Val - Ricky Skaggs

Away in a manger, no crib for his bed,
The little Lord Jesus laid down his sweet head.
The stars in the bright sky looked down where he lay,
The little Lord Jesus asleep on the hay.

The cattle are lowing, the baby awakes,
But little Lord Jesus no crying he makes.
I love thee, Lord Jesus! Look down from the sky,
And stay by my side until morning is nigh.

Be near me, Lord Jesus, I ask Thee to stay
Close by me for forever and love me, I pray
Bless all the dear children in Thy tender care
And fit us to heaven to live with Thee there

1345. Away On A Lonely Dark Hill

Away on a Lonely Dark Hill

One day on a bright April morning
As the sun stretched over the sky
Stood a man with his hands tied behind him
Awaiting his sentence to die

The birds hushed their singing at daybreak
For Christ had his place to fulfill
From a lovely bright mansion in Heaven
To away on a lonely dark hill

They made him walk that Calvary
He had to drink the bitter cup
One could hear hammers ring in the stillness
Then the soldiers they lifted him up

1346. Away Out On A Mountain

Away Out On A Mountain
Song by Jimmie Rodgers

I'll pack my grip for a farewell trip
Kiss Susie Jane goodbye at the fountain
I'm going, said I, to the land of the sky
Away out on the mountain

Where the wild sheep grows and the buffalo lows



And the squirrels are so many you can't count them
Then I'll make love to some turtle dove
Way out on the mountain

When the north winds blow and we're gonna have snow
And the rain and the hail comes bouncing
I'll wrap myself in a grizzly bear coat
Away out on the mountain

Where the snakes are vile and the zebras? wild
And the beavers paddle on walking canes
Then I'll send my boots with a buffalo hide
Away out on the mountain

Where the whippoorwills sing me to sleep at night
And the eagle roosts on the rocks of spontan
I'll feast on the meat and the honey so sweet
Way out on the mountain

1347. Away Out On The Saint Sabbath

Away Out On The Saint Sabbath

Away out on the old saint Sabbath
Lay down to take my rest
My knapsack for my pillow
And my gun upon my chest

   Please don't bury me on the lonesome prairie
   Please don't bury me on the lone prairie
   You can bury me in the east
   You can bury me in the west
   Please don't bury me on the lone prairie

My father he lies sleeping
Beneath the deep blue sea
I have no father no mother
There's none but hell and me

My mother she lies sleeping
Beneath the church yard rocks
Her body lies there moldering
And her spirit has gone to God

1348. Aweigh, Santy Ano

Aweigh, Santy Ano
Traditional



From Boston Town we're bound away,
Heave aweigh (Heave aweigh!) Santy Ano.
Around Cape Horn to Frisco Bay,
We're bound for Californi-o.

Chorus:
So Heave her up and away we'll go,
Heave aweigh (Heave aweigh!) Santy Ano.
Heave her up and away we'll go,
We're bound for Californi-o.

She's a fast clipper ship and a bully crew,
Heave aweigh (Heave aweigh!) Santy Ano.
A down-east Yankee for her Captain, too.
We're bound for Californi-o.

Chorus

Back in the days of Forty-nine,
Heave aweigh (Heave aweigh!) Santy Ano.
Those were the days of the good old times,
Way out in Californi-o.

Chorus

When I leave ship I'll settle down
Heave aweigh (Heave aweigh!) Santy Ano.
I'll marry a girl named Slly Brown
Way out in Californi-o.

Chorus

There's plenty of gold, so I've been told,
Heave aweigh (Heave aweigh!) Santy Ano.
Plenty of gold so I've been told
Way out in Californi-o.

Chorus

1349. Awesome Costume

Awesome Costume
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
I found me an awesome costume
Not gonna just wear it on Halloween
So I won't be stickin around long
Gotta find somewhere I can be seen
You can't even tell that it's me
So I'm free to do just as I please
We could walk down to the stadium
And scare all the people in the seats



[Chorus 1]
I would I could I should I know I could
I would I could I should I know I could
I'll take my awesome costume
With me everywhere that I please

[Verse]
I found me a sweet ass bus pass
So I'm going on a trip around the town
And I won't be sticking around long
Gonna listen to a sentence without a noun
Find a way to good olR' St Paul
Sit in the back like the good man WRsley willis
Take a ride down to the stadium
Hope we don't' see someone that'll kill us

[Chorus 2]
I would I could I should I know I could
I would I could I should I know I could
Using up my sweet ass buss pass
Take me everywhere that I please

1350. Awhile

Awhile
Shook Twins

I could baby I think that I could, I could like,
This lovin for awhile.
Cause I forgot what it felt like to feel like this and I could feel,
Feel like this awhile.
I know you as well as I can know you now without knowin,
Knowin you awhile.

And I can tell, this, baby this one'²s gonna be good
Stop thinking bout the end when it's just beginning
Hold my hand to make your head stop spinning
We'²re spinning.

I could baby I think that I could, I could like,
This lovin for awhile.
Cause I forgot what it felt like to feel like this and I could feel,
Feel like this awhile.

And I can tell, this, baby this one's gonna be good
Stop thinking bout the end when it's just beginning
Hold my hand to make your head stop spinning
Hold my hand,
We'²re spinning.



1351. Axe Sweet Mama

Axe Sweet Mama
Ry Cooder - Acoustic Syndicate

Well, I ax sweet mama, let me be her kid
She said "I might but I'd like to keep it hid"
Well, she looked at me, she began to smile
She says "I thought I might use you for my man awhile
But just don't let my husband catch you there
I say, just don't let my husband catch you there"

Well, I went upstairs to pack my leavin' trunk
I never saw no whiskey
The blues made me sloppy drunk
I ain't never saw no whiskey
The blues made me sloppy drunk
Well, I ain't saw no whiskey
The blues made me sloppy drunk

Well, some said it was beans, some said it was greens
But it's slow consumption killin' you by degrees
It's slow consumption killin' you by degrees

B - 1352. B.F.D.

Kathy Mattea - BFD

It ain't his fault that she went A.W.O.L
'Cause he tried everything from A to Z
Now it's J&B;, M&M;'s and KFC
Tryin' hard to make himself believe

It ain't no B.F.D he's got his C.M.T
No S E X but that's okay
At least he ain't no S.O.B like that Ph.D
That took his EX and ran off to L.A

She liked C.N.N made fun of his T.N.N
Always called it E I E I O
Now their love is RIP but at least he's F R E E
And he ain't cryin' on his P I L L O

It ain't no B.F.D, he's got his C.M.T
No S.E.X but that's okay
At least he ain't no S.O.B like that P.h.D
That took his EX and ran off to L.A

One night he ordered pizza
For some R&R; with the N.F.L



When a delivery girl named Lisa
Stole his heart when she rang his bell

Now they're in L U V and it's X T C
No S E X yet but that's A okay
Feels just like a VIP with all of her T.L.C
And A.S.A.P, she'll be his fiancée
And that's a B.F.D in a real good way

1353. B.F.D. - Chords

Kathy Mattea - Bfd
B. F. D.
Written by Don Henry and Craig Carothers
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "The Innocent Years"

Intro:   G   G   D7   D7   G   G
         G                       D7
It ain't his fault that she went A. W. O. L.
                                    G
Cause he tried everything from A to Z
                             D7
Now it's J & B, M & M's  and K. F. C.
                              G        G7
Tryin' hard to make himself believe
            C                      G
It ain't no B. F. D., he's got his C. M. T.
       D7            G     G7
No S E X but that's OK
                     C                  G     C
At least he ain't no S. O. B. like that P  h  d
              D7                   G    G    D7   D7   G    G
that took his EX and ran off to L. A.
          G                        D7
She liked C. N. N. made fun of his T. N. N.
                             G
Always called it E. I. E. I. O.
                                             D7
Now their love is R. I. P. but at least he's F R E     E
                                   G      G7
And he ain't cryin' on his P I L L O
            C                      G
It ain't no B. F. D., he's got his C. M. T.
       D7            G     G7
No S E X but that's OK
                     C                  G     C
At least he ain't no S. O. B. like that P  h  d
              D7                   G    G
that took his EX and ran off to L. A.
    C                                   G
One night he ordered pizza for some R & R with the N. F. L.
         A                                D              Am       D7
When a delivery girl named Lisa stole his heart when she rang his bell.



               C              G
Now they're in L U V and it's X T C
       D7                    G    G7
No S E X (yet) but that's A OK
                     C                        G     C
He feels just like a V. I. P. with all of her T. L. C.
         D7                   G
A. S. A. P. she'll be his fiancée
                   D7                G   G   D7   D7   G   G 
And that's a B. F. D. in a real good way.

1354. B.Y.O.B.

B.Y.O.B.
Larry Cordle and Lonesome Standard Time

There's a party down at my place, it starts just after dark
And everyone's invited who has a broken heart
It's at the intersection of lost and lonely streets
If you're feelin' low you're welcome just B.Y.0.B.

Chorus
Bring your own blues, add to the pain and misery
If you got bad news, you'll enjoy the company
If you're down in the dumps, if your throat has a lump
And sympathy is something you could use
Theres no RSVP, just B.Y.0.B.

You'll find old heartbroke Henry
with a long face lookin' sad
He's a three-time loser, this time he's got it bad
And all of those attending, are just like you and me
Left behind and lonesome so...B.Y.0.B

Repeat Chorus

1355. B61

B61
Song by Aoife O'Donovan

He had time on his hands
He carried the world on his shoulders
He said meet me at the hudson's edge
Help me roll my boulder

So i went down, running down
Took the B61 across town
To where he was waiting at the ice house



Wish it was my house
He took me out back for a drink
Showed me the heart on his sleeve

Love is a daily good thing
I see it in your smolder
But i can't feel it in my hands
And I'm wringing them more now i'm older

Remember when i went down running down
Took the B61 across town
To where you were waiting at the ice house
Wish it was my house
You took me out back for a drink
Showed me the heart on your sleeve

Like ships in the night
We go down without light
We burn up all our anthracite
And try to make a spark

Find a crack, let it in
It'll come, it might be dim
Adjust your eyes i know you can
You'll find me in the dark

How will i know if i'm the last one alive?

For forty one days and as many nights
I'll be standing where we stood
Under an indigo sky
Watching flames jump from firewood

1356. Baba O'Riley

Baba O'Riley
The Who - Acoustic Syndicate

Out here in the fields
I fight for my meals
I get my back into my living.

I don't need to fight
To prove I'm right
I don't need to be forgiven.
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah

Don't cry
Don't raise your eye
It's only teenage wasteland

Sally, take my hand
We'll travel south cross land



Put out the fire
And don't look past my shoulder.

The exodus is here
The happy ones are near
Let's get together
Before we get much older.

Teenage wasteland
It's only teenage wasteland.
Teenage wasteland
Oh, yeah
Its only teenage wasteland
They're all wasted!

1357. Babies In The Mill - Chords

Babies In The Mill
Written and recorded by Dorsey M. Dixon

G                           C                       G
I used to be a factory hand when things were moving slow
                                      A7                  D7
When children worked in cotton mills each morning had to go
G                              C               G
Every morning just at five the whistle blew on time
                                         D7               G
And called them babies out of bed at the age of eight and nine
                                       C                G
Come out of bed little sleepy head and get your bite to eat
                                          D7              G
The factory whistle's calling you there's no more time to sleep
                                   C                  G
The children all grew up unlearned they never went to school
                                         A7                  D7
They never learned to read and write but learned to spin and spool
G                            C                G
Every time I close my eyes I see that picture still
                                 D7                 G
When textile work was carried on with babies in the mill
                                C                      G
To their jobs those little ones was strictly forced to go
                                       A7                 D7
Those babies had to be on time through rain and sleet and snow
G                                 C                  G
Many times when things went wrong their bosses often frowned
                                 D7                G
Many times those little ones was kicked and shoved around

Repeat #2                                   
C                        G
Old Timer can't you see that scene that though the years go by
                                     A7              D7



Those babies all went on the job the same as you and I
G                                           C                     G
I know you're glad that things have changed while we have lots of fun                                 
D7             G
As we go in and do the jobs that babies used to run

Repeat #2

1358. Babies Stop Your Crying - Chords

Babies Stop Your Crying
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Tommy Dee

F                      C
Babies stop you crying please stop your crying
                         G7
I just can't stand it anymore
C
Though the times are trying 
                      C7        F
It's time your little eyes were drying
             C              G7           C
Your mommy's gone she don't live here no more
 
 
If you could see their little faces 
Gathered around their places
                              G7
At the table where we used to sit
             C
If you could see all the tears 
             C7       F
And the heartaches we share
           C       G7             C
Then you'd know we still love you yet
 
 
Laid awake every morning 
And as the new day is calming
                            G7
They cry for mommy's loving care
   C
Oh where has mommy gone  
               C7         F
Daddy's when's she coming home
        C         G7                 C
I can't tell them another's love you share
 
Repeat #1



1359. Baby Baby Baby (Baby)

Steve Earle - Baby Baby Baby (Baby)

I got a girl who live way down south
A little town I call shut my mouth
A thousand miles don't mean a doggone thing
Call her on the phone and it's ring-a-ling-ling
Baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby, baby
My little gal, she stands five feet eight
I wanna hold her, but I know I can't
I only see her when the morning is blue
Call her on the phone, tell her what I wanna do
She says, baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby, you're fine
You got me hanging on the telephone line
Walkin' on the ceiling and bouncing off the walls
Baby, baby, baby, baby, can't you hear me when I call?
Baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby
Baby, baby, baby, baby, baby

1360. Baby Better Start Turnin' 'em Down

Emmylou Harris - Baby Better Start Turnin' 'em Down

In this modern world we're livin'
The rules ain't like they've ever been
Speakin' of spreading it thin
That's what you do, flashing your soul
That ain't no way to treat your lover
Ain't no way to act with feelings
Baby, better start turnin' em down

Now it's a brave new wave we're roarin' in
Haning out, out on the rock 'n roll fringe
Speakeing of running around
All over town, lettin' it show



That ain't no way to treat your lover
Ain't no way to act in public    
Baby, don't better start turnin' em down, start to turnin' down

Sure is clear ain't nothin' easy any more
Sure gets cloudy when I look in all directions
Sure is rainin' like this feeling in my heart
Sure is crazy how you're acting

In this latest craze or current trend
Burnin' money every way that you can
Speakin' of goin' for broke
That's how it is and lettin' it slow
That ain't no way to treat your lover
Ain't no way to act with strangers
Baby, yuo'd better start turnin' em down, start to turnin' down

Baby, better start turnin'
Baby, better start turnin' 'em down
Baby, better start turnin'

1361. Baby Blue Eyes

Baby Blue Eyes
Earl Scruggs - Nashville Bluegrass Band
Flatt & Scruggs

I wonder if I'll ever forget you
And if our love that's true ever dies
I can't forget the kisses you gave me
Or memories of your two baby blue eyes

   I'll always keep a memory of you
   Visions of eyes as blue as the sky
   And that's why each night there's tears on my pillow
   I'm dreaming of your two baby blue eyes

Now when day is done and shadows are fallen'
My love will sleep 'til morning sunrise
I lay awake just tossing and turning
I'm longing for dreams of baby blue eyes

Now day after day try to keep smiling
And a broken heart I try to disguise
Now night after night my lonely heart's calling
It's calling for you my baby blue eyes

1362. Baby Blue Sedan



Iron Horse - Baby Blue Sedan

[Verse 1]
A nice heart and a white suit and a baby blue sedan
And I am doing the best that I can
All the eunuchs, they were standing in rows
Singing, "Please stud us out just as fast as you possibly can"
Sad song, last dance, and no one knows who the band was
And Henry, you danced like a wooden Indian
She said this one mattered and I felt it had a spirit
And I shot the stork 'cause I didn't hear it that way

[Chorus]
And it's hard to be a human being
And it's harder as anything else
And I'm lonesome when you're around
And I'm never lonesome when I'm by myself
And I miss you when you're around
And I miss you when you're around
And I miss you when you're around

[Verse 2]
A nice heart and a white suit and a baby blue sedan
And I am doing the best that I can
All the eunuchs, they were standing in rows
Singing, "Please stud us out just as fast as you possibly can"
Sad song, last dance, and no one knows who the band was
And Henry, you danced like a wooden Indian

1363. Baby Blues

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Baby Blues

She looked so proud and held her head up high
And her eyes were softer than a summer sky
And in the distance there were clouds
Somebody made her cry
And the salt of the tears she couldn't hide
Told her broken hearts need time to mend
Mostly thinkin' that this girl might need a friend
But suddenly her eyes met mine, world went in a spin
And I knew I'd never be the same again

Baby blues oh baby blues
All caught up in those baby blues
I found heaven and my refuge
Live and die for those baby blues
Caught up in those baby blues

Now I'm with those blue eyes everyday
And even in the silence they have so much to say
Talk to my heart, bring some sunshine and the rain
Make me look at love a brand new way



Baby blues oh baby blues
All caught up in those baby blues
I found heaven when I found you
Live and die for those baby blues
Caught up in those baby blues
All wrapped up in those baby blues

Oh baby baby oh baby blues
All caught up in those baby blues
I found heaven when I found you
Live and die for those baby blues
Caught up in those baby blues
All wrapped up in those baby blues

Baby blues
Baby blues
All caught up in those baby baby blues
All wrapped up in those baby baby blues
Baby blues

1364. Baby Boy

Rhiannon Giddens - Baby Boy

[Verse 1: Rhiannon Giddens]
Baby boy, baby boy, don't you weep
Baby boy, baby boy, don't you weep
You will be our savior
But until then, go to sleep

[Verse 2: Lalenja Harrington]
Young man, young man, I'll watch over you
Young man, young man, I'll watch over you
While you lead our people to the promised land
I will shelter you
[Rhiannon Giddens & (Lalenja Harrington), Both]
Baby boy (Young man)
Baby boy (Young man)
Don't you weep
(I will watch over you)
Baby boy (Young man)
Baby boy (Young man)
Don't you weep
(I will watch over you)
You will be (You will be)
Our savior
But until then, go to sleep

[Verse 3: Leyla McCalla]
Beloved, beloved, I will stand by you
Beloved, beloved, I will stand by you
When you leave this place to do what you must
I will always love you



[Rhiannon Giddens & (Lalenja Harrington) & Leyla McCalla, All]
Baby boy (Young man) Beloved
Baby boy (Young man) Beloved
Don't you weep
(I will watch over you)
I will stand by you
Baby boy (Young man) Beloved
Baby boy (Young man) Beloved
Don't you weep
(I will watch over you)
I will stand by you
You will be (You will be)
Our savior
But until then, go to sleep

1365. Baby Come Out Tonight

Dolly Parton - Baby Come Out Tonight 

Baby, won't you come out tonight
Just come up the hill
'Cause there's a full moon on the risin'
Hey baby, can't you steal away
You know I really need to see you tonight
I just got word you was packin' it in
What's the matter
This old town got you crazy again
I can see the sad look in your eyes
But I don't know how to say goodbye
And tommorrow, you're gonna have your day
Take your wife and you're gonna run away
Baby while I'm wailin'
You'll be sailin' like a hog across the bay singin'
Ooo, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la
La, la, la, la, la, la, la, la
Mmmmm, baby, won't you come out tonight
Oh baby, won't you come out tonight
We'll run up the hill and we'll dance in the moonlight
Let me gaze into your eyes 'til we both go blind
Oh baby, can I see you tonight
I'm just tryin' to find a way to make it last
Good friends, they seem to slip away so fast
An' I know we're both headed down seperate tracks
An' when ya' go, baby don't look back
There won't be no more sleepin' over on a Tuesday night
No more runnin' to the races for a dark horse at midnight
No more dancin' after hours
Singin' in the showers
Or clingin' to each other in the soft mornin' light singin'
Ooo, la, la, la, la, la, la
La, la, la, la, la, la, la, la
La, la, la, la, la, la, la, la
Oh baby, won't ya' come out tonight



Oh baby, won't ya' come out tonight
I'll meet ya' on the corner
And you'll be there at midnight
Oh baby, can you steal away
You know I really want to see ya' tonight
Ooo baby, can you come out tonight
We'll run up the hill and dance again in the moonlight
Oh baby, can you steal away
I really wanna see you tonight
Fade:
Oh baby, won't ya' come out tonight
Come up the hill
There's a full moon on the rise
Oh baby, can ya' steal away
Baby, won't ya' come out tonight
Oooooo...

1366. Baby Don't Cry

Cadillac Sky - Baby Don't Cry 
Album: Gravity's Our Enemy

They hit like hand grenades
When they fall to the floor
Precious pearls of pain
Casualties of war
Might as well take a knife
Shove it through my heart
If you're gonna let those
Big blue eyes start
Have some mercy on this man

Scream and shout, cuss me out
Say whatever's on your mind
Let me know where I can go
How I've ruined your whole life
Aw but please...
Baby don't cry

Wish I could turn back time
Sew my big mouth shut
Build a dam ten stories high
If it'd turn back the fun
There ain't nothing I won't do

Scream and shout, cuss me out
Say whatever's on your mind
Let me know where I can go
How I've ruined your whole life
Aw but please...
I'm begging you please...
Baby don't cry
Aw baby don't cry



Just one tear's too much to bear
Baby this ain't fighting fair

Scream and shout, cuss me out
Say whatever's on your mind
Let me know where I can go
How I've ruined your whole life
Aw but please...
I'm begging you please...
I'm begging you please...
Baby don't cry

They hit light hand grenades
When they fall to the floor

1367. Baby Don't Go

Baby Don't Go

She never had a mother
She hardly knew her dad
She's been in town for 18 years
And I'm the only boy she's had

Baby, I can't stay
Maybe I'll be back someday

Oh baby don't go
Pretty baby please don't go
I love you so, pretty baby
Please don't go

I never had no money
I bought at the second hand store
The way this old town laughs at me
I just can't take it no more

Said she can't stay
She's gonna be a lady someday Oh baby don't go
Pretty baby please don't go
I love you so, pretty baby
Please don't go

When she gets to the city
Her tears will all be dry
My eyes will look so pretty
No one's gonna know I cried

She's goin' away
And maybe she'll back someday

Oh baby don't go



Pretty baby please don't go
I love you so, pretty baby
Please don't go

1368. Baby Don't Go - Chords

Baby Don't Go
Written and recorded by Marvin Rainwater

G                D7     C        G
Baby oh baby you know I love you so
             D7   C            G
Baby oh baby baby please don't go
C        G
Ah-ah ah-ha
Well now you got me beggin'
                 D7
Like you used to do
      G
But I know you'd never do to me
D7                G
Like I've done to you
        D7   C            G
Oh baby baby please don't go
C        G
Ah-ah ah-ha
Well I'll tell you baby what I'll do
               D7
If you want me to
    G
I'd spend the rest of my natural life
D7             G
Makin' love to you
        D7   C            G
Oh baby baby please don't go
C        G
Ah-ah ah-ha
Well if I ever leave again
                   D7
This is my promise true
        G
It will only be to bring
D7                G
Something back to you
            D7     C        G
Oh baby you know I love you so
             D7   C            G
Baby oh baby baby please don't go
C        G
Ah-ah ah-ha
D7   C            G
Baby please don't go
C         G



(ah-ah ah-ha)
D7   C            G
Baby please don't go
C        G
Ah-ah ah-ha

1369. Baby Don't Know What To Do With Herself

Richard Thompson - Baby Don't Know What To Do With Herself 

Oh baby, she don't know what to do with herself
Oh baby, she don't know what to do with herself
She might wipe her tears on a rusty nail
Rest her cheek on a cold steel rail
Oh baby, she don't know what to do with herself

Oh baby, she don't know what to do with herself
I said, baby, she don't know what to do with herself
When trouble comes down, it comes in threes
Catches her breath and she falls to her knees
Oh baby, she don't know what to do with herself

And I gaze on, gaze on
And I gaze on, gaze on

Ah baby, she don't know what to do with herself
Oh baby, she don't know what to do with herself
She presses her lips on the window pane
Cries, "God in Heaven again and again"
Oh baby, she don't know what to do with herself

And I gaze on, gaze on
And I gaze on, gaze on
And I gaze on, gaze on

1370. Baby Don't Leave Me Alone With My Thoughts

Baby Don't Leave Me Alone With My Thoughts
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Hard times, hard times
When I really need somebody to hold me tight
And tell me that I'm strong
Last night, last night
You were really there for me, so thank you
For playin' along

[Pre-Chorus 1]



But I gotta be honest with ya, baby
This is not about love
I gotta be honest with ya, baby
I'm not above usin' you to get me through the night

[Chorus 1]
Baby, don't leave me alone with my thoughts
I don't wanna get caught in the current of my mind
Baby, don't leave me alone with my thoughts

[Verse 2]
An old man, an old man
Has got his little hands on the button
Feels like nothin' anyone can do
People out there crackin' up, crackin' up
And I'm just tryin' to keep it together
Notice that I feel better when I'm holdin' you

[Pre-Chorus 2]
But I gotta be honest with ya, baby
This is not about love
I gotta be honest with ya, baby
You're here help rid me of
The demons of the night

[Chorus 1]
Baby, don't leave me alone with my thoughts
I don't wanna get caught in the current of my mind
Baby, don't leave me alone with my thoughts

[Bridge]
Would you be my human shield?
Hold you so that I don't feel anything?
Hold you so that I don't feel the ringin' in my head?

[Chorus 2]
Baby, don't leave me alone with my thoughts
I don't wanna get caught in the current of my mind
Baby, don't leave me alone with my thoughts
I don't wanna get caught in the prison of the present time
Baby, don't leave me alone with my thoughts

[Outro]
Would you be my human shield?
Hold you up so that I don't feel anything?
Would you be my human shield?
Hold you so that I don't feel anything?
Hold you so that I don't feel the ringin' in my head anymore?

1371. Baby Don't Let Me Down

Buddy Miller - Baby Don't Let Me Down



Start up the engine and get back home
Hurry go tell mother Johnny got a gun to shoot a squirrel
And he put down your brother
Daddy ain't no where to be found
And it's getting way past midnight
Mama she's left here to cry alone
While I steal a kiss in the moonlight
This place is slow and I just wanna go find myself in an all night town
It's more than I deserve I know but baby don't let me down
Ddt done poisoned me better than the bugs in the cotton
Now I gotta have another drink to kill all the pains I've gotten
All the crops have gone to seed
The maize is turning to clover
Silo's empty gin's closed down
But some things you never get over

1372. Baby Girl

Baby Girl - Ralph Stanley
Ricky Skaggs

   Little girl ( little girl ) baby girl
   She's my darling little precious baby girl
   Like an angel to me and I know that he
   Sent from Heaven my little baby girl

She's as sweet as the flowers of springtime
Her blue eyes they sparkle so bright
Just a touch of her little baby hand
Seems to guide my weary footsteps day and night

How those two little arms try to hold me
Her little heart's a blessing to our home
And at night when I'm far far away
As dream of her I'm never all alone

1373. Baby Hold On

Leftover Salmon - Baby Hold On 

Baby, hold on, I'm comin' home to you
You know it's been so long
Since we danced by the light of the moon
Oh, I just can't wait to see you smilin' again
So baby, hold on, I'm gonna be home soon

All the time I'm away, you're always on my mind
Any hour of the day, I can remember how fine
So much I want to say to you, so much to feel



As the skies turns gray to blue, two days behind the wheel

Baby, hold on, I'm comin' home to you
You know it's been so long
Since we danced by the light of the moon
Oh, I just can't wait to see you smilin' again
So baby, hold on, I'm gonna be home soon

Every time I hear your voice on the telephone line
I can keep it movin' one more day knowin' that you're still mine
No one else in this whole wide world can love me like you do
Gonna be in your arms again before the night is through

So baby, hold on, I'm comin' home to you
You know it's been so long
Since we danced by the light of the moon
Oh, I just can't wait to see you smilin' again
So baby, hold on, I'm gonna be home soon

Yeah, yeah, yeah
Oh, oh, oh

So baby, hold on, I'm comin' home to you
You know it's been so long
Since we danced by the light of the moon
Oh, I just can't wait to see you smilin' again
Baby, hold on, I'm gonna be home soon
Yeah, baby, hold on, I'm gonna be home soon

1374. Baby Hold On

Leftover Salmon - Baby Hold On 

Baby, hold on, I'm comin' home to you
You know it's been so long
Since we danced by the light of the moon
Oh, I just can't wait to see you smilin' again
So baby, hold on, I'm gonna be home soon

All the time I'm away, you're always on my mind
Any hour of the day, I can remember how fine
So much I want to say to you, so much to feel
As the skies turns gray to blue, two days behind the wheel

Baby, hold on, I'm comin' home to you
You know it's been so long
Since we danced by the light of the moon
Oh, I just can't wait to see you smilin' again
So baby, hold on, I'm gonna be home soon

Every time I hear your voice on the telephone line
I can keep it movin' one more day knowin' that you're still mine
No one else in this whole wide world can love me like you do



Gonna be in your arms again before the night is through

So baby, hold on, I'm comin' home to you
You know it's been so long
Since we danced by the light of the moon
Oh, I just can't wait to see you smilin' again
So baby, hold on, I'm gonna be home soon

Yeah, yeah, yeah
Oh, oh, oh

So baby, hold on, I'm comin' home to you
You know it's been so long
Since we danced by the light of the moon
Oh, I just can't wait to see you smilin' again
Baby, hold on, I'm gonna be home soon
Yeah, baby, hold on, I'm gonna be home soon

1375. Baby I

Baby I
Sim Redmond Band

Baby I just need to know 
that you'll miss me when I go 
Baby I just need to hear 
that you want me to be near 
Baby I just need to see 
your loving eyes looking at me 
Baby I just need to feel 
your tender touch to know this is real 
Baby I

Baby I might end up the fool 
a small price to pay for loving you 
Baby I might end up the clown 
not knowing which way is up or down 
Baby I

Baby I truly believe 
I was meant for you and you were meant for me 
Baby I want to sing you this song 
cause a feeling this strong just cannot be wrong 
Baby I need you to know 
That I miss you when you go 
Baby I need you to hear that I want you to be near 
Baby I



1376. Baby I'm Burning

Dolly Parton - Baby I'm Burning 

You look at me that way
I know what your eyes say
Your eyes reflect love and desire
I see that you need me
I need you to please me
You touch me and set me on fire

It's the way that you love me
The way that you touch me
The way that you whisper my name
I cannot resist you
Each time I kiss you
Then everything goes up in flames

Chorus:
Baby I'm burning out of control
Baby I'm burning body and soul
Hot as a pistol of flaming desire
Baby I'm burning
You got me on fire
I'm on fire

This red hot emotion
Puts fireworks in motion
It looks like the fourth of July
There's no use in fighting
The fire you've ignited
Just stand back and watch the sparks fly

Repeat Chorus

Baby I'm burning
Baby I'm burning
Baby I'm burning
Baby I'm burning

Repeat Chorus
Fade:
Repeat Chorus Twice

1377. Baby I'm In Love With You

Ricky Skaggs - Baby I'm in Love With You

Baby, I'm in love with you drownin' in your eyes so blue
Tell me that you love me too I'm just gonna be with you
Come and let me hold you hand till I make you understand
I'm just gonna be your man baby I'm in love with you.



I'm forever building dreams around your pretty head it seems
Do you want to spoil my dreams and say that you'll ever be mine
I would take an ocean trip just again to hear your sweet lips
I would walk a million miles to hear you say you love me too.

I'm forever building dreams around your pretty head it seems
Do you want to spoil my dreams and say that you'll ever be mine
I would take an ocean trip just again to hear your sweet lips
I would walk a million miles to hear you say you love me too.

I'll be yours for evermore baby I'm in love with you

1378. Baby I'm Missing You - Chords

Baby Im Missing You 
Highway 101

[Verse]
C
My cowboy boots are worn to the heel
 
That just about sums up the way I feel
        F                    C
Are you missing me, baby I'm missing you
C
Friends don't help when I'm feelin' this small
C
You're the only one who could make me feel tall
        F                    C
Are you missing me, baby I'm missing you
 
[Chorus]
G                F               C
There's no comfort in a bottle of wine
G                    F            C
All it's gonna do is mess with my mind
                                         F
You're, god knows where, while I sit and pine
C                   F             C
Won't you come back baby one more time
               G            C
Come back baby now one more time
 
[Verse]
C
The dog won't eat, the cat looks sad
 
Neither one of them ever felt this bad
        F                    C
Are you missing me, baby, I'm missing you
 
The sign says stop, but my heart says go
 



You're the only one who really knows
          F                    C
If you're missing me, baby I'm missing you
 
[Chorus]
C                  F              C
There's no comfort in a bottle of wine
G                  F              C
All it's gonna do is mess with my mind
                                         F
You're, god knows where, while I sit and pine
      C          F                C
Won't you come back baby one more time
               G            C
Come back baby now one more time
 
G///F///C///G///F///C///F///
   A                   G          A
There's no comfort in a bottle of wine
 A                   G            D
All it's gonna do is mess with my mind
                                         G
You're, god knows where, while I sit and pine
        D           G               D
Won't you come back baby one more time
               A            D
Come back baby now one more time
 
[Refrain]
              G          D
Come back baby, one more time
                A                 D
Come back baby, we'll have a good time
 
[Ending]
                G             D
Come back baby, one more time
                A            D
Come back baby, now one more time
                G          D
Come back baby, one more time
                A                 D
Come back baby, we'll have a good time

1379. Baby It's So Hard To Be Good

Ernest Tubb 
Baby It's So Hard To Be Good

I make a promise a day to my baby I break the promise a day somehow
She says I'm gonna drive her crazy but I'm too old for changin' now
I've always had an eye for the ladies don't behave the way I should
But before we met I had some times I can't forget



And baby, it's so hard to be good

Now a cute little gal in Waco was once mighty kind to me
A little blonde in San Diego burns holes in my memory
My book of love is almost written I loved every gal I could
But when you get my age you want on last page
And baby, it's so hard to be good

Now my heart's full of good intentions I try hard to walk the line
But memory's too sweet to mention keeps sneakin' back into my mind
Woman you know I love you I prove it every way I could
But when you get my age you want on last page
And baby, it's so hard to be good

But when you get my age you want on last page
And baby, it's so hard to be good

1380. Baby Jesus Is Born

Baby Jesus Is Born - Garth Brooks

Hmmmmmm, yeah yeah, hmmmmm

Tell the children Abraham (hmmm yeah yeah)
There's a star over Bethlehem (hmmm yeah)
And the light in the manger (hmmmmm) 
Come a Christmas morn when
Baby Jesus is born

Angel came to Mary
Said I'm telling you (hmmm yeah yeah)
The light of this world 
Is shinin' inside of you (hmmm yeah yeah)
His sweet forgiveness
Gonna set men free
The lame will walk
And the blind will see

Tell the children Abraham (hmmm yeah yeah)
There's a star over Bethlehem (hmmm yeah)
And the light in the manger  (hmmmm)
Come a Christmas morn when
Baby Jesus is born
Baby Jesus is born

Wise men following a holy light (hmmm yeah yeah)
Sheperds heard singing
In the midnight sky (hmmm yeah yeah)
And they all come a' runnin'
Through the stable door
The meek and the mighty
The rich and the poor



Tell the children Abraham (hmmm yeah yeah)
There's a star over Bethlehem (hmmm yeah)
And the light in the manger (hmmmm) 
Come a Christmas morn when
Baby Jesus is born
Baby Jesus is born

Yeah yeah, yeah yeah, yeah yeah, yeah yeah, yeah

Tell your children Abraham (yeah yeah)
There's a star over Bethlehem (yeah yeah)
And the light in the manger 
Come a Christmas morn when
Baby Jesus is born

Tell your children Abraham (yeah yeah)
There's a star over Bethlehem (oh yeah)
And the light in the manger 
Come a Christmas morn when
Baby Jesus is born

Tell your children Abraham (hmmmm yeah yeah)
There's a star over Bethlehem (yeah ooh)
And the light in the manger 
Come a Christmas morn when
Baby Jesus is born
Baby Jesus is born
Baby Jesus is
Baby Jesus is born, yeah, mm-hmm
Baby Jesus
Baby Jesus
Baby Jesus is born
Baby Jesus
Baby Jesus
Baby Jesus is born
Baby Jesus
Baby Jesus
Baby Jesus is born
Baby Jesus
Baby Jesus
Baby Jesus is born
Baby Jesus

1381. Baby King

Kathy Mattea - Baby King
Marc Cohn

Baby King
Baby King
You got to get ready for a baby king
You might dance daddy
You might sing



But you never seen nothin' like a baby king
It was a bright and sunny summer morn and she said
(Get ready for a baby king)
It wasn't too long 'fore he was born
(Get ready for a baby king)
You could hardly tell by the look on his face
(Get ready for a baby king)
That pretty soon he was gonna run the place
(Get ready for a baby king)
Now he is strong and he is wise
(Get ready for a baby king)
He sees right through your old disguise
(Get ready for a baby king)
Now you might think that you got it down
(Get ready for a baby king)
Wait till baby king comes to town
(Get ready for a baby king)
Baby King
Baby King
You got to get ready for a baby king
You might dance daddy
You might sing
But you never seen nothin' like a baby king
No Virgin Mary brought him here
(Get ready for a baby king)
But the angels whispered in his tiny little ear
(Get ready for a baby king)
Then they sent him down from up above
(Get ready for a baby king)
Just to show you how to really love
(Get ready for a baby king)
Baby King
Baby King
You got to get ready for a baby king
You might dance daddy
You might sing
But you never seen nothin' like a baby king

1382. Baby Let Me Follow You Down

Baby Let Me Follow You Down  
Steve Earl

Baby, let me follow you down
Baby, let me follow you down
Well, I'll do anything in this God almighty world
If you just let me follow you down

Can I come home with you
Baby, can I come home with you?
Yes, I'd do anything in this God almighty world
If you just let me come home with you



Baby, let me follow you down
Baby, let me follow you down
Well, I'll do anything in this God almighty world
If you just let me follow you down
Yes, I'll do anything in this God almighty world
If you just let me follow you down

1383. Baby Lets Go - Chords

Baby Lets Go 
Fruition

[Intro]
G  F  C G
Am A# D D
 
[Verse 1]
G       F
Oh my baby
C                      G
Where did you come from
            Am                     A#
And can you stay when the sun comes
                   D
and we can soak up some
 
[Verse 2]
G        F
Oh I'm crazy
C                           G
Crazy 'bout you little friend
             Am                   A#
I could just hold that little hand
             D
Until the end
 
G  F  C G
Am A# D D
 
[Chorus]
Em      Bm
Take me down
        C             G
To your paradise found
  C               G
Nobody else around
            D
Baby let's go
 
     Em         Bm
Just like fresh air
       C             G
When you get me there



      C                  G
If we never leave I dont care
           D
Baby let's go
           G
Baby let's go
 
   F  C G
Am A# D D
 
[Verse 3]
G       F
Oh my baby
C                      G
Gone when the sun comes
       Am                    A#
Here I am when the fun's done
           D
Feeling low
 
[Bridge]
 
D D D D#dim
 
[Chorus]
Em        Bm
Take me down
        C             G
To your paradise found
  C               G
Nobody else around
            D
Baby let's go
 
     Em         Bm
Just like fresh air
       C             G
When you get me there
      C                  G
If we never leave I dont care
           D
Baby lets go
 
[Chorus]
     Em         Bm
Just like fresh air
       C             G
When you get me there
      C                  G
If we never leave I dont care
           D
Baby let's go
      C                  G
If we never leave I dont care
        D
No No No
           G



Baby let's go
 
    F C G
Am A# D

1384. Baby Made It Good - Chords

Baby Made It Good
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Buddy Cannon and Steve Smith

C                   F            C
The last time I saw baby she was standing at the window
       F                                   G7
With a look of please-don't-hurt-me in her eyes
    C                F
Her lovin' lips were trembling 
          C
Cause she knew that I was leavin'
        F               G7       C
And the last time I saw baby she cried
                  F         C
I told her when I met we'll live and love together
    F                              G7
But that's as far as we can let it go
   C                   F
It worked just like we said it would 
    C
But it was gettin' much too good
      F                  G7               C
And I knew while I still could I'd better go
      F            A#7      G7
Cause baby made it good she told me that she could
C                F            C
We did our thing together but nothin' lasts forever
       F                               G7
And we satisfied ourselves like lovers should
    C               F         C
She told me love is never any better than you make it
      F                G7           C
And I hate to go cause baby made it good
F            A#7      G7
Baby made it good she told me that she could
F            A#7      G7                    C
Baby made it good she told me that she could

1385. Baby Mine



Alison Krauss - Baby Mine

Baby mine don't you cry
Baby mine dry your eyes
Rest your head close to my heart
Never to part, baby of mine

Little one when you play
Don't you mind what they say
Let those eyes sparkle and shine
Never a tear, baby of mine

If they knew sweet little you
They'd end up loving you too
Oh those same people who scold you
What they'd give just for the right
To hold you

From your head down to your toes
You're not much, goodness knows
But you're so precious to me
Sweet as can be, baby of mine

All of those people who scold you
What they'd give just for the right
To hold you

From your head down to your toes
You're not much, goodness knows
But you're so precious to me
Sweet as can be, baby of mine

Baby of mine

1386. Baby Now That I've Found You

Alison Krauss - Baby, Now That I've Found You 

Baby, now that I've found you
I won't let you go
I built my world around you
I need you so
Baby, even though

You don't need me now
Baby, now that I've found you
I won't let you go
I built my world around you
I need you so
Baby even though
You don't need me

You don't need me no, no
Baby, baby, when first we met



I knew in this heart of mine

That you were someone I couldn't forget
I said right, and abide my time
Spent my life looking for that somebody
To make me feel like you

Now you tell me that you want to leave me
But darling, I just can't let you
Baby, baby, when first we met

I knew in this heart of mine
That you were someone I couldn't forget
I said right, and abide my time

Spent my life looking for that somebody
To make me feel like you
Now you tell me that you want to leave me

But darling, I just can't let you
Now that I found you
I built my world around you
I need you so, baby even though
You don't need me now
Baby, now that I've found you
I won't let you go
I built my world around you
I need you so
Baby even though
You don't need me
You don't need me no, no...

1387. Baby Please Don't Go

Vince Gill - Baby Please Don't Go

Baby please don't go, baby please don't go
Don't you leave me here feelin' lonely
Don't you leave me here feelin' low
All I know is what I know
And I know, I love you so
Baby don't go, baby please don't go

I wasn't ready for love to hit me
Hit me right between the eyes
One by one I'm comin' undone
Can't you feel my temperature rise?

Well I've got you where you want me
Right in the palm of your hand
I'm gonna make you feel like a woman
'Cause you make me feel like a man



Baby please don't go, baby please don't go
Don't you leave me here feelin' lonely
Don't you leave me here feelin' low
All I know is what I know
And I know, I love you so
Baby don't go, baby please don't go

Lock your eyes right with me
Make time slow down to a crawl
Two hearts on fire with a wild desire
Climbin' these bedroom walls

My heartbeat's gettin' stronger
Baby, won't you rock me slow?
I can't take it any longer
You got me shakin' all the way to my toes

Baby please don't go, baby please don't go
Don't you leave me here feelin' lonely
Don't you leave me here feelin' low
All I know is what I know
And I know, I love you so
Baby don't go, baby please don't go

1388. Baby Rocked Her Dolly

Robbie Fulks - Baby Rocked Her Dolly

[Verse 1]
As I sit here in this old folks home my hair just as white as snow
And I remember back when I was young again how everything was jolly

[Chorus]
My sister did the dance and brother beat the drum
And baby rocked her dolly
Baby rocked her dolly

[Verse 2]
Those kids of mine are grown up now they write every now and then
And just to read the lines brings back the times of all our fun and folly

[Chorus]
My sister did the dance and brother beat the drum
And baby rocked her dolly
Baby rocked her dolly

[Verse 3]
That wife of mine God rest her soul she's gone on before me
I bet she's told the Lord about all the times our house was filled with folly

[Chorus]
My sister did the dance and brother beat the drum
And baby rocked her dolly



Baby rocked her dolly

1389. Baby She's Gone - Chords

Baby She's Gone
Written and recorded by Jack Scott

C
My baby-baby-baby she's gone from me
My baby-baby-baby she's gone from me
    F
She left me here alone alone and so blue
       C
Yes my baby-baby-baby she was so untrue
   G7         D7     F          G7      C
My baby she's gone I don't know what to do
What to do what to do
         F
Well she left me here out in the cold
C
Don't know why her love is so bold
      F
All I know she's gone she's gone away from me
        C
And I'm sittin' here waitin' goin' crazy
   G7         D7     F          G7      C
My baby she's gone I don't know what to do
What to do what to do
C
My baby-baby-baby she's gone from me
My baby-baby-baby she's gone from me
    F
She left me here alone alone and so blue
       C
Yes my baby-baby-baby she was so untrue
   G7         D7     F          G7      C
My baby she's gone I don't know what to do
What to do what to do
 
          
Well she left me she done found someone new
 
I'm alone alone and blue
    F
I'm sittin' here moaning I feel all down
  C
I don't know why I keep on hangin' around
   G7         D7     F          G7      C
My baby she's gone I don't know what to do
What to do what to do
         G7         D7
Well may baby she's gone
  C           G7      C



I guess she's gone to stay

1390. Baby Sister - Chords

Baby Sister
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Shirl Milete

C                           D7
Baby sister what a waste to see you in this place
  F                 G7            C   G7
I lose my mind from worrying over you
     C                               D7
In a bar room filled with people all higher than a steeple
    F              G7                C
But I know why you do the things you do
      F                  G7                F   C
And I curse the man that made you what you are today
  F              G7               C        G7
I hope he dies a thousand times a thousand ways
     C                          D7
Your eyes are filled with tears sis let's get out of here
        F             G7              C
Cause I love you baby sister let's go home
      F                  G7                F   C
And I curse the man that made you what you are today
  F              G7               C        G7
I hope he dies a thousand times a thousand ways
     C                          D7
Your eyes are filled with tears sis let's get out of here
        F             G7              C
Cause I love you baby sister let's go home
        F             G7              C
Cause I love you baby sister let's go home

1391. Baby Talk

Richard Thompson - Baby Talk 

Oh, I care for you, honey, at my own expense
But some thing's spoiling my sentiments
You open your mouth and it makes no sense
All you ever give me is baby talk

You're a fine grown woman and that's a fact
But who could tell from the way you act
When I pull up the car and we climb in the back
All you ever give me is baby talk



I love sweet nothings, sitting in the dark
And I like to bill and coo
But it breaks my heart the minute you start on
Goo, goo, goo and a-coochee coo

You drive me crazy, where will it end?
I feel embarrassed in front of my friends
It's a wonderful thing that you learned how to walk
All you ever give me is baby talk

Oh, well, I love sweet nothings, sitting in the dark
And I like to bill and coo
But it breaks my heart the minute you start on
Goo, goo, goo and a-coochee coo

I'm sending you back to nursery school
When you start talking, you sound like a fool
You can't even eat with a knife and a fork
And all you ever give me is baby talk
All you ever give me is baby talk

Well, all you ever give me is

1392. Baby That's Tough

Vince Gill - Baby That's Tough

I know I've said I've changed for you
But I think I've changed my mind
I can't be what you want me to
And we're just wastin' time

And I'm doing the best I can
Remember I'm just a man
And my best thing good in love
Baby that's tough, baby that's tough

I'm doing the best I can
Remember I'm just a man
And my best thing good in love
Baby that's tough, baby that's tough

Well, I'm doing the best I can
Remember I'm just a man
And my best thing good in love
Baby that's tough, baby that's tough...

1393. Baby We're Really In Love



Baby We're Really In Love

If you're lovin' me like I'm lovin' you
then baby we're really in love
If you're happy with me like I'm happy with you
old cupid just gave us a shove

If you're thinkin' of me like I'm thinkin' of you
then I know what you're thinkin' of
If you're lovin' me like I'm lovin' you
then baby we're really in love.

I run around in circles and turn in fire alarms
I'm nutty as a fruit cake when you're not in my arms
If you're meant for me like I'm meant for you
baby we fit like a glove
If you're lovin' me like I'm lovin' you
then baby we're really in love.

If you're lovin' me like I'm lovin' you
then baby we're really in love
If you're countin' on me like I'm countin' on you
old cupid just give us a shove

If you're dreamin' of me like I'm dreamin' of you
then I know what you're dreamin' of
If you're lovin' me like I'm lovin' you
then baby we're really in love.

Now folks think I've gone crazy
and I don't feel too sure
And yet there's nothin' wrong with me
that weddin' bells won't cure

If you go for me like I go for you
baby we fit like a glove
If you're lovin' me like I'm lovin' you
then baby we're really in love.

1394. Baby What About You - Chords

Baby What About You - Chords
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Wendy Waldman and Josh Leo
  
F                    C                 F
Everybody thinks I'm crazy it's going around
                        C                      F
The girl's headed for a heartbreak she's going down
                            C                      F
They say I'm always wanting something that I can't have 
G7              C
Baby what about you
F                  C                  F



Everybody says you really ought to go home 
                      C                         F
Tell the man that you love him when you're all alone
                     Am                    G7    F
I don't really think that that's something I can do 
G7              C
Baby what about you
    G7            C
Sometimes late at night when I'm missing you   
        G7               C
And I'm calling out your name
        Am
I don't know if it's wrong I don't know if it's right 
         F                        G7
But I'll follow my heart just the same
                         C                   F
I don't really think I'm crazy for taking my time 
                         C                   F
I'm just looking for the answers I've got to find 
                         Am   G7   F
They say it's gonna be a long hard ride
G7              C
Baby what about you
Repeat #3,4
G7              C
Baby what about you
G7              C
Baby what about you
G7              C
Baby what about you
G7              C
Baby what about you

1395. Baby Why Not - Chords

Baby Why Not
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C                                  G7
Oh baby why not just take one more chance
                                     C
And risk all we got on this luckless romance
                                 F
If someone asks why we'll say we forgot
               C        G7       C
And went kinda crazy oh baby why not
   G7                    F     C
If love needs a fool for it to survive
   G7                       F         C
It sure looks to me like we both qualify
                                     F
And a pair of fools will always beat one
                  C         G7            C



So let's play the cards and get this deal done
                               G7
Oh baby why not bet big on the bliss
                                       C
And laugh in the face of what all odds insist
                                 F
If someone asks why we'll say we forgot
                  C        G7       C
And both lost our minds oh baby why not
G7      C              G7                    C
Oh babe please you and I are exactly what we need
   F                         C
So let's throw away all care move out on the edge somewhere
G7
Find a place and just swing there in the breeze
repeat #1
    F          C        G7       C
And went kinda crazy oh baby why not
    F             C        G7       C
And both lost our minds oh baby why not

1396. Baby You've Got What It Takes - Chords

Baby You've Got What It Takes
Recorded by Johnny Duncan and Janie Fricke
Written by Clyde Otis, Brook Benton, Murray Stein

C
Well now it takes more than a robin to make the winter go
   F                         C
It takes two lips of fire to melt away the snow
        G7                 F          G7          F
Well it takes two hearts a cookin' to make a fire grow
              G7                 C
And baby baby you've got what it takes
It takes a lot of kisses to make our romance sweet
       F                        C
Ooh it takes a lot of lovin' to make my life complete
           G7             F        G7                 F
Mmm and it takes a lot of woman to knock me off of my feet
              G7                 C
And baby baby you've got what it takes
       F      C
I said mmmmmm mmmmmm
F
Mmmmmmmm  
         G7                      C
You know you've got just what it takes
Because it takes more than an effort to stay away from you
   F                             C
It takes more than a lifetime to prove I'm gonna be true
          G7             F          G7            F
Ah but it takes somebody special to make me say I do I do



              G7                 C
And baby baby you've got what it takes
Repeat #3,4
F           G7                 C
Baby (baby) you've got what it takes
    F    G7                 C
And baby you've got what it takes

1397. Baby's Coming Home

Blue Dogs - Baby's Coming Home

Sunrise in Richmond
With a smile that ain't me own
Mornin comes, I always realize
That the things that seem to matter
Don't seem to matter long
Cause my baby she's coming home tonight
Strugglin without her
Underneath a cloud
But holding her our love will fly
I want to hold her now
Cause I try when the days are going wrong
And I hide when the nights are oh so long
But I fly when my baby's here at home
And tonight my baby's coming home
Like a marble in a mason jar
I rattle around this house
I can't wait till my baby's rollin in
When she arrives our love will rise
Up above the clouds
Flyin high and hope it never ends
Strugglin without her
Through the daily grind
But holding her our love is fly
I want to hold her now

1398. Baby's Gone Home To Mama

Baby's Gone Home To Mama
Josh Turner - Baby's Gone Home To Mama

Rains comin' down on the roof of my trailer house
With my luck I'd probably step outside and drown
How long will it take to get used to this doin' without
Guess I'll just lay around in my pajamas
Baby's gone home to mama

Baby's gone home, she left me alone



But she said she'd phone me sometime
Sad old song, left me long gone outta my mind
Well, we did our best but we didn't have enough in common
Sittin' here lonesome, baby's gone home to mama

[Instrumental]

Glance through the paper lookin' for somethin' to read
Even the funnies weren't that funny to me
It's written in the stars the future was plain to see, yeah
Might've known she'd leave if I'd read Nostradomas
Baby's gone home to mama

Baby's gone home, she left me alone
But she said she'd phone me sometime
Sad old song, left me long gone outta my mind
Well, we did our best but we didn't have enough in common
Sittin' here lonesome, baby's gone home to mama

Y'all, I miss her a lot but at least she took the little Chiwawa
Sittin' here lonesome, baby's gone home to mama
Baby's long gone, baby's gone home to mama
She's gone
Aaah, sittin' here in my pajamas
My pajammies

1399. Baby's Got A Hold On Me - Chords

Baby's Got A Hold On Me
Recorded by Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Written by Jeffrey Hanna, Robert Carpenter, Josh Leo 

C
Sitting on the front porch trying to keep still                            
G7
Baby's looking finer than a fifty dollar bill
C
Pretty blue eyes and it isn't hard to see                
G7      C
My baby's got a hold on me

Long blond hair down the middle of her back                        
G7
She got the keys to her Daddy's Cadillac
C
Got every little thing that I'm ever gonna need             
G7      C
Baby's got a hold on me                             
G7
Got a hold on  got a hold on me      
C                    G7      C
Got a hold on baby's got a hold on me



We got a full tank of gas looking for a thrill
                             G7
A three day weekend a lot of time to kill
C
Put the top down but we're never gonna freeze                   
G7      C
Cause baby's got a hold on me

Repeat #3

There's a full moon shining on a Carolina night
                             G7
Five o'clock girl across the interstate line
C
Gotta catch her waiting and that's how it's gonna be
                   G7      C
Cause baby's got a hold on me

repeat #3 x2

1400. Baby's Got Her Blue Jeans On - Chords

Baby's Got Her Blue Jeans On
Recorded by Mel McDaniel
Written by Bob McDill

G           C      G              C
Down on the corner by the traffic light
G           C       G           C
Everybody's looking as she goes by
F               C              F         C          G
They turn their heads and they watch her till she's gone
D7              C              D7         G
Lord have mercy baby's got her blue jeans on
              C        G          C
Up by the bus stop and across the street
G             C       G         C
Open up their windows to take a peek
F            C               F      C       G
And she goes walking rocking like a rolling stone
D7             C              D7         G
Heaven help us baby's got her blue jeans on
Em        D7               C         G
She can't help it if she's made that way
C            G             C        D7
She's not to blame if they look her way
Em        D7               C       G
She ain't really trying to cause a scene
C                     D7
It just comes natural-ly  no the girl can't help it
G          C           G           C
Well up on Main Street by the taxi stand
G                  C          G         C



There's a crowd of people and a traffic jam
F              C        F           C       G
She don't look back she ain't doing nothing wrong
D7              C              D7         G
Lord have mercy baby's got her blue jeans on
Repeat #3,1
D7             C              D7         G
Heaven help us baby's got her blue jeans on

1401. Baby's Just As Mean As Me - Chords

Baby's Just As Mean As Me 
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
G                 A7      D7
Sometime my baby locks me out
G                 A7          D7
Stomps her feet, screams and shouts
Em     Bm7          C    G
I know what that's all about
A7                 D7      G      D7
My baby's just as mean as me
 
[Verse 2]
G                       A7       D7
Sometimes my man don't treat me right
G                 A7        D7
Shame the way we fuss and fight
Em            Bm7      C     G
But I give as good as get alright
A7                 D7      G
My baby's just as mean as me
 
[Bridge 1]
Cm
He's kinda loud and rough
G
Drinks wine and all that stuff
A7                                  D7
Sometimes I've had enough, then he smiles
      D#7           D7         G
And I reckon I can stay for a while
 
[Verse 3]
G              A7      D7
They say that love is blind
G               A7         D7
Especially the passionate kind
Em       Bm7       C   G
I don't have to apologize
A7                 D7     G      D7
My baby's just as mean as me



 
[Solo]
 
[Bridge 2]
Cm
Hard times they come and go
G
She's mine and I'm her beau
A7                                    D7
If we find some scars to show, never mind
             D#7         D7          G
'Cause they ain't no different than mind
 
[Verse 4]
G                        A       D7
You heard them say that love is blind
G               A7         D7
Especially the passionate kind
Em      Bm7     C     G
I don't have to apologize
A7                D7       G
My baby's just as mean as me
A7                D7       G
My baby's just as mean as me

1402. Baby, Better Start Turnin' 'em Down

Rodney Crowell - Baby, Better Start Turnin' 'em Down

[Verse]
In this modern world we're living
The rules ain't like they've ever been
Speaking of spreading it thin
That's what you do, flashing your soul
That ain't no way to treat your lover
Ain't no way to act with feelings
Baby, better start turning 'em down

[Verse]
Now it's a brave new wave we're roaring in
Hanging out out on the rock 'n roll fringe
Speaking of running around all over town, letting it show
That ain't no way to treat your lover
Ain't no way to act in public
Baby, you better start turning 'em down, start to turning down

[Bridge]
Sure is clear ain't nothing easy anymore
Sure gets cloudy when I look in all directions
Sure is raining like this feeling in my heart
Sure is crazy how you're acting

[Verse]



In this latest craze or current trend
Burning money every way that you can
Speaking of going for broke
That's how it is and letting it slow
That ain't no way to treat your lover
Ain't no way to act with strangers
Baby, better start turning them down, start to turning down

[Outro]
Baby, better start turning
Baby, better start turning them down
Baby, better start turning

1403. Baby, I Go Crazy

Baby, I Go Crazy
Josh Turner - Baby, I Go Crazy

Every time you shake your hips
Baby, I go crazy
When you kiss me on my lips
Baby, I go crazy
When you call me on the phone
Your sexy talking turns me on
You make it tough just holding on
You got me going crazy
Baby, I go crazy

I see it coming and I can't help myself
You give me loving like nobody else
You got me falling now, I'm calling for help
Girl, I'm going crazy

When you put on that party dress
Baby, I go crazy
You got me hooked, I must confess

You got me going crazy
Baby, I go crazy

I see it coming and I can't help myself
You give me loving like nobody else
You got me falling now, I'm calling for help
Girl, I'm going crazy
Baby, I go crazy

I see it coming and I can't help myself
You give me loving like nobody else
You got me falling now, I'm calling for help
Girl, I'm going crazy

You really know how to drive me wild
Baby, I go crazy



Crawling 'round just like a child
Baby, I go crazy
Darlin', I go crazy
Baby, I go crazy

1404. Baby, It's Cold Outside

Baby, It's Cold Outside
Garth Brooks - Baby, It's Cold Outside

I really can't stay (Baby, it's cold outside)
I've got to go 'way (Baby, it's cold outside)
This evening has been (Hoping that you'd drop in)
So very nice (I'll hold your hands, they're just like ice)

My mother will start to worry (Beautiful what's your hurry)
My father will be pacing the floor (Listen to the fireplace roar)
So really I'd better scurry (Beautiful, please don't hurry)
But maybe just a half a drink more (I put some records on while I pour)

The neighbors might think (Baby, it's bad out there)
Say, what's in this drink? (No cabs to be had out there)
I wish I knew how to break the spell (Your eyes are like starlight now)
(I'll take your hat, your hair looks swell)

I ought to say no, no, no sir (Mind if I move in closer?)
At least I'm gonna say that I tried (What's the sense of hurtin' my pride?)
I really can't stay (Oh, baby, don't hold out)
Baby, it's cold outside 

I simply must go (Baby, it's cold outside)
The answer is no (baby, it's cold outside)
This welcome has been so nice and warm (How lucky that you dropped in)
(Look out that window at that storm)

My sister will be suspicious (Gosh, your lips look delicious)
My brother will be there at the door (Waves upon a tropical shore)
My maiden aunt's mind is vicious (Gosh, your lips are delicious)
Oh, maybe just a kiss more (Never such a blizzard before)

I've got to get home (Baby, you'll freeze out there)
Say, lend me your coat (It's up to your knees out there)
You've really been grand but don't you see (I'm thrilled when you touch my hand)
(How can you do this thing to me?)

There's bound to be talk tomorrow (Think of my lifelong sorrow)
At least there will be plenty implied (If you caught pneumonia and died)
I really can't stay (Can't get over that hold out)
Baby, it's cold, baby, it's cold outside



1405. Baby, Let's Lay Down And Dance

Baby, Let's Lay Down And Dance - Garth Brooks

I get this feeling that I can't explain
Every time I see your face or hear your name
I just go crazy, thinking, baby, this may be my chance
What would you say to me if I said "Baby, let's lay down and dance"

I got to tell you, girl, you drive me wild
Every time I see you dance I see that smile
My world gets hazy and I'm moving like I'm in a trance
Whoa, I know it's crazy, but baby, let's lay down and dance

When it comes to love my heart is black and it's blue
Swore I was through with romance
But girl you're something and I'm counting on you
You're my brand new second chance

My friends all tell me that I'm not your kind
They say I better pray your love is blind
You got to save me, I'm a victim of your circumstance
Whoa, I know it's crazy, but baby, let's lay down and dance

When it comes to love my heart is black and it's blue
Swore I was through with romance
But girl you're something and I'm counting on you
You're my brand new second chance

I got to tell you, girl, you drive me wild
I've never known no one with quite your style
I'm going crazy, thinking, baby, this may be my chance
What would you say to me if I said "Baby, let's lay down and dance"
Girl, I know it's crazy, but baby, let's lay down and dance

1406. Baby, That Would Sure Go Good

Baby, That Would Sure Go Good
by Laurie Lewis

A little walk with you sure would go good,
a little talk with you sure would go good
A little table where the candles glow,
down at the little place we used to go
To hold your hand in mine, just like the old times,
baby, that sure would go good

A little music and lots of time,
a little dancing with your cheek close to mine
A little laughter and some little sighs,
the love light shining in your pretty eyes
The way they used to shine, just like the old times,
baby, that sure would go good



Baby baby, baby baby,
why don't you come back where you belong?
I miss you in the morning,
I miss you when the day is done, and all night long

A little walk with you sure would go good,
a little talk with you sure would go good
To hold you in my arms so lovingly,
with everything the way it used to be
To feel your lips on mine, just like the old times,
baby, that sure would go good

1407. Baby, What's Wrong With You?

Crooked Still 
Baby, What's Wrong With You?

Oh, baby
Tell me, baby
Tell me, baby
Honey what's wrong with you?

You don't love me, baby
You don't love me, baby
You don't love me, baby
Honey, like you used to do

Who, baby
Who been here, baby?
Who been here, baby?
Honey, since I been gone

Somebody, baby
Somebody, baby
Somebody, baby
Been fishin' in my pond

Caught all my perches
Caught all my perches
Caught all my perches
And now he's gone

Who, who, baby?
Who, who, baby?
Tell me baby
Who's been jiving' you?

Who's never told you?
Who's never told you, baby?
Who's never told you?
Didn't I tell you true?



Asked you this morning
Asked you this morning, baby
Asked you this morning
Please, bake me some bread?

And you told me
Well you told me, baby
Oh, you told me
Said "Johnny, I'd rather see you dead"

Oh, baby
Tell me, baby
Tell me, baby
Oh, honey what's wrong with you?

(Oh, baby)
What's wrong with you?
(What's wrong with you?)
What's wrong with you?
(What's wrong with you?)
What's wrong with you?
What's wrong with you?
(You caught all my perches)
(Bake me some bread)
(Fishin' in my pond)

1408. Baby, You've Been on My Mind

Linda Ronstadt - Baby, You've Been on My Mind
Written by Bob Dylan

It might be the color of the sun cut flat
And covering the crossroads I'm standing at
Or maybe it's the weather or something like that
Cause baby you've been on my mind

I don't mean trouble, please don't put me down
Don't get upset, I am not pleading
Or saying I can't forget you
Well it don't even matter who you awaken with tomorrow
Cause baby you've been on my mind

When you wake up in the morning baby look inside your mirror
Oh you know I won't be next to you
You know I won't be near
I'll just be curious to know if you can see yourself as clear
As someone who has had you on her mind

It might be the color of the sun cut flat
And covering the crossroads I'm standing at
Or maybe it's the weather or something like that
Cause baby you've been on my mind



Baby you've been on my mind

Baby you've been on my mind

1409. Back

Back - Alan Jackson 

Tomatoes on the vine, elderberry wine
Last week's clothes dryin' on the line
Momma in the kitchen, daddy down the hall
Bourbon on the table, Jesus on the wall

Front porch, back porch, crickets in the trees
Plowin' up the garden, puttin' down the seed
Build a little scarecrow, stringin' up the beans
Prayin' for the sunshine, pullin' up the weeds

Back, I'm bringin' country back
Back where it belongs, back on track
I think ol' Hank would like it like that
I got my boots, I got my hat
I'm bringin' country back

Pickup truck, four-wheel drive
Catfish dinner on a Saturday night
Shirt tail in Sunday, dinner on the ground
Back in time for football, pour another round

Back, I'm bringin' country back
Back where it belongs, back on track
Yeah, I think ol' Hank would like it like that
I got my boots, I got my hat
Lord, I'm bringin' country back

Two-step, three-step, dancin' in line
Gas up that old John Deere, take her for a ride
Cruisin' 'round the court square every Friday night
Ride out in the country, see the lightnin' bugs light

Find a little June bug, tie him on a string
Fly him in a circle till your head begins to swing
Patch an old tire tube, float it down the stream
Blue jeans, prom queens, homemade ice cream

Back, I'm bringin' country back
Back where it belongs, back on track
Yeah, I think ol' Hank would like it like that
I got my boots, I got my hat
I'm bringin' country back

Strum a little guitar, pick an old song
Grandma on the banjo, family sings along



Baby makes the cornbread, sister makes the tea
Dance a little jig 'round the kitchen with me

Back, I'm bringin' country back
Back where it belongs, back on track
Yeah, I think ol' Hank would like it like that
I got my boots, I got my hat
Lord, I'm bringin' country back

Fishin' in a Jon boat, giggin' in the dark
Eatin' watermelon on a table in the yard
Chicken in a brown bag, picnic in the park
Draggin' up the hay bales, stack 'em in the barn ya'll

Songs about heartbreak, pair of swingin' doors
Ridin' on the tailgate, sawdust on the floors
Jukebox, tater tots, prayin' on our knees
Andy on the TV, lovin' on Aunt Bee

Back, yeah, I'm bringin' country back
Back where it belongs, back on track
Yeah, I think ol' Hank would like it like that
I got my boots, I got my hat
I'm bringin' country back

Workin' for a livin', proud to pay the man
Wake up every mornin' happy that we can
Yes sir, yes ma'am, stand up for the flag
Thank the Lord in Heaven for the freedom that we have

Back, I'm bringin' country back
Back where it belongs, back on track
Yeah, I think ol' Hank would like it like that
I got my boots, I got my hat
I'm bringin' country back

1410. Back Down South

Back Down South
Larkin Poe - Back Down South

[Verse 1]
The trees down in Georgia
Grow as tall as a cross
Where Little Richard was singin'
Where rock 'n roll learned to walk
Country blues in a bottle
Get those tubes runnin' hot
'Til the serpents start hissin'
"Y'all, let me out of this box"

[Chorus]
Streets of gold



Ain't that red dirt clay
Leave some peaches in a basket by the pearly gates
When my race is run
Hear that angel sound
May the good Lord show me mercy
Send me back down south
Send me back down south

[Verse 2]
Sweet Carolina
From the north to the south
Where those reapers be hot
And they put those tears in your mouth
Papa's got a new bag
He gave it to Mr. Brown
And Charlie got him a fiddle
Before the devil went down

[Chorus]
Streets of gold
Ain't that red dirt clay
Leave some peaches in a basket by the pearly gates
When my race is run
Hear that angel sound
May the good Lord show me mercy
Send me back down south
Send me back down south

[Bridge]
Way down in Macon
Put your ear to the ground
Where the Brothers are sleepin'
And you can still hear the sound
Of a band that was singin'
About a sky that was blue
They sang it for me
And now I sing it for you

1411. Back Down South / Blue Sky

Back Down South / Blue Sky - Live in Concert
Larkin Poe - Back Down South / Blue Sky - Live in Concert

[Verse 1]
The trees down in Georgia
Grow as tall as a cross
Where Little Richard was singing
Where rock n roll learned to walk
Country blues in a bottle
Get those tubes running hot
'Til the serpent starts hissing
"Y'all let me out of this box"



[Chorus]
Streets of gold
Ain't that red dirt clay
Leave some peaches in a basket by the pearly gates
When my race is run
Hear that angel sound
May the good Lord show me mercy
Send me back down south (Yeah!)
Back down south

[Verse 2]
Sweet Carolina
From the north to the south
Where those reapers be hot
And they put those tears in your mouth
Papa's got a new bag
He gave it to Mr. Brown
And Charlie got him a fiddle
Before the devil went down, yeah

[Chorus]
Streets of gold
Ain't that red dirt clay
Leave some peaches in a basket by the pearly gates
When my race is run
Hear that angel sound
May the good Lord show me mercy
Send me back down south
Send me back down south

[Instrument Solos]

[Verse 3]
Way down in Macon
Put your ear to the ground
Where the Brothers are sleeping
And you can still hear the sound
Of a band that was singing
About a sky that was blue
They sang it for me
And now I'll sing it for you

1412. Back Down To Hung Up On You - Chords

Back Down To Hung Up On You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Larry Butler and Dean Dillon
[3/4 time]
 
C                                    F
Oh I`ve come to the point where I`ve had one too many
    C                       G7
And one short of having too few



      C                    F
Oh my bottle of freedom is one drink from empty
        C            G7         C
And I`m back down to hung up on you
                          F
I come here to escape and some say too often
    C                           G7
But not as much as I would like to
         C                F
Cause as high as I get is how low I`ll be fallin`
   C            G7         C
Oh back down to hung up on you
        G7                 F                 C
Feeling nothing at all for awhile sure feels better
                                   G7
Than the hurtin` you`re puttin` me through
       C                   F
But as sure as I am of the sunrise tomorrow
        C            G7         C
I`ll be back down to hung up on you
Repeat #3
                           F
Yes as sure as I am of the sunrise tomorrow
        C            G7         F C
I`ll be back down to hung up on you

1413. Back From The Wine - Chords

Back From The Wine
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Larry Kingston and Frank Dycus

G                 C         D7            G
When life gets to rough you reach for the crutch
    C                       D7
And hang on to what you can find
   G                 C            D7          G
So when my wife went wild leaving me with our child
  C      D7            G
I simply turned to the wine
             C           D7        G
And slowly I fell to the bottom of hell
      C                  D7
Where sanity crosses the line
    G           C      D7           G
And just like a fool I bathe in the pool
    C            D7           G
The bitter sweet swirl of the wine
     C         D7   C                G
Then my little girl changed my whole world
                               D7
She cleared the clouds from my mind
     C             D7        C            G



With love from the start she tugged at my heart
    A7                              D7
And slowly brought me back from the wine
G                 C         D7             G
The road back was rough but she never gave up
       C                                D7
When I stumble she said daddy take your time
    G       C            D7         G
She left me alone with a faith ever strong
    C          D7            G
And she led me back from the wine
C          D7            C  G
She led me back from the wine

1414. Back Home

Dolly Parton - Back Home 

(Dolly Parton)
Back home, back home
Yes, I'm going back home
Why I can't believe it's been this long
Since I've seen mom and dad
When I left my mountain home behind
I left them both so sad
My brothers and my sisters that were babies then are grown
Years have past and now at last, I'm on my way back home
Back home, back home
Yes I'm going back home
To the factory smoke and city life, I'm sayin' so long
I've shed a lot of tears through all the years that I've been gone
And I've spent a lot of time a' wishin' I could go back home
I got a letter from mama an'
Mama asked me if I'd come back home
She says it sure is lonesome now
Since all of us kids are all growed up and gone
I just can't hardly stand the thoughts of
Momma and daddy being left there all alone
That's really all I need to know
And now I'm on the road back home
Back home, back home
Yes, I'm going back home
To the smog an' smoke an' city life, I'm sayin' so long
I've shed a lot of tears through all the years that I've been gone
And I've spent a lot of time a' wishin' I could go back home
Back home, back home
Yes, I'm going back home



1415. Back Home

The Infamous Stringdusters 
Back Home

I've been having a hard time
I want to hear you on the other end of the line
I want the cold wind to blow me back on down the road

I keep having the same bad dream
I want to know exactly what it means
Where the ones that I love they don't know that I've been gone

I want to be back home
I want to be back home

Another drink and I might forget
Do some things I might regret
When I get to the bottom I only feel more alone

I better head back home
Better head back home

I can see it in my dreams
I can feel that warm summer breeze
Will it still be standing there or will it be gone

I finally see the lights of the old town
Gonna dig my roots deep into the ground
Let the moss gather on this old rolling stone

It's good to be back home
It's good to be back home
It's good to be back home
It's good to be back home

1416. Back Home Again - Chords

Back Home Again
Written and recorded by John Denver   

C                                     F
There's a storm across the valley the clouds are rolling in    
G7                              C
The afternoon is heavy on your shoulders
                                       F
There's a truck out on the four lane a mile or more away    
G7                                  C
The whining of his wheels just makes it colder
                                       F
He's an hour away from riding on your prayers up in the skies
    G7                              C
And ten days on the road are barely gone                               



F
There's a fire softly burning  supper's on the stove    
G7                                          C    C7
And there's a light in your eyes that makes him warm 
F                G7           C    C7
Hey it's good to be back home again 
F         G7                  C                F
Sometimes this old farm feels like a long lost friend        
G7                             C
Yes and hey  it's good to be back home again
                                   F
There  all the news to  tell him  how'd you spent your time    
G7                                    C
And what's the latest thing the neighbors say
                                    F
And your mother called last Friday  sunshine made her cry    
G7                                 C   C7
And you  felt the baby move just yesterday 
F                G7            C     C7
Hey it's good to have you home again
F         G7                  C                F
Sometimes this old farm feels like a long lost friend
G7                             C     C7
Hey it's good to have you home again 
F                G7             C              F
Oh the time that I can lay this tired old body down    
D7               G7                C  C7
And feel your finger feather soft upon me    
F             G7           C                   F
The kisses that I live for the love that lights my way    
D7             F               G7
The happiness that living with you brings me 
C                                      F
It's the sweetest thing I know of just spending time with you
         G7                                C
It's the little things that make a house a home
                               F
Like a fire softly burning and supper's on the stove      
G7                               C    C7
And a light in your eyes that makes me warm 
F                   G7         C    C7
Hey it's good to be back home again
F         G7                  C                F
Sometimes this old farm feels like a long lost friend
G7                                     C
Hey and yes it's good to have you home again
G7                                    C
Hey it feels so good to be back home again

1417. Back Home Again In Indiana - Chords

Back Home Again in Indiana
Original Lyrics- 1917 publication



Listen: Back Home in Indiana- John Bubbles circa 1936

Verse: 
I have always been a wand'rer
Over land and sea
Yet a moonbeam on the water
Casts a spell o'er me
A vision fair I see
Again I seem to be

Chorus: 
Back home again in Indiana,
And it seems that I can see
The gleaming candlelight, still shining bright,
Through the sycamores for me.
The new-mown hay sends all its fragrance
From the fields I used to roam.
When I dream about the moonlight on the Wabash,
Then I long for my Indiana home.

Fancy paints on mem'ry's canvas
Scenes that we hold dear
We recall them in days after
Clearly they appear
And often times I see
A scene that's dear to me

(repeat chorus)

Chords:
/ I / VI7 / II7 / II7 / V7 / V7 / I / I7 /
/ IV / iv / I / I / II7 / II7 / V7 / V7 /
/ I / VI7 / II7 / II7 / V7 / III7 / vi / vi /
/ I / III7 / vi / II7 / I VI7 / II7 V7 / I / I /

1418. Back Home At Christmas Time - Chords

Back Home At Christmas Time 
The Country Gentlemen

Key G  no capo
 
[Intro]
G C   G D   G
 
[Verse 1]
G
  Back up in the mountains
                        C
In the old home town of mine
                       G
There's not a brighter time of year
                       D



Than that of Christmas time
    G
The bells in the little church
                     C
They'll all begin to chime
                G              D                   G
Telling all for miles around rejoice its Christmas time
 
[Chorus]
C                             G
Christmas bells are ringing I hear their chimes so sweet
                                                D
The carolers are singing now I hear them in the street
   G                                             C
Outside the white snow falling inside my heart I find
                   G                   D                 G
A world of joy and peace on earth back home at Christmas time
 
[Solo]
/  G  /  G  /  C  / C  G  /
 
/ G  D / D  G /  G  /  C  /
 
/ C  G / D  G  /  G  /
 
[Verse 2]
  G                                        C
A candle in each window they give a golden glow
                    G
While out among the shimmering pines
                      D
Lights sparkle in the snow
    G
And through the lonely mountain tops
                       C
The wind shrill echoes sigh
                       G
For peace on earth goodwill toward men
    D                   G
And faith that will not die
 
[Chorus]
C                             G
Christmas bells are ringing I hear their chimes so sweet
                                                D
The carolers are singing now I hear them in the street
   G                                             C
Outside the white snow falling inside my heart I find
                   G                   D                 G
A world of joy and peace on earth back home at Christmas time
 
[Solo]
/  G  / G  C /  C  /  G  /
 
/  D  /  G  / G  C /  C  /
 
/ G  D /  G  /  G



 
 
[Verse 3]
               G
High above our little town
                   C
So bright to be so fine
                            G
There shines upon the whole wide world
                     D
His gift our guiding star
G                                          C
Every one in each home can feel a peace of land
                     G
And know the joy the Yuletide brings
          D         G
To all at Christmas time
 
[Chorus]
C                             G
Christmas bells are ringing I hear their chimes so sweet
                                                D
The carolers are singing now I hear them in the street
   G                                             C
Outside the white snow falling inside my heart I find
                   G                   D                 G
A world of joy and peace on earth back home at Christmas time
  C                G                   D                 G    G
A world of joy and peace on earth back home at Christmas time

1419. Back Home In Sulphur Springs

Back Home in Sulphur Springs
Norman Blake - Back Home in Sulphur Springs

[Verse 1]
Oh, the cotton gin hummed in the warm afternoon
The wagons rolled in with their load
We played childhood games in the old lumberyard
Down on the southern railroad

[Verse 2]
Many times I've told about the green and the gold
And the silver trim driving wheel
The white steam a-blowing and the black smoke a-rolling
Out across those Georgia fields

[Chorus]
On the platform down at the old depot
By the mossy water tank
On the Alabama and Georgia line
Back home in Sulphur Springs



[Verse 3]
Oh if I could turn backward the cold hands of time
To a bright blue yesterday
And listen for the whistle of old 41
As she rolls along on her way

[Verse 4]
Down the dirt roads of time
Through the turpentine pines and the cotton fields far away
To the red clay hills, the rocks and the reels
Speed me safe home today

[Chorus]
On the platform down at the old depot
By the mossy water tank
On the Alabama and Georgia line
Back home in Sulphur Springs

[Chorus]
On the platform down at the old depot
By the mossy water tank
On the Alabama and Georgia line
Back home in Sulphur Springs

1420. Back In Baby's Arms

Emmylou Harris - Back In Baby's Arms

I'm back in baby's arms
How I missed 
Those lovin' arms
I'm back where I belong
Back in baby's arms

Don't know 
Why we quarreled
We never did before
Since we found out 
How it hurt
I bet we never 
Quarrel anymore
Thought I didn't 
Need his love
'Til he took it away

Now I'm back 
Where I belong
And in my baby's arms 
I'm gonna stay
Back in baby's arms...



1421. Back In Black

Back in Black
Hayseed Dixie - Back in Black

Back in black
I hit the sack
I've been too long I'm glad to be back
Yes I'm let loose
From the noose
That's kept me hanging about
I keep looking at the sky
'Cause it's gettin' me high
Forget the hearse 'cause I'll never die
I got nine lives
Cat's eyes
Abusin' every one of them and running wild
'Cause I'm back
Yes I'm back
Well I'm back
Yes I'm back
Well I'm hey hey hey hey
(Hey hey hey hey)
Well I'm back in black
Yes I'm back in black
Back in the back
Of a Cadillac
Number one with a bullet
I'm a power pack
Yes, I'm in a bang, with a gang
They've got to catch me if they want me to hang
Cause I'm back on the track
And I'm beatin' the flack
Nobody's gonna get me on another rap
So look at me now
I'm just makin' my play
Don't try to push your luck
Just get out of my way

1422. Back In My Baby's Arms Again - Chords

Back In My Baby's Arms Again
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Dallas Frazier and Arthur Leo Owens

C
Honey bees are gonna be hummin' 
Guitar strings are gonna be strummin'
                                G7



When I'm back in my baby's arms again
      C
Happy wheels are gonna be turnin' 
Flames of love are gonna be burnin'
                    G7          C
When I'm back in my baby's arms again
        F
No more tears are gonna be fallin' 
       C
I done heard my true love a callin'
                                       G7
Open arms are waitin' yonder round the bend
          C
Rivers of honey are gonna be flowin' 
Big sweet flowers are gonna be growin'
                    G7          C
When I'm back in my baby's arms again
                       G7
Back in my baby's arms again
C          G7          C
Back in my baby's arms again
The voice of love is gonna be talkin' 
Hand in hand we're gonna be walkin'
                                G7
When I'm back in my baby's arms again
        C
Big old swings are gonna be swingin' 
Water springs are gonna be springin'
                    G7          C
When I'm back in my baby's arms again
Repeat #2
                    G7          C
When I'm back in my baby's arms again

1423. Back In The Country

Roy Acuff - Back in the country
Composer: Eddy Raven

When was the last time
You got up before the sun
And watched while the night and day
Melted into one?

When was the last time
You really looked at rain
Dripping down the gutter
Splashing on the window-pane?

My fondest memories
Are tied around these things
Sunday school, bedtime rules
Grandma's squeaky swing



Sneaking out behind the barn
My love would meet me there
Tripping in the hallway
Over Grandpa's rocking chair

Back in the country
Now I know you're gonna say
Back in the country
Don't you wish that you had stayed

Back in the country
Where the roses still grow wild
Back in the country
Where you walked those country miles

When was the last time
You saw sundown through a tree
Sitting on the front porch
In a cool evenin' breeze

When was the last time
That you heard a Bobwhite song
When was the last time
I'll bet it's been too long

Back in the country
Now I know you're gonna say
Back in the country
Don't you wish that you had stayed

Back in the country
Where the roses still grow wild
Back in the country
Where you walked those country miles

1424. Back In The Day

Back In The Day
(Bobby Starnes, Tim Stafford)

Billy was a wild child, his wanderlust was real
now he sells insurance, and he's living for a deal
Melinda had a love child when she was just sixteen
Now her baby's teaching college, and he's living out her dream

In this small town American clean
Norman Rockwell's homecoming queen
living, dying, finding our way
Life was good
Back in the day

Chuck was raised a quarterback, he could throw it deep and straight



And Bobby and Connie are still living their first date 
Butch dropped out our senior year, then he taught us life was short
and Vickie took her own life when she couldn't take no more

Of this small town American clean
Norman Rockwell's homecoming queen
living, dying, finding our way
Life was just life
Back in the day

BR) Scattered near and far like seeds cast to the wind
Once we were wildcats, but you can't go back again

Randall moved to Charlotte, George lives in L.A.
Tina married a millionaire; she's a million miles away 
Mickey's still in prison but Kevin played it safe
All of Ruby's children are still carrying the faith

of this small town American clean
Norman Rockwell's homecoming queen
living, dying, finding our way
Life was good
Back in the day

We were raised with a Rebel yell
Give 'em hell, Bloomingdale
living, dying, finding our way
Life was good
Back in the day

1425. Back In The Fold - Chords

Back In The Fold
Recorded by Johnny Cash
Written by Marijohn Wilkin
[3/4 time]

C                                  F
Lord I know how long you've waited for me to come back home
C                           G7
Cause I know how long I was gone
    C                 F
But Lord I never knew until I lost sight of you
         C        G7             C   C7
Just how lonely I could be on my own

        F                C
Now I'm back in the fold back in the fold
G7                       C            C7
Knowing sweet Jesus that you're in control
F                  C
No longer apart at last I am home
G7                                      C



Lord it feels so good to be back in the fold

                                       F
There's nothing sadder in all creation than a soul in isolation
C                      G7
Away from the sound of God's voice
    C                             F
But there'll be no time for tears Lord I've paid for my lost years
      C              G7       C       C7
All I want now is to sing and rejoice

Repeat #2 x2

1426. Back In The Goodle Days

Back in the Goodle Days
John Hartford - Norman Blake

One day about twenty-five years from now,
When we've all grown old from a-wondering how,
Oh we'll all sit down at the city dump,
And talk about the Goodle Days.
Oh you'll pass the joint and I'll pass the wine,
And anything good from a-down the line.
A lot of good things went down one time,
Back in the Goodle Days.

And the Good Old Days are past and gone.
A lot of good people have done gone on.
That's my life when I sing this song about
Back in the Goodle Days

Sometimes I get to thinkin' that we're almost done,
And there ain't nothin' left that we can figure out.
And I guess it must have seemed a lot more like that
Back in the Goodle Days,
But when ya gotta go, ya gotta go.
There's always somebody don'tcha know,
A-hangin' round a-sayin' "Well I told you so",
Back in the Goodle Days.

And the Good Old Days are past and gone.
A lot of good people have done gone on.
That's my life when I sing this song about
Back in the Goodle Days

Oh we'll all join hands and we'll gather round,
When that old guitar starts to make that sound.
A lot of good things went down downtown,
Back in the Goodle Days.
Squeezin' love with the people that we hadn't even met,
Out for anything that we could get.
Oh we did it then and we'll do it yet,



Back in the Goodle Days.

And the Good Old Days are past and gone.
A lot of good people have done gone on.
That's my life when I sing this song about
Back in the Goodle Days

1427. Back In The Saddle Again

Back In The Saddle Again

I'm back in the saddle again
Out where a friend is a friend
Where the long-horn cattle feed
On the lowly jimson weed
I'm back in the saddle again.

Ridin' the range once more
Totin' my old forty-four
Where you sleep out every night
Where the only law is right
I'm back in the saddle again.

   Whoop-pi-ti-yi-yo
   Rockin' to and fro
   Back in the saddle again
   Whoop-pi-ti-yi-yay
   I go my own way
   Back in the saddle again.

1428. Back In The Saddle Again

The Highwaymen - Back in the Saddle Again (acoustic demo)

I'm back in the saddle again
Out where a friend is a friend
Where the longhorn cattle feed
On the lowly gypsum weed
Back in the saddle again
Ridin' the range once more
Totin' my old .44
Where you sleep out every night
And the only law is right
Back in the saddle again
Whoopi-ty-aye-oh
Rockin' to and fro
Back in the saddle again
Whoopi-ty-aye-yay
I go my way



Back in the saddle again
I'm back in the saddle again
Out where a friend is a friend
Where the longhorn cattle feed
On the lowly gypsum weed
Back in the saddle again
Ridin' the range once more
Totin' my old .44
Where you sleep out every night
And the only law is right
Back in the saddle again
Whoopi-ty-aye-oh
Rockin' to and fro
Back in the saddle again
Whoopi-ty-aye-yay
I go my way
Back in the saddle again

1429. Back In the U.S.A.

Linda Ronstadt - Back in the U.S.A. 
Jim & Jesse

Oh well, oh well, I feel so good today
We touched ground on an international runway
Jet propelled back home, from over the seas to the U. S. A.

New York, Los Angeles, oh, how I yearned for you
Detroit, Chicago, Chattanooga, Baton Rouge
Let alone just to be at my home back in ol' St. Lou

Did I miss the skyscrapers, did I miss the long freeway?
From the coast of California to the shores of Delaware Bay
You can bet your life I did, till I got back to the U. S. A.

Looking hard for a drive-in, searching for a corner cafe
Where hamburgers sizzle on an open grill night and day
Yeah, and a juke-box jumping with records like in the U.S.A.

Well, I'm so glad I'm livin' in the U.S.A.
Yes. I'm so glad I'm livin' in the U.S.A.
Anything you want, we got right here in the U.S.A.

1430. Back In Town

Back in Town
Downhill Bluegrass Band

I'm back in town



I've been gone for a while
I'm walking the streets
with the worlds biggest smile
I'm happy to be here
I've been long gone
the lure of the city
brought me back home

Cause I spent some years
on the country side
some pretty young girl
took me there for a ride
I work on her fields
from spring to fall
just to find out that blue jeans
don't suite me at all

When the winter storms
were coming on strong
I said to myself
hey, now something's wrong
there's no need for me staying here
trying to be a country boy

I wasn't made for this country life
with a pick up as a home
and a horse for a wife
no I was born
to slide down the street
and to fall in love
with every woman I meet

So now I'm back in the city
with its bright neon lights
with too much of drinking
and ballroom fights
I'm gambling and hustling
living my dream
it's so much better
than it might seem
When the winter storms

1431. Back Into The Light

Back into the Light - Avett Brothers

All of these fathers with their bald spots
Pull to the car line dropping kids off
The sons and daughters of their parents wounds
Parents of their own

It'd make some sense, if some was made to me
Sometimes I don't see love in anything



And just when I surrender to my shadow
I snap out of it, and step into the light
I step back into the light

Sometimes my mind feels like a valley
So I take it to the bar
Fill it up like an ocean
To drown my troubles in
Just to find out what good swimmers they are

It'd make some sense, if some was made to me
Sometimes I don't see love in anything
And just when I surrender to my shadow
I snap out of it, and step into the light
I step back into the light

When my dreams feel like a rusty rail
That I slapped on a coat of paint
As the layers cracked and chipped and failed
This wretched lie is all that remains

It'd make some sense, if some was made to me
Sometimes I don't see love in anything
And just when I surrender to my shadow
I snap out of it, yeah, I snap out of it
And I step into the light
I step back into the light
I step into the light
I step back into the light

1432. Back Of My Mind

Sarah Jarosz - Back of My Mind

I went away for a little while
I came back home 'cause you made me smile
But I think I'm leaving forever this time
And there you'll be in the back of my mind

In the back of my mind
So far behind
I'll only hold onto you
In the back of my mind

I went away, I was on my own
Taking you with me was all I'd known
But I think I like it, this freedom I find
And our love will live in the back of my mind

In the back of my mind
So far behind
I'll only hold onto you
In the back of my mind



(Ooooh...)

In the back of my mind
So far behind
In the back of my mind
Forever this time

1433. Back On My Feet

Back on My Feet
Sean Watkins - Glen Phillips

[Verse 1]
I've been angry
I have strayed
I've said words I never thought that I could say
And you were sad and sweet
Like an old bar song
But I'll be back up on my feet before too long
If you said you wanted me
It's  cause I said it first
Words rang hollow  til the emptiness became a thirst
I will drink those words  til they made me strong

[Chorus]
And I'll be back up on my feet before too long
I'll be back up on my feet before too long
Before too long

[Verse 2]
If you met me now
You never would have stuck around
No, you never would have stuck around
So I will lay me down
By the salty sea
And let the water pull the sand all over my body
To wash me clean, like a river stone

[Chorus]
And I'll be back up on my feet before you know
I'll be back up on my feet before too long
Mmm
Back on my feet
Back on my feet
Back on my feet

1434. Back On My Mind



Back On My Mind
Rhonda Vincent - Back On My Mind

I took some time to clear my mind
And give myself a change of atmosphere
I had some fun lyin' in the sun
Daytona's nice this time of year

I saw lovers hand in hand building castles in the sand
And doin' all the things we did back then
But just when I think I'm through loving you
You're back on my mind again

Back on my mind time after time
I wonder if this heart will ever mend
'Cause just when I think I'm through loving you
You're back on my mind again

I came out of my shell, really doing well
I met someone who thinks the world of me
She talks of rings and whispers loving things
She's everything you'd want a girl to be

But when she holds me tight the feeling isn't right
It seems as though I'm never gonna win
'Cause just when I think I'm through loving you
You're back on my mind again

Back on my mind time after time
I wonder if this heart will ever mend
'Cause just when I think I'm through loving you
You're back on my mind again

Back on my mind time after time
I wonder if this heart will ever mend
'Cause just when I think I'm through loving you
You're back on my mind again

1435. Back On The Bottle

Back On The Bottle
Osborne Brothers - Back On The Bottle

I used to drink my weight in whiskey
But that was back before you came along
You told me that you loved and I was crazy
And darlin', you weren't wrong
It was good while it lasted
But I guess you thought it lasted too long
At first my heart was sinking
And then I got to thinking
All my reasons for not drinking are gone

Hallelujah



Good Lord, amen
Break out the bourbon
Long necks and gin
Open the bar room
Call up my old friends
'Cause, I'm back (I'm back)
Back on the bottle again

It's funny just a week ago
'Bout now, I'd be callin' it a night
Instead of asking for permission
Now I'm asking some angel for a light
Just because I shut her down
Don't mean that I can't start it up again (Mm-hmm)
Hello, hangover
It was strange being sober
But now that that's all over
Yeah, I'm back on the bottle again

(One-two-three)
Hallelujah
Good Lord, amen
Break out the bourbon
Long necks and gin
Open the bar room
Call up my old friends
'Cause, I'm back (Woo-hoo)
Back on the bottle again

Hallelujah
Good Lord, amen
Break out the bourbon
Long necks and gin
Open the bar room
Call up my old friends
'Cause, I'm back (Who's back?)
Yeah, I'm back
I'm back (You know I'm back)
Back on the bottle again

1436. Back On The Street Again

Back On The Street Again
Steve Gillette

I'm back on the street again,
Gotta stand on my own two feet again
I'm walkin' that lonely beat again,
Rememberin' when, oh, oh rememberin' when.

Got a tear in my eye again,
To remind me that I might cry again.
Feelin' sad and wonderin' why again,



Rememberin' when, oh, oh rememberin' when.

I remember a time when I thought the world was mine.
The world belongs to somebody else now,
And I'm just standin' in line.

So I'm thinkin' of me again.
That's the way it's gonna be again.
I'll wait and I'll see til then,

1437. Back On The Street Again - Chords

Back On The Street Again - Herb Pedersen
written by Steve Gillette 

A               D        E
I'm back on the street again, 
A                 D            E
Gotta stand on my own two feet again 
A                D            E
I'm walkin' that lonely beat again, 
            A     D   E              A
Rememberin' when, oh, oh rememberin' when. 
A                    D   E
There's a tear in my eye again, 
A                  D           E       
And a feeling that I might cry again. 
A                 D     E
Sad and wonderin' why again, 
            A     D   E              A
Rememberin' when, oh, oh rememberin' when. 

SOLO

Bm                       F#m                   E
There  was a time when I thought the world was mine. 
B                         F#m
But The world belongs to somebody else  
     D                   E
And I'm just standin' in line. 
A               D        E
I'm back on the street again, 
A                 D            E
Gotta stand on my own two feet again 
A                D            E
I'm walkin' that lonely beat again, 
            A     D   E              A
Rememberin' when, oh, oh rememberin' when. 

SOLO

A                  D  E
So I'm thinkin' of me again. 



A                  D         E
That's the way it's gonna be again. 

I'll just wait and I'll see til then, 

Rememberin' when, oh, oh rememberin' when. 
A               D        E
I'm back on the street again, 
A                 D            E
Gotta stand on my own two feet again 
A                D            E
I'm walkin' that lonely beat again, 
            A     D   E              A
Rememberin' when, oh, oh rememberin' when. 

From The Laurel Canyon Ramblers  "Back On The Street Again"
Sugar Hill Records 1998
Copyright Cherry Lane Music, ASCAP

1438. Back Pocket Money - Chords

Back Pocket Money
Recorded by Jimmy C. Newman
Written by Tom T. Hall

G                                    D7
My baby won't give me no back pocket money
                                            G
She's afraid I'll spend it on the girls downtown
                                       C
Front pocket money just the nickel and dime stuff
          G       D7         G
Sure cuts down on my running around
                          D7
Back pocket money holding cold cash
                                      G
Makes all the girls think I'm a fancy Dan
                                   C
Front pocket money won't make them girls smile
         G            D7                G
Oh and I wish I was a back pocket money man
                                            D7
Well a rooster ain't worth much if he can't crow some
                                              G
But my baby said leave all them little chicks alone
                                    C
So she won't give me no back pocket money
         G              D7                      G
Said I'd do much better doing all my crowing at home
Repeat #2
                    D7                G
Yeah I wish I was a back pocket money man
                    D7                G



Lord I wish I was a back pocket money man

1439. Back Porch

Dierks Bentley - Back Porch

[Verse 1]
Ain't no line around the corner, no security
No velvet rope, no dress code, everybody's VIP
You can wear your hat, dance in your bare feet
No credit card, no roll of cash, just BYOB

[Chorus]
Woah oh oh, chilling on a back porch
Little hottie swinging up in the swings
Them good old boys picking six strings
Woah oh oh, leave your trouble at the door
No cover charge, get in for free
No last call, let's party on a back porch
(Chilling on the back porch, oh yeah
Chilling on the back porch, oh yeah)

[Verse 2]
Got a tin roof on the top just in case it rains
Got a kiddy pool off the deck for those hot as hell days
Got beer on ice, all day all night
Now if that sounds like something you like come on

[Chorus][x2]

[Outro]
On a back porch
Little hottie swinging up in the swings
Them good old boys picking six strings
No cover charge, get in for free
No last call, so let's party on a back porch
See ya on the back porch

1440. Back Street Slide

Richard Thompson - Back Street Slide 

Those backstreet women, watch what you say
You turn your back and they slide away
They run next door, they give it all away
Doing the slide

The backstreet slide, the backstreet slide
They're gonna get you, dead or alive



Stab you in the back with a kitchen knife
Doing the backstreet slide
Do it all day, the backstreet slide

Gatemouth woman leaning on the fence
She's got no teeth, she's got no sense
You don't need much intelligence
Doing the slide

The backstreet slide, the backstreet slide
They're gonna get you, dead or alive
Stab you in the back with a kitchen knife
Doing the backstreet slide
Do it all day, the backstreet slide

Slide over here, slide over there
Spreading that scandal everywhere
Stab you in the back and they just don't care
Doing the slide

Now slander is a loving tongue
They speak your name to everyone
Never is a curse left unsung
Doing the slide

The backstreet slide, the backstreet slide
They're gonna get you, dead or alive
Stab you in the back with a kitchen knife
Doing the backstreet slide
Do it all day, the backstreet slide

The backstreet slide, the backstreet slide
They're gonna get you, dead or alive
Stab you in the back with a kitchen knife
Doing the backstreet slide
Do it all day, the backstreet slide

1441. Back To Back (We're Strangers) - Chords

Back To Back (We're Strangers)
Recorded by Johnny Duncan and June Stearns
Written by Marian Francis

F                  C              G7                  C
Back to back we're strangers turn around and let's be friends
                               F
You smile at me I smile at you each time we dance by
                          C                  D7                   G7
I can tell by the way she holds you like the one with me love has died
C                                      F
Let's introduce them to each other who knows where it might end
                   C              G7                  C
Back to back we're strangers turn around and let's be friends



        F                         C
Back to back we're strangers turn around and let's be friends
D7                          G7
Reverse the situation let a new thrill began
C                             F
Me wanting you you wanting me though why should we pretend
                   C              G7                  C
Back to back we're strangers turn around and let's be friends
Repeat #3
        F          C              G7                  C
Back to back we're strangers turn around and let's be friends

1442. Back To Back - Chords

Back To Back
Recorded by Jeanne Pruett
Written by Jerry McBee and Jeanne Pruett

C                  F               C
We should be happy just the way we are
                                F      C                 G7
We got a brand new house with a circle drive and a fancy car
             C        F          C
But furs and diamonds and a Cadillac  
                   F           C        G7      C
Don't mean a thing when you're sleeping back to back
            F                    C
You look at your wall I stare at mine
                    F       C                 G7
But we never really seem to say what's on our mind
                     C    F             C
We don't talk things over we ignore the facts
                         F         C        G7      C
That our love can't live when it's sleeping back to back
                              F                 C
When I fell in love with you  you didn't have a dime
                        F      C                G7
But we spent our nights making love not marking time
                   C       F              C
And I'd trade this mansion for a run down shack
                    F          C        G7      C
And a man who don't believe in sleeping back to back
Repeat #2

1443. Back To Bayou Teche

Back to Bayou Teche
The Flying Burrito Brothers



The wind tonight ain't all that cries
Leaves like tears fall outside
She knows I'm blowing with the season change
Looking at me and I hear her say:

Lay, chere, just a little bit longer
You'll be gone so long out West
Stay, chere, just a little bit longer
Do pass back to Bayou Teche

The wheel I turn ain't all that moans
Crossing this levee road alone
The gravel I bust and the dust I breathe
Won't shake her haunting words to me:

Lay, chere, just a little bit longer
You'll be gone so long out West
Stay, chere, just a little bit longer
Do pass back to Bayou Teche

The road I'm on ain't all that bends
My will is breaking down again
The Gulf of Mexico to Monterey Bay
Till I turn myself around I'm gonna hear her say:

Lay, chere, just a little bit longer
You'll be gone so long out West
Stay, chere, just a little bit longer
Do pass back to Bayou Teche

Lay, chere, just a little bit longer
You'll be gone so long out West
Stay, chere, just a little bit longer
And do pass back to Bayou Teche

1444. Back To Denver - Chords

Back To Denver
Recorded by George Hamilton IV
Written by Bobby Bond

C
Judy your breakfast was good 
I'd have me some more if I could
     F                      C
Your biscuits and love have filled me 
     F                  C
Your beautiful presents sustil me
       F                       C
You're treatin' me just like a king 
  F                       C
I know what tomorrow will bring
       F                    G7



That's kind of a comforting thing
    C
But sometimes I wish I was 
F                       C
Thumbin' my way back to Denver
     Dm                   G7
With nothin' to bother my mind 
    Dm                G7                   C
And nothin' ahead but blue sky highway and time
Your shutters you keep closed up tight 
You iron my shirts about right
    F                        C
The coffee and cake that you bring me
    F                             C
The songs and the rhymes that you sing me
    F                  C
Are nice but once in a while 
  F                        C
I wish you'd forget how to smile
    F                         G7
And though you intrigue me in style
Repeat #3

1445. Back To Dixie

Back To Dixie

I'm goin' down to the Cumberland River
In the state of Tennessee
Gonna walk the ground where I spent my childhood
I'm goin' back back to Dixie.

I spent my life a foot loose drifter
Like a gypsy is I'm a travelin' man
Can't find no place where I'm contented
Can't find no folks I understand

Ain't got no wife ain't got no family
At least that is I know about
And if I should die right where I'm standing
No one would know that I've checked out

Come drink my wine and take my coffee
You can have my beans they're in the can
I'm gonna go back to where I started
Gonna end my life a happy man.

1446. Back To Earth



Back To Earth

I guess my heart had settled back to her
I rode a dream so wild and free for all that dream was worth
But true love is both, a blessing and a curse
Today my heart just settled back to earth

Now I know just how you felt that night so long ago
For the dream for you had ended and you let me know
So I bounced from sky to sky, trying to keep the dream alive
But everything I did just made it worse
Yes, my heart just settled back to earth

Love created songs that I still sing
Love we knew still makes the rafters ring
Tonight I'll sing for everything I'm worth
For all the hearts that's settled back to earth

Songs our love created I still sing
Love we knew still makes the rafters ring
Tonight I'll sing for everything I'm worth
For all the hearts that's settled back to earth

Our song will never have a final verse
Our heart's just finally settled back to earth

1447. Back To God - Chords

Back To God
Recorded by Reba McEntire
Written by Dallas Davidson and Randy Houser

G           D7
Oh have you looked around have you heard the sound
           G                 D7
Of momma's cryin'  or do you turn away
                                      G
When you see the face of the innocent dyin'
         Bm                   A7  
In these darkest days are you not afraid
          G
That it's too late
          D7
You gotta get down on your knees believe
Fold your hands and beg and plead
              G
Gotta keep on praying
          D7
You gotta cry rain tears of pain
Pound the floor and scream His name
                        G  
Cause we're still worth saving
         Bm               A7
Can't go on like this and live like this



         G
We can't love like this
                                 D7
We gotta give this world back to God
Have you lost a love do you feel like givin' up
                    G                D7  
Has your heart been broken  are your kids okay
                                          G
Will they come home safe do you lie there hoping
        Bm              A7 
You can make a wish you knock on wood
            G
Oh it won't do no good
Repeat #2,3,2
Cause we're still worth saving
Can't go on like this and live like this
We can't love like this you can hope the best
Make a wish the only answer is
We give this world back to God
Oh give it back

1448. Back To Hancock County Tennessee - Chords

Back To Hancock County Tennessee 
Dailey & Vincent - Bill Emerson
 
[Verse]
    D
Hey Darren and I Been Thinking how this whole darn worlds been sinking you and I aint Noth
ing
      A
Like We Used to be   We Used To be like brothers now we hardly know each other its a sha
me
            A            D
How people change don't you agree
D
Remember when we traveled down the country road so gravel yeah the pickup truck just bar
ely
       G                                              D
fit to run   How the Dust and all the clatter sure did make the chickens scatter just two
          A               D
country boys out to have some fun
 
 
[Chorus]
D                                                 G              D               A
There was moonshine in the stills rabbits in the hills squirrels a barkin in the trees
D                          G                      D        A            D
hounds that run all night girls to hold me tight back in Hancock County Tennessee
 
 
[Solo]
D D D D / D D G G / G G D D / D A D D / D D



 
 
[Verse]
D
We had a time a sparking with good ole Sally Larkin what Sally taught us they don't teach in
A
country school   I'd give my last ten dollars just to be back in the hollers sipping on a jug
A                   D
of good ole mountain dew.    The times sure went passing and we ain't got time for laughing
D                                         G                                         D
Weve got more worries than our heads can hold.  before we're gone forever lets go have so
me
D                                   A            D
fun together like we did before we started growing old
 
 
[Chorus]
D                                                 G              D               A
There was moonshine in the stills rabbits in the hills squirrels a barkin in the trees
D                          G                      D        A            D
hounds that run all night girls to hold me tight back in Hancock County Tennessee
 
 
[Solo]
D D D D / D D A A / A A A A / A A D D / D D D D / D D G G/ G G D D/ D A D D  x2
 
 
[Chorus]
D                                                 G              D               A
There was moonshine in the stills rabbits in the hills squirrels a barkin in the trees
D                          G                      D        A            D
hounds that run all night girls to hold me tight back in Hancock County Tennessee

1449. Back To Jackson County

Back To Jackson County
Dailey & Vincent

Down by the fishin' hole
Was my favorite place to go
When I was just a kid
In that place that I call home
Where people smiled and waved
As they would pass you by
Oh how I miss that little place
That old hometown of mine

You could hear the whippoorwill calling
From the Cumberland River
Bullfrogs in the spring time
Crickets chirping in the holler
No question in my mind
It was the best years of my life



I'd like to go back
To the old homeplace of mine

You could smell Momma's cooking
As we gathered in thR kitchen
Nap time on the front porch
ThRn we'd do a little pickin'
God, church, family
And down home country music
That's how we lived our lives
At the old homeplace of mine

You could hear the church bells ringin'
Throughout town on Sunday mornin'
The noise on the tin roof
As the rain kept on a' pourin'
Horseback rides in summertime
And picnics on the riverside
That's what we did back then
In the Old homeplace of mine

I'd love to go back
To my home in Jackson County
The memories so sweet
Will forever live within me
Just to smell the honeysuckle vines
And to be with friends of mine
It takes me back in time
To the old homeplace of mine

Yeah I'd like to go back
To the old homeplace of mine

1450. Back To Jericho

I'm Going Back To Jericho
Doc Watson
(Trad. arr. and adapt. G. Carlton- Watson/Smithsonian Folkways Pub., BMI)

I'm goin' back to Jericho, sugar babe,
I'm goin' back to Jericho, sugar babe,
I'm goin' back to Jericho, and
I'm getting married 'fore I go, Sugar babe.

Never seen the like since I been born, sugar babe,
Never seen the like since I been born, sugar babe,
Never seen the like since I been born, 
Pickin' up sticks and parchin' corn, sugar babe.

What you gonna do when the meat comes in, sugar babe?
What you gonna do when the meat comes in, sugar babe?
What you gonna do when the meat comes in, 
Sit up in the corner with a greasy chin, sugar babe.



What you gonna do when the weather gets cold, sugar babe?
What you gonna do when the weather gets cold, sugar babe?
What you gonna do when the weather gets cold, 
Do like a ground hog, hunt me a hole, sugar babe.

I'm goin' back to Jericho, sugar babe,
I'm goin' back to Jericho, sugar babe,
I'm goin' back to Jericho, and 
I'm a-getting married 'fore I go, Sugar babe.

1451. Back To My Old Ways Of Living

Back To My Old Ways of Living
Johnny Williams

CHORUS : 
Now I'm back to my old ways of livin'  
Doin' things that I don t understand 
Caught myself tryin' to live the good life 
And be something more than what I am 
 
I once had a good job in a small town 
I made my living with my hands 
And something inside told me to ramble 
There's more-to-life to find a better plan 
So I walked out the door and headed down the road 
Down a highway I traveled once before 
It didn't seem to matter what I left behind 
I just didn't seem to care anymore 
 
CHORUS 
 
Many times now it seems I chose the wrong road 
And I've neglected, my loved ones so to say 
Looking back to see who might follow 
Look ahead to see who's in my way 
In the morning when I wake up feelin' low down 
And I can't figure out which way to go 
Instead of lookin' back, on mistakes I made 
I just seem to forget all that I've learned 
 
CHORUS

1452. Back To New Orleans - Chords

Back To New Orleans 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 



Intro:
A   C#m/A   D Dm  A
 
 
Verse:
A                        C#m/A
Pardon me sir, you got a dime? 
                      D   Dm           A
I'm trying to find my way back to New Orleans.
A                             C#m/A
Broke down and fallen on hard times,
                      D        Dm           A
I need just one kind favor to get back on my feet.
 
 
Chorus:
C#m                  D         A
Lost my ticket for a Greyhound bus, 
        D              A              E
when it left me in the dust and gone away.
C#m                       D       A           D          A   E
Man at the station says, "Boy get lost, start going your own way."
 
 
A                      C#m/A                   D
Im walking 40 days and nights under the Texas sun, 
       Dm             A
won't someone help me please?
A                        C#m/A
Pardon me sir, you got a dime?
                      D   Dm            A
I'm trying to find my way back to New Orleans.
 
 
A   C#m/A   D Dm  A
 
 
Verse:
I did my time in Baton Rouge, in Birmingham and Huston, too,
but all I ever see
Was weary faces just like mine, waiting in endless lines,
just'a trying to find a seat.
 
Chorus:
Lost their tickets for a Greyhound bus,
when it left them in the dust and gone away.
Now all they're asking is for you to help their cause,
'cause they're going a long way.
 
They're walking 40 days and nights under the Texas sun,
won't someone help them please?
Spare just a dollar or a dime,
they're trying to find their way back to New Orleans.
 
 
Harmonica Solo:
G   D   A



G   D   A
G   D   A
G   D   E
 
 
Verse:
We're walking 40 days and nights and only just begun
to reach our destiny.
Still got a long hill left to climb,
come on let's find our way back to New Orleans.
 
Outro:
              G    D   A
Come on let's find our way. 
            G    D   A
Come on and find our way.
              G    D   A
Come on let's find our way.
 
G   D   E
 
A   C#m/A   D Dm  A
A   C#m/A   D Dm  A
 
A~
 
 
The little fills you hear off of the A and E chords:
e/---0--0-----------0---/---0--0--------0------------------------------------/
B/---2-----(2)----3-----/---0-----0-------3----------------------------------/
G/---2--------2---------/---1-------1----------------------------------------/
D/---2------------------/---2------------------------------------------------/
A/---0------------------/---2------------------------------------------------/
E/----------------------/---0------------------------------------------------/

1453. Back To Old Smoky Mountain - Chords

Back To Old Smoky Mountain
Recorded by Gene Autry
Written by Hugh Cross

G         D7
There's a place I love so                    
G
I want the world to know           
D7                  Em
I'm always dreaming I'm always scheming 
A7                           D7
For the place that I want to go
G       C         G
Back to Old Smoky Mountain
C                            G
Back to that old hometown of mine    



D7                 G            E7
The birds in the trees and the honeybees
A7                       D7
Cling to the honeysuckle vine
G                C           G
There's a little girl that's waiting
C                              B7
Praying each night and day for me
E7                A7
Back to Old Smoky Mountain
D7                      G
Back to my home in Tennessee
D7
Ever since I left my home                     
G
Out in the world too roam             
D7             E7
I've been so lonesome oh so lonesome
A7              D7
For my mountain home

Repeat #2,3

1454. Back To The Barrooms

Back To The Barrooms
JD Crowe

   Now it's back to the barrooms
   Right back to drinkin' again
   Maybe someday you'll love me enough to stay with me
   And whisky won't be my best friend
   Now it's back to the barrooms again

Now the bartender knows me, he knows how you do me
And he knows why I'm back here again
He must be given a prize for his patience
For bartenders do understand
Now it's back to the barrooms again

With the loud music roarin', the bartender pourin'
My shaky legs tryin' to stand
It's over and over I've tried to stay sober
But, look what a failure I've been
Now it's back to the barrooms again

1455. Back To The Barrooms Again - Chords



Back To The Barrooms Again
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Merle Haggard and Dave Kirby
 
G                       C      G                      D7
Now it's back to the barrooms  right back to drinking again 
      G                      C
Maybe someday you'll love me enough to stay with me 
    G                       D7
And whisky won't be my best friend 
                                  G
But now it's back to the barrooms again 
  
                          C
The bartender knows me he knows how you do me 
    G                          D7
And he knows why I'm back here again 
G                    C
He should be given a prize for his patience 
      G                  D7
Cause bartenders do understand 
                             G
So it's back to the barrooms again 
  
                                C
With the loud music roaring the bartender pouring 
    G                       D7
And my shaky legs trying to stand 
     G                  C
It's over and over I've tried to stay sober 
    G                        D7
But look what a failure I've been 
                              G
Now it's back to the barrooms again 
 
Repeat #2

       D7                        G
Oh yes it's back to the barrooms again

1456. Back To The Carolinas

Back To The Carolinas
Seth Mulder & Midnight Run

Take me back to the Carolinas
I long to see my mountain home
Take me back to the Carolinas
Where I can rest no more to roam

I ran around the blue ridge mountains
Met the prettiest girl I'd ever seen
Spent our nights  neath swaying pine trees
I wanna go back to my mountain queen



Take me back to the Carolinas
I long to see my mountain home
Take me back to the Carolinas
Where I can rest no more to roam

I left her there in her little cabin
Promised her I'd she her soon
I'll be home before the harvest
And the dogwoods begin to bloom

Take me back to the Carolinas
I long to see my mountain home
Take me back to the Carolinas
Where I can rest no more to roam

I rambled round and lost her memory
Went out west and forgot her name
When I see those Rocky Mountains
I long to be back home again

Take me back to the Carolinas
I long to see my mountain home
Take me back to the Carolinas
Where I can rest no more to roam

1457. Back To The Country - Chords

Back To The Country
Marty Stuart - Back To The Country

(G)When I was a younger man,got lucky with a rock and roll band.
(G)Struck gold in Hollywood all that time i knew i would.
(D)Get back to the country(F)back where it all be(G)gan.
(D)Back to the country(F)back in the barn a(G)gain.

Now when we hit the road,big trucks and busses unload.
After the curtain falls,load up and then we all.
Get back to the country,back where it all began.
Yea back to the country back in the barn again.

1458. Back To The Country Roads

The Osborne Brothers - Back to the Country Roads 
(Richard Jarvis)

I can see the sadness in your eyes
Knowing that I'm goin' to leave
If I told you the reason you'd never understand



'Coz the truth you never could see.
So I'm goin' back to the country roads
Back where the tall corn grows
Back where the river's running free
Back where the air is clear back where I can hear
The whippoorwills sing me to sleep.
--- Instrumental ---
I've enjoyed the sweetness of your smile
And your soft touch that warms me when I'm cold
If you want me you can find me look down that country road
I'll be walking and looking for my soul.
So I'm goin' back to the country roads
Back where the tall corn grows
Back where the river's running free
Back where the air is clear back where I can hear
The whippoorwills sing me to sleep...

1459. Back To The Cross

Back To The Cross
Flatt & Scruggs

I'm out on the sea filled with sorrows
Tossed like a ship who ran ashore
I'm seeking the help of my saviour
By the way of the cross I must go

Back to the cross and to Jesus
Back to the cross I am called
I've drifted too far and I've wandered
From the saviour that once was my home

The sins of this world have overcome me
Have pushed and left me to roam
So I'm going to back to my saviour
Back to the cross and home

The joy of these life are too fleeting
And wrapped in troubles around
I've lost the church of the stranger
I've drifted too far from home

1460. Back To The Crossroads

Todd Snider - Back to the Crossroads

I've been lost for a while
I think I may be off by a million miles
But I'm gonna find my way



Back to the crossroads someday
And I'm gonna lay my soul in His hands

I asked directions back at the station
I had a feeling I could trust that guy
I was mistaken, now I got a feeling
That I'll be driving down this highway till the day that I die
Still I don't care even if I got to crawl
'Til I ain't got any knees at all
I'm gonna find my way
Back to the crossroads someday
And I'm gonna lay my soul in His hands
I'm gonna lay my soul in His hands

In His hands, in His hands
I'm gonna lay my soul in His hands, oh Lord
And gonna find my way someday, yes I am
In His hands, in His hands
I'm gonna lay my soul in Your hands, oh Lord
And gonna find my way back to the crossroads someday
And I'm gonna lay my soul in His hands

1461. Back To The Hills Of Home

Back To The Hills Of Home 
Carson Peters and Iron Mountain 

And the cold wind blows on the mountain high
I long to be by my baby's side
If I ever get back to the hills of home
I'll never leave no more to roam

I left my home and baby too
There's nothing more that I could do
I was heading for no certain place
Just from a past I couldn't face

And the cold wind blows on the mountain high
I long to be by my baby's side
If I ever get back to the hills of home
I'll never leave no more to roam

Life on the run has took its toll
Back to my home I long to go
To see my love once more so fair
I pray to God she'll still be there

And the cold wind blows on the mountain high
I long to be by my baby's side
If I ever get back to the hills of home
I'll never leave no more to roam

And the cold wind blows on the mountain high



I long to be by my baby's side
If I ever get back to the hills of home
I'll never leave no more to roam
If I ever get back to the hills of home
I'll never leave no more to roam

1462. Back To The One

Back to the One
Jim Hurst - Back to the One

[Verse 1]
I remember the day you left   why did you go?
Only to be lost in a world so cold
If I could only find you, here's what I'd do
I would ask you back to where love was true

[Chorus]
Back to the one, back to the one
Who loved you before you walked out the door
Someday you'll find you've changed your mind
Now it's time for you to run back to the one

[Verse 2]
Now I know the ways I feel, I let you down
But under neon lights, love won't be found
This house is where you left it, waiting for you
And our love like springtime flowers once morR will bloom
'Cause me minus you leavRs empty like I am today
Honey, don't you think it's time you found your way?

[Chorus]
Back to the one, back to the one
Who loved you before you walked out the door
Someday you'll find you've changed your mind
Now it's time for you to run back to the one

[Outro]
Now it's time for you to run back to the one

1463. Back To The Wall

Steve Earle - Back to the Wall

[Verse 1]
Sometimes in the evening
I start to get that feeling
Like I'm empty inside
I know I'm doing good now



But tonight I'm headed downtown
Down by the riverside
I sit underneath the freeway
With an old friend from the old days
And a bottle of wine
He used to call me "Big Time"
Said he knew someday that I'd shine
Said he'd seen all the signs

[Chorus]
Said, "Keep yourself to yourself
Keep your bedroll dry
And boy, you never can tell
What the shadows hide
Keep one eye on the ground
Pick up whatever you find
'Cause you've got no place to fall
When your back's to the wall"

[Verse 2]
He's getting old and it's showing
So I asked him how it's going
He said "I've seen better, I guess
I've been rained on, I've been frozen
But this here's the life I've chosen
If it just wasn't for the loneliness
Now this river suits me to a T
But if you're trying to raise a family
This ain't no place to be
There's a kid down by the dump there
Ought to be in grade school somewhere
Now he hangs out with me and I told him

[Chorus]
"Keep yourself to yourself
Keep your bedroll dry
And boy, you never can tell
What the shadows hide
Keep one eye on the ground
Pick up whatever you find
'Cause you've got no place to fall
When your back's to the wall"

1464. Back To The Wall - Chords

Back To The Wall
Steve Earl - Back To The Wall

Intro

e:-----------------------------------------------/
b:-5----3----3-2-2-----------5----3-----3-2-2----/
g:-2----2----2-2-2------2----2----2-----2-2-2----/



d:-2----2----2-2-2------2----2----2-----2-2-2----/
a:-0----0----0-0-0------0----0----0-----0-0-0-0--/
E:-------------------3~--------------------------/

After this the rythem guitar and the bass cuts in both playing the A note together and 
the same during the verse.

e:----------------------------------------------------/
b:-5----3----3-2-2------------------5----3-----3-2-2--/
g:-2----2----2-2-2------------------2----2-----2-2-2--/
d:-2----2----2-2-2------------------2----2-----2-2-2--/
a:-0----0----0-0-0-----0-3-0---0----0----0-----0-0-0--/
E:-------------------3-------3------------------------/

Verse:

while the bass and rythem is playing the A note, the lead guitar plays this

e:----------------------------------------------------/
b:-5----3----3-2-2------------------5----3-----3-2-2--/
g:-2----2----2-2-2------------------2----2-----2-2-2--/
d:-2----2----2-2-2------------------2----2-----2-2-2--/      X4
a:-0----0----0-0-0-----0-3-0---0----0----0-----0-0-0--/
E:-------------------3-------3------------------------/

Chorus:

Both guitars and bass plays this in the chorus

e:---------------------------------------------------/
b:---------------------------------------------------/
g:---------------2---2-2---2----7-5---2---2-2---2----/   X3
d:---------------2---2-2---2----7-5---2---2-2---2----/
a:------0-3-0----0---0-0---0----5-3---0---0-0---0----/
E:--0-3-------3--------------------------------------/

e:--------------------------------------------------/
b:--------------------------------------------------/
g:-----------------------2--------------------------/
d:---------------2-------2--------------------------/
a:------0-3-0----2-------0--------------------------/
E:--0-3-------3--0----------------------------------/

1465. Back Turn And Swing

Back Turn And Swing
Gillian Welch - Back Turn And Swing

Well the fiddler's up and bow is flyin'
Momma's in the kitchen and the bacon is fryin'
Boys can't dance, by God, they're tryin'
Every time they hear that call
Back turn and swing



Back turn and swing
Back turn and swing
Back turn and swing
All the girls jump up and the wine is pourin'
Dust comin' up 'tween the cracks in the floor an'
The old folks, they don't dance anymore
Unless you play somethin' slow
Back turn and swing
Back turn and swing
Back turn and swing
Back turn and swing
Well this corn come from Joe McMillan
It's better than all last year, my heavens
Not so sweet, it's fifty seven
That was a summer old
Back turn and swing
Back turn and swing
Back turn and swing
Back turn and swing
Well the fiddler's up and bow is flyin'
Momma's in the kitchen and the bacon is fryin'
Boys can't dance, by God, they're tryin'
Every time they hear that call
Back turn and swing
Back turn and swing
Back turn and swing
Back turn and swing

1466. Back Up Against The Wall - Chords

Back Up Against The Wall
Recorded by Travis Tritt
Written by James Cobb and Buddy Buie

G
I was dealin' up and down the highway 
                                 C
Till they caught me with a heavy load
     D7
They sentenced me to hard labor 
C                          G
Workin' on the side of the road
Now I don't deny I was guilty
                       C
And I know I broke the law
      D7
I was hungry and broke and couldn't see no hope 
       C                       G
And my back was up against the wall
Now I'm right outside of your window 
                         C
Honey open up and let me in
  D7



I broke out of jail this morning 
    C                        G
And I ain't never goin' back again
I just had to stop by for a minute 
                         C
And I can't stay long at all
      D7
Cause I gotta run you see I'm under the gun 
       C                      G
And my back is up against the wall
I was shackled to a three-time loser 
                  C
A man named Jefferson
    D7
One night we got to talkin' 
      C                   G
And I asked him what he'd done
He said a man fell over my razor 
                           C
In the middle of a barroom brawl
    D7
But don't you see it was him or me 
       C                       G
And my back was up against the wall
repeat #3,4,3,4
  D7
I gotta run you see I'm under the gun 
       C                      G
And my back is up against the wall
       D7
Yeah I gotta run you see I'm under the gun 
       C                      G
And my back is up against the wall

1467. Back Up And Push

Bill Monroe - Back Up and Push

Did you ever wonder about the riddle
What kind of spirit lives in a fiddle
Well, it's old Satan, right there a waiting
Or are you tuned with the angel band

Well, you back up and push
Back up and push
Back up and push
Back off of sin and let Glory in
You can't go wrong singing this song
Back up and push away

Now back up and push.

If you let the devil, play on your senses



Prepare to suffer the consequences
The foolish measure of the worldly pleasure
Can only drag you to the roaring fire

Well, you back up and push
Back up and push
Back up and push
Back off of sin and let Glory in
You can't go wrong singing this song
Back up and push away

1468. Back Up Grinnin' Again

Kathy Mattea - Back Up Grinnin' Again
(David Goodman)

There's a little love left in my heart
And it's lookin' for a place to go
It's a strong love, it's a sole survivor
Of the times I've been laid low
It's been turned down, cheated upon
Made a fool of now and then
But every time a little more loves comes knockin'
It's back up grinnin' again

Back up grinnin' again
Down for the count determined to win
I've seen enough heartache to break a man
But I'm back up grinnin' again

There's a glimmer of hope in your eye
Shinin' through a rainy day
Had a good love go bad on you baby
And it turned your blue eyes gray
Between us both we've cried enough tears
To rain for days on end
But if we get together we could change the weather
And come up grinnin' again

Back up grinnin' again
Down for the count determined to win
I've seen enough heartache to break a man
But I'm back up grinnin' again
There's a little love left in our hearts
And I bet a dollar tonight
A whole lotta happy's gonna come our way
When we turn out the light
We're a strong love, we're soul survivors
And we get it right now and then
So let's make a little more love to be sure
We get back up grinnin' again



1469. Back When Gas Was Thirty Cents A Gallon

Tom T Hall - Back When Gas Was Thirty Cents A Gallon

[Verse 1:]
Back when gas was thirty cents a gallon
America was young and strong and brave
Lord knows that I didn't have much money
And my old car had seen some better days
You were young and fresh as brand new roses
I was so in love and strong and brave

[Pre-Chorus:]
Back when gas was thirty cents a gallon
And love was only sixty cents away

[Chorus:]
I don't think I'd know you if I'd see
You I practice my forgettin' till it works
Back when gas was thirty cents a gallon
I didn't know the meaning of hurt

[Verse 2:]
Back when gas was thirty cents a gallon
And sweet magnolias line those country roads
We burned a tank of love most every weekend
And on work days I helped 'em fix the roads
My friends were many and our dreams were certain
Whoever thought we'd go our separate ways

[Pre-Chorus]
[Chorus]

1470. Back When Gas Was Thirty Cents A Gallon - Chords

Back When Gas Was Thirty Cents A Gallon
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

F                                C
Back when gas was thirty cents a gallon
G7                               C
America was young and strong and brave
F                                  C
Lord knows that I didn't have much money
G7
And my old car had seen some better days
F                                     C
You were young and fresh as brand new roses
G7                              C



I was so in love and strong and brave
F                                C
Back when gas was thirty cents a gallon
G7                            C
And love was only sixty cents away
  G7                              F    C
I don't think I'd know you if I'd s-ee you
F             C                  G7
I practice my forgetting till it works
F                                C
Back when gas was thirty cents a gallon
  G7                         C
I didn't know the meaning of hurt
F                                C
Back when gas was thirty cents a gallon
G7                                     C
And sweet magnolias line those country roads
F                                   C
We burned a tank of love most every weekend
G7
And on work days I helped 'em fix the roads
F                                        C
My friends were many and our dreams were certain
G7                                   C
Whoever thought we'd go our separate ways
F                                C
Back when gas was thirty cents a gallon
    G7                        C
And love was only sixty cents away
  G7                              F    C
I don't think I'd know you if I'd s-ee you
F             C                  G7
I practice my forgetting till it works
F                                C
Back when gas was thirty cents a gallon
  G7                         C
I didn't know the meaning of hurt
F                                C
Back when gas was thirty cents a gallon
    G7                        C
And love was only sixty cents away

1471. Back When It Was Easy

Back when it was Easy
(Steve Gulley, Tim Stafford)

Chorus
Back when it was easy, hard times passed by like the breeze
And livin' was something to do
Back when it was easy

Verse



Supper at seven, News at eleven
Three channels, one story to tell
Never paid much attention at all
The world wasn't big, I was just small

Verse
Now it's Dead ends and dead lines
Never enough time
Running a race I can't win
Life's not that hard at all
When it all brings me down I still recall

Chorus
Back when it was easy, hard times passed by like the breeze
And livin' was something to do
Back when it was easy

Chorus
Back when it was easy, hard times passed by like the breeze
Think it's time to go back there again
Back when it was easy

1472. Back When Ted Loved Sylvia

Nanci Griffith - Back When Ted Loved Sylvia

They both wrote poetry
In fact, that was how they met
He was a Yorkshire man in Cambridge
She was from Massachusetts

They spoke and they fell in love
They kissed and picked daffodils
She came across the ocean
Just to bid her heart goodbye

The hawk next to his goddess
They were glorious to see
Back when Ted loved Sylvia

Close friends disapproved
Said they ought to wait
They did not care with all that said
And married none the less

They traveled and they taught
A life of academia
Typewriters and cocktails
Angry verses and sad pleas

Dutiful wife and mother
The poet behind her man
Back when Ted loved Sylvia



The tempests that were howling
And tearing them apart
Were forces that had been in place
To wreck them from the start

So she stayed home with the kids
Collecting poems in a jar
He had his lectures and soon a mistress
And left her all alone

Why did she end it all?
Was he just to blame?
There's only two that know for sure
And neither one remain

I don't need an answer
I prefer to read between the lines
Back when Ted loved Sylvia
Back when Ted loved Sylvia

1473. Back When The Old Homeplace Was New

Tom T Hall - Back When The Old Homeplace Was New

Well the children come back to see the old homeplace
They don't see a thing that they like
The old well out back with its cool clear water don't fit into their style of life
The old gravel road that leads to the old homeplace gets dust on their new shiny cars
Well they didn't complain about nothing to do back when the old homepclace was new
Back when the old homepclace was new there was plenty to see and to do
But they can't remember and I ain't gonna tell 'em
Back when the old homepclace was new

( harmonica )

There's an old swimming hole about a half mile away
An old tire still swings from a tree
I've got an old jar full of lightening and bugs and a dogfishin' weren't just today
They can't get on line from my old telephone and I ain't got no cable TV
Oh we used to tell stories and some of them true
Back when the old homepclace was new
Back when the old homepclace...

( harmonica )

Well the toys they treasured are stashed in the attic except for a rusty old bike
There's a big ball of string in a drawer in the kitchen
They used to use flying their kites
There's a battered old can out there by the toolshed
An old can that they used to kick
They sit on the porch and they stare down the driveway
They just can't see living like this



Back when the old homepclace...

1474. Back When The Old Homeplace Was New - Chords

Back When The Old Homeplace Was New
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall
 
C                              F               C
Well the children come back to see the old homeplace 
                 G7              C
They don't see a thing that they like
                           F              C
The old well out back with its cool clear water 
               G7             C
Don't fit into their style of life
                         F                C
The old gravel road that leads to the old homeplace 
             G7              C
Gets dust on their new shiny cars
                          F                C
Well they didn't complain about nothing to do 
                  G7            C
Back when the old homeplace was new
     F                          C
Back when the old homeplace was new
                               G7
There was plenty to see and to do
    F                         C
But they can't remember and I ain't gonna tell 'em
                  G7            C
Back when the old homeplace was new
                             F                 C
There's an old swimming hole about a half mile away
                      G7            C
And an old tire still swings from a tree
                            F          C
I've got an old jar full of lightening bugs 
               G7                  C
And I just dug fishing worms yesterday
                       F               C
They can't get on line from my old telephone 
                G7        C
And I ain't got no cable TV
                               F            C
Oh we used to tell stories and some of them true
                  G7            C
Back when the old homeplace was new
Repeat #3
 
                            F              C
The toys they treasured are stashed in the attic 
             G7        C
Except for a rusty old bike



                                  F             C
There's a big ball of string in a drawer in the kitchen
                 G7           C
They used to use flying their kites
                               F                 C
There's a battered old can out there by the tool shed
                G7           C
An old can that they used to kick
                               F              C
They sit on the porch and they stare down the driveway
                    G7          C
They just can't see living like this
Repeat #3

1475. Back When We Were Beautiful

Emmylou Harris - Back When We Were Beautiful

I guess you had to be there
She said you had to be
She handed me a yellowed photograph
And then said, see?

This was my greatest love
My one and only love
And this is me
Back when we were beautiful
See

I don't feel very different
She said I know it's strange
I guess I've gotten used to
These little aches and pains

But I still love to dance
You know we used to dance
But night away
Back when we were beautiful
Beautiful, yes

I hated when they said
I'm aging gracefully
I fight it every day
I guess they never see
I don't like this at all
What's happening to me?

But I really love my grand kids
She said they're sweet to hold
They would have loved their grandpa
Those awful jokes he told

You know sometimes for a laugh



The two of us would act
Like we were old
Back when we were beautiful
Beautiful, beautiful, beautiful yes

But I guess you had to be there

1476. Back When We Were Young

Tom T Hall - Back When We Were Young

[Verse 1:]
Back when we were young, everybody came to see us
Everybody wanted to be us, back when we were young
We loved each other so all our friends told one another
And we even told each other, back when we were young
It was laughin', it was dancin'
It was cigarettes and bourbon play with kisses
It was alligator shoes and new blue suits
And anything that money wishes
It was sittin' up all night and waitin'
For the dawn to bring another wondrous day
It was holding hands and thinking
That tomorrow is a million years away

[Chorus:]
Back when we were young

[Verse 2:]
It was rolling seventh of a time
And thinking it was never ever gonna end
Back then we even thought of time itself
As being something as a passing friend
It was buyin' one another things
We didn't need and birthdays were so corny
Back then we even had some friends
Live as far away as California

[Chorus]

1477. Back When We Were Young - Chords

Back When We Were Young
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G                 C                       G
Back when we were young everybody came to see us
                    D7                      G    G7
Everybody wanted to be us back when we were young



                    C                           G
We loved each other so all our friends told one another
                      D7                      G
And we even told each other back when we were young
                                      C
It was laughin' it was dancin' it was cigarettes 
                     G
And bourbon flavored kisses
       D7
It was alligator shoes and new blue suits 
                        G
And anything that money wishes
                                        C
It was sittin' up all night and waitin' for the dawn 
                 G
To bring another wondrous day
       D7
It was holdin' hands and thinkin' 
                                 G
That tomorrow is a million years away
repeat #1
It was rollin' sevens every time 
    C                                G
And thinkin' it was never ever gonna end
     D7
Back then we even thought of time itself 
                                G
As bein' something of a passing friend
                                           C
It was buyin' one another things we didn't need 
                      G
And birthdays were so corny
     D7
Back then we even had some friends 
                    G
Live as far away as California
                  C    G
Back when we were young

1478. Back Where I Started - Chords

Back Where I Started 
Pressing Strings

[Verse 1]
C               G       D            Am
Like a little baby I'm back where I started
C           G        D
Never ever ever get enough
C             G               D       Am
Clock on the wall says I've barely departed
C         G              D
I never ever called your bluff



 
[Chorus]
        C        G       D
But this water is boiling over
      C       G      D
This oil is boiling now
C              G
Engine start stomp on my heart
D                     Am
Flat just like this parking lot
C   G           D
I never had a doubt/I Never had a shout
 
[Verse 2]
C                  G    D              Am
Well it's time to roll baby just like wind
C                  G              D                 Am
Money ain't got nothing on these places that you've been
C              G               D              Am
I'm headed straight for the central course mountains
      C            G              D
Send love to my family and my friends
 
[Chorus]
C                  G               D            Am
But this firebird screams to his lonely grown child
C                  G            D            Am
I never wanted nothing but for you just to smile and my
C                  G         D            Am
Hands they are tired and I wish they were not
C             G              D            Am
Millions of people tend to sing this sad song

1479. Back Where It's At - Chords

Back Where It's At
Recorded by George Hamilton IV
Written by Bobby Bond

C               Em
Lately it seems everything I see
F                                G7
Tells me life is movin' much too fast
    C                     Em
And underneath the strain folks don't act the same
    F                  G7            C
And if that's progress I'll take the past
      G7                              F                C
Gonna find a country road with grassy fields on either side
          G7                                     C
Gonna put on my boots and my jeans and a country hat
G7                                     F                 C
Sit by stream as the sun goes down and straighten out my mind



F                  G7                 C
Soothe my soul and go back where it's at
You can have your concrete cities 
            Em
And you can have your poison air
        F                                  G7
You can have your smoke a rolling from the stack
      C                      Em
Don't offer me your pity and don't you call me square
     F                   G7                     C
Just because I see where things have jumped the track
      G7                              F                C
Gonna find a country road with grassy fields on either side
          G7                                     C
Gonna put on my boots and my jeans and a country hat
G7                                     F                 C
Sit by stream as the sun goes down and straighten out my mind
F                  G7                 C
Soothe my soul and go back where it's at
Repeat last verse

1480. Back Where We Belong - Chords

Back Where We Belong
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Jim Rushing and Keith Sewell

G           A#7          C                               G
Feelin' low tension high that's the way things were last night
              A#7          C                   G
Compromise in short supply two hearts throwin' stones
                  A#7            C                             G
I swallowed pride called a truce stubbornness nearly cooked my goose
                      A#7                    C             G
I drew a queen when I burned the deuce we're back where we belong
C          A#7       F                C
Back where we belong now I know where we went wrong
                    A#7             F             C
Not enough weak and too much strong back where we belong
      A#7     F                       C
I can testify love can kiss the tears goodbye
                      A#7       F             C
You've been there and so have I back where we belong
               A#7            C                         G
Who's fault or who's to blame waste of time baby what a shame
                      A#7           C             G
There's no excuse for playin' games back where we belong
                A#7           C                  G
A soft caress a tender kiss I don't recall it as sweet as this
              A#7            C             G
Makin' up for what we missed back where we belong
C          A#7       F                C
Back where we belong now I know where we went wrong



                    A#7             F             C
Not enough weak and too much strong back where we belong
      A#7     F                       C
I can testify love can kiss the tears goodbye
                      A#7       F             C
You've been there and so have I back where we belong

1481. Back's Against the Wall - Chords

Chris Hillman - Back's Against the Wall

How can you tell if he's a worried man
       D           G            C           D
By the way that he walks by the way that he stands
     G           C            D      G 
He's working his way thru the family plan
C                                    D
Hands on the wheel he'll spin in the sand  ??
         G        C        D         G     
And they love him in their own small way
     D       G             C         D
The children listen to the songs he plays
    G        C          D     G
The past you just can't hide away
C                       C    D
A dream hangin on from yesterday
          G      C           D       G
When your back's against the wall tonight
        Em                 C      
And you won't surrender without a fight
G                D          Em
And it's so far past what's wrong and right
          C                  D      G
When your back's against the wall tonight

SOLO

D                                 C       G 
Oh what keeps you going thru the long dark night
Em                      Bm
What gives this man the will to survive
D                     C            G
And break on thru and make it all right 
          C                  D
When your back's against the wall
    G             C                D         G
So button up your coat against the cold cold wind
         D      G     C       D
Theres's no guarantte anybody wins
G                  C
Too much about the money
C   D              G   
Too much about the sin



     C                                       D
Your banking that the wheel will turn over again 
          G      C           D       G
When your back's against the wall tonight
        Em                  C   
And you won't surrender without a fight
G               D            Em
And it's so far past what's wrong and right
          C                  D    
When your back's against the wall 
          D                  C       G
When your back's against the wall tonight
        Em                  C
And you won't surrender without a fight
G           D               Em
And it's so far past what's wrong and right
          C                  D      G
When your back's against the wall tonight

1482. Backbone Job - Chords

Keith Whitley - Backbone Job

G                                     C7              G
WELL IM NOT LOOKIN FOR AN OCCUPATION, I JUST WANNA GO HOME
                                                    C7             G
THEYRE HOLDIN ME A TICKET AT THE GREYHOUND STATION, IM STILL PAYIN ON
  C7               G                    C7                       D
I NEVER LEARNED TO SELL FOLKS NOTHIN, I WASNT RAISED TO STEAL OR ROB
                G           C D G
IM LOOKIN FOR A BACKBONE JOB

CHORUS:
      C                      C7
I CAN PICK AND SHOVEL, I CAN HANG DRYWAYLL
        G                         D         G
SWING A NINE POUND HAMMER, PULL A CROSS-CUT SAW
   C                  C7
A POST-HOLE DIGGER OR BARBWIRE STRAND
  D                       C
I DONT MIND WORK, BUT IM A BACKBONE MAN

SOLO

IM NOT DUMB BUT I AINT BEEN TO COLLEGE, I NEVER GOT THE FIRST DEGREE
AND NOW-A-DAYS EVERYBODY'S MAKIN A LIVIN, TAPPIN ON THE T.V. SCREEN
NOW IM DOWN ON A MANS WHITE COLLAR, I DONT MEAN TO BE A SNOB
IM JUST-A LOOKIN FOR A BACKBONE JOB

REPEAT CHORUS

WELL IM NOT LOOKIN FOR AN OCCUPATION, I JUST WANNA GO HOME
THEYRE HOLDIN ME A TICKET AT THE GREYHOUND STATION, IM STILL PAYIN ON



I NEVER LEARNED TO SELL FOLKS NOTHIN, I WASNT RAISED TO STEAL AND ROB
IM LOOKIN FOR A BACKBONE JOB

1483. Backing To Birmingham

Backing To Birmingham
Lester Flatt & Earl Scruggs

Read an ad in Chicago's Sunday paper
Help wanted, semi driver needed bad
I walked in I said I'd like to see the foreman
I told him all the experience that I had
Said son you're just the man I needed
Handed me the keys and shook my hand
He pointed to the truck and said I'll see you
Take that load of steel to Birmingham

Chorus
Well I finally got inside and got it started
Put it into gear and started backing up
Tried every way to get it going forward
Oh, but I ain't never drove a big old truck
Well it wasn't easy backing through the traffic
And I'll bet I'm the first truck driving man
That ever left Chicago in a semi
And backed it all the way to Birgingham

Well the police pulled me over down in Nashville
What do you think you are doing, I just smiled
I said I just got tired of going forward
And I thought I'd drive it backwards for a while
I backed it in a truck stop and said fill it
And check the oil it probably needs a can
Oh, he said tell me which way are you backing
I said I'm backing south to Birmingham

Well, there must be a button on here somewhere
That I can push to turn this thing around
Well I can make it fine out in the country
But I sure have trouble getting through the town
But if I keep it up I'll finally make it
And I'll bet I'm the first truck driving man
That ever left Chicago in a semi
And back it all the way to Birmingham

1484. Backlash Love Affair

Richard Thompson - Backlash Love Affair 



An iron maiden stole my heart away-o black day
Her siren songs seemed to call to me-o destiny
She spat her thrash metal lyrics right into my mind
The stage thundered and the
Smoke bombs made me blind
She sang, Hello, Liebchen, wollen Sie ein Jig-a-jig, nein?

She says, left, right, right, left
Come on Joe, don't be slow
Up, down, down, up
Come on Joe, time to go
In, out, out, in
Do it if you love me Joe
I know it's art for art's sake
But how much more can I take
What's my share of this backlash love affair

Her hair extensions down to her knees, what a tease
She got tattoos everywhere you look she's a comic book
Why she goes for my type I'll never understand
She's so demure when we promenade hand in hand
And when we get back home she
Let's me know she's in command

She says, left, right, right, left
Come on Joe, don't be slow
Up, down, down, up
Come on Joe, time to go
In, out, out, in
Do it if you love me Joe
I know it's art for art's sake
But how much more can I take
What's my share of this backlash love affair

Those iron maidens, cool as a marble slab
They wrap around you and the cold knives cut and stab
I can't live my life as someone else's shish kebab

She says, left, right, right, left
Come on Joe, don't be slow
Up, down, down, up
Come on Joe, time to go
In, out, out, in
Do it if you love me Joe
I know it's art for art's sake
But how much more can I take
What's my share of this backlash love affair

1485. Backrooms Of My Mind

Backrooms Of My Mind - Hot Buttered Rum

Well I once knew a girl



Who could fly around the world
In seven seconds flat.
And like a fool I chased her
But I couldn't quite keep up.
Tell me lord who could with a girl like that?
So I'm askin' -

Where is my love, oh sweet stars?
Where can she be?
For she's the one I truly have to find.
For at night she comes to me in dreams,
And in the day
I hear her callin' from the backrooms of my mind.

I once knew a gypsy queen
Who played her tambourine.
She set every man to dancin' who came near.
I asked her to be my bride
But she just smiled and shook her head
She said, "I don't ring my bells for just one man to hear."
So I'm askin' -

Where is my love, oh sweet stars?
Where can she be?
Is she up there just a hidin' behind the moon?
For at night I am so lonesome,
All I got here by my side
Is one lonesome song comin' from my mind's backrooms

1486. Backside Of Thirty - Chords

Backside Of Thirty
Written and recorded by John Conlee

C                         F          G7
Making money at 30 with a wife and a son       
C                       D7          G7
Then a short 5 years later  it all comes undone      
C                          F          G7
She's gone back to mama with the boy by her side        
C                           G7         C
Now I'm wine drunk and running with them on my mind            
F                      C
I'm on the backside of thirty and back on my own   
E7                    F           G7
An empty apartment don't feel like a home      
F                      C
On the backside of thirty the short side of time                        
G7         F
Back on the bottom with no will to climb 
C                              F              G7
It's dawn Monday morning and I just called in sick          
C                   D7                 G7



I skipped work last Friday to drink this month's rent    
C                        F            G7
And when my friends ask me I tell 'em I'm fine       
C                           G7         CB
ut my eyes tell the story that my lies can't hide 

Repeat # 2 & 3

1487. Backslider's Prayer - Chords

Backslider's Prayer
Recorded by Ty England
Written by Bob Regan and Mark D. Sanders

G                                               Am             A7
He said I know this ain't the time or place but Lord I need to talk
     C                                    G
In a business suit in a corner booth in a crowded little restaurant
                              A7
We all tried not to listen we all tried not to look
      C                                    D7
But a whole room full of customers and the waitress and the cook
    Em                   C                       G
All stopped what we were doin' when he bowed his head
        Em               C             D7
In that silence we heard every word he said
          G                   C           D7             G
I've been tryin' to do things my way down here on life's highway
C                G              D7
Slippin' slidin' sideways tween no way and nowhere
           G               C       D7                 Em
If I could only gain a foothold up there on your high road
D7      C           G               C            G
Lord if you hear me help me I'll do anything you tell me to
C               G                 D7           G
All I've got to offer you is this backslider's prayer
                                               Am                A7
Well the waitress made the first move when she filled his coffee cup
    C                                       G
She said you ain't alone here mister you're speakin' for the rest of us
                                   A7
I heard some scattered amens and a couple of I've been there's
     C                             D7
Then things got back to normal the dishes and the silverware
     Em              C                       G
Were clangin' in the kitchen like an angel's band
     Em               C                 D7
As I took my place in line to shake his hand
repeat #2 Cause I've been
D7         G               C       D7                 Em
If I could only gain a foothold up there on your high road
D7      C           G               C            G
Lord if you hear me help me I'll do anything you tell me to



C               G                 D7           G
All I've got to offer you is this backslider's prayer

1488. Backslider's Wine

Jerry Jeff Walker - Backslider's Wine

[Verse 1]
As the rain ruins my alibi
I'm down to telling you my red-eyed mind
It's not the sun-bright path that calls me from my home
It's just that fine backslider's wine

[Chorus]
My momma sings out in my memory:
"Oh Son, don't wear no black eye shine
"Fight for your rights but don't just fight for right
"Do not drink backslider's wine"

[Verse 2]
But I took myself for a strong and loving soul
'Til I found my skill face-down on the bar room floor
Crying "My God, what have they with me?"
I dare not drink backslider's wine no more

[Chorus]
My momma sings out in my memory:
"Oh Son, don't take no black eyed shine
"Fight for your rights but don't just fight for right (Fight for rights)
"Do not drink backslider's wine"
No, do not drink backslider's wine

1489. Backstage Pass

Chris Hillman - Backstage Pass

Ten feet away from the judgment day
Ten feet away from the runway
Tell your girlfriend there's a party in town
And she can come and she can stay

I've been a hotel room and a day on the road
I've been a stone for ev'ry hole in the road
Hey O', there's a stage for ev'ry star in the show
And there's a star for ev'ry stage

Ten feet away from the stage she can stand
Hey O', do you know if she'll think that it's grand
Ten feet away she has the stage in her hands



Hey O', does she know that she's a star in the show 

Hey O' 
(Hey O')
Hey O' 
(Hey O')
Hey O'

There was a girl in California they say
She sold her ticket to ride and then she gave it away
She only wanted someone coming her way (Oooh)
Never the one (Never the one) is coming to stay 

Ten feet away from the stage she can stand
Hey O', do you know if she'll think that it's grand
Ten feet away she has the stage in her hands
Hey O', does she know that she's a star in the show

Hey O' 
(Hey O')
Hey O' 
(Hey O')
Hey O'
(repeat)

1490. Backwards And Forwards

Backwards And Forwards
Junior Sisk - Backwards And Forwards

[Verse 1]
'Round and around in a circle we go
Where we will wind up, nobody knows
One stinkin' lover, and one stinkin' friend
Tips backwards and forwards, and backwards again

[Chorus]
We'll never know what the future will hold
If the story's never told
Everything ending before it begins
Backwards and forwards, and backwards again
Backwards and forwards, and backwards again

[Verse 2]
You come to see me, but I'm down in town
I tried to reach you, but you're not around
One's going crazy while one's doing fine
Day will be coming when we're out of time

[Chorus]
We'll never know what the future will hold
If the story's never told
Everything ending before it begins



Backwards and forwards, and backwards again
Backwards and forwards, and backwards again

[Verse 3]
We seem to find love just when it's gone
No one can hold on like this for too long
Writing a love song nobody sings
Playing a game where nobody wins

[Chorus]
We'll never know what the future will hold
If the story's never told
Everything ending before it begins
Backwards and forwards, and backwards again
Backwards and forwards, and backwards again
We'll never know what the future will hold
If the story's never told
Everything ending before it begins
Backwards and forwards, and backwards again
Backwards and forwards, and backwards again

1491. Backwards With Time

Backwards With Time
Avett Brothers

Folk always told me that my heart would grow
The older the man, yeah, the stronger the stone
Am I losing my mind?
Am I growing backwards with time?
Some say with age that a purpose comes clear
I see the opposite happening here
Are we losing the fight?
Are we growing backwards with time?
I was young and love was fun
Now it's so serious
Now all the fun has equal pain
There's something wrong with this
For all I know there's more I don't
Oh the little I have learned
For every year of knowledge gained
Is a negative year I've earned
Folk always told me that my heart would grow
The older the man, yeah, the stronger the stone
Am I losing my mind?

1492. Backwater Blues



Uncle Dave Macon
Backwater Blues

Backwater's up and the people are running
I'm going up mountains, I'm a-going hunting
Fare you well along, my little darling
Lord, Lord, I ain't that gone

Oh, my love, lonesome road
Oh, my love, lonesome wood

Well, I love you, and you can't help it
You love me and won't confess it
No, you don't know, my darling
Lord, Lord, I ain't that gone

Two little children lying in the bed
The water was rising over their head
Their mother was uptown, but never was found
Lord, Lord, wasn't that sad?
Oh, how bad
Oh, how bad

Oh, my love, lonesome road
Oh, my love, lonesome wood

I heard a man talking to a fRller
Water was a-rising in his cellar
Rising morR, coming through the floor
Lord, Lord open the door
Nashville is my favorite town
Backwater's got us running around
Lord have mercy, ain't that gone
Lord, Lord, favorite town

Oh, my love, lonesome road
Oh, my love, lonesome wood

Oh, my love, lonesome road
Oh, my love, lonesome wood

1493. Backwoods Barbie - Chords

Backwoods Barbie
Written and recorded by Dolly Parton

G                                C
I grew up poor and ragged just a simple country girl
G                                               D7
I wanted to be pretty more than anything in the world
     C                           G              C
Like Barbie or the models in the Fredrick's catalog
                    G            D7              G
From rags to wishes in my dreams I could have it all



    C                                G
I'm just a backwoods Barbie too much makeup too much hair
C                                    G                 D7
Don't be fooled by thinking that the goods are not all there
C                               G             C
Don't let these false eyelashes lead you to believe 
                    G               D7             G
That I'm as shallow as I look cause I run true and deep

                               C
I've always been misunderstood because of how I look
G                                                 D7
Don't judge me by the cover cause I'm a real good book
   C                          G               C
So read into it what you will but see me as I am
                  G              D7             G
The way I look is just a country girl's idea of glam

    C                            G
I'm just a backwoods Barbie in a push-up bra and heels
C                           G                   D7
I might look artificial but where it counts I'm real
C                                      G                  C
And I'm all dolled up and hoping for a chance to prove my worth
                   G        D7                 G
And even backwoods Barbie's get their feelings hurt

    C                                G
I'm just a backwoods Barbie too much makeup too much hair
C                                    G                 D7
Don't be fooled by thinking that the goods are not all there
C                              G                    C
Yes I can see where I could be misjudged upon first glance
                   G        D7               G
But even backwoods Barbie's deserve a second chance

    C                G           D7           C
I'm just a backwoods Barbie just asking for a chance
                 G
Just a backwoods Barbie

1494. Backwoods Boy

Backwoods Boy
Josh Turner - Backwoods Boy

Woke up at 5 am, put on my camouflage
Wiped off my. 243 and fired up my dodge
Headed out to my old deerstand back in the pines
Gonna get me a ten point buck with 11 inch tines, yeah

Settled in, hiddin from the wind, waitin on the sun



You might end up being my supper if you get in the way of my gun
It's so still I can hear the train from ten miles away
If I'm here eight hours from now it'll be ok, yeah

Cause I'm a backwoods boy
Grew up on a dirt road
I'm a backwoods boy
With no better place to go
Waitin' on a deer, wishin' on a star
I'll always be true to my heart
Cause I'm a backwoods boy
I'm a backwoods boy

Sittin' on the back of Lynches
River with a little campfire
Sleepin' on the ground, diggin'
The sound of a backwoods choir
Talkin to the man in the moon
Way up in the sky
He told me to let my worries
Roll on by

Cause I'm a backwoods boy
Grew up on a dirt road
I'm a backwoods boy
With no better place to go
Waitin' on a deer, wishin' on a star
I'll always be true to my heart
Cause I'm a backwoods boy
I'm a backwoods boy

1495. Bad Again

Richard Thompson - Bad Again 

I thought you liked me so I got bolder
You seemed to like the little things I told you
Then you turned round, I got the old cold shoulder
Babe, you didn't give me no warning

I thought you cared from the way you kissed
Must be a signal that I missed
When did reality start to twist
Babe, you didn't give me no warning

Now I'm bad again, I'm bad again
I must have done something but I don't know when
I'm bad again, I'm bad again
Maybe you'll love me in the morning

The table's set and it's time to dine
A little soft music, a little French wine
You talk about your mother, dear, all the time



And I can't stop myself yawning

I put a TV in the doghouse and my favorite chair
I spend so much of my time in there
I'm guilty of some dark deed somewhere
Babe, you didn't give me no warning

Now I'm bad again, I'm bad again
I must have done something but I don't know when
I'm bad again, I'm bad again
Maybe you'll love me in the morning
Maybe you'll love me in the morning

I thought you liked me so I got bolder
You seemed to like the little things I told you
Then you turned round, I got the old cold shoulder
Babe, you didn't give me no warning

Now I'm bad again, I'm bad again
I must have done something but I don't know when
I'm bad again, I'm bad again
Maybe you'll love me in the morning

Yes I'm bad again, I'm bad again
I must have done something but I don't know when
I'm bad again, I'm bad again
Maybe you'll love me in the morning
Maybe you'll love me in the morning

1496. Bad Angel

Dierks Bentley - Bad Angel

[Chorus]
Bad angel, get off of my shoulder
Bad angel, let me be
I'm standing at the cross roads
Of Temptation and Salvation Street

[Verse 1]
I woke up bound and determined
That I would not light it up today
But one drag would stop my shaking
Right now I could go either way

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]

[Miranda Lambert]
Well the cap is on the bottle
And the bottle is on the shelf
Should I take it or leave it?



Honey, how am I going to help myself?

[Chorus]

[Verse 3

[Jamey Johnson]
Well I know I should not gamble
Cause I can't afford to lose
She'd hang me from the rafters
Put the laces in my old working shoes

[Chorus][x2]

1497. Bad Bad Day - Chords

Bad Bad Day
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written and Don Gibson

C                           G7
It's been a bad bad day for me
                F           C
It's been a sad sad day for me
                                  F
My baby left went her way now I'm left here to pay
                G7          C
It's been a bad bad day for me
                              G7
It's been a dark dark day for me
              F                    C
The sun won't shine on my blue misery
                            F
Tears are falling like rain only sorrow remains
                G7          C
It's been a bad bad day for me
G7                      C
Everywhere I go trouble greets me
G7                                 C
Sorrow seems to know just where to meet me
D7                           G7
Why oh why does this old day deceive me
D7                                      G7
Wish my love would please come back and greet me
            C               G7
It's been a bad bad day for me
                F                       C
There's nothing left but an old used to be
                               F
And it sure does get old being left in the cold
                G7          C
It's been a bad bad day for me
Repeat #3,4



                G7          C
It's been a bad bad day for me

1498. Bad Bad Leroy Brown - Chords

Bad Bad Leroy Brown
Recorded by Mel Street
Written by Jim Croce

G                                      A7
Along the south side of Chicago is the baddest part of town
           B7                C                  D7                  G
And if you go down there you better beware of a cat man named Leroy Brown
                              A7
Now Leroy he means trouble he stands bout six foot four
        B7                       C                     D7                 G
All the downtown ladies call him Treetop Lover and the gentlemen call him sir
                             A7
He's bad bad Leroy Brown the baddest man the whole darn town
B7                   C        D7                     G
Badder than old King Kong and meaner than a junkyard dog
                                 A7
Now Leroy he's a gamblin' man he likes his flashy clothes
   B7                 C                   D7                   G
He likes to wave that big diamond ring in front of everybody's nose
                                     A7
He's got a custom Continental and an Eldorado too
              B7            C                   D7           G
You'll find a 32 gun in his pocket son he got a razor in his shoe
Repeat #2
                            A7
Well Friday bout a week ago Leroy was shootin' dice
           B7                    C
And at the edge of the bar sat a gal named Betty
D7                       G
And ooh that girl looked nice
                                       A7
Well he cast his eyes upon her and the trouble soon began
    B7              C                          D7                G
Ol' Leroy learned a lot about foolin' with the wife of a jealous man
Repeat #2
                                                A7
Well the two men took to fightin' and when they pulled them from the floor
B7                  C                    D7               G
Leroy looked like a jigsaw puzzle with a couple of pieces gone
Repeat #2 x2

1499. Bad Day For The Blues - Chords



Bad Day For The Blues
Recorded by David Ball
Written by David Ball and Tommy Polk

G                          C
The sun is comin' up its a brand new day
D7                                 G
Warm winds are blowin' my troubles away
               C
She loves me I love her too
    D7                             G
Its lookin' like a bad day for the blues
                            C
That old dark cloud finally rolled on by
D7                  G
Misery has gone goodbye
                      
Woke up and hit the road
           C
That's all they could do
    D7                             G
Its lookin' like a bad day for the blues
         C                         G
Yeah its lookin' like a bad day to weep and moan
D7                         G
Lookin' like true love has finally come along
   C                          G
My heart his higher than that Whippoorwill
         D7
Than the tallest tree on the highest hill
G                           C
There ain't a cloud hangin' in my sky
D7                            G
Lonely days finally rolled on by
                             C
Just like the weatherman I'm tellin' you
    D7                             G
Its lookin' like a bad day for the blues
Repeat #3,4

1500. Bad For You

The Steeldrivers - Bad For You

Lookie here what's caught in my smoke
Tryin' to play it off like I don't know
Thinkin' 'bout love, thinkin' you can handle me
Ooh, little girl, ain't your momma ever warned you?
I's a full-grown man the day you were born
Yeah, you're definitely a little too naive

'Cause I'm bad for you
I'll put the hurt on you
Like a midnight, all night



Blowin' through the crossin' lights
Don't mean nothin' to a bullet train
If you know what's good for you
You'll step aside and let me roll on through
'Cause I'm bad for you

You want your tender heart,
Go all to hell and back
You wanna fall apart?
Baby, I'm good at that
Think you can hang, girl?
I'm pretty sure you can't
And ain't it kind of me to tell you the truth?

I'm bad for you
I'll put the hurt on you
Like a midnight, all night
Blowin' through the crossin' lights
Don't mean nothin' to a bullet train
If you know what's good for you
You'll step aside and let me roll on through
'Cause I'm bad for you

I'm bad for you
I'll put the hurt on you
Like a midnight, all night
Blowin' through the crossin' lights
Don't mean nothin' to a bullet train
Like too many cigarettes
Too many shots of that whiskey
It'll get ya
If you know what's good for you
You'll step aside and let me roll on through
'Cause I'm bad for you

I'm bad for you
(Oh, baby, I'm bad for you)
I'm bad for you
(Oh, honey, I'm bad)
I'm bad for you
(Oh, baby)
I'm bad for you

1501. Bad Girl

Jerry Jeff Walker - Bad Girl

Jerry Jeff Walker
Hey let me tell you 'bout a girl I know
Billie Courntey, she's the belle of Bandera, Texas
Let me tell you 'bout a girl I know back there in my hometown
She's the kind I like to go dancing with when the sun goes down
One time she rode her horse into the cowboy bar



She mostly like to go camping underneath the stars
She's got a reputation as a girl who likes to go to far
Chorus;
She ain't a bad girl, she likes to do bad things
She ain't a wild child, she just takes wild flings
She really isn't nothing but her daddy's girl
Who grew up kind of horsy in a cowboy world
Just when you think you know her
She turns around and goes her own way
There's thing about the girl I like and things about her I don't lik
I know she got divorced and had to pack 'er up and move back home
I know she loves to cook and sew up her own things
And though she's separated, wears her wedding ring
There's time she stays out all night, but mostly she goes home alone
Chorus
She got a hickey on her neck, but what the heck she's flesh and blood
Now telling me she's sexy just like telling Noah about the flood
I know her voice is husky on the telephone
I know she loves to drive fast and sing Elvis songs
She says sleazy don't mean easy, buddy back off when you're coming on
Chorus
Just when you think you know her, she turns around and goes her own way
Just when you think you know her, she turns around and goes her own way

1502. Bad Habit Blues

Bad Habit Blues- Deadly Gentlemen
(G. Liszt, inspired by the Cocaine Habit Blues, public domain)

Daylight in the downtown,
Feels so plain,
So I'm going to find my gal,
She deals cocaine,
I buy from my baby,
It's becoming a habit,
Anytime you got it
I'll be coming to grab it,
I'm ready to get lifted into glory victorious,
Believe in heaven and those storied euphorias,
Give me the sinful life,
Where night be the day,
I want to go young
I'm thinking it might be the way.

Times are tough but they go on,
I'm down now but I won't be so long.
Oh. No.

Out of the gate like a stallion at a racing track,
To the mountain to the valley and to space and back,
I've got a one-way ticket,
And I'm flying too quickly,
But it's tough to kick it,



It's trying to trick me,
Meddling in my brain,
Playing a mind game,
It told me that it would kill me,
But it gave no timeframe,
So I'm back,
Coming around the corner,
High on cocaine,
Loping and feeling no pain,

Times are tough but the burden light,
Times are tough but I'm a bird in flight.

I'm coming up and around the corner high,
I've been up and I've been down,
And a guy's born to die,
But every time I cross that uptown boundary,
Some beat cop billy club's
Up and down pounding me,
If you're going to help me be real cautious,
Things I do make me feel nauseous,
I wake up in the day feeling broken and bad,
But there's bourbon in the bottle and the coke in the bag.

Times are tough but they go on,
I'm down now but I won't be so long,
Times are tough but the burden light,
Times are tough but I'm a bird in flight.

1503. Bad Idea - Chords

Bad Idea 
The Devil Makes Three

[Intro]
B    E
F#   E F#
 
[Verse 1]
 
B                     E
Tears in the ocean, alone there out at sea
     F#                        E             F#
We always were so stupid and so stubborn, you and me
B                                      E
We were drinking all that poison hoping someone else would die
          F#                E            F#
Throwing water on our faces pretending we could cry
B                           E
We'd roll out with the river learn to hate the shore
    F#                               E               F#
Our legs could not sit sturdy on the ground there anymore
B                                 E



We were leaning on the slack ropes waiting for a fight
   F#                    E                   F#
Pretend in total darkness underneath hospital lights
 
[Chorus]
 
B    G#m C#                 F#
Bad idea, you know I had to do it
        B    G#m C#  F#    B
Another bad idea all over again
 
[Verse 2]
 
B                         E
Bait inside the bear trap somebody's gonna lose a limb
   F#                             E             F#
Washing up like wreckage why don't you go ruin him?
        B                       E
He can have your marching orders lose his appetite
   F#                           E               F#
We've all got our ankles best to keep 'em out of sight
         B                              E
You left lies up on my doorstep lined up like dominoes
   F#                                E             F#
Fell into the arms of a stranger and forgot to wear your clothes
          B                    E
Well the devil's in the pulpit Joe ain't in the grave
        F#                                 E            F#
Singing sweet songs of surrender while the way is being paved
 
[Chorus]
 
B    G#m C#                 F#
Bad idea, you know I had to do it
        B    G#m C#  F#    B
Another bad idea all over again
       G#m C#       B
Yes it is, it's all over again
 
[Solo]
 
G#m C#
G#m C#
G#m C#
F# G
 
[Bridge]
 
E
Not enough water in the clouds I cannot get my fill
  B
I used to find salvation in these tiny little pills
       C#
Time to bore out that cylinder buy a bigger shell
           F#                        G
It'll be like family reunion when we all meet up in hell
 



[Chorus]
 
B    G#m C#                 F#
Bad idea, you know I had to do it
        B    G#m C#  F#    B
Another bad idea all over again
      G#m  C#  B
Yes it is all over again
      G#m  C#  B
Yes it is all over again
 
 
End on B

1504. Bad Influence - Chords

Bad Influence
Armchair Boogie

[Intro]
 
C G x4
 
[Verse 1]
 
    C
I'm drunk, and I guess
           G
that I was hoping, you'd be my ride
  C
I know Id' done you bad
          G
But I was looking for a second chance
       D             C
Second chance second chance
N.C.                       G
I aint getting anywhere tonight
            C
It turns me on, you wear my hat
          G
and drive around that beat up van
   C
tattoos fired up your arms
      G
at my soul on fire
           D               C
fire in my soul fire in my soul
N.C.                      G
I aint getting anywhere tonight
 
[Chorus]
   G  G/E  C  C/E       G             D           G
Oh honey      I can see why you don't hang around me



  G  G/E  C  C/E       G         D       G
I know       I'm a bad influence on your soul
  G                      C
I know you don't like my ways
           G                   D
You say my life will end in gunsmoke
    G         G/B        C     C/E                  G         D             G
I'm robbing a bank this Friday night and you're the best damn driver that I know
 
C G x4 G
 
[Solo]
C G
C G
D C G
 
[Verse 2]
          C                        G
I think I pissed off the wrong 'sumbitch
       C                         G
And it must have been all that whiskey
         D                C
All that whiskey all that wine
N.C.                    G
I aint getting anywhere tonight
 
       C                                           G
Well i bend in third you can have my word with the law man on my tail
         C                                       G
I spent three damn days in this cheverlet, not a shower not a shave
        D             C
Looking back, look at me
N.C.                      G
I aint getting anywhere tonight
 
 
 
[Chorus]
   G  G/E  C  C/E       G             D           G
Oh honey      I can see why you don't hang around me
  G  G/E  C  C/E       G         D       G
I know       I'm a bad influence on your soul
  G                      C
I know you don't like my ways
           G                   D
You say my life will end in gunsmoke
    G         G/B        C     C/E                  G         D             G
I'm robbing a bank this Friday night and you're the best damn driver that I know
 
C G x4
 
[Solo]
C G
C G
D C G
 
 



[Chorus]
   G  G/E  C  C/E       G             D           G
Oh honey      I can see why you don't hang around me
  G  G/E  C  C/E       G         D       G
I know       I'm a bad influence on your soul
  G                      C
I know you don't like my ways
           G                   D
You say my life will end in gunsmoke
    G         G/B        C     C/E                  G         D             G
I'm robbing a bank this Friday night and you're the best damn driver that I know
    G         G/B        C     C/E                  G         D             G
I'm robbing a bank this Friday night and you're the best damn driver that I know

1505. Bad Little Idea

Bad Little Idea
Jordan Tice

I think you're sexy
And you're afraid to be alone
Were a match made in heaven so
Lets go build us a home
Well build it real high and well build it all around because
We don't know love from a hole in the ground

CHORUS
But lets just thank the good lord
For this bad little idea we had
Its exactly what we wanted and lord knows we wanted it so bad
But little do we know we got it all wrong
And sooner or later well be right back alone where we bRlong

You're everything i thought i needRd
A pretty face and a barrel of laughs
And i know i fit your bill too cuz you thought i knew you deeper than that
And you so eager to settle down
And me so easily rused
We make two people both compatibly confused

CHORUS

Now like the seattle or a tub that won't drain
You're droning on and on with that same old refrain
And its startin' to seem to me
You're still out for whatever you can get and whatever that might be apparently i don't have e
nough of it
You say i don't do enough good
To keep up my end of this exchange but i don't want to cuz the you i thought i knew has chan
ged
Though i know you ain't that different and i ain't all that bad its just
We ain't got no love and this whole things pretty sad
And its clear what needs to happen the writings on the wall



And if we had more self control we could have avoided this all but
We couldn't just let it be
We had to push it this far
Until ourselves and everyone could see what children we are

CHORUS

1506. Bad Monkey

Richard Thompson - Bad Monkey 

Sweet Warrior
Bad Monkey
One thing always leads to another
In life and love they say
You got too close and now
That boy's gonna make you rue the day
You grab his ankles when he flies
You catch him when he falls
Here's the thing to say to him
Before you climb the walls:

Shame, shame on you, you Bad Monkey
One day you're up, next day you're down
Why do you monkey my heart around
Shame, shame on you, you Bad Monkey
I'm not coming on the roller coaster with you

I see your nerves are jangled, honey,
You're a walking emotional wreck
He's dealing you some jokers
Off the bottom of the deck
He goes from joy to suicide
About 15 times a day
Here's the thing to scream out loud
From 100 miles away

Shame, shame on you, you Bad Monkey
One day you're up, next day you're down
Why do you monkey my heart around
Shame, shame on you, you Bad Monkey
I'm not coming on the roller coaster with you

Where's the joy in a boy who dribbles
When he drinks his tea
I've seen better manners from
A baby chimpanzee
On fairground rides you grip the sides
And scream until you're blue
You'll be screaming the rest of your life
If he gets hold with you



1507. Bad Moon Rising

Emmylou Harris - Bad Moon Rising (Creedence Clearwater Revival cover)

I see a bad moon rising
I see trouble on the way
I see earthquakes and lighting
I see bad times today

Now don't go 'round tonight
For it's bound to take your life
There's a bad moon on the rise

I hear hurricanes a blowing
I know the end is comin' soon
I fear the river's overflowing
I hear the voice of rage and ruin

I hope you have got your things together
Hope you are quite prepared to die
Looks like we're in for nasty weather
One eye is taken for an eye

1508. Bad Moon Rising - Chords

Bad Moon Rising
Recorded by Vernon Oxford - Seldom Scene
Written by John C. Fogerty

G         D7         G            D7             G
I see the bad moon a-rising I see trouble on the way
      D7              G                D7        G
I see earthquakes and lightening I see bad times today
C                           G
Don't go round tonight it's bound to take your life
D7        C               G
There's a bad moon on the rise
       D7           G                  D7            G
I hear hurricanes a-blowing I know the end is coming soon
           D7         G                  D7              G
I hear the rivers overflowing I hear the voice of raging ruin
C                           G
Don't go round tonight it's bound to take your life
D7        C               G
There's a bad moon on the rise
            D7              G                     D7                G
Hope you've got your things together hope you are quite prepared to die
           D7                  G               D7              G
Looks like you're in for nasty weather one eye is there for an eye



C                           G
Don't go round tonight it's bound to take your life
D7        C               G
There's a bad moon on the rise
   C                           G
No don't go round tonight it's bound to take your life
D7        C               G
There's a bad moon on the rise

1509. Bad News

Emmylou Harris - Bad News

Bad news black day
There's been a wreck on the highway
Drivin' fast in distress
Hit a curve and died in the darkness

He'll never know how much I lose
Bad news
Bad news sirens whine
He rode the devil down the white line
Johnny Walker by his side
Always our there lookin' for the last ride

He'll never know how much I lose
Bad news

1510. Bad News

Bad News

Verse 1:
Bad news travels like wild fire
Good news travels slow
They all call me wild fire
Cause everybody knows
That I'm bad news (bad news)
Everywhere I go
Always getting in trouble
For leaving little girls that hate 
to see me go (bad news)

Verse 2:
They tried to hang me in Oakland
They did in Francisco
But I wouldn't choke and I broke the rope
They had to let me go
Cause I'm bad news (bad news)



Everywhere I go
I'm always getting in trouble
For leaving little girls that hate 
to see me go (bad news)

Verse 3:
North and south, east and west
The story is the same
From one state to another
I have to change my name
Cause I'm bad news (bad news)
Everywhere I go
I'm always getting in trouble
For leaving little girls that hate 
to see me go (bad news)

Verse 4:
I've picked peaches in Georgia
I've lumberjacked in Maine
I've been hired, fired, and jailed
In any old town you can name
Cause I'm bad news (bad news)
Everywhere I go
I'm always getting in trouble
For leaving little girls that hate 
to see me go (bad news)
Yeah I'm bad news (bad news)

1511. Bad News Blues

Lucinda Williams - Bad News Blues

Bad news on my TV screen
Bad news on the magazines
Bad news on the newspaper
Bad news on the elevator
Bad news on the street bad news in my?car
Bad news under my feet bad news at the bar
All over my clothes under?my head
On the radio in the laundromat
Hanging in the air laying on the ground
Walking up the stairs bad news all around

No matter where I go I can't get away from it
Don't you know? I'm knee deep in it
Who's gonna believe liars and lunatics?
Fools and thieves and clowns and hypocrites
Gluttony and greed
And that ain't the worst of it
All the news you could read
All the news is filled to print yeah

Bad news on my left bad news on my right



Bad news in the morning bad news at night
In my 'frigerator bad news on my sink
On my typewriter bad news in my drink
Bad news on the walls all over the floor
Down the hall knocking at the door
Bad news in my mail follow me home
Bad news on my trail bad news on my phone

No matter where I go I can't
Seem to get away from it don't you know
Don't you know? I'm knee deep in it
Who's gonna believe liars and lunatics?
Fools and thieves and clowns and hypocrites
Gluttony and greed
And that ain't the worst of it
All the news you could read
All the news is filled to print

1512. Bad News For The Blues

Bad News for the Blues 
David Parmley
 
Sometimes I feel so low, I'm lookin' up to see rock bottom 
Face down in misery, when I get the blues boys I got 'em 
And I see you standin' there, lookin' better than you should 
You got everything it takes, to get me feelin' good
 
CHORUS: 
You're bad news for the blues 
You're hard on a heartache, it ain't no match for you 
When you bring your love around, those blues leave town 
Yeah they do, they know they're through 
You're bad news for the blues
 
When a cloud rolls in, baby you're my silver linin' 
You stepped into the blue 
And suddenly the sun starts shinin' 
Don't know how you do it, but I know before you're done 
There's a smile on my face, and the blues are on the run

1513. Bad Ole Philadelphia Lawyer

Bad Ole Philadelphia Lawyer

Way out in Reno Nevada where the romances bloom and they fade
Was a great Philadelphia lawyer was in love with a Hollywood maid
Come love and we will wander down where the lights are so bright
I'll win you the divorce from your husband and we can get married tonight



Now Bill was a gun totin' cowboy with ten notches carved on his gun
And all the boys around Reno left Wild Bill's darlin' alone
One night when Bill was returning from ridin' the range in the cold
He thought of his Hollywood darlin' with her love as lasting as gold
As Bill drew near to her window two shadows he saw on the shade
Twas the great Philadelphia lawyer making love to his Hollywood maid
The night was as still as the desert and the moon hanging high overhead
Bill listened awhile in her window he could hear every word that they said
Your face is so pretty and lovely and your form so rare and divine
Come and go with me to Philadelphia and leave this wild cowboy behind
Well, tonight back in old Pennsylvania among the beautiful pines
There's one less Philadelphia lawyer in old Philadelphia tonight

1514. Bad Penny

Bad Penny
Mipso

It all started when I kissed you
You smiled because you knew
There was something set in motion
Only currency could move
You led me to an empty bench inside a public park
You made me wait
You watched my watch
And watched the sky go dark

I looked around and got nervous
I heard a crying crow
And a tiny circle rolled our way and settled in the snow
You pointed at that penny
And it pointed back at you
And our Great Emancipator told yours truly what to do

He said, "We've all got money
We've all got time
So let's sell the house, sell the car
Sell the deed to a copper mine
Maybe the rock of ages is just another stone
The tomb is empty, children: leave this livin' world alone."

I grabbed your hand and hurried
Knew we didn't have much time
We left the trail and ran like hell to make it out alive
We scurried under bushes like a field mouse from a snake
I felt a tug upon my shirt sleeve from a beggar at the gate

He said, "Can you spare a nickel, son? I'm down to my last two."
I said that I was done with change
So a dollar would have to do
But when first I touched my wallet
Then I realized my mistake
Our Great Emancipator's big green head began to shake



He said, "I'll see your penny and I'll raise you ninety-nine
Seems all your gods and prophets never reached the welfare line
Maybe the rock of ages is just another stone
The tomb is empty, children: leave this livin' world alone."

I tossed away that greenback and that beggar-man just laughed
I hailed a speeding taxicab before it hurried past
He asked me, "Where to, mister?"
Up to Sixth and Fifty-Third
I looked at you, you looked at me
And we didn't speak a word

There was silence in the city
As we passed under the moon
And that taxi-man starting whistling some old antebellum tune
He turned around to face us 'neath the lights of Broadway
And that tall man in the top hat said
"There's something I've got to say:

I don't want your money, just a minute of your time
You can sell your house, sell your kids
Sell your soul to the picket line
Maybe the rock of ages is just another stone
The tomb is empty, children: leave this livin' world alone."

1515. Bad Sadie Lee

The Incredible String Band - Bad Sadie Lee 

I was born in Wild Wyoming I always fancied roaming
'Til I rode into Old Dodge City now I'll stay there til I die
Oh I'm wanted in Texas and Tennessee
Dead or alive Bad Sadie Lee I take just what I want as I pass by

I can draw faster than a man can see
I can shoot better than Annie Oakley
Ain't no one around who shoots better than me
And I'll show you just what I mean

I fired a shot at a buzzard on a limb
Killed him stone dead but it went through him
Shot a buffalo down in Mexico
Shot a blasted Jim Crow in a bar I never had been

I don't have to wait for Sadie Hawkins Day
All I have to holler is the word okay
They know I'll shoot them if they run away
But there's one true love I've had

The man I loved was called Daniel Boone
We crooned beneath the watermelon moon in June
But he left me for a ginger-haired ornery raccoon



And that's what turned me bad

1516. Bad Seed - Chords

Bad Seed
Recorded by Glen Campbell
Written by Bill Anderson

C             F               C             F
Ain't been in Little Rock but two weeks and here I am now
C              F          C    G7      C
Packing up and disappearing in-to thin air
F                             C
Girls in Little Rock are cute but I can't make my heart take root
                     F            C
Cause bad seed won't grow just anywhere       
F                C      F       C
I need lots of sunshine I need lots of raindrops               
F                C
And I need to breathe the open airF                         
C
I hope to beg your pardon your town just ain't my garden
               F            C
Bad seed won't grow just anywhere   
G7                         C
So honey kiss goodbye to your bad seed
G7                           C
My love is not the kind that you needF                         
C                   F
I could stay here with you but I wouldn't play fair
C                    F            C
Cause bad seed don't grow just anywhere                          
F              C
And you're looking at the baddest of the bad seed            
F                C                F
Next stop is Jacksonville now I don't know but I've got the feeling
C                F          C      G7          C
And I might just kinda like it somewhere round there
F                              C
Hear tell there's fertile land white pearly silver sand                   
F            C
And bad seed won't grow just anywhere

Repeat #2                         
F           C
Hmm let me tell you honey I'm the bad seed

1517. Bad Self Portraits



Bad Self Portraits
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
I bought this camera
To take pictures of my love
Now that he's gone
I don't have anybody to take pictures of
A lonesome highway
Is a pretty good subject
I'm gonna make myself make use of this thing

[Chorus]
(Hoo-ooh)
I'm taking landscapes
(Hoo-ooh)
I'm taking still lifes
(Hoo-ooh)
I'm taking bad self portraits
Of a lonely woman

[Verse 2]
I've spent my life
So lost on lovin'
I could have been a painter or a president
But after 25 years
I should be good at something
Gone are the days of me being so reticent

[Chorus]
(Hoo-ooh)
I'm taking night classes
(Hoo-ooh)
I'm making sculptures
(Hoo-ooh)
I'm painting bad self portraits
Of a lonely woman

[Bridge]
(Whoo ooh ooh)
Ohh ohh
(Whoo ooh ooh)
Ohh ohh ohh yeah yeah
(Whoooo ooooh ooooh)
Ohh oh oh oh yeah
(Whoo ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh)
(Whoo ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh)
(Ooh ooh ooooh ooooh ooooh)

[Verse 3]
I bought this camera
To take pictures of my love
Now that he's gone
I don't know what to do with this thing, well
I don't care about the time or money
I just never thought that I'd be
Through with this love



[Chorus]
(Hoo-ooh)
Stuck taking landscapes
(Hoo-ooh)
Stuck taking still lifes
(Hoo-ooh)
Stuck making sculptures
(Hoo-ooh)
I-I'm out here taking bad self portraits
Of a lonely woman
Bad self portraits of a lonely girl
Sad self portraits of a lonely woman

[Outro]
(Whoo ooh ooh)
(Whoo ooh ooh)
Ohhhhh
(Oohhhhh)
Ooh yeah, yeah, yeah
Ohhhhh
Yeah, ohh ohh, yeah
(Whoo ooh ooh)

1518. Bad Side Of The Blood

Bad Side of the Blood
Chris Stapleton

Daddy was a hard-working [?]
Earned every dime of his pay
Never drank a drop of that devil's dark whiskey
And he won't let [?]
Mama was a faithful, God-fearing woman
Saved and sanctified
No doubt she raised up two good children
And with me, God knows she tried
But I got the bad side of the blood
'Cause I get deep into good corn liquor
I get stoned right out of my mind
I can roll like a stone, race like a river
The sun don't [sing/sink?] when I walk the line
Everybody else in the family tree
Turned out the opposite way from me
I got something they don't have
I got the bad side of the blood
'Cause I get deep into good corn liquor
I get stoned right out of my mind
I can roll like a stone, race like a river
The sun don't [sing/sink?] when I cross the line
Everybody else on the family tree
Turned out the opposite way from me
I got something they don't have
I got the bad side of the blood



Yes, I got the bad side of the blood
I got the bad side of the blood

1519. Bad Spell

Bad Spell
Larkin Poe - Bad Spell

Boy, you cast a bad spell
A bad spell over me
You got me ringing like a doorbell
You got me buzzing like a yellow bee
Boy, you cast a bad spell
A bad spell over me
And when I catch you, you're gonna catch hell
I'ma get ya in the first degree
Oh, it's a bad spell
Talking 'bout a bad spell
Boy, you fast as lightning
Lightning in the rain
You're kicking sparks like a fuse box
You been rattling my window panes
Boy, you cast a bad spell
A bad spell over me
You better beware, you better take good care
I'ma get ya, it's a guarantee
Oh, it's a bad spell
Talking 'bout a bad spell
A bad spell
Bad spell over me
Oh, you cast a bad spell
A bad spell over me
I had a premonition
And I don't wanna be right
But I saw that black cat creeping
On my front porch last night
Who's that on my telephone
When I hear that line go click
I'm gonna light a single candle, y'all
But you know I can't resist a bad spell over me
A bad spell over me
Oh, a bad spell over me
Bad spell, bad spell
Bad spell, bad spell

1520. Bad Things I Do - Chords

Bad Things I Do
Recorded by Charlie Walker



Written by Jerry Foster and Bill Rice

C                        G7
It's hours past midnight I'm on my way home
    F         C                         G7
And my guilty conscience won't leave me alone
    C                           F        C
For I've been out cheatin' with somebody new
F             C      G7           C
What makes me do the bad things I do
                           G7
Back there at a truck-stop I washed my face
    F             C                         G7
And I checked the mirror for each tell-tell trace
    C                       F             C
For lipstick or makeup that might leave a clue
F             C      G7           C
What makes me do the bad things I do
  F                     C
I don't understand what gets in my mind
   D7                    G7
To make me keep cheatin' time after time
     C                   F          C
I've got a good woman so loving and true
F             C      G7           C
What makes me do the bad things I do
                      G7
Tomorrow at breakfast I hope she won't see
F                C                          G7
Through my lying answers when she questions me
     C                     F              C
I'll tell her that I met a friend we once knew
F             C      G7           C
What makes me do the bad things I do

1521. Badlands

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Badlands

Fresh scrubbed baby, momma's kiss on his cheek
Steps off the greyhound with money for a week.
A wild eyed innoncent, he knows no fear
It takes more than heroes to survive down there.

In the badlands, the badlands, the badlands
Well if you've got the bullets...
They'll remember your name down there.

Can't drink the water, can't breathe the air
They said it was exciting, never said it was fair
You're just another singer in a pilgrim's suit
Chased by the lines till you learn to shoot



In the badlands, the badlands, the badlands
If you've got those black diamonds
They'll remember your name down there.

Badlands, well there's always a faster hand in the west
Room around town for only the best
One false step and you'll be cut down
For some it's paradise, others it's hell.

In the badlands, the badlands, the badlands
Yeah, if you've got the bullet
They'll remember your name down there.
They'll remember your name down there.
They'll remember your name down there.

You're gonna need some protection.
You had better make your connections.

1522. Bagged Me A Homer

Bagged Me a Homer
Hit & Run Bluegrass

Oh the bases were empty on the diamond of my heart
When the coach called me up to the plate
I'²d been swingin' and missin'² and lovin, and kissin

My average was point double-o eight

So I spit on my hands
Knocked the dirt from my spikes
And pointed right towards center field

This time I'm hittin' the home run
This time love is for real

I'²ll slide I'²ll steal, I'll sacrifice
A lovin'² fly for you
I've been slumpin'² off season
But now I've found the reason
I'²ve struck on a love that is true

I used to play the field
I used to be a roamer
But season's turnin' around for me now
I'²ve finally bagged me a homer

That'²s right, I've finally bagged me a homer



1523. Bah Humbug - Chords

Bah Humbug 
Tim O'Brien

[Intro]
G  D  A  D
 
[Chorus]
D                          G          D
Bah Humbug, Bah Humbug, my plastic is maxed out
   G             D                      A
My check book is red and greenbacks are dear
    D                          G            D
Bah Humbug, Bah Humbug, chug-a-lug one more eggnog
        G             D             A          D
There's just six more days  til the end of the year
 
[Verse 1]
 A                  G           D
Electronic toys sit waiting for 9 volts
       G              D                            A
So the kids play some cards, now they're watching TV
    G                            D
I unbutton my pants from all the cheese and the candy
        G            D          A       D
But the turkey comes out of the oven at 3:00
 
[Chorus]
D                          G          D
Bah Humbug, Bah Humbug, my plastic is maxed out
   G             D                      A
My check book is red and greenbacks are dear
    D                          G            D
Bah Humbug, Bah Humbug, chug-a-lug one more eggnog
        G             D             A          D
There's just six more days  til the end of the year
 
[Instrumental]
G  D  A  D
 
[Verse 2]
    A                          G           D
Now where is the check that we got from my parents
        G           D                           A
And the list that I wrote out of what came from whom
     G                            D
They must be right there with the torn wrapping paper
       G      D          A             D
In the fire I started to chase out the gloom
 
[Chorus]
D                          G          D
Bah Humbug, Bah Humbug, my plastic is maxed out
   G             D                      A
My check book is red and greenbacks are dear
    D                          G            D



Bah Humbug, Bah Humbug, chug-a-lug one more eggnog
        G             D             A          D
There's just six more days  til the end of the year
 
[Instrumental]
G  D  A  D
 
[Verse 3]
        A                    G           D
There's always somebody that you have forgotten
              G             D                        A
And then they give you your present they work for at school
       G                          D
So you rush out and buy something they never needed
        G                    D                    A           D
Oh, you wrap it and then you send it and then you feel like a fool
 
[Chorus]
D                          G          D
Bah Humbug, Bah Humbug, my plastic is maxed out
   G             D                      A
My check book is red and greenbacks are dear
    D                          G            D
Bah Humbug, Bah Humbug, chug-a-lug one more eggnog
        G             D             A          D
There's just six more days  til the end of the year
 
[Interlude]
D  G  D  G  D  A
G  D  G  D  A  D
 
[Verse 4]
    A                          G            D
Now back n the old days they'd mark off the solstice
         G           D                        A
They saw longer days commin', an occasion for glee
G                         D
Now we're just glad to be done with all the shoppin'
       G          D          A             D
Take a few days vacation and tear down the tree
 
[Chorus]
D                          G          D
Bah Humbug, Bah Humbug, my plastic is maxed out
   G             D                      A
My check book is red and greenbacks are dear
    D                          G            D
Bah Humbug, Bah Humbug, chug-a-lug one more eggnog
        G             D             A          D
There's just six more days  til the end of the year
 
[Chorus]
D                          G          D
Bah Humbug, Bah Humbug, my plastic is maxed out
   G             D                      A
My check book is red and greenbacks are dear
    D                          G            D



Bah Humbug, Bah Humbug, chug-a-lug one more eggnog
        G             D             A          D
There's just six more days  til the end of the year

1524. Bairds Lullaby - Chords

Bairds Lullaby 
Misty River
 
[Verse]
C                    G         C
Wind blows gently outside your room
C                    G
Trees dance high up above
C                        F         A#*
Clouds paint pictures of dreams to come
F* C      G        C
Oh go to sleep my love
 
C                 G        C
Rain falls gently upon the earth
C                   G
Swifts fly high up above
C                F        A#*
Owl hoots softly at day's end
F* C        G        C
Oh go to sleep my love
 
[Chorus]
F                                A#
Rounded hills gaze silently from afar
F             C        G
Leaves rustle softly to sleep
C                    F      A#*
Night is waiting for you to come
F* C        G        C
Oh go to sleep my love
 
C                     G        C
Stars shine brightly, clouds depart
C                   G
Moon glows high up above
C                    F      A#*
Sky holds promise of day to come
F* C        G        C
Oh go to sleep my love
 
[Chorus]
F                                A#
And the moon glows silently from afar
F             C         G
Wind whispers softly to sleep
C                    F      A#*



Night is waiting for you to come
F* C        G        C
Oh go to sleep my love

1525. Bake That Chicken Pie

Bake That Chicken Pie
Uncle Dave Macon

Well, if you want to see a brother made happy, I'll tell you what to do, 
Trip over to the neighbor's yard, there take down a chicken or two, 
Why you slip around a dark night, when the chickens cannot see, 
Gwine see that the bulldog's tied up, then peek up to the tree, 
For you take a pole just to knock 'em off, then slap him like a goat,
Well if he hollers loudly, want shove 'em up under your coat, 

Chorus: Bake that chicken, Lord put on lots of smiles, 
Oh, Lord how I'd like to have just a piece of that chicken pie. 

Well the pullets that flop their wings and crow, When the brother passes by, 
Seems to say that they can't be caught, and there ain't no use for to try, 
And worse than all that happens, yes that you ever hear like be- fore, 
Whenever you go to travel you find, there's a lock on the chicken coop door.
 
Chorus 

This country am gwine to the dogs at last, when the farmers sit and watch, 
Big bull dog and a big steel trap in the watermelon patch, 
And worse than all that happens, yes that you ever hear like be- fore, 
Whenever you hear that er-e-er-er, there's a lock on the chicken coop door.
 
Chorus [twice]

1526. Baker's Globe Mallow

Brett Dennen - Baker's Globe Mallow

[Verse]
We were driving, following the river
A Northern California get away
A burned-down forest, tree trunks and ashes
Must've blazed up like a bail of hay
So we left the car beside the road
And wandered in desolation

[Verse]
Watercolor, baker's globe mallow
Hollyhock, the dawn, and the wasteland
Purple splashes, hope among the ashes



Just enough to hold in your hand

[Chorus]
Some kind of flowers only bloom
After the burn...
We will return

[Verse]
We slept on the ground
The wind was howling like a ghost
When we got back home
There were ashes in our hair and clothes

[Verse]
Now I'm older, look out at the mountains
Watch how the colors slowly changed
I remember the baker's globe mallow
How I never looked at life the same

1527. Bakersfield

Bakersfield
Dustbowl Revival

The trees are growin' even when
Its rainin' and it's snowin'
I dont understand how they do that
The birds are flyin' everyday
And i just heard an old man say
"You can't treat the world like it's your personal laundry mat"
If you put it in a microwave
You can drink the water out of my hands

The rivers they are flowin' down
From the mountains, to the town
Till we drink them up, and they're all gone
The desert starts beneath my wheel
My baby she's in Bakersfield, wearin' a red dress
Singin' my favorite song
Why do they say life is short, when it feels so long?
Sometime, I'll....

Ouch the pain, burnt my hand
And you're talking to the ceiling fan
I don't understand who you think you are
In Scotland there are fields of green
But im not there, i'm in between
A rock and a hard place, in the light of a dyin' star
Well you can burn down your house
It won't change who you are
Tommorow, oh oh...



1528. Bakersfield Bound - Chords

Bakersfield Bound by Chris Hillman  
Steve Hill 

A         E                 D         A                        
I was the youngest boy in a family of four
   D            A                                 E
We lived in Oklahoma  the wind whistled thru our  door
   A               E              D               A 
We scratched out a living in the dirt and and the clay
D               A      E               A   
I never will forget it untill my dying days
A                    E               D                   
The dust storms they came at us the sky turned cold and 
A
black
   D              A                         E
We packed up our belonging and never looked back
   A              E                     D         A
We rode out  west toward the sun just a heartbeat away
D                A     E               A
I never will forget it untill my dying days  
        A           D             E          F#m
We were Bakersfield Bound and the California dream
         D            A

Down the road lay the promised lands our fields would all 
     E
turn green
        A           D             E         F#m
We were Bakersfield bound like so many gone before  
        D               A          E               A
Just to cross our River Jordan and reach the other shore
A                             E
When we first set eyes on The San Joaquin   
           D                A
Was like a friend we always knew 
    D                   A                               E
The gates swing open so far & wide even God could drive thru
   A                     E            D                A 
We worked the crops from dawn to dust shared along the way
D               A      E               A 
I never will forget it untill my dying days 
        A           D             E          F#m
We were Bakersfield Bound and the California dream
         D            A

Down the road lay the promised lands our fields had all 
       E
turned green
        A           D             E         F#m
We were Bakersfield bound like so many gone before  



        D               A          E               A
Just to cross our River Jordan and reach the other shore
D                 A         E               A
Crossed our River Jordan to reach the other shore

   From Chris Hillman & Herb Pederson 'Bakersfield Bound'
   Sugar Hill Records 1996
   Bar None Music/Me And My House, BMI

1529. Bakery Window Wedding

Bakery Window Wedding
Kathy Kallick

Bakery window wedding, cardboard paste and paint
Pretty as a picture, but it ain't
It's not a movie and it's not a book
This time it's for real
This is how I feel
Solid and sad
The feelings are bad
But they're mine and now is the time to change

It looked so perfect, looked so right, looked so fine and fair
Inside only air, nothing there
We looked so good together
We looked so much alike
There must be more to life
Like something to share
Something small
Like walking and talking in the late afternoon

How do these things happen, where did the passion die
When did I get too busy to love my wife [To be your wife]
Guess it's not easy
Guess it's not free
I guess it really takes work
That's what the love is worth
More than words
The way things were on our very first Valentine's Day

Bakery window wedding
Cardboard paste and paint
Pretty as a picture
But it ain't

1530. Baking Soda



John Hartford - Baking Soda

Well hooray for baking soda ain't it neat
And cheers for national baking soda week
For folks that's young and folks that's old 
why carbonated soda will cure that cold

It cleans your teeth and prevents the flu
And you can use it in your car battery too
It puts out fire of fat or grease
Pass the baking soda please

Now if your biscuits, cakes or pies
Absolutely refuse to rise
Get the stuff that's always slick
That baking soda it does the trick

And if you're feeling far from placid
From an over excess of stomach acid
Just step right up and yell don't stammer
Get a big mess of that Arm & Hammer

And if you cannot clean your dentures
With any other commercial ventures
From Portland Maine to North Dakota
Smart folks dunk in baking soda
But beware your fun you botch
This ain't the kind you mix with scotch

1531. Balboa

Chris Thile - Balboa

If I had one wish
We could see this picture card
It's from a city park called Balboa
Ticket to 50 cents
There's gardens and elephants
And buildings like they have in Spain
I wish I was on my way to Balboa
Sweet Balboa
I wanna meet the world
Boys if you just begun
In the harbor of the sun
Not the ultra zone of Julian
I wanna meet the world
Balboa folks are coming from all over
The Americans
So we can come from Julian
It's only 40 miles between us and the world
Boys if you just begun
In the harbor of the sun
Not the ultra zone of Julian
Without the other hardlock minor suns



Stop picking apples now that the golds are gone
So what you say we put the baskets down boys
Lets hitch a ride to town boys
Lets hear the fountain poor
Lets hear the lions roar
Lets meet the world
Lets meet the world

1532. Bald Headed End Of A Broom - Chords

Bald Headed End of a Broom: Grandpa Jones

Intro: Follow pattern of Chorus
(A) Now love it (E) is a (A) very funny (D) thing
It (A) catches the (E) young and the (A) old
It's just like a (E) plate of (A) boardinghouse (D) hash
To (A) many a (E) man it's (A) sold

Makes you feel like a (D) fresh water eel
And (A) causes your head to (E) swell
You'll (A) lose your (E) sight for (A) love is (D) blind
And (A) empty your (E) pocket book as (A) well

Chorus
(A) Boys, keep away from the (D) girls, I said
And (A) give them lots of (E) room
'Cause (A) when you (E) wed they'll (A) beat you till you're (D) dead
With the (A) bald headed (E) end of a (A) broom

Instrumental: Follow pattern of Chorus

(A) When a boy goes a-(E)-round with a (A) pretty little (D) gal
They (A) talk as (E) gentle as a (A) dove
He (A) calls his (E) honey and he (A) spends his (D) money
To (A) prove he's (E) solid in (A) love

When his money's gone and his (D) clothes in hock
And he (A) has no bread to (E) chaw
He'll (A) call some-(E)-one to (A) load up his (D) gun
And (A) vaccinate his (E) mother-in-(D)-law

Repeat Chorus
Instrumental: Follow pattern of Chorus

(A) Now all young (E) men take (A) my ad-(D)-vice
Don't (A) be in a (E) hurry for to (A) wed
You think in (E) clover then your (A) honeymoons (D) over
And (A) then you wish (E) you was (A) dead

With a cross-eyed baby (D) on each knee
And a (A) wife with a plastic (E) nose
You'll (A) find that (E) love doesn't (A) run very (D) far
When you (A) have to wear (E) second hand (A) clothes



Repeat Chorus
Instrumental: Follow pattern of Chorus

(A) When married (E) folks have (A) lots of (D) cash
The (A) love runs (E) smooth and (A) strong
But when they (E) have to (A) feed on (D) hash
The (A) love don't (E) last very (A) long

With a wife and seventeen (D) half starved kids
I'll (A) tell you it is no (E) fun
When the (A) butcher comes a-(E)-round with a (A) bill to col-(D)-lect
With a (A) dog and a (E) double barreled (A) gun

Repeat Chorus
Instrumental: Follow pattern of Chorus
Repeat Chorus (Go faster)

1533. Bald Knob Arkansas

Bald Knob Arkansas

I hear that train a comin'
Comin' down the line
Gonna meet you at the station
Gonna see that gal of mine

    Bald Knob Arkansas see my Linda Lou
    I will be her lovin' man and always lover her true
    Til I'm bald headed too

I'm awful tired and hungry now
Got nothin' in my craw
I'm on my way back to see my girl
Back in Bald Knob Arkansas

Got a blue eyed girl a waiting there
Sweetest I'd ever saw
Well I'm on my way to make her mine
Back in Bald Knob Arkansas

1534. Ball And Chain

Kathy Mattea - Ball And Chain

I got a ball and chain, hanging around my heart
You were the one to blame for tearing my world apart
I got a heart so true, you got a heart of ice
A little more love from you, it could have been paradise



I got a ball and chain, hanging around my heart
And if it's all the same, maybe we should part
You had to tie me down inside a cage of doubt
I'm sick of being kicked around so this is where I get out
I got a ball and chain hanging around my heart
And if it's all the same, maybe we should part
And I'm singing, do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do, yeah
I'm singing, do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do
Oh baby, you tried to hold me but you were slowly
Driving me insane
Oh baby
I got a ball and chain, hanging around my heart
You were the one to blame for tearing my world apart
I got a heart so true, you got a heart of ice
A little more love from you, it could have been paradise
I couldn't take your pain, you couldn't take my love
So I'm gonna quit this game 'cause baby I've had enough
I got a ball and chain, hanging around my heart
And if it's all the same, maybe we should part
And I'm singing, do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do, yeah
I'm singing, do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do
I got a ball and chain, hanging around my heart
I got a ball and chain, hanging around my heart
I got a ball and chain, hanging around my heart
I got a ball and chain, hanging around my heart
And I'm singing, do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do, yeah
I'm singing, do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do

1535. Ball Of Confusion

Ball of Confusion
Hayseed Dixie - Ball of Confusion

[Verse 1]
People moving out, people moving in
Why? Because of the color of their skin
Run, run, run
But you just can't hide
An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth
Vote for me and I'll set you free, yeah
Rap on, rap on, brother, rap on

[Pre-Chorus]
Well, the only person talking 'bout love today is the preacher
And it seems nobody's interested in learning but the teacher
Segregation, demonstration, determination, integration
Aggravation, humiliation, obligation to our nation

[Chorus]
Ball of confusion
That's what the world is today
Hey, hey



[Verse 2]
Sale of pills at an all-timR high
Young folks walkin' 'round heads in the sky
The citiRs ablaze in the summertime
And the beat goes on, huh, yeah

[Pre-Chorus]
Evolution, revolution, gun control, sound of soul
Shooting rockets to the moon and kids growing up too soon
Politicians said more taxes will fix everything
And the band played on
So, around and around and around we go
Where the world's headed nobody knows
Oh, Great Googamooga
Can't you hear me talking to you, Lord?

[Chorus]
Ball of confusion
That's what the world is today
Hey, hey

1536. Ballad False Start

Ballad False Start
The Avett Brothers

Love writes a letter and sends it to Hate:
"My vacation,s ending, I'm coming home late
The weather was fine and the ocean was great
And I can't wait to see you again"

Hate reads the letter and throws it away
"No one here..."

I'm so happy right now I can barely stand it.

1537. Ballad Of A Lonely Woman

Ballad Of A Lonely Woman - Della Mae
(C. Woodsmith)

Stranger you call in early day
You came as I rose from bed
Sit a while I'll let you stay
The cold outside is bitter

Though you can't tell now
My hair used to be
Yellow like the stalks of hay in our field



My palms rough from years sowing seed
My skin was browned by the sun

I wish I had something for you to eat
The cow is long gone
The eggs they have froze
I wish I had something for you to eat
Stay for a while with me

We built this house with wood from our land
The plot of ten acres bought by us two
Each joint and beam cut by hand
They've kept me from the cold

My husband and I grew weary and old
No children to keep us in care
I woke up one morning
And he had grown cold
Now I wait to be with him

And I wish I had whiskey for you to drink
I drank the last drop the night before
I wish I had whiskey for you to drink
Stay for a while with me

Now life has not done me too good or too wrong
I haven't had much of what you could by
What I had, a price you couldn't put on
I lived and I loved and paid not a dime

So I'll sift out my stories and look at the sky
My feet on the floorboards cut long ago
As the flicker of candle sputters to die
I'll smile to see you come morning.

1538. Ballad Of A Runaway Horse

Emmylou Harris - Ballad Of A Runaway Horse

Say a prayer for the cowgirl her horse ran away
She'll walk 'til she finds him her darlin' her stray
But the river's in flood and the roads are awash
And the bridges break up in the panic of loss

And there's nothin' to follow nowhere to go
He's gone like the summer gone like the snow
And the crickets are breaking her heart with their song
As the day caves in and the night is all wrong

Did she dream it was he who went galloping past
And bent down the fern broke open the grass
And printed the mud with the well-hammered shoe
That she nailed to his speed in the dreams of her youth



And altough he goes grazin' a minute away
She tracks him all night she tracks him all day
And she's blind to his presence except to compare
Her injury here with his punishment there

Then at home on a branch on a high stream
A songbird sings out so suddenly
And the sun is warm and the soft winds ride
On a willow tree by the riverside

An  the world is sweet and world is wide
And he's there where the light and the darkness divide
And the steam's comin' off him he's huge and he's shy
And he steps on the moon when he paws at the sky

And he comes to her hand but he's nor really tame
He longs to be lost she longs for the same
And he'll boft and he'll plunge thru the first open pass
To roll and to feed in the sweet mountain grass

Or he'll make a break for the high plateau
Where ther's nothing above and noting below
It's time for their burden the wip and the spur
Will she ride with him or will he ride with her

So she binds herself to her galopping steed
And he binds himself to the woman in need
And there is no space just left and right
And there is no time but there is day and night

Then she learns on his neck and whispers low
Whither thou goest I will go
And they turn as one the head for the plain
No need for the whipe oh no need for the rain

Now the clasp of this union who fastens it tight
Who snaps it asunder the very next night
Some say it's him some say it's her
Some say love's like smoke beyond all repair

So my darlin' my darlin' just let go by
That old silhouette on the great western sky
And I'll pick out a tune and they'll move right along
And they're gone like smoke and they're gone like this song

Say a prayer for the cowgirl

1539. Ballad Of A Teenage Queen

Ballad Of A Teenage Queen
Mac Wiseman



(Dream on, dream on teenage queen prettiest girl we've ever seen)
There's a story in our town
Of the prettiest girl around
Golden hair and eyes of blue
How those eyes could flash at you
(How those eyes could flash at you)
Boys hung 'round her by the score
But she loved the boy next door who worked at the candy store
(Dream on, dream on teenage queen prettiest girl we've ever seen)
She was tops in all they said
It never once went to her head
She had everything it seems

Not a care, this teenage queen
(Not a care, this teenage queen)
Other boys could offer more
But she loved the boy next door who worked at the candy store
(Dream on, dream on teenage queen you should be a movie queen)
He would marry her next spring
Saved his money, bought a ring
Then one day a movie scout
Came to town to take her out
(Came to town to take her out)
Hollywood could offer more
So she left the boy next door working at the candy store
(Dream on, dream on teenage queen see you on the movie screen)
Very soon she was a star
Pretty house and shiny car
Swimming pool and a fence around
But she missed her old home town
(But she missed her old home town)
All the world was at her door
All except the boy next door who worked at the candy store
(Dream on, dream on teenage queen saddest girl we've ever seen)
Then one day the teenage star
Sold her house and all her cars
Gave up all her wealth and fame
Left it all and caught a train
(Left it all and caught a train)
Do I have to tell you more
She came back to the boy next door who worked at the candy store
(Now this story has some more, you'll hear it all at the candy store)

1540. Ballad Of A Well Known Gun

Ballad of a Well Known Gun
Rob Ickes & Trey Hensley

[Verse 1]
I pulled out my Stage Coach Times
And I read the latest news
I tapped my feet in dumb surprise
And of course I saw they knew



The Pinkertons pulled out my bags
And asked me for my name
I stuttered out my answer
And hung my head in shame

[Chorus]
Now they've found me
At last they've found me
It's hard to run
From a starving family
Now they've found me
Well I won't run
I'm tired of hearing
There goes a well-known gun

[Verse 2]
Now I've seen this chain gang
Lord I say let me see my priest
I couldn't have faced your desert sand
Old burning brown backed beast
The poor house they hit me for my kin
And claimed my crumbling walls
Now I know how Reno felt
When he ran from the law

[Chorus]
Now they've found me
At last they've found me
It's hard to run
From a starving family
Now they've found me
Well I won't run
I'm tired of hearing
There goes a well-known gun

[Chorus]
Now they've found me
Lord I say at last they've found me
It's hard to run
From a starving family
Lord I say now they've found me
Well I won't run
I'm tired of hearing
There goes a well-known gun

[Chorus]
Lord I say now they've found me
At last they've found me
It's hard to run
From a starving family
Now they've found me
I won't run
I'm tired of hearing
There goes a well-known gun



1541. Ballad Of Casey Jones

Ballad of Casey Jones
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

Casey Jones was an old engineer
Called for his fireman, tonight he will fear
All I need is my water and coal
Look out the window, see my driving wheel roll

One Sunday morning, in the driving rain
Around the bend came a passenger train
In the cabin stood Casey Jones
Noble engineer but he's dead and gone

Mrs Casey when she heard the news
Sitting on her bedside, she was lacing up her shoes
Children, children now hold your breath
You will draw a pension at your Papa's death

Children, children now get your hat
Tell me Mama what do you mean by that?
Get your hat, put it on your head
Go down town, see your daddy is dead

Casey said before he died
Fix the blinds so that the bums can't ride
If they ride, let them ride the rods
Put their trust in the hand of God

Casey said just before he died
Two more roads that I want to ride
People said, what roads can they be?
Old Colorado and the Santa Fe

1542. Ballad Of Davy Crockett - Chords

Ballad Of Davy Crockett
Recorded by Burl Ives
Written by Tom Blackburn and George Burns

G                         C     G
Born on a mountain top in Tennessee
                      A7          D7
Greenest state in the Land of the Free
G                         C
Raised in the woods so he knew every tree
D7                                        G
He killed himself a bear when he was only three



     C    G
Davy Davy Crockett 
D7                   G
King of the wild frontier 
                              C        G
Off through the woods he went marching along
                A7              D7
Making up yarns and a singing a song
G                           C
Itching for fighting always righting a wrong
D7                                  G
He was rangy as a bear and twice as strong
Repeat #2
                             C          G
Fought single-handed through the Indian War
                              A7           D7
Till the tribes went west and peace was in store
G                       C
The rest of his life he took the stand
D7                               G
That justice was due the redskin man
Repeat #2
 
                            C        G
He went off to Congress and served a spell
                         A7          D7
Fixing up the government and laws as well
G                          C
Took over Washington so we heard tell
D7                                      G
And patched up the crack in the Liberty Bell
Repeat #2
                        C          G
He heard of Houston and Austin and so
                       A7          D7
To the Texas plains he just had to go
G                           C
Where the land was free and there was room to grow
D7                               G
And he fought and died at the Alamo
Repeat #2
                           C              G
Davy's land is the biggest Davy's land is best
                          A7       D7
From grassy plains to the mountain crest
G                    C
He's ahead of us all meeting the test
D7                            G
Following his legend into the West
Repeat #2

1543. Ballad Of Devils Backbone Tavern - Chords



Ballad Of Devils Backbone Tavern 
Todd Snider
 
 C             A                  D         G      C
Old Miss Virgy tended bar at this shack out in the hills
 C                    A              D7              G
It never made her any money boys but paid of all her bills
 C                     C7                   F
Now she must have been 80 years old but her heart was warm
        D7
And her beer was cold
      C                     A
She gave away more than she ever sold
D       G       C
Smiling all the time
-----------------------------------------------------------
 C                  A            D     G      C
I used to sing off in the corner every Friday night
  C                A        D7                  G
To a loud crowd of cowboys, bikers and bar room fights
 C                       C7
They were drinking beer, carrying on, 
      F                        D7
not a one of them listening to one of my songs
    C                  A
But old Miss Virgy was singing along
             D        G      C
She said she knew 'em all by heart
-------------------------------------------------------------
  C                A             D             G       C
And then one night after closing she poured me another beer
  C                        A
She said "Come on over and sit down you little shit
  D7                        G
I got something you need to hear"  
C                         C7
She said "Life ain't easy getting through 
F                             D7
everybody's gonna make things tough on you
          C                         A
But I can tell you right now if you dig what you do, 
          D     G       C
they will never get you down"
-----------------------------------------------------------
         C                   A
She said life's too short to worry
D          G       C
Life's too long to wait
 C               A
Too short not to love everybody
 D7                G
Life's too long to hate
         C                         C7
I meet a lot of men who haggle and finagle all the time
F                             D7
Trying to save a nickel maybe make a dime
 C         A                   D       G       C
Not me boy no sireee, you know I ain't got the time



-----------------------------------------------------------------
  C                  A                       D      G        C
Now I ain't seen Ol' Virgy I guess it's been almost eighteen years.
 C                            A                  D7                 G
I've been bumming around this country singing my songs for tips and beers
        C
Now the nights are long
    C7
The travelin's tough
F                     D7
Hotels stink, and the pay sucks
C                      A                D     G       C
But I can't dig what I do enough, so it never gets me down
--------------------------------------------------------------
  C                       A
I say life's too short to worry
 D         G       C
Life's too long to wait
C                     A
Too short not to love everybody
D7                G
Life's too long to hate
         C                         C7
I meet a lot of men who haggle and finagle all the time
F                             D7
Trying to save a nickel maybe make a dime
C       A          D       G       C
Not me, no sireee, I ain't got the time

1544. Ballad Of Easy Rider

Totte BergstrÃ¶m - Ballad of Easy Rider
Marty Stuart

The river flows, it flows to the sea
Wherever that river goes that's where I want to be
Flow river flow, let your waters wash down
Take me from this road to some other town

All he wanted was to be free
And that's the way it turned out to be
Flow river flow, let your waters wash down
Take me from this road to some other town

Flow river flow, past the shady trees
Go river go, go to the sea
Flow to the sea

The river flows, it flows to the sea
Wherever it goes that's where I want to be
Flow river flow, let your waters wash down
Take me from this road to some other town



1545. Ballad Of Forty Dollars

The Osborne Brothers - Ballad of Forty Dollars 
(Tom T. Hall)

The man who preached the funeral said it really was a simple way to die
He laid down to rest one afternoon and never opened up his eyes
They hired me and fred and joe to dig the grave and carry up some chairs
It took us seven hours and I guess we must have drunk a case of beer

I guess I ought to go and watch them put him down but I don't own a suit
And anyway when they start talking about the fire in hell, well, I get spooked
So, I'll just sit here in my truck and act like I don't know him when they pass
Anyway, when they're all through I've got to go to work and mow the grass

Well, here they come and who's that ridin' in that big ol' shiny limousine
Look at all that chrome, I do believe that that's the sharpest thing I've seen

That must belong to his great uncle, someone said he owned a big ol' farm
When they get parked I'll mosey down and look it over, that won't do no harm

Well that must be the widow in the car and would you take a look at that
That sure is a pretty dress, you know some women do look good in black
Well, he's not even in the ground and they say that his truck is up for sale
They say she took it pretty hard, but you can't tell too much behind the veil

Well, listen ain't that pretty when the bugler plays the military taps
I think that when you's in the war they always had to play a song like that
Well here I am and there they go and I guess you'd just call it my bad luck
I hope he rests in peace, the trouble is the fellow owes me forty bucks

1546. Ballad Of Jed Clampett

Bill Monroe - Ballad Of Jed Clampett 
Flatt & Scruggs

Come and listen to my story 'bout a man named Jed
Poor mountaineer, barely kept his family fed
Then one day he was shootin' at some food
And up through the ground came a bubbling crude
(Oil, that is, Texas tea, black gold)

First thing you know, old Jed's a millionaire
Friends said, Jed, move away from here
Said that California was the place he ought to be
So he loaded up the truck and they moved to Beverly
(Hills, that is, swimming pools and movie stars)

Well, now it's time to say goodbye to Jed and all his kin



They would like to thank you folks for kindly dropping in
You're all invited back again to this locality
To have a heaping helping of their hospitality
(Beverly Hillbillies, that's what they call 'em now
Nice folks, Y'all come back now, hear?)

1547. Ballad Of Restored Confidence

Cadillac Sky - Ballad Of Restored Confidence 
Album: Letters In The Deep

I should've known that you were troubled when
I heard the words my sister said
She told me you were spoilt
Rotten to the bone

I suppose that I was blind
My lovesick world didn't have the time
If only I'd have listened to my sister
I'd have known

That I'm worthy of love
And I deserve to be loved

Sad song has resounded you
Shallow heart that bounded you
Turned you into driftwood
Not caring where you go

Don't assume you're too far gone
Arise above the change that's on
Passion never leaves but you must
Keep it on the stones

I'm worthy of love
I deserve to be loved

I spent the last week empty
[Incomprehensible] craving in my chest
Because an angel had left me
And all I ever gave was my best

I'm worthy of love
I deserve to be loved

I put the cap back on this pen
And I will close this book again
I'll pick up the pieces and I'll wait
Till the day

The waters of this world will rise
By noon it will be past my eyes
I'll break off from you



And drift away

'Cause I'm worthy of love
I deserve to be loved
I'm worthy of love
I deserve to be loved

1548. Ballad Of Robin Winter-Smith

Nanci Griffith - Ballad Of Robin Winter-Smith

Mamma's in the kitchen rattlin' pans and the baby cries
On the TV news, somebody died
He was a crazy biker in a motorcycle ridin' daredevil show
In Merry England, oh, twenty seven years old
He was tryin' to break the record
For jumpin' over cars, he was the champ
He fell a little bit short oh, hit the ramp
This is the story, sad and it's gory of Robin Winter-Smith

He was a very brave man if you get my drift
'Cause he waved to the crowd, headed down the runway like a
Man possessed, Robin Winter-Smith I guess he did his best
I make a livin' a-playin' these songs and I hang out in bars
I play my guitar oh, but honey, I don't jump over cars
Mamma's in the kitchen rattlin' pans and the baby cries
On the TV news somebody died
He was a crazy biker in a motorcycle ridin' daredevil show
In Merry England, oh, twenty seven years old

1549. Ballad Of Sally Rose - Chords

Ballad Of Sally Rose
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Paul Kennerley and Emmylou Harris

G                          C          G
Her momma picked him up in south Minnesota
                                   D7             G
He promised her the world but they never got that far
                              C    G
For he was last seen in that '59 DeSota
                           D7             G
When Sally was born in the black hills of Dakota

                                   C           G
She was washed in the blood of the dying Sioux nation
                          D7        G
Raised with a proud but a wandering heart



                                        C        G
And she knew that her roots were in the old reservation
                                  D7             G
But she had stars in her eyes and greater expectations

   C            G          D7           G
No rings on her fingers no bells on her toes
     C           G              A7          D7
With bugs on her headlights and runs in her hose
            C             D7        G           C
Through the valley of the shadow of Roosevelt's nose
G                  D7          G
Adios South Dakota adios Sally Rose

              D7                G
They've got a national monument carved out of stone
       D7                           G
On the side of a mountain where her forefathers roamed
                                  C         G
Playin' cowboys and Indians right under the nose
                              D7          G
Of Theodore Roosevelt and the sweet Sally Rose

                              C              G
So she left Rapid City in the blue moonlight hour
                                    D7          G
With her eye on the highway and her foot on the floor
                             C             G
And turnin' the dial she was pulled by the power
                               D7           G
Of the word coming out of that broadcasting tower

repeat #3

1550. Ballad Of The Bellhop

Ballad of The Bellhop
Dustbowl Revival

The birds were squawking
People were talking, I was walking
And I could barely hear
Whispering, right in' my' ear

Your mama don't' like
Your daddy don't like me
Your grandma' put that pistol to my head
When she caught me fixing up your bed
I've been working at this hotel
Since I was fifteen
Ain't no way in hell
I ever thought I'd kiss the queen



It must be fate
Summer sun it never sets too late
It's just me and Kate
Dreaming our lives away

When Will takes out his hunting hounds
That's when she's winking her milky browns
At me, won't you meet me
At a quarter to three

Sweating like a hornet swarm
Sweating in that bellhop uniform
She said get down, on your knees
Mama was a sailor
Lost somewhere at sea
Daddy was a tailor
Somewhere he's so proud of me

It must be fate
Summer sun it never sets too late
It's just me and Kate
Dreaming our lives away

She said honey I got a plan
I'm gonna store you
In a room at Buckingham
You know Will gave me his hand
He's going to be my king
You're gonna be my back door man

It must be fate
Summer sun it never sets too late
It's just me and Kate
Dreaming our lives away

Backdoor man, backdoor man
Ain't that a sweet old plan
For a man like me
They're gonna put me on salary
Ain't no reason, hang us for treason
Ain't it the season, to swing away
Ain't got nothing more
To say about it babe

When they finally caught us
They threw us in the stockade
They stoned and spat upon us
But honey, child, we got it made

1551. Ballad Of The Devil's Backbone Tavern

Todd Snider - Ballad Of The Devil's Backbone Tavern



Story 'bout a failed trip to Luckenbach
Old Miss Virgie tended bar
At this shack out in the hills
It never made her no money, boys
But it paid up of all her bills
Well, now she must have been eighty years old
But her heart was warm and her beer was cold
She gave away more than she ever sold
Just smilin' all the time
I used to sing off in the corner
Every Friday night
There's a loud crowd of cowboys
And bikers and barroom fights
Now they was drinkin' beer and carryin' on
Not a one of them'd listen to one of my songs
But old Miss Virgie sang along
She said she knew 'em all by heart
And then one night after closin'
She poured me a beer
She said, "Come over here and sit down you little shit
I got somethin' you need to hear"
She said, "Life isn't easy gettin' through
Everybody's gonna make things tough on you
But I can tell you right now, if you dig what you do
They'll never get you down"
She said, "Life's too short to worry"
She said, "Life's too long to wait
And it's too short not to love everybody
And life is too long to hate
Yeah, I meet a lot of men who haggle, finagle all the time
Tryin' to save a nickel and make a dime"
She said, "Not me, boy, no sir-ee
No, I ain't a-got the time"
Now I ain't seen Ol' Virgie
I guess it's been about ten years
I've been bummin' around this country
Singin' my songs for tips and beers
Now the nights are long, the driving's tough
Hotels stink and the pay sucks
But I can't dig what I do enough
So it never gets me down
I say, "Life's too short to worry
Life's too long to wait
Well, it's too short not to love everybody
And life is too long to hate"
"I meet a lot of men who haggle, finagle all the time
Just tryin' to save a nickel and make a dime
Not me," she said, "No sir-ee
You know I ain't a-got the time"
That's right

1552. Ballad Of The Green Berets - Chords



Ballad Of The Green Berets
Recorded by SSgt. Barry Sadler
Written by Robin Moore and Barry Sadler

C                 G7       C
Fighting soldiers from the sky
G7                        C
Fearless men who jump and die        
F                   C
Men who mean just what they say          
G7                 C
The brave men of the Green Berets               

G7       C
Silver wings upon their chest          
G7            C
These are men America's best            
F                C
One hundred men we'll test today         
G7                    C
But only three win the Green Beret                    

G7       C
Trained to live off nature's land
G7                        C
Trained in combat hand to hand        
F                  C
Men who fight by night and day        
G7                    C
Courage deep from the Green Berets

Repeat #2               

G7         C
Back at home a young wife waits    
G7                      C
Her Green Beret has met his fate       
F                C
He has died for those oppressed        
G7              C
Leaving her this last request                    
G7       C
Put silver wings on my son's chest         
G7               C
Make him one of America's best           
F                    C
He'll be a man they'll test one day         
G7              C
Have him win the Green Beret

1553. Ballad Of The Haunted Woods

Ballad Of The Haunted Woods



In olden times, there was a river
Run between two mountain walls
And the place from where it started
Was a place called Haunted Falls.
On the waters of this river
Sailed many a light canoe
And the stream, it danced about them
When the summer skies were blue.
On its banks there lived a white man
With his wife and children, three
And their shouts of pain and sorrow
Echoed with their shouts of glee.

To the little town, the father
For the mail, one day had gone
Left his wife and loving babies
For one quiet hour alone.
Hark! the sound of tramping horses
Sends the mother, turned to fright
Just in time to draw the door bolt
When four Indians rode in sight.
Then she quickly kissed the children
Bade them neither speak nor cry
Placed them in a secret closet
Then prepared herself to die.
With one cruel push, the captain
Flung the bolt from off the door
Grabbed her by her long, brown tresses
Dragged her to river shore.
There they sang and danced about her
Paid no heed to her piteous cry
Threw her on the rocks beneath them
Then in agony, she died.
Was revenge that they had wanted
Was revenge they had found
When they burned those weeping babies
With the dwelling, to the ground.
Now an old man sadly wanders
'Round the place where the dwelling stood
And the people of that city
Call that place, The Haunted Woods.

1554. Ballad Of The Kingsmen

Ballad Of The Kingsmen
Todd Snider - Ballad Of The Kingsmen

The Kingsmen came together in a garage, 
They could hardly even play
But they practiced night 
And day pretty soon they got to where they could really play that song Louie, 
Louie
So, they saved up all the money from the shows, 



Went in to one of them studios and gave their version of the song a try

Now, I don't know the words to that song Louie, 
Louie and I'm pretty sure the singer for the 
Kingsmen didn't know  em either, 
If he did know  em he didn't get  em right on the record 
Cause on the record they sound jumbled in his jaw? It says, 
Me think of me girl oh so constantly
Ahmayaaah makaaaah aahh ooohoooh aaaaah
Well, that last part scared everybody from the PTA to the FBI
You see, the kids had been going kind of crazy lately 
And it seemed like nobody could figure out why, 
So they decided to form a coalition, 
Launch an investigation, you know for the children, they at least had to try     
To figure out the words to Louie, Louie 

Chorus
It's the feel good hit of this endless summer
It gets these kids out of control
Singin along to that star spangled bummer, 
Hail, hail rock and roll

Marilyn Manson's real name isn't even Marilyn Manson, 
He's a skinny public high school Kid from Florida, 
Not some monster from out of this world and like of a lot other skinny long hair public 
High school kids he was sick of getting 
Beaten up by the pulling guard all week only to go out on the weekend, 
And watch the Quarterback get all the girls so, 
He formed a band man  
Now' he gets all the girls, 
A few years later a couple of latchkey kids go tragically 
Mad and everybody's standing around the television store at the mall trying to figure out what
 went wrong, 
This guy says, 
You think the life of a kid going to high school could've gotten so bad this other guy says nah,
 
It's just the words to one of them goddamn Marilyn Manson songs, 
You know the one

Chorus

You know, every ten years or so our country and some other little country, 
We start firing all of our newest weapons 
At each other for some reason or another, right or wrong, 
Like it or not, it happens, and when it happens 
People get shot and when people get shot, 
They show it on tv a lot every night at six o clock
And you don't even have to be eighteen to see it you don't even have to be in first grade, 
First grade where they teach the kid pride
They tell him he'll need to thrive, 
In a world where only the strong will survive, 
So he's taught the art of more
To compare to and to keep score Monday thru Friday while 
He stares at the floor til' Sunday they make him go to 
School once more only this time they make him wear a suit and a tie 
And listen to some guy who claims to know Where people go 
When they die tell him that only the meek are gonna inherit the earth Well shit, 



By this time the kid doesn't know what anything 
Is worth, now brothers and sisters I am only one guy 
And I don't even know the words to that song Louie, 
Louie but I can tell you right now without batting an eye 
That the next time some latchkey kid goes wrong
It aint gonna be cause that Eminem gets to say the word Fag in his song
And I'm not trying to preach to ya either, 
I'm just trying to sing to ya too, you know string a few words together

Hey kids...
Lets get it on,
Lets get it on

1555. Ballad Of Thunder Road

Ballad Of Thunder Road
Don Raye / Robert Mitchum
Jim & Jesse

Let me tell the story, I can tell it all
About the mountain boy who ran illegal alcohol
His daddy made the whiskey, son, he drove the load
When his engine roared, they called the highway Thunder Road.

Sometimes into Ashville, sometimes Memphis town
The revenoors chased him but they couldn't run him down
Each time they thought they had him, his engine would explode
He'd go by like they were standin' still on Thunder Road.

Chorus:
And there was thunder, thunder over Thunder Road
Thunder was his engine, and white lightning was his load
There was moonshine, moonshine to quench the Devil's thirst
The law they swore they'd get him, but the Devil got him first.

On the first of April, nineteen fifty-four
A Federal man sent word he'd better make his run no more
He said two hundred agents were coverin' the state
Whichever road he tried to take, they'd get him sure as fate.

Son, his Daddy told him, make this run your last
The tank is filled with hundred-proof, you're all tuned up and gassed
Now, don't take any chances, if you can't get through
I'd rather have you back again than all that mountain dew.

Chorus

Roarin' out of Harlan, revvin' up his mill
He shot the gap at Cumberland, and screamed by Maynordsville
With T-men on his taillights, roadblocks up ahead
The mountain boy took roads that even Angels feared to tred.

Blazing right through Knoxville, out on Kingston Pike,



Then right outside of Bearden, they made the fatal strike.
He left the road at 90; that's all there is to say.
The devil got the moonshine and the mountain boy that day.

Chorus

1556. Ballad Of Treason

Ballad of Treason
Abigail Washburn

This kiss is a crime, let's not waste time
The cover of night is breaking
We even the score, we capture five more
Make a forbidden offering

Our heads are two states, let's pull down the gates
Declaring freedom
Send out our armies, bring death to our colonies
Harmony drowns out the cries of our generals

Climb up to the tree top, I'll be on the mountain top
Looking for you across the valley
First word you heard, oh, the sky is on fire
Crying for the dying daylight
I need you, I need you, I need you

Bodies on pyres, waiting for fire
The judge and the generals, dangerous diction
The faithful assemble, the crowd starts to tremble
The cavalry arises and begins to fall

The treason proclaim, fires bursts into flame
Doom sows right the sparks in to the blue

Climb up to the tree top, I'll be on the mountain top
Looking for you across the valley

First word you heard was sky is on fire
Crying for the dying daylight

I need you, I need you, I need you

This world is a shackle, I shout to the crowd
"Bring down the walls of Jericho"

Climb up to the tree top, I'll be on the mountain top
Looking for you across the valley
First word you heard was the sky is on fire
Crying for the dying daylight

I need you, I need you



1557. Ballinderry

Ballinderry
Arr. Tommy Makem

'Tis pretty to be in Ballinderry
'Tis pretty to be in Aughalee
'Tis prettier to be on bonny Ram's Island
A-sitting forever beneath a tree

Chorus:
O chone, O chone, O chone, O chone

For often I sailed to bonny Ram's Island
Arm in arm with Phelim my demon
He would whistle and I would sing
And we would make the whole island ring

Chorus

"I'm going," he said, "from bonny Ram's Island
Out and across the deep blue sea
And if in your heart you love me Mary
Open your arms at last to me"

Chorus

'Twas pretty to be in Ballinderry
Now it's as sad as sad can be
For the ship that sailed with Phelim my demon
Is sunk forever beneath the sea

Chorus

1558. Balo's Song

Balo's Song

Well me and my horse Balo we're going to the fair
We're gonna ride the bucks and run the barrels see everything that's there
We're gonna wink at all the women flag a tail at all the mares
We'll be hellbent for leather when we go to the fair

We're gonna shave and brush and shower shine our shoes up good and bright
We're gonna strap on all our leather stuff and cinch it up real tight
We're gonna jog around the warm up ring and lean against the rail
And check out all that horsy stuff like eyes and legs and tails

We're gonna jog in to the show ring with our head set good and proud



When the announcer calls the names out we hope he does it good and loud
We're gonna win us a blue ribbon and show off for the crowd
Well I guess we'll bring the stands down when Balo takes his bow

We're gonna strut around the grand stand and down the old midway
I'll be munchin' popcorn while Balo's chompin' hay
We're gonne find ourselves a saddle with something cute on either side
And me and my horse Balo might just join 'em for a ride

1559. Baltimore

Baltimore
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Jimmy Ibbotson

Baltimore, can you be in town tomorrow? Baltimore, Igot no money
for this call Baltimore, I don't think I can hold my sorrow any
longer in Baltimore I feel I'm up against a wall Baltimore, can
you find me in this city now? Baltimore, I don't know how much

I've been changed Baltimore, I don't think i'm very pretty now
Baltimore, can a meeting be arranged? Well I've been down, and

I've been sorry, it's so hard to say it When you're tied deep in
the hollow of a drum Oh yeah, but I don't care to hear you say

you're worried You can find me in the morning if you come
Balktimore, the best stories I remember Baltimore, about friends
I used to know I've got a letter I could send her to Baltimore
Now if you refuse to show Well I've been down, and I've been
sorry, it's so hard to say it When you're tied deep in the
hollow of a drum Oh yeah, but I don't care to hear you say
you're worried You can find me in the morning if you come
Baltimore, can you be in town tomorrow? Baltimore, Igot no money
for this call Baltimore, I
don't think I can hold my sorrow any longer in Baltimore I feel
you're up against a wall In Baltimore

1560. Baltimore - Chords

Baltimore 
The Hackensaw Boys
 
[Intro -- Muted strings "chuck, chicka chuck" 4x]
 
[Verse]
C
I went to town and I hung around
F



Long enough for it to lay me down
C                          G
I did not think I'd ever survive
         C
You can only make ten dollars an hour
        F
You can only tend to the roots of power
    C                          G             C
For just so long before you've got to take a ride
 
 
[Verse]
C
And Riley Riley why'd you wait so long
     F
Your mama's crying in your daddy's arms
C                               G
Balitimore ain't no place to be born
          C
There's a lot to lose but a world to gain
    F
And I declare that I proclaim
        C              G            C
There's just five more steps to the door
 
 
[Chorus]
F
And I'm going away for to leave you
C
Don't cry baby don't make me blue
G                  F          C
Can't you see that look in my eyes?
              F
And there's a time to rest and a time to row
      C
Don't ask me how  cause I just know
     G                    F         C
This road (this road), is right, to-night
 
[Instrumental - verse sequence, no lyrics]
C
F
C     G
C
F
C     G     C
 
[Verse]
C
Well there are those who yield and those who rise
           F
But you're never old in your mama's eyes
  C                               G
I never thought I'd feel so all a-lone
               C
Well I've seen broken hearts and passing hours



F
Black run guns and water towers
     C                        G                C
I'll miss you honey but we'll talk on the tele-phone
 
 
[Chorus]
F
And I'm going away for to leave you
C
Don't cry baby don't make me blue
G                  F          C
Can't you see that look in my eyes?
              F
Well there's a time to rest and a time to row
      C
Don't ask me how  cause I just know
     G                    F         C
This road (this road), is right, to-night
 
 
[Bridge]
F
And I don't believe you love me more
       G
 cause I don't believe you love me more
Am               F
What I done was wrong
                            C
Well I know what I done was wrong
G               Am              F
 
 
[Verse]
C
It's too damned far to Oregon
       F
My courage is spent, my emotion is gone
C                         G
California never kept me warm
    C
The Atlantic Ocean she's a mighty fine pond
         F
And the Piedmont steps and just beyond
    C                    G               C
The Blue Ridge Mountains calling me back home
 
 
[Chorus]
F
And I'm going away for to leave you
C
Don't cry baby don't make me blue
G                  F          C
Can't you see that look in my eyes?
              F
And there's a time to rest and a time to row



      C
Don't ask me how  cause I just know
     G                    F         C
This road (this road), is right, to-night
              F
There's a time to rest and a time to row
      C                Am
Don't ask me how  cause I just know
     G                    F         C
This road (this road), is right, to-night
     G                    F         C
This road (this road), is right, to-night
     G                    F         C
This road (this road), is right, to-night
     G                    F         C     G  C
This road (this road), is right, to-night

1561. Baltimore - Chords

Baltimore 
Eddie From Ohio

C          G
I'm an Irish woman
             C         G
That means I cry too much
             C         G
That means I have trouble
D
When you go
              C        G
And I'm that kind of woman
              C        G
The world's biggest junkie
              C        G
That means I have trouble
D      G
Saying no
 
 
     D                    C               G
So send me a song on the sweet wings of sorrow
C          G       D       G
Hold me and I will cry nevermore
        D                       C        G
'Cause I'm here today, and I'll be here tomorrow
C        G      Am            G
Fly me away, fly me away from Baltimore
 
 
C             G
I'm an Irish woman
         C            G



I love weddings and funerals
C               G
Beginnings and endings
     D
The front and the back
        C              G
And how you've always loved
     C            G
My deep sense of hope
          C          G
Now I've gallons of hope
       D           G
It's sense that I lack
 
 
     D                    C               G
So send me a song on the sweet wings of sorrow
C          G       D       G
Hold me and I will cry nevermore
        D                       C        G
'Cause I'm here today, and I'll be here tomorrow
C        G      Am            G
Fly me away, fly me away from Baltimore
 
 
        C     G
I'm an Irish woman
                    C              G
That means there's whiskey in my glass
          C             G
And I've been here a lifetime
D
Casing the joint
              C        G
And I'm that kind of woman
     C              G
Who cries in her whiskey
             C                G
If you can't cry when you're Irish
D
Then what's the point
 
 
     D                          C               G
So I'll send you a song on the sweet wings of sorrow
C          G       D       G
Hold me and I will cry nevermore
        D                       C        G
'Cause I'm here today, and I'll be gone tomorrow
C        G      Am            G
Flying away, flying away from Baltimore



1562. Bamboo

Bamboo
Van Ronk

You take a stick of bamboo,
you take a stick of bamboo,
you take a stick of bamboo,
you throw it in the water,
Oh, oh, Hanaah.

You take a stick of bamboo,
you take a stick of bamboo,
you take a stick of bamboo,
you throw it in the water,
Oh, oh, Hanaah.

River, she come down.
River, she come down.

You travel on the river,
you travel on the river,
you travel on the river,
you travel on the water,
Oh, Oh, Hanaah.

You travel on the river,
you travel on the river,
you travel on the river,
you travel on the water,
Oh, Oh, Hanaah.

River, she come down.
River, she come down.

My home's across the river,
my home's across the river.
My home's across the river,
my home's across the water.
Oh, Oh, Hanaah.

My home's across the river,
my home's across the river.
My home's across the river,
my home's across the water.
Oh, Oh, Hanaah.

River, she come down.
River, she come down.
You take a stick of bamboo,
you take a stick of bamboo,
you take a stick of bamboo,
you throw it in the water.



1563. Bananaphone - Chords

Bananaphone 
Rhonda Vincent

VERSE / INTRO
  F       F6       C7    C9 C7 C9
  1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +  1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +  
e/1---1-----------/0---0-----0-----/
B/1---1---3---3---/x-----3---x-3---/
G/2---2---2---2---/3---3-3---3-3---/
D/3---3---3---3---/2---2-2---2-2---/
A/----------------/3---3-3---3-3---/
E/----------------/----------------/
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
CHORDS
 
          E-A-D-G-B-e
Bb6       x-1-3-3-3-3
C7(#5)    x-3-5-3-5-4
F6        1-3-x-2-3-1
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
INTRO
/ F / C7 / F / C /
/ F / C7 / F / C /
 
 
VERSE
F              C7                    F           C7
Ring ring ring ring ring ring ring bananaphone
F              C7                    A7
Ring ring ring ring ring ring ring bananaphone
Gm7               Bb6  F     D7
 I've got this feeling, so appealing
G                           C     C7(#5)
 For us to get together and sing, sing!
 
 
VERSE
F              C7                    F           C7
Ring ring ring ring ring ring ring bananaphone
F              C7                    A7
Ding dong ding dong ding dong ding donanaphone
Gm7             Bb6
 It grows in bunches
F            D7
 I've got my hunches
G                           )
 It's the best, beats the rest
C                  C7(#5)
Cellular, modular, interactive-odular
 
 
VERSE
F              C7                    F           C7



Ring ring ring ring ring ring ring bananaphone
F                   C7                    A7
Ping pong ping pong ping pong ping pong pananaphone
Gm7          Bb6
 It's no baloney
F           D7
 It ain't a phoney
   G           C       F
My cellular, bananular phone
 
 
MIDDLE 8
E7
Don't need quarters, don't need dimes
   A
To call a friend of mine
E7
Don't need computers or TV
   A                A7
To have a real good time
D7
I call for pizza, I call my cat
G7
 I call the White House, have a chat
  Bb
I place a call around the world
   C               C7(#5)
Operator get me Beijing jing jing jing
 
 
SOLO
(fiddle)
/ F / C7 / F / C7 /
/ F / C7 / A7 / % /
(guitar)
/ Gm7 / Gm7 Bb6 / F / D7 /
/ G / % / C / C7(#5) /
 
(banjo)
/ F / C7 / F / C7 /
/ F / C7 / A7 / % /
(mandolin)
/ Gm7 / Gm7 Bb6 / F / D7 /
/ G / % / C / C7(#5) /
 
 
VERSE
F              C7                    F           C7
Ring ring ring ring ring ring ring bananaphone
F                   C7                    A7
Ying yang ying yang ying yang ying yang yananaphone
       Gm7                    Bb6
It's a real live mama and papaphone
  F                          D7
A brother and a sister and a dogaphone
  G                  C7           / F / D7 /
A grandpa phone and a grandma phone too



   G7          C7     / F / C7 /
My cellular, bananular phone
  F          Db   C    F
Bananaphone, ring ring ring 
 
 
CODA
/ F / Db C / F / Db C / F / % /
      1 + 2 + 3
/ F / F       F6

1564. Band Keeps Playing On - Chords

Band Keeps Playing On
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Red Simpson and Fuzzy Owen

C                                             F
You walked in with me but you walked out with someone else
G7                                 C
And left me sitting here alone all by myself
                        C7      F
I thought you were over him but I was wrong
              C        G7                         C
My world just stopped  but the band keeps playing on
     F                                         C
They just keep playing cause they don't notice you are gone
    F                                 C                   G7
You walked right out on me while they played our favorite song
    C                              F
And before you reached the door my teardrops reached the floor
              C        G7                         C
My world just stopped  but the band keeps playing on
                                              F
You said that you'd forgotten him and no more did you care
G7                                        C
But when he walked in your eyes lit up to see him there
                          C7             F
He asked you to dance and just like that you were gone
              C        G7                         C
My world just stopped  but the band keeps playing on
Repeat #2

1565. Band Of Brothers

Dierks Bentley - Band Of Brothers

[Verse 1]
I came up through the trenches, where we only played for tips and alcohol



You find out what you're made of when there ain't no gold or platinum on the wall
And there's a few more like me who ain't afraid of fighting for the cause

[Chorus]
Me and my band of brothers, we got you covered
Out here on the honky tonk front lines
We're loaded up with country music, we ain't afraid to use it
Even if we have to play all night
Well, we ain't no rookies, it's our third tour of duty
But that's alright, yeah, that's alright
Me and my band of brothers got you covered on the honky tonk front lines

[Verse 2]
From the bars of San Diego to the county fair way up in Bangor, Maine
We keep the tour bus rolling just like it was a big old Sherman tank
Like those who came before us, Owens, Haggard, Willie, Waylon, Jones, and Hank (And Joh
nny Cash)

[Chorus]
Me and my band of brothers, we got you covered
Out here on the honky tonk front lines
We're loaded up with country music, we ain't afraid to use it
Even if we have to play all night
Well, we ain't no rookies, it's our third tour of duty
But that's alright, yeah, that's alright
Me and my band of brothers got you covered on the honky tonk front lines
(Ah, cover me, boys)

[Chorus]
Well, we ain't no rookies, it's our third tour of duty
But that's alright, yeah, that's alright
Me and my band of brothers got you covered on the honky tonk front lines
Me and my band of brothers got you covered on the honky tonk front lines

1566. Band Of Gold - Chords

Band Of Gold
Recorded by Charly McClain
Written by Ronald Dunbar and Edith Wayne

C                                         G7
Now that you're gone all that's left is a band of gold
                       F
All that's left of the dream I hold is a band of gold
        Em             Dm
And the memory of what love could be
   C              Dm        C
If you were still here with me
                                              G7
You took me from the shelter of a lover I had never known
                   F
Or loved any other we kissed after taking vows
    C                 F    Dm



But that night on our honeymoon
   C         Dm       C
We stayed in separate rooms
                             G7
I wait in the darkness of my lonely room
                    F
Filled with sadness filled with gloom
                 C                F            Dm
Hoping soon that you'll walk back through that door
    C                Dm    C
And love me like you did before
                                       G7
Since you're gone all that's left is a band of gold
                       F
All that's left of the dream I hold is a band of gold
        Em             Dm
And the memory of what love could be
   C              Dm        C
If you were still here with me
Repeat #3,4

1567. Banded Clovis

Sturgill Simpson - Banded Clovis
Tyler Childers

[Verse 1]
Tina Nolan had a man with a good place for siftin'
He invited me diggin', so I picked up my screen
And a shovel to dig and a jar of shine
He traded me fair for a bottle of wine
His brother's Barnes Mountain wine

[Verse 2]
We trudged through the snow straight up the hillside
Took a ridge for a while, then we slowly went down
To an overhang hid from the ridgeline
We bent o'er our handles and we bit in the ground
The dark and bloody ground

[Verse 3]
Was a bitch to break ground but the wine kept us goin'
The moonshine was flowin' and keepin' us warm
'Cause you can't hold a girl with a fistful of shovel
Got to find your fire in the company of corn

[Verse 4]
We dug for a while then it all turned to ashes
Found a bunch of broke flint and a few bits of bone
Then I heard Jesse yell o'er the pile he was siftin'
Shook the hills like the angels were callin' us home
Jesse, Zachary come home



[Verse 5]
It was banded as hell, it was fluted and clovis
It was hot as the pistol I kept on my side
I was fiendin' so fierce, I was broke ass and busted
I pulled out my pistol and I took Jesse's life

[Verse 6]
A clovis like that is a hard point to find
Makes pills swift to come by with a good chunk of change
Left over for burn on whatever meanness
Whatever woman is comin' my way
Darlin' come my way

[Verse 7]
I sit in this cell for the banded clovis
I stole off of Nolan when I killed'm that day
I reckon the chase of the pills and the powder
Corn liquor and women are the culprits to blame

1568. Bandera - Chords

Bandera
Recorded by Mona McCall
Written by Guyanne McCall and Justin Trevino

C                                         F
I guess Bandera was too far to ask you to come
                   C
To just dance with me
  G7
I sat there thinking with neon lights blinking
                          C
So lonesome for your company
 
 
My mind holds a picture of you and I waltzing
    F                    C
And holding your hand in mine
    G7
The picture it's fading but fresh in my feelings
                                   C
And feelings get stronger with the tide
 
 
I thought a cowboy would ride across Texas
     F                       C
With no thought of time or a mile
   G7
If he thought that he had a lady there waiting
                       C
To offer a dance and a smile
 
 



My eyes found the dance floor my ears heard the 4/4
   F                    C
My heart ached with old memories
     G7
Well I guess Bandera was too far to ask you to come
                   C
To just dance with me

1569. Bandera Waltz

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Bandera Waltz

I danced with an angel one night neath the stars
While cowboys were singing and playing guitars
The tune they were playing was a beautiful waltz
And they called it Bandera and the Bandera Waltz

The music so sweet seemed to whisper to me
She loves me, she loves me, what else can it be
Now she's gone and left me with the love that was false
But I'll remember Bandera and the Bandera Waltz

The music so sweet seemed to whisper to me
She loves me, she loves me, what else can it be
Now she's gone and left me with the love that was false
But I'll remember Bandera and the Bandera Waltz

1570. Bandit And A Heartbreaker

Linda Ronstadt - Bandit And A Heartbreaker

Sweet silver angels over the sea
Please come down flying low for me

One time I trusted a stranger
Cause I heard his sweet song
And it was gently enticing me
Though there was something wrong
And when I turned
He was gone
Blinding me, his song remained
Reminding me
He's a bandit and a heartbreaker
A bandit and a heartbreaker
Sweet silver angels over the sea
Please come down flying low for me

He wages war with the devil



A pistol by his side
And though he chases him out windows
And won't give him a place to hide
He keeps his door open wide
Blinding him, he lights a lamp
Inviting him
He's a bandit and a heartbreaker
A bandit and a heartbreaker
Sweet silver angels over the sea
Please come down flying low for me

One time I trusted a stranger
Cause I heard his sweet song
And it was gently enticing me
Though there was something wrong
And when I turned
He was gone
Blinding me, his song remained
Reminding me
He's a bandit and a heartbreaker
A bandit and a heartbreaker
A bandit and a heartbreaker
Sweet silver angels over the sea
Please come down flying low for me

1571. Bang Bang

Bang Bang
The Avett Brothers

Another bang bang shoot 'em up movie
Pride and vengeance all around
Another bang bang shoot em' up movie
Meant to blow my mind
Make my heart pound
Bridges and tempers on fire
Please turn it off, I'm tired
Of bang bang bang shoot 'em up movies

Have you ever had a gun pointed directly at you
And there isn't any doubt it's loaded and ready to go
Well I have twice and I don't recall any heroes on the scene
Just adrenaline and fear and a few souls who have unfortunately seen

A lot of bang bang shoot 'em up movies
People putting people in the ground
Bang bang shoot 'em up movies
Meant to turn my head
Make my heart pound
Fiction and commerce conspire
Please turn it off I'm tired
Of bang bang bang shoot 'em up movies



I live in the country because I love peace and quiet
But all of my neighbors have closets full of machine guns
And every Sunday they're out there, pretending to be Rambo
And I'm in here pretending like Sunday is still sacred

Conceal and carry your fear
Don't need no weapons here
I've had all I can stand
Of the bloodthirsty leading man

If you think there isn't any connection between
All the violence you see in real life and what's on the screen
Well it seems painfully clear to me
That you're living in a fantasy

Another bang bang shoot 'em up movie
Living room like a battle ground
A bang bang shoot 'em up movie
Meant to push the envelope
Make me say 'wow'
If I never hear gunfire again I'll be fine
So please turn it off I'm tired
Of bang bang bang bang bang bang bang bang
Bang bang bang

1572. Bang The Drum Slowly

Emmylou Harris - Bang The Drum Slowly

I meant to ask you how to fix that car
I always meant to ask you about the war
And what you saw across a bridge too far
Did it leave a scar

Or how you navigated wings of fire and steel        
Up where heaven had no more secrets to conceal
And still you found the ground beneath your wheels
How did it feel

Bang the drum slowly play the pipe lowly
To dust be returning from dust we begin
Bang the drum slowly I'll speak of things holy
Above and below me world without end

I meant to ask you how when everything seemed lost
And your fate was in a game of dice they tossed
There was still that line that you would never cross
At any cost

I meant to ask you how you lived what you believed
With nothing but your heart up your sleeve
And if you ever really were deceived
By the likes of me



Bang the drum slowly play the pipe lowly
To dust be returning from dust we begin
Bang the drum slowly I'll speak of things holy
Above and below me world without end

Gone now is the day and gone the sun
There is peace tonight all over Arlington
But the songs of my life will still be sung
By the light of the moon you hung

I meant to ask you how to plow that field
I meant to bring you water from the well
And be the one beside you when you fell
Could you tell

Bang the drum slowly play the pipe lowly
To dust be returning from dust we begin
Bang the drum slowly I'll speak of things holy
Above and below me world without end

1573. Bang You're Alive

Flatt & Scruggs - Bang you're alive
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Tell me where society got these two kinds of kids
Why did Bonnie why did Clyde do all the things they did
Why were they born to be this way why were they born to hide
One day we are nothing and then bang we're alive

Was it something that they learned from someone that they knew
Or did the fate that guides us all guide Clyde and Bonnie too
Do you expect that they were just examples to the wise
One day we are nothing and then bang we're alive

The masses have a conscience and we know it is in vain
Could it be that we could blame the system or machine
Who's to judge the others till the final chapter's read
One day we are something and then bang we're dead

1574. Bang! Bang!

Bang! Bang!
Garth Brooks - Bang! Bang!

She worked the window at the Desert Sands
Clyde was a dealer who was gifted with the sleight of hand
Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!



Their petty thieving and conniving ways
Would never get 'em to that beach house of their dreams someday
Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!
But every afternoon at four that armored car rolled to the door (like before)

Bang! Bang!
The doors swing open and the pick-up begins
Bang! Bang!
The guard knocks, she lets him in
Bang! Bang!
Two bangs of cash hit the floor
The guard asks her out, she turns him down and shows him the door (once more)
Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!

They must have run through it a thousand times
But something happened on the evening of their perfect crime
Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!

It seems the set up and the switch all play
But there's a problem when it gets down to the get away
Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!
So, to complete their master plan
They're gonna need a pick-up man (meet Jo-Ann)

Bang! Bang! Bang!

It's four on Monday and the hustle begins
Bang! Bang! Bang!
The guard knocks, she lets him in
Bang! Bang! Bang!
The bags of cash hit the floor
Clyde's hiding out, he swaps 'em out
The guard's out the door (they score)
Bang! Bang! Bang!
Bang! Bang! Bang!

Two big bags of money and they're both feeling light
She sees the guard is stopping, she knows when something's not right
When he turns to find he's standing face to face now with her
She says "how 'bout dinner Friday
And if you're good I'll let you have dessert"

Bang! Bang!
The guard is happy and he's gone in a flash
Bang! Bang!
She grabs Clyde and the cash
Bang! Bang!
They see Jo-Ann and jump in
They were last seen heading West and never heard from again
The end
Bang! Bang!
Amen
Bang! Bang!



1575. Bang, Bang, Bang

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Bang, bang, bang
Composer: Craig Wiseman - Al Anderson

Here she comes in her hot pink pedal pushers
Bouffant hair from the Curl Up and Dye
Cat mama shades with the rhinestone customizing
Tell me I ain't one lucky guy

It's Friday night and the full moon's shining
That always makes her just a little insane
Eight o'clock and I hear her tires squealing
Picking me up in her purple Fairlane

There's a band at the Rotary
Just a two dollar cover charge
We hear 'em playing as we're parking the car

And it's bang bang bang goes the drummer
Twang twang twang goes guitar
Dance dance dance little Dixie
And there goes my heart

Never forget the first time I saw her
Chuck Berry playing while she walked the dog
Go-go boots and leopard skin body suit
Beat 'bout anything I ever saw
We did the stroll and the double watusi
She never once let me catch my breath
She kept me going like a steam locomotive
Felt so good I liked to hurt myself

Now 'bout each and every weekend
I watch her cuttin' up a rug
Every time I just fall in love

And it's bang bang bang goes the drummer
Twang twang twang goes guitar
Dance dance dance little Dixie
And there goes my heart

There's a band at the Rotary
Just a two dollar cover charge
We hear 'em playing as we're parking the car

And it's bang bang bang goes the drummer
Twang twang twang goes guitar
Dance dance dance little Dixie
And there goes my heart

Bang bang bang goes the drummer
Twang twang twang goes guitar
Dance dance dance little Dixie
And there goes my heart



1576. Bangor Mash - Chords

Bangor Mash 
The Devil Makes Three

[Intro]
Am C/G E
 
e/----12---12-12---12-10---5----------/
B/------------------------------------/
G/------------------------------------/
D/------------------------------------/
A/------------------------------------/
E/------------------------------------/
 
Am C/G E7
Am C/G E7
 
[Verse 1]
Am                  C/G
Meet me down by the mobile down trees
          E7
There's a thousand things you got to see to believe
         Am                  C/G
Come on, lay them bones down at my feet
            E7
We're gonna look into the future, see what would we see
Am                           C/G
Man, I say your future looks pretty damn dim
           E7
I couldn't say if you're gonna sink or swim
Am                            C/G
Give me five dollars and I'll sing you a song
      E7
Gonna tell you something you knew all along
E7
That's, uh
 
[Chorus]
Am                 G                     Am
Yes, I know we all die at the end of the road
Am            G                  Am
Ain't nothin' round here you can hold
Am                  G
Guess no, guess no, body knows
     E7            Dm
That when I die, I go back home
Am                 G                     Am
Yes, I know we all die at the end of the road
Am            G                  Am
Ain't nothin' round here you can hold
Am              G
When I go, just take my bones



        E7                  Dm
Scatter them from here back to my home
 
[Interlude]
Am C/G Dm E
Am C/G Dm E Am E
Am C/G Dm E
Am C/G Dm E
Am C/G Dm E
Am C/G E7
Am C/G E7
Am C/G E7
Am C/G E7
 
[Verse 2]
Am                C/G
Listen to me, now when I speak
       E7
Say, I do my best talkin' when I'm fast asleep
            Am                 C/G
Come on and lay your head down next to mine
        E7
You can listen to the spirits of the dead just fine, oh
Am                          C/G
Come on, help me with these iron wings
            E7
We're gonna fly so high we hear the angels sing
Am                            C/G
Man, it feels good to have my feet off the ground
           E7
I hope the good God Almighty that I never come down
E7
Cause, uh
 
[Chorus]
Am                 G                     Am
Yes, I know we all die at the end of the road
Am            G                  Am
Ain't nothin' round here you can hold
Am              G
When I go, just take my bones
        E7                  Dm
Scatter them from here back to my home
Am                 G                     Am
Yes, I know we all die at the end of the road
Am            G                  Am
Ain't nothin' round here you can hold
Am              G
When I go, just take my bones
        E7                  Dm
Scatter them from here back to my home
 
[Outro]
Am C/G Dm E
Am C/G Dm E Am E
Am C/G Dm E Am C/G Dm
Am C/G Dm E Am C/G Dm



Am C/G Dm E
Am C/G Dm E
Am

1577. Banjo Clark

Banjo Clark
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
Old Joe Clark he made his mark when cotton was king
And late at night 'neath the shanty light you could hear that banjo ring
It would ring out for the master who was listening on the hill
And it would ring out for the babies who were sleeping quiet and still

[Chorus]
Round and round old Joe Clark
Round and round, I say
Round and round old Joe Clark
Until the break of day

[Verse 2]
When he came out of the belly of that ship of slavery
He was holding to his banjo but it was not on his knee
And someone said, "Hey here's a strong one
And he can entertain
So we'll let you keep your banjo, but Clark's gonna be your name"

[Chorus]
Round and round old Joe Clark
Play it when I say
Round and round old Joe Clark or they'll carry you away
Round and round (Old Joe Clark)
Round and round

[Verse 3]
He learned to play the melodies of Cork and county Claire
He even played for Lincoln once, outside the courthouse square
Then he went down to New Orleans, they called it Dixieland
But everywhere that old Joe played, he was still a hired hand

[Chorus]
Round and round old Joe Clark
Round and round, I say
Round and round old Joe Clark
Until the break of day
Round and round old Joe Clark
Round and round, I say
Round and round old Joe Clark
Until the break of day

Fare thee well old Joe Clark
Fare thee well I say



Fare thee well old Joe Clark
Fare thee well I say
Fare thee well old Joe Clark
Fare thee well I say
Fare thee well old Joe Clark
Until the break of day

Round and round (Old Joe Clark)
Round and round
Round and round
Round and round

[Outro]
Old Joe Clark he made his mark when cotton was king
And late at night 'neath the shanty light you could hear that banjo ring

1578. Banjo Odyssey - Chords

Banjo Odyssey 
The Dead South

[Intro]
Gm
 
[Verse]
Gm
Tore up the restraining order, I don't care I'm comin' over
                                          F
What your daddy said isn't goin' over too well
                               Gm
Don't you know not to kiss and tell?
 
[Chorus]
G                                            Am                Bb                G Am Bb
Mother said "She's my brothers daughter" and I don't even know who's my father
G                       Am                 Bb                     Gm
I guess she's my cousin but she needs some sweet lovin' anyway!
 
[Verse]
Gm
Pulled you out by your hair, if people ask I was never there
                                  F
Come on baby and take a ride with me
                                Gm
Come on baby let's drive to the sea
 
[Chorus]
G                                            Am                Bb                G Am Bb
Mother said "She's my brothers daughter" and I don't even know who's my father
G                       Am                 Bb                     Gm
I guess she's my cousin but she needs some sweet lovin' anyway!
 
[Instrumental]



G Am Bb
G Am Bb
 
[Bridge]
Gm                Am          Bb                    Gm                        Am     Bb
It's a hot night drivin' down highway sixty with my baby in the passenger seat
Gm                          Am       Bb                    Gm                 Am     Bb
I roll down the window and I lean my head back and put my foot to the floor
 
Gm                                  Dm   Bb
We're going faster and she's saying slow down
Gm                                  Dm   Bb
We're going faster and she's saying slow down
Gm                                  Dm   Bb
We're going faster and she's saying slow down
Gm                                  Dm   Bb
We're going faster and she's saying slow down
Gm                            Dm   Bb
And I say no and she's saying slow down
Gm                            Dm   Bb
And I say no and she's saying slow down
Gm                            Dm   Bb
And I say no and she's saying slow down
Gm                            Dm   Bb
And I say no and shes screaming slow down
Gm        Dm   Bb
And I say no, no
 
[Chorus]
G                                            Am                Bb                G Am Bb
Mother said "She's my brothers daughter" and I don't even know who's my father
G                       Am                 Bb                     Gm
I guess she's my cousin but she needs some sweet lovin' anyway!

1579. Banjo Pickin' Girl

Banjo Pickin' Girl
Abigail Washburn

Goin' around this world baby mine
Goin' around this world baby mine
Goin' around this world, I'm a banjo pickin' girl
I'm goin' around this world baby mine

Goin' to Tennessee baby mine
Goin' to Tennessee baby mine
Goin' to Tennessee don't you try and follow me
Goin' to Tennessee baby mine

Goin' around this world baby mine
Goin' around this world baby mine
Goin' around this world, I'm a banjo pickin' girl
I'm goin' around this world baby mine



Goin' to Chattanooga baby mine
Goin' to Chattanooga baby mine
Goin' to Chattanooga and from there on to Cuba
Goin' to Chattanooga baby mine

Goin' to North Carolina baby mine
Goin' to North Carolina baby mine
Goin' to North Carolina and from there off to China
I'm goin' off to China baby mine

I'm goin' across the ocean baby mine
I'm goin' across the ocean baby mine
I'm goin' across the ocean no, now don't you change my notion
I'm goin' across the ocean baby mine

1580. Banjo Rock 'n Roll

Banjo Rock 'n Roll - Hot Buttered Rum

I was born to rock with a banjo in my hand.
I was born to ride in the back of a bus all over this land.
I was born without wings, wanting to fly.
I'm gonna ride these five strings straight up to the sky.
And I'll rock as best I can
With a banjo in my hand.

Lord it's terrible, I know, pluggin' in the five.
But I got to do, good Lord, what makes me feel alive.
 Cause there's nothing like it this whole world  round,
That plunkin' and a-thunkin' and old-timin' sound
With a little bit o' shuck and jive,
Oh Lord, that plugged-in five.

It gets me right down, right down in my soul,
Just to hear that banjo rock, to hear it roll.
It takes me right down to the floor,
And way down deep I die for more,
 Cause it lets me know I'm whole
That banjo rock  n roll.

1581. Bank Vault In Heaven

Richard Thompson - Bank Vault In Heaven 

Got a bank vault in heaven, got my name on the door
Every day I get richer, add a little bit more
Come you tellers and lenders and lend me some more
Got a bank vault in heaven and it's mine for evermore



And the angels sing, "Fly, fly, fly"
The angels sing, "Fly, fly, fly"
Fly from the darkness that covers you all
Fly to the sky where the only wall is infinity, infinity

Going to shine down from heaven right into your room
Take the minds of your children right off to the moon
Every mud hut and igloo, every penthouse and farm
I'll shine down from heaven and I'll do my snake-charm

And the angels say, "Sing, sing, sing", "Sing, sing, sing"
Oh, the whole world is singing the same happy tune
Something so low even hound dogs can croon to insanity, insanity

Oh, there's a signpost in heaven, in the firmament blue
You can run to the wastelands, but it points straight at you
I've got a bank vault in heaven, what joy will it bring
All you Punchs and Judys, I'll be pulling your strings

1582. Banks Of Allatoona

Banks of Allatoona
Larkin Poe - Banks of Allatoona

(Let's go down to the banks of Allatoona)
(Let's go down to the banks of Allatoona)
Come, we're stumbling on roots
Our bodies are cold
Our breath is warm
Come, slip out of your dress
Slip out of your skin
Strip down to your soul
Down we go
(Let's go down to the banks of Allatoona)
Into the deep, hear it calling
(Let's go down to the banks of Allatoona)
Let it pull you down we go
Falling asleep in the current
Come, leave what you know
Behind in the day
Embrace the night
Come, slip out of your dress
Slip out of your skin
Strip down to your soul
Down we go
(Let's go down to the banks of Allatoona)
Into the deep, hear it calling
(Let's go down to the banks of Allatoona)
Let it pull you down we go
Falling asleep in the current
(Let's go down to the banks of Allatoona)
(Let's go down to the banks of Allatoona)



(Let's go down to the banks of Allatoona)
(Let's go down to the banks of Allatoona)

1583. Banks Of Sicily

Banks Of Sicily
Hamish Henderson

Chorus:
Fare thee well, ye banks of Sicily,
Fare thee well, ye valley and shore.
There's no Jock will mourn the loss of ye;
Poor bloody soldiers are weary.

The piper is tuned up and piping away;
He can't come to toon for his vino today.
The skies o' Messina are cloudy and grey,
And the song that he's playing is eerie.

It's march doon the square, and light on the bay,
Packs on your back and the boats are away.
Waiting your turn while the pipes and drums play,
And the song that they're playing is eerie.

The drummer is polished, the drummer is grand.
He cannae be seen for his straps and his bands.
He's raised himself up for a photo and stand
To leave wi' his Lola, his dearie.

1584. Banks Of Sweet Italy

The Incredible String Band - Banks Of Sweet Italy 

And must you go my flower my gem
My laughter and my hope of joy
To follow fortune through all the world
Make luck pursue you my darling boy

The sun shines bright in France
Yellow it shines on high Barbaree
Oh, be my light of day
Carry not long on the banks of sweet Italy

A golden ring is a precious thing
Red stockings and shoes of green
A dwelling place with painted door
A wide white bed to love you in

Summer's gone with calm days



Ungentle now is Biscay Bay
A cold fear claims my heart
God save all sailors from the cruel waves

1585. Banks Of The Ohio

Banks Of The Ohio - Doc Watson

I asked my love to take a walk
Just to walk a little ways
And as we walked along we talked
All about our wedding day

   Only say that you'll be mine
   In no others arms entwined
   Down beside where the waters flow
   On the banks of the Ohio

I took her by her lily white hand
I dragged her down that bank of sand
There I threw her in to drown
I watched her as she floated down

Returning home between twelve and one
Thinking of what a deed I'd done
I'd killed the girl I loved you see
Because she would not marry me

The very next day about half passed four
The sheriff's men knocked at my door
He said young man come now and go
Down to the banks of the Ohio

1586. Banks Of The Old Bandera

Rodney Crowell - Banks of the Old Bandera

On the banks of the old Bandera where roams the barefoot child
On Sunday go to meetin' shortcuts out along the high wire lines down a dusty road
The hills there were bluebonnets like a printed cotton gown
And summer rain falls down like honey sweet magnolia blossoms grow and old men dance
Once we ran barefooted through a clover full of dew
Once we learned to play like lone Comanches running loose
What it made you feel like is a song
But what it feels like now is gone
I can hear the screen door slamming
Run a foot race to the creek
You can see clean to the bottom and deeper just depends on how you look, maybe where yo
u stand



Monkey vines and swimmin' holes lay just around the bend
The rope we used to swing on now hangs tattered in the wind
What it made you feel like is a song
And what it feels like now is gone
What it made you feel like is a song

1587. Banks Of The Pontchartrain

Nanci Griffith - Banks of the Pontchartrain

I'm goin' back where my garden blooms all year
Where the wintertime speaks softly in the fallin' rain
I'm goin' back to my green eyed lover there
And we will dance along the banks of old Lake Pontchartrain

Oh, I've grown pale beneath the streets of Montreal
Where the voices ring like bells in French-Canadian
And the rivers stand imprisoned till the thaws
I am alone at night and dream of my own Pontchartrain

[Chorus:]
Take me to the station, I am late to catch my southbound train
Oh, I'm gonna call my cousin Libby
She will be waiting by the tracks when I roll in
I'm gonna roll across America
Just to stand beside my Pontchartrain again

These old rails shake like thunder through the night
Soon I'll have my green eyed lover's arms to comfort me
Oh, I can see my cousin Libby by his side
Her hair will flow in waves like on Lake Pontchartrain

[Chorus]

I'm goin' back where my garden blooms all year
Where the wintertime speaks softly in the fallin' rain
I'm goin' back to my green eyed lover there
And we will dance along the banks of old Lake Pontchartrain
Yes, we will dance along the banks of old Lake Pontchartrain
We will dance along the banks of old Lake Pontchartrain
And here comes the train

1588. Baptism - Chords

Baptism
Recorded by Randy Travis
Written by Mickey Cates

C          Am          F              G7



The summer breeze made ripples on the pond
C                       Am            F            G7
And rattled through the reeds and the willow trees beyond
Am                G7      F                   C
Daddy in his good hat and momma in her Sunday dress
F                       Em          C            G7       C
Watched with pride as I stood there in the water up to my chest
        A#7            F                   C
And the preacher spoke about the cleansing blood
F            C              Dm              G7
As I sank my toes into that cool East Texas mud
            C             Am      F  G7       C
Then it was down with the old man up with the new
F         C                   Dm        G7
Raised to walk in the ways of light and truth
  Am            F                 C             F
I didn't see no angels just a few saints on the shore
      C           Am           G7      F         G7          C
But I felt like a newborn baby cradled up in the arms of the Lord
        Am    F                G7
Amazing grace oh how sweet the sound
C                      Am            F             G7
There was glory in the air there was dinner on the ground
       Am              G7        F               C
And my sins which were many were washed away and gone
F                    C        Dm        G7       C
Along with a buffalo nickel I forgot to leave at home
     A#7                F                    C
That seemed like such a small small price to pay
F               C                  Dm              G7
For the blessed peace of mind that came to me that day
Repeat #3
     A#7              F         G7                        C
This road is long and dusty sometimes the soul it must be cleansed
      A#7               F             G7
And I long to feel that water rushing over me again
  Am            F                 C             F
I didn't see no angels just a few saints on the shore
      C           Am           G7      F         G7          C
But I felt like a newborn baby cradled up in the arms of the Lord
            Am           G7      F         G7          Am   F G7 C
Felt like a newborn baby cradled up in the arms of the Lord

1589. Bar In My Car

Bar In My Car
Tom Butt or Davis / Smith (?)

I just talked to the weatherman.
It's gonna rain on me today.
I dropped my bubblegum in the sand,
And I had to throw it away.
I got out of bed, sratched my watch and wound my head.



I'm so mixed up that I can't think.
I'm gonna build me a bar in the back of my car,
And drive myself to drink.

There's a little black cloud raining down on my head
Washin' all my dreams away.
Every stoplight I see turns red.
I guess it just ain't my day.
I might as well give up, my mind's an empty cup,
I'm a ship gettin' ready to sink.
I'm gonna put a bar in the back of my car,
And drive myself to drink.

I just talked to the weatherman.
It's gonna rain on me today.
I dropped my bubblegum in the sand,
And I had to throw it away.
I got out of bed, sratched my watch and wound my head.
I'm so mixed up that I can't think.
I'm gonna build me a bar in the back of my car,
And drive myself to drink, sha-la,
Drive myself to drink.

1590. Bar Room Buddies

Bar Room Buddies

Hey, I want to sing till the feeling gets right
Well, let's harmonize, we'll be dynamite
I'll yodel the high notes, I've done it for years
Good deal old buddy and I'll pour the beer

There's always some lady alone at the bar
Yeah and you always let her know just who you are
I know a couple gals that we can call down
They'll shake the pictures right all of the wall

We're bar room buddies and that's the best kind
Nobody fools with a buddy of mine
I'll laugh when you're happy and I'll cry when you're blue
We're bar room buddies and we're doing fine

So pour me another, we got nothing but time
Old chug-a-lug-a-lugging bar room buddy of mine
The bartender trying to turn out the lights
Well, maybe it is time we called it a night

Hell, we'll wake up the roosters if we drink them real slow
Well, let's have a double and a six pack to go

We're bar room buddies and that's the best kind
Nobody fools with a buddy of mine
I'll laugh when you're happy and I'll cry when you're blue



We're bar room buddies and we're doing fine

So pour me another we got nothing but time
Old chug-a-lug-a-lugging bar room buddy of mine
Hell we're skirt chasing, tail kicking guitar picking, pool hustling
Old chug-a-lug-a-lugging bar room buddy of mine

1591. Bar With No Beer

Tom T Hall - Bar With No Beer

The beachcomber works by the ocean all day
He gets what the tourists and the sea throw away
He's hot and he's thristy and the words hurt his ears
When they tell him he stopped in a bar with no beer
It's lonesome away from your kinfolks at home
By the campfires at night where the buffalo roam
But there's nothin' so lonesome, so morbid or drear
Then to sit on a stool in a bar with no beer
There's a dog on the sidewalk for his master he waits
But his boss is inside drinkin' wine with his mates
He hurries for cover and cringes in fear
Ain't no place for a dog 'round a bar with no beer
Now Billy the barfly, first time in his life
He went home cold sober to his lovin' wife
He walks in the kitchen, she says, you're early, my dear
He breaks down and tells her, the bar's got no beer
The owner is anxious for the beer man to come
There's a far away look on the face of the bum
The waitress is cranky, she says, it's lonely in here
What a terrible place is a bar with no beer
Well, I've had me some trouble, I've had me some pain
Been locked up in the cold and left out in the rain
I fought with the law but there's one thing I fear
To get stuck in a town in a bar with no beer

1592. Bar With No Beer - Chords

Bar With No Beer
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall
[3/4 time]

G                             C
The beach comber works by the ocean all day
   D7                                       G
He gets what the tourists and the sea throw away
                                  C
He's hot and he's thirsty and the words hurt his ears
          D7                                     G



When they tell him he's stopped in a bar with no beer
                                 C
It's lonesome away from your kin folks at home
       D7                                   G
By the campfires at night where the buffalo roam
                                   C
But there's nothing so lonesome so morbid or drear
        D7                              G
Than to sit on a stool in a bar with no beer
                                      C
There's a dog on the sidewalk for his master he waits
        D7                                    G
But his boss is inside drinking wine with his mate
                         C
He hurries for cover and cringes in fear
         D7                                  G
Ain't no place for a dog round a bar with no beer
                           C
Now Billy the barfly first time in his life
        D7                            G
He went home cold sober to his loving wife
                                        C
He walks in the kitchen she says you're early my dear
          D7                                  G
He breaks down and tells her the bar's got no beer
                             C
The owner is anxious for the beer man to come
          D7                               G
There's a far away look on the face of the bum
                                     C
The waitress is cranky she says it's lonely in here
       D7                              G
What a terrible place is a bar with no beer
                                   C
Well I've had me some trouble I've had me some pain
            D7                                 G
Been locked up in the cold and left out in the rain
                                     C
I've fought with the law but there's one thing I fear
       D7                               G
To get stuck in a town in a bar with no beer

1593. Barbados

Rhiannon Giddens - Barbados

[Intro]
I own I am shocked at the purchase of slaves
And fear those who buy them and sell them are knaves
What I hear of their hardships, their tortures, and groans
It's almost enough to draw pity from stones
I pity them greatly, but I must be mum
For how could we do without sugar and rum?



Especially sugar, so needful we see?
What? Give up our desserts, our coffee, and tea?!
Besides, if we do, the French, Dutch, and Danes
Will heartily thank us, no doubt, for our pains
If we do not buy the poor creatures, they will
And tortures and groans will be multiplied still

[Instrumental]

[Outro]
I own I am shocked at prisoners in the mines
And kids sewing clothes for our most famous lines
What I hear of their wages seems slavery indeed
It's enough that I fear it's all rooted in greed
I pity them greatly, but I must be mum
For what about nickel, cobalt, lithium?
The garments we wear, the electronics we own?
What? Give up our tablets, our laptops, and phones?!
Besides, if we do, the prices will soar
And who could afford to pay one dollar more?
Sitting here typing it seems well worth the price
And you there, listening on your favorite device
This bargain we're in, well, it's not quite illicit
So relax, my friend, we're not all complicit

1594. Barbara Allen

Emmylou Harris
Barbara Allen

'Twas in the merry month of May
When all gay flowers were bloomin'
Sweet William on his death-bed lay
For the love of Barbara Allen

He sent his servant to the town
To the place where she was dwelling
Said, "You must come to my master's house
If your name be Barbara Allen."

So slowly, slowly she gets up
And to his bedside going
She drew the curtains to one side
And says, "Young man, you're a-dying."

"I know, I'm sick and very sick
And sorrow dwells within me
No better, no better I never will be
'Til I have Barbara Allen."

"Don't you remember last Saturday night
When I was at the tavern
You gave your drinks to the ladies all



But you slighted Barbara Allen?"

He reached up his pale white hands
Intending for to touch her
She turned away from his bedside
And says, "Young man I won't have you."
He turned his cheek into the wall
And bursted out a crying
"Adieu to thee, adieu to all
And adieu to Barbara Allen."

She had not more than reached the town
She heard the death bells ringing
And as they rung they seemed to say
"Hard-hearted Barbara Allen."

"Oh Mother, oh mother go make my bed
Make it both long and narrow
Sweet William died for me today
I'll die for him tomorrow."
Sweet William was buried in the old churchyard

And Barbara there laid nigh him
And out of his grave grew a red, red rose
And out of hers, a briar
They grew and grew to the old church gate

Where they could grow no higher
And there they tied in a true love's knot
The rose wrapped 'round the briar

1595. Barbara Allen

Barbara Allen

In scarlet Town where I was born
There was a fair maid dwelling
Made many a youth cry well a day
Her name was Barbara Allen

It was in the merry month of May
When green buds they were swelling
Sweet William came from the west country
And he courted Barbara Allen

He sent his servant unto her
To the place where she was dwelling
Said my master's sick, bids me call for you
If your name be Barbara Allen

Well, slowly, slowly got she up
And slowly went she nigh him
But all she said as she passed his bed



Young man I think you're dying

Then lightly tripped she down the stairs
She heard those church bells tolling
And each bell seemed to say as it tolled
Hard hearted Barbara Allen

O, mother, mother go make my bed
And make it long and narrow
Sweet William died for me today
I'll die for him tomorrow

They buried Barbara in the old church yard
They buried Sweet William beside her
Out of his grave grew a red, red rose
And out of hers a briar

They grew and grew up the old church wall
Till they could grow no higher
And at the top twined a lover's knot
The red rose and the briar

1596. Barbara Allen

Barbara Allen

In London town where I was born
There lived a fair maid dwellin'
Made every youth cry well away
And her name was Barbara Allen

I sent a servant to your town
Where Barbara she was dwellin'
My master sent and he sent for you
If your name is Barbara Allen

T'was in the merry month of May
When all the flowers were a-bloomin'
A young man on his death bed lay
For the love of Barbara Allen

Oh Nellie Mae on her way home
Were the words so sweet love singin'
And as they sang they seemed to say
Hard hearted Barbara Allen

Oh the more she ran oh the more she mourned
'Till she could not stop her cyin'
Oh pick me up and take me home
For I am surely a-dyin'

Oh father my father go dig my grave
Go dig it long and narrow



Sweet William died for me today
So I'll die for him tomorrow

Oh they buried her in the old churchyard
Buried sweet William down beside her
On William's grave grew a red red rose
On Barbara's grew a great briar

Oh it grew to the top of the old churchyard
It grew till It could not grow no higher
And there they tied in a true love's knot
The red red rose 'round the briar

1597. Barbara Don't Let Me Be the Last to Know - Chords

Barbara Don't Let Me Be the Last to Know
Recorded by Mel Street
Written by Bob McDill and Wayland Holyfield

G                                      G7      C
Barbara put your coffee down I need to talk to you
D7                               C       G
What I wanna talk about won't be easy to do
                                       G7      C
Lately there's a change in you we both know it shows
                 G                     D7             G
If it's what I'm thinking don't let me be the last to know
C         G                           C              G
If you've found a stronger feeling in someone else's arms
               D7   Em        D7      Am  D7
Then I'll just step aside and let you go
      G       C        G              C                G
But I was the first to hold you and I was the first to touch you
                D7             G
So don't let me be the last to know
                                   G7   C
Barbara look at me don't turn your eyes away
    D7                                   C                  G
I'm waiting and I'm listening if there's something that you wanna say
                                     G7      C
Barbara if it's not true then please tell me so
                 G                     D7             G
If it's what I'm thinking don't let me be the last to know
Repeat #2
                    D7             G
Please don't let me be the last to know

1598. Barbara Sue



Barbara Sue
Oak Ridge Boys - Barbara Sue

I heard about her from a friend of mine 
He said she lives across the county line 
The sweetest pick that ever grew on the vine 
And now that's where I'm spending all my time 

Her daddy Robert and her mama Ruth 
They had a daughter name of Barbara Sue 
And now she's eighteen and she knows the truth 
Nobody's gonna tell her what to do 

Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Barbara Sue 
Ca-can't you see my love is true? 
I want to ma-ma-ma-marry you 
Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Barbara Sue 

I'll take her riding on a Friday night 
Straight down the highway in the clear moonlight 
My Chevy's humming and she holds me tight 
We'll find a preacher and we'll do it right 

Her daddy told her that she'd have to wait 
Her mama said, "Don't make a big mistake" 
But we'll keep driving till we're out of state 
And when they find us it'll be too late 

Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Barbara Sue 
Ca-can't you see my love is true? 
I want to ma-ma-ma-marry you 
Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Barbara Sue 

Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Barbara Sue 
Ca-can't you see my love is true? 
I want to ma-ma-ma-marry you 
Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Barbara Sue 

Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Barbara Sue 

Ba-Ba-Ba-Ba-Barbara Sue

1599. Barbed Wire Boys

Barbed Wire Boys - Claire Lynch 

[Verse 1]
Well I come from the rural Midwest
It's the land I love more than all the rest
It's the place I know and understand
Like a false-front building, like the back of my hand

[Verse 2]
And the men I knew when I was coming up



Were sober as coffee in a Styrofoam cup
There were Earls and Rays, Harlans and Roys
They were full-grown men, they were barbed wire boys

[Verse 3]
They raised grain and cattle on the treeless fields
Sat at the head of the table and prayed before meals
Prayed an Our Father and that was enough
You pray more than that and you couldn't stay tough

[Verse 4]
Tough as the busted thumbnails on the weathered hands
They worked the gold plate off their wedding bands
And they never complained, no they never made noise
And they never left home, these barbed wire boys

[Bridge]
'Cause their wildest dreams were all fenced in
By the weight of family, by the feeling of sin
That'll prick your skin at the slightest touch
If you reach too far, if you feel too much

[Verse 5]
So their deepest hopes were never expressed
Just beat like bird's wings in the cage of their chest
All the restless longings, all the secret joys
That never were set free in the barbed wire boys

[Verse 6]
And now one by one they're departing this earth
And it's clear to me now exactly what they're worth
Oh they were just like Atlas holding up the sky
You never heard him speak, you never saw him cry

[Verse 7]
But where do the tears go that you never shed?
Where do the words go that you never said?
Well there's a blink of the eye, there's a catch in the voice
That is the unsung song of the barbed wire boys

1600. Barbeque

Barbeque
Robert Earl Keen

Oooh when I was a little boy
Only one or two
The first thing I did enjoy
Was a plate of Barbeque

CHORUS:
Barbeque sliced beef and bread
Ribs and sausage and a cold Big Red



Barbeque makes old ones feel young
Barbeque makes everybody someone
If you're feelin' puny and you don't know what to do
Treat yourself to some meat eat some barbeque

Now there was a girl I knew
She treated me so mean
I offered her my Barbeque
She licked my platter clean

CHORUS

Don't give me no broccoli
Or any Swiss fondue
Baby if you want to rock me
Give me good ole barbeque

CHORUS

Don't send me to heaven
It ain't where I should go
Cause the Devil's got a charcoal pit
And a good fire down below

CHORUS

Let your feet hit the street
Find a good place to eat
Get some Barbeque

1601. Barbie Doll

Barbie Doll
Todd Snider - Barbie Doll

I see you looking and I know what you think
You're getting braver with every drink
But I'm telling you something that you ought to know
That girl might look like a sweet young thing
She's staring at you but she ain't hearing a thing
And if you were smart boy you'd turn around and let her go

That girl's a barbie doll
That girl's a barbie doll
She's really good lookin but she's got no heart at all

You should have seen her at the bar last night
She had this friend of mine treatin her right
She was hangin on him until she found a better deal
You should have seen how cold she got
My buddy asked why
She said well hell why not
Sometimes I think that woman ain't even real



She's a barbie doll
That girl's a barbie doll
She's really good lookin but she's got no heart at all

Puts on her make-up and she goes to the bar
In her boyfriend's old man's best friend's car
She's got no idea what she's doing or why
She does whatever she wants to I guess
Whatever comes first whatever looks best
Nobody I know has ever seen that woman cry

She's a barbie doll
That girl's a barbie doll
She's really good lookin but she's got no heart at all

1602. Barefoot Champagne

Todd Snider - Barefoot Champagne

Now I ain't about to tell you who told me
But somebody seen you around
Marching up and down the street to the beat
Of just about any old drummer in town

Now you go and lie and your little friends are gonna swear to it
But that won't cut no ice with me
I've been looking all over for you half my life
And I know damn well what I see

I see that Barefoot champagne all morning
Big House red wine all night
Girl, you never did learn to do nothing
But lay around and do nothing right

Oh baby, the things you put me through
I don't think anybody ever loved anybody
As much as I love you

You know I loved you since the minute that I seen you
I tipped you every dollar that I had
I took you into my house, tried to straighten you out
I can't believe that you still treat me so bad
You know I bought you something nice for your birthday
Now I think I may take it back
All the way across town to the place where I got it
To get you something cheap as you act

Drinking that Barefoot champagne all morning
Big House red wine all night
Girl, you never did learn to do nothing
But lay around and do nothing right



Oh baby, the things you put me through
I don't think anybody ever loved anybody
As much as I love you

Barefoot champagne all morning
Big House red wine all night
Girl, you never did learn to do nothing
But lay around and do nothing right

Oh baby, the things you put me through
I don't think anybody ever loved anybody
As much as I love you

1603. Barefoot Friend

Barefoot Friend
By Sage Cook
Elephant Revival

I'll move across the ocean
find wild love
In the forest and the field
I'll be blue skies,
be wide open
In the moment, that's where
I need to be
There's no sidewalk
There's no smooth talk, just a long walk to where I'm going to be
It's such a fine line situation
I've got patience

I'll be flowing for the ocean,
I'm tripping
All over myself
Falling, falling down now, I adore you, but you're leaving me a mess
I confess, I caught you caring
Caught you sharing, sharing like the rest
It's such a fine line situation
I've got patience

I'll blow across the prairie
don't be weary for
The wind can be your friend
I'll be lost and found all over
fields of clover
All blooming once again
It's the rain on a tin roof
It's so humid
Can't tell the water from the wind
It's such a fine line situation
I've got patience



1604. Barefoot Nellie

Barefoot Nellie
Don Reno & Red Smiley

Redheaded pecker sittin' on a limb
Ma Chicken Nellie got a hen
Wrung his neck and plucked him clean
Funniest chicken you ever seen

   Hey Barefoot Nellie
   Ho Barefoot Nellie
   Hey Barefoot Nellie
   You're the one for me.

Nellie went to town one day
Ridin' on a load of hay
Sold a man a trip to Mars
And now she sits behind the bars.

Nell put on her Sunday dress
Most of it was lookin' best
Made out of an old feed sack
Poppy wrote right on the back.

1605. Barefootin'

Jerry Jeff Walker - Barefootin'

Everybody get on your feet, you make me nervous when you in your seat
Take off your shoes and throw them away, come back and get them some other day
Barefootin', barefootin', barefootin', barefootin'
Went to a party the other night, Long Tall Sally was out of sight
Threw way her wig, and her high heels too, she was doin a dance without any shoes
She's barefootin', she barefootin', barefootin', barefootin'
Hey little gal with the red dress on, I bet you can barefoot all night long
Take off your shoes and and tap your feet, we're doin a dance that can't be beat
We're barefootin', we're barefootin', barefootin', barefootin'
Lil John Henry told Peggy Sue, if I barefoot would you barefoot too
Sue told John, "I'll take you to school, I been barefootin since I was two
Barefootin', barefootin', barefootin, barefootin'
So everybody get on your feet, you make me nervous when you're in your seat
Take off your shoes and throw them away, come back and get them some other day
We're barefootin', we barefootin', barefootin', barefootin'



1606. Barely Beatin' Broken Heart - Chords

Barely Beatin' Broken Heart
Recorded by Highway 101
Written by Roger Miller and Justin Tubb

C
If you see me in some corner looking like all hope is gone
       F                                           C
If you see me sit for hours and you wonder what is wrong
                                      F
Well it hurts to talk about it but my world just fell apart
      C                             G7             C
I'm a walkin' talkin' cryin' barely beatin' broken heart
        
Did you see the teardrops fallin' and the tremble in my hands
            F                                         C
Then you'll know that there's a story and nobody understands
                                     F
It's a sad and lonely story but I'll try to make it short
      C                             G7             C
I'm a walkin' talkin' cryin' barely beatin' broken heart
           F                              C
Should you wonder how I got this way then listen listen good
   F                                C               G7
He left me for another thought he'd be the last who would
       C                            F
So I'm tryin' to forget him lookin' for a place to start
      C                             G7             C
I'm a walkin' talkin' cryin' barely beatin' broken heart
Repeat #3  You may wonder...

1607. Barely Hangin' On

Barely Hangin' On 
Blue Moon Rising

When I was a young man, I  thought I ruled the world 
I danced with the devil,  whiskey pills and girls, 
Every day gets harder, now that youth is gone 
Well I'm still here, barely hangin' on
 
CHORUS : 
I'm still here, I never went away
Clinging to my yesterday
Fightin' hard, but not as strong
I'm still here, barely hangin' on
 
All the hell I used to raise, put Mama in the grave 
Sometimes late at night Lord, I still hear her pray
Please dear God protect him, even though he's in the wrong 
Well I'm still here Mama, barely hangin' on
 



I know the time's a'comin' soon, when I'll run out of steam 
And they lay me in a box of pine and throw dirt over me
But until then I'll be right here, singin' them lonesome songs 
With my guitar, barely hangin' on
 
I'm still right here, barely hangin' on

1608. Barely Holding On - Chords

Barely Holding On
Recorded by Lee Greenwood
Written by Jan Crutchfield and Jerry Crutchfield

G
Overheard you yesterday talking to a friend
                                             C
Never dreamed you felt this way where have I been
     Am               Em         C             Em
What happened to that feeling it used to be so strong 
G       Am                      C      D7        G
But you told your friends we're barley   holding on
 
 
How could I have been so blind 
Now two hearts might break
                                             C
I only hope there still is time or is it too late
       Am                  Em
Is the flame of love still burning 
      C             Em
Or is it completely gone
G     Am                 C      D7        G
All I know is that we're barley   holding on
 
        Bm
Holding on sounds so hopeless 
       C
But at least there is still a chance
    G                 B7            C
The truth is you mean everything to me
       Am              Em
Let me hold you let me love you
      C                  Em
Let's find out what went wrong
G            Am               C      D7        G
It's killing me to know we're barley   holding on

1609. Barely Human



Robbie Fulks - Barely Human

A mouth full of teeth and a head full of brains
Each morning, the soft rush of blood in my veins
The lips taste, the feet walk, a heart pounds within
But I'm barely human after one glass of gin

What footprints are these in the fresh fallen snow?
And what kind of creature has hurt my wife so?
Who kicked down the front door? I must have been gone
I'm barely human from twilight 'til dawn

She's fed up, she's leaving, and this time for real
The thirst in my body is all I can feel
So slowly the clock turns 'til night falls at last
If I'm barely human, I can still lift the glass

With one sip, the gin hits and wipes my head clean
Brings me a vision: a boy of fifteen
His eyes raised to heaven, his heart strong and brave
But I'm barely human as I fall to my grave

1610. Bargain Store - Chords

Bargain Store
written and recorded by Dolly Parton
 
Am              G              Am
My life is like unto a bargain store
                    G                   Am
And I may have just what you're looking for
                                        G              Am
If you don't mind the fact that all the merchandise is used
                  G                              Am
But with a little mending it could be as good as new
 
                          G               Am
Why you take for instance this old broken heart
                 G                   Am
If you will just replace the missing parts
                                   G              Am
You would be surprised to find how good it really is
                              G              Am
Take it and you never will be sorry that you did
 
                     G         Am
The bargain store is open come inside
        G                 Am
You can easily afford the price
                                 G       Am
Love is all you need to purchase all the merchandise
                              G          Am
And I can guarantee you'll be completely satisfied
 



                    G                 Am
Take these old used memories from the past
                            G                 Am
And these broken dreams and plans that didn't last
                                     G        Am
I'll trade them for a future I can't use them anymore
                     G                 Am
I've wasted love but I still have some more
                     G         Am
The bargain store is open come inside
                     G         Am
The bargain store is open come inside
 
Repeat #1

1611. Barking At The Moon

David Rawlings
Barking at the Moon

[Verse 1]
I have got so much to give, I swear I do
I may not have nine lives, but this one feels brand new
Yes, I've lived a good one, I have tried to be true
There are some things I never realized till I met you

[Pre-Chorus]
How the wind feels on my cheeks
When I'm barking at the moon

[Chorus]
There is no home like the one you've got
'Cause that home belongs to you
Whoo-whoo, here I come
Whoo-whoo, back to you
There is no home like the one you've got
'Cause that home belongs to you

[Verse 2]
Well, I was in trouble bad, I was so confused
I may not see in color, babe, but I sure can feel blue
I have been a lot of things, they may not all be true
My experience was so mysterious till I met you

[Pre-Chorus]
Now the sun will rise in the east
But I'm barking at the moon
[Chorus]
There is no home like the one you've got
'Cause that home belongs to you
Whoo-whoo, here I come
Whoo-whoo, back to you
There is no home like the one you've got



'Cause that home belongs to you
There is no home like the one you've got
'Cause that home belongs to you
There is no home like the one you've got
'Cause that home belongs to you

1612. Barnacles - Chords

Barnacles 
The Dustbowl Revival

[Intro]
E  E/B  E  E/B
 
[Verse 1]
E
I was all alone
      C#m                E
Noone calling on the telephone
          A               E
Won't somebody throw me a bone?
C#m                 E
 --     Come take me home
                B
Away from God's wrath
 
[Verse 2]
E
Oh she's got a big nose
        C#m                 E
But she wears a lot of nice clothes
    A                    E
And when it rains and it snows
 C#m               E
 --    She already knows
                B
I want a bubble bath
 
[Bridge]
    E         A          E
And I think I like her a lot
   A      B      E      E/B  C  B
So why do I feel blue?
    E            A               C#m
And I just gotta see her all the time
    F#           G         F#
And I don't know why-y-y-y-y
 
[Verse 3]
E                  E
Oh I see her every day
       C#m                E
When I say "Hey" she says "Hey..."



    A          E
But when I go away,
       C#m         E                  B
-- She goes out to play with somebody else
N.C.
(Shouting:) SOMEBODY ELSE!
 
[Verse 4]
E                   E
Her hair is way too long
          C#m              E
But she's got a body sized bong
    A                E
She gets high as the sky above
C#m          E                   B
That's why I want my love all to myself
 
[Chorus]
G#            A     E
Barnicles are in my bathtub
    C#m                   F#     B
And there's roses growing in the sea
    C
For you
        B
And for me
 
 
[Instrumental]
E  C#m A E C#m E B
 
[Verse 5]
      E               E
She's already been to jail
            C#m                  E
For sending hamsters through the mail
          A                   E
Where she always gets them on sale
   C#m            E                      B
Oh she never does fail to go through the motions
N.C.
(Shouting:) GOES THROUGH THE MOTIONS!
 
[Verse 6]
E             E
She's got big feet
      C#m           E
And a bigger set of teeth
         A                  E
And her _____ is always her _____
    C#m                  E                    B
Her kisses are salty and sweet, just like the ocean
N.C.
(Shouting:) JUST LIKE THE OCEAN!
 
[Chorus]
G#                 A     E



Barnicles they are in my bathtub
            C#m           F#     B
And there's roses growing in the sea
    C
For you...
B
And...
E    E/B  E
me-e-e-e-eeeee.

1613. Barres De La Prison

Buddy Miller - Barres de la Prison

[Barres De La Prison]
Good-bye, chere vieille Mom
Good-bye, pauvre vieux Pop
Good-bye, a mes freres, et mes cheres petites soeurs
Moi, j'ai ete condamne
Pour la balance de ma vie
Dans les barres de la prison
Moi, j'ai roule
Je m'ai mis a malfaire
J'avais la tete dure, j'ai rentre dans le tracas
Asteur je suis condamne
Pour la balance de ma vie
Dans les barres de la prison
Ma pauvre vieille maman
Elle s'a mis sur ses genoux
Ses deux mains sur la tete en pleurant pour moi
Elle dit, "Mm-mm
Cher petit garcon Moi
Je vas jamais te revoir
Toi, t'as ete condamne
Pour la balance de ta vie
Dans les barres de la prison"
J'ai dit, "Chere vieille maman
Pleure pas pour moi
Faut tu pries pour ton enfant pour essayer de Sauver son ame
De les flammes de l'enfer"

1614. Barroom Girls

Barroom Girls - Gillian Welch

Oh the night came undone like a party dress
And fell at her feet in a beautiful mess
The smoke and the whiskey came home in her curls
And they crept through the dreams of the barroom girls



Well she tosses and turns because the sun is unkind
And the heat of the day is coming in through the blinds
But leave all the blue skies for the rest of the world
Because the neon will shine for the barroom girls

   Oh the barroom girls go by your side
   Like the ponies who pass on a carousel ride
   And all of the colors go 'round in a swirl
   When you dance in the arms of the barroom girls

Now she rolls to her feet when she can't sleep no more
And looks at her clothes lying out on the floor
Last night's spangles and yesterday's pearls
Are the bright morning stars of the barroom girls

Last night's spangles and yesterday's pearls
Are the bright morning stars of the barroom girls

1615. Barroom Stranger

Tom T Hall - Barroom Stranger

[Verse 1:]
I just hit town on my way home thirteen long days I'd been gone
Driving day and night and I was feeling kinda rough
Oh, I pulled into a late night lounge I got a cold beer and sat down
I heard some barroom stranger talking about his latest love
Well, he was standing tall and proud drinking hard and talkin' loud
The has beens and the hope toos all turned an ear his way
Said she really made his night worthwhile the barroom stranger said and smiled
A chill ran through me when I heard that stranger say

[Chorus:]
She stands five foot six, she knows a lot of tricks
She's married to some truck driving man
Long black hair and laughin' eyes skin as soft as paradise
And she knows what to do to please a traveling man

[Verse 2:]
My mind went blind with anger when I heard the barroom stranger
Talking about my baby and the wild games that they played
I guess I lost all reason when I heard the way she pleased him
I stumbled out the door as once again I heard him say

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Six long years have come and gone and now I'm lyin' here alone
Starin' through these prison bars but I don't give a damn
All that I remember is one cold night in December
They said they found me walking with a pistol in my hand



[Chorus:]
She stood five foot six ah she knew a lot of tricks
She was married to some truck drivin' man
She had long black hair and laughin' eyes skin as soft as paradise
But now she'll never get to please another travelin' man

[Outro:]
And the moral of the story is
If you drive don't think

1616. Barrooms To Bedrooms - Chords

Barrooms To Bedrooms
Recorded by David Wills
Written by Seymour S. Rosenberg and David Wills
[3/4 time]

C                 F                 C
Take a minute and think what you're doing      
D7                      G7
You're giving your love to any man          
C             F             C
When they tell you they love you  you believe them                   
G7           C       C7
But it never works out like you planned     
F                                           C
From barrooms to bedrooms that's where your love goes
                                D7       G7
And I know you're unhappy cause woman it shows           
C                 C7             F
They won't let you be a lady cause everyone knows                 
C               G7              C
From barrooms to bedrooms that's where your love goes
                       F             C
You've been lookin' in all the wrong places    
D7                            G7
For a true love you can't seem to find    
C           F              C
But if you just look over your shoulder                
G7                C    C7
You'll see I've been here all the time     
F                                      C
From barrooms to bedrooms that's where love goes
                                D7       G7
And I know you're unhappy cause woman it shows          
C                          C7                     F
So let me love you and I'll take you from the life that you know
                 C            G7         F  C
From barrooms to bedrooms I'm taking you home



1617. Barrow Gang Will Get You Little Man

Flatt & Scruggs - Barrow gang will get you little man
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I remember the times when the devil himself
Took a backseat in life for fear
Bonnie and Clyde were the talk of the land
Everybody talked about the Barrow band

Oh the Barrow gang will get you little man
I remember my mama would say
Do your lessons and wash your hands
Or the Barrow gang will get you little man

When I went to school there was one sure way
To silence the noise of the kids
The teacher would say work your fingers to the bone
Or the Barrow gang will get you if you don't

Oh the Barrow gang will get you little man...

On Sunday morning in the little white church
There was talk of Bonnie and Clyde
We learned about Jonah and we learned about the whale
And the Barrow gang will get you if you fail

Oh the Barrow gang will get you little man...

Or the Barrow gang will get you little man
Or the Barrow gang will get you little man

1618. Barstool

Barstool
Bill Nershi
String Cheese Incident

Well I guess I have been drinking and I probably shouldn't be Calling you late at night just to l
isten to your voice
But I'm missing you so badly and my days have gone by
Sadly since that night, so I went out with the boys.
I know I should be stronger but I wish that what we had had Lasted longer, I guess that was y
our choice
So I call you up to sort it out, sorry I don't mean to shout 
But a crowded bar room makes a lot of noise

Chorus:
From the deepest canyons, to the highest mountains
And all points in between. 
Sandstone nights and birthday fights, I said something didn't Feel quite right 

When I close my eyes at night, It's your face that I see



So you got yourself a ticket, you're gonna travel to the middle World just to see what you can 
see
Yeah ya made yourself a new friend before you left
I wonder if you're thinking about him or if you're thinking about me

Chorus

Bridge:
Sun crest down in Equador as you walk the streets of the capitol
I got time for just one more, take another hit from the bottle
Sit here in that chair and think about the summer when we went To the deepest ..

Chorus x 2

1619. Barstow

David Rawlings
Barstow

[Verse 1]
Anyone caught speaking Esperanto
Is thought crazy or headed for jail
There's peace in the wilds of West Texas
Where the sun and the sky prevail
Take no notice of the rising waters
Take no notice where rivers run dry
They'll be digging through the landfills
To find evidence of our great demise

[Chorus]
There's a changing pattern before us
And the past tells the story quite well
By the time we make it to Barstow
We'll be more than halfway to hell

[Verse 2]
Waves of adverts that promise revival
Trinket-ware that batters the brain
The devil bought the key to Branson
Drives a backhoe and wears a gold chain
Now we're living in the unnamed time frame
Bets in Reno are on the human race
Woke up in another test market
With a new headache filter in place
[Chorus]
There's a changing pattern before us
And the past tells the story quite well
By the time we make it to Barstow
We'll be more than halfway to hell

[Outro]
(Ooh, ooh, mmm)
By the time we make it to Barstow



We'll be more than halfway to hell

1620. Bartender

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Bartender

Please listen to me bartender
I've got something on my mind
I think I might feel better
After one more glass of wine.

I'm payin' for a broken heart
The price of love is high
With nothing left to live for
What's there to do but die.

I know your story honey,
they're all the same you see
Why, I knew the minute that you walked in
You want to talk to me.

But I've learned what you don't read in books
From words that cross this bar
I've seen them come and I've seen them drink
Till they don't even know who they are.

Now, I don't believe that a honky tonk
Is a place for a girl like you
I might be wrong but you don't look right
Sittin' there on that barstool.

It's not too late so stop and think
before all of your pride is gone
You can end up like all the rest
with a barroom for your home.

I know you're right bartender
Goodnight, I'm going home...

1621. Bartender's Blues

Bartender's Blues
James Taylor - Serene Green

Now I'm just a bartender
And I don't like my work
But I don't mind the money at all
I see lots of sad faces



And lots of bad cases
Of folks with their backs to the wall

Chorus:
But I need four walls around me to hold my life
To keep me from going a-stray
And a honky-tonk angel to hold me tight
To keep me from slipping away

I can light up your smokes
I can laugh at your jokes
I can watch you fall down on your knees
I can close down this bar
I can gas up my car
I can pack up and mail in my key

Chorus

Now, the smoke fills the air
In this honky-tonk bar
And I'm thinking 'bout where I'd rather be
But I burned all my bridges
I sank all my ships
And I'm stranded at the edge of the sea

Chorus

First appeared as a JT duet with George Jones on the
album 'My Special Guests' in the 80's. Recently
revived by Trisha Yearwood on the 'Thinkin' Bout You'
album, once again as a duet with George Jones.

1622. Bartenders, Barstools, Barmaids

Dierks Bentley - Bartenders, Barstools, Barmaids

Bartenders, barstools, and barmaids
A jukebox and a pocket full of change
Just a few of my favorite things
Bartenders, barstools, and barmaids

Bartenders will listen when you talk
And barstools are there when you can't walk
And I'll always make a waitress my best friend
Until the music stops and closin time begins

Bartenders, barstools, and barmaids
A jukebox and a pocket full of change
Just a few of my favorite things
Bartenders, barstools, and barmaids

Outside lies a heart that's been broke
But in here it's a world of song and smoke



That way my eyes and ears can lie to me
While I drink another shot of make believe

Bartenders, barstools, and barmaids
A jukebox and a pocket full of change
Just a few of my favorite things
Bartenders, barstools, and barmaids
Bartenders, Barstools, and Barmaids....

1623. Bartered Heart

Bartered Heart (Larry W. Jones 09/25/2007) 

I bartered a heart filled with love
For lips filled with empty kisses
That you were just casting away
I bartered dreams of a lifetime
For what seems to be just lost time
That I spent with you every day
Dear, I thought that you would be there
To keep me from feeling so blue
Now my heart knows you didn't care
And you didn't care to be true
I know you're filled up with your pride
And you don't need me by your side
But lips filled with empty kisses
Emptied my heart of love for you
The love that I gave you was true
But I guess that's gone out of style
I didn't know little things about you
That were big mistakes by a mile
Golden dreams are now colored blue
And my poor heart now is on trial
Well, it's time that we said goodbye
I need to see happier days
Those days when I had a good cry 
Sure has made my broken heart pay
I bartered a heart filled with love
For lips filled with empty kisses
That you were just casting away

1624. Bath Of Fire

Bath of Fire
Keller & The Keels - Bath of Fire

I let my thirsty boots wander all over
They come home with lies about women
And in the evening they toe up to the stars



Sun is comin' up and something feelin' funky
Old crusty Korn Klub with the face down in the mud, it makes me
Wish for a million dollar view
Spend my last lone quarter on the Korn Klub Kool aid
Ain't nothin' else I'd rather do
Nothin' like a bath of fire
To get this deep down dirt outta me
Nothin' like a bath of fire
To get this deep down dirt outta me
Razor fanged rattlesnake only tryin' to protect itself
I had to haul off and blow it's little head away
Sucked out the venom kept the little skin
Meat found it's way onto my plate
There go my boots complainin' tellin' me it's time to go stompin'
I'd better listen, or they'll kick my ass
Hell is down there yawnin' hopin I'll fall head first in it
Nothing like a bath of fire to get this deep down dirt out of me
Like a bath of fire to get this deep down dirt out of me
Nothing like a bath of fire to get this deep down dirt outta me
Nothing like a bath of fire to get this deep down dirt outta me
Like a bath of fire to get this deep down dirt out of me

1625. Bathsheba Smiles

Richard Thompson - Bathsheba Smiles 

She smiles and veins turn to ice
She smiles and heads bow down

She works the room
Air-kisses every victim twice
She spreads her joy around

Do you close your eyes to see miracles?
Do you raise your face to kiss angels?
Do you float on air to hear oracles?

Bathsheba smiles, smiles
  (Bathsheba)
Bathsheba smiles, smiles
  (Bathsheba)
No doubt can cross her mind, cross her mind
  (Bathsheba)

Bathsheba knows
She knows you better than yourself
Confess it on your knees

She shares her love
And sharing love is sharing wealth
Dig in your pockets, please

Do you close your eyes to see miracles?



Do you raise your face to kiss angels?
Do you float on air to hear oracles?

Bathsheba smiles, smiles
  (Bathsheba)
Bathsheba smiles, smiles
  (Bathsheba)
No doubt can cross her mind
  (Bathsheba)

No pain, no gain's a strain
But she never seems to hurt
Catwalk pilgrims sing this song
Hello heaven, goodbye dirt
And no hair shirt

Do you close your eyes to see miracles?
Do you raise your face to kiss angels?
Do you float on air to hear oracles?

Bathsheba smiles, smiles
  (Bathsheba)
Bathsheba smiles, smiles
  (Bathsheba)
No doubt can cross her mind
  (Bathsheba)

Do you close your eyes?
Do you raise your face?

Bathsheba smiles, smiles
  (Bathsheba)
Bathsheba smiles, smiles
  (Bathsheba)
Bathsheba smiles

1626. Baton Rouge

Baton Rouge - Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
Well, I'm gonna leave Texarkana
I'm going down to Louisiana
I'm gonna try my luck in Baton Rouge
I'm gonna follow old Red River down
Till I see the lights of town
Man, I ain't gonna get no sleep in Baton Rouge

[Chorus]
Saying, Baton Rouge, Baton Rouge
I'm gonna get me some alligator shoes
Baton Rouge, Baton Rouge
I'm gonna wear 'em out in Baton Rouge



[Verse 2]
It was a Texas girl that broke my heart
Then she tore my truck apart
Hey, I guess I'll get me another in Baton Rouge
I like crawfish, I like rice
And I like girls that treat you nice
Hey, I'm going to find me one in Baton Rouge

[Chorus]
I said, Baton Rouge, Baton Rouge
I'm gonna get me some alligator shoes
Baton Rouge, Baton Rouge
I'm gonna wear 'em out in Baton Rouge

[Verse 3]
Hey, I'm gonna learn to walk that walk
I'm gonna learn to talk that talk
I'm gonna learn to dance in Baton Rouge
Ain't life just like a cul de sac?
I'm a Texas boy and I'm going back
Soon as I catch my breath in Baton Rouge

[Chorus]
Said, Baton Rouge, Baton Rouge
I'm gonna get me some alligator shoes
Baton Rouge, Baton Rouge
I'm gonna wear 'em out in Baton Rouge

[Outro]
Hey, I'm gonna strut my stuff in Baton Rouge
Hey, I'm gonna cool my heels in Baton Rouge

1627. Battle Hymn Of Love - Chords

Battle Hymn Of Love
by Tim O'Brien, as recorded with Kathy Mattea

Verse1:
       A            
I will pledge my heart to the love we share
                         E          A
Through the good and the bad times, too.

I'll forsake my rest for your happiness
                   E        A
To my death I will stand by you.

CHorus1:
   D                       A 
As God is my witness, this vow I will make
                                     E 
To have and to hold you, no other to take



    A                                     D 
For rich or for poor, under skies grey or blue
      A            E        A
To my death I will stand by you.

Verse2:
          A                         
There are wars and there are rumours of wars yet to come
                  E            A 
Temptations we'll have to pass through
                                      
Though others may tremble, I will not run
                   E        A 
To my death I will stand by you.

Chorus2:
       D                    A    
I will put on the armour of faithfullness
                             E
To fight for a heart that is true
         A                         D
Till the battle is won, I will not run
      A            E        A      
To my death I will stand by you.

[repeat chorus1]

tag:
         A                         D
Till the battle is won, I will not run
      A            E        A      
To my death I will stand by you.

1628. Battle Hymn Of The Republic - Chords

Battle Hymn Of The Republic
Recorded by Tammy Wynette
Written by Julia Ward Howe

C
Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord
      F                                   C                   G7
He is trampling out the vintage where the grapes of wrath are stored
        C                                   E7             Am
He hath loosed the fateful lightning of His terrible swift sword
    Dm       G7       C
His truth is marching on

Glory glory hallelujah
F                C
Glory glory hallelujah
                 Am C
Glory glory hallelujah



    Dm       G7       C
His truth is marching on

I have seen Him in the watch fires of a hundred circling camps
          F                           C                G7
They have buildth Him an altar in the evening dews and damps
      C                                  E7              Am
I can read His righteous sentence by the dim and flaring lamps
    Dm     G7       C
His day is marching on
 
Repeat #2

In the beauty of the lilies Christ was born across the sea
       F                            C               G7
With a glory in His bosom that transfigures you and me
      C                            E7              Am
As He died to make men holy let us die to make men free
      Dm     G7       C
While God is marching on

Repeat #2 x2

1629. Battle Of New Orleans

Battle Of New Orleans
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

In 1814 we took a little trip
Along with Colonel Jackson down the mighty Mississipp'
We took a little bacon and we took a little beans
And we caught the bloody British in the town of New Orleans

   We fired our guns and the British kept a coming
   There wasn't nigh as many as there was a while ago
   We fired once more and they began to running
   Down the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico

We looked down the river and we seen the British come
And there must have been a hundred of them beating on the drums
They stepped so high and they made their bugles ring
We stood behind our cotton bales and didn't say a thing

Old Hickory said we could take 'em by suprise
If we didn't fire a musket 'til we looked 'em in the eyes
We held our fire 'til we seen their faces well
We opened up our squirrel guns and really gave 'em

Well they ran through the briars and they ran through the brambles
And they ran through the bushes where the rabbits couldn't go
They ran so fast the hounds couldn't catch 'em
On down the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico



We fired our cannon 'til the barrel melted down
Then we grabbed an alligator and we fought another round
We filled his head with cannonballs and powdered his behind
And when we touched the powder off the gator lost his mind

1630. Battleship Of Maine - Chords

Battleship Of Maine 
The New Lost City Ramblers
 
[Verse]
C
Mc Kinley called for volunteers,
C
Then I got my gun,
F
First Spaniard I saw coming
C
I dropped my gun and run,
G7   C
It was all about that Battleship of Maine.
 
[Verse]
C
Why are you running,
C
Are you afraid to die,
F
The reason that I'm running
C
Is because I cannot fly,
G7   C
It was all about that Battleship of Maine.
 
[Chorus]
C
At war with that great nation Spain,
C
When I get back to Spain I want to honor my name,
G7   C
It was all about that Battleship of Maine.
 
[Verse]
C
The blood was a-running
C
And I was running too,
F
I give my feet good exercise,
C
I had nothing else to do,
G7   C
It was all about that Battleship of Maine.



 
[Verse]
C
When they were a-chasing me,
C
I fell down on my knees,
F
First thing I cast my eyes upon
C
Was a great big pot of peas,
G7   C
It was all about that Battleship of Maine.
 
[Verse]
C
The peas they were greasy,
C
The meat it was fat,
F
The boys was fighting Spaniards
C
While I was fighting that,
G7   C
It was all about that Battleship of Maine.

1631. Bay Road

Bay Road
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
I've said it once and I'll say it again
A lazy load is a heavy one
It's a heavy cloud we're under
With these tired legs I wander

[Chorus]
Bay Road, Bay Road
I can't be satisfied any way I go

[Verse]
Stone by stone the mountain's always falling down
I feel like that mountain When I'm leaving town
I might only break even
But what more am I needing?

[Chorus]

[Verse]
I don't recognize what I see in the frame
But I close my eyes And I see you again
It's a heavy cloud I'm under
With tired legs I wander



[Chorus]
[Verse]
When you see that train high-balling down the line
Think of me good people And what I left behind
I might only break even
But what more am I needing?

[Chorus] x2

1632. Bayou Boys - Chords

Bayou Boys
Recorded by Eddy Raven
Written by Eddy Raven, Troy Seals, Frank Myers

G                       D7
Passion in the backseat parked out in the cane
                                                G
Ever since the first time I ain't ever been the same
                          D7
I gave up on baseball and I threw down my glove
                         C        G
I discovered girls and I got into love
                               D7
Me and my friend Aldo he's the one who had the car
                                       G
We made all the dances we made all the bars
                               D7
Told each other secrets and we wore each other's clothes
                                  C            G
One night I stole his woman and I wonder if he knows
C         G   D7      G
Sleep all day run all night
C           G               D7
Chasing the ladies cause we knew they might
   C               G       D7            G
We raised a lot of hell we made a lot of noise
C         G            D7    G
Everybody knew we were Bayou boys
C         G            D7    G
Everybody knew we were Bayou boys
                                     D7
Sweet Marie was dangerous with those dark seductive eyes
                                         G
She had me sayin' maybe baby before I realized
                             D7
She loved me so deeply and I tried to hold on
                                         C                G
But changin' don't come easy when you've been this way so long
repeat #3



1633. Bayou Jubilee

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Bayou Jubilee

Nothing in this world such a pure delight
As a fais-do-do on a Saturday night
Work your tail off all week long
But forget about your troubles with a party and a song

Boy I love those old time tunes
They can tickle your senses like a Cajun moon
Creole food sure tastes fine
When you wash it on down with that homemade wine

[CHORUS:]
Get out the fiddle rosin up the bow
There's gonna be some music and I hope it ain't slow
Grab your baby dance 'til three down at the Bayou Jubilee
Grab your baby dance 'til three down at the Bayou Jubilee

There's Pierre and his girl Laverne
Dancin' so hot you'd think their shoes were burning
Grandma's in the corner shakin' it too
She's got her own version of a Cajun boogaloo (repeat chorus)

1634. Be (For July)

Be (For July)
by Dustbowl Revival

Yeah I thought you loved me
So I prayed to the lord above me
Can't you send me one sign 
That this love ain't in my mind 
Well

Come home to me
Or set me free
You know just why
I cry and I cry 
You said to me
You'd never leave 
But when i tried to touch you 
I felt nothing 
Singing ahhh 
I guess I was not saved 

Well first they took my mother 
Then my sister and my wife 



When I asked the good lord 
Why I watched them die 

Come home to me
Or set me free
You know just why
I cry and I cry 
You said to me
You'd never leave 
But when I tried to touch you 
I felt nothing 
Singing ahhh 
I guess I was not saved 

I'm tired of crying all night 
This apartment feels like a grave 

The Amazon is burning 
As the big oil trade is earning 
The warlords and their violence 
And you watch it all in silence 

Come home to me
Or set me free
You know just why
I cry and I cry 
Come home to me 
Or set me free
You know just why
I try and I try
Come home to me
Or set me free
You know just why 
You lie and lie
You said to me
You'd never leave 
But when I tried to touch you 
I felt nothing  
Singing ahhh ahhh 
I guess I was not saved 

I'm tired of crying all night 
This apartment feels like a grave 
Set me free babe!

1635. Be A Good Girl (Till I Get Back In Town) - Chords

Be A Good Girl (Till I Get Back In Town)
Recorded by Leroy Van Dyke
Written by Baker Knight

C
When those other guys start 



Hangin' round outside of your front door
                             G7
Tell 'em that I said to stay away
C               C7
It won't be too long till 
        F
I'll be comin' back to you
G7                               C
And this time I'm comin' home to stay
F        G7
Shut the window when it's rainin' 
         C
Till the sun comes shinin' through
F             G7             C
Don't let temptation get you down
      
Just remember that I love you 
    F
And always will be true
        G7                           C
So be a good girl till I get back in town
When the bright lights of the city 
Start to sparkle in your eyes
                                    G7
Close the door and dream a dream of me
C               C7
It won't be too long till 
        F
I'll be comin' back to you
   G7                             C
So dream about the way it's gonna be
repeat #2
        G7                           C
Oh be a good girl till I get back in town

1636. Be A Little Quieter - Chords

Be A Little Quieter
Porter Wagoner

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key E
 E A
When you left you said you would not be returning
 E
Nothing here you'd ever want to see again
 A
But each night you've come to visit me in mem'ries
 B7 E
And won't you be a little quieter if you can

 A
Last night I heard you walkin' in the hallway
 E



And your footsteps sounded like a marching band
 A
And I haven't slept in so long I can't remember
 B7 E
So won't you be a little quieter if you can

( fiddle )

Well you're back again tonight out in the kitchen
I can hear you as you rattle the pots and pans
Oh what I'd give to see you when you visit me
Cause these lonely walls're driving me insane

When you're finished with your bath please close the faucet
The dripping water sounds just like a drivin' rain
Each night I'm looking forward to your visit
But won't you be a little quieter if you can
I wish you'd be a little quieter if you can

1637. Be Assured

Be Assured  - Dan Tyminski

I'm a man, flesh and blood
Of just one thing I'm sure
I was made from the dust
And to dust I will return.
But the dust aint the end
Cause in my heart I know
I'm spirit and so
To the Fathers home I go.

Chorus:
Be assured, be assured
If your trusting in the Lord
All who call on His name
Are gonna live forever more.

Oh I know, oh I know
Cause the spirit lives in me
The spirit of the son
Says a son I'll ever be.
Well I can be assured
That my home is up on high
I found it in the word
Of the one who'll never lie.

Chorus X2

If you live, if you live
In the darkness and the fear
There is love from above
He will wash away the tears.



Pouring love into you
The spirit of the son
Can flow through you
Into every one.

1638. Be Better To Your Baby - Chords

Be Better To Your Baby
Written and recorded by Justin Tubb

C                                 D7
Be better to your baby and you'll have a better baby
G7                                  C
Better love her before she walk out on ya
                                  D7
Be better to your baby and you'll have a better baby
G7                                      C
And if you don't I'll steal her love doggone ya
    F                                 C
And lest I should forget you were the best love she can get
      D7                              G7
Cause if you don't she's bound to get unhappy
C                                    D7
So be better to your baby and you'll have a better baby
G7                                      C
And if you don't I'll steal her love by cracky
                                  D7
Be kinder to your baby and you'll have a kinder baby
G7                              C
If you want her love you got to earn it
                                     D7
So be better to your baby and you'll have a better baby
G7                                       C
And if you don't I'll steal her love dat burn it
    F                                 C
And lest I should forget you were the best love she can get
    D7                      G7
You haven't been doing that exactly
C                                    D7
So be better to your baby and you'll have a better baby
G7                                      C
And if you don't I'll steal her love by cracky

1639. Be Careful Who You Love (Arthur's Song)

Marty Stuart - Be Careful Who You Love (Arthur's Song)

An old guitar picker had run out liquor
So I sat down beside him and bought him a drink



I bought him another and finally some color
Returned to his cheeks as he said with a wink 
I worked with Red Foley, knew Hank and ole Lefty
I worked on the Opry back when it was strong
But in showbiz, you know, sometimes it gets slow
So buy us another and I'll sing you a song

Be careful who you love
For love can be untrue
Be careful who you love
Be sure she loves you too

Well, you like that, I see, that's pleasing to me
Son I've wrote hundreds and some you know well
I've wrote 'em and sold 'em, they've bought 'em and stole 'em
Paper is cheap, they're just tunes what the hell

And then he offered to sell me the song he just sung me
I told him that song is a piece of your soul
Keep your song, here's some money
He said "thank you son" and I heard him say as I walked out the door

Be careful who you love
For love can be untrue
Be careful who you love
Be sure she loves you too

Well that was about a year ago, now wouldn't you know
It's a big hit some superstar claims he wrote
He sings it and grins and money rolls in
It's a wonder the lyric don't stick in his throat

And I think of that writer named Arthur and wonder
Just how many children he sold in his time
And how many great men take the gift that God gave 'em
And throw it away on the pretty red wine

Be careful who you love
For love can be untrue
Be careful who you love
Be sure she loves you too

Be careful who you love
For love can be untrue
Be careful who you love
Be sure she loves you too
Be sure she loves you too

1640. Be Glad

Ernest Tubb 
Be Glad



Be glad you've got what you've got when you've got it
Or you're gonna find out what you've got is gone
Make sure you know what you know when you know it
Or before you know it you'll be all alone

Take care when you do what you do if you do it
If you don't you won't have your baby long
Be glad you've got what you've got when you've got it
Or you're gonna find that what you've got is gone

Now everybody envies you you lucky so and so
You should thank your lucky stars above
Good buddy what she sees in you I guess I'll never know
But it's a wonder that you still have her love

Be glad you've got what you've got when you've got it
Or you're gonna find out what you've got is gone
Make sure you know what you know when you know it
Or before you know it you'll be all alone

You'd better treat her better and you'd better start right now
She deserves the best that you can do
She does everything for you the best that she knows how
And that's the least she can expect from you

So be glad you've got what you've got when you've got it
Or you're gonna find out what you've got is gone
Make sure you know what you know when you know it
Or before you know it you'll be all alone
Or you're gonna find that what you've got is gone

1641. Be Gone Forever

Emmylou Harris
Be Gone Forever

[Verse 1]
Sometimes a loser
Sometimes a hero
This is a lonely captain's story
Sword and a pistol by his side

[Chorus]
Do Lord, oh do remember him
Yes, yes, remember him
There will be a singer
Whenever his time has come to die
Be gone forever

[Verse 2]
Sometimes an angel
Sometimes unwanted
This is a lonely nurse's story



Watch and a clipboard by her side

[Chorus]
Do Lord, oh do remember her
Yes, yes, remember her
There will be a singer
Whenever her time has come to die
Be gone forever
[Verse 3]
Sometimes a legend
Sometimes a beggar
This is a lonely hobo's story
Cane and a switchblade by his side

[Chorus]
Do Lord, oh do remember him
Yes, yes, remember him
There will be a singer
Whenever his time has come to die
Be gone forever

[Verse 4]
Sometimes we're ugly
Not really worth it
This is a lonely planet's story
We're the third one from the sun

[Chorus]
Do Lord, oh do remember us
Yes, yes, remember us
There will be a singer
Whenever our time has come to die
Be gone forever

1642. Be Good To My Little Baby Girl

Be Good To My Little Baby Girl
Aaron McDaris - Bluegrass Cardinals

Be good to my little baby girl
She's all I got left in this old world
She's warm and she's sweet
Lord she means the world to me
Be good to my little baby girl.

Her eyes light up when I mention your name
Lately she smiles all the time
She needs someone strong who won't do her wrong
I'm hoping that you'll be the kind.

I can see her as a child sittin' on her mama's knee
Sometimes I think I failed her back then
'Cause I was runnin' wild I was always runnin"round



I never was the dad I should have been.

She told you of her past of the ones that done her wrong
You know her heart's been broken in two
She deserves some happiness and she thinks you're the best
I believe her so I'm counting on you.

1643. Be Happy That You Have What You Have

Be Happy That You Have What You Have (Larry W. Jones 10/26/2007) 

Be happy that you have what you have while you have it
Or you may have to find out that what you have is gone
Take a look at what you see while you can still see it
Or you may see that what you saw is now far long gone
Be sure to help what you can help if you can help it
Cause you can't help a thing if you don't help it along
Treat with true love what you can treat while you can treat it
If you don't treat your love sweet then your sweet will be gone
- instrumental -
Buddy, if you know what's good then better treat her good
And you should thank the moon as soon as it shines above
Now don't tarry if you're very sure she'll marry you
Because that same girl I'll give a whirl for her same love
Be happy that you have what you have while you have it
Or you may have to find out that what you have is gone
Take a look at what you see while you can still see it
Or you may see that what you saw is now far long gone
Be happy that you have what you have while you have it
Or you may have to find out that what you have is gone

1644. Be Honest With Me

Be Honest With Me
(Gene Autry & Fred Rose)

Be honest with me dear whatever you do
Remember you're mine dear so always be true
Wherever you wander on land or on sea
If you really love me be honest with me

My poor heart would break dear if you were untrue
Asleep or awake dear I'll dream about you
Oh you are my darlin' you're all that I see
If you really love me be honest with me

Some day I'll return dear and make you my own
And how I will yearn dear when I'm all alone
I'll never forget dear your sweet memory



If you really love me be honest with me

1645. Be Jesus To Someone Today

LyricsJoe Mullins - Be Jesus To Someone Today 

While traveling on in this world our treasures are few
We may not have much but there's always one thing we can do
Look to the savior of men and follow his way
As you walk through this life be Jesus to someone today

Do unto others as you would have been do to you
Glorified God let his holy spirit shine through
Serve thy brother in need and teach him to pray
As you walk through this life be Jesus to someone today

When others are tempted to sin be watchful yet kind
Let not temptation to judgment be first in your mind
Remember that Jesus was tempted as Satan to stray
Speak from a heart filled with love and keep it Gods way

Do unto others as you would have been do to you
Glorified God let his holy spirit shine through
Serve thy brother in need and teach him to pray
As you walk through this life be Jesus to someone today

Lead

Be ever humble and ready to hold out your hand
Watch for those who have fallen and help them to stand
A brother in Christ is loyal stead fast and true
Give of yourself just as he died there for you

Do unto others as you would have been do to you
Glorified God let his holy spirit shine through
Serve thy brother in need and teach him to pray
As you walk through this life be Jesus to someone today
As you walk through this life be Jesus to someone today

1646. Be Kind Boys

Be Kind Boys - Hot Buttered Rum

I've been all around this great big world
I've talked with the boys and I've hung with the girls
and I'll tell you something just between me and you
Even in the darkest case
I'll always love the human race
But I'm shocked by the things people do



Yes, people do the craziest things
but I guess what I really mean
it's men that do most the craziest things I see
They're hitting the women and planting the mines
And shooting the guns at Columbine
I have got to try and see
If there's a seed of this bitter fruit in me?

(chorus:)
C'mon be kind, boys, we got to be kind, boys
life's a different step in other shoes
C'mon be kind, boys, we got to be kind, boys
Don'cha do what your mama wouldn't want to see you do

Now men are not the simplest things
as certain folks might have us think
This old world asks a lot of us every day
be a hunter, be a fighter
be a father, be a provider
all this while your spear's been taken away

It's the same dude in the barroom brawl
Who throws a shoulder in the high school hall
Who's a boy in the sandbox throwing sand
it's that stubborn boy in me and you
Who's bombing the world to his point of view
is this what it means to be a man?

(chorus)

As I look out at this crowded hall
I see here between these walls
a brotherhood of men who think they can
Put a final stop, wipe the slate
of the rougher sex's stubborn traits
There's a way to be a different kind of man
There's a way to be a different kind of man

1647. Be Lifted

David Crowder Band - Be Lifted (Live from Kansas)

A Collision album version:
How long till You hear us?
Till You come back, we ain't giving up
How long till You heal us?
Till You come back, we ain't giving up
On love rise up
Hope rise up
How long till You free us?
Till You come back, we ain't giving up
How long till You mend us?



Till You come back, we ain't giving up
On love rise up
Hope rise up
Love rise up
Hope rise up
Come, rise up
Your strength will come like something lifted up, something lifted up
Everybody, lift it up - spoken
So lift up your head (love is rising)
Lift up your head (hope is rising)
Lift up your head (be lifted)
Be lifted, lifted

1648. Be Like That - Chords

Be Like That

Intro en begeleiding op chorus + verses: G          D         Em         C       (X 2)
        
He spends his nights in California, Watching the stars on the big screen, 
Then he lies awake and he wonders, Why can't that be me
Cause in his life he is filled With all these good intentions
He's left a lot of things He'd rather not mention right now
But just before he says goodnight, He looks up with a little smile at me,
And he says,

If I could be like that, I would give anything
Just to live one day, in those shoes 
If I could be like that, what would I do,
What would I do

Am       C        G    (Inst)
   
Am             C              G            -   D  -    C  - 
Now in dreams we run 

She spends her days up in the north park, Watching the people as they pass 
And all she wants is just A little piece of this dream,  Is that too much to ask
With a safe home, and a warm bed,  On a quiet little street 
All she wants is just that something to Hold onto, that's all she needs
Yeah!

If I could be like that, I would give anything
Just to live one day, in those shoes  
If I could be like that, what would I do,
What would I do
Am          C      G
Yeah
D                   C                          G               D    C
falling into this, dreams, We run away

If I could be like that, I would give anything
Just to live one day, in those shoes 



If I could be like that, what would I do, 
What would I do

If I could be like that, I would give anything
Just to live one day, in those shoes 
If I could be like that, what would I do,  What would I do 

G          D         Em         C       (X 2)

If I could be like that, I would give anything
Just to live one day, in those shoes
If I could be like that, what would I do,
What would I do

Em        C
Falling in
Em       C
I feel I am falling in, to this again.    G

1649. Be My Baby

Linda Ronstadt - Be My Baby

The night we met I knew I needed you so 
And if I had the chance I'd never let you go

So won't you say you love me
I'll make you so proud of me
We'll make them turn their heads
Every place we go

So won't you be (be my be my baby)
Be my little baby (my one and only baby)
Say you'll be my darling (be my be my baby)
Be my baby now (my one and only baby)

I'll make you happy baby
Just wait and see
For every kiss you give me
I'll give you three

Oh since the day I saw you
I have been waiting for you
You know I will adore you
Till eternity 

So won't you please (be by be my baby)
Be my little baby (my one and only baby)
Say you'll be my darling (be my be my baby)
Be my baby now (my one and only baby)

So come on and be (be my be my baby)
Be my little baby (my one and only darling)



Say you'll be my darling (be my be my baby)
Be my baby now

(Be my be my baby)
Be my little baby (my one and only baby)
Oh oh oh oh (be my be my baby)
Oh oh oh oh (my one and only baby)

1650. Be My Friend Tonight - Chords

Be My Friend Tonight
John Prine 

(D)I threw a party. (G)Nobody came
(D)I bought all the tickets. (E7)They cancelled the g(A7)ame.
(D)I give you my picture. (G)It didn't fit your frame
(D) (A)Be my friend ton(D)ight

(G)Be my friend tonight. (D)Be my friend tonight.
(G)I'll sleep on the couch. (D)You can leave on that li(A7)ght.
(D)Well, I won't do nothing wrong (G)till you say it's right
(D)Come on Honey, (A)be my friend ton(D)ight

(D)Now you bring the glasses (G)and I'll bring the wine
(D)I'll rub your shoulders (E7)just like they were mi(A7)ne
(D)I won't make no passes (G)till it's passing time
(D)If your're only gonna (A)be my buddy ton(D)ight

(G)Be my friend tonight. (D)Be my friend tonight.
(G)I'll sleep on the couch. (D)You can leave on that li(A7)ght.
(D)Well, I won't do nothing wrong (G)till you say it's right
(D)Come on Darling, (A)be my friend ton(D)ight

(Instrumental)
(D) (G)
(D) (E7) (A7)
(D) (G)
(D) (A) (D)

(D)Well, I'll mind my manners. (G)My P's and Q's
(D)I won't give you nothing (E7)that you can't u(A7)se
(D)I'll whip out that old guitar (G)and sing you the blues
(D) (A)Be my friend ton(D)ight

(G)Be my friend tonight. (D)Be my friend tonight.
(G)I'll sleep on the couch. (D)You can leave on that li(A7)ght.
(D)Well, I won't do nothing wrong (G)till you say it's right
(D)Come on Honey, (A)be my friend ton(D)ight
(G)Be my friend tonight. (D)Be my friend tonight.
(G)I'll sleep on the couch. (D)You can leave on that li(A7)ght.
(D)Well, I won't do nothing wrong (G)till you say it's right
(D)Come on Darling, (A)be my friend ton(D)ight
(G)Oh, (D)come on Honey, (A)be my friend to(D)night



(G)Please,(D) (A)be my friend to(D)night (G) (D)

1651. Be My Husband

Be My Husband
I'm with Her

Be my husband and I'll be your wife
Be my husband and I'll be your wife
Be my husband and I'll be your wife
Loving all of you the rest of your life

If you promise me you'll be my man
If you promise me you'll be my man
If you promise me you'll be my man
I will love you the best I can

Stick to the promise, man, that you made me
Stick to the promise, man, that you made me
Stick to the promise, man, that you made me
That you'd stay away from Rosalie
Oh Daddy love me good oh Daddy love me good
Oh Daddy love me good
Oh Daddy now love me good

If you want me to I'll cook and sew
If you want me to I'll cook and sew
If you want me to I'll cook and sew, yeah
Outside of you there is no place to go

Please don't treat me so doggone mean
Please don't treat me so doggone mean
Please don't treat me so doggone mean
You're the meanest man I ever see

Oh Daddy now love me good
Oh Daddy now love me good
Oh Daddy love me good
Oh Daddy now love me good

1652. Be My Stars - Chords

Be My Stars 
Cris Jacobs Band

Intro
Most of the song is just D Dsus D Asus, he plays it with a picking pattern far above my skill le
vel so I just
focus on the B and Hi E strings.



 
Saw him do an acoustic set opening for Sturgill Simpson and he killed it, powerful voice and 
awesome guitar
skills.
 
D Dsus D Asus              D Dsus D Asus
Help me babe I think that I'm falling
D Dsus D Asus             D Dsus D Asus
Endless arms reaching for nothing
D Dsus D Asus         D Dsus D Asus
Push myself out to my moment
D Dsus D Asus      D Dsus D Asus
Only me and all my stars
                     G      D
Well I don't want to be all alone
                G        D
I don't want to be all alone
Em                         A
And you are the only way, I can see clearly  now
 
 
Chorus
D Dsus D Asus                 D Dsus D Asus
Be my Stars, when my ship is sailing
D Dsus D Asus                        D Dsus D Asus
Lost in the darkness and my sight it failing
D Dsus D Asus                  D Dsus D Asus
Be my Stars, when the midnight blinds me
D Dsus D Asus                          D Dsus D Asus
The closer you are, the further you'll find me
 
Oohh, oh . . ..
 
 
D Dsus D Asus             D Dsus D Asus
Too wrapped up, in my illusions
D Dsus D Asus            D Dsus D Asus
To see with, my very own eyes
D Dsus D Asus        D Dsus D Asus
All of the, infinite beauty
D Dsus D Asus         D Dsus D Asus
In the sad list of desires
D Dsus D Asus        D Dsus D Asus
With out your constellations
D Dsus D Asus    D Dsus D Asus
I see only empty space
D Dsus D Asus        D Dsus D Asus
I'll forever be your wanderer
D Dsus D Asus    D Dsus D Asus
If I hadn't your grace
                      G        D
Cause I don't want to be all alone
                G       D
I don't want to be all alone
Em                            A
And you are the only way, I can see clearly now
 



Chorus
D Dsus D Asus                 D Dsus D Asus
Be my Stars, when my ship is sailing
D Dsus D Asus                        D Dsus D Asus
Lost in the darkness and my sight it failing
D Dsus D Asus                  D Dsus D Asus
Be my Stars, when the midnight blinds me
D Dsus D Asus                          D Dsus D Asus
The closer you are, the further you'll find me
 
 
D Dsus D Asus
Be my Stars
D Dsus D Asus
Be my Stars
D Dsus D Asus
Won't you light up my way
D Dsus D Asus
Well I'm drifting on too far away
D Dsus D Asus
Be My Stars
D Dsus D Asus
Be my Stars, Be My stars (fade)

1653. Be Nobody's Darling But Mine

Larry Sparks - Be Nobody's Darling But Mine

Be nobody's darling but mine, love
Be honest be faithful be kind
And promise me that you will never 
Be nobody's darlin' but mine

Come sit by my side little darlin' 
Come lay your cool hand on my brow
And promise me that you will never 
Be nobody's darlin' but mine

Be nobody's darlin' but mine love
Be honest be faithful and kind
And promise me that you will never 
Be nobody's darlin' but mine

You're as sweet as the flowers of springtime
You're as pure as the dew from the rose
I had rather be somebody's darlin'
Than a poor boy that nobody knows

Be nobody's darlin' but mine love
Be honest be faithful and kind
And promise me that you will never 
Be nobody's darlin' but mine



Be nobody's darling but mine, love
Be honest be faithful and kind
And promise me that you will never 
Be nobody's darlin' but mine

1654. Be Not Afraid - Chords

Be Not Afraid
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Jeannie C. Riley
[3/4 time]
 
C                     F
Tossed to and fro the disciples were fearing
C                                      G7
Their very lives they were lost out at sea
C                      F
High winds were raging waves all around them
C                G7             C
Then among storm fear not be at peace
                        F
He came to them walkin' on water and talkin'
C                                         G7
Though they had known Him still they were afraid
     C                  F
Then Jesus spoke gently lo I am with thee
C                          G7          C
He ceased the winds and He settled the waves
            F                C
Be not afra-id it's only the Master 
                               G7
Calming the storm removing all harm
           C   F                C
Be of good che-er your Savior's here now
              G7                                C
So be of good faith for I'm here to stay be not afraid
                                  F
Once my ship was sinkin' twas the end I was thinking
C                                             G7
For there was no life boat between me and the sea
         C                      F
Then the Lord in compassion put His love to action
C                        G7             C
Then His dear sweet hand in love lifted me
Repeat #3
 
              G7                                 F  C
So be of good faith for I'm here to stay be not afraid



1655. Be Proud Of The Grey In Your Hair

Be Proud Of The Grey In Your Hair
Dave Evans

Lay down that cane and start moving
While you can get out of your chair
Put on those shoes and start walkin'
Be proud of the gray in your hair.

Well I hope you see what I'm sayin'
Einstien could very well be right
That man's greatest victory is dyin'
Don't never give up without a fight

Said you know how it feels to be lonesome
You know what it means when you're blue
There ain't no use to sit and worry
For there ain't nobody worryin' about you.

1656. Be Quiet As Willie Walks By - Chords

Be Quiet As Willie Walks By 
recorded by Charlie Waller and The Country Gentlemen

Intro: (G) (Bm) (C) (G) (C) (D) (G) (D)

Did you (G) see the old (Bm) boys with their (C) uniforms (G) on
Marching down Main Street (D) today
Some helped the others as they went along
Their minds seemed so far a-(G)-way

And when they laid the (Bm) wreath at the (C) top of the (G) hill
I saw some of them (C) cry
As they (D) thought of their friends too long ago
And ages long since gone (G) by

Old Willie (Bm) Johnson (C) walked all (G) alone
As the rain came tumbling (D) down
And someone they laughed as Willie drew near
For he was the drunk of the (G) town

And one of the (Bm) men came (C) over and (G) said
You know, Willie's one heck of a (C) guy
If it (D) wasn't for him----I wouldn't be here---today
So be quiet when Willie walks (G) by

He sewed on his (Bm) medals a (C) long time (G) ago
With the help a bottle could (D) hold
But it's hard to fall out of the cracks in your soul
When the last of your pride has been (G) sold

But deep down in (Bm) side there's a (C) heart of pure (G) gold



And the spirit that money can't (C) buy
So re-(D)-member my friend bow to the truth
Be quiet when Willie walks (G) by

Yes, be (D) quiet when Willie walks (G) by (C) (D) (G)

1657. Be Ready - Chords

Be Ready
Recorded Don Gibson
Written by Audrey Allison

C                             G7          C        F
Well you think you got plenty time to get ready to die 
           C         G7        C    G7
Before the good Lord calls you home
    C                    G7           C               F
You think you got plenty time to make yourself a good name
           C         G7        C
Before the good Lord calls you home

                                  G7       C        G7           C
You say Lord (Lord I ain't ready) when you hear Him calling your name
                                  G7        C        G7       C
You say Lord (Lord I ain't ready) but He'll take you just the same
                                          G7
(So you better get a new start and find a new way 
           C                     F
And live a whole lot better from day to day 
       C              D7        G7        C
And be ready when the good Lord calls you home)

                              G7          C        F
Well you thing you got plenty time to get ready to die 
           C         G7        C    G7
Before the good Lord calls you home
    C                    G7               C          F
You think you got plenty time to pave the way with a prayer
           C         G7        C
Before the good Lord calls you home

                                         G7       C        G7           C
(You say Lord you say Lord I ain't ready when you hear Him calling your name
                           G7        C        G7       C
You say Lord I ain't ready but He'll take you just the same
                                         G7
So you better get a new start and take a good look 
         C                       F
And do a whole lot of reading in the Holy Book 
       C              D7        G7        C
And be ready when the good Lord calls you home)

                                       



(You say Lord I ain't ready wait a minute 
G7       C        G7           C
When you hear Him calling your name
                           G7        C        G7       C    G7
You say Lord I ain't ready but He'll take you just the same
          C        G7       C
But He'll take you just the same wait a minute
G7        C        G7       C
But He'll take you just the same)

1658. Be Ready To Sail

Be Ready to Sail
Claire Lynch

[Verse 1]
In a moment of reflection
Looking back upon my life
There were times I changed direction
Letting fortune pass me by
And there were seldom second chances
And nothing so profound
As a lesson learned the hard way
That I'll use next time around

[Chorus]
Be ready to sail
When a good wind blows your way
Be ready to sail
Cast your fate upon the water
Catch a big wave by the tail
And when a good wind blows your way
Be ready to sail

[Verse 2]
And there are those whose hearts are restless
For a new and different shore
Filled with second guesses
They never climb on board
While those with faith to guide them
Leave all their fears behind
Chasing down their destination
Over on the other side

[Chorus]
Be ready to sail
When a good wind blows your way
Be ready to sail
Cast your fate upon the water
Catch a big wave by the tail
And when a good wind blows your way
Be ready to sail



[Guitar and Fiddle Solos]

[Chorus]
Be ready to sail
When a good wind blows your way
Be ready to sail
Cast your fate upon the water
Catch a big wave by the tail
And when a good wind blows your way
Be ready to sail
Be ready to sail

1659. Be Somebody

Brett Dennen - Be Somebody

[Chorus]
There's gotta be somebody out there
There's gotta be somebody out there for you
I can be somebody
I can be somebody, darling
There's gotta be somebody out there
There's gotta be somebody out there

[Verse]
All along the redwood coastline
We were looking at the sea
Holding hands with our backs to the lam
There was something gonna see
So then you, get another tattoo
You know I think you're gonna have to
It's like you start another chapter
And then you make sure to remember

[Pre-Chorus]
You need someone
Who will be there whenever you want
Whose love is clear
Pure into you like the salt of the tear

[Chorus]
There's gotta be somebody out there
There's gotta be somebody out there for you
I can be somebody
I can be somebody, darling
There's gotta be somebody out there
There's gotta be somebody out there for you
I can be somebody
I can be somebody
For you
For you



1660. Be Still & Know

Steven Curtis Chapman - Be Still & Know

Be still and know that He is God
Be still and know that He is holy
Be still oh, restless soul of mine
Bow before the Prince of Peace
Let the noise and clamor cease
Be still and know that He is God
Be still and know that He is faithful
Consider all that He has done
Stand in awe and be amazed
And know that He will never change
Be still
Be still and know that He is God
Be still and know that He is God
Be still and know that He is God
Be still, be speechless
Be still and know that He is God
Be still and know He is our Father
Come rest your head upon His chest
Listen to the rhythm of
His unfailing heart of love
Beating for His little ones
Calling each of us to come
Be still, be still

1661. Be Still Moses - Chords

Be Still Moses 
Gibson Brothers

Em
She walks past the soldiers out in the street
Am                                     Em
Stays to the side with her eyes on her feet
Em
She hardly makes a whisper, just barely a word
Am                    B7
And this was all the baby heard
 
Em
Be still Moses, don't make a sound
Am                           Em
Be still Moses, don't make a sound
Em
Be still Moses, don't make a sound
B              Em



Keep your head down
 
Em
Lying on the bank where the cool water flows
Am                                            Em
A baby's crying for a mother that he'll never know
Em
She says the pharaoh wants you to die
Am                                 B7
So I'm leaving you here if you're gonna survive
 
Em
Be still Moses, don't make a sound
Am                           Em
Be still Moses, don't make a sound
Em
Be still Moses, don't make a sound
B              Em
Keep your head down
'■
 
Em
You're gonna be there when he parts the tide
Am                                    Em
And leads all the people to the other side
Em
Climb that mountain by the lord's goodwill
Am                     B7
But right now boy you better be still
 
Repeat (3 times)
Em
Be still Moses, don't make a sound
Am                           Em
Be still Moses, don't make a sound
Em
Be still Moses, don't make a sound
B              Em
Keep your head down
 
 
Outro
B              Em
Keep your head down
B              Em
Keep your head down
B              Em
Keep your head down

1662. Be The Lake

Brad Paisley - Be The Lake 



There ain't nothing I would rather see
Than you drying off on this dock
I've been thinking, it's so good to be me
But girl, on second thought
Wish I could be the beach towel that you laid down on
Or that two-piece that's fitting you so right, it's wrong
Or the sunshine kissing on your skin
Wish I could be the lake that you're swimming in
Well, I'm hiding behind these Ray-Ban shades
Staring at you like I do
I'm right here beside you and it's killing me
'Cause I can't get close enough to you
Wish I could be the beach towel that you laid down on
Or that two-piece that's fitting you so right, it's wrong
Or the sunshine kissing on your skin
Wish I could be the lake that you're swimming in
Or maybe that book you laid on your chest
When you drift off like you do
Or maybe that 25 SPF
You keep rubbing all over you
Wish I could be the beach towel that you laid down on
Or that two-piece that's fitting you so right, it's wrong
Or the sunshine kissing on your skin
Wish I could be the lake that you're swimming in
Wish I could be the lake that you're swimming in

1663. Be There

Allison Moorer
Be There

[Verse 1]
You look like a tragedy
That just hasn't happened yet
I've been on a losing streak
And I'm trying to forget
You act like we were meant to be
Like country songs in Tennessee
Baby, I need to believe
'Cause I want you so bad

[Chorus]
You say you will
But I know you won't
I know you won't
I know you won't
Be there

[Verse 2]
You got leaving in your eyes
And I don't wanna see it
It'll turn your promise into a lie
No matter how you try to keep it



And now I'm standing at the edge of town
The bell heavy as the sun goes down
So tired of goin' 'round and 'round
I wanna take you at your word
[Chorus]
'Cause you say you will
But I know you won't
I know you won't
I know you won't
Be there

[Verse 3]
You'd feel like a memory
Of something that I've never known
Somebody who could take me there
Somebody who could take me home

[Chorus]
You say you will
But I know you won't
I know you won't
I know you won't
Be there
Be there
Be there

1664. Be There

Be There
Sara Watkins - Be There

You needed me I was gone
For too long I couldn't be vow
And you're tired now
I should be there I know
I should help you there the love
You're tired of living alone
And I'm sorry
But we can still win this
We're still here again
Don't leave me hangin'
Don't hang up before
Please be there when I get old
How the will to try
And find the street for one more climb
It's been a hard time
But we can still win this
We're still here again
Don't leave me hangin'
Don't hang up before
Please be there when I get old
But we can still win this
We're still here again



Don't leave me hangin'
Don't hang up before
Please be there when I get old

1665. Be There For Me Baby - Chords

Be There For Me Baby
Recorded by Johnny Lee
Written by Tommy Rocco and Charlie Black

C                                  G7
Every morning I go scratch for the almighty buck
  C                                             G7
I dream the American dream but it don't seem to change my luck
      F        C       F           C
Oh it gets downright depressing it wears the soul down to the bone
  F                C       F                   Dm           G7
I don't think that I could make it if I had to make it alone
   C                         F           Dm
So be there for me baby come sunup or sundown
         G7
When the winter wind's whistlin' at the window 
                C               G7
Together we can hold our ground
    C                      F                      Dm
The secret to survivin' is dividin' the burden by two 
   G7                                         C
So be there for me baby and I'll be there for you
                                          G7
I know you expected more out of life than bills and a broom
    C
But that's all you're gettin' from the man 
                     G7
You were bettin' had hung up the moon
       F          C     F           C
Oh but love's got compensation it's enough to get us through
         F         C          F            Dm            G7
It's too bad we're not in the money ah but we got me and you
   C                         F           Dm
So be there for me baby come sunup or sundown
         G7
When the winter wind's whistlin' at the window 
                C               G7
Together we can hold our ground
    C                      F                      Dm
The secret to survivin' is dividin' the burden by two 
   G7                                         C
So be there for me baby and I'll be there for you
   G7                                         C
So be there for me baby and I'll be there for you



1666. Be True To Yourself

Be True To Yourself
Traditional Grass

   Be true to yourself little darlin'
   Life is short don't live it in regret
   If you're not happy here go find another
   And I'll pretend that we had never met

I watched, I wondered why you've grown so quiet
Deep in thought you seem so far away
Say, have you changed your mind about our future
Don't lead me on if you don't want to stay

Don't be a fool and think you'll learn to love me
If you don't have those feelings for me now
Look deep inside your heart and answer truly
Am I the one you just can't live without

1667. Be True To Yourself - Chords

Be True To Yourself
Recorded by The Traditional Grass

C                          F
Be true to yourself little darlin'
C                              G7
Life is short don't live it in regret
          C                      F
If you're not happy here go find another
    C                 G7           C
And I'll pretend that we had never met

                                         F
I watched I wondered why you've grown so quiet
C                               G7
Deep in thought you seem so far away
    C                                    F
Say have you changed your mind about our future
      C             G7                C
Don't lead me on if you don't want to stay

                           F
Be true to yourself little darlin'
C                              G7
Life is short don't live it in regret
          C                      F
If you're not happy here go find another



    C                 G7           C
And I'll pretend that we had never met

                                          F
Don't be a fool and think you'll learn to love me
   C                                    G7
If you don't have those feelings for me now
     C                                 F
Look deep inside your heart and answer truly
   C             G7              C
Am I the one you just can't live without

                           F
Be true to yourself little darlin'
C                              G7
Life is short don't live it in regret
          C                      F
If you're not happy here go find another
    C                 G7           C
And I'll pretend that we had never met

1668. Be With Me Lord - Chords

Be With Me Lord
Recorded by Sonny James
Written by Thomas Chrisholm and L.O. Sanderson

C          Am   F             C
Be with me Lord I cannot live without Thee
                           F    G7
I dare not try to take one step alone
C        C7       F               C
I cannot bear the loads of life unaided 
F          C        G7             C
I need Thy strength to lean myself upon

           Am   F               C
Be with me Lord when loneliness fore takes me
                            F        G7
When I must grieve amid the fires of pain
C              C7       F          C
And when shall come the hour of my departure
F           C       G7                 C
All world's unknown oh Lord be with me then

           Am       F              C
Be with me Lord and then if danger threatens
                            F        G7
When storms of trial bursts above my head
C            Am   F                C
When lashing seas leap everywhere about me
F           C    G7               C
They cannot harm or make my heart afraid



1669. Be Your Man

Be Your Man
Billy Strings

When I got to New York City I was looking for another side of life
And my feet were so damn callused I could probably walk the edges of a knife
My mistakes had often lead me to believe I'll never find an open door
Now I'm busted, flat, and broken and I don't know what the hell I'm waiting for

Some could see that I was stumbling, and a couple even stopped to lend a hand
Most would pass me by and ridicule and fail to recognize a fellow man
Now the wind is growing bitter, and the leaves begin to die and start to fall
And I wonder if next summer if I'll even be around this place at all

If I could go back to the days when I was young
I'd travel the whole world over and then some
And I'd come back to you with an everlasting lily in my hand
And I'd show the world just what it means to me, for me, to get be your man

On the edges of a fading afternoon, I heard a voice within my head
And the echoes of forgotten words from all the dusty books I have not read
And I wondered if by chance I should have listened back to what they said in school
It occurred to me I might have been the class clown then but now I'm just a fool

If I could go back to the days when I was young
I'd travel the whole world over and then some
And I'd come back to you with an everlasting lily in my hand
And I'd show the world just what it means to me, for me, to get be your man

I'd show the world just what it means to me, for me, to get be your man

1670. Beach Bums

Beach Bums
Josh Turner - Beach Bums

I wanna go to the riverbank
Right down the road, we'll take it slow
If I can get my truck to crank
I wanna lay with you there in the sand
Yeah, it oughta be fun layin' in the sun
Working on my farmer's tan

And we can be beach bums for a while
Now we don't even need palm trees
'Cause that's just a matter of style
And we can get away from everything
Yeah, it's gonna be just you and me



When the weekend comes
And we can be beach bums

When it gets hot, let's take a dip
I'll be baptized by your angel eyes
And I'll taste heaven on your lips
We might pack a tent and spend the night
I'll play your favorite song as you sing along
Right there in the firelight

And we can be beach bums for a while
Now we don't even need palm trees
'Cause that's just a matter of style
And we can get away from everything
Yeah, it's gonna be just you and me
When the weekend comes
And we can be beach bums

No, I don't need no ocean breeze
I got the river and you're here with me

And we can be beach bums for a while
Now we don't even need palm trees
'Cause that's just a matter of style
And we can get away from everything
Yeah, it's gonna be just you and me
When the weekend comes
And we can be beach bums for a while
Now we don't even need palm trees
'Cause that's just a matter of style
We oughtta get away from everything
Yeah, it's gonna be just you and me
When the weekend comes
And we can be beach bums

Beach bums
We can be beach bums

1671. Beachcombing

Emmylou Harris - Beachcombing

They say there's wreckage washing up
All along the coast
No one seems to know too much
Of who got hit the most
Nothing has been spoken
There's not a lot to see
But something has been broken
That's how it feels to me

We had a harmony
I never meant to spoil now it's lying in the water



Like a slick of oil
The tide is running out to sea
Under a darkening sky
The night is falling down on me
And I'm thinking that I should head on home
(Head on home) been gone too long
Leave my roaming
Beachcombing

Little wild kitten out hunting
To see what he can get
You're in a big city now
Won't stop growing yet
The sun is going down smoking
A flaming testament
Something has been broken
And it feels permanent

Little seabird flying
He knows where he wants to go
Guess I ought to pack my stuff
And do the thing I know
I turn around and head on back
Along the old sea wall
I felt something give and crack
And now I'm sorry that's all

Head on home
(Head on home) been gone too long
Leave my roaming
Beachcombing

Oh oh oh
Yeah yeah yeah
Oh oh oh
Oh oh oh
Oh oh oh

1672. Beacon In The Night - Chords

Beacon In The Night
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Darrell Edwards and Herby Treece

G                              C               G
Many souls are drifting on the troubled sea of sin
                          A7             D7
The under tow of evil has pulled so many in
  G                                 C                    G
Tonight the troubled ways of sorrow fill our hearts with pride
C                      G             D7            G
We're so blind that we can't see the beacon in the night
    D7                            G



The beacon in the night is always shining 
    D7                               G
And darkest clouds can have a silver lining
                                   C                  G
Just set your torch for glory then don't turn left or right
C                G              D7            G
Heavens shore is lighted by the beacon in the night
                            C                     G
When the mist of wickedness conceals the beacon's lights
                                    A7                   D7
And you're drifting through the fog somewhere out in the night
    G                                   C                G
The one who whispers peace be still and calms the raging sea
C               G            D7                   G
He's the beacon in the night He'll rescue you and me
    D7                            G
The beacon in the night is always shining 
    D7                               G
And darkest clouds can have a silver lining
                                   C                  G
Just set your torch for glory then don't turn left or right
   C                  G             D7            G
Be guided straight to heaven by the beacon in the night

1673. Beacon Street

Nanci Griffith - Beacon Street

Gonna wake up crazy to the cry of the trains on Beacon Street
So far from home, so far from love, so far from a friend in need
And all I need is a heart to hold and a good night's sleep
And all I have is the cry of the trains as they bid farewell on Beacon Street

[Chorus:]
And here I am again
I'm in the company of strangers
It's a cold winter wind that sings a song
You say your love is lost
I'm not the kind who lingers on
So it's farewell to your heart
Cause when the love is gone, it's gone.

I never did feel lonely till I looked in the mirror and all I could see
Was a little bit of you in the corner of an eye in need of a good night's sleep
And all I need is to close my eyes to find my dreams
And all I had was the cry of the trains as we bid farewell on Beacon Street

[Chorus]

Gonna wake up crazy to the cry of the trains on Beacon Street
So far from home, so far from love, so far from a friend in need
And all I need is a heart to hold and a good night's sleep
And all I have is the cry of the trains as they bid farewell on Beacon Street



And all I had was the cry of the trains as we bid farewell on Beacon Street
And all I had was the cry of the trains as we bid farewell on Beacon Street
Bid farewell to a lonely heart on Beacon Street

1674. Beagle Hound - Chords

Beagle Hound 
Shawn Camp
 
E
Beagle hound beagle hound
E
Where you gonna sleep when the sun goes down
A                     E
King size bed and --- blues
 
 
A                 E
I Sure do miss my baby
A                 E
I Sure do miss my baby
A                 E
I Sure do miss my baby
E
How bout you?
 
 
E
Fried chicken on a Sunday afternoon
E
Great ole big smile that could light up the room
A
Sure wish I had a cold beer
E
Things just aint the same around here
 
 
A                 E
I Sure do miss my baby
A                 E
I Sure do miss my baby
A                 E
I Sure do miss my baby
E
How bout you?
 
 
Guitar Solo
 
E
Threw rocks at an old stop sign
E



Walked a hole right through my shoe
A
Hung around killin time
E
That's about all I know to do
 
A                 E
I Sure do miss my baby
A                 E
I Sure do miss my baby
A                 E
I Sure do miss my baby
E
How bout you?
 
A                 E
I Sure do miss my baby
A                 E
I Sure do miss my baby
A                 E
I Sure do miss my baby
E
How bout you?

1675. Beans, Bacon And Gravy

Beans, Bacon And Gravy
Pete Seeger

I was born long ago,
In eighteen ninety-four.
I've seen many a panic, I will own,
I've been hungry, I've been cold,
And now I'm growing old.
But the worst I've seen is nineteen thirty-one.

CHORUS: Oh, those beans, bacon and gravy,
They almost drive me crazy,
I eat them, till I see them in my dreams (in my dreams).
When I wake up each morning
And another day is dawning,
I know I'll have another mess of beans.

We congregate each morning
At the county barn at dawning,
And everyone is happy, so it seems.
But when our work is done
We file in one by one,
And thank the Lord for one more mess of beans.

CHORUS:

We've Hooverized on butter,



For milk we've only water,
And I haven't seen a steak in many a day.
For cakes and pies and jellies
We substitute sow bellies,
For which we work the county road each day.

CHORUS:

If there ever comes a time
When I have more than a dime,
They will have to put me under lock and key.
For they've been broke so long
I can only sing this song
Of the workers and their misery.
 
CHORUS:

1676. Bear

Bear
Tim O'Brien

Chorus:
I'm a bear he cried, but I'm more than that
There's something you need to remember
I'm an integral community member, I'm neither tame nor feral
You ignore me at your peril, I'm a bear

Bear looked behind him and side to side
Saw a tree he could climb if he needed to hide
He'd been asleep all winter, of course he knew he stank
But he could smell that smoke a-coming from across the far creek bank

Chorus

Wood chips and stumps where the trees had been
Piles of rocks and logs so they're building again
He growled  this world's gone crazy, trying to close me in
I need more room to move  and then he reared back and roared again

Chorus

You won't see me at the village fair
Ring in my nose, dancing round in the square
I'd rather drink muddy water, sleep in a hollow log
Than to have you try to train me, like some jumpin' circus dog

Chorus

Heard gun shots out on the eastern plain
He turned west to the mountain and the driving rain
He said  someday I'll fight  em, with my back turned to the wall
Until that day I'll keep on walkin, keep on walking tall 



Chorus

1677. Bear Creek Blues

Bear Creek Blues
Written by A.P. Carter

Way up on Bear Creek, watching the sun go down
Way up on Bear Creek, watching the sun go down
It makes me feel like I'm on my last go-'round,

The water on Bear Creek, it tastes like cherry wine
The water on Bear Creek, it tastes like cherry wine
You take one drink of it, you're drinking it all the time

If you stay on Bear Creek, you'll get like Jesse James
If you stay on Bear Creek, you'll get like Jesse James
You'll take two old pistols
and hold up that Bear Creek train

I'm going high, high up on some lonesome hill
I'm going high, high up on some lonesome hill
Look down on Bear Creek where my good gal used to live

1678. Bears

Bears 

Some folks say there ain't no bears in Arkansas
Some folks never seen a bear at all
Some folks say that bears go around eating babies raw
Some folks got a bear across the hall

Some folks say that bears go around smelling bad
Others say that a bear is honey sweet
Some folks say this bear's the best I ever had
Some folks got a bear beneath their feet

Some folks drive the bears out of the wilderness
Some to see a bear would pay a fee
Me, I just bear up to my bewildered best
And some folks even see the bear in me

So meet a bear and take him out to lunch with you
And even though your friends may stop and stare
Just remember that's a bear there in the bunch with you
And they just don't come no better than a bear



1679. Beat The Devil - Chords

Beat The Devil
Recorded by The Statler Brothers
Written by Don Reid

G7
Then Jesus was led by the Spirit into the wilderness 
      C                    G7
To be tempted by the devil
C                       G7
In the wilderness Jesus stayed 
                       C
Forty nights and forty days
                          G7
The devil came in all his sin 
                   C
Came to tempt even Him
                              G7
Said I hear tell you're God's Son 
                        C
But you get hungry like anyone
                              G7
So if you're what they've all said 
                               C
Then turn these rocks Jesus to bread
                           F
By the word of God man was shown 
         G7            C
He can't live by bread alone
                        F
Jesus said it's written down 
          G7             C
The devil lost the first round
                                 G7
The devil took Him to the temple roof 
                            C
Said Son of God I want some proof
                                G7
If you've got angels to see You through 
                                   C
Then jump down Jesus they'll catch You
                      F
Jesus said Scriptures record 
           G7            C
Thou shall not tempt the Lord
                        F
Look it up it's written down 
          G7              C
The devil lost the second round
                               G7
Up on this mountain far as you see 
                              C



All these things I'll give to Thee
                            G7
If you'll fall down on your knees 
                         C
Jesus Christ and worship me
                          F
It's written down He said again 
        G7           C
Worship God and only Him
                              F
The devil left and the angels came 
            G7               C
He beat the devil at his own game
            G7               C
He beat the devil at his own game

1680. Beat The Retreat

Richard Thompson - Beat The Retreat 

Beating my retreat
Back home to you
Beating my retreat
Back home to you

Burning all my bridges
I'm burning all my bridges
I'm burning all my bridges
I'm running back home to you

I'm trailing my colors
Back home to you
I'm trailing my colors
Back home to you

This world is filled with sadness
This world is filled with sadness
This world is filled with sadness
I'm running back home to you

I'll follow the drum
Back home to you
I'll follow the drum
Back home to you

There was no sense in my leaving
There was no sense in my leaving
There was no sense in my leaving
I'm running back home to you



1681. Beat Up Bible

Little Big Town - Beat Up Bible

[Verse 1]
This beat up bible
Dusty on the shelf
Worn out and torn up
It don't look like much but it will get you through hell
It's been held in the hands
Of all the ones that I love
It might be falling off the binding but every line in it still holds up
This beat up bible
Yeah, yeah, yeah

[Verse 2]
That old recliner
In this living room
She was sitting right there teaching me a prayer
All that she knew
About the words on the pages
About the greatest gift
Where you find the truth, you find the proof, of how love still is
In this beat up bible

[Chorus]
I can hear her saying
Baby, when you praying
Give him all your worries, he'll give you all you need
When you're crying and you're hurting
And nothing else is working
All you've got to do is just believe
In this beat up bible
In this beat up bible oh yeah

[Verse 3]
I was holding her hand
When she was on her way home
She said, baby don't cry, I'm going to see the one who rolled away the stone

[Chorus]
I can hear her saying
Baby, when you're praying
Give him all your worries, he'll give you all you need
I'm crying and I'm hurting
And nothing else is working
So, I open up the pages and start to read

[Outro]
This beat up bible
Dusty on the shelf
Worn out and torn up
Don't look like much but it'll get you through hell



1682. Beatin' Around The Bush

Dixie Chicks - Beatin' Around the Bush

Smiling face and loving eyes
But you keep on telling me all those lies
How do you expect me to believe

Honey I ain't that naive
Baby I got my eye on you
But you do all the things that I want you to

Stop your crying and dry your tears
I ain't that wet behind the ears
You can throw me left

And you can throw me right
The way we do this night
Beating around the bush

Wish I knew what's on your mind
Why you're being so unkind?
Remember those nights you spent alone

Talking on the telephone?
Thoughts of you go through my brain
You told me that you felt the same

You told me that you love me too (?)
Tell me who would lie with you?
I was talking birds (I was talking about birds)

And you was talking bees (And you was talking about bees)
And (he was down)(?) upon his knees
Beating around the bush

You're the meanest woman I've ever known
Sticks and stones won't break my bones
I know what you're looking for

You ate your cake, you want some more
I'm gonna give you just a one more chance
Try to save our romance

Done everything I'm gonna do (That's all I'm gonna do)
The rest is up to you
You can chew it up

And you can spit it out
Let it all hang out
Beating around the bush

Oh.
Chew it up
Spit it out
Let it all hang out
Beating around the bush



1683. Beatnik Walking

Richard Thompson - Beatnik Walking

Hand me down my walking shoes
And Mr. Murdoch's news
I'm going thunder rain or shine
Got a papoose on my back
We're on the right track, Jack
To leave the beatnik blues behind

Amsterdam, where good things come in threes
Ease your troubled mind and shoot the breeze

Take the path down to the mill
I'm going to get my fill
I'm going to eat till the pot runs dry
Anne Frank's house and Rembrandt's tomb
I'd better make some room
'Cause Brother Vincent's on my mind

Life goes on behind the tiles and chintzes
Dirty water fit for kings and princes

Dutch is not a loving tongue
You say your piece and run
You show you care in other ways
Sailors in their Sunday best
I'm feeling overdressed
I've got to lose these blacks and greys

Amsterdam, where good things come in threes
Soothe your troubled mind and shoot the breeze

Hand me down my walking shoes
Hand me down my walking shoes
Got to leave these beatnik blues behind

1684. Beats The Devil

Robert Earl Keen - Beats the Devil 

I can't remember when I was here
But I'm back again
I barely know you friend
And everything's changed
Sun burned up
The sky turned green
The air smelled of gasoline



The soldier boy and teenage queen
Have since become estranged

I keep movin'
Like the wind across the sea
What the hell am I doin'
Beats the devil outta me

1685. Beautiful

Trampled by Turtles - Beautiful

Weakened from the bottle
What are you fighting for?
Simple and subtle and lying
And too beautiful
Too beautiful
Too beautiful for me.
A massacre of timing
A shadow world at best
A life too short and blinding
And too beautiful
Too beautiful
Too beautiful for me.

No one saw it coming
And no one sees it still
Empty space and memories
Too beautiful
Too beautiful
Too beautiful for me.
And I'm scared that I, forget it.
I hate that life goes on.
The world so sweet and deadly
And too beautiful
Too beautiful
Too beautiful for me.

1686. Beautiful

Beautiful
Michael Kang
String Cheese Incident

Walk down any street, looking for faces, smiling back at me
its so plain to see, love is a beacon, it takes my breath my way
I'm finally sure that noone believes in the beauty in you and the beauty in me
don't have to wait to express how i feel its so plain to see and i just want to say



so beautiful
you're so beautiful
you're so beautiful
you're so beautiful
i want you to know
want you to know
want you to know
want you to know
so easy to see so easy to see just how beautiful you are
i want you to know
want you to know
so easy to see so easy to see just how beautiful you are
so beautiful..?

do it from the start, the moment you came, to my life that day
stars fell from the sky, you took your first breath, and it hasn't been the same since
i gotta believe that you came for a reason, teach me to see that its all an illusion
have to take chances get lost in the one stay true to your heart and see where it leads

so beautiful
you're so beautiful
you're so beautiful
you're so beautiful
i want you to know
want you to know
want you to know
want you to know
so easy to see so easy to see just how beautiful you are
i want you know
want you to know
so easy to see so easy to see just how beautiful you are
want you know
want you know
so easy to see so easy to see just how beautiful you are
want you to know
want you to know
so easy to see so easy to see just how beautiful you are

diamond in the rough, but still i can see its all deep inside
eagle soaring free, no difference between the earth and the sky
of all the chances it seems so few we are lucky to land in a place with a view
in all my journeys to lands deep and wide always wanted you right by my side

so beautiful
you're so beautiful
you're so beautiful
you're so beautiful
i want you know
want you to know
want you to know
want you to know
so easy to see so easy to see just how beautiful you are
want you to know
want you to know
so easy to see so easy to see just how beautiful you are
want you to know
want you to know



so easy to see so easy to see just how beautiful you are
want you to know
want you to know
so easy to see so easy to see just how beautiful you are

1687. Beautiful

Nanci Griffith - Beautiful

Here's a photograph of you in Woody Hermann's band
It was 1952, you were such a handsome man
One of you at a memorial with all of Hoagy?s clan
And then you and my mother, walking hand in hand

And she was beautiful and you played the piano
You were beautiful upon the keys
The world was beautiful when the two of you were dancing
Beautiful to me

You took a photograph of us, your ladies liberty
My hair was in the breeze then I played Carnegie
Grandmother read the sonnet of Emma Lazarus
She's only halfway in this picture, you took of all of us

And she was beautiful and you played the piano
You were beautiful upon the keys
The world was beautiful when the two of you were dancing
Beautiful to me

You were a father to this lonely child though we are not related
You taught me how to write these notes upon a page
You were a soldier for your country in two of our wars
You played piano all your life and you are beautiful

And she was beautiful and you played the piano
You were beautiful upon the keys
The world was beautiful when the two of you were dancing
Beautiful to me
And you are beautiful to me

Beautiful
Beautiful
Beautiful
...

1688. Beautiful Alter Of Prayer - Chords

Beautiful Alter Of Prayer
Recorded by Doyle Lawson



[3/4 time]
 
G                         C
One day in an old country church house
G                          D7
I heard mother pray for me there
G                            C
She prayed for the Savior to guide me
G                D7       G
To the beautiful altar of prayer
 
                                C
She walked down the aisle there toward me
G                          D7
The tears then came to her eyes
G                              C
She said son I've been praying for you
G                D7            G
For fear that in sin you might die

       C                  G
Oh the beautiful altar of prayer
  A7                        D7
I know mother prayed for me there
G                            C
She prayed for the Savior to guide me
G                D7       G
To the beautiful altar of prayer
   
                              C
My soul has been saved by the Master
G                              D7
On the dark road of sin and despair
G                                  C
And I'm thankful to my dear loving mother
G                 D7       G
And the beautiful altar of prayer

Repeat #3

                             C
She prayed for the Savior to guide me
G                D7       G
To the beautiful altar of prayer

1689. Beautiful Blue Eyed Blonde

Beautiful Blue Eyed Blonde

I know a girl in Carolina, she's the sweetest girl in town
Big blue eyes that sparlke like dew drops on the ground
To meet her is to love her, she makes your heart grow fond
Heaven's not far above her, she's a beautiful blue eyed blonde



I met her in November, one cold and dreary day
She brought the sunshine with her, that's in my heart today
No need to say I love her, for she's like the day just dawned
She brightens the world with her laughter, she's a beautiful blue eyed blonde

If I had all the gold in the treasury, and all of the riches on earth
I would not trade my sweetheart, for I know just what she's worth
Her voice is like sweetmusic, she makes my heart grow fond
You'd love her if you'd see her, she's a beautiful blue eyed blonde

Every night I dream I'm near her, then I wake to sind she's away
But I hope someday we'll marry, and be together always
If all my dreams were realones, and after the day had dawned
I'd awake and find her near me, my beautiful blue eyed blonde

1690. Beautiful Bouquet

Beautiful Bouquet
Recorded by the Cox Family
Written by Rose Maddox and Dusty Rose

For pleasure I went walking out through the fields one day
I started gathering flowers to make a sweet bouquet
Each flower that I gathered. each one played a part
Each flower stood for someone held dear to my heart 

   Beautiful bouquet I'm gathering today
   Picking the colours that'll never fade away
   Each flower has a meaning so dear to me
   Each flower is a treasure chestof sweet memories 

Violets for my sweetheart, a white rose for my dad
A red rose stood for mother, the best friend that I had
Forget-me-nots stood faithfully for tried true friends of mine
Daisies for the puppy loves that I left far behind 

Lilies are for grandma, who watches from afar
Poppies are for brother, who lost his life at war
I put them all together, tomake a sweet bouquet
A rainbow full of colours that will never fade away

1691. Beautiful Boy

Beautiful Boy
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
Oh, beautiful boy



What did I do to win your love?
I didn't mean to make you cry
What'll I do when morning comes?

[Verse 2]
You, you tremble and shake
Like an autumn leaf expecting to fall
Almost think you saw my mind
But you don't know me at all

[Chorus]
'Cause I'm afraid of everything
Everything that romance brings
Freely givin' gifts that you can't repay
Sad goodbyes in darkened homes
And telephones, and most of all
I'm scared I'm gonna break your heart someday

[Verse 3]
You, you ain't to blame
Crazy love's got a mind of its own
And you can't fight it once it starts
You can't help it if it don't

[Chorus]
So I'm afraid of everything
Everything that romance brings
Freely givin' gifts that you can't repay
The sad goodbyes in darkRned homes
TelRphones, and most of all
I'm scared I'm gonna break your heart someday

[Outro]
I'm scared I'm gonna break your heart someday

1692. Beautiful Brown Eyes

Beautiful Beautiful Brown Eyes
Gibson Brothers

Beautiful beautiful brown eyes
Beautiful beautiful brown eyes
Beautiful beautiful brown eyes
I'll never love blue eyes again.

Last night I staggered in the bar room
Fell right down on the floor
These were the words that I uttered
I'll never get drunk anymore.

Oh Willie oh Willie I love you
Love you with all of my heart
Tomorrow we were to be married



But liquor has kept us apart.

For seven long years I've been married
Wish I was single again
A girl doesn't know half her troubles
Until she has married a man.

1693. Beautiful Brown Eyes - Chords

Beautiful Brown Eyes 
Gibson Brothers

[Verse 1]
G                    C
I staggered into the barroom
G                  D
I fell down on the floor
G                           C
The very last words that I uttered
G               D7        G
"I'll never get drunk any more."
 
[Chorus]
G                   C
Beautiful beautiful brown eyes
G                   D    D7
Beautiful beautiful brown eyes
   G                    C
Oh' Beautiful beautiful brown eyes
     G          D7        G
I'll never love blue eyes again
 
 
[Verse 2]
G               C
Mollie my darlin I love you
G                       D
I love you with all of my heart
  G                         C
Tomorrow we might have been married
    G          D7      G
But liquor has kept us apart
 
[Chorus]
G                   C
Beautiful beautiful brown eyes
G                   D    D7
Beautiful beautiful brown eyes
   G                    C
Oh' Beautiful beautiful brown eyes
     G          D7        G
I'll never love blue eyes again
 



 
 
[Chorus]
G                   C
Beautiful beautiful brown eyes
G                   D    D7
Beautiful beautiful brown eyes
   G                    C
Oh' Beautiful beautiful brown eyes
     G          D7        G
I'll never love blue eyes again

1694. Beautiful Despair

Rodney Crowell - Beautiful Despair

Beautiful despair is hearing Dylan
When you're drunk at 3 a.m
Knowing that the chances are
No matter what you'll never write like him
Oh, brother
Beautiful despair is why you lean
Into this world without restraint
'Cause somewhere out before you
Lies the masterpiece you'd sell your soul to paint
Oh, brother
What do we laugh or cry
Beautiful despair
Beautiful despair
Beautiful despair is slouching forward
Toward a past you might regret
All to suck the marrow out
Of every magic moment that you get
Beautiful despair is playing safe
When you were once a rebel child
Knowing that tomorrow comes
And all you've done is last another mile
Oh, brother
Oh, dear brother
Oh, my brother
What shall we drink or dry?

1695. Beautiful Dreamer

Beautiful Dreamer
Sara Watkins - Beautiful Dreamer

[Verse 1]
Beautiful Dreamer, wake unto me



Starlight and dewdrops are waiting for thee
Sounds of the rude world heard in the day
Lull'd by the moonlight have all passed away

[Verse 2]
Beautiful dreamer, queen of my song
List while I woo thee with soft melody
Gone are the cares of life's busy throng
Beautiful dreamer, awake unto me
Beautiful dreamer, awake unto me

1696. Beautiful Flowers

Beautiful Flowers
Watchhouse

[Chorus]
Beautiful flowers in the morning dew
They're nothing without you
You flutter on by in a flash of color and you're gone
But we keep on rolling on

[Verse 1]
In 1885 when
A man by the name of Benz
Put three wheels together and an engine, too
He had no idea it could be the death of you
But we keep on rolling on

[Verse 2]
I like to head out and arrive real soon
Kind of doze off in between
A little splash here, a tiny bump there
I clean off the window and I see real clear again
And I keep on rolling on

[Chorus]
Beautiful flowers in the morning dRw
They're nothing without you
You flutter on by in a flash of color and you'rR gone
But we keep on rolling on

[Verse 3]
Well, the summertime blues are burning red hot
Red hotter than they've ever been
But if the whole world screamed at the top of their lungs
It wouldn't make a sound on the moon, much less the sun
But we keep on rolling on

[Chorus]
Beautiful flowers in the morning dew
They're nothing without you
You flutter on by in a flash of color and you're gone



But we keep on rolling on

[Verse 4]
Big Oil's got the money and the money goes 'round
Lord, we don't know where it ends
And the more I see the less I know which way we're all gonna go from here
We keep on rolling on

1697. Beautiful Fool

Kathy Mattea - Beautiful Fool

Martin Luther
Who did you think that you were?
Appointed by some higher up
Merely mortal
Your plans were unaffordable
No one wants to pay for love
Oh you beautiful fool
Swimmin' upstream, kickin' up waves
Dreams weren't meant to come true
That's why they call 'em dreams
Oh you beautiful fool
Walter Cronkite
Pre-empted Disney one night
And all us kids were so upset
We thought that you were
A trouble instigator
Marching through our TV set
Oh you beautiful fool
Swimmin' upstream, kickin' up waves
Dreams weren't meant to come true
That's why they call 'em dreams
Oh you beautiful fool
To fight a fight without a fist
All human instinct puzzles this
How dare you threaten our existence
Mahatma Gandhi, Jesus Christ
History repeats itself so nice
Consistently we are resistant
To love
I saw you on the black & white with
Blacks and whites applauding you
I saw you on another time
Without a sign of life in you
Oh you beautiful fool
Swimmin' upstream, kickin' up waves
Dreams weren't meant to come true
That's why they call 'em dreams
Oh you beautiful fool
Oh you beautiful fool



1698. Beautiful Friendship

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Beautiful Friendship

Can't tell you how to win friends and influence people
You can leave that to me that philosophy
But I know the score about gettin' married
That's the best way I know to make an enemy

We broke up a beautiful friendship when we married
These cat'n dog fights get the best of me
We broke up a beautiful friendship when we married
Now we're each other's own worse enemy

Aw Steve

And buddy

We call a truce and then we kiss and makeup
But then you say that I'm not kissin' right
When I pass the salt it should've been the pepper
Just anything will start another fight

We broke up a beautiful friendship when we married
These cat'n dog fights get the best of me
We broke up a beautiful friendship when we married
Now we're each other's own worse enemy
Now we're each other's own worse enemy

1699. Beautiful Garden Of Prayer - Chords

Beautiful Garden Of Prayer
recorded by Faron Young  [3/4 time]
written by James H. Fillmore, Eleanor A. Schroll 

C                      F        C
There's a garden where Jesus is waiting
                     D7            C
There's a place that is wondrously fair
                      F            C
For it glows with the light of His presence
    D7                      G7
Tis the beautiful garden of prayer
 
                             C      G7  C
Oh the beautiful garden  the garden of prayer
       G7                  C
Oh the beautiful garden of prayer



                              F
There my Savior awaits and He opens the gates
       C         G7        C
To the beautiful garden of prayer
 
                             C      G7  C
Oh the beautiful garden  the garden of prayer
       G7                  C
Oh the beautiful garden of prayer
                              F
There my Savior awaits and He opens the gates
       C         G7        C
To the beautiful garden of prayer

1700. Beautiful Home

Beautiful Home - Carter Family

There's a beautiful home far over the sea
With mansions of bliss for you and for me
A beautiful home so wondrously fair
That the savior for me has gone to prepare

   There's a beautiful home (a beautiful home)
   far over the sea (far over the sea)
   There's a beautiful home (a beautiful home)
   for you and for me (for you and for me)
   Its glittering powers (its glittering powers)
   of sun out shine (of sun out shine)
   That beautiful home (that beautiful home)
   someday shall be mine (someday shall be mine)

In that beautiful home a crown I shall wear
With the glorified throng their stories to share
But the doors of that home can never be known
Til the savior we see upon His white throne

1701. Beautiful Isle O'Er The Sea

Beautiful Isle O'Er The Sea - Carter Family

I will not be your sweetheart
I'll tell you the reason why
My mother always told me
To pass a drunkard by

   Beautiful isle o'er the sea
   Beautiful isle o'er the sea
   Beautiful isle o'er the sea



   There's someone waiting for me

Now young man I will tell you
If you want my heart my hand
You better quit your drinking
And be a sober man

Go prove yourself be faithful
Go prove yourself be true
And sometime in the future
Perhaps I'll marry you

1702. Beautiful Lie

Dolly Parton - Beautiful Lie 
(David McDade)

Everytime the bluebird sings
My heart takes wings to the sky
The bluebird greyside fly
To my place in your eyes
Cause after all, I did all I could
And you did your best, just the same
Nobody won, we both lost, no one's to blame
But I'll fly away to you, if only pretending
We'll be like bluebird do, the beautiful lie
The beautiful lie, the beautiful lie
Everytime the bluebird sings
My heart takes wings to the sky
The bluebird greyside fly
To my place in your eyes
Cause after all, I did all I could
And you did your best, just the same
Nobody won, we both lost, no one's to blame
But I'll find my way to you, if I'm only pretending
And we'll be like bluebirds, live the beautiful lie
We'll be like bluebirds, live the beautiful lie

1703. Beautiful Life

Beautiful Life
Traditional - Bill Monroe

Each day I do a golden deed
By helping those who are in need
My life on earth in but a span
And so I'll do the best I can

Life's evening sun is sinking low



A few more days and I must go
To meet the deeds that I have done
Where there will be no setting sun

To be a child of god each day
My light must shine along the way
I'll sing his praise while ages roll
And strive to help some troubled soul

* Refrain

While going down life's weary road
I'll try to lift some traveler's load
I'll try to turn the night to day
Make flowers bloom along the way

* Refrain

The only life that will endure
Is one that't kind and good and pure
And so for god I'll take my stand
Aach day I'll lend a helping hand

* Refrain

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - The Traveler

1704. Beautiful Mabel Claire

Beautiful Mabel Claire

Along the green lanes in the springtime
I gathered the violets blue
Echoing yet with the bee-song
And wet with the morning dew

Gathered them for sweet Mabel
Beautiful Mabel Claire
Clasped in her dainty fingers
And braid in her shining hair

And then when the summer was fairer
For the love of those brown, brown eyes
I gathered the royal roses
Fairer than sunset skies

And then comes dreary November
Making me moan and weep
For closing her brown eyes softly
Dear Mable has gone to sleep

Closing her brown eyes softly
Beautiflu Mabel Claire



No more will I gather the roses
To braid in her shining hair

1705. Beautiful Moon Of Kentucky

Beautiful Moon Of Kentucky

There's a beautiful moon shining down on Kentucky
Where the fields of bluegrass are growin'
'Neath the beautiful moon shining down on Kentucky
Tomorrow that's where I'll be going

For the girl that I love she waits for me know
To return from ol' sunny Tennessee
'Neath the beautiful moon shining down on Kentucky
Tomorrow that's where I will be

Well I left my old home way down in Kentucky
And headed for old sunny Tennessee
But I'm on my way back to the hills of Kentucky
With my darling once more there I'll be

1706. Beautiful Morning Glory

Beautiful Morning Glory

I've travelled all over the country
And I seldom sleep in a bed
When my feet get tired of walking
I simply stand on my

Beautiful morning glory
Kissed and caressed by the dew
Beautiful morning glory
Good morning glory to you

I stopped at a house for a hand-out
I'd rather do htat than to beg
When up jumped a big yellow hound-dog
And bit a hunk out of my

* Refrain

A little boy gave me his football
I said "Watch me kick it a block"
Now my foot's wrapped up in a bandage
'Cause inside the ball was a

* Refrain



I once had a bald-headed girl friend
I knoked off her wig at a dance
And when I stooped over to get it
She kicked me right in the

* Refrain

One day I went out to the ball game
And peeped thru a knot-hole up high
A guard took a big water pistol
And squirted me right in the

* Refrain

1707. Beautiful Night - Chords

Beautiful Night
Recorded by The Bellamy Brothers
Written by David Bellamy
 
C
Beautiful night 
G7            C
Stars shining down
                   Am
All of God's glory  
     G7
All around
               C
The rains gone away
F                        C
And there's no clouds in sight
We're singing His praises
G7             C
This beautiful night
The moon's glowing silver
G7           C
Down on blue water
                
Sweet meditation  
Am           G7
Bathes me in white
           C
I feel His spirit 
F               C
And I relive creation
I feel His blessings
G7             C
This beautiful night
Repeat #1
                 
Quiet takes over  



G7              C
Blends with our voices
                    
Just stillness and prayer  
Am               G7
While the angels unite
          C
He is our rock 
F           C
He is our refuge
He is our Savior
G7             C
This beautiful night
Repeat #1
And when morning breaks
G7              C
His light again shines
Fulfilling our souls
Am             G7
So warm and so bright
               C
But come again evening
F                      C
We'll gather our loved ones
And lift up our voices
G7             C
This beautiful night
repeat #1

1708. Beautiful One

Beautiful One
Bluegrass worship band

Beautiful One
Your hair shines in the sun
I wish I'd never left

The wind intwines our hair
Our words get swept through the air
I wish I never left

Your face shines in my eyes
Our last look before our goodbye
I wish I never left

Beautiful One
You shine like the sun
I wish I never left
Before I have said
You are the one
You are the one



Your sun will come and go
But its beauty will keep its glow
I wish your rays would shine over me
Keep filling me with your beauty
I wish I never left
I wish I never left

1709. Beautiful River Of Life

Tom T Hall - Beautiful River Of Life

This is a beautiful river (brother) this is a beautiful stream
Tis is a beautiful river (sister) this is a beautiful dream
I know it flows through the mountains sometimes there's trouble and strife
This is a beautiful river the beautiful river of life

( dobro - banjo )

The river of life is a journey (brother) all of God's children must take
Sharing our moments of glory (sister) learning from all our mistakes
I know it flows through the mountains...
Everyone rides on the river (brother) sometimes it's deep and it's wide
If we don't cross over together (sister) meet you on the other side
I know it flows through the mountains...
Beautiful river of life

1710. Beautiful River Of Life - Chords

Beautiful River Of Life
Written and recorded Tom T. Hall and Dixie Hall

C                   F               C         G7        C
This is a beautiful river (brother) this is a beautiful stream
                    F              C         G7        C
This is a beautiful river (sister) this is a beautiful dream
F                           C
I know it flows through the mountains
G7                            C
Sometimes there's trouble and strife
F                   C  F                G7       C
This is a beautiful river the beautiful river of life
                       F                 C            G7            C
The river of life is a journey (brother) all of God's children must take
                       F              C             G7         C
Sharing our moments of glory (sister) learning from all our mistakes
Repeat #2
                      F               C              G7            C
Everyone rides on the river (brother) sometimes it's deep and it's wide
                       F                 C           G7        C



If we don't cross over together (sister) meet you on the other side
Repeat #2
 
          G7       C
Beautiful river of life

1711. Beautiful Savior

Beautiful Savior
Cindy Boehler

[Verse 1]
Beautiful Savior
King of creation
Son of God and Son of Man
Truly I'd love Thee
Truly I'd serve thee
Light of my soul, my Joy, my Crown

[Verse 2]
Fair is the sunshine
Fair is the moonlight
Bright the sparkling stars on high
Jesus shines brighter
Jesus shines purer
Than all the angels in the sky

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Beautiful Savior
Lord of the nations
Son of God and Son of Man
Glory and honor
Praise, adoration
Now and forevermore be Thine
Forevermore be Thine

1712. Beautiful Star Of Bethlehem

Beautiful Star Of Bethlehem (Oh Beautiful Star Of Bethlehem)
Emmylou Harris - Stanley Brothers

Oh Beautiful Star of Bethlehem
Shining afar through shadows dim
Giving the light for those who long have gone
Guiding the wise men on their way
Unto the place where Jesus lay
Oh Beautiful Star of Bethlehem shine on. 



   Oh Beautiful Star of Bethlehem      (Star of Bethlehem)
   Shine upon us until the glory dawns.
   Give us a light to guide the way
   Unto the land of perfect day
   Oh Beautiful Star of Bethlehem, shine on (shine on) 

Oh Beautiful Star the hope of light
Guiding the pilgrims through the night
Over the mountains till the break of dawn
Into the light of perfect day
It will give out a lovely ray
Oh Beautiful Star of Bethlehem shine on (shine on) 

Oh Beautiful Star the hope of rest
For the redeemed the good and blessed
Yonder in glory when the crown is won
Jesus is now the star divine
Brighter and brighter he will shine
Oh Beautiful Star of Bethlehem shine on (shine on)

1713. Beautiful Temptation - Chords

Beautiful Temptation
Recorded by Freddie Hart Written by Jim Foster

G                    C
Beautiful temptation you're so fine
D7                   G                    D7
Beautiful temptation you're messin' up my mind    
G                  C
You get me all excited right down to my toes   
D7                                          G
My feet they want to follow you everywhere you go
C                    G
Beautiful temptation every night it seems
C
Close my eyes and there you are 
G                  D7
Walking through my dreams
G          D7      G               C
So full of passion running wild in my imagination
D7                                    G
I see love all over you you beautiful temptation
D7                                    G
I see love all over you you beautiful temptation

1714. Beautiful Texas Sunshine - Chords



Beautiful Texas Sunshine
Written and recorded by Doug Sahm

G
Bluebonnets on the hillside 
C
Mallow in the air
D7
Smile on the face of people you meet 
      C                  G
Cause they ain't going nowhere
Oh your smile has never been brighter 
         C
And your body never looked so fine
        D7
And you wile away the beautiful day
                       G
In the beautiful Texas sunshine
If you will feed the dogs 
    C
And honey bring me another beer
D7
Come over here and sit by me
    C                    G
And tell me baby how you feel
Well I know the time has come
     C
That I got to be moving on
      D7
But I always say a beautiful day
                       G
In the beautiful Texas sunshine
Oh your smile has never been brighter 
         C
And your body never looked so fine
        D7
And you wile away the beautiful day
                       G
In the beautiful Texas sunshine
Well if I knew what I was doing 
    C
I'd left a long time ago
D7
Pack my bags my guitar case
    C               G
And head on down to Mexico
Well it sure does hurt me baby
   C
To see you honey sit and cry
    D7
But you got to understand I'm a moving man
                    G
I'll be back by and by
               D7
And we'll just wile away the beautiful day
                       G
In the beautiful Texas sunshine



1715. Beautiful Thing

Allison Moorer
Beautiful Thing

[Verse 1]
Columbus Avenue and Eighty-Seventh Street
My heart was racin' when I got the word that we would meet
Aw babe, it was a beautiful thing
A summer thunderstorm, we had to run and hide
An empty phone booth, tangled up and stoppin' time
Aw babe, it was a beautiful thing

[Chorus 1]
The world stopped turning every time I heard you call my name
I had a feeling that nothing's gonna be the same

[Verse 2]
You were a bon vivant, I was a libertine
We lit a fire like neither one of us had ever seen
Aw babe, it was a beautiful thing

[Verse 3]
That size-two pencil skirt a-ridin' up your thigh
Back of a taxicab, good lord, you're blowin' my mind
Aw babe, it was a beautiful thing

[Chorus 2]
I hate to tell ya, but I think we might have caused a scene
Let 'em all stare, 'cause it really don't matter to me
[Bridge]
You've been living like a queen for a long, long time
I wonder, could I be your king? Would you be my bride?

[Verse 4]
Then came the twelfth of May, it was a big affair
You wore the perfect dress and everyone we love was there
Aw babe, it was a beautiful thing
I said, hey now babe, it was a beautiful thing

1716. Beautiful Way To Live - Chords

Beautiful Way To Live
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Ben Peters

C                    Dm
When I wake up every morning 
G7                            C



You're the first thing that I see                           
Dm
And like a new day that is dawning 
G7                          C
I feel the warmth come over me                       
Am
I can face the world a courage                           
F
I can make it through the day                             
Dm
Cause I know your love comes with me 
G7                     C
Standin' by me all the way                           
Dm
Oh what a beautiful way to live     
G7                          C
Just givin' you all the love can give                             
Dm
Oh what a wonderful thing to see
G7                             C
That you don't want nobody but me                     
Dm
I don't know how I'm deserving 
G7                           C
To be blessed with all these things                             
Dm
Like the sweet love you keep serving 
G7                   C
And the happiness it brings                  
Am
I don't worry bout tomorrow                          
F
The way I always used to do                       
Dm
Cause tomorrow I'll be sharing 
G7                     C
Awesome yesterday with you

Repeat #2 x2

1717. Beautiful World

Dierks Bentley - Beautiful World

[Verse 1: Dierks Bentley, Patty Griffin, & Both]
All the noise and the voices are screaming what they have to say
And the headlines and sound bites are giving me demons to hate
And the man on TV, he tells me it's ugly but if you ask me it's a
Beautiful world, it's a beautiful world
There's tears and there's fears and there's losses and crosses to bear
And sometimes the best we can do is just to whisper a prayer
Then press on because
There's so much to live for and so much to love in this



[Chorus: Dierks Bentley & Patty Griffin]
Beautiful world
Say what you will, but I still believe
It's a beautiful world
It's a beautiful world

[Bridge: Dierks Bentley, Patty Griffin, Both]
And I know (I know) I'm not dreaming
I just choose (Choose) to believe it

[Verse 2: Dierks Bentley, Patty Griffin, Both]
So I hate that I sometimes miss what's right in front of my eyes
And I know at the end of my road I'll be wanting more time
Just another sunset
One more kiss from my baby
A smile from my friend, in this

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley with Patty Griffin & Patty Griffin]
Beautiful world
It's a beautiful world
Yeah, it's a beautiful world
Say what you will, but I still believe
It's a beautiful world
Yeah, it's a beautiful world, oh
It's a beautiful world

1718. Beautiful's Her Body

Beautiful's Her Body - Deadly Gentlemen
(Greg Liszt)

I think the sun is shining.
Time to face the day,
Isn't life a fine thing,
Mine to waste away,

The downing of the sun like,
The parting of a friend,
I'm drowning in the fun,
Might the party never end?

Beautiful's her body,
But savage is her mind,
Do I have to wait forever,
Through the ravages of time?

There's danger where I'm standing,
And beauty up above,
There's danger in abandon,
And the beauty of a buzz.

Beautiful's her body,



But savage is her mind,
Do I have to wait forever,
Through the ravages of time?

I guess I should be gone now,
Time to get the rest,
It's funny when it's on how,
I kinda get depressed,
Again the sun is shining,
I'm face to face with the day,
Isn't life a fine thing?
I hate to waste it away.

Beautiful's her body,
But savage is her mind,
Do I have to wait forever,
Through the ravages of time.

1719. Beautiful, Unhappy Home

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Beautiful, Unhappy Home

We were proud of this house that we found
On a street in the nice part of town
Had it furnished with care we were once happy here
Now it's a beautiful unhappy home

Planted red sweet hard roses for you
Painted our rooms your favorite blue
Now the colors remain but our love's not the same
Oh it's a beautiful unhappy home

What a beautiful unhappy home
It's so hard to believe it's our own
But we're both held here by a child
We love dear in this beautiful unhappy home

Yes we're both held here by a child
We love dear in this beautiful unhappy home
In our beautiful unhappy home

1720. Beautifully Out Of Place

Beautifully Out Of Place
Sierra Hull

You believe in me
But I can't see what you see



How long is it gonna take me
To trust myself?

I've been sttuck here so long
Gotta find a way to move on
I gotta get on outta here
I gotta let go of this fear

Oh I swore I wouldn't let it go this far
Now another year, I'm stuck here in the dark

Maybe I'm beautifully out of place
Like the moon hides out in the sun lit day
When morning comes I won't be afraid
Maybe I'm beautifully out of place
And it won't be long till I find my way
At least that's what you say

You believe in me
But I can't see what you see
How long is it gonna take me
To trust myself?

1721. Beauty And Pain

Beauty and Pain
Greensky Bluegrass

Please take the words to carry away
There's others in need of the song
We'll all bury our mothers before we would like
But there's time left to make right today

We are singing to comfort pain
We all want to feel high again
If my path is to worry, then I'll walk in shame
'Cause I'd rather find beauty in pain

If we fail to accomplish the tasks we've begun
The breath should fall short of the song
And we measure the grace of the deeds that we've done
To find peace with what's been pursued

We are singing to comfort pain
We all want to feel high again
If my path is to worry, then I'll walk in shame
'Cause I'd rather find beauty in pain

Well we're low in the barrel, we're long overdue
With little left to invest
And were filled with the efforts that most times were empty
Find strength still somehow to go on



We are singing to comfort pain
We all want to feel high again
If my path is to worry, then I'll walk in shame
'Cause I'd rather find beauty in pain
If my path is to worry, then I'll walk in shame
'Cause I'd rather find beauty in pain

1722. Beauty And The Mess

Nickel Creek - Beauty and the Mess

Blue waters blue eyes color me
If any could come this close I'd let them see
Get it out again and play 'em one more song
It's all they really want and who's to say that's wrong

Ain't that what you want them to know?
All they get of you is what they get out of the show
The rest is mine, I guess, the beauty and the mess to hide

I pull myself under and down I go again
It's just a little bit hard letting them in
Looking at the world through elusive eyes
I hide in the spotlight it's a great disguise

Ain't that what you want them to know?
All they all they get of you is what they get out of the show
The rest is mine, I guess, the beauty and the mess to hide

Behind the melody the words don't mean a thing
But every tone I play would give whatever I've not said away
Behind the melody the words don't mean a thing
But every tone I play would give whatever I've not said away
Behind the melody the words don't mean a thing
But every tone I play would give whatever I've not said away

Ain't that what you want them to know?
All they, all they get of you is, all they get of you is
What they get out of the show
The rest is mine I guess the beauty and the mess

Ain't that what you want them to know?
All they get of you is what they get out of the show
The rest is mine I guess the beauty and the mess
The rest, the rest is mine, I guess the beauty and the mess
The rest, the rest is mine I guess
I guess the beauty and the mess to hide



1723. Beauty In The Ugliest Of Days

Beauty In The Ugliest Of Days
Jonah Tolchin - Acoustic Syndicate

Have courage in your heart
To ride with the waves
It's up to you
To see the beauty in the ugliest of days

Have patience my brothers
Live in the moment my sisters
We're all on trial
To see the beauty in the ugliest of days

And when I call, I know you'll be there
And when I fall, I don't have to be scared
Cause you caught me now
And you caught me back then
And taught me to see
The beauty in the ugliest of days

So I call you my friend
In these tattered clothes
With this troubled mind
To see the beauty in the ugliest of days

Have courage in your heart
To ride with the waves
It's up to you
To see the beauty in the ugliest of days
It's up to you
To see the beauty in the ugliest of days
It's up to you
To see the beauty in the ugliest of days

1724. Beauty Is A Fading Flower

Tom T Hall - Beauty Is A Fading Flower

[Verse 1:]
Beauty is a fading flower
Tomorrow it may be gone
Beauty is a fading flower
Love goes on and on
Today everybody wants you
Brand new is better than old
Who will want you tomorrow?
There's beauty in your soul

[Chorus:]
Beauty is a fading flower



[Verse 2:]
You have never known love
You've never learned to hate
When these emotions find you
They'll leave lines in your face

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Love is not all beauty
Love is not all form
Winter wilts the flowers
Love can keep you warm

[Chorus]

1725. Beauty Of My Dreams

Beauty Of My Dreams
Del McCoury

One day I met the beauty of my dreams
Pretty eyes she had you ought-a seen
Brown hair that flowed down behind
I saw it all and yet I was so blind

We wound up in her part of town
Bright lights with our music all around
I gazed into her eyes and she in mine
She had me in a trance it was so fine

Now I cry cry cry
I can't get over her though I try
I'm blue blue blue
I should have known she never could be true

Well I find as the night has faded on
I found your house the neighbors say your gone
The girl she don't live here anymore
Oh the pain to me that lies in store

So all I have is a picture in a frame
She disappeared the same way she came
She made a wreck of me and I find
She's out of sight but always on my mind

1726. Because He Lives - Chords



Because He Lives
Recorded by the Oak Ridge Boys
Written by Bill and Gloria Gaither

C                                    F
God sent His son and they called Him Jesus
           C             G7
He came to love heal and forgive
             C                 F
He lived and He died to buy my pardon
         C        Am       Dm       G7     C
An empty grave is there to prove my Savior lives

                            F
Because He lives I can face tomorrow
           C                 D7   G7
Because He lives all fear is gone
          C                  F
Because I know  He holds the future
           C         Am
My life is worth the living
Dm   G7         C
Just because He lives

                                  F
Then one day I'm gonna cross that river
                       C                            G7
I'm gonna fight life's fi-nal life's final war with pain
            C                          F
And then as death someday gives way to victory
                    C         Am        Dm           G7     C
I'm gonna see those lights of glory and know that my Savior reigns 

Repeat #2

F          C         Am
My life is worth the living
Dm   G7         C
Just because He lives

1727. Because I Love You

Dolly Parton - Because I Love You 

I lie in bed beside you and watch you while you sleep
And wonder who I was before I loved you
Lying here beside you feeling so complete
Thinking how I love and need and trust you
Because I love you I'm a brand new person now because you love me
I can face the world and have the cause I love you
Because you love me because I love you
[ strings ]
Sweeter even still is knowing that you're lying there
And let you soon awake and reach to hold me



And anyway you want me that's the way that I am yours
Love as strong as this lets you control me
Because I love you...
Because I love you...

1728. Because I Said So - Chords

Because I Said So 
Keller Williams

[Intro]
C
 
[Verse 1]
C                              F
Mommy, can I have some pink flamingos
G                                      C
Like the ones that's in our neighbor's yard
  C                                  F
I don't think that they eat a lot or even come inside
G                               C
Taking care of them will not be hard
 
 
[Chorus]
             F
But she said no,
                               G
You can't always have what you want
N.C.                 C
Why?  Because I said so.
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                        F
Mommy can we have an alligator
G                               C
We can keep him upstairs in the tub
     C                          F
I'll do just what you say  I'll feed it everyday
G                              C
We can start our own alligator club
 
 
[Chorus]
             F
But she said no,
                               G
You can't always have what you want
N.C.                 C
Why?  Because I said so.
 
 



[Verse 3]
C                        F
Mommy can I have a bulldozer
G                                      C
Like the one that's on the side of the road
  C
I love when it makes that sound
          F
Lifts the mud up out of the ground
G                       C
We can sell dirt by the load
 
 
[Chorus]
             F
But she said no,
                               G
You can't always have what you want
N.C.                 C
Why?  Because I said so.
 
 
[Verse 4]
C                        F
Mommy can I have a giraffe
G                                          C
He can hang out in the back underneath the trees
   C                     F
If not a giraffe, then a hippopotamus
G                   C
  Maybe.. a few monkeys
 
 
[Chorus]
             F
But she said no,
                               G
You can't always have what you want
N.C.                 C
Why?  Because I said so.
 
 
[Verse 5]
C                         F
Mommy can I have an airplane
G                                     C
Like the one that's up there in the sky
C
We can fly high through the air
         F
Feel the wind right in our hair
G N.C.                         C
Mommy - an airplane you should buy
 
 
[Chorus]
             F



But she said no,
                               G
You can't always have what you want
N.C.                 C
Why?  Because I said so.
 
 
[Verse 6]
C                       F
Mommy can I have a gold fish
G                            C
We can keep him in the aquarium
        C
I won't feed him too much every day
     F
I'll do just what you say
G                                C N.C.
Having a gold fish sure would be fun
 
 
[Chorus]
         F
She said yes
                     G N.C.
You can have the goldfish
              C
Now leave me alone

1729. Because Of Calvary - Chords

Because of Calvary
Recorded by Rusty Goodman

G                                 D7
I lived a wasted life that had no meaning
                                    C   G
I found no peace in anything that I tried
             D7           G                       C
But I saw my life quickly end and a brand new one begin
    G               D7                G
The day I found the cross where Jesus died
               Em   C
And because of Calvary
           D7     G
I'll never be the same again
            D7                             G
I found the joy I never thought could ever be
               D7             G
He took a life shattered with sin
       C
Put it together once again
    Am                       D7              C    G
And oh what a change there's been because of Calvary



                             D7
When my heart is sad and growing weary
                             C    G
I journey in my mind back to Calvary
            D7          G                         C
And I kneel beneath its flow that washes white as snow
      G                 D7                 G
And I find new strength awaiting there for me
repeat #2

1730. Because Of Him - Chords

Because Of Him
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Colbert Croft and Joyce S. Croft

C
I know I've been saved because of Jesus
                                  G7
I know I've been saved because of Him
    F                G7   C                     Am
I'm glad He heard my plea He reached and set me free
  D7             G7               C
I know I've been saved because of Him

Some people look at me and think I'm different
                                     G7
Some people look at me and think I'm strange
    F               G7  C                    F
But I got something new that the world can't undo
  G7                              C
I know I've been saved because of Him

Repeat #1

Well it feels so good since I got this feeling
                                      G7
And it feels so good since my faith I know
    F              G7    C                   F
I'm walking in the light since Jesus won the fight
  G7                              C
I know I've been saved because of Him
 
Repeat #1 x2

  G7                              C
I know I've been saved because of Him
  G7                              C
I know I've been saved because of Him
  G7                              C
I know I've been saved because of Him
  G7                              C
I know I've been saved because of Him



1731. Because Of Losing You - Chords

Because Of Losing You
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Jerry Foster and Bill Rice

G                                  C
This falling out of your love baby  will hurt for quite awhile
D7                                  C                D7    G    D7
But I'll pick me up and dust me off  then straighten up my smile
G             D7     G               C
Then I'll see things like love again  from a different point of view
D7                         C          D7     G
Perhaps a little wiser now because of losing you
C                                   D7            G
I've got to get me off my knees and learn to walk alone
A7                                    D7
Reach inside and find the strength to make it on my own
G                                      C
The reddest rose will fade and whither  without the taste of rain
    D7                         C             D7      G    D7
And someday my forget you nots will die from lack of pain
G                                    C
Then these aching arms that miss you  will reach for someone new
    D7                          C          D7     G
And maybe I can love her better because of losing you

1732. Because Of You

Because of You
John Hartford - Because of You

[Chorus]
Because of you, I close my eyes each time I yodel
And so shall it be for now
It might be better if I'd hung out at the hotel
And I never got to see you anymore

[Verse]
It's almost certain if I turned and looked right at you
I'll get to wish you'd stayed at home
So now I'm standing, trying not to be a statue
If I never get to see you any more

[Chorus]
Because of you, I close my eyes each time I yodel
And so shall it be for now
It might be better if I'd hung out at the hotel
And I never got to see you anymore



1733. Because One Of Us Was Wrong

Dolly Parton - Because One Of Us Was Wrong 

I'm sorry I was weak enough to step out on you
Well I should have been strong enough not to step out on you too
I know that I'd hurt you and I stepped out for spite
Because one of us was wrong don't mean the other one was right
I'm not making excuses for myself I was wrong as I could be
But you shouldn't have cheapened yourself trying to get even with me
My conscience bothers me mine won't let me sleep at night
Because one of us was wrong don't mean the other one was right
Two wrongs don't make one right and now we both got heartaches
But if we both try we can forgive each other for our mistakes
We let no wonderful love slip through our hands we's better hold on tight
Because one of us was wrong don't mean the other one was right
Because one of us was wrong don't mean the other one was right

1734. Because We Are Young - Chords

Because We Are Young
Recorded by Mac Wiseman 
Written by Howard Johnson

C                                  G7
Because we are young they say I'll forget you
                                 C
They say I'll forget that I ever met you
                            C7         F
And maybe they're right but just for tonight
                    C     G7             C
Don't say we're not right because we are young
                   F                   C
Though our love is young we still have control
                D7                 G7
We know we must wait without being told
   C                    C7               F
We still have our pride we've nothing to hide
                C     G7             C
Don't cast love aside because we are young
                                     G7
I know they mean well when they criticize me
                                          C
I wish in their hearts they knew what's inside me
                    C7               F
I know my own heart love must have a start
            C     G7             C
Why keep us apart because we are young
              F                        C



And someday I hope they'll know how we feel
          D7                       G7
When they realize that our love is real
   C                        C7         F
So please hold me tight and just for tonight
                    C     G7             C
Don't say we're not right because we are young

1735. Because You Are A Woman

Brett Dennen - Because You Are A Woman

Only wanted to be closer to you
I thought i had something to prove
Instead i fled with my superstition
Because you are a woman
Now i was told since before i could speak
A mans emotions are what make him weak
I come to you more or less a humble man
Because you are a woman
And i find most of the time i'm lost inside my own mind
I look all over, all over to find
It dont keep me satisfied
All the conquests that i construe
Fail miserably in front of you
Have you ever been loved my such a charasmatic fool?
And i'm a sucker for your love
The self-centered strutted crowd the side walk
Parade and pose with phones and paper cups
You walk like truth through a world of fiction
Because you are a woman
And i find most of the time it's all inside my mind
I look all over, all over to find
It dont keep me satisfied

1736. Because You Can't Be Mine

Because You Can't Be Mine

What makes something you can't have always look so good
Why'd do something out of reach seem so fine
What makes you thrill me more than any girl I know
I guess it's just because you can't be mine

Why can't I be contented with what belongs to me
And be satisfied with what's already mine
What makes a stolen moment such a precious thing
I guess it's just because you can't be mine



What makes me always want a woman I can't have
Why the someone else's silver always shine
My patience rises every time you come around
And I guess it's just because you can't be mine

Why can't I be contented with what belongs to me
And be satisfied with what's already mine
What makes a stolen moment such a precious thing
I guess it's just because you can't be mine

1737. Because You Can't Be Mine - Chords

Because You Can't Be Mine
written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
C                                          F
What makes something you can't have always look so good
    C                                   G7
Why does something out of reach seem so fine
     C                                 F
What makes you thrill me more than any girl I know
  C               G7                   C
I guess it's just because you can't be mine
 
    G7                        C      F        C
Why can't I be contented with what belongs to me
                                     G7
And be satisfied with what's already mine
     C                            F
What makes a stolen moment such a precious thing
  C               G7                   C
I guess it's just because you can't be mine
 
                                  F
What makes me always want a woman I can't have
    C                                 G7
Why does someone else's silver always shine
   C                                 F
My passion rises every time you come around
      C               G7                   C
And I guess it's just because you can't be mine
 
Repeat #2

1738. Because You Live To Love Me - Chords

Because You Live To Love Me
Recorded by Jerry Wallace
Written by Cindy Walker



G                   C       D7        G
Because you live to love me I love to live
E7                   Am     D7
Because the love you give me
                  G          C    G
Gives me all that life could ever give
                     C       D7          G
And just because you need me and tell me so
E7                     Am
There's really nothing else I need
D7           G    D7
Or I need to know
 
G           C
Because you stand by me whatever may be 
      G    Am         Bm        G        C
I can walk that extra mile down that old rocky road
    A7                   D7
And carry my load with a smile
G                 C             D7            G
For I possess the greatest gift that life can give
E7                  Am      D7        G
Because you live to love me I love to live
 
C          D7                    G
I love you darling for giving me hope
                      E7
And the will to carry on
Am                         D7
For believing in me with a world of faith
G
When the worlds faith in me seems gone
 
C                  D7
And I love you too for smiling through
G                        E7
Whether skies or blue or gray
Am                     D7
With your hand in mine come rain or shine
              G       C
And loving me all the way
 
Repeat #2

1739. Because You Took Me In Out Of The Rain

Because You Took Me in out of the Rain
The Del McCoury Band
on Del & Woody 

[Verse 1]
My life it was weary til you came along



So empty so lonesome and gray
I ll always be thankful to you because you took me in out of the rain
You took me in out of the rain sweetheart
You took me in out of the rain
My heart was so gray but today it is gay
You took me in out of the rain

[Verse 2]
The clouds in the sky turned lonesome and dark
The world was against it seemed
Today and I'm singing as gay as a lark
You took me in out of the rain
My friends and my fortune and money had gone
I thought I was going insane
Today I'm as fit as a fiddle because
You took me in out of the rain

[Verse 3]
The wind was around me dreary and cold
My poor heart knew nothing but pain
To God in his Heaven I'm thankful because
You took me in out of the rain
There's somebody waiting for everyone
Your prayers are not spoken in vain
When two lonely hearts get together it takes
Them both in out the rain

[Outro]
When two lonely hearts get together it takes
Them both in out the rain

1740. Bed By The Window

Bed By The Window - James King

Two old friends shared a room in a home for the elderly
Confined to their beds their bodies giving way
Old Joe lay by the window and watched the day go by
And Bill lived to hear him tell about the world outside

They shared with each other the stories of their lives
And relived all their memories and dreams of a better time
Outside the leaves were changing, summer turned to fall
And from the bed by the window old Joe described it all

   From, the bed by the window he'd tell how the children played
   The lovers in the park, the ducks out on the lake
   The little boy swept the sidewalk when the sun came up each day
   From the bed by the window he told it just that way

On a cold winter morning in the light of the dawn
The bed by the window was empty old Joe had passed and gone
They moved Bill by the window he couldn't hold back the tears



He'd finally see the view outside after all these years

   From the bed by the window he couldn't see out at all
   There was nothing out that window but an old brick wall

A new friend shares a room in a home for the elderly
Confined to his bed his body has given way
Now Bill lay by the window as the days go by
And his new friend left to hear him tell about the world outside

   From, the bed by the window he'd tell how the children played
   The lovers in the park, the ducks out on the lake
   The little boy swept the sidewalk when the sun came up each day
   From the bed by the window he told it just that way

Two old friends shared a room in a home for the elderly

1741. Bed Of Roses

Bed of Roses - Dailey And Vincent 

She was called a scarlet woman by the people
Who would go to church but left me in the streets
With no parents of my own, I never had a home
But an eighteen year old boy has got to eat

She found me outside one Sunday morning
Begging money from a man I didn't know
She took me in and wiped away my childhood
A woman of the streets this lady Rose

This bed of roses that I lay on
Where I was taught to be a man
This bed of roses where I'm livin'
Is the only kind of life I'll understand

She was a handsome woman just thirty-five
Who was spoken to in town by very few
She managed a late evening business
Like most of the town wished they could do

And I learned all the things that a man should know
From a woman not approved of, I suppose
She died knowing someone really loved her
From life's bramble bush I picked a rose

This bed of roses that I lay on
Where I was taught to be a man
This bed of roses where I'm livin'
Is the only kind of life I'll understand

This bed of roses that I lay on
Where I was taught to be a man



This bed of roses where I'm livin'
Is the only kind of life I'll understand

1742. Bed Of Snow

Bed of Snow
Chris Jones & The Night Drivers

[Verse 1]
Underneath the bed of snow
Lies last year's crop that didn't grow
From no rain and parching wind and sun
There's a seed that dreams of spring
Longs to hear a robin sing
Waiting for all life that's yet to come

[Chorus]
Rise up, push on through
Grow into something new again
Again

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
Underneath the bed of snow
The season's wheels turning slow
Until the light returns to warm the soil
I lift my head up to the sky
Geese returning on the fly
This year, I'll see the fruit of all my toil

[Chorus]
Rise up, push on through
Grow into something new again
Again

[Bridge]
I could dwell all day on last year's disappointments
I could turn my back and walk ahead instead

[Chorus]
Rise up, push on through
Grow into something new again
Rise up, push on through
Grow into something new again
Again
Again



1743. Bed On The Floor

Bed On The Floor

Make me a bed right down on your floor
Make me a bed right down on your floor
I'll lay my head in a bed on your floor

I'm a poor lonesome boy
I'm a long way from home
I'm a poor lonesome boy
I'm a long way from home
I'll lay my head in a bed on your floor

The sheriff's on my trail with a big forty-four
The sheriff's on my trail with a big forty-four
I'll lay my head in a bed on your floor

Clock strikin' midnight and daylight to go
Clock strikin' midnight and daylight to go
I'll lay my head in a bed on your floor

Bed on the floor love bed on the floor
Make me a bed right down on your floor
I'll lay my head in a bed on your floor

1744. Bedlam Boys (Tom Of Bedlam)

Bedlam Boys (Tom Of Bedlam)
Traditional

For to see Mad Tom of Bedlam
Ten thousand miles I traveled
Mad Maudlin goes on dirty toes
For to save her shoes from gravel.

Chorus after every verse:
Still I sing bonny boys, bonny mad boys
Bedlam boys are bonny
For they all go bare and they live by the air
And they want no drink or money.

I now repent that ever
Poor Tom was so disdain-ed
My wits are lost since him I crossed
Which makes me thus go chained

I went down to Satan's kitchen
For to get me food one morning
And there I got souls piping hot
All on the spit a-turning

There I took up a caldron



Where boiled ten thousand harlots
Though full of flame I drank the same
To the health of all such varlets

My staff has murdered giants
My bag a long knife carries
For to cut mince pies from children's thighs
And feed them to the fairies

The spirits white as lightening
Would on me travels guide me
The stars would shake and the moon would quake
Whenever they espied me

No gypsy, slut or doxy
Shall win my mad Tom from me
I'll weep all night, with stars I'll fight
The fray shall well become me

And when that I'll be murdering
The Man in the Moon to the powder
His staff I'll break, his dog I'll shake
And there'll howl no demon louder

So drink to Tom of Bedlam
Go fill the seas in barrels
I'll drink it all, well brewed with gall
And maudlin drunk I'll quarrel

For to see Mad Tom of Bedlam
Ten thousand years I have traveled
Mad Maudlin goes on dirty toes
For to save her shoes from gravel.

1745. Bedside Window - Chords

Bedside Window 
The California Honeydrops

[Verse 1]
      F      Bb       F
When alone I pass the hours
         Bb               F
Thinking of the days gone by
      Bb                   F       Dm
You return, so clear in my memory
             F     F/C      F
As though we never said goodbye
 
[Verse 2]
      F        Bb     F
And I recall a summer pleasant
      Bb                F



Spent sweet in love's embrace
           Bb               F       Dm
And when I hear the roll of thunder
      F       F/C     F
In my mind, I see the place
 
[Chorus]
            F      Bb    F
There was a window by my bedside
          Bb                   F
Where the warm rain blew right in
         Bb                F       Dm
There we made love all one summer
          F             F/C F
While the storms passed overhead
 
[Verse 3]
        F        Bb         F
And the rain, it cooled our bodies
       Bb            F
Burned by a love too warm
    Bb                   F       Dm
Our tears and sweat made mellow
          F               F/C        F
While the leaves from the trees were torn
 
[Chorus]
            F      Bb    F
There was a window by my bedside
          Bb                   F
Where the warm rain blew right in
         Bb                F       Dm
There we made love all one summer
          F             F/C F
While the storms passed overhead

1746. Beekeeper

Beekeeper
Aoife O'Donovan

In the middle of everything I started to see
You said you were a beekeeper, but I heard no bees
I asked you where do you get your honey
You said darling I'm a beekeeper, I'm up to my knees.

Oh I'm a lonely sailor on a sinking boat
Sometimes I think I'm a mermaid but I never float
You asked me why I didn't send you a note
I threw my pen in the gutter with what I wrote.

Oh, oh, just like a dove on a bay riverside with a little black crow.
Wanna know all of the ribs on your cage.



Tell you that a part of me lives in you, and I'm a goddamn fool
Make your move or get out of the game.

At the end of the tunnel I can see the light
I promised you I wouldn't go down without a fight
I know it won't always be black and white
'Cause there are demons and things that go bump in the night.

So swallow your bitter pill
You said you were a thrill seeker but what's your thrill?
It's the way you walk, it's the way you stand still
And the way that you look at me and always will.

Hey, today's the day, are you ready to fall, are you ready to jump
From a plane with a stranger on your back
High in the sky, you look back and where am I at - I'm a man in disguise
Tongue-tied you started to crack

Started to crack and the sky's turning black
And I'm stuck in you like a thumbtack
Between my legs and my arms you're alarmed
And I won't hurt you just want to charm you.

Wanna be there, and I wanna be there
I won't let you go
A beekeeper a thrill seeker
Hit the ground running,"Told you so"

1747. Beekeeper - Chords

Beekeeper 
The David Wax Museum
 
Intro:
Stumming    D G D G D A
 
Verse 1:
 
D                     G             D
Grass with its fever, temper of the rain
G                    D           A
A soft muffled dream our love became
D              G              D
A fist of bees buzzing under water
G                D          A
A tethered steer marked for slaughter
 
Chorus 1:
D                   Bm
Love's a beekeeper, its a beekeeper
G       A              D      A
Drawing honey from our hearts
D                                  Bm



I play the unsound sleeper to your fire and brimstone preacher
G       A                    D       A
Love assigns us such strange hearts

1748. Been All Round This World

Been All Round This World

Workin' on the new railroad mud up to my knees
Workin' on the new railroad mud up to my knees
Workin' for ol' John Henry he's mighty hard to please
I been all 'round this world.

Hang me oh hang me till I'm dead and gone
Hang me oh hang me till I'm dead and gone
Don't care much 'bout dyin' it's bein' in jail so long
I been all 'round this worId.

Mama and papa and baby sister makes three
Mama and papa and baby sister makes three
Marchin' me to the gallows that'll be the end of me
I been all 'round this world.

Up on Blueridge Mountain there I'll make a stand
Up on Blueridge Mountain there I'll make a stand
Rifle on my shoulder six shooter in my hand
I been all 'round this world.

If you see a rich girl send her on down the line
If you see a rich girl send her on down the line
If you see a poor girl I'll bet she's a friend of mine
I been all 'round this world.

1749. Been Down This Road

Railroad Earth - Been Down This Road 

Come round amen corner
And there she standin in the door
Staring in the eyes of my poor sole
Been around I wore those shadows
That Sooner or later drag ya down
Hang around your heart and your mind
I... been down this road before
I... don't go there anymore

Ahhh honey I look in your eyes
It carries me far away
Take me right back to the day



In my mind
I've been down where nothing matters
And your knocking everybody down
Stumbling every place in town
With an open door
I... like to open up the door.
I... can't go there anymore

Ahhh you're a devil
You can push those buttons
Til there's no more water
In the well
Fires burnin in hell
Flowin in my veins
I've been around I know you brother
I know how this story goes
You and me pushin it
To blow then I feel fat
I... like to even up the score
I... don't go there anymore

Come round amen corner
And there she standin in the door
Starin in the eyes of my poor sole
Been around I wore those shadows
That Sooner or later drags ya down
Hang around your heart and your mind
I... like to open up the door
I... been down that road before
I... don't go there anymore

1750. Beep Beep

Beep Beep
Donald Claps / Carl Cicchetti

Chorus:
Beep beep (beep beep),
Beep beep (beep beep),
His horn went beep beep beep (beep beep).

While riding in my Cadillac, what to my surprise,
A little Nash Rambler was following me, about one-third my size.
The guy must have wanted to pass me out
As he kept on tooting his horn (beep beep).
I'll show him that a Cadillac is not a car to scorn.

Chorus

I pushed my foot down to the floor to give the guy the shake,
But the little Nash Rambler stayed right behind, he still had on his brake.
He must have thought his car had more guts,
As he kept on tooting his horn (beep beep).



I'll show him that a Cadillac is not a car to scorn.

Chorus

My car went in to passing gear and we took off with gust,
And soon we were doing ninety, must have left him in the dust.
When I peeked in the mirror of my car, I couldn't believe my eyes.
The little Nash Rambler was right behind, you'd think that guy could fly.

Chorus

Now we're doing a hundred and ten, it certainly was a race,
For a Rambler to pass a Caddy would be a big disgrace.
The guy must have wanted to pass me out as he kept on tooting his horn.
I'll show him that a Cadillac is not a car to scorn.

Chorus

Now we're doing a hundred and twenty, as fast as I could go.
The Rambler pulled alongside of me as if we were going slow.
The fellow rolled his window down and yelled for me to hear:
"Hey, buddy, how can I get this car out of second gear?"

Note: First recorded by the Playmates in 1958.

1751. Beer At My Funeral

Dierks Bentley - Beer at My Funeral

[Verse 1]
When I die, don't you cry, ask the big guy why
Go buy a suit and a tie or a dress
I've had fun, a good run on my trips around the sun
I'm one son of a gun who's been blessed
Just raise up a glass or a flask when I pass
'Cause I ask with my last request

[Chorus]
They better have cold beer at my funeral
They better play good country music
When they lay me low
They better have cold beer at my funeral
If they don't, I ain't gonna go
That's right

[Verse 2]
It's a fact that a black Cadillac hearse
Lacks six packs, so just back my old Chevy
To the door when you're sure I can't pour no more
For my encore tour up to hRaven
Bye y'all, that's all, hope you all had a ball
Turnin' my last call up to Rleven



[Chorus]
They better have cold beer at my funeral
They better play good country music
When they lay me low
They better have cold beer at my funeral
If they don't, I ain't gonna go
You know it

[Bridge]
Well, beer me, the dearly departed
Don't be sad and broken-hearted
Life's been a hell of a party
So pop a top, pop a top
So the party won't stop

[Chorus]
They better have cold beer at my funeral
They better play good country music
When they lay me low
They better have cold beer at my funeral
If they don't, hell, I ain't gonna go

[Outro]
If they don't, I ain't gonna go
No, I ain't
I think I'll just stay home

1752. Beer Barrel Polka

Beer Barrel Polka

There's a garden, what a garden, 
Only happy faces bloom there 
And there's never any room there 
For a worry or a gloom there. 
Oh! there's music and there's dancing 
And a lot of sweet romancing 
When they play a polka they all get in the swing: 
Ev'ry time they hear that oom-pa-pa 
Ev'rybody feels so tra-la-la 
They want to throw their cares away 
They all go lah-de-ah-de-ay, 
Then they hear a rumble on the floor 
It's the big surprise they're waiting for 
And all the couples form a ring 
For miles around you'll hear them sing: 

Chorus: Roll out the barrel  
We'll have a barrel of fun 
Roll out the barrel 
We've got the blues on the run. 
Zing! Boom! Tar-rar-rel 
Ring out a song of good cheer! 



Now's the time to roll the barrel 
For the gang's all here.

1753. Beer Can Hill

Beer Can Hill

Well, I learned how to walk and I learned how to run in Bakersfield
Should've done time over things I'd done in Bakersfield
I tasted my first taste of romance in Bakersfield
I learned how to fight and I learned how to dance in Bakersfield

Dancin' on Beer Can Hill
Overlookin' Bakersfield
Remembering my first thrill
Dancin' on Beer Can Hill

I made part of my livin' in a honky tonk bar in Bakersfield
Picked a little cotton and a lotta guitar in Bakersfield
Well you couldn't do better but you won't do bad in Bakersfield
Slow dancin' out here is sort of a fad in Bakersfield

I drank a lot of beer since I was a kid in Bakersfield
Did a little time over things I did in Bakersfield
Ten years later made me of the year in Bakersfield
And I'm duckin' and dodgin' and dancin' out here in Bakersfield

1754. Beer Drinker's Waltz

Tom T Hall - Beer Drinker's Waltz

[Chorus:]
The band played and everyone talked
Through the plain old beer drinker's waltz

[Verse 1:]
Well, they sweated and swore, and they spit on the floor
Where the cigarette butts were all thrown
They wrote on the wall and hid out from the law
And the whole gang was drunk-drivin' home

[Chorus]
[Verse 2:]
Some little snuff queen who was barely sixteen
Played an out of tune yamaha guitar
Some old boy named wink who brought his own drinks
Had his fiddle stoled out of his car

[Chorus]



[Verse 3:]
The man tendin' bar told the boy on guitar
He was a-drinkin' a little too much
They announced on the mic that they left on the lights
In a dark blue chevrolet truck

[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
Well, somewhere in the heavens there's a seven-o-seven
And they're a-servin' champagne in first class
Somewhere upstairs a child says it's prayers
Oh, but downstairs they're havin' a blast

[Chorus]

1755. Beer On A Boat - Chords

Beer On A Boat
Recorded by Ashton Shepherd
Written by Marvin Green, Thomas Akins, Benjamin Hayslip

C    F                        G7                   C
It's gonna be a scorcher of a day and the water is callin'
       F                      G7                     C
Got an iced down cooler and a seventeen footer we're haulin'
     A7                         F
Baby back her down the ramp and don't jackknife it
      A7                         F
Let's see how many people we can fit inside it
  G7
I think we've got half the town invited for
     C                   F
Some beer on a boat on a Saturday
  G7                    C
A few good friends just floatin' away
                                 F
The world looks better through a cool pair of shades
          G7                  C
With some beer on a boat on a Saturday
        F                       G7                         C
Got the girls on the inner tube hangin' on tryin' to prove what they got
           F                  G7                           C
And if you ain't wet yet then Buddy's gonna get you with a belly flop
             A7               F
There's some boys on the dock wavin' and whistlin'
     A7                         F
Some old men yellin' that we're messin' up their fishin'
    G7
But they're just jealous cause they know they're missin' 
Repeat #2
      D7



Ain't nothin' like a sunny day 
                                    F
To make your troubles fade away and disappear
         D7                                          F     G7
Wouldn't be all bad if we all ran out of gas and got stuck here
                   C                   F
With some ice cold beer on a boat on a Saturday
  G7                    C
A few good friends just floatin' away
                                 F
The world looks better through a cool pair of shades
          G7                  C
With some beer on a boat on a Saturday
 
                                    F
Gettin' redder by the minute but we got it made
          G7                  C
With some beer on a boat on a Saturday

1756. Beer Run

Beer Run - Garth Brooks

Twenty-five minutes past quitting time
Seven of us crammed into that truck of mine
Paying no attention to them highway signs
Going 90 mile an hour toward that county line
Quick sack, 12 pack, back again
It's a B-double E-double are you in?

My buddy and their babies letting down their hair
As long as were together it don't matter where
Ain't got a lot of money but we just don't care
Knowing that the fun is in the getting there
Aztec, long necks, paychecks spent
It's a B, double E, double R, U, N

Oh I cant stop thinking
What the hell they were drinking
When they made this county dry
I got a week long thirst and what makes it worse
lord it's my turn to drive

Laughing and a bragging and a' carrying on
We loaded up the wagon and we headed home
I guess half a dozen cases doesn't last that long
Come tomorrow morning it'll be all gone
It's turn around, leave town, sounds again
Like a B, double E, double R, U, N

Like a  B, double E, double R, U, N



1757. Beer:10

Beer:10 - Alan Jackson 

I'ma losin' my mind chasin' that assembly line
Boltin' that same old part on a thousand times
So I dream about the second when the buzzer goes off
Hit the pavement runnin' to the parking lot
For beer:10, whiskey:30

Yeah, beer:10, whiskey:30
I've been workin' hard all week and now I'm thirsty
Yeah, it's not too early and it's not too late
Time to get crazy, baby, I can't wait
For beer:10, whiskey:30 (Beer:10)

8 to 12, Friday's halfway done
2 to 5:00, out and make that run
Wipe that workday off my boots
Head for the party with the neon roof
For beer:10, whiskey:30

Yeah, beer:10, whiskey:30 (Beer:10)
I've been workin' hard all week and now I'm thirsty
Well, it's not too early and it's not too late
Time to get crazy, baby, I can't wait
For beer:10, whiskey:30, aww yeah (Beer:10)

Well, we start at 5 and on our way to find
6 and 7 gets hard to walk that line
8:00 and then it's 9
Check that clock it's almost time
For beer:10, whiskey:30

Yeah, beer:10, whiskey:30 (Beer:10)
I've been workin' hard all week and now I'm thirsty
Yeah, it's not too early and it's not too late
Time to get crazy, baby, I can't wait
For beer:10, whiskey:30 (Beer:10)

Yeah, beer:10, whiskey:30 (Beer:10)
I've been workin' hard all week and now I'm thirsty
It's not too early and it's not too late
Time to get crazy, baby, I can't wait
For beer:10, whiskey:30 (Beer:10)
Yeah, beer:10, whiskey:30

1758. Beers On Me



Dierks Bentley - Beers On Me

[Verse 1: Dierks Bentley, Dierks Bentley & BRELAND]
Everybody's got a problem, so do I
But we ain't gonna solve 'em on a Saturday night
I just put a paycheck in the bank
And I ain't hit the town in a minute to drink
You had one of them, one of those weeks
Stuck on repeat, I'll save you a seat

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley]
Come on down, swing on by
Bring whatever's been on your mind
Locals on tap and bottles on ice
Livin' on feel-good standard time
My card's on the bar, you've got nowhere to be
If you don't come through, buddy, that's on you
'Cause the beer's on me, yeah, the beer's on me (Ain't that right, Hardy?)

[Verse 2: Hardy, Hardy & BRELAND]
Yeah, I'ma get a round or two for all I want
Just a-bustin' your back while you're cussin' the sun
And if your girl don't love you no more
WRll, here's a tall boy to cry in and it's been paid for
And if you're short on cash, say, "Cheers"
Don't swRat it, leave the sweatin' to the beer and

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley]
Come on down, swing on by
Bring whatever's been on your mind
Locals on tap and bottles on ice
Livin' on feel-good standard time
My card's on the bar, you've got nowhere to be
If you don't come through, buddy, that's on you
'Cause the beer's on me, yeah, the beer's on me

[Verse 3: BRELAND & Dierks Bentley]
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh-oh, mm (Drink it down)
I like my drinks like my roof, on the house
We turnin' up, got double cups, the sun's goin' down (Woo, ooh)
With lagers, I'm a boxer, yeah, I need 'bout twelve rounds
And I could be your sponsor if you like how that sounds
Tell me what you're drinkin', buckets for a Lincoln
I could cover you and me and everyone you're bringin'

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley & BRELAND]
Come on down, swing on by
Bring whatever's been on your mind
Locals on tap and bottles on ice
Livin' on feel-good standard time
My card's on the bar, you've got nowhere to be
If you don't come through, buddy, that's on you
'Cause the beer's on me, yeah, the beer's on me
The beer's on me, gonna save you a seat (Oh-oh, oh-oh)
'Cause the beer's on me

[Outro: Dierks Bentley]
Come get a Bud heavy, Busch Light



Kill a cold Miller, Blue Moon, Red Stripe
Naturday don't matter to me
'Cause don't nothin' taste better than free
Yeah, the beer's on me

1759. Beeswing

Richard Thompson - Beeswing 

I was nineteen when I came to town
They called it the Summer of Love
They were burning babies, burning flags
The hawks against the doves
I took a job in the steamie
Down on Cauldrum Street
And I fell in love with a laundry girl
Who was working next to me

Oh she was a rare thing, fine as a bee's wing
So fine a breath of wind might blow her away
She was a lost child, oh she was running wild
She said, "As long as there's no price on love, I'll stay
And you wouldn't want me any other way"

Brown hair zig-zag around her face
And a look of half-surprise
Like a fox caught in the headlights
There was animal in her eyes
She said, "Young man, oh can't you see
I'm not the factory kind
If you don't take me out of here
I'll surely lose my mind"

Oh she was a rare thing, fine as a bee's wing
So fine that I might crush her where she lay
She was a lost child, she was running wild
She said, "As long as there's no price on love, I'll stay
And you wouldn't want me any other way"

We busked around the market towns
And picked fruit down in Kent
And we could tinker lamps and pots
And knives wherever we went
And I said that we might settle down
Get a few acres dug
Fire burning in the hearth and babies on the rug

She said "Oh man, you foolish man
It surely sounds like hell
You might be Lord of half the world
You'll not own me as well"

Oh she was a rare thing, fine as a bee's wing



So fine a breath of wind might blow her away
She was a lost child, oh she was running wild
She said, "As long as there's no price on love, I'll stay
And you wouldn't want me any other way"

We was camping down the Gower one time
The work was pretty good
She thought we shouldn't wait for the frost
And I thought maybe we should
We was drinking more in those days
And tempers reached a pitch
And like a fool I let her run
With the rambling itch

Oh the last I heard she's sleeping rough
Back on the Derby beat
White Horse in her hip pocket
And a wolfhound at her feet
And they say she even married once
A man named Romany Brown
But even a gypsy caravan
Was too much settling down

And they say her flower is faded now
Hard weather and hard booze
But maybe that's just the price
You pay for the chains you refuse

Oh she was a rare thing, fine as a bee's wing
And I miss her more than ever words could say
If I could just taste all of her wildness now
If I could hold her in my arms today
Well I wouldn't want her any other way

1760. Before

Nanci Griffith - Before

I dreamed of Louisiana
And a night in Lafayette
We had breakfast with Susanna
We were young and wild and left

what's different here
Than in that dream and in reality
Is we weren't afraid to fail in love
And we all believed in the dream
Before, before

I dreamed of Manhattan
In a time before this war
It was snowing down on Bleeker Street
It was before you were a star



what's different here
Than in that dream and in reality
Is we weren't afraid to fail in love
And we all believed in the dream
Before, before

Now everything is twilight
It?s a time too dark to see
It?s fear of being what we were
And pondering the dream

Then I dreamed of Texas
And the Gulf Coast shores
I dreamed of who we used to be
And the hope we had before

what's different here
Than in that dream and in reality
Is we weren't afraid to fail in love
And we all believed in the dream
Before, before

1761. Before Believing - Chords

Before Believing
Recorded Emmylou Harris
Written by Danny Flowers

C      F                                C          G7
Winter summer seasons is taken over its quiet like new fallen snow
  C        F                  C                  G7
I told you summer stories but outside is getting mighty cold
  F                   G7      C
I told you everything I could about me
F        C            A#7  F
Told you everything I could

C                     F                                  C
How would you feel if the world was falling apart around you
                                       G7                  C
Pieces of the sky were falling in your neighbor's yard but not on you
F
Wouldn't you feel just a little bit funny
G7                            C
Think maybe there's something you oughta do

               F                             C           G7
Solutions that never lay down before you the answers are all around
C            F                       C          G7
Believing is all the friend you need to talk to believing in you
  F                   G7      C
I told you everything I could about me



F        G7           A#7   F  C
Told you everything I could

  F                   G7      C
I told you everything I could about me
F        G7           B7   F C
Told you everything I could

1762. Before Bring Out Your Dead

Before Bring Out Your Dead
Greensky Bluegrass

Bring out your dead, the law is coming and there's nowhere left to Hide
Big black suit's coming down, gonna clean out from the inside
People being killed for what they made
Picking on more than they can carry away

Bring out your dead, the law is coming and there ain't no way to Hide
Big black suit's coming down, gonna clean out from the inside
People being killed for what they made
Taking on more than they can carry away

1763. Before I Die

Before I Die
Oak Ridge Boys - Before I Die

Before I die I wanna hit the Mississippi in a boat I've yet to buy
Take it out in the gu'f where the water meets the sky
Where nothin' on God's green Earth looks dry
I wanna see that stadium in New York from a right field seat
Maybe catch a home run when the new all-star goes deep
And pretend that Maris and Mantle pointing up at me

While I can still breathe while this old heart still has another beat
It's time I put some livin' in these dreams

Before I die I'm gonna learn all about how a man swallows pride
Find the strength to tell my daddy he was right
Tell Mama I'm sorry about that night
'Fore I'm called up I wanna be the kind of man that a woman wants to love
Find the side of me that's a different kind of tough
Who ain't ashamed to meet the Man above

And Lord I know these are the things I should've done a long time ago
When I close my eyes I wanna feel at ease
If I left right now I couldn't rest in peace



1764. Before I Found The Wine - Chords

Before I Found The Wine
Recorded by Tommy Cash
Written by Jimmy Peppers

C                                  F
Yesterday I had a future and I was happy
           G7                                C
I had your love and the whole wide world was mine
                                               F
I had money to spend and a woman who called me darling
        G7                          C
Yes but that was before I found the wine
F                                   C
Before I found the wine my life had meaning
                         D7               G7
There were happy days at my house all the time
  C                                    F
I remember when you told me I hung the moon and made your sunshine
        G7                          C
Yes but that was before I found the wine
                                    F
I wish that I could go back to your world
         G7                                C
Hold you close to me and know that you are mine
                                       F
And I wish that I could hear you say I love you
         G7                             C
Just the way you did before I found the wine
Repeat #2
        G7                          F  C
Yes but that was before I found the wine

1765. Before I Go

Before I Go
Bearfoot

I been sleeping for some hours
I just woke up and you were there
Like the morning, like the flowers
Sunlight whispering in my ears
A redtail hawk shooting down the canyons
Put me on their windy rocks
I will be your true companion
When we reach the other side
And I will try, but I will stumble
And I will fly, he told me so



Proud and high or low and humble
Many miles before I go
Many miles before I go
And I can't decide which way to travel
On the ground or in the sky
And all my schemes have come unraveled
And all that's left is you and I
And I will try, but I will stumble
And I will fly, he told me so
Proud and high or low and humble
Many miles before I go
Many miles before I go
Ghosts on trees there, ghosts on wires
Asking questions, showing signs
Shivering with truth they are lighting fires
Lighting fires all down the line
And I will try, but I will stumble
And I will fly, he told me so
Proud and high or low and humble
Many miles before I go
Many miles before I go
Proud and high or low and humble
Many miles before I go
Many miles before I go

1766. Before I Go To Bed - Chords

Before I Go To Bed
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Carl Belew and Clyde Pitts

C                 F            G7             C
I'll always dress my very best before I go to bed
                   F         G7                 C
I'm dressing up to go to bed just like I always do
                  F                    G7                C
Cause I might see you in my dreams and I'll look nice to you
                    F           C                   G7
I hope you like the tie I own I remembered you like red
C                 F            G7             C
I'll always dress my very best before I go to bed
F                                  C
What I'm doing may sound funny but I wouldn't laugh if I could
      F                          D7                 G7
Cause if I lose you in my dreams you'll be gone for good
   C            F                  C                  G7
So until I hold you in my arms and say what should be said
C                 F            G7             C
I'll always dress my very best before I go to bed
                F                  C                  G7
So until I hold you in my arms and say what should be said
C                 F            G7             C
I'll always dress my very best before I go to bed



                  F            G7             C
I'll always dress my very best before I go to bed

1767. Before I Lost You - Chords

Before I Lost You
Recorded by Roy Drusky
Written by Jack Green and Clay Allen

C                              F
I hear your new love sends you pretty 
          C              G7
Something different each day
    C           F                C         G7
And he never forgets to call whenever he's away
         C                     C7                 F
He sends you candy and flowers tied in ribbons of blue
           G7                            C
Why didn't I think of that before I lost you
             F       C            G7
He takes you dancing out with the crowd
         C          F        C           G7
And when you walk beside him he looks so proud
        C                        C7            F
He does thoughtful little things that I didn't do
           G7                            C
Why didn't I think of that before I lost you
F     G7            F                 C
I was afraid if you looked at someone else
      F            G7      C           G7
You'd leave me for him and I'd be by myself
      C                         C7               F
Jealousy made me blind too late I know that it's true
           G7                            C
Why didn't I think of that before I lost you
                           C7                    F
Jealousy made me blind too late I know that it's true
           G7                            C
Why didn't I think of that before I lost you

1768. Before I Met You

Before I Met You
Flatt & Scruggs

I thought I'd seen pretty girls in my time
That was before I met you
I never saw one that I wanted for mine
That was before I met you 



   I thought I was swinging the world by its tail
   I thought I could never be blue
   I thought I'd been kissed and I thought I'd been loved
   That was before I met you 

I wanted to ramble and always be free
That was before I met you
I never saw one that could ever hold me
That was before I met you 

They say a man must reap what he's sown
Darlin', I hope that's not true
For once I made plans of living alone
But that was before I met you

1769. Before I Share Your Love - Chords

Before I Share Your Love
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Carl Belew, Tommy Blake, W.S. Stevenson
 
C                                     G7
I learned before we met that love was blind
                                       C
And sometimes it leaves a broken heart behind
                                     F
We loved and lost before and now you know
    G7                      F              C
And before I share your love  I'll let you go
 
    F                            C
I'd do most anything to make you happy
       F                                     G7
But to share your love would drag me down to low
        F                               C
And I'd rather lose the love we have completely
    G7                      F              C
Yes before I share your love  I'll let you go
 
    F                            C
I'd do most anything to make you happy
       F                                     G7
But to share your love would drag me down to low
        F                               C
And I'd rather lose the love we have completely
    G7                      F              C
Yes before I share your love  I'll let you go



1770. Before I'm Fool Enough - Chords

Before I'm Fool Enough
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Allen Reynolds

G                   C        G
I'm going away babe I cannot stay
                                D7
It's gonna hurt for a long long time
              G        C                 G
But I've been with you and I've been without you
    C       G            D7           G
And neither way gives me any peace of mind
                   C         G
I may leave in the wee small hours
                        C            G
I'm not brave enough to kiss you goodbye
    Em                          G
But once I get the nerve up I'm going
                          D7               G
Before I'm fool enough to give it one more try
                       C                  G
Much more than halfway I've tried it your way
                               D7
But you don't see me the way I do
                 G       C             G
You really don't want me you want your daydreams
       C       G     D7            G
Simple love is all I ever promised you 
Repeat #2
Em                          G
Once I get the nerve up I'm going
                          D7               G
Before I'm fool enough to give it one more try

1771. Before I'm Over You

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Before I'm Over You

I just can't get it through my head
You love another now instead
Can't make myself believe we're really through
I'm walking up and down the hall
Talking to a silent wall
I'll lose my mind before I'm over you

I think I've almost lost my mind
I think about you all the time
I'm going crazy, yes, I know
And I don't have far to go
The way you treat me is a shame



But I'll keep loving you the same
I'll lose my mind before I'm over you

I keep your letters I should burn
I keep the ring that you returned
But there's a million foolish things I do
It makes me cry but you would laugh
To know I kiss your photograph
I'll lose my mind before I'm over you

Well, I think I've almost lost my mind
I think about you all the time
I'm going crazy, yes, I know
And I don't have far to go
The way you treat me is a shame
But I'll keep loving you the same
I'll lose my mind before I'm over you

1772. Before Jessie Died

Tom T Hall - Before Jessie Died
Composer: Tom T. Hall

She sat on the barstool she smoked and she drank
Till the past became clear and the future went blank
In the past she regains all her beauty and pride
But that was before Jessie died

Jessie her husband was small he was lean
Drove a big yellow earth movin' machine
They had a new pick-up the joy of their lives
But that was before Jessie died

She used to go shoppin' for pretty young clothes
Had her hair done on Thusdays and her nails and her toes
And on weekends they'd dance til the first mornin' light
But that was before Jessie died

On weekends they'd cook out and watch all the games
Jessie knew all of the best players names
The sun shined so bright it put tears in your eyes
But that was before Jessie died

When Jessie got sick he was thirty years old
He said it ain't nothin' but a little light cold
And he worked till the pain wouldn't ease or subside
And that was before Jessie died

Now she sits on the stool with a glass in her hand
She smiles and she talks to a travelin' man
There was a time she would turn down a ride
But that was before Jessie died



She sat on the barstool she smoked and she drank...

1773. Before Our Weakness Gets Too Strong

Dolly Parton - Before Our Weakness Gets Too Strong

What are we doing in this place alone is our desire to relive our past this strong
True love we knew in the past is gone but our weakness lingers on
Let's go home before our weakness gets too strong
Long ago we let the flame of love burn out of control
Now we have no reason to reach for love that has grown cold
If we live our past in the present our future will be gone
Let's go home before our weakness gets too strong
[ fiddle ]
Line with temptation we raced into the past
On a road too small to let the past and the present pass
Are we going too fast to turn back and leave the past alone
Let's go home before our weakness gets too strong
Long ago we let the flame...
Let's go home before our weakness gets too strong

1774. Before She Changed Your Mind - Chords

Before She Changed Your Mind
Written and recorded by Melba Montgomery

C                                                 G7
A future filled with sorrow cross my path of happiness
    F           G7                 C
The day another won your heart and sweet caress
                                    C7              F
The world I now live in is cold and filled with misery
                  C               G7                 C
As long as I live without you the blues won't let me be
             G7                  C
She took you from me and left me lonely
D7                             G7
Is it wrong to keep on wanting you
C                                 C7               F
I still love you even though it's been a long long time
                    C
Come back to me the one you love 
G7                      C
Before she changed your mind
                                                   G7
I'll face each new tomorrow with thoughts of loneliness
   F                  G7                 C
No day goes by that's different from the rest
                                       C7             F



Your memory lingers everywhere there's blues on every street
                  C            G7                 C
And all I have is heartaches I know I'm doomed to keep
             G7                  C
She took you from me and left me lonely
D7                             G7
Is it wrong to keep on wanting you
C                                 C7               F
I still love you even though it's been a long long time
                    C
Come back to me the one you love 
G7                      C
Before she changed your mind

1775. Before The Cold Winds Blow

Before The Cold Winds Blow
Blue Highway

The weather finally broke in the middle of april
Jacob loaded up his wagon with last years furs.
He'd have to make the trip alone 'cause it would be too risky
For his pretty wife sarah and the unborn child she carried with her.

It took three weeks to reach the mississippi ribbon
And he turned south toward new orleans
For a boy from the mountains it was easy to get caught up
In the sights and sounds of the city
And the things he'd never seen.

   And the river rolls on Like an endless river
   The sun light glistens on the rocks below
   He can hear her voice in the rippling water
   Saying please be home before the cold winds blow.

He fell in With a bad companion
Said give me your money or I'll take your life
Jacob drew his pistol and in less than a heart beat
The stranger lay dead on the floor and someone had to pay the price.

And after three long years in a Louisiana prison
He stands on the hill that overlooks his farm
With his woman by his side thanks god for his blessings
And most of all for the blonde hair child resting in his arms.

1776. Before The Colors Fade

Iris Dement - Before The Colors Fade



[Chorus]
Before the colors fade from view
I sit alone remembering you
And all those things you'd say and do
And the feel of being next to you
The angles of your sweet, old face
The voice that filled my life with grace
I walk as through a sacred place
Before the colors fade

[Verse]
Everybody comes and then they go
Everybody fades and glows
Everybody falls and climbs
Some people go before their time
But no one sparkled quite like you
I'm gonna miss you through and through
I'll visit every shade and hue
Before the colors fade
Tonight I'll read you like a book
Every twist and turn you took
Every song and every look
All you gave, all you took
In time you might seem like a dream
But until then and in between
I'll linger on each sacred scene
Before the colors fade

[Chorus]

1777. Before The Deluge

Rhiannon Giddens - Before the Deluge

[Verse 1]
Some of them were dreamers
And some of them were fools
Who were making plans and thinking of the future
With the energy of the innocent
They were gathering the tools
They would need to make their journey back to nature
While the sand slipped through the opening
And their hands reached for the golden ring
With their hearts they turned
To each other's hearts for refuge
In the troubled years that came before the deluge

[Verse 2]
Some of them knew pleasure
Some of them knew pain
And for some of them it was only the moment that mattered
On the brave and crazy wings of youth
They went flying around in the rain



And their feathers once so fine grew torn and tattered
And in the end they traded their tired wings
For the resignation that living brings
And exchanged love's bright and fragile glow
For the glitter and the rouge
And in a moment they were swept before the deluge

[Chorus]
Now let the music keep our spirits high
And let the buildings keep our children dry
Let creation reveal its secrets by and by, by and by
When the light that's lost within us reaches the sky

[Verse 3]
Some of them were angry
At the way the earth was abused
By the men who learned how to forge her beauty into power
And they struggled to protect her from them
Only to be confused
By the magnitude of her fury in the final hour
And when the sand was gone and the time arrived
In the naked dawn only a few survived
And in attempts to understand a thing
So simple and so huge
Believed that they were meant to live after the deluge

[Chorus]
Now let the music keep our spirits high
And let the buildings keep our children dry
Let creation reveal its secrets by and by, by and by, by and by
When the light that's lost within us reaches the sky

1778. Before The Fire Comes Down

Before The Fire Comes Down
The Del McCoury Band

Heres comes a sinner
He's a beginner
He's been doing good at doing wrong
He don't read the bible
He ain't very reliable
He won't make it in this world for very long

Lord, Lord, Lord
Help this lowly sinner
Tell him where to go, and what to do
To wash away the blood from his face, and from his fingers
Hide in him a hole far away
You better open up a hole in the sky
Before the fire comes down

Here comes gambling Susan



She's a using up, and a losing
The money she's refusing to save
Her husbands sick, and tired
The children all are crying
While Susie bets her life against the fray

Lord, Lord, Lord
Help this lowly sinner
Tell her where to go, and what to do
To wash away the blood from her face, and from her fingers
Hide her a hole far away
You better open up a hole in the sky
Before the fire comes down

They're stealing from their neighbours
Making deals and selling papers
Slipping silver needles int heir veins
Bringing days of crying, heart ache they are buying
Gambling with their lives
And getting deranged

Lord, Lord, Lord
Help these lowly sinners
Tell them where to go, and what to do
To wash away the blood from their face, and from their fingers
Hide them in a hole far away
You better open up a hole in the sky
Before the fire comes down

1779. Before The Hammers Could Ring - Chords

Before The Hammers Could Ring
Recorded by Gene Watson         [3/4 time]
Written by Bobbie Bost

F                                 C                 G7        F
Before the hammers could ring His Blood touched the cross for me
C                                              F                 C
Before the hammers could strike the nails that pinned Him to the tree
                                       D7                          G7
Before the spear ever pierced His side letting blood and water run free
F                                 C                 G7        C
Before the hammers could ring His blood touched the cross for me
F                                                       C
When sin was nailed thunder rolled the earth shook with fright
                                          G7
Darkness fell as the Lamb of God held Him tight
F                                            C
Legions of angels and a host of heaven stood by
                                         G7            C
The law was fulfilled and a dark kingdom fled from the light
F                                 C                 G7        C
Before the hammers could ring His blood touched the cross for me



                                            F                        C
Before the hammers could strike the nails a crown of thorns made Him bleed
                                                D7                  G7
And the stripes on His back left a bloody trail all the way to Calvary
F                                 C                 G7        C
Before the hammers could ring His Blood touched the cross for me
repeat #2
tag 
F                                 C                 G7        C
Before the hammers could ring His Blood touched the cross for me

1780. Before The Heartache Rolls In

Before the Heartache Rolls In
New Grass Revival

Theres a chill in your kissin
And a thrill Ive been missin too long
This love is deceivin, babe, Im believin
This things going wrong
cause your eyes betray your heart and soul
And your love for me is growin old
And I think maybe Id better pack my bags and

Chorus:
Roll like the wind, better roll till the highway ends
Gonna roll on outta her
Before the heartache rolls in

Theres a lonesome sound that keeps rollin
round inside of me
Those wheel on the highway are whinin on by
Baby I gotta leave
If I dont get out now while my minds in control
Then Ill never be able to ever let go
And I think maybe I better head outta here and

Repeat chorus

1781. Before The Next Teardrop Falls - Chords

Before The Next Teardrop Falls
Recorded by Freddy Fender 
Written by Ben Peters and Vivian Keith
 
C                               F                   C
If he brings you happiness then I wish you both the best          
F              G7              C
It's your happiness that matters most of all



G7        C                              F              C
But if he ever breaks your heart  if the teardrops ever start
F       C                G7            C
I'll be there before the next teardrop falls
                                       F             C
Though it hurts to let you go darling I want you to know          
F               G7              C
That I'll stand by you if ever you should call
G7     C             C7           F               C
And if I should ever hear that he made you shed a tear
F       C                G7            C
I'll be there before the next teardrop falls         
F        G7       C
I'll be there anytime you need me by your side
D7                G7
To dry away every teardrop that you cried      
C                         F               C
If he ever leaves you blue just remember I love you
F       C                G7            C
I'll be there before the next teardrop falls

1782. Before The Rain

Before The Rain (Larry W. Jones 02/04/2007) 

I can see the storm clouds gather
Looks like my world is gonna end
A rose without the thorns was better
When love was new way back then
The love we had was sweet together
Back when you were my new bride
But love was lost in bad weather
And the petals on the roses died
After the sunshine comes the storm
Washing the litter down the drain
I wish that things were still as warm
As our love was before the rain
- instrumental -
The love we had was sweet together
Back when you were my new bride
But love was lost in bad weather
And the petals on the roses died
After the sunshine comes the storm
Washing the litter down the drain
I wish that things were still as warm
As our love was before the rain

1783. Before The Ring On Your Finger Turns Green - Chords



Before The Ring On Your Finger Turns Green
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Boudleaux Bryant and Felice Bryant

C                        G
He's just leadin' you on honey he'll be gone
           D7                        G
Before the ring on your finger turns green
                     D7
Your new love is the playboy kind 
                         G
He's not looking for the ties that bind
                       C
He'll leave you with a tortured mind 
           D7                        G
Before the ring on your finger turns green
Repeat #1
                      D7
He's fickle cheap and phoney too 
                      G
Just like the ring he gave to you
                       C
I know cause I've been through it too 
         D7                       G
When the ring on my finger turned green
Repeat #1
           D7                        G
Before the ring on your finger turns green

1784. Before The Streets Were Paved - Chords

Before The Streets Were Paved 
Peter Rowan

{Verse 1}
  G                        C                     G
Oh Grandfather tell me how it was when you were young
G                                 D                    G
Was the world so very old when your life had just begun?
   C                                          G
Oh Grandfather tell me is it true you worked the land
G                                D                  G
And the tools that you used you made with your own hands
 
{Chorus}
  C                                               G
Before time was only money and machines made man a slave
  G                            D                       G
Was the world all milk and honey before all the streets were paved?
 
{Verse 2}
  G                             C                      G
Grandson, I'll tell you truly how it was when I was young
  G                               D                     G



The world was full of wonder in my first days under the sun
  C                                                  G
Before time was only money and machines made man a slave
  G                              D                        G
The world was milk and honey before all the streets were paved
 
{Verse3}
  A                          D                A
Now Grandson remember in the days that are to come
  A                               E                  A
One thing I will tell you before my life on earth is done
  D                                                        A
Don't let time be only money, don't let machines make you a slave
  A                            E                        G
And taste the milk and honey before all the streets are paved
 
{Chorus}
  D                                               A
Before time was only money and machines made man a slave
  A                           E                         A
The world was milk and honey before all the streets were paved
 
{Outro) Slow
  A
Yeah there's more to time than money
  D                              A
There's more to treasure than to save
  A
Now taste the milk and honey
  E                        A
Before all the streets are paved
 
 
 E              D7          A
Before all the streets are paved

1785. Before The Sun Goes Down

Before The Sun Goes Down - Jimmy Martin

Well pack up your car go on and leave
and tell your folks that we are through
Honey that ain't going to make me grieve
cause I know just what you'll do

You'll pout and cry and swear that I
am the meanest man in town
But I'll bet money that you'll be back
before the sun goes down

   Before the sun goes down you'll be all ready for some lovin'
   You'll run to your daddy for some kissin' and huggin'
   And I'll be waitin' around



   For I know you'll be home before the sun goes down

Honey there ain't nothing else in the book that you ain't said
All kinds of names and low down things
I've heard them all from A to Z
And when you've had your say you'll up and run away and swear you're leavin' town
But you'll cool off come a draggin' it back before the sun goes down

1786. Before The Tear Dries

Michael Carpenter and The Banks Brothers & Zane Banks - Before the Tear Dries

[Verse 1]
I'm cold as the snow, black as the crow
I'm dark like the night, grief I incite
I fall like the rain, collecting the slain
I'm there in the cries before the tear dries

[Verse 2]
I have seen your whole life from the wings
I watched you grow tall, and saw every fall
I've always been near and caused your fears
I'll end all your pain, I urged Cain

[Chorus]
Old age, a turned page
The cold wind blows
A candle snuffed, I've called your bluff
The leavRs start to fall

[Verse 3]
You've felt my cold touch, I'll take your crutch
You'vR seen my deeds, I purge the weeds
You know I'm around, but I make no sound
I am a last breath, I was Macbeth

[Chorus]
Old age, a turned page
The cold wind blows
A candle snuffed, I've called your bluff
The leaves start to fall

1787. Before They Make Me Run

Steve Earle - Before They Make Me Run

Worked the bars and sideshows along the twilight zone
Only a crowd can make you feel so alone
And it really hit home



Booze and pills and powders, you can choose your medicine
Well, here's another goodbye to another good friend
After all is said and done
Gotta move while it's still fun
Let me walk before they make me run
After all is said and done
I gotta move, it's still fun
I'm gonna walk before they make me run
Watched the taillights fading, there ain't a dry eye in the house
They're laughing and singing
Started dancing and drinking as I left town
Gonna find my way to heaven, 'cause I did my time in hell
I wasn't looking too good but I was feeling real well
After all is said and done
I gotta move, I had my fun
Let us walk before they make me run
After all is said and done
I did alright, I had my fun
I will walk before they make me run

1788. Before They Tow My Car Away

John Hartford - Before They Tow My Car Away

oday I felt the cruel world
Through the skin of your rose colored touch
And an hour was better than nothing at all
In the knowing that that wasn't much

I'd like to eat your pretzels my love
I'd like to stay all day
But I must kiss you quick and run my love
Before they tow my car away

You haven't got change for a dollar
Besides it won't work after four
Just as soon as I lace up my work shoes
I think I should head to the door

I'd like to drink your coffee my love
I'd like to stay all day
But I must kiss you quick and run my love
Before they tow my car away

1789. Before Too Long

Paul Kelly - Before too long

Before too long



The one that you're loving
Will wish that he'd never met you
Before too long
He who is nothing
Will suddenly come into view
So let the time keep rolling on

It's on my side
Lonely nights will soon be gone
High is the tide
Before too long
We'll be together
And no-one will tear us apart
Before too long
The words will be spoken
I know all the action by heart
As the night time follows day
I'm closing in
Every dog will have his day
Any dog can win
Shut the shade do no fear anymore
Here I come creeping round your back door
Before too long
I'll be repeating
What's happened before in my mind
Before too long
Over and over
Just like a hammer inside
As the nighttime follows day
I'm closing in
Every dog will have his day
Any dog can win
Before too long
Before too long

1790. Before Too Long - Chords

Before Too Long
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Joe Hayes

G7                           C
(Before too long will be too late)
I bought some poison yesterday  
F
To help me through your wedding day   
C
Of all the most heartbreakin' things    
G7
Was your engagement ring   
C
If metal poison ruins a man     
F



Then mixed with this that's in my hand  
C
Becomes the dose that I must take  
G7                        C
Before too long will be too late 
F                                    C
Tomorrow starts new things for you but ends it all for me     
F                              C          G7
When you face him and say I do I'll face eternity    
C
And by the time they find me here          
F
You'll be on your way to God knows where    
C
The shock is just too much to take  
G7                        C
Before too long will be too late   
G7                        C
(Before too long will be too late)  
F                                    C
Tomorrow starts new things for you but ends it all for me     
F                              C          G7
When you face him and say I do I'll face eternity    
C
And by the time they find me here          
F
You'll be on your way to God knows where   
C
So I have planned my own escape   
G7                        C
Before too long will be too late

1791. Before You Go

Before You Go

You're wanting to be free i know that you don't love me
But let me hold you close before you go
I won't let the teardrops fall until your steps are down the hall
But let me hold you close before you go

Before you go and say goodbye, let your heart beat with mine
This memory I'll have of you while I'm alone
Let the time cease to be these last moments you're with me
But let me hold you close before you go

All the pain will come soon, loneliness will fill the room
But let me hold you close before you go
My heart is breaking in two there's nothing left I'm losing you
But let me hold you close before you go



1792. Before You Make Up Your Mind

Dolly Parton - Before You Make Up Your Mind 

Before you make up your mind to leave me
Before you make up your mind to walk out the door
Before you telle me that it's all over
Let me say what I have to say it won't take me all day
And if you still wanna leave don't stay for I won't try to hold you anymore
Does she really love you way that I love you
Does she treat you right even when you've done wrong
If she's woman enough to forgive you way that I'm willing to
If she ain't then don't go for I still love you so we all make mistakes I know
Give these thoughts a little time before you make up your mind
[ guitar ]
Does she really love you way that I love you
Will she treat you right even when you do wrong
If she's woman enough to forgive you way that I'm willing to
If she ain't then don't go for I still love you so we all make mistakes I know
Give these thoughts a little time before you make up your mind
Give these thoughts a little time before you make up your mind

1793. Before You Met Her - Chords

Before You Met Her
Recorded by The Gibson Brothers
Written by Eric Gibson

C                  F                      C
Before you met her she said she'd be mine forever
F                C      G7           C
But you were too clever and took her away
                          F                       C
With no guilt or sympathy you stole my whole life from me
F                   C     G7      C
I'm left with a memory of her for you
C7         F
I can't complain about rules
                           C
Cause that's not what good losers do
         D7
I lost a game I can't be the same
       G7
When I know the score
C                            F                  C
I think of her night and day I hope she's happy this way
F                   C            G7                  C
Oh Lord could there be a mistake she's not here with me
                                 F                 C



Grown men aren't supposed to cry but look in these watery eyes
F                      C                    G7          C
All the words that she spoke were just lies I hurt so inside
Repeat #2 x2 
C                  F                      C
Before you met her she said she'd be mine forever
F                C      G7           C
But you were too clever and took her away
F                 C      G7           C
Yeah you were too clever and took her away

1794. Before You Travel On - Chords

Before You Travel On
Recorded by David Houston
Written by Billy Sherrill and Glenn Sutton

G7     C              F             Fm
A look down look down that lonesome road  
C    Am  Dm     G7     C  Am Dm
Before you travel travel on
G7     C          F             Fm
A look up look up and seek your Maker       
C       Dm    G7  C
Before Gabriel blows his horn        
Am           Em
Now I'm weary totin' such a load
Am                   Em       Dm  G7
A treading down that lonesome road     
C              F             Fm
Look down look down that lonesome road
C      Am  Dm     G7     C
Before you travel travel on
G7   C                F           Fm
True love true love a what have I done       
C   Am     Dm       G7       C  Am Dm
A that you should treat me treat me so
G7       C        F           Fm
Well you cause me to walk and talk          
C     Dm  G7  C
Like I've never done  before

repeat #2

G7     C                F             Fm
A look down look down a that lonesome road  
C    Am  Dm     G7     C  Am Dm
Before you travel travel on
G7     C                F             Fm
A look down look down a that lonesome road    
C    Am  Dm     G7     C
A before you travel travel on
G7     C                F             Fm



A look down look down a that lonesome road    
C    Am  Dm     G7     C
A before you travel travel on

1795. Before You Were Born

Glen Phillips - Before You Were Born

How can it happen that every time
You ask us this question the answer seems like a lie?
You know what we're saying and you know what it means
And it's always sincere, God knows
But it never gets through to where you need
Before you were born someone kicked in the door
There's no place for you here, stay back where you belong
Before you were born someone kicked in the door
You are not wanted here anymore
God damn the people who left you in pain
God damn the father, without face, without name
God damn the lovers who never showed up
And God damn the wounds that show how deep a word can cut
Before you were born someone kicked in the door
There's no place for you here, stay back where you belong
Before you were born someone kicked in the door
You are not wanted here, stay back where you belong
And how can it happen, now that you know the cause
That nothing is changing and everything's wrong?
But pain is the healing, and the tears sting like alcohol
Just keep on their breathing, we'll help you down the long, long road back home
Before you were born someone kicked in the door
There's no place for you here, stay back where you belong
Before you were born someone kicked in the door
You are not wanted here, stay back where you belong
Before you were born someone kicked in the door
There's no place for you here, stay back where you belong
Before you were born someone kicked in the door
You are not wanted here, stay back where you belong
Before you were born someone kicked in the door
There's no place for you here, stay back where you belong
Before you were born someone kicked in the door
We'll help you down the long road

1796. Before Your Heartaches Came - Chords

Before Your Heartaches Came
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Merrill St. John
 
G



Is your love just as strong
      C         Am
Is it still the same
          D7
Does your heart skip a beat
         C       G
When you hear my name
                      G7
Does my touch mean as much
      C     Am
As it did before
  D7                   G
Before your heartaches came
 
  C         D7         G
Before your heartaches came
      A7
Now I wonder I wonder
      D7
Which one is to blame
       G
When I hold you close
         C         Am
Does the warmth go deep
     D7
Am I last on your mind
         C     G
When you fall asleep
                   G7
Do you dream of me now
       C     Am
As you did before
  D7                   G
Before your heartaches came
 
Repeat #2,3

1797. Beggar To A King - Chords

Beggar To A King
Hank Snow

Key = A (3/4)
Intro: A - E7 - A - E7
 A D A D
I Had Sunk As Low As A Man Could Go
 A E7 A E7
The World Had Turned Me Dow --- own
 A D A D
Then You Picked Me Up And Kissed Me Sweet
 A E7 A
You Changed A Beggar In-to A King



 E7 D A
Yes You Took The Rags From Off Of My Back
 E7
And You Gave Me Your Love To Keep Me Warm
 A D A D
Yes You Picked Me Up And You Kissed Me Sweet
 A E7 A
You Changed A Beggar In-to A King

Instrumental Break: A - E7 - A - E7

 A D A D
I Had Walked The Streets With Head Bowed Low
 A E7 A E7
The Sun For Me Would Never Shi --- ine
 A D A D
Then You Came A-long In-to My Life
 A E7 D
And Changed The Beggar In-to A King

 E7 D A
Yes You Took The Rags From Off Of My Back
 E7
And You Gave Me Your Love To Keep Me Warm
 A D A D
Yes You Picked Me Up And You Kissed Me Sweet
 A E7 A
You Changed A Beggar In-to A King

1798. Begin

Glen Phillips - Begin

Are you given vision, are you second sight?
Are you older than your life?
Eighty days of sorrow, endless more in sight
Still you, child, burn bright
And you see me crying again
And you hold out your little hand
Led me shaking to his room
I thought I'd never see again
Close the door behind you, turning out the light
Press a flashlight up against the wall
You say "This is how we knew him
In a little egg
It opened up and this is daddy now."
Now you're stepping back towards me
Till the room is bathing in light
And the answer there before me
There's no ending when we die
Are you sleeping here beside me?
Are you shining bright as the sky?
Are you breathing now inside me?



There's no ending when we die

1799. Begin Again

Begin Again - Hot Buttered Rum

Now that I've reached the end
I'm wondering how things could have been
Now I see the light
I didn't do things right
Like revering the night
It seems that I held on too tight

You're leaving, so long
You know that I will miss you when you're gone
All the colors fade to white
Flying to the light
Blinded by the sight
Then fading like a whisper in the night

Locked in, locked out
Silence pierces like a shout
Finding freedom from within
Peace to you my friend
Let the light shine in
Now you've reached the end being again

1800. Behind Closed Doors

Dolly Parton - Behind Closed Doors 

My baby makes me proud
Lord, don't he make me proud
He never makes a scene
Hangin' all over me in a crowd
'Cause people like to talk
Lord, don't they love to talk
But when they turn out the lights
I know he'll be leavin' with me
Chorus:
And when we get behind closed doors
Then we let out hair hang down
Then he makes me glad that he's my man
And no one knows what goes on behind closed doors
My baby makes me smile
Lord, don't he make me smile
I'm never far away
Or too tired to say I want to
I'm purring like a kitten



When e's out in public with me
But when they turn out the lights
He brings out the tiger in me
Repeat Chorus
Tag:
Behind closed doors

1801. Behind Every Good Man There's A Woman - Chords

Behind Every Good Man There's A Woman
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Don Reed and Vernon Oxford

C          F        C
I've got a story to tell 
             F             C
So listen my friend listen well
     F                    C             F
This story is told to the young and the old
C            F                  C
Behind every good man there's a woman
     F               C          F
Some men will try to say it's a lie
    C            F                  C
But behind every good man there's a woman
                 F                  C
Yes behind every good man there's a woman
          F              C
The woman that I have in mind
                F               C
Just happens to be that wife of mine
F                               C              F
Well she really stuck by me and made me what I am
    C            F                  C
Yes behind every good man there's a woman
Repeat #2

1802. Behind The Scenes

Behind the Scenes 
Blue Moon Rising
 
I may seem like a man who's got it together
But my friend, there's a lot you don't know about me
'Cause I'm just one of the lucky few love has chosen
And I'm really only half the man you see
 
Well a man's gotta have a woman he can depend on
Lord knows I've got one who's here with me 



There's no way I could make it through life without her
I'm so glad she's helping me behind the scenes 
 
CHORUS : 
She's the one you never see before the curtain's drawn
She's the woman, making sure I can go on
In this show I call, my life,  I know I wouldn't be a thing 
Without her taking care of me behind the scenes
  
When the lights go down and the show is almost over
And all the crowd is packed up and gone home
With the curtains closed she's the one that's left there standing
I know she'll be there when ev'rything is gone
 
In this show I call my life I know I wouldn't be a  thing 
Without her taking care of me behind thes cenes

1803. Behind These Prison Walls Of Love

Behind These Prison Walls Of Love
Country Gentlemen

Behind these prison walls of love dear
Forever more I know I'll be
Condemned because you love another
No one will ever set me free

   In my heart sweet memories linger
   Of the days when you were mine
   Behind these prison walls of love dear
   Visions of a past entwined

I know my love for you seems strange dear
But it's all I'll ever know
I'll content myself with memories
If it pleases you to go

   Just remember precious darling
   When we face the judge above
   All of our vows will be unbroken
   Behind these prison walls of love

1804. Behind These Walls

Desert Rose Band - Behind These Walls

We keep it all inside
Cause there's no where left to hide
Don't worry it's all right



Just close the door and lock it tight
Behind these walls teardrops fall

We play the part so well
Sometimes it's hard to tell
That we are both alone
We smile they all know 
Behind these walls teardrops fall

We keep pretending it's not over
But the rivers overflowing
How long can we keep this going

The look in your eyes has gone
And we keep holding on
I guess we should confess
We could find happiness
Tear down these walls where teardrops fall

I guess we should confess
We could find happiness
Tear down these walls where teardrops fall
Behind these walls where teardops fall

1805. Behind This Last Goodbye - Chords

Behind This Last Goodbye
Recorded by Lorrie Morgan
Written by Gerald Smith and Charles Harter

G                                        D7
With a gentle hand he sweeps a strand of hair 
             C             G
Back from my eyes and sees me cry
                                              D7
And with a tenderness he'll press his lips to mine 
          C              G
And for a while he holds me tight
            Am             C              D7              G
And oh he's careful not to close the door behind his last goodbye
             Am                C               D7         G
He leaves me breathless and he makes the woman in me come alive
          Am                C           DY                 G
And I'm a fool who lets him in time and again don't ask me why
Am                C
While the moments turn to precious memories 
                                  G
The questions go unanswered in my mind
                Am             C               D7              G
And though he's careful not to burn the bridge behind his last goodbye
                                          D7
He wanders in and out my life through the shadows 
       C                  G



Like a thief would in the night
                                          D7
Oh he leaves but when he leaves he leaves more 
            C          G
Than just a woman satisfied
                Am             C              D7              G
And though he's careful not to close the door behind his last goodbye
Repeat #2
                                         D7
With a gentle hand he sweeps a strand of hair 
             C                G
Back from my eyes and sees me cry
                                              D7
And with a tenderness he'll press his lips to mine 
               C                G
And against my will he says goodbye

1806. Behind Those Stone Walls

Behind Those Stone Walls - Carter Family

Twas in St Louis city where I first saw the light
Brought up by honest parents on a pathway of right
I was left on orphan at the age of ten years
On mother's grave I shed many tears

I'd scarcely reached manhood when I left my old home
With some other fellows to the west we did roam
Seeking employment though scarcely could find
We seemed so poor and the people unkind

Was in New York City where we first met our fate
We were arrested while roaming the streets
The charges were burglars the theft it was called
But they said it would place us behind the stone walls

We were marched next morning to the courthouse for trial
My pal was downhearted so I gave him a smile
We pleaded for mercy but was shown none at all
They gave us twenty years behind the stone walls

We were handcuffed next morning and marched to the pen
We arrived there at midnight with a few other men
The doors were thrown open we marched in the halls
Just learn to be a convict behind the stone walls

While lying that night on a pallet of straw
I swore I would never again break the law
There's none but your mother to bear your downfall
When you are a convict behind the stone walls

Come all you young fellows and listen to me
When you lose life's pleasures you've lost liberty



I've tasted life's pleasures it's bitter than gall
It'll lead to a cell behind the stone wall

1807. Behold The Rock Of Ages

Yonder Mountain String Band - Behold The Rock Of Ages

There ain't no kingdom bigger
Ain't no money worth
Be you saint or sinner
Be in heaven or on earth
Behold the Rock of Ages
Feel that fiery sword
Forgive me, for now I see you, Lord

Can't leave Momma cryin'
Can't leave my sister dear
Brother, saint or sinner
Sending promise I am near
You'll see me in the darkness
I'll reach to touch your heart
Forgive me, for now I see Lord

Ain't no water sweeter
Ain't no ocean deep
Jordan, mighty river, catch the tears
Let Momma sleep
Behold the Rock of Ages
Feel that fiery sword
Forgive me, for now I see you, Lord

If I could beg forgiveness
When the gates swing open wide
The Father, Son and Holy Ghost
Are standin' side by side
Behold the Rock of Ages
Feel that fiery sword
Forgive me, for now I see you, Lord

1808. Being A Woman

Being a Woman
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Being a woman is a full-time job
I wake up in the morning and I punch the clock
People tell me, "Take it easy," but they don't say to stop



[Refrain]
Being a woman is a full-time job
(Being a woman is a full-time job)
Being a woman is a full-time job
And I work all day
And I work all night

[Verse 2]
Being a woman is an uphill climb
Eighty cents on the dollar and you need every dime
'Cause you've got a little baby and she cries all the time

[Refrain]
Being a woman is an uphill climb
(Being a woman is an uphill climb)
When you're a woman, you work full-time
Yeah, you work all day
And you work all night

[Bridge]
No lunch breaks, no minimum wage, yeah
Most of the time, I don't even get paid
I spend my lifetime slaving away for you
And if I complain, they'll blame my feelings
But look at the view from my glass ceiling
Barely see that sunlight stealing through

[Verse 3]
Being a woman is a full-time job
And when we stand up in protest, we're called an angry mob
While another lone gunman loads up his shots

[Refrain]
Being a woman is a full-time job
(Being a woman is a full-time job)
Being a woman is a full-time job

1809. Being Me

Being Me - The Grascals
Dierks Bentley

Mama loved the Bible, daddy loved the bars
So both of them reliable, perhaps the way I are
Got a little devil and an angel around me, lordy dee
Well, okay well I admit it, the only thing
I'm really good at's being me, lordy dee

I'm a semi educated, honky tonkin' fool
Jack Bean's sedated, rated redneck, kinda cool
My hero is a country poet, who never even heard of me, lordy dee
Well, okay wellI admit it, the only thing
I'm really good at's being me, lordy dee



Tried to be a husband, tried to play it straight
In three weeks she'd changed her mind that we should procreate
Tried to work a day job, I gave up my guitar
And we both started bookin' me back in the music bars
Well, okay well I admit it, the only thing
I'm really good at's being me, lordy dee

I got a bunch of serpents underneath my clothes
That's where all those classy girls touched you, a ten feet pole
Got a little devil and an angel around me, lordy dee
Well, okay well I admit it, the only thing
I'm really good at is being me, lordy dee

Tried to be a husband, tried to play it straight
In three weeks she'd changed her mind that we should procreate
Tried to work a day job, I gave up my guitar
And we both started bookin' me back in the music bars
Well, okay well I admit it , the only thing
I'm really good at's being me, lordy dee

Well, okay I admit it, the only thing
I'm really good at's being me, lordy dee
Oh, lordy dee

Lordy dee
Lordy dee

1810. Believe

Believe
by Steve Ivey

Daniel in the lion's den never had a doubt
he knew that God would spare him and shut that lion's mouth!
David stood with his little sling and one round stone
took down the mighty warrior, but he didn't stand alone.
Believe
And you can move a mountain
Believe
And the water will part
Just a seed 
Full of faith and hope
Is all you need
Planted deep in your heart
Just believe, just believe!
Zacchaeus was a little man, so he climbed up in a tree,
he knew that God would change his heart, if he could only see
Moses led the people to the waterside,
'cause he knew there'd be a path to walk when they arrived
Believe
And you can move a mountain
Believe



And the water will part
Just a seed 
Full of faith and hope
Is all you need
Planted deep in your heart
Just believe, just believe!
Just Believe
And you can move a mountain
Believe
And the water will part
Just a seed 
Full of faith and hope
Is all you need
Planted deep in your heart
Just believe, just believe!

1811. Believe

The Bluegrass Gospel Group - Believe

No matter how hard I try
You keep pushing me aside
And I can't break through
There's no talking to you

It's so sad that you're leaving
It takes time to believe it
But after all is said and done
You're gonna be the lonely one, oh

Do you believe in life after love
I can feel something inside, me say
I really don't think you're strong enough, no
Do you believe in life after love
I can feel something inside, me say
I really don't think you're strong enough, no
(I can feel something inside, me say)
(I really don't think you're strong enough, no)

What am I supposed to do?
Sit around and wait for you?
Well I can't do that
There's no turning back

I need time to move on
I need love to feel strong
Cause I got time to think it through
And maybe I'm too good for you, oh

Do you believe in life after love
I can feel something inside, me say
I really don't think you're strong enough, no
Do you believe in life after love



I can feel something inside, me say
I really don't think you're strong enough, no
(I can feel something inside, me say)
(I really don't think you're strong enough, no)

Do you believe in life after love
I can feel something inside, me say
I really don't think you're strong enough, no
Do you believe in life after love
I can feel something inside, me say
I really don't think you're strong enough, no

1812. Believe

Believe - Acoustic Syndicate

I was driving in the rain
I knew I was driving you, driving you insane
Trying to cross the chasm to make it to the plane
Did I get a glimpse of you, or was it in my brain?

Did I see you kneeling down by the river
Reflections taking you to where you want to be
Blue sky, the ripple, the feeling of security
Can you still believe in me

You'²re the best friend I ever had
Causing you so much pain was never the intention I had
My love for you weighs heavy in my heart
Trying to pull us closer together, it seems I keep ripping us apart

Did I see you kneeling down by the river
Reflections taking you to where you want to be
Blue sky, the ripple, a feeling of security
Can you still believe in me?

We're gonna get there, I know it somehow
I wipe the tears from my eyes, the sweat from my brow
Keep swinging the hammer, pulling the plow
One eye on the future, the other on the here and now

Did I see you kneeling down by the river
Reflections taking you to where you want to be
Blue sky, the ripple, a feeling of security
Can you still believe in me?

Did I see you kneeling down by the river
Reflections taking you to where you want to be
Blue sky, the ripple, the feeling of security



1813. Bell - Chords

Bell 
Trout Steak Revival
 
[Intro]
 
Am G/C F C x3
Am G/C C
E/--------------------/
B/--1-------------1---/
G/--2-----------------/
D/--2--0^2-0------2---/
A/-----------^2-3-3---/
E/--------------------/
 
[Verse 1]
 Am      G/C    F      C
Cost of a lie tears so much
 Am          G/C            F     C
When all you needed was a lovers touch
Am        G/C           F      C
On some I tried and on some I knew
**        Am         G/C          C          C
But I'd walk a thousand miles for you
 
[Verse 2]
Am          G/C       F         C
Weathered through the wind and rain
Am      G/C        F      C
Just to see your smiling face
Am           G/C     F          C
I've got the speak down in my shoes
**        Am         G/C          C          C
And I'd walk a thousand miles for you
 
 
[Chorus]
Em                                                Am
There been pain in all the songs that I've been singing
Em                                            F
My heart is a bell and you're gonna hear it ringing.
G                         C
Oh you're gonna hear it ringing
 
[Solo]
Am G/C F C x3
** Am  G/C  C       C
 
[Verse 3]
Am       G/C        F         C
The city hits you pound for pound
Am          G/C                 F        C
You ain't giving up, you ain't slowing down
Am        G/C              F        C
You're stronger now than you ever knew
**        Am         G/C          C          C



When I'd walk a thousand miles for you
 
[Verse 4]
Am         G/C         F            C
Winter nights when my blood turned cold
Am              G/C            F           C
And I'll never grow old,  I'll never grow old
Am               G/C              F          C
I don't believe in love, I don't believe in truth
**        Am         G/C          C          C
But I'd walk a thousand miles for you
 
[Chorus]
Em                                                Am
There been pain in all the songs that I've been singing
Em                                            F
My heart is a bell and you're gonna hear it ringing.
G                         C
Oh you're gonna hear it ringing
 
[Solo]
Am G/C  F  C x3
** Am  G/C  C       C
 
[Solo]
Am G/C  F  C x3
** Am  G/C  C       C
 
[Chorus]
Em                                                Am
There been pain in all the songs that I've been singing
Em                                            F
My heart is a bell and you're gonna hear it ringing.
G                         C
Oh you're gonna hear it ringing
 
[Outro]
Am G/C  F  C x3
** Am  G/C  C       C

1814. Bell Bottom Blues

Bell Bottom Blues
Larkin Poe - Bell Bottom Blues

Bell bottom blues, you made me cry
I don't want to lose this feeling
And if I could choose a place to die
It would be in your arms
Do you want to see me crawl across the floor to you?
Do you want to hear me beg you to take me back?
I'd gladly do it
I don't want to fade away



Give me one more day, please
I don't want to fade away
In your heart, I want to stay
It's all wrong, but it's all right
The way that you treat me baby
Once I was strong, but I lost the fight
And you won't find a better loser
Do you want to see me crawl across the floor to you?
Do you want to hear me beg you to take me back?
I'd gladly do it
I don't want to fade away
Give me one more day, please
I don't want to fade away
In your arms, I want to stay
Do you want to see me crawl across the floor to you?
Do you want to hear me beg you to take me back?
I'd gladly do it
I don't want to fade away
Give me one more day, please
I don't want to fade away
In your heart I want to stay
I don't want to fade away
I don't want to fade away

1815. Bella Donna

The Avett Brothers - Bella Donna 
Second Gleam

Baby, I asked you not to keep me waiting.
I told you now to keep me waiting.
Now the afternoon is fading on.

Donna, Bella Donna have you seen me?
Have you ever really seen me
Like I want for you to see me now?

Lonesome like you were when you were sixteen.
When maybe even I weren't listening.
Did I help when I was kissing you?

Donna, Bella Donna are you listening?
And were you ever really listening
Like I want for you to listen now?

1816. Belle Parker

Belle Parker
Yonder Mountain String Band



Verse 1:
I had a girl in New Orleans
Belle Parker was her name
She'd hold me down and tell me
Everything's gonna be alright
Preached to me of blue skies,
Silver linings through the rain
And if I ever needed anyone to blame...
Chorus:
Oh Blame time, daddy
Blame the rain
Safe but somehow, time's the same
Tell me anything, Just tell me loud
Blame time, daddy, blame the rain

Verse 2:
The velvet queen of New Orleans
Belle Parker was her name
We'd walk the town,
with a drink or two and the southern night
Louisiana sunshine Mississippi rain
And if I ever needed anyone to blame

(Repeat Chorus)

Verse 3:
She'd love to talk, and I'd let her,
Belle Parker was her name
She'd come around again, and again, and again
Sittin' through the sunshine
I'm waitin' on the rain
And If I ever needed anyone to blame

1817. Belle Starr

Emmylou Harris - Belle Starr

My mama and my daddy
Told me that love is a two-way street
But lately baby, you've been finding
New ways of dragging yout feet
So come on, make your best shot
You don't have to take the blame
I'll be your belle star
You can be my Jesse James

There's lonely people everywhere
From Abilene to Arkansas
The way they run for cover
You'd think love was against the law
Well I don't need a pistol , baby
You won't have to rob a train



You can be my belle star
And I can be your Jesse James

I know you've done some hard time
Baby, and you've got your doubts
When you feel surrounded
And it's looking there's no way out
I'll come riding to rescue
All you gotta do is call my name
I'll be your belle star
You can be my Jesse James

It don't take a genius, baby
There ain't no big mystery
You can't play it safe
And still go down in history
So saddle up the horses
'Cos we're headed for the hall of fame
I'll be your belle star
You can be my Jesse James
I'll be your belle star
You can be my Jesse James

1818. Belleau Wood

Belleau Wood - Garth Brooks

Oh, the snowflakes fell in silence
Over Belleau Wood that night
For a Christmas truce had been declared
By both sides of the fight
As we lay there in our trenches
The silence broke in two
By a German soldier singing
A song that we all knew

Though I did not know the language
The song was "Silent Night"

Then I heard my buddy whisper,
"All is calm and all is bright"
Then the fear and doubt surrounded me
'Cause I'd die if I was wrong
But I stood up in my trench
And I began to sing along

Then across the frozen battlefield
Another's voice joined in
Until one by one each man became
A singer of the hymn

Then I thought that I was dreaming
For right there in my sight



Stood the German soldier
'Neath the falling flakes of white
And he raised his hand and smiled at me
As if he seemed to say
Here's hoping we both live
To see us find a better way

Then the devil's clock struck midnight
And the skies lit up again
And the battlefield where heaven stood
Was blown to hell again

But for just one fleeting moment
The answer seemed so clear
Heaven's not beyond the clouds
It's just beyond the fear

No, heaven's not beyond the clouds
It's for us to find it here

1819. Belles Of Southern Bell - Chords

Belles Of Southern Bell
Recorded by Del Reeves
Written by Don Wayne

C                                                G7
There's a Southern Bell Telephone Company in our town
                                            C
And every afternoon I'm right there hangin' around
                                                  G7
Them telephone operators walkin' up and down that street
                                          C
Any fool can figure out what I'm there to see
                                                G7
Oh I'm watchin' the Belles Of Southern Bell go by
                                              C
Swingin' their hips an' rollin' their pretty eyes
Them high heels clickin' make me start a-kickin                   
F
My heels up to the sky
G7                                      C
Watchin' the Belles Of Southern Bell go by
                                                          G7
Well the google eyed traffic cop out in the middle of the street
                                                C
Lookin' ever which a way except where he oughta be
                                                   G7
With both arms waving giving everyone the go ahead sign
                                            C
You can tell directing traffic's not on his mind 

Repeat #2 



Cause he's a watching...                                                   
G7
They say that the hem lines' gonna be shorter this year
                                          C
This sounds like mighty sweet music to my ears
                                                        G7
I wouldn't have you thinkin' that I'm the wrong kind of guy
                                                C
I just sorta got an eye for the finer things in life

Repeat #2 

And I'm a watching...

1820. Bells Of Every Chapel - Chords

Bells Of Every Chapel Acoustic Live 
Sierra Ferrell
 
[Intro]
F   F#dim   C   A7   D   G   C
 
[Verse]
C                                        F                         C
I swear the bells of every chapel were ringing the day that I met you
 
From high in the trees, birds were singing
D                  G
Singing of you and me
C
From deep in the crowd, you were glowing
           F                    C
You were glowing without even knowing
      F       F#dim    C              A7
From way over here, it looked crystal clear
D             G      C    C7
You were the one for me
 
 
[Chorus]
     F                 C
But life it ain't so simple
    F                 C
No life it ain't so kind
 
Yes life could lead you somewhere, to be all alone
             D             G
And you're cryin, cryin, cryin
 
 
[Verse]
C                                         F                        C



I swear the bells of every chapel were ringing the day that I met you
            F        F#dim      C             A7
They were ringing so clear that you couldn't hear
D                  G            C
That your heart could never be mine
 
F  F#dim    C      A7     D     G      C
 
C                                          F                         C
I swear the lillies in every valley were bloomin the day that you touched me
 
When you took my hand, then you told me
      D                    G
That one day I would understand
C                                               F                      C
But now I'm much older and suddenly I see just what you were talking about
         F          F#dim     C             A7
Still from way over here, it looked crystal clear
D                  G       C    C7
That you were the one for me
 
 
[Chorus]
     F                 C
But life it ain't so simple
    F                 C
No life it ain't so kind
 
Yes life could lead you somewhere, to be all alone
             D             G
And you're cryin, cryin, cryin
 
 
[Verse]
C                                         F                        C
I swear the bells of every chapel were ringing the day that I met you
            F        F#dim      C             A7
They were ringing so clear that you couldn't hear
D                  G            C
That your heart could never be mine
 
F  F#dim    C      A7     D     G      C
 
 
[Chorus]
     F                 C
But life it ain't so simple
    F                 C
No life it ain't so kind
 
Yes life could lead you somewhere, to be all alone
             D             G
And you're cryin, cryin, cryin
 
 
[Verse]
C                                         F                        C



I swear the bells of every chapel were ringing the day that I met you
            F         F#dim     C             A7
They were ringing so clear that you couldn't hear
D                  G            C
That your heart could never be mine
 
F  F#dim    C      A7     D     G      C

1821. Bells Of Harlem

Bells Of Harlem
Dave Rawlings Machine

Look at the world, it's waking up
I couldn't sleep for dreaming
My weary soul is finally home
I had the strangest feeling
This is the dawn, the break of day
After the midnight pardon
These ringing ears have waited years
To hear the bells of Harlem

Far down the streets, I see the sign
The crowd is breathing faster
Some must have walked a hundred blocks
I see the flocks and pastors
Oh what a time to be alive
Tears of the past forgotten
It's been a long and lonely night
I hear the bells of Harlem

They ring, they ring, they sing, they sing
The darkest hour is passed
They ring, they ring, they sing, they sing
A little joy at long last
The Brazos rose, ain't no more cane
We grind it down to sorghum
We couldn't stop the freedom train
I hear the bells of Harlem

1822. Bells Of Rhymney - Chords

Bells Of Rhymney 
Chris Hillman
 
[Verse 1]
D
Oh what will you give me
D       G            Em   D



say the sad bells of Rhymney
D
Is there hope for the future?
D       C     Bm       A
say the brown bells of Merthyr
 
 
[Verse 2]
D
Who made the mine owner
D       C     Bm       A
say the black bells of Rhondda
D
And who killed the miner?
D       C    Em       A    D
say the grim bells of Blaina
 
 
[Verse 3]
D
Throw the vandals in court
D       G     D  Em D
say the bells of Newport
D
All would be well if if if
D       Bm             A
Say the green bells of Cardiff
 
 
[Verse 4]
D      Bm              D
Why so worried sisters why
D        G      Em       G
sang the silver bells of Wye
D
And what will you give me
D       G   Bm       A   D
say the sad bells of Rhymney
 
 
[Instrumental]
D   D   G   F#
Em  D   D   D
 
 
[Verse 5]
D
Oh what will you give me
D       G   F#       A   D
say the sad bells of Rhymney
D
Is there hope for the future?
D       C     E        A
say the brown bells of Merthyr
 
 
[Verse 6]



D
Who made the mine owner?
D       G     Bm       A
say the black bells of Rhonda
D
And who killed the miner
D       C    E        A   D  D
say the grim bells of Blaina
 
 
[Outro]
G       F#      E       D
AhhhhhhhAhhhhhhhAhhhhhhhhhhhh
G       F#      E       D    D    D
AhhhhhhhAhhhhhhhAhhhhhhhhhhhhOhhhhhhh

1823. Bellville Georgia

Bellville Georgia

I'll tell you all a story that I think you'll understand
Travelin' thru Georgia ramblin' across the land
I passed the Bellville depot and something said to me
Stop here son there's something you should see

I stopped a while and rested on the depot steps
The tall pines wavin' in the breeze the air was clear and fresh
That Georgia winter sunshine was warmin'up my back
And I saw the train comin' down the track

   God came thru Bellville Georgia
   He was ridin' on the noon-day train
   It's all power to Him and praise His holy name
   He never got off of the train
   He never got off of the train.

I've never had a day like that since I have been alive
My body full of feelin' there was vision in my eyes
I've traveled this world over just to meet that certain train
And I knew my life will never be the same

Well I don't know where He's goin' but I know He likes to ride
Across the hills and valleys through the prairies thru the skies
And I know the time is comin' if the world don't ever change
Everybody's got to meet that train.

1824. Belly Of The Beast



Mandolin Orange - Belly of the Beast

[Verse 1]
Oh, the star eyed troubadour sleeps with the eternal
Wakes up in the gutter with a song to sing
The magic of the evening is so fleeting
And when it's gone, how we long
We punish our souls for being unclean
And bask in the glory of living obscenely
The fringe is a friend and our friends build the memories
We sacrifice for the song

[Chorus]
Oh, it's maddening running to the feast
Hiding from the monsters in the belly of the beast
Just give me your love, it's all I need
Hide me from the monsters in the belly of the beast

[Verse 2]
I'd like to call home, tell 'em bout this town
A northwest gem just nestled in a mountain
Greeted me early with the peaceful sounds
Of the wind in the evergreens
I should go walking, it's not something I do
A feeling this light makes me miss the blues
The gutter is lonely, it's a tool I use
It's the road I'm traveling

[Chorus]
Oh, it's maddening running to the feast
Hiding from the monsters in the belly of the beast
Just give me your love, it's all I need
Hide me from the monsters in the belly of the beast
Oh, it's maddening running to the feast
Hiding from the monsters in the belly of the beast
Just give me your love, it's all I need
Hide me from the monsters in the belly of the beast

[Outro]
Just give me your love (It's all I need)
Just give me your love (It's all I need)
Just give me your love (It's all I need)
It's all I need

1825. Belshazzar - Chords

Belshazzar
Written and recorded by Johnny Cash

G
Well the bible tells us about a man 
                  D7          G
Who ruled Babylon and all its land
Around the city he built a wall 



                  D7                  G
And declared that Babylon would never fall
He had concubines and wives 
                      D7  G
He called his Babylon Paradise
On his throne he drank and ate 
                      D7          G
But for Belshazzar it was gettin' late
D7         G
For he was weighed in the balance and found wanting
                                 D7
His kingdom was divided couldn't stand
       G
He was weighed in the balance and found wanting
                D7             G
His houses were built upon the sand
         
Well the people feast and drank their wine 
                           D7     G
And praised the false gods of his time
    
All holy things they scorned and mocked 
                 D7            G
But suddenly all their mocking stopped
For on the wall there appeared a hand 
             D7           G
Nothin' else there was no man
In blood the hand began to write 
                        D7       G
And Belshazzar couldn't hide his fright
Repeat #3
 
Well no one around could understand 
                 D7            G
What was written by the mystic hand
Belshazzar tried but couldn't find  
                         D7       G
A man who could give him peace of mind
But Daniel the prophet a man of God 
                   D7             G
He saw the writing on the wall in blood
Belshazzar asked him what it said 
           D7                     G
And Daniel turned to the wall and read
Repeat #3 My friend you're weighed

1826. Ben McColloch - Chords

Ben Mcculloch 
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
Am                               G               C



We signed up in San Antone, my brother Paul and me
      G                                        Am
To fight with Ben McCulloch and the Texas infantry
                                              G            C
Well the poster said we'd get a uniform and seven bucks a week
            G                                     Am
The best rations in the army and a rifle we could keep
                                         G                      C
When I first laid eyes on the general I knew he was a fighting man
          G                                      Am
He was every inch a soldier, every word was his command
                                                      G             C
Well his eyes were cold as the lead and steel forged into tools of war
     G                                          Am
He took the lives of many and the souls of many more
                                          G                  C
Well they marched us to Missouri and we hardly stopped for rest
  G                                                     Am
Then he made this speech and said, "We're coming to the test"
                                          G                C
Well we've got to take Saint Louie boys before the Yankees Do
          G                                         Am
If we control the Mississippi then the Federals are through
                                        G                 C
Well they told us that our enemy would all be dressed in blue
             G                                                Am
Well they forgot about the winter's cold and the cursed fever too
                                        G               C
My brother died at Wilson's Creek and Lord I seen him fall
     G                                                Am
We fell back to the Boston Mountains in the North of Arkansas
 
 
[Chorus]
   G
Goddamn you Ben McCulloch
                                D
I hate you more than any other man alive
      C  C/B  Em       Am                           Em
And when you die you'll be a foot soldier just like me
         D            G
In the Devil's infantry
 
 
[Verse 2]
Am                                     G               C
And on the way to Fayetteville we cursed McCulloch's name
        G                                                          Am
And mourned the dead that we'd left behind and we was carrying the lame
                                       G           C
I killed a boy the other night who'd never even shaved
         G                                                     Am
I don't even know what I'm fighting for, I ain't never owned a slave
                                     G                   C
So I snuck out of camp and then I heard the news next night
        G                                         Am
The Yankees won the battle and McCulloch lost his life, yeah



 
 
[Chorus]
   G
Goddamn you Ben McCulloch
                                D
I hate you more than any other man alive
      C  C/B  Em        Am                           Em
And when you die you'll be a foot soldier just like me
         D            G
In the Devil's infantry

1827. Ben McCulloch

Norman Blake - Ben McCulloch
Steve Earle

We signed up in San Antone, my brother Paul and me
To fight with Ben McCulloch and the Texas infantry
Well the poster said we'd get a uniform and seven bucks a week
The best rations in the Army and a rifle we could keep
When I first laid eyes on the General, I knew he was a fighting man
He was every inch a soldier, every word was his command
His eyes were cold as the lead and steel forged into tools of war
He took the lives of many and the souls of many more
Well they marched us to Missouri and we hardly stopped for rest
Then he made this speech and said, "We're coming to the test"
Well we've got to take Saint Louis, boys, before the Yankees do
If we control the Mississippi, then the Federals are through
Well they told us that our enemy would all be dressed in blue
They forgot about the winter's cold and the cursed fever too
My brother died at Wilson's Creek and, Lord, I seen him fall
We fell back to the Boston Mountains in the North of Arkansas

Goddamn you, Ben McCulloch
I hate you more than any other man alive
And when you die
You'll be a foot soldier just like me in the Devil's infantry

And on the way to Fayetteville, we cursed McCulloch's name
And mourned the dead that we'd left behind and we was carrying the lame
I killed a boy the other night who'd never even shaved
I don't even know what I'm fighting for, I ain't never owned a slave
So I snuck out of camp
And then I heard the news next night
The Yankees won the battle
And McCulloch lost his life, yeah
Goddamn you, Ben McCulloch
I hate you more than any other man alive
And when you die
You'll be a foot soldier just like me in the Devil's infantry



1828. Bend In The River

Leftover Salmon - Bend In The River 

Running through a field of clover
Yellow hair a-flying through the breeze
Now that the rainstorm is over
The sun's shining down on you and me

Never have I seen such a vision
In my wildest memory
When I wake up in the morning
Your face is all that I see

Oh, won'tcha take me down
To the bend in the river
Hold me close under the willow trees

And tell me, darling
That you'll love me forever
And together we'll set our spirits free

River flowing blue and lazy
Carry my troubles right downstream
Sun hanging low and hazy
Right in the middle of a summertime dream

Now that you're right beside me
Never am I gonna let you go
Feeling so free and easy
Just watching that river flow

Oh, yeah, won'tcha take me down
To the bend in the river
Hold me close under the willow trees

And tell me, darling
That you'll love me forever
And together we're gonna set our spirits free

Take me down
To the bend in the river
Hold me close under the willow trees

And tell me, darling
That you'll love me forever
And together gonna set our spirits free

Oh, yeah, won'tcha take me down
To the bend in the river
Hold me close under the willow trees

And tell me, darling



That you'll love me forever
And together gonna set our spirits free

1829. Bending Blades

Bending Blades
Hot Rize

Bending blades, tall grass blowing in the breeze
Shining in the sun
Lonely days I keep going to the place
We went when we were young

All I saw was flowers growing
All I heard the three words that you spoke
A blinded heart never knowing that the dream
Would die when I awoke

In those days our lives were simple
I was yours and you were mine
I was wrong to try and hold you tight
Tie you to my side

Chorus

In my heart I long for those days
Though your love has passed me by
Though the hard times beat down on me still
I hold your view up high

Chorus

Chorus

Lonely days I keep going to the place
We went when we were young

1830. Beneath A Neon Star - Chords

Beneath a Neon Star
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Red Rowe 

C                                                       F
Beneath a neon star in a honky tonk I fell in love with you
                             A7            D7       G7       C
Sittin' at the bar neath the neon star you said you loved me too
           G7                      C
Was it the wine when your eyes met mine



           G7                         C   G7
Was it the beer that made you call me dear
C
Still in any old rate on our very first date
                        F
You made my dreams come true
                         G7         Dm        G7        C
Beneath a neon star in a honky tonk I fell in love with you
 
                                                        F
Beneath a neon star in a honky tonk I fell in love with you
                             A7            D7       G7       C
Sittin' at the bar neath the neon star you said you loved me too
           G7                         C
Was it the band that made you hold my hand 
           G7                C    G7
Was it the cold or the funny jokes 
       C
It was love on sight on the very first night 
                   F
You promised to be true 
                           G7         Dm        G7        C
Beneath the neon star in a honky tonk I fell in love with you
 
                                                          F
Beneath the neon star in a honky tonk I fell in love with you
                             A7            D7       G7       C
Sittin' at the bar neath the neon star you said you loved me too
           G7                         C
Was it the song that made our love so strong
           G7                     C      G7
Was it the dance that started our romance
       C
On the night we met I could never forget 
                  F
Said you loved me too
                         G7         Dm        G7        C
Neath the neon star in a honky tonk I fell in love with you

1831. Beneath A Painted Sky

Emmylou Harris - Beneath a Painted Sky

There never was a little girl more wanted than me
I had all the love a child could ever want or need
Daddy gave me everything he could afford to buy
An' on the ceilin' in my room, he painted me a sky.

He told me not to be afraid, when it stormed outside
He said, 'In your room, sweetheart the sun will always shine'.
An' through the years of growin' up, if somethin' made me cry
It didn't seem to hurt so bad, beneath the painted sky.



Beneath the painted sky, that's where I want to be
A place to go when this old world gets the best of me
A place where dreams come true
And no one ever says 'goodbye'
Oh, I wish that I could live again, beneath the painted sky.

Girls grow up and fall in love and that's how it is
Sometimes the men don't love 'em like their daddy's did
Sometimes the hurt's so bad, the way it is tonight
It makes me wanna be back home, beneath the painted sky.

Beneath the painted sky, that's where I want to be
A place to go when this old world gets the best of me
A place where dreams come true
And no one ever says 'goodbye'
Oh, I wish that I could live again, beneath the painted sky.

Oh, I wish I was a kid again, beneath the painted sky

1832. Beneath Still Waters

Emmylou Harris - Beneath Still Waters
Rhonda Vincent - Osborne Brothers

Beneath still waters 
There's a strong undertow 
The surface won't tell you 
What the deep water knows 

Darling, I'm saying 
I know something's wrong 
Beneath still waters 
Your love is gone 

Even a fool could see 
That you'll soon be leaving me 
But each and every heart 
Must take its turn at misery 

And this time it's me 
And I'll cry alone 
Beneath still waters 
Your love is gone 

Even a fool could see 
That you'll soon be leaving me 
But each and every heart 
Must take its turn at misery 

And this time it's me 
And I'll cry alone 
Beneath still waters 
Your love is gone 



Beneath still waters 
Your love is gone 
Beneath still waters 
Your love is gone

1833. Beneath The Blossoms

Beneath The Blossoms - Hot Buttered Rum

I can't tell you what a difference you've made in me
You took my own two eyes and made them see
Now that I'm standing on my own two feet
You've made a difference in me

Beneath the blossoms of the arboretum tree
Next to the roses, right beside the canopy I will kiss you on the cheek while you sip on your te
a
You've made a difference in me (3x)

I am alive, I am complete
You've made a difference in me
Heaven knows, I love you from your head down to your toes
You're gonna make me lose my mind

Throw them away, our problems they can wait
You and me should take our time Gonna take our time!

After the movies, when we get back home,
I'll turn the lights down low, we are all alone
I'd like to sing you a Brazilian melody
You've made a difference in me (3x)

I am alive, I am complete
You've made a difference in me (2x)
I am alive, I am complete
You've made a difference in me (2x)

I'll raise my arms in victory
You've made a difference in me
You've made a difference in me...in me!

1834. Beneath The Piano

The Devil Makes Three - Beneath the Piano

Well I've been going for a couple of years
And it seems that the answer, it is coming quite clear
Oh, I don't even know what I am doing here



But I can drive with my eyes closed and play by ear
And I can sleep beneath the piano
Just like that's my natural home
With all those keys I never feel alone
And I can sleep beneath the piano
Just like that's my natural home
With all those keys I never feel alone

I met a girl in a sleepy town down by the sea
She swore she didn't want nothing from me
Now if you ever hear that line, boy, don't you dare believe
Oh, there ain't nothing but you lose in that bitter recipe
When I left town she had those tears in her eyes
I ain't one for no emotional goodbye
So she swam into that bottle like a fish back to its home
Couple more drinks, she don't know she's alone
Yeah she swam into that bottle like a fish back to the sea
A couple more drinks, she forgot all about me

Met a lot of guys a lot tougher than me
It's like it ain't no kind of competition, indeed
They said: Hey boy, have you ever been stabbed before?
I said: Not yet-- I'm grabbing my hat and just heading for the door
I made my way down to that rich side of town
Where everybody's tossing big words around
But as soon as I turn my back to head downtown
I hear those whispers like rain just a' falling on down
Say he drinks like a fish, and he gonna fly like a stone
Boy is better off left alone
They say he drinks like a fish, and he gonna fly like a stone
Boy is better off left alone

1835. Beneath The Sweet Magnolia Tree - Chords

Beneath The Sweet Magnolia Tree 
Dolly Parton & Porter Wagoner

[Intro]
F \\\\ B \\\\ F \\\\ C \\\\ F \\\\ \
 
[Verse 1]
            B                F
A hint of autumn was in the air
    C                       F
Grass was turning a soft shade of brown
               B               F
Petals were falling from withering flowers
  B         F      C        F
Amber leaves were blowing around
 
[Verse 2]
           B              F
There beneath the sweet magnolia



  B         F             C         F
In each others arms, we lay hidden away
                                B
Our needs grew stronger as our hearts grew
 F
closer
 B          F             C           F
Autumn winds blew and the magnolia swayed
 
[Chorus]
F                      B
Beneath the sweet magnolia tree
                              F
We found love we knew was for keeps
                           B
We made love and sweet memories
                           F
Beneath the sweet magnolia tree
 
B \\\\ F \\\\ C \\\\ F \\\\ \
 
[Verse 3]
                        B           F
Through the years we live over and over
   B     F            B               F
The time and the place it started for us
            B                F
There beneath the sweet magnolia
      B       F             C        F
That long ago autumn when we fell in love
 
[Chorus]
F                           B
Beneath the sweet magnolia tree
                               F
We found love we knew was for keeps
                             B
We made love and sweet memories
                             F
Beneath the sweet magnolia tree
 
[Outro]
                            B
We made love and sweet memories
                           F
Beneath the sweet magnolia tree

1836. Bertha

Bertha
Song by Grateful Dead
Acoustic Syndicate



I had a hard run
Running from your window
I was all night running, running, running
I wonder if you care?
I had a run-in
Run around and run down
Run around a corner
Run smack into a tree

I had to move
Really had to move
That's why if you please
I am on my bended knees
Bertha don't you come around here anymore

Dressed myself in green
I went down to the sea
Try to see what's going down
Maybe read between the lines
Had a feeling I was falling, falling, falling

Turned around to see
Heard a voice calling, calling, calling
You was comin after me
Back to me

I had to move
Really had to move
That's why if you please
I am on my bended knees
Bertha don't you come around here anymore

Ran into a rainstorm
Ducked into a bar door
It was all night pouring, pouring rain
But not a drop on me

Test me, test me
Why don't you arrest me?
Throw me in the jail house
Until the sun goes down
Till it go down

I had to move
Really had to move
That's why if you please
I am on my bended knees
Bertha don't you come around here anymore

1837. Beside Myself

Yonder Mountain String Band
Beside Myself



[Chorus]
Has the world stopped turning 'round?
Friend, it feels upside down
Right became wrong and all the new songs
Went up on a shelf
Now I'm breaking my back for the man
Just doing what I can
Until I'm free
It's so hard to see me beside myself

[Verse 1]
I thought life was hard enough
Chasing after my muse
Now it's all back to square one
Son of a gun, I've no mind to lose

[Chorus]
Since the world stopped turning 'round
Friend, it feels upside down
Right became wrong and all the new songs
Went up on a shelf
Now I'm breaking my back for the man
Just doing what I can
Until I'm free
It's so hard to see me beside myself
[Verse 2]
I thought life was strange enough
Trippin' 'round the sun
Now it's all come unraveled
I didn't travel this far to be done

[Chorus]
Has the world stopped turning 'round?
Friend, it feels upside down
Right became wrong and all the new songs
Went up on a shelf
Now I'm breaking my back for the man
Just doing what I can
Until I'm free
It's so hard to see me beside myself

[Verse 3]
Nights could not last long enough
We thought they'd never end
Lights could not shine bright enough
We'll light them up again

[Chorus]
Has the world stopped turning 'round?
Friend, it feels upside down
Right became wrong and all the new songs
Went up on a shelf
Now I'm breaking my back for the man
Just doing what I can
Until I'm free
It's so hard to see me beside myself



[Chorus]
Has the world stopped turning 'round?
Friend, it feels upside down
Right became wrong and all the new songs
Went up on a shelf
Now I'm breaking my back for the man
Just doing what I can
Until I'm free
It's so hard to see me beside myself
I'm just beside myself
Oh, I'm beside myself

1838. Beside The Still Waters - Chords

Beside The Still Waters
Recorded by Mac Wiseman
Written by Theodore Silva

G                G7        C
Beside the still waters in pastures of green 
    D7                        G
The Shepherd is leading where all is serene 
              G7       C
By day and by night He will always be seen 
  G              D7        G
Beside the still waters of peace 
    C                          G
For He's the Good Shepherd who died for the sheep 
A7                         D7
His own He has promised to keep 
   G        G7          C
He lovingly watches and guards while they sleep 
  G              D7        G
Beside the still waters of peace 
                 G7         C
Beside the still waters the sheep find their rest 
    D7                         G
The Shepherd stands by so that none can molest 
                 G7          C
The flock by His presence is happy and blessed 
  G              D7        G
Beside the still waters of peace 
    C                             G
The sheep know His voice and they go not astray 
    A7                          D7
The Shepherd will guide all the way 
   G              G7           C
In paths that are righteous He leads day by day 
  G              D7        G
Beside the still waters of peace



1839. Beside The Yellow Line

Beside the Yellow Line
Avett Brothers

In time, won't be long
Until we meet again
Except we'll just be friends
My God, yeah I know
That's just the way it goes
Out here on the road
Beside the yellow line
'Bout five years ago
I came about this way
But I doubt they'll know my face
The land hasn't changed
The stars still pierce the black
And I'm glad that I came back
Beside the yellow line
The mind of a girl
It's hard to understand
But I guess 'cause I'm a man
Her heart fears are unknown
Until I am gone
Gotta leave her all alone
Beside the yellow line
And the call of the road
Unlike the railroad tracks
Unlike the airplane's path
Her voice floats through the land
And it takes me by the hand
So once again I stand
Beside the yellow line

1840. Beside You - Chords

Beside You 
Fruition

[Intro]
   C
e/---------------------------------/
B/---------------------------------/
G/---0---0---0---0---0---0---0---0-/
D/-----2-------2-------2-----------/
A/-3-------3-------3-------3---2---/
E/---------------------------------/
 
[Verse]



   Am              F       C
e/--------------------------------/---------------------------------/
B/--------------------------------/---------------------------------/
G/---2---2---2---2---2---2---0---0/---0---0---0---0---0---0---0---0-/
D/-----2-------2-------3-------2--/-----2-------2-------2-----------/
A/-0-------0-------3-------3------/-3-------3-------3-------3---2---/
E/--------------------------------/---------------------------------/
 
   Am              G       C
e/--------------------------------/-------------------------/
B/--------------------------------/-------------------------/
G/---2---2---2---2---0---0---0---0/---0---0---0---0---0---0-/
D/-----2-------2-------0-------2--/-----2-------2-------2---/
A/-0-------0-------2-------3------/-3-------3-------3-------/
E/--------------------------------/-------------------------/
 
   F               Am      Em
e/--------------------------------/-------------------------
B/--------------------------------/-------------------------
G/---2---2---2---2---2---2---0---0/---0---0---0---0---0---0-
D/-----3-------3-------2-------2--/-----2-------2-------2---
A/-3-------3-------0-------2------/-2-------2-------2-------
E/--------------------------------/-------------------------
 
   F                G       C
e/--------/---------------------------------/
B/--------/---------------------------------/
G/---2---2/---2---2---0---0---0---0---0---0-/
D/-----3--/-----3-------0-------2-------2---/
A/-3------/-3-------2-------3-------3-------/
E/--------/---------------------------------/
 
[Chorus]
 
   G                                C
e/--------------------------------/---------------------------------/
B/--------------------------------/---------------------------------/
G/---0---0---0---0---0---0---0---0/---0---0---0---0---0---0---0---0-/
D/-----0-------0-------0-------0--/-----2-------2-------2-------2---/
A/-2-------2-------2-------2------/-3-------3-------3-------3-------/
E/--------------------------------/---------------------------------/
 
   E                                Am
e/--------------------------------/-----------------
B/--------------------------------/-----------------
G/---3---3---3---3---3---3---3---3/---2---2---2---0-
D/-----2-------2-------2-------2--/-----2-----------
A/-2-------2-------2-------2------/-0-------0---2---
E/--------------------------------/-----------------
 
   C                G                                C
e/----------------/--------------------------------/---------------------------------/
B/----------------/--------------------------------/---------------------------------/
G/---0---0---0---0/---0---0---0---0---0---0---0---0/---0---0---0---0---0---0---0---0-/
D/-----2-------2--/-----0-------0-------0-------0--/-----2-------2-------2-------2---/
A/-3-------3------/-2-------2-------2-------2------/-3-------3-------3-------3-------/
E/----------------/--------------------------------/---------------------------------/



 
   F               G                C
e/--------------------------------/---------------------------------/
B/--------------------------------/---------------------------------/
G/---2---2---2---2---0---0---0---0/---0---0---0---0---0---0---0---0-/
D/-----3-------3-------0-------0--/-----2-------2-------2-------2---/
A/-3-------3-------2-------2------/-3-------3-------3-------3-------/
E/--------------------------------/---------------------------------/
 
 
[Intro]
C
 
[Verse 1]
Am                     F          C
Sun comin' up over the Tennessee hills
Am                          G            C
Thinking  bout my baby, she knows how it feels
    F                  Am       Em
To rise up singing and go down slow
F                               G      C
Try not to think of all that's left to go
 
 
[Verse 2]
    Am                   F       C
I'm out here workin' day in, day out
     Am                     G        C
Got nothin' fancy, but not doing without
             F                   Am       Em
She's got a job and a dog and a big empty bed
         F                              G       C
And I'm waiting for the day that I can rest my head
 
 
[Chorus 1]
   G           C
Beside you, beside you
E                              Am
   Find peace when the day is done
C     G               C
   Beside you, oh, beside you
F                    G           C
   Forget about the days on the run
 
Am  F C   Am  G C
 
 
[Verse 3]
       Am                    F       C
These concrete lines that go on for miles
Am                       G             C
Leading me away from my failures and trials
          F                       Am           Em
I made a few mistakes and done a whole lot of good
F                              G      C
Singing for the people like I know I should, but to be



 
 
[Chorus 2]
   G           C
Beside you, beside you
E                              Am
   Find peace when the day is done
C     G               C
   Beside you, oh, beside you
F                    G           C
   Forget about the days on the run
 
Am  F C   Am  G C   F Em  F  G C
 
 
[Verse 4]
Am                     F        C
Sun going down in the westward sky
         Am                        G    C
Holding hands with my baby by the riverside
      F                        Am     Em
It's calm in the city with the one I love
F                       G        C
These are the days I'm dreaming of
 
 
[Chorus 3]
   G           C
Beside you, beside you
E                              Am
   Find peace when the day is done
C     G               C
   Beside you, oh, beside you
F                    G           C
   Forget about the days on the run

1841. Best Buy

Best Buy
Sierra Hull

You can buy me the best, say you love me like the rest
But don't think I'm gonna buy the words you say
You can tell me your sweet lies, with those pretty big blue eyes
But don't think I'm gonna give my heart away
You can tell me things untrue, say you want me like you do
And that you'll always be the one that's by my side
But I won't buy it, I'll deny it, cause I know it isn't true
Cause a million times I've heard these lies from you

[Chorus]
That you're gonna give your all and do your best
Make me the happiest girl that's ever known a love so true



Tell me that you love me so, and you will never let me go
But I know it isn't so
Cause the best that you can buy, don't you think it's gonna fly
Fly over like the lies I bought before
Cause you can take your stuff, I've had enough, I'll even hold the door
Cause I ain't gonna buy it anymore

[Chorus]
That you're gonna give your all and do your best
Make me the happiest girl that's ever known a love so true
Tell me that you love me so, and you will never let me go
But I know it isn't so

1842. Best Clockmaker On Mars

Sturgill Simpson - Best Clockmaker on Mars

[Verse 1]
Wanna grow old and die with you
Wanna make babies 'til you say you're through
Go to bed and wake up when you tell me to
Turn off all the TVs, there ain't nothin' new

[Chorus]
Wanna wake up every day and be the best clockmaker on Mars

[Verse 2]
Some days, I hate everything I am
But your love holds a mirror to me
Shows me a love I can understand
And makes sense of the world I see

[Chorus]
Gonna wake up every day and be the best clockmaker on Mars

[Verse 3]
Wanna grow old and die with you
Wanna make babies 'til you say you're through
Go to bed and wake up when you tell me to
Turn off all the TVs, there ain't nothin' new

[Chorus]
Wanna wake up every day and be the best clockmaker on Mars
Gonna wake up every day and be the best clockmaker on Mars

1843. Best Day

Best Day
Dustbowl Revival



I had a coffee in my hand
I felt like I couldn't stand no more
And so I fell into the street

They said I hit my head so hard
I was floating in the stars
A taxi almost ran over my feet

Purple blood coming from my hair
I looked up and there you were
Just standing there

Love is a funny thing
it takes it all and you're back again
And I don't even know your name
does it matter

A bubble will burst
With the sharpest knife
This is the best day of my life
You make me feel all right
So much better
So much better 

You threw me in your car
Said the hospital can't be far away
You said stay with me stay with me
Don't you shut your eyes!

I didn't know where I was
But it felt ok because
I felt your hand in mine

Well it's kind of funny but it's true
I didn't know but I knew you
From some past life

Love is a funny thing
It takes it all and you're back again
And I don't even know your name
Does it matter

A bubble will burst
With the sharpest knife
This is the best day of my life
You make me feel all right
So much better

Oooh I feel alright
I swear I swear I swear
Oooh I feel alright
I swear I swear I swear
Oh I can make it through the night 

And when the morning broke
I awoke to find myself



in a full body cast

You said I'd been wiped clean
An old machine with no memory
And by the way my name is Joanne

Joanne had two eyes
Of crystal ocean blue
I don't have plans today so
I'm staying here with you

Love is a funny thing
It takes it all and you're back again
And I don't even know your name
Does it matter

A bubble will burst
With the sharpest knife
This is the best day of my life
You make me feel all right
So much better
So much better
So much better

Love is a funny thing
It takes it all and you're back again

1844. Best Feeling

Keller Williams - Best Feeling
String Cheese Incident

I woke to the world one morning
I did not really know what was going on
I didn't care about tomorrow
I worry when tomorrow comes
I went outside that night
Set the ole imagination a flight

For one second I
I felt like a kid on Christmas day
Feeling stops all if said in a word
I will explain if I may

I climbed up a tree that night
I sat up in the branches and I felt like a bird
It was the best feeling in the world
I felt so good that night that my soul
It seemed to fly around that night
As I flew that night

For one second I
Felt like a bird



Hangin' up in the air
Feelin' stops all
If I said in a word
The feeling to be without a care

Swam in the sea that night
Dove through the waves and I felt like a fish
It was the best feeling in the world

Felt so good that night
My soul it seemed to swim around that night
As I swam that night

For one second I
Felt like a fish
Cruising around in the sea,
The feeling stops all
If I said in a word
The feeling to be free

1845. Best Female Actress

Best Female Actress
Junior Sisk - Best Female Actress

[Verse]
Tell me one more lie, give it one more try
I know you can squeeze out one more tear
Tell me all of your plans, you'll never break my heart again
And be the best female actress of the year
Now tonight, when you come home from your bridge game
And you find you've got no more time for me
And you headache is back again, take a handful of aspirin
I know how rough those bridge games can be

[Chorus]
You can tRll me how the car broke down on you again
And you had to wait for hours to find somRone to tow you in
And you broke down outside the tavern, guess that's why I smell the beer
On the best female actress of the year

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
You can tell me how the car broke down on you again
And you had to wait for hours to find someone to tow you in
And you broke down outside the tavern, guess that's why I smell the beer
On the best female actress of the year
Oh, you're the best female actress of the year

[Outro]



1846. Best Friend's Girl - Chords

Hayseed Dixie - Best Friend's Girl 
By Rick O'Kassic and Ben Ohr of The Cars 

Capo 1

F Bb C X4
             F                      Bb   
She's always dancin' down the street
                    C    F     Bb C
She's got the suede blue eyes
          F                     Bb   
And every new boy that she meets
   C              F             Bb C                   
He don't know the real surprise.

Chorus:
         F
Here she comes again
      Bb                C          F  Bb
She's dancin' neath the starry skies
C        F          Bb 
Here she comes again
      Bb                C          F  Bb
She's dancin' neath the starry skies 
                     C                Bb
I kinda like the way like the way she dips
      C                      Bb
Cause she's my Best Friend's Girl
C                      Bb    C
She's my Best Friend's Girl
               F     Bb C F Bb C
She used to be mine.

                F           Bb
You've got your nuclear boot
         C        F    Bb  C
And your drip dry glove 
             F            Bb  
And when you bite your lip
            C         F    Bb C
It's some reaction to love. 

Chorus:

(Now somebody's gonna get their ass whooped)

Bb C Bb C Bb C F Bb C F Bb C

F                      Bb   
She's always dancin' down the street
                    C    F     Bb C



She's got the suede blue eyes
          F                     Bb   
And every new boy that she meets
   C              F             Bb C                   
He don't know the real surprise.

Chorus:
Chorus:
  F Bb    C F Bb C   FFF
Oh she's so fine
                 Bb   C      FFF
My Best Friend's Girl friend
                 Bb   C      FFF
My Best Friend's Girl friend
                 Bb   C      FFF
My Best Friend's Girl friend
                 Bb   C      FFF
My Best Friend's Girl-friend

1847. Best Friends - Chords

Best Friends 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
 
[Intro]
G / D / G // C /
 
[Verse]
G                D
cold and in the snow
G                     C
an orphan boy with no place to go
C               D                G     D
asked a man sir can you spare a dime
G                 D
the man shook his head
G                     C
said I'll tell you somethin' instead
C                              D
see that little house down the street
C                              D         G
knock on the door and say john 3:16 sent me
 
[Verse]
G                          D
she looked at his tattered coat
G                      C
his worn out shoes and little red nose
C                          D                 G      D
she said come on in there's warm food on the stove
G                   D
he ate and then she said
G                       C



a warm bath for you and off to bed
C                                       D
that's when she saw a tear run down his cheek
 
[Chorus]
C                          D
he said ma'am I don't know john 3:16
C                                    D
I don't know why but he has sure been good to me today
G                     D
he made this poor bad glad
G       C
and I'm thankful for the food the fire and a good warm bed
C                                      D
when you see him will you tell him for me
C                               D
tell him I'm not cold lonely or sad
C                 D                            G
say john 3:16 has been the best friend I ever had
 
[Verse]
G            D        G               C
years came & went and often she would think of him
C                 D               G       D
and remember when he knelt down & prayed
G               D         G                 C
revival came to town they said the preacher was renowned
C                                  D
so she went to the church down the street
 
[Chorus]
C                       D
when he stood to preach tears ran down her cheeks
C                               D
he said open up your bibles to john 3:16
G                               D
he said he's made this lost boy saved
G                         C
and I'm thankful for his sacrifice and what he did that day
C                             D
he found me when I was just a lad
C                                 D
Now I'm not orphaned or alone and now I have a dad
C                 D                              G
and john 3:16 is still the best friend I've ever had
 
C                              D                                G
for God so loved the world he's still the best friend I've ever had

1848. Best Love - Chords

Best Love 
Steve Martin & The Steep Canyon Rangers feat. Paul McCartney



[Intro]
E A E A (x2)
D A D E (x2)
 
[Verse 1]
E           D    A  E   D
Things were nice in California
E         D    A   E      D
Loved our trip out to the coast
E     D   A    E      D
Did I say your mother phoned us
D       A  D    E        D  A D E
You are my best love
 
 
[Verse 2]
E           D    A  E     D
You look in good in fancy dresses
E       D      A    E        D
Wish we bought that one that day
E      D    A    E      D
I even like your old ex boyfriend
D       A  D    E        D  A D E
You are my best love     Hmmmmm ...
 
 
[Bridge]
D      G         D      E
Hardly heard and hardly spoken
D       G         D          E
Hard to talk when things are rough
D         G       D        E
Can't you hear my heart is saying
D       G  A    B
You are my best love
 
 
[Verse 3]
E          D  A    E        D
Thanks for solving Friday's crossword
E        D A  E     D
Who knew Ivan was a Czar
E       D A    E        D
And for having patience with me
D       A  D    E        D  A D E
You are my best love
 
 
[Solo]
D G D E (x3)  D G A B
E  D A E  D (x3)
D  E  D   E               D      E
          You are my best love
D   E                D     E    D  E
    You are my best love
 



 
[Bridge 2]
D       G      D    E
Silence is not my intention
D       G         D          E
Hard to talk when things are rough
D          G    D         E
Forgive me if I failed to mention
D       G  A    B
You are my best love
 
 
[Verse 3]
E           D    A  E   D
Things were nice in California
E         D    A   E      D
Loved our trip out to the coast
E     D   A    E      D
Did I say your mother phoned us
D       A  D    E        D   A D E
You are my best love     Hmmm ...
 
 
[Outro]
    D       A  D    E
Yea You are my best love
   D       A  D    E
Oh you are my best love
D       A  D    E
You are my best love
D                E
You are my best, You are my best
D               E          D   E    D  E
You are my best love                   My best love
D              E
Did I mention  Did I mention
D               E
You are my best love

1849. Best Man - Chords

Best Man
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Jerry Fuller

C             Em     Am    G7 C
I am gathered here together 
   F      G7           C
To wish a close friend goodbye
    F    G7               C      Am
But I'm afraid I'll go to pieces again
    D7                    G7
The minute that you march by



    C            Em     Am   G7 C
The announcement in the paper
          F      G7          C
Said that I'm to be the best man
  F             G7          C    Am
I found out too late that I love you
         D7       G7            C
And I'll die when he takes your hand
F                   Em
I'm the best man in more ways than one
      Dm         G7      C
But I waited too long to prove it
      F                  Em
Cause I didn't know that I'd love you so 
    D7                               G7
And find what I need just in time to lose it
        C       Em       Am     G7 C
Now the wedding march is playing
    F        G7           C
And soon the knot will be tied
    F       G7          Em         Am
But I won't conceal the way that I feel 
          D7                  G7
When it's my turn to kiss the bride
         C           Em          Am      G7 C
Then I'm sure you'll know that I love you
           F          G7        C
Cause I'll hold on as long as I can
    F         G7     C                 Am
And maybe someday if things don't work out
D7                   G7           C   F  C
You'll discover that I'm the best man

1850. Best Medicine - Chords

Best Medicine 
The Stray Birds

[Intro]
Am Em F F/E
Dm F G
 
[Verse]
Am          Em         F
Nothing, my friend, is harder to leave
         Dm                      G
Than the sound of a town with ambition up its sleeve
    Am         Em              F
But this is my Main Street, my red neon sign
        Dm           F             G
And I'm just another record store, hanging on a vine
  Am                  Em                F
I walk like I've been kneelin' on these Rolling Stones



Dm               F              G
Doctor tells me he can hear the Beatles in my bones
    Am             Em           F
You never know the gold you can find out there
          Dm              F               G
Until you put the needle down and do some diggin' in the air
 
 
[Chorus]
C     F     C
Well, well, well
      F            C
All I see is all I tell
      G                           F             C
And I never met a stranger to the bottom of the well
F      C    F    C
If the body is a temple
    F         C
The soul is a bell
               G                 F          C
And that's why music is the best medicine I sell
 
 
[Instrumental]
Am Em F
Dm F G
 
 
[Verse]
    Am          Em        F
Now I'm slowin' down, but time, she just flies
        Dm                  F          G
And the crows have come to land on the corners of my eyes
    Am          Em          F
But I have seen beauty that has no name
               Dm             F                G
Like where the moon meets the river, where the river meets the rain
 
 
[Chorus]
C     F     C
Well, well, well
      F            C
All I see is all I tell
      G                           F             C
And I never met a stranger to the bottom of the well
F      C    F    C
If the body is a temple
    F         C
The soul is a bell
               G                 F          C
And that's why music is the best medicine I sell
 
 
[Solo]
Am Em F
Dm F G



Am Em F
Dm F G
 
 
[Chorus]
C     F     C
Well, well, well
      F            C
All I see is all I tell
      G                           F             C
And I never met a stranger to the bottom of the well
F      C    F    C
If the body is a temple
    F         C
The soul is a bell
               G                 F          C
And that's why music is the best medicine I sell
 
F     C
Well, well,
      F            C
All I see is all I tell
      G                           F             C
And I never met a stranger to the bottom of the well
F      C    F    C
If the body is a temple
    F         C
The soul is a bell
               G                 F          C
And that's why music is the best medicine I sell
 
 
[Outro]
Am Em F
Dm F G C

1851. Best O' The Barley

Best O' The Barley
Brian McNeill

For he's the best o' the barley, cream o' the crop
Easy on the water and I'll tell you when to stop
Would you please charge your glasses with the real pure drop
And drink tae the best o' the barley

My uncle Jim he served his time on the shores of the Forth as a joiner
And three pounds ten a week was all he earned
But the wages were better working Michigan pine so he sailed on an ocean liner
To build a better life with the trade he'd learned
And the shore he reached in twenty-three, the home of the brave, the land of the free
Was dry as the devil's tongue on judgment day
But to find a dram in a foreign land it's the natural gift of a Falkirk man



And Lady Liberty looked the other way
Or so I've always heard my uncle say

My uncle Jim was a child of his time, and the tricks of the time they were dirty
And the dirtiest of all was the one they played
On the working man's dollar and the poor man's dime between twenty-nine and thirty
For they killed all the steady jobs in the building trade
And the only way that Jim could see was to play the game with Lady Liberty
Though no one ever told him all the rules
And when fainter hearts were homeward bound Jim sold Michigan ice by the pound
With a leather sling and an iron hook for tools
Just to show the yankees how to keep their cool

My uncle Jim he could keep good time when the band played an eightsome reel
And he loved to waltz away the summer nights
And the spring in his step kept him in his prime through the turns of fortune's wheel
As it spun him through the darkness and the light
And to dance the jig called history Jim took the hand of the century
And he never let her steal a backward glance
From the D-Day beaches to the cold lakeshore he whirled her round and round the floor
To show her how a Scotsman takes his chance
And he never missed a measure of the dance

Here's a health to the best o' the barley
To Scotland and the best o' the barley

1852. Best Of Intentions - Chords

Best Of Intentions
Written and recorded by Travis Tritt

Em        C             D7
I had big plans for our future 
         Em           C           G
Said I'd give you the whole world somehow
  Em           C            D7
I tried making good on that promise 
            Em    C               G
Thought I'd be so much further by now
C                       D7
Never could build you a castle 
     C                             Cm
Even though you're the queen of my heart
         G                    C     D7       G
But I've had the best of intentions from the start
Em              C           D7
Now some people think I'm a loser 
      Em       C          G
Cause I seldom get things right
    Em          C           D7
But you make me feel like a winner 
         Em      C               G
When you wrap me in your arms so tight



C                         D7
Please tell me you will remember 
   C                    Cm
No matter how much I do wrong
     G                   C        D7   G
That I had the best of intentions all along
  Em                    D7
I gave you a ring and I promised you things 
  G
I always thought we'd do
       F                       C
But my best-laid plans slipped right through my hands 
   D7
To show my love for you
       Em                C
And if you could read my heart 
           G              C
Then you'd know without exception
       Am           C    D7   G
It was all with the best of intentions
 
repeat #5,6
   Em        C         D7
So here I am asking forgiveness 
    Em           C           G
And praying that you'll understand
Em            C            D7
Don't think I take you for granted  
       Em            C       G
Girl I know just how lucky I am
C                          D7
Though you deserve so much better 
          C                  Cm
You won't find devotion more true
      G                      C
Cause I've had the best of intentions 
     G                      C
Girl I've had the best of intentions
         G                 C        D7     Em C D7
Yes I've had the best of intentions loving you  
   Em C G
Oh oh

1853. Best Of Luck

Nickel Creek - Best Of Luck 

Don't touch
Don't look
Don't think
Best of luck

She tried as hard as she could



But he knew it wasn't good enough
And wouldn't ever be so she had to start
Hiding how she felt but she loved him
He knew it and if his hands weren't tied
He would really liked to help her

Don't touch
Best of luck

He's still shaking it off buys flowers for his wife
Guilty he couldn't even think of life without her
Gets home lookin' like he's seen a ghost
She's ready for the worst, but when he tells her
She breaks down crying, "I'm so sorry"

Don't touch
Don't look
Don't think
Best of luck

Don't touch
Don't look
Don't think
Best of luck

We didn't want our love to end in high school
In college I called everyday till the day I met you
A year ago we got in touch, I asked you to forgive me
It should've ended there but I forgot I wasn't eighteen

Don't touch
Best of luck

She'll try as hard as she can
But he'll know it isn't good enough
And won't ever be so she'll have to start
Hiding how she feels but she loves him
And he knows it still
His hands are tied even if he wants to help her

Don't touch
Don't look
Don't think
Best of luck

Don't touch
Don't look
Don't think
Best of luck

1854. Best That I Can Do - Chords



Best That I Can Do
Allison Moorer
 
D         C    G                   D
When  you left I never thought I'd say
           C   G            A
I'm better off without you anyway
    G              A
But just because I say the words
      D      D/C#           Bm
Don't mean I think they're true
G                        A              D
It's just that it's the best that I can do
 
 
D       C     G                D
I don't go to places you might be  
        C        G                    A
I can't take the chance that we might meet
    G               A
But just because I stayed away 
      D      D/C#   Bm
Don't mean I wanted to
G                       A               D
It's just that it's the best that I can do
 
 
C
Someday I'll do better
         D
But till then
Bm              Em                   A
I can't let you know how hurt I ve been
  F#m
I wish had you back with me
   Bm
But I wont play on your sympathy
Em                G          C A
To get you in my arms once again
 
 
SOLO
 
 
D C             G            D
I admit there's other I have seen
D         C G        A
Sometimes I need company
     G                A
But just because I'm loving them
     D        D#/C Bm
Dont mean I'm over you
G                       A               D
It's just that it's the best that I can do



1855. Best Thing That I Had Going

Best Thing That I Had Going 
Lonesome River Band
 
Finally got that promotion I've worked hard to get 
One that came with a company car 
When they gave me the keys 
They said son you can bet 
Keep it up and you'll really go far 
 
REFRAIN: 
But what good is all that knowin' 
The best thing that I had goin' is gone
 
My good friends come around 
To hang out now and then 
And they joke man you've sure got it hard 
With this house on the hill, and a white picket fence 
And the grass sure is green in the yard 
 
Well I squandered my time, tryin' to buy every thing 
Gave her all that I thought she deserved 
Now I know all the things that she wanted were trees 
And I should have been home holdin' her

1856. Best Woman Wins

Dolly Parton - Best Woman Wins 

Who do you think you are
What do you think this is
A game you can play
Tryin' to steal him away
Well, I don't need a heartache like this
Well, don't think I don't go through hell
But heaven is what we both want
He's easy to love, but he's hard to give up
And if you think I will, well, you're wrong
Chorus:
The best woman wins
I will fight 'til the end
I'll lay down and die if I must
I'll beg and I'll plead
I will suffer and bleed
But he must make a choice between us
This soap opera play that we're in
Is just like you watch on t.v.
But I never thought that I'd ever get caught in it;
Starring you, him and me
In love as in war all is fair
So a fight to the finish begins
When you fight from desire



You fight fire with fire
So may the best woman win
Repeat Chorus
So may the best woman win

1857. Best Worst Thing - Chords

Best Worst Thing
Recorded by Curtis potter
Written by Ray Pennington

C                           D7
Look at me and tell me that you love me
F             G7              C  D7 G7
Speak my name as only you can do
       C                              D7
Let me hold you so your warmness will give me strength
F                      G7            C
To say the things that I must say to you
 
             F    G7                  C
For it's the best worst thing I could ever do
    D7                              G7
Yet it hurts me to hurt you but she needs me
    C                              D7
She don't love me like you love me but she loves me
             F    G7                    C  G7
And it's the best worst thing I'll ever do
 
   C                         D7
So just listen to the sounds of my voice
F               G7         C       D7 G7
Look at all the sadness in my eyes
     C                              D7
Then you'll know just how much I'll be missing you
   F                   G7              C
Oh there's nothing any sadder than goodbye
 
             F    G7                  C
For it's the best worst thing I could ever do
    D7                              G7
Yet it hurts me to hurt you but she needs me
    C                              D7
She don't love me like you love me but she loves me
             F    G7                    C
And it's the best worst thing I'll ever do
             F    G7                    C
Yes it's the best worst thing I'll ever do



1858. Bestest Friend - Chords

Bestest Friend
written and recorded by Mac Davis 

G
Who wipes me off when I spill gravy on my shirt
                           A7             D7
Who knows exactly where to kiss me when I hurt   
G                               C
And who'll make love to me in satin sheets or in the dirt    
G      D7               G
You Babe  you're my bestest friend  

Who takes me home when I get too drunk to dance
                            A7            D7
Who bravely puts up with my uncles and my aunts    
G                         C
And who discretely whispers I forgot to zip my pants    
G     D7                G
You Babe  you're my bestest friend     
C                              G
Who comes down to bail me out when I get in a jam    
C                                G              D7
And helps me tell the police where I live and who I am    
G                            C
And who pats my back when no one else could give a damn    
G     D7                G
You Babe  you're my bestest friend     
C                     G
Who can be as gentle as a sparrow in my hand   
C                                      G                D7
Or meaner than a junk yard dog when she's fighting for her man
    G                            C
And who's the only one I'll ever love or understand    
G     D7                G
You Babe  you're my bestest friend                             
D7                G
I'm talking about you Babe  you're my bestest friend

1859. Bet It All on You

Vince Gill - Bet It All on You

It feels like you're at the bottom of an avalanche
You sit and cry 'cause he don't ever wanna dance
Give me the dice, give me half a chance with you, baby

I look for you, just hoping you'll come in tonight
With that fool, the one who never treats you right
If you only knew how bad I burn inside for you, baby

Baby, I'll do just what I have to do



I'd beg, borrow, steal, cheat and lie for you
I'll put it all on the line if you ask me to

I'll bet it all on you
(Bet it all on you)
Every dime
(I'll bet it all on you)

Every time
(I'll bet it all on you)
I'll bet it all, babe
(I'll bet it all on you)

I think it's time for me to finally show my hand
This heart of mine has taken all that it can stand
But I ain't blind, I can see you want me too, baby

Come on, let's make a run for the parking lot
Can't wait, gotta give this thing a shot
I know it's crazy but we ain't got a thing to lose

Baby, I'll do just what I have to do
I'd beg, borrow, steal, cheat and lie for you
I'll put it all on the line if you ask me to

Oh, babe, I'll bet it all on you
(Bet it all on you)
Every dime
(I'll bet it all on you)

Every time
(I'll bet it all on you)
I'll bet it all on you, babe
(I'll bet it all on you)
I'll bet it all on you, girl

Baby, I'll do just what I have to do
Beg, borrow, steal, cheat and lie for you
I'll put it all on the line if you ask me to

I'll bet it all on you
(I bet it all on you)
Every dime
(I'll bet it all on you)

Every time
(I'll bet it all on you)
I'll bet it all on you
(I'll bet it all on you)

Oh, I'll bet it all on you, babe
(I'll bet it all on you)
Every time
(I'll bet it all on you)
Every time

I'll bet it all on you



I'll bet it all on you
I'll bet it all on you
I'll bet it all on you

I'll bet it all on you
I'll bet it all on you
I'll bet it all on you
I'll bet it all on you

1860. Bet No One Ever Hurt This Bad

Linda Ronstadt - Bet No One Ever Hurt This Bad

Sit by my window watch the rain
I hear it beatin' on my window pane
All the troubles I had
Bet no one ever hurt this bad

My baby left me all alone
Wait for a letter sit by the phone
It makes me so sad
Cause no one ever hurt this bad

Since you went away
I can't face the day
Night brings nothing but pain
I thought I could go on
I see that I was wrong
Baby please come home
I just can't to be alone

Somebody somewhere hear my plea
Send my baby home to me
It would make me so glad
Cause no one ever hurt this bad

Since you went away
I can't face the day
Night brings nothing but pain
I thought I could go on
I see that I was wrong
Baby please come home
Well I can't stand to be alone

Somebody somewhere hear my plea
Send my baby home to me
It would make me so glad
Cause no one ever hurt this bad

Sit by my window watch the rain
I hear it beatin' on my window pane
Sit by my window watch the rain
I hear it beatin' on my window pane



1861. Bet On An Angel

Bet on an Angel 
Jeff White
 
The girl that I've been seeing, thinks I'm a millionaire 
She spends my money, she don't care 
She's got me feelin' blue, cryin' all night long 
But she's got me thinkin' something's wrong 
 
CHORUS : 
She must have seen me comin'
From a mile away 
She  must have said, it's my lucky day 
I thought I was in the runnin' 
But I wasn't even in the race 'cause I 
Bet on an angel, with hell t opay 
 
Every time I call someone's on your line 
And you said, it's just a friend of mine 
Up and down your block, it's like a parking lot 
And the neighbors said they've called the cops 
 
I thought I was in the runnin' 
But I wasn't even in the race 'cause I 
Bet on an angel with hell to pay 
Bet on an angel hell to pay

1862. Bet Your Heart On Me - Chords

Bet Your Heart On Me
Recorded by Johnny Lee
Written by Jim McBride

C          G7        C
You took a chance on him   
F                    G7       C
He broke your heart and left you crying                      
Am
You lost your will to love again
F              G7
You ain't even trying
C            G7     C
All you need is someone   
F             G7    C
Who will love you tenderly                  
Am
Well here I am so take my hand   
F        G7       C



And bet your heart on me                 
G7       C
You can bet your heart on me      
F       G7   C
Honey you can be a winner                 
Am
Forget about the last time out
F               G7
You were just a beginner
C                     C7
Don't be afraid cause you've got it made
F
If you'll just let it be   
C                  Am
So lay your love down one more time    
F        G7       C
And bet your heart on me                  
G7     C
Love is more than just a game              
F        G7      C
That's why it hurts so much to lose it                   
Am
I've got something for the pain
F                G7
So why don't you use it
C
Lucky stars are shining
F          G7        C
Shining so you can believe                  
Am
That my love is a sure thing girl   
F        G7       C
So bet your heart on me

Repeat #3,4,3,4

1863. Bethelridge

Robbie Fulks - Bethelridge

[Verse 1]
God help a soul
In troubled dreams some peace to find
The night is long
And those now gone, they haunt my mind

[Verse 2]
A low voice calls
A shadowed face toward me turns
Her arms unfold
And on her breast my name is burned

[Chorus]



Oh love, the flame of gold
Love left a child to hold
But my love has long turned cold
And my child is a stranger

[Verse 4]
Go child, go
From Bethelridge your dreams have flown
Your home's fallen still
And through its halls chill winds have blown

[Verse 5]
The earth you ran
Bears no sweet trace of days gone by
But a lone, lost man
Who sees no light nor hears you cry

1864. Betray The Dark

String Cheese Incident - Betray the Dark

They say that time will always be on your side, oh don't turn away
Place me into all the fallow fields of gray I'm on my way
Stumbling forward, tumbling dance of strangers, swimming to the stream
Pull the cord, ignite the spark, betray the dark and feed the dream

When you are near, it's all too clear
Life's a dream, then what's to fear
Love betrays, oh will you stay
Darkness falls, I'll be on my way

Tender kiss you'll always miss me when I'm gone, the time is near
Technicolor carpets here to steal your gaze, don't shed a tear
Lovers fight to mend the flight of broken wings, can't run too far
Stare away into the night and check your sight, head for the stars

When you are near, it's all too clear
Life's a dream, then what's to fear
Love betrays, oh will you stay
Darkness falls, I'll be on my way

Sacred towers falling light the sky aflame, through the windowpane
Turn me into to wispy clouds and float away, what can I say
You were there if I could care to see you through, your life today
If I could hear the lullaby you dare sing, I'd be here to stay

When you are near, it's all too clear
Life's a dream, then what's to fear
Love betrays, oh will you stay
Darkness falls, I'll be on my way



1865. Better

Leftover Salmon - Better 

Underneath the sun
That's where I met her
She took me in her car
Oh, it couldn't be better

I love the way she
She sings to me
She got the hungry hold on me

Hey, better, it couldn't be better
Well, it couldn't be better
No, it couldn't be better

She took me to her home
She took off her sweater
She disconnect the phone
Oh, it couldn't be better, yeah

Yeah, I love the way she
She clings to me
She got the hungry hold on me

Better, it couldn't be better
Well, it couldn't be better
Lil' darlin', it couldn't be better, better

She like to get away
You know that I let her
Don't mind the games she plays
Oh, it couldn't be better, yeah

Yeah, I love the way she
She sings to me
She got the hungry hold on me

Better, hey, it couldn't be better
Oh oh, it couldn't be better
Lil' darlin', it couldn't be better

Couldn't be better, hey it couldn't be better
See lil' darlin', well it couldn't be better
No, it couldn't be better

Couldn't be, couldn't be, couldn't be better
It couldn't be better, it couldn't be better
Lil' darlin', it couldn't be better



1866. Better Be Home Soon

Better Be Home Soon
Crowded House - Neil Finn

Somewhere deep inside
Something's got a hold on you

And it's pushing me aside
See it stretch on forever

And I know I'm right
For the first time in my life
That's why I tell you
You'd better be home soon

Stripping back the coats
Of lies and deception

Back to nothingness
Like a week in the desert

And I know I'm right
For the first time in my life
That's why I tell you
You'd better be home soon

Don't say no
Don't say nothing's wrong

'Cause when you get back home
Maybe I'll be gone, oh

It would cause me pain
If we were to end it

But I could start again
You can depend on it

And I know I'm right
For the first time in my life
That's why I tell you
You'd better be home soon

Oh, that's why I tell you
You'd better be home soon

1867. Better Believer



Dierks Bentley - Better Believer

[Verse 1]
Life is seen more clearly through our tears
Cause we all find some faith
When we face our fears
When my life's going like I want
God becomes an after thought
And I start trying to build my Heaven here

[Chorus]
A better believer would look to the skies
And shout "hallelujah" with tears in his eyes
Open his heart and start giving it all away
When I take a hard look at myself
And count my blessings I can't but help
But wonder if there's been some kind of mistake
This life of mine should belong to a better believer

[Verse 2]
All we really need in life is love
And in my time I've had more than enough
But some days I'm not satisfied
It happens to me all the time
I look around instead of looking up

[Chorus]

[Bridge]
With all I've got to be thankful for
I should be doing so much more
I know

[Chorus]

1868. Better Call A Preacher - Chords

Better Call A Preacher
Recorded by Sammy Kershaw
Written by Steven Cohen, Rick Lagneaux, Sammy Kershaw

G
I thought I saw an angel just the other night
Wearin' five inch heels and a dress too tight
C
Showin' much more than a man should see 
G
Looking at her looking back at me
   D7
My insides were shakin' like I'd caught the flu
G                              D7           G
Better call a preacher cause a doctor won't do
 
                     G7



I'm in love with you honey I came to testify
    C
Now you're the one for me 
                              G
I want the world to see I got nothin' to hide
       D7
It's a bad case of lovin' so I'm tellin' you
G                              D7           G
Better call a preacher cause a doctor won't do
Well she started walkin' toward me from across the room
And my heart was a poundin' and before I knew
    C
She smiled and whispered something in a southern drawl
  G
I started breathin' heavy had to lean against the wall
  D7
I shuttered and I muttered like a lovesick fool
G                              D7           G
Better call a preacher cause a doctor won't do
repeat #2 x2
                     G7
I'm in love with you honey yeah yeah

1869. Better Class of Losers/She's Got the Rhythm (And I Got the Blues)

Better Class of Losers/She's Got the Rhythm (And I Got the Blues)

I'm getting out of this high-rise penthouse suite
Where we pretend life's rosy and sweet
I'm going back to the folks that I used to know
Where everyone is what they seems to be

And these high-class friends that you like to hang around
When they look my way they're always looking down
I'm tired of spending every dime I make
To finance this way of life I've learned to hate

I'm going back to a better class of loser
This up-town living's really got me down
I need friends who don't pay their bills on home computers
And who buy their coffee beans already ground
You think it's disgraceful that they drink three-dollar wine
But a better class of loser suits me fine

You say the grass is greener on the other side
From where I stand I can't see grass at all
And the concrete and the steel won't change the way you feel
It takes more than caviar to have a ball

I'm going back to a better class of loser
This up-town living's really got me down
I need friends who don't pay their bills on home computers
And who buy their coffee beans already ground



You think it's disgraceful that they drink three-dollar wine
But a better class of loser suits me fine

You think it's disgraceful that they drink three-dollar wine
But a better class of loser suits me fine

1870. Better Days

Better Days
Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
Standing at the window, her face to the glass
As far as she can see, the time has come to pass
As far as she can see, woah the sky is all ablaze
And this looks like the first of better days

[Chorus]
She's takin' charge of her life for a change
She's takin' it back that she's lost
It's just as clear as the window pane
She'll survive at all cost

[Acoustic Guitar and Fiddle Solos]

[Verse 2]
I'll see the wings unfolding that weren't there just before
And on a ray of sunshine, she dances out the door
Out into the morning light where the sky is all ablaze
And this looks like the first of better days

[Chorus]
She's takin' charge of her life for a change
She's takin' it back that she's lost
It's just as clear as the window pane
She'll survive at all cost
It's just as clear as the window pane
She'll survive at all cost

1871. Better Days

Better Days
Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
Standing at the window, her face to the glass
As far as she can see, the time has come to pass
As far as she can see, woah the sky is all ablaze
And this looks like the first of better days



[Chorus]
She's takin' charge of her life for a change
She's takin' it back that she's lost
It's just as clear as the window pane
She'll survive at all cost

[Acoustic Guitar and Fiddle Solos]

[Verse 2]
I'll see the wings unfolding that weren't there just before
And on a ray of sunshine, she dances out the door
Out into the morning light where the sky is all ablaze
And this looks like the first of better days

[Chorus]
She's takin' charge of her life for a change
She's takin' it back that she's lost
It's just as clear as the window pane
She'll survive at all cost
It's just as clear as the window pane
She'll survive at all cost

1872. Better Days To Come

Better Days To Come
Lonesome River Band

Don't remind me of things in my past
Oh, I've fallen down along the way
You're not the first, you won't be the last
In fact you're the second one today
But that don't get me down, what's done is done
And I refuse to relive yesterday
I believe my best days are yet to come
If I can only get this one out of the way

   I don't think about tomorrow
   Yesterday is past and gone
   Don't judge me by my past and I'll try
   And do better in days to come

Should you see me cryin' today
Oh, it won't be 'cause I'm lookin' back
I don't deal with old memories that way
Those tragic scenes have faded to black
They don't get me down, what's done is done
I've only room to feel today's pain
When the sun comes up on another day
I'll put yesterday behind me once again

It won't get me down, what's done is done
And I refuse to relive yesterday



Cause I believe my best days are yet to come
If I can only get this one out of the way

1873. Better Farther On - Chords

Better Farther On
Written and recorded by Doyle Lawson

C            F
As we travel through the desert 
C                      G7
Storms beset us on our way
C              F
But beyond the River Jordan 
C               G7      C
Lies a field of endless days

                 G7    C
Farther on still go farther
                             G7
Count the mile stones one by one
C             F
Jesus will forsake you never
C            G7      C
It is better farther on

              F
Oh my brother are you weary
C                       G7
Of the roughness of the road
C                    F
Does your strength begin to fail you
C              G7        C
Let the Savior bare your load

Repeat #2

                 F
At my grave will you be singing
C                              G7
Though you weep for one that's gone
C             F
Singing as we once did singing
C            G7      C
It is better farther on

Repeat #2



1874. Better For This

Better For This - Acoustic Syndicate

He wakes up, stars still in his eyes
The will come soon hearing the laughter
In his cries, they reach out
The chosen ones, in this day of doubt

You and I, we have traveled far
Has is come to this, was this your intention
In this place and time, we'²ve grounded down
What lies ahead, begs our submission

Today will be okay, much better for this
Today
Today will be alright no moment to miss
Today

I see much clearer now
Things look different somehow
Have I been sleeping all my life
The promise tomorrow brings
Floods my very thoughts, my dreams
Still it don't wash away the taste of yesterday'²s
Bitter spring

Hurry, my love, my sun it seems
To be sinking faster than I remember
Hold to me, please don't let go
For if I fall, I'll be broken forever

Today will be okay, much better for this
Today
Today will be alright no moment to miss
Today

We'²ll be better for this
Much better for this
We'²ll be better for this

1875. Better Get It Right The First Time

Rhiannon Giddens - Better Get It Right the First Time

[Verse 1: Rhiannon Giddens]
(Young man was a good man)
Always went to school
(Young man was a good man)
Never played the fool
(Young man was a good man)
Never had no drama
(Young man was a good man)



Always took care of his mama

[Verse 2: Rhiannon Giddens]
(Young man was a good man)
Hanging with his boys
(Young man was a good man)
Didn't know he'd made a choice
(Young man was a good man)
Only did it twice
(Young man was a good man)
But now he's paid the price

[Chorus]
Better get it right the first time
Better get it right the first time
Better get it right the first time
Better get it right the first time

[Verse 3: Rhiannon Giddens]
(Young man was a good man)
Did you stand your ground?
(Young man was a good man)
Is that why they took you down?
(Young man was a good man)
Or did you run that day?
(Young man was a good man)
Baby, they shot you anyway

[Chorus]
Better get it right the first time
Better get it right the first time
Better get it right the first time
Better get it right the first time

[Verse 4: Justin Harrington]
We done seen it on the daily, reposting obituary pages
Losing beloveds, they wanna change the subject
It's nothing new for the blue, is it the who or the hue?
It's kids watching they fathers die when they pull up the tube
We know enough to be cautious but honestly it's not simple
Told to reach for yo paper, they think you strapped with a pistol
I was chillin', had nothin' but good intentions
I knew to achieve success had to learn to finesse the system
It was GPAs and test scores, had to be the best for
College my only option, my mama told me to prep for it
So it was kinda tiresome, stress reddenin' my irises
I got the invite to another function like finally
Had to pull up with the homies, only pouring some soda
I keep a clear head, seen enough to know how it goes
But I noticed they getting louder, neighbors complain 'bout the noise
Before I knew it heard someone yell out, "Run, it's the boys!"
I didn't know what direction, I hit the curb and I run
Everybody loud ain't hear 'em, tell me put my hands up
Headed towards the lights someone screamed my name from behind
I guess you better get it right the first time
(Better get it right the first time)



1876. Better Get To Livin' - Chords

Better Get To Livin'
Dolly Parton

Intro:
 E A x2
Oo hoo

E
People always comin' up to me and askin'
 A
"Dolly, what's your secret?
 E
With all you do, your attitude
Just seems to be so good
 A
How do you keep it?"
 B A/D
Well, I'm not the Dalai Lama, but I'll try
 B A/D
To offer up a few words of advice.

Chorus:
 E A
You better get to livin', givin'
B E
Don't forget to throw in a little forgivin'
 A B
And lovin' on the way
 E A
You better get to knowin', showin'
B A/D 
A little bit more concern about where you're goin'
 B 
Just a word unto the wise
 E
You better get to livin'.

Instr.
 A, B,
 E, A, B

 E 
A girlfriend came to my house
 A
Started cryin' on my shoulder Sunday evening
 E
She was spinnin' such a sad tale
 A
I could not believe the yarn that she was weavin'
B A/D
So negative the words she had to say



 B A/D
I said if I had a violin I'd play.

 E A
I said you'd better get to livin', givin'
 B 
Be willing and forgivin'
 E A B
Cause all healing has to start with you
 E A
You better stop whining, pining
B 
Get your dreams in line
 E A
And then just shine, design, refine
 B 
Until they come true
 E
And you better get to livin'.

Bridge: (Not sure about this part)
Gm Csus2
Your life's a wreck, your house is mess
 D5 Eb
And your wardrobe way outdated
Gm Csus2 D5
All your plans just keep on falling through
Gm Csus2 D5 Eb
Overweight and under paid, under appreciated
D5 
I'm no guru, but I'll tell you
B
This I know is true.

 E A
You better get to livin', givin'
 B 
A little more thought about bein'
 E A B
A little more willin' to make a better way
 E
Don't sweat the small stuff
 A
Keep your chin up
 B
Just hang tough

And if it gets too rough
 A/D B
Fall on your knees and pray
 A/D B
And do that everyday
 E
Then you'll get to livin'.

 E A
The day we're born we start to die



 B A/D
Don't waste one minute of this life
 E A B
Get to livin'
E A 
Share your dreams and share your laughter
B A/D E A B
Make some points for the great hereafter.
 E
Better start carin'
 A
Better start sharin'
 B
Better start tryin'
 E
Better start smiling
 A B E 
And you better get to livin'...

1877. Better Git Yer Learnin'

Rhiannon Giddens - Better Git Yer Learnin'

[Verse]
When I was just a little pick
I almost learned from Cousin Nick
Ol' Massah found out, sure enough
And poor old Nick, he got strung up

[Chorus]
Better git yer learnin'
Better git yer learnin'
Better git yer learnin'
Before it goes away

[Verse]
The year was 1863
A paper said that I was free
But no one read it to my ears
And so I slaved for two more years

[Chorus]
Better git yer learnin'
Better git yer learnin'
Better git yer learnin'
Before it goes away

[Verse]
A teacher came from Ohio
To learn us what we'd need to know
Before she told us what was what
She up and died of Whooping Cough



[Chorus]
Better git yer learnin'
Better git yer learnin'
Better git yer learnin'
Before it goes away

[Verse]
I heard about a school was free
Way out east in Tennessee
Before I got to go to town
The damned old rebs had burned it down

[Chorus]
Better git yer learnin'
Better git yer learnin'
Better git yer learnin'
Before it goes away

[Verse]
So now that I am old and gray
Listen close to what I say
The white folks, they will write the show
If you can't read, you'll never know

[Chorus]
Better git yer learnin'
Better git yer learnin'
Better git yer learnin'
Before it goes away
Better git yer learnin'
Better git yer learnin'
Better git yer learnin'
Before it goes away

1878. Better Here

Better Here
The Avett Brothers

What can I drink tonight to make it easier on me?
What can I think about to get it off my mind?

What can I say if I can't tell the truth
The only thing that will make it better here is you, is you

Where can I go that I won't end up lost again?
What do I tell them when they ask?

Do I pretend, and act confused?
When the only thing that will make it better here is you, is you

Who's leading here? What are they thinking?
All heart, no brains, that's me, that's me



Who's left to love when everyone is leaving?
All heart, no brains, that's me, that's me

How can I laugh when I don't think it's funny?
My happiness is not your toy

I won't sit around becoming what I lose
But the only thing that will make it better here is you

Is you
Is you
Is you
Is you

1879. Better Late Than Never

Better Late Than Never

Better late than never
Better let you see
Better late than never
Darlin' wait for me

The other night I seen my girl
We had a date
Supposed to been there at seven
Showed up at eight

Yonder comes a man into my house
For his revenue
He said I'll pay it up my friend
Give me a day or two

Now if you love your women
Like I do mine
Give 'em a little lovin'
Just any time

1880. Better Love

Little Big Town - Better Love

[Verse 1]
I think I dodged a bullet
I think I dodged a real bad time
Somewhere in between
The "hey girl" and the ring
I very nearly lost my mind



Tried to quit him but I couldn't
Two steppin' across that line
Somethin' in the way he kissed me that day
Said he wasn't coming home that night

[Chorus]
So, my heart bit the dust
So, what?
It is what it is
And it ain't what it wasn't
Oh, well
What the hell?
Bad luck this time
Better love next time
Next time

[Verse 2]
I might've missed a good one
Almost had me a picket fence
But somethin' 'bout the thirst
Made me say, "I love you" first
And now I haven't seen that man since
You win some, you lose some
Sometimes you get played by the game
But you're never gonna make
The shots you don't take
So, you might as well fire away

[Chorus]
So, your heart bit the dust
So, what?
It is what it is
And it ain't what it wasn't
Oh, well
What the hell?
Bad luck this time
Better love next time

[Chorus 2]
Oh, yeah
Close the tab
A cheap date, heartbreak
Come a dime a dozen
Oh, well
What the hell?
Bad luck this time
Better love next time
I'm gonna find
Time, I'm gonna find

[Bridge]
Somewhere in between
The "hey girl" and the ring
I very nearly lost my mind
Somewhere in between
The smoke and pink drink
I started moving on with my life



[Chorus]
So, my heart bit the dust (Hey)
So, what?
It is what it is
And it ain't what it wasn't
Oh, well
What the hell?
Bad luck this time
Better love next time

[Chorus 2]
Oh, yeah
Close the tab
Cheap date, heartbreak
Come a dime a dozen
Oh, well
What the hell?
Bad luck this time
Better love next time

[Outro]
I'm, I'm gonna find
I'm, I'm gonna find
I'm, I'm gonna find
A better love

1881. Better Luck Next Time

Better Luck Next Time

So your of love has finally reached its ending
The winner smiles as you are left behind
You will taste the better cup of love's illusion
Just chalk one up and better luck next time

Better luck next time for now you're reaping
All the bitterness that once was mine
Live and love then learn the fate that's pending
A broken heart but better luck next time

There's no way that we can look into the future
But a lesson we may learn from scenes behind
In the future there's a promise of tomorrow
If given you then better luck next time

1882. Better Man



Little Big Town - Better Man

[Verse 1]
I know I'm probably better off on my own
Than lovin' a man who didn't know what he had when he had it
And I see the permanent damage you did to me
Never again, I just wish I could forget when it was magic

[Pre-Chorus]
I wish it wasn't 4 AM, standing in the mirror
Saying to myself, you know you had to do it
I know the bravest thing I ever did was run

[Chorus]
Sometimes, in the middle of the night, I can feel you again
But I just miss you, and I just wish you were a better man
And I know why we had to say goodbye like the back of my hand
And I just miss you, and I just wish you were a better man
A better man

[Verse 2]
I know I'm probably better off all alone
Than needing a man who could change his mind
At any given minute
And it's always on your terms
I'm hanging on every careless word
Hoping it might turn sweet again
Like it was in the beginning

[Pre-Chorus 2]
But your jealousy, I can hear it now
You're talking down to me like I'll always be around
You push my love away like it's some kind of loaded gun
Boy, you never thought I'd run

[Chorus]
Sometimes, in the middle of the night, I can feel you again
But I just miss you, and I just wish you were a better man
And I know why we had to say goodbye like the back of my hand
And I just miss you, and I just wish you were a better man
A better man
Better man

[Bridge]
I hold onto this pride because these days, it's all I have
And I gave you my best and we both know you can't say that
You can't say that
I wish you were a better man
I wonder what we would've become
If you were a better man
We might still be in love
If you were a better man
You would've been the one
If you were a better man
Yeah, yeah

[Chorus]
Sometimes, in the middle of the night, I can feel you again



But I just miss you, and I just wish you were a better man
And I know why we had to say goodbye like the back of my hand
And I just miss you and I just wish you were a better man

[Outro]
We might still be in love, if you were a better man
Better man

1883. Better Man Than Me

Pokey LaFarge - Better Man Than Me

Better man, don't you wanna be a better man
Better man, don't you wanna be a better man
Better man, don't you wanna be a better man
Better man, better man
I'm trying really hard to be a better man
But it's, easier doing wrong
I sleep all day, at night I go and play my sad songs
But if you want to find yourself a good woman
And have a family of your own
Better get a real job and stop going out all night long
I guess, I should have known right from the start
Takes a better man than me to win your heart
Better man, don't you wanna be a better man
Better man, better man
Maybe I don't make enough money
Or maybe I don't look as good as you do
Either way I'm wondering if there's something I can't explain
Well, it is what it is, I should just let it be
There's no chance for you and me
Everyone is saying there's some things you will never change
I guess, I should have known right from the start
Takes a better man than me to win your heart
Better man, don't you want to be a better man
Better man, don't you want to be a better man
Better man, don't you want to be a better man
Better man, better man, better man
Better man, don't you want to be a better man
Better man, better man
Mama tried to tell me, my friends did to but I
Wouldn't heed their advice
All the women in my life couldn't steer my right
Now it's hopeless
I wish I had the means to get the girl of my dreams
But it seems that I was born to lose
It may sound funny but no girl will ever love me
And I know this
I guess, I should have known right from the start
Takes a better man than me to win your heart
Better man than me to win your heart
Better man than me to win your heart
Better man, don't you want to be a better man



Better man, don't you want to be a better man
Better man, don't you want to be a better man
Better man, better man, better man

1884. Better Man Than That - Chords

Better Man Than That - Chords 
By Chris Hillan and Herb Pederson

Capo 2

D
I know you're up at night
G                 D
Cause I hear your walkin'
A
When you gently close the door
             D       A
We should be talkin'
D                    
I want to get to you
G                  D
But baby what's it take
A 
I get to feelin' useless
        D
So I pretend

Chorus:
                 G               D  
I've got to be a better man than that
             A                       D
I swear I'll listen and I won't talk back
                         G             D
And I've got to hold you closer than I do
                 E7              A
I've got to be a better man than you

I know you need my love but it's so hard to show it
What's in my heart I keep locked up, I can't let go
So hear me when I say I'll always love
I won't hold anything above you

Chorus

Bridge
Bm
I'm the kinda guy 
   F#m
As stubborn as can be
Bm
Keeps it all inside
           A



I make you pull it out of me

Chorus

Chorus

1885. Better Me - Chords

Better Me
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Sterling Whipple
 
C
She sat down near the bar
       F                             G7
Like a diamond that's only just been pawned
C
Tension stirred the darkness
       F                               G7
As the hunters quickly loaded up their guns
 
  C                       F
I wondered at myself as I scrambled
                           G7
For the place there by her side
         C
Ah she's not my kind of game
          F                             G7
But I can see that she won't stay alone tonight
 
           C                   F
And better me than someone who used her
       G7               C
Better me than somebody cruel
                                  F
Such easy prey in a night full of hunger
       G7               C
Better me than somebody cruel
 
   
With pretty words so sincere
  F                                G7
I eased into her mind and took her body home
    C                               F
She flinked away a tear and told me just tonight
                         G7
She couldn't stand to be alone
 
    C
She spoke about a man she'd lost 
    F                                 G7
And looked at me I knew then what she had to hear
C                               F



Something in her moved me and I took
                          G7
Her in my arms and said I loved her
 
       C                   F
Better me than someone who used her
       G7               C    Am
Better me than somebody cruel
                                     Em
At first my love for her woke up the pleasure
               F
And the thrill that a first love for me
            C                  Am
Was just an emptiness to build 
      
These things never turn out
         Em
Like you think they will
      F                   G7         C    G7
Cause now and then it all turns into love 
           C                   F
And better me than someone who used her
       G7               C
Better me than somebody cruel
                                  F
Such easy prey in a world full of hunger
       G7               C
Better me than somebody cruel

1886. Better Move It On Home

Dolly Parton - Better Move It On Home 

I've been sittin' here looking at the clock big daddy
allready you're a half hour late.
I've been pulling back the curtains, peeping out the window
wish you wouldn't make me wait
You better move it on home, boy, you better move it on home.
I've been sittin' here listening to the jukebox playing
and forgettin' where I ought to be.
Zipping on a cool one having me some good fun
Time got away from me.
I better move it on home, I better move it on home.
[CHORUS:]
Better spin them wheels and make it on back
to heaven on earth and lovers' at
like a rolling stone, you better move it on home.
[SOLO]
(bridge)
I've been here cooking you a nice hot supper
and you can't even eat it on time
heating up the meat loaf and stiring up the gravy
is kind a messing up my mind



You better move it on home boy, you better move it on home.
I've been speeding through the traffic, passing everyone
I remember what I forgot.
Stepping on the gas and driving kind of fast
hoping I wont get stopped.
Better move it on home, better move it on home.
[CHORUS:]
(2x)
[SPOKEN:]
She: Better move it on home, boy right on this time or I'm gonna shake it.
He: I'm on my way babe, but the traffic is murder
She: That's what I thought the trouble is at home, if you're not at home soon.
He: Traffic is messing up my mind
She: ... and you're messing up mine.

1887. Better Off

Better Off
Greensky Bluegrass

You can't cut me open
Right before I'm supposed to leave
It's not half an ocean
It's more likely two or three
And I can't swim so I'll probably drown

I won't let you stop loving me
Though I can't make you stay
If there's something between us changing
Let's pretend it's better this way

In the morning as well as the evening
And every time I'm alive in my bed
It's so quiet without the company
And you didn't take your things when you left
I can't hear so I'll probably keep waiting

I won't let you stop loving me
Though I can't make you stay
If there's something between us changing
Let's pretend it's better this way

If I'm hopeless, loathsome, and sorry
While I'm waiting for a second chance to roll
There's no black 23 or a clear path ahead
I'll just stumble and hope to come back
And I can't see so I'll probably fall

I won't let you stop loving me
Though I can't make you stay
If there's something between us changing
Let's pretend it's better this way
Let's pretend it's better this way



Let's pretend it's better this way

1888. Better Off Alone

Steve Earle - Better Off Alone

Go if you want to, there's the door
Can't imagine what you're waiting for
 Cause I know you ain't the kind
To ever change your mind
And though I taught you everything you know
I learned a thing or two myself and so
I'm gonna miss you when you're gone
Now I'm better off alone
I can't say that I'm surprised
 Cause that leavin' look was in your eyes
For some time now and I knew
I was losing you
You ain't never anything, but blue
Now you say you found somebody new
You can lay that burden on
Guess I'm better off alone
Say what you think you gotta say
Just don't tell me you changed your mind and you're gonna stay
I can't tell you what I'd do then
 Cause I just can't go through that again
 Cause it almost killed me then
I guess I should've known
That I'm better off alone
And it's clear the story's shown
I'm better off alone

1889. Better Off When I Was Hungry - Chords

Better Off When I Was Hungry
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Dave Kirby
 
G                     C           G
I read they're havin' rain in California
    C                G                  D7
And Lord I hope that you're not gettin' wet
           G           C                G                  C
That's the only way on earth I have for knowin' how you're doin'
         G                   C                  G
When you left you said you'd call but you ain't yet
                         C              G
And I think I was better off when I was hungry
    C                G                     D7



And fightin' off the wolves from our front door
      G                   C                  G                 C
But I wrote a song and it came on strong and left you once too often
      G                  C              G
Now I think I was better off when I was hungry
                     C                G
My guitar brought us here to Beaumont Texas
      C               G                     D7
And I bought you everything your eyes could see
      G                C               G              C
But a mansion couldn't hold you with nobody's arms to warm you
  G                C              G
I guess I gave you everything but me
                         C              G
And I think I was better off when I was hungry
    C                G                     D7
And fightin' off the wolves from our front door
      G                   C                  G                 C
But I wrote a song and it came on strong and left you once too often
      G                  C              G
Now I think I was better off when I was hungry

1890. Better Off Without You - Chords

Better Off Without You
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Marshall Chapman, Dennis Walker, Fontaine Brown

G7          F
Room 16 the Palms Motel
                           C
Now I can rest behind that door
G7                            F
My life with you has become a living hell
C
Don't wanna live like that no more
Am                   F
And whatever it will take
Am                F          G7    C
I will do to make this final break yeah

           F          C
Better off without you
           F           C
Better off without you
               G7            C
Better off without you in my life

G7                F
So I'll unpack my bag
                       C
And kick off these old shoes
G7                                   F



This room is a good as anyplace I've ever been
C
For lookin' at the truth
Am                       F
Now it's all so clear to me
Am               F             G7  C
What a blind man could plainly see yeah

repeat #2

G7
Oh God here comes the tears
F
I'm gonna stay right here
G7
I'll cry I've cried before
F                      G7 C
But I won't go back no more

G7                         F
Looks like a change in the weather
                       C
I can hear it start to rain
G7                  F
I hope it's not too long this time
C
Before the sun comes out again
Am                 F
But if it rains forever
Am              F      G7  C
I will still be better off yeah

repeat #2

1891. Better Part Of Life

Dolly Parton - Better Part Of Life 

We're all together once again
For the first time in I don't know when
We were so close once upon a time
There were five of us kids at home
Two girls, three boys and Dad and Mom
But that was in the better part
Of life we left behind
Remember that old swimming hole
Where we would swim so long ago
And all them possum grapes and muskedines
And do you recall the time
We all got drunk on homemade wine
That was in the better part
Of life we left behind
Life was simple for us then



If only it could be again
How I wish we could go back in time
But time moves on and nothin' lasts
Except the memories from the past
Memories from the better part
Of life we left behind
Remember how we talked as kids
Of what we'd be when we got big
And all the dreams that we held in our minds
I wanted to be a singin' star
And you all said that I'd go far
But that was in the better part
Of life we left behind
Remember all the fun we had
Back when they say times were bad
And life was good to us and things were fine
We had fun and we had love
And a mom and dad to care for us
But that was is the better part
Of life we left behind
Life was simple for us then
If only it could be again
How I wish we could go back in time
But time moves on and nothin' lasts
Except the memories from the past
Memories from the better part
Of life we left behind
Sweet memories from the better part
Of life we left behind

1892. Better Than

John Butler - Better than - live at red rocks, co/2010

All you want is
What you can't have
And if you just look around man
You see you got magic
So just sit back relax
Enjoy it while you still have it
Don't look back on life man and only see tragic

Because you could be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than
You can be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better

All the time while you're looking away
There are things you can do man



There's things you can say
To the the ones you're with
With whom you're spending the today
Get your gaze off tomorrow
And let come what it may

Because you could be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than
You can be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better

All I know is sometimes things can be hard
But you should know by now
They come and they go
So why, oh why
Do I look to the other side
'Cause I know the grass is greener but
Just as hard to mow

Life's not about what's better than
'Cause all you want is
What you can't have
And if you just look around man
You see you got magic
So just sit back relax
Enjoy it while you still have it
Don't look back on life man and only see tragic
Because

You could be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than
You can be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than
You could be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than
You can be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than

1893. Better Than



John Butler - Better than - live at red rocks, co/2010

All you want is
What you can't have
And if you just look around man
You see you got magic
So just sit back relax
Enjoy it while you still have it
Don't look back on life man and only see tragic

Because you could be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than
You can be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better

All the time while you're looking away
There are things you can do man
There's things you can say
To the the ones you're with
With whom you're spending the today
Get your gaze off tomorrow
And let come what it may

Because you could be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than
You can be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better

All I know is sometimes things can be hard
But you should know by now
They come and they go
So why, oh why
Do I look to the other side
'Cause I know the grass is greener but
Just as hard to mow

Life's not about what's better than
'Cause all you want is
What you can't have
And if you just look around man
You see you got magic
So just sit back relax
Enjoy it while you still have it
Don't look back on life man and only see tragic
Because

You could be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than



You can be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than
You could be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than
You can be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than

1894. Better Than Ever Blues Part 2

Todd Snider - Better Than Ever Blues Part 2

Nowhere to go, no one to call
Nothin' to do except nothin' at all
The same ol' climb up the same ol' walls
I've fallen down before
You see I've been down, I've been so depressed
I've been overworked and overstressed
But deep down here I know I'm blessed
I ain't gonna cry no more

No, I ain't gonna cry, I ain't gonna scream
I ain't gonna let 'em kick no holes in my dreams
I won't be fallin' apart at the seams
Like I've always done before
You know I've used my fist and I've used my voice
Hell, I've used myself like a cheap Rolls-Royce
I never knew I could just use my choice
I ain't gonna cry no more, ain't gonna cry

You see people talk behind peoples' backs
They scheme and plot an' plan attacks
But someday soon we'll be switching tracks
In a way the world can't ignore
So call your buddies, call all your friends
Call all your enemies, make amends
We're formin' a club and lettin' everyone in
We ain't gonna cry no more
I said I ain't gonna cry, no, I ain't gonna cry
I don't wanna cry anymore
So we're formin' a club and lettin' everyone in
We ain't gonna cry no more
Moon Dawg's Tavern, that's where I'm gonna go
Moon Dawg's Tavern, that's the only place I know
Moon Dawg's got everything I'm ever gonna need
Moon Dawg's Tavern in Frazier, Tennessee
He'll sit down and he'll tell you about the friends he's made
About the nights that he walked the line and all the mornings that he paid



How they threw him outta so many bars, he finally built one in his own backyard
He ain't been thrown out once so far and his tab is always paid
Moon Dawg's Tavern, that's where I'm gonna go
Moon Dawg's Tavern, that's the only place I know
Moon Dawg's got everything I'm ever gonna need
Moon Dawg's Tavern in Frazier, Tennessee

1895. Better Than Nothin'

Sturgill Simpson - Better Than Nothin'

[Verse 1]
Well, I'm leavin' in the mornin' by the pink and the blue
Rubbin' my eyes 'til a picture comes through
Of the great evacuation on all of the screens
But it's better than nothin', at least

[Verse 2]
Well, the scholars are ramblin' and the searchers are lost
They hung all their sins on the wrong kind of cross
The highway's abandoned, the brick man's deceased
But it's better than nothin', at least

[Verse 3]
I'm revvin' my engine, I laid my own tracks
But the farther you drive, wRll, it's hard to get back
You can't be cured without sicknRss, blessed by the priest
But it's better than nothin', at least

[Interlude]

[Verse 4]
Well, I'm out on the fringes, but I guess it's my fault
The wheels of my sanity have come to a halt
Is it better to go crazy, forsake the masterpiece?
Well, it's better than nothin', at least

[Verse 5]
The saviors and the sinners and the mystics won't talk
They shoved all their secrets in a bulletproof box
Sometimes, being human feels like a disease
But it's better than nothin', at least

[Outro]
Sometimes, being human feels like a disease
But it's better than nothin', at least

1896. Better Than This



Brad Paisley - Better Than This 

That sleepy little campfire poppin kinda crackling
We were Heating up the pork and beans
Bubu said man it don't get any better than this
If you know what I mean
We sat there for a minute listening to the crickets
Thinkin this is pretty hard to beat
Til Jr stood up spit in the fire
Said boys I hate to disagree
But if a bus load of women, really good looking women,
Just suddenly pulled in here
Old Joe t Garcia showed up with fajitas and a 100 gallon keg of beer and Haggard dropped b
y
And brought Willie with him
And they started taking requests
Well don't get me wrong boys this is pretty good
But it could get better than this
Bill Dance and Hank Parker floated by in a boat
And volunteered to be our fishing guides
And Richard petty pulled up in the old '43 car
And asked us if we wanted a ride
We'd all sit around singin poncho and l
Lefty playing poker and smoking big cigars
Now don't take offense y'all I'm perfectly content
Just sittin here under the stars
But if a bus load of women, really good lookin women,
Just suddenly pulled in here
And Old emril degasi showed up with kilbasi
And a 100 gallon keg of beer
If Haggard dropped by and brought willie with him
And they started taking requests
Don't get me wrong boys this is pretty good
But it could get better than this
But if a bus load of women, really good lookin women,
Just suddenly pulled in here
And little Jimmy Dickets showed up with fried chicken
And a 100 gallon keg of beer
Mearl Haggard dropped by and brought willie with him
And they started taking requests
Don't get me wrong boys this is pretty good
But it could get better that this

1897. Better Times A-Coming

Better Times A-Coming
Jim & Jesse

Well the cows went dry the hens don't lay
there's no place I can borrow
Give the landlord all the news
and the rent comes due tomorrow

Lots of money in the bank



they say that's where they keep it
Not only wouldn't they loan me some
they wouldn't let me see it

 So pick away on the old banjo
Keep that guitar strumming
Put more water in the soup
There's better times a-coming

Well Mary Lou could pull a plow
if only I would let her
Twice as strong as any ox
and she don't smell much better

I didn't kiss that Mary Lou but once
and then I had to leave her
Make's my collar get so tight
I start to burn with fever

Well a man came by the other day
a-huntin manual labor
I told him I hadn't seen the guy
why don't he ask the neighbor

So come on boys get your gals
and kick your heels up higher
Don't let no one steal your gal
just hold her a little tighter

My rooster used to chase a hen
he just kept getting thinner
He nearly ran himself to death
so I bought him in for dinner

Cotton crops are mighty poor
the weeds are really a-growin
I need a woman pretty bad
to help me with the hoein'

1898. Better Way

Better Way 
Hagar Mountain Boys
 
Just a wordof advice when I leave don t you cry 
Not even tears could make me stay
I've found a better way
 
It's hard to leave, you torn apart 
But you're the one, that broke my heart 
No more darkness in my days
I've found a better way
 



CHORUS:  
Sleepless nights catch up with you 
And chill you to the bone 
I love you still but time won't heal 
This man you done so wrong 
No need to play your games  
I've found a better way
 
In a world, that's full of life, I saw through your alibi 
That leaves only you to blame  
I've found a better way 
 
The loudest noise you'll ever hear 
Is the silence of a tear 
As it falls free as rain I've found a better way

1899. Better Way

Better Way
Watchouse
Songwriters: Andrew Marlin

Oh, why would you try to be so unkind?
Your laughter echoes in my head
Leave it alone, leave it alone, leave it alone I'm reminded
Don't forget about the dead

If I could go walking with you by my side
Would you be so unkind, so unkind?
You could do all the talking, just speak your mind
Free your mind

Well you found you had a voice
And the world stopped to listen
But you had nothing good to say
Now you're alone, digging for bones, buried in your phone for hours
What a waste of a day

If I could go walking with you by my side
Would you be so unkind, so unkind?
You could do all the talking, just speak your mind
Free your mind

I hope you find a better way
I hope you find
I hope you find a better way
To be kinder



1900. Betterman

John Butler - Betterman

[Verse 1]
So better man I am since I
Come into contact with you
And you taught so many things about myself
And you know this is true

[Bridge]
But now we are apart
And it's all my fault
'Cause you know I need to be alone
Don't know myself
So how can I share me with you girl
Or anyone

[Pre-Chorus]
Don't want to be a thorn in your side
Good woman
Always be the one
To make you cry
Don't wanna be that guy
Good woman

[Chorus]
'Cause you deserve everything
And I got nothing so leave me
And I'll go away better off I stay
Far from you, you, you, you, you
'Cause you are beautiful
Beautiful woman

[Verse 2]
Now typical man
I am because you think
I want my cake and eat it too
Girl, say I can't be in a relationship
But I still feel for you

[Bridge]
'Cause you are the best woman
This old man has ever met
You taught me about my soul
You shared with me
Your magic
[Pre-Chorus]
Don't want to be a thorn in your side
Good woman
Always be the one
To make you cry
Don't wanna be that guy
Good woman

[Chorus]
'Cause you deserve everything



And I got nothing so leave me
And I'll go away better off I stay
Far from you, you, you, you, you, you
'Cause you are beautiful

[Instrumental]
3:20 - 6:12

[Verse 1]
So, better man I am since I
Come into contact with you
And you taught me
So many things about myself
And you know this is true

[Bridge]
But now we are apart
And it's all my fault
'Cause you know I need to be alone
Don't know myself
So how can I share me with you girl
Or anyone

[Outro]
Beautiful, beautiful
Beautiful woman
Beautiful, beautiful
Beautiful woman
So better man I am (beautiful, beautiful)
So better man I am (beautiful woman)
I owe it all to you
Better man I am
Because of you
Because of you
So sing it
Beautiful, beautiful
Beautiful woman (beautiful woman)
Beautiful, beautiful
Beautiful woman (beautiful woman)
So better man I am (beautiful, beautiful)
So better man I am (beautiful woman)
So better man I am (beautiful, beautiful)
So better man I am (beautiful woman)
Beautiful, beautiful
Beautiful woman
Because of you, you, you
Beautiful, beautiful

1901. Betty Was Black (And Willie Was White)

Todd Snider - Betty Was Black (and Willie Was White)

Betty was black and Willie was white



Betty and Willie got it on one night
They climbed in a bottle of Tanqueray
Fell in love that very day
They sat by the fire and listened to jazz
Had pretty little dreams like every couple has
But they had to be careful where they went out at night
'Cause Betty was black and Willie was white
Willie's old man cut him out of the will
He hired a lawyer and sent Willie the bill
He said : 'Do what you want, boy, anything's fine'
'Cause from now on you ain't no son of mine'
And Betty's momma, she tried to understand
But her Daddy just gave her the back of his hand
He said : 'Get out of this house, girl, don't you ever come back'
Willie was white and Betty was black
The next few years were difficult ones
They put up with sneers and social shuns
And then one fine year she bore a son
They named him Tad and they dreamed of a year a little less bad
When Tad could stand in a skin of brown
A valedictorian's cap and gown
And speak of a day when the future's bright
And you could be proud to be black and proud to be white
And dream of a day when it's all right
That Betty was black and Willie was white
Betty was black and Willie was white

1902. Between An Old Memory And Me

Keith Whitley - Between An Old Memory and Me

I was sittin' at a table
In a little club downtown
Playin' songs on the jukebox
And pourin' whiskey down

When I heard a sweet voice sayin'
"Would you like some company?"
And I had to tell her
This is just between
an old memory and me

All my friends tell me
That I'm a fool for holding on
I know their trying to help me
But I've been a fool too long

And I don't want to talk about it
So why can't they just let me be?
'Cause this is just between
An old memory and me

And I'm not hurtin' anybody



As far as I can see
I just need to be alone sometimes
While she goes walkin' through my mind

Oh, I'm not hurtin' anybody, yeah
As far as I can see
I just need to be alone sometimes
While she goes walkin' through my mind

And I don't want to talk about it
So why can't everybody see?
This is just between
An old memory and me

Oh, Yeah, Yeah!

This is just between
Her memory and me

1903. Between An Old Memory And Me - Chords

Between Old Memory And Me
Written by Charlie Craig and Keith Stegall
Performed by Keith Whitley

INTRO:

E / A / E / A

Verse I
       E                 D      A           E
I was sittin' at a table, at a little club downtown
       E                  D     A                E
playin' songs on the jukebox, and pouring whisky down.
        E                      E7          F#m       G#m7  A
When I hear a sweet voice saying would you like some company (and I had 
to tell her [spoken}
E                    F#m    B          E      A
This is just between an old memory and me.

Verse II
        E              D     A                 E   
All my friends tell me I'm a fool for holdin' on.
  E                               D        A                E      
I know they're trying to help me, but I've been a fool too long.
      E                       E7            F#m       G#m7   A
I don't want to talk about it so why can't they just let me be
(Can't they see {spoken})
E                    F#m    B          E
This is just between an old memory and me
**************
Bridge or Chorus (there really is no chorus)
E7               A



I'm not hurting anybody
A               E
As far as I can see
        C#m7                 B
I just need to be alone sometimes
          F#m          G#m7       A    B
While she goes walking through my mind
        E                   E7
I don't want to talk about it
          F#m    G#m7    A
Why can't everybody see
E                    F#m     B          E
This is just between and old memory and me
E                    F#m     B          E
This is just between and old memory and me

1904. Between First and A

Punch Brothers - Between First and A

I've never dwelled on leaving
Only getting somewhere
But darling I'll miss these evenings in my fourth floor walk-up
Villagers stumbling below
Trying to catch each other on the very street where I caught you

With three drinks, maybe more
Four blocks in the summer rain and one kiss at my door
We brushed off the cabs
Looked up past the fire escape
To find us looking back
At what we're leaving to get somewhere

Darling I'll keep that apartment
In some loud and reckless recess of my heart
I moved there alone to live with a girl like you
Your love drives it home and I might look over my shoulder
But I'll never dwell on leaving If I'm getting somewhere

1905. Between Hello and Goodbye

Between Hello and Goodbye

RobertÂ Earl Keen - Between Hello and Goodbye

[Verse 1]
It was you and me last Saturday
Alone out in the dark
It was something like no good for nothin'



You're playin' with my heart
You got him and I'm alone
And so I sit and cry
In between our first "Hello"
And our last "Goodnight, goodbye"
[Chorus]
And I wonder 'bout the words that we have wasted
I wonder 'bout the things you say that make me start to cry
And I wonder about the time that we've forsaken
In between our first "Hello" and our last "Goodnight, goodbye"
[Verse 2]
The headlights beamed across your face
The shadows fell on mine
The words fell down upon the road
Beside the borderline
I'm slippin' to the darkness
I'll give it one more try
In between our first "Hello"
And our last "Goodnight, goodbye"

1906. Between The Devil And Me

Alan Jackson - Between The Devil And Me 

This world can take you by the hand
And tempt the soul of any man
But you can choose your path
There's two roads you can take
One way is right and one is wrong
The flesh is weak but love is strong
And she's all I see
Between the devil and me
The gates of hell swing open wide
Invitin' me to step inside
I'll be your friend he calls again
I know it's him
The flames are spreadin everywhere
But through the smoke
I see her there
She's all I see
Between the devil and me
I hold her in my arms tonight
So safe and warm I close my eyes
And a cool breeze blows
Across our bodies in the dark
Outside her reach is my concern
Somewhere I know a fire burns
And she's all I see
Between the devil and me
The gates of hell swing open wide
Invitin' me to step inside
I'll be your friend he calls again
I know it's him



The flames are spreadin everywhere
But through the smoke
I see her there
She's all I see
Between the devil and me
The gates of hell swing open wide
Invitin' me to step inside
She's all I see
Between the devil and me

1907. Between The Rows

Between The Rows
Blue Highway

I remember my Dad sayin' "Get up this morning, son"
Get your brother too, we've got to get some work done."
We'd dread the next 10 hours then to the fields we go
I'd cuss the mules as Dad was sayin', "son, stay between the rows."

Back when times were good and times were bad
Daylight would fade and we'd always be glad
To get back to our pillows and dream of where we'd go
to find a better way, a little brighter day
Just to find the best times we'd ever had
were out with Dad between the rows.

My Dad worked the farm for sixty years before he died
And even before that day, I'd look at him and cry
Cause I knew he never had that much and probably never would
But now I see he had more than a man now ever could
chorus

Back when times were good and times were bad
Daylight would fade and we'd always be glad
To get back to our pillows and dream of where we'd go
to find a better way, a little brighter day
Just to find the best times we'd ever had
were out with Dad between the rows.

I remember my Dad sayin' "Get up this morning, son"

1908. Between Us

Dolly Parton - Between Us 

Let's start by stopping long enough to talk things over
Since there's a new love burning between us
With openminded understanding between us



Let's both feel free to talk of this new love
Let there be no deep dark secrets between us let's never hide behind a false disguise
Let there be no hidden feelings between us an honest love is a love that will survive
In our love let's share a friendship between us always close enough to talk things out
Let's be honest with ourselves and with each other
And our love will never know mistrust or doubt
Let there be no deep dark secrets...
An honest love is a love that will survive

1909. Between You and Me

Chris Hillman - Between You and Me

All I knew were the lights in the harbor
All I saw was a flash in my head
And that's all that's left between you and me, yeah
That's all that's left between you and me.

Next thing I knew I was being carried out to sea
Somebody whispering: 'Hey, what's wrong with me?'
That's all that's left between you and me, babe
And that's all that's left between you and me.

Well, did you realize where the split came to be?
Yes, I was in somebody's eye when I really don't want to see.

All I knew I was, I started crashing around
Nothing moved the silence, not even a sound
And that's all that's left between you and me, yeah
That's all that's left between you and me.

And that's all that's left between you and me, yeah
That's all that's left between you and me
And that's all that's left between you and me, yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah.

1910. Between Your Heart & Mine

Jim Lauderdale - Between Your Heart & Mine

The promises we made along
The many broken hearts of stone
Form a pathway to the time
That lies between your heart and mine
The perfect day to sail between
The shore lines of our separate dreams
Drift awhile and tell our tales
A decent day to strike the sail
Between your heart and mine
Between your heart and mine



Love will always shine
Between your heart and mine
There comes a time to walk alone
To pack your dream and leave your home
The world will not detain you long
And that's the sad part of this song
But there's a chorus comes along
It always does, it can't be wrong
Between your heart and mine of all
Our love is rare as [Incomprehensible]
Between your heart and mine
Between your heart and mine
Love will always shine
Between your heart and mine
Your darling face and how it glows
Your eyes it see what no one knows
When closed beneath the lilac
Of the rose of summer time
I was yours and you were mine
From ancient days to present time
I've always loved [Incomprehensible]
No matter what I be your dude
Between your heart and mine
Between your heart and mine
Love will always shine
Between your heart

1911. Between Your Lines - Chords

Between Your Lines 
Holly Williams
 
G+        G+
   We are all a little crazy
        Cadd9
We are all a little weak
   G+
We all are very fragile
              D           Dsus4    D
when there's nothing left to speak
        G+
no more place left to run to
        Cadd9
no more tears're left to cry
         G+
will you stand up for the right thing
       D     Dsus4  D
or continue in denial
         Em
I don't know
 
 
          G+



Well, you know I'd love to help you
    Cadd9
You know I'd love to heal
        G+
but without the hands of god
          D     Dsus4   D
you will never be revealed
        G+
so take off your mask of happiness
     Cadd9
take off your mask of fame
           G+
'cause we know that you've got problems
           D     Dsus4    D
just like everybody's name
 
        Em               Cadd9       G+       D
 D
I don't know why you're folding the arms of reality
Em             Cadd9           G+             D
  D
   why do you break with every wave in your stormy sea
Em             Cadd9
 you know I'd love to say
G              D               G
 You're doing fine but I'd be lying
 
 
So don't tell me everything is good
don't walk on bitter ground
I have seen you at your worst and I still love you when you're down
but I hate to see you live like this
I hate to see you cry
and I hate to see you tangled in her web of sex and lies
 
do you have a god you pray to?
have a god you love?
do you have some twisted theory 'bout the will from up above
do you wait for him in silence
do you wait for him in vain
do you think some crazy fool is gonna preach away your pain
 
I don't know why you're folding the arms of reality
why do you break with every wave in your stormy sea
why do you cringe at the wake of every godly treat
I watch you laughing at the brink of insecurity
you know I'd love to say
You're doing fine but I'd be lying
 
 
So why must you walk with burdens
much too big for you to bear
when you know it's not your fault
'cause there are saints and sinners everywhere
you don't have to smile
I can read between your lines
I read guilt and I read mercy



I read glory to the father
I read bitterness and suffering
and love for all your children
brokenness inside your heart
and scars too deep to see
 
i read pain from a young boy
whose father'd left too early
whose mother'd tried to mold him
into what she'd loved to be
 
I don't know why you're folding the arms of reality
why do you break with every wave in your stormy sea
why do you cringe at the wake of every godly treat
I watch you laughing at the brink of insecurity
well you know we'd love to help you
you know we'd love to heal
but without the hands of god you will never be revealed
you know I'd love to say
You're doing fine but I'd be lying

1912. Beulah Land

Beulah Land

I'm kind of homesick for a country
to which I've never been before.
No sad goodbyes will there be spoken,
And time won't matter anymore
Chorus:
Beulah Land I'm longing for you,
and someday on thee I'll stand.
There my home shall be eternal,
Beulah Land... sweet Beulah Land
I'm looking now across that river
to where my faith is gonna end in sight.
Theres just a few more days to labor,
Then I'll take, my heavenly flight
*Refrain

1913. Bewitched, Bothered and Bewildered

Linda Ronstadt - Bewitched, Bothered and Bewildered

He's a fool and don't I know it
But a fool can have his charms
I'm in love and don't I show it
Like a babe in arms



Love's the same old sad sensation
Lately, I've not slept a wink
Since this half-pint imitation
Put me on the blink

I'm wild again
Beguiled again
A simpering, whimpering child again
Bewitched, bothered and bewildered, am I

Couldn't sleep and wouldn't sleep
When love came and told me
I shouldn't sleep
Bewitched, bothered and bewildered, am I

Lost my heart but what of it
He is cold, I agree
He can laugh but I love it
Although the laugh's on me

I'll sing to him
Each spring to him
And long for the day when I'll cling to him
Bewitched, bothered and bewildered, am I

Men are not a new sensation
I've done pretty well, I think
But this half-pint imitation
Put me on the blink

I've sinned a lot
I'm mean a lot
But now I'm like sweet seventeen a lot
Bewitched, bothered and bewildered, am I

1914. Beyond - Chords

Beyond
Tim O'Brien

[Intro]
Am  Am  Am
 
[Verse 1]
Am
Take my hand and we will go beyond
                                    E7
What we'll find we cannot know - beyond
F             C
Somewhere up around the bend
G                 Am
We might meet our maker then
Dm                E                  Am



We could find the rainbow's end - beyond
 
 
[Chorus]
  C        Am
Beyond - together we will ride
F               C                E
On angel wings across the great divide
F                 C
Through the belly of the beast
G                  Am
Beyond the deserts and the seas
Dm           E                 Am
We will find eternal peace - beyond
 
 
[Instrumenta]
 Dm  E7  Am  Am
 
 
[Verse 3]
Am
Over on that other side - beyond
                                   E7
We can dry the tears we cried - beyond
F               C
In that distant promised land
G               Am
Gonna shake the maker's hand
Dm          E                Am
Home of all immortal man - beyond
 
 
[Chorus]
  C        Am
Beyond - together we will ride
F               C                 E7
On angel wings across the great divide
F                 C
Through the belly of the beast
G                  Am
Beyond the deserts and the seas
Dm           E                 Am
We will find eternal peace - beyond
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
 
[Chorus]
  C        Am
Beyond - together we will ride
F               C                  E7
On angel wings across the great divide
F                 C
Through the belly of the beast
G                  Am



Beyond the deserts and the seas
Dm           E                 Am
We will find eternal peace - beyond
 
 
[Verse 4]
Am
We cannot see it with our eyes - beyond
                                       E7
But my heart pulls me and it cries - beyond
  F              C
I have a feeling in my soul
G               Am
All the answers will unfold
Dm              E             Am
We will see the ages roll - beyond
 
 
[Chorus]
  C        Am
Beyond - together we will ride
F               C                  E
On angel wings across the great divide
F                 C
Through the belly of the beast
G                  Am
Beyond the deserts and the seas
Dm           E                 Am
We will find eternal peace - beyond
F                 C
Through the belly of the beast
G                  Am
Beyond the deserts and the seas
Dm           E                 Am
We will find eternal peace - beyond, beyond, beyond

1915. Beyond A Shadow Of A Doubt

Dale Ann Bradley - Beyond A Shadow Of A Doubt

Beyond a shadow of a doubt
I know God's out there
Though there are times
When shadow's have brought me down
But when the burdens of my life
Are to much to carry
I still find faith
Beyond a shadow of a doubt

You know my body's not
What it used to be
Cancer's got a hold of me
Like so many, in this day and time



But I've talked with God
And he's let me know
When it comes my time to go
That my soul is gonna be divine

(Repeat First Verse)

I've witnessed others
Throughout the years
They've trusted, believed
Seemed to have no fears
Never dreaming the strength
That I'd someday need
To walk through the valley
Of pain and strife
The shadow of death
Overtaking my life
Knowing any day from this bondage
I could be free

(repeat first verse)

When the burdens of my life
Are just too much to carry
I still have faith
Beyond a shadow of a doubt.

1916. Beyond My Wildest Dreams

Emmylou Harris - Beyond My Wildest Dreams

I didn't ask for much
As maybe I ought've
But I'm staying in touch
With the one I love
And I can see in the dials
And in these headlights beams
Beyond me wildest
Beyond me wildest dreams
Beyond me wildest dreams
Beyond me wildest dreams
I've been with you
I've been with you

These are the big play loads
Hammer down on the floor
These are the restless roads
Every one a war
But in the flashing lines
I see a love supreme
Beyond me wildest
Beyond me wildest dreams
Beyond me wildest dreams



Beyond me wildest dreams
I've been with you
I've been with you

They promised me some good home time
And some layover pay
The agent he's a friend of mine
Says it's due my way
I'd drive a thousand miles
Haul a trailer of tears
Just to see you smile
And as the dawn appears
At the edge of the night
There's still a light that gleams
Beyond me wildest
Beyond me wildest dreams
Beyond me wildest dreams
Beyond me wildest dreams
I've been with you
I've been with you

1917. Beyond The Blue

Beyond The Blue - The Duhks

Oh, wake me out the blue 
Oh, wake me out the blue 
One star belongs to you 
One star belongs to you 

And every breath I take 
And every breath I take 
I'm closer to that place 
I'm closer to that place 
I'm closer to that place 
I'm closer to that place 

Yeah, baby, I'm gonna meet you there 
On the outskirts of the sky! 
Yeah, baby, I'm gonna meet you there 
And we will fly away! 

Oh, wake me out the blue 
Oh, wake me out the blue 
One star belongs to you 
One star belongs to you 

This life is but a dream 
This life is but a dream 
Go gently down the stream! 
Go gently down the stream! 

Oh, wake me out the blue 



Oh, wake me out the blue 
One star belongs to you 
One star belongs to you

1918. Beyond The Blue - Chords

Beyond The Blue
By Emmylou Harris    
Written by Beth Nielsen Chapman
 
G               Em
Away beyond the blue 
G               Em
Away beyond the blue     
    Am             Em
One star belongs to you 
    Am       C      G
One star belongs to you 
 
                   Em
And every breath I take 
    G              Em
And every breath I take 
    Am             Em
I'm closer to that place 
    Am     C       G
I'm closer to that place 
     
     A7
Yeah baby I'm gonna meet you there 
       Em
On the outskirts of the sky 
     A7
Yeah baby I'm gonna meet you there 
Em          D7
And we will fly 
G               Em
Away beyond the blue 
 
G               Em
Away beyond the blue 
    Am              G
One star belongs to you 
 
                   Em
This life is but a dream 
G                  Em
This life is but a dream 
   Am              Em
Go gently down the stream
  Am           C    G
Go gently down the stream



1919. Beyond The Clouds - Chords

Beyond The Clouds
Recorded by Jim Reeves

G
An old log house and it half-built
  C             G
A home made bed just one old quilt
  C    G7         C          G
A Holy Bible that ma left to me
D7
Makes me as rich as rich can be
G
My friends have gold yet they are sad
C                 G
They own the best that can be had
C       G7        C           G
While I just live from day to day
D7                          G
I know the Lord will make a way
My corn crib's filled with nothing but cobs
C                        G
Cause corn won't grow on these poor knobs
C             G7          C          G
The sun's too hot and the rain won't fall
D7
There's a cloud in the sky but it's too small
G
My housetop leaks and I get damp
C                      G
Here on this earth I'm called a tramp
    C     G7        C       G
But I can smile and feel so proud
D7                          G
I know my home's beyond the clouds
My old hound dog is growing thin
     C          G
Like me he only has two friends
    C    G7      C       G
I'm sure that if we only knew
D7
He longs for heaven like me and you
G
My shoes are thin my feet get cold
C                  G
But I trudge on to make my goal
    C     G7        C       G
For I can smile and feel so proud
D7                          G
I know my home's beyond the clouds
C         G      D7         G
I know my home's beyond the clouds



1920. Beyond The Great Divide - Chords

Beyond The Great Divide
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Jack W. Routh and J.C. Crowley

C           F       C
There'll be greener pastures
            F      C
Across that border line
F         G7    C         F
We'll see new horizons my darlin'
      C        G7      C
Far beyond the great divide

         F          C
Pools of clear blue waters
           F      C
Star light in the sky
F         G7      C       F
You'll be mine forever my darlin'
      C        G7      C
Far beyond the great divide

          F      C
Somewhere in the distance
         F           C
Northern lights will shine
F         G7      C          F
You'll be there beside me my darlin'
      C        G7      C
Far beyond the great divide

F         G7      C       F
You'll be mine forever my darlin'
      C        G7      C
Far beyond the great divide

1921. Beyond The Last Mile

Ernest Tubb 
Beyond The Last Mile

I'm watching the clock tick the hours away
They say that I will hang at the dawn of the day
But why should I fear death when it's life anew
For dying only takes me much closer to you

You left me in anger and walk by the sea



And when they found your body they blamed it on me
But you know they were wrong dear so wait for awhile
Soon we'll be together beyond the last mile

Stars hide their face to make way for the sun
Death it'll soon claim me and make us as one
While others are walking the streets with a smile
Then I will be walking beyond the last mile

The jury agreed I have taken your life
The sentence that they gave me it cut like a knife
But I'll face my Maker today with a smile
I know that you'll be waiting beyond the last mile

The chaplain is making his last plea to God
Soon the numbered steps to the scaffold I'll trod
My footsteps won't falter I'll walk with a smile
I know that you'll be waiting beyond the last mile

1922. Beyond the Northwest Passage

The Waybacks 
Beyond the Northwest Passage

Goodbye, Mrs. Sorrow
Hope you're feeling better tomorrow night
Don't put up a fight
It'll do you no good

Hello, Uncle Freedom
I've seen them down on their knees for you
Nothing they wouldn't do
To have you along

I got too many problems
They just don't understand

They think their every wish
Is my command

Oh no, Sister Susie
You're in a win or lose affair
Wish I could be there
To help you along

Oh yes, Brother Michael
We all have every faith in you
And everything you do
All the way round

I got too many problems
They just don't understand
They think their every wish



Is my command

Goodbye, goodbye
Goodbye, goodbye
Goodbye, goodbye
Goodbye, goodbye

Goodbye, goodbye
Goodbye, goodbye
Goodbye, goodbye
Goodbye, goodbye

1923. Beyond The River Bend - Chords

Beyond the River Bend
Written and recorded by Hazel Dickens

C
There's a path that leads back through my memories
                                   G7
And how often I've walked it these days
        C
Where I find sweet peace among the flowers
                    G7               C
On the grassy banks beyond the river bend
But it's only a memory yes it's only a memory my friend
                                   G7           C
Yes it's only a memory I can never go back home again
Down by the river down by the old river bend
                            G7                   C
Down by the river the sweet fragrance of flowers win
Oh it seems life's troubles and trials
                         G7
Get harder and harder to mend
C
Oh how sweet it would be to sit down
                    G7               C
On the grassy banks beyond the river bend
Repeat #2

1924. Beyond The Sunset - Chords

Beyond The Sunset  
recorded by Slim Whitman
written by Virgil P. Brock and Blanche K. Brock 

C          F   C              G7
Beyond the sun-set O blissful morning
                                    C



When with our Savior Heaven's just begun
                F   C              F
Earth's toiling end-ed  O glorious dawning
           C            G7     C
Beyond the sun-set when day is done
 
           F   C                  G7
Beyond the sun-set no clouds will gather
                                 C
No storms will threaten no fears annoy
         F    C            F
O day of glad-ness O day unending
           C       G7      C
Beyond the sun-set eternal joy

           F   C                G7
Beyond the sun-set a hand will guide me
                          C
To God the Father whom I adore
             F    C                 F
His glorious pres-ence His words of welcome
           C           G7        C
Will be my port-ion on that fair shore
 
           F   C          G7
Beyond the sun-set O glad reunion
                                     C
With our dear loved ones who've gone before
             F    C                  F
In that fair home-land we'll know no parting
           C       G7      C
Beyond the sun-set forever more
F          C       G7      C
Beyond the sun-set forever more

1925. Beyond The Sunset For Me - Chords

Beyond The Sunset For Me
Written and recorded by Doyle Lawson

C
My soul is now thrilling with joy He is filling
       F                           C
When I think of what's over life's sea
Our loved ones are waiting they're now congregating
           G7         C
Beyond the sunset for me
Beyond the sunset in that better home
    F
The sunset angels are waiting to carry me home
   C                      G7
In Heaven with Jesus I'll be
C



Beyond the sunset of life all cares will vanish away
    F
The sunset will shine as the light of the day
C          G7         C
Beyond the sunset for me
Such comfort in knowing that I'll soon be going
         F                     C
Where my soul shall forever be free
I see Jesus standing on the shore by the landing
           G7         C
Beyond the sunset for me
Repeat #2 x2
           G7         C
Beyond the sunset for me

1926. Beyond Those Years

Beyond Those Years
Oak Ridge Boys - Beyond Those Years

Full moons and empty promises
We were only high school kids
We got so close that we closed our eyes
To the facts of life.
We were married in the spring
Not long before the baby came
Your mama said she couldn't bare the shame
Your dad refused to give the bride away.

Beyond those years
Who'd have thought we'd still be standing here?
And that love would find it's way
Through all those tears
Beyond those years.

Eighteen standing in the shoes of a man
The weight of the world in my unskilled hands
One by one as the dreams fell through
I took my failures out on you.
But you held on when it made no sense
And cleaned the face of the innocent
You were so strong to be so young
And now look just how far we've come.

Beyond those years
Who'd have thought we'd still be standing here?
And that love would find it's way
Through all those tears
Beyond those years.

So many times we wanted to act our age
Call it off and go our separate ways
Against the odds we grew up too fast



And on our own, yer we made it last
Oo we made it last.

Beyond those years
Who'd have thought we'd still be standing here?
And that love would find it's way
Through all those tears
Beyond those years.

Beyond those years
Who'd have thought we'd still be standing here?
And that love would find it's way
Through all those tears
Beyond those years.

Beyond those years
Who'd have thought we'd still be standing here?
And that love would find it's way
Through all those tears
Beyond those years. [fading]

1927. Beyond You - Chords

Beyond You
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Bill Gatzimos and Crystal Gayle

G      D7       C        G
Nobody holds me like you can 
                   C   D7     G
Lately you've been holding me back 
     C               D7
It's time to let you know 
     G              C
It's time to let me go 
G           D7        G
Gotta get a hold of myself 
Bm               C            G
Reckon I need to see some new places 
  Bm          C                G
A little time alone will do me good 
          D7              G        C
Being without you I'll be thinking about you 
G           D7            G
Gotta reach beyond dear beyond 
                                C   G
Nothing I've ever done has been harder 
                   C          G
All these years no one's been closer 
      C                  D7
Can't sweep you under my bed 
G                   C
Just can't shake my head 



    G                 D7           G
And expect my wanting you to shake away 
Bm                  C              G
Reckon it's time to find a few new faces 
  Bm          C                G
A little time alone will do me good 
          D7              G              C
Being without you I'll be thinking about you 
G           D7            G
Gotta reach beyond dear beyond 
Em        D7              G        C
Being without you I'll be thinking about you 
G             D7          G
Gotta reach beyond dear beyond you

1928. Bible

Bible

By the Deer Creek Boy
I was wondering in the wilderness
I was worry about my soul
I was feeling so lost and lonely
There was only one place I could go
I said Momma, do you have a bible you can loan me
Lately, I've been feeling lonely, like I've drifted off the path
I said Momma, do you have a bible you can loan me
She said no son, but I got one that you can have
She said we all lose our way son
That devil really good, to test in faith
You see this bible belong to your grandma
And I was lost so i went to her one day
I said Momma, do you have a bible you can loan me
Lately, I've been feeling lonely, like I've drifted off the path
I said Momma, do you have a bible you can loan me
She said no son, but I got one that you can have
She said no son, but I got one that you can have
Check video on YouTube

1929. Bible Ben - Chords

Bible Ben 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
G D

[Verse 1]
                                    G                         D



He had an old rundown shotgun shack sitting at the end of the lake
                                D
Everybody called him Bible Ben, really that wasn't his name
                                                          G                          D
You could hear him in the evening when the sun went down, sitting on the front porch swing
                                          G                   D
He'd lift his eyes to the heavenly skies, everybody heard him sing
 
 
[Verse 2]
 D
Amazing grace how sweet the sound
     G                   D
That saved a wretch like me
       D
Better read the Good Book like it says
                        G                D
Get down on your knees, get down on your knees
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Bible Ben where've you been,
                  G
Good Book in your hand
D
Telling all about God's road map
           G                   D
And how to get to the Promised Land
 
 
[Instrumental]
G D G D
 
 
[Verse 3]
                                     G               D
He had an old rusty pick-up truck, i think it was a '51
     D
He'd stand in the back with the tail gate down telling all about God's son
                                                  G                    D
He'd preach about Joah in the belly of the whale, Daniel in the lion's den
                                       G               D
He'd get him a good cool sip of water, start all over again
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Bible Ben where've you been,
                  G
Good Book in your hand
D
Telling all about God's road map
           G                   D
And how to get to the Promised Land
 
 



[Instrumental]
G D G D
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Bible Ben where've you been,
                  G
Good Book in your hand
D
Telling all about God's road map
           G                   D
And how to get to the Promised Land
 
 
[Outro]
 D
Amazing grace how sweet the sound
     G                   D
That saved a wretch like me
       D
Better read the Good Book like it says
                        G                D
Get down on your knees, get down on your knees

1930. Bible By The Bed

Cadillac Sky - Bible by the Bed 
Album: Gravity's Our Enemy

It's ten after 2AM he's stumbling in
Drunk again tonight
By the way he slams the door
She knows she's in for a fight
She raises her hands up to guard her face
And tries to remember those vows she made

She ain't seen the man she married
Since the day they said 'I do'
She's been praying God will change him
For 3 years come this June
And she still has faith, but lately he scares her to death
So she always keeps a gun under the pillow
And a Bible by the bed

The next day he brings flowers home
And swears it won't happen again
She tells herself that she should leave
But she turns the other cheek like Jesus did
And forgives him
By Friday there's new bruises there on her face
They say lovin' him is going to kill her someday



She ain't seen the man she married
Since the day they said 'I do'
She's been praying God will change him
For 3 years come this June
And she still has faith, but lately he scares her to death
So she always keeps a gun under the pillow
And a Bible by the bed

It was only two day 'til their anniversary
When a shot rang through the night
They found her face down on the floor
Praying by his side
Saying 'Father, forgive me' as she gripped that gun
He said my dear child, 'what wrong have you done?'

1931. Bible In The Cabin By The Sea

Bible in the Cabin by the Sea

There is a precious volume
all finger-worn and old
In that little log cabin by the sea
It is the old old bible
more precious now than gold
It's the bible that my mother gave to me

'Tis the old precious bible, blessed bible
That she read in the cabin by the sea (by the sea)
'Tis the precious precious bible
the blessed blessed bible
The bible that my mother gave to me

How often I have listened
to the tempest howl and rave
Round that little log cabin by the sea
While mother read of Jesus
who walked upon the waves
How Jesus calmed the stormy Gallilee

How often, oh how often
she read the golden word
Read the message from the precious word above
It told of faithful Daniel
who trusted in the Lord
While she lead me in the pathway that she trod

There is no other volume
so precious as this book
It tells me how to live and how to die
It tells me of that city
oh wondrous, wondrous book
And that I'll meet my loved ones by and by



1932. Bidin' My Time - Chords

Bidin' My Time 
Chris Hillman
 
G                C          D
I've seen my old friends in so many places
     Cmaj7     G          D
That I can't remember the names
       G             C        D
And it takes me back home to all of the faces
         Cmaj7         D      G
Where my memories will always remain
 
Chorus:
G        F         Em
I'm just bidin' my time
     C           D              C            D
It's dust on my saddle and it's clouds in my mind
G        F         Em
I'm just bidin' my time
        C              D      G    D
'till I leave this old city behind
 
G                C            D
I'm tired of the concrete and people so busy
       Cmaj7         G            D
Their life's nothing more than a flame
       G            C         D
And a fire burns inside me in pastures are calling out
       Cmaj7         D      G
Find peace of mind once again
 
    D                              C             G
Oh, listen to the trees, can't you feel the cool breeze
A                            D
Isn't this the ways meant to be?
 
Chorus

1933. Bien-etre Tour

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Bien-Ãªtre tour

Chu de r'tour r'gard moé Ã§a
J'ai perdu du poids mais chu lÃ 
J'ai mangé sec au West Bengal
J'ai perdu ma carte et ma masse salariale
Etait pas stable Ã  jouer d'la gratte



Le case ouvert su'a sphate
Mais avec une gang de pas propres
Trop scrap  Trop scrap
Mais avec une gang de pas propres
Sales su'a dérape
Ã■ s'caler des thai buckets
Ã■ s'percer des canettes
C'est rough de couvrir les dépenses
Avec une soif aussi intense
Faut savoir oÃ¹ mettre ses priorités
Nous autres on a skipé su'l'manger
Sur le Lao lao du Laos
Le Samsong de Bangkok
Et toutes les Chang que tu popes
L'opium de Varanassi
Le weed de Ko Pi Pi
La sinsemilia et compagnie
Les champignons de Chiang Mai
Le yaba d'Bodhgaya
Et pis les cartons d'Pai
Les thai buckets de Phuket
C'est tough de rester droite

1934. Big Backyard

Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway - Big Backyard

[Verse 1]
My backyard is an Illinois farm
And yours is a bend in the Hudson River
Her backyard's Sunset Boulevard
And his is the heart of the Mojave Desert
My backyard's got an acre of prairie
And yours has miles and miles of pavement
But come rain or shine, it's the same big sky
That's here to remind us we all gotta make it

[Chorus]
And some folks say to stake your claim
And fence it in, but I see it different
Come on out to the big backyard
It ain't mine, it ain't yours, it's all of ours

[Verse 2]
Now my backyard is a Redwood forest
And yours is a rocky shore in New England
Her backyard is the streets of NRw York
And his is the hum of the L.A. freeway
My backyard has got a blanket of fog
And yours has a wholR lot of sunny weather
But come rain or shine, it's the same big sky
That's here to remind us we belong together



1935. Big Bad Bill (Is Sweet William Now)

Big Bad Bill (Is Sweet William Now)

In the town of Louisville
They got a man called Big Bad Bill
I want to tell you he sure was tough
Yeah, all folks scared to death

When he walked by they held their breath
He was a mighty man sure enough
Now Bill took himself a wife
Now he's a different guy

Big Bad Bill is sweet William now
Married life has changed him somehow
Yet he's not the man they used to fear
Now the people call him, sweet Papa Willie dear

Stronger than Sampson I'll declare
And he's bound in mama comb his hair
Big Bad Bill don't fight anymore
Wash his dishes and he might sweep the floor

Yeah, he used to spend his evenings a lookin' for a fight
But now he gotta see his Mama every night

'Cause Big Bad Bill is sweet William now
Yeah, he used to spend his evenings a lookin' for a fight
But now he gotta see his Mama every night

1936. Big Ball In Boston

Big Ball In Boston

Big ball in Boston big ball in town
Big ball in Boston gonna dance around.

Little glass of sherry little glass of wine
Let's have a party let's have a time.

My love's in jail boys my love's in jail
My love's in jail boys who'll go her bail?

Roll on the ground boys roll on the ground
Eating soda crackers ten cents a pound.

Look at all the pretty girls walking down the street
Kicking up their heels they're happy on their feet



1937. Big Balls - Chords

Hayseed Dixie - Big Balls

Intro - E - C - E - C - E - C - D - B

(verse 1)
E                                 C 
Well I'm upper-upper class high society,
E                         C 
Gods' gift to ballroom noteriety,
E                                    C
And my ballrooms always filled the event is never small,
D                                   B  
The social pages say I've got the biggest balls of all.

(chorus)
E                   C#m 
I've got big balls, I've got big balls,
E                       C#m
They're such big balls, they're dirty big balls,
E                       C#m
And he's got big balls, and she's got big balls,
    C     C   C   D        A               B
But we've got the biggest, balls ofF them all,

(verse 2)
E                                 C
And my ballrooms always bouncing, and my ballrooms always full,
E                                 C
And everybody comes and comes again,
E                                   C
If your name is one the guest list, no one can take you higher,
D                       B 
Everybody says I've got great balls of fire,

(chorus)
E                   C#m 
I've got big balls, I've got big balls,
E                       C#m
They're such big balls, they're dirty big balls,
E                       C#m
And he's got big balls, and she's got big balls,
    C     C   C   D        A               B
But we've got the biggest, balls ofF them all,

(verse 3)
E                                C/E
Some balls are held for charity, and some for fancy dress,
E                                   C/E
But when they're held for pleasure, they're the balls that I like best,
E                             C/E
My balls are always bouncing, from the left and to the right,



D/F#                                    B
It's my belief that my big balls should be held every night,

(chorus)
E                   C#m 
I've got big balls, I've got big balls,
E                       C#m
They're such big balls, they're dirty big balls,
E                       C#m
And he's got big balls, and she's got big balls,
    C     C   C   D        A               B
But we've got the biggest, balls ofF them all,

1938. Big Balls In Cowtown - Chords

Big Balls In Cowtown

CHORUS
(G) Big Ball's in (G7) Cowtown
(C) We'll all go (G) down
(G) Big Ball's in (G7) Cowtown
(D) We'll dance a-(G) round.

(G) Workin' on the (G7) railroad
(C) Sleepin' on the (G) ground
Eatin' saltine (G7) crackers
(D) Ten cents a (G) pound.

CHORUS

Put on your new shoes
Put on your gown
Take off them sack clothes
The Big Ball's in town.

CHORUS

I'll stay in cowtown
I'll stick around
Bolt up your window
The Big Ball's in town.
CHORUS

1939. Big Bayou

Big Bayou
Flying Burrito Brothers

Big bayou where do you go?



To the river runnin' slow
Into the Gulf of Mexico
Big bayou carry me home

I took a long trip to the city
Determined to get somewhere
I spent all my hard earned money
I had saved, put me there

Big bayou where do you go?
To the river runnin' slow
Into the Gulf of Mexico
Big bayou carry me home

I took a cotton pickin' job in Memphis
The people there treated me good
But my love rained bad in Nashville
I had to walk the streets of Hollywood

Big bayou where do you go?
To the river runnin' slow
Into the Gulf of Mexico
Big bayou carry me home

I'm coming home
Where the fish jump in the air
I don't need a lot of money
'Cause I ain't goin' nowhere

Big bayou where do you go?
To the river runnin' slow
Into the Gulf of Mexico
Big bayou carry me home

1940. Big Bend Gal

Big Bend Gal
Sammy Shelor - Shelor Family

[Fiddle and all]

There's no use in talking  bout the Big Bend Gal,
That lives on the county line;
For Betsy Jane from the prairie plain
Just leaves them way behind.
You never would see such a likely woman,
If you searched out all creation;
She beats the gals from the flat creek bottom,
She's the queen of the whole plantation.

[Fiddle]

She totes herself like a *flying squirrel



And the men folk all come around;
And Lord how the dewdrops get off the grass
When she puts her feet upon the ground.
She's just as ripe as an apple on a tree,
And she looks so pretty and snug;
And her mouth's just as sweet as a corncob stopper
That comes out of a molasses jug.

[Fiddle]

The calf comes a-loping when the old cow calls,
And the possum dog comes to the horn;
And the grape vine climbs up the tall oak tree,
And the morning glory wraps around the corn.
And a fellow will turn around and come pretty quick,
When he hears that pretty gal laugh;
She hangs on his arm like a bird on a tree
As they both go walking up the path.

[Fiddle]

Her eyes give light like a foxfire chunk,
And her teeth are white as snow;
And the fellers in the cotton patch keep looking back
When they see her come chopping down the row.
She's gone crowd the hands where the crabgrass grows,
And kill the weeds as she goes;
She skippers up the furrow in a cloud of dust,
As she busts them clods with a hoe.

[Fiddle]

*[Carl Baron-  probably a reference to a motorcycle ]

1941. Big Big Heartaches - Chords

Big Big Heartaches
Recorded by Melba Montgomery 
Written by Melba Montgomery and Carl Montgomery
Grasstowne

C                                       F
At night I try to sleep but sleep won't come
     G7                                   C
So I walk the floor and greet the morning sun
                                 F
The past with all its lurin' memories
G7                                  C
Control this broken heart inside of me
                   F
Big big heartaches hurt me so
G7                        C
How can I make my foolish heart let go



                   F
Big big heartaches keep hanging on
G7                              C
Big big heartaches since you're gone
                                F
I guess that I will always be a fool
   G7                                C
My heart will always tell me what to do
                                      F
My mind tells me it's best to let you go
   G7                                    C
My heart cries out that I still love you so
                   F
Big big heartaches hurt me so
G7                        C
How can I make my foolish heart let go
                   F
Big big heartaches keep hanging on
G7                              C
Big big heartaches since you're gone
G7                              C
Big big heartaches since you're gone

1942. Big Big World - Chords

Big Big World
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Fred Burch, Gerald Nelson, Red West

G
9-1-27 Avenue
                 C                      G
Walked up to the door hello sir how are you
            C             G
No I'm just lookin' for a friend livin' in apartment 10
              C                D7          G
You say she's gone tell me how long has it been
       C       G           C       G
It's a big big city it's a big big world
        C         G      C            G
How's a boy gonna find a little bitty girl
        C       G
In this big big world
D7    G
Goin' out find myself a telephone
        C                                            G
I got a pocket full of dimes I know her last name is Jones
Joneses Joneses all I see page 19 to 23
C                               G
Big big world can be unkind the telephone just took my last dime
       C       G           C       G
It's a big big city it's a big big world
        C         G      C            G



How's a boy gonna find a little bitty girl
        C       G
In this big big world

1943. Big Black Dog

Emmylou Harris - Big Black Dog

A big black dog
A little too much gray around the muzzle
A big black dog
Why she ended up at the pound is a puzzle
A big black dog
Did she run away
Because somebody didn't treat her right?
Did they leave her out in the cold 
Night after lonely night
A big black dog

A big black dog
I found her one day down there at the metro
A big black dog
Waitin' in a cage in line for the death row
Big black dog
Did somebody her put here out on the road
And did just not care?
Did they think an old dog was too much trouble
For them to bear?
A big black dog

Her name is Bella, Bella
You're not brown, you're not yella
Bella, Bella
My big black dog

Big black dogs, they're everywhere
Lookin' for a home, they're hungry and scared
All they need is food and attention
They'll give you back love, 
Sometimes redemption I swear
You could find it there 
In a big black dog

A big black dog 
She may be a little rough around the edges
A big black dog
When you throw a ball, she'll always go and fetch it
This big black dog
With a brand new leash and a brand new collar
It's a brand new game
I love to see the way she runs to me when I holler
Out her name
My big black dog



Her name is Bella, Bella
You're not brown, you're not yella
Bella, Bella
My big black dog
My big black dog

1944. Big Black Train

Lucinda Williams - Big Black Train

[Verse 1]
I can hear it comin' from miles away
I can hear it comin' from miles away
I' can' hear it comin'' from miles away
And I don't wanna' get on board
I can hear it comin' on down the track
I can hear it comin' on down the track
I can hear it comin' on down the track
And I don't wanna get on board

[Chorus]
I don't wanna get on board
I don't wanna get on board
I don't wanna be no special rider
I don't wanna get on board
Big black train
Big black train
I don't wanna get on board
That big black train

[Verse 2]
Last time through it took me far away
Last time through it took me far away
Last time through it took me far away
I don't wanna get on board
Didn't know if I was ever comin' back
Didn't know if I was ever comin' back
Didn't know if I was ever comin' back
And I don't wanna get on board

[Chorus]
I don't wanna get on board
I don't wanna get on board
I don't wanna be no special rider
I don't wanna get on board
Big black train
Big black train
I don't wanna get on board
That big black train

[Verse 3]
Gonna take me through the darkest night



Gonna take me through the darkest night
Gonna take me through the darkest night
And I don't wanna get on board
Didn't know if I was ever comin' back
Didn't know if I was ever comin' back
Didn't know if I was ever comin' back
And I don't wanna get on board

[Chorus]
I don't wanna get on board
I don't wanna get on board
I don't wanna be no special rider
I don't wanna get on board
Big black train
Big black train
I don't wanna get on board
That big black train

[Outro]
I don't wanna get on board
That big black train
I don't wanna get on board
That big black train

1945. Big Black Train

Big Black Train
Flatt & Scruggs

Well, I had the blues
But now they're gone
I'm on a big black freight train
And we're movin' on

I'm on a big black train and I'm movin' on
I'm on a big black train and I'll soon be gone
Well, this big black train, it keeps movin' on

Well, if you want me, baby, better get on the track
Got a one-way ticket and I won't be back
Well, this big black freight train
It's movin' down the railroad track

Well, you cheated on me, baby, and you told me lies
You said that you was gonna laugh every time I cried
Well, this big black train
We're tellin' you good bye

I'm on a big black train and I'm movin' on
I'm on a big black train and I'll soon be gone
Well, this big black train, it keeps movin' on



1946. Big Blue Ball Of War

Nanci Griffith - Big Blue Ball of War

In 1914, this ball was at war
It went from Belgium on through Ireland
The Congo, then back home

This big blue ball of war spun on it's own
Spinning history in lines of blood
When many souls fell off

And we all ride on, this big blue ball of war
Souls with tickets through the veil, we all ride on
And we all ride on, this big blue ball of war
We choose to spin around and ride
This big blue ball of war

Almost a century the blood has flowed
We've killed our men of peace around this ball
And refused to hear their ghosts

We spend our destinies in deeds of hate
Humanity upon this ball
Is just a bloody fall from grace

And we all ride on
(We all ride)
This big blue ball of war
Souls with tickets through the veil
We all ride on, and we all ride on
(We all ride)
This big blue ball of war
We choose to spin around and ride
This big blue ball of war

A reformation just might save us all
A voice of harmony and open heart
Where the women teach the song

These men of evil deed can be proven wrong
If we join hand to hand with Abraham
So not a soul falls off

And we'll all ride on
(We all ride)
This big blue ball of war
Souls with tickets through the veil
We'll all ride on, and we'll all ride on
(We all ride)
This big blue ball of war
We'll choose to spin around and ride
This big blue ball of war



We'll choose to spin around and ride
This big blue ball of war

1947. Big Blue Balloon

John Hartford - Big Blue Balloon

"Hurry hurry step right up, see Joe the dog faced boy"

I follow a big blue balloon
Through the carnival spring afternoon
Isn't it wild, to be lost like a child?
Chasing a big blue balloon

I follow a big blue balloon
Through the carnival spring afternoon
At the end of the string, there's a groovy young thing
Pulling her big blue balloon

Wait, just a moment, I stopped
To buy me a green lollipop
And talk to the man with the canes in his hands
And the wind-up rabbits that hop

I follow the big blue balloon
Through the carnival spring afternoon
Just hoping she'll wait, when she gets to the gate
She'll be holding her big blue balloon

Wait just a moment, I sigh
I think I must stop for a ride
I'm a sucker for clowns, and a merry-go round
When it only will cost me a dime

Then follow a big blue balloon
Through the carnival late afternoon
And now I am running, don't worry I'm coming
Hold on to your big blue balloon

1948. Big Blue Raindrops - Chords

Big Blue Raindrops 
The Del McCoury Band
 
[Intro 1] (Violin pizzicato)
/ C             / C***          /
 
[Intro 2]



/ C             / F             / C             / C             /
 
[Verse 1]
         C                     F
Big blue raindrops are falling down,
        G                     C
blowing sideways, soaking the ground.
               C                      F
Beating on the roof and on the window pane,
         C**       G**           C
big blue raindrops only cause me pain.
 
[Chorus]
         F                       F
I need a break in these old dark clouds,
         C                      C
a little sunshine's what I need now.
         F                    F
I need a sign that it's gonna end,
            C                G***
a rainbow's promise to love again.
             C                         F
But it don't look like it's ever gonna stop,
            C                    C
breaking my heart these big blue raindrops.
 
[Verse 2]
            C                        F
I feel like cussing that old weather man
             G                           C
but it's not his fault that it's setting in.
           C                         F
We used to love while it was pouring down,
         C**       G**            C
big blue raindrops   only hurt me now.
 
[Chorus]
         F                       F
I need a break in these old dark clouds,
         C                      C
a little sunshine's what I need now.
         F                    F
I need a sign that it's gonna end,
            C                G***
a rainbow's promise to love again.
             C                         F
But it don't look like it's ever gonna stop,
            C                    C
breaking my heart these big blue raindrops.
 
[Interlude] (Mandoline)
/ C             / F             / G             / C             /
/ C             / F             / C**     G**   / C             /
 
[Interlude] (Violin)
/ F             / F             / C             / C             /
/ F             / F             / C             / G***          /



 
[Interlude] (Banjo)
/ C             / F             / C**     G**   / C             /
 
[Verse 3]
         C                      F
Big blue teardrops are blinding me,
         G                           C
big blue heartaches, rolling down my cheeks.
           C                        F
Oh, lonely memories hurt me most of all,
         C**       G**        C
big blue teardrops   start to fall.
 
[End-Chorus]
         F                       F
I need a break in these old dark clouds,
         C                      C
a little sunshine's what I need now.
         F                    F
I need a sign that it's gonna end,
            C                G***
a rainbow's promise to love again.
             C                         F
But it don't look like it's ever gonna stop,
            C**         G**        C
breaking my heart these   big blue raindrops,
/ C             / C             /
            C**         G**        C***
breaking my heart these   big blue raindrops

1949. Big Blue Roses - Chords

Big Blue Roses
Recorded by Feller and Hill
Written by Tom T. Hall and Dixie Hall

G                       C
Big blue roses round my door
         D7                      G
Seems to me they were always red before
                          C
Big blue roses don't look real
         D7                           G
Are they blue or is it just the way I feel

                                         D7
We dreamed a wedding in the spring and a love for ever more
                                  G
A picket fence a cottage and some roses round the door
                                   D7
When you decided you'd move on and all our plans fell through
                                                G



It got so cold in mid July the roses all turned blue

Repeat #1

                               D7
We planted roses in the spring with tender loving care
                                  G
We treated them like babies every minute we could spare
                                           D7
We watched them grow we watched them bloom and reach up for the sky
                                                 G
We took care of the roses but we let a good love die
Repeat #1
         D7                           G
Are they blue or is it just the way I feel

1950. Big Bottom

Big Bottom
Hayseed Dixie

The bigger the cushion, the sweeter the pushin'
That's what I said
The looser the waistband, the deeper the quicksand
Or so I have read

My baby fits me like a flesh tuxedo
I'd like to sink her with my pink torpedo

Big bottom, big bottom
Talk about bum cakes, my girl's got 'em
Big bottom drive me out of my mind
How could I leave this behind?

I met her on Monday, twas my lucky bun day
You know what I mean
I love her each weekday, each velvety cheek day
You know what I mean

My love gun's loaded and she's in my sights
Big game is waiting there inside her tights, yeah

Big bottom, big bottom
Talk about mud flaps, my girl's got 'em
Big bottom drive me out of my mind
How could I leave this behind?

1951. Big Changes



Big Changes
Glen Phillips

Is it already done, already over?
It's just a matter of when?
It's too many mouths and too many borders
Too many monkeys in the bed

Just doing what monkeys do
But we've been making

Big changes
Burning down the house, feed the fire like it doesn't matter
Big changes
Wondering where it ends, where we'll shelter from the heavy weather
Big changes

Won't run out of love, won't run out of wonder
I sure won't run out of tears
Though I can feel the pull, it's trying to drag me under
I won't give in to my fear

I'll make my stand right here
But we've been making

Big changes
Burning down the house, feed the fire like it doesn't matter
Big changes
Wondering where it ends, where we'll shelter from the heavy weather
Big changes

Right about now might be good for us to take a little break

Big changes
Burning down the house, feed the fire like it doesn't matter
Big changes
Wondering where it ends, where we'll shelter from the heavy weather
Big changes
Big changes

Big changes
Burning down the house, feed the fire like it doesn't matter
Big changes
Wondering where it ends, where we'll shelter from the heavy weather

1952. Big Chief Buffalo Nickle - Chords

Big Chief Buffalo Nickle
Rick Nelson
Cisco Huston

Banjo Tuned E Key D, Capo 1
I think the video starts out in E, then F#, then G...I have it in D here for 
my voice...tabbed



before I found the video...v.g.

 D G D
Way out on the wind-swept desert,
 G A
Where nature played with no man
 D G D
A buffalo found his brother
 A
Lying baked on the sun-baked sand.
 D G D
Said my brother what ails you?
 A
A sickness made you this way?
G
His brother never said
G
'cause his brother was dead
 D G D
He been dead since way last May

 D G D
Big Chief Buffalo Nickel
 G A
Was a mighty man in his day,
 D G D
He never used a sickle
 A
To clear the bushes away.
 D G D
He'd roam around from tent to tent,
 A
Eat everything in sight
G D G 
He loved a squaw, every one he saw
 D A D
He loved a new one every night.

 D G D
Way out on the wind-swept desert
 G A
I heard a big Indian noise,
 D G D
I left my tent 'cause I knew what it meant
 A
What I never known before.
 D G D
It was gone when I reached St. Pete
 A
My legs were certainly sore,
G D
I musta lost 50 pounds on
G D
that hot desert ground
 D A D
And I'd lose that many more.



 D G D
Big Chief Buffalo Nickel
 G A
Was a mighty man in his day, 
 D G D
He never used a sickle
 A
To clear the bushes away.
 D G D
He'd roam around from tent to tent
 A
Eat everything in sight,
 G D G D
He loved a squaw, every one he saw,
 A D
He loved a new one every night.

1953. Big Chimney

Richard Thompson - Big Chimney 

All of my life, I feed the big chimney
Coke and ore, I pour it in
Food for the hungry mouth of the monster
Got to keep the production rolling

Black ore, brown ore and Santander
Pour that Blue Billy onto the bell
Eighteen hundredweight on the barrow
Lift that ore and push like hell

Pig iron, pig iron, pig iron
Making pig iron, pig iron, pig iron
Making pig iron, pig iron, pig iron
Making pig iron, pig iron, pig iron

Drive the steel bar into the tap hole
Pour the metal down into the sows
Blasted one side, frozen the other side
Rain and snow and sleet and blow

Taller than the church's steeple
Forever the big chimney owns my soul
I'm midwife to a pig of iron
Born of flame and sweat and coal

Pig iron, pig iron, pig iron
Making pig iron, pig iron, pig iron
Making pig iron, pig iron, pig iron
Making pig iron, pig iron, pig iron

All of my life I feed the big chimney
Coke and ore, I pour it in



Food for the hungry mouth of the monster
Got to keep the production rolling

Pig iron, pig iron, pig iron, pig iron
Making pig iron, pig iron, pig iron, pig iron
Making pig iron, pig iron, pig iron, pig iron
Making pig iron, pig iron, pig iron, pig iron
Making pig iron, pig iron, pig iron, pig iron, pig iron

1954. Big City

Merle Haggard - Big City (2007)

[Verse 1]
I'm tired of this dirty old city
Entirely too much work and never enough play
And I'm tired of these dirty old sidewalks
I think I'll walk off my steady job today

[Chorus]
Turn me loose, set me free
Somewhere in the middle of Montana
Give me all I've got coming to me
And keep your retirement
And your so-called social security
Big City, turn me loose and set me free

[Verse 2]
I've been working every day since I was twenty
I haven't got a lot to show for anything I've done
I know folks who never work and thRy got plenty
I think it's time folks like you and mR had some fun

[Chorus]
Turn me loose, set me free
Somewhere in the middle of Montana
And give me all I've got coming to me
And keep your retirement
And your so-called social security
Big City, turn me loose and set me free

1955. Big City

Big City
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

I'm walking your streets again big city 
Searching every face that I see
Looking for my darlin big city



The one that you took away from me 

You lured her with your night life big city
To take her from me you know it was wrong 
I'm searching night and day for her big city 
Without her love I just can't go on

You took my love away from me big city 
Stole her out of my two loving arms
You know I'm gonna hate you big city 
If you brought my baby any harm

I'm walking your streets again big city 
Searching every face that I see
Looking for my darlin big city
The one that you took away from me 
The one that you took away from me

1956. Big City - Chords

Big City (Turn Me Loose)
recorded by Merle Haggard 
Written by Merle Haggard and Dean Holloway
 
C                           F
I'm tired of this dirty old city 
C                                       G7
Entirely too much work and never enough play
    C                            F
And I'm tired of these dirty old sidewalks 
      C                G7         C
Think I'll walk off my steady job today
 
                           F                          C
Turn me loose set me free  somewhere in the middle of Montana
                          G7
Gimme all I got coming to me
    C                        F                     C
And keep your retirement and your so called social security
                 G7               C
Big City turn me loose and set me free
 
                                  F
Been working everyday since I was twenty
C                                            G7
Haven't got a thing to show for anything I've done
C                                            F
There's folks who never work and they've got plenty
      C                        G7          C
Think it's time some guys like me had some fun
 
repeat #2



1957. Big City Girls - Chords

Big City Girls
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Baker Knight

C
Now big city girls drive big fine cars 
                        G7
And they wear expensive clothes
And where they get all their money from 
                                     C
Well you're talkin' to a feller that knows
I came to town about a week ago 
            C7                        F
To put some money and the savings and loan
                           C
I met a big city girl in a big fine car 
        G7                 C
And she took every penny I owned
     F                  C
Yeah big city girls are pretty as the dickens 
    G7                 C
And fickle as they can be
            F                   C
I thought a big city girl's got easy pickings 
        G7                   C
With an old country boy like me
Now we got a talkin' bout this and that 
                                    G7
When she told me that her daddy was sick
She had a takin' to the doctor man 
                                    C
And she had to have the money right quick
So I let her have it like a good old boy 
    C7                   F
She took it and away she fled
                          C
Well I found out later he needed a doctor 
        G7                     C
Like he needed her holdin' her head
Repeat #3
Now there's not a car runnin' on the road 
                         G7
That automobile wouldn't pass
Ah but every time we drove a thing round the block 
                          C
We had to fill it up with gas
We kept on a goin' from place to place 
     C7                  F
Till all of my money was gone
                          C
And all she left me was a kiss on the cheek 



         G7                     C
When she told me she was movin' on
Repeat #3

1958. Big City Hillbilly

Big City Hillbilly
Davisson Brothers Band

40 storey building looking down on me
Blocking a perfectly good view of the sky
But I've got rolling wide open fields
And a homegrown sunset on my mind

I make a real good living in this city
But this will never be home to me, no, no

'Cause I come from the hills of West Virginia
Where the blue grass grows so green
I brought a little backwards backwoods with me
Yeah, I'm a big time, small town, big city hillbilly

Yeah, good wine, champagne costing more than my TV
I miss my ice cold pure mountain moonshine
And how do you girls ever learn to walk in those stilettos
Balance on a toothpick on a steep incline

I may button up real nice for the boardroom
But I'm more in my own skin in these old jeans, yeah, yeah
Find more lyrics at '» Mojim.com

'Cause I come from the hills of West Virginia
Where the blue grass grows so green
I brought a little backwards backwoods with me
Yeah, I'm a big time, small town, big city hillbilly

And if you peel back the layers of this big town I've got on
You'll find hardcore country underneath, yeah, yeah

'Cause I come from the hills of West Virginia
Where the blue grass grows so, so green
I brought a little backwards backwoods with me
Yeah, I'm a big time, small town, big city

Yes, I come from the hills of West Virginia
Where the blue grass grows so, so green
I brought a little backwards backwoods with me
Well, I'm a big time, small town, big city
I'm a big time, small town, big city
I'm a big time, small town, big city hillbilly



1959. Big Dreams And Faded Jeans - Chords

Big Dreams And Faded Jeans 
Dolly Parton
 
INTRO:
C C C C C C C C
 
VERSE:
           C                  C
Put on my jeans, my favorite shirt
            F                 F
Pull up my boots and hit the dirt
         C               C                   G    G7
Finally doin' somethin' I've dreamed of for years
 
            C               C
Don't know quite what to expect
          F                    F
A little scared, but what the heck
      C              G               C   C
My desire is always greater than my fear
 
 
CHORUS:
     C                C
Big dreams and faded jeans
       F             F
Fit together like a team
        C              C
Always busting at the seams
     G          D     G
Big dreams and faded jeans
 
         C             C
Just my ole guitar and me
        F           F
Out to find my destiny
          C               G
Nashville is the place to be
         C          F     C
For big dreams and faded jeans
 
 
VERSE:
            C                  C
Put out my thumb and wish for luck
            F           F
To hitch a car, a semi-truck
           C              C                 G    G7
Sooner or later one will catch me in their beams
 
             C             C



Then I'll be on my way at last
        F              F
Find a future, lose a past
         C             G      F      C      C
Waiting silent as the passion in me screams
 
 
CHORUS:
     C                C
Big dreams and faded jeans
       F             F
Fit together like a team
        C              G
Always busting at the seams
     C          F     C
Big dreams and faded jeans
 
 
BREAK:
         G          F       C
May the stars that fill my eyes
          G       F      C
Guide my path and be my light
         G      F        C
And may God provide the means
      D               G              G
To accomplish my big dreams, my big dreams
 
 
CHORUS:
     C                C
Big dreams and faded jeans
       F             F
Fit together like a team
        C              G
Always busting at the seams
     C          F     C
Big dreams and faded jeans
 
 
VERSE:
          C            C
Like the song Bobby McGee
          F             F
I'm just longin' to be free
         C            G
Take me where I wanna be
     C          F     C
Big dreams and faded jeans
 
               C             G
And there are many just like me
          C          F     C
With big dreams and faded jeans
 
 
OUTRO:



         C            C
Mm-mm-mm-mm, mm-mm-mm-mm
         F            F
Mm-mm-mm-mm, mm-mm-mm-mm
      C          C                G    G
Big dreams, big dreams and faded jeans
 
         C            C
Oh-oh-oh-oh, oh-oh-oh-oh
          F             F
I'm just longing to be free
         C            G
Take me where I wanna be
     C          F     C
Big dreams and faded jeans
 
      C               C
Mm-mm-mm, mm-mm-mm-mm-mm
       F        C   C  C   G
Mm-mm, mm-mm-mm-mm            -FADE OUT

1960. Big Fat Love - Chords

Big Fat Love
John Prine

Intro:
(A) (D) (A) (D)
(A) (D) (A) (D)

(A)It stated out (D)
(A)When she was small (D)
(A)She was premature
 (D)
(A)She wasn't nothing at all (D)
(A)Two pounds six ounces
(D)
(A)A little pumpkin seed
 (D)
(A)But she got more love
(D)
(A)Than you ever gonna need
(D)
She got b(G)ig f(D)at lo(A)ve
 (D)
She got b(G)ig f(D)at lo(A)ve
 (D) (A) (D)

(A)She don't eat enough
 (D)
(A)To keep her alive
 (D)
(A)When she bends over



(D)
(A)She's a quarter to five
 (D)
(A)Skinny little thing
 (D)
(A)But she ain't afraid
(D)
(A)To dance the watusi
(D)
(A)On a razorblade
(D)
She got b(G)ig f(D)at lo(A)ve
 (D)
She got b(G)ig f(D)at lo(A)ve
 (D)
(A) (D) (A) (D)

(A)Tiny little hands
(D)
(A)Tiny little nose
 (D)
(A)Tiny little footsteps
 (D)
(A)Wherever she goes
 (D)
(A)Little bit don't leave
 (D)
(A)No bathtub ring
 (D)
(A)You pull the plug
 (D)
(A)She's down the drain
(D)
She got b(G)ig f(D)at lo(A)ve
 (D)
B(G)ig f(D)at lo(A)ve
 (D)
She got b(G)ig f(D)at lo(A)ve
 (G) (D)
(ci:Instrumental:)
(E)
#

(A)Bigger than me
 (D)
(A)Bigger than you
(D)
(A)Bigger than the hippo
 (D)
(A)Down at the zoo
 (D)
(A)Thin is in
 (D)
(A)Stout is out
(D)
(A)Big fat love
(D)



(A)Is what I'm talking about
 (D)
She got b(G)ig f(D)at lo(A)ve
 (D)
She got b(G)ig f(D)at lo(A)ve
 (D)
B(G)ig f(D)at lo(A)ve
 (D)
She got b(G)ig f(D)at lo(A)ve
 (D)

(A) (D) (A) (D)
(A) (D) (A) (D) (A)

1961. Big Finish

Todd Snider - Big Finish

Take your time, tell me slow
Should I stay?
And we both know you thought you knew what I was just about to say
But you didn't know, and you always think you do
I'll tell you, I been looking back over my shoulder
It's not you that I've got to blame
If I could do this all over, I wouldn't do nothing the same

[Chorus]
It seemed like the right thing at the time
It seemed like the right thing at the time
I try to remember, it helps me forget
The older I get
The older I get, the more I worry
That the more I worry, the older I get and yet, I still worry
Ain't that about a son of a bitch, I tell you
Some people can't take no for an answer
Some people can't even take yes for an answer
I can't say for sure how I end up here, but if I had to guess, I guess

[Chorus]
It seemed like the right thing at the time
It seemed like the right thing at the time
Tryin' to find some kinda way to cope
You've got to admit
It ain't the despair that gets you, it's the hope
When I found myself in possession of these car keys
I just naturally assumed that I could drive

[Chorus]
It seemed like the right thing at the time
It seemed like the right thing at the time



1962. Big Fool Of The Year

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours
Big Fool Of The Year

All the big fools in town got together
Every hopeless loving heart I know was there
We all sat around and told our own sad stories
Then they made me the big fool of the year

Oh, they gave to me a little golden statue
Of the torch that I carry for you, dear
They said no one else could even come close to me
And that I was the big fool of the year

I'll put my love beside any foolish heart in town
For there's none can hold a light to this torch I carry round

I can't say that I'm too proud of the honor
But then I guess I do deserve it, dear
For to love you after all you've made me suffer
Surely makes me the big fool of the year
You have made me the big fool of the year

1963. Big Girls Don't Cry

Lynn Anderson - Big Girls Don't Cry

Oh mama mama who told you that lie whoever told you that big girls don't cry
When I was a baby on my mama's knee
She would kiss all my teardrops away so tenderly
I'd get hurt and the tear would well up in my eye
And she hold me and tell me that big girls don't cry
Oh mama mama who told you that lie whoever told you that big girls don't cry
Then out of nowhere like an angel he came
I fell for his kisses and he promised me ring
He held me caressed me then told me goodbye
Mama don't let them tell you that big girls don't cry
Oh mama mama he told me goodbye don't let them tell you
That big girls don't cry
Oh mama mama who told you that lie whoever told you that big girls don't cry

1964. Big Girls Don't Cry - Chords

Big Girls Don't Cry
Recorded by Lynn Anderson



Written by Liz Anderson

G  C
Oh mama mama who told you that lie
D7                                    G
Whoever told you that big girls don't cry
                               D7
When I was a baby on my mama's knee
                                              G
She would kiss all my teardrops away so tenderly
                                              D7
I'd get hurt and the tear would well up in my eye
                                                    G
Then she'd hold me and tell me that big girls don't cry
   C
Oh mama mama who told you that lie
D7                                    G
Whoever told you that big girls don't cry
                                     D7
Then out of nowhere like an angel he came
                                           G
I fell for his kisses and he promised me a ring
                                        D7
He held me caressed me then told me goodbye
                                                  G
Mama don't let them tell you that big girls don't cry
   C
Oh mama mama who told you that lie
D7                                    G
Whoever told you that big girls don't cry
   C
Oh mama mama who told you that lie
D7                                    C   D7 G
Whoever told you that big girls don't c-r----y

1965. Big Green Eyes

Big Green Eyes 

Oh I'm blessed and I know I am
God has dealt me a winning hand
A loving woman and a fairy land for me

Oh and I can't believe it half the time
When I look at her in perfect light
Sweet vision every day and night I see

My baby has big green eyes
Brighter than the bluest sky
Softer than an angel flies
Sweeter than a lullaby
And she loves me without design
Her picture never leaves my mind



I don't deserve a love this fine
Baby and her big green eyes

Oh and I'm never very far away
Even if I'm in another place
Her smile you can't erase from me

My baby has big green eyes
Brighter than the bluest sky
Softer than an angel flies
Sweeter than a lullaby
And she loves me without design
Her picture never leaves my mind
I don't deserve a love this fine
Baby and her big green eyes

(Instrumental)

Oh and I'm thankful every waking hour
For the love of a gentle flower
A face I will never tire or leave

My baby has big green eyes
Brighter than the bluest sky
Softer than an angel flies
Sweeter than a lullaby
And she loves me without design
Her picture never leaves my mind
I don't deserve a love this fine
Baby and her big green eyes

Her picture never leaves my mind
I don't deserve a love this fine
Baby and her big green eyes

1966. Big Heart

Rodney Crowell - Big Heart

She's got a big heart and her own mind a deep love it's the strong kind
She's got them long legs and that soft skin she's got a big heart
The way she moves through this old world is the way she moves my soul
Every room that she walks into comes alive
With her head held high she digs down deep and struggles like we all will
But she makes it look so easy I could die
She's got a big heart...
Big old tears fall down when she's unhappy
Big old moon comes rising when she smiles
With her hair of gold and eyes so blue they haunt you when you're sleeping
Sometimes I wake up laughin' right out loud
She's got a big heart and her own mind sweet soul man she's so fine
She'll live a long time she comes from a long line she's got a big heart
Big heart she's got a big heart



1967. Big House On The Corner

James King - Big House on the Corner 
Artist: James King

You can see the ad in the morning paper
House for sale, the owner's leaving town

He won't need it any longer
He'll like the price you'll give
For the big house on the corner
Where love used to live

This happy couple used to live there
Until the winds of sorrow left it alone and bare

I'm the lonely man that's selling
For most any price you give
For the big house on the corner
Where love used to live

She was all I had all I ever wanted
But now she's gone so I can't stay in town

I'm the lonely man that's selling
For most any price you give
For the big house on the corner
Where love used to live

This happy couple used to live there
Until the winds of sorrow left it alone and bare

I'm the lonely man that's selling
For most any price you give
For the big house on the corner
Where love used to live

This happy couple used to live there
Until the winds of sorrow left it alone and bare

I'm the lonely man that's selling
For most any price you give
For the big house on the corner
Where love used to live
Yeah, the big house on the corner
Where love used to live

1968. Big In Vegas - Chords



Big In Vegas
written by Buck Owens and Terry Stafford

C F C
When I was young I left the home and went away to Vegas
 F C
With my guitar and my dreams I had to try to play and sing in Vegas
 Am Em Am Em
But my momma told me I was wrong and she begged me to stay at home
 F G7 C
But my will was strong and I had to make it big in Vegas
 
 G7 F
They'll put my name up in lights where I play and the lines out in
 C G7 F
front will be long I'll get a standing ovation from the people when
 C F C
I start to sing my song when I turn 'em on in Vegas

 F C
Well I've played every honky tonk and smokey bar in Vegas
 F C
And I guess I don't have what it takes for Las Vegas
 Am Em Am Em
But my dreams still linger on oh my faith is almost gone
 F G7 C
But my will is strong and I've gotta make it big in Vegas
repeat #2

1969. Big Lights

Big Lights
Yonder Mountain String Band

Way up here they shine like diamonds
Them big lights below
Where lived a gal, I'll tell you now
Tonight I'm gonna go
You shoulda seen her smilin'
As she moved across the floor
I don't get out dancin' much no more

Way up here we drive old pickup trucks
Deluxe four wheel drive
Work day in work day out
Buy at night you come alive
You take your hard earned money
From diggin' in the hole
Bringing out the silver and gold

Did she just get tired of dancin'
With a boy from the hills
Dirty boots, ain't got no city shoes
No hundred dollar bills



Now I spend my evening
Dreamin' 'bout that big mother lode
Dancin' down this dark mountain road

Way up here we like the slow ones
A waltz sure would do
Everyone's watchin'
It's just me and you
Another time across the pine
Swing me once more
Swing me darlin' right on out the door

1970. Big Man - Chords

Big Man
Recorded by Charlie Rich
Written by Dale Fox

G
I went wanderin' way down
          C                 G
Down this road that did not end
                            D7
When I fell in this well of sin
G
Then I hollered to the Big Man
    C          G
The Big Man on high
               D7            G
I said Big Man get a hold of me
               D7               G
I said Big Man get a hold get a hold of me
                     D7
I said Big Man get a hold of me
             G
Well then He reached out and got me
C                 G    D7            G
From this well of sin  get a hold of me
I was wanderin' alone
       C                G
When I slipped and fell in
                           D7
Yes I fell in this well of sin
G
Well then I hollered to the Big Man
    C          G
The Big Man on high
               D7            G
I said Big Man get a hold of me
                    D7            G
Yeah I said Big Man get a hold of me
                     D7
I said Big Man get a hold of me



             G
Well then He reached down and got me
C                 G
From this well of sin
               D7            G
I said Big Man get a hold of me
                          C              G
Well now I'm walking on a solid piece of land
                                             D7
When I think I'm falling I holler on the Big Man
G                             C          G
Yeah I holler on the Big Man  Big Man on high
Repeat #4  Yeah I say Big Man...

1971. Big Man In A Big House - Chords

Big Man In A Big House
Recorded Leroy Van Dyke
Written by Harlan Howard

F                    G7
(He's a big man in a big house)
     C                    F                         C
Well when he was a kid he dreamed about a big house on a hill
                  F                   G7
Far far away from Shantytown and poverty
C                     F                          C
He was only sixteen a kid full of dreams when he ran away
            F                 G7                         C
He left his mom a note sayin' you'll be proud of me some day
           F            C
When I'm a big man in a big house
     F                  C
With acres and acres of ground
          F            C
I'll be a big man in a big house
       F                  C
With a big high fence all around
  F                  C      G7
A big high fence all around
        C                 F                     C
Well he settled down in a great big town and he worked so hard
                             F                  G7
But the harder he'd work the more he'd spend it seemed
    C                                   F                   C
And all his new found friends they made fun of him and said come along
          F                    G7               C
And we'll show you how you can fulfill all your dreams
Repeat #2
       C                      F              C
He was just twenty-one when a loaded gun was his downfall
                              F                      G7
For he joined the gang he did something he shouldn't do



         C               F                       C
Then one rainy night the police came by and they took him in
        F                        G7                   C
And the judge said son there's a place for kids like you
           F            C
Now he's a big man in a big house
     F                  C
With acres and acres of ground
           F            C
Yes he's a big man in a big house
       F                  C
With a big high fence all around
  F                  C
A big high fence all around
     F                  C
With acres and acres of ground

1972. Big Men In The Sky

Mandolin Orange - Big Men in the Sky

Well I wake up in the morning, try to set my hook
I used to be a settled boy, never stumbled or shook
But now I've got no hand to hold, no friend to call my own
And I ain't the one to ask much of big men in the sky, but it's all I got

So maybe I'll pick up and go, with no thinkin' through
Just sleep out every night and try to forget you
I'd look out on some ocean, wash my head in blue
Well I ain't the one to ask much of big men in the sky but it's all I got

Been a-rockin' and a-rollin', reelin' in my time
I set myself up fancy-like, and set a brand new line
Well I oughta know by now
It comes and goes it's true
Well I ain't the one to ask much of big men in the sky, but it's all I got

Well thinkin' ain't no passtime and thinkin' ain't no friend
If all you do is sit around and think about the end
Maybe I will get to prayin' someday before I'm through
But I ain't the one to ask much of big men in the sky, but it's all I got

1973. Big Mess

Lucinda Williams - Big Mess

That's for what I couldn't tell, you are [?]
You get those flavors
That's around me, you go much easily



And you act like you don't mean
I can be so powerful, as a mess becomes ahead
Yeah I got my prescription
I change the channel
I start my subscription
I change the channel
I start my subscription

I know your smile cuz it's just an evil pay
I know you've lie for a while cuz truth it's just taking in
You left and mess behind
You think you can change my mind
But you clean up and [?]

Yeah I got my prescription
I change the channel
I start my subscription
I change the channel
I start my subscription
I had to handle a long time
I change the channel
I start my subscription

You act so infeviral
Then you got no else for measure
You suppose to represent, I don't know what you were thinking
You trip and you play
In every cold room, sis wip where they play

But I gotta handle much time
Yeah I got my prescription
I change the channel
I start my subscription
I change the channel
I start my subscription

1974. Big Midnight Special

Big Midnight Special

Woke up this morning heard the whistle blow
The jailor said come boy it's time to go

Big midnight special shine your light on me
Big midnight special shine your ever loving light on me

I've never had the blues so in my life before
'Til my baby left me at the station door

They put him in a pullman guards around his door
Said you off to Atlanta to serve ten years more

He looked all around him in the pullman car



Saw the men wearing clothe hats smoking big cigars

Took him off in Atlanta at the end of the line
Said you start serving time boy for your awful crime

That whistle makes me lonesome on that midnight train
But he knows I'm a-waiting 'til it brings him home again

1975. Big Money

Big Money - Garth Brooks 

My older brother Tommy was a lineman rest his soul
His job was hanging hot wire on them high-line power poles
Every morning bright and early he'd climb way up in the sky
And i never understood it so one day I asked him why

He said it pays big money and man I'm into that
It pays big money of you're willing to take a chance
let me tell you something, sonny, you ought to see my bank account
It pays big money but he sure can't spend it now

Well, my late uncle Charlie was this demolition hound
He'd travel across the country blowing buildings to the ground
He carried a case of dynamite seemed everywhere he went
He smoked them big long cigars and he'd wink at you and grin

He said it pays big money and man I'm into that
It pays big money of you're willing to take a chance
let me tell you something, sonny, you ought to see my bank account
It pays big money but he sure can't spend it now

Well, now the moral of this story, boys, is don't go getting yourself killed
Be nice to your rich relatives they just might put you in their will

That pays big money and we're all into that
It pays big money and big money's where it's at
Let me tell you something, sonny, you ought to see my bank account
It pays big money and we're rolling in it now

It pays big money having foolish kin
It pays big money, guess i owe it all to them
Let me show you something, sonny, take a look at this bank account
It pays big money let's all spend some of it now

1976. Big Motel On The Mountain

Tom T Hall - Big Motel On The Mountain



[Chorus:]
This song is for you big motel on the mountain
Just in thought to pass the time

[Verse 1:]
And for the people who have loved
And some have been loved
And some were wanted inside your walls
And for the twenty two year old college girl
Who made that last semester
With her smile along your halls and for the traveling salesman
And the Friday night time dinner, out time crowd
Some were seeking stimulation in the laughter noise
And drinks the music loud

[Chorus]

[Verse 2:]
And for the Wednesday Night Auxiliary
That meets inside your banquet room at nine
For the women's club and the social leads
And the regular attendants every time
For the lost abandoned child
By your north side entrance left alone to die
For the long haired wide eyed boy selling dope
And looking for a place to hide

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
For the middle aged executive
Who thought he'd seen enough
To slash his wrist in number ten
And for the thirty two year old housewife
Who got caught with her best friend's husband
She ain't around to try again
For the seven year old girl swingin', slidin'
On the west side near the pool
Saying, "Why couldn't dad come home with us, mama?
Why you got to put me in that school?"

[Chorus]

1977. Big Mouth Blues

Emmylou Harris - Big Mouth Blues

Oh, well,
I was born in a little bitty tar hut
And they called me a man 'cause I couldn't
keep my big, big mouth shut
So what's the sense of me sitting here leaving
When any ole day I might be even



And Lord knows that New York City's got
a lot to do with it
I wish someday I could find the way
to get it out of my grain
This dirty old town's gonna sink right down
and I don't want to go with it
Well I wish there was a way that
I knew to get even
A way to get a lick in
A 'bobbin' and a 'weavin'
Any ole thing besides goin' and a'leavin'
You can do on a train

Well, I once knew a man who sailed around
the world twice
He would have made it three but he took
a lot of bad advice
So you just tell me what's the sense of me
sittin' here leavin'
When any ole day I might get even
And Lord knows New York City's got
alot to do with it
I wish someday I could find a way to get it out
of my brain
This dirty old town's gonna sink right down
and I don't want to go with it
I wish there was a way that I knew to get even,
way to get a lick in
A 'bobbin' and a'weavin'
Any ole thing besides goin' and a'leavin'
You can do on a train
Oh, yes!

Well, I once knew a man who sailed around
the world twice
But his motor cooled down and now he's
deliverin' ice
Tell me what's the sense of him
sittin' here leavin'
When any ole day he might get even
And Lord knows New York City's got
a lot to do with it
I wish someday he could find a way to get it out
of his brain
This dirty old town's gonna sink right down
and I don't want to go with it
I wish there was a way that I knew to get even
Way to get a lick in
A 'bobbin and a'weavin'
And all the things besides goin' and a'leavin'
You can do on a train
Oh, yeah



1978. Big O' Moon

Big O' Moon

Elf: woooo somebody done been to the Walmart

Jeff: Man this is just the stuff i got for Christmas

Elf: Well you cleaned up watcha get?

Jeff: 5 flannel shirts, 4 big mud tires,
3 shot gun shells, 2 huntin' dogs, and some parts to a mustang GT.

Elf: Youbo you got Jeff first 12 days of Christmas

Jeff: I know that i got it covered look over there in the corner

Elf: that's yours too?

Jeff: yeah 12 pack of bud,
11 wrastlin tickets, 10 of copenhagen,
9 years probation, 8 table dancers,
7 packs of red man, 6 spam (woo),
5 flannel shirts, 4 big mud tires,
3 shot gun shells, 2 huntin' dogs, and some parts to a mustang GT

Elf: Man these ain't normal Christmas Presents

Jeff: Nah there redneck gifts

Elf: Redneck gifts?

Jeff: Yeah you know like if you buy your wife
earring that double as fishing hooks or if you can

burp the entire chorus of Jingle Bells,
Perhaps you think the Nutcracker is something you did
off the high dive, or if you've ever misspelled something
in Christmas lights, or if you leave cold beer and
pickled eggs for Santa Claus

Elf: What's wrong with that?

Jeff: I didn't say anythings wrong with its hard to
beat 12 pack of bud, 11 wrastlin' tickets,
10 of copenhagen, 9 years probation,
8 table dancers, 7 packs of red man,
6 cans of spam, 5 flannel shirts,
4 big mud tires, 3 shot gun shells,
2 huntin' dogs, and some parts to a Mustang Gt.

Elf: Well you know you can't really consider it a Chrismas
unless you go down to the penatentry and visit ya momma

Jeff: You're not listenin to me get the car key outta
your ear that's where the nine years probation comes
in I'mma do it for you again, now listen. 



12 pack of bud, 11 wrastlin tickets,
10 of copenhagen, 9 years probation,
8 table dancers, 7 packs of red man,
6 cans of spam, 5 flannel shirts,
4 big mud tires, 3 shot guns shells,
2 huntin' dogs, and some parts to a mustang GT 

Jeff: Are you crying?

Elf: No its just my allergies

Jeff: Happy Holidays everybody!

1979. Big Ol' Train

Big Ol' Train
Robert Joseph Regan/Kimmie Rhodes

I wish I was on a train
Takin' me somewhere far away
Where it's headed I don't care
I could be happy anywhere
On a big ol' train
Flyin' down the track
Rockin to the rhythm of the clickety clack
Hey Engineer, make the whistle blow
Holler all aboard and away we go
Grab me up like an ol' mail sack
No return, I won't be back
You can just take me either way
Long as it's to the light of day
On a big ol' train...
In a silver liner paradise
I'll sit and watch the world go by
Wavin' as I'm passin' through
And I won't stop until I do
On a big ol' train...

1980. Big Old Red Guitar - Chords

Big Old Red Guitar 
Lou Reid & Carolina
 
[Chorus]
E*                          A                B7               E
  He wants a big old red guitar, he sent the woman behind the bars,
       A                A                       B7          B7
now he dreams about the day he's gonna take her home.
     E                     A          B7                             E



He's mowin' the neighbor's yard, he's sweatin' and he's workin' real hard,
       A              B7             E          E
savin' up to buy that big old red guitar.
 
[Verse 1]
         E                         A      B7                      E
Well, he names his little girl and boy, together they'll become a star,
        A                 A                 B7          B7
ah, but he don't know the heartache and the pain.
         E                       A            B7                        E
Probably go through two or three bars, ruin a whole bunch of children's lives,
        A                       B7               E          E
ah, but he don't know what that guitar's got his soul.
 
[Chorus]
           E              A                B7               E
He wants a big old red guitar, he sent the woman behind the bars,
       A                A                       B7          B7
now he dreams about the day he's gonna take her home.
     E                     A          B7                             E
He's mowin' the neighbor's yard, he's sweatin' and he's workin' real hard,
       A              B7             E          E
savin' up to buy that big old red guitar.
 
[Instrumental]
/ E             / A             / B7            / E             /
/ A             / A             / B7            / B7            /
/ E             / A             / B7            / E             /
/ A             / B7            / E             / E             /
 
[Verse 2]
         E                       A                B7                      E
Well, he thinks it'll change his life, that's the one thing that he's got right,
        A                 A                 B7          B7
ah, but he don't know the heartache and the pain.
         E              A             B7                    E
Probably burn a hundred dollars, be involved in a couple of crimes,
        A                      B7               E          E
ah, but he don't know but that guitar's got his soul.
 
[Chorus]
           E              A                B7               E
He wants a big old red guitar, he sent the woman behind the bars,
       A                A                       B7          B7
now he dreams about the day he's gonna take her home.
     E                     A          B7                             E
He's mowin' the neighbor's yard, he's sweatin' and he's workin' real hard,
       A              B7             E          E
savin' up to buy that big old red guitar.
 
[Instrumental]
/ E             / A             / B7            / E             /
/ A             / A             / B7            / B7            /
/ E             / A             / B7            / E             /
/ A             / B7            / E             / E             /
 
[Chorus]



           E              A                B7               E
He wants a big old red guitar, he sent the woman behind the bars,
       A                A                       B7          B7
now he dreams about the day he's gonna take her home.
     E                     A          B7                             E
He's mowin' the neighbor's yard, he's sweatin' and he's workin' real hard,
       A              B7             E          E
savin' up to buy that big old red guitar.
 
           E*                A*               B7*              E
He wants a big old Martin guitar, he sent the woman behind the bars,
       A                A                       B7          B7
now he dreams about the day he's gonna take her home.
     E                     A          B7                             E
He's mowin' the neighbor's yard, he's sweatin' and he's workin' real hard,
       A              B7             E          E
savin' up to buy that big old red guitar.
 
[Instrumental]
/ E             / A             / B7            / E             /
/ A             / A             / B7            / B7            /
/ E             / A             / B7            / E             /
/ A             / B7            / E             / E             /
 
[End-Chorus]
           E              A                B7               E
He wants a big old red guitar, he sent the woman behind the bars,
       A                A                       B7          B7
now he dreams about the day he's gonna take her home.
     E                     A          B7                             E
He's mowin' the neighbor's yard, he's sweatin' and he's workin' real hard,
       A              B7             E      E      E       E***
savin' up to buy that big old red guitar.

1981. Big Parade - Chords

Big Parade 
Donna the Buffalo

[Main riff]
    G                       C                        D
e/-----------------------/------------------------/-----------------------/
B/-----------------------/-----------5--------5---/-----------7--------7--/
G/-----------4--------4--/--------5--------5------/--------7--------7-----/
D/--------5--------5-----/-----5--------5---------/-----7--------7--------/
A/-----5--------5--------/--3---------------------/--5--------------------/
E/--3--------------------/------------------------/-----------------------/
 
[Intro]
/G /G /G /G /C /C /C /C
/G /G /G /G /D /D /D /D
 
[Verse]



G                                 C                  G
Oh mama, there's a mad man climbing, up the clocktower,
D                                              G
Sing my favorite tunes, about the desperate hour
G                                C                     G
Well you know, I done lost my bag, Forgot all my charms,
D                                        G
Now I raise my voice, and sound the alarm
 
[Chorus]
G                                  C                  G
We're gonna have, such a big parade, everybody's going
D                                                            G
Yea well really have it made, when the trumpets start to blow
 
[Verse]
G                                      C                      G
Oh Where, Oh Where, where is the beauty, Im seeing in my dreams
D                                              G
Its just out of sight, Yea its just out of reach
G                                                        C                                G
Yea but somewhere, somewhere, there's a bus thats leaving, Love one strike the magic chor
d,
D                                                    G
yea we're off to cleveland, why don't you get on board
 
[Chorus]
G                              C                          G
And the driver, Is an aparitian, Leader of the cosmic dust,
D                                         G
One more mystic reason, to get on that bus
 
[Chorus]
D                                                          G
Yea well really have it made when the trumpets start to blow (Repeat)

1982. Big Red Sun Blues

Lucinda Williams - Big Red Sun Blues

Everything is goin' wrong
It's not right anymore
We can't seem to get along
The way we did before

Sun is hangin' in the sky
Sinkin' low and so am I
Just for the love of someone
And a big red sun

How'm I gonna lose
These big red sun blues
Big red sun big red sun



Big red sun blues

True love to hold
Is worth everything
It's worth more than gold
Or any diamond ring

But this little diamond
And a heart that's been broken
Are all I got from you
Big red sun

How'm I gonna lose
These big red sun blues
Big red sun big red sun
Big red sun blues

Look out at that western sky
Out over the open plains
God only knows why
This is all that remains

But give me one more promise
And another kiss
And I guess the deal's still on
You big red sun

How'm I gonna lose
These big red sun blues
Big red sun big red sun
Big red sun blues

How'm I gonna lose
These big red sun blues
Big red sun big red sun
Big red sun blues

1983. Big River

Big River
Dailey & Vincent

I stand here alone
On the banks of the river
And watch the swift waters go by
My true love has left
Alone with her memory
I'd have to get better to die

Roll on, big river, roll on
Don't stop 'til you get to the sea
I'm lonesome, big river
Please take me with you



Big River, roll on to the sea

I stand here alone
On the banks of the river
Where we usR to walk, her and I
Her face hasn't lRft me
I still see her beauty
In the water her reflections (?) mine

Roll on, big river, roll on
Don't stop 'til you get to the sea
I'm lonesome, big river
Please take me with you
Big River, roll on to the sea

Like the sun has gone down
Over the mountain
And the darkness has come to replace
The sun has gone down
My love's not around
And lonely has taken her place

Roll on, big river, roll on
Don't stop 'til you get to the sea
I'm lonesome, big river
Please take me with you
Big river, roll on to the sea

Roll on
(Roll on)
(Roll on)
(Roll on)
Big River, roll on
Don't stop 'til you get to the sea
I'm lonesome, big river
Please take me with you
Roll on 'til you get to the sea

Big river, roll on to the sea
(Big river, roll on to the sea)

1984. Big River

Bill Monroe - Big River
Darrell Scott - Infamous Stringdusters
Mac Wiseman - Magnolia Express

Now I taught the weeping willow how to cry, 
And I showed the clouds how to cover up a clear blue sky. 
And the tears that I cried for that woman are gonna flood you Big River. 
Then I'm gonna sit right here until I die. 

I met her accidentally in St. Paul (Minnesota). 



And it tore me up every time I heard her drawl, Southern drawl. 
Then I heard my dream was back Downstream cavortin' in Davenport, 
And I followed you, Big River, when you called. 

Then you took me to St. Louis later on (down the river). 
A freighter said she's been here 
But she's gone, boy, she's gone. 
I found her trail in Memphis, 
But she just walked up the block. 
She raised a few eyebrows and then she went on down alone. 

Now, won't you batter down by Baton Rouge, 
River Queen, roll it on. 
Take that woman on down to New Orleans, New Orleans. 
Go on, I've had enough; 
Dump my blues down in the gulf. 
She loves you, Big River, more than me. 

Now I taught the weeping willow how to cry, 
And I showed the clouds how to cover up a clear blue sky. 
And the tears that I cried for that woman are gonna flood you Big River. 
Then I'm gonna sit right here until I die.

1985. Big Road Blues

Big Road Blues
Canned Heat - Lucinda Williams

[Verse 1]
Oh well, I ain't goin' down that big road by myself
Oh Lord now, I ain't goin' down that big road by myself
Lord, can't carry my baby, gonna carry somebody else

[Verse 2]
Oh well, the sun gonna shine into my back door someday
Oh yeah well, the sun gonna shine into my back door someday
Well, big wind's gonna come up and blow my blues away

[Guitar Solo]

[Verse 3]
Big Aida left Savannah, Lord, it did not stop you, what a sort of daughter, fireman, went and g
ot the ball of hardware
Reach in the corner, mama, hand me my travelin' shoes
Well, you know by that I've got them big road blues

[Guitar Solo]

[Verse 2]
Oh well, the sun gonna shine into my back door some
My back door some, someday, Lord
The sun gonna shine into my back door someday
Well, a big wind's gonna come up and blow my blues away



[Verse 1]
Oh well, I ain't goin' down that big road by my
I said by my, by myself, Lord
I ain't goin' down that big road by myself
Lord, can't carry my baby, gonna carry somebody else

1986. Big Rock Candy Mountain

Harry McClintock - Big Rock Candy Mountain

[Verse 1]
One evening as the sun went down
And the jungle fire was burning
Down the track came a hobo hikin'
And he said, "Boys, I'm not turning
I'm headed for a land that's far away
Besides the crystal fountains
So come with me, we'll go and see
The Big Rock Candy Mountains."

[Verse 2]
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains
There's a land that's fair and bright
Where the handouts grow on bushes
And you sleep out every night
Where the boxcars all are empty
And the sun shines everyday
All the birds and the bees
And the cigarette trees
The lemonade springs
Where the bluebird sings
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains

[Verse 3]
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains
All the cops have wooden legs
And the bulldogs all have rubber teeth
And the hens lay soft-boiled eggs
The farmers' trees are full of fruit
And the barns are full of hay
Oh, I'm bound to go
Where there ain't no snow
Where the rain don't fall
The wind don't blow
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains

[Verse 4]
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains
You never change your socks
And the little streams of alcohol
Come trickling down the rocks
The brakemen have to tip their hats



And the railroad bulls are blind
There's a lake of stew
And of whiskey too
You can paddle all around them
In a big canoe
In the Big Rock Candy Mountains

1987. Big Rock In The Road

Big Rock In The Road
Recorded by Bob Wills w/vocal by Tommy Duncan 
Written by Fred Rose 

[1] There's a Big [5] Rock In The [1] Road 
And it's there Blockin the [5] Road 
Lots of [1] Careless Folks have found It 
So you'd [4-7] Better get around It 
There's a [1] Big [5] Rock In The [1] Road

[1] There's a Hole [5] under the [1] Rock 
And it's Cold under the [5] Rock 
And they [1] Say if you Fall in It 
That your [4-7] Life won't Last a Minute 
There's a [1] Big [5] Rock In The [1] Road

BRIDGE 
[4-7] Leave the Darkness behind You 
[1] Shine your Light up Ahead 
If you [4-7] don't Want Trouble to find You 
[1] Change the [5dim] Life that you've [5] Led

There's A [1] Big [5] Rock In The [1] Road 
And it's there Blockin' the [5] Road 
So if [1] you're Not very Humble 
Then you re [4-7] Liable to Stumble 
On that [1] Big [5] Rock in the [1] Road

Leave the Darkness behind You 
Shine your Light up Ahead 
If you don't Want Trouble to find 
You Just Change the Life that you've Led

There's A Big Rock In The Road 
And it's there Blockin the Road 
So if you're Not very Humble 
Then you're Liable to Stumble 
On that Great Big Old Rock in the Road



1988. Big Rotator

Lucinda Williams - Big Rotator

GOD IS THE BIG ROTATOR
SPINNIN' THE WORLD LIKE A TOP
AND JOHN IS THE REVELATOR
WAY UP ON THE MOUNTAINTOP
JUSTICE IS THE MOTIVATOR
BRINGIN' THE WORLD TO A STOP
EVIL IS THE INSTIGATOR
BLEEDING THE WORLD DROP BY DROP

LIARS ARE VENERATED, LOSERS CONGRATULATED
CHEATERS CELEBRATED, THIEVES COMPENSATED
VULTURES SATIATED, MURDERERS EXONERATED
GUILTY VINDICATED, INNOCENT INCARCERATED

GOD IS THE BIG ROTATOR
SPINNIN' THE WORLD LIKE A TOP
JOHN IS THE REVELATOR
WAY UP ON THE MOUNTAINTOP
JUSTICE IS THE MOTIVATOR
BRINGING THE WORLD TO A STOP
EVIL IS THE INSTIGATOR
BLEEDING THE WORLD DROP BY DROP 

WAR IS LEGISLATED, PEACE EVALUATED
BOMBS DETONATED, FREEDOM NEGOTIATED
ART CONFISCATED, STORIES FABRICATED
HISTORY MANIPULATED, TRUTH ERADICATED

GOD IS THE BIG ROTATOR
SPINNIN' THE WORLD LIKE A TOP
JOHN IS THE REVELATOR
WAY UP ON THE MOUNTAINTOP
JUSTICE IS THE MOTIVATOR
BRINGING THE WORLD TO A STOP
EVIL IS THE INSTIGATOR
BLEEDING THE WORLD DROP BY DROP

GOD GOD, UH HUH
GOD, UH HUH
JOHN JUSTICE EVIL, UH HUH
GOD GOD GOD, UH HUH

1989. Big Sam Thompson

Big Sam Thompson
Chris Thile - Big Sam Thompson
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1990. Big Sandy River - Chords

Big Sandy River

We will [A]float a-long the bank of the Big San-dy Ri-ver
[E] From old Ken-tuck, and with luck, in-to West Vir-gin-ny
[A] Ride a-long the banks of the Big San-dy ri-ver
[E] Head-in' for our old Vir-gin-ny [A] home.

There's a gal a-long the bank of the Big San-dy Ri-ver
Wait-ing for me, I can see, her blue eyes a- twink-lin'
When we reach the bar of sand in West Vir-gin-ny,
We are near our old Vir-gin-ny home.

[Part B- CHORUS] When we get to Tug Fork and get our fill of smoke(d) pork
Pol-in' o'er the sand that's stand-in' on the strand.
Good- bye O-hi-o, heading up north real slow,
Big Sandy River take me home. [Repeat]

Round the bend a-long the bank of the Big San-dy Ri-ver
Up on the hill, there's a still, little taste of hea'ven
Down a-long the bank of the Big San-dy Ri-ver
Head-in' for our old Vir-gin-ny home.

Fill your jug a-long the bank of the Big San-dy Ri-ver
Nothing to do, me and you, float-in' on the wat-er.
Ride a-long the bank of the Big San-dy Ri-ver
Head-in' for our old Vir-gin-ny home.

[Part B- CHORUS] Hear the fid-dle play-in', see the old folk sway-in'.
Danc-in' with the beat of the Big San-dy Ri-ver.
Put on your clog-gin' shoes, ain't got no time to lose,
Big Sandy River take me home. [Repeat]



1991. Big Sciota - Chords

Big Sciota
Old Crow Medicin Show - Big Sciota

Tuning: Standard 
Chords: 
G 
G
G C
G D Em C

G
I live by the river all my life 
G 
And I don't know nothing but the lord is christ
              G              C
Can't go home again I can't go home again 
              G                   D
East and west that highway roam 
                                    Em 
(Chorus)      Lord have mercy on my poor soul 
                                C
Wish my blue eyed baby home 
                                        G
My Pretty little blue eyed baby

Thats it  
Then the rest of the words 

That rivers deep that rivers wide 
Devil stands an every side 
(Chorus)

That pretty little girl I love so well 
She goes to heaven lord I go to hell
(Chorus)

1992. Big Shoes

Big Shoes
String Cheese Incident

I've got big shoes on,
I've got big shoes on today.
I've got big shoes on,
I've got big shoes on today.

Repeat 1st verse (2x)



1993. Big Sky

The Isaacs - Big Sky 

The streets are jammed with traffic going nowhere.
There's rows of parking meeters, instead of trees.
A highrise on either side, makes a sliver of the sky.
And it looks like they're closing in on me.
I know the stars are up there.
But I never get to see them.
Ain't nothin growing here, but a lonely feeling.

All I need is room to run.
where the Horizon's endless.
And Heaven shines on me at night.
I wanna race the rising sun.
Somewhere where there are no fences.
And find a place that's mine.
Under a Big sky.
Under a Big sky.

I've tried so hard to make myself a home here.
But you can't put down roots in concrete.
I feel like a stranger.
Like I'm living in a cage here.
And it's been so long since i've felt like me.
there's horses pulling tourist,
down on second avenue.
I look at them and wonder, if they feel the way i do.

All i need is room to run.
where the horizon's endless.
and heaven shines on me at night.
i wanna race the rising sun.
somewhere where there are no fences
and find a place that's mine
under a big sky
under a big sky

no i don't wanna wait
til it's too late
to find a place i belong

all i need is room to run
where the horizon's endless
and heaven shines on me at night
i wanna race the horizon sun
somewhere where there are no fences
and find a place that's mine
under a big sky
under a big sky



1994. Big Sky - Chords

Big Sky 
Fruition

[Intro]
C G D G
 
[Verse 1]
G      C      G     C
Today, gonna keep my mouth shut
G      C       G    C
tonight, gonna speak my mind
G       C            G      G
'til then, I'll be a-travelin',
Em     Em         F    F   Bb
watch the outside pass by
          G   G  G  G
under the Big Sky
 
G    C   G        C
They say that all the actions
G    G      G     G
sing louder every time
G    C      G      G
everybody's always talkin',
Em                F     Bb
so lets just stay quiet
      G
under the Big Sky
 
[Chorus]
C             G             C               G
You ain't got much to say, so don't waste your breath
C          G                   D
I won't waste mine, lets not waste time.
C                     D
We could learn a thing or two
Em              G
what to say, what to do
Em             G
I was all talk once too
     Bb               G
but now I can finally hear you
 
[Solo]
G C G G G G
C C C C G Em
F Bb G G G G
 
[Verse 2]
G       C            G       C
Today - I ain't sayin nothin!



G       C            G          G
Tonight, oh your gonna hear me just fine
G             C      G         Em           F     Bb
'til then, I'll be a-travellin, toward the 395
          G  G G G
under the Big Sky
 
G    C        G         G
They say that it's bad to drink so much
G        C    G        G
and that it's wrong to be high
G             C             G
but out here, everyone is an outlaw
F                       F          Bb
and they get along just fine
          G
under the Big Sky
 
[Chorus]
C             G             C               G
You ain't got much to say, so don't waste your breath
C          G                   D
I won't waste mine, lets not waste time.
C                     D
We could learn a thing or two
Em              G
what to say, what to do
Em             G
I was all talk once too
     Bb               G
but now I can finally hear you
 
 
[Solo]
G C G G G G
C C C C G Em
F Bb G G G G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G      C             G G
Today I ain't sayin nothin
G                C        G     G
tonight, I might speak my mind
     G    C         G      G
everybody is always talkin
Em             F           Bb
so let's just stay quiet
          G
under the Big Sky
 
 
[Outro]
G    Bb  Bb
D    Bb  D   G



1995. Big Smoky Holler

Big Smoky Holler (Larry W. Jones 01/08/2007) 

There's a mountain place that I love so
It's so little, not many people know
But I'm always dreaming, always scheming
For that little place that I love so
Back to Big Smoky Holler
Back to that little homestead of mine
Down in a little valley, in a way back alley
Where the honeysuckle smells so fine
There's a little mountain girl who's waiting
That I've been praying each night to see
Back in Big Smoky Holler
Back in that little valley in Tennessee
Ever since I left for parts unknown
My heart's let me know it's been too long
I've been so lonely, oh, so lonely
For Big Smoky Holler
And that little Tennessee mountain valley home
Back to Big Smoky Holler
Back to that little homestead of mine
Down in a little valley, in a way back alley
Where the honeysuckle smells so fine
There's a little mountain girl who's waiting
That I've been praying each night to see
Back in Big Smoky Holler
Back in that little valley in Tennessee

1996. Big Spike Hammer

Big Spike Hammer
Osborne Brothers

Can't you hear the whistle of my big spike hammer
Lord it's busting my side
I've done all I can do to keep that woman happy
Still she's not satisfied

   Hey hey Della Mae
   Why do you treat me this way
   Hey hey Della Mae
   I'll get even some day

I'm the best hammer swinger on this big section gang
Big Bill Johnson is my name
Lord this hammer that I swing for a dollar and a half a day
I'll all for my Della Mae



Now I've been lots of places, not much I ain't done
There's still alot of things I'd like to see
Lord this hammer that I swing or the woman that I love
Yes, one's gonna be the death of me

1997. Big Sun Falling In The River

Richard Thompson - Big Sun Falling In The River 

Well, she spins me round
And she turns me down
And I don't know why
And I don't know why

Did she just refuse me?
Did she just accuse me?
And I don't know why
And I don't know why

She's always bugging me, hugging me
Faking me, shaking me
Haunting me, taunting me

Big sun falling in the river
Big sky shining in the water
Big love dying like the dying day

Big sun falling in the river
Big sky shining in the water
We're done but she don't
Have the nerve to say

On the bridge of sighs
She close her eyes
And she looks away
And she looks away

As a compromise
She softly lies
And she looks away
And she looks away

The world is crashing around me
And flashing around me
And smashing around me

Big sun falling in the river
Big sky shining in the water
Big love dying like the dying day

Big sun falling in the river
Big sky shining in the water



We're done but she don't
Have the nerve to say

On the pleasure wheel
Pain is all I feel
And she bites her lip
And she bites her lip

She's always bugging me, hugging me
Faking me, shaking me
Haunting me, taunting me

Big sun falling in the river
Big sky shining in the water
Big love dying like the dying day

Big sun falling in the river
Big sky shining in the water
We're done but she don't
Have the nerve to say

Big sun falling in the river
Big sky shining in the water

1998. Big Ted

Big Ted

Big Ted's dead , he was a great old pig
He'd eat most anything, never wore a wig
Now he's gone like snow on the water , good bye

He was getting old so the farmer said
'Sold him to the butcher just to make a little bread'
Now he's gone like snow on the water, don't cry

Ted may be a moo cow next time around
Giving sweet milk to the people in the town
He'll be whatever he will choose on air or sea or ground

The sows are busy with the piglets fine
I'd put them in the forest now if they were mine
cause I know they like acorns and I don't like bacon

Boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy
Squidly, squidly, squidly, squidly, squidly, squidly, squidly
Boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy
Sham sham sharoo, oh sham sham sharoo
Big Ted's sold and gone

He came into the kitchen while we were away
He took all the rice and he forgot to pay
He's gone like snow on the water, good bye



He never cared to do the boogaloo dance
All he ever thought about was food and romance
And he's gone like snow on the water, don't cry

Ted may be a moo cow next time around
Giving sweet milk to the people in the town
He'll be whatever he will choose on air or sea or ground

The sows are busy with the piglets fine
I'd put them in the forest now if they were mine
cause I know they like acorns and I don't like bacon

Boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy
Squidly, squidly, squidly, squidly, squidly, squidly, squidly
Boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy, boochy
Sham sham sharoo, oh sham sham sharoo
Big Ted's sold and gone

1999. Big Time

Sturgill Simpson - Big Time

[Verse 1: Angel Olsen]
Good morning kisses, giving you all mine
Pull back the curtains, show me the sunshine
Needing this coffee, needing some nature
Need it right now, it can't wait until later
We're always busy, baby, not this time
Lay in the tall grass talkin' with your eyes
Talkin' with your eyes before we knew we were
Thinkin' the same things, I'm a believer

[Chorus: Angel Olsen]
And I'm losin', I'm losin', I've left it behind
Guess I had to be losin' to get here on time
And I'm living, I'm loving, I've loved long before
And I'm loving you big timR, I'm loving you more

[Verse 2: Sturgill Simpson]
Take to the lakR, playing lady in red
Hanging onto every word that you said
Staying up all night, out by the fire
Singing your songs now, you know I'm a crier

[Chorus: Angel Olsen & Sturgill Simpson]
And I'm losin', I'm losin', I've left it behind
Guess I had to be losin' to get here on time
And I'm living, I'm loving, I've loved long before
And I'm loving you big time, I'm loving you more
And I'm losin', I'm losin', I've left it behind
Guess I had to be losin' to get here on time
And I'm living, I'm loving, I've loved long before



And I'm loving you big time, I'm loving you more

[Post-Chorus: Sturgill Simpson]
Loving you big time
And I'm loving you big time

[Outro: Angel Olsen & Sturgill Simpson]
Loving you big time
Loving you big time

2000. Big Time Annie's Square

Big Time Annie's Square

I came back to find my Annie'd moved away
To some town in California close in something
Somewhere close to East L.A.
Don't think finding her was easy
'Cause something sure had changed my Tulsa girl
But I came here to show my love
And try to understand her crazy world

I was thrilled because she greeted me with joy
And was glad she still remembered
Well enough to know someone she called her boy
And I've heard about those sugar cubes
Before I ever came to find her there
I was glad to be excepted
Even though I've known as big time Annie's square

I'm just big time Annie's leaning post
Someone she can turn to now and then
Annie says, I'm feeble, Annie's friends don't question
The square John known as big time Annie's friend

Well, sometimes I feel happy through and through
And I always find excuses
For anything my Annie wants to do
We don't agree on nothin'
But I'll be danged if we don't make the pair
My friends call her hippie
And her friends call me big time Annie's square

I'm just big time Annie's leaning post
Someone she can turn to now and then
Annie says, I'm feeble, Annie's friends don't question
The square John known as big time Annie's friend



2001. Big Time In The Jungle - Chords

Big Time In The Jungle

Old Crow Medicin Show - Big Time In The Jungle

Verse 1-
        D                 C              G
Down in Eutaw, Alabama in Nineteen Sixty-Five
  D
A young man 'bout 21, 
   C                     G
no different than you or I
              Am
He's catchin' catfish, 
            D
and gettin' drunk
          Am
But Uncle Sam called, 
              D
he called him up,
                    G
Sent him out to Vietnam,
           Am
That young man,
        D
Got his life turned upside down,

Turned his smile into a frown,

Robbed that king of his crown,
                                  G
For an ideal he didn't even know about,

Verse 2-
He was gamblin' at the wagon,when that army man showed up,
And he flashed that pen and paper,
And ole Fukie he signed up,
There's gonna be a big time,
In the jungle,
Gonna be a firefight,
Gonna be a rumble,
Send me out to Vietnam,
I'll fight ten men,
I got nothin' left in the States for me,
I wanna see the world you see,
I know that Uncle Sam needs me,
To fight for an ideal I know nothing about.

Verse 3-
Oh the drop point was dusty and the drill sergeant was loud,
And he could not see the corpses, 
for the ragin' dust cloud
Grab your duffle bags, 
head to the checkpoint
Welcome to Vietnam boys, 
you're in for a hell of a fight,



Take it from the ones who know.
The army moves slow,
Hurry up and wait, 
don't sleep late,
And learn to hate your brother,
Before you hate your foe,

Verse 4*-
On patrol out in the rice fields,
Them choppers flew low,
Glancing for the hand signal, 
To tell you where to go,
Then the bombs started fallin'
And they pounded his brain,
And he thought about Eutaw ,
And who was to blame,
For sendin' him to Vietnam,

2002. Big Train From Memphis

Big Train From Memphis
Seldom Scene

When I was young I spent my summer days
playing on the track.
The sound of the wheels rolling on the steel
took me out took me back

   Big train from Memphis
   Big train from Memphis
   now it's gone gone gone
   gone gone gone

Like no one before he let out a roar
and I just had to tag along
each night I went to bed with the sounds in my head
and the dream was the song

Well I rode 'em in and back out again
and you know what they say about trains
But I'm tellin you when that Memphis train came through
this old world was not the same

2003. Big Wheel Cannonball - Chords

Big Wheel Cannonball
Recorded by Dick Curless
Written by Vaughn Horton



C                                              F
This great and mighty nation will sing forever more       
G7                                         C
Of the pioneers brave engineers and heroes by the score
                                                          F
But the world of transportation has its own breed just as great
         G7                                                     G
It's the men of steel behind the wheels of the big rigs haulin' freight                                   
F
Listen to the rumble listen to the roar       
G7                                                   
C
Of the big wheels on the highways from the mountains to the shore                                          
            
F
Ole Buffalo Bill and Casey Jones would never have the gall   
G7                                                       C
To risk their fate on the interstate on the Big Wheel Cannonball
                                                         F
There's a lotta speculation when the big wheels roll at night
     G7                                             C
Some think their destination is a truck stop on the right
                                                         F
With a little ole cat eyed waitress or a hot shot on the make    
G7                                                C
But some I know would rather go for a hot chuck wagon steak
                                   F
Listen to the rumble listen to the roar         
G7                                          C
Hear the jingle of the jukebox see the action on the floo
                                                  F
Those giddy-up go-go babies do the monkey and the crawl
       G7                                             C
When a swingin' combination plays the Big Wheel Cannonball
                                               F
I try to keep my schedule the way most drivers do     
G7                                                  C
It's food and drinks and forty winks and then go ballin' through
                                                    F
But tonight I got a hang up she's the cutest little doll     
G7                                                 C
I'll see ya on the straight away on the Big Wheel Cannonball
                                                   F
On the Big Wheel Cannonball on the Big Wheel Cannonball
        G7                                          C
Tonight she's ridin' shotgun and I warn you one and all
                                                F
When a devil from St Luie takes an angel on his haul      
G7                                          C
Don't look for any halo round the Big Wheel Cannonball      
G7                                          C
Don't look for any halo round the Big Wheel Cannonball



2004. Big Wheels Turnin'

Big Wheels Turnin' 
Blue Moon Rising
 
In this world there's many ways a man can make it 
In this rat race to stay ahead of bills
And it's hard any way you want to take it 
As for me just let me fight that steering wheel 
  
CHORUS : 
I drove this rig from Maine to California 
New York Chicago New Orleans and Louisville 
Choose your livin' any way you want to make it 
As for me just let me fight that steering wheel 
  
Well I jam gears on down to old El Paso 
Cross the bad,lands into Santa Fe 
Got a sweet little thing in Amarillo 
And I might be goin' back there someday 
 
Well I tried to settle down in Amarillo 
But I keep rollin' an old Jimmie in my dreams 
I just gotta hear them big wheels a turnin' 
These wheels are gonna be the death of me 
  
Choose your livin' any way you want to make it 
As for me just let me fight that steering wheel 
As for me just let me fight that steering wheel

2005. Big Wide Strum - Chords

Big Wide Strum 
Michael Cleveland & Flamekeeper

[Verse 1]
G
The want add read Do you own your own Car?
G
Will you buy your own gas? Play a little guitar?
C7
That's it son. This is your meal ticket.
G                                                 D C7 G C7 C#7 D
Call up your steady day job, tell em that you quit it
 
[Verse 2]
G
The very next morning me and my old car
G
Hit the big city limits with my little guitar
C
Later that night when we hit the big stage
G                               D C7 G C7 C#7 D



My little guitar was all the rage
 
[Verse 3]
G
We cut a deep gig, and we never even tried
G
We were rockin in a grove that was ten mile wide
C
Already sold out was the band's  middle name
G                                         D C7 G B
I knew that my life would never be the same
 
[Chorus]
C
If ya wanna go far you gotta give it all you got
G
If your grass is blue better pick it real hot
C
You can be a star if you got the right sound
G                      D         G   C7 C#7 D
A little guitar and a big wide strum
 
 
[Verse 4]
G
And our rise to fame kept a flyin' non stop
G
And our manager said, "You guys are ready to Pop"
C
Our very first single hit the top of the charts
G                                    G   D C7 G C7 C#7 D
We hit so hard or our wallets still stung
 
[Verse 5]
G
It started raining women at the River View show
G
Hanna Hall about killed me but what a way to go
C
I never had it out we that were Hall of Fame bound
G                                                D      C7            G B
We were hotter than hell with a big wide sound. Water, a big wide sound
 
[Chorus]
C
If ya wanna go far you gotta give it all you got
G
If your grass is blue better pick it real hot
C
You can be a star if you got the right sound
G                      D         G
A little guitar and a big wide strum
 
 
[Solo]
C7 G C7 G D C7 G C7 C#7 D
 



[Verse 6]
G
Well my daddy called me up said son I'm mighty proud
G                                                 A7 A#7 B7
tell me how you do it when your winding' up a crowd
C
There ain't no secret where the magic comes from
G                                                       D   C7    G   B
It's all right here in the big wide strum. That's right big wide strum
 
 
[Chorus]
C
If ya wanna go far you gotta give it all you got
G
If your grass is blue better pick it red hot
C
You can be a star if you got the right sound Whoaaaa
G                       D        G
A little guitar and a big wide strum
 
[Solo]
C7 G C7 G D C7 G
 
[Chorus]
C
If ya wanna go far you gotta give it all you got
G
If your grass is blue better pick it red hot
C
You can be a star if you got the right sound Whoaaaa
G                       D        G
A little guitar and a big wide strum
 
[Outro]
C
You can be a star
G
Get a little guitar
C
A killer right song
C                G
And a big wide strum
 
[Outro]
G  C  G  C  G  C  G  C  G  C  G

2006. Big Wide Wonderful World Of Country Music - Chords

Big Wide Wonderful World Of Country Music
Recorded by Leroy Van Dyke
Written by Gene Nash
 



D7     G        C         G                C
It's a big wide wonderful world of country music
        G          C                  G       D7
And the whole wide world is singing a country song
       G        C         G                D7
It's a big wide wonderful world of country music
        G     Em   Am       D7      G
And the whole wide world is singing along
 
D7         G                 C
It started many years ago in Nashville and in Chicago
D7                G         D7
On a thing called radio and then
         G
Well the music really got around
C                         G
Made its way from town to town
                   D7             G
And all around the world and back again
 
Repeat #1
 
A country song is a simple song
   C
So jump right in and sing along
G                                           Am     D7
You'll sound right you can't sound wrong my friend
G
Say you're in for a big surprise
   C
So let's join voice up to the skies
    G               D7        G
Get set we're gonna harmonize again
 
Repeat #1
 
Now you belong to a worldwide club
    C
You made no news so there's no rub
G
You need no card you need no stub
    Am        G
And there are people on down the block who'll say
  C
I heard that song you hummed today
    G                      D7            G
And you can bet folks have heard it everywhere
 
                C         G                C
It's a big wide wonderful world of country music
        G          C                  G       D7
And the whole wide world is singing a country song
     G          C         G                D7
It's a big wide wonderful world of country music
        G     Em   Am       D7
And the whole wide world is singing 
    G     Em   Am       D7



The whole wide world is singing
    G     Em   Am       D7      G
The whole wide world is singing along

2007. Big Wind

Dolly Parton - Big Wind 

Big wind big wind's comin'
From daylight till dusk we've been a workin' in the dust
Pickin' cotton workin' side by side
Oh I can't forget I still remember yet the way my daddy looked at me and cried
Big wind's a comin' listen to the hummin' hurry up now be quick don't stall
You know we can't be slow take the kids and get below
If we don't hurry it'll surely get us all
I ran across the field so scared my lips was scaled
To warn my mom to storm was on its way
Now I knew I'd won the race when I'd see my mama's face
And the way she looked at me and said
Big wind's a comin'...
[ guitar ]
Oh but dad was on the cellar and by now the sky was yellow
The wind was blowin' trees were fallin'
And outside I heard him cryin' and as he lay there dyin'
It seemed I could still hear him sayin'
Big wind's a comin'...
Big wind big wind's comin'

2008. Bigass Crater In The Backyard - Chords

Bigass Crater In The Backyard 
Keller Williams
 
Tuning: D A F C G D
 
E                B              E
There's a bigass hole out in the backyard
A                          E           B
And it seems to be getting bigger everyday
E                      D          E         A
Well this land that is owned by a stranger
E                  B                     D  Eb  E B E
Sends the taste of fear right through my brain
 
 
         B
Now the rain, it could come and fill it up
   E
   full of water



A                        E
Where the rocks can skip as the fish can school
                             B
   as the sun reflects as it sets
E
Or the trucks they could come and they could
   D                  E         A
   fill it up full of concete
          E                       B           E
Where the cars would park and the buses will unload
 
 
Chorus:
        A                         E
If it's water I'll swim it, if you pave it I will skate it
                    B
In the middle of the night
         D
If you're gonna sell chicken
  A                           B
I pray to hell you cook/do it right
A                               E
Gas station I will fill it or a bar I would swill it
                     B
Or maybe an alley to both
       D
Bigass crater in the backyard
  A                    E
I hope that you stay a hole
 
 
 
Ain't nothing like bumper-to-bumper traffic
When the clock is ticking and you've got some place to go
Well you grind your teeth
   and you crush and squeeze your to go cup
Ain't nothing but crap that's on the radio
 
B                 E
Road rage will be eliminated
       B                           E
As the walking distance is so very underrated
       B                         E
And my belly, hopefully, will be deflated
  A                E           B        E
I wish I knew just what it was going to be
 
 
Chorus
 
 
 
Let's fire up the truck and go out and do us some doughnuts
Take advantage of that space while it's still there
You just turn the wheel and stomp your heel to the floor
Hold your left hand out the window with that lit flare
 



 
Ain't it strange that the change is inevitable
Open range is rearranged and become sellable
And my brain is deranged with the unthinkable
I wish I had a couple of mil so I could set things right
 
Chrous
Bigass crater in the backyard
I hope that you stay a hole

2009. Bigger Fish to Fry

Bigger Fish to Fry
Bill Anderson, Little Jimmy Dickens, Brad Paisley, Whisperin' Bill Anderson, Kung Pao Bucka
roos, Vince Gill, New Kung Pao 

I said a bad word when I was a kid
Mama said that I'd be sorry for the sin that I did
My daddy whooped me and the preacher said shame
And I tried like hell to change

I cuss, I smoke
I laugh at dirty jokes
Minor vices man I know 'em well
I've closed down bars
And I've busted in my heart
My exes think I oughta burn in hell
But the devil, he won't notice when I die
Don't you figure
He's got bigger fish to fry
Oh yeah

Politicians taking corporate bribes
Crooked CEOs are getting off with no time
Christmas eve burglars stealin' good children's toys
(Can't say Christmas)
Holiday burglars stealin' good children's toys

I cuss, I smoke
I laugh at dirty jokes
The minor vices, man I know I'm well
I've closed down bars
I've busted in my heart
My exes thinks that I oughta burn in hell
But the devil wont even notice when I die
Ya don't you figure
Hes got bigger fish to fry

There's gonna be a bonfire burnin'
An everlastin' barbeque
But with all the bad stuff goin' on
There ain't gonna be room for me and you



'Cause we cuss and we smoke
We laugh at Taylor's jokes
(Tell one Jim, you know you're old when your wife says
'honey lets run upstairs and make love' and your answer is I cannot do both)
Some minor vices, man we know 'em well
We've closed down bars and we've busted in our hearts
Our exes think we oughta burn in hell
But the devil, he wont notice when we die,
Don't you figure he's got bigger fish to fry
Ya don't you figure
He's got bigger fish to fry
(Pass the tarter sauce)

(When we all get to Heaven, what a day of rejoicing it will be...)

2010. Bigger Isn't Better

String Cheese Incident - Bigger Isn't Better

Pushed around this dirty old town
Had to move so many times it makes my head spin round
What it is that keeps me here
Is hard to say - the answer's not real clear

I guess it casts a spell that's hard to break
Like December's ice on a mountain lake
I've tried to get out but I don't have the heart
To keep all my friends and make a new start

There's a fly buzzin' around my eight-by-twelve home
Where I can spend the afternoon all alone
Don't need much, don't you know
I don't need a TV or a VCR or a touch-tone telephone

All you people who try to sell the land
You don't see the problem, you don't seem to understand
All you're doing is making one big mess
'cause bigger isn't better, and money isn't happiness

2011. Bigger Than The Sky

Dave Evans - Bigger Than The Sky 

You came into my life.
I held you close to me.
My love was there for you.
You're love was there for me.

I tried to end your strife.



I wanted to be there.
To help you through your life.
To be your everywhere.

And then you grew so tall.
My pride could not be hide.
You always made me smile.
With those awesome things you did.

And now I'm telling you
The love I gave for you is
Bigger Than The Sky...

Time must run its course.
We can't control our fate.
We only live our days.
And live them to be great.

And now I tell you true.
You made my life complete.
I'll always be with you.
Through every soul you meet.

And when you think of me.
Please smile and know it's true.
Your love was there for me.
My love is there for you.

And now I tell you true.
The love I gave to you is
Bigger Than The Sky...

Bigger Than The Sky means
Everywhere you go
My love will be with you you you

Bigger Than The Sky means
It can never change
I'll always be with you you you.

Bigger Than The Sky
Larger that our lives
More than time can hold
One past that final toll...

You came into my life.
I held you close to me.
My love was there for you.
You're love was there for me.

I tried to end your strife.
I wanted to be there.
To help you through your life.
To be your everywhere.

And then you grew so tall.
My pride could not be hide.



You always made me smile.
With those awesome things you did.

And now I'm telling you
The love I give for you is
Bigger Than The Sky...

Bigger Than The Sky means
Everywhere you go
My love will be with you you you

Bigger Than The Sky means
It can never change
I'll always be with you you you.

Bigger Than The Sky
Larger that our lives
More than time can hold
One past that final toll...

2012. Bigger Than This - Chords

Bigger Than This 
Molly Tuttle
 
[Verse]
G
January in a small town
                        C
I just finally took the tree down
                   D
Drag it out to the sidewalk
      C                 G
And I see that same old name
G
The sign says twenty sixteen
                            C
But I still don't know what you mean
                  D
We had words in November
              C               G
Since then it hasn't been the same 
        Am      Am/B    C
Does it have to be that way?
 
[Chorus]
G
I'm bigger than you think I am
  C
I bet you're bigger too
  D
Together we can take a stand
    C



And show them that it's true
           Am                  G
I know our minds are both made up 
F              Em
But enough is enough
                  Am
Our hearts aren't made of stone
Am/B                       C
No one should ever have to suffer alone
C                       D
Cause its a small world
                      G
And we're bigger than this
 
[Verse]
G
In Washington we fight the good fight
                      C
Everybody thinks that they're right
                         D
But no ones listening to no one
               C                 G
And they won't cross the great divide
G
The people gather and they cry out
                             C
Say it's finally crossed the line now
                          D
They've been hungry for a big change
           C              G
But no one hears on the inside
       Am       Am/B     C
Can we both put down our pride?
 
[Chorus]
G
I'm bigger than you think I am
  C
I bet you're bigger too
  D
Together we can take a stand
    C
And show them that it's true
           Am                  G
I know our minds are both made up 
F              Em
But enough is enough
                  Am
Our hearts aren't made of stone
Am/B                       C
No one should ever have to suffer alone
C                       D
Cause its a small world
                      G
And we're bigger than this
 
[Bridge]



         Em
When the people get united
    C
Indivisible behind it (We... the... peo... ple)
       G                                  Am
We can be the change we want the world to see
      Em
Our divisions don't define us
                C
That's just the way they try to fight us (They... can't... fight... us)
          G                                 D
But we're bigger than their power and their greed
Am       Am/B     C
Bigger together indeed...
 
[Chorus]
G
I'm bigger than you think I am
  C
I bet you're bigger too
  D
Together we can take a stand
    C
And show them that it's true
           Am                  G
I know our minds are both made up 
F              Em
But enough is enough
                  Am
Our hearts aren't made of stone
Am/B                       C
No one should ever have to suffer alone
C                       D
Cause its a small world
                      G
And we're bigger than this

2013. Bike Ride - Chords

Bike Ride 
Nora Jane Struthers

[Chorus]
A
Going on a bike ride sidewalk on the right side I could go anywhere
D
Going on a bike ride nothing but the sunshine
A
I could go anywhere
E
It's been such a long time
D                           A
I'm going on a bike ride



 
 
[Verse]
E              D
Oh somehow
A                           D
I thought I lost my wings
E                  D
But I feel them now
F#M            A             D
as my handlebar-bell sings
A                      E
What a simple thing
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Going on a bike ride sidewalk on the right side I could go anywhere
D
Going on a bike ride nothing but the sunshine
A
I could go anywhere
E
It's been such a long time
D                            A
I'm going on a bike ride
 
 
[Verse]
E          D
Years ago
A                            D
I'd find the shortest way
E             D
Now I know
F#m             A         D
I can just enjoy the day
A                            E
I'll get there either way
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Going on a bike ride sidewalk on the right side I could go anywhere
D
Going on a bike ride nothing but the sunshine
A
I could go anywhere
E
It's been such a long time
D                            A
I'm going on a bike ride
 
 
[Verse]
E         D
Setting out



A                 D
I take it all in new
E         D
Turn around
F#m                      A        D
see what I missed the first time through
A                D
Maybe I'll see you
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Going on a bike ride sidewalk on the right side I could go anywhere
D
Going on a bike ride nothing but the sunshine
A
I could go anywhere
E
It's been such a long time
D                            A
I'm going on a bike ride
E
It's been such a long time
D                            A
I'm going on a bike ride

2014. Bile Them Cabbage Down

Bile Them Cabbage Down

Went up on the mountain
Just to give my horn a blow
Thought I heard my true love say
Yonder comes my beau

   Bile them Cabbage down
   Turn them hoecakes round
   The only song that I can sing
   Is bile them cabbage down

Took my gal to the blacksmith shop
To have her mouth made small
She turned around a time or two
And swallowd shop and all

Possum in a Simmon tree
Raccoon on the ground
Raccoon says you son-of-a-gun
Shake some Simmon's down

Someone stole my old 'coon dog
Wish they'd bring him back
He chased the big hogs through the fence



And the little ones through the crack

Met a possum in the road
Blind as he could be
Jumped the fence and whipped my dog
And bristled up at me

Once I had an old gray mule
His name was Simon Slick
He'd roll his eyes and back his ears
And how that mule would kick

How that mule would kick
He kicked with his dying breath
He shoved his hind feet down his throat
And kicked himself to death

2015. Bill Bailey

Bill Bailey (Won't You Please Come Home)
 
One one summer's day, Sun was shinin' fine,
The lady love of old Bill Bailey
Was hangin' clothes on the line
In her back yard, and weepin' hard.
She married a B&O; brakeman
That took and throwed her down,
Bellerin' like a prune-fed calf
With a big gang hanging round
And to that crowd, she hollered loud:

Chorus: Won't you come home, Bill Bailey
Won't you come home?
She moans the whole day long.
I'll do the cookin', darling
I'll pay the rent,
I know I've done you wrong;
'Member that rainy evening that
I threw you out,
With nothing but a fine-tooth comb?
I know I'm to blame,
Well, ain't that a shame
Bill Bailey won't you please come home.

Bill drove by that door
In an automobile,
A great big diamond, coach and footman
Hear that lady squeal.
He's all alone I heard her groan.
She hollered through the door
Bill Bailey, is you sore?
Stop a minute, listen to me
Won't I see you no more?



Bill winks his eye
As he heard her cry:  (Chorus)

2016. Bill Bill

Blue Dogs - Bill Bill

Well I was the youngest of thirteen children
We lived in a little country town
Never had much to eat
The first words I could speak were patch 'em up and hand-me-downs

Well my daddy hauled bills for the textile mills to pick up the little money we made
Had a three room shack with a john out back
We only had paper when daddy got paid

Well somehow i grew up a really fat kid
Though we never had that much to eat
Those rich kids laughed and they beat on me
And their dogs chased me up and down the street

They bite my ankles and tear my pants
Yeah they all had fun with me
And as got fatter those dogs got madder
Things were bout as bad as they could be

Well I always wanted me a puppy
Daddy said there wasn't no way
There wasn't near enough food to feed our crew
There wasn't none to give away

One night a drunk in a poker game
He won ole Bill Tedder's hog
I kinda liked that ole pole shiner so i raised him like a dog
Those rich kids all had puppies

But I never had no dog
It was always me and bill bill
The old fat boy and his hog
Well he'd follow me to school most every day

And he'd waller outside and wait
Yeah sometimes I'd take him fishing with me
But he ate up all my bait
He wasn't much good at hunting either

Cause everything I shot he ate
He was so doggone slow that everywhere we go
We always got there late
But all my troubles they ended one day

When ole Bill Bill got full grown
They waited for us one day after school



And jumped us as we headed home
When the dust had settled and the fur stopped flying

Ole Bill Bill sorta grinned at me
Cause screaming youngins and the howlin dogs, was all there was to see
Well I guess they learned a good lesson
Cause they never bothered us after that day

Those rich kids called us the two Ton terror
And stayed out of our way
And they all disappeared to fancy schools
And the town got kinda dry of dogs
It's only me and Bill Bill
The ole fat boy and his hog

2017. Bill Monroe For Breakfast

Tom T Hall - Bill Monroe for Breakfast

When I was just a little boy we lived down on a farm
Seven miles from nowhere and a hundred miles from harm
We made our livin' from the dirt if anything would grow
And we got our country music from a big old radio
And we had Bill Monroe for breakfast every day
Then we'd head out to the fields a hoein' corn and mowin' hay
Aw mama loved his singin' daddy loved to hear him play
And we had Bill Monroe for breakfast every day

( fiddle - mandolin )

We had a big old battery that ran the radio
Sometimes we run it down a listenin' to the Opry Show
But we all had our instruments and most of us could play
So we had Bill Monroe for breakfast anyway
We had Bill Monroe for breakfast...
Mama was a lady and my daddy liked to preach
All we ever had was just a place to eat and sleep
If I could go back home again back to the simple ways
Oh we'd have Bill Monroe for breakfast every day
We had Bill Monroe for breakfast...
We had Bill Monroe for breakfast every day

2018. Bill Monroe For Breakfast - Chords

Bill Monroe For Breakfast
Recorded by Tom T. Hall
Writer: Tom T. Hall

[A] When I was just a little boy, we [D] lived down on a [A] farm



Seven miles from nowhere and a hundred miles from [E7] harm
We [A] made our livin' from the dirt, if [D] anything would [A] grow
And we got our country music from a [E7] big old radi-[A] o. And;

CHORUS
We had [D] Bill Monroe for breakfast ev'ry [A] day
Then we'd head out to the fields, a-hoein' corn and mowin' [E7] hay
Aw! [A] mama loved his singin', daddy [D] loved to hear him [A] play
And we had Bill Monroe for [E7] breakfast ev'ry [A] day.

We had a big old battery that ran the radio
Sometimes we run it down, listenin' to the Opry Show
But we all had our instruments and most of us could play
So, we had Bill Monroe for breakfast, anyway.

CHORUS
Mama was a lady and my daddy liked to preach
All we ever had was just a place to eat and sleep
If I could go back home again, back to the simple ways
Oh, we'd have Bill Monroe for breakfast ev'ry day.

TAG: We had Bill Monroe for breakfast ev'ry day.

2019. Bill Morgan And His Gal - Chords

Bill Morgan And His Gal 
The New Lost City Ramblers
 
{Intro]
A A D D
E E A A
A A D D
A A E E
 
[Verse 1]
A                                           D
A man named William Morgan took his girl to see a play,
E                                         A
And on the journey homeward, they stopped into a cafe.
A                                D
As soon as they got seated, Liza grabbed the bill of fare,
A                                     E              A
She called the waiter and she ordered everything was there.
 
 
[Verse 2]
A                                             D
Bill says, "I know you're hungry, girl, and I don't like to squeal,
E                                  A
But who do you suppose is going to pay for such a meal?
A
You may have known me pretty long,
D



but you sure have got my initials wrong;
A                         E        A
My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P."
 
 
[Chorus]
A                         D
My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P.
E                               A
You must think I own a railroad company.
A
You may have known me pretty long,
A       D
But you sure have got my initials wrong;
A                         E        A
My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P."
 
 
[Instrumental]
A A D D
E E A A
A A D D
A A E E
 
 
[Verse 3]
A                                  D
Bill Morgan married Liza, thinking he could change her ways,
D   E                                   A
But what she did to William, first, I'm most ashamed to say.
A                                     D
Whenever she'd go shopping, she'd buy everything she'd see,
A                                     E           A
And what she couldn't pay for, had it sent home COD.
 
 
[Verse 4]
A                               D
One day six big delivery wagons backed up to Bill's door,
D    E                                   A
They asked him to accept the goods while they went back for more;
A                                D
It didn't take Bill very long to grab his hat and coat,
A                                 E                 A
When Liza she returned again, she found this little note:
 
 
[Verse 5]
A                         D
My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P.
E                                    A
There is no bank on Wall Street that belongs to me.
A
You may have known me pretty long,
D
But you sure have got my initials wrong;
A                         E        A



My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P."
 
 
[Instrumental]
A A D D
E E A A
A A D D
A A E E
 
 
[Verse 6]
A                         D
My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P.
E                               A
There is no Texas oil well that belongs to me.
A
You may have known me pretty long,
D
But you sure have got my initials wrong;
A                         E        A
My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P."

2020. Bill Woods From Bakersfield

Bill Woods From Bakersfield
(Red Simpson)

(Spoken)
Bakersfield
An oil town that really had it's boon during the heart of the depression
And Bakersfield also destined to become somewhat of a center for country music
And even as back as the early 50's it began to gain national recognition
For the popularity of songs like Dear John Letter Ferlin Husky's Gone
And a string novelity hits from Leonard Sipes or better known as Tommy Collins
Country music is a profession in Bakersfield
And like all other professions whether it be that of a Doctor
Or a Scientist or a steady ditch digger
Everyone seems to have a particular someone who offered that helping hand
At the right time
And country music is no exception
But in Bakersfield that same helping hand kept reachin' out time after time
To different people such as Jeanne Sheppard Ferlin Husky Tommy Collins
Buck Owens Billy Mize Herb Henson Merle Haggard and also Red Simpson
Who saw reason to compose this song called Bill Woods From Bakersfield
Bill here's to you...

(Sang)
Let me tell you all a story bout a guitar pickin' man
To me he is the greatest picker in the land
He's taught me how to play in G and he taught me how to sing in key
Bill Woods from Bakersfield the Bakersfield guitar man.

Well Bill gave old Buck the first job he ever had



Bill must've been a good teacher cause old Buck didn't do too bad
He sets up there chewin' his ole cigar playin' Wildwood Flower on his guitar
Bill Woods from Bakersfield the Bakersfield guitar man.

Well Bill never hit it big but he didn't miss it far
And in my book he'll always be considered a star
I followed him and he taught me guitar pickin' and harmony
Bill Woods from Bakersfield the Bakersfield guitar man.

When the roll is called up yonder and we've all met our quest
I bet he'll be chosen to pick there with the best
Up there with his gold guitar well things're right Bill will be a star
Bill Woods from Bakersfield the Bakersfield guitar man.

Well everybody loves old Bill cause he's quite a man
And if anybody should need some help well he'll sure lend you a hand
There's one more thing I'd like to say before my story's through
Bill Woods from Bakersfield we're all proud of you...

2021. Billie Jean

Robbie Fulks - Billie Jean

[Verse 1]
She was more like a beauty queen
From a movie screen
I said, "I don't know, what do you mean
I am the one
Who would dance on the floor in the round?"
She told me her name was Billie Jean
As she caused a scene
Then every head turned with eyes that dreamed of being the one
Who would dance on the floor in the round

[Pre-Chorus]
People always told me, "Be careful of what you do
Don't go around breaking young girls' hearts"
And mother always told me, "Be careful of who you love
And look out for what you do
Because the lie becomes the truth"

[Chorus]
Billie Jean is not my lover
She's just a girl who claims that I am the one
But the kid is not my son
She claims I am the one
But the kid is not my son



2022. Billy And Bonnie

Steve Earle - Billy and Bonnie

Billy was seventeen, mean as hell
Bonnie said she was thirty, it was hard to tell
Now Billy met Bonnie on a Saturday night
At the dirt track races, it was love at first sight
Now Bonnie was wilder than the west wind blows
Taught Billy every single thing he knows
But she never told Billy what she left out
The part about the trouble when your times runs out
When the thrill is gone, when your deal goes south
It's all over when your time runs out

Well Bonnie said, "Billy, don't you think it's time
We moved on a little further down the line?"
So they knocked off a Texaco south of town
Blew down the highway with the ragtop down
Now Billy woke Bonnie up about daylight
Said, "You drive, honey, I've been up all night"
Now Billy wasn't sweating no APB
Because they didn't leave a single soul alive to see
He was just 16, made his mama proud
That don't mean nothing when your time runs out

Now Bonnie kept pushing that Cadillac
Billy passed out with the seat reared back
Slept through Louisiana, then just past dark
Bonnie pulled over in a roadside park
Left Billy sleeping and she called the cops
He never knew nothing when the dime was dropped
Now Bonnie knew what she had to do
She called the sheriff and she cried on cue
And the state police rousted Billy out
He was dreaming about Bonnie when his time ran out

The sheriff told Billy, "Boy, you're bound to die
'Cause this young lady's going to testify
That you done took her off against her will
And she told us about the robbery and the boy you killed"
Now the judge said, "Billy, what you got to say
Before I have the sheriff carry you away?"
Now Billy looked Bonnie right in the eye
But he didn't even have to ask her why
But he turned around as they led him out
He said, "I'll see you down in hell when your time runs out"

2023. Billy And Bonnie - Chords

Billy And Bonnie
Steve Earl - Billy And Bonnie



(G)Billy was 17 and (C)mean as (G)hell (C G)
Bonnie said she was 30, it was (D)hard to (G)tell (D G) 
Billy met Bonnie on a (C)Saturday (G)night (C G)
At the dirt track races, it was (D)love at first (G)sight 
Bonnie was wilder than the (C)west wind (G)blows (C G) 
Taught Billy every single (D)thing he (G)knows (D G) 
But she never told billy what (C)she left (G)out (C G)
The part about the trouble when your (D)times runs (G)out (D G) 
When the thrill is (C)gone, when your deal goes (G)south (C G)
It's all over when your (C)time runs (G)out (C G)
Other verses continue the same.

Bonnie said, "Billy, don't you think it's time 
We moved on a little further down the line" 
So they knocked off a Texaco south of town 
Blew down the highway with the ragtop down 
Billy woke Bonnie up about first light 
Said, "You drive honey, I've been up all night" 
Now Billy wasn't sweatin' no APB 
'Cause they didn't leave a single soul alive to see 
The boy was just 16, made his mama proud 
That don't mean nothin' when your time runs out 

Bonnie kept pushin' that Cadillac 
Billy passed out with the seat reared back 
Slept through Louisiana, then just past dark 
Bonnie pulled over in a roadside park 
Left Billy sleeping and she called the cops 
He never knew nothin' when the dime was dropped 
Bonnie knew what she had to do 
She called the sheriff and she cried on cue 
And the state police rousted Billy out 
He was dreaming about Bonnie when his time ran out 

The sheriff told Billy, "Boy, you're bound to die 
'Cause this young lady's gonna testify 
That you done took her off against her will 
And she told us about the robbery and the boy you killed" 
The judge said, "Billy, what you got to say 
Before I have the sheriff carry you away" 
Billy looked Bonnie right in the eye 
But he didn't even have to ask her why 
But he turned around as they led him out 
He said, "I'll see you down in hell when your time runs out"

2024. Billy Austin

Steve Earle - Billy Austin

[Verse 1]
My name is Billy Austin, I'm twenty-nine years old
I was born in Oklahoma, quarter Cherokee, I'm told
Don't remember Oklahoma, it's been so long since I left home



Seems like I've always been in prison, like I've always been alone

[Verse 2]
Didn't mean to hurt nobody, never thought I'd cross that line
I held up a filling station like I'd done a hundred times
The kid done like I told him and he lay face down on the floor
Guess I'll never know what made me turn and walk back through that door

[Verse 3]
The shot rang out like thunder, my ears rang like a bell
No one came running, so I called the cops myself
Took their time to get there and I guess I could've run
I knew I should be feeling something, but I never shed tear one

[Verse 4]
I didn't even make the papers, 'cause I only killed one man
But my trial was over quickly and then the long, hard wait began
The court-appointed lawyer couldn't look me in the eye
He just stood up, closed his briefcase when they sentenced me to die

[Verse 5]
And now my waiting's over as the final hour drags by
I ain't about to tell you that I don't deserve to die
There's twenty-seven men here, mostly black and brown and poor
Most of them are guilty, but who are you to say for sure?

[Verse 6]
When the preacher comes to get me and they shave off all my hair
Could you take that long walk with me knowing hell is waiting there?
Could you pull that switch yourself, sir, with a sure, steady hand?
Could you still tell yourself, sir, that you're better than I am?

[Outro]
My name is Billy Austin
I'm twenty-nine years old
I was born in Oklahoma
Quarter Cherokee, I'm told

2025. Billy Austin - Chords

Billy Austin
Steve Earl - Billy Austin

Intro:

D  Dsus2  D sus4 D  

Song: (chords and verse are all the same)
   D             G
My name is Billy Austin
        A                 D
And I'm twenty-nine years old
      G           D



I was born in oklahoma
        Bm                        Bm A G
Quarter Cherokee I'm told
                   D
Don't remember Oklahoma
        G                 A 
Been so long since I left home
           G                   Bm
Seems like I've always been in prison
     G                Bm      A  D
like I've always been alone

The chords just repeat over and over for the rest of the song. Its best fingerpicked on an acco
ustic with little accompliment (just like the man does it himself).

2026. Billy Boy

Billy Boy
Traditional

1. Oh where have you been Billy boy
Oh where have you been charming Billy?
I have been to seek a wife
She's the joy of my life
She's a young thing and cannot leave her mother

2. Did she bid you to come in Billy boy
Did she bid you to come in charming Billy?
Yes she bade me to come in
Let me kiss her on her chin
She's a young thing and cannot leave her mother

3. Did she set for you a chair Billy boy
Did she set for you a chair charming Billy?
Yes she set for me a chair
And the bottom wasn't there
She's a young thing and cannot leave her mother

4.=1.

THE JONES BROTHERS - The World's Greatest Bluegrass Bands

2027. Billy Christian

Tom T Hall - Billy Christian

Are you listening Billy Christian if you are then come on home
Everything is like you left it I spent all my time alone
Guitar pickin' never thrills me like it did when you were here



Come on home if you're listening Billy dear
Come on home if you're listening Billy dear
What a team we were together I was Billy Christian's wife
People loved to hear us singin' that was our success in life
But the eyes of Billy Christian were the wild and wandering kind
So now I'm singing solo all the time so now I'm singing solo all the time
If you're listening Billy Christian honey I want you to know
There will never be another to replace you on the show
I still love you and I'll wait until the curtain's final close
I love you Billy Christian heaven knows I love you Billy Christian heaven knows
Lots of fellows tried to date me but I never left an eye
Every night I sing my little song and cry
Where is Billy Christian does he ever hear this song
Cause Billy Christian knows he's welcome home
Are you listening Billy Christian if you are then come on home
Everything is like you left it I spent all my time alone

2028. Billy Gray

Robert Earl Keen - Billy Gray  (Billy Grey)

Billy Gray rode into Gantry back in '83 
There he did meet young Sarah McCray
The wild rose of morning that pale flower of dawning 
Herald of springtime in his young life that day

Sarah, she could not see the daylight of reality 
In her young eyes, Billy bore not a flaw
Knowing not her chosen one was a hired gun 
Wanted in Kansas City by the law

Then one day a tall man came riding cross the badlands
That lie to the north of New Mexico 
He was overheard to say he was lookin' for Bill Gray
A ruthless man and a dangerous outlaw

Well, the deadly news came creepin' to Billy, fast sleepin'
There in the Clarendon Bar and Hotel 
He fled towards the old church, there on the outskirts
Thinking he'd climb that old steeple bell

But a rifle ball came flying face down he lay dying 
There in the dust of the road where he fell 
Sarah, she ran to him cursing the lawman 
Accepting no reason knowing he was killed

Sarah lives in that same old white frame house
Where she first met Billy some forty years ago 
And the wild rose of morning has faded
With the dawning of each day of 
Sorrow the long years have sown

Written on a stone



Where the dusty winds have long blown 
Eighteen words to a passing world say:
"True love knows no season, no rhyme nor no reason 
Justice is cold as the Granger County clay"

2029. Billy Grey - Chords

Billy Grey as performed by Robert Earl Keen
appearing on the album Walking Distance
originally written by Norman Blake.

Intro: D G D A (Asus-A)  G D A D (Dsus-D)
(chords in parenthesis may be added if you like)

D                           G            D          A
(Asus-A)
Billy Grey rode into Gantry,  back in eightythree,

G                  D                           A (Asus-A)
There he did meet young Sarah McCray.

D                        G            D               A
(Asus-A)
This wild rose of morning, pale flower dawning,

G             D                   A
D (Dsus-D)
Herold of springtime in his young life that day.

                         G
D                   A (Asus-A)
Sarah she could not see the daylight of reality.

    G                            D              A (Asus-A)
In her young eyes Billy bore not a flaw.

D                       G               D          A
(Asus-A)
Not knowing her chosen one was a hired gun,

G             D           A              D (Dsus-D)
Wanted in Kansas City by the law.

-instrumental part:

D G D A (Asus-A) G D A (Asus-A) D G D A (Asus-A) G D A D
(Dsus-D)

D G D A (Asus-A) G D A (Asus-A) D G D A (Asus-A) G D A D
(Dsus-D)

[a second guitar may play  a "D" for D a "Dsus" for G and
"Ddim" for A]



Then one day a tall man, came riding 'cross the bad lands,
That lie to the north of New Mexico.
He was overheard to say he was lookin' for Billy Grey,
A ruthless man and a dangerous outlwaw.
The deadly news came creeping, while billy lay sleeping,
There in the Claredon Bar and Hotel.
He headed for the old church, there on the outskirts,
Thinking to climb the old steeple bell.
A rifle ball came flying, face down he lay dying,
There in the dust of the road where he fell.
Sarah came to him, cursing the lawman,
Accepting no reason, just knowing he was killed.

Sarah lives in the same old white frame house
Where she first met Billy some forty years ago.
The wild rose of morning had faded with the dawning
Of each day of sorrow the long years had sown.
There on the stone where the dusty winds had long blown,
Were eighteen words to a passing world say:
"True love knows no season, no rhyme nor no reason,
Justice is cold as the Grainger county clay."

2030. Billy Overcame His Size - Chords

Billy Overcame His Size
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C
Billy never made the football team 
                       G7
Cause Billy's size was small

But Billy's brother was a mighty lad 
                              C
And played lot of high school ball

And Billy's daddy never favored him 
                       F
He cared to the bigger guys
                  C
But later on in a bigger way 
G7                 C
Billy overcame his size

The years flew by and Billy grew 
                      G7
But he never got very big

We called him Shorty but never got mad 
                         C
He was always good for a dig



But we paid no mind when he fell in line 
                        F
And left with the other guys
                           C
And the sergeant left that skinny frame 
    G7                 C
But Billy overcame his size

F
Billy overcame his size 
     C                  Am
Yeah Billy overcame his size
      C       G7
Later on in a bigger way 
                   C
Billy overcame his size

Billy's brother made a football star 
                       G7
And the biggest man in town

And the scholarship that kept him home 
                          C
Never seemed to bring him down

But on the other hand his brother Bill 
                         F
Put pride in his daddy's eyes
                           C
When he died to save those other men 
G7                 C
Billy overcame his size

F
Billy overcame his size 
     C                  Am
Yeah Billy overcame his size
        C                        G7
When he died to save those other men 
                   C
Billy overcame his size

2031. Billy Paul

Vince Gill - Billy Paul

[Chorus]
What made you go crazy, Billy Paul?
Was it true love or too much alcohol?
Was your back all the way against the wall?
What made you go crazy, Billy Paul?

You were my friend for nearly twenty years



You loved my dirty jokes and ice cold beer
Tonight my eyes are filling up with tears
'Cause it'll never be the same without you here

When your picture cam across the evening news
Said they found a woman dead up in your room
Well I hit my knees and prayed it wasn't true
Man it killed me when I found out it was you

[Chorus]

Now I've seen you at your best and now your worst
The best of you is what I'll remember first
We'll read your momma's favorite Bible verse
And then watch you ride away in that old hearse

Well I know you're ashamed for what you done
The only choice you thought you had was just to run
Pride always gets the best of everyone
True forgiveness lies with the Father and the Son

What made you go crazy, Billy Paul?
Did you think you couldn't face those prison walls?
Why'd you have to go and end it all?
What made you go crazy, Billy Paul?

[Chorus]

2032. Billy The Bum

Billy The Bum
John Prine

Billy the bum lived by the thumb
And sang of the hobo's delight
He'd prove he could run
Twice as fast as the sun
By losing his shadow at night
Now he loved every girl
In this curly headed world
But no one will know it seems
For two twisted legs and a childhood disease
Left Billy just a bum in his dreams

Chorus:
And he was just a gentle ol' boy
A real florescent light
Cried pennies on Sunday morning
Laughs nickels on Saturday night
And your bullets they can't harm him
Nor your knives tear him apart
Humiliation killed him
God bless his little heart



Now he lived all alone
In a run down home
Near the side of the old railroad track
Where the trains used to run
Carrying freight by the ton
And blow the whistle as Billy'd wave back
But the children around Billy's home town
Seemed to have nothin' better to do
Than to run 'round his house
With their tongues from their mouth
And make fun of that crippled old fool

Chorus

Now some folks they wait
And some folks they pray
For Jesus to rise up again
But none of these folks
In their holy clothes
Ever took Billy on as a friend
For pity's a crime
And it ain't worth a dime
To a person who's really in need
Just treat 'em the same
As you would your own name
Next time that your heart starts to bleed

Chorus

2033. Billy The Kid

Acoustic Syndicate - Billy the Kid
Artist: Acoustic Syndicate
Album: 2005-05-29: Smilefest 11, Deerfield, Mills River, NC, USA

Ohh Ohhhhhh
Let me Dry your eyes and hold you close
You're the one i love the most Baby!
I never Thought i'd be without you
Honey please go down on me
One last time before you leave Baby!
I Don't Know what i'm Gonna do
We used to find shit funny, now all we do is worry
And never know, whatcha letting go until that moments throught
I'll Do it your way, if only you'll stay
You can make heaven wait
Cause baby You're too Too much
Of a Good Thing
On my hand and my knees
Whenever you please
Anything you say
Cause Baby you're too too much



Of a Good Thing
You know how to please me right
I'm Trippin' on ya, thinking what I'm missing every night Baby!
Why Can't we work it out?
You keep it real, That's what's Up
You make me feel that good good ah
We can't afford to let go now
I'll let you do what you want, I'll make you so damn sure
You made the right choice, To stick by your boy
When I give you That affection
I'll Do it your way, If only you'll stay
You Can't make heaven wait
Cause baby You're too too much
Of A Good Thing
On my hand and my knees
whenever you please
Anything you say
Cause baby you're too too much
of a Good Thing
I Get Down, d-down d-down d-down d-down, to the ground!
Begging for you stay
Begging for you stay
Don't go
No, no, no, no turn around
Oh, Oh gonna do it your way
I'll do it your way

You're too much
Wahoooo
You're too much
T-t-t-t-t-too much, Yeah
Of a Good Thing
Too Too much
Of A Good Thing

2034. Billy The Kid

Billy The Kid

I'll sing you a true song of Billy the Kid
I'll sing of the reckless deeds that he did
Way out in New Mexico a long time ago
When a man's only friend was his own forty-four

When Billy the Kid was a very young lad
In old Silver City he went to the bad
Way out in the west with a knife in his hand
At the age of twelve years he killed his first man

Fair Mexico maidens play guitars and sing
Songs about Billy their boy bandit king
Now here is young manhood that reached its sad end
He'd notch on his pistol for twenty-one men



Now 'twas on the same night that poor Billy died
He said to his friends:"I'm not satisfied
It's twenty-one men that I've put bullets through
And sherriff Pat Garrett's gonna make twenty-two"

Now this is how Billy the Kid met his fate
The bright moon was shining and the hour was late
Shot down by Pat Garrett who once was his friend
The poor outlaw's life had reached its sad end

Now this is the true song of Billy the Kid
These were the reckless deeds that he did
Way out in New Mexico a long time ago
When a man's only friend was his own forty-four

There's many a fine boy with a face fine and fair
Who starts out in life with a chance to be square
But just like poor Billy he wanders astray
Then he loses his life in the very same way

2035. Billy Tyler

Emmylou Harris - Billy Tyler
Composer: Emmylou Harris - Chas Hodges

Billy's lady told him let this be understood
Somethin' better happen soon things don't look to good
Tired of savin' pennies tryin' to make ends meet
While next Monday afternoon gonna be out in the street.

Billy thought it over he said with a smile
Everything will be alright just a little while
Gotta get down to it pack my things and go
He put on his tennis shoes walked out into the snow.

Oh Billy Tyler do you remember what you said
Does your conscience get you when you're lyin' in your bed?
Does it make you sorry for the things that you've done?
Do you feel repentance on the tip of your tongue?
Did you have to grab your things and run?

She received a postcard South of England way,
Said I've got myself a job here at Whitesand Bay
Sendin' you some money so that you can eat
Everything will be alright soon be back on my feet.
Billy, he was lying to one who loved him most,
Met a well made lady who lived down by the coast,

Spent days and nights together, promised to be true,
Well, I know he'll get what's coming to him soon.

Oh Billy Tyler do you remember what you said



Does your conscience get you when you're lyin' in your bed?
Does it make you sorry for the things that you've done?
Do you feel repentance on the tip of your tongue?
Did you have to grab your things and run?

2036. Biloxi - Chords

Biloxi
Recorded by Johnny Duncan
Written by Jesse Winchester

C                                                      Dm
Well the sun's comin' up and I'm staring in a cup of tequila
G7                                        C      G7
Tryin' to find the courage to turn myself around
    C                                   Dm
And every time I take another sip I can see her
G7                              C    Dm G7
Looking back at me like I might drown
          C                               Dm
There's a dark-eyed lady lying alone in Biloxi
      G7                                              C     G7
These miles that I've gone are beginning to rattle my bones
    C                                              Dm
Sometimes it takes leaving for a man to see he was lucky
      G7                               C
So seaboard highway take this poor boy home
                                        Dm     
All I can see ahead is a big lonely highway
G7                                         C   Dm G7
Taking me further and further away from my home
C                                     Dm
I was a fool who always wanted things my way
  G7                                           C
I guess it takes time for a fool to see he was wrong
repeat #2 
                                                     Dm
Straining my eyes I can almost see the lights of the city
G7                                               C   G7  
Where the sun is beginning to fall down into the bay
     C                                         Dm  
Oh I don't think I've ever seen her looking so pretty
     G7                                C
Oh Biloxi this time I'm coming home to stay
repeat #2 
          Dm                  G7                C
There's a dark-eyed lady this poor boy's coming home



2037. Bing Bang Boom - Chords

Bing Bang Boom 
Highway 101
 
A          E         A     E                                 D           A
Gather 'round me and lend an ear 'cause I've got something you ought to hear
            E                     D       E         A
I'm telling you that you ought to fear a certain kind of love.
A                       E            A    E                  D          A
Now it can strike both day and night and just as quick as a rattler's bite 
E                                     D                E      A
You've got a case of love at first sight and it's what you're dying of.
 
CHORUS:
              D
It's just bing bang boom one two three feeling as normal as you can be
(I fell the 2nd he looked at me)
A
It was bing bang boom lickety split it doesn't come on bit by bit 
                E      D          E                  A
It was instantly in full swing and it's bing bang boom
 
 
 
A              E      A   E                                   D   A
Now I was foot loose and fancy free I had respect and I had dignity 
               E                          D          E   A
And then this thing got a hold of me and still would not let go
(A)    E                 A           E              D                 A
I walk in and heart beat jumped by hair stood up and my skin goose bumped
          D                               E          D           A
My mind went blank and my I.Q. slumped and my jaw just hit the floor
 
 
BRIDGE:
B7
Now my obligations slide and I do not even care 
                           E
I spend all my waking hours walking on thin air so friends you best beware.
 
  A       E      A      E                              D      A
That's exactly how you behave if you get hit by this tidal wave 
       E                        D         E  A
You won't even have time to save you sinking sanity.
               D
It's just bing bang boom        
               A
            bing bang boom
              D
            bing bing boom
     D          E                                   A
It gets instantly in full swing and it's bing bang boom.



2038. Bird

Bird
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI)

A bird lay on the window sill
with a broken wing, but its heart beat still
and its black bead eye had a look to kill
I was afraid to reach out my hand
 
 cause I've been hurt by a bird before
even if it's hurt it can still make war
with its razor beak it can leave deep scars
but I still reach out my hand
 
CHORUS:
      cause a mighty heart lifts that feathered breast
      cause one broken dream shouldn't end the rest
     and my own blind fear can't stop this fool again
     I can still reach out my hand
 
I don't know if this bird's the same
or just looks alike with a different name
I just recognize the look of pain
in this wounded bird again
 
So maybe if I wear thick gloves
Maybe if my heart is filled with love
Wonder what it is I'm so scared of
Looking at this wounded bird
 
CHORUS
 
Maybe time will heal all wounds
Maybe this time I'll be a wiser fool
The deep blue sky is an endless pool
Filled with possibilities
 
CHORUS

2039. Bird Dog

Doc Watson
Bird Dog

Johnny is a joker
A very funny joker
He thinks he's so cool now
Top dog in the school now
That dirty little hound's been hangin' 'round my baby
He's a bird dog

Hey, bird dog, keep away from my quail



Hey, bird dog, you're on the wrong trail
Bird dog, you better leave my lovey-dove alone
Hey, bird dog, get away from my chick
Hey, bird dog, you better get away quick
Bird dog, you better get a chicken little of your own

Alright, Mr. Marty Stuart

Johnny kissed the teacher, mm
Tiptoed up to reach her
He's the teacher's pet now
Well, he knows what he can get now
Johnny made the teacher let him sit next to my baby
He's a bird dog

Hey, bird dog, keep away from my quail
Hey, bird dog, you're on the wrong trail
Bird dog, you better leave my lovey-dove alone
Hey, bird dog, keep away from my chick
Hey, bird dog, you better get away quick
Bird dog, you better get a chicken little of your own

Uh-huh, Mr. Auldridge
Uh-huh
Everybody, let's pick a little now

Hey, bird dog, keep away from my quail
Hey, bird dog, you're on the wrong trail
Bird dog, you better leave my lovey-dove alone
Hey, bird dog, keep away from my chick
Hey, bird dog, you better get away quick
Bird dog, you better get a chicken little of your own

2040. Bird In A House

Railroad Earth - Bird In a House 

i want to sing my own song, that's all
cried the bird and flew into a wall
'there must be some way out,' he cried,
and his desperation echoed down the hall

[just another bird in the house
dyin' to get out] x2

i want to join my own kind, that's all
cried the bird and flew into a wall
'there must be some way out,' he cried,
and his desperation echoed down the hall

[just another bird in the house
dyin' to get out] x2



i'm gonna smash my way out, that's all
cried the bird and smashed from wall to wall
'there must be some way out,' he cried,
and his desperation echoed down the hall

[just another bird in the house
dyin' to get out] x2

2041. Bird On The Wire

Bird On The Wire
Leonard Cohen

Like a bird on the wire,
like a drunk in a midnight choir
I have tried in my way to be free.

Like a worm on a hook,
like a knight from some old fashioned book
I have saved all my ribbons for thee.

If I, if I have been unkind,
I hope that you can just let it go by.
If I, if I have been untrue
I hope you know it was never to you.

Like a baby, stillborn,
like a beast with his horn
I have torn everyone who reached out for me.

But I swear by this song
and by all that I have done wrong
I will make it all up to thee.

I saw a beggar leaning on his wooden crutch,
he said to me, "You must not ask for so much."
And a pretty woman leaning in her darkened door,
she cried to me, "Hey, why not ask for more?"

Oh like a bird on the wire,
like a drunk in a midnight choir
I have tried in my way to be free.

2042. Bird Song

Bird Song
Jerry Garcia - Jason Carter - Keller Williams

[Chorus]



All I know is something like a bird within her sang
All I know she sang a little while and then flew on
Tell me all that you know, I'll show you snow and rain

[Verse 1]
If you hear that same sweet song again, will you know why?
Anyone who sings a tune so sweet is passin' by
Laugh in the sunshine, sing, cry in the dark, fly through the night
Don't cry now, don't you cry, don't you cry anymore
Sleep in the stars, don't you cry, dry your eyes on the wind

[Chorus]
All I know is something like a bird within her sang
All I know she sang a little while and then flew off
Tell me all that you know, I'll show you snow and rain

2043. Birds

Linda Ronstadt - Birds

Lover, there will be another one
To hover over you beneath the sun
Tomorrow see the things that never come today

When you see me fly away without you
Shadow on the things you know
Feathers fall around you
And show you the way to go
It's over
It's over

Nestle in your wings my little one
A special morning brings another sun
Tomorrow see the things that never come today

When you see me fly away without you
Shadow on the things you know
Feathers fall around you and show you the way to go
It's over
It's over

2044. Birds And Stars

Birds and Stars
Elephant Revival

The love in you it runs so deep
Upon the surface here I sleep
Walking the dark and light



Walking all the day and night

Rivers fall the oceanside
Fall for you here every time
Like a bee to the flower a buzz
Does a flower question love?
Love

Upon our best the quest is primed
Beating chests and open minds
I stand here in your midst
See you through the smoke and mist
Once again for you I fall
Underneath the tree so tall
Upon the limbs a nesting dove
Does a birdie question love?
Love

In the backdrop of the night
I meld into the starry light
The moon pushes and pulls the tides
Tempts a soul to stay alive
Once again for you I fall
Underneath a million stars
How could you ever have enough?

Oh this must be...
Oh this must be..

So out from your slumber
Into the wonder
Under the starlight bathe, bathe. . . .

2045. Birds And The Bees

Birds And The Bees - Hot Buttered Rum

(chorus:)
The birds and the bees are singing and buzzing
And rattling around her kitchen screen door
It might be a while or it might be real soon
'Til nature takes its course

I'm thinking of course I don't want to settle down
The life that I choose is from town to town
But the sound the night's song on the smell of the spring
I succumb to the buzz of the birds and the bees

He's got a new kind of smile
Light of the full moon's been shining a while
Into her bedroom door
She says I'm my mother's best son
But I don't know what it's like



To be a fertile woman
So I can't say that she's wrong

(chorus)

I'm thinking, of course I don't want to settle down
The life that I choose is from town to town
But the sound the night's song on the smell of spring
I succumb to the buzz of the birds and the bees
I succumb to the buzz of the birds and the bees

2046. Birds Of A Feather - Chords

Birds Of A Feather 
Mandolin Orange

[Verse 1]
C                    C/B          Am           Am/G
It'd sure be fine to sit and pine together
        D/F#
But no feather in the wind
Dm/F
Ever did intend
    C              C/B
Us to pretend to work so hard
    Am              Am/G
To try and mend a broken heart
     D/F#
I'd say what we're looking for
     Dm/F
Will always ask for more
 
[Chorus]
       C                C/B
Cause feathers fall and fly
    Am        Am/G           D/F#
But I am no stranger to you now
 
same old friend
         Dm/F
You'll find me when it ends
 
C   C/B   Am   C   F
 
[Verse 2]
        C                    C/B
All the love we shared could sink a ship
     Am                 Am/G             D/F#
The ends of earth would tip it all in time
         Dm/F
And it leaves me asking why
    C             C/B
We see it under through and through



Am                Am/G            D/F#
Live out in the blue all of our days
Dm/F
Mourning the love we made
 
[Chorus]
C                   C/B
Hang your head and cry
Am                     Am/G
Look down that lonely road and know
      D/F#
that I'm the same old friend
        Dm/F
You'll find me when
 
it ends
 
[Bridge]
          C               C/B            Am          Am/G
Yes It'd sure be fine to sit and pine together
         D/F#
Will it ever be the same?
           Dm/F
Well it's rather hard to say
 
[Chorus]
        C                C/B
Cause feathers fall and fly
    Am        Am/G           D/F#
But I am no stranger to you now
 
same old friend
        Dm/F
You'll find me when
 
it ends.
 
[Outro]
C   C/B   Am   F   C   F

2047. Birds Of A Feather - Chords

Birds Of A Feather
Written and recorded by Joe South

G                 C                    G               D7
I remember back a long time ago in the days of my childhood
       G                C                   G                  D7
In the evenin' when the sun was sinkin' low walkin' in the wildwood
G                     C                   G               D7
Skippin' and flippin' through the flowers we'd go hand-in-hand
        G                     C        G               D7
Lookin' back on all the happy hours anybody could understand



        C        D7
You and me babe  just got to be now
           G                E7
Birds of a feather la la la la la la 
C
We should be together like
G                           E7
Birds of a feather la la la la la la 
D7                        G
We should be together now yeah  oh yeah  
                 C                     G               D7
You and I didn't have a lot of friends didn't have too much to say
        G                C               G                      D7
So they never did let us join in all the games that you used to play
G                      C                 G              D7
Seems like it was only yesterday down at Lincoln Junior High
  G                              C        G                 D7
I remember what the kids used to say when we'd go strollin' by
        C                  D7
You and me now sure 'nough got to be now
           G                E7
Birds of a feather la la la la la la 
C
We should be together like
G                           E7
Birds of a feather la la la la la la 
D7
Got to be together now    
G                 E7          C
Time goes rollin' by and they say that you and I
            G        B7
Will go our separate ways
    C                       D7          G
But birds of a feather will always be together
Sure enough now
                  C                      G               D7
Your folks didn't want me hangin' 'round said that I was bad for you
        G                 C            G                D7
So we'd meet on the other side of town down a long dark avenue
G                       C               G                  D7
But they can't keep the two of us apart long as you really love me
G                              C                G              D7
I got a feelin' way down in my heart that's the way it's gonna be
        C                   D7
You and me babe sure 'nough got to be now
           G                E7
Birds of a feather la la la la la la 
C
We should be together like
G                                               E7
Birds of a feather  birds of a feather la la la la la la 
C
We should be together like
G                           E7
Birds of a feather la la la la la la



2048. Birds Of America

Birds Of America - Railroad Earth

Oh creature
The echo of your call
Dead in the water like a broken bell
It's all I have to remind me
Little more

One feather
The perfect shade of opal
Is all I have to remind me
Little more

It was a crime unto nature and all we know
Laid in wait
Forty long days and nights
I lured you my lowly hide
Over here

At long long last our hour arrived
Net in hand
Clambering grab to the starlight
I fear you'll sing no more

2049. Birds Of The Borderland - Chords

Birds Of The Borderland 
The Stray Birds
 
Intro:
Am  D
G   G/B   Em     D
C  D G
 
Verse 1:
        G     Dsus2/F#      C           G
We'll roll on                  Montana morning
C*              G               Am7             D
I'll quit my soarin when the rattlesnake sings
G     Dsus2/F#    C                     G
Blue dawn,              my engine burning
C*              G               Am7             D
Lay down my body and unfasten my wings
 
Chorus:
Am           D                  G       G/B   D         C
Look for me with the birds of the borderland



G         Em     D
I lived my song
   Em  D   C    (C walk down)
I lived it long
Am           D                  G     G/B    Em    D
I've gone with the birds of the borderland
C               D               C
I know what it means to fly free
C               D               G
I know what it means to fly free
 
Verse 2:
G     Dsus2/F#      C           G
Well darling                   I hear you crying
C*              G               Am7             D
I know my fall is flying high on your mind
G     Dsus2/F#    C                     G
Baby, I'm hardly dying
C*              G               Am7             D
Your heart and mine have long been living in time
 
Chorus:
Am           D                  G       G/B   D         C
Look for me with the birds of the borderland
G         Em     D
I lived my song
   Em  D   C    (C walk down)
I lived it long
Am           D                  G     G/B    Em    D
I've gone with the birds of the borderland
C               D               C
I know what it means to fly free
C               D               G
I know what it means to fly free
 
Instrumental
G    Dsus2/F#            C       G   C   D (C in 2nd position) G
 
Verse 3
G     Dsus2/F#           C                              G
June morn,              bluebells are blooming
C*              G               Am7             D
Come afternoon I've seen them all from afar
G     Dsus2/F#          C                        G
Night falls             she moves the moon in
C               G               Am7             D
I'll find my way by your Moravian star
 
 
Chorus
Am           D                  G       G/B   D         C
Look for me with the birds of the borderland
G         Em     D
I lived my song
   Em  D   C    (C walk down)
I lived it long
Am           D                  G     G/B    Em    D



I've gone with the birds of the borderland
C               D               C
I know what it means to fly free
C               D             Em
I know what it means to fly free
C               D               G
I know what it means to fly free

2050. Birds Were Singing Of You, The

Birds Were Singing Of You, The

Last night the pale moon was shining
Last night when all was still
I wandered alone in sadness
Out among the woodland hills

I heard the birds a-singing
Out among the trees and views
And every bird, my darling
Was singing, was singing of you

   Was singing, singing of you, my love
   Was singing, was singing of you
   And every bird, my darling
   Was singing, was singing of you

I think of you in the daytime
I dream of you at night
I wake and wish you were here, love,
And tears are blinding my sight

The flowers that slumber so sweetly
The stars above the blue
Oh heaven itself, my darling
Is thinking, is thinking of you

I open my window so gently
And look on the dreamy view
The world itself, my darling
Is sighing, is sighing for you

2051. Birmingham Daddy

Birmingham Daddy
Written and recorded by Gene Autry

G
Yonder comes a train a Frisco train



                         G7
Comin' down the railroad track
            C
I'm a-goin' away a-leavin' today
                        G
It ain't gonna bring me back
      D7
I'm a-leavin' you good momma
                         G
An' I ain't never comin' back
I'm a-leavin' town my baby turned me down
                  G7
Goin' back to New Orleans
    C
I'm lookin' for a gal a brand new gal
              G
I ain't never seen
      D7
I'm a-lookin' for me a momma
                   G
Lord I ain't never seen
If love was liquor and I could drink
                     G7
I'd be drunk all the time
       C
I'd go back to town in Birmingham
                       G
With a loving momma of mine
       D7
I'd go back to Birmingham
                     G
With a loving gal of mine
If you got a good gal a good ol' gal
                            G7
You sure better keep her at home
        C
Cause a red-headed momma yes sir boy
                  G
I can't leave her alone
      D7
Yes a red-headed momma
                       G
I sure can't leave her alone

2052. Birmingham jail

Birmingham jail
Chatham County Line

Four little girls tying their sash in the basement room that day 
Poking fun and making jokes before getting on their knees to pray 
Just so young with all their dreams and years to their end 
Strewn away in the rubble by the hatred of scared white men 



It was early December in the year of  63 
George Wallace defied what the federal courts they did decree 
They said make your school doors open for the child of black & white 
Wallace clenched up both his fists and he called out for a fight 
Down in the Birmingham Jail 
Down in the Birmingham Jail 
You ve had a chance to live your life but now you're locked. . . 
When the locals heard the news that day, their blood began to boil 
They decided the only good coloured man is down beneath the soil 
So with their hate and money, they began to conspire 
And soon in Birmingham the air was thick with powder and fire 
Down in the Birmingham Jail Down in the Birmingham Jail 
You ve had a chance to live your life but now you're locked

Four little girls tying their sash in the basement room that day 
Poking fun and making jokes before getting on their knees to pray 
Just so young with all their dreams and years to their end 
Strewn away in the rubble by the hatred of scared white men 
It was early December in the year of  63 
George Wallace defied what the federal courts they did decree 
They said make your school doors open for the child of black & white 
Wallace clenched up both his fists and he called out for a fight 
Down in the Birmingham Jail 
Down in the Birmingham Jail 
You ve had a chance to live your life but now you're locked. . . 
When the locals heard the news that day, their blood began to boil 
They decided the only good coloured man is down beneath the soil 
So with their hate and money, they began to conspire 
And soon in Birmingham the air was thick with powder and fire 
Down in the Birmingham Jail Down in the Birmingham Jail 
You ve had a chance to live your life but now you're locked

2053. Birmingham Sunday

Rhiannon Giddens - Birmingham Sunday

[Verse 1]
Come round by my side and I'll sing you a song
Sing it so softly, it'll do no one wrong
Birmingham Sunday, the blood ran like wine
And the choirs kept singing of freedom

[Verse 2]
That cold autumn morning no eyes saw the sun
And Addie Mae Collins, her number was one
At an old Baptist church there was no need to run
And the choirs kept singing of freedom

[Verse 3]
Now the clouds, they were grey and the autumn wind blew
Denise McNair brought the number to two
The falcon of death was a creature they knew
And the choirs kept singing of freedom



[Verse 4]
The church it was crowded, but no one could see
That Cynthia Wesley's dark number was three
Her prayers and her feelings would shame you and me
And the choirs kept singing of freedom

[Verse 5]
Young Carole Robertson entered the door
And the number her killers had given was four
She asked for a blessing but asked for no more
And the choirs kept singing of freedom

[Verse 6]
On Birmingham Sunday, a noise shook the ground
And people all over the earth turned around
For no one recalled a more cowardly sound
And the choirs kept singing of freedom

[Verse 7]
Now the Sunday has come and the Sunday has gone
And we can't do much more than to sing you a song
Sing it so loudly, you better sing along
And the choirs keep singing of freedom

2054. Birmingham Turnaround - Chords

Keith Whitley - Birmingham Turnaround

C                        F
Caught a plane to Birmingham
G                  C
Leaving you was my plan
C                         F 
Then head on south by any means
Dm                                     G
Thought I might blend in  round New Orleans
G                              F
But when the plane got off the ground
G                    C
I saw your face in a cloud
C                         F
Saw your tears out on the wing
Dm             G                 C
Don't guess my heart was free to leave

Chorus
       F                            Em
Birmingham would have to wait for a little later date
      F                            C 
And I said I'd see you later New Orleans
        F                         Em
Cause I knew my rambling ways had seen their better days



    D                          G
And suddenly I had a change in dreams
G                          F
Caught a plane from Birmingham
G                            C
Back in your arms is where I am
   C                        F
At times we laugh and talk about
    Dm            G               C
The day I did the Birmingham turnaround

Lead solo

Chorus

Tag:
And now we laugh and talk about
The day I did the Birmingham turnaround

2055. Birthday

Birthday
Sierra Hull - Birthday

[Verse 1]
It's your birthday
I could call it wouldn't matter anyway
Nothing I could say
Would bring it back to the way it was
The way it was

[Chorus]
But go ahead and walk with anger
And make this girl your only stranger
If love was unconditional
Well it ain't no more
Tell yourself that you know best
And dwell with pride and your emptiness
So much for unconditional
Oh so-long
So much for unconditional
So-long

[Verse 2]
What can I do
Nothing that I say will seem to get through
He will never replace you
What can't you just see how much I love you
I love you

[Chorus]
But go ahead and walk with anger
And make this child your only stranger



If love was unconditional
Well it ain't no more
Tell yourself that you know best
And dwell with pride and your emptiness
So much for unconditional
Oh so-long
So much for unconditional
So-long
[Outro]
It's your birthday
Today

2056. Birthday Suit - Chords

Birthday Suit Live 
The California Honeydrops

Capo 3
 
C:  x32010
F:  1x321x (use thumb)
D7: x5453x
G7: 3x343x (use thumb)
E7: 020100
 
[Intro riff and the riff that's used in most of the verses over any instance of the C-F-C type pro
gression]
 
       C                F
e/-----3--5-3-0-----------------1------0---/
B/--------------3--1------------1------1---/
G/-----1--------------------2-----2----0---/
D/--3-------------------2/3---3-----3--2---/
A/-------------------------------------3---/
E/-----------------------------------------/
 
This is found all over the song and is important to get right.  Finger a C chord as normal, and 
then stretch
your pinky to hit the 5th fret on the high E string.  Try to keep your hand over the chord shape
.
 
[Verse 1]
 
C
Don't waste your money on fine
F              C
Clothes for me
C
There's still one thing I want the
D7       G7
World to see
C
When I die all I



F      E7*
Ask of you
 
*Play the E7 above with a little hammer, like this:
 
e/-------0---0---/
B/-------0---0---/
G/--0h1------1---/
D/---------------/
A/---------2-----/
E/-------------0-/
 
Next up is the tricky part that's played as as a closing lick that finishes most verses and choru
ses.  I'm
calling it lick 1 for lack of a better term, and I'm not quite sure I have it 100% correct, but it's p
retty
close.  Use your thumb to hit the low E string on the 1st and 2nd fret on the little walk-up and 
then use
your ring finger to hit the 3rd fret.  For the ascending 6ths, you can slide into them or pinch th
em - both
sound good.
 
Lick 1:
 
e/-----1-----1-------------------------0--------/
B/---2-----2--------1--3--4--5--3--------3----1-/
G/---------------------------------0-------0--0-/
D/------------------2--3--4--5--3----3--------2-/
A/--------------------------------------------3-/
E/-1-----2------3-------------------------------/
 
Bury me in my birthday suit
 
[Chorus]
 
C
It ain't nothing they ain't
F           C
seen before (no)
C
Anyway they've all been
D7       G7
Dying to know
C
How I held on to a
F         E7
Girl like you
*Lick 1*
Bury me in my birthday suit
 
[Bridge]
 
The bridge section is played with an even tempo alternating 5th bassline on the 5th and 6th s
trings
 
F
Spent my early days in diapers



C
School days in a uniform
F
But the clothes that fit me best
C
I've worn since I was born
F
It don't seem right to me
C
But on my deathbed ill be free
D7
I want the world to know
G7
A whole other side of me
 
[Chorus]
 
C
It ain't nothing they ain't
F           C
seen before (no)
C
Anyway they've all been
D7       G7
Dying to know
C
How I held on to a
F         E7
Girl like you
*Lick 1*
Bury me in my birthday suit
 
[Clarinet Solo]
 
In this solo, watch out for lick 2.
 
Lick 2:
 
e/--------------------/
B/----3--4--5--4--3---/
G/---2--3--4--3--2----/
D/--3--4--5--4--3-----/
A/--------------------/
E/--------------------/
 
 
C  F  C
C  D7 G7
C  F  E7
Lick 1
C  F  C
C  D7 G7
C  F  E7
Lick 1
F  C
F  C
F  C



D7 *Lick 2*
C  F  C
C  D7 G7
C  F  E7
Lick 1
 
 
[Verse 4]
C
Life ain't nothing but a
F
Costume ball
C
Sometimes fun but sometimes
D7     G7
Not at all
C
So hand me down my favorite
F       E7
Dancing shoes
*Lick 1*
Cuz ain't no dead man ever had the blues
 
[Bridge]
 
F
Spent my early days in diapers
C
School days in a uniform
F
But the clothes that fit me best
C
I've worn since I was born
F
It don't seem right to me
C
But on my deathbed ill be free
D7
I want the world to know
G7
A whole other side of me
 
[Chorus]
 
C
It ain't nothing they ain't
F           C
seen before (no)
C
Anyway they've all been
D7       G7
Dying to know
C
How I held on to a
F         E7
Girl like you
*Lick 1*



Bury me in my birthday suit

2057. Biscuits - Chords

Biscuits 
Kacey Musgraves
 
[Intro:] C G C G D D
 
[Verse]
C                G               C            G
Taking down your neighbour won't take you any higher
C                     G            C              G
I burned my own damn finger poking someone else's fire 
C                  G          B7                Em
I've never gotten taller making someone else feel small
          A                                D              D7
If you ain't got nothing nice to say don't say nothing at all
 
 
[Chorus]
     Em    D/F#   G       D           Em  D/F#
Just hoe your own row and raise your own babies
G                        D           Em D/F#
Smoke your own smoke and grow your own daisies
C             G          B7           Em D/F#
Mend your own fences and own your own crazy
G                        D               Em   D/F#
Mind your own biscuits and life will be gravy
G                          D            G
Mind your own biscuits and life will be gravy
 
C G C G D G
 
 
[Verse]
C       G                   C                  G
Nobody's perfect, we've all lost and we've all lied
C              G            C               G
Most of us have cheated the rest of us have tried
C                  G          B7                Em
The holiest of the holy even slip from time to time
          A                 D              D7
We've all got dirty laundry hanging on the line
 
 
[Chorus]
   Em    D/F#   G       D           Em  D/F#
So hoe your own row and raise your own babies
G                        D           Em D/F#
Smoke your own smoke and grow your own daisies
C             G          B7           Em D/F#
Mend your own fences and own your own crazy



G                        D               Em   D/F#
Mind your own biscuits and life will be gravy
G                          D            G
Mind your own biscuits and life will be gravy
 
 
[Bridge]
G  D/F# Em   D/G#  G           C              G
Pouring salt in my sugar won't make yours any sweeter
C             G                D
Pissing in my yard ain't gonna make yours any greener
Em   D/F#  G              C             G
I wouldn't know about the rocks in your shoes
    A                        D                D7
So I'll just do me and honey you can just do you
 
Em D/F# G   C  G   C  G   D Em D/F# G   C  G  A   D  D7
 
 
[Chorus]
   Em    D/F#   G       D           Em  D/F#
So hoe your own row and raise your own babies
G                        D           Em D/F#
Smoke your own smoke and grow your own daisies
C             G          B7           Em D/F#
Mend your own fences and own your own crazy
G                        D               Em   D/F#
Mind your own biscuits and life will be gravy
G                          D            G
Mind your own biscuits and life will be gravy
 
 
[Outro:]  C G C G D G

2058. Biting My Nails

Biting My Nails
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
I never said I was anything
I never said I could
I never claimed I was good enough
I never claimed I was

[Chorus 1]
Now I'm out here on the road, feelings to explode
Now I'm out here on the road, biting my nails

[Verse]
I never tried to be better
I never tried to grow
I never thought we were more than that



I always knew you were

[Chorus 2]
Now I'm up here on the stage dealing with all rage
Now I'm up here on the stage biting my nails

2059. Bitter End

Dixie Chicks - Bitter End

The words that you said
They still ring in my head
Don't you know
We say goodbye
With a tear in our eye
Oh, where'd you go?

It's alright, you can sleep tonight
Knowing you'll always live on in a song

Farewell to old friends
Let's raise a glass to the bitter end
Farewell to old friends
Will you be the same when we see you again?

Remember the days
When we'd laugh as you played
Who would have known
The water would come and just take you away?
Oh, where'd you go?

It's not alright
I can't sleep tonight
Knowing you should have played on
On and on

Farewell to old friends
Let's raise a glass to the bitter end
Farewell to old friends
Will you forgive me when I see you again?

You had a good time
Drinking all of our wine
After the show
We all rode the wave
Of that crazy parade
Oh, where'd you go?
What happened to
The ones we knew?
As long as I'm the shiniest star
Oh, there you are

Farewell to old friends



Let's raise a glass to the bitter end
Farewell to old friends
We'll still be here when you come 'round again

2060. Bitter Green

Bitter Green - Tony Rice

On the bitter green she walked the hills above the town
Echo to her footsteps as soft as ider down
Waiting for her master to kiss away the tears
Waitin' through the years

Bitter Green they called her walkin' in the sun
Lovin' everyone that she met
Bitter Green they called her waitin' in the sun
Waitin' for someone to take her home

Some say he was a sailor who died away at sea
Some say he was a prison'r who never was set free
Lost upon the ocean he died there in the mist
Dreamin' of a kiss

But now that bitter green is gone the hills have turned to rust
There comes a weary stranger his tears fall in the dust
Knealin' by the churchyard in the autumn mist
Deamin' of a kiss

2061. Bitter Memory

Lucinda Williams - Bitter Memory

Go away bitter memory
I figured finally you'd stay away from me
But I was wrong you're still strong
Go away bitter memory

Yeah go away bitter memory
You keep on bothering me
Why won't you let me be you made my cry
Why won't you die go away bitter memory

Well bitter memory you're a thorn in my side
Bitter memory you're the trouble on my mind
Find a new place to call home
You're not welcome anymore
Let me show you to the door bitter memory

Go away bitter memory



Why do you have to be a source of misery
Leave me alone let me live on
Go away bitter memory

Yeah go away bitter memory
And quit constantly interrupting me
Don't come around you lonesome sound
Go away bitter memory

2062. Bitterweeds - Chords

Bitterweeds
Recorded by Larry Sparks
Written by Sonya Wood and Barbara Wilkinson

Em                        D7
Wild flowers grew out her backdoor
                         Em
Down the hill and to the road
                         D7
Where young men came and picked them
                         Em
And to others they would go
Am                 Em
Watching through a dusty window
B7                       Em
Sometimes from dusk till dawn
Am              Em
Waiting for the man she favored
B7                   Em
But he never came to call  
G                D7
Bitterweeds were all her garden grew
                   Em
I guess she always knew
G                D7
Bitterweeds were all she had
                Em
To look forward to
              D7
Her neighbors said she was crazy
                                  Em
Cause she stared when they walked by
             D7
They say she wore a black rose
                         Em
But they never asked her why
Am                Em
There were rumors never denied
B7                    Em
Growing tall like her grass
Am                   Em
Gossips said she was widowed



B7                            Em
Talked Ð² bout a love from her past
Repeat #3
Em                            D7
Last Monday church bells were ringing
                             Em
Down the hill six men walked slow
                           D7
She finally left that old cabin
                        Em
Taking secrets that she knows
Am                 Em
Watching through a dusty window
B7                       Em
Sometimes from dusk till dawn
Am              Em
Waiting for the man she favored
B7                   Em
But he never came to call

Repeat #3 x2

2063. Black

Dierks Bentley - Black

[Verse 1]
The moon outside
Too bright
Those blinds, yeah, let's just keep 'em closed, you know
My hands, they know where to go
To find your finger tips
Trace 'em back to your lips
Take you on a trip
Flip that switch

[Chorus]
Make my world go black
Hit me like a heart attack
Knock me flat on my back, yeah, just keep doing that
That thing you're doing there
Brush me with your hair
I swear I don't know how long that I can last
Make my world go black, black
Make my world go black, black

[Verse 2]
Like your dress on the floor
Yeah the one you don't need anymore
Black like a sky with no stars
Just find me and fall into my arms

[Chorus]



And make my world go black
Hit me like a heart attack
Knock me flat on my back, yeah, just keep doing that
That thing you're doing there
Brush me with your hair
I swear I don't know how long that I can last
Make my world go black, black
Make my world go black, black

[Bridge]
I don't wanna see a thing
Baby I just wanna feel your touch, feel your rush
I don't wanna see a thing
I just wanna feel your love

[Chorus]
Make my world go black
Hit me like a heart attack
Knock me flat on my back, yeah, just keep doing that
That thing you're doing there
Brush me with your hair
I swear I don't know how long that I can last
Make my world go black, black
Make my world go black, black

[Outro]
Make my world go black, black
I don't wanna see a thing
(Black, black)
I just wanna feel your touch, feel your rush
(Black, black)
(Black, black)

2064. Black And Silver

Black and Silver
By Daniel Rodriguez
Elephant Revival

For the night it was black and silver, 
for the moon shined right across the water.
And there was a glitter kaleidoscope spilling 
into the eyes that glide the heavens.
And there's a mirror of magnificent feelings, 
and we must toast to the heart of it all
To you, my friends, and to this moon, 
back to you, now back to the moon.

Chorus:
Hop this boat
And we will sail through this night.
And the winds of Spirit they're blowing on,
Are your sails set high?



For there's no storms but our own wills
Soon, the clear days, they arrive.

There's a genius that runs inside
Like children never put down 
from their high chairs of imagination
Their minds, they go unconfined.
By their minds that control the scenery.
By their minds that allow it all  to be .

Hop this boat
And we will sail through this night.
For the winds of Spirit they're blowing on,
Are your sails set high?
For there's no storms but our own wills
Soon, the clear days, they arrive.

For the night it was black and silver, 
for the moon shined right across the water.
And there was a glitter kaleidoscope spilling 
into the eyes that glide the heavens.
And there's a mirror of magnificent feelings, 
and we must toast to the heart of it all
To you, my friends, and to this moon, 
back to you, now back to the moon.

2065. Black And White

Black And White - Vince Gill 

Are we better off in black and white?
Catch a picture show on Friday night
A goodnight kiss in the front porch light
Are we better off in black and white?
Are we better off in black and white?
When they told the truth on the news at night
We're too far left, too far right
Are we better off in black and white?

We still help our friends in need
But we struggle with too much greed
And we've got lessons left to learn
And a past that just won't burn

Are we better off in black and white?
Well, some days yes, some days not quite
There'll be times you have to fight
Are we better off in black and white?

We still help our friends in need
But we struggle with too much greed
We've got lessons left to learn
And a past that just won't burn



Well, bein' kind means more than bein' right
Are we better off in black and white?
I pray our best is still in sight
Are we better off in black and white?

2066. Black And White

Black and White
Michael Kang
String Cheese Incident

Spend our lifetime reading
books that we've been told to
Are we catching the meaning?
Are we really supposed to?
It's time that we start seeing
the shades of color between the lines
Find a true way of being
Don't you think we're wasting time
Have you heard of Douglas town?
And the Irish of another skin
A million people have died there
how come we never heard a thing?
You envision a world without chains
Listen do you hear the call?
Dr. King and those who rise and fall
Fought so hard to bring peace to all

Chorus:
Can't you see
that not everything is black and white?
Can't you see,
that we need each other's strength and might?
In this world of illusion 
it's so easy to be blinded
out of created confusion
separation in minded
See if we can believe in
the truth that all our children know
It's about time we start thinking
it's not all about what we're told
Can't you see
that not everything is black and white?

Can't you feel
that we need each other's strength and might?
When we believe
that there's no need for these walls to grow

We'll all see 
that it takes all colors to make this rainbow
Higher, higher, higher....(and so on)



2067. Black As Crow

Rhiannon Giddens - Black as Crow

[Verse 1]
As time draws near, my dearest dear, when you and I must part
How little you know of the grief and woe in my poor aching heart
It's what I suffer for your sake, you're the one I love so dear
And I wish that I was going with you or you were staying here

[Verse 2]
I wish my breast were made of glass wherein you might behold
For there your name lies wrote, my dear, in letters made of gold
In letters made of gold, my love, believe me when I say
You are the one I love the best until my dying day

[Verse 3]
The crow that is so black, my love, will surely turn to white
If ever I prove false to thee bright day may turn to night
Bright day may turn to night, my love, the elements will mourn
If ever I prove false to thee the seas may rage and burn

[Outro]
As time draws near, my dearest dear, when you and I must part
How little you know of the grief and woe in my poor aching heart

2068. Black Baldy Stallion

Robert Earl Keen - Black Baldy Stallion 

Slidin' down the canyon on the Black Baldy Stallion 
Through the rocks and the ridges of the cold dark night 
Shinin' like a diamond from the belt of Orion 
Is it your imagination, is the end in sight? 

From the top of the mountain to the edge of the water 
You can hear her singin' softly so you spring to the order 
Of the song she was singin' the first time you saw her 
The years melt away as you ride toward the border. 

Such a long, long way to ride 
Just to hear her say your name 
When you reach the other side 
You won't leave her again. 
It's a resonating wonder how you've never knuckled under 
To the Elders of the village on that early Easter mornin' 
Cause you never broke your promises and bonding her is all there is 
Ridin' through the river in the fiery dawnin'. 



Such a long, long way to ride 
Just to hear her say your name 
When you reach the other side 
You won't leave her again. 

(Guitar solo) 

Sittin' in the cafe on the corner of the plaza 
She's openin' the letter you could not deliver 
As the Black Baldy Stallion riderlessly passes 
Gleamin' in the sun drippin' water from the river 

Such a long, long way to ride 
Just to hear her say your name 
When you reach the other side 
You won't leave her again. 

... a long, long way to ride 
Just to hear her say your name 
When you reach the other side 
You won't leave her again. 

You won't leave her again.

2069. Black Bear

Railroad Earth - Black Bear 

come into my cavern for a spell
outside the ice-queen's come again to dwell
what am i like? an image strong & dark
where has it gone . . the warmth from my heart?

black bear
black bear

ponder the power in the paw
shiver at the strength built in the jaw
what is it like to pulse at winter sleep?
to fall in a dream a million miles deep?

black bear
black bear

i wake again with all i need to know
the honey-trail tells me where to go
& when i arrive i close my eyes to see
what's stirring in the hollow of the tree

black bear
black bear



2070. Black Betty

Black Betty
Larkin Poe - Black Betty

[Verse 1]
Whoa, Black Betty (Bam-ba-lam)
Whoa, Black Betty (Bam-ba-lam)
Black Betty had a child (Bam-ba-lam)
The damn thing gone wild (Bam-ba-lam)
I worry outta my mind (Bam-ba-lam)
The damn thing gone blind (Bam-ba-lam)

[Chorus]
Whoa, Black Betty, whoa, Black Betty
Jump steady, Black Betty, jump steady, Black Betty, now
Whoa, Black Betty, whoa, Black Betty
Jump steady, Black Betty, jump steady, Black Betty, now

[Verse 2]
Whoa, Black Betty (Bam-ba-lam)
Whoa, Black Betty (Bam-ba-lam)
She really gets me high (Bam-ba-lam)
You know that's no lie (Bam-ba-lam)
She's so rock steady (Bam-ba-lam)
And she's always ready (Bam-ba-lam)

[Chorus]
Whoa, Black Betty, whoa, Black Betty
Jump steady, Black Betty, jump steady, Black Betty, now
Ah-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh
Whoa, Black Betty, whoa, Black Betty
Jump steady, Black Betty, jump steady, Black Betty, now
Ah-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh
Whoa, Black Betty, whoa, Black Betty
Black Betty, jump steady, Black Betty, are you ready now?
Black Betty, are you ready now?

[Guitar Solo]
Hey!
Hey!

[Verse 3]
Whoa, Black Betty (Bam-ba-lam)
Whoa, Black Betty (Bam-ba-lam)
She's from Birmingham (Bam-ba-lam)
Way down in Alabam' (Bam-ba-lam)
She's shakin' that thing (Bam-ba-lam)
She really makes me sing (Bam-ba-lam)



2071. Black Caffeine

Emmylou Harris - Black Caffeine

I like it black, just black as night
It keeps me up, it keeps me tight
It don't matter the size of the cup
Just as long as you fill it up

With black caffeine
Keeps me lean
You can hear me scream
Give me black caffeine

Oh I've got a monkey sittin on my back
And wouldn't you know he likes it black?
Don't need no cream, no nicotine
All that monkey need is the black caffeine

More black caffeine
It keeps me lean
You can hear him scream
Give me black caffeine
Give me black caffeine

I'm sound of body, I'm sound of mind
Until it comes to my coffee time
Don't stand in my way, don't hold me back
Just keep it hot and keep it black

Good black caffeine
It keeps me lean
You can hear me scream
Give me black caffeine

The devil said, I want your soul
I want your silver, I need your gold
Well you can have anything I've got
Don't let him in my coffee pot

Full of black caffeine
It keeps me lean
Can you hear me scream?
Give me black caffeine
More black caffeine
It keeps me lean
Can you hear me scream?
More black caffeine
More black caffeine
Yeah, black caffeine

2072. Black Cat



Black Cat
Kitchen Dwellers

Well I'm broke and out of stakes
Days pass their final test
Stubborn love give me the strength
Set in sand

To bode well, in contempt
Send your fire to my paragrapgh
The sultan's tea is in
The final leg

So long, I'm a black cat marching on
Let the wind carry our songs long and gone
Room to run, who's got the final stretch?
Selling this false sense, costs less

What's my name? What's the time?
Could I find myself high and dry
Low down low, the uncle's role
Cost small

To bode well, in content
Send my money to thR government
All is well, and hRaven spent
Costs less

So long, I'm a black cat marching on
Let the wind carry our songs long and gone
Room to run, who's got the final stretch?
Selling this false sense, costs less

So long, I'm a black cat marching on
Let the wind carry our songs long and gone
Room to run, who's got the final stretch?
Selling this false sense, costs less

2073. Black Clouds

String Cheese Incident - Black Clouds

Black clouds rollin' up the valley
Black clouds coverin' up the sun
Black clouds rollin' up the valley
How can I be sure that you're the one?
Rivers rushin' through the canyon
Rivers rollin' through the hills
Rivers rushin' through the canyon
I got a restless heart I can't keep still

(chorus)
See this path we're on comin' to the fork now
Forest blocks the light of day



On this pathway we must make a choice now
Stick together or go our separate ways
Thunder clappin' in the treetops
Sparks shoot out in the night
Thunder clappin' in the treetops
It's hard to tell who's wrong and who is right
Fire ragin' in the woodlands
Smoke blows across the fields
Fire ragin' in the woodlands
You don't really know the way I feel

2074. Black Coal

Black Coal 
Blue Moon Rising
 
Way down in the mines, you can hear my hammer ring 
You can see the coal dust risin' 
as it crawls beneath your veins 
Deep down in the hole, walking on your hands and knees 
Where everything is black as night 
as far as you can see 
 
CHORUS : 
No way to make a livin' in a dark and dusty mine 
Workin' for the union  just to make a poor man's dime
You'll get an eerie feelin' deep down in your soul
Well it's another day to make your pay 
Shovelin' black coal
 
Well the doctor says my time here on earth ain't long 
Black lung's taken hold of me and I'll sing a miner's song 
What do I tell my family, my wife and little girl 
They can't afford my funeral  
when I leave the coal dust world
 
Well you'll get an eerie feelin' deep down in your soul
It's another day to make your pay 
Shovelin' black coal

2075. Black Coffee - Chords

Black Coffee
Recorded by Lacy J. Dalton
Written by Hillary A. Kanter and Even Stevens

G
Black Coffee blue morning
C



Toast is burnin' and the rain keeps pourin'
G           D7         G
Bad feeling I'm losing you
Black Coffee green envy
C
Jealous of the way that you used to love me
G           D7         G
Bad feeling I'm losing you
C
I don't know if I can live without you 
I don't know if I can understand it
G
Don't know if I can know if I can    
C
If I could only think of one good reasonTo make this crazy love affair worth leaving
G                                        D7
Oh you know that I would you know that I would
G
Black Coffee red warning
C
No good news in the news this morning
G           D7         G
Bad feeling I'm losing you

Repeat #1,2

G
Black Coffee blue mornin'
C
Toast is burnin' and the rain keeps pourin'
G           D7         G
Bad feeling I'm losing you                       
D7         G
I got this bad feeling I'm losing you

2076. Black Diamond Bay

Emmylou Harris
Black Diamond Bay

[Verse 1]
Up on the white veranda
She wears a necktie and a Panama hat
Her passport shows a face
From another time and place
She looks nothing like that
And all the remnants of her recent past
Are scattered in the wild wind
She walks across the marble floor
Where a voice from the gambling room is calling her to come on in
She smiles, walks the other way
As the last ship sails and the moon fades away
From Black Diamond Bay



[Verse 2]
As the morning light breaks open, the Greek comes down
And he asks for a rope and a pen that will write
 Pardon, monsieur,  the desk clerk says
Carefully removes his fez
 Am I hearing you right? 
And as the yellow fog is lifting
The Greek is quickly heading for the second floor
She passes him on the spiral staircase
Thinking he's the Soviet Ambassador
She starts to speak, but he walks away
As the storm clouds rise and the palm branches sway
On Black Diamond Bay
[Verse 3]
A soldier sits beneath the fan
Doing business with a tiny man who sells him a ring
Lightning strikes, the lights blow out
The desk clerk wakes and begins to shout
 Can you see anything? 
Then the Greek appears on the second floor
In his bare feet with a rope around his neck
While a loser in the gambling room lights up a candle
Says,  Open up another deck 
But the dealer says,  Attendez-vous, s'il vous plait 
As the rain beats down and the cranes fly away
From Black Diamond Bay

[Verse 4]
The desk clerk heard the woman laugh
As he looked around the aftermath and the soldier got tough
He tried to grab the woman's hand
Said,  Here's a ring, it cost a grand 
She said,  That ain't enough 
Then she ran upstairs to pack her bags
While a horse-drawn taxi waited at the curb
She passed the door that the Greek had locked
Where a handwritten sign read,  Do Not Disturb 
She knocked upon it anyway
As the sun went down and the music did play
On Black Diamond Bay
[Verse 5]
 I've got to talk to someone quick! 
But the Greek said,  Go away,  and he kicked the chair to the floor
He hung there from the chandelier
She cried,  Help, there's danger near
Please open up the door! 
Then the volcano erupted
And the lava flowed down from the mountain high above
The soldier and the tiny man were crouched in the corner
Thinking of forbidden love
But the desk clerk said,  It happens every day 
As the stars fell down and the fields burned away
On Black Diamond Bay

[Verse 6]
As the island slowly sank



The loser finally broke the bank in the gambling room
The dealer said,  It's too late now
You can take your money, but I don't know how
You'll spend it in the tomb 
The tiny man bit the soldier's ear
As the floor caved in and the boiler in the basement blew
While she's out on the balcony, where a stranger tells her
 My darling, je vous aime beaucoup 
She sheds a tear and then begins to pray
As the fire burns on and the smoke drifts away
From Black Diamond Bay
[Verse 7]
I was sitting home alone one night in L.A
Watching old Cronkite on the seven o'clock news
It seems there was an earthquake that
Left nothing but a Panama hat
And a pair of old Greek shoes
Didn't seem like much was happening
So I turned it off and went to grab another beer
Seems like every time you turn around
There's another hard-luck story that you're going to hear
And there's really nothing anyone can say
And I never did plan to go anyway
To Black Diamond Bay

2077. Black Diamond Strings

Rodney Crowell - Black Diamond Strings
Guy Clark

[Chorus]
Black Diamond strings
Black Diamond strings
Drinking 1 W. Harper
Playing Black Diamond strings
Black Diamond strings
Are like white flour and grits
You play Black Diamond strings
'Cause it's all you can get

[Verse 1]
Black Diamond Strings on a catalogue guitar
That's pretty high cotton whoever you are
You break one, you change one, that s as good as it gets
You can play all year long on two or three sets
J.W. Crowell was a hell of a man
He played two nights a week in a hillbilly band
He played at the Ice House on Telephone Road
And he played in the yard just to lighten his load

[Chorus]
Black Diamond strings
Black Diamond strings



Drinking 1 W. Harper
Playing Black Diamond strings
Black Diamond strings
Are like white flour and grits
You play Black Diamond strings
'Cause it's all you can get

[Verse 2]
Say hey, J.W, come on, play that frog line
Let old Rodney sit in, hell, he's going on nine
His fingers are bleeding, but he's keeping good time
Playing Black Diamond strings, and he'll never quit trying
And Cosette, she told 'em both
She said, "You boys pack it up, it's time to go home
We got church in the morning and it's coming up dawn
Don t make me say it again or I'm gone
You can stay here forever, but you re gonna walk home"

[Chorus]
Black Diamond strings
Black Diamond strings
Drinking 1 W. Harper
Playing Black Diamond strings
Black Diamond strings
Are like white flour and grits
You play Black Diamond strings
'Cause it's all you can get

[Chorus]
Black Diamond strings
Black Diamond strings
Drinking 1 W. Harper
Playing Black Diamond strings
Black Diamond strings
Are like white flour and grits
You play Black Diamond strings
'Cause it's all you can get

2078. Black Diamond Strings

Black Diamond Strings
Larry Cordle & Larry Shell

My first guitar was a loaner an old off brand my cousin let me keep
Back when I was learning how to play like the boys in Tennessee
I'd sit up every night and pick it till my fingers turned green
And I learned how to make her talk on them Black Diamond Strings

Well daddy showed me three chords, but Jimmy Steele taught me how to play
He showed me the G-Run I'm still using todaye
I thought it surely must be magic the way he made it ring
But he said it Ain't no secret son, It's these Black Diamaond Strings



Chorus
Well I don't know if they still make 'em, back then they were the best
And a good time didn't cost much, Two Ninety-Five a set
Back before I left Faye Ellen to chase my hillbilly dreams
All it took to make me happy was an old guitar and Black Diamond Strings

Now I've been to the mountain top, had my share of troubles too
But if I could do it all again, Lord I know just what I'd do
Cause if I could have just one wish, I'd take a trip back in a time machine
To the day I learned to play the Wildwood Flower on Black Diamond Strings

(Repeat Chorus}

Hey back before I left Fay Allen to chase my make it big dreams
All it took to make me happy was this old box and Black Diamond Strings.

2079. Black Dirt Track - Chords

Black Dirt Track 
The Waifs
 
[Intro]
D G F#m G
 
[Verse]
D
Dirt black track
G
Feet brown bare
D
Late Summer heat
G
Child stands there
D
Black track dirt
G
Bare feet brown
D
Wonderland
G
Far from town
 
[Chorus]
 
Bm
Under a sky of peppermint trees
G
All to the roar of waves on the beach
             Bm                   G
Hours to be lost in a world of pretend
             Bm
Diving deep down, holding it in
             G



Salt on her lips, scales on her skin
              Bm
Finding the courage to walk to the end
 
[Verse]
 
D
Black dirt track
G
Bare brown feet
D
Child's a girl
G
With secrets to keep
D
Black track dirt
G
Feet bare brown
D
Call her name
G
But she don't turn around
 
[Chorus]
 
          Bm
Who ever knew, who ever knew
                    G
That a dirt black track
 
Would lead me to you
              Bm                           G
When I was a girl, it was my Yellow Brick Road
               Bm
Who could've known, who could've known
                           G
I'd be walking walking it now, with a child of my own
                 Bm             G
Feeling all the magic that it holds
 
[Bridge]
 
Bm
Breathing it out
Em
Breathing it in
              G
Cold crystal blue
             Em
Dreaming a dream
             Bm
Dreaming a dream
 
[Solo]
 
G Bm G Bm G Bm G
 



[Chorus]
 
G
Who ever knew, who ever knew
                   Bm
That a dirt black track
 
Would lead me to you
              G
When I was a girl
                        Bm
It was my Yellow Brick Road
               G
Who could've known, who could've known
                          Bm
I'd be walking walking it now, with a child of my own
                 G             Bm
Feeling all the magic that it holds
 
[Outro]
 
                 G
Feeling all the magic
(Black dirt track)
 
                 Bm
Feeling all the magic
(Black dirt track)
 
             G
Dreaming a dream
(Black dirt track)
 
                 Bm
Feeling all the magic
(Black dirt track)
 
              G
Breathing it out
 
             Bm
Breathing it in
 
G Bm

2080. Black Dog

Hayseed Dixie - Black Dog
Alison Krauss

Hey, hey, mama, said the way you move
Gonna make you sweat, gonna make you groove
Ah, ah, child, way you shake that thing



Gonna make you burn, gonna make you sting
Hey, hey, baby, when you walk that way
Watch your honey drip, can't keep away

Oh yeah, oh yeah, oh, ah, ah
Oh yeah, oh yeah, oh, ah, ah

I gotta roll, can't stand still
Got a flamin' heart, can't get my fill
Eyes that shine, burnin' red
Dreams of you all through my head

Ah ah, ah ah, ah ah, ah ah, ah ah, ah ah, ah

Hey, baby, whoa baby, pretty baby
Darlin' makes 'em do me now
Hey, baby, oh baby, pretty baby
Move me like you're doin' now

Didn't take too long 'fore I found out
What people mean by down and out
Spent my money, took my car
Started tellin' her friends she gonna be a star
I don't know, but I been told
A big-legged woman ain't got no soul

Oh yeah, oh yeah, ah, ah, ah
Oh yeah, oh yeah, ah, ah, ah
All I ask for, all I pray
A steady rollin' woman gonna come my way

2081. Black Echo - Chords

Black Echo Live 
Larkin Poe
 
[Intro]
Am
No Lyrics (x10)
 
[Verse 1]
Am
I never been one you call you scared
Am
Can't keep two fingers in the air
Am
You got a hold on me
Am
From my head to my feet
Fm         Em        Dm
I let myself get too deep
 
[Verse 2]



Am
So you some long nightmare
Am
You shadow me everywhere
Am
What ever I know  But maybe I don't
Fm         Em        Dm
Know you like I thought I do
Fm         Em                 Dm
I don't know you like I thought I do
 
[Chorus]
Am
Hear your voice callin' like a black echo
Am
Callin' in the night and I can't let go
Am
Caught me comin' down with your black echo
C          Dm          Am
Ooh 
C          Dm          Am
Ooh...
 
[Verse 3]
Am
You sharpen your tongue in the dark
Am
You put that edge on my heart
Am
Every night I put up a fight
Fm         Em              Dm
But ya keep me comin' back again
Fm         Em              Dm
But ya keep me comin' back again
 
[Chorus]
Am
Hear your voice callin' like a black echo
Am
Callin' in the night and I can't let go
Am
Caught me comin' down with your black echo
C          Dm          Am
Ooh 
C          Dm          Am
Ooh 
C          Dm          Am
Ooh 
C          Dm          Am
Ooh 
 
[Solo Rebecca]
Am                               C  Dm  Am (x6)
 
[Bridge]
C  Dm  Am  (x2)
 



[Solo Megan]
Am                               C  Dm  Am (x11)
 
[Bridge]
C  Dm  Am  (x2)
 
[Chorus]
Am
Hear your voice callin' like a black echo
Am
Callin' in the night and I can't let go
Am
Caught me comin' down with your black echo
C          Dm          Am
Ooh 
Am
Hear your voice callin' like a black echo
Am
Callin' in the night and I can't let go
Am
Caught me comin' down with your black echo
C          Dm          Am
Ooh 
C          Dm          Am
Ooh 
C          Dm          Am
Ooh 
C          Dm          Am
Ooh...

2082. Black Elk

The Infamous Stringdusters - Black Elk

The memory remains
They built an iron road to cross the plains
He was just a child
And the buffalo still were wild
He heard the voices in his head
Ancestors are calling you is what they said
Then the vision did appear
Twelve black horses he was full of fear

The storms were in his eyes
Black Elk was on the rise
He healed his people and he never lost
The visions in his mind

He turned east into the sun
Dancing horses beckoned him to come
Gazing from afar
His eyes glimmered like a daybreak star
He saw the elders gathered round



Old as the hills rising from the ground
In their knowledge he'd abide
Upon the black road he would ride

The storms were in his eyes
Black Elk was on the rise
He healed his people and he never lost
The visions in his mind

With eagle on the wing
A thousand voices began to sing
He struck the blue man in the heart
Then the sky seemed to break apart
The flames had died
In gladness all the creatures cried
Then the rain began to fall
The drought was broken and the grass grew tall

The storms were in his eyes
Black Elk was on the rise
He healed his people and he never lost
The visions in his mind

2083. Black Elk Speaks

Black Elk Speaks
Railroad Earth - Black Elk Speaks

Out here
Saw the tracks (?) and the (?) on the run
Out here
All our backs (?) burning like a sun
We walked
Walked till there was no where left to go
We walked
Many fell down, bloody in the snow
Out here
(?) going to a flood (?)
Out here
All our tracks end (?) speaking like a god
We fought
Fought till there was no where left to go
And we fell
A pool of red meat, passing wheels, blood and snow
Black elk
I did not know that, how much was at an end (?)
Black elk
I see it now from the high hill of old age
Black elk
I see the people scattered along the coach (?)
Black elk
I see it plain as when I saw it in your eyes (?)
And I see



Something else died in the blood and snow
I see... Our people screamed (?) black elk
It was a beautiful dream
It was a beautiful dream

2084. Black Eyed Susan

Black Eyed Susan

All I want in this creation
Pretty little white and a big plantation

Hey, little black eyed Susan
Hey, little black eyed Susan
Hey, little black eyed Susan, Hey!

All need to keep me happy
Two little boys to call me pappy

* Refrain

Up Red Oak and down salt water
Some old man gonna lose his daughter

* Refrain

Black eyed Susan went huckleberry pickin'
The boys got drunk and Susan took a lickin'

* Refrain

Some got drunk and some got boozy
I went home with black eyed Susan

* Refrain

Black eyed Susan about half grown
Jumps on the boys like a dog on a bone

* Refrain

I asked her to be my wife
She come at me with a barlow knife

* Refrain

Love my wife, love my baby
Love my biscults sopped in gravy

* Refrain



2085. Black Eyed Susie

Black Eyed Susie
(Black-Eyed Susie)

Black eyed Susie went to town
All she wore was a gingham gown

Hey Black eyed Susie
Ho Black eyed Susie
Hey Black eyed Susie Jane.

I may get drunk I may get woozy
But I'm comin' home to Black eyed Susie

Black eyed Susie's long and tall
Sleeps in the kitchen with her feet in the hall

Hey old man I want your daughter
To chop my wood and carry my water

Black eyed Susie lives in a holler
She won't come and I won't call her

All I want in this creation
Pretty little wife on a big plantation.

All I need to make me happy
Two little boys to call me Pappy.

One name Sop and the other name Gravy
One sop it up and the other gonna save it.

Up Red Oak and down salt water
Some old man gonna lose his daughter.

Black eyed Susie went huckleberry pickin'
Came home late and took a lickin'.

Love my wife and love my baby
Love my biscuits sopped in gravy.

Goin' back home with a pocket full of money
Somebody there to call me honey.

2086. Black Gypsy

Emmylou Harris - Black Gypsy



Broken bottles, broken songs
Broken people been in town too long
Where's everyone gone

Oh, baby this city gonna break your heart
Oh, gypsy please tell me
Where everyone's gone

Never had a second name
Never spoke of why we came
Fellowship and Gloriousness
The loneliness of pain
Sitting in the rain

Why is the soul of me
Where is my heart
Where is the part of me
That I would give to you
If kindness were my style

Where is the soul of me
Where is my heart
In my own time
Better leave it behind
In a thousand bottles of wine

Oh, precious plans of standing strong
Why is life taking so long
I would tell you everything
If I only had the words to explain
Don't know nothing but the rain

Why is the soul of me
Where is my heart
Where is the part of me
That I would give to you
If kindness were my style

Where is the tenderness
Where is the warmth
In my own soul
That I let it grow old
Oh, it's getting so cold

Broken bottles, broken songs
Broken faces been in town too long
Where has everyone gone

Oh, baby this city gonna break your heart
Oh, gypsy please tell me
Where everyone's gone

Oh, gypsy please tell me
Where everyone's gone
Where everyone's gone
Where everyone's gone



2087. Black Haired Boy

Rodney Crowell - Black Haired Boy

[Verse 1]
Well, he's a black-haired boy of some confusion
He makes no excuse for the things that he's usin'
And he's gentle and wild, a child of the mountain
His words are for singin' and his days are for countin'

[Chorus]
He's looking for a home he's scared to find
Some lady beside him and he's drunk on white wine
Some lady beside him and he's drunk on white wine

[Verse 2]
Well, he's a devil in the morning and a savior at night
Tomorrow's a case of whatever is right
Lonesome and high are the pangs that he feels
And the cards that he plays are the ones that he deals

[Chorus]
He's looking for a home he's scared to find
Some lady beside him and he's drunk on white wine
Some lady beside him and he's drunk on white wine

[Verse 3]
Well, he's one of the chances you're entitled to take
He's one of the hearts that it's too late to break
I've seen him be sad and never know why
Seen him fall down to laugh, seen him stand up to cry

[Chorus]
He's looking for a home he's scared to find
Some lady beside him and he's drunk on white wine
Some lady beside him and he's drunk on white wine
He's looking for a home he's scared to find
Some lady beside him and he's drunk on white wine
Some lady beside him and he's drunk on white wine

2088. Black Haired Quebecoise - Chords

Black Haired Quebecoise 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
D  A  D
 
[Verse 1]



D                                                                        A
I was a worn out Yank with an empty tank, when I seen that sign thru the snow
                                                                    D
It was either the bar, or L'eglise Saint-Ars, so I figured I had to go
                                                                 G
So I walked on in, and I seen her grin , and I said " bonsoir ma belle" 
                         D                          A                     D
I bought her a drink and started to think that, she might have a story to tell
 
[Chorus]
        A                        D
Oh, you Black Haired Quebecoise, let me be your beau Francois
   G     A        D
Ce soir, tonight, alright
    A                           D             G
Oh, what you doing way up here, way across la frontiere
D        A        D
Ce soir, tonight, alright
 
[Verse 2]
D                                                       A
She said, " je  m'appelle Bediduelle , je suis de Trois Riviere
                                                         D
Et tu es d'ou mon petit chou-chou?", "Je connais pas mon cher..."
 
My truck broke down eight miles from town,
                             G
And my French, it ain't that good
                              D
But I like your smile and its worth all the miles
  A                  D
I spent haulin' that wood
 
[Chorus]
        A                         D
Oh, you Black Haired Quebecoise, let me be your beau Francois
   G       A       D
Ce soir, tonight, alright
    A                           D             G
Oh, what you doing way up here, way across la frontiere
   D      A       D
Ce soir, tonight, alright
 
[Verse 3]
D
Well my heart was on my sleeve, I was about ready to leave
                                     A
When this stranger , he walked thru the door
 
He said " qu'est que tu fait avec ma fille"
                               D
And my heart was lying on the floor
 
Well my wounds were licked, and the beer was kicked
                        G                         D
It was time to get over this, I walked outside to bum me a ride
  A                       D



She came up and gave me a kiss...
 
[Verse 4]
D
Well I walked for miles, and that cold was wild
                             A
But that kiss sure warmed my heart
                                                                  D
It was just my luck, to get to my truck, and hear that old engine start
                                                         G
I got up the road, to drop off my load, feelin' easy and free
                       D                  A                  D
Mix Quebecoise with my southern drawl, oh well man  c'est la vie
 
[Chorus]
        A                        D
Oh, you Black Haired Quebecoise, let me be your beau Francois
   G     A        D
Ce soir, tonight, alright
    A                           D             G
Oh, what you doing way up here, way across la frontiere
   D     A        D
Ce soir, tonight, alright
G        D     A        D
Yeah, ce soir, tonight, alright

2089. Black Hole Sun

Black Hole Sun
Leftover Salmon - Black Hole Sun

In my eyes
Indisposed
In disguises no one knows
Hides the face
Lies the snake
The sun in my disgrace
Boiling heat
Summer stench
Neath the black, the sky looks dead
Call my name
Through the cream
And I'll hear you scream again
Black hole sun
Won't you come
And wash away the rain?
Black hole sun
Won't you come
Won't you come
Stuttering
Cold and damp
Steal the warm wind, tired friend
Times are gone



For honest men
SometimRs, far too long for snakes
In my shoes
Walking sleep
In my youth, I pray to keep
HeavRn send
Hell away
No one sings like you anymore
Black hole sun
Won't you come
And wash away the rain?
Black hole sun
Won't you come
Won't you come

2090. Black Irish - Chords

Black Irish 
The Devil Makes Three
 
[Intro]
(Picked)
A  B  C  A  G  Gb  A X2
 
Am
I'll be goin' out tonight
                    C
I don't care what I do
Am
I'll wake up in the mornin'
        G                Am
And I'm beaten black and blue
Am                                          C
I'ma feel tomorrow like a worn down pair of shoes
Am                               G                Am
The only point of this body here tonight is to be used
 
        F                 E7                    Am    G    Am    G
Cuz oh, I wanna feel that blood rushin' in my veins
F                 E7                        Am   G   Am   G
I don't want this night to ever turn into day
F                           E7
If I could only do all them things I wanted to
           Am      G           Am    G
While that spirits rushin' now in my veins
       F                        E7
Yes if I could only do all them things I wanted to
 
Am                                              C
Tonight I'm gonna go on down now to that rivers edge
Am                      G            Am
I'ma pull all them dead ideas out my head
Am                                           C



I'm gonna open up the gate, let the coliseum scream
Am                                  G                Am
Tonight the whole damn worlds gonna know just what I mean
 
        F                 E7                    Am    G    Am    G
Cuz oh, I wanna feel that blood rushin' in my veins
F                 E7                        Am   G   Am   G
I don't want this night to ever turn into day
F                           E7
If I could only do all them things I wanted to
           Am      G           Am    G
While that spirits rushin' now in my veins
       F                        E7
Yes if I could only do all them things I wanted to
           Am      G      F  E7   Am
While that spirits rushin in my veins
 
Am                                          C
Tonight I'll put that match down to that gasoline
Am                           G             Am
Spin that rusty wheel and be burned by the steam
Am                                                C
Tonight I'll take that main line direct in to the drain
Am                                  G         Am
If you don't see me tomorrow know I died as I pleased
 
        F                 E7                    Am    G    Am    G
Cuz oh, I wanna feel that blood rushin' in my veins
F                 E7                        Am   G   Am   G
I don't want this night to ever turn into day
F                           E7
If I could only do all them things I wanted to
           Am      G           Am    G
While that spirits rushin' now in my veins
       F                        E7
Yes if I could only do all them things I wanted to
           Am      G      F  E7   Am
While that spirits rushin in my veins

2091. Black Is The Color

Rhiannon Giddens - Black Is the Color

[Chorus]
Black is the color of my true love's hair
His lips are like some rosy fair
The sweetest face and the neatest hands
I love the ground where on he stands

[Verse 1]
Soft is the feel of my true love's skin
And strong the arms he folds me in
The clearest eyes and the truest heart



He lets me stop before I start

[Bridge]
I love my love, and well he knows
I love his love and love it grows
Until I know that I would burst
And still I feel the strongest thirst
I love my love and he loves me
To my soul, he owns the key
I have his heart and he has mine
I'll kiss his mouth ten thousand times

[Chorus]
Black is the color of my true love's hair
His lips are like some rosy fair
The sweetest face and the neatest hands
I love the ground where on he stands

[Bridge]
I love my love, and well he knows
I love his love and love it grows
Until I know that I would burst
And still I feel the strongest thirst
I love my love and he loves me
To my soul, he owns the key
I have his heart and he has mine
I'll kiss his mouth ten thousand times

[Outro]
Black is the color, black is the color
Black is the color of my true love's hair

2092. Black Jack County Chains

Black Jack County Chains

I was standin' by the road in Black Jack County.
Not knowing that the Sheriff paid a bounty,
For men like me who didn't have a penny to their name.
He locked my legs in 35 pounds of Black Jack County Chain.

All we had to eat was bread and water,
Everyday we had to build his road a mile and a quarter,
A Black Snake Whip would sting our backs if some poor fool complained,
But we couldn't fight back wearing 35 pounds of Black Jack County Chain.

Then one night while the Sheriff lay a sleepin',
We all gathered round him slowly creepin',
Heaven help me to forget that night in the cold cold rain,
When we beat him to death wearing 35 pounds of Black Jack County Chain.

The wounds have all healed and I am thankful,
And there's nothing left but scars around my ankle.



But best of all no man will ever be a slave again,
To a Black Snake Whip and 35 pounds of Black Jack County Chain.

But best of all no man will ever be a slave again,

2093. Black Jack Davey

Black Jack Davey 
Written By Bob Dylan
Mighty Poplar - Chesapeake

Black Jack Davey come a running through the woods
Singing so loud and gaily
Made the hills a round him ring
Then charmed the heart of a lady, charmed the heart of a lady 

How old are you my pretty little miss
How old are you my honey
Answered him with a philly and a smile
I'll be sixteen next Sunday, be sixteen next Sunday 

Come go with me my pretty little miss
Come go with me my honey
I'll take you across the deep blue sea
Where you never shall want for money, never shall want for money 

She pulled off her high heeled shoes
Made of Spanish leather
She put on her low heeled shoes
And they both went off together, both went off together 

Last night I lay on a warm feather bed
Side my husband and baby
Today I lay on the cold, cold ground
Side of Black Jack Davey, side of Black Jack Davey

2094. Black Jack David

Black Jack David - Cater Family

Black Jack David is the name that I bear
Been alone in the forests a long time
But the time is coming when a lady I'll find
I will love her and hold her
Singing through the green green trees
The skin on my hands is like the leather I ride
And my face is hard from the cold wind
But my heart so warm with the song that I sing
Will charm a fair lady



Singing though the green green trees

Fari Eloise rode out that day
From her fine fine home in the morning
In the flush of dawn came a sound to her ear
Drifting and floating
Singing through the green green trees

Last night she slept on a fine feather bed
Far far from Black Jack David
But tonight she'll sleep on the cold cold ground
And love him and hold him
Singing through the green green trees

Oh saddle me up my fine grey mare
Cried the lord of the house next morning
For my servants tell me my daughter's gone
With Black Jack David
Singing through the green green trees

Now he rode all day and he rode all night
But he never did find his daughter
But he heard from afar come drift on the wind
Two voices laughing

Singing through the green green trees.

2095. Black Jack Davy

The Incredible String Band - Black Jack Davy - Live In Canada, 1972 

Black Jack David is the name that I bear been alone in
the forest for a long time
But the time is coming when
a lady I'll find I will love her
Hold her singing through
the green green trees

And the skin on my hands is like the leather I ride
and my face is hard from the cold wind
But my heart so warm with
the song that I sing
Charm a fair lady
Singing through the green green trees

Fair Eloise rode out that day
From her fine fine home in the morning
In the flush of the dawn came a sound to her ear
Drifting and floating
Singing through the green green trees

Now fifteen summers was
all that she'd seen



And her skin was as soft as the velvet
But she's forsaken her fine fine home
And Black Jack David is
Singing through the green green trees

Last night she slept on a fine feather bed
Far far from Black jack David
But tonight she will sleep on the cold cold ground
And love him and hold him
Singing through the green green trees

Saddle me up my fine gray mare
Cried the lord of the house next morning
For the servants tell me
my daughter's gone
With Black Jack David
Singing through the green green trees

And he rode all day and he rode all night
But he never did find his daughter
But he heard from afar
come adrift on the wind
Two voices laughing
Singing through the green green trees

Oh Black Jack David is
the name that I bear
Been alone in the forest for a long time
But now I have found me a lady so fair
I will love her and hold her
Singing through the green green trees

2096. Black Jack Davy

Black Jack Davy

Late last night when the squire came home
Inquiring for his lady
Some denied and some replied
She's gone with the Black Jack Davy

Go saddle to me the bonny brown steed
For the grey was never so speedy
I'll ride all day and I'll ride all night
'Til I catch that Black Jack Davy

[Chorus]
He rode up hills and he rode down dales
Over many a wild high mountain
And they did say that saw him go
Black Jack Davy he is hunting 

He rode east and he rode west



All in the morning early
Until he spied his lady fair
Cold and wet and weary

Why did you leave your house and land
Why did you leave your baby
Why did you leave your own wedded lord
To go with the Black Jack Davy

[Chorus]

What care I for your goose feather bed
With the sheets turned down so bravely
Well I may sleep on the cold hard ground
Along with the Black Jack Davy

Then I'll kick off my high healed shoes
Made of the Spanish leather
And I'll put on my lowland brogues
And skip it o'er the heather

[Chorus]

2097. Black Jack's Bar - Chords

Black Jack's Bar

(No Capo)
Intro.: /(D) /(D) /(A) /(D) /(D)

When (D)I was a young man I played my guitar
I (A)played for the people in (D)Black Jack's Bar
They danced to the music and called me a star
And I (A)took in the money in (D)Black Jack's Bar

(Chorus)
I (A)kept things a movin' with a (D)crazy beat
I (A)kept up a rhythm with my (D)two big feet
I played pretty women like I played my guitar
And I (A)got into trouble in (D)Black Jack's Bar
(A)Got into trouble in (G)Black Jack's (D)Bar

(D)One night I played till my fingers were sore
They (A)called for a break and I (D)stepped through the door
I stood there a lookin' at the heaven so grand
When (A)up stepped a woman with a (D)bottle in her hand

(Chorus)
She (A)took one swallow and I (D)saw her frown
I (A)turned up the bottle and I (D)guzzled it down
I battled my eyes and I looked at her charms
The (A)next thing I knew she was (D)in my arms
(A)I got into trouble in (G)Black Jack's (D)Bar



Solo: /(D) /(D) /(A) /(D) /(D)

I (D)hugged her and kissed her and called her mine
(A)Drunk on her kisses and (D)drunk on her wine
Somebody yelled come and play your guitar
We (A)both stuggered back into (D)Black Jack's Bar

(Chorus)
(A)Somebody said you better (D)run for your life
(A)You've been a playin' with the (D)wrong man's wife
He swang his knife and swung my guitar
And I (A)killed me a gambler in (D)Black Jack's Bar
(A)I got in trouble in (G)Black Jack's (D)Bar

When (D)I get out of this place called the pen
(A)I ain't never comin' (D)back here again
I'm gonna do right and I'm gonna go straight
I'm (A)gonna be careful whose (D)wife I date

(Chorus)
(A)I ain't a huggin' no (D)woman but mine
(A)Drinkin' no liquor and (D)not much wine
Sittin' in my cell with my old guitar
(A) Wonder who's a playin' in (D)Black Jack's Bar

(Tag)
(A)I got in trouble in (G)Black Jack's (D)Bar
(A) Wonder who's a playin' in (G)Black Jack's (D)Bar

Outro.: /(D) /(D) /(A) /(D) /(D) --- to fade

2098. Black Like Cash

Black Like Cash
Davisson Brothers Band

[Verse 1]
You only get one go around, you only get one life
No raincheck second chance, line in a pine box, damn sure better get it right
It's gonna be what you make it
So keep it real, don't fake it
You better stand up for what you stand for
Know who you right down to the core

[Chorus]
If you're a cowboy, get your hat on
If you're a steel horse Harley man, get your ride on
If you should've been born way back in the 60's
Peace out and love on, long haired hippies
If you're a big rig man, roll on mother trucker
Walk your own line, fly your own color
When you're born red, white, and blue, you're free to choose



Green as Willie's grass or black like Cash

[Verse 2]
I said a wine lover down like whiskey, and a whiskey lover don't like beer
Left or right, pick a side, go ahead draw a line, don't lie to the man in the mirror
Ain't no use in tryin' to fight it
Ain't no way you're gonna hide it
You better do what you do, be who you are
Don't be afraid to put some bite in you bark
[Chorus]
If you're a cowboy, get your hat on
If you're a steel horse Harley man, get your ride on
If you should've been born way back in the 60's
Peace out and love on, long haired hippies
If you're a big rig man, roll on mother trucker
Walk your own line, fly your own color
When you're born red, white, and blue, you're free to choose
Green as Willie's grass or black like Cash

[Chorus 2]
If you're hip-hop, get your rhyme on
If you're a party all nighter, man rock on
If you're an air guitar superstar, proud pre-Madonna
Go on with your bad self, heavy metal mama
If you're a big rig man, roll on mother trucker
Walk your own line, fly your own color
When you're born red, white, and blue, you're free to choose
Green as Willie's grass or black like Cash
Green as Willie's grass or black like Cash

2099. Black Lung - Chords

Black Lung
Steve Earl - Black Lung

[Intro]
D5
 
[Verse]
D5
Sunrise lighting up the ridge tops
D5
Slicing through the frost like a red hot knife
D5
Sometimes I'm dreaming I'm a running across
D5
But I couldn't now to save my life
D5
Hound dog, yipping in the holler
D5
Must have jumped a bear bubba brother, listen to him run
D5
Somebody oughta catch him by the collar



D5
But I ain't going nowhere 'cause I'm down with black lung
 
 
[Chorus]
D5
Black lung never gets better
D5
Every breath a little bit harder to draw
D5
Shotgun loaded in the corner
D5
Reckon I'mma lay here and die of black lung
 
 
[Interlude]
D5   D5/A    D5     D5/A
D5   D5/A    D5     D5/A    D5/C
D5   D5/A    D5     D5/A
D5   D5/A    D5     D5/A    D5/C
 
 
[Verse]
D5  D5/A      D5              D5/A
Someday's are better than the others
D5             D5/A            D5      D5/A    D5/C
Sit out on the porch when it's cool at night
D5    D5/A      D5            D5/A
Can't say there ain't some suffering
D5             D5/A        D5           D5/A   D5/C
Every breath I take like a twelve round fight
D5   D5/A   D5              D5/A
Grandbabies out beneath the willow tree
D5            D5/A             D5         D5/A    D5/C
Hollering and laughing, and it sound like fun
D5    D5/A         D5           D5/A
Can't pick 'em up, hug 'em all, anyway
D5          D5/A         D5          D5/A    D5/C
Sorry honey granddaddy's got a black lung
 
 
[Chorus]
D5    D5/A D5         D5/A
Black lung never gets better
D5             D5/A       D5        D5/A    D5/C
Every breath a little bit harder to draw
D5  D5/A D5           D5/A
Shotgun loaded in the corner
D5           D5/A         D5           D5/A    D5/C
Reckon I'm a lie here and die of black lung
 
 
[Solo]
D5   D5/A    D5     D5/A
D5   D5/A    D5     D5/A    D5/C
D5   D5/A    D5     D5/A
D5   D5/A    D5     D5/A    D5/C



D5   D5/A    D5     D5/A
D5   D5/A    D5     D5/A    D5/C
D5   D5/A    D5     D5/A
D5   D5/A    D5     D5/A    D5/C
A    A       A      A
D5   D5/A    D5     D5/A    D5/C
 
 
[Verse]
D5        D5   D5          D5/A
It seemed like it was only yesterday
D5                D5/A         D5       D5/A    D5/C
I pulled my first shift down a longwall mine
D5    D5/A      D5               D5/A
First breath of fresh air at the whistle
D5            D5/A             D5       D5/A    D5/C
And I already knew it's just a matter of time
D5     D5/A  D5             D5/A
If I'd never been down in a coal mine
D5             D5/A              D5            D5/A    D5/C
I'd live a lot longer, hell that ain't a close call
D5  D5/A   D5                   D5/A
But then again I'd've never had anything
    D5             D5/A        D5         D5/A    D5/C
And half a life is better than nothing at all
 
 
[Chorus]
D5    D5/A D5         D5/A
Black lung never gets better
D5             D5/A       D5        D5/A    D5/C
Every breath a little bit harder to draw
D5  D5/A D5           D5/A
Shotgun loaded in the corner
D5           D5/A         D5           D5/A    D5/C
Reckon I'm a lie here and die of black lung
 
 
[Chorus]
D5    D5/A D5         D5/A
Black lung never gets better
D5             D5/A       D5        D5/A    D5/C
Every breath a little bit harder to draw
D5  D5/A D5           D5/A
Shotgun loaded in the corner
D5           D5/A         D5           D5/A    D5/C
Reckon I'm a lie here and die of black lung
 
 
D5
Black lung
D5
Never gets better
D5
Every breath a little bit harder to draw
D5
Shotgun loaded in the corner



D5
Reckon I'mma lay here and die of black lung

2100. Black Lung / Coal

Black Lung / Coal
Kathy Mattea - Black Lung / Coal

He's had more hard luck than most men could stand
The mines was his first love but never his friend
He's lived a hard life and hard he'll die
Black lung's done got him his time is nigh

Black lung, black lung, oh you're just bidin' your time
Soon all of this sufferin' I'll leave behind
But I can't help but wonder what God had in mind
To send such a devil to claim this soul of mine

He went to the boss man but he closed the door
Well, it seems you're not wanted when you're sick and you're poor
You ain't even covered in their medical plans
And your life depends on the favors of man

Down in the poor house on starvation's plan
Where pride is a stranger and doomed is a man
His soul full of coal dust till his body's decayed
And everyone but black lung's done turned him away

Black lung, black lung, oh your hand's icy cold
As you reach for my life and you torture my soul
Cold as that water hole down in that dark cave
Where I spent my life's blood diggin' my own grave

Down at the graveyard the boss man came
With his little bunch of flowers, dear God what a shame
Take back those flowers, don't you sing no sad songs
The die has been cast now, a good man is gone

He's had more hard luck than most men could stand
The mines was his first love but never his friend
He's lived a hard life and hard he'll die
Black lung's done got him his time is nigh

Black lung, black lung, oh you're just bidin' your time
Soon all of this sufferin' I'll leave behind
But I can't help but wonder what God had in mind
To send such a devil to claim this soul of mine



2101. Black Mountain Lullaby

The Duhks - Black Mountain Lullaby

(Verse)
Gather round my table 
Say grace with me
In my little trailer
In the mountains of Wise county

Grief is mine forever
Sadness my story
Down in Inmate Holler
In the mountains of Wise County

(Chorus)
Bye, baby, baby bye
Little baby bye bye 
Bye, baby, baby bye
Little baby bye bye 

(Verse)
Mountain drops are made of
Thousand power boulders
That brought down the hills and 
On to our shoulders

Lord, let me bare him
For safe keeping 
Lord, let me shield him
From the dearest Jeremy

(Chorus)
Bye, baby, baby bye
Little baby bye bye 
Bye, baby, baby bye
Little baby bye bye 

(Instrumental break)

(Verse)
Momma will rock you 
Till you are sleeping
Angels will hold you
In their keeping

I will grow a memory (?)
Make their money (?)
You're name will live here
In the mountains of Wise County

(Chorus)
Bye, baby, baby bye
Little baby bye bye 
Bye, baby, baby bye
Little baby bye bye



2102. Black Muddy River

Black Muddy River
Grateful Dead - Infamous Stringdusters
Magnolia Express

When the last rose of summer pricks my finger
And the hot sun chills me to the bone
When I can't hear the song for the singer
And I can't tell my pillow from a stone

I will walk alone by the black muddy river
And sing me a song of my own
I will walk alone by the black muddy river
And sing me a song of my own

When the last bolt of sunshine hits the mountain
And the stars start to splatter in the sky
When the moon splits the southwest horizon
With the scream of an eagle on the fly

I will walk alone by the black muddy river
And listen to the ripples as they moan
I will walk alone by the black muddy river
And sing me a song of my own

Black muddy river, roll on forever
I don't care how deep or wide if you've got another side
Roll muddy river, roll muddy river
Black muddy river, roll

Black muddy river, roll on forever
I don't care how deep or wide if you've got another side
Roll muddy river, roll muddy river
Black muddy river, roll

When it seems like the night will last forever
And there's nothing left to do but count the years
When the strings of my heart start to sever
And stones fall from my eyes instead of tears

I will walk alone by the black muddy river
And dream me a dream of my own
I will walk alone by the black muddy river
And sing me a song of my own
And sing me a song of my own

2103. Black Myself



Rhiannon Giddens - Black Myself
Amethyst Kiah

[Verse 1]
I wanna jump the fence and wash my face in the creek
But I'm black myself
I wanna sweep that gal right off her feet
But I'm black myself
Tired of walkin' 'round with no shoes on
But I'm black myself
Your precious God ain't gonna bless me
'Cause I'm black myself

[Chorus]
Is you washed in the blood of your chattel?
'Cause the lamb's rotted away
When they stopped shipping work horses
Bred your own anyway

[Verse 2]
I don't pass the test of the paper bag
'Cause I'm black myself
I pick the banjo up and they stare at me
'Cause I'm black myself
You better lock your doors when I walk by
'Cause I'm black myself
You look me in my eyes but you don't see me
'Cause I'm black myself

[Chorus]
They're washed in the blood of the chattel
'Cause the lamb's rotted away
When they stopped shipping work horses
They bred their own anyway

[Verse 3]
I don't creep around, I stand proud and free
'Cause I'm black myself
I go anywhere that I wanna go
'Cause I'm black myself
I'm surrounded many lovin' arms
'Cause I'm black myself
And I'll stand my ground and smile in your face
'Cause I'm black myself

[Chorus]
I washed away my blood and tears
I've been born brand new
There's no more work horses
But there's still work to do

[Outro]
'Cause I'm black myself (Black myself)
'Cause I'm black myself (Black myself)
'Cause I'm black myself (Black myself)
'Cause I'm black myself
Black my-, black my-, black myself



2104. Black Or White

Black or White
Hayseed Dixie - Black or White

[Verse 1]
I took my baby on a Saturday bang
Is that girl with you?
Yeah, we're one and the same
Now I believe in miracles
And a miracle has happened tonight, yes
But if you're think you're gonna be my baby
It don't matter if you're black or white

[Verse 2]
They print my message in the Saturday Sun
I had to tell them, I ain't second to none
And I told 'em 'bout equality
And it's true, either you're wrong or you're right, yeah
But, if you're think you're gonna be my baby
It don't matter if you're black or white
Yeah

[Bridge]
I'm tired of this devil
I'm tired of this stuff
I'm tired of this business
So when the going gets rough
I ain't scared of your brother
I ain't scared of no sheets
I ain't scare of nobody
Go when the going gets mean

[Verse 3]
Protection for gangs, clubs and nations
Causing grief in human relations
It's a turf war on a global scale
I'd rather hear both sides of the tale
See, it's not about races
Just places, faces
Where your blood comes from is where your space is
I've seen the bright get duller
I'm not gonna spend my life being a color

[Outro]
Don't tell me you agree with me
When I saw you kicking dirt in my eye
But if you're thinking of being my baby
It don't matter if you're black or white, yeah
Yeah, if you're thinking of being my baby
It don't matter if you're black or white, ah
Lord, if you wanna boogie with me
It don't matter if you're black or white, yeah



Or brown, yellow, orange, purple
I'll have relations with girls from every nation
And run a train that's bound for glory
It's a great day a-comin', great day a-comin'

2105. Black Peter

Black Peter

Verse 1:
All of my friends 
Come to see me last night
I was laying in my bed and dying
Annie Bonneau from St. Angel
Say the weather down there so fine

Verse 2:
Just then the wind came squalling 
through the dark
But who can the weather command?
Just want to have a little peace to die
And a friend or two I love at hand

Verse 3:
Fever roll up to a hundred and five
Roll on up, gonna roll back down
One more day I find myself alive
Tomorrow maybe go beneath the 
ground

Bridge:
See here how everything 
Led up to this day
And it's just like any other day 
That's ever been
Sun going up and then 
The sun going down
Shine through my window
And my friends they come around
Come around, come around

Verse 4:
The people might know, but the people 
don't care
That a man can be as poor as me
Take a look at poor Peter
He's lying in pain
Now let's come run and see
Run and see
Run and see, run, run and see, and see



2106. Black River

Black River
Sierra Hull - Black River

[Verse 1]
I'd like to say to you come follow
But I'm afraid my heart may hollow here
And though it seems the water is shallow
It's over my head, but still I swallow

[Chorus]
A black river runs down my face
I guess now is not the time or place

[Verse 2]
The clock is slowly sinking
It doesn't matter what you're thinking anymore
And for a while I tried pleasing you
But now I'm left with no good reason to

[Chorus]
A black river runs down my face
I guess now is not the time or place

[Chorus]
A thousand years is but a day, they say
And maybe in a thousand more I will find my way
A black river runs down my face
I guess now is not the time or place

[Chorus]
A thousand years is but a day, they say
And maybe in a thousand more, I will find my way
A thousand years is but a day
And maybe in a thousand more, I will find my way
I'd like to say to you, come follow

2107. Black River Blues - Chords

Black River Blues - The .357 String Band

Tuning: Standard
Em - C - G - G (Intro)

Em  C           G
    Black river blues
Em                  C             G
My cheatin' heart's being torn in two



Em         C                G
I'd love to stay with you a while
Am                  C                            G - D - G - G
But I gotta burn one thousand black river miles
         Em     C
Before I sleep
        G
Before I rest
            Em                C               G
Cause I got two loves burnin' holes inside my chest
         Em            C            G
There is something you know I gotta do
Am              C                          G - D - G - G
Before I lay me down and sleep here beside you
         Em      C   G
When I get home
         Em      C   G
When I get home
         Em      C   G
When I get home
Em                 C             G
There's a two lane highway in my mind
Em            C             G
My heart's divided by white lines
Em         C             G
So what am I supposed to do
Am                          C                          G - D - G - G
When the lane I love is the lane takes me farther from you
               Em         C
And that black river's
          G
Callin' my name
         Em         C            G
And if I don't go I know I'll go insane
         Em              C                       G              
And I'll walk a thousand miles in these worn out shoes
Am                   C                          G - D - G - G
And then I'll lay me down and sleep here beside you
         Em      C   G
When I get home
         Em      C   G
When I get home
         Em      C   G
When I get home

2108. Black Sheep

Black Sheep

In a quiet little village not so very far away
There lived a rich and aged man whose hair was turning gray
He had three sons his only ones, both Jack and Tom were sly
While Ted was honest and could be, he would not tell a lie



They tried thier best to ruin Ted in the old man's eyes
Their poison soon began to work till Ted was much despised
One night the old man said, begone you're heartless to the core
There are the words the lad then said as he stood by the door

Don't be angry with me Dad, don't turn me from your door
I know that I've been wayward but I won't be any more
Give me just another chance put me to the test
You'll find a black sheep loves his dad far better than the rest

Year by year sped quickly by, the father had grown old
Called Jack and Tom to him and said I give you all my gold
I only need this little room a place at your fireside
One night on Jack's returning home he brought with him a bride

The wife began to hate the Dad, more and more each day
One night he heard the three declare, the old fool is in our way
They all agreed to send him to the poorhouse that was near
Then like a flash the black sheep's words came ringing in his ears

* Refrain

A wagon drove up to the door, it was the poorhouse van
The brothers pointed to their Dad and said there is your man
Just then a manly form appeared and pushing through the crowd
Don't take my Dad, the stranger said this will not be allowed

You took away his property and all that he could save
You even sold the little spot that marked your mother's grave
I'm still his son but not your kin from now till judgement day
The Father clasped the black sheep's hand, the crowd then heard him say

Oh don't be angry with me son I turned you from my door
I know that I was foolish I've repented o're and o're
I wish I'd given you my gold for you have stood the test
I found the black sheep loves his Dad far better than the rest

2109. Black Sheep - Chords

Black Sheep    
Recorded by Johnny Paycheck
Written by Country Johnny Mathis

G                                   C
My friends all say that I am just a black sheep
    D7                       G
And that I'm not wanted here below
                                   C
They say that I'm not worthy to be near them
       D7                                  G
Please tell me God where can a black sheep go



                                C
I never had no one down here to love me
    D7                            G
You see I've never met my mom and dad
                                 C
They went away when I was just a small boy
    D7                            G
Not many kind friends have I ever had

      D7                            G
Could You make room in heaven for a black sheep
          A7                           D7
Could you love me and treat me as your own
G                                  C
Or will I still be treated like an outcast
  D7                               G
A black sheep who must always play alone

                                       C
The clothes may not be pretty that I'm wearing
    D7                                   G
But you know that I can't help the way I look
                                  C
I wonder if you'd search the holy pages
    D7                            G
And tell me if my name is in Your book

2110. Black Sheep Returned To The Fold

The Osborne Brothers - Black Sheep Returned To The Fold 
(Fred Rose)

Oh, long is the night I have travelled
The way was so bitter and cold
I long for the day when my shepard will say
The black sheep returned to the fold.
Forever my dreams are of heaven
A treasure more precious then gold
The church bells will ring and the angels will sing
The black sheep returned to the fold.
--- Instrumental ---
My mission on earth now is ended
My body is weary and cold
The words have been blessed in this heacen of rest
The black sheep returned to the fold.
So bury me there in the churchyard
The story of life has been told
And let it be known by the words on the stone
The black sheep returned to the fold...



2111. Black Star

Gillian Welch - Black Star (Radiohead cover)

I get home from work and you're still standing in your dressing gown
Well, what am I to do?
I know all the things around your head 
And what they do to you

What are we coming to?
What are we going to do?

Blame it on the black star
Blame it on the falling sky
Blame it on the satellite that beams me home

The troubled words of a troubled mind 
I try to understand what is eating you
I try to stay awake but it's 58 hours 
Since that I last slept with you

What are we coming to?
I just don't know anymore

Blame it on the black star
Blame it on the falling sky
Blame it on the satellite that beams me home

I get on the train and I just stand about 
Now that I don't think of you
I keep falling over, I keep passing out
When I see a face like you

What am I coming to?
I'm going to melt down

Blame it on the black star
Blame it on the falling sky
Blame it on the satellite that beams me home

2112. Black Swan

Rhiannon Giddens - Black Swan

Sun is falling and it lies in blood
Moon is weaving bandages of gold
Oh black swan, where oh where is my lover gone?
Torn and tattered is my bridal gown
And my lamp is lost
And my lamp is lost
With silver needles and with silver thread
The stars stitch a shroud for the dying sun
Oh black swan, where oh where is my lover gone?



I had given him a kiss of fire
And a golden ring
And a golden ring
Don't you hear your lover moan?
Eyes of glass and feet of stone
Shells for teeth and wings for tongue
Deep deep down
Deep deep down
Deep deep down in the river's bed
He's looking for the ring
For the ring, for the ring, for the ring
Eyes wide open, never asleep
He's looking for the ring
For the ring, for the ring, for the ring
The spools unravel and the needles break
The sun is buried and the stars weep
O black wave, o black wave
Take me away, take me away with you
I will share with you my golden hair
And my bridal crown
And my bridal crown
Oh take me down with you
Tae me down to my wanderin' lover
To my wanderin' lover
With my child unborn
With my child unborn
With my child unborn
With my child unborn
With my child unborn
With my child unborn

2113. Black Water

Black Water
Garth Brooks - Black Water

Well, I built me a raft and she's ready for floatin'
Ol' Mississippi, she's callin' my name
Catfish are jumpin'
That paddle wheel thumpin'
Black water keeps rollin' on past just the same
Old black water, keep on rollin'
Mississippi moon, won't you keep on shinin' on me
Old black water, keep on rollin'
Mississippi moon, won't you keep on shinin' on me
Old black water, keep on rollin'
Mississippi moon, won't you keep on shinin' on me
Yeah, keep on shinin' your light
Gonna make everything
Pretty mama gonna make everything all right
And I ain't got no worries
'Cause I ain't in no hurry at all



Well, if it rains, I don't care
Don't make no difference to me
Just take that street car thats goin' up town
Yeah, I'd like to hear some funky Dixieland and dance a honky tonk
And I'll be buyin' ev'rybody drinks all 'roun'

Old black water, keep on rollin'
Mississippi moon, won't you keep on shinin' on me
Old black water, keep on rollin'
Mississippi moon, won't you keep on shinin' on me
Old black water, keep on rollin'
Mississippi moon, won't you keep on shinin' on me
Yeah, keep on shinin' your light
Gonna make everything
Pretty mama gonna make everything all right
And I ain't got no worries
'Cause I ain't in no hurry at all

I'd like to hear some funky Dixieland
Pretty mama come and take me by the hand
By the hand, take me by the hand
Pretty mama come and dance with your daddy all night long

I'd like to hear some funky Dixieland
Pretty mama come and take me by the hand
By the hand, take me by the hand
Pretty mama come and dance with your daddy all night long

I'd like to hear some funky Dixieland
Pretty mama come and take me by the hand
By the hand, take me by the hand
Pretty mama come and dance with your daddy all night long

I'd like to hear some funky Dixieland
Pretty mama come and take me by the hand
By the hand, take me by the hand
Pretty mama come and dance with your daddy all night long

I'd like to hear some funky Dixieland
Pretty mama come and take me by the hand
By the hand, take me by the hand
Pretty mama come and dance with your daddy all night long

I'd like to hear some funky Dixieland

2114. Black Waters

Kathy Mattea - Black Waters
Laurie Lewis - Emmylour Harris

I come from the mountains, Kentucky's my home
Where the wild deer and the black bear so lately did roam
By the cool rushing waterfall the wildflowers dream



And through every green valley, there runs a clear stream
Now there's scenes of destruction on every hand
And only black waters run down through my land

Sad scenes of destruction on every hand
Black waters, black waters, run down through my land

Oh the quail, she's a pretty bird, she sings a sweet tongue
In the roots of tall timber she nests with her young
Then the hillside explodes with the dynamite's roar
And the voice of the small bird is heard there no more
Then the mountain comes tumbling so awful and grand
And the poison black waters run down through my land

Sad scenes of destruction on every hand
Black waters, black waters, run down through my land

In the coming of the springtime we planted our corn
In the ending of the springtime we buried a son
In the summer come a nice man, says everything's fine
My employer just requires a way to his mine

Then they blew down the timber and covered my corn
And the grave on the hillside's a mile deeper down
And the man stands and talks with his hat in his hand
As the poison black waters rise over my land

Sad scenes of destruction on every hand
Black waters, black waters, run down through my land

Well I don't have much money, not much of a home
I own my own land, but my land's not my own
But, if I had ten million, somewhere's thereabouts
Well, I'd buy Perry county and I'd drive 'em all out
Then I'd sit on the bank with my bait and my can
And watch the clear waters run down through my land

Well, wouldn't that be just like the old promised land?
Black waters, black waters no more in my land
Black waters, black waters no more in my land

2115. Black Widow

Mandolin Orange - Black widow

My name it ain't nothing, my story is plain
And I'm as worn as a two-tied shoe
As I wake and find the day half gone
At night she's the one for me
A love I thought I knew

My mistress, my queen, my lord
She's stealing my brain; if it ain't gone it must be leaving



Silence is drowned, all the lights
We shake, she don't care
There are many others still

I know that I see her closing in on me
Black widow killing off the ones
That love her the most

{Instrument Break}

I remember it well, the night we fell
She was looking back and I went running after
What a time it was. Speaking of, where does time go?
It's tangled up in her ways
But I see her closing in on me
Black widow killing off the ones
That love her the most

2116. Black, Black Water

Black, Black Water
The Greencards - Black, Black Water

[Verse 1]
Your hair, your hair
Floatin' on the surface of the black, black water
Despair, the air
Stand beside the water 'til the tide comes in

[Chorus]
Come home again on the katabatic wind
Tell me where you've been, my love
Is that you I see sailing toward me?

[Verse 2]
Again, again
Follow in the footsteps to the water's edge
Beware, beware
Starin' at illusions on the black, black water

[Chorus]
Come home again on the katabatic wind
Tell me where you'vR been, my love
Is that you I see sailing toward me?

[Chorus]
Come homR again on the katabatic wind
Tell me where you've been, my love
Is that you I see sailing toward me?
Is that you I see? Do you sleep beneath the sea?



2117. Black, Blue

Black, Blue
The Avett Brothers

Nobody will call
Not as long as I keep my phone off the line
Not as long as I keep my voice down inside of my mouth
But it's getting harder to hide
And the brightness of the colors makes it hard to describe
And the voices that seem to come from all sides
Make it hard to decide

Black, blue, her, you

I know a woman who said
'Oh if I could just turn back the clock
When I was still scared and my hair was still dark
And my hands were clean
But now all my choices are spent
And the men that I've known, they don't know what I meant
And Cupid's arrow is backwards and bent
When it's flying for me'

Black, blue, her, you
White, green, him, me

Nobody will say
Oh what a fine upstanding man
With his ducks in a row, and his fifty-year-plan
Complete with an ending
But it's getting harder to see
And the time between daylight seems longer to me
And the person I am, and the person I'll be
Refuse to meet

Black, blue, her, you
White, green, him, me

2118. Black-Eyed Suzie

Black-Eyed Suzie 

Black eyed Susie went to town
All she wore was a gingham gown.

Hey, Black eyed Susie
Ho Black eyed Susie
Hey, Black eyed Susie Jane.



I may get drunk, I may get woozy
But I'm comin' home to Black eyed Susie.

Black eyed Susie's long and tall
Sleeps in the kitchen with her feet in the hall.

Hey, old man I want your daughter
To chop my wood and carry my water.

Black eyed Susie lives in a holler
She won't come and I won't call her.

All I want in this creation
Pretty little wife on a big plantation.

All I need to make me happy
Two little boys to call me Pappy.

One name Sop and the other name Gravy
One sop it up and the other gonna save it.

Up Red Oak and down salt water
Some old man gonna lose his daughter.

Black eyed Susie went huckleberry pickin'
Came home late and took a lickin'.

Love my wife and love my baby
Love my biscuits sopped in gravy.

Goin' back home with a pocket full of money
Somebody there to call me honey...

2119. Blackadders Cove

Blackadders Cove 
Newfound Road

I'll tell you a secret that nobody knows
Something that happened a long time ago
A tale that could give all I could stand
It's left me a tired and a broken old man

Way back in my youth there was a young girl
I loved more than anything else in this world
I swore that one day she'd be my wife
And we'd live a happy and wonderful life

Each night I would take her and where we'd be alone
And we'd make love in Blackadders Cove

Waited for months to ask her to wed



I worked and I worked and I worked til I bled
I built her a cabin with my own two hands
To give as a gift when we made our plans

I picked her some flowers and and took her to go
I gave her a ring and she took my soul
She told me she loved my brother instead
I lost all control and ended her dead

And the rain it did pour and the wind it blew cold
As I dug her a grave in Blackadders Cove
Way back in the hills where nobody goes
I left her to rot in Blackadders Cove

I tell you a secret that nobody knows
Her body's still layin in Blackadders Cove

2120. Blackadders Cove

Blackadders Cove 
Newfound Road
Writer(s): Josh Miller

I'll tell you a secret that nobody knows
Something that happened a long time ago
A tale that could give all I could stand
It's left me a tired and a broken old man

Way back in my youth there was a young girl
I loved more than anything else in this world
I swore that one day she'd be my wife
And we'd live a happy and wonderful life

Each night I would take her and where we'd be alone
And we'd make love in Blackadders Cove

Waited for months to ask her to wed
I worked and I worked and I worked til I bled
I built her a cabin with my own two hands
To give as a gift when we made our plans

I picked her some flowers and and took her to go
I gave her a ring and she took my soul
She told me she loved my brother instead
I lost all control and ended her dead

And the rain it did pour and the wind it blew cold
As I dug her a grave in Blackadders Cove
Way back in the hills where nobody goes
I left her to rot in Blackadders Cove

I tell you a secret that nobody knows
Her body's still layin in Blackadders Cove



2121. Blackberry Blossom

Tony Rice - Blackberry Blossom

Can you tell me what happened to the blossom
Blackberry blossom when the summertime came?
The blackberry blossom, oh the last time I saw one
Was down in the bramble where I rambled in the spring
The bramble was wild I was torn by the briars
My love he wooed me as I lie there
With a flower in my hair and my cheeks all flashy
Was the blackberry blossom from the blackberry bush

When I picked the berry I didn't miss the blossom
The blackberry blossom was white as the snow
But the berry that it brings is sweeter than molasses
And black as the wings of the Arkansas crow
The Arkansas crow is a devil and a demon
Known for his cackling and his screaming
Driving away the swallow and the thrush
From the blackberry blossom and the blackberry bush

I was picking berries when that crow flew above me
Carrying my lover so far away
Now each spring I lay a blackberry blossom
By a cold gravestone on the Arkansas clay
The Arkansas clay is rocky and hard
With weeds growing over in the old graveyard
And the day settles down to an evening hush
Over the blackberry blossom and the blackberry bush

2122. Blackberry Boogie - Chords

Blackberry Boogie
Written and recorded by Tennessee Ernie Ford

G           C           G
Along about sunup every day
                     D7        G
I grab my bucket and I'm on my way
                     C             G
I go down the road a runnin' and a kickin'
                            D7                 G
I'm headed for the patch to do some blackberry pickin'
                 C            G
I fill my bucket right to the top
                    D7       G
It makes my lips go flippety-flop
                      C                G



I hear a little voice and it sounds so sad
                          D7                 G
It said don't pick me now cause I ain't ripe dad
C          G       C          G
Blackberry boogie  blackberry boogie
    C
I'm brought back like a flip
     D7                      G
When it's blackberry pickin' time
                       C             G
I went to see my gal I set my bucket down
                       D7               G
She said hi there baby are you goin' to town
                         C                G
I said uh-uh honey I'm a goin' where they scratch
                          D7                G
I'll meet you in a minute in the blackberry patch
                         C             G
She grabs her bucket and she jumps and squeals
                           D7                  G
I'm headin' for the bushes and she's hot on my heels
                           C                G
I start pickin' on one end she picks on the other
                          D7           G
We meet in the middle and she yells oh brother
C          G       C          G
Blackberry boogie  blackberry boogie
     C
Oh I love that girl
       D7                            G
When I meet her in the middle of the patch
                         C               G
We go through the briars walkin' hand in hand
                     D7               G
Pickin' blackberries just to beat the band
                          C            G
I grab her for a kiss she said turn me loose
                       D7                   G
Your lips are all blue from that blackberry juice
                   C             G
I hug her once and said don't be coy
                       D7            G
You know I'm your blackberry pickin' boy
                      C             G
I kissed her then and she let out a sigh
                     D7                  G
And said let's go to my house and bake a pie
C          G       C          G
Blackberry boogie  blackberry boogie
     C
I'll be back little gal
          D7                 G
When it's blackberry pickin' time



2123. Blackberry Dreams

Tom T. Hall - Blackberry dreams
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Blackberry jelly and blackberry jam
Blackberry's cobbler and blackberrys canned
We used to pick 'em and sell 'em
And was that a dollar a gallon

Sun filled days and the moon filled nights
Cowboy movies and funnybook fights
Old ked sneakers and ragged ole jeans
But we had our blackberry dreams

Hey up in the mornin' and out to the vines
June and July that was blackberry time
Sure did taste good on a biscuit
And we'd steal some wine if they fixed it

Saturday mornin's we'd go into town
Spend all our money on kids who were around
Flat broke on Sunday fish in the streams
And we had our blackberry dreams

Girls didn't care about blackberry boys
They didn't like us but they sure liked our toys
And we used to trick 'em and tease 'em
Lord we never thought we would need 'em

We gave Mrs Walker a gallon one day
Cause she couldn't pick 'em and she couldn't pay
And we thought it worthy of Roy and Gene
And those were our blackberry dreams

And I was just thinking about it today
Blackberry summers blackberry ways
We kept the sun on the right side
May we always look at the bright side

You know it seems funny but as I look back
We've always been in a blackberry patch
Still got my sneakers and my ragged ole jeans
And I still got my blackberry dreams

2124. Blackberry Pie

Blackberry Pie - Hot Buttered Rum

I wrote this song with no eraser
Now she's gone and the boys will chase her

Shine your light, shine your light on me



Way up high in the meadow
I can see an urban ghetto
Shine your light, shine your light on me

Yellow brick road made of gravel
Battle scars earned in battle
Shine your light, shine your light on me.
Eagle cries "Glory, Glory"
A distant ship, another story
Shine your light, shine your light on me

Shine your light; shine your sweet sweet light
It's all a poor boy can do to try and see
Shine your light, I'll take everything in sight
'Cause I ain't feeling right and wrong far away.

Yes every friend's first a stranger
Make amends with your Savior
Shine your light, shine your light on me
UFO's and crop formations
A different take on creation
Shine your light, shine your light on me.

Shine your light; shine your sweet sweet light
It's all a poor boy can do to try and see
Shine your light, I'll take everything in sight
'Cause I ain't feeling right and wrong any more.

Yes, hide your head, Chicken Little
If I'm not dead i'm gonna play the fiddle

Shine your light, shine your light on me.
Blackberry pie made with butter
I wipe my eyes, find another
Shine your light, Shine your light on me.

Shine your light; shine your sweet sweet light
It's all a poor boy can do to try and see
Shine your light, I'll take everything in sight
'Cause I ain't feeling right and wrong ain't far away,

'Cause I ain't feeling right and wrong....

2125. Blackberry Pie - Chords

Blackberry Pie 
Hot Buttered Rum
 
                F
I wrote this song with no eraser
                Am                      C
Now she's gone and the boys will chase her
 



                G                       C
Shine your light, shine your light on me
                F
Way up high in the meadow
                Am                      C
I can see an urban ghetto
                G                       C
Shine your light, shine your light on me
                F
Yellow brick road made of gravel
                Am                      C
Battle scars earned in battle
                G                       C
Shine your light, shine your light on me.
                F
Eagle cries "Glory, Glory"
                Am                      C
A distant ship, another story
                G                       C
Shine your light, shine your light on me
                G               F       C
Shine your light; shine your sweet sweet light
                Am      D       G
It's all a poor boy can do to try and see
                Am      G       F       C
Shine your light, I'll take everything in sight
                Am      G       F       C
'Cause I ain't feeling right and wrong far away.
F
Yes every friend's first a stranger
        Am                      C
Make amends with your Savior
        G                       C
Shine your light, shine your light on me
                F
UFO's and crop formations
                Am              C
A different take on creation
                G               C
Shine your light, shine your light on me.
                G               F       C
Shine your light; shine your sweet sweet light
                Am              D       G
It's all a poor boy can do to try and see
                Am      G       F       C
Shine your light, I'll take everything in sight
                Am      G       F       C
'Cause I ain't feeling right and wrong any more.
                F
Yes, hide your head, Chicken Little
                Am                      C
If I'm not dead i'm gonna play the fiddle
                G                       C
Shine your light, shine your light on me.
                F
Blackberry pie made with butter
                Am                      C



I wipe my eyes, find another
                G                       C
Shine your light, Shine your light on me.
                G               F       C
Shine your light; shine your sweet sweet light
                Am      D       G
It's all a poor boy can do to try and see
                Am      G       F       C
Shine your light, I'll take everything in sight
                Am      G       F       C
'Cause I ain't feeling right and wrong ain't far away,
                Am      G       F       C
'Cause I ain't feeling right and wrong....

2126. Blackberry Summer - Chords

Blackberry Summer 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
Key C
 
[Intro]
C    C
 
[Verse]
C
You save gallon buckets from the grocery store
    Am                                             C
And wait to hear the slam of the front screen door-or
     F                      C
When grandma came in late July
     Am                         G        C
We'd hang around the house till twilight time
C
Go down the side of old 52
          Am                                 C
Where the babys breath and the brambles grew-ew
       F                                  C
Fillin up those buckets with the sweetest ones
        Am                 G          C
Growing fat and ripe under neath that sun
 
[Chorus]
Am7                             C
Oh, Sometimes I wish I could go home
                             Am7
And hold all the people I've lost
                             C     G
Forget about all that's gone wrong-oung
    Am                 C                     F
I'd tell her again how much and how long I'd love her
       C                 G        F          C      C   C   C
What I wouldn't give for one more blackberry summer



 
[Verse]
C
I can see the stains on my finger tips
      Am                          C
Still taste that sugar on my lips-ips
        F                          C
Catchin lighting bugs to a cricket song
Am                     G       C
Fallin asleep with the box fan on
C
But I couldn't hold on to my inner sense
      Am                                  C
And I can't let go of the days I've spent-ent
      F                       C
Being love safe and young and free
Am                   G        C
Made me who I was supposed to be
 
[Chorus]
    Am7                             C
But Oh, sometimes I wish I could go home
                             Am7
And hold all the people I've lost
                             C     G
Forget about all that's gone wrong-oung
    Am                 C                     F
I'd tell her again how much and how long I'd love her
       C                 G        F          C      C
What I wouldn't give for one more blackberry summer
 
[Outro]
    Am                 C                     F
I'd tell her again how much and how long I'd love her
       C                 G        F          C     C    C    C
What I wouldn't give for one more blackberry summer

2127. Blackbird

The Lonesome Sisters - Blackbird

Blackbird she's flying an old dusty road
she follows her heart, a promise of gold
who lights her way one star at a time?
where will she sleep tonight?

Day is long, river's wide
I'll empty my pockets on the other side
Rock-a-bye baby how sweet the night
Rock-a-bye, rock-a-bye

Over the mountains angels do sing
Stories they tell of how they got their wings



I hear their voices line after line
Or is it the wind in the pine?

Day is long, river's wide
I'll empty my pockets on the other side
Rock-a-bye baby how sweet the night
Rock-a-bye, rock-a-bye

Just like the blackbird, one beautiful day
Heaven will call me to come fly away
Who'll light my way one star at a time?
Where will I sleep that night?

Day is long, river's wide
I'll empty my pockets on the other side
Rock-a-bye baby how sweet the night
Rock-a-bye, rock-a-bye

2128. Blackbirds & Crows

Lonesome River Band - Blackbirds & Crows
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Eva was a fast thing, most everybody knew
While other girls were runnin' wild, Eva flew
Her life was the fast lane but it soon began to show
So I begged her with me to go
To a little home here in Idaho
With the blackbirds and the crows

One year we were happy and tried to keep our lives on track
While I was lookin' to the future, Eva was lookin' back
She said she missed the old life and she was truthful I suppose
But the truth was she could never leave
The truth was at nights I'd grieve if I had to let her go

Blackbirds sat on the fence line
Crows flew through the sky
I whispered low into Eva's ear
Eva your gonna die
She's half a mile out, a quarter across
Beneath those wheat field rows
And no one knows who put her there
But the blackbirds and crows

Folks come by, we sit around
And I tell them how she's gone
Tell them how she packed her bags and wrecked our happy home
Oh I tell them she's down in Atlanta, doing cocaine and God only knows
But Eva's not gone, she's here with me
Right here where she'll always be with the blackbirds and crows

Blackbirds sat on the fence line



Crows flew through the sky
I whispered low into Eva's ear
Eva your gonna die
She's half a mile out, a quarter across
Beneath those wheat field rows
And no one knows who put her there
But the blackbirds and crows

2129. Blackest Crow

Blackest Crow

As time draws near my dearest dear when you and I must part
How little you know of the grief and woe in my poor aching heart
Each night I suffer for your sake, you're the girl I love so dear
I wish that I was going with you or you were staying here 

I wish my breast were made of glass wherein you might behold
Upon my heart your name lies wrote in letters made of gold
In letters made of gold my love, believe me when I say
You are the one that I will adore until my dying day 

The blackest crow that ever flew would surely turn to white
If ever I prove false to you bright day will turn to night
Bright day will turn to night my love, the elements will mourn
If ever I prove false to you the seas will rage and burn
 
And when you're on some distant shore think of your absent friend
And when the wind blows high and clear a light to me pray send
And when the wind blows high and clear pray send your love to me
That I might know by your hand light how time has gone with thee

2130. Blackhawk

Emmylou Harris - Blackhawk
(Daniel Lanois)

Well I work the double shift 
In a bookstore on St. Clair 
While he pushed the burning ingots 
In Dofasco stinking air 
Where the truth bites and stings 
I remember just what we were 
As the noon bell rings for 
Blackhawk and the white winged dove 

Hold on to your aching heart 
I'll wipe the liquor from your lips 
A small town hero never dies 



He fades a bit and then he slips 
Down into the blast furnace 
In the heat of the open hearth 
And at the punch clock he remembers 
Blackhawk and the white winged dove 

I remember your leather boots 
Pointing up into the sky 
We fell down to our knees 
Over there where the grass grew high 
Love hunters in the night 
Our faces turned into the wind 
Blackhawk where are you know 
Blackhawk and the white winged dove 
We were Blackhawk where are you know 
We were Blackhawk where are you know 

Do you still have the ring I gave you 
On the banks of Lake Bear 
Where I felt certain that I knew you 
My cool and distant debonair 
Now we drink at Liberty Station 
Another cup of muscatel 
Wrapped in the strong arms of the Union 
Raisin' kids from raisin' hell

2131. Blackie's Gunman

Blackie's Gunman - The Carter Family

With a draw from either hand
I was known as Blackie's gunman
The best two gunman in the land
I could shoot the ace of diamonds

With the dice I had no equal
Some of them are with us now
Most of them are sadly sleeping
Neath the weeping willow bough

Many a cowboy's game I've played in
Left that night with all their gold
As a sport I was broken
As a sport I let it go

I once loved a girl named Nellie
How we loved no tongue can tell
But I know I'll never meet her
Oh it was hard to say farewell

Her eyes were like the deep blue water
And her hair was golden curls
And her cheeks were golden velvet



And her teeth were snow white pearls

Together we lived in a cottage
And our life it was a dream
And the angels they watched o'er us
Made our life one happy dream

2132. Blackie, Kentucky

Dolly Parton - Blackie, Kentucky 

In my home town of Blackie, Kentucky
He came passin' through one dark, gloomy day
And I considered myself as lucky
When he told me he would take me away
And though he was older, it made me no difference
His promise of riches was all I could see
At last I could leave the coal mines of Kentucky
And know something better than sad poverty
Blackie, Kentucky, you know that I'll miss you
But there are other places in the world I'd like to see
So I must take this chance to be somethin' more than nothin'
But I'll always hold you in my memory
But I've never adjusted to sociable livin'
The friends that he knows, they're all strangers to me
Thousands of miles from Blackie, Kentucky
In a mansion with a husband that never loved me
He won't let my family and friends come to visit
Because they are country and poor, he's ashamed
Oh, but I'd give my life, Lord, if I could just go see them
All that's changed about me is my name
Blackie, Kentucky, oh Lord, how I miss you
If I could come back home, I'd never leave you anymore
I'd like to see my poor, hardworking, coal-minin' Daddy
And Mama, and the kids, and the friends I knew before
My world is as black as the coal in Kentucky
He won't let me leave him - there's no way to win
I'll take my own life, dear God, please forgive me
But I've got to get back home to Blackie once again
An' I've left him a note, in the mornin' he'll find it
It's my last request and he can't refuse me
I've told him to bury me back in Blackie, Kentucky
Where my family and my friends can come and visit me
Blackie, Kentucky I'm comin' home to you
But different from the way you remember me before
So make me a place and I'll lay me down to rest
And I'll sleep in your arms forevermore
I'll sleep in your arms forever more



2133. Blackjack County Chains - Chords

Blackjack County Chains 
The Del McCoury Band

[Intro]
Em  A  Em
    D  B
Em  D  A  B
Em     A
Em  B  Em
 
 
[Verse 1]
Em                    A                  Em
I was standin' by the road in Black Jack County.
                     D                  B
Not knowing that the Sheriff paid a bounty,
    Em              D             A              B
For men like me who didn't have a penny to their name.
   Em                A
He locked my legs in 35 pounds
   Em         B      Em
Of Black Jack County chain.
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em            A                 Em
All we had to eat was bread and water,
                   D                B
Everyday we had to build his road a mile and a quarter,
  Em                     D
A black snake whip would sting our backs
   A                 B
If some poor fool complained,
       Em                          A
But we couldn't fight back wearing 35 pounds
   Em         B      Em
Of Black Jack County chain.
 
 
[Instrumental]
Em  A  Em
    D  B
Em  D  A  B
Em     A
Em  B  Em
 
 
[Verse 3]
Em                       A             Em
Then one night while the Sheriff lay a sleepin',
                D                 B
We all gathered round him, slowly creepin',
       Em         D                 A                B
Heaven help me to forget that night in the cold cold rain,
        Em                     A



When we beat him to death with 35 pounds
   Em         B      Em
Of Black Jack County chain.
 
 
[Verse 4]
Em                  A               Em
The wounds have all healed and I am thankful,
                             D               B
And there's nothing left but scars around my ankle.
    Em             D             A           B
But best of all no man will ever be a slave again,
     Em                   A
To a black snake whip and 35 pounds
   Em         B      Em
Of Black Jack County chain.
 
 
[Outro]
    Em             D             A           B
But best of all no man will ever be a slave again,
     Em                   A
To a black snake whip and 35 pounds
   Em         B      Em
Of Black Jack County chain.

2134. Blackjack Davy - Chords

Blackjack Davy 
Mighty Poplar
 
[Intro]
C A C G
 
[Verse 1]
C
Blackjack Davy came ridin through the woods
C                   A7
Singing so loud and gaily
C
Made the hills around him ring
C                             G
And he charmed the heart of a lady
G                      C
Charmed the heart of a lady
 
[Verse 2]
C
How old are you, my pretty little miss
C                  A7
How old are you my honey
C
She answered him with a silly little smile



C                       G
I'll be thirty two next Sunday
G                   C
Be twenty four next Sunday
 
[Verse 3]
C
Come go with my pretty little miss
C             A7
Go with me my honey
C
I'll take you cross the deep blue see
C                              G
Where you never shall want for money
G                            C
You never gonna want for any money
 
[Verse 4]
C
She pulled off her high heel shoes
C                     A7
Made of the prettiest leather
C
Put on her travelin boots
C                   G
And they road off together
G               C
They road off together
 
[Verse 5]
C
Last night she lay on a fine feather bed
C                      A7
Beside her husband and baby
C
Tonight she'll lie on the cold cold ground
C                    G
Beside old Blackjack Davy
G                    C
Beside old Blackjack Davy

2135. Blackleg Miner

Richard Thompson - Blackleg Miner

Oh, it's in the evening after dark 
That the blackleg miner goes to work
With his moleskin pants and dirty shirt
There goes the blackleg miner

Oh, he takes his pick and down he goes, 
To hew the coal that lies below
There's not a woman in this town row



Would look at the blackleg miner

Oh, it's in the evening after dark 
That the blackleg miner goes to work
With his moleskin pants and dirty shirt
There goes the blackleg miner

Oh, Delaval is a terrible place
They rub wet clay in the blackleg's face
Around the pit they run a footrace 
To catch the blackleg miner
And don't go near the Seghill mine
Across the top they've stretched a line 
To catch the throat, and break the spine 
Of the dirty blackleg miner

It's in the evening after dark 
That the blackleg miner goes to work
With his moleskin pants and dirty shirt
There goes the blackleg miner

They take his picks and duds as well
And hurl them down the pit of Hell
So off you go, and fare thee well
You dirty blackleg miner
So join the Union while you may
Don't wait 'til your dying day 
For that may not be far away
You dirty blackleg miner

It's in the evening after dark 
That the blackleg miner goes to work
With his moleskin pants and dirty shirt
There goes the blackleg miner

It's in the evening after dark 
The blackleg miner goes to work
His moleskin pants and dirty shirt
There goes the blackleg miner

2136. Blackrish

The Devil Makes Three - Black Irish

I'll be going out tonight
I don't care what I do
I'm-a wake up in the morning
And I'm beaten black and blue
I'm-a feel tomorrow like a worn down pair of shoes
The only point of this body here tonight is to be used

Cuz I, I wanna feel that blood rushing in my veins
I don't want this night to ever turn into day



If I could only do all them things I wanted to
While that spirit's rushing now in my veins
Yes if I could only do all them things I wanted to

Tonight I'm gonna go on down now to that river's edge
I'm-a pull all them dead ideas out my head
I'm-a gonna open up the gate, let the coliseum scream
Tonight the whole damn world's gonna know just what I mean

Cuz I, I wanna feel that blood rushing in my veins
I don't want this night to ever turn into day
If I could only do all them things I wanted to
While that spirit's rushing now in my veins
Yes If I could only do all them things I wanted to
While that spirit's rushing in my veins

Tonight I'll put that match down to that gasoline
Spin that rusty wheel and be burned by the steam
Tonight I'll take that main line direct into the drain
If you don't see me tomorrow know I died as I pleased

Cuz I, I had to feel that blood rushing in my veins
I don't want this night to ever turn into day
Tonight I'm gonna do all them things that I want to
While that spirit's rushing now in my veins
Oh tonight I'm gonna do all them things I wanted to
While that spirit's rushing in my veins

2137. Blacktop

Alan Jackson - Blacktop

This ain't no song 'bout the good old days
Simpler times or easy ways
Oh how I long for an old dirt road
Greener grass or a lighter load
 
I was glad to see the blacktop
When they laid it down in '65
Yeah I was glad to see the blacktop
No more dust in my eyes

Rain would fall and the mud would rise
Through my toes in the summertime
All those teen would drive and play
Dust would fly like a dandelion

I was glad to see the blacktop
When they laid it down in '65
Yeah I was glad to see the blacktop
No more dust in my eyes

I stomp my toes on rocks and stones



Slept in fairy mo park homes
Watch my momma shake that line
Dusting clothes off hanging in a hot sunshine

I was glad to see the blacktop
When they laid it down in '65
Yeah I was glad to see the blacktop
No more dust in my eyes

2138. Blame It On Joann

Blame It on Joann
John Hartford - Blame It on Joann

Joann, Joann
It must have happened by your hand
Joann, Joann, Joann
You must have done it

You're the only one around
That we can all put down
Joann, Joann
You must have done it

We love you 'cause you always let us hate you
We love you 'cause you do not take it well
We love you 'cause you put us all in heaven
Let us sit and wish you'd go to hell

We love you 'cause you always let us hate you
We love you 'cause you do not take it well
We love you 'cause you put us all in heaven
Let us sit and wish you'd go to hell

Joann, Joann
Damn, damn, damn Joann
Joann
You must have done it

You're the only one around
That we can all put down
Joann, Joann, Joann
You must have done it

We love you 'cause you always let us hate you
We love you 'cause you do not take it well
We love you 'cause you put us all in heaven
Let us sit and wish you'd go to hell



2139. Blame It On Me

John Butler - Blame It On Me

Blame it on me, yeah. Blame it on me. [x4]
Here's a trip for the new folk, coming down the line
Being born in these heavy, these heavy times
I know it ain't perfect, but it gonna have to do
This the world you inherit, it is up to you
You know it's up to you, yeah
There comes a time, when you gonna reap what you been sowing
And all the shit that they fight about it overflowing
And all the words that you're saying, man they don't mean nothing
You gonna blame it on me?
There comes a time, when you gonna find what you were made of
Flesh & blood or just the stuffing, that they filled you full of
And all the while yes the world, yes it keeps on turning
You gonna blame it on...
Blame it on me, yeah. Blame it on me. [x4]

2140. Blame It On Texas - Chords

Blame It On Texas
Recorded by Mark Chesnutt
Written by Ronnie Rogers and Mark Wright

G                                       C
Been havin' a ball since I was a boy in Beaumont  
D7                                  G
I loved that town but I just couldn't stay                              
C
Two-stepped all the way to Amarillo
D7                         G
Shuffled my way into Santa Fe       
Em             D7             C
I just had to see the sun set out in Frisco    
Em     D7      C                  D7
The Golden Gate is great but it ain't home              
G
Give me a rodeo            
C                       G
Blame it on Texas don't blame it on me  
D7                                     G
I am what I am and that's what I'm gonna be        
C                            G        C
You can say what you wanna say about my insanity            
D7                      G
Blame it on Texas don't blame it on me                          
C
Met a girl out in eastern Oklahoma    
D7                       G
Her daddy was a Tulsa millionaire                                       
C



With miles and miles of oil wells he'd leave her     
D7                               G
Well all a man could want was waitin' there        
Em                  D7         C
But one night while she lay sleeping I slipped away     
Em     D7     C                D7
Like no man in his right mind would do          
G
Call me a fool

repeat #2        

C                            G        C
You can say what you wanna say about my insanity            
D7                      G
Blame it on Texas don't blame it on me

2141. Blame It On The Train - Chords

Blame It On The Train - Alecia Nugent

D G A D X 2

D                                   G         A       D
IM DREAMIN OF A FEELING, THAT WILL HELP THIS JOURNEY END
D                                 G       A       D
THESE EYES OF MINE ARE CRYING AND I DONT LIE MY FRIEND
  G                          D                               A       
THAT OLD LONESOME WHISTLE'S BLOWING, ITS RINGING THROUGH MY BRAIN
    D           G         A               D
IT TOOK AWAY MY BABY, SO BLAME IT ON THE TRAIN

CHORUS:
A                  G                  D
BLAME BLAME BLAME, BLAME IT ON THE TRAIN
  A                  G                     A
YA'LL KNOW THAT LOCAMOTIVE IS DRIVIN ME INSANE
D                                 G
DESTINATION'S LONESOME, COAL'S A BURNIN FLAME
      D                 A                 D
HIS MEMORY IS SMOKIN, BLAME IT ON THE TRAIN

FOREVER ILL KEEP WALKING, ON DOWN THESE ENDLESS TRACKS
THERE AINT NO LOVE BEHIND ME, AND THERE AINT NO LOOKIN BACK
SO ILL BE A LONESOME HOBO, HEART BROKE AND FULL OF PAIN
IM FOLLOWIN MY BABY, BLAME IT ON THE TRAIN

REPEAT CHORUS X 2

HIS MEMORY IS SMOKIN, BLAME IT ON THE TRAIN



2142. Blame Me

Osborne Brothers - Blame me
Composer: Darrell McCall - Donny Young

Blame me if you want to
I'll just keep on keep on keep on lovin' you
Lie to me find someone new
But I'll just keep on keep on keep on lovin' you

I met you not so long ago and oh how I felt
Every time you looked me your eyes would cast the spell
But that spell became a broken dream for your love was never true
And no matter what they say I'll just keep on lovin' you

Blame me if you want to...
Blame me

2143. Blame Me - Chords

Blame Me
Recorded by Darrell Mccall
Written by Darrell McCall and Donny Young

C               G
Blame me if you want to
                                             D7
But I'll just keep on keep on keep on loving you
C                      G
Lie to me find someone new
                              D7             G
But I'll just keep on keep on keep on loving you
I met you not so long ago
    C        G
And oh how I fell
For every time you looked at me
     A7               D7
Your eyes that cast a spell
         G
But that spell became a broken dream
         C              G
For your love was never true
And no matter what they say
          D7             G
I'll just keep on loving you
Repeat #1
C   D7     G C G
B-l-a-m-e  m---e



2144. Blame The Vain

Dwight Yoakam - Blame The Vain

I'll blame the vain
For what we wear
And I'll blame the blind
When we can't see
I'll blame it all
On someone else
'Til there's nobody left
Then I'll just blame me.
I'll blame her mind
For the thoughts we share
And I'll blame her heart
For every time we cared
I'll blame it all
On how we used to be
Until she's finally gone
Then I'll just blame me.
(So go ahead and) blame
Anything you want
'Cause it all ends up the same
When everything that you've been claimin' is wrong.
--- Instrumental ---
(Don't you know that) blame
Is always never enough
It just keeps you in the game
Until you've only got yourself left to bluff.
I'll blame the vain
For what we wear
And I'll blame the blind
When we can't see
I'll blame it all
On someone else
'Til there's nobody left
Then I'll just blame me.
'Til she's finally gone
Then I'll just blame me...

2145. Blanket For A Sail

Blanket for a Sail
Sara Watkins - Blanket for a Sail

[Verse 1]
Way out on the ocean
Far beyond the seven seas
There's a tiny little boat



Faith is keeping her afloat
And a tiny little skipper
With his worn and tattered coat
You see the laws of the ocean
Say that you shall never fail
Use your heart as a rudder
Faith as a compass
And a blanket for a sail

[Verse 2]
Sleep for the weary
And dreams for us all
Rest your head on a pillow
And I'll tell you a tale
Use your heart as a blanket
And a blanket for a sail

[Verse 3]
Way out on the ocean
Far beyond the seven seas
There's a tiny little boat
Faith is keeping her afloat
And a tiny little skipper
With his worn and tattered coat
You see the laws of the ocean
Say that you shall never fail
Use your heart as a rudder
Faith as a compass
And a blanket for a sail

[Outro]
Use your heart as a rudder
Faith as a compass
And a blanket for a sail

2146. Blanket On The Ground - Chords

Blanket On The Ground
By Billie Jo Spears

(Bb) Come and look out through the window 
That big old moon is shinin (C) down 
Tell me now don t it remind (F) you 
Of a blanket on the (Bb) ground

(Bb) Remember back when love first found us 
We'd go slippin out of (C) town 
And we'd Love beneath the (F) moonlight 
On a blanket on the (Bb) ground

(Bb) I'll get the blanket from the (Eb) bedroom 
And we'll go walkin' once (Bb) again 
To that spot down by the (F) river 



Where our sweet love first (Bb) began

(Bb) Just because we are (Eb) married 
Don't mean we can't slip (Bb) around 
So let's walk out through the (F) moonlight 
And lay the blanket on the (Bb) ground

Modulate to C
(C) Oh remember how excited 
We used to get when love was (D) young 
That old moon was our best (G7) buddy 
We couldn't wait for night to (C) come

Now you know you still excite me 
I know you love me like I (D) am 
Just once more I wish you'd (G7) love me 
On a blanket on the (C) ground

(Bb) I'll get the blanket from the (Eb) bedroom 
And we'll go walkin' once (Bb) again 
To that spot down by the (F) river 
Where our sweet Love first (Bb) began

(Bb) Just because we are (Eb) married 
Don't mean we can't slip (Bb) around 
So let's walk out through the (F) moonlight 
And lay the blanket on the (Bb) ground 

Close by humming the melody, gradually fade out

2147. Blazeabago

Keller Williams - Blazeabago 

Top speed is 30 as we cruise the pass
Feelin kinda dirty as I see the bug wavin on the winsheild glass
Angry mountiain folk blowin by, flippin the bird
But I'm goin as fast as I can
Angry mountain folk blowing by with the mean word
We even get passed by a wild game heard

N the man says "where do you come from, son?"
But I says "right out back
Wherever I stop and pop the top, that's where it's at. "
Up and down, round and round
Back and forth, to and fro
You ask me where I come from son
I live in the blazeabago

Livin on the road don't mean your face on the pavement
Livin on the road don't mean you don't pay rent
You might think livin on the road gets you all bent
But all in all, it's heaven sent



Most of the time it's full of excitement
Other times, it can really blow
I can understand from livin day to day
Cuz I live from show to show

N the man says "where do you come from, son?"
But I says "right out back
Wherever I stop and pop the top, that's where it's at. "
Up and down, round and round
Back and forth, to and fro
You ask me where I come from son
I live in the blazeabago

Mountain folk have all made it home
Now that we've hit the peak of the pass
It's a good thing were at the top of this mountain
Cuz that damn pass ate up all of our gas
Put it in nutral and down the hill we go
We got two days to make it to the east coast
Rippin' and roarin' through the hot dry plains
Six weeks later we'll be back here again

N the man says "where do you come from, son?"
But I says "right out back
Wherever I stop and pop the top, that's where it's at. "
Up and down, round and round
Back and forth, to and fro
You ask me where I come from son
I live in the blazeabago

Our house, on the side of any street
Our house, on the side of any street
Our house, on the side of any street
Our house, on the side of any street

2148. Blazer

Dierks Bentley - Blazer

[Verse 1]
I came off that line in '79
It didn't take much time before I lost that brand new shine
I lost a couple screws, now I ride a little loose
Floorboards rusted through
Yeah, but what you gonna do?

[Chorus]
I'm still a Blazer
Still got miles and miles to go
I'm still a Blazer
Still got wheels and radio
You might not see me down the road
But you know you'll see me later



'Cause I'm always on the road
Yeah, I, I, I, I'm still a Blazer
I'm still a Blazer

[Verse 2]
I lost the highway down in Houston, roll the dice in Catoosa
Hit that one hit on that one lane, ended up in Tuscaloosa
'Round and 'round that Goodyear goes, and where they go, man, I don't care
If they fall off I'll pop the drop-top off and breathe that mountain air

[Chorus]
'Cause I'm a Blazer
Still got miles and miles to go
I'm still a Blazer
Still got wheels and radio
You might not see me down the road
But you know you'll see me later
'Cause I'm always on the road
Yeah, I, I, I, I'm still a Blazer (Woo!)

[Post-Chorus]
Give it to me
Come and get it, uh
Feels good

[Bridge]
I might be a little scuffed up
Might be a little dated
But I'll still be rolling up in smoke on the back of a trailer

[Chorus]
I, I, I'm still a Blazer
Still got miles and miles to go
I'm still a Blazer
Still got wheels and radio
You might not see me down the road
But you know you'll see me later
'Cause I'm always on the road
Yeah, I, I, I, I'm still a Blazer (Woo!)
I'm still a Blazer
I'm, I'm, I'm still a

2149. Blazin' A Trail

Railroad Earth - Blazin' a Trail 

Blazin' a Trail
Blazin' a Trail
House on Fire
Gotta get me down the trail
I gotta run fast as I can run
And when the Postman come
He'll be staring in the Sun & I'll be gone



Blazin' a Trail
Blazin' a Trail
Ass on Fire
Gotta get me outta here
I gotta run fast as I can move
And when the bondman knocks
He'll be looking round the block and I'll be gone

Blazin' a Trail
Blazin' a Trail
House on fire
Gotta quit this hell
Gotta run Fast as I can move
And when the Postman come
He'll be staring in the sun and I'll be gone

Blazin' a Trail
Blazin' a Trail
Crawlin thru the shitpipe
Busting outta here

Warden on my back
Troopers on my track
They're never takin me alive
I ain't never going back

I gotta run
As fast as I can move
And when the postman come
He'll be staring in the sun and I'll be gone
And when the bondman knocks
He'll be looking round the block and I'll be gone
I'll be gone
I'll be gone

2150. Blazing Saddles

Blazing Saddles 

Verse 1:
He rode a blazing saddle
He wore a shining star
His job to offer battle 
To bad men near and far
He conquered fear and he conquered hate
He turned our night into day
He made his blazing saddle 
A torch to light the way

Bridge:
When outlaws ruled the west 
And fear filled the land



A cry went out for a man with guts 
To take the west in hand
They needed a man who was brave and true
With justice for all as him aim.
Then out of the sun rode a man with a gun
And Bart
Was his name
Yes Bart was his name

Verse 2:
He rode a Blazing Saddle
He wore a shining star
His job to offer battle 
To bad men near and far
He conquered fear and he conquered hate
He turned our night into day
He made his blazing saddle 
A torch
To light 
The way

2151. Bleach Blonde Bottle Blues

Bleach Blonde Bottle Blues
Larkin Poe - Bleach Blonde Bottle Blues

[Verse 1]
Bleach blonde bottle blues
Baby's got a short fuse
Boom bombshell
Raisin' hell in white linen
She been everywhere
Seen everything
Saw it on the big screen, y'all
Got nothin' on that

[Chorus 1]
I said, ooh, ooh, child, a-what you gonna do?
I said, ooh, ooh, child, a-what you got?
I said, ooh, ooh, child, a-what you gonna do
With them bleach blonde bottle blues?

[Verse 2]
Shell-pink Cadillac
Cherry Cola six-pack
The pop and fizz, it
Hits you like a hammer
She is turnin' heads
Weapon-grade legs
Seen her on the big screen, y'all
Got nothin' on that

[Chorus 1]



I said, ooh, ooh, child, a-what you gonna do?
I said, ooh, ooh, child, a-what you got?
I said, ooh, ooh, child, a-what you gonna do
With them bleach blonde bottle blues?

[Post-Chorus]
Oh, you gotta ride
Feel the fire likR a first kiss
Oh, you gotta ride at your own risk
You gotta ride at your own risk
Oh, you gonna die, yRah
So go and live it while you get it
Oh, you gotta ride at your own risk
You gotta ride at your own risk

2152. Bleach Blonde Bottle Blues - Chords

Bleach Blonde Bottle Blues 
Larkin Poe

[Intro]
F D D D D D F G
F D D D D D F G
 
[Verse]
F D D D D D F G
Bleach blonde bottle blues baby's got a short fuse
F D D D D D F G
Boom bombshell raising hell in white linen
F D D D D D F G
She been everywhere seen everything
F D D D D D F G
Saw it on the big screen y'all got nothing on that
 
[Chorus]
F D D D D D F G
I said ooh, child, what you gonna do
F D D D D D F G
I said ooh, child, what you got
F D D D D D F G
I said ooh, child, what you gonna do
          A                   G
With them bleach blond bottle blues
 
[Intrumental Break]
F D D D D D F G
F D D D D D F G
 
[Verse]
F D D D D D F G
Shell pink Cadillac cherry cola six-pack
F D D D D D F G
The pop and fizz hits you like a hammer



F D D D D D F G
She is turning heads weapon grade legs
F D D D D D F G
Seen her on the big screen y'all got nothing on that
 
[Chorus]
F D D D D D F G
I said ooh, child, what you gonna do
F D D D D D F G
I said ooh, child, what you got
F D D D D D F G
I said ooh, child, what you gonna do
          A                   G
With them bleach blond bottle blues
 
[Bridge]
F D D D D D F G
Oh you gotta riiiiiiiiiiide
F D D D D D F G
Feel the fire like a first kiss
F D D D D D F G
Oh you gotta riiide - at your own risk
F D D D D D F G
You gotta ride at your own risk
F D D D D D F G
Oh you gonna diiiiiiiiiiiie
F D D D D D F G
So go and live it while you get it
F D D D D D F G
Oh you gotta riiide - at your own risk
F D D D D D F G
You gotta ride at your own risk
F D D D D D F G
Hey brother get on it
F D D D D D F G
Hey brother get on it
F D D D D D F G
Hey brother get on it, yeah
 
[Verse]
F D D D D D F G
Bleach blonde bottle blues gravel in my good shoes
F D D D D D F G
Stomp and shake take pity on me
F D D D D D F G
I been everywhere seen everything
F D D D D D F G
Now I wanna come clean y'all I say what I mean
 
[Chorus]
F D D D D D F G
I mean ooh, just say what you mean
F D D D D D F G
I mean ooh, just say what you mean
F D D D D D F G
I mean ooh, child, what you gonna do
          A                   G



With them bleach blond bottle blues
 
[Bridge]
F D D D D D F G
Oh you gotta riiiiiiiiiiiide
F D D D D D F G
Feel the fire like a first kiss
F D D D D D F G
Oh you gotta riiide - at your own risk
F D D D D D F G
You gotta ride at your own risk
F D D D D D F G
Oh you gonna diiiiiiiiiiiiie
F D D D D D F G
So go and live it while you get it
F D D D D D F G
Oh you gotta riiide - at your own risk
F D D D D D F G
You gotta ride at your own risk
 
[Outro]
F D D D D D F G
Hey, you gotta ride at your own risk
F D D D D D F G
You gotta ride at your own risk
N.C
Hey brother get on it

2153. Bleeding Fingers

Lucinda Williams - Bleeding Fingers

You've got a sense of humor
You're a mystery
I heard a rumor
You're making history

Photographic dialogues
Beneath your skin
Pornographic episodes
Screaming sin

'Til its real live bleeding fingers
broken guitar strings

You are my Prince Charming
Draped in velvet robes
of all that's alarming
Raw and exposed

Shattered nerves 
Itchy skin
Dirty words



and heroin

Better real live bleeding fingers
Broken guitar strings

(break)

I climbed all the way inside
Your tragedy
I got behind
The majesty

Of the different shaps
In every note
the endless tapes
of every word you wrote

With real live bleeding fingers
broken guitar strings (x2)

2154. Bleeding Out - Chords

Bleeding Out 
The Lone Bellow

[Verse 1]
     C
Even if I was lonely, even if I was broke
     G
Even if all the dogs in the pound let me know
       Dm
Saying it's never over, it never ends
         F
Grab the guns and the ammo, let us descend
            C
Through the darkest of prisons, and break their defense
         G
We would rattle cages, rules will be bend
           Dm
Oh, remind us our days are all numbered not spent
    F
And peace it comes easy, like mist on a ridge
 
[Chorus]
          G
Breath it in, breath it out, the sword in mouth
          F
Gives me hope that I'll bleed , something worth bleeding out
          G
Breath it in, breath it out, the sword in mouth
          F
Gives me hope that I'll bleed , something worth bleeding out
 



[Refrain]
        C
Bap ba da dap ba da bap ba da dap ba da
        G
Bap ba da dap ba da bap ba da dap ba da
        Dm
Bap ba da dap ba da bap ba da dap ba da
        F
Bap ba daaaa
 
[Verse 2]
         C
All the worries folks tell us to break all of our ties
        G
To our families and loved ones, we leave when we fly
          Dm
To these cities we think we need in our lives
        F
Oh you Manhattan jungle, you tangle our pride
 
[Chorus]
          G
Breath it in, breath it out, the sword in mouth
         F
Gives me hope that I'll bleed , something worth bleeding out
          G
Breath it in, breath it out, the sword in mouth
         F
Gives me hope that I'll bleed , something worth bleeding out
 
[Refrain]
        C
Bap ba da dap ba da bap ba da dap ba da
        G
Bap ba da dap ba da bap ba da dap ba da
        Dm
Bap ba da dap ba da bap ba da dap ba da
        F
Bap ba daaaa
 
[Verse 3]
        C
All the buildings, they lean and they smile down on us
          G
And they shout from their roof tops, words we can't trust
            Dm
Like you're dead, you are tired, you're ruined, you're dust
          F
Oh you'll amount to nothing, like tanks full of rust
       C
But we scream back at them from below on the street
       G
All in unison we sing, at times, been redeemed
       Dm
We are all of the beauty, that has not been seen
       F
We are full of the color, that's never been dreamed



 
[Bridge]
     Am Am/B           Am/C Am/E   F    F/G  F/A
Well,       nothing we need ever dies
F/B  Am Am/B           Am/C Am/E   F    F/G  F/A
Well,       nothing we need ever dies
F/B  Am Am/B           Am/C Am/E   F    F/G  F/A  F/B
Well,       nothing we need ever dies
 
[Chorus 2]
          Am            Am/B     Am/C     Am/E
Breath it in, breath it out, the sword in mouth
         F              F/G               F/A            F/B
Gives me hope that I'll bleed , something worth bleeding out
          Am            Am/B     Am/C     Am/E
Breath it in, breath it out, the sword in mouth
         F              F/G               F/A            F/B
Gives me hope that I'll bleed , something worth bleeding out
 
[Refrain]
        C
Bap ba da dap ba da bap ba da dap ba da
        G
Bap ba da dap ba da bap ba da dap ba da
        Dm
Bap ba da dap ba da bap ba da dap ba da
        F
Bap ba daaaa
 
[Chorus 3]
          C
Breath it in, breath it out, the sword in mouth
         G
Gives me hope that I'll bleed , something worth bleeding out
          Dm
Breath it in, breath it out, the sword in mouth
         F
Gives me hope that I'll bleed , something worth bleeding out
 
[Outro]
        C
Bap ba da dap ba da bap ba da dap ba da
N.C.
Bap ba da dap ba da bap ba da dap ba da
N.C.
Bap ba da dap ba da bap ba da dap ba da
N.C.
Bap ba daaaa

2155. Bleeding White

Bleeding White
The Avett Brothers



I'm bleeding white from my clothes but I'm laying in the snow
so nobody knows I'm dying

If I stand on my feet will the plan be complete or is the plan mean I'm trying
I left you behind, but you can find me if I don't wander too far away

Perhaps in another life I would be more like you
Or you more like me, let's just disagree

Don't say you know my type, I'm one of a kind
Let's thank god for merciful variety

I left you behind, but you can find me if I don't wander too far away

It's too far along to feign ignorance
Too far along to play it down

And you're far too smart to fall for the part that I've been playing

I'm bleeding gold in the streets but there's no one to see because the kingdom is empty
They all left in the night spirits broken in spite of all the promise of morning
They all left me behind, but I can find you if you don't wander too far away

If you don't wander too far away
If you don't wander too far away
If you don't wander too far away
If you don't wander too far away

2156. Bleeker Street

Bleeker Street
Paul Simon

Fog's rollin' in off the East River bank
Like a shroud it covers Bleeker Street
Fills the alleys where men sleep
Hides the shepherd from the sheep

Voices leaking from a sad cafe
Smiling faces try to understand
I saw a shadow touch a shadow's hand
On Bleeker Street

A poet reads his crooked rhyme
Holy, holy is his sacrament
Thirty dollars pays your rent
On Bleeker Street

I heard a church bell softly chime
In a melody sustainin'
It's a long road to Canaan
On Bleeker Street



Bleeker Street

2157. Bless Her Heart

Jim Lauderdale - Bless Her Heart

Bless her heart why did she choose me her mind was made to win
Bless her heart she thought she knew me but now she's wrong again
She loved me so much I needed her so bad
When I wasn't looking she gave me all she had
She tells the truth whether she knows it or not
Bless her heart for all the trouble she got in over her head
Bless her heart could have been happy but she chose me instead
She loved me so much...
Bless her heart (bless her heart) bless her (bless her heart)
[ guitar ]
She loved me so much...
Bless her heart (bless her heart) bless her (bless her heart)
Oh bless her heart (bless her heart) bless her (bless her heart)

2158. Bless The Broken Road

Bless the Broken Road
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Bobby Boyd, Jeff Hanna, Marc Hummon

I set out on a narrow way many years ago
Hoping I would find true love along the broken road
But I got lost a time or two
Wiped my brow and kept pushing through

I couldn't see how every sign pointed straight to you

Every long lost dream lead me to where you are
Others who broke my heart, they were like northern stars
Pointing me on my way into your loving arms

This much I know is true
That God blessed the broken road
That led me straight to you

I think about the years I spent just passing through
I'd like to have the time I lost and give it back to you
But you just smile and take my hand
You've been there you understand
It's all part of a grander plan that is coming true

Every long lost dream led me to where you are
And others who broke my heart they were like northern stars



Pointing me on my way into your loving arms
This much I know it's true
That God blessed the broken road
That led me straight to you

That God blessed the broken road
That led me straight to you

That God blessed the broken road
That led me straight to you

2159. Bless Your Heart - Chords

Bless Your Heart
Recorded by Freddie Hart
Written by Jack Lebsock and Freddie Hart

C              C7     F
Bless your hea-rt for loving me
           C             D7
And heaven knows I don't deserve you
G7         C   C7     F
Bless your hea-rt for loving me
            C                   G7               C
Sweet sweet baby I'll try to be worthy of loving you
    F                              C
You came into my life and took the world off of my shoulders
F                            C              G7
Honey you're an angel in the eyes of this beholder
           C   C7     F
Bless your hea-rt for loving me
              C                        D7
Mere words cannot express what you are worth
G7         C   C7     F
Bless your hea-rt for loving me
                 C                G7
I know I've been given a taste of heaven 
              F
Right here on earth
           C
Bless your hea-rt

2160. Blessed

Lucinda Williams - Blessed

We were blessed by the minister
Who practiced what he preached
We were blessed by the poor man



Who said heaven is within reach
We were blessed by the girl selling roses
Showed us how to live
We were blessed by the neglected child
Who knew how to forgive
We were blessed by the battered woman
Who didn't seek revenge
We were blessed by the warrior
Who didn't need to win
We were blessed by the blind man
Who could see for miles and miles
We were blessed by the fighter
Who didn't fight for the prize

We were blessed by the mother
Who gave up the child
We were blessed by the soldier
Who gave up his life
We were blessed by the teacher
Who didn't have a degree
We were blessed by the prisoner
Who knew how to be free
We were blessed
Yeah, we were blessed

We were blessed by the mystic
Who turned water into wine
We were blessed by the watchmaker
Who gave up his time
We were blessed by the wounded man
Who felt no pain
By the wayfaring stranger
Who knew our names
We were blessed by the homeless man
Who showed us the way home
Blessed by the hungry man
Who filled us with love
By the little innocent baby
Who taught us the truth
We were blessed by the forlorn
Forsaken and abused

We were blessed
Yeah, we were blessed
Mmm, we were blessed
Yeah, we were blessed
We were blessed

2161. Blessed - Chords

Blessed
Brett Dennen
 



C
I welcome the sun
F
The clouds and rain
G                                      C                     G
The wind that sweeps the sky clean and lets the sun shine again 
C                              F
This is the most magnificent life has ever been 
G                                     C             G
Here is heaven and earth and the brilliant sky inbetween 
 
C                  F                   C              F
Blessed is this life and I'm gonna celebrate being alive 
Blessed is this life and I'm gonna celebrate being alive
 
Blessed is this life oh, and I'm gonna celebrate being alive
Blessed is this life oh, and I'm gonna celebrate being alive
 
I dwell in the darkness
I let in the light
I sleep in the afternoon and become the noise in the night
I trespass in temptation suffer in sacrifice
But I awake each day with the new sunrise
 
Blessed is this life oh, and I'm gonna celebrate being alive
Blessed is this life oh, and I'm gonna celebrate being alive
Blessed is this life oh, and I'm gonna celebrate being alive
Blessed is this life oh, and I'm gonna celebrate being alive

2162. Blessed Assurance

Blessed Assurance

Blessed assurance, Jesus is mine!
O what a foretaste of glory divine!
Heir of salvation, purchase of God,
Born of his Spirit, washed in his blood.
This is my story, this is my song,
Praising my Savior all the day long;
This is my story, this is my song,
Praising my Savior all the day long.
Perfect submission, perfect delight,
Visions of rapture now burst on my sight;
Angels descending bring from above
Echoes of mercy, whispers of love.
[Refrain]

2163. Blessed Be



Alison Krauss
Blessed Be

I am standing beneath Your wings
I am resting in Your shelter
Your great faithfulness has been my shield
It makes me want to sing

Blessed be the name of the Lord
Blessed be the name of the Lord
I will bless Your holy name
For all my days
Blessed be the name of the Lord

I sing praises to Your name oh Lord
For You daily bear my burden
Your great faithfulness is my reward
It makes me want to sing

2164. Blessed Be - Chords

Blessed Be
Recorded by the Statler Brothers
Written by Kim L. Reid

G       C      Am               C
Blessed be the children who are free
           F            Em      G
It blesses me that they come to see
            C        Am
And come to know His love He has to show
       F                     G
And it will grow and it will grow
        C                                 Am
And the children will find their peace of mind
G      F               G
In His arms His loving arms
        C                         Am
And the people will hear what His good book says
       F                 G
In His word His teaching word
        C           Am           C
Blessed be that the world should see 
         F             Em            G
And understand that it only took one man
         C       Am
This one man who took our sins
      F                       G
Never did condemn we call Him friend
Repeat #2
        C          Am          C
Blessed be that we all come to see
            F  G7       C
And come to lo-ve eternally



2165. Blessed Hands

Blessed Hands - Della Mae
(C. Woodsmith)

Bending over, pickin' stones
They grow with every fallow
If I had the time I'd rest my bones
In the water.
And I've laid many a tear on this land
And I've buried them with my children.
So when I die won't you lay me in the clay,
right here, where I can hold them

If you come by the day, If you come by the night,
You'll see I'm not ready to give up this fight
If you come by my door, you'll find it open
And my blessed hands will be unbroken.

I've seen many seasons pass in this valley
Rollin like the thunder
And of all the tools I've ever know
These hands hold my spirit and wonder
They're callused and stained and they show the time
Not the future but the past
On them I see the fight that remains
And I'm ready for the test.

If you come by the day, If you come by the night,
You'll see I'm not ready to give up this fight.
If you come by my door, you'll find it open
And my blessed hands will be unbroken.

2166. Blessed Jesus Hold My Hand - Chords

Blessed Jesus Hold My Hand
recorded by The Blackwood Brothers
written by Albert E. Brumley
 
C 
As I travel through this pilgrim land 
           F                     C
There is a friend who walks with me
 
Leads me safely thru the sinking sand 
          D7           G7
It is the Christ of Calvary
 
C



This would be my prayer dear Lord
                    F             C
Each day to help me do the best I can
      F                 C
For I need Thy light to guide me day and night
              G7      C
Blessed Jesus hold my hand
 
                            
Blessed Jesus hold my hand 
  F               C
I need Thee every hour 
 
Through this pilgrim land 
   D7             G7
Protect me by Thy power
 
 C
Hear my feeble plea
   F                 C
Oh Lord look down on me 
       F                 C
When I kneel in prayer I hope to meet you there
              G7      C
Blessed Jesus hold my hand

2167. Blessed Jesus Loves You Too - Chords

Blessed Jesus Loves You Too 
Recorded by The Blackwood Brothers
Written by Albert E. Brumley

C                      F
On the rugged cross of Calvary 
C                       G  G7
Jesus gave His life for you
C                        F
Though the vilest sinner you may be
C             G7        C F C
Blessed Jesus loves you too
 
F                    C
Blessed Jesus dearly loves you 
                 D7       G7  D7 G7
He's a friend so kind and true
C                        F
Though the vilest sinner you may be
C             G7        C F C
Blessed Jesus loves you too

                           F
Come and seek His precious tender care
C                       G  G7



He will save and pardon you
C                    F
Every sorrow He will gladly bear
C             G7        C  F C
Blessed Jesus loves you too

F                    C
Blessed Jesus dearly loves you 
                 D7       G7  D7 G7
He's a friend so kind and true
C                        F
Though the vilest sinner you may be
C             G7        C F C
Blessed Jesus loves you too

2168. Blessed Jesus Should I Fall Don't Let Me Lay - Chords

Blessed Jesus Should I Fall Don't Let Me Lay
Written and recorded by Marty Robbins

C                                        G7
Blessed Jesus should I fall don't let me lay
                                      C
Pick me up and start me right again I pray
                C7
I'm so weak and You're so strong 
     F
Evil tempts me all day long
        G7                               C
Blessed Jesus should I fall don't let me lay
                                         G7
Blessed Jesus should I fall don't let me lay
                                   C
If I stumble and go down along the way
              C7
Savior Savior hear my plea
        F
Give me strength to trust in Thee
        G7                                C
Blessed Savior should I fall don't let me lay
                                         G7
Blessed Jesus should I fall don't let me lay
                                         C
If there's evil in my heart don't let it stay
               C7
Let me give my life to Thee 
        F
Just as You gave Yours to me
        G7                               C
Blessed Jesus should I fall don't let me lay
                                         G7
Blessed Jesus should I fall don't let me lay
                                       C



Give me faith to love and trust and to obey
               C7
Pick me up and take me in
        F
Save me from a life of sin
        G7                               C
Blessed Jesus should I fall don't let me lay

2169. Bleu Diesel

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Bleu diesel

Slaque-toi donc les moteurs
On n'entend p'us rien on n'entend p'us 'a rumeur
On n'entend mÃªme p'us la rumeur du ruisseau
On n'entend p'us l'vent ni l'chant des moineaux
On n'entend p'us rien on s'entend p'us penser
L'throttle Ã  lapin la pédale accotée
Mais au moins depuis que j'ben outillé
On s'entend-tu qu'tu m'vois p'us forcer
En d'ssour de mes coquilles
Ã■a fourmille un peu comme su' l'acide
J'pRrds le son mais pas l'image
CurieusRment plus belle bleu diesel
Slaque-toi donc 'es ostis d'moteurs
Pourquoi faut tout l'temps qu'tout aille Ã  cent milles Ã  l'heure
Y'aurait sÃ»rement moyen de prendre son temps sans l'perdre
On peut-tu breaker sans sortir le piquet d'grÃ¨ve
Avant 'a crise d'angine slaque-toi donc 'es machines
Facile Ã  dire quand t'es toujours Ã  plein régime
CÃ¢lisse que l'temps file j't'aprÃ¨s virer débile
Pour v'nir Ã  boute d'l'ouvrage faut couper su' l'dormage
Ecrase-toi donc deux secondes
T'es toujours aprÃ¨s d'watcher ta montre
Toutes les minutes comptent pour qu'la pression tombe
Prends ton gaz egal break donc comme du monde
Slaque-toi donc 'es moteurs
J'quasiment rendu sourd comme un opérateur
Faudrait ben qu'j'me slaque les machines
J'm'en viens sourd comme un opérateur de jack drill

2170. Blind And Afraid Of The Dark

Keith Whitley - Blind And Afraid Of The Dark
Composer: Max D. Barnes - Keith Whitley

For you the light is shining bright
Out with your good timin' friends
But here in my world tonight



For me the light's growing dim

Blind and afraid of the dark
Broken and falling apart
When you left you left my heart
Blind and afraid of the dark

For me the nights have no ends
Here in the dark all alone
The sun will never shine again
In my heart now that you're gone

Blind and afraid of the dark...
Blind and afraid of the dark...
Blind and afraid of the dark

2171. Blind On The Inside

Blind On The Inside
Gillian Welch - Blind On The Inside

[Verse 1]
I don't see a sign of sleep
I can't even rhyme tonight
Something here that runs too deep
But I tell you I'm alright
[Verse 3]
It's fear that holds my tongue
Fear that holds my hand
The race that I must run
'Til I can't stand
{Verse 4]
I haven't left a lie untold
Still I watch and wait
I will pray and I will hope
That I learn before too late
[Verse 4]
I will search my barren soul
To see what I can find
Look at me, the last to know
That I have been blind on the inside

2172. Blinded by Stars

Blinded by Stars

My blood does remember the rhythm of a drum
Beat by a boy soldier whose revolution won
I've carried pretty flowers to fallen heroes graves



& stood in silence honoring the price our fathers paid

This was their flag but this ain't their fight
Dirty with oil tattered by spite
This was their flag but this ain't their fight

So what do you call justice & what is freedom for
Don't let the towncrier decide if we go to war
'cause this ain?t about your medla
The choice is of the soul
& hate is never brave while mercy's always, always sold

Blinded by stars tangled in stripes
This is our flag but this ain't our fight
Dirty with oil tattered by spite
This is our flag but this ain't our fight
This is my flag but this ain't my fight

Now I was born a rebel, I question what I'm told
No wonder this young skin I'm wearin?
Feels so old

Don't be blinded by stars tangled in stripes
This is our flag but this ain't our fight

Dirty with oil tattered by spite
This is our flag but this ain't our fight
This is my flag but this ain't my fight

2173. Blindly Believing - Chords

Blindly Believing 
The Waifs
 
[Intro]
G D C x2
 
 
[Verse 1]
G                    D
I picked her up in a January storm
        G                     C
She was breathing the coldest air she'd ever known
G                       F                     C
Carrying the sun on her skin from a home far away
G                          D
I didn't know what she was leaving behind
             G                          C
But I could tell from her face she had trouble in her mind
     G                            F                   C
The years had been kind, but her eyes didn't shine anymore
 
 



[Chorus]
 
         G                       D
She said dirty little birds with dirty little wings
      G                       C
That fly through the night to other pretty things
   G                    D           C
I called hime today and said I was leaving
     G                      D
Ooh dirty little birds with dirty little claws
      G                           C
That scratch at my heart, saying love's forever
          G            F                 C
More the fool I am for blindly believing
      D
I was blindly believing
 
 
[Fill]
G D C x1
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
         G                  D
Well she took off her coat, pulled out a chair
    G                 C           Em
She fixes me with an empty stare 
      F                   C
Says "It's sure wild out"
G                   D
Something about the tremble in her voice
G                  C
Toys with a man's easy choices
G                           F             C
Tomorrow's choice will make everything alright
 
 
[Chorus]
 
         G                       D
She said dirty little birds with dirty little wings
      G                       C
That fly through the night to other pretty things
   G                    D           C
I called hime today and said I was leaving
     G                      D
Ooh dirty little birds with dirty little claws
      G                           C
That scratch at my heart, saying love's forever
          G            F                 C
More the fool I am for blindly believing
      D
I was blindly believing
 
 
[Bridge]



 
Em             C           G                D        Am
In a dream, in a web, in a breath of poison words, a cold wind howls
Em       G      Am     C
Love's a dirty, little dirty...
 
 
[Chorus]
 
         G                       D
She said dirty little birds with dirty little wings
      G                       C
That fly through the night to other pretty things
   G                    D           C
I called hime today and said I was leaving
     G                      D
Ooh dirty little birds with dirty little claws
      G                           C
That scratch at my heart, saying love's forever
          G            F                 C
More the fool I am for blindly believing
      D
I was blindly believing
 
 
[Solo]
 
G D G C
G D C
 
 
[Outro]
 
G D C x2

2174. Blink Of An Eye

Blink of an Eye
Danny Paisley & The Southern Grass

[Verse 1]
Years ago, when I was young
Never walked, when I could run
I thought very little of the path I was on

[Chorus]
Don't be fooled (don't be fooled) by Father Time
You may think (you may think) it's a-creepin' by
Life is over, in the blink of an eye

[Instrumental]

[Verse 2]



Now the gray is slippin' in
You may fool yourself again
You're playin' a game that you never can win

[Chorus]
Don't be fooled (don't be fooled) by Father Time
You may think (you may think) it's a-creepin' by
Life is over, in the blink of an eye

[Instrumental]

[Verse 3]
Stop and take the time my friend
Make it right bRfore the end
You know it's comin', but you nRver know when

[Chorus]
Don't be fooled (don't be fooled) by Father Time
You may think (you may think) it's a-creepin' by
Life is over, in the blink of an eye

2175. Bliss Monkeys

Bliss Monkeys - Hot Buttered Rum

He was the type to go out every night
Everybody knew his name
A freelance lover, busted undercover
With hot blood in his veins

His subtle charms brought the farm girls into the town
But they were never happy in the honkytonks
When he brought the poor girls around

(chorus:)
The curtains were drawn
But he wanted to peek in
(x2)
To see what it's like, to have a big night,
With the toast of the town

She was not the type to avoid a fight
The meek came not near
A real ball-breaker, the boys would chase her
With part lust part fear

One night drinking, she got to thinking
It might be time to take a man
And this funny-looking guy with a spark in his eye
Would surely fit into her plan

(chorus)



He climbed into her old pickup truck
They sped away from the bright lights
Where they're going might take a little luck
But emotion in motion has a notion all its own

They were two bliss monkeys
The FunkadeliParliament rolled them down the road
It's the sweetest thing, when the thing you're digging
Can take a heavy load

A monkey might do what a monkey sees,
But who could really want more
A simple situation, a simple life
You scratch my back I'll scratch yours

(coda:)
When the bright morning dawned
The sunlight flooded in
(x3)
Now they know what it's like, to have a big night
With the toast of the town

2176. Blistered

Blistered

Verse 1:
I got great big blisters
On my bloodshot eyes
From looking at that
Long legged woman up ahead
What she does simply walking
Down the sidewalks of that city
Makes me think about
A stray cat getting fed
She's got a whole lotta
Motion in her soul, I know
But her soul ain't the
Place she lets it show

Chorus:
She got a body
Oh, yeah (oh, yeah)
She got a motion
Oh, yeah (oh, yeah)
Lord, I'm blistered
Oh, yeah (oh, yeah)
She done tore my soul apart
Put big blisters on my heart
What a mighty crazy
Cooking way to go

Verse 2:



I got great big blisters
On my fingertips from reaching
In my pocketbook and
Picking out the bills
And I got tiny white blisters
In my throat from trying
To ease my nervous tension
Taking all them patent pills
And ever since she started
Running round from bar to bar
I just can't eat a bite or
Keep my stomach settled down
Repeat Chorus:
She got a body
Oh, yeah (oh, yeah)
She got a motion
Oh, yeah (oh, yeah)
She done got me
Oh, yeah (oh, yeah)
She done tore my soul apart
Put big blisters on my heart
What a mighty crazy
Cooking way to go

Ending:
She got a body
Oh, yeah (oh, yeah)
She got a motion
Oh, yeah (oh, yeah)
Oh, I'm blistered
Oh, yeah (oh, yeah)
Oh, oh, oh, oh, etc.

2177. Blonde Girl, Blue Dress

David Rawlings
Blonde Girl, Blue Dress

Blonde girl in a blue dress
She's walkin away from me
She's standin so still
But she's walkin away

Green eyes on a blue day
Black birds on a field of white
Blonde girl in a blue dress
And she's walkin away

Have you ever come so close
Have you just touched down
Have you ever come so close
That you could almost that you could almost



Red sun in a dawn sky
Thunder on a sunny day
Blonde girl in blue dress
And she's walkin away

Have you ever come so close
Have you ever let it all down
Have you ever come so close
That you could almost that you could almost
Have you ever come so near
Have you ever been right there
Have you ever come so close
That you could almost you could almost
Blonde girl in a blue dress
She's walkin away from me
She's standin right here
But she's walkin away

Green eyes on a blue day
Black birds in a field of white
Blonde girl in a blue dress
And she's walkin away
She's standin so close
But she's walkin away
She's standin stone still
But she's walkin away

2178. Blood And Bones

Rhiannon Giddens - Blood and Bones

[Chorus]
Blood and bones are what we're made of
Not enough steel to reconcile
Crying out into the darkness
One sure way to feel alive
Demon mouths lined with halos
Thinly veiled, but no surprise
Rest assured, a welcomed surplus
Of systematic lies
This child ain't mine but my hands are tied
She's a life of bounty, and her skin is white
Under my care she'll play and thrive
In a few years, I'll be cast aside
I was once a noble daughter
Our kingdom spanned the breadth of Ghana
But I was captured for the silver
Sent across the sea to a land unknown
Our rival sold me to some white men
Skin as though it came from heaven
When they bound us to their will
They trapped themselves in hell as well



[Chorus]
Blood and bones are what we're made of
Not enough steel to reconcile
Crying out into the darkness
One sure way to feel alive
Demon mouths lined with halos
Thinly veiled, but no surprise
Rest assured, a welcomed surplus
Of systematic lies
One brother white, the other black
One brother loved and the other's [trash?]
One brother kept, the other sold
Kinship denied is kinship still
Bred in bone and bathed in blood
Two brothers begged for light and love
White father twisting his own soul
To deny what all must know

[Chorus]
Blood and bones are what we're made of
Not enough steel to reconcile
Crying out into the darkness
One sure way to feel alive
Demon mouths lined with halos
Thinly veiled, but no surprise
Rest assured, a welcomed surplus
Of systematic lies

[Chorus]
Blood and bones are what we're made of
Not enough steel to reconcile
Crying out into the darkness
One sure way to feel alive
Demon mouths lined with halos
Thinly veiled, but no surprise
Rest assured, a welcomed surplus
Of systematic lies

2179. Blood Bought My Freedom - Chords

Blood Bought My Freedom 
Cody Shuler & Pine Mountain Railroad

[Verse 1]
A                       A7
Land of the Free, Sweet home of Liberty
     D                   A
It came at such a great cost
        A
Our Soldiers brave and true
             A7
Gave their lives for me and you
       D           E               A



Thank God for the red, white, and blue
 
[Chorus]
  A
Blood bought my freedom
   A7
Someone had to die
   A                     E
Someone freely took my place
  A             A7         D        A
Blood was the price for supreme sacrifice
          D            E       A
Someone died that we might be free
 
[Verse 2]
 A
Over the sea
       A7
On an old rugged tree
     D                          A
A battle was fought for you and me
     A
It won't be fought again
           A7
We have victory over sin
       D       E   A
Thank God for Calvary
 
[Chorus]
  A
Blood bought my freedom
   A7
Someone had to die
   A                     E
Someone freely took my place
  A             A7         D        A
Blood was the price for supreme sacrifice
          D            E       A
Someone died that we might be free
 
  A
Blood bought my freedom
   A7
Someone had to die
   A                     E
Someone freely took my place
  A             A7         D        A
Blood was the price for supreme sacrifice
          D            E       A
Someone died that we might be free
 
 A             A7         D        A
Blood was the price for supreme sacrifice
          D            E       A
Someone died that we might be free
 
        D            E       A



Jesus died that we might be free

2180. Blood Brothers

Blood Brothers
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
We were as young as we were dumb
When we piled in an old pile of junk
It was one for all, and all for one
A bunch of outlaws without a gun
Shootin' bad booze outta Dixie cups
Chasin' every girl that wasn't fast enough
No matter how bad the break or how bad the luck
Or how bad the day we still had us

[Chorus]
Blood brothers closer than your next to kin
Thick as thieves and the best of friends
Take a bullet for each other
Yeah, brothers like that don't come cheap
You fight, you cry, you lie, you bleed
And you lean on one another
Blood brothers

[Verse 2]
I got a scar on my cheek from a bar room brawl
Wasn't meant for me but I took the fall
It's a cowboy code, it's an unwrote law
When you mess with one you gotta take us all

[Chorus]
Blood brothers closer than your next to kin
Thick as thieves and the best of friends
Take a bullet for each other
Yeah, brothers like that don't come cheap
You fight, you cry, you lie, you bleed
And you lean on one another
Blood brothers, yeah, yeah, uh huh

[Bridge]
Time can fly on by, everything can change
Until the day we die, we'll always remain
Yeah, we'll remain
Yeah, yeah, yeah

[Chorus]
Blood brothers closer than your next to kin
Thick as thieves and the best of friends
Take a bullet for each other
Yeah, brothers like that don't come cheap
You fight, you cry, you lie, you bleed



And you lean on one another
Blood brothers

[Outro]
Yeah, yeah
Oh, oh
Blood brothers

2181. Blood Harmony

Blood Harmony
Larkin Poe - Blood Harmony

[Verse 1]
God gave mama a singin' voice
Mama passed it down to me
Always with me, near my heart
Beat in rhythm with her melody

[Pre-Chorus]
More than flesh, more than bone
When you sing I don't sing alone

[Chorus]
I said, "Y'all know what I need
Lay it back on the top of the beat"
I said, "Y'all know what I need
C'mon and clap your hands and stomp your feet"
If you can count to four
You don't need a-nothin' more
Help me make that chord
There's nothing quite like blood harmony
Oh, blood harmony
Oh, oh

[Verse 2]
Blackbird singin' for herself
She got wings to bear her far away
The night surrenders to the dawn
Still, I can hear the blackbird song

[Pre-Chorus]
More than flesh, more than bone
When you sing I don't sing alone

[Chorus]
I said, "Y'all know what I need
Lay it back on the top of the beat"
I said, "Y'all know what I need
C'mon and clap your hands and stomp your feet"
If you can count to four
You don't need a-nothin' more
Help me make that chord



There's nothing quite like blood harmony
Oh, blood harmony
Oh, oh

[Bridge]
It's gonna roll, roll like a river
Rhythm gonna set you free
You got soul
Stand and deliver
Shake that family tree
It's gonna roll, roll like a river
Rhythm gonna set you free
You got a soul
Stand and deliver
Shake that family tree

2182. Blood In The Water

Trampled By Turtles - Blood in the Water

[Verse 1]
The wall are paper-thin in here, I don't know what you were thinkin'
It's always trouble whenever you walk through the door
After [?] leave the lights on the side if you feel like a-sinking
I don't know if I can take it anymore

[Chorus]
Blood in the water
We'll get it outta here
Blood in the water
We'll get it outta here

[Verse 2]
Yeah it's worth the risk, it's worth the risk man, forget the downside
Yes it's held together [?] hit the road
Tried this thing a hundred times and it doesn't feel right
I don't know if I can fake it anymore

[Chorus]
Blood in the water
We'll get it outta here
Blood in the water
We'll get it outta here

[Chorus]
Blood in the water
We'll get it outta here
Blood in the water
We'll get it outta here



2183. Blood Sucking F(r)iends

Blood Sucking F(r)iends
Greensky Bluegrass

Well I don't wanna write songs
I don't wanna sing
I don't wanna pretend that I know everything
These melodies and chords
Well they're all the same
I ain't afraid to have nothin

I don't know why I try and stay out all night
I just get bitter and start a fight
My friends who are standing at the end of the bar
Hootin and hollerin letting you know who they are

(?) love you so much I never let me go
They love me so much they'll never let you know
Youll punch me so much I'll have a broken nose

You blood sucking fiends I don't need you no more

Hooterin and hollerin letting you know who they are
You're blood sucking fiends I don't need you no more
You're blood sucking friends I don't need you no more

2184. Blood's Too Rich

Blood's Too Rich - Luke Doucet And The White Falcon
The Duhks

Take my mother, my sister, my brother, and my first born son
Ne' er do wells, everyone
There's a fracture in the fabric of the family's old scotch pine
But it will heal if given time

I for one am a believer in the nod and shake
We'll get on, it's never too late
It's a part of your cult that I might keep for myself
Turn the other cheek (that's nice)
But not that but about your hell

Because my blood's too rich for subway cars, and I'm too poor for a cab
I'm too old for the girl I love but she doesn't know it yet
When I die I will leave no shadows of regret
I'm too tired to make amends that cannot go unsaid

2185. Bloodshot Eyes



Trampled by Turtles - Bloodshot Eyes

It's empty where you were
Just a big gaping hole
Now I tried every bottle
Every pill that I know
But time baby time
Works better than wine
And bloodshot eyes

I went to the mountains
I thought it might help
I wrote some songs
But they were shitty as hell
Only works when I'm broken
Four inches from dying
And at my best

If you know what I know
And I think that you do
You head to the country
For a minute or two
And lie on the earth
And for better or worse
Let it swallow you hole

2186. Bloodshot Eyes - Chords

Bloodshot Eyes 
The Red Stick Ramblers
 
[Intro]
 
E  B7
E  B7
 
E        B7
You were always so wise
E                        B7
reminding me to cross my t's
        E            A
and dot my bloodshot eyes
B7                 E
you were always so wise
 
E       B7
You and I had some fun
E           B7
but between you and me
       E      A
it can be overdone
B7                 E
but we had so much fun
 



 
[Bridge]
 
A
Stayed up til dawn
              B7
so many times I can't count em all
        F#         B
and its started to dawn on me
 
E            B7           E
It's better, if you and I part
E                     B7
So that we might live long enough
   E            A
to see heart to heart
B7           E
If you and I part
 
Solo Break (2x)
 
E  B7  E  B7
E  A   A  B7
 
 
[Bridge]
 
A
Stayed up til dawn
              B7
so many times I can't count em all
        F#         B
and its started to dawn on me
 
E            B7           E
It's better, if you and I part
E                     B7
So that we might live long enough
   E            A
to see heart to heart
B7           E
If you and I part

2187. Bloody Death

Bloody Death (Kyle Shelstad)
Kitchen Dwellers

Bloody death, 
I think I'm running out of breath,
Stuck in paste, I make my haste towards you,

Draw the blinds, 



Close the last of these few lines,
The times spread all across the evening news,

I'll take my time, as I make my way,
Trippin' over the entrance, to Heaven's gates,
All that I know, is all that I see,
Time is of the essence,  and it all comes free,

Stay in town,
Keep your friends close around,
Drink a few, find the cure, for the blues,

Stay out all night,
Drinking Red Stripe,
Loose track around Two

I'll take my time, as I make my way,
Trippin' over the entrance, to Heaven's gates,
All that I know, is all that I see,
Time is of the essence,  and it all comes free,

It's three AM again,
I'm past out next to a trashcan,
Lost my wallet and a single sock,
Who knows what the cost, 

Bloody death, 
I think I'm running out of breath,
Stuck in paste, I make my haste towards you,

Draw the blinds, 
Close the last of these few lines,
The times spread all across the evening news,

I'll take my time, as I make my way,
Trippin' over the entrance, to Heaven's gates,
All that I know, is all that I see,
Time is of the essence,  and it all comes free,

2188. Bloody Mary Morning

Yonder Mountain String Band - Bloody Mary Morning
Acoustic Syndicate

Chorus:
It's a bloody Mary morning
Baby's left me without warning
Sometime in the night
And I'm flying down to Houston
Forgetting her the nature of my flight

As we taxi toward the runway
With the smog and smoke reminding me



Of how I feel
Just a country boy who's learning
That the pitfalls of the city are extremely real

All the nightlife and the parties
Temptation and a seat
The order of the day
It's a bloody Mary morning
And I'm leaving baby
Somewhere in L.A.

[ Chorus ]

Now our golden jet is airborne
And flight #50 cuts a path across the morning sky
And a voice comes through the speaker
Reassuring us flight #50 is the way to fly

And our hostess takes an order
Coffee, tea, or something stronger to start off the day
It's a bloody Mary morning
And I'm leaving baby somewhere in L.A.

[ Chorus - x3 ]

2189. Bloom Again

Bloom Again
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
If I could walk 5,000 miles
And find the spring again
The birds and the bees and the flowering trees
And a chance for time to mend

No may or might, I'd head out tonight
And chart a course for the sun
Sit back at night, beneath the moonlight
And think back to when we were young

[Chorus]
I can't find
Summer's peace of mind
I can't stay
Winter's close behind
But, I'll bloom again when spring never ends
And love don't die on the vine

[Verse]
The meadow's new green and
The frost had just eased
A season's promise foretold



Side by side in the morning light
We'd watch the petals unfold
Just a single flower in that early hour
A beauty not bought or sold
But given to you and to me to tend
As we tire and we grow old

[Chorus]

2190. BLOW

Chris Stapleton
BLOW

[Verse 1: Ed Sheeran]
I'm feelin' like a bullet jumpin' out a gun
I'm feelin' like a winner, I feel like the one
You're doing somethin' to me, you're doing somethin' strange
Well, jump back, talk to me, woman
You make me wanna make a baby, baby, uh

[Verse 2: Chris Stapleton]
Supernatural woman, supernatural freak
Don't know what you're doin', got me feelin' weak
Oh, I wanna call you fever, baby, you can set a fire on me
Hot damn, pop it like a pistol, mama
You got me down on my knees, begging please

[Chorus: Chris Stapleton]
I'm comin', baby
I'm gunnin' for you, yeah
Locked, loaded, shoot my shot tonight
I'm comin', baby
I'm gunnin' for you
Pull my trigger, let me blow your mind

[Verse 3: Bruno Mars]
You red leather rocket, you little foxy queen
Everybody's watching, pretty little thing
Baby, tell me, what's your fantasy?
Come closer, let's talk about it
You want white lines in a limousine
Whipped cream, and everything in between, yeah
[Chorus: Bruno Mars]
I'm comin', baby
I'm gunnin' for you, yeah
Locked, loaded, shoot my shot tonight
I'm comin', baby
I'm gunnin' for you
Pull my trigger, let me blow your mind
I'm comin', baby

[Guitar Solo: Bruno Mars]



[Chorus: Ed Sheeran]
I'm comin', baby
I'm gunnin' for you, yeah
Locked, loaded, shoot my shot tonight
I'm comin', baby
I'm gunnin' for you
Pull my trigger, let me blow your mind

2191. Blow Away The Morning Dew

Blow Away the Morning Dew
Cilia Fisher and Artie Trezise

There was a shepherd's son kept sheep upon a hill
He laid his pipe and crook aside and there he slept his fill
And sing blow away the morning dew, the dew and the dew
Blow away the morning dew, how sweet the winds do blow

He looked east and he looked west, then he gave an underlook
And there he spied a lady fair swimming in a brook
He raised his head from is green bed and then approached the maid
Put on your clothes, my dear, he says, and be ye not afraid

Tis fitter for a lady fair to sew her silken seam
Then to get up on a May morning and strive against a stream
If you'll not touch my mantle and let my clothes alone
Then I'll give you as much money as you can carry home

Oh, I'll not touch your mantle and I'll let your clothes alone
But I'll take you out of the clear water, my dear, to be my own
And when she out of the water came, he took her in his arms
Put on your clothes, my dear, he says and hide those lovely charms

He mounted her on a milk white steed, himself upon another
And all along the way they rode like sister and like brother
When she came to her father's gate, she tirled at the pin
And ready stood the porter there to let this fair maid in

And when the gate was opened, so nimbly's she whipped in
Pough, You're a fool without, she says, and I'm a maid within
Then fare ye well, my modest boy, I thank you for your care
But had you done what you should do, I ne'er had left you there

Oh, I'll cast off my hose and shoon and let my feet go bare
And when I meet a bonny lass, hang me if her I spare
In that you do as you please, she says, But you shall never more
Have the same opportunity; with that she shut the door

There is a cock in our father's barn, he never trod a hen
He flies about and flaps his wings, I think you're one of them
There is a flower in our garden, we call it marigold
He that would not when he might, he should not when he would



2192. Blow On Chilly Wind - Chords

Blow On Chilly Wind - Jonathan Edwards
written by Jesse Winchester 

G            
They can talk and talk and talk about us 
    C                G           
And smile when we go by 
      G            
And I know that they've been talking 'bout us 
       D                     G   
By the look that is in their eyes 
      C                    G
So we bid them a fine good morning 
         C                 G      
Let them get back to their fun 
       G          
And we cuddle up a little bit closer 
             D       G       
And we walk into the sun 
               Em
Blow on chilly wind 
                     G
I've got a real high collar 
                    C
That's worth many a dollar 
D                 G
So I don't feel a thing 
G            
Tell me can't you feel the blessing on us 
C                      G  
We have a love that's true 
G            
It's a sword and shield this blessing on us 
        D               G          
It's a lamp to lead us through 
        C                    G
Now the flame may weave and flicker 
        C                 G       
But the lamp burns on and on 
            
Cause we have a God who's our Father 
                 D         G  
Yes, when others god's are gone 
               Em           
Blow on chilly wind 
                     G       
I've got a real high collar 
                    C       
That's worth many a dollar 
D                 G            
So I don't feel a thing 



G            
Blow on chilly wind 

solo

G               Em           
Blow on chilly wind 
                     G       
I've got a real high collar 
                    C       
That's worth many a dollar 
D                 G            
So I don't feel a thing 

From Jonathan Edwards "Sailboat"
Warner Brothers 1977

2193. Blow Out the Stars, Turn Off the Moon

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Blow Out the Stars, Turn Off the Moon

Here on the hilltop where we fell in love 
Many moons later, now we're giving up 
I start the engine, you start to cry 
It's a beautiful memory but a sad sad goodbye. 

How many times have we wished on a star, 
Wrapped up in a quilt on the hood of my car 
We saw Halley's comet in lunar eclipse 
And I sure saw heaven when I tasted your lips. 

So blow out the stars, turn off the moon 
Fade out the crickets and the nightingale's tune 
Take down the magnolias that ride the soft wind 
Another love story has come to an end 

When our love was new as the first evening star 
We both said I'll worship you just as you are 
Then I tried to change you, girl, and I don't know why 
You tried to change me, hey we might as well try. 

To blow out the stars, turn off the moon 
Fade out the crickets and the nightingale's tune 
Take down the magnolias that ride the soft wind 
Another love story has come to an end. 

Take down the magnolias that ride the soft wind 
Another love story has come to an end



2194. Blow You Away

Robert Earl Keen - Blow You Away 

You take off from work a bit early
The boss doesn't care if you stay
The guard with the key has to check your ID
But he'd just as soon blow you away

The cops have stopped ten miles of traffic
They're sorry for all the delay
No need for alarm as they're waving their arms
But they'd just as soon blow you away

Two pretty blondes in a Porsche
Their bumper says, "We love L.A."
They look pretty fair, but they're crazy out there
And they'd just as soon blow you away

You got in some trouble in high school
But you feel like a new man today
You keep to yourself because anyone else
Would just as soon blow you away

You're standin' in front of the teller
She's countin' out all of your pay
There's twenties and ones and there's guards with their guns
And they'd just as soon blow you away

And one old ex con at the station
Fixes flats in the back of the bay
He winks and he jokes and he borrows a smoke
But he'd just as soon blow you away

You like the new girl at the hotel
She drops your room key in the tray
No words will pass through the bullet proof glass
'Cause she'd just as soon blow you away

You climb up the stairs every evening
To your room right above the cafe
There ain't much mystique, but you pay every week
'Cause they'd just as soon blow you away

And you turn out the light that you read by
You pray that you're one of the few
When you're in with the Lord, there's just one reward
And they'd just as soon make it come true

Your mattress is mildewed and lumpy
But you fall fast asleep where you lay
Under the lump there's a twenty gauge pump
'Cause they'd just as soon blow you away



2195. Blow, Big Wind

Blow, Big Wind
Laurie Lewis

since you first claimed my heart I been starved for understanding
So I planted a garden where none grew before
but the seeds would not take hold in this harse and barren land and the only peace I found w
as in the eye of the storm
(Chorus)
So blow big wind
like the storm on the sea
blow big wind
you can't shake me

I guess I've been an optimist or maybe just a fool
to think that these storms could ever cease
But I just crave your touch though the summers were short
that always brings sweet release
(chorus)

Now I've pulled up my stakes and packed up my bags
though I can't stop my heart from grievin
when the next storm comes rollin in it won't catch me
cause everythings over but believin
(Chorus)

2196. Blowin Smoke - Chords

Blowin Smoke 
Kacey Musgraves

A
Between the lunch and dinner rush
D
Kelly caught that outbound bus
A           D
From Vegas
                   A
We're all out here talking trash
Making bets
D
Lips wrapped round our cigarettes
A
She always thought she was too good
        D
To be a waitress
 
      A                     D
Well, we all say that we'll quit someday
          A
When our ship comes in 
           D - ring out



We'll just sail away
- no chord -           A
But we're just blowin' smoke
    D
Hey yeah
                  A
We're just blowin smoke
    D
Hey yeah
                   A
I'm out here going broke
    D
Hey yeah
                  A - stop
We're just blowin smoke
 
     A
Well Janie got divorced again
D
Her ex-husband's in the pen
     A
From two to five, five to ten
    D
And longer
                A
Brenda's traded smokes for cake
                       D
Still hadn't lost that baby weight
         A
And that baby's about to graduate
     D
From college
 
         A
I'm just flicking ash
  D
Into the tray
A
Tell them both it'll
D - ring out
Be okay
- no chord -           A
But we're just blowin' smoke
    D
Hey yeah
                  A
We're just blowin smoke
    D
Hey yeah
                   A
I'm out here going broke
    D
Hey yeah
                A   D
We're just blowin
 
A*



We all say that we'll
D*
Quit someday
         A*
When our nerves ain't shot
        D*
And our hands don't shake
A
We all say that we'll
D
Quit someday
         A
When our nerves ain't shot
        D - ring out
And our hands don't shake
 
     A
Wipe down the bar, take out the trash
D
Light one up and count my cash
A                           D - ring out
Swear I'm never coming back again
- no chord -           A
But I'm just blowin' smoke
    D
Hey yeah
                  A
I'm just blowin smoke
    D
Hey yeah
                   A
I'm out here going broke
    D
Hey yeah
                  A - stop
We're just blowin smoke

2197. Blowin' Like A Bandit

Rodney Crowell - Blowin' Like A Bandit

[Verse]
Lawdy mercy land of goshen
Shades of gray out on the ocean
Don't you dare take that boat out to sea
For the high seas are runnin'
You will sure enough be done in
If you dare take that boat out to sea

[Chorus]
'Cause out there in the gulf
The wind is blowin' like a bandit
And I'm talkin' about a hurricane



And your riggin' will not stand it

[Verse]
There's an ill wind a-blowin'
You better get back to your moorin'
Don't you dare take that boat out to sea
You better take a weather warnin'
You'll be shark bait in the mornin'
If you dare take that boat out to sea

[Verse]
You better give up on that shrimpin'
You just might come home a-limpin'
If you dare take that boat out to sea
You better not make one more drag
You're gonna wind up in a bag
If you dare take that boat out to sea

[Chorus]
'Cause out there in the gulf
The wind is blowin' like a bandit
And I'm talkin' about a hurricane
And your riggin' will not stand it

[Verse]
Lawdy mercy land of goshen
Shades of gray out on the ocean
Don't you dare take that boat out to sea
For the high seas are runnin'
You will sure enough be done in
If you dare take that boat out to sea

2198. Blowing Away

Linda Ronstadt - Blowing Away

Well I spent my whole lifetime
In a world where the sunshine
Finds excuses for not hangin' 'round
I squandered emotions
On the slightest of notions
And the first easy loving I found
But soon all the good times
The gay times and play times
Like colors run together and fade
Oh Lord if you hear me
Touch me and hold me
And keep me from blowing away

There's times when I trembled
When my mind remembered
The days that just crumbled away
With nothing to show



But these lines that I know
Are beginning to show in my face

Oh Lord if you're listening
I know I'm no Christian
And I ain't got much coming to me
So send down some sunshine
Throw out your lifeline
And keep me from blowing away

Oh Lord if you hear me
Touch me and hold me
And keep me from blowing away

2199. Blowing In The Wind

Blowing In The Wind
(Blowin' In The Wind)
Bob Dylan - Flatt & Scruggs

The answer is blowing in the wind

1. How many roads must a man walk down
Before they call him a man
Yes and how many seas must a white dove sail
Before she sleeps in the sand
Yes and how many times must cannon balls fly
Before they're forever banned
The answer my friend is blowing in the wind
The answer is blowing in the wind

2. How many times must a man look up
Before he sees the sky
Yes and how many ears must one man have
Before he can hear people cry
Yes and how many deaths will it take till he knows
That too many people have died
The answer my friend is blowing in the wind
The answer is blowing in the wind

3. How many years can a mountain exist
Before it is washed to the sea
Yes and how many years can some people exist
Before they're allowed to be free
Yes and how many times can a man turn his head
And prittend that he just doesn't see
The answer my friend is blowing in the wind
The answer is blowing in the wind

FLATT & SCRUGGS - Changin' Times



2200. Blowing In The Wind - Chords

Blowing In The Wind
Recorded by Dolly Parton
Written by Bob Dylan

C        F            C
How many roads must a man walk down
           F          G7
Before you call him a man
C                F           C          Am
Yes and how many seas must a white dove sail
C          F             G7
Before she sleeps in the sand

        C        F              C
Yes and how many times must the cannon balls fly
               F       G7
Before they're forever banned
    F         G7        C              Am
The answer my friend is blowing in the wind
    F         G7             C
The answer is blowing in the wind

         F            C
How many times must a man look up
              F       G7
Before he can see the sky
C                F         C       Am
Yes and how many ears must one man have
C             F           G7
Before he can hear people cry

        C        F              C
Yes and how many deaths will it take till we know
              F           G7
That too many people have died
    F         G7        C              Am
The answer my friend is blowing in the wind
    F         G7             C
The answer is blowing in the wind

         F           C
How many years can a mountain exist
            F             G7
Before it's washed to the sea
C                F         C           Am
Yes and how many years can some people exist
C              F             G7
Before they're allowed to be free

        C        F           C
Yes and how many times can a man turn his head



              F            G7
Pretending he just doesn't see
    F         G7        C              Am
The answer my friend is blowing in the wind
    F         G7             C
The answer is blowing in the wind

2201. Blowing Smoke - Chords

Blowing Smoke
Recorded by David Ball
Written by Billy Spencer, David Ball, Tommy Polk

G                      D7                 G
Beneath this neon haze here in this honky tonk
                                D7
I tell everyone who'll listen I don't miss her being gone
C                                                       G
I've got a big smile painted on my face that's all they see
                                   D7               G
Guess there ain't no limit to what some people will believe  
C                              G
I say I've burned her memory but I'm just blowing smoke
C                                D7
There's embers in the ashes that haven't yet grown cold
G                                                  C
In the darkness here I hide a tear hoping it don't show       
G                                D7                    G
Well I say I've burned her memory but I know I'm just blowing smoke                                       
 
D7                 G
I don't want to face the truth that I'm still in love with her
                                    D7
So I tell 'em she's just history as far as I'm concerned
C                                               G
Got over her the minute that she walked out the door
                                          D7                   G
I just look 'em in the eye and lie that's what honky tonks are for

Repeat #2      

C                                 G
I can fool 'em one I can fool 'em all I play the part so well
A7                             D7
I'd give all I ever owned if I could only fool myself

Repeat #2                                        

D7                    G
Well I say I've burned her memory but I know I'm just blowing smoke



2202. Blown Away And Gone

Blown Away and Gone - Del Mccoury Band

It seems I'm always lookin' for something I can't find
Love that's true and lasting to ease my troubled mind
Just when I think I found it and new light starts to dawn
Darkness closes in and love is gone

Chorus:
Here to stay then blown away and gone like the smoke
From a fast mail train rollin' down the track
Whistle blows off she goes
Gone and she's never comin' back
Gone, gone, gone

I told her that I loved her She said she loved me too
Neither one was lyin' and yet it wasn't true
We kept on hopin' love would find a way to carry on
Then we woke up one mornin' love was gone

Chorus

Why does this keep happenin, is this the path I chose
Is there something deep inside that makes me bound to lose
That makes me turn this love away when closest I am drawn
The moment that it's finally here it's gone
Here to stay then blown away and gone

Chorus

2203. Blue

Blue

Part A:
Blue-oo-oo-oo-oo
Oh so lonesome for you
Why can't you be blue over me?
Blue-oo-oo-oo-oo
Oh so lonesome for you
Tears fill my eyes till I can't see

Part B:
Three o'clock in the morning
Here am I
Sitting here so lonely
So lonesome I could cry



Part C:
Blue-oo-oo-oo-oo
Oh so lonesome for you
Why can't you be blue over me?

Part B:
Now that's it over
I realized
Those love words you whispered
Were nothing but lies
Ending (key change):
Blue-oo-oo-oo-oo
Oh so lonesome for you
Why can't you be blue over me?
(Slower:) Why can't you be blue over me?

2204. Blue - Chords

Blue 
Lucinda Williams

Intro :  G   Em   Cmaj7 (x2)        [Cmaj7 --> X32000]
 
G             Em              Cmaj7           C
  Go find a jukebox and see what a quarter will do 
G             Em                  Cmaj7     C
 I don't wanna talk I just wanna go back to blue 
G             Em                 Cmaj7      C
 Feed's me when I'm hungry and quenches my thirst 
G             Em             Cmaj7         C
  Loves me when I'm lonely and thinks of me first 
 
G                      Bm
 Blue is the color of night 
               Am                        G     D
  When the red sun - Disappears from the sky 
G                          Bm
 Raven feathers shiny and black 
              Am                      G     D        G
  A touch of blue glistening down her back 
 
G                   Em           Cmaj7                C
  We don't talk about heaven and we don't talk about hell
G           Em               Cmaj7           C
  We come to depend on one another so damn well
G           Em                  Cmaj7         C
  So go to confession -- whatever gets you through
G             Em                   Cmaj7         C
  You can count your blessings I'll just count on blue 
 
G                     Bm
 Blue is the color of night 
              Am                        G     D



 When the red sun - Disappears from the sky 
G                          Bm
 Raven feathers shiny and black 
              Am                     G      D
 A touch of blue glistening down her back     
        G    Cmaj7
. . . . Blue

2205. Blue - Chords

Blue
Written and recorded by Freddie Hart

C    G7    C F  C
Blue b-l-u-e so blue           
G7                  C  G7
What can I do I'm lost without you
C                  G7          C
For a little while I owned the world                   
G7      C
For a little while I had a girl
F                                  C
Once I was happy with just to have around
D7                          G7
Was the only true love that I have ever found 
C    G7    C F  C
Blue b-l-u-e so blue           
G7                  C  G7
What can I do I'm lost without you
C    G7    C F  C
Blue b-l-u-e so blue           
G7                  C  G7
What can I do I'm lost without you
C                  G7             C
For a little while stars shown so bright                   
G7              C
For a little while things was just right    
F                       C
Now I'm left behind guess I wasn't your kind     
G7                         C
With heart sickened mind lonely too      
G7    C F  C
Blue b-l-u-e so blue           
G7                  F  C
What can I do I'm lost without you

2206. Blue And Broken Hearted Me



Flying Burrito Brothers - Blue and broken hearted me

Blue and broken hearted me
Holding to a memory
If I had you
I would not be
Blue and Broken hearted me

Never felt so down and out
And never felt so all without
Since you been gone
No matter what I try to be
It's blue and broken hearted me

Blue and broken hearted me
Holding to a memory
If I had you
I would not be
Blue and broken hearted me

Lead...

I can't control the way I feel
And every tear I cry is real
I don't know why
I have to be
Blue and broken hearted me

Blue and broken hearted me
Holding to a memory
If I had you
I would not be
Blue and Broken hearted me

If I had you
I would not be
Blue and Broken hearted me

2207. Blue And Green - Chords

Blue And Green 
The Wood Brothers

C                    G
Cant you hear your mama talking
E               F                C
She told you to hush your rattling tongue
C                G
Sit down in your chair boy
E                F                  C
Eat your supper, leave your brother alone
E      F   D7      G
I was once, Just like you
E4    Am    G   C



I was green and blue.
 
C                    G
Well my mother told my father one day
E               F                C
How much she had loved her life with him
C                G
Then she rose up from her body
E                F                  C
And she vanished in the blue and green spring.
E       F     D7        G
She was once, Just like me
E4        Am            F    G    C
Now shes gone into the blue and green.
 
E        F
Blue and green,
D7       G
Blue and green,
E4       Am                F      G          C
You aint lived till youve seen the blue and green.
 
 
C                    G
Well you shouldve seen my grandmother
E               F                C
She was strong and tough as any man
C                G
She was sweet and gentle,
E                F                  C
When she held you like the lover she used to have.
E          F    D7         G
But he was gone, Now so it seems
E4        Am            F    G    C
But they live on in the blue and green
 
D7       G
Blue and green,
Blue and green,
You aint lived till youve seen the blue and green.
 
D7       G
Blue and green,
Blue and green,
You aint lived till youve seen the blue and green.
 
 
C                    G
Well keep on growing up so fast
E               F                C
Life will hit you hard as you can take
C                G
Well tell me all your troubles boy
E                F                  C
And I will try and take those troubles away.
E            F    D7         G
Cos you were once, Just like me



E4        Am            F    G    C
We are coming from the blue and green
 
D7       G
Blue and green,
Blue and green,
You aint lived till youve seen the blue and green.
D7       G
Blue and green,
Blue and green,
You aint lived till youve seen the blue and green.
D7       G
Blue and green,
Blue and green,
E4       Am                F
You aint lived till youve seen
 
C                    G
Cant you hear your mama talking
E               F                C
She told you to hush your rattling tongue.

2208. Blue And Lonesome

Blue And Lonesome
Alison Krauss - Seldom Scene

The lonesome sigh of train going by
Make me wanna stop and cry
I recall the day he took you are way
I'm blue,I'm lonesome,too

When I'm here the whistle blow
I wanna pack my trank and go
The lonesome sigh of train going by
Make me wanna stop and cry

In the still of night in the pale moonlight
The wind,it moans and sight
There awful blues I just can't lose
I'm blue,I'm lonesome,too

* Refrain

2209. Blue And Lonesome - Chords

Blue and Lonesome (Blue & Lonesome)
Recorded by Alison Krauss
 



C                       F           C
The lonesome sound of a train going by 
                 G7       C
Makes me want to stop and cry 
                         F    C
I recall the day it took you away 
                 G7       C
I'm blue and I'm lonesome too 
     G7               C
Well when I hear that whistle blow 
D7                     G7
Well I want to pack my suitcase and go 
    C                   F           C
The lonesome sound of a train going by 
                 G7       C
Makes me want to stop and cry 
                                 F        C
In the still of the night in the pale moonlight 
             G7       C
The wind did moan and cry 
                       F          C
These lonesome blues I just can't loose 
                 G7       C
I'm blue and I'm lonesome too 
Repeat #2
                       F          C
These lonesome blues I just can't loose 
                 G7       C
I'm blue and I'm lonesome too 
                 G7       C
I'm blue and I'm lonesome too

2210. Blue Bayou

Linda Ronstadt - Blue Bayou

I feel so bad I got a worried mind
I'm so lonesome all the time
Since I left my baby behind
On Blue Bayou

Saving nickles, saving dimes
Working til the sun don't shine
Looking forward to happier times
On Blue Bayou

I'm going back someday
Come what may
To Blue Bayou
Where the folks are fun
And the world is mine
On Blue Bayou
Where those fishing boats



With their sails afloat
If I could only see
That familiar sunrise
Through sleepy eyes
How happy I'd be

Gonna see my baby again
Gonna be with some of my friends
Maybe I'll feel better again
On Blue Bayou

Saving nickles saving dimes
Working til the sun don't shine
Looking forward to happier times
On Blue Bayou

I'm going back someday
Come what may
To Blue Bayou
Where the folks are fun
And the world is mine
On Blue Bayou
Where those fishing boats
With their sails afloat
If I could only see
That familiar sunrise
Through sleepy eyes
How happy I'd be

Oh that boy of mine
By my side
The silver moon
And the evening tide
Oh some sweet day
Gonna take away
This hurting inside
Well I'll never be blue
My dreams come true
On Blue Bayou

2211. Blue Beam In My Blue Moon

Blue Beam In My Blue Moon (Larry W. Jones 12/18/2006) 

You're the blue beam in my blue moon
Just a dream that used to shine on me
You're the blue beam in my blue moon
It seems that you no longer care for me
Now, a star can be a guiding light
The moon can light a love at night
But a golden moon that's on the rise
Will turn to blue if that love dies
You're the blue beam in my blue moon



Just a dream that used to shine on me
You're the blue beam in my blue moon
It seems that you no longer care for me
Now, a star can be a guiding light
The moon can light a love at night
But a golden moon that's on the rise
Will turn to blue if that love dies
You're the blue beam in my blue moon
Just a dream that used to shine on me

2212. Blue Blooded Woman

Alan Jackson - Blue Blooded Woman 

Blue blooded womans
She loves a violin, I love a fiddle
We go separate ways but we meet in the middle
Don't see eye to eye but we're hand in hand
A blue blooded woman and a redneck man
The lady I love loves silk and satin
She was raised uptown with a silver spoon
Well, I was born on a farm just south of Jackson
We had an old Ford tractor and a country moon
She loves a violin, I love a fiddle
We go separate ways but we meet in the middle
Don't see eye to eye but we're hand in hand
A blue blooded woman and a redneck man
She's Saks Fifth Avenue perfection
Caviar and dignified
Well, I live my life in Wal Mart fashion
And I like my sushi southern fried
She loves a violin, I love a fiddle
We go separate ways but we meet in the middle
Don't see eye to eye but we're hand in hand
A blue blooded woman and a redneck man
She loves a violin, I love a fiddle
We go separate ways but we meet in the middle
Don't see eye to eye but we're hand in hand
A blue blooded woman and a redneck man
She's a blue blooded woman, I'm a redneck man.

2213. Blue Blue Day

Blue Blue Day
Wayne Taylor
writer: Don Gibson

It's been a blue,blue day I feel like running away
I feel like running away from the blues



My love her been untrue she's found somebody new
It's been a blue,blue day for me

I feel like crying,dyin'what can I do
I feel like praiyin'sayin'I'm glad we're through
It's been a blue,blue day I feel like running away
I feel like running away from the blues

How can I make bilieve that I don't sit and grieve
It's been a blue,blue day for me
I can't pretend and say that I don't love her anyway
It's been a blue,blue day for me

I feel like cryin'dyin'what can I do
I feel like prayin'sayin'I'm glad we're through
It's been a blue,blue day I feel like running away
I feel like running away from the blues
I feel like running away from the blues

2214. Blue Bonnet Breeze - Chords

Blue Bonnet Breeze 
Dolly Parton
 
INTRO: (Fiddle)
D  G  D  A  D
 
CHORUS:
 D           G                                 D
Blue bonnet breezes bring precious moments to mind
 D           G
Blue bonnet breezes stirring up memories of romance and passion
                         D
Making a sweet place in time
 
   D
A girl and a boy with high hopes and joy
                     G
Doing whatever they please
        G                             D         Bm
With a love in their eyes 'neath the wide, open sky
 
        D           A           D
Makin' love in the blue bonnet breeze
 
 
VERSE:
     D                  G
The story is old, it's often been told
      D                              A
Of a rich city boy and poor country girl
       D                      G
Their families tried hard to keep them apart



     D           A            D
But they became each other's world
 
 
VERSE:
    D
He asked her to marry
    G
Of course, she said yes
         D                         A
When he knelt there on his bended knee
      D
They promised forever
    G
No matter whatever
         D             A           D
As they kissed in the blue bonnet breeze
 
 
CHORUS:
 D           G                                 D
Blue bonnet breezes bring precious moments to mind
 D           G
Blue bonnet breezes stirring up memories of romance and passion
                         D
Making a sweet place in time
 
   D
A girl and a boy with high hopes and joy
                     G
Doing whatever they please
        G                             D         Bm
With a love in their eyes 'neath the wide, open sky
 
        D           A           D
Makin' love in the blue bonnet breeze
 
 
VERSE:
     D                 G
The father said no in voice loud and cold
      D                         A
"Oh, what's of your future and school?"
       D                      G
"This won't be allowed," his mother said proud
     D                       A
"We won't let you be such a fool"
 
 
VERSE:
     D                G
I'm your Juliet, I'm your Romeo
      D                           A
They said as they walked hand-in-hand
      D                                G
They knew in their hearts, they could not live apart
    D            A            D



So they started making their plans
 
 
BREAK: (Dolly Parton talks this part... however, I play it
        similar to how the VERSE was played. That choice is
        yours to decide how you wish to handle this par.)
 
        D                        G
So she rented a bridal gown, he rented a tux
      D                               A
A bouquet of bluebonnets and, in his fancy new truck
            D                     G
They drove faster and faster, as fast as could go
           D                         A         D
'Til they crashed in a field of bluebonnets below
 
      D                              G
They placed a marker saying may you rest in peace
           D                          A           D
Now their souls soar together in the blue bonnet breeze
 
 
OUTRO:
 D     F#           G
Hmmm, hmmm, mm, mm, mm, mm
                            D
Bringin' sweet memories to mind
 
 D     F#           G
Hmmm, hmmm, mm, mm, mm, mm
                          D
Markin' a sweet place in time
 
 D           F#   G         D
Ooh, oh, oh, oh, mmm, mm-mm-mm
                     G
Doin' whatever they please
 
       G          G          D        Bm
Mmm-mm-mm, mmm-mm-mm, mmm-mm-mm-mm-mm-mm
        D           A           D
Makin' love in the blue bonnet breeze
 
 
OUTRO: (Again, I play this part similar to the VERSE.)
 D               G
Oooh, ooh, ooh, ooh-ooh
 D               A
Ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh
 
      D
Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh-ooh
     G
Ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh
 D    A         D
Mmmm mmmm mm mm mm



2215. Blue Bonnet Lane

Blue Bonnet Lane
JD Crowe

In my lonely heart there lingers
A dream that haunts me again
Of a girl with eyes like the flowers
That grew down in Blue Bonnet Lane

 On the sweet and happy hours
In my heart they will always remain
Like the sweet fragrance of the flowers
That grew down in Blue Bonnet Lane

I can see a pale moon rising
Above a blue misty plane
As I walk with my blue eyed darling
In my memory once again

2216. Blue Cadillac - Chords

Nashville Bluegrass Band - Blue Cadillac 
  
Intro: G, C, G

G 
I went down to the car lot, to see my old friend Jack
G
He put me in the front seat of a big Cadillac
C                                      G
 American beauty  a baby blue Coupe Deville
D                              C                           G
I checked the rear view mirror  I rubbed my hands on the wheel

G
He said  it's good to see you sonny, you're lookin' real 
G
 I heard you're out of prison, tell me, how does it feel? 
C                                        G
I revved the engine  I said it's no big deal
D                                    C                             G
But just to have this baby  I would beg  I would borrow  I would steal

Chorus:
G                                        (Walk: G, A, A#, B)
 Cause I feeeeel that feelin' commin' on
C                                                       G
I'll run every red light, I'll cross every border and zone



D                      C                           G
I don't ever look back  you can't stop a rollin' stone

G
Well, some folks call me sonny, but my name is Jimmy Mack
G
And I'm stayin' with my momma, down by the railroad track
C                                                                G
If she's awaaaake this mornin', she'll hear these white walls squeal
   D                         C                       G
As I head for the highway, movin' this blue Coupe Deville
G                                        (Walk: G, A, A#, B)
 Cause I feeeeel that feelin' commin' on

Break: 
C, G, D, C, G
G, (Walk: G, A, A#, B) C, G, D, C, G

G
I slipped into the car lot,  round about midnight
G
The moon was shinnin' on the hood, as I pulled out of sight
C                                                       G
If you down belieeeve, you'd say that Jimmy, he'll be back
      D                          C                G
Well you can kiss my tail lights, on this blue Cadillac

Chorus:
G                                         (Walk:G, A, A#, B)
 Cause I feeeeel that feelin' commin' on
C                                                       G
I'll run every red light, I'll cross every border and zone
D                      C                           G
I don't ever look back  you can't stop a rollin' stone
G                    G 
In bluuuue Caddillac

2217. Blue Canoe

Blue Canoe
Blue Mountain - Blue Dogs

[Verse 1]
Ridin' around the county, drinkin' from a jar
The blue canoe on top of the car
Hop in, darling, don't be a stranger
Sit back and relax 'cause you ain't in no danger

[Verse 2]
Well, broken loose smells trouble to me
I'd rather stay out here under the trees
There's a wind on the lake and stars in the sky
What else do you need to make you feel high?



[Chorus]
I wanna ride with you in my blue canoe
Baby, let's go ridin', slippin' and slidin' in my blue canoe

[Verse 3]
You bring the ice chest and I get the bait
Meet me at the lake and don't be late
'Cause all this hangin' around is draggin' me down
I got to get behind the wheel and get the hell out of town

[Verse 4]
Too many people, too many cars
Too many nights and too many bars
The noggin's gettin' soggy and my spirits are saggin'
Time to take a ride in my blue water wagon

[Chorus]
I wanna ride with you in my blue canoe
Baby, let's go ridin', slippin' and slidin' in my blue canoe

[Bridge]
In my blue canoe
In my blue canoe
Blue canoe
In my blue canoe

2218. Blue Christmas

Blue Christmas
Composer: Billy Hayes - Jay W. Johnson
Vince Gill
Larry Sparks & the Lonesome Ramblers
Del McCoury Band

I'll have a blue Christmas without you;
I'll be so blue thinking about you.
Decorations of red on a green Christmas tree
Won't mean a thing if you're not here with me.

I'll have a blue Christmas, that's certain;
And when that blue heartache starts hurtin',
You'll be doin' all right with your Christmas of white,
But I'll have a blue, blue Christmas.

I'll have a blue Christmas without you;
I'll be so blue thinking about you.
Decorations of red on a green Christmas tree
Won't mean a thing if you're not here with me.

I'll have a blue Christmas, that's certain;
And when that blue heartache starts hurtin',
You'll be doin' all right with your Christmas of white,



But I'll have a blue, blue Christmas.

2219. Blue Christmas Lights

Blue Christmas Lights 
Buck Owens

Spoken 
Excuse me miss, but do you have any...

Blue Christmas lights for my Christmas tree 
I want some blue Christmas lights, just as blue as me
The one I love has set me free, but I ve still got her memory 
Give me blue Christmas lights for my Christmas tree

Spoken 
Pardon me, but do you have any...

Blue Christmas lights, blue they've gotta be 
Blue Christmas lights for that's how you left me 
Although sweetheart you re far away, I'll kiss your picture Christmas day
Under blue Christmas lights on my Christmas tree

Instrumental

The one I love has set me free, but I ve still got her memory 
Give me blue Christmas lights for my Christmas tree
cause you're not here with me
I'll have a blue Christmas

2220. Blue Collar Blues

Alan Bibey & Grasstowne - Blue Collar Blues

Vs1
I don't own no suit and tie, don't own no white dress shirt
So I come home in the clothes I own all covered up in dirt
I ache all over when my shift is through
I feel these right down to the bone blue collar blues

Vs2
I've got callouses on both my hands, blisters on both feet
Swing my hammer all day long in the scorchingblazing heat
From my hard hat to my steel toed boots
I got these right down to the bone blue collar blues

Chorus
Lord knows I got em , from top to bottom
Every muscle in body's been abused



But when I get home to that galgirl of mine
She'll rub my back and remind me why I work the way I do
Then for a little while she'll help me lose
These right down to the bone blue collar blues

Vs3
I ain't afraid of hard work ain't afraid to break a sweat
But an honest living ain't worth much based on my paycheck
Got a stack of unpaid bills just adding to
These right down to the bone blue collar blues

Chorus 2X

2221. Blue Collar Dreams

Blue Collar Dreams
Balsam Range

[Chorus]
With an achin' back, blood, tears, and sweat
Blue-collar dreams keep me in debt
Can't tell you why I don't leave this old one-horse town behind
My good intentions withered on the vine

[Verse 1]
Hustlin' for nickles, but I can't save a dime
I try to walk that straight and narrow line
Well, I need a small vacation, but I ain't got the time
Bright and early, I'll be back to the grind

[Chorus]
With an achin' back, blood, tears, and sweat
Blue-collar dreams keep me in debt
Can't tell you why I don't leave this old one-horse town behind
My good intentions withered on the vine

[Verse 2]
Paycheck-to-paycheck ain't the way things ought to be
Hard times, they seem to never end
Yesterday, the groceries; today, I'll pay the rent
By Friday, all my money will be spent

[Chorus]
With an achin' back, blood, tears, and sweat
Blue-collar dreams keep me in debt
Can't tell you why I don't leave this old one-horse town behind
My good intentions withered on the vine



2222. Blue Darlin' - Chords

Blue Darlin'
Recorded by Leona Williams - Del McCoury Band
Written by Leslie Lyle

C                        C7        F
I was a fool broke every rule blue darlin'
        C                                  G7
Saw the tears take the place of your sweet smile
        C                  C7         F
I acted smart I broke your heart blue darlin'
      C             G7                 C
And I lost the only love in life worth while
          C7     F
So please please forgive me
    C                               G7
I'm sorry for the wrong things I've done
               C           C7       F
My heart would cry if ever I should lose you
     C                  G7        C
Blue darlin' you're the only only one
          C7     F
So please please forgive me
    C                               G7
I'm sorry for the wrong things I've done
               C           C7       F
My heart would cry if ever I should lose you
     C                  G7        C
Blue darlin' you're the only only one
                        G7        C
Blue darlin' you're the only only one

2223. Blue Days And Sleepless Nights - Chords

Blue Days And Sleepless Nights 
Laurie Lewis

G
Blue days and sleepless nights
                                D
Somewhere I went astray where did I go
G
Blue days and sleepless nights
                        D
Where did I loose my way I don't know
 
G
For a long time I've been wandering
                                D
Searching for a landmark or a sign
G
For so long I've been wondering



                                D
has the light gone out or am I blind
 
[Chorus]
C                                       G
Oh can you show me, where is my guiding star
C                               D
Hey Can you point the way to the path of heart
                                                G
Lead me away from these Blue days and sleepless nights
 
G
I used to dance out on the edge
                          D
I was possessed I could not fall
G
but now a days I just inch along that ledge
                          D
afraid to dance I barely crawl
 
[Chorus]
C                                       G
Oh can you show me, where is my guiding star
C                               D
Hey Can you point the way to the path of heart
                                                G
Lead me away from these Blue days and sleepless nights
 
G
Many times I have mistaken
                               D
the light of another eyes for my own
G
just to be lead astray again
                          D
with no light of my own to guide me home
 
[Chorus]
C                                       G
Oh can you show me, where is my guiding star
C                               D
Hey Can you point the way to the path of heart
                                                G
Lead me away from these Blue days and sleepless nights
 
G
Blue days and sleepless nights
                                D
Somewhere I went astray where did I go
G
Blue days and sleepless nights
                        D
Where did I loose my way I don't know



2224. Blue Days Black Nights

John McEuen - Blue days black nights

Blue days, black nights
Blue tears keep on fallin' for you dear, now you're gone
Blue days, black nights
My heart keeps on calling for you dear and you alone

Memories of you make me sorry
I gave you reason to doubt me
But now you're gone and I am left here all alone
With blue memories, I think of you

Blue days, black nights
I didn't realize I would miss you, the way I do
And now somehow I know I will pay
For the times I have made you blue

Memories of you make me sorry
I gave you reason to doubt me
But now you're gone and I am left here all alone
With blue memories, I think of you

2225. Blue Diamond Mines

Blue Diamond Mines
Kathy Mattea

I remember the ways and the bygone days
When we were all in our prime
How us and John L. we gave the old man hell
Down in the Blue Diamond Mine

When the whistle blowed and the rooster crowed
Two hours before daylight
When a man done his best and he earned a good rest
And had seventeen dollars at night

   In the mines in the mines
   In the Blue Diamond Mines
   I've worked my (whole-1*) (poor-2*) (- -3*) life away
   In the mines in the mines
   In the Blue Diamond Mine
   Go fall on your knees and pray.

You old black gold you've taken my lungs
And your dust has darkened my home
And now that we're old you're turning your back
But where else can an old miner go

It's  Algoma Block and it's Big Leatherwood
And now it's Blue Diamond too



The pits they are closing get another job
But what else can an old miner do

John L. had a dream but it's broken it seems
And the union is letting us down
Last night they took away my hospital card
Saying why don't you leave this old town.

So I'll go downtown and I'll hang around
And maybe it ain't so bad
But when you get home your kids will meet you at the door
Saying what did you bring me dad

2226. Blue Eldorado

Chris Jones - Blue Eldorado
Album: The Beatdown

Eighteen commitment days,
friends moved on but she stayed in
eldorado, and married the heboy next door.
Worked first shift by the interstate,
selling hot coffee and giving out change for the pay phone.
Couldn't ask for to much more.
Then every day someone would ask,
what don't you leave this all behind?
She'd look
Up, just kinda laugh, say don't you think its crossed my mind.
There ain't nobody waiting down in Arkansas,
and I don't know no one in old Baton Rouge,
and there ain't no way I'm going down
to Wichita, and leaving eldorado blue.
2nd verse)

Harvest moon, the radio,
shooting stars on A gravel road miles from nowhere.
It don't get no better than that.
City lights burn bright, draw you in,
blind your eyes to what matters, you want catch me in none of that.
This olds agoing down with the setting of the sun,
the life I leads the one for me, but it ain't for everyone.

2227. Blue Eyed Boston Boy

Blue Eyed Boston Boy
Dwight McCall

He was just a blue eyed Boston boy his voice was low with pain
I'll do your bidding, comrade mine if you will do the same



But if you should ride and I should fall you'll do as much for me
While mother at home is awaiting the news so write to her tenderly 

She's waiting at home like a patient saint her pale face filled with woe
Her heart will be broken when I am dead I'll see her face no more
Just then the order came to charge for a moment hand touched hand
They answered aye and on they rode that brave and devoted band 

Straight way was the course to the top of the hill and the Rebels with shot and shell
Plowed furrows of death midst the toiling ranks and guarded them as they fell
There soon came a horrible dying sound from the heights they could not gain
And those whom doom and death had spared rode slowly back again 

But among the dead at the top of the hill lay the boy with the golden hair
And the tall dark man who rode by his side lay still beside him there
There was none to write to the blue-eyed girl the words her lover had said
While mother at home is awaiting her boy she'll only find he's dead 

While mother at home is awaiting her boy she'll only find he's dead

2228. Blue Eyed Darling

Blue Eyed Darling

The days have passed by so slowly
Since you've gone and left me blue
If ever you decide to roam dear
Remember I'm waiting just for you

   Won't you be my blue eyed darlin
   Won't you come back home to me
   Don't tell me that you've found another
   Darling please don't set me free

At night as I lay down to sleep dear
The tears are flowing down my cheeks
Because you left me such a memory
And now I'm all alone you see

Someday you'll come and I'll be gone dear
Somewhere to start my life anew
But if you never do return dear
Remember I've waited just for you

2229. Blue Eyed Darling

Hylo Brown - Blue eyed darling
Composer: Roy Acuff - Glenn Stagner



A year ago now you left me
The blue skies now have turned to grey
Alone I hang my head in sorrow
No other one can take your place

You'll always be my blue eyed darling
I'll always love you as today
And when you left me for another
You broke my heart a million ways

When stars are shining up in heaven
And the moon sends down its ray
They cause the one who always you
And the boy that you betray

You'll always be my blue eyed darling...

You'll always be my blue eyed darling...

2230. Blue Eyed Elaine - Chords

Blue Eyed Elaine
Written and recorded by Ernest Tubb
John Prine & Mac Wiseman

C F C
Side by side we'll roll along sweetheart you and I
F C D7 G7
And to you I'll sing this song as the years go passing by
C F C
Times may be good or they may be bad but you'll never frown
F C G7 C
I couldn't find a sweeter pal if I'd search the whole world around

 F C
Blue eyed Elaine you're the sweetest thing and I love you so
F C D7 G7
And you'll always be the same no matter where we go
C F C
We'll travel here we'll travel there and we'll never part
F C G7 C
You'll always be my blue eyed Elaine and I'll be your sweetheart

 F C
When skies are gray and things go wrong we'll never fret nor sigh
F C D7 G7
But we'll just keep traveling on with our heads held up high
C F C
And when I gaze into your eyes your heart and soul I'll claim
F C G7 C
Then you'll know the reason why I love you blue eyed Elaine
Repeat #2



2231. Blue Eyed Love - Chords

Blue Eyed Love
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Sam Cooke

G
When I wake up in the morning
 
And I see you lying there
                    G7              C
Smiling through the tangles of your hair
 
It's a time that makes me realize
                                 A7
How much I want you by my side I need you
      D7
Honey yes I do
 
G  Bm           Am
Blue  blue eyed love
C                  D7      C              D7
Makes me feel like singing fits me like a glove
G  Bm           Am
Blue  blue eyed love
      C               D7
It'll take at least a life time
              G
For me to get enough
 
 
When I hold you in the night time 
 
When there's only you and me
                              G7              C
And we've locked the world outside and thrown away the key
 
It's a time that makes me know for sure 
     G                       A7
I'll never ask for anymore I want you 
      D7
Honey yes I do
 
Repeat #2
C                      Bm
There are times when I just can't find a friend
C                            D7
So I try to hold on till I'm holding you again
Repeat #2



2232. Blue Eyes

Blue Eyes
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Sometimes I get upset when people treat me bad
I don't have time to think and so I get real mad
I pull my hair and find somewhere that I can be alone
But when I do I think of you and then I hurry home

Where I've got chores to keep me busy
A clock to keep my time
A pretty girl to love me
With the same last name as mine

And when the flowers wilt
A big old quilt to keep us warm
I've got the sun to see your blue eyes
And tonight you're in my arms

Sometimes I get unwound when fancy cars drive fast
Money don't get me down but I can't make it last
I bite my nails and if that fails I go get myself stoned
But when I do I think of you and head myself back home

2233. Blue Eyes Crying In The Rain

Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain
Larry Sparks - Roy Acuff

In the twilight glow I see her
Blue eyes crying in the rain
As we kissed goodbye and parted
I know we'd never meet again

    Love is like a dying ember
    Only memories remain
    Through the ages I'll remember
    Blue eyes crying in the rain

Now my hair has turned to silver
All my life I've loved in vain
I can see her star in heaven
Blue eyes crying in the rain

Someday when we meet up yonder
We'll stroll hand in hand again
In a land that knows no parting
Blue eyes crying in the rain



2234. Blue Fiddle Waltz - Chords

Blue Fiddle Waltz
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Averal Aldridge, Cindy Richardson, Lisa Silver
[3/4 time]

F                          A7
Under the moonlight in the Tennessee hills   
A#7                     
F
He whispered I'll love you forever                        
A7
My heart is singing the same melody     
A#7        Dm            A#7       Dm
That we fell in love to oh it all ended too soon    
G7
But tonight I'll be dreaming we're dancing together
C                    F
Blue fiddle play the blue fiddle waltz    
G7                     C  G7
And bring back a memory or two
C                  F
Help me remember a love I have lost   
C                    G7          C
Oh blue fiddle play the blue fiddle waltz     
F                     C
This Maidens Prayer for an old Faded Love   
F                Am    D7                G7
Is that he'll think of me when he's missing someone

Repeat #2

2235. Blue Heartache

Osborne Brothers - Blue Heartache

Blue heartache
Stay away from me tonight
I'm alone but I'm all right
As long as I can keep her off my mind

Blue heartache
If I go and let you in
You'll creep inside my heart again
And make me wish I'd never told a lie

I know that I'm lonesome without her
I need her  
Do anything to have her back with me
'Cause I love her

Blue heartache



You're trying to get close to me
Wrap your blue all over me
But I've got plans to have no part of you
Oh blue, blue heartache

I know that I'm lonesome without her
I need her
Do anything to have her back with me
'Cause I love her

Blue heartache
You're trying to get close to me
Wrap your blue all over me
But I've got plans to have no part of you
Oh blue, blue heartache

2236. Blue Heron - Chords

Blue Heron Live 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
Em D  A
Em D  A
Em D  A
G  D  A (x2)
 
[Verse 1]
        Em      G      A
We were walking on the coastline
      Em          G                 A
And I wondered if this could be the last time
       G         D              A
Then I took your fragile hand into mine
       Em        G       A
And we talked of all the good times
 
 
[Bridge]
Em D  A
Em D  A
Em D  A
G  D  A
 
 
[Verse 2]
       Em    G       A
It was early morning sunrise
        Em          G             A
When we caught that shimmering in her eyes
        G       D                A
And she told us everything would be fine
      Em       G             A



So we walked together in the low tide
 
 
[Chorus]
G      D     A          Em
  Blue heron flying overhead
G         D          A
  Keeping watch over you
G      D     A               G
  Blue heron standing on the shore
         Em            G                 A
While we wandered all along the southern coastline
 
 
[Solo]
Em G  A
Em G  A
G  D  A
Em G  A
 
 
[Verse 3]
        Em      G      A
We were walking on the coastline
      Em           G               A
And you told me it wouldn't be the last time
       G         D              A
Then I took your strong hand into mine
       Em       G             A
And we walked together in the low tide
 
 
[Chorus]
G      D     A          Em
  Blue heron flying overhead
G         D          A
  Keeping watch over you
G      D     A               G
  Blue heron standing on the shore
          Em                  G             Em          G                 A
You never know if there'll be more so we'll wander all along the southern coastline
 
 
[Outro]
Em D  A
Em D  A
Em D  A
G  D  A

2237. Blue Highway - Chords

Blue Highway
Recorded by John Conlee



Written by Don Henry and Bob Simon

C           Dm  G7
Another highway another heartache 
C         Dm     G7
Travelin' man routine
Em                       Am
Eight days from home and all alone 
        Dm      F      G7
In this whining time machine

C         Dm   F        G7
I spend a mile thinking bout you 
C       Dm         G7
Only to praise the blues
Em                     Am
My eyes are sad on the road ahead 
         Dm         F         G7
While my heart's at home with you

        C    F
On this blue highway 
  Dm              F   C
Between your love and me
              Am   F
Nothin' but a blue highway 
   Dm        G7        C
As far as my heart can see

        Dm               G7
Another evening one more motel
C          Dm            G7
I phone to tell you good night
Em                  Am
Not much to say but it's okay
           Dm         F       G7
Cause your voice will hold me tight

repeat #3

A#7                           F
I know you're worried bout my night life
A#7                F
Wanderin' coast to coast
Fm                  C
But time and time I leave behind
    Dm  C F        G7
The one I love the most

        C    F
On this blue highway 
  Dm              F   C
Between your love and me
              Am   F
Nothin' but a blue highway 
   Dm        G7        Am
As far as my heart can see



        C    F
On this blue highway 
  Dm              F   C  G7
Between your love and me

repeat #3

2238. Blue In My Mind

Blue In My Mind

Well I Ought To Hate You For These a-Blues In My Mind
What Makes Me Love You Am I Losin' My Mind
I Wonder Where I'm a-Gonna Wind Up
I Just Can't Make My Crazy Mind Up

Too Many Kisses Brought Me Too Many Tears
Tears That I'll Cary With Me All Thru Th' Years
I'm Just A Broken Hearted Kind
Worryin' Blues In My Mind

Well I'm Goin' Crazy With These a-Blues In My Mind
How Can You Just Keep On Confusin' My Mind
You've Got A Jealous Air About You
Maybe I'd Be Better Off Without You

Still I Can't Make My Heart Believe That It's True
Trouble With Me Is Havin' Trouble With You
I'm Just A Broken Hearted Kind
Worryin' Blues In My Mind

2239. Blue In The Morning - Chords

Blue In The Morning - Jonas Fjeld & Chatham County

Capo 3
G C G D G C G D

G           D
Blue in the morning 
Em          C              G             Am              C     D
Blue as the bluest sky the sun is tellin me it's time to go
G           D
Blue in the morning
Em          C             G              Am           C     D
Blue as the sad goodbye a whisper in you ear soft and low
          G      D         Em               C
What ever road I take will bring me back to you one day
    G               Am                C       D



The angels keep you safe and from all harm
G   D        C         Em             D                  
You be in my heart and I'll return to you  
    G    D   G 
One blue morning

Blue in the morning
Open your sleepy eyes and hear the sparrow singing his loving song
Blue in the morning
You know that he was born to fly he's here a little while then he's gone
What ever wind that blows he spreads his wings and off he goes
And he'll be back to sing for you again
You will be in his heart and He'll return 
One blue morning

D                          C                 G
Out on the highway you can lose all track of time
C                          G                  D  
Lose track of where you're going where you've been
D                            C           G 
I may be gone but there's no leaving you behind
C           G      C               G
Your in the rivers your in the mountains
C                          G
Your in the whisper of the wind

Blue in the morning
Blue in the evening when the sun goes sinking down behind the trees
I stare into heaven
There's not a star above that shines the way you always shone for me
What ever dream you dream I hope that you will wait for me
Til I can hold you in my arms again
Keep me in your heart and I'll return 
One blue morning

And I'll return 
One blue morning

2240. Blue Is Fallin'

Tim O'Brien - Blue Is Fallin'
Hot Rize

I went out today, I hardly had a choice
Couldn't stand the sound of my own voice
You should've heard me talkin' on the telephone

All mornin' long with nothing good to say
You came and try to help me but I pushed you away
I said I'm too hot to handle, you better leave me alone

Blue is fallin' on me again
No one hears me callin' as it pulls me in



I try to fight it but I never win
Blue is fallin' on me again

We live together in this place and time
But I feel all alone and it's an awful crime
I gotta pull away for a day or two

I wanna dig a hole so deep and wide
I can bury all the hurt and the pain inside
I'm afraid of myself and I'm afraid for you

Blue is fallin' on me again
No one hears me callin' as it pulls me in
I try to fight it but I never win
Blue is fallin' on me again

I'll be makin' jokes, I'll be ridin' high
Then something turns the key, it all goes awry
It starts pushin' me down, down to my knee

I always hated when I act this way
I try to stop it from coming but it comes anyway
There's nothing about you, it's all about me

Blue is fallin' on me again
No one hears me callin' as it pulls me in
I try to fight it but I never win
Blue is fallin' on me again
No one hears me callin' as it pulls me in
I try to fight it but I never win
Blue is fallin' on me again

2241. Blue Is My Condition - Chords

Blue Is My Condition 
Fireside Collective

[Intro]
A  Em  D  A
   Em  D  A
 
[Verse 1]
A                 Em         D                   A
Well I'm alright, I'm ok, at least that's what I ought to say
                   Em             D            A
But I don't feel myself today, forgive my disposition
 
 
[Verse 2]
             Em           D                 A
Here I wait, biding time, praying this will pass me by
                     Em             D             A
'Cause how I feel is far from fine, blue is my condition



 
 
[Chorus]
G        D              A          A
Blue, so blue, blue and low down
    G        D                     A
I'm lost, so lost, I will never be found
    Bm               Em              D         D
The pain is real and I can't seem to shake it
Bm                              Em        D
I try to smile but I just can't fake it
 
 
[Verse 3]
A                 Em                    D               A
No place for this hurt to hurt to hide, what you see is what's inside
                       Em              D             A
Well I can't stop this downward slide, blue is my condition
 
 
[Instrumental]
A  Em  D  A
   Em  D  A
 
A  Em  D  A
   Em  D  A
 
G  D  A  A
G  D     A
Bm E  D  D
Bm    Em D
 
A  Em  D  A
   Em  D  A
 
 
[Chorus]
G        D              A          A
Blue, so blue, blue and low down
    G        D                     A
I'm lost, so lost, I will never be found
    Bm               Em              D         D
The pain is real and I can't seem to shake it
Bm                              Em        D
I try to smile but I just can't fake it
 
 
[Verse 4]
A              Em                               A
Will I stay or will I go, time must tell 'cause I don't know
                   Em            D             A
Can't keep puttin' on this show, blue is my condition
 
 
[Outro]
D             A
Blue is my condition



D             A
Blue is my condition
 
 A  Em  A  G

2242. Blue Is My Heart - Chords

Blue Is My Heart 
Holly Williams
 
G
Blue is my heart, blue as the sky
C
Memories of you, 
        G
they're making me cry
C
Longing for you, 
   G             Em
in days all gone by
G
Blue is my heart
D           G
Blue as the sky
 
G
LIfe is so bare, since you said goodbye
C
There's no tomorrow,
G
So why should I try
C
Joys of this life
G                  Em
they're passing me by
G
Blue is my heart
D           G
Blue as the sky
 
D
Flowers stop blooming
C
Fields used to be green
G
Your love's like a memory
D
Gone like the spring
D                      C
Lord, come and take me away
        G         D
I'm so blue, everyday
 



G
Oh my love it ain't nothing, to you anymore
C
Sweet darling I'm praying
G
You'll knock at my door
C
Until that day comes and
G             Em
Tears feel my eyes
G
Blue is my heart
D           G
Blue as the sky

2243. Blue Is The Color Of Lonesome

Blue Is The Color Of Lonesome
The Bluegrass Cardinals

If blue is the colour of lonesome
Then paint me a deep shade of blue
Blue's the way that I'm feelin'
Blue because I lost you
Eems there's been changes in colour
But not a great change in me
If blue is the colour of lonesome
Then blue is the colour for me
Red is the colour of the flaming love
But the flame has gone cold
You went with another and left me
Left me to cry all alone

2244. Blue Is The Way I Feel - Chords

Blue Is The Way I Feel 
The Del McCoury Band

[Intro]
C  G  C C
 
[Verse 1]
C
Well I'm on my way tonight
                       Am
And I hope the road is right
         C
For I've got to have you back
                  Am



Even if I have to steal
 
 
[Chorus]
C                G7         C
Blue is the way that I feel
 
[Solo]
C  C  C  C   Am
C  C  C  Am  C  G  C
 
 
[Verse 2]
C
I've been on this road so long
                            Am
I guess your love for me is gone
        C
But I'm coming back somehow
                       Am
For my love for you is real
 
 
[Chorus]
C                G7         C
Blue      is the way that I feel
 
[Solo]
C C C C   Am
C C C Am  C G C
 
[Verse 3]
C
Oh the thought of kissing you
                               Am
Or holding you the whole night through
          C
Scares me so and I may cry
                        Am
When you ask me if it's real
 
 
[Chorus]
C                G7         C    C
Blue      is the way that I feel
            G7         C
Blue is the way that I feel

2245. Blue Jungle - Chords

Blue Jungle
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Merle Haggard and Freddy Powers



G                               D7
Daylight Monday morning turning off the Great White Way
                                               G
Through the smoke and haze the city starts its day 
                                  C
It's a day to day survival in the battle zone
           D7              G
And a blue jungle with you gone

                            C
It's a blue jungle with you gone
       D7                       G
It's a cold empty city when you walk these streets alone
                                        C                Am
Like a world past is screaming when you hear the whistle moan
           D7              G
And a blue jungle with you gone

                                 D7
The weekend party's over and I'm sober once again
                                           G
And it's hard to face the world without my friends
                                         C
And it's a dog eat dog existence just to make it all alone
           D7              G
And a blue jungle with you gone

                            C
It's a blue jungle with you gone
       D7                       G
It's a cold empty city when you walk these streets alone
                                        C                Am
Like a world past is screaming when you hear the whistle moan
            D7              G
It's a blue jungle with you gone

       C    D7              G
It's a blue jungle with you gone

2246. Blue Kentucky Girl

Emmylou Harris - Blue Kentucky Girl
Loretta Lynn

You left me for the bright lights of the town 
A country boy set out to see the world 
Remember when those neon lights shine down 
That big old moon shines on your Kentucky girl 

I swear I love you by the moon above you 
How bright is it shining in your world 
Some morning when you wake up all alone 



Just come on home to your blue Kentucky girl 

Don't wait to bring great riches home to me 
I need no diamond rings or fancy pearls 
Just bring yourself, you're all I'll ever need 
That's good enough for this blue Kentucky girl 

I swear I love you by the moon above you 
How bright is it shining in your world 
Some morning when you wake up all alone 
Just come on home to your blue Kentucky girl 
Just come on home to your blue Kentucky girl

2247. Blue Kentucky Sky - Chords

Blue Kentucky Sky 
Leftover Salmon
 
G     C     G
Somebody asked me if I'd been to old Kentucky
G    D
If I'd seen the green hills in the early morning light
G     C     G
I just laughed and smiled, said you know that I've been lucky
G     D     G
I've got visions of Kentucky, in every corner of my mind.
 
I fust saw Kentucky when I was seventeen
And I hitchhiked out of Pittsburg chasing bluegrass dreams
I went to my first festival and drank a little shine
Watching Bill Monroe sing the Walls of Time
 
Chorus:
 
C G
And them green Kentucky hills
Bm  Em
Rollin to the sky
C    G
Ripplin waters flowin 
G         D
Under that Moonshine
C   G
Been around the World 
G   Em
But I've never rest my eyes
C     G
On a place as sweet as home
D        G
Under Blue Kentucky Skies
C     G
On a place as sweet as home
D        G



Under Blue Kentucky Sky
 
 
Well I've lived a life I've been up and I've been down
I have lived on porches and slept out on the ground
Well I've hung around mansions and all that I've found
That there's nothing ike a cabin in that Old Kentucky ground
 
[Chorus]
 
Jam (verse and chorus)
 
Well I go back to Kentucky just to play this old guitar
That's how I make my livin now, singing in these bars
But no matter how far I travel these days, no matter how far
I've got visions of Kentucky shining like a star
 
[Chorus]

2248. Blue Light

Blue Light
Fruition

Oh baby where you going, and could you use a ride?
I was never much for knowing, if I should pull to the side
Roll on down the window, turn on down the song
I'm on this road too you know, maybe we could get along
You are a stranger, I am caught off guard
If we are but strangers, then why's passing you by so hard?
I think it's the blue light, in your eyes, drive me crazy, that's alright
 cause it may save me, from losing my mind, over the baby that I left behind
I am flying my way, you are flying yours
Lost on the same ol' highway, maybe I'll open up my doors
Welcome in a stranger to share the darkened road
I have welcomed danger, but something tells me you're someone that I gotta know
I think it's the blue light, in your eyes, drive me crazy, that's alright
 cause it may save me, from losing my mind, over the baby that I left behind
Oh yeah, I think it's the blue light, in your eyes, drive me crazy, that's alright
 cause it may save me, from losing my mind, over the baby that I left behind
That I left behind

2249. Blue Lonely Winter - Chords

Blue Lonely Winter
Recorded by Goldie Hill
Written by Jimmy Newman and Roy A. Baham

G    C



Blue lonely winter 
G                     D7
Blue lonely nights so long
G    C
Blue snowflakes falling 
        D7                 G
And the blue lonely winter alone
D7
Where are the flowers 
G
The sun and the moon
He must have taken them 
              D7
Cause they're gone
    G                            C
And he left me right here in the middle
     D7                 G
Of a blue lonely winter alone
Repeat #1
     C
Blue snowflakes falling 
        D7                 G
And the blue lonely winter alone

2250. Blue Love

Blue Love 
Larry Sparks

I've got a blue love in my heart 
What can I do love with my heart 
It's got a burnin' yearnin' while, we're apart 
I've got a blue love in my heart 
 
So blue the night, so blue the day 
Why don't you write to me and say 
 
You've got a true love in your heart 
And I'll come through love in my heart 
And stop this burnin' yearnin' while we're apart 
I've got a blue love in my heart 

I've got an old flame in my heart 
A solid gold flame in my heart 
I'm like a weeping willow but while we're apart 
I've got a blue love in my heart 
 
What can I do, where can I go 
I never knew I loved you so 
 
I've got a blue love in my heart 
What can I do love with my heart 
I'm like a weeping willow but while we're apart 



I've got a blue love in my heart

2251. Blue Me

Dolly Parton - Blue Me 

Blue me, blue me
Blue is the color
That fits best on me
I'm blue
Just as blue as can be
Blue me, Blue me
I cry
And I die
I lie awake at night
And I question why
Must it be
I can never be free
Blue me, Blue me
My heart is heavy
But it's empty inside
No one to love me
Or to lay down beside
I'm blue
The queen of sorrow
Wears royal blue
My luck ain't changin'
Is it ever goin' to
I'm blue, Oh I'm blue
Why must I wear this robe of blue misery
Blue me, Blue me
Ooh
This sad old feeling
Is breakin' me down
No satisfaction with these blues hangin' 'round
Lord, I'm blue
Oh, I'm so blue Why can't I shake it tell me where will this end
When will I get out of this blue rut I'm in
Oh, I'm blue
Looks like the blues just took a liking to me
Blue me, Blue me Blue me, Blue me
Blue is the color that fits best on me
Ooooh, I'm blue
I'm just as blue as can be
Blue me
Blue me

2252. Blue Misty Morning



Blue Misty Morning 
Pete Sibley

Blue, misty morning, sun heating up overhead 
Blue, misty morning 
The flowers blooming around my legs 
 
CHORUS : 
The creek bed's a-flowin, the mountain is growin  
The world's all right with me 
Yesterday skies were gray, but today looks bright 
I got that blue misty morning delight 
 
Blue misty morning, the songbird waking in the tree 
Blue misty morning, her voice is singing out to me 
  
Blue misty morning, I find, my mind drifting free 
Blue misty morning, nothing can cloud this day for me 
  
Yesterday skies were gray, but today looks bright 
I got that blue misty morning delight 
I got that blue misty morning just right

2253. Blue Mood

Jerry Jeff Walker - Blue Mood

[Verse 1]
Well I'd already turned the lights out, almost gone to sleep
When a little voice inside me asked, are you all you thought you'd be?
This late night singing's just like dreaming
More like talking to yourself
I don't find many answers, but the music seems to help

[Chorus]
It's just a blue mood I'm in, comes every now and then
It's the kind that softly knocks you down to your knees
But it's gonna pass in time, in a day or two, well, I'll be fine
Just tonight those blues got the last ol' laugh on me

[Verse 2]
I heard they got Suzanna's money, like they stole Fred Neil's and mine
Well, I guess that reinforces music's all we've got sometimes
Life's mostly handshakes and divorces
True blue friends that bend and sway
While the price of living honestly comes harder every day

[Chorus]
It's just a blue mood I'm in, comes every now and then
It's the kind that softly knocks you down to your knees
But it's gonna pass in time, in a day or two, well, I'll be fine
Just tonight those blues got the last ol' laugh on me

[Verse 3]



Yeah, I've been recovering from surgery, yeah, they took a piece of me
Well, I've been cut much deeper, I always got back on my feet
But with the passing of John Henry, then the loss of Stevie Ray;
I see the light of our own time get dimmer every day

[Chorus]
It's just a blue mood I'm in, comes every now and then
It's the kind that softly knocks you down to your knees
But it's gonna pass in time, in a day or two, well, I'll be fine
Just tonight those blues got the last ol' laugh on me

2254. Blue Moon Of Kentucky

Bill Monroe - Blue Moon of Kentucky
Osborne Brothers

Blue moon of Kentucky keep on shining
Shine on the one that's gone and proved untrue
Blue moon of Kentucky keep on shining
Shine on the one that's gone and left me blue

It was on a moonlight night
The stars were shining bright
And they whispered from on high
Your love has said good-bye

Blue moon of Kentucky keep on shining
Shine on the one that's gone and said good-bye

Blue moon of Kentucky keep on shining
Shine on the one that's gone and proved untrue
Blue moon of Kentucky keep on shining
Shine on the one that's gone and left me blue

It is on a moonlight night
The stars shining bright
They whispered from high
Your love has said good-bye

Blue moon of Kentucky keep on shining
Shine on the one that's gone and said good-bye

2255. Blue Moon Rising

Blue Moon Rising 
Blue Moon Rising

There's one lonely shadow 
Tonight through my window 



The silence makes a cold lonesome sound 
I'm thinkin' I'm drinkin' I'm sinkin' so low 
Just like that old sun goin' down 
 
CHORUS : 
 I've had too much time 
on my hands since you're gone 
Chained to your memory chilled to the bone 
How long can this heart breakin'  
keep hangin' on 
Blue moon risin' 
 
Talking to your picture and holdin' your pillow 
Your perfume still lingers in the air 
I still hear your voice 
Like a wind through the willows 
There's pieces of you everywhere 
 
Blue moon risin'  
Blue moon risin'

2256. Blue Moon With Heartache

Rodney Crowell - Blue Moon With Heartache

Blue moon out my window, guess this means goodnight
And you come in and start right in not treating me right
Misery is a ball and all its company
I'll play the victim for you, honey, but not for free
I run into that heartache just like a wall
And act like nothing happened to me, nothing at all
Lately I'm amazed at how blind we can be
Lately even dreaming feels like old reality
What would I give to be a diamond in your eyes again?
What would I give to bring back those old times?
What did I say to make your cold heart bleed this way?
Maybe I'll just go away today
And I don't care who's waiting at my front door
You know that life don't hold no glamour anymore
Oh, how can it all look so right and feel so wrong?
I'll play the victim for you, honey, but not for long
What would I give to be a diamond in your eyes again?
What would I give to bring back those old times?
What did I say to make your past turn out this way?
Maybe I'll just go away today
Maybe I'll just go away
Maybe I'll just go away
Maybe I'll just go away to stay
Maybe I'll just go away
Maybe I'll just go away
Maybe I'll just go away



2257. Blue Morning - Chords

Blue Morning 
Chris Hillman
 
G       C             G          C
Running down the road most of my life
C       D                C              G
Hanging on to a feeling  I'm holding on tight
G        D             Am
Chasing  after dreams just around the bend
 
That's all we got left to do
C             D
All we got to lend
Em
Blue Blue norning
Am
Lord take me down
D                         C            G
Some joker  got lucky his first time around
Em                       Am
Down by the river in a   cold damp room
D                        C                       G     C    G    C
Watching your life go by maybe just a little too soon
G         C              G           C
I've been away from you  a long long time
               D                C                G
I know it's so hard to  lay you heart out on the line
G                  D                 Am
Tell me who do you turn to on those  dark and lonely night
C                             D
Who is it that you call  your own
Em
Blue Blue norning
Am
Lord take me down
D                         C            G
Some joker  got lucky his first time around
Em                       Am
Down by the river in a   cold damp room
D                        C                       G
Watching your life go by maybe just a little too soon
 
SOLO   F Am Em  F  Am  D
 
G            C                   G       C
And when the sun come up and the clouds disappear
           D
A new days gonna shine
C                G
Wipe away those tears
G                   D



When your sure it's over
Am
When the battles won
 
Sleep  thru the night  my boy
C                      D
Dreams are free for everyone
Em
Blue Blue norning
Am
Lord take me down
D                         C            G
Some joker  got lucky his first time around
Em                       Am
Down by the river in a   cold damp room
D                        C                       G
Watching your life go by maybe just a little too soon

2258. Blue Mountain

Blue Mountain
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
I took my chances
Left you for Texas
Hell bent with something to prove
I thought you'd be there
When I wandered back where
I left your sweet love and the truth

[Chorus]
It's a blue mountain
A blue mountain
It's rolling between me and you
It's a long highway
A long highway
And it runs through the heart of a fool

[Verse 2]
Now I've been to Phoenix
The west coast, I've seen it
But still haven't found who I am
'Cause those old Carolinas
That I left behind are
The heart and the soul of this man

[Chorus]
It's a blue mountain
A blue mountain
It's rolling between me and you
It's a long highway
A long highway



And it runs through the heart of a fool

[Verse 3]
Well, no glass of whiskey
Can tell me you miss me
I've been gone too long for that
So I'll drink to old times
Black roads and white lines
Till the day I find my way back

[Chorus]
It's a blue mountain
A blue mountain
It's rolling between me and you
It's a long highway
A long highway
That runs through the heart of a fool
Oh, it runs through the heart of a blue mountain
A blue mountain

2259. Blue Mule

Blue Mule
Billy Strings

Ridin' with the wind
She's come and gone again

Some said she came from Georgia
Some said from Tennessee
But there never was another
Like my old blue mule
Lord know there'll never be
She could jump right over a mountain
She could outrun a diesel train
Her mother was that blue ox Babe
She was born in the eye of a hurricaine

Well I raced my blue mule
It was down in Tennessee
Against Molly and the Ten Brooks
All the people came to see
Ten Brooks was the favorite
People said I was a fool
Ridin' high wide the gates
And on my pretty blue mule

Hey blue mule, ridin' with the wind
She's come and gone again
Hey blue mule, ride on, ride on, blue mule

Around the track like a whirlpool
Old Molly had the lead



Then Ten Brooks nosed on out ahead
Boys, it was a wild stampede
Comin' in the final lap
Neck and neck, it was a duel
And my blue mule started flyin'
Which was agianst the rules

When we hit the finish line
The very last time around
I swear my blue mule she came out in front
Fifty feet from the ground
The crowd was cheerin' Ten Brooks
It was a sight to see
But overhead and out of sight
Was my old blue mule and me

Hey blue mule, ridin' with the wind
She's come and gone again
Oh look at her ride
Hey blur mule, ride on
Ride, ride, ride, blue mule

Well she never knew that race was run
She never came back down
She won that race in outer space
Not on solid ground
So when a storm is ragin'
And you hear a mournful wail
It's just me ridin' on my old blue mule
With the lightenin' stickin' her tail

Hey blue mule, she's ridin' with the wind
She's come and gone again
Oh hey blue mule, oh ride on
Ride on, oh ride on, blue mule
Ride, ride, ride, ride, ride
Ride, ride on, ride on, blue mule

2260. Blue Must Be The Color Of The Blues - Chords

Blue Must Be The Color Of The Blues - James King
Thirty Years of Farming, Album
Red Sovine also sang it
Banjo tuned E, Capo 1, Key D

Color Of The Blues

        D               G             D        G    D
Up above me are the skies like the twinkle in your eyes
        G              A           D  
These things are the color of the blues
        G                   D                  G          D
In the mail your letter came the ink and paper looked the same



        G            A         D
Blue must be the color of the blues

                      G             D             G      D  
Bluebird's singing in the trees seems to sympathize with me
     G                 A             D
But he ain't singing like he used to do
        G                D              G             D
The pearly waters in the sea feel as cold as you left me
   G                A            D
Yes blue must be the color of the blues
( steel )

                   G                 D         G          D
There's a rainbow overhead with more blue than gold and red
     G              A          D
Blue must be the color angels choose
              G                  D            G           D
A blue dress you proudly wore when you left to return no more
     G             A             D
Blue must be the color of the blues

Blue days come and blue days go how I feel nobody knows
Life is mighty empty without you
There's a blue note in my song that I sing since you are gone
Yes blue must be the color of the blues

2261. Blue Night

Bill Monroe - Blue Night
Hot Rize - Ricky Skaggs

Blue night I got you on my mind
Blue night I can't keep from crying
You met someone that was new
You quit someone that you knew was true
Blue night I got you on my mind

Blue night blue as I can be
I don't know what'll become of me
Where we used to walk I walk alone
With an aching heart because my love is gone
Blue night blue as I can be

Blue night 'cause I'm all alone
I used to call you on the telephone
I used to call and it made you glad
Now I call and it makes you mad
Blue night 'cause I'm all alone

Blue night all by myself
Since you put me on that shelf
There's just one thing that you must know



You're gonna reap just what you sow
Blue night, all by myself
Blue night, all by myself

2262. Blue Nose

Blue Nose
Wayne Taylor & Keith Arneson

There's land up above us, we've sailed a long long way
with a cool breeze blowing the sun bids us a good day.
When the light shine in the harbor, it's like stars up
in the sky
and my heart is full of lonely for the one's I've said good bye.

chorus:
And my soul is on the ocean, takes my dreams where the wind blows
the salt runs through my blood dear Lord and my feet are on the Blue Nose

She's a ship in Nova Scotia that sails around the world, turned many sailors loose on land
broke the hearts of many a girl
there's a spell out on the ocean, there's a spell out on the sea, and you know I have to be the
re, I can hear her calling me

Chorus:

when the piper blows the bag pipe you can hear it in the wind, and drummer sounds like gun 
shots, salt water upon my skin. I don't know where I'm going I know not where she goes, all I 
know she gentle carries me, where the wind blows.

Chorus:

2263. Blue Prairie - Chords

Blue Prairie
Recorded by Rex Allen Jr.
Written by Bob Nolan and Tim Spencer

Am           F            Em
Blue prairie blue are the skies
Dm           E7         Am         F  E7
Blue are the sighs of a night wind fallin'
Am           F            Em
Blue prairie blue are the hills
Dm           E7          Am         F   E7
Blue are the trills of a night bird callin'
Am
Every beating heart beats a rhythm that is blue
                             C



And the moon has cast a blue reflection in the dew
Dm
So the wind while on its way 
D#m                           Em  C  G7
Seems to cry and sigh and say bl-----ue
Am           F           Em
Blue prairie blue echoes ring
Dm        E7        Am      F       Am
Blue as I sing of a longing blue as you
Am
Every beating heart beats a rhythm that is blue
                             C
And the moon has cast a blue reflection in the dew
Dm
So the wind while on its way 
D#m                           Em  C  G7
Seems to cry and sigh and say bl-----ue
Am           F           Em
Blue prairie blue echoes ring
Dm        E7        Am      F       Am
Blue as I sing of a longing blue as you

2264. Blue Prelude

Linda Ronstadt - Blue Prelude

Let me cry, let me sigh when I'm blue,
Let me go away from this lonesome town,
Won't be long till my song here is through,
And I know I'm on my last go round.
All the love I could steal, beg or borrow
Couldn't heal all this pain in my soul.

What is love but a prelude to sorrow
With a heartbreak ahead as your goal.
Here I go
Now you know why I'm leaving.
I got the blues.
What can I lose?
Goodbye!

All the love I could steal, beg or borrow
Couldn't heal all this pain in my soul.

What is love but a prelude to sorrow
With a heartbreak ahead as your goal.
Here I go
Now you know why I'm leaving.
I got the blues.
What can I lose?
Goodbye!
Adieu! to you
Goodbye!



2265. Blue Railroad Train

Blue Railroad Train
Josh Williams - Tony Rice

Blue railroad train
Going down the railroad tracks
It makes me feel so doggone blue
To listen to that old smokestack

Come back again
Let me hear the whistle blow
You're taking the sun and leaving the rain
And I hate to see you go

Blue railroad train
Leaving me far behind
Gimme back the good old days
And let me ramble down the line

Blue railroad train
Leaving me her alone
You treat me good you treat me bad
You're making me think of home

I've got the blues
I'm longing for your company
It's many miles from where I am
To the only one for me

It's lonely here
Waiting for the manifest
I hope that engineer is kind
Enough to let me be his guest

I'm not as bad
As you might think I am
I hobo here I hobo there
I've traveled these states around

Blue railroad train
A good old pal to me
You take me where I want to go
And my transportation's free

2266. Blue Ridge

Blue Ridge
Richard J.Malis, Robert Artis



Seldom Scene

Ch. Blue Ridge do you call to all your children
Like you've been calling me
Blue Ridge why are you calling me home?

1. There came a time when I traveled too far
To too many places and too many bars
But all that I traveled and all that I learned
Were no consolation for all that I yearned
The dew on the laurel the tall swayin' pines
The clear mountain water the bluest of skies
Take me back take me back to

Ch.

The dew on the laurel the tall swayin' pines
The clear mountain water the bluest of skies
Take me back take me back to

Ch.

Blue Ridge why are you calling me home?

THE SELDOM SCENE & Jonathan Edwards - Blue Ridge

2267. Blue Ridge Cabin Home

Blue Ridge Cabin Home
Flatt & Scruggs

There's a well beaten path in the old mountainside
Where I wandered when I was a lad
And I wandered alone to the place I call home
In those Blueridge hills far away

   Oh I love those hills of old Virginia
   From those Blueridge hills I did roam
   When I die won't you bury me on the mountain
   Far away near my Blueridge mountain home

Now my thoughts wander back to that ramshackle shack
In those blue ridge hills far away
Where my mother and dad were laid there to rest
They are sleeping in peace together there

I return to that old cabin home with the sigh
I've been longing for days gone by
When I die won't you bury me on that old mountain side
Make my resting place upon the hills so high



2268. Blue Ridge Mountain Blues

Blue Ridge Mountain Blues (Blue Ridge Mountain High)
Flatt & Scruggs  - Bill Clifton

When I was young and in my prime
I left my home in Caroline
Now all I do is sit and pine
For all the folks I left behind

I've got them Blue Ridge Mountain blues
And I stand right here and say
My grip is packed to travel and I'm scratchin' gravel
For that Blue Ridge far away

Well I'm gonna stay right by my Pa
And I'm gonna do right by my Ma
I'll hang around that cabin door
No work or worry anymore

I've got them Blue Ridge Mountain blues
Gonna see my old dog Trey
Gonna hunt the possum where the corn tops blossom
On that Blue Ridge far away

Now I see a window with a light
I see two heads of snowy white
It seems I hear them both recite
Where is my wandering boy tonight

I've got those Blue Ridge Mountain blues
And I stand right here to say
Every day I'm counting 'til I find that mountain
On that blue ridge far away

2269. Blue Ridge Mountain Girl

Blue Ridge Mountain Girl
Blue Highway - Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

It's so cold here in Chicago
The wind can cut you like a knife
Another day, another dollar
What a way to spend a life

She was young and I was restless
There's nothing sadder in the world
Said goodbye to my Virginia
And the Blue Ridge Mountain girl



I can see her standing by the window
And there's nothing sadder in the world
Than those green eyes, all red from crying
Of my Blue Ridge Mountain girl

In my hands I hold a letter
That says she made a pretty bride
And as I lay here in the darkness
She lays by another's side

I've got money in my pockets
Silver rings that I wear
But I'd trade them all this minute
For the gold that's in her hair

And I can see her standing by the window
And there's nothing sadder in the world
Than those green eyes, all red from crying
Of my Blue Ridge Mountain girl

And I can see her standing by the window
And there's nothing sadder in the world
Than those green eyes, all red from crying
Of my Blue Ridge Mountain girl
Of my Blue Ridge Mountain girl

2270. Blue Ridge Mountain Memories

Blue Ridge Mountain Memories
IIIrd Tyme Out

   Blue Ridge Mountain memories
   Dreams of home so dear to me
   I wish life could be like it used to be
   In my Blue Ridge Mountain memories

I still envision that old homestead on a hillside far away
I can see the Blue Ridge Mountains where I spent my childhood days
When I start wishin' things could be the way they were back then
I can close my eyes and wander back again

I can still see Mom and Daddy and remember how they cried
When I headed west searchin' for a better way of life
Though I found fame and fortune I feel empty and alone
Riches can't replace a parent's love or home

Now Mom and Dad are resting near the Blue Ridge Mountain cabin
They sleep there overlooking the only place they've ever known
I've been all around this whole wide world but nothing can compare
To the beauty of that Blue Ridge Mountain home



2271. Blue Ridge Mountain Song

Alan Jackson - Blue Ridge Mountain Song

He met her in the fall of '93 in the hills of Tennessee
She was barely 17, he was tall and strong and lean
They were deep in love by June
Hand in hand beneath that moon
And she sang a little blue ridge mountain song
And he'd just hum along
And they'd dance all night till dawn
On a hillside all alone
They were young and they were free
Like a mountain melody
In love as they could be
Singing that blue ridge song
She married in her mama's wedding gown
Bought a house and settled down
He worked driving all around
All at large from town to town
And he'd come home every night
And she'd be waiting in the front porch light
And she'd sing a little blue ridge mountain song
And he'd just hum along
And they'd dance all night till dawn
On the front porch all alone
They were young and they were free
Like a mountain melody
In love as they could be
Singing that blue ridge song
They couldn't tell him what was wrong
But they just didn't know
It wasn't very long until Jesus called her home
And he got down on his knees
Said "God don't take my love from me"
Just let her sing a little blue ridge mountain song
Like she has all along
And I'll dance with her till dawn
On a hill side all alone
And we'll spend eternity like a mountain melody
In love as we can be
Singing that blue ridge song
Now he lives there all alone
In the house that they call home
In his heart there lies a void (?)
From the absence of her voice
And he lays down every night
Dreams about that front porch light
Where she sang a little blue ridge mountain song
And he'd just hum along
And they'd dance all night until dawn
On the hillside all alone
They were young and they were free



Like a mountain melody
In love as they could be
Singing that blue ridge song
Little blue ridge mountain song
Singing that blue ridge song
Sing a little blue ridge mountain song
Sing a little blue ridge mountain song
Singing that blue ridge song
Sing a little blue ridge mountain song
Sing a little blue ridge mountain song
Singing that blue ridge song
Sing a little blue ridge mountain song
Sing a little blue ride mountain song
Little blue ridge mountain song

2272. Blue Ridge Mountains

Blue Ridge Mountains
Larkin Poe - Blue Ridge Mountains

[Verse 1]
Blue ridge mountain memories
I gotta get back to my home
Among the ferns and dogwood trees
That's the dirt where I was grown
Backwoods livin' set me free
Gotta get back to my roots
This city life is killin' me
Pretty soon I'm gonna shake my boots

[Chorus]
Say
Oh my my, said, oh my my
Gettin' down to the Georgia clay
Oh my my, said, oh my my
Drinkin' sweet tea every day
Oh my my, said, oh my my
Diggin' deep is the southern way
Honey, I'm home
I am so glad just to see y'all

[Verse 2]
Truck stop highway USA
I'm countin' down the 50 states
I can't shake these movin' blues
Roll me to the pearly gates
When this heart breaks down on me
Some place God knows where
Tow it back to Tennessee
My baby gonna fix it there

[Chorus]
Say



Oh my my, said, oh my my
Gettin' down to the Georgia clay
Oh my my, said, oh my my
Drinkin' sweet tea every day
Oh my my, said, oh my my
Diggin' deep is the southern way
Honey, I'm home
I am so glad just to see y'all

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
Say
Oh my my, said, oh my my
Gettin' down to the Georgia clay
Oh my my, said, oh my my
Drinkin' sweet tea every day
Oh my my, said, oh my my
Diggin' deep is the southern way
Honey, I'm home
I am so glad just to see y'all

2273. Blue Ridge Mountains Turning Green

Blue Ridge Mountains Turning Green
James Lunsford

1. Blue Ridge Mountains turning green
I wanna go home again
To see my mountain friends
Spring time opens up my heart
Makes me want to share
The good old mountain air
Life's so young and free for all
For those who answered the Blue Ridge Mountain call
Blue Ridge Mountains turning green
I wanna go home again
To see my mountain friends

2. Sunrise breaks the morning dew
Walkin' on new plowed ground
A distant cow bell sound
Tall trees reach the misty blue
And all of their leaves are green
Shadows on the mountain stream
Dogwood and mountain laurel bloom
Welcome mat for nature's living room
Blue Ridge Mountains turning green
I wanna go home again
To see my mountain friends

3. Night time gathers in the crowd
Listen to the children sing



Hear the banjos ring
Blue Ridge Mountains music sound
Comes from a lonely hill
Listen to the whippoorwill
Old-time fiddles that I hear
Playing a tune that I love so dear
Blue Ridge Mountains turning green
I wanna go home again
To see my mountain friends

Blue Ridge Mountains turning green

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - Sit Down Young Stranger

2274. Blue Roan

Blue Roan (Larry W. Jones 10/11/2007) 

Blue Roan ridin' with the wind
Down the race track and gone again
Some said he came from Tennessee
But where he came from is unknown
Folks come on race day just to see
Me and my beautiful Blue Roan
My Blue Roan can jump a mountain
Race all around the Pontchartrain
He's kin to Babe the Blue Ox clan
And the wind of a hurricane
Well, race day came for my Blue Roan
That Kentucky Derby was a sight to see
The line outside was ten miles long
They all came to see Tenbrooks, Molly and me
They said Tenbrooks had what it takes
And the jockey on the Blue Roan was a fool
When they opened those Derby gates
I just told my Blue Roan, try to play it cool
Blue Roan ridin' with the wind
Down the race track and gone again
Ride on Blue Roan, ride on 
Ride on Blue Roan
Down the race track like a whirlwind
Old Molly was taking the lead
But Tenbrooks matched her chin to chin
A Kentucky Derby stampede
Neck to neck in the final lap
My Blue Roan was racing so fast
That he just flew up in the sky
Right before the finish line passed
Officials saw my Blue Roan's stunt
Seen from their viewpoint on the ground
Folks said my Blue Roan was out front
Up in the air flyin' around
Well, they gave old Tenbrooks the win



But it sure was a sight to see
My Blue Roan flyin' in the wind
And ridin' on his back was me
Blue Roan ridin' with the wind
Down the race track and gone again
Ride on Blue Roan, ride on 
Ride on Blue Roan
Well, Blue Roan knew who won the race
And so he never came down again
He's still racing through outer space
Never on solid ground to win
If you see winds blowin' Pontchartrain
Soundin' like a big freight train's moan
It will be me holdin' the rains
Of a flyin' too fast Blue Roan
Blue Roan ridin' with the wind
Down the race track and gone again
Ride on Blue Roan, ride on 
Ride on Blue Roan

2275. Blue Ruin

Blue Ruin
Mandolin Orange - Blue Ruin

[Verse 1]
One morning after drinking
Heavy in the night
Every inch of my poor bones seemed to ache and moan in wait
Cause all our troubles come tomorrow
We'll be gone and then it's on to Christmas Day

[Pre-Chorus]
If Jesus had been born
Just eleven days before
Would the world have stopped to see
At least those on the street
Headed for Newtown
And of all those on their way
Could the miracle have made
One lay his guns down?

[Instrumental Chorus]
Ooooo...yeah

[Verse 2]
That trigger stole his mind
How am I to blame
I bet you never even aimed at one
There's too many people killing people
To put an end to evil
What can be done?



[Pre-Chorus]
Well for now who'd like to tell me
On that morning when 27 fell
How any lesson in counting
Could ever, ever amount to watching them fall
And why worst of all
Come Christmas morning
They'll still be gone
[Instrumental Chorus]
Oooo...yeah
Oooo...Oooo

[Outro]
One morning after drinking
Heavy in the night
I stopped to take a look at the crook that stole this holiday
Well this Christmas
My only wish is
We put these guns away

2276. Blue Shadows On The Trail

Blue Shadows on the Trail
Sara Watkins - Blue Shadows on the Trail

[Verse 1: Sara Watkins/ Sara Watkins, Sean Watkins, Chris Thile]
Arizona moon keep shining
From the desert sky above
You know pretty soon
That big yellow moon
Will light the way back to the one you love

[Verse 2: Sara Watkins/ Watkins, Watkins, Thile]
Blue shadows on the trail
Little cowgirl, close your eyes and dream
All of the doggies are in the corral
All of your work is done
Just close your eyes and dream, little pal
Dream of someone

[Verse 2: Sara Watkins/ Watkins, Watkins, Thile]
Blue shadows on the trail
Soft wind blowing through the trees above
All the other little cowgirls
Back in the bunkhouse now, so
Close your eyes and dream
Dream, dream



2277. Blue Shadows On The Trail - Chords

Blue Shadows On The Trail
by Eliot Daniel & Johnny Lange

[E] Shades of night are [F# minor] falling
As the [E] wind be- [G# minor] gins to [F# minor] sigh [B7]
And the [E] world's silhou- [F# minor] etted a- [B7] gainst the [E] sky.

Blue Shadows [A] on the [E] Trail
[A6] Blue [D] moon [B7] shinin' [A] through the [E] trees.
And a [E] plain--tiff [E7] wail--- from the [A] distance
Comes a [E] driftin' on the [B7] evening [E] breeze.

Move a- [A] long, Blue Shadows, move a- [E] long [D#] [E]
Soon the dawn will [B minor]come and [C#7] you'll be on your [F# minor ] way
[F# minor aug] [B7]
[D#]Un- [E] til the [E7] darkness sheds its [A] veil [C#7] [F# minor]
[F minor dim]There'll be [E] Blue [B7] Shadows on the [E]Trail.

Move a- [A] long, Blue Shadows, move a- [E] long [D#] [E]
Soon the dawn will [B minor]come and [C#7] you'll be on your [F# minor ] way
[IF# minor aug] [B7]
[D#]Un- [E] til the [E7] darkness sheds its [A] veil [C#7] [F# minor]
[F minor dim] There'll be [E] Blue [B7] Shadows on the [E]Trail.

[F] Shadows on the [E] Trail.

2278. Blue Side - Chords

Blue Side
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by David Lasley and Allee Willis

G                 Em        Am       D7
It's the same old me in the same old clothes
G        Em        Am             D7
Same old face that you're sure to know
G        G7              C
Same old blue side of me baby
         Am       C        G  D7
With the same old love for you
G                 Em         Am       D7
It's the same old day in the same old week
G                  Em                Am             D7
I got the same old shivers won't you sail away with me
G        G7              C
Same old blue side of me baby
         Am       C        G
With the same old love for you
       C            Bm       Em
Oh the blue side is the true side
Am               D7           G



For anyone who's had a broken heart
        Am           Bm      Em
And the blue side is the you side
      A7                               D7
Cause you won't give this love another start
        G        Em          Am        D7
Got the same old legs in the same blue jeans
   G            Em            Am       D7
In the same old head lies the same old dream
G        G7              C
Same old blue side of me baby
         Am       C        G
With the same old love for you
        Am           Bm      Em
And the blue side is the you side
      A7                               D7
Cause you won't give this love another start
         G        G7              C
It's the same old blue side of me baby
         Am       C
With the same old love
         G        G7              C
It's the same old blue side of me baby
         Am       C        G
With the same old love for you

2279. Blue Side Of Heaven

Alan Jackson - Blue Side Of Heaven 

Don't be sad darlin' I love you
And I'll take you with my soul's memory
I'm just going ahead to tell them about you
So they will all know you the way that I do 
And I'll meet you dear on the blue side of heaven
Where angels sing and days never end
And I'll dance with you on the blue side of heaven
Where God will bless our love once again 
I'll teach them all the songs that we love dear
And I'll tell them of our babies at home
I'll hug and kiss all of our loved ones
Who came before so I'm not alone 
And I'll meet you dear on the blue side of heaven
Where angels sing and days never end
And I'll dance with you on the blue side of heaven
Where God will bless our love once again 
So let me go and tell me you love me
I'm not afraid as darlin' I know
That someday soon you'll be there with me
We'll be together as long as time goes 
And I'll meet you dear on the blue side of heaven
Where angels sing and days never end
And I'll dance with you on the blue side of heaven



Where God will bless our love once again 
So don't be sad you know that I love you
And I'll see you when it comes to your time
We'll walk along some beautiful river
Hand in hand on life's other side

2280. Blue Side Of Lonesome - Chords

Blue Side of Lonesome
Recorded by George Jones       
Written by Leon Payne
[3/4 time]
 
G                            D7
I'm calling to tell you it's over
                               G
Yes darling you're now free to go
                               D7
You're saying you're sorry you hurt me
                                G   G7
But you can't hurt me no more I know
 
       C                         G
You're asking me where this call comes from
     D7           A7         D7
Oh I hope that it won't interfere
        G                       D7
If your new romance turns out a failure
                                G
Well here's where to find me my dear
 
                             D7
I'm just on the blue side of lonesome
                             G
Right next to the Heartbreak Hotel
                            D7
In a tavern that's known as Three Teardrops
                            G
On a bar stool not doing so well
 
                            D7
The floor's got a carpet of sorrow
                           G
But no one can weep in the aisle
                                   D7
And they say someone broke the bar mirror
                         G    G7
With only the ghost of a smile
 
    C                        G
The hands on the clock never alter
    D7           A7            D7
For things never change in the place



           G                  D7
There's no present no past no future
                                       G
We're the ones who have lost in life's race
 
repeat #3

2281. Blue Side Of The Blue Ridge - Chords

Blue Side Of The Blue Ridge - Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice 

(No Capo)

Intro.:  /(C) /(C) /(F) /(F) /(C) /(G) /(C) /(C) /(C) /(C)
 
(Verse 1)
 On the (C)backside of the (C7)ridge, cross the (F)old swinging bridge
Lives a (C)little girl whose eyes are deepest (G)blue
Gonna (C)make her my (C7)own and (F)build for us a home
On the (C)blue side (G) of the Blue Ridge (C)Mountain

(Chorus)
Where the (G)pines are so tall and the (F)turtledoves still (C)call
And the (F)wild flowers (C)bask in the (G)sun
I'll (C)follow the (C7)road past that (F)old waterfall
To the (C)blue side (G) of the Blue Ridge (C)Mountain

Solo:  /(C) /(C7) /(F) /(F) /(C) /(C) /(G) /(G) /
       /(C) /(C7) /(F) /(F) /(C) /(G) /(C) /(C) /(C) /(C)

(Verse 2)
We'll (C)visit uncle (C7)Bill, walk the (F)pass to his still
On the (C)rock ledge just below the (G)cabin
We'll (C)talk about old (C7)times and (F)sample that old shine
On the (C)blue side (G) of the Blue Ridge (C)Mountain

(Chorus)
Where the (G)pines are so tall and the (F)turtledoves still (C)call
And the (F)wild flowers (C)bask in the (G)sun
I'll (C)follow the (C7)road past that (F)old waterfall
To the (C)blue side (G) of the Blue Ridge (C)Mountain

Solo:  /(C) /(C7) /(F) /(F) /(C) /(C) /(G) /(G) /
       /(C) /(C7) /(F) /(F) /(C) /(G) /(C) /(C) /

(Chorus)
Where the (G)pines are so tall and the (F)turtledoves still (C)call
And the (F)wild flowers (C)bask in the (G)sun
I'll (C)follow the (C7)road past that (F)old waterfall
To the (C)blue side (G) of the Blue Ridge (C)Mountain

(Tag)
I'll (C)follow the (C7)road past that (F)old waterfall ---



To the (C)blue side (G) of the Blue Ridge (C)Mountain

Outro.:  /(C) /(C7) /(F) /(F) /(C) /(G) /(C) /(C) ----

2282. Blue Side Of The Mountain

The Steeldrivers - Blue Side Of the Mountain

Theres a place in a piney hollow 
that no one but me can find 
some choctaw built it in the hillside 
stone by stone in a simpler time 

Its a holy place my daddy showed me 
back before this land of mine 
on the blue side of the mountain 
where the sun don't ever shine 

So deep and dark like a hurtin' down in my heart 
maybe someday they'll show me some kind of sign 
on the blue side of the mountain 
where the sun don't ever shine

Im goin' back to a world of shadow 
gotta find some peace 'for I lose my mind 
on the blue side of the mountain 
where the sun don't ever shine 

So deep and dark like a hurtin' down in my heart 
maybe someday they'll show me some kind of sign 
on the blue side of the mountain 
where the sun don't ever shine

where the sun don't ever shine

2283. Blue Side Of The Mountain - Chords

Blue Side of the Mountain - The Steeldrivers

capo II
Drop D

E------------------------------------
B-3--3---3-3-3-3-3-------------------
G-2--2---2-2-2-2-2-------------------
D-0--0---0-0-0-0-0-------------------
A-0--0---3p0-3p0-0-------------------
D-0--0---0-0-0-0-3b------------------
He bends it and pulls at the end.



Verse
D
There's a place in a piney hollow
D
That no one but me can find
D
Some Choctaw built it in the hillside
G                   A
Stone by stone in a simpler time

Verse
D
It's a holy place, my daddy showed me
D
Back before this land of mine
A          G                    D
On the blue side of the mountain
G            A                D
Where the sun don't ever shine

Chorus
A                                         D
So deep and dark like a hurtin down in my heart
D                                                A
Maybe something there will show me some kind of sign
A          G                 D
On the blue side of the mountain
G            A                D
Where the sun don't ever shine.

Fiddle Solo:D
Banjo Solo:A G D G A D

D
I'm going back to a world of shadow
D                                   (Kick it back up here)
Gotta find some peace for I lose my mind
      A     G                  D
On the blue side of the mountain
          G     A             D
Where the sun don't ever shine

Chorus
A                                         D
So deep and dark like a hurtin down in my heart
D                                                A
Maybe something there will show me some kind of sign
A          G                    D
On the blue side of the mountain
G            A                D
Where the sun don't ever shine

G            A                D
Where the sun don't ever shine



2284. Blue Skies

Blue Skies
Mountain Heart - Blue Skies

[Chorus]
I'm just looking for a good time
To set my spirit free
Ain't got nothing but blue skies
Up there in front of me
Oh, in front of me

[Verse 1]
Girl, what's your name?
Tell me now, what are you drinking?
You know, it's getting late
Tell me, do you need a friend?
Someone to hold onto
Someone to take you there
To the wild blue
Disappear without a care
Say the words and I'm right there

[Chorus]
I'm just looking for a good time
To set my spirit free
Ain't got nothing but blue skies
Up there in front of me
Oh, in front of me

[Verse 2]
So tired of chasing
The end of that rainbow
All the money we're making
Won't mean a thing when we go
Don't wanna wake up
Someday thinking I've
Worked my life away
And I'm running out of time
From now on I swear that I'm

[Chorus]
I'm just looking for a good time
To set my spirit free
Ain't got nothing but blue skies
Up there in front of me

[Bridge]
I don't wanna wake up
Someday thinking I've
Worked my life away
And I'm running out of time
From now on I swear that I'm



2285. Blue Skies And Teardrops

Blue Skies And Teardrops
Lynn Morris Band

   Blue skies and teardrops got me down
   And the wheat straw in the wind keeps blowing round and round.
   Miles full of emptiness is all I've found
   And the road says you've got to move along.

Does anybody passing by know how I feel?
As another morning settles like the dust behind my heels
In the shadow of a restless soul born on wheels
I'm bound to sing the highway's in the song.

Now the wandering song within me is a song I've learned
When I heard the freight trains whistle and my head was turned
The carefree chorus of that liner as she burned
Now the lineman says you've got to move along.

Now I left the years and miles lying where they fell
Among the book my soul was written and the tales my shoes could tell
I left them lying there for someone else to tell
And the road says you've got to move along.

2286. Blue Sky And The Devil

Trampled by Turtles - Blue Sky and the Devil

I'm leaving Virginia
Back to where I belong
I can't remember
The last time I gone

There's blue skies and women
And liquor so strong
Angels and Devils
To carry me on

Come closer Angeline
We'll go in the mornin'
We'll be home tonight

Old worn out feelings
And yesterday's news
Just give me something
That I can use

My boots are forgiven



The valley's a lie
And all these words talking
Mean nothing tonight

Come closer Angeline
We'll go in the mornin'
We'll be home tonight

I left my pillar
Out on the road
It's a desolate place
But you've been there before

There's a town by the river
It's where I was born
And I died on a hillside
All tattered and torn

Come closer Angeline
We'll go in the mornin'
We'll be home tonight

Come closer Angeline
We'll go in the mornin'
We'll be home tonight

2287. Blue Sky Cathedral - Chords

Blue Sky Cathedral
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Chuck Jones and Michael Lunn

G
My granddaddy never went to church
        C                      G
He felt closer to God with his hands in the dirt
      C
Doin' hard work with the sun on his face
Am                        D7
Sweat on his brow and the wind in his hair
     C            D7
He'd say a prayer anywhere

        G
He'd be standin' in the middle of fresh mown field 
    C                         G
The spirit would move him and he'd just kneel
          C
And start givin' thanks for God's green earth 
            Am             D7
And when he came to church he'd prefer his

G        Em   G    D7       C          G  Am  D7



Blue sky cathedral with its white pine steeple 
G                                     C                       F
Sunrise for its stained glass windows singin' along with that songbird hymnal
              C           G  C  D7         G        C     G  D7
Made his soul fly like an eagle under that blue sky cathedral 

G
Every now and then some folks from town 
     C                       G
They dropped in and tried to bring him round
         C                        Am
Into the fold but he'd just smile fix  em some tea 
            D7               C                           D7
And let 'em talk a while and then when they'd leave he'd say to me

G                                         C                         G
Girl some people gotta have four walls to keep the word to hear the call
    C               Am          D7
And that's okay and as for me I do better underneath my

G        Em    G   D7       C          G  Am  D7
Blue sky cathedral with its white pine steeple 
G                                     C                       F
Sunrise for its stained glass windows singin' along with that songbird hymnal
               C           G C   D7       G        C    G
Make's my soul fly like an eagle under my blue sky cathedral 

F                                       C
It's been years since he's been gone we buried him upon the hill
    D#                           D7
But it don't matter where I am I feel him with me still under my

 
G        Em    G   D7       C          G   Am  D7
Blue sky cathedral with its white pine steeple 
G                                     C                       F
Sunrise for its stained glass windows singin' along with that songbird hymnal
               C           G C   D7       G        C    G
Make's my soul fly like an eagle under my blue sky cathedral

2288. Blue Smoke - Chords

Blue Smoke 
Dolly Parton

[Chorus 1]
     C
Blue smoke climbin' up the mountain
     G             C
Blue smoke windin' round the bend
       F
Blue smoke is the name of the heartbreak train
     G



That I am ridin' in
      C
I left a note I wrote I'm leaving
        G           C
And I won't be coming back
        F           C
Blue smoke rolling, rolling, rolling
         G
Rolling, rolling down the track
 
       Am
Click-ad-ee, click-ad-ee, click-ad-ee clack
 
Just stay on track an' never look back
 
Choo-choo, choo-choo, woo-woo-woo
    Am      G          C
Blue smoke is comin' through
 
 
[Verse 1]
     C
Oh I know I'm gonna miss you
     G           C
But I hope it ain't for long
    F                          G
And I wonder if you're even gonna notice that I'm gone
      C
Oh it hurts to know you cheated
     G           C
And it hurts to know you lied
      F                     G                        C
But it hurts me even worse to know you never even tried
       C
I packed my suitcase full of heartaches
        G                C
Headin' for the train depot
       F              C
And I bought a one-way ticket
         G                 C
On that train they call Blue Smoke
        C
I left the station straight-up midnight
         G             C
Feelin' lonely, lost and blue
     F
In a trail of blue smoke with my heart broke
    G              C
Said good-bye to you
 
 
[Chorus 1]
    C
Blue smoke climbin' up the mountain
    G                 C
Blue smoke windin' round the bend
      F



Blue smoke is the name of the heartbreak train
      G
That I am ridin' in
    C
I left a note I wrote I'm leaving
    G             C
And I won't be coming back
    F              C
Blue smoke rolling, rolling, rolling
     G             C
Rolling, rolling down the track
 
     Am
Oh, Click-ad-ee, click-ad-ee, click-ad-ee clack
 
Just stay on track an' never look back
 
Choo-choo, choo-choo, woo-woo-woo
     Am       G         C
Blue smoke is comin' through
 
 
[Instrumental]
D A D G A x2
  Speed Up Tempo
 
 
[Chorus 2]
  D
Climbin' up the mountain
     A          D
Climbin' round the bend
    G
Blue smoke is the name of the heartbreak train
     A
That I am ridin' in
     D
Left a note I wrote I'm leaving
     A         D
I won't be coming back
    G
Blue smoke rolling, rolling, rolling
   G      A        D
Rolling down the track
   G
Rolling, rolling, rolling
   G     A      D
Rolling down the track
 
Roll with me now
 
 
[Bridge]
     N.C.
Blue smoke climbin' up the mountain
N.C.
Blue smoke windin' round the bend



 
Blue smoke is the name of the heartbreak train
N.C.
That I am ridin' in
N.C.
I left a note I wrote I'm leaving
N.C.
And I won't be coming back
N.C.
Blue smoke rolling, rolling, rolling
          G       A         D
Rolling, rolling down the track
             D
Blue smoke climbin' up the mountain
            G                 D
Blue smoke windin' round the bend
 G
Rolling, rolling, rolling
 A                          D
Rolling, rolling down the track
 
 
[Outro]
                D
Oh blue smoke climbin, I said goodbye and
     G                 D
I'm rolling, rolling, rolling
          A                 D
Rolling, rolling down the track
       G                  D
Oh I'm rolling, rolling, rolling
          A                 D
Rolling, rolling down the track
 
Bm

2289. Blue Snowflakes

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours 
Blue Snowflakes
(feat. Beasley Sisters)

Blue snowflakes cover the ground
When a blue lover has no sweetheart around
And those blue snowflakes fall from the skies
Like the blue blue teardrops from my eyes

(Sweethearts shopping everywhere dashing through the snow)
The gifts all wrapped in bright red ribbons everywhere I go
(Decorating trees of green for the ones they love)
But for me I only see blue snowflakes from above

(Blue snowflakes cover the ground)



When a blue lover has no sweetheart around
(And those blue snowflakes fall from the skies
Like the blue blue teardrops from his eyes)

I remember her first kiss on an old sleigh ride
The white snowflakes looked just like stardust with her by my side
It was then she promised me someday we would wed
(Now those wedding bells will ring for someone else instead)

Blue snowflakes follow me around
Only blue memories in my heart can be found
(And those blue snowflakes fall from the skies)
Like the blue blue teardrops from my eyes
Like the blue blue teardrops from my eyes

2290. Blue Suede Shoes

Blue Suede Shoes
(Carl Perkins)

Well, it's one for the money, two for the show
Three to get ready now go cat go
But don't you step on my blue suede shoes
You can do anything but lay off of my blue suede shoes.

Well, you can knock me down step in my face
Slander my name all over the place
Do anything that you want to do
But oh honey lay off of my shoes.

Don't you step on my blue suede shoes
You can do anything but lay off of my blue suede shoes alright.

--- Instrumental ---

Well, you can burn my house steal my car
Drink my liquor from my old fruit jar
Do anything that you want to do
But oh honey lay off of my shoes.

Don't you step on my blue suede shoes
You can do anything but lay off of my blue suede shoes.

--- Instrumental ---

Well, it's one for the money, two for the show
Three to get ready now go cat go
But don't you step on my blue suede shoes
You can do anything but lay off of my blue suede shoes...



2291. Blue Sunday

Blue Sunday

It's Sunday, blue Sunday, another lonely week will soon be gone
It's Sunday, blue Sunday, I'll spend another weekend all alone
I wonder where the blues will end my happiness will start
I wonder where it all begins this living with a broken heart

It's Sunday, blue Sunday, where can my darling be
Why is it every Sunday, we're apart
It's Sunday, blue Sunday, I've been right here alone the live long day
It's Sunday, blue Sunday, it seems that all my life it's been this way

Four walls to keep me company and a phone that just won't ring
The postman passes every day but he never leaves a thing
It's Sunday, blue Sunday, blue Monday's on its way
And I wonder what another week will bring

2292. Blue Texas Waltz - Chords

Blue Texas Waltz
Written and recorded by Billy Joe Shaver
[3/4 time]

C          G7
Blue Texas waltz my friend
       C
We are sweethearts again
                G7
Here's where it all began
                       C
Dancing the blue Texas waltz
                       G7
You are the one I have waited to hold
                           C
You are more precious than diamonds or gold
                       G7
Now is the time all my dreams will come true
                       C
Dancing the blue Texas waltz with you
Repeat #1
                       G7
Way over there in that star studded sky
                     C
Acres of memories go twinkling by
                       G7
Love that was here has come back alive
                            C
With you and the blue Texas waltz tonight
Repeat #1



2293. Blue Trail of Sorrow

Alison Krauss - Blue Trail of Sorrow

Blue trail of sorrow
Lies upon the ground
And I get so lonely
Since you let me down

Well, I used to be so happy
Walkin' on these streets
Now there's just sadness
Everywhere I meet

Start walkin', baby, walk all over town
Sweet tears of sadness fallin' down
Keep lookin', baby, and I won't be around
Blue trail of sorrow on the ground

Now when I had a dollar
You'd stick right by me
Now I've got nothin'
But blues for company

Well, I think I'll leave tomorrow
I'm tired of this old town
But it won't be hard to find me
If you look down on the ground

Start walkin', baby, walk all over town
Sweet tears of sadness fallin' down
Keep lookin', baby, and I won't be around
Blue trail of sorrow on the ground

2294. Blue Trail Of Sorrow - Chords

Blue Trail Of Sorrow
Recorded by Dan Tyminski
Written by Jeff White

G    C        G           C        G
Blue trail of sorrow lies upon the ground
D7                                   G
And I get so lonely since you let me down
               C     G             C        G
Well I used to be so happy walking on these streets
D7                                    G
Now there's just sadness everywhere I meet
C             G    C             D7



Start walkin' baby walk all over town
C              D7              G
Sweet tears of sadness fallin' down
C            G    C           D7
Keep lookin' baby I won't be around
C             D7            G
Blue trail of sorrow on the ground
    C            G            C              G
Now when I had a dollar you'd stick right by me
D7                                 G
Now I've got nothin' but blues for company
             C          G            C             G
Well I think I'll leave tomorrow I'm tired of this town
D7                                                      G
But it won't be hard to find me if you look down on the ground
Repeat #2

2295. Blue Train

Blue Train
Doyle Lawson 

Blue light flashing down the railroad track
Blue smoke boiling from the ole smoke stack
Oh Blue Train don't leave me behind

Blue steam flying from the blue choo choo
Wheels a whining a lonesome blues
Oh Blue Train on the heartbreak railroad line too doo too too too

My baby said she loved me true
Then she ran off with someone new

Oh Blue Train don't leave me behind
Yeah let me ride till I lose these doggone awful blues
Oh Blue Train on the heartbreak railroad line too doo too too too

Blue Train you're coming in on time
Blue train you're coming in on time
Cause I just lost that lovey of a-mine
Blue Train of the heartbreak railroad line too doo too too too

2296. Blue Train

Nashville Bluegrass Band - Blue Train 

I heard that whistle when I heard you speak
Felt that rumble underneath my feet
I knew I bought myself a first class seat



On the blue train

I knew you'd break me down and leave me flat
I saw it coming but I turned my back
I feel like a nickel on the railroad track
Here comes the blue train

Blue train, blue train
Broken hearts ride free
On the blue train, blue train
Coming for to carry me

It's not the first time I've been down this line
I've done some traveling with this heart of mine
Seems to be a longer ride each time
On the blue train

When I get home I'm gonna lock my heart
Try to tear away the wounded part
I'm gonna get myself a good head start
And outrun the blue train

Blue train, blue train
Broken hearts ride free
On the blue train, blue train
Coming for to carry me

Blue train, blue train
Coming for to carry me
On the blue train

2297. Blue Umbrella

Blue Umbrella
John Prine

Feelings are strange especially when they come true
And I had a feeling you'd be leaving soon
So I tried to rearrange all my emotions
But it seems the same no matter what I do.

Chorus:
Blue umbrella rest upon my shoulder
Hide the pain while the rain makes up my mind
Well, my feet are wet from thinking this thing over
And it's been so long since I felt the warm sunshine
Just give me one good reason
And I promise I won't ask you any more
Just give me one extra season
So I can figure out the other four.

Day time makes me wonder why you left me
Night time makes me wonder what I said



"Next time," are the words I'd like to plan on
But, "Last time," was the only thing you said.

Chorus

2298. Blue Valley Songbird

Dolly Parton - Blue Valley Songbird 

She was born in a place called Blue Valley
At the foot of the Tennessee hills
With the blue birds and blue bells
And blue mountain water
And the sound of the Blue Whippoorwill

But there was no peace in the valley
Her daddy, a cruel, ruthless man
Used and abused her mind and her body
So her mama said run while you can

So at fifteen she took to the highway
Belongings and guitar in hand
And she buried herself in her music
The one thing she did understand

And she sings like a bird and she writes like a poet
Her voice has that high, lonesome sound
She hurts, and her songs are the best way to show it
So the Blue Valley songbird keeps traveling around

She hopes someday she will make it
And everyone says that she will
When she comes to town, crowds flock around
To see the girl from the Tennessee hills

She writes her letter back home to her mama
In care of the preacher in town
They're sacred to her so she reads them at church
And so her daddy cannot track her down

And she sings like a bird and she cries like a baby
Whenever she turns off the lights
She's a whole lot lonesome and a little bit crazy
From mem'ries and miseries and dreams gone awry

Blue dress, blue shoes, a blue Cadillac
A band dressed in blue by her side
Instruments tied to the top and the back
'Cause the Blue Valley songbird is singing tonight

One nighters, honky tonks, years flying by
She never made it, but Lord knows she tries
Expressing the feelings she holds inside



And the Blue Valley songbird is singing tonight

Oh the Blue Valley songbird is singing tonight
And she sings like a bird and she writes like a poet

2299. Blue Velvet - Chords

Blue Velvet
Recorded by Bobby Vinton
written by Bernie Wayne/Lee Morris

G7       C     Em
She wore bl-ue velvet
Dm         G7             C
Bluer than velvet was the night
Dm
Softer than satin was the light
G7       C    Dm
From the stars
G7       C     Em
She wore bl-ue velvet
Dm         G7              C
Bluer than velvet were her eyes
Dm
Warmer than May her tender sighs
G7       Gm
Love was ours
F                  Fm
Ours a love I held tightly
C
Feeling the rapture grow
F                    Fm
Like a flame burning brightly
Em                Dm           G7
But when she left gone was the glow 
   C     Em
Of bl-ue velvet
Dm        G7                    C
But in my heart there'll always be
Dm                         G7          Gm    C
Precious and warm a memory through the years
      F                  G7                C
And I still can see blue velvet through my tears

2300. Blue Virginia Blues

Blue Virginia Blues
Larry Sparks
Billy Strings - Mipso



Have you ever been to Richmond in November
When the cold Virginia rain is coming down
Friends I'm here to tell you it's no pleasure
When you're all alone and a stranger to this town.

Don't take me wrong I do like East Virginia
And Richmond's full of hospitality
Except for one Virginia girl I know of
Who made a perfect love wreck out of me.

   Blue blue Virginia blue
   There's no blue like blue Virginia blue
   No other girls in the whole wide world
   Will break your heart like Virginia girls
   There's no blue like blue Virginia blue

She called me up in St Paul Minnisota
Said I need you here in Richmond right away
Take the bus I'll meet you at the station
Bring your clothes 'cause I want you to stay.

My bus pulled in the station late this evening
And there's no one around this place but me
She must have changed her mind or she's forgotten
And her name's not in the phone directory.

I wish I had the money for a taxi
And a warm and cozy place to go lie down
Instead of standin' all alone in Richmond
While the cold Virginia rain is comin' down.

2301. Blue Winter - Chords

Blue Winter
Recorded by Connie Francis
Written by Ben Raleigh and John Gluck

G               D7              G
It's gonna be a blue winter without you
                G7              C
It's gonna be a blue winter for me
            D7
While other lovers sit holding hands
     G    F#  G
By a warm fireplace
A7
I'll be home all alone
D                       D7
Longin' for your warm embrace
G               D7              G
It's gonna be a blue winter without you
                  G7            C



I'm headin' for a blue winter I see
               D7
Our love's too young to grow old
        G                         Em
Darlin' don't leave me out in the cold
                  D7              G
Don't let it be a blue winter for me
               D7
Our love's too young to grow old
        G                         Em
Darlin' don't leave me out in the cold
                  D7              G  Em
Don't let it be a blue winter for me
                  Am   D7         G
Don't let it be a blue winter for me

2302. Blue Yodel #4

Blue Yodel #4
(Blue Yodel No. 4)

She's long she's tall, she six feet from the ground
She's long she's tall, she six feet from the ground
She tailor made, lord she ain't no hand me down
Oh-di-lay-ee-ay, di-lay-dee-oh, de-lay-ee

She got eyes like diamonds, lord her teeth shine just the same
She got eyes like diamonds and her teeth shine just the same
She got sweet ruby lips, and a hair like a horse's mane
Oh-di-lay-ee-ay, di-lay-dee-oh, de-lay-ee

Every time I see you mama, you're always on the street
Every time I see you mama, you're always on the street
You hang out on the corner, like a police on his beat
Oh-di-lay-ee-ay, di-lay-dee-oh, de-lay-ee

Every time I need you mama, lord I always find you're gone
Every time I need you mama, lord I always find you're gone
Listen hear sweet mama, I'm gonna put your air brakes on
Oh-di-lay-ee-ay, di-lay-dee-oh, de-lay-ee

2303. Blue Yodel #9 - Chords

Blue Yodel 9
Steve Earl - Blue Yodel 9

Capo 2
Intro G G G G C D/F# G G D D G G



Verse
G
Standin on a corner
G                    G G
I didn't mean no harm
C
When a big policeman
D/F#                 G G
Grabbed me by thee arm
D
Now it was down in Memphis
D                             G G
On the corner of Beal and Main

Tag
C
He laughed hey big boy
D                             G G
I'm gonna hafta know your name

Verse
G
Now you can find my name 
G
on the tail of my shirt
G
I'm a Tennessee hustler
G
And I never have to work
C
But I'm telling all you rounders
D/F#                         G G
You best leave my women alone
D
I'll take my .38 Special
D                               G G
And I'll run you out this town

2304. Blue Yodel No. 2

Lefty Frizzell
Blue Yodel No. 2

If you ever had the blues you know just how I feel
If you ever had the blues you know just how I feel
I'm about to lose my lovin' gal Lucille
I love you mama but I don't like your lowdown ways
I love you mama but I don't like your lowdown ways
You got me in trouble and now I'm served in days
[ fiddle ]
Well I ain't gonna marry I ain't gonna settle down
Lord I ain't gonna marry I ain't gonna settle down
I'm gonna be a rounder till the police shoots me down



[ piano ]
You can blow your whistle mama you can toot your horn
You can blow your whistle mama you can toot your horn
You're gonna wake up some morning and find your daddy gone

2305. Blue Yodel Number Four

Blue Yodel Number Four

She's long she's tall
She's six feet from the ground
She's long she's tall
She's six feet from the ground
She's tailor made, you know she ain't no hand me down

She's got eyes like diamonds
Lord her teeth shine just the same
She's got eyes like diamonds
And her teeth shine just the same
She's got ruby lips and hair like a horse's mane

Every time I see you mama
You're always on the street
Every time I see you mama
You're always on the street
You hang out the corner like a police on his beat

Every time I need you mama
Lord I always find you gone
Every time I need you mama
Lord I always find you gone
Listen hear sweet mama, I'm gonna put your hair brace on

2306. Blue Yodel Number Three

Blue Yodel Number Three

She's long she's tall she's six feet from the ground
She's long she's tall she's six feet from the ground
She's tailor made Lord she ain't no hand me down
Yodel layee oh a layee oh alayee.

She's got eyes like diamonds and her teeth shine just the same
Well she's got eyes like diamonds and her teeth shine just the same
She's got red ruby lips she's got hair like a horse's mane
Yodel layee oh a layee oh alayee.

Everytime I see you mamma well you're always on the street
Everytime I see you mamma you're always on the street



You hang out on the corner like the policeman on his beat
Yodel layee oh a layee oh alayee.

Everytime I need you mamma Lord I always find you gone
Everytime I need you mamma I always find you gone
Listen here sweet mamma you better put your air brakes on
Yodel layee oh a layee oh alayee.

2307. Blue-Eyed Girl

The Lonesome Sisters - Blue-Eyed Girl

Rambling around this old one horse town
twilight has faded the music away
another new bed, stars overhead
are they the same stars asleep where you lay?

Oh my girl, come to me my blue-eyed girl
Oh my girl, come to me my darlin girl

The road is a ribbon that cannot be tied
miles of new faces I've already seen
tonight the highway leads back to you
that long lonely ribbon a far away dream

Oh my girl, come to me my blue-eyed girl
Oh my girl, come to me my darlin girl
Oh my girl, come to me my blue-eyed girl

2308. Blue-Eyed Girl

Blue-Eyed Girl
Hackensaw Boys

[Verse 1]
Well the blue-eyed girl
Ain't nothing in the world
Like the flower that blooms in the spring
Cause' the' flower that blooms
Will' be coming back real soon
But the' blue-eyed girl never seems to stay
No, the blue-eyed girl never seems to stay (no way)

[Verse 2]
Well the blue-eyed girl
Ain't nothing in the world
Like the moon or the stars or the sun
Cause the sun is gone
Just until the break of dawn



But the blue-eyed girl never seems to come

[Chorus]
And I said ohh
I can't believe she's gone, but she's gone
And I'm all alone
Blue-eyed girl, the death of me, I know

Now ohh
Yeah ohh
Ah-ah oh
[Verse 3]
Well the blue-eyed girl
She's something in this world
She's kinda like the river or the sea
Cause the river dried up last year
And the sea ain't nowhere near
And the blue-eyed girl, she's far away from me

[Chorus]
And I said ohh
I can't believe she's gone, but she's gone
And I'm all alone
Blue-eyed girl, the death of me, I know
Well, she's gone and she's gone
And I'm all alone
Blue-eyed girl, the death of me, I know

2309. Blue-Eyed Jane - Chords

Blue Eyed Jane 
Doc Watson
 
[Intro]
E7  A D A E7
 
[Verse 1]
     A            D
The sweetest girl in the world
A        E       A
Lives in my home town.
    E                F#m
We fell in love like turtledoves
B                  E
While the moon was shining down
   A             A7 D
I asked her then, I ask her when
         A       E           A
When the wedding bells would ring
A       C#7        F#m      C#7      F#m
And she said, "Oh, dear, it seems so strange
     B       B7     E
For  this to happen here."



   E/D  E/C# E/B  A
She is       my   sugar pal. Oh for me she is the sweetest gal
  A        E                 A   E7
I love her so,  my blue-eyed Jane
             A
And when the sun goes down, and the shadow's creeping over town
             E                         A  D A
She meets me in the lane, my blue-eyed Jane
 
[Instrumental]
 A   D
A  E  A
E  F#m
B  E
A  A7 D
A  E  A
C#7        F#m      C#7      F#m
B       B7     E
B7  E7
A   E    A   E7
A   E   A D A
 
 
[Verse 2]
A            D
Listen here, Janie dear,
     A       E       A
I've come to say farewell
     A                F#m
Sweetheart you know I love you so
     B                 E7
Much more than there's words could tell
    A          D
But I must go away today
      A        E         A
Honey wont you come with me
     C#7     F#m    C#7     F#m
'Cos I'll be blue,  missing you
B       B7    E
Longing every day
E/D  E/C# E/B  A
for  you  my   lit-tle pal. Oh to me you are the sweetest gal
  A        E      E7        A   E
I love you so, my blue eyed jane
E/D  E/C# E/B  A
And  when the  sun goes down, and the shadow's creeping over town
               E                         A  D A
Please meet me in the lane, my blue-eyed Jane
 
[Instrumental]
C#  F#  B  E
 
[Outro]
N.C.         A
And when the sun goes down, and the shadow's creeping over town
               E                          A  D A
Then I'll come home to you, my blue-eyed Jane



2310. Bluebird

Bluebird - Alan Jackson

I'm lost in the night
The icy wind is howling out your name
And desolation wanes
Like a fog
The fires rolling in
In the wind

I'm out in the rain
The moon is gone behind the clouds again
And I can't stand to live
Another day
Cause my bluebird went away

And I'm locked in this room
With my song
No escape
No way to get away

And my only connection
with tomorrow
Is hopin' that you might decide not to stay away

Well I'm out on a limb
If I could only find sweet love again
To live my life this way is too much to bear
Can't find my bluebird anywhere

I'm out in the rain
The moon is gone behind the clouds again
And I can't stand to live another day
Bluebird why'd you go away?
Bluebird why'd you go away?

2311. Bluebird - Chords

Bluebird 
Pokey LaFarge
 
[Intro]
Dm
 
[Verse 1]
Dm
I was a razor blade, you took me to the edge
Gm                                             Dm



I did her dirty word, like hangman count their dead
Am
Her veins pump through me flowing, blue not red
    Dm    A7
Bluebird
 
 
[Verse 2]
Dm
She'²s sentimental still wears her ex-boyfriend's perfume
Gm
She'²s melancholic, yeah, that way the French girls do
Am
She said write a song for me, call it "Why So Blue?"
Dm                     A
Oh I sing for you, bluebird
 
 
[Chorus]
Dm
She got the thing that give writers the word
Dm
The singers sing them in the songs you heard
Am
She look good on me, should look good on you
Dm
She got the soul that give the band the groove
Gm
She drive the beat that makes the dancers move
Dm
What she can do, only a woman can do
Dm
Bluebird
Dm
Bluebird
    Am
Bluebird
Am
Bluebird
  Gm                                  Dm   Am
I thank you for this song I sing, bluebird
N.C.
Yeah
 
 
[Verse 3]
Dm
She is a sunrise before the fog clears
Gm
She's broken glass after too many beers
Am
She's laissez faire, lost but never scared
Dm                    A
Oh take me there, bluebird
 
 
[Out-Chorus]



Dm
She got the thing that give writers the word
Dm
The singers sing them in the songs you heard
Am
She look good on me, should look good on you
Dm
She got the soul that give the band the groove
Gm
She drive the beat that makes the dancer move
Dm
What she can do, only my woman can do
Dm
Bluebird
Dm
Bluebird
    Am
Bluebird
Am
Bluebird
  Gm                                  Dm   Am
I thank you for this song I sing, bluebird
    Dm
Bluebird
Dm
Bluebird
    Am
Bluebird
Am
Bluebird
  Gm                                  Dm    Am
I thank you for this song I sing, bluebird

2312. Bluebird Blackbird

Bluebird Blackbird
Della Mae

Bluebird, bluebird, sittin' in a tree
Go and find my true love wherever she may be
Blackbird, blackbird, travel far and wide
Let her know that she should be forever by my side

[Chorus]
I'm gonna put my heart inside a boat, sail it way out west
Send it far away to find the one I love the best
The one I love the best
And then I'll sew a net of golden thread, throw it out to sea
Catch the one I love the best and bring her home to me
Bring her home to me

[Verse 2]
Oak tree, oak tree, standing up so tall



If I can't have the one I love, I won't have none at all
Acorn, acorn, fall off of that tree
Whisper in my true love's ear that she's the one for me

[Chorus]
I'm gonna put my heart inside a boat, sail it way out west
Send it far away to find the one I love the best
The one I love the best
And then I'll sew a net of golden thread, throw it out to sea
Catch the one I love the best and bring her home to me
Bring her home to me

[Verse 3]
Squirt gun, squirt gun, underneath my arm
Go and tell my true love I won't do her any harm
Fiddle, fiddle, resin up your bow
Play for her the sweetest song, the sweetest song you know

[Chorus]
I'm gonna put my heart inside a boat, sail it way out west
Send it far away to find the one I love the best
The one I love the best
And then I'll sew a net of golden thread, throw it out to sea
Catch the one I love the best and bring her home to me
Bring her home to me

2313. Bluebird Days

Bluebird Days - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Craig Market/Daniel House Music, BMI-Drop D Publishing, BMI)

CH) Bluebird Days, the way I remember them
Fly  fly away at summer's end
remember my friend
Till they come around again

1) Frozen in my memory, the day that I met you
I saw the end of winter in a flash of powder blue
Did I hear you say that he was carrying the sky upon his back?

2) Now the nights are getting colder and the days are not so long
I think about you every time I hear that song
I'll be waiting if you find your way back home to me again

2314. Bluebird Island - Chords

Bluebird Island
Recorded by Hank Snow & Anita Carter
Words and music by Hank Snow



[C] My [G7] ship set [C] sail to [F] Bluebird [C] Island
And slowly [G7] drifted out to [C] sea
Her [G7] silver [C] sails to [F] cross the [C] ocean
My lover's [G7] lonely heart set [C] free.

[C] Then out a-[F] cross the [C] waves, the [G7] bluebirds [C] came one day
Out [G7] o'er the silver sea, your [C] message brought to me
To [D] sail my ship of love along the [G7] moonlit bay
And [D] anchor in the harbor of your [G7] heart.

[NC] The trade winds [C] there on [F] Bluebird [C] Island
Soon dried her [G7] lonely tears a-[C] way
The [G7] treasure [C] I found [F] broken-[C] hearted
Was locked [G7] within my heart to [C] stay.

2315. Bluebird Wine

Emmylou Harris - Bluebird Wine

Baby brought me in out off the highway
Made me put my money in the bank, bank
Straightened out my crooked way of thinking
Made it purely pleasure when I drank

And it's alright
I've just hit my stride
Right off the bat
Lord I'm drunk on Bluebird Wine

Baby taught me a diff'rent way of thinkin'
Like how to spend my evenings here at home
List'ning to the music on the radio
Drinking all the Bluebird we can hold

And it's alright
I've just hit my stride
Right off the bat
Lord I'm drunk on Bluebird Wine

Baby says he'd really love a party
We'll get some friends together feelin' fine
Any friend of mine is worth his habit
A belly full of baby's Bluebird Wine

And it's alright
I've just hit my stride
The party's just started
Lord I'm drunk on Bluebird Wine



2316. Bluebirds And Hoot Owls

Bluebirds And Hoot Owls (Larry W. Jones 01/11/2007) 

Hoot owls hooting in the daylight
Bluebirds singing away in the night
That picture, you'll say, isn't right
But that's how I feel, and the feeling's real
Anytime that I'm with you
Hoot owls hooting in the daylight
Bluebirds singing away in the night
My heart is telling me it's alright
Cause that's how I feel, and the feeling's real
Anytime that I'm with you
Who, who, who is the girl for me
Hoot owls are hooting, can't you see
Blue, blue, blue days are gone from sight
Bluebirds singing away in the night
Anytime that I'm with you
My heart is telling me it's alright
Cause that's how I feel, and the feeling's real
Bluebirds and hoot owls know how I feel
Who, who, who is the girl for me
Hoot owls are hooting, can't you see
Blue, blue, blue days are gone from sight
Bluebirds singing away in the night
Anytime that I'm with you
Bluebirds and hoot owls know I'm in love with you

2317. Bluebirds Are Singing For Me

Bluebirds Are Singing For Me
(Bluebird Calling) - Lester Flatt
Mac Wiseman

There was a girl I loved so dearly
She lived away back in the hills
When the bluebird sings, I miss my darling
She loved me I know, she always will

   There's a bluebird singing (there's a bluebird singing)
   In the Blue Ridge mountains (in the Blue Ridge mountains)
   It's calling me back to my home
   Oh, I can hear (Oh I can hear)
   The bluebirds calling (the bluebirds calling)
   Calling me back to my home

Now tonight I'm far from the blue ridge mountains
Far from my home back in the hills
But I'm going back to the blue ridge mountains
These memories they haunt me still

When I reached home I was so lonely



The one I loved had gone away
That bad news came from her mother
She's sleeping there beneath the clay

2318. Bluefield - Chords

Bluefield 
Ralph Stanley II

[Intro]
Bm   G    D
 
[Verse 1]
D                                                     Bm
In the West Virginia hills there must be ten thousand stills
         G                                     D
And they found the biggest one outside of Blue Field
                                                      Bm
A little peaceful country town nothin' else for miles around
      G                                       D
I saw whiskey run like water down through Blue Field
 
 
[Bridge]
   G                       A            D
My trouble started on that Tuesday afternoon
    G                       A                D
The sheriff told me federal men will be here soon
              G              A             D                     Bm
He said we've come up with a plan to catch Blue Field's slickest man
       G                A                     D
And we will as sure as I'm the sheriff of Blue Field
 
 
[Verse 3]
     G               A              D
On a Wednesday I had ninety jars to cap
       G                    A             D
Didn't think they'd had the time to set a trap
       G               A           D               Bm
In the brush I heard a sound and I swiftly hit the ground
        G                A                   D
When I  shot I sent them runnin' back to Blue Field
 
 
[Instrumental]
G   A   D
 
 
[Verse 4]
D                                           Bm
Not a soul suspected me I was the sheriff's deputy
          G               A               D



I'll make whiskey but God knows I'd never kill
                                                      Bm
I didn't know he was that close when I let my shotgun go
      G                 A                         D
But I found I killed my friend the sheriff of Blue Field
 
 
[Bridge]
  G                  A                  D
I recall how my mama and my girl friend cried
          G                A               D
When they left with me for Roanoke for the trial
        G                  A             D            Bm
It's my last night in this cell the last story I will tell
     G                A                  D
As I sit on death row dreamin' about Blue Field
 
 
[Outro]
Bm          G              D
Blue Field, Blue Field, oh Blue Field

2319. Bluegrass And White Snow - Chords

Bluegrass and White Snow
Recorded by Patty Loveless
Written by Emory Gordy and Patty Loveless

C                                             F
Back up in the hills there's a Christmas long ago
                   C                              G7
Friends and family gather round the ol' pot belly stove
      C                                        F
And I was freezin' cold from a heavy snow that day
                       C                  G7               C
I warmed my heart with ol' time songs and danced the night away

                                             C7
Bluegrass white snow memories and an ol' banjo
                F                       C
Get your fiddle out have a look at that bow
          G7    C
Bluegrass white snow

                                          F
Life back then was rough no one seemed to care
                   C                              G7
All the hard times melted as the music filled the air
        C                                        F
When my skies are gray and the snow falls to the ground
                C               G7                   C
I recalled that Christmas night all those joys broke down



Repeat #2

G7                                                      C
Though that old black stove is gone where we used to congregate 
F                                                 G7
Come this Christmas I'll be home and well all celebrate 

    C                                        C7
Bluegrass white snow memories and an ol' banjo
                F                       C
Get your fiddle out have a look at that bow
          G7    C
Bluegrass white snow

          G7    C
Bluegrass white snow

2320. Bluegrass Break Up

Tom T. Hall - Bluegrass Break Up
Album: Global Roots Bluegrass (disc 2)
(Charlie Williams)

Well, we're finally breakin' up our bluegrass band
And the thought of it is more than I can stand
But if parting is a one chance to survive
You'll take the dobro and I'll take the five.

Once our music tore the world apart
When we used to pick and sing it from the heart
But then descention came into our lives
So you'll take the dobro and I'll take the five.

Once our world was harmony and fun
Wildwood Flower and ten-one mighty run
We can't catch it up we made too many tries
So you'll take the dobro and I'll take the five.

--- Instrumental ---

Well, it's time to pack it up and move along
It's too late to argue now who's right or wrong
Well, it's plain the we can't keep the group alive
So you'll take the dobro and I'll take the five.

Well, you know how much the band once meant to me
But there's just no way to change what has to be
Well, I'd rather die than to see it amplify
So you'll take the dobro and I'll take the five.

Once our world was harmony and fun
Wildwood Flower and ten-one mighty run
We can't catch it up we made too many tries



So you'll take the dobro and I'll take the five...

2321. Bluegrass Christmas - Chords

Bluegrass Christmas
Recorded by The Lewis Family
Written by Del McCoury
 
C                                    Am
The cold wind is blowing through the tall Georgia pines
     F       G7                 C
They say Colorado is white with snow
                  G7              Am
A winter storm is moving down the coast of Carolina
     F                                          G7
It's looking more like Christmas everywhere you go
 
    C                                Am
The city streets are filled with the sound of people shopping
F             G7          C
Christmas all aflame everywhere
    F                 G7          C               Am
But what I'd like for me can't be put beneath the tree
          D7                              G7
You can't wrap what I'd like to have this year
 
         F   G7    C
I want a bluegrass Christmas
F             G7             C
Just like the ones I used to know
F             G7               C         Am
Christmas for me is not what's under the tree
       D7                         G7
It's a house filled with music of ones that I love so
 
       F            G7             C
I want green on the Christmas tree white on the ground
    F         G7         C
The tinsel of silver and gold
    F            G7      Em                 Am
But if I had one wish to bring me Christmas cheer
           D7        G7             C
I'd want a bluegrass Christmas this year
 
G7         C                        Am
I want the family all together with friends dropping in
        F                     G7               C
And the house filled with the smell of momma's pie
                      G7              Am
I'd like to see daddy sittin' in that same old easy chair
      F                              G7
While all the kids wait for Santa to arrive
 



      C                          Am
Let's bring out the guitars I'll play my old banjo
      F            G7           C
Let's sing Rudolph Winter Wonderland
          F             G7           C          Am
But don't let the music stop till we play Rocky Top
D7                      G7
Away In A Manger Little Town Of Bethlehem
 
         F   G7    C
I want a bluegrass Christmas
F             G7             C
Just like the ones I used to know
                                F
Where the tree tops glisten and children listen
       D7                             G7
Like a family singing those old songs ones that I love so
 
Repeat #4 x2
                  F   G7    C
I'm dreaming of a bluegrass Christmas

2322. Bluegrass Country

Bluegrass Country
Del McCoury

Lord I'm lonesome for Kentucky 
Dixie's darlin' my pride and joy 
Yeah I'm lonesome for the bluegrass country 
'Cause I'm a bluegrass country boy 
 
CHORUS: 
I see those blue misty mountains in the moonlight 
And hear the song of the wind 
In the pine the lonesome pine 
Lord I'm lonesome for the bluegrass country 
And for that bluegrass home of mine 
 
And this longing for my darlin' 
Lord, it hurts some the teardrops start 
And the wonder if she loves another 
Is like a bullet in my heart 
 
I reminisce about kisses oh so tender 
Kisses as sweet as the blue muscadines on the vine 
Lord I'm lonesome for the bluegrass country 
And for that bluegrass girl of mine 
 
Now I've decided I won't  fight it 
This old feeling down in the mouth 
I can't shake it so the devil take it 
I'll take the first freight headed south 



 
CHORUS   
 
Lord I'm lonesome for the bluegrass country 
And for that bluegrass homeof mine

2323. Bluegrass Express

Osborne Brothers - Bluegrass Express  
Rhonda Vincent

Ridin' the Bluegrass Express
Ridin' the Bluegrass Express
This train soon be gone and I'm going home
On the Bluegrass Express.

She'll cross the river at Newport town
Louisville, Lexington, she's southbound
Richmond, Winchester, Bowling Green
Prettiest places I've ever seen.

Ridin' the Bluegrass Express
Ridin' the Bluegrass Express
This train soon be gone and I'm going home
On the Bluegrass Express.

--- Instrumental ---

Ridin' the Bluegrass Express
Ridin' the Bluegrass Express
This train soon be gone and I'm going home
On the Bluegrass Express...

2324. Bluegrass Festival In The Sky

Bluegrass Festival In The Sky
Tom T. Hall

[Chorus:]
In the sweet by and by at that Bluegrass Festival in the sky

[Verse 1:]
There'll be Monroe Flatt Scruggs and the Stanleys
The Lonesome Pine Fiddlers and the whole McGranner's Family
Molly and the Stonemans and Martin and Crow
Dillard and Thompson and Smiley and Reno

[Chorus:]
(And we will sing)



In the sweet by and by at that Bluegrass Festival in the sky

[Verse 2:]
There'll be old Tige and Baker and Clements and Warren
Richmond and Harold Carl Story and Dorrin
Acker McMagaha Wiseman and Gray
The Osbornes Bill Clifton Sprung and Uncle Day

[Chorus]

2325. Bluegrass Lady - Chords

Bluegrass Lady
Recorded by Billy Walker
Written by John F. Riggs and Billy M. Walker

G                                   D7      G
Baby don't get to friendly I'm just passing through 
                                    D7           G
I'll take a drink of your whiskey a cigarette or two
   D7               G            D7              G
So baby don't offer me no lovin' I'm not here to stay
                                       D7    G
You know come tomorrow morning I'll be on my way

                 A#7 D7                 G
And I'll say bye bye Bluegrass Lady bye bye
               A#7 D7                    G
And you'll cry cry Bluegrass Lady you'll cry

                                        D7          G
A miner up in Hazard told me about this sweet young thing
                                                     D7      G
I told her we could have a good time don't expect no weddin' ring
       D7                 G                        D7               G
Then I met a beauty up in Louisville that tried to put her brand on me
                                                      D7        G
I told her when the dew hits the bluegrass no telling where I'd be 

Repeat #2

                                          D7      G
All'a you Kentucky ladies who think about playing around
                                                   D7        G
Watch where you get your lovin' be careful what ya think you found 
      D7                        G                 D7              G
Cause when it comes to hearts I got no mercy I'll break  em every time 
                                                       D7          G
You're gonna wake up cold and lonely cause baby here's what you'll find

Repeat #2



2326. Bluegrass Melodies

Carolina Blue - Bluegrass Melodies

[Intro]
Bluegrass melodies
Sing me a sweet mountain song

[Verse 1]
In the summer, in the evening, momma and poppa
Would sit down on the front porch swing
Me and my banjo, poppa with his fiddle
And momma with the tunes would sing

[Chorus]
Bluegrass melodies
How I would love to sing along
Bluegrass melodies
Sing me a sweet mountain song

[Verse 2]
The songs would tell a story
Of some heart that was broken
Or sometimes she'd sing Uncle Pen
Then she'd do one soft and gentle
That would make me cry a little
How I wish I could hear one again
All that's lRft is a memory of a little wooden cabin
And two country gravRs side by side
But on a summer evening, sometimes I start believing
I hear momma singin' one more time

2327. Bluegrass Melodies - Chords

Bluegrass Melodies
Recorded by The Osborne Brothers
Darrell Statler 

G  B7     C   G
Bluegrass melodies           
D7             G   D7 Em D7
Sing me a sweet mountain song        

G             D7      Em        G
In the summer in the evening momma and papa       
C               D7          G    D7
Would sit down on the front porch swing
G         D7    Em            G
Me and my banjo papa with his fiddle   



 C              D7              G   D7
And momma with the tunes she would sing

G  B7     C   G
Bluegrass melodies                         
D7
My how I'd love to sing along
G  B7     C   G
Bluegrass melodies           
D7             G    D7 
Em D7
Sing me a sweet mountain song     

G                  D7
The songs would tell a story         
Em             G
Of some heart that was broken   
C               D7         G  D7
Or sometimes she'd sing Uncle Pen           
G               D7
Then she'd do one soft and gentle           
 Em            G
That would make me cry a little      
C            D7       G    D7
How I wish I could hear one again           

G         D7          Em            G
All that's left is a memory of a little wooden cabin    
C           D7             G   D7
And two country graves side by side    
G           D7          Em              Dm
But on a summer evening sometimes I start believing  
C          D7               G
I hear momma singin' one more time

G  B7     C   G
Bluegrass melodies                         
D7
My how I'd love to sing along
G  B7     C   G
Bluegrass melodies          
 D7             G    D7 Em D7 G
Sing me a sweet mountain song

2328. Bluegrass Music Has Ruined My Life

Bluegrass Music Has Ruined My Life  -- 
Written by Foggy Mountain Hilton, 2009 

(Chorus:) 
G C G 
Bluegrass music has ruined my life 
G A D 



Could have had a happy home, some children, and a wife 
G G7 C G 
I could have gone to college maybe had a PhD 
G D G 
But bluegrass music is all that's left of me. 

I guess that I was 10 years old when I first heard Bill Monroe 
On the Grand Ole' Opry doing  Footprints in the Snow  
I bought Ralph Stanley's records and Jimmy Martin's too 
I was convinced that bluegrass music was the thing to do. 

(Chorus, break.) 

When I got out of high school I had to try my hand 
At pickin' and a singin' in a lonesome bluegrass band. 
We didn't make much money but we sure had lots of fun 
You should have heard our version of  Fox on the Run.  

(Chorus, break.) 

One night at a festival a young girl came my way 
The things that young girl did to me I'm too polite to say 
I asked the darlin'  Where you from?  she said  From Tennessee, 
A little town called Knoxville, -- the rest is history 

Now I'm down in prison where the roving gambler was 
There's a guy here playing mandolin, he says his name is Buzz. 
If I don't die a drunkard I'll surely die insane 
But that's the way life goes in the bluegrass breakdown lane.

2329. Bluegrass Music's Really Gone To Town

The Osborne Brothers - Bluegrass Music's Really Gone To Town 

(Justin Tubb)
Bluegrass music's really gone to town
Bluegrass music's really hit the ground
From New York to Bakersfield Calgary and Jacksonville
Bluegrass music's really gone to town.
I remember back when I was just a boy
In the hills of east Tennessee
I cut my teeth on Uncle Pen
They called it mountain music then.
That's why bluegrass means so much to me
I never thought I would live to see today there'd be bluegrass in Carnegie Hall
But them city folks got smart and love them country folks at heart
I guess they like their music after all.
Bluegrass music's really gone to town
Bluegrass music's really hit the ground
From New York to Bakersfield Calgary and Jacksonville
Bluegrass music's really gone to town.
--- Instrumental ---
They even got it on TV



College kids think it's the latest thing
Solemn gown and Texas shoes
Boston College barbeque.
Bluegrass really makes the rafter's rings
But kids today they think that is the same
They gotta think for each day in the week
But if you wanna see 'em go just give them footprints in the snow
Bluesgrass is the only thing for me.
Bluegrass music's really gone to town
Bluegrass music's really hit the ground
From New York to Bakersfield Calgary and Jacksonville
Bluegrass music's really gone to town...

2330. Bluegrass Saturday Night - Chords

Bluegrass Saturday Night
Written and recorded by Rhonda Vincent

C                                                      F
Three hundred days of traveling pickin' music from the soul
       C                                                     G7
It's a life that's not for all but it's the way we choose to go
    C                                            F
The rangers and the music keep us runnin' to the stage
         C                              G7                        C
And that blue moon keeps shinin' bright it's a bluegrass Saturday night
     F                                     C
That sweet fiddle keeps on playin' and the sound's intoxicatin'
                                                     G7
Banjo pickin' loud and clear it rings on through the night
         C                                                          F
Load the bus with the band and biscuits tell the folks about Martha White
     C                        G7                        C
Everything's gonna be alright it's a bluegrass Saturday night
                                                  F
A thousand miles of blacktop many times just over night
        C                                                 G7
Writin' songs and sharing stories it's a different way of life
        C                                                     F
There's no other way of living we'll keep rolling through the land
       C                            G7                      C
With a song upon our hearts till we join Heaven's bluegrass band
     F                                     C
That sweet fiddle keeps on playin' and the sound's intoxicatin'
                                                     G7
Banjo pickin' loud and clear it rings on through the night
         C                                                          F
Load the bus with the band and biscuits tell the folks about Martha White
     C                        G7                        C     C7
Everything's gonna be alright it's a bluegrass Saturday night
         F                               C
Hunter's fiddle keeps on playin' and the sound's intoxicatin'
                                                     G7



Big K pickin' loud and clear it rings on through the night
         C                                          F
Josh and Mickey keep on singin' listen to them harmonize
        C                            G7                 C
Special thanks to Martha White for a bluegrass Saturday night
                                                         F
Hey Augie take me back to Nashville time to hold my baby tight
     C                     G7                 C
Everybody say goodbye to a bluegrass Saturday night

2331. Bluegrass State Of Mind

Billy Ray Cyrus - Bluegrass State Of Mind 
Album: The Best of Billy Ray Cyrus: Cover to Cover

I'm dreaming tonight of a hollow
With a clear mountain stream
A cabin with a window on a hillside
Where I used to dream

The moonlight at midnight made heaven
I'm so close to home
And it gave me the only real peacefulness
I've ever known

And I'm in a bluegrass state of mind
And I miss that Kentucky girl that I left behind
Hearts like the ones in my home place are so hard to find
I'm in a bluegrass state of mind

She had the eyes of an angel
And the heart of a great thoroughbred
With visions of a good loving man
Dancing around in her head

And I was the one that she graced
With her beautiful love
Now I am the one left to wonder
Who she's dreaming of?

And I'm in a bluegrass state of mind
And I miss that Kentucky girl that I left behind
Hearts like the ones in my home place are so hard to find
I'm in a bluegrass state of mind
I'm in a blue, blue, bluegrass state of mind

2332. Bluegrass Truck Driver



Bluegrass Truck Driver
Charlie Moore

There's a Truck Driver down in old Kentucky
And he loves to listen to that Bluegrass music
Everywhere he goes you can hear that old banjo
And they call him the Bluegrass Truck Driver

When the jukebox starts playing country music
You can bet he'll have that Bluegrass song
When you hear the guitar and the banjo ringing
You'll know the Bluegrass Truck Driver's back in town

Everytime he goes into a truck stop
He always starts the Bluegrass music spinning
He does that old Kentucky buck then climbs back on his truck
That's why they call him the Bluegrass Truck Driver

2333. Bluegrass, White Snow

Patty Loveless - Bluegrass, White Snow 
Album: Bluegrass & White Snow: A Mountain Christmas

Back Up In The Hills
Theres A Christmas Long Ago
Friends And Family Gather Round
The Ol Pot Belly Stove
And I Was Freezin Cold
From A Heavy Snow Back Then
I Warmed My Heart With Ol Time Songs
And Danced The Night Away

Bluegrass White Snow
Memories An An Ol Banjo
Get Your Fiddle Out
Have A Look At That Bow
Bluegrass White Snow

When My Backend Was Broke
No One Seemed To Care
All The Hard Times Melted
As The Music Filled The Air
When My Skies Are Gray
And The Snow Falls To The Ground
I Recalled That Christmas Night
All Those Joys Broke Down

Bluegrass White Snow
Memories And An Ol Banjo
Get your Fiddle Out
Have A Look At That Bow
Bluegrass White Snow



2334. Bluer Pastures

Dolly Parton - Bluer Pastures 

I was lookin' for greener pastures
When I left my old Kentucky home
I was chasin' after dreams I thought I'd master
So I left the one that loved me all along
Thinkin' only of myself and doin' better
Didn't care about the grief I left behind
Didn't even make a card or write a letter
So sure I'd be successful in no time
Now I'm heading for bluer pastures
And back to the one who's heart I broke
To the bluegrass state of Kentucky
Where he waits with open for me I hope
Ain't it funny how you are when you're younger?
How what you have is never good enough
How the years will find you searchin' through your plunder
Lookin' for the treasures you gave up
Well the seasons came, they went
The dreams all shattered
While the grass just stayed a lonely shade of brown
Then I realized I'd lost all that had mattered
So with foolish pride aside, I'm homeward bound
Now I'm heading for bluer pastures
And back to the one who's heart I broke
To the bluegrass state of ole Kentucky
Where he waits with open for me I hope
Now I'm heading for bluer pastures
Where the bluegrass waves sweetly in the wind
Where the bluegrass music's always playin'
To the haunting sound of Monroe's mandolin
I'm heading for bluer pastures

2335. Bluer Than Blue

Nanci Griffith - Bluer Than Blue

After you go, I can catch up on my reading
And after you go, I'll have a lot more time for sleeping
And when you're gone
Looks like things are gonna get a lot easier
Life will be a breeze, you know
I really should be glad

But I'm bluer than blue, sadder than sad
You're the only light this empty room has ever had
Life without you is gonna be



Bluer than blue

After you go, I'll have a lot more room in my closet
After you go, I'll stay out all night long if I feel like it
And when you're gone
I can run through the house screaming
And no one will ever hear me
I really should be glad

But I'm bluer than blue, sadder than sad
You're the only light this empty room has ever had
Life without you is gonna be
Bluer than blue

I don't have to miss no TV shows
I can start my whole life over
Change the numbers on my telephone
But the nights will sure be colder

Cause I'm bluer than blue, sadder than sad
You're the only light this empty room has ever had
Life without you is gonna be
Bluer than blue

Bluer than blue
Bluer than blue

2336. Bluer Words Were Never Spoken

Bluer Words Were Never Spoken - Steep Canyon Rangers

The last train's leaving
Blind Willie's there
Playing the blues and going nowhere
He drinks too much
Could ve been great
It's too late baby now it's too late

CHORUS

Bluer words were never spoken
Promises forever broken
Trains coming through
And the whistle cries for you
Bluer words were never spoken
You give Willie a brand new ten
You always saw the best in him
Baby please don't go
I swear I'll change
You say you're sorry but I'm too late

CHORUS



Rain's beatin  down
Everybody's gone
Willie still singing the same sad song
I say Willie give it a break
And he just says it won't stop the rain
CHORUS

2337. Blueridge Mountain Home

Blueridge Mountain Home

There's a well-beaten path on an old mountainside,
Where I wandered when I was a lad,
Where I wandered alone from the place I call home
In those Blue Ridge hills far away

Chorus:
Oh, I love those hills of old Virginia
From those Blue Ridge hills I did roam;
When I die, won't you bury me in the mountains,

Far away in my Blue Ridge Mountain home.
Now my thoughts wander back to that ramshackle shack
In those Blue Ridge hills far away.
My mother and dad were laid there to rest;

They are sleeping in peace together there.
I return to that old cabin home with a sigh;
I've been longing for days gone by.
When I die won't you bury me on that old mountainside
Make my resting place upon a hill so high.

2338. Blues Ain't Workin' On Me - Chords

Blues Ain't Workin' On Me
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by George Teren and Tom Shapiro

C             F                C            F               C
There's a new expression on my face I ain't seen in quite a while
                F
Must be a smile
C             F               C        F               C
There's a new direction in my life and I can't wait to see
               F Am
Where it takes me
              F
I'm no longer lost in the past
C                     F           G7



Even my troubles just roll off my back
       C           F          G7       F   C
No the blues ain't workin' on me those old memories
F             G7
Can't put the hurt in my heart
C           F          C        Am      F
And love is lettin' me know I'm finally free
    G7                F
And cause of you I'll always be
G7                            C  F
No the blues ain't workin' on me
C           F                  C               F                C
Anytime the sun would start to shine some dark cloud would come around
                       F
And start raining down
C                 F               C            F                C
Since I found the shelter of your arms I don't feel the rain no more 
          F   Am
So let it pour
               F
Might be times when we lose our way
C                       F           G7
But I know tomorrow I'm still gonna say
Repeat #2

2339. Blues For Dixie

Blues For Dixie

If you've ever seen that ole Mississippi
The queen of the delta land
Then you'll understand
Why I've got the blues for Dixie

If you've ever been to Tennessee
When that old cotton field is white
In pale moonlight
Then you've had the blues for Dixie

If you've seen the glamor of that Alabama
Moon shinin' in the sky
If you've got a baby in Birmingham maybe
Then you'll know the reason why

Why I'm gonna be blue 'til I'm on that old choo, choo
Headin' down South again
There goes that train
That's leavin' me blue for Dixie

If you've seen the glamor of that Alabama
Moon shinin' in the sky
If you've got a baby in Birmingham maybe
Then you'll know the reason why



Why I'm gonna be blue 'til I'm on that old choo, choo
Headin' down South again
There goes that old train that's leavin' me blue
There goes that train that's leavin' me blue for Dixie
Oh Lord

2340. Blues For My Darling - Chords

Blues For My Darling
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Thomas Glenn Fletcher

C                      F             C
Hellion don't leave me don't say goodbye
                                G7          C
Was the cry of this lady with a tear in her eye
                          F              C
You said that you love me and I said the same
                      G7                 C
So William I'm asking will you change my name
                          F             C
But I left on a steamboat I left on the run
                        G7           C
That all aboard whistle had ended my fun
                     F          C
William oh William I know I can hear
                          G7           C
Her voice on the river so lonesome and clear
                             
Hear the steamboat whine on the river this morning
It's singing my song it's sending me a warning
Hear the steamboat whine on the river this morning
                G7                    C
It's singing my song the blues for my darling
                       F                  C
I told her I loved her would she wait for me
                            G7          C
But I feel with sadness was all I could see
                        F                  C
Now she'll find another that's what she'll do
                       G7             C
And that is the reason I'm feeling so blue
Hear the steamboat whine on the river this morning
It's singing my song it's sending me a warning
Hear the steamboat whine on the river this morning
                G7                    C G7 Dm Am C
It's singing my song the blues for my dar----ling



2341. Blues For The Muse

The Incredible String Band - Blues for the Muse 

I wake up in the early when I see my day walk in
I wake up in the early when I start to begin
I drink up my coffee to drive dreams away
And I think about leaving but remain for the day

Oh, glory but I just stay blind
Think about my loving, yes, some of the time

I want to take it easy
Ain't it hard like they say
But I can play

And most any morning, most any morning
I like to be born into my guitar day

They say it's all butterflies
Don't let your dreams get in your eyes
But Orpheus made the sunrise
'Cause he knew how to play

Well, she sings so fadey, I called my guitar lady
She's a noted writer, I just can't seem to let her be
And she is my flower, I call her my easy hour
She's a low special, and baby that's enough for me

I got sorrow spells, I got sorrow spells
She showed up low to the blues away
And it's raining in the ocean, raining in the ocean

And stones on the mountain and just like they say
I'm just the string striker, just the lamplighter
I ain't no price fighter, it's easy to play

Well, she sings like the seashore
Tonight I don't ride on your seesaw
I will call up the angels if they have a little word to say

And I think I'll try cloud walking
It's just my face you see here talking
And it's just the guitar singing
And I have to let her have her way

And it's all right, you're in the graveyard now
And it's all right, you're in the graveyard now

You may weep, you may moan
You may pass your life so gay
But lucky in life, I swear sometimes
Surely going to have to meet your leaving day

Well, she sings like the seashore
Tonight I don't ride on your seesaw
I will call up the angels if they have a little word to say



And I think I'll try cloud walking
It's just my face you see here talking
And it's just the guitar singing
And I have to let her have her way

2342. Blues For Your Own

Blues For Your Own

Did you ever wonder why
All you do is sit and cry
Could it be that your baby's left and gone
Your happiness is through
Memories are no use to you
Now you've got the blues for your own

   You walk through the night and you wonder
   Or you sing yourself a sad and lonesome song
   In time the pain will end, 'til then you've got a friend
   'Cause you've got the blues for your own

You say you just don't care
About a casual affair
That'll bring back memories better left alone
You can't chase them away
These blues are here to stay
Now you've got the blues for your own

2343. Blues In My Mind

Blues In My Mind

Now I often hate you for these blues in my mind
What makes me love you am I losing my mind
I wonder where I'm gonna wind up
I just can't make my crazy mind up

Too many kisses brought me too many tears
Tears that I'll carry with me all through the years
I'm just a broken hearted guy
Worry put these blues in my mind

Now I'm going crazy with these blues in my mind
How can you just keep on confusing my mind
You got a jealous air about you
Maybe I'm better off with out you

I just can't make my heart believe that it's true



The trouble with me is havin' trouble with you
I'm just a broken hearted guy
Worry put these blues in my mind

2344. Blues In The Daytime

Rodney Crowell - Blues In The Daytime

[Verse 1]
She give you the blues in the daytime
Night time lyin' flat out on my back
She give you the blues in the daytime
Night time lyin' flat out on my natural back
You know your heart's in trouble
When you see a good gal pack her leavin' sack

[Verse 2]
She give you the blues in the daytime
Blues in the nighttime, too
She give you the blues in the daytime
Blues in the nighttime, too, yes she do
She'll give you one you catch to your lip
What is a poor boy supposed to do?

[Verse 3]
She give you the blues in the daytime
The whole wide world to see
She give you the blues in the daytime
The whole wide world to see, let them see
Is she cryin' 'bout your troubles
When you jump into the sea?

[Verse 4]
Well, the mean motor scooter
A real gone cat
Get the blues in the daytime
When she treat a boy like that
She'll give you the blues in the daytime
Blues in the nighttime too
They'll give you one you catch to your lip
What is a poor boy supposed to do?

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 5]
She give you the blues in the daytime
The sun won't ever shine
She give you the blues in the daytime
And the sun won't ever shine, let it shine
Might make you move to California
And stay drunk all the time

[Verse 2]



She give you the blues in the daytime
Blues in the nighttime, too
She give you the blues in the daytime
The blues in the nighttime, too, yes she do, yes she dang sure do
She'll give you one you catch to your lip
What is a poor boy supposed to do?
What she do, what she tell you to do

2345. Blues In Your Mind

Jerry Jeff Walker - Blues in Your Mind

Away back down the line you slipped and fell behind
And you never got back up, you never went on
But your head looked back at what you lost
If you could turn your head around it would help a lot
But there you sit with the blues on your mind
It keeps you stumblin' all the time
If only you could get together more often
Get together with yourself for real
Instead of just goofin'
So that everything you do you're into it all by yourself
But there you sit with the blues in your mind
Waitin' for somebody to say you're right
Tryin' to find somebody to take your life
You stepped outside and you were feelin' fine
There's new things you must do
But all those people make it hard to know who you are
And they're bound that they should say what you should do
And there you sit with the blues in your mind
That keeps you stumblin' all the time
If only you could get together more often
Get together with yourself for real
Instead of just goofin'
So that everything you do you're into it all by yourself
But there you sit with the blues in your mind
Waitin' for somebody to say you're right
Tryin' to find somebody to take your life

2346. Blues On Blues

Blues On Blues
Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Robert G. Starnes-Jon Weisberger/Daniel House Music, BMI-It Says What It S
ays Music, BMI-Use Your Words Music, BMI)

Blues on blues, pain on pain
Nothing to do but watch it rain
Tears fall down from missing you, oh Lord



Color you gone and color me blue on blue
Five years ago when we first met
I never dreamed that I'd regret
Loving you the way I do, oh Lord
You fell for another and left me blue on blue
Running out of tears, running out of heart
Too tired to make another start
Don't wanna find somebody new, oh Lord
Cause I'm not over you, I'm blue on blue
The day may come when I'll try again
With a little luck, next time I'll win
When you got nothing, you got nothing to lose, oh Lord
When you hit rock bottom there's nothing but blues
On blues
Blues on blues, pain on pain
Nothing to do but watch it rain
Tears fall down from missing you, oh Lord
Color you gone and color me blue on blue

2347. Blues Stay Away From Me

Merle Haggard - Blues Stay Away From Me (2007)
Doc Watson  - Louvin Brothers

[Verse 1]
Blues, stay away from me
Blues, why don't you let me be?
Don't know why you keep on haunting me

[Verse 2]
Love was never meant for me
True love was never meant for me
It seems somehow, we never can agree

[Verse 3]
Life is full of misery
Dreams are like a memory
Bringing back your love that used to be

[Verse 4]
Tears, so many I can't see
Years don't mean a thing to me
Time goes by and still, I can't be free

[Verse 5]
Blues, stay away from me
Blues, why don't you let me be?
Times goes by and still, I can't be free



2348. Bluest Heartache Of The Year - Chords

Bluest Heartache Of The Year
Recorded by Kenny Dale - Ricky Skaggs
Written by Warren W. Wimberly
 
C           C7          F
Bluest Heartache of the year
G7                        C   G7
Lonesome memories I can't bear
C                      F
I still love you but I know you don't care
             C      G7               C
I've got the bluest heartache of the year
  
                         F
You looked so pretty out there on the floor
G7                       F                C
Dancing with him while I watched from the door
                         F
He holds you closer than I ever dared
             C      G7               C
I've got the bluest heartache of the year
 
Repeat #1
 
                           F
If there's a prize for the world's biggest fool
G7                        F           C
I'd win for sure and then I'd start a school
                         F
For all young lovers who run out of tears
             C      G7               C
And have the bluest heartache of the year
Repeat #1 
F            C      G7               F  C
I've got the bluest heartache of the year

2349. Bluest Man In Town

Bluest Man In Town
The Del McCoury Band

You went away to leave me here
To find somebody new
You're happy now with your new love
And I'm alone and blue

The shadows are creepin' around my door
The sun will soon go down
The night birds are cryin' on the mountain
I'm the bluest man in town



You took away a love we knew
You wrecked our happy home
You left me with a broken heart
So blue and all alone

The shadows are creepin' around my door
The sun will soon go down
The night birds are cryin' on the mountain
I'm the bluest man in town

The shadows are creepin' around my door
The sun will soon go down
The night birds are cryin' on the mountain
I'm the bluest man in town

2350. Bluestone Mountain

Bluestone Mountain 
Mark Brinkman
 
VERSE 1: 
If you travel to the hills of West Virginia 
Down where the greenbriar winds 
Just turn your ear toward Bluestone Mountain 
You just might hear the sound of a young girl cryin' 
 
CHORUS: 
Some say it's the wind through the canyon 
As it blows a lonesome sound through the pines 
Some say it's the sound of the river 
But I say it's just Cora Jones cryin' 
 
See Cora lived alone on Bluestone Mountain 
With a little blonde haired boy there by her side 
The bloody Civil War made her a widow 
And  little Jacob was her lifeblood and her pride 
  
Well, sometimes I wonder if God watches 
Sometimes life can turn in cruel ways 
On a cold autumn day in late October 
Little Jacob wandered in Scott Hollow Cave 

Now, the caves of West Virginia run forever 
Like a maze of black ribbon through the ground 
Cora went to search for little Jacob 
But neither Jake nor Cora would be found

2351. Blunt



Blunt
Larkin Poe - Blunt

Mm... Mm...
Mm... Mm...
We used to be so cute
What happened to us?
What happened to us since then?
From Tonka trucks to nukes
What happened to us?
What happened to us since then?
"Your sins are myriad,"
So says our God
Well, God, if you're serious
You botched the job
If you knew your chisel was blunt
Why did you make so many of us?
Why did you make so many?
If you knew your chisel was blunt
Why did you make so many of us?
Why did you make so many?
Mm... Mm...
Mm... Mm...
Was it you who made the shape
Up in the garden?
Up in the garden, Lord?
Was it you who set the stake
Up which we're climbing?
Up which we're climbing now?
"Your sins are myriad,"
So says our God
Well, God, if you're serious
You botched the job
If you knew your chisel was blunt
Why did you make so many of us?
Why did you make so many?

2352. Boat Of Life - Chords

Boat Of Life
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Burl Stephens

C                                 F             C
My friend is the going rough with troubled seas around
                                   D7                    G7
Do angry winds beset your soul and dark clouds on you'll frown
C                                  F            C
Have you ever looked for bread and only found a stone
                                         G7           C
Could it be because you're paddling your boat of life alone

                                     F                C
Is the raft you once had charted now both blurred and marred



                                D7             G7
Is your soul and body weary the task of rowing hard
C                                F              C
Have you ever looked for joy and disappointment known
                                         G7           C
Could it be because you're paddling your boat of life alone

                                      F               C
My friend there is one who knows your every fault and sin
                                      D7                 G7
And He knows you struggle and through all your life fold in
C                              F               C
So why not call on Jesus He'll help you safely on
                          G7            C
Oh my friend it's foolish to paddle all alone

2353. Boat Of Love

Jim Lauderdale - Boat of love
Composer: Bill Monroe - James Smith

Hark I hear the voice of the boatman comin'
And I'll be ready when he calls my name
So happy I'll be on my way to heaven
I hear the angels freely say

Oh the boat of love down at the harbor
It's waiting there for you and me
I have no fear Christ is the Captain
He'll guide us o'er life's rollin' sea

Oh the boat of love will soon be sailing
It's headin' for that golden shore
Don't wait too late to make your reservation
Heaven is my home for evermore

Oh the boat of love down at the harbor...
Oh the boat of love down at the harbor...

2354. Boat Of Love - Chords

Boat Of Love
Recorded by Bill Monroe and Jimmy Martin
Written by James B. Smith

G
I can hear the voice (I can hear the voice)
Of the boatman coming (of the boatman coming)
And I'll be ready (and I'll be ready)



                 D7
When He calls my name (when He calls my name)
              G
So happy I'll be (so happy I'll be)
On my way to Heaven (on my way to heaven)
                                      D7      G
I hear the angels (I hear the angels) sweetly sing
                     
On the boat of love (on the boat of love) 
D7          G       D7          G
Down at the harbor (down at the harbor) 
             Em
It's waiting there (it's waiting there)
            D7
For you and me (for you and me)
          G
I have no fear (I have no fear) 
                                     C
Christ is the captain (Christ is the captain)
G                                         D7             G
He'll guide us o're (He'll guide us o're) life's rolling sea
Let's get on board (let's get on board) 
That great excursion (that great excursion)
And sail the sea (and sail the sea) 
       D7
To the home above (to the home above) 
               G
Don't wait too late (don't wait too late)
To make your reservation (to make your reservation)
                                                D7      G
It's the boat of God's (it's the boat of God's) eternal love
Repeat #2
 
On the boat of love (on the boat of love) 
Will soon be sailing (will soon be sailing)
It's heading for (it's heading for) 
            D7
That golden shore (that golden shore)
               G
Don't wait too late (don't wait too late)
To make your reservation (to make your reservation)
                                      D7      G
Heaven is my home (Heaven is my home) for evermore
Repeat #2

2355. Boatman's Dance

Yonder Mountain String Band - Boatman's Dance (Live)

Dance Boatman Dance
Dance I say
Dance Boatman Dance
Dance all night with a hole in your pants



Boatman dance, boatman sing
Boatman do 'bout anything
When the boatman come to town
Look out boys your daughters gone

Dance Boatman Dance
Dance I say
Dance Boatman Dance
Dance all night with a hole in your pants

Lead

Pass the whiskey 'round,
Pass it 'round I say
Pass the big ol' jug around
Well finish off by the break of day

Boatman dance, boatman sing
Boatman do 'bout anything
When the boatman come to town
Look out boys your daughters gone

Dance Boatman Dance
Dance I say
Dance Boatman Dance
Dance all night with a hole in your pants

Lead

Pass the big ol' mug 'round,
Pass it 'round I say
Pass the big ol' mug around
Well be all south by the break of day

Boatman dance, boatman sing
Boatman do 'bout anything
When the boatman come to town
Look out boys your daughters gone

Dance Boatman Dance
Dance I say
Dance Boatman Dance
Dance all night with a hole in your pants

Lead

Grab yer partner by the hand
and grab her now I say
grab yer partner by the hand
Gonna spin gonna freak 'til the break of day

Boatman dance, boatman sing
Boatman do 'bout anything
When the boatman come to town
Look out boys your daughters gone



Dance Boatman Dance
Dance I say
Dance Boatman Dance
Dance all night with a hole in your pants

Lead

Dance Boatman Dance
Dance I say
Dance Boatman Dance
Dance all night with a hole in your pants

Boatman dance, boatman sing
Boatman do 'bout anything
When the boatman come to town
Look out boys your daughters gone

Dance Boatman Dance
Dance I say
Dance Boatman Dance
Dance all night with a hole in your pants

Lead

2356. Boats To Build

Boats to Build - Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
It's time for a change
I'm tired of that same old same
The same old words, the same old lines
The same old tricks and the same old rhymes
It's days precious days
They roll in and out like waves
I got boards to bend and I got planks to nail
I got charts to make and I got seas to sail

[Chorus]
I'm gonna build me a boat with these two hands
It will be a fair curve from a noble plan
Let the chips fall where they will
Because I've got boats to build

[Verse 2]
Now sails are just like wings
And the wind can make 'em sing
Songs of life, songs of hope
Songs to keep your dreams afloat

[Chorus]
I'm gonna build me a boat with these two hands
It will be a fair curve from a noble plan



Let the chips fall where they will
Because I've got boats to build

2357. Bob Dylan's Dream

Bob Dylan's Dream
Bob Dylan

While riding on a train goin' west,
I fell asleep for to take my rest.
I dreamed a dream that made me sad,
Concerning myself and the first few friends I had.

With half-damp eyes I stared to the room
Where my friends and I spent many an afternoon,
Where we together weathered many a storm,
Laughin' and singin' till the early hours of the morn.

By the old wooden stove where our hats was hung,
Our words were told, our songs were sung,
Where we longed for nothin' and were quite satisfied
Talkin' and a-jokin' about the world outside.

With haunted hearts through the heat and cold,
We never thought we could ever get old.
We thought we could sit forever in fun
But our chances really was a million to one.

As easy it was to tell black from white,
It was all that easy to tell wrong from right.
And our choices were few and the thought never hit
That the one road we traveled would ever shatter and split.

How many a year has passed and gone,
And many a gamble has been lost and won,
And many a road taken by many a friend,
And each one I've never seen again.

I wish, I wish, I wish in vain,
That we could sit simply in that room again.
Ten thousand dollars at the drop of a hat,
I'd give it all gladly if our lives could be like that.

2358. Bob Rules

Keller Williams - Bob Rules

(The price is wrong, bitch)



Twelve o'clock check out we've got an entire hour
Where is the remote, no time for the manual power
I put that name tag over the heart
On the shirt, that says 'Bob Rules'
I stood in line for days
With all the other fools

And then the voice of an angel that belonged to Rod Roddy
Called my name and said 'Come on down, you're the next contestant'
Oh my God I was hyperventilating
I hope I do not wake up from this dream;
Which is what it was

Janice she slinked on wearing a diamond dog collar
Still in complete shock I muttered the words 'One Dollar'
But, everyone else overbid,
And their eyes turned to me with the rage
For my dogs will be draped in diamonds
And I get to go onstage

I picked up old Bob and I hugged him just, like a bear
He said 'Put me down son and feast your eyes over there'
The sliding doors were ajar,
I was a happy as I could get
For it was a brand new car--
A Chevrolet Chevette

All because the voice of an angel that belonged to Rod Roddy
Called my name and said "Come on down you're the next contestant"
Oh my God I was hyperventilating
I hope I do not wake up from this dream
Which is what it was

The showcase showdown was set for a quarter to noon
My spin did not make it all the away around, I got booed
So I pulled down as hard as I could
Just like they all knew that I would
I was happy to be alive
When it landed on $0.95

Next thing I knew I was standing next to a Marine
Who did not like his showcase and passed it on over to me
Crunching the numbers I tried to remain calm
How much is an all expenses paid trip to Guam?

Before I could answer a banging came to my door
The housekeeper said 'You must leave now or pay more -- you have dog'
I guess I fell back asleep
And slept right through that show
But the next time I'm in L.A.
You know where I'm gonna go

And hope that a voice of an angel that belongs to Rod Roddy
Call my name and says "Come on down, you're the next contestant"
Oh my God I hope I don't hyperventilate
I hope I do not wake up from this dream
Which is what it will be



2359. Bob Said It Aw (And Called It Western Swing) - Chords

Bob Said It Aw (And Called It Western Swing)
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Jim Halley

G                       C
I was raised on western swing 
             G            C
Like to hear Tommy Duncan sing
        A7               D7            G
When he talked about the bubbles in my beer
                        C
And he sing about Faded Love
            G          Em
Beneath the neon stars above
     A7                 D7                G
Yeah Bob said it aw and called it western swing
 
                            C
It ain't nothing new but it might be to you
    A7                             D7
And if you listen long enough I'll bet you'll love it too
      C                 G                       E7
Bob's no longer with us but he'll always be the king
A7                 D7                G
Bob said it aw and called it western swing
 
                            C
It ain't nothing new but it might be to you
    A7                             D7
And if you listen long enough I'll bet you'll love it too
      C                 G                       E7
Bob's no longer with us but he'll always be the king
A7                 D7                G
Bob said it aw and called it western swing
 
     A7              D7                G
Yeah Bob said aw and called it western swing

2360. Bobbie Sue

Bobbie Sue
Oak Ridge Boys - Bobbie Sue

I heard about her from a friend of mine
He said she lived across the county line
The sweetest grape that ever grew on the vine
And now that's where I'm spending all my time.



Her daddy Robert and her mama Ruth
They had a daughter they named Bobbie Sue
And now she's eighteen and she knows the truth
Nobody's gonna tell her what to do.

Bo-Bo, Bo-Bo, Bobbie Sue
Ca-can't you see my love is true?
I want to ma-ma, ma-ma, marry you
Bo-Bo-Bo-Bo-Bo- Bobbie Sue.

I'll take her riding on a Friday night
Straight down the highway in the clear moonlight
My Chevy's humming and she holds me tight
We'll find a preacher and we'll do it right.

Her daddy told her that she'd have to wait
Her mama said, "don't make a big mistake"
But we'll keep driving till we're out of state
And when they find us it'll be too late.

Bo-Bo, Bo-Bo, Bobbie Sue
Ca-can't you see my love is true?
I want to ma-ma, ma-ma, marry you
Bo-Bo-Bo-Bo-Bo- Bobbie Sue. 

Bo-Bo, Bo-Bo, Bobbie Sue
Ca-can't you see my love is true?
I want to ma-ma, ma-ma, marry you
Bo-Bo-Bo-Bo-Bo- Bobbie Sue.

Bob, Bob, Bob, Bob, Bob Bobbie Sue

Bo-Bo, Bo-Bo, Bobbie Sue

B ..o  .b ...b ..y Sue [fading]

2361. Bobbie's Gone

Emmylou Harris - Bobbie's Gone

Beneath her clothes her heart is breaking
Spends her mornings making lines
Though her pain is real and aching
All she owns are borrowed lines

Doesn't know which side to be on
Though she's trying every door
Only needs the floor she sleeps on
All she asks is a little more time

Bobbie's gone to California
I won't see her anymore



Bobbie's gone to California
Like she did the year before
And the year before

The day she left her shirt was clinging
To her back wet with rain
I watched her leave heard her singing
A song she wrote when Christmas came

Bobbie's young but getting older
The face she shows is not her own
Winter's near it's getting colder
California's called her home again

Bobbie's gone to California
I won't see her anymore
Bobbie's gone to California
Like she did the year before
And the year before

The mirror gives back no reflection
Of shadow she will not see
It understands she needs protection
Of what she swears she has to be

Bobbie's nights are empty tables
Hold her 'til she's made to leave
Bobbie's dreams are empty fables
She makes herself believe
To be free

Sometimes she cried because of visions
Of what she loved had all been sold
There's not much left no one to listen
To the echoes that she holds

How could I tell her when she's fading
She run out of a place to be
There will be no one waiting
For the poetry of her soul

I won't see her anymore
Bobbie's gone to California
Like she did the year before
And the year before

2362. Bobby And Millie

Bobby And Millie
Russell Moore & IIIrd Tyme Out

Five year old Millie she lives in a shack
Her old good dog harlie is tied in the back



You'd think that her world is an awful sad place
But you'd never know by the look on her face

Chorus:
Cause her heart's filled with love
And there're stars in her eyes
With mommy and daddy to hold when she cries
What a poor little girl that's what most people say
But five year old Millie don't see it that way

Bobby he lives on the good side of town
But mommy and daddy are hardly around
He's got everything that their money can buy
But you'd never know by the look in his eyes

Chorus:
That his heart's filled with love
And there're stars in his eyes
He just needs somebody to hold when he cries
He's got everything that's what most people say
But five year old Bobby don't see it that way

Twenty years later on the seventh of May
Bobby met Millie and swept her away
They've nothing in common that what people say
But Bobby and Millie's gonna show'em some day

Chorus:
Cause their heart's filled with love
And there're stars in their eyes
We all need somebody to hold when we cry
They'll never make that's what people say
But Bobby and Millie don't see it that way

Oh Bobby and Millie's gonna show'em someday

2363. Bobby And Sarah - Chords

Bobby And Sarah
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Irl Hees

C
It started out a dream young Bobby 17
                          F
When he spied sweet Sarah Trueheart
    C
He boldly came around she gently turned him down
                            F
Said they probably wouldn't share hearts
G7             C
Bobby kept his head on straight
F



Walked up to her gate
                      C
Saying I have come to court you
    G7                C
She couldn't turn him down
They dated for a while then Bobby with a smile
                             F
Said that soon they would be married
  C
A twinkle in her eye sweet Sarah with a sigh
                            F
Said they probably wouldn't marry
G7             C
Bobby kept his head on straight
F
Said just don't be late
                      C
For I know you really love me
    G7                C
She couldn't turn him down
Now Bobby's got a wife he's happy with his life
                        F
And sweet Sarah wants a baby
    C
She wants a girl and boy to be their daddy's joy
                        F
But her Bobby just said maybe
G7              C
Bobby's got his head on straight
F
Sarah couldn't wait
                           C
Now there's Joe and little Mary
   G7                C
He couldn't turn her down

2364. Bobby Reid

Sturgill Simpson - Bobby Reid

[Verse 1]
There's blood in the water
Won't you cut me down?
 Cause people keep on talking
Won't you cut me down?

[Chorus]
Bobby Reid, won't you please cut me down?

[Verse 2]
Said I was a lover
Won't you cut me down?
My hands are growing colder



Won't you cut me down?

[Chorus]
Bobby Reid, won't you please cut me down?
Bobby Reid, won't you please cut me down?

[Bridge]
I only see your footprints stranded in the desert
Where I see you leaving, me on the horizon
Spare me all your loving, Bobby, won't you cut me down?
Down

[Verse 3]
Leave me if you love me
Won't you cut me down?
Or keep me if you want me
Won't you cut me down?

[Outro]
Bobby Reid, won't you please cut me down?
Bobby Reid, won't you please cut me down?
Bobby Reid, won't you please cut me
Down

2365. Bobby Tanqueray

Bobby Tanqueray
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
I met him once way after midnight-
He lit a smoke, and I just stared
He seemed to me like such a sore sight:
Bobby Tanqueray, with his gorgeous face and hair

[Verse 2]
I never see him on the weekends
He rides the highways lined in bars
His search for fame and fortune bleakens
Bobby Tanqueray, he will not dismay thus far
(Ooh)

[Hook]
Oh no, I know it can't be so (shalala, ooh la la)
He plays his shows (shalala, ooh la la)
And away he goes (ooh)

[Verse 3]
I still can't help but think he's out there
And he could use someone like me
And I would tell him, but he won't care
Bobby Tanqueray can afford to wait and see



(Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh)

[Hook]
Oh no, I know I can't please so
His dreams, his soul
Both glimmering and gold

[Verse 4]
I know one day he will be ready
He'll never take his hand from mine
Oh, I know we'll walk the land of milk and honey
Bobby Tanqueray
Bobby Tanqueray
Bobby Tanqueray
He and I both satisfied (shalala, ooh la la)
Oh (shalala, ooh la la)
Oh

2366. Bobby Wants A Puppy Dog For Christmas - Chords

Bobby Wants A Puppy Dog For Christmas
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
C
Bobby wants a puppy dog for Christmas
  G7
I know you plan to bring an electric train
    C
But Bobby wants a puppy dog for Christmas
    G7                               C
And that's the only song we hear him sing

Santa please remember Bobby's lonely
    G7
The closest neighbor's farm is quite a ways
        C
And the country school don't have no children Bobby's size
        G7                                C
And I'd like to give him something he can raise

Repeat #1

Butch and Susie won't be here for Christmas
    G7
And Bobby won't see his cousins now till spring
   C
If we can find a playmate he can play with
G7                               C
Santa that'll be all you have to bring

Repeat #1



2367. Bobby's Arms

Dolly Parton - Bobby's Arms 

Bobby's arms, they are warm when he holds me
Bobby's arms always comfort and console me
When I'm in his arms held tight
I know everything's alright
Just as long as I'm inside bobby's arms
Chorus:
Bobby's arms always welcome me inside
Bobby's arms always hold me when I cry
Bobby's arms are my shelter from life's storms
And I feel so safe in Bobby's arms
Bobby's arms, they are strong but they're tender
Bobby's arms reach for me and I surrender
When he reaches out for me, I'm never out of reach
And I always want to be in Bobby's arms
Repeat Chorus

2368. Bobcat Tracks

Bobcat Tracks
Old Crow Medicine Show - Bobcat Tracks

Bobcat tracks in the snow
Tell me, mister bobcat, where is it that you go?
Down among the town lights, in that valley below
Tell me, mister bobcat, where is it that you go?

There's a horse on my trail, beggin' a meal
Bitin' at my hands, they're so cold I can't feel
Tell me mister horse, what is your deal?
Yeah, what is your deal?

Feral dog on my right
Pissin' on a rosebush on this clear, frozen night
Tell me, mister dog, do you feel all right?
Do you feel all right?

(Yeah, do you feel all right?) Do you feel all right?

Bobcat tracks in the snow
Tell me, mister bobcat, where is it that you go?
Down among the town lights, in that valley below
Tell me, mister bobcat, where is it that you go?

(Where do you go?) Where is it that you go?
(Where do you go?) Yeah, where is it that you go?



(Where do you go?) Tell me, mister bobcat where is it that you go?

2369. Body And Soul

Body and Soul
Bill Monroe
Writer/s: Virginia Stauffer

See that train coming round the bend,
Carrying the one that I love
Her beautiful body is still here on earth,
But her soul has been called up above

Body and Soul, Body and Soul,
That's how she loved me, with Body and Soul

Her beautiful hair was the purest of gold,
Her eyes were as blue as the sea,
Her lips were the color of summer's red rose,
And she promised she would always love me

Tomorrow as the sun sinks low
The shadows will cover her face
As her last sun goes down, she's laid beneath the ground
And my teardrops are falling like rain

2370. Bodysnatchers

Dave Rawlings Machine
Bodysnatchers

Everything's predictable in little river towns
Barges and tobacco, drinking straight Kentucky brown
Mama's bunions swelling when there's evil creeping round
Like bodysnatchers

You know she used to tell me she was gazing out at space
I can feel them coming down to pilfer and erase
And I should have told you the first time that I saw you face to face
That you're a bodysnatcher

I sold my soul for something up on Barford Hatches
Twenty years of lining down the tracks
Mama said next time you see the bodysnatchers
Tell them all they'd better get back

You better get back, get back, get back
Better get back you bodysnatchers



Better get back, get back, get back
You better get back you bodysnatchers

Each Mississippi river queen tries to play the saint
This far down the river you pretend you what you ain't
I'm the son of a son of a pioneer gun, I slather on the paint
Like a bodysnatcher

The nameless tombstones crumble o'er the graves of Cairo kings
When there's high water everywhere it covers everything
And when the sun comes out of nowhere you can hear the birdies sing
You're the bodysnatcher
I sold my soul for something up on Barford Hatches
Twenty years and lining down the track
Mama said next time you see the bodysnatchers
Tell them all they'd better get back

You better get back, get back, get back
You better get back you bodysnatchers
Better get back, get back, get back
You better get back you bodysnatchers

I guess if it was up to me I'd probably let you live
But Mama, when you cross her, she's slower to forgive
She'll stick you full of pins and leave you bleeding like a sieve
For bodysnatching

So when you come around here you best be waving something white
A pillowcase or a handkerchief ought to get the message right
And you oughta try not thieving things in the middle of the night
Don't be a bodysnatcher

I sold my soul for something up on Barford Hatches
Twenty years of lining down the track
Mama said next time you see the bodysnatchers
Tell them all they'd better get back

You better get back, get back, get back
Better get back you bodysnatchers
You better get back, get back, get back
You better get back you bodysnatchers

2371. Bohemian Rhapsody

Bohemian Rhapsody
Hayseed Dixie - Bohemian Rhapsody

Is this the real life?
Is this just fantasy?
Caught in a landslide
No escape from reality
Open your eyes, Look up to the skies and see
I'm just a poor boy, I need no sympathy



Because I'm easy come, easy go, Little high, little low
Any way the wind blows doesn't really matter to me,to me
Mama just kill the man
Put a gun against his head, pulled my trigger, now he's dead
Mama, life had just begun
But now I've gone and thrown it all away
Mama, ooh, Didn't mean to make you cry
If I'm not back again this time tomorrow
Carry on, carry on as if nothing really matters
Too late, my time has come
Sends shivers down my spine, body's aching all the time
Goodbye, ev'rybody, I've got to go
Gotta leave you all behind and face the truth
Mama, ooh, I don't want to die
I sometimes wish I'd never been born at all
I see a little silhouetto of a man
Scaramouche, Scaramouche, will you do the Fandango
Thunderbolt and lightning, very, very fright'ning me
(Galileo) Galileo (Galileo) Galileo, Galileo figaro
Magnifico I'm just a poor boy and nobody loves me
He's just a poor boy from a poor family
Spare him his life from this monstrosity
Easy come, easy go, will you let me go
Bismillah! No, we will not let you go
(Let him go!) Bismillah! We will not let you go
(Let him go!) Bismillah! We will not let you go
(Let me go) Will not let you go
(Let me go) Will not let you go (Let me go) Ah
No, no, no, no, no, no, no
(Oh mama mia, mama mia) Mama mia, let me go
Beelzebub has a devil put aside for me, for me, for me
So you think you can stone me and spit in my eye
So you think you can love me and leave me to die
Oh, baby, can't do this to me, baby
Just gotta get out, just gotta get right outta here
Nothing really matters, Anyone can see
Nothing really matters
Nothing really matters to me
Any way the wind blows

2372. Boil Them Cabbage Down

Boil Them Cabbage Down - The Grascals

Boil em cabbage down
Bake em biscuits brown
The only song that i can sing is
Boil em cabbage down

Gramma had a muley cow
Muley since she's born
Took a jaybird 40 years
To fly from horn to horn



Love her in the summertime
Love her in the fall
If i can't have my own true love
I won't have none at all

You understand my own true love
You reckon how i know
Both her eyes they shine for me
Clear as morning glow

2373. Boll Weevil

Punch Brothers - Boll Weevil

Boll Weevil told the farmer 
You better treat me right
I'll eat up all your cotton
Sleep in your grain rail tonight

Boll Weevil told the farmer
You don't need no Ford machine
I'll eat up all your cotton
You can't buy no gasoline

Yonder comes a spider
Crawling up and down the wall
He must've been going
To get his ashes hauled

I don't see no water
But I'm about to drown
I don't see no fire
But I'm burning down

2374. Bolt Cutters & The Family Name

Bolt Cutters & The Family Name
Larkin Poe - Bolt Cutters & The Family Name

[Verse 1]
Bolt cutters and the family name
A buzz killer, self-proclaimed
I got steel toes, gunmetal
I got a big green light and a gas pedal
High speed going nowhere fast
Inches ahead of the backlash
I talk a big game, catwalk it
Ten bucks to my name in my hip pocket



[Chorus]
You can take me outta the fight
You can take me outta the fight
But you can't take the fight outta me

[Verse 2]
Sledgehammer, how do you do?
I'm a wrecking ball, I swing right through
I got horsepower, wound tight
Shooting thirty-ought-six when I backbite
A dull blade, against the grain, you
Double down when I jerk your chain
You're a tall-talker, but you can't hack it
I didn't even break a sweat in my leather jacket, hey

[Chorus]
You can take me outta the fight
You can take me outta the fight
But you can't take the fight outta me
I said no, no, no

[Chorus]
You can take me outta the fight
You can take me outta the fight
But you can't take the fight outta me
You can take me outta the fight
You can take me outta the fight
But you can't take the fight outta me
I said take me out

2375. Bombe Météo

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Bombe météo

Un deux trois Ã  go c'est qui l'plus lÃ¢che
Y'annoncent une bombe météo
C'est sÃ»r c'est moi qui gagne
Placarder les chÃ¢ssis fermer les rideaux
Chauffer 'a truie on peut p'us compter su' l'Hydro
Ni su'es bon vieux calorifÃ¨res comme si on roulait su' l'spare
Pas d'turbo pas d'éther on vire au slow su' notre pouvoir
Avant de switcher Ã  off tous les fusibles du cerveau
Faut ben vérifier tout son stock décoller l'Delco
Du cannage plein la laiterie
Une flashlight des batteries
Du gaz pour le dynamo on s'éclaire p'us Ã  l'huile de cachalot
Un deux trois go bombe météo
Pas d'danger que j'capote envoye amÃ¨ne-la ta garnotte
Bombe météo bombe météo
A l'dire y'a que'qu' chose de satisfaisant
C'est d'la bombe inévitablement
Bombe météo bombe météo



Avoue qu'Ã§a fesse en sacrement
Quand c'est 'a premiÃ¨re fois qu'tu l'entends
L'canal météo c'est d'la triche c'pas dur de gagner 'a partie
Quand t'as r'pÃªché dans ton équipe l'ostie d'température ressentie
Mais j'ai pas dit mon dernier mot envoye amÃ¨ne-la ta bombe météo
Tu m'verras pas paranoier j'ai douze belles cordes de merisier
Chu paré pour le plus grand squall de l'histoire d'la Côte-Nord
En mou éjarré su'a causeuse on passe aux choses sérieuses
Trente-six saisons trente-six séries
Du vent du vide d'la perte de temps
La vie des autres c'est palpitant
Dans un état végétatif en dépendant du box-office

2376. Bombed Boozed And Busted - Chords

Bombed Boozed And Busted
Recorded by Joe Sun
Written by Dennis Knutson and Joe Sun

C            G7         C      F                        C
I get bombed boozed and busted a-living on a honky tonk time
             G7         C      D7                         G7
I get boozed stoned and busted Lord you made a mess of my mind
  C                          C7
I mention every thought that I'd survive 
    F                            D7
The day you drop a bomb that I'm still alive 
           C      G7        C      G7                   C
With these bombed booze and busted living on honky tonk time
                            C7                    F
The jukebox is my heartbeat it's the rhythm of my soul
              C                                                   G7
I hang around every bar in town and play the saddest songs that I know
   C                                  C7                   F
Oh I should be dead from drinking but no matter how hard I try 
                      C                   G7                 C
I'm a walking talking living proof that a broken heart don't die
                    G7         C      F                        C
Oh I've been bombed boozed and busted a-living on a honky tonk time
                G7         C      D7                         G7
I'll get boozed stoned and busted Lord you made a mess of my mind
   C                            C7
Oh I bet you never thought that I'd survive 
    F                            D7
The day you drop a bomb that I'm still alive 
           C      G7        C      G7                   C
With these bombed booze and busted living on honky tonk time
 
Repeat #3



2377. Bombs Away

Bombs Away
Old Crow Medicine Show - Bombs Away

You say you're worried about the shape I'm in I don't care what and I don't give a damn
Think I'm stuck on you like a coat a paint well I am what I am and I ain't what I ain't
Look, I'm just fooling myself sitting up here on your shelf

I don't mind if I lose my mind if I can't learn to fly let me fall bombs away
And I don't care if I split the air on some wing and prayer let me fall bombs away
Bombs away

You say I act like a sentimental dope I say kiss me quick and show me the rope
When the love I gave nearly jumped the rail the look you gave was beyond the pale
So I'm taking the plunge here let me show you how it's done

I don't mind if I lose my mind if I can't learn to fly let me fall bombs away
And I'm not worried if I hit the curve and I ain't no bird let me fall bombs away
Bombs away, bombs away, bombs away

Say you wanna new lover but you wanna be friends
Fool me once you think you'll fool me again?
Now it's bombs away and if I don't make land
I don't care what and I don't give a damn
See I'm better off it's true and them skies they look so blue

I don't mind if I lose my mind if I can't learn to fly let me fall bombs away
And I'm not scared if I pierce the air and I ain't got a prayer let me fall bombs away
And I don't mind if I've blown my mind for the thousandth time let me fall bombs away
Bombs away, bombs away, bombs away
Bombs away

2378. Bon Ton Roulet

Bon Ton Roulet
Chatham County Line

Awoke with a headache - Got to bed too late
Head like a live oak - Woodpecker beating morse code

Laissez Les Bon Ton Roulet

The night started off real slow - Cold beer a rock show
Someone brought the whiskey  round
Man I need to lay down
Still high as the milky way - Live my life the Creole way
Head like a live oak - Woodpecker beating morse code

Laissez Les Bon Ton Roulet

This life's gonna take it's toll - A life of letting the good times roll
Speeding through a small town



Man I should probably slow down
Sun's so hot today - Think I'll hide out in a Matinee
Head like a live oak - Woodpecker beating morse code

Laissez Les Bon Ton Roulet

In the creed of the Creole - Woodpecker making his hole
So I can let the Good Times Roll

Tell that woodpecker he's made his hole
So I can let the Good Times Roll

2379. Bonaparte's Retreat

Bonaparte's Retreat

Met the girl I love in a town way down in Dixie
'Neath the stars above she was the sweetest girl I ever did see
So I took her in my arms and told her of her many charms
I kissed her while the fiddles played the Bonaparte's Retreat

   All the world was bright as I held her on that night
   And I heard her say Please don't ever go away
   So I held her in my arms and told her of her many charms
   I kissed her while the fiddles played the Bonaparte's Retreat

2380. Bone of Contention

Lucinda Williams - Bone of Contention

WHO'S YOUR MOTHER? WHERE DID YOU COME FROM? 
WHO'S YOUR FATHER? WHERE WERE YOU BORN? 
YOU'RE NOT MY BROTHER. YOU'RE NOT MY KIN. 
YOU'RE NOT MY SISTER. YOU'RE NOT MY FAN. 
YOU'RE NOT MY MASTER. I'M NOT YOUR SLAVE
EVIL BASTARD GO BACK TO YOUR GRAVE 

YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION 
YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION 
YOU'RE A THORN IN MY SIDE 
YOU'RE THE SALT IN MY WOUND 
YOU'RE THE SPLINTER IN MY FINGER 
YOU'RE THE KNIFE IN MY BACK 
YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION 
YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION 

FILTHY SIN IS IN YOUR BLOOD 
ABOMINATION OF ALL THAT'S GOOD 
I SAW YOU WALKIN' YOUR TWO-HEADED DOG 



AND YOU PRETEND TO WORSHIP GOD 
MATHEMATICS AND POLITICS 
THREE SIXES AND DEADLY TRICKS 

YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION 
YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION 
YOU'RE A THORN IN MY SIDE 
YOU'RE THE SALT IN MY WOUND 
YOU'RE THE SPLINTER IN MY FINGER 
YOU'RE THE KNIFE IN MY BACK 
YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION 
YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION 

YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION
YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION
YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION
YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION
YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION
YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION
YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION
YOU'RE A BONE OF CONTENTION

2381. Bone Through Her Nose

Richard Thompson - Bone Through Her Nose 

Oh, the drones on the corner, don't look her in the eye
When she comes out to play
And three times now at the Club Chi-Chi
They've turned her away

Last week she was the belle of the ball
But another week passes
It's time to cast off crutches
Scars and pebble glasses

She's got everything a girl might need
She's a tribal animal, yes indeed
But she hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
Hasn't got a bone through her nose

She hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose
Hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose

Oh, she gets her suits from a personal friend, Coco the clown
She got dustman's jacket, inside out, it's a party gown
If it's bouffon's, she's got bouffon's, if it's tat, she got tat
She got hoochie coochie Gucci and a pom-pom hat

She's got everything a girl might need
She's a tribal animal, yes indeed



But she hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose

She hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose, no

Well, her ma writes cook books
She wrote one once and it sold one or two
Her pa's in the city, he's so witty
He calls it the zoo

Her boyfriend plays in Scritti Politti
Aunt Sally's brown bread
In a few more years she can marry some fool
And knock it on the head

She's got everything a girl might need
She's a tribal animal, yes indeed
But she hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose

She hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose, through her nose
She hasn't got a bone through her nose

She hasn't got a, oh, she hasn't got a, oh

2382. Bones

Little Big Town - Bones

[Verse 1]
What goes around comes around
Feel it breathing down heavy on you
You made that bed you're laying on
Deeds that you have done, now you can't undo

[Chorus]
You've got bones in your closet
You've got ghosts in your town
Ain't no doubt, yeah, they're going to come out
They're waiting for the sun to go down
You can't hide from your demons
Feel them all lurking around
You're running scared 'cause you know they're out there
They're waiting for the sun to go down

[Verse 2]
It's a long hard row to hoe
When seeds that you sow grow by the wicked moon



Be sure your sins will find you out
Your past will hunt you down
And return to tell on you

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
It all stands to reason
Every dog will have his day
But your day is leaving
Better hold on tight
Here comes the night

[Chorus]

2383. Bones Of Gilead

Richard Thompson - Bones of Gilead

What's my name? My name is Trouble
Trouble of the tender kind
From the ruin, from the rubble
I will rise like London pride

No checkpoint will stop me
There is no plan
Like an earthquake, I'll rock you
Run if you can

By the flesh of Gilead
By the bones of Gilead
By the flesh of Gilead
By the bones of Gilead

What's my name? My name is Heartbreak
Heartbreak of the giving kind
I will come and whisper sweetness
Sweetness that will dawn your mind

No ribcage can hold me
No loving cup
I don't fit your wise world
I tear it up

By the flesh of Gilead
By the bones of Gilead
By the flesh of Gilead
By the bones of Gilead

What's my name? Just call me Micah
Micah like the Bible says
I can't help it, it's within me
Runes are written on my face



False prophets accuse me
Their days are few
I heal all before me
I will heal you

By the flesh of Gilead
By the bones of Gilead
By the flesh of Gilead
By the bones of Gilead
By the flesh of Gilead
By the bones of Gilead

2384. Boney Fingers

Boney Fingers
Hoyt Axton

See the rain comin' down and the roof won't hold 'er
Lost my job and I feel a little older
Car won't run and our love's grown colder
But maybe things'll get a little better, in the mornin'
Maybe things'll get a little better.

Oh! the clothes need washin' and the fire won't start
Kids all cryin' and you're breakin' my heart
Whole darn place is fallin' apart
Maybe things'll get a little better, in the mornin'
Maybe things'll get a little better.

Chorus:
Work your fingers to the bone - whadda ya get?
( Whoo-whoo ) Boney Fingers - Boney Fing-ers.

Yea! I've been broke as long as I remember
Get a little money and I gotta run and spend 'er
When I try to save it, pretty woman come and take it
Sayin' maybe things'll get a little better, in the mornin'
Maybe things'll get a little better.

Chorus

Yea! the grass won't grow and the sun's too hot
The whole darn world is goin' to pot
Might as well like it 'cause you're all that I've got
But, maybe things'll get a little better, in the mornin'
Maybe things'll get a little better.

Chorus



2385. Bonfire

Brett Dennen - Bonfire

The rain is on his head
And my love is out on the ledge
Get to the bonfire and get undressed
My boots are caked with clay
These clothes are loose
And my appetite's gone
We'll throw them in the bonfire where we belong
All of us shaking
Wounded and naked
Like a sunburned kiss
We are changing
Fighting for the same thing
With the light that lifts
And I wanna know you for the way you are
Not the way I am
So let's go now
Back to the bonfire where we began
I slope back into my tinted shade
To shake out the vertigo
You know, the only one who got any sleep last night was
A grumpy volcano

2386. Bonita And Bill Butler

Bonita and Bill Butler
Alison Krauss & Union Station

I grew up in the scantling yards of Wheeling, West Virginia
A wheelhouse cub looking for an open door
In the packet ways a Sweeney wed the keel of my Bonita
Just two months from her timbers 'til she moored
I paid the fare in billet on her maiden voyage to Vicksburg
And talked my way to hand the tiller on the course
In her planks I carved a notch and sealed the vow 'Be my Bonita'
And her dowry was my life between the shores

I was born with rouging ways, and she steered me like a woman
From the port calls and the bawds that lead me stray
The calliope serenades, made the old towns come running
And the boys would gamble shards to pull her chains
The striker's boast would fain me loss, about the wrecks the shoals were keeping
And how the old girl's got poor Billy's ransom saved

On the lake at Bistineau, she set the wharf at Dixie
With a thousand bales of cotton on her main
As the great raft disappeared, the watermark went sinking
And she was stuck right hard, a listing on the bank
With the furnace still a blaze, I stood my last upon her
Then climbed the prow and took a landsman's trade



'A derelict now Milady' said the watch log I've concorded
'Have the bosun sound us eight bells for the change'

Cause I was born with rouging ways, and she steered me like a woman
From the port calls and the bawds that lead me stray
The calliope serenades, made the old towns come running
And the boys would gamble shards to pull her chains
And I would take to wider walks, so the gin I stopped a drinking
At three scores aloft this crooked frame
The striker's boast would fain me loss, about the wrecks the shoals were keeping
And how the old girl's got poor Billy's ransom saved

2387. Bonnie Blue Eyes

Bonnie Blue Eyes - Carter Family

Goodbye my little bonnie blue eyes
Goodbye my little bonnie blue eyes
You've told me more lies than the stars in the skies
Goodbye my little bonnie blue eyes

I saw my little bonnie last night
She looked so dear to me
She's the only girl I ever loved
She's now gone back on me

Oh stand at the gate and weep
Oh stand at the gate and weep
Oh stand at the gate and weep and morn
Oh bonnie wont you love me once more

Come and lay your hand in mine
Come and lay your hand in mine
Come and lay your arms around my neck
And say that you will be mine

Oh you know what you promised me
Oh you know what you promised me
You promised that you'd marry me
Oh you know what you promised me

I've stayed in the country too long
I've stayed in the country too long
The only wrong that I have done
I've stayed in the country too long

Come and go with me too the train
Come and go with me too the train
Come and go with me and see me get on
Goodbye my little bonnie I'm gone



2388. Bonnie Dundee

Bonnie Dundee
Traditional

Tae the lairds i' convention t'was Claverhouse spoke
E'er the Kings crown go down, there'll be crowns to be broke;
Then let each cavalier who loves honour and me
Come follow the bonnet o' bonnie Dundee.

Chorus:
Come fill up my cup, come fill up my can
Saddle my horses and call out my men
And it's Ho! for the west port and let us gae free,
And we'll follow the bonnets o' bonnie Dundee!

Dundee he is mounted, he rides doon the street,
The bells they ring backwards, the drums they are beat,
But the Provost, douce man, says "Just e'en let him be
For the toon is well rid of that de'il o' Dundee."

Chorus

There are hills beyond Pentland and lands beyond Forth,
Be there lairds i' the south, there are chiefs i' the north!
There are brave duniewassals, three thousand times three
Will cry "Hoy!" for the bonnets o' bonnie Dundee.

Chorus

Then awa' to the hills, to the lea, to the rocks
E'er I own a usurper, I'll couch wi' the fox!
Then tremble, false Whigs, in the midst o' your glee
Ye ha' no seen the last o' my bonnets and me.

2389. Bonnie George Campbell

Bonnie George Campbell - Mighty Poplar

High upon Hielands and low upon Tay,
Bonnie George Campbell rode oot on a day.
Saddled and bridled, sae bonnie rode he,
Hame cam' his guid horse, but never came he.

Saddled and booted and bridled rode he,
A plume tae his helmet, a sword at his knee.
But toom came his saddle and bluidy tae see,
Hame cam' his guid horse, but never came he



Doon cam' his auld mither greetin' fu' sair,
Oot cam' his bonnie wife rivin' her hair.
"My meadows lie green and by corn is unshorn,
My barn it tae build and my baby's unborn."

High upon Hielands and low upon Tay,
Bonnie George Campbell rode oot on a day.
Saddled and bridled, sae bonnie rode he
Hame cam' his guid horse, but never came he.

Meaning of unusual words:
toom=empty
rivin'=tearing

High upon Highlands and low upon Tay,
Bonny George Campbell he rode out on a day.
Saddled, bridled, so gallant rode he,
Home came his good horse but never came he.

Down came his mother dear with her heart filled with care,
Down came his bonny bride and she's curling her hair.
My meadow lies green and the corn is unshorn,
Bonny George Campbell he'll never return.

Saddled and bridled and booted rode he,
With a plume in his helmet and a sword by his knee.
Home came the saddle, all bloody to see,
Home came his good horse but never came he.

2390. Bonnie St Johnstone - Chords

Bonnie St Johnstone 
Richard Thompson

Dbm              E             A           B
Leaned her back against an oak, Edinburgh, Edinburgh
Dbm             E                A
Leaned her back against an oak, Stirling for ay
D                       Dbm     A                         B
Leaned her back against an oak, first it bent and then it broke
Dbm       E                  A
And Bonny St. Johnstone lies fair upon Tay
 
Leaned her back against a thorn, Edinburgh, Edinburgh
Leaned her back against a thorn, Stirling for ay
Leaned her back against a thorn, two bonniest babes that e'er were born
And Bonny St. Johnstone lies fair upon Tay
 
She's pulled out her snow-white breast, Edingburgh, Edinburg
She's pulled out her snow-white breast, Stirling for ay
She's pulled out her snow-white breast, and bid them suck, though it was the last
And Bonny St. Johnstone lies fair upon Tay
 



She pulled out out her little knife, Edinburgh, Edinburgh
She pulled out out her little knife,  Stirling for ay
She pulled out out her little knife, And pirced away their tender life
And Bonny St. Johnstone lies fair upon Tay
 
Shes Washed the knife all in a brook, Edinburgh, Edinburgh
Shes Washed the knife all in a brook,  Stirling for ay
Washed the knife all in a brook, The more she washed, the redder it looked
And Bonny St. Johnstone lies fair upon Tay
 
She looks over her father's wall, Edinburgh, Edinburgh
She looks over her father's wall,  Stirling for ay
She looks over her father's wall, And sees two babes a-playing at ball
And Bonny St. Johnstone lies fair upon Tay
 
O babes, if you were mine, Edinburgh, Edinburgh
O babes, if you were mine
O babes, if you were mine, I'd dress you in the silk so fine
And Bonny St. Johnstone lies fair upon Tay
 
Mother, when we were thine, Edinburgh, Edinburgh
Mother, when we were thine,  Stirling for ay
Mother, when we were thine, around our necks you pulled the twine
And Bonny St. Johnstone lies fair upon Tay
 
Now were in the heaven so high, Edinburgh, Edinburgh
Now were in the heaven so high,  Stirling for ay
Now were in the heaven so high, and in hell fires you shall die
And Bonny St. Johnstone lies fair upon Tay

2391. Bonny

Bonny

Every word on my mind
Bonny is your good-bye
Black,black,black,black is the day
No sun is shining in my world
Bonny,since you went away

Sad,sad,sad,sad in my heart
All my loughter's turned to tears
Bonny,since you've been apart

Every pretty flower has
Turned to brown
They all look like me
With their head tied down
My heart only sing the sadness song
Bonny,since you've been gone

Cry,cry,cry,you know I cry
Every word on my mind



Bonny is your good-bye
Every word on my mind
Bonny is you good-bye

2392. Bonny Portmore

Bonny Portmore
Traditional

Oh Bonny Portmore, I sorrow to see
Such a woeful destruction of your ornamentry
For it stood on your shore for many's the long day,
Till the longboats from Montrien came to float it away

Oh Bonny Portmore, you shine on where you stand,
And the more I think on you, the more I think long,
If I had you now as I had once before,
All the Lords of old England, could not purchase Portmore

All the birds in the forest, they beat and they bleat
Sighing where shall we shelter? Where shall we sleep?
For the Oak and the Ash they are all cut and down,
And the walls of Bonny Portmore are all down to the ground

Oh Bonny Portmore, you shine on where you stand,
And the more I think on you, the more my heart warms,
If I had you now as I had once before,
All the Lords of old England, could not purchase Portmore

2393. Bonus: Cornography

Brad Paisley - Bonus: Cornography 
(Feat. James Burton & the Kung Pao Buckaroos)

The Grand Old Op'ry Theatre proudly presents:
Cornography.
Kung Pao!
Episode two: The continuing adventures of the Kung Pao buckaroos.
The three cowboys needed a place to bed down for the night.
So I suggested the establishment of Miss Kitty May,
(Or she may not).
A former love and a woman of questionable repute.
So they walked into the saloon and asked for Miss Kitty.
And just then, they heard a voice sayin:
"Hi, boys. You lookin' for these."
And the littlest cowboy turned around to see two huge 38s pointed right at his face.
(Jimmy, you can't say that!)
(What? She had huge guns.)
Smith and Wesson revolvers.



Oh boy, were they loaded.
Cornography.
She's aiming them right at us.
(Softer, George, it's more effective.)
She's aiming them right at us.
Everybody duck!
Not you, Jimmy. You stand up normal.
They dropped the money they owed her, an' she bent over to pick it up,
And, oh, that moon was beautiful.
(Now Jimmy, you can't say that!).
Out the window. I couldn't see it till then George:
There were mountains in the way.
Cornography.
"You guys are gonna get in trouble for this."
That  woman sure chaps my.
Ask her out then.
I think he's got a little thing for her, George.
(Louder, Bill, it's more effective.)
I think he's got a little thing for her, George.
It's not THAT little.
(That was worth a three or four, Bill.)
All, right, Jimmy, let's get serious now.
So the little cowboy was tryin' not to act too excited.
But when I look at a woman that beautiful, it's hard.
(Jimmy!!!).
What? It's very difficult.
I hope they're not recordin' this.
Yeah.
Ah.
Cornography.
An' I said: "Little cowgirl, how would you like a little cowpoke?"
"Here we go."
Ooh yeah. Need a little buckaroo?
In your dreams short barrell.
Bum chicka bow wow.
Oh my God.
So the Kung Poo Buck.....
So the Kung Pao Buckaroos rode off into the sunset.
Tune in next time for more action and romance.
Yeah.
(Softer, George, it's more effective.)
Yeah.

2394. Bony Moronie

Emmylou Harris - Bony Moronie
Flying Burrito Brothers

I got a girl named Bony Moronie.
She's as skinny as a stick of macaroni.
Ought to see her rock and roll with her blue jeans on.
She's not very fat, just skin and bone.
But I love her and she loves me.



We're all happy now as we can be.
Making love underneath the apple tree.

Well, I told her mama and her papa too
Just exactly what I want to do.
I want to get married on a night in June,
And rock and roll by the light of the silvery moon.
Cause I love her and she loves me,
We're all happy now as we can be.
Making love underneath the apple tree.

She's my one and only, she's my heart's desire.
She's a real upsetter, she's a real live wire.
Everybody turns when my baby goes by.
She's something to see, she really catches the eye.
I love her and she loves me,
We're all happy now, as we can be.
Making love underneath the apple tree.

2395. Bony On The Isle Of St. Helena

Bony On The Isle Of St. Helena
Uncle Earl - Bony On The Isle Of St. Helena

Bonaparte is away from his wars and his fighting.
He has gone to a place he can take no delight in.
He may sit there and dwell on the glories he's seen, oh,
While alone he remains on the Isle of St. Helena.

No more in St. Cloud he'll be seen in such splendor.
Or go on with his wars like the great Alexander.
He sees his victories and how fleeting they all were.
While his eyes are on the waves that surround St. Helena.

Oh Louisy, she weeps for her husband's departin'.
And she dreams when she sleeps, and she wakes broken-hearted.
Not a friend to console her, in the past there were so many..
Now alone, she does mourn when she thinks of St. Helena.

Come all you's got wealth, pray beware of ambition.
It's just one degree of fate that may change your condition.
Be steadfast in time, what's to come you know not.
Your race, it could end on the Isle of St. Helena.

Now the rude rushing waves, all around they are washing.
And the white billows heave. On the rocks, they are crashing.
He may list to the wind o'er the great Mt. Diana.
While alone, he remains on the Isle of St. Helena.



2396. Boo Boo

BOO BOO - Leftover Salmon

I wonder why nobody don't like me
Is it the fact that I'm ugly
I wonder why nobody don't like me
or is it the fact that I'm ugly

I leave the old house and go
I made chili aw minimal [there's no way this is right, but it's what I hear!]
They look at me and start to sing
They look at me and start to sing

Mama look at Boo Boo
They shout "Big mama shut up your mouth"
That is your daddy
Oh no, my daddy cannot be ugly

Chorus:
So shut your mouth go away
Mama look at Boo Boo day
(these two lines repeated 4 times)

Couldn't even digest my supper
Do do the jealous behaviour
Oh to be peaceful and happy
Sendin' chili out to the country

Long day after workin' in the yard
A woman see me and she take me in the yard
A woman come, oh she pick me up
She recover but the woman would not stop

Mama, this is Boo Boo
And they shout "Big momma tell them shut up your mouth"
That is your daddy
Whoah no, my daddy cannot be ugly

CHORUS (REPEATED 4 TIMES LIKE ABOVE)
FIRST VERSE
CHORUS (REPEATED 3 TIMES LIKE ABOVE)

2397. Boob Job

Keller Williams - Boob Job

She had some extra money, she wanted to buy time
Her friends said it was dangerous, but could not change her mind.
She did it for her mirror, for her oceans, summer sand
She just laid down to that scalpel that was held in the surgeons hand.

She got a boob-job, SHE GOT A WHAT?



A boob-job. No? Yeah?
Put a pad of sillicone up against her breast bone.
Treat her like a man made thing.

Now the surgeons will try to tell you that the world will love you better,
If you let them cut your body put those mounds inside your sweater.
Think of the investment and how long those things will last,
It's like, silicone is permanent, even after you have passed.
When the rest off you is fading in some box under some stone
Yeah you'll still have that Silly-cone, balanced on your bone.

2398. Boodle-De-Bum-Bum

Carolina Chocolate Drops 
Boodle-De-Bum-Bum

I went down in the alley
Trying to sell my coal today
I went down in the alley
Trying to sell my coal today
When a woman come out and hollered
Scared my mule away

She had the boodle-de-bum-bum
She had the boodle-de-bum-bum
She had the boodle-de-bum, boodle-de-bum, boodle-de-bum-bum

I went down with that man Jackson
To sell his ice and coal
I went down with that man Jackson
To sell his ice and coal
But he spendin' all his money
Buyin' sweet jelly roll

He had the boodle-de-bum-bum
He had the boodle-de-bum-bum
He had the boodle-de, boodle-de, boodle-de-bum-bum

We went down on 18th and Central
Just two blocks west of State
We went down on 18th and Central
Just two blocks west of State
And when he saw them pretty women
Man, I could not wait

He had the boodle-de-bum-bum
He had the boodle-de-bum-bum
Jackson had the boodle-de-bum, boodle-de-bum, boodle-de-bum-bum
What'd she say?

She said money don't excite me
And that we all know well
She said money don't excite me



And that we all know well
Now Jackson pulled out a hundred dollars
Man, she almost fell

She had the boodle-de-bum-bum
She had the boodle-de-bum-bum
Jackson had the boodle-de, boodle-de, boodle-de-bum-bum

Now, they talked like this
Oh no, Jackson, I won't do it
Well, I did it
Yeah

He got down on all on fours
Boy, she start to run
Oh, Jackson, what you gon do?
He got down on all on fours
Man, she start to run
She had that boy's big paycheck
Said, "Gals, I had some fun!"

I had the boodle-de-bum-bum
I had the boodle-de-bum-bum
Jackson had the boodle-de-bum, boodle-de-bum, boodle-de-bum-bum

2399. Boogie

John Hartford - Boogie

Hey baby, wanna boogie, boogie woogie woogie with me...
Hey baby, wanna boogie, boogie woogie woogie with me...

We can boogie over here, we can boogie over there
Come on baby, we can boogie everywhere...
Hey baby, wanna boogie...
Boogie boogie woogie with me...

We can boogie in the living room, boogie in the den...
Come on baby lets do it all again...

Hey baby, wanna boogie...
Boogie woogie woogie with me...

Whah whah whah...

2400. Boogie Grass Band

Boogie Grass Band
Conway Twitty - Armchair Boogie



Leftover Salmon

There's a new kind of music going round
It's known as the boogie grass sound
So grab her partner and swing her around
And dance to the boogie grass sound
I love to hear Bill sing about Kentucky
And the Allman Brother's 'Rambling Man'
We pulled the music all together
So dance to the boogie grass band
Well my daddy played the banjo and saws the fiddle too
And taught me how to sing and play for you
I got bluegrass in my soul and rhythm in my feet
And dance to the boogie grass beat
I love to hear Bill sing about Kentucky
And the Allman Brother's 'Rambling Man'
We pulled the music all together
So dance to the boogie grass band
I love to hear Bill sing about Kentucky
And the Allman Brother's 'Rambling Man'
We pulled the music all together
So dance to the boogie grass band

2401. Boogie Mama

Jerry Jeff Walker - Boogie Mama

Just like the weather in Texas, you put me through too many changes
You don't give a damn, for no livin' man
And I doubt there's one that would claim you

Chorus:
Hey boogie mama, rock 'n roll queen, wild and strangest I've ever seen
Get your leg sweaty and shake it at me
It's ladies night tonight, you know your drinking for free
We were pickin' at the Frontier, Mama, sippin' on a long cold beer
Now much to my surprise, someone I didn't recognize

Walked in and the whole place got stuffy
Chorus
Now you heard about the honky-tonk women
And the places that they hang out and hang in
But there'll never be a gal like my old Caledonia
She put you home on the ranges, yeah

2402. Boogie Till The Cows Come Home - Chords

Boogie Till The Cows Come Home
Recorded by Clay Walker



Written by Clay Blaker and Roger Brown

G
I'm gonna polish my best boots 
                         D7
I'm gonna put on my best hat
I'm gonna drive on down to the dance hall 
                          G
That sits by the railroad tracks
         
Well the band there mixes fiddles 
                   C
With a wailing saxophone
              D7
And when they play that swing 
It only means one thing
                                       G
You're gonna boogie till the cows come home
          
There's a wood stove in the corner 
                        D7
There's saw dust on the floor
They've got a flashing neon 
                              G
Lone Star sign hanging by the door
           
All they sell is beer and setups 
                             C
So you'll have to bring your own
              D7
But when they play that swing 
It only means one thing
                                       G
You're gonna boogie till the cows come home
C                       G
Faded Love and Milk Cow Blues 
                               D7
The Oklahoma Stomp and Born To Lose
         C                      F
Tip your hat to the Rose of San Antone
D7
Here we go with the Cotton Eyed Joe
                                      G
We're gonna boogie till the cows come home
It's an old southwest tradition 
                      D7
And a guaranteed good time
There's people of all ages here 
            C
From one to ninety-nine
G
Even if you show up by yourself 
                     C
You don't have to be alone
                D7
Cause when they play that swing 
It only means one thing



                                      G
You're gonna boogie till the cows come home
repeat #5 x2
D7
Here we go with the Cotton Eyed Joe
                                      G
We're gonna boogie till the cows come home

2403. Book Of Life

Dolly Parton - Book Of Life (Bonus Tracks) 

Is my name written there on those pages bright and fair
Is my name written in the book of life
If you want to be up there then down here you must prepare
And your name must be in the book of life
Get down on your knees and pray you from sin must turn away
Or your name won't be in the book of life
If you'll turn to Jesus now at his feet just humbly bow
Then your name will be in the book of life
Don't you know that Christ was sent that from sin you could repent
So your name could be in the book of life
You will have a great surprise if you fell to recognize
That your name must be in the book of life
Get down on your knees and pray you from sin must turn away
Or your name won't be in the book of life
Don't delay and don't forget that from sin you could repent
Then your name will be in the book of life
Is my name written in the book of life

2404. Book Of Memories - Chords

Book Of Memories
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Bobby Austin
[3/4 ]

C                G7         F     C
You've stolen my world from under me
   F        G7    F       C
My cheating and deceiving me
    F          G7       F      C
And now you've gone and set me free
           G7      F   C
It's in my book of memories

  F        G7      F     C
Inside the book of pages black
     F    G7          F       C



With photographs that take me back
              G7          F
I'll hide the dreams that used to be
     C     G7      F   C
Here in my book of memories

         G7         F       C
The photograph that shows a bride
      F        G7     F         C
And a man with joy he could not hide
    F        G7         F       C
And one of a boy on his daddy's knee
           G7      F   C
It's in my book of memories

Repeat #2

2405. Book Song

Richard Thompson
Book Song

If she knew what I see while I'm watching
Would she know where to smile, what to say
When she leaves from her book to be with me
Where's her mind as she stands while I play

She left behind names in the pages
And the time she took out they stayed here
Now she thinks that she maybe should tell them
Of my book and the places she's been

Now she's looking at me while I'm writing
Does she know where to smile, what to say
When she leaves from her book to be with me
What's she thinking about while I play

2406. Boom - Chords

Boom 
Sierra Hull
 
[Intro]
F G F G F G F G F
 
[Verse 1]
G   F          G F    G     F       G     F
Who turned down   the light in your heart
G           F          G               F                   Dm F



Flipped the switch and left you lonely sitting in the dark
G     F     G F       G      F   G     F
Lucky for you all you need's one spark
     G     F       C          G
Then boom, live to love again
 
[Interlude]
G F G F G F G
 
[Verse 2]
G  F     G    F     G      F        G F
Promises break like little figurines
G       F      G               F                  Dm F
We slip up and they get busted all to smithereens
G        F          G F     G         F            G F
Take the time to cry    but make some time to clean
     G     F       C          G F G
Then boom, live to love again
 
[Chorus]
              F C         G
But you gotta open up the window
          F C               G
You gotta let the sun right in
             G         F               Am
Cause it's a beautiful day, so let the shadows fade away
     G     F       C           G
Then boom, live to love again
 
[Interlude]
G F G F G F G F
 
[Bridge]
F
Boom, your heart started speeding
Am
Boom, you get that feeling like
Bb              C             Dm
Falling all the way up to the ceiling
 
[Chorus]
              F C         G
But you gotta open up the window
          F C               G
You gotta let the sun right in
             G         F               Am
Cause it's a beautiful day, so let the shadows have the shade
     G     F       C           G
Then boom, live to love again
F       C          G
Live to love again
 
[Outro]
G F G F G                 F         G F G F
        Boom, boom, boom, love again
G         F      G F G F G F G
Boom, boom, boom



2407. Boom Town

Boom Town
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Just like a long kiss, on a silver screen
Was I right in the sunset, just a short sweet dream
It fades into nothin'
Two hearts on the run, in a place called love
Chasin' fool's gold, in a temporary rush of forever
Man, it was somethin'

[Chorus]
Yeah it used to be, you could walk around here
And there was life and laughter, and a song in your ear
Yeah it used to be, but you wouldn't know it now
Used to be a boom town
Used to be a boom town

[Verse 2]
This place gets dark, when the sun sinks low
There's abandoned streets, and the memories come and go
Like a tumbleweed
Every door is closed, every window's boarded up
If these walls could talk, they'd talk about love
And you and me

[Chorus]
Well it used to be, you could walk around here
And there was life and laughter, and a song in your ear
Yeah it used to be, but you wouldn't know it now
Used to be a boom town
Used to be a boom town

[Chorus]
Yeah it used to be, you could walk around here
And there was life and laughter, and a song in your ear
Yeah it used to be, but you wouldn't know it now
Used to be a boom town
Used to be a boom town
Used to be a boom town
Used to be a boom town

2408. Boomin'

Jerry Jeff Walker - Boomin'

[Hook]



Trap booming, game booming
Trap booming, everything booming
When we in our cars, they be zooming zooming zooming
You ain't get no bread unless you booming booming booming

[Verse 1]
Trap booming, money I'm consuming
Chemical L, we done sound so unruly
We in here, after we done
Spongebob watch, you know them yellow bricks moving
Leather seats cooling, yellow jacket Polo
Stay in a n***a head til he swagger jacking no mo'
Call it crack promo, in your state and out your state
I came to drop the work off, in your face and out your face
Baking soda, water, bank'll roll quarters
Bald head, giant-bred, taking over Georgia
Submarine limousine, the cargo underwater
After-hours tapping, now we're on the stroll, squad up

[Hook]

[Verse 2]
You don't know about me
I consume the dope I need
Tranchy, tranchy, zoom, you can't go by me
Up the coast is where I be
Burn a tree in Germany
Thirty inch rider, y'all, on them Pee-wee Herman feet
Mafia concerning me, classy, nasty
Maserati photos, see that quatro don't land me
Fifteen thousand dollars on that Polo, that was last week
Purple label to the floor, rock it like the last ki
My life is like a movie, I could act better than Brandy
Oscar prom, Fossil watch, Kim Kardash and Brand B
Black Jeep, black feet, black jet, black heat
White dope, white hope, begging for that black meat

[Hook]

2409. Boomtown

Richard Thompson - Boomtown 

Well, I'm a poor boy from Wabash, they call me oil trash
I've rubber-necked and rousted around
And every damn job the boss he says
"Hoss, it ain't worth pumping from the ground"

So I come here to Boomtown doing just fine
Till the shit hits the fan, alright
Now I can't get no pay and I'm wasting away
Flushed out and busted in boomtown tonight



My baby she's mad, she thinks I'm all bad
She'd like to see me work myself to death
She said, "Go out and get yourself another damn job"
I said, "Honey, just save your breath"

Oh, that sweet little thing, she threw back my ring
I bet she held it up to the light
Now the kids are all yakking, my baby she's packing
Flushed out and busted in Boomtown tonight

Oh, Boomtown is busted, the rigs are all rusted
There's no lights on my Christmas tree
Well, I tried El Paso and I tried Amarillo
But I didn't find a drop of Texas tea

Well, they hit us when we're down, and we can't get up
Though we're trying with all of our might
Now the bottle's run dry and I'm wondering why
Flushed out and busted in Boomtown tonight
Yes, I'm flushed out and busted in Boomtown tonight

2410. Boondocks

Little Big Town - Boondocks

[Chorus]
I feel no shame, I'm proud of where I came from
I was born and raised in the boondocks
One thing I know, no matter where I go
I keep my heart and soul in the boondocks
[Verse 1]
I can feel that
Muddy water runnin' through my veins
And I can hear that
Lullaby of the midnight train
And it sings to me and sounds familiar

[Chorus]
I feel no shame, I'm proud of where I came from
I was born and raised in the boondocks
One thing I know, no matter where I go
I keep my heart and soul in the boondocks

[Verse 2]
I can taste that honeysuckle
And it's still so sweet
When it grows wild
On the banks down at old Camp Creek
Yeah, and it calls to me like a warm wind blowin'

[Chorus]
I feel no shame, I'm proud of where I came from
I was born and raised in the boondocks



One thing I know, no matter where I go
I keep my heart and soul in the boondocks

[Bridge 1]
It's where I learned about livin'
It's where I learned about love
It's where I learned about workin' hard
And havin' a little was just enough
It's where I learned about Jesus
And knowin' where I stand
You can take it or leave it
This is me, this is who I am

[Guitar Solo]

[Bridge 2]
Give me a tin roof, a front porch and a gravel road
And that's home to me, feels like home to me

[Chorus]
I feel no shame, I'm proud of where I came from
I was born and raised in the boondocks
One thing I know, no matter where I go
I keep my heart and soul in the boondocks

[Outro]
You get a line, I'll get a pole
We'll go fishin' in the crawfish hole
Five card poker on Saturday night
Church on Sunday mornin'
You get a line, I'll get a pole
We'll go fishin' in the crawfish hole
Five card poker on Saturday night
Church on Sunday mornin'
You get a line, I'll get a pole
We'll go fishin' in the crawfish hole
Five card poker on Saturday night
Church on Sunday mornin'
You get a line, I'll get a pole
We'll go fishin' in the crawfish hole
Five card poker on Saturday night
Church on Sunday mornin'
You get a line, I'll get a pole
We'll go fishin' in the crawfish hole
Five card poker on Saturday night
Church on Sunday mornin'
You get a line, I'll get a pole
We'll go fishin' in the crawfish hole
Five card poker on Saturday night
Church on Sunday mornin'
You get a line, I'll get a pole
We'll go fishin' in the crawfish hole
Five card poker on Saturday night
Church on Sunday mornin'



2411. Booth Shot Lincoln

Booth Shot Lincoln
Uncle Earl - Booth Shot Lincoln

John Wilkes Booth came to Washington,
An actor great was he,
He played at Ford's Theater,
And Lincoln went to see.

It was early in April,
Not many weeks ago,
The people of this fair city
All gathered at the show.

The war it is all over,
The people happy now,
And Abraham Lincoln arose,
Arose to make his bow;

The people cheer him wildly,
Arising to their feet,
And Lincoln waving of his hand,
He calmly takes his seat.

And while he sees the play go on,
His thoughts are running deep,
His darling wife, close by his side,
Has fallen fast asleep.

From the box there hangs a flag,
It's not the Stars and Bars,
The flag that holds within its folds
Bright gleaming stripes and stars.

John Wilkes Booth he moves down the aisle,
He had measured once before,
He passes Lincoln's bodyguard
A-nodding at the door.

He holds a dagger in his right hand,
A pistol in his left,
He shoots poor Lincoln in the temple,
And he sends his soul to rest.

The wife awakes from slumber,
And screams in her rage,
Booth jumps over the railing
And lands him on the stage.

He'll rue the day, he'll rue the hour,
As God him life shall give,
When Booth stood in that center stage,



Crying, "Tyrants shall not live!"

The people all excited
Then cried everyone, "A hand!"
Cried all the people near,
"For God's sake, save that man!"

Then Booth ran back with boot and spurs
Across the backstage floor,
He mounts that trusty claybank mare,
All saddled at the door.

John Wilkes Booth, in his last play,
All dressed in broadcloth deep,
He gallops down the alleyway,
I hear those horses feet.

Poor Lincoln then was heard to say,
And all has gone to rest,
"Of all the actors in this town,
I loved Booth the best."

2412. Bootleg Jack

Bootleg Jack
Dead Winter Carpenters

I'm done with drinking whiskey.
I've hit my quota goal,
Of an average man's lifetime intake,
At 72 years old.

I made it in a third that time,
Now you can't shake a stick at that,
I feel a little fire down in my belly,
They call me Bootleg Jack.

Bootleg! Jack's what they call me,
Bootleg! That's what I do.
I bootleg from here to Georgia,
Been around a time or two,
I said I've been around a time or two.

Just before daylight,
Duty calls my name,
And the dogs they chase their tails around,
In an unforgiving game.

Well, there ain't much light that's pouring through,
This old raised roof of thatch,
I make my bed with the creepy crawlers,
They call me Bootleg Jack.



Bootleg! Jack's what they call me,
Bootleg! That's what I do.
I bootleg from here to Georgia,
Been around a time or two,
I said I've been around a time or two.

Come hell or high water,
I'll be gettin' down the road.
Come hell or high water,
I'm gone.

Come hell or high water,
I'll be gettin' down the road.
Come hell or high water,
I'm gone.

Things were getting risky,
When I last pulled into town,
I must have been a little lazy,
Cuz they burned my old still down.

Now Jack he ain't no greenhorn,
And the devil owns my soul,
You best believe I've got my rifle,
Two aces in the hole.

Bootleg! Jack's what they call me,
Bootleg! That's what I do.
I bootleg from here to Georgia,
Been around a time or two,
I said I've been around a time or two.

2413. Bootleg John

The Stanley Brothers - Bootleg John

In the land of Breathed County was raised a crooked man
Made the county dry and the prices high
For the bootleg whiskey man

His age was barely twenty-one, his family was ashamed
They had a son who left his home
For a bootleg whiskey game

Bootleg John won't you come on home
Your family's all alone
You're runnin' wild and your baby child
Wants his daddy home

His wife she loved hime dearly tho' he seldom came around
She'd always cry when he said goodbye
But she never could hold him down



Twelve pistols in his pocket his shotgun on the floor
He made his run to Lexington
To the bootleg whiskey store

His car was full of whiskey, his hand was on his gun
He was set to go but he didn't know
He was makin' his last run

The sheriff pulled him over and he shot the lawman down
They locked him well in the county jail
And the jailer slapped him down

2414. Bootlegger's Boy

Bootlegger's Boy
Old Crow Medicine Show - Bootlegger's Boy

I was born and raised,
A bootlegger's boy,
In the Cherokee Hills,
I applied my trade,
In Mountain City,
I had me a time,
Just making money,
On Moonshine.

So I hauled my load,
Into Knoxville Town,
I met me a gal,
And we knocked around,
But them Knoxville girls,
Can't leave me alone,
In my suits so fine,
And my bottle of corn.

I'm going back to Mountain City,
Where I can make another run,
Load my trunk with Moonshine whisky,
I am a brave Bootlegger's son.

Yeah I sold that corn,
To the Circuit Judge,
On the Public Square,
To Mayor Trent,
But I met with trouble,
On the tracks one night,
With a drunken man,
I commenced to fight.

Yeah I fought five rounds,
Then I put him away,
With a wicked jab,
From a razor blade,



And the women screamed,
As the bottles broke,
On stoney ground,
Where the blood did flow.

I'm going back to Mountain City,
Gonna make those revenues run,
I killed a man in a feud of whisky,
I am a cruel Bootlegger's son.

Now I roam the night,
Just to hide my shame,
I lost all my money,
Can't find a friend,
Gonna drag my bones,
To the mountainside,
If corn don't kill me,
I might never die.

I'm going back to Mountain City,
Or else they'll hang me this I know,
I killed a man in a feud of whisky,
I am a cruel Bootlegger's boy.

I'm going back to Mountain City,
To the Cherokee Hills I started from,
Going home broke ain't it a pity,
I am a cruel Bootlegger's son.

2415. Bootlegger's Son - Chords

Bootlegger's Son
Old Crow Medicin Show - Bootlegger's Son

G   C G   C G etc...

Verses
G       C      G  
I was born and raised,
G       C      G 
A bootlegger's boy,
G       C      G
In the Cherokee Hills,
G       C      G
I applied my trade,
C
In Mountain City,
G
I had me a time,
G       C      G
Just    making money,
G       C      G
On      Moon - shine.



Verse 2
So I hauled my load,
Into Knoxville Town,
I met me a gal,
And we knocked around,
But them Knoxville girls,
Can't leave me alone,
In my suits so fine,
And my bottle of corn.

Chorus
C                          G
I'm going back to Mountain City,
C                          G
Where I can make another run,
C                          G
Load my trunk with Moonshine whisky,
G  C   G   D                G
I am a bra-ave Bootlegger's son.

Lyrics for the rest
Yeah I sold that corn,
To the Circuit Judge,
On the Public Square,
To Mayor Trent,
But I met with trouble,
On the tracks one night,
With a drunken man,
I commenced to fight.

Yeah I fought five rounds,
Then I put him away,
With a wicked jab,
From a razor blade,
And the women screamed,
As the bottles broke,
On stoney ground,
Where the blood did flow.

I'm going back to Mountain City,
Gonna make those revenues run,
I killed a man in a feud of whisky,
I am a cruel Bootlegger's son.

Now I roam the night,
Just to hide my shame,
I lost all my money,
Can't find a friend,
Gonna drag my bones,
To the mountainside,
If corn don't kill me,
I might never die.

I'm going back to Mountain City,
Or else they'll hang me this I know,
I killed a man in a feud of whisky,



I am a cruel Bootlegger's boy.

I'm going back to Mountain City,
To the Cherokee Hills I started from,
Going home broke ain't it a pity,
I am a cruel Bootlegger's son.

2416. Boots Of Spanish Leather

Nanci Griffith - Boots of Spanish Leather
Seldom Scene

Oh, I'm sailing away, my own true love
I'm sailing away in the morning
Is there something I can send you from across the sea?
From the place where I'll be landing?

There's nothing you can send me, my own true love
There's nothing I'm wishing to be owning
Just carry yourself back to me unspoiled
From across that lonesome ocean

Oh, but I just thought you might want something fine
Maybe silver or of golden
Either from the mountains of Madrid
Or from the coast of Barcelona

If I had the stars of the darkest night
And the diamonds from the deepest ocean
I'd forsake them all for your sweet kiss
That's all I wish to be owning

Oh, I might be gone a long ol' time
And it's only that I'm asking
Is there something I can send you to remember me by?
To make your time more easy passing?

How can, how can you ask me again?
Well it only brings me sorrow
Oh, the same thing I would want today
I would want again tomorrow

Oh, I got a letter on a lonesome day
It was from his ship a-sailing
Saying, I don't know when I'll be coming back again
It depends on how I'm feeling

If you, my love, must think that away
I'm sure your mind is a-roaming
I'm sure your thoughts are not with me
But with the country where you're going

So take heed, take heed of the western wind



Take heed of stormy weather
And yes, there is something you can send back to me
Spanish boots of Spanish leather

2417. Border Town

Linda Ronstadt - Border Town
Flying Burrito Brothers

Life ain't so easy in this border town 
It's the dope and the nightlife
And it's no place you'd really want to hang around
But I think I might

Good looking women in this border town
And most of them easy
But some of the dudes that are walking around 
Well they're just, pretty greasy

The thing is, it's gonna bother you sometimes 
Looking into that old familiar shine
Your baby was mine before
And you don't seem to mind, what's more

She came steamin' into border town
A little girl with some dreams
Now she's covered in pearls and a long white gown
Riding in a limousine

There's a dozen old ladies who were just like her 
Sometime back in the thirties
And now they're lonesome and looking for something to do 
Well, they got dirty

Because when they don't love you anymore 
Can you live on your memories?
And when your good friends ain't hanging at your door
Like a family of strangers, running in misery

Life ain't so easy in this border town
There's too much dope and too much running around
And you'd never even hear it if the truth went down
In border town

And when you're beaten in border town 
There's no place else to go
Throw your dream in the ocean and start to row 
Away from border town

Bye-bye border town



2418. Border Wall Waltz

Border Wall Waltz
Pert Near Sandstone

V1
You're planting the seeds of hate
You're sealing our crumbling fate
You come in guns drawn an orange head that's a pawn and it's clear, you're unfit to serve

V2
There's no doubt that the swamp should be drained
You can see that it's one spiteful game
Obstructions and rules and halls full of fools and it's clear, money is power

C
What happened to neighborly love?
Why is it shoot when it's push come to shove?
Post by post you're building a wall, that'll soon be dividing us all

V3
You're choosing to shut out the news
They use words that you cannot choose
Your ego's so big in that hope that you dig and it's clRar, you're gone

C
What happenRd to neighborly love?
Why is it shoot when it's push come to shove?
Post by post you're building a wall, that'll soon be dividing us all

2419. Borderline

Borderline
Alison Krauss & Union Station

So you're on your own lookin' down the road that goes only by one way
And you don't need the signs to see lonely still runs both ways
So who's the fool that would think the ties would be better off undone
Did your heart even warn you when you veered from the path that was narrower and straight

On the borderline
Somewhere between the flight for freedom
Feeling like you can't move on
The chore will be the time
Takes you off of my mind and out of my heart I know
And when you cross over there's no turning back
Once that burning bridge is gone

I may lose but I'm in it for the long run



Loving you for good reason could be the wrong one
I don't want to lose control but the heart won't learn
To let it well enough for long

On the borderline
Somewhere between the flight for freedom
Feeling like you can't move on
The chore will be the time
Takes you off of my mind and out of my heart I know
And when you cross over there's no turning back
Once that burning bridge is gone

So you're on your own lookin' down the road that goes only by one way

2420. Borderline - Chords

Borderline 
The Travelin' McCourys

[Intro]
E  D  A  E  E  D  A  E
(same pattern as verse)
 
[Verse]
E
On the morning, twenty below
               D            A    E
With the sun coming up over Buffalo
 
I'll be turning for home with a load to go
       D             A     E
Coming back from the borderline
 
 
[Instrumental]
E  D  A  E  E  D  A  E  x 2
(same pattern as verse)
 
 
[Verse]
E
Three hours passing through the customs gate
      D                         A       E
I was three hours early now I'm running late
 
Trying to make a living hauling that freight
       D             A     E
Coming back from the borderline
 
 
E  E
 
 



[Chorus]
A                       D      A
When I think of my baby fast asleep
A                                D   A
When the sun comes calling a new day leaps
     A
From horizon to wishin'  to the locket
                   E
Where I keep her always
A                         D        A
Down by the bridge by the broker's sign
A                   D           A
Wired on coffee and hurting for time
                       D          E
Got my eye on the blue horizon li-ne
 
 
[Instrumental]
E  D  A  E   E  D  A  E  x 2
(same pattern as verse)
 
 
[Verse]
E
Where the highway's lit there's like a golden slit
            D                    A      E
Between the darkened sky and the frozen lake
 
My heart's still hoping that you might wait
       D             A     E
Coming back from the borderline
 
 
[Instrumental]
E  D  A  E  E  D  A  E  x 2
(same pattern as verse)
 
 
[Verse]
E
On the morning, twenty below
         D                  A    E
With the sun coming up over Buffalo
 
I'll be turning for home with a load to go
       D             A     E
Coming back from the borderline
       D             A     E
Coming back from the borderline
       D             A     E
Coming back from the borderline



2421. Borders And Time - Chords

Borders And Time
Written by Jimmy Rankin

verse /G / /C /G
 /D D /G /D
 /G / /C /G
 /D D /G /G - 1
 /D - 2
---------------------------------------------
CHORUS /D /Em /C /G
 /C /G /D /C
 /D /B /C /G
 /D /D7 G Am/G /D - 1
 /G - 2
-----------------------------------------------
I think of you all the time
I'll pay for all my sins, the heartache begins
I can't free you from my mind it seems so these days
I've tried every way

You have drifted so far from me
The winds of change have swept you away
Night and day it seems like eternity
Borders and time have kept you from me

{SOC}
Blue are the ocean waters
Along a lover's shoreline
You will not be forgotten
But now that you've gone
The heartache lives on

A warm breeze blows over a gentle sea
The summer is near, the heartache is here
The fiddler plays an old time melody
The tune is the same
Change the faces and names

Repeat Chorus

2422. Bordertown - Chords

Bordertown 
The Hackensaw Boys
 
[Intro]
e/----------------------------------0------------------------------/
B/----------------------------------1------------------------------/
G/---0--------------------0---------0-----0------------------------/
D/-------0---0----------------0---0-2---------0---0----------------/
A/---------2---2-0--------------2---3-----------2---2-0------------/



E/-----------------3----------------X-------------------3----------/
 
e/------------------------------------------------------------3----/
B/------------------------------------------------------------0----/
G/------------------------------------------------------------0----/
D/-------0-------0-------0--------------0-------0-------0-----0----/
A/---0-2---2-0-2---2-0-2---2-0------0-2---2-0-2---2-0-2---2-0-2----/
E/-----------------------------3------------------------------3----/
 
(Play that "G" right into the first verse...)
 
      G
I was up when I put her down
 
      C                      G
I was thinking 'bout a Bordertown
 
      G
And I sang it out in a song
 
     D                G
In a song, Lord, in a song.
 
 
It's a shame and it's a crime.
Can't see nothin' eye to eye.
Water's up but the levee's down
In a bordertown, in a bordertown.
 
A lonely man will settle for
Something less than he adores
And he'll sing it out in a song
In a song, Lord, in a song.
 
I was wrong and I was right.
And I was thinkin' that I just might
Pack it up to settle down
In a bordertown, in a bordertown.
 
 
[Chorus]
    C
The difference, I percieve
 
      G             Em
Ain't nothing but a dream
 
      G          D                G
In us all, in us all, Lord, in us all.
 
 
From Oregon to Shenandoah
I have ridden the highway roads
And I sang it out in a song
In a song, Lord, in a song.
 
Every city is the same



And every river has a name
Like the stars shining down
On a bordertown, on a bordertown.
 
[Chorus]
The difference, I percieve
Ain't nothing but a dream
In us all, in us all, Lord, in us all.
In us all, Lord, in us all.
In us all...
 
[Outro]
e/-----------------3----/
B/-----------------0----/
G/---0-------------0----/
D/-------0---0-----0----/
A/---------2---2-0-2----/
E/-----------------3----/

2423. Bordertown Woman - Chords

Bordertown Woman 
Recorded by Mel McDaniel  
Written by Max D. Barnes

C
Hell couldn't be any hotter 
                              Dm
Than Nogales on the Fourth of July
    G7
But two steps over the border 
                                       C
There ain't nothin' gringo money won't buy
Tequila was flowin' like water 
                      F
Met a lady I couldn't refuse
                      C
I woke up dead with a rag on my head 
      G7                      C
And a bad case of border town blues
           F               C
Bordertown woman let go of me
          G7                              C   C7
Let me go home to the girl I love in Tennessee
           F                C
Bordertown woman give me my shoes
           G7
And let me get out of town 
                         C
I'm coming down with the blues
Nogales couldn't be any hotter 
                           Dm
Than that look in Dolores' eyes



     G7
Love ain't never been any better 
                                 C
Wasn't nothin' than she wouldn't try
She knew I had run out of money 
                             F
And I was gettin' in over my head
So I gave her my watch 
      C
And I carved one more notch 
       G7               C
On the foot of Dolores' bed
Repeat #3
 
          G7
Ah let me get out of town I'm coming down
                               C
With those mean old bordertown blues

2424. Bored Of The Raging

Bored Of The Raging - Deadly Gentlemen
(Greg Liszt)

The bells are starting to toll
Baby, I'll bargain and beg
You can take a heart and a soul
You can take an arm and a leg
A sad sound rang in the day
The time does start to go by
My heart keeps banging away
It's working but it's hard to know why

I try to keep my face to the blaze
Never pay the past any mind
Time'll lay waste to the days
It never really has to be kind

Bored of the raging,
I'm bored of the feeling,
It only takes you up
From the floor to the ceiling
I'm tired of just living
I'm tired of the real thing
Up and down all day,
From the floor to the ceiling.

The bells are starting to toll
Baby, I'll bargain and beg
You can take a heart and a soul
You can take an arm and a leg

I try to keep my face to the blaze



Never pay the past any mind
Time'll lay waste to the days
It never really has to be kind

Bored of the raging,
I'm bored of the feeling,
It only takes you up
From the floor to the ceiling
I'm tired of just living
I'm tired of the real thing
Up and down all day,
From the floor to the ceiling.

2425. Born About Six Thousand Years Ago

Doc Watson 
Born About Six Thousand Years Ago

I was born about six thousand years ago
They ain't nothin' in this world that I don't know
I saw Old King Pharaoh's daughter find Little Moses on the water
And I can whip the man that says it isn't so

I saw Noah when he built that famous ark
I slipped into it one night when it got dark
I saw Jonah swallowed by the whale, and I pulled the lion's tail
I can whip the man that says it isn't so

I'm an educated man, to get more sense within my head I plan

Well, I've been on earth so long, and I used to sing a little song
While all of them old timers took their stand

Queen Elizabeth fell dead in love with me, (hee, hee, she did)
We was married in Milwaukee secretly
Then I took her out and shook her, and I went with General Hooker
To fight mosquitoes down in Tennessee

I taught Solomon his little A B C's (smart feller)
And through all his books, I tutored him with ease
Then I sailed out on the bay with Methuselah one day
And I played with his flowing whiskers in the breeze

I'm an educated man, to get more sense within my head I plan

Well, I've been on earth so long, and I used to sing a little song
While all of them old timers took their stand

I seen old Satan when he searched that Garden o'er, (old booger)
Saw Adam and Eve driven from the door
When the applese they were eating, from the bushes I was a-peeping
I can prove it from the man that ate the core



I saw Cain when he killed Abel with a spade
And I know the game was poker that they played
I was hid behind the shrub when he slapped him with that club
Poor old Abel caught him a-cheatin', and now he's dead

I'm an educated man, to get more sense within my head I plan

Well, I've been on earth so long, and I used to sing a little song
While all of them old timers took their stand

2426. Born Again

The Louvin Brothers - Born Again

Born again, freed from sin
I'm happy night and day
Makes me shout, there's no doubt
I know I'm born again

Satan tells me that I only thought I got saved
He tells me what I have been
But when my mind goes back to that old bench where I prayed
I know that I've been born again

Born again, freed from sin
I'm happy night and day
Makes me shout, there's no doubt
I know I'm born again

Many times along the way, my faith has gone weak
When burdens seem to rise on every hand
But when I steal away and pray again, He answers my plea
My every need, He understands

Born again, freed from sin
I'm happy night and day
Makes me shout, there's no doubt
I know I'm born again

2427. Born Again

Tyler Childers - Born Again

To keep up with the times
And leave 'em all behind
Chisel to the paper
Tattoos on the ether
Fadin'² in the light



All the while, I'd gorge my gut
Come the time then I would rut
Runnin' high and low to find my pre-historic queen
To keep me warm '²til Spring
When I'²d go out with my friends
Graze the land and wonder when I'd see your face again

'²Til the day I met my doom
I took one in the boiler room
To put food on the table of a dying breed of man

Once I was a broken heart
And once I tore your heart apart
Once my heart put out before I ever got to breathe
But my soul returned to seed
And come to Earth again
Clucking out a livin' as the favorite layin'² hen

'Til the day I met my doom
A fox got in the chicken coop
Doin'² all he knew to do to feed a hungry den

On and on, down the line
I've swam canals and bore the hide
Plenty births along this ride of being born again

Once I was and you were too
And we were both the word of truth
We built this world together with a loud and mighty bang
Lord, it sounded like a train
And echoed o'er the land
And we came up with a game to play of being born again

2428. Born And Raised In Black And White

The Highwaymen - Born and Raised in Black and White

[Waylon Jennings]
The wind blows hard across the Texas plains
Makes some people go insane
While others quietly pray for rain
That's where we came from
Two boys playing in the burning sun
One with books, one with guns
Mama calls but just one comes

[Willie Nelson]
The other one runs

[All]
With a Christian sense of wrong and right
We were born and raised in black and white
One learned to pray, one loved to fight



We were born and raised in black and white
We were born and raised in black and white

[Kris Kristofferson]
Brother took to the gospel road
Spent his whole live saving souls
When he looked at me his blood ran cold
He didn't even try

[Waylon Jennings]
I had no dreams, I had no plans
But a gun felt good in my right hand
The warden asked how come you killed that man
I said I don't know why
[All]
Welcome home said the hot moonlight
We were born and raised in black and white
One lives to pray, one prays for life
We were born and raised in black and white
We were born and raised in black and white

[Waylon Jennings]
Someone handed me a cigarette
They offered me my last request
I asked my mortal soul be blessed
By someone close to me
He came to me with trembling hands
He swore he'd never understand
I said it's just what life had planned
It's destiny

[All]
Don't waste your tears on me tonight
We were born and raised in black and white
I chose the dark, you chased the light
We were born and raised in black and white
We were born and raised in black and white

[Willie Nelson]
The wind blows hard across the Texas plains
Makes some people go insane

[Waylon Jennings]
While others quietly pray for rain

2429. Born In 55

Born in  55
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
It was hot and I was thirsty
So I pulled off for a beer



The woman said "you need ID or I can't serve your here"
She had that slightly hardened look
Like all barmaids often do
As they wait to send you packing
At the first sign that you might get rude

[Verse 2]
I still remember
When I was eight years old
They called us to the lunchroom and told us JFK was gone
My teacher she was crying
I felt so bad for her
That was the part I understood
About the rest I wasn't sure
That night on the TV
We watched the way he died
I was born in '55 ma'am
I was born in '55

[Verse 3]
Then the fight for civil rights
Marches, strikes, and tested wills
No one was surprised that much when Martin Luther King was killed
'Cause change, it comes in fits and starts
With no regard for lives
I was born in '55, ma'am
I was born in '55

[Verse 3]
Then just two months later
Bobby died that day
That little bastard shot him in a hotel in LA
At that point, three great men were dead
And Nixon left alive
I was born in '55, ma'am
I was born in '55

[Verse 3]
I recall the headlines on the papers that my father read
There were numbers for the wounded and numbers for the dead
Hendrix lit up Woodstock in 1969
I was born in '55, ma'am
I was born in '55

[Verse 4]
Finally she just looked at me
And lit a cigarette
Put a cold one on the bar
I drank it then I left
I walked out to my car
And I went on with my drive

I was born in '55
I was born in '55
I was born in '55
I was born in '55



2430. Born In Country Music - Chords

Born in Country Music
Recorded by Dick Curless
Written by G. Martin

C               F             C
Born in Mississippi raised in New Orleans
G7                                 F             C
Cotton fields and paddle wheels is all I've ever seen
                             F              C
Momma played the banjo daddy was a trombone man
F               C     G7             C
Born in country music raised on Dixieland
F                             C
Born with country music in my soul
    D7                                   G7
But my feet walked Bourbon Street when I was twelve years old
        C                             C7
Now I'm eatin' dirty rice and country ham
F               C     G7             C
Born in country music raised on Dixieland
                    F               C
When daddy sold the farm he sold my momma's dreams
      G7                                   F         C
But a lot of luck and a pickup truck moved us to New Orleans
                                     F                 C
It wasn't long my dad was known as a big time trombone man
F               C     G7             C
Born in country music raised on Dixieland
Repeat #2
F               C     G7             C
Born in country music raised on Dixieland

2431. Born In Your Town

The Incredible String Band - Born In Your Town 

Born in your town on this young morning
oh certainly I have good luck coming
sadly sadly have I mourned making heavy my burden
such toils to entwine me
no more to endure them

A lover is to me she is my companion
six strings at my hand to the morning I tuned them
oh warm room I have and a warm place for sleeping
black coffee to waken me
no more to be dreaming



The wings of the albatross long since I saw him
the hair of the goats as they walk to the island
in the hands of the watchers a page is turned over
and the echoes flow on rippling on
on the face of the river

What would I wish for if wishing were having
in the streets of your town I see nothing worth stealing
for autumn speaks leaves to the lost deeps forever
and the clouds echo on echoing on
on the face of the river

2432. Born Lonesome - Chords

Born Lonesome 
Cadillac Sky

In Cm, capo'ed at the 3rd fret
 
[Intro]
Am  Am  G  Bm
Am  Am  G  Bm
Am  Am  G  Bm
Am  Am  G  Bm
 
[Hook]
Am  Am
 
 
[Verse 1]
              Am
The wind blew cold on that mountain
        Am              D     C
On the night that I was made
          Am
Pale moonlight poured on that cabin
            Am                              D     C
As shadows danced to a hoot owl's serenade
 
           Am
When that fire burned down to ashes
         Am                     D    C
Daddy stared out the window pane
      Am            Am
Momma knew without askin'
              Am                  D
Her travelin' man had no plans to stay
              E7                                  N.C.
And his gypsy blood's a rushin' through my veins
 
 
[Chorus]



           D       F                           G
I came out cryin', wailin' like an old freight train
               Am                 G      Am   G   Am
Nurse tried to hold me but I just pushed her away
              D            F                  G
Momma took to prayin', doc said, "He can't be saved
           E7         G               D
Ma'am your baby boy's heart's already broken"
      C    Am
I was born lonesome
 
 
[Solo]
G   Am
Am     G  C
Am     G  C
E7  G Em G Em G G  Am
 
 
[Verse 2]
        Am
So girl try to forgive me
            Am                           D     C
If your goodbye don't send tears down my face
             Am
Whether you leave me tonight or stay here with me
             Am                     D
I'll wake up feeling empty either way
           E7          E7   N.C.
I'm at the mercy of my DNA
 
 
[Chorus]
           D       F                           G
I came out cryin', wailin' like an old freight train
               Am                 G      Am   G   Am
Nurse tried to hold me but I just pushed her away
              D            F                  G
Momma took to prayin', doc said, "He can't be saved
           E7         G               D
Ma'am your baby boy's heart's already broken"
      C    Am
I was born lonesome
 
 
[Chorus] (drawn out and quite different from the others)
           D        Am G F D D Am
I came out cryin',
                     Am
 like an old freight train  (like an old freight train)
           Am
pushed her away (like an old freight train)
                Am
Nurse tried to hold me but I just pushed her away
              D            F   G
Momma took to prayin',
                         G



doc said, "He can't be saved"  (can't be saved)
                E7            G              D
See girl, you  can't break a  heart already  broken
       C       Am     Am
I was  born  lonesome
 
 
[Outro]
             E7            G             D
No girl, you can't break a heart already broken
      N.C.
I was born lonesome
Am  G  F Am

2433. Born On The Wrong Planet

String Cheese Incident - Born on the Wrong Planet

Did you ever get the feelin' that you're out there all alone,
No one else can hear you, no one answers when you phone,
You're worried  cause you can't remember the Name of the girl that you just met,
Might must be you're born on the wrong planet.

No, I don't think that it could be somethin' that you ate
 cause I just had the same thing too and man I sure feel great
Now don't you worry, it's not something that you should regret
Thing is you were born on the wrong planet.

Now I must admit I've felt that way once or twice before,
When I can't think of what to say as I'm walking towards the door.
For this strange feeling I have I cannot find a cure.
I guess I was just born on the wrong planet.

2434. Born Ramblin' Man

Balsam Range - Born Ramblin' Man 

Verse 1
I'm awake in a sleepy old town
It's deserted there's no one around
Don't care where I'm goin', don't know where I've been
Don't know where it started or how it will end
That's the life of a born ramblin' man

Verse 2
I met a girl from the town of "Nowhere"
I couldn't stay, it got restless back there
I don't blame her for givin', Lord, I needed her then
She knew my way of living, wild and free as the wind



That's the life of a born ramblin' man

Verse 3
If the plans that I made yesterday
Fall apart on some lonesome highway
I'll sleep by the roadside till it's mornin' again
Wash my face in the water from the creek around the bend
That's the life of a born ramblin' man

Verse 4
The semi's keep passin' me by
That ol' sun's gettin' hot in the sky
A shade tree, old bottles, and battered beer cans
Dust from a tractor plowing up the rich land
Seen it all as a born ramblin' man

Ending
That's the life of a born ramblin' man

2435. Born To Be Loved

Lucinda Williams - Born To Be Loved

You weren't born to be abandoned
You weren't born to be forsaken
You were born to be loved
You were born to be loved

You weren't born to be mistreated
And you weren't born to misguided
You were born to be loved
You were born to be loved

You weren't born to be a slave
You weren't born to be disgraced
You were born to be loved
Hmm hmm, you were born to be loved

You weren't born to be abused
You weren't born to lose
You were born to be loved
You were born to be loved

You weren't born to suffer
And you weren't born for nothing
You were born to be loved
Hmm hmm, you were born to be loved



2436. Born To Be With You

Born To Be With You

Do I find peace of mind ?
Yes I do, 'cos I was born to be with you

Wonderful love come be
So I knew that I was born to be with you

By your side satisfied
Through and through
'Cos I was born to be with you

2437. Born to Die

Born to Die

He came to earth, a promise to fulfill
A rugged cross, He bore up Calvary's hill
And for my sins, he cried father please forgive
Born to die, So that I might live
Chorus:
Born to die
A cruel cross to bear
Born to die
So that I his love may share
Born to die
His precious life to give
Born to die
So that I might live
Accused of sin, yet silent he remained
No one came forth, to witness for his name
Between two thieves, he bowed his head and he cried
It is finished now, I came to die?

2438. Born To Die

Chris Stapleton
Born to Die

[Verse 1]
We don't hope for makin' things better
All we want is to keep it together
Every day' is' a rainy day,' no changin' the weather
This kind of' life has made our hearts as hard as leather

[Chorus]
And all these tears are from the dust in our eyes
And all these years just keep on passin' us by



And all this misery makes it hard to deny
We all know that we're just born to die
That's the way it goes when you're just born to die

[Verse 2]
I hear the voice of a whip-poor-will singin'
She don't know all the comfort she's bringin'
We all know the sound of when the truth is ringin'
Yeah, it hurts your soul just like a bumblebee stingin'

[Chorus]
All these tears are from the dust in our eyes
And all these years just keep on passin' us by
And all this misery makes it hard to deny
We all know that we're just born to die
That's the way it goes when you're just born to die
[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
All these tears are from the dust in our eyes
And all these years just keep on passin' us by
And all this misery makes it hard to deny
We all know that we're just born to die
'Cause we all know that we're just born to die
That's the way it goes when you're just born to die

2439. Born To Fly

Darrell Scott
Born to Fly

[Verse 1]
I've been tellin' my dreams to the scarecrow
About the places that I'd like to see
I said, "Friend, do you think I'll ever get there?"
Ah, but he just stands there smilin' back at me
So I confessed my sins to the preacher
About the love I've been prayin' to find
"Is there a brown eyed boy in my future?" Yeah
An' he says, "Girl, you've got nothin' but time"

[Chorus]
But how do you wait for heaven?
And who has that much time?
And how do you keep your feet on the ground when you know
That you were born
You were born to fly?

[Verse 2]
My daddy, he is grounded like the oak tree
My momma, she is steady as the sun
Oh, you know I love my folks, but I keep starin' down the road
Just lookin' for my one chance to run



'Cause I will soar away like the blackbird
I will blow in the wind like a seed
I will plant my heart in the garden of my dreams
And I will grow up where I'll wandered wild and free
[Chorus]
But how do you wait for heaven?
And who has that much time?
And how do you keep your feet on the ground when you know
That you were born
You were born, yeah
You were born to fly?

[Chorus]
How do you wait for heaven?
And who has that much time?
And how do you keep your feet on the ground when you know
That you were born
You were born to fly
You were born to fly, fly, fly
You were born to fly?

2440. Born To Lose

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours 
Born To Lose

Born to lose I've lived my life in vain
Every dream has only brought me pain
All my life I've always been so blue
Born to lose and now I'm losing you

Born to lose it seems so hard to bear
How I long to always have you near
You've grown tired and now you say we're through
Born to lose and now I'm losing you

Born to lose my every hope is gone
It's so hard to face an empty dawn
You were all the happiness I knew
Born to lose and now I'm losing you

There's no use to dream of happiness
All I see is only loneliness
All my life I've always been so blue
Born to lose and now I'm losing you

2441. Born To Ride



Born To Ride

Coming down from Tennessee, riding on the line
Studying about that gal of mine, couldn't keep from crying

Honey baby I'm bound to ride
Don't you want to go

Going to Atlanta, just to look around
Things don't sult me, I'll hunt another town

* Refrain

Riding on a streetcar, looking o'er the town
Eating salty crackers, ten cents a pownd

* Refrain

Working on a railroad, saving all I can
Looking for that woman that ain't got no man

* Refrain

If die a railroad man, bury me under the ties
So I can see old number nine as she goes rolling by

* Refrain

See that train a-coming, coming round the bend
Goodbye, my little darling, I'm on my way again

* Refrain

2442. Born To Run - Chords

Born To Run
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Paul Kennerley 

G                            C                  G
Well I never did crawl and I never did toe that line
                      C               G
No man is a master to me I ain't that kind
       C
I just put on my traveling shoes
                                         D7
If you wanna win you just can't lose the time
        G
Or stay behind
 
           C       G
Well I was born to run
       C            G
To get ahead of the rest



     C         G             D7     G
And all that I wanted was to be the best
        C    G        C     G
Just to feel free and be someone
      C          G          D7      G
I was born to be fast I was born to run
 
                           C                  G
Well I take the chances sometimes I've made mistakes
                            C                 G
But you don't get nothing unless you take the breaks
          C
Living as dangerous as dynamite
                                                    D7
Sure makes you feel nervous but it makes you feel alright
               G
Makes you feel alright
         
 Repeat #2
G                         C            G
Nobody's gonna make me do things their way
                         C             G
By the time you figure it out it's yesterday
        C
Well it comes to he who waits I'm told
                                    D7
But I don't need it when I'm old and gray
              G
Yea I want it today
 
Repeat #2

2443. Born To Serve The Lord - Chords

Born To Serve The Lord
Recorded by Jimmie Davie
Written by Bud Chambers

C                          F           C
From the dust of the earth God created man
                D7           G7
His breath made man a living soul
    C                         F             C
And God so loved the world He gave His only son
            G7             C F C
And that is why I love Him so
                           F              C
I was made in His likeness created in His image
          D7                G7
For I was born to serve the Lord
    C                     F             C
And I can't deny Him I'll always walk beside Him
          G7                C   F C



For I was born to serve the Lord
                      F       C
My hands were made to help my neighbor
             D7                 G7
My eyes were made to read God's word
   C                 F           C
My feet were made to walk in His footsteps
               G7            C   F C
My body is the temple of the Lord
                           F              C
I was made in His likeness created in His image
          D7                G7
For I was born to serve the Lord
    C                     F             C
And I can't deny Him I'll always walk beside Him
          G7                C
For I was born to serve the Lord

2444. Born To Sing A Dancin' Song

Jerry Jeff Walker - Born to Sing a Dancin' Song

Everywhere I go I hear the music in the streets
People pass me by, I hear the tappin' of their feet
I could get down boys, with all thats goin' wrong
But I was born to sing a dancin' song
But in between these lines, I see the sadness in your eyes
And as I'm lookin' inside, they're sayin' please don'tcha pass me by
But you know I can't feel, and know everything I should
I just start by takin' it where it's good
So everywhere I go, I hear the musical beat
Little children pass by, I hear their laughter fill the street
I should be sad boys, and I could with what's goin' down
But I was born to sing me a dancin' song

2445. Born Too Late

Born Too Late 

I stare out the window at this long interstate
Backed up in traffic, I just sit here and wait
And dream of wide-open spaces, no fences or gates
But this is the 90's, guess I was just born too late

The smog from the city, it sure burns my eyes
Sometimes I wonder just how we'll survive
We keep runnin' faster but are we losing the race
Well I guess I'm old fashioned, just born too late



Just born too late
For these modern days
I should have lived
Before microwaves
I'm like an endangered species
Just captured by fate
But I have no choice
I was just born too late

This built in computer tells me how far I've been
Another advancement of this age we live in
But it can't change a scenery or help me escape
The constant reminder that I was just born too late

I was just born too late
For these modern days
I should have lived
Before microwaves
I'm like an endangered species
Just captured by fate
But I have no choice
I was just born too late

No I have no choice, I was just born too late

2446. Born With A Broken Heart - Chords

Born With A Broken Heart 
Wild Ponies

[Intro]
 D
 
[Verse 1]
 D
Mama had a handle, daddy had a gun
 D
Screen doors slam, evening run
 D
Sink full of dishes, sheets on the line
 D
Leave the bottle where it's laying
 D
Nothing but time
 
[Chorus]
 G
Put it back together
 G
What they tore apart
 G                        D
I was born with a broken heart
 



 
[Verse 2]
 D
Oil on the driveway, dog in the yard
 D
Turn it over three times
 D
Don't gas it too hard
 D
Armageddon billboard, two lane road
 D
Skin on diamond,
 D
Boy you moving too slow
 
 
[Chorus]
 G
Put it all together
 G
I'll take it back apart
 G                         D
I was born with a broken heart
 
 
[Bridge]
 Bb                                   D
Down by the lake with a sky full of stars
       F                               Bb
We'll find our own place in a little garden
 Bb
With home in the shade
                         A
I'll be wrapped in your arms forever
 
 
[Instrumental]
 D
 
 
[Verse 2]
 D
Mud on the windshield
 D
Grass in your hair
 D
Black eights and aces
 D
Love ain't fair
 
 
[Chorus]
 Bb
Keep your back straight
 Bb
Don't ever show your card
 Bb                       D



I was born with a broken heart
 
 
[Chorus]
 Bb
You can't put together
 Bb
What was ruined from the start
 Bb                        D
I was born with a broken heart
 
 
[Outro]
 D
With a broken heart
 D
With a broken heart
 D

2447. Born With A Broken Heart - Chords

Born With A Broken Heart 
Wild Ponies

[Intro]
 D
 
[Verse 1]
 D
Mama had a handle, daddy had a gun
 D
Screen doors slam, evening run
 D
Sink full of dishes, sheets on the line
 D
Leave the bottle where it's laying
 D
Nothing but time
 
[Chorus]
 G
Put it back together
 G
What they tore apart
 G                        D
I was born with a broken heart
 
 
[Verse 2]
 D
Oil on the driveway, dog in the yard
 D
Turn it over three times



 D
Don't gas it too hard
 D
Armageddon billboard, two lane road
 D
Skin on diamond,
 D
Boy you moving too slow
 
 
[Chorus]
 G
Put it all together
 G
I'll take it back apart
 G                         D
I was born with a broken heart
 
 
[Bridge]
 Bb                                   D
Down by the lake with a sky full of stars
       F                               Bb
We'll find our own place in a little garden
 Bb
With home in the shade
                         A
I'll be wrapped in your arms forever
 
 
[Instrumental]
 D
 
 
[Verse 2]
 D
Mud on the windshield
 D
Grass in your hair
 D
Black eights and aces
 D
Love ain't fair
 
 
[Chorus]
 Bb
Keep your back straight
 Bb
Don't ever show your card
 Bb                       D
I was born with a broken heart
 
 
[Chorus]
 Bb
You can't put together



 Bb
What was ruined from the start
 Bb                        D
I was born with a broken heart
 
 
[Outro]
 D
With a broken heart
 D
With a broken heart
 D

2448. Born With A Hammer In My Hand - Chords

Born With A Hammer In My Hand
Blue Highway

Capo 4

Intro - G D G C G D G

Verse:       
G           D            G
I was born with a hammer in my hand
                                                C
It's the kind of life I doubt you'd understand
G
I'd give anything just to hear the cold steel ring
D
Cause I was born with a hammer in my hand

Swingin' steel's the only life I've known
I've never been afraid to be alone
Hope my Mama understands I'll always be a working man
Cause I was born with a hammer in my hand

John Henry was a steel-drivin' man
You could hear his hammer ring across the land
But before the steam drill came, John Henry knew my name
Cause I was born with a hammer in my hand

The bossman tries to break a good man's back
It takes thirty men to lay eight miles of track
If the shaker holds the line, they'll be thirty miles behind me
I was born with a hammer in my hand

John Henry was a steel drivin' man
You could hear his hammer ring across the land
But if you put us side by side, he'd have to run and hide
Cause I was born with a hammer in my hand

                     D            G



Yes I'll die with a hammer in my hand

2449. Born With The Blues - Chords

Born With The Blues
recorded by George Jones & Merle Haggard
 
C                               F
Dad was my hero  God called him away
          C                 G7
Momma was lonely  and I was afraid
               C                        F
With no one to lean on  I turned to the booze
                C      G7                        C
Hard times come early  when you're born with the blues
 
                                           F
Railroads were leaving  and airplanes were in
                  C                 G7
The great war was brewing  about to begin
           C                    F
Hungry and lonesome  nothing to lose
            C       G7                C
Raised in a boxcar  and born with the blues
 
                                F
Born with the blues  trouble in mind
            C                           G7
Smoking and drinking  by the time I was nine
                 C                          F
In debt from the start  I'm still paying my dues
          C       G7                C
Crazy and lonely  and born with the blues
 
                                            F
In spite of the cocaine  and in spite of it all
              C                     G7
God gave me a woman  to cushion the fall
                        C                     F
You're like Paul of the bible  spreading good news
           C        G7                C
A man on a journey  and born with the blues
 
Repeat #3

2450. Borrowed Love - Chords

Borrowed Love
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam



Written by Earl Scruggs and Randy Scruggs

G                              C
At every glance you steal from me
             D7              G
I catch your eyes still offering
                                C
You've got desire bought with deceit
               D7               G
Cause borrowed love ain't never free
                             C
I vainly swear in my starved mind
              D7                 G
To crave your look only one more time
                                   C
And pray not to reap what we might sow
            D7                   G
If borrowed love should start to grow
         Em   G             C
Borrowed love not yours for givin'
         Em   G           C
Borrowed love not mine to seek
         Em   G               C
Borrowed love this road we're takin'
           D7
Toward one another's awful steep
            G                C
Forgiveness for what passion wreaks
                D7                   G
Bears a hurtful cost that don't come cheap
                        C
Its wages paid with misery
               D7               G
Cause borrowed love ain't never free
         Em   G             C
Borrowed love not yours for givin'
         Em   G           C
Borrowed love not mine to seek
         Em   G               C
Borrowed love this road we're takin'
           D7
Toward one another's awful steep
         G                     C
At every glance you steal from me
             D7              G
I catch your eyes still offering
                                C
You've got desire bought with deceit
               D7               G
Cause borrowed love ain't never free

2451. Borrowed Time



Richard Thompson - Borrowed Time 

There's riders in this county, they're taking heads for bounty
Wake up, Corinne, they come to ride us down
Sweetness we have tasted, the time to move is wasted
They're riding like a hurricane through this town

We've been too many nights, sleeping in a feather bed
You can't close both your eyes with a price on your head
You got to stand and fight for what you believe
You got to face death with your heart on your sleeve
Life is a card-game, you've soon got to leave

Living on borrowed, living on borrowed
Living on borrowed time

If you say that you want your freedom, they'll hear you in every kingdom
They'll travel ten thousand miles just to shoot you down
Well, the judge, he was deluded and the sheriff, he soon colluded
And they swore they'd hang me six feet off the ground

They'll hunt you down 'cause you dare to tell the truth
A man ain't safe these days under his own roof
But you can't live your life under no man's thumb
They'll all pay double for what they've done
Our day's coming but their day's come

Living on borrowed, living on borrowed
Living on borrowed time

You can't live your life under no man's thumb
They'll all pay double for what they've done
Our day's coming but their day's come

Living on borrowed, living on borrowed
Living on borrowed time

2452. Bosler - Chords

Bosler 
Jalan Crossland

D
Well I write you this letter from my downtown apartment
                                A
Pray you receive it before I am gone
D
Says I'm goin out West as soon as I'm able
                        A           D
And I's kinda hopin you might come along
 
D
There's somethin that's callin me when I am sleepin
                                      A



Or locked in bathroom at work gettin stoned
D
It tells me I'm lonesome and hard as I'm tryin
                        A            D
This Emerald City don't feel like my home
 
G                       A
I dream of a trailer in Bosler Wyoming 
      D                                  G
With tires on the roof dear and you by my side
                D              G         D
We could watch Flintstones and draw unemployment
                          A          D
As I dream of Bosler when I close my eyes
 
D
I picture you holdin your Harlequin novel
                                             A
Gettin baked like a pot pie in the afternoon sun
D
While I fix the fan belt that goes to the engine
                             A     D
Of the '69 Pinto that don't never run
 
D                             G       D
And dirty faced children come 10 come 20
                                              A
The fruit of our loins and the tubes we ain't tied
D
They play in the street and they don't ask for money
                               A            D
Cause in Bosler Wyoming there ain't much to buy
 
G                       A
I dream of a trailer in Bosler Wyoming
      D                                   G
With tires on the roof dear and you by my side
        D                  G             D
We can pitch horseshoes at stray cats on Sunday
                          A          D
As I dream of Bosler when I close my eyes
 
G                           D
And the wind may blow, the rain may pitch
                                         A
The TV may blare while the neighbors all bitch
G             D           G            D
We'll have it made in the shade as we lay 
        G        D             A            D
on our hide away mattress that lives in the couch
 
G                       A
I dream of a trailer in Bosler Wyoming
      D                                   G
With tires on the roof dear and you by my side
             D             G            D
We can have hot wings and Bourbon for breakfast



                           A           D
And I dream of Bosler when I close my eyes
 
D
I write you this letter from my lime green apartment
                                  A
I pray you receive it before I am gone
D
It says I'm goin out west just as soon as I'm able
                               A     D
And I's kinda hoping you might come along

2453. Boston Blues

Boston Blues
Hot Day At The Zoo

Well I caught a plane out of Boston
Sunday afternoon
I head for the LA sunshine
California moon
Oh the womens down there lord
They sing a different tune
I said Julie, Julie
What you wanna do?
I got a pocket full of money baby
Show me something new
Make me forget about them big time
Big time Boston blues
She said San Diego'²s the place you wanna be
Oh the womens down there
They bring you to your knees
Yeah I'll take you there child
Just you wait and see
So we jump in the Benz
Heading on down the line
We got the music turned up
No worries on our mind
You know I'²m looking some trouble mama
Let's see what we can find
I said Julie, Julie
Where's your boyfriends at?
She said hush now love
Don'²t you worry bout that
Let'²s just get what we come for
Tomorrow we'll be living fat, ooh with cargo packs
So now we'²s back in LA
We're gonna shake things down tonight
We got an eclipse moon
Shining down so bright
Come a little bit closer girl
Make me feel alright
It was a hell of a week



Rolling all over town
Ooh LA ladies
Sure know how to get down
Gonna take some home with me
A piece of that LA sound
Gonna take some home with me
A piece of that LA sound
Gonna take some home with me
She knows I'²m Boston bound

2454. Boston Town

Boston Town
Della Mae

Standing on the floor in the city of the spindles
Got me a job, lift me up to the middle
The offering, it painted a very pretty picture
Work at the mill, sell the promise of the scripture

But a girl like me was worked to the bone
Your fingers bled and your body moaned
Fourteen hours a day and then
My paycheck was just half of the men

Looking down with oppression's face
That pile of money they steal and waste
Then they said they'd have to cut our pay
So we broke our cage and formed the FLRA

Oh, they said
What a waste of a pretty girl
To let the labour flag unfurl
I said
What more can you take from me
I own my hands and my dignity

So pass me a match and we'll strike it on the ground
And we'll head back down to Boston town
We can start a fire and they'll never put it out
And we'll head back down to Boston town

Oh, they said
What a waste of a pretty girl to let the labour flag unfurl
I said
What more can you take from me
I own my hands and my dignity
So pass me a match and we'll strike it on the ground
And we'll head back down to Boston town
We can start a fire and they'll never put it out
And we'll head back down to Boston
Oh



Oh, they said
What a waste of a pretty girl to let the labour flag unfurl
I said
What more can you take from me
I own my hands and my dignity
So pass me a match and we'll strike it on the ground
And we'll head back down to Boston town
We can start a fire and they'll never put it out
And we'll head back down to Boston
Oh, pass me a match and we'll strike it on the ground
And we'll head back down to Boston town
We can start a fire and they'll never put it out
And we'll head back down to Boston, oh

So pass me a match and we'll strike it on the ground
And we'll head back down to Boston town
We can start a fire and they'll never put it out
And we'll head back down to Boston
We can start a fire and they'll never put it out
And we'll head back down to Boston
And we'll head back down to Boston town
And we'll head back down to Boston town

2455. Both Ends Burning

Richard Thompson - Both Ends Burning 

Well, I bought me a horse with a broken leg
They said that she never could win
"Only fit for a bullet", they said
She'll be coming out of a tin

So I took her home, I fed her on hay
I tied her up with a sling
Well, she just kept howling all of the night
And that's the reason I sing

Well, both ends burning, both ends burning
That's how she got her name
Both ends burning, both ends burning
I never will sleep again

Ah, both ends burning, both ends burning
That's how she got her name
Both ends burning, both ends burning
I never will sleep again

I took her to the race-track one fine day
They couldn't believe their eyes
They said, if that nag even stays on her feet
We're gonna give you first prize

Ah, both ends burning, both ends burning



That's how she got her name
Oh, both ends burning, both ends burning
I never will sleep again

Oh, both ends burning, both ends burning
That's how she got her name
Both ends burning, both ends burning
I never will sleep again

She ran so fast that it took my breath
You never did see such a win
But when she crossed that finishing line
I was just too tired to grin

Ah, both ends burning, both ends burning
That's how she got her name
Oh, both ends burning, both ends burning
I never will sleep again

Oh, both ends burning, both ends burning
That's how she got her name
Both ends burning, both ends burning
I never will sleep again

2456. Both Ends Of The Train

Both Ends of the Train - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Steve Gulley/Daniel House Music, BMI-Gulley's Curve Music,BMI)

I roomed with him in Rockville in 1925
He was doing life and I was doing time
His memory drifted back when he was most alive 
When Frank and Jesse James were in their prime

He was a corporal, fought the Kiowa and Sioux 
From Sulphur Springs to Kansas clay 
Ran into trouble when his soldier days were through 
Ended up a thousand miles away 

Don't waste fond words or sad goodbye 
Lay me down on the wide open plain 
Out beneath the quilted sky 
Where I can see both ends of the train 

He said I saw the Buffalo, the herds would last for days
Back before the railroad came  
Now it's all moved on without me but I miss the older ways 
And I know it can never be the same 

They buried him at Rockville and his kind won't rise again
I hope his soul can find some rest 
To the world he's long forgotten, but to me he was a friend
I still recall his last request



2457. Both Sides Now

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Both Sides Now
Composer: Joni Mitchell
Rhonda Vincent

Rows and floes of angel hair
And ice cream castles in the air
And feather canyons ev'rywhere
I've looked at clouds that way

But now they only block the sun
They rain and snow on ev'ryone
So many things I would have done
But clouds got in my way

[Chorus]
I've looked at clouds from both sides now
From up and down, and still somehow
It's cloud illusions I recall
I really don't know clouds at all

Moons and junes and ferris wheels
The dizzy dancing way you feel
As ev'ry fairy tale comes real
I've looked at love that way

But now it's just another show
You leave 'em laughing when you go
And if you care, don't let them know
Don't give yourself away

[Chorus]

Tears and fears and feeling proud
To say "i love you" right out loud
Dreams and schemes and circus crowds
I've looked at life that way

But now old friends are acting strange
They shake their heads, they say I've changed
Well something's lost, but something's gained
In living ev'ry day

[Chorus]

2458. Both Sides The Tweed - Chords



Both Sides The Tweed
Dick Gaughan

Dm F Bb Gm
What's the Spring breathing jasmine and rose?
F Am C
What's the Summer with all its gay train?
Dm F Bb Gm
Or the splendor of Autumn to those
F C Dm
Who bartered their freedom for gain?

Chorus:
Bb F Am
Let the love of our land's sacred right,
Dm Am C
To the love of our people succeed.
Dm F Bb Gm
Let friendship and honor u--nite,
F C Dm
And flourish on both sides the tweed.

Instrumental break

Let virtue distinguish the brave,
Place riches in lowest degree,
Think them poorest who can be a slave,
Them richest who dare to be free.

Chorus

Let friendship and honor unite,
And flourish on both sides the tweed.

2459. Both To Each Other - Chords

Both To Each Other 
Gloria Loring & Carl Anderson

[Intro]    C   Am7  Am  Am7    F    G   F  C
 
C                   Am7    Am  Am7    F         G          F    C
What would you think if I told __you?___ I always wanted to hold you
C               Am7       Am  Am7  F                 G              F     C
I don't know what we're afraid of _____Nothing would change if we made love
 
 
[Chorus]
        C  Em  F                 C  Em  F              C               Am7     F
So I'll be  your   friend, and I'll be  your   lover, Cause I know in our hearts we agree
                           G          F   C  Am7  C    F             G        F     C
We don't have to be one or the oth--er   oh         no     we could be both to each other
 
 



C          Am7       Am  Am7    F                  G               F     C
Yes it's a chance that we're taking __and somebody's heart may be breaking
C                   Am7       Am  Am7  F                    G           F    C
Oooo but we can stop what's inside us, ___ our love for each other will guide us
 
 
[Chorus]
        C   Em    F                C   Em  F              C               Am7     F
So I'll be    your    friend, and I'll be   your   lover, Cause I know in our hearts we agree
                           G          F   C
We don't have to be one or the oth--er
 
 
[Bridge]
C                     Am7     G                Em7   C             Am7        G           Em7
I've been thought you Ooo you been though me ____sometimes a friend is the hardest to se
e___
C                        Am7  G                    Em7  C       Am7 G         Em7
Mmmmm we always know when it's let on the line___ Nobody else is as easy to find
 
 
 
 
[Chorus]
         C  Em  F                 C   Em  F                   C   Em  F           C  Em  F
So I'll be   your   friend, and I'll be   your    lover, Cause I'll be   your    friend I'll be  your   lover
,
C                         Am7    F                                G           F  C   Am7 C
Cause I know in our hearts we agree  We don't have to be one or the oth--er  oh_____no
F             G        F --------'  C -------'C
We could be both to ea-------------ch oth--------------er

2460. Bottle Dry

Bottle Dry
Greensky Bluegrass

I can't make a living that don't make me feel alive
I won't spend my time counting things that made me cry
Home is empty, bottle dry
But I'm packed and ready for another lonesome ride

Walking along these tracks watching these cars fly by
Thinking about heading south of the town
Home is empty, bottle dry
But I'm packed and ready for another lonesome ride

I will take all the liquor I already drank
What is left, I leave behind
Home is empty, bottle dry
But I'm packed and ready for another lonesome ride

If this path I'm on don't lead me home



I'll carry on another road
I can't make a living that don't make me feel alive
I won't spend my time counting things that made me cry
Home is empty, bottle dry

But I'm packed and ready for another lonesome ride

2461. Bottle Let Me Down

Bottle Let Me Down
Emmylou Harris

[Chorus]
Tonight the bottle let down
And let your memory come around
The one true friend I thought I'd found
Tonight the bottle let down

[Verse 1]
I've always had a bottle I could turn to
And lately I've been turning everyday
But the wine don't take effect the way it used to
And I'm hurting in an old familiar way

[Chorus]
Tonight the bottle let down
And let your memory come around
The one true friend I thought I'd found
Tonight the bottle let down

[Verse 2]
Each night I leave the barroom when its over
Not feeling any pain at closing time
But tonight your memory found me much too sober
Can't drink enough to keep you off my mind

[Chorus]
Tonight the bottle let down
And let your memory come around
The one true friend I thought I'd found
Tonight the bottle let down

2462. Bottle Of Wine

Doc Watson & Merle Watson 
Bottle Of Wine

Bottle of wine, fruit of the vine
When you gonna let me get sober?



Let me alone, let me go home
Let me go back to start over

Ramblin' around this dirty old town
Singin' for nickels and dimes
Times getting tough, I ain't got enough
To buy a little bottle of wine

Bottle of wine, fruit of the vine
When you gonna let me get sober?
Let me alone, let me go home
Let me go back to start over

Little hotel, older than Hell
Dark as a coal in a mine
Blanket too thin, I lay there and grin
'Cause I got a little bottle of wine

Bottle of wine, fruit of the vine
When you gonna let me get sober?
Let me alone, let me go home
Let me go back to start over

Pain in my head and bugs in my bed
Pants are so old that they shine
Out on the street tell the people I meet
"Won'tcha buy me a bottle of wine?"

Bottle of wine, fruit of the vine
When you gonna let me get sober?
Let me alone, let me go home
Let me go back to start over

Well, a preacher would preach, teacher would teach
A miner would dig in a mine
I ride the rods trustin' in God
A-huggin' my bottle of wine

Bottle of wine, fruit of the vine
When you gonna let me get sober?
Let me alone, let me go home
Let me go back to start over

I went to the zoo for an hour or two
And the weather was pleasant and fine
While wanderin' by a gorilla said hi
Did you have a little bottle of wine

Bottle of wine, fruit of the vine
When you gonna let me get sober?
Let me alone, let me go home
Let me go back to start over

While strugglin' through to meet the latest guru
I was the two-hundredth person in line
I turned to a friend and saw the same in the end
Why don't we get a little bottle of wine



Bottle of wine, fruit of the vine
When you gonna let me get sober?
Let me alone, let me go home
Let me go back to start over

Jolie bouteille, sacrée bouteille
Veux-tu me laisser tranquille?
Je veux te quitter, je veux m'en aller
Je veux recommencer ma vie

Bottle of wine, fruit of the vine
When you gonna let me get sober?
Let me alone, let me go home
Let me go back to start over
Je veux recommencer ma vie

2463. Bottle To The Bottom

Dierks Bentley - Bottle To The Bottom

[Verse 1]
You ask me if I'm happy now
That's good as any joke I've heard
It seems since I've seen you last
I done forget the meaning of the words
If happiness is empty rooms
And drinking in the afternoon
Well I guess I'm as happy as a clam
But if it's got a thing to do
With smiling or forgetting you
Well I don't guess that I could say I am

[Chorus]
Did you ever see a down and outer waking up alone
Without a blanket on to keep him from the dew
When the water from the weeds had soaked the papers
He'd been putting in his shoes to keep the ground from coming though
And his future feels as empty as the pockets in his pants
Because he's never seen a single dream come true
That's the way that I've been feeling since the day I started falling
From the bottle to the bottom stool by stool
Learning hard to live with losing you

[Verse 2]
You wonder if I'm better off
With freedom now to do the things I choose
Well all my times my own and
I've got nothing left but sleeping time to lose
There's no one here to carry on
If I stay out the whole night long
Or give a tinkers damn if I don't call
I'm living like I wanted to



And doing things I want to do
And nothing means a thing to me at all

[Chorus]

2464. Bottles And Bibles

Tyler Childers - Bottles and Bibles

Bottles and bibles
Litter the floor
An all night revival
Passed out around 4

Now the preacher's been drinkin'
But it's hard not to do
Since she ran out the screen door
And swore they were through

Oh Lord, if you care, send a spirit down here
Cause the preacher's been drinkin' again
But it's a hard way to go, on the straight and narrow
When everybody in town points a finger at you
But they ain't had to walk with the weight that you've hauled
They don't know you at all, but they think that they do

He didn't believe her
He just knew she'd come home
But the nights kept a' crawlin'
As he laid there alone

And he'd call up to heaven
And he'd hope and he'd pray
But the line's always busy
Since he went astray

Oh Lord, if you care, won't you answer his prayers
Cause the preacher's been drinkin' again

But it's a hard way to go, on the straight and narrow
When everybody in town points a finger at you
But they ain't had to walk with the weight that you've hauled
They don't know you at all, but they think that they do

Now the bottles and bibles
Broke out in a fight
The whiskey fought hard, son
And took the victory that night

They found him a' layin'
Face down by the stairs
Dressed up for a sermon
Nobody would hear



Oh Lord if you care, send an angel down here
Cause the preacher's been drinkin' again

But it's a hard way to go, on the straight and narrow
When everybody in town points a finger at you
But they ain't had to walk with the weight that you've hauled
They don't know you at all, but they think that they do
Oh Lord if you care, send an angel down here
Cause the preacher's been drinkin' again

2465. Bottom Dollar

Bottom Dollar
The Del McCoury Band

[Verse 1]
The candle is flickerin'
The lamp oil is gone
The northern lights come streamin' down
And I know it won't be long

[Verse 2]
There's 15 wolves out in the back
And eight shots for my gun
There's ten days wood left in the bin
And I know it won't be long

[Chorus]
And the train don't roll
By my window anymore
The snow just blows
Through the cracks in the floor
And I'd give my bottom dollar
To see her face in my back door
I'd give my bottom dollar
Just to hold you in my arms

[Verse 3]
The frost came early and so did the snow
I guess they couldn't get in
I lit a fire to send a signal
It was taken by the wind

[Verse 4]
There's a letter in the cupboard above the stove
Please take it to her
I wrote it on the label of my bottle of whiskey
I could still feel it burn

[Chorus]
And the train don't roll
By my window anymore



The snow just blows
Through the cracks in the floor
And I'd give my bottom dollar
To see her face in my back door
I'd give my bottom dollar
Just to hold you in my arms

[Interlude]

[Chorus]
And the train don't roll
By my window anymore
The snow just blows
Through the cracks in the floor
And I'd give my bottom dollar
To see her face in my back door
I'd give my bottom dollar
Just to hold you in my arms

2466. Bottom Of A Glass

Bottom of a Glass 
Donna Hughes
 
Young and  handsome, star of the team 
What all the young guys simply wanted to be 
Girls dreamed about him, when they thought he had it all 
He got one in trouble, then the star began to fall 

Fell into drinking, blew his college chance away 
Left her on her own, couldn't face the life he'd made 
And all his promises would soon turn into lies 
She never made him happy, and he never made it right
 
And he drank to kill the trouble on his mind 
He couldn't face the future, or the ones he'd left behind 
Every day was more lonely than the last 
And he only found forgiveness, in the bottom of a glass   

He started  running with the wrong kind of crowd 
He started sleeping on the wrong side of town 
Then as time went on, he tried so hard to change 
But always left her crying, she could never make him stay 

One lonely night, with tears on his face 
He raised his glass, and his life slipped away 
Just a memory, once like a dream 
Everyone had loved him, the star of the team 
 
And he drank to forget about the past 
And all he ever wanted, was what he couldn't have 
Every day was more lonely than the last 
But he finally found forgiveness, in the bottom of a glass   



Yeah he finally found forgiveness, in the bottom of a glass

2467. Bottom Of The Mountain

Bottom Of The Mountain
(Johnny Cash)
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

I was born in West Virginia
Where the land is black with coal
For a man to feed his family
It takes twelve hours a day a diggin' in a dirty black hole

Way down in the bottom of a mountain
Way down in the bottom of a hole
Way down in the bottom of a mountain
I'm diggin' and a shovelin' and a loadin' out the dirty black coal

Some men give their wives jewelry
Some men give their wives gold
But all I can give to my sweet woman
Are the few dollars I make from diggin' out the dirty black coal

Way down in the bottom of a mountain
Way down in the bottom of a hole
Way down in the bottom of a mountain
I'm diggin' and a shovelin' and a loadin' out the dirty black coal

I draw script for most of my money
I never see a lot of that
I work all week and go to church on Sunday
Well the preacher gonna get what's left when they pass the hat

Way down in the bottom of a mountain
Way down in the bottom of a hole
Way down in the bottom of a mountain
I'm diggin' and a shovelin' and a loadin' out the dirty black coal
I'm diggin' and a shovelin' and a loadin' out the dirty black coal

2468. Bottom Shelf

Bottom Shelf
Kitchen Dwellers - Bottom Shelf

Well I'm waiting on Sunday to pass me by
When you're clocking out a couple hours to closing time
And if a long lost friend comes walking in here now
Don't lie to them I'm good as in the broken ground



I gotta get and get out while the gettin's still good
Cause we can't stand to be in the same room
And I've been breaking my back tryin' to heal your wounds
But I'm letting go because I'm drowning too
Yeah letting go before I follow you

I see you writing me off to someone else
And I can't take it back for nothing hell
I might put this down on the bottom shelf
So I won't look at it every day
Oh every day

If you catch me out wild-eyed and running bad
And I'm chasing down things that I ain't never had
I might toe these lines before me to my doom
Or she'll take my hand up into our neighbor's room

Oh but I might get out while the gettin' is good
Cause I can't stand what's yet to come
And that morning light, well it burns my tongue
When it finds us here holdin' onto some
Yeah, might find me another way to run
And if I slip and fall into the well
Just let me dangle there in private hell
I been hangin' out on this bottom shelf
Cause you won't look at me anyway
Oh anyway

When the ship set sail we gathered up our ghosts
But we bottomed out 20 miles off the coast
And when the captain died, well he swore
That we'd go down but we turned the tide
Looks like he's the one that drowned

Oh but at least we got out while the gettin' was good
Hell it sure beats dying in the morning Sun
I hope somebody's happy with the things he's done
Yeah who woulda thought we'd be the lucky ones
Let 'em go when it's my time to run

2469. Bottomland

Bottomland 
Gibson Brothers
 
Daddy worked real hard, in that bottom land
He broke his soul for another man 
But nights by the fire, with me in his arms
He'd dream aloud, about having our own farm, mmmm 
 
They paid just enough, to keep us there
Daddy longed to leave, but he didn't dare 
Mister coal would come in his shiny car 



Said if it weren't for me you all would starve, mmmm 
 
REFRAIN : 
And even as a boy I wanted more for us 
Than straining all night long in a rich man's dust 
 
So when just fifteen, I set myself free 
Runnin away from what I thought I'd be 
If I stayed back there, like my Daddy'd done 
Workin all day so the night would come, mmmm 
 
Now I've a  world of wealth and former wives 
But the one I love is not alive 
I'd trade all the perks, of a self made man 
To strain with him in the bottom land, mmmm 
To strain with him in the bottom land, mmmm

2470. Bottomless Lake - Chords

Bottomless Lake
John Prine

>From the album "Aimless Love", Oh Boy Records, 1986
Play with capo on 3rd fret, ie actually in key of A#
I'm not certain I've tracked down all of the chords in
the verse. I've got a sneaking suspicion that there's at
least one variation on an A chord there somewhere, but I
can't tell for the life of me what it is.
Anyway, the following seems to work for me.
(Guitar Intro: G C C C G G G D D D G G G (twice))

G
Here's the story of a man and his family
 D G
And a big trip that they took

I heard all about it in a restaurant
 D
And I read it in a history book
 C G
They rented a car at the Erie Canal
 C
But the car didn't have no brake
 G
Said ma to pa my God this car
 D G
Is gonna fall into the bottomless lake

(guitar: repeat intro)
Well mama turned to daddy with a pale face
She said I've done something horribly wrong
The water's still runnin' in the bathtub
And I think I left the kitchen light on



Then I heard a crash, the car went splash
The compass rolled around and around
Oh, for heaven's sake we fell in a lake
And I think we're all gonna drown

CHORUS
G D
We are falling down
 G
Down to the bottom of a hole in the ground
Smoke 'em if you got 'em
C G
I'm so scared, I can hardly breathe
 D G
I may never see my sweetheart again

(guitar: repeat intro)

There was plenty of food in the back seat
And the windows were rolled up tight
So we all nibbled on a chicken leg
And told stories way through the night
Pa told one that he told before
And the baby got a bellyache
Said ma to pa, my God this car
Is falling down the bottomless lake

CHORUS
(guitar: repeat intro)

Papa played the music on the radio
Mama rocked the baby to sleep
He said he would'a taken the other road
But he didn't think the lake was that deep
If the ferry'd been there at the end of the pier
We'd be half way to Uncle Jake's
Instead of lookin' at fish out the window, I wish
We'd hit the bottom of the bottomless lake
(repeat) Instead of lookin' at fish out the window, I wish
We'd hit the bottom of the bottomless lake

CHORUS
(guitar: repeat intro twice)

So if you're ever goin' on a big trip
Ya better be careful out there
Start everything on your good foot
Wear clean underwear
Take along a bible in the back seat
Read of David and of Solomon
Coz if you make a mistake in the bottomless lake
You may never see your sweetheart again
If you should make a mistake in the bottomless lake
You may never see your sweetheart again
(repeat) If you should make a mistake in the bottomless lake
You may never see your sweethearts again



That's right...

2471. Bought And Sold - Chords

Bought And Sold 
Old Salt Union

[Intro]
  C
I guess I'll find a new type
         F
I'm on a battleship flying kites
           C                      G
She was my one, and done, for a life.
    C
The coal that burns in her eyes
         F
pushed a steam engine 'cross state lines.
          C
Maybe the Aedes can breathe for a night.
 
[Chorus]
            F                        C
I'm growing old near the bank of the river.
                F                  Am
Been bought and sold from a girl I lost.
              F                       C
She's growing old somewhere north of Chicago
        G
Lord, I pray she . . . was growing old with me.
 
[Instrumental]
F C
F Am
F C G
 
  C
A pipe at the bar told her right.
          F
"Give him hell or give him time.
             C
He'll come around."  But he lied.
                G
Are you surprised?
  C
A voice where I once found life
      F
only speaks now after a pint:
     C                             G
the solace behind anodyne and a drive.
 
            F                         C
I'm growing old near the bank of the river.



                F                   Am
Been bought and sold from a girl I lost.
              F                         C
She's growing old somewhere north of Chicago
         G
Lord, I pray she . . . was growing old with me.
 
[Instrumental]
F C
F Am
F C G
 
           F       C
Why-ow ooh oh whoa ow
           F        Am
Why-ow ooh oh whoa hoo
              C                G
Why-ow ooh oh whoa ow . . . la la la
           F       C
Why-ow ooh oh whoa ow
           F        Am
Who-ow ooh oh whoa hoo
           C                     G
Why-ow ooh oh whoa ow . . . la la la
 
            F                         C
I'm growing old near the bank of the river
                F                   Am
Been bought and sold from a girl I lost.
              F                       C
She's growing old somewhere north of Chicago
         G
Lord, I pray she . . .was growing old with me.
 
[Outro]
F C
F Am
F C G

2472. Boulder City Dam

Boulder City Dam - Blue Highway
(Shawn Lane/Cat Town Music, BMI) 

V1) We heard tales of a river being tamed 
The Colorado is her name 
So I rode off with my brothers to the West 
To make my living like the rest 

V2) A city built just for the workers there 
Conditions to work were less than fair 
Our opinions never had a voice 
We'd climb the rocks without a choice 



CH) We risked our lives and the water still rolls on 

V3) Ride 30 miles at the ending of the day 
We'd gamble our money all away 
But the morning would cause the night to end 
Then we'd gamble on our lives again 

V4) One day while working in the river bed 
I heard a rumble overhead 
Saw the men flying through the air 
One was my brother lying there

2473. Boulder To Birmingham - Chords

Boulder To Birmingham
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Bill Danoff and Emmylou Harris

D7                   G
I don't wanna hear a love song
Em            C                G
I got on this airplane just to fly
  D7                      C
I know there's life below me
    D7                              G
But all that you can show me is the prairie and the sky

D7                   G
I don't wanna hear a sad story
Em          C              G
Filled with heartbreak and desire
         D7
The last time I felt like this
                   C            G
I was in the wilderness and the canyon was on fire

    Em             A7
And I stood on the mountain
C                             G
In the night and I watched it burn
             D7                G
I watched it burn I watched it burn

                C                    G
I would rock my soul in the bosom of Abraham
                D7                 G
I would hold my life in his saving grace
                     C                   G
I would walk all the way from Boulder to Birmingham
                     D7                   G
If I thought I could see I could see your face



         D7                 G
Well you really got me this time
        Em              C         G
And the hardest part is knowing I survived
             D7
I've come to listen for the sound
                           C       G
Of the trucks as they move down on Highway 95

    Em                  A7
And pretending it's the ocean 
C                      G
Coming down to wash me clean
           D7                       G
To wash me clean if you know what I mean

Repeat #4

                     D7                   G
If I thought I could see I could see your face

2474. Bound For Tennessee

Bound for Tennessee - Infamous Stringdusters

I tried to tell you but I couldn't find a word
Maybe, I did and you misunder stood 

I guess, I thought it better for never we should be
I waited too long now, I'm bound for Tennes see

There's no use wonderin'
Things are never what they seem
No sense in turning round
Looking back won't change a thing

That ship is sailing
It's gone out on the sea
I waited too long
Now I'm bound for Tennessee

Break

And when I am gone
Even long gone better, yeah
I won't forget you
Hear your voice in my head

I missed my chance to tell you
How much you meant to me
I waited too long
Now I'm bound for Tennessee



Solo
Dobro
Mandoline

Promised not to call you
And I won't write you anymore
I lived that good life
Isn't that what livin's for?

It's not the going
It's the staying that worries me
'cause I waited too long
Now, I'm bound for Tennessee

Yes, we waited too long
Now, I'm bound for Tennessee

2475. Bound To Ramble

John Butler - Bound To Ramble

I walk for miles
Circumnavigate these lands
Walking blindly
Holding out my hands
And I pass the stones
That remind me why I'm here
I follow the setting sun
And you were there
Don't you see what she done to me
I was running blind but now I can be
And if theres just one sign
Hell you know I can see
Girl I was ment for you
You were ment for me
Her teachings in everyday
And boy I know she ain't preaching
But I feel the need to pray
She like the ocean size
Pounding on my shores
Knocking down my walls
Opening up all my doors
I'm Bound to Ramble
All my days with another

2476. Bound To Ride

Bound To Ride
Flatt & Scruggs - Greensky Bluegrass



Ralph Stanley

Coming down from Tennessee riding on the line
Thinking about the girl of mine couldn't keep from crying

   Honey babe I'm bound to ride
   Don't you want to go

Riding on a streetcar looking o'er the town
Eating saltine crackers ten cents a pound

Working on a railroad saving all I can
Looking for that woman ain't got no man

If I die a railroad man bury me under the ties
So I can see old number nine as she goes rolling by

See that train a coming round the bend
Goodbye my little darling I'm on my way again

2477. Bound To Roam - Chords

Bound To Roam 
The Black Lillies

[Verse 1]
Bm
Darlin' Sarah, you know I'm leaving
     G    A            Bm
I'm 21    and bound to roam
 
I've got a pistol and a greenback dollar
          Gmaj7  F# F#7       Bm
Fare thee well,     I'll ride alone
 
[Verse 2]
 
 
Willie my darlin', don't leave me standing
              G       A          Bm
You know I'll gladly be your bride
 
I've got a dagger and a silver dollar
     G               F#m        Bm
Ride away and you're bound to die
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        G                D
Love it changes like the seasons
           G                         Bm
Steal your heart like an old freight train



         G                    D
Leaves a young heart cold and wanting
          A                   Gmaj7
Comes and goes like a summer rain
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
        Bm
Darlin' Willie come down with me
       G        A           Bm
To the river   one last time
 
I've got treasures for you only
          G        F#         Bm
Pleasures for you there to find
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
Oh dear Sarah, you know I love you
        G       A       Bm
In your trust I do reside
 
I'll go with you down to the river
        G      F#m             Bm
Take my hand,     you'll be my guide
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        G                D
Love it changes like the seasons
           G                         Bm
Steal your heart like an old freight train
         G                    D
Leaves a young heart cold and wanting
          A                   Gmaj7 G
Comes and goes like a summer rain
              Bm
Like a summer rain
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
 
G D G Bm G D A Gmaj7 G Bm
 
 
[Verse 5]
 
Darlin' Willie, take my hand now
         G            A      Bm
Let's go down to the water's edge
 
Wade on in   feel the water
      G          F#      Bm



Wrap around and take us in
 
 
[Verse 6]
 
Oh dear Sarah, I'm so scared now
            G A                Bm
The water's rising and I can't swim
 
Hold my hand and I'll go with you
        G    A               Bm
Sink on down to the promised land
        G     F#7                  Bm
Sink on down, down to the promised land
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        G                D
Love it changes like the seasons
           G                         Bm
Steal your heart like an old freight train
         G                    D
Leaves a young heart cold and wanting
          A                   Gmaj7 G
Comes and goes like a summer rain
          A                   Gmaj7 G Bm
Comes and goes like a summer rain

2478. Bounty Hunter - Chords

Bounty Hunter 
Keller Williams
 
Bm F#m
"Good everning to you mister" the bounty hunter said
Bm            F#m
"Ya dont know me but I know that there's a price on your head
Bm     F#m
I know you're wanted dead or a live thats what the posters say
Bm       F#m    Bm
But I never shoot a man at night when he ain't had time to pray"
 
Bm    F#m
So I'll give until sunrise tomorrow my friend
Bm  F#m
Before I come and shoot you down and bring your body in
Bm        F#m
I warn that I do my work quite well with a gun or knife
Bm   F#m        Bm
I've tracked down many a man I've taken many a life
 
Chorus:



F#m    Bm
Father do not mourn for me mother do not weep
F#m       Bm
Whatever a man soweth that also shall he reep
 
Bm   F#m
I had a long long sleepless night with the fear upon my breath
Bm    F#m
Tryin to get ready with my mornin' duel with death
Bm  F#m
I hid up in a hayloft out on the edge of town
Bm  F#m   Bm
And at sunrise the bounty hunter came to shoot me down
 
Bm   F#m
I fired down at the bounty hunter sandin' out in the street
Bm         F#m
He raised his gun and fired at round of shots back up at me
Bm F#m
He hit my chest and shoulder, my gun flew from my hand
Bm   F#m           Bm
I am standin up in this hayloft a wounded unarmed man
 
Chorus
 
Bm     F#m
The bounty Hunter he holds his fire and hollors up at me
Bm   F#m
"Come out and take it like a man, I make it quick and clean"
Bm F#m
I now my time is runnin out and I got no time to stall
Bm    F#m    Bm
So reach a grab the pitch fork that hangin' on the wall
 
Bm        F#m
My body arches as I stretch to face the risin' sun
Bm  F#m
And I feel like a warrior's bow, freshly carved and strung
Bm       F#m
I launch my body through the air with the pitch fork in my hand
Bm  F#m  Bm
Stabs the bounty hunter in the chest and pins him to the sand
 
F#m Bm
And now my muscle start to rust and my thoughts are growin' cold
F#m  Bm
While Gabriel and Satan, shoot craps for my soul

2479. Bouquet In Heaven

Bouquet In Heaven
Flatt & Scruggs



When it's decoration day in Heaven
There's a bouquet I'm longing to see
There's a flower somewhere in the bouquet
That means all the world to me

Now she left the old homeplace is lonely
Since mother has been called away
And I know I can never more see her
'TiI we meet on that decoration day.

I remember the night the angles called her
To live on that beautiful shore
It left us so lonely here without her
It can never be like home anymore.

2480. Bouquet Of Roses

Bouquet of Roses
Don Reno
Writer/s: BOB HILLIARD, STEVE NELSON

I'm sending you a big bouquet of roses,
One for every time you've broke my heart,
And as the door of love between us closes,
Tears will fall like pedals when we part.

I begged you to be different but you've always been untrue,
I'm tired of forgiving and there is nothing left to do,
So I'm sending you a big bouquet of roses,
One for every time you broke my heart.

You've made our lovers lane a road of sorrow,
'Til at last we had to say goodbye,
You're leaving me to face each new tomorrow,
With a heart that you taught how to cry.

I know that I should hate you after all you've put me through,
But how can I be bitter when I'm still in love with you,
I'm sending you a big bouquet of roses,
One for every time you've broke my heart

2481. Bourbon Hound

Bourbon Hound
Della Mae

[Chorus]
Why don't you swing it on back, make another Old Fashioned?
Stir it up right for all that dancing



Baby, won't you whirl me around
You know that you're my bourbon hound

[Verse 1]
Jefferson will set you up right
Booker takes you home for the night
A little Buffalo Trace and my feet are off the ground
And now I'm dancing with a bourbon hound

[Chorus]
Why don't you swing it on back, make another Old Fashioned
Stir it up right for all that dancing
Baby, won't you whirl me around
You know that you're my bourbon hound

[Verse 2]
Jameson for the morning joe
I'm a whiskey girl too, now don't you know
A little Bulleit for the old pass around
You know there's nothing like a bourbon hound

[Chorus]
Why don't you swing it on back, make another Old Fashioned
Stir it up right for all that dancing
Baby, won't you whirl me around?
You know that you're my bourbon hound

[Verse 3]
Fox and the hound went out one night
Got into a great big fight
Took a draw of the Jack and fell onto the ground
You know there's nothing like a bourbon hound

[Chorus]
Why don't you swing it on back, make another Old Fashioned
Stir it up right for all that dancing
Baby, won't you whirl me around?
You know that you're my bourbon hound

[Verse 4]
When you're on your feet and don't want to tire
Helps to have a little nip of fire
Ol' Pappy will life you off the ground
You know that you're my bourbon hound

[Chorus]
Why don't you swing it on back, make another Old Fashioned
Stir it up right for all that dancing
Baby, won't you whirl me around?
You know that you're my bourbon hound

2482. Bourbon In Kentucky



Dierks Bentley - Bourbon In Kentucky

[Verse 1]
There ain't enough
Bourbon in Kentucky
For me to forget you
No there ain't enough
Matches I can strike
To set afire the memory of you
Up goes down
Right's gone left me behind
Wheels spin 'round
Reverse stuck in my mind

[Chorus]
There ain't enough
Bourbon in Kentucky
For me to forget you
No there ain't enough
Bottles I could break
To make 'em feel as broken as I do

[Verse 2]
Stack up every barrel
Since the day it was made
Satisfaction guaranteed to kill the pain
But there ain't enough
Kisses from a stranger
On a long wild night to ever make it alright
If it ain't you
In my arms, in my bed
Yeah to hell with all the rest
Once you've had the best, nothing else will do
What's the use

[Chorus]
There ain't enough
Bourbon in Kentucky
For me to forget you
No there ain't enough
Bottles I could drink
To make 'em feel as empty as I do

[Bridge]
With my mouth wide open
In a whiskey rain
I could stand there 24 hours a day

[Chorus]
But there ain't enough
Bourbon in Kentucky
For me to forget you
No there ain't enough
Bottles I could drink
To make 'em feel as empty as I do
No there ain't enough
Bourbon in Kentucky
For me to forget you



So forget you

2483. Bourbon Man

Tom T Hall - Bourbon Man
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I have a very good friend in Nashville Tennessee who is a semi-professional wino
And during one of our recent and frequent conversations
We got to talk about his religious philosophy
And as far as I could determine this is the way he feels about it

Lord can a drunk go to heaven
Well frankly I don't see why not
If the Lord loves the weak and the weary
Well how come he can't love a sot

Now I don't drink to hurt anybody
Why I love ev'rybody I meet
I can quit any time but I don't want to
And in fact I quit three times last week

Now lemme tell you bout some of them preachers
Lord you know some of 'em ain't worth a dime
Why they're flirtin' with all of them widders
Hmm yeah and one is a widder of mine

Oh I hear people prayin' so fancy
Why they'd be better off a sendin' you mail
Lord if they could've heard me last Sunday
Well I'd've prayed 'em right out of that jail

Now Lord if a drunk gets to heaven
To walk on that great Golden Strand
Would you give me a spot and the shade of a tree
And remember I'm a bourbon man

2484. Bow Down Your Head And Cry - Chords

Bow Down Your Head And Cry
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Aaron Allan

G         D7          G                 C                  G
As I went down to the river poor boy to watch the ships go by
                D7           G                        D7     G
My sweetheart's stood on the deck of one she waved to me goodbye
  
                                      C                      G



Bow down your head and cry (poor boy) bow down your head and cry
                                                   D7       G
Stop thinking of that woman you love bow down your head and cry
                                          C              G
I followed her from months and months she offered me her hand
                                                          D7       G
We were just about to get married when she ran off with a gambling man
           D7        G              C                  G
He come at me with a big jack knife I went at him with lead
                                         D7                  G
And when that fight was over poor boy he laid down beside me dead
Repeat #2
             D7      G                 C                        G
They took me to that big jailhouse the months and months rolled by
         D7                   G                      D7           G
The jury found me guilty poor boy and the judge said you're gonna die
             D7        G                     C              G
And yet they call this justice poor boy then justice let it be
                                        D7      G
I only killed a man who's just a fixin' to kill me
Repeat #2

2485. Bow Thy Head - Chords

Bow Thy Head
Recorded by Webb Pierce
Written by P. Kallenger and Webb Pierce   

C
I have heard of a land
          F             C
Where the sun is always shining
      G7                      C
And I know I can go there someday
God has taught us in His word
        F
Bow thy head and you'll be heard
       C          G7            C
I will go for his teaching I'll obey
          G7                    C
There are many who've taken the wrong way
    D7                         G7
But it's still not too late to go
       C
As for me I've made my plan
       F
I will see this promised land
        C           G7                C
Bow thy head bow in prayer and follow Me
In this land I am told
        F                      C
All the streets are paved with gold
           G7                              C



And you're free free from all your earthly cares
There's no evil kings to fear
         F
Just one kingdom all can share
      C           G7               C
Jesus died on the cross to make it so
          G7                    C
There are many who've taken the wrong way
    D7                         G7
But it's still not too late to go
         C
Take the Savior's outstretched hand
        F
He will lead you to that land
        C           G7                C
Bow thy head now in prayer and follow Me

2486. Bowlegged Woman - Chords

Pokey LaFarge - Bowlegged Woman

[Intro]
                                C   C                               C   F
e/-------------8-------------8--8---8--------------8-------------8--8---8------------/
B/-------8h10----------8h10-----8---8--------8h10----------8h10-----8---10------------/
G/--8h9-----------8h9-----------9---9---8h9-----------8h9-----------9---10------------/
D/------------------------------10--10------------------------------10--10-------------/
A/------------------------------10--10------------------------------10--8-------------/
E/------------------------------8---8-------------------------------8---8------------/
 
F C G C
 
[Verse 1]
C
On a sunny September's day
C
Out in Tennessee where we were booked to play
F
Light shone down on a little dance floor
C
I seen a woman I never seen before
G
Love will hit you like a ton of bricks
G      C
When a bowlegged woman starts shakin' it
 
[Verse 2]
C
Black hair and it was piled high
C
Never seen a girl do it or even try
F
She buys her bobby pins by the pound



C
Just to keep that big hair down
G
Love will hit you like a ton of bricks
G      C
When a bowlegged woman starts shakin' it
 
[Chorus]
C
She took that thing
C
Put it on a string
C       F
Started dancin' round
F      C
Movin' up and down
C
Shakin' side to side
C               A7
Man, she was so fine
D7
I had to beg that bowlegged woman to
G7
Give me back that heart of mine
 
[Guitar Solo]
   C                                                                 F
e/--------------------------8------8---------------------------------------------------------------/
B/-------------------8--10-----10-----10--8--9--10-------------------------------------------------/
G/--9--8--7------/9---------------------------------/9--/9-/9-------------10-----12-----13-----14--/
D/-----------10------------------------------------------------10----------------------------------/
A/-----------------------------------------------------------------11h12------13-----14-----15-----/
E/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
    C                                           G                      C                              C
e/--8-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8----/
B/------10--8---------------------------------------8--10--8--------8---------------------------------8----/
G/-------------9-8-7--------------------------7-8-9-----------7--8------------------------------------9----/
D/-------------------10--7----7-----10----10----------------------------10--------10-------10-----10--10---/
A/-------------------------10---10--------------------------------------------10------10-------10-----10---/
E/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8----/
 
 
[Piano Solo
C C F C G C
 
[Verse 3]
C
It got so hot that it began to steam
C
An eye candy woman like from a dream
F
I knew that I'd seen that girl before
C
Down in Tennessee on a dated dance floor
G
Love will hit you like a ton of bricks
G      C



When a bowlegged woman starts shakin' it
 
[Chorus]
C
She took that thing
C
Put it on a string
C       F
Started dancin' round
F      C
Movin' up and down
C
Shakin' side to side
C               A7
Man, she was so fine
D7
I had to beg that bowlegged woman to
G7
Give me back that heart of mine
 
[Verse 4]
C
Well you know it must've been my time
C
Me and that girl, we were doin' just fine
F
Tennessee floor on St Louis
C
Oh she always come to shake it for me
G
Love will hit you like a ton of bricks
G      C
When a bowlegged woman starts shakin' it
 
[Chorus]
C
She took that thing
C
Put it on a string
C       F
Started dancin' round
F      C
Movin' up and down
C
Shakin' side to side
C               A7
Man, she was so fine
D7                       G7
Love will hit you like a ton of bricks
C               A7
Man, she was so fine
D7                       G7
Love will hit you like a ton of bricks when a
C
Bowlegged woman starts shakin' it
       C  B      Bb A  G#     G       C
When a bowlegged woman starts shakin' it



2487. Bowlegs - Chords

Bowlegs 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
 
(Riff 1) They used to be this ol' guy named Woody, and Woody was an Indian -- came
 from a town in Oklahoma called, "Bowlegs."
 
(Riff 1) And he used to have this saying. He used to say when things got real
 lousy...
 
(Riff 2) I mean real lousy.
                                   D                     A
(Riff 3) All you hadda do was just put out the fire, an' call in the dogs, an'
 G                  D
 head it on back to Bowlegs. An' that's what this tune's about, headin' on back.
 
[Verse 1]
/D .. (Riff 1)/D                                   /G                   D   /
               Sometimes things don't work out, but that's how life is, son
/D                           /E               A
 All them little miseries can keep you on the run
     /D               D7               /G                E
 Some morning you may wake up with your face down in the eggs
        /D                 A                    /G                  D       /
 So just put out the fire, call in the dogs, an' head it on back to Bowlegs
/D                 A                    /G*                /D
 Put out the fire, call in the dogs, an' head it on back to Bowlegs ..
 
[Verse 2]
      /D                               /G                D    /
 Well, Lots o' people in this world are tryin' to make a buck
/D                                  /E                         A                /
 Some folks ride in limousines while others drive them big ol' Peterbilt trucks
       /D               D7              /G              E          /
 Just remember that ol' saying 'bout the round holes in square pegs
         /D                 A                    /G                  D       /
 An' just put out the fire, call in the dogs, an' head it on back to Bowlegs
/D                 A                    /G*                /D       /
 Put out the fire, call in the dogs, an' head it on back to Bowlegs
 
/ D / G D / D / A* /D ... (d)(c#)(b) /
 
[Bridge]
/A                                      /D      (d)(c#)(b) /
 . There's no use tryin' to be what you're not ...
/A                                    /D              (d)(e)(f#) /
 . You run on a treadmill and you'll get tired a lot ..
 
/G                                  /D   A Bm F#m  /
 . So, why not take some advice from me?
/G             A           /D*  /A
 . Even though I ain't no McCartney



 
[Verse 3]
          /D                    /G                D   /
 Well, the moral of this story escapes me at this time
     /D                              /E                 A
 I've been too busy sittin' here just tryin' to make it rhyme
      /D             D7              /G               E
 I'm a crazy drunken fool, and when I finish off this keg
          /D                 A                    /G                  D       /
 I'm gonna piss on the fire, call in the dogs, an' head it on back to Bowlegs
/D                 A                    /G                  D       /
 Piss on the fire, call in the dogs, an' head it on back to Bowlegs
          /D                 A                    /G                  D       /
 I'll just piss on the fire, call in the dogs, an' head it on back to Bowlegs
/D              A             /G             D      /
 Mmm-mmm-m-mmm, mmm-mmm-m-mmm, mmm-mmm-m-mmm mmm
 
[Outro]
 
Jeff Hanna: Well, right now, we're gonna do a little headin' on back ourselves.
 Head on down to the local waterin' hole an' take advantage of that "Happy Hour."
 
Voice 2: We gonna go to the Jerome?
 
Jeff: Go to the Jerome, man!
 
Voice 2: All right.
 
Jeff: They got a beer down there with my name on it.
 
Voice 2: They got a beer called "Jeff?"
 
Jeff: I'd like a beer. You like a beer?
 
Voice 2: Yeah, let's... let's go get one. I... I could... I'm awful dry.
 
(SFX: Beer can opens)
 
Jeff:  All right. Yeah.
 
Voice 2: Where is my... (fades)
 
________________________________________________________________________
 
Notes:
     Measures marked with (*) are 2/4 measures.
     There's a lot of movement in the bass line that can be played by an acoustic
     guitar that is not noted below.
     The / D A / G D / pattern continues under the outro.
 
[Riff 1:]
                D   D/A D
e /-----------/-3---3---3-----------/-3---3---3------/
B /-----------/-2---2---2-----------/-2---2---2------/
G /-----------/-3---3---3-----------/-3---3---3------/
D /-----------/-0---0---0-----------/-0---0---0------/
A /------0h2--/-----0----------0h2--/-----0----------/



E /--0h2------/------------0h2------/----------------/
 
[Riff 2:]             [Riff 3:]
 
e /-------------/     e /-------------------/
B /-------------/     B /-------------------/
G /-------------/     G /-------------------/
D /--2b3-r0---0-/     D /-----0-3-0-------0-/
A /---------3---/     A /-3-3---------------/
E /-------------/     E /-------------0h2---/

2488. Bowling Green

Bowling Green

[Verse 1]
My daddy love that farm
He damnly worked these all to death
He love the fiddle tune he played them
To his dying breath
My mama was a saint
[?] she left this earth too soon
If there's a heaven up above
They're dancing to a fiddle tune

[Chorus]
Bowling Green
Bowling Green
There's nothing left to those foothills
But a lonesome melodies
You can have my years
But you can't have my memories
I'll see you in my dreams bowling green

[Verse 2]
We'd often file the [?] in the hardest part of June
We come in through diner then we play todoto
He'd love to [?] the wagner the one from Tennessee
A little soldier's joy called it payday in the army

[Chorus]
Bowling Green
Bowling Green
There's nothing left to those foothills
But a lonesome melodies
You can have my years
But you can't have their memories
I'll see you in my dreams bowling green

[Verse 3]
We tune in the [?] gather around I don't feel cold
We listened to Tommy Jackson's course the [?]
Now those days are over but the thoughts come back to me



Of the simple life down on the farm outside the bowling green

[Chorus]
Bowling Green
Bowling Green
There's nothing left to those foothills
But a lonesome melodies
You can have my years
But you can't have their memories
I'll see you in my dreams bowling green
Bowling Green
There's nothing left to those foothills
But a lonesome melodies
You can have my years
But you can't have their memories
I'll see you in my dreams bowling green

2489. Bowling Green

Bowling Green - Della Mae
Uncle Earl

I wish I was in bowling Green
Sittin' in a chair
With one arm around this old guitar
And the other 'round my dear, the other 'round my dear

Bowling Green, hey, good old bowling green

I've been all around this whole wide world
Been to Tennessee
But there's no other place that I would rather be
That's home sweet home to me

Bowling Green, hey, good old bowling green

If I had a dollar for every song I've sung
I could live in clover until my race was run
until my race was run, until my race was run

But I ain't got a dollar, I ain't got one thin dime
But I got a sweetie pie who loves me all the time
Who loves me all the time

Bowling Green, hey, good old bowling green

2490. Box Of Pine



Box Of Pine
Hackensaw Boys - Box Of Pine

[Verse 1]
I don't want no fancy coffin
Don't lay me in no marble shrine
When I leave this god almighty earth
Won't you lay me in a box of pine

[Verse 2]
I've had my share of women
Had more than my share of wine
When I leave this god almighty earth
Won't you lay me in a box of pine

[Chorus]
I'll walk this earth till my last dying day
I want to leave this earth in a righteous way
I rose from the ashes in the bible's word I trust
I want to go back to the ashes, want to go back to the dust

[Verse 3]
A hard rain fell this morning
Yesterday the sun did shine
When I leave this god almighty earth
Won't you lay me in a box of pine

[Chorus]
I'll walk this earth till my last dying day
I want to leave this earth in a righteous way
I rose from the ashes in the bible's word I trust
I want to go back to the ashes, want to go back to the dust

[Verse 1]
I don't want no fancy coffin
Don't lay me in no marble shrine
When I leave this god almighty earth
Won't you lay me in a box of pine

[Outro]
Won't you lay me in a box of pine
Won't you lay me in a box pine (lay me down) x5

2491. Box Seat In Heaven - Chords

Box Seat In Heaven
Recorded by The Wildwood Valley Boys
Written by Aubrey Holt
[3/4 time]

G                      C                 G
She'd talk about Jesus while down on her knees
                                        D7
She'd read from the bible and make us believe 



    G                      C            G
She said if you listen and trust in the Lord

                     D7              G
A box seat in heaven shall be your reward
  C                                    G
A box seat in heaven on the very first row
                                        D7
Reserved for my mother she's up there I know
       C                                         G
Taking care of God's children like they were her own
                        D7            G
May God bless my mother she has a new home

                                  C           G
When life's book is opened and we walk to the stand
                                             D7
I know God will smile when He takes mother's hand
       G                         C            G
And if box seats are offered for life's final game
                            D7                G
The first one that's issued will have momma's name

Repeat #2

2492. Boy (Go)

Richard Thompson
Boy (Go)

[Verse 1]
Boy you trouble, boy you get
Ain't take the lead
Sent on home a hurricane
Hitched it to your feet

Take your trouble what you get
Boy you travel, boy you get
Hand down the cigarette
And there he go

Watch the whirly in the yard
Sent on home a picture postcard
Watch the whirly ropers go
Don't you know

[Chorus]
If you think of me tonight
Send a man a lullaby
Are you going far
Are you going far

[Verse 2]



Leave your troubles in the yard
Vultures high and feathers tart
Ran a skin mighty tight
All of you go
Strike a picture, lucky strike
Get on leavin' if you like
Something doesn't settle right
But there he goes

On the porch chewin' ice
Daddy drew the honey sign
Fixin' he, [?], don't you go

[Verse 3]
Boy you trouble, boy you get
Ain't take the lead
Sent on home a hurricane
Hitched it to your feet

Young boy, listen to your gran
An ostrich ate in the sand
Come back to your land to land
And those who know

Boy you trouble, boy you get
Traveled far and where you did
Go boy, go boy, go boy, go

[Chorus]
If you think of me tonight
Send a man a lullaby
Are you going far
Are you going far
Boy you trouble, boy you get
(Boy you trouble, boy you get)
Boy you traveled, boy you know
Fixin' to go
Fixin', fixin', fixin' to go

2493. Boy From the Country

Michael Martin Murphey - Boy From the Country

Because he called, the forest brother
Because he called, the earth his mother
They drove him out.... into the rain
And some people even said
That the boy from the country was insane
Because he spoke.... with fish in the creek
He tried to tell us, that the animals could speak
And who knows, perhaps they do
How do you know they don't
Just because they've never spoken to you



Boy from the country
Left his home when he was young
Boy from the country
He loves the sun
He tried to tell us, that we should love the land
We just turned our heads and laughed
You see we did not understand
Sometimes I think the boy from the country
Is the only one who sees
Because the boy from the country
Doesn't want to see the forest for the trees

2494. Boy From Tupelo - Chords

Boy From Tupelo
Written and recorded by Emmylou Harris
 
C                        F
You don't love me this I know
                              C
Don't need a bible to tell me so
                           G7
I hung around a little too long
                       C
I was good but now I'm gone

         F                     C
Like the buffalo that boy from Tupelo
                     G7                          C
Any way the wind can blow that's where I'm gonna go
                    F
I'll be gone like a five and dime 
             C
It'll be the perfect crime
                      G7
Just ask the boy from Tupelo 
                             C
He's the king and he oughta know

                               F
The shoulder I've been leanin' on
                               C
Is the coldest place I've ever known
                                  G7
There's nothin' left for me round here
                            C
Looks like it's time to disappear

Repeat #2

                         F
You don't love me this I know
                              C



Don't need a bible to tell me so
                        G7
It's a shame and it's a sin
                             C
Everything I could'a been to you

                     F
Your last chance Texaco 
                       C
Your sweetheart of the rodeo
                           G7
A Juliet to your Romeo the border 
                   C
You cross into Mexico

                      F
I'll never understand why or how 

                          C
Oh but baby it's too late now
                      G7
Just ask the boy from Tupelo 
                            C
He's the king and he oughta know

2495. Boy Like Me

Boy Like Me 
Blue Moon Rising

I was lost like aboy in the moment 
When she first looked in my eyes 
She said she always would love me 
If I would stay by her side 
 
CHORUS : 
So I went on the mountain 
Just to see what I could see 
I pondered about it
And it's a lot for a boy like me 

As I stood there on the mountain 
The rein, the morning dew 
I heard a dove a-cryin' for its lover 
And I knew what I must do 
 
When I came down from the mountain 
She was waiting there for me 
She and I would be together  
Hand in hand through eternity 
 
Fifty years we've lived on this hillside 
And the mem'ry of her will never die 



As I stand here in this lonely graveyard 
The tears begin to fill my eyes

2496. Boy What A Girl - Chords

Boy What A Girl
Recorded by Hawkshaw Hawkins Jr.
Written by Ronnie Aaron Boswell and Harold F. Hawkins II

G7     C              F                G7
Well I guess they can just call me one lucky guy
      C              F                G7
Cause I wake up each morning with her in my life
F                       G7       Em                   C
Things couldn't get any brighter cause I'm right here beside her
F            D7                 G7
I'm her everything and she's my world
           F     G7         C
Boy what a girl  man what a woman
    G7           F                     C
Yes sir she's my lady and she makes me proud
        F                 G7                      C         G7   C
There's something special about her that makes me stand out in a crowd
          F         G7         F     G7         C
Isn't she something boy what a girl  man what a woman
G7     C               F               G7
For no matter what she always seems to understand
     C               F                  G7
When I fall short of what she's needing in her man
F                 G7     Em                C
There ain't no comparing she just keeps on caring
F                              D7                 G7
And what a sight to see in her blue jeans and her curls
Repeat #2
        F                 G7                      C         G7   C
There's something special about her that makes me stand out in a crowd
          F         G7         F     G7         C
Isn't she something boy what a girl  man what a woman
           F    G7         C
Boy what a girl man what a woman

2497. Boys And Lucy Brown - Chords

Boys And Lucy Brown
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Leona Williams and Ron Williams

C                           G7             C
We've been planning on this party all year long



D7                                                 G7
Thought we had it all fixed up so nothing could go wrong
    C                            F                  D7
The boys are all awaiting at the ice cream store in town
   G7                                                 C
We sent our friend to pick 'm up our old friend Lucy Brown
 
 
Now where are the boys and Lucy Brown
                  D7              G7
She's supposed to pick them up in town
    C                           F               D7
The soda pop is gettin' hot the fire is burning down
    G7                                      C
Now where are the fellows and good ol' Lucy Brown
 
                               G7            C
Wayne had his guitar was gonna pick a little song
D7
Warren said he got some sticks 
                           G7
To toast some marshmallows on
C                      F               D7
We're all awaiting the moon is big and round
    G7                                      C
Now where are the fellows and good ol' Lucy Brown
 
Repeat #2 
                         G7            C
I know some girls that's gonna be real mad
     D7                                           G7
When we find out all the fun that good ol' Lucy's had
            C
There ain't no car like it coming down 
    F                  D7
The road that leads to town 
            G7
We're gonna throw her in the river
                       C
When we catch ol' Lucy Brown
 
Repeat #2
 
    G7                                      C
Now where are the fellows and good ol' Lucy Brown

2498. Brace For Impact

Brace for Impact
Sturgill Simpson

One day you wake up
And this life will be over



Every party must break up
For burdens to shoulder

We're dyin' to live
Living to die
No matter what you believe
And all of us cry
For the ones we must leave

So go and live a little
Bone turns brittle
And skin withers before your eyes
Make sure you give a little
Before you go to the great unknown in the sky

Some will beg for forgiveness
From someone above
For something they did
Someone they love

Some scream like a baby
Some go out cryin'
Some bid the world goodbye
And welcome to die

Oh, I can live a little
Bone turns brittle
And skin withers before your eyes
Make sure you give a little
Before you go to the great unknown in the sky

2499. Brace For Impact (Live A Little)

Sturgill Simpson - Brace for Impact (Live a Little)

[Verse 1]
One day you'll wake up
And this life will be over
Every party must break up
For burdens to shoulder
We're dying to live, living to die
No matter what you believe
And all of us cry
For the ones we must leave

[Chorus]
So go and live a little, bone turns brittle
Skin withers before your eyes
Make sure you give a little
Before you go to the great unknown in the sky

[Verse 2]
Some beg for forgiveness



From someone above
For something they did
To someone they love
Some scream like a baby
Some go out crying
Some bid the world goodbye
And welcome dying

[Chorus]
Go out and live a little, bone turns brittle
Skin withers before your eyes
Make sure you give a little
Before you go to the great unknown in the sky

2500. Brahms' Lullaby

Linda Ronstadt - Brahms' Lullaby

Lullaby, and good night 
In the sky stars are bright 
Close your eyes, start to yawn 
Pleasant dreams until the dawn 

Close your eyes now and rest 
Lay your head on my breast 
Go to sleep now and rest 
May your slumber be blessed

2501. Brain Cloudy Blues

Brain Cloudy Blues
(Merle Haggard) - Dry Valley Gamblers

My brain is cloudy, my soul is upside down
Yeah, my brain is cloudy, my soul is upside down
When I get that low down feeling
I know the blues must be some place around

Well, you got to treat me right day by day
Get out your little prayer book, get on upon your knees and pray
'Cause you're gonna need, you're gonna need my help someday
Yeah, you're goin' to be sorry, oh, you treat me this way

Well, good evenin', don't that sun look good goin' down
Well, good evenin', don't that sun look good goin' down
Don't your home look lonesome when your lover ain't around

Now I've tried everything, baby, to get along with you
And now I'm gonna tell you what I'm gonna do



I'm gonna stop cryin', gonna leave you alone
If you don't think I'm leavin', you can count the days I'm going to

You're gonna need, you're gonna need my help someday
Yeah, you're goin' to be sorry, oh, you treat me this way

2502. Brain Damage - Chords

Brain Damage 
The Waifs
 
Am               F
I'm going out to damage my brain
         G
you wont come you say your staying at home 
    Am
its no shame
F             G
night and day, we see each other anyway
      Am                       F
We've got to move we've got to get away
       G
It's a long cold night but there's a better day
         Am                 F
wouldn't you say correct me if I'm wrong
          G
we've got all the good reasons for time on our own
 
Chorus
 
Am  F      C          G
you see me all of the time
Am      F      C          G
and you see me all of the time
Am      F      C          G
and you see me all of the time
Am F C             G       Am
hey  throw me some line
 
 
     Am
It's him and her
     F
It's this and that
  G
I feel my tyre goin flat
           Am                 F
There's no get up and go, for gettin it on
          G
we've got all the good reasons for time on our own
 
Am  F      C          G
you see me all of the time



Am      F      C          G
and you see me all of the time
Am      F      C          G
and you see me all of the time
       Am F C             G
I said hey  throw me some line
 
Am       F      G
Am       F      G
 
Am  F      C          G
you see me all of the time
Am      F      C          G
and you see me all of the time
Am      F      C          G
and you see me all of the time
       Am F C             G
I said hey  throw me some line
 
 
   Am     F        C             G
no no, no dont you throw me that line
       Am     F        C             G
ahh no no, no dont you throw me that line
   Am     F        C             G
no no, no dont you throw me that line
         Am     F     C    G
because  i dont wanna hear about it
Am     F       C    G
i dont want to here about it
Am     F       C    G
i dont want to here about it
Am     F       C    G
i dont want to here about it
 
 
Am  F      C          G
you see me all of the time
Am  F      C          G
you see me all of the time
Am  F      C          G
you see me all of the time
       Am  F   C             G      Am
i said hey hey throw me some line

2503. Brakeman's Blues

Chris Thile - Brakeman's Blues

Portland Maine is just the same as sunny Tennessee
Portland Maine is just the same as sunny Tennessee
Any old place I hang my hat is home sweet home to me



I went down to the depot and I looked up on the board
I went down to the depot and I looked up on the board
It said it's good times here but better on down the road

I'll eat my breakfast here and eat my dinner in New Orleans
I'll eat my breakfast here and eat my dinner in New Orleans
I'm gonna find me a woman lord I ain't never seen

Where was you momma when my train left the shed
where was you momma when my train left the shed
I was standing by my front door wishing to god I was dead

I went to a little gypsy at a fortune telling place
I went to a little gypsy at a fortune telling place
She read my mind and then she slapped my face

2504. Brand New Bartender

Tom T. Hall - Brand new bartender
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Boys we got us a brand new bartender
She's as innocent as a fly in the ole beer
Why I'm just killin' the blues with the happy hour twos
And she don't know how often we come in here

Oh it's easy to mix for the hungover sick
Boy the same ole sorry lot
We got us a brand new bartender boys
And she don't know a saint from a sot

She fits good in her little black britches
Lard she ain't heard no trouble till now
She ain't heard no lines of the down and out kind
And she got big innocent eyes like a cow

She'll be sorry she came when the halls and the lame
And the crazy drift into this place
We got us a brand new bartender boys
And she's still got a smile on her face

She's from somewhere way out in the country
She came in on a big Trailways Bus
Aw she ain't got a clue bout the boys and the blues
She's thinking that she's ready for us

Well Lard there ain't no excuse for the folks they turn loose
And send them all down to this place
Aw we got us a brand new bartender boys
And she's still got a smile on her face

So let's drink to the last bartender boys
Or we buried her with a smile on her face



2505. Brand New Blue

Brand New Blue 
Glen Phillips

Brand new blue
Same old scene
One more day
One less dream
The time just slips away

Could be sun
Could be rain
Go outside
Nothing's changed
My words don't do it justice
Has everything been said

Bed by nine
Wake by five
Four white walls
For one small life
The little things that matter
The dull edge of the knife

Maybe something's waiting
In the next room
Maybe something's changing
But probably not soon
Probably not soon

Brand new blue
One more round
Stand and sway
On shifting ground
I'll see you when it's over
If we're both still around

Maybe something's waiting
In the next room
Maybe something's changing

Maybe something's waiting
In the next room
Maybe something's changing
But probably not soon
Probably not soon



2506. Brand New Broken Heart

Brand New Broken Heart
Larry Sparks - NewFound Road

Life to me is just a heartache
Since the day you said goodbye
Now I've nothing left to live for
All I do is sit and cry

   I can't outlive the memory of you
   Since the day we had to part
   All I have just a memory
   And a brand new broken heart

All I have is just a memory
A picture painted in my heart
It hurts to know you're gone forever
And forever more we'll be apart

2507. Brand New Companion

Steve Earle - Brand New Companion

I got a brand new companion, man, I'm gonna do right this time
Got a brand new companion, gonna do right this time
She cools me with her breathing
Chases away them howling bottles of wine
She fits just like my guitar, man, she's near as tall as me
She fits just like my guitar, near as tall as me
She lives way out on the D Train
But she's Texas as can be
She got a homespun disposition, she's gentle as you please
She got a homespun disposition just as gentle as you please
She got arms like two rattlesnakes
Legs just like a willow in the breeze
I got a brand new companion, want to do right this time
I got a brand new companion, want to do right this time
I want to trace her with my body
I want to track her with my mind

2508. Brand New Dance

Iris Dement - Brand New Dance

[Verse 1]
Darling, you're tired
I can see in your eyes
I know how you feel
We've been together



Too long to conceal
What's in our hearts
Maybe we should part
But after so many years
That would only bring loneliness
Sorrow and tears
And anyway

[Chorus]
I never would, never could
Never will ever kill what's between us
So let's try again
We'll start a brand new dance
Between old friends

[Verse 2]
There will always be days
When it don't seem to pay
When it just doesn't rhyme
Well, that's bound to happen
Some of the time
Our best days aren't gone
We don't need to move on
Well, maybe we should try
But I don't think you could take it
And neither could I
And anyway

[Chorus]
I never would, never could
Never will ever kill what's between us
So let's try again
We'll start a brand new dance
Between old friends

[Verse 3]
Darling, come here
Love has not disappeared
You're just feeling low
Well, let me tell you, my darling
That's a feeling I know
It don't mean too much
We just got out of touch
Well, it's easy to change
Because loving you
Is not too hard to arrange
And anyway

[Chorus]
I never would, never could
Never will ever kill what's between us
So let's try again
We'll start a brand new dance
Between old friends

[Outro]
We'll start a brand new dance



Between old friends
Yes, we'll start a brand new dance
Between old friends

2509. Brand New Dance - Chords

Brand New Dance
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Paul Kennerley
 
C
Darlin' you're tired I can see in your eyes
  F            C
I know how you feel 
      F      C          G7         C
We've been together too long to conceal 

What's in our hearts maybe we should part
          F       C     G7
But after so many years
C          F          C          G7         C
That would only bring loneliness sorrow and tears 
    F
And anyway

I never would never could never will ever kill 
       C                       G7
What's between us so let's try again
              C         F       G7        C
We'll start a brand new dance between old friends

There will always be days when it don't seem to pay
        F            C
When it just doesn't rhyme 
     F               C      G7          C
Well that's bound to happen some of the time

Our best days aren't gone we don't need to move on
     F               C
Well maybe we should try
      F                     C
But I don't think you could take it 
    G7            C  F
And neither could I  anyway

Repeat #2

Darlin' come here loves not disappeared
       F            C
You're just feelin' low
     F                  C                G7        C
Well let me tell you my darlin' that's a feelin' I know 
 



It don't mean too much we just got out of touch 
          G7      C
Well it's easy to change
      F      C             G7      C
Cause lovin' you's not too hard to arrange
    F
And anyway
 
Repeat #2
 
                            F       G7        C
Yes we'll start a brand new dance between old friends
                        F       G7        C
We'll start a brand new dance between old friends

2510. Brand New Face

Blue Dogs - Brand New Face

I stare out my window
I wonder if you know
The sound of the sea
Do you ever think of me?
We used to share love
Do you ever think of
What happened to me?
Everybody's a brand new face to me
Everything is something new to me
I hear your voice and I turn slow
Little did I know
My mind plays tricks on me
So I turn back around
Put one of two glasses down
Shame on me
Everybody's a brand new face to me
Everything is something new to me
All I want is to find you out
And turn you on to what I'm all about
I know where I am but all I see
Is the back of you getting further from me
I go to the phonebook
I take a fast look
Are you in town? are you somewhere around?
I go to the window
I wonder if you know
What I'm doing now?

2511. Brand New Good Old Days



Leftover Salmon - Brand New Good Old Days

[Verse 1]
These days I seem to do a lot of dreaming
I've forgotten all my scheming
Just try to be in the here and now
These days full of evermore distraction
I can find my satisfaction
In the faces of these good friends all around

[Chorus]
These are the brand new good old days
My used to was got stuck way back in yesterday
It's never more now than it is today
These are the brand new good old days

[Verse 2]
These days we won't be getting any younger
And before time takes us under
I'm living big every minute of every day
These days I don't think about tomorrow
 Cause the time just can't be borrowed
And tomorrow just turned to yesterday

[Chorus]
These are the brand new good old days
That used to was is stuck back in yesterday
It's never more now than it is today
These are the brand new good old days

[Chorus]
These are the brand new good old days
My used to was is stuck way on back in yesterday
It's never more now than it is today
These are the brand new good old days
These are the brand new good old days

2512. Brand New Heartache

Brand New Heartache 
Cherryholmes
 
It tears me up, when you turn me down 
And darlin, it's such a shame   
The way you play the part, in your crazy lovin game  
First you treat me good, then you treat me bad 
I know you re takin' me for a ride   
Set my heart to breakin again, and it kills me every time   
 
CHORUS : 
I'm workin on a brand new heartache, oh it's comin on fine   
I'll just sit and think about you, and it kills me every time   
I couldn't count up all the floors I've walked 
Or all the times I lose my mind,  



I'm workin' on a brand new heartache 
And it kills me every time   
 
I know it's wrong to let you string me on 
But darlin' what  can I do   
I'm all wrapped up tryin' to tie you down 
'Cause I'm so in love with you   
And I know you know you're hurtin me 
I can't help but wonder why   
It tears me up when you turn me down 
And it kills me every time      
 
I'm workin on a brand new heartache 
And it kills me every time

2513. Brand New Heartache

Brand New Heartache
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Donny Lowery / Jeff Hanna

Well i feel my body tremble
And i feel my blood run cold
I'm gonna make a fool of myself again
By now you'd think i'd know
I swore that the last time
I'd learned from my mistakes
But i think i'm headed for a brand new heartache

It's a brand new heartache
Just when i thought that i was free
But the same old haunting feeling is coming back to me
Well ain't it all too familiar
I think i recognize it's face
Well i'm just not ready for a brand new heartache

Well love can give you pleasure
But it can also cause you pain
You think the sun might shine forever
Then lord here comes the rain
They say time can be a healer
Well tell me how long will it take
'cuz i think i'm headed for a brand new heartache

Though i should know better
Temptation still prevails
Once again i find myself underneath the spell

Of a brand new heartache
Just when i thought that i was free
But the same old haunting feeling is coming back to me
Well ain't it all too familiar
I think i recognize it's face



Well i'm just not ready for a brand new heartache
I said i'm just not ready for a brand new heartache

2514. Brand New Heartache - Chords

Brand New Heartache 
Recorded by Gram Parsons and Emmylou Harris
Written by Boudleaux Bryant and Felice Bryant
 
C                                        C7
A guy moved into town I ain't seen you around
  F                G7               C   G7
I feel a brand new heartache coming on
   C                                             C7
It happened once before when a guy moved in next door
  F                G7               C   C7
I feel a brand new heartache coming on

F    G7               C   C7
W-hy can't I trust in you
F    G7            C                G7
W-hy do you try to make me blue the way you do
     C                                       C7
Tonight we had a date and you're three hours late
  F                G7               C
I feel a brand new heartache coming on

F    G7               C  C7
W-hy can't I trust in you
F    G7            C                G7
W-hy do you try to make me blue the way you do
    C                                         C7
You said we'd have a ball you never showed at all
  F                G7               C   C7
I feel a brand new heartache coming on
  F                G7               C
I feel a brand new heartache coming on

2515. Brand New Low - Chords

Brand New Low

C                                   F
My heart just hit a brand new low I don't know what to say
     G7                                C
Each time it seems I need you most you turn and walk away
                                F
Each little thing I try to do I do to make you gay
                    C                    G7         C



My heart just hit a brand new low you're leavin' me today

     G7                         C
I've always been the fall guy a guy who never won
    D7                               G7
But when I found your love my dear I thought you were the one
  C                                           F
I think of all the things we've planned but I know they'll never be
                    C                    G7             C
My heart just hit a brand new low you're walkin' out on me

                                         F
I wish you'd make your mind up dear just what it's gonna be
G7                             C
If you don't want my love then why not set me free
                                      F
About the time I'm doin' fine you say take me back please
                    C                    G7             C
My heart just hit a brand new low you're walkin' out on me

Repeat #2

2516. Brand New Me - Chords

Brand New Me
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Carl Chambers

C                  F             C              F
You took my broken heart put the pieces back in place
                  A#7                 F               G7
Took my two empty arms and filled the space with your embrace
         Am             F               G7               Am
Then you dried away the tears and put a twinkle in their place
         A#7           Dm               G7
Then you gently hung a smile back on my face
    C              F              C              F
You polished up my songs made the reasons for my rhymes
                A#7            F               G7
Repainted every color in those faded dreams of mine
         Am                F             G7              Am
Then you swept out all the ashes and you built a burnin' fire
   A#7               Dm              G7
To give me light and keep me warm at night
           F
You made a brand new me one like I never see
           C             Am             G7
And when I look into the mirror I still can't believe
            F                          G7  Am
The way you finished me you made me so complete
         A#7            F             G7        C  G7
From the mess I used to be you made a brand new me
    C                F              C              F



You found the love I lost somewhere deep inside my soul
                 A#7              F              G7
In prison by the darkness left to die out in the cold
         Am              F           G7                 Am
But with tender words of promise you relit the light of hope
    A#7                 Dm               G7
Now I have the time for all the world to know
           F
You made a brand new me one like I never see
           C             Am             G7
And when I look into the mirror I still can't believe
            F                          G7  Am
The way you finished me you made me so complete
         A#7            F             G7        Am
From the mess I used to be you made a brand new me
         A#7            F             G7        C
From the mess I used to be you made a brand new me

2517. Brand New Old Harvest Moon

Brand New Old Harvest Moon (Larry W. Jones 02/02/2007) 

Harvest moon beams are falling again, dear
A brand new old harvest moon is in the sky
And it brings sweet mem'ries of you, dear
On this new September harvest moon night
Soft moon beams are falling again, love
From that brand new old harvest moon above
The sky is full of old stars shining bright
On this new harvest moon September night
I feel the breeze blow through the trees, dear
And I see the leaves come falling with a sigh
Every single one keeps calling your name, dear
And each one mingles with every tear that I cry
These September harvest moon beams haunt me
Since you left me with the warm Summer wind
They only remind me that you didn't want me
But each moon beam sees me fall for you again
- instrumental -
I guess I'll never know where you've gone, dear
But I'm sure that you will sometimes think of me
Now, the chill of September comes upon me, dear
As I stand here in the night time Autumn breeze
These new September harvest moon beams haunt me
Since you went and left with the warm Summer wind
They shine to remind me that you didn't want me
But with every beam I seem to fall for you again



2518. Brand New Rag

Rodney Crowell - Brand New Rag

Oh, darlin', you say that I blew your life away
But I can tell you, you're gonna get it back someday
I've got a brand new rag, it ain't the same old rag
I've got it in the bag, I'll bring it home to you
Sugar, I wanna make it nice for you
Yeah darlin', I'll bring it overnight to you
I've got a brand new rag, it ain't the same old rag
I've got it in the bag, I'll bring it home to you
Honey, I wanna give it all I can
Yeah woman, I'm gonna be a better man
I've got a brand new rag, it ain't the same old rag
I've got it in the bag, I'll bring it home to you
Lord I know you've got your own world
And you look good, I done you wrong, girl
But I want you to love me like you did before
And Lord I know you've got your own dream
Don't I know I've done a wrong thing
But I want you to love me like you did before
I can tell you I'm gonna give it all I can
Woh, now woman, I'm gonna be a better man
I've got a brand new rag, it ain't the same old rag
I've got it the the bag, I'll bring it home to you
It ain't the same old me, you've gonna have to see
I'll bring it home to you, I'll bring it home to you
I'll bring it home to you, I'm comin' home to you

2519. Brand New Shoes

Brand New Shoes
Junior Sisk - Bill Monroe

I'm breaking in a brand new pair of shoes
Don't look at me like you think I've got the blues
'Cause I'm walking 'round and around and I'm seeing most of the town
I'm just breaking in a brand new pair of shoes

   Ah ha so I'm talking to myself
   Oh no she's not putting me on the shelf
   I'm just breaking in a brand new pair of shoes

I'm doggone if I'm gonna cry the blues
My feet are sore but I've got no time to lose
'Cause I'm wanting her here with me and I'm needing her company
I'm just breaking in a brand new pair of shoes



2520. Brand New Sidewalk

Nickel Creek - Brand New Sidewalk 

Brand New Sidewalk
Five years ago
you pressed your hand
into a brand new sidewalk
its well worn now
and though some tried
yours is the only print there

you might not have meant to but
its time you cant take it out
youre shy about what fortune lent you
is that what this is about?

Smile while you can
cause when they find
youre not amused, not really
they rob you blind
of what they gave
yes you gave them that power

you might not have meant to but
its time you cant take it back
you cry about where fame sent you
without a plan of attack

five years ago
i warned you, dear
as a concerned admirer
you never new, you never heard
the veil was still in place

thank god you hate to listen
cause i would not be here
lifting the veil to kiss you
next to a brand new sidewalk

2521. Brand New Start

Brand New Start
String Cheese Incident

When you're finally here, you know I've been missing you 
When you getting back, no one knows for sure 
Every time you come around, it's like a brand new start of something 
Then you're gone again and leave me needing more 

Something bout your soft soothing fury sends me reeling 
It's all about your sweet steady song that sets me right I know
you're the cool dark mistress of the sunshine 



Falling like the rain on a cool summer night 

I hate to see you go, you know I've been missing you 
When you coming back, no on knows for sure 
Every time you come around, it's like a brand new start of something I know

you're coming back now cause you always do. 
Something bout your soft soothing fuy sends me reeling 
It's all about your sweet steady song that sets me right 
I know you're the cool dark mistress of the sushine 
Falling like the rain on a cool summer night 
It's like a brand new start of something

2522. Brand New Start

Brand New Start - String Cheese Incident

When you're finally here you know I've been missing you.
When you're gettin' back no one knows for sure.
Every time you come around it's like the brand new start of somethin'
Then you're gone again and leave me needin' more.

Somethin' bout that soft, soothin' fury sends me reelin'
It's all about your sweet steady song that sets me right
Out of the cool dark mysteries of the sunshine
Fallin' out the rain on a cool summer night

Hate to see you go, you know I've been missin' you
When you comin' back, no one knows for sure
Every time you come around it's like the brand new start of something
I know you're coming back because you always do.

Somethin' bout that soft, soothin' fury sends me reelin'
It's all about your sweet steady song that sets me right
Out of the cool dark mysteries of the sunshine
Fallin' out the rain on a warm sunlight

It's like we're in the start of somethin'
It's like we're in the start of somethin'
It's like we're in the start of somethin'
It's like we're in the start of somethin'

2523. Brand New Strings - Chords

Brand New Strings
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Steve Leslie and Keith Sewell

G



Daddy came runnin' 'cross the railroad tracks
Said boy you won't believe your ears
There's pickin' on the front porch at Johnny Stacks
C                            G
He ain't played like that in years
      C                   D7      G
Ain't played nothin' like that in years
    C                           G
His heart is poundin' like that ole guitar
C                      G
Lord just listen to it ring
A#7                        C
All he ever played was the blues before
Em
But love can do wonderful things
    G                 D7        G
Hey Johnny's got some brand new stings
They say she's a waitress down in Carbondale
He met her at the county fair
She's a good Baptist girl with amber eyes
    C                  G
And long long chestnut hair
          C         D7      G
Lord have mercy way down to here
Repeat #2
    C                           G
His heart is poundin' like that ole guitar
C                      G
Lord just listen to it ring
A#7                        C
All he ever played was the blues before
Em
But love can do wonderful things
Repeat #2 
                  D7        G
Johnny's got some brand new stings
                  D7        G
Johnny's got some brand new stings

2524. Brand New Tennessee Waltz

Brand New Tennessee Waltz (The Brand New Tennessee Waltz)
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Oh you have such a pretty face
You favor a girl I once knew
I imagine that she's in Tennessee
Oh Lord I should be there too.

But I left Tennessee in a hurry dear
The same way that I'm leaving you
For love is mainly just memories
And everyone's got them but few.



   It's a brand new Tennessee waltz
   You're literally just waltzing on air
   It's a brand new Tennessee waltz
   With no telling who will be there

When I leave it'll be like I found you love
Descending victorian stairs
I'm feeling like one of your photographs
With not even you left to care.

Have all your passionate violins play
A tune for a Tennessee kid
Who's feeling like leaving another town
With no place to go if he did.

2525. Branded

Marty Stuart - Branded

Well I'm branded wherever I go
Trying to outrun a bad story everybody seems to know
Might as well be wearing a ball and chain
Cause everywhere I travel see my picture
With a number by my name

Spent some time in San Francisco locked up for vagrancy
I busted out a time or two took a run at getting free
They put me back in the jailhouse I finished serving my time
Turned me loose and the man said I'll dog you to the end of the line

Well I'm branded wherever I go
Trying to outrun a bad story everybody seems to know
Might as well be wearing a ball and chain
Cause everywhere I travel see my picture
With a number by my name

The trouble with the truth it always comes around
Seems to be there waiting for me in every town
Well I'm guilty of the crime of trying to get back home
Don't want to bother nobody just want to be left alone

Well I'm branded wherever I go
Trying to outrun a bad story everybody seems to know
Might as well be wearing a ball and chain
Cause everywhere I travel see my picture
With a number by my name



2526. Branded Man - Chords

Branded Man
written and recorded by Merle Haggard
Vince Gill
 
G                                  C              G
I'd like to hold my head up and be proud of who I am
                                D7
But they won't let my secret go untold
  G                                     C              G
I paid the debt I owed them but they're still not satisfied
                  D7             G
Now I'm a branded man out in the cold
 
                                 C               G
When they let me out of prison I held my head up high
                                  D7
Determined I would rise above the shame
       G                           C                  G
But no matter where I'm living the black mark follows me
                   D7           G
I'm branded with a number on my name
 
Repeat #1
                                       C              G
If I live to be a hundred I guess I'll never clear my name
                                   D7
Cause everybody knows I've been in jail
   G                                   C                    G
No matter where I'm living I've got to tell them where I've been
                           D7          G
Or they'll send me back to prison if I fail
 
Repeat #1
 
tag:              D7             G
Now I'm a branded man out in the cold

2527. Branded Wherever I Go

Branded Wherever I Go
Recorded by Roy Acuff  - Flatt & Scruggs
[3/4 time]
written by Fred Rose

I received the letter you wrote, dear
In which you said you'd wait for me
I'm asking you to please not wait, dear
It will only ruin your life I see

Please don't wait for me, darling
We could never be happy I know



I'll always be an ex convict
And branded wherever I go

In three years my sentence is over
Them gates will swing wide for me
The warden will say I'm a free man
But my name will never be free

Please don't wait for me, darling
We could never be happy I know
I'll always be an ex convict
And branded wherever I go

May God bless you for your kindness
You've stuck with me through thick and thin
I love you too much to disgrace you
In closing God bless you again

Please don't wait for me, darling
We could never be happy I know
I'll always be an ex convict
And branded wherever I go

2528. Brass Buttons

Emmylou Harris - Brass Buttons

Brass buttons green silk and silver shoes
Warm evenings pale mornings  bottle blues
And the tiny golden pins that she wore up in her hair
Brass buttons green silks and silver shoes
My mind was young untill it grew
My secret thoughts known only by a few
It was a dream much too real
To believe again too soon
And all the time I think she knew

Her words still dance inside my head
Her comb still lies beside my bed
And the sun comes up without her now
It just doesn't know she's gone
And I remember everything she said
Brass buttons green silk and silver shoes
Warm evenings pale mornings  bottle blues
And the tiny golden pins that she wore up in her hair
Brass buttons green silks and silver shoes

Brass buttons green silk and silver shoes
Warm evenings pale mornings  bottle blues
And the tiny golden pins that she wore up in her hair
Brass buttons green silks and silver shoes
My mind was young untill it grew
My secret thoughts known only by a few



It was a dream much too real
To believe again too soon
And all the time I think she knew

2529. Brass Sky

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Brass sky
Composer: Jimmy Ibbotson

I gotta bent up truck, gotta fix-it-up
So I set it on the backyard lawn
Put the radio loud in the window
I tuned it into rock
Now I'm patiently waitin' on music
But the DJ rambled and sang
And it was blowin' in a brass sky
But it won't rain

A bright-eyed woman on the hour
Brings a glass of tea
And I can tell she's as pretty as a flower
When she comes to me
She winds away the water
From my eyes and soothes my brain
And it was blowin' in a brass sky
But it won't rain

And it won't rain for tryin'
And it won't rain for beans
There's fear in the sky
A big storm is what it means

Waitin' out the weather
By workin' on the truck
We get to hang out together
Can't believe this luck

Glass is fine by the hour
But don't match with mine
It got wrecked playin' sailor in the shower
Last Christmas time
The song's written in another language
But the weather forecast is plain
It was blowin' in a brass sky
But it won't rain

And it won't rain for tryin'
And it won't rain for beans
Well it's a bad day for flyin'
But they won't fly with me
Starin' at the boats and planes
That are stayin' on the ground
Another won't leave it's hidin'



Til the wind turns 'round

A bright-eyed woman in the kitchen
Cooks up a kiss of death
Boilin' up mango, crab and coconut
And includin' cinnamon bread
But she drops the pan and says
Paranoia is out and breeds like a runaway train
And it was blowin' in a brass sky
But it won't rain

And it won't rain for tryin'
And it won't rain for beans
Well it's a bad day for flyin'
They won't fly with me, no
Starin' at the boats and planes
Stayin' on the ground
Another won't leave it's hidin'
Til the wind turns 'round

2530. Brave Apostles Twelve - Chords

Brave Apostles Twelve
Recorded by The Statler Brothers
Written by Don Reid

G
But the ministry has begun things were starting to build
Jesus and the brave apostles twelve
G                            C              G
Simon Peter Andrew James and Phillip Thomas Matthew
C               G           C               G
Bartholomew and Simon Judas Judas James and John
                                C               G
Andrew go and tell your brother Peter to come a runnin'
                                     A7          D7
Tell him the one he's waitin' for is waitin' for him
    G                                 C                    G
The two he calls the Son's of Thunder quit their jobs this mornin'
                        C                  G
And for eternal revenue Matthew is cashin' in
                                 C                   G
Phillip tell Bartholomew there's somethin' good from Nazareth
                                     A7                   D7
They've never met but Jesus seems to know him through and through
    G                                  C              G
And Thomas he'll go with you don't you doubt it for a minute
                             C                G
James the less and Judas and the zealot Simon too
G                            C              G
Simon Peter Andrew James and Phillip Thomas Matthew
C               G           C               G
Bartholomew and Simon Judas Judas James and John



                                  C              G
Travelin' round from town to town preachin' gets expensive
                                  A7              D7
So they took along some women who took along some wealth
        G                         C                G
And the twelfth one was chosen to be their trusted treasure
                        C        G
Would you believe Judas Iscariot himself
                              C              G
Next Sunday mornin' when your mind starts to wander
                                         A7                  D7
And that pulpit prayer gets long and you start thinkin' bout yourself
G                                   C                  G
Ask in heart if you would part with family friends and money
                                    C              G
And leave it all for Jesus like the brave Apostles twelve
                             C              G
Simon Peter Andrew James and Phillip Thomas Matthew
C               G           C                    G
Bartholomew and Simon Judas Judas James John and you

2531. Brave Boys

Brave Boys
Old Crow Medicine Show - Brave Boys

Well it's over the hills and around we go
Bound to go, down we go
Digging up the devil in Jellico
Rocking in the weary land
Hang your number on a nail and hold the line
It's hard times in the coal mine
Take one last look at that sunshine
And follow them boys on in

Brave Boys here, Brave Boys there
Hey ho the Brave Boys rocking in the weary land
Gals fill the whiskey jar, kiss your loving man
Hey ho the Brave Boys rocking in the weary land

Here's to Old Black Pete and Spanish Joe
They sleep five thousand feet below
We laid their bones on a bed of coal
Rocking in the weary land
And the Bog Head Boys they dug for a dollar
'Til the roof caved in you could hear them holler
Went in six feet came out a bit smaller
Rocking in the weary land

Brave Boys here, Brave Boys there
Hey ho the Brave Boys rocking in the weary land
Gals fill the whiskey jar, kiss your loving man
Hey ho the Brave Boys rocking in the weary land



Brave Boys, hey ho
Brave Boys, hey ho

So it's goodbye gals we've got to go
Cause a miner's life is all we know
Just to make a little dough way down in a hole
Rocking in the weary land
And it's when we die neath six feet of rubble
You can bury our bones with a pick and a shovel
Tell old King Coal we're a heap worth of trouble
Rocking in the weary land

Brave Boys here, Brave Boys there
Hey ho the Brave Boys rocking in the weary land
Gals fill the whiskey jar, kiss your loving man
Hey ho the Brave Boys rocking in the weary land
Hey ho the Brave Boys rocking in the weary land

Brave Boys, hey ho

2532. Brave Companion of the Road

Nanci Griffith - Brave Companion of the Road

Where are you going there?
With your suitcase by the back porch stairs
With my heart in your hand
In this cold December wind again
The cafes and bars are closed
The Christmas lights are veiled in snow
Tell me, where are you going?
My brave companion of the road

[Chorus:]
It seems to me that you are lonelier
Than I've ever seen you be
Oh, it's plain to see
That you've gone crazier
Than you ever thought you'd be
When the lights go down
And the dance floor is empty
And the crowd is going home
I will be waiting
For my brave companion of the road

Some days come up roses
Some days just come and go
Some nights are so ruthless
That you can't recall the day before
This love has seen better days
Than home for these holidays
Cause this love has miles for sense of place



Oh, my brave companion of the road

[Chorus]

Tell me, where are you going?
My brave companion of the road

2533. Brave Little Soldier

Dolly Parton - Brave Little Soldier 

I'm a brave little soldier, I must be bold and strong
A brave little soldier and I must carry on
I'm a brave little soldier, a brave little soldier.

I'm a brave little soldier, I must fight, I must win
I'm a brave little soldier through hell and back again
I'm a brave little soldier, a brave little soldier
Per rum, pum, pum, per rum, pum, pum.

Ye though I am marching through the valley filled with fear
My steps are sure and sturdy and my aim is straight and clear
The enemy is stalking me just waiting for the kill
Like David slewed Galiath, I will claim this battle field.

I'm a brave little soldier, I must do what I can
I'm a brave little soldier and I must take a stand
I'm a brave little soldier, a brave little soldier.

Marching, marching onward searching out the light of truth
I did not start the war but it's a battle I can't lose
Faith will be my armor and love my sword and shield
I must defeat the enemy, I will, I will, I will.

A brave little soldier, I must be bold and strong
A brave little soldier and I must carry on
A brave little soldier, a brave little soldier
Per rum pum pum, per rum pum pum.

I'm a brave little soldier, a brave little soldier
A brave little soldier...

2534. Brave Mountaineers - Chords

Brave Mountaineers
By Gordon Lightfoo

I use a Capo on the first fret.
[A] [G] [D] [A] [D]



[D]Born in the country & I [G]like that country [Em]smile
Of the [A]little girls & boys, they re[G]mind me of a [D]child
That I knew and a [G]big harvest [Em]moon
That shone by suppertime in the [G]dusty after[D]noon,
And I need to [G]be there when the autumn wind goes sin[D]ging
Through the trestle we would [A]climb
Like [D]brave mountain[G]eers we never were much [D]bothered by [A7]time.

Born in the country and I like that country song
We played for just a nickle every time we got to town
And I bought you a dime diamond ring
In the hayloft we would play we were princesses & kings
And I need to be there when the world get's too heavy
And the shadows cross my mind
Like Brave Mountaineers we never were much bothered by time

Born in the country and I like that country way
Of the uncles, aunts & cousins & the card games they would play
While the young ones slept overhead
Beneath the quilts that mother made when all the prayers were said
And I need to be there when the autumn wind goes singing
Through the trestle we would climb
Like Brave Mountaineers we never were much bothered by time
And I need to be there when the world get's too heavy
And the shadows cross my mind
Like Brave Mountaineers we never were much bothered by time

2535. Brave Wolfe (I Went To See My Love)

Brave Wolfe (I Went To See My Love)
Traditional

I went to see my love, thinking to woo her,
I sat down by her side, not to undo her;
But when I looked on her my tongue did quiver;
I could not speak my mind while I was with her.

Love, here's a diamond ring, long time I've kept it;
All for your sake alone if you'll accept it.
When you this token view, think on the giver;
Madame remember me or I'm undone forever.

Then forth went this brave youth and crossed the ocean.
To free Americay was his intention.
He landed at Quebec with all his party.
The city to attack, both brave and hearty.

Montcalm and this brave youth together walk-ed.
On the plains of Abraham like brothers talk-ed.
Till each one took his post and did retire.
Twas then these numerous hosts commenced their fire.

The drums did loudly beat, with colors flying.



The purple gore did stream, and men lay dying.
Then shot from off his horse, fell that brave hero;
We'll long lament his loss that day in sorrow.

He rais-ed up his head where the guns did rattle.
And to his aid he said,"How goes the battle?"
"Quebec is all our own, they can't prevent it."
He said without a groan, "I die contented."

Repeat first verse

2536. Bravest Cowboy

Bravest Cowboy
John Reischman

I am the bravest cowboy that's ever tried the West
I've been all around the Rockies got bullets in my breast
I've been all around the Rockies got bullets in my breast

In eighteen hundred and sixty three I joined the immigrant band
We marched from San Antonio down by the Rio Grande
We marched from San Antonio down by the Rio Grande

I went out on the prairie I learned to throw the line
I learned to pocket money but I did not dress so fine
I learned to pocket money but I did not dress so fine

I went out on the prairie and learned to rob and steal
And when I robbed that cowboy how happy I did feel
And when I robbed that cowboy how happy I did feel

I wore a wide brim high hat my saddle too was fine
And when I courted a pretty girl you'd bet I called her mine
And when I courted a pretty girl you'd bet I called her mine

I courted her for beauty for love it was in vain
They carried me down to Dallas to wear a ball and chain
They carried me down to Dallas to wear a ball and chain

2537. Brazos Valley Breakdown

Brazos Valley Breakdown (Larry W. Jones 10/19/2007) 

Now, fiddler get your bow
And play a do-si-do
River in the valley
Black cat in the alley
Saw those strings to the moon



Don't let it end too soon
Now, fiddler let me hear
Breakdown music in my ear
Brazos Valley Breakdown
Two steppin' toe to toe
Fiddler, now you get down
A Texas breakdown show
- instrumental -
Brazos Valley Breakdown
Two steppin' toe to toe
Fiddler, now you get down
A Texas breakdown show
Swing your little darlin'
To a breakdown romance
And scoot your cowboy boots
To a Brazos Valley dance
Saw those strings to the moon
When the Texas sun goes down
Don't let it end too soon
Brazos Valley Breakdown!
Don't let it end too soon
Brazos Valley Breakdown!

2538. Bread And Water

Vince Gill - Bread and water
Composer: Vince Gill - Leslie Satcher

One night he wandered into that old mission
The one out on the poor side of town
He really had no interest in salvation
Just a place to lay his drunk ole body down

He said, Ma'am I sure am hungry
And I don't have a penny to my name
Lord knows I hadn't worked in a month of Sundays
I'm dirty, dead broke and so ashamed

I need bread and water, ma'am that's all I need
Bread and water, and a place to rest my feet
I ain't too proud to get down on my knees
For bread and water's free

She said, you're always welcome at this table
Said, brother you look like you could use a friend
And there's no need to pay if you're not able
Cause even Jesus was a homeless Man

Well she opened up the Word and started reading
About the Savior and the woman at the well
Said it ain't for me to judge this life you're leading
There's only two things can save your soul from hell



It's bread and water, man that's all you need
Bread and water, and a place to rest your feet
If you ain't too proud to get down on your knees
The bread and water's free

When he bowed his head he kinda choked up
They spoke every word of Our Lord's Prayer
He closed his eyes and never woke up
He'll find bread and water waiting there

Bread and water, man that's all you need
Bread and water, and a place to rest your feet

Bread and water, man that's all you need
Bread and water, brother just believe
If you ain't too proud to get down on your knees
The bread and water's free
Bread and water's free

2539. Bread And Water

Vince Gill - Bread and water
Composer: Vince Gill - Leslie Satcher

One night he wandered into that old mission
The one out on the poor side of town
He really had no interest in salvation
Just a place to lay his drunk ole body down

He said, Ma'am I sure am hungry
And I don't have a penny to my name
Lord knows I hadn't worked in a month of Sundays
I'm dirty, dead broke and so ashamed

I need bread and water, ma'am that's all I need
Bread and water, and a place to rest my feet
I ain't too proud to get down on my knees
For bread and water's free

She said, you're always welcome at this table
Said, brother you look like you could use a friend
And there's no need to pay if you're not able
Cause even Jesus was a homeless Man

Well she opened up the Word and started reading
About the Savior and the woman at the well
Said it ain't for me to judge this life you're leading
There's only two things can save your soul from hell

It's bread and water, man that's all you need
Bread and water, and a place to rest your feet
If you ain't too proud to get down on your knees
The bread and water's free



When he bowed his head he kinda choked up
They spoke every word of Our Lord's Prayer
He closed his eyes and never woke up
He'll find bread and water waiting there

Bread and water, man that's all you need
Bread and water, and a place to rest your feet

Bread and water, man that's all you need
Bread and water, brother just believe
If you ain't too proud to get down on your knees
The bread and water's free
Bread and water's free

2540. Break Away Break Away - Chords

Break Away Break Away
Recorded by Cowboy Copas
Written by Boudleaux Bryant AND Felice Bryant

G7                C
(Break away break away)
                              F
Break away (break away) break away 
                C
(break away) my lovesick heart 
      G7                     C
Don't stray too far till the teardrops start
                              F
Break away (break away) break away 
                  C
(Break away don't fall too deep
       G7                             C
She'll make you weep break away break away
           F                     C
You're too late it seems she has other dreams
                G7                          C
You'll find the right someone somewhere someday
        F                        C
She's a doll it's true but she's not for you
            G7                             C
So lovesick heart of mine break away break away
           F                     C
You're too late it seems she has other dreams
                G7                          C
You'll find the right someone somewhere someday
        F                        C
She's a doll it's true but she's not for you
            G7                             C
So lovesick heart of mine break away break away
G7               C
Break away break away



2541. Break In The Clouds

Break in the Clouds
By Bonnie Paine
Elephant Revival

Oh the clouds, oh the clouds
See the break in the clouds
Feel the sun shining down
Shining down, through the clouds (X2)

Oh the wind came around
Blew the dust from the mound
Shook the leaves on the trees
What a sound, what a sound (X2)

And the cattails did wail
And the darkness gathered  round
The sky, it did shake
And the rain came down (X2)

From the clouds, oh the clouds
See the break in the clouds
Feel the rain coming down
Coming down, through the clouds (X2)

Oh the clouds, oh the clouds
See the break in the clouds
Feel the sun shining down
Shining down, through the clouds

2542. Break My Heart - Chords

Break My Heart
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Irl Hees 

C                            C                            F
You told me one day you'd be mine
        A#7          G7
All the time I never dreamed
                         C
That your heart would be untrue
                            F     A#7
Now you tell me that you're going away
            G7                            C
You took my heart and you painted it with blue
      
  Am                   C



I never understood the reason
Am                      F
Why you put my heart to shame
G7                    Am
Break my heart if you go
         F            G7
Break my heart if you stay
                   Am  F
I don't need it anymore
G7                          C
Break my heart walk out the door
 
                               F         A#7
You told me darling that you'd always be true
         G7                          C
Couldn't wait to be near you all the time
                       F          A#7
Then I saw you walking out with a heart
      G7                         C
Now I know why you never will be mine

Am                             C
Please don't leave me here without you
Am                         F
You're the only thing I've got
G7                    Am
Break my heart if you go
         F            G7
Break my heart if you stay
                   Am  F
I don't need it anymore
G7                          C
Break my heart walk out the door
 
G7                    Am
Break my heart if you go
         F            G7
Break my heart if you stay
                   Am  F
I don't need it anymore
G7                          C
Break my heart walk out the door

2543. Break My Mind

Linda Ronstadt - Break My Mind
Flying Burrito Brothers

Baby oh baby
Tell the man at the ticket stand that you've changed your mind
Well let me run on out and tell the cab to keep his meter flying
Cause if you say goodbye to me babe you're gonna break my mind



Break my mind
Break my mind
Well I just can't stand to hear the big jet engines whine
Break my mind
Break my mind oh lord
Well if you leave you're gonna leave a babbling fool behind

Baby oh baby
Well let me take your suitcase off of that scale in time
Just tell the man that you suddenly developed a thing about high flying
Cause if you say goodbye to me you know you're gonna break my mind

Break my mind
Break my mind
Well I just can't stand to hear the big jet engines whine
Break my mind
Break my mind oh lord
Well if you leave you're gonna leave a babbling fool behind

Break my mind
Break my mind
Well I just can't stand to hear the big jet engines whine
Break my mind
Break my mind oh lord
Well if you leave you're gonna leave a babbling fool behind
Well if you leave you're gonna leave a babbling fool behind

2544. Break Your Own Damn Heart - Chords

Break Your Own Damn Heart 
HIXTAPE feat. Midland, Marty Stuart
 
[Verse 1]
G
Girl, you've got a reputation
 
From Waco out to Macon
 
For makin' all them grown men cry
F
Now you're slidin' next to me
 
Like your next ten-dollar drink
G
Is somethin' that I wanna buy
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D
But I know who you are, I've seen the damage you do
C                                 D
You've sent half of this bar home lickin' their wounds
 



 
[Chorus]
            G
You're gonna get me fallin'
 
And get me callin' you "baby" by the end of night
            C
You're gonna sweep me away, we're gonna roll in the hay
            G
And say we're never gonna say goodbye
      D
But I know how it ends, you driftin' with the wind
      F                  C
And me cryin' in my beer in this bar
D
So, baby (Baby)
C        D             G
Go break your own damn heart
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
Yeah, my good ol' buddy Jim
 
AftRr what you did to him
 
He's still walkin' with a limp to this day
F
Hey, let's not forgRt ol' Walter
 
You left him at the altar
G
Cryin' like his dog ran away
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D
Those one thing in mind fools, they didn't have a prayer
C                                       D
As much as I don't want to, let me stop you right there
 
 
[Chorus]
 
            G
You're gonna get me fallin'
 
And get me callin' you "baby" by the end of night
            C
You're gonna sweep me away, we're gonna roll in the hay
            G
And say we're never gonna say goodbye
      D
But I know how it ends, you driftin' with the wind
      F                  C
And me cryin' in my beer in this bar
D



So, baby (Baby)
C        D             G
Go break your own damn heart
 
 
[Bridge]
G
Get it racin', leave it achin'
 
It's your own medicine that you're takin'
         C
Oh, I know hearin' "no" might sound a little strange
        D
But try feelin' what you left them all feelin' for a change
G                 C
Yeah, that's right
D   G   C     D
Oh, oh, ooh
 
 
[Chorus]
            G
You're gonna get me fallin'
 
And get me callin' you "baby" by the end of night
            C
You're gonna sweep me away, we're gonna roll in the hay
            G
And say we're never gonna say goodbye
      D
But I know how it ends, you driftin' with the wind
      F                  C
And me cryin' in my beer in this bar
D
So, baby (Baby)
C        D             G
Go break your own damn heart
 
(After this, I just play chorus chords till the end)
 
[Outro]
 
(Woo, woo, woo)

2545. Breakdown

Breakdown
Sim Redmond Band

this is just a little song to help you get through those times when your heart is heavy the worl
d's weighing on your mind when you're depleted just put it on repeat it's alright

Chorus:



if you break down, we'll be around

if you need some groovin, just to get your blood moving, alright if there's nothing but grey sky
, you need some sunlight, alright and if you need to hear it, just to lift up your spirits, alright

Chorus:
if you break down, we'll be around
if you break up, we will take up the slack, until you're back

sooner or later we all need an elevator, to lift us up

2546. Breakdown Lane

Steve Earle - Breakdown Lane

Baby, last night I was watchin' my headlights flashin' on the guard rail
Now it's early in the mornin' and I'm still runnin' like the devil was on my trail
Well, say why why why would a man treat a woman that way?
I say cry cry cry, she's never gonna make me stay
Now I'm ridin' on the wheels of fortune
I'm spinnin' like a weather vane
I feel my shotgun when I see my shadow
It's headed down the breakdown lane
Headed down the breakdown lane
Now I've heard all the songs about the endless highway
Sung a couple of  em myself
But the road ain't nothin' but a place to go
When you ain't got anyplace else
Why why why would a man treat a woman that way?
I say cry cry cry, she's never gonna make me stay
Now I'm ridin' on the wheels of fortune
I'm spinnin' like a weather vane
I feel my shotgun when I can see my shadow
It's headed down the breakdown lane
Headed down the breakdown lane

2547. Breakers Roar

Sturgill Simpson - Breakers Roar

[Verse 1]
Oh, how the breakers roar
Keep pulling me farther from shore
Thoughts turn to a love so kind
Just to keep me from losing my mind
So enticing, deep dark seas
It's so easy to drown in the dream

[Verse 2]



Oh, and everything is not what it seems
This life is but a dream
Shatter illusions that hold your spirit down
Open up your heart and you'll find love all around
Breathing and moving are healing and soothing
Away all the pain in life holding you down

[Verse 3]
Bone breaks and heals
Oh, but heartaches can kill
From the inside, so it seems
Oh, I'm telling you it's all a dream

[Outro]
It's all a dream
It's all a dream
It's all a dream
It's all a
It's all a dream

2548. Breakin' It

Breakin' It
Claire Lynch

If there was any way out, where I could slip away and take my heart with me
If there was any way out, where I could slip away and make my mind at ease
'Cause if my head was on right, I wouldn't be sitting tonight watchin' me
shakin' it
But if my heart was intact, you know I'd let you have the first crack at
breakin' it

If you were anything less than what you are to me, I would have a reason then
Callin' it quits instead of havin' these fits over where you've been
If the love that you stole wasn't still the best I've known, I wouldn't be
takin' it
And if my heart was intact, you know I'd let you have the first crack at
breakin' it

If my body didn't burn every time my head didn't turn, I wouldn't be fakin' it,
Oh, no
And if my heart was intact, you know I'd let you have the first crack at
breakin' it
Oh, if my head was on right, I wouldn't be sitting all night watchin' me
shakin' it, Oh, no
And if my heart was intact, you know I'd let you have the first crack at
breakin' it



2549. Breakin' Thru

Leftover Salmon - Breakin' Thru - Featuring Reese Wynans/Jerry Douglas/John Cowan  (Bre
aking Through)

It's been a long journey, it's been a long, long time
Holding on tight on long hard climb
Breaking down walls all along the way
Better make it in this world is what I hope they'll say

Now I can see the tide slowly turning
While fires of yesterday are slowly burning
And it feel like we're finally breakin' through now
All these dreams are really coming true somehow

When it seems like we're never gonna make it through the night
Somewhere in the darkness I could see a guiding light
From a place deep down inside a vision came to me
Burning like the sunrise over the deep blue sea

You only get one chance to make it happen in this life
There's a whole lot more than just trying to survive
And it seem like we're finally breakin' through now
All these dreams are really coming true somehow
Breakin' through, breakin' through, breakin' through

Well, as I watch these circles start to come around
And the thunder in the distance makes a mournful sound
Careful what you wish for, you may never be the same
Running through the wilderness while the moonlight calls your name

I finally ride back where I belong
Feeling right home where there can be no wrong
And it feel like we're finally breakin' through now
All these dreams are really coming true somehow
Breakin' through, breakin' through now, breakin' through

2550. Breaking In A Brand New Broken Heart

Breaking In A Brand New Broken Heart
Recorded by Connie Francis
Written by Howard Greenfield and Jack Keller

If my friends should ask for me,
Here at home is where I'll be
There's no one I care to see,
I'm breaking in a brand new broken heart
Now the heartaches have begun,
There's a job that must be done
I have no time for havin' fun,
I'm breaking in a brand new broken heart
Leave me alone and let me cry, cry, cry
There are tears that must be cried



Till there's no more tears inside
Let me take the count of ten,
Then I'll bounce right back again
Let me be alone till then,
I'm breaking in a brand new broken heart
I'm breaking in a brand new broken heart

2551. Breaking In A Brand New Pair Of Shoes - Chords

Breaking In A Brand New Pair Of Shoes 
The Osborne Brothers

[Intro]
A  E  A
D     A
D     A
A  E  A
 
[Verse 1]
          A             E                 A
Well, I'm breaking in a brand new pair of shoes
      D                                      A
Don't look at me like you think I've got the blues
           D                                 A
 Cause I'm walking 'round and around and I'm seeing most of the town
        A             E                 A
Oh, I'm breaking in a brand new pair of shoes
 
 
[Chorus]
D                         A
Ah ha so I'm talking to myself
D                 A                 E
Whoa no you ain't putting me on the shelf
          A             E                 A
Whoa, I'm breaking in a brand new pair of shoes
 
 
[Instrumental]
A  E  A
D     A
D     A
A  E  A
 
 
[Verse 2]
             A              E             A
Well I'll be doggone if I'm gonna cry the blues
   D                                  A
My feet are sore but I got no time to lose
           D                              A
 Cause I'm wanting you here with me and I like your company
        A             E                 A



Oh, I'm breaking in a brand new pair of shoes
 
 
[Chorus]
D                         A
Ah ha so I'm talking to myself
D                 A                 E
Whoa no you ain't putting me on the shelf
          A             E                 A
Whoa, I'm breaking in a brand new pair of shoes
 
 
[Instrumental]
A  E  A
D     A
D     A
A  E  A
 
 
[Chorus]
D                         A
Ah ha so I'm talking to myself
D                 A                 E
Whoa no you ain't putting me on the shelf
          A             E                 A
Whoa, I'm breaking in a brand new pair of shoes

2552. Breaking New Ground

Breaking New Ground
The Seldom Scene

Well, you told me when we met
Your love would last forevermore
And it took me by surprise
When you up and walked out the door
Been suffering through this dry spell
With no relief in sight
Well, you're sowing oats with another girl
And raising cane all night
The only way I'll make it through this drought
Is by breaking new ground

Yeah, the only thing you left
When you left me was no choice
Gonna plant my love in another field
With no rocks beneath the soil
It's high time I was leaving this old town
Start breaking new ground

Well, I'm finding out that I can live without you on my side
The grass is getting greener slowly as the days go by
Somewhere I'll find someone to help me tear down these old walls



Fill my life on a solid love, I'll rise above it all
I won't let your memory get me down
I'm breaking new ground

Yeah, the only thing you left
When you left me was no choice
Gonna plant my love in another field
With no rocks beneath the soil
The only way a new life can be found
Is by breaking new ground

Yeah, the only thing you left
When you left me was no choice
Gonna plant my love in another field
With no rocks beneath the soil
And it's high time luck was a'leaving this old town
And start breaking new ground

2553. Breaking The Law

Breaking The Law
Hayseed Dixie - Breaking The Law

There I was completely wasted
Out of work and down
All inside it's so frustrating
As I drift from town to town
Feel as though nobody cares
If I live or die
So I might as well begin
To put some action in my life
Breaking the law, breaking the law
Breaking the law, breaking the law
Breaking the law, breaking the law
Breaking the law, breaking the law
So much for the golden future
I can't even start
I've had every promise broken
And there's anger in my heart
You don't know what it's like
You don't have a clue
If you did you'd find yourselves
Doing the same thing too
Breaking the law, breaking the law
Breaking the law, breaking the law
Breaking the law, breaking the law
Breaking the law, breaking the law
You don't know what it's like
Breaking the law, breaking the law
Breaking the law, breaking the law
Breaking the law, breaking the law
Breaking the law, breaking the law
Breaking the law, breaking the law



Breaking the law, breaking the law
Breaking the law, breaking the law
Breaking the law, breaking the law

2554. Breaking Up Rocks

Carolina Blue - Breaking Up Rocks

[Intro]
Breaking up rocks in the Texas pin
It's the price that I must pay for all my sin
This fallen chain around my leg
Will drag me down 'till I'm dead

[Verse 2]
Bustin' up rocks in the Texas heat
[?]
The bossman stands with a big shotgun
Just waitin' on me to make my run

[Verse 3]
I caught my wife in another zone
Making love beneath the stars
[?]
To see her with another man
So I shot him down, and [?]
That muddy river was the west for [?]
Watched him float out of sight
And I cursed her name in the pale moonlight

[Chorus]
Breaking up rocks in the Texas pin
It's the price that I must pay for all my sin
This fallen chain around my leg
Will drag me down 'till I'm dead

2555. Breath Of Heaven (Mary's Song)

Vince Gill - Breath of Heaven (Mary's Song)

I have traveled many moonless nights
Cold and weary, with a babe inside
And I wonder what I've done
Holy Father you have come
And chosen me now to carry your son.

I am waiting, in a silent prayer
I am frightened, by the load I bear
In a world as cold as stone



Must I walk this path alone
Be with me now, be with me now.

Breath of heaven, hold me together
Be forever near me, Breath of heaven
Breath of Heaven, lighten my darkness
Pour over me your Holiness, for You are holy
Breath of Heaven.

Do you wonder as you watch my face
If a wiser one should have had my place
But I offer all I am for the mercy of Your plan
Help me be strong, Help me be, Help me.

Breath of heaven, hold me together
Be forever near me, Breath of heaven
Breath of Heaven, lighten my darkness
Pour over me your Holiness, for You are holy

Breath of heaven, hold me together
Be forever near me, Breath of heaven
Breath of Heaven, lighten my darkness
Pour over me your Holiness, for You are holy

Breath of Heaven
Breath of Heaven
Breath of Heaven...

2556. Breath Of Heaven (Mary's Song) - Chords

Breath of Heaven (Mary's Song) 
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Amy Grant and Christopher Eaton

C      Dm       Am       F    Dm
I have traveled many moonless nights
         Am           G7     C
Cold and weary with a baby inside
      Dm     Am        F
And I wonder what I've done
     Dm     Em       F
Holy Father You have come
                     Em         Am Dm
And chosen me now to carry Your Son
     Am      Dm   Am F   Dm
I am waiting in a silent prayer
     Am  F           Am   G7 C
I am troubled by the load I  bear
     Dm       Am      F
In a world as cold as stone
       Dm        Am    F
Must I walk this path alone
G7         F    G7         C



Be with me now  be with me now
                 F       A7   C
Breath of heaven hold me together
F     E7   Am      F         C     G7
Be forever near me breath of heaven
C                F          A7  C
Breath of Heaven lighten my darkness
          E7      Am       F           C
Pour over me Your Holiness for You are holy
G7        Am F  Dm Am Dm
Breath of Heaven
       Am Dm         Am    Dm
Do you wonder as You watch my face
     Am    Dm              Am  G7 C
If a wiser one should have had my place
      Dm    Am    F
But I offer all I am 
        Dm    Am      F
For the mercy of Your plan
G7         F      G7      F  G7   C Am
Help me be strong help me be help me
C                F       A7   C
Breath of heaven hold me together
F     E7   Am      F         C     G7
Be forever near me breath of heaven
C                F          A7  C
Breath of Heaven lighten my darkness
          E7      Am       F           C
Pour over me Your Holiness for You are holy
                 F       A7   C
Breath of heaven hold me together
F     E7   Am      F         C     G7
Be forever near me breath of heaven
C                F          A7  C
Breath of Heaven lighten my darkness
          E7      Am       F           C
Pour over me Your Holiness for You are holy
G7        C     G7 F
Breath of Heaven
C                G7 F
Breath of Heaven
          C
Breath of Heaven

2557. Breathe

Breathe
By Bonnie Paine
Elephant Revival

Open your hands, and
Breathe deep
Calm yourself, and



Breathe

Down the valley,
Beneath the trees
 Longside the river
That's where you'll be whispering
To the 
Patient winds
Carrying cottonwood seed
Saying to resistance
Now, Release
There is a stillness
In the ground
Beneath your feet
Still
There is movement
To be found
Both remind us to 

Open your hands, and
Breathe deep
Calm yourself, and
Breathe

2558. Breathe

Keller Williams - Breathe

Breathe with me! 
Breathe the pressure, Come play my game I'll test ya 
Psychosomatic addict, insane 
Breathe the pressure, Come play my game I'll test ya 
Psycho, somatic addict, insane 
Come play my game 
Inhale, inhale, you're the victim 
Come play my game 
Exhale, exhale, exhale 
Breathe the pressure, Come play my game I'll test ya 
Psychosomatic addict, insane 
Breathe the pressure, Come play my game I'll test ya 
Psycho, somatic addict, insane 
Come play my game 
Inhale, inhale, you're the victim 
Come play my game 
Exhale, exhale, exhale! 
Come breathe with me! 
Breathe with me! 
Breathe the pressure, Come play my game I'll test ya 
Psychosomatic addict, insane 
Breathe the pressure, Come play my game I'll test ya 
Psycho, somatic addict, insane 
Come play my game 
Inhale, inhale, you're the victim 



Come play my game 
Exhale, exhale, exhale 
Breathe with me! 
Breathe the pressure, Come play my game I'll test ya 
Psychosomatic addict, insane 
Breathe the pressure, Come play my game I'll test ya 
Psycho, somatic addict, insane 
Come play my game 
Inhale, inhale, you're the victim 
Come play my game 
Exhale, exhale, exhale

2559. Breathe

Breathe
Pink Floyd
Dirty Grass Players

Breathe, breathe in the air
Don't be afraid to care
Leave, but don't leave me
Look around, choose your own ground

Long you live and high you fly
Smiles you'll give and tears you'll cry
And all you touch and all you see
Is all your life will ever be

Run, rabbit, run
Dig that hole, forget the sun
When, at last, the work is done
Don't sit down, it's time to dig another one

Long you live and high you fly
But only if you ride the tide
Balanced on the biggest wave
You race towards an early grave

2560. Breathe

Breathe
Davisson Brothers Band

[Verse 1]
I lost my breath as I hit the floor
Like the devil came through my door
The pain is real, yeah that's for sure
'Cause you ain't comin' back no more
Gonna pick myself up off the ground



Gonna push right through this, find a way around
This ain't gonna whip me, and this ain't gonna get me
I ain't gonna let you hold me down

[Chorus]
And I'm livin' my life now, one day at a time
Gonna rise above and leave all the hurt behind
I've got my breath back, I found my second wind
I'm learnin' to breathe, I'm learnin' to breathe again

[Verse 2]
After all the smoke clears, I'll still be standin' here
Face to face to face my fears
And this ain't gonna whip me, and this ain't gonna get me
I ain't gonna let you hold me down

[Chorus]
And I'm livin' my life now, one day at a time
Gonna rise above and leave all the hurt behind
I've got my breath back, I found my second wind
I'm learnin' to breathe, I'm learnin' to breathe again
[Chorus]
And I'm livin' my life now, one day at a time
Gonna rise above and leave all the hurt behind
I've got my breath back, I found my second wind
I'm learnin' to breathe, I'm learnin' to breathe

[Outro]
Yeah, yeah, learnin' to breathe again
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah

2561. Breathe You In

Dierks Bentley - Breathe You In

[Verse 1]
I've never been the kind to bear my heart and soul
Yeah I've always taken pride staying in control
I told myself I'd never fall too deep
But girl you came along and made a liar out of me
I'm as gone as I can be

[Chorus]
I wanna breathe you in
I wanna be so close
You can wear my skin
Like a new set of clothes
So you can't even tell
Where you end and i begin
I wanna breathe you in
I wanna breathe you in

[Verse 2]



Your silhouette
And moonlight on the wall
As you crawl across the bed
Beats all I ever saw
The smell of your hair
Falling on my face
Those red wine, kisses
Give a buzz with just one taste
Girl you blow, me, away

[Chorus]
I wanna breathe you in
I wanna be so close
You can wear my skin
Like a new set of clothes
So you can't even tell
Where you end I begin
I want to breathe you in
I want to breathe you in
Again, and again, and again
Until the sun comes up
Mm again, and again, and again
I can't get enough
I can't get enough

[Chorus]
I wanna breathe you in
I wanna be so close
You can wear my skin
Like a new set of clothes
So we can't even tell
Where you end and i begin
I wanna breathe, you in
I wanna breathe, you, in
I wanna breathe you in

2562. Breathless

Tim O'Brien - Breathless

Oooh, tonight I wanna turn the lights down low
Turn the slow jams on the radio
I wanna feel your body next to mine
So let's slow down and baby take you time
'cause when I look into your eyes
Always makes my nature rise-oh baby
Wanna get you in the mood
'cause tonight we're gonna groove-oh baby
Makin' love untill we're breathless
Come over here I wanna make you hot
Kiss you up and down until you say stop
Touch all the little places that you like
Girl you know I wanna take you higher



I wanna fill you up
Till you say you've had enough- oh baby
I wanna hear you moan
Call my name out all night long-oh baby
Makin' love until we're breathless
Makin' love until we're breathless
You know there's not a sound around
So come on we can break it down
Baby don't say stop
Girl you know we're hot
Lady won't you leave me breathless
Tonight we're just gonna kick it and just flow
Break it down and let our passion go
Tonight I wanna make sweet love to you
Girl that's all I wanna do
Makin' love until we're breathless
Makin' love until we're breathless
I know there's not a soul around
So come on can we break it down
Baby don't say stop
Girl you know we're hot
Baby won't you leave me breathless
Tonight we're gonna kick it and just stroll
Break it down and let our passion show
Tonight I wanna make sweet love to you
Girl that's all I wanna do
Makin' love until we're breathless
Makin' love until we're breathless

2563. Breed

Steve Earle - Breed

I don't care
I don't care
I don't care
I don't care
I don't care
Care if I'm old
I don't mind
I don't mind
I don't mind
I don't mind
I don't mind
Don't have a mind
Get away
Get away
Get away
Get away
Get away
Away from your home
I'm afraid
I'm afraid



I'm afraid
I'm afraid
Of a ghost
Even if you have
Even if you need
I don't mean to stare
We don't have to breed
We can plant a house
We can build a tree
I don't even care
We could have all three
She said
She said
She said
She said

2564. Brenda

Todd Snider - Brenda

Met on a train goin' somewhere fast
He could see what she had right on
Together they build up an empire so vast
That no one and nothin' could stop them

He looked like a man of the people
She looked high as hell at the ball
Of course they made everybody so jealous
But no one could touch  em et all, it was true, love

What while the rabbles was restin'
They conquered the world and beyond
With each new insatiable ambition
They tested and strengthened their bond

He wasn't nearly as driven
She wasn't nearly as fun
But together they was quite a combination
When it come down to gettin' it done, it was true love, true love

They amassed unspeakable fortunes, and she still wasn't satisfied
So he fell out to find what she wanted in her mind, what a hell of a ride
Bought private jet planes and castles
Took every pleasure that they could

Well, good love comes with its troubles
Where things, things wouldn't always be good, it was true love
There was a few times that she cheated
There was even some times when they split

But she upped and went and he got arrested
And she put up with it, it was drugs
Cause what mattered was keepin' that feeling



What mattered was stayin' on top
Some say what's keepin' them together so long
Is feelin' they've already thought they could drop, it's true love, true, true love

These days he's callin' her Brenda, that wasn't always her name
That opened them to so many changes as they weathered the pressures of change
Not long ago she almost lost him, lesser man might've been dead
But just when she thought he might be giving up, he was back up in business instead, it was t
rue love

Tonight I'm sure he's in some tavern, smokin', he's drinkin' it in
And I'm sure she's holed up in that office, cruchin' the numbers again
He's livin' it up while she's workin', I guess that's just about right
Mick Jagger was born on a Monday morning, Keith Richards was born on a Saturday night
It was true
It was true, it was true, it was true love
It was true, it was true love

2565. Brian Hennessey - Chords

Brian Hennessey

E A
Brian Hennessey sat back and let the gypsy read his palm
 B E
When he saw her eyes grow wide and wild and dark
 A
And she whispered through her toothless gums and clutched him by the arm
 B E
She said, ''Boy, I fear I see the devil's mark.''

E B E 
Brian Hennessey just laughed and pealed the ten-spot from his roll
 B
'Cause he'd never ever known the taste of fear
 E A
But he wondered why the summer nights should suddenly turn cold
 B E
As the gypsy's words come ringing in his ear.

E A E
''You can run, you can hide, Brian Hennessey.'', she cried
 B
''But you can't escape the fate that's in your hand.
 E A
And say how does it feel to have dealt your final deal?
 B E
Go on lay down Brian you're a dying man.''

E A 
Brian Hennessey walked through the doors of the Dining Dog Saloon
 B E
Where he stopped to have his nightly glass of gin



 A
And the one-eyed scar-faced stranger a dealing blackjack in the gloom
 B E 
Winked his ghastly grey glass eye and dealt him in.

E B E
Brian watched in fascination as the stranger's fingers flew
 B
Why he'd never seen such cheatin' done before
 E A
And his hand closed round a handle of his snub-nose 32
 B E
When the gypsy's warning come to him once more.

E A E
''You can run, you can hide, Brian Hennessey.'', she cried
 B
''But you can't escape the fate that's in your hand.
 E A
And say how does it feel to have dealt your final deal?
 B E
Go on lay down Brian you're a dying man.''

E A
Brian Hennessey just folded up his cards and walked away
 B E
Holding back the rage that burned his soul
 A
And he stopped to have some coffee at the Mockingbird Cafe
 B E
But that slender blue eyed waitress was his goal.

 B E
And a few words from his silver tongue soon turned her flighty head
 B
She said, ''My husband's out of town, you need not fear.''
 E A
But as he pressed her to the softness of her flutty-feathered bed
 B E
On her pillows he saw written bright and clear.

E A E
Oh, you can run, you can hide, daring letters clear and wide
 B
Said you can't escape the fate that's in your hand
 E A
And say how does it feel to have dealt your final deal
 B E
Go on lay down Brian you're a dying man.

E A
Brian Hennessey he stumbled down the stairs into the street
 B E
And from that day on he changed his wicked life
 A
And he never drunk or gambled and he never dealt no doop
 B E



And he never touched another fellow's wife.

 B E
And years later he met the gypsy when his days were almost done
 B
He said, ''Ha, ha, I beat your curse don't you know.''
 E A
But when she saw the frightened, trembling, withered wretch that he'd become
 B E
She said, ''Brian, you died twenty years ago.''
 
 A E
''Because you ran and you hid that's exactly what you did
 B
But you didn't escape the fate that's in your hand.
 A 
And say how did it feel to have dealt your final deal?
 B E
Go on lay down Brian you're a dying man...

2566. Briar Rose

Briar Rose
Aoife O'Donovan

Rose, Briar Rose
Why you look so sad, I don't know
Did you prick your thumb? Did
You skin your knee
Running down the stairs looking for me?

Everything's on fire and everyone's asleep
And they're burning wheels at the king's feet
You, where'd you go? Who you running from?

Everyone loves a sleeping beauty
On the stage or on the screen
So you take it like a man, do what you can
While you can try not to scream
Your daddy, he came upstairs to tuck you in
Why'd you look so scared?
Where's the queen? Your mother, dear
She's in the next room over
Finger in her ears

She doesn't want to hear
She thinks you're a liar
So you light a match and you cast
Your spell and you start the fire
Then you try to run, but you don't get far
You're gonna lie for a century
Dreaming in the dark



Everyone loves a sleeping beauty
On the stage or on the screen
So you take it like a man, do what you can
While you can try not to scream

Someday I'll come looking for you
Through the roses and the thorns
I'll come crawling through it all
It might take a hundred years
But I'll be here when the smoke clears
To tear down the wall

Everyone loves a sleeping beauty
The northern lights are out tonight
Aurora, can you hear me? I know you're weary
If you open up your eyes, you'll be alright

2567. Brick House

Blue Dogs - Brick House

She's a brick----house
She's Mighty might just lettin' it all hang out
She's a brick----house
She's the one, the only one
Who's built like a amazon
She's built
She's got everything
A woman needs to get a man
She's built and knows how to please
She comes over and starts a dancin with me
She's a brick----house
She's Mighty might just lettin' it all hang out
She's a brick----house
She's the one, the only one
Who's built like a amazon
Shake it down
She's a brick----house
She's Mighty might just lettin' it all hang out
She's a brick----house
She's the one, the only one
Who's built like a amazon
She's got everything
A woman needs to get a man
How can she use, the things she use
36-24-36, what a winning hand!

2568. Brick Window



Brick Window - Sean Watkins

I'm this thick black curtain that you see
Invitations all went out with ease

Ninety-two chances for connection die
Replaced by pitch black and blinding light

You'll find empty space where life should be
Void of everything that you should see

Can you hear a cry for help behind this wall
Ten feet thick and twenty high?

Behind all this makeup is no one you know (Behind...)
I safely speak the truth and watch confusion grow
(Safely speak the truth and watch confusion...)

Can someone my potential realize?
Can you tear me down and show your eyes?

2569. Brid Og Ni Mhaille

Brid Og Ni Mhaille
Traditional

Is a brid og ni mhaille, s' tu a d'fhag mo chroi craite,
'S chuir tu arraingeacha an bhais frid cheartlar mo chroi;
Ta na ceadta fear i ngra le d'eadan ciuin naireach,
Is go dtug tu barr breathacht.ar Thir Oirghialla mas fior.

Nil ni ar bith is aille na'n ghealach os cionn a' tsaile,
Na blath ban na n-airne bhios ag fas ar an draighean;
O siud mar bhios mo ghra-sa nios trilsi le breathacht,
Beilin meala na hailleacht' nach ndearna riamh claon.

Is buachaill deas og me 'ta triall chun mo phosta,
'S ni buan i bhfad beo me mura bhfaighidh me mo mhian;
A chuisle 's a storin, dean reidh agus bi romhamsa,
Ceann deireanach den Domhnach ar Bhoithrin Dhroim Sliabh.

Is tuirseach 's bronach a chaithimse an Domhnach,
Mo hata 'mo dhorn 's me ag osnail go trom,
'S me ag amharc ar na boithre 'mbionn mo ghra-sa ag gabhail ann,
'S i ag fear eile posta 's gan i bheith liom.

2570. Bridal Train - Chords

Bridal Train 
The Waifs



 
[Intro]
G Bm C Em D
 
[Verse]
G Bm C Em D
G
Telegram arrived today 
Bm
well it's time to catch the Monterey 
       C
coz the man i wed he waits for me 
        Em                    D
and the daughter that he's yet to see 
US navy beamed its message
"will deliver brides on a one way passage"
it made big news across the nation
the Bridal Train leaves from Perth station
 
[Chorus]
C               D
All the girls around Australia 
G            Em
married to a Yankee sailor 
C
the fare is paid across the sea 
      Em                         D
to the home of the brave and the land of the free 
C                       D
From west to east the young girls came 
G               Em
all aboard the Bridal Train 
C
it was a farewell crossing over land 
                       D      G
she's gone to meet her sailor man 
 
[Verse]
No time for sad goodbyes
she held her mother as she cried
and then waited there in the Freo rain
to climb aboard the Bridal Train
well She was holding her future in her hands
a faded photo of a man
catch a sailor if you can
the war bride leaves her southern land
 
[Chorus]
C               D
All the girls around Australia 
G            Em
married to a Yankee sailor 
C
the fare is paid across the sea 
      Em                         D
to the home of the brave and the land of the free 
C                       D



From west to east the young girls came 
G               Em
all aboard the Bridal Train 
C
it was a farewell crossing over land 
                       D      G
she's gone to meet her sailor man 
 
[Bridge]
This is the story of those starry nights
through desert plains and city lights
through burning sun and driving rain
she wept aboard the Bridal Train
 
[Chorus]
C               D
All the girls around Australia 
G            Em
married to a Yankee sailor 
C
the fare is paid across the sea 
      Em                         D
to the home of the brave and the land of the free 
C                       D
From west to east the young girls came 
G               Em
all aboard the Bridal Train 
C
it was a farewell crossing over land 
                       D      G
she's gone to meet her sailor man

2571. Bridge

Dolly Parton - Bridge 

The bridge so high the bridge so tall here is where it's started on bridge
The moon is big and yellow and the stars're all aglow
From the bridge I see reflection in the waters far below
You kissed me for the first time here held me awfully tight
And the bridge became our favorite place we came here often in the night
One night while standing on the bridge desire swept through a spoke
Passion took us by the hand and showed us where to go
From the bridge we saw a meadow so we ran together there
Where we found love together hurry motions filled the air
The bridge so wide the bridge so long
Where once we stood together tonight I stand alone
Tonight while standing on the bridge my heart is beating wild
To think that you could leave me here with our unborn child
My feet are moving slowly closer to the edge
Here is where it's started and here is where I'll end it



2572. Bridge Over Troubled Water - Chords

Bridge Over Troubled Water
Recorded by Buck Owens
Written by Paul Simon

G7          C      F       C
When you're weary  feeling small 
F              C       F            C        F
When tears are in your eyes  I will dry them all
C           G7                     C
I'm on your side oh when times get rough 
    C7           F     D7 G7
And friends just can't be found
C      F           C        Am    F      G7     C
Like a bridge over troubled water I will lay me down
G7          C            F                  C
When you're down and out when you're on the street
F            C        F           C       F
When evening falls so hard I will comfort you
C              G7                    C
I'll take your part oh when darkness comes 
    C7      F   D7 G7
And pain is all around
C      F           C        Am    F      G7     C
Like a bridge over troubled water I will lay me down
G7      C           F       C
Sail on silver girl sail on by  
F             C       F              C             F
Your time has come to shine all your dreams are on their way
C            G7                     C
See how they shine oh if you need a friend 
    C7      F     D7 G7
I'm sailing right behind
C      F           C        Am    F      G7     C
Like a bridge over troubled water I will lay me down
       F           C        Am    F      G7     C
Like a bridge over troubled water I will lay me down

2573. Bridge Song

The Incredible String Band - Bridge Song 

Beautiful Girl:
To the South a brightness
It is not the moon deep dreams unfurling
It is not the starlight far but near
I feel in my heart bright joy stirring
Look yonder love, see it comes more clear



To the South a brightness
City of light unfolds its glory
How it calls me on through the night
Pinnacles of gold, towers of the silver bright
And the soul of city calls,
Come, be my bride tonight

To the South a brightness

And I must go
The bridge opens its arms and bends low
And you my love must go where you will

See you

Seeker:
Beloved how I love, how I love
To see things through the magic of your eyes
To share things that make your spirit rise up
But try as I might, and try as I may
I can't see anything

2574. Bridge To Memory Lane - Chords

Bridge To Memory Lane
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Kent Westberry and Eddie Burton
 
C                                        Dm  F
Last night I burned the bridge to memory lane
     G7                            C
I'll never walk that road with you again
                                  F      Em        Dm
In someone else's arms I let love slowly light the flame
     F                  G7               C
Last night I burned the bridge to memory lane
 
                   F             G7                   C
I finally shut the window on the past then closed the door
    F                C                         G7
And you won't see me going off the deep end anymore
      C             F                  G7                 C
I was holding on to feelings that were pulling though the past
     F            G7                C
Till my mind took forgetting you to heart
 
                                         Dm  F
Last night I burned the bridge to memory lane
     G7                            C
I'll never walk that road with you again
                                  F      Em        Dm
In someone else's arms I let love slowly light the flame



     F                  G7               C   G7
Last night I burned the bridge to memory lane
    C               F             G7              C
Now I don't see you anymore since I found someone new
    F                   C                               G7
The first time I looked in her eyes was the last time I saw you
      C               F           G7             C
While she was hanging on to me at last I let you go
      F                 G7              C
Cause her love filled a fire down in my soul
 
Repeat #1
     F                  G7               C   G7 C
Last night I burned the bridge to memory lane

2575. Bridge Washed Out - Chords

Bridge Washed Out
recorded by George Jones
written by Slim Williamson

Intro:
G                         C
The bridge washed out and I can't swim
       G             D7    G
And my baby's on the other side

       
Well when I woke up this mornin' the rain was a-pourin' down
      C                                                            G
I was gonna wed me a little river girl just over the bridge across town
                                                               C
I'm runnin' up and down the river and my nerves are drivin' me wild
          G                     C
Cause the bridge washed out and I can't swim
       G             D7    G
And my baby's on the other side

 
Rain oh rain stop fallin' dark clouds hurry from the sky
    C
The preacher and my bride is a-waitin' 
                                     G
And my weddin' bells are startin' to chime
                                                       C
I can't kiss and hold her and it's drivin' me outta my mind
    G                     C
The bridge washed out and I can't swim
       G             D7    G
And my baby's on the other side

Now I got one foot in the water the other foot solid on the ground
       C                                                      G



When I try to swim that ragin' old river I know if I try I'll drown
                                                           C
There's not a boat around me they've all gone out with the tide
        G                     C
And the bridge washed out and I can't swim
       G             D7    G
And my baby's on the other side 

Repeat #2 

                          C
The bridge washed out and I can't swim
       G             D7    G
And my baby's on the other side

2576. Bridgers

Bridgers (Kyle Shelstad)
Kitchen Dwellers

I can't wait to see your face again.
Time drags on like the winding drone of a midnight train.
With a swift pace in place, I'm heading home...

Yeah, my heart warms up like the Northern Bridgers,
Sit by the sun after April's blizzard.
Keep a close eye on the Big Sky mountain home.
And you can't keep ahold with cold beer flowing,
Whiskey's on the mind, and she won't stop calling.
Day to day grind keeps the blind from having fun.

Sunday's pass, in a haystack glass throughout the week
T&A; makes the hairlines fade, like the late, great, Mitchell Shade
With a swift pace in place, I'm heading home...

Yeah, my heart warms up like the Northern Bridgers,
Sit by the sun after April's blizzard.
Keep a close eye on the Big Sky mountain home.
And you can't keep ahold with cold beer flowing,
Whiskey's on the mind, and she won't stop calling.
Day to day grind keeps the blind from having fun.

Yeah, my heart warms up like the Northern Bridgers,
Sit by the sun after April's blizzard.
Keep a close eye on the Big Sky mountain home.
And you can't keep ahold with cold beer flowing,
Whiskey's on the mind, and she won't stop calling.
Day to day grind keeps the blind from having fun.



2577. Bridget Flynn

Bridget Flynn
Traditional

I've a nice little house, I've a cow or two and grass,
I've a plant garden running by the door.
I've a shelter for the hens, and a stable for the ass,
Aye, what could a man want more?
Will she go? I don't know,
But a bachelor is easy and he's free.
I've lots to look after, sure I'm living all alone,
Nobody's looking after me.

Now me father often tells me I should go and have a try,
To find a girl that owns a bit of land.
And I know the way he says it he has someone on his mind,
And me Mammy has the whole thing planned.
Will she go? I don't know,
but t'would mollify them greatly to agree.
Now there's little Bridget Flynn, it's her I'd love to win,
But she never has an eye for me.

Now there's a little girl who is worth her weight in gold,
And that's a decent dowry, don't ye see?
And I mean to go and ask her, the minute I get bold,
If she'll come and have an eye for me.
Will she go? I don't know,
but I'd love to have her sitting on me knee.
And I'd sing like a thrush on a hawthorn bush,
If she'd come and have an eye for me.

2578. Bridget O'malley

Bridget O'malley
Traditional

Oh Brid Og O'Malley, you have left my heart breaking.
You've sent death pangs of sorrow to pierce my heart sore.
A hundred men craving for your breathtaking beauty.
You're the fairest of maidens in Oriel, for sure.

No spectacle is fairer than the moonbeams on the harbour,
Or the sweet scented blossoms of the sloe on the thorn.
But my love shines much brighter, in looks and in stature,
The honey-lipped beauty who never said wrong.

I'm a handsome young fellow, who is thinking of wedlock,
But my life will be shortened if I don't get my dear.
My love and my darling, prepare now to meet me,
On next Sunday evening on the road to Drum Slieve.

Tis sad and lonely I pass time on Sunday,



My head bowed in sorrow my sighs heavy with woe.
As I gaze upon the byways that my true love walks over,
Now she's wed to another and left me forlorn.

2579. Bright As You Can - Chords

Bright As You Can 
Mike + Ruthy

[Intro]
D G D G D G D G
 
[Verse 1]
 
D     G                D
Oh my mother, she once told me
G         D     G             D
You gotta be as bright as you can
G     D       G             D
Oh my mother, she once told me
G         D     G             D
You gotta be as bright as you can
   G         Bm    A             D
Oh you gotta be as bright as you can
 
G D G D G D
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G       D       G       D
Yeah my father, he once told me
G         D     G             D
You gotta be as strong as you can
G     D       G       D
Oh my father, he once told me
G         D     G             D
You gotta be as strong as you can
   G         Bm    A             D
Oh you gotta be as strong as you can
 
G D G D G D
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
G      D      G       D
And my lover, he once told me
G         D     G            D
You gotta be as sweet as you can
G       D      G       D
Yeah my lover, he once told me
G         D     G            D



You gotta be as sweet as you can
   G         Bm    A            D
Oh you gotta be as sweet as you can
 
G D G D G D
 
 
[Bridge]
 
G  Bm                      F#m
My love comes to be like a sword of light
Em                        A
On this battlefield, your flag is white
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
      D        G    D
Oh my suitcase once told me
G         D     G            D
You gotta be as light as you can
G       D        G        D
Yeah my suitcase, it once told me
G         D     G            D
You gotta be as light as you can
   G         Bm    A            D
Oh you gotta be as light as you can
 
G D G D G D
 
 
[Instrumental solo]
 
G Bm F#m Em G A
 
 
[Verse 5]
 
      D   G     D      G
Oh my baby once told me
G         D     G           D
You gotta be as soft as you can
   G  D    G    D
Oh my baby once told me 
G         D     G           D
You gotta be as soft as you can
 
 
[Outro]
 
   G         Bm    A           G
Oh you gotta be as soft as you can
          Bm    A            G
You gotta be as light as you can
          Bm    A            G
You gotta be as sweet as you can
          Bm    A             G



You gotta be as strong as you can
              Bm    A             G
And you gotta be as bright as you can
             Bm    A             D
Oh you gotta be as bright as you can
 
G D G D A D

2580. Bright Lights

Bright Lights
Dustbowl Revival

I'm an old man
With the trembling hand
I've been around some
I've been all across this land
I' found' a potion
To take' me out without a fight
Now I'm' going
Yes I'm going home tonight

I lived a long life
Got no time I need to bide
I had a beautiful wife
And two more there on the side
I've been strapped down some
To those cold hospital beds
I found the window
Now I'm standing here instead

Oh my children
I know you'll never understand
If they're gonna take my life
I'll take it by my own hand
Gather round me
I got a feeling for flight
Turn the music up honey
Don't you cry
Come and squeeze me
It's so easily done
Just one pinprick
And your higher than the sun
Don't need no preacher
To teach me all about my rights
Now I'm going
I can see the bright lights
Oh oh oh

I made some new friends
At the old suburban mall
The men who live there
I hear they really have it all



One-way ticket
I said I got money for days
To meet the reaper
You know we got so many ways

Secobarbital
Stolen right out of the truck
And pentobarbital
After just to back it up
They say that 9 grams
Will do it every time
But I'll take 10 grams
Just to skip the line
Oh my children
I know you'll never understand
If they're gonna take my life
I'll take it by my own hand
Gather round me
I got a feeling for flight
Turn the music up honey
Don't you cry

2581. Bright Lights

Bright Lights - Acoustic Syndicate

She's the light of the moon
she's the heat of the sun
The pitch is her play
It keeps her on the run
She wants to live in the city
Where she can walk around
She'²ll always have herself a place
When she needs to get out of town
Needs to get out town

Oh but it's beautiful
Underneath the bright lights

To work so hard
To try to figure it out
To relax just a little bit
To leave no shadow of a doubt
To make yourself happy
To say a little prayer
You shine like a billion stars
You can go anywhere
You can be everywhere
In your dreams your light pours in
The words, the melody, they fit right in
The spark of the shot
Your fire's own flame
It'²s your song



And your game
Shine
Shine
Shine
Shine
To shine like a billion stars
You shine like a billion stars it'²s in you
Light up the night sky

Beautiful
You're beautiful
Underneath the bright lights

2582. Bright Lights And Country Music - Chords

Bright Lights And Country Music 
Rhonda Vincent

[Intro]
  E    A    E      E    E
  B7         E      E
 
[Verse 1]
 
E                      A           E
I won't stay home and cry tonight like every night before
B7                                       A           E
   I've just learned that I don't really need you anymore
                 A              E
I found a little place downtown where girls like me can go
                               B7          E      E
And they've got bright lights  and country music
 
 
[Chorus]
 
       A                                     E
Bright lights and country music a bottle and a glass
F#7                                           B7
Soon I'll be forgetting that there ever was a past
    E              A                E
And when everybody asks me just how I forget so fast
                       B7          E
I'll say bright lights and country music
 
 
[Interlude]
 
E             A        A7        E               E
 
B7            B7                 A               E
 
E             B                  A               E



 
E     E       B7                 E               E
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
E               A           E
A table by the bandstand a bottle filled with wine
B7                                 A              E
Honky tonks were made for Girls  with lovin' on their minds
                 A               E
Nothing else can take away this loneliness of mine
                         B7          E
Quite like bright lights and country music
 
 
[Chorus]
 
       A                          E
Bright lights and country music a bottle and a glass
   F#7                                         B7
Soon I'll be forgetting that there ever was a past
    E              A                E
And when everybody asks me just how I forget so fast
                       B7          E
I'll say bright lights and country music
 
[Outro]
 
                           B7          E
I love those bright lights and country music

2583. Bright Morning Stars

Bright Morning Stars
Ralph Stanley
Emmylou Harris - Abigail Washburn
The Lonesome Sisters
Gillian Welch

Bright morning stars are rising
Bright morning stars are rising
Bright morning stars are rising
Day is a'breaking in my soul

Oh where are our dear fathers
Oh where are our dear fathers
They're down in the valley a praying
Day is a'breaking in my soul

Oh where are our dear mothers
Oh where are our dear mothers
They've gone to heaven a shoutin



Day is a'breaking in my soul

Bright morning stars are rising
Bright morning stars are rising
Bright morning stars are rising
Day is a'breaking in my soul

2584. Bright Morning Stars / Boktiwak

Bright Morning Stars / Boktiwak - Rising Appalachia
Traditional Appalachian (fused with  Boktiwak , a song from the Costa Rican Bribri First Natio
n)

Bright morning stars are rising 
Day is a breakin' in my soul

Oh where are our dear mothers 
They're down in the valley a' singin'
Day is a breakin' in my soul
Oh where are our dear fathers 
They've gone up to heaven a' shoutin'
Day is a breakin' in my soul

2585. Bright Sunny South

Doc Watson & Merle Watson 
Bright Sunny South - Alison Krauss & Union Station

From the bright sunny south to the war I was sent
E'er the days of my boyhood I scarcely had spent
From its cool, shady forest and deep flowing streams
Ever fond in my memory and sweet in my dreams

Oh, my dear little sister, I still see her tears
When I had to leave home in our tender years
And my sweet, gentle mother, so dear to my heart
It grieved me sincerely when we had to part

Said my kind-hearted father as he took my hand
"As you go in defense of our dear native land
Son, be brave, but show mercy whenever you can
Our hearts will be with you 'til you return again"

In my bag, there's a Bible to show me the way
Through my trials on Earth and to Heaven someday
I will shoulder my musket and brandish my sword
In defense of this land and the word of the Lord



2586. Brighter Every Day - Chords

Brighter Every Day 
Trout Steak Revival
 
[Intro]
G C
 
[Verse 1]
G                                     C
There are some times when the day is gone,
                                  G
In my darkest hours waiting on the dawn,
G                                        C
Wondered if we're going to make it out alright,
                                         G
Of this cold and lonely world out in the night.
 
[Chorus]
D               C
Then I see your blue eyes and then,
D                 C
A good friend of mine,
G                  D             C
The sun is shining brighter everyday,
G                  D             C
The sun is shining brighter everyday.
 
[Interlude]
G
 
[Bridge]
           G
I wish you luck,
               C
I wish you the best,
 
I wish your kids were having fun,
            G
Having happiness,
                                 C
Cause what you've got is hard to find,
                                            G
And it gives a lot of hope to this heart of mine.
 
[Chorus]
D               C
Then I see your blue eyes and then,
D                C
A good friend of mine,
G                  D             C
The sun is shining brighter everyday,
G                  D            C



The sun is shining brigher everyday.
 
[Interlude]
Am  Bm   C   D      Am  Bm  C  D
Am  Bm   C   D      Am  Bm  C  D
Am  Bm   C   D      Am  Bm  C  D
Am  Bm   C   D      Am  Bm  C  D
 
[Outro]
G                  D             C
The sun is shining brighter everyday,
G                  D             C
The sun is shining brighter everyday,
G                  D             C
The sun is shining brighter everyday,
G                  D             C
The sun is shining brighter everyday.

2587. Brighter Mansions

Brighter Mansions

There's a little church on Sunday morning
Where I go to kneel and pray
It's a place that God reserves for all
While here on earth we stay

It's a place to lose your cares and worries
And to leave the load you bear
It's a stepping stone on the road to glory
There's a brighter mansion over there

    There's a brighter brighter mansion a brighter brighter mansion
    In a world that's free from care
    It's a home eternal in the Heavens
    There's a brighter mansion over there

There the Savior standing at God's right hand
Who will harken to our call
By His sweat and blood on the cross at Calvary
Gave His life for one and all

Now by grace thru faith we attain His mercy
And with beauties we will share
There's a sacred promise that He made to all
There's a brighter mansion over there

2588. Brighter Shade Of Blue



Brighter Shade Of Blue
Lou Reid & Carolina

[Verse 1]
Last night while drivin' down the lane
In the cold November rain
My thoughts began to wander back in time
To the happy days gone by
And the love that you and I
Once shared together, now just memories remain

[Chorus]
A brighter shade of blue
Now that I don't have you
The wind, it blows a little colder
Lyin' on another shoulder
The world around me seems a brighter shade of blue

[Verse 2]
I blew on home and walked inside
Tears I tried so hard to hide
But reminders lie in everything I see
What am I supposed to do
With these memories of you?
I'm like a convict who's just longin' to be free

[Chorus]
A brighter shade of blue
Now that I don't have you
The wind, it blows a little colder
Lyin' on another shoulder
The world around me seems a brighter shade of blue

[Chorus]
A brighter shade of blue
Now that I don't have you
The wind, it blows a little colder
Lyin' on another shoulder
The world around me seems a brighter shade of blue

2589. Brightest And Best - Chords

Kathy Mattea - Brightest and Best
Ricky Skaggs

[Verse 1]
 
Em                           D
Hail the blest morn, see the great Mediator
Em                       Bm  D     Em
Down from the regions of glory descends
Em                        Bm
Shepherds, go worship the Babe in a manger
Am         Bm                       Em



Lo, for a guard, the bright angels attend
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
Em                          D
Say, shall we yield Him, in costly devotion,
Em                    Bm   D       Em
Fragrance of Edom and off'rings divine?
Em                       Bm
Gems of the mountain and pearls of the ocean,
Am              Bm                      A
Myrrh from the forest, or gold from the mine?
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Em                        A
Brightest and best of the sons of the morning,
Em                       A             B
Dawn on our darkness and lend us Thine aid
Em                       Bm
Star in the East, the horizon adorning
Cmaj7           Bm                  Em      A
Guide where our infant Redeemer was laid.
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
Em                   Bm
Vainly we offer each ample oblation,
Em          Bm                       A
Vainly with gifts would His favor secure
Em                   Bm
Richer by far is the heart's adoration
Em        Bm          Am      Bm     Em
Dearer to God are the prayers of the poor.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Em                        A
Brightest and best of the sons of the morning,
Em                       A             B
Dawn on our darkness and lend us Thine aid
Em                       Bm
Star in the East, the horizon adorning
Cmaj7           Bm                  Em
Guide where our infant Redeemer was laid.
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
Em  Bm Cmaj7 Bm C Bm Em
 
 
[Verse 4]



 
Em                     Bm
Cold on His cradle the dewdrops are shining
C            Bm           Am     Bm     Em
Low lies His bed with the beasts of the stall
Em                  D          Bm
Angels adore Him in slumber reclining
C             Bm                      C    Bm
Wise men and shepherds before Him do fall
Am         Bm         C   Bm     C      B
Maker and Monarch and Savior of all!
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Em                        A
Brightest and best of the sons of the morning,
Em                       A             B
Dawn on our darkness and lend us Thine aid
Em                       Bm
Star in the East, the horizon adorning
Cmaj7           Bm          D        A
Guide where our infant Redeemer was laid.
 
Em                        A
Brightest and best of the sons of the morning,
Em                       A             B
Dawn on our darkness and lend us Thine aid
Em                       Bm
Star in the East, the horizon adorning
Cmaj7           Bm          D        C
Guide where our infant Redeemer was laid.
 
Em              Bm                   Em
Guide where our infant Redeemer was laid.

2590. Bring 'Em Home

Todd Snider - Bring 'Em Home

I keep a picture in my wallet of you
Ring on my finger, tattoo, too
I tell you, baby, what I wanna do
Bring 'em home, bring 'em home, bring 'em home
Bring 'em home, bring 'em home, bring 'em home
I've seen some things that you will see on my face
I've got some memories I will never erase
I'm gonna have to bring those memories with me
Out of this place
Bring 'em home, bring 'em home, bring 'em home
Bring 'em home, bring 'em home, bring 'em home
I just enlisted like a lot of guys do
Hoping to maybe get a leg up on a dream or two



Now it seems like all I'm ever
Almost dying to do is
Bring 'em home, bring 'em home, bring 'em home to you
Coming home, going home would be a dream come true
We fall to bed at night, dead on our feet
Pissed off and lost in this insufferable heat
Back home we hope they're chanting out in the street
Bring 'em home, bring 'em home, bring 'em home
Bring 'em home, bring 'em home, bring 'em home
Bring 'em home, bring 'em home, bring 'em home
Bring 'em home, bring 'em home, bring 'em home

2591. Bring 'Em On Back - Chords

Bring 'Em On Back 
Larry Sparks

[Chorus]
G
Bring  em on back, Bring  em on back,
                                          D
Grand Ole Opry, Kitty Wells, Johnny and Jack
G                           G7
That ole stage down at the Ryman
         C                      G
How them boards went clacketty clack
G                       D
Bring  em on back, them ole good times
       G
Bring  em on back
 
 
[Verse 1]
G                                        C             G
Do you miss them Sunday dinners that your Mama used to make?
G
Do you miss that  naner pudding and good ole chocolate cake?
G                                          C               G
When the preacher came for dinner, all the kids we had to wait
G                       D
Bring  em on back, them ole good times
       G
Bring  em on back
 
[Chorus]
G
Bring  em on back, Bring  em on back,
                                          D
Grand Ole Opry, Kitty Wells, Johnny and Jack
G                           G7
That ole stage down at the Ryman
         C                      G
How them boards went clacketty clack



G                       D
Bring  em on back, them ole good times
 
[Instrumental]
 
[Verse 2]
G                                        C                    G
Do you miss them summer hayrides holding hands with Linda Jones?
G
Do you miss them watermelons you'd pick up on your way home?
G                                      C                G
Do you miss the Grand Ole Opry and the high, lonesome tones?
G                       D
Bring  em on back, them ole good times
       G
Bring  em on back
 
[Chorus]
G
Bring  em on back, Bring  em on back,
                                          D
Grand Ole Opry, Kitty Wells, Johnny and Jack
G                           G7
That ole stage down at the Ryman
         C                      G
How them boards went clacketty clack
G                       D
Bring  em on back, them ole good times
 
[Instrumental]
 
[Chorus]
G
Bring  em on back, Bring  em on back,
                                          D
Grand Ole Opry, Kitty Wells, Johnny and Jack
G                           G7
That ole stage down at the Ryman
         C                      G
How them boards went clacketty clack
G                       D
Bring  em on back, them ole good times
 
G
Bring em on back,Bring em on back,
                                          D
Grand Ole Opry, Kitty Wells, Johnny and Jack
G                           G7
That ole stage down at the Ryman
         C                      G
How them boards went clacketty clack
G                       D
Bring  em on back, them ole good times
       G
Bring  em on back



2592. Bring Back My Blue Eyed Boy

Bring Back My Blue Eyed Boy - Cater Family

Tis true the rainbow has no end
It's hard to find a faithful friend
And when you find one just and true
He's dropped the old one for the new
   
   Bring back my blue eyed boy to me
   Bring back my blue eyed boy to me
   Bring back my blue eyed boy to me
   That I may ever happy be

Must I go bound and have no free
Must I love a boy that don't love me
Or must I act the childish part
And love that boy that broke my heart

Last night my lover promised me
To take me across the deep blue sea
And now he's gone and left me alone
An orphan girl without a home

O dig my grave both wide and deep
Place marble at my head and feet
And on my breast a snow white dove
To show to the world I died for love

2593. Bring Back My Boy

Carter Family - Bring back my boy

Out in the cold world and far away form home
Somebody's boy is wandering alone
No one to guide him and keep his footsteps right
Somebody's boy is homeless tonight.

Bring back my boy, my wandering boy
Far, far away, wherever he may be
Tell him his mother with faded cheeks and hair
At their old home is waiting him there.

Out in the hallway there stands a vacant chair
Yonder's the shoes my darling used to wear
Empty the cradle, the one that's loved so well
Oh how I miss him there's no tongue can tell.

Bring back my boy, my wandering boy



Far, far away, wherever he may be
Tell him his mother with faded cheeks and hair
At their old home is waiting him there.

Oh could I see him and fold him to my breast
Gladly I'd close my eyes and be at rest
There is no other that's left to give me joy
Bring back my boy, my wandering boy.

Bring back my boy, my wandering boy
Far, far away, wherever he may be
Tell him his mother with faded cheeks and hair
At their old home is waiting him there.

2594. Bring Back My Peace Of Mind - Chords

Bring Back My Peace Of Mind
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Buck Owens

C             F                         C
Bring back my peace of mind let me live again
            G7                               C
End my long lonely nights make my heart beat again
C7            F                           C
Drive my grey skies away let the sunshine begin
              G7                            C
Bring back my peace of mind and let me live again
            G7                     F      C
I miss your fingertips I miss your loving lips
           G7                               C
I miss the tender little things you used to do
           G7                      F        C
I tried so hard to find some other peace of mind
    D7                                        G7
But now I must face the fact there's just one you
Repeat #1
              G7                            C
Bring back my peace of mind and let me live again

2595. Bring Back My Wandering Boy

Bring Back My Wandering Boy

Out in the cold world and far away home
Some mother's boy is wandering all alone
With no one to guide him or keep his footsteps right
Some mother's boy is homeless tonight



Bring back to me my wandering boy
For there is no other who's so apt give me joy
Tell him that his mother with faded cheeks and hair
Is at the old home place awaiting him there

Out in the hallway, there stand a vacant chair
And an old pair of shoes he used to wear
Empty is the cardle he used to love so well
Oh, how I miss him no tongue can tell

* Refrain

Well I remember those parting words he said
We'll meet up yonder where tears are never shed
In that land of sunshine away from toil and care
When life is over, I'll meet you up there

* Refrain

2596. Bring Back The Springtime - Chords

Bring Back The Springtime
Recorded by Ray Price
Written by Kurt Kaiser

C
When in the spring 
                F        G7
The flowers are blooming bright and fair
                           C
After the grey of winter's gone
F              Dm              Em     Am
Once again the lark begins its singing
Dm          G7            C
Back in the meadows of my home
F          Dm                   Em        Am
Lord to my heart bring back the springtime
Dm            G7               C
Take away the cold and dark of sin
F            G7             C     Am
Oh refill me now sweet Holy Spirit
Dm             G7          C
May I warm and peaceful be again
 
Lord make me like that stream 
     F                 G7
That flows so cool and clear
                             C
Down from the mountains high above
F               Dm                 Em    Am
I will tell the world the wondrous story
Dm              G7                      C
Of the precious stream filled with Your love



 
F          Dm                   Em        Am
Lord to my heart bring back the springtime
Dm            G7               C
Take away the cold and dark of sin
F            G7             C     Am
Oh refill me now sweet Holy Spirit
Dm             G7          C
May I warm and peaceful be again
Dm             G7          C
May I warm and peaceful be again

2597. Bring Back To Me My Wandering Boy

Bring Back to Me My Wandering Boy

Out in the cold world and far away from home
Some mother's boy is wandering all alone
With no one to guide him or keep his footsteps right
Some mother's boy is homeless to- night

Oh, bring back to me my wandering boy
For there is no other who's left to give me joy
Tell him his mother, with faded cheeks and hair
Is at the old home a waiting him there

Out in the hallway, there stands a vacant chair
And an old pair of shoes he used to wear
Empty's the cradle he used to love so well
Oh, how I miss him, no tongue can tell

Well I remember those parting words he said
We'll meet up yonder where tears are never shed
There'll be no goodbyes in that land so fair
When life is over, I'll meet you up there

2598. Bring It On Back To Me - Chords

Bring It On Back To Me
Recorded by Jan Howard
Written by Harlan Howard
 
Intro:

G7
Bring it on back bring it on back 
                    C
Bring it on back to me



You took your heart from me
    F
And gave it to someone new
    G7
But I won't be discouraged
                    C
Honey I'll wait for you

Until you bring it on back to me
F
Bring it on back to me
     G7
When your heart's in need of sympathy
                          C
Honey bring it on back to me

Oh bring it on back to me
F
Well bring it on back to me
     G7
When she throws it aside so carelessly
                          C
Honey bring it on back to me

G7
Bring it on back bring it on back 
                    C
Bring it on back to me

You got a crazy mixed up heart
F
Don't know what it's all about
    G7
But I'm the one that loves you
                    C
Someday you'll find out

And then you'll bring... 

Repeat #3,4

G7
Bring it on back bring it on back 
                    C
Bring it on back to me

2599. Bring It On Down To My House, Honey

Merle Haggard
Bring It On Down To My House, Honey

Well, let me tell you about a song that's just right to put ya'll in a good mood
It's the old Bob Willis number Bring It On Down To My House Honey



And if I can just hit on the fiddle it goes like this
One, two a one, two, three.

[Instrumental]

Well, bring it on down to my house honey there ain't nobody home but me
Bring it on down to my house honey I need your company
Aunt Claudy went to town to buy a new slip
Uncle John went fishin' on a three day trip
Bring it on down to my house honey ain't nobody home but me.

[Instrumental]
Billy Liebert

Well, bring it on down to my house honey there ain't nobody but me
Bring it on down to my house honey I need your company
Yeah, you're mama won't fret if you bring it over here
Preacher won't know and the neighbors don't care
So bring it on down to my house honey ain't nobody home but me.

[Instrumental]
Roy eah uh huh yeah

Well, bring it on down to my house honey ain't nobody home but me
Bring it on down to my house honey I need your company
(Well, I'll come around if you can play the fiddle)
Bring it on down cause I can play a little
Bring it on down to my house honey
'Cause there ain't nobody home but me.

[Instrumental]
And Mr Hamlet

Yeah, bring it on down to my house honey ain't nobody home but me
Bring it on down to my house honey I need your company
(I'll come around if you can play the fiddle)
Well, bring it on down cause I can play a little
Bring it on down to my house honey, ain't nobody home but me...

2600. Bring It On Home

Little Big Town - Bring It On Home

[Verse 1]
You got someone here wants to make it alright
Someone who loves you more than life right here
You got willing arms that'll hold you tight
A hand to lead you on through the night right here
I know your heart can get all tangled up inside
But don't you keep it to yourself

[Chorus]
When your long day is over



And you can barely drag your feet
The weight of the world is on your shoulders
I know what you need
Bring it on home to me

[Verse 2]
You know I know you like the back of my hand
But did you know I'm going to do all that I can right here
I'm going to lie with you till you fall asleep
When the morning comes I'm still going to be right here (yes I am)
So take your worries and just drop them at the door
Baby leave it all behind

[Chorus]

[Bridge]
Baby let me be your safe harbor
Don't let the water come and carry you away

[Chorus]

[Outro]
You got someone here wants to make it alright
Someone who loves you more than life right here

2601. Bring It On Home

Bring It On Home

It's been a while, since my thoughts have gone to you
You left me darlin' all alone
I try to forget, but your memory lives on
Darlin'² won't ya' bring your love on home

Bring it on home, bring it on home
Oh you know it'²s been so long
I'²m just waitin' for you to bring your love on home

I can'²t recall, why you up and left my dear
It seems a mystery to me
Can't comprehend, why you'²d pretend to love me so
Then turn your back so easily

Bring it on home, bring it on home
Oh you know it's been so long
I'²m just waitin' for you to bring your love on home

If ever you feel, that you strayed too far away
If I ever cross your mind
I'll be waitin'² where the mountain rivers flow
So don'²t be scared to drop a line

Bring it on home, bring it on home



Oh you know it's been so long
I'²m just waitin' for you to bring your love on home

2602. Bring It On Home to Me

Dixie Chicks - Bring It on Home to Me
Larkin Poe - Dry Branch Fire Squad

If you ever change your mind
About leaving, leaving me behind

Oh, bring it to me, bring your sweet loving
Bring it on home to me, yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah

You know I laughed when you left
But now I only I only hurt myself

Oh, bring it to me, bring your sweet loving
Bring it on home to me, yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah

I gave you jewelry and money too
But that ain't all that ain't all I do for you

Oh, bring it to me, bring your sweet loving
Bring it on home to me, yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah

You know I'll always be your slave
Until I'm buried till I'm buried in my grave

Oh, bring it to me, bring your sweet loving
Bring it on home to me, home to me
Oh baby, bring your sweet sweet loving on home to me

2603. Bring It On Home To Memphis

Bring It On Home to Memphis
Emmylou Harris & Rodney Crowell

Sweet Lucinda, look out your window
LA freeway just like the man said
People honking their horns, pointing guns at your head
Sweet Lucinda
In a land of cotton, you're not forgotten
The Mississippi River just rolls on through
And everybody's wondering what happened to you
In the land of cotton
Down on the delta, remember your soul
We're waiting just to welcome you back to the fold
Tomorrow comes early, you better get humming



The whole damn town is gonna know that you're coming

Bring it on home to Memphis
Bring it on home to Memphis
Bring it on home to Memphis
Bring it on home to Memphis
Bring it on home and give us a thrill
Bring it on home, honey, send me the bill
Bring it on home to Memphis
Bring it on home to Memphis
Bring it on home to Memphis

Beale Street was jumping the day you were born
W.C. Handy was blowing his horn
From the bluffs to Mud Island, the music grew quiet
Mystery train put a hush on the night
Fireflies made light of the hot summer breeze
And the wind was a whisper through the tops of the trees
Rain started falling, the river grew lazy
Bring it on home, child, you're making us crazy

We've got hot buttered biscuits and Dewberry pie
White-flour gravy in an endless supply
A cucumber salad right out of the ground
And cold soda water just to wash it all down
But down on the Delta where cotton is king
We only want to treat you like a homecoming queen
Tomorrow comes early, it's never too late
The whole damn town is gonna open the gate

Bring it on home to Memphis
Bring it on home to Memphis
Bring it on home to Memphis
Bring it on home to Memphis
Bring it on home, we want to be good
Bring it on home to the whole neighborhood
Bring it on home to Memphis
Bring it on home to Memphis
Bring it on home to Memphis
Bring it on home to Memphis

2604. Bring It To Jesus - Chords

Bring It To Jesus
Written and recorded by Buck Owens

G                          C             G
When the road is rocky and heavy is your load
                       A7                 D7
When the sky is cloudy and the sunshine's gone
     G                         C               G
When your life is troubled and nothing's going right
                        D7           G



Bring it to Jesus He'll show you the light
                             C            G
Well bring it to Jesus He'll show you the way
                        A7            D7
Bring it to Jesus He'll brighten your day
     G                         C                  G
When your life is troubled and you can't sleep at night
                            D7           G
Bring it to Jesus and He'll show you the light
                             C            G
Well Jesus is the Savior the light of the world
                          A7             D7
The only way to heaven so we read in His word
     G                         C                G
Tell Him all your troubles and let Him make 'em right
                            D7           G
Bring it to Jesus and He'll show you the light
Repeat #2

2605. Bring It With You When You Come

David Rawlings
Bring It With You When You Come

Laying around this little town smoking those nice cigars
Waiting for a handout just to catch an empty car
Just as a freight train came rolling by, my wait was all in vain
Back off, back off, you dirty bum and get yourself the next freight train

So if you wanna be a little friend of mine, bring it with you when you come
Laying around this little town, your head chock full of rum
I came downtown, for to get a little sap
Boy, whatcha ain't sitting on another man's lap
If you wanna be a little friend of mine, bring it with you when you come

Well they put me off in Texas, a place that I do love
Wide open spaces around me, the moon and stars above
But nobody seems to want me now, or lend me no helping hand
I'm on my way, I'm leaving today, I'm headed for the promised land

So if you wanna be a little friend of mine, bring it with you when you come
Laying around this little town, your head chock full of rum
I came downtown, for to get a little sap
Boy, whatcha ain't sitting on another man's lap
If you wanna be a little friend of mine, bring it with you when you come

So if you wanna be a little friend of mine, bring it with you when you come
Laying around this little town, your head chock full of rum
I came downtown, for to get a little sap
Boy, whatcha ain't sitting on another man's lap
If you wanna be a little friend of mine, bring it with you when you come



2606. Bring Me All Your Lovin'

Allison Moorer
Bring Me All Your Lovin'

Please don't bring me flowers
Tied up in a pretty bow
I'd trade a thousand roses
For just one hand to hold
And I don't want no candy
Sugar hurts my teeth
All I want is you tonight
That'd be really sweet

There's nothin' at the five and dime that I really need
Your kiss is the only gift that means a thing to me
Bring me all your lovin'
That's somethin' you ain't tried
Bring me all your lovin'
And I'll be satisfied

I don't want a poem
Written fancy on a card
I'd rather have I love you
Scribbled on my heart
And I won't wear a new dress
From a downtown store
Wrap me up in your arms
And baby I'll be yours

There's nothin' at the five and dime that I really need
Your kiss is the only gift that means a thing to me
Bring me all your lovin'
Somethin' you ain't tried
Bring me all your lovin'
And I'll be satisfied
There's nothin' at the five and dime that I really need
Your kiss is the only gift that means a thing to me
Yeah, bring me all your lovin'
Somethin' you can't buy
Bring me all your lovin'
And I'll give you all of mine

Bring me all your lovin'
Throw your presents in the creek
Bring me all your lovin'
And I'll be tickled pink...



2607. Bring Me Back To You

Bring Me Back To You
Kathy Kallick

Even when I close my eyes, I can see the towns fly by
And the rhythm of the wheels keeps on rolling
And I don't want to lay my head in a solitary bed
But I'm away from you, and there is no one I would turn to
Time gets all stretched out  til my reference points are gone
And memory and fantasy get blurry
And the crazy ways I feel push the edges of what's real
Until I'm desperate to get somewhere in a hurry

CHORUS:
Somehow all this brings me back to you
Wherever I may wind up, the passion pushes through
I may find myself in tears, and it's been this way for years
All these things just bring me back to you
When I'm this tired I feel abused by my unforgiving muse
Who chooses inconvenient times to bless me
And I've no choice but to accept all the words and sounds I let
Tumble through me, overwhelm me and possess me

CHORUS

2608. Bring Me Home

Bring Me Home - Acoustic Syndicate

Are you still there
Or have you left us on our own
In a place that we've never been before
There was a bridge
A bridge across the great divide
Is it there or has it fallen to the ground?

Is that truth or is it stardust in my eyes?
Fallen from the down nova of our time
How will I know when the truth is all we see
Will I feel it
Will I burn or be set free
Will I see it
Will I know if it's me?

But I will hope for tomorrow
I will still love you today
I will still keep to the journey that we started yesterday
I will hold true to the mission
And if I lose my way
I know that you will find me and bring me home
Bring me home



Is that you or is it someone else I see
Hiding there in the shadows of the day?
It'²s time to come out and feel the warmth of the sun
And just maybe there's some good for you today
Just maybe the truth will light our way

But I will still hope for tomorrow
I will still love you today
I will still keep to the journey that we started yesterday

I will hold true to the mission
And if I lose my way
I know that you will find me and bring me home
Bring me home
Bring me home
Bring me home
Bring me home

2609. Bring Me My Queen

Abigail Washburn - Bring Me My Queen
Artist: Abigail Washburn
Album: City Of Refuge

Take all my money
Take all my dreams
I'll swim across your ravaging seas
Just don't play me the fool
Don't make it all new
It's time, time, time, time, time
Bring me my queen

She takes all my love
Takes all my notions
Tears them all down 'til the earth loses motion
Bring me my queen
Bring me my queen

She takes all my love
Takes all my notions
Tears them all down to the ground
Ooh, bring me my queen

She takes all your friends
Takes all your lovers
Buries all the bodies in her heart's deepest cover
Just don't play the fool
Don't make it all new
It's time, time, time, time, time
Bring me my queen

She takes all my love
Takes all my notions



Tears them all down to the ground
Ooh, bring me my queen

Bring me my queen
Bring me my queen
Bring me my queen
Bring me my queen

2610. Bring On The Blues

Bring On The Blues

It's a steep and windy road
and it's a mighty heavy load
For this one man to live life this way
I'm spending most of my time
thinkin' with a worried mind
I got a feeling this feelings' here to stay

So bring on the blues
bring on the blues
It's the one thing I just can't lose

I maybe right I maybe wrong
I'll leave this world this one ol' song
About the way that I'm feelin' tonight
Been 'round the world sailed the sea
I got the feelin' I'm losin' this fight

2611. Bring On The Night

Bring On The Night 
The Police - Acoustic Syndicate

The afternoon has gently passed me by
The evening spreads its sail against the sky
Waiting for tomorrow
Just another day
God bid yesterday goodbye

Bring on the night
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight
Bring on the night
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight

The future is but a question mark
Hangs above my head there in the dark
Can't see for the brightness
Is staring me blind



God bid yesterday goodbye

Bring on the night
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight
Bring on the night
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight

Bring on the night
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight
Bring on the night
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight

I couldn't stand another hour of daylight
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight
I couldn't stand another hour of daylight

2612. Bring On The Night

Alan Jackson - Bring On The Night 

It's twilight
And the street lights, are comin on
I'm in a stream of cars, on this boulevard
Headed home
And I can hardly wait
For you to make what wrong today seem right
It's been a long hard day
So bring on the night
Bring on the night
And pull down the shades
Lock the world outside
And throw the key away
And turn on the feelings
And turn out the lights
Lets call it a day
And bring on the night
From 9 to 5
It's the same old grind, all week long
And the only thing
That keeps me sane, is comin home
When the sun goes down
You know how to set things right
Let's put the day behind us
And bring on the night
Bring on the night



And pull down the shades
Lock the world outside
And throw the key away
And turn on the feelings
And turn out the lights
Lets call it a day
And bring on the night
Lets call it a day
And bring on the night

2613. Bring On The Wonder

Bring On The Wonder
Susan Enan

I can't see the stars anymore living here
Lets go to the hills where the outlines are clear

Bring on the wonder
Bring on the song
I pushed you down deep in my soul for too long

I fell through the cracks at the end of our street
Lets go to the beach, get the sand through our feet

Bring on the wonder
Bring on the song
I pushed you down deep in my soul for too long

Bring on the wonder
We got it all wrong
We pushed you down deep in our souls for too long

I don't have the time for a drink from the cup
Let's rest for a while 'til our souls catch us up

Bring on the wonder
Bring on the song
I pushed you down deep in my soul for too long

Bring on the wonder
We got it all wrong
We pushed you down deep in our souls, so hang on

Bring on the wonder
Bring on the song
I pushed you down deep in my soul for too long.



2614. Bring Out Your Dead

Bring Out Your Dead
Greensky Bluegrass

Bring out your dead, the law is coming and there's nowhere left to Hide
Big black suit is coming down, gonna clean out from the inside
People being killed for what they made
Taking on more than they can carry away

Somebody pushed me in a hurricane 'cause I can't stand standing Still
I've got a whole shitload of trouble but I still ain't had my fill
I've got sin covering my lies
Good God I've got nothing to hide

Left town a block up not nearly far enough
I'm not well, it's unsafe and I think I've had too much
Gonna push back and make noise today
I'm gonna be heard coming in this way

Taking fire from behind it's not safe to be in this land
Show them the driver, show them his gun, it's in your able hand
Gonna live free or dead tonight
One foot one fight at a time

Bring out your dead, the law is coming and there's nowhere left to Hide
Big black suit is coming down, gonna clean out from the inside
People being killed for what they made
Taking on more than they can carry away

2615. Bring Your Clothes Back Home - Chords

Bring Your Clothes Back Home 
John Hartford
 
     D
Mama killed a rooster, thought it was a duck
                                         D7
Put it on the table with its legs pokin' up
    G                        D
Oh, Babe - 'bout to lose my mind
                        A7                       D
Bring your clothes back home and try me one more time
 
           D
You know about kissing and loving on down
                                        D7
You're the dreamiest gal I've ever been around
    G                        D
Oh, Babe - 'bout to lose my mind
                          A7                     D
Bring your clothes back home and try me one more time
 



[Instrumental]
        D
She's coming down the stairs going "oop shoop a-doobie"
                                            D7
I'm looking up thinking 'bout that flip-flop-floobie
      G                     D
Oh, Babe - 'bout to lose my mind
                        A7                      D
Bring your clothes back home and try me one more time

2616. Bring Your Heart Home

Ernest Tubb 
Bring Your Heart Home

Bring your heart home quit your wandering
Don't you get tired of living alone
I'll be waiting if you ever change your mind and
Bring your heart home

Bring your heart home break the change loose
Restless chains on your shackled mind
I still love you and you're welcome
Love still lives here bring your heart home

Bring your heart home break the change loose
Restless chains on your shackled mind
I still love you and you're welcome
Love still lives here bring your heart home

Love still lives here bring your heart home

2617. Bring Your Love To Me

The Avett Brothers - Bring Your Love to Me 

Bring your love to me
I will hold it like a newborn child
One of my own blood
And I might just even sing a song
to keep it calm

If you're wondering, am I capable
God knows I am
And if it's meant to be
I will go alone, God knows I can
Just not as well, and besides what kind of fun is there
to be had with no one else?



And I can only stand here still
And I can only hope you will
keep me in focus long enough to tell
I'm trying to help (that's all)

Bring your love to me
I will hold it like a dandelion
One I want to save, one I want to keep
from the breeze that follows me and no one else

I can only stand here still
And I can only hope you will
keep me in focus long enough to tell
I'm trying to help

2618. Bring Your Sweet Self Back To Me

Lefty Frizzell
(Honey, Baby, Hurry!) Bring Your Sweet Self Back To Me

[Verse 1]
Honey, baby, listen, oh my darling, please listen and hear me
And take those feet of' yours' and come to' me
So you can take those arms' of yours and squeeze me
I'd be so happy, things would be right
For you could take those lips of yours and kiss me all the night
So hurry darlin', I'm in misery
Yes yes hurry and bring your sweet self back to me

[Verse 2]
Smile with those eyes of yours, tell me you care
Then take your hands of yours, and run through my hair
And love me darlin', both night and day
Well I know just what you'll do sweetheart
If you feel the same old way
You'll hurry honey, my sweet baby
Oh yes you'll hurry and bring your sweet self back to me

[Verse 3]
And take those ears of yours, hear what I say
And take those things of yours, and head my way
And don't be slow hon', please hurry up
Oh, catch a plane because a train just ain't fast enough
You've been away, dear, too long you see
Oh yes yes, please, please hurry
Bring your sweet self back to me

2619. Bringin' My Baby Back Home (Live)



Railroad Earth - Bringin' My Baby Back Home (Live) 

I'm bringin my baby back home
Bringin my baby back home
Worries are over
Dark clouds are gone
I'm bringin my baby back home
Bringin my bluebird day
Tear the bummers away
My Worryin's over
Been away too long
And I'm bringin my baby back home

I'm bringin my baby back home
Bringin my baby back home
Worries are over
The dark cloud is gone
I'm bringin my baby back home

It's all gonna be OK
Throw out the broken curse
Goodbye doctor Goodbye nurse
It's all gettin better cos it's over gettin worse
And I'm bringin my baby back home
Bringin my baby back home

Dark clouds are flying my worries are gone
I'm bringin my baby back home

The cats gonna gather round
The dog's gonna leap and bound
Put up the stand
Bring a marchin band
I'm bringin my baby back home

I'm bringin my baby back home
Bringin my baby back home
Dark days are over
my worries are gone
I'm bringin my baby back home

I'm bringin my baby back home
bringin my baby back home
Dark clouds are flying my worries are gone
I'm bringin my baby back home

2620. Bringing In The Georgia Mail

Bringing In The Georgia Mail
Flatt & Scruggs - Lonesome River Band

See the engine puffing, boy she's making time
That old trains wearing out the rail, rail, rail
Heading for the mountain that she's got to climb



Bringing in the Georgia mail

Ninety miles an hour and she's gaining speed
Listen to the whistle moan and wail, wail, wail
Has she got the power I'll say yes indeed
Bringing in the Georgia mail

See the driver's travel watch her spin the track
Ought to put that engineer in jail, jail, jail
Has he got her rolling watch her ball the jack
Bringing in the Georgia mail

Rocking and a reeling spouting off the steam
Stoke the fire and hope the brakes don't fail, fail, fail
Serving all the people listen to her scream
Bringing in the Georgia mail

2621. Bringing In The Sheaves - Chords

Bringing In The Sheaves
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Knowles Shaw and George A. Minor

G                     C
Sowing in the morning sowing seeds of kindness
G                      A7           D7
Sowing in the noontide and the dewy eve
G                       C
Waiting for the harvest and the time of reaping
G                       D7              G
We shall come rejoicing bringing in the sheaves

                        C               G
Bringing in the sheaves bringing in the sheaves
                        A7              D7
We shall come rejoicing bringing in the sheaves
G                       C               G
Bringing in the sheaves bringing in the sheaves
                        D7              G
We shall come rejoicing bringing in the sheaves

                         C
Going forth with weeping sowing for the Master
G                             A7           D7
Though the loss sustained our spirit often grieves
G                       C
When our weeping's over He will bid us welcome
G                       D7              G
We shall come rejoicing bringing in the sheaves

Repeat #2



2622. Bringing It Home - Chords

Bringing It Home
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Dallas Frazier

G
Well I'm tired of traveling down this rocky old road
                                                 D7
This old heart of mine is a hurting from a heavy load
     C                                 G   Em
Only Jesus knows the way my heart went wr-ong
        G                 D7                   G
But the Lord He knows I'm about to bring it on home

                             D7
Whoa I'm bringing it yes I'm bringing it
            G                                  C
Hum yes I'm bringing it hear me talking I said I'm bringing it
         G                     D7                       G
This old heart's been away too long and I'm bringing it home

When the angels come and carry me away
                                             D7
And I have to face the Lord on that judgment day
     C                                         G    Em
I've got to have the power to stand before His thr-one
             G                  D7                    G
That means a change in my heart and I'm a bringing it home

repeat #2

Someday somewhere you'll hear the trumpet sound
                                                         D7
There'll be lightning and thunder and earthquakes in the ground
     C                                                 G  Em
Well don't ya let the devil tell you that your hope is g-one
              G                  D7                 G
There'll be a whole lotta hearts that will never go home

repeat #2

2623. Bringing Mary Home

Bringing Mary Home
Country Gentlemen - Mac Wiseman

I was driving down a lonely road one dark and stormy night
When a little girl by the roadside showed up in my headlights



I stopped and she got in back and in a shaky tone
She said: My name is Mary, please won't you take me home? 

She must have been so frightened all alone there in the night
There was something strange about her, for her face was deathly white
She sat so pale and quiet in the back seat all alone
I'll never will forget that night I took Mary home

I pulled into the driveway where she told me to go
Got out to help her from the car and opened up the door
But I just could not believe my eyes 'cause the back seat was bare
I looked all around the car but Mary wasn't there

A light shone from the porch, someone opened up the door
I asked about the little girl that I was looking for
Then a lady gently smiled and brushed a tear away
She said: It sure was nice of you to go out of your way

But thirteen years ago today a wreck just down the road
Our darling Mary lost her life and we miss her so
Thank you for your trouble and the kindness you have shone
You're the thirteenth one who's been here bringing Mary home

2624. Broadcast For My Heart

Broadcast For My Heart (Larry W. Jones 10/27/2007) 

Make a broadcast just for my heart
Announce it on the air
Play it at the top of the charts
That you still want me there
Darling, though we are far apart
You know my love is true
Make a broadcast just for my heart
And all the world will know it too
Sweetheart, I wish I weren't alone
I need you here beside of me
I hear your voice when on the phone
But it's still you I need to see
Make a broadcast just for my heart
Announce it on the air at night
Your voice will be a work of art
That will turn darkness into light
- instrumental -
Sweetheart, I wish I weren't alone
I need you here beside of me
I hear your voice when on the phone
But it's still you I need to see
Make a broadcast just for my heart
Announce it on the air
Play it at the top of the charts
That you still want me there
Darling, though we are far apart



You know my love is true
Make a broadcast just for my heart
And all the world will know it too

2625. Broadminded

The Louvin Brothers - Broadminded

That word broadminded is spelled s-i-n
I read in my Bible, they shall not enter in
For Jesus will answer, "depart, I never knew you"
That word broadminded is spelled s-i-n

Some people say they gamble now and then for pleasure
And drink a little whiskey just to please a friend
They say it's really nothing, you've got to be broadminded
That word in my Bible is spelled s-i-n

That word broadminded is spelled s-i-n
I read in my Bible, they shall not enter in
For Jesus will answer, Depart, I never knew you
That word broadminded is spelled s-i-n

That broadminded mother goes out and joins a party
There's nothing wrong in drinking and dancing with a friend
And then on Sunday morning, she'll say she loves her savior
She should be begging God to forgive her of her sin

That word broadminded is spelled s-i-n
I read in my Bible, they shall not enter in
For Jesus will answer, Depart, I never knew you
That word broadminded is spelled s-i-n

For to be carnally minded is death
But to be spiritually minded is life and peace
Because the carnal mind is enmity against God
For it is not subject to the law of God
Neither, indeed, can be
You'll find your word "broadminded" means sin if you'll read

That word broadminded is spelled s-i-n
I read in my Bible, they shall not enter in
For Jesus will answer, Depart, I never knew you
That word broadminded is spelled s-i-n

2626. Broadway

Alison Krauss - Broadway 



I stood on faith and the corner of ambition
I came here to sink or swim
And to show them all that they were wrong
And though I never thought I'd make it this far

So the curtains are down
For the moment I'm someone
There were those in the wings who waited, who came this way
Now there gone
But there's always someone at home who never forgets who you are

When I'm down and I'm growing old
I won't be along no railroad track
I won't be bound to a life out in the cold
It's been a steady pace to keep my steps between these cracks on Broadway
And my stride in rhythm to the beat of home, sweet home

When I'm down and I'm growing old
I won't be along no railroad track
I won't be bound to a life out in the cold
It's been a steady pace to keep my steps between these cracks on Broadway
And my stride in rhythm to the beat of home, sweet home

Can't go on, I'm on the top of my better years
I'm going home, it's too lonesome on the bottom rung here

It's been a steady pace to keep my steps between these cracks on Broadway
And my stride in rhythm to the beat of home, sweet home

2627. Broke

Todd Snider - Broke

[Verse 1]
Credit complications in the check out line
It's an awkward situation almost every time
They keep your card behind and they keep your groceries too
Yeah they do
You try telling everybody it's a terrible mistake
But you can tell they don't believe that's true
It's written all over you
When you're broke

[Verse 2]
I hung my head down as I walked out the door
I'm never ever going back to that store
They treated me like a bum in front of everyone behind me in line
It was all my friends and neighbors lookin' at me
Like I'd committed some kind of crime
I guess you ain't worth a dime
When you're broke

[Chorus 1]



Why, if I had money like I did in my day
Just out of spite, I think I'd give it away
I thought it didn't even matter anyway
And the more I thought, the madder I got

[Verse 3]
By the time I got home I was seeing red
I pulled a gun up out from under my bed
I put a sock on my head and into the night I flew, away I flew
The next thing I know, I've got blood on my hands
But I've got money in my pockets too
You never know what you'll do until you do what you do
When you're broke

[Chorus 2]
Now, if I had money like I did in my day
I'd buy a car and drive us far away
Of course, you know I've got this debt to pay to society
Honey, wait for me

[Verse 4]
With good behavior I'll be out in seven years
Don't worry over me or shed any tears
I've learned a lot in here and I know what a chance I blew
The next time I won't make the same mistake
I'll shoot the camera out too
I'm learning all kinds of things you can do
When you're broke
When you're broke
When you're broke

2628. Brokedown

Brokedown - Hot Buttered Rum

(Nat:)
Brokedown for the first time
It's a long way to the next town
It's a hot day and I wish I was down
In the cool breeze of a beach town

(Erik:)
This morning I was doing fine
Now there's new things on my worried mind
I'm walking along the broken line
I am all alone without a sign, to say where to go

(Nat/Erik - chorus:)
Come on, come on deliver me
End this conversation in my head
In the company of strangers swiftly passing by
I'm moved by a strange new wind instead of the old one



(Nat:)
I guess luck has always been on my side
It has always been a fairly easy ride
The climb uphill is the simple part
I fear this wobbling is the start, of the slow decline

(chorus)

(Erik - bridge:)
There's one way out
I'll have to find my own route
There's only one way out
I guess I'll find it anyhow, oh anyhow

(Nat:)
Brokedown for the first time
It's a long way to the next town
It's a hot day and I wish I was down
In the cool breeze of a beach town

(chorus x2)

(bridge x2)

2629. Brokedown Palace

Brokedown Palace
Grateful Dead - Adrienne Young

Fare you well my honey
Fare you well my only true one
All the birds that were singing
Have flown except you alone

Going to leave this broke-down palace
On my hands and my knees I will roll, roll, roll
Make myself a bed by the waterside
In my time, in my time, I will roll, roll, roll

In a bed, in a bed
By the waterside I will lay my head
Listen to the river sing sweet songs
To rock my soul

River gonna take me
Sing me sweet and sleepy
Sing me sweet and sleepy
All the way back back home
It's a far gone lullaby
Sung many years ago
Mama, mama, many worlds I've come
Since I first left home



Going home, going home
By the waterside I will rest my bones
Listen to the river sing sweet songs
To rock my soul

Going to plant a weeping willow
On the banks green edge it will grow, grow, grow
Sing a lullaby beside the water
Lovers come and go, the river roll, roll, roll

Fare you well, fare you well
I love you more than words can tell
Listen to the river sing sweet songs
To rock my soul

2630. Broken

Broken
Sierra Ferrell

It's another day outside the ocean side
Finding all the treasures in the tides
At the places' we' would hide
Even all' this time, I know that you' lied

Don't ya know
That it's easy to be broken
Maybe you should be more soft spoken

With another day, that's come and gone
You're still on my mind
I hope that it's not like this all the time

So it's another day
I'm beside the ocean side
Finding all the treasures in the tides
Oh please, let me call you mine
You know this love thing, it'll make you blind

Cause don't ya know
That it's easy to be broken
Mm, so maybe you should learn to be soft spoken
With another day, that's come and gone
And you're still on my mind
And I hope that it's not like this all the time

2631. Broken Butterflies



Lucinda Williams - Broken Butterflies

You wear your anger well and stand
For all the world to see
A heavy cloak and one gloved hand
And no humility

You stand inside the garden
And feast on black cherries
And swallow the manna from heaven
And spit out the seeds

You spread your anger on sharp-edged knives
Cut my skin and make it bleed
Like pilate in his self righteousness
You're a traitor and a thief

Choking on your unplanned words
Coughing up your lies
Tumbling from your mouth a flurry
Of broken butterflies

But the blood that flows I cannot hide
That blood that covers me
Nourishes the butterflies
And they are healed and are set free

I wish you had what Ruth possessed
But then I don't expect that of you
Grace and honor and faithfulness
And the love that you refuse

Will you ever learn to just forgive
Will you open your beautiful eyes
And bleed the way Christ did
And fix the broken butterflies

2632. Broken Cage

Broken Cage
Kitchen Dwellers - Broken Cage

I'm looking for experience in the things that make me lonely
To keep my mother up at night, and make my loved ones worry
About the path I've chose, and our fragile mental state
They're all worried I might snap, and they're wondering if I'm crazy

Now I've never been the one to lie awake at night
But now a days in bed when my mind starts to unwind
Thinkin' about the months ahead and all my love has searched for
And I'm worried that I'm losing all the things that I have worked for

Roll me slowly
Roll me fast against the wave



BRcause we're headed east
And I'm carrying my lonely
Heart in a broken cage

Morning's getting rough at times, it takes a little whiskey
Because out here on the trail, its all pretty painted ladies
Climb up on your knee, and they'll ask for all your stories
To make you forget about the bloodshed and the glory

Roll me slowly
Roll me fast against the wave
Because we're headed east
And I'm carrying my lonely
Heart in a broken cage

Looking at old friends, getting married having babies
Crawled inside my head, when I started believing maybe
There's better ways to do this, can't remember your birthday
But I'll leave every dive bar from here to Missouri

Roll me slowly
Roll me fast against the wave
Because we're headed east
And I'm carrying my lonely
Heart in a broken cage

One big white light going off in my head
And I start wondering if it's something different now and then
Living fourty-two life times alone in my head
Am I drowning in this sorrow, or maybe I am dead

2633. Broken Doll

Richard Thompson - Broken Doll

You called for me so here I am
Not a boy and not a man
Man enough to know the odds are long
They dress you up and keep you clean
Like courtiers around a queen
Show you good from bad, right from wrong

All the tears in the world
All the tears in the world
Won't mend a Broken Doll

The little things in life escape her
Dolls are made of rags and paper
China cracks and chips so easily
Doesn't have the will, the strength
To hold the world out at arm's length
Skin's too thin, eyes too wide to see



All the tears in the world
All the tears in the world
Won't mend a Broken Doll

Wish I could give love to you
And life to you and hope to you
As you look through me to something else
In your face I think I see
Twisted-up infinity
Angel soul imprisoned in a shell

All the tears in the world
All the tears in the world
Won't mend a Broken Doll

2634. Broken Down In Tiny Pieces - Chords

Broken Down In Tiny Pieces
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by John Adrian

C              Em          C7         F               Am
Broken down in tiny pieces love ain't really all that much
F                       C            D7             G7
Just a song you used to whisper or a smile I try to touch
C              Em          C7         F                Am
Broken down in tiny pieces love ain't hardly worth the time
F                    C              G7                C
Just a nickel that I borrowed for a dream that cost a dime

F               E7              F
Take me back to where I started you can help me mend
                  C             G7                   C
Here I am in tiny pieces please put me back together again

               Em          C7        F              Am
Broken down in tiny pieces love's a special kind of thing
F                  C            D7              G7
Like a snowball in December you remember in the spring
C                       Em       C7     F                 Am
And you were all that I remember of the things I tried to find
F                     C          G7                      C
In between the broken pieces you keep running through my mind

F                  E7              F
Can't you see I'll always love you it will never end
                  C             G7                   F   C
Here I am in tiny pieces please put me back together a-gain



2635. Broken Down Merry Go Round - Chords

Broken Down Merry Go Round
Recorded by Jimmy Wakely and Margaret Whiting 
Written by Arthur Herbert and Fred Stryker
[3/4 time]

C
You said that you loved me
              G7
But it wasn't long till I found
That you had me riding
              C     G7 C
A broken down merry go round
Sweet kisses you gave me
                G7
But soon it was all over town
That you had me riding
              C     G7 C
A broken down merry go round
    F                      C
You told me that you would always be near
G7                      C
Love me my dear through sorrow and tears
    F                  C
But all I've left is a brass souvenir
  D7                      G7
Instead of a ring made of gold
                 C
My poor heart is breaking
                 G7
You've made me a fool and a clown
Or you had me riding
              C     G7 C
A broken down merry go round
Repeat #3, 4

2636. Broken Dreams - Chords

Broken Dreams
Hank Snow

Intro: B7-E
E A
I'm longing for you little darling,
 B7 E
For you promised that we'd never would part
 A
I've tried all in vain to forget you,
 E B7 E
Tho' forever you'll live in my heart

 A E



I'd forget ev'ry tear I have shed dear
 B7
For you ev'ry day that's gone by
 E A
I'd forgive ev'ry heartache you caused me
 E B7 E
And each time that you made me cry.

E A
As shadows of night steal around me
 B7 E
And the pale moon in heaven turns blue
 A
With tears in my eyes I am longing
 E B7 E
For the days when our romance was new.

 A E
They say you will soon wed another
 B7
But darling I'll wait till the end
 E A
And hope that someday you'll return dear
 E B7 E
And start life all over again.

E A
The plans that we made have been broken
 B7 E
A garden, a cottage for two,
 A 
Golden curls in a cradle of rosewood
 E B7 E
Are dreams that will never come true.

 A E
Although you have gone and I'm weary
 B7
And life is a failure it seems,
 E A
Though sweetheart there's one consolation
 E B7 E
You'll be mine though it's only in dreams.

Ending: E-A-B7-E

2637. Broken End Of Love

Robert Earl Keen - Broken End Of Love

Line of sight, speed of sound
Feel of flesh the long way down
Flash of light you look around it's over



You're OK, but I'm a mess
It's the way it goes I guess
I think I thought we would last forever

What am I gonna do about this
It ain't no metamorphosis
It's the cold and bitter broken end of love

Discontent with love's refrain
Is something that I can't explain
I see now I should have seen it coming
It hit us like a hurricane
And ripped the coast with fiery rain
And I kept holding on in vain to nothing

What am I gonna do about this
It ain't no metamorphosis
It's the cold and bitter broken end of love

And I wonder if you felt this way
From our first kiss to that last day
And I was but a fool of trust and pleasure
And I'll keep your love where love won't die
So said the spider to the fly
But dead love is the only love you treasure

What am I gonna do about this
It ain't no metamorphosis
It's the cold and bitter broken end of love

I'm lucky just to be alive
It serves me right that I survive
And live to tell the lesson that you taught me
So you know for what it's worth
There ain't enough love on earth
To take away all the shame you brought me

What am I gonna do about this
It ain't no metamorphosis
It's the cold and bitter broken end of love (Hey now)
What am I gonna do about this
It ain't no metamorphosis
It's the cold and bitter broken end of love

End of love

2638. Broken Engagement

Broken Engagement
Louvin Brothers

They were standing by the window
On the night he kissed her cheek



He had waited long in silence
Waited long for her to speak

When at last he whispered softly
As the cool breeze kissed her head
She had waited long to tell him
What they told her he had said

Oh they say you love another
That you never did love me
If these words be true my darling
I'll forever set you free

They are true he hardly answered
As the sun and stars above
When they told you my intentions
Then they told you of my love

He turned deathly pale and angry
Left her standing by the gate
Sent a message by her sister
But the message came too late

God in Heaven sent an Angel
To relieve her ache and pain
She went drifting off to Heaven
On an Angel's snow white wing

He was standing by her casket
As he looked upon her face
Then he realized he loved her
And no one could take her place

2639. Broken Halos

Broken Halos

[Refrain]
Seen my share of broken halos
Folded wings that used to fly
They've all gone wherever they go
Broken halos that used to shine

[Verse 1]
Angels come down from the heavens
Just to help us on our way
Come to teach us, then they leave us
And they find some other soul to save

[Refrain]
Seen my share of broken halos
Folded wings that used to fly
They've all gone wherever they go



Broken halos that used to shine
Broken halos that used to shine

[Verse 2]
Don't go looking for the reasons
Don't go asking Jesus why
We're not meant to know the answers
They belong to the by and by
They belong to the by and by

[Refrain]
Seen my share of broken halos
Folded wings that used to fly
They've all gone wherever they go
Broken halos that used to shine
Broken halos that used to shine
Broken halos that used to shine
Broken halos that used to shine

2640. Broken Hearted

Broken Hearted
Fruition

Hangin out all night with them goodtime friends of mine
Drinking whatever will get me drunk tryin to get you off my mind
But nothing I have is strong enough, nothing ever gets to me
And everything around just brings back your memory
Where are you tonight my dear?
Do you think of me just like I dream of you?
Is there someone else who's touch has pulled you towards them?
Is there nothing I could ever say or do?
You're just as real as dreams are to me now
Just as right as wrong can feel, half of the time
Just as quickly as the seasons turn, surely as the fire burns out
We are born to be the broken hearted
Soon you will forget me, as we grow apart
You will find another and another ending starts
But one day you will wonder, where our love went wrong
And I'll wonder if you hear me when I'm singing out this song

2641. Broken Hearted Lover

Broken Hearted Lover
IIIrd Tyme Out

How could I be feeling happy
When you don't love me anymore
You took my love and all my kisses



And you left my heart so sore

   I'd rather swim across the ocean
   Without the help of God or man
   Than be a broken hearted lover
   When I have done the best I can

I thought that you were an angel
When I first looked into your eyes
But now I know all about you
I know your home's not in the skies

Stop, look and listen for that whistle
And when you hear that lonesome sound
You'll know by the whistle of that freight train
Your broken hearted lover's gone

2642. Broken Hearted Lover

Broken Hearted Lover
IIIrd Tyme Out

How could I be feeling happy
When you don't love me anymore
You took my love and all my kisses
And you left my heart so sore

   I'd rather swim across the ocean
   Without the help of God or man
   Than be a broken hearted lover
   When I have done the best I can

I thought that you were an angel
When I first looked into your eyes
But now I know all about you
I know your home's not in the skies

Stop, look and listen for that whistle
And when you hear that lonesome sound
You'll know by the whistle of that freight train
Your broken hearted lover's gone

2643. Broken Hearted Melody - Chords

Broken Hearted Melody
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Hal David and Stoney Edwards

C                     G7                        C



Broken hearted melody once you were our song of love
                             G7       C                    Am
Now you keep on taunting me  with the memory of his tender love
   C              Am     C             Am
Oh broken hearted melody must you keep reminding me
F             G7           F              G7
Of the lips I long to kiss and the love I miss         
               C
Since you went away night and day they play
                
                    Am     C               Am
That broken hearted melody that he used to sing to me
F                 G7               F              G7
When our love was young and bright and he held me tight
             C
Suddenly I'd found I was heaven bound
   Am          C      G7                        C
Broken hearted melody once you were our song of love

                               G7       C                    Am
Now you just keep taunting me  with the memory of his tender love
   C              Am        C                   Am
Oh broken hearted melody oh won't you bring him back to me
F           G7             F         G7
Sing to him till he yearns for me he returns
                 C           G7          C
No more will you be a broken hearted melody 
       G7          C
Broken hearted melody

2644. Broken Hearted People

Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell
Broken Hearted People

[Verse 1]
Broken-hearted people always seem to drink
Trying to drown those sorrows, it ain't as easy as you think
Living with a liar is a hard old way to go
Laughin' just to keep from crying ain't no way to grow old

[Chorus]
So take me to a barroom, driver
Set me on a stool
If I can't be her man
I'm damned if I'll be her fool

[Verse 2]
They say that whiskey ain't the best way, but then I ain't too smart
To think I just found out she was lying from the start
So if this is nothing but a bad joke looking for a laugh
Well, hold on to your lampshade, darling, 'cause I'm looking for a hat



[Chorus]
And you take me to a barroom, driver
Set me on a stool
If I can't be her man
I'm damned if I'll be her fool

[Guitar Solo]
[Verse 3]
So get this taxi moving because I have got no time to lose
And there's no time to be choosy, you know that any old bar will do
And I'm looking to get silly and I'm looking to get loose
And if that don't get it done, darling, I'll come looking for you

[Chorus]
Now take me to a barroom, driver
Set me on a stool
If I can't be her man
I'm damned if I'll be her fool

Take me to a barroom, driver
Set me on a stool
If I can't be her man
I'm damned if I'll be her fool

2645. Broken Highways

Greensky Bluegrass
Broken Highways

My records are scratched, my tapes are unwound
Trying to finding a song to ease my mind
Boxes and pictures, scattered on the floor
With a tear in my eye I go through them all

Trying to find just who you were
The one who saved me
The one who named me
The one who left me here on my own

Now the sun is up, the sky is green
Wishing my life could be just a dream
Something as sweet, as walking with you
Or a banjo singing one of Hartford's tunes

Like 'Skippin' in the Mississippi Dew'
The 'Julia Belle Swain'
'Natchez Whistle'
Or something I cannot put my finger on

Traveling down life's broken highways
Carrying a load and bound to run

My records are scratched, my tapes are unwound



2646. Broken Lady - Chords

Broken Lady
Recorded by the Gatlin Brothers
Written by Larry Gatlin

G              C    G             C
She's a broken lady waiting to be mended
       G            C             G
Like a potter would mend a broken vase         
         C    G             C
A broken lady waiting to be mended
                G           D7                 C  G
And have what's left of the pieces put back in place
                                                                  
Her love was like a fortress around a man she would have died for
       C                           G
Taking care to take care of all he needed
        A7
But the lady's fortress slowly turned into a prison
        D7               C              D7
And the warning signs he gave she never heeded
    G
She vowed every morning that what God joined together
       C                            G
No one else in the world could pull apart 
         A7
Then the walls came tumbling to the ground
                                            D7
And her world came crashing down around her heart 
Repeat #1

2647. Broken Man's Lament

Emmylou Harris - Broken Man's Lament

I was once a broken man
I was once a broken fool
Lost my wife and children
To one basic broken rule
Now I live my life in silence
Though I'm not quite in a shell 
I drink and listen to that song
A whiter shade of pale
Oh, a whiter shade of pale

I was a good shadetree mechanic
So, I sent myself to school
They smoothed out my rough edges



In my hands they put new tools
The instructor once he told me
I could work on any line
I could tune and make a diesel sing
Just like Patsy Cline
Oh, just like Patsy Cline

Well I met my wife to be
Through my mother's best friend's son
She'd been a bar room singer
She was as good as anyone
But I ask her to stop singing
And the girl she did not flinch
Next day she went and bought that man
A brand new crescent wrench, oh
Oh, a brand new crescent wrench

We had three fine children
As eight years went on by
I learned a supervisor's line
My knuckles stayed bone dry
But after supper I kept hearin' her
By the kitchen radio
Singing sweet but desperate harmony
A little bit too low, oh
A little bit too low

She left three months later
I'd just come home for lunch
Note said "Easy come, hard go"
I still love you so much
She said I don't know if I'll be there
Or if you'll want me when I come
But if and when that happens, dear
You better
Let my sweet dream run, oh
Let my sweet dream run

Oh, oh, oh, oh

I was a good shadetree mechanic
So I sent myself to school
They smoothed out my rough edges
In my hands they put new tools
The instructor once he told me
I could work on any line
But now the diesels aren't the only thing 
That sing like Patsy Cline, oh
Sing like Patsy Cline

I was once a broken man
I was once a broken fool
Lost my wife and children
To one basic broken rule
Now I live my life in silence
Though I'm not quite in a shell 
Drink and listen to that song



A whiter shade of pale
Oh, a whiter shade of pale
Oh, a whiter shade of pale
Oh, a whiter shade of pale

2648. Broken Man's Lament - Chords

Broken Man's Lament
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Mark Germino

G                       C                   G
I was once a broken man I was once a broken fool
                                              D7
Lost my wife and children to one basic broken rule
G                                        C              G
Now I live my life in silence though I'm not quite in a shell
                                  C               G
I drink and listen to that song a whiter shade of pale
     C               G
Oh a whiter shade of pale

                                      C              G
I was a good shade tree mechanic so I sent myself to school
                                                          D7
They smoothed out my rough edges in my hands they put new tools
    G                          C                   G
The instructor once he told me I could work on any line
                                    C               G
I could tune and make a diesel sing just like Patsy Cline
   C               G
Oh just like Patsy Cline

                         C                               G
Well I met my wife to be through my mother's best friend son
                                                  D7
She'd been a barroom singer she was as good as anyone
      G                                 C                G
But I asked her to stop singing and the girl she did not flinch
                                        C                  G
Next day she went and bought that man a brand new crescent wrench
     C                  G
Oh a brand new crescent wrench

                                   C                   G
Well we had three fine children as eight years went on by
                                                      D7
I learned to supervise a line my knuckles stayed bone dry
          G                                C           G
But after supper I kept hearing her by the kitchen radio
                                      C              G
Singing sweet but desperate harmony a little bit too low
     C              G



Oh a little bit too low

                            C                      G
She left three months later I'd just come home for lunch
                                    C                 G
The note said easy come hard go but still love you so much
                                                   C            G
She said I don't know if I'll be back or if you'll want me if I come
                                             C                  G
But if and when that happens dear you better let my sweet dream run

   C                  G
Oh let my sweet dream run

Repeat #2,1

2649. Broken Pieces of My Heart - Chords

Broken Pieces of My Heart
Recorded by Lee Greenwood
Written by Jan Crutchfield

C
It's a shame we didn't make it
                                      F
Everybody thought we were the perfect pair
   Dm
Anytime I needed someone
        F           G7                  C    Dm G7
I could always turn around and find you there
      C
But a good loves don't come easy
                                            F
And sometimes the strongest love could fall apart
        Dm               A7
Now I'm looking for some memories
      Dm                 G7           C    F
Going through the broken pieces of my heart
       C
It's a shame we didn't make it
                                        F
Heaven knows it's not because we didn't try
        Dm
But sometimes you just can't help it
         F            G7              C  Dm G7
And it's best to walk away and let it die
C
All I want is some small keepsake
                                            F
From a love that seemed to have the perfect start
       Dm               A7
So I'm looking for some memories
      Dm                 G7           C    F



Going through the broken pieces of my heart
C
I'm not looking for the answer
Cause I know that without question
     Em               F   Em  F
When love's gone it's gone
       Dm
I just thought I might find something
       G7
Hidden somewhere in the pieces
        F    C    G7
I could take along
Repeat #4
       Dm               A7
So I'm looking for some memories
      Dm                 G7           C
Going through the broken pieces of my heart

2650. Broken Record

Broken Record
Front Country

They said things would be better, once upon a time
They said we'd be together, in another life
But now I'm stressed out, tryna make a sound
But it doesn't come out right
Now i'm dressed up, tryna break this down
But i've gotta try to tell you my mind...

If i sound like a broken record
You ain't heard me yet
Maybe lean in and listen closer
To hear what i said...

If i wrote you a letter, sealed it with a kiss...
If i treated you better, would it still end up like this?
Where i'm stressed out, tryna turn it around
But it doesn't come out right
Now i'm dressed up, y'can't bring me down
But i'm gonna try to tell you my mind...

If i sound like a broken record
You ain't heard me yet
Maybe lean in and listen closer
To hear what i said
If i sound like an open letter
Would you open it?
Let me know when you get the message
Can you handle it?
I'm trying to tell you how i feel...
I don't care if you think it's real 



If i sound like a broken record
You ain't heard me yet
Maybe lean in and listen closer
To hear what i said
If i sound like an open letter
Would you open it
Let me know when you get the message
Can you handle it?

2651. Broken Tie - Chords

Broken Tie 
Good Ol' Persons
 
[Intro]
G G7 G C G D G
 
[Verse 1]
G
I was born in the heart of the country
                               G7
In a town in the middle of the land
       C              G
I grew up in a second city
                D                         G
Since I left my home I've been travellin' back.
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
To a time when a family tried to stay together
                                G7
Back to the time when a love survived
                   C                   G
When a woman and a man built a home forever
                D                          G
And they tied a knot for the rest of their lives.
 
 
[Instrumental]
G G7 G C G D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
My brother's gone to New York City
                                     G7
And I find myself in a corner of the west
           C                              G
My mom and daddy left their home and each other
           D                         G
Ten miles apart, more apart than the rest.
 



 
[Instrumental]
G G7 G C G D G
G G7 G C G D G
 
 
[Outro]
G
I'm singing songs of the poor and the homeless
                                 G7
I'm singing songs of a love that died
               C                     G
But my saddest song is the song of a family
                 D                  G
A million miles apart with a broken tie.

2652. Broken Toys

Jerry Jeff Walker - Broken Toys

[Verse 1]
There's not much to say for what was mine today
But when tomorrow comes I'll make my way
Had planned to build a dream or two today
But everything I tried turned out mistakes
Won't stay down long, tomorrow is my day

[Verse 2]
Casting nets catch dreams; try for what seems to be
Bend that willow round to shape things as I see
Finding that some cards are drifting in the sea
And no matter how I play them they'll trick me
That was this day, tomorrow I'll be free

[Verse 3]
Today played unfair; left me hung up, nowhere
But though it tries to break me, I don't care
Tried to bring my ship in tow to land somewhere
But today is just another chance that's left me there
Broken toys today, tomorrow's my repair

[Outro]
There's not much to say for what was mine today
Won't stay down long, tomorrow is my day

2653. Broom Of The Cowdenknowes

Broom Of The Cowdenknowes
Traditional



How blithe each morn was I tae see
My lass came o'er the hill
She skipped the burn and ran tae me
I met her with good will.

Chorus:
O the broom, the bonnie, bonnie broom
The broom o the cowdenknowes
Fain would I be in the north country
Herding her father's ewes

We neither herded ewes nor lamb
While the flock near us lay
She gathered in the sheep at night
And cheered me all the day

Hard fate that I should banished be
Gone way o'er hill and moor
Because I loved the fairest lass
That ever yet was born

Adieu, ye cowdenknowes, adieu
Farewell all pleasures there
To wander by her side again
Is all I crave or care

2654. Broomstraw Philosophers And Scuppernong Wine - Chords

Broomstraw Philosophers And Scuppernong Wine
Billy Strings

[Verse 1]
G
Ridin' in a taxi cab in New York City
G
Driver man sayin' how he think it's a pity
G       C
How you southern boys come happy and you leave uptight
G
Don't you worry 'bout me I'm a be alright
 
[Pre-Chorus]
C
Listen Mr. taxi man, I come from a long line
C                                                        G
Of broomstraw philosophers and home made scuppernong wine...
G
Good Georgia wine
 
[Chorus]
G          D
And I been I been;



C
If I ain't careful I'll be goin' again
C         D             C                D                C
I've been rode hard and put up wet, If I ain't learned no lesson yet
D                            C                G
I don't believe... I'm gonna learn it in your taxi
G
In no damn taxi
 
[Verse 2]
G
Started to sell my soul in the pawn shops in the city
G
And I looked into the eyes of the pawn man and asked him
G               C
Did he know how much blood and gut was in the guitar
        G
He said listen here brother I don't care what you are
 
[Pre-Chorus]
C
Listen Mr. ticket man I come from a long line
C                                                        G
Of broomstraw philosophers and home squeezed scuppernong wine...
G
Sweet Georgia wine
 
[Chorus]
G          D
And I been I been;
C
If I ain't careful I'll be goin' again
C         D             C                D                C
I've been rode hard and put up wet, If I ain't learned no lesson yet
D                            C                G
I don't believe... I'm gonna learn it in your pawn shop
G
In your damn pawn shop
 
[Verse 3]
G
The Pusher man was watchin' when I sold my dreams
G
He said" now listen to me brother, it ain't bad as it seems
G               C
I know how this world can feel so hard and cold
G
I got a little medicine for your good soul"
 
[Pre-Chorus]
C
Listen Mr. pusher man I come from a long line
C                                                        G
Of broomstraw philosophers and home squeezed scuppernong wine...
G
That good Georgia wine
 



[Chorus]
G          D
And I been I been;
C
If I ain't careful I'll be goin' again
C         D             C                D                C
I've been rode hard and put up wet, If I ain't learned no lesson yet
D                            C                G
I don't believe... I'm gonna learn it in your taxi
G
In no damn taxi
 
[Outro]
C         D             C
I've been rode hard and hung up wet
     D                  C
If I ain't found a home here yet
D             C                             G
My papa said, don't you forget your home in Georgia
G
Back in Georgia

2655. Brother

Brother
Toad the Wet Sprocket
Glen Phillips

[Intro]
I find my brother in there
Deep in my heart
I find my brother in there
Hold in my arms
I love you

And if I seem too quiet now
There are no words
To tell you how
I love you

[Verse 1]
I often feel
Like the prodigal son
Take all I need
Giving back none

Our beauty shows
In such different ways
You're like the light behind the fog: so soft
But still you burn my eyes away

[Chorus]
I find my brother in there



Deep in my heart
I find my brother in there
Hold in my arms
I love you
And if I seem too quiet now
There are no words to show you how
I love you

[Bridge]

[Verse 2]
So much has changed
And so much has happened these years
But still I find
That you are waiting here

We have a bond
That nothing can change
And still I find
A peace of mind
Whenever I hear your name

[Coda]
And if I seem too quiet now
There are no words to show you how
I love you
(I love)
I love you
(I love)
I love you
(I love)
Love you
(I love)
It doesn't feel too quiet now
No words could tell you how

It doesn't feel too quiet now
No words could tell you how

2656. Brother Bluebird - Chords

Brother Bluebird
Written and recorded by Freddie Hart

G            C            G
I just saw a bluebird fly over
                                             D7
And I could swear he looked straight down at me
    G            C               G
But I suppose he thought I was a brother
       C             G           D7             G
And no wonder I'm as blue as any bluebird could be
                C                   G



I never thought bluebirds got up so early
                                        D7
The sun's not up yet it's just breaking dawn
  G                 C             G          C
I guess like me you been too busy weeping or sleeping
      G              D7               G
And I just heard you sing the saddest song
    C                                  G
Hey brother bluebird what are we gonna do
We're two of a kind both out of our minds
                          D7
From the hurt we're goin' through
G                          C              G
Would you trade your wings do anything to have her
          C                     G        D7              G
Cause you love her well brother bluebird you've got company
             C             G        D7              G
Hey wait for me oh brother bluebird you've got company

2657. Brother Can You Spare A Dime - Chords

Brother Can You Spare A Dime? - Tim O'Brien

Banjo tuned E, Key of C Capo 3

     C                               G7        
They used to tell me I was building a dream
                     F
And so I followed the mob.
                              C          F
When there was earth to plow or guns to bear,
                                 G7
I was always there, right on the job.
      C                               G7
They used to tell me I was building a dream
                      F
With peace and glory ahead --
                                       G7            C
Why should I be standing in line, just waiting for bread?

 C                               F
Once I built a railroad, I made it run,
                      C
Made it race against time.
                                    F
Once I built a railroad, now it's done --
    G7                      C
Brother, can you spare a dime?

Once I built a tower, up to the sun,
brick and rivet and lime.
Once I built a tower, now it's done --
Brother, can you spare a dime?



Once in khaki suits, gee, we looked swell
Full of that Yankee Doodle-de-dum.
Half a million boots went slogging through hell,
And I was the kid with the drum.

Say, don't you remember they called me Al,
It was Al all the time.
Why don't you remember, I'm your pal --
Say, buddy, can you spare a dime?

Once in khaki suits, ah, gee, we looked swell
Full of that Yankee Doodle-de-dum.
Half a million boots went slogging through hell,
And I was the kid with the drum.

2658. Brother Do You Take Time To Pray - Chords

Brother Do You Take Time To Pray
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Truman A. Keeney, Rusty Harp, Jimmy Dickens

G                                    C
There's a land in the east there's a land in the west
          G                          D7
Where our many friends have gone far away
      G
Oh we often grieve about them 
       C
Wonder if we'll ever see them
    G             D7               G
But Brother do we take the time to pray
       C                       G
To the land in the east to the land in the west
                          D7
To the whole wide world I say
           G
There will be a day of judgement 
         C
When our Father dear will call us
G              D7               G
Brother do you take the time to pray
There are those who like to dabble 
          C
There are those who like to gamble
     G                                          D7
They won't work unless they are payed for every hour
       G                         C
Yes we growl about our wages and about our cost of livin'
       G            D7             G
But we never try to help it with a prayer
Repeat #2
We're allowed so much of this



      C
We're allowed so much of that
        G                              D7
And our pleasures one by one have gone astray 
    G
All because there's someone living
          C
Who don't think there'll be a judgement 
           G              D7                 G
And they'd rather start a war than kneel and pray
Repeat #2

2659. Brother I'm Getting Ready To Go

Brother I'm Getting Ready To Go

The lord's saved me I want the world to know
I'm on my way to glory land
There I'll see Jesus and take Him by the hand
Brother I'm getting ready to go

   I'm getting ready to go I know
   I'm leaving this world here below
   Ain't nothing in this world can turn me back I know
   Brother I'm getting ready to go

Say there wake up while yet you have time
And in the glory land wave
Jesus will hear you and answer your call
Get ready to meet him today

Brother don't wait till it is too late
Jesus might call for you today
It's awful to know when you leave this old world below
If you are not ready to go

2660. Brother I'm Getting Ready To Go - Chords

Brother I'm Getting Ready To Go       
Recorded by Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs
Written by Lester Flatt

G                       C                 G
The Lord has saved me I want the world to know
                       D7
I'm on my way to glory land
G                        C               G
There I'll see Jesus and take Him by the hand
                    D7       G



Brother I'm getting ready to go

I'm getting ready to go I know
                            D7
I'm leaving this world here below
      G                         C              G
Ain't nothing in this world can turn me back I know
                    D7       G
Brother I'm getting ready to go

                        C            G
Say there wake up while yet you have time
                      D7
And in the glory land wave
G                       C           G
Jesus will hear you and answer your call
             D7       G
Get ready to meet Him today

Repeat #2

                        C         G
Brother don't wait till it is too late
                         D7
Jesus might call for you today
     G                      C                G
It's awful to know when you leave this world below
               D7       G
If you are not ready to go

Repeat #2

2661. Brother John

Brother John
The Steeldrivers - Brother John

Brother John, Brother John
What have you done?
You've come here with this woman
Took the life of a lawman's son
I wish that I could help you
But it'd be best if you'd run
If they catch you they will kill you
Brother John, Brother John

You say you had good reason
She swears you did her wrong
She tried to get away
But his hands were just too strong
Now the lightnin' is flashin'
And the rain is pouring down
And you're just a step away



From the sheriff and his hounds

Brother John, Brother John
What have you done?
You've come here with this woman
Took the life of a lawman's son
I wish that I could help you
But it'd be best if you'd run
Cause if they catch you they will kill you
Brother John, Brother John

You never should have been there
It was wrong right from the start
Cause she was married to another
But found her way into your heart
You'll have to live with the decisions
That you let your temper make
Better get on across that river
Before they put you in a grave

Brother John, Brother John
What have you done?
You have come here with this woman
Took the life of a lawman's son
I wish that I could help you
But it'd be best if you'd run
If they catch you they will kill you
Brother John, Brother John
May Lord have mercy on you
Brother John, Brother John

2662. Brother Jukebox - Chords

Brother Jukebox
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Paul Craft

C               F      C
Brother jukebox sister wine
               Am     Em   G7
Mother freedom father time
          C            F
Since she left me by myself
           C        G7          C
You're the only family I've got left

                 G7       C
I go down to the same old cafe
                    F           C
Where I try to wash my troubles away
          F            G7        Am   C
I'm still down and I'm still all alone
F      C             G7             C



But it beats staying home all night long

                F      C
Brother jukebox sister wine
               Am     Em   G7
Mother freedom father time
          C            F
Since she left me by myself
           C        G7          C
You're the only family I've got left

                 G7             C
I go home Lord I climb that old stairway
                  F                C
And I tell myself tomorrow's a new day
      F              G7      Am   C
But I know I'll just go down again
F            C            G7          C
And spend my time with my new next of kin

                F      C
Brother jukebox sister wine
               Am     Em   G7
Mother freedom father time
          C            F
Since she left me by myself
           C        G7          C
You're the only family I've got left

F          C        G7          C
You're the only family I've got left

2663. Brother Jukebox - Chords

Brother Jukebox
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Paul Craft

G7      C       F      C
Brother jukebox sister wine
                       G7
Mother freedom  father time
          C       C7   F
Since you left me by myself
           C        G7          C
You're the only family I've got left
Repeat #1
               G7           C
I come down to the same old cafe
                         F           C
Where I've tried to wash my troubles away
          F              G7      C     F
I'm still down I'm still out all alone  



       C             G7             C
But it beats staying home all night long     
Repeat #1
F          C        G7          C
You're the only family I've got left

2664. Brother Of Mine

Donna the Buffalo - Brother of Mine

Oh brother of mine who I once knew
What sank your heart
What has gone and made you cruel
Tell me where did you fall that you can\'t get up
Who will you trust
Tell me who do you love

Chorus:
Such precious time in this
Oh sweet life

Tell me can you see
How you drive us away
Will you hang your head
On the day you seal your fate

Lay your worries on my table
All will come to
The willing and able

2665. Brother To The Blues - Chords

Brother To The Blues
Recorded by Lonesome River Band

G                    C            G
Well I first saw the light of day 32 years ago
                                         D7
And a lot of things have changed this is true
G                          C                  G
But there's one thing that stayed the same no matter where I go
                   D7             G
I've always been a brother to the blues

     C                                  G
I've traveled down the road that has no end
                                      D7
I've fought the devil knowing I can't win
    C                            G    C



The life I lead is not the one I cho-ose
G                  D7             G
I've always been a brother to the blues

              C         G
People try to tell me I bring it on myself
                                   D7
But all they've ever known is good news
G                C             G
So they can take their therapy just leave me alone
                   D7             G
I've always been a brother to the blues

Repeat #2

              C              G
Daddy told me son nothing in this world is free
                                   D7
And Lord I know I've had to pay my dues
G                   C               G
But it don't matter what I think or what I think I've earned
                   D7             G
I've always been a brother to the blues
Repeat #2
                   D7             G
I've always been a brother to the blues

2666. Brother Wind

Tim O'Brien - Brother Wind
Darrell Scott

Made up my mind to go
Some place so far away, I headed west
Without a sad goodbye
No hugs or tears that way, it's probably for the best
Sent cards along the way
Said I was looking for a brand new life
I never settled down
My wanderlust would always cut the ties like a knife
Sometimes the lonesome wind
Calls out just like it knows me
And on a night like this
When I don't know where to go, he shows me the way

He knows me, my brother wind
He's lonely too and he takes me away

I always looked ahead
I was so afraid that I'd be caught behind
Followed a crooked stream
To places I'd never seen and one more highway sign
Just like some other guys



I count the hours 'til the day will end
But it's not so I can rest
For me it's the time that's best for talking to my friend

Cause he knows me, my brother wind
He's lonely too and he takes me away

Now half my life is gone
The only home I have is open road
My skin is cracked and brown
A mirror to the dessert ground and the dusty wind that blows
I never made a mark
Just scattered footsteps on the shifting sand
Whatever pushes me
It's something only he can understand

He knows me, my brother wind
He's lonely too and he takes me away

2667. Brother, (Buddy) Can You Spare A Dime?

Brother, (Buddy) Can You Spare A Dime?
Gorney / Harburg

Once I built a railroad, I made it run
I made it run against time
Once I built a railroad, and now it's done
Buddy, can you spare a dime?

Once I built a tower way up to the sun
Of bricks and morter and lime
Once I built a tower, and now it's done
Buddy can you spare a dime?

Once in khaki suits, gee we looked swell
Full of that Yankee-Doodlee-Dum
A half-a-million boots went sloggin' through hell
And I was the kid with the drum

Say don't you remember, you called me Al
It was Al all the time
Say don't you remember, I was your pal
Buddy, can you spare a dime?

Once I built a railroad, I made it run
I made it run against time
Once I built a railroad, and now it's done
Buddy, can you spare a dime?



2668. Brotherly Love - Chords

Brotherly Love
Recorded by Keith Whitley and Earl Thomas Conley
Written by Jimmy Stewart and Tim Nichols

C                                               F
We shared the same last name and the same color eyes
C                                   G7
We fought like tigers over that old red bike 
C                                      C7
I'm battin' first and you can't use my glove
   F                        Am           G7
It wouldn't take long until push came to shove
    F                      G7                   C
But we looked out for each other with brotherly love
 
                                    F
You hated girls till I had my first date
  C                                              G7
I brought her home from the movies you stayed up late
C                           C7
Three on the couch watchin' T.V.
      F                        Am               G7
I was smilin' at her while you were laughin' at me
    F                       G7                C
But I wouldn't trade it for nothin' brotherly love
F                   G7
There's a bond that brothers know
    C                F
And it gets stronger as we grow
  Dm                 G7               C
A love that time and miles can't come between
Am              G7
We disagree but in the end
           F            C
There will never be two closer friends
    Dm        G7      F                G7
And brotherly love is something we all need
C                                                F
They share the same last name and the same color eyes
    C                                   G7
But they fight like tigers over one ol' red bike
C                              C7
And lookin' at them reminds me of us
        F               Am            G7
They're gonna fight and they're gonna fuss
    F                     G7                     C
But they've got something special it's brotherly love
     F                     G7                     C
Yeah they've got something special it's brotherly love



2669. Brothers And Sisters Hine Ma Tov - Chords

Brothers And Sisters Hine Ma Tov 
Nefesh Mountain

[Intro]
 
F F Bb F
F F C C
 
F F Bb F
F C F F
 
F                  Bb           F
Yai da dai dai dai dai dai dai dai
F                   C
Yai da dai dai dai dai
F                  Bb           F
Yai da dai dai dai dai dai dai dai
F        C          F
Yai dai dai da dai dai
 
[Verse 1]
F                    Bb       F
We come from a tale told long ago
F                 C            F
Passed on by the waves and the wind
F                      Bb            F
We've made it this far together you know
F                    C           F
Come brothers and sisters let's sing!
 
[Chorus]
F              Bb    F                    C
Hinei ma tov u'ma nayim shevet achim gam yachad
F              Bb    F           C          F
Hinei ma tov u'ma nayim shevet achim gam yachad
 
[Chorus]
F              Bb    F                    C
Hinei ma tov u'ma nayim shevet achim gam yachad
F              Bb    F           C          F
Hinei ma tov u'ma nayim shevet achim gam yachad
 
[Verse 2]
F                       Bb        F
Come gather 'round and hear the song
F              C         F
If you're the wandering kind
F                                Bb         F
Cause you can make it alone but just so you know
F               C
We leave no one behind
 
F                              Bb              F
Our mothers and fathers who've weathered the storms
F                   C               F



Grew strong in the trials of their times
F                          Bb       F
So we brothers and sisters l'dor va-dor
F
Carry on with this song in our lives
 
[Chorus]
F              Bb    F                    C
Hinei ma tov u'ma nayim shevet achim gam yachad
F              Bb    F           C          F
Hinei ma tov u'ma nayim shevet achim gam yachad
 
[Bridge]
F     C   F          Bb     C
Hinei ma tov u'ma nayim
         F    C  F    Bb    C
Shevet achim gam yachad
          F  C  F     Bb    C
Hinei ma tov u'ma nayim
        Bb        C       F
Shevet achim gam yachad
 
[Solo]
 
[Bridge]
F     C   F          Bb     C
Hinei ma tov u'ma nayim
         F    C  F    Bb    C
Shevet achim gam yachad
          F  C  F     Bb    C
Hinei ma tov u'ma nayim
        Bb        C       F
Shevet achim gam yachad
 
[Chorus]
F              Bb    F                    C
Hinei ma tov u'ma nayim shevet achim gam yachad
F              Bb    F           C          F
Hinei ma tov u'ma nayim shevet achim gam yachad
 
[Outro]
F                  Bb           F
Yai da dai dai dai dai dai dai dai
F                   C
Yai da dai dai dai dai
F                  Bb           F
Yai da dai dai dai dai dai dai dai
F        C          F
Yai dai dai da dai dai
 
F                             Bb       F
We'll sing out this song for years to come
F           C          F
In a story without an end
F                     Bb  F
For how good it is to be among
                 C           F



Our brothers and sisters and friends

2670. Brothers in Korea

The Osborne Brothers - Brothers in Korea 

(Lou Osborne) (1950's)
 It was on the 27th of November
 Uncle Sam sent for him to go,
 Said, "Bring your clothes for three days
 Until you are signed up for more."
 CHORUS:
 It's sad, it's sad but it's true;
 He had to report over there
 The people aren't happy unless
 They're fighting in a battle somewhere.
 He's in Korea today.
 He's fighting for the loved one back home.
 He's far across the sea
 He may never come home.
 You can wander around in the bar room
 And find drunkards loafing around
 But never do they have to answer
 A call to serve Uncle Sam...

2671. Brothers Of A Bottle

Bartender come over here
I want to buy the next round of beer
Boys name your poison, don't nobody pass
We're all brother of a bottle an' glass.

The happiest moment that I've ever known
Was the day that she told me she would be my own
But the bluest moment that ever could be
When she said she loved someone much better than me.

Bartender come over here
I want to buy the next round of beer
Boys name your poison, don't nobody pass
We're all brother of a bottle an' glass.

Well, I once had a buddy as fine as could be
We trusted each other completely you see
Well, then I betrayed him just like any wretch
No one but a woman could make you do that.

Bartender come over here
I want to buy the next round of beer



Boys name your poison, don't nobody pass
We're all brother of a bottle an' glass.

When God made man I guess this made him sad
For now they're all good and none are all bad
Then he made woman to cheat and deceive
There's been hell ever since the snake tempted Eve.

Bartender come over here
I want to buy the next round of beer
Boys name your poison, don't nobody pass
We're all brother of a bottle an' glass

2672. Brothers Of The Highway

Brothers of the Highway
Dailey & Vincent

Diamonds on the windshield as heaven starts to cry
In his rearview mirror, his angle waves goodbye
She knows he's got to go, she knows he's one of them

Brothers of the highway, children of the wind
That Detroit diesel pirate ship goes rollin' out again
Sailin' for that settin' sun, freedom's your best friend
Brothers of the highway, children of the wind

He puts the peddle to the metal, trying to outrun the rain
Another shot of truck stop coffee goes runnin' through his veins
This country turns on 18 wheels, thank god we can dRpend

On brothers of the highway, childrRn of the wind
That Detroit diesel pirate ship goes rollin' out again
Sailin' for that settin' sun, freedom's your best friend
Brothers of the highway, children of the wind

Carolina west to Denver
Baton Rouge east to Pittsburg
Portland south to San Diego
Sail on sail on
Tallahassee north to Boston
Up to Bangor west to Austin
Coast to coast, sea to sea
Sail on Sail on
Sail on

You brothers of the highway, children of the wind
That Detroit diesel pirate ship goes rollin' out again
Sailin' for the settin' sun, freedom's your best friend
Brothers of the highway, children of the wind

God bless you brothers of the highway, children of the wind



Sail on
(Sail on)
Sail on
Sail on
(Sail on)
Sail on

2673. Broussard's Lament

Sarah Jarosz - Broussard's Lament

Storm it did rage on the coastal shore
Winds blew so strong then the floods came on
People cried what took so long for help - to come along

Answers came cheap at the break of dawn
Sound bites playin' on and on and on
They told us Thursday they would come 
They told us Friday they would come
Saturday came and still the dying lived on

The missing ones were lost, not to be found
They paid the cost, you let them down
Well we said what can we do just to make - it up to you

Oh you can try to make this up to me
All I have is lost, not much to see
They told me Thursday they would come 
They told me Friday they would come
Saturday's here and I'm trying find my home
Oh the time is here, time to find my home

2674. Brown & Root

Rodney Crowell - Brown & Root, Brown & Root

[Spoken Introduction: Steve Earle]
In the 1950s, Brown & Root was the largest construction company in the world. A lot of poor 
sharecrop farm people running from the Great Depression got common labor jobs working for
 Brown & Root. In the 1960s, Brown & Root diversified and built all the infrastructure for the V
ietnam War.
You don't hear about Brown & Root anymore 'cause they got bought out by a bigger compan
y called Halliburton.

[Verse 1: Rodney Crowell]
Lord, I worked my hands
In wet cement
For the county highway crew
I'm the middle boy



From a family of ten
And poor sons-of-bitches were we
Pa was mean when he drank
And he always drank
And he never said three words to me

[Verse 2: Steve Earle]
Lord, it's hell when you're down
Don't no one care
And it all looks like uphill down there
'Cause you work and you climb
And you smell like dirt
And you know you ain't going nowhere
At Brown & Root, Brown & Root

[Verse 3: Rodney Crowell and Steve Earle]
Lord, the rain would come
And the roof would leak
And the gas comp'ny cut off the heat
'Cause when it rains, you don't work
Which means, no pay
Which always means not much to eat
And there are too many ways to get beat
At Brown & Root, Brown & Root

2675. Brown Baby

Rhiannon Giddens - Brown Baby

Brown baby, brown baby, as you grow up
I want you to drink from the plenty cup
I want you to stand up tall and proud
And I want you to speak up clear and loud
Brown baby
Brown baby
Brown baby
As years go by
I want you to go with your head up high
I want you to live by the justice code
And I want you to walk down freedom's road
You little brown baby
So lie away, lie away sleeping, lie away singing
Lie away sleeping, lie away safe in my arms
Till your daddy and your mama protect you
And keep you safe from harm
Brown baby
It makes me glad
You're gonna have things that I never had
When out of men's heart all hate is hurled
Sweetie, you're gonna live in a better world
Brown baby
Brown baby
Brown baby



2676. Brown County Red

Brown County Red
Russell Moore & IIIrd Tyme Out

I started out young
With my daddy's shotgun
Making corn liquor to sell

Mamma said son
There'll be trouble to come
I thought I was doing well

I got in a bind
On the brown county line
And I shot three deputies dead

I went on the run
And before I was done
The Ohio River ran red

I can't tell it's night
Til they turn out the light
I don't know the day or the hour
They locked me up well in the brown county jail
And I'm going to hang till I'm dead
Cause I painted brown county red

The judge he looked down
With his gavel and gown
Said it's the end of the line

In the eyes of this court
You have lived by the sword
And by the sword you're gonna die

They'll bury me
Underneath that oak tree
So please carve these words in the trunk

I'll never more kill
For an old liquor still
Here in the brown county drum

I can't tell it's night
Til they turn out the light
I don't know the day or the hour
They locked me up well in the brown county jail
And I'm going to hang till I'm dead
Cause I painted brown county red

I can't tell it's night
Til they turn out the light



I don't know the day or the hour
They locked me up well in the brown county jail
And I'm going to hang till I'm dead
Cause I painted brown county red

2677. Brown Eyed Bird

John Butler - Brown Eyed Bird

Brown eyed bird
Don't you cry;
Tonight we're gonna
Write ourselves an alibi
Get us out of this mess
And take what little we can take;
Run away from the facade
And all that's fake
All the whispers that
Rattle all our souls
All the secrets that
No one else will know
But the wind and wolves
Howling at my door
And I'm tired
Baby, you and me
We got everything we need to be happy
So let's run away from it all
Tell the world, brown eyed bird
We don't need none of their fantasies
We don't need none of their fantasies
Brown eyed bird
Don't look back;
There ain't nothing there now
But faded tracks
And if you don't wanna be here
Well then you're on your own;
I got to get out of this place
I gotta find my home
All the whispers that
Rattle all our souls
All the secrets that
No one else will know
But the wind and wolves
Howling at my door
And I'm tired of it all
Baby, you and me
We got everything we need to be happy
So let's run away from it all
Tell the world, brown eyed bird
We don't need none of their fantasies
Baby, you and me
We got everything we need to be happy
So let's run away from it all



Tell the world, brown eyed bird
We don't need none of their fantasies

2678. Brown Eyed Handsome Man

Brown Eyed Handsome Man
Jim & Jesse

Arrested on charges of unemployment he was sittin' in the witness stand
The Judge's wife called up the district attorney
Said free that brown eyed handsome man
If you want your job you better free that brown eyed man
Flyin' cross the desert in a TWA I saw a woman walkin' cross the sand
She'd been a walkin' thirty miles on route to LA
To get a brown eyed handsome man
Her destination was a brown eyed handsome man

[ fiddle ]

Way back in hist'ry three thousand years in fact ever since the world began
There's been a whole lotta good men who sheddin' tears
For a brown eyed handsome man
A lotta trouble with a brown eyed handsome man
Beautiful daughter couldn't make up her mind between a doctor and a lawyer man
Her mama told her daughter darlin' go out
And find yourself a brown eyed handsome man
Because your daddy was a brown eyed handsome man

[ fiddle ]

Milo de Venus was a beautiful lass she had the world in the palm of her hand
She lost both her arms in a wrestlin' match to meet a brown eyed handsome man
She fought and won herself a brown eyed handsome man
Two three count with nobody on he hit a high fly into the stand
Around the third he was headed for home it was a brown eyed handsome man
That won the game it was a brown eyed handsome man

2679. Brown Eyed Kentucky Girl

Brown Eyed Kentucky Girl

I traveled to Kentucky to court a fair young girl
Whose eyes were of the darkest brown and her hair had a charming curl
She had the sweetest lips to kiss that I had ever found
And she made me feel as if I was the only man around

Some people think of horses when you talk of the Bluegrass State
Others think their bourbon is what makes it so great
But the reason that the Bluegrass State stands in my memory



Is that brown eyed Kentucky girl she means so much to me

I remember very clearly it was on a warm spring night
We declared we loved each other and to marry would be right
It was a short time later in the month of July
Our lives were joined together we were one she and I

Many years have come and gone since the day that we met
Our love has grown much stronger and it is growing yet
We have a happy home and children we have three
We still enjoy each other this Kentucky girl and me

2680. Brown Eyes

Brown Eyes

Today I feel so sad and weary
I want a love that cannot be
All I need to make me happy
Let those brown eyes smile at me

Let those brown eyes smile at me, dear
That's what I wish with all my soul
Let those brown eyes smile at me, dear
Turn my blue moon back to gold

Now we've been sweetheart so long darling
Now you're growin' tired of me
The last time that we were together
Those brown eyes didn't smile at me

* Refrain

2681. Brown Mountain Light

Brown Mountain Light
(Brown Mt. Lights) - Country Gentlemen
Acoustic Syndicate

Way up on old Linville Mountain
Where the bear and the catamount reign
A strange ghostly light appears every night
Which no scientist or hunter can explain.

In the days of the old covered wagon
When they camped on the flats for the night
With the moon shinin' dim o'er the old canyon rim
They watched for that brown mountain light.



High on the mountain
And down in the valley below
It shines like the crown of an angel
And fades as the mists come and go

Way over yonder
Night after night until dawn
A faithful old slave comes back from the grave
Is searching for his master who's long gone.

Many years ago a southern planter
Came huntin' in this wide world alone
Then so they say the hunter lost his way
And never returned to his home.

His trusting ol' slave brought a lantern
And searched but in vain day and night
Now the ol' slave is gone
but his spirit lingers on

And the lantern it still casts it's light.

2682. Brown Paper Bag

Brown Paper Bag - Del Mccoury Band

[Verse 1]
There's a brown paper bag wrapped around this bottle
A brown paper letter ripped up on the floor
The woman that I love, she wrote me this morning
Just to tell me that she felt me the same way no more

[Chorus]
To weep and to cry, to weep and to cry
The woman that I love, Lord, she wrote me goodbye
I'm home sick and lonesome, Lord, I'm lonesome at the core
Tears fell on the page like a torrential downpour

[Instrumental Bridge]

[Verse 2]
So I pickÐµd up the pieces to thÐµ letter you wrote me
The brown paper fragments, I threw 'em all away
And I took to the bottle, my last loyal companion
And the only one I knew who wouldn't lead me astray

[Chorus]
To weep and to cry, to weep and to cry
The woman that I love, Lord, she wrote me goodbye
I'm home sick and lonesome, Lord, I'm lonesome at the core
Tears fell on the page like a torrential downpour



2683. Brown Skinned Gal (Narration)

Brown Skinned Gal (Narration)
(Merle Haggard - Bob Wills)

About the time the late and great Jimmie Rodgers career came to an end
Another young fella by the name of Bob Wills
Was makin' preparations to become a legend in his own time
Somewhere round about 1934
He formed the group called the Texas Playboys
With the help of these original musicians
On this album we're gonna turn back the pages of time
And recapture some of the great sounds of legendary Bob Wills and his
Texas Playboys

2684. Brown's Ferry Blues

Brown's Ferry Blues
Billy Strings

Hard luck poppa counting his toes
You can smell his feet wherever he goes
Lord Lord. got those Brown's Ferry Blues
Hard luck poppa can't do his stuff
Trouble with him he's been too rough
Lord Lord got those Brown's Ferry Blues.

Two old maids a-sitting in the sand
Each one wishing that the other was a man
Lord Lord got those Brown's Ferry Blues
Two old maids done lost their style
If you want to be lucky you got to smile
Lord Lord got those Brown's Ferry Blues.

Early to bed and early to rise
And your girl goes out with other guys
Lord Lord got those Brown's Ferry Blues
If you don't believe me try it yourself
Well I tried it and I got left
Lord Lord got those Brown's Ferry Blues.

Hard luck poppa standing in the rain
If the world was corn he couldn't buy grain
Lord Lord got those Brown's Ferry Blues
His knees knock together but he's raring to go
Lord Lord got those Brown's Ferry Blues.



2685. Brown-Eyed Women

Brown-Eyed Women
Song by Grateful Dead - Wayword Sons
Blue Dogs - Stillhouse Junkies

Gone are the days when the ox fall down,
Take up the yoke and plow the fields around.
Gone are the days when the ladies said' "Please,
Gentle Jack Jones won't you come to me."

Brown-eyed women and red grenadine,
The bottle was dusty but the liquor was clean.
Sound of the thunder with the rain pouring down,
And it looks like the old man's getting on.

1929 when he stepped to the bar, drank to the dregs of the whiskey jar.
1930 when the wall caved in, he made his way selling red-eyed gin.

Brown-eyed women and red grenadine,
The bottle was dusty but the liquor was clean.
Sound of the thunder with the rain pouring down,
And it looks like the old man's getting on.

Delilah Jones was the mother of twins,
Two times over and the rest were sins.
Raised eight boys, only I turned bad,
Didn't get the lickin's that the other ones had.

Brown-eyed women and red grenadine,
The bottle was dusty but the liquor was clean.
Sound of the thunder with the rain pouring down,
And it looks like the old man's getting on.

Tumble down shack in Big Foot county.
Snowed so hard that the roof caved in.
Delilah Jones went to meet her God,
And the old man never was the same again.

Daddy made whiskey and he made it well.
Cost two dollars and it burned like hell.
I cut hickory just to fire the still,
Drink down a bottle and be ready to kill.

Brown-eyed women and red grenadine,
The bottle was dusty but the liquor was clean.
Sound of the thunder with the rain pouring down,
And it looks like the old man's getting on.

Gone are the days when the ox fall down,
Take up the yoke and plow the fields around.
Gone are the days when the ladies said' "Please,
Gentle Jack Jones won't you come to me."

Brown-eyed women and red grenadine,
The bottle was dusty but the liquor was clean.
Sound of the thunder with the rain pourin' down,



2686. Bruised Orange (Chain Of Sorrow) - Chords

Bruised Orange (Chain Of Sorrow)
John Prine - A (Capo 2)

G
My heart''s in the ice house come hill or come valley
 C
Like a long ago Sunday when I walked thru the alley
 G D
On a cold winter''s morning to a church house
 G
Just to shovel some snow
I heard sirens on the train track, howl naked gettin'' nuder
An altar boy''s been hit by a local commuter
Just from walking with his back turned to the train
That was coming so slow

Chorus
 C
You can gaze out the window, get mad and get madder
 G
Throw your hands in the air, say what does it matter
 D G
But, it don''t do no good to get angry, so help me I know
 C
For a heart stained in anger grows weak and grows bitter
 G
You become your own prisoner as you watch yourself sit there
 D G
Wrapped up in a trap of your very own chain of sorrow

I been brought down to zero, pulled out and put back there
I sat on a park bench, kissed the girl with the black hair
And my head shouted down to my heart you better look out below
Hey, it ain''t such a long drop, don''t stammer, don''t stutter
From the diamonds in the sidewalk to the dirt in the gutter
And you carry those bruises to remind you wherever you go

Chorus
Repeat 1st verse and Chorus

2687. Brush Arbor Meeting

Brush Arbor Meeting

Some gold morning when this life is o're
I'll fly away ( in the morning )
To a home on God's celestial shore



I'll fly away ( I'll fly away )

Years ago, when I was just a boy in the Oklahoma hills
They didn't have a church in which to pray
So the people got together and they built one of their own
Just a shelter made of poles with a roof of hay

Well, it wasn't just a Baptist or a Church of the Nazarene
But people of all faiths came there to pray
And it didn't make no difference the color or the time
And lots of folks would sing till break of day

And they called ti a Brush Arbor meeting
You could hear the people singing far away
Just praising the Lord, and shouting victory
I can still hear them singing today
There is power, power, wonder working power
In the precious blood of the Lamb

Now a day the churches are so pretty and so nice
And they all have different names upon their door
I wish we all would sshout and sing like we used to long ago
And come together like they did before

* Refrain

Give me that old time religion
Give me that old time religion
Give me that old time religion
It's good enough for me

* Refrain

2688. Brushy Mountain Conjugal Trailer

Brushy Mountain Conjugal Trailer
Old Crow Medicine Show - Brushy Mountain Conjugal Trailer

Doing hard time just got a little harder
Way up on a cell block listen to a holler
Lookie here honey, if you don't keep quiet
We're bound to start another Brushy Mountain prison riot

Come on, we're unshackled tonight
I got a little time off for good behavior
So let's rock it in the Brushy Mountain conjugal trailer

All shacked up and incarcerated
Locked down lovers just getting reacquainted
Bars on the window, listen to em rattle
Tin can jumping like a rodeo saddle

Come on, we're unshackled tonight



I got a little time off for good behavior
So let's kick it in the Brushy Mountain conjugal trailer

Give me a side out double wide class A trailer
Wrap it up in razor wire, take it to the jailor
Hurry up honey cause they hang me at dawn
I want to jive a little before I put my jumpsuit on

Early next morning there's a knock upon the trailer
It's old Mr. Hangman looking for a favor
Hey buddy with the lady, if you do some introducin'
I'll call up the governor for a stay of execution

Come on, we'll liberate you tonight
If you'll allow the pretty lady to stay a little later
And let me in your Brushy Mountain conjugal trailer

(I'm knocking boy)
Come on, wow-won (repeats)

2689. Buachaill On Eirne

Buachaill On Eirne
Traditional

Buachaill on Eirne me 's bhreag-fainn cailin deas og.
Ni iarrfainn bo spre leithe ta me fein saibhir go leor.
'S liom Corcaigh a mheid dha taobh a ghleanna's Tir Eoghainn
'S mur nathrai me beasai me n'toidhr ar Chontae Mahaigheo

Radchaidh me 'marach a dheanamh leanna sa ghleann
Gan coite gan bad grainnin brach ar bith liom,
Ach duilliur na gcraoch mar eadai leapg os mo chionn
'S oro sheacht m'anam deag thu 's tu 'feachaint tharam anall

Buachailleacht bo, mo leo, nar chleacht me ariamh
Ach og imirt 's ag ol 's le hogmhna deasg fan sliabh,
Ma chaill me mo stor ni moide gur chaill me mo chaill,
'S ni mo liom do phog na 'n bhrog ataim a caitheamh le bliann

A cuisle 's a stor na pos an scanduine liath
Ach pos an fear og, mo leo, mura maire se ach bliain
No beidh to go foill gan o no mac os do chionnn
A shilfeadh na deora trathnona nor maidin go trom.

2690. Bubbles In My Beer

Bubbles In My Beer



Tonight in a bar alone I'm sittin'
Apart from the laughter and cheer
The scenes from the past rise before me
While watchin the bubbles in my beer

A vision of someone who loved me
Brings a lone silent tear to me eye
I know that my life's been a failure
Just watchin' the bubbles in my beer.

I'm seeing the road that I've traveled
A road paved with heartaches and tears
I'm seeing the past that I've wasted
While watching the bubbles in my beer.

I think of the hearts that I've broken
And of the golden chances that have passed me by
The dreams I once made now are empty
As empty as the bubbles in my beer.

2691. Bubbling In My Soul - Chords

Bubbling In My Soul
Recorded by Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs
Written by Tommy James and Jerry Organ

C
Well it's bubblin' bubblin' 
                                 G7
Bubblin' bubblin' bubblin' in my soul
Hallelujah I'm so glad 
                    C
I'm in the heavenly fold
The joy that someday will be mine 
                      F
The half has not been told
               G7
That's why His joy is bubblin' 
                        C
Bubblin' bubblin' in my soul
My cup is running over now 
                     F
Since Jesus saved my soul
           G7
I sing and shout both day and night 
                    C
Since Jesus made me whole
He filled my heart so full of joy 
                        F
And sweet peace gave to me
               G7
Now praise His holy name 
                           C



I'm saved on through eternity
repeat #1,2,1,2

2692. Bubbling Over

Dolly Parton - Bubbling Over 

You're the one that puts the sparkle in my eyes
You're the one that puts the laughter in my smile
You're the one that puts the meaning in my life
And I'm bubblin' over, bubblin' over, bubblin' over
Because you are mine
Bubblin' over with the joy that only love can bring
Bubblin' over with the song you taught my heart to sing
And I'm so happy lovin' you that anyone can see
That I'm bubblin' over, bubblin' over, bubblin' over
Because you love me
I have never known a love that felt like this
You're the one I want to share my lovin' with
Your gentle way of lovin' me and your thoughtfulness
Keeps me bubblin' over, bubblin' over, bubblin' over with happiness
Bubblin' over with the joy that only love can bring
Bubblin' over with the song you taught my heart to sing
And I'm so happy lovin' you that anyone could see
That I'm bubblin' over, bubblin' over, bubblin' over
Because you love me
Yes, I'm bubblin' over, I'm bubblin' over, I'm bubblin' over
'Cause you love me

2693. Buck

Keith Whitley - Buck
Composer: Keith Whitley

They say country music's in a mess
And it'd be saved as anybody's guess
We need someone to lend a helping hand
And I believe that I know just a man

On the radio pop music is the rage
We need someone to guide us through the stage
If the industry would only take a chance
Helpin' waitin' at the ol' Buck Owens range

Let's bring back Buck and he'll pull us together again
Let's bring back Buck country music sure could use a friend
Everybody's goin' pop Buck could bring that to and stop
It sure would be good luck let's bring back Buck



For the past few years now Hee Haw's been his home
But the radio is where old Buck would lost
And if we all pull together we'll go far
With ol' Buck and his red and white and blue guitar

Well ol' Buck will grab a tiger by the tail
And put us on that straight and narrow trail
And the Buck sounds where all here and soon will yield
To the comeback of the man from Bakersfield

Let's bring back Buck...
Oh it sure would be good luck let's bring back Buck

2694. Buckaroo

Buckaroo
The Flying Burrito Brothers

She's in some honky tonk tonight, I know
Where the music's loud and the lights are low
[?] in that crowd downtown
In a crowded bar she likes to hang around
And as long as there's a honky tonk, she'll never settle down

So close up the honky tonk, lock all the doors
Don't let the one I love go there any more
Close up the honky tonk, throw away the key
Then maybe the one I love will come back to me

I wish I had the power to turn back the time
And live again the hours when she was mine
'Cause it hurts to see her running with that crowd downtown
And as long as there's a honky tonk she'll never settle down

So close up the honky tonk, lock all the doors
Don't let the one I love go there any more
Close up the honky tonk, throw away the key
Maybe the one I love will come back to me
Then maybe the one I love will come back to me

2695. Buckaroo / Love's Gonna Live Here (Medley)

Buckaroo / Love's Gonna Live Here (Medley)
Emmylou Harris

[Part 1: Buckaroo]

[Instrumental]



[Part 2: Love's Going To Live Here]

[Verse]
Oh, the sun's going to shine in my life once more
Love's going to live here again
Things're going to be the way they were before
Love's going to live here again

[Chorus][x2]
Love's going to live here, love's going to live here
Love's going to live here again
No more loneliness, only happiness
Love's going to live here again

2696. Buckle Down

Buckle Down
Kitchen Dwellers - Buckle Down

Now, what did I tell you about coming around here?
With that painted on dress, and your golden tears
And I would trade all of your affections, so that you'd forget my name

Now if you don't know me when you look at my face
Moonshiners eyes, and my smoking halo, and you say
Well you better cut your hair boy it's time to buckle down
Oh, it's time to buckle down

Well all I know is that we're moving backwards
And the freedoms I'm losing well I sure as hell can't keep track of them
And we're all hiding out like shadows in the basement
Well you can go ahead and chase them

You find us sitting around this table in the dark
Satan's in the corner and he's writing his memoirs
And I'm spending all of my time down at the corner bar

When I wake up I'm so god damn lonely everyday
Whether you're gone or next to me, well it doesn't matter either way
Maybe we can get together babe, it's time to buckle down
Oh, it's time to buckle down
Well all I know is that we're moving backwards
And the freedoms I'm losing well I sure as hell can't keep track of them
And we're all hiding out like shadows in the basement
Well you can go ahead and chase them

Oh, it's time to buckle down
Oh, it's time we buckle down
Oh, it's time to buckle down
Oh, it's time we buckle down
Said, it's time we buckle down
Oh, it's time we buckle down
Yes, it's time we buckle down



Oh, it's time we buckle down

2697. Buddies In The Saddle

Buddies In The Saddle - Carter Family

One stormy day, me and my buddy
Started on our roundup ride
The wind and dust blew hard around us,
My buddy strayed far from my side

   We were buddies in the saddle,
   We were buddies in our home,
   We were buddies herding cattle,
   We were buddies everywhere we roamed

I'll ne'er forget the day I found him,
He was so weak he could not speak
I'll ne'er forget the smile he gave me,
Then the poor boy fell asleep

I took him up in my saddle
And carried him across the plain
My mother nursed him every moment
To try to make him well again

I've never had a pal so near me,
He took the blame for everything
I'd die for him just any moment,
And for me he'd do the same

But now by buddy's gone and left me,
And it's so hard to struggle 'long
So hard to believe that he has left me,
I can't realize that he has gone

2698. Buddy Won't You Roll Down The Line

Uncle Dave Macon
Buddy Won't You Roll Down the Line

Way back yonder in Tennessee, they leased the convicts out
They worked 'em in the coal mines against free labor stout
Free labor rebelled against it, to win it took some time
But while the lease was in effect, they made 'em rise and shine

Oh, buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Yonder come my darlin', comin' down the line



Buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Yonder come my darlin', comin' down thR line

Every Monday morning they'vR got 'em out on time
March 'em down to Lone Rock, said to look into that mine
March you down to Lone Rock, said to look into that hole
Very last word the captain say, "You better get your coal"

Oh, buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Yonder come my darlin', comin' down the line
Buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Yonder come my darlin', comin' down the line

The beans they are half done, the bread is not so well
The meat it is as burnt up and the coffee's black as heck
But when you get your task done, you'll gladly come to call
Anything you'd get to eat it taste good, done or raw
Oh, buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Yonder come my darlin', comin' down the line
Buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Yonder come my darlin', comin' down the line

The bank boss is a hard man, a man you all know well
And if you don't get your task done, he's gonna give you hallelujah
Carry you to the stockade, and it's on the floor you'll fall
Very next time they call on you, you bet you'll have your coal

Oh, buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Yonder come my darlin', comin' down the line
Buddy, won't you roll down the line
Buddy, won't you roll down the line?
Yonder come my darlin', comin' down the line

2699. Buenas Noches Form A Lonely Room / She Wore Red Dresses

Buenas Noches Form A Lonely Room / She Wore Red Dresses
Dwight Yoakam - Buenas Noches Form A Lonely Room / She Wore Red Dresses

She wore red dresses with her black shining hair
She had my baby and caused me to care
Then coldly she left me to suffer and cry
She wore red dresses and told such sweet lies

I never knew him but he took her away
And on my knees like a madman for vengeance I prayed
While the pain and the anger destroyed my weak mind
She wore red dresses and left the wounded behind



I searched til I found them, then I cursed at the sight
Of their sleeping shadows in the cold neon light
In the dark morning silence I placed the gun to her head
She wore red dresses, but now she lay dead

2700. Buenas Noches From A Lonely Room - Chords

Buenas Noches From A Lonely Room
(She Wore Red Dresses)
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C            F                              C
She wore red dresses with her black shining hair
              G7                    C
Aw she had my baby and caused me to care
                F                     C
Then coldly she left me to suffer and cry
                   G7                          C
Cause she wore red dresses and told such sweet lies
        F                        C
I never knew him but he took her away
                   G7                     C
On my knees like a madman for vengeance I prayed
                       F                       C
While the pain and the anger destroyed my weak mind
                G7                           C
Aw she wore red dresses and left the wounded behind
                  F                               C
I searched till I found them then I cursed at the sight
                  G7                       C
Of their sleeping shadows in the cold neon light
                    F                               C
In the dark morning silence I placed the gun to her head
                   G7                      C
Cause she wore red dresses but now she lay dead

2701. Buffalo Gals

Buffalo Gals

Buffalo gals won't you come out tonight
Come out tonight Come out tonight
Buffalo gals wont you come out tonight
And dance by the light of the moon

Now I got a gal with a wart on her chin
Toes turned out and her eyes turned in
Prteey good gal for the shape she's in



Tell me is she coming out tonight

Give you five dollars if you come out tonight
Come out tonight Come out tonight
Give you five dollars if you come out tonight
And dance by the light of the moon

I got a gal at the top of the hill
Top of the hill Top of the hill
She's a moonshiner's daughter
But I love her still
Tell me is she coming out tonight

Me and my gal we sit on the stoop
Sit on the stoop Sit on the stoop
Here dad came out and made me loop the loop
Tell me is she coming out tonight

2702. Buffalo Girl - Chords

Buffalo Girl 
Cris Jacobs

[Verse]
 
  F                   Bb       F
Buffalo girl in the cold and wind
    Bb           F          C        F   Bb F C F
Wondering when summer gonna come again
     Bb                F
Walking alone on the Oneida River
     C            F                Bb              F         C
Chasing down a butterfly, but only catching it one in ten times
      F               Bb     F
I'm about the same, down in Ohio
   Bb             F           C       F     Dmin
Tomorrow just another loose seed to sow
   Bb                F
Sun come up, and go down honey
    C                F
Get another chance around
            Bb                F                      C
To fill the sky up with our blue and hope it never come down
 
[Chorus]
 
             Bb       F
And they say Colorado
        C           Dmin    C      Bb
Was just like god was holding on
      F                          C
To find somewhere she could paint her dreams upon
Bb       F       C       Dmin     C   Bb



Barcelona is where you go to fall in love
              F            C          F           F
They still dance every Saturday till dawn
           Bb               F          C
Playing guitar while they tango and twirl
            Bb               F           C
Go break your heart on the edge of the world
              F       Bb  F  Bb F C F
Buffalo girl
 
[Verse]
 
     F                       Bb      F
You knew all along, you didn't hold back
            Bb             F             C         F         Dm
Ain't the heart a mighty thing to knock off the track
      Bb                  F                C           F
But harder than that, is to let it die, pent up, and deprived
            Bb               F               C
Ain't it a wonder just to wake up and still be alive
 
[Chorus]
 
          Bb       F
And they say Colorado
    C           Dmin    C      Bb
Was just like god was holding on
   F                          C
To find somewhere she could paint her dreams upon
Bb       F       C       Dmin     C   Bb
Barcelona is where you go to fall in love
    F            C          F           F
They still dance every Saturday till dawn
      Bb               F          C
Playing guitar while they tango and twirl
              Bb           F           C
Go break your heart on the edge of the world
            F       F
Buffalo girl
 
[Bridge]
 
   Bb        F         C         F
Bless this love, but damn this curse
    Bb        F        C            F
It's the fear of living life in reverse
    Bb          F       C         F
Sometimes baby I wish I was the one
    F                            Bb
Who could sit around waiting on nothing
        C
But the sun
 
[Verse]
 
F                             Bb    F
But that ain't me, and it ain't you too



   Bb           F     C    Dmin
We both got too much living to do
   Bb                      F
Don't look back, you know where you're going
   C             F
Even when you think you don't
             Bb                   F
You got your compass in your core baby
      Bb           F
You know what for baby
      Bb             F             C
Find your due north and be on your way tonight
            Bb                   F
You got your compass in your core baby
  Bb                   F
You know what for baby
    Bb             F             C
Find your due north and be just like those butterflies
 F          Bb           F          C
And be on your way tonight

2703. Buffalo Skinners - Chords

Buffalo Skinners 
Tim O'Brien
 
[VERSE 1]
          Dm                 Bb        C           Dm
Well come on you old time cowboys and listen to my song
Dm                               C               Dm
Please do not grow weary    I'll not detain you long
Dm                                        C       G/B
Conserning some wild cowboys    who dare agree to go
Dm                    Bb             C                Dm
Spend the summer pleasant    on the trail of the buffalo
 
[VERSE 2]
        Dm                  Bb         C         Dm
Well I found myself in Griffen in the spring of 83'
       Dm                                   C            Dm
When a well known famous drover    he came walkin' up to me
          Dm                                   C       G/B
He said, "How'd ya do young fella    how'd you like to go
Dm                    Bb            C                Dm
Spend the summer pleasant   on the range of the buffalo"
 
[VERSE 3]
     Dm             Bb                      C           Dm
Well me being outta work right then to the drover I did say
Dm                                C              Dm
Goin' out on your buffalo road depends upon your pay
    Dm                                     C      G/B
And if ya pay good wages    transpertation to and fro



Dm                      Bb            C               Dm
I think I might go with you   on the hunt of the buffalo
 
[VERSE 4]
        Dm                   Bb       C             Dm
Well of course I pay good wages and transpertation too
Dm                              C                Dm
If you agree to work with me until the season's thru
    Dm                                        C    G/B
But if you do get home sick    and ya try to run away
            Dm                          Bb
Your gonna starve to death out on that trail
     C               Dm
and also loose your pay
 
[VERSE 5]
          Dm                      Bb       C                Dm
Well with all that flatterin' talkin' he signed up quite a train
     Dm                              C          Dm
Some ten or twelve in number    all able bodied men
        Dm                                         C        G/B
And our tip it was a pleasant one   as we hit that westward road
Dm                          Bb        C          Dm
Until we crossed old Boggy Creek and old New Mexico
 
[VERSE 6]
        Dm                  Bb          C             Dm
That's when our pleasure ended and the troubles all begun
         Dm                                     C             Dm
It was a lightening storm that hit us and made all our horses run
       Dm                                     C        G/B
We got all full of stickers  from the cactus that did grow
        Dm                          Bb            C            Dm
And the outlaws watched to pick us off   from the hills of Mexico
 
[VERSE 7]
         Dm                   Bb          C               Dm
Well our workin season had ended but the drover would not pay
             Dm                                 C             Dm
He said you drunk up all your wages boys  your all in debt to me
   Dm                                                 C         G/B
Us cowboys never had heard of such a thing as that new bankrupt law
       Dm                        Bb             C                Dm
So we left that drovers bones to bleach on the trail of the buffalo

2704. Bugle Call From Heaven - Chords

Bugle Call From Heaven
Recorded by the Wilburn Brothers
written by S. L. Shook

C
When that bugle calls from heaven



                                     G7
Will you be ready to spend that last retreat

When the battle is all over
                                     C
Will you be ready your loved ones to meet

When that final roll is called up yonder
                                  F
And the cares of this life are no more
                    C
Will you be in that great army
                   G7                  C
That lands on that bright and peaceful shore

         F            C
When the Master up in heaven
                                      G7
Looks down from above and says that's all
    C                     F
Can you stand that last inspection
    C               G7          C
Can you answer that final bugle call

Dear Lord and Savior up in glory
                                         G7
Please have mercy on this sinful soul of mine

When that bugle calls from heaven
                             C
Let me be ready to fall into line

Hear that call hear that call
                                        F
Seems to me that I can hear the trumpet blow
                   C
Calling all of our Savior's soldiers
                G7             C
To end all this earthly strife below

Repeat #3

2705. Bugle Call Rag

Bill Monroe - Bugle Call Rag

You're bound to fall for the bugle call;
You're gonna brag 'bout the Bugle Call Rag.
Thin or fat, young or old;
Shake their shoulders bold.
You're bound to fall for the bugle call;
You're gonna brag 'bout the Bugle Call Rag.
Hold me baby; Let's syncopate to that blue melody;



Just hesitate while a break they take Shh!
While we're dancing please hold me tight; step lively don't lag.

2706. Bugler

Bugler
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Back when Cattle Creek used to sing
Its waters were sweet and its banks were green
And sunny days went on forever

Me and ol' Bugler we went wild
Blue tick hound and redneck child
We thought we were birds of a feather

Ah, the fish would bite, my, how they'd fight
We'd catch them possums in the pale moonlight
For Ma, just to please her

Bugler's voice like Gabriel's horn
Up in the cypress and down through the corn
Golden sounds, yRs to treasure

Bugler, BuglRr, bless your hide
Jesus gonna take you for a chariot ride
Say goodbye, say goodbye

One day Ma she brought the news
She said: "I hear young Bugler's done paid his dues
He's been hit down, yes on that highway"

Dry your eyes and stand up straight
Bugler's got a place at the pearly gates
Say goodbye sugar, oh say goodbye

Bugler, Bugler, bless your hide
Jesus gonna take you for a chariot ride
Say goodbye, say goodbye

Bugler, Bugler, bless your hide
Jesus gonna take you for a chariot ride
Say goodbye, oh say goodbye

Mmm...

2707. Buick Blues



Lucinda Williams - Buick Blues (Version One)

Well you gotta quit me baby and go on down the road
You gotta quit me baby and go on down the road
I'm gonna miss you boy, cos you're my so and so

I know we've had our fights, we fight like cats and dogs
I know we've had our fights, we fight like cats and dogs
But we can make it right boy, I'll let you be the boss

Sometimes the things you say baby, make me feel so bad
Sometimes the things you say baby, make me feel so bad
Now you wanna runaway boy from the best girl you have had

You know when rob me baby, you make me feel so good
You know when rob me baby, you make me feel so good
Don't run off boy, do me like you should

I wanna get your Buick baby and ride around the world
I wanna get your Buick baby and ride around the world
All I ever wanna do boy, is just to be your girl

I wanna get your Buick baby and ride around the world
I wanna get your Buick baby and ride around the world
All I ever wanna do boy, is just to be your girl

2708. Buicks To The Moon

Alan Jackson - Buicks To The Moon 

How long will I love you
I don't really know
I'd like to think forever
Is how far we could go so let me paint a picture
Of how it's gonna be
The day you don't mean everything to me
When a nickel's worth a dollar
And gold ain't worth a dime
When they build a ship
On waters that will take you back in time
When the stars have all been counted
And I stop lovin' you
Honey they'll be driving
Buicks to the moon
Now you don't have to worry
About what comes to pass
This old world may wear out
But my love's gonna last
If they ever build that highway to the moon
I'll just fond somethin else to promise you
When a nickel's worth a dollar
And gold ain't worth a dime
When they build a ship
On waters that will take you back in time



When the stars have all been counted
And I stop lovin' you
Honey they'll be driving
Buicks to the moon
Oh when the stars have all been counted
And I stop lovin' you
Honey they'll be drivin'
Buicks to the moon

2709. Build It Up

Build It Up
The Del McCoury Band

[Verse 1]
When you set out to build a mansion on the hill
Make sure your timber is sound
'Cause if your timber's light, there'll come a stormy night
And your house will come tumblin' down

[Chorus]
Why don't you...
Build it up with Jesus
Why don't you...
Build it up with Jesus
Build it up with Jesus
If you want it safe and sound

[Verse 2]
When you set out to right the damage in your lifeboat
Make sure your timber is dry
'Cause if your timber's wet, those boards will never set
And you'll surely go under the tide

[Chorus]
Why don't you...
Build it up with Jesus
Why don't you...
Build it up with Jesus
Build it up with Jesus
If you want it safe and sound

[Verse 3]
Well, workin' all alone, it's hard to get it done, boys
And no matter how hard you may try
When the carpenter of glory, as Matthew tells the story
Will help you to build on high

[Chorus]
Why don't you...
Build it up with Jesus
Why don't you...
Build it up with Jesus



Build it up with Jesus
If you want it safe and sound

[Chorus]
'Cause if you...
Build it up with Jesus
'Cause if you...
Build it up with Jesus
Build it up with Jesus
Then it won't tumble down

2710. Build Me Up From Bones

Sarah Jarosz - Build Me Up From Bones

Build me up from bones
Wrap me up in skin
Hold me close enough to breathe me in

The moon's a fingernail
Scratching on the back
Of the night in which we lay beside

I held every inch of you
I wrote every line for you
I made time when time was all but gone
You're the love I've always known

The night's so dark and grey
But you've helped me find my way
Through the wild and wonders of this world

So take me with you now
I need to show you how
I can love you better than before

I held every inch of you
I wrote every line for you
I made time when time was all but gone
You're the love I've always known

Play it sweet and low
We've got no where to go
I am yours and you're the love I know

2711. Build My Mansion

Build My Mansion



(Just) build my mansion next door to Jesus
And tell the angels I'm coming home
It doesn't matter who lives around me
Just so my mansion sets near the throne

I have no castles no earthly kingdom
But my cabin will do 'til I get home
My mansion's yonder on the hills of glory
Oh I hope my mansion sets near God's throne

It seems like it's been a long time ago and get just yesterday
That Mom and Dad sat me down and told me about Jesus
They said Son, there 's a land and it's called Heaven
I'll never forget that day I'm saved because of it

2712. Build You A House

Tim O'Brien - Build You A House

You are a fair maid
Rich men circle like birds of prey, birds of prey
No money or fame
I can offer you just my name, just my name
I will build you a house
?? back on the floors
Two rocking chairs on the front porch
I will build you a house
They dress in fine clothes
Poor men sweat for their coins of gold, coins of gold
If you look close
Soft hands point to the easy road, easy road
I will build you a house
?? back on the floors
Two rocking chairs on the front porch
I will build you a house
And you'll never to fear I'm not there
Hard years lead to disrepair
I will build you a house
?? back on the floors
Two rocking chairs on the front porch
I will build you a house
I will build you a house

2713. Building Bridgers

Vince Gill - Building bridges
Composer: Hank DeVito - Larry Willoughby

Since you've gone, my heart said something's wrong



How long can this keep goin' on
I'm still blue over losin' you
What else am I gonna do

I'm buildin' bridges straight to your heart,
An' all of this distance won't keep us apart
Won't keep us apart

Talk to me, talk to me about sympathy
Don't leave me beggin' on my knees
Since you've gone, my heart says something's wrong
How long can this keep goin' on

I'm buildin' bridges straight to your heart
And all of this distance won't keep us apart
Won't keep us apart

I'm buildin' bridges straight to your heart
And all of this distance won't keep us apart
Won't keep us apart

I'm buildin' bridges, I'm buildin' bridges
Straight to your heart
And all of this distance won't keep us apart
Won't keep us apart

I'm buildin' bridges
Straight to your heart
Whoa, I
Whoa I, I'm buildin' bridges
Staright to your heart

2714. Building Fires

Building Fires
The Flying Burrito Brothers
Christopher-Penn-Dickinson

Children be careful when playing with matches
Everything`s dry and ready to burn, Lord, Lord
The neighbors are cooking out in the backyard
Just two doors down ain`t nobody home, (they`re all busy.)

Building fires, strong desires
We`ve got to be careful there`s too many people
Just down the street building fires

Now smoking in bed can sure burn your house down
Specially if you`re there with somebody`s wife
Temptation knocks and most people answers
Just neighborly lovers unsatisfied

Building fires, strong desires



We`ve got to be careful there`s too many people
Just down the street building fires

One, two, three, stop it`s time to change partners
You go get your good thing and I`ll go get mine
Temptation knocks and most people answers
Just neighborly lovers yearning for more and more

Building fires, strong desires
We`ve got to be careful there`s too many people
Just down the street building fires

We`ve got to be careful there`s too many people
Just down the street building fires...

2715. Building On Sand - Chords

Building On Sand
Recorded by Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs
Written by Carl Butler
[3/4 time]

C
They're building great mansions
            C7          F
But they're building on sand
                    C
Their treasures are worthless
                     G7
When before God they stand
    C                 C7       F
The rock of Salvation is Jesus alone
                C          G7            C
So build on Him brother He cares for His own
 
                               C7            F
Here so many are searching for pleasure each day
                    C                      G7
They don't take the time to kneel down and pray
        C
They're lost yes they're sinking 
       C7             F
In the quick-sands of time
                 C         G7         C
No thought of salvation of God's love divine

Repeat #1



2716. Building On That Rock

Building On That Rock

Are you building (building) on the Rock
Are you building (building) on the Rock
Are you building (building) on the Rock
Or on the sinking sand

Are you building on the Rock eternal
Are you building on the sinking sand
Are you going to that home eternal
In that brighter far-off happy land

Are you building on a strong foundation
Can you stand the stormy sea of life
'Mid the surging billows' wild commotion
Do you conquer in the raging strife

Are you building on a strong foundation
With an anchor that will keep your soul
Livin' in His love and truth unskaken
Grounded firm and deep though billows roll

Are you building on a strong foundation
Can you stand the awful judgement shock
Are you grounded in His great salvation
Fastened like an anchor to the Rock

2717. Building The Fire

Balsam Range - Building the Fire 

Verse 1
Ashes and embers, there's nothin' so sad
That's all that's left of the love that we had
'Cause deep in the night on the wild side of town
You were buildin' the fire that burned it all down

Verse 2
Ain't nothin' here but a whisper of smoke
Driftin' away with the promise you broke
Our dreams fell apart the night that I found
You were buildin' the fire that burned it all down

Chorus
We had a mansion, a love on the hill
Filled it with passion, faith, and good will
But, all that remains is just dust on the ground
'Cause you were buildin' the fire that burned it all down
You built the fire that burned it all down

Verse 2



In the arms of a stranger, there in the dark
With no thought of the days when you lit a spark
Well, everybody could see it for miles around
You were building the fire that burned it all down

Ending
You lit the fire that burned it all down

2718. Bull Rider

Rodney Crowell - Bull Rider

Well first of, you gotta want to get off
Bad enough to want to get on in the first place
And you better trust in your lady luck
Pray to God that she don't give up on you right now
Live fast, die young
Bull rider, hey, hey
Now the one hand hold is all you got
To pit you and the bull against the clock in a course crowd
And just upon a spinning ton
Nothing else you've ever done can pull this way
You're just outside the bucking chute
You lose a spur, you lose yourself and you lose your seat
By now he's bucking mean and dirty
Slinging mud and cowboy boots and kicking clowns
No fools, no fun
Bull rider, hey, hey
You gotta feel the way he's moving, you gotta watch his head
And brace yourself for anything that render you might dead
You know the art of hanging loose is hanging just as tight
Well, it's something like a hurricane dancing with a kite
Live fast, die young
Bull rider, hey, hey
Well, the rodeo is more than rough
It's a fact of life and it's tough to cut
And it's beaver hats, beaver hats
It's drinking beer and pulling trailers
Tight lemae on barrel racers and a horse bucking
No fools, no fun
Bull rider, hey, hey
Live fast, die young
Bull rider, hey, hey

2719. Bullet Girl

John Butler - Bullet Girl

[Verse 1]



I can't believe what happened here tonight
I know those things I said, you know those things were not right
Anger coursing through my blood and corroding all my veins
I'm hanging on for dear life, I'm just trying to find my reins
Cause when you left me girl, baby, lying on the floor
Festering like a bullet wound that I caught in the civil war
Ever since I've known you girl, you've been always on the run
Yeah you are the bullet girl, and you know I've been your gun
You are the bullet girl, and you know I've been your gun
You are the bullet girl, and you know I've been your gun

[Chorus]
Don't go, I'm counting on you. (x3)

[Verse 2]
Wish I could just get a grip on the hourglass of time
Turn that baby upside down, watch her sliding in rewind
Because the truth of it, it is pounding down my doors
Waving like a renegade, I can't hold it back no more
Waving like a renegade, I can't hold it back no more

[Chorus]x2

[Verse 3]
I can't believe what happened here tonight
I know those things I said, you know those things were not right
Ever since I've known you, girl, you've been always on the run
Yeah you are the bullet girl, and you know I've been your gun
You are the bullet girl, and you know I've been your gun

2720. Bullet In My Shoulder

Bullet in My Shoulder - Deadly Gentlemen
(G. Liszt, based on Wanted Man by B. Hilliard, L. Pockriss)

I did have to do it
And yeah I did do it,
I did it but damn did it cost me,
What good are my two bare hands,
On a twenty man posse?

Bullet in my shoulder,
Blood running down my vest,
Ah they're coming,
They're never going to let me rest.

I took off out of that dumpy town,
But now his boys are coming to hunt me down,
I'm not going to be going down easy,
I'm not going to be going down quickly,
I can't kill the pain,
It's still the same,
No morphine and I'm about out of whiskey,



Bullet in my shoulder,
Blood running down my vest,
Ah they're coming,
They're never going to let me rest.

If only I could have turned a cold shoulder,
I could have blown it off instead,
I might be dumb but I do know well,
She'll love another man when I'm in a coffin dead.
The rage in my body,
Filled in the building,
He put up a good fight,
It's a miracle I killed him,

Bullet in my shoulder,
Blood running down my vest,
Twenty man posse coming to toss me,
They're never going to let me rest.

Was it worth it bothering?
It wasn't,
Twenty mad men and a father and a cousin,
Coming to kill me in my prime,
I'd really been hoping to get older,
It would have been nice,
But I'm on a tired old worn-out horse,
What's more I've got a
Bullet in my shoulder,
Blood running down my vest,
They're never going to let me rest.

Better to go down one night,
Dead in gunfight blazing,
Than shackled chained strangled,
Dangling while they stone my face in,
I had to do it I did do it,
I did it but damn did it cost me,
Tell me,
What good are my two bare hands,
On a twenty-man posse?

Bullet in my shoulder,
Blood running down my vest,
They're coming
They're never going to let me rest.

2721. Bully

John Butler - Bully

[Verse: John Butler]
When I was just a little kid



'Bout 3 foot from the ground
Papa told me 'bout the bully boy
How they wanna mess you around
And how they push and they push
And they take and they take
Until there's nothin' more
Got you back up against the wall
Guess it's time to settle the score

[Pre-Chorus: John Butler]
Let me tell ya, yeah they want your mind
Y'know they wanna take full control (Don't you think about it)
Then they wanna come and take your land
They don't understand it's your soul (Don't you think about it)
And as matter of fact we're in the middle of war between love and hate (Don't you think about
 it)
When you see them comin' on the rise
Best you better lock that gate cause y'know

[Chorus: John Butler & Kira Puru]
Bully, Bully, Bully, Bully
Nothing but a god damn
Bully, Bully, Bully, Bully

[Verse: John Butler]
Pirates roll into town
With the troops fly in, fly out
Got no connection to country
Don't know what the fuck it's about
And you can hit them over the head with the facts
You know it don't make a goddamn dent
And everybody movin' out of town cause they can't afford the rent

[Pre-Chorus: John Butler & Kira Puru]
Let me tell ya, yeah they want your mind
Y'know they wanna take full control (Don't you think about it)
Then they wanna come and take your land
They don't understand it's your soul (Don't you think about it)
And as matter of fact we're in the middle of war between love and hate (Don't you think about
 it)
When you see them comin' on the rise
Best you better lock that gate

[Chorus: John Butler & Kira Puru]
Bully, Bully, Bully, Bully
Nothing but a god damn
Bully, Bully, Bully, Bully
Nothing but a god damn
Bully, Bully, Bully, Bully
Nothing but a god damn
Bully, Bully, Bully, Bully

[Bridge: John Butler & Kira Puru]
The harder we become
The harder we fall
Watch how the cards
Come crumbling down



We can't go on
Conquer and divide
We must stay strong on solid ground
The harder we become
The harder we fall
Watch how the cards
Come crumbling down
We can't go on
Conquer and divide
We must stay strong on solid ground

[Chorus: John Butler & Kira Puru]
Bully, Bully, Bully, Bully
Nothing but a god damn
Bully, Bully, Bully, Bully
Nothing but a god damn
Bully, Bully, Bully, Bully
Nothing but a god damn
Bully, Bully, Bully, Bully

[Outro: Kira Puru]
You ain't nothin' but
A bully boy
You ain't nothin' but
A bully boy
You ain't nothin' but
A bully boy
You ain't nothin' but
A bully boy
You ain't nothin' but
A bully boy
You ain't nothin' but
A bully boy
You ain't nothin' but
A bully boy
You ain't nothin' but
A bully boy

2722. Bully Of The Town

Bully Of The Town

Have yo' heard about dat bully dat's just come to town?
He's looking among de *fellers a-layin' their bodies down.
I'm a-looking for dat bully, and he must be found.
I'm a Tennessee nigger, and I don't allow
No red-eyed river roustabout with me to raise a row.
I'm lookin' for dat bully to make him bow.

Chorus: When I walk dat levee round, round, round, round,
When I walk dat levee round, round, round, round,
When I walk dat levee round, I'm lookin' for dat bully, and he must be found.



I's gwine down the street with my ax in hand,
I'm lookin' for dat bully, and I'll sweep him off dis land.
I'm lookin' for dat bully, and he must be found.
I'll take 'long my razor, I's gwine to carve him deep,
And when I see dat bully, I'll lay him down to sleep.
I'm looking for dat bully, and he must be found.(Repeat Chorus)

I went to a wingin' down at Parson Jones',
Took along my trusty blade to carve dat *feller's bones.
Just a-lookin' for dat bully to hear his groans.
I coonjined in de from door, the mens were prancin' high,
For dat levee feller I skinned my foxy eye.
Just a-lookin' for dat bully, but he wa'n't nigh.(Chorus)
    
I asked Miss Pansy Blossom if she would wing a reel,
She said, "Law', Mr. Johnsing, how high you make me feel."
The you ought to see me shake my sugar heel.
I was sandin' down the Mobile Buck just to cut a shine,
Some coon across my smeller swiped a watermelon rin'.
I drew my steel dat gemmen for to fin'.

I riz up like a black cloud and took a look aroun',
There was dat new bully standin' on de ground.
I've been lookin' for you, nigger, and I've got you found.
Razors's gun flyin', feller 'gun to squawk,
I lit upon dat bully just like a sparrow hawk,
And dat *feller was just a-dyin' to take a walk.(Chorus)
    
When I got through with bully, a doctor and a nurse
Weren't no good to dat feller, so they put him in a hearse,
A cyclone couldn't have tore him up much worse.
You don't hear 'bout dat nigger dat treated folks so free,
Go down upon de levee and his face you'll never see.
Dere's only one boss bully, and dat one's me.(Chorus)
    
Encore

When you see me comin' hist your window high;
when you see me goin' hang your head and cry;
I'm lookin' for dat bully and he must die.
My madness keeps a-risin' and I'se not gwine to get left,
I'm gettin' so bad dat I'm askeered of myself.
I was lookin' for dat bully, now he's on de shelf.(Chorus)

*edited

2723. Bum Biddy

Alison Krauss - Bum Biddy

Everyone in this room has been associated with Whitey
Either through basketball or the mall or various odd
Jobs he does around town for free or at most a dollar



And I'm guessing 99% of you have either laughed in Whitey's
Face or ruthlessly made fun of his feet or voice or sister
Or shortness when he wasn't looking
But the next time you'd see him he'd still go out of his way to 
Smile and wave at you and ask you about your mother's
Operation or something like that because he, unlike us,
Actually cares about someone other than himself

The reason I bring this up to you is because I was the worst
Offender of all
My life was simply going nowhere
Then a tiny little man rushed to my side
He should've gotten a big thank you
Instead he got a Porta-Potti ride

I was such a shithead
But he never quit on me
'Til I told him he was useless
And his sister was freaky
Once when we were watching Sunday football
A fuzzy screen was all that we could see
Whitey came over with a hanger
And spent the game atop our T.V.

And when the lightning struck him
He let out a wicked, loud yell
But we just turned up the volume
And ignored the burning smell
We should all rot in hell

I went to high school with Whitey
As a joke I told him to meet me at the prom
When he got there, I said:

2724. Bummin' An Old Freight Train

Bummin' An Old Freight Train

I was wild and reckless this hobo
And I left my happy home
And I started out on a westward trip
All by myself alone.

Oh my pocket book was empty and my heart it was filled with pain
I'm a thousand miles away from home just bummin' an old freight train.
Just a' bummin' an old freight train oh Lord just bummin' an old freight train
I'm a thousand miles away from home just bummin' an old frieight train.

I was standing on that platform And smokin' a cheap cigar
I was waiting for that old freight train to find me an empty car
Well I pulled my cap down over my eyes as I walked along the track
I caught the stirrup of a sleepin' car And I never did look back.



2725. Bummin' An Old Freight Train

Bummin' An Old Freight Train
Flatt & Scruggs

Bummin' an old freight train, oh Lord
Bummin' an old freight train
A thousand miles away from home
Just a Bummin' an old freight train

I was a wild and reckless hobo, left my happy home
Started out on a western trip all by myself alone
My pocketbook was empty and my heart was filled with pain
A thousand miles away from homejust a Bummin' an old freight train

* Refrain

I was standing on a platform smokin' a cheap cigar
Waitin' for an old freight train to catch an empty car
My pocketbook was empty, my heart was filled with pain
A thousand miles away from home just a Bummin' an old freight train

* Refrain

I pulled my cap down over my eyes, I walked up to the train
Caught the stirrup of a sleepin' car and never did look back
A thousand miles away from home just a Bummin' an old freight train

* Refrain

2726. Bumper Sticker - Chords

Bumper Sticker 
The Travelin' McCourys
 
[Chorus]
    G                                    C
Its hard to mow my lawn when my grass is blue
     D                                                       G
Sometimes it gets all dirty like when a hippie don't use shampoo
G                                                              C
Sometimes the dreads in the dreadlocks little rain can make it new
        D                                     G
Well Its hard to mow my lawn when my grass is blue
 
 
[1st Verse]
G                                                   C
When I hear that banjo moan when I hear that fiddle play



      D                                                   G
When I hear that chuck of a mandolin man it just makes my day
G                                                      C
When I hear the C bass start when I hear that guitar ring
     D                                                    G
When I hear that three part harmony It makes my poor soul sing
 
 
[Chorus]
      G                                    C
Its hard to mow my lawn when my grass is blue
     D                                                       G
Sometimes it gets all dirty like when a hippie don't use shampoo
G                                                              C
Sometimes the dreads in the dreadlocks little rain can make it new
        D                                     G
Well Its hard to mow my lawn when my grass is blue
 
 
[Solo Banjo]
G C D G  G C D G
 
 
[2nd Verse]
G                                                       C
I like Sam Bush in the morning Peter Rowan in the afternoon
      D                                                                    G
I like Larry Keel with the Sons of Ralph (Leftover Salmon) when they're howling at the moon
G                                                     C
I like Hot Rize, John Duffie, Green Sky and yonder mountain too
       D                                              G
There's nothing like Del McCoury and the Del McCoury swoon
 
 
[Chorus]
    G                                    C
Its hard to mow my lawn when my grass is blue
     D                                                       G
Sometimes it gets all dirty like when a hippie don't use shampoo
G                                                              C
Sometimes the dreads in the dreadlocks little rain can make it new
        D                                     G
Well Its hard to mow my lawn when my grass is blue
 
 
[Solo Mandolin]
G C D G  G C D G
 
 
[3rd Verse]
G                                                     C
Im just freeborn muleskinner I wish I was a Nashville Cat
          D                                                             G
I'm gonna set up my sail upon a foggy mountain somewhere that's Lester Flatt
G                                                                    C
I'm gonna drift too far away from the shore gonna learn to roll like Earl
   D                                                             G



I'm a pick one with Bill Monroe cuz I'm sitting' on top of the world
 
 
[Chorus]
    G                                    C
Its hard to mow my lawn when my grass is blue
     D                                                       G
Sometimes it gets all dirty like when a hippie don't use shampoo
G                                                              C
Sometimes the dreads in the dreadlocks little rain can make it new
        D                                     G
Well Its hard to mow my lawn when my grass is blue
 
Repeat the last line twice then close out

2727. Buonaparte

Buonaparte
Uncle Earl - Buonaparte

Buonaparte is away from his wars and his fighting.
He has gone to a place he can take no delight in.
He may list to the wind o'er the great Mt. Diana,
While alone he remains on the Isle of St. Helena.

2728. Burden Bearer - Chords

Burden Bearer    
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Tammy Jones Robinette

G
I'll take these burdens and lay them at His feet
                               D7            G
They're just to heavy Lord and I am just too weak
                                             
I'll give them all to Jesus friend I know He'll take yours too
                              D7                 G
He's the burden bearer and He knows just what to do

                        
The Burden Bearer will carry your heavy load
                                D7      G
There's nothing too big for His arms to hold

He said cast your cares upon Me when you're bent way down low
                       D7                 G
The Burden Bearer will help your troubled soul



If you have a burden friend and if it's hard to bear
                              D7               G
Take it to the Good Lord down on your knees in prayer

He promised not to give you more than you can take
                                 D7              G
He knows when you're burdened He knows your heartache

He took the cross of Calvary such a weight was on Him
                              D7       G
His back was heavy laden down with our sin

He took our sorrow then and there He proved
                      D7                G
The Burden Bearer did what we could not do

Repeat #2

         C                               G
Leave it there (leave it there) leave it there (leave it there)
                                          D7
Take your burden to the Lord and leave it there
        G
He said cast your cares upon Me when you're bent way down low
                       D7                 G
The Burden Bearer will help your troubled soul

                       D7                 G
The Burden Bearer will help your troubled soul

2729. Burdened Heart

Burdened Heart - Leftover Salmon
Greg Garrison

I never fit in with the sea and sand
But I'll always sit and listen
Close my eyes and feel the sun again
Sound of waves, the sweet submission

Funny that I met you here that day
I know we never had a chance
Like the waves you had to drift away
Soon after we began to dance

(Chorus)
Yeah when it comes to California
The place it always had to start
Yeah when it comes to California
I can never seem to ease my burdened heart

Thought I knew how to live that way
Come and go with the tide



Always putting other games in play
I knew for me it was a lie 

(Chorus)

2730. Burdens Are Lifted At Calvary - Chords

Burdens Are Lifted At Calvary
Recorded by Bill and Gloria Gaither
Written by John M. Moore

C                               G7
Days are filled with sorrow and care
                      C
Hearts are lonely and drear
F                     C
Burdens are lifted at Calvary
G7            C
Jesus is very near
F                     C
Burdens are lifted at Calvary
G7      C
Calvary Calvary
F                     C
Burdens are lifted at Calvary
G7            C
Jesus is very near
                             G7
Troubled soul the Savior can see
                    C
Every heartache and tear
F                     C
Burdens are lifted at Calvary
G7            C
Jesus is very near
Repeat #2  x2
G7            C
Jesus is very near

2731. Burg'Ler Beau

Burg'Ler Beau

I'll tell you a story 'bout a burgler beau who went to rob a house,
He crept in at the window, as silent as a mouse
He thought of all the money he'd get as under the bed he lay
and all at once he saw a sight that made his hair turn grey!
The old maid she entered the room "I am so tired" she said.
And thinking everything alright, she never looked under the bed



She pulled out her teeth and a big glass eye and a wig from off her head
The burglar had 99 fits and came from under the bed
The old maid, she wasn't sleepy a bit, so she grabbed him around the neck
she said "Man if you don't marry me, I'll blow off the top a yo head"!
He didn't scream nor holler very loud cause he had no place to scoot.
He looked at the wig and the big glass eye and said
"madam for God's sake, SHOOT!"

2732. Burglar Man - Chords

Burglar Man

(D)I'll tell you a story 'bout a burglar man who went to rob a (A)house
He creeped in at the window just as quietly as a (D)mouse
Thinkin' of the money that he would get, as under the bed he (A)lay
He certainly saw a sight that night that made his hair turn (D)gray

About nice o'clock an old maid came in, "I'm so tired" she said
Thinkin' everything would be alright, she forgot to look under the bed
She pulled out her teeth, and her big glass eye, and her hair came from off'n her head
That burglar man had nineteen fits as he crawled from under the bed

She drew a pistol from out of the drawer, and to this burglar man said
"Young man if you don't marry me, I'll blow off the top of your head"
We'll he looked at her teeth and her big glass eye, and he had no place to scoot
So he turned to the old maid standin' by, and said "Woman, for the Lord's sake shoot"

Now the burglar man is dead I know, but I don't know where he's gone
Up above, or down below, I'm now thru singin' this song

2733. Burlesque Desert Window

Trampled By Turtles - Burlesque Desert Window

[Chorus]
Ooh, ooh ooh
Ooh, ooh ooh

[Verse 1]
Sandy little pasture rolling like a wave in the middle
A pony in the sunset will break your pretty heart just a little
I see what never left and I put the paintbrush back inside

[Chorus]
Ooh, ooh ooh

[Verse 2]
Buy one of everything, there's a car waiting for you and it's raining
Maybe I'll see you in the spring with those hard-headed pills that you're taking



Go on and tell me it ain't love as I wipe the tears right off the wall
Oh, empty locker freedom, I'll see you in a little while
Yeah, honey, you should see 'em, their faces take up half the night

[Chorus]
Ooh, ooh ooh
Ooh, ooh ooh

[Verse 3]
Draw a portrait of a pilgrim put it under plow in the summer
Cook it till it's real done, I been looking over and under
Yeah, we sing with everyone and we like to keep those kids outside
And I remember breathing a solitary light in a hovel
Hot and surely bleeding, now can you get me out of this bubble?
I'm in a disappearing town where everyone grew strong and tall
Isotonic freezer, honey, can you feel me die?
Blankets in the breeze were silhouetted by the fire

[Chorus]
Ooh, ooh ooh
Ooh, ooh ooh

[Outro]
Go on and tell me it ain't love as I wipe the tears
As I wipe the tears right off the wall

2734. Burn Down The House

Burn Down The House - Kathy Kallick

This life we're living is on borrowed time
A fortune built on one thin dime
We've got a paper trail and a house of cards
How can living easy be this hard?
CHORUS:
I'm gonna drive my car into the river
And burn the house down to the ground
A brand new start, that's what I'm after
So I'm headed fast to higher ground.
I'm gonna put my feet in some rushing water
I'm gonna travel light and live off the land
Climb out the window with just a backpack
And build a new life with my bare hands
Burn down this house and all the stuff that's in it
I'm gonna change my name and drive away
I could just be gone in a New York minute
And never once look back at the mess I've made



2735. Burn For Free

Trampled By Turtles - Burn for Free

Well my walls crumbled down
As i stepped into this town
But it's all over now
Lord, it's passed and gone
But it's calm in the sea
All the houses'll burn for free
Little darlin' of mine
Won't you please come home?
Well you're my woman
You're my girl
All the years in all the world
Can't hand it down from up high
Upon the round
But it's calm in the sea
All the cities that burn for free
Little darlin' of mine
Won't you please come home?
Well tell me now-- get away
Every hour of every day
It's those lonely times that pas
But it's calm in the sea
All the flags yonder burn for free
Little darlin' of mine
Won't you please come home?

2736. Burn It Down

Burn It Down
Stillhouse Junkies

I'm on borrowed time I ain't givin' back
I'm a rusty pickup truck on the railroad tracks
You better count your blessings while you can
You're gonna wake up in the morning a wanted man

Got a hundred pounds of this dynamite
Gonna light it up like Christmas in the dead of night
This old engine's humming just like a top
Drivin' on the edge of nothing with the headlights off

CHORUS
Listen harder now, you can hear the sound
Of that Colorado rolling free
That wheel just keeps on turnin' round
And if you burn it down, it's all right by me

If you think you're winning, better think again
I'll be fighting full of crazy to the bitter end
I'm a lone wolf running with the pack behind



An unofficial state militia with one thing in mind

Gonna drain it right back to the mud
There ain't nothing in your Bible like a desert flood
It'll set you back about a century 
When the river was a beautiful calamity

BRIDGE
Let it go under
Let it go under
Let it go, let it go, let it go

2737. Burn Like A Rocket - Chords

Burn Like A Rocket 
Recorded by Billy Joe Royal
written by Gary S. Burr

G
Someone wave goodbye 

Come and wave goodbye
C                                  G
I'll be leaving won't you hold the door
          D7                    C                   G
Well if I said I loved you well I don't love you anymore

I know it's gonna hurt 

But you treated me like dirt
  C                          G
I always repaid every debt I owed 
            D7                      C                   G
Well if you think you're lucky well you're not lucky anymore

        C             G
Well we burned like a rocket
             C                    G
You said you loved me just like I love you
           C          G
But find a dime in your pocket
    C                      D7
And you're on the phone to someone new

Repeat #3

G
Someone had to break 

One of us had to break
    C                                      G
Now I do without all the things I need you for 
          D7                     C                 G



Well if I said I love you well I don't love you anymore 

            D7                     C                 G
Oh yes if I said I love you well I don't love you anymore

2738. Burn Me Down - Chords

Burn Me Down 
Recorded by Marty Stuart
Written by Don Sessions and Eddie Miller

intro: NC

Touch me  turn me on  and burn me down

C                       Am
Your lips hold a wild desire 
           C                     Am
And give a kiss like the devil's fire 
C                              F
Your kind of love could burn a town  
C                G7             C
Touch me turn me on and burn me down 

                           Am
Your touch brings me to my knees 
C                                Am
You got me begging please please please 
C                         F
Take my heart and melt it down 
C                G7             C
Touch me turn me on and burn me down 
                  
     F                 C
Your wild love I can't tame
Am          F         C
Your kisses burn like flames                   
                     F
I go crazy when your around                              
C                   G7             C
So touch me turn me on and burn me down

                           Am
I'm devoured by your fiery flame 
C                           Am
My lips can only speak your name 
C                        F
Just spread my ashes all around 
C                G7             C
Touch me turn me on and burn me down 

Repeat #3



2739. Burn On Love Fire

Robbie Fulks - Burn on Love Fire

[Chorus]
Burn, burn, burn
Burn on love fire
Burn, burn, burn
Forever like a star

[Verse 1]
First it was a spark and then a flame
And that eternal fire that no man can take

[Chorus]
Burn, burn, burn
Burn on love fire
Burn, burn, burn
Forever like a star

[Verse 2]
It burns through the sunshine and the rain
It's that eternal fire that no man can take

[Verse 3]
I don't think they can break us apart
Because of that love fire deep in our hearts
But if cold and cool they choose to remain
They'll never win for that eternal flame

2740. Burn One Down

Burn One Down
Old School Freight Train

Let us burn one
From end to end
And pass it over
To me my friend
Burn it long, we'll burn it slow
To light me up before I go

If you don't like my fire
Then don't come around
'Cause I'm gonna burn one down
Yes I'm gonna burn one down

My choice is what I choose to do
And if I'm causing no harm



It shouldn't bother you
Your choice is who you choose to be
And if your causin' no harm
Then you're alright with me

If you don't like my fire
Then don't come around
'Cause I'm gonna burn one down
Yes I'm gonna burn one down

Herb the gift from the earth
And what's from the earth
Is of the greatest worth
So before you knock it try it first
You'll see it's a blessing
And it's not a curse

If you don't like my fire
Then don't come around
'Cause I'm gonna burn one down
Yes I'm gonna burn one, uh

2741. Burn One With John Prine - Chords

Burn One With John Prine 
Kacey Musgraves
 
C
You get a little drunk, get a little loud
                       Am
Stupid me and my rebel mouth
G
Ain't all wrong  but I ain't all right
      F
Don't see no world in black or white
 
C
Grandma cried when I pierced my nose
                             Am
Never liked doing what I was told
G
Don't judge me and I won't judge you
       F
'Cause I ain't walking in your shoes
 
               F      G     C
'Cause I ain't one to knock religion
            F      G        C
Though it's always knocking me
       F       G        Am
Always running with the wrong crowd
      F       G     C
Right where I wanna be



        F       G     C
I'm not good at being careful
       F         G      C
I just say what's on my mind
     F    G     Am
Like my idea of heaven
      F        G         C
Is to burn one with John Prine
 
C
Maybe he would sit a while
                         Am
And render me an illegal smile
G
And I bet that he would understand
     F
Just how I feel and who I am
 
               F      G     C
'Cause I ain't one to knock religion
            F      G        C
Though it's always knocking me
       F       G        Am
Always running with the wrong crowd
      F       G     C
Right where I wanna be
        F       G     C
I'm not good at being careful
       F         G      C
I just say what's on my mind
     F    G     Am
Like my idea of heaven
      F        G         C
Is to burn one with John Prine
 
  Bbsus2
I play my life like truth or dare
                               C
I'm not all here but I'm all there
    Bbsus2
And all the colors people paint me
                                         G  Gsus4  G
Don't they know they'll never change me, yeah?
 
               F      G     C
'Cause I ain't one to knock religion
            F      G        C
Though it's always knocking me
       F       G        Am
Always running with the wrong crowd
      F       G     C
Right where I wanna be
        F       G     C
I'm not good at being careful
       F         G      C
I just say what's on my mind
     F    G     Am



Like my idea of heaven
      F        G         C
Is to burn one with John Prine
     F    G     Am
Like my idea of heaven
      F        G         C
Is to burn one with John Prine

2742. Burn That Candle - Chords

Burn That Candle
Recorded by Charline Arthur - Emmylou Harris
Written by Winfield Scott

G
Burn that candle night and day
                          D7
Burn that candle light my way
G                      C
Keep that doorway open wide
           G                      D7              G
Till we're strollin' through that doorway side by side
 
                                D7
Keep that candle burnin' bright mother
                           G
I'll be kinda late tonight mother
                            D7
There's a yellow moon above mother
                          G
Shinin' on the one I love mother
 
Repeat #1

                                 D7
While that candle's burnin' high mother
                          G
I'll be with my sugar pie mother
                              D7
We'll be comin' home you know mother
                             G
Lookin' for that candle glow mother
 
Repeat #1
 
                              D7
After we have had the wedding mother
                               G
To the candle we'll be headin' mother
                              D7
So before we're winin' dinin' mother
                                  G
Start that candle light a shinin' mother



 
Repeat #1

                                  D7              G
Till we're strollin' through that doorway side by side

2743. Burn The Barn

Burn the Barn
Big Country Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
Tonight, we're comin' to your town
Gonna fire up that bluegrass sound
Gonna tune the ol' banjo
Play like Scruggs and Bill Monroe
'Cause tonight, we're burnin' down the barn

[Chorus]
Burn your barn, burn your barn
Tonight, we'll burn down the barn
We're gonna sing, we're gonna play
Gonna dance the night away
'Cause tonight, we're burnin' down the barn

[Verse 2]
We'll ride the bluegrass express
Pick and sing all the songs we love the best
Play some "Smoke Along the Tracks"
Ride the rails and don't look back
'Cause tonight, we'rR burnin' down the barn

[Chorus]
Burn your barn, burn your barn
Tonight, we'll burn down the barn
WR're gonna sing, we're gonna play
Gonna dance the night away
'Cause tonight, we're burnin' down the barn

[Verse 3]
So lay your worry tunes on down
Let your troubles fall like ashes on the ground
Pat your feet and sing along
Gonna play a bluegrass song
'Cause tonight, we're burnin' down the barn

[Chorus]
Burn your barn, burn your barn
Tonight, we'll burn down the barn
We're gonna sing, we're gonna play
Gonna dance the night away
'Cause tonight, we're burnin' down the barn



[Chorus]
Burn your barn, burn your barn
Tonight, we'll burn down the barn
We're gonna sing, we're gonna play
Gonna dance the night away
'Cause tonight, we're burnin' down the barn

[Outro]
We'll rip it up and tear it up raze it to the ground
And stay until the mornin' comes around

2744. Burn Them

Burn them
Greensky Bluegrass

I wanna be a bad guy in a silent film
Lit up by candles and the space between the shadows
I wouldn't have to say nothing, or sound mean
I just wouldn't smile or look too pleased

They can't all be good
My guess, better that they should
What if sorrows swim?
Good God, I'm gonna need to burn them

Probably cut my hair off, and save my beard
Stop wearing white and keep nothing clean at all
What a relief from the pressure to just be hated
And learn that being bad ain't nothing but a pleasure

They can't all be good
My guess, better that they should
What if sorrows swim?
Good God, I'm gonna need to burn them

Good God, I'm gonna need to burn them!
Good God, I'm gonna need to burn them!

I could rob some worse guys done up like good ones
And hide a pile of money, and never have to worry
Baby give it all away for a reason to steal
Another chance to keep from keeping still

They can't all be good
My guess, better that they should
What if sorrows swim?
Good God, I'm gonna need to burn them

They can't all be good
My guess, better that they should
What if sorrows swim?
Good God, I'm gonna need to burn them



Good God, I'm gonna need to burn them
Good God, I'm gonna need to burn them

2745. Burn Thru

Burn Thru
Abigail Washburn

It started out simple, started out clean
like a starlit night, smell of rain

But the days stacked up and the air grew thin
Gravity pullin. pullin me down in
Push up from the bed, feel my feet hit the floor
Dreamt I was runnin thru a field of fog
Now there's shandows in my tracks but I ain't lookin' back
at the rest of you

Hey I'm trying so hard to see the light, see the light
To see it burn thru
Hey I'm trying so hard to see the light, see the light
To see it burn thru, hey hey hey
I'm not going down with the rest of you
I'm not going down with the rest of you

No you're asking for answers, you want a clarion call
But your drowning in echoes, bouncing off walls
I ain't no prophet, I got no horn to blow

So let the darkness fall, let the sky char to black
Let the animals out, let the plague come back
I say now rock me in the morning burn my body out
til the light comes thru, til ya gotta shout

We all want something else, we all want something else

2746. Burn's Supper

Linda Ronstadt - Burn's Supper

Oh you speak the words
Locked in my breast
But it's late for me
Let an old man rest
One more black and tan on the barricade
To keep me safe from loving

Well I close my eyes, close my eyes
To the cold flame of the Northern Lights



Well I close my eyes, close my eyes
And I see you still in the shuttered night

What a newfound friend is honesty
To see ourselves as others see
To see the shy boy inside the man
Is that all I am, just starved of loving?

Well I close my eyes, close my eyes
To the cold flame of the Northern Lights
Well I close my eyes, close my eyes
And I see you still in the shuttered night

2747. Burnin' And Lootin'

Burnin' and Lootin'
Bob Marley & The Wailers - Acoustic Syndicate

This morning I woke up in a curfew
O God, I was a prisoner too, yeah!
Could not recognize the faces standing over me
They were all dressed in uniforms of brutality, eh!

How many rivers do we have to cross
Before we can talk to the boss? Eh!
All that we got, it seems we have lost
We must have really paid the cost

Burnin' and a-lootin' tonight
(Say we gonna burn and loot)
Burnin' and a-lootin' tonight
(One more thing)
Burnin' all pollution tonight
(Oh, yeah, yeah)
Burnin' all illusion tonight

Oh, stop them!
Give me the food and let me grow
Let the Roots Man take a blow
All them drugs gonna make you slow now
It's not the music of the ghetto. Eh!

Weepin' and a-wailin' tonight
(Ooh, can't stop the tears!)
Weepin' and a-wailin' tonight
(We've been suffering these long, long-a years)
Weepin' and a-wailin' tonight
(Will you say cheer?)
Weepin' and a-wailin' tonight
(But where?)

Give me the food and let me grow
Let the roots man take a blow



All them drugs gonna make you slow
It's not the music of the ghetto
We gonna be burnin' and a-lootin' tonight
(To survive, yeah!)
Burnin' and a-lootin' tonight
(Save your babies' lives)
Burning all pollution tonight
(Pollution)
Burning all illusion tonight
(Lord-a, Lord-a, Lord-a, Lord!)

Burning and a-looting tonight
Burning and a-looting tonight
Burning all pollution tonight

2748. Burnin' It Down

Steve Earle - Burnin' It Down

[Verse 1]
When I was a boy, there were no limitations
Said my goodbyes at the Greyhound station
Here I am half a mile from where I grew up
In a parking lot sitting in my pick-up truck

[Chorus]
And I'm thinking 'bout burnin' it down, boys
Thinking 'bout burnin' it down
Nothing's ever gonna be the same in this town

[Verse 2]
Ten gallons of gas and a bottle of propane
Electric igniter off my grill and I still can't
Say for certain that this thing'll blow
But if it does I'm going to be the first one to know

[Chorus]
And I'm thinking 'bout burnin' it down, boys
Thinking 'bout burnin' it down
Nothing's ever gonna be the same in this town
I'm thinking 'bout burnin' the Walmart down

[Bridge]
Always used to say I'd come back some day and settle down
I'm getting old, no place else to go, it's all come unwound

[Verse]
So I'm watching the faces coming and going
Some of them strangers, some that I know and
It doesn't matter how much how long I wait
'Cause the door's always open and it's never too late

[Chorus]



And I'm thinking 'bout burnin' it down, boys
Thinking 'bout burnin' it down
Nothing's ever gonna be the same in this town

2749. Burnin' Love

Burnin' Love

Verse 1:
Lord a-mighty I feel my temperature a risin'
Higher and higher, it's burning through to my soul.
Girl, girl, girl, you gonna set me on fire
My brain's a flamin' I don't know which way to go.

Chorus:
Your kisses lift me higher,
Like a sweet song of a choir.
And you light my morning sky
With your burnin' love.

Verse 2:
Oooo I feel my temperature a risin'
Help me, I'm flamin', I must be a hundred and nine.
Burnin', burnin', burnin'
And nothing can cool me.
I just might turn into smoke, but I feel fine.

Verse 3:
It's comin' closer,
It's slowly reaching my body.
Please won't you help me,
I feel like I'm drifting away.
It's hard to breathe, and my chest is a heavin'.
Lord a'mighty I'm burnin' a hole where I lay.

Final Chorus:
I'm just a hunka' hunka' burnin' love
I'm just a hunka' hunka' burnin' love
I'm just a hunk of burning love
Burnin' love

2750. Burnin' Old Memories

Kathy Mattea - Burnin' Old Memories
(Larry Boone/Gene Nelson/Paul Nelson)

I used to love him that ain't no lie
We had a good thing till he said goodbye
Then with one touch you set my heart ablaze



I'm burnin' old memories with a brand new flame
A perfect match that's what we are
I'm gettin' over him underneath the stars
The smoke has cleared from the hold he had on me
I'm burnin' old memories with a brand new flame
One by one those old embers burn
You came along when I had no where to turn
Just when I thought I'd never love again
I'm burnin' old memories with a brand new flame
When I'm with you I'm without a doubt
We got a fire I don't ever want to put out
And here with you is where I'm gonna stay
Just burnin' old memories with a brand new flame
One by one those old embers burn
You came along when I had no where to turn
Just when I thought I'd never love again
I'm burnin' old memories with a brand new flame

2751. Burnin' Old Memories - Chords

Burnin Old Memories
Kathy Mattea - Burnin Old Memories
Album: Willow in the Wind 
Written by: Larry Boone - Gene Nelson - Paul Nelson

INTRO
-------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------6--------4-------------------
-7--4------4--7--4---------4--------4------7--4-------------
-------7--------------7--7-------7---------------7--4-----
--------------------------------------------------------5--

           A          D                 A   D
I USED TO LOVE HIM       THAT AIN'T NO LIE
          A                         A7    X3 (SEE BELOW)
WE HAD A GOOD THING TILL HE SAID GOODBYE  
 X3             D7                      A
THEN WITH ONE TOUCH YOU SET MY HEART ABLAZE
                                     
A                                 X    X2      A   Lick (see below) 
I'M BURNIN' OLD MEMORIES WITH A BRAND NEW   FLAME

           A     D                 A   D
A PERFECT MATCH    THAT'S WHAT WE ARE
             A                      A7    X3 
I'M GETTIN' OVER HIM UNDERNEATH THE STARS
X3              D7                            A
THE SMOKE HAS CLEARED FROM THE HOLD HE HAD ON ME
A                                X    X2    A    Lick (see below)
I'M BURNIN' OLD MEMORIES WITH A BRAND NEW FLAME

        D                     A



ONE BY ONE THOSE OLD EMBERS BURN
            D                          E
YOU CAME ALONG WHEN I HAD NO WHERE TO TURN
               A          D7         A     
JUST WHEN I THOUGHT I'D NEVER LOVE AGAIN
A                                X    X2    A     Lick(see below)
I'M BURNIN' OLD MEMORIES WITH A BRAND NEW FLAME

               A   D                    A      D
WHEN I'M WITH YOU       I'M WITHOUT A DOUBT
          A                         A7    X3 
WE GOT A FIRE I DON'T EVER WANT PUT OUT
 X3           D7                       A
AND HERE WITH YOU IS WHERE I'M GONNA STAY
A                                 X    X2     A   Lick(see below)
JUST BURNIN' OLD MEMORIES WITH A BRAND NEW FLAME.

repeat chorus

X
^^^^^^ 6th fret
^^0^0^ 7th fret
^^^0^0 8th fret
^^^^^^ 9th fret

X2                   
^^^^^^ 5th fret
^^0^0^ 6th fret
^^^0^0 7th fret
^^^^^^ 8th fret

X3 
Sounds great if you do some random picking\strumming.  Be sure you play
even the open strings.
                                D7
                 Then with one touch
                 The smoke has cleared
                 And here with you
--------------------------------------
-5-----4-----3-----0---1---2-----------
---------------------------------------
-5-----4-----3-----0---1---2------------
--------------------------------------
--------------------------------------

Lick

-----------------------------
----------------------------
----------------------------
----------------------------
-0---------0------------------
----2--0---------------------



2752. Burnin' The Honky Tonks Down

Alan Jackson - Burnin' The Honky Tonks Down 

She's burnin' the honky tonks down
Burnin' the honky tonks down
Smoke's been rising all over town
She's burnin' the honky tonks down
She's burnin' the honky tonks down
She caught me runnin' around
She was dancin' in the ashes
When they caught her with them matches
She's burnin' the honky tonks down
Well she's burnin' the honky tonks down
I tried but I could not put them out
Did the best to save the whiskey
But the flame's just too risky
She's burnin' the honky tonks down
She's burnin' the honky tonks down
She couldn't stop that honky tonk sound
It was sizzlin' like a griddle
When I ran out with my fiddle
She's burnin' the honky tonks down
She's burnin' the honky tonks down
She's down in the jailhouse now
Said she felt no remorse
For breakin' out that torch
She's burnin' the honky tonks down
Burnin' the honky tonks down
Smoke's been a rising all over town
She's burnin' the honky tonks down

2753. Burnin' The Woodshed Down - Chords

Burnin' The Woodshed Down 
The SteelDrivers

[Intro]
Em Em Am Em Em
 
[Verse 1]
Em
Summer sun is swinging low
Em
Out here in the cotton row
Am
Surrounded by my sorrow
Em
Summer sun is swinging low
 
[Verse 2]
Em
Aint no mother for my brother and me



Em
Lost her back in 63
Am
Drowned herself in a sea of Jim Beam
Em
Aint no mother for a brother and me
 
[Chorus]
Em
So Im burnin the woodshed down
Em
Going to burn it to the ground
Am
Going to kick the ashes all around
Em
Im burnin the woodshed down
 
[Interlude]
Em Em Am Em Em
 
[Verse 3]
Em
Daddy beat me black and he beat me blue
Em
Broke his hickory stick in two
Am
God only knows what I'm bound to do
Em
Daddy beat me black and he beat me blue
 
[Chorus]
Em
So Im burnin the woodshed down
Em
Going to burn it to the ground
Am
Going to kick the ashes all around
Em
Im burnin the woodshed down
 
[Interlude]
Em Em Am Em
 
[Verse 4]
Em
Im gonna show that man just want I mean
Em
Pour out this can of kerosene
Am
Im going to toss a match into the breeze
Em
Im going to show that man just want I mean
 
[Chorus]
Em
So Im burnin the woodshed down
Em



Going to burn it to the ground
Am
Going to kick the ashes all around
Em
Im burnin the woodshed down
Am
Going to kick the ashes all around
Em
Im burnin the woodshed down
 
 
[Interlude]
Em Em Am Em Em

2754. Burning

Dolly Parton - Burning 

When I look at you
I melt like a candle
You light a fire in me
What am I to do
I just hope I can handle
The heat and the smoke blinding me
This feeling, this fire
This burning desire
Is raging its way through my soul
And if you feel the same
Help me fan the flames
'Til we're burning out of control
Burning to know you
Burning to show you
And I've felt this way from the start
Burning with passion
I do hope it's lasting
And it's burning a hole in my heart
You kindle in me
A warm glowing feeling
A spark and a flicker of hope
It's more than a game
And like moths to a flame
We're drawn to its warmth and its glow
These embers of love
Are fueled by the notion
This could be an eternal flame
Consumed by the blaze
I fear it's too late
'Cause this torch that I hold bears your name
Oh, and I'm burning to know you
Burning to hold you
It's grown to a flame from a spark
Burning with passion
I do hope it's lasting



And it's burning a hole in my heart
Oh, I'm burning with passion
I do hope it's lasting...
I've had so many dreams fall apart...
And it's burning a hole in my heart...
I'm burning
Oh, I'm burning
Mmmm, I'm burning oh, I burning ooh

2755. Burning An Old Memory - Chords

Burning an Old Memory
Recorded by Jeannie Seely
Written by Larry Boone, Gene Nelson, Paul Nelson

C         G        C             G
I used to love him that ain't no lie
                                     G7
We had a good thing till we said goodbye
          C                           G    C
Then with one touch he sit my heart a blaze
        G                              A7    D7  G
Now I'm burning that ol' memory with a brand new flame
 
                C              G
A perfect match that's what we are
                                    G7
I'm getting over him underneath the stars
              C                               G  C
The smoke has cleared from the hold he had on me
    G                              A7    D7  G
I'm burning that ol' memory with a brand new flame
 
       C                      G
One by one those ol' memories burn
         C                           D7
You came along when I had nowhere to turn
              G           C          G    C
That's when I thought I'd never love again
    G                              A7    D7  G
I'm burning that ol' memory with a brand new flame
 
                  C             G
When I'm with you I'm without a doubt
                                         G7
We've got a flame I don't ever wanna put out
              C                    G    C
And here with you is where I wanna stay
     G                              A7    D7  G
It's burning that ol' memory with a brand new flame
 
Repeat #3
                                   A7    D7  G



I'm burning that ol' memory with a brand new flame

2756. Burning Bridges

Tom T. Hall - Burning bridges
Composer: Walter Scott

Burning bridges behind me
It's too late to turn back now
Burning bridges behind me
All I want is to forget you somehow

Found some letters you wrote me this morning
They told of a love we once knew
Now they're gone I'd burned them to ashes
Don't want nothin' to remind me of you

Burning bridges behind me...

I sold the house that we once planned together
And I said goodbye to those friends that we knew
Then I moved to the faraway city
Trying hard to forget about you

Burning bridges behind me...

2757. Burning Bridges

Lucinda Williams - Burning Bridges

Sometimes press them tenders
I'm never truly land
And all your expectation
I never truly care
You'll never safe on, or come up with other reason
You've been weak and I take a bad decision

Burning bridges,
Burning bridges it down
Burning bridges
Burning bridges it down
Burning bridges
Burning bridges it down

Now you've a [?] and you lost ti
You won't get up the fire
I can add you to my list
And keep it up at night
You're the [?]



There's I stare on braking walls
The tragedy unfalls

Burning bridges,
Burning bridges it down
Burning bridges
Burning bridges it down
Burning bridges
Burning bridges it down
Burning bridges
Burning bridges it down

With the [?] was a time to us
And it might not come again
You must chose what eyes don't look throw in the end
Every love is hard
We have it in a Powel
And these lonely hours make me worst

Burning bridges
Burning bridges it down
Burning bridges,
Burning bridges it down
Burning bridges
Burning bridges it down
Burning bridges
Burning bridges it down
Burning bridges
Burning bridges it down

Burning bridges
Burning bridges it down
Burning bridges
Burning bridges it down
Burning bridges
Burning bridges it down
Burning bridges
Burning bridges it down

Why you wanna burn
Why you wanna burn
Why you wanna burn it down

2758. Burning Down The Town - Chords

Burning Down The Town
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Wayne Perry and Joe Diffie

G
I hope the clouds are gathering
                 C
Around her house tonight



                     G
She's putting on her makeup
                       D7
And Lord she's looking right
 
  G
I know just where she's headed 
                         C
And I know my part ain't there
                         G
So I pray for rain cause my old flame
       D7               G
Is out burning down the town 
 
    D7
The fire still burns but the table turned 
C                   G
She don't yearn for me
    D7
Somewhere tonight she's glowing bright
    C                D7
For all the world to see
 
   G
Oh Lord don't let her do it
                      C
Please turn her heart around
                           G
I'm praying for rain cause my old flame
       D7               G
Is out burning down the town
 
     D7
Each night I spend without her
                   C
Leaves no room for doubt
                          G
That all these tears from crying
              D7
Never put her out
 
G
Lord I know she's burning
                       C
Cause the smoke is all around
                           G
I'm praying for rain cause my old flame 
       D7               G
Is out burning down the town
  
Repeat #3,4
    C           G
I'm on my knees begging please
   D7                 G
To send some rain downtown



2759. Burning Georgia Down

Balsam Range - Burning Georgia Down

The Yankee letter said that they'd be comin' any day
And if we planned on gettin' out alive we best be on our way
Our tattered grey was torn between if we should run or fight
But our Southern pride swelled up inside as we dug in for the night
Then we heard a rider callin', "They're comin' down the road!"
And the firey flash of twenty-pounders started to explode
'Tried our best to stop them but our efforts were in vain
In the distance you could hear the sound of Dixie's last refrain
They're burnin' Georgia down
Those devils dressed in blue
They took the higher ground
Dying's all we can do
And let us, bound to fall
Smell the smoke and the cinder
They're burnin' Georgia down
But we never will surrender
Sherman left Atlanta leading sixty thousand of his best
Spreading the destruction over 50 miles abreast
Marching to the sea, leavin' nothing in their path
Factories, farms, and churches; nothing spared their wrath
Oh
Christmas Day in '64, they cut off our supplies
And then they offered Mr. Lincoln up Savannah as a prize
And though our lines are broken
We fought on till the end
And pray someday we'll find a way to Dixie once again
They're burnin' Georgia down
Those devils dressed in blue
They took the higher ground
Dying's all we can do
And let us, bound to fall
Smell the smoke and the cinder
They're burnin' Georgia down
But we never will surrender
They're burnin' Georgia down
But we never will surrender

2760. Burning Man

Richard Thompson - Burning Man 

Out there in the desert air
Penguin meets the polar bear
Hey ho, pilgrim
Light the precious flame



Burning man with flames for eyes
Burning man lights up the skies
Hey ho, pilgrim
Anarchy's the game

And I'll care for you for a day or two
Strangers meeting in the darkness
Underneath the arch of wheels
Funny how it heals

Gather in from all around
Gather at the sacred ground
Hey ho, pilgrim
Spin the wheel of sin

Mad Max and hulks of rust
Out there in the desert dust
Hey ho, pilgrim
Without you and within

And give me bread, and I'll give you wine
Dragon cars and silver walkers
Wear the art and build the shrine
Yours or mine

Out there in the desert air
Penguin meets the polar bear
Hey ho, pilgrim
Light the precious flame

Burning man with flames for eyes
Burning man light up the skies
Hey ho, pilgrim
Anarchy's the game

2761. Burning Man - Chords

Burning Man 
Dierks Bentley feat. Brothers Osborne
 
[Intro]
Am  C  F  C
Am  C  F  C
 
[Verse 1]
Am                   C       F                   C
Half your life you struggle, half your life you fly
Am                      C                    F            C
Half your life makin' trouble, half your life makin' it right
Am                 C       F                        C
One day I'm the exception, most days I'm just like most
Am                      C                       F                      C



Some days I'm headed in the right direction and some days I ain't even close
 
 
[Chorus 1]
Am                                                        F
   I'm a little bit steady but, still a little bit rolling stone
                                                         Am
I'm a little bit heaven but, still a little bit flesh and bone
 
Little found, little don't know where I am
      F                        C                         Am C         F C
I'm a little bit holy water but still little bit burning man, burning man, yeah
 
 
[Verse 2]
Am                     C       F                      C
I've always loved the highway, I just don't run it as fast
  Am                     C                   F                   C
I still go wherever the wind blows me, but I always find my way back
Am                    C               F                      C
I still don't get it right sometimes, I just don't get it as wrong
  Am                    C                         F                        C
I still go a little bit crazy sometimes, yeah but now I don't stay near as long
 
 
[Chorus 2]
Am                                                        F
   I'm a little bit steady but, still a little bit rolling stone
                                                         Am
I'm a little bit heaven but, still a little bit flesh and bone
 
Little found, little don't know where I am
      F                        C                         Am C         F C
I'm a little bit holy water but still little bit burning man, burning man
             Am              C                F          C
Still just a burn, burn, burn-ing man, just a burning man, woo
 
 
[Interlude]
Am  C  F  C
Am  C  F  C
 
 
[Verse 3]
Am                    C             F                  C
Maybe I'll go to the desert, find myself in the Joshua Trees
      Am                          C                   F                         C
If we pass in the night then just hand me a light and tell me you burn just like me
 
 
[Chorus 2]
Am                                                        F
   I'm a little bit steady but, still a little bit rolling stone
                                                         Am
I'm a little bit heaven but, still a little bit flesh and bone
 
Little found, little don't know where I am



      F                        C                         Am C         F C
I'm a little bit holy water but still little bit burning man, burning man
             Am              C                F          C
Still just a burn, burn, burn-ing man, just a burning man
 
 
[Outro]
Am  C  F  C
Am  C  F  C
Am  C  F  C
Am  C  F             C  Am
         Burning man

2762. Burning Spirit

Brett Dennen - Burning Spirit

I'm walking with a burning spirit
But I don't know where it leads
If I ever I lose direction
I know that's where I have to be
I'm sitting in the meadow asking
How to bend when the strong wind blows
I'm trying to remember
What my soul already knows
What my soul already knows
I am looking to find
No place at all
My wandering mind
Knows who to call
I'm walking with a burning spirit
But I don't know where it leads
If I ever I lose direction
I know that's where I have to be
When I get to the place I'm going
Surely I will disappear
Into forests with no shadows
The curiosity keeps me here
The curiosity keeps me here

2763. Burning The Bridge Back To You

Burning The Bridge Back To You (Larry W. Jones 10/16/2007) 

You left for the final time today
This time you say that you'll stay away
You crossed the final bridge on your own
I don't understand why you did, dear
But I can't forbid you 'cause you're gone



Dear, I'm burning the bridge back to you
The river's too wide to swim, it's true
There's only sorrow for tomorrow
As the bridge burns right in two
Dear, I'm burning the bridge back to you
Now, sweetheart, you know my love was true
And I never hid my heart from you
I believed in you so strong
And I don't know what went wrong
I wanted to ask you to return
But now I'll just say so long
Dear, I'm burning the bridge back to you
The river's too wide to swim, it's true
There's only sorrow for tomorrow
As the bridge burns right in two
Dear, I'm burning the bridge back to you
- instrumental -
Dear, tomorrow you may look behind
But a burning bridge is all you'll find
You'll have to just keep right on moving
Until in time you may comphehend
That my burning bridges when you go
Won't mean I'll not love you til the end
Dear, I'm burning the bridge back to you
The river's too wide to swim, it's true
There's only sorrow for tomorrow
As the bridge burns right in two
Dear, I'm burning the bridge back to you

2764. Burning The Midnight Oil

Dolly Parton - Burning The Midnight Oil 
Writer Porter Wagoner

Here we sit lookin' at each other seems we're at a loss for what to say
Ties bind us both with someone else we don't want to hurt but we must break
And tonight I'll sit home a thinkin' and tonight I'll sit home a drinkin'
We both live in seperate homes where there's no love at all
Stayin' up late burning the midnight oil
Tomorrow we'll meet here in the same place where love and desires just won't
wait
In each other's arms we'll dream for a little while
Then when it's time to leave it'll nearly drive us wild
And tonight again I'll sit home a thinkin'...
Stayin' up late burning the midnight oil

2765. Burning To Burned



Dolly Parton - Burning To Burned 
(Dolly Parton/Bill Owens)

You lied to me
I can't believe
That I've been such a fool
I thought this time
I might find
Someone who would play by the rules
My mind said no
But my heart said go
And again I've made the wrong turn
Now here I stand
My heart in your hands...
And I've gone from burning to burned
Ah, you'd think by now
I'd know how
To keep this heart of mine safe
It goes to show
You just never know
Who can you trust these days
How could I make
The same mistake
But as far as I'm concerned
Got myself to blame
Got to close to the flame
Now I've gone from burning to burned
Everyone knows
The old saying goes
That a fool in love
Never learns
But I guess I forgot
'Cause the fire was too hot...
Now I've gone from burning to burned
Oh I guess I forgot
'Cause the fire was too hot...
Now I've gone from burning to burned

2766. Burns Supper

Richard Thompson - Burns Supper 

Oh, you speak the words locked in my breast
It's late for me, let an old man rest
One more black and tan on the barricades
To keep me safe from loving

When I close my eyes, close my eyes
To the cold flame of the northern lights
When I close my eyes, close my eyes
And I see you still in the shuttered night

What a new-found friend is honesty
To see ourselves as others see



To see the shy boy inside the man
Is that all I am? Just starved of loving

When I close my eyes, I close my eyes
To the cold flame of the northern lights
When I close my eyes, close my eyes
And I see you still in the shuttered night

2767. Burnt - Chords

Burnt 
Nicki Bluhm

[Intro]
 
Am D x 4
 
[Verse 1]
 
Am                                D
Walking out the back door for the last time
Am                             D
Don't fuel your ego, feed your pride
Am                              D
I see a child who thinks he's a man
Am                         D
Too self-consumed to understand
Am                                 D
You had your chances, you know you did
Am                                D
Your cheap romances have left you dead
Am                            D
Always wear a mask of shallow laughter
Am                                          D
Cant admit to what you want, or what you're after
 
[Chorus]
 
      Am
And I don't want to be your pet, and you're
                                D
Not what I thought you meant to me, oh no
        Am
And I'm tired of your empty words, that you're using so
               D
You don't feel burnt
 
[Instrumental]
 
Am D x 2
 
[Verse 2]
 



Am                        D
She sits and waits by the wire
Am                                                        D
You know that you don't want her, but you like to fan the fire
 
[Chorus]
 
      Am
And I don't want to be your pet, and you're
                                D
Not what I thought you meant to me, oh no
        Am
And I'm tired of your empty words, that you're using so
                D
You don't feel burnt
 
[Bridge]
 
Am D x 2
 
Am     D
Whoaaa,
Am     D
Ahh
 
[Outro]
 
Am D (Fade Out)

2768. Burnt The Sawmill Down

Keith Whitley
Burnt the Sawmill Down

[Verse 1]
Dirt road, Georgia, childhood days
A sawmill way of life
Where I grew up to love a rich girl
Who could never be my wife
And the roses near their mansion
On a cool, Southern ground
She cut a memory into mine
But I had to leave that town
Dirt poor, backwoods, I was raised
Now the lawman's comin' 'round
Mama said, "I raised a good boy
But he burnt the sawmill down"

[Chorus]
It's been years since I left Georgia
And I left there on the run
They say her daddy's still in a rage
Over what I done



But he shot at me for lovin' her
Thought he run me outta town
But I hid until the mornin' light
Then I burned his sawmill down

[Verse 2]
I still love that long-haired girl
There's a price tag on my head
Her daddy owns the county law
And if I go back there, I'm dead
So I just dream of Southern roses
And miss the love we found
Lord, I wish I'd never been born poor
Or burnt the sawmill down
[Chorus]
It's been years since I left Georgia
And I left there on the run
They say her daddy's still in a rage
Over what I done
He shot at me for lovin' her
Thought he run me outta town
But I hid until the mornin' light
Then I burned his sawmill down

[Outro]
Dirt poor, backwoods, I was raised
Now the lawman's comin' 'round
Mama said, "I raised a good boy
But he burnt the sawmill down"
Mama said, "I raised a good boy
But he burnt the sawmill down"

2769. Bury Me

Dwight Yoakam - Bury Me (Acoustic)

Chorus:
Bury me along the Big Sandy
Down in those glue, grey mountains
Rest my soul in those hills of coal
Until this old earth does tremble
Now don't you mourn for me when my soul is free
Woman don't you cry
You just bury me along the Big Sandy
Under a blue Kentucky sky
This old town of sin, it's about to do me in
I don't know how much I can stand
With my knees on the street and my heart at their feet
I'm forced to beg from Satan's hand
Chorus:
Bury me along the Big Sandy
Down in those glue, grey mountains
Rest my soul in those hills of coal



Until this old earth does tremble
When I came to this land I was strong and I could stand
But now I've somehow gone astray
Yet I still see the truth in the teaching of my youth
And I know that the Lord ain't turned away
Chorus:
Bury me along the Big Sandy
Down in those glue, grey mountains
Rest my soul in those hills of coal
Until this old earth does tremble
Under a blue Kentucky sky

2770. Bury Me - Chords

Bury Me
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam with Maria McKee
Written by Dwight Yoakam 

G       C             G
Bury me along the big sandy 
                        D7
Down in those blue gray mountains
G                     C
Rest my soul in those hills of coal 
G          D7             G
Until this old earth does tremble
              C
Now don't you mourn for me 
        G               C               D7
When my soul is free no woman don't you cry
         G       C
You just bury me along the big sandy 
G       D7            G
Under a blue Kentucky sky
                          C
This old town of sin it's about to do me in
       G                   D7
I don't know how much I can stand
        G                          C
With my knees on the street and my heart at their feet
G             D7               G
I'm forced to beg from Satan's hand
Repeat #1,2
                               C
When I came to this land I was strong and I could stand
    G                     D7
But now I've somehow gone astray
      G                          C
Yet I still see the truth in the teaching of my youth
    G               D7                G
And I know that the Lord ain't turned away
Repeat #1,2
        D7            G            D7            G



Under a blue Kentucky sky  under a blue Kentucky sky

2771. Bury Me Beneath The Pines

Bury Me Beneath The Pines

So bury me under the lonesome pine tree
There they'll forever sway over me
There I can hear the sound of the lonesome dove
In that beautiful land of peace and love

These lonesome pines are calling me home
Never again will I ever roam
They'll carry me home and put me to rest
In that mighty fine land that I love best

For years I've been away but the time has come today
I'll return to my homeland never to stray
For the rest of my days I'll rest in peace
And never again no one to please

2772. Bury Me Beneath The Willow

Bury Me Beneath The Willow - Ricky Skaggs
Carter Family

   Oh, bury me beneath the willow
   Under the weeping willow tree
   So she will know where I am sleeping
   And perhaps she'll weep for me

My heart is sad I am lonely
For the only one I love
When shall I see her oh no never
'Til we meet in heaven above

She told me that she dearly loved me
How could I believe it untrue
Until the angels softly whispered
She will prove untrue to you

Tomorrow was to be our wedding
God oh God where can she be
She's out a courting with another
And no longer cares for me



2773. Bury Me In Dixie

Bury Me In Dixie
Wayne Taylor

His true love led him north to Chicago. Lived there forty years and never called it home. He o
nly went along because he loved her, no he never planned on staying that long. When the ye
ars and the miles finally caught him he was still a thousand miles away. from the warm summ
er sun and the memories from his home in the red Georgia Clay.

Chorus:
He said, when I die bury me in Dixie, about a hundred miles south of the line. Where the red 
bud and dog woods are blooming and where you can smell that honeysuckle vine. In that fiel
d in the corner of the fence row sheltered by a hundred year old pine, Lord before you take m
e to heaven want you swing me down through dixie one more time.

I want to see that chattahoochie river, smell the red hot asphalt after the rain, hear the whistle
 from the 919 from Waycross, man you know I love that old train. When my time finally comes
 don't let it catch me in this cold windy city ice and snow, take me home where everybody lov
es and where I know they'll miss when I'm gone.

Chorus:
He said, when I die bury me in Dixie, about a hundred miles south of the line. Where the red 
bud and dog woods are blooming and where you can smell that honeysuckle vine. In that fiel
d in the corner of the fence row the one Grandaddy bought in 59, Lord before you take me to 
heaven want you swing me down through dixie one more time. Lord before you take me to he
aven on high want you swing me down through dixie one more time.

2774. Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie

Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie

O bury me not on the lone prairie
These words came low and mournfully
From the cold pale lips of a youth who lay
On his dying bed at the close of day

He'd wasted time til upon his brow
The shadowed clouds were gatherin' now
He thought of his home and his friends so nigh
Oh the cowboys gathered to see him die

I fancy I'll listen to the well known word
Of the free wild wind and the song of birds
He thought of his home and the cottonwood there
And the songs her learned in his childhood hour

I often thought I'd be laid when I die
In the old churchyard by the green hillside
By the side of my father let my grave be
O bury me not on the lone prairie

O bury me not on the lone prairie



Where the wild coyotes may howl over me
Where the buffalo roams and the winds blow free
O bury me not on the lone prairie

I want to be laid where mothers prayers
And sisters tears will mingle there
Where friends will come and weep over me
O bury me not on the lone prairie

O bury me not and his voice fell there
We heeded not his dying prayer
In a narrow grave just six by three
We buried him there on the lone prairie

We buried him there on the lone prairie
Where the buzzards fly and the wind blows free
Where rattlesnakes rattle and the tumbleweeds
Blow across his grave on the lone prairie

2775. Bury Me Under The Pines - Chords

Bury Me Under The Pines
Recorded by Ralph Stanly
Written by Rena Archuleta and Ralph Stanley

C
So bury me under the lonesome pine tree
                 F  G7          C
There they'll forever sway over me
There I can hear the sound of the lonesome dove
                  F  G7             C
In that beautiful land of peace and love
These lonesome pines are calling me home
      F  G7             C
Never again will I ever roam
They'll carry me home and put me to rest
                    F  G7            C
In that mighty fine land that I love best
Repeat #1
For years I've been away but the time has come today
                  F     G7          C
I'll return to my homeland never to stray
For the rest of my days I'll rest in peace
          F  G7           C
And never again no one to please
Repeat #1

2776. Bury Me Under the Weeping Willow Tree



The Carter Family - Bury Me Under the Weeping Willow Tree

[Verse 1]
My heart is sad, and I'm in sorrow
For the only one I love
When shall I see him, oh, no, never
Till I meet him in heaven above

[Chorus]
Oh, bury me under the weeping willow
Yes, under the weeping willow tree
So he may know where I am sleeping
And perhaps he will weep for me

[Verse 2]
They told me that he did not love me
I could not believe it was true
Until an angel softly whispered
"He has proven untrue to you"

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Tomorrow was our wedding day
But, Oh Lord, where is he?
He's gone to seek him another bride
And he cares no more for me

[Chorus]

[Verse 4]
Oh, bury me under the violets blue
To prove my love to him
Tell him that I would die to save him
For his love I never could win

[Chorus]

2777. Bury Me With My Boots And Spurs

Bury Me With My Boots And Spurs (Larry W. Jones 01/21/2007) 

Darlin', hold me closely to your breast
Just as you did in sunny days gone by
Let me slumber now and go on to my rest
Darlin', please don't let me see you cry
My life, sweetheart, is swiftly falling
And there's one request I must confer
When I have ended all life's calling
Please bury me with my boots and spurs
Darlin', from the first I have loved you
And you know that we've never been apart
A blush of rose still warms your cheek too
As lovely as it was right from the start



The west Texas wind is blowing colder
Please grant my request that I prefer
Just let my head rest on your shoulder
And bury me with my boots and spurs
The cowboy crossed the darkened valley
Where the breath and life of all men go
His ride through life found its finale
Where he now sleeps beneath the rose
By the rocky trail the cowboy's resting
Decorated by a garland that was hers
A cowgirl's love was his daily blessing
She buried him with his boots and spurs

2778. Bury Me With My Car

Bury Me With My Car
Ben Sollee - Abigail Washburn

When I'm gone, now, bury me with my car
When I'm gone, bury me with my car
Cause if anywhere is wherever I end up when I'm gone,
I'm gonna need my ride to get around
So please, please, bury me with my car

Ancient Egypt, Cheops' boat
Back in Rome they had chariots
China's first emperor was buried with his army
And what's a cowboy without his horse?
In America, in America, they'll bury us with our cars

'72 Buick rolling by,
Hunkered down Honda, chewing up the road
Double-decker Cadillac rolling up high
Like a king upon his throne
Last thing I wanna see before I die
Is a flash of 22-inch chromes in my eyes

In America, in America, they'll bury us,
Yes, in America, in America, they'll bury us with our cars

2779. Bury My Troubles - Chords

Bury My Troubles 
Horseshoes And Hand Grenades
 
[Intro]
         C  F  C  C    C  F  C  C
 
[Verse 1]



           F           C               G7       F            C
I let that fog roll on in.....Hush now darling, don't make a sound
    F                         C
The frost in the morning will haunt me.....More than the dew that once, brought my troubles in
 
[Chorus 1]
               G7             C             G7          C        F
Don't let this coffee turn to whiskey.....I cut the old dead bow down
                        C                       C
I buried my troubles, I put them in the ground
 
[Verse 2]
         F               C            G7        F          C
I know I shouldn't fancy you.....Lord knows how this might go
    F                      C
You once were the sweetest apple in my tree.....What shall I do now that you've fallen, away f
rom me
 
[Chorus 2]
               G7             C             G7          C        F
Don't let this coffee turn to whiskey.....I cut the old dead bow down
                        C                       C
I buried my troubles, I put them in the ground
 
[Verse 3]
             F                     C                  G7            F              C
I don't mind when the chilly winds blow.....Now it'll blow down the stars like the snow
  F                  C
I hope my fears stay frozen.....I don't want to find them when I'm tillin', in the spring
 
[Instrumental]
                F  C  F  Am    F  C
 
[Outro]
               G7             C             G7          C        F
Don't let this coffee turn to whiskey.....I cut the old dead bow down
                        C                            F                        C                       C
I buried my troubles, I put them in the ground.....I buried my troubles and I put them in the gro
und

2780. Bury The Bottle With Me - Chords

Bury The Bottle With Me
Recorded by Dick Curless
Written by Hank Cochran and Darrell McCall

Em        G               Em
There's a stone in yonder graveyard
     G                    G7
With my name carved in it deep
         C            G
It don't tell my life story
      C               G



These things it can't repeat
              Em
I never had a family
  G            G7
I never took a wife
      C         G
All I had was a barroom
      C             G
And I drank away my life
   Em
So bury the bottle with me
    G                 G7
For it's what tore me down
   C          G
So I won't be alone tonight
     C                  G
When they put me in the ground
          C             G
When they lower my body down
               Em
A drunker is a sinner
   G               G7
On this I place no doubt
       C                    G
Oh the Lord won't share His palace
         C               G
With the things he lives without
                      Em
For the bottle is the devil
    G               G7
And drinkin' is his name
        C              G
Now the bottle is what took my soul
    C            G
And petrified my brain
Repeat #3

2781. Bus Route

Bus Route - Tyler Childers

This is where we dropped off the prettiest little girl
Same grade as me
Tried to kiss her once in the aisle of the bus
And she walked right over me
Face-down in the gum on the floor
I was hopin' that she'd change her mind
But I swear as she walked down the stairs
She didn't even wave goodbye
Didn't even wave goodbye

Ray Dixon didn't take no lip
He'd kick you right off the bus



Stop by your house on the way out of the holler
And tell your momma where you was
He didn't need no driver's aid
To keep a bunch of kids in line
All he needed was a glare in the mirror
And a paddle that he carved from pine
Blisterin' punk kids alive

This is where we dropped off the prettiest little girl
Same grade as me
I held onto hope for eight long years
And by the time that I turned sixteen
I wasn't awkward, I's a real smooth talker
With my very own pickup truck
I'd take her home and if her parents weren't around
She'd bring me in and give me some
Bring me in and give me some

Safe to say nowadays ol' Ray
Can't keep a route very long
And I'm glad the little girl's dad
Never found out what was goin' on
I know he'd kill me in a minute
And he wouldn't have left no trace
Hogs'll eat 'bout anything you give 'em
And they don't let nothin' go to waste
Don't let nothin' go to waste

This is where we dropped off the prettiest little girl
Same grade as me

2782. Bus Station - Chords

Bus Station 
Tom Russell with Nanci Griffith
 
  C              Am        C                 Am
 Bus station, at sun-up, lookin' for a new, place to go
      C                  Am
He sips his coffie, and he pulls his ring, 
                    F               G
 and thinks of how she looked years ago
    C                 Am             C                Am
 And she curls up, with a blanket, in a yellow, plastic seat
   C                            Am
 He touches her, and she looks out the window, 
     F                G
 at an empty morning street
 
 
Chorus:
         Am                    F          C
 Well, he musta had a screw loose, in his head



 Am                         F      C
 To end up like this after all he said
  F               C                F         G        C
 He lies to her,  she kisses him,  gettin' tired of love
 
 
 
Bus station, at sun-up, she reads the ticket, in her hand
It's a different name, for the same old town, and this ain't the life
that they had planned
And so he tries to tell her, it won't be like the, times before
It's a different town, and a brand new start, and he's gonna work a whole lot more.
 
Chorus
 
 Bus station, at sun-up, another hour, left to blow
 He touches her, but she'd like to leave,
 and there's no place left to go
 
Chorus
          Am                    F          C
 Well, she musta had a screw loose, in her head
 Am                          F           C
 How could she believe all the things he said
  F                 C                F        G        C
 She lies to him,   he kisses her,  gettin' tired of love
         Am            F  C         Am         F
 Gettin' tired of love,     gettin' tired of love

2783. Bus To Baton Rouge

Lucinda Williams - Bus To Baton Rouge

I had to go back to that house one more time
To see if the camellias were in bloom
For so many reasons its been on my mind
The house on Belmont Avenue

Built up on cinder blocks off the ground
What with the rain and the soft swampy land
By the sweet honeysuckle that grew all around
Were switches when we were bad

[Chorus]
I took a bus to Baton Rouge
I took a bus to Baton Rouge

All the front rooms were kept closed off
I never liked to go in there much
Sometimes the doors they'd be locked 'cause
There were precious things that I couldn't touch

The company couch covered in plastic



Little books about being sved
The dining room table nobody ate at
The piano nobody played

[Chorus]

There was this beautiful lamp I always loved
A seashore was painted on the shade
It would turn around when you switched on the bulb
And gently rock the waves

The driveway was covered with 
Tiny white seashells
A fig tree stood in the backyard
There are other things I remember as well
But to tell them would just be too hard

Ghosts in the wind that blow through my life
Follow me wherever I go
I'll never be free from these chains inside
Hide deep deep down in my soul

[Chorus]

2784. Bush Hogging To Bluegrass

Bush Hogging To Bluegrass

Author: Name: Darrel Hooper
[Verse 1]
Well I was on my tractor today just a bushhogging away.
Oh what an early start to my day.
When I put those ear buds on, that came with my telephone
I begin to hear the old songs play.
[Chorus]
Bluegrass songs and the gospel songs; 
I was bushhogging to the bluegrass songs.
Bluegrass songs and the gospel songs; 
I begin to hear the old songs play
[Verse 2]
So as I cut around those fields, the songs played at will
Through the wires and buds sticking in my ears.
Well I thanked the Lord above, for it was all peace and love
And it helped to calm all my fears.
[Chorus]
[Verse 3]
Well I know the times have changed, but great music is my aim
And I strive to perfect it every day. 
But I can't pick and sing While I'm driving this machine
So give me those Bluetooth ear buds please.



2785. Business on You

Richard Thompson - Business on You

I got sinister things waiting for you in my rattle bag 
Egyptian rings, and the dust of kings, and the tooth of a hag 
The bones of Keats, the tongues of cheats, and a mad dog's eye 
And I'm going to make you love me and you won't know why 

I've got all the magic I need, all the magic I need 
I've got all the magic I need 
I'm going to do the business on you 
I'm going to do the business on you 
I'm going to do the business on you 
I've got all the magic I need 

I've got a drop of Elvis' sweat from Caesar's Palace 
I've got Virginia McKenna's tears from A Town Like Alice 
I've got a hair from the underwear of the Empress Josephine 
And I'm going to come for you, darling, in the middle of a dream 

I've got all the magic I need, I've got all the magic I need 
I've got all the magic I need 
I'm going to do the business on you 
I'm going to do the business on you 
I'm going to do the business on you 
I've got all the magic I need 

I've got war paints, the skulls of saints, don't you want to see 'em 
The blood of popes, and Tyburn ropes from the Black Museum 
I've got Frederick Delius' finger, Wordsworth's tattoo 
And I'm going to love you with everything, and I think you're going to love me too 

I've got all the magic I need, all the magic I need 
I've got all the magic I need 
I'm going to do the business on you 
I'm going to do the business on you 
I'm going to do the business on you 
I've got all the magic I need

2786. Busted

Busted
Dustbowl Revival

[Verse]
You think you know me
But you don't know me
Cause I've been watching you



Watching her

It started slowly
You're smoking on the fire escape
You lit a Pall Mall
Grinning like a child

[Bridge]
Ooh, there's something light in your eyes
Ooh, but I know you're never gonna be satisfied

[Chorus]
You're busted and you don't really know it
You said you're sorry but you don't really show it
You broke down in the parking lot
Just crying on your knees

You did the same thing last September
Well did you think that I wouldn't remember?
You think you got something
But you don't got nothing
Honey, if you don't got me
You think you got something
But you don't got nothing
Honey, if you don't got me

[Verse]
Well she ain't like me
You know she's working at the Neiman Marcus
That new wristwatch she got you
Makes people stare

We met in high school
And I always knew that you were trouble
But maybe I saw something good
That wasn't there

[Bridge]
Ooh, I can hear your laughing on the ceiling
Ooh, but did you ever stop to think about how I'm feeling?

[Chorus]
You're busted and you don't really know it
You said you're sorry but you don't really show it
You broke down in the parking lot
Just crying on your knees

You did the same thing last September
Well did you think that I wouldn't remember?
You think you got something
But you don't got nothing
Honey if you don't got me
Said you think you got something
But you don't got nothing
Honey if you don't got me

[Verse]



At the Arby's
You threw your arms around me
You said, "I love you"
I said, "What's this all about?"

And when I came home early
Well your smile was wide and pearly
But I could smell her perfume
On your mouth

[Chorus]
You're busted and you don't really know it
You said you're sorry but you don't really show it
You broke down in the parking lot
Just crying on your knees

You did the same thing last September
Well did you think that I wouldn't remember?
You think you got something
But you don't got nothing
Honey if you don't got me
Said you think you got something
But you don't got nothing
Honey if you don't got me

You think you got something
But you don't got nothing
Honey if you don't got me

You think you got something
But you don't got nothing
Honey if you don't got me

2787. Busted

Busted
Hazel Dickens

The bills are all dues, the babies need shoes, I'm busted
Cotton is down to a quarter a pound, I'm busted
Got a cow that's gone dry, hen that won't lay
A big stack of bill's get bigger each day
The county gonna haul my belongings away, I'm busted

I called brother Bill to ask for a loan, I was busted
Lord, I hate to beg like a dog for a bone, I'm busted
My brother said, There ain't a thing I can do
My wife and my kids, they're all down with the flu
I was just thinkin' of callin' on you, I'm busted

Now Lord, I'm no thief but I can go wrong, I'm so busted
The food that we canned last summer is gone, I'm busted
The fields are all bare, the cotton won't grow



Me and my family's gotta pack up and go
Where I'll make a livin', Lord only knows I'm busted
Where I'll make a livin', Lord only knows I'm busted

2788. Busted In Utah

Busted In Utah - Hot Buttered Rum

Red rock highway bakin' [bacon?] in the sun
The police of the Beehive State, yeah their work is never done
I look in the mirror and see the flash of red and blue
Oooooo

I see the mustache, the badge
Yeah the pistol, the pen
He sees a guy like me to blame for the mess this country's in
I know he'll tell his wife tonight he made the world a safer place
Oooooo

Chorus:
I'm busted in Utah, the red rock desert sun
We've got the guitars, but they've got the guns
So we're sitting by the side of the road because I broke the law
Best laid plans slipped right through your hands
I'm busted in Utah, busted in Utah, busted in Utah
I'm busted in Utah

Well the rich man has his martini
The country man has his M-16
The kids have got their Coca-Cola
The rest of us have got to have the green
The sacrament of one man is to another obscene
Ooooooo

So bluegrass bands with big plans and a psychedelic GMC
Should know that Utah is the longest way from point A to point B
There's a whole lot of jello and a lot of trampolines
Ooooo

(chorus)

Bridge
Oooo ... whoa Nellie you broke the law
The yin is to the yang as the yee is to the haw
Oooo ... whoa Nellie you broke the law
The yin is to the yang as the yee is to the haw
The yee is to the haw, yee is to the haw

(chorus)

(coda)



2789. Bustles And Bonnets

Bustles And Bonnets
R. Gullane

The humpback, the bowhead, the blue and the gray
The right whale, the spermwhale have near had their day
But here in their twilight there must be a way
To bring the kings back to the ocean

It's five thousand years they've been hunted and chased
From the warm Bay of Biscay to the Antarctic waste
Oft times to make shapely those ladies of taste
Whose perfume brought death to the ocean

Chorus:
The seven seas are deep and wide
Four ancient winds blow restlessly
There's neither peace nor place to hide
All for your bustles and bonnets

Gone are the days of the kayak and spear
The old sailing ships when a sailor knew fear
The harpoon explodes and the cannon's the gear
Wreaks the death some would still call a harvest

No more are the days when we netted and hauled
The factory ships slaughter what floats, swims or crawls
The law of the sea now is leave bugger all
To reap without sowing's the fashion

2790. Busy City

Rhonda Vincent
Busy City

[Verse 1:]
I don't run I don't hide, I just sit and wonder why
That you left a happy home, for the city busy city

[Chorus]
I can't see why you wouldn't stay in the life that you and I had made
Safely tucked away from the city busy city

[Verse 2:]
Be alive bright as gold, shine upon you this I know
Never knowing night from day, in the city busy city

[Chorus][x2]



[Chorus:]
I can't see why you wouldn't stay in the life that you and I had made
Safely tucked away from the city busy city
From the city busy city

2791. Busy Not Crying

Robbie Fulks - Busy Not Crying

[Chorus]
Well I'm busy not crying and I'm too tied up to care
Not thinking 'bout her is a twenty-four-hour affair
I can't weep and I can't worry
My whole life's just a hustle and hurry
Busy not crying over somebody that ain't there

[Verse 1]
Early each morning I roll out of bed
Jumpin' all around and a-shakin' my head
Trying to steer clear of the things she left behind
There's a pink pair of slippers and a coffee cup
One I can't fill, one not to fill up
Any more not to do and I think I'm gonna lose my mind

[Chorus]
'Cause I'm busy not cryin' and I'm too tied up to care
Not thinkin' 'bout her is a twenty-four-hour affair
I can't weep and I can't worry
My whole life's just a hustle and hurry
Busy not cryin' over somebody that ain't there

[Verse 2]
Moving each day at a mighty quick pace
But my heart stays in the same sad place
Nothin' that heavy's gonna ever catch up to me
It takes all the fuel I can fit in my car
To ride around the spots where the memories are
And it's a full-blown chore overlookin' what's plain to see

2792. Busy Signal

Dolly Parton - Busy Signal 
(Dolly Parton)

Busy signal
That's what I get when I call you
Busy busy
Talking to someone new



I wish I knew
I shouldn't worry 'cause it's probably his mother
Or then again it could even be his little brother
On the line
Making me lose my mind
Hang up hang up hang up hang up
Come on hang up hang up hang up
Gotta talk to my baby
Gotta tell him I'm sorry
Busy signal
How can I tell him I'm sorry
When I said I didn't care
I didn't mean a word I said
Talking outta my head
I've got to reach him now and tell him that I love him
And from now on I'll stay right by his side and love him
All the time
So please somebody quit tying up the line
Hang up hang up hang up hang up
Come on hang up hang up hang up
Gotta talk to my baby
Gotta tell him I'm sorry
I didn't mean to hurt you baby
I really really love you baby

2793. But For The Grace Of God - Chords

But For The Grace Of God
Recorded by Pat Boone
Written by Jack Lebsock
 
G
A tramp on the street homeless and weak
         D7                     G
Could be I but for the grace of God
 
The steel of my soul could have weakened at best
    D7                         G
Had I traveled the byways he's trod
 
   C                  G
Oh merciful Father oh wonderful God
    D7                         G
Thy Hands have spared me these things
       C
May my heart know compassion
     G
As a child when she holds  
  A7                 D7
A bird with a broken wing 
 
G
Dear Lord make me strong 



 
Not to boast of my strength
       G7                      C
But to lend it to the weak and down trod
                             G
May I always remember things dear to my heart
                 D7                   G
Are mine to hold only by the grace of God
 
 
Dear Lord if it weren't for You
 
I could have been that poor tramp
                    D7
Or sleep out in the alley tonight
                      G
Only for the grace of God
                        
I could have been born blind
         
With no eyes to see a wonderful world
 
That He made for us
 
Or I could have been born weak
                D7
And had to have somebody take care of me
 
For the rest of my days
G
Thank You Lord
 
Repeat #2,3

2794. But For The Time

Jerry Jeff Walker - But for the Time

How I tried not to hide our goodbye
And see you crying
But it had to be
Still all we had good and bad
Can't make us sad
But only glad that
Our love was free
And I'll count the times
I spoke the lines
I love you, I love you
I'd like to say in every way how much you made
Me want to stay here
And I thought I might
But rambling on has been my song for far too long
To end it all here



It wouldn't feel right
Yes that's been my crime
Just moving on down that line
So long, so long
But for the time my parting line is not goodbye
But simply I'll be
Here within your heart
For there I know a love can grow and not turn cold
Like it was before we
Felt these feelings start
And if I lose my way
I'll know there's something safe
Here with you, here with you
I'll curse my fate again
Blind man's bluff I'll play
But surely some day, some way, I will stay
But for the time my parting line is not goodbye
But simply I'll be
Here within your heart
For there I know a love can grow and not turn cold
Like it was before we
Felt these feelings start
And it's I'll count all the times
I spoke the lines
I love you, I love you

2795. But I Do

But I Do - Alecia Nugent

I don't want to say I love you but I do
I don't want to say I miss you but it's true
I can hardly carry on sweetheart since you've been gone
I don't want to say I love you but I do

Chorus
Well I tried to tell my heart that I can get on without you
But my heart's just not the foolin' kind
No matter how I fight it, there's no use to hide it
I can't get you off my mind

I don't want to find another new love that is true
For there's no one else could take the place of you
So I'll just hope and pray that you'll return some day
I don't want to say I love you but I do

Chorus

I don't want to find another new love that is true
For there's no one else could take the place of you
So I'll just hope and pray that you'll return some day
I don't want to say I love you but I do
I don't want to say I love you but I do



2796. But I Do

But I Do - Vince Gill
(originally by Buck Owens)

Do you long for someone's arms like I do
Do you wish that you were here like I do
Do you think our love would last if we'd forget about the past
Do I want our love to live yes I do.

I didn't think that I'd miss you but I do
I didn't think I'd feel lonely but I do
I didn't think that everyday would be so long while you're away
I didn't think that I'd love you but I do.

Do you wish that God would bind us like I do
Do you wish that joy would find us like I do
If you wish that you could spend life with me until the end
Then you'd feel our love like I do.

I didn't think that I'd miss you but I do
I didn't think I'd feel lonely but I do
I didn't think that everyday would be so long while you're away
I didn't think that I'd love you but I do.

2797. But I Do - Chords

But I Do - Alecia Nugent

F                                  C
I DONT WANNA SAY I LOVE YOU, BUT I DO
                                       F
I DONT WANNA SAY I MISS YOU, BUT ITS TRUE
                        Bb
I CANT HARDLY CARRY ON, SWEETHEART SINCE YOUVE BEEN GONE
       C                           F
I DONT WANNA SAY I LOVE YOU, BUT I DO
        C
WELL I TRIED TO TELL MY HEART THAT I COULD GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU
        F
BUT MY HEARTS JUST NOT THE FOOLIN KIND
   D
NO MATTER HOW I FIGHT IT, THERES NO USE TO HIDE IT
   G                      F
I CANT GET YOU OFF MY MIND

I DONT WANNA FIND ANOTHER LOVE, THAT IS TRUE
FOR THERES NO ONE ELSE, COULD TAKE THE PLACE OF YOU
SO ILL JUST HOPE AND PRAY, THAT YOULL RETURN SOMEDAY



I DONT WANNA SAY I LOVE YOU, BUT I DO

INSTRUMENTAL

I DONT WANNA SAY I LOVE YOU, BUT I DO
BUT I DO, I DO, I DO

2798. But Not For Me

Linda Ronstadt - But Not For Me

Old man sunshine listen you
Never tell me dreams come true
Just try it and I'll start a riot
Beatrice Fairfax don't you dare
Ever tell me he will care
I'm certain it's the final curtain
I never want to hear from any cheerful Pollyannas
Who tell you fate supplies a mate
It's all bananas

They're writing songs of love but not for me
A lucky star's above but not for me
With love to lead the way I've found more clouds of gray
Than any Russian play could guarantee

I was a fool to fall and get that way
Hi-ho, alas, and also lack-a-day
Although I can't dismiss the memory of his kiss
I guess he's not for me

I was a fool to fall and get that way
Hi-ho, alas, and also lack-a-day
Although I can't dismiss the memory of his kiss
I guess he's not for me

2799. But Not Today - Chords

But Not Today
Written and recorded by Jeanne Pruett
 
C
Today out of the clear blue
 
You've asked me to just forget you
                                 G7
Go my way never let you cross my mind
              C
But I've been sitting here and trying



 
To find a way to keep from crying
                 G7              C
I may find a way someday but not today
 
 
Someday I won't remember
 
The way your shaving lotion lingers
                                        G7
Or the softness in your eyes would meet mine
      C
I may even learn to let go
 
Of the memories of how we loved so
                 G7              C
I may find a way someday but not today
 
F
There may come a day 
       C
When I forget the day we met
                                         G7
When you held me in your arms it felt so fine
      C
I may learn to give it all up
 
I may drink wine from our lovie cup
                 G7              C
I may find a way someday but not today

2800. But That's All Right

Bill Monroe - But that's all right

I gave my heart I gave my all
You built me up then you let me fall
You wore my ring upon your hand
But then you changed your mind
But that's all right
I looked around and found true love

You made me laugh you made me cry
I wished that day that I could die
You never dreamed that by and by
I'd be glad you changed your mind
But that's all right
I looked around and found true love

I gave my love I gave my all
You built me up then you let me fall
You wore my ring upon your hand
But then you changed your mind



But that's all right
I looked around and found true love

2801. But You Know I Love You

Dolly Parton - But You Know I Love You 
Alison Krauss

When the mornin' sun Streaks across my room
And I'm wakin' up From another dream of you
Yes, you know I'm on the road Once again it seems
All that's left behind Is a chain of broken dreams

But you know that I love you
You know that I love you
Oh, I love you

And how I wish that love Was all we'd need to live
What a life we'd have 'Cause I've got so much to give
But ya' know I feel so sad Down inside my heart
That the dollar sign Should be keepin' us apart

But you know that I love you
You know that I love you
Oh, how I love you

And if only I could find my way back to the time 
When the problems of this life Had not yet crossed my mind
And the answers could be found in children's nursery rhymes
I'd come runnin' back to you
I'd come runnin' back to you
Mmmmm

But you know we can't Live on dreams alone
Got to pay the rent So I must leave you all alone
'Cause you know I made my choice many years ago
And now this travelin' life Well, it's the only life I know

But you know that I love you
You know that I love you
Oh, I love you
But you know that I love you
You know that I love you
Oh, how I love you
But you know that I love you
You know that I love you
Oh, how I love you
Fade:
But you know I love you
But you know I love you
Oh, I love you
But you know that I love you
But you know that I love you



Oh, how I love you
But you know that I love you
But you know that I love you
Oh, how I love you

2802. But You Know I Love You - Chords

But You Know I Love You 
By Alison Krauss

D A
When the morning sun streaks across my room,
 Em7 G A D 
and I'm wakin' up from another dream of you.
 A
When I'm on the road once again it seems
 Em7 G A D
all that's left behind is a chain of broken dreams.

 A
But you know I love you,
 Em7
yes I love you.
G D A
Oh, I love you.

How I wish that love was all we need to live.
What a life we'd have, 'cause I've got so much to give. 
But it seems so wrong deep inside my heart
that the dollar sign should be keepin' us apart.
 
But you know I love you,
yes I love you.
Oh, I love you.

*Bridge*
A D
And if only I could find my way back to the time
 D/C G
when the problems of this life had yet not crossed your mind,
 E7 A
and all the answers could be found in children's nursery rhymes.
 D
I'd come runnin' back to you.
 E7 A
I'd come runnin' back to you.

But you know we can't live on dreams alone,
and to pay the rent I must leave you all alone.
You know I made my choice many years ago,
and now this travelin' life, it's the only one I know.

But you know I love you,



yes I love you.
Oh, I love you.
You know I love you,
yes I love you.
Oh, I love you.

2803. But You Loved Me Then

Dolly Parton - But You Loved Me Then 

Remember all the castles that we once built in the sand
Remember how we used to go and visit fairy land
Remember how we'd search for that pot of gold at the rainbow's end
But you loved me then
And the flowers the we picked from the fields where we did run
And the sunbeams that we'd catch from the summer's golden sun
And the butterflies we'd chase as we'd go running through the wind
But you loved me then
Now I walk through the ruins of our castles in the sand
When you left I lost my way forever and the fairy land
Now the rainbows have all gone and the flowers have all died
And the sunbeams that we caught have all gone free again
And the butterfiles we chased have all gone with the wind
And you no longer care but you love me then
(And you no longer care) but you love me then
(And you no longer care) but you love me then

2804. Butch & Peggy

Butch & Peggy - Hot Buttered Rum

A good man named Butch loved Peggy
For that way that she rolls
For the way that she smiled
To ease his heavy load

Well Peggy loved Butch
For the way that he was a man
For the way that he smelled
And held her in his strong hands

(chorus:)
Now, how could he leave
His sweet little flower
Before he knows
Just how she'll bloom
And how could he leave
His Sierra Nevada
When he knows another spring



Will surely come soon
Deep inside I think Butch felt
The winter ice would never melt
The storms piled in off the sea
They kissed as the fire burned low
They kissed as the fire burned low
It wasn't so much that he lost control
He faded away with the coals
He faded away with the coals
Those coal gray coals
On that cold gray morning
Ooooo Ooooo Ooooo Ooooo Oooo

Well the fire Butch made
Was made for all to feel
But he never felt the warmth
He was blown around the backstop of a baseball field
Peggy had to wonder
What was happening to her man
She could just hold him tight
Sitting round the fire with a bluegrass band

(chorus)

2805. Butcher's Boy

Butcher's Boy

In London City, where I did dwell
A blue-eyed boy I love so well
He courted me my life a way
And with me then he would not stay

There is a strange girl in this town
And there my true love sits him down
He takes this strange girl on his knee
And he tells to her what he won't tell me

It's grief to me, and I'll tell you why
Because she has more gold than I
But gold will melt and silver fly
True-hearted love will never die

I went upstairs to go to bed
And nothing to my mother said
But mother said, you're acting queer
What is the trouble, my daughter dear

Oh mother dear, you need not know
The pain and sorrow, grief and woe
Give me a chair and sit me down
With pen and ink to write words down



Go dig my grave both wide and deep
Place marble at my head and feet
And on my grave place a willow tree
That he may mourn and weep for me

And when her father first came home
Where is my girl, where has she gone
He went upstairs, the door he broke
And he found her hanging from a rope

He took his knife and he cut her down
And in her bosom these words were found
A silly girl am I, you know
To hang myself for the butcher's boy

2806. Butter Beans - Chords

Butter Beans
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
written by Charles D. Colvin
Music is like "Just As I Am" written by Red Foley

C                     G7
Just a bowl of butter beans
                           C
Pass the corn-bread if you please
C7                      F
I don't want no collard greens
      C         G7             C
All I want is a bowl of butter beans

                        G7
Just a piece of country ham
                        C
Pass the butter and the jam
C7                       F
Pass the biscuits if you please
         C            G7              C
And some more of them good ol' butter beans

                       G7
Bread and gravy is all right
                    C
Turnip sandwich a delight
C7                        F
But my children all still scream
    C       G7             C
For another bowl of butter beans

                          G7
When they lay my bones to rest
                     C
Place a rose upon my chest



C7                    F
Plant no blooming evergreens
      C         G7             C
All I want is a bowl of butter beans
 
Repeat #1

2807. Buttercup

Lucinda Williams - Buttercup

You talk about the junk you did,
Like you talk about climbing trees
You look like a little kid,
With bruises on your knees

You will never cop,
To the damage that's been done
You will never stop,
'Cause it's too much fun

Now you want somebody to be your buttercup,
Good luck finding your buttercup

You already suck me dry,
Can't do it any more honey
You rough me up and make me cry,
And you wanna borrow money

You say you feel like a failure,
And wish you cold take it all back
Well honey I gotta tell you,
It's a little too late for that

Now you want somebody to be your buttercup,
Good luck finding your buttercup

Glory is an act of the other
You're always feeling bad
Maybe you couldn't talk to your mother,
Or stand up to your dad

You want my forgiveness,
That I'll give to you
But you got yourself into this mess,
There's nothing I can do

Now you want somebody to be your buttercup,
Good luck finding your buttercup

First time I saw you,
You would make me melt
The last time I saw you,



You hit below the belt

You might have a beautiful mouth,
You might have beautiful eyes
But soon or later, it all goes south,
You tell too many lies

Now you want somebody to be your buttercup,
Good luck finding your buttercup
Good luck finding your buttercup
Good luck finding your buttercup

2808. Butterflies

Dolly Parton - Butterflies 
(Dolly Parton)

I would spin for you a blanket
Out of gold and silver threads
I would let my gentle bosom
Be a pillow for your head
I'd caress your perfect body
On a rosy bed at night
Play you love songs on a golden harp
And sing you Butterflies
In a diamond-studded chalice
On an emerald-plated tray
I would bring to you sweet nectar
And gifts of bright array
I would paint for you a castle
In a blue and yellow sky
Paint you happy ever after
And paint you Butterflies
Butterflies, my heart flutters with the notion
I get high on the wings of sweet emotion
Darling I, I just think of you and I get butterflies
I get close to you and I get butterflies
If only I were magic
I would make the wishes true
I would wave a magic wand
And be in Paradise with you
But I'm just a girl that loves you
I will love you all my life
But I do have a magic feeling
And it gives me butterflies
Butterflies, my heart flutters with the notion
I get high on the wings of sweet emotion
Darling I, I just think of you and I get butterflies
We should fly away together, you and I
Off to paradise forever, I get high
I get close to you and I get butterflies
I think of you and I get butterflies
I will spin for you a blanket out of gold and silver threads



If only I were magic, I would make the wishes true
I would wave a magic wand and be in paradise with you

2809. Butterflies - Chords

Butterflies 
Kacey Musgraves

[Intro]
C Am Em G
C Am Em F
 
[Verse 1]
C
I was just coastin'
Am                  Em
Never really goin' anywhere
C
Caught up in a web
      Am                     Em
I was gettin' kinda used to stayin' there
 
[Pre-Chorus]
    C   Am         Em
And o-o-out of the blue
C   Am         Em   G
I-I-I fell for you
 
[Chorus]
                      C                        Am
Now you're lifting me up 'stead of holding me down
             Em                          G
Stealin' my heart 'stead of stealin' my crown
  C                                  Am              Em  F
Untangled all the strings 'round my wings that were tied
               C                    Am
I didn't know him and I didn't know me
      Em                       G
Cloud nine was always out of reach
C                       Am           Em  G
Now I remember what it feels like to fly
                  C    Am Em F
You give me butterflies
 
 
 
[Verse 2]
C
Kiss full of color
Am                            Em
Makes me wonder where you've always been
       C
I was hidin' in doubt



          Am                    Em
'Til you brought me out of my chrysalis
 
[Pre-Chorus]
    C   Am          Em
And I-I-I came out new
C   Am             Em   G
A-a-all because of you
 
[Chorus]
                      C                        Am
Now you're lifting me up 'stead of holding me down
             Em                          G
Stealin' my heart 'stead of stealin' my crown
  C                                  Am              Em  F
Untangled all the strings 'round my wings that were tied
               C                    Am
I didn't know him and I didn't know me
      Em                       G
Cloud nine was always out of reach
C                       Am           Em  G
Now I remember what it feels like to fly
                  C    Am Em
You give me butterflies
                  C    Am Em F
You give me butterflies
 
 
[Bridge - Solo]
Dm    Am G
Dm    F
 
[Chorus]
                      C                        Am
Now you're lifting me up 'stead of holding me down
          Em                          G
Takin' my hand 'stead of takin' my crown
  C                                  Am              Em  F
Untangled all the strings 'round my wings that were tied
               C                    Am
I didn't know him and I didn't know me
      Em                       G
Cloud nine was always out of reach
C                       Am           Em  G
Now I remember what it feels like to fly
                  C    Am Em G
You give me butterflies
                  C    Am Em G
You give me butterflies
 
[Outro]
C Am Em G x2
C



2810. Butterfly

David Rawlings
Butterfly

Green fields where we used to wander
Purple valleys, near my home
We would play there, beneath the sky
And then I kissed you, butterfly

Young girl, you came restless
And you left me here to cry
My big teardrops, in red pastures
For I loved you, butterfly

Butterfly, yeah
I dream about you, lonely without you, butterfly
Butterfly, yeah
Each night I'm sleeping, your face goes creeping, butterfly

Green fields whRre we used to wandRr
Purple valleys, near my home
We would play there beneath the sky
For I Ioved you, butterfly

Butterfly, yeah
I dream bout you, lonely without you, butterfly
Butterfly, yeah
Each night I'm sleeping, your face goes creeping, butterfly

Butterfly

2811. Butterfly Kisses

Butterfly Kisses
Raybon Brothers

[Verse 1]
There's two things I know for sure
She was sent here from Heaven and she's Daddy's little girl
As I drop to my knees by her bed at night
She talks to Jesus and I close my eyes
And I thank God for all of the joy in my life
Oh but most of all

[Chorus]
For butterfly kisses after bedtime prayer
Sticking little white flowers all up in her hair
Walk beside the pony, Daddy, it's my first ride
I know the cake looks funny, Daddy, but I sure tried
Oh, with all that I've done wrong, I must've done something right
To deserve her love every morning and butterfly kisses at night



[Verse 2]
Sweet sixteen today
Now she's lookin' like her momma a little more everyday
One part woman and the other part girl
From perfume and make-up from ribbons and curls
Trying her wings out in a great big world
But I remember...

[Chorus]
Her butterfly kisses, after bedtime prayer
Sticking little white flowers all up in her hair
You know how much I love you Daddy, but if you don't mind
I'm only going to kiss you on the cheek this time
Oh with all that I've done wrong I must've done something right
To deserve her love every morning and butterfly kisses at night

[Bridge]
Oh, like the wind, the years go by
Spread your wings and fly

[Verse 3]
She'll change her name today
Oh and she'll make a promise and I'll give her away
Standing in the bride-room just starin' at her
She asked me what I'm thinkin' and I said I'm not sure
I just feel like I'm losin' my baby girl
And she leaned over

[Chorus]
And gave me butterfly kisses with her momma there
Sticking little white flowers all up in her hair
Walk me down the aisle Daddy, it's just about time
Does my wedding gown look pretty Daddy? Daddy don't cry
Oh with all that I've done wrong I must've done something right
To deserve her love every morning and butterfly kisses at night

[Tag]
This is what love is
Oh her love every morning and butterfly kisses at night

2812. Buttermilk John

Vince Gill - Buttermilk John

Now Buttermilk John played the steel guitar
It made a mournful sound
From the cotton fields of Arkansas
To the streets of that Nashville town

[Chorus]
Oh John, oh John, play all night long
Play till my tears run dry
Oh John, oh John, play one last song



Before you take that final ride

Now Buttermilk John sure loved Miss Jean
She never left his side
Was the sweetest love I've ever seen
The Holy Bible was their guide

[Chorus]

Now Buttermilk John was a godly man
I loved him like a son
Now he's gone on to the Glory Land
With Jesus he, he will run

[Chorus]

Oh John, oh John, play one last song
Before you take that final ride

2813. Buttermilk Road / The Arbours

Buttermilk Road / The Arbours
Claire Lynch

I want to live on Buttermilk Road
Summer is so fine
Apples ripen on the trees
Dancin' in the kitchen drinking wine
Barefoot summer time

I had a man on Buttermilk Road
His arms were brown and fine
Held the summer in his skin
I never slept so good at night
Held me through the night

I' been up and down old Buttermilk Road
Know it all by heart
Where the gravel turns to sand
I could walk it in the dark
Just the light of stars

Suppertime on Buttermilk Road
They ask me what I find
Down those roads so far from here
The hands and the faces look like mine
They look just like mine
 
Oh the sage that grows on Buttermilk Road
Is no ordinary kind
In a gentle rain or a summer breeze
It can heal the most troubled mind
Heal you any time



Now I'm far away from Buttermilk Road
On my way to another show
And the snow falls soft on Bleeker Street
The sage and wood smoke in my coat
Always takes me home

2814. Buy For Me The Rain

Buy For Me the Rain
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Greg Copeland / Steve Noonan

Buy for me the rain, my darling, buy for me the rain;
Buy for me the crystal pools that fall upon the plain.
And I'll buy for you a rainbow and a million pots of gold.
Buy it for me now, babe, before I am too old.

Buy for me the sun, my darling, buy for me the sun;
Buy for me the light that falls when day has just begun.
And I'll buy for you a shadow to protect you from the day.
Buy it for me now, babe, before I go away.

Buy for me the robin, darling, buy for me the wing;
Buy for me a sparrow, almost any flying thing.
And I'll buy for you a tree, my love, where a robin's nest may
grow.
Buy it for me now, babe, the years all hurry so.

I cannot buy you happiness, I cannot by you years;
I cannot buy you happiness, in place of all the tears.
But I can buy for you a gravestone, to lay behind your head.
Gravestones cheer the living, dear, they're no use to the dead.

2815. Buy Me A Rose

Alison Krauss - Buy me a rose
Lyrics: Billy Dean & Kenny Rogers

He works hard to give her
All he thinks she wants
A three-car garage
Her own credit cards

He pulls in late to wake her up
With a kiss goodnight
If he could only read her mind
She'd say



Buy me a rose
Call me from work
Open a door for me
What would it hurt
Show me you love me by
The look in your eyes
These are the little things
I need the most in my life

Now the days have grown to
Years of feeling all alone
And she can't help but
Wonder what she's doing wrong

Lately she'd try anything
To turn his head
Would it make a difference
If she'd said

Buy me a rose
Call me from work
Open a door for me
What would it hurt
Show me you love me by
The look in your eyes
These are the little things
I need the most in my life

And the more that he lives
The less that he tries to show her
The love that he holds inside

And the more that she gives
The more that he sees
This is the story of you and me

So i bought you a rose
On my way home from work
To open the door to
A heart that i hurt

And i hope you notice
This look in my eyes
Cause i'm gonna make things right
For the rest of your life

And i'm gonna hold you tonight
Do all those little things
For the rest of your life

2816. By And By



By and By
Hackensaw Boys - By and By

[Verse 1]
I do not have no
Wings like an angel
But like a bird
I'm bound to fly
Like a pretty little bird
I'll be returning
To my sweet little by and by

[Chorus]
Yer my sweet little by and by
But you know I never rest
When I'm by your side
Yer my sweet little by and by
But you know I never rest
When I'm by your side
(Hey Hey) By your side
(Hey Hey) By your side
(Hey Hey) By your side

[Verse 2]
I do not have no
Four wheels around me
But like a car
I was made to drive
Like a rickety old car
I'm steady rolling
To my sweet little by and by

2817. By And By

Brett Dennen - By & By

Listen close, as close as I am to you
Like the bell of liberty, I'll ring a sound that's true
And days go by and seasons too
In time our love may digress with the words we can renew
Oh, i'll tell you that I
I love you by and by
I don't know if I'd survive
Without a friend like you in my life
And I know words can be the worst to pervey
How it is I feel for you, it's hard for me to say
But if we keep it simple, I think it's better that way
Tingled words tend to lead my messages astray
Oh, i'll tell you that I
I love you by and by
I don't know if I'd survive
Without a friend like you in my life
This web we weave
Holds us hand in hand



And if we loosen our grips
We may weaken these strands
So lets reinforce our love and let it echo through the land
And if we don't we may find ourselves washed up with the sand

2818. By George

Marty Stuart - By George

She was the finest lookin' woman, that I've ever seen
Looked like she stepped right off the cover of a glamour magazine
I've never seen a girl like that, in this country town
The facts are black and white when she threw her arms around me
I went ......... crazy 
We danced the hoochie-coochie, the tide was rollin' in
I was drownin' in a sea of romance
Then she popped the question in the back seat of my car
"If I let you love me would you let me call you, George"

I said, "Baby, (baby), baby, (baby), baby, (baby)
Well, you can call me George Jetson, call me George Jones
I'll be your Georgie-Porgie, all night long
How was I to know what I was in for
I had it rockin' and a rollin' for a while, by George

By, by, by, by George

We bought a blue refrigerator, satellite and DVDs
A cozy little couch and Motorola TV
She loved to watch those pretty boys with California style
Like a jealous Mickey Rooney, George Clooney drove her wild
And I went ....... crazy

Well she started growin' distant, I felt her discontent
I couldn't make her happy with what I bought or spent
Her heart grew as cold as the air in the Norge
On which she left a note that read, "Bye George"

And I said, "Baby, (baby), baby, (baby), baby, (baby)" yeah
She called me George Jetson, she called me George Jones
I was her Georgie-Porgie, now she's gone
How was I to know what I was in for
I had it rockin' and a rollin' for a while, by George

By, by, by, by, by
By, by, by, by, George

2819. By His Stripes



By His Stripes

As he walked up Calvarys hill he must have seen us in his will
and all the pain we would suffer here below
But were nothing to compare to all the pain he had to bear
as Jesus suffered willingly to make us whole

As the blood came streaming down from his body to the ground 
he was so weak from all the wounds he had recieved
And when the crowds began to yell underneath his load he fell
and once again he was striped for you and me

Chorus
And by his stripes we are healed hallelujah
He was abused for our iniquity
So if by faith we touch the blood 
Jesus shed with so much love
By his stripes we are healed if we believe

ending 
Oh by his stripes 
We are healed in Jesus name

2820. By Hook Or By Crook

By Hook Or By Crook
Dan Hicks

Well, listen close if you really wanna hear what she 
Does
Does to me each time we're near
Come this July gonna put it in a book
Put It
I'²m going to get her by hook or by crook

Yeah, I'm going to get her
By hook or by crook
It'²s just a matter of time
By hook or by crook
Gonna lay it on the line
By hook or by crook
Like a baby with his rattle
By hook or by crook
And like a cowboy wih his saddle
By hook or by crook

When were together I ain't nothin but a featherbut, when were not
Miss It
I miss it a lot
Gonna take her mind, lay it on the line
Yeah, she's going to get shook by hook or by crook

Yeah she'²s going to get shook
By hook or by crook



It'²s just a matter of time
By hook or by crook
I'm gonna lay it on the line
By hook or by crook
Like a baby with his rattle
By hook or by crook
And like a cowboy with his saddle
By hook or by crook

Listen close if your really wanna hear what she
Does
Does to me each time were near
Come this July I'²m gonna put it inna book
Put It
I'm going to get her by hook or by crook
Yeah, I'²m going to get her
By hook or by crook
It's just a matter of time
By hook or by crook
I'²m gonna lay it on the line
By hook or by crook
Like a baby with his rattle
By hook or by crook
And like a beaver with his paddle
By hook or by crook
And like Cassius witth his KO
By hook or by crook
Gonna have all the say so
By hook or by crook
By hook or by crook
By hook or by crook
By hook or by crook

2821. By My Side

The Infamous Stringdusters - By My Side

[Verse 1]
I've tried and tried to find my way back home again, in search of my youth
I cried and cried, though I knew you'd said goodbye, and that's the honest truth

[Chorus]
As time passes me by, wonder who will be by my side
Will I still be alone despite that I have tried and tried, and tried

[Verse 2]
I came and came, until the day the door opened and I could not find you
You waved, you waved, though I have known all of the signs that I'd come to

[Chorus]
[Instrumental]

[Verse 3]



I've tried to hide behind my eyes to make you think that I have moved on
We turn, we turn, though I get burned everytime your mind decides to change

[Chorus]
[Instrumental]

[Verse 1]
[Chorus]

[Outro]
Oh, will I still be alone despite that I have tried and tried, and tried

2822. By Now I Would Be Dead

By Now I Would Be Dead
Junior Sisk - By Now I Would Be Dead

[Verse 1]
He said, "Hard work never killed a man," and Grandpa oughta know
He must've walked a thousand miles down his old cornrow
Following behind the plow with an old mule called Jim
I don't know who had a harder head, that old mule or him

[Chorus]
"Wake up, boy, get out of bed, don't you think you've slept enough?
There's lots of work a boy can do before the sun comes up!
There's cows to milk, a hog to feed, the chickens must be fed!
If the hard work's gonna kill you, boy, by now I would be dead."

[Verse 2]
You can learn some lessons at the south end of a mule
Following the plow all day will change your attitude
About the way you view life, how hard you work in school
His work was not to punish, but as a teaching tool

[Chorus]
"Wake up, boy, get out of bed, don't you think you've slept enough?
There's lots of work a boy can do before the sun comes up!
There's cows to milk, a hog to feed, the chickens must be fed!
If the hard work's gonna kill you, boy, by now I would be dead."
[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
"Wake up, boy, get out of bed, don't you think you've slept enough?
There's lots of work a boy can do before the sun comes up!
There's cows to milk, a hog to feed, the chickens must be fed!
If the hard work's gonna kill you, boy, by now I would be dead."



2823. By The Hands Of God - Chords

By The Hands Of God
Recorded by Carl Story
Written by E.C. McCarty
 
G
Every tree upon the mountain
        C
All the water in the fountain
          G
They were made (they were made)
                D7
By the hands of God
      G
Every pebble in the alley
      C
Every flower in the valley
          G
They were made (they were made)
D7              G
By the hands of God
 
     C
Everything that you see growing
         G
By God's hand the seed was sowing
                                         D7
With hands of love He placed them in the sod
        G
Brother sisters sing and shout it
         C
Brothers sister never doubt it
          G
They were made (they were made)
D7              G
By the hands of God
 
 
Winds that drive the ship to harbor
              C
The rain that fall upon the arbor
          G
They were made (they were made)
                D7
By the hands of God
         G
Rippling waters tell the story
       C
Of the Master up in glory 
          G
They were made (they were made)
D7              G
By the hands of God
 
         C
For everything God has a reason



           G
Swings the earth and makes a season
                                     D7
He speaks to them with just a simple nod
         G
The holy book tells all about it
         C
Brothers sisters never doubt it
          G
They were made (they were made)
D7              G
By the hands of God
 
Repeat #1,2

2824. By The Law Of My Heart

Robbie Fulks - By the Law of My Heart

[Verse 1]
When the judge said "Divorce granted"
That you both are free to love anew
Oh you walked away
With a smile on your face, Dear
While I walked away
With a heart broke in two

[Verse 2]
Oh I know I'll never be free
From this pain within my heart
For every time I hear your name
Teardrops seem to start

[Chorus]
Oh I may be free
By the law of the nation
I'll never be free
By the law of my heart

[Verse 3]
Well I wish you happiness
In everything you do
But I'll always be alone
And so lost without you
Oh I may be free by the law of the nation
I'll never be free by the law of my heart

2825. By The Light Of The Silvery Moon



Jimmy Bowen - By the light of the silvery moon
Composer: Gus Edwards, Edward Madden

By, by, by the light
Of the silvery moon
I want to croon
With my baby, I'll croon
Love's old sweet tune

Honeymoon
Keep on shining in June
Love's silvery beams
Will bring love's dreams
We'll be cuddling soon
By the silvery moon

By, by, by the light
Of the silvery moon
I want to croon
With my honey, I'll croon
Love's old sweet tune

Honeymoon
Keep on shining in June
Love's silvery beams
Will bring love's dreams
We'll be cuddling soon
By the silvery moon

2826. By The Light Of the Silvery Moon - Chords

By The Light Of the Silvery Moon
Recorded by Burl Ives
Written by Gus Edwards and Edward Madden

G            G7             C
By the light of the Silvery Moon
          D7
I want to spoon
                 G            D7
To my honey I'll croon love's tune
      G                      C    Am
Honey moon keep a shining in June
     E7  Am  G          A7         G
Your silvery beams will bring love dreams
                  Em
We'll be cuddling soon
A7     D7      G
By the silvery moon

             G7             C
By the light of the Silvery Moon
          D7
I want to spoon



                 G            D7
To my honey I'll croon love's tune
      G                      C    Am
Honey moon keep a shining in June
     E7  Am  G          A7         G
Your silvery beams will bring love dreams
                  Em
We'll be cuddling soon
A7     D7      G
By the silvery moon

2827. By The Look Of It - Chords

By The Look Of It 
Fireside Collective

[Intro]
Dm  C  Dm    A  Dm
Dm  C  Dm    A  Dm
 
 
[Verse 1]
Dm          C
Got no time got no money
Dm
Got no one to call me honey,
                      A           Dm
but I guess I'm doing fine by the look of it
 
 
[Verse 2]
Dm             C
Send me a line drop me a letter
Dm
I'll be coming round when times get better,
                      A           Dm
but I guess I'm doing fine by the look of it
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm  C  Dm    A  Dm
Dm  C  Dm    A  Dm
 
 
[Verse 3]
Dm                      C
Some paint pictures and speak their minds
Dm
I'd be doing both if I had more time
                      A           Dm
But I guess I'm doing fine by the look of it.
 
 



[Verse 4]
         Dm                      C
Yeah the way things look and the way they seem
       G                   Bb
Like a fairytale book or a long lost dream
       Dm             A           Dm
It may seem I'm doing fine by the look of it.
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm  C  Dm    A  Dm
Dm  C  Dm    A  Dm
 
 
[Bridge]
Bb                    C
Some may say it's all smoke and mirrors
          Dm
You gotta dig a little deeper to see a little clearer
       Bb                 C                  Dm   A
Got to take it all with a grain of salt they say
     Bb                       C
Everywhere you look there's a deep divide
            Dm             C                Bb     D      Gm    A
B'neath the surface of the story and what's hidden deep inside
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm  C  Dm    A  Dm
Dm  C  Dm    A  Dm
 
 
[Verse 5]
Dm          C
Got no time   got no money
Dm
  Got no one to call me honey,
                      A           Dm
but I guess I'm doing fine by the look of it
 
 
[Verse 6]
         Dm                      C
Yeah the way things look and the way they seem
       G                   Bb
Like a fairytale book or a long lost dream
       Dm             A           Dm
It may seem I'm doing fine by the look of it.
 
 
[Outro]
          Bb              C           Dm
You might think I'm doing fine by the look of it.
Bb  C  Dm



2828. By The Mark

By The Mark
Dailey & Vincent - Gillian Welch

When I cross over
I will shout and sing
I will know my savior
By the mark where the nails have been 

   By the mark where the nails have been
   By the sign upon his precious skin
   I will know my savior when I come to him
   By the mark where the nails have been

A man of riches
May claim a crown of jewels
But the king of heaven
Can be told from the prince of fools 

On Calvary Mountain
Where they made him suffer so
All my sin was paid for
A long, long time ago

2829. By The Riverside - Chords

By The Riverside 
Chatham County Line

[Intro]
G   G7   C   G   (x2)
 
[Verse 1]
               G
Skipped out of work
                G7
Just to ease my thoughts
                 C
Went down to the riverside
            G
Just to get lost
                 G
Got some fishing line
      G7
And a hicory limb
                C
Sat there thinking
              G



About hugging Jen
           G
Took of my shoes
              G7
Got my ankles deep
         C
As I was thinking
                   G
I drifted off to sleep
             G
Dreamt I was rich
              G7
With gold and wine
             C
Married to a woman
              G
Beautiful and kind
      D                           G
But I awoke with something on my mind
 
[Chorus]
        C
Well no work
            G
for me's no wage
          D
I let the devil
         G
take the day
        C               G
Misadventure will be my bride
     A7  D           G
As I lay by the riverside
 
[Verse 2]
        G
Sun had passed
              G7
The wind grew cold
       C
Cup my face to
           G
A pot that boils
                   G
Thought of all the things
             G7
In life one needs
           C
Cracking a branch
           G
Over on my knee
           A7   D7               G
I feed the fire yes and it feeds me
 
[Chorus]
        C
Well no work



            G
for me's no wage
          D
I let the devil
         G
take the day
        C               G
Misadventure will be my bride
     A7  D           G
As I lay by the riverside
 
[Interlude]
C   G   C   G
C   G   A7  D7  G
 
[Verse 3]
               G
Skipped out of work
                G7
Just to ease my thoughts
                 C
Went down to the riverside
            G
Just to get lost
         G
My belly full
             G7
I thought of rest
               C
Watch a pair of robins
                 G
gathering in the nest
                  G
I could rest the ground
               G7
by a cracklin' stream
              C
Thought of my day
             G
And my happy dream
             A7     D7          G
Why can't an engine run without steam
 
[Chorus]
        C
Well no work
            G
for me's no wage
          D
I let the devil
         G
take the day
        C               G
Misadventure will be my bride
     A7  D           G
As I lay by the riverside
 



[Outro]
G   G7   C   G

2830. By The Side Of The Road

By The Side Of The Road
Country Gentlemen

Now people who would rather live in splendor
Brag about their silver and their gold
People who would trade God's promise
For its treasure to hold

Now people who would rather live in mansions
People who would rather live abroad
But I'd rather have a little log cabin
By the side of the road

   I'd rather live by the side of the road
   And try to point souls to the heavenly cross
   Than to be a king or millionaire
   And live in mansions and bright array

I'd rather do my neighborly deed
Or help some traveler or a friend in need
I'd rather live by the side of the road
And help some pilgrim along life's way

I'd rather have a cabin by the roadside
Where the pilgrim along life's way
Help to point souls to Jesus to that city on high
Every day I want to help scatter roses
Every night I want my light to shine abroad
With a welcome from my little bay wind
By the side of the road

2831. By The Side Of The Road - Chords

By The Side Of The Road
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Roscoe S. Reed
 
G                                 C          G
I've been traveling for Jesus the most of my life 
                              D7
Over hills and the valleys so low
          G                         C           G
I've been tempted by the trails the trouble and strife
                    D7            G



But someday I'll be home with the Lord

                                   C               G
In the shadow of this journey when friends seem so few
                                 D7
I have prayed for the Lord to be close
    G                                C           G
I believe I heard Him walking in the cool of the day
                D7          G
As I sit by the side of the road

                              C          G
Just ahead is the sunset when Jesus will say
                                 D7
No more work in the vineyard for you
        G                       C         G
He will rock me to sleep in the cradle of time 
                    D7        G
I will awake in the harbor of love

Repeat #2

                                   C               G
Someday I'll cross the river being inside the home gate
                              D7
I may look back to earth here below
      G                       C             G
I may see a dear brother I've known all the way
                    D7          G
Sitting down by the side of the road

Repeat #2

                                     C           G
I believe I heard Him walking in the cool of the day
                D7          G
As I sit by the side of the road
                D7          C  G
As I sit by the side of the road

2832. By The Time I Get To Phoenix - Chords

By The Time I Get To Phoenix 
Recorded by Glen Campbell
Written by Jim Webb

Dm                                     C
By the time I get to Phoenix she'll be rising
       Dm                                  C
She'll find the note I left hanging on her door
       F                        G7                 Em
She'll laugh when she reads the part that says I'm leaving
Am         Dm                             A#



Cause I've left that girl so many times before

       Dm                                C
By the time I make Albuquerque she'll be working
       Dm                                   C
She'll probably stop at lunch and give me a call
    F                     G7            Em
But she'll just hear that phone keep on ringing
Am      Dm          A#
Off the wall that's all

       Dm                             C
By the time I make Oklahoma she'll be sleeping
            Dm                          C
She'll turn softly and call my name out low
           F           G7               Em
And she'll cry just to think I'd really leave her
       Am            Dm                C
Though time and time I try to tell her so
F               Dm    E7             A7
She just didn't know  I would really go

2833. By The Time It Gets Dark

Emmylou Harris - By the time it gets dark
Lyrics: Emmylou Harris & Mary Black

Baby every cloud has a silver lining
Baby every dog really has his day
And it matters to me to see you smiling
Why don't you blow all your cares away
Yesterday is gone and will be forgotten
And today is where every new day starts
Got to be free as the leaves in the autumn
You may be sad but it will never last.

Chorus
Mabye by the evening we'll be laughing
Just wait and see all the changes there'll be
By the time it gets dark

2834. By The Touch Of Her Hand

By The Touch Of Her Hand - Cater Family

There are days so dark
That I seek in vain
For the face of my own true love



But the darkness hides
He is there to guide
By the light of the moon above

   Oh the lonesome pines
   Oh the lonesome pines
   Where I met that sweetheart of mine
   With her hand in mine
   And our hearts entwined
   As we strolled through the lonesome pines

Bright stars above
Two sweethearts in love
As we sang to the cooing doves

He has brought me back
To that mountain shack
By the touch of her hand in love

2835. By Your Side - Chords

By Your Side
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Ben Peters

G                          C             G
If it's wrong to feel this way about you baby
                                       C
Then I'm wrong as any woman could ever be
    Am          D7           G   C
I'd rather be a woman than a lady
          G                 D7              G
If that's what it takes for you to care for me

D7      G
I wanna walk by your side
C
Take every step you're takin'
G          E7                 A7     D7
Make every move you're makin'   everyday
        G
I wanna sleep by your side
C
Share every dream you're dreamin'
G     D7             G
Every night in every way

                         C               G
I don't mind if it takes time for you to love me
                                        C
Time is all I've got except my love for you
        Am           D7                G    C
Long as I can try to keep you thinkin' of me



       G              D7                G
It may not be love at first but it will do

D7      G
I wanna walk by your side
C
Take every step you're takin'
G          E7                 A7     D7
Make every move you're makin'   everyday
        G
I wanna sleep by your side
C
Share every dream you're dreamin'
G     D7             G
Every night in every way

2836. Bye Bye Johnny

Bye Bye Johnny
Jim & Jesse

She drew out all her money out of the Southern Trust
And put her little boy aboard a Greyhound Bus
Leaving Louisiana for the Golden West
Down came the tears from her happiness
Her own little son name Johnny B Goode
Was gonna make some motion pictures out in Hollywood
Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye
Bye bye Johnny goodbye Johnny B Goode
She remembered taking money out from gatherin' crop
And buying Johnny's guitar at a broker shop
As long as he would play it by the railroad side
And wouldn't get in trouble he was satisfied
But never thought that there would come a day like this
When she would have to give her son a goodbye kiss
Sayin' bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye...

[ mandolin ]

She finally got the letter she was dreamin' of
Johnny wrote and told her he had fell in love
As soon as he was married he would bring her back
And build a mansion for them by the railroad track
So every time they heard the locomotive roar
They'd be a standin' a wavin' by the kitchen door
Sayin' bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye...

2837. Bye Bye Johnny McAfee



Bye Bye Johnny McAfee
Donna The Buffalo

[Verse 1] He withdrew all his money from the Belize Bank And put his little dog on a private je
t He left Belize for the Dominican Republic He cried with joy when he escaped the cops His o
wn little dog was named Johnny B. Goode He was gonna make some motion pictures out in 
Hollywood

[Chorus] Bye, bye, bye, bye Bye, bye, bye, bye Bye bye Johnny Goodbye Johnny McAfee

[Verse 2] He had a lot of enemies and a lot of friends He had a lot of women and a lot of guns
 He had a lot of stories and a lot of secrets He had a lot of fun and a lot of trouble He never c
ared about the law or the rules He lived his life like he had nothing to lose

[Chorus] Bye, bye, bye, bye Bye, bye, bye, bye Bye bye Johnny Goodbye Johnny McAfee

[Verse 3] He ended up in Spain with an extradition order He faced charges of tax evasion an
d murder He said he would never go back to the USA He said he would rather die than spend
 his days in jail He wrote his last words on a piece of paper He said he was sorry but he had 
no other way

[Chorus] Bye, bye, bye, bye Bye, bye, bye, bye Bye bye Johnny Goodbye Johnny McAfee

2838. Bye Bye Love

Bye Bye Love
Felix and Boudleaux Bryant

There goes my baby with someone new
She sure looks happy and I sure am blue
She was my baby till he came in
Goodbye to romance it might have been

Bye bye love
Bye bye happiness
Hello loneliness
I think I'm gonna cry
Bye bye love
Bye bye sweet caress
Hello emptiness
I think I'm gonna die
Bye bye my love goodbye

I'm through with romance I'm though with love
I'm thtough with countin the starts above
Now here's a reason I'm so free
My loving baby walked out of me

* Refrain

SPECTRUM - The Opening Roll



2839. Bye-Bye

John Hartford - Bye-Bye

Bye bye singer in the Illinois roadway
Pierstown levy and the ice cream show
Bye bye nights at the St Louis brewery
Old street car and ya gotta go, bye bye

Bye bye nights in the Mississippi church tower
Laying out beds by the old fence post
Bye bye days of living in the country
See which one you like the most, bye bye

Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye, guess ya gotta go
Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye, guess ya gotta go

Hop-along bank of the Ohio river
Wish that time would never end
Someone said its such bad luck
To watch a boat go round the bend, bye bye

Well, the past goes past in sepia vapour
Way long ago in the misty must
Old postcards in the 1890s
Pick Bo Peep and save her blust [?] bye bye

Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye, guess ya gotta go
Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye, guess ya gotta go

Well, I got no house no place to go
Soon be here as Minnesota goin' bye bye
Mama your daughter ain't never been the same
Since she found out looks mean more than brains and said bye bye

Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye, guess ya gotta go
Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye, guess ya gotta go

Bye bye mother and bye bye daughter
Take care God bless and you can't go wrong
Bye bye sons on field of honour
Hands-a-clappin' hard to go away so long [?] bye bye

After bye bye what else is there, oh bye bye so long farewell
Bon voyage on the canyon trip, adios get lost or go to hell, bye bye

Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye, guess ya gotta go
Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye, guess ya gotta go

Well, I'm here to make extreme calculations (Or well I'm here to mix drinks and calculations)
Only the facts and vibrations going bye bye
Well, I wanna be consistent, that's where it's at
Make sure my socks don't never match going bye bye!



Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye, guess ya gotta go
Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye, guess ya gotta go

Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye, guess ya gotta go
Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye, guess ya gotta go

2840. Bygones

Bygones
Sara Watkins - Bygones

As faint as a phantom
But I can pull you under
Bound to you in bygones
You took it to the limit
And glimpsed all that you'd been missing
Found yourself a secret
Feel me in the air
I'm all around you
I'll always be here
Shut your mouth, shut your mouth
No one wants to know
Hide back in your house
Will it ever be safe
Since your prey has become predator
Will you be safe
So take it to your grave
All the way covered up inside you
Take it to your grave

C - 2841. C C Waterback - Chords

C C Waterback
Recorded by Merle Haggard and George Jones
Written by Merle Haggard

C                 F           C
C C Waterback and one Tequila sunrise 
                             D7                       G7
One's for my aching head the other's for my bloodshot eyes 
     C                             F                            C
Last night I let it all hang out I guess that's how my head got sore 
                G7                      C
C C Waterback I can't stand the pain no more  

                               F                   C
Last night we got invited to a party at the Jones' place 
                      A7                 D7                   G7
For fun and games and booze and things I guess I must drunk a case 



         C
But that lady of mine she drank warm red wine 
         F                      C
Till she couldn't even find the door 
F                   C      A7      D7      G7        C
She wound up in ole Jones' bed and I wound up on the floor

Repeat #1 x2

2842. C Sections And Railway Trestles

C Sections and Railway Trestles 

Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum, dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum, dum

You're long and strong like a railway trestle
Dad's just a muscle and mama just a vessel
Meant to call, fawn over, nuzzle and nestle
But dad's just a bear you can tackle down and wrestle
Son, give me time I'm a bona fide mess'll
If mama says no, maybe dad'll say yes'll
Did you do wrong? Well, go ahead, confess'll
Dad just a muscle and mama just a vessel

You all blue and your mama like a rattle
Came out looking like a Smurf in a battle
Me in the nosebleeds, mama in the saddle
Brave like a Sioux brave going into battle
Emotion going like a stampede of cattle
Real like rain and coffee in Seattle
Anesthesiologist fiddle and faddle
You all blue and your mama like a rattle

Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum, dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum, dum

Oh, life so clear like a Rivera mural
Lucifer's teeth introduce the epidural
Doctor Jones, do you need a heaven referral?
God sent you down to me and my girl
She's long and tall and healthy as hell
But the plan went to hell when the little fella fell
Boy went headfirst into her pelvis
1956, shakin' like Elvis



Yesterday-born and already thinkin'
Body like a Ford and a mind like a Lincoln
Mama and papa in love and sinkin'
Into a brand new situation drinkin' up
Coffee like a fish on the second and third shift
Loving every single ever-loving minute of this
Standing ovation for the OR specialist
Let me get close, wanna give my son one kiss
On his head

Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum, dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum, dum

Planning for the future; health and dental
Picking up my baby boy easy and gentle
Soup for the family, sausage and lentil
Beans and greens, arugula and fentel
Don't never sleep, I'm about to go mental
But nothing so far has been accidental
Can't keep my life, so it's gotta be a rental
Picking up my baby boy, easy and gentle

Oh, you're long and strong like a railway trestle
Dad just a muscle and mama just a vessel
Meant to call, fawn over, cuddle and nestle
But dad's just a bear you can tackle down and wrestle
You can have a pop-tent or you can have a castle
Try to change people but it's gonna be a hassle
Don't have to be an astronaut for NASA
But it's always good to get a gown and a tassel
Son, have fun with your life it's a drama
Just one period and all kinds of commas
Now you got a onesie but then you get pajamas
You know you've got me
And you know you've got your mama

Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum, dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum, bum-ba-dum-ba-dum
Bum-bum-bum-bum-bum

2843. C'est Pas Mon Bag

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - C'est pas mon Bag

Woo!



Yah!
Woo!
L'amour c'est tannant, c'comme la coupe Ã  dentiste
Ã■a te reste dret pogner d'in dent, c'comme la peau du mais
Ã■a se digÃ¨re mal, mÃªme si t'essayes
Comme une betterave laisse sa trace dans tes selles
L'amour c't'omnivore, sans aucun doute
Ah ouais Ã§a c'dévore son homme, comme une sandwich triangle pas de croÃ»te
Dans ton ventre c'pas des papillons que t'as
Ã■a te r'vire su des bourgeons
Ã■a te fait faire du mauvais sang
Ã■ un point ou c'tu pourrait t'en faire du boudin
Woo!
Yah!
Woo!
L'amour Ã§a pue Ã§a peste, c'pas mon bag de mess
L'amour Ã§a pue Ã§a empeste, c'pas mon bag de mess
L'amour Ã§a pue Ã§a peste, c'pas mon bag de mess
L'amour Ã§a pue Ã§a empeste, c'pas mon bag de mess

2844. C'mon

Little Big Town - C'mon

C'mon, you're talking about it around the house
C'mon, uh, baby I love to hear your mouth
We've had a conversation, but you know that's just a fraction
What you wanna say about me
Is I'm all talk, and no action
C'mon, you hear me talking 'round the house
C'mon, you know you love to hear my mouth
Yeah, we've had a conversation, but you know that's just a fraction
Are you gonna let me say it?
Oh, you're all talk and no action
Anything you want, put it on your list
Baby life is like your store and it's alright
Just put it in your cart and I'm the one that would gladly pay and throw in the day, cause it's y
our night
I can feel it on your mind (on your mind)
I can feel it on your mind (on your mind)
I can feel it, it's alright (that's alright)
Can you feel it? It's our night
C'mon, you're talking about it around the house
C'mon, uh, baby I love to hear your mouth
We've had a conversation, but you know that's just a fraction
What you wanna say about me
Is I'm all talk, and no action
C'mon, you hear me talking 'round the house
C'mon, you know you love to hear my mouth
Yeah, we've had a conversation, but you know that's just a fraction
Are you gonna let me say it?
Oh, you're all talk and no action
Oh, yeah



C'mon girl
Oh oh
C'mon let's go
Let's go
C'mon let's hug it out
Come and tell e what the fuss is about
Let's get on every rug in the house
Too late to walk it out
Gonna give you what you talk about
Make the cats and the dog run out
I'm gonna show you what I'm all about
Cause it's our night
C'mon, you're talking about it around the house
C'mon, uh, baby I love to hear your mouth
We've had a conversation, but you know that's just a fraction
What you wanna say about me
Is I'm all talk, and no action
C'mon, you hear me talking 'round the house
C'mon, you know you love to hear my mouth
Yeah, we've had a conversation, but you know that's just a fraction
Are you gonna let me say it?
Oh, you're all talk and no action
I can feel it on your mind
I can feel it on your mind
I can feel it, it's alright
Can you feel it? It's our night

2845. C'mon Now

John Butler - C'mon Now

Tell ya little bit of trouble I have
Cause all I really think about is you
Back and forth and around again
Cause all I really think about is you
Pickup a phone and I call my friend
And all we really talk about is you
Now I wonder if it'll ever end
Cause all I really think about is you
C'mon Now
Hey, c'mon now
I bend my words and I break my spine
Cause all I really think about is you
Takes all I got just to walk your line
Cause all I really think about is you
Just like a junky lookin for my fix
Cause all I really think about is you
Get me so high man I'm feelin sick
Cause all I really think about is you
C'mon now
Hey, c'mon now
You're self-centered man I know your kind
Cause all you really think about is you



You know it all but you're walking blind
Cause all you really think about is you
Your head is living where the sun don't shine
Cause all you really think about is you
Now tell ya baby it's just a matter of time
Till it all falls down around you
C'mon now
Hey, c'mon now

2846. C'mon Sixty Five

C'mon Sixty Five

Somewhere on the old Kern River there's an old cane pole
That waits for me  patiently  this city job might drag me down
But one fine day I'm gonna be set free  wait and see
And then I'm gonna go down to where the waters touch the sky
Where the old men's laughter goes like a lullaby

Sixty five c'mon sixty five  it's a sin to waste my life away
But I can't wait till I'm sixty five c'mon sixty five
There's a gold watch if I get out alive  past sixty five

Now somewhere in my memories I recall a boy
Seventeen  full of dreams  dreams and life just stripped away
A layer at a time now what's left  ain't hardly me
Oh but I saved up a little here and there to get me by
Enough to mend my ragged wings and once again I'll fly

Sixty five c'mon sixty five  it's a sin to waste my life away
But I can't wait till I'm sixty five c'mon sixty five
Lord the object of the games is to survive  past sixty five

I've heard it said that hard work never did a body's body
Any harm  well they were wrong  cause all these years of lifting things
I should of left alone took their toll  my will was strong
And the day that I walk out of here I'll hold my head up high
Then I'll pawn this stupid watch and kiss thirty years goodbye

Now somewhere on the old Kern River there's an old cane pole
That waits for me  patiently

2847. C'mon Sixty Five - Chords

C'mon Sixty Five
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Jackson Lee Leap

C                               F                   C



Somewhere on the old Kern River there's an old cane pole 
               G7         C
That waits for me  patiently  this city job might drag me down
    F                C            G7             C
But one fine day I'm gonna be set free  wait and see
    F                                   C
And then I'm gonna go down to where the waters touch the sky 
F                            C                G7
Where the old men's laughter goes like a lullaby
 
      C    F           C
Sixty five c'mon sixty five  it's a sin to waste my life away
                      G7        C    F           C
But I can't wait till I'm sixty five c'mon sixty five 
                                  G7     F          C
There's a gold watch if I get out alive  past sixty five 
                             F          C
Now somewhere in my memories I recall a boy  
     G7            C
Seventeen  full of dreams  dreams and life just stripped away 
  F          C               G7                 C
A layer at a time now what's left  ain't hardly me 
   F                                C
Oh but I saved up a little here and there to get me by 
F                                  C               G7
Enough to mend my ragged wings and once again I'll fly 
      C    F           C
Sixty five c'mon sixty five  it's a sin to waste my life away
                      G7        C    F           C
But I can't wait till I'm sixty five c'mon sixty five 
                                   G7       F          C
Lord the object of the games is to survive  past sixty five
                                        F            C
I've heard it said that hard work never did a body's body 
    G7                   C
Any harm  well they were wrong  cause all these years of lifting things 
  F              C                G7                C
I should of left alone took their toll  my will was strong 
    F                                    C
And the day that I walk out of here I'll hold my head up high 
F                                         C                G7
Then I'll pawn this stupid watch and kiss thirty years goodbye 
Repeat #2 
                                    F                   C
Now somewhere on the old Kern River there's an old cane pole 
               G7         C
That waits for me  patiently

2848. C-H-R-I-S-T-M-A-S

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours 
C-H-R-I-S-T-M-A-S
(feat. The Three Troubadettes)



When I was but a youngster Christmas meant one thing
That I'd be getting lots of toys that day
I learned a whole lot different when mother set me down
And taught me to spell Christmas this way

C is for the Christ Child born upon this day
H is for Herald Angels in the night
R means our redeemer, I means Israel
S is for the star that shone so bright

T is for three wise men, they who travelled far
M is for the manger where he lay
A's for all he stands for, S means shepherds came
And that's why there's a Christmas Day
And that's why there's a Christmas Day

2849. C-Sections and Railway Trestles

C-Sections and Railway Trestles
The Avett Brothers

Verse 1

You're long and strong like a railway trestle
Dad's just a muscle and mama just a vessel
Bent a cough[?] on over, cuddle & nestle
Dad's just a bear you can tackle down and wrestle
Son, give me time I'm a bona fide mess-up
Mama says no; maybe dad'll say yes sir
Did you do wrong? Well go ahead confess up[?]
Dad just a muscle and mama just a vessel

Verse 2

You all blue and your mama like a rattle
Came out looking like a Smurf in a battle
Me in the nosebleeds, mama in the saddle
Brave like a Sioux brave going into battle
Emotion going like a stampede of cattle
Real like rain and coffee in Seattle
Anesthesiologist fiddle and faddle
You all blue and your mama like a rattle

Verse 3

Oh life's so clear like a Rivera mural
Lucifer's teeth, introduce the epidural
Doctor Jones, do you need a heaven referral?
God sent you down to me and my girl
She's long and tall and healthy as hell
But the plan went to hell when the little fella fell
Boy went headfirst into her pelvis



1956 shakin' like Elvis

Verse 4

Yesterday-born and already thinkin'
Body like a Ford and a mind like a Lincoln
Mama and Papa in love and sinkin'
Into a brand new situation drinkin' up
Coffee like a fish on the second and third shift
Loving every single ever-loving minute of this
Standing ovation for the OR specialist
Let me get close, wanna give my son one kiss, on his head

Verse 5

Planning for the future; health and dental
Picking up my baby boy, easy and gentle
Soup for the family:
Sausage and lentil
Beans and greens
Arugula and fentil (sic)
Don't go to sleep, I'm about to go mental
But nothing so far has been accidental
Can't keep my life so it's gotta be a rental
Picking up my baby boy, easy and gentle

Verse 6

You're long and strong like a railway trestle
Dad's just a muscle and mama just a vessel
Bent a cough[?] on over, cuddle & nestle
Dad's just a bear you can tackle down and wrestle
You can have a pop-tent or you can have a castle
Try to change people but it's gonna be a hassle
Don't have to be an astronaut for NASA
But it's always good to get a gown and a tassel
Son, have fun with your life it's a drama
Just one period and all kinds of commas
Now you got a onesie but then you get pajamas
You know you've got me and you know you've got your mama

2850. Cab Of My Truck

Dierks Bentley - Cab of My Truck

[Verse 1]
Cracked windshield that I super-glued
Crumpled up cans and a beat up bag of red man chew
Fix a flat, Johnny Cash box set
Half a dozen parking tickets that I ain't paid yet
And sitting on that cloth bench seat
I got my shotgun girl right next to me



[Chorus]
Four wheels turning
Two hearts burning
We go running wild
Going to make a million memories
For every hundred thousand miles
Learning everything
I'll ever need to know about life and love
In the cab of my truck

[Verse 2]
Slided rear
Back window
So it's an easy reach to where my cooler keeps 'em iced down cold
Roll of duct tape, WD-40
Ain't nothing too loose or locked too tight for a man like me
Yeah, I might take it slow
30 through town
But on a back dirt road
Girl, I put the hammer down

[Chorus]
Four wheels turning
Two hearts burning
We go running wild
Going to make a million memories
For every hundred thousand miles
Learning everything
I'll ever need to know about life and love
In the cab of my truck

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
Down by the river
Two bodies in the glow
The radio down
Going to make a million memories
For every hundred thousand miles
Learning everything
I'll ever need to know about life and love
In the cab of my truck
In the cab of my truck

[Outro]
Man, I can't find anything in this truck
Oh, what's this? A little white tank top
Get out of my way Cadillac
Big white's coming through

2851. Cabaret



Emmylou Harris - Cabaret

You once dreamed of castles and merry go rounds
To be Cinderella in an Alice movie
Now side streets and back beats and what might have been 
Lead you to nowhere again and again 
The curtain is calling, come take your bow 
It's getting too late for turning back now 

Can you still believe that life's a cabaret 
And fairy tales will carry you away
It's closing time and you're left on your own
And only you can find a way back home

You look under rainbows look over the lies
You look for an answer in anyone's eyes
Reach out for lovers in too many beds
Reach for the needle but can't hold a thread 
Whiskey and roses fill your loving cup 
Leaving you empty when the sun's coming up

And you still believe that life's a cabaret 
And fairy tales will carry you away
When loneliness is the world you've ever known 
And only you can find the way back home

That knight in shining armor, you know he'll never come
On to the cabaret old chum

Do you still believe that life's a cabaret
That fairy tales will carry you away
Its closing time and you're left on your own
And only you can find a way back home
The way back home
The way back home
The way back home

2852. Cabin Down Below

Cabin Down Below 
Gibson Brothers

Come on go with me babe, come on go with me girl 
And baby let's go, to the cabin down below 
 
I got a radio, put it up soft and low 
And baby let's go, to the cabin down below 
 
Well I've had my eye on you, for a long, long time 
I'm watching everything you do 
Baby you're gonna be mine 
 
Come on go with me babe, come on go with me girl 
And baby let's go, to the cabin down below 



 
Well time's been moving slow, since we both got here 
Come on slide a little closer 
Let me whisper in your ear 
 
Well I got a radio, turn it up soft and low 
And baby let's go, to the cabin down below 
Yeah baby let's go, to the cabin down below 
Ah baby let's love, in the cabin down below

2853. Cabin Home On The Hill

Cabin Home On The Hill

Tonight I'm alone without you my dear
It seems there's a longing for you still
All I have to do now is sit alone and cry
In our little cabin home on the hill 

   Now someone has taken you from me
   And left me here all alone
   Just listen to the rain beat on my window pane
   In our little cabin home on the hill. 

I hope you are happy tonight as you are
But in my heart there's a longing for you still
I'll just keep it there so I won't be alone
In our little cabin home on the hill 

Now when you have come to the end of the way
And there's no more happiness for you
Just let your heart drift (turn) back once more, if you will
To our little cabin home on the hill.

2854. Cabin In Caroline

Cabin In Caroline - My Cabin In Caroline
(Cabin In The Pines)

There's a cabin in the pines in the hills of Caroline
And a blue-eyed girl is waiting there for me
I'll be going back someday and for her I'll never stray
And the cabin in the hills of Caroline

   Oh the cabin in the shadows of the pines
   And a blue-eyed girl way down in Caroline
   Someday she'll be my wife and we'll live a happy life
   In the cabin in the hills of Caroline



I'm packin' my grip for that long long trip
Back to the hills of Caroline
I want to see that blue-eyed girl she's the sweetest in the world
And the cabin in the hills of Caroline.

And when it's late at night and the moon is shinin' bright
And the whipoorwill is calling from the hill
Then I'll tell her of my love beneath the stars above
How I love her now and I know I always will.

2855. Cabin In The Woods

Sturgill Simpson - Cabin in the Woods

[Verse 1]
I got a cabin in the woods
It does my soul so good
Come on over if you would
To my cabin in the woods

[Verse 2]
I got an old dog sitting on the porch
He lays there all night by the tiki torch
His legs are worn out but his heart's still good
At my cabin in the woods

[Chorus]
Well, I wouldn't trade it for a mansion on a hill
A condo in Cabo or a million dollar bill
Only thing's missing is a little company
To hunker down here by the fire with me
Hunker down here by the fire with me

[Verse 3]
Well, I got a bottle I've been saving
Now and then I feel like misbehaving
If you're ever in the mood in the neighborhood
Drop by my cabin in the woods

[Verse 4]
ThRre's an old pond through the trees
When thR leaves fall you can see
Mother Nature's an artist, it's understood
At my cabin in the woods

[Chorus]
Well, I wouldn't trade it for a mansion on a hill
A condo in Cabo or a million dollar bill
Only thing's missing is a little company
To hunker down here by the fire with me
Hunker down here by the fire with me

[Verse 5]



Well, my cabin's always cozy and my dog don't bite
The pond's a little chilly in the pale moonlight
But whiskey by the fireside warms you up real good
In my cabin in the woods

[Outro]
Come on down to my cabin in the woods

2856. Cabin Of Love

Cabin Of Love - Bill Monroe
Lonesome River Band

I'm only a dreamer of romance
My love dreams can never come true
I'll just pretend that I'm happy
And smile thru these tears dear at you

   I dreamed of a cabin of love dear
   Where all of our dreams would come true
   But another has taken my cabin
   And left me so lonely and blue

Nestled around my cabin
That means all the world to me
Our love sweet heart will always linger
For you are a part dear of me

Where is the love we once cherished
Why didn't our love dreams come true
All I can do now is dream dear
Of a cabin sweetheart dear and you

2857. Cabin On A Mountain

Cabin On A Mountain
Vern Williams Band

There's a cabin on a mountain far away in Tennessee
Dearest place this side of heaven and it's where I long to be
I've rambled this world over sailed upon the deep blue sea
But in a cabin on a mountain's where my heart will always be

   I said good-bye to my blue-eyed mountain sweetheart
   Dearest girl in this whole wide world to me
   Every night of her I'm dreamin'
   In a cabin on a mountain far away In Tennessee.

Now my ramblin' days are over for tonight I'm on my way



To that cabin on a mountain in Tennessee so far away
I searched this wide world over sailed upon the deep blue sea
But in a cabin with my darlin's where my heart will always be

2858. Cabin On The Hill

Cabin On The Hill - Cabin In The Hills
Flatt & Scruggs

There's a happy childhood home in my memory I can see
Standing out upon the hill 'neath the shadow of the tree
If I only had my way it would give my heart a thrill
Just to simply wander back to the cabin on the hill.

 Oh I want to wander back to the cabin on the hill
'Neath the shadow of the tree I would like to linger still
Just to be with those I love joy my heart would over fill
Just to simply wander back to the cabin on the hill

But the saddest of it all I can never more return
To that happy childhood home matters not how much I yearn
If I only had my way it would give my heart a thrill
Just to simply wander back to the cabin on the hill

2859. Cabin Song

Billy Strings 
Cabin Song

Take me back to the woods where she left me
Let me walk through them hills all alone
Where your love still wanders through the valley
And the vines have covered up our cabin home

Far away in a great Northern forest
There's a place where I once loved a girl/so well(?)
And I feel like my poor heart is breaking
For the girl that I used to love so well

Take me back to the woods where she left me
Let me walk through them hills all alone
Where your love still wanders through the valley
And the vines have covered up our cabin home

Well the years fly by just like an eagle
And it's castin' a shadow down below
My memories are piercin' like a needle
And I know that I got nowhere left to go



Take me back to the woods where she left me
Let me walk through them hills all alone
Where your love still wanders through the valley
And the vines have covered up our cabin home

If I ever make it back to our cabin
Well, that's where I wanna be forever more
When I die, you can lay me there beside her
Where the vines have covered up the door

Take me back to the woods where she left me
Let me walk through them hills all alone
Where your love still wanders through the valley
And the vines have covered up our cabin home

2860. Cabin Song

Cabin Song - Fireside Collective

Standing on a hillside down in Caroline
A gentle breeze carries me down along the pines
Cabin in the distance no clouds up in the sky
I'²ll stay with you forever just tell me you'll be mine

When I'²m at your side dear nothing on my mind
Except for you beside me until the end of time
Say that you'll be mine and nevermore you'll roam
Never to be lonesome I'²ve found my happy home

In the sweet southern pines
Way down in old Caroline
My little cabin home no longer will I roam
Just say that you'²ll be mine

If I ever ramble if I ever roam
If mountains lie between us and wayward winds do blow
I'll rest easy knowing in the morning I'²ll be gone
With a one way ticket bound for the place that I belong

In the sweet southern pines
Way down in old Caroline
My little cabin home no longer will I roam
Just say that you'll be mine

In the sweet southern pines
Way down in old Caroline
My little cabin home no longer will I roam
That little cabin home never gonna roam



2861. Caddo County

Caddo County 
Verlon Thompson

Capo 4

G                       Em       G
Well the constantant wind across the sand
       Em             C      D
It can whittle down the toughest man
        Em            C        G
And the cold sneaks underneath the door
        Em                 C     G
Till you don't think you can take no more

And that summer sun gets hot as hell
It'll dry up all your wishin wells
So you build your dream and wait around
For that next blue northern to tear it down

Chorus
G           C          G
And you can't change Caddo County
            C             G
And you can stay, or you can go
              C           G
But you can't change Caddo County
     F      C              G
That same old wind will always blow

My dad said son let me tell you right now
You don't have to follow that same old plow
Said there's a big old world cross that county line
And you can come home any time you change your mind

Chorus

Instrumental

Chorus

You see the constant wind across the sand
Well I deal with it the best I can
What you can't change you get use to
Till they throw that Caddo dirt on you

2862. Cadilac Lane

Cadilac Lane 
Written by Red Simpson and Buck Owens

I wish I was a rich man a living on Cadillac Lane 



And I'd tour the world in a great big shiny plane 
I'd go to all the famous places like Italy Rome and Spain 
If I was a rich man a living on Cadillac lane

I wish I was a rich man a living on Cadillac lane 
I'd had my Own private car on some big railroad train 
I'd never have to work again for the doggone thing 
If I was a rich man a living on Cadillac lane

Well there's a lotta rich people living on Cadillac lane
Eating caviar and a drinking pink champagne 
But I've got your love and to me that's everything 
And I'm not So sure about the people on Cadillac lane

Repeat #1

2863. Cadillac

Cadillac
Keller Williams - Cadillac

I'm standing on the tracks
With the wind right to my back
Gettin' up on that southbound train
Gonna take me to my Cadillac
Gonna jump behind the wheel
Gonna drive away
She's parked right where I left her
On the street beside the station
Prettiest ride that ever did roll in all of God's Creation
Somethin' that Buddha would drive
And Allah
Be riding shotgun
Santa Claus in the back next to Hare Krishna
And Jesus be riding b**** seat
Because He's Good like that
And he knows there ain't no bad seat up in my Cadillac
'cos we all be riding up in my Cadillac
Convertible '59
And that's a fact
Well, I think that I could live
Right in the back
Of my Cadillac
I'm standing on the tracks
Wishing that I'd gone back
Yesterday
'cos this time now, I'd be in my Cadillac
I'd be behind the wheel
Hell!
I'd be drivin' away
She's got 19 speakers
She's got 9 upon each side
And a sub-woofer right under the b**** seat



Where Jesus rides
He's no dummy
He dig the bass

2864. Cadillac Cowboy

Jerry Jeff Walker - Cadillac Cowboy

Hold tight to the leather fist
Watch out when he starts to twist
That's what daddy used to tell them boys
How to ride them bulls
There's a jingle in my jeans
Sore places in between
I'm leavin' old Fort Worth
With a push and a pull
Ten four buddy come on back
A horse trailer on a cadillac
Yea we're talkin to the cowboy
In the coupe de ville
Chug a luggin' up one side
Slidin' down the(A)other
Well i'm a lover of the other
Side of the hill
Bandana hangin' on the mirror
Still wet from ear to ear
Well I guess it's true then
What the wise men say
When you ride your last one
Make sure he's a fast one
Jump while he's movin'
Keep your hat boys and walk away
Chorus
Turn up that radio
Don't think about a rodeo
Don't think about a roundup
Out in old Cheyenne
It's a crazy circuit
But still you work it
Turn down that sound boys
Let's get up and check the scan

2865. Cadillac Ranch

Cadillac Ranch
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

There she sits buddy just gleaming in the sun
There to greet a working man when his day is done



I'm gonna pack my pa and I'm gonna pack my aunt
I'm gonna take them down to the Cadillac Ranch

Eldorado's fins, whitewalls and skirts
Drives just like a little bit of heaven here on earth
When I die buddy throw my body in the back
And take me to the junkyard in my Cadillac

[Chorus:]

Cadillac, Cadillac
Long and dark, shiny and black
Open up them engines let `em roar
Tearing up the highway like a big old dinosaur

James Dean in a Mercury `49
Junior Johnson running in the woods of Caroline
Even Burt Reynolds in a black Trans Am
Are gonna meet me down at the Cadillac Ranch

Hey little girlie in the blue jeans so tight
Driving all alone in a Colorado night
You're my last love, baby you're my last chance
Don't let `em take me to the Cadillac Ranch

2866. Cadillac Style - Chords

Cadillac Style
Recorded by Sammy Kershaw
Written by Mark Petersen

C
Well I ain't Burt Reynolds and I ain't Tom Selleck
  
I got bills up the pike and my car's an old relic
      F                      C         F
I get Chevrolet pay but I've got a big smile
         C                 G7          C
Cause my little baby loves me Cadillac style
Well I don't have a condo in Panama City
You could say I'm a member of the Poor Boy Committee
      F                         C               F
But I kinda feel rich when I've been with her a while
         C                 G7          C
Cause my little baby loves me Cadillac style
     F                         C
Well about ten thirty Lord she puts me in drive
G7                            C
Turns all the lights down and man alive
F                       C
All eight cylinders are firin' in line
    D7                       G7
I'm never out of gas and I'm always on time



       C
Well I ain't Goldfinger and I ain't Joe Fashion
And you can't buy much with the checks I'm cashin'
          F                       C             F
So people if you wonder why I'm a ridin' with a smile
              C                 G7          C
It's cause my little baby loves me Cadillac style
repeat #3,4
                          G7          C
Yeah my little baby loves me Cadillac style
                          G7          C
Well my little baby loves me Cadillac style

2867. Cages We're Grown In

Cages We're Grown In
Hackensaw Boys - Cages We're Grown In

[Verse 1]
We are the cages we're grown in
You are strong enough for this
Only two things you can do when lost, my friend
Panic or take a deep breath
August filled the room I was in
Truth be known, I don't know what it is
All the tall tales turn to facts given time
Lots of grown-ups acting like some kids

[Refrain]
Deep down you know what is done is done
For some things there will not be relief
The clock in your head will not let you go
Time is an unrelenting thief

[Verse 2]
It's hard to wake and remember
What a long line of fools you're standing in
Try as you may you can't gRt away
'Cause others agree that you did

[Refrain]
Deep down you know what is done is donR
For some things there will not be relief
The clock in your head will not let you go
Time is an unrelenting thief

2868. Cairo, Illinois



Pokey LaFarge - Cairo, Illinois

If it's not where you're from
But what you had where you happened to come from
More or less I'd say that I had none
Eatin' and drinkin' would be all that I do
And if it's not what you do
But what you got, then I got less
And out of loving or playing, I like loving the best
Now baby, take me with you when you go

Chorus:
Take me to the bridge where the rivers collide
Down in Cairo, Illinois on a Saturday night
I might jump in
Everyone wants to hear a song
That helps the day seem half as long
But I'm trying
I want you to see that I'm trying, babe

If you've lost your ticket to paradise
Or you spent your money for the bus
It's cold coffee in the morning, slow trumpet at dusk
Now baby, catch that old midnight train

Chorus:
I want you to hear that I'm trying, babe

Down by the levee
Where you swear God's got you shamed
Just cast your doubts and the mistakes that you've made
Into that old wishing well, well well well well
Don't the river look lonesome at twilight?
Well, there ain't no looking back
It's just a broken fiddle and an old tote sack
In the morning you'll be going south

Chorus

I want you to feel like I'm trying, babe, oh yes, I want you to know that I'm trying

2869. Cajun Baby

Doug Kershaw - Cajun baby

Way down yonder in the bayou country in dear old Louisiana
That's where live's my cajun baby the fairest one in the land
Her teeth're white and pearly hair black as coal
Wouldn't trade my cajun baby for the world's gold
Way down yonder in the bayou country in dear old Louisiana

My heart's been sad and lonely since the day I left her side
But today I got her letter said she'd be my cajun bride
Gonna go and wed my cajun baby and ive by the old bayou



Eat a lotsa shrimp and crawfish ride around in my old pirogue

Way down yonder...

Before the sun goes down this evening I'll be on my way
To see my cajun baby and there I'm gonna stay
On a Saturday night we go dancin' and listen to the fiddle-o
Lord I got me a cajun baby just a livin' and a lovin' by the old bayou
Way down yonder...

2870. Cajun Born

Emmylou Harris - Cajun Born

I was born on the bayou
Thirty miles of Layfayette
My daddy was a cajun man
Lord he taught us how to plow
I remember mama's breakfast
Cush Cush and a Kaye
Being served on a Banyee
Oh, I wish I had some now.

I'm a cajun born
I'm a cajun bred
When I die
I'm a cajun dead
If I die in Alaska
If I die in Ohio
This soul will find its way
Back to the bayou.

We went to church every sunday
We had a French speaking preacher man
Joked about the preacher man
'Cause we thought he wore a dress.

After church we had a party
We played the music on the phonograph
We had a man singing Jole Blan
Made a sinner out of me.

I'm a cajun born
I'm a cajun bred
When I die
I'm a cajun dead
If I die in Alaska
If I die in Ohio
This soul will find its way
Back to the bayou.

When I'm ready to be married
I'm going to be this cajun lady



Some sorta like my mamma
'Cause there ain't no other kind.
'Cause there ain't no other kind.

Wherever fortune takes me
If it makes me or it breaks me
It's memories will forsake me
Louisiana on my mind.

I'm a cajun born
I'm a cajun bred
When I die
I'm a cajun dead
If I die in Alaska
If I die in Ohio
This soul will find its way
Back to the bayou.

If I die in Alaska
If I die in Ohio
This soul will find it's way
Back to the bayou...

2871. Cajun Moon

Ricky Skaggs - Cajun Moon [Album Version]

The moon is full and my heart is why
I love to dance oh me, oh my
Gonna have more fun than a tree in a coon
Tonight's the dance of the Cajun noon.

[Chorus]
Cajun moon nugget of gold
River of light on the bayou
You're just like rain
To a love in bloom so
Shine on me oh, Cajun moon.

Pick ups and wagons 'round the river road shack
Bonfires draw in a crowd out back
Step through the door and I see my Sheri
That's when I see her mamas eyes on me.

[Chorus]

Guitar, a squeeze box, a fiddle, a bow
Little band a-playin' every song they know
Old woman sittin' there and yellin' for more
My heart is willin', but my feet - they're so sore!

[Chorus]



Once more we're waltzin' to Jolie Blond
I lean in closer and Sheri responds
Her mama's smilin' as we slip from the room
To sit and stare at the Cajun noon.

[Chorus]

2872. Cajun Moon - Chords

Cajun Moon
recorded by Ricky Skaggs  
written by Jim Rushing 

C
The moon is full and my heart is high
G7                 C
I love to dance oh me oh my 
Gonna have more fun than a tree in a coon
G7                               C
Tonight's the dance of the Cajun Moon 
Pick ups and wagons 'round the river road shack
G7                 C
Bonfires draw in a crowd out back 
Step through the door and I see my Sheri
G7                                  C
That's when I see her mamas eyes on me 

F     C     G7        C
Cajun Moon  nugget of gold
F        C            G7
River of light on the bayou
F                C    G7           Am
You're just like rain to a love in bloom so
F        C      G7    C
Shine on me  oh Cajun Moon  

Guitar a squeeze box a fiddle a bow
G7                               C
Little band a-playing every song they know 
Old woman sitting there and yelling for more
G7                                          C
My heart is willing but my feet  they're so sore 

repeat #3 

Once more we're waltzing to Jolie Blond
G7                   C
I lean in closer and Sheri responds 
Her mama's smiling as we slip from the room
G7                            C
To sit and stare at the Cajun Moon 

repeat #3



2873. Caleb Meyer

Gillian Welch - Caleb Meyer

Caleb Meyer, he lived alone
In them hollarin' pines
He made a little whiskey for himself
Said it helped to pass the time

Late one evening in back of my house,
Caleb came around
He called my name 'til I came out
With no one else around

[Chorus]
Caleb Meyer, your ghost is gonna
Wear them rattlin' chains.
But when I go to sleep at night,
Don't you call my name

Where's your husband, Nellie Kane
Where's your husband gone?
Did he go down off the mountain side
And leave you all alone?

Yes, my husband's gone to Bowlin' Green
To do some business there.
Then Caleb threw that bottle down 
And grabbed me by my hair.

[Chorus]

He threw me on the needle bed,
And on my dress he lay
He held my hands above my head
And I commenced to pray.

I cried My God, I am your child
Send your angels down
Then feelin' with my fingertips,
The bottle neck I found

I pulled that glass across his neck
As fine as any blade,
And I felt his blood run fast and hot
Around me where I laid.

[Chorus: x2]



2874. Caledonia

Caledonia
Dougie McLean

I don't know if you can see the changes
that have come over me
These past few days i've been afraid
that I might drift away.
I've been telling old stories, singing songs,
That make me think about where I come from,
That's the reason why I seem so far away today.

Chorus:
Let me tell you that I love you,
That I think about you all the time.
Caledonia, you're calling me.
Now I'm going home.
But if I should become a stranger,
No it would make me more than sad.
Caledonia's been everything I've ever had.

I have moved, and I've kept on moving,
Proved the points that I needed proving,
Lost the friends that I needed losing,
Another's on the way.
I have kissed the girls and left them sighing,
Stolen dreams, yes there's no denying.
I've traveled hard sometimes with conscience flying
Somewhere with the wind.

Chorus

Now I'm sitting here before the fire,
The empty room with forest choir.
The flames have cooled, don't get any higher.
They've wavered, now they've gone.
I'm steady thinking, my way is clear,
And I know what I will do tomorrow.
The hands have shaken, And kisses flowed,
And I will disappear.

Chorus

2875. Calf-Rope

Rodney Crowell - Calf-Rope

[Verse 1]
Well the last time it snowed in Del Rio, hell froze
I could not believe that I missed it
So far from the border, so close to the line
Son, I almost got down and kissed it



Oh but it's too far from home and it's too late to look back
Two times a night make it tough
Bee Spears showed me the day that I met him
Too much ain't never enough

[Chorus]
Oh Lord, ain't this road just enough to make you holler
Calf-rope, make you holler calf-rope aw-waw

[Verse 2]
Now let me just say that the road to good intentions
Is paved with the fools that I've been
You can get up or stay up, it's just the same come sun-up
All you got to do it is go again

[Chorus]
Lord, ain't this road just enough to make you holler
Calf-rope, make you holler calf-rope
I said calf-rope

[Bridge]
Make you get your nose to the road grind
Running right on road time
Gone deaf, dumb, and road blind
You can chalk it up to road crime
It's a fool of the road kind
Trying to make the road rhyme, well

[Chorus]
Make you holler calf-rope
I said calf-rope
Make you holler calf-rope
Make you holler calf-rope

2876. Calico County

Steve Earle - Calico County

[Verse]
Half a case of cold pills soaking in a milk jug
Hydrochloric acid, iodine, and phosphorus
Careful not to get any on you when you shake it up
That's the way we cook it up in Calico County, Calico County

[Verse]
Born in a double wide out behind the county dump
Mama never told me why Daddy didn't live with us
Only picture I had he's climbing on a prison bus
Stencil on his back said Calico County, Calico County

[Verse]
My little brother Bobby stole a Coca-Cola truck
Drove it through the cemetery, Bobby doesn't give a fuck



Thirteen tombstones, fifty-seven hundred bucks
Ain't that much money in Calico County, Calico County

[Verse]
Out of here someday, ain't that what I used to say?
Army wouldn't take me so I guess I'm gonna have to stay
Friday night dogfight, sucking on a meth pipe
Until I lay me down to die in Calico County
Calico County, Calico County

2877. California

California
Dailey & Vincent

[Verse 1: Jamie Dailey]
I thought me and my sweet baby really had it goin' on
I thought that we were happy and our love was true and strong
Had the old farm house, the picket fence, a horse, a dog and cat
Family and friends who'd give a shirt right off their backs

[Verse 2: Jamie Dailey]
So naturally I was surprised when out of the blue
She said she was going to Hollywood to make her dreams come true
I wanted her to be happy and I'd follow her anywhere
But I'm just an old country boy; what would I do out there?

[Chorus: Jamie Dailey]
In California
Land of Kardashians, glitz, and movie stars
California
Girl, you might as well take a rocketship to Mars

[Verse 3: Jamie Dailey]
Well I wasn't gonna let her live in Tinseltown alone
And I figured she'd get her fill quick then long to come back home
So I sucked it up, tried not to let on I was lost and bored
Ironically, I could have won that Academy Award

[Chorus: Jamie Dailey]
In California
She loves your sunny weather, fancy shops, and sushi bars
California
Girl, you might as well have took a rocketship to Mars

[Verse 4: Jamie Dailey]
Man, I sorely missed our simple life in Tennessee
Sure, L.A. was really nice, but I never felt like me
Lots of people everywhere but I still felt alone
So I told her that I wished her well but I was goin' home

[Chorus: Jamie Dailey]
Goodbye to California



Don't need your mansions, surfer dudes, or Maserati cars
California
Girl, you might as well have took a rocketship to Mars

[Interlude: Steve Martin]
A whole year went by slowly since she'd left me for the coast
She'd call once in a while or send a card with a little note
I thought she was embarrassed 'cause she'd probably gone bust
And was sure she'd come home and we'd get back to being us
She'd come to her senses, get her head out of the clouds
And I'd say, "You gave it your best shot, and for that you should be proud!"
'Til one night I got in bed, turned the TV on down low
And I'll be danged if it wasn't her in a brand new reality show!
Filmed in

[Chorus: Jamie Dailey]
California
I should have believed who she was and she would take
California
Take care of my baby, keep her wishing on a star
California
California

2878. California - Chords

California 
The Lil' Smokies

[Intro]
/Am /C  /G  /   /  x4
/G  /F  /Em /C  /
/G  /F  /C  /   /
 
[Verse 1]
G                        F
Teeth stained red from a dark cabarnet
     Em                         C
As I watched the sun fade along Half Moon Bay
    G      F                   C
California, still holding your hand
G                           F
Farmland, fruit stands, and cows by the sea
        Em                       C
Highway 1 curves 'round like the rings of a tree
    G      F                   C
California, still holding your hand
 
 
[Chorus]
Am  C     G
 Please remember
Am  C              G
 Don't you dare forget



Am  C     G
 Please remember
Am  C              G
 Don't you dare forget
 
 
[Instrumental]
/G  /F  /Em /C  /G  /F  /C  /   /  x2
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                               F
Well, I can't remember what you even look like
      Em                            C
But I think I may have saw you in a dream last night
    G      F                   C
California, still holding your hand
           G                    F
Whoah, and one too many lead me back on the road,
           Em                         C
It took me four states and one day to drive back home
    G      F                   C
California, still holding your hand
 
 
[Chorus]
Am      C     G
 And please remember
Am       C              G
 And don't you dare forget
Am  C     G
 Please remember
Am  C              G
 Don't you dare forget
 
 
[Instrumental]
/G  /F  /Em /C  /G  /F  /C  /   /  x2
 
 
[Verse 3]
       G                                  F
Like a drought that turns an orchard into ashes and dust
   Em                            C
Trees and leaves are tended to decay and rust
    G      F                   C
California, still holding your hand
    G                       F
Somewhere deep down there I wish you the best
  Em                            C
Inside me somewhere, I wish you happiness
    G      F                   C
California, still holding your hand
 
 
[Chorus]
Am      C     G



 And please remember
Am  C              G
 Don't you dare forget
Am  C     G
 Please remember
Am  C              G
 Don't you dare forget
 
 
[Outro]
/Am /C  /G  /   /  x4

2879. California Autumn

California Autumn
Artist: Tony Rice
Album: California Autumn

Verse:
Autumn leaves look like they'd be 
sweet as bourbon whiskey
But they'll bring you down 
like summer rain
And they took away the girl 
who that once was with me

Chorus:
Well it looks like its gonna be another California Autumn
In my soul now
It looks like its gonna rain but you know it ain't now
All the pretty girls have gone away now
So best time you'll ever find to runaway

Chorus

Why She went away I'll never know
She doesn't know 
she took the summer with her
I'll pass this way some other day
And I'll leave behind 
lonesome memories of her

Chorus x 3

2880. California Bloodlines

California Bloodlines
John Stewart



Had I been born in New York City
A New York City girl I'd know
Workin' in the concrete, not the sunlight
Livin' in the New York rain and snow

Oh, there's California Bloodlines in my heart
And a California woman in my song
Oh, there's California Bloodlines in my heart
And a California heartbeat in my soul

And just to think I might have never known you
If I had lived my life in Tennessee
But I really could have never let that happen
For you and California are in me

Oh, there's California Bloodlines in my heart
And a California woman in my song
Oh, there's California Bloodlines in my heart
And a California heartbeat in my soul

Have you wondered where we were before we were born
Rollin' 'round the heavens like a song
I know it's then I saw the big Sierras
Saw a California sunrise comin' on

Oh, there's California Bloodlines in my heart
And a California woman in my song
Oh, there's California Bloodlines in my heart
And a California heartbeat in my soul

Oh, there's California Bloodlines in my heart
And a California woman in my song
Oh, there's California Bloodlines in my heart
And a California heartbeat in my soul

2881. California Blues

California Blues 

Well I'm goin' to California where they sleep out every night
Yes I'm goin' to California where they sleep out every night
I'm leavin' you mama 'cause you know you don't treat me right.

Let me tell you something that mama you don't know
Let me tell you something good gal you don't know
Well I'm a do-right papa
I got a home everywhere I go

   I got the California blues and I'm sure gonna leave you here
   I got the California blues and I'm sure gonna leave you here
   I may ride the blinds
   I ain't got no railroad fare.



Let me tell you mama while I sing this song
Listen to your daddy sing you this lonesome song
You got me worried now but I won't be worried long.

2882. California Blues (Blue Yodel #4)

California Blues (Blue Yodel #4)
(Jimmie Rodgers)

Well I'm goin' to California where they sleep out every night yeah
I'm goin' to California where they sleep out every night
I'm leaving you mama cause you know you don't treat me right.

Let me tell you something mama that you don't know
Let me tell you something good gal that you don't know
Well I'm a do-right papa and got home everywhere I go yeah.

I got the California blues and I'm sure gonna leave you here 
I got the California blues and I'm sure gonna leave you here
I may ride the blinds I ain't got no railroad fare.

--- Instrumental ---

Listen to me mama while I sing this song
Listen to your daddy sing you this so lonesome song
You got me worried now but I won't be worried too long.

I got the California blues and I'm sure gonna leave you here Lawd Lawd
I got the California blues and I'm sure gonna leave you here
I may ride the blinds I ain't got no railroad fare...

2883. California Cottonfields

California Cottonfields - Emmylou Harris
Composer: Dallas Frazier, Earl Montgomery

My driftin' memory goes back to the spring of '43
When I was just a child in Mama's arms
My Daddy plowed the ground and prayed
that some day he could leave
This run down mortgaged workload of a farm.

Then one night I heard my Daddy saying to my Mama
That he'd finally saved enough to go
California was his dream for paradise that he had seen
In pictures in magazines that told him so

   California Cotton fields
   Where labor towns were filled with great men with broken dreams



   California cotton fields
   As close to wealth as Daddy ever came

Almost everything we had was sold or left behind
From Daddy's belt to the fruit that Mama canned
Some folks came to say farewell and to see what all we had to sell
Some just came to shake my Daddy's hand.

The Model A was loaded down and California bound
And good luck was just about four days away
The only change that I recall happening to my Daddy
Was when his dark hair turned to silver gray.

2884. California Cottonfields - Chords

California Cottonfields
Recorded by Merle Haggard 
Written by Dallas Frazier
Seldom Scene
 
G                  D7               F          C
My drifting memory goes back to the spring of '43
     G                             D7
When I was just a child in momma's arms
   G                D7                  F                C
My daddy plowed the ground and promised someday we would leave
     G                  D7       G
This run-down mortgaged Oklahoma farm
 
D7                              C            G
Then one night I heard my daddy saying to my momma
A7                                D7
That he'd finally saved enough to go
G          D7              F            C
California was his dream a paradise for he had seen
G           D7             G
Pictures in magazines that told him so
 
G   C      D7
California Cottonfields
      C                D7                C               G
Where labor camps were filled with weary men with broken dreams
    C      D7
California Cottonfields
   C                  D7         G
As close to wealth as daddy ever came
 
                     D7              F      C
Nearly everything we had was sold or left behind
     G                                      D7
From my daddy's plow to the soup that momma canned
     G                 D7                   F             C
Some folks came to say farewell or see what all we had to sell



     G                  D7         G
Some just came to shake my daddy's hand
 
D7                               C          G
That model A was loaded down and California bound
A7                               D7
A change of luck was just 4 days away
G                   D7              F            C
But the only change that I remember seeing in my daddy
G                      D7               G
Was when his dark hair turned to silver gray
 
Repeat #2

2885. California Earthquake

California Earthquake
The Seldom Scene - Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell

[Verse 1]
There was a California earthquake in the year of '83
It shook the living daylights out' of' the Owens County' Seat
There weren't a building still left' standing when the dust had cleared away
Just a rumble in the distance all the way to San Andrea

[Verse 2]
Well, Sherman Buck was driving his old mule on into town
When the big 'un came and shook so hard that it knocked him to the ground
Lord, there opened up a hole so big, he just knew that his time was up
And it swallowed up that poor old mule and it just missRd Sherman Buck

[Chorus]
California earthquake, you just don't know what you'vR done
We might fall off in the ocean, Lord, but you'll never make us run
You're a partner to the devil, but we ain't afraid of him
And we'll build ourselves another town so you can tear it down again

[Verse 3]
Then there came the quake of '99 that levelled Mission Creek
The earth was like an ocean churning waves of twenty feet
Lord it sounded like a thousand trains were screaming underground
Clean across to San Joachim folks heard that mournful sound

[Chorus]
California earthquake you just don't know what you've done
We might fall off in the ocean, but you'll never make us run
You're a partner to the devil, we ain't afraid of him
And we'll build ourselves another town so you can tear it down again

[Verse 4]
Then there came one day a holocaust, and it rocked the Frisco Bay
Miles of walls came tumblin' down, like on Jericho that day
Might near everything that the earthquake missed, a holy fire consumed



And just left 'em the smoke and ashes of the dreams that they had ruined

[Chorus]
California earthquake you just don't know what you've done
We might fall off in the ocean Lord, but you'll never make us run
You're a partner to the devil but we ain't afraid of him
And we'll build ourselves another town so you can tear it down again
We'll build ourselves another town so you can tear it down again

2886. California Earthquake

John Hartford 
California Earthquake

Oh, they tell me that exploded the underground, blast
What they say's gonna happen, gonna happen at last
That's the way it appears

They tell me the fault line runs right through here
So that may be, that may be, what's gonna happen's gonna happen to me
That's the the way it appears

They tell me the fault line runs right through here
Atlantis will rise, Sunset Boulevard will fall
Where the beach use to be won't be nothin' at all
That's the way it appears

They tell me the fault line runs right through here
So that may be, that may be, what's gonna happen's gonna happen to me
That's the way it appears

They tell me the fault line runs right through here
They tell me the fault line runs right through here

2887. California King

California King - Hot Buttered Rum

(chorus:)
Life is better on a California King
You'll be surprised at all the joy those seven feet can bring
If your love life lacks attention,
You'd best change your dimensions
And buy yourself a California King

If these long cold winter nights are finding you alone,
Brother, just take my advice - sell everything you own
For some candles and some incense
And some bells that ding-a-ling



And don't forget the California King

(chorus)

Now, if each night at bedtime when you go to lay down
You take a good hard look and see you're the only one around,
Sister, please take my advice, listen to what I sing
And find yourself a California King.

(chorus)

Now Cassanova he was quite the old-time ladies' man
And old Don Juan's been makin' time since ever time began,
But you can sure out-do 'em both if you possess one thing
'Cause they never had a California King

2888. California King

California King
Larkin Poe - California King

[Verse 1]
Eternal afternoon
Countin' the bars of the cage
Sun givin' way to moon
Bad sleep 'cause minimum wage
California king size dreams
In a twin bed
In a twin bed

[Chorus]
I've got a funny feelin'
Somethin' that I missed or misread
My feet are on the ceilin'
Runnin', but I can't get ahead
I've got a funny feelin'
I've got a funny feelin'
I've got a funny feelin'
Honey, is it all in my head?
Is it all in my head?

[Verse 2]
I lost sight of my north star
I've always been a big loser
Status quo so far
In the year of the rooster
California king size dreams
In a twin bed
Yeah, yeah

[Chorus]
I've got a funny feelin'
Somethin' that I missed or misread



My feet are on the ceilin'
Runnin', but I can't get ahead
I've got a funny feelin'
I've got a funny feelin'
I've got a funny feelin'
Honey, is it all in my head?

[Bridge]
(Is it all in my head?)
(Is it all in my head?)
(Is it all in my head?)
(Is it all in my head?)
I've got a funny feelin'
I've got a funny feelin'

2889. California On My Mind - Chords

California On My Mind
Recorded by Merle Haggard

C
Well I got California on my mind
                          G7
I'm leaving this old town behind
C
I'm tired of sitting and I'm tired of pining
F
I'm going back where the sun is shining
C         G7           C
I got California on my mind

Well I got stuck in this dingy city
F
But I'm not gonna stay
C
I'm tired of these red brick buildings
D7                  G7
And I'm gonna leave today

C
It's been one cold and dreadful winter
F
And I'm going back to the grapevine center
C          G7                  C
Pack up my things and be on my way

Repeat #1

Well I got a gal in Redwood city
F
That I'd sure like to see
C
And I'd bet my bottom dollar



D7                   G7
She's still sweet on me

C
Well I'm a homesick bat couldn't be no sicker
F
I'm proud to say that I'm a prune picker
C             G7            C
This town and me just don't agree

Repeat #1

2890. California Snow & Rain

California Snow & Rain - Hot Buttered Rum
 
I've seen cold in Minnesota
ten-below outside of Boulder
in Albuquerque, I nearly froze

I've driven north up to Talkeetna
the sun, it never sleeps there
I'm south bound now to San Francisco

(chorus:)
and as I'm getting older, there's one thing I know
I am lonely for that California snow
yes, I'm lonely for that CA snow and rain
I am lonely for that ca snow ... and rain

the wheel's on the bus go round and round
I'm lulled by that gentle sound
permanence is illusion to me now
as the miles blur the night to day
I know we are on the way
just where we're bound nobody knows

(chorus)

Jenny had to leave the Bay
when the Great Salt Lake called her away
fate, it works in funny ways sometimes

and though she's far, I feel her near
in retrospect it will be clear
she sings this song, and packs her things to go

I've seen cold in Minnesota
ten-below outside of Boulder
in Albuquerque, I nearly froze

I've driven north up to Talkeetna
the sun, it never sleeps there



I'm south bound now to San Francisco

(chorus)

2891. California Sober - Chords

California Sober
Billy Strings feat. Willie Nelson
 
[Intro]
G    G
G    G
 
[Verse 1]
        G                              G
Well, I used to like to ramble with my good-time friends and neighbors
      C                            G
Now I find I'd rather lie awake in bed
            G                         G
And I don't get to actin' mean when I keep my buzzes clean
             A                                  D
And keep the hard stuff and the whiskey from my head
        G                                         G
Well, I guess that's just the trouble when you're always seein' double
        C                                  G
And the lines are gettin' twice as hard to see
         C                             G            Em
I've had years I don't recall, but I'm told I had a ball
         A                D                 G
At least somebody did who looked a lot like me
 
[Chorus]
       G                        G
So I'm California sober as they say
    C                            G
And lately I can't find no other way
  C                               G               Em
I can't stay out and party like I did back in the day
       A          D             G
So I'm California sober as they say
 
[Instrumental]
G     G
C     G
G     G
A     D
G     G
C     G
C     G  Em
A  D  G
G
 
[Verse 2]



        G                                G
Well, I heard out in the hills, they got pills to get their thrills
         C                               G
And they love their liquor down in New Orleans
      G                           G
Maybe for a New York minute, sugarcane will fit the bill
       A                                    D
But in no time flat, you're out of what you need
    G                              G
The old crew don't get together anymore these days much ever
      C                                            G
After some went straight and some went straight to jail
            C                          G                     Em
Now they're busy postin' vids and just tryin' to raise their kids
           A            D                G
Instead of raisin' holy hell and postin' bail
 
[Chorus]
          G                        G
Well, I'm California sober as they say
    C                            G
And lately I can't find no other way
  C                               G
I can't stay out and party like I did back in the day
       A          D             G
So I'm California sober as they say
 
[Instrumental]
G      G
C      G
G      G
A      D
G      G
C      G
C      G  Em
A  D   G
G      G
C      G
G      G
A7     D
G      G
C      G
C      G  Em
A7 D   G
 
[Outro]
      G                       G
I was California sober 'til I thought the world was over
        C                             G
Now I'm sittin' on the roadside once again
          C                        G           Em
When that wagon passes by, I don't even bat an eye
            A7          D               G
Because the devil on my shoulder always wins
              C                        G           Em
When that ol' wagon passes by, I don't even bat an eye
Em            G           D               G



  Because the devil on my shoulder always wins

2892. California Uptight Band

Flatt & Scruggs 
California Uptight Band

VERSE 1
I made a trip to California just last week to get those cats to lay sounds on me
There on the corner of a parking lot was six kids playin' dirty rock
It was the California Uptight Band a way out hippy was the guitar man
I asked him to pick a little Wildwood Flower he looked at me kinda sour
He said what's wild about a wood flower man
I told him maybe you don't understand
I hummed him a little 'til he found the beat he nearly picked me off my feet

PRE-VERSE
I stayed and I taught him a tone or two
A little Earl's Breakdown and some Mountain Dew
And now this group has got a brand new style they're drivin' California wild

VERSE 2
Now it's a brand new California Uptight Band
Now they're the leaders of the west coast plan
A little education from the country sound they're takin' California for a ride
I wouldn't put you on cause it ain't no gag
The Uptight Band has got a brand new bag
If you see the California Uptight Band tell them you're a wood flower man
Now it's a brand new California Uptight Band playin' a song about a wood flower man

Now it's a brand new California Uptight Band playin' a song about a wood flower man
A brand new California Uptight Band playin' a song about a wood flower man

2893. Californy Gold

Californy Gold
The Del McCoury Band
on Del & Woody 

[Verse 1]
There's a girl living high in the city
And she's living in luxury untold
How I fell for her lying twas a pity
Now she's living on my Californy gold
Just last week I think she bought a mansion
And a coon skin coat to keep out the cold
And unless I am sadly mistaken
She bought it with my Californy gold



[Verse 2]
And her room by her cozy little fire side
There I wow many hours so bold
And it didn t take her along with her kisses
To set me free from my Californy gold
We would sit there at night on her sofa
While many sad tales did unfold
Every word that she spoke cost me money
And I paid it with my Californy gold

[Verse 3]
And tis now I'm back in the mountains
With my pick and my shovel in my hand
By this song you shall know what I'm doing
Oh I'm warning yes I'm warning every man
There is frost on my face this fair morning
And my little old log cabin is so cold
I would be quite a wealthy man this morning
If I'd only kept my Californy gold

[Verse 4]
Listen close all you men with your fortunes
Watch your step keep your money at home
Unless you lose every cent of your bankroll
Just as I lost my Californy gold

2894. Call Him Me - Chords

Call Him Me
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Jimmy Dickens and Skip Graves

G                                   G7
If you ever get to feeling that you want me back again
           C                                        G
Cause your new love's not what you thought he would be
                                      G7
Well my angel don't be crying you can have me anytime
       C             G       D7           G
If you find yourself another and call him me
        C                                     G
You can have the heart you've broken here's a torn up Valentine
                                    D7
To remind you of the wreck you left me
        G                              C                G
You can have me if you want me but ole me has changed a lot
        C               G                   D7                G
You can have me back if you'll find someone else and call him me
                              G7
If you ever ever miss me then here's the thing to do
       C                               G
Make believe you're in a world of fantasy
                                                   G7



Use your charms and lovin' sweet talk and pick out any fool
           C             G                  D7            G
And you'll have me for a lifetime if you'll only call him me
Repeat #2 
        C                                     G
You can have the heart you've broken here's a torn up Valentine
                                    D7
To remind you of the wreck you left me
        G                              C                G
You can have me if you want me but ole me has changed a lot
        C              G                 D7           G
You can have me if you want me if you'll only call on me

2895. Call Me

Call Me
John Cowan

Used to be that I believed in something
used to be that I believed in love
It's been a long time since I've had that feeling
I could love someone
I could trust someone
I said I'd never let nobody near my heart again
Darlin', I said I'd never let nobody in

But if you asked me to
I just might change my mind and let you in my life forever
If you asked me to
I just might give my heart and stay here in your arms forever
If you asked me to
If you asked me to

Somehow ever since I've been around you
Can't go back to being on my own
Can't help feeling, darling, since I've found you
that I've found my home, that I'm finally home
I said I'd never let nobody get too close to me darling
I said I needed, needed to be free

But if you asked me to
I just might change my mind and let you in my life forever.
If you asked me to
I just might give my heart and stay here in your arms forever.
If you asked me to
I will give my world to you, baby
I need you now
Ask me to
I'll do anything for you, baby
for you, baby
If you asked me to
I'd let you in my life forever
If you asked me to



2896. Call Me A Dog When I'm Gone - Chords

Call Me A Dog When I'm Gone 
Frank Fairfield

[Intro]
Bb    F  Bb
 
[Verse 1]
D                       G
Call me a dog when I'm gone, gone, gone
           C                      F
Lord, you call me a dog when I'm gone
     Bb
But when I get back with a ten dollar bill
        F                        Bb
It's "Honey, where you been so long?"
 
 
[Verse 2]
D                       G
Been all around old Kentucky and
      C                 F
The state of old Tennessee
     Bb
And every place where I hang my hat
    F                 Bb
Is home sweet home to me
 
 
[Bridge]
Bb                     G
Daddy told me how to gamble
     C                              F
He taught me to play that jack and trey
 Bb
Every time that the deal would go down
           F                          Bb
I'd look down on that deuce, ace and trey
 
 
[Verse 3]
D                       G
Old black dog when I'm gone, gone, gone
           C                      F
Lord, you call me a dog when I'm gone
     Bb
But when I get back with a ten dollar bill
        F                        Bb
It's "Honey, where you been so long?"
 
 
[Instrumental]



D  G  C  F
Bb   F   Bb
 
 
[Verse 4]
D                       G
Who's gonna shoe your pretty little feet
  C                      F
Who's gonna glove your hand
 Bb
Who's gonna kiss your rosy little cheeks
         F                  Bb
Tell me who's gonna be your man
 
 
[Verse 5]
D                    G
Daddy will shoe my pretty little feet
  C                  F
Momma will glove my hand
  Bb
Sister will kiss my rosy little cheeks
        F                        Bb
And I ain't gonna need a gambling man
 
 
[Verse 6]
D                       G
Old black dog when I'm gone, gone, gone
           C                      F
Lord, you call me a dog when I'm gone
     Bb
But when I get back with a ten dollar bill
        F                        Bb
It's "Honey, where you been so long?"

2897. Call Me A Taxi

Call Me a Taxi
The Special Consensus - Kathy Kallick

All my bags are packed, I'm waiting at the door
I won't be here when you get home, and I won't be back no more
You keep the house and car, you can keep the cat
You've been two-timing me, I won't be coming back

CHORUS:

Call me a taxi, call me a cab
Call me a fool if I ever come back
Call me courageous, call me smart
I'm leaving fast to mend a broken heart
I'm leaving fast to mend a broken heart



Years spent peacefully, now all the trust is gone
Lonesome is the key for me, I'm singing just one song
My head was in the sand, I was slow to hear the news
Now I'm moving fast as light trying to outrun the blues

CHORUS

You think you know someone, you think you know yourself
You think you've got it made, turns out you need some help
I may sound angry now, but that won't last for long
I've got the choice of staying here or moving along

CHORUS:

Call me a fast train speeding down the track
Call me a fool if I ever come back
Call me courageous, call me smart
I'm leaving fast to mend a broken heart
I'm leaving fast to mend a broken heart

2898. Call Me Claus

Call Me Claus
Garth Brooks - Call Me Claus

May not know by lookin' at me
Who you're looking at exactly
Wonder who could that be in your stockin'
Suit of red and cheeks of cherry
Lookin' extraordinary
Spare me cause you scare with your gawkin'
Hold your applause
Pick up your jaws
Call me Claus, hoah
I got the spirit of the season in me
Spreadin' joy and toys a'plenty
Nimbly down your chimney I'll be bumpin'
Give me room 'cause I'm a packin'
Only time for toys and snackin'
Love to stay here yackin'
But I'm humpin'
I got a cause
No time to pause
They call me Claus
Hoah, call me Santa
Call me Kringle
Call me Old Saint Nick
All those have a beautiful ring
Pleasin' is the reason
And the season's a kick
When your Santa
Baby, you gotta swing



Swing, I dare ya, yeah
Hey, call me Santa
Call me Kringle
Call me Old Saint Nick
All those have a beautiful ring
Pleasin' is the reason
And the season's a kick
When you Santa
Baby, you gotta swing
So while in your jammies sleepin'
Roof to roof I'll be a leapin'
Quickly if your creepin' for a peepin'
The oohs and aahs
Are all because
They call me Claus
Hold your applause
Hey, watch the paws
They call me Claus

2899. Call Me Long Gone

Call Me Long Gone
Dave Evans

They call me long gone I'm leavin' town
Don't try to follow I can't be found
I'll take my rainbow and the sunshine free
And the only worry that I have's in the sole of my shoe.

They caught me bummin' in the park one day
You saw me thumbin' on the old highway
Well listen baby don't you know
That your dear old daddy's got a home every where I go.

Well you took my money and my big fine farm
You thought you'd beat me but you didn't by far
Well the big boys got me oh but I got away
And you're gonna miss your dear old daddy some of these days.

Just need to follow that old black crow
Happy-go-lucky every where I go
Ain't got no worries ain't got no cares
An easy road and a lonesome road is all I share.

2900. Call Me Mr. In Between - Chords

Call Me Mr. In Between
Recorded Burl Ives  written by Harland Howard
Robbie Fulks



C        F
Well I'm too old for girls and I'm too young for women
     C
I've looked all around and my hopes are a-dimming
  G7
I feel like a fish not allowed any swimming
                     C
And it makes a fella mean

   F
To feel he's a part of the Lost Generation
  C
I feel like a choo-choo that can't find the station
  G7
I work like a dog with no recreation
                    C
They call me Mr. In-Between

      F
Got a hotrod Chevy with a twin carburetor
    C
And I know a gal that's a real sharp tomater
    G7
And she's got a Daddy with a Caddy that'll date 'er
               C
You see what I mean

      F
Those sweet little things just set me a-drooling
    C
I'm too big for sodas and I'm too old for schooling
G7
Too young for loving but I'm too old for fooling
                    C
They call me Mr. In-Between

  F
I feel like a sailboat kept in a bottle
  C
I feel like an engineer that can't find the throttle
    G7
I'm too small to walk but I'm too big to toddle
                      C
And Lordy I'm turning green
  
   F
To see all the men making time with the ladies
    C
The high school kids at the show with their babies
      G7
While I run around like a dog with the rabies
                    C
They call me Mr. In-Between



2901. Call Me The Breeze

Call Me The Breeze
Lynyrd Skynyrd - Shadowgrass

Call me the breeze
I keep blowin' down the road
Well now, they call me the breeze
I keep blowin' down the road
I ain't got me nobody
I don't carry me no load
Ain't no change in the weather
Ain't no changes in me
Well, there ain't no change in the weather
Ain't no changes in me
And I ain't hidin' from nobody
Nobody's hidin' from me
Oh, that's the way its supposed to be
Well, I got that green light, baby
I got to keep movin' on
Well, I got that green light, baby
I got to keep movin' on
Well, I might go out to California
Might go down to Georgia, I don't know
Well, I dig you Georgia peaches
Makes me feel right at home
Well now, I dig you Georgia peaches
Makes me feel right at home
But I don't love me no one woman
So I can't stay in Georgia long
Well now, they call me the breeze
I keep blowin' down the road
Well now, they call me the breeze
I keep blowin' down the road
I ain't got me nobody
I don't carry me no load
Ooh, Mr. Breeze

2902. Call My Name

Call My Name
Dustbowl Revival

I'll give you one more chance to do me right
One more chance to do me right
One more chance to do me right
Don't do me tomorrow honey do me tonight
I live at 444 Southwest Druid Lane



Well I'm right behind you honey
All you got to do is call my name

You got a big mouth on you, you like to use it
A big mouth on you, you like to use it
A big mouth on you, you like to use it
Flapping your gums but one day you're gonna lose it
All those big white teeth, it's just a shame

Well I'm right behind you honey
All you got to do is call my name
Sometimes you do
SometimRs you don't
When you're in muddy water honRy
You better start rowing your boat

Row row row row your boat
Winter time's coming baby put on your coat
Row row row row your boat
Winter time's coming baby put on your coat
Me and the devil, we're just the same
Well I'm right behind you honey
All you got to do is call my name

You got a bird on your shoulder, she's pretty blue
You got a bird on your shoulder, she's pretty blue
You got a bird on your shoulder, she's pretty blue
You're a high flying honey when you got somebody new
Wrap those legs around me honey there won't be nobody
To blame

Well I'm right behind you honey
All you got to do is call my name

Sometimes you do
Sometimes you don't
When you're in muddy water honey
You better start rowing your boat

Row row row row your boat
Winter time's coming baby put on your coat
Row row row row your boat
Winter time's coming baby put on your coat
Me and the devil, we're just the same

Well I'm right behind you honey
All you got to do is call my name
Row row row row your boat
Row row row row your boat
Row row row row your boat
Winter time's coming baby put on your coat

Row row row row your boat
Row row row row your boat
Row row row row your boat
Winter time's coming baby put on your coat



Sometimes you do
Sometimes you don't
When you're in muddy water honey
You better start rowing your boat

Sometimes you do
Sometimes you don't
When you're in muddy water honey
You better start rowing your boat

Me and the devil, we're just the same

Well I'm right behind you honey
All you got to do is call my name

2903. Call My Name - Chords

Call My Name
Allison Moorer
 
Intro: F  Bb   F   Bb
 
Bb                                         F
When the quiet in this old  house shows no mercy
        Bb                      C Csus C
And the lonesome just won't go away
       Bb                        Am        Dm
That's when your restless spirit haunts me
      Eb      Bb               F
And I swear I hear you call my name
 
 
         G                       C
I always loved the sound of your sweet voice
             A7                        Dm   Bb
But now that sound makes my poor heart break
            F                     Eb
You're long gone baby that's for certain
          Bb            C                F   Bb  F
Cause I'm hurtin when I hear you call my name
 
 
  Bb                  F   Fsus F
I pray when I pass on over
        Bb                                       C Csus C
That we will meet in the place where lost souls  stay
      Bb                       Am  Dm
Maybe then when I look over my shoulder
          Eb           Bb               F
You'll be there when I hear you call my name
 
 
         G                       C



I always loved the sound of your sweet voice
             A7                        Dm   Bb
But now that sound makes my poor heart break
            F                     Eb
You're long gone baby that's for certain
          Bb            C                Dm  Bb
Cause I'm hurtin when I hear you call my name
           F         C                F
Cause I'm certain  I hear you call my name

2904. Call Of The Canyon - Chords

Call Of The Canyon
Recorded by Jimmy Wakely
Written by Billy Hill

C           Am    Fm
Just a melancholy echo
C                  Am     Fm
Lingering when the day is through
G7       C    C7     F
It's the call of the canyon
C     Am       Dm       G7 C   G7
Once again I'm dreaming of you
C             Am         Fm
Every night I search the moonlight
C               Am    Fm
Up and down the river shore
G7       C    C7     F
It's the call of the canyon
C     Am     Dm      G7   C   F  C
Maybe I will see you once more
                G#          Dm
Standing there alone by the ashes
G7     Dm                 G7    C
Of the fire we said would never die
A7                  Dm
Will I ever find an ember
D7                         G7  Dm  G7
Burning from the days gone by
C             Am     Fm
Then I hear a lonely whisper
C           Am      Fm
As a little spark I see
G7       C    C7     F
It's the call of the canyon
C        Am        Dm     G7 C  F C
Bringing back your answer to me
C            Am     Fm
Now I hear a lonely whisper
C           Am      Fm
As a little spark I see
G7       C    C7     F



It's the call of the canyon
C        Am        Dm     G7 C
Bringing back your answer to me

2905. Call Of The Road

Doc Watson 
Call Of The Road

When I was a boy, I had to know
What I would find just over the hill
And while still a lad, I had to go
And so you see I'm rambling still

Life's golden cup was filled for me
With happiness, and measures untold
But I left the one, who cared for me
A treasure's worth, so much more than gold

Young men that roam, take heed today
The call of the road, can be so unkind
It will lead you on, like a fickle kiss
And a wasted life, is all you'll ever find

2906. Call Of The Wine - Chords

Call Of The Wine
Recorded by Landon Dodd

C                                 F
It wakes me every morning just as plain as day  
G7                             C
I hear it every minute since you went away
                                         F
I've tried to find but there's no way to drive you from my mind    
G7                            C
And today I heard the call of the wine                                      
F
My friends say I've gone the way that lonely people do     
G7                                               C
I've turned to wine to cloud my mind I'm hurtin' over you
                                F
Everyday's a hundred years I've lost all trace of time    
G7                            C
And today I heard the call of the wine
F                             C
The call of the wine keeps on coming through
D7                                G7
Speaking loud and clear while I'm missing you



C                                  F
My poor heart keeps aching all the time    
G7                            C
And today I heard the call of the wine                                      
 F
The barstools in this place is such a sight to see     
G7                                                   C
They ride a lot of broken hearts and one's been named for me                                    
F
I'm right at home where neon lights shine on this hurt of mine
    G7                            C
And today I heard the call of the wine                             
 F                             C
The call of the wine keeps on coming through
D7                                G7
Speaking loud and clear while I'm missing you
C                                   F
My poor heart keeps hurtin' all the time    
G7                            C
And today I heard the call of the wine                                   
F
My poor heart keeps achin' all the time    
G7                            C
And today I heard the call of the wine

2907. Call Off Your Dogs

Call Off Your Dogs
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Hello
I'm not gonna bite you
I just want a light, you
Got me wishing that I'd never said
Hello
I don't want to fight you
I don't got a right to

[Pre-Chorus]
This is what I get for being civilized
I apologize, and I'll let you go in a minute
If you want it, goodbye
Is not what I want to say
You took my salutations
And threw 'em away

[Chorus]
Call off your dogs
Listen when I call
I know there's something wrong with the limits
We got turned around but we can spin it



Call off your dogs
What's with the walls?
If we're strong, we can win it
One word can begin it:
Hello

[Verse 2]
I got a right to call you baby
I got a right to say hello
Remember when you used to like me, baby?
And it wasn't that long ago

[Pre-Chorus]
This is what I get for being civilized
I apologize, and I'll let you go in a minute
If you want it, goodbye
Is not what I want to say
You took my salutations
And you threw 'em away

[Chorus]
Call off your dogs
Listen when I call
I know there's something wrong with the limits
We got turned around, but we can spin it
Call off your dogs
Oh, what's with the walls?
If we're strong we can win it
One word can begin it:
Hello

2908. Call On Me - Chords

Call On Me
Written and recorded by Jeanne Pruett

G          C
Call on me call on me
    G              D7              G
And let me know my love is all you need
                                  C
If you think that life has double crossed you
G                                   D7
And there's nothing left to hold on to
G                                  C
Honey I'll stay close to you on my knees if I have to
       G           D7            G
If you need me for anything just call
           C
Call on me call on me
G                          D7
I will follow anywhere you lead
G          C



Call on me call on me
    G              D7              G
And let me know my love is all you need
                                     C
There's been days my life seemed too demanding
G                           D7
And I've wondered how can I go on
G                       C
Then your love found me wrapped it's arms around me
       G           D7            G
If you need me for anything just call
Repeat #2 x2

2909. Call The Captain - Chords

Call The Captain - Steep Canyon Rangers

Capo 4   

Intro: C  Am  C  Am  G  C  Am 

     C         Am            C           Am
Call up the captain tell him I ain't comin' in 
   C         Am            C           Am
He can dig his own coal something else is happening 
   C         Am            C          Am
This living that I'm making is doing a sin
         G                            Am
It's broken the lives of too many good men 
     C          Am            C             Am
Been hauling coal since I was big enough to fight 
    C          Am            C             Am
Some 30 odd shifts with out a glimpse of daylight 
     C           Am                C             Am
The corporation likes to say that everythings alright 
    G                           
Dig yourself a hole    get outta sight 
     C          Am               C                Am
There's a dark cloud above me that's blocking out the sun 
    C           Am              C              Am
Burn another hundred coal listen to the engines run 
   C         Am                C            Am
One half is starving while the others having fun 
        G
So call the captain, call the captain, call the captain, call the captain

C  Am  C  Am  G  C  Am 
          
   (chorus) 
C      Am          G                 
Melinda close the door      
                     Am           C
I ain't going down to the mines today 



        Am           C         G
I want clear blue skies and whole lot more
                           Am
I ain't going down to the mine

       C            Am              C             Am
There's a hole in this bucket I've been carrying around 
    C           Am            C                  Am
I fill it up to the top and watch it spill on the ground 
     C         Am            C           Am
I go down to the mines and when I come back up 
    G                                     Am
I got nothin' to show but the sweat on my brow 
    C        Am         C          Am
These hills are my own flesh and bones 
     C         Am            C           Am
There all that I love and there all that I know
    C         Am        C           Am
Please don't ask me to destroy my home
       G       
I'm not gonna choose between my heart and soul, so
     C           Am        C           Am
Call the Captain tell him I ain't coming in 
     C             Am            C           Am
He can dig his own coal something else is happening 
  C         Am            C         Am
This living that making is doing a sin 
        G                                                 
So call the captain, call the captain,....call the captain

C  Am  C  Am  G  C  Am

   (chorus)
  
  C          Am        C      Am
Hear the whistle blow this morning
       C               Am        
Hear the whistle blow today
  C                          Am
Hear the whistle blow this morning        

   (chorus)
  
  C                        Am      
I ain't going down to the mine
    G                     Am
I ain't going down to the mine

2910. Call The Moondust

Call the Moondust
Glen Phillips



You can call it magic, you can make believe
Or just find the beauty in the things you see
In a rosy sunset or a blooming flower
In the subtle shifting of a single hour
In the eyes that catch yours from across the hall
There is no way to perceive it all

You can call the moondust anything you like
Still it floats and glows here in the searing light
As it eats the seals around your vacuum packs
And corrodes the workings of your capsule's hatch
To leave you stranded there upon that lesser globe
There is no way for you to get back home

You can bow to science if it serves your need
To pretend you understand a single thing
As the song of God is strummed on Planck-length strings
And the angels drumming with their beating wings
To the song that was the birth of everything
There is no way
There is no way
There is no way to resist
You must join and sing

2911. Call To Arms

Sturgill Simpson - Call to Arms

[Verse 1]
I done Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq and Iran
North Korea, tell me, where does it end?
Well, the bodies keep piling up with every day
How many more of 'em they gonna send?
Well, they send their sons and daughters off to die for some oil
To control the heroin
Well, son, I hope you don't grow up
Believing that you've got to be a puppet to be a man

[Verse 2]
Well, they cut off your hair and put a badge on your arm
Strip you of your identity
Tell you to keep your mouth shut, boy, and get in the line
Meet your maker overseas
Wearing that Kim Jong-il hat, grandma's selling pills
And meanwhile, I'm wearing my "can't pay my fucking bills" hat

[Verse 3]
Well, nobody's looking up to care about a drone
All too busy looking down at our phone
Ego's begging for food like a dog from a feed
Refreshing obsessively until our eyes start to bleed
They serve up distractions and we eat 'em with fries
Until the bombs fall out of our fucking skies



[Outro]
Turn off the TV
Turn off the news
There's nothing to see here
They're serving the blues
Bullshit on my TV
Bullshit on my radio
Hollywood telling me how to be me
The bullshit's got to go

2912. Callalloo And Red Snapper

Callalloo and Red Snapper
Keller Williams,The String Cheese Incident

Callaloo, Callaloo and Red Snapper
Callaloo, Callaloo and Red Snapper
Callaloo, Callaloo and Red Snapper
Callaloo, Callaloo and Red Snapper

Guava cake, Gauva cake, Guava cake, Ital Patty
Guava cake, Guava cake, Ital Patty

The only thing cold
Is the Red Stripe the Ting and the coleslaw
The only thing cold
Is the Red Stripe the Ting and the coleslaw

Not the Callaloo, Callaloo and Red Snapper
Callaloo, Callaloo and Red Snapper

Red beans and rice
Red beans and rice
Red beans and rice
Red beans and rice

When your compound bound
You don'²t ever want to go to town
When your compound bound
You don't ever want to go to town

You breathe through the snorkel
And you see the black fish by the tire
You breathe through the snorkel
And you see the black fish by the tire

Callaloo, Callaloo and Red Snapper
Callaloo, Callaloo and Red Snapper
Callaloo, Callaloo and Red Snapper
Callaloo, Callaloo and Red Snapper



2913. Callin' Baton Rouge

Callin' Baton Rouge
Garth Brooks - Callin Baton Rouge
New Grass Revival

I spent last night in the arms
Of a girl in Louisiana
And though I'm out on the highway
My thoughts are still with her
Such a strange combination of a woman and a child
Such a strange situation stoppin' every hundred miles
Callin' Baton Rouge

A replay of last night's events
Roll through my mind
Except a scene or two
Erased by sweet red wine
And I see a truck stop sign ahead
So I change lanes
I need a cup of coffee
And a couple dollars change
Callin' Baton Rouge

[Chorus:]
Operator won't you put me on through
I gotta' send my love down to Baton Rouge
Hurry up won't you put her on the line
I gotta' talk to the girl just one more time.

Hello Samantha dear, I hope you're feelin' fine
And it won't be long until I'm with you all the time
But until then I'll spend my money up right down to my last dime
Callin' Baton Rouge.

*Chorus*

Callin' Baton Rouge
Sweet Baton Rouge, my Baton Rouge

2914. Callin' Caroline

Callin' Caroline
Balsam Range

[VERSE]
I got a lotta highway to travel
Gotta little lady on my mind
I'm already pullin' over and callin' Caroline



I gotta be in Bowling Green by morning
It's gonna be a lonely midnight ride
The only thing that keeps me goin' is callin' Caroline

[Chorus]
Lord, I wish this road was over
You know the highway never ends
I'll keep huggin' this old shoulder
'til I'm in her arms again

If I had another way to make a living, I wouldn't ever leave that girl behind
But for now I'll keep a rollin,' callin' Caroline

[Chorus]
Well I wish this road was over
You know the highway never ends
I'll keep huggin' this old shoulder
'til I'm in her arms again

If I had another way to make a living, I wouldn't ever leave that girl behind
But for now I'll keep a rollin,' callin' Caroline

But for now I'll keep a rollin', callin' Caroline

Callin' Caroline

2915. Callin' Out My Name

Kathy Mattea - Callin' Out My Name
Callin' My Name

I heard a voice last night in my sleep
I dreamed it was you callin' to me
It echoed sweet and low like every song I've known
Callin' me home
Swift as an arrow and true to it's mark
Right from your lips straight to my heart
Moves me like thunder, soothes me like rain
It's the sound of your voice callin' my name
Above all the noise and over the crowd
Softly your voice calls me out loud
No one else can hear but to me it sounds so clear
Drawin' me near
Swift as an arrow and true to it's mark
Right from your lips straight to my heart
Moves me like thunder, soothes me like rain
It's the sound of your voice callin' my name
Deep in my heart, down in my soul
Callin' me home like a whisper on the wind
You find me once again
And I can hear you callin'
Swift as an arrow and true to it's mark



Right from your lips straight to my heart
Moves me like thunder, soothes me like rain
It's the sound of your voice callin' my name
Na na na
Na na na
Na na na
...

2916. Callin' Your Name

Callin' Your Name - Ricky Skaggs

Well, I'm callin' callin' callin' your name
I don't believe I'm gettin' through I think it's all in vain
Because you're fallin' fallin' fallin' out of love
It seems the best that I can do is never good enough.

Once I meant the world to you or was it just an act
If you loved me like you used to you couldn't turn your back
And leave me leave me taking the blame
Callin', callin', calin' your name.

Now I'm holdin', holdin', barely holdin' on
It's just about all I can do while sittin' here alone
To keep from callin' callin' callin' your name
Callin', callin', callin' your name.

Once I meant the world to you or was it just an act
If you loved me like you used to you couldn't turn your back
And leave me leave me taking the blame
Callin', callin', calin' your name.

Callin', callin', calin' your name.
Callin', callin', calin' your name...

2917. Callin' Your Name - Chords

Callin' Your Name
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Larry Cordle and Chris Austin

C
Well I'm callin' callin' callin' your name
                                                        G7
I don't believe I'm gettin' through I think it's all in vain             
C                              F
Cause you're fallin' fallin' fallin' out of love
                                   G7         C
It seems the best that I can do is never good enough



F                                               C
Once I meant the world to you or was it just an act
                                                        G7
If you loved me like you used to you couldn't turn your back   
 C                            F
And leave me leave me taking the blame
C               G7           C
Callin' callin' callin' your name
Now I'm holdin' holdin' barely holdin' on
                                                G7
It's just about all I can do while sittin' here alone             
C                            F
To keep from callin' callin' callin' your name
C               G7           C
Callin' callin' callin' your name

Repeat #2                            
F
Callin' callin' callin' your name
C               G7           C
Callin' callin' callin' your name

2918. Calling For You

Iris Dement - Calling for You

[Verse 1]
Well, I woke up this morning without you
Don't ask me how, but I got through
The floor of this room I've been pacing
Trying to drown out the sound my heart is making
It's calling for you

[Verse 2]
Oh, we said, "It looks like we won't make it"
"You hurt me, I hurt you, and we can't take it"
So we fixed it, we thought, just by leaving
But the heart, it's too wise for deceiving
It's calling for you
Oh, oh
Oh, oh

[Chorus]
You've had enough, I know I've had enough
And we don't know what else now to do
We could both walk away, but there's too much at stake
You love me and I know I love you

[Verse 3]
I walked over and I opened the curtain
It's pouring down rain and, man, I'm hurtin'
Well, the phone on the table is ringing
And I knew before I heard you speaking



You were calling for me
Oh, oh
Oh, oh

[Chorus]
You've had enough, I know I've had enough
And we don't know what else now to do
We could both walk away, but there's too much at stake
You love me and I know I love you

[Verse 1]
Oh, I woke up this morning without you
Don't ask me how but I got through
The floor of this room, I was pacing
Trying to drown out the sound my heart was making
It was calling for you

[Outro]
Calling for you
Calling for you
Oh, oh, oh

2919. Calling From Heaven

Ralph Stanley - Calling From Heaven

As you go along from day to day
No thoughts of God, no time to pray
Though He gave His life, that you and me
And this old sinful world be free
Oh, the voice I heard from heaven's throne
Was Jesus calling for His own, His chosen one
It sounds so sweet, the Lord was saying
"Are you lost in sin forever more?"
We've strayed so far, from the word of God
This sinful path, too long we've trod
Let's journey home and join the band
And live with Him in glory land
Oh, the voice I heard from heaven's throne
Was Jesus calling for His own, His chosen one
It sounds so sweet, the Lord was saying
"Are you lost in sin forever more?"
Some people say they don't believe
But if you ask, you shall receive
He leads you home to heaven's door
Where pain and sorrow is no more
Oh, the voice I heard from heaven's throne
Was Jesus calling for His own, His chosen one
It sounds so sweet, the Lord was saying
"Are you lost in sin forever more?"



2920. Calling From Heaven - Chords

Calling From Heaven
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Carter Stanley

G
As you go along from day to day
               D7             G
No thoughts of God no time to pray
Though He gave His life that you and me
             D7              G
And this old sinful world be free
Oh the voice I heard from heaven's throne 
          D7              G
Was Jesus calling for His own 
It sounds so sweet the Lord was saying 
                                    D7      G
To His children are you lost in sin forever more
We've strayed so far from the word of God
            D7                 G
The path of sin too long we've trod
Let's journey home and join the band
             D7           G
To live with Him in glory land
Repeat #2
Some people say they don't believe
           D7            G
But if you ask you shall receive
He'll lead you on to heaven's door
               D7           G
Where pain and sorrow is no more
Repeat #2 x2

2921. Calling Me Back Home

Cornmeal - Calling Me Back Home
Album: Live In Chicago Vol. 1

The violation notice is hanging on my door
I see the neighbors through the windows of my home
The whole world is watching there ain't no place for me to hide
All that's left for me now is God and you by my side

The desert wind is howling'
I can hear in my bones
I feel the hills a calling
Calling me back home
Calling me back home



I held the door for you
As I watched you walk alone
The summer sun was fading
Just like when we were young

I've heard it in your voice before
When I called you up
But you wouldn't even answer me
When you said I was drunk

The desert wind is howling'
I can hear in my bones
I feel the hills calling
Calling me back home
Calling me back home

Everyone was watching Delilah
As She gathered around the pole
Her tender heart was sinking fast
Wishing she was at home.

The temptress she sat in the corner
Wearing a dress of peacock green
anything that was said or done
Was much less than it seemed

The desert wind is howling'
I can hear in my bones
I feel the hills calling
Calling me back home
Calling me back home

2922. Calling Me Home

Kathy Mattea - Calling Me Home

An old friend lay on his dying bed
Held my hand to his bony breast
And he whispered low as I bent my head
Oh, they're calling me home
They're calling me home

My time has come to sail away
I know you'd love for me to stay
But I miss my friends of yesterday
Oh, they're calling me home
They're calling me home

I know you'll remember me when I'm gone
Remember my stories, remember my songs
I'll leave them on earth, sweet traces of gold
Oh, they're calling me home



They're calling me home

So friends gather 'round and bid me goodbye
My body's bound but my soul shall fly
My little light's shining from the sky
Oh, they're calling me home
They're calling me home

My time has come to sail away
I know you'd love for me to stay
But I miss my friends of yesterday
Oh, they're calling me home
They're calling me home

2923. Calling My Children Home

Calling My Children Home
Ralph Stanley - Calling My Children Home

Those lives were mine to love and cherish
To guard and guide along life's way
Oh God forbid that one should perish
That one alas should go astray
Back in the years with all together
Around the place we'd romp and play
So lonely now and oft' times wonder
Oh will they come back home some day
I'm lonesome for my precious children
They live so far away
Oh may they hear my calling... calling.and come back home some day
I gave my all for my dear children
Their problems still with love I share
I'd brave life's storm, defy the tempest
To bring them home from anywhere
I lived my life my love
I gave them, to guide them through this world of strife
I hope and pray we'll live together
In that great glad here after life
I'm lonesome for my precious children
They live so far away
Oh may they hear my calling... calling and come back home some day

2924. Calling My Children Home - Chords

Calling My Children Home 
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Doyle Lawson, Charles Waller, Robert Yates 

C



Those lives were mine to love and cherish 
                                G7
To guard and guide along life's way
          C
Oh God forbid that one should perish
         G7              C
That one alas should go astray

Back in the years with all together
                               G7
Around the place we'd romp and play 
          C
So lonely now I oft' times wonder
             G7                  C
Oh will they come back home some day 

                    F        C
I'm lonesome for my precious children 
                  G7
They live so far away
            C    F  C
Oh may they hear my calling  calling  
              G7        C
And come back home some day

I gave my all for my dear children
                                 G7
Their problems still with love I share 
                 C
I'd brave life's storm defy the tempest 
              G7            C
To bring them home from anywhere

I lived my life my love I gave them 
                                    G7
To guide them through this world of strife 
           C
I hope and pray we'll live together
              G7              C
In that great glad here after life

Repeat #3

2925. Calling My Name - Chords

Calling My Name 
Kathy Mattea
 
Intro: A9 D Gadd D Bm A (twice) then C
 
          Bm7                    D       Dsus 4
I heard a voice last night in my sleep
C                 G             Bm7



I dreamed it was you callin' to me
        A            Bm7      A              D    Dsus4
It echoed sweet and low like every song I've known
C          G
Callin' me home
 
Chorus :
D           G         Bm7          A
Swift as an arrow and true to it's mark
D              G      Bm7           A
Right from your lips straight to my heart
D                 G    Bm7             A
Moves me like thunder, soothes me like rain
D                      G     Bm7         A  D
It's the sound of your voice callin' my name
 
A9 D G Bm A C
              Bm7                D Dsus4
Above all the noise and over the crowd
C           G                  Bm7
Softly your voice calls me out loud
   A            Bm7         A               Bm
No one else can hear but to me it sounds so clear
C          G
Drawin' me near  
 
Repeat Chorus
Bridge:
D                 Bm
Deep in my heart, down in my soul
G                          A          Bm
Callin' me home like a whisper on the wind
      A           G
You find me once again  
    A
And I can hear you callin'
 
Repeat Chorus   End on D G Bm A and repeat:
Na na na Na na na  Na na na na na

2926. Calling You

Calling You
Ralph Stanley - Calling You

When you've strayed from the fold and there's trouble in your soul
Can't you hear the blessed Saviour calling you?
When your soul is lost in sin and you're at your journey's end
Can't you hear the blessed Saviour calling you?
Calling you, calling you
Can't you hear the blessed Saviour calling you?
He will take you by the hand, lead you to that promised land
Can't you hear the blessed Saviour calling you?



As you journey day by day and temptation comes your way
Can't you hear the blessed Saviour calling you?
If you'll follow in his light he will always guide you right
Can't you hear the blessed Saviour calling you?
Calling you, calling you
Can't you hear the blessed Saviour calling you?
He will take you by the hand, lead you to that promised land
Can't you hear the blessed Saviour calling you?
When your soul is burdened down and your friends cannot be found
Can't you hear the blessed Saviour calling you?
If you'll follow him each day he will brighten up your way
Can't you hear the blessed Saviour calling you?
Calling you, calling you
Can't you hear the blessed Saviour calling you?
He will take you by the hand, lead you to that promised land
Can't you hear the blessed Saviour calling you?

2927. Calling Your Name

Calling Your Name

Since you went away, dear, I 've been so alone
You've let me the children, but you've broken up their home
But you couldn't stop your cheating and running around
Now everybody's talking about how you let them down

My heart it is aching, you should be ashamed
The children are crying and calling your name

Oh, Mommy, oh, Daddy, I think that it's a shame
I know you both love me, but I don't know who's to blame
But you couldn't stop your cheating and running around
Now everyvody's talking about how you let them down

* Refrain

2928. Calloway County Flood

Calloway County Flood
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Ever since I drowned back in '38 that rivers been dry as a bone
Nothing left there but a nifty old creek bed buried in a feet of stone
The crazy old man standing down on the street in the middle of the old town square
Said 'That rivers gonna come back to haunt you and people you better beware'

[Chorus]
The water's getting deep and it keeps on rising



Oh Lord, what's going on?
Some folks are praying and others are crying
The whole town's almost gone
Almost gone

[Verse 2]
Thirty years ago they started up a building right where the river ran
They dug up the ground and they tore down the levy and that's where the town began
So when the sky opened up over Calloway County it caught everybody by surprise
The valley overflowed and the river started rolling and people had to run for their lives

[Chorus]
The water's getting deep and it keeps on rising
Oh Lord, what's going on?
Some folks are praying and others are crying
The whole town's almost gone
Almost gone

[Verse 3]
The crazy old man who warned us all, he was all already to go
Well as the rain came down you could hear him shout 'People, I told you so, I told you so'

[Interlude]

[Chorus]
The water's getting deep and it keeps on rising
Oh Lord, what's going on?
Some folks are praying and others are crying
The whole town's almost gone

The water's getting deep and it keeps on rising
Oh Lord, what's going on?
Some folks are praying and others are crying
The whole town's almost gone
It's almost gone, it's almost gone

2929. Calm Before The Storm

Calm Before the Storm
Kane's River

Back in 1860 when the buffalo still ran
Annie met a man who talked of
Living off the land
She can't believe that years ago
At wild-eyed 16
They hit the rutted wagon trail
West with just a dream

After months of travel
With the other pioneers
Miles from the Rockies they just stopped
And dropped their gear



Looking back the summer grass was
Green as green can get
They settled in a good year,
It'll be a dozen 'til the next

Now she knows there's
A love off in the distance
Like the storm clouds
Building to the West
But the rain won't come
When the day is done,
It's quiet like before
She can't take the tension
In the calm before the storm

Summer killed the crops
Beneath the brutal August sun
Cattle starved to nothing
Found the mercy of a gun
Love had warmed the cabin when
The nights were 10 below
Bitter words and hatred now
Are all that they can grow

Now she knows there's a love
Off in the distance
Like the storm clouds
Building to the West
But the rain won't come w
Wen the day is done,
It's quiet like before
She can't take the tension
In the calm before the storm

Desperate times and drought years
Can destroy the best of men
She can't help but wonder
If he'll ever love again
Her dreams have turned to nightmares
And they're all about the rain
Now she thinks of as just
A thousand acre pain

Now she knows there's a love
Off in the distance
Like the storm clouds
Building to the West
But the rain won't come
When the day is done,
It's quiet like before
She can't take the tension
In the calm before the storm

But the rain won't come
When the day is done,
It's quiet like before
She can't take the tension



In the calm before the storm

2930. Calm On The Water

Dolly Parton - Calm On The Water 
(Dolly Parton)

In a dream I was walkin' in a beautiful field
I was gathering flowers at the foot of a hill
When a bright light descended and it spread o'er the land
Jesus stood on the mountain and He held out His hand

Then He came down from the mountain, 
headed down to the sea
And the children strowed flowers in the path at His feet
And He was filled with compassion and the beasts from the wild
Came as gentle as lambs and they all walked at His side

There's a calm on the water, a hush in the crowd
There's peace in the valley, there's a stillness about
There's a light in the darkness, there's joy in His love
Ain't that a wonderful feelin', let us lift Him up

Then He suddenly vanished from the crowd down below
Reappeared on the mountain in a radiant glow
He said your questions are many but the answer is love
I'll draw all men unto me if I be lifted up

There's a calm on the water, a hush in the crowd
There's peace in the valley, there's a stillness about
There's a light in the darkness, there's joy in His love
There is life everlasting, let us lift Him up

He said if I
Be lifted up
He said if I be lifted up, what did he say
He said if I
Be lifted up
He said if I be lifted up

Let's lift Him higher and higher
And higher and higher each day
Let's lift Him up
He said if I
Be lifted up
Oh if I be lifted up

There's a calm on the water, a hush in the crowd
There's peace in the valley, there's a stillness about
There's a light in the darkness, and joy in His love
It's a wonderful feelin', lift Him up

He said if I



Be lifted up
He said if I be lifted up, that's what he said
He said if I
Be lifted up
If I be lifted up

2931. Calm The Storm

Calm The Storm

Come and calm ( Calm this raging storm )
The storm for me ( Calm the storm for me )
Roll the clouds ( roll those heavy storm clouds )
Out of the way ( All the clouds away )
Make me see ( See the light that's shining )
The blessed light ( See the blessed lighthouse )

When you calm ( When you calm )
The storm for me

All my life I've jeard the story
About a man from Galilee
How he calmed the reging river
And he walked the stormy sea
I can feel the winds a-blowing
Here upon my bended knees
So I'm callin' out to you, Lord
Come and calm the sea for me

* Refrain

Shining through the angry waves
( The angry waves )

Just as long ( Long as you're the captain )
As you're the captain ( captain of this vessel )
When my ship ( When my battered ship )
Is lost at sea ( Ship is lost at sea )
Then I know ( then I'll surely know )
I'll reeach the harbor ( Soon I'll reach the harbor )
When you calm ( When you calm )
The storm for me

2932. Calm The Storm - Chords

Calm The Storm           
Recorded by Doyle Lawson

C



Come and calm this raging storm

The storm for me (calm the storm for me)
         F
Roll the clouds (roll those heavy storm clouds)
           C
Out of the way (all the clouds away)

Make me see (see the light that's shining)
            Am
The blessed light (see the blessed lighthouse)
         C
When you calm (when you calm)
    G7        C
The storm for me

All my life I've heard the story
        F            C
About a man from Galilee

How He calmed the raging river
       D7                G7
And He walked the stormy sea (walked the stormy sea)
      C
I can feel the winds a-blowing
     F              C
Here upon my bended knees

So I'm callin' out to you Lord
G7                        C
Come and calm the sea for me

Come and calm this raging storm

The storm for me (calm the storm for me)
         F
Roll the clouds (roll those heavy storm clouds)
           C
Out of the way (all the clouds away)

Make me see (see the light that's shining)
            Am
The blessed light (see the blessed lighthouse)
        D7                G7
Shining through the angry waves (the angry waves)

        C
Just as long as You're the captain

As You're the captain of this vessel
        F
When my ship (when my battered ship)
           C
Is lost at sea (ship is lost at sea)
       F
Then I know (then I'll surely know)
               C



I'll reach the harbor (soon I'll reach the harbor)
                        
When You calm (when you calm)
    G7        C
The storm for me

2933. Calvary

Crooked Still 
Calvary

There's a hill lone and grey
In a land far away
In a country beyond the blue sea;
Where beneath that fair sky
Went a man forth to die
For the world and for you and for me

Oh, it bowed down my heart
And the teardrops will start
When in memory all the grey hill I see;
For 'twas there on its side
Jesus suffered and died
To redeem a poor sinner like me

Behold, faint on the road
'Neath the world's heavy load
Comes a thorn-crowned man on the way;
With a cross, he is bowed
But still on through the crowd
He's ascending that hill lone and grey

Hark, I hear the dull blow
Of the hammer swung low;
They are nailing my Lord to the tree
And the cross they up-raise
While the multitude gaze
On the blessed Lamb of dark Calvary

Oh, it bowed down my heart
And the teardrops will start
When in memory all the grey hill I see;
For 'twas there on its side
Jesus suffered and died
To redeem a poor sinner like me

How they mocked him in death
To his last laboring breath
While His friends sadly wept o'er the way
But though lonely and faint
Still no word of complaint
Fell from Him on that hillock of grey



Then a darkness come down
And the rocks went around
And a cry pierced the sad-laden air;
'Twas the voice of our King
Who received death's dark sting
All to save us from endless despair

Let the sun hide its face
Let the earth reel space
Over man who their Savior have slain;
But, behold, from the sod
Comes the blessed Lamb of God
Who was slain, but is risen again

Oh, it bowed down my heart
And the teardrops will start
When in memory all the grey hill I see;
For 'twas there on its side
Jesus suffered and died
To redeem a poor sinner like me

2934. Calvary Cross

Calvary Cross
Richard & Linda Thompson

I was under the Calvary Cross
The pale-faced lady she said to me
I've watched you with my one green eye
And I'll hurt you 'till you need me
You scuff your heels and you spit on your shoes
You do nothing with reason
One day you catch a train
Never leaves the station

Everything you do
Everything you do
You do for me

Now you can make believe on your tin whistle
And you can be my broom-boy
Scrub me 'till I shine in the dark
I'll be your light 'till doomsday
Oh it's a black cat cross your path
And why don't you follow
My claw's in you and my lights in you
This is your first day of sorrow

Everything you do
Everything you do
You do for me



2935. Calvary Still Touches Me

Calvary Still Touches Me

The First time that I heard the story
the story of Calvary 
How a king would come down from glory 
suffer and die on a tree 
My heart was touched by the mercy 
and love that he had for me 
And each time hear that story again 
Calvary Still Touches Me

CHORUS 
My heart is moved each time hear 
Somebody telling of what happened then 
To think of the love that he had for me 
Oh Calvary Still Touches Me

The first time that I went to Calvary 
It reached out and touched my soul 
And the blood of that sacrifice
oh it covered
and washed me whiter than snow 
And it's touch has given me healing and freedom 
yes I m free indeed
And each time plead that blood once again
oh Calvary Still Touches Me

My heart is cleansed each time I go 
To plunge neath the fountain of Calvary's flow 
Whether it healing or cleansing I need  
Oh Calvary Still Touches Me

2936. Calvin And The Ghosties - Chords

Calvin And The Ghosties 
Chris Thile

[Intro]
E
 
[Verse]
          F#
Since the day you were born
          D#m               Amaj7
I've been searching for the Octobers
     E
I remember



F# A#m Amaj7
 
    F#
The late afternoon
    D#m               Amaj7
Air crisp as a Julien apple
       E
With a handful
    F#
Of gravel to throw
       D#m                    Amaj7
At the bats swooping over the neighborhood
E                                    C#m
My jacket zipped up to the hood with love I never understood
         F#
'Til the day you were born
        D#m              Amaj7
Now I'm searching for an October
E
To show ya
 
[Instrumental]
F# D#m Amaj7 x3
E
 
     F#
Then son you spied
          D#m
With your momma's blue eyes
        Amaj7
From my shoulders
E
Your October
         F#             D#m                  Amaj7
Saying "ha ha daddy the ghosties are scary I like them and
E
My jacket may be lighter than
      C#m
Yours was when you were toddling
E                                            C#m
And the leaves may not be hanging in there long
A#m                   C#
But it's colder than September was
          Dm                A#maj7
You still make the cider momma loves
        Gm                 A#maj7                   Dm
And the blowup ghosts still haunt the neighbors' lawns"
 
[Instrumental]
Am A#maj7 Gm
Dm Am A#maj7 Gm
 
                    Dm  Am
We shall be saved
A#maj7             Gm                        Dm    Am
By the words coming out of the mouths of babes
         A#maj7             Gm



Not the glow of a cellular phone singing
            Dm
"Hey hey hey
Am                            A#maj7               Gm                           Dm
Ain't you wonderin' if you're gonna be laughing or coughing all the way to the bank?"
 
Am  A#maj7 Gm
                    Dm  Am
We shall be saved
A#maj7             Gm                        Dm    Am
By the words coming out of the mouths of babes
         A#maj7             Gm
Not the glow of a cellular phone singing
            Dm
"Hey hey hey
Am                            A#maj7               Gm                           Bm -
Ain't you wonderin' if you're gonna be laughing or coughing all the way to the bank?"
 
Bm                 D
Your jacket may be lighter than
      D#m            B
Mine was when I was toddling
         F#
But the leaves are really hanging in there
B
Pretty as a gift shop picture
      E
It's colder than September was
             C#m7
I can still make the cider momma loves
         E                                       C#m7
And the blowup ghosts still haunt the neighbors' lawns
  E
And they and you and all of this
  C#m7
Remind me son that ever since
F#
The day you were born
      D#m                  Amaj7
I've been searching for my Octobers
F#                                     D#m                                     Amaj7        F#
You've been searching for nothing and seeing whatever's in front of you and so now do your 
mother and I
            D#m
And in the blink of an eye
       A
Your Octobers
E
Will be the ones we're
F#
Remembering



2937. Came Up Smilin'

Railroad Earth - Came Up Smilin' 

Little Johnny started out runnin', down down to the water's edge
He took a dive in the wild river, he took a dive from a rocky ledge
Way down in the dark water, a long time gone, Mama said "Oh no!"
Just then his little head popped up - WHATDOYA KNOW!?

Ohh, oh-o-oh-o-oh, He came up smilin'
Ohh, oh-o-oh-o-oh, He came up smilin'

Little Johnny bought a ticket, into the haunted house did go
Way down in a dark dungeon, way down in a witch's throat
Mama worryin'. Daddy worryin', "Where did my boy go?"
Just then his little head popped up - What do ya know?

Ohh, oh-o-oh-o-oh, He came up smilin'
Ohh, oh-o-oh-o-oh, He came up smilin'

Little Johnny started out runnin', down down to the water's edge
He took a dive in the wild river, he took a dive from a rocky ledge
Way down in the dark water, a long time gone, Mama said "Oh no!"
Just then his little head popped up - WHATDOYA KNOW!?

Ohh, oh-o-oh-o-oh, He came up smilin'
Ohh, oh-o-oh-o-oh, He came up smilin'
Ohh, oh-o-oh-o-oh, He came up smilin'
Ohh, oh-o-oh-o-oh, He came up smilin'

2938. Camellia

Camellia - Steep Canyon Rangers

Going down to the river bank
Half past drunk on wine
Camellia and the cat tails swayin 
All around me
Her lips drip sweet like honeydew
Her voice sings like a silver chime
Love feeling washing all over me
Baby I'm drowning
But to have our hearts together
There ain't nothing that I wouldn t do
I d even rope down the morning sun
If you asked me to

CHORUS

Sweet Camellia I'd like to steal you
Away from all the troubles in your life
Through the vines I see you climbing
Camellia what's it gonna take to make you mine



It's a long ride down from Pontiac
Through the mud sleet and the grime
Make that push across the Ottawa River
On down the border line
Gonna feel just like the delta
When you put your little hand in mine
Sit back in that bucket seat baby
And settle in for the ride
We can chase down forgiveness
We can sail across the sea
We can go where they're never gonna find us
Sweet camellia you and me

CHORUS

Give the jury a guilty plea
Ain t no deal that I wouldn t make
just to fill this fantasy

CHORUS

2939. Cameo - Chords

New Country Rehab - Cameo 
 
                D                       Em
Somewhere in the night she's running for the border
                G                               D
With an agate cameo that's hidden deep inside her past.
 
Imagining the days when another made her own run
Through the mountains to the border with an army at her back.
 
Hook:
                        Em
And these lives form a line (whoa oh oh oh)
                        Em
'Cause ties are strong with the time (whoa oh oh oh)
                        G
And buried deep in her mind 
 
                D                       Em
She met him in a camp right beside the border
                        G                       D
But so many years have passed; now there's just a cameo.
 
Granddaughter's growing up on this side of the border
In a prison nearly broken this is her romeo.
 
Hook:
And the days drift on by (whoa oh oh oh)
A lazy sun through the sky (whoa oh oh oh)
Reconnect by and by 



 
 
Chorus:
                        D                       Em
And these moments define what you hold in your mind
                D                       Em
Your perception of time, your perception of time
D                       Em
Moves painfully slowly when you're not quite whole
                        A (sounds better with barre on 5th)
And you've nowhere to go, ghosts and cameos
 
Instrumental
 
                D                       Em
Somewhere in the dawn she's lying at the border
        G                               D
He never made it to the phone so they had to let her go
 
Free from tyranny, their lives just across the border
Gently holds her cameo, now the two of them are whole
 
Hook:
And these lives form a line (whoa oh oh oh)
'Cause ties are strong with the time (whoa oh oh oh)
You've got to make up your mind (whoa oh oh oh)
Find a reason why 
 
Chorus
All these moments define what you hold in your mind
Your perception of time, your perception of time
Moves painfully slowly when you're not quite whole
And you've nowhere to go 
You've nowhere to go 
When you've nowhere to go
Ghosts and cameos

2940. Camera Roll - Chords

Camera Roll 
Kacey Musgraves
CAPO: 1st FRET
 
INTRO:
NONE
 
VERSE:
      G                       Bm
Don't go through your camera roll
                   Bm
So much you don't know
                C
That you've forgotten



 
        G
What a trip
                 Bm
The way you can flip
                 G            Bm
Through all the good parts of it
                  C   Am
I shouldn't have done it
 
 
CHORUS:
       C
Chronological order
     G           D
And nothing but torture
        C
Scroll too far back
 G              Am
That's what you get
 
  Cmaj7
I don't wanna see 'em
    G          D
But I can't delete 'em
     C           G          D
It just doesn't feel right yet
    Am  Em  D   Am  Em  D
Not yet
 
 
VERSE:
         G                      Gmaj7
All the best, that's all that's left
          Bm
Cruel evidence
               C
It does me no favors
 
          G
I should know
        G
It's a place not to go
Gmaj7      Bm
When I'm alone
                    C
I'll just feel bad later
 
 
CHORUS:
       C
Chronological order
     G           D
And nothing but torture
      Cmaj7
Scroll too far back
 G              Am



That's what you get
 
   C
I don't wanna see 'em
    G          D
But I can't delete 'em
     C           G          D
It just doesn't feel right yet
    Am  Em  D   Am  Em  D
Not yet
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
Am    Bm            C       D
       Hmm mmm mmm mmm mmm
 
 
BREAK:
 Am                             G
Look at me, I'm living all alo-one
     C                            D
And now you're only living in my phone
 
 
OUTRO:
         G
Anyway, thanks
                            Bm
For all the nights and the days
                         Bm
And everything that you gave
             C   Am
I'll never erase it
 
         G                       G
There's one where we look so in love
                       Bm
Before we lost all the sun
                C      G
And I made you take it

2941. Caminando

Caminando
Rising Appalachia

[Coro]
Caminando, caminando
Vamos caminando hacia el sol
Caminando, caminando
Vamos caminando hacia la libertad

[Verso 1]
A mi me gusta cantar



A mi me gusta caminar
A mi me gusta cantar
Que el camino lo vas haciendo
Lo vas haciendo al caminar

[Coro]
Caminando, caminando
Vamos caminando hacia el sol
Caminando, caminando
Vamos caminando hacia la unidad

[Verso 2]
Mano a mano caminando
Hombro a hombro trabajando
Y las tierras compartiendo
Libertades cosechando

[Coro]
Caminando, caminando
Vamos caminando hacia el sol
Caminando, caminando
Vamos caminando hacia la verdad

[Verso 3]
Ya no mas desnutriciÃ³n
Queremos liberaciÃ³n
No al egoismo, no a la guerra
Pa' vivir la vida plena

[Coro]
Caminando, caminando
Vamos caminando hacia el sol
Caminando, caminando
Vamos caminando hacia la paz

[Verso 4]
No hay camino y a hecho
Pero hay brecha preparada
Nuestros mártires la abrieron
Caminando la jornada

[Coro]
Caminando, caminando
Vamos caminando hacia el sol
Caminando, caminando
Vamos caminando hacia la libertad

2942. Caminhoneiro

John Hartford - Caminhoneiro (Gentle On My Mind)

Todo dia quando eu pego a estrada
Quase sempre é madrugada



E o meu amor aumenta mais
Porque eu penso nela no caminho
Imagino o seu carinho
E todo o bem que ela me faz
A saudade entÃ£o aperta o peito
Ligo o rádio e dou um jeito
De espantar a solidÃ£o
Se é dia eu ando mais veloz
E Ã  noite todos os farÃ³is
Iluminando a escuridÃ£o
Eu sei
To correndo ao encontro dela
CoraÃ§Ã£o tá disparado
Mas eu ando com cuidado
NÃ£o me arrisco na banguela
Eu sei
Todo dia nessa estrada
No volante eu penso nela
Já pintei no pára - choque
Um coraÃ§Ã£o e o nome dela
Já rodei o meu pais inteiro
Como bom caminhoneiro
Peguei a chuva e cerraÃ§Ã£o
Quando chove, o limpador desliza
Vai e vem no pára - brisa
Bate igual meu coraÃ§Ã£o
Doido pelo doce beijo
Olho cheio de desejo
Seu retrato no painel
E no acostamento dos seus braÃ§os
Que eu desligo o meu cansaÃ§o
E me abasteÃ§o desse mel
Olho o horizonte, vou em frente
To com Deus e to contente
Meu caminho eu sigo em paz

2943. Camouflage

Brad Paisley - Camouflage 

Kevin wasn't really all that popular in school
But I remember well the day I thought now that guy's pretty cool
He pulled into the parking lot and everybody cheered
Because he had gone and painted his entire Chevy Cavalier camouflage
Camouflage it disappears when it pulls out of his garage
Camouflage-camouflage
I asked Jenny to the prom and her mom knew how to sew
So she made a matching tux and gown from Duck Blind Mossy Oak
We took pictures in the backyard before we went to the dance
And the only thing that you can see is our faces and our hands
Camouflage,
Camouflage you should've seen the way it popped with her corsage
Camouflage, camouflage, ain't nothing that doesn't go with camouflage



You can blend in in the country
You can stand out in the fashion world
Be invisible to a white tail, irresistible to a redneck girl
Camouflage, camouflage
Oh you're my favorite color camouflage
You can blend in in the country
You can stand out in the fashion world
Be invisible to a white tail, irresistible to a redneck girl
Well the stars and bars offend some folks and I guess I see why
Nowadays there's still a way to show your southern pride
The only thing as patriotic is the old red white and blue
Is green and gray and black and brown and tan all over too
Camouflage, camouflage
Designed by Mother Nature and by God
It's camouflage, camouflage
Oh you're my favorite color camouflage

2944. Campin' In Canaan Land

Ralph Stanley - Campin' in Canaan Land

I have left the land of bondage with its earthly treasures
I've journeyed to the place where there is love on every hand
I've exchanged the land of heartaches for the land of pleasure
I'm camping, I'm camping, in Canaan's happy land
Every day I'm camping (camping) in the land of Canaan (Canaan)
And in rapture I survey its wondrous beauty grand (Oh, Glory)
Glory, hallelujah (I have) found the land of promise
(And I'm) camping, I'm camping, in Canaan's happy land
Out of Egypt I have traveled through the darkness dreary
Far over hills and valleys and across the desert sands
Thoughts of land that's safe and homeward I shall not go weary
I'm camping, I'm camping, in Canaan's happy land
Yes I've reached the land of promise with the saints of glory
My journey ended in a place so lovely and so grand
I've been led by Jesus to this blessed land of story
I'm camping, I'm camping, in Canaan's happy land

2945. Camping In Canaan's Land

Camping In Canaan's Land
Stanley Brothers

I have left the land of bondage with its earthly treasures
I've journeyed to a place where there is love on every hand
I've exchanged a land of heartaches for a land of pleasures
I'm camping, I'm camping in Canaan's happy land

   Every day I'm camping, camping, in the land of Canaan's land



   And with rapture I survey its wondrous beauties grand, on glory
   Glory, hallelujah, I have found the land of promise, and
   I'm camping, I'm camping in Canaan's happy land

Out of Egypt I have travelled, thru the darkness dreary
Far over hills and valley's and across the desert sands
But I've landed safe at home where I shall not graw weary
I'm camping, I'm camping in Canaan's happy land

* Refrain

Yes, I've reached the land of promise with its scenes of glory
My journey ended in a place so lovely and so grand
I've been led by Jesus to this blessed land of story
I'm camping, I'm camping in Canaan's happy land

* Refrain

2946. Camptown Races

The Country Gentlemen - Camptown Races

Well, I came down there with my hat caved in
Oh I'll go back home with my pocket full of tin oh doo-dah day
Goin' to run all night, goin' to run all day
I'll bet my money on the bobtail nag, somebody bet on the bay.

Well, the Camptown ladies sing this song doodah doodah
Ah the Camptown race track's five miles long oh doo-dah day
Goin' to run all night, goin' to run all day
I'll bet my money on the bobtail nag, somebody bet on the bay.

2947. Can Angels Fly Over The Rockies - Chords

Can Angels Fly Over The Rockies
Recorded by Burl Ives
Written by Lyle Moraine
 
G                         G7
While they camped for the night 
     C
On a trail through the maze
        G           A7               D7
We were sad cause a child had passed away
        C
We were lost in our thoughts 
       G            E7
In the light of the fire
       A7                         D7



When I heard a small voice softly say
    G
Can angels fly over the Rockies
                           D7
How high can a young angel go
My child lost her playmate
          G          E7
And while I held her hand
A7                        D7
That's what she wanted to know
G
I'm sure when an angel feels lonely
                                 C
For a home that she once used to know
                                 G           E7
No mountain's too high she'll be safe in the sky
        A7           D7          G
For our Father would not let her go
 
   C                            G           E7
No mountain's too high cause it touches the sky
        A7              D7           G   E7
And its heights are all covered with snow
         C                        G           E7
If she's willing to try she'll be safe in the sky
        A7           D7          G
For our Father would not let her go

2948. Can I Count on You - Chords

Can I Count on You
recorded by McBride & the Ridewritten by 
Bill Carter, Ruth Ellsworth, Terry McBride
 
C                  F            C
YOU WERE THERE THE FIRST TIME I STUMBLED            
G7                C
WILL YOU BE THERE EACH TIME I FALL              
F         C
WILL YOU CARE FOR ME FOREVER       
 G7                             C
DARLING PROMISE YOU'LL LOVE ME MOST OF ALL                  
F          C
YOU CAN COUNT ON ME I'LL BE TRUE       
G7                  C
DO YOU FEEL THE SAME WAY I DO               
F                    C
WHEN TIMES GET HARD WILL YOU SEE ME THROUGH              
 G7                  C
WHAT I NEED TO KNOW CAN I COUNT ON YOU                    
 F                 C
WHEN THE YEARS HAVE TURNED MY HEAD TO SILVER         
G7                      C



WILL YOU STILL WEAR THAT BAND OF GOLD                  
 F             C
SAY YOU'LL BE HERE ALWAYS BESIDE ME      
G7                      C
WILL I STILL HAVE YOUR HAND TO HOLD                  
F          C
YOU CAN COUNT ON ME I'LL BE TRUE       
G7                  C
DO YOU FEEL THE SAME WAY I DO              
 F                    C
WHEN TIMES GET HARD WILL YOU SEE ME THROUGH
               G7                  C
WHAT I NEED TO KNOW CAN I COUNT ON YOU

2949. Can I Draw The Line - Chords

Can I Draw The Line
Recorded by Carl and Pearl Butler
Written by Carl Butler and Mildred Burk
[3/4 time]

C                                          F
We meet here in secret on the dark side of town
                    G7                    C
There's others home waiting while we slip around
                                              F
The wrong that we're doing seems right to the wine
             C            G7             C
When we part tonight dear can I draw the line
               F                C
Can I draw the line will I ever win
                                    G7
As temptations come back to fool me again
              C                               F
I'm trying to treat you like an old friend of mine
                   C       G7             C
But with heaven so near me can I draw the line
                                             F
We're drawn like the moth that seeks out the flame
                 G7                       C
Our lips craving kisses that bring others shame
                                      F
There must be an ending a place and a time
               C         G7             C
With your arms around me can I draw the line
Repeat #2

2950. Can I Have This Dance



Jim Lauderdale
Can I Have This Dance?

Moonrise on the Lone Star State of Texas
My darling Hannah Lee, my horse and me
Riding hell for leather if it wrecks us
Across this midnight prairie to the sea

Well long term draft is getting dangerous
No water left to walk on they explain
My throat so dry, it makes me want to cry
And shed a tear or two in lieu of rain

Baby, can I have this dance
Can I have this dance
Baby, would you care to dance with me
Put one little foot behind the other
Say you'll be my lover, Hannah Lee

Cross the Rio Grande down in Brownsville
Leave no trail behind that could be found
Haul up and let a [morris lick come walk will]
Summertime we'll head for higher ground

There's some things that I won't do for money
Though they may be few and far between
Like shoot you in the back 'cause we disagree
Or pay my wages to a Reno slot machine

Baby, can I have this dance
Can I have this dance
Baby, would you care to dance with me
Put one little foot behind the other
Say you'll be my lover, Hannah Lee
Say you'll be my lover, Hannah Lee

2951. Can I Have What's Left - Chords

Can I Have What's Left
Recorded by Billy Parker
Written by Jimmie Helms

C                                G7
Can I have what's left when he's through with you
                                C
I love you so much I don't care what he's used
                            C7        F
When you grow old to him to me you'll be brand new
G7                               C
Can I have what's left when he's through with you
                               G7
Can I have what's left when he puts you down
                           C
And the people are talking all over town



                         C7        F
They'll never understand how I can still love you
G7                               C                C7
Can I have what's left when he's through with you
     F                                 C
Just anything that's left at all would be beyond my wildest dreams
     D7                                 F                    G7
Just anything he's overlooked when he's through with all his schemes
C                              F                 D7
When you see that using you is all he intends to do
G7                               C
Can I have what's left when he's through with you
C7  F   C   D7  F   G7
C                              F                 D7
When you see that using you is all he intends to do
G7
Can I have what's left just anything at all 
                                              C
Can I have what's left when he's through with you

2952. Can I Sit Next To You Girl

Can I Sit Next to You Girl 
Dave Evans

I met this girl for the first time on Saturday night
Standing in the queue at the Odeon alright
Oh I took her by surprise
When I gave her one of my lines
She started smiling at me real fine (ha ha)
That's when I said
Can I sit next to you, girl
Can I sit next to you, girl
Can I sit next to you, girl
Can I sit next to you, girl
Can I sit next to you?
At intermission we were doing alright
Until this guy came up and stood by her side
Oh I took him by surprise

When I gave him one of my lines
She started smiling at me real fine
And that's when I said
Can I sit next to you, girl
Can I sit next to you
Yeah, c'mon now!
So let me!
Can I sit next to you, girl
Can I sit next to you
Can I sit next to you, girl
Can I sit next to you, Lick your ear
Can I sit next to you, girl
C'mon!



Can I sit next to you, girl
Can I?

2953. Can I Still Believe in You

Rodney Crowell - Can I Still Believe in You

You showed up on my doorstep late last night
Said he didn't want to fight no more
But going back is near impossible I cried
You should had thought of this before
He said that he was sorry, changed his mind
Would I considered his amends
It's far too late your love has struck me blind
And now I can't go back to him
Now the love I believed in is all but slipped away
But a dream that has no chance will not come true
Even though like children we're caught in our own lies
Darling, can I still believe in you
Memories are easy when they're new
They turn the sorrow to romance
Easier to live with than the truth
And harder than our desperate second chance

2954. Can I Take My Hounds To Heaven

Can I Take My Hounds To Heaven? - Tyler Childers

You tell me there are streets of gold
And angels in the air
And while all that's fine and dandy
And I'm sure it's nice up there

There's just one thing that I need to know
Before I settle down
Can I take my hounds to Heaven?
Can I hunt on God's ground?

Now you say if I quit drinking
And try to toe the line
I can make it up to Glory
At the end of my life

And while whiskeys hard to throw away
It's somethin' I'd try to do
If I could spend forever
Runnin' hounds and treein' coons

But if I can't take my hounds to Heaven



If I can't hunt on God's land
I'd rather load my dog box up
And go to Hell with all my friends

I will wake up in the mornin'
And I will follow you to town
If I can take my hounds to Heaven
If I can hunt on God's ground

Now you say if I quit smokin'
And my rough and rowdy ways
We can hold hands forever
On streets of gold someday

But the only way I could stand it now
And I hate to say it's true
Is when you give me a hard time
I can do what I want to do

But if I can't take my hounds to Heaven
If I can't hunt on God's land
I'd rather load my dog box up
And go to Hell with all my friends

I will wake up in the mornin'
And I will follow you to town
If I can take my hounds to Heaven
If I can hunt on God's ground

If I can take my hounds to Heaven
If I can hunt on God's ground

2955. Can I Take My Hounds To Heaven - Chords

Can I Take My Hounds To Heaven?
Tyler Childers - Can I Take My Hounds To Heaven?

[Intro]
G7
 
 
[Verse 1]
G7                                                               C
Now you tell me that there are streets of gold and angels in the air
    D                                                   G7
Now all that's fine and dandy and I'm sure it's nice up there
                                                             C
There's just one thing that I need to know 'fore I settle down
      D
Can I take my hounds to heaven
              G7
Can I hunt on God's ground
 



 
[Verse 2]
G7                                                C
Now you say if I quit drinking and try to toe the line
      D                                    G7
I can make it up to glory at the end of my life
                                                           C
And while whiskey's hard to throw away something I try to do
D7                                             G7
If I could spend forever running round treeing coon's
 
 
[Chorus]
               C7
But if I can't take my hounds to heaven
           G7
If I can't hunt on God's land
                                                              D7
Then I'd rather load my dog box up and go to hell with all my friends
         G7                                       C7
Now I'll wake up in the morning and follow you to town
         D7
If I can take my hounds to heaven
                 G7
If I can hunt on God's ground
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
G7    C7  D7    G7
 
 
[Keyboard Solo]
G7    C7  D7    G7
 
 
[Verse 3]
G7                                                   C7
Now you say if I quit smoking and my rough and rowdy ways
       D7                                            G7
We can hold the hands forever on streets of gold someday
                                                           C7
But the only way I can stand it now and I hate to say it's true
D7
When you gimme a hard time
                      G7
I can do what I wanna do
 
 
[Chorus]
           C7
If I can't take my hounds to heaven
           G7
If I can't hunt on God's land
                                                              D7
Then I'd rather load my dog box up and go to hell with all my friends
         G7                                       C7
Now I'll wake up in the morning and follow you to town



         D7
If I can take my hounds to heaven
                   G7
If I can hunt on God's ground
         D7
If I can take my hounds to heaven
                  G7
If I can hunt on God's ground
 
 
[Outro]
G7

2956. Can I Trust You With My Heart - Chords

Can I Trust You With My Heart
Recorded by Travis Tritt
Written by Stewart Harris and Travis Tritt

C
When you meet that certain someone 
            F
You've been searchin' hard to find
           C
It's a new love full of passion 
         Dm                 G7
That can sometimes make you blind
        C
I don't mind being swept away 
     F
If I know right from the start
   C
So before we go much further girl 
G7                      C    F G7
Can I trust you with my heart
       C
In the time we've spent together 
       F
I have learned to trust in you
   C
So many things you've given 
         Dm             G7
Before I even asked you to
      C
But reality and romance 
    F
Are sometimes far apart
          C
So what I really need to know is 
G7                      C
Can I trust you with my heart
      F
Can I cast my cares upon you 



        C
Can you stand the heavy load
      Am
Can I count on you to walk me 
          Dm               G7
Down that long and winding road
       F
If you promise me these simple 
       C
Things I can guarantee
        F               G7
You can always count on me
 
      F
Can I cast my cares upon you 
        C
Can you stand the heavy load
      Am
Can I count on you to walk me 
          Dm               G7
Down that long and winding road
                C
When two hearts solely surrender 
        F
And are sworn to understand
   C
It completes a perfect union 
          Dm          G7
Between a woman and a man
          C
So please don't misunderstand me 
        F
I don't want to go too far
        C
Without knowing just one answer 
G7                      C    F
Can I trust you with my heart
       C
Please girl give me just one answer 
G7                      C
Can I trust you with my heart

2957. Can The Circle Be Unbroken (Bye and Bye)

The Carter Family - Can The Circle Be Unbroken (Bye and Bye)

I was standing by the window
On one cold and cloudy day
And I saw the hearse come rolling
For to carry my mother away
Can the circle be unbroken
By and by Lord, by and by
There's a better home awaiting



In the sky, Lord, in the sky
Lord, I told the undertaker
Undertaker please drive slow
For this body you are hauling
Lord, I hate to see her go
Can the circle be unbroken
Bye and bye Lord, bye and bye
There's a better home awaiting
In the sky, Lord, in the sky
Oh, I followed close behind her
Tried to hold up and be brave
But I could not hide my sorrow
When they laid her in the grave
Can the circle be unbroken
Bye and bye Lord, bye and bye
There's a better home awaiting
In the sky, Lord, in the sky
I went back home, Lord, my home was lonesome
Since my mother, she was gone
All my brothers and sisters crying
What a home so sad and alone
Can the circle be unbroken
Bye and bye Lord, bye and bye
There's a better home awaiting
In the sky, Lord, in the sky
We sang songs of childhood
Hymns of faith that made us strong
Ones that mother Maybelle taught us
Hear the angels sing along

2958. Can You Build Your House (On Another Man's Grave) - Chords

Can You Build Your House (On Another Man's Grave)
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Joyce Allsup

G                              C
I know you can take her if you want her    
G                              D7
For she's always been temptation's slave         
G                        C
But will you be happy when you've won her         
G                   D7            G
When you build your house on another man's grave   
C                           G
So if you have a good side I'm appealing
                                            D7
In your hands you've got my life to take or save     
G                           C
Your victory maybe sweet for the moment        
G                   D7            G
Can you build your house on another man's grave
                                 C



There's been so many others just like you    
G                                D7
Who didn't want a girl just what she gave   
G                                C
So before you take her be sure your conscience             
G                   D7            G
Will let you build your house on another man's grave

repeat #2

2959. Can You Forgive

Can You Forgive

Dear girl, I know I broke your heart
The thought of it I can't outlive
Come back to me don't let us part
Dear girl, Can you gorgive

Forgive, forgive is number one
Forgive it is number two
I can forgive, I know I can
You can forgive, can't you ?

I've loved you long, and always will
I'm yours my whole life through
I will forgive, I will forget
You will forgive, won't you ?

* Refrain

My heart, dear girl, is sinking fast
I have not long to live
Let us both forget the past
And say we will forgive

* Refrain

2960. Can You Hear Me Now

Emmylou Harris - Can You Hear Me Now

O the walls are closin' in I can feel it in my bones
Like water risin' up to my chin
Another long night to be alone
I could go out on the town
Talk too much and laugh too loud
If I'm already on my way down
I might as well just work the crowd



Can you hear me now
O the stories I could tell 
Sometimes I really hit my stride 
We make our own Heaven and our own Hell
Tryin' to get across to the other side 
But everyday ends up the same 
One step up, two steps back 
Like some old silent movie frame 
Zoom in close, then fade to black

Can you hear me now
How did the load get to be
so heavy I used to wear my trouble like a crown 
A bad flood's poundin' on the levee
And I'm gonna need some help 
To hold my ground

But I'm sinkin' like a stone
To where in solitude this life I'll spend
In the coldest place I've ever known 
I'm here just waitin' until the end I send up my S.O.S. 
A message in a bottle set out to sea It just reads

2961. Can You Hear Me Now

Can You Hear Me Now ( Retro 1938 ) - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

You never listened when I talked
your heart was far away
Your mind was on somebody else
not what I had to say

Can you hear me now sweetheart
now all is said and done
he broke your heart just like I knew
and now he's up and gone
He's left you there to cry alone
He's broken every vow
you never heard my words before
but can you hear me now

you never listened when i said
your more than life itself
was it his love that called to you
or all his worldly wealth

when it came time to leave this earth
you kissed my fevered brow
turned me into a memory
love, can you hear me now

can you hear me now sweetheart



now all is said and done
he broke your heart just like i knew
and now he's up and gone
He's left you there to cry alone
He's broken every vow
you never heard my words before
but can you hear me now

2962. Can You Match That Kind Of Love - Chords

Can You Match That Kind Of Love
Recorded by Johnny Duncan and June Stearns
Written by Don Devaney

C                  F        C
My love for you is like old wine
              G7          C
Rare and gets better with time
                     F         C
And like good wine I can't get enough
              G7           C
Can you match that kind of love
              G7           C
Can you match that kind of love

                   F      C
My love for you is like a fire
        G7       C
Fans by winds of desire
                        F          C
It's out of control and burning me up
              G7           C
Can you match that kind of love
              G7           C
Can you match that kind of love

  F                          C
I just love everything about you
   Fm                       C
If you walk out I think I'd die
  F                        C
I don't think I could live without you
D7                          G7
I hate to think I'd have to try

C             G7           C
Can you match that kind of love
              G7           C
Can you match that kind of love

                     F      C
My love for you is a summer storm
        G7         C



Wild  exciting and warm
                   F          C
My love is endless like stars above
              G7           C
Can you match that kind of love
              G7           C
Can you match that kind of love
              G7           C
Can you match that kind of love
              G7           C
Can you match that kind of love

2963. Can You Run

The Steeldrivers - Can You Run

There's smoke down by the river
Hear the cannon and the drum
I've got one thing to ask you honey
Can you run?

You know I hate to ask so late
But the moment's finally come
And there won't be time to change your mind
Can you run?

(chorus)
Can you run, to the freedom line of the Lincoln soldiers?
Where the contraband can be a man
With a musket on his shoulder
I've got to stand up tall before I'm done
Wrap these hands of mine around a gun
And chase the taste of bondage from my tongue
Can you run?
Can you run?

I'm takin nothin with me
We've just got time to beat the sun
And the boys in gray are never far away
Can you run?

(repeat chorus)

There's smoke down by the river
Hear the cannon and the drum
And even if I die, I've got to try
Can you run?

(repeat chorus)

Can you run?
Can you run?



2964. Can't Be Happy For Long - Chords

Can't Be Happy For Long 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
C G D D C
C G D D G
 
[Verse]
G                            G
Made a promise to yourself.  Made a promise to her.
Am                         Am
That everything that chased you has been chased off for sure
C                        C
Built that pretty home.  Built it stone by stone.
G                                D         C
You and I both know you can't be happy for long
C        G         D   D  C
So where you gonna run to now
C        G         D   D  C
So where you gonna run to now
C              G                 D         C
You and I both know you can't be happy for long
C        G         D   D  G
So where you gonna run to now
 
G                            G
Make a new plan for yourself and an old plan for the new girl.
Am                       Am
What we both been running from won't find us for sure.
C                        C
Broke that pretty home.  Guilty stone by stone.
G                                D         C
You and I both know you can't be happy for long
C        G         D   D  C
So where you gonna run to now
C        G         D   D  C
So where you gonna run to now
C              G                 D         C
You and I both know you can't be happy for long
C        G         D   D  G
So where you gonna run to now
 
D                         D
Say that you're forsaken, say your well is dry
C                        C
And everything inside you has walked off to die
D                         D
Say your heart is broken and your love is gone
C                                           C
You and I both know you can't be happy for long
C        G         D   D  C



So where you gonna run to now
C        G         D   D  C
So where you gonna run to now
C        G         D   D  C
So where you gonna run to now
C        G         D   D  C
So where you gonna run to now
 
[Outro]
C              G                 D         C
You and I both know you can't be happy for long
C        G         D      G
So where you gonna run to now

2965. Can't Be Replaced

Dierks Bentley - Can't Be Replaced

[Verse 1]
Levi jacket broken in just right
I left it on the bleachers that Friday night
Felt so cool in the stone-washed fade
There's just some things that can't be replaced
That runaround freedom summer '89
Spinnin' that bottle on a lot of first times
It was all summed up on a Memorex mixtape
There's just some things that can't be replaced

[Chorus]
Woah, it don't matter how hard you try
Woah, all the money in the world won't ever buy
What you miss, what you want back
It'd be nice, but life don't work like that
You can get damn close, but it won't ever be the same
There's just some things that can't be replaced
There's just some things that can't be replaced

[Verse 2]
Cinnamon hair and a heart of gold
Chevy Cavalier on an old backroad
A Boone's Farm kiss that I still taste
There's just some things that can't be replaced
[Chorus]
Woah, no matter how hard you try
Woah, all the money in the world won't ever buy
What you miss, what you want back
It'd be nice, but life don't work like that
You can get damn close, but it won't ever be the same
There's just some things that can't be replaced
There's just some things that can't be replaced
Woah

[Bridge]



For fifteen years right by my side
From a single man to three kids and a wife
Friends come and go, but when it comes to Jake
There's just some things that can't be replaced

[Chorus]
Woah, no matter how hard you try
Woah, all the money in the world won't ever buy
What you miss, what you want back
It'd be nice, but life don't work like that
You can get damn close, but it won't ever be the same
There's just some things that can't be replaced
There's just some things that can't be replaced

[Outro]
Woah (woah)

2966. Can't Break The Habit - Chords

Can't Break The Habit
recorded by Merle Haggard
written by Merle Haggard and Leona Williams
 
G                     C            G
I can kick any habit  that is if I want to
                  D7           G
Or I can lay off  whatever I'm on
                       C                G
But of all the things  that I've been a slave to
                          D7            G
Hey you're the one thing  I can't leave alone
 
                  C                  G
I can't break the habit  love is too strong
                 D7                            G
I can't take the cure now  I've been hooked to long
             C                          G
I crave your loving  wouldn't quit if I could
                D7                        G
Can't break the habit  cause I have it to good
 
                           C                G
I can stay off the bottle  go straight if I want to
                    D7                     G
Or I can stay high  till the curtain comes down
                           C                G
I used to get around love  and move on if I had to
                          D7          G
But you're the one thing  I can't get around
 
Repeat #2



2967. Can't Catch Me

Can't Catch Me
Hackensaw Boys - Can't Catch Me

Gather round children, it's time where we count from 1, 2, 3 ...
One more rainy morning, hurt my head to see
Blues can catch a rabbit but he can't catch me
No, he can't catch me
Hide yourself in a hole in the ground, climb the highest tree
Me, I'm gonna keep moving boy and he can't catch me
No, he can't catch me
He can't catch me
Blues is on my trail, flag you fly
Well damn well be yourself
Well I'm gonna move a little bit faster now
I'm gonna move a little bit faster now
Get along when I met you
Told you I could see
Clouds are coming slower man
Can't catch me, can't catch me
So in this world, you travel
There's daylight on your feet
Blues is a tracker
But he can't catch me, he can't catch me
He can't catch me
That blues is on my trail, flag you fly
Well damn well be yourself
We're all gonna move a little faster now
We all gonna move a little faster now
Little bit, little bit faster now
Little bit, little bit faster now
Everybody move a little bit faster now
We all gonna move a little bit faster now
Little bit, little bit faster now
Little bit, little bit faster now

2968. Can't Close the Door on Love

Lucinda Williams - Can't Close the Door on Love

You're just a little rough around the edges
Tough as nails and mean as dirt
But that's exactly what I expected
'Cause baby, you're one piece of work

Smart as a whip though you can be a handful
Be always right some of the time
And I know we fight and



We can raise some hell
But I'm gonna be with you for
The rest of my life

'Cause trust me
You can't close the door on our love
Just because you made somebody cry
It ain't no thing
It's just a little tear drop trust me
You can't close the door on love
I know you've got a little bad boy in you
And I've got a little bad girl in me
But at the end of the day, we know what to do
That's the way it's always gonna be

'Cause trust me
You can't close the door on our love
Just because you made somebody cry
It ain't no thing
It's just a little tear drop baby, trust me
You can't close the door on love

Trust me
You can't close the door on our love
Just because you made somebody cry
It ain't no thing
It's just a little tear drop trust me
You can't close the door on love

Trust me you can't close the door on love

2969. Can't Complain

Nickel Creek - Can't Complain 

I made her smile, I made her cry
Cleared her head and made her wonder why
I helped her live, I made her want to die
But she can't complain, she can't complain

She tried to date a friend of mine
I was at his house when she came to say goobye
He stood her up and she took it as a sign
But I can't complain, I can't complain

We took off for the weekend, had quite a time
Shared everything we'd ever tried
I told her I could love her, told her I could lie
So she can't complain, she can't complain

She didn't care if she saw me in her life
I left it up for her to decide
She couldn't see the end, neither could I



So I can't complain, I guess I can't complain

She moved here, bought the first house she could find
I moved in, we locked ourselves inside
I guess we just kidnapped each other's minds
So we can't complain, we can't complain, mmm

I cheated on her with a friend of mine
There are no days when we don't fight
But remember, I warned her, and I'm a guy
So she can't complain, no she can't complain

She knows she can't complain
She can't complain
No, she can't complain...

No, she can't complain, she can't complain
She can't complain, she can't complain
No, no, she can't complain, she can't complain
She can't complain, she can't complain
She can't complain

2970. Can't Control The Wind

Can't Control The Wind - Ricky Skaggs
Composer: Bill Anderson - Roger Pirtle - Pat Lovely

When I was a boy daddy was my guiding light
We'd take walks and talk about fishing girls and life
He'd help me with my homework cheer me up when I was down
Best friend that I ever had I miss havin' him around

He'd say do the very best you can with all that you've been blessed
And if the load's too great for you the Lord will do the rest
Keep one thing in mind if all else should fail
You can't control the wind but you can adjust the sail

Daddy lost his job when the factory closed
Times were hard bills to pay he was troubled and it showed
But he said son don't worry it's all to no avail
We can't control the wind but we can adjust the sail

I think of his advice when life turns its back on me
There is no mountain I can't climb if I start down on my knees

I'll do the very best I can with all that I've been blessed
And if the load's too great for me the Lord will do the rest
I'll keep one thing in mind if all else should fail
I can't control the wind but I can adjust the sail

No I can't control the wind but I can adjust the sail



2971. Can't Control The Wind - Chords

Can't Control The Wind
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Bill Anderson, Roger Pirtle, Pat Lovely

C      G7    Am  C         F
When I was a boy daddy was my guiding light
                                           G7
We'd take walks and talk about fishing and girls and life
F                    G7                  C       G7    Am   C
He'd help me with my homework cheered me up when I was down
F                             G7              C      F
Best friend that I ever had I miss havin' him around

C            F                             C
And he'd say do the very best you can with all that you've been blessed
    E7                                  F                G7
And if the load's too great for you the Lord will do the rest
F                 Em          E7          F
Keep one thing in mind if all else should fail
C         Em          Am   C   F       G7         C
You can't control the wind but you can adjust the sail

C     G7       Am  C        F
Daddy lost his job when the factory closed
                                             G7
Times were hard bills to pay he was troubled and it showed
F                 G7         C      G7  Am  C
He said son don't worry it's all to no avail
F                         G7                    C
We can't control the wind but we can adjust the sail

  Em                       F
I think of his advice when life turns its back on me
Dm                                      G7
There is no mountain I can't climb if I start down on my knees
     F                      C
I'll do the very best I can with all that I've been blessed
    E7                                 F                G7
And if the load's too great for me the Lord will do the rest

     F                 Em      E7              F
I'll keep one thing in mind if all else should fail
  C     Em          Am   C   F     G7         C    Am
I can't control the wind but I can adjust the sail

     F                      G7                   C
No I can't control the wind but I can adjust the sail



2972. Can't Explain

Can't Explain
Longview

You know what they say,
At the end of the day,
But days fade away,
And where does time go please,
Is it moments like these,
And I dream of one

Daytime t.v,
Unhappy families,
Say nothing to me,
And so it goes,

I guess I suppose,
For after all agreed,
Can't explain

Waiting for hours,
Hours turn to days,
Days turn to years,
I'm still here

Waiting for hours,
Hours turn to days,
Days turn to years,
I'm still here

Driving down showers,
Box got no flowers,
The sun is going down,
And I wish I could go,

To where I don't know,
But I'd like to go,
Can't explain,

Just the same,
Just the same,
Same again

Waiting for hours,
Hours turn to days,
Days turn to years,
I'm still here,

Waiting for hours,
Hours turn to days,
Days turn to years,
I'm still here

Can't explain,
Just the same,
Just the same,



Same again

Waiting for hours,
Hours turn to days,
Days turn to years,
I'm still here,

Waiting for hours,
Hours turn to days,
Days turn to years,
I'm still here

2973. Can't Feel At Home

The Carter Family - Can't Feel at Home

[Verse 1]
This world is not my home, I'm just a-passing through
My treasures and my hopes are all beyond the blue;
Where many Christian children have gone on before
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore
Over in glory land there is no dying there
The saints are shouting Victory and singing everywhere
I hear the voice of Nell that I have heard before
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore

[Chorus]
Oh Lord, You know I have no friend like you
If Heaven's not my home, Oh Lord what would I do?
Angels taken me to Heaven's open door
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore

[Verse 2]
Heaven's expecting me that's one thing I know
I fixed it up with Jesus a long time ago
He will take me through though I am weak and poor
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore
Oh I have a loving mother over in glory land
I don't expect to stop until I shake her hand
She's gone on before just waiting at heaven's door
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore

[Chorus]

2974. Can't Find Mary

Jim Lauderdale - Can't Find Mary

When he just appeared and those two first met



I knew there'd be some trouble that we never would forget
She's just a precious thing such a fragile kind
She didn't need nobody leaving messing with her mind

Can't find Mary where'd she go
With the stranger but I don't think that she knows
Where's she headed lost somewhere
She just sits there and I don't think that she cares

When she left our world it was a sudden thing
I lost my only sister waitin' there in so much pain
And the only shame the only one disgrace
She doesn't feel the cold rain runnin' down from off her face
Can't find Mary where'd she go...

How long how long how long till she's going to come back home
How long how long how long till she's going to come back home

[ dobro - guitar ]

Can't find Mary where'd she go...
How long how long...

When's she going to come back home when's she going to come back home
Is she going to come back home

2975. Can't Find My Way Home

Alison Krauss - Can't Find My Way Home
Rob Ickes & Tim O'Brien

Come down off your throne and leave your body alone
Somebody must change
You are the reason I've been waiting so long
Somebody holds the key

But I'm near the end and I just ain't got the time
And I'm wasted and I can't find my way home

Come down on your own and leave your body alone
Somebody must change
You are the reason I've been waiting all these years
Somebody holds the key

But I'm near the end and I just ain't got the time
And I'm wasted and I can't find my way home

But I'm near the end and I just ain't got the time
And I'm wasted and I can't find my way home
Can't find my way home
Can't find my way home
Can't find my way home



2976. Can't Get There From Here - Chords

Can't Get There From Here
Allison Moorer

[Intro]
A   C#m D  C#m D  E  A
 
[Chorus]
    A                                    C#m               D
You can't get there from here, You can't live on bread and water
              C#m                   D
You heard the one about the farmers daughter
                              E
She just needs a little atomosphere
          A                              C#m              D
You don't pick your occupation, I didn't ask for this frustration
         C#m                  D                       E          A
I need a life and an ice cold beer, but you can't get there from here
 
[Verse 1]
Bm                         A
  If I had time I'd think about it
Bm                          A
  I'd build a castle in the yard
            C#m                                F#m               D
For all the things that I want so much, always something I can't touch
Bm                          E
  I guess that would be too hard
 
[Chorus]
    A                                    C#m               D
You can't get there from here, You can't live on bread and water
              C#m                   D
You heard the one about the farmers daughter
                             E
She just needs a little atomosphere
          A                              C#m              D
You don't pick your occupation, I didn't ask for this frustration
         C#m                  D                       E          A
I need a life and an ice cold beer, And you can't get there from here
 
[Break]
Bm    A   Bm    A   C#m   F#m   Bm    G
 
[Bridge]
D                          A       E                               A
I'm on a road that's going nowhere - Looking for a place where I belong
D                               F#m                                 Bm   E  D C#m Bm
  The winds pushing me in all directions but none of them look like home
 
[Chorus]
        A                                    C#m               D



And you can't get there from here, You can't live on bread and water
              C#m                   D
You heard the one about the farmers daughter
                              E
She just needs a little atomosphere
       A
If the right track turns out wrong
          C#m                   D
Different tune but the same old song
         C#m                  D                       E          A
I need a life and an ice cold beer, And you can't get there from here
 
[Outro]
C#m    D     C#m   D          D         E          A
Laa la la la la la la  No You can't get there from here

2977. Can't Get Too Much Of A Good Thing - Chords

Can't Get Too Much Of A Good Thing
Recorded by Lee Greenwood with Barbara Mandrell
Written by Dennis Morgan and J.D. Martin
 
C             F         Dm       C               F  Dm G7
Mornings like this were made for holding you closer
     C       F         Dm          G7          C    Dm G7
Turn off the alarm and pretend the night's not over 
F                           Em
Let's take the time just to be with each other
     Dm                  G7   C  Dm
It's something you can't over do 
      F                 Em
Honey I get enough of a day to day struggle
    Dm               G7
But baby I never get tired of you
F   C        Dm        C
Ooh baby you can't too much of a good thing 
         Dm         G7
When the feeling is right 
F   C        Dm            C
Ooh baby you can't get too much of a good thing
            E7          Am
I thank you morning and night
        Dm              G7       C
For the good things you do in my life
 
           F            Dm   G7          C   F Dm G7
Coffee for two with you is a special occasion
                 C       F          Dm
You'll know I'll even do nothing at all 
       C            F   Dm  G7
With a little persuasion 
        F       Em
And ooh baby my goal in life



     Dm              C
I'll do anything you choose
       F                  C
Oh but staying right here by your side
   Dm     G7     C
Is what I really wanna do
Repeat #2
F                Em            Am
Baby right now I wish we could say
        Dm          C        A7
There's 48 hours in every day
F   C        Dm        C
Ooh baby you can't too much of a good thing 
         Dm         G7
When the feeling is right 
F   C        Dm            C
Ooh baby you can't get too much of a good thing
            Em          Am
I thank you morning and night
        Dm              G7       C
For the good things you do in my life

2978. Can't Go Back

Can't Go Back 
Carson Peters and Iron Mountain 

Well you can't go back to a memory
Those times are lost as life passes by
The world moves so fast then your life is past
For a moment you're there then it's gone
For a moment you're there then it's gone

A little boy plays ball in the backyard
And he waits for his dad to come home
But dad's working late, his work just can't wait
Son we'll make it up later on

But you can't go back to a memory
Those times are lost as life passes by
The world moves so fast then your life is past
For a moment you're there then it's gone
For a moment you're there then it's gone

An old man leans back in his rocker
And he thinks of the days gone by
Things he'd change if he could
Oh Lord knows he would
Go back to the memories in his mind

But you can't go back to a memory
Those times are lost as life passes by
The world moves so fast then your life is past



For a moment you're there then it's gone
For a moment you're there then it's gone

Well you can't go back to a memory
Those times are lost as life passes by
The world moves so fast then your life is past
For a moment you're there then it's gone
For a moment you're there then it's gone
For a moment you're there then it's gone

2979. Can't Go Back

Can't Go Back
Della Mae

[Verse 1]
In the house with all the paintings on the walls
You will find that you were pacing down the hall
And when the winter comes, you'll see where i have been
If you never go, you can't go back again

[Verse 2]
I have given up and I have gone to bed
When the sunset fills the sky with golden red
I've held on to money I know I should spend
If you never go, you can't go back again
If you never go
If you never go

[Verse 3]
Are you waiting for the words to come out right
But when you move your lips they're silent as the night
Write a letter that you would never send
If you never go, you can't go back again
If you never go
If you never go

[Verse 4]
I would write the script a million more times
I would live my life to read between the lines
But words are just a mark made by the pen
If you never go, you can't go back again
If you never go
If you never go

[Bridge]
Time won't ever wait for you
You know it won't
You know it won't
Time she is always true
If you never go
Time won't ever wait for you
You know it won't



You know it won't
Time she is always true
If you never go
If you never go
If you never go

[Verse 5]
In the house with all the paintings on the walls
You will find that you were pacing down the hall
And when the winter comes, you'll see where i have been
If you never go, you can't go back again

2980. Can't Go Back

Can't Go Back
Little Big Town 

Some things you can't go back to
Some things need left alone
Don't mess with the memories of a life passed on
All the time I made reservations, at the heart of my mistakes
Oh, some things you can't go back to
Cause you left them slip away

I don't wanna be a witness
To a path that's overgrown
I don't wanna see this house not be a home
Cause has taken control of, what we couldn't see
No I don't wanna be a witness
To the end of you and me

How am I gonna make each moment,
Better than the last
How am I gonna make it better
If I can't go back

All the time I made reservations, at the heart of my mistakes
Oh, some things you can't go back to
Cause you left them slip away
Oh, some things you can't go back to.

2981. Can't Go Home

Can't Go Home
Brewer & Shipley

Lately I've been passin' days
Singing songs that I've never sung before
And here it comes, the sunrise, and I can't close my eyes



Though I'm feelin' so tired

Makin' up a thousand rhymes
'Bout a place that I thought I knew so well
And here it comes, the sunrise and I can't close my eyes
Knowin' I can't go back home

I can't go home. I can't go home.
I wanna go home, home again

Lady Luck she was a friend
But she died when the frozen winter fell
And here it comes, the sunrise, and I can't close my eyes
Knowin' I would wake up here.

I can't go home. I can't go home
I wanna go home, home again

I can't go home. I can't go home
I wanna go home, home again

Ooh... Ooh... Ooh...
I wanna go, I wanna go home again

2982. Can't Help But Wonder - Chords

Can't Help But Wonder
Recorded by Barbara Mandrell
Written by Sharon Sanders

C                               F
Another Friday evening with the TV set 
C                                  F
Star Spangled's playin' and you're not home yet
C                   G7               Am
You said you had to work down at the office late tonight
    F                C                 G7
And I can't help but wonder what she's like
     C                       F
It's just that loneliness is hard to take
C                        F
Wondering where and if I made a mistake
C        G7                   Am
Or did I smother you till you broke away to love her
    F                C      G7
And I can't help but wonder
F          G7                 C           Am
I know her lipstick's not the same as mine
    F                          G7              C
Her voice is not as coarse her hair's a darker brown
F            G7              C
But does she love you like I do
   Am         F               G7              C



Or is there a part of you too restless to tie down
               F      C              F
Can't help but wonder can't help but wonder
C                      F
Well the coffee's warm and strong again
C                          F
And I left the porch light on again
        C      G7              Am
And the sheets they're just as cold again
      F              C
And I can't help but wonder
F          G7                 C           Am
I know her lipstick's not the same as mine
    F                          G7              C
Her voice is not as coarse her hair's a darker brown
F            G7              C
But does she love you like I do
   Am         F               G7              C
Or is there a part of you too restless to tie down
               F
Can't help but wonder   
Repeat #3

2983. Can't Help but Wonder Where I'm Bound

I Can't Help but Wonder Where I'm Bound
Tom Paxton
Country Gentlemen

It's a long and dusty road, a hot and a heavy load
The folks I meet ain't always kind
Some are bad and some are good
Some have done the best they could
Some have tried to ease my troubled mind

And I can't help but wonder
Where I'm bound, where I'm bound
Can't help but wonder where I'm bound

I've been wanderin' through this land, doin' the best I can
Tryin' to find what I was meant to do
And the people that I see look as worried as can be
And it looks like they are wonderin' too

And I can't help but wonder
Where I'm bound, where I'm bound
Can't help but wonder where I'm bound

Now I had a little girl one time, she had lips like sherry wine
And she loved me 'til my head went plumb insane
But I was too blind to see she was driftin' away from me
And my good gal went off on the mornin' train



And I can't help but wonder
Where I'm bound, where I'm bound
Can't help but wonder where I'm bound

And I had a buddy way back home, but he started out to roam
And I hear he's out by Frisco Bay
And sometimes when I've had a few, his old voice comes a-ringin' through
And I'm goin' out to see him some old day

And I can't help but wonder
Where I'm bound, where I'm bound
Can't help but wonder where I'm bound

Well if you see me passin' by and you sit and you wonder why
And you wish that you were a rambler too
Nail your shoes to the kitchen floor, lace 'em up and bar the door
Thank your stars for the roof that's over you

And I can't help but wonder
Where I'm bound, where I'm bound
Can't help but wonder where I'm bound

2984. Can't Hide

Sarah Jarosz - Can't Hide

Away, away and find your true love
He's gone away, to find a new love

But he don't know, that he runs in vain
And you my dear, will find love again

She cried, come home, my darlin' true love
And you may find, that my heart's made up

And left me here, alone on my own
But through the tears, I know you'll come home

Around the well, this whole world
But you

At last, at last, he's back by her side
This story tells that true love can't hide

2985. Can't Keep Me Here

The Incredible String Band - Can't Keep Me Here 

I'm going way over the white skyline



And I'll sing and be happy
And you can't keep me here, no how

And I'll sing and be happy
And my world is my own
And I'll do what I want to
And you can't keep me here, no how

Hey baby, don't cry for me
Hey baby, when the sun comes up, I'll be free

And I'm going way over the white skyline
And I'll sing and be happy
And you can't keep me here, no how

Ah baby, don't cry for me
Hey baby, when the sun comes up, I'll be free

And I'm going way over the white skyline
And I'll sing and be happy
'Cause you can't keep me here, no how

2986. Can't Keep You In Love - Chords

Can't Keep You In Love
Chris Hillman

G                                     C
It must have been a awfull hurt that someone did to you
     D                                                  G
That buildt a wall around your heart that I can't break through
                                  C
I can't erase I can't replace the bitterness with sweet
     D7                                     G
No I can't find my way behind your wall of memory
G                                      C
If you want me why can't I keep you in love with me
    D7                                               G
You say your mine but I'm not blind I know you wanna be
                                               C
And when your holding me no sweeter love could ever be
    D7                                                   G
But when I'm gone somehow I can't keep  you in love with me
 
G                                         C
The worst mistake that you could make the surest way to lose
      D7                                             G
Would be to listen and believe the lies they tell to you
                                 C
There is a way you can repay the one who let you down
    D7                                                G
Let me repair your broken heart don't leave it on the ground
G                                      C



If you want me why can't I keep you in love with me
    D7                                               G
You say your mine and I'm not blind I know you wanna be
                                               C
And when your holding me no sweeter love could ever be
     D7                                                  G
But when I'm gone somehow I can't keep  you in love with me
     Am              D7                                  G
But when I'm gone somehow I can't keep  you in love with me

2987. Can't Let Go

Lucinda Williams - Can't Let Go

Told my baby one more time
Don't make me sit all alone and cry
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
I'm like a fish out of water
A cat in a tree

You don't even want to talk to me
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
He won't take me back when I come around

Says he's sorry then he pulls me out
I got a big chain around my neck
And I'm broken down like a train wreck
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go

See I got a candle and it burns so bright

In my window every night
Well it's over I know but I can't let go
You don't like to see me standing around

Feel like I been shot and didn't fall down
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
He won't take me back when I come around

Says he's sorry then he pulls me out
I got a big chain around my neck
And I'm broken down like a train wreck
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go

Turn off trouble like you turn off a light

Went off and left me it just ain't right
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
Round every corner something I see

Bring me right back how it used to be
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
He won't take me back when I come around



Says he's sorry then he pulls me out
I got a big chain around my neck
And I'm broken down like a train wreck
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go

He won't take me back when I come around

Says he's sorry then he pulls me out
I got a big chain around my neck
And I'm broken down like a train wreck
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go

It's over I know it but I can't let go
It's over I know it but I can't let go
It's over I know it but I can't let go

2988. Can't Let Go - Chords

Can't Let Go
Lucinda Williams      
written by Randy Weeks

G7
Told you baby one more time

Don't make me sit all alone and cry
          D7      C7                       G7
Well it's over  I know it but I can't let  go
G7
I'm like a fish out of water

A cat in a tree

You don't even want to talk to me
          D7     C7                      G7
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
G7
He won't take me back when I come around

Says he's sorry then he pulls me out
        C7
I got a big chain around my neck
        G7
And I'm broken down like a train wreck
          D7     C7                      G7
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
G7
See I got a candle and it burns so bright

In my window every night
          D7     C7                   G7
Well it's over I know but I can't let go



G7
You don't like to see me standing around

Feel like  I been shot and didn't fall down
          D7     C7                      G7
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
G7
He won't take me back when I come around

Says he's sorry then he pulls me out
        C7
I got a big chain around my neck
        G7
And I'm broken down like a train wreck
          D7     C7                      G7
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go

SOLO

G7
Turn off trouble like you turn off a light

Went off and left me it just ain't right
          D7     C7                      G7
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
G7
Rounds every corner something I see

Bring me right back how it used to be
          D7     C7                      G7
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
G7
He won't take me back when I come around

Says he's sorry then he pulls me out
        C7
I got a big chain around my neck
        G7
And I'm broken down like a train wreck
          D7     C7                      G7
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
G7
He won't take me back when I come around

Says he's sorry then he pulls me out
        C7
I got a big chain around my neck
        G7
And I'm broken down like a train wreck
          D7     C7                      G7
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
          D7     C7                      G7
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
          D7     C7                      G7
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go
          D7     C7                      G7
Well it's over I know it but I can't let go



From Lucinda Williams "Car Wheels On A Gravel Road"
Mercury Records 1998
Angry Desert Music(BMI)

2989. Can't Live It Down

Dierks Bentley - Can't Live It Down

[Verse 1]
I've been called a rambler
'Cause I keep my eyes on that horizon line
And I've been called a gambler
'Cause I always wanna let my winnings ride
I've been broke more times than I can count
I've been stuck for days in a lonely town
When my luck ran south

[Chorus]
Hey, I might be making me a reputation
Of going my own way and I can't live it down
Got the throttle wide open, gonna live it up knowing
In this life, you only get one go around
And I can't live it down

[Verse 2]
There's times I've wasted money
'Cause I know that I can always make more cash
But wasted time is something, man
When it's gone, you can't get it back
So I'll go on burning up both ends
'Cause I don't want a whole lot of might-have-beens
Now that would be a sin

[Chorus]
Hey, I might be making me a reputation
Of going my own way and I can't live it down
Got the throttle wide open, gonna live it up knowing
In this life, you only get one go around
And I can't live it down

[Bridge]
Gonna live for the places I ain't been
Make a lot of good remember-whens
But right up to the end

[Chorus]
Yeah, I might be making me a reputation
Of going my own way and I can't live it down
Got the throttle wide open, gonna live it up knowing
In this life, you only get one go around
And I can't live it down



[Outro]
I can't live it down
I can't live it down

2990. Can't Live Life - Chords

Can't Live Life 
Edgar Loudermilk feat. Rhonda Vincent
 
capo: 2nd fret
play: A
key: Bb
time signature: 3/4
 
For original chords transpose this tab +2 to B
 
[Intro]
/ D / % / A / % /
/ A / E / A / % /
 
[Verse]
           A
When I saw you there I knew
           A
That if we tried, we'd make it, too
           A
A place to start
          E               A
To try to win the other's heart
 
        A
I never thought I'd ever find
           A
Someone so sweet, someone so kind
           A
To pick me up
          E                 / A / A7 /
And steal away this heart of mine
 
 
[Bridge]
      D
Now I love you (More now lately)
          A
Without a clue (You drive me crazy)
            A                 B7               E
When we're apart I don't know what on earth to do
 
 
[Chorus]
            D
You hold my heart (I'm not lying)
             A



Without your love (I'd be here crying)
             A
We know it's true
             E                 A
I can't live life here without you
 
 
[Solo]
/ A / % /% / % /
/ A / E /% / % /
/ A / % /% / % /
/ A / E /% / % /
 
 
[Verse]
           A
Now when I saw that you were mine
               A
And that you'd never change your mind
            A
You took my thoughts
           E                A
To stay on you most all the time
 
          A
Oh, now I know and now I see
               A
That you're forever changing me
             A
Now could it be
                E               / A / A7 /
That you're the one made here for me
 
 
[Bridge]
      D
Now I love you (More now lately)
          A
Without a clue (You drive me crazy)
            A                 B7               E
When we're apart I don't know what on earth to do
 
 
[Chorus]
            D
You hold my heart (I'm not lying)
             A
Without your love (I'd be here crying)
             A
We know it's true
             E                 A
I can't live life here without you
             A
We know it's true
             E                 A
I can't live life here without you
 



 
[Coda]
/ D / % / A / % /
/ A / E / A G C / A
         (ritardando)

2991. Can't Look Away - Chords

Can't Look Away 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro ]
C B
 
[Verse 1]
C
There's a sweet little farmhouse in Virginia
           Bb
Full of guns and ammunition
C
In the driveway there's some pickup trucks
                       Bb
With shotgun racks and camouflage paint
C
Down a path to the river
                                Bb
There's some good ole boy just drinkin' and fishin'
 C
And when the shit hits the fan, you know just who to call
         Bb
Or who to blame
 
[Chorus 1]
            C
And you can try
           Dm
And you can try
        Bb         C
But you can't look away
               Bb
You can't look away
               C
You can't look away
C
You can try
                   Bb
But you can't look away
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
C                                                     Bb
She steps out of the bathtub, barely covers up with a towel



Bb
And gets the front door
C
It's the college boy from up the street
                Bb
Here to cut the grass while her husband's away
       C
And the neighbors they peaked through the blinds
            Bb
'Cause they know her man's overseas, lost in the war
C
She fixes her hair up, lets the boy inside
    Bb
For lemonade
 
[Chorus 2]
             C
Yeah you can try
             Dm
And you can try
        Bb         C
But you can't look away
                    Bb
Yeah you can't look away
               C
You can't look away
C
You can try
                   Bb
But you can't look away
 
 
[Bridge]
 
           F
And it's a colorful sight
             Bb
It's got the dark and the light
              F
It's never just black and white
        Bb
Or even grey
Bb              C
You can't look away
 
[Instrumental]
 
C B
 
[Verse 3]
 
C
There's a sweet little girl with a folded up flag
Bb
On the foot of her bed
C
Red white and blue turns to black suits and dresses



    Bb
And headlights in the rain
    C
She doesn't notice the headstone and the white bouquets
        Bb
And the leftover last respects
C
It's just the one purple wildflower
                   Bb
Coming up from the dirt on the grave
 
[Bridge]
       Am
It's a colorful sight
Bb
It's got the dark and the light
F
It's never just black and white
        Bb
Or even grey
 
[Outro]
 
Bb             C
You can't look away
C              Bb
You can't look away
Bb             C
You can't look away
C                              Bb
You can try but you can't look away
Bb             C
You can't look away
C              Bb
You can't look away
Bb             C
You can't look away
C                              Bb
You can try but you can't look away

2992. Can't Love Wrong

Nanci Griffith - Can't Love Wrong

He is from the work of a Southern writer
Where everyman's a fighter
Where the strong survive
And the weak move north to rest
He had lines of silver and hands that delivered
Me down the river
To drift away alone

[Chorus:]



I will never understand the heart of a lonely man
And why my own wheels are gonna carry me
Far from his gentle hands
Baby, I can't come home
I've been away now just too damn long
Oh, and I can't love wrong
No I can't love wrong

Late night when the bars are empty
And my liquor's been plenty
And the fiction read
Rests heavy on my tongue
I miss the sound of his dreaming
I can't believe I am leaving
All that I ever wanted
Because I can't love wrong

2993. Can't Make Time

Can't Make Time
Greensky Bluegrass

[Chorus]
Can't make the time slow down
Can't wait to love you tomorrow
One strong year within us
I don't want to leave myself outside

[Verse 1]
Life's stuck in the grind sometimes
Worried about the way it's all gonna end
Time flies while you're still blinking
Where were you today, tonight?

Slow it down for the warmer weather
Keep us close when it all seems trite
We got love, let's make it together
Love living like we're dying tonight

[Chorus]
Can't make the time slow down
Can't wait to love you tomorrow
One strong year within us
I don't want to leave myself outside

[Verse 2]
We got tents and tolerance and friends
All over the land that wanna take us along
Someday we're gonna travel together
Make this world our own escape

When I'm away, when I'm away, baby
Coming home couldn't seem too soon



I won't waste this precious feeling
Love living like we're dying tonight

[Chorus]
Can't make the time slow down
Can't wait to love you tomorrow
One strong year within us
I don't want to leave myself outside

[Verse 3]
I still find answers when I think about you
I'm hitting walls when I'm away without
You're the one that I set my watch to
Couldn't see too much couldn't look away

This pace is fast and reckless
Let our lying rest at last
Nobody invites all of this conflict
Love living like we're dying tonight

[Chorus]
Can't make the time slow down
Can't wait to love you tomorrow
One strong year within us
I don't want to leave myself outside

[Outro]
Can't make time slow down
I don't want to leave myself outside

2994. Can't Nobody Say I Didn't Try - Chords

Can't Nobody Say I Didn't Try
Written and recorded by Delbert Mcclinton

C                    C7           F
I was there when she fell for the first time
             G7                              C
I picked her up and saw the heartache in her eyes
                     C7              F
I guess I knew right then how little chance I had to win
          G7                  C
But can't nobody say I didn't try

                       C7              F
She was nineteen years old and already lonely
     G7                            C
Lord only knows how many men she's tried
                         C7       F
Why she went from man to man I'll never understand
          G7                  C
But can't nobody say I didn't try



  F                                  C
I thought that I was just the man to tame her
    G7                             C
And save her from the wild side of life
        F                     C
But the wild side had already claimed her
       D7                                  G7
Living way out on the edge that's what she loves

  C                   C7              F
I read something in a book once about women
       G7                        C
Like a rose they last while they last
                       C7          F
But she only blooms at night there under the neon lights
          G7                  C
But can't nobody say I didn't try

                   C7          F
She only blooms at night there under the neon lights
          G7                  C
But can't nobody say I didn't try

2995. Can't Say Goodbye - Chords

Can't Say Goodbye
Recorded by Russell Moore IIIrd Tyme Out
Written by Greg Luck
 
G                C             G
I just read your letter of goodbye
                  C                D7
Said there was no hope for you and I 
G                     C            G
You made me think you really cared for me
     C                D7                G
Just goes to show how wrong a heart can be
 
                        C                  G
I should have turned my head and walked on by 
           C                      D7
I wouldn't be so blue each lonely night
          C                G           D7 Em
Dreams of holding you have passed me by
C                 D7                  G
Tears of this old heart can't say goodbye
 
                   C               G
I felt the love we made was all in vane
                     C                  D7
Though I thought our hearts would never change
G                   C             G
What did he do what did he say to make you change your mind



C                    D7                G
I could just take my heart on down the line
 
                        C                  G
I should have turned my head and walked on by 
           C                      D7
I wouldn't be so blue each lonely night
          C                G           D7 Em
Dreams of holding you have passed me by
C                 D7                  G
Tears of this old heart can't say goodbye
C                 D7                  G
Tears of this old heart can't say goodbye

2996. Can't Shake Jesus

Can't Shake Jesus
Ricky Skaggs

Naked, alone, cold cobblestones they beat Him until the blood ran
They brought Him to die, on a cross, up on-highwith spikes through His feet and His hands
You can use Him, abuse Him, mock and accuse Himsell Him out for thirty pieces
Betray Him, slay Him, do the devil's mayhem but you can't shake Jesus
A crown of thorns on His brow, His eye on the crowds all of God's daughters and sons
They're spitting on Him, cursing at Him'Forgive them for what they have done...
You can use Him, abuse Him, mock and accuse Himsell Him out for thirty pieces
Betray Him, slay Him, do the devil's mayhem but you can't shake Jesus
Well I've had my bouts, questions and doubts you know there are those who deceive

I've tried to resist, escape and dismiss but there's one who's shadowing me
I can lose my religion, break with tradition say I'll hold out till Hell freezes         
I can test Him, try Him, but I just can't deny Him
No, I can't shake Jesus
No, I can't shake Jesus

2997. Can't Slow Down

Brett Dennen - Can't Slow Down

The highway bends like my lover's leg
Pulls me in like a wick draws a flame
She don't bother to remember my name
We don't talk of such things
I'll kiss you once
Baby, I'll kiss you twice
But I can't kiss you for the rest of your life
'Cause I'm not fit to be the man that makes you a wife
Baby, baby its just my foolish plight
Whatever road I may go down



If it bends, if it don't know how
I ain't stopped since I left my home town
And I can't slow down
I do what any man can to survive
Work a day or maybe even night
But I can't work inside for some 9-5
Honey not in this life
Whatever road I may go down
If it bends, if it don't know how
I ain't stopped since I left my hometown
And I can't slow down

2998. Can't Stay Here Anymore

Can't Stay Here Anymore

You know that I can't stay here anymore
I'm leaving away from this old town for sure
You made me out to be a fool now there's nothing left ot do
You know that I can't stay here anymore

There's rumore that you've been running 'round
It's now become the gossip of the town
I can't hold up my head no more so I'm walking out that door
You know that I can't stay here anymore

* Refrain

I've been working hard everyday
Trying to make a better way
It makes no difference what I do there ain't no way to pleasing you
You know I can't stay here amymore

* Refrain

2999. Can't Stop

Can't Stop
Lake Street Dive

[Hook]
Oh! Oh! Yeah, yeah
Oh! Oh! Yeah, yeah

[Chorus]
'Cause I can't stop your love
I can't stop, I can't stop
Just can't get enough
I can't stop, no, giving it up



I can't stop your love
I can't stop, I can't stop
Just can't get enough
I can't stop, no, giving it up

Oh, oh, yeah

[Verse 1]
I don't want to feel this way
Every time I see ya
But my jealous mind
Needs you all the time
Every night and every day
Everywhere I see ya
I can't help it
And I can't be satisfied

[Chorus]
'Cause I can't stop your love
I can't stop, I can't stop
Just can't get enough
I can't stop, no, giving it up

I can't stop your love
I can't stop, I can't stop
Just can't get enough
I can't stop, no, giving it up

Oh, oh, yeah

[Verse 2]
You hit me like gravity
Everywhere I feel ya
You can change the tide
Infinite and wide
I don't want to feel this way
Every time I see you
But my jealous mind
Needs to know you're mine

[Chorus]
'Cause I can't stop your love
I can't stop, I can't stop
Just can't get enough
I can't stop, no, giving it up

I can't stop your love
I can't stop, I can't stop
Just can't get enough
I can't stop, no, giving it up

[Hook]
Oh! Oh! Yeah, yeah
Oh! Oh! Yeah, yeah
Oh! Oh! Yeah, yeah
Oh! Oh! Yeah, yeah



[Chorus]
'Cause I can't stop your love
I can't stop, I can't stop
Just can't get enough
I can't stop, no, giving it up

I can't stop your love
I can't stop, no I can't stop
I can't get enough
I can't stop, no, giving it up

I can't stop your love
I can't stop it, I can't stop
Just I can't get enough
I can't stop, no, giving it up

I can't stop your love
I can't stop it, I can't stop
Just I can't get enough
I can't stop, no, giving it up

I can't stop your love
I can't stop it, I can't stop
Just I can't get enough
I can't stop, no, giving it up

[Chorus fades]

3000. Can't Stop - Chords

Cant Stop 
The Devil Makes Three
 
[Intro]
C Am C Am C Am F G
 
[Verse 1]
Note: First half, chords are single strummed, let ring.
 
   C                      Am
Gun inside my mouth this morning
   C                       Am
Blade to my vein when I was young
   C                      Am
I have felt the love of thousands
      F                         G
All I wanted now was the love of one
   C                      Am
I grew up out on the highway
   C                      Am
Listenin' to that desert wind
   C                      Am



Made some deals with the deceiver
                F                       G
I won't lie to you, I knew that it was him
 
[Pre-chorus and Chorus]
         C              Dm              G
He said, I know why you do what you were doing
   C            Dm         G
I know why you did what you have done, yeah
   C          Dm               G
I know why you do what you were doing
              C     Dm      G  F
Why you can't stop for anyooo-ooone
 
  C  Am  F  G
Anyone, ooh...
  C  Am  F  G
Anyone, ooh...
 
[Verse 2]
   C                      Am
Did they tell you you were crazy
   C                      Am
Did they lock you in a cage
   C                      Am
Take your mind and your body
      F                         G
Just trying to make you behave
   C                      Am
Did they push you to the edge now
   C                      Am
Kneeling right into the grave
   C                      Am
Make you lie down right next to death
      F                         G
Just to show her you ain't afraid
 
[Pre-chorus and Chorus]
         C              Dm              G
She said, I know why you do what you were doing
   C            Dm         G
I know why you did what you have done, yeah
   C          Dm               G
I know why you do what you were doing
              C     Dm      G  F
Why you can't stop for anyooo-ooone
 
  C  Am  F  G
Anyone, ooh...
  C  Am  F  G
Anyone, ooh...
 
[Break and Solo]
Verse Chords x 1
 
[Bridge]
 



 Am                  Em
Even in your suit of armor
 Am                      Em
See the tears filling your eyes
     Am              Em
Nothing to do but to say what's in your heart
           F                           G
Before you fall like a bird out of the sky
 
[Pre-chorus + Chorus]
 C              Dm              G
I know why you do what you were doing
   C            Dm         G
I know why you did what you have done, yeah
   C          Dm               G
I know why you do what you were doing
              C     Dm      G  F
Why you can't stop for anyooo-ooone
 
  C  Am  F  G
Anyone, ooh...
  C  Am  F  G
Anyone, ooh...
  C  Am  F  G
Anyone, ooh...
  C  Am  F  G
Anyone, ooh...
 
End on C

3001. Can't Stop Now

New Grass Revival - Can't Stop Now
String Cheese Incident

Can't say I didn't know what I was doin'
And I can't pretend the things just got out of hand
I should've kept my distance while I was still strong
But I got caught up in the feeling, I was carryin' along
And it's too late, baby, can't stop now

Well, I walked right in with my eyes wide open
I was blind when you told me you'd be mine
Just as soon as you were free
I should have slowed down before push came to shove
But I was already fallin', now I'm deep in love
And it's too late, baby, can't stop now

Can't stop now
It's my crazy heart running out of control
Can't stop now
I'll be falling apart somewhere down the road
I might be headed for a breakdown



I can't stop now

Well, I'm sitting here wondering
Why I ever let myself fall?
Yes, I keep hearing promises
But nothing seems to change it all

Well, the love we made
It's got a life of it's own
It'll keep on going, baby, long after you're gone
And it's too late, baby, I can't stop now

Can't stop now
It's my crazy heart running out of control
Can't stop now
I'll be headin' for a fall somewhere down the road
I might be headed for a breakdown
I can't stop now, no I can't

Can't stop now
It's my crazy heart running out of control
Can't stop now
I'll be falling apart somewhere down the road
I might be headed for a breakdown
I can't stop now

I might be headed for a breakdown
But I can't stop now

3002. Can't Stop Thinking

Brett Dennen - Can't Stop Thinking

I was numb, I couldn't sleep
Gently strung out on caffeine
Did I fall in love?
Was I delirious?
I was dumb, found you
Mind mind was wonderin'
I was wishin' that I could be kissin'
Your skin
And now you're in my head
You're always in my head
And now you're in my head
I can't stop thinkin' about you
All day long it's all I do
From the moment that I wake up
No I can't stop thinkin' about you
And it makes me sad
Because I know you don't want me
All these thoughts in my head
They tease me and they taunt me
All the broken hearts in London town



Strewn about the tubes
In the underground
All the voices burning in my brain
They're making me insane

3003. Can't Take My Eyes Off You

Ray Stevens - Can't Take My Eyes off You

You're just too good to be true
Can't take my eyes off of you
You'd be like Heaven to touch
I wanna hold you so much
At long last, love has arrived
And I thank God I'm alive
You're just too good to be true
Can't take my eyes off of you
Pardon the way that I stare
There's nothin' else to compare
The sight of you leaves me weak
There are no words left to speak
And if you feel like I feel
Please let me know that it's real
You're just too good to be true
Can't take my eyes off of you
I love you, baby, and if it's quite alright
I need you, baby, to warm the lonely night
I love you, baby
Trust in me when I say
Oh, pretty baby, don't bring me down, I pray
Oh, pretty baby, now that I've found you, stay
And let me love you, baby
Let me love you

3004. Can't Tame A Fire - Chords

Can't Tame A Fire 
Dan Tyminski

[Intro]
E
 
[Verse]
E                                                   A
I can talk my way out of trouble with a smoke and a smile
E                                               B
But she dealt me a handful and played along for awhile
E                                               A
But when I woke up to goodbye, coffee black with pain !



E                     B                 E
She left me she found me half empty again
 
[Verse]
E                                     A
I ran for a remedy, whatever fit the bill
E                                          B
And I followed the script closely whiskey, women, and pills
E                                                A
Still the heart ache lingers on as I run myself down
E                          B                       E
Cause you can't tame a fire you gotta let it burn out!
 
[Chorus]
A                                   C#m
Sometimes there ain't better way around
A                                                          B
Everyone got something to say to how to make the flame go down
A                                                 C#m
But there all the same as me in secret filled with doubt
      A                B                          E
Cause you can't tame a fire you gotta let it burn out!! Mmmhmmmmm!
 
[Verse]
E                                              A
And here I am living backwards chained to the past
E                                              B
Days spent running through memories and old photographs
E                                              A
And all the colors and majestic, pale yellow and blues
E                     B                    E
I've gotta let em all go to forget about you!
 
[Chorus]
A                                   C#m
Sometimes there ain't better way around
A                                                          B
Everyone got something to say to how to make the flame go down
A                                                 C#m
But there all the same as me in secret filled with doubt
      A                B                          E
Cause you can't tame a fire you gotta let it burn out!! Mmmhmmmmm!
 
A C#m
Whoooo
A    B
Whoooo
 
 
A                                                 C#m
But there all the same as me in secret filled with doubt
 A                B                          E
Oh you can't tame a fire you gotta let it burn out
    A             B                          E
No you can't tame a fire you gotta let it burn out Whoooo
 A              B                         C#m
you can't tame a fire you gotta let it burn out Ohhhhhh



A               B                           E
you can't tame a fire you gotta let it burn out

3005. Can't Trust The Weatherman - Chords

Cant Trust The Weatherman 
Cadillac Sky
 
Intro:  A-B   A-B
 
B
Her daddy hated his tattoos
 
but she was in love with a baby due
A
In September, early September.
 
B
So they called the kinfolk, set up the bar
 
Threw some chairs out in the yard
A
And got a preacher, a pentecostal preacher
 
E                    A      B
And the man on the evening news 
E          A       B
Promised sunny and 72 but
 
E
You can't trust the weather man
 
Makes his livin' off a lucky chance
A
Whole crowd was soaking wet 
A    B        A       B
Mud all over momma's dress
 
E
No sign of the sun 
                                   B
But a sure fire sign of things to come 
A
One thing you can plan
                          A     E
Is You can't trust the weather man
 
 
Six months after the knot got tied
There were diapers and a double wide
They couldn't pay for one day they had a brainstorm
 
She'd pull the gun he'd crack the safe



They pulled it off and they pulled away
They were laughin' 'til they saw lights flashin'
 
Forecast on the radio
Never even mentioned snow but
 
You can't trust the weatherman
Makes his livin' off a lucky chanse
Cop car hit a path of ice
Hit a rail flipped on its side
 
That couple got away
Cops only had one thing to blame
Shook off the snow, threw up their hands
Said, you can't trust the weather man
 
They hid their cash under the bed
Of that condo in Club Med
Where the chance of sunshine is
One hundred percent but
 
You can't trust the weatherman
Makes his livin' off a lucky chance
Hurricane came rippin' trough
Tore that condo right in two
 
Stuff scattered everywhere
Stolen money flyin' trough the air
And if you wonder how the story ends
They're back out in the sticks again
So remember when you're makin' plans
You can't trust the weatherman
 
You can't trust the weatherman
No, You can't, can't trust the weatherman

3006. Can't Turn You Loose

Tim O'Brien - Can't Turn You Loose

Do it to it, hey!
Got ta got ta feel it
Sock it to it now. Hey!
I can't turn you loose now
If I do, I'll lose my mind
I can't turn you loose now
I got to love you all the time
I can't turn you loose now
If I do, I'll lose my mind
I can't turn you loose now
I got to love you all the time
If you shake it mama I told you
Woo, You get to do anything you want to



Yeah! Gotta, gotta love you
Yeah! Let me let me hold you
Yeah! Let me let me squeeze you
Yeah!
I can't turn you loose now
Because you a pretty little thing
I can't turn you loose now
I got to love you and your thing
I can't turn you loose now
Because you a pretty little thing
I can't turn you loose now
I got to love you, and your thing
If you shake it mama I told you
You got to do anything you want to
Yeah! Got to got to squeeze you
Yeah! Let me let please you
Yeah! Let me let me hold you
Yeah!
Hey!
Hey!
Uh!
See'mon, come on everybody, put your hands together
Yeah. Yeah
You feeling all right now
You feeling all right now
Early in the morning. Yeah
Got, got to feel it
Late in the evening. Yeah
Got to got to feel it
Bring it on up now
Bring it on up now
A little bit louder. Yeah
A little bit louder. Yeah
Got to got to feel it Yeah
Early in the morning
Yeeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaaah! Yeah
Got to got to feel it Yeah
Got to got to wheel it Yeah
Early in the morning
Yeeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaaah! Yeah
Transition:
Hey!
Uh!
Hey!
Oh!
Hey! Good god sock it to me two, three, HEY!
Ha! Yeah. Don't you, don't you feel it. Yeah
Got to got to feel it
Early in the morning. Yeah
Early in the morning
Let me hear you say "yeah"
Group: Yeah!
Hear you say "yeah" now
Group: Yeah!
Let me hear you say "yeah"
Group: Yeah!
Do you say "yeah" now



Group: Yeah! Group & lead:
Got to got to feel it Yeah
Got to got to feel it , ooo Yeah
Early in the morning. Yeah
One more time now Yeah
Early in the morning
Yeeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaaah!
Yeah! Got to got to feel it
Yeah! Got to got to squeeze you
Yeah! Let me let me please you
Yeeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaaah!
Transition:
Hey
Oh!
Uh!
Hey good god uh sock it to me
Hey! Uh!
End: Yeeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaaah! Yeah. Ya. Yeah. Ya. Yeah. Ya. Yeah. Ya
Yeeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaaah!.Ya!
Hey!

3007. Can't Wait Another Day

String Cheese Incident - Can't Wait Another Day

Oh every night I pace the hall
Just waiting for your call
Anticipating your next move
It got me bouncing off the walls
But all my careful calculations
Seem to be full of limitations
You see, cause in the end
Don't yo know it's not up to me
And everything is in its space
Time has stopped here in this place
My bag's packed by the door
Most every things are gathered for tonight
I'm waiting on a word from you
Making it turn out right
And everything is in its space
Time has stopped here in this place
I'm holding on, spinning round this Universe
My head is turning autobus
And all the world around me, and how it's shaped
Oh, oh, oh
Round and round we go
Oh- ohe ohe
Can't wait another day
Can't wait another day
You got me discombobulated
It doesn't have to be this complicated girl
Time is now
You know how, so come on and rock this world



Everything is in its space
Time has stopped here in this place
I'm holding on, spinning round this Universe
My head is turning autobus
And all the world around me, and how it's shaá¹■ed
Oh, oh, oh
Round and round we go
Oh- ohe ohe
Can't wait another day
Oh, oh, oh
Round and round we go
Oh- ohe ohe
Can't wait another day
Can't wait another day
Oh, oh, oh
Round and round we go
Oh, oh, oh
Round and round we go
Oh- ohe ohe
Can't wait another day
Oh, oh, oh
Round and round we go
Oh, oh, oh
Round and round we go
Oh- ohe ohe
Can't wait another day
Oh, oh, oh
Round and round we go

3008. Can't We Be Friends

Linda Ronstadt - Can't We Be Friends?

I thought I found the man of my dreams
Now it seems
This is how the story ends
He's going to turn me down
And say "Can't we be friends?"

I thought for once it couldn't go wrong
Not for long
I can see the way this ends
He's going to turn me down
And say "Can't we be friends?"

Never again
Through with love
Through with men
They play their game without shame
And who's to blame?

I thought I found a man I could trust
What a bust



This is how the story ends
He's going to turn me down
And say "Can't we be friends?"

Why should I care
Though he gave me the air?
And why should I cry?
Even sigh
Or wonder why?

I thought for once it couldn't go wrong
Not for long
I can see the way this ends
He's going to turn me down
And say "Can't we be
Can't we be
Can't we be
Can't we be
Can't we be
Can't we be friends?"

3009. Can't Win

Richard Thompson - Can't Win

I started to cry, they put gin in my cup
I started to crawl, and they swaddled me up
I got up and run, they said "Easy, son,
Play up, play the game"

They told me to think and forget what I'd heard
They told me to lie and they questioned my word
They told me to fail, better sink than sail,
Just play the game

Oh, towers will tumble and locusts will visit the land
Oh, a curse on your house and your children and the fruit of your hand

They said "You can't win
You can't win
You sweat blood
You give in

You can't win. You can't win
Turn the cheek
Take it on the chin
Don't you dare do this

Don't you dare do that"
We shoot down dreams, 
We stiletto in the back
Oh the nerve of some people, 



The nerve of some people, 
The nerve of some
I don't know who you think you are, 
Who you think you are

Oh what kind of mother would hamstring her sons?
Throw sand in their eyes and put ice on their tongues
Ah better to leave than stay here and grieve
And play the game

Don't waken the dead as you sleepwalk around
If you have a dream, brother, hush, not a sound
Just stand there and rust, die if you must
But play the game

Oh, if we can't have it, 
Why should a wretch like you?
Oh, it was drilled in our heads, 
Now we drill it into your head too

They said "You can't win
You can't win
You sweat blood
You give in

You can't win
You can't win
Turn the cheek
Take it on the chin

Don't you dare do this
Don't you dare do that"
We shoot down dreams, 

We stiletto in the back
Oh, the nerve of some people, 
The nerve of some people, 
The nerve of some people
I don't know who you think you are

The nerve of some people, the nerve of some people
The nerve of some people, the nerve of some people
The nerve of some people, the nerve of some people
The nerve of some people, the nerve of some people

3010. Can't Win For Losing You

Robbie Fulks - Can't Win for Losing You

[Chorus]
There you go again
Out of control again
Off running like the wind



Leaving me blue
I take you back and then
You break my heart again
It seems I just can't win
For losing you

[Verse 1]
We tried a thousand times to keep this love alive
But your fickle heart just can't be true
Now I've pinned my every hope onto a lie
I just can't win for losing you

[Chorus]
There you go again
Out of control again
Off running like the wind
Leaving me blue
I take you back and then
You break my heart again
It seems I just can't win
For losing you

3011. Can't You Hear Me Call Your Name - Chords

Can't You Hear Me Call Your Name
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Clyde Beam, Charles Jiles, W.S. Stevenson
 
C      G7         C
I walk along this lonesome street
F            C
To my lonely room
F                 C
Silence greets me at the door
D7               G7
Shadows share my gloom
  C         G7     C
I sit there in the darkness
   F                  C
My heart cries out in vain
   F         C       G7        C
Oh can't you hear me call your name
 
     F
I've been to the places 
     C
That we used to go
      F
And I find all the people 
     C          G7
That we used to know
     C
Each time I ask about you



   F                  C
My heart cries out in vain
   F         C       G7        C
Oh can't you hear me call your name
 
     F
I've been to the places 
     C
That we used to go
      F
Now I find all the people 
     C          G7
That we used to know
     C
Each time I ask about you
   F                  C
My heart cries out in vain
   F         C       G7        C
Oh can't you hear me call your name

3012. Can't You Hear Me Callin'

Bill Monroe - Can't You Hear Me Callin'
(Sweetheart Of Mine)
(Can't You Hear Me Calling)
Flying Burrito Brothers - Ricky Skaggs

The days are long, the nights are lonely
Since you left me all alone
I loved you so, my little darlin'
I've worried so since you've been gone

Sweetheart of mine, can't you hear me callin'?
A million times, I've loved you best
I mistreated you, darlin', I'm sorry
Come back to me is my request

I remember now, the night we parted
A big mistake had caused it all
If you'll return, sunshine will follow
To stay away would be my fall

Sweetheart of mine, can't you hear me callin'?
A million times, I've loved you best
I mistreated you, darlin', I'm sorry
Come back to me is my request

The days are dark, my little darlin'
Oh, how I need your sweet embrace
When I awoke the sun was shinin'
When I looked up, I saw your face

Sweetheart of mine, can't you hear me callin'?



A million times, I've loved you best
I mistreated you, darlin', I'm sorry
Come back to me is my request

3013. Can't You Hear That Whistle Blow Son

Can't you hear that whistle blow
Osborne Brothers
The Grascals

Can't you hear that whistle blow son
Mama's got hot biscuits on
Can't you hear that whistle blow son
I'm leavin' now but my mind's already gone

I've been messin' up production
Slowing down this assembly line
I have caused their great reduction
Mama I'm coming home it's quittin' time

Can't you hear that whistle blow son...

I had to get up a little too early
I had to stay here way too long
But I can tell you one thing certain
This old boy is surely headin' home

Can't you hear that whistle blow son...

Can't you hear that whistle blow son...
Can't you hear that whistle blow son...

3014. Can't You Take It Back And Change It For A Boy - Chords

Can't You Take It Back And Change It For A Boy
Recorded by Rex Allen
Written by Thurland Chattaway

C
From the nursery creepin' a little boy came peepin'
                               G7
Shyly peepin' through a golden curl
At a tiny bundle such a funny bundle
D7                     G7
Was a tiny little baby girl
C
Came to town that mornin' as the day was dawnin'
                       C7                  F
Mother thought t'would fill his heart with joy



                             C
But he shook his little head and to his mammy said
D7                               G7
Gee I wish that you had bought a boy
C                                        D7
Can't you take it back and change it for another
  G7                                    C
I don't want no little sister don't you see
                                    G7
Cause I'd rather have a little baby brother
          D7                       G7
Who could play a game of ball with me
C                                          D7
For it ain't no fun to play with dolls and such things
  G7                              C
A girl you know could never fix a toy
                                    F
So I'll tell you what to do if it's just the same with you
          G7                               C
Can't you take it back and change it for a boy
Now ain't it awful funny did it cost much money
                            G7
Won't it be an awful lot of care
It t'ain't a good one mother you'll have to get another
D7                          G7
Can't you see it hasn't any hair
C
Don't its teeth come with it will its nose grow will it
                 C7           F
Don't it make an awful lot of noise
                   C
Take it back today take it right away
    D7                                G7
And buy one where they only sell just boys
Repeat #3,4

3015. Canaan's Land - Chords

Canaan's Land
Recorded by Don Gibson
Written by A.P. Carter

G
(I'm on my way I'm on my way)
                               D7
Well I'm on my way to Canaan's land
                          G
I'm on my way to Canaan's land
                               C
I've done signed up made up my mind
          D7              G
I'm on my way to Canaan's land
                                        D7



If my mother don't go don't you hand to me
                                        G
If my mother don't go don't you hand to me
                               C
I've done signed up made up my mind
          D7              G
I'm on my way to Canaan's land
                               D7
Well I'm on my way to Canaan's land
                          G
I'm on my way to Canaan's land
                               C
I've done signed up made up my mind
          D7              G
I'm on my way to Canaan's land
                                         D7
If my brother don't go don't you hand to me
                                         G
If my brother don't go don't you hand to me
                               C
I've done signed up made up my mind
          D7              G
I'm on my way to Canaan's land
                               D7
Well I'm on my way to Canaan's land
                          G
I'm on my way to Canaan's land
                               C
I've done signed up made up my mind
          D7              G
I'm on my way to Canaan's land

3016. Canadian Girl - Chords

Canadian Girl 
Steve Martin & Steep Canyon Rangers

[Intro]
 
       F       Bb          F             Bb       C
 
e/-5--3--------5--3-----3--5---3---3--5------------3-------/
B/-------6-----------6-----------6-------3-----3h6---------/
G/----------5-------------------------------5--------------/
D/---------------------------------------------------------/
A/---------------------------------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------/
 
       F       Bb          F             Bb       F
 
e/-5--3--------5--3-----3--5---3---3--5--------5p3---------/
B/-------6-----------6-----------6-------3----------6------/
G/----------5-------------------------------5--------------/



D/---------------------------------------------------------/
A/---------------------------------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------/
 
 
[Verse 1]
F               Bb     F
From the cold Canadian shore
F                     Bb   C
Lake l'Eau Claire and Ontario
F              Bb       F
Sailing on the Labrador Sea
F               C        F
Travel by train Victoria B.C
 
 
[Chorus]
Bb                     F
If you come across the line
     Ab            F
I'll make you my Canadian girl
Bb                F
Hope this reaches you in time
Ab                 F
You're inclined to change your mind
 
[Interlude]
 
F Bb F C F
F Bb F C F
 
 
[Verse 2]
F                   Bb         F
South ward bound to Washington State
F                   Bb         C
Shy of Seattle then west of Spokane
F               Bb         F
Settling down a newspaper writer
F                     C        F
A model good neighbor a proud journeyman
 
 
[Chorus]
Bb                     F
If you come across the line
     Ab                 F
I'll make you my Canadian girl
Bb                F
Hope this reaches you in time
Ab                 F
You're inclined to change your mind
 
 
[Interlude]
 
F Bb F C F (X2)



 
 
[Verse 3]
F                   Bb         F
Canadian girl I've lost my way
F                        Bb       C
From here to Toronto and back to LA
F                   Bb    F
Leave your northern wonderland
F                     C        F
Change the life of this American man
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Bb                     F
If you come across the line
     Ab            F
I'll make you my Canadian girl
Bb                F
Hope this reaches you in time
Ab                 F
You're inclined to change your mind
 
 
Ab  F   Ab F
 
 
[Outro]
Ab                   F
Won't you be mine, Canadian girl?

3017. Canadian Railroad Trilogy

Canadian Railroad Trilogy
Gordon Lightfoot

There was a time in this fair land when the railroad did not run
When the wild majestic mountains stood alone against the sun
Long before the white man and long before the wheel
When the green dark forest was too silent to be real

But time has no beginnings and the history has no bounds
As to this verdant country they came from all around
They sailed upon her waterways and they walked the forests tall
Built the mines, mills and the factories for the good of us all

And when the young man's fancy was turnin' to the spring
The railroad men grew restless for to hear the hammers ring
Their minds were overflowing with the visions of their day
And many a fortune lost and won and many a debt to pay

For they looked in the future and what did they see



They saw an iron road running from the sea to the sea
Bringing the goods to a young growing land
All up from the seaports and into their hands

Look away said they across this mighty land
From the eastern shore to the western strand

Bring in the workers and bring up the rails
We gotta lay down the tracks and tear up the trails
Open her heart let the life blood flow
Gotta get on our way 'cause we're moving too slow

Bring in the workers and bring up the rails
We're gonna lay down the tracks and tear up the trails
Open her heart let the life blood flow
Gotta get on our way 'cause we're moving too slow
Get on our way 'cause we're moving too slow

Behind the blue Rockies the sun is declining
The stars they come stealing at the close of the day
Across the wide prairie our loved ones lie sleeping
Beyond the dark ocean in a place far away

We are the navvies who work upon the railway
Swinging our hammers in the bright blazing sun
Living on stew and drinking bad whiskey
Bending our backs til the long days are done

We are the navvies who work upon the railway
Swinging our hammers in the bright blazing sun
Laying down track and building the bridges
Bending our old backs til the railroad is done

So over the mountains and over the plains
Into the muskeg and into the rain
Up the St. Lawrence all the way to Gaspe
Swinging our hammers and drawing our pay
Layin' 'em in and tying them down
Away to the bunkhouse and into the town
A dollar a day and a place for my head
A drink to the living, a toast to the dead

Oh the song of the future has been sung
All the battles have been won
On the mountain tops we stand
All the world at our command
We have opened up her soil
With our teardrops and our toil

For there was a time in this fair land when the railroad did not run
When the wild majestic mountains stood alone against the sun
Long before the white man and long before the wheel
When the green dark forest was too silent to be real
When the green dark forest was too silent to be real
And many are the dead men too silent to be real



3018. Canadian Whiskey

Nanci Griffith - Canadian Whiskey

In the hills of Montana 
There's a timber wolf howlin' 
The rangers are prowlin' 
For a woman alone 
She'd run away from an Indian lover 
He'll never recover 
She turned him to stone 

[Chorus:]
She drank Canadian whiskey 
Pure blended whiskey 
She drank it like wine 
Her eyes were the color of Canadian whiskey 
Pure blended whiskey 
So light brown and fine 

Twenty tears later 
I heard of a woman 
She's living alone 
Up by Yellowstone Creek 
And old Trapper John 
Brings her cases of whiskey 
Canadian whiskey 
He says she never will speak

3019. Canadian Women - Canadian Clubs

Tom T Hall - Canadian Women - Canadian Clubs

[Verse 1:]
I guess you're surprised to see me back in Louisville
After all that talk about goin' up north to make my kill
Why people in Toronto fell in love with me
But you know how I am that night life just won't let me be

[Chorus:]
Canadian women, Canadian clubs
I got away clean I didn't leave a thing but a ring around the tub
And up in Brandon Manitoba I left thirteen empty jugs
Canadian women, Canadian clubs

[Verse 2:]
Well old Tom taught me how to stomp a tune or two
I hung around awhile and I got those sad weary blues
They told me that I ought to look out for those northern lights



That's a good excuse to sleep all day and stay up every night

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Gordon introduced me to a folk or two
Some I hadn't met and some that I already knew
Well I'm goin' back as soon as I can raise the cash
'Cause Canada is not a place that I wanna had in my past

[Chorus]
[Outro:]
Canadian women, Lord, Canadian clubs

3020. Canadian Women Canadian Clubs - Chords

Canadian Women Canadian Clubs
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                                          Dm
I guess you're surprised to see me back in Louisville
F                                  G7               C
After all that talk about goin' up north to make my kill
                              Dm
Why people in Toronto fell in love with me
        F                             G7                C
But you know how I am that night life just won't let me be
         F              C
Canadian women Canadian clubs
  D7                                          G7
I got away clean I didn't leave a thing but a ring around the tub
          F                       C              Am
And up in Brandon Manitoba I left thirteen empty jugs
         C     G7       C
Canadian women Canadian clubs
                                      Dm
Well ol' Tom taught me how to stomp a tune or two
  F                                  G7        C
I hung around awhile and I got those sad weary blues
                                              Dm
They told me that I oughta look out for those northern lights
         F                                G7            C
That's a good excuse to sleep all day and stay up every night
repeat #2
                          Dm
Gordon introduced me to a folk or two
F                               G7        C
Some I hadn't met and some that I already knew
                                     Dm
Well I'm goin' back as soon as I can raise the cash
      F                            G7               C
Cause Canada is not a place that I wanna have in my past
repeat #2



                    G7       C
Canadian women Lord Canadian clubs

3021. Cancel Tomorrow - Chords

Cancel Tomorrow
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Red Lane and Dottie West

C        F C
Cancel tomorrow 
               G7
I need no more time

I've wasted our words 
                       C    G7
Running you through my mind

       C          F C
You'll love me fore-ver 
             G7
Not counting today

So cancel tomorrow 
                         C  G7
Or it will just be in my way

    C           F    C
You promised me true love 
                 G7
That never would die

You promised no heartaches 
               C    G7
No hurt or goodbyes

    C            F  C
But now it's all o--ver 
                G7
What else can I say

But cancel tomorrow 
                        C
Or it will be just like today
         F C
Cancel tomorrow

3022. Candle For A Cowboy



Candle For A Cowboy
Darrell Scott - Candle For A Cowboy

there was no denying the fire in his eyes
it was more than pueblo whiskey
it was more than a lonely night
two hundred miles from home
perfectly alone

he had no apologies in his pocket
it was right there on his hand
a golden wedding band
when hearts began to pound
he stood his ground

she lights a candle for a cowboy
and wonders why she's so alone
he was a man of his word
it was one she'd never heard
he was the only man who ever said, no

she said,  is there nothing i can do to please you? 
he said,  girl, you make love sound so easy
and it's hard to turn away
but it's harder to stay
and either way i go,
oh it's gonna be a long ride home 

she lights a candle for a cowboy
and wonders why shes so alone
he was a man of his word
it was one she'd never heard
he was the only man who ever said, no no no

and as he walked out the door
she loved him all the more

she lights a candle for a cowboy
and wonders why she's still alone, (still alone)
he was a man of his word
it was one she'd never heard
he was the only man who ever said
oh , he was the only man who ever said, no

3023. Candles And Cut Flowers

Jerry Jeff Walker - Candles and Cut Flowers

She likes candles and cut flowers, rearranging them for hours
And as she's lost in thought, I see the girl she was
I watch her standing in the kitchen
Snipping stems off with her scissors
And humming out a love song, like she always does
Then the flowers go in vases that appear in all the places



That gives the world around her, a little woman's touch
And she's the kind of woman, every woman wants to be like
And every man like me can't live without
Next she changes out the candles that have melted on the mantles
From the party that she hosted, just some nights ago
Then the round one on the piano, its unusual for the deep glow
That emanates inside it, when the wick is low
And the tall ones by the window, that she likes because the soft glow
Gives the room a feeling that she's not alone
And when she's not around you, you feel like something's missing
But the candles and the flowers say she's there
She likes dinners with old friends, late-night calls that come from girlfriends
She'll listen and tell them, if they're wrong or right
Later on she'll draw a hot bath, light a candle, play some soft jazz
Melt down in the bubbles, and the candlelight
Before bed she likes some white wine, says it helps her mind to unwind
As she reads a little while and drifts off in the night
And as she lies there sleeping, I can't believe she loves me
But when she says she loves you, you feel loved
She likes candles and cut flowers, rearranging them for hours
And as she's lost in thought, I see the girl she was

3024. Candles in the Rain (Childless Mothers)

Candles in the Rain (Childless Mothers)
Darrell Scott

Most days I never even notice
Most nights are much the same
But every now and then I get a picture
A familiar face without a name

Oh, when I see a loving mother
Kissing a hand that's hers to hold
I see a part of me I can't recover
I get the feeling all I'm growing is old

I met a man who was on fire
He had a wife, he had a family
And I fanned the flames of his desire
'Til he was burning, burning just for me

Oh, late one night he took me flying
Into the fire on wings of wax
Flying and melting and falling
We landed on our human backs

Childless mothers don't need pity
Childless mothers don't need blame
No, we beg our own pardons
And rake our rock gardens
And carry on past the need to explain
And light our candles in the rain



Cut to the room where we were waiting
Young people reading old people magazines
All past the point of hesitating
All past the hopes and the dreams

He left me standing in the doorway
I guess he'd gone as far as he could go
He watched me walk the plank hallway
And the rest I still have to face alone

Childless mothers don't need pity
Childless mothers don't blame
No, we make our own pardons
And rake our rock gardens
And carry on past the need to explain
And light our candles in the rain

We light our birthday candles in the rain
Light our candles, light our candles in the rain

Most days I never even notice

3025. Candy

Candy
Dave Rawlings Machine

Now who's that coming down the aisle? Is it Candy?
Well who's that coming down the aisle? Is it Candy?
Yea who's that coming down the aisle? Is it Candy?
Ah who's that coming down the aisle? Is it Candy?

Now what makes everybody smile? Is it candy?
Yea what makes everybody smile? Is it candy?
Ah what makes everybody smile? Is it candy?
Now what makes everybody smile? Is it candy?

There's something sticky on the floor, is it candy?
There's something sticky on the floor, is it candy?
There's something sticky on the floor, is it candy?
There's something sticky on the floor, is it candy?

Now Mama's got something in her hand. Is it candy?
Mama's got something in her hand. Is it candy?
Ah Mama's got something in her hand. Is it candy?
Well Mama's got something in her hand. Is it candy?

Now who's that thumping on the bass? Is it Candy?
Who's that thumping on the bass? Is it Candy?
Now who's that thumping on the bass? Is it Candy?
Ah who's that thumping on the bass? Is it Candy?



Now this song's never gonna end. Is it "Candy"?
Now this song's never gonna end. Is it "Candy"?
Yea this song's never gonna end. Is it "Candy"?
Ah this song's never gonna end. Is it "Candy"?

Somebody wants a little more. Is it candy?
Somebody wants a little more. Is it candy?
Well somebody wants a little more. Is it candy?
Ah somebody wants a little more. Is it candy?

Now who's that coming down the aisle? Is it Candy?
Well who's that coming down the aisle? Is it Candy?
Well who's that coming down the aisle? Is it Candy?
Ah who's that coming down the aisle? Is it Candy?

3026. Candy In The Window

Tom T Hall - Candy In The Window

[Verse 1:]
Don't kiss my lips and say goodbye, it makes me want you more
Anyway, I knew somebody like you once before
I know that love is waiting for you farther down the line
Candy in the window of my mind

[Chorus:]
You're candy in the window and I'm that ragged child
That came to town to stare into the window for awhile
I wish you every happiness you'll ever hope to find
Sweet candy in the window of my mind

[Verse 2:]
Remember me for I'm the one who never will forget
Now you know the way life is, you may decide you want me yet
Take care, sweetheart and keep in touch if you can spare the time
Candy in the window of my mind

[Chorus]
[Outro:]
Sweet candy in the window of my mind

3027. Candy In The Window - Chords

Candy In The Window
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                                     F
Don't kiss my lips and say goodbye it makes me want you more
G7                     F             C



Anyway I knew somebody like you once before
                                    F
I know that love is waiting for you further down the line
G7                        C
Candy in the window of my mind
F                   G7         C
You're candy in the window and I'm that ragged child
D7                                  G7
That came to town to stare into the window for a while
C                          F
I wish you every happiness you'll ever hope to find
G7                              C
Sweet candy in the window of my mind
                            F
Remember me for I'm the one who never will forget
G7                               F                  C
You know the way life is you may decide you want me yet
                                       F
Take care sweetheart and keep in touch if you can spare the time
G7                        C
Candy in the window of my mind
F                   G7         C
You're candy in the window and I'm that ragged child
D7                                  G7
That came to town to stare into the window for a while
C                          F
I wish you every happiness you'll ever hope to find
G7                        C
Candy in the window of my mind
G7                              C
Sweet candy in the window of my mind

3028. Candy Kisses

Candy Kisses 
Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours
Roy Acuff

Candy kisses wrapped in paper
Mean more to you than any of mine
Candy kisses wrapped in paper
You'd rather have them any old time

You don't mean it when you whisper
Those sweet love words in my ear
Candy kisses wrapped in paper
Mean more to you than mine do, dear

I build a castle out of dreams, dear
I thought that you were building too
Now my castles all have fallen
And I am left alone and blue



Once my heart was filled with gladness
Now there's sadness only tears
Candy kisses wrapped in paper
Mean more to you than mine do, dear

3029. Candy Man

Rodney Crowell - Candy Man

Come on baby let me take you by the hand
Come on sugar let me take you by the hand
You're for me let me be all your own candy candy your candy man
Well come on baby I love your honey lovin' ways
Hey there sweet thing I love your honey lovin' honey lovin' ways
Oh come to me let me be all your own candy candy your candy man
Come on woman I'm gonna treat you right I'll give you candy kisses every single night
(Candy man your candy man your candy man your candy man)
Oh come to me let me be all your own candy candy your candy man
Yeah candy candy candy I got the sweet sweet things for you
Yeah candy candy candy I got the sweet sweet things for you

3030. Candy Man

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Candy man
Composer: Rev. Gary Davis

Candy man, he's been and gone
My Candy man, he's been and gone
My Candy man, he's been and gone
Now I love everything in this Godalmighty world, God knows I do.

Peppermint stick, got a little brass band
I got a peppermint stick, I got a little brass band
I got a peppermint stick, I got a little brass band
And I'm goin' down to the gate to score the Candy man stand.

Run fetch a pitcher get the baby some beer
Run fetch a pitcher get the baby some beer
Run fetch a pitcher get the baby some beer
Run fetch a pitcher get the baby some beer
Run fetch a pitcher get the baby some beer
Run fetch a pitcher get the baby some beer
'Cause I love everything in this Godalmighty world, God knows I do.

Candy man, he's been and gone
My Candy man and his name was John
My Candy man, he's Morocco bound
Now I'd give everything in this Godalmighty world to bring my Candy man home.



Black skin man, give me bad brew
Oh black skin man, give me bad brew
Oh black skin man, give me bad brew
Now I'd give everything in this Godalmighty world to bring me my Candy man home.

Run fetch a pitcher get the baby some beer
Run fetch a pitcher get the baby some beer
Run fetch a pitcher get the baby some beer
Run fetch a pitcher get the baby some beer
Run fetch a pitcher get the baby some beer
Run fetch a pitcher get the baby some beer
'Cause I love everything in this Godalmighty world, God knows I do.

Candy man, I love the man
Yeah my Candy man, he gets me high
My Candy man, yeah I love the man
And I'd give everything in this Godalmighty world to bring my Candy man home.

3031. Cane Break

Tyler Childers - Cane Break

Bring me a beer
Get me to fucked to walk
And I'll crawl out of here
Til the last of my smokes, the last of my tears

She was a freight train made of gold
And she got the high ball and she was ready to go
And she warned me before I took off my boots
She said forevers a word that I seldom use

So I guess I'm to blame
For thinkin' she'd never leave
But I hope and I prayed
That wherever she is lord she thinks about me

Cuz I miss her like the wine
We drank while the fireworks covered the sky
And the radio sang out our tunes
We danced down the hill all the way to my room

So laugh in my face
Tell me that you told me so
But I'll tell you one truth
At least at the time I didn't feel so damn cold

She's a cane break, up in flames
You can't put her out and she burns through the rain
And she warned me before I took off my boots
She said forevers a word that I seldom use

So, bring me a beer



Get me to fucked to walk
And I'll crawl out of here
Til the last of my smokes

3032. Caney Fork River - Chords

Caney Fork River
Balsam Range

[Intro]
G  Em  C  Am
G  Em  C D G  C
 
[Verse]
       G          Em           C            Am
It's a long, long way from the hills of Carolina,
       G          Em         C             D
to the arms of my darling in Jackson, Tennessee.
           G          Em     C             Am
And it's a hard, hard way to try to make a living,
             G               Em         C       D    G
but it's the quickest way to get ahead, both of us agree.
 
 
[Verse]
              G            Em            C                 Am
And it's been twenty-seven weeks, but it seems more like forever,
G                 Em       C              D
still the pay was good and worth the sacrifice.
    G               Em           C                Am
The work is finally over and I'm getting close to Jackson
G               Em            C           D      G
I can't wait to see her and I know she'll be surprised.
 
 
[Chorus]
         D                           C
How many times must I cross that old Caney Fork River,
G         Em          C             D
traveling through the State of Tennessee?
         D                           C
How many times must I cross that old Caney Fork River,
G                Em       Am      C               D         G
'til I know that I'm home free, until I know that I am home free?
 
[Rift carries pattern of verse]
 
 
[Verse]
       G                 Em              C        Am
Well I never dreamed I'd find her in the arms of another,
G          Em         C             D
she didn't know I was coming home tonight.



        G          Em                C          Am
Now the sheriff is searching for the owner of a shotgun,
    G               Em            C     D       G
who left two lovers frigid in the early morning light.
 
 
[Chorus]
         D                           C
How many times must I cross that old Caney Fork River,
G         Em          C             D
traveling through the State of Tennessee?
         D                           C
How many times must I cross that old Caney Fork River,
G                Em       Am      C               D         G
'til I know that I'm home free, until I know that I am home free?
 
 
[Rift carries pattern of verse]
 
 
[Chorus]
         D                           C
How many times must I cross that old Caney Fork River,
G         Em          C             D
traveling through the State of Tennessee?
         D                           C
How many times must I cross that old Caney Fork River,
G                Em       Am      C               D         G  C
'til I know that I'm home free, until I know that I am home free?
     G   C   G   C   G   C
Home free...

3033. Canned Music - Chords

Canned Music
Dan Hicks

[G7](C) Canned music, canned music, playing on the radio 
[C?] [G7] Canned music, canned music, with out a doubt it doesn't go 
[D7] [C7] Favorites on the jukebox are only half the show when it's [G7] 
Canned music, canned music [G7] 

(1)A little before she left me, I asked her what it's all about [C7] [C?] [C7] [G7] 
She said I feel like dancin', She feel like stepping out [D7] [C7] 
I took her with the van, where the band was on the stand, playin' [G7] 
Live music live music

(2)She got us on the dance floor, to me it was a sight I never seen my baby movin', like the m
oves she made on me that night= 
I did not have a chance the way that music made me dance, it was ah Live music, live music 

* Repeat (C) * 



Instrumental

(3)The rhythm was all around us, we was really steppin' out 
My baby said I'm livin' for this music, I asked her what it's all about 
She said I'm just a silly girl, this stuff has got me in a whirl It's just some live music, live music

(4)And that was the night she left me, danced herself into my memory 
My baby had to leave me for the drummer, I guess I'll never solve that mystery 
I think I've learned my lesson just don't get too near the band when =
it's Live music, live music A little before she left me, 
I asked her what it's all about She said she feel like dancin', she feel like steppin' out .............
........................................................= 

Some chord idea's. X E A D G B E C7...=D5=CD=D1=CD=D1=CD=D1=CD=D1=CD=B8 C7 
=D5=CD=D1=CD=D1=CD=D1=CD=D1==CD=B8 D7=3D 
THIS FIGURE MOVED UP TO =B3 =B3 =B3 =B3 =B3 =B3 =B3 =B3 =B3 =B3 =B3 =B3 203=
1A=

3034. Cannonball

Brandi Carlile - Cannonball

I was born when I met you
Now I'm dying to forget you
And that is what I know
Though I dreamed I would fall
Like a wounded cannonball
Sinking down with my heart in tow

Bright lights like white lightning
Who shot me down
Who will cut me down
I'm frozen in my bed till the day comes around
How I'm lost
How I'm found

There's a man all alone
Telling me his friends are gone
That they've died and flown away
So I told him he was wrong
That you friends are never gone
If you look to the sky and pray

Bright lights like white lightning
Who shot me down
Who will cut me down
I'm frozen in my bed till the day comes around

How I'm lost
How I'm found

Someone told me a lie
Someone looked me in the eye



And said time will ease your pain
But behold, when you fall
It's that same old cannonball
Coming back for your heart again

Bright lights like white lightning
Who shot me down
Who will cut me down
I'm frozen in my bed till the day comes around
And it may come around
Until the day comes around
How I'm lost
How I'm found

I was born when I met you
Now I'm dying to forget you
And that is what I know

3035. Cannonball Blues

Cannonball Blues

Oh listen to the train coming down the line
Trying to make up all their lost time
From Buffalo to Washington
You can wash my jumper starch my overalls
Catch a train they call the Cannonball
From Buffalo to Washington

My baby's left me she even took my shoes
Enough to give a man these doggone worried blues
She's gone she's solid gone

Yonder comes the train coming down the track
Carry me away but it aint gonna carry me back
My honey babe my blue eyed babe

I'm going up north I'm going up north this fall
If luck don't change I wont be back at all
My honey babe I'm leaving you

3036. Cannonball Blues

Cannonball Blues (Solid Gone)
Carter Family

You may wash my jumper babe
Starch my overalls
I'm going to ride that train



That they call the Cannon Ball
From Buffalo down to Washington

Yonder comes the train, babe
A-running down the track
Takin' me away, but it will not bring me back
My honey-babe, my blue-eyed gal

Chorus:
Oh now I'm down here crying
Cause she's gone
Feeling like dying
'Cause she's gone
She's a-solid gone

Well you know my baby left me,
Even took my shoes
Enough to give a man the dog-gone weary blues
'Cause she's gone
She's a-solid gone

Yonder comes that train now
A-whistling round the curve
A-whistling and a-blowing, babe
Straining every nerve
'Cause she's gone
She's a-solid gone

Chorus

Some days I'm happy
Sine days I'm blue
Some days I feel so bad I don't know what to do
'Cause she's gone
She's a-solid gone

Going up north, going up north next fall
If my luck don't change
I won't be back at all
My honey-babe, I'm a-leaving you

Chorus

Repeat first verse

----------

Arr. Bruce Phillips

Starch my old collar, wash my coveralls,
I'm gonna ride that train they call the Cannonball,
From Washington to Buffalo.

See that train a-coming, yonder round the bend,
To carry me away and I ain't coming back again
Goodbye babe, I'm leaving you.



My baby left me, she even took my shoes,
That's enough to give a man those lowdown worried blues,
Baby's gone, she's solid gone.

I'm going up North, going up North this fall,
If my luck don't change, ain't coming back at all.
Goodbye babe, my blue-eyed babe.

3037. Cannonball Blues - Chords

Cannonball Blues (aka Solid Gone)
Recorded by Doc Watson
Written by A.P. Carter 

C
Sometimes I'm happy and sometimes I'm blue
                            F
But today I'm so lonesome I don't know what to do
            C    G7          C
My blue eye babe she's solid gone
 
   F                                C
Oh Lord I love that woman but she's gone
      F                                   C
And I know I'm gonna miss her since she's gone
G7          C
She's solid gone
 
 
Listen to that train come a rollin down the track
                                     F
It's a takin' her away oh God and it ain't
                                    C
A-gonna bring her back oh yes she's gone
G7          C
She's solid gone 
 
 
When my baby left me she even took my shoes
 
And that's enough to give a man those 
F                                  C
Doggone worried blues oh yes she's gone
G7          C
She's solid gone
  
   F                                C
Oh Lord I love that woman but she's gone
      F                                   C
And I know I'm gonna miss her since she's gone
G7          C
She's solid gone
 



 
Would you listen to that engine pullin' around the curve
                                     F
She's a whistlin' and a pulllin' boy strainin' every nerve
              C    G7          C
And now she's gone she's solid gone

3038. Canon Dans l'Front

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Canon dans l'front

Avec un canon dans l'front me semble
Que c'est dur de dire non
Sérieux c'est d'la triche
C'pas mal c'qu'y a de plus persuasif
Y'a-tu argument plus massue
Que r'file-moi ton blé ou j'te tue
R'file-moi ton blé ou j'te tue
Tsch-tschik
On aura eu du fun Ã  Wabang
C'est sÃ»r o'était une ostie d'belle gang
Ã■ jouer Ã  des jeux d'boisson
'Ec toute la garnison
Avec le chef d'la milice
Son beau Beretta sur la table
Pas d'place pour les caprices
Bois mÃªme si t'es p'us capable
J'aurais automatiquement voulu dire non
Mais quand j'ai vu son automatique
J'ai automatiquement entendu raison
Ã■a pouvait pas Ãªtre plus illégal
Qu'rentrer dans l'pays par la jungle
Si on te d'mande si t'as peur des balles
Fais ton tough pis ferme ta gueule
Fais ton tough pis ferme ta gueule

3039. Cant Get Home - Chords

Cant Get Home 
Steep Canyon Rangers

Am                      G7      C
I know better than to cuss in my mama's house
Am                              G
So more than not I just shut my mouth
Am                              C
She hasn't lived here in a year or more
Am                                      G7      C
But I still stand a little straighter when I walk in the door



 
Am                                      G7      C
There's a fresh coat of paint on the kitchen wall
Am                              G
How it looked before I scare recall
Am                              G7      C
Somewhere beneath there's a pencil line
Am                              G7      C
Shows how tall I stood the day I turned nine
 
[Chorus]
Am                        G7    C
I can't unsee what I've been shown
Am                              G
My body's been and my mind is lone
Am                              G7      C
And I never was ready for the things I know
Am                              G7      C
I can find the house, but I can't get home
 
 
Am                       G7     C
I did my first tour in '94
Am                                      G
I was following the dead, I didn't fight no war
Am                              G7      C
And everywhere I went all the locals stared
Am                              G7      C
And it felt good feeling like a stranger there
 
Am                        G7    C
I can't unsee what I've been shown
Am                              G
My body's been and my mind is lone
Am                              G7      C
And I never was ready for the things I know
Am                              G7      C
I can find the house, but I can't get home
 
 
Am                              G7      C
Dogwood's blooming like they always did
Am                                      G
And the roof still leaks on the garden shed
Am                                         G7            C
And the sign in the yard says it's all been sold
Am                      G7      C
But I gave it away a long time ago
 
Am                        G7    C
I can't unsee what I've been shown
Am                              G
My body's been and my mind is lone
Am                              G7      C
And I never was ready for the things I know
Am                              G7      C
I can find the house, but I can't get home



Am                              G7      C
I can walk in the door, but I can't get home
Am                              G7      C
I can sleep in the bed, but I can't get home

3040. Cap'n Jerry

Tyler Childers - Cap'n Jerry

[Verse 1]
I roam these hills carrying the fox I found
And when I'm tired I'll lay it down
And get myself a drink of water
But I will keep on through til I've reached your door
Lay the hide out on the floor
Give you Cap'n Jerry's fifty dollars

[Verse 2]
He said he's sorry he could not stay
But there were things that couldn't wait
He'll be back when he tends to business
But I feared you'd think the Cap'n was an unjust man
So I thought I'd lend a hand
And bring back the debt he owed you

[Chorus]
And who knows along the way
I might find myself a reason
As to why I live this way
Runnin' up and down thesR dirty streets
Throwing my money so I don't sleep alone

[Verse 3]
Look straight ahead Aaron is on his way
Ridin' for thR same old thing
I guess it was perfect timin'
Cause my heart is strong but my bones they ache
But they always do these days
From livin' like a drunken heathen

[Chorus]
And who knows along the way
I might find myself a reason
As to why I live this way
Runnin' up and down these dirty streets
Throwing my money so I don't sleep alone

3041. Captain



Captain
Abigail Washburn

Oh the water, oh the water, so clear and blue and free

Thought I heard old big leg Lula
Calling me boys, singing come on home

If I can just make it through January and February
I'll march on through boys, I'll march on through

Oh the water, oh the water, so clear and blue and free

I asked the foreman what time of day it was
He was so hard-hearted, he just walked away

I asked the judge what be my crime
He said if I don't hang you I'll give you 99

If you wanna please your captain
Sink'em low boys, raise'em high
Sink'em low boys, sink'em low boys
Sink'em low boys, raise'em high

Hail the Captain, hail his gun
Hail the chiefman and his prodigal son

I've seen him preaching, and I've seen him run
I've read his bible, I don't owe him none

I don't owe him none boys, I don't owe him non
I'll be a witness to the rising sun

If you wanna please your captain
Sink'em low boys, raise'em high
Sink'em low boys, raise'em high

3042. Captain, Captain

Crooked Still 
Captain, Captain

Captain, Captain, tell me true does my sweet Willie sail with you?
No my dear, he isn't here for he is drowned in this ocean, dear

Answer me, oh give me joy for I love my soldier boy
Oh no, lady, he's not here. Dropped down dead in the gulf, my dear

Get me a chair to sit upon, and pen and ink, come write it down

On every line I will shed a tear: on every verse cry oh, my dear

Captain, Captain, build me a boat, out on these waters I must float
Searching for my Willy dear, for he has drowned in this ocean dear



3043. Car Wheels On A Gravel Road

Lucinda Williams - Car Wheels On A Gravel Road

Sittin' in the kitchen, a house in Macon
Loretta's singing on the radio
Smell of coffee, eggs and bacon
Car wheels on a gravel road

Pull the curtains back and look outside
Somebody somewhere I don't know
Come on now child, we're gonna go for a ride
Car wheels on a gravel road

Car wheels on a gravel road
Car wheels on a gravel road

Can't find a damn thing in this place
Nothing's where I left it before
Set of keys and a dusty suitcase
Car wheels on a gravel road

There goes the screen door slamming shut
You better do what you're told
When I get back this room better be picked-up
Car wheels on a gravel road

Car wheels on a gravel road
Car wheels on a gravel road

Low hum of voices in the front seat
Stories nobody knows
Got folks in Jackson we're going to meet
Car wheels on a gravel road

Cotton fields stretching miles and miles
Hank's voice on the radio
Telephone poles trees and wires fly on by
Car wheels on a gravel road

Car wheels on a gravel road
Car wheels on a gravel road

Broken down shacks engine parts
Could tell a lie but my heart would know
Listen to the dogs barkin' in the yard
Car wheels on a gravel road

Child in the backseat 'bout four or five years
Lookin' out the window
Little bit of dirt mixed with tears
Car wheels on a gravel road



Car wheels on a gravel road
Car wheels on a gravel road

Car wheels on a gravel road
Car wheels on a gravel road

3044. Car Wreck

The Devil Makes Three - Car Wreck

He grew up in a one horse town,
wasn't much to do since all the bars had closed down.
He'd stare up to the stars sometimes when no one was around,
and he'd dream of getting out.

So he bought himself a pickup truck that was covered up in rust,
he found a buddy to fill the shotgun seat that was someone he could trust,
and they hit the gas and headed west out to the setting sun,
when the dust had cleared, they was gone.

Chorus:
Well leavin' just came natural, 
that's the way it seemed to him.
He'd been doing it so long that's the way he'd always been,
and you can find him in some hotel room with the television on.
He might be high and he'll probably ramble on.
You can laugh beneath fluorescent lights and drink until the dawn,
but in the morning, in the morning when you wake up he'll be gone.

So he met a girl in a town along the way, 
she had beautiful brown eyes and a place that he could stay.
So he fell in love and she fell in love in kind,
it was so perfect that of course he lost his mind.
He snuck out of the kitchen one day before the dawn,
she called out after him and ran across the lawn,
and he said some things that he didn't mean,
that he'd best be travelin' on,
she shed some tears and he was gone.

Chorus:
Well leavin' just came natural, 
that's the way it seemed to him.
He'd been doing it so long that's the way he'd always been,
and you can find him in some hotel room with the television on.
He might be high and he'll probably ramble on.
You can laugh beneath fluorescent lights and drink until the dawn,
but in the morning, in the morning when you wake up he'll be gone.

Eighteen years later and fifteen-hundred miles from home,
he can't shake her from his mind though the whiskey soaks his bones.
He heads out on a back road in the middle of the night,
pedal to the metal, you know he timed that curve just right.
But some bridges you cross over but the rest you've got to burn,



he may have lost the road but I know he made his turn,
and as we pulled him from the wreckage I promised him a song,
'cause it was clear that he was gone.

Chorus:
Well leavin' just came natural, 
that's the way it seemed to him.
He'd been doing it so long that's the way he'd always been,
and you can find him in some hotel with the television on,
he might be high and he'll probably ramble on.
You can laugh beneath fluorescent lights and drink until the dawn,
but in the morning, in the morning when you wake up he'll be gone.

In the morning, in the morning when you wake up he'll be gone.

3045. Caravan

Caravan
Mike Auldridge

Night and stars above that shine so bright
The myst'ry of their fading light
That shines upon our caravan

Sleep upon my shoulder as we creep
Across the sand so I may keep
The mem'ry of our caravan

This is so exciting
You are so inviting
Resting in my arms
As I thrill to the magic charms
Of you beside me here beneath the blue
My dream of love is coming true
Within our desert caravan

3046. Carcinoma Blues

Carcinoma Blues
Sam Bush

[Verse 1]
I went to see the doctor
This is what the doctor said
I went to see the doctor
This is what the doctor said
You gotta back [?] boy
You know you gonna wind up yet
You know my doctor



Gave me everything I need
You know my good doctor
Gave me everything I need
It makes me feel so bad
It must be good for me
And now cancer you ain't rulin' me

[Verse 2]
But there she asked me
For my insurance card
Then there she asked me
For my insurance card
I said I do not have one
Time through [?]

[Chorus]
I know you worry
I'd be worried to
I know that you worry
I'd be worried to
 cause it's hard to watch your baby
With the carcinoma blues
[?] cancer you ain't rulin' me

[Outro]
I hate to see that boy
And what he's going through
I hate to see that boy
And what he's going through
She said how come nobody [?] me
Why I'm feelin' blue
And now cancer you ain't rulin' me

3047. Card Shark

Rhiannon Giddens - Card Shark

There are many kinds of fish that swim in the sea
There's others that swim in the dark
And of those troupers and trouts and dolphins and whales
The one you must watch is the shark
Card shark (yes ma'am) get him in the nose
That ol' card shark
Card shark (yes ma'am) get him in the nose
That ol' card shark
Now I sat me down to have some fun
I jumped in the tank for a spell
I boogalooed in the bunkhouse and saw some bandits on the run
I went down to get water from the well
Card shark (yes ma'am) get him in the nose
That ol' card shark
Card shark (yes ma'am) get him in the nose
That ol' card shark



Now set  m up, Samba, sit on it awhile
Toss in the towel and have a kick
Stick it in the rear and roar for a bit
And waddle down the road like a brick
Card shark (yes ma'am) get him in the nose
That ol' card shark
Card shark (yes ma'am) get him in the nose
That ol' card shark

3048. Cardboard Mansion

Cardboard Mansion 
Lonesome River Band

I saved up some money, to ramble around
To travel the country, and leave this little town
I'm tellin' this story, for you ramblers all around
One night in a cardboard mansion 
you'll be Blue Ridge Mountain bound
 
CHORUS: 
I built a cardboard mansion over steam from the ground 
I spent the night a prayin', afraid to make a sound
I m buyin' a ticket on the first train leavin' town 

One night in a cardboard mansion  
you'll be Blue Ridge Mountain bound 
 
I left the Blue Ridge Mountains, seven months ago
To see the big cities, a rambler don't you know
I didn't find employment, my money was runnin' low
I got to New York City, just in time for snow
 
CHORUS    except for different last two lines: 
I'm leavin' New York City 
I'm Blue Ridge Mountain bound

One night in a cardboard mansion 
you'll be Blue Ridge Mountain bound,,,

3049. Carefree Highway - Chords

Carefree Highway
By Gordon Lightfoot

Capo 3rd fret
intro.... D C G Asus4 A

D A F# Bm A 



Pickin up the pieces of my sweet shattered dream
 G D Asus4 A
I wonder how the old folks are tonight
 D A F# Bm
Her name was Ann & I'll be damned if I recall her face
G A D
She left me not knowing what to do.

Cho....
 D C G A D
Carefree Highway let me slip away on you
 C G A
Carefree highway you've seen better days
 Bm A G D/F# Esus4 E
The morning after blues from my head down to my shoes
 D C G Asus4 A D C G A D C G
Asus4 A
Carefree Highway let me slip away slip away on you

Turnin back the pages to the times I love best
I wonder if she'll ever do the same
Now the thing that I call living is just being satisfied
With knowin I got no one left to blame

Cho...
Carefree Highway I got to see you my old flame
Carefree highway you've seen better days
The morning after blues from my head down to my shoes
Carefree Highway let me slip away let me slip away on you
Searchin thru the fragments of my dream shattered sleep
I wonder if the years have closed her mind
Well I guess it must be wander lust or trying to get free
>From the good old faithful feeling we once knew

Cho...
Carefree Highway let me slip away on you
Carefree highway you've seen better days
The morning after blues from my head down to my shoes
Carefree Highway let me slip away let me slip away on you
Carefree Highway I got to see you my old flame
Carefree highway you've seen better days
The morning after blues from my head down to my shoes
Carefree Highway let me slip away let me slip away on you

3050. Careless

Careless
Glen Phillips

You grew up alone in a big empty house
With a pool and a maid, mom and dad always out
And I always thought that you had it so good
Just imagine my surprise when they blew off the roof



And I couldn't be more careless
You're probably dead, and I'm just embarrassed

From out of a fire and into a flame
When you got too skinny you moved to LA
It's just a regular city dropped from a great height
With the millions inside trapped along for the ride

(Chorus 2x)
Embarrassed to be the one who had it nice
With not a clue and too much advice

Well I let you live your life, you let me live mine
So whatever you need, it's just fine, it's just fine
You've been here before, you'll probably be back again
'Til the hair of that dog is too frayed at both ends

(Chorus 2x)

3051. Careless Darlin' - Chords

Careless Darlin'
Recorded by Ernest Tubb
Words and Music by Ernest Tubb, Lou Wayne, and Bob Shelton

You [D7] said you'd [G] love me and me a-[C] lone
And that you'd [D7] always by mine my [G] own
But [D7] someone [G] new came and [G7] you did [C] not
Care to re-[D7] member so you for-[G] got

Chrs:
Oh Careless Darlin', how carelessly
You broke the vow that you made to me
With all my heart I believed in you
But Careless Darlin' you were untrue

Your last goodbye will forever ring
Within my ear and will heartaches bring
I kept my promise, I kept my vow
But you kept nothing it's so plain now

Now if tomorrow these bygone years
These olden mem-ries should bring you tears
Think of our parting that luckless day
You carelessly threw my love away

3052. Careless Hands - Chords



Careless Hands  
recorded by Dottie West
written by Bob Hillard and Carl Sigman

C                   F             C
I let my heart fall into careless hands          
G7                           C
Careless hands that broke my heart in two                        
F                   C
You held my dreams like worthless grains of sand         
G7                                C
Careless hands don't care when dreams slip through                 
F                        C
You've brought me joy and dear I loved you so    
D7                                      G7
But all that sunshine didn't make the roses grow             
C                              F
If you don't change someday you'll know the sorrow of         
C          G7               C
Careless hands that can't hold on to love                  
 F                        C
You've brought me joy and dear I loved you so    
D7                                      G7
But all that sunshine didn't make the roses grow             
C                              F
If you don't change someday you'll know the sorrow of         
C          G7               C
Careless hands that can't hold on to love

3053. Careless Kisses - Chords

Careless Kisses
Recorded by Red Foley

C                                  F
Your careless kisses your careless kisses            
C                   G7
Are causing me to care less for you              
C                    F
Your careless kisses your careless kisses         
C              G7                C
Makes me wonder if your heart is careless too                 
F                C
You tell me it's nothing you only kiss my friends hello               
D7               G7
Please tell me darling how many people can I know               
C                    F
Who share your kisses your careless kisses               
C     G7            C
That's causing me to care less for you                                  
F
Your careless kisses your careless kisses            
C                   G7
Are causing me to care less for you              



C                    F
Your careless kisses your careless kisses         
C              G7                C
Makes me wonder if your heart is careless too                 
F                C
You tell me it's nothing you only kiss my friends hello
               D7               G7
Please tell me darling how many people can I know               
C                    F
Who share your kisses your careless kisses               
C     G7            C
That's causing me to care less for you

3054. Careless Love

Careless Love

Love oh love careless love
Love oh love careless love
Love oh love oh careless love
See what careless love has done

Once I wore my apron low (3x)
I couldn't keep you from my door

What oh what will mama say (3x)
When she learns I've gone astray

I love my mama and papa too (3x)
See what I get for lovin' you

Now I wear my apron high (3x)
You pass my door you walk on by

3055. Careless Love

The Stanley Brothers - Careless Love

Love, oh love, oh careless love
You've fly through my head like wine
You've wrecked the life of a many poor girl
And you nearly spoiled this life of mine

Love, oh love, oh careless love
In your clutches of desire
You've made me break a many true vow
Then you set my very soul on fire

Love, oh love, oh careless love



All my happiness bereft
You've filled my heart with weary old blues
Now I'm walkin', talkin' to myself

Love, oh love, oh careless love
Trusted you now, it's too late
You've made me throw my old friend down
That's why I sing this song of hate

Love, oh love, oh careless love
Night and day, I weep and moan
You brought the wrong man into this life of mine
For my sins, till judgment I'll atone

3056. Careless Whisper

Careless Whisper

I feel so unsure
As I take your hand and lead you to the dance floor
As the music dies, something in your eyes
Calls to mind a silver screen
And all its sad good-byes

I'm never gonna dance again
Guilty feet have got no rhythm
Though it's easy to pretend
I know you're not a fool

I should've known better than to cheat a friend
And waste the chance that I'd been given
So I'm never gonna dance again
The way I danced with you, oh

Time can never mend
The careless whispers of a good friend
To the heart and mind
Ignorance is kind
There's no comfort in the truth
Pain is all you'll find

I'm never gonna dance again
Guilty feet have got no rhythm
Though it's easy to pretend
I know you're not a fool

I should've known better than to cheat a friend (should've known better, yeah)
And waste the chance that I'd been given
So I'm never gonna dance again
The way I danced with you, oh

Never without your love



Tonight the music seems so loud
I wish that we could lose this crowd
Maybe it's better this way
We'd hurt each other with the things we'd want to say

We could have been so good together
We could have lived this dance forever
But now, who's gonna dance with me?
Please stay
And I'm never gonna dance again
Guilty feet have got no rhythm
Though it's easy to pretend
I know you're not a fool

I should've known better than to cheat a friend
And waste the chance that I'd been given
So I'm never gonna dance again
The way I danced with you, oh
now that you're gone
(Now that you're gone) was what I did so wrong, so wrong
That you had to leave me alone?

3057. Caribbean - Chords

Caribbean
Recorded by Hank Snow
Writer: Mitchell Torok

KEY: B/HERE: C
1. [C] Have you ever been down to Haiti, when
The summer sun was sinkin' [G7] low
There's nothin' but romance, just everwhere you glance
And the native hearts are all a-[C] glow
But when the Cuban Queen comes upon the scene
They all stare like a statue out of [F] stone
And when they realize what's be-[C] fore their eyes
The other [G7] girls are left all a-[C] lone.

2. [C] Down in the Caribbean, it's not a dream you're seein'
When you get a glimpse of the lady with the [G7] charm
But from miles away you can see her sway
To the beat of the Cuban Conga line that [C] forms.

3. [C] Up in a tree so high, way up in the sky
Sits a wide-eyed monkey on a [G7] limb
He wonders why the people go to so much trouble
Just to try to be like [C] him
He doesn't understand, that it's a lady's hand
That makes a heart feel so sub-[F] lime
But before too long, he starts [C] singing the song
And then he [G7] gets in the Conga [C] line.

4. Columbus searched for spices, but he missed the nicest



Part of the Caribbean
He didn't see the charms and the open arms
It was the gold that he was seein'
Oh, but I'm glad he missed, the sweetest thing I've kissed
'Cause we're on our honeymoon
I'm so sorry Chris, to talk about you like this
But you were five-hundred years too soon.

Note. Repeat verses 2 and 3

3058. Carla

Carla
Todd Snider - Carla

An empty house is hard to bear
Lonesome's falling everywhere
Without you there's no light coming in
That lucky dog jumped the fence
Ain't seen him around here since
And I don't guess I ever will again
It didn't bother me any, I was good to that dog
And just like you I'm gonna have to learn to let him go

Leaving me was one thing Carla
Why'd you have to leave so slow? 

Slow and shifty backing out
You were trying to fill my head with doubt
You nearly had me walking out on you
About the oldest trick to be
Playing on someone as old as me
That can not be the best that you can do
It didn't bother me any when he come around
I just wish I hadn't been the last guy in town to know

I didn't mind you walking away
What hurt was how you walked so slow
You know, you go  

You know that was so underhanded
Grabbing him just as you landed
After holding me the whole time you fell
You tell me he'll be good to you
Who wouldn't be? What else is new?
And now all that I can do is wish you well
It wouldn't have bothered me any
If you left me when you wanted to
But you just had to wait until you had some place better to go

Leaving me was one thing Carla
Why'd you have to leave so slow?
I didn't mind you walking away



What hurt was how you walked so slow

3059. Carmelita

Linda Ronstadt - Carmelita

I hear mariachi static on my radio
And the tubes they glow in the dark
And I'm there with you in Ensenada
And I'm here in Echo Park

Carmelita, hold me tighter
I think I'm sinking down
And I'm all strung out on heroin
On the outskirts of town

Well I pawned my Smith and Wesson
And I went to meet my man
He hangs out down on Alvarado Street
At the Pioneer Chicken stand

Carmelita, hold me tighter
I think I'm sinking down
And I'm all strung out on heroin
On the outskirts of town

Well I'm sittin' here playing solitaire
With my pearl handled deck
The county won't give me no more methadone
And they cut off your welfare check

Carmelita, hold me tighter
I think I'm sinking down
And I'm all strung out on heroin
On the outskirts of town

Carmelita, hold me tighter
I think I'm sinking down
And I'm all strung out on heroin
On the outskirts of town

3060. Carnival

Carnival - Acoustic Syndicate

There's a crowd
Gathered down at carnival square
All the kindred souls in attire
As they pass by



I can taste all the joy in the air
Building up to a festival fire

I can see each face
In the world tonight
Each one their place to attain
Unified in the notion of happy
They wont go home even if it rains

It's open for everyone now
Even the souls of the past
Will not be refused
The ranks of the spirit
Now, are forming
We couldn'²t go home
If we wanted to

Moving down through
The streets of New Orleans
Stopping only to take in the view
The sight, the sound
The feel of the carnival
I can sense all the old times anew

It's open for everyone now
Even the souls of the past
Will not be refused
The ranks of the spirit
Now, are forming
We couldn't go home if we wanted to

3061. Carnival - Chords

Carnival 
Nora Jane Struthers

[Intro]
A
 
[Chorus]
A                        Bm
Take me to the carnival let me ride the rides
D                         A
buy me a red balloon and some sweet potato fries
A                                Bm
I don't care how long we stay as long as we can see,
D                          A
everything there is to see
 
[Verse 1]
           F#m
I want to see the bearded lady in her yellow dress
           A



I want to pray for the man on the high wire
           F#m
I want to gawk at the grizzly bear's arabesque
        E
and the man whose breathing fire
D                         A
how does a man breathe fire?
 
[Instrumental]
Bm   D    A
 
[Bridge]
A                       Bm
Take me to the carnival I want to see the sideshows 
D                      A
I think they are beautiful
A
There goes the world's tallest Man 
Bm                                                      D
he has trouble finding places to stand so they built a tent
                A
especially for him
 
[Verse 2]
          F#m
I want to see the Fiji mermaid swimming in her tank
          A
taste the briny water she splashes with her tail
           F#m
Watch the Siamese twins as they glide and sway
              E
there goes a man with the bed of nails
     D                   A
what good is a bed of nails?
 
[Instrumental]
F#m    A     F#m
 
E      D     A
 
[Chorus]
A                        Bm
Take me to the carnival let me ride the rides 
D                              A
buy me a red balloon and some sweet potato fries
                                  Bm
I don't care how long we stay as long as we can see,
D                      Bm   E   A
everything there is to see

3062. Carolina



Carolina
I Draw Slow

Headed south to Asheville town
We stumble down the mountain
Singing 'Oh, don't you remember
The Lonesome River Band?'

No way back to Winston-Salem
Engine failin'
You were playing a song
I didn't remember
And I couldn't understand

And just before the chorus
Nantahala forest
Pine and promise
And oh, now, please don't let me down

But you were bound for Johnson City
Sounds so pretty
Here's a bit of you
I didn't understand
I'm only hearing now

When you said -

[Chorus]
Carolina, I'm inclined to leave you
And never come back
Carolina, I'm inclined to go
Carolina, take the time to know me
'Cause I never knew ya
Know me
Whatever is left to know

Searching for the lost horizon
Sleeping through the Blue Ridge rising
Oh, don't you remember?
We didn't get too far

Passed the night in restless dreaming
I never guessed that you were leaving
Oh, telling me the future
On a little Swiss guitar

And just before the chorus
Nantahala forest
Pine and promise
Oh now, please play it one more time

But you were bound for Johnson City
Sounds so pretty
Here's the pity:
I didn't understand
I never heard goodbye

[Chorus x2]



3063. Carolina

Carolina
Backline

[Intro]
Under big skies

[Verse 1]
California to Oklahoma
Then a thousand miles lay between me and you
I watch the sunrise turn into nighttime
And there's no stoppin', I'm, I'm pushin' though

[Chorus]
Under big skies, like starry fields
Roads, they run for miles, I'm rollin' wheels
I gotta keep movin' on
Baby, it won't be long
Carolina, I'm comin' home

[Verse 2]
In my memory, she goes with me
Through every state and every town I pass through
The French Broad River, it's rollin' clearer
And there ain't no quittin' 'til she's in my view

[Chorus]
Under big skies, like starry fields
Roads, they run for miles, I'm rollin' wheels
I gotta keep movin' on
Baby, it won't be long
Carolina, I'm comin' home

[Bridge]
Well, Carolina
Carolina
Oh, I'm comin' home

[Outro]
I'm home

3064. Carolina - Chords

Carolina - Robert Earl Keen

[Verse]
 
C                    Am        C               Am



  The sweet smell of nighttime    rides on the breeze
C              Am       F                     C
  The river is winding    through the hickory trees
C                  Am      C               Am
  The redbones are howling    down by Wilson's Bridge
C                  Am       F                 Am
  The lawmen stand waiting    upon Deadman's  Ridge.
 
[Chorus]
 
F    C         G                  Am
 Ooh Carolina,    so dark I can't see
F    C         G                     Am
 Ooh Carolina,   won't you let me go free
 
[Verse]
 
C                 Am    C                  Am
 I came here with Lily    a year just last fall
C                Am    F              C
 We left her old daddy    back in Donegal
C             Am         C                    Am
 We made us a home place    of Black Mountain stone
C                    Am      F             Am
 But one cold winter morning    I woke up alone
 
[Chorus]
 
F    C         G                  Am
 Ooh Carolina,    so dark I can't see
F    C         G                     Am
 Ooh Carolina,   won't you let me go free
 
[Verse]
 
C             Am       C              Am
 Days full of silence     are so incomplete
C               Am    F               C
 Nights without Lily    I took to the streets
C                      Am       C                 Am
 And in the streets of Ashville    I channeled my pain
C               Am          F                 C
 Til one raging black night     I slept in the rain
 
[Verse]
 
D               Bm      D              Bm
 I dreamed of a refuge    a red velvet world
D                     Bm    G               D
 And I swore my sweet Lily    was on of the girls
D               Bm     D                 Bm
 I loved her so madly     I loved her so long
D               Bm          G                      Bm
 I woke with my dream girl    but her life was all gone
 
[Chorus]
 



G    D         A                  Bm
 Ooh Carolina,    so dark I can't see
G    D         A                     Bm
 Ooh Carolina,   won't you let me go free
 
[Verse]
 
D            Bm       D            Bm
 Love has no boundary    sorrow no end
D                  Bm       G                  D
 And the lawmen of Ashville   have no mercy in them
 
[Chorus]
 
G    D         A                  Bm
 Ooh Carolina,    so dark I can't see
G    D         A                     Bm
 Ooh Carolina,   won't you let me go free
 
[Outro]
 
A              Bm
  Let me reach    Tennessee

3065. Carolina Calling

Carolina calling
Mipso

In ten years I'll be older
Maybe living somewhere colder
Getting used to pavement under feet
These'll be our good old days
All the scenes that we'll replay
Before we scattered in the breeze
They say you can't go home again
(They say you can't go home again)
I hear a quiet voice begin:

Must be Carolina calling me
Must be Carolina in these things that follow me
Must be Carolina reminding us of the way we ought to be
Must be Carolina calling me

We're going to have to face it
Streetlights on empty faces
City sights and sounds under our skin
Nothing can erase it
Red clay and rolling acres
It's funny how a place can sink in
Someday I'll realize my mistake
(Someday I'll realize my mistake)
I'll reconsider my escape



Must be Carolina calling me
Must be Carolina in these things that follow me
Must be Carolina reminding us all of how we ought to be
Must be Carolina calling me

Must be Carolina calling me
Must be Carolina in these things that follow me
Must be Carolina reminding us of how we ought to be

Must be Carolina calling me
Must be Carolina in these things that follow me
Must be Carolina reminding us of how we ought to be
Must be Carolina calling me

3066. Carolina Caroline - Chords

Carolina Caroline 
Jonathan Edwards

G                        Am
Don't tell me about your fame
         C                       G
And your treasures by their names
                           Am
I must tell you from the start
       C                D
Of the pleasure in my heart
 
             G                G7
I have been calling to the ocean
        C                Cm
From a cold and windy shore
        G            D
But I never, no I never
         Em      D             G
heard it calling Carolina before
 
                               Am
I heard the ocean calling your name
       Em D      G
Carolina Caroline
                    Am
I never will be the same
       Em D      G
Carolina Caroline
 
                         Am
Don't tell me about your home
         C                 G
And your silver brush and comb
                        Am
I must take you by your hand



                     D
And show to you this land
 
             G                   G7
But this old wagon, she's no carriage
         C                    Cm
With her six golden horses in hand
            G             D
But we can listen, we can listen
   Am        D         G
To Caroline upon the sand
 
                               Am
I heard the ocean calling your name
       Em D      G
Carolina Caroline
                    Am
I never will be the same
       Em D      G
Carolina Caroline
 
             G                 G7
But this old wagon, she's no carriage
         C                    Cm
With her six golden horses in hand
           G                D
But we can listen, we can listen
   Am        D          G
To Caroline upon the sand
 
                               Am
I heard the ocean calling your name
       Em D      G
Carolina Caroline
                    Am
I never will be the same
       Em D      G
Carolina Caroline
       Em D      G
Carolina Caroline

3067. Carolina Country Morning - Chords

Carolina Country Morning
Written and recorded by Eddy Raven

C                           F
There's a shadow across the moon tonight
          C                 G7
There's a soft rain falling slow
          C                  F
There's a railroad along the riverside
          C           G7      C



Hear that night train whistle blow
                      F
There's a lady in Carolina
         C                G7
Took her time to care for me
         C               F
When the sun climbs into morning
    C      G7         C
Carolina's where I'll be
     F           G7           C
It's another Carolina country morning
F               G7           C     F
Each day better than the day before
             G7       Am                F    Am
Good morning sunshine memories and good times
         F                    C
Carolina I'm knocking at your door
                           F
Still the clover up on the hillside
        C                       G7
See the breeze slip through the pines
        C              F
Quite a woman that Carolina
    C      G7            C
Carolina's pulling on my mind
repeat #3

3068. Carolina Heartache

Blue Dogs - Carolina Heartache

Well I said goodbye to mother
And I packed away my old guitar
I gave the rest to my dear brother
And hit the road in his old car
I'll make it home someday
'cause you know they say
What goes around comes around
I've got a Carolina heartache, and I'm California bound
Well I was raised in south Carolina
Just this side of the Georgia line
And the folks back home are finer
Than the finest vintage wine
I left my love there
And she knows I care
But I had to beat that town
Now I've got a Carolina heartache, and I'm California bound
Well I know the grass is greener
When you're on the losing side
And the miles I've put between us
Don't seem to stop my pride
Now the days have passed
And the memories last



But they just can't hide the sound
Of my Carolina heartache, and I'm California bound
Well I know the grass is greener
When you're on the losing side
And the miles I've put between us
Don't seem to hurt my pride
I'll make it home someday
Because you know they say
What goes around comes around
There's no California heartache, cause I'm Carolina bound
There's no California heartache, cause I'm Carolina bound

3069. Carolina In My Mind

Carolina In My Mind
James Taylor

In my mind I'm goin' to Carolina
Can't you see the sunshine
Can't you just feel the moonshine
Maybe just like a friend of mine
It hit me from behind
Yes I'm goin' to Carolina in my mind

Karen she's a silver sun
You best walk her way and watch it shinin'
Watch her watch the mornin' come
A silver tear appearing now I'm cryin'
Ain't I goin' to Carolina in my mind

There ain't no doubt it no ones mind
That loves the finest thing around
Whisper something warm and kind
And hey babe the sky's on fire, I'm dyin'
Ain't I goin' to Carolina in my mind

In my mind I'm goin' to Carolina
Can't you see the sunshine
Can't you just feel the moonshine
Maybe just like a friend of mine
It hit me from behind
Yes I'm goin' to Carolina in my mind

Dark and silent last night
I think I might have heard the highway calling
Geese in flight and dogs that bite
Signs that might be omens say I going, going
I'm goin' to Carolina in my mind

With a holy host of others standing 'round me
Still I'm on the dark side of the moon
And it seems like it goes on like this forever
You must forgive me



If I'm up and gone to Carolina in my mind

In my mind I'm goin' to Carolina
Can't you see the sunshine
Can't you just feel the moonshine
Maybe just like a friend of mine
It hit me from behind
Yes I'm goin' to Carolina in my mind

3070. Carolina In The Fall - Chords

Carolina In The Fall 
Kruger Brothers
 
Verse 1.
 
A                                      D                  A
All the places I have been to, all the things that I have seen
A                                               E
Since I left my home to wander, when I was just fifteen
A                                   D                      A
Though the travelin' was easy still sometimes the road got rough
A                                       E                  A
By the time that I turned thirty-five I thought I'd seen enough
 
Verse 2.
 
A                                     D                 A
But for me to settle down a while was not what God had planned
A                                    E
So one more time I left my home with suitcase in my hand
A                                    D                   A
Oh the journey took me far and wide across the deep blue sea
A                                    E                    A
And now I know since I've been there where I was meant to be
 
CHORUS:
A         D                         A
I've seen sunsets on the ocean I've seen the desert bloom
A     D                         A                E
I've driven endless highways beneath the prairie moon
        A                               D              A
Yet the picture in my mind I see when I think about it all
A                                 E              A
Is the color of the leaves in Carolina-a  in the Fall
 
Verse 3.
 
A                                               D                 A
Now for thirty years I've played the songs that Doc has taught to me
A                                                         E
And the things that he had sung about I never thought I'd see
      A                             D             A



In the hills of Carolina folks have opened up the door
A                                           E          A
And for the first time in my life I'm not a stranger anymore
 
CHORUS:
A         D                         A
I've seen sunsets on the ocean I've seen the desert bloom
A     D                         A                E
I've driven endless highways beneath the prairie moon
        A                               D              A
Yet the picture in my mind I see when I think about it all
A                                 E              A
Is the color of the leaves in Carolina-a  in the Fall
 
Repeat the last two lines and end.

3071. Carolina In The Morning - Chords

Carolina In The Morning
Recorded by Dean Martin
Written by Gus Kahn and Walter Donaldson
 
C
Nothing could be finer
                              G7
Than to be in Carolina in the morning
Dm
No one could be sweeter 
                       G7
Than my sweetie when I meet her
           C
In the morning
 
F                 C
Where the morning glories
F                C
Twine around the door
D7
Whispering pretty stories
  G7
I long to hear once more
 
C
Strolling with my girlie
                                     G7
Where the dew is pearly early in the morning
Dm
Butterflies all flutter up
    G7                            C
And kiss each little buttercup at dawning
 
                                   C7
If I had Aladdin's lamp for only a day



F
I'd make a wish and here's what I'd say
C
Nothing could be finer
                              G7   C
Than to be in Carolina in the morn-ing

Repeat #2,3,4

3072. Carolina In The Pines

Carolina In The Pines
Doyle Lawson - Special Consensus

She came to me said she knew me
Said she'd known me a long time
And she talked of being in love
With every mountain she had climbed

And she talked of trails she'd walked up
Far above the timberline
From that night on I knew I'd write songs
For Carolina in the pines.

There's a full moon on the fourteenth
First quarter twenty-first
And a full moon in the last week
Brings a fullness to the earth.

There's no guess work in the clockwork
Of the world's heart or mine
There are nights I only feel right
With Carolina in the pines.

As the frost grows on the windows
The wood stove smokes and glows
As the fire glows we can warm our souls
Makin' rainbows in the coals.

And we talk of trails we walk up
Far above the timberline
There are nights I only feel right
With Carolina in the pines.

3073. Carolina Line

Carolina Line
Seth Mulder & Midnight Run



[Verse 1]
I left home for Bluefield, West Virginia
And worked my way up to Ohio
Settled for a spell in Cincinnati
Then hitched a ride on a paddleboat
Took the Delta Queen on down the river
Rode the Mississippi for a while
Got off at the gateway in St. Louis
And then I started countin' up the miles

[Chorus]
So I'm thumbin' my way through ol' Kentucky
Dreamin' of the hills I left behind
I've traveled everywhere, but nothin' can compare
To my home across that Carolina line

[Verse 2]
SometimRs you've gotta run around in circles
BeforR you realize what you have left
I'm gonna leave my ramblin' days behind me
I'm headed back to the place that I love best
Tonight, with every mile, I'm gettin' closer
To that little mountain home of mine
Now I know that everything I wanted
Is a-waitin' 'cross that Carolina line

[Chorus]
So I'm thumbin' my way through ol' Kentucky
Dreamin' of the hills I left behind
I've traveled everywhere but nothin' can compare
To my home across that Carolina line

[Chorus]
Now I'm thumbin' my way through ol' Kentucky
Dreamin' of the hills I left behind
I've traveled everywhere, but nothin' can compare
To my home across that Carolina line

[Outro]
I've traveled everywhere, but nothin' can compare
To my home across that Carolina line

3074. Carolina Morning

Carolina Morning
Don Jackson

It's a Carolina Morning
I got you and Carolina in my soul
It's me and you in Laurel Mountain
And the frost has just dropped in
It's a mountain invitation
Sent out to the northern winds



And the heavens thrust the hillside
In latest fashion for the fall
And the breeze writes a windsong
Named it Carolina Fall
It's a Carolina Morning
And the leaves are red and gold
It's a Carolina Morning
I got you and Carolina in my soul
Baby lay down here beside me
The logs are cracklin' on the fire
And outside the leaves are fallin'
As the fall starts to retire
As we go on to tomorrow
Leave the blazin' hills behind
We will save a little corner
For Carolina in our minds
It's a Carolina Morning
And the leaves are red and gold
It's a Carolina Morning
I got you and Carolina in my soul

3075. Carolina Mountain Home - Chords

Carolina Mountain Home
recorded by Ricky Skaggs
written by Len Wright and Elmer Scarborough
 
C             F                C
I left my old home back in the mountains
                             G7
For many long years I roamed around
                F                C
I can hear that lonesome whistle blowing
               G7              C
I'm going back there to settle down
 
  F                   C
I love those Carolina mountains
                           G7
And the little girl I left behind
      C         F        C
But I know I'll never forget her
          G7              C
Oh how I long to make her mine
 
  C             F          C
I looked out my window and wondered
                              G7
If everything there looks the same
      C        F              C
I can see the blue eyes of my darling
               G7                  C
I'm going back there to change her name



 
  Repeat #2

3076. Carolina Pines

Carolina Pines

Just an old house with the roof fallin' in
Standin' on the edge of the field
Watching the crops grow like its always done before
Nobody lives here anymore

The sun's going down on the Carolina pines
I'm a long way from home
I miss that love of mine broken windows empty doors
Nobody lives here anymore

Old memories come whistling like the wind
Through the walls and the cracked window panes
And the grass is growing high around the kitchen door
Nobody lives here anymore

Once there were children and a few hired hands
A hard working woman and a bone tired man
Now that old sun steals across a dusty floor
Nobody lives here anymore

3077. Carolina Rain

Carolina Rain 
Bankester Family
 
It's raining tonight in Carolina 
There ain't a soul out on the streets 
The city's neon lights reflecting 
In the water that's soaking these tired feet 
 
I left my car a mile back out on twenty one 
This time it just refused to start 
I found a phone and I got his number 
But I don t know if I'm still in his heart 
 
CHORUS : 
Carolina rain, I still feel the pain 
As I stand here, watch you pourin' down 
You know how I've tried 
To forget these tears I've cried 
Life without him, is drivin' me insane 
Will he forgive me, tell me Carolina rain 



 
It feels like forever since we had the fight 
The one that made no sense at all 
And he told me, if I walked out then I walked out for good 
And I haven't heard his voice until this call 
 
Then I found out, I couldn't live without him 
And I'm wondring does he feel the same 
So I'm swallowing my pride and I'm knocking on his door 
I just can't go on livin' this old way

3078. Carolina Star

Carolina Star
Seldom Scene - Tony Rice

Back in the hills oh slow rollin' hills
Where North Carolina comes close to the stars
There's livin' a lady who's shinin' so high
They call her the "Carolina Star' 

She works at the factory from Monday through Friday
She's raisin' three daughters alone
Their daddy's away, he's chasing a dream
They're waitin' for the day that he comes home 

   Oh, Carolina
   Even stars get lonesome now and then
   Oh, Carolina
   Don't you worry, he'll be comin' home again 

He's playin' his songs in Nashville
He's pickin' for tips in a bar
He's broke and all alone, but he ain't ready to come home
He's gonna be a country singin' star 

Sometimes she wakes up just thinking of him
She remembers him beside her in the night
While out across those hills that old moon is settled in
And those Carolina stars are shining bright 

Yes he loves you and he's comin' home again.

3079. Carolina Sun

Carolina Sun
Keith Arneson & Wayne Taylor

I've been to Arizona, I've been to Paris France, I got tight in Louisiana



And the Irish saw me dance, and in all my travelling there's one thing that I've learned
There's no place like home for everyone

Chorus:
I'm going back to my home in Carolina, I want to be there when the sun comes up to greet th
e morning
There is no better place I've been to just let me live and die beneath that Carolina Sun

There are friendly folks in Texas, and they're fine in Tennessee, in London they talk funny an
d they're nice as they can be. But I don't mind the travelling so many friends I've found, but I'd
 rather see the sun rise in my Carolina town.

Chorus:
Colorado has the Rockies and there are great lakes way up north, in Scotland I saw Nessie 
maybe not I can't be sure, but of all my travelling no place I'd rather be than a top a blue ridge
 mountain or by the Carolina sea

Chorus:

3080. Carolina Sunshine Girl

Carolina Sunshine Girl
Bill Monroe
Writer/s: Jimmie Rodgers

Moon moon I can see you smilin' low
You made me think of a sweetheart
A little girl that I loved so
After I've wondered the whole night through
Wonderin' if you think of me
While I'm on my lonesome thinkin' of someone
I'm thinkin' only of you

My Carolina sunshine girl
You have turned my heart to stone
My Carolina sunshine Girl
You have left me all alone

I wonder why I sit and cry
When I really should laugh
At your little old photograph
For you're the sweetest angel in this world

And I love love love you
My Carolina sunshine girl

3081. Carolina's Arms - Chords



Carolina's Arms Live 
IIIrd Tyme Out

[Intro]
G D G
 
[Verse 1]
G                           D              C     G
As I watched that North Carolina bound bus roll away,
G                          D                  C                G
I wondered if there was anything I could have done to make you stay.
        Em       D               C       G     C
Now the dust has settled on this little, Ozark town,
             G             C              D
And I wonder how long this lonliness will last,
                         G
And when you'll be back around.
 
 
[Chorus]
              G        D              C                G
I guess those Carolina mountains hold more than what I do,
      C              G            D              G
But I do wish they'd share just a little more of you.
      Em          D               C          G
In my dreams, you turn around and come right back,
   C              D
So I can hold you tight.
              Em         D      G
But you're in Carolina's arms tonight.
 
 
[Fiddle break]
G D C G  C G D G
 
 
[Mandolin break]
Em D C G C D
 
 
[Banjo break]
Em D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
          G               D         C                G
I'm still waiting for the day when again you'll pass through.
          G               D                 C                G
You might be surprised to find that my love still belongs to you.
    Em                  D               C        G       C
But when you go, you'll never know this pain you leave behind.
    G                C                D                      G
You break my heart a little more each time you leave for Caroline.
 
 
[Chorus]
              G        D              C                G
I guess those Carolina mountains hold more than what I do,



      C              G            D              G
But I do wish they'd share just a little more of you.
      Em          D               C          G
In my dreams, you turn around and come right back,
   C              D
So I can hold you tight.
              Em         D      G
But you're in Carolina's arms tonight.
 
 
[Mandolin break]
G D C G  C G D G
 
 
[Bridge]
      Em          D               C          G
In my dreams, you turn around and come right back,
   C              D
So I can hold you tight.
              Em         D      G
But you're in Carolina's arms tonight.
 
 
[Outro]
Em D C D G

3082. Caroline

Caroline
The Belleville Outfit

Every night when the sun goes
Down behind the clouds
I close my eyes and remember
The things we used to have
But I know I tried, there was something
In her eyes I couldn't deny
Caroline, I just can't seem
To get you off my mind
Caroline, warn me that
You'll steal my heart next time
You were in my head
Your eyes, your lips, you knocked me dead
My heart like lead
Fell rapidly down to my knees
I was feeling fine, but I know
This kind they tell no lies
Caroline, I just can't seem
To get you off my mind
Caroline, warn me that
You'll steal my heart next time



3083. Caroline

Caroline - Cabinet

Let it roll down the line
Let it go, yes it's time
Let it roll down the line
Let it go, yes it's time

She come around my way
She come around my Caroline!
Oh, she come around my way
She come around my Caroline!
Oh she come around my way
She come around my Caroline!
Oh she come around my way
She come around my Caroline!

Let it roll down the line
Let it go, yes it's time
Let it roll down the line
Let it go, yes it's time

She come around my way
She come around my Caroline!
Oh, she come around my way
She come around my Caroline!
Oh she come around my way
She come around my Caroline!
Oh she come around my way
She come around my Caroline!

3084. Caroline

Caroline
Old Crow Medicine Show - Caroline

They say you were born in St. Claire's hospital
I say you were born up in the sky
You come floatin' down over New Orleans
To the sweet green levee on the river side
And your voice chirped like old squeaky shoes
And momma always said we had nothing to lose
And so we danced on the street corner

Chorus:
Oh Caroline
(Round) Caroline
Heartbroken hard times, they never got us down



Walkin' the same line through every single southern town
Hand in hand your arm 'round mine
Oh Caroline

Oh Caroline
(Round) Caroline
I seen it all change, watch it change some more
Seen hard times standin' right outside your door
Tell me gal what's on your mind
Oh Caroline

We were the Cardinals' biggest fans
Turnin' flips like Ozzy Smith all through the night
'Til we got traded away
To the Red Clay Southern League up on the Georgia line
You be the pitcher and the catcher too
I'm the home run king before his muscles grew
Gonna knock the cover off this time

(Chorus)

These are different days
And the pace of the world has us thinking there's no time
To turn the other way
Take my hand and we'll walk on down the line
Though we may be a thousand miles apart
A brother and a sister have a single heart
And the beat don't stop for nothin'

(Chorus)

3085. Caroline - Chords

Caroline 
Steve Martin & Steep Canyon Rangers

[Intro]
Dm C G Dm C G C (x2 and hold the last C for four beats)
 
[Verse]
Dm                                       G      C       G
Can you tell me why you left me standing in the parking structure
Dm                                 G          C     G
Caroline, I was the almost perfect boyfriend, ever, for you
Dm                                       G      C     G
And, you even said that to me, one time, at the Olive Garden
Dm                                        G        C        G
Please return my car and leave the keys inside the glove compartment
 
[Chorus]
C         Dm           Em           F
Caroline, Caroline, oh Caroline, oh Caroline
    C            F            Dm G   C



Oh, Caroline, oh Caroline, oh Ca-rol-ine
 
[Verse 2]
Dm                                       G    C     G
Caroline, you are the hardest thing I'll ever put behind me
Dm                                          G        C      G
Never thought you'd leave me stranded not a glance into the rearview
Dm                                          G      C     G
I'll be looking for someone who wears their hair exactly like you
Dm                                             G        C      G
And who swears a blue streak when the Tarheels lose the quarterfinals
 
[Chorus]
C         Dm           Em           F
Caroline, Caroline, oh Caroline, oh Caroline
    C            F            Dm G   C
Oh, Caroline, oh Caroline, oh Ca-rol-ine
 
[Verse 3]
Dm                                     G     C       G
If you ever find another, please don't put a post on Facebook
Dm                                   G       C       G
I would rather think I was a deep regret you can't resolve
Dm                                     G        C    G
If I have a drink with someone, I will tell her all about you
Dm                                       G       C        G
That will be the big mistake that I will make on my first date
 
[Chorus]
C         Dm           Em           F
Caroline, Caroline, oh Caroline, oh Caroline
    C            F            Dm G   C
Oh, Caroline, oh Caroline, oh Ca-rol-ine
 
[Bridge]
Dm C G Dm C G C G (x3)
[Chorus Chords]
 
[Banjo solo chords]
C Dm Em F (x3)
C F  Dm G C
 
[Verse 4]
Dm                  G     C        G
Yes, I know that we could not have lasted
Dm                 G  C    G
Daily life can not be that intense
Dm
I'll phone my friends and try to explain
Dm                        G     C  G
Why this past year I have acted so insane!
 
[Chorus]
C         Dm           Em           F
Caroline, Caroline, oh Caroline, oh Caroline
    C            F            Dm Am   G
Oh, Caroline, oh Caroline, oh Ca-rol-ine



C         Dm           Em           F
Caroline, Caroline, oh Caroline, oh Caroline
    C            F            Dm G   C    C (final strum)
Oh, Caroline, oh Caroline, oh Ca-rol-ine

3086. Carolinian

Carolinian 
Chatham County Line

We met on the Carolinian, heading south from DC 
It's as if God Himself had picked out our seats 
She smiled and said Richmond, when I asked where she was bound 
I began to wish my life away, before we left town 
 
We talked a little bit and then she smiled, I saw that in her eyes 
She wasn't just beautiful, she was kind and she was wise 
But a woman down in Raleigh, would soon have my son 
So I waited for her station like a bullet from a gun    
 
REFRAIN: 
She's in Richmond with my heart, and I'm bound for Carolina 
Wish I'd never met this train, or the girl it's left behind her 
 
When the train meets the station, she looked me in the eye 
Said come with me to Richmond and we'll start a brand new life 
Well you know that moment, still weighs on my mind 
'Cause it took my body to Raleigh, and left my heart behind 

Now we're apart
While I'm bound for Carolina, she's in Richmond with my heart 
  
My son is grown up to my hand and it fills me with pride  
I take him down to the station, to watch the trains roll by 
That northbound Carolinian always makes the teardrops start 
'Cause it's headed up to Virginia, where I left my heart
 
Now we're apart  
While I'm down in Carolina, she's in Richmond with my heart 
I'm still down in Carolina, she's in Richmond with my heart

3087. Caroll County Accident

Caroll County Accident

 G D
Carroll County's pointed out as kind of square
 G
The biggest thing that happens is the county fair,



G D
I guess that's why we thought it such a big event,
 G
What we call the Carroll County accident.

The wreck was on the highway just outside the line,
Walter Browning lost his life and for a time
It seemed that Mary Ellen Jones would surely die,
But she lived long enough for her to testify.

Walter Browning was a happy married man
And he wore a golden wedding ring upon his hand
But it was gone, nobody knew just where it went
He lost it in the Carroll County Accident.

Mary Ellen testified that he flagged her down,
Said he was sick and could she drive him into town,
No one ever doubted what she said was true,
'Cause she was well respected in the county too.

I went down to see the wreck like all the rest,
The broken glass the bloody seats the tangled mess,
But I found something no one else had ever seen,
Behind the dash in Mary's crumpled up machine.

A little match box circled by a rubber band,
And inside the ring from Walter Browning's hand,
It took awhile to figure out just what it meant,
The truth about the Carroll County accident.

By dark of night I dropped the ring into a well,
And took a sacred oath that I would never tell,
The truth about the Carroll County accident,
For the County ordered dad a marble monument,
Yes, I lost him in the Carroll County accident

3088. Carolyn

Carolyn V2
(Tommy Collins)

Carolyn let me tell you what I've heard about a man today
He didn't come home from work and he went away
Till he came to a city bright in the night time like day.

There they say he met up with some women dressed in yellow and scarlet
Their warm lips like a honeycomb dripped with honey
Somethin' about the smell of strange perfume made him feel warm and not alone.

Yes Carolyn, a man will do that sometimes on his own and sometimes when he's lonely
And I believe that man might do that sometimes out of spite
But Carolyn a man will do that always when he's treated bad at home.



--- Instrumental ---

Yes Carolyn, a man will do that sometimes on his own and sometimes when he's lonely
And I believe that man might do that sometimes out of spite
But Carolyn a man will do that always when he's treated bad at home...

3089. Carolyn - Chords

Carolyn
recorded by Merle Haggard
written by Tommy Collins
 
C       Dm                              Em
Carolyn let me tell you what I've heard about a man today
   F                                 C        Dm
He didn't come home from work and he went away
                  C    F             G7              C
Till he came to a city bright in the night time like day
                                   Dm                           Em
There they say he met up with some women dressed in yellow and scarlet
 
      F                          C
Their warm lips like a honeycomb dripped with honey
Dm                           C              Dm
Something about the smell of strange perfume 
              G7            C
Made him feel warm and not alone
                               F
Yes Carolyn a man will do that sometimes on his own 
 
    C        G7         C
And sometimes when he's lonely
                                     F
And I believe that man might do that sometimes out of spite
    C                          G7    F
But Carolyn a man will do that always 
                         C
When he's treated bad at home

3090. Carolyn At The Broken Wheel Inn

Carolyn At The Broken Wheel Inn
Dry Branch Fire Squad

Well a big cardboard suitcase and a four-year old buick
Well aint's this a hell of a life
A hot Texas farm road and some quality foot wear
And me with three kids and a wife



Well, Rose, it ain't easy, cause I do get lonesome
And I know it's a sad thing to say
It's easy forgetting your wife and your family
When you're five hundred miles away

Well, Rose, if you hear me try to forgive me
Cause i feel it coming on me again
Come saturday night I'll be in El Paso
With Carolyn at hte broken wheel Inn

The driveway needs paving and monday's your birthday
And the kids all need new shoes agian
But hot damn my soul I'll spend twenty dollars
With Carolyn at the broken wheel Inn

* Refrain

3091. Carolyn The Teenage Queen - Chords

Carolyn The Teenage Queen
Recorded by Lonesome River Band
Written by Wendy Smith

G                         C              G
When I was pushing thirty she was in her teens
                         C              G
Oh how she loved me this pretty teenage queen
                               C               G
But a few years after marriage she loved me no more
                                 C             G
When I was pushing forty she was barely twenty four
D7                         C                 G
Then the trouble started between Carolyn and me
D7                          C                D7
I was satisfied at home but she longed to be free
     G                                    C                  G
Been searching for that something and the pastures looked so green
                            C                   G
Through the eyes of Carolyn Carolyn the teenage queen
                                 C                 G
Each day her love grew colder at night she'd go to town
                  C                   G
Gossip came to me Carolyn was running round
                                C               G
I didn't want to believe it but knew it must be true
                                C                G
I couldn't stand to lose her so knew what I must do
D7                        C            G
Carolyn I was thinking as I cleaned my gun
D7                               C                  D7
Go out and have a good time it's your last night of fun
       G                          C            G
Twelve o'clock one o'clock till a quarter till two



                                   C              G
I'm still burning the midnight oil waiting up for you
                               C                    G
Car pulled in the driveway the man wore a badge and gun
                                  C                  G
Said you got a wife named Carolyn I think you better come
                              C                   G
In a wreck out on the highway she'd met her final end
                                          C               G
I stared in her face so deathly white she cheated me once again
D7                            C                  G
Each night I think of Carolyn laying beneath the soil
D7                                   C                 D7
Each night my mind grows weaker as I burn the midnight oil
   G                                       C                G
My mind has thoughts of her bad sides that my heart's never seen
                                C                   G
I'm still in love with Carolyn Carolyn the teenage queen
                               C                   G
I'm still in love with Carolyn Carolyn the teenage queen

3092. Carousel

Cadillac Sky - Carousel 
Album: Gravity's Our Enemy

This ride won't last forever, it's one circle 'round the sun
There's no strings, no web waiting to be spun
Can't you hear the music playing, it's a carefree circus song
We'll rise and fall and land where we belong (and)

When the horses all touch down
And the colors all stand sill
If you want to we'll buy one more ticket
To the carousel

It's a politician's promise, it's a cannon in the dark
If I tell you that you'll always have my heart
So hold on to every heartbeat, tomorrow robs you blind
Love is sweetest taken one trip at a time

And when the horses all touch down
And the colors all stand sill
If you want to we'll buy one more ticket
To the carousel

Gravity's our enemy, the world won't weigh us down
We'll steal a glimpse of Heaven, and carve our name in the clouds

And when the horses all touch down
And the colors all stand sill
If you want to we'll buy one more ticket
To the carousel



3093. Carousel

Cadillac Sky - Carousel 
Album: Gravity's Our Enemy

This ride won't last forever, it's one circle 'round the sun
There's no strings, no web waiting to be spun
Can't you hear the music playing, it's a carefree circus song
We'll rise and fall and land where we belong (and)

When the horses all touch down
And the colors all stand sill
If you want to we'll buy one more ticket
To the carousel

It's a politician's promise, it's a cannon in the dark
If I tell you that you'll always have my heart
So hold on to every heartbeat, tomorrow robs you blind
Love is sweetest taken one trip at a time

And when the horses all touch down
And the colors all stand sill
If you want to we'll buy one more ticket
To the carousel

Gravity's our enemy, the world won't weigh us down
We'll steal a glimpse of Heaven, and carve our name in the clouds

And when the horses all touch down
And the colors all stand sill
If you want to we'll buy one more ticket
To the carousel

3094. Carousel - Chords

Carousel 
Nicki Bluhm And The Gramblers

[Verse]
G             B7                    C       Cm
I swore that I was done with having bad days
                        G
I didn't need love anyway
             B7                C
When the pain got to be too much
                        Cm
We agreed that wings of stone won't take you
                  G
Where you want to go



 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
              B
When you came back
       C                  Am                  G
I only asked that you not turn my world around
 
 
[Chorus]
                   C    G
'Round again, on a carousel
      C     G  D C
Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah
                   C    G
'Round again, on a carousel
      C     G
Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah
 
 
[Verse]
G             B7
We were young, we were caught up in
C           Cm
Catching up
               G
To nothing at all
             B7             C
Simple things can feel like so much
     Cm                                   G
To a heart that's never wandered on its own
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
        B7                    C
January rain washed the years away
          Am
But I was always in the same place going...
 
 
[Chorus]
                   C    G
'Round again, on a carousel
      C     G  D C
Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah
                   C    G
'Round again, on a carousel
      C     G
Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah
 
G B7 C Cm
G B7 C Cm Em
 
 
[Bridge]
                 B7
When you came to say goodbye



G                              B7
You asked to hear that song we used to play
 
All night
G
So I let you in
E7              C
And the carousel began to spin
       D
And we played that record
                  G
'round and 'round again

3095. Carpenter Of Wood - Chords

Carpenter Of Wood 
The Bluegrass Cardinals
 
[Intro]
D
 
 
[Verse 1]
D        G                 D           G
Upon the floor of a humble carpenter shop
A7                              D
A boy grew among the wood chips and tools,
             G                 D            G
Learning his father's trade to build out of wood,
A7                      D
Working each day by the rule.
 
 
[Chorus]
         G         D           G
Is not a carpenter made of wood?
         A              D
Is not a sailor made of water?
G                  A               D          G  D
Is the best you've done always the best you could?
A        G               D
Is not a Son made of His Father?
 
 
[Verse 2]
D         G                  D               G
Along the shore this boy ran till he walked away
A7                              D
And he talked to the sailors by the sea
                    G            D           G
This man calmed the water with a wave of His hand
A7                                    D
And He walked to the sailors upon the sea



 
 
[Chorus]
         G         D           G
Is not a carpenter made of wood?
         A              D
Is not a sailor made of water?
G                  A               D          G  D
Is the best you've done always the best you could?
A        G               D
Is not a Son made of His Father?
 
 
[Interlude]
D  G  D  G  A7
D    G  D  G  A7
D
 
 
[Verse 3]
D                 G                 D             G
This man suffered pain and ridicule for using His powers
A7                         D
But He continued no matter the cost
                G                   D        G
Forsaken by the people he begged forgiveness for
A7                                  D
And He cried to His Father from the cross:
 
 
[Chorus]
         G         D           G
Is not a carpenter made of wood?
         A              D
Is not a sailor made of water?
G                  A               D          G  D
Is the best you've done always the best you could?
A        G               D
Is not a Son made of His Father?
         G         D           G
Is not a carpenter made of wood?
         A              D
Is not a sailor made of water?
G                A               D        G  D
Is the best I've done always the best I could?
A     A      G                   D
Would you forgive me, please, my Father?
 
 
[Outro]
D  G  D  G  A7    D



3096. Carrie Brown

Del McCoury - Carrie Brown
Steve Earle

The first time I saw Carrie Brown 
She was so young and fair 
A voice like spring rain fallin' down and sunlight in her hair 
I'd never seen her face before so I asked all around 
Her daddy owns a grocery store and she lives in Bristol town 

Carrie darlin' Carrie Carrie Brown I cry 
If I can't marry Carrie Brown, believe I'd rather die 

I laid my last ten dollars down 
Though I didn't need a thing 
Just to touch sweet Carrie Brown 

When she handed me my change 
I hung around 'til closin' time I scarce believed my eyes 
My darlin' walkin' arm in arm 
With a boy named Billy Wise 

I walked around in Bristol town a bitter broken man 
A heart that pined for Carrie Brown and a pistol in my hand 
We met again on State Street poor Billy Wise and me 
I shot him in Virginia and he died in Tennessee 

Now I'm down in the Bristol jail and all I do is cry 
Cause the jury found me guilty and the judge says I must die 
I'm just a poor young mountain boy 
Ain't never been to town 
And I've come to ruination for the love of Carrie Brown

3097. Carried Me With You - Chords

Carried Me With You 
Brandi Carlile

[Intro]
F / / / /F C/E G / /C / / / /
 
[Verse 1]
C                   F     C     G/B
You're the soul who understands
     Am                C/E    F   C/E
The scars that made me who I am
C                     F       C    G/B
Through the drifting sands' of' time
  Am                C/E      F
I got your' back and you got mine
 
 



[Pre-Chorus 1]
               C/E    G
If you bear a heavy load
     C                   G/B     F/A
I'll be your wheels, I'll be the road
      C                  F         C    G/B
I'll see us through the thick and thin
     Am              G       C  Csus  C
For love and loss until the end
 
 
[Chorus]
            Am     F        C
'Cause you carried me with you
           Am             F
From the highest of the peaks
         G     G/B      C
To the darkness of the blue
C/B    Am       F        C
I was just too blind to see
C/B       Am            F
Like a lighthouse in a storm
          G             C
You were always guiding me
            F
Yeah, it's true
            G       C
You carried me with you
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                F     C     G/B
From the day it all began
      Am                  C/E      F   C/E
Yeah, you were there, you took my hand
C                  F       C    G/B
And when I hurt a bit too deep
     Am              C/E    F
You watched me as I fell asleep
 
 
[Pre-Chorus 2]
                     C/E     G
And when my head was in the clouds
     C             G/B     F/A
You found a way to pull me out
      C                 F        C    G/B
You picked my heart up off the ground
        Am                 G     C    Csus  C
And it showed me love was all around
 
 
[Chorus]
            Am     F        C
Yeah, you carried me with you
           Am             F
From the highest of the peaks



         G     G/B      C
To the darkness of the blue
C/B    Am       F        C
I was just too blind to see
C/B       Am            F
Like a lighthouse in a storm
          G             C
You were always guiding me
            F
Yeah, it's true
            G       C
You carried me with you
 
 
[Bridge]
     Em                              F
Oh, we'll be sittin' on the world together (Ooh-ooh)
Em                              Am
Watchin' as the days turn into night (Ooh-ooh)
E                                 F
We know how to brave the stormy weather (Ooh-ooh)
                C/E    F      C/E     G   Gsus G
And we're never givin' up without a fight
 
 
[Pre-Chorus 1]
    F                             G
If you should ever bear a heavy load
     C                             F
I'll be your wheels, I'll be the road
      C                   F        C
I'll see us through the thick and thin
     Am             G        C
For love and loss until the end
 
 
[Chorus]
            Am     F        C
'Cause you carried me with you
           Am             F
From the highest of the peaks
         G     G/B      C
To the darkness of the blue
C/B    Am       F        C
I was just too blind to see
C/B       Am            F
Like a lighthouse in a storm
          G      G/B    C
You were always guiding me
            F
Yeah, it's true
      G     E        Am
You carried me with you
 
 
[Outro]
        F       G        C   F  C



Oh, you carried me with you

3098. Carry - Chords

Carry 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
D    E F#m   E A   E D   x 2
 
[Verse 1]
D                  E  F#m
I hear the wild horses drawing near
     E    A                      E  D
There's a new John Wayne on the old frontier
                       E    F#m                E     A      E D
Every day, you're still the same, here praying for a hero
 
 
[Pre-chorus]
Bm7                E
I'm getting really tired of seeing double
A                     D
I want my feet on the ground
Bm7              E
We don't have to stay here in the trouble
A             D
Waiting to be found
 
 
[Chorus]
A              D
I'll carry you
A            D
You carry me
D   E F#m  E A  E D
Ooh, ooh, ooh.
 
 
 
[Verse 2]
D                        E    F#m
We might have to make a brand new start
      E    A                    E     D
With these busted up shoes and these broken hearts
D                E  F#m                E     A     E  D
You can run but you don't get far from your shadow
 
 
[Pre-chorus]
Bm7           E
Everybody was born with a battle
A           D



A war to be won
Bm7          E
Open up your heart to the struggle
A                     D
There's room for everyone
 
 
[Chorus]
A              D
I'll carry you
A            D
You carry me
D   E F#m  E A  E D
Ooh, ooh, ooh.
 
 
[Pre-chorus]
Bm7                E
I'm getting really tired of seeing double
A                     D
I want my feet on the ground
Bm7              E
We don't have to stay here in the trouble
A             D
Waiting to be found
 
[Chorus]
A              D
I'll carry you
A            D
You carry me
A              D
I'll carry you
A            D
You carry me
A            D
Ooh, ooh, ooh.

3099. Carry Me - Chords

Carry Me 
The Lil' Smokies

[Intro]
Em D Bm A x2
 
[Verse]
Em D   Bm       A
I need another avenue
Em           D         Bm         A
    With the hush, the feel, of a sunday afternoon
Em  D       Bm           A
   Piles of mail, mostly forgotten



G    D         A
Dead letters unread
 
Em         D     Bm            A
But these dreams, yeah they're built upon the road
Em     D         Bm        A
    We strive to find the reasons for where we go
Em       D        Bm               A
   Can't feel the wind when you're running
G      D            A
You're running like hell
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
C        G       Em     D
Over and over and over again
C     G        D
These roads we follow
     C             G        Em                 D
Just give her your shoulder, she knows there's no plan
C    G             D
   I won't let you go
 
[Chorus]
Em  D/F G      C      G         C            G               D
All I'm not is right enough and tonight it's enough to carry me
Em  D/F G     C           G           C         G                D
I   get lost inside these thoughts, untie these knots and carry me
 
[Instrumental]
Em D Bm A
Em D Bm A
 
 
[Verse]
Em   D     Bm         A
   I need      such a better point of veiw
Em        D   Bm         A
   When i get     to the bottom of it all
Em       D       Bm         A
   Can't see the end of the tunnel
G     D         A
And I wish us well
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
C        G       Em     D
Over and over and over again
C     G        D
These roads we follow
     C             G        Em                 D
Just give her your shoulder, she knows there's no plan
C    G             D
   I won't let you go
 
 
[Chorus]



Em  D/F G        C      G         C            G               D
All I'm not is right enough and tonight it's enough to carry me
Em  D/F G     C           G           C         G                D
I   get lost inside these thoughts, untie these knots and carry me
 
[solo]
D (build on it)
Em D Bm A x3 (they skip the last A though, for no real reason)
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
C        G       Em     D
Over and over and over again
C     G        D
These roads we follow
     C             G        Em                 D
Just give her your shoulder, she knows there's no plan
C    G             D
   I won't let you go
 
 
[Chorus]
Em  D/F G        C      G         C            G               D
All I'm not is right enough and tonight it's enough to carry me
Em  D/F G     C           G           C         G                D
I   get lost inside these thoughts, untie these knots and carry me
  C         G                D
untie these knots and carry me
 
 
[OUTRO]
Em D Bm A x4

3100. Carry Me Across The Mountain

Carry Me Across The Mountain
Artist: Dany Tyminski
Album: Carry Me Across the Mountain

Every day is a gamble, 
if you really want to make it through
When you live on the side of the mountain, 
and the babies all need food

I was the youngest one among us, 
I got sick and would not eat
Daddy prayed accept his fate, 
but Mommy would not heed

Chorus:
Carry me across the mountain, 
before it is too late
Heal my broken my body, 



death not be my fate
Carry me across the mountain, 
don't give up on me
I am but a helpless child, 
whose life depends on thee

Daddy warned against it, 
said you may not make it through
Momma wrapped me in her arms, 
crying what else can I do
There is a place across the mountain top, 
across the mountain side
They say there is a doctor there, 
might save our baby's life

Now I stand upon the mountain top, 
before my mother's grave
And every year I visit here, 
to thank her for that day

3101. Carry Me Away

Carry Me Away
The Infamous Stringdusters - Carry Me Away

[Verse 1]
I could walk a million miles or more
In your shoes and never know the score
I don't get the meaning of
A single one of any word you say
Yeah, I can feel the cold wind blowing
Cold wind come to carry me away

[Verse 2]
Well, it takes two to walk on common round
Yeah, I don't see you anywhere around
Well, it seems to me we oughtta be
A little further on from yesterday
Yeah, I can feel the cold wind blowing
Cold wind come to carry me away

[Chorus]
Well, carry me away, carry me away
Well, carry me away, carry me away

[Verse 3]
What you set in stone turns on a dime
Yeah, you want all of yours and all of mine
What you have to offer in return
Is much too high a price to pay
Yeah, I can feel the cold wind blowing
Cold wind come to carry me away



[Chorus]
Well, carry me away, carry me away
Well, carry me away, carry me away

[Outro]
Yeah, I can feel the cold wind blowing
Cold wind come to carry me away
Well, I can feel the cold wind blowing
Cold wind come to carry me away

3102. Carry Me Back - Chords

Carry Me Back
written by Harold & Don Reid
sung by the Statler Brothers

D / / / 2 / / / 3 / / / 4 / / /

 A7 D
Carry me back, Lord, while I still got the time
 D7 G D
Is Jimmy through servin' his hitch with Uncle Sam?
 Em A7
Do the kids still spend Saturday nights drivin' 'round Hamburger Dan's?
 D D7 G D
Did Jackie ever make it to the streets of Hollywood?
 A7 D
& Bobby, I'd love to see him again, & I would if I could

CHORUS:
 D7 G D
Carry me back & make me feel at home
 Em A7
Let me cling to those mem'ries that won't let me alone
 D D7 G D
Where it was always summer & she was always mine
 A7 D
Carry me back, Lord, while I still got the time

Verse 2:
Does the preacher still visit when sun or snow gets down?
Do the stores still stay open on Friday nights downtown?
Is JoAnn still as pretty as when she wore my high school ring?
When you see her, tell her I said July 1959; she'll know what I mean

(chorus, then repeat its last line)

3103. Carry Me Back To The Bluegrass



Carry Me Back To The Bluegrass

Well the week is gone good people
And Friday's here at last
I'm going to take my old banjo
Play me a little bluegrass

I'm going were the mountains are higher
And the bluegrass is all around
Play me a song for my true true love
Listen to that mournful sound

Carry me back to the bluegrass
That's where I long to be
I'm going to take my weary soul
And head down to Torny creek

I long long to see the old folks
I long to see my home
I long to hear from my true true love
And have her all alone

I've got a girl she lives down yonder
In a little place called Buffalo
As soon as I get back to her
That's where I want to go

* Refrain

3104. Carry Me Back To The Lone Prairie - Chords

Carry Me Back To The Lone Prairie
Recorded by Gene Autry
Written by Carson J. Robison

C
Oh carry me back to the lone prairie
                                          G7
Where the coyotes howl and the wind blows free
C          Dm          G7   C
And when I die you can bury me
Dm                G7                    C
Neath the western skies on the lone prairie
             Dm         G7        C
I'm a roving cowboy far away from home
             Dm              G7      C
Far from the prairie where I used to roam
                  Am                        Dm
Where the doggies wander and the wind blows free
                   G7                     C
Though my heart is yonder on the lone prairie 
 
Oh carry me back to the lone prairie
                                          G7



Where the coyotes howl and the wind blows free
C          Dm          G7   C
And when I die you can bury me
Dm                G7                    C
Neath the western skies on the lone prairie

3105. Carry Me Back To The Mountains

Carry Me Back To The Mountains
Mac Wiseman

Carry me back to the mountains
Back beneath the southern sky
Lay me to rest in the mountains
There's where my sweetheart lies

I get so lonesome and weary
No matter where I roam
So carry me back to the mountains
Back to my home sweet home

I was a wild careless youngster
Longing to roam from the start
I left my home in the mountains
And broke my poor darling's heart

I caught a train at the crossing
And never told her goodbye
Then someone wrote me a letter
And told me my sweetheart had died

3106. Carry Me Back To Virginia - Chords

Carry Me Back To Virginia 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
[Intro]
/ D - - G / D - A - / D - - G / D A D - /  (x2)
 
[Verse 1]
       D                                 G
Well I come from the valley, I'm a rebel boy.
D                        A
Born on the banks of the Shenandoah.
    D                 G
In '61, I went to the war,
   D       A   D
To win one for Virginia!
 



[Instrumental]
/ D - - G / D - A - / D - - G / D A D - /
 
      D                                     G
Ya my brother went first and they called me too.
      D                      A
I was green as clover in the morning dew.
     D                                     G
So I marched to the drum and I sang to the tune.
D        A       D
Carry me back to Virginia!
 
 
[Bridge 1]
A                   D
Fire in the cannon, water in the well,
G                               D
Raced through the valley with a rebel yell.
A                            D                   G          A
I learned right quick how to march like hell and affix that bayonet.
 
 
[Chorus]
D                G
Wont ya carry me back?
D                G
Wont ya carry me back?
D        A       D
Carry me back to Virginia.
 
 
[Fiddle solo]
/ D - G - / D - G - / D A D - /
 
 
[Verse 2]
       D                                 G
With a sword and a saddle, Powder in the gun.
   D                        A
We thought for a minute our fight was done.
        D                         G
So they lined us up to the metals arm,
    D           A        D
And hammered us into the quicksand.
          D                                G
Then they burned that valley in a blaze of fire,
D                            A
Cut through the lands like a red hot iron.
        D                               G
Til the men took cover where the horses piled,
        D                 A    D
Then we shivered and then hold against them.
 
 
[Bridge 2]
        A                 D
But the war raged on like flames of hell,



   G                              D
We dug through the pockets of the ones who fell,
A                      D
Dressed in rags and we ate that grass
          G                   A
When they cut off our legs we cried!
 
 
[Chorus]
D                G
Wont ya carry me back?
D                G
Wont ya carry me back?
D        A       D
Carry me back to Virginia.  (repeat chorus)
 
 
[Fiddle solo] (bridge chords x2 then chorus chords x2)
/ A - D - / G - D - / A - D - / G - A - / (x2)
 
/ D - G - / D - G - / D A D - / (x2)
 
 
[Verse 3]
         D                               G
And they died in the valley, Died in the swamp,
       D                            A
On the banks of the river where the whitetail jumped.
D                                G
Died in the ditches, Died in the fields,
       D
In the belly of a wagon for a womans to heal
D                               G
Died in the war, Starved in the camps.
D                          A
Locked in the prisons of a meaner man.
D                                 G
Spilled our blood in the fight to defend
       D
And to bury the tome of a-dixieland!
 
 
[Bridge 3]
A                D
Down in Alabama, down in Caroline,
G                           D
Way down in Gerogie, on the Tennesee line.
   A                          D
We fought for the rebels, and Robert E. Lee,
       G                  A
Now we want to go home to Virginia.
       G                  A
Say we want to go home to Virginia!
 
 
[Chorus]
 



D                G
Wont ya carry me back?
D                G
Wont ya carry me back?
D        A       D
Carry me back to Virginia.
D                G
Wont ya carry me back?
D                G
Wont ya carry me back?
   D       A         D
I wanna be buried in Virginia!
 
(repeat chorus chords x2)
/ D - G - / D - G - / D A D - / (x2)

3107. Carry Me Home - Chords

Chris Hillman - Carry Me Home

A    E     D        A
It's late  I can't sleep
D         E             A
There's a voice calling me
A       E                 D                A                  
Here it comes again and I don't know why I know it  
D        E           A
Will she ever set me free
      Bm          E6               D                   A
Will she tell me something new and make me hear the night
Bm             E6
Make me belive again
D         E
It'll be alright
 A      E      D             A
All the walls came tumbling down
D              E                A
The sky opened up and took her in
A          E          D          A
No time to gather  no time to weep
                              win
D                  E     A
No time to fall in love again
   Bm       E6   D          A
Oh Carry me home let me live again
Bm                  E6
I just cant  let it go
            D                  E
I can't get back to where I've been

------------------------------
------------10--9-------------
--6--7--9---9---9--11---------



--7--9--11--11--9--12---------
------------------------------
------------------------------
E
Mabye I'm crazy I'm showing all the signs
Dsus
It feels like I'm falling thru an  old vintage  mine  ????
                                   pinted mine  
                                   picrite mine
E
I can't find the  answers

Blowing in the wind come on
D      
Carry me home let me love again
A E     D                A
I know  she's not really here
D          E              A 
I hear her voice just the same
A              E               D                 A
She'd be right beside me if we lived in a perfect world
           D        E     A
And  she'd whisper out by name
         Bm       E6    D          A
She said Carry me home let me love again
Bm                  E6
I just cant  let it go
            D                  E
I can't get back to where I've been come on
Bm       E6    D          A
Carry me home let me love again
Bm                  E6
I just cant  let it go
            D                  E
I can't get back to where I've been

3108. Carry Me In A Bucket

Cabinet - Carry Me in a Bucket
Album: Leap

Daddy was a working man
It's just too bad he couldn't be around
Momma grabbed what she could
And they were good to all of us
Won t you carry me in a bucket now?
Hold me high while I put this star on top of this tree
Carry me in a bucket now
Lay my body down in a hollow tree
And let me be part of everything



3109. Carry Me Over

Carry Me Over 
Pete Sibley
 
CHORUS :  
When I m weary,  carry me over 
When I m weary, hold my hand 
When I m weary,  carry me over 
Take me to that promised land 
 
When I get there, I'll see my mother 
When I get there, she'll hold my hand 
When I get there, I'll see my father 
And he'll say, How proud I am 
  
In my lifetime, I've had my share 
Of many troubles, too many goodbyes 
People leave you, without warning 
And you're left, just standing there 
 
Take me to that  promised land

3110. Carry Me To Home

Carry Me to Home - Deadly Gentlemen
(G. Liszt)

It's too late for me kids,
Save yourselves,
I sowed it I'll reap it,
Save yourselves,
I've had a good run,
But I'm battered and bummed,
I'm not trying to hide it
I fell where I strided.

Won't someone pick me up
And carry me to home?
And if I do die lonesome,
Bury me alone,
It's oh so sad though
Painfully true,
I know, I know why
You came to be blue.

I'm drunk again,
And not from love, liquor,
But I've seen drunker men,



Hey, lots are love-sicker,
I'm numb and I get number now,
That's all that a drink brings,
But I'd rather be blank,
I'm dark when I think things.

Won't someone pick me up
And carry me to home?
If I do die lonesome
Bury me alone
It's oh so sad though painfully true
I know, I know why
You came to be blue

Would somebody please pick me up
And carry me to home?
And if I do die lonesome
Bury me alone,
It's oh so sad though painfully true,
I know, I know why,

Oh pick me up,
And carry me to home,
And if I do die,
Bury me alone,
I'll sow no bad,
It's pain for me too,
I know that I'm why
You came to be blue.

3111. Carry On

Carry On
Sim Redmond Band

On the radio, sad song playing slow, 
it must have been written for you, 
all the words just ringing through the night.

Chorus: 
Even when all of your skies are grey, 
rain outside washing your hopes away, 
tears from your eyes wont fall in empty arms, 
I will be here to help you carry on.

The clouds have sunk down low, 
they're outside your window, 
but I will help you to see clearer, 
all the good, I'll be your mirror.

Low tide will soon rise, 
it can happen right before your eyes, 
and everything you're searching for, 



you will find and so much more I know.
On and on, on and on, on and on.

Would you believe something so good could come your way, 
you were gonna leave, arent you glad you chose to stay? 
Now you're living in full color and your world is not so grey, 
yeah I knew you had it in you, I'm so glad you chose to stay.

3112. Carry On - Chords

Carry On 
Cabinet
 
[Verse]
G             C
Carry on, my love
G                    C
I ain't got time for you 
G                       C
Your blood runs cold as ice 
G                          C
I can't bear your burdens, too 
 
 
[Verse]
G           C
Carry on, Carrie 
G                        C
Your eyes have turned to red 
G               C
The damage was done 
G                           C
Your verdict's been set in stone 
 
 
[Chorus]
Dm   C   Bb      C            Dm      C     Bb    C
Your history has changed your mind 
Dm   C   Bb         C        Dm       C     Bb    C
You finally broke down and tried to let yourself go 
 
 
[Verse]
G           C
Carry on, Carrie 
G                       C
You better run for the hills 
G                      C
Remember to hide your love 
G                          C
Remember to take all your pills 
 
 



[Bridge]
G   C
Carrie 
 
 
[Chorus]
Dm   C   Bb      C            Dm     C     Bb    C
Your history has changed your mind 
Dm  C   Bb         C        Dm       C     Bb    C
You finally broke down and tried to let yourself go 
Dm              C
And now you're living all alone 
Bb                            C
Everyday you're just getting old 
Dm               C             Bb        C
You dig a ditch but you don't find your gold

3113. Carry Your Heart

Blue Dogs - Carry Your Heart

All the things I've done in time
Were justified the day stars aligned
And you came here and filled this space
Of an empty place inside my soul
Left open by old loves grown cold
And when I saw you angels sang amazing grace
So don't let go too soon or hold on too strong
A love like this could never be wrong
To hold you, I will with all my might
The most significant thing I'll ever do
Has to do with loving you
To hold you, and keep you warm at night
Have you ever walked down a road alone
And noticed how it seemed so long
And you wondered if you're ever gonna make it home
But you carry in your heart a love you've found
And it lifts you up as your thoughts turn around
And you can feel it as it gently lays you down
So don't let go too soon or hold on too strong
A love like this could never be wrong
To hold you, I will with all my might
The most significant thing I'll ever do
Has to do with loving you
To hold you, and keep you warm at night
I carry your heart wherever I go
I carry it in my heart
I carry it in my heart
I carry it in my heart
I carry it in my heart
I carry it in my heart
I carry it in my heart



3114. Carryin' Fire

Carryin' Fire

I remember you loved me with all of your heart
And I know your's as well as my own
I know you still need me and you're out there somewhere
And maybe you're cold and alone

I'm carryin' fire, carryin' fire
Burning for you, a raging desire
I'm out of control the flame's ever high
But what can I do I'm burning for you, carryin' fire

Months slowly circle flickering candle
A fire is all you can see
If love is the feeling of one for the other
Then surely you're looking for me

I'm carryin' fire, I'm carryin' fire
Burning for you, a raging desire
I'm out of control the flame's ever high
But what can I do I'm burning for you, carryin' fire

3115. Carryin' On This Way - Chords

Carryin' On This Way
Written and recorded by Dale Watson

C                                          Dm
Good mornin' fella you don't look too good today
                               
Your eyes are red your skin is pale 
              G7              C
You look like you could use a shave
                                                            Dm
You had a good time last night look at the price you had to pay
                                         
You think that you'd know better than to still 
   G7               C
Be carryin' on this way
                                      Dm
Look at the gray stickin' out of your hair
You think that you could take a hint
          G7                          C
There's a reason mother nature put it there
While you're out there makin' more wrinkles
                                        Dm
Your family's makin' more memories everyday



                                          
Y think that you'd know better than to still
   G7               C
Be carryin' on this way
F             Am              G7                  C
Crashin' into 40 might better think about growin' up
          Dm                                            G7
You got a wife and kids that lean on you are you strong enough
    F             Am                 G7                         C
Get down off your high horse ain't nobody listenin' to what you say
    Dm
You think that you'd know better than to still
   G7               C
Be carryin' on this way
                                                              Dm
I rinse off the toothbrush put the lid back on the toothpaste tube
                                                          G7      C
Then I look up in the mirror just to get me one more good look at you
                                                                 Dm
Man you can't be as dumb as you look it ain't too late to make a change
                                         
You think that you'd know better than to still 
   G7               C
Be carryin' on this way
Repeat #3
 
         Dm
Yeah you think that you'd know better than to still 
   G7               C
Be carryin' on this way

3116. Cars - Chords

Cars
Recorded by John Conlee
Written by Bob McDill and Dickey Lee

C                    G7      Am             G7
She was sittin' on a car lot looking like a dream
F            G7        C
Underneath a string of lights
     G7        Am       C
A 49 model and I was sixteen
      F           G7            C
But I knew it was love at first sight
         Am                C
Then the man said son I'll make you a deal
      F             C        G7
And I knew I had to make her mine
  C       G7              Am         C
I held my breath and slid behind the wheel
F         G7         C
It was my very first time



    G7     F          C
Cars  just motors and wheels
F          C         G7
Rubber and glass and steel
      F       C    G7       Am
Still I think back over the years
    F         C         G7
And it sounds strange I suppose
         F      G7       C
But it's cars I remember most
                      G7            F             G7
She was parked on the street by the First Baptist Church
      F            G7            C
As we ran down the steps hand in hand
             G7            F            G7
My brand new Chevy waiting there at the curb
       F            G7            C
And we waved to the crowd and got in
         Am                G7         C
Well the miles went by and so did the years
      F                    C       G7
And I thought that we were doing alright
         C             G7       F             G7
Till she packed up the kids and picked up the keys
    F          G7       C
And just drove away one night
repeat #3
                         G7       Am           G7
Well the years have gone by and a lot of thing changed
  F              G7       C
I hardly see the kids any more
           G7        Am       C
Took a new job and I moved to LA
    F               G7     C
And bought me a two seater Porsche
        Am                       C
There's lots of pretty girls out here and you know
F          C       G7
I could be doing alright
    C         G7           Am           G7
But mostly at night I just drive up the coast
    F           G7   C
And look at the city lights
repeat #3 x2

3117. Carter's Blues

Carter's Blues - Cater Family

As I walked out one morning fair
To view the fields and taste the air
For to view the fields and nettles around
I thought I heard some lonesome sound



O thought I heard my true love say
O do turn and come this way 

You love some other and you don't love me
You care not for my company
You love some other and I know why
Because he has more gold than I
But gold will melt and silver will fly
My love for you will never die 

There is a flower I've heard them say
That can be seen from day to day
And if that flower I only could find
To cure this aching heart of mine 

So fare you well my charming little love
O meet me in that land above
And when we meet there in that land
We'll take no more this parting hand

3118. Caryville

The Boxcars - Caryville 

I ran into a friend from high school
And we stopped and talked a while.
A successful man who'd found his place in life.
He asked me where I lived.
I said Cerrybottom Caryville
Towards Shady cove 'bout 3 miles on the right.
He laughed and he said damn son,
You gotta drive to get out there,
In God's country where the air
And water's clear.
I said hold on just a minute
And to listen to the truth.
I don't think God's been 'round this place in years.
God don't live in Cherrybottom or in Caryville.
There's pills and meth,
and violence all around.
And if He does then I'm convinced he's sleepin' at the well.
I don't think God lives in Caryville.
I remember when I was a kid
This was a nicer place.
The people took pride in
the land they loved.
But nowadays it's gone to hell,
And it's a damn disgrace.
And it ain't no place for the Man
from up above.
God don't live in Cherrybottom or in Caryville.
There's pills and meth,
and violence all around.



And if He does then I'm convinced he's sleepin' at the well.
I don't think God lives in Caryville.
No I don't think God lives here,
In Caryville.

3119. Case of Sorrow - Chords

Case of Sorrow
Recorded by The Survivors 
(Tony Booth, Darrell McCall, Cutis Potter)
Written by Boudleaux Bryant and Felice Bryant
 
C           G7                            C
I've got to get together with my heart in mind
                  G7                           C
Find out which is stronger leave the other one behind
             F                             C
They've been tearing me apart like there's no tomorrow
          D7                                G7
And I'm a walking talking breathing case of sorrow
 
           C                   Dm
And I need warm loving arms to hold me
G7                                C
Sweet lips to help me through the night
                                 Dm
The dreams that comes true every morning
       G              G7               C
With a sleepy wake up smile to make it right
 
                  G7                       C
I've got to start all over and find myself again
                    G7                             C
I guess my heart is stronger than my mind has ever been
                  F                              C
Somewhere there's happiness that someone may let me borrow
           D7                                G7
To cure my walking talking breathing case of sorrow
 
           C                   Dm
And I need warm loving arms to hold me
G7                                C
Sweet lips to help me through the night
                                 Dm
The dreams that comes true every morning
       G              G7               C
With a sleepy wake up smile to make it right
       G              G7               C
With a sleepy wake up smile to make it right



3120. Casey Jones

Casey Jones
Grateful Dead - Infamous Stringdusters

Come all you rounders for I want you to hear
The story of a brave engineer
Casey Jones was the rounder's name
On an eight six-wheeler boys he won his fame

Now the caller called Casey 'bout half-past four
He kissed his wife at the station door
He mounted to the cabin with his orders in his hand
Said; "I'm gonna take my trip to the promised land"

 Casey Jones mounted to the cabin
Casey Jones with his orders in his hand
Casey Jones mounted to the cabin
Said;"I'm gonna take tke my trip to the promised land

Pour on the water boys shovel on the coal
Stick your head out the window see the drivers roll
Gonna run her 'til she leaves the rail
'Cause I'm nine hours late with the western mail

Now Casey passed out of South Memphis on the fly
Heard the firemane say " Boy you got a white-eye "
The switchman knew by the engine's moan
That the man at the throttle was Casey Jones

Now Casey got to that certain place
Old number nine stared him straight in the face
He said to fireman " Boy you better jump
Cause there's two locomotives and they're bound to bump"

Well Mrs. Casey Jones she sat there on the bed
She got the telegram that her poor husband was dead
She said; "Go to bed children and hush your crying
'Cause you got another papa on the Salt Lake line"

3121. Casey's Last Ride

Emmylou Harris - Casey's Last Ride

Casey joins the hollow sound of silent people walking down
The stairway to the subway in the shadows down below
Following their footsteps through the neon-darkened corridors
Of silent desperation, never speakin' to a soul
The poison air he's breathin' has the dirty smell of dying
'Cause it's never seen the sunshine and it's never felt the rain
But Casey minds the arrows and ignores the fatal echoes
Of the clickin' of the turnstiles and the rattle of his chains



"Oh!" she said, "Casey it's been so long since I've seen you!"
"Here" she said, "just a kiss to make a body smile!"
"See" she said, "I've put on new stockings just to please you!"
"Lord!" she said, "Casey can you only stay a while?"

Casey leaves the under-ground and stops inside the Golden Crown
For something wet to wipe away the chill that's on his bone
Seeing his reflection in the lives of all the lonely men
Who reach for any thing they can to keep from goin' home
Standin' in the corner Casey drinks his pint of bitter
Never glancing in the mirror at the people passing by
Then he stumbles as he's leaving and he wonders if the reason
Is the beer that's in his belly, or the tear that's in his eye

"Oh!" she said, "I suppose you seldom think about me
"Now" she said, "now that you've a fam'ly of your own"
"Still" she said, "it's so blessed good to feel your body!"
"Lord!" she said" "Casey it's a shame to be alone!"

3122. Cash Down Never Never

Richard Thompson - Cash Down Never Never 

Young love, I wish you well
Shotgun and wedding bells
Semi-semi and the damp is peeling
Hole in the roof wet the baby's head

Back streets, real scum about
Need a car, a little run-about
Some down and a fistful later
Sign on the line like the nice man said

Need a Slumberland or a Frigidaire
Or a video, sign right there

In over your head, head, cash down
Never, never cash down
Never, never cash down

Get a job, good overtime
Shop floor, assembly line
Six months and no more company
No more factory, no more shift

Get a job, you're gonna go far
Hot wire and a crow bar
Nobody's gonna feed the baby
That's if they catch you, if, if, if

Vegetating, frustrating
Repossessions, distressing



In over your head, head, cash down
Never, never cash down
Never, never cash down

Never, never
Nothing's so hard as living on the easy plan

Need a Slumberland or a Frigidaire
Or a video, sign right there

In over your head, head, cash down
Never, never cash down
Never, never cash down

Never, never
Nothing's so hard as living on the easy plan

3123. Cash On The Barrelhead

Cash On The Barrelhead
Flying Burrito Brothers - Leftover Salmon - Louvin Brothers
Jim & Jesse

Got in a little trouble at the county seat
Lord they put me in the jailhouse, for loafing on the street
When the judge heard the verdict, I was a guilty man
He said forty-five dollars, or thirty days in the can

   And that'll be cash on the barrelhead, son
   You can take your choice, you're twenty-one
   No money down, no credit plan
   No time to chase you, 'cause I'm a busy man

Found a telephone number, on a laundry slip
Had a kind-hearted jailer, with a six-gun hip
He let me call long-distance, She said, "Number, please?"
No sooner than I told her, she hollered out at me

   That'll be cash on the barrelhead, son
   Not part, not half, but the entire sum
   No money down, no credit plan
   'Cause a little bird tells me that you're a traveling man

Thirty days in the jailhouse, four days on the road
I was feeling mighty hungry, my feet a heavy load
Saw a Greyhound a coming, stuck up my thumb
Just as I'd been seated, the driver caught my arm

   That'll be cash on the barrelhead son
   This old gray dog, gets paid to run
   When engine starts, oh the wheels won't roll
   That'll be cash on the barrelhead, I'll take you down the road



3124. Cash On The Barrelhead - Chords

Cash on the Barrelhead
recorded by the Louvin Brothers
written by Charlie Louvin and Ira Louvin
 
C
Got in a little trouble at the county seat
                                              G7     C
Lord they put me in the jailhouse for loafing on the street
 
When the judge heard the verdict I was a guilty man
                                     G7          C
He said forty five dollars or thirty days in the can
 
C7         F                      C
That'll be cash on the barrelhead son 
                  G7                   C
You can make your choice you're twenty one
C7       F              C
No money down no credit plan 
           G7                         C
No time to chase you cause I'm a busy man
 
 
Found a telephone number on a laundry slip
                            G7             C
I had a good hearted jailer with a six gun hip
 
He let me call long distance she said number please
                                  G7             C
And no sooner than I told her she shouted out at me
 
C7         F                      C
That'll be cash on the barrelhead son 
             G7                   C
Not part not half  but the entire sum
C7       F              C
No money down no credit plan 
                    G7                          C
Cause a little bird tells me you're a traveling man
 
 
Thirty days in the jailhouse four days on the road
                               G7           C
I was feeling mighty hungry my feet a heavy load
 
Saw a greyhound coming stuck up my thumb
                               G7               C
Just as I was being seated the driver caught my arm
 
C7         F                      C
That'll be cash on the barrelhead son 



              G7             C
This old grey dog is paid to run
C7              F                       C
When the engine stops  the wheels won't roll
                    G7                                C
Give me cash on the barrelhead I'll take you down the road

3125. Casino - Chords

Casino
Marty Stuart - Casino

Intro:   D - D - D - D - D - D - D

Verse 1:

D              Cadd9  G               D
They built a casino     out under the stars
     D           A7                      D
With neon lights blinkin' on tired rusty cars
                    Cadd9  G                  D
Card sharks take my money, Whiskey puts me in jail
            A7                  D
An oasis of misery I know it so well

Verse 2:

                 G                      D
I pawned my last silver it sparkled and shined
                A7                             D
And a beautiful ring from the black hills gold mine
             G                     D
A hole in my pocket that money did burn
          A7                  D
A loser beyond the point of return

SOLO:   A7 - D

Verse 3:

                  G                    D
My woman couldn't take my Friday night ways
               A7                   D
She left me in search of her better days
                  G                    D
Now I'm tortured by silence and being alone
                   A7                   D
And the shadows of evil that inherit my bones

Verse 4:

                  G                          D
So it's back to the place where I gambled on hope



               A7                   D
My name once respected is now but a joke
                     G                D
Cause I stumble back home, I murmur a prayer
                   A7                   D
And can't help but wonder is God really there

STEEL SOLO:  (same chord progression as verses)

Chords:
Cadd9   x32033
G       320033

3126. Cassidy

Brett Dennen - Cassidy

[Verse 2]
Cassidy, is reggae music playing on the beach
Blue moon tonight, and there isn't a cloud in the sky
Grab your Swiss Army Knife and the blanket and meet me outside
Yeah, come on
Cassidy, the things I lean on are slippery
But I know I love you
And you make it so hard to leave
But I'll keep loving you 'til I'm only a memory

[Pre-chorus]
We spend our whole lives movin' on
Reachin' out for lovin' arms
The night is young come out with me

[Chorus]
Cassidy, with the ocean in your hair
Come out with me, Cassidy!
I'll be tangled up tonight but tomorrow
I'll be up in the air

[Verse 2]
Come on, county line
Crazy weed down from Caroline
All the smoke hung in the air while the sun was setting
You said it looked just like an oil spill in heaven
Don't say fare thee well
You got that anxious feeling I can tell
You're getting antsy let's go up to Neptune's Net and have a drink
And plan a trip somewhere to a beach in a magazine



3127. Cast Em Out

Cast  Em Out
Larkin Poe - Cast  Em Out

[Intro]
Hmm, hmm, hmm-mmm
Mmm, mm-hmm-hmm, mhmm
Hmm, hmm, hmm-mmm
Mmm, mm-hmm-hmm

[Verse 1]
Lay the track, build the train
Count the long cross ties
Bend your back, bare the pain
Don't you waste no time
'Cause miracles don't come cheap
Workin' on the weekend
Hunkered down, diggin' deep
Deeper than the demons

[Chorus]
Cast 'em out
Like bread upon the waters
Cast 'em out
Like the sins of all our fathers
Hmm, hmm, hmm-mmm
Mmm, mm-hmm-hmm, mhmm
Hmm, hmm, hmm-mmm
Mmm, mm-hmm-hmm

[Verse 2]
Pull the steel, hoist the beam
Build the future strong
Push the wheel, dream the dream
Go and soldier on
'Cause miracles don't come cheap
Workin' on the weekend
Hunkered down, diggin' deep
Deeper than the demons

[Chorus]
Cast 'em out
Like bread upon the waters
Cast 'em out
Like the sins of all our fathers
Cast 'em out
You'll be riven in the dirt
You will cast 'em out
For love, the highest virtue
Hmm, hmm, hmm-mmm
Mmm, mm-hmm-hmm, mhmm
Hmm, hmm, hmm-mmm
Mmm, mm-hmm-hmm, ooh
Hmm, hmm, hmm-mmm
Mmm, mm-hmm-hmm, mhmm
Hmm, hmm, hmm-mmm



Mmm, mm-hmm-hmm

3128. Cast Aside

Cast Aside - Dailey And Vincent 

Cast aside your troubles and lay your burdens down 
At the feet of Jesus and rejoice in what you've found
Joyous life so happy, in the Lord I shall abide
Cast aside, my brother, all your troubles cast aside.

Cast aside, my brother, all your troubles cast aside
Live your life for Jesus and forever you'll survive
Cast aside, my brother, all your troubles cast aside
Have a home in life eternal, and your troubles cast aside

There's a mansion waiting over on the other shore
When this life of pain and sorrow will be gone forever more
And I'll soon be going over Jordan deep and wide
To be with my friends and loved ones with my troubles cast aside

Cast aside, my brother, all your troubles cast aside
Live your life for Jesus and forever you'll survive
Cast aside, my brother, all your troubles cast aside
Have a home in life eternal, and your troubles cast aside

Cast aside, my brother, all your troubles cast aside
Live your life for Jesus and forever you'll survive
Cast aside, my brother, all your troubles cast aside
Have a home in life eternal, and your troubles cast aside

Have a home in life eternal, and your troubles cast aside.

3129. Castilleja

Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway - Castilleja

[Verse 1]
Woah, Castilleja
You're a prairie fire dancing in the wind
But you're cold as a high sierra
Every time I try to bring your flower in

[Chorus]
I promised you the golden California
On the painted horse and reins of silver thread
But if I can't steal your heart, Castilleja
I'll end up with a price upon my head



[Verse 2]
You were bold, Castilleja
When I saw you at Mojave's drinking slow
Pull up poison like an arrow
Was just tryna say how much I love you so

[Chorus]
I promised you the golden California
On the painted horse and reins of silver thread
But if I can't steal your heart, Castilleja
I'll haunt you like a fugitive instead
[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
Two strangers mate when dark and shadow
Then moved against papered wall
When suddenly, there loomed another
And Castilleja came to fall
So I lit out east of Inyo
To where the highway turns to sand
There, I met that heartless devil
With desert flower in his hand

[Chorus]
And I was quick, like a streak of lightning
I fired first and then he fell
Now I dream of Castilleja
A secret I will never tell
I promised you the golden California
On the painted horse and reins of silver thread
But if I can't steal your heart, Castilleja
I'll ghost this world long after I'm dead

3130. Casting My Shadow In The Road - Chords

Casting My Shadow In The Road
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs 
Written by Jimmy Rushing and Randy Scruggs
 
C                     G7      C
There was a warm wind weaving through the trees
          F     G7        C
It was an early breath of spring
       Am         G7      F
Like a young bird soon to leave its nest
  G7
I yearn to spread my wings
           C
Though the teardrops fell like a morning rain
  G7            Am
I knew I had to go 
      F
I had always dreamed of



C          G7            C
Casting my shadow in the road 
 
                     G7      C
I couldn't count the times I said goodbye
     F    G7    C
To a city limit sign
       Am        C         F
Or the countless sweet and gentle farms
        G7
And the towns I've left behind
       C
Oh but passion rides on the prairie winds
    G7            Am
And recent winter snow 
    F
And I still dream of
C          G7            C
Casting my Shadow in the road
 
 
When the evening comes I often stop
   F             C
To rest my weary feet
 
But when the morning sun begins to rise
      F                G7
And I feel the urge to leave
  Am            Dm
A night of rest fans the flame
     F         G7    Am  C
That burns within my soul 
  F
A burning need for 
C          G7            C
Casting my shadow in the road
 
When the evening comes I often stop
   F             C
To rest my weary feet
 
But when the morning sun begins to rise
      F                G7
And I feel the urge to leave
  Am            Dm
A night of rest fans the flame
     F         G7    Am  C
That burns within my soul 
  F
A burning need for 
C          G7            Am
Casting my shadow in the road
 
  F
A burning need for
C          G7            C
Casting my shadow in the road



3131. Castles - Chords

Castles 
The Devil Makes Three
 
[Intro]
G   Bm7    Am7   D   x 2
 
[Verse]
G                      Bm7                     Am7          D
How many times are you gonna let your heart be broken? (How long, now?)
G                      Bm7                   Am7      D
How many times are you gonna watch good love die?(How long?)
G                     Bm7                        Am7         D
How many words do you think that you can leave unspoken?(How long, now?)
G                     Bm7               Am7        D
How many trips before you see the other side? (How long?)
 
[Chorus]
Am7                               D
They say they love you, they understand
G                                 Am7
Why can't you see that they don't give a damn?
                  D               G   C
We are the ocean, Castles made of sa- and
Am7               D               (G)
We are the ocean, Castles made of sand
 
G   Bm7    Am7   D
 
[Verse]
G                      Bm7                 Am7           D
How many clouds before you see the rain is falling? (How long, now?)
G                      Bm7                 Am7         D
How many storms before you know the sun is gone?  (How long?)
G                 Bm7                          Am7         D
How many drops of water does it take to make a river? (How long, now?)
G                Bm7                      Am7        D
How many notes before we sing a different song? (How long?)
 
[Chorus]
Am7                               D
They say they love you, they understand
G                                 Am7
Why can't you see that they don't give a damn?
                  D               G   C
We are the ocean, Castles made of sa- and
Am7               D               (G)
We are the ocean, Castles made of sand
 
G   Bm7    Am7   D   x2
 
[Bridge]



Em
There's nothin' stronger, forcin' movin' water
Am7
Cuts through cold stone like a knife through butter
D
That's how it is now, and only gettin' larger
G                            D
The way this thing goes, is in the hands of sons and daughters
 
[Chorus]
Am7                               D
They say they love you, they understand
G                                 Am7
Why can't you see that they don't give a damn?
                  D               G   C
We are the ocean, Castles made of sa- and
Am7               D               G   C
We are the ocean, Castles made of sa- and
Am7               D               Em
We are the ocean, Castles made of sand
 
[Outro]
           Am7
Mmmm-mm-mm-mmm
           D
Mmmm-mm-mm-mmm
           G
Mmmm-mm-mm-mmm

3132. Castles In The Air

Castles In The Air
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
Send my letter back home
Tell her I'll think about her
When I find where I'm going
I'll plant a bed of flowers
Where I can rest my head
And lay out every night
Like I did as a kid
In my garden of delight

[Verse]
In my younger days
I couldn't show my heart
Before I strayed away
And we grew apart
If I was wiser might have
Stayed close to home
Grown a little family
And a garden of my own



[Chorus]
I wish I could have all the silver
I put in my mother's hair
And all the hours that
I spent in the flowers
Watching the clouds
Building castles in the air
They've blown away from here

[Verse]
You can't pick a flower
And expect it not to wilt
You can't leave your family
Without a painful guilt
But I'd walk through a bog
A forest full of thorns
If I could only find my
Bed of flowers once more

[Verse]
In memory everything's easy
A simple life and story
The telephone there never rings
Time doesn't mean a thing
I tried to hide away
Deep into the mountains
Now those castles in the air
I'm no longer counting

[Chorus]
I wish I could have all the silver
I put in my mother's hair
And all the hours that
I spent in the flowers
Watching the clouds
Building castles in the air
They've blown away from here

3133. Casualty

Yonder Mountain String Band
Casualty

Good times don't seem last and the bad ones fade as fast
Either way it means the time is flying

Can't recall how I got here, I don't know if I'm thinking clear
It's hard to tell the truth from all the lying

And the only thing you'll get from me is time
And the damn awareness somethings on my mind



Heading off I'm out the door, she wonders why I'm leaving
And I wonder why she gives me things for free

I wonder what is you think you're getting from me

She's looking for some kind of grace, and I look to the past on my face
She don't see it, so she knows that I'll be going

Oh, when I'm gone please understand, it's just that I'm that kind of man
It's heard that you can't stop the wind from blowing

I didn't mean a casualty, oh the cost for loving me
The shoes I'm wearing lead me to destruction

Anyway, it's bound to end, could be now and it could be then
I'm just flying down this highway I call home
And the only thing you'll get from me is time
And the damn awareness somethings on my mind

Heading off I'm out the door, she wonders why I'm leaving
And I wonder why she gives me things for free

I wonder what it is you think you're getting from me

3134. Casualty Of War - Chords

Casualty Of War 
Larry Sparks

Intro: (D)//// //// //// ////
 
D                                       G             D
Well he called her on the telephone two weeks ago to- -day ////
                                                  A         A7
He said now don't you worry mom, I promise I'm o- -kay //// ////
D                                   G                 D
She tried hard to hide from him her tears and all her pain ////
    G                 D                        A7              D
But he could read be- -tween the lines and the miles so far a- -way //// ////
 
D                                        G                  D
She had never tried to tell him, how she hoped he would not go ////
                                                        A       A7
To join the fight for freedom, and the country he loved so //// ////
   D                                 G                  D
He said I called to tell you, what I knew you'd want to know ////
        G                    A7              D         D7
That in just two weeks, dear mom, I'm coming home //// ////
 
        G                                D                D7
And she could not believe the words, her precious son did say ////
        G                                         D  A7   D
She had dreamed of seeing him again, how it would be only days ////



        G                                                   D
And she wondered how this day could be, a million times be- -fore //// ////
                                           A7               D
Just to know her one and only son would be coming home from war
//// //// //// //// //// ////
 
D                                   G                 D
Five days later she was home when a knock came on her door ////
                                               A           A7
And there she found two officers, in army uni- -forms //// ////
           D                                         G                    D
With their heads bowed low, their hats in hands, she knew what they would say ////
    G            D                 A7                D
I'm sorry to in- -form you, he was killed in war to- -day //// ////
 
D                                           G                   D
The neighbors came to see the cause for the cry they heard that day ////
                                                           A         A7
For a mother's life was shattered as the two men walked a- -way //// ////
    D                             G                 D
And no one could help her, as she cried such bitter tears ////
        G              D                  A7               D         D7
She was begging God to give him back, the son she loved so dear //// ////
 
        G                                D
And she could not believe the words, the officers did say ////
        G                                           D  A7       D
She had dreamed to see her son again but hoped it'd be not this way ////
    G                                                     D
She wondered how this day could feel, a million times be- -fore //// ////
                                              A7          D
But she prayed they'd never bring him home, a casualty of war

3135. Cat Scratch Fever

Cat Scratch Fever
Hayseed Dixie - Cat Scratch Fever

Well, I don't know where they come from but they sure do come
I hope they comin' for me
And I don't know how they do it but they sure do it good
I hope there doin' it for free
They give me cat scratch fever
Cat scratch fever
Well, the first time that I got it I was just ten years old
I got it from some kitty next door
An' I went to see the doctor and he gave me the cure
I think I got it some more
They give me cat scratch fever
Cat scratch fever
I got a bad scratch fever
The cat scratch fever
It's nothin' dangerous



I feel no pain
I've got the choo-choo train
You know you got it when you, you going insane
It makes a grown man cry, cry, oh won't you make my bed
Well, I make the pussy purr with the stroke of my hand
They know they gettin' it from me
They know just where to go when they need their lovin' man
They know I doin' it for free
I give them cat scratch fever
Cat scratch fever
They got a bad scratch fever
The cat scratch fever
Cat scratch fever
Cat scratch fever
Cat scratch fever
Cat scratch fever

3136. Cat's In The Cradle

Cat's In The Cradle - Ricky Skaggs

A child arrived the other day,
He came to the world in the usual way.
But there were planes to catch and bills to pay,
He learned to walk while I was away,
And he was talking 'fore I knew it.
And as he grew he'd say, I'm gonna be like you dad,
You know I'm gonna be like you.

And the cat's in the cradle and the silver spoon.
Little boy blue and the man in the moon.
When you coming home dad? I don't know when,
But we'll get together then,
You know we'll have a good time then.

My son turned ten just the other day,
He said, Thanks for the ball come on let's play,
Can you teach me to throw? I said, Not today,
I got a lot to do.  He said, That's okay.
He walked away but his smile never dimmed,
He said, I'm gonna be like him,
Yeah, you know I'm gonna be like him.

And the cat's in the cradle and the silver spoon.
Little boy blue and the man in the moon.
When you coming home dad? I don't know when,
But we'll get together then,
You know we'll have a good time then.

Well, he came from college just the other day,
So much like a man I just had to say,
Son I'm proud of you, can you sit for a while.
He shook his head and then he said with a smile,



What I'd really like dad is to borrow the car keys,
See you later can I have them please.

And the cat's in the cradle and the silver spoon.
Little boy blue and the man in the moon.
When you coming home son? I don't know when,
But we'll have a good time then dad,
You know we'll have a good time then.

I've long since retired my son's moved away.
I called him up just the other day,
I said, I'd like to see you if you don't mind.
He said, I'd love to dad if I could find the time,
You see my new job's a hassle and the kids have the flu,
But it's sure nice talking to you dad,
It's been sure nice talking to you.

And as I hung up the phone it occurred to me,
He'd grown up just like me, my boy was just like me.

And the cat's in the cradle and the silver spoon.
Little boy blue and the man in the moon.
When you coming home son? I don't know when,
But we'll have a good time then dad,
You know we'll have a good time then...

3137. Catalog Dreams - Chords

Catalog Dreams
Recorded by Joni Harms
Written by Joni Harms and Jim Varsos
 
C
She could see herself a-sewin' on that brand new machine
       F                                             G7
As she took the time to look through that mail order magazine
         F                              C
It would sure make her life easier with all she has to do
    G7                                                    C
But family needs come first she'll have to wait a year or two

       F
And it came from Sears and Roebuck a thousand pages long
     C
Everything from A to Z anyone could ever want
        F
Puttin' away a little extra ain't as easy as it seems
       G7                        C
So way out here we dream catalog dreams

Dad came in from workin' tired as a dog
F                                       G7
Sat down by the fire and picked up that catalog



    F                                 C
His eyes fell on the tractor with the mowin' arm and rake
    G7                                                     C
But he knew that kind o' money was more than he could ever make

Repeat #2

When supper time was over daddy turned to me and said
    F                                               G7
You wanna do a little dreamin' take that catalog to bed
F                     C
Up there in the quiet layin' all alone
G7                                             C
I stumbled on a page started a dream all of my own

         F
Cause if I could learn to play on that Silvertone guitar
C
Maybe make a record and one day be a star
F
Daddy'd have his tractor and mom her new machine
            G7                   C
I'd buy 'em all of their catalog dreams

                  G7                   C
I'm gonna buy 'em all of their catalog dreams

3138. Catalyst

Catalyst - Rising Appalachia

Come come be a catalyst
Come come be an alchemist
Come change the system

Come, come be a catalyst
Come come be an alchemist
Come change the system
Come stir up some mischief

Come, come be a catalyst
Come come be an alchemist
Come, come change the system
Come stir up some wisdom

Swell, its a tide of the people calling
Moving mountains moving waters
Protection for our sons and daughters

Swell, it's a tide of the people calling
Moving mountains moving waters
Protection for our sons and daughters



Mhmm

Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey
Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey
Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey
Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey

Swell its a tide of the people calling
Moving mountains moving waters
Protection for our sons and daughters

3139. Catch & Release

Billy Strings 
Catch & Release

Well I woke up this morning 'bout a quarter past 4
I grabbed my cap and my bag and slipped out the door
I hooked up my tracker to the U-haul hitch
Went and picked up Vince and we headed out to peep the sitch'
...Figured we'd try to go get into some smallies in the clear water...
Praying there wasn't nothin' to get snagged up on

So we're cruisin' somewhere near Livingston
I had some herb in my bowl and I lit it again
I was jabbered in the jaw and crimson in the eye
On the way to Dale Hollow I was floatin' like a butterfly
Then I got stung by a bee

Had to squeeze the mustard, uncle Vinnie said "wow"
I saw then I saw the lights flash and my heart sank down
Then a man strolled up with a real nice lean
And I rolled down my window and he smelled my weed
He said "I'm officer Looper the Tennessee state trooper and I'll take your license
And your registration
And your grass."
I guess it was only a matter of time

He said "where you headin'?" I said "to catch some bass"
He said "step on out under my magnifying glass"
He made me watch his fingers and touch my nose
Then he made me count to 30 but then he let me go
Made my day
I reckon it was a little catch and release

So that there's my story and I want you to know
If you're gonna go fishin' ya better take her slow
Better look both ways and keep her in line
Let this be a lesson to you and your partners in crime:
Always watch your six and nine
Don't roll through the stop sign
You don't always need to make the verses rhyme
Don't be mixin' liquor with your wine



If you feel so inclined, keep me in mind
And by the way only break one law at a time

3140. Catch A Criminal - Chords

Catch A Criminal 
Yonder Mountain String Band
 
E //// A //// E // B // E ////
 
I'm going back to Colorado
With a suitcase and a gun
 
Gonna find me a desperate woman
And have me a little fun
 
(Chorus 1)
 
        C         B           E
When I wake up my eyes are on fire
       A                     B
But my words, they're frozen cold
 
         E                      A
Ain't it hell, these earthly desires
      C           B    A   B
Gonna catch me a criminal
      C          B         E
Gonna catch me a criminal
 
(instrumental verse)
 
Gonna lock you up on that mountain
But you can have your run of the town
 
And if you don't like the look of my gang here
Baby turn your head around
 
(Chorus 2)
You know angels arrive on fire
But the devils' subliminal
 
Ain't it hell, these earthly desires
Gonna catch me a criminal
Gotta catch me a criminal
 
(Instrumental Verse)
 
Kisses attract thunder
And I walk beneath a touch of gold
 
And the trouble with living forever
You're never born, son



You're always old

3141. Catch The Next Dream

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Catch the next dream
Composer: Jeff Silbar

Hey baby, it's beginning to feel
Like we've been spinning our wheels
Hangin' round this town too long.

Why don't we catch a ride?
Sail away on the outbound tide?
It's time that we be movin' on.

Let's catch the next dream outta here
Close our eyes and disappear
We'll say so long and we'll be gone
On the next dream outta here.

We're as free as the night is young
To go as far as our hearts can run
Let's set our sights on paradise.

Throw caution to the wind
And never look back again
We'll ride our love on through the night.

Let's catch the next dream outta here
Close our eyes and disappear
We'll say so long and we'll be gone
On the next dream outta here.

We'll say so long and we'll be gone
On the next dream outta here.

On the next dream
On the next dream
On the next dream
On the next dream
Just close your eyes and we can ride
Oooh ...

On the next dream
On the next dream outta here
We can ride
Oooh ...



3142. Catch The Wind - Chords

Catch The Wind
Recorded by Glen Campbell - Flatt & Scruggs
Written by Donovan Phillips Leitch
[3/4 time]

G7     C                F            C           F
In the chilly hours and minutes of uncertainty I want to be
C                F       G7     C    G7
In the warm hold of your loving mind
   C            F                C              F
To feel you all around me and to take your hand along the sand
C                    F       G7        C    F
Ah but I may as well try and catch the wind

C                      F             C            F
When sundown pales the sky I want to hide a while behind your smile
C                  F         G7       C    G7
And everywhere I'd look your eyes I'd find
    C              F                  C
For me to love you now t'would be the sweetest thing 
        F
T'would make me sing 
C                    F       G7        C    F
Ah but I may as well try and catch the wind
 
C                      F
When rain has hung the leaves with tears 
  C                F
I want you near to kill my fears
   C             F            C       G7
To help me leave all my blues behind
C                F                C              F
Standing in your heart is where I want to be and long to be
C                    F       G7        C
Ah but I may as well try and catch the wind

                     F       G7        C
Ah but I may as well try and catch the wind

3143. Category Stomp

John Hartford - Category Stomp

[Verse 1]
Now you put your right foot on the left
And you bring your left food down
With your hand in your pocket and your chin up high
You turn about halfway 'round
Now don't do the double shuffle or the Jackson's drag
Cause you might be movin' in an un-hip bag



[Chorus]
It's a folk-country-disco tech-soft-rock-contemporary-abstract-expressionism-wordmovie-
Flower-power-hard-driving-neo-bluegrass-stoned-billy-dirty-boogie-freak-downcoming-
On-jellybean-psychedelic stomp

[Verse 2]
Now you spread your knees and dance on your toes
And cross your finger on the end of your nose
Then drag your elbows down on the floor
And turn a somersault and then you do it once more
And then back in the middlR with a Do-si-do
But a little more "si" and a little lRss "do."
Down on your belly with your knees uptight
And you roll out the door until you plumb out of sight

[Verse 3]
Well you put your right foot on your left
And you bring your left food down
With your hand in your pocket and your chin up high
You turn about halfway 'round
You don't do the double shuffle or the Jackson's drag
You might be movin' in an un-hip bag

[Chorus]
It's a folk-country-disco tech-soft-rock-contemporary-abstract-expressionism-wordmovie-
Flower-power-hard-driving-neo-bluegrass-stoned-billy-dirty-boogie-freak-downcoming-
On-jellybean-psychedelic stomp

[Chorus]
It's a folk-country-disco tech-soft-rock-contemporary-abstract-expressionism-wordmovie-
Flower-power-hard-driving-neo-bluegrass-stoned-billy-dirty-boogie-freak-downcoming-
On-jellybean-psychedelic stomp

3144. Catfish John

Catfish John
Niitty Gritty Dirt Band
Mac Wiseman

   Mama said don't go near that river
   Don't be hangin' around old catfish John
   Come the morning I'd always be there
   Walking in his footsteps in the sweet delta dawn.

Let me dream of another morning
And the time so long ago
Where the sweet magnolias blossom
Cotton fields as white as snow.

Catfish John was a river hobo
Lived and died on the river bend
Lookin' back I still remember
I was glad to be his friend.



Born a slave in the town of Vicksburg
Traded for a chestnut mare
Still he never spoke in anger
Though his load was hard to bear.

3145. Cathederal Eyes

Cathederal Eyes
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
Cathedral eyes felt so alive laid on the woman painted softly
The masters of Rome should have used her for a muse
And me I could have used just a little cup of coffee
She whispered a look, I could barely breathe a word

[Chorus]
I smoke in the moonlight to catch my breath
You scold me I'll catch my death of cold
You always imagined that I had something left
But I'm the only one you never told

[Verse 2]
Another barstool Houdini made you guess what to believe
When everyone was watching the illusion
But only you were looking up his sleeve
When she caught a glimpse from someone else's muse

[Chorus]
I smoke in the moonlight to catch my breath
You scold me I'll catch my death of cold
You always imagined that I had something left
But I'm the only one you never told

[Instrumental Break]

3146. Cats In The Cradle - Chords

Cats In The Cradle
Ricky Skaggs - Cats In The Cradle
This song is written by Harry Chapin.  Ricky Skaggs performs it on his latest album Solid Gro
und.  Johnny Cash does it on his album Boom Chicka Boom.

A (E) child arrived the (G) other day,
He (A) came to the world in the (E) usual way.
But there were planes to catch and (G) bills to pay,
(A) He learned to walk while I was (E) away,
And he was (D) talking 'fore I (D/C#) knew it.



And (Bm7) as he grew (D/A) he'd say, (G) "I'm gonna (Bm/F#) be like you dad,
You (G) know I'm gonna (Bm/F#) be like (E) you."

Chorus:
And the (E) cat's in the cradle and the (D) silver spoon.
(G) Little boy blue and the (A) man in the moon.
(E) When you coming home dad? "I (D) don't know when,
But (G) we'll get together (Bm7/F#) then,  (E)
You (G) know we'll have a (Bm/F#) good time (E) then."

My son turned ten just the other day,
He said, "Thanks for the ball come on let's play,
Can you teach me to throw?" I said, "Not today,
I got a lot to do."  He said, "That's okay."
He walked away but his smile never dimmed,
He said, "I'm gonna be like him, yeah, you know I'm gonna be like him."

Chorus

(E) Well he came from college just the (G) other day,
So (A) much like a man I just (E) had to say,
"Son I'm proud of you, can you (G) sit for a while."
He (A) shook his head and then he (E) said with a smile,
"What I'd (D) really like (D/C#) dad is to (Bm7) borrow the (D/A) car keys,
(G)  See you later can I (Bm7) have them (E) please."  (G)  (Bm7/F#) (E)

2nd Chorus: 
And the cat's in the cradle and the silver spoon.
Little boy blue and the man in the moon.
When you coming home son? "I don't know when,
But we'll have a good time then dad,
You know we'll have a good time then."

I've long since retired my son's moved away.
I called him up just the other day,
I said, "I'd like to see you if you don't mind."
He said, "I'd love to dad if I could find the time,
You see my new job's a hassle and the kids have the flu,
But it's sure nice talking to you dad,
It's been sure nice talking to you."

Bridge:
And as I (D) hung up the (D/C#) phone it (Bm7) occurred to (D/A) me,
He'd (G) grown up (Bm/F3) just like (E) me, my (G) boy was (Bm7/F#) just like (E) me.

2nd Chorus

3147. Cattahochee

Cattahochee 

Yeah, went down yonder on the Chattahoochee
It gets hotter than a hoochie coochie



We laid rubber on the Georgia asphalt
We got a little crazy but we never got caught

Down by the river on a Friday night
Pyramid of cans in the pale moonlight
Talkin' 'bout cars and dreamin' 'bout women
Never had a plan, just a livin' for the minute

Yeah went down yonder on the Chattahoochee
Never knew how much that muddy water meant to me
But I learned how to swim and I learned who I was
A lot about livin' and a little 'bout love

Well we fogged up the windows in my old Chevy
I was willin' but she wasn't ready
So I settled for a burger and a grape sno-cone
I dropped her off early but I didn't go home

Down by the river on a Friday night
Pyramid of cans in the pale moonlight
Talkin' 'bout cars and dreamin' 'bout women
Never had a plan, just a livin' for the minute

Yeah went down yonder on the Chattahochee
Never knew how much that muddy water meant to me
But I learned how to swim and I learned who I was
A lot about livin' and a little 'bout love

Yeah went down yonder on the Chattahochee
It gets hotter than a hoochie coochie
We laid rubber on the Georgia asphalt
We got a little crazy but we never got caught

Well we fogged up the windows in my old Chevy
I was willin' but she wasn't ready
So I settled for a burger and a grape sno-cone
I dropped her off early but I didn't go home

Down by the river on a Friday night
Pyramid of cans in the pale moonlight
Talkin' 'bout cars and dreamin' 'bout women
Never had a plan, just a livin' for the minute

Yeah went down yonder on the Chattahochee
Never knew how much that muddy water meant to me
But I learned how to swim and I learned who I was
A lot about livin' and a little 'bout love
A lot about livin' and a little 'bout love

3148. Cattle Call

Cattle Call - Emmylou Harris
Emmylou Harris



The cattle are prowling
The coyotes are howling
Out with the doggies bawl
Where spurs are jinglin'
A cowboy is singin'
This lonesome cattle call

He rides in the sun
Till his day's work is done
And he rounds up the cattle each fall
Singin' this cattle call

For hours he will ride
On the range far and wide
As the night wind blows up a squall
His heart is a feather
In all kinds of weather
He sings his cattle call

He's brown as a berry
From riding the prairie
And he sings with an old western drawl
Singin' this cattle call...

3149. Cattletsburg - Chords

Cattletsburg - John Hartford
The Speed of the Old Long Bow

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of: C

    C                   F
Never could catch that song that
                             C
The Gatlins played on the courthouse lawn
                               F
One more thing that I am never gonna know
            C             G7       C
Lost in the speed of the old long bow

Instrumental:

Never could catch that song that
The Gatlins played on the courthouse lawn
One more thing that I am never gonna know
Lost in the speed of the old long bow

Instrumental:

Never could catch that song that
The Gatlins played on the courthouse lawn
One more thing that I am never gonna know



Lost in the speed of the old long bow

3150. Caught In The Crossfire - Chords

Caught In The Crossfire
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Terry Herd and Rhonda Vincent
 
Em                                  G7
In the month of June five years ago that's when I came to be
Am                                      B7
Though I'm not yet worldly wise my eyes can clearly see
  Em                          G7
I love my mom and daddy too I pray my soul to keep
Am                            B7             Em
I ask for a happy home when I lay me down to sleep

                            G7
Lately mommy cries at night she thinks that I won't hear
Am                               B7
When daddy said my name today he wiped away a tear
  Em                                G7
I know that something isn't right I see it in their eyes
Am                                 B7             Em
Oh how I wish it wasn't so but the truth can't be denied

                                 G7
I'm caught in the crossfire of a war that can't be won
Am                          B7
Mom calls me her little man daddy's only son
  Em                               G7
I love 'em both but I can't choose which one to leave behind
Am                               B7              Em
I'm caught in the crossfire of a world that's so unkind
 
                               G7
Before you go to sleep tonight say a prayer for me
Am                             B7
I'm one of the millions from a broken family
   Em                          G7
My wish is but a simple one my needs they are but few
Am                              B7             Em
The promise of a happy home and love to see us through

Repeat #3 x2 

                                   G7
I love 'em both but I can't choose which one to leave behind
Am                               B7              Em
I'm caught in the crossfire of a world that's so unkind



3151. Caught In The Rain - Chords

Caught In The Rain 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Intro]
G7   F7   Eb7   D7
 
[Verse]
G7                     F7                    Eb7                     D7
Caught in the rain     I took the lane       that said not four more miles
G7                    F7                      Eb7                   D7
Too far from home and soaked to the bone      I took that four more miles
G7                   F7                   Eb7                     D7
Just over the pass I ran out of gas       with four more miles to go
        G7             F7                 Eb7              D7
But who should I see   lucky for me       roarin' down the road
 
[Chorus]
         G7      F7         Eb7                        D7
It was a wo......man        gee would I love        to get her to stop
          G7     F7         Eb7                            D7
She was a wo.....man        gee was I glad        when she roared to a stop
 
[Verse]
  G7                     F7                        Eb7            D7
I opened my mouth     no words would come out      when i saw her close
G7                   F7                     Eb7                  D7
Some other build and dressed to kill    and real good lookin' of course
  G7                    F7                         Eb7              D7
I got in her car    you know how things are    and down the road we roared
       G7                       F7                      Eb7            D7
When I smelled her perfume    I needed some room    but man how it did pour
 
[Chorus]
          G7      F7         Eb7                     D7
She was a wo......man        gee was i glad        I ran out of gas
          G7     F7         Eb7                           D7
She was a wo.....man        gee was I glad        she was helpin' me out
 
[Instrumental]
G7   F7   Eb7   D7
 
[Verse]
G7                        F7                Eb7              D7
Wouldn't you know     she put on a show     with her drivin' feet
    G7                 F7                        Eb7             D7
Was all I could do     man if you knew     how I held on to that seat
    G7                      F7                        Eb7         D7
But was I in love     there ain't words enough     to you I do confide
   G7                 F7                     Eb7               D7
It ran in my mind     what did I find     to make me take this ride
 



[Outro]
          G7      F7         Eb7                  D7
She was a wo......man        what did I care      where we were goin'
         G7     F7         Eb7                        D7
It was a wo.....man        what did I care      if we ever got there

3152. Cavalry

Mandolin Orange - Cavalry

Well, I've carried the world on my back with no more to obtain
The fire in the sky-- a dim light in my eye that's long faded
And I've stood where heroes have fallen their names turned to stone
Yet I remain nameless, the best friend the hero has known

Now I'm saving my strength for running
These days I'm saving my strength for running

From the age of kings when pride decided all fate
Long before war machines took charge and I was still 'wake
It was blind hope and blinders, with young men to carry between
All the death and the glory; believin' they're one and the same

Now I'm saving my strength for running
These days I'm saving my strength for running

Yes I've carried the world on my back with no more to obtain
The sword and the shield perched upon saddles and reins
But the stampedes of thunder, the cavalry's charge leaves me now
Your last war will come but I can not follow you down

No, I'm saving my strength for running
These days I'm saving my strength for running
I said these days I'm saving my strength for running

3153. Cavan Girl

Cavan Girl
Thomas L. Moore

As I walk the road from Killeshandra, weary I sit down.
For it's twelve long miles around the lake to get to Cavan Town.
Lough Oughter, on the road I go, once seemed beyond compare.
Now I curse the time it takes to reach my Cavan girl so fair.

At the Cavan cross, each Sunday morning, there she can be found.
She seems to have the eye of every boy in Cavan town.
If my luck will hold, I'll have the golden summer of her smile,
And to break the hearts of the Cavan men, she'll talk to me awhile.



Now autumn shades are on the leaves, the trees will soon be bare.
Each red-gold leaf around me seems the colour of her hair.
My gaze retreats to find my feet, but once again I sigh,
For the broken pools of sky remind, the colour of her eye.

So next sunday evening finds me homeward, Killeshandra bound
To work the week till I return to court in Cavan town.
When asked if she would be my wife, well at least she'd not said, "No",
So next sunday morning, rouse meself, and back to her I'll go.

Repeat First Verse

3154. Caw Caw Blues

Rodney Crowell - Caw Caw Blues

[Verse 1]
Heckle and Jeckle built a barbed wire nest
In a windmill derrick way out west
Scooping up scraps down the long fence line
It was a work of art, the only one of its kind

[Verse 2]
Way out around Lubbock as the John Crow flies
Ole Heckle and Jeckle built a sky high rise
Heckle and Jeckle, so cold jet black
You could see 'em at night in the cactus Jack

[Chorus]
Murder of crows, murder of crows
Two old birds make a murder of crows
Everyone knows that anything goes
Ol' Heckle and Jeckle make a murder of crows

[Verse 3]
Catching baby rattlesnakes two-by-two
We're gonna make a little pot of that rattlesnake stew
Little baby rattlesnakes better watch out
Ol' Heckle and Jeckle steady out and about

[Chorus]
Murder of crows, murder of crows
Two old birds make a murder of crows
Everyone knows that anything goes
Ol' Heckle and Jeckle make a murder of crows

[Verse 4]
Scarecrow standing in a tall corn patch
Heckle and Jeckle got nary a scratch
Eating like kings nearly all day long
Dodging that buckshot, singing that song



[Verse 5]
Caw Caw Blues, Caw Caw Blues
Ten'll get you twenty if you're counting by twos
Barbed wire palace full of magpie chicks
Old Heckle and Jeckle steady getting their kicks

[Chorus]
Murder of crows, murder of crows
Two old birds make a murder of crows
Everyone knows that anything goes
Ol' Heckle and Jeckle make a murder of crows

[Outro]
Daddy's in the kitchen in his everyday shoes
Sittin' down singing them Caw Caw Blues

3155. CC Rider

CC Rider
Old Crow Medicine Show - CC Rider

CC Rider, see what you gone done
CC Rider, see what you gone done
CC Rider, see what you gone done
Well hey, hey, hey, hey

Well, you made me love you, now your man done come
Made me love you, now your man done come
Made me love you, now your man done come
Hey, hey, hey, hey

You were standin' in the kitchen in that morning gown
Standin' in the kitchen in that morning gown
Standin' in the kitchen in that morning gown
Hey, hey, hey, hey

I was lookin' right at her when that sun went down
Lookin' right at her when that sun went down
Lookin' right at her when that sun went down
Hey, hey, hey, hey

Well, CC Rider, see what you gone done
CC Rider, now see what you gone done
CC Rider, you'll see what you gone done
Hey, hey, hey, hey

3156. Cc Rider - Chords



Cc Rider

C C7
CC Rider, see what you gone done
F C
CC Rider, see what you gone done
F C
CC Rider, see what you gone done
 G F C
Well hey, hey, hey, hey

Well you made me love you, now your man done come
Made me love you, now your man done come
Made me love you, now your man done come
Hey, hey, hey, hey

You were standin' in the kitchen in that morning gown
Standin' in the kitchen in that morning gown
Standin' in the kitchen in that morning gown
Hey, hey, hey, hey

I was lookin' right at her when that sun went down
Lookin' right at her when that sun went down
Lookin' right at her when that sun went down
Hey, hey, hey, hey

Well, CC Rider, see what you gone done
CC Rider, now see what you gone done
CC Rider, you'll see what you gone done
Hey, hey, hey, hey

3157. CCKMP

Steve Earle - CCKMP

Yeah, cocaine cannot kill my pain
Cocaine cannot kill my pain
Cocaine cannot kill my pain
Like a freight train through my vein
Cocaine cannot kill my pain
Now whiskey got no hold on me
Whiskey got no hold on me
Whiskey got no hold on me
Left them chains in Tennessee
Whiskey got no hold on me
Now don't come knocking on my door
Girl, don't come knocking on my door
Don't come knocking on my door
Even that won't work no more
Don't come knocking on my door
'Cause heroin's the only thing
Heroin's the only thing
Heroin's the only thing
The only gift the darkness brings



Heroin's the only thing
Guess you'd best leave me alone
Guess you'd best leave me alone
Guess you'd best leave me alone
At least until these blues have gone
Guess you'd best leave me alone

3158. Cckmp - Chords

Cckmp
Steve Earl - Cckmp

CCKMP
Steve Earle

Strum 6 times, fading each strum.

E/-------0-------/
B/-------3-------/
G/-------2-------/
D/-------0-------/
A/-------0-------/
E/-------0-------/ 

E/----------------------------------------------/
B/----------------------------------------3-----/
G/----------------------------------------------/
D/----0----------0--3b------0-------------------/
A/-------0--3b----------3b----------------------/
E/------------------------------------0---------/

Dsus2
E/----------------------------------------------/
B/-------------------------------------0--0h1---/
G/----------------------------------2-----------/
D/-----------0--3b--0-----0---------------------/
A/-----0h3b------------3------------------------/
E/--0------------------------0------------------/

E/----------------------------------------------/
B/----------------------------------------------/
G/----------------------------------------------/
D/-----------0--3b--0-----0--3b-0-----0-3b-0----/
A/-----0-3b------------3-----------3------------/
E/----------------------------------------------/

E/------------------------------------------/
B/------------------------------------------/
G/------------------------------------------/
D/-----0------------------------------------/
A/--3---------------------------------------/
E/-------3b-3b--0---------------------------/



3159. Cedar Laurels

Cedar Laurels
Calllicott/Kang
String Cheese Incident

Barefoot in the evening dust Ask the bronze girl who she trusts 
To win the human race for us. 
And does she cry herself to sleep, 
Or will she in the morning speak 
Of golden dreams and gypsy freaks, 
Who in Pandora's canyon roam, 
And teakwood treasures of her own 
To light a stately pleasure dome.

Barefoot in the mountain stream 
That flows from music Hippocrene 
We teach the young girl how to sing >
From father's words and mother's heart 
The sunrise of a newborn bard 

A child born into minstrel's art, 
To summer's green and red rock flame 
Where rubies on horizon hang: Inspiration is her name.

A coming child of night's delight 
A Cain to Abel's fury right 
Midsummer's nameless blessed child 
A pearl of augury and sage 
An arrow fixed upon its aim 
The herald words upon the page: 
The children of this thousandth year 
Will glide past shadowed valley fear 
And shed they not a single tear 
For Avalon approaches here, 
To Avalon the path is clear.

3160. Ceiling To The Floor

Ceiling To The Floor
Sierra Hull - Ceiling To The Floor

I'm a little scared of heights
Been that way all my life
My daddy held me to the ceiling
And I still recall the feeling
Of holdin' on too tight
Then he'd laugh at me and say
Darlin' you don't have to feel that way



I've got my feet here on the ground
Go on and just reach up there now
It's really not that far
From the ceiling to the floor
Now on this early morning flight
From up here in the sky
Maybe I'm finally letting go
From the twenty-second row
Thirty thousand feet below
The ceiling to the floor
And if I'm fallin' down
Oh if I'm fallin' down
Just go on and let me fall
It's really not that far
From the ceiling to the floor
You know I never used to mind
All this standing in the spotlight
My voice would reach up past the curtains
And I always felt so certain
I always felt so right
But now I'm learning to confess
When I feel a little nervous
It's better to look up than down
When that feeling comes around
Daddy's not here with me now
To remind me of how

3161. Ceiling, Four Walls And A Floor

Tom T Hall - Ceiling, Four Walls And A Floor

[Intro]
His daddy said, son you ought to quit dreaming
Put your feet on the ground and your future in the hands of the Lord
But the boy said, no, that isn't enough dad

[Chorus]
All you got here is a ceiling, four walls and a floor

[Verse 1]
He left his home in Buckalou County
He went thumbing and sleeping on the roadside living in jeans
Along about Pittsburgh he got him a good job
Bought him a brand new Malibu Chevy that was part of his dreams
He met a pretty girl, she was thinking of a family
He bought a lot of tapes for his Malibu Chevy, but he didn't want more
And the pretty girl said, boy you ought to slow down

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]
He did a little drinking, he did a little gambling
Shot a little nine ball, bet a little money on the football games



He picked up a habit, he got it on the sidewalk
His habit got bigger, but his weekly paycheck stayed the same
His daddy wrote letters but he never answered
The pretty girl begged him to give up the habit and to work on a change
It was a real small gun and a real small robbery
They locked him up and they traded him a number for his name
It isn't big news, it isn't a big story
You didn't see it in the paper, so I guess we ought to put it in a song
The boy got hooked and he couldn't get unhooked
And it's happening somewhere now and maybe that's what's wrong
[Outro]
His daddy said son you ought to quit dreaming

3162. Celebrants

Celebrants - Nickel Creek 

My God, it's good to see you
Right here in the flesh
Where we can turn the stuff we need to
Get off of our chests
Into something we can sing through
Something we can sing through
The work that lies ahead

As one beleaguered people
A camel being threaded through whichever blessed needle
Before we forget
This place was our cathedral
These strangers were our friends

Sing ho for the gatherings
We took them for granted then
Didn't we?
O fellow celebrants
Ah but fool us once right?
Ho for the gatherings
For having what we had again
Now that we
Know fellow celebrants
What the hell it meant?

It's more than good to see you
It might be the cure
The opportunity to be who
We played like we were
To be echoes that ring truer
Than the shouts before

That was me preaching communion
Even as I prayed for space
Til it was granted in such profusion
That I've about lost my taste for it



And saying what I'm doing
While what I'm really doing
Keeps me from doing what I say

Sing ho for the gatherings
We took them for granted then
Didn't we
O fellow celebrants
Ah but fool us once right?
Ho for the gatherings
For having what we had again
Now that we
Know fellow celebrants
What the hell it meant?

Damned if we let the clock tell
Us when it's time for bed
'Cause it'll take a couple cocktails
Just to pick up the threads
We'd given up for lost till
Given up for lost till
The world finally stopped ending

Yes only
Once we've
Woven them together
Will we sleep like the blessed
Having given back the devil
Satisfied that heaven's always been in this cathedral

It's always been in this cathedral
Been in this cathedral
Heaven's always been in this cathedral
That we all
Rebuild nightly together

3163. Celebrate Your Youth

Celebrate your youth
Keller Williams - Celebrate your youth

Some say youth is wasted on the young
I say they are right
That would make me part of the sum
Sum of all parts
I wanna make sure it's clear and you're mentally here
And you understand where I am coming from
You are young
And it feels like it's going to last forever
But I know that you know it won't last forever
Celebrate your youth
Jump in the river
Celebrate your youth



Dive into the sea
Celebrate your youth
Don't wash away the yesterday
Celebrate your youth
Pass it on to me
(Psst... pass it on)
(Psst... pass it on)
(Psst... pass it on)
(Psst... pass it on)
Why do you look at me that way?
Like you know what I'm going to say
Do you realize that you paralyze me?
Only you can look at me that way you do
I know you know that it's true
Some say youth is wasted on the young
I say they are right
That would make me part of the sum
Sum of all parts
Celebrate your youth
Jump in the river
Celebrate your youth
Dive into the sea
Celebrate your youth
Don't wash away the yesterday
Celebrate your youth
Pass it on to me

3164. Celebrity

Brad Paisley - Celebrity 

Someday I'm gonna be famous
Do I have talent well no
These days you don't really need it
Thanks to reality shows
Can't wait to date a supermodel
Can't wait to sue my dad
Can't wait to wreck a Ferrari
On my way to Rehab
Cause when you're a celebrity
It's adios reality
You can act just like a fool
And people think you're cool
Just cause your on T.V.
I can throw major fits
When my latte isn't just how I like it
They say I've gone insane
I'll blame it on the fame
And the pressures that go with....
Being a Celebrity
[Break]
I'll get to cry to Barbara Walters
When things don't go my way



I'll get community service
No matter which law I break
I'll make the supermarket tabloids
They'll write some awful stuff
But the more they run my name down
The more my price goes up!
Cause when you're a celebrity
It's adios reality
No matter what you do
People think you're cool
Just cause your on T.V.
I can fall in and out of love
Have marriages that barely last a month
When they go down the drain
I'll blame it on the fame
And say it's just so tough...
Being a Celebrity
So let's hitch up the wagons
And head out West
To the land of fun in the sun
We'll be a real world bachelor
Jackass Millionaires hey hey Hollywood
Here we come!
Yeah when you're a Celebrity
It's adios reality
No matter what you do
People think you're cool
Just cause your on T.V.
Being a Celebrity...
Yeah Celebrity!

3165. Cells

Norman Blake - Cells

The dead are stepping out tonight
The battle's lost without a fight
Breaking down cells
Breaking down
Breaking down no no no
Breaking down cells
Breaking down
Breaking down no no no
I don't preach and I don't pray
But I can feel the slow decay
Breaking down cells
Breaking down
Breaking down no no no
Breaking down cells
Breaking down
Breaking down no no no
Ever onward to the grave
I have no fear but I'm not brave



Breaking down cells
Breaking down
Breaking down no no no
Breaking down cells
Breaking down
Breaking down no no no
Breaking down cells
Breaking down
Breaking down no no no
Breaking down cells
Breaking down
Breaking down no no no
Breaking down cells
Breaking down
Breaking down no no no
Breaking down cells
Breaking down
Breaking down no no no

3166. Center Of The Circle

Center of the Circle
Glen Phillips

Wake your better angels from their dreaming
Let them walk the path that they've been seeking

The center of the circle
The moment of your making
The living in the layers
The giving and the taking

Gather up your courage, find your wisdom
Scatter all your seeds and tend your vision

The turning of the planet
The shifting of the seasons
The loving and the leaving
We'll never know the reason

Tomorrow
Is too late
You can feel it in your bones
That everything is changing, changing

All there is now
And now is over even as it happens

The center of the circle
The moment of your making
The living in the layers
The giving and the taking



Tomorrow
Is too late
You can feel it in your bones
That everything is changing, changing

Wake your better angels from their dreaming
Let them walk the path that they've been seeking

3167. Center Of The World

Center of the World - Kathy Kallick

You think you're the center of the world
I think I'm the center of the world
In our hearts we know we're wrong
God made the sparrow the center of the world

God made the sparrow humble and strong
He made his life so it moves along
The sparrow's life is to suffer and toil
God made the sparrow the center of the world

You think you're the center of the world
I think I'm the center of the world
In our hearts we know we're wrong
God made the sparrow the center of the world

Well the meek shall inherit the world one day
That's what we're told, that's what they say
But if you're weak and you lose your way
Then the strong shall rule the world today

You think you're the center of the world
I think I'm the center of the world
In our hearts we know we're wrong
God made the sparrow the center of the world

Well if you're a lover then you live to please
And if you're a mother then you love with ease
And if you're a sinner you get down on your knees
And if the sparrow falls then the Lord will see

God made the sparrow the center of the world
You think you're the center of the world
I think I'm the center of the world
God made the sparrow the center of the world

3168. Centerfold



Centerfold
Hayseed Dixie

Does she walk, does she talk
Does she come complete
My homeroom, homeroom Angel
Always pulled me from my seat

She was pure like snowflakes
No one could ever stain
The memory of my Angel
Could never cause me pain

The years go by, I'm looking through
A girlie magazine
And there's my homeroom Angel
On the pages in between

(Refrain)
My blood runs cold, my memory has just been sold
My Angel is a centerfold, Angel is a centerfold
My blood runs cold, my memory has just been sold
Angel is a centerfold

Slip me notes under the desk
While I was thinking about her dress
I was shy, I turned away
Before she caught my eye

I was shakin' in my shoes
Whenever she flashed those baby blues
Somethin' had a hold on me
When Angel passed close by

Those soft and fuzzy sweaters
Too magical to touch
To see her in that negligee
Is really just too much

(Refrain)

Na na, na-na na na...

It's OK, I understand
This ain't no Never Never Land
I hope that when this issue's gone
I'll see you when your clothes are on

Take your car, yes we will
We'll take your car and drive it
Take it to a motel room
And take 'em off in private

A part of me has just been ripped
The pages from my mind are stripped
Oh, no, I can't deny it
Oh yeah, I guess I gotta buy it



(Refrain)

Na na, na-na na na...

3169. Central Hillside Blues

Trampled By Turtles - Central Hillside Blues

[Verse 1]
Alone for awhile, I guess it's true
I lose everything at the sight of you
Take me alive, I dare you now
I'd beg for forgiveness, but I don't know how
Shaking leaves an empty frame
You left without warning in the pouring rain

[Verse 2]
Tear it apart and look inside
Your poems and polish, ain't no way to hide
Perched on a limb, yeah, it's killing me
Not much to accomplish and nowhere to be
Hallelujah, broken glass
A song ain't worth nothing if it doesn't last

[Bridge]
Something building
Drinks are spilling
On a floor in a town I love
So far from here

[Verse 3]
They ripped up thR streets in old Duluth
A violent reminder of an oldRr truth
Nothing's the same, how could it be?
When I'm not the devil that I used to be
There's a simple blinding light
That left without warning on a summer night

3170. Central Time

Pokey LaFarge - Central Time

[Verse 1]
The Missouri is my right arm, the Ohio is my left
But I'm livin' on the Mississippi River where I like life the best
I don't mind the west coast, and I don't mind the east coast
Oh, baby, but I ain't gonna live on no coast
[Chorus]
I'm just a plain old Midwestern boy



Just gettin' by on Central time

[Verse 2]
Some people say that the Mississippi River
Is the backbone of the nation
They can say whatever they want
I won't disagree with that statement
I see people workin' hard as ever
Just wonder what I can do to make their lives better

[Chorus]
I'm just a plain old Midwestern boy
Gettin' by on Central time

[Bridge]
Well, I won't worry if the world don't like me
I won't let 'em waste my time
'Cause there ain't nothin' gonna change my mind
I'm feelin' fine
Gettin' by on Central time

[Bridge]
Come here, I won't worry if the world don't like me
I won't let 'em waste my time
There ain't nothin' gonna change my mind
I'm feelin' fine because

[Verse 1]
The Missouri is my right arm, the Ohio is my left
And I'm livin' on the Mississippi River where I like life the best
I don't mind the west coast, I sure don't mind that east coast
No, baby, but I ain't gonna live on no coast

[Chorus]
I'm just a plain old Midwestern boy
Just gettin' by on Central time
Just gettin' by on Central time
I'm gettin' by on Central time
Just gettin' by on Central time

[Outro]
Yeah, gettin' by, gettin' by on Central time
Oh, gettin' by, yeah, I'm gettin' by

3171. Chain

Chain - Alan Jackson 

Chain, break the chain
I will never free my heart and break the chain

She led me deep in the woods of love
And left me there lost and all alone



And though it hurts, I can't let go
She's wrapped forever, deep around my soul

Chain, break the chain
I will never free my heart and break the chain
You can't break the chain when the love remains
I will never free my heart and break the chain

A flame burns in me like an old freight train
Bound to the tracks that hold it in its place
The more I try to run away
The more I feel as though I never will escape

This chain, break the chain
I will never free my heart and break the chain
You can't break the chain when the love remains
I will never free my heart and break the chain
No, I will never free my heart and break the chain

3172. Chain Gang Blues

Chain Gang Blues
Balsam Range

[Chorus]
I'm singing the chain gang blues
You can sing anything you choose
There's twenty-nine links around my feet
I'm singing the chain gang blues

[Verse 1]
I'm thinking of sweet Marie and her baby in Tennessee
That bank I robbed in Alabama put me where I am

[Chorus]
I'm singing the chain gang blues
You can sing anything you choose
There's twenty-nine links around my feet
I'm singing the chain gang blues

[Verse 2]
I'm working that old highway
Feels like 48 hours a day
Will my sweetheart be there waiting for me?
Way down in Tennessee

[Chorus]
I'm singing the chain gang blues
You can sing anything you choose
There's twenty-nine links around my feet
I'm singing the chain gang blues

[Interlude]



[Chorus]
I'm singing the chain gang blues
You can sing anything you choose
There's twenty-nine links around my feet
I'm singing the chain gang blues

There's twenty-nine links around my feet
I'm singing the chain gang blues

3173. Chained To The Couch

The Devil Makes Three - Chained To The Couch

Well it's hot like ouch and I'm chained to the couch
from my brain stirs bad ideas let out my mouth
Like a thousand words, circuits burst
Crowd screamin here comes the hearse
And I'm jumpin now, outta my chest as the crowds begin to scream
and the winos wade into the barrooms to drink away the dreams
and I can hear years worth of traffic outside on that dirty street
I can see the lights turn from red to black to blue to brown to green
And I've been starin for so long, my eyes begin to bleed
yes I've been starin for so long, my eyes begin to bleed

When I was a young one they told me I left my rights at the door
and as I grow older this becomes true more and more
now I'm just starin out that open door
I should be screamin but I ain't got no tears no more
I ain't got no tears ain't got no tears no more
I ain't got no tears ain't got no tears no more

Guess I lost a few things that were dear to me
like my arms and my legs and my body and my soul and my will to speak
now they just slidin fast towards that ocean floor beneath 
trying to not be pulled under by waves and the weeds
rain on the roof fit together so click like a tailor made suit
it's like pull, aim, click, bang, soar, and shoot
and the rain and the wind they lick my skin till it's freezin smooth
they heal over years of a thousand bloody wounds
ah yes they heal over years of a thousand bloody wounds

When I was a young one they told me I left my rights at the door
and as I grow older this becomes true more and more
now I'm just starin out that open door
I should be screamin but i ain't got those tears no more
I ain't got those tears ain't got those tears no more
I ain't got those tears ain't got those tears no more



3174. Chains

Railroad Earth - Chains 

There are notes that ring eternal
there are songs that will remain
momma sang a song of love
I've carried all my days

And I find my own voice singin'
in a voice that I once heard
I recognize the feelings
I recognize the words

Chorus

oh, here it comes again              
oh, some things never end

there are things that aren't forgotten
there are things that still remain
events of long ago, now

somehow form a chain
grandpa cracked a whip down
it's stung a long, long time

daddy picked that whip up
cracked that back of mine
in a moment high confusion
has got a grip on me

i wonder how that whip now

is in the hand i see

CHORUS

there are scars that aren't forgotten
there are scars that still remain
events of long ago now 
somehow form a chain

can you find it in the mirror?
can you find it in your heart?
look into tomorrow
do you stop before you start?

do you find your own voice ringin'
in a voice that you once heard?
do you recognize the feelings?
do you recognize the words?

oh, here it comes again
oh, some things never end

there are things that aren't forgotten



there are things that will remain
events of long ago
somehow form a chain

3175. Chains

Railroad Earth - Chains 

There are notes that ring eternal
there are songs that will remain
momma sang a song of love
I've carried all my days

And I find my own voice singin'
in a voice that I once heard
I recognize the feelings
I recognize the words

Chorus

oh, here it comes again              
oh, some things never end

there are things that aren't forgotten
there are things that still remain
events of long ago, now

somehow form a chain
grandpa cracked a whip down
it's stung a long, long time

daddy picked that whip up
cracked that back of mine
in a moment high confusion
has got a grip on me

i wonder how that whip now

is in the hand i see

CHORUS

there are scars that aren't forgotten
there are scars that still remain
events of long ago now 
somehow form a chain

can you find it in the mirror?
can you find it in your heart?
look into tomorrow
do you stop before you start?

do you find your own voice ringin'



in a voice that you once heard?
do you recognize the feelings?
do you recognize the words?

oh, here it comes again
oh, some things never end

there are things that aren't forgotten
there are things that will remain
events of long ago
somehow form a chain

3176. Chains Are Broken - Chords

Chains Are Broken 
The Devil Makes Three

[Intro]
Am E Am E
 
[Verse 1]
Am                      E
We used to get drunk and want to fight
                      Am
Go out lookin' on a Saturday night
                           E
You had me runnin' like it was for my life
 D              E              Am
Drinkin' down fumes like that neon light
 
[Chorus]
             A                  F#
But now its chains are broken, I've been set free
B            E
I was blind, now I see
              Am                        F#
When you're treated like a dog that's how you start to behave
             B                 E                 Am
You're gonna miss me like the masters miss their...
 
[Verse 2]
Am                     E
We used take pills and hope to die
                           Am
Sing ourselves a suicidal lullaby
                       E
Nobody drivin' and I'm passenger-side
D                E             Am
You made me the master of the long goodbye
 
[Chorus]
            A                  F#
But now its chains are broken, I've been set free



B              E
I was blind, now I see
            Am                           F#
When you're treated like a dog that's how you start to behave
             B                 E                  Am
You're gonna miss me like the masters miss their...
 
[Instrumental]
Am E Am E
Dm Am Dm E
 
[Bridge]
C#m
So down and nervous I could die of fright
F#
Felt like I've fallen from the greatest height
    B
I said, I don't need no glasses, I got perfect hindsight
        E
I say we pray for lightnin' and hold onto this kite
 
[Chorus]
         A                   F#
'Til its chains are broken, I've been set free
B              E
I was blind, now I see
 
[Outro]
            Am                                F#
When you're treated like a dog that's how you start to behave
          B                  E                     Am
You're gonna miss me like the masters miss their...
         B                   E                     Am
You're gonna miss me like the masters miss their...

3177. Chains Of Darkness - Chords

Chains Of Darkness 
Front Range

[Verse]
C
As I was walking in the city one morning
C                       G              C
I saw an old ragged man sitting by the street
C
Well I tried not to stare as I walked straight ahead
C                                      G                   C
But he stood up and grabbed my arm and said these words to me
 
[Verse]
C
Cast away those wicked chains of darkness



C                G      C
don't be blinded by the night
C
Let the blessed love embrace you
C             G        C
Give yourself unto the light
 
[Verse]
C
Well his face seemed to glow and his eyes were like fire
C                              G                C
I saw my own reflection and my heart was filled fear
 
C
And as I walked away there came a flash of light
C                                 G           C
I turned around to look again but He had disappeared
 
[Chorus]
C
Cast away those wicked chains of darkness
C                G      C
don't be blinded by the night
C
Let the blessed love embrace you
C             G        C
Give yourself unto the light
 
[Verse]
C
Well I'm still not certain what I saw on that morning
C                              G           C
But I believe the Lord works in mysterious ways
C
Just an old man in the city ragged gray and gritty
C                              G              C
But when I close my eyes I can still hear him say
 
[Chorus]
C
Cast away those wicked chains of darkness
C                G      C
don't be blinded by the night
C
Let the blessed love embrace you
C             G        C
Give yourself unto the light
C             G        C
Give yourself unto the light

3178. Chains On



Chains On
Hackensaw Boys - Chains On

Well you're never gonna make it up that hill
Kicking up in weary drive, [roofs a tail?]
Never gonna make it up oh darn up high
Never gonna make it up to that highs
Put chains on, put chains on
Put chains on, put chains on
Baby gonna make it lose, make it right
Baby gonna make them chains fit so tight
Oh my soul, my good girls gone
Ain't nobody gonna keep me home
With chains on, chains on
With chains on, chains on
Baby gonna do you right, do you wrong
Put chains on, put chains on
Put chains on, put chains on
Ain't nobody gonna keep me home
With chains on
I picked you from the window up above
Tie me up when push comes to shove
Feel my juice, feel my guts
Ain't nobody gonna keep me home
With chains on, chains on
With chains on, chains on
Baby gonna do you right, do you wrong
Put chains on, chains on
Put chains on, put chains on
Ain't nobody gonna keep me home
With chains on

3179. Chairman Of The Board - Chords

Chairman Of The Board
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Jerry Crutchfield and Buck Maxwell

C                                           G7              C
Last night I dreamed this heart of mine was chairman of the board                                     
D7         G7
When my mind called for a meeting on whether to afford  
 F                             C
To take another chance upon your love that's hurt me so
                                             G7               C
You're cheating love that's let me down more than you'll ever know   
G7                    C
As Chairman of the Board my heart then rose to say
                         D7       G7                    F
This meeting's called to order so let's proceed without delay
                         C
Then heartaches took the floor said she's hurt us once again
                                G7                      C
Just like we all knew she would it seems that trouble's all she's been            



C7   F
Love can be kind love can be cruel
C                        G7              C
Love can fool a hurt and love can hurt a fool
                                         G7                 C
Then wishes hopes and dreams all rose to plead for one more chance                                     
D7           G7
But my memory said you're askin' too much of this romance     
F                               C
Then teardrops rose to speak against takin' you back again
                                              G7              C
That tied the vote at three and three and the deadlock had to end   
G7                    C
As Chairman of the Board my heart could break this tie
                              D7            G7              F
Aw the tension slowly mounted as both sides stood eye to eye
                                   C
And as I was just about to cast my vote to complete love's foolish game                               
G7                        C
My tear filled eyes woke me up and I was cryin' out your name
            C7   F
Love can be kind love can be cruel
C                        G7              C
Love can fool a hurt and love can hurt a fool

3180. Chalk - Chords

Chalk 
Buddy Miller & Julie Miller

[Intro]
C    Am  F    C   G   C
 
[Verse]
                   Am       F
I always pretended for your sake
       C             G                     C
So you wouldn't know how you made my heart break
                            Am       F
I tried so hard to save you from yourself
                  C       G        C      G/B
But I never could cry out loud for help
 
[Chorus]
F     G                Am     C     G/B
All I did was help you tell a lie
    F          G              Am       C     G/B
You never even knew it when I said goodbye
  F      G         Am         C
I ran so far and I don't know why
 
[Verse]
                    Am    F



You never even knew who I was
    C            G                  C
You saw about as far as a blind man does
                           Am      F
I carried you with me everywhere I went
  C            G                      C      G/B
I carried everything till my back was bent
 
[Chorus]
F     G                Am     C     G/B
All I did was help you tell a lie
    F          G              Am       C     G/B
You never even knew it when I said goodbye
   F        G             Am         C
It keeps on raining and I don't know why
 
[Instrumental]
C    Am  F    C   G   C   Am  F   C   G   C
 
[Verse]
                          Am      F
All our words are written down in chalk
C          G               C
Out in the rain on the sidewalk
                           Am   F
If all our heartaches were in a stack
                  C         G          C      G/B
They'd go all the way up to heaven and back
 
[Chorus]
F        G            Am            C    G/B
We don't know all the trouble we're in
F             G          Am    C     G/B
We don't know how to get home again
F       G                Am       C
Someone come and save us from our sin

3181. Chalk Up Another One

Chalk Up Another One
Bluegrass Album Band - Jimmy Martin

You should get a medal dear for every broken heart
For every life you've ruined cause you think you're so smart
I never even had a chance and now my life is lost
Once more you've had your fun and you don't care how much it cost

   Oh Chalk up another one, another broken heart
   Chalk up another one, a heart you tore apart
   You picked me for a fool my dear how well I played the part
   Chalk up another one, another broken heart

Broken vows and shattered dreams mean little dear to you



Cause once you said you love me and now you say were through
Well all is fair in love and war I guess you taught me so
Cause in this crazy game of love you hit an all time low

I have only pity in this evil life you choose
This unfair game you're playing where everyone must lose
But let me tell you something some day you won't forget
Add me to your collection and you'll wish we never met

3182. Chalkboard Of My Heart

Chalkboard Of My Heart (Larry W. Jones 09/24/2007) 

When I was just a little lad
I went to my new writing class
I didn't write words that were sad
But with sweet love words I did pass
I held the chalk and drew two hearts
One heart for you and one for me
But you broke my chalk in two parts
And erased those love words from me
I'm now grown but I can't forget
And those big bitter tears still start
I think of you, and with regret
That empty chalkboard of my heart
I'm settled for the way things are
But like nettles of stinging darts
Careless words drove my dreams afar
And broke the chalkboard of my heart
- instrumental -
If you'd have loved me as you should
My poor heart wouldn't feel this way
Maybe you just misunderstood
When you erased those words away
Out across my floor I still walk
Thinking of my love words then
But I can't write with broken chalk
On the chalkboard of my heart again
I'm settled for the way things are
But like nettles of stinging darts
Careless words drove my dreams afar
And broke the chalkboard of my heart

3183. Champagne And Reefer

Champagne And Reefer - Devil Makes Three

Bring me champagne when I'm thirsty
Bring me reefer when I want to get high



Yeah bring me champagne when I'm thirsty
Reefer when I want to get high
Yeah you know when I'm lonely
Bring my lady by my side

Yeah there should be no law
On people that want to smoke a little dop
No there should be no law
On people that want to smoke a little dope
Yeah it's good for your head
And your body don't you know

Everytime I get high I lay my head down on my baby's breast
Yeah I lay down be quiet and tryin' to take my rest
You know she hold me and kiss me, she says
You're the man I love the best

I'm gonna get high this morning just as sure as you know my name
I'm gonna get high this morning and it's going to be a cryin' shame
I'm gonna stick with my reefer, ain't messin' round with no cocaine
I'm gonna stick with my reefer, ain't messin' round with no cocaine

3184. Champagne Corolla

Steve Earle - Champagne Corolla

[Verse 1]
Hair up high and seat reared back
Looked like she should be driving something long and black
All I'm asking you
Brother do you know her?
Pretty little thing riding by in a champagne Corolla

[Verse 2]
I've seen you around just here just last night
Today she been by two or three times
Ain't you listening to me
Lord I done told you
Pretty little thing riding by in a champagne Corolla

[Verse 3]
I asked the boys on the corner
Did they know how many them things you think is out on the road
The one I mean
I say if you seen her you know her
Pretty little thing riding by in a champagne Corolla

[Verse 4]
I don't care what no man say
She can run all week on just one tank
Goes to show you
Maybe baby got a head on her shoulders
And she sure looks sweet driving by in that champagne Corolla



3185. Champagne Don't Hurt Me Baby

Jerry Jeff Walker - Champagne Don't Hurt Me Baby

Champagne don't hurt me baby
Cocaine don't drive me crazy
Ain't nobody's business but mine..
Way down in Costa Rica
Smoke my hash and drink my liquor
Ain't nobody's business but mine
Got the good life down in Belize
They let folks do just as they please
Ain't nobody business but mine
Got a hammock strung between two trees
Got a jug of Dom and a big ol' spleef
And it ain't nobody business but mine
Champagne don't hurt me baby
Cocaine don't drive me crazy
Ain't nobody's business but mine
Way down in Costa Rica
Smoke my hash and drink my liquor
Ain't nobody's business but mine
It ain't nobody 's business kid
Who in the world I do business with
Ain't nobody's business but mine
Ain't nobody's business sonny
Where in the world I spend my money
Ain't nobody's business but mine
Champagne don't drive me crazy
Cocaine don't make me lazy
Ain't nobody's business but mine
Said, way down in Costa Rica
Smoke my hash and drink my liquor
Ain't nobody's business but mine
You drink you whisky
Drink your wine
Those narco boys will treat you fine
It ain't nobody's business but mine
Smoke that pot
Or smoke that hash
They'll find out where the good stuff's stashed
And it ain't nobody's business but mine
Champagne don't hurt me baby
Cocaine don't make me crazy
Ain't nobody's business but mine
Yeah, way down in Costa Rica
Smoke my hash and drink my liquor
Ain't nobody business but mine
Ain't nobody's business but mine........



3186. Change

Change
Della Mae

[Verse 1]
As I walk through the valley, there's a thoughtful old sound
That's familiar and lovely as the soft gentle ground
And on this old path cast the shadows of change
And once again, darling, our lives rearrange

[Verse 2]
These trials, at times, from the sights to the smells
Seem to settle so sweetly and suit me so well
But life as I know it sits now in the past
Ain't it funny how nothing seems to last

[Pre-Chorus]
Oh, it's cool, but it's certain
It's hard, but it's sure
When life closes curtains
And darkness ensues

[Chorus]
But the darkness won't linger
And the light it shines on
Change is coming on
Oh, change is coming on

[Pre-Chorus]
Oh, it's cool, but it's certain
It's hard but it's surR
When life closes curtains
And darknRss ensues

[Chorus]
But the darkness won't linger
And the light it shines on
Change is coming on
Oh, change is coming on

[Outro]
Oh, change is coming on

3187. Change

Dolly Parton - Change

Someday when I'm over you
And when I think I'm able to
Well, I might try to be
Your friend again
But your restless heart



And rovin' eyes
My jealousy, these
endless fights
I've got to get out of your life
Or I will never mend
Chorus:
I guess I'll die a bit each day
But I'm always dying anyway
And I don't have the heart to
Stay, and I can't take the pain
I know we've tried to no avail
Our heaven now has
Turned to hell
The same old hurt
We know so well
And something's got
To change
We both know it's got to end
The passion's gone
It's just pretend
And one of us has got
To make the move
We might as well just give it up
We've lost respect and
There's no trust
And without this, there's
No real love
It's just some sad excuse
2nd Chorus:
I guess I'll die a bit each day
But I'm always dying anyway
And there's nothing left but walk away
Ain't this a crying shame
A change of pace
A change of heart
A change of place
A place to start
And we'll be better off apart
Our only chance is change
Tag:
And we never will
But something has to change
Fade:
But someday when I'm over you
And when I think I'm able to
Then I will try to be your friend again
But I don't want to see
Your face 'til then
Change, I need a change
I need a change
We need a change



3188. Change Coming Down - Chords

Change Coming Down   
by Chris Hillman & Steve Hill

G             G/F#   Em
I didn't know till I heard the door close
        Am
And the car started up
         D
You were ready to go
      G                         Em
And I could not believe this was happening to me
    Am                                 D
You looked me in the eyes and I had no reply
        G     D      G
It's a change coming down
G              G/F#   Em
I felt so cold and    oh so alone
    Am                         D
The rooms was sprinning I was moving real slow
              G                G/F#      Em
There's an an ill wind blowing thru this empty house tonight
Am                                     D
What went wrong someobody turn out the lights
       G       D      G
It's a change coming down
C                  D
I can't pretend to be somebody else
Bm                     Em
I'm still trying to be true to myself
Am               D
I didn't see the writing on the wall
Am                   D
She grabbed the ring I took the fall

SOLO

G                   G/F#  Em
Every cloud has a silver linning they say
       Am                     D
Every life has a dream with a price you must pay
        G                          Em
And the last thing I saw when she walked out on me
       Am                                D
Turned around with a smile and made me believe
       G       D      G
It's a change coming down
C                  D
I can't pretend to be somebody else
Bm                  Em
I'm still trying to be true to myself
Am               D
I didn't see the writing on the wall
Am                   D
She grabbed the ring I took the fall



SOLO

   From The Out Of The Woodwork CD  Rounder Records
   Bug Music/Me And My House, BMI

3189. Change In Me

Change In Me 
Johnny Williams
 
Like the wind in a hailstorm, you came into my life 
You took over all my thoughts and cares 
Now my days are filled with happiness 
No emptiness appears 
Now there's only smiles and never tears
 
From the moment that I met you, noone could compare 
The sweetness of your smile, brown eyes and red hair 
You came into my heart, with a  touch, of your hand 
Love that you're giving me makes me a happy man 
 
CHORUS: 
I can laugh when I'm happy, it seems like all the time 
I don't even mind the rainy days 
Now my days seem much brighter, with you by my side 
Honey, you have made a change in me 
 
You and I together, there's nothing we can't do 
You'll be there to pick me up, and I'll be there for you 
Like the moon shines on the water 
Like the rainbows in the sky 
My love will stand the test of time, I'll love you 'til I die 
 
Honey, you have made a change in me

3190. Change It - Chords

Change It 
Dolly Parton

[Verse 1]
 
A
Somethin' gotcha down? Gotcha chained and bound?
D
Well break it
A
If you built a wall, and you know it needs to fall
D



Then shake it
A
Somethin' that you know
Bm
Is damin' up the flow
Dbm
Tear the damn dam down
D
Let me explain it...
 
[Chorus 1]
 
D
If you don't take the reins
Gbm
It's gonna stay the same
E
Nothin's gonna change
              A
If you don't change it!
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
A
Something on your mind, is nagging all the time
D
Then nix it
A
Something in your life, isn't sitting right
D
Then fix it
A
If you've lost your place
Bm
Somethin' in your face
Dbm
All the do-da day
D
And you can't name it
 
 
[Chorus 2]
D
That something in your cut
Gbm
That's got you in a rut
 E
You're made of better stuff
            A
And you can change it
 
 
[Bridge]
F                                            Eb
     (Change it!) You don't want your little light to never shine!
F                                         Eb                 F



     (Change it!) Turn it up on bright and get your goals in line...
                Eb                                       Bb               Eb
(Let it shine!) There's a great new world out there for those who care to claim it
F
A better day is on the way
                 F
But only you can change it...

3191. Changed The Locks

Lucinda Williams - Changed the Locks

I changed the lock on my front door 
so you can't see me anymore
And you can't come inside my house, 
and you can't lie down on my couch
I changed the lock on my front door

I changed the number on my phone 
so you can't call me up at home
And you can't say those things to me 
that make me fall down on my knees
I changed the number on my phone

I changed the kind of car I drive 
so you can't see me when I go by
And you can't chase me up the street, 
and you can't knock me off of my feet
I changed the kind of car I drive

I changed the kind of clothes I wear 
so you can't find me anywhere
And you can't spot me in a crowd, 
and you can't call my name out loud
I changed the kind of clothes I wear

I changed the tracks underneath the train 
so you can't find me again
And you can't trace my path, and you can't hear my laugh
I changed the tracks underneath the train

I changed the name of this town 
so you can't follow me down
And you can't touch me like before, 
and you can't make me want you more
I changed the name of this town

I changed the lock on my front door, 
I changed the number on my phone
I changed the kind of car I drive, 
I changed the kind of clothes I wear

I changed the tracks underneath the train, 



I changed the name of this town
I changed the name of this town
I changed the name of this town

3192. Changes

Tony Rice - Changes

Sit by my side, come as close as the air
Share in a memory of gray
And wander in my words
And dream about the pictures that I play of changes

Green leaves of summer turn red in the fall
To brown and to yellow they fade
But then they have to die
Trapped within the circle time parade of changes

Moments of magic will glow in the night
All fears of the forest are gone
And when the morning breaks
They're swept away by golden drops of dawn of changes

Passions will part to the [Incomprehensible] melody
As fires will sometimes turn cold
Like petals in the wind
We're puppets to the silver strings of souls of changes

Your tears will be trembling, now we're somewhere else
One last drop of wine we will pour
I'll kiss you one more time
And leave you on the rolling river shore of changes

Sit by my side, come as close as the air
Share in a memory of gray
And wander in my words
And dream about the pictures that I play of changes

3193. Changes - Chords

Changes
Phil Ochs

(Intro: G/A/D/Em/G/A/F#m/Bm/Em/A/D/Em/A/D )

G A D Em
Sit by my side, come as close as the air,
G A F#m
Share in a memory of gray;



Bm Em A D
Wander in my words, dream about the pictures
Em A D
That I play of changes.

Green leaves of summer turn red in the fall
To brown and to yellow they fade.
And then they have to die, trapped within
the circle time parade of changes.

Scenes of my young years were warm in my mind,
Visions of shadows that shine.
Til one day I returned and found they were the
Victims of the vines of changes.

The world's spinning madly, it drifts in the dark
Swings through a hollow of haze,
A race around the stars, a journey through
The universe ablaze with changes.

Moments of magic will glow in the night
All fears of the forest are gone
But when the morning breaks they're swept away by
golden drops of dawn, of changes.

Passions will part to a strange melody.
As fires will sometimes burn cold.
Like petals in the wind, we're puppets to the silver
strings of souls, of changes.

Your tears will be trembling, now we're somewhere else,
One last cup of wine we will pour
And I'll kiss you one more time, and leave you on
the rolling river shores of changes.

Repeat first verse

3194. Changes Of Love - Chords

Changes Of Love
Recorded by Earl Thomas Conley
Written by Earl T. Conley and Randy Scruggs
 
G
Been staring through the window at a couple on the street
   Bm                    Em         G       C
My mind goes back to the times when you and me
                 G
Never would have dreamed 
        C             G          Em D7
But the pain from the changes of love 
                 G
Could do the bad scene



I could sit here trying to forget about you
    Bm               Em          G        C
But I could go crazy before I do would it matter
                G
With nothing to lose
       C              G          Em D7
It's a shame when the changes of love 
              G
Won't let you choose
 
                        F   C           G
Been going through some changes without you
                        F   C              Em D7
Been going through some changes what can I do
       C              G          Em D7
It's a shame when the changes of love 
              G
Won't let you choose
 
 
Lying here lonely with a stranger in my arms
Bm                           Em         G           C
Trying to start a fire but I ain't even warm around you girl
           G
I couldn't refuse
       C              G          Em D7
It's a shame when the changes of love 
              G
Won't let you choose
Repeat #3
 
       C              G          Em D7
It's a shame when the changes of love 
              G
Won't let you choose

3195. Changing Ground

Changing Ground
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
I have stood on the changing ground
I have walked like a man in chains
I tried hard to do my best
But I could not make my way

[Verse 2]
Oh, trouble was on my tail
And he dogged me like a hound
'Til I moved one step on to glory
And off of that changing ground



[Verse 3]
There was a rumbling at my feet
There was a howling in the air
And when the tempest broke
I made a mighty prayer

[Verse 4]
But no one was at my side
And no hiding place I found
'Til I moved one step on to glory
And off of that changing ground

[Verse 5]
And when I took his hand, I was rearranged
I cried out, "My God, I'm changed!"
Tell me Lord, what can I do?
He said, "Tell your sister and your brother, too"
And I testified His truth:

[Verse 6]
I have stood on the changing ground
I have walked like a man in chains
I tried hard to do my best
But I could not make my way

[Verse 7]
Oh, trouble was on my tail
And he dogged me like a hound
'Til I moved one step onto glory
And off of that changing ground

[Outro]
Changing ground

3196. Changing Partners

Bill Monroe - Changing Partners

We were waltzing together to a dreamy melody
When they called out change partners and you waltzed away from me
Now my arms feel so empty as I gaze upon the floor
And I'll keep on changing partners 'til I hold you once more

Though we danced for one moment and too soon we had to part
In that wonderful moment something happened to my heart
So I'll keep changing partners 'til you're in my arms and then
Oh my darlin' I will never change partners again



3197. Chant Of The Wanderer

Nickel Creek - Chant Of The Wanderer

Take a look at the skies where the whippoorwill trills
And the mountain so high where the cataract spills
Take a look at the falls and the rippling rills
Hear the wanderlust calls of the whispering hills

The rippling rills, the cataract spills, the whippoorwill trills
The rippling rills, the cataract spills, the whippoorwill trills
The rippling rills, the cataract spills, the whippoorwill trills

Let me live on the range where the tumbleweeds grow
Let the silver sands change where the prairie winds blow
Let the wanderers sing where the wanderers go
Let the melody ring, for it's happy I know

The wanderers go, the prairie winds blow, the tumbleweeds grow
The wanderers go, the prairie winds blow, the tumbleweeds grow
The wanderers go, the prairie winds blow, the tumbleweeds grow

Let me follow the trail where the buffalo roam
Let a silver cloud sail where the setting sun shone
Let the local wolf wail in a broken heart tone
Let it storm, let it gale, still the prairie's my home

The broken heart tone, the setting sun shone, the buffalo roam
The broken heart tone, the setting sun shone, the buffalo roam
The rippling rills, the cataract spills, the whippoorwill trills
The wanderers go, the prairie winds blow, the tumbleweeds grow
The broken heart tone, the setting sun shone, the buffalo roam

The prairie's my home

3198. Charles Guiteau

Charles Guiteau

Come all you tender Christians, wherever you may be
And likewise pay attention to these few words from me
I was down at the depot to make my geta way
When Providence turned against me, it proved to be too late

My name is Charles Guiteau, my name I'll never deny
To leave my aged parents to sorrow and to die
But little did I think, while in my youthful bloom
I'd be carried to the scaffold to meet my fatal doom

I tried to play off insane, but found it would not do
The people all against me, it proved to make no show
Judge Cox he passed the sentence, the clerk he wrote it down
On the thirtieth day of June, they'll put me underground



My sister came in prison to bid her last farewell
She threw her arms around me, she wept most bitterly
She said, My loving brother, today you must die
For the murder of James A. Garfield, upon the scaffold high

I'm standing on this platform to bid you all adieu
The hangman's noose is a-waiting, it's a quarter after two
The black cap is on my face, no longer can I see
And when I'm dead and buried, dear Lord, remember me

3199. Charleston Girl

Tyler Childers - Charleston Girl

Charleston girl in a darkened room
And you don't know her like I do
We took the fire escape to her room
And got stone-raging blind
Left my money in the trusting hands
Of them old Steele Brothers in a 'fastgrass' band
One day I'm gonna drive up there
And give them half my mind

I don't know if it's the wine or the coke
That makes her sound like her jaw is broke
She's working hard to make some sense
But she ain't got a dime
I wish to God that I could help her out
I wish I knew what she was talkin' bout
I wish to God that I could get away
But I'm way too drunk to drive

All I know is that when I am good and sober
I am leavin' West Virginia for a while
Don't know why, but every time I cross that river, Lord
There's somethin' tears me up and makes me wild

Charleston girl with raven hair
Bloodshot eyes and skin so fair
I believe if I could find my keys
I'd try to drive away
I never planned to leave so soon
I didn't know that he was sweet on you
Go ahead and take her
Cause she ain't worth the time

All I know is that when I am good and sober
I am leavin' West Virginia for a while
Don't know why but every time I cross that river
Lord, there's somethin' tears me up, makes me wild



3200. Charley Is My Name - Chords

Charley Is My Name
Written and recorded by Johnny Duncan

G                  C             G     D7       G
I was sittin' in a honky tonk in Texas drinkin' beer
C                   G                    A7          D7
Tryin' to find some peace of mind from a broken love affair 
         C                        G
When she walked right up and said hey boy 
    B7                Em  G
You sure look down to me 
       C                   G                  Am       D7   G
If you got the blues maybe you could use some feminine company 
        C                    G
And her eyes were green like few ain't seen 
        Am           D7           G
And her hair was the color of the sun 
  C                G             A7                       D7
A Leo child with a Texas smile I knew right then I should run 
              C               G            Am        D7       G
She said I've lost a few just like you you know I've felt the pain 
        C                  G                    Am      D7    G
But you can't stay down so dance this round and Charley is my name 
                  C                    G       D7    G
Needless to say I spent the night with Charley by my side 
    C                 G                     A7              D7
The days to come were filled with fun as we took love for a ride 
    C                 G                B7             Em   D7
She laughed and cried whenever I'd say love is just a game 
    C                       G                Am      D7    G
And through her tears she'd say I'm real and Charley is my name 
        C                    G
And her eyes were green like few ain't seen 
        Am           D7           G
And her hair was the color of the sun 
  C                G             A7               D7
A Leo child with a Texas smile I wish I never had run 
         C                     G         Am           D7      G
Now it's down a road that will never end somehow it's not the same 
    C                      G                    Am      D7    G
And through my tears I can see her smile sayin' Charley is my name 
    C                      G                    Am      D7    C   G
And through my tears I can see her smile sayin' Charley is my name

3201. Charley's Picture - Chords



Charley's Picture

Intro: C#
C# F# C#
A wino we called Charley had a picture
 G#
That he wore around his neck upon a chain
 C# F# C#
But you couldn't see the face in Charley's picture
 G# C#
Just long brown hair and a poem in the frame
C# F# C#
We tried and tried to see old Charley's picture
 G#
But we couldn't even tempt him with the wine
 C# F# C#
His shaking hands would tightly grip the picture
 G# C#
And he'd recite the poem one more time
 
C# F# C#
You grace this frame the picture of affection
 G#
While I'm the perfect picture of disgrace
 C# F# C# 
And upon your name I'll swear until I'm worthy
 G# C A
I forbid my eyes to look upon your face

(Change Key to D, 1/2 Step UP)
 D G D
Old Charley froze to death one Sunday morning
 A
We found him and I guess you know the rest
 D G D
Some-one removed the poem from his picture
 A D
And the chilling truth lay framed upon his chest

(Spoken Same Chord Progression as above)
As I knelt beside his body the picture
Lay there before my anxious eyes
And with trembling lips I whispered the words of Charley's poem
As I stared into the face of Jesus Christ

D G D
You grace this frame the picture of affection
 A
While I'm the perfect picture of disgrace
 G D 
And upon your name I'll swear until I'm worthy
 A D
I forbid my eyes to look upon your face



3202. Charlie & Johnny Reb

Charlie & Johnny Reb
Ricky Skaggs - Charlie & Johnny Reb

Looking back at a page in time
The year was 1859
We ran deep in the souther pines
'Neath that Alabama Clay

Charlie and Johnny were brothers in blood
Nothing stronger than family love
The cotton was short and times were tough
So they went through seperate ways

Charlie moved north to work in corn
But Johnny he stayed south
And after being apart a couple of years
Civil war broke out

Well both of the brothers they were volunteers
After fighting each other for all those years
But if it came to fighting they had no fears
They had seen their share of fists

Then they got the news how it would be
The brothers had agreed to disagree
Is like taking an axe to the family tree
Never dreamed it would come to this

Charlie put on the union blue
And Johnny the rebel grey
But each one pray his brother'd live
The fight another day

As dawn was breaking on the battle field
Through the canon smoke and the foggy hills
A shot rang out from the cold blue steele
Charlie held in his shakin' hands

And after the fight while countin' the cost
There was more that day than a battle lost
When under a tree line in the moss
Charlie came upon a young man

And as he wiped the mud and blood away
It took more than his breath
'Cause the soldier in his sights that day
Was his brother Johnny Reb

3203. Charlie And Nellie



Charlie And Nellie - Carter Family

Dear Nellie since I left the city
I've found I've changed my mind
I hope you wont think me untruthful
Or do me the least unkind

I think we're both mistaken
I know you'll never suit me
I owe my heart to another
Of course kind friends will agree

Please send me my ring and pictures
Also my letters and books
My clothes with many kind wishes
Respectfully yours Charlie Brooks

I heard all about it dear Charlie
I knew it would end this way
I hope you will always live happy
With your loving little wife Miss Gray

Now here's your ring dear Charlie
Don't give it to her I pray
Unless you tell her twas once mine
I wore it one year today

One year today dear Charlie
So happy were we both
You vowed you'd never forsake me
But I find you untrue to your oath

Here's your picture dear Charlie
It's almost faded away
Because I kissed it so often
And this you can tell Miss Gray

As far as your letters dear Charlie
I burned them as they came
I feared by reading them over
Would cause our love to inflame

I must say goodbye dear Charlie
My letter is near an end
Remember I'm always and always
Forever and ever your friend

3204. Charlie Brooks And Nellie Adair

Charlie Brooks and Nellie Adair

Miss Adair, since I came to the city
I find that I've changed my mind
I hope you won't think me un- truthful



Or deem me the least bit un- kind

For I know that we both were mistaken
I know you would never suit me
My heart now belongs to another
In closing, I hope you'll agree

I received your letter, dear Charlie
The last one you'll ever write me
I read it over and over
Heartbroken, I'll have to agree

I pray now that you will be happy
With your pretty young heiress, Miss Gray
I done heard about it, dear Charlie
And I knew I would lose you this way

I'm sending your letters, dear Charlie
I burned mine today when they came
I hope without reading yours over
You'll commit them at once to aflame

For you will not need them, dear Charlie
To remind you of vows so untrue
But as you requesting them of me
I'm sending them all back to you

I'll send you your picture, dear Charlie
Though it's almost faded away
That's because I've kissed it so often
And that you may tell Miss Gray

And here is your ring dear Charlie
Oh, don't give it to her, I pray
Unless you tell her 'twas mine once
I've had it one year today

Well I guess this is all now, dear Charlie
I'm praying that you may be spared
All the pain and the heartbreak I'm suffering
Your affectionate Nellie Adair

3205. Charlie Dunn

Jerry Jeff Walker - Charlie Dunn

Well if you're ever in Austin Texas
A little run down on your sole
I'm gonna tell you the name of an old man to see
I'm gonna tell you right where to go
He's working in Capitol Saddlery
He's sewing in the back of the place
His name is Charlie Dunn the little frail one



With the smile and the leathery face

[Chorus]
Charlie Dunn, he's the one to see
Charlie done the boots that are on my feet
It makes Charlie real pleased to see me walkin in these
Charlie Dunn, he's the one to see
Charlie's been makin boots over there
He says about fifty some odd years
And once you wear a pair of his hand-mades
Boy, you'll never wear no store-bought pair
Charlie can tell what's wrong with your feet
Just by feelin' 'em with his hands
And he can take a look at the boots you wear
And know a whole lot about you, man
Chorus

[Bridge]
And ol' Buck's up front he's countin' up his gold
Charlie's in the back patchin' up the soles
All the people comin' in smilin' at him
They all wonder how's ol' Charlie been
Buck's makin' change but he never ever sees no one
And he never understood a good thing ol' Charlie done
Charlie's never had his name on a sign
He don't put a mark in the boot
He just hopes you can remember him
'Bout the same way that he does you
He keeps your measurements in a little book
So you can order more boots later on
Well I'm writin' down ol' Charlie's size
I'm a makin' him up a song

Chorus
Buck's up front but he never ever sees no one
And he never understood a good thing ol' Charlie done

3206. Charlie Dunn - Chords

Steve Earl - Charlie Dunn

INTRO:
D  D
 
VERSE:
           D
If you're ever in Austin, Texas
   G                       D
A little run down on your sole
 
Tell you the name of a man to see
      E                      A
I'ma tell you right where to go now



 
      D
He's working in Capitol Saddlery
          G                         D
And he's sewing in the back of the place
 
His name is Charlie Dunn, the little frail one
          A                D
With the smilin' leathery face
 
 
CHORUS:
         G                     D
Charlie Dunn, he's the one to see
         A                             D   D7
Charlie done the boots that are on my feet
             G                              D
And it made Charlie real pleased to see me walkin' with ease
         A                     D
Charlie Dunn, he's the one to see
 
 
VERSE:
          D
And now, Charlie was makin' boots over there
          G                  D
He says, fifty some-odd years
 
And once you wear a pair of these hand-made boots
                 E                          A
You know you'll never touch a store-bought pair
 
      D
Well Charlie can tell what's wrong with your feet
         G                         D
Just by feeling them with his hands
 
And he can take a look at the boots you wear
            A                   D
And know a whole lot about you man
 
 
CHORUS:
         G                     D
Charlie Dunn, he's the one to see
         A                             D  D7
Charlie done the boots that are on my feet
             G                              D
And it made Charlie real pleased to see me walkin' with ease
         A                     D
Charlie Dunn, he's the one to see
 
 
BREAK:
          Bm
Now, ol' Buck's up front, countin' up his gold
 A



Charlie in the back patchin' up the soles
        Bm
Of the people comin' in, smilin' at him
      E             A
They all wanna how Charlie's been
 
 G                         A            D Bm
Buck is makin' change, he never see no one
        G                  A                  D
And he never understood a good thing Charlie done
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
G  A  D  Bm  G  A  D  D
 
 
VERSE:
      D
Now, Charlie never had his name on the sign
    G                            D
He doesn't put a mark in his boot
 
He just hopes that you'll remember him
     E                A
The same way he does you
 
               D
He keeps your measurements in a little book he's got
            G                     D
So you can order more boots later on
 
Yeah, I must've taken down Ol' Charlie's size
            A                  D
'Cause I'm makin' him up this song
 
 
CHORUS:
         G                     D
Charlie Dunn, he's the one to see
         A                             D  D7
Charlie done the boots that are on my feet
         G                              D
It made Charlie very pleased to see me walkin' with ease
         A                     D
Charlie Dunn, he's the one to see
 
 G                        A         D     Bm
Buck's makin' change, he never sees no one
        G                    A                  D  D
And he never understood the good thing Charlie done

3207. Charlotte's In North Carolina - Chords



Keith Whitley
Charlotte's In North Carolina 

A
I watched the taxi take her away
B
Through the window she was wavin goodbye
A
There wasnt much left to say
B
Her last I love you was a lie

A
Did she leave me for somebody else
B
Or just leave me behind
A
All she left me was by myself
B
And if that plane arrives on time

Chorus:
E                    A
Charlottes in North Carolina
A                        E
Back where she wanted to be
E                   A
Charlottes in North Carolina
                  B          A
And left me in in St. Louis Misery

Well I was kinda hopin shed call
To let me know she made it ok
Now that phones drivin me up the wall
It hasn't rung all day

I hope she finds what she's lookin for 
Thats all that matters to me
Cause all it cost me was my heart 
To set my sweet Charlotte free

Charlottes in North Carolina 
Back where she wanted to be
Charlottes in North Carolina
And left me here in St. Louis Misery

Charlottes in North Carolina 
Back where she wanted to be
Charlottes in North Carolina
And left me here in St. Louis Misery

3208. Charmed - Chords



Jim Lauderdale - Charmed     
written by Jim Lauderdale

Cmaj7              Am
You're charmed I'm sure 
    Cmaj7                Am
The breeze said that you were
    Cmaj7   Am        Cmaj7          Am
When we approached how could I be so close
Cmaj7      Dm   G  Cmaj7             Dm      G
Magic does exist   I know that if we kissed
Cmaj7       Am    Cmaj7         Am
It's like I saw a vision to top all
Cmaj7          Dm   G    Cmaj7           Dm    G
And magic does exist   I know that if we kissed
Cmaj7                  Dm   G  C   Am      Am/G
There would be nothing else    no night no day
         F
Just the things you'd say
Fmaj7
Far and away now the best of all dreams
D7
The kind I've been having since
G
I saw you that first time
     Gaug
Oh I love you it seems

SOLO

Cmaj7          Dm   G   Cmaj7           Dm    G
Yes magic does exist  I know that if we kissed
Cmaj7             Dm  G          Am           Am/G
There was nothing else   but the feel of your touch
     F
Oh I want you so much
Fmaj7
Far and away  now the best of all dreams
D7
The kind I've been having since
  G
I saw you that first time
      Gaug
Oh I love you it seems
Cmaj7              Am
You're charmed I'm sure 
    Cmaj7               Am
The breeze said that you were
    Cmaj7      Dm   G   Cmaj7              Dm    G         
And magic does exist   I know that when we kissed
Cmaj7            Dm
There was nothing else
        Am           Am/G
But the feel of your touch
     F
Oh I want you so much
        Am           Am/G
But the feel of your touch



      F
Oh I love you so much
         Am          Am/G             F
And it's safe to say now that there's magic around
Cmaj7              Am
You're charmed I'm sure 
    Cmaj7                Am    Cmaj7
The breeze said that you were

From Jim Lauderdale  "Every Second Counts"
Atlantic Records 1995
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)

3209. Charmin' Betsy

Charmin' Betsy (Charming Betsy)

Rich girl lives in a big brick house
Poor girl she does the same
My gal lives in the Nashville jail
It's a brick house just the same

She'll be coming round the mountain Charmin' Betsy
She'll be coming round the mountain Cora Lee poor thing
And if I never see you again
Good gal remember me

Rich girl rides in a Cadilac Eight
Poor girl she does the same
My gal rides in a T-Model Ford
But she gets there just the same

Rich girl wears the best perfume
Poor girl she does the same
My gal don't wear no perfume at all
But she gets there just the same

Rich girl wears a satin dress
Poor girl she does the same
My gal wears a burlap bag
But she gets there just the same

3210. Charming Beauty Bright

Charming Beauty Bright

Once I courted a fair beauty bright,
And on her I placed my whole heart's delight;
I courted her for love, and her love I did obtain



Do you think I've any reason of love to complain?

But when her old father came this for to know
That me and his daughter together would go,
They locked her up and kept her so severe
That I never got sight but once more of Molly, my dear

And then I was forced to her father's to go
To see whether my true love had forgot me, yes or no,
She made me this reply with the tears all in her eyes
I never will forget you until the day I die

Although they keep me so tightly confined
But that is no reason I shall alter my mind,
I might have had a man and a man of high degree
But I always will prove kind to the man that loves me

Then I was forced to the army to go
To see whether I could forget my love or no;
But when I got in sight with my armor shining bright
It made me think of Molly, my heart's delight

Then seven long years I served one old king
At the end of seven years I returned home again
With my heart so full of grief and my eyes so full of tears
Oh how happy I'd a-been to got sight of my dear

O then I was forced to her father's to go
To see whether my true love had remained, yes or no
The old woman saw me come, she wrung her hands and cried
Said," Sir, my daughter loved you, and for your sake she died"

O then I was struck like a man that was slain
The tears from my eyes fell like showers of rain,
My grief, my grief, it is more than I can bear
My true love is in her grave and I wish I was there

3211. Chas

Dolly Parton - Chas

Chas I cook your a breakfast and send you to work
I mend your clothes Chas I iron your shirts
There's so much thought in each thing that I do
And all of the time Chas I'm loving you
And I greet you each evening Chas when you come home
I miss you so badly while you are gone
And if I make you happy then I'm happy too and all of the time Chas I'm loving you
Chas I rock your babies I teach them to talk
I care for your wife Chas because she can't walk
I do all the things she's unabled to do and all of the time Chas I'm loving you
I want you so much but your wife need you Chas
You'll never be mine and I'll never ask



I know that you love her and I love her too but all of the time Chas I'm loving you
I look at you Chas you look at me but what I am thinking must never be
I love you so much and it's hard to resist
I want you but I I couldn't take you from sis
But all of the time Chas I'm loving you

3212. Chase The Feeling

Chase the Feeling - Devil Makes Three
Emmylou Harris

Takes one to know one
I know how you feel
You've got your hunger
And some problems that are real
And you're dealin' with some demons
Who are driving you insane
And I seen them drag you screamin'
Down the hallways of your brain

You got loaded again
Ain't you handsome when you're high
Nothin' matters
Chase that feeling 'til you die

Let it right in then
Let it run your life
Let it run your children
Oh, let it run your wife
Let it take the joy you love
Turn it to despair
You know you know better
You just don't care

'Cause you got loaded again
Ain't you handsome when you're high
Nothin' matters
Chase that feeling 'til you die

Blame it on the midnight
Think of number one
Tangled up in two
And you were shining like the sun
With a pretty piece of hunger
Who was younger than her eyes
I begin to wonder how it is you're still alive

'Cause you got loaded again
Ain't you handsome when you're high
Nothin' matters
Chase that feeling 'til you die
Nothin' matters
Chase that feeling 'til you die



3213. Chasin' A Rainbow

Railroad Earth - Chasin' a Rainbow 

Well I ran and I hustled, from the road I came
Looked out the shelter on the thunder and the rain
Storm passed over and the sun shown down
And the colors showed the way
Just chasin' a rainbow
Ain't no good reason why
Just chasin' a rainbow
Far across the sky

Well the track got muddy and the wheels bogged down
Lost a lot of good men, they wandered into town
Track got rocky on a hard luck mile
Lonely as the day is long

Just chasin' a rainbow
Far across the sky
Just chasin' a rainbow
Ain't no good reason why

Sometimes it seems like a lo-o-ong time ago
Like a long time ago
Sometimes it seems like a lo-o-ng time ago
Sometimes it feels like a li.i.ifetime

Well, there's a big rain comin', you can smell it in the air
Wind kickin' up, birds flying everywhere
Take to the meadow 'til the air comes clear and the colors show the way

There's a new day comin' on down the line
A lost friend tryin' to set aside
Is it all just chance any way you go,
Or a message in the mystery?

Just chasin' a rainbow
Far across the sky
Just chasin' a rainbow
Ain't no good reason why

3214. Chasin' That Neon Rainbow

Chasin' That Neon Rainbow

Daddy won a radio
Tuned it to a country show
I was rocking in the cradle to the crying of a steel guitar



Mama used to sing to me
She taught me that sweet harmony
Now she worries 'cause she never thought
I'd ever really take it this far
Singing in the bars and

Chasin' the neon rainbow
Livin' that honky tonk dream
'Cause all I've ever wanted
Is too pick this guitar and sing
Just trying to be somebody
Just wanna be heard and seen
Chasin' that neon rainbow
Livin' that honky tonk dream

An atlas and a coffe cup
Five pickers in an old Dodge truck
Heading down to Houston for a show on Saturday night
This overhead is killing me
Half the time I sing for free
But when the crowd's into it
Lord it makes this thing I doing seem right
Standing in the spotlight

Chasin' the neon rainbow
Livin' that honky tonk dream
'Cause all I've ever wanted
Is too pick this guitar and sing
Just trying to be somebody
Just wanna be heard and seen
Chasin' that neon rainbow
Livin' that honky tonk dream

Daddy's got a radio
He won it thrity years ago
He said 'Son I just now we're gonna hear you singing on it someday' I
made it up to Music Row Lordy don't the wheels turn slow But I wouldn't
trade a minute I wouldn't have it any other way Just show me to the
stage

I'm chasin' the neon rainbow
Livin' that honky tonk dream
'Cause all I've ever wanted
Is too pick this guitar and sing
Just trying to be somebody
Just wanna be heard and seen
Chasin' that neon rainbow
Livin' that honky tonk dream
I'm chasin' the neon rainbow
Livin' that honky tonk dream

3215. Chasin' The Sun - Chords



Chasin' The Sun 
Riders In The Sky

[Intro]
G    D   Em   A    D
 
[Chorus]
D                     G                    D                      A          A7
Racin' the wind       Chasin' the sun      Heading for town       Roundup is done
D             D7         G                            G                D
Hooves on the fly        Dead on the run     Throw my lasso  round the west wind
    Em      A           D
And ride on chasin' the sun
 
[Verse 1]
            D          A         G          D             A                D
It's been a long, long ride on a long, long trail     and now my work   is over
D        A               G        D               E                  A
Too many nights with the coyotes' wail   now it's home call for this rover
  G       D          Em        D         A              D
I know my sweetheart waits for me   on a sunny mountain side
        E                           A                           E           A    A7
But now pay day has come     for my pony and me     and so it's ride   ride ride
 
[Chorus]
D                     G                    D                      A          A7
Racin' the wind       Chasin' the sun      Heading for town       Roundup is done
D             D7         G                            G                D
Hooves on the fly        Dead on the run     Throw my lasso  round the west wind
    Em      A           D
And ride on chasin' the sun
 
[Verse 2]
D      A      G       D       A                D
D      A      G       D       E                A
  G       D          Em        D       A              D
I know my sweetheart waits for me on a sunny mountain side
        E                           A                           E           A    A7
But now pay day has come     for my pony and me     and so it's ride   ride ride
 
[Chorus]
D                     G                    D                      A          A7
Racin' the wind       Chasin' the sun      Heading for town       Roundup is done
D             D7         G                            G                D
Hooves on the fly        Dead on the run     Throw my lasso  round the west wind
    Em      A           D
And ride on chasin' the sun
 
[Yodel]
G        D         A        D         G         D         A                  D
 
                G                 D                Em      A           D
We'll throw our lassos  round the west wind    and ride on chasin' the sun



3216. Chasing After the Wind

Blue Highway - Chasing After the Wind 

Tell me brother, where is the meaning
What does man gain, from all his labor
All the rivers run down to the ocean
Yet the sea is never full

What is twisted, can never be straightened
What is lacking can never be counted
For with wisdom, comes much sorrow
The more that's known, the more we grieve in pain

I was a teacher, the King of all of Israel
I was a wise man, the wisest in the land
I was a rich man, I built the greatest houses
But without the hand of God, my life could have no meaning
It's just chasing after (chasing after the wind)

The eye will never, have enough of seeing
The ear will never, hear enough to fill
There is nothing, new beneath the heavens
What has been will someday come again

All my wisdom, all of my labor
Are as folly, in the sight of God
For the wise man, and the fool are not remembered
They will die and be forgotten all the same

You are a teacher, the lord of all the kingdom
You are a wise man, the wisest in the land
You are a rich man, You refuse your heart no pleasure
But without the hand of God, Your life will have no meaning
You're just chasing after (chasing after the wind)

3217. Chasing Memories - Chords

Chasing Memories
Written and recorded by Frank James

C                              F
Nostalgia overtook me late one evening
        C                               G7
Like it does so often as the years pass by
         C                                   F
Thinking of old friends the laughter and the places
    G7                           C
The loved ones lost too many sad goodbyes

            D7                                G7
I'm chasing memories for that's all I have to cling to
         D7                                   G7



Checking old honkytonks where no one knows my name
        C                            F
Crusin' lonely streets with houses I once lived in
        G7                                     C
Chasing memories catching heartaches tears and pain

                                   F
I tell myself just stop don't even go there
    C                                     G7
But my haunted house of memories draws me in
    C                                      F
Old ghost drop by of friends and loves now faded
          G7                                 C
While the jukebox wails those old songs play again

                                     F
Someday I'll find peace when I cross over
        C                                             G7
Through those swingin' doors that old crowd waits for me
          C                                     F
Those old places I called home where loved ones beckon
       G7                      C
And no longer will I chase old memories

Repeat #2

            G7                                     C
I'm chasing memories catching heartaches tears and pain

3218. Chasing Someone Else's Dreams

Chasing Someone Else's Dreams
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
At least five days a week - sometimes more
I'm up with the sun - and headed out the door
Most nights I don't get home 'til eight or nine
I make a living - anyway I can
Everywhere I turn - I answer to a man
Who only cares about the bottom line

[Chorus]
I've heard the old folks say - you'll never work a day
If you like what you do - and I'd say it's probably true
That the only way to find - the path to peace of mind
Is to follow your heart - right from the start
But it's never been as easy as it seems
Cause it's hard to get ahead when you're chasing someone else's dreams

[Verse 2]
I know that there's a lot of folks like me
Who aren't looking for a handout or an ounce of sympathy



Just a way to get a piece of the pie
Cause the game has changed for the common man
It takes credit cards, I.O.U.s and more installment plans
Spending every minute just trying to get by

[Chorus]
I've heard the old folks say - you'll never work a day
If you like what you do - and I'd say it's probably true
That the only way to find - the path to peace of mind
Is to follow your heart - right from the start
But it's never been as easy as it seems
Cause it's hard to get ahead when you're chasing someone else's dreams

[Bridge]
It's not because I'm lazy, out of touch or going crazy
I'm barely breaking even and I need a thing or two I can believe in

[Chorus]
I've heard the old folks say - you'll never work a day
If you like what you do - and I'd say it's probably true
That the only way to find - the path to peace of mind
Is to follow your heart - right from the start
But it's never been as easy as it seems
Cause it's hard to get ahead when you're chasing someone else's dreams
It's so hard to get ahead when you're chasing someone else's dreams

3219. Chattahoochee

Alan Jackson - Chattahoochee 

Way down yonder on the Chattahoochee
It gets hotter than a huge jacuzzi
We laid rubber on the Georgia asphalt
Got a little crazy but we never got caught
Chorus
Down by the river on a Friday night
Pyramid of cans in the pale moonlight
Talking 'bout cars and dreamin' 'bout women
Never had a plan, just a livin' for the minute
Yeah way down yonder on the Chattahoochee
Never knew how much that muddy water meant to me
But I learned how to swim and I learned who I was
A lot about livin' and a little 'bout love
Well we fogged up the windows in my old Chevy
I was willin' but she wasn't ready
So I settled for a burger and a grape sno-cone
I dropped her off early but I didn't go home
(Chorus)
(First and Second Verses)
(Chorus)



3220. Chattanooga Dog

Chattanooga Dog - Jimmy Martin
Tom T. Hall

There's a fairground down in Chattanooga
Where a kiddie train runs up and down the track
There's an old black hound with his tongue hanging down
And he chases that train down the track (measure and a half pause)

 I've been chasing you like a Chattanooga dog
Even though I know you don't care
I've been chasing you like a Chattanooga dog
And it ain't gonna get me nowhere

I've been thinking you're just like that old train
Anybody gets a ticket they can ride
But I'm like that hound pup, I won't ever give up
I'll give anything to be by your side

Every day when the kiddies come for playing
To ride that old kiddie train once more
There's an old faithful hound that always hangs around
And he runs til his feet get sore

3221. Chattanooga Shoeshine Boy - Chords

Chattanooga Shoeshine Boy
recorded by Red Foley - Dan Hicks
written by Harry Stone and Jack Stapp
 
C
Have you ever passed the corner of fourth and grand 
                                    C7
Where a little ball of rhythm has a shoeshine stand
F
People gather round and they clap their hands
       C
He's a great big bundle of joy
          G7                                          C
He pops a boogie-woogie rag the Chattanooga Shoeshine Boy
 
 
He charges you a nickel just to shine one shoe
                                   C7
He makes the oldest kind-a leather look like new
    F
You feel as tho you wanta dance when he gets thru
       C



He's a great big bundle of joy
          G7                                          C
He pops a boogie-woogie rag the Chattanooga Shoeshine Boy
 
C7     F                                 C
It's a wonder that the rag don't tear the way he makes it pop
    D7
You ought to see him fan the air
         G7                                             C
with his hoppity hippity hippty hoppity hoppity hippity hop
 
 
He opens up for business when the clock strikes nine
                                       C7
He likes to get 'em early when they're feelin fine
F                                             C
Everybody gets a little rise and shine with a great big bundle of joy
          G7                                          C
He pops a boogie-woogie rag the Chattanooga Shoeshine Boy
 
C7     F                                  C
It's a wonder that the rag don't tear the way he makes it pop
    D7
You ought to see him fan the air
         G7                                             C
with his hoppity hippity hippty hoppity hoppity hippity hop
 
 
He opens up for business when the clock strikes nine
                                       C7
He likes to get 'em early when they're feelin fine
F                                             C
Everybody gets a little rise and shine with a great big bundle of joy
          G7                                          C
He pops a boogie-woogie rag the Chattanooga Shoeshine Boy

3222. Chattanooga Sugar Babe

Chattanooga Sugar Babe
Song by Johnny Cash
Norman Blake

There ain't no money to buy cocaine, sugar babe
There ain't no money to buy cocaine, sugar babe
There ain't no money to buy cocaine
Burn your nose and rot your brain, sugar babe
Sugar babe

I woke up this morning blues all around, sugar babe
I woke up this morning blues all around, sugar babe
I woke up this morning blues all around
Threw on my rags and walked 'round town



Standing on a corner don't you see, sugar babe
Standing on a corner don't you see, sugar babe
Standing on a corner don't you see
They hauled me away for vagrancy, sugar babe

Leave that red whiskey alone, sugar babe
Leave that red whiskey alone, sugar babe
Gives you paulsey in your bones, sugar babe, sugar babe

Whatcha gonna do when the meat gives out, sugar babe
Whatcha gonna do when the meat gives out, sugar babe
Whatcha gonna do when the meat gives out
Standing on the corner mouth and a pout, sugar babe
Aw, sugar babe

Chattanooga is a fine old town, sugar babe
Chattanooga is a fine old town, sugar babe
Chattanooga is a fine old town
You get a little crazy then burn your house down
Sugar babe, sugar babe

I said Chattanooga is a fine old town, sugar babe
Chattanooga is a fine old town, sugar babe
Chattanooga is a fine old town
You get a little crazy then burn your house down
Sugar babe

3223. Cheap Love Affair

Cheap Love Affair
Grass Cats

   Don't go so far away love, try to stay around
   For losing you would be more than I could bear
   Though I'm tied to another, I hope someday she'll set me free
   For I don't want a cheap love affair

I knew we loved each other the night that we first met
It just happened there was nothing we could do
Let me stay with my children 'til they can understand
That I love them and they'll know I love you too

So darling please forgive me don't give me all the blame
Though' I know that it doesn't seem so fair
When I'm free I'll make you happy if you'll only wait for me
But I don't want a cheap love affair

3224. Cheap Mike



Cheap Mike
The Del McCoury Band
on Del & Woody 

[Verse 1]
I'm driving towards old cheap Mike to see what I can do
Gonna drive down towards old cheap Mike to tell him a thing or two
Sold me a forty eight motor on a thirty two frame
Think I'm losing my whole rear end
I'm driving down towards old cheap Mike to see what I can do

[Verse 2]
I'm bouncing down to old cheap Mike to sing my used car blues
I'm fogging on down to old cheap Mike to ask him a thing or two
My radiator s vibrating
My fendors gone
Robs all a knocking my wheels are rolling off
Whooping her down to old cheap Mike to see what I can do

[Verse 3]
If you got a galapia and old hot rod and don't know what to do
Heard it on down towards old cheap Mike and ask him a thing or two
If your valves are sticking
If your crankshafts flattening
If you're losing all your bolts and taps
Just go on and ride her down to old cheap Mike cause Mike knows what to do
Said guide it on down whoop it down
Rattle it straddle it find it on down
Cause Mike knows what to do
And Mike your money Mike knows what to do

3225. Cheap Reward

The Devil Makes Three - Cheap Reward

Oh, well, I feel so loose tonight I might fall to pieces,
So be prepared to sweep me out the door.
And I might be horizontal by the time the music ceases,
So I think I'll get acquainted with the floor.
Oh, I was trying to get away from the things that I always do,
Hello, floorboards once again - how are you?

Lip service - well, that's all you'll ever get from me,
Well, how could you believe I'll take you seriously?
With your cheap rewards, your blackmail, and your comical rage,
Just remember you'll only be the boss so long as you pay my wage!

All the sign posts on this road that point one way,
Don't act like you're above me, just look at your shoes.
I'll turn the light out now 'cause there's nothing more to say,
And it's all been lost before so there's nothing to lose.

Oh, but you could say that you love me very painlessly,
I would've done the same for you, oh, but you said to me:



Lip service - well, that's all you'll ever get from me,
Well, how could you believe I'd take you seriously?
With your cheap rewards, your blackmail, and your comical rage,
Just remember you'll only be the boss so long as you pay my wage.

Just remember you'll only be the boss so long as you pay my wage!

3226. Cheap Whiskey

Cheap Whiskey

Verse 1:
He sits all alone in his easy chair
Staring back at his lost yesterdays
Long before he encountered the bottle
And the demons that drove her away

Verse 2:
In his hand he is holding her photograph
Her image all tear-stained and worn
Tonight he's embracing reality
And he curses the day he was born

Chorus:
And the darkness still echoes her warning
You can't have two loves in your life
Now the things that will haunt him
Till the day that he dies
Is the smell of cheap whiskey
And the sound of goodbye

Verse 2:
Since the hour she left he's been sober
And each breath that he draws makes him think
Of the love of his life lost forever
When he traded her love for a drink

Repeat Chorus

3227. Cheatam Street Warehouse - Chords

Cheatam Street Warehouse 
Todd Snider
 
INTRO: G  C  G  C  D
 
G                          Am
Wakin' up late in the afternoon



                             C
Old piano playin' just outta tuness
                                    D//
Buzz of the heat thru the telephone line-i
                                    G
Some kind of song 'bout a bottle of wine
    G                                      Am
And I knew it was you by the sound of your feet
                                   C
Pushin' the pedals and keepin' the beat
                       G                   D
We're a million miles away from those days now
 
CHORUS:
C              D
You can't get away from me
G                C
You can't get me wrong
C             D
I know how to keep you here
      G              C
Where you know you belong
     D
In a song
 
Cheatham Street Warehouse honky-tonk song
The kind Billy Joe just can't get wrong
I'm gonna carve my name in the bar
Hope that you can hear it wherever you are
And wherever you are I'll be hopin' you know
Wherever I am I'll be missin' you so
No longer a million miles away from anything
 
CHORUS
 
SOLO
 
Workin' on the last few lines last night
Kinda found a way to make it end all right
Telephone rings, it was you
You asked if I was workin' on anything new
I didn't have the heart to tell you about
The one thing I'm finishing up right now
No longer a million miles away from anything
 
CHORUS

3228. Cheated Too - Chords

Cheated Too
Written and recorded by Wilma Lee Cooper

F                                              G7



Cheated in the past by another one who made me blue
                                                               C
Now you see I know what heartaches are cause I've been cheated too
                                      F             C
You think that you're the only one to have a broken heart
                                                          G7
You think that you're the only one to be cheated from the start
    F                                                G7
But darling let me tell you now whatever you've gone through
                                                              C    C7
Will not compare with what I've known cause I've been cheated too
F                                              G7
Cheated in the past by another one who made me blue
                                                               C
Now you see I know what heartaches are cause I've been cheated too
                                   F             C
Perhaps we can forget the past and start a life anew
                                                 G7
If you remember that you're mine and I belong to you
      F                                                  G7
We'll never speak an unkind word that once made our life blue
                                                        C   C7
And then we'll never have to say that I've been cheated too
F                                              G7
Cheated in the past by another one who made me blue
                                                               C
Now you see I know what heartaches are cause I've been cheated too

3229. Cheater's Kit - Chords

Cheater's Kit
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Rory Bourke, Gene Dobbins, Johnny Wilson
 
C                               F    C      Dm
I've been watching you watching Mary at the office
     C                                 G7
It's plain to see what you two have in mind
    C
The wife's at home and she believes
     F                  C
That she's your one and only
   F                         C
So here's some things you're gonna need
  G7                  C   F
Before you cross that line
 
C                   F             C
You're gonna need a bunch of good lies
   F             G7       C  F C
To fit into your cheaters kit
  F                    C
A kindless heart and a face of stone 



         D7               G7
When you lie to her about it
 
    C
And you're gonna need a big ol' broom
   F             G7       C     F C
To cover up your cheatin' cracks
F             C
Alcohol and a place to fall
     G7                 C   F
When she won't take you back
 
  C                              F       C        Dm
I overheard you ask her if she'd like to meet you later
C                             G7
Have a drink in some secluded place
      C                          F                C
She's waitin' warm and weary and you're in such a hurry
    F              C              G7            C   F C
You can't hear the music that you might have to face
 
Repeat #2,3
 
       C                                 F     C     Dm
You're probably gettin' to see your kids every other Sunday
    C                                  G7
And you might get to keep them twice a year
   C                                   F                C
So before you rush into the night like some ol' western cowboy
F               C               G7              C   F C
Have your kit together boy when you walk out of here
 
Repeat #2,3

3230. Cheaters Don't Win

Cheaters Don't Win
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

Well, everything you gave me
I'm giving back to you
And that's what's going to save me
And maybe save you too

And if to you that's heavy
Well, say, you may be right
The dope that you been giving me
Just ran out tonight

The least that I could do for you
Is what you did for me

And give some



(givin' givin' you some)
Of your own
(givin' givin' you some)
Medicine

And give some
(givin' givin' you some)
Of your own
(givin' givin' you some)
Medicine

(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don' win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don' win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don' win)

I hope that you can take it
(Watch out, for cheaters don' win)
But I'm surR you can
(Watch out, for cheaters don' win)
And I'll be surR to make it
(Watch out, for cheaters don' win)
As easy as I can
(Watch out, for cheaters don' win)
The mess you made out of my head
(Watch out, for cheaters don' win)
Needs some company
(Watch out, for cheaters don' win)
The least that I could do for you
(Watch out, for cheaters don' win)
Is what you did for me and give some
(givin' givin' you some)
Of your own
(givin' givin' you some)
Medicine

(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
And give some
(givin' givin' you some)
Of your own
(givin' givin' you some)
Medicine
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)

It don't come in a bottle
And it don't come in a can
How you get it don't really matter
Don't really give a damn

I'm givin' you some
(givin' givin' you some)
Of your own
(givin' givin' you some)
Medicine
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)



(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)

I'm givin' you some
(givin' givin' you some)
Of your own
(givin' givin' you some)
Medicine
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)

It don't come in a bottle
And it don't come in a can
How you get it don't really matter
Don't really give a damn

I'm givin' you some
(Some)
Of your own
(Own)
Medicine
"That's right"
I'm givin' you some
(Some)
Of your own
(Own)
Medicine

(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
"Medicine, yeah"
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
"I'm givn' you some of it"
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
"Your medicine"
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
"You got it"
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
"You got it"
(Watch out, for cheaters don't win)
"I'm givin' you some"
(Givin' you, givin' you, givin' you, givin' you)
"Of your medicine how"



(Givin' you, givin' you, givin' you, givin' you)
"Say mama"
(Givin' you, givin' you, givin' you, givin' you)
"Y mama, come one"
(Givin' you, givin' you, givin' you, givin' you)
"Uh huh"
(Givin' you, givin' you, givin' you, givin' you)
"That's right"
(Givin' you, givin' you, givin' you, givin' you)
"Your medicine"
(Givin' you, givin' you, givin' you, givin' you)
"I'm givin' you"
(Givin' you, givin' you, givin' you, givin' you)
"I'm givin' you"
(Givin' you, givin' you, givin' you, givin' you)
"I'm givin' you"
(Givin' you, givin' you, givin' you, givin' you)
"I'm givin' you some"
I'm givin' you some of your own medicine

3231. Cheatham Street Warehouse

Cheatham Street Warehouse
Todd Snider - Cheatham Street Warehouse

Waking up late in the afternoon
An old piano playing just out of tune
To the buzz of the heat through the telephone line
Some kind of song about a bottle of wine
I knew it was you by the sound of your feet
Pushing the pedals and keeping the beat
We're a million miles away from those days now

You can't get away from me
You can't get me wrong
I know how to keep you here
Where you know you belong
In a song

A Cheatham Street Warehouse honky tonk song
The kind Billy Joe just can't get wrong
I'm gonna carve my name in the bar
Hope that you can hear it where you are
And wherever you are I'll be hoping you know
Wherever I am I'm missing you so
No longer a million miles away from anything

You can't get away from me
You can't get me wrong
I know how to keep you here
Where you know you belong
In a song



Working on the last few lines last night
Trying to find a way to make it end alright
Telephone rang - it was you
You asked if I was working on anything new
I didn't have the heart to tell you about
The one I think I'm finishing up right now
No longer a million miles away from anything

You can't get away from me
You can't get me wrong
I know how to keep you here
Where you know you belong
In a song

3232. Cheatin On Me - Chords

Cheatin On Me 
Pokey LaFarge
 
[Intro]
G D7 G
G D7 G
C G E
A D7
G D7 G
G D7 G
C G E
A D7 G D7
 
[Verse 1]
G                            D7      G
  You ain't the gal that you used to be
G                     D7      G
  You used to mean so much to me
    C                G     E
You had me blind but now I see
  A                             D7
I know, you've been cheatin' on me
 
[Verse 2]
G                        D7       G
  Take your D's and your dosies's too
G                     D7           G
  Be on your way, I'm through with you
C                   G            E
  I can't stand the way that you do
  A              D7          G   G7
I know, you been cheatin' on me
 
[Chorus]
   C                    G    G7
As good as I've been to you
    C                  G     G7



You let the devil fool you
   C            G     E7
Hooray and Hallelujah
              A             D7
You know, you had it comin' to ya
 
[Verse 3]
G                       D7    G
  There's nothing there to confess
  G                     D7     G
I told my heart to give love a rest
C                 G            E
What I'm doin' is far from the best
  A                D7          G   D7
I know, you been a-cheatin' on me
 
[Interlude]
G D7 G
G D7 G
C G E
A D7
G D7 G
G D7 G
C G E
A D7 G G7
C G G7
C G G7
C G E7
A D7
G D7 G
G D7 G
C G E
A D7 G D7
 
[Verse 1]
G                            D7      G
  You ain't the gal that you used to be
G                     D7      G
  You used to mean so much to me
    C                G     E
You had me blind but now I see
  A                             D7
I know, you've been cheatin' on me
 
[Verse 2]
G                        D7       G
  Take your D's and your dosies's too, I said
G                     D7           G
  Be on your way, I'm through with you
C                   G            E
  I can't stand the way that you do
  A              D7          G   G7
I know, you been cheatin' on me
 
[Chorus]
   C                    G    G7
As good as I've been to you



    C                  G     G7
You let the devil fool you
   C            G     E7
Hooray and Hallelujah
              A             D7
You know, you had it comin' to ya
 
[Outro]
G D7 G
G D7 G
C G E
A D7 G E
A D7 G E
A D7 G D7 G
D#7 D7 G

3233. Cheatin' Fire - Chords

Cheatin' Fire
Recorded by Johnny Bush with Leona Williams
Written by Johnny Bush

C             F               C
Cheatin' fire it's gonna burn higher
Do we lay here in the ashes unconcerned
      Am                   C
Every night it's still the same
     F           C
Pour fuel on the flame
            Am                 G7                   C
Before this cheatin' fire goes out someone will get burned
                          F               C
Here we are again too far gone to gain control
                                    G7
And we can't find a way to kill the flame
       F           C
We get lost in our love
      F                 C
Don't know which way to turn
                   G7              C
So we just build a fire and let it burn
Repeat #1
Well it doesn't feel so wrong
          F                  C
Cause the fire's gone out at home
                                              G7
And right now this feeling's more than we can stand
   F                   C       F                 C
We find we're just too weak to fight this strong desire
                        G7               C
And tonight we'll build another cheatin' fire
Repeat #1



3234. Cheatin' Is

Emmylou Harris - Cheatin' Is

Cheatin' is a thing that starts when you bring
Two lonely people face to face with a brand new kiss
She blames him and he blames her
Neither one is really quite sure which way it is

And all of the time in the back of their minds
They know they're gonna have to lie about where they've been
Cheatin' is a thing that takes a little ring
And breaks into pieces that'll never go together again

Cheatin' is a part of lovin' that starts
When true love isn't what lovers are lookin' for
A stranger here, a stranger there
You turn around and swear that you'll never go back for more

And lyin' at night when you're holdin' him tight
Somethin' that a cheater's heart is bound to learn
Cheatin' is the thing that's guaranteed to bring
Two unhappy people to the point of no return

And the worst of cheatin' is the sad little kids
Hangin' in the middle while mummy and daddy kiss
Cheatin' is a game where nobody wins
And the ones that aren't big enough to play are the ones who lose

3235. Cheatin' Kind Of Life - Chords

Cheatin' Kind Of Life
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Joshua Williams and Rhonda Vincent

G
You put me out you knocked me down
                              F
You say I've cheated all over town
             C                     G
Well I don't blame you I've been untrue
                D7                                     G
Well that don't chance the fact I'm still in love with you

I steered you wrong I told you lies
                          F
Too many times I made you cry
            C                  G
For all the night you spent in strife



    D7                              G
I'm givin' up this cheatin' kind of life

                C                    G
Don't pack your bags don't close the door
                                         D7
You won't find another man who loves you more
              G                   C
Just one more chance I'll make it right
    G              D7               G
I'm givin' up this cheatin' kind of life

I'll turn around I won't look back
                                 F
We'll put this train back on the track
               C                 G
This time I'll love and hold you tight
    D7                                 G
And forget about this cheatin' kind of life

Repeat #3 x2  

                            C
I won't let ya go without a fight
    G              D7               G
I'm givin' up this cheatin' kind of life

3236. Cheating Is - Chords

Cheating Is
Recorded by Barbara Fairchild
Written by Rafe VanHoy

C
Cheating is a thing that starts when you bring
                                                F
Two lonely people face to face with a brand new kiss
G7
She blames him he blames her
                                                       C
But neither one is ever quite sure which way it really is
    F
And all of the time in the back of their minds
                                                       C
They know they're gonna have to lie bout where they've been
Cheating is a thing that'll take a little ring
    G7                                             C
And break it into pieces that'll never go together again
Cheating is the part of loving that starts
                                             F
When true love isn't what lovers are looking for
G7
A stranger here a stranger there then you turn around and swear



                              C
That you'll never go back for more
    F
And lying at night when you're holding him tight
                                                C
Is sometimes that a cheater's heart just has to learn
Cheating is a thing that's guaranteed to bring
    G7                                C
Two unhappy people to the point of no return
    F
The worst of cheating is the sad little kids
                                            C
Hanging in the middle while mommy and daddy choose
Cheating is a game where nobody wins
        G7                                                   C
And the ones that aren't big enough to play are the ones who lose

3237. Check It Out

Todd Snider - Check It Out

[Intro]
Let's go bulldog
One, two, three, four
[Verse 1]
This song is even better than it sounds (Check it out)
This song is even better than it sounds (Check it out)
This song is even better than it sounds (Check it out)
In spite of what you might be hearing all over town
Na-na-na-na-na-na-na
Na-na-na-na-na-na-na
Na-na-na-na-na-na-na
Na-na-na-na-na-na-na

[Verse 2]
My reputation ain't as bad as they say (Check it out)
My reputation ain't as bad as they say (Check it out)
My reputation ain't as bad as they say (Check it out)
It would be better than good if you could see it my way
Na-na-na-na-na-na-na
Na-na-na-na-na-na-na
Na-na-na-na-na-na-na
Na-na-na-na-na-na-na

[Verse 3]
The way you see it ain't as good as it looks (Check it out)
The way you see it ain't as good as it looks (Check it out)
The way you see it ain't as good as it looks (Check it out)
You see me burned out in some library reading your math books
Na-na-na-na-na-na-na
Na-na-na-na-na-na-na
Na-na-na-na-na-na-na
Na-na-na-na-na-na-na



[Outro]
Let's go bulldog

3238. Check Out Time

Tim O'Brien - Check Out Time
Yonder Mountain String Band

Chorus:
Hotel keys are what I'm holding
It's room number 225
Hotel keys are what I'm holding
I'm here but I'm barely alive
Had a hotel room in Tennessee
What the hell is going on below me?
Voices scattered in rows
Up through the floors
Silence was shattered
By the slamming of the doors

Chorus
Well a busted sign said "Vacancy."
It all seemed like a mess to me
All I wanted was a good night's rest
I'm sick and I'm tired
And I couldn't care less

--Instrumental--

It's gonna come quick that quarter til four
It's ten after three
And I just spilled some more
Red light numbers are set
And it's gonna be sad
I won't get no sleep
For a deal that's gone bad

Chorus
When the headlights came
It was over fast
They were out of there
By a quarter past
Yeah I know they all went down the line
Blood-shot eyes at check out time

Chorus
I'm here but I'm barely alive



3239. Check's In The Mail

Ray Lawrence Jr. - Check's in the Mail

Verse 1:
Well they repossessed my ex's missing alimony payment
Like they repossessed my pickup truck last night
Now she won't drive me to the bar, but she sure drove me to drinking
We got divorced because she likes to fight

Chorus:
I can't afford to pay attention till she got my whole check
But if I paid attention my life wouldn't be a wreck
Didn't hear it when they told me this marriage would fail
But I hear the postman leaving now the check's in the mail

Verse 2:
Now she don't want me anymore but she likes my hard earned pay
She never took my love but she took everything away
She took me to the poor house the day she took me to court
I wonder why we got married anyway

Chorus

Verse 3:
Will she meet a millionaire that'll take her far away
I can afford to eat because she wouldn't take my pay
She wants so bad to kill me but she won't let me die
All she cares about is money anyway

Chorus
I didn't hear it when they told me this marriage would fail
Now I hear the postman leaving now the check's in the mail

3240. Cheek To Cheek With The Blues

Del McCoury - Cheek to Cheek with the Blues

Oh the blues came early this morning
My baby has gone without warning
Now I've got nothing left to lose
Cause I'm cheek to cheek with the blues

Big old steel wall where she lay
And I reached to hold my dream of yesterday
The blues have such an early hour
My will now stripped of all its power
No future left for me to do
I'm cheek to cheek with the blues

I looked into her eyes so inviting
Her cheeks were warm and so exciting
Last night I thought of love so true



Today I'm cheek to cheek with the blues

Her lipstick still warm on the cup
She must have left just as I woke up
Yeah the blues have such an early hour
My will now stripped of all its power
No future now left for me to do 
I'm cheek to cheek with the blues

Her lipstick still warm on the cup
She must have left just as I woke up
Yeah, the blues have such an early our
My will now stripped of all its power
No future left for me to do
I'm cheek to cheek with the blues

No future now left for me to do
Lord, I'm cheek to cheek with the blues

3241. Chelsea Hotel No. 2

Chelsea Hotel No. 2
Leonard Cohen

I remember you well in the Chelsea Hotel,
you were talking so brave and so sweet,
giving me head on the unmade bed,
while the limousines wait in the street.
Those were the reasons and that was New York,
we were running for the money and the flesh.
And that was called love for the workers in song
probably still is for those of them left.

Ah but you got away, didn't you babe,
you just turned your back on the crowd,
you got away, I never once heard you say,
I need you, I don't need you,
I need you, I don't need you
and all of that jiving around.

I remember you well in the Chelsea Hotel
you were famous, your heart was a legend.
You told me again you preferred handsome men
but for me you would make an exception.
And clenching your fist for the ones like us
who are oppressed by the figures of beauty,
you fixed yourself, you said, "Well never mind,
we are ugly but we have the music."

And then you got away, didn't you babe....

I don't mean to suggest that I loved you the best,
I can't keep track of each fallen robin.



I remember you well in the Chelsea Hotel,
that's all, I don't even think of you that often.

3242. Cherokee Fiddle

Michael Martin Murphey - Cherokee Fiddle

When the train pulled in to the station
He rolled up his sleeves, rosined up his bow
He fiddle upside down, Orange Blossom Special
If you want to make a living, you've got to put on a good show
When he smelled the smoke and the cinders
Slicked his hair back, opened up his case
Played Cherokee Fiddle, played for the whiskey
Good whiskey never let him lose his place
He was always there, playing for the miners
Devil's Dream was a tune they all understood
Then he'd go back to Oklahoma
Wait till the trains was a runnin' and the weather was good
When he smelled the smoke and the cinders
Slicked his hair back, opened up his case
Played Cherokee Fiddle, just played for the whiskey
Good whiskey never let him lose his place
Now the Indians, all dressed like cowboys
All the cowboys are puttin' leather and turquoise on
And all the music is sold by the lawyers
And the fools who fiddled in the middle of the stations are gone
Some folks say they'll never miss them
Fiddle screeched like the engine breaks
Cherokee Fiddle, gone forever
Like the music that the whistle on an old locomotive make

3243. Cherokee Fiddle - Chords

Cherokee Fiddle
Recorded by Johnny Lee
Written by Michael Martin Murphy

C                              F
When the train pulled into the station
                 G7         Ab             Am
He rolled up his sleeve and rosined up his bow
Ab            C                   F
Fiddle upside down Orange Blossom Special
         G7                                              C
Cause if you wanna make a living you gotta put on a good show
                    Am            C
When he'd smell the smoke and the cinders
                    Am                   Dm



He'd slick back his hair and open up his case
G7                     C                           F
He'd play the Cherokee Fiddle he'd play it for the whiskey
           G7                             C
Cause good whiskey never let him lose his place
            
                                    F
He was always there playing for the miners
            G7          Ab             Am
The Devil's Dream was a song they understood
Ab            C          F
And then he'd go back to Oklahoma
         G7                                                    C
But he'd wait till the trains were running and the weather was good
                
Repeat #2

3244. Cherokee Maiden

Cherokee Maiden

One night when the moon was bright on the moonlit bay
That is where I found my little Cherokee maid
The memory of the that night of love, is lingering yet
And I know I never will forget

My little Cherokee maiden, I love her so
And though we're far apart
I know I'll never be tradin' my love for her
For anybody else's heart
Someday I'll make a trip back to that Cherokee Strip
And I'll carry her away with me
And straight as an arrow flies
We'll ride to paradise
My sweet little chickadee, my little Cherokee maiden and me

My little Cherokee maiden, I love her so
And though we're far apart
I know I'll never be tradin' my love for her
For anybody else's heart
Someday I'll make a trip back to that Cherokee Strip
And I'll carry her away with me
And straight as an arrow flies
We'll ride to paradise
My sweet little chickadee, my little Cherokee maiden and me

3245. Cherokee Shuffle



Cherokee Shuffle
Dustbowl Revival

Sitting in the tall green grass
Thinking about my love
A big old twister came on down
Like' a' hand into a' glove
Picked her up right off the' ground
Into the sky above
I screamed to the lord above
why'd you take my love

I'm gonna ride on, ride with me
Ride on, to the land of the Cherokee
Land of the Cherokee
I'm going way down south
Where the rivers flow
One day you might find
Where the wind does blow
Where the wind does blow

Running up past laughing bear
Where the mountains grow up tall
They say the higher that you climb the harder that you fall
I'm gonna build me a cabin house
Way up in the sky
Every time the rain comes down
I can hear my honey cry
I'm gonna ride on, ride with me
Ride on, to the land of the Cherokee
Land of the Cherokee
I'm going way down south
Where the rivers flow
One day you might find
Where the wind does blow
Where the wind does blow

Many years have gone by
And I'm still all alone
I heard a ringing one night
And I picked up the phone
I could hear the thunder
And the lightning on the line
I swear I heard my honey crying
"Would you still be mine?"

I'm gonna ride on, ride with me
Ride on, to the land of the Cherokee
Land of the Cherokee
I'm going way down south
Where the rivers flow
One day you might find
Where the wind does blow
Where the wind does blow



3246. Cherokee Shuffle

Cherokee Shuffle
Susan Nikas

Verse (2 A parts)
Well the days are growing short and the nights are long,
And the crops are almost in
Summer is over and fall is here
And the harvest is near an end
So we'll harness up the horse and cart
Head on into town
Join the dancers in their best
As they do-see-do around

Chorus (2 B parts)
We'll dance all night to the Cherokee fiddle
With the banjo ringing clear
Do-see-do to the fiddle and the bow
Forget that winter's near, forget that winter's near
Cherokee shuffle is my favorite tune
As we two-step round the floor
We'll dance all night, til the broad daylight
And beg for just one more, beg for just one more

Verse (2 A parts)
Well there's no time for dancing round
and holding each other near
When you work from sun to sun
and harvest time is here
But the autumn wind's blowin' crisp and clear 
It's the changing of the year
The barn is full and the wood is cut
and dancing time is here

3247. Cherokee Tresses Laced In Blue

Cherokee Tresses Laced In Blue (Larry W. Jones 01/02/2007) 

Way over in an Oklahoma mesa
Where antelope and yearlings play
There I used to ride my pony
Side by side with a Cherokee maid
She was fairer than the fairest
Maiden that Oklahoma ever knew
And adorned beneath her headress
Cherokee tresses laced in blue
Call of the trail meant we'd be parted
Before the Winter winds had blown
It seemed our love had barely started
And such love as I had never known
A Cherokee maiden was my treasure
Her love was kind and oh, so true



Only dreams now bring me pleasure
Of Cherokee tresses laced in blue

3248. Cherry Tree Carol

Emmylou Harris
Cherry Tree Carol

When Joseph was an old man, an old man was he
He married Virgin Mary, the Queen of Galilee
He married Virgin Mary, the Queen of Galilee

Mary and Joseph walk through an orchid green
There were berries and cherries as thick as might be seen
There were berries and cherries as thick as might be seen

And Mary said to Joseph, so meek and so mild
"Joseph, gather me some cherries for I am with child"
"Joseph, gather me some cherries for I am with child"

And Joe flew in anger, in anger flew he
Let the father of the baby gather cherries for thee
Let the father of the baby gather cherries for thee

Then up spoke Baby Jesus from in Mary's womb
"Bend down the tallest tree that my mother might have some"
"Bend down the tallest tree that my mother might have some"

And bent down tallest branch till it touched Mary's hand
Cried she, "Oh look, thou Joseph, I have cherries by command"
Cried she, "Oh look, thou Joseph, I have cherries by command"

3249. Chew Tobacco Rag - Chords

Chew Tobacco Rag
Recorded by Pee Wee King 
Written by Billy Briggs

G
Well I like to smoke my old corn pipe
                               D7     G
But I've chewed tobacco nearly all my life
P-ting putune p-tine p-ting putune 
                          D7           G
Chew tobacco chew tobacco chew tobacco rag
I like to smoke cigarettes sometimes 
                             D7         G
But when it comes to dippin' I draw the line
Repeat #2 



If you chew tobacco don't spit on the floor
            D7          G
Expectorate in the cuspidor 
Repeat #2 
If you never had a chew in your life before
                               D7           G
Why don't you try cause you're sure to want more
Repeat #2 
Just get a big plug and you bite off the end
                        D7          G
And let it run down and off of your chin
Repeat #2 
You can smoke cigarettes while the sun goes down
                               D7          G
But I'll chew tobacco and I'll spit on the ground
Repeat #2 
Now all day long you can smoke your pipe
                               D7       G
But I'll chew tobacco and I'll spit all night
Repeat #2 
I like to smoke cigarettes sometimes 
                                   D7         G
But when it comes to dippin' there I draw the line
Repeat #2

3250. Chewing Gum

Chewing Gum - Carter Family

Mama sent me to the spring, she told me not to stay
I fell in love with a pretty little girl, and could not get away

Chawing chewing gum, chewing chawing gum
Chawing chewing gum, chewing chawing gum

First she give me peaches, next she give me pears
Next she give me fifty cents, kissed me on the stairs

Mommy don't 'low me to whistle, poppy don't 'low me to sing
They don't 'low me to marry, I'll marry just the same

I wouldn't have a lawyer, I'll tell you the reason why
Every time he opens his mouth he tells a great big lie

I wouldn't have a doctor, I'll tell you the reason why
He rides all over the country and makes the people die

I wouldn't have a farmer, I'll tell you the reason why
Because he has so plenty to eat, 'specially pumpkin pie

I took my girl to church last night How do you reckon she done?
She walked right up in the preacher's face and chewed her chewing gum



3251. Cheyanne

Cheyanne
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - Cheyanne

[Chorus]
Cheyanne, Cheyanne, why did you run away?
Nobody's slept a wink since you went off last May
No one is mad at you, you got to understand
We all just miss you, Cheyanne

[Verse 1]
Use the fireflies for light when the stars are under covers
It's a time to get a move on and you don't know where to
And everyone you know seems far off in all directions
When the night seems lost forever, when the moon is almost noon
When there's only that flash of light to shine on you

[Chorus]
Cheyanne, Cheyanne, why did you run away?
Nobody's slept a wink since you went off last May
No one is mad at you, you got to understand
We all just miss you, Cheyanne

[Verse 2]
Remember your home when the world seems darkest
When horizons are shrouded, when there's nothing green in view
And your mind is all caught up in a million directions
When everyone's a stranger, when they treat you like one too
Let the memories of your family shine on you

[Chorus]
Cheyanne, Cheyanne, why did you run away?
Nobody's slept a wink since you went off last May
No one is mad at you, you got to understand
We all just miss you, Cheyanne

[Bridge]
If the pain and the heartbreak won't fade
There's no way I'll make it through the night
If I can't ever see your face again
I don't wanna see any other light

[Verse 3]
Let the wind blow your troubles to another place unknown
To the bottom of the seas, through the secret sounds of dew
And if you can't imagine how things could ever get so dark
When the sun offers no light, when you haven't got a clue
Let the wind be your guide, the skies are blue



3252. Chicago

Chicago - Sean Watkins

Blowing trash in bitter wind, zip my sweatshirt to the top
Shoulders high and hands are hid in pockets not quite adequate
Sidewalk take me to the fire that will melt my frozen soul
Please don't let me stay this way, I'm so cold and all alone

Glass and steel cut through the wind a lake storm sent this way
Dividing up the avenues, I walk to give away the blues and take the day away

Walking quickly through the rain, I make no contact with my eyes
I weave through coats that hang on men, she is nowhere in my sight
People stand in corner crowds with eyes that point down to their wrists
Wishing they were warm inside, as they breathe into their fists

Glass and steel cut through the wind a lake storm sent this way
Dividing up the avenues, I walk to give away the blues and take away the day
I walk to give away the blues and take the day away

3253. Chicken Every Sunday

Dolly Parton - Chicken Every Sunday 

Just because all my dresses are just cotton hand-me-downs
This family calls me the lower class
Cause we're only poor folks on the other side of town
They won't let him walk up my path
But my mama says don't worry when they say those things about ye
You remember you're just as good as him
Just because they got that big house settin' way upon the hill
Why you don't have to look up to them
We've got chicken every Sunday and the preacher comes around
And every Saturday morning daddy takes us all to town
And we'd go to the picture show or picnics on the ground
Oh that's the lower class and I'm glad that's what I am

[ guitar ]

Cause my mama don't belong to the ladies social set
My daddy can't afford the country club
His folks look down on me and they don't let us date
Cause they think that I'm not good enough
But my mama says forgive him honey he ain't worthy of
And in anything you're too good for him
Just because they've got money and a big fine house
Well we won't take no self off of them
We've got chicken every Sunday...
We've got chicken every Sunday...



3254. Chicken Oh Chicken - Chords

Chicken, Oh Chicken
John Hartford

There are some other verses to this; I have heard done by other performers....
"and that spells chicken....." not sure where tho.

   D     G     D
Chicken, oh chicken
                           G
Better go to roost pretty soon
 D      G     D
Chicken oh chicken
                    G         D
Better go to roost behind the moon
         G     D
Chicken oh chicken
                              A
You better go to roost pretty soon
       D                        G
Cause a ten dollar bill for a Shanghai
            A       D
Is way too high for you

3255. Chico Calling

Chico Calling
The Greencards - Chico Calling

There's a big steel bird falling from the sky
As a train whistle whispers like a thief in the night
And baby I'll follow you where ever you go
You know I will follow you where ever you go
We ain't got no money, we're living on a dream
And I look like a beggar falling at your feet
And baby I'll follow you where ever you go
You know I will follow you where ever you go
Sweet Chico calling
Dream me away
There's a big steel bird falling from the sky
As a train whistle whispers like a thief in the night
And baby I'll follow you where ever you go
You know I will follow you where ever you go
Sweet Chico calling
Dream me away
Sweet Chico calling
Dream me away



3256. Child Bride

Child Bride - Bruce Springsteen
Aoife O'Donovan

Friday night's pay night guys fresh out of work
Talking about the weekend tryin' to scrub off the dirt
Some heading home to their families some wearing trouble on their shirts
Some driving down to Stovall just looking to get hurt

I work for the county out on 95
Just holdin' that red flag watchin' the traffic pass me by
All day I keep a picture of my baby in my head
At night I dream I'm with her, laying in my bunkhouse bed

Seen her at the canteen down at the Legion hall
She came in with her brothers standin' back up against the wall
Me and her we'd go walking down by the union tracks
One day I looked straight at her and she looked straight back

Grey clouds stretch across the white moon
Sitting in the backyard in my old car
We hum out of tune

Well I saved up my money and I put it all away
I went to see her daddy but we didn't have much to say
Said "Now son can't you see that she's just a little girl
Who don't know nothing 'bout the meanness in this world"

Took off down to Florida we got along all right
One day her brothers came and got her and they took me in a black and white
The prosecutor kept the promise that he made on that day
She was sad and the judge was mad and he put me straight away
Well they said she was too young,
She was no younger than I've been
When she put her arms around me, and the night closed in

Well sometimes I dream of getting out of here
Heading down towards them old tracks
I swore I'd come and get her
But I know I ain't never going back

There's nights I can't sleep
No matter how hard I try
So from my window I watch the moonlight
Fall on the far hillside

I imagine I put on my jacket
Go down to this little roadside bar

Pick a stranger and spin around the dance floor
To a Mexican guitar



3257. Child Of Mine

Emmylou Harris - Child Of Mine

Although you see the world
Different from me
Sometimes I can touch upon
The wonders that you see
All the new colors
And pictures you've designed

Oh, yes sweet darling
So glad you are a child of mine
Child of mine
Child of mine
Oh, yes sweet darling
So glad you are a child of mine

You don't need directions
You know which way to go
And I don't want to hold you back
I just want to watch you grow
You're the one who taught me
You don't have to look behind

Oh, yes sweet darling
So glad you are a child of mine
Child of mine
Child of mine
Oh, yes sweet darling
So glad you are a child of mine

Nobody's gonna kill your dreams
Or tell you how to live your life
There'll always be people to make it hard for a while
But you'll change their heads when they see you smile

The times you were born in
May not have been the best
But you can make the times to come
Better than the rest
I know you will be honest
If you can't always be kind

Oh, yes sweet darling
So glad you are a child of mine
Child of mine
Child of mine
Oh, yes sweet darling
So glad you are a child of mine

Oh, yes sweet darling
So glad you are a child of mine



Child of mine
Child of mine
Oh, yes sweet darling
So glad you are a child of mine

3258. Child Of The 50s - Chords

Child Of The 50s
written by Don Reid
sung by the Statler Brothers
from album The Legend Goes On (1982)

(Don):
C F C
I grew up a child of the 50s
 F G
Learned to dance to the beat of rock & roll
 F C
Television was my friend
 C7 F
I Love Lucy, Rin Tin Tin
 C G7 C
Kissed my first girl when I was 10 years old

Verse 2 (Phil):
Took a turn for the worse in the 60s
Saw some real people die on TV
I learned love's hard cold facts
Paid my first income tax
One small step for the man I'm gonna be

CHORUS:
 F C
I'll never feel bad 'bout the times that we had
 F C G
I'll never look back in regret
 C F D7
The heaven you gave I will treasure & save
 F G7 C
'Cause it might be as close as I get

(key shifts to F)

Verse 3 (Lew):
F Bm F...etc.
The 70s were 10 years of reruns
News of Watergate was nothin' new
The Democrats got it, we fell in love again
When Elvis died, we all knew that we could too

Verse 4 (Harold):
Now I'm facin' the most of the 80s
Old enough to run for President



It's hard to think it's me, the father of 3
Oh America, I don't know where it went
(chorus, then repeat its last 2 lines)

3259. Child Of The King - Chords

Child Of The King
Recorded by Skeeter Davis
Written by Cindy Walker

C
Once I was clothed in the rags of my sin
G7                         C          G7
Wretched and poor lost and lonely within
    C                                        Am
But with wondrous compassion the King of all Kings
   C        Am        G7           C
In pity and love took me under His wing
                     
Oh yes oh yes I'm a child of the King
G7                  C           G7
His royal blood now flows in my veins
    C                                   Am
And I who was wretched and poor now can sing
       C          Am        G7           C
Praise God Praise God I'm a child of the King
Now I'm a child with a heavenly home
G7                 C           G7
My holy Father has made me His own
    C                                                 Am
Now I am cleansed by His blood and I'm clothed in His love
    C            Am        G7         C
And someday I'll sing with the angels above
Repeat #2
Am         C      Am        G7           C
Praise God Praise God I'm a child of the King

3260. Child Of The Mississippi - Chords

Child Of The Mississippi 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
A
 
[Verse 1]
A                      D
Son of river man, muddy water's all I've known
     A                              Bm                 Em



I was born out on the banks, Mama died when I was young
E      A                        D                Bm
Just before my daddy left, he hollered out at me
                 A
"Son you're a child of the Mississippi"
                                         D
My schoolin' was a steamboat, and I was educated well
       A                                     B               E
On a sternin' double wheeler, where I learned my rebel yell
         A                            D              B
Then I started roustaboutin' at the age of thirteen
            A    E               A
Lord, I'm a child of the Mississippi
 
[Chorus]
        Em                                              A
I was raised on the river, muddy water gonna carry me home
             Em                                                A
She's gonna rock me like a baby rollin' in her sweet lovin' arms
        D                      B
Just a barefoot boy born in in Dixieland
     A                          F#
Brought up on the banks to be a river man
      B    E                A
Sweet child of the Mississippi
 
[Verse 2]
A                                       D
I know every stretch of river, I know every railroad bridge
           A                                     B             E
From up in St. Paul Minnesota, down south to the Memphis pyramid
           A                                      D                  B
Lord she's proud and she's lonesome, and I've known since I was a kid
        A    E              A
I was a child of the Mississippi
 
[Chorus]
      Em                                                 A
I was raised on the river, muddy water gonna carry me home
            Em                                                  A
She's gonna rock me like a baby rollin' in her sweet lovin' arms
       D                       B
Just a barefoot boy born in in Dixieland
   A                            F#
Brought up on the banks to be a river man
      B    E
Sweet child of the Mississippi
 
[Solo]
Em A Em A
D B A F#
B E A
 
[Bridge]
     G                        A
Well I sure miss my mama, and I even miss ol' Pa
      D               B              E



But I love that muddy water most of all
 
[Chorus]
       Em                                               A
I was raised on the river, muddy water gonna carry me home
            Em                                               A
She's gonna rock me like a baby rollin' in her sweet lovin' arms
        D                       B
I was a barefoot boy born in in Dixieland
   A                            F#
Brought up on the banks to be a river man
      B    E              A
Sweet child of the Mississippi
      B    E              A
Sweet child of the Mississippi
      B    E              A
Sweet child of the Mississippi
      B    E                 G
Sweet child of the Mississippi
 
[Outro]
A A7

3261. Child's Song - Chords

Child's Song
Murray McLaughlan
David Bromberg

E A E
Goodbye momma goodbye to you too pa
F#m A Amaj7
Little sister you'll have to wait a while to come along
E A E
Goodybye to this house and all it's memories
F#m A Amaj7
We just got too old to say we're wrong
E E/D# E/C# E/B Amaj7
Got to make one last trip to my bedroom
E E/D# E/C# E/B Amaj7
Guess I'll have to leave some stuff behind
E E/D# D/C# E/B Amaj7
It's funny how the same old crooked pictures
E E/D# D/C# E/B Amaj7
Just don't seem the same to me tonight

E A E
There ain't no use in sheding lonely tears mamma
F#m A Amaj7
There ain't no use in shouting at me pa
E A E
I can't live no longer with your fears mamma
F#m A Amaj7



I love you but that hasn't helped at all
E E/D# E/C# E/B Amaj7
Each of us must do the things that matter
E E/D# E/C# E/B Amaj7
All of us must see what we can see
E E/D# E/C# E/B Amaj7
It was long ago you must remember
E E/D# E/C# E/B Amaj7
You were once as young and scared as me

E A E
I don't know how hard it is yet mamma
F#m A Amaj7
When you relaize you're growning old
E A E
I know how hard is not to be younger
F#m A Amaj7
I know you've tried to keep me from the cold
E E/D# E/C# E/B Amaj7
Thanks for all you done it may sound hollow
E E/D# E/C# E/B Amaj7
Thank you for the good times that we've known
E E/D# E/C# E/B Amaj7
But I must find my own road now to follow
E E/D# E/C# E/B Amaj7
You will all be welcome in my home

E A E
Got my suitacse I must go now
F#m A Amj7
I don't mind about the things you said
E A E
I'm sorry Mom I don't know where I'm going
F#m A Amqj7
Remember little sister look ahead
E E/D# E/C# E/B Amaj7
Tomorrow I'll be in some other sunrise
E E/D# E/C# E/B Amaj7
Maybe I'll have someone at my side
E Amaj7
Mamma give your love back to your husband
E Amaj7
Father you've have taught we well goodbye

E A E A E
Goodbye Mamma goodbye to you too pa

3262. Childhood Memories

Iris Dement - Childhood Memories

[Verse]
Fireflies inside of a mason jar



Acting big behind the wheel of Daddy's car
Playin' church around the old piano stand
You were quite a preacher and oh, we sang so grand

[Chorus]
I remember every night, what we would say and do
"If you've forgiven me, then I've forgiven you"
And now when life begins to get the best of me
I reminisce these childhood memories

[Verse]
We built a raft and travelled all around the world
And stopped for penny candy at the corner store
You let me fly your kite, but then I dropped the string
I thought my life was over, but Mama rescued me

[Chorus]
When I was just a kid you taught my prayers to me
Then you turned around and you told me about those birds and bees
Come what may, you've been endeared to me
Because we share these childhood memories

[Verse]
Time, it moved so fast, those days are over now
We've all gone our separate ways, but still somehow
I often need to telephone and talk to you
To see if you remember things the way I do

[Chorus]
It won't be too much longer till we'll be old and gray
And winding up our travels here on life's highway
But no matter where I roam, I've got you here with me
When I reminisce these childhood memories

3263. Childhood Play - Chords

Childhood Play 
Doc Watson
 
[Intro]
A  A7 A A7 D D7 G G7 C
 
[Verse 1]
        C             D
Could I only find the way back to the yesterdays
       G                           E   E7
To the golden days of my childhood play
   F                           C
My life would be different, my enemies would be friends
   D                          G
My leisures not wasted nor my life so full of sins.
           A             D               G          G7        C
If I could only find the way back to the days of my childhood play



 
[Instrumental]
 A  A7 A A7 D D7 G G7 C
 
[Verse 2]
        C               D
Could I only find those days as they were then
    G                              E  E7
The golden days to live all over a-gain
   F                             C
My paths would not be empty, I'd make a mark in light
   D                       G
My mother so happy and her hair not near so white
           A             D               G          G7        C
If I could only find the way back to the days of my childhood play
 
[Instrumental]
 A  A7 A A7 D D7 G G7 C
 
[Verse 3]
        C              D
Could I only find the days as they were seen
    G                                 E    E7
And childish joys not speed away like dreams
    F                                  C
The schoolhouse on the hilltop and the meadows all in bloom
    D                          G
The birdsong in the willow and not a  world so full of gloom
           A             D               G          G7        C  F C
If I could only find the way back to the days of my childhood pl-a-y

3264. Childish Love

Childish Love - Jim & Jesse

Oh childish love I could not hold
I thought your love was a pot of gold
But you can write a few short lines
And tell your love ten thousand times.

You left me in this world alone
Your childish heart I could not win
You tore apart our little home
A childish love will always end.

When you have wed another man
I hope he'll give his life to you
I hope he'll always treat you kind
Just like I did when you were mine.

There's just one thing I have not told
Your picture framed in a ring of gold
I'll always wear it on my hand



The diamond sealed in a golden band

3265. Childish Things

Childish Things - James McMurtry
Sarah Jarosz

Aunt Clara kept her bible right next to the phone
In case she needed a quote while she talked to someone
In my memory she smiles while the blessings said
And visions of freeze tag dance in my head
She says I'll grow up big if I eat all my roast
That I'll still believe in heaven but I won't believe in ghosts anymore

I'll put away childish things, I'll put away childish things

Every other weekend, age of thirteen
With my fishing pole and my feelings string
Riding back home on the Trailways bus
I looked out the window till I saw too much
And I called my parents by their own first names
I played in the alley but I didn't play the game anymore

I put away childish things, I put away childish things

The wolves howl all night long
They won't stop and they won't go home
Beneath my window they run
Probably it'll be alright
If I keep it all locked up tight
And wait till daylight comes

Now my boy goes like a house on fire
He'll never burn out and he'll never retire
And I remember when I used to think like that
When I was young and the world was flat
But I'm forty some years old now and man I don't care
All I won't now is just a comfortable chair
And to sell all my stock and live on the coast
I don't believe in heaven but I still believe in ghosts

I've put away childish things, I've put away childish things
I've put away childish things, I've put away childish things

The wolves howl all night long
They won't stop and they won't go home
Beneath my window they run
Probably it'll be alright
If I keep it all locked up tight
And wait till daylight comes
If I wait till daylight comes



3266. Children - Chords

Children
Written and recorded by Joe South

G                                 D7
Children  go and run and jump and play
                              G
You'll be   men and women someday
                    B7
Then you'll have to leave
     C                         G
Your world of make believe now children
D7                                   G
Young (children) carefree (children) children

                                         D7
Children (children) need someone to understand     
                                     G
Children  need someone to hold their hands
                               B7
Yeah  to cheer you when you're sad
   C                             G
To spank you when you're bad now children
D7                                    G
Haughty (children) naughty (children) children

Em         D7
Pride goes before destruction
  C           G             D7
A holy spirit goes before a fall
Em             D7
Don't you know that we're all children
C                G               D7
And it's all for one and one for all  mmm

G                                   D7
Children (children) call each other names 
                         G
Children playing grownup games
                             B7
And the things that's really sad
   C                                  G
We lose the faith we had when we were children
D7                               G
Loud (children) proud (children) children

                                            D7
Children (children) who think that they are grown  
                                G
Children with children of their own
                       B7
From the cradle to the grave



    C                       G
Why must we all behave like children 

(na na na na na na na na na na na na )
D7                                G
Lost (children) lonely (children) children
D7          G        D7             G
Lost lonely children young carefree children
D7            G        D7          G
Growing young children lost lonely children

3267. Children Are Crying And Calling Your Name

Children Are Crying And Calling Your Name

Since you went away, dear, I've been so alone
You've left me the children, but you've broken up our home
But you couldn't stop your cheating and running around
Now everybody's talking about how you let them down

   My heart it is aching, you should be ashamed
   The children are crying and calling your name

Oh, Mommy, oh, Daddy, I think that it's a shame
I know you both love me, but I don't know who's to blame
But you couldn't stop your cheating and running around
Now everybody's talking about how you let them down

3268. Children Go Where I Send Thee

Children Go Where I Send Thee
Ralph Stanley - Ricky Skaggs

Children go where I send Thee (Oh lordy)
How will I send thee
Oh I'm gonna send thee one by one

For one was a little bitty baby born,
Children born in Bethlehem

Two was Paul and Silas
Three was the Hebrew children
Four was the four that stood at the door
Five was the five that came back alive
Six was the six that didn't get picked
Seven was the seven that never got to heaven
Eight was the eight that waited at the gate
Nine was the nine that stood in the line
Ten for the ten commandments



3269. Chile

Glen Phillips - Chile

Be who you are
If it fits in the system
Say what you want
But you might die if they listen
They think in the politics of gasoline and torture
Please only talk to me in the dark
Please only talk to me in the dark
Write what you will
If you write in a prison
Sing how you feel
But you might die if they listen
They think in the politics
Of rosaries and chains
And its hard to tell the right from the wrong
When the right is protecting the wrong
Be who you are
But not where there are people
Reality is taught
Right and wrong, there is no middle
We think in politics
Of money and ourselves

3270. Chill Factor - Chords

Chill Factor
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
G                  Am      D7                    G
Seems like every November  when the weather gets bad
           Am        D7                   G
I start to remember  all the good love we had
                    C                                 G
The long nights get longer I wish a friend would come by
                Am    D7                    G
The forecast is zero  and the chill factors high
 
                           C                       G
You know the chill factors higher on a clear windy day
                         Am           C              G
But there's no wind this morning  and no wind on the way
                          C     
But there's a snowstorm inside me 
                             G     
Where there's no high record wind
                    Am       D7             G



And I'm colder this morning  than I've ever been
 
                   Am      D7                    G
Seems like every November  when the weather gets bad
           Am        D7                   G
I start to remember  all the good love we had
                    C                                 G
The long nights get longer I wish a friend would come by
                Am    D7                    G
The forecast is zero  and the chill factors high

3271. Chilly Winds

Chilly Winds
John Phillips / John Stewart

Chorus:
I'm goin' where them chilly winds don't blow.
Gonna find a true love. That is where I want to go,
Out where them chilly winds don't blow.

Sing your song, sing it soft and low.
Sing it for your baby and then I'll have to go,
Out where them chilly winds don't blow

Wish I was a headlight on a west bound train.
I'd shine my light on cool Colorado range,
Out where them chilly winds don't blow.

If you're feelin' lonely, if you're feelin' low.
Remember that I loved you more than you will ever know.
Goin' where them chilly winds don't blow.

Chorus

I'm leavin' in the springtime, won't be back till fall.
If I can forget you, I might not come back at all.
Out where them chilly winds don't blow. (Repeat twice)

3272. Chime Bells

Chime Bells

Out on the mountain so happy and free
There lives a maid and she's waiting for me
Out on the lake we'll drift with the tide
And hear those chime bells ring

Oh, chime bells are ringing



Yodel--O--Hoo-Dee--
Mocking Birds singing
Dee--Oh--Oo--Oh--Oo--Oh--Oo--Hee
Sleep my little lover
Oh--Dee--Oloho--Dee
Upon a summer's eve

Moonbeams were shining as I kissed her there
Night-birds were singing Perfume filled the air
Each little star just twinkled with glee
While Heaven smiled on me

* Refrain

3273. China Cat Sunflower

China Cat Sunflower
Grateful Dead

Look for a while at the china cat sunflower
Proud walking jingle in the midnight sun
Copperdome bodhi drip a silver kimono
Like a crazy quilt star gown through a dream night wind

Na na na, na na na
Na na na, na na na
Ooh, oh, oh

Crazy cat peekin' through a lace bandanna
Like a one-eyed cheshire, like a diamond-eye jack
A leaf of all colors plays a golden-string fiddle
To a double-e waterfall over my back

Na na na, na na na
Na na na, na na na
Ooh, oh, oh

China cat, china cat
China cat, china cat
China cat, china cat
China cat, china cat

Comic book colors on a violin river cryin' leonardo
Words from out a silk trombone
I rang a silent bell, beneath a shower of pearls
In the eagle-winged palace of the queen chinee

China cat, china cat
China cat, china cat
China cat, china cat
China cat, china cat
China cat, china cat
China cat, china cat



China cat, china cat
China cat, china cat
China cat, china cat
China cat, china cat
China cat

3274. China Doll

China Doll
Song by Grateful Dead

A pistol shot at 5 o'clock
The bells of heaven ring
Tell me what you done it for
No, I won't tell you a thing

Yesterday I begged you
Before I hit the ground
All I leave behind me is only what I found

If you can abide it let the hurdy-gurdy play
Stranger ones have come by here
Before they flew away

I will not condemn you nor yet would I deny
I would ask the same of you
But failing will not die

Take up your china doll it's only fractured
And just a little nervous from the fall

3275. China Doll - Chords

China Doll
Recorded by George Hamilton IV
Written by Cindy Walker

C                                 Dm
Sometimes I go down  to old China town
              G7                  C
And just walk around  just wander around
                                           Dm
Where amber lights gleam  and blue shadows fall
                G7                 C
Just dreaming a dream  of my China doll
                                   Dm
A silk Chinese coat  a little blue fan
           G7                  C
Coral pink lips  and tiny pale hands



                                  Dm
Oh my China doll  my lonely tears fall
              G7                                C
I'll never forget you never forget you my China doll
                                   Dm
Sometimes I go down  and just hang around
              G7                   C
And just hang around  a boat China bound
                                         Dm
And I'd give the world  to just leave it all
                 G7                C
And sail on that boat  to my China doll

3276. Chinatown

Chinatown
Gillian Welch - Chinatown

[Verse 1]
Sundown and the bells are warning
Did I miss the mailman again?
No, he had nothing for' me
And' nobody called today
And' no one knows what to say
Black' sun is beating down
On Chinatown
[Verse 2]
All of the sweetest flowers
They grow up on the sunny side
But down here, it's the darkest hour
And we run the other way
Midnight to yesterday
And we're always upside down
In Chinatown
[Verse 3]
Oh, though I tried to manage
You don't understand my mind
Our love used to speak in spanish
There's a poison in the air
The fever's everywhere
Bad haze that hangs around
In Chinatown
[Outro]
Bad haze that hangs around
In Chinatown

3277. Chinese White



The Incredible String Band - Chinese White 

The bent twig of darkness
Grows the petals of the morning
It shows to them the birds singing
Just behind the dawning

Come dip into the cloud cream lapping
I can't keep my hand on the plough
Because it's dying

But I will lay me down with my arms
Round a rainbow
And I will lay me down to dream

Oh, will your magic
Christmas tree be shining
Gently all around?

Climbing up these figures
The sun is tugging at my shoulder
And every step I take
I think, my feet are getting older

I see the crystal dreams unfolding
I can't keep my eyes on the book
Because it's mouldering

But I will lay me down with my arms
Round a rainbow
And I will lay me down to dream

Oh, will your magic
Christmas tree be shining
Gently all around?

3278. Chip Of A Star

Chip Of A Star
Chatham County Line

Take the chip of a star and you hit it with an iron bar
And when its broken in two - you've made the eyes for you
Take the song from a bird and you turn it to words
And when you're through - you've found a voice for you
Like a song on the wind - My beautiful friend
Take the coat of a tree - Autumn's fallen leaves
Weave them gold and fair - and that is your hair
Take the pale of the moon, dip into it with a spoon
Touch the earth again and that is your skin
Come to me again - My beautiful friend
For you were born when the world first turned
The flames flickered and the first fires burned
You are the phoenix and the heavens clear



Let you be mine and I'll call you dear
Take the clouds from the sky and the sun shone bright
Shape them with a file and that is your smile
Take the heat of the earth when the mountains burst
Put it in a mold and your heart you'll hold
Like a song on the wind - my beautiful friend
Together to the end, My beautiful friend

3279. Chippewa River Home

Chippewa River Home
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - Chippewa River Home

[Verse 1]
Chippewa River flow
And how much gravel and sand
You've thrown in my eyes

[Verse 2]
Still water by design
Always blinds me like divine
How I've come to see

[Chorus]
Let these bones rest by
My Chippewa River home

[Verse 3]
Hits me late into the night
Tomorrow morning, six feet high
It don't bother me

[Verse 4]
As the fall closing tight
There's no Nine Mile in sight
Missing everything

[Chorus]
Well it comes and it goes
Near my Chippewa River home

[Verse 5]
The old slue is running finR
And Dead Lake nevRr minds
Having company

[Verse 6]
With these hills by my side
And underfeet agates hide
Honey where'd you go

[Chorus]
Well they run with the snow



Near my Chippewa River home

3280. Chittlin' Cookin' Time In Cheatham County

Chittlin' Cookin' Time In Cheatham County
Rising Appalachia

There's a quiet and peaceful county in the state of Tennessee
You will find it in the book they call Geography
Not famous for its farming its minin' or its stills
But they know there's chittlin' cookin' in them cheatham county hills

   When it's chittlin' cookin' time in cheatham county
   I'll be courtin' in them cheatham county hills
   And I'll pick a cheatham county chittlin' cooker
   I've a longin' that the chittlin's will fill

There's an art in chittlin' cookin' and all good chittlin cooks
They must master it by practice cause it ain't reknowned in books
In the hills of cheatham county in sunny Tennessee
When chittlin's are in season is where I long to be

Of all good things put be for me
I think chittlin's are the best
And when I press that dying pillow
Let chittlin's by my last request

3281. Chocolate On My Tongue

Kathy Mattea - Chocolate On My Tongue
Tim O'Brien
The Wood Brothers

Sittin' on the front porch, ice cream in my hand
Meltin' in the sun, all that chocolate on my tongue
That's a pretty good reason to live
Pretty good reason to live
Sittin' in the bathtub, hi-fi playin' low
Diggin' that Al Green, well you must know what I mean
That's a pretty good reason to live
Pretty good reason to live
If I die young, at least I got some chocolate on my tongue
If I die young, at least I got some chocolate on my tongue
Sittin' in the front seat, good boy in my arms
Smilin' in my eyes, and gettin' me all hypnotized
That's a pretty good reason to live
PrRtty good reason to live
If I die young, at lRast I got some chocolate on my tongue
If I die young, at least I got some chocolate on my tongue



If I die young, at least I got some chocolate on my tongue
If I die young, at least I got some chocolate on my tongue

3282. Choices

Choices - The Grascals

I've had choices since the day that I was born
There were voices that told me right from wrong
If I had listened, no I wouldn't be here today
Living and dying with the choices I've made

I was tempted, by an early age I found
I liked drinkin', oh, and I never turned it down
There were loved ones but I turned them all away
Now I'm living and dying with the choices I've made

I've had choices since the day that I was born
There were voices that told me right from wrong
If I had listened, no I wouldn't be here today
Living and dying with the choices I've made

I guess I'm payin' for the things that I have done
If I could go back, oh, Lord knows I'd run
But I'm still losin' this game of life I play
Losing and dying with the choices I've made

I've had choices since the day that I was born
There were voices that told me right from wrong
If I had listened, no I wouldn't be here today
Living and dying with the choices I've made

Living and dying with the choices I've made

3283. Choices And Changes

Choices and Changes
Sierra Hull - Choices and Changes

[Verse 1]
If you can't see what I'm seeing
If you fear what is to come
If you can't hear what I'm hearing
Then we may as well call it done
It's a long road that I'm walking
Its long time I'll be gone
If you won't go where I'm going
Then I'll have to go alone



[Chorus]
Choices and changes
I'm tired of trying to be someone else

[Verse 2]
How I wish that this was easy
How I wish, all was well
But the more I let my guard down
The more to me you try to tell
It's a long road that I'm walking
It's a long time I'll be gone
If you won't go where I'm going
Then I'll have to go alone
Choices and changes
I'm tired of trying to be someone else

[Chorus]
And I'll sing this song if only for myself
There's no use trying to be someone else

3284. Chop My Money

Chop My Money
Henhouse Prowlers

Its the remix yeah, of the remix yeah
Ben Wright, Star and Dan, Mr. Jonnie
Prowlers Music

First of all you are the type of woman that stays on my mind
Walk down the street, every guy wanna jump on your behind
Its your seduction that makes sure that we stay in line
Sexual corruption cuz I'll kill anyone for your time
(Time, Time, yeah)
Even though I make real dough, your the reason there'll be more yeah
(Time, Time, yeah)
Even though I got much more, I don't mind if you
Chop my monRy, chop my money
Chop my money, cuz I don't care
Chop my monRy, chop my money
Chop my money, cuz I don't care
I don't care (don't care) [3x]
Cuz I get em plenty
I don't care (don't care) [3x]
The girls they love me

E get this fine lady, her body na die Nwa baby
We suppose to live like family ey, I know dey lie (no dey lie)
There's nothing stopping me, she dey feel my swag
And I get money, I dey try my best I be somebody cuz I'm living large
This girl dey make me high, high
I dey feel this baby, you no go believe
This girl na die die



If you see this baby, tell em say
She must chop my money, chop my money
Chop my money, cuz I don't care
Chop my money, chop my money
Chop my money, cuz I don't care
I don't care (don't care)
I don't care (don't care)
I no fear cuz I get am plenty
I don't care (I don't care)
I don't care (I don't care)
I no fear, cuz e no dey empty

Hey Hey! [3x]

It's mister Jonnie
Ahn, na the love wen me get for you na Jackie Chan
Somersault and stunt for you, you know I can
Farabele komalole, Omo ele I get pepper
Jembi soro kilon sele
If you see her eyes, eyes
You no go believe she's looking at me
My temperature dey rise, rise
If you see this baby tell am say
She must chop my money, chop my money
Chop my money, cuz I don't care
Chop my money, chop my money
Chop my money, cuz I don't care
I don't care (don't care)
I don't care (don't care)
I no fear cuz I get am plenty
I don't care (I don't care)
I don't care (I don't care)
I no fear, cuz e no dey empty

Now I holla' with Prowlers in Nigeria
Put your hands in the air if you can feel me
[?]
She's a beautiful girl, she makes up my whole world
She can do anything she want to, I don't care if she's true
Cuz she's mine, mine
I love you baby, you love my money
But damn you fine, fine
When I feel you baby, I wanna scream
You must chop my money, chop my money
Chop my money, cuz I don't care
Chop my money, chop my money
Chop my money, cuz I don't care
I don't care (don't care)
I don't care (don't care)
I don't care, cuz you make me care free
I don't care (I don't care)
I don't care (I don't care)
I don't care, because you're my only

Hey Hey! [3x]
I'll pick you up, up
You go never never run down baby (run down baby)



And when I'm done, done
Tell me if you want some more baby (some more)

I got plenty dollars in my name
Plenty Naira in my name
Plenty dollars in my name
In my name, In my name
Plenty dollars in my name
Plenty Naira in my name
Plenty dollars in my name
In my name, In my name
Plenty dollars in my name
Plenty Naira in my name (Hey Hey)
Plenty dollars in my name
In my name, In my name (Hey Hey)
Plenty dollars in my name
Plenty Naira in my name (Hey Hey)
Plenty dollars in my name
Hey! Hey!

3285. Chop Wood And Carry Water - Chords

Chop Wood And Carry Water 
Larry Gatlin & The Gatlin Brothers
 
            G
One night I had a dream,
 
That I climbed up to the mountaintop,
        F            C
That reaches all the way,
            D
To heaven above
 
            G
And I had a conversation,
  GMaj7             Em
With old man in a white robe,
          A7
I asked a simple question, 
      C         D
How do I show love?
 
            G
And I asked him what to do,
 
When I climbed down off of that mountaintop,
        F            C
That reaches all the way,
            D
To heaven above
 
            G



His answer was so simple,
  GMaj7             Em
That it took me by suprise,
          A7
He said wayfarin' pilgrim, 
      C         D
If you want to show love
 
      G
Chop wood,
(Chop wood)
      C
And carry water,
(Just a little water)
      G                            C
Build a fire and give a drink to all of God's sons and daughters,
  Bm                                        Em                 D
If you wanna save a strugglin' soul from stumblin' to the slaughter,
  C       B/C
Chop Wood,
(chop wood)
     A7
And carry water,
(Just a little water)
     C
Chop Wood,
(Chop wood)
     D           G
And carry Water
 
            G#
But I did not like the answer,
 
From the old man on the mountaintop,
        F#            C#
That reaches all the way,
        D#
To heaven above
 
            G#
Cos I wanted to do it bigger,
  G#Maj7             Fm
And I wanted to do it better,
          A#7
So I forgot about what he told me,
      C#         D#
When he said to show love
 
    G#
Chop wood,
(Chop wood)
    C#
And carry water,
(Just a little water)
    G#                            C#
Build a fire and give a drink to all of God's sons and daughters,
 Cm                                       Fm                     D#



If you wanna save a strugglin' soul from stumblin' to the slaughter,
C#      C/C#
Chop Wood,
(chop wood)
    A#7
And carry water,
(Just a little water)
    C#
Chop Wood,
(Chop wood)
    D#           G#
And carry Water
 
                      A
One night I saw a beggar man on the streets of New Orleans,
        G                D                          E
And I swear I heard a voice that came from heaven above,
     A
It said this is one of my children,
     F#m
And my child is cold and hungry,
     B7                             D               E
Now this is your big chance if you want to show love,
 
               A
So I wrapped my arms around him,
 
And he turned his face up to me,
         G                 D                 E
And I swear it was the old man from heaven above,
         A
He said wayfarin' pilgrim,
        F#m
You know I've been lookin for you,
     B7                         D                E
You finally got it figured out just how to show love
 
    A
Chop wood,
(Chop wood)
   D
And carry water,
(Just a little water)
  A                                D
Build a fire and give a drink to all of God's sons and daughters,
  C#m                                     F#m               E
If you wanna save a strugglin' soul from stumblin' to the slaughter,
   D     C#/D
Chop Wood,
(chop wood)
    B7
And carry water,
(Just a little water)
    D
Chop Wood,
(Chop wood)
    E           A



And carry Water

3286. Chores

Chores

When I was young man
I worked on my own
You had the big chore
Of makin' a home

Now that I'm the keeper
Of all that was yours
I'm head of the family
And I'm boss of the chores

Living without you
Is a chore on its own
I understand what all you did
Now that you are gone

Sometimes it sprinkles
Sometimes it bores
When you're head of the family
And you're boss of the chores

When I lost you, darlin'
The kids lost a mom
Now it's me and the children
And there's work to be done

Look out for the babies
And I scrub all the floors
Cause I'm head of the family
And I'm boss of the chores

Living without you
Is a chore on its own
I understand what all you did
Now that you are gone

Sometimes it sprinkles
Sometimes it bores
When you're head of the family
And you're boss of the chores

Sometimes it sprinkles
And sometimes it bores
When you're head of the family
And you're boss of the chores



3287. Chris Ledoux - Slow Down

Chris Ledoux - Slow Down

Chris Ledoux - Slow Down

Well I used to laugh with an old friend till the busy world pulled him away
Every now and then I see him again but he's not the same man I knew yesterday
His smile just grows smaller and smaller and the worry lines fill up his face
But lately I'm thinking the next time I see him just what I'm gonna say
Slow down man in the mirror slow down
You're running too fast to see what life's all about
This world ain't a fire for you to put out
The best times are here and now slow down

Some days I look back on the hard times and they really don't seem all that bad
Well I've got to admit I like what I've got but God I sure loved what I had
But it's only on top of the mountain after burning your life at both ends
You look back to see where you want to be is exactly where you've always been
Slow down man...

3288. Chris Ledoux - Whatcha Gonna Do With A Cowboy

Chris Ledoux - Whatcha Gonna Do With A Cowboy

I can see you got your eye on this old cowboy,
And I can tell you ve never had one for your own,
Or you ve never been around one,
Now you're thinkin that you ve found one,
Well it might be kinda fun to take him home.

You giggle every time that I say yes ma am
And I get this feelin if I held you tight,
You d be seein his and hers,
Buckles boots and spurs,
But that's a feelin you ll get over overnight.

Chorus
Cause whatcha gonna do with a cowboy
When that old rooster crows at dawn,
When he's lyin there instead,
Of getttin out of bed
And puttin on his boots and gettin gone,
What you gonna do when he says honey
I've got half a mind to stay,
What you gonna do with a cowboy,
When he don't saddle up and ride away.

You can see it takes a special kinda woman



To put with the life a cowboy leads,
Cause his boots are always muddy,
And his beer drinkin buddies
Will camp out on your couch and never leave,
Don t even start to think you're gonna change him,
You d be better off to try and rope the wind,
What you see is what he's got,
And he can't be what he's not
And honey you can't hide him from your friends.
Chorus

3289. Christ Child's Lullaby

Kathy Mattea - Christ Child's Lullaby
(Larry Boone Gene Nelson Paul Nelson)

I used to love him that ain't no lie
We had a good thing till he said goodbye
Then with one touch you set my heart ablaze
I'm burnin' old memories with a brand new flame
A perfect match that's what we are
I'm gettin' over him underneath the stars
The smoke has cleared from the hold he had on me
I'm burnin' old memories with a brand new flame
One by one those old embers burn
You came along when I had no where to turn
Just when I thought I'd never love again
I'm burnin' old memories with a brand new flame
When I'm with you I'm without a doubt
We got a fire I don't ever want to put out
And here with you is where I'm gonna stay
Just burnin' old memories with a brand new flame
One by one those old embers burn
You came along when I had no where to turn
Just when I thought I'd never love again
I'm burnin' old memories with a brand new flame

3290. Christ Is My Sunshine - Chords

Christ Is My Sunshine
Written and recorded by Jimmie Davis
 
C
When I was down and needed someone
C7         F             C
Someone to keep me every day
             F                     C
Was then and there that I found my Jesus
                 G7         C



I'm so glad that He came my way
 
 
Cause He's my sunshine my only sunshine
C7          F                    C
He makes me happy when skies are gray
              F                   C
He changed my life and my ways completely
                        G7       C
So please don't take my sunshine away
 
 
I'm happy now with Jesus near me
C7          F           C
A friend is He a friend indeed
               F               C
Though worldly friends may all forsake me
              G7    C
Jesus will be all I need
 
 
Christ is my sunshine my only sunshine
C7          F                    C
He makes me happy when skies are gray
              F                   C
He changed my life and my ways completely
                        G7       C
So please don't take my sunshine away
 
 
I'll always love Him and sing His praises
C7         F                      C
He will be with me throughout the day
               F                   C
At night He'll guide me I won't be lonely
                     G7       C
Please don't take my sunshine away
 
Repeat #4

3291. Christabel

Robert Earl Keen - Christabel 

It's been seven long days and seven hard nights
In a sixty-two Chevy with broke taillights
An eastbound man in a westbound lane
A dishwater blonde about sixteen
Was standing on the shoulder with a ribbon in her hair
Her hand on her hip and her thumb in the air
And I pulled off the road and as she grabbed for the door
I knew the wind was cold 'cuz I'd seen it all before
And I was scared



Things ain't never what they seem
When you find yourself livin' in your own dream

Now the moonlight peeked in and out behind the clouds
Now and again on this godless child
And the radio was scramblin', cracklin' in the air
The ribbon she wore looked old in her hair
And I saw the moonlight sliver dead down on her face
I knew it was true she was in the wrong place
In the wrong time, in the wrong tale
I knew when I'd asked her she'd hiss, "Christabel"

Things ain't never what they seem
When you find yourself livin' in your own dream

She was after the man who'd left her alone
With no father beside her and love longtime gone
And the snake deep inside her a hiss in her head
The rest that had been her was dying or dead
And she'd a taste for young women with pearly white skin
She spat on the floor when she spoke of the man who made her like this
Who had written her tale
This medieval maid they call Christabel

Things ain't never what they seem
When you find yourself livin' in your own dream

Then she breathed out the story of her lover to be
A knight'n shining armor on a silvery steed
Who longed to be worthy so he sought the crusade
While she waited, breath bated, in linen brocade
But a pair of black eyes wove 'round her a spell
The snake they call Lydia seduced Christabel
And she cuddled her tender and she poisoned her soul
She stole her young body and made it her own

Things ain't never what they seem
When you find yourself livin' in your own dream

Now the knight would love Lydia in Christabel's arms
And Lydia would have it should he ever return
But Lydia was left with the story undone
No silvery steed no castle no throne
Half woman half serpent entwined in a spell
A barge black and fancy this medieval tale

And she faded at dawn the bird and the beast
Deep in the dreams of those bound for the east
Like me

Things ain't never what they seem
When you find yourself livin' in your own dream

Things ain't never what they seem...



3292. Christina

Dolly Parton - Christina 

Christina our first born you are so soft and warm as you lie between us softly sleeping
We gaze in admiration at God's tiny creation
And thank him and ask for your safe keeping
You were conceived through love you are a part of us
Christina you are a dream come true
We'll place you in God's hands and place you in our plans
Christina we'll take good care of you
And as we watch you grow we will always let you know how much we love you Christina
We'll take pride in all you do and we will always stand by you
Because we love you Christina Christina
You made our house a home brought joy we've never known Christina we love you so
With innocence sweet and fair blue eyes and angel hair
Through the years we'll watch you as you grow
We'll hold your little hand we'll love you all we can
We'll try to teach you right from wrong
You are God's gift to us we can't thank him enough
For letting us have you for our own
And as we watch you grow...
Christina

3293. Christine Leroy

Christine Leroy

No, brother, I'll never grow better
'Tis useless to tell me so now
My broken heart only is a-waiting
For a resting place under the snow
I was thinking last night, dear brother
How happy our home was with joy
When a serpent crept into our Eden
In the form of fair Christine Le- roy

I was thinking last night of our wedding
One year ago only tonight
When we stood 'neath the gaslights so happy
In jewels and garments of white
When she came with the face of an angel
To wish us a lifetime of joy
My heart sank within at the malice
In the face of fair Christine Leroy

Diamonds gleamed high in her tresses
Falling back from her ivory brow
And glistened like stars in the heavens



On her fingers as white as the snow
When she gave her white hand to my husband
I knew he thought me a toy
By the side of that radiant beauty
That beautiful Christine Leroy

Time passed away and my husband
Grew thoughtless and careworn each day
I knew 'twas the wiles of the demon
Who so artfully lured him away
When at last one bright evening I found them
'Twas a sight all my life to destroy
Hand in hand, with her head on his shoulder
Sat my husband and Christine Leroy

Now brother, be kind to your darling
For my heart has grown sick now in pain
For the thoughts of the wiles of the demon
In the beautiful form of a saint
When I sleep 'neath the snowdrifts of winter
Where no sorrow or pain can destroy
Just tell them they murdered me, brother
God forgive him and Christine Leroy

3294. Christine Sixteen

Christine Sixteen
Hayseed Dixie

She's got me dizzy, she sees me through to the end
She's got me in her hands and there's no use in pretending
Christine sixteen, Christine sixteen

She drives me crazy, I want to give her all I've got
And she's hot every day and night, there is no doubt about it

Christine sixteen, Christine sixteen

"I don't usually say things like this to girls your age, but when I saw you
coming out of the school that day, that day I knew, I knew, I've got to have
you, I've got to have you."

She's' been around, but she's young and clean
I've got to have her, can't live without her, whoo no
Christine sixteen, Christine sixteen

Christine, Christine, sixteen, sixteen
Christine, yeah, yeah
So clean, Christine, sixteen, sixteen
Christine, yeah, Christine, yeah, yeah
Christine, Christine, sixteen, sixteen
Christine, yeah, Christine, yeah, yeah
Christine, Christine, sixteen, sixteen



Christine, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Christine, Christine, sixteen, sixteen
Christine, yeah, yeah, yeah
Christine, Christine, sixteen, sixteen
Christine, yeah, yeah, yeah
Christine, Christine, sixteen, sixteen, Christine, yeah, yeah
Christine, Christine, sixteen, sixteen
Christine, yeah, yeah, yeah

3295. Christine's Tune

Christine's Tune
The Flying Burrito Brothers

This song is about Christine Ann Frka also known as Miss Christine. Miss Christine was a fa
mous LA Groupie and member of Frank Zappa created groupie Super-Group GTO s. 

She's a devil in disguise
You can see it in her eyes
She's telling dirty lies
She's a devil in disguise, in disguise

Now, a woman like that, all she does is hate you
She doesn't know what makes a man a man
She'll talk about the time that she's been with you
She'll speak your name to everyone she can

She's a devil in disguise
You can see it in her eyes
She's telling dirty lies
She's a devil in disguise, in disguise

Unhappiness has been her close companion
Her world is full of jealousy and doubt
It gets her off to see a person crying
She's just the kind that you can't do without

She's a devil in disguise
You can see it in her eyes
She's telling dirty lies
She's a devil in disguise, in disguise

Her number always turns up in your pocket
Whenever you are looking for a dime
It's all right to call her, but I'll bet you
The moon is full and you're just wasting time

She's a devil in disguise
You can see it in her eyes
She's telling dirty lies
She's a devil in disguise, in disguise

In disguise, in disguise



In disguise, in disguise
In disguise

3296. Christmas At Home - Chords

Christmas At Home
Written and recorded by Rhonda Vincent
 
G                                                       C
Flying home for Christmas it's been planned for several months
                         G                  Em                C
I count the days cause I just can't wait to see the sights of home
             G                              C
Growing ever anxious as I watch the falling snow
                                           D7
My mind begins to travel to a time so long ago

Em                   D7               C                    G
Like candy canes and hand made things socks hanging on the mantle
Em            D7          C                 D7
Turkey baking decorations hand dipped candy apple
G                                           C
All the plays and happy times are faces all aglow
     Em              C                D7                G
As I pray to God for blessings on our Christmas time at home

                                                   C
Soon I'll be with family precious time we'll spend together
                 G               Em               C
Laughing sharing memories of the moments we still treasure
              G                              C
Spirit of the season and the joy and love it brings
                                                    D7
As I travel home for Christmas and enjoy the simple things

Repeat #2 x2

3297. Christmas Collage

Kathy Mattea - Christmas Collage

Oh come, oh come Emmanuel
And ransom captive Israel
That mourns in lonely exile here
Until the son of God appear

Rejoice, rejoice Emmanuel
Shall come to thee, oh Israel



God rest ye merry gentlemen let nothing you dismay
Remember Christ our Savior was born on Christmas Day
To save us all from Satan's power when we were gone astray
Oh, tidings of comfort and joy, comfort and joy
Oh, tidings of comfort and joy

God rest ye merry gentlemen let nothing you dismay
What child is this, who, laid to rest on Mary's lap is sleeping?
Whom angels greet with anthems sweet
While shepherds watch are keeping?

This, this is Christ the King
Whom shepherds guard and angels sing
Haste, haste to bring Him laud
The babe, the son of Mary

So bring Him incense, gold and myrrh
Come peasant, king to own Him
The King of Kings, salvation brings
Let loving hearts enthrone Him

Raise, raise the song on high
The virgin sings her lullaby
Joy, joy for Christ is born
The babe, the son of Mary

3298. Christmas Dinner

Christmas Dinner
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: ERNEST FORD, ERNEST J. FORD

Now there's a big fat turkey or maybe a ham
Round fluffy biscuits all covered with jam
Blackberry, huckleberry, mince and pumpkin pies
If you don't watch out, you're gonna double your size

Mommy's in the kitchen and Daddy's at the tree
Little boys and girls all shouting with glee
Granny sets the table, everyone's in place
When she says, "Come and get it", you really see a race

Look at the jiblip gravy
And the big brown drumstick
Daddy says, "Don't get the tummy ache
Here comes your mother with a big fruit cake"

There's a floating custard and pudding too
Oodles and oodles for me and you
I'll say one thing and you must agree
What a happy, happy time Christmas dinner can be

Look at the jiblib gravy



And the big brown drumstick
Daddy says, "Don't get the tummy ache
Here comes your mother with a big fruit cake"

There's a floating custard and pudding too
Oodles and oodles for me and you
I'll say one thing and you must agree
What a happy, happy time Christmas dinner will be

Now we're all together what bountiful fare
Mother sits down next to babies high chair
Daddy folds his hand and bows his head
Let's all give thanks for the blessings we have

3299. Christmas Eve

Nickel Creek - Christmas Eve 

It was Christmas Eve
And your message to me read,
I really need to talk to you today
We sat in your car that night
Cried and said it all
Then parted knowing nothing

You headed north
And I made my way back south.
Stumbling through the door, I hit the ground
And there I laid,
With 10, 000 words to say
That all amount to one thing

Please, darling, wait
It's not all over yet
Please, darling, wait
It's not all over yet
Please, darling, wait
It's not all over yet

Now it's New Year's Eve
So I fake like I'm all right
To say I'm moving on would be a lie
'Cause I still believe
Though you're wounded and so am I
That we still have something

Please, darling, wait
It's not all over yet
Please, darling, wait
It's not all over yet
Please, darling, wait
It's not all over yet
Over yet



Over yet
Over yet

Please, darling, wait
It's not all over yet
Please, darling, wait
It's not all over yet
Please, darling, wait
It's not all over yet

3300. Christmas Everywhere

Rodney Crowell - Christmas Everywhere

[Chorus 1]
Christmas, Christmas, Christmas, Christmas
Christmas everywhere
Christmas, Christmas, Christmas, Christmas
Pulling out my hair
Shoppers lined up out the door
Traffic backed up miles or more
It's Christmas time so what the heck
Let's go spend the whole paycheck

[Chorus 2]
Christmas, Christmas, Christmas, Christmas
Morning, noon, and night
Christmas, Christmas, Christmas, Christmas
Christmas, Am I right?

[Verse 1]
Larry wants a Lincoln Log
Carrie wants a puppy dog
And Johnny wants a ball and bat
Hey, let's make that a cowboy hat
Momma wants a kitchen sink
And Daddy wants a stiffer drink
Grandma wants us to cut the crap
Grandpa wants a nice long nap

[Chorus 3]
Christmas, Christmas, Christmas, Christmas
Christmas out the waz
Christmas, Christmas, Christmas, Christmas
Christmas up the schnozz
Come all ye faithful, don't be slow
It's Christmas time, you can't say "no"
[Instrumental]

[Verse 2]
Rudy wants a motorboat
Judy wants a new mink coat
Penny wants a brand new car



Jenny wants to be a star
And Billy wants the state of Texas
Lily wants to sue her exes
Maggie wants a string of pearls
Donald wants to rule the world

[Chorus 4]
Christmas, Christmas, Christmas, Christmas
Christmas here again
Christmas, Christmas, Christmas, Christmas
Christmas wearing thin
Deck the halls, it is the season
We don't need no rhyme or reason
It's Christmas time, go spread the cheer
Pretty soon gon' be next year

[Bridge: Lera Lynn]
As long as I'm upon your knee
Santa, won't you bring to me
A time machine that I can ride
Back to the day John Lennon died
I know that I could stop the man
Who held that pistol in his hand
And by the way, for what it's worth
Please bring my sister peace on earth

[Chorus 5]
Christmas, Christmas, Christmas, Christmas
Christmas makes me happy
I love Christmas cold and gray
I love it sweet and sappy
Says crazy kissin' Cousin Flo:
"Let's break out the miseltoe"
Spike the punch with something strong
Sing our favorite Christmas song
Up On The Rooftop, click click click
That [?] they call Saint Nick

3301. Christmas For The Blues

Rodney Crowell - Christmas for the Blues

[Verse 1]
I haven't seen you 'round here since I don't know when
It makes me stop and wonder just how long it's been
The sight of you says nothing but good news
You look like a Christmas for the blues

[Verse 2]
Seeing you reminds me of the way we were
Just standing here beside you makes the feeling stir
I can't deny your leaving left a bruise
You look like a Christmas for the blues



[Chorus]
I don't have to ask if things are going well
Well as for me, well let's just say there's not that much to tell

[Verse 3]
Once upon a time back when the world was young
With you I really thought I'd found the ladder's rung
In life we learn to live and love and lose
You look like a Christmas for the blues

[Chorus 2]
And everything about you says you're doing fine
And I don't have to ask you if the years have all been kind

[Verse 4]
I hate to say goodbye, I hope I'll see you 'round
Maybe when the season starts to wind back down
I'd surely understand should you refuse
You look like a Christmas for the blues
You look like a Christmas for the blues

3302. Christmas In Cabo San Lucas - Chords

Christmas In Cabo San Lucas  
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Douglas W. Colosio, Jame Dyar, Scott Joss
And Kevin Williams

C         G7          C
Christmas in Cabo San Lucas 
F                       C
Down where the ocean is blue  
G7                    C
Christmas in Cabo San Lucas 
    F          G7         C
The only thing missing is you

               G7            C
There's tinsel lights on the palm trees
    F                        C
And candy canes stuck in the sand
        G7                        C
There's no snow on the beaches of Baha
    D7                        G7
And I won't need gloves on my hands

Am                       E7
The snowman we made last December
C           C7       F
Won't be comfortable here
                        C
Wintertime's cold in Chicago



        G7                       C
So it's south of the border this year

Am                       E7
The snowman we made last December
C              C7       F
Wouldn't be comfortable here
                            C
And we know it's cold in Chicago
        G7                       C
So it's south of the border this year

                     G7          C
I'm having Christmas in Cabo San Lucas 
F                       C
Down where the ocean is blue  
        G7                        C
Sipping brandy on the white sandy beaches
    F          G7         C
The only thing missing is you

        F          G7         C
And the only thing missing is you

3303. Christmas In New York

Rodney Crowell - Christmas in New York

[Verse 1]
That Christmas in New York, Mayflower Hotel
When we first got together I didn't know you well
With popcorn and paper we trimmed us a tree
That Christmas in New York it was just you and me
Oh, what a night
Oh, what a day

[Verse 2]
That Christmas in LA, the Santa Ana wind
Drunk and disordered was the shape we'd gotten in
Eat drink and be merry, tomorrow you'll cry
When it's Christmas in LA, let sleeping dogs lie
On though the night
On through the day

[Chorus 1]
The thing that I could never quite put my finger on
Before we both got started it was already gone
Was it something in our nature kept us looking for the worst
Only three feet from the well and we'd both rather die of thirst

[Instrumental]

[Chorus 2]



There's one thing I can count on but never understand
The way that I remember you I'd do it all again
In spite of burned out bridges that we can't get back across
There's something at the heart of what we had I've never lost

[Verse 3]
It's Christmas in New York, and wouldn't you know?
The Gramercy Park Hotel neither had a foot of snow
It's your kind of weather that time of year
It's Christmas in New York and I wish you were here
Just for one night
Just for one day

[Outro]
Just for one night
Just for one day
Just for one night
Just for one day
Just for one night
Just for one day

3304. Christmas In Prison

Christmas In Prison
John Prine

It was Christmas in prison and the food was real good
We had turkey and pistols carved out of wood
And I dream of her always even when I don't dream
Her name's on my tongue and her blood's in my stream.

Chorus:
Wait awhile eternity
Old mother nature's got nothing on me
Come to me, run to me, come to me now
We're rolling my sweetheart
We're flowing by God!

She reminds me of a chess game with someone I admire
Or a picnic in the rain after a prairie fire
Her heart is as big as this whole goddamn jail
She's sweeter than saccharine at a drug store sale.

Chorus

The search light in the big yard swings round with the gun
And spotlights the snowflakes like the dust in the sun
It's Christmas in prison there'll be music tonight
I'll probably get homesick. I love you. Goodnight.

Chorus



3305. Christmas In The Mountains - Chords

Christmas In The Mountains
Recorded by Larry Sparks
Written by Bill Castle
 
G
The mountains and the meadows
    C
Are covered up with snow
D7
Home fires are burning bright
                           G
The winter winds of winter blows
 
Christmas bells are ringing
    C
The lights are on the tree
     D7
It's Christmas in the mountains
                     G
That's where I wanna be
 
   C
Oh see the Christmas colors
        G
There's silver and there's gold
   A7
Oh see the star lights glisten
D7
Upon the falling snow
    
    G
The family is all together
C
Singing around the tree
     D7
It's Christmas in the mountains
                     G
This is the place to be
 
 
A candle lights the window
        C
There's wood upon the fire
    D7
The clock is striking midnight
                      G
This is the Christmas time
 
The children are a-sleeping
    C
The gifts are neath the tree



     D7
It's Christmas in the mountains
                     G
That's where I wanna be
 
Repeat #3,4

3306. Christmas In Vidor

Rodney Crowell - Christmas in Vidor

[Verse 1: Rodney Crowell]
It's Christmas in Vidor, eighty-eight degrees
The taco stand's padlocked, Spanish moss hangin' from the trees
Flip-flops stickin' to an asphalt road
The whole damn town is decorated to implode
My lawnmower dies with a cough and a moan
Ain't nothin' around here you'd wanna stick a bow on

[Verse 2: Mary Karr]
How'd I wind up down here, you might ask
For that story, brother, you're gonna have to pony up cash
I planned to leave with a man dressed up like the president
But he got him a union card, we never went
Pipe fittin' wasn't no fun
So he got him a bass boat and he got him a gun
He got me a duplex, he got me some kids
We was gonna go to AstroWorld but we never did

[Chorus 1: Mary Karr & Rodney Crowell]
It's Christmas in Vidor
Ain't it a bitch?
It's Christmas in Vidor
[?] itch
It's Christmas in Vidor
Nowhere to go
It's Christmas in Vidor
That's ash, that ain't snow

[Verse 3: Rodney Crowell & Mary Karr]
I won't build no snowman, won't drink no nog
Just wander around in a bayou fog
Take out the turkey, lay down the grub
Fix my face, do the dishes, throw the kids in the tub
Spend the late night standin' inside the fridge door
Bathed in the green light and hungry for more
Back door's wide open; here's what I know
The end of that driveway is as far as I'll go

[Chorus 2: Mary Karr & Rodney Crowell]
It's Christmas in Vidor
Eighty-eight degrees
It's Christmas in Vidor



Oh, Jesus, please
It's Christmas in Vidor
Leave me alone
It's Christmas in Vidor
Just bein' here's gone
It's Christmas in Vidor
Can't pay the bills
It's Christmas in Vidor
Just pop a few pills
It's Christmas in Vidor
My baby girl's due
It's Christmas in Vidor
Hope it don't look like you
[Outro: Mary Karr & Rodney Crowell]
I'll wear the school colors, I'll go to the game
I'll take the prom pictures; don't they all look the same?
Come Christmas in Vidor this time next year
I'll be hopped up and propped up on Prozac and beer

3307. Christmas In Washington

Steve Earle - Christmas in Washington

[Verse 1]
It's Christmas time in Washington
The Democrats rehearsed
Getting into gear for four more years
Things not getting worse
The Republicans drink whiskey neat
And thanked their lucky stars
They said, "He cannot seek another term
They'll be no more FDRs"
And I sat home in Tennessee
Just staring at the screen
With an uneasy feeling in my chest
I'm wondering what it means

[Chorus]
So come back,
Woody Guthrie
Now, come back to us now
Tear your eyes from paradise
And rise again somehow
If you run into Jesus
Maybe he can help you out
Come back, Woody Guthrie
To us now

[Verse 2]
I followed in your footsteps once
Back in my traveling days
Somewhere I failed to find your trail
Now I'm stumbling through the haze



But there's killers on the highway now
And a man can't get around
So I sold my soul for wheels that roll
Now I'm stuck here in this town

3308. Christmas In Washington - Chords

Christmas In Washington
Steve Earl - Christmas In Washington

Eb
It's  Christmas time in Washington 
     Ab
The  Democrats rehearsed
Bb 
Getting into gear for four more years
Ab                 Eb 
Things not getting worse
Eb
Republicans drink whiskey neat
      Ab
And   thank their lucky stars
        Bb
Said he cannot seek another term
           Ab       Eb  
They'll be no more FDRs
Eb 
I sat home in Tennessee
     Ab 
Just Staring at the screen
    Bb
An un-easy feeling in my chest
        Ab                Eb 
And I'm wondering what it means
   Eb
So come back Woody Guthrie
Ab 
Come back to us now
Bb
Tear your eyes from paradise
     Ab              Eb
And  rise again some how
    Eb
If  you run into Jesus
      Ab
Maybe he can help you  out
Bb                   Ab Bb     Eb
Come back Woody Guthrie to us  now

instrumental

Eb
I Followed in your footsteps once



     Ab
Back in my travel days
Bb
Somewhere I failed to find your trail
        Ab                    Eb
Now I'm stumblin' through the haze

But there's killers on the highway
    Ab
And man can't get around
     Bb
So I sold my soul for wheels that roll
        Ab                 Eb
And I'm stuck here in this town
   Eb
So come back Woody Guthrie
Ab 
Come back to us now
Bb
tear your eyes from paradise
     Ab              Eb
And  rise again some how
    Eb
If  you run into Jesus
      Ab
Maybe he can help us  out
Bb                   Ab Bb     Eb
Come back Woody Guthrie to us  now
Eb
There's foxes in the hen house
Ab
Cows out in the corn
    Bb
The Unions have been busted
    Ab                Eb
The proud red banners torn
Eb
To you listen to the radio
      Ab
You'd think it all was real
    Bb
But you and me and Cisco know
     Ab        Bb      Eb
It's going straight to hell
Eb
So come back Emma Goldman
Ab
Rise up old Joe Hill
    Bb
The barracades are going up
     Ab               Eb 
They cannot break our will
Eb
Come back to us Malcolm X
    Ab
And Martin Luther King
Bb



We're marching into Selma
       Ab       Bb      Eb
As the bells of freedom ring
   Eb
So come back Woody Guthrie
Ab 
Come back to us now
Bb
Ttear your eyes from paradise
     Ab     Bb       Eb
And  rise again some how

From Steve Earle "El Corazon"
E Squared Records  1997
South Nashville/WB Music Corp(ASCAP)

3309. Christmas Is - Chords

Christmas Is
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

[3/4 time]
C                      F          C
Christmas is Jesus and people and things
G7                         C
Christmas is something the whole world can sing
F                         C
Christmas is finding your enemies and friends 
                 G7    C
And starting all over again
F                       C
Up in the air there are reindeer and sleighs
G7                           C
Down on the ground there are Twelve Christmas Days
F                          C
Christmas is there in your heart where it lives 
                G7        C
And that's what Christmas is
                       F             C
Christmas is doing the best that you can 
G7                             C
People who know Christmas will understand
F                        C
Christmas is all in your heart it's a fact 
                 G7           C
And that's where Christmas is at
Repeat #2
                        F          C
Christmas is giving and living and love 
G7                        C
Christmas is praising the powers above
F                     C
Show me a smile and a heart that is true 



                G7            C
Oh have I got a Christmas for you

3310. Christmas Is - Chords

Christmas Is
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

[3/4 time]
C                      F          C
Christmas is Jesus and people and things
G7                         C
Christmas is something the whole world can sing
F                         C
Christmas is finding your enemies and friends 
                 G7    C
And starting all over again
F                       C
Up in the air there are reindeer and sleighs
G7                           C
Down on the ground there are Twelve Christmas Days
F                          C
Christmas is there in your heart where it lives 
                G7        C
And that's what Christmas is
                       F             C
Christmas is doing the best that you can 
G7                             C
People who know Christmas will understand
F                        C
Christmas is all in your heart it's a fact 
                 G7           C
And that's where Christmas is at
Repeat #2
                        F          C
Christmas is giving and living and love 
G7                        C
Christmas is praising the powers above
F                     C
Show me a smile and a heart that is true 
                G7            C
Oh have I got a Christmas for you

3311. Christmas Is Just Another Day (For Me)

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours
Christmas Is Just Another Day (For Me)

Christmas is just another day for me



For there's a broken heart beneath my Christmas tree
Till you're back within my arms where you should be
Christmas is just another day

Bells are ringing everywhere joyous laughter fills the air
But without you dear tonight nothing seems right

Christmas is just another day for me
There's nothing but gloom around my Christmas tree
Until you're back within my arms where you should be
Christmas is just another day

Old friends call me up and say have a happy holiday
I can't bear to say you're gone and I'm so alone

Christmas is just another day for me
There's nothing but memories on my Christmas tree
Until you're back within my arms where you should be
Christmas is just another day

3312. Christmas Is Near

Christmas Is Near
Larry Sparks & the Lonesome Ramblers

When the spinifex flowers and harvest begins,
We know that Christmas is near.
When the bitumen shimmers in summer's heat haze,
We know that Christmas is near.
When the grain trucks cue at the silos,
And our town comes alive with its lights;
Like small coloured jewels, they sparkle,
In the warmth of a December night.

Chorus:
So here's to Christmas, red ochre plains and opal blue skies,
Late summer evenings and cockatoo dawns,
When spirits and temperatures rise.
So here's to Christmas, grey kangaroos, the currawong sings;
We gather together beneath southern stars
To remember the birth of our King.

When cicadas sing harmony in eucalyptus,
We know that Christmas is near.
When Sunday Schools practise nativity plays,
We know that Christmas is near.
When the kitchen is busy with baking,
Sights and smells of Christmas delights,
And friends and families gather, to celebrate into the night.



3313. Christmas Is Near - Chords

Christmas Is Near 
Ralph Stanley

G                                         D7
Holly in the window the fireplace burning bright
                                       G
Candle lights a glowing on a Christmas night
                                           D7
I'll see the smiling faces once again this year
                                             G
Waiting for me at the door Christmas time is near
 
                                      D7
Out in the country about this time of year
                                    G
Everybody's happy Christmas time is near
                                       D7
Little children playing running to and fro
                                    G
Santa Claus is coming riding on the snow
 
           D7             G
I remember years ago when just a lad at home
A7                                  D7
How I longed for Christmas time and nothing could go wrong
G                                             D7
Now today as I look back it seems like just a year
                                            G
Going back to see 'em all Christmas time is near
 
              D7             G
I can see the pine trees now swaying here and there
     A7                               D7
They seem to know it's Christmas time there's joy everywhere
G                                            D7
Ice froze on the branches the water cool and clear
                                       G
Snowflakes a falling Christmas time is near
 
                                      D7
Out in the country about this time of year
                                    G
Everybody's happy Christmas time is near

3314. Christmas Letter - Chords

Christmas Letter
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by John Greenebaum, Gene Nelson, Paul Nelson   

G                                  C



At an antique desk an old man sits alone 
     Am                D7             G  Bm
It's Christmas Eve and almost time to go 
   Em        D7        C      D7      G    C   Bm
He signs his name to a letter he just wrote         
        Am                   D7               G
Then he reads it back with a voice as soft as snow
 
C      Dm       C         Bm        Dm    G
I want peace on earth for Christmas       
     C                   Am      D7     G
In a world where there's not one hungry child
  C        G        Cm    G        B7       Em
A day when hope and faith conquers fear and hate
D7                                     G
All that's gonna take is a little more love

                                      C     Cm
He walks outside and climbs up on his sleigh     
     Am                        D7               G   Bm
Then calls out to his reindeer and up they fly away 
  Em          D7     C       D7     G      C  Bm
Tonight he'll make a million dreams appear         
         Am                   D7                   G
While he wishes his on dreams could come true this year
 
Repeat #2
 
  C        G        Cm    G        B7       Em
A day when hope and faith conquers fear and hate 
D7                                     G
All that's gonna take is a little more love

3315. Christmas Lullaby

Doc Watson 
Christmas Lullaby

Hush my babe, lie still and slumber
Holy angels guard thy bed
Heavenly blessings without number
Gently stealing on thy head

How much better art thou attended
Than the son of God could be?
When from heaven he descended
And became a child like thee

Soft and easy is thy cradle
Coarse and hard the savior lay
When his birthplace was a stable
And his softest bed was hay



Hush my babe lie still and slumber
Holy angels guard thy bed
Heavenly blessings without number
Gently stealing on thy head
Gently stealing on thy head

3316. Christmas Makes Me Sad

Rodney Crowell - Christmas Makes Me Sad

[Chorus]
Christmas makes me sad (Christmas makes me sad)
Christmas makes me blue (Christmas makes me blue)
Christmas makes me lonely without you

[Verse 1]
I wander down these city streets
It seems like everyone I meet
Is happy 'cause it's Christmas time
But somethin' else hangs on my mind
The sights and sound around this old town
Says it's that time of year
But you're not here
And I'll spend my silent night alone

[Chorus]
Christmas makes me sad (Christmas makes me sad)
Christmas makes me blue (Christmas makes me blue)
Christmas makes me lonely without you

[Verse 2]
It wasn't very long ago
That we made angels in the snow
Winter's wonderland of dreams
Isn't always what it seems
A million points of lights so bright
Says something in the air
But I don't care
I'll spend my silent night alone

[Chorus]
Christmas makes me sad (Christmas makes me sad)
Christmas makes me blue (Christmas makes me blue)
Christmas makes me lonely without you
Christmas makes me sad (Christmas makes me sad)
Christmas makes me blue (Christmas makes me blue)
Christmas makes me lonely without
Christmas makes me lonely without
Christmas makes me lonely without you



3317. Christmas Mornin'

Christmas Mornin'
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

Santa was a talkin' with his missus
Sez "Let me help you with the dishes"
She sez "Oh, no no, you've got to go
It's Christmas mornin'"
(Christmas mornin')
Christmas mornin'
(Christmas mornin')

Rudolph the red nose deer
Is finishin' up a beer
He said "I'd have one more, but I'm out the door
It's Christmas mornin"
(Christmas mornin')
Christmas mornin'
(Christmas mornin')

A wide-eyed elf named Curly
Was actin' a little squirrelly
He say's "What's the date, I can't be late
It's Christmas mornin"
(Christmas mornin')
Christmas mornin'
(Christmas mornin')

Scopin' out the weather report
Santa, he let out a snort
He say's "I hope it's clear, cause I'm outta here
It's Christmas mornin"
(Christmas mornin')
Christmas mornin'
(Christmas mornin')

It's Christmas mornin'
And evRrybody's busy at the
Pole
(North, that is)
It's Christmas mornin'
And the kids arR waitin' for the man in red
He'll bring'm just what he said

Spotin' a game of dice
Santa put his foot down on the ice
He says "You can't have fun
There's too much work to be done
It's Christmas mornin"
(Christmas mornin')
Mornin', mornin'
(Christmas mornin')

It's Christmas mornin'
And everybody's busy at the
...



[Instrumental]

And the sled was a truckin' along
Santa was a singin' a song
"I reached the finish line
Right on time
'Cause I'm truckin'
(Santa's truckin')
Santa' truckin'
(Santa's truckin')

"I'm almost done with my toys
I'll be comin' home, boys
I'll tell you no lies
I want a burger and some fries
'Cause I'm hungry"
(Santa's hungry)
"Oh, I'm hungry"
(Santa's hungry)

"Yeay, I'm just a little tired
At the same time a little wired
If I get over the hill
I can kick back and chill
And I'll be happy
(Santa's happy)
I'll be happy
(Santa's happy)

Santa's happy
'Cause everybody got all there
Stuff
"Yes I am"
Santa's happy
'Cause the reindeer didn't give him no
Guff
(Nyah nyah nyah, nyah nyah nyah)

When he roared up to the pole
Mrs' Clause says "Bless my sole"
She says "You did it again, come on in
You're my hero"
(He's a hero)
He's a hero
(He's a hero)

He's a hero
And he'll be back again next
Year...
On Christmas mornin
Christmas mornin'



3318. Christmas Reunion

Christmas Reunion

Our Christmas reunion, always in the past
Was something in our hearts so dear
A like in the chain will be missing this year
Our sorrow will be hard to bear

The family will gather at home as before
For that's what you'd want us to do
Our Christmas reunion, this year will be sad
Only God knows how much we'll miss you

Your place by the fireside will look so alone
With you not in your rocking chair
We'll miss the sweet smile and the touch of your hand
At our Christmas reunion this year

We'll pray for the courage to smile and pretend
That you're back with us again
Our Christmas reunion we'll have as before
Your memory will never grow dim

3319. Christmas Song (Merry Christmas To You)

Dolly Parton - Christmas Song (Merry Christmas To You) 

Chestnuts roasting on an open fire Jack Frost nipping at your nose
Yuletide carols being sung by a choir and folks dressed up like Eskimos
Everybody knows that turkey and some mistletoe
Help to make the season bright tiny tots with their eyes all aglow
Will find it hard to sleep tonight
They know that Santa's on his way he's loaded lots of toys and goodies on his sleigh
And every mother's child is gonna spy to see if reindeer really know how to fly
And so I'm offering this simple phrase to kids from one to ninety two
Although it's been said many times many ways
Merry Christmas merry Christmas merry Christmas to you

3320. Christmas Swing

Dixie Chicks - Christmas Swing

The turkey in our radar range has roamed too far from home
We mailed our Christmas wishes in, now Santa's on his own
Momma wants some tupperware, Daddy wants a Stetson
There's snow on all the prickly pear, the winter round-up's done
It's sleepytime for cowgirls, the night has just begun
And that ol' Lone Star shines bright down on every Texan
It's Christmastime in Texas



People go a caroling
Divinity 'n mistletoe
And sing-a-longs with Bing
But we rosin up the fiddle
And do the Christmas Swing
Laura wants some go-go boots, a slinky in her sock
And add a pearl for Robin and a wind-up Snoopy clock
Martie wants a Barbie, Emmy wants a rhinestone ring
Santa's coming south to see us, his team of longhorn flying
Cowpokes know they best be good 'cuz Saint Nick may be spying
Let's two step, cowboy, to the Christmas Swing
So blow you ol' blue northern
And make the cowbells ring
From Abilene to Beaumont
Folks sing along with Bing
And if it snows in late December we don't care!
We'll do the Christmas Swing

3321. Christmas Time - Chords

Christmas Time
Written and recorded by Rhonda Vincent
 
G                                  D7
Tears fall in the snow thinking of Christmas time
                                 G
A year without you here to share our Christmas time
      C                                  Bm
In my mind I see your face my heart will always have a place 
         Am          D7            G
Together sharing all our happiness at Christmas time
 
   Am               D7        G            G7
No matter where you go you'll always be at home
      A7                       D7
Right here in my heart with me at Christmas time 
  C                        Bm
A thousand miles away your love will always stay
      Am         D7            G
Right here in my heart with me at Christmas time
 
                               D7
Sitting here alone thinking of Christmas time
                                       G
Remembering family all at home sharing our Christmas time
              C                       Bm
Our life will never be the same in my heart you still remain
         Am                D7           G
Oh how I miss your smiling face with me at Christmas time
 
   Am               D7        G            G7
No matter where you go you'll always be at home
      A7                       D7



Right here in my heart with me at Christmas time 
  C                        Bm
A thousand miles away your love will always stay
      Am         D7         G
Right here in my heart with me at Christmas time
  
   C                          Bm
No matter where you go you'll always be at home
      Am         D7            G
Right here in my heart with me at Christmas time

3322. Christmas Time Back Home

Christmas Time Back Home - Country Gentlemen

Back up in the mountains in that old home town of mine
There's not a brighter time of year than that of Christmas time
The bells in the little churchthey all begin to chime
Telling all for miles around Rejoice! It's Christmas time!

Christmas bells are ringing I hear the times so sweet
The carolers are singing; I hear them in the street
Outside the white snow falling inside my heart I find
A world of joy and peace on earth back home at Christmas time

A candle in each window; they give a golden glow
While out among the shimmering pines lights sparkle in the snow
And through the lonely mountaintops the wind's shrill echoes cry
For peace on earth good will toward men and faith that will not die

High above our little town so bright to be so far
There shines upon the whole wide world His gift our guiding star
Everyone in each home can feel a peace sublime
And know the joy the Yuletide brings to all at Christmastime

3323. Christmas Time Is Coming

Christmas Time Is Coming

Snowflakes falling my old home is calling
Tall pines are humming Christmas time is coming.

Can't you hear them bells ringin' ringin' joy to all here them singin'
Let it snow and I'll be going back to my country home
Christmas times a' coming Christmas times a' coming
Christmas times a' coming and I know I'm going home.

Holly's in the window home where the wind blows
Can't walk for running Christmas time is coming.



Home fires burning my heart's yearning
For the folks at home when Christmas time is coming.

3324. Christmas Time On Rocky Top - Chords

Christmas Time On Rocky Top
Recorded by The Osborne Brothers
Written by Ronny Scaife and Scott Rouse

G                            C       G
When it's Christmas time way down on Rocky Top
    D7             G
The snow begins to fall
                          C       G
And the ones we love head home to Rock Top
D7                      G
Ain't got no worries at all
                                          C       G
Cause there's a big orange moon a-shining down on Rocky Top
D7                 G
The field is snowy white
                                      C             G
And the bowl filled with sugar coated orange cotton candy 
   D7                     G
Is what we'll dream about tonight
   D7                                   G    D7 G       C G
On Rocky Top (Rocky Top) it's Christmas time on Rocky T-o-p
        Em                         A7
There's magic everywhere when that football's in the air
         G     D7  G    D7 G
And it's Christmas time on Rocky Top
                        C              G
Well the pumpkin pie is filling up the kitchen
         D7                 G
With the scent of sugar and spice
                    C             G
And the TV's on and everyone's at home
   D7                      G
To cheer on the orange and white
                              C             G
The tree's decked out and the stockings are hung
        D7                        G
And the fire's burning orange and bright
                           C          G
There's a grin or smile on everyone's face
       D7              G
In the Tennessee hills tonight
Repeat #3
                             C             G
When it's kickoff time we'll kick back and watch
       D7                     G
As the other team faces their fears



                                   C           G
Cause they'll stand toe to toe and look eye to eye
       D7             G
At the Tennessee Volunteers 
Repeat #3
        Em                         A7
There's magic everywhere when that football's in the air
         G     D7  G    D7 G
And it's Christmas time on Rocky Top

3325. Christmas Time Will Soon Be Over

Norman Blake - Christmas Time Will Soon Be Over

Christmas time will soon be over
Christmas time will soon be over
Christmas time will soon be over
Then we'll join the band
Wake up gals, let's go to the river
Wake up gals, let's go to the river
Wake up gals, let's go to the river
Then we'll join the band
Get up gals, don't be bitter
Get up gals, don't be bitter
Get up gals, don't be bitter
Then we'll join the band
Mess with me, I'll pull the trigger
Mess with me, I'll pull the trigger
Mess with me, I'll pull the trigger
Then we'll join the band

3326. Christmas Time's A Comin'

Christmas Time's A Comin'
Ricky Skaggs

Christmas time's a comin', Christmas time's a comin'
Christmas time's a comin' and I know I'm going home

Snowflakes are falling, my old home's a calling
Tall pines are humming, Christmas time's a coming
Can't you hear them bells ringing, ringing joy, joy hear them singing
When it's snowing I'll be going back to my country home

Christmas time's a comin', Christmas time's a comin'
Christmas time's a comin' and I know I'm going home

Holly's in the window, home's where the wind blows
Can't walk for running, Christmas time's a comin'



Can't you hear them bells ringing, ringing joy, joy hear them singing
When it's snowing I'll be going back to my country home

Christmas time's a comin', Christmas time's a comin'
Christmas time's a comin' and I know I'm going home

White candles burning, my old heart's a yearning
For the folks at home when Christmas time's a coming
Can't you hear them bells ringing, ringing joy, joy hear them singing
When it's snowing I'll be going back to my country home

Christmas time's a comin', Christmas time's a comin'
Christmas time's a comin' and I know I'm going home

3327. Christmas Time's A-comin' - Chords

Christmas Time's A-comin'
Rhonda Vincent - Christmas Time's A-comin'
Emmylou Harris

capo 5

 G                
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
D
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
G
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
   D              G
And I know I'm goin' home

G
Holly's in the window 
D
Home where the wind blows 
G
cant walk for running  
D                  G
Christmas Time's A-Comin'

 G    
Can't you hear them bells ringin', ringin' 
C
Joy to all,  hear them singin' 
G
When it's snowin', I'll be goin' 
  D                 G 
Back to my country home
G
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
D
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
G



Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
      D              G
And I know I'm goin' home

G
Snow flake's a-fallin' 
   D
My old heart's a-callin' 
G
for the folks at home when  
D                  G
Christmas Time's A-Comin'

 G
Can't you hear them bells ringin', ringin' 
C
Joy to all,  hear them singin' 
G
When it's snowin', I'll be goin' 
D                  G 
Back to my country home

G
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
D
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
G
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
  D              G
And I know I'm goin' home
 

G
Can't you hear them bells ringin', ringin' 
C
Joy to all,  hear them singin' 
G
When it's snowin', I'll be goin' 
D                  G 
Back to my country home

G
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
D
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
G
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
 D                  G  
And I know I'm goin' home

G
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
D
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
G
Christmas Time's A-Comin' 
   D              G



And I know I'm goin' home

     D           G
And I know I'm goin' home

3328. Christmas Without You

Dolly Parton - Christmas Without You 
(Dolly Parton/Steve Goldstein)

Christmas without you
White Christmas and I'm blue
Like fireworks with no fuse
Christmas without you
The fireplace keeps burning and my thoughts keep turning
The pages of memories of time spent with you
Old Christmas songs we knew and used to make love to
Make it hard to get used to
Christmas without you
Christmas without you
White Christmas and I'm blue
I love you I miss you
So sad but so true
Christmas without you
Like a mystery with no clues
Like fireworks with no fuse
Christmas without you
The sweetest gift I know would be if the new snow
Could fall on your footsteps on this Christmas Eve
The most joyous Christmas if luck could be with us
Would be if Saint Nicholas brought you home to me
Christmas without you
White Christmas and I'm blue
I love you I miss you I need you
So sad but so true
Like a mystery with no clues
Like fireworks with no fuse
Christmas without you

3329. Church At The Wagon - Chords

Church At The Wagon
Written by Fletcher Jowers

C                                    F            C
We'd gathered up a herd of longhorns bound for Abilene
  F                C                D7               G7
A peddler came out to the camp with notions we might need
C                                     F             C



Among the things he had to sale was a Bible old and worn
   F               C                  G7               C
Ol Cooksy said I'll take it we'll have church on Sunday morn
       F             G7           C
We had church at the wagon Sunday morning
     Em                          G7
We'd gather underneath the wagon fly
   C           G7            F
Ol Cooksy would read from the Good Book
         C           G7            C
And we'd sing In The Sweet Bye and Bye
                     G7                                  C
In The Sweet Bye and Bye we shall meet on that beautiful shore
                     F            C            G7        C
In The Sweet Bye and Bye we shall meet on that beautiful shore
                                   F                C
I can see him in the morning as he set there by the fire
F                 C           D7                G7
Reading from that Bible every now and then he'd smile
C                                F             C
Waitin' on the biscuits drinkin' coffee from a can
F                   C               G7      C
Sometimes you could hear him softly whisper amen
Repeat #2
                              F                  C
We finally got to Abilene the drive had all gone well
F                 C                D7             G7
We never lost one single man while pushing up the trail
  C                                           F               C
I know the Lord heard Cooksy's prayers and he read God's Holy Word
     F              C               G7             C
That Sunday morning singing was the best I've ever heard
       F             G7           C
We had church at the wagon Sunday morning
     Em                          G7
We'd gather underneath the wagon fly
   C           G7            F
Ol Cooksy would read from the Good Book
         C           G7            C
And we'd sing In The Sweet Bye and Bye
                     G7                                  C
In The Sweet Bye and Bye we shall meet on that beautiful shore
                     F            C            G7        F    C
In The Sweet Bye and Bye we shall meet on that beautiful shore

3330. Church Behind The Wall - Chords

Church Behind The Wall
Written and recorded by Hank Locklin

C                                F                  C
Do you ever get that feeling you want to see an old friend
F                     C             G7



Just to sit down once more and talk again
C                                F                C
But you know he's down in prison neglected by the fall
F               C                G7                C
But he can find salvation in the church behind the wall

G7                       F            C
There roves the way that leads to the throne
    G7                                    C
But somewhere in our hearts we missed the call
F                           C
Let us come together in the will of the Lord
    G7                             C
And pray for the church behind the wall

                                  F            C
In every man that God created its not yet been revealed
    F                    C              G7
But He says that we will all be like He is
C                       F                     C
His precious loving Son died on the cross for all
F                    C             G7                C
And He loves all His people in the church behind the wall

G7                          F          C
The harvest is ripe and the labors are few
    G7                            C
But are we sowing seeds of bitter gone
F                       C
Am I my brothers keeper so blinded our eyes
   G7                              C
We can't see the church behind the wall

F                           C
Let us come together in the name of the Lord
               G7                C
Go and build a church behind the wall
             G7                C
Pray for the church behind the wall

3331. Church Bell Wedding Blues

Church Bell Wedding Blues - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Jon Weisberger/Daniel House Music, BMI-Use Your Words Music, BMI)

Walking down the boulevard on a Sunday afternoon
Feeling good right down to my my shoes
Then I heard 'em ringing out, where I'm headin, there's no doubt
I've got the church bell wedding blues

Every time I hear them old bells ring, ring ring
For everybody else its Happy news
But all I hear is another song of how you proved untrue



And I get the church bell wedding blues

Maybe if I blow this town, change my point of view
Some might just give up but I refuse
Put the pedal to the floor just to hear my engine roar
And drive away These Church bell wedding blues

Every time I hear them old bells ring, ring ring
For everybody else it's Happy news
but all I've got is a broken heart and it's left a mighty bruise
Sounds like The church bell wedding blues

Every time I hear them old bells ring, ring ring
For everybody else it's Happy news
But all I hear them telling me is son, you'll never lose
The low and lonesome church bell wedding blues

3332. Church In The Wildwood

The Church In The Wildwood - Carter Family

There's a church in the valley by the wildwood
No lovelier place in the dale
No spot is so dear to my childhood
As the little brown church in the dell

   Oh, come to the church by the wildwood
   Oh, come to the church in the dale
   No spot is so dear to my childhood
   As the little brown church in the dell

How sweet on a clear Sabbath morning
To list to the clear ringing bell
It's tones so sweetly are calling
Oh, come to the church in the dell

There, close by the church in the valley
Lies one that I love so well
She sleeps, sweetly sleeps, neath the willow
Disturb not her rest in the dell

There, close by the side of that loved one
Neath the tree where the wild flowers bloom
When the farewell hymn shall be chanted
I shall rest by her side in the tomb

3333. Church In The Wildwood - Chords



The Church In The Wildwood
recorded by Tennesee Ernie Ford
written by William S. Pitts
The Carter Family

G                                         D7
There's a church in the valley by the wildwood
                        G
No lovelier spot in the dale
   C                      G
No place is so dear to my childhood
       D7                         G
As the little brown church in the vale
 
                               D7
Come to the church by the wildwood
                             G
Oh come to the church in the vale
   C                     G
No spot is so dear to my childhood
       D7                         G
As the little brown church in the vale
 
                                D7
There close by the side of that loved one
                                       G
'Neath the tree where the wild flowers bloom
     C                       G
When farewell hymns shall be chanted
        D7                      G
I shall rest by her side in the tomb

repeat #2
                             D7
How sweet on a clear Sabbath morning
                               G
To listen to the clear ringing bells
    C                    G
Its tones so sweetly are calling
   D7                        G
Oh come to the church in the vale
 
repeat #2

3334. Church Street Blues

Church Street Blues
Tony Rice - Norman Blake

Lord I been hangin' out of town in that low down rain
Watchin' good time Charlie friend is drivin' me insane
Down on shady Charlotte Street the green lights look red
Wish I was back home on the farm in my feather bed.



   Get myself a rockin' chair
   To see if I can lose
   Them thin dime hard times
   Hell on Church Street blues.

Found myself a picker friend who's read yesterday's news
Folded up page twenty-one and stuck it in my shoe
Gave a nickle to the poor my good turn for the day
Folded up my own little folder threw it far away.

Lord I wish I had some guitar strings Old Black Diamond brand
I'd string up this old Martin box and go and join some band
But I guess I'll just stay right here just pick and sing a while
Try to make me a little change and give them folks a smile.

3335. Ciamar A NÃ¬ Mi 'n Dannsa DÃ¬reach

Rhiannon Giddens - Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi 'n dannsa dÃ¬reach

[Verse 1]
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
NÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
PhrÃ¬n' a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
NÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
[Chorus]
PhrÃ¬n' a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
PhrÃ¬n' a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach



Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
NÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
PhrÃ¬n' a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
[Bridge]
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
[Chorus]
PhrÃ¬n' a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
NÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a dannsa dÃ¬reach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
PhrÃ¬n' a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Ciamar a nÃ¬ mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach

3336. Ciderville Saturday Night



Ciderville Saturday Night
Scott Miller

Well, I'm out on the dance floor having a good time
Dancing with a girl who is not mine
Her beau gets mad, and we shake hands
And leave that barn as only best friends can
Ciderville Saturday Night

Sneak out to the car to smoke a little wood
Makes the band sound better and the girls look good
Just two sips from a Fort Marx jar
Keeps the bass sound round and the banjo sharp
Ciderville Saturday Night

On Saturday night the only thing I pray
Is that my baby looks right and the cops the other way
I'm headed back home to my own time 
With a CD changer and a strip mall shine
A Saturday night
Another Ciderville Saturday night

3337. Cigareetes, Whusky and Wild, Wild Women

Cigareetes, Whusky and Wild, Wild Women
The Sons of the Pioneers

Cigareetes and whusky and wild, wild women
They'll drive you crazy, they'll drive you insane
Cigareetes and whusky and wild, wild women
They'll drive you crazy, they'll drive you insane

Once, I was happy and had a good wife
I had enough money to last me for life
I met with the gal and we went on a spree
She started me smokin' and drinkin' whusky

Cigareetes and whusky and wild, wild women
They'll drive you crazy, they'll drive you insane
Cigareetes and whusky and wild, wild women
They'll drive you crazy, they'll drive you insane

Now, I am feeble and broken with age
The lines on my face make a well-written page
I'm leavin' this message, how sad but how true
On women and whusky and what they can do

Cigareetes and whusky and wild, wild women
They'll drive you crazy, they'll drive you insane
Cigareetes and whusky and wild, wild women
They'll drive you crazy, they'll drive you insane

Right on the cross at the head of my grave
For women and whusky, here lies a poor slave



Take warning, dear stranger, take warning, dear friend
Then write in big letters, these words at the end

Cigareetes and whusky and wild, wild women
They'll drive you crazy, they'll drive you insane
Cigareetes and whusky and wild, wild women
They'll drive you crazy, they'll drive you insane

3338. Cigarette

Cigarette
Chris Stapleton

Heart shaped smoke rings
Dancing off the end of your lips
Sneaking out the
Back of your throat
And coming out
Between your fingertips
All I can think about
Is all I can think about
And I keep thinking 'bout it
Thinking 'bout it
I wanna be a cigarette
Smoking on so cool
Or maybe that red wine
You're drinking down so smooth
I wanna be the fire
That's taking you higher
Girl you can leave me
Or let me burn
I wanna be your cigarette
Cigarette
A big bad barfly
Slidding up beside your hips
Trying to get close to you
Just take another drag
Take another sip
All I can think about
Is all I can think about
And I keep thinking 'bout it
Thinking 'bout it
I wanna be a cigarette
Smoking on so cool
Or maybe that red wine
You're drinking down so smooth
(So smooth)
I wanna be the fire
That's taking you higher
Girl you can leave me
Or let me burn
I wanna be your cigarette
Cigarette



I don't wanna your number
I don't want your name girl
I don't wanna waste your time
I don't want your heart girl
I could only break it
I don't wanna wreck your mind
I wanna be a cigarette
(Cigarette)
Smoking on so cool
Or maybe that red wine
(Red wine)
You're drinking down so smooth
(So smooth)
I wanna be the fire
That's taking you higher
Girl you can leave me
Or let me burn
I wanna be your cigarette
Cigarette
Oooo, I wanna be your cigarette
Ooooo, I wanna be your cigarette
I wanna be your cigarette
Cigarette

3339. Cigarette State

Cigarette State
Robbie Fulks

Just beyond Virginia's southern border
Is a land that I'm happy to call mine
I was raised in a house of brick and mortar
In the red clay hills of central Caroline
Now the corn crop there is hardly worth a mention
And the cattle farms are fine but not the best
It's this little leaf we borrowed from the Indians
That keeps our state a notch above the rest

The Georgia peach is fair
Kentucky beyond compare
Alabama'²s grand
The state not the band
Now the south she has her diamonds
And every one is great
But North Carolina is a cigarette state.

Now the folks in our hometown sure had the habit
They smoked the best home grown the whole year round
They knew what a good time was and how to have it
Because that was a cigarette town
Our neighbor Frank was no high bred man of letters
But he made an honest living off the land
And he put away three packs a day or better



Because he was a cigarette man

I took up with a pretty thing from Nashville
I loved her more than life and I told her so
She took it between her fingers nice and natural
And sucked it to the filter like a pro
So I gave her a ring and from her pa I swiped her
She gave me a boy I'm happy to call mine
Chain smokes Kools and not yet out of diapers
In a red brick house in central Caroline

3340. Cigarettes And Coffee Blues - Chords

Cigarettes and Coffee Blues 
(Lefty Frizzell)

[A] [D]
[D] I guess I'll take a walk tonight, I [G] know that I can't sleep
And [A] I don't go to bed at all, I just lay there and [D] weep
Instead I'll make our favorite spot, that's [G] what I think I'll do
I've [A] got those smokin' cigarettes and drinkin' coffee [D] blues

[G] Smokin' cigarettes and drinkin [D] coffee all night long
[G] Wonderin' how a love so right could [D] suddenly go [A] wrong
I'd [D] take the next bus out of town, but I [G] gotta be near you
I've [A] got those smokin' cigarettes and drinkin' coffee [D] blues

[D] [G] [A] [D]

[D] Sittin' at the table where I [G] call baby's name
[A] Wonderin' where our love went wrong, wonderin' who's to [D] blame
Listenin' while the jukebox plays the [G] songs that make me blue
[A] Another cup of coffee and a cigarette or [D] two

[G] Smokin' cigarettes and drinkin' [D] coffee all night long
[G] Wonderin' how a love so right could [D] suddenly go [A] wrong
There's a [D] lot of other people know the [G] misery I go through
I [A] got those smokin' cigarettes and drinkin' coffee [D] blues

3341. Cimarron Roll On - Chords

Cimarron Roll On
Recorded by the Willis Brothers 
Written by Johnny Bond

G7            C
Cimarron roll on  
G7           C
To my lonely song



C7        F
Carry me away 
G7                  C
From these skies of gray

G7                 C
Though I'm feeling blue 
C7                F
I'll roll on with you
G#           C
To the ocean blue 
G7              C
Cim-ar-ron roll on

G7            C
Cimarron roll on  
G7           C
To my lonely song
C7        F
Carry me away 
G7                  C
From these skies of gray

G7                 C
Though I'm feeling blue 
C7                F
I'll roll on with you
G#           C
To the ocean blue 
G7              C
Cim-ar-ron roll on

3342. Cinderella

Vince Gill - Cinderella

Say you're sorry
You still care
She came by my place again
Cryin' about you man
You should love her
Twice as much
I try to remember you're a friend
But it's gettin' a little rough

She's just tired
Of bein' Cinderella
She can't live that way no more
She needs a little affection
A little understanding
You better be careful 'Cause the next time she comes to my door
She won't be a Cinderella no more



A teardrop trembled
On her face
Where that smile always was
It seemed out of place
And when I held her
Like a friend
I could feel a sweet beginning
But taste a bitter end

She's just tired
Of bein' Cinderella
She can't live that way no more
She needs a little affection
A little understanding
You better be careful 'Cause the next time she comes to my door
You'll be sorry

'Cause it seems like
It's always something with you
And everybody's always wrong
One of these nights
You'll reach for the pillow she sleeps on
And she's gonna be gone

She's just tired
Of bein' Cinderella
She can't live that way no more
She needs a little affection
A little understanding
You better be careful 'Cause the next time she comes to my door
You'll be sorry

3343. Cinderella

Vince Gill - Cinderella

Say you're sorry
You still care
She came by my place again
Cryin' about you man
You should love her
Twice as much
I try to remember you're a friend
But it's gettin' a little rough

She's just tired
Of bein' Cinderella
She can't live that way no more
She needs a little affection
A little understanding
You better be careful 'Cause the next time she comes to my door
She won't be a Cinderella no more



A teardrop trembled
On her face
Where that smile always was
It seemed out of place
And when I held her
Like a friend
I could feel a sweet beginning
But taste a bitter end

She's just tired
Of bein' Cinderella
She can't live that way no more
She needs a little affection
A little understanding
You better be careful 'Cause the next time she comes to my door
You'll be sorry

'Cause it seems like
It's always something with you
And everybody's always wrong
One of these nights
You'll reach for the pillow she sleeps on
And she's gonna be gone

She's just tired
Of bein' Cinderella
She can't live that way no more
She needs a little affection
A little understanding
You better be careful 'Cause the next time she comes to my door
You'll be sorry

3344. Cindy

Cindy
Kathy Kallick

You ought to see my Cindy she lives way down south
She's so sweet the honey bees swarm around her mouth

Get along home Cindy Cindy
Get along home Cindy Cindy
Get along home Cindy Cindy
I'll marry you some day

The first I seen my Cindy she was standing in the door
Her shoes and stocking in her hand her feet all over the floor

She took me to her parlor she cooled me with her fan
She said I was the prettiest thing in the shape of mortal man

She kissed me and she hugged me she called me suger plum
She throwed her arms around me I thought my time had come



Oh Cindy is a pretty girl Cindy is a peach
She threw her arms around my neck and hung on like a leech

And if I was a sugar tree standing in the town
Each time my Cindy passed I'd shake some sugar down

And if had a needle and thread fine as I could sew
I'd sew that gal to my coat tails and down the road I'd go

I wish I was an apple a-hanging on a tree
Every time that Cindy passed she'd take a bite of me

3345. Cindy

Cindy
arranged R. Matteson 1997 

Verse: I wish I was an apple, a hanging on a tree
And every time that Cindy passed, she'd take a bite of me.

Chorus: Get along home Cindy, Cindy.  Get along home Cindy, Cindy.
Get along home Cindy, Cindy,  I'll marry you someday.

She told me that she loved me, She called me her Sugar Plum
She throwed her arms around me, I thought my time had come.
(Repeat Chorus)

She took me to her parlor, She cooled me with her fan
She told me I was the prettiest thing, In the shape of mortal man.
(Repeat Chorus)

Oh where did you get your liquor, Where did you get your dram?
From an old moon shiner, Down in Rockingham. (Repeat Chorus)

Cindy got religion, She had it once before
And when she heard my old guitar, She danced across the floor.
(Repeat Chorus)

I wish I had a needle, As fine as I could sew, 
I'd sew my sweetheart to my back, And down the road I'd go.
(Repeat Chorus)

I'll never marry Cindy, I'll tell you the reason why,
She blows her nose in the cornbread, and calls it pumpkin  pie.
(Repeat Chorus)

3346. Cindy Gal



Carolina Chocolate Drops
Cindy Gal

C'mon, now
We gon' talk about you, Cindy

Oh, Cindy gal
Oh, Cindy gal
Oh, Cindy gal
Where did you stay last night?
Oh, Cindy gal
Oh, Cindy gal
Oh, Cindy gal
Cross the river last night?

Hey!
Wanna hear that banjo sing
And hear that fiddler a-ring
Grab your partner if you got 'em

Oh, Cindy gal
Oh, Cindy gal
Oh, Cindy gal
Cross the river last night?
Oh, Cindy gal
Oh, Cindy gal
Oh, Cindy gal
I'ma ask you one question
Where'd you stay last night?

Play!
Woo-hoo!
Take 'em home!
Shake her hand and tell your father goodbye!

3347. Cindy Mae

Cindy Mae 
Crowe Brothers
 
There s a girl just down the road 
How I d love to win her heart 
She's in love with another man they say 
How I d love to take her hand 
And just put it into mine 
That's the girl I love, my Cindy Mae 
 
CHORUS:  
Cindy Mae, may I take you out tonight 
Take your hand, and up to the morning light 
Whisper sweet words to you 
Oh how I love you too 
Cindy Mae, may I take you out tonight 
 



Oh she's one of a kind this girl I love so dear 
Who could break the heart of any man 
Oh if I could get a chance 
Just to walk her down the aisle 
I'd join Cindy Mae hand in hand 
 
Cindy Mae, may I take you out tonight

3348. Cindy's Crying

Cindy's Crying
Tom Paxton

Cindy's cryin' but it ain't no use -
She's got a habit and she can't get loose.
Stoppin' each and ev'ry man she meets,
Gonna be a hooker on Bleecker Street.
On Bleecker Street,
Honey, makes you feel like cryin'.
You said you'd leave it and I hope you're tryin'.
Oh, they call it livin', and it feels like dyin'

Police stopped her on the street today,
She was holdin' and they took her away.
Threw her in jail and they made her wait,
She was cryin' "Oh, Jesus, let me just get straight.
Let me just get straight".
Honey, makes you feel like cryin'.
I know you can make it but you better start tryin'.
Oh, they call it livin', Baby, someone's lyin'.

Cindy, Cindy, whatcha gonna do?
Got no money and you're way past due.
You got every last penny I had,
The man is restless and your credit is bad,
And your credit is bad,
Honey, makes you feel like cryin'.
We can make it but we better start tryin'.
Oh, I ain't leaving you and I ain't lyin'.

Now Cindy went South and took the cure,
"This time, Honey, I'm straight for sure".
Went to the corner to the grocery store,
You were gone ten minutes and I know you scored,
And I know you scored,

Repeat First Verse



3349. Cindy's Gonna Cry - Chords

Cindy's Gonna Cry
Recorded by Johnny Crawford
Written by Barry Mann and Cynthia Weil
 
Am                 F             G7
(Cindy's gonna cry Cindy's gonna cry)
            C
I know that Cindy's gonna cry 
When I tell her
F            G7          C
That I don't love her anymore
G7            Dm              G7
I know she'll find it hard to speak
       Em                  Am
As the tears roll down her cheek
                   D7              G7
And I'll feel like running out the door
            C             Em
I know that Cindy's gonna cry
       C          F
When I ask her to give back
    G7                C
The ring she's had so long
             Dm            G7
And when she puts it in my hand
       Em                Am
I know every speech I've planned
     D7                    G7
Will come out sounding all wrong
         F
My Cindy gave so much to me
                        C
And she loved so faithfully
     Em
Oh I never meant to hurt her so
    F
But although she's not to blame
                         
Somehow I don't feel the same
        G7     F
So I've got to let her go
C
I know that Cindy's gonna cry
When I tell her 
     F     G7           C
That I may cry a little too
G7         Dm            G7
But I just gotta face it now
         Em                 A7
And I'll see it through somehow
             F
Cause though Cindy's gonna cry
                  G7     C
I just can't help loving you
G7         Dm            G7



But I just gotta face it now
         Em                 A7
And I'll see it through somehow
             F
Cause though Cindy's gonna cry
                  G7     C
I just can't help loving you

3350. Circle Of Friends - Chords

Circle of Friends
Recorded by David Ball
Written by William C. Spencer and David Ball
 
C                       F
She lives in a world of grace and class
C                     G7
French champagne in a crystal glass
C                     F
Members of the uptown society
C                         G7
Don't understand what she sees in me
C                F                   C
We went out on a picnic on our first date
                  G7
Plastic forks and paper plates
         C                        F
Well the old water wheel is still turnin' round
C                          G7       C
Wadin' in the water as the sun goes down
F
I'm just a square in a circle of friends
         C
But when we're all alone Lord I fit right in
F
Old fashioned love that's the latest trend
C                          G7        C
And I'm just a square in a circle of friends
                       G7        C
I'm just a square in a circle of friends
                      F      C
She said no one would ever believe
                          G7
We carved our initials in that old tree
    C                                F
She said I haven't done this kind of thing in years
C                        G7          C
No one's ever thought of bringing me here
Repeat #3
F
I'm just a square in a circle of friends
         C
But when we're all alone Lord I fit right in



F
Old fashioned love that's the latest trend
C                          G7        C
And I'm just a square in a circle of friends

3351. Circle Of Friends - Chords

Circle Of Friends
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Naomi Martin

G                         D7            G
Did you hear the story of Jean and John Jones
          C         G
Peggy and Charlie Belew 
C                         G
They were a foursome in a circle of friends
                         D7
That included Rodney and Sue
G                     D7                 G
They pledged together because there were eight
                       C           G
When they got with the couple next door
   C             G    C        G
It came out real neat rich and complete   
                 D7        G
With exactly two tables of four 
 
                        C         G
There's a triangle in a circle of friends
                            D7
And I guess that I'm just a square
    G                      C         G
But I'm just old fashioned enough to believe
                            D7  G
That you must draw the line somewhere
 
                                   D7            G
At first they'd change partners in bridge or the dance
          C        G
A natural thing to do
    C                            G
But good ol' John Jones kept his better bridge hand
                     D7
Under the table with Sue
 
    G                          D7         G
But Charlene and Peggy stopped by now and then
               C           G
To call on the couple next door
    C               G          C              G
But not me makes it three with John Jones and Jean 
                                  D7      G



And the circle's been broken like never before
 
Repeat #2

3352. Circle Of Love - Chords

Circle Of Love Acoustic 
Dolly Parton
 
[Chorus]
C             F             C                       G                        C
    Circle of Love, Halo of Light.   When Jesus was born   on that Christmas night!
              F                     C      Am                 G                      C
And oh what a night that Holy night was,       when Bethlehem glowed  in a circle of Love.
 
[Verse 1]
             F                       C                    G                               C
God send his son.  His great gift to us.    Salvation for all     caused he loved us that much.
           F                     C      Am                   G                   C
We honor & praise that gift from above.      He holds all of us   in a circle of Love.
 
[Chorus]
C             F             C                       G                        C
    Circle of Love, Halo of Light.   When Jesus was born   on that Christmas night!
              F                     C      Am                 G                      C
And oh what a night that Holy night was,       when Bethlehem glowed  in a circle of Love.
 
[Verse 2]
                  F                     C                   G                       C
Happy birthday to you.   We praise & we sing.  We celebrate you.  We're so glad you came. 
                    F                       C WALK Am                 G                      C
Happy Birthday dear Jesus.  Let us lift you up.       How thankful we are    for all of your Love.
 
                     F                                 C
[Bridge](Spoken)  So Jesus was born, wore his crown of thorns
                                     G                    C
                  and he gave it all up    to save all of us!
 
[Chorus]
C             F             C                       G                        C
    Circle of Love, Halo of Light.   When Jesus was born   on that Christmas night!
              F                     C      Am                 G                      C
And oh what a night that Holy night was,       when Bethlehem glowed  in a circle of Love.
 
[End]

3353. Circles



Circles - Fireside Collective

Runnin' circles in my mind
Tryin' to find a reason why
I carry on this way
Losin'² sleep and loggin' miles
Faded eyes, and broken headlights
Lookin' back at me

Waitin'² at the crossroads, lookin'² out ahead
Amber lights quickly fade to red
Rollin' down the backroads, lookin'² for a sign
Will I drive a long straight line
Or run circles in my mind?

Feelin' lonesome in my dreams
And it seems, the sunlight
Never hangs around for very long
Though I hear a sweet voice sing
I'²m gone again, listenin' to that same sad song
It'²s that same sad song

Waitin' at the crossroads, lookin' out ahead
Amber lights quickly fade to red
Rollin'² down the backroads, lookin'² for a sign
Will I drive a long straight line
Or run circles in my mind?

Sometimes, the mornin's come to soon
Sometimes, I'²m starin' at the moon
Wondrin'² why, no matter how I try
Keep runnin' Circles in my mind
Runnin'² Circles in my mind

Waitin' at the crossroads, lookin' out ahead
Amber lights quickly fade to red
Rollin'² down the backroads, lookin'² for a sign
Will I drive a long straight line
Or run circles in my mind?

3354. Circles And X's

Lucinda Williams - Circles And X's

In the doorway soaking wet
It's raining cats and dogs
There's nothing for us to regret
The fire needs more logs

You manage to crack a smile
The sky is big and open
You stay for just a little while
The vows have all been broken



[Chorus]
Circles and X's by your name
Day after day will bring a change
Some things will stay the same
Circles and X's by your name

Nothing left to be sorry for
But I still sit and sob
When I see you walk across the floor
And put your hand around the doorknob

You head down the drive and hope
The Chevy decides to start
I'm just at the end of my rope
And you're just tugging at my heart

You turn around to wave goodbye
You look at me and linger
The morning hears you sigh
And sunlight reflects off the silver on your finger

[Chorus: x2]

Some things will stay the same
Circles and X's by your name

3355. Circles Around Me

Circles Around Me - Sam Bush

We were riding down through the grapevines
When I heard someone say your name
Hand on my shoulder, just a little bit older now
And I remember everything

High in Telluride, up on Bridal Veil
Ten thousand feet above the sound
The news came around and sent me to count all my blessings
And to thank you for all the good friends that I've found

Hey, hey, hey
How in the world did we get this far
Hey, hey, hey
Holding tight to the tail of a shooting star
Hey, hey, hey, you're running circles around me
Circles around me now

3356. Circles Around You



Tim O'Brien - Circles Around You

This is the song that nobody knows
I couldn't begin to describe how it goes
But it makes me cry and laugh right out loud
It's the song I sing when there's no one around

This is the man that nobody sees
He wears my old clothes and he looks just like me
And if he learned how to fly he'd never touch down
It's the man I am when there's no one around

It's four in the morning, I'm lying in bed
With a tape of my failures playing inside my head
The hardknocks and heartaches, things I don't know
I listen and wonder, where will it go?

This is aglimpse of the child within
He's so immature but he's still my best friend
He's just one of the boys who gets lost in a crowd
It's the kid I am when there's no one around

This is the dance I do everyday
I let my soul lead and it takes me away
And it leads my steps to higher ground
It's the dance I do when there's no one around

Will the circle be unbroken

I was standing by my window
On a cold and cloudy day
When I saw that undertaker
For to carry my mother away

Well I told that undertaker
Undertaker please rive slow
For the lady you are hauling
Lord I hate to see that woman go

Will the circle be unbroken
By and by lord by and by
There's a better home awaiting
By and by lord by and by

Well I followed close behind them
I tried to stand up and be brave
But I could not hold back my sorrow
When they laid her in the grave
Will the circle be unbroken
By and by lord by and by
Please tell me there's a better home awaiting
In the sky lord in the sky

I went back home but my home was lonesome
Since my mother, she was gone
All my brothers and sisters crying
Lord what a home so sad and lonesome



3357. Circuit Rider

Circuit Rider
Country Gentlemen

The stormy clouds were rolling the rain was pouring down
swollen creeks were rising in the hollows all around
all living things took shelter in the comforts of their home
but there rode a lonely rider through the stormy night alone

There came a blast of thunder it made an awful sound
A big oak tree exploded went crashing to the ground
but the rider never faltered he rode the whole night through
yes daddy was a man of god with godly work to do

Circuit rider take the gospel to the people in the hills
Let the church be where you find it if it be the master's will

The widow sister Johnson they say has passed away
they need you for the funeral when they bury her today
that Miller boy's been sparking that girl from down in Fife
He's waiting for you preacher to make that girl his wife

When daddy rode the circuit he was gone for 20 days
or maybe even longer if they needed him to stay
he never was a selfish man with any of his time
he always said the needs of god mean more to me than mine

3358. Circular Man

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Circular man
Composer: Bob Carpenter - Jeff Hanna - Jimmie Fadden

Darling, what are we goin' through?
It's no secret what I do
Always through revolving doors
Each time's harder than before.

What goes around comes around
I'll be with you when I can
I know it's hard to understand
But I am a circular, I am a circular man.

Seems I'm gone before I left
Always just one step ahead
For you it's longer, marking time
Lovin' me as I pass by.

What goes around comes around



I'll be with you when I can
I know it's hard to understand
But I am a circular, I am a circular man.

When daddy's on the doorstep
He won't take you for granted
It's better than the very first time
You can count on me, eventually.

Can't make up for the time we've lost
Stolen from myself the most
I keep your picture close to me
Take it out for the boys to see.

What goes around comes around
I'll be home when I can
Sometimes it's hard to understand
But I am a circular, I am a circular
I am a circular man, ooh, mmm.

What goes around comes around
What goes around comes around
What goes around comes around
What goes around comes around
Around and 'round and 'round.

3359. Circular Mistake

Circular Mistake
Chris Thile

Tell me beloved
Why is there a tear in your eye
Tell me beloved
Why is there a tear in your eye
It's a trick of the wintertime
Love, everything is fine
Then tell me beloved
Why are you now clenching your teeth
I didn't dress for the winter and
Should have worn another layer
Whereas you've got your coat and wool underneath
Then tell me beloved
Why won't you let me give you my coat
Cause it's good to be cold in the wintertime
Love, everything is fine
It's because you make me tell you
And I don't wanna have to tell you
But I have nothing to tell you
Because I've said it all, said it all
Said it all before
And you can't make it all ok
Make me say it all, say it all again



Darling, we'll be further from the end
And closer to the forming
Of another circular mistake
Tell me beloved
Why are you angry with me
Well, well, well look whose taking on
The roll of the hurting one
Who can't keep his heart off his sleeve
Oh tell me beloved
If I could where would we be now
Some sweet place where it's understood
A girl doesn't have to
Look I thought you wanted me to ask you
I didn't know what I should ask you
Don't wanna have to tell you
That I have nothing to tell you
Because I've said it all, said it all
Said it all before
And you can't make it all ok
Make me say it all, say it all again
Darling, we'll be further from the end
Because we've said it all, said it all
Said it all before
And we can't make it all ok
Make me say it all, say it all again
Darling, we'll be further from the end
And closer to the forming
Of another circular mistake
Tell me beloved
Why is there a tear in your eye

3360. Circus Girl

The Incredible String Band - Circus Girl 

Circus girl, how could you love me?
You're so far above me, you hang by your knees and your toes
Circus girl, can you even hear me?
Down in the crowd, your silver skirt hangs back over your breast

Such beautiful legs and you sparkle and flirt
I don't mind lipstick all over my shirt
You fly through the air, you've got princess hair
I'm really impressed

Circus girl, you fly higher than the house of lords
You look serene
Circus girl, your picture cheers hospital wards
You met the queen

The ringmaster's hat is as black as a wellington boot
He's mean he cracks his whip
But if he tries to beat you or even mistreat you



I'll give him some lip

Circus girl, you ride wild horses running real quick
You smoke long cigars and you don't get sick
You dance on tightropes sleep on knives
If I married you would I want other wives

3361. Citizen Kane

Citizen Kane
Skip Battin / Kim Fowley
Flying Burrito Brothers

Fat ugly fat man swam
In a red tire made of stone.
A painted lady paddled next to him
With two poodles on her lap.
Garbo quietly picked a flower
While the chauffeur won his checker game.
And Barrymore took a noon day nap
And diamond fell like rain.

Cisco Kid had a bald headed waitress
Trapped 'neath a bed of brass.
The French cook served them chocolate ants
And cold cuts on the grass.
Louilla ripped her zebra pants
In the polo lounge,
And Errol Flynn was not let in
Cause he was coming down.

Chorus:
Up in Xanadu diamonds fell like rain.
Citizen Kane was king. Poor Citizen Kane.

Valentino suddenly appeared
In his midnight blue tuxedo.
Had a falcon on his shoulder
Eating chicken from his hands.
And Fatty Arbuckle waddled by
On way to the bath house green.
Frankenstein ate the leading lady
And licked the carcass clean.

Chorus

3362. City Folks Call Us Poor



City Folks Call Us Poor
Larry Sparks - City Folks Call Us Poor

Moon light shinging on the grassy meadow, 
looks like dimands shinging in the night
Whipperwills singing in the white Oaks
Coondogs barking in the bright moon light

Honeysuckle smells just like sweet perfume
old dogs lying over by the door
watermellon rinds mamma puts up in a Jar
And the city folks call us poor

Singing rock of ages on the front porch
watching fireflys light up now and then
listening to Bill Monroe on the opry singing
Somethin' bout his uncle pen

Honeysuckle smells just like sweet perfume
old dogs lying over by the door
watermellon rinds mamma puts up in a jar
and The city folks call us poor

God he paints a picture in the evening sky
blue and purple orange shades of red
he knows we can't afford no fancy Paintings
so we look at the real things instead

Honeysuckle smells just like sweet perfume
old dogs lying over by the door
watermellon rinds mamma puts up in a jar
And the city folks call us poor

3363. City Folks Call Us Poor - Chords

City Folks Call Us Poor
Recorded by Larry Sparks
Written by Marshall Warwick  

G                 B7            C
Moonlight shining on the grassy meadow
G                   D7             G
Looks like diamonds shining in the night
              B7             C
Whippoorwills singing in the white oak
G                 D7                G
Coon dogs barkin' in the bright moonlight
C                            G
Honeysuckle smells just like sweet perfume
C                          G
Old dogs lyin' over by the door
C                      G
Watermelon rinds momma puts up in a jar
                   C            G



And the city folks they call us poor
                B7          C
Singin' Rock Of Ages on the front porch
G                  D7                    G
Watchin' fireflies light up the mountain dew
                  B7            C
Listenin' to Bill Monroe on the Opry
G                 D7              G
Singin' somethin' 'bout his Uncle Penn
Repeat 2
                B7             C
God He paints a picture in the evenin' sky
G               D7                   G
Blue and purple orange and shades of red
                    B7            C
He knows we can't afford no fancy paintings
   G              D7           G
So we look at the real thing instead
Repeat 2
                 C            G
Oh the city folk they call us poor

3364. City Girl

City Girl
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
The good old boys, always messing me up
Their pickup lines in their pickup trucks
The city girl wouldn't fall so hard
For a redneck boy with a V8 Ford

[Chorus]
I ain't no city girl, I ain't no fool
That's why I'm falling for you
Some girls want everything wrapped up in gold
Just something precious to hold
I don't want diamonds or pearls
I ain't no city girl

[Verse 2]
I've seen girls waiting much too long
While the real good things been here and gone
They don't seem hard to understand
If it makes you smile, you better take his hand

[Chorus]
I ain't no city girl, I ain't no fool
That's why I'm falling for you
Some girls want everything wrapped up in gold
Just something precious to hold
And I don't want diamonds or pearls



I ain't no city girl

3365. City Lights

City Lights

A bright array of city lights as far as I can see
The great white way shines through the night for lonely guys like me
The cabarets and honky-tonks their flashing signs invite
A broken heart to lose itself in the glow of city lights

Lights that say forget her name in a glass of sherry wine
Lights that offer other girls for empty hearts like mine
They paint a pretty picture of a world that's gay and bright
But it's just a mask for loneliness behind those city lights

The world was dark and God made stars to brighten up the night
But God who put the stars above I don't believe made those lights
For it's just a place for men to cry when things don't turn out right
Just a place to run away and hide behind those city lights

3366. City Lights

Dave Evans - City Lights

I don't know why I want to go from you.
I don't know why I love the things you do.
I don't know why they say that love is blind.

I just want those city lights
To clutter up my mind.

I don't know why I'd want to leave this way.
I don't know where I'd find the words to say.
I don't know why I'd want to be unkind.

I just want those city lights
To clutter up my mind.

And now it's time to go.
The time is passing slow.
I don't know if I can leave
I love this land of make believe.

I don't know why I want to go from you.
I don't know why I love the things you do.
I don't know why they say that love is blind.

I just want those city lights



To clutter up my mind.

And now it's time to go.
The time is passing slow.
I don't know if I can leave
I love this land of make believe.

I don't know why they say that love is blind.

I just want those city lights
To clutter up my mind.

I just want those city lights
To clutter up my mind.

3367. City Limits Of Heaven - Chords

City Limits Of Heaven
Recorded by Betty Jean Robinson
Written by Roscoe Reed

C                        F           C
Some wonderful day we're leaving for glory
                           D7       G7
We're going where time and eternity meets
             C         F         C
We may see a sign city limits of heaven
                        G7        C
Prepare for a chance to enter the gate
                          F           C
This city is pure there's nothing but happiness
                       D7           G7
The presence of Christ abounds everywhere
              C             F      C
On top of the hill and down by the river
                         G7       C
Someday I will join that heavenly choir
                                  F         C
We'll leave all our cares and our earthly possessions
                            D7            G7
The burdens of life and the times we have cried
             C            F       C
Not even the house or the body we live in 
                                   G7        C
We'll have to change clothes while on the outside
                      F           C
I'm ready to claim my wardrobe in heaven
                    D7             G7
Tailored for me and just the right size
                  C              F             C
I'll dress like a queen and I'll walk with the angels
                          G7        C
Good morning up there and never goodbyes



repeat #2 x2

3368. City Of Gold

City of Gold
Ralph Stanley

How sadly we miss the folks around the fireside
The ones that have crossed the great chilling tide
No crepes will be hung on the doorknob of heaven
And Jesus will lay your burdens aside

    A beautiful light will guide me to heaven
    A beautiful home where we'll never grow old
    It's circle complete we'll have a reunion
    A handshakin' time in that city of gold

Satan will try to lead you astray
Do all in his power to guide you his way
Don't let temptation guide your poor soul
There's only one way seek Jesus today

3369. City Of Gold - Chords

City of Gold
Recorded by Ralph Stanley
Written by Larry Efaw

C                     F                C
How sadly we miss the folks around the fireside
                   G7                         C
The ones that have crossed the great chilling tide
                       F                  C
No drapes will be hung on the doorknob of heaven
               G7               C
And Jesus will lay your burdens aside
             
                  F                C
A beautiful light will guide me to heaven
            G7                          C
A beautiful home where we'll never grow old
                    F            C
Its circle complete we'll have a reunion
                           G7      C
A handshakin' time in that city of gold

               F           C
Satan will try to lead you astray
              G7                     C



Do all in his power to guide you his way
                     F               C
Don't let temptation guide your poor soul
                 G7             C
There's only one way seek Jesus today

                  F                C
A beautiful light will guide me to heaven
            G7                          C
A beautiful home where we'll never grow old
                    F            C
Its circle complete we'll have a reunion
                           G7      C
A handshakin' time in that city of gold

                           G7      C
A handshakin' time in that city of gold

3370. City Of Immigrants

Steve Earle - City of Immigrants

Livin' in a city of immigrants
I don't need to go travelin'
Open my door and the world walks in
Livin' in a city of immigrants
Livin' in a city that never sleeps
My heart keepin' time to a thousand beats
Singin' in languages I don't speak
Livin' in a city of immigrants
City of black, city of white, city of light, city of innocents
City of sweat, city of tears, city of prayers, city of immigrants
Livin' in a city where the dreams of men
Reach up to touch the sky and then
Tumble back down to earth again
Livin' in a city that never quits
Livin' in a city where the streets are paved
With good intentions and a people's faith
In the sacred promise a statue made
Livin' in a city of immigrants
City of stone, city of steel, city of wheels constantly spinnin'
City of bone, city of skin, city of pain, city of immigrants

[All of us are immigrants
Every daughter, every son
Everyone is everyone
All of us are immigrants
Everyone]

Livin' in a city of immigrants
River flows out and the sea rolls in
Washin' away nearly all of my sins
Livin' in a city of immigrants



City of black, city of white, city of light
I'm livin' in a city of immigrants
[All of us are immigrants, every daughter, every son]
City of sweat, city of tears, city of prayers
Livin' in a city of immigrants

[Everyone is everyone, all of us are immigrants]

City of stone, city of steel, city of wheels
Livin' in a city of immigrants

[All of us are immigrants, every daughter, every son]

City of bone, city of skin, city of pain
City of immigrants

[Everyone is everyone, all of us are immigrants]

[All of us are immigrants, all of us are immigrants]

3371. City Of Immigrants (Performance)

Steve Earle - City of Immigrants (Performance)

Living in a city of immigrants
I don't need to go traveling
Open my door and the world walks in
Living in a city of immigrants
Living in a city that never sleeps
My heart keeping time to a thousand beats
Singing in languages I don't speak
Living in a city of immigrants
City of black
City of white
City of light
City of innocents
City of sweat
City of tears
City of prayers
City of immigrants
Living in a city where the dreams of men
Reach up to touch the sky and then
Tumble back down to earth again
Living in a city that never quits
Living in a city where the streets are paved
With good intentions and a people's faith
In the sacred promise a statue made
Living in a city of immigrants



3372. City Of New Orleans

City Of New Orleans
Steve Goodman - Seldom scene

Riding on the City of New Orleans, Illinois Central Monday Morning Rail
Got fifteen cars, fifteen restless riders
Three conductors, twenty five sacks of mail
Well all out on southbound odyssey as the train pulls out of Kankakee
Rolling past the houses, farms and fields
Passing towns that have no name and freightyards full of old black men
And graveyards of rusted automobiles

(*)
Singing, Good Morning America, how are you ?
Yeah don't you know me, I'm your native son
I'm the train they call the City of New Orleans
And I'll be gone 500 miles when day is done

Dealing cards with the old men in the club car
And it's a penny a point there ain't no-one's keeping score
Oh won't you pass the paper bag that holds the bottle
You can hear the wheels a-rumblin through the flow
And the sons of Pullman porters and the song of engineers
Ride their father's magic carpet made of steam
And the mothers with their babes asleep, go rockin'to the gentle beat
The rhythm of the rails is all they dream

(*)
Midnight on the City of New Orleans
Changing cars in Memphis, Tennessee
We're halfway home We'll be there by morning
Through the Mississippi darkness rolling to the sea
And then all the towns and people seem to fade into a bad dream
Old steel rail it ain't heard the news
Conductor sings his song again, the passengers will please refrain
Well this train's got the disappearing railroad blues

(**)
Singing, goodnight America, how are you ?
Hey don't you know me, I'm your native son
I'm the train they call the City of New Orleans
And I'll be gone a long long time when day is done

(**)

3373. City Of Refuge

City Of Refuge
Abigail Washburn

I got a mother, I got a father
Diamond lace and a stark white collar



She looks good, He makes the dollars
I'm just free to do what I wanna,
oh, I gotta run, run run, I gotta run

Momma's at ease in socialite graces
Poppa remembers the names with the faces
I can speak on the topic of religion
I just can't seem to make a clear decision
So I gotta run- run, run, run to the City of Refuge
I gotta run, I gotta run

Momma's got a lover, Poppa's thinks he's sober
Pray on my knees the clouds keep rolling over
torn diamond lace, and booze on his collar
They never ask if the secrets pull me under
Under white sheets where all I do is wonder
When I'm gonna run- run, run, run
Run to the City of Refuge
Where everyone is made new
I gotta run, I gotta run

Where there's a mother, where there's a father
Adam's on the roof and Eve is in the gutter
Eden's on the far side where the circle started
To run with the Gods you gotta run harder
Run run run
Run to the City of Refuge
Where everyone is made new
Where our burdens lay in the towns where we came from

3374. City Of Stone - Chords

City Of Stone 
The Del McCoury Band
 
VERSE 1:
G                         Bb      G
I dreamed I was lost in a city of stone
G                           D          G
And the people that dwelled there were marble
G                          Bb                G
I listened in vain for any fountain's silver tone
G                            D        G
In vain for any sweet bird's friendly warble
 
CHORUS 1:
       C             F             G
It was silent as the grave in that city of stone
F               C
Not one soul to save
        Bb                D
Not one voice to cheer me on
      G



I was frightened in my heart
    Bb          G
And cold to the bone
G
As I wandered in my dream
             D       G
Through that city of stone
 
VERSE 2:
G                         Bb      G
I dreamed I was lost in a city of stone
G                           D          G
And the people that dwelled there were marble
G                           Bb           G
I wandered the alleyways in search of my home
G                     D        G
At a familiar place I rang the doorbell
 
CHORUS 2:
C         F              G
No one re-plied, but the door swung open wide
F               C
So I stepped in-side
   Bb              D
My house to look u-pon
    G
All cobwebs and ashes
    Bb                 G
All signs of live were gone
G
And I feared for my soul
        D       G
In that city of stone
 
VERSE 3:
G                                      Bb           G
The most precious of gifts come in the strangest of forms
G                        D      G
Sweet life quickens even in the charnel
G
Sometimes we're granted visions
     Bb            G
That serve us as a warning
G                              D          G
How our passing deeds are writ in stone e-ternal
 
 
CHORUS 3:
   C             F            G
So make not your heart into a city of stone
    F               C
The higher that you build those walls
    Bb         D
The surer over-thrown
    G
For here stands a man
           Bb                G



Who turned back from too far gone
G
When he dreamed he was lost
     D       G
In a city of stone
G
Yes, here stands a man
           Bb                C
Who turned back from too far gone
      G                       D       G
Oh, I dreamed I was lost in a city of stone.

3375. City Painted Gold - Chords

City Painted Gold
The Brothers Comatose feat. T Sisters

[Intro]
E
 
[Verse]
 E
Walkin' on down by the side of the road
 E
Making my way back to San Francisco
       F#m  G#m  F#m  G#m        E
I said ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, oooohh
      E
It's been so long that I've been gone (Goin' back to find my home)
E
Ain't no better place I've known (Goin' back to find my home)
       F#m  G#m  F#m  G#m        E
I said ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, oooohh
 
[Chorus]
 A           C#m          E
Headed to a city painted gold
 A               C#m             E
Different color than I used to know
 A                   C#m         F#m
There's no place for me here no more
 
[Interlude]
E
 
[Verse]
  E
Upon my return what did I see? (Goin' down to find my home)
    E
A whole different city staring back at me (Goin' down to find my home)
       F#m  G#m  F#m  G#m        E
I said ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, oooohh
      E



Well all my friends are leaving town (Goin' down to find my home)
 E
Well someone like me go down, (Goin' down to find my home)
       F#m  G#m  F#m  G#m        E
I said ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, oooohh
 
[Chorus]
 A           C#m          E
Headed to a city painted gold
 A               C#m             E
Different color than I used to know
 A                   C#m         F#m
There's no place for me here no more
 
[Interlude]
E
 
[Solo]
E
F#m G#m F#m G#m E
 
[Bridge]
      E
Do I follow my heart, do I follow the sun?
      E
Do I pack my bags do I get up and run?
 
[Chorus]
 A           C#m          E
Headed to a city painted gold
 A               C#m             E
Different color than I used to know
 A                   C#m         F#m
There's no place for me here no more
 
[Outro]
E

3376. City Summer Blues

Pokey LaFarge - City Summer Blues

It must be summer in the river city,  cause the gunshots ring out twice a day
Like cats in heat we've all gone crazy and sirens sing the long hot night away
There's no relief in a river city except swimming pools, cold beer and wine
But that's no way to treat a lady, you gotta get her out of town come summertime
It's gonna be a long hot summer, I think it's time we went somewhere
Baby, just me and you
Let's leave the city behind, together we can pass the time
Far away from the city summer blues
Frying eggs on the sidewalk, street signs saying don't walk
Anywhere, you better keep inside
Box fans just buzzing in the window, ice box wide open why don't we go



Out where the weather is on our side
They can tear the streets up in this city, yes, long as we don't let them tear us down
We'll keep our cool out in the country, where the city summer blues can't be found
It's gonna be a long hot summer, I think it's time we went somewhere
Baby, just me and you
Let's leave the city behind, together we can pass the time
Far away from the city summer blues
Not that I hate this river city, but that burning sun ain't no friend of mine
I'd like to show my baby something better, somewhere across that river city limit sign
It's gonna be a long hot summer, I think it's time we went somewhere
Baby, just me and you
Let's leave the city behind, together we can pass the time
Far away from the city summer blues

3377. City That Lies Four Square

City That Lies Four Square

I am going to that city where the lights are hanging high
I am going to where no troubles can come
Will you meet me there my father in the city that lies four square
And we'll all live together over there

I can see the pearly gates open, I can see my Saviour's hand
I can hear his tender voice calling come
Come up here my little children to the city that lies four square
And we'll all live together over there

I am going to that city where the lights are hanging high
I am going where no troubles can come
Will you meet me there my mother in the city that lies four square
And we'll all live together over there

I am going to the city where the lights are hanging high
I am going where no troubles can come
Will you meet me there my children in the city that lies four square
And we'll all live together over there

I am going to that city where the lights are hanging high
I am going where no troubles can come
Will you meet me there my Saviour, in the city that lies four square
And we'll all live together over there

3378. Clara

Punch Brothers - Clara

Someday don't wake up I want you to get some rest
Someday if she's hungry I'll bring her to you



Clara once upon a time your mother didn't love your father the best
But he made believe that she did one day it was true

Go back to sleep my daughter
Go back to sleep my wife
I'm waiting for you there

Someday I wake up and she's still a song to play
Someday but you're ready to hear it's for you
Clara once upon a time your father knew he'd scare your mother away
Singing lovers live in a dream that keeps coming true

Go back to sleep my daughter
Go back to sleep my wife
I'm waiting for you there

It's gonna be a long night
It's gonna be a long night
And the sun may never shine
On what I think I've seen in your eyes
On what I think I've seen in your eyes
'Cause your eyes are not a window
Your eyes are not a window
Your eyes are not a window
They're a one way mirror to my soul

Someday don't wake up I want you to get some rest

3379. Class Of '49 - Chords

Class Of '49
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Red Sovine and Benny Whitehead

C                                  D7   F               C
Well it feels so good to be comin' home after all these years
                                   D7 F         G7       C
Well it feels so good to know that I  can still cry real tears
                                    C7               F
Over there's my ole alma mata still covered with ivy vine
                              C  Am      F        G7 C
Where I was voted most likely to succeed class of '4-9

                                  F                  C
There's a little ice cream parlor where many an afternoon
                         Am  F        G7    C
I sat and boasted of the day I'd be a big tycoon
                                          C7                   F
And my classmates sat and listened with admiration of my great mind
                           C  Am      F        G7 C
So I was voted most likely to succeed Class of '4-9

   F              C             G7                    C



In that big house upon the hill lives the girl I left behind
  F        C          D7                      G7
I hated to but I knew she'd only slow down my climb
  C                                 F                      C
I can't wait to see all their faces when they see that I'm back
                                Am      F            G7       C
And how surprised they're gonna be when I pull up in this Cadillac

I wanna thank you again for the ride young man
    C7                        F
And thanks for this bottle of wine
                    C  Am      F             G7   C
The guy most likely to succeed thinks you're very kind
    F               C  Am      F        G7 C
The guy most likely to succeed class of '4-9

3380. Class of '57

Class of '57 
The Statler Brothers
Dailey And Vincent 

Tommy's selling used cars, Nancy's fixing hair
Harvey runs a grocery store and Margaret doesn't care
Jerry drives a truck for Sears and Charlotte's on the make
And Paul sells life insurance and part time real estate

Helen is a hostess, Frank works at the mill
Janet teaches grade school and prob'ly always will
Bob works for the city and Jack's in lab research
And Peggy plays organ at the Presbyterian Church

And the class of '57 had it's dreams
Oh, we all thought we'd change the world with our great works and deeds
Or maybe we just thought the world would change to fit our needs
The class of '57 had dreams

Betty runs a trailer park, Jan sells Tupperware
Randy's on an insane ward and Mary's on welfare
Charlie took a job with Ford and Joe took Freddie's wife
Charlotte took a millionaire and Freddie took his life.

John is big in cattle, Ray is deep in debt
Where Marvis finally wind up is anybody's bet
Linda married Sonny, Brenda married me
And the class of all of us is just a part of history

And the class of '57 had it's dreams
But living life day to day is never like it seems
Things get complicated when you get past eighteen
But the class of '57 had its dreams
Oh, the class of '57 had dreams



3381. Class Of '85

Todd Snider - Class Of '85

Combin' a little grey hair back now tuckin' a larger shirt in
Twenty year reunion's comin' sooner than you think
Look how far we have come so quickly
Ain't we lucky, just lucky to be alive ?
Class of '85
Lisa was my first love so I never thought I'd lose her
I lost her to some college boy when the summer turned to fall
How I don't know, I wish her well though
She's in San Francisco, I sing in these dives
Class of '85
Melody loves company
Memory fading from view
Learning all those things that we all thought we already knew
Tim ws my best friend back then, his girlfriend was my neighbor
They're married now but I don't even know their number anymore
Why, I don't know where does the time go
This highway is so slow, all I do is drive
Daydream and drive
Melody loves company
Memory fading from view
Learning all those things that we all thought we already knew
I wonder what they'll look like now or if they'll recognize me
I wonder if they'll even show up after all these years
See how much we have changed so quickly
Ain't we lucky though just lucky to be alive ?
Class of '85

3382. Classic Cars

David Rawlings
Classic Cars

She was a real royal lady, true patron of the arts
She said the best country singers die in the back of classic cars
So if I ever got too hungry for a suitcase or guitar
To think of them all alone in the dark

So I laid some nights beside her in a bed made for a queen
She said I kissed her different, that all the men her age were mean
Gave me anything I wanted, oh the generosity
I took all that I could, it was free

Now the sky's a torn-up denim and the clouds are just splattered paint
It's a room I'm renovating; it's a name I got to change
If I get out of California, I'm going back to my home state



To tell them all that I made a mistake

And I keep looking for that blindfold faith
Lighting candles to a cynical saint
Who wants the last laugh at the fly trapped in the windowsill tape
You can go right out of your mind trying to escape
From the panicked paradox of day to day
If you can't understand something then it's best to be afraid

The whole world it loves you if you're a chic chameleon
Intersecting circles, she could hang with anyone
But when conducting business she would lie about where she's from
Saying, "Life is how it is not how it was"
I learned to listen, felt like I was back at school
She'd talk forever about the phases of the moon
Saying, "Everything is a cycle, you've got to let it come to you
And when it does, you will know what to do"

Without even knowing, I guess I took up her advice
Painted her front door, it seemed a suitable goodbye
It's not that often but I think of her sometimes
Just something quaint, a couple ships in the night

And they keep moving at a glacial pace
Turning circles in a memory maze
I made a new cast of the death mask that's gonna cover my face
I had to change the combination to the safe
Hide it all behind a wall, let people wait
And never trust a heart that's so bent it can't break

3383. Classic Situation

Yonder Mountain String Band - Classic Situation (Live)

Sleep on it, see if it makes a difference in the morning
Go to work, get through the day and try not to remember
Even if we had something to say,
Would you hold it dear, would it fly away with you, with you

Long ago, it felt like we were both so much younger
Here we are a repeat of a classic situation
Did you build us up just to say how high?
Would you let me down?
Even notice that I was with you, with you
There you go, gone again without an explanation
So anyway get through the day and try not to remember
Even if we found nothing to say
Would it finally hide all the reasons to stay with you, with you



3384. Claude Jones - Chords

Claude Jones 
Pokey LaFarge

[Intro]
G F# A D
G F# A D
G F# A D
G E7 A7 D7 G
G E7 D# D7
C7 D# D7
G E7 D# D7 G
 
[Verse]
G             E7
Back in southern Virginia
D#      D7          G
Lived a legend of a man,
G          Bm               E7
He took to runnin corn whiskey
D#              D7
All across this land
 
[Bridge]
C7
His name was Claude Jones, made of nothing but skin and bones
D#                                  D7
but he had a hair triggered temper, it could change as quick as weather
 
[Chorus]
G                    E7
Claude Jones, Claude Jones
D#               D7     G
Don't leave your family alone
 
[Verse]
G
When you're born a free born man,
G
Apart from Uncle Sam,
       Cm        D7                G
You'll take that money any way you can
 
G
Wake up, get up and go!
G
drink up, put on a show!
Cm                          D7
before they bury you in the sand
 
[Bridge]
C7
You'll be standing just singing in the sun
F7
when other bootleggers lives are one and done
A#



so think about your family when you're dead and gone
    D#                               D
and may they be worthy to grace this land you walked upon
 
[Chorus]
G                                  E7
Claude Jones, Claude Jones, Claude Jones
D#            D7     G
So that you may live on
 
[Instrumental]
G F# A D, G F# A D, G F# A D
G E7 A7 D7 G D, G E7 D# D7, C7 D# D7 G E7 D# D7 G
 
[Verse]
G
When you're born a free born man,
G
Apart from Uncle Sam,
       Cm        D7                G
You'll take that money any way you can
 
G
Wake up, get up and go!
G
drink up, put on a show!
Cm                          D7
before they bury you in the sand
 
[Bridge]
C7
You'll be standing just singing in the sun
F7
when other bootleggers lives are one and done
A#
so think about your family when you're dead and gone
    D#                               D
and may they be worthy to grace this land you walked upon
 
[Chorus]
G                                  E7
Claude Jones, Claude Jones, Claude Jones
D#            D7     G
So that you may live on

3385. Claudette

Dwight Yoakam - Claudette
(Roy Orbison)

I got a brand new baby
And I feel so good
She loves me even better



Than I thought she could
I'm on my way to her house
And I'm plumb out of breath
When I see her tonight
I'm gonna squeeze her to death
Chorus:
Claudette
Pretty little pet, Claudette
Never makes me fret, Claudette
Well she's the greatest girl
Yeah, that I've ever met
I get the best lovin'
That I'll ever get from Claudette
Pretty little pet, Claudette
Oh, oh, Claudette
Well, I'm a lucky man
My baby treats me right
She's gonna let me hug and kiss
And hold her tight
When the date is over
And we're at her front door
I'm gonna kiss her goodnight
And holler more, more, more
Chorus:
Claudette
Pretty little pet, Claudette
Never make you fret, Claudette
Well she's the greatest girl
Yeah, that I've ever met
I get the best lovin'
That I'll ever get from Claudette
Pretty little pet, Claudette
Oh, oh, Claudette
Woah, woah, Claudette
Pretty little pet Claudette
Woah, woah, Claudette
When me and my new baby
Have a date or three
I'm gonna ask my baby
If she'll marry me
I'm gonna be so happy
For the rest of my life
When my brand new baby
Is my brand new wife.
Chorus:
Claudette
Pretty little pet, Claudette
Never make you fret, Claudette
She's the greatest girl, yeah
That I've ever met
I get the best lovin'
That I'll ever get from Claudette
Pretty little pet, Claudette
Oh, oh, Claudette
Hey, hey Claudette



3386. Clay And Ottie

Blue Highway - Clay And Ottie 

Clay listen close to what your brother says
My momma stood a-waitin' by the door
While daddy he was way off in the woods
He never saw his boy alive no more

When Clay and Ottie came to work in Cleveland
It was hard to find a job in '32
Then Ottie came down sick and Clay was helpless
To stop his greatest fear from coming true

Home is all I have left in this world to hold on to
But now they've let it go and I've nothing left to show
It'll never be the same to me no more

Now living on the farm was all we knew
And in my mind I see the home place still
But they said they'd rather sell and go to renting
Than leave poor Ottie in some Potter's field

My daddy never owned another farm
He grew to be an old and bitter man
While momma stares off down the gravel road
She can still see Ottie stop and wave again

Home is all I have left in this world to hold on to
But now they've let it go and I've nothing left to show
Home is all I have left in this world to hold on to
But now they've let it go and I've nothing left to show
It'll never be the same to me no more
It'll never be the same to me no more

3387. Clay and Ottie - Chords

Clay and Ottie
Blue Highway
 
Capo 2

Intro - D G B A G
        D A B A G

Verse:       D                                  G  
        Clay listen close to what your brother says
           B             A             G
        My momma stood awaitin' by the door



              D                           A
        While daddy he was way off in the woods
           B             A            G
        He never saw his boy alive no more

Verse:
        When Clay and Ottie came to work in Cleveland
        It was hard to find a job in thirty-two
        Then Ottie came down sick and Clay was helpless
        To stop his greatest fear from comin' true

Chorus:  A                 D            G             D  A
        Home is all I have left in this world to hold on to
            A                  G           D               A 
        But now they've let it go and I've nothin' left to show
              B            A             G 
        It'll never be the same to me no more

Break:  Verse chords

Verse:  Now livin' on the farm was all we knew
        And in my mind I see the home place still
        But they said they'd raher sell and go to rentin'
        Than leave poor Ottie in some potter's field

Verse:  My daddy never owned another farm
        And he grew to be an old and bitter man
        While momma stares off down the gravel road
        She can still see Ottie stop and wave again

Chorus: A                  D            G             D  A
        Home is all I have left in this world to hold on to
            A                  G           D               A
        But now they've let it go and I've nothin' left to show
        A                  D            G             D  A   
        Home is all I have left in this world to hold on to
            A                  G           D               A     
        But now they've let it go and I've nothin' left to show
              B            A             G      
        It'll never be the same to me no more
              B            A             G
        It'll never be the same to me no more

End with G

3388. Cleanin' Up The Streets Of Memphis - Chords

Cleanin' Up The Streets Of Memphis
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Joseph Luman

C                                           F
Well I caught me a train and I went down to Memphis



            G7                                      C  G7
There was a railroad bull a waitin' in the yard for me
            C                         F
He asked me where I's from and I said Texas
            G7                         C
And he said now you're a guest of Tennessee
                                                F
So he loaded me up and they took me down to the station
                 G7                         C  G7
And he told that judge to throw the book at me
             C                                       F
After thirty long days of cleanin' up the streets in Memphis
     G7                           C
That judge has made a Texan outta me
          G7                        C 
So when I get out I'm goin' back to Texas
  D7                            G7   
I don't want me no part of Tennessee
             C                                       F
After thirty long days of cleanin' up the streets in Memphis
     G7                           C
That judge has made a Texan outta me
                                            F
Well I've rode freight trains from Texas to California
            G7                              C      G7
And I never had nothin' like this to happen before
             C                                       F
After thirty long days of cleanin' up the streets in Memphis
        G7                          C  
I ain't never goin' back to Memphis anymore
Repeat #3 Cause when I get...
        G7                           C
Oh that judge had made a Texan outta me
          G7                           C
Yeah that judge had made a Texan outta me
        G7                           C
Oh that judge had made a Texan outta me

3389. Clear A Space

Clear a Space
Lake Street Dive

Let me clear space for you to sit beside me
You don't need your back against the wall
Let me figure out how to surrender
All I wanna do is take the fall
I can tell you things that don't come easy
Words I never tried to say before
I see it in your eyes, I know you hear me
Baby, I can't take it anymore

I wanna make it easy on you, baby



(Easy on you, baby)
I wanna make it easy on you, baby
(Easy on you, baby)
I wanna make it easy on you, baby
(Easy on you, baby)
I wanna make it easy on you, baby

I can try pushing you aside
Well, force myself to have a change of heart
Well, none will fill the space that you have left behind, no
Why don't we just finish what we start?
Oh, I can be alone almost anytime
I'm really tempted today
Boy, you got me thinking what's the crime, yeah
I can get used to me this way

Let me clear a space for you to sit beside me
You don't need your back against the wall, now wait
Let me figure, let me figure out how to surrender
All I wanna do is take the fall, oh

I wanna make it easy on you, baby
I wanna make it easy on you, baby
I wanna make it easy
I wanna make it easy on you, baby
Oh yeah, oh, I wanna make it easy
(Easy on you, baby)
I wanna make it easy, easy, easy
(Easy on you, baby)
I wanna, wanna make it easy
(Easy on you, baby)
Oh, oh nah, easy on you, baby, oh yeah
Ooh yeah, oh

Let me clear a space, yeah
(Easy on you, baby)
Ooh yeah, oh
Let me clear a space, yeah
(Easy on you, baby)
Ooh yeah, oh no
Let me clear a space, yeah
(Easy on you, baby)
I wanna make it easy on you, baby

3390. Clear Blue Eyes

Lucinda Williams - Clear blue eyes
Composer: Amos Lee

When I look into your clear blue eyes,
I could cry, I could cry.
When I think of what they've put you through,
You know it tears me up inside.



Left alone in your darkest night,
By the one you trustiest most.
How come they expect you to,
Be such a gratuitous host

When you look upon that heart of shame
Now I have to face,
All these accusations and questions that are
? your disgrace

Now you are left in the darkest night
By the ones you trust the most
But now just follow blind ambition
Like a promise of unknown costs

When I look into your clear blue eyes
I could cry, I could cry
When I think of what they put you through
You know it tears me up inside
You know it tears me up inside
You know it tears me up inside

3391. Clear Corn Liquor

Clear Corn Liquor
The Grascals

[Verse 1]
When the sun goes down in moonshine holler
Go down the path, get me a swaller
Throw back the rug and sweep off the floor
Grab you a jug and have a little more

[Verse 2]
Now fiddlin' Billy's bad to the bone
Played the promenade 'til the cows come home
Grab your partner, Sally is a goodun
Wouldn't say I would, but I wouldn't say I wouldn't

[Chorus]
The best thing in life is biscuits and gravy
Pappy's still and my redheaded baby
Nothin' in the world that'll slap you quicker
Than a redheaded girl and clear corn liquor

[Verse 3]
Well, right foot forward and left foot in
Do-si-do and do it again
Slow down, boys, take a warnin'
Girls might dance 'til three in the mornin'

[Verse 4]



Take another stort of homemade wine
Pull on the jug and I'm feelin' fine
Wine's too sweet and the beer's too bitter
Where's my girl? I gotta go get her

[Chorus]
The best thing in life is biscuits and gravy
Pappy's still and my redheaded baby
Nothin' in the world that'll slap you quicker
Than a redheaded girl and clear corn liquor

3392. Clear Cut

Blue Highway - Clear Cut 
(Tim Stafford-Wayne Taylor-Shawn Lane-Jason Burleson-Rob Ickes/Daniel House Music, B
MI) 

V1) Way back in the mountains on the High Knob by the ridge 
Grandpa built our cabin where he lived for forty years 
I spent my happy childhood beneath the hardwood trees 
I didn't know what I had then was all I'd ever need 

V2) Mountain laurels blooming it was early in the spring 
Looking out my window on a sea of endless green 
Rich man from the city came to buy our land today 
It took two hundred years to grow, but it's gone in thirty days 

Ch) Mud slides down the mountain, there's no way to stop the flood 
Hills without their timber's like a man without his blood 
Scars upon the land, those wounds will never heal 
But a greedy man will never get his fill 

tag) I can't go back and I know I never will 
I hope someday they know the way I feel

3393. Cleareyed

Cleareyed
Glen Phillips

Ever since I was a kid
I've been cleareyed
Cleareyed
I can't forget but I forgive
Did you notice?
Are you all right?

Beyond the edge of memories
The shapes take form and call to me



There's some things I wish I'd never seen
And never been
But so it is
So it is
If all I know is what I see
Then certainty
Is what you are to me

Cleareyed
Cleareyed
Someone came and changed the words
Left me tongue tied
Tongue tied
It's not a sky without the clouds
There is no blue sky
Blue sky
Beyond the past beyond the fear
The simple act of being here
There's some things I wish I'd never seen
And never been
But so it is
So it is

If all I know is what I see
Then certainty
Is what you are to me
Cleareyed
Cleareyed
Cleareyed
Cleareyed

Blind me with love
Make me blind
Blind me with love
Make me blind

'Cause I've seen too much
Too much of this life

I have seen too much
Too much of this life
I have seen too much
Too much of this life

I have seen too much
Too much of this life

Now I only see you
Only see you
Cleareyed
Cleareyed
Cleareyed
Cleareyed



3394. Clement's Lament (We'll See You In the Mall)

Rodney Crowell - Clement's Lament (We'll See You In the Mall)

The night before this Christmas Day
We'll gather 'round the tree
And sing our favorite carols filled
With sentimental glee
We'll tell the same ol' stories so
Well-honed year after year
We won't bother with the truth
When those we love are near
Peace! Peace! Peace on Earth!
Goodwill to one and all!
The season starts in August now
We'll see you in the mall!

3395. Clementine

Clementine

1. In a cavern in a canyon
Excavating for a mine
Dwelt a miner forty-niner
And his daughter Clementine

Ch. Oh my darling oh my darling
Oh my darling Clementine
You are lost and gone forever
Dreadful sorry Clementine

2. Light she was and like a fairy
And her shoes were number nine
Herring boxes without topses
Sandals were for Clementine

3. Drove she ducklings to the water
Every morning just at mine
Struck her foot against a splinter
Fell into a foaming brine

4. Ruby lips above the water
Blowing bubbles mighty fine
But alas! I was no swimmer
So I lost my Clementine

5. How I missed her how I missed her
How I missed my Clementine
But I kissed her little sister
And forgot my Clementine



3396. Climb

Climb
Michael Kang
String Cheese Incident

Walking in this time with no direction
Looking around for the light of day
Stone clouds are building all around me now
Trying so hard to block the suns rays
Searching for friends I can't seem to find
Looking for a more peaceful state of mind
Can't seem to see what's out there right in front of me
But if you know, just let me know that you see

Chorus:
Climb, climb up the mountain side
See what you see
Run down the other side
Climb, climb up the mountain side
You can set yourself free
Fly to the other side
Got to fly away
Fly away
Fly away
Fly away

Seem to be stuck here, fumbling for a decision
Looking around for some direction
I don't think I'm lost 
Just stuck here with no decision
Just  like a dream except I know that I'm here
Think I could see the things that eluded me
Think I could find the key to these city dreams
I've got to try a little harder now
Look a little closer, I think I can see the light

Chorus

3397. Climb Higher - Chords

Climb Higher
Recorded by Gene Watson
Written by Bobbie Bost

C              G7
I've been low  and I've been high
C             F
I'm glad some but oh I've cried



C
Teardrops fell like gentle rain
G7
Washing away the pain
C             G7
In my dreams  and deep despair
C                       F
I called the Shepherd's name in prayer
C
Master Shepherd of the sheep
G7   C
Help me
                F                 C
And He spoke in gentle tongues to me
G7               C
Climb higher and see
                F            C          F
That beyond the mystic land  the sun is shinning
       C        G7              C
Follow me where tears are wiped away
                    G7
The path that leads to Calvary 
C                    F
Is marked with tears You shed for me
C
A rugged cross you bore with love
G7
To bring me to my knees
C              G7
How can I then give less than all 
C              F
Uphold me Lord lest I fall
C
Upon the rocky hills so steep
Repeat #3
F      C        G7              C
Follow me where tears are wiped away

3398. Climb On Your Tears - Chords

Climb On Your Tears
The Paper Kites feat. Aoife O'Donovan

[Verse 1]
D                           A
I've been dreaming about you
       Em                  G
For a long time in my mind
             D                 A
And I've been seeing your face
       Em                G
In the light on the hill
             A



And I can't help thinking
             Em
It's been a long time now
              D          A
And I've been wondering
       Em       G
How you've been
          D                 A
Well the last time we spoke
            Em                 G
There was a pain in your house
              D              A
You said the rain just falls
        Em       G
Every day on you
               A
And I couldn't help you anymore
          Em
But I can tell you now
               D         A
You've gotta climb those
      Em    G
Heavy tears
 
 
[Chorus]
  D
Climb on your tears
       A                 Em    G
Like a ladder to a rose, baby
  D
Climb on your tears
       A                 Em    G
Like a ladder to a rose, baby
  D
Climb on your tears
       A                 Em    G
Like a ladder to a rose, baby
  D
Climb on your tears
       A                Em G
Wash all your fRars away
 
 
[Verse 2]
     D                              A
It's hard when you've got that pain
         Em              G
Like a thorn in your sidR
          D                    A
And it's calling out your name
       Em                G
And it burns like a fire
        A
Well I can't take it away
         Em
It's a shadow in the night



           D        A
But I can tell you
            Em          G
To keep on climbing now
 
 
[Chorus]
  D
Climb on your tears
       A                 Em   G
Like a ladder to a rose, baby
  D
Climb on your tears
       A                 Em   G
Like a ladder to a rose, baby
  D
Climb on your tears
       A                 Em   G
Like a ladder to a rose, baby
  D
Climb on your tears
      A                Em G
Wash all your fears away
 
 
[Verse 3]
        D               A
Like a summer sun falls
          Em                  G
And the light just fades away
          D                A
There's a moon rising high
    Em                  G
To keep you on your way
              A
When you're lost in a dream
              Em
When you're lost in your head
                  D                A
That's just the place that you are
               Em           G
And it's the road you're on
           D           A
There's a time to rest
           Em             G
There's a time to move on
 
 
[Chorus]
  D
Climb on your tears
       A                 Em   G
Like a ladder to a rose, baby
  D
Climb on your tears
       A                 Em   G
Like a ladder to a rose, baby



  D
Climb on your tears
       A                 Em
Like a ladder to a rose, baby
  D
Climb on your tears
      A                  Em G
Wash all your fears away
  D
Climb on your tears
       A                 Em G
Like a ladder to a rose, baby
  D
Climb on your tears
       A                 Em G
Like a ladder to a rose, baby
  D
Climb on your tears
       A                 Em G
Like a ladder to a rose, baby
  D
Climb on your tears
      A              Em G
Wash all your fears away

3399. Climbing Up The Mountain

Climbing Up The Mountain

   I'm climbing up the mountain and I'm going home
   Climbing up the mountain going stone by stone
   Climbing up the mountain when my work is done
   Climbing up the mountain to the sky

Moses freed his people from the pharaoh's hand
Forty years they wandered through the desert sand
Led them out of Egypt to the promised land
And then he climbed on up to the mountain to the sky

Martin helped his people in a powerful fight
Led them in the struggle for the civil rights
Birmingham to Selma leading black and white
And then he climbed on up to the mountain to the sky

Each of us is given heaven's work to do
Doesn't take more courage than is granted you
Eye upon the prize and you can see it through
And then you'll climb up on the mountain too



3400. Clinch Mountain Blues

Clinch Mountain Blues

Livin' up on top of the mountain
Livin' up where the hills are steep
Got no home ain't got no place to sleep
Got no place to sleep

Roll on roll on Clinch Mountains
Roll on you old Clinch Mountain blues
I can't lose these Clinch Mountain blues
These Clinch Mountain blues

Goin' back to mother and daddy
Goin' back to see them both someday
When I'm there it's there that I'll stay
There that I will stay

Travelin' down this old rocky road
Travelin' down this road to find my way
Back to the old folks and my home so gay
My home so gay

Leavin' right now yes I'm leavin'
Packin' up clothes but I've none to pack
Leave these Clinch Mountains and I ain't a-comin' back
I ain't a-coming back

3401. Clingin' To My Baby's Hand - Chords

Clingin' To My Baby's Hand
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Red Lane and Dottie West

C                         F   C
I won't say he won't ever stumble
                              G7
But I'm clingin' to my baby's hand
                              Dm  G7
I won't say he won't bring me trouble
                             C
But I won't say I won't understand

                             E7 Am
I won't say he'll love me forever
      C           E7   F
Cause forever's a long long time
                  G7         C  F
But I will say he will never e--ver 
    Dm      G7    C
Say she was never mine



F                 C
Tomorrow could be forever away
D7                              G7
Still I'd love him no less than I love him today
   C       E7                 Am       F
So tonight sleep will find me while it still can
C                G7        C
Just clingin' to my baby's hand

F                 C
Tomorrow could be forever away
D7                              G7
Still I'd love him no less than I love him today
   C       E7                 Am       F
So tonight sleep will find me while it still can
C                G7        F  C
Just clingin' to my baby's hand

3402. Clinging To A Saving Hand

Clinging to a Saving Hand
Joe Mullins

Sing me a song of praise and glory
Help this wanderin' child to understand
That when I close my eyes in sleep eternal
I'll be clingin' to a Savin' Hand

I want you to sing to me about the Rock Of Ages
Sing about Eternity so sweet
So that when I take my last breath of life
I'll awaken at my Saviour's feet

I want you to tell me about Paul and Matthew
And sing about my dear Savour's birth
And tell about his trials and tribulations
While He walked upon this heathen Earth

Come on and sing me a song of praise and glory
Help this wanderin' child to understand
That when I close my eyes in sleep eternal
I'll be clingin' to a Savin' Hand
I'll be clingin' to a Savin' Hand

3403. Clinging To A Saving Hand - Chords

Clinging To A Saving Hand
Recorded by Connie Smith
Written by Bill Mack



 
C         F                  C
Sing me a song of praise and glory 
 
Help this wandering child to understand
                               Am        F
That's when I close my eyes in sleep eternal 
        C             F      C
I'll be clinging to a saving hand
 
                         F                 C
I want you to sing to me about the rock of ages 
         
Sing about eternity so sweet
                              Am        F
So that's when I take my last breath of life 
     C         F           C
I'll awaken at my Savior's feet
 
                         F              C
I want you to sing to me about Paul and Matthew 
 
And sing about my dear Savior's birth
                                  Am   F
And tell about his trials and tribu-lations 
         C                G7      C
While he walked upon this heathen earth
 
Repeat #2

3404. Clock On The Wall - Chords

Clock On The Wall
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Donald Webb
 
G
Clock on the wall
                              D7
You don't help my troubles at all
      C             D7
Cause since my baby left
          C         D7      G
You don't keep good time at all
 
     C             D7
Your hours seem so long
         G               Em
And your minutes seem so slow
         C
And your seconds 
                             D7
They don't seem to matter at all



 
G        C
Oh oh so clock on the wall
D7               G
Your bells won't chime
           Am         D7            G
Without my baby in my arms one more time
         C
Oh oh so clock on the wall
D7                    G
Please turn back your hands of time
             A7
And bring my baby 
           D7            G
Back in my arms one more time
 
 
Clock on the wall you're making me
           D7
A piece of you
   C              D7
If you could only talk 
    C       D7      G
And tell me what to do
 
   C              D7
If you could only tell me
          G            Em
About the time for one day
      C                      D7
Maybe I could beg my baby to bed
 
Repeat #3,4 
 
             A7
And bring my baby 
           D7            G
Back in my arms one more time

3405. Clocks - Chords

Clocks
Written and recorded by Emmylou Harris

G                       C
Old brown clock ticking on my shelf
G               C
Take my mind to someplace else
G                         C
Little gold clock ticking by my bed
G                           C
Funny little people dancing round my head
G                 C



Morning brings me things to do
G                 C
Morning brings me thoughts of you
G                           C
Gentle sunshine through the curtain lace
G                        C
Some of which shining on your sweet face
         F     C
Counting hours making days
         G             C
Watching time throwing love away
               G
Nothing golden never stays
C                             G
That's what I heard the poets say
               C
Time is always taking me
G              C
Places I don't want to be
G                    C
But when the morning rise the moon
G                   C
I know a bird day's coming soon
Repeat #3,2

3406. Clocks And Spoons

Clocks And Spoons
John Prine

Clocks and spoons and empty rooms
It's raining out tonight
What a way to end a day
By turnin' out the light
Shoot the moon right between the eyes
I'm sending most of me to sunny country side

Runnin' through sky of blue rollin' in the sun
Every day has a way of overflowing one
Shoot the moon right between the eyes
I'm keeping most of me in sunny country side

Don't know how I did that now wonder where it's gone
Must have spent the way I went waitin' for the dawn
Shoot the moon right between the eyes
I'm screaming, "Take me back to sunny country side".

3407. Close As Can Be



Close As Can Be
Elephant Revival

Is it true?
Heard a cry,
You've gone away?
Saying now it's plain to see
through you,

Like the shadowy photograph,
Or stars in the morning.
They say you've gone away.

But I feel you near.
You're lifting the leaves,
Saying to me,
We'll be close as can be.

Now that you know,
However that goes,
Do you still lie
down with denial?
For the nearness of you not to be,
That's hard to see.
If you've gone away,
Where've you gone to?

 Cause I feel you're near,
For now,
Somehow.
And I hear your ghost,
It's calling me out,
From all of my doubts,
Saying to me
Someday that we
will be close as can be.

3408. Close By

Bill Monroe - Close By
Dailey & Vincent - Stanley Brothers

You've gone so far away, my darling
Each time I think of you I cry
I press your picture to my bosom
Then I feel that you're close by

Years have passed you've not returned dear
Now they say that you have died
But your soul will live forever
Now I know you'll be close by

I saw you last while you were leaving
The tears from you I tried to hide



You took me in your arms and said dear
Your memory I keep close by

They buried you in a lonely graveyard
And a spot they left beside
There I'll sleep 'till Jesus calls us
So that we can be close by

3409. Close Enough For Lonesome - Chords

Close Enough For Lonesome
Recorded by Mel Street
Written by Bob McDill
 
C        G7           F       C       F
Dim blue lights and a sad sad jukebox
      C                G7
And a crowded hardwood floor
C          G7   F          C        F
Two lonely eyes search the darkness
     G7        C
At a table all alone
 
                   G7            F          C    F
Well a smile and a drink and the talk comes easy
         C               G7
While we dance the music plays
C           G7       F        C       F
Then in the darkness we cling together 
         G7          C
Till our pride slips away
 
         F
Down the rode a mile or two
     C
In a third rate motel room
   F                              C
We turn the key and lock away the world
         F
It ain't fancy it ain't much
         C           F
It ain't really even love
                          G7                C
But it's close enough for lonesome ain't it girl
 
         G7   F      C        F
Dark and warm we lie together
        C           G7
And the lonely goes away
C           G7        F      C     F
No it's not love that we are making
          G7         C
But we'll take it anyway



 
Repeat #3
 
     F                G7                C
It's close enough for lonesome ain't it girl

3410. Close Enough To You

Todd Snider - Close Enough To You

It's so hard to hang this phone up but there's nothing else to say
I know we can't afford this but tell me anyway
Tell me one more time how much you miss me too
I just can't get close enough to you

Did you just hear that thunder ? It's been raining here all day
And you know what we like to do when it's coming down this way
I'd give anything to hold you now, tonight I feel so blue
I just can't get close enough to you

If we hang up the phone
We'll both be alone
Wide awake with nothing to do
I just can't get close enough to you

You say you can see the sun now, well then what time would that be here
It's all run together now it's been such a busy year
I didn't mean to talk so long, well maybe that's not true
I just can't get close enough to you
I just can't get close enough to you

3411. Close It Down - Chords

Close It Down 
I'm With Her

[Intro]
C D C D C D
 
[Verse 1]
     C           G            D
Your voice is an echo of the voices in my mind
       C               G                D
You're talking low and laughing on the wrong side of the line
C               G                  G/B              C
Take me back to way last June when summer made us high
   C            D
Do you remember why?
 



 
[Verse 2]
     C               G               D
The midnight sun was beating down on everyone but us
    C                  G                  D
See I got a chill that I can't shake, and I think it's from your touch
    C               G                     G/B              C
I'm waiting for the clocks to turn so the sun won't blind my eyes
   C            D
Do you remember why?
 
 
[Instrumental]
D C G D C G D C G F/C Em D
 
[Verse 3]
     C               G               D
I'm not the first one in this town to come under your spell
    C                  G                  D
You come on strong and stick around and you think you mean well
    C            G              G/B      C
And if I got the wrong idea then I apologize
    C            D
And I remember why
 
 
[Chorus]
D
I remember
C               G
In a late night taxi
D
Back seat, blurry
C              G
City lights go by me
D
Your hand's on my knee
C            G
But it means nothing
F/C               Em
I know it means nothing
 
 
[Instrumental]
D C G D C G D C G
 
  F/C           Em
I know it means nothing
 
[Verse 4]
     C             G               D
You wanna take me out tonight, you want to buy the round
C              G          D
Bourbon by the bottle you wanna close it down
    C                  G                    G/B             C
But when the last call lights come up, you go home to your wife
    C



And you remember why

3412. Close The Door

Pokey LaFarge - Close the Door

Close the Door, close the door, 
don't let the doctor come in
Close the door and lock it tight
I've got no money for the doctor tonight

Three weeks I spent in the hospital
It left me with a stack of bills sky high
I'll never be able to pay them I know
I wish I would have stayed there and died

La dee da dee da, la dee da dee dum 

Tell me why, please, tell me why
We must pay for the things that we need
While a doctor gets richer off me each day
I barely have the money to eat

So I'll never go to the doctor no more
No matter how sick I get
No doctor will ever get my dough
 Cause I work too damn hard for that

La dee da dee da, la dee da dee dum 

Oh, the doctor he sticks his needle in
He says just to take some blood
What he claimed it was not red but green
And boys he took all that he could

1st verse
La dee da dee da, la dee da dee dum

3413. Close The Door Lightly

Close The Door Lightly
The Dillards - Darrell Web

Turn around
don't whisper out my name
For like a breeze it might stir a dyin' flame
I'll miss someone if it eases you know
So close the door lightly when you go.



Take your tears to someone elses eyes
They're made of glass and they cut like wounding lies
Memories are drifting like the snow
So close the door lightly when you go.

   Who was the one who wasted time
   Who was the one who stole my mind
   Who was the one who made me feel unkind
   So fare thee well sweet love of mine

Don't look back to where you once had been
Look straight ahead if you're walking in the rain
And find a life if the path is dark and cold
And close the door lightly when you go.

3414. Close The Door Lightly When You Go

Close The Door Lightly When You Go
Eric Andersen

Turn around, don't whisper out my name,
For like a breeze, it might stir a dying flame.
I'll miss someone, if it eases you to know.
So, close the door lightly when you go.

Take your tears to someone else's eyes
They're made of glass
And are cut like wounded lies
Memories are drifting like the snow
So close the door lightly when you go

Chorus:
Who was the one that stole my mind
Who was the one that robbed my time
Who was the one who made me feel unkind
So fare thee well, sweet love of mine

Don't look back to where you once have been
Look straight ahead
When you're walking through the rain
And find a light
If the path gets dark and cold
But close the door lightly when you go

Chorus

Repeat First Verse

Chorus



3415. Close To Me

Close to Me
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Well you seem awfully nice
So this won't take long
I've just got to let you know
That you should be moving on
If you want my advice
I think it would be wrong
For you to get close to me

[Verse 2]
Well I can be sweet
I can be perfectly kind
I can be anything
Since it ain't my heart on the line
It would be so easy
It would be so blind
For you to get close to me

[Chorus]
Maybe I'll call you when I'm fully grown
Until that day comes, now baby won't you leave
Me alone

[Verse 3]
I can see you're still waiting
For some kind of sign
I know you're ready for love
But I'm never gonna make up my mind
It's not a matter of patience
It's not a matter of time
For you to get close to me

[Chorus]
Maybe I'll call you when I'm fully grown
Until that day comes, now baby won't you leave
Me alone
X3

3416. Close To The Land (America's Heartland)

Michael Martin Murphey - Close To The Land (America's Heartland)

Way before the sun comes up
Already on his second cup
Hes looking out across the open sky
As streaks of orange, pink, and gray
Wash over rows of new mown hay
The rangeland fills a cowboys heart with pride. He rises slowly from his chair



His back is stiff, greys in his hair
Hes spent a lot of lone days in the sun
He ain't one much to complain
He saddles up, takes the reins
And rides har til his working day is done. You can see it in the eyes of every woman and man
Whove spent their whole lives living close to the land
Theres a love for the country
And a pride in the brand
In Americas heartland living close to the land
In Americas heartland close to the land. When the sun is high overhead
Shes been eight hours out of bed
Shes still got a lot of work to do
Pulling weeds an patchin jeans
And keepin faith when times are lean
She does a mans work and a womans too. Shell run a tractor, water stock
Fix the truck, then feed her flock
But somehow she gets roses from the ground
She ain't got a thing to prove
She simply does what she must do

3417. Close To You

John Butler - Close To You

I got to get away man
Got to clear my mind...mind...mind
Out og this god-forsaken 9-5 waste of my time
I'm gonna tell the boss man
I'm never coming back...back...back
I'm just a one way crazy locomotive jumpin off of my tracks
'cause I'm jacked up, sucked up, cut down
Thrown around, discarded like a cigarette butt
I'm just a no good excuse for a man
Yes you know i got to pick myself up out of this rut
But I want to be close to you, I want to be close to you, you
I want to be close to you, I want to be close to you
I don't know why we've never been told
That the life we're living it is made from gold
Work our whole damn lives just to try to make "IT", IT's sold
So boy don't worry don't worry don't worry
I got to get away man this moment it won't last...last...last
I got a chained up brumby in my head and it's kicking my ass
I'm roaming like a dog yeah
Looking for my bone...bone...bone
I got to hijack my body just to make it my own...my own...my own...my own
Because im jacked up, sucked up, cut down
Thrown around, discarded like a cigarette butt
I'm just a no good excuse for a man yes you know
I've got to pick myself up out of this rut
But I want to be close to you, I want to be close to you,you
I want to be close to you, I want to be close to you, you
I don't know why we've never been told
That the life we're living it is made from gold



Work our whole damn lives just to try to make "IT", IT's sold
So boy don't worry, don't worry, don't worry now
Don't worry

3418. Close To You - Chords

Close To You
Kate Wolf

E A B E
I LIKE THE WAY YOU SMILE; IT REMINDS ME OF A HAPPY CHILD
A E B7
IT MAKES ME FEEL A LITTLE LESS ALONE
E A B E
I MISS YOU WHEN YOU'RE GONE; THE HOURS THEY STRETCH ON AND ON
 A E B7 E
LIKE WATER DRIPPING SLOWLY ON A STONE.
C#m C#m G#m G#m
YOU'RE SUCH A MYSTERY; THE WAY YOU LOOK AT ME
 A E B7
WITH THAT LIGHT THAT SHINES FROM SOME PLACE I CAN'T GO.
 D A B7 E
DID IT TAKE YOU BY SURPRISE WHEN YOU REALIZED
 A E B7 E
THAT YOU LOVE ME, THOUGH YOU'VE NEVER TOLD ME SO.

E A B E
YOU KNOW I WANT TO SAY SO MANY THINGS TO YOU TODAY
A E B7 
BUT YOU'VE GOT ME FEELING LIKE I'M FLYING BLIND.
E A B E
I THINK IF YOU WERE HERE THE WORDS WOULD RING CRYSTAL CLEAR
A E B7 E
C#m C#m G#m G#m
YOU FIGHT FOR TRUTH WITH LOVE. YOU'RE AN IRON HAND IN A VELVET GLOVE.
 A E B7
IT'S THE KIND OF STRENGTH THAT MAKES A GENTLE MAN
 E A B7 E
BUT I'M A CHILD OF THE WIND. I'VE BEEN BLOWN AWAY BUT I'M BACK AGAIN
A E B7 E
I JUST DON'T KNOW IF YOU REALLY UNDERSTAND.

 E A
SUNLIGHT MOVES ACROSS THE FLOOR
 B E
THERE'S A SOFT BREEZE THROUGH THE OPEN DOOR
A E B7
A SLEEPY CAT LAYING ON THE WINDOWSILL
 E A B7 E
ON THIS LAZY AFTERNOON LIKE HONEY ON A SILVER SPOON
A E B7 E
THE MEMORY OF YOUR SMILE IS WITH ME STILL
C#m C#m G#m G#m



DON'T TELL ME THAT IT'S WRONG TO SAY I LOVE YOU WITH A SONG
 A E B7
WHEN THE WORDS WON'T COME, I'VE SEEN YOU DO IT TOO.
 E A B7 E
THIS ROAD WINDS ALONG. ONE DAY WE'LL BE GONE
 A E B7 E
BUT I'LL HAVE THIS SONG TO BRING ME CLOSE TO YOU.

 A E B7 E
I'LL HAVE THIS SONG TO BRING ME CLOSE TO YOU

3419. Close Up the Honky Tonks

Close Up the Honky Tonks
Flying Burrito Brothers

She's in some honky tonk tonight I know
She's dancing where the music's loud and lights are low
In a crowed bar she likes to hang around
And as long as there's a honky tonk, she'll never settle down
So close up the honky tonks, lock all the doors
Don't let the one I love go there any more
Close up the honky tonks, throw away the key
Then maybe the one I love will come back to me
I wish I had the power to turn back the time
And live again the hours when she was all mine
But it hurts to see her running with that crowd down
And as long as there's a honky tonk, she'll never settle down

3420. Close Your Eyes

Steve Earle - Close Your Eyes

[Verse 1]
I dreamed you were standing on the edge of the world
And I thought I heard you call out
One foot on the rock and one on a cloud
Was it just the wind that I heard?

[Chorus]
Close your eyes
This world won't stop spinning, you know
Close your eyes
Why don't you just let go?

[Verse 2]
Thousands of people searching out there
Most of them looking for love
But nothing is something that there's plenty of



In time, we'll all get our share

[Chorus]
Close your eyes
This world won't stop spinning, you know
Close your eyes
Why don't you just let go?

[Verse 3]
When I was a child and they put me to bed
They always took care that I prayed
But the part that goes, "if I should die before I wake"
Echoed all night in my head

[Chorus]
Close your eyes
This world won't stop spinning, you know
Close your eyes
Why don't you just let go?

3421. Close Your Eyes

Steve Earle - Close Your Eyes

[Verse 1]
I dreamed you were standing on the edge of the world
And I thought I heard you call out
One foot on the rock and one on a cloud
Was it just the wind that I heard?

[Chorus]
Close your eyes
This world won't stop spinning, you know
Close your eyes
Why don't you just let go?

[Verse 2]
Thousands of people searching out there
Most of them looking for love
But nothing is something that there's plenty of
In time, we'll all get our share

[Chorus]
Close your eyes
This world won't stop spinning, you know
Close your eyes
Why don't you just let go?

[Verse 3]
When I was a child and they put me to bed
They always took care that I prayed
But the part that goes, "if I should die before I wake"
Echoed all night in my head



[Chorus]
Close your eyes
This world won't stop spinning, you know
Close your eyes
Why don't you just let go?

3422. Closer By The Hour

Dolly Parton - Closer By The Hour 

You're the sweetest one I know and I just can't let you go
I just dream of holding you inside my arms
I go home each night to stay but I just can't stay away
And we get closer closer by the hour
We get closer by the hour though we've tried with all our power
To stay away from each other's arms
We get closer by the hour like the bee goes to the flower closer closer by the hour
We come closer with each kiss and I feel your lips insist
But I do your will and love you more and more
Although we know it's wrong we can't stay where we belong
And we get closer closer by the hour
We get closer by the hour...

3423. Closer Now - Chords

Closer Now 
Carl Anderson

[Verse 1]
G           C           Em          D
  I saw you standing outside of the cafe
G               C               Em
  Phone to your ear, you were crying
        D         G
Are you doing okay?
            C                  Em      D
I know it's been a while since we last spoke
G       C            Em     D           C
  I may owe you an apology, I sincerely hope
 
 
[Chorus]
            G
That you're doing alright
Am                         Em       D
  Maybe you found a little peace of mind
C                           G                       D
 It's funny, you were in my dream last night, now there you are



       C                        G         C
You're closer now than you are far from me
 
Em D
G C Em D
 
[Verse 2]
G            Cmaj7       Em  D             G
 It's been a real long year, longest of my life
            Cmaj7
Pain put in high gear
Em              D                       G
  You forced my hand and you rolled the dice
        Cmaj7   Em D                G
I can't blame you, I can't blame mysRlf
        Cmaj7   Em       D               C
I don't hate you, I only hate the way it fRlt
 
 
[Chorus]
        G
But I'm doing alright
Am                                Em       D
  You may have heard I found some peace of mind
C                       G                       D
  Funny, you were in my dream last night, now there you are
C                        G        C
Closer now than you are far from me
 
 
[Instrumental Bridge]
 
Em D
G C Em D
C G Am
Em D
C G D C
 
G C Em D
G C Em D
 
[Verse 3]
G           Cmaj7       Em          D
  I saw you standing outside of the cafe
G               Cmaj7           Em
  Phone to your ear, you were crying
        D         G
Are you doing okay?
            C                  Em      D
I know it's been a while since we last spoke
G       C            Em     D           C
  I may owe you an apology, I sincerely hope
 
 
[Chorus]
            G
That you're doing alright



Am                         Em       D
  Maybe you found a little peace of mind
C                       G                       D
  Funny, you were in my dream last night, now there you are
       C                        G         C
You're closer now than you are far from me

3424. Closer Than Ever - Chords

Closer Than Ever
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Norro Wilson, Carmol Taylor, George Jones

G7                    C               G7
Honey I'm home and at last the day is over
            D7                              G7
You've been running through my mind all day long
                               C        G7
And there's something I'm just dying to tell you
          D7                    G7
We're not loving enough here at home
    C            F       C
And maybe it's a woman's intuition
    G7                         C
For I have those same feelings too
                      C7     F
We've been living not loving together
        C          G7           C
And I'm so glad to hear it from you
             G7                                F C
Turn out the lights come to bed let's get to together
                  D7                                       G7
Cause when you're touching me you mean so much to me in my arms
           C                  C7             A# F
You know I care I'll be right there it'll be better
         G7               C
We'll be closer than ever again
G7               C
Closer than ever again

3425. Closer To God Than Ever Before - Chords

Closer To God Than Ever Before
Recorded by the Hee Haw Quartet
Joseph W. Wheeler Jr.

G                   G7       C
If you climb to the top of a mountain
        G                         D7



And you look towards the heavenly door
        G           G7        C
And you almost hear voices of angels
                      G        D7     G
Then you're closer to God than ever before
       C                 G
If you look out over the ocean
                                   D7
While the waves gently roll on the shore
        G                           C
Can you tell He's up there watching o're you
                      G        D7     G
Then you're closer to God than ever before
                 G7           C
If you stand all alone in the darkness
       G                         D7
Do you wonder what life holds in store
           G            G7       C
If there's peace and contentment around you
                      G        D7     G
Then you're closer to God than ever before
Repeat #2

3426. Closer To Heaven

Rodney Crowell - Closer to Heaven

I don't like hommus, I hate long lines
Nosey neighbors and venetian blinds
Chirping news anchors alter my mood
I'm offended by buzz-words like "awesome" and "dude"
I look like a train wreck, I feel like a blob
Till you get to know me, you may think I'm a snob
But I'm closer to heaven than I've ever been
I don't eat sushi, I don't smoke grass
I don't wear pyjamas, I don't drive fast
I hate idle gossip and tassled shoes
Slick politicians, they give me the blues
I don't ride in Limos, I can't play golf
I don't own a rifle that will blow your head off
But I'm closer to heaven than I've ever been
I'm riding that way from cradle to grave
I'm learning to feel my hands on the wheel
I love my friends, I love my wife
Four little babies are the light of my life
I love Sissy Spacek, I love Guy Clark
All the biscuits and gravy I can eat with a fork
I don't wanna be famous, who gives a damn?
I just wanna be happy where ever I am
And I'm closer to heaven than I've ever been
I'm closer to heaven than I've ever been
Closer to heaven
Closer to heaven



3427. Closer To The Bone

The Highwaymen - Closer to the Bone (acoustic demo)

Closest to the bone
Sweeter is the meat
Last slice of Virginia ham
Is the best that you can eat
Don't talk about my baby
She's slender but she's sweet
Closest to the bone
And sweeter is the meat
Now she'd make a good thermometer
If she drank a glass of wine
She's built just like a garter snake
She climbs up like a vine
My friends tell me I'm a fool
To love a girl like that
Here's the reason I like 'em slim
Instead of big and fat
'Cause closest to the bone
Sweeter is the meat
Last slice of Virginia ham
Is the best that you can eat
Now don't talk about my baby
She's slender but she's sweet
Umm, closest to the bone
And sweeter is the meat
Let's go
Yeah, let's go, yeah, boy
Attaboy
One more, one more
One more, one more
Yeah, boy
In the moonlight.....
Yeah, closest to the bone, yeah
Ahh, look out now
Now she'd make a first class fountain pen
If she only knew how to write
Her figure's like a piece of string
Umm, she rolls up every night
Everybody thinks that I'm a nut
To love this lovely worm
Boy there's one reason I like 'em slim
Instead of round and firm
'Cause closest to the bone
Sweeter is the meat
Last slice of Virginia ham
Is the best that you can eat
Now don'cha talk about my baby
She's slender but she's sweet, umm
Closest to the bone
Umm, sweet, I got another one now



Listen here
Umm, she'd make a fine piccolo
If she only stayed on key
Boy she's shaped like a rubber band
And she loves to snap at me
Everybody thinks I'm insane
To overlook her faults
But here's the reason I like 'em skinny
Instead of full of schmaltz
'Cause closest to the bone
Sweeter is the meat
Last slice of Virginia ham
Is the best that you can eat
Don't talk about my baby
She's slender but she's sweet
And it's closest to the bone
And sweeter is the meat

3428. Closer To You

Brett Dennen - Closer To You

Well I tasted love so sweet
Played around but not for keeps
I'd never been knocked off my feet until you came along
In the room surrounding me are angels I cannot see
I know they come to carry me to where I belong
Closer to you, closer to you
I'm singing like a sailor strutting up your avenue
Like a clown in a costume shop wearing nothing but my birthday suit
Getting closer to you
All the knocks upon your door
Footsteps falling on your floor
All the shipwrecks on your shore
Mean nothing to me
All the crooks on Capitol Hill
Criminals on the dollar bills
All the money on Wall Street still
Couldn't keep me from getting
Closer to you. Closer to you
Like a priest on a pulpit preaching to an empty room
Like a drunk in a dive bar in the early afternoon
Closer to you
Poets could not pronounce your name
Gamblers couldn't play the game
Matchstick statues set to flame

3429. Closer To You - Chords



Closer To You 
The Mastersons

[Intro]
D   G (x2)
 
[Verse 1]
D                                     G
I found a letter in my dresser from a couple years back
       D                              G
It was written from my dad, he nearly broke his back
   D                        G
He spent his life working a job he hated
   Em                                A
It could have left him bitter but he never got jaded
 
[Instrumental]
D   G (x2)
 
[Verse 2]
           D                     G
I tried to hold him close but he pulled away
         D                        G
I'd give anything to see him once again today
   D                         G
He died too young, it nearly broke my heart
         Em                        A
I'd give anything to take it right back to the start
 
[Chorus]
        G                     D         A
I had a perfect dream of your beautiful face
   G                         Bm        A
I woke too soon and you were lost in space
        G                        D      A
I spent half the day crying at a sky so blue
             Bm          A            G
And I'd give anything to be closer to you
               Bm          A            D
Yeah, I'd give anything to be closer to you
 
[Instrumental]
D   G (x2)
 
[Verse 3]
D                                     G
Well, I never saw a hearse pulling a U-Haul trailer
D                                     G
Possessions don't mean nothin' to a long lost sailor
D                  G
Ashes to ashes and dust to dust
       Em                               A
If you don't keep searchin' then you're sure gonna rust
 
[Chorus]
        G                     D         A
I had a perfect dream of your beautiful face
   G                         Bm        A



I woke too soon and you were lost in space
        G                        D      A
I spent half the day crying at a sky so blue
             Bm          A            G
And I'd give anything to be closer to you
               Bm          A            D
Yeah, I'd give anything to be closer to you
 
[Bridge]
C    G      D
I'm in the dark
C    G       A
So close, so far
 
[Verse 4]
            D                         G
I dropped a letter to my lover in the mail today
         D                           G
I'll be damned if I'm gonna make the same mistakes
          D                           G
Will you join me on a journey for the rocky road
   Em                                A
I promise you I'll help you bear the heavy load
 
[Chorus]
        G                     D         A
I had a perfect dream of your beautiful face
   G                         Bm        A
I woke too soon and you were lost in space
        G                        D      A
I spent half the day crying at a sky so blue
             Bm          A            G
And I'd give anything to be closer to you
               Bm          A            G
Yeah, I'd give anything to be closer to you
               Bm          A            E
Yeah, I'd give anything to be closer to you
               G          A            D
Yeah, I'd give anything to be closer to you
 
[Outro]
D   G  (x4)
D

3430. Closer Walk With Thee

Closer Walk With Thee
Avett Brothers

Just a closer walk with Thee
Grant'■ it, Jesus, is my plea
Daily'■ walking close to Thee
Let it be, dear Lord, let it be



I am weak but Thou art strong
Jesus,'■ keep me from all wrong
I'll'■ be satisfied as long
As I walk, let me walk close to Thee
Through'■ this world of toil and snares
If I falter, Lord, who cares?
Who with me my burden shares?
None but Thee, dear Lord, none but Thee
When'■ my feeble life is o'er
Time for me will be no more
Guide me gently, safely o'er
To thy Kingdom's shore, to thy shore

3431. Closing Night

Closing Night
The Avett Brothers

The show was over it's all in the name
It never was before but this ain't the same
So try to imagine a time and a place
Where the enemy won and the hero was slain

And poetic justice burns in the minds
Of five diying soldiers on the front lines
With nobody's singing in nobody's ears
No one's disappointed, nobody hears

I know a lady, promise her name
The price of her visit suffering and pain
And we gladly waited and we gladly paid
We watched the sun rise, she never came

An electric current moves us around
We sank to our knees to worship the sound
But nobody told us that we'd rise again
Imagine a hero unable to win
Imagine a hero unable to win

3432. Closing Time Till Dawn - Chords

Closing Time Till Dawn
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Warren Robb

G                  C          D7             G
With wine I try to satisfy my hunger for the past
                      C
In a bar each night I lose my mind 



     A7              D7
In a world of tinted glass
        G                C
But the wine that brings forgetfulness 
     G
Will leave me all alone
C         G          D7               C  G
Somewhere in between closing time and dawn

         C
Then I'm forced to face that lonely world 
G
Outside those swingin' doors
          C
Where the darkness and the emptiness 
     A7               D7
Only make me miss you more
    G             C
And all across my tortured mind 
     G
Your memory marches on
C         G          D7               C  G
Somewhere in between closing time and dawn

         C
Then I'm forced to face that lonely world 
G
Outside those swingin' doors
          C
Where the darkness and the emptiness 
     A7               D7
Only make me miss you more
    G             C
And all across my tortured mind 
     G
Your memory marches on
C         G          D7               C  G
Somewhere in between closing time and dawn

3433. Cloud Of Dust

Brad Paisley - Cloud Of Dust 

West Texas forecast more of the same
Sunny and mild no chance of rain
That old John Deere tractor ain't moved in days
Oh, but he's out there climbin' back on
Because he's yet to admit that his crops are all gone
She stares out the window fightin' back tears
And watches him wastin' his time in the fields
They're havin' problems payin' the bills
And she knows that it won't be long
Before the bank finally places a lien on the farm



Chorus
And the tractor keeps rollin'
The dust rises high
Creating the only cloud in the sky
He's holdin' his ground
But it's gettin' tough
He's keepin' his faith
In the Lord up above
And prayin' for rain
Through a cloud of dust
Yesterday somethin' in town caught his eye
The old hardware store had a help wanted sign
He thought about stoppin' but he drove on by
'Cause he just can't bear to let go
After all it's the only life he's ever known
Chorus
Yeah, he's holdin' his ground
But it's gettin' tough
He's keepin' his faith
In the Lord up above
And prayin' for rain
Through a cloud of dust
West Texas forecast more of the same
Sunny and mild no chance of rain

3434. Cloud Of Dust

Brad Paisley - Cloud Of Dust 

West Texas forecast more of the same
Sunny and mild no chance of rain
That old John Deere tractor ain't moved in days
Oh, but he's out there climbin' back on
Because he's yet to admit that his crops are all gone
She stares out the window fightin' back tears
And watches him wastin' his time in the fields
They're havin' problems payin' the bills
And she knows that it won't be long
Before the bank finally places a lien on the farm
Chorus
And the tractor keeps rollin'
The dust rises high
Creating the only cloud in the sky
He's holdin' his ground
But it's gettin' tough
He's keepin' his faith
In the Lord up above
And prayin' for rain
Through a cloud of dust
Yesterday somethin' in town caught his eye
The old hardware store had a help wanted sign
He thought about stoppin' but he drove on by
'Cause he just can't bear to let go



After all it's the only life he's ever known
Chorus
Yeah, he's holdin' his ground
But it's gettin' tough
He's keepin' his faith
In the Lord up above
And prayin' for rain
Through a cloud of dust
West Texas forecast more of the same
Sunny and mild no chance of rain

3435. Cloudy Day

Tom T Hall - Cloudy Day

[Verse 1:]
I never did like that apartment
It was not a place I like to be
In summertime the place was hot
In wintertime I'd sit around and freeze
I never did like that apartment seems to me
It always smell like food
People down the hall complained
Because I liked to pick and sing
And anyway the rent was overdue

[Chorus:]
Cloudy day this is my cloudy day

[Verse 2:]
One for you and one for him o
One for her and one for them

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
I've forgot the number of the Interstate that brought me to this town
I've been here for seven months
And still I do not know my way around
Well I'd like to find a quiet place
And trouble is I don't know where it's at
I don't know which way is best but I think I'll be headin' west
So I'll be walkin' where the land is flat

[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
I've know people higher up the ladder
Who can always pick and choose
Anything they want to be or anyplace they go to just can't lose
It doesn't matter who you are
We all must have a cloudy day some time
Days that we can't seem to win



Days that we ain't got a friend
We all have days and I guess this is mine

[Chorus]
[Bridge:]
One for you and one for him one for her and one for them
[Chorus]

3436. Cloudy Day - Chords

Cloudy Day
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                                                            G7
I never did like that apartment it was not a place I like to be
   F                                                             C
In summertime the place was hot in wintertime I'd sit around and freeze
                                                                 G7
I never did like that apartment seems to me it always smell like food
F               G7              F                  G7
People down the hall complained because I liked to pick and sing
    F                       C
And anyway the rent was overdue
F                     C
Cloudy day this is my cloudy day
One for you and one for him one for her and one for them
                  G7             C
This looks like a cloudy day for me
                                                                 G7
I've forgot the number of the Interstate that brought me to this town
     F                                                         C
I've been here for seven months and still I do not know my way around
                                                                           G7
Well I'd like to find a quiet place and trouble is I don't know where it's at
  F                G7              F               G7
I don't know which way is best but I think I'll be headin' west
   F                                 C
So I'll be walkin' where the land is flat
Repeat #2
                                                               G7
I've known people higher up the ladder who can always pick and choose
   F                                                       C
Anything they want to be or anyplace they go to just can't lose
                                                                 G7
It doesn't matter who you are we all must have a cloudy day some time
F                  G7          F                  G7
Days that we can't seem to win days that we ain't got a friend
       F                             C
We all have days and I guess this is mine
Repeat #2
One for you and one for him one for her and one for them
                  G7             C
This looks like a cloudy day for me



3437. Cloudy Days

Cloudy Days
The Boxcars - Alison Krauss

Dark clouds hangin' over me
When will they go away
Rain is in my eyes and I can't see
Life's become just cloudy days

Why she done me like she done
I guess I'll never know
She knows I need her more than anyone
I made a point to let it show

   Cloudy days don't the sun ever shine anymore
   Stormy weather will you always be around
   When I'm down I can't stand cloudy days

I recall a time when times where good
Lord it seems so long ago
But you know they say if the rain won't come
The grass'll have no chance to grow

3438. Clover Tune

Mandolin Orange - Clover Tune

You used to live untruly, so kindly
And it left; you're lying here in ruin
You cut the hand of a good friend
And you smile in all you're doing

Got a hole burning in your brain
Just north of the last line on a southbound train
Wonder why you look all over just to find a four-leaf clover
And as you pick it, it just withers away

But now you live so true
Mysterious and blue
Waking up each morning all alone
You sip black coffee but you hate the taste
And your crown of thorns weighs heavies at home

Got a hole burning in your heart
Where once before you love was overflowing
And you hate the sky for crying and you love the same sky when it's smiling
Peeking through the blinds is your only means of knowing



Are you not your mother's son?
Once on the run for throwing stones at old windows
But you live so freely
And you walk so easy
Leaning with whichever way the wind would blow

3439. Clown In Your Rodeo

Kathy Mattea - Clown in Your Rodeo

Hey there little cactus flower
Your ways are sharper than a knife
And they cause the heart to bleed
You think that love is flower well baby
You abused the right to rule over me
Cause love should keep you feeling warm and all right
But when I'm close to you I just get frostbite

I ain't gonna be the clown in your rodeo
I ain't gonna be the freak in your fair
I ain't gonna be the floor for your do-si-do
No baby gonna dust you off and ride on out of here

Hey there little bronco buster
Did you think you had me trained to meet your every whim
Well hand me my feather duster
I'm cleaning house I'll end the game
Before my heart starts caving in
Cause this love affair has taken me through hell some
Now I believe that I've worn out my welcome

I ain't gonna be the clown in your rodeo
I ain't gonna be the freak in your fair
I ain't gonna be the floor for your do-si-do
No baby gonna dust you off and ride on out of here

( dobro - fiddle )

Cause love should keep you feeling warm and all right
But when I'm close to you I just get frostbite
I ain't gonna be the clown in your rodeo
I ain't gonna be the freak in your fair
I ain't gonna be the floor for your do-si-do
No baby gonna dust you off and ride on out of here

3440. Club G.R.O.S.S. - Chords

Club G.R.O.S.S.
Chris Thile - Club G.R.O.S.S.



Tuning : G D A E  Time Signature: 4/4

 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/--------------------------------/--------------7-----108-9-5-3-0-/
/--------------------------------/--0-----3-4-----6-7-------------/
/--------------------------------/------2-----5-------------------/
/------------------------------5-/6-------------------------------/

 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/5-3-1---------------------------/--------------7-----108-9-5-----/
/------6-4-2-0-------------------/--0-----3-4-----6-7---------107-/
/--------------6-5-4-3-2-1---0---/------2-----5-------------------/
/--------------------------4---5-/6-------------------------------/

 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/--9-1011128-9-3---5-------------/--------------7-----108-9-5-----/
/12--------------5---3-4-0-------/--0-----3-4-----6-7---------107-/
/--------------------------5-1---/------2-----5-------------------/
/------------------------------5-/6-------------------------------/

 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/5-7-9-1-3-5---------------------/--------------7-----108-9-5-----/
/------------4-6-8-0-2-4---------/--0-----3-4-----6-7---------107-/
/------------------------3-5-7---/------2-----5-------------------/
/------------------------------5-/6-------------------------------/

 /       /       /       /        
/--9-101112--1517----------------/
/12------------------------------/
/--------------------------------/
/--------------------------------/

3441. Cluck Old Hen

Cluck Old Hen

My old hen's a good old hen
She lays eggs for the railroad men
Sometimes 8 and sometimes ten
That's enough for the railroad men

   Cluck old hen cluck and sing
   You ain't laid an egg since late last spring
   Cluck old hen cluck and squall
   Ain't laid an egg since late last fall

Cluck old hen cluck when I tell you
Cluck old hen or I'm gonna sell you
Last time she cackled cackled in the lot
Next time she cackles cackle in the pot

My old hen she's a good old hen



She lays eggs for the railroad men
Sometimes 1 sometimes two
Sometimes enough for the whole damn crew

3442. Clue

Molly Tuttle - Clue

[Intro]
One, two, three
One, two, three

[Verse 1]
White noise on the radio
Thought I heard your voice but I was all alone
Been sailing so long now without your love
Thought I knew you, I could've been wrong
Did you fake the words to my favorite song?
And you jumped the ship when the going got rough

[Chorus]
Well somebody told me
You were singing the blues
And I've tried not to care, babe
But I'm searching the airwaves for you
Just give me a clue

[Verse 2]
Just need someone to carry me home
I caught your signal and then it was gone
Are you out on your own now, lookin' up at the stars?

[Chorus]
Well somebody told me
You were singing the blues
And I've tried not to care, babe
But I'm searching the airwaves for you
Just give me a clue

[Bridge]
Send me a bottle
Rollin' on the tide
Write me a love song
Pass it down the wire
Or show me a rainbow
I'll know that it's you

3443. Coal



Tyler Childers - Coal

Now God made coal for the men who sold their lives to West Van Lear
And you keep on diggin' 'til you get down there where it's darker than your darkest fears
And that woman in the kitchen she keeps on cookin' but she ain't had meat in years
Just live off bread, live off hope in a pool of a million tears
Now let me tell you somethin' 'bout the gospel
And make sure that you mark it down
When God spoke out "Let there be light"
He put the first of us in the ground
And we'll keep on diggin' 'til the comin' of the Lord
And Gabriel's trumpet sounds
'Cause if you ain't minin' for the company boy
There ain't much in this town

We could've made somethin' of ourselves out there if we'd listened to the folks that knew
That coal is gonna bury you

Now it's darker than a dungeon
And it's deeper than a well
So sometimes I imagine
That I'm gettin' pretty close to hell
And in my darkest hour
I cry out to the Lord
He says "Keep on minin' boy
'Cause that's why you were born"
Well we could've made somethin' of ourselves out there if we'd listened to the folks that knew
That coal is gonna bury you

3444. Coal Miner's Blues

Coal Miner's Blues - Carter Family
Flatt & Scruggs - Hazel Dickens

Some blues are just blues, mine are the miner's blues
Some blues are just blues, mine are the miner's blues
My troubles keep coming by threes and by twos

Blues and more blues, it's that coal black blues
Blues and more blues, it's that coal black blues
Got coal in my hair, got coal in my shoes

There blues are so blue, they are the coal black blues
There blues are so blue, they are the coal black blues
For my place will cave in, and my life I will lose

You say they are blues, there old miner's blues
You say they are blues, there old miner's blues
Now I must have sharpened these picks that I use

I'm out with these blues, dirty coal black blues
I'm out with these blues, dirty coal black blues
We'll lay off tomorrow with the coal miner's blues



3445. Coal Minin' Man

Ricky Skaggs - Coal Minin' Man

Daylight of dark
In rain or shine
It don't much matter
Down in the mine
Where the tunnel's deep
Lord, the air gets thin
That's the way of life
For the minin' man

His lungs are weak
His back is gone
His sixty years
Are plainly shown
Lived half his life
Down in the ground
A cold steel hammer
Rings a mournful sound

Daylight of dark
In rain or shine
It don't much matter
Down in the mine
Where the tunnel's deep
Lord, the air gets thin
That's the way of life
For the minin' man

I'll tell you, Son
He said to me
There's just two things
I pray to see
That the day my Savior
Calls me home
And to see my son
Stop minin' coal

Oh daddy dear
I'll tell you true
There's nothing else
For me to do
But to make my livin'
Underneath this land
And live and die
A coal minin' man

Daylight of dark
In rain or shine
It don't much matter
Down in the mine



Where the tunnel's deep
Lord, the air gets thin
That's the way of life
For the minin' man

I'll make my livin'
Underneath this land
And die like you
A coal minin' man

3446. Coal Tattoo

Coal Tattoo
Billy Ed Wheeler - Hazel Dickens
Kathy Mattea

Travelin' down that coal town road,
Listen to those rubber tires whine;
Goodbye to Buckeye and White Sycamore,
I'm leavin' you behind.
I been a coal man all my life
Layin' down track in the hole,
Got a back like an ironwood bent by the wind
Blood veins blue as the coal.

Somebody said "That's a strange tattoo
You have on the side of your head."
I said "That's a blue print left by the coal.
Just a little more and I'd be dead"
BUt I love the rumble and I love the dark
I love the cool of the slate.
But it's on down the new road lookin' for a job.
It's the travelin' and lookin' I hate.

I stood for the union, walked in the line,
Fought against the company.
I stood for the U. M. W. of A.
Now who's gonna stand for me?
I got no home and I got no pay,
Just got a worried soul;
And this blue tattoo on the side of my head
Left by the number nine coal.

Someday when I die and go
To Heaven, the land of my dreams,
I won't have to worry on losin' my job
To hard times and big machines.
I ain't gonna pay my money away
On dues and hospital plans.
I'm gonna pick coal while the blue heavens roll
And sing in the angel band.

Repeat First Verse



3447. Coal, Black Gold - Chords

Coal, Black Gold - Country Gentlemen

Coal, Black Gold as recorded by The Country Gentlemen
Updated 6 Mar 06. Thanks to Rodney and his father for providing 
the words that I did not hear clearly on the recording.

Capo 2nd Fret

Intro (Quick D) (Bm) (A) (D) (G)       (A) (D)
(Hit quick D, then follow pattern of last two lines of chorus*)

Chorus
(Bm) Coal black (A) gold, (D) dark as midnight waters
(G) Flowing through my memories in the shadows of my (A) soul
*(Bm) Coal black (A) gold, you (D) put my daddy (G) under
*Like him I'm growin' (A) old diggin' (D) coal

In a model T they (A) came, (D) settled in the (G) valley
Spent thirty years down (A) in this blackened (D) hell
And all my daddy (A) got, for (D) all those years of (G) trying
Was a coal dust covered (A) grave upon the (D) hill

As a child I still re-(A)-member, those (D) same old tipples (G) hummin'
Those mighty diesel (A) trains would come and (D) go
As a little barefoot (A) boy, by the (D) coal yards I would (G) wonder
Man where could they be (A) takin' all that (D) coal

Chorus

Instrumental break - (Same as intro)

Was my bride at seven-(A)-teen, she long (D) since gave up her (G) dreams
Yeah she knows I'll live and (A) die here digging (D) coal
Well she's a coal miner's (A) daughter, though it's (D) not the life she (G) wanted
Like me it's the (A) only one she (D) knows

Chorus

Like my (G) daddy it's the (A) only life I (D) know

3448. Coalminers

Coalminers - Cabinet

But in late December ask her her doubt in miles to see what's winter
so when I'm down to the river..over
I say to myself now what am I gonna do



I gotta get some..inside the whole ground shoes
so went to the mountain and I start looking for that..
I said it's hard get cold in the snow
we digging the..cold
and ti wear any time we wait
and dig and dig all day
that's right

Up in the cold in the winter
I'm going home

I said there's shoozing lord baby don't be angry
I'm coming home and my bag is empty
and please don't tell the ..
don't know it hard seen it's hard and cold in the snow
and dig and ding but you don't go
..it's happen anyway
and dig and dig all day
and you ding

let go

3449. Coast Of Colorado - Chords

Coast Of Colorado
Recorded by Skip Ewing
Written by Max D. Barnes and Skip Ewing

C                            F
I know leavin' me is killin' you     
C                                     F
But I know it's something you have to do     
Dm         G7    Am            F
Remember I said  I'd always be there 
Dm               G7                 C
I still feel the same I ain't goin' anywhere 
                 F      G7                    C
Till the 31st of April  till it snows here in July 
                       F       G7                       Am
Till the seas take California  and wash up on the great divide 
                   F        G7                   Am
And even when that happens  if you're not back I know       
F             Dm               G7              C
I'll still be waiting for you  on the coast of Colorado     
                               F
I can't say goodbye to you for good     
C                            F
And I know you'd stay if you could 
Dm              G7               Am                F
There must be a part of you that you still need to find 
Dm                      G7                      C
I'll be waiting for you if you ever change your mind 
Repeat #2 



                 Dm       G7              C
Still be waiting for you  on the coast of Colorado

3450. Coast to Coast - Chords

Coast to Coast 
recorded by Asleep at the Wheel
 
G                                   
It's not just the bedroom where she used to lay her head
                                            D7  
Or the front room by the fire where we once passed the night instead
       G                                   C
Though I have left these rooms and gone as far as I could drive
G                        D7  G
Even in the motels along U S 405
 
                   D7      G
Coast to coast and wall to wall
                                           D7
It's a memory not much more than five feet tall
        G                                C
But the shadow that it's casting seem to fall
G        D7                G
Coast to coast and wall to wall
 
        
California seems like someplace I could catch my breath
                                  D7
Get my mind off someone who still worries me to death
     G                            C
Even though she's gone her memory unlocks every door
G                              D7         G
Haunts me now in places I have never seen before
  
Repeat #2
 
E7                              C
I'm rolling down the highway or strolling down the hall 
     A7                                 D7
When things are going my way and then a memory comes to call
 
Repeat #2

3451. Coastal Fog

Coastal Fog - Kathy Kallick

The moon's gonna rise in the east tonight



Just a thumbnail sketch but oh so bright
I'm gonna hold myself real tight
'Til I rock these blues away

CHORUS:
And the coastal fog's gonna roll in tonight
And make tomorrow just like today
And make tomorrow just like today

Some things change, some stay the same
Some folks never take the blame
We can talk about the weather instead of the pain
If you ain't got nothin' to say

CHORUS

You always fight 'til you think you've won
Sometimes I think you fight for fun
We can fight all day 'til you think we're done
And leave me shattered and scared, but hey

CHORUS

Things aren't as simple as they seem at first
Hard feelings build 'til I think I'll burst
And that's too bad but the thing that's worse
Is this sense that you're slipping away

3452. Coastline Charlie - Chords

Coastline Charlie
Recorded by Dick Curless
Written by Larry Kingston

C
It's hard for me to remember back 
      F
But I think they named me Charlie Black
    G7                              C
The doctor said I'd die but I lived somehow
G7          C
Now they've changed my name but not my luck 
    F
The Black is gone but Charlie stuck
G7                                     C   G7
Coastline Charlie is what they call me now
      C
I was hatched in Tennessee 
         F
But that didn't mean a thing to me
G7                              C
Soon as I could walk I aimed it south
G7           C



I thumbed my way to New Orleans 
   F
To try my luck with the Cajun queens
    G7                                     C
And Coastline Charlie is what they call me now
     F
Coastline Charlie is my name 
         C
At least that's how they pegged me
      F
And I wouldn't change it back again 
     C                G7
Even if the good Lord begged me
    C
The only place I can be found 
          F
Is on the courtin' side of a Portland town
    G7                                    C
And Coastline Charlie's what they call me now
Yes you could say I'm the rowdy sort 
  F
I got a pet in every port
    G7                         C
And I'll do anything that time allows
G7     C
Up and down the coastal lines 
     F
I've upped and down 'em many a time
    G7                                     C
And Coastline Charlie is what they call me now
G7         C
Now when I die please humor me 
    F
And take my body out to sea
    G7                         C
And drop me in as close as law allows
G7           C
Cause by and by the tide might bring me in 
   F
To shore for one more fling
    G7                                     C
And Coastline Charlie is what they call me now
Repeat #3
    G7                                     C
And Coastline Charlie is what they call me now
    G7                                     C
And Coastline Charlie is what they call me now

3453. Coat Of Many Colors

Coat Of Many Colors
Emmylou Harris - Dolly Parton



Back through the years I go wandering once again
Back to the seasons of my youth
I recall a box of rags that someone gave us
And how my mama put those rags to use

There were rags of many colors and every piece was small
And I didn't have a coat and it was way down in the fall
Mama sewed the rags together sewin' every piece with love
She made my coat of many colors that I was so proud of

When she sewed she told a story from the Bible she had read
'Bout a coat of many colors Joseph wore again
she said Perhaps this coat will bring you good luck and happiness
And I just couldn't wait to wear it Mama blessed it with a kiss

   A coat of many colors that my mama made for me
   Made only from rags but I wore it so proudly
   I know we had no money but I was rich as I could be
   With my coat of many colors that my mama made for me

Now with patches in my britches and holes in both my shoes
In my coat of many colors I hurried off to school
Just to find the others laughin' and makin' fun of me
In my coat of many colors my mama made for me

Now I did not understand it for I felt almost rich
And I told them of the love my mama sewed in every stitch
Then I told them all the stories mama told me while she sewed
How my coat of many colors was worth more than all their clothes

They did not understand it though I tried to make them see
That one is only poor if they choose to be
I know we had no money but I was rich as I could be
In my coat of many colors my mama made for me

3454. Cobblestone Mountain

Cobblestone Mountain
Steve Cash

cobblestone mountain it was made by hand
from the magic and mortar of a cobblestone man
cobblestone mountain it was laid by hand
from the magic and mortar in a cobblestone land
magic and mortar in a cobblestone land

listen to me children here's a riddle and a rhyme
'bout a man who built a mountain that an angel couldn't climb
he built it with the skill and the magic that he learned
when he found the holy river and the river boat burned

cobblestone mountain it was made by hand
from the magic and mortar of a cobblestone man



cobblestone mountain it was laid by hand
from the magic and mortar in a cobblestone land
magic and mortar in a cobblestone land

listen to me children here's a word to the wise
I got it from the man with the cobblestone eyes
take it with a chuckle or a grain of salt
but if the cobblestone buckles then it's all your own fault

cobblestone mountain it was made by hand
from the magic and mortar of a cobblestone man
cobblestone mountain it was laid by hand
from the magic and mortar in a cobblestone land
magic and mortar in a cobblestone land
magic and mortar in a cobblestone land
magic and mortar in a cobblestone land

3455. Cocaine Blues

Billy Strings & Don Julin 
Cocaine Blues

Sniffing that cocaine all over town
Honey don't let my deal go down
Hey, hey buddy let the cocaine be
It was made for horses not for men
Doctor said it'll kill ya but he didn't know when
Hey, hey buddy let the cocaine be

Well tell it to me, tell it to me
Drink corn liquor let the cocaine be
Hey, hey buddy let the cocaine be
Yeah tell it to me, tell it to me
Drink corn liquor let that cocaine be
Hey, hey buddy let the cocaine be

I'm walking up the fields, struttin' down Main
Trying to find a nickel for to buy cocaine
Hey, hey buddy let the cocaine be
It'll burn out your nose, make your eyes turn red
That doggone cocaine will kill you dead
Hey, hey buddy let the cocaine be

Well tell it to me, tell it to me
Drink corn liquor let the cocaine be
Hey, hey buddy let the cocaine be
Yeah tell it to me, tell it to me
Drink corn liquor let that cocaine be
Hey, hey buddy let the cocaine be

Well I don't know what I'm gonna do
It's killing my friends, gonna kill me to
Hey, hey buddy let the cocaine be



Now some of you people you think your tough
Sniffing that cocaine just like snuff
Hey, hey buddy let the cocaine be

Well tell it to me, tell it to me
Drink corn liquor let the cocaine be
Hey, hey buddy let the cocaine be
Yeah tell it to me, tell it to me
Drink corn liquor let that cocaine be
Hey, hey buddy let the cocaine be

3456. Cocaine Cannot Kill My Pain - Chords

Steve Earl - Cocaine Cannot Kill My Pain

**Drop D Tuning**

Dsus2- 000230
Em7- 020033
G/A- 500003

**Note: Instead of playing 'Em7', you can substitute it for 'G/A'.** 

Dsus2
Cocaine cannot kill my pain

Cocaine cannot kill my pain

Cocaine cannot kill my pain
Em7                             Dsus2
Like a freight train through my vein
Dsus2          Em7     Dsus2
Cocaine cannot kill my pain

Dsus2
Whiskey got no hold on me

Whiskey got no hold on me

Whiskey got no hold on me
Em7                       Dsus2
Left them chains in Tenne-ssee
Dsus2          Em7     Dsus2
Whiskey got no hold on me

Dsus2
Don't come knockin' on my door

Girl, don't come knockin' on my door

Don't come knockin' on my door
Em7                     Dsus2
Even that won't work no more



Dsus2               Em7   Dsus2
Don't come knockin' on my door

Dsus2
Heroin was the only thing

Heroin was the only thing

Heroin was the only thing
Em7                        Dsus2
The only gift the darkness brings
Dsus2          Em7  Dsus2
Heroin was the only thing

Dsus2
Guess you'd best leave me alone

Guess you'd best leave me alone

Guess you'd best leave me alone
Em7                             Dsus2
At least until these blues have gone
Dsus2                  Em7  Dsus2
Guess you'd best leave me a-lone

3457. Cocaine Habit

Cocaine Habit
Old Crow Medicine Show - Cocaine Habit

Well the cocaine habit is mighty bad
It's the worst old habit that I ever had 
Hey hey honey take a whiff on me 

Take a whiff on me
Take a whiff on me
All you rounders take a wiff on me 
Hey hey honey take a wiff on me 

I went to Mr. Lehman's on a lope 
He's got a sign on the window, "no more dope" 
Hey hey honey take a whiff on me 

Take a whiff on me 
Take a whiff on me 
All you rounders take a wiff on me 
Hey hey honey take a wiff on me 

Well I love my whiskey and I love my gin 
But the way I love my coke is a dog gone sin 
Hey hey honey take a whiff on me 

Take a whiff on me 



Take a whiff on me 
All you rounders take a wiff on me 
Hey hey honey take a wiff on me 

Well since cocaine went outta style 
You can catch 'em shootin needles all the while 
Hey hey honey take a whiff on me 

Take a whiff on me 
Take a whiff on me 
All you rounders take a wiff on me 
hey hey honey take a wiff on me 

Take a whiff on me 
Take a whiff on me 
All you rounders take a wiff on me 
Hey hey honey take a wiff on me 

Take a whiff on me 
Take a whiff on me 
All you rounders take a wiff on me 
Hey hey honey take a wiff on me

3458. Cocaine Habit Blues - Chords

Old Crow Medicin Show - Cocaine Habit Blues

D
Well that cocaine habit is mighty bad
  G
It's the worst old habit that I ever had
A                                 D
Hey, hey, honey take a whiff on me

D
Take a whiff on me
D
Take a whiff on me
G
All you rounders take a whiff on me
A                                 D
Hey, hey, honey take a whiff on me

Well I went to Mr. Lehman's on a lope
He's got a sign on the window says, "no more dope"
Hey, hey, honey take a whiff on me

Take a whiff on me
Take a whiff on me
All you rounders take a whiff on me
Hey, hey, honey take a whiff on me

Well I love my whiskey and I love my gin



But the way I love my coke is a dog-gone sin
Hey, hey, honey take a whiff on me

Take a whiff on me
Take a whiff on me
All you rounders take a whiff on me
Hey, hey, honey take a whiff on me

Now if you don't believe cocaine is good
You ask Carl Rove or Elijah Woods
Hey, hey, honey take a whiff on me

Take a whiff on me
Take a whiff on me
All you rounders take a whiff on me
Hey, hey, honey take a whiff on me

Take a whiff on me
Take a whiff on me
All you rounders take a whiff on me
Hey, hey, honey take a whiff on me

Take a whiff on me
Take a whiff on me
All you rounders take a whiff on me
Hey, hey, honey take a whiff on me

3459. Cochise County

Cochise County - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Bobby Starnes/Daniel House Music, BMI-It Says What It Says Music,BMI)

He was born near Hale Missouri
On the day that Vicksburg fell
And heaven hath no fury
like a boy raised up in hell

He heard about Frank and Jesse
And how they robbed to feed the poor
But he robbed to suit his pleasure
and killed for nothing more

Chorus
Dead or alive read his bounty
30 notches on his gun
The meanest man in Cochise County
picked the wrong place to run

Riding out to California
Where no law had heard his name
Near the bright San Pedro Valley
Like a moth drawn to a flame



He hired with Johnny Ringo
Curly Bill and Texas Jack
He loaned his soul to the devil
But he'll never get it back

3460. Cocktails

Robbie Fulks - Cocktails

[Intro]
Cocktails tore up my family
Cocktails tore down my home
[Verse 1]
One to wake me up every morning
One with a buddy at noon
One for the road every evening
'Til I found out pretty soon

[Verse 2]
It took two to wake me up every morning
Two with my buddy at noon
Two for the road every evening
'Til guess what happened pretty soon

[Chorus]
Cocktails tore up my family
Cocktails tore down my home
I cheated and I lied, I swallowed my pride
(And then) washed it down with cocktails

[Verse 3]
I had a house on a hillside
The car I was driving was new
I had money in my pocket
But look what liquor made me do

3461. Codeine

Trampled by Turtles - Codeine

Well, I ain't your baby, I ain't your baby now
Them holy rollers got kicked right out of town
It's dark where I've been stayin'
Don't you worry, come on in
Well, I've finally found a friend
I've found a friend

Codeine, Codeine
You're the nicest thing I've seen



For a while, for a while

Well you hold my hand as I step into the room
And all these people, they'll all be fading soon
Well, it's whisper time remembered
Through armored thorns and knives
And it's all that I've got left
To hold onto

Codeine, codeine
You're the nicest thing I've seen
For a while, for a while

Well you can keep your dusty bottle on your shelf
You can keep your words of wisdom to yourself
I love you darling so
Why can't you let me go
Before you find me hanging in my cell

Codeine, codeine
You're the nicest thing I've seen
For a while, for a while

Codeine, Codeine
You're the nicest thing I've seen
For a while, for a while

3462. Cody

Cody - Hot Buttered Rum

Cars on the highway make the going slow
I'll take the byways, I've got somewhere to go
There bread in the breadbox there's a fire in the hole
My hands are on the wheel but it's out of my control

Cody  up all night
Howlin at the moon, howlin at the moon
Cody  in the morning light
Be good to your mom your dad will be home soon

Sunlight's on the hilltop near the valley of my home
Cody takes his rest like first line of a poem
The first ship of many has made its way to shore
Past generations are cryin' out for more

Past generations smile from above
They laid the foundation for a labor of love
Their triumphs and tragedies are all entwined
I'll do my best with what they left behind



3463. Cody, Cody

Flying Burrito Brothers - Cody, Cody 

Cody, Cody, I hear you say
I hear your voice calling me away
I'm not afraid to think of what I might find
I will be yours, will you be mine ?

We've all been young, we've all been old
We've all been sheltered from the cold
Come by my side and say what I think I already know
I'm going away, don't you want to go ?

I remember the face that Harvey drew
It was of a man that my eyes saw through
Come by my side before the evening is gone
And see where else this body's flown, body's flown.

3464. Coffee

Coffee
Sean Watkins - Coffee

Would you like to meet me for coffee
And talk for a while
Cause time hasn't changed my mind
I need a funaral or a revival
Both ways i'll smile
But i can't sill pretend that i
Dont have a crush on you
You were everything i wanted
When i was eighteen
Perfect in every way
Then you left the church
And the rumours were plenty
I know they weren't all empty
But i'm tired of pretending that i
Dont have a crush on you

3465. Coffee Bean - Chords

Coffee Bean 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]



E  F#/C#
E6sus  E6sus   G/D    E
x2
 
[Verse 1]
E                             F#/C#
You're a strong cup of coffee I don't drink anymore
E6sus                         E6sus   G/D    E
Without cream and sugar honey you're no good
E                    F#/C#
You,' well' you made me you'  made me smile
E6sus                   E6sus   G/D    E
I haven't seen you ' in a while
 
[Chorus]
G6      G6/F#              E
I wanna thank you for your time
G6               G6/F#          E
I know that it's wasted but its mine
 
[Verse 2]
E              F#/C#
Warmer weather is on the way
E6sus                 E
Oh but baby I'm a rainy day
E                         F#/C#
I'm sorry that I come and yes, I come and go
E6sus                      E
And I'm sorry that I hurt you so
 
[Chorus]
G6          G6/F#          E
But now its time for me to go
G6          G6/F#               E
Gotta lover and he won't let me go
 
[Bridge]
E    F#/C#
E6sus    E6sus   G/D    E
x2
 
[Verse 2]
E                                     F#/C#
Oh yeah you're a strong cup of coffee I don't drink any more
E6sus                         E6sus  G/D    E
Without cream and sugar honey you're no good
E                    F#/C#
You yeah you made me you made me smile
E6sus               E6sus  G/D    E
I haven't seen you in a while
 
[Outro]
G6           G6/F#          E
But now it's time for me to go
G6          G6/F#               E
Gotta lover and he won't let me go
G6         G6/F#        E



Now it's time for me to go
G6          G6/F#               E
Gotta lover and he won't let me go, go, go, go
                G6          G6/F#
He won't let me go, go, go, go
E
He won't let me go, go, go, go
 
G6         G6/F#       E
Everything comes to an end well I told you this my friend
G6      G6/F#         E
....... He won't let me go

3466. Coffee's Cold

Coffee's Cold
Abigail Washburn

Some folks say the times are hard
I just say oh my lord
Coffee's cold and I been sold for half a dollar bill

Every seed that I do sow
harvest time nothin's grown
Coffee's cold and I been sold for half a dollar bill

Fore I have ten dollars saved
I'll be resting in my grave
Coffee's cold and I been sold for half a dollar bill

I been broke a thousand times
no one cares to spare a dime
Coffee's cold and I been sold for half a dollar bill

When I lay my burden down
peace nor comfort have I found
Coffee's cold and I been sold for half a dollar bill

Angels I am on my knees
but you'll never sing for me
Coffee's cold and I been sold for half a dollar bill

Some folks say the times are hard
I just say, oh my lord
Coffee's cold and I been sold for half a dollar bill

3467. Coffee, Methadone & Cigarettes



John Butler - Coffee, Methadone & Cigarettes

[Verse]
See my old man has a broken heart
He got a leaky valve and aneurysm, but
Trace it back to the start
When that big ol' fire came towards the Nannup town
Well that greedy thing burnt more than the bush down

[Chorus]
You can bury that head and try to forget
He's still waking up with Coffee, Methadone & Cigarettes

[Verse]
In the summer of fifty-eight
When innocence, shattered and broke
The tree, the egg, the nest, the breast, the yolk
When those thieving flames took my Granddad from my Pa
And ever since then we've been mending all those scars

[Chorus]
But the bandages and ointments ain't done it
He's still waking up with Coffee, Methadone & Cigarettes

[Verse]
That broken bird somehow grew
With the seven brothers and sisters moved
From the country to the zoo
Between the legacy visits and the boarding schools
Yes he learned to dodge the books
And he learned to dodge the fools

[Chorus]
Says he's made mistakes but lives with no regrets
He's still waking up with Coffee, Methadone & Cigarettes

[Verse]
Grandma on Sunday, used to eat the, chicken leg
She said she wasn't hungry and the kids could have the rest
When those kids grew they learnt what she'd done
She would go hungry for all of them
She'd go hungry for everyone

[Chorus]
And now she's gone and it's hell in the hand basket
Still waking up with Coffee, Methadone & Cigarettes

[Verse]
See my old man has a broken heart
He got a leaky valve and aneurysm, but you
Trace it back to the start
When that big old fire came towards the end of town
Well that greedy thing burnt more than the bush down

[Chorus/Outro]
You can bury that head and try to forget
You can bury that head and try to live with no regrets
You can bury that head and it's all gone to shit



He's still waking up with Coffee Methadone Cigarettes
And now she's gone and it's hell in the hand basket
He's still waking up to Coffee Methadone Cigarettes

3468. Cold

Cold
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Girl, the way you broke my heart
It shattered like a rock through a window
I thought we had it so good
Never really saw this comin'

[Chorus]
Oh, why you got to be so cold?
Why you got to go and cut me like a knife
And put our love on ice?
Oh, girl, you know you left this hole
Right here in the middle of my soul
Oh-oh, oh, why you got to be so cold?

[Verse 2]
What am I supposed to say
If anybody asks me about you?
I guess I'll tell 'em I'm without you
How am I supposed to live
When I built my life around you?
Try to put yourself in my shoes

[Chorus]
Oh, why you got to be so cold?
Why you got to go and cut me like a knife
And put our love on ice?
Oh, girl, you know you left this hole
Right hRre in the middle of my soul
Oh-oh, oh, why you got to bR so cold?

[Bridge]
I can only feel my love hangin' on
I don't feel like it's over
I'm still on fire
Why you gotta be so...

[Instrumental Break / Guitar Solo]

[Chorus]
Oh, why you got to be so cold?
Why you got to go and cut me like a knife
And put our love on ice?
Oh, girl, you know you left this hole
Right here in the middle of my soul



Oh-oh, oh, why you got to be so cold?

[Outro]
Why you got to be so cold?
Why you got to be so cold?
You got to be so cold

3469. Cold - Chords

Cold 
The East Pointers

[Verse]
C#m7                         Asus2
You brought me spring, some may flowers bloom.
C#m7                     Asus2
You kept 'em nice while we slept underneath the moon.
C#m7                           A                  F#
You tell me why the brightest lights burn out so soon.
 
[Chorus]
A                      C#m7
The snow keeps fallin' baby in the past.
A                    E
I'm out here digging for what I can't get back.
A                   C#m7
My hands are frozen I'm feeling old.
A                          F#     A                  C#m7
The snow keeps fallin' and I have never ever felt so cold.
A                            C#m7            A
I've never ever felt so cold.
 
[Verse]
C#m7                    Asus2
I feel my days growing shorter now that you're gone.
C#m7                     Asus2
The northeast winds blowing, winters coming on.
C#m7                        A
I thought our summer would last forever.
F#
But now it's December.
 
[Chorus]
A                      C#m7
The snow keeps fallin' baby in the past.
A                    E
I'm out here digging for what I can't get back.
A                   C#m7
My hands are frozen I'm feeling old.
A                          F#     A                  C#m7
The snow keeps fallin' and I have never ever felt so cold.
A                            C#m7            A
I've never ever felt so cold.



 
[Outro]
A                      C#m7
The snow keeps fallin' baby in the past.
A                    E
I'm out here digging for what I can't get back.
A                   C#m7
My hands are frozen I'm feeling old.
A                      C#m7
The snow keeps fallin' baby in the past.
A                    E
I'm out here digging for what I can't get back.
A                   C#m7
My hands are frozen I'm feeling old.
A                          F#     A                  C#m7
The snow keeps fallin' and I have never ever felt so cold.
A                            C#m7            A
I've never ever felt so cold.

3470. Cold As It Is - Chords

Cold As It Is 
The Lone Bellow
 
E
 
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave my baby doll
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave my baby doll
I wouldn't leave my baby doll, I wouldn't leave
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave my baby doll
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave
 
I saw you walking under water,
While I was drowning underneath
I'm just like any other damned,
Pulling me into the deep
 
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave my baby doll
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave my baby doll
I wouldn't leave my baby doll, I wouldn't leave
 
SOLO Riff
/-------------------------------------------------
/--------------0----2---3---2---0-----------------
/---1----3---------------------------3----1-----1-
/--------------------------------------------2---2   REPEAT
/-------------------------------------------------
/-------------------------------------------------
 
E
 



Your name was written on the air though
I cut my name up to that tree
You're cold, but darling it's all natural
Way you bring me to my knees!
 
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave my baby doll
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave my baby doll
I wouldn't leave my baby doll, I wouldn't leave
 
A
Water you take me in,
E
Calling me instead
B             C#m
While I speed, wash me
A
Singing sorrow songs,
E
Lock before the dawn
B
Waiting for the midnight
C#m
Waiting for the midnight
 
A
Water you take me in,
E
Calling me instead
B             C#m
While I speed, wash me
A
Singing sorrow songs,
E
Lock before the dawn
B
Waiting for the midnight
C#m
Waiting for the midnight
B
Waiting for the midnight
C#m
Waiting for the midnight
 
B
Waiting...
B
Waiting...
 
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave my baby doll
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave
Cold as it is, I wouldn't leave my baby doll
I wouldn't leave my baby doll, I wouldn't leave



3471. Cold As The Ashes In The Snow

Cold As The Ashes In The Snow (Larry W. Jones 03/09/2007) 

It's cold up here when the snow begins to blow
The geese have flown because I watched them go
There's something you didn't tell me but now I know
Your love turned as cold as the ashes in the snow
You were here beside me when the grass was green
Then something happened and you were seldom seen
Dear, I wish you would have stayed to make love grow
Your love turned as cold as the ashes in the snow
Cold as the ashes in the snow
Your love turned as cold as the ashes in the snow
You were here beside me when the flowers bloomed
Dear, I never suspected that our love was doomed
I still miss your warm kiss dear, even though I know
Your love turned as cold as the ashes in the snow
Cold as the ashes in the snow
Your love turned as cold as the ashes in the snow
Your love turned as cold as the ashes in the snow

3472. Cold Beer Signs And Country Songs - Chords

Cold Beer Signs And Country Songs
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Red Stegall and Glenn Sutton

C                            F                  C
You never did approve of the things that I call fun
                                                  G7
You often said if a jukebox had a heart I'd marry one
    C                             F                   C
You said if that's the way I felt you'd be better off alone
                                            G7              C
And you were right cause in a honky tonk is where I feel at home
                                        F               C
Let me bathe my soul in neon lights and party dolls and wine
                                              G7
Then play my favorite songs till I run out of dimes
      C                                       F                C
Cause I'll bet I've danced a million miles to that Rose of San Antone
                                        G7                    C
Cause cold beer signs and country songs have always turned me on
                                    F             C
Tonight I'll drink as many beers as I think I can hold
                                                        G7
And you won't have to wait up late like all those times before
    C                                F               C
And you won't have to wonder where I go or what I'll do
                                             G7               C
Cause tonight it's Sue I'll go home with not who I'll go home to
Repeat #2  And let me...



3473. Cold Beverage

The Infamous Stringdusters 
Cold Beverage
(feat. G. Love)

Yo could I get a cold beverage
I need some leverage
It's sunny outside
Some lemonade would be nice
Or a sprite through the drive through
At b.k. yo I'll buy girl a drink
But girls got to pay
On the front porch I got
Some iced tea
If you like a taste of tea
Then come along with me
It's martini time
Yeah yeah feeling golden
Bring your own beverage
Just make sure it's cold

I like cold beverage
I like cold beverage
I like cold beverage

Give me frosty mug
Filled with a&w;
If you got ice cream
Make it a double scoop
Milkshake at the fountain
Really good sounding
Chocolate egg cream
Yo, I'm champ cherry pounding
Caught a chill vibe
Orange juice in my ride
Wawa's to the right
They got a beverage inside
Dig me a hot coffee
Fill it up with ice
Watermelons like drink
Please fix me a large slice
Summertime is cool the heat is getting old
Yeah I'll get a beverage
Just make sure it's cold

I like cold beverage
I like cold beverage
I like cold beverage

When I'm fishing
Let's keep one thing clear
The baits over there



The brews right here
Two six packs and a big bag of ice
Didn't even catch a bite
But the brew tasted nice
Back to the bar
Strawberry daiquiris and a colada
I need a whole lotta them
Fruit drinks to catch me a buzz
I must tell you I'm the
Cool aid kid
Before you serve my drink
Please stick it in the fridge

I like cold beverage
I like cold beverage
I like cold beverage

I like cold beverage
I like cold beverage
I like cold beverage

3474. Cold Brown Bottle - Chords

Cold Brown Bottle
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Joe Gough
 
G                   C              D7            G
You ease my mind so memories won't bring me down again
    A7                                 C        D7
The twisted feeling is more than I can stand my friend
   C                              G            C     G
It seems you know just what to do without some early turn
         A7             C              G
Oh brown bottle do your magic one more time
 
C        D7                         G     C      G
Oh brown bottle's by the dozen look beautiful to me
       A7                              C    D7
Go and let the staff of life stamp out reality
       G                  C                          G
Smokey places and country music help easy my worried mind
         A7             C              G
Oh brown bottle do your magic one more time
 
                     C           D7                     G
You may not doubt is nothing new you've heard this tale before
    A7                              C                 D7
She messed up my head where I can't think straight anymore
   C                            G        C    G
If only I could just forget the hurt she left behind
         A7             C              G
Oh brown bottle do your magic one more time



 
C        D7                         G     C      G
Oh brown bottle's by the dozen look beautiful to me
       A7                              C    D7
Go and let the staff of life stamp out reality
       G                  C                          G
Smokey places and country music help easy my worried mind
         A7             C              G
Oh brown bottle do your magic one more time
 
         A7             C              G
Oh brown bottle do your magic one more time

3475. Cold Cheater's Heart

Del McCoury - Cold Cheater's Heart

It's an old familiar story of a boy and a girl
And a love that went wrong from the start
How Bobby he loved Mary and she thought she loved him
But she found she had a cold cheater's heart

And that life out on the farm ain't what she had in mind
When she promised to honor and obey
So she took to runnin' round all over town
Ain't it funny how life turns out that way

The years have tumbled by Bobby turned an ol' blind eye
To the things he hoped just weren't true
And then came that fateful day when he had been away
Oh they say he came home just too soon

He found them lyin' there oh it was more than he could bear
He found a gun she cried don't be rash
But two shots filled the air he stood right there and stared
The deed was done it was over in a flash

That old judge looked down and sighed he said Bobby you'll have to die
The law is clear and it must take its toll
Think on the deed you've done your race on earth is run
And may God have mercy on your soul

On a cold November morn in a prison so forlorn
The warden prayed as did the parson too
And the crowd gathered there they heard him loud and clear
His final words were Mary I love you

It's an old familiar story of a boy and a girl
And a love that went wrong from the start
How Bobby he loved Mary and she thought she loved him
But she found she had a cold cheater's heart



3476. Cold Coffee Morning - Chords

Cold Coffee Morning
Written by Bill Anderson and Jon Randall
Recorded by Jon Randall

G                                 C                  G
The saddest face I've ever shaved is staring back at me 
                            A7                   D7
My eyes look like a roadmap Lord I ain't slept a wink 
G                                  C               G
So I turned on the radio heard the forecast on the news 
                      C           G             D7             G
They're calling for a cold coffee morning and a warm beer afternoon 
               C    G                   C                G
Better get out my umbrella there's some teardrops coming down 
                                           D7
The radar has detected a heartache west of town 
G                                 C                  G
Now I'm directly in the path of a love that died too soon 
                C           G             D7             G
It's gonna be a cold coffee morning and a warm beer afternoon 
                                C             G
She hit me like a hurricane and blew my heart away 
                               A7           D7
She clouded up my thinking and rained on my parade 
G                              C                  G
I'm here in the aftermath with nothing to hold on to 
              C           G             D7             G
Nothing but a cold coffee morning and a warm beer afternoon 
Repeat #2          
                C           G             D7             G
It's gonna be a cold coffee morning and a warm beer afternoon

3477. Cold Cold Hands - Chords

Cold Cold Hands
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Lawton Williams

C
There they lay in the wreckage 
       F           C
By the side of the road
    F                               C
She was cheating on me and I didn't know
    F                               C
The girl that I love and some other man
                      G7        C



Even in death holding cold cold hands
                    
On the ground there lay branches 
F                 C
Broken off of the tree
F                                 C
Broken in two like this heart within me
F                                    C
This is too much for my sad heart to stand
                             G7        C
They left this world holding cold cold hands
                  
Now I stand by the highway 
F                C
Viewing what has occurred
F                                    C
Why would the Lord take a woman like her
F                                   C
What will I do with this solid gold band
                        G7        C
I can't place it on her cold cold hand
F                                   C
What will I do with this solid gold band
                        G7        C
I can't place it on her cold cold hand

3478. Cold Cold Heart

Cold Cold Heart - Roy Acuff

I tried so hard my dear to show that you're my every dream
Yet you're afraid each thing I do is just some evil scheme
A mem'ry from your lonesome past keeps us so far apart
Why can't I free your doubtful mind and melt your cold cold heart

Another love before my time made your heart sad and blue
And so my heart is paying now for things I didn't do
In angerunkind words are said that make the teardrops start
Why can't I free your doubtful mind and melt your cold cold heart

You'll never know how much it hurts to see you sit and cry
You know you need and want my love yet you're afraid to try
Why do you run and hide from life to try it just ain't smart
Why can't I free your doubtful mind and melt your cold cold heart

There was a time when I believed that you belonged to me
But now I know your heart is shackled to a memory
The more I learn to care for you the more we drift apart
Why can't I free your doubtful mind and melt your cold cold heart



3479. Cold Cold Love

Cold Cold Love 
Karl Schiflett 

CHORUS : 
Cold, cold love is what you're bringing to me 
I see you with him each time I turn around 
Cold cold love darlin can't you see 
That you made me the biggest fool in town 
 
My friends all look at me and wonder 
What makes a man like me keep hangin' on 
Through all those sleepless times of worry 
I wonder if you'll be comin' home 
 
Well this golden band that I'm wearing 
Is just a piece of metal after all 
It lies so cold upon my finger 
And reminds me that my back's against the wall 
 
Yes you made me the biggest fool in town

3480. Cold Cold River

Cold Cold River
Wayne Taylor

I can hear the old train coming standing on a bridge nowhere to go, I can hear the whistle blo
wing, nothing but the cold river down below.
I've got a wife and a baby to feed waiting on dad to bring the supper home, gonna have to ru
n if I'm gonna make it, I might die here all alone.

chorus:
It's too late to turn back now, ain't got time to fool around if I jump I might drown in the cold co
ld river.

There's a big old train right on my tail Lord have mercy on the soul of mine, give me wings so 
I can fly, off the this bridge up to the sky. I look back before I jump flying through the air like a 
hurricane, bout to hit the water and meet my maker, I hear my wife calling out my name.

chorus:
What you doing out of bed, there's a big old knot right on your head the very last thing that yo
u said was the cold cold river.

chorus:
What you doing out of bed, there's a big old knot right on your head the very last thing that yo
u said was the cold cold river, was the cold cold river.



3481. Cold Creature

Cold Creature
Chris Jones

I just cannot figure, though I've done my very best
I just cannot figure darling, though I've done my very best
What kind of cold, cold creature be livin' inside your chest

You played me by the numbers and I paid a heavy toll
You played me by the numbers and I paid a heavy toll
How can a woman who once loved me turn around and be so cold?

You said "My way or the highway" and then you showed me to the door
You said "My way or the highway" and then you showed me to the door
After all these yRars together, I don't think I know you anymore
Don't rRally think I know you anymore!
That's right!

C'mon now!

I'm lookin' into your eyes and I don't like what I see
I'm lookin' into your eyes and I don't like what I see
There's a thousand miles of frozen tundra starin' back at me

I just cannot figure, though I've done my very best
I just cannot figure darling, though I've done my very best
What kind of cold, cold creature be livin' inside your chest

What kind of cold, cold creature be livin' inside your chest ...

3482. Cold Day in Hell

Lucinda Williams - Cold Day in Hell

Before I trust you again, before you use me again
Before I lost for you again
Before you confuse me gain

Will be a cold, cold night in hell
Will be a cold, cold night in hell

Before I run with you again
Before you drag me down again
Before I have fun with you again
Before I stay with you again

Will be a cold, cold night in hell
Will be a cold, cold night in hell

And my hell ain't searching for happened
Hella don't left here no more
Yeah I saw you, come make it ahead on me



But honey Heaven close the door

Before I walk with you again
Before you mess me up again
Before I talk to you again
Before you rack my heart again

Will be a cold, cold night in hell
Will be a cold, cold night in hell

Before you run again
Before I touch you again
Before along for you again
And give that much to you again

Will be a cold, cold night in hell
Yeah will be a cold, cold night in hell

Will be a cold, cold night in hell
Yeah will be a cold, cold night in hell

3483. Cold Day In July

Dixie Chicks - Cold Day In July

The moon is full but my arms are empty
All night long how I've pleaded and cried
You always said the day that you would leave me
Would be a cold day in July

Your bags are packed and not a word is spoken
Guess we said everything with goodbye
Time moves so slow when promises get broken
On this cold day in July

Sun's comin' up, comin' up down on Main Street
Children shout as they're running out to play
Head in my hands here I am standing in my bare feet
Watching you drive away
Watching you drive away

You said that we were gonna last forever
You said our love would never die
Looks like spring and feels like sunny weather
But it's a cold day in July

Oh, sun's comin' up, comin' up down on Main Street
Children shout as they're running out to play
Oh oh, head in my hands here I am standing in my bare feet
Watching you drive away
Watching you drive away

The moon is full but my arms are empty



All night long how I've pleaded and cried
You always said the day that you would leave me
Would be a cold day in July
Here comes that cold day in July

3484. Cold Dog Soup

Cold Dog Soup (feat. Verlon Thompson)
Guy Clark

William Butler Yeats in jeans
Got up to play guitar and sing
In some join in Mission Beach last night
At the door sat Tom Waits
In a pork pie hat and silver skates
Jugglin' three collection plates Jesus Christ

Townes Van Zandt standin' at the bar
Skinnin' a Hollywood movie star
Can't remember where he parked his car
Or to whom he lost the keys
Full of angst and hillbilly haiku
What's a poor Ft. Worth boy to do
Go on rhyme somethin' for em' man
Show him how you really feel

Chorus

Ain't no money in poetry
That's what sets the poet free
I've had all the freedom I can stand
Cold dog soup and rainbow pie
Is all it takes to get me by
Fool my belly till the day I die
Cold dog soup and rainbow pie
Ginsberg and Kerouac
Shootin' dice and playin' Ramblin' Jack's guitar
With the cowboy paintin' pickguard on it
And they sat in the back and drank for free
And rhymed orange with Rosalie
Now there's a pride of lions to draw to

Chorus

3485. Cold February

The Incredible String Band - Cold February 

As I beside some winter's fire



Sat writing words strange and steady
Amongst my own internal choir
Came voices to my mind unready

Of those, who died on either side
While friends cry o'er their bones unburied
Go sighing through the north east winds
These cold days of February

Some clerk with papers and his pen
Some banker with his poison pity
Some captain careless of his men
These fan the flames that maim the cities

And bigots in the name of Christ
By thorny paths obscure and muddy
Can fear to roam through years of cold
Bewailing how their hands are bloody

Whether they were from here or there
Their race and place I would not be heeding
The men who caused such bitterness
If hearts they have let their hearts be bleeding

Who neither for age nor the young child
Would turn the shot of the arms they carried
Go bear the guilt a weary ways
For the cold days of February

3486. Cold Feet

Cold Feet
Greensky Bluegrass

I keep driving through the rain and snow
Windows frosted and I can't see the lines
All' I' know is she'll' be there when I am home' again

I hear your voice in everything I write
A hundred songs all thrown away
Stuck in your memory, and no where else

But the gears keep turning, the doors keep closing
My hometown's burning down
Well the locks are broken, the windows frozen, snow keeps falling Down
Down

Somewhere I thought I lost my way
Wait a minute here I am again
Stuck with my doubts and nothing else sticks

I keep singing songs just for her
While she listens on the radio



And I want her to be right here with me

But the gears keep turning, the doors keep closing
My hometown's burning down
Well the locks are broken, the windows frozen, snow keeps falling Down
Down

Sometimes I don't feel like myself
It screws me up, spins me around
And I know you'll be there to keep my feet on the ground

But the gears keep turning, the doors keep closing
My hometown's burning down
Well the locks are broken, the windows frozen, snow keeps falling Down
Down
Down
Down

3487. Cold Feet

Richard Thompson - Cold Feet 

I know you're the wayward kind
The way you always drag behind
Show me a horse and I'll feed it hay
Show me the cart and I'll throw it away

Prettiest face I've ever seen
It looked like something in a magazine
To a blind man it's plain to see
That I need you and you need me

I've got cold feet, it's a-crazy chasin'
Things get serious, time is a-wastin'
I cross my fingers but they don't seem to meet
There's no need to tell me that I've got cold feet

Took me home to tell your dad
That you were the best girl I've ever had
I stayed for dinner, I couldn't refuse
I spilt the tea and I ate the news

Ah, you must think you're really neat
Got me tied down to my seat
I can't move, it's hard to think
Cramp in my eyes and I can't blink

Well, I've got cold feet, it's a-crazy chasin'
Things get serious, time is a-wastin'
I cross my fingers but they don't seem to meet
There's no need to tell me that I've got cold feet



3488. Cold Gray Light Of Gone

Cold Gray Light Of Gone (featuring The Del McCoury Band) - Vince Gill

(feat. The Del McCoury Band) 

I woke up this morning long before the dawn 
I stumbled to the kitchen and put some coffee on 
The hose was deathly quiet, I knew something was wrong 
Then suddenly it dawned on me 
The cold gray light of gone 

(Chorus) 
No there's nothin' quite as lonely 
As the cold gray light of gone 
Waking up and finding out she's never coming home 
The note that said it's over 
Lord it chills me to the bone 
No there's nothin' quite as lonely 
As the cold gray light of gone 

I cried and cried for hours and I tried to clear my head 
I even went and laid back down on her side of the bed 
Her perfume lingered on the sheets 
Our love once laid upon 
Her memory's destroying me 
In the cold gray light of gone 

Repeat Chorus twice 

No there's nothin' quite as lonely 
As the cold gray light of gone

3489. Cold Gray Light Of Gone - Chords

Cold Gray Light Of Gone
Recorded by Vince Gill with The Del McCoury Band
Written by Otto Kitsinger

C                         F               C
Oh I woke up this morning long before the dawn 
                                              G7
I stumbled to the kitchen and put some coffee on 
    C                              F             C
The house was deathly quiet I knew something was wrong 
     F           C                G7                 C
Then suddenly it dawned on me the cold gray light of gone 
                                          F                  C
Oh there's nothin' quite as lonely as the cold gray light of gone 



                                D7           G7
Waking up and finding out she's never coming home 
        C                                F                C
And the note that said it's over Lord it chills me to the bone 
                                          G7                 C
Oh there's nothin' quite as lonely as the cold gray light of gone 
                                      F                 C
Oh I've sat and cried for hours and I tried to clear my head 
                                                  G7
I even went and laid back down on her side of the bed 
    C                                  F              C
Her perfume lingered on the sheets our love once laid upon 
    F          C                  G7                 C
Her memory's destroying me in the cold gray light of gone 
 
Repeat #2 x2
                                          G7                 C
No there's nothin' quite as lonely as the cold gray light of gone

3490. Cold Gray Tomb of Stone

Cold Gray Tomb of Stone

passing by a lonesome graveyard
everything i love is gone
weeping as they lay my darling
neath a cold gray tomb of stone

in this world i`m left to wander
with no one to call my own
while my precious darling`s sleeping
neath a cold gray tomb of stone

out there in that lonesome graveyard
she is sleeping all alone
and i burried my heart with her
neath a cold gray tomb of stone

skies above are dark and stormy
all the sunshine,all is gone
for the while my love is sleeping
neath a cold gray tomb of stone

my heart is dead and yet i`m living
traveling through this world alone
i wish that i was with my darling
neath a cold gray tomb of stone



3491. Cold Hard Business

Cold Hard Business 
John Starling

Slick Talkin' Ring wearin' Business man,
Sittin'  cross the desk with a pen in his hand,
said sign here boy I promise you fortune and fame.
Well he gave me a dollar and he took my song,
I'm still hungry it's been way too long,
while he's gettin' fat for another sucker playin' his game.

It's a cold hard business,
It's a cold hard business,
(Tacit line)
But it'll come around.

Bridge into next verse

Low life Husband on a cheatin spree,
Left his wife cryin' with a baby to feed,
But he didn't feel nothin, had to have his fun.
Well he gave himself a Shackin' had a runnin' good time,
It all fell into it's the end of the line,
Died from a cold steel blast of a jealous gun.

It's a cold hard business,
It's a cold hard business,
It's a cold hard business,
But it'll come around.

Well you think you can run,
You think you can hide,
Think can get away with a pack of lies,
It'll come from a bottle come from a gun,
It'll come fallin' down it's when you think you've won.

Business partner on the road to wealth,
Lyin' to his buddy stealin' from himself,
Never could figure why he didn't have a single friend.
Well you may get wealthy if you don't get caught,
But you'll never buy back the all things you've lost,
It's your Karma baby,
It'll get you in the end.

It's a cold hard business,
It's a cold hard business,
It's a cold hard business,
But it'll come around.

Well you think you can run,
You think you can hide,
Think can get away with a pack of lies,
It'll come from a bottle come from a gun,
It'll come fallin' down it's when you think you've won.

It's a cold hard business,



It's a cold hard business,
It's a cold hard business,
But it'll come around.

Repeat 1x more and fade

3492. Cold Hard Facts

Cold Hard Facts
The Del McCoury Band

Don't run to me when he's not around
Don't come slippin' 'round my door
I tried not to see how you're using me
We played that little game before

You call me up when he's out of town
The next day you treat me like I'm just some hand me down
Is that any way for a good girl to act
I guess I'll have to face the cold hard facts

Day after day of livin' this a-way
Will take a toll on a man
And night after night, lie after lie
Stringin' me along must be your plan

Well, fools like me they never see
That empty feelin' that's in store
When the bitter truth sneaks up on you
She's headin' home cut out your door

3493. Cold Hard Facts Of Life - Chords

Cold Hard Facts Of Life

Intro: C-G7-C

C
I got back in town a day before I'd planned to
 G7 C
I smiled and said I'll sure surprise my wife
 F C
I don't think I'll phone, I'll just get on home
 G7 C
For I didn't know the cold hard facts of life

C
I passed a little wine store on the corner
 G7 C 



I pictured pink champagne by candle light
 F C
I stopped the car right then, got out and hurried in
 G7 C
My mind not on the cold hard facts of life

 F C 
A stranger stood there laughing by the counter
 G7 C 
He said I'll have two bottles of your best
 F C
Her husband's out of town and there's a party
 G7 
He winked as if to say you know the rest

 C
I left the store two steps behind the stranger
 G7 C
From there to my house his car stayed in sight
 F C 
But It wasn't till he turned into my drive that I learned
 G7 C
I was witnessing the cold hard facts of life

 F C
I drove around the block till I was dizzy
 G7 C
Each time the noise came louder from within
 F C
And then I saw our bottle there beside me
 G7
I drank a fifth of courage and walked in

 C
Lord you should have seen their frantic faces
 G7 C
They screamed and cried please put away that knife
 F C
I guess I'll go to hell, or I'll rot here in this cell
 G7 C
But who taught who the cold hard facts of life

 G7 C
Who taught who the cold hard facts of life

3494. Cold Hard Rain

Cold Hard Rain

That rain is fallin'
that cold hard rain It's fallin'
it's fallin' on my window tonight



You left me my darlin'
with all this pain Darlin'
you left me all alone tonight

   I don't think that I can go on
   Woke up this mornin'
   found you were gone

That rain is fallin'
that cold hard rain It's fallin'
it's fallin' on my window tonight

You left me my darlin'
with all this pain Darlin'
you left me all alone tonight

And now it's fallin'
that cold hard rain It's fallin'
it's fallin' on my window tonight

3495. Cold Hard Truth

The Boxcars - Cold Hard Truth 

It's the hand you hold I've been told
Not the way you play the cards.
If you can't see when it's time to fold,
Then you won't get very far.
And you never know what the dealer Holds,
But You know the price you'll pay.
In the Devil's game you could lose your soul.
Take a chance or walk away.
Sometimes you win
Most times you lose.
That's the cold hard truth.
Well you can't get by on a poor man's pay
And never buy your needs
And a drink might take the pain away,
But it brings you to your knees.
If a love is kind enough to stay
Till all your days are gone,
You can have some comfort on your way,
It's still an uphill run.
Sometimes you win
Most times you lose.
That's the cold hard truth.
Sometimes you win
Most times you lose.
Sometimes you win
Most times you lose.



3496. Cold Hearts / Closed Minds

Nanci Griffith - Cold Hearts/Closed Minds

My bags are waiting in a cab downstairs
I've got a ticket in my pocket says I'll make it out of here
And I came by here just to tell you good-by
I can see it in your face, you don't want to know why

[Chorus:]
I made up my mind late last night
That I would leave your city behind
Oh, and love is not in question
When you're holding the answer
In your cold heart and your closed mind
You've got a cold heart and a closed mind

Out in these streets these people are angry
Well, they push and shove one another aside
Well, I worked from the heart and you worked for the money
But I paid the price for your will to survive

[Chorus]

Chicago roars like a midwest hurricane
I see that storm in your eyes
One of these mornings when you're making your way
Just gonna wash you out with the tide

3497. Cold Kentucky Night

Cold Kentucky Night 
Blue Moon Rising

The sun is goin' down, on this old Kentucky town 
And the moon, is comin' over the hill 
There's a chill that imparts, a certain feelin' in my heart 
Black as coal, and cold as steel
 
CHORUS : 
Kentucky moon, you leave me lonely when you shine 
I thought our love ran deeper than the mine 
Now she's gone, like a star falls from the sky  
On a cold Kentucky night 
On a cold Kentucky night 
 
Was a cold Kentucky night when she came to say goodbye 
Were that now, my heart's so cold 
And the blanket of despair, wrapped around me standing there 



As I turned to watch her go 
 
Her memory stays on my mind, doesn't seem to fade with time 
A love that's gone, but never lost 
Seems to track me without fail, like a hound hot on my trail 
With that broken heart I've paid the cost

3498. Cold Kisses

Richard Thompson - Cold Kisses 

Here I am in your room going through your stuff
Said you'd be gone five minutes, that's time enough
Here in your drawer there's lacy things
Old credit cards and beads and bangles and rings

But I think I've found what I'm looking for
Hidden away at the back of the drawer
Here's the life that you led before

Old photographs of the life you led
Arm in arm with Mr. X Y and Z
Old boyfriends big and small
Got to see how I measure up to them all

There is a place we all must start love
Who were you holding in that fond embrace
I've found a door into your heart love
And do you still feel the warmth of cold kisses?

Here I am behind enemy lines
Looking for secrets, looking for signs
Old boyfriends, big and small
Got to see how I measure up to them all

This one's handsome, not too bright
This one's clever with his hands alright
Tougher than me if it came to a fight

And this one's a poet, a bit of a wet
Bit of a gypsy, a bit of a threat
I wonder if she's got over him yet

Old passions frozen in the second
Who were you holding in that fond embrace
Hearts have a past that must be reckoned
And do you still feel the warmth of cold kisses?

Time to put the past away
That's your footstep in the street I'd say
Tie the ribbon back around it
Everything just the way I found it



And I can hear you turn the key
And my head's buried when you see me
In a Margaret Miller mystery

And do you still feel the warmth of cold kisses?
Do you still feel the warmth of cold kisses?

3499. Cold Like That

Cold Like That
Garth Brooks - Cold Like That

Yeah the high roads a little high to take
I wanna walk a mile the easy way
Want to take a page from your guiltless book
Want to let myself off the hook today
Let my conscience have a break

I wish I could be cold like that
Then it wouldn't hurt so bad
I could be the train for a change
You could be the one tied to the track
Baby wouldn't it be nice
Just to plow through life
Fall in love, 'cause a crash
Walk away without a scratch
You crush hearts like that
I wish I could be cold like that
So cold like that

Yeah you burn so hot until you get what you want
'Cause you got what you wanted
Then your love gets to stop
And the temperature drops
Like your heart was haunted
I wish I could be cold like that
Then it wouldn't hurt so bad
I could be the train for a change
You could be the one tied to the track
Baby wouldn't it be nice
Just to plow through life
Fall in love 'cause a crash
Walk away without a scratch
You crush hearts like that
I wish I could be cold like that
So cold like that
So cold like that

I wish I could get off on a goodbye
Be the bad guy on the other side
I'm the chills
I'm the chills



I wish I could be cold like that
So cold like that
I could be the train for a change
You could be the one tied to the track
Baby wouldn't it be nice
Just to plow through life
Fall in love 'cause a crash
Walk away without a scratch
You crush hearts like that
I wish I could be cold like that
So cold like that
So cold like that
I wish I could be cold like that
So cold like that

Girl, I wish I could be cold like that
Then it wouldn't hurt so bad
I could be the train for a change
You could be the one tied to the track
Baby wouldn't it be nice
Just to plow through life
Fall in love 'cause a crash
Walk away without a scratch
You crush hearts like that
I wish I could be cold like that
So cold like that

3500. Cold Lover's Waltz

Mandolin Orange - Cold Lover's Waltz

Lately I've been reelin'
'cause I can't shake this feelin'
You always aimed at stealin' my heart
And through the hours of turnin'
This thought around my yearnin'
For you has turned to burnin'

And now I am lost
In a cold lover's waltz
Just spinnin' 'round
On hollow ground
With a loss cause

In a cold lover's waltz
Parting ways reminds me
You'll never lie beside me
Without that twinge of guilty wondering

And as this town grows empty
This love that you have lent me
Is strong enough to keep me
Caught in the swing



Of a cold lover's waltz

Just spinnin' 'round
On hollow ground
With a loss cause
In a cold lover's waltz
All I ever wanted

Was to be to you
What you are to me
Now she's the one
That you call home
And I'm just the one you leave

3501. Cold Missouri Waters

Cold Missouri Waters
James Keelaghan

My name is Dodge, but then you know that
It's written on the chart there at the foot end of the bed
They think I'm blind, I can't read it
I've read it every word, and every word it says is death
So, Confession - is that the reason that you came
Get it off my chest before I check out of the game
Since you mention it, well there's thirteen things I'll name
Thirteen crosses high above the cold Missouri waters

August 'Forty-Nine, north Montana
The hottest day on record, the forest tinder dry
Lightning strikes in the mountains
I was crew chief at the jump base, I prepared the boys to fly
Pick the drop zone, C-47 comes in low
Feel the tap upon your leg that tells you go
See the circle of the fire down below
Fifteen of us dropped above the cold Missouri waters

Gauged the fire, I'd seen bigger
So I ordered them to sidehill and we'd fight it from below
We'd have our backs to the river
We'd have it licked by morning even if we took it slow
But the fire crowned, jumped the valley just ahead
There was no way down, headed for the ridge instead
Too big to fight it, we'd have to fight that slope instead
Flames one step behind above the cold Missouri waters

Sky had turned red, smoke was boiling
Two hundred yards to safety, death was fifty yards behind
I don't know why I just thought it
I struck a match to waist high grass running out of time
Tried to tell them, Step into this fire I set
We can't make it, this is the only chance you'll get
But they cursed me, ran for the rocks above instead



I lay face down and prayed above the cold Missouri waters

And when I rose, like the phoenix
In that world reduced to ashes there were none but two survived
I stayed that night and one day after
Carried bodies to the river, wonder how I stayed alive
Thirteen stations of the cross to mark to their fall
I've had my say, I'll confess to nothing more
I'll join them now, those that left me long before
Thirteen crosses high above the cold Missouri waters
Thirteen crosses high above the cold Missouri shore

3502. Cold Mountains

Crooked Still 
Cold Mountains

Cold mountains they are here around me
Cold waters gliding down the stream
Oh in my sleep I think I've found him
But when I wake it's just a dream

True when I wake and cannot find him
Along my bed a weeping morn
Just like the raindrops without numberin'
It's all because I'm left alone
It's all because I'm left alone

I hate the time when I must leave you
I hate the time when we must part
And though I've loved you without measure
Give me my hand and you'll have my heart

I'll come back home and we'll get married
I'll take you to the wedding bed
And you can love with me til morning
Upon my breast you lay your head

Cold mountains they are here around me
Cold waters gliding down the stream
Oh in my sleep I think I've found him
But when I wake it's just a dream

3503. Cold North Wind - Chords

Cold North Wind 
Front Range

[Verse 1]



      D                                         G     C                 D
Empty Hallway, Empty Rooms, Once filled with gladness, Now filled with gloom
           D                                        G   C                   D
Unfaithful lover, has gone again, She left town tonight, On the cold north wind
             G    C                  D
Left town tonight, on the cold north wind
 
[Verse 2]
        D                                            G    C                D
And his teardrop, fall down like rain, his troubled heart, so filled with pain
           D                                    G     C                  D
Off in the distance, I hear again, the chilling sound, of the cold north wind
             G    C                   D
The chilling sound, of the cold north wind
 
[Verse 3]
           D                                            G    C               D
Across the mountain, the wind blows cold, it chills the body, and shakes the soul
         D                                        G   C                  D
Alone at mid-night, without a friend, i hear the howl, of the cold north wind
           G   C                   D
I hear the howl, of the cold north wind
 
[Verse 4]
       D                                       G     C              D
Broken dreams, and broken vows, like shattered glass, layin on the ground
            D                                  G    C                  D
This hollow feeling, just never ends, i'm all alone, in the cold north wind
        G    C                   D
I'm all alone, in the cold north wind
        G     C                  D
I'm all alone, in the cold north wind

3504. Cold Of October - Chords

Cold Of October 
Horseshoes And Hand Grenades
 
[Chorus]
Bb         Am      Dm
I like the cold of October
Bb                    Am          Dm
I like it for what it is deep and down
C                           Bb
Ridden in the long light of summer
Bb          Am                Dm
But now the bright leaves are gone
 
 
[Instrumental]
Bb Am Dm
Bb Am Dm
C  Bb



Bb Am Dm
 
 
[Verse 1]
         Bb         Am          Dm
And your doorstep's loosing its color
        Bb                Am             Dm
and the bright lights and bar nights all fade
     C                      Bb
Your stage gets turned to a lonesome bridge
    Bb        Am            Dm
The bartender serves you to sleep
 
 
[Chorus]
Bb         Am      Dm
I like the cold of October
Bb                    Am          Dm
I like it for what it is deep and down
C                           Bb
Ridden in the long light of summer
Bb          Am                Dm
But now the bright leaves are gone
 
 
[Verse 2]
Bb           Am         Dm
At last Your dreams are still unseen
Bb        Am        Dm
Without a flight or feel
    C                       Bb
You toss, you turn, and you smoke, and it burns
Bb            Am     Dm
You cast your fishin reel
 
 
[Chorus]
Bb         Am      Dm
I like the cold of October
Bb                    Am          Dm
I like it for what it is deep and down
C                           Bb
Ridden in the long light of summer
Bb          Am                Dm
But now the bright leaves are gone
 
 
[Violin Solo/Instrumental]
 
Bb Am Dm
Bb Am Dm
C  Bb
Bb Am Dm
 
 
[Chorus]
Bb         Am      Dm



I like the cold of October
Bb                    Am          Dm
I like it for what it is deep and down
C                           Bb
Ridden in the long light of summer
Bb          Am                Dm
But now the bright leaves are gone
Bb          Am                Dm
But now the bright leaves are gone
 
 
[Outro]
Bb Am Dm

3505. Cold On The Shoulder

Cold On The Shoulder

All you need is time
All you need is time time time to make it bend
Give it a try don't be rude
put it to the test It'll give it right back to you
It's cold on the shoulder
and you know that we get a little older every day

Take it around
take it to town
Try to defy what you feel inside
You better be stong your love belongs to us
It's cold on the shoulder
and you know that we get a little older every day.

All you need is is trust
An you need is trust trust trust
to make it show
I want to know everything you've done
if you get a tent tell it to the eskimo
It's cold on the shoulder
and you know that we get a little older every day.

All you need is faith
All you need is faith faith faith
to make it nice
Kick it around don't be rude
if you gonna make a mistake don"t you make it twice
It's cold on the shoulder
and you know that we get a little older every day.

It's cold on the shoulder
and you know that we get a little older every day.



3506. Cold Rain And Snow

Cold Rain and Snow
Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway

[Verse 1]
He took me for his wife
He gave me trouble all my life
He left me out in the cold rain and snow
Rain and snow
He left me out in the cold rain and snow

[Verse 2]
Well I've done all I can do
To try to get along with you
And I ain't gonna be treated this way
This-a way
No I ain't gonna be treated this way

[Verse 3]
Well I came up the stairs
Combin' back my long yellow hair
And my cheeks were as red as a rose
As a rose
Yeah, my cheeks were as red as a rose

[Verse 4]
Well I came into the room
Where he met his final doom
And I ain't gonna be treated this way
This-a way
No, I ain't gonna be treated this a way

[Outro]
He left me out in the cold rain and snow

3507. Cold Rain And Snow - Chords

Cold Rain And Snow 
Chris Thile & Michael Daves

[Verse]
 
G                F
I married me a wife, 
F            G
she gave me trouble all my life
 G                   D             G
Left me out in the cold rain and snow.



 G          F   C        G
Rain and snoooooow, ooh oh lord
G                    D            G
Left me out in the cold rain and snow
 
 
[Verse]
G                F
She came down the stairs, 
F        G
combing back her long yellow hair
 G                      D        G
And her cheeks were as red as a rose
 G     F  C          G
As a roooooose ooh oh lord
G                       D        G
And her cheeks were as red as a rose
 
[Verse]
G                F
I've done all I can do, 
F           G
to try and get along with you
 G                     D            G
And I aint going to be treated this away
G      F  C          G
This awaaaaay, a oh lord
G                       D           G
And I aint going to be treated this away
 
[Verse]
G                 F
She came into the room, 
F                  G
where she met her final doom
 G                     D            G
And I aint going to be treated this away
G      F  C          G
This awaaaaaay, oh lord
G                       D           G
And I aint going to be treated this away

3508. Cold Roses

Cold Roses
Keller & The Keels - Cold Roses

[Verse 1]
The mirrors in the room turn black and blue
On a Sunday morning in her Saturday shoes
We don't choose who we love
We don't choose
The lights from the Midway melt on the street



In a Sunday shoes, in her Saturday feet
She don't love who she choose
She don't need what she use

[Chorus]
Daylight comes and exposes
Saturday's bruises and cold roses
Cold roses

[Verse 2]
Nothing but the sunlight can help you grow
From underneath your bed you can't see the window
We don't choose what we see
We don't choose
Fortunate and angry just like a child
All that money buys you medicine but it can't buy you time
We don't choose what we love
And she don't need what she got

[Chorus]
Daylight comes and exposes
Saturday's bruises and cold roses
Cold roses
Cold roses

3509. Cold Sheets Of Rain

Cold Sheets Of Rain
Songwriters: Randall Hylton
Blue Dogs - Serene Green

I've seen the lightning flashin' I've heard the thunder roar
Somewhere on the dark side of town
My baby's with a new love the wind is howlin' on
I should be with her right now

    Cold sheets of rain pouring down 
    is my love safe and warm
    Where is she sleeping now
    Cold sheets of rain pouring down

Well I worry so about her she's afraid of storms
She needs someone to ease her mind
She needs someone with her to keep her safe and warm
Someone who's patient and kind

Cold sheets of rain pouring down 
is my love safe and warm
Where is she sleeping now
Cold sheets of rain pouring down



3510. Cold Shoulder

Cold Shoulder - Garth Brooks

There's a fire burning bright 
At our house tonight 
Slow music playing 
And soft candlelight 
On her lips I keep tasting 
The warm red wine 
I'm there in her arms 
But it's all in my mind 

The snow is piled high on the highway tonight 
I'm a ship lost at sea on this ocean of white 
Eighteen wheels anchored somewhere out of Dover 
I wish I could hold her 
Instead of huggin' this old cold shoulder 

This old highway 
Is like a woman sometimes 
She can be your best friend 
But she's the real jealous kind 
She's the lady that leads me 
To the life I dream of 
She's the mistress that keeps me 
>From the ones that I love 
The snow is piled high on the highway tonight 
I'm a ship lost at sea on this ocean of white 
Eighteen wheels anchored somewhere out of Dover 
I wish I could hold her 
Instead of huggin' this old cold shoulder 
God, I wish I could hold her 
Instead of huggin' this old cold shoulder

3511. Cold Snow - Chords

Cold Snow 
Jonathan Edwards
 
[Verse]
G              D
Cold snow is a-blowin'
      C               D
And I cry for wanting you
D              C
Stranger in my waking hours
    G                  D
And sleep could hurry, too



 
Fasten up your boot strap, baby
C                  G
Pull your wool hat down
 
 
[Chorus]
        D   D6 D  D6   D
For the sky is shinin' white, my love
   D     G        D
To cover all the ground
        D   D6 D  D6   D
Oh, the sky is shinin' white, my love
   D     G       G
To cover all the ground
 
 
[Verse]
G                 D
Sing and write me letters
       C           D
From a song into a song
D                  C
Something warm for winter now
     G              D
With dreams to send along
 
Cold time is a-comin'
      C                  G
And I know you heard the sound
 
 
[Chorus]
        D   D6 D  D6   D
For the sky is shining white, my love
   D     G       D
To cover all the ground
        D   D6 D  D6   D
Oh, the sky is shining white, my love
   D     G       D
To cover all the ground
 
 
[Bridge]
G F# A D C G
 
 
[Verse]
G              D
Cold snow is a-blowin'
      C               D
And I cry for wanting you
D              C
Stranger in my waking hours
    G                  D
And sleep could hurry, too
 



Fasten up your boot strap, mama
C                  G
Pull your wool hat down
 
 
[Outro]
        D   D6 D  D6   D
For the sky is shining white, my love
   D     G       D
To cover all the ground

3512. Cold Statesville Ground

Robbie Fulks - Cold Statesville Ground

[Verse 1]
Well you know my name is William Hayes
Here in North Caroline I been all my days
Led a Christian life, and only God can tell
How it could've come to end in this Statesville cell

[Verse 2]
I remember that night, how the storm did blow
In the blinding rain she'd strayed from the road
But when my high-beam light caught hold of her eyes
I could see the fires of hell and our bodies inside

[Chorus]
So let me walk that hall, let me face that man
You can tell the chaplain not to hold my hand
'Cause there ain't no prayer that'll save me now
Or raise my soul up from the cold Statesville ground

[Verse 3]
Down the road I drove to a fresh-plowed field
Her fearful thoughts she could scarce conceal
When I took her by the hair, she cried out loud:
"Dear God, spare a helpless soul, don't let me die now"

[Verse 4]
But her cries grew still and her breath came slow
Ever lower she fell with every hammer blow
Her bones I stripped and her grave I dug
As the earth beneath me darkened with her heart's blood

3513. Cold Virginia Night

Cold Virginia Night
Ronnie Bowman



When I first met her, it was a sunny spring time morn,
Our love grew like the flowers on the mountain,
And it felt like then, our love would never end,
Till that cold Virginia night when Jenny left me

It was a full moon on a cold Virginia night,
When Jenny left me I could not believe,
Her frostbitten heart would tear my whole world apart,
It was a cold Virginia night when Jenny left me

Our love changed with the seasons
It got hot like a summer wind,
And it blew me away into the autumn,
And like the leaves that fell, our love shot to hell,
On That cold Virginia night when Jenny left me

It was a full moon on a cold Virginia night,
When Jenny left me I could not believe, 
Her frostbitten heart would tear my whole world apart,
It was a cold Virginia night when Jenny left me

It was a full moon on a cold Virginia night,
When Jenny left me I could not believe,
Her frostbitten heart would tear my whole world apart,
It was a cold Virginia night when Jenny left me

Her frostbitten heart just tore my whole world apart,
It was a cold Virginia night when Jenny left me

3514. Cold Virginia Rain

Josh Williams - Cold Virginia Rain
Album: 20 Songs of the South

As I watch the rain slowly fallin'
It brings back mem'ries of the past
I can still hear my sweetheart callin'
The time she said it's passing much too fast

Too many times love's taken for granted
You don't know what you've got 'till it's gone
I'm sittin' all alone, still feelin' the pain
Sittin' in this cold Virginia rain

My love for her still burns within me
Her footsteps they still echo in my mind
I remember the last words that she told me
In love she said will only pass in time

Too many times love's taken for granted
You don't know what you've got 'till it's gone
I'm sittin' all alone, still feelin' the pain



Sittin' in this cold Virginia rain

I'm won'drin' what went wrong, I've no one else to blame
My life's fallin' like this cold Virginia rain.

3515. Cold Walls

Cold Walls
Head for the hills - Cold Walls

The story began in a desolate place
When a man with an unrecognizable face
Was stirred form his sleep
By a deafening sound
And watched as a figure
Collapsed to the ground
Attempting to bandage the wound as it bled
He soon realized that the victim was dead
And the witness in haste lay his hand on the gun
Longing in truth to the man on the run
He fell to his knees, and he pleaded in vain
As officers locked him in shackles, and chains
The sheriff said son in a week you'll be triRd
Were judge and thR jury your fate will decide
On the day of his judgement they lead him to court
Where he anxiously waited to hear the report
As the judge rang the gavel he said the man's charge
Was to spend the remains of his life behind bars
Now a captive to cold walls he shivers alone
And dreams of the village he used to call home
If you land in that town you can see where he sits
And pays for the crime that he did not commit

3516. Cold Water

Railroad Earth
Cold Water

Refrain 1

I woke up this morning with the cold water
with the cold water
with the cold water
I woke up this morning with the cold water
with the cold water
with the cold.

Police at the station and they dont look friendly
no they dont look friendly



no they dont look friendly
Police at the station and they dont look friendly
no they dont look friendly
no they dont.

Post-Refrain
Blind or cripple, sharp or dull
im reading the bible by a 40 watt bulb
one price for freedeom dirt is the road
I sleep like a baby with the snakes and the bugs
I sleep like a baby with the snakes and the bugs

Refrain 2

The stores are open but i aint got no money
no i aint got no money
no i aint got no money
The stores are open but i aint got no money
no i aint got no money
no i aint

I found an old dog and he seems to like me
he seems to like me
he seems to like me
I found an old dog and he seems to like me
yes he seems to like me
well he seems...

Post-Refrain

Singing fellows with the cardboard signs
Scraping up some money for a bottle of wine

Pregnant women, Vietnam vets
Bangin on the freeway about as hard as it gets
Bangin on the freeway about as hard as it gets

solo break

Refrain 3

I look 47 but i am 24
yes im 24
yes im 24
I look 47 but i am 24
yes im 24
yes im

I selpt in the graveyard it was cool and still
it was cool and still
it was cool and still
I selpt in the graveyard it was cool and still
it was cool and still
it was cool

Post-Refrain



Spent the night in a scenic room
i was born to ramble i was born to roam
some men are searching for there holy grail
but there aint nothing better than riding on the rail
there aint nothing better than riding on the rail

I woke up this morning with the cold water
with the cold water
with the cold water
I woke up this morning with the cold water
with the cold water
with the ...(pause)
cold!

3517. Cold Wind

John Butler Trio
Cold Wind

[Verse 1]
Cold wind it blows
Blowing through like Sunday morning
Chills my bones, take me home, take me home
Home is where the heart is
But my heart's been truly stolen
Cold wind it blows, wind it blows
Fire in my gut
Reminding me that yes I'm in a
Great big rut, great big hole, great big hole
No one knows, can tell me
Where those chains begin
Fire in my gut, in my gut, in my gut

[Chorus]
There are places you will never go
And there are things that you will never know
It all depends on which side of the road

[Verse 2]
Hole in my soul
Makes me feel like I am floating
Far from my place, I got no land, I got no face
Tell me Mr
What's a man supposed to believe in?
Hole in my soul, in my soul, in my soul
[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Gun in my hand
You're telling me that I'm meant to obey
Laws of your land, of your land, of your land
But you don't follow rules
Of the silly games you play



So gun in my hand, in my hand, in my hand

[Chorus]x2

3518. Cold Wind

Cold Wind
Serene Green

   What's that knockin' at my door
   Hard times (hard times) (hard times)
   What's that blowin' in my window
   Cold wind (cold wind) (cold wind)
   Let the cold wind blow and the hard times roll
   Ain't gonna worry no more.

Now summer's gone and winter times a' comin'
And the cold winter winds gonna blow
You should come on home and 1 wouldn't be alone
Wouldn't have to worry any more.

3519. Cold Winds Blow - Chords

Cold Winds Blow
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Harold Lowry
 
C                        A#7             C
Big and little towns are all the same to me
                           A#7            C
I walk down the street and this is what I see
F                   G7     C              F
People inside their houses having lots of fun
C              A#7                C
Rain falls and cold winds blow on me
 
                A#7                 C
Every morning I walk up to the back door
                             A#7          C
Of houses it seems like that I've been to before
  F                G7       C            F
I say take pity on me I'm a poor boy you see
C              A#7                C
Rain falls and cold winds blow on me
               A#7                C
Rain falls and cold winds blow on me
 
                       A#7          C
I've traveled round to almost every town



                     A#7                 C
In my life I've done lots of wondering a-round
  F             G7       C           F
I wanna go back home but everyone is gone
C              A#7                C
Rain falls and cold winds blow on me
 
                           A#7         C
My daddy said it can never come to any good
                        A#7                  C
Said I wouldn't make anything of myself if I could
         F          G7        C                 F
I had to walk alone tonight I know my daddy was right
C              A#7                C
Rain falls and cold winds blow on me
               A#7                C
Rain falls and cold winds blow on me
               A#7                C
Rain falls and cold winds blow on me

3520. Cold, Lonely, and Blue

Carolina Blue - Cold, Lonely, and Blue

[Verse 1]
Like the Wild West wind that blows across the prairie
Or the snow fallin' on the hills so high
Your love left a scar so deep within my memory
All I do is hang my head and cry

[Chorus]
There's nothing colder than a rainstorm in December
Nothin' lonelier than drinkin' all alone
Nothing bluer than those mountains in Virginia
'sept for me, since my darlin's up and gone

[Verse 2]
All the pain in my heart is so heavy
Since you left me, darlin', with goodbye
And I hope that I will nevermore see you
And be reminded of these lonRsome tears I cry

[Chorus]
TherR's nothing colder than a rainstorm in December
Nothin' lonelier than drinkin' all alone
Nothing bluer than those mountains in Virginia
'sept for me, since my darlin's up and gone

[Chorus]
There's nothing colder than a rainstorm in December
Nothin' lonelier than drinkin' all alone
Nothing bluer than those mountains in Virginia
'sept for me, since my darlin's up and gone



'sept for me, since my darlin's up and gone

3521. Colder Nights

Colder Nights
Kitchen Dwellers - Colder Nights

When I remember to leave this town
Nothing to show but the sweat upon the brow
Giving in to those I'll leave behind
Comfort I can't hope to find
Stolen friends in a borrowed car
Haled in behind the soul's own bars
Forty dollars on a debit card
Won't get you very far
It ain't the melodies I'm singing
That linger in your eyes
Words written when I'm down and out
Can't seem to get me high
She ain't the only one who knows
Met me a scarecrow walking fallowed rows
Gin drunk and hollow eyed
Paled up by the Ghost inside
It ain't the melodies I'm singing
That linger in your eyes
Words written when I'm down and out
Can't seem to get us high
Honey babe, I know I've fallen
Although you can't seem to see
The ice growing 'round our windows
It's all 'cause of me
Feel the canyon wind scrape my bones
Kicks the colder nights and thoughts we'll leave alone
That old man he surely grins
Frozen down beneath my skin
It ain't the melodies I'm singing
That linger in your eyes
Words written when I'm down and out
Can't seem to get us high
Honey babe, the snow keeps falling
Although you weren't meant to see
The ice crawling 'round our windows
It's all 'cause of me

3522. Colder Than Winter - Chords

Colder Than Winter
Written and recorded by Vince Gill



C                A#7     F                C
It's colder than winter  right here in my heart
               A#7       F             C
Lord I'm gonna miss her  she's torn me apart
F                   C        F                       Em  Dm
I couldn't make you love me  I couldn't give you any more
     C           A#7     F                    C
It's colder than winter  since you closed the door
                 A#7     F              C
It's colder than winter  I'm freezing inside
                      A#7     F                    C
And my tears won't be bitter  even though our love died
F                   C        F                       Em  Dm
I couldn't make you love me  I couldn't give you any more
     C           A#7     F                    C
It's colder than winter  since you closed the door
A#7            F         C              Em   G7
Every time the sun sets  I shed another tear
        A#7        F    Dm                     G7  Em Dm
And the lonelier I get  wishing you were still here
F                   C        F                       Em  Dm
I couldn't make you love me  I couldn't give you any more
     C           A#7     F                    C
It's colder than winter  since you closed the door
 
                 A#7     F                    C
It's colder than winter  since you closed the door

3523. Cole Bernier

Jim Lauderdale
Cole Bernier

Nineteen thirty in the state of Arizona
Cole Bernier and a party of four
Blew into Phoenix in a Model A Ford
One in the rumble seat, two on the floor

They rode into town like a big brass band
Like a gospel vision in a swirl of sand
A Louisiana hurricane dressed like a man
Come to Arizona for a one night stand

What you gonna do when there's nowhere to run
But a hundred miles of desert in the Arizona sun
Luck ain't important but it sure helps some
Hold some, fold some, cut out when you're done

Nobody knows just what went down
But things got different when they came around
The daughter of the mayor forgot how to frown
Everything they robbed got spent in town



Cole Bernier with a dollar and chage
Sat himself down at the poker game
Walked away with about the same
After winning it all, sent it back where it came

What you gonna do when there's nowhere to run
But a hundred miles of desert in the Arizona sun
Luck ain't important but it sure helps some
Hold some, fold some, cut out when you're done

When he was gone everybody blinked
Headed to the tavern for a good stiff drink
Murphy said to Salazar what do you think
Ernesto replied with a great big wink

Here in Arizona every once in a while
Something happens to make you smile
Test your mettle, put your soul on trial
You can see it coming for a desert mile

What you gonna do when there's nowhere to run
But a hundred miles of desert in the Arizona sun
Luck ain't important but it sure helps some
Hold some, fold some, cut out when you're done

Nineteen thirty in the state of Arizona
Cole Bernier and a party of four
Blew into Phoenix in a Model A Ford
One in the rumble seat, two on the floor

3524. Collateral Damage

Collateral Damage
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
You tempt me with your wild ride
Living in the darkness of the shadow by your side
But for all I give and what I gave
There's little to be seen of the thanks that you've made

[Chorus]
And I don't wanna be towed like baggage
Or left behind like the wreckage
Maybe I could be loved as a means to an end
Like collateral damage

[Verse 2]
Alone I wait through the weeks
But no word is louder than your silence speaks
If I close mine will yours repeat
The action of a heart accepting defeat?



[Chorus]
I don't wanna be towed like baggage
Or left behind like the wreckage
Maybe I could be loved as a means to an end
Like collateral damage

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
And if I move on and shut you out
Held up with pieces that will fail without doubt
And you open up for me again
And foolish I fall, learning nothing from where we've been

[Chorus]
I don't wanna be towed like baggage
Or left behind like the wreckage
Maybe I could be loved as a means to an end
Like collateral damage
I don't wanna be held so careful
Or brushed aside too fragile
I just need to be loved like something that mattered
Like collateral damage

3525. Collection Of Failures - Chords

Collection Of Failures
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Gordon Terry and Curtis Maze
[3/4 time]
 
C                                C7
Alone and rejected the multitude stands
   F                C                            G7
On grounds of cruel judgement where losers shake hands
    C                                   C7
All prisoners of sorrow life termers of pain
    F          C             G7             C     C7
All sharing misfortune cause they're losers again

  F                                   C
Collection of failures the club diary reads
     F                      D7          G7
Each member's a victim of a lover's ill deeds
      C                     C7
Sleep walker day dreamer oh who could that be
   F          C         G7             C  C7
An example of fiction a description of me

  F                                   C
Collection of failures the club diary reads
     F                      D7          G7
Each member's a victim of a lover's ill deeds



      C                     C7
Sleep walker day dreamer oh who could that be
   F          C         G7             C
An example of fiction a description of me

3526. Colleen Malone

Colleen Malone
Hot Rize

It's been ten years and three since I first went to sea
Since I sailed from old Ireland and home
But those hills lush and green were a part of my dreams
When I dreamed of my Colleen Malone

On the day I returned to my sorrow I learned
That the angels had called her away
To a grave on a hill overlooking the mill
That's the place where she's sleeping today

   As the soft breezes blow through the meadow I go
   Past the mill with the moss covered stone
   Up the pathway I climb through the woods and the vines
   To be with my Colleen Malone

She was faithful each day as I sailed far away
There was no one but me that she loved
I remember those eyes soft and blue as the skies
And her heart was as pure as a dove

All the years of my life I will not take a wife
I will live in this valley above
Planting flowers around in this soft gentle ground
That is holding my Colleen Malone

3527. Colly Davis

Colly Davis
New Grass Revival

There is blood upon the mountain
And the wind is rising higher
Plunging through the darkness
Colly Davis makes his way
There's a dead girl left behind him
And he swears they'll never find him
Though he's lost his knife and lighter
In the brush along the way



Now a light rain start a falling
Like the sound of voices calling
They found her car back off the road
With Sally Jean inside
And the word goes to her cousins
That it's time to go out hunting
But the sheriff wants to stop us
So you'd best just take a knife

They work back from the police
Cause they know he wants to reach there
But this ain't police business
Up on White Oak Hill tonight
It's their own he left behind him
It's their own know how to find him
And he'll never hear a footstep
And he'll never see a light

Colly Davis runs the mountain
And he twisits his foot and cries out
And curses in the darkness
And turns at every sound
There's a blue police light flashing
On the higher ground above him
But it might as well be Heaven
With her kinfolk all around

Now the sheriff wants some coffee
And he tells the men to call him
But they nod to each other
That the killer got away
And the sheriff he just glances
He knows they'll never answer
Oh where is Colly Davis
And his shallow mountain grave

* Refrain

3528. Color Me America

Dolly Parton - Color Me America

I'm red and white and blue, these are colors that ring true
To all I am and feel and love and do
I stand proud and brave and tall, I want justice for us all
So color me america, red, white and blue.

I see red when evil speaks, spilling red blood on our streets
And I feel blue from grief and sorrow that it brings
But the white and light of love, God's own spirit like a dove
Lifts us up and hands to us an olive branch.

Oh, sweet freedom may you stay in our land and lives always



And may peace and beauty fill our hearts anew
And may we all stand up for you, may our thoughts and deeds be true
And be worthy of your stripes, red, white and blue.

I am red and white and blue, these are colors that ring true
To all I am and feel and love and do
I stand proud and brave and tall, I want justice for us all
So color me america, red, white and blue.

Oh, sweet america, God won't you shed your grace on thee.
And crown thy good in brotherhood from sea to shining sea
Oh, color me america, red, white and blue, color me america...

3529. Color Me Lonely

Osborne Brothers - Color me lonely
Composer: Jimmie Helms - Bobby Osborne

Color me lonely color me blue

When I lost your love today all my skies turned gray
When you took your love away blues came home to stay

Color me lonely color me blue paint the picture that's true
Color me lonely color me blue blue without you

You took all the stars from my nights
Took all the sunshine from my sight
Took a man that once was free
And showed him what loneliness could be

When I lost your love today everything went wrong
When you took your love away all I have was gone

Color me lonely color me blue...
Blue without you

3530. Color of the Blues

Color of the Blues
James King

Up above me are the skies like the twinkle in your eyes
These things are the colors of the blues
In the mail your letter came the ink and paper looked the same
Blue must be the color of the blues
Bluebird's singin' in the trees seems to sympathize with me
But he's not singing like he used to do
The pearly waters in the sea feel as cold as you left me



Blue must be the color of the blues

There's a rainbow overhead with more blue than gold and red
Blue must be the color angels choose
A blue dress you proudly wore when you left to return no more
Blue must be the color of the blues
Blue days come and blue days go how I feel nobody knows
Life is mighty empty without you
There's a blue note in each song that I sing since you are gone
Blue must be the color of the blues

3531. Colorado

Colorado
Flying Burrito Brothers

Hey Colorado it was not so long ago
I left your mountain to try life on the road
Now I'm finished with that race it was much too fast a pace
And I think I know my place Colorado I want to come home
There was a woman but I left her far behind
I could have loved her if I only had the time
But I stopped along the way just long enough to say
Lord I'd really really like to stay

But my lady knows I've got to go
I was too young to know what I've done
I made my plans but I was wrong yes I was wrong
Hey Colorado is it too late to change my mind
I've done some thinking and I'm trying hard to find
The way to come back home
Oh I've been so very long alone
Won't you take care of your own Colorado I think I'm coming home

3532. Colorado

Linda Ronstadt - Colorado

Hey Colorado
It was not so long ago
I left your mountains to try life on the road
But I'm tired of that race
It was much too fast a pace
And I think I've found my place
Colorado, I want to come home

I had a man there but I left him far behind
I could have loved him if I'd only had the time
Ah but I stopped along my way



Just long enough to say
That I'd really like to stay
But my baby
You know I have to go

I was too young
To know what I'd done
I made my plans
But I was wrong
Yes I was wrong

Colorado
Is it too late to change my mind
I've done some thinking 
And I'm trying hard to find
A way to come back home
Cause I've been so very long alone
Won't you take care of your own 
Colorado
I think I'm coming home
I want to come home
Let me come home

3533. Colorado

Linda Ronstadt - Colorado

Hey Colorado
It was not so long ago
I left your mountains to try life on the road
But I'm tired of that race
It was much too fast a pace
And I think I've found my place
Colorado, I want to come home

I had a man there but I left him far behind
I could have loved him if I'd only had the time
Ah but I stopped along my way
Just long enough to say
That I'd really like to stay
But my baby
You know I have to go

I was too young
To know what I'd done
I made my plans
But I was wrong
Yes I was wrong

Colorado
Is it too late to change my mind
I've done some thinking 
And I'm trying hard to find



A way to come back home
Cause I've been so very long alone
Won't you take care of your own 
Colorado
I think I'm coming home
I want to come home
Let me come home

3534. Colorado

Colorado
Flying Burrito Brothers

Hey Colorado it was not so long ago
I left your mountain to try life on the road
Now I'm finished with that race it was much too fast a pace
And I think I know my place Colorado I want to come home
There was a woman but I left her far behind
I could have loved her if I only had the time
But I stopped along the way just long enough to say
Lord I'd really really like to stay

But my lady knows I've got to go
I was too young to know what I've done
I made my plans but I was wrong yes I was wrong
Hey Colorado is it too late to change my mind
I've done some thinking and I'm trying hard to find
The way to come back home
Oh I've been so very long alone
Won't you take care of your own Colorado I think I'm coming home

3535. Colorado - Chords

Colorado
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by David C. Kirby
 
G                                     C            G
There's a place where Mother Nature's got it all together
    C          D7      C   G            D7
She knows just when to let wild flowers bloom        
    G                             C                  G
Somehow she always seems to know  exactly what she's doing
    C            D7     C       G     D7
And the Lord saw fit to furnish elbow room

         G         G7          C
Have you ever been down to Colorado 
  D7                              G     D7



I spend a lot of time there in my mind 
       G           G7          C
And if God doesn't live in Colorado
     D7                                     G
I'll bet that's where he spends most of his time

G                             C            G
I'd love to be there watching early in the morning
    C         D7     C      G            D7
The sun comes up and crowns the mountain king
      G                     C           G
If by chance you dare to be high upon a mountain
     C          D7      C    G          D7
I'll swear that you can hear the angels sing
 
Repeat #2

3536. Colorado - Chords

Colorado
Infamous Stringdusters
Appears on: Let It Go
based on 2/15/2013 Boulder performance

Verse:
E            G               A              E  
Colorado, it sure is good to see your face again
          G                A            E                   G   A
I've been up and down this highway just looking for a friend
E                   G           A                 E
Colorado, no matter how long I'm gone you look the same
     G               A                      E                  G   A
It's so damn good to know there's something time can't change, Oh
    E      G  A                                                            
Colorado

Pre-chorus:
C#m               Bm      A
When I'm lost and I lose touch
           Dm            Bm        Gm
You're the only thing I'm dreaming of

Chorus:
            E          D     E
I wanna get mile high, touch the sky
D           A             E   D E         
Get lost in mountain time
D > A (walkdown D,C#,B,A)
Whoa
     E        D     E
Feel like the wind blows
D           A             E   D E
Wild as the river flows



D > A (walkdown D,C#,B,A)
Whoa

Em
Colorado

Verse:
Colorado, you're as close to heaven as I've ever been
I've got a gypsy soul but you're always there to take me back in
Oh Colorado, yeah the girl I love she left me all alone
These days you're the only place I feel at home
Colorado

Pre-chorus:
You can have those gray city streets
I wanna loosen up my tie and breathe

Chorus
Chorus

3537. Colorado Bluebird Sky

String Cheese Incident - Colorado Bluebird Sky

Headed out on a Greyhound
Just turned twenty-one
Went to see what could be found
Beneath the Western sun

Colorado bluebird sky
You can live a mile high
Colorado bluebird sky

Miles pass behind me
With the things that I have done
Left behind so I could find
A place where I could run
Colorado bluebird sky
You can live a mile high

Colorado bluebird sky
Woke up this morning
And the first thing I did see
Was mountains rising to the sky
On every side of me

Waterfalls, canyon walls
Windy down on main street
Everybody that I meet
They all want to show me



3538. Colorado Bound

Colorado Bound
Stillhouse Junkies

Hell behind me, heaven up ahead
Far enough to leave me in the red
In the night it keeps me from my bed
But its name is never spoken 

It's a fever there until it's gone 
Like there's something else but keepin' on
Doing right's more than not doing wrong
With that winter fast approaching

CHORUS 
California, all in your Sunday best for me
Oregon, you lay there waiting like an emerald by the sea
But come the morning when I'm nowhere to be found
I'll be halfway to Sioux City, boys
I'm Colorado bound    

There's iron in my blood, it's true
But a man must do what he must do
A thousand miles to somewhere new
And that road is always open

In that high place where the land divides
I could feel that old Ford running dry
Leave it right there under thirty-five
And the rest of it to hoping

3539. Colorado Christmas

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Colorado Christmas

Looking out the window of this hollywood hotel,
You'd never know that it was christmas eve.
The billboards and the neon took the place of silver bells,
And the temperature is 84 degrees.
I can hear the traffic on the crowded strip below
As the palm trees poke their heads above the scene
There's not a single reindeer and it hardly ever snows,
And santa drives a rolls royce limosine.

But all along the rockies you can feel it in the air
From telluride to boulder down below
The closest thing to heaven on this planet anywhere
Is a quiet christmas morning in the colorado snow



I remember christmases when I was just a boy
In the morning I would run to see the tree.
And the carolers on the hillside sang their songs of christmas joy
Well, I always thought they sang them just for me.
Now the sun is setting in the california sky
And I can't find the spirit anywhere
So I think it's time for me to tell los angeles goodbye
I'm going back home toook for christmas there

But all along the rockies you can feel it in the air
From telluride to boulder down below
The closest thing to heaven on this planet anywhere
Is a quiet christmas morning in the colorado snow

3540. Colorado Girl

Colorado Girl
Artist: Townes Van Zandt
Steve Earle

I'm goin' out to Denver See if I can't find
I'm goin' out to Denver See if I can't find
That lovin' Colorado girl of mine

Well, the promise in her smile Shames the mountains tall
The promise in her smile Shames the mountains tall
She can bring the sun to shining Tell the rain to fall

It's been a long time, mama, Since I heard you call my name
Ah, been a long time Since I heard you call my name
I got to see my Colorado girl again 

I'll be there tomorrow Mama, don't you cry
I'll be there tomorrow Now, mama, don't you cry
I got to kiss these Lonesome Texas blues goodbye

I'm goin' out to to Denver See if I can't find
I'm goin' out to to Denver See if I can't find
That lovin' Colorado girl of mine
That lovin' Colorado girl of mine

3541. Colorado River - Chords

Colorado River 
Trout Steak Revival

[Intro]
 



Dm - Am - F - G - Am - F - C
 
Dm - Am - F - G
 
C - F - C - F
 
C - F - G - G
 
[Verse 1]
 
C         F               C         F
Wind was blowing off the Sangre de Cristos
C       F         G
Up and over the divide
C        F       C        F
We was driving down the highway
C     F             G
Two hundred eighty five
C              F           C            F
It was hot as hell at the tail end of August
C      F              G
I can still remember when
C                F         C             F
I smelled them pines over cool mountain water
C           F           G
Felt that river on my skin
 
[Chorus]
 
Dm       Dm    Am   F    G
Stealing mid-night sha-dows
Am           G       C
I'm swimming in my sleep
Dm     Dm   Am   F    F    G    C    F
In the Co - lo - ra - do river deep
 
C - F
 
[Verse 2]
 
C            F             C       F
That golden light on that silver water
C       F              G
Clouds hanging on the ridge
C        F       C       F
Spirit calling above my head I can
C         F             G
Feel it blowing in the wind
C            F          C              F
Oh what I'd give to be back in the mountains
C       F              G
Underneath the sky so blue
C               F         C            F
Just swimming sinking, laughing and drinking
C            F             G
Out in the water out with you
 



[Chorus]
 
Dm       Dm    Am   F    G
Stealing mid-night sha-dows
Am           G       C
I'm swimming in my sleep
Dm     Dm   Am   F    F    G    C    F
In the Co - lo - ra - do river deep
 
[Solo]
 
C - F
 
[Chorus]
 
Dm       Dm    Am   F    G
Stealing mid-night sha-dows
Am           G       C
I'm swimming in my sleep
Dm     Dm   Am   F    F    G    C    F
In the Co - lo - ra - do river deep
C   F      G     C
Colorado river deep
 
[Outro]
 
Dm - Am - F - G - Am - F - C
 
Dm - Am - F - G - C

3542. Colorado Rocky Mountain High

Colorado Rocky Mountain High
John Denver / Mike Taylor

He was born in the summer of his 27th year
Comin' home to a place he'd never been before
He left yesterday behind him, you might say he was born again
You might say he found a key for every door

When he first came to the mountains his life was far away
On the road and hangin' by a song
But the string's already broken and he doesn't really care
It keeps changin' fast and it don't last for long

But the colorado rocky mountain high
I've seen it rainin' fire in the sky
The shadow from the starlight is softer than a lullabye
Rocky mountain high (high colorado) rocky mountain high (high colorado)

He climbed cathedral mountains, he saw silver clouds below
He saw everything as far as you can see
And they say he got crazy once, and he tried to touch the sun



And he lost a friend but kept his memory

Now he walks in quiet solitude the forests and the streams
Seeking grace in every step he takes
His sight has turned inside himself to try and understand
The serenity of a clear blue mountain lake

And the colorado rocky mountain high
I've seen it rainin' fire in the sky
You can talk to God and listen to the casual reply
Rocky mountain high (high colorado) rocky mountain high (high colorado)

Now his life is full of wonder but his heart still knows some fear
Of a simple thing he cannot comprehend
Why they try to tear the mountains down to bring in a couple more
More people, more scars upon the land

And the colorado rocky mountain high
I've seen it rainin' fire in the sky
I know he'd be a poorer man if he never saw an eagle fly
Rocky mountain high

It's a colorado rocky mountain high
I've seen it rainin' fire in the sky
Friends around the campfire and everybody's high
Rocky mountain high (high colorado) rocky mountain high (high colorado)
Rocky mountain high (high colorado) rocky mountain high do de do

3543. Colorado Waltz - Chords

Colorado Waltz
Recorded by Roz Brown
[3/4 time]

G
There's a place I long to be 
       Am             C
Just a mile above the sea
         D7                    G
Where we dance to the Colorado Waltz
You can hear the fiddles play
        Am                C
And the pine trees softly sway
      D7                    C
As we dance to the Colorado Waltz
        C                     G
You can dance to the Waltz of Kentucky
                               D7
Or the beautiful Waltz of Tennessee
         G
But your hearts will be light 
             Am        C
While you're dancing tonight



       D7                      G
To the strings of the Colorado Waltz
Where the mountains touch the sky
        Am               C
And the lazy clouds roll by
      D7                    G
As we dance to the Colorado Waltz
Then you'll never want to roam 
          Am       C
From your Colorado home
       D7                       G
Or the memories of the Colorado Waltz
Repeat #2 
But your hearts will be light 
             Am        C
While you're dancing tonight
       D7                      G
To the strings of the Colorado Waltz

3544. Colors Of Your Heart - Chords

Colors Of Your Heart
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Rodney Crowell

G                   Am  C                    G
Colors of your heart    like the colors on a pinwheel 
C        G              D7
Spinning around turning away
G      C       G   Am  C              G
Colors of your eyes    tell me you're changing
C              G       D7                        G
Tell me you're leaving and that it's too late to try
C            G   Am  C                  G
Diamonds and sand    slide through your hands 
            D7
Like you've done through mine
C          G   Am  C              G         D7
Did I look away    or did I never say how I needed you
G      C       G    Am C               G
Colors of your heart   like the places you're going
C                 G       D7               G
There's no way of knowing what did I do so wrong
C            G   Am  C                  G
Diamonds and sand    slide through your hands 
            D7
Like you've done through mine
C          G   Am  C              G         D7
Did I look away    or did I never say how I needed you
G      C       G   Am  C              G
Colors of your eyes    like the blues in a bottle
C               G    D7                G
They taking you down let them wash you away



3545. Colorshow

The Avett Brothers - Colorshow 

Be loud let your colors show
Try to keep the madness low
If they hear and it's wrong
And they come with torches on
Yeah come on

Be loud let your colors show
Try to keep the madness low
I tell them no with my hands
Make them understand the plan of it
Bright and gone

And I'm done forever
It's you and me forever
Cause I'm done forever
It's you and me forever

Be loud let the others know
First a whisper then it grows
I tell them go with my hands
Make them understand the last of it
Yeah come on, pain and all

Leave out pack your things and go
Leave the baby makers home
There's a time (now) and a place (now)
Someone built to take the race
When it calls you go head down

Head down don't you make a sound
Keep your plans all to yourself
They'll come true they follow you
They're what you're obligated to
Don't you listen to nobody else

And I'm done forever
It's you and me forever
Cause I'm done forever
See it's you and me forever

3546. Colours

Colours
Donovan



Yellow is the colour of my true love's hair
In the mornin' when we rise,
In the mornin' when we rise.
That's the time, that's the time, I love the best.

Blue is the colour of the sky
In the mornin' when we rise,
In the mornin' when we rise.
That's the time, that's the time I love the best.

Green is the colour of the sparklin' corn
In the mornin' when we rise,
In the mornin' when we rise.
That's the time, that's the time I love the best.

Mellow is the feeling that I get
when I see her, mm hmm,
when I see her, uh huh.
That's the time, that's the time I love the best.

Freedom is a word I rarely use
Without thinkin', mm hmm,
Without thinkin', mm hmm,
Of the time, of the time when I been lost.

3547. Columbus & 89th

Columbus & 89th
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]
I've been told
That you don't know what you've got
'Til it's gone
That you'll recognize the real thing when it comes along

[Chorus]
And you can only see as far as the crow flies
And sometimes love leaves you tongue-tied
And once in a while the stars will align
At the corner of Columbus and 89th

[Verse 2]
I recall
Staying out with you 'til sunrise
Hit the Hudson
Without a thought for what had passed
And what was comin'
Back then I never thought I'd leave

[Chorus]
But I can only see as far as the crow flies
And sometimes love leaves me tongue-tied



And once in a while the stars will align
At the corner of Columbus
So give my regards to Broadway
And tell her that I'm in a good place
I can still see the street lights shining in the night
At the corner of Columbus and 89th
And 89th

3548. Columbus Stockade Blues

Bill Monroe - Columbus Stockade Blues
Norman Blake - Chesapeake

Way down in Columbus, Georgia
Want to be back in Tennessee
Way down in Columbus Stockade
Friends all turned their backs on me

 Go and leave me if you wish to
 Never let it cross your mind
 If in your heart you love another
 Leave me little darling, I don't mind

Last night as I lay sleeping
I dreamt I held you in my arms
When I awoke I was mistaken
I was peering through the bars

Many a night with you I've rambled
Many an hour with you I've spent
Thought I had your heart forever
Now I find it's only lent

3549. Combover Blues

Combover Blues
Todd Snider - Combover Blues

When I was a kid I never thought
That I would end up with what I've got
I thought that I would get to keep more than I'd lose
But now this mirror reminds me every day
That life might not work out that way
I've got the combover blues

It just blows my mind to hear myself say
God what's the matter with these kids today
This crap they play's just way too loud and rude
Rollin' a joint used to put me in the mood to come back



But now it makes me think I'm having a heart attack
I've got the combover blues

Oh the years go by
Like highway signs
Try and try
You can't make Mother Nature change her mind

After all these years and traveling bands
Backstage beers and rental vans
Have left me here with all I've got to lose
This aching back, this smoker's cough
This broken heart and to top it all off
These combover blues

3550. Come A Little Bit Closer - Chords

Come A Little Bit Closer
Recorded by Johnny Duncan & Janie Fricke written by 
Tommy Boyce, Bobby Hart, Wes Farrell

C                         F                 C
In a little cafe just the other side of the border         
She was sitting there giving me looks that made my mouth water
      F
So I started walking her way she belonged to Bad Man Jose
      G7                                              C   F  G7
And I knew yes I knew I should leave then I heard her say-ay-ay
                  C             F          G7
Come a little bit closer you're my kind of man so big and so strong                  
C              F             G7          C
Come a little bit closer I'm all alone and the night is so long
                             F                  C
So we started to dance in my arms she felt so inviting
                                  F                  C
And I just couldn't resist just a one little kiss so exciting       
F
Then I heard the guitar player say va-moose Jose's on his way
      G7                                                C   F  G7
And I knew yes I knew I should run but then I heard her say-ay-ay
                  C             F          G7
Come a little bit closer you're my kind of man so big and so strong                  
C              F             G7          C
Come a little bit closer I'm all alone and the night is so long
         C                    F                   C
Then the music stopped when I looked the cafe was empty      
C                      F                      C
And I heard Jose say man you know you're in trouble plenty     
F
So I dropped the drink from my hand and out through the window I ran               
G7                          C     F   G7
And as I rode away I could hear her say to Jos-e-yay-yay
                  C             F          G7



Come a little bit closer you're my kind of man so big and so strong                 
 C              F             G7          C
Come a little bit closer I'm all alone and the night is so long Tag:G7                
C             F          G7
Come a little bit closer you're my kind of man so big and so strong                  
C              F             G7          C
Come a little bit closer I'm all alone and the night is so long

3551. Come a Little Closer

Come a Little Closer
Desert Rose Band - Flying Burrito Brothers

Over the years I've tried to be a better man
Over the tears that I've lied and I've cried
Over the hill they say lies the better land and I know we can survive
Come a little closer we can make it all work out tonight
Come a little closer make me see it will be alright
Come a little closer we can have it all tonight

( guitar )

People drift apart when they're feeling lonely
And lovers drift apart when they're running scared
Strangers in the night beckon to you only whisper my name and I'll be there
Oh won't you come a little closer...

( guitar )

Come a little closer...

Oh when your touch is cold and time lies between us it hurts so bad just barely alive
We cannot let our wonderings deceive us heaven knows we can survive
Come a little closer...
Oh won't you come a little closer oh yeah come a little closer
Come a little closer come a little closer

3552. Come A Little Closer

Dierks Bentley - Come A Little Closer (LIVE)

Come a little closer, baby
I feel like layin' you down
On a bed sweet surrender
Where we can work it all out
There ain't nothin' that love can't fix
Girl, it's right here at our fingertips
So come a little closer baby
I feel like layin' you down



Come a little closer, baby
I feel like lettin' go
Of everything that stands between us
And the love we used to know
I wanna touch you like a cleansing rain
Let it wash all the hurt away
So come a little closer baby
I feel like lettin' go

If there's still a chance
Then take my hand
And we'll steal away
Off into the night
'till we make things right
The suns gonna rise on a better day

Come a little closer baby
I feel like strippin' it down
Back to the basics of you and me
What makes the world go round
Every inch of you against my skin
I wanna be stronger than we've ever been
So come a little closer baby
I feel like strippin' it down

Come a little closer baby
Just a little bit closer baby
Come a little closer baby
I feel like layin' you down

3553. Come A Little Closer To The Lord - Chords

Come A Little Closer To The Lord
Recorded by Jimmie Davis 
Written by Charles Goodman and Jimmie Davis
 
C                    F
Come a little closer just a little closer
  C                        G7
A little bit closer to the Lord
     C                     F
Your head will override me and your days are brightness
C             G7            C
Come a little closer to the Lord
 
 
If troubles of the world seem to bother you so
    F                       C
And burdens seem to get you down
        F                       C
If your heart is heavy and your feet get slow
D7                  G7



All you wanna do is frown
 
      C
I can tell you of a cure and it doesn't cost much
  F                 C
A price anybody can afford
F                        C           A7
All you gotta do brother I'm telling you
   D7            G7            C
Is come a little closer to the Lord
 
Repeat #1
 
 
Not so very long ago brother I was like you
F                          C
Traveling down the road of sin
        F                C
With my head hanging low trouble in my soul
D7                           G7
Praying for the day it would end
  
        C
Then an old time preacher came calling one day
         F                    C
From the good book read a few words
F                  C           A7
I can even say I'm glad of the day
  D7            G7            C
I came a little closer to the Lord
 
Repeat #1 x2
 
D7            G7            C
Come a little closer to the Lord

3554. Come All Ye Fair And Tender Ladies

Come All Ye Fair And Tender Ladies (This Little Sparrow)
Country Gentlemen

Come all ye fair and tender ladies
Take warning how you court your men
They're like a star on a summer morning
They first appear and then they're gone

They'll tell to you some loving story
And they'll make you think that they love you well
And away they'll go and court some other
And leave you there in grief to dwell

I wish I was on some tall mountain
Where the ivy rocks were black as ink



I'd write a letter to my false true lover
Whose cheeks are like the morning pink

I wish I was a little sparrow
And I had wings to fly so high
I'd fly to the arms of my false true lover
And when he'd ask, I would deny

Oh love is handsome, love is charming
And love is pretty while it's new
But love grows cold as love grows older
And fades away like morning dew

3555. Come All Ye Who May

Come All Ye Who May - Hot Buttered Rum

Come all ye who may
Come all ye who may
Those who live on a dollar a day
well I say come all ye who may

Come and shine your light
On the darkest part of the night
Even if you can't make it right
Well I say come all ye who may

My African friend, finds he must contend
With arbitrary lines splitting space and time
The borders and borders a man must cross
Before he finds himself a home
A home sweet home
Come all ye who may

We waited for our saviours they came unto us
They would part the seas and unite us to be free
But we ruin what they made in an all-too-human way
Pass this cup by me
Pass it by me
Come all ye who may
Well I say come all ye who may
Those who make a thousand dollars a day
Well I say come all ye who may

I looked on down from yonder mountain top
Windswept and alone, I am free to roam
Transported I am from the horrors of man
But I still want to go home
I wanna go home
Come all ye who may
Well I said come all ye who may
Those who make a thousand dollars a day
Well I say come all ye who may



3556. Come All You Tenderhearted

The Stanley Brothers - Come All You Tenderhearted
(Come All You Tender Hearted)

Come all you tenderhearted
Your attention I will call
I'll tell you how it started
Come listen one and all

Last Wednesday, there was a light
Seen shining on the hills
A mother and her daughter might
While everything was still

She went into a neighbor's
Some hundred yards away
She sat down and talked with them
But she did not mean to see

Don't stay to long dear mother there
For we'll be lonesome here
I'll give some ... she said
Then I'll return again

But when she started home again
Her house was in flames
She cried "Oh Lord, my babies are gone
and I'm the one to blame"

She cried "Alas, how sad they sleep
Wrapped up in the red hot flame"
She bursted all asunder then
And the flames rolled over her head

Their little bones lay on the ground
They both lay face to face
Each other did entwine
Each other did embrace

3557. Come And Dine - Chords

Come And Dine
Recorded by Paul Williams and The Victory Trio
Written by Charles B. Widmeyer

G
Jesus has a table spread
          C



Where the saints of God are fed
   D7                                 G
He invites His chosen people come and dine
With His manna He doth feed
    C
And supplies our every need
       D7                              G
Oh tis sweet to sup with Jesus all the time
         D7                               G
Come and dine the Master calleth come and dine
        A7                            D7
You may feast at Jesus' table all the time
       G                            C
He Who fed the multitude turned the water into wine
       D7                          G
To the hungry calleth now come and dine
The disciples came to land
     C
Thus obeying Christ's command
        D7                               G
For the Master called unto them come and dine
There they found their heart's desire
          C
Bread and fish upon the fire
        D7                         G
Thus He satisfies the hungry every time
Repeat #2
Soon the Lamb will take His bride
      C
To be ever at His side
        D7                            G
All the host of heaven will assembled be
Oh twill be a glorious sight
        C
All the robes is spotless white
         D7                          G
And with Jesus they will feast eternally
Repeat #2
         C             D7            G
Come and dine come and dine come and dine

3558. Come And Gone

Come And Gone
Sim Redmond Band

Another year has come and gone 
another one on the way another broken-hearted song 
to the one who let you get away 
to the one who never got it anyway

Feel the cold rushin in flowin thru the cracks in your heart 
you know the end before it's done 



you can tell by the way that it starts
Chances are something you're given 
chances are something you take 
the chance at this love that you're wastin 
could be the biggest mistake that you make

Thought you needed time to grow 
thought in time you'd grow to know 
that no matter how far you get 
you're still not ready yet

And it tears me in two when I hear you say 
that I'm gonna break your heart 
when I'm not the one walking away
Go on now and travel on 
and may the road be good to you 
may you find peace of mind at the loneliest times 
when the world's beatin up on you

3559. Come And Knock

Roy Acuff - Come and knock (on the door of my heart)
Composer: Charlie Louvin - Ira Louvin

Come and knock on the door of my heart
It will open and let you come in
Come and knock on the door of my heart
When you get lonesome and need me again

Something told me the first time I kissed you
That it was useless to try to forget
Though I knew that your own heart was fickle
You'd been the ruler of mine since we met

Come and knock on the door of my heart
It will open and let you come in
Come and knock on the door of my heart
When you get lonesome and need me again

Seeds of love that you've sown in my heart dear
Are they blooming in vain just to learn
Like the fields that are blooming in colvers
That the reaper don't always return

Come and knock on the door of my heart
It will open and let you come in
Come and knock on the door of my heart
When you get lonesome and need me again



3560. Come And Sit By The River

The Country Gentlemen - Come and Sit by the River

I could see that you're ready to go home
There's some TV shows that you're missing
But you know how an old love loves to talk
And he needs someone who will listen

Come and sit by the river with me for a while
And I'll tell you a story that's true
Of when I was a boy playing here on the shore
And the grass was so green and the water so blue

Well our house stood right over there
Of course they took it down for the highway
I can see my moma's tears, we've been there for twenty years
And you know we would still if I had my way

In those days you could often find me here
With the rest of the nieghborhood children
There was so much we could do, there was fishin' swimmin' too
There was always some raft that we were building

* Refrain

Many years I have watched this river flow
Rolling down from the hills to the ocean
I have seen the waters high, almost fierce and rushing by
I have seen in nearly dry and without motion

Now at last you can see what it has come to
Oh we prospered but poisoned the waters
Now the turnes have all been played and the piper must be paid
Not by us but our sons and daughters

3561. Come Around

Sarah Jarosz - Come Around

Just when you start to look away
And I don't know what I should say
I can't distinguish night from day
Then you come around

Just when things are lookin' down
And everybody's wearing frowns
The king went and misplaced his crown
But it'll come around

And I don't want to lose my faith in you
'Cause sometimes I don't have a clue
Of what I've done and what I should do



But I'll come around

These summer nights are hot and still
The days are long but time instills
A sense of hope, a coming thrill
And I know it will

Just when life seems like a lost cause
People spinning words into angry flaws
And I don't know who I am or who I was
Life comes around

And I don't want to lose my faith in you
Cause sometimes I don't have a clue
Of what I've done and what I should do
But I'll come around

Just when the whirlwind begins
Things twirling out of control, lost in the spin
You gotta take a step back, start over again
Find a way to win

I may be young, I may be old
I may be telling, I may be told
I may be wise, I may be bold
But I'll come around

And I don't want to lose my faith in you
Cause sometimes I don't have a clue
Of what I've done and what I should do
But I'll come around

You'll come around
Come around

3562. Come As You Are

Come as You Are
The String Cheese Incident

In the past we've been told to fear
Strange new things as they're coming near
Sometimes we listen without heed or care
We let our minds close before we see what is there
It's not like we try to let the world fly by
Without thinking of truth or what is all right
So if you stop to consider a world that is bigger
We might just stop and consider this world

[Chorus:]
Come as you are, Oh come as you are (x4)
There's no room for anger and hatred
Of people and things we have not faced yet



We're so quick to condemn by the color of skin
Before we look closely at what makes a heart beat
So if you take a step backwards
And see how awkward it is to stay closed and protected in castles
You may come to a new understanding of freedom
When you wave your arms and shout in the air

[Chorus]

3563. Come As You Are - Chords

Come As You Are 
Little Roy

Intro Riff (Played on synth, transcribed for guitar):
 
e/-----------------------------------------------/
B/-----------------------------------------------/
G/------------0-----0--------------2--------2----/
D/---0--1--2-----2-----2--2--1--0-----0--0-------/
A/-----------------------------------------------/
E/-----------------------------------------------/
 
Throughout the song, play bar chords and strum on the off-beat.
 
Verse 1:
Em              D          Em     D           Em
Come as you are, as you were as I want you to be
           D            Em        D      Em
As a friend, as a friend, as an old enemy
             D          Em                  D              Em
Take your time, hurry up The choice is yours, don't be late
           D            Em         D
Take a rest, as a friend, as an old
 
 
Bridge:
    Em G
Memoria (x4)
 
 
Verse 2:
                                   Em
Come doust in mud, soaked in bleach
       D           Em
As I want you to be
          D             Em         D
As a friend, as a friend, as an old
 
 
REPEAT BRIDGE (x1)
 
 



Chorus:
Am      C             Am            C
And I swear that I don't have a gun
        Am            C
No I don't have a gun     (x3)
 
 
Then the intro riff is played, with Em and D played over the top, followed by a small
trumpet solo.
 
REPEAT BRIDGE (x1)
 
REPEAT CHORUS (x1)
 
Then end with intro riff and the Em D progression.

3564. Come Away

Come Away
Hot Rize

Last night I dreamed about the cabin
Where we stayed those years ago
Those blissful nights so sweet and tender
I wonder now where did it go?

Your hand in mine was all we needed
Your knowing way, your loving eyes
But here we are almost like strangers
So far apart, too numb to cry

Come away, come away
And leave this old scenery behind
Turn the page, let s leave today
we'll never know, we'll nRver know if we don't try

It's only life that camR between us
There's no place we both went wrong
But it's so long since I've really seen you
It's been so long I've felt alone

Come away, come away
And leave this old scenery behind
Turn the page, let s leave today
we'll never know, we'll never know if we don't try

I close my eyes and reach out for you
The smell of wood-smoke is in the air
With two hearts wrapped around each other
I want it back, is it still there?

Come away, come away
And leave this old scenery behind



Turn the page, let s leave today
we'll never know, we'll never know if we don't try
we'll never know, we'll never know, don't say goodbye

3565. Come Away - Chords

Come Away 
The Waifs

[Chorus]
     A
Come away come away with me
     D            A            E
It's been so long since we got along
    D                  A                E               D
And I'd be inclined to admit there were times you were wrong
               E
Won't you come away
 
[Verse 1]
             A
Oh there's a bright there's a brighter day
    D                        A              E
Somewhere ahead where we can learn from our mistakes
             D                 A              E       D
And be like old friends again, wouldn't it be great
                            E
But this time we'd give not take
 
[Instrumental]
A D A E D A E D E
 
[Verse 2]
      A
I can see the suspicion in your eyes
           D
I bit you once this is true
               A                E
But there's no need to be twice shy
              D                             A
'Cause if you knew like I do then you would know
     E       D
Just how we could
        E
Baby we could
 
[Bridge]
D              C#m                    F#m    B
Crooked arrows don't fly straight and true
      D                   C#m
So I straightened out now I'm taking aim
        Bm                              E
And I'm headed straight to the heart of you



 
[Instrumental]
A D A E D A E D E (2x)
 
[Verse 3]
             A
This must be fate that I would see you here today
       D                         A                  E
After all those nights that I'd dreamed of what I'd say
      D            A                E     D
If by happenstance we would meet again
         Bm           E
And what I'd say what I'd say is
 
[Chorus]
               A
Come away come away with me
     D            A               E
It's been so long since we got it on
     D                 A                 E          D
And I'd be inclined to admit most of the time I was wrong
       E            C#m          F#m               Bm     E
I was wrong, I was wrong, i was wrong, baby I was wrong
            A                    A
Please come away with me, please come away

3566. Come Away To Belize With Me

Jerry Jeff Walker - Come Away to Belize With Me

Chorus:
Hey come away to Belize with me, show you how simple life can be
Long hazy days in the sun
Where it seems everyone has a smile when we meet
Under blue skies and emerald seas, warm winds and those coconut trees
They say your heart never leaves, once you've been down to Belize
In daylight the sunlight chases the grey lights of lingering night
Down by the beach a lone hare
And he keeps his eye on the fish in the tide
But I hear the boats, of the fisherman going to the flats where the bonefishes run
And the folks of San Pedro, all driving the same road, start their long day in the sun

Chorus
So, let's get a boat, and some snorkels and go on out to the reef
We'll leave the fat folks, who wear shoes and white socks with cameras back on the beach
There's no pain or sorrow, down by the coral and Susan and Brownie and me
And we'll fish by the reef, for some snappers to eat, as we race the ray back to the beach

Chorus
So at sunset we'll go sit, way out on the old deck, till the pink light is gone
From a funky old bar, I can hear a guitar playing, playing a down island song
The moon on the water, the pina colada, something you just gotta see
And that's when you start to notice your heart, has fallen in love with Belize



Chorus

3567. Come Back (When You Can Stay Forever) - Chords

Come Back (When You Can Stay Forever)
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Chris Waters, Tom Shapiro, Bucky Jones

C                Am               F
I'm an open door you keep walking through
     C                                  F
With all my love I've let you have your way
    C                         Am              C
But I just can't go on loving off and on with you
     F                           G7
I've taken all the leaving I can take
C    Em        Am           C
Come back when you can stay forever
F           C       Dm           G7
Do all your leavin' while you're gone
C    Em        Gm              Am
Come back when you can stay forever
F                 C              Dm    G7   C
Love's not really love unless it lasts that long
                          Am                  F
We must look at love from different points of view
    C                             F
And I just can't pretend it isn't so
    C                            Am               G7
But one day you may need from me what I need from you
    F                              G7
And when you do you'll never wanna go
Repeat #2
     Em        Gm              Am
Come back when you can stay forever
F                 C              Dm    G7   C
Love's not really love unless it lasts that long

3568. Come Back Darlin'

The Bluegrass Album Band - Come Back Darlin'

[Verse 1]
Tonight as I sit by my window
I'm reading your letter so true
I'm hoping to find it in your letter
That you'll say I'll come back to you



[Chorus]
Oh come back to me little darlin'
I miss you each day and each night
Oh come back to me little darlin'
Don't leave me alone all my life

[Verse 2]
I know I can never be happy
No matter whatever I do
The nights are so lonely without you
Oh won't you come back and be true?

[Chorus]
Oh come back to me little darlin'
I miss you each day and each night
Oh come back to me little darlin'
Don't leave mR alone all my life

[Verse 3]
Oh what would I do, dear, without you?
My lifR is so lonely and blue
No matter what happens my darlin'
I just can't forget lovin' you

3569. Come Back Darling

Come Back Darling
Flatt & Scruggs

Tonight as I sit by my window
I'm reading your letter so true
I'm hoping to find it in your letter
Where you say I'll come back to you.

   Oh come back to me little darlin'
   I miss you each day and each night
   Oh come back to me little darlin'
   Don't leave me alone all my life

I know I can never be happy
No matter whatever I do
I know it's harsh and lonely without you
Oh won"t you come back and be true.

Oh what will I do without you
My life is so lonely and blue
No matter what happens my darlin'
I just can't forget loving you.



3570. Come Back Down

Glen Phillips - Come Back Down

I've come here a thousand times, some things never change
"Yes I will, anything you say"
I've quit this a million times, can't quite stay away
Just one more time...I'll be ok
But i'm so damn tired
When I come back down
Though I'm crazy to
Anything you want from me I'll do
When I come back down
"Hey joe, could you spare a buck
I could use some food"
What a laugh, you're just one more fool
Two hours and it's back again, lapping at my heels
Stop yelling...I'll get through
But I'm so damn tired
When I come back down
Though I'm crazy to
Anything you want from me I'll do
When I come back down
When I come back down
When I come back down
I've come here a thousand times
Some things never change
Lay me down...take me away
Oh god, I'm so damn tired
When I come back down
Though I'm crazy to
Anything you want from me I'll do
When I come back down
Come back down

3571. Come Back Home

Trampled By Turtles - Come Back Home

Sorry
I was following another
Yeah, I heard it from your brother
Before you even called
Empty
Yeah, this house is empty
Like before you even met me
So I'll forget it all

[Chorus]
I woke up
You were gone
Come back home
Come back home



Come back home to me
Good times
They were market in the sensor
Yeah I remember dealing records
Bringing it all back home
Power
Is comin' through the shower
And the lightning marks the hours
And now I'm all alone

[Chorus]
Sorry
I was over you were under
And you know it makes me wonder
Why I'm still here at all
Silence
I was curled up beside her
Mostly following behind her
Just trying not to fall

[Chorus]

3572. Come Back Kid - Chords

Keith Whitley
Come Back Kid

Intro: D-A-D-A-D-A-D

Chorus
 A               D   A    D
You call me the comeback kid 
A                 Em   Bm   A
 That's what I've al--ways did 
      Em      B       A               D
Came running back to you, time after time
              D   A   D
I could have let you go, 
Em              Bm  E   A
Long enough to let me know 
           E                     D      A        D    A-D
That the comeback kid won't be coming back this time.

Bm                 D
The line you had around this kid,
      Bm 
This time girl just came undid
            E       Fm              A 
There won't be no commin' back this time

A    D               A    D
You call me the comeback kid 
A                 Em   Bm   A



 That's what I've al--ways did 
      Em      B       A               D
Came running back to you, time after time
              D   A   D
I could have let you go, 
Em              Bm  E   A
Long enough to let me know 
           E                     D      A        D    A-D
That the comeback kid won't be coming back this time.

Instrumental: A-D-Bm-F-Bm-E-Bm-E-A

Bm              F                   Bm               E           Bm
This time girl when you phone me and try to lay that guilt trip on me, 
              E            A       Fm              A
The comeback kid's gonna have a different comeback line.

A    D               A    D
You call me the comeback kid 
A                 Em   Bm   A
 That's what I've al--ways did 
      Em      B       A               D
Came running back to you, time after time
              D   A   D
I could have let you go, 
Em              Bm  E   A
Long enough to let me know 
              E   Bm             D      A        D    A-D
That the comeback kid won't be coming back this time.

         E       Bm             D     A         D
No the comeback kid won't be coming back this time.

3573. Come Back Little Pal - Chords

Come Back Little Pal
Recorded by Roy Acuff
Written by Roy Hall

G                          D7
I am lonely tonight little pal
                            G
I am lonely I'm sad and I'm blue
                          C
There an empty spot in my life
    G          D7        G
And no one can fill only you

                           D7
Oh please come back little pal
                   G
Oh please come and stay
                            C



My heart is withered like a petal
     G      D7        G
Of a rose I saw dying today

                            D7
I am thinking of you little pal
                     G
I am thinking you so sad
                           C
You're the pal that always loved me
       G        D7     G
Truest pal that I ever had

                          D7
Remember we walked in the moonlight
                    G
We walked we talked alone
                      C
Was then that we were parting
    G     D7            G
And never again will we roam

Repeat #2

                       D7
But think of me little pal
                        G
I am surely thinking of you
                         C
You're the only pal that ever
       G     D7          G
Was to me so kind and so true

Repeat #2

3574. Come Back Song

Come Back Song
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I woke up again this mornin'
And wouldn't you know it pourin' rain
I went and burned a pot of coffee
And like us I poured it down the drain

[Chorus]
'Cause I didn't know I needed you so
And letting you go was wrong
And baby I know you got your radio on
So this is my my bad, come back song

[Verse 2]



I know I said I wouldn't miss you
But now I'm sayin' I'm a fool
You're on the feel good side of leavin'
And I'm the backside of a mule

[Chorus]
And I didn't know I needed you so
And letting you go was wrong
And baby I know you got your radio on
So this is my so sad, come back song

[Verse 3]
And now I'm laying down without you
In this king size empty bed
And I wish I had my arms around you
But I'll just dream of you instead

[Chorus]
'Cause I didn't know I needed you so
And letting you go was wrong
And baby I know you got your radio on
So this is my get packed, come back
Hey, I didn't know I needed you so
And letting you go and letting you go was wrong
And baby I know you got your radio on
So this is my my bad, come back song

[Bridge]
Oh yeah, yeah
I know I said I wouldn't miss you
I said I wouldn't miss you girl, yeah

[Outro]
Na na na na na na na
Na na na na na na na
Na na na na na na na na
We all sang na na na na na na na
Na na na na na na na
Na na na na na na na, yeah
Come on now
This is my my bad, come back song

3575. Come Back To Me

Dolly Parton - Come Back To Me 
(Dolly Parton)

Come back to me
Come back and say you're still in love with me
Come back and say that I am all you'll ever need
Baby come back come back to me
Oh please come back to me
Come back and say you'll work it out with me



Come back to stay and say you're never gonna leave
Baby come back, come back to me
Oh and kiss me once again as only you can
Touch me like nobody else can do
Oh, oh, and hold me and show me you're still my man
And that you didn't need somebody new
Oh come back to me
Come back and hold this torch that's burning me
Come back and promise me eternity
Baby come back, won't you come back to me?
Kiss me once again as only you can
Touch me like nobody else can do
Oh, oh, oh, and hold me and show me you're still my man
And that you didn't need somebody new
Oh, come back to me
Come back and mend this broken heart in me
Without your love I know I'll never be complete
Baby come back, won't you come back to me
Oh please come back to me
Baby come back, baby come back to me
Baby come back, come back and say I'm all you need
Come back, won't you come back to me
Come back to me
Come back and say you're still in love with me
Come back and say that I am all you'll ever need
Baby come back won't you come back to me
Oh, please come back to me
Come back and hold this torch that's burning me
Come back and promise me eternity...

3576. Come Back To Me - Chords

Come Back To Me
Recorded by Jamie Daily and Darren Vincent
Written by Jimmy Fortune
    
G            D7      Em    C                     G      C
I was once a wayward child thought I had all the answers 
G                   D7      Em   C                  D7
A foolish heart and foolish dreams the world was my master
G                D7     Em  C                   G
I found myself a broken man in need of love and compassion  
         C                  D7           G
Then the words of my Father came back to me 
 
             D7    Em           C             G
Come back to Me my child for My arms are open wide 
             D7     Em         C
Come back to Me and rest in My love
     Em    D7    Em                C            G
I'll never turn away no matter how lost you may be  
        C      D7           G
You can always come back to Me



 
             D7       Em   C                   G     C
As I made my way back home I couldn't help but wonder 
G             D7      Em   C                      D7
Would He even know my name will He still keep His promise
G          D7              Em   C                 G
Ashamed of everything I've done who could ever forgive me 
         C                  D7           G
Then the words of my Father came back to me 
 
Repeat  #2
 
D7     Em                   D7
Then I stood on that hill I looked at my home 
G                          C
Tears filled my eyes and I felt so alone
     Em                     D7
Then I saw my Father come a-running to me
G                        C
His arms stretched out I fell on my knees
                G   C
Oh I fell on my knees
          Am           G      A7   D7     G
He said I love you son I'm so glad you've come  
 
        D7    Em           C             G
Back to Me my child for My arms are open wide 
             D7     Em         C
Come back to Me and rest in My love
     Em    D7    Em                C            G
I'll never turn away no matter how lost you may be  
        C      D7           G
You can always come back to Me
 
           C      Am      D7
Oh you can always you can always 
C    G    D7 G
Come back to Me

3577. Come Back To Me In My Dreams

Bill Monroe - Come Back to Me in My Dreams

Oh, I'm sending a prayer up to Heaven
On a beautiful cloud you see
So you will know that I want you
In my beautiful memories and dreams

 Come back to me in my dreams love
 Come back to me in sweet dreams
 I'm heartbroke I'm sad and I'm weary
 Come back to me in my dreams



When the bright moon shines up in Heaven
And the beautiful stars are a'gleam
It seems that you are so near me
But yet it is only a dream

It seems I'll never more see you
Till we meet in Heaven it seems
But I hold you close to my heart love
In my beautiful memories and dreams

3578. Come Back To Old Santa Fe - Chords

Come Back To Old Santa Fe 
Peter Rowan

  D
I rode through the high mountain desert
Em
Down where the Rio Grande runs
        A
Through sage brush and dust to the portal
                             D
Of adobe walls warmed by the sun
            D
Through the narrow walled streets of the village
          Em
Comes the laughter of children at play
  A                      D         Be
A warm mother's smile it lingers a while
A                      D
Come back to Old Santa Fe
  D
I tied my horse at the cantina
Em
Just as the sun's going down
  A
I takes me a shot of tequila
                                D
I takes me a stroll through the town
     D
On a bridge overlooking the arroyo
  Em
I hear a guitar softly play
   A                       D            Bm
An old Spanish tune by the light of the moon
A                      D
Come back to Old Santa Fe
Bm                     A  G                      F#7
Come back to Old Santa Fe Come back to Old Santa Fe
  G                         D           Bm
I know my love waits behind old Spanish gates
A                      D
Come back to Old Santa Fe



 
 
[Instrumental]
D
Em
A                           D          Bm
A                      D
 
        D
Now the snow softly falls on the plaza
       Em
In the stillness before the break of dawn
A
All through the night I've been searching
                       D
Your memory calling me on
   D
At sunrise down at the cathedral
  Em
A young girl in tears softly prays
       A                  D            Bm
Saints smile from above I found you my love
   A         D
In Old Santa Fe
Bm                     A  G                      F#7
Come back To Old Santa Fe Come back to Old Santa Fe
  G                         D           Bm
I know my love waits behind old Spanish gates
A                      D
Come back to Old Santa Fe

3579. Come Back To Us Barbara Lewis Hare Krishna Beauregard

Come Back To Us Barbara Lewis Hare Krishna Beauregard
John Prine

The last time that I saw her
She was standing in the rain
With her overcoat under her arm
Leaning on a horsehead cane
She said "Carl, take all the money"
She called everybody Carl
"My spirit's broke"
"My mind's a joke,"
"And getting up's real hard"

Chorus:
Don't you know her
When you see her?
She grew up
In your back yard
Come back to us
Barbara Lewis



Hare Krishna
Beauregard

Selling bibles at the airports
Buying Quaaludes on the phone
Hey, you talk about
A paper route
She's a shut in without a home
God save her, please
She's nailed her knees
To some drugstore parking lot
Hey, Mr. Brown
Turn the volume down
I believe this evening's shot

Chorus

Can't you picture her next Thursday?
Can you picture her at all?
In the Hotel Boulderado
At the dark end of the hall
I gotta shake myself and wonder
Why she even bothers me
For if heartaches were commercials
We'd all be on T.V.

Chorus

3580. Come Break My Heart Again - Chords

Come Break My Heart Again 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
C F Am G
 
[Verse 1]
                          C
She said you smell like cigarettes
               F
Just like the one I left
           Am
You never comb your hair
           G
I always make your bed
 
                     C
She said we should stop the talk
               F
I did a few weeks ago
               Am
You're like a land mine lost
               G



I don't know where you'll explode
 
 
[Chorus]
               C
Come break my heart again
           F
So I can feel it
             Am
I think you need it
            G
I know you mean it
               C
Come break my heart again
          F
So I can feel it
             Am
I think you need it
           G               C
Come and break my heart again
 
[Verse 2]
                    C
She said all your words are wrong
                F
They just fall off your tongue
               Am
It's like you can't be caught
              G
It's like I can't be found
                    C
She said you're the luckiest
               F
And you should be real proud
          Am
When you get real loud
               G
It's just the sweetest sound
 
 
[Chorus]
               C
Come break my heart again
           F
So I can feel it
             Am
I think you need it
            G
I know you mean it
               C
Come break my heart again
          F
So I can feel it
             Am
I think you need it
            G            C
Come and break my heart again



 
 
[Bridge]
                Am
And I won't be happier
                C
Than when you leave the room
                F
Watching you slam the door
                G
Makes all the wrong feel good
 
 
[Chorus]
               C
Come break my heart again
           F
So I can feel it
             Am
I think you need it
            G
I know you mean it
               C
Come break my heart again
          F
So I can feel it
             Am
I think you need it
            G
I know you mean it
 
                  C E   Am  G
Come and break my heart again
                  C E   Am  G
Come and break my heart again
 
                C
Come break my heart again
           F
So I can feel it
             Am
I think you need it
            G
I know you mean it
               C
Come break my heart again
          F
So I can feel it
             Am
I think you need it
            G
I know you mean it



3581. Come Christmas

Rodney Crowell - Come Christmas

[Verse 1]
Christmas makes me stop and wonder where you are
Just like every other day I've seen so far
To make-believe this Christmas Eve
That you'll come home
No more to roam
Is madness I can't let myself go near

[Verse 2]
'Tis the season now that always gives me pause
And not because I don't believe in Santa Claus
Ornaments and stockings hung without much care
If you're out there
It's just a way to end another year

[Chorus]
Come Christmas day
Hope you're okay
Come Christmas night
Hope you're alright
Not knowing is the hardest part of all

[Verse 3]
To deck these halls with holly bows and mistletoe
Seems so much in denial of the truth we know
You've hurt yourself in ways that can't be understood
It can't feel good
Pray tell, explain why this might bring good cheer
Can I just say I wish that you were here?

[Chorus]
Come Christmas day
Hope you're okay
Come Christmas night
Hope you're alright
Not knowing is the hardest part of all

3582. Come Dance

Come Dance - Steep Canyon Rangers

Picture a ballroom with windows so tall
With nothing to do there but slow dance and waltz
Where the love that you give comes back sevenfold
And I'll tell you he prettiest lies ever told
Picture a clear blue sky without end
Where the warmth of the sun falls soft on your skin
And the air is as pure as the song in your soul
And I'll tell you the prettiest lies ever told



CHORUS

Come dance, dance here with me
Come dance and set yourself free
Come dance Melinda, come dance
Down by the water where the banks have grown wild
Where you can drift off to sleep and wake as a child
And open your eyes as the new world unfolds
And I'll tell you the prettiest lies ever told
CHORUS

3583. Come Down

Come Down
Gibson Brothers

Nothin' I've been doings' been workin'
And baby you know I've been hurtin'
I see you behind those curtains
Come down

Pardon me if I'm mistaken
But I believe your hearts' been aching
When you're ready for me I'll be waitin'
Come down
Come down

[Chorus: Dan Auerbach & Gibson Brothers]
I could wait for ever (come down)
Better late than never (come down)
But the sooner the better (come down)
Come down (come down)
Come down

One of these days I'm hoping
Your front doors' gonna swing open
And the losing streak will be broken
Come down

Then you're gonna see that you love me
You won't be hidin' above me
You're never gonna have to be lonely
Come down
Come down

[Chorus: Dan Auerbach & Gibson Brothers]
I could wait for ever (come down)
Better late than never (come down)
But the sooner the better (come down)
Come down
Walk down that hallway (come down)
Come out that door way (come down)



I'll love you always (come down)
Come down

Nothin' I've been doings' been workin'
And baby you know I've been hurtin'
I see you behind those curtains
Come down

Come down
Come down
Come down
Come down
Come down

[Outro: Dan Auerbach & Gibson Brothers]
I could wait for ever (come down)
Better late than never (come down)
But the sooner the better (come down)
Come down (come down)

3584. Come Early Mornin'

Buddy Miller - Come Early Mornin'

I been a walkin', walkin' in the moonlight
Trippin' in the starlight, Lord, and I'm feelin' down
Walkin' in the shadows, sneakin' down a side road
Come early mornin' I'll be there on the edge of town
I was a thinkin', thinkin' bout a good thing
Thinkin' bout a sweet gleam, uum, in my honey's eyes
And I was a-sinkin', feelin' kinda lonesome
Come early morning I'll be home at my honey's side
I have drifted up across the mountain
And I have stumbled down the other side
And I've been tempted, tried and troubled
Come early morning I'll be home and satisfied
[Instrumental]
She give me little lovin'
Give me little sunshine
Make me have a good time, Lord
When I'm feelin' blue
I couldn't refuse her
Well I couldn't misuse her
Come early mornin' I'll be home
With my honeydew

3585. Come Early Morning



Come Early Morning
The Seldom Scene

I been a walkin'
walkin' in the moonlight
trippin' in the starlight.
Lord and I'm feelin' down
walkin' in the shadows
sneakin' down a side road.
Come early mornin'
I'll be there on the edge of town.
'Cause I was a thinkin' thinkin'
'bout a good thing thinkin'
'bout a sweet gleam.
Mmm in my honeys eyes.
And I was a sinkin'
feelin' kind a lonesome.
Come early mornin'
I'll be home with my honey's side.
I have drifted up across the mountain
I have stumbled down the other side
I've been temted tried and troubled.
Come early mornin'
I'll be home and satisfied.
he gimme little lovin'
gimme little sunshine
make me have a good time.
Lord when I'm feelin' blue.
And I can't refuse her.
I wouldn't misuse her.
Come early mornin'
I'll be home with my honey dew.
I have drifted up across the mountain
I have stumbled down the other side
I've been temted tried and troubled.
Come early mornin'
I'll be home and satisfied.

3586. Come From The Heart

Rodney Crowell - Come from the Heart
Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
When I was a young man, my daddy told me
A lesson he learned, it was a long time ago
If you want to have someone to hold onto
You're going to have to learn to let go

[Chorus]
You got to sing like you don't need the money
Love like you'll never get hurt
You got to dance like nobody's watching
It's got to come from the heart if you want it to work



[Verse 2]
Now here is the one thing that I keep forgetting
When everything is falling apart
In life as in love, you know I need to remember
There's such a thing as trying too hard

[Chorus]
You got to sing like you don't need the money
Love like you'll never get hurt
You got to dance like nobody's watching
It's got to come from the heart if you want it to work
You got to sing sometimes like you don't need the money
You got to love sometimes like you'll never get hurt
You got to dance, dance, dance like nobody's watching
It's got to come from the heart if you want it to work

3587. Come From The Heart - Chords

Come From The Heart 
Kathy Mattea
 
[Intro]
C    F    C    G  C
 
[Verse]
                         F
When I was a young girl, my daddy told me
  C                           G
A lesson he learned, it was a long time ago
C                       F
If you want to have someone to hold onto
C                    G             C
You're gonna have to learn to let go
 
[Chorus]
           C             F
You got to sing like you don't need the money
C                 G
Love, like you'll never get hurt
           C          F        Dm7
You got to dance like nobody's watching
           C             Am
It's gotta come from the heart        
       G          C
If you want it to work
 
[Instrumental]
C    F    C    G    C    F    C    G  C
 
[Verse 2]
                          F
Now here is the one thing I keep forgetting



C                  G
When everything is falling apart
   C                          F
In life as in love you know I need to remember
C                       G             C
There's such a thing as trying too hard
 
[Chorus]
           C             F
You got to sing like you don't need the money
C                 G
Love, like you'll never get hurt
           C                        F        Dm7
You got to dance, dance, dance like nobody's watching
           C             Am
It's gotta come from the heart        
       G          C
If you want it to work
 
[Chorus]
                                     F
You got to sing, sometimes, like you don't need the money
C                           G
Love sometimes, like you'll never get hurt
           C                        F        Dm7
You got to dance, dance, dance like nobody's watching
           C             Am
It's gotta come from the heart        
       G          C
If you want it to work, yeah
 
[Outro]
(## repeat and fade to end ##)
C    F    C    G    C    F    C    G  C

3588. Come Go With Me

Bill Monroe - Come Go With Me

Come go with me to yonder valley
Where we once stood beneath the tree
Where we once planned our life together
I can't forget come go with me

Come let us live some moments over
Then maybe you won't want to leave
I love you then and will forever
I can't forget come go with me

I can't forget the flowers blooming
The rose that I pick for you
Time changed you but I'm not changing
I loved you then and I still do



Come go with me to yonder valley
Where on the largest of the trees
I'll carve your name to prove I love you
I can't forget come go with me

I love you then and I still do

3589. Come Here Son

Come Here Son

Sow in the garden, sow in the sand
Sow making love to a walleyed man
Fire in the mountain come here son
Sal let me chew your rosin son

Two little Indians one old squaw
Sitting on a rock in Arkansas
Fire in the mountain come here son
Fire in the mountain run boy run

Hold my fiddle and hold my bow and
I'll slap heck out fo cotton eye Joe
Fire in the mountain come here son
Sal let me chew your rosin son

I've got candy, I've got gum
Sal let me chew your rosin son
Come here son, come here son
Sal let me chew your rosin son

3590. Come Holy Spirit - Chords

Come Holy Spirit
Recorded by The Heritage Singers
Written by Gloria Gaither and William Gaither
 
C                       G7
Come Holy Spirit I need Thee
Dm         G7       C
Come sweet Spirit I pray
C7                            F    Fm
Come in Thy strength and Your power
C            G7         C
Come in Your own gentle way

                      G7
Come as a rest to the weary



Dm        G7          C
Come as a balm to the sore
C7                          F       Fm
Come Lord as strength to my weakness
C            G7      C
Fill me with joy evermore   

repeat #1

                          G7
Come like a spring in the desert
Dm          G7          C
Come to the withered of soul
C7                         F    Fm
Lord let Thy sweet healing power
C            G7      C
Touch me and make me whole

repeat #1
 
             G7         C
Come in Your own gentle way

3591. Come Home

Come Home

Papa, oh papa come home with me now
The clock in the steeple strikes one
You said you were coming right home from the shop
As soon as your day's work was done

Come Home, come home, come home
Oh papa, dear papa come home

Poor Benny is sick and Ma says he will die
Perhaps before morning shall dawn
And this is the message she sent me to bring
Come quickly 'fore Benny be gone

The fire is all out and the house is so cold
And Mama's been watching since tea
With poor brother Benny so sick in her arms
And no one to help her but me

Now we are alone and poor Benny is dead
And gone with the angels to fly
And these were the very last words that he said
"I want to kiss papa good night."



3592. Come Home Daddy - Chords

Come Home Daddy
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Terrye Newkirk

C                                                 F             D7
I've been pining away I guess you could say I'm a fool for your love
  G7                               C         G7    C
I sit at home most every night and count the stars above
                                               F          D7
You just don't understand I need a man I can't hold a memory
G7                                          C
Aw come home daddy make sweet sweet love to me 
                                             F             D7
Anybody can see the trouble with me is these empty Boudoir blues
G7                                          C          G7       C
If I ever get you back home again I'm gonna brand your rambling shoes
                               
But you won't want to leave you wouldn't believe 
        F            D7
All the love I guarantee 
G7                                          C
Aw come home daddy make sweet sweet love to me 
E7                      Am
Send a card send a wire say you're on your way
D7                         G7
Don't be late I can't wait another lonely day
E7                      Am
Send a card send a wire say you're on your way
D7                         G7
Don't be late I can't wait another lonely day
 
       C                                         F               D7
Better put on the speed 'cause honey I need your attention right away
  G7                                  C              G7    C
I hate to tell you but second best is looking better every day
                                               F          D7
You just don't understand I need a man I can't hold a memory
G7                                          C
Aw come home daddy make sweet sweet love to me 
G7                                          C
Aw come home daddy make sweet sweet love to me

3593. Come Home Good Boy

Dale Ann Bradley - Come Home Good Boy
recorded by: dale ann bradley, sierra hull, steve gulley

he's not old enough to drink he's not old enough to smoke
lord he just learned to drive and he's too young to vote
the army says they'll take him he's big enough to take a stand
and they're sending our good boy to a foreign land



come home good boy you ain't playing any more
do the best you can to make it through a real war
you're brave and you're smart you are steady of hand
come home good boy come home a good man

he's papaa's pride and joy mamaa's special boy
daddy's little man mama's baby
and there's lots of good boys putting uniforms on
and i hope the war's is over by the end of this song

come home good boy you ain't playing any more
do the best you can to make it through a real war
you're brave and you're smart you are steady of hand
come home good boy come home a good man

you're brave and you're smart you are steady of hand
come home good boy come home a good man

3594. Come Home to Me

Steve Earle - Come Home to Me

Yellow moon, amber light
Baby, baby, baby, please come home to me
Another blue and lonesome night
Baby, baby, baby, please come home to me
I knew I'd cry when you were gone
Baby, baby, baby, please come home to me
Thought I'd survive, but I was wrong
Baby, baby, baby, please
Just as soon as you were out that door
I remembered what my life was like before
Now nothing's gonna be the same again
Because I'm lonelier than I was then
And I can't ever let this feeling go
Because now I know
I stay up late, wake up alone
Baby, baby, baby, please come home to me
No matter what I say or do
I know I'll never get over losin' you
So I'm crossin' my heart and promisin'
If I get you in my arms again
I'm not ever gonna let you go
Because now I know
The door is unlocked, the light is on
Baby, baby, baby, please come home to me
Baby, baby, baby, please



3595. Come Home To Me - Chords

Come Home To Me
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Bobby Lamoyne Harden
[3/4 time]

C          F         C
Lying here thinking  and I happen to think
                       G7
Blaming myself for the things that I said
C           F        C
Hoping that you can  forget and forgive
                    G7
My life without you ain't no way to live

C                G7
Come home to me  come home to me
C                               G7
It just won't be right till you do
C                G7
Come home to me  come home to me
C                               G7
I can't take one more night all alone
        C
Come on home

              F          C
Baby you left a hurting  only your love can heal
                            G7
And I understand that's how I made you feel
C            F            C
Well my life without you  would just fall apart
                         G7
Right from the body come my lonely heart

Repeat #2

    F
The moon through the window
               
Is my shade of blue
       G7
As I'm holding your pillow

Longing for you baby

Repeat #2

3596. Come In Out Of The Pain - Chords

Come In Out Of The Pain
Recorded by Doug Stone



Written by Don Pfrimmer and Frank Myers

D7     G               D7      C          G
I'd be lyin' if I said I never prayed for this
D7    C        G        D7  C             G
I can show you here and now how much love you've missed
    Em                      D7                  C
I'm happy that you're sad I know that sounds so wrong
    G               F#m      D7
But darlin you must know the pains gone on too long
G       D7         C    G      D7       C    D7
Come in out of the pain let me dry your tears
G         D7       C        G          D7      C
He's been gone for days and I've loved you for years
F#m            D7   C
Lay down in my arms there ain't no shame
   D7                     G    C       D7         G
So don't just stand there girl come in out of the pain
C           G               D7    C                 G
Well I know how a heartache feels shattered when it breaks
D7     C     G        D7       C            G
And if you believe in me he'll be your last mistake
Em                        D7               C
I can't stop the wind and I can't stop the rain
          G       F#m      D7
But I can promise you that I can stop your pain
Repeat #2
       D7       C     D7 G       D7         C
Let me dry your tears   (come in out of the pain)
G               D7      C         D7        G
Girl I've loved you for years and years and years

3597. Come In Stranger

Come In Stranger
Johnny Cash

She said, come in stranger,
It's good to have you home.
I hurried through 'cause I knew it was you
When I saw your dog waggin' his tail.
Honey, why didn't you let me know by mail?
You been gone so long.

She said, come in stranger,
I know you're weary from all the miles.
Just sit right there in your easy chair
Tell me about the places you've been.
How long it'll be before you leave again.
I hope it's a long, long while.

She said come in stranger,
Everything around home is fine.



I've watched and waited for you to get back
And I miss you all the time.

She said come in stranger
I miss you when you're gone
I walk the floor and I watch the door,
And then I lie awake, wonder where you can be.
I'd give anything to have you here with me.
It's so lonesome all alone.

She said come in stranger
Won't you listen to my plea
Stay long enough so the one I love
Won't be a stranger to me.
She said come in stranger
Won't you listen to my plea
Stay long enough so the one I love
Won't be a stranger to me.

3598. Come into the House of the Lord

Marty Stuart - Come into the House of the Lord

Come into the house of the Lord
Come into the house of the Lord
There's love overflowing
A joy that you'd be knowing
When you come into the house of the Lord
Come into the house of the Lord

I got a friend named Jesus
He's everything, yes indeed
In your darkest hour
You can call upon His power
Cause He knows everything you need
Every little thing you need

You don't have to preach like John the Baptist
Prophesied like Apostle Paul
If you just step inside, Jesus will provide
Love and salvation for us all
Love and salvation for us all

Come into the house of the Lord
Come into the house of the Lord
There's love overflowing
A joy that you'd be knowing
When you come into the house of the Lord
Come into the house of the Lord

I was adrift out in a desert
I led a shameful life of sin
But in my dissipation, I had a revelation



A Deacon took my hand and led me in
That's when my redemption did begin

Come into the house of the Lord
Come into the house of the Lord
No one will be denied, no prayer will be ignored
When you come into the house of the Lord
Come into the house of the Lord

Come into the house of the Lord
Come into the house of the Lord
I laid my burden down, put on my robe and crown
When I come into the house of the Lord
Come into the house of the Lord

3599. Come Into This Room

Come into This Room
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
Come into this room and
I ll make us some memories
Time will be listening
As a shadow on the floor
And the shadow will listen
And leave us in darkness
And an open heart and
Candles is all we need
Nothing more
Come into this room and
Let the night before wonder
we'll speak about where
We going and we'll talk
Where we ve been
Have a coffee or a whisky
Or some wine I've been saving
we'll drink it to the bottom
And we'll fill it up again
Come into this room
The songs we'll be singing
From a whisper to a scream
we'll make the rafters shake
And we'll sing like we re children
And we'll sing like we were masters
It's all the same cause in this room
There are no mistake

[Verse 2]
Come into this room and
Bring along a loved one
With your hands make music
That will set your spirit free



Is the music playing you
Or are you playing music
At this time in this room
Is where we re supposed to be
Come into this room and
And we'll make up some memories

3600. Come Lay Some Lovin' On Me

Paul Kelly - Come lay some lovin' on me

Come lay some lovin' on me
Come lay some lovin' on me
Come lay some lovin' on me
Come lay some lovin' on me
Come lay some lovin' on me

You've got that touch
That touch I love so much
In that touch, there's a feeling
And I'm addicted to that sweet feeling, yeah

You've got the lovin' I need, yeah
Come lay some lovin' on me, yeah

You've got that kiss
Oh, that kiss, ooh, I can't resist
Just one kiss from your lips
And watch me, baby
I turn my back over and flip, yeah

Come lay some lovin' on me, yeah, yeah
You've got the lovin' I need, oh, oh
Come lay some lovin' on me, ooh

It's good to me, yeah
Sure enough, nothing to imagine
Talkin' 'bout you, love

You've got the lovin'
You've got the lovin'
Come lay some lovin' on me, yeah, yeah
You've got the lovin' I need, oh, oh
Come lay some lovin' on me, yeah

Come lay some lovin' on me
Come lay some lovin' on me
Come lay some lovin' on me

Come lay some lovin' on me
Come lay some lovin' on me
Come lay some lovin' on me



3601. Come Live With Me - Chords

Come Live With Me 
recorded by Roy Clark
written by Boudreaux Bryant and Felice Bryant
 
G                                                   C
Come live with me and be my love share my bread and wine
   G             D7            G
Be wife to me be life to me be mine
                                                  C
Come live with me and be my love let our dreams combine
   G             D7            G
Be mate to me be fate to me be mine
 
C                                     G
With these hands I'll build a roof to shield your head
C                                              G       D7
And with these hands I'll carve the wood for a baby bed
     G                                               C
Come live with me and be my love  share my bread and wine
   G                 D7             G
Be part of me be the heart of me be mine
 
C                                G
I'll try to do my best for you I promise you
C                                            G                  D7
I'll laugh with you and I'll cry with you my whole life through
     G                                                        C
Come live with me and won't you be my love share my bread and wine
   G                 D7             G
Be part of me be the heart of me be mine

3602. Come Love Come

Rhiannon Giddens - Come Love Come

[Chorus]
Come love come, the road lies low
The way is long and hard I know
Come love come, the road lies free
I'll wait for you in Tennessee

[Verse 1]
When I was four, my loving mam
Was cornered by the boss' man
She turned her head and got struck down
They buried her in the cold, cold ground



[Chorus]
Come love come, the road lies low
The way is long and hard, I know
Come love come, the road lies free
I'll wait for you in Tennessee

[Verse 2]
When I was twelve, my father dear
Was strong of arm and free of fear
Until the day he raised his hand
Then he was sold to Alabam'

[Chorus]
Come love come, the road lies low
The way is long and hard, I know
Come love come, the road lies free
I'll wait for you in Tennessee

[Verse 3]
I was sixteen, found my bloom
And found my man, we jumped the broom
We pledged each other the rest of our lives
And on Saturday nights, we were man and wife

[Chorus]
Come love come, the road lies low
The way is long and hard, I know
Come love come, the road lies free
I'll wait for you in Tennessee

[Verse 4]
I was eighteen, bugles called
The boys in blue came o'er the wall
I took my chance and followed free
They led the way to Tennessee

[Chorus]
Come love come, the road lies low
The way is long and hard, I know
Come love come, the road lies free
I'll wait for you in Tennessee

[Verse 5]
Here I sit in a tiny shack
With thirteen others at my back
I've sent you word, so all I can do
Is wait, and wait, and wait, and wait, and wait
And wait for you

[Chorus]
Come love come, the road lies low
The way is long and hard, I know
Come love come, the road lies free
I'll wait for you in Tennessee
Come love come, the road lies low
The way is long and hard, I know
Come love come, the road lies free



I'll wait for you in Tennessee

[Outro]
I'll wait for you
I'll wait for you
I'll wait for you
I'll wait for you

3603. Come On

Lucinda Williams - Come On

Dude I'm so over you
You don't even have a clue
All you did was make me blue
You didn't even make me, come on!

You're so self-involved
You're in some kind of fog
You're hung up on your hog
You didn't even make me, come on!

You think you're in hot demand
But you don't know where to put your hand
Let me tell you where you stand
You didn't even make me, come on!

Dude you're so fire
Shut up, I'm not inspired
All I'm feeling now is tired
You didn't even make me, come on!

You weren't even worth it
I'm sorry I ever flirted
The effort wasn't even concerted
You didn't even make me, come on!

All you do is talk the talk
You can't back it up with your walk
You can't light my fire, so fuck off
You didn't even make me, come on!

3604. Come On Back To Nashville

Tom T. Hall - Come on back to Nashville (Ode to the outlaws)
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Come on back to Nashville it's a pretty ol' city
We'd painted and fixed up the ol' Music Row



Tootsie's still kickin' neon leathered fried chicken
But the music's still loud and beer is still cold

Don't let them big city people get to you
Cause money's the name of the game don't you see
They might bet you penny and say you're a dandy
But they still don't like pickin' on Network TV

Come on back to Nashville it's a pretty ol' city...

But there's a few of us left there's Bare and Rodriguez
And Hillman and Harlan that's a pretty good bunch
But somethin' is missin' when we all get to pickin'
There ain't enough of us to throw a good run

Come on back to Nashville it's a pretty ol' city...

Now whoever told you that we didn't want you
You know they'd lied to you we'd want you all here
If you just want some strokin' keep right on smokin'
If you didn't mind that we just hang in with a beer here

Come on back to Nashville it's a pretty ol' city...
Come on back to Nashville it's a pretty ol' city...

3605. Come On Christmas

Dwight Yoakam - Come On Christmas
(Dwight Yoakam)

Come on Christmas
Please take me away
Keep me hidden safe
'Til January's second day
Come on Christmas
Come on Noel
I'll wrap myself
Up in the cheer
That's so abundant
This time of year
Come on Christmas
Come on Noel
Even though it's just September
I can forget to remember
All the empty nights
Still in my way
Come on Christmas
Embrace me with some joy
'Til the last few lonely moments
Of this year have been destroyed
Come on Christmas
Come on Noel
I'll just let visions of the season



Blind these worn-out sights
Still in my mind
Come on Christmas
Come on Noel
Come on Christmas

3606. Come On Down To My World - Chords

Come on Down To My World
Recorded by J.D. Crowe and the New South
Written by Larry Rice 
 
C                             F
Yesterday I finally found out where you are
    G7                                C
But I don't think that I should look around
                                            F
With you out there and me down here there's just no in between
   G7                                C
So I'll just wait for you to come on down
Why don't you come on down to my world
F               G7
Come on down to my world 
    F            G7                  C
The door is open you know where I'll be
 
Why don't you come on down to my world
F               G7
Come on down to my world
   F                   G7               C
My heart is closed and you have got the key
                                    F
The plans we made began to fade you changed your mind
    G7                                C
And left me for the new love you have found
                                  F
The only thing now I have left to do is cry
   G7                                C
So I'll just wait for you to come on down
Repeat #2

3607. Come On Funny Feelin'

Rodney Crowell - Come on Funny Feelin'

I don't want to wind up bitter lost inside a silent rage
Or become like Rilke's panther out here locked up in a cage
The old man I've been talkin' to has cotton in his ears
But then who am I to blame him I've had mine stopped up for years



Singing come on funny feelin'
L.A. hits my windshield like some Armageddon sprawl
Plantin' palm trees in the desert makes no sense to me at all
In a science fiction world where walkin' wounded leave their mark
I just took my place among them tryin' to find a place to park
Singing come on funny feelin'
The funny feeling comes when you're in love with everyone
And all your races have been run or laid to rest
So get this freakin' anvil off my chest
Come on funny feelin'
The funny feelin' knows the way the whole thing comes and goes
It make's you stop and smell the roses if you're smart
So get this freakin' anvil off my heart
Come on funny feelin'
So it's not like I'm not blessed with something special in my world
Just around the next dark corner there's a blue eyed dancin' girl
Who love me like tomorrow comes with everything I need
And I just have to pay attention where this road I'm on might lead
I'm thinkin' come on funny feelin'
The funny feeling knows the truth the eye for eye & tooth for tooth
It's something way back in your youth you should not second guess
The funny feeling never lies it's there to open up your eyes
And make you stop and realize you're blessed
So get this frickin' anvil off my chest
Come on funny feelin'
Come on funny feelin'
Come on funny feelin'
Come on funny feelin'

3608. Come On Get In - Chords

Come On Get In 
Fruition

[Intro]
C Am C Am x2
 
[Verse 1]
C                      Am     F             C
I was born beneath the ocean, not too long ago
C                                   Am               F
I didn't learn how to walk until I knew how to swim
                       C
at least how to stay afloat
Em              Am      Em                             Am
I rolled and I tumbled, down across the bottom of the sea
Em              Am                               F
I reached and I struggled for air but when I let go
                G       G7
the air came to me
 
 
[Chorus]



       C                                F
Can't fight that kinda force now can ya baby?
        C                  G
'cause you won't ever win
         C                               F      G
You can move like that water if you want to
                   C  Am C  Am  C  Am  C
so come on and get in
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                   Am    F                            C
I forgot about the ocean, oh how could I let that be?
                          Am               F
Everything is wild in the eyes of a child
                     C
but it wasn't for me
Em                    Am          Em                           Am
I went back to that shoreline, I wept and was swept up in the tide
Em               Am                              F
I reached and I struggled for words, but then I knew
                     G        G7
that that child was right
 
 
[Chorus]
       C                                F
Can't fight that kinda force now can ya baby?
        C                  G
'cause you won't ever win
         C                               F      G
You can move like that water if you want to
                   Am Em  Am  Em  F  C
so come on and get in
 
 
Am  Em  Am  Em  F      G
 
 
       C                                F
Can't fight that kinda force now can ya baby?
        C                  G
'cause you won't ever win
         C                               F      G
You can move like that water if you want to
                   C    Am    C
so come on and get in
   C            Am  C  Am   C  F  C
so come on and get in

3609. Come On Home Boy - Chords



Come On Home Boy
Recorded by George Hamilton IV
Written by Harlan Howard

G                                               C
He got a letter saying guess you don't remember me
    D7                                                  G
But I'm the gal that you courted before you ran away to sea
                                                   C
You never even wrote a letter even to your mom and dad
          D7
Well it's too late to write your daddy 
                                G
And your momma's feeling mighty bad
                           C
Won't you come on home boy come on home boy
     D7                G
Your momma's all alone since your dad's been gone
                      C
Well come on home boy come on home boy
     D7                               G
Your momma's mighty blue from missing you
                                                             C
Well he caught him a train up in Frisco headin' back to Tennessee
D7                                                         G
Thinking of a mom and daddy that used to rock him on their knees
No more fishing in the creek with daddy no huntin' 
                     C
When the leaves turn brown
      D7
Every turn of the wheel seemed to tell him 
                        G
Son you gone and let us down
repeat #2
                                            C
He walked up to the cabin as it was gettin' dark
D7                                                  G
Saw ol' Blue by the doorstep wondered why he didn't bark
                                                           C
He called but nobody answered he looked around and then he cried
     D7                                                G
Underneath the weeping willow were two crosses side by side
repeat #2
          D7                               G
Yeah your momma's mighty blue from missing you

3610. Come On In

Brad Paisley - Come On In 

1, 2
Got up this morning, headed down the road
I saw this pilgrim with a heavy load
Were my eyes lyin' at what I'd seen?



Hello, stranger. Remember me?
Hang your coat on that nail
kick your shoes off let 'em sail
I set my suitcase down in the den
Welcome stranger, come on in
Come on in, come on in
It's so good to see you again
It don't matter where you been
welcome stranger, come on in
I'll make the coffee, I'll get the cream
We'll open up a bottle of old Jim Beam
We'll hoot and holler to your favorite song
Welcome stranger, welcome home
I sure did miss you there's no doubt
The days got longer after you checked out
But the pain got stronger when it kicked in
Welcome stranger, come on in
Come on in, come on in
It's so good to see you again
It don't matter where you been
welcome stranger, come on in
It don't matter where you been
welcome stranger, come on in
welcome stranger, come on in

3611. Come On In

Come On In

I dreamed I was dying in Texas
I closed my eyes and I signed
Like a black and white movie I saw my days 
Playing out before my eyes 
I was Crippled by a life of injustice
I was bent from walking through the wind 
I plead guilty on a day of judgement 
God just shook my hand and grinned

(Chorus: )
And he said, come on in, 
You did the best that you could do 
There's a little bit of right in every wrong 
There's a little bit of me in you
Sister I know that you re weary 
You've been slaving in the sun all day 
The burn of life in your belly 
Sorrow in your heart of clay 
Your husband was a man of passion 
Passion stole your husband away 
And your son gave a life for your freedom 
But you feel like a prisoner anyway. Sister...

chorus



I left my home and my family 
With my shoes in the dust of this land 
I found a job and a woman 
But nothing went the way I planned 
I was ambushed by my own good intentions 
Used up every dollar I earned 
So I went back to the home of my father 
And said, "your American son has returned" 
"Dad, your American son has returned" and he said

3612. Come On In - Chords

Come On In 
Oak Ridge Boys - Come On In 

it's really easy to find the chords for the other "come on in" song by the oak ridge boys  - it's c
alled come on in(you did
the best that you could do) - i couldn't find this one anywhere and it's a much more popular s
ong i think - so i figured it
out myself and if i got it right it is a very simple song in Gm

 Gm
When I get tired and a little lonely 
             Cm
The world's turned its cold back on me 
      Gm
I'm about to swear 
                                 Dm
I ain't got a friend left to my name 
            Gm
Instead of sinkin' a little lower 
         Cm
I start makin' tracks on over 
      Gm
To a place where the sun shines 
                     Dm                Gm
Day and night and I know I'll hear you say

Come on in, baby take your coat off 
        Cm
Come on in, baby take a load off 
        Gm
Come on in, baby shake the blues off 
           Dm
I'm gonna love that frown away 
        Gm
Come on in, baby put a smile on 
        Cm
Come on in, baby tell me what's wrong 
        Gm
Come on in, the blues will be long gone 
           Dm                 Gm



I'm gonna love your hurtin' away.

When I feel a lonesome night comin' on 
             Cm
Everything I did all day went wrong 
           Gm
There's a black cloud followin' me 
              Dm
Around and I just can't get away 
            Gm
Instead of sinkin' a little lower 
         Cm
I start makin' tracks on over 
      Gm
To a place where the sun shines 
                     Dm                Gm
Day and night and I know I'll hear you say

Chorus 3x more and fade

3613. Come On In My Kitchen

Crooked Still 
Come On In My Kitchen

When a woman's in trouble everybody throws her down
You look for your good friends, none can be found
You better come on in my kitchen
Cause it's going to be raining outdoors

My papa's dead, mama's soon to be
I ain't got nobody to love and care for me
You better come on in my kitchen
Cause it's going to be raining outdoors

The man that I love I crave to see
But he's up the country and he won't write to me
You better come on in my kitchen
Cause it's going to be raining outdoors

The man that I love I stole him from my best friend
Some joker got lucky and stole him back again
You better come on in my kitchen
Cause it's going to be raining outdoors

I went to the mountains far as my eyes could see
Some other gal got my man and ah, nobody's got me
You better come on in my kitchen
Cause it's going to be raining outdoors
You better come on in my kitchen
Cause it's going to be raining outdoors



3614. Come On In My Kitchen - Chords

Come On In My Kitchen 
Larkin Poe

[Intro]
B    B7
 
e/-------------------/
B/-------------------/
G/-------------------/
D/-------------------/
A/-------------------/
E/---5-5-4-4-3-3-2---/
 
B7
 
B    B7   E   B
 
B                         F#
You better come on in my kitchen
            E                      B
'cause it's goin' to be rainin' outdoors
 
[Verse 1]
B                                         B7
Ah, the woman I love, I stole her from my best friend
               E                      B
Some joker got lucky, stole her back again
B                         F#
You better come on in my kitchen
            E                      B
'cause it's goin' to be rainin' outdoors
 
[Verse 2]
B                                        B7
Oh, she's gone, and I know she won't be back
                   E                        B
I've took the last nickel out of her nation sack
 
B                         F#
You better come on in my kitchen
            E                      B
'cause it's goin' to be rainin' outdoors
 
B    B7   E   B
 
[Verse 3]
B                         F#
You better come on in my kitchen
            E                      B
'cause it's goin' to be rainin' outdoors
 



Preach it!

3615. Come On Into My Arms

Come on into My Arms

So your mama taught you right from wrong
And you wouldn't want to disappoint her
But you been lonesome a way too long
And what you don't know really won't hurt her

But don't be afraid to get out of the cold
Come on in where it's warm
'Cause you know
I wouldn't do you no harm

You've been a running baby
From love too long
Forget about your mama think about your daddy
Come on into my arms

Don't stand there
A shivering my arms are secured
Oh baby, you look so alone
Standing there all alone

Just close those big brown eyes
So what's in store
And I'll show you things
You never known on my own

So your mama taught you right from wrong
And you wouldn't want to disappoint her
But you been lonesome a way too long
And what you don't know really won't hurt her

But don't be afraid to get out of the cold
Come on in where it's warm
'Cause you know
I wouldn't do you no harm

You've been a running baby
From love too long
Forget about your mama think about your daddy
Come on into my arms
(Forget about your mama)
Think about your daddy
Come on into my arms



3616. Come On Out - Chords

Come On Out 
Ricky Skaggs
 
Capo 2
 
Intro: D G-C  D C D
 
Chorus:
 D
Come on out with your hands up
                              Am-G
There's still time before you die
 D
Come on out with your hands up
                        C            D
Put your hands up and reach for the sky
 
  G                  D
Them bones are your hide out
  G                     D
Nobody sees you laying low
            C              G
Crawlin' 'round with the light out
       Bb                         G
You're on your knees it's time to go
 
Chorus:
  D
Come on out with your hands up
                              Am-G
There's still time before you die
 D
Come on out with your hands up
                        C            D
Put your hands up and reach for the sky
 
Solo 1: D G-C  D C D
 
  G                            D
You're gonna wait till you're older
  G                             D
Leave your fate in the devil's hands
 
           C                    G
But that voice on your other shoulder
             Bb                    G
You better listen to it while you can
 
Chorus:
 D
Come on out with your hands up
                              Am-G
There's still time before you die
 D
Come on out with your hands up



                        C            D
Put your hands up and reach for the sky
 
Solo 2: Bb Am D  Bb G  D G-C  D C D
 
G                               D
So I'll just sit here playin' hambone
 G                                   D
Lord knows there's nothing better to do
        C                            G
Pretty soon you're gonna run out of ammo
 Bb                      G
Empty shells, just like you
 
Chorus:
 D
Come on out with your hands up
                              Am-G
There's still time before you die
 D
Come on out with your hands up
                        C            D
Put your hands up and reach for the sky
 
D                       C            D
Put your hands up and reach for the sky
 
 
Outro: D G-C  D C D

3617. Come On Over - Chords

Come On Over
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Barry Gibb  

C
If my life gets like a jigsaw
F                      C
With the pieces out of place
        G7                          C
Come on over put a smile back on my face
 
And if all my bad days came at once
F                           C
You would know just what to do
        G7                        C
Come on over baby you will see me through
 
    F              G7               C  F
And if you think I need you come on over
                C
Bring your love around



        Em          G7
You can dry away my tears
    F              G7               C  F
And if you think I need you come on over 
              C        Em             G7
Lay your body down you know I will be here
                         C
When you bring your love around
 
 
When I cannot see in front of me
F                     C
And I know my darkest day
        G7                       C
Come on over you can take it all away
 
    F              G7               C  F
And if you think I need you come on over 
                C
Bring your love around 
        Em          G7
You can dry away my tears
    F              G7               C  F
And if you think I need you come on over 
              C        Em             G7
Lay your body down you know I will be here
                                C
When you bring your love around here
    F              G7               C  F
And if you think I need you come on over 
                C              Em           G7
Bring your love around you can wipe away my tears
    F              G7               C  F
And if you think I need you come on over 
              C        Em             G7
Lay your body down you know I will be here
                          C
So bring your love around here
 
        G7                          C
Come on over put a smile back on my face
F       C
Come on over

3618. Come On Over My House

David Rawlings
Come On Over My House

[Verse 1]
7 come 11 and I surely love you
Surely love you, I surely love you
7 come 11 and I surely love you



Come on over my house

[Chorus]
Come on over my house, my honey
Come on over my house
Come on over my house, my honey
Come on over my house

[Verse 2]
Waiting at the station 'cause I surely love you
Surely love you, I surely love you
I'm waiting at the station 'cause I surely love you
Come on over my house

[Verse 3]
Meet me in the morning 'cause I surely love you
Surely love you, I surely love you
Meet me in the morning 'cause I surely love you
Come on over my house

[Chorus]
Come on over my house, my honey
Come on over my house
Come on over my house, my honey
Come on over my house
[Verse 4]
Every day I miss you 'cause I surely love you
I surely love you, I surely love you
Every day I miss you 'cause I surely love you
Come on over my house

[Verse 5]
I wanna hug and kiss ya 'cause I surely love you
I surely love you, I surely love you
I wanna hug and kiss ya 'cause I surely love you
Come on over my house

[Chorus]
Come on over my house, my honey
Come on over my house
Come on over my house, my honey
Come on over my house

[instrumental]

[Verse 6]
I haven't got another 'cause I surely love you
I surely love you, I surely love you
I haven't got another 'cause I surely love you
Come on over my house
[Verse 7]
I'll get you undercover 'cause I surely love you
I surely love you, I surely love you
I'll get you undercover 'cause I surely love you
Come on over my house

[Chorus]



Come on over my house, my honey
Come on over my house
Come on over my house, my honey
Come on over my house

[Verse 8]
I haven't got a pallet, but I surely love you
I surely love you, I surely love you
I haven't got my pallet, but I surely love you
Come on over my house

[Verse 9]
Just another brother, but I surely love you
I surely love you, I surely love you
I'm just another brother, but I surely love you
Come on over my house

[Chorus]
Come on over my house, my honey
Come on over my house
Come on over my house, my honey
Come on over my house

3619. Come On Over Tonight

Brad Paisley - Come On Over Tonight 

You know I'm stubborn, set in my ways, said I'd never
Fall in love, used all the old cliches
But just now when you called and my heart rate hit the roof
I realized it's time to eat my words and face the truth
So come on over tonight we'll sit on the swing
Watch the pigs fly by flappin' their brand new wings
Just sit back and relax and watch me eat my hat
While the oak trees sprout dollar bills
And I look you in the eye
To finally say the words I swore I'd never say
In my whole life
So come on over tonight
I called my buddies, they're comin' too
After the way I ran my mouth they can't
Believe it's true
They're bringin' pizza and sweet tea
And I hope that you don't mind
But they said they've gotta see this
And they promise to be quiet
So come on over tonight we'll sit on the swing
Watch the pigs fly by flappin' their brand new wings
Just sit back and relax and watch me eat my hat
While a big ol' bolt of lightning
Strikes me not just once, but twice
As I say the words I swore I'd never say
In my whole life



Yeah, come on over tonight
Me fallin' in love, that's one of those things
That I swore would never come true
But I'm startin' to think that nothin' is impossible now
That I found you, nothin'
Yeah, come on over tonight we'll sit on the swing
Watch the pigs fly by flappin' their brand new wings
Just sit back and relax and watch me eat my hat
See the premiere performance of demons on ice
As I say the words I swore I'd never say
In my whole life
Say, come on over
Hey, come on over
Said, come on over tonight

3620. Come On Up

Todd Snider - Come On Up

[Verse 1]
Hey fella, you know how come them fishermen never put a lid on a crab basket?
I hear it's 'cause they know them crabs keep each other down
You know, I'm out on the road all the time meetin' people in the same kinda casket, I say
You gotta get outta that old crabshack town
Come on up and see me sometime
Come on up and see me sometime

[Chorus]
Come on up and see me sometime
Come on up and see me sometime
[You?] won't be ready
Aw, forget it
Come on up and see me sometime

[Verse 2]
Hey fellas, you know how people are always saying you gotta know yourself to be yourself?
I figure that's easier said than it's done
Why, I learned everything I know from somebody else
I don't see any reason I couldn't grow up to be just about anyone
Come on up and see me sometime
Come on up and see me sometime

[Chorus]
Come on up and see me sometime
Come on up and see me sometime
[You?] won't be ready
Aw, forget it
Come on up and see me sometime

[Verse 3]
Hey fellas, you know how we got the best bars in the world right here in East Nashville?
And how often times I may show up in the early afternoon?
Why, about 4:20 I may be feelin' so good



I'm liable to pick up some old out-of-tune guitar and play a couple of 'em
Come on up and see me sometime
Come on up and see me sometime

[Chorus]
Come on up and see me sometime
Come on up and see me sometime
[You?] won't be ready
Aw, forget it
Come on up and see me sometime

[Outro]
Come on up and see me sometime
Come on up and see me sometime
Come on up and
Come on up and
Come on up and see me sometime

[Chorus]
Come on up and see me sometime
Come on up and see me sometime
[You?] won't be ready
Aw, forget it
Come on up
Come on up and see me sometime

3621. Come On Up To The House

Sarah Jarosz - Come On Up to the House - The Devil Makes Three

Well, the Moon is broken and the sky is cracked
Come on up to the house
The only things that you can see is all that you lack
Come on up to the house
All your cryin' don't do you no good
Come on up to the house
Come down off the cross, we could use the wood
Come on up to the house

You've got to come on up to the house
Come on up to the house
The world is not my home
I'm just a-passin' through
Come on up to the house

There is no light in the tunnel, no irons in the fire
Come on up to the house
And you're singin' lead soprano in the junkman's choir
Come on up to the house

Don't life seem nasty, brutish and short
Come on up to the house
Well the seas are stormy, you can't find no port



Come on up to the house

Yeah, you've got to come on up to the house
Come on up to the house
The world is not my home
I'm just a-passin' through
Come on up to the house

There's nothin' in the world that you can do
Come on up to the house
You've been whipped by the forces that are inside of you
Come on up to the house
Well you're high on the top of your mountain of woe
Come on up to the house
And you know you should surrender but you can't let go
Come on up to the house

You've got to come on up to the house
Come on up to the house
The world is not my home
I'm just a-passin' through
Come on up to the house, yeah
You've got to come on up to the house
Come on up to the house
The world is not my home
I'm just a-passin' through
Come on up to the house, yeah, ooh-ooh

3622. Come Sit By The River

Come Sit By The River
Charles Roehrig

1. I can see that you're ready to go home
There's some TV show that you're missing
But you know how an old man loves to talk
And he needs someone who will listen

Ch. Come and sit by the river with me for a while
And I'll tell you a story that's true
Of when I was a boy playing here on the shore
And the grass was so green and the water so blue

2. Well our hose stood right over there
Of course they took it down for the highway
I can see my mamma's tears, we'd been there for twenny years
And you know we would still if I had my way

3. In those days you could often find me here
With the rest of the neighbourhood children
There was so much we could do, there was fishing, swimming too
There was always some raft that we were building



Ch.

4. Many years I have watched this river flow
Rolling down from the hills to the ocean
I have seen the waters high almost fast and rushing by
I have seen it nearly dry and without motion

5. Now at last you can see what it has come to
So we've prospered but poisoned the waters
Now the tunes have all been played and the piper must be paid
Not by us but our sons and daughters

Ch.

Ch.

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - Sit Down Young Stranger

3623. Come Sundown - Chords

Come Sundown
Bobby Bare

 G C
G D G
 I heard the front door Closin' softly As I wakened from my sleep
G C
G D G
With a last touch Of her lips, Lord Like a whisper On my cheek
 C
G D
And I cursed the sun for risin' For the worst Lord Is yet to come
 G C
G D G
Cause this mornin' She's just leavin' But come sundown She'll be gone
G C G
D G
 See the lipstick On the pillow That I placed 'Neath her head
 C
G D G
And the soft sheets Still feel warm Lord Where she lay Upon my bed

 C G
And it hurts to know it's over For the hurt Lord
 D G C G
Has just begun Cause this mornin' She's just leavin
 D G
 But come sundown. She'll be gone



3624. Come Take Care Of Me - Chords

Come Take Care Of Me
Recorded by Charly McClain 
Written by Danny Hogan, Larry Rogers, Henry Carter

G
I want you for my lover
                  Em
I need you for my friend
                    Am
Please make it last forever
             D7
If we try we can
                G
Teach me how to please you
        Em
I'll fulfill your needs
                    Am
I'll give to you my lifetime
                    D7
Won't you come take care of me
                     C
In the middle of the night
                       Bm
It's so hard to hold a dream
                            Am
So wrap your arms around me tight
                   D7
Everything will be alright
                            G
Won't you come take care of me
If ever you get lonely
                        Em
And some things got you down
                   Am
Your welcome to my shoulder
                     D7
Cause I'll always be around
Repeat #3
                            Am
So wrap your arms around me tight
                   D7
Everything will be alright
                            G
Won't you come take care of me

3625. Come The Morning I Must Fly - Chords

Come The Morning I Must Fly
Recorded by Johnny Lee
Written by Danny Epps and Bettye Holman



C                      Dm
I'll be leaving in the morning 
F                        C
Carrying the sun upon on back
                       Dm
Save your tears for my going 
F                       C
This night is all we'll have
                     Dm
Calmly soft and warm beside me 
F                          C
Let me drink of your sweet wine
                        Dm
Like a bee in search of honey 
F        G7             C
Come the morning I must fly
 
                          F
That old sun will soon be rising 
G7                       C
Across the technicolored sky
                    Dm
Then I'll be just a memory 
F        G7             C
Come the morning I must fly
 
                          Dm
Now the time has come for leaving 
F                     C
Too much dust upon my shoe
                                      Dm
But they'll be white and clean in the morning 
F                         C
By the tall grass and the dew
                      Dm
My old heart keeps on caring 
F                         C
Wild geese calling in the night
                              Dm
I'll turn a blind eye to your caring 
F        G7             C
Come the morning I must fly
 
Repeat #3

3626. Come Thou Fount

Come Thou Fount
The Bluegrass Gospel Group

[Verse 1]
Come, thou Fount of every blessing, tune my heart to sing Thy grace
Streams of mercy, never ceasing, call for songs of loudest praise



Teach me some melodious sonnet sung by flaming tongues above
Praise the mount, I'm fixed upon it, mount of Thy redeeming love

[Verse 2]
Here I raise my Ebenezer, hither by Thy help I've come
And I hope by Thy good pleasure, safely to arrive at home
JRsus sought me when a stranger, wandRring from the fold of God
He to rescue me from danger, interposed His precious blood

[Verse 3]
Oh, to grace how great a debtor daily I'm constrained to be
Let Thy grace, Lord, like a fetter, bind my wandering heart to thee
Prone to wander, Lord, I feel it, prone to leave the God I love
Here's my heart, Lord, take and seal it, seal it for Thy courts above

[Outro]
Oh, I'm prone to wander, Lord, I feel it, prone to leave the God I love
Here's my heart, Lord, take and seal it, seal it for Thy courts above

3627. Come to Me Baby

Lucinda Williams - Come to Me Baby

You're a mean mistreater, mama, you don't mean me no good
You just a mean mistreater mama, you don't mean me no good
I can't blame you, baby, I'd be the same way if I could

You know in the mornin', baby, when I come in, knocked on your door
You had a nerve to tell me that you don't want me no more
And then also baby, when I knocked upon your door
You had a nerve to tell me, don't want me no more

Didn't you say you was gonna leave me, did you say you was goin' away?
Did you say you was gonna leave me, didn't you say you was goin' away?
That's alright baby, you gonna come back home someday

3628. Come To My Bedside

Come To My Bedside
Eric Andersen

Come to my bedside my darling
Come over here, close the door
Lay your body soft and close beside me
And drop your petticoat upon the floor

I waited for you oh such a long time
I tried to grow and be a better man
Then you knew your love has made one poor heart wealthy



Though my clothes may lay tattered in your hand

Your breast has told my ear life's golden secrets
Your back has shown my fingers endless rows
Your lips have whispeted wisdom that is timeless
About life and death and things I never knowed

So come to my bedside my darling
Come over here, close the door
Lay your body soft and close beside me
And drop your petticoat upon the floor

Your eyes are bluer than the mountain water
Your hair is flowing dark, flowing long
Your skin has more gold than the morning sunrise
It is softer than the breeze of a summer's dawn

I miss you more with every passing sunset
I plan a plan on every new day born
Words cannot describe one thing I'm sure of
And its in my loving arms where you belong

So come to my bedside my darling
Come over here, close the door
Lay your body soft and close beside me
And drop your petticoat upon the floor

3629. Come Together

Come together
Yonder Mountain String Band
String Cheese Incident

Here come old flattop he come grooving up slowly
He got joo-joo eyeball he one holy roller
He got hair down to his knee
Got to be a joker he just do what he please

He wear no shoeshine he got toe-jam football
He got monkey finger he shoot Coca-Cola
He say 'I know you, you know me'
One thing I can tell you is you got to be free
Come together right now over me

He bag production he got walrus gumboot
He got Ono sideboard he one spinal cracker
He got feet down below his knee
Hold you in his armchair you can feel his disease
Come together right now over me
He roller-coaster he got early warning
He got muddy water he one mojo filter
He say 'One and one and one is three'
Got to be good-looking 'cause he's so hard to see



Come together right now over me

3630. Come Walk In My Shoes - Chords

Come Walk In My Shoes
Written and recorded by Liz Anderson

G                                   C
If you have never gone to where you don't belong 
D7                      G
Come walk in my shoes a while
                                          C
If you don't know the pain of love that's all in vain 
D7                      G
Come walk in my shoes a while
  G7                              C
I tried to live in your world and found I don't fit in
  A7                         D7
Instead I've been neglected  that's where I've been
            G                      C
If you have never seen a world without a dream 
D7                      G
Come walk in my shoes a while
                                      C
If you have never cried for love that lived and died 
D7                      G
Come walk in my shoes a while
                                    C
If you have never gone to where you can't go on 
D7                      G
Come walk in my shoes a while
    G7                             C
You think my eyes look lonely from cryin' all the time
   A7                               D7
If they look sad from your side you should see them from mine
            G                     C
If you have never seen the end of everything 
D7                      G
Come walk in my shoes a while
D7                      G
Come walk in my shoes a while

3631. Come Walk With Me

Come Walk With Me

Come walk with me down lover's lane
Where we once walked together
For old time sake I'm asking of you dear



Then I'll go away forever

I think of the life we could have together
And relive the past they wouldn't make last
So come walk with me down lovers lane
Then I'll go away forever

This little band of gold I'll keep it forever
As a token of a love that never could be
It's the story of my life the past with no future
And all that is left is a sad memory

3632. Come With Me

The Incredible String Band - Come With Me 

I have a ship both sleek and fine
Sleek and fine
I point her bows wherever I will
The Seven Seas they all are mine

I call the winds
(I call the winds)
I call the winds
(I call the winds)
I call the winds, her sails to fill

If you will flee away with me
Flee away with me
And bid farewell to the land you know
I'll show you marvels presently

And wonders
(And wonders)
And wonders
(And wonders)
And wonders that the earth does show

The shouting mountains
(Oh, speak on sir)
The diamond valleys
(Oh, speak on sir)
The caves where sleep the stars by day

Eve's clouded bower
(Oh, speak on sir)
Adam's garden
(Oh, speak on sir)
The secret land that love does see

Oh, come with me
(Oh, come with me)
Oh, come with me



(Oh, come with me)
I will come with thee

The gentle spring rains will lave your face
  (Oh, sweet waters)
The winds will bear your train
The morning birds will sing your song
The earth will call your name

The stars will be your canopy
The sun your candle flame
The greeny-gold wheat your incense sweet
My heart your windowpane

Oh, come with me
(Oh, come with me)
Oh, come with me
(Oh, come with me)
I will come with thee

3633. Comeback Kid

Comeback Kid
Town Mountain

Feels so strange, kicking around the town of my youth
I was never gonna stay, always hated it in truth
The faces in the street, how they hid behind
Bar room smiles and the empty eyes

Since then I ain't found much to hold on to
Couple drink tickets, smoke-filled room
Doing the best with the circumstance
And telling myself that with...
One more chance, I could do things better
But I just can't get my shit together long enough
To keep from running round like a ragged dog
They cast their doubts, I can still remembRr
Gonna shout them down, man it's now or never morR to make
The same mistakes that I did back then
Playin' the part of the comeback kid

Rearrange the words on the page just one more time
Carving out a reason to fit the rhyme
Hoping they might show you the shape I'm in
Tired and torn but then again

Here I am in the crowd of the backstage door
Pushing my way for an open floor
When a shadowed hand called me to the side
Says he's got a little something that...
I should try, to put my mind at ease
Just a little stem is all you need, to take the edge off boy



Now the walls around me they're starting to breathe
Dig in my heels and ready my aim
Bet my life on every last refrain not sure if I
Could ever survive another hit
Too far gone for a comeback kid

My chest it pounds like a distant drum
Give into the heat that fills your lungs, and try to maintain
Though you're feeling so unsteady, so unsure
Reach down deep, can you feel the fire
To sing another song for the uninspired part of us all
That'll drag you down if you let it win
One more shot for the comeback kid

One more shot for the comeback kid

One more shot for the comeback kid

3634. Comeback Kid (That's My Dog)

Brett Dennen - Comeback Kid (That's My Dog)

[Intro]
Here we go, oh, yeah

[Verse 1]
Well, maybe it's the common curse
Maybe things get bad before they get worse
I don't wanna become someone
Who can't live up to what I already done
Don't keep it just to figure it out
When it rains and pours and then it runs out
I was crying on the bathroom floor
And just when I thought I could take no more, well

[Chorus]
Here comes the comeback
The kid is back, he's back on track
And there goes my hero
He's an underdog, he's coming out on top and
Come on, come on back, that's my dog

[Verse 2]
It was a park through the trailer park
She went whistling through the graveyard
She came to raise the dead
And I was a stain on her unmade bed
I found a lover and then I lost myself
And now I'm nowhere, she's somewhere else
And the boys with the brown skinny legs
They go on and on she sees, but I say



3635. Comeback Kid - Chords

Comeback Kid
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Hank Cochran, Dean Dillon, Keith Whitley  

C                   G7   C
You call me the comeback kid 
G7               Dm Am   G7
That's what I've al-ways did 
     Dm              G7             C    Dm
Came running back to you time after time
G7           C   G7  C
I could have let you go 
               Dm     G7
Long enough to let me know 
         D7                    G7               C    G7 C
That the comeback kid won't be coming back this time

Am               E7
The line you had around this kid
Am                  D7
This time girl just came undid
Dm                Em                G7
There won't be no commin' back this time

Repeat #1 

Am             E7
This time girl when you phone me  
    Am              D7
And try to lay that guilt trip on me 
    Dm                   Em                        G7
The comeback kid's gonna have a different comeback line

Repeat #1

       D7                    G7               C
No the comeback kid won't be coming back this time

3636. Comes A Time

Comes A Time
Glen Phillips

There comes a time in life
To pull on your coat and go outside
To taste the vinegar of life, bitter life
To taste a second time, its sweet surprise



Sweet surprise

It's not that hard to figure it out
When there's no question, there's no doubt
I burned an effigy to time, senseless time
To view the miracle, but the wine still was wine
And that was my crime

There is a face in the stone
We let it out to find its form
To shape the testament of will, strongest will
Pride, humility, a bitter pill
Bitter pill

Sweet surrender, oh my Lord
I never thought I'd see
Not surprising, still I find
I'm shaking, crying
But I'm laughing, softly

There comes a time in the life
To pull on your coat and go outside

3637. Comes A Time

Comes A Time
Leftover Salmon

Verse 1:
Comes a time  when you're drifting
Comes a time when you settle down
Comes a light,  feelin's lifting
Lift that baby right up off the ground

Chorus:
Oh, this old world keeps spinning round
It's a wonder tall trees ain't laying down
There comes a time

Verse 2:
You and I, we were captured
We took our souls 
And we flew away
We were right, we were giving
That's how we kept what 
We gave away
Repeat Chorus (repeat last line)



3638. Comes And Goes

Dolly Parton - Comes And Goes 
(Porter Wagoner)

Now and then, here and there, I still see you
And sometimes my memory lets me hear your voice, so soft and low
But like the wind you travel in, you seem to come and go
At times, my mind is crystal clear
And then I think of you
Then the spin of the room I'm in
Brings you into view
Love that once
Held my mind completely in control
Now makes it spin like tornado wind
As it comes and goes
Well, look who's here
I told myself that you'd be coming soon
I hope that you can stay for a little while
It's so lonesome in this room
And you look just the same today
Do you still love me so?
What's that you say, you can't stay?
You seem to come and go
At times my mind is crystal clear
And then I think of you
Then the spin of the room I'm in
Brings you into view
Love that once
Held my mind completely in control
Now makes it spin like tornado winds
As it comes and goes

3639. Comet

Comet
Kitchen Dwellers - Comet

You've been working so hard, just trying to get ahead
But the wind blows harder when you're down
Pick you up and we'll go for a ride, I got some time
Before the sun goes down
Before the sun goes down
Getting concerned that we haven't learned
A fucking thing
'Cause if you knew your history, you could see
Gonna burn this whole place down
Gonna burn this whole place down
All I can do for these highway blues
Is take my ass to the bar, and drown in booze
What have we found?
It takes a comet to move the ground
These words and music, they move me around



I'm going down
Locked and loaded and ready to run
Keep your eyes on the road, and the radio on
It's 10:17 and my favorite song
Steady at the helm
So, keep it steady at the helm
Keep it steady at the helm
Short on time and last in line
The clock tick that you fear
So get your ass out of bed and bring the brandy wine
Take me away
Take me away from here
Take me away from here

3640. Comfort And Crazy

Rodney Crowell - Comfort and Crazy

[Verse 1]
Now you have got the best years of my life and I got yours
Well, who else could you trust to hold your own?
"No one" is the answer to that question, I'm quite sure
So treat  em nice and easy to the bone

[Chorus]
Comfort and crazy's a smooth combination
And that's how it feels loving you
Using stumbling blocks for stepping stones
And anything that works as long
As we are bound to split this life in two

[Verse 2]
So when it's looking like cartoon time down in Texas
And you're feeling like some shot-up old tin can
Hell, I'll be the one who'll come running to get you
I think you got me last, so I'm your man

[Chorus]
Comfort and crazy's a smooth combination
And that's how it feels loving you
Using stumbling blocks for stepping stones
And anything that works as long
As we are bound to split this life in two

3641. Comin' Again

Comin' Again
The Infamous Stringdusters - Comin' Again



[Verse 1]
I've been thinking 'bout the past and the things that you said
Try to keep it right, not let it get to my head
We're a mess, but we smile anyways
Our thoughts are scattered around, but I'll lead the way
Look as the fools keep me thinking I'm out of my mind
But they catch me, my friend, when they get here on time
I feel the love for a woman who treats me unkind
It wasn't my idea to make her heart blind

[Chorus]
We're living life like we'll never get another try
Don't need a reason to throw our hands to the sky
All my friends say the means justify the ends, yeah
Keep it comin', comin', comin' again
(Keep it comin', comin', comin' again)
Yeah, comin' again
(Keep it comin', comin', comin' again)

[Verse 2]
The wine is sweet when I'm drinking and so is your touch
You keep me coming back, maybe a little too much
I got a song running 'round, around in my brain
It's the rhythm of life coursing through my veins
The colors soar up above and around in the sky
The fire dances to the ancient cries
We leave it all for a moment, a moment in time
Let the moment shine, the moment shine

[Chorus]
We're living life like we'll never get another try
Don't need a reason to throw our hands to the sky
All my friends say the means justify the ends, yeah
Keep it comin', comin', comin' again
(Keep it comin', comin', comin' again)
Yeah, comin' again
(Keep it comin', comin', comin' again)

[Bridge]
Comin' again
Comin' again
Hey
Keep it comin', comin', comin' again
Keep it comin', comin', comin' again
Keep it comin', comin', comin' again
Keep it comin', comin', comin' again

3642. Comin' Around

Steve Earle - Comin' Around
Allison Moorer - Emmylou Harris

[Verse]



Early this morning, I was washing my face
Thinking about going to town
Sick and tired of hanging around this place
Waiting on the blues to track me down
Bless my soul, maybe I'm coming around
Been lying low, but maybe I'm coming around

[Verse]
I've been running nearly all of my life
Far and as fast as I can
It may sound funny, but I'm thinking this might
Be about right where I came in
Well I don't know, maybe I'm coming around
Got a ways to go, but maybe I'm coming around
Finally laying my burden down

[Bridge]
One fine day, I'll be free
Till it comes, I'll go on

[Verse]
My heart's a little ragged, but it's all that I got
So I'm going to give it a try
Look out world, I'm coming ready or not
I don't want to let you pass me by
Here I go, maybe I'm coming around
I'm a little bit slow, maybe I'm coming around
Finally laying my burden down

[Outro]
Maybe I'm coming around
Maybe I'm coming around
Maybe I'm coming around
Maybe I'm coming around

3643. Comin' Around - Chords

Comin' Around
Steve Earl - Comin' Around
Allison Moorer

C

Early this mornin' I was washin' my face 

Thinkin'  bout goin' to town 

Sick and tired of hangin' around this place 

                   C7
Waitin' on the blues to track me down 

F             Fm                C



Bless my soul maybe I'm comin' around 
     F             Fm                 C       
Been lyin' low but maybe I'm comin' around 

C-G-C

C
I've been runnin' nearly all of my life 

Far and as fast as I can 

It may sound funny but I'm thinkin' this might 
                     C7
Be about right where I came in 
F                 Fm                 C
Well I don't know maybe I'm comin' around 
      F              Fm                 C              
Got a ways to go but maybe I'm comin' around 
                  G         C
Finally layin' my burden down 

(Harmonica Plays, just play like you would the verses )

G   F    C
One fine day 
F    G   C
I'll be free 
G    F  C
 Til it comes 
F    G  F Fm   C
I'll go on 

C                                    
My heart's a little ragged but it's all that I got 

So I'm gonna give it a try 

Look out world I'm comin' ready or not 
                      C7
I don't wanna let you pass me by 
F          Fm                C
Here I go maybe I'm comin' around 
      F                   Fm                 C
I'm a little bit slow but maybe I'm comin' around 
                  G         C
Finally layin' my burden down

3644. Comin' Back To Me - Chords

Comin' Back To Me
Jefferson Airplane

Part A: Verse



F D# F D#
e//-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/
B//-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/
4 G//-----6-----6-----/-----4-----4-----/----6------6-----/-----4-----4-----/
- D//-----------------/---4-----4-----4-/-----------------/---4-----4-----4-/
4 A//-8-9---8-9---8-9-/-6-----6-----6---/-8-9---8-9---8-9-/-6-----6-----6---/
E//-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/

C# D#
e/-----------------/-----------------//
B/-----------------/-----------------//
G/----6-----6-----/----4-----4-----//
D/---6-----6----6-/-4-----4-----4-//
A/-4-----4-----4---/-6-----6-----6---//
E/-----------------/-----------------//

Part B: Pre-Chorus

D# F F#
e//-------------/ /-----------------//
B//-------------/ /---0-----0-------//
3 G//-----4-----6-/ 4 /-----------------//
- D//---6-----8---/ - /-----8-----8---8-//
4 A//-6-----8-----/ 4 /-9-----9-----9---//
E//-------------/ /-----------------//

repeat 3X

Part C: Chorus

F#
e//-----------------/-----------------//
B//-----------------/-----------------//
G//-----3-----3-----/-----3-----3-----//
D//---4-----4-----4-/---4-----4-----4-//
A//-----------------/-----------------//
E//-2-----2-----2---/-2-----2-----2---//

Part D: Bridge

C#
e//-----------------/-----------------//
B//-----7-----7-----/-----4-----4-----//
G//-----------------/-----------------//
D//---6-----6-----6-/---6-----6-----6-//
A//-4-----4-----4---/-4-----4-----4---//
E//-----------------/-----------------//

repeat 5X

Intro:
play parts A, B, and C 2X, second time with recorder solo

Part A:
F D#
The summer had inhaled and held its breath too long



F D#
The winter looked the same as if it never had gone
C# D#
And through an open window where no curtain hung

Part B:
D# F F#
I saw you
D# F F#
I saw you
D# F F#
Comin'...

Part C:
C#
...back to me

One begins to read between the pages of a look
The shape of sleepy music and suddenly you're hooked
Through the rain upon the trees that kisses on the run

I saw you I saw you
Comin' back to me

Part D:
C#
You can't stay and live my way
Scatter my love like leaves in the wind
You always say you won't go away
But I know what it always has been
...it always has been

A transparent dream beneath an occasional sigh
Most of the time I just let it go by
Now I wish it hadn't begun

I saw you I saw you
Comin' back to me

Strolling the hills overlooking the shore
I realize I've been here before
The shadow in the mist could have been anyone

I saw you I saw you
Comin' back to me

Small things like reasons are put in a jar
Whatever happened to wishes wished on a star
Was it just something that I made up for fun

I saw you I saw you
Comin' back to me

play parts A, B, and C (with recorder solo) and fade out

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------



COMIN' BACK TO ME- Jefferson Airplane

TUNING: E B E G# B E (E chord)
CAPO on 2nd fret

Part A: Verse

e //------------------/-----------------/
B //------------------/-----------------/
4 G#//-----3------3-----/-----1-----1-----/ (repeat)
- E //---0------0-----0-/---0-----0-----0-/
4 B //-4------4-----4---/-2-----2-----2---/
E //------------------/-----------------/

e /-----------------/-----------------//
B /-----------------/-----------------//
G#/-----3-----3-----/-----1-----1-----//
E /---2-----2-----2-/---0-----0-----0-//
B /-0-----0-----0---/-2-----2-----2---//
E /-----------------/-----------------//

Part B: Pre-Chorus

e //-------------/ /-----------------//
B //-------------/ /-----------------//
3 G#//-----1-----3-/ 4 /-----0-----0-----//
- E //---2-----4---/ - /---5-----5-----5-//
4 B //-2-----4-----/ 4 /-5-----5-----5---//
E //-------------/ /-----------------//

repeat 3X

Part C: Chorus
(E chord)
e //-----------------/-----------------//
B //-----------------/-----------------//
G#//-----0-----0-----/-----0-----0-----//
E //---0-----0-----0-/---0-----0-----0-//
B //-----------------/-----------------//
E //-0-----0-----0---/-0-----0-----0---//

or

e //---------0-------/---------0-------//
B //-----------0---0-/-----------0---0-// (or any other variation)
G#//-----0-------0---/-----0-------0---//
E //---0---0---------/---0---0---------//
B //-----------------/-----------------//
E //-0---------------/-0---------------//

Part D: Bridge
e //------0-------0---/-----------------//
B //--------0-------0-/-----3-------3---//
G#//------------------/-------1-------1-//
E //---2--------2-----/---2-------2-----//
B //-0--------0-------/-0-------0-------//
E //------------------/-----------------//



repeat 5X

Intro:
play parts A, B, and C two times, second time with recorder solo

Part A:
The summer had inhaled and held its breath too long
The winter looked the same as if it never had gone
And through an open window where no curtain hung

Part B:
I saw you I saw you
Comin'...
Part C:
...back to me

One begins to read between the pages of a look
The shape of sleepy music and suddenly you're hooked
Through the rain upon the trees that kisses on the run

I saw you I saw you
Comin' back to me

Part D: (Bridge)
You can't stay and live my way
Scatter my love like leaves in the wind
You always say you won't go away
But I know what it always has been
...it always has been

A transparent dream beneath an occasional sigh
Most of the time I just let it go by
Now I wish it hadn't begun

I saw you I saw you
Comin' back to me

Strolling the hills overlooking the shore
I realize I've been here before
The shadow in the mist could have been anyone

I saw you I saw you
Comin' back to me

Small things like reasons are put in a jar
Whatever happened to wishes wished on a star
Was it just something that I made up for fun

I saw you I saw you
Comin' back to me

play parts A, B, and C (with recorder solo) and fade out

(from Surrealistic Pillow, 1967)



3645. Comin' Down

Todd Snider - Comin' Down

I don't wanna open that door
I don't wanna turn that key
I don't wanna worry no more
About what you do to me
I don't wanna face this world
'Til I can turn it around
Look out below, look out below
Look out below, comin' down
I was on my way up town
I nearly had it all worked out
Now these big guns are knocking me down
To the same old shadows of doubt
I don't wanna see no light
I don't wanna hear no sound
Look out below, look out below
Look out below, comin' down
Nothin's gonna catch me
Nothin' but sky
Somebody help me
Teach me to fly, teach me to fly
Shakin' like a rain soaked dog
Looking for a place to hide
Alone in this empty room
I can see how I feel inside
I guess you can't hide too far
From somethin' that you carry around
Look out below, look out below
Look out below, comin' down
Look out below, look out below
Look out below, I'm comin' down, I'm comin' down, I'm comin' down

3646. Comin' Down in the Rain

Nanci Griffith - Comin' Down in the Rain

Flipped into the wind
Like the ashes of her cigarette
He got scattered thrown on the breeze
As he tried to forget
He lost all his heat
And his heart never will be the same
He got lighter than air
But he'll only come down in the rain
Strung out and hung out to dry
Laughin' under the line



It's not such a dignified place
But he really don't mind
He says with his feet on the ground
He'd have nothin' to say
Claims he likes it up there
And he'll only come down in the rain

Comin' down in the rain
Washin' outta the sky
Loaded down with the pain
There just ain't no way to fly

You can read him as clear
As the wall where he once wrote his name
It was right next to hers
But it'll only come down in the rain

Burnin' himself out on a limb
Like a leaf in the fall
He blazed for awhile
Now he's feelin' all dried up and small
The colors all gone
Disappeared, near as quick as it came
He says he can't stay up
But, he'll only come down in the rain

Comin' down in the rain
Washin' outta the sky
Loaded down with the pain
There just ain't no way to fly

You can read him as clear as the wall
Where he once wrote his name
It was right next to hers
But he'll only come down in the rain

3647. Comin' Home For Christmas - Chords

Comin' Home For Christmas
Recorded by Dolly Parton

(Capo on 3)
Intro.: / (G) (Bm) (G) / (Em) (D) / x 2

(Verse 1)
(G) Mama's in the kitchen, (Bm)Christmas on the stove
(C) Daddy's in the woodshed with (Am)axe and overcoat (D)
(G)Everybody's helpin' to (Bm)place and trim the tree
The (C)picture's almost perfect, it's (Am)only missin' (D)me

(Chorus)
But (C)I'm comin' (D)home for (G)Christmas, (B7)save a place for (Em)me
I'll ar-(C)rive before Saint (G)Nicholas places (Am)gifts beneath the tree (D)



(C)Leave a (D)candle (G)burnin' and a (B7)key underneath the (Em)mat (D)
(C)I'm comin' home for (G)Christmas, (Em) (C)you can count (D) on the that
(G) Let it snow, (Bm) (G) (Em) ooh, (D)ooh
Let it (G)snow (Bm) (G) (Em) (D)

(Verse 2)
(G) Snow is gently fallin' as I (Bm)make my way toward home
I (C)hear sweet memories callin' (Am)I've been a long time ago (D)
(G) Nothin' like the family and (Bm)friends to celebrate
The (C)fun, the food, the music of this (Am)special holiday (D)
(Chorus)
Oh, when (C)I'm comin' (D)home for (G)Christmas, (B7)save a place for (Em)me
I'll ar-(C)rive before Saint (G)Nicholas places (Am)gifts beneath the tree (D)
So (C)leave the (D)candle (G)burnin' and a (B7)key underneath the mat (Em) (D)
(C)I'm comin' home for (G)Christmas, (Em) we can (Am)all depend (D) on that (G)

(Bridge)
Hang (F)holly (Dm)in the (Em)window, (Am)hang (Dm)tinsle (G)on the (C)tree
Hang (G)mistle-(Em)toe a-(F#m)bove the (Bm)door and (Em)hang your (A)hopes on 
(D)me

(Chorus)
(C)I'm comin' (D)home for (G)Christmas, no (Em)place I'd (B)rather (G)be (Em) 
(D)
(C)I'm comin' home for (G)Christ-(Em)mas, (Am)you can (D)count on (E)me (A)
(C)I'm comin' home for (G) (Bm)Christ-(Em)mas, (Am) you can (D)count on... 
(G)me (Bm)
(G)Ooh, (Em)ooh, (D) I'm comin' home
(G) (Bm) I'm (G) comin' (Em)home (D) (C) (G)

3648. Comin' Undone

Sarah Jarosz - Comin' Undone

Some days feel so heavy
They come when I'm not quite ready
I get to feelin' useless
But I can see right through this
I'm gonna let the song in my head ring

It feels like the world is collapsing
But I already know it's gonna happen
I'm gonna hold on tighter
Yes, I'm a lover, but I'm also a fighter
The song in my head keeps me clappin'

'Cause I've got a song, and it must be sung
Every day's a war, and it must be won
Whenever I feel like I'm comin' undone
The song in my head keeps me marching on

The world's full of bad news bearers
Talkin' heads talkin' 'bout terror



Sometimes I feel so useless
Like nothing I could do would ever improve it
But I could make the worlds little better

You tell me that you're worried 'bout tomorrow
You talk like all the time you've got is borrowed
Like you're livin' on credit
But you keep singin'. Honey, you can bet it's
Gonna sing it through tomorrow

With a song, and it must be sung
Every day's a war, and it must be won
Whenever I feel like I'm comin' undone
The song in my head keeps me marching

With a song, and it must be sung
Every day's a war, and it must be won
Whenever I feel like I'm comin' undone
The song in my head keeps me marching on

(Hmm)...(Ooh)...(Hmm)

3649. Coming And The Going Of The Trains

Coming And The Going Of The Trains
(Red Lane)

I am just an Indian and once this was my land
Now it's been taking from me by the coming of a white man
And the anger makes my blood run hot and heavy in my veins
Everytime I think about the coming of the trains.

The day was hot and dusty in the year of '69
As we heard the whistle blowing somewhere down the line
That was the year I rode with Frank and Jesse James
As we waited for the coming and the going of the trains.

The drought hit west Texas the ground was cracked and dry
We just had to have some water or our crops would surely die
The railroad shipped this water till we finally got some rain
And I thanked God for the coming and the going of the trains.

I lived behind these iron bars I'm a prisoner doing time
And I've heard that midnight freight pass at least the thousand times
And I spent my time a walking to the door and back again
And marking down the coming and the going of the trains.

I've always been an engineer and trains're all I know
Ah they don't want me anymore and they say that I'm too old
But my cabin at the crossing sorta helps to ease my pain
For I just had to feel the coming and the going of the trains.

The trucks and planes're faster now and the railroad is too slow



And they just came and told me that my railroad has to go
The hands that built the railroad through sweat and blood and pain
Will sign the final papers of the going of the trains.

And I have seen the coming and the going of the trains...

3650. Coming Back Home

Cornmeal - Coming Back Home 
Album: Slow Street

VERSE
WELL I HEARD SOMEBODY TELL ME, HEY I OUGHTA SETTLE DOWN
TRY TO FIND A JOB THAT'S STEADY, AND QUIT MY RUNNING AROUND
BUT WORKING 9 TO 5 TO ME'S A DRAG. IT AIN'T MY BAG
CAUSE I'M THE KIND OF MAN WHO LIKES TO RAMBLE ON
AND MY ITCHY FEET ARE TELLING ME IT'S TIME I MOVE ALONG
I'M GONNA PACK MY GEAR AND BATTEN DOWN THE LOAD
FILL THE TANK AND LET'S HEAD ON DOWN THE ROAD

Sub-chorus
AND WHEN I OPEN MY EYES I'M GONNA START IT ALL OVER AGAIN
I'LL BE BURNING SO BRIGHT THAT THE SIGHT OF ME WILL MAKE YOUR HEAD SPIN
AND THIS LIFE I'M LIVING'S LIKE I'M PAYING FOR A MORTAL SIN
CAUSE I'VE BEEN A LONG WAY BUT I'M COMING BACK HOME AGAIN

Chorus
I'VE BEEN ROLLING UP A SLOW STREET
HEADING OFF A HARD ROAD
BEEN LOOKING LIKE THE SAME TOWN, EVERYWHERE I ROAM
NOW I'M WALKING WITH MY HEAD HIGH
SINGING OUT A NEW SONG
I'M LOOKING FOR A SHAKEDOWN, I'M COMING BACK HOME
YES I'M A COMIN BACK....

Verse
NOW THE GRASS IS ALWAYS GREENER. WELL I GUESS THAT SAYING IS TRUE
CAUSE SOME PEOPLE THEY WANT WHAT I GOT AND THEY ENVY WHAT I DO
BUT THE ONLY TIME THEY SEE ME IS A SHOW, SO THEY DON'T KNOW
THAT MY LIFE'S A LOT OF HARD TRAVELING AND I NEVER GET NO REST
AND I HOPE YOU WILL FORGIVE ME WHILE I GET THIS OFF OF MY CHEST
BUT SOMETIMES YOU KNOW I FEEL SO ALL ALONE
AND IT'S GONNA BE THIRTY MORE DAYS TIL I'M COMING BACK HOME

Sub-chorus/chorus

Verse
IT'S ANOTHER DAY AND I WAKE UP IN MY SEAT
I GOT A CRAVING FOR SOME COFFEE AND A TASTE FOR SOMETHING SWEET
AND A CHARLIE-HORSE IS CINCHING UP MY THIGH, BUT I'LL GET BY
CAUSE I'M ON THE ROAD THAT'S HEADED HOME AGAIN
A LITTLE TIME TO REST MY WEARY BONES UNTIL I'M HEADING OFF AGAIN
AND YOU KNOW THAT I JUST CAN'T WAIT TO SEE



THAT LITTLE GIRL WHO'S BEEN WAITING THERE FOR ME

Sub-chorus/chorus
Repeat chorus

3651. Coming Back To You

Coming Back to You
The Infamous Stringdusters - Coming Back to You

[Verse 1]
When I left those years ago
I was young what did I know
I left a love so true
But I'm coming back to you
Rushing by rushing round
Coming back I hear a sound
A voice tells me what to do
I'm coming back to you

[Chorus]
Coming back to you

[Verse 2]
I long for parts unknown
I walk the path alone
Slept out in the morning dew
I'm coming back to you
Don't know if you'll be there
Got so much to share
I put down my walking shoes
Now I'm coming back to you

[Chorus]
Coming back to you

[Bridge]
Through the wind and rain
To be with you again
It's driving me insane

[Verse 3]
No I've heard you've gone away
Couldn't bring yourself to stay
If you could wait just one more day
I'm coming back to you
When I left those years ago
I was young what did I know
I left a love so true
But I'm coming back to you



3652. Coming Down

Tyler Childers - Coming Down

Don't you wish that you could go back sometimes
Don't you wish that you could go back home
Tryin' to remember just where it was
Remember you ain't alone
Remember you ain't alone

Every day's another pointless job
And every night's another lonesome song
Tryin' to remember when your bed wasn't leather
And you were the one singin' along
Lord, where did we go wrong

Now the sky is coming down
Can't you see the stars fallin'
Have yourself another round
Til' you can't hear the darkness callin'
Til' you can't hear the darkness call you

There was a good man in the makin' once
In the light of yesterday
Tryin' to remember just who he was
Tryin' like hell to recall his name
Well it used to be my name

Now the sky is coming down
Can't you see the stars fallin'
Have yourself another round
Til' you can't hear the darkness callin'
Til' you can't hear the darkness call you

3653. Coming For To Carry Me Home - Chords

Coming For To Carry Me Home
aka known as Swing Low Sweet Chariot
Recorded by Dolly Parton

C                        F          C
I looked over Jordan and what did I see 
                       G7
Coming for to carry me home
        C                    F            C
I saw a whole band of angels coming after me
Am            C     G7 C
Coming for to carry me home 



          F          C
Swing low sweet chariot 
                       G7
Coming for to carry me home 
      C   F          C
Swing low sweet chariot 
Am            G7       C
Coming for to carry me home

                          F             C
Well I'm sometimes up and sometimes I'm down 
                       G7
Coming for to carry me home 
    C                F        C
But still my soul is heavenly bound 
Am            C     G7 C
Coming for to carry me home

Repeat 2

                      F        C
Well if you get there before I do 
                       G7
Coming for to carry me home 
              C                   F            C
I want you to tell all my friends I'm a coming too 
Am            G7       C
Coming for to carry me home

   
Oh swing down chariot stop and let me ride 
G7                          C
Swing down chariot stop and let me ride
                                  
Swing down sweet chariot stop and let me ride
                                   G7    C
Cause I've earned me a home on the other side

Repeat 2

Am            G7       C
Coming for to carry me home

3654. Coming Home - Chords

Coming Home 
Chatham County Line

[Intro]
E  A  E  B  E
 
[Verse 1]
E



Dear mom I missed you, and the family.
            A                       E
My travel followed,  the road that leads,
                 B             E
to your smile awaiting, in Tennessee.
 
 
[Verse 2]
E
Leaving Kansas, and the biggest sky,
           A                     E
I set my clock back, to central time.
               B               E
Soon I'll be living, the good life.
 
 
[Pre-Chorus 1]
                 C#m                             E
'Cause I have, missed you more, than you would know.
                 C#m                        E
My thoughts are always with you when I'm, out on the road.
G#m                       A
  There was a time, I wanted to stray.
B
  So I wrote this letter to ya, just to say:
 
 
[Chorus]
            E
I'm coming home now, heading your way.                   
             A                            E
I'll stick around there, for a couple of days.
                 B                          E
There'll be no tears left, on your smiling face.
 
[Break]
E  A  E  B  E
 
[Verse 3]
E
Our late nights talking, on the telephone,
                      A                  E
keeping each other company, when we're alone.
                  B                         E
But that's all changing, 'cause I'm coming home.
 
 
[Pre-Chorus 2]
           C#m                     E
And I can, see that Mississippi bridge,
           C#m                     E
it's only eighty more miles left, to where you live.
G#m              A
    My pop, will be there too, 
B
    Giving me the latest, of what you made him do.
 



 
[Chorus]
            E
I'm coming home now, heading your way.                   
            A                            E
I'll stick around there, for a couple of days.
                B                           E
There'll be no tears left, on your smiling face.
 
[Solo]
E  A  E  B  E
C#m  E  C#m  E G#m  A  B
 
 
[Chorus]
            E
I'm coming home now, heading your way.                   
            A                            E
I'll stick around there, for a couple of days.
                B                           E
There'll be no tears left, on your smiling face.

3655. Coming Home To You

Coming Home To You
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
20 miles outside of Louisville
They didn t know I'm 65
Been saving narrow since that angry scene
That sent me on this drive
There's only lonely rain hitting my windscreen
Seeing lights fade out of view
Here in the darkness I could clearly see
Just what I have to do

[Chorus]
La de dee
La da da
I got to turn this thing around
Even though we said we are through
I'm still in love with you
La de dee
La da da
I'm on my way right now
As fast as four wheels move
I'm coming home to you

[Verse 2]
20 miles outside of pooling green
And it's south on 65
I find this pay phone off inner state



There to confess my foolish pride
I know I said some things I didn t mean
You can find it if you go on
Please forgive me if it's not too late
And if I haven't gone too far

[Chorus]
La de dee
La da da
I got to turn this thing around
Even though we said we are through
I'm still in love with you
La de dee
La da da
I'm on my way right now
As fast as four wheels move
I'm coming home to you

La de dee
La da da
I got to turn this thing around
Even though we said we are through
I'm still in love with you
La de dee
La da da
I'm on my way right now
As fast as four wheels move
I'm coming home to you
And as fast as four wheels move
I'm coming home with you

3656. Coming In From The Cold

Coming In From The Cold - Acoustic Syndicate
Sam Bush Band

You've got to keep your eyes open
To what's ahead
Keep the thought clear
Running through your head
In this life
Coming in from the cold

Keep your head above the water
And the level rising
Keep a true heart
With no surprises in this life
Coming in from the cold
Coming in from the cold

You'²ve got to keep the words flowing
Like the rush of a river
Realization of something much bigger



In this life
Coming in from the cold

Washing the soil
You're washing of water
Stripping in pure light
Stripping the father from the cane crop
Coming in from the cold
Coming in from the cold

It's cold outside, the ice is forming
I can see my breath
How I long for the warming
Underneath the stars
The moon she will guide us
To the growing embers of the fire inside us

When the fair weather wind
Is rustling the trees
Hustling and bustling
In the fair weather breeze
Got to remember
We'²re coming in from the cold

From the larger than life
To the small speck of dust
The dog days of summer should still remind us
That in this life
We'²re coming in from the cold
Coming in from the cold

It's cold outside
The ice is forming
I can see my breath
How I long for the warming
Underneath the stars
The moon she will guide us
To the glowing embers of the fire inside us

All I know is with my own two hands
I suspect that everyone in every land
In this life, is coming in from the cold

The nation'²s children
From near and from far
There's hope that you'²ll be smarter
Than we are in your life
As you come in from your cold

Coming in from the cold
Coming in from the cold
Coming in from the cold
Coming in from the cold



3657. Coming Of The Roads

Kathy Mattea - Coming of the Roads

Now that our mountain is growing
With people hungry for wealth
How come it's you that's a going
And I'm left all alone by myself?

We used to hunt the cool caverns
Deep in our forest of green
Then came the road and the taverns
And you found a new love it seems

Once I had you and the wild wood
Now it's just dusty roads
And I can't help but blamin' your goin'
On the coming, the coming of the roads

Look how they've cut all to pieces
Our ancient redwood and oak
And the hillsides are stained with the greases
That burned up the heavens with smoke

You used to curse the bold crewmen
Who stripped our earth of its ore
Now you've changed and you've gone over to them
And you've learned to love what you hated before

Once I thanked God for our treasure
Now like rust it corrodes
And I can't help but blamin' your goin'
On the coming, the coming of the roads

Once I thanked God for our treasure
Now like rust it corrodes
And I can't help but blamin' your goin'
On the coming, the coming of the roads
No, I can't help but blamin' your goin'
On the coming, coming of the roads

3658. Coming To The Dance - Chords

Coming To The Dance
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Allen Reynolds and Chuck Cochran

G                     D7
Turn your back to the wind 
G                     D7
Turn your face to the sun
C                     G
Think of love as your friend



                 D7
You could try it again
G                  D7
All the baggage of time
G                    D7
All the times it was wrong
C                 G
What's it mean anyway
                   D7
Can't you throw it away
C            D7         G
You know how lonely you are
          C    D7         G
Under the bruises and the scars
                   C    D7       G
Are you willing to take one more chance
C   D7                G
Are you coming to the dance
                  D7
You could make it alone
G                         D7
But what a shame it would be
C                 G
If you don't ever know
                   D7
How sweet love can grow
repeat #3
            C   D7          G
Will you be dancing through life
          C      D7     G
Under the starry starry night
C                D7           G
Forever together through this life
C           D7        G
Will you be coming to dance
             C                G
And will you dance as man and wife
            C     D7          G
Through all struggles and the strife
C              D7           G
Forever lovers through this life
C           D7            G
Will you be coming to the dance
C           D7            G
Will you be coming to the dance
C           D7            G
Will you be coming to the dance
C           D7            G
Will you be coming to the dance
C           D7            G
Will you be coming to the dance



3659. Coming To The Party

Tom T Hall - Coming To The Party

[Intro:]
"...is a song that I wrote for Jimmy Newman...(He never did get around
To recording it.) I get a chance to play the harmonica on this one"
[Verse 1:]
Well, I'm coming to the party tonight
I've been wrong so long I get right
I'm gonna let my hair down and don't you think I might
'Cause I'm coming to the party tonight

[Chorus:]
Coming to the party tonight
And I'll find someone new to hold me tight
She thinks I'm home crying won't she be surprised
'Cause I'm coming to the party tonight

[Verse 2:]
Well, I'm coming to the party tonight
New arms a new love a new life
So don't you shake my tree if you don't like your peaches ripe
'Cause I'm coming to the party tonight

[Chorus]

3660. Coming To The Party - Chords

Coming To The Party
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G                      C       G
Well I'm coming to the party tonight
                   C          G
I've been wrong so long I get right
                               C                 A7
I'm gonna let my hair down and don't you think I might
          G             D7      G
Cause I'm coming to the party tonight
C                     G
Coming to the party tonight
    A7                               D7
And I'll find someone new to hold me tight
    C                      G
She thinks I'm home crying won't she be surprised
                        D7      G
Cause I'm coming to the party tonight
                       C       G
Well I'm coming to the party tonight
               C          G
New arms a new love a new life
                                     C                 A7



Don't you shake my tree if you don't like your peaches ripe
          G             D7      G
Cause I'm coming to the party tonight
Repeat #2

3661. Commercial Affection

Ernest Tubb 
Commercial Affection

I was lonely I guess the night that we met in a tavern down on old Broadway
And there were tears in her eyes and she whispered with a sigh
Stranger please take me out of here

But it was only commercial affection
Cause a fool and his money will part
Yes, it was only commercial affection
But she walked away with my heart

I stood in disbelief as she hurried off to meet another fool down on old Broadway
Now many nights have come and gone still the echo lingers on
Stranger please take me out of here

But it was only commercial affection
Cause a fool and his money will part
Yes, it was only commercial affection
But she walked away with my heart

3662. Committed To Parkview

The Highwaymen - Committed to Parkview

(Johnny Cash)
There's a man across the hall, who sits starin' at the floor
He thinks he's Hank Williams, hear him singin' through the door
There's a girl in two-oh-three, who stops by to visit me
And she talks about her songs, and the star that she should be
There are lots of special people, stayin' in or passin' through
And for one thing or another, committed to Parkview

(Willie Nelson)
There's the girl in three-oh-seven, comin' down on Thorazine
And a superstar's ex-drummer, tryin' to kick Benzedrine
There's a boy just down below me, who's the son of some well-known
He was brought in by his mother, 'cause his daddy's always gone
There's a bum from down on Broadway, and a few quite well-to-do
Who have withdrawn from the rat-race, and committed to Parkview

(Johnny Cash)



There's a girl who cries above me, loud enough to wake the dead
They don't know what she has taken, that has scrambled up her head

(Willie Nelson)
There's a writer and a singer, who has tried and tried and tried
They just brought him in this mornin', an attempted suicide
(Johnny Cash, Lead; Willie Nelson, Harmony)
There are those who never made it, those who did and now are through

(Willie Nelson)
Some came of their own good choosing, some committed to Parkview
(Willie Nelson)
They wake us about six-thirty, just before the morning meal
While they're taking blood pressure, they ask us how we feel

(Johnny Cash)
And I always say "Fantastic, there ain't nothing wrong with me"
(Willie Nelson)
And then they give me my injection, and I go right back to sleep

(Johnny Cash)
And the days are kind of foggy, and the nights are dreamy too
(Johnny Cash, Lead; Willie Nelson, Harmony)
But they're takin' good care of me, committed to Parkview

3663. Committed To Parkview - Chords

Committed To Parkview

 A E
There's a man across the hall who sits staring at the floor
 A
and he thinks he's Hank Williams, hear him singing through the door.
 D A
There's a girl in 202 who stops by to visit me
 B E
and she talks about her songs and the star that she should be.
 A D
There's a lot of real fine talent, staying in or passing through
 A D A D A
and for one thing or another, they're committed to Parkview.

A E
There's a girl in 207 coming down on Thorazine
 A
and a superstars ex-drummer, trying to kick Benzedrine.
 D A
There's a real fine country singer, who has tried and tried and tried.
 B E
They just bought him in this morning, an attempted suicide.
 A D
There are those that never made it, those that did and now are through.
 A D A D A



Some came of their own good choosing, some committed to Parkview.

 A E
There's a girl who cries above me, loud enough to wake the dead.
 A
They don't know what she has taken that has scrambled up her head.
 D A
There's a boy just down below me who's the son of some well known.
 B E
He was brought in by his mother cause his daddy's always gone. 
 A D
There's a bum from down on Broadway and a few quite well to do's.
 A D A D A
Who have withdrawn from the rat-race and committed to Parkview.

A E
They wake me 'bout 6.30, just before the morning meal.
 A
While they're taking my blood pressure, they ask us how we feel.
 D A
And I always say fantastic but there ain't nothing wrong with me.
 B E
Then they give me my injection and I go right back to sleep.
 A D
And my days are kind of foggy and my nights are dreamy too.
 A D A D A
But they're taking good care of me while committed to Parkview.

3664. Common Man - Chords

Common Man
Recorded by John Conlee
written by Sammy Johns

G                              C
As the maid poured wine and we began to dine 
  D7                        G
I knew I was feeling out of place 
                         C
At a table as large as a river barge 
    D7                             G
And I love you written all on your face 
 
  C
I appreciate your hospitality 
      G                  D7
But I wish that we would go 
       G                              C
Let me drive us to McDonalds and I'll talk to you 
           D7                          G
Concerning something you should really know 
 
                              C



I'm just a common man drive a common van 
   G                   D7        G
My dog ain't got a pedigree if I have my say 
      C                   G                             D7
Gonna stay that way cause high browed people lose their sanity 
      G      D7               G
And a common man is what I'll be 
 
                           C
I'll take a Chevrolet just any day  
             D7                      G
So give your daddy back his Mercedes Benz 
                                 C
And there's some common people I hang out with 
           D7                           G
They're my good time buddies they're my friends 
 
        C
And I'd rather chug-a-lug a mug of Budweiser Beer 
           G                D7
Than sip a crystal glass of wine 
             G                    C
So won't you make your mind up to believe in me 
               D7                G
And leave this high living world behind 
 
Repeat #3

        Am               Em
Yes I'm happy just being free 
        Am               Em
And I'm happy just being me 
      Am                 D7  G
And I hope that you will see 
 
Repeat #3

3665. Communauté Des Glaces

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Communauté des glaces

Ã■a arrÃªte p'us d'Ãªtre beau par chez nous
Partir dans l'Sud t'es-tu fou
Y fait pas chaud mais on a tout' qu'un spot
Avec des bonnes bottes t'es ben correct dans slush
Chu pas fait en marde d'oie moé
Tout c'que Ã§a prend c'est d'Ãªtre ben greillé
C'est l'hiver mais on s'en sacre parc' qu'Ã§a donne pas sa place
Le cul dans neige Ã  pÃªche su'a glace
O'est pas mal pris par chez nous
Sors ta tariÃ¨re Ã  gaz pis creuse-toé un trou
Y fait pas chaud mais on a d'la belle gear
Un vieux bas d'soute dR cuir



C'pas gÃªnant d't'assir
Et non je n'dirai pas s'asseoir
Ni ce soir ni dRmain
Ã■a m'fait plaisir de dire s'assir
Parc' que s'assir j'trouve Ã§a sonne ben
Et pis non je n'dirai pas s'asseoir
Ni ce soir ni demain
Puristes s'abstenir
Ou ben donc y iront s'assir dans l'coin
Ã■a arrÃªte p'us d'Ãªtre beau par chez nous
Y'a d'la place en masse pour les fins
Pis 'es fous
Y fait pas chaud
Mais on t'a tout' qu'un spot
Avec des bonnes bottes o'est ben corrects dans slush

3666. Compadres In The Old Sierra Madre

Compadres in the Old Sierra Madre
The Waybacks - Riders In The Sky

There is a place I know, way down in Mexico
High in the old Sierra Madre
Where many an outlaw band from across the Rio Grande
Have found a haven, a holdout, a hideaway

But danger rides with those who stray upon this secret hideaway
Where death is sure to welcome anyone within the law
But if a man must run, from any lawman's gun
He'll find compadres in the old Sierra Madres

Deep in the dark of night, beside the campfire's light
They weave the tales of the lives of the bandits
Of jewels rare and old, of coaches filled with gold
Holdups pulled off like they planned it

But danger rides with those who stray upon this secret hideaway
Where death is sure to welcome anyone within the law
But if a man must run, from any lawman's gun
He'll find compadres in the old Sierra Madres

[Guitar Solo]

Deep in the dark of night, beside the campfire's light
They weave the tales of the lives, of the bandits
Of jewels rare and old, of coaches filled with gold
Holdups pulled off just like they planned it

But danger rides with those who stray upon their secret hideaway
Where death is sure to welcome anyone within the law
But if a man must run from any lawman's gun
He'll find compadres in the old Sierra Madres



[Violin/Guitar Solo]

There is a place I know, way down in Mexico
High in the old Sierra Madres
Where many an outlaw band from across the Rio Grande
Have found a haven, a holdout, a hideaway

But danger rides with those who stray upon their secret hideaway
Where death is sure to welcome anyone within the law
But if a man must run from any lawman's gun
He'll find compadres in the old Sierra Madres

But if a man must run from any lawman's gun
He'll find compadres in the old Sierra Madres

3667. Company Man - Chords

Company Man 
Warren Haynes feat. Railroad Earth

[Intro]
F G Dm
F G Am
 
[Verse 1]
C       G                       Dm
Started working here when I was twenty-one
C          G                Dm
Summer of '56, my life had just begun
C         G                   Dm
Back then this place was some place to be
F               G             Am
Thought I could grow with the company
 
[Verse 2]
C                 G               Dm
Never took a dime, never raised a fuss
C              G                 Dm
Right is right, even for those of us
C          G                    Dm
Who make a dollar while the man makes ten,
F                  E
They say hard work pays off in the end
 
 
[Chorus 1]
F                       C
Everything I got I got with my own hands
Dm           F     G          Am
Never wanted to be no company man
F  G
Dm F G Am
 



 
[Verse 3]
       C            G                 Dm
(So I) Kept my eyes open and my mouth shut
C               G                   Dm
Saw my workload increase and my pay cut
C                    G          Dm
But I bought a house, started a family
F              G            Am
Still had some faith in the company
 
[Verse 4]
C          G        Dm
Hard times hit '67 late
C             G             Dm
Devil must've opened up the floodgates
C            G                      Dm
My wife, she left me for some other guy
F                    E
In my heart, guess I always knew why
 
 
[Chorus 2]
F             C
She was never gonna' understand
  Dm    F            G          Am
I never wanted to be no company man
 
 
[Instrumental]
F G Dm
Dm F G Am
F G Dm
Dm F G Am
 
 
[Verse 5]
C             G            Dm
 79 brought a dose of reality
C             G                     Dm
We'd all heard the rumors about the company
C                 G               Dm
One day they shut us down, throughout the south
F              G         Am
And keeping my job meant moving out
 
[Verse 6]
C         G               Dm
Got hired on at the local factory
C              G                Dm
Couldn't see uprooting my whole family
C                 G                        Dm
Never thought I'd be starting over at this stage
F                          E
Taking shit from some punk half my age
 
[Chorus 3]



F                 C
No retirement, no hospital plan
Dm              F     G       Am
Never wanted to be no company man
 
 
[Instrumental]
F G Dm
F G Am
F G Dm
F G Am
 
 
[Verse 7]
C          G                      Dm
Long since retired, now, from the factory
C           G               Dm
Hardly ever think about the company
C       G                          Dm
Kind  a lonesome, now the kids are grown
F           E                 E
Moved away, families of their own
 
 
[Outro]
F                           C
Got me a little house and a piece of land
Dm    F         G     Am
Never wanted to be no company man
F                                  C
Sometimes in this world you gotta' make a stand
Dm              F     G       Am
Never wanted to be no company man
F  G Dm
F  G Am
F  G Dm
F  G Am

3668. Company Sin

John Butler - Company Sin

Ben got a job at the Mine along the way
He said everything was fine until that fateful day
That's when his luck started to change
The day he went to help and go blow up that Mountain Range
Ben moved to Town a year ago or maybe more
Straight out of Highschool, the whole he had in store
Wanted to travel, needed some dough
Everybody worked the Mines
Why should he say no?
Don't ask him why, he can't explain
Why now things for him have changed



It's not his land, they're not his songs
He can't work out why he don't belong

{Chorus}
He part of Company, part of Company, part of Company Sin
Won't someone please tell the lad when Humbug did begin?
Part of Company, part of Company, part of Company Sin
Won't someone please tell the lad when Humbug did begin?
Now legend has it, or so they say
The Bones of an Ancient People, yeah that's where they lay
And their Descendants hold close to heart
Oh, that Mountain Range Ben was helping blow apart
And so I said for Ben things weren't quite right
Now he's waking up screaming every single night
Hearing voices in a different tongue
The screaming of the Old, yeah, the screaming of the Young
Don't ask him why, he can't explain
Why now he feels in so much pain
It's not his land, they're not his songs
He can't work out why he don't belong

{Chorus}
Now Ben's moved on - job left him a while back
Now he's thanking God that his boss gave him the sack
But in the mirror, yes he can face
The day he stopped helping go blow up that Sacred Place

{Chorus}

3669. Company's Comin' - Chords

Company's Comin'
Recorded by Porter Wagoner
Words and music by Johnny Mullins

Oh! [D] mama I'm excited, I'm [G] almost out of [D] breath
What I saw like to made me [E] run myself to [A7] death
[D] I was on the mountain side when I [G] looked down [D] below
And Glory Be! I thought I'd better [A7] come and let you [D] know.

That [D7] we got [D] Company Comin' - Company Comin'
We got Company Comin' up the [A7] road
They [D] down the road about a mile
They'll [G] be here in a little while
There's [D] Company [A7] Comin' up the [D] road.

Well Granny change your apron and Willie shine your shoes
Sally put your new dress on, we got no time to lose
I'll go find the welcome mat and spread it out with cheer
I don't know yet just who they are, can't make 'em out from here.

But we got Company Comin' - Company Comin'
We got Company Comin' up the road



They're comin' up the mountain side
Susie don't you run and hide
There's Company Comin' up the road.

Well run out to the henhouse and wring a neck or two
We'll have chicken and dumplin's and some yaller gravy too
Grandpa git yer fiddle down, they might want a tune
Ev'rybody hurry 'cause them folks'll be here soon.

We got Company Comin' - Company Comin'
We got Company Comin' up the road
Land of Goshens, I allow
They'll be here any minute now
There's Company Comin' up the road.

Repeat last refrain.

3670. Compass

Compass
Sierra Hull

[Verse 1]
I like to say to you
Come follow
But you may find, a heart's been hollowed out
Seems the water here is shallow, it's over my head
It's still I swallowed

[Chorus]
I've thrown away my compass
Done with the chart
I'm tired of spinning around
Looking for direction, northern star
I'm tired of spinning around
I'll just step out
Throw my doubt into the sea
For what's meant to be will be, will be

[Verse 2]
My skin is old I need to shed it
Cause there's more to me
I have to let it out
I may not know which way i'm headed
But i've got myself
I'm gonna to set it

[Chorus]
I've thrown away my compass
Done with the chart
I'm tired of spinning around
Looking for direction, northern star
I'm tired of spinning around



I'll just step out
Throw my doubt into the sea
For what's meant to be will be, will be

3671. Compassion

Lucinda Williams - Compassion

Compassion
Have compassion for everyone
Even if they dont have what seems concede
Theres always a sign
Always a sign
Always a sign

For those who encounter
Have compassion
Even if they dont want it
What seems that nice?
Is always a sign
Always a sign
Always a sign

Always a sign of things with big efforts
Always a sign of things no eyes have seen
You do not know
What wars are going on down there
Where the spirit meets the bone
Down there where the spirit meets the bone
Down there where the spirit meets the bone

For everyone you listen to
Have compassion
Even if they dont want it
Even if it seems cynicism
Is always a sign
Always a sign
Always a sign

Always a sign of tings no ears have heard
Always a sign of things no eyes have seen
You do not know
What wars are going on down there
Where the spirit meets the bone
Down there where the spirit meets the bone
Down there where the spirit meets the bone
Down there where the spirit meets the bone
Down there where the spirit meets the bone
Down there where the spirit meets the bone



3672. Complicated

Yonder Mountain String Band
Complicated

There is fire
And there's light
The sense of something coming down this telephone wire
And there's wrong
And there's right
That's the closest thing to clarity tonight

There are songs I sing
That can make somebody feel like things are better than they seem
That there's time / yes there's time
Tonight

In my own defense
I don't believe that I was born this complicated

You can state some things
Waitin' till the people cheer then give them the refrain
And the band plays those blues away

In my own defense
I don't believe that I was born this complicated

There's a frame of mind
It's a surfacing you'll notice from the corner of your eye
You can see for miles
With an inner light that's guiding you home
In my own defense
I don't believe that I was born this complicated
...this complicated ...this complicated ...this complicated

3673. Concrete And Barbed Wire

Lucinda Williams - Concrete and Barbed Wire

This wall divides us, we're on two different sides
But this wall is not real, how can it be real?
It's only made of concrete and barbed wire

Concrete and barbed wire, concrete and barbed wire
It's only made of concrete and barbed wire

Back in Algiers, my darling broke my heart
But he can't seem to break down this wall
With two strong hands he couldn't move it at all
And it's only made of concrete and barbed wire

Concrete and barbed wire, concrete and barbed wire
It's only made of concrete and barbed wire



Down in Opelousas, dogs are at the gate
And they're mean, lord, they're mean
There's a wall between us, but it's not what it seems
It's only made of concrete and barbed wire

Concrete and barbed wire, concrete and barbed wire
It's only made of concrete and barbed wire

Somewhere in Louisiana my sugar's doing time
But he can't spend time with me
If he could get over this wall he'd see
That it's only made of concrete and barbed wire

Concrete and barbed wire, concrete and barbed wire
It's only made of concrete and barbed wire

Concrete and barbed wire, concrete and barbed wire
It's only made of concrete and barbed wire

3674. Concrete Ribbon

The HillBenders - Concrete Ribbon 

Grew up singing, played an old guitar.
Made a little money, bought an even older car.
Momma said she saw it coming day I had to leave.
All she could say was a prayer for me.

Concrete ribbon under my wheels,
Winding on I can't stay still.
Concrete ribbon, I'm anywhere bound.
Set me free and tie me down.

Hair so dark and eyes so blue.
Just another town I was passing through.
Love me tender, lover me strong.
All I could say was  I can't stay long .

Concrete ribbon under my wheels,
Winding on I can't stay still.
Concrete ribbon, I'm anywhere bound.
Set me free and tie me down.

Mamma knows it's me by the ring of the phone.
Every single sunday like it's carved in stone.
Said she don't understand these things I do.
All I could say was  I love you too .

Concrete ribbon under my wheels,
Winding on I can't stay still.
Concrete ribbon, I'm anywhere bound.
Set me free and tie me down.



Set me free and tie me down.
Set me free and tie me down.

3675. Condi, Condi

Steve Earle - Condi, Condi

[Verse]
Oh Condi, Condi, begging on my knees
Open up your heart and let me in, won't you please?
Got no money, but everybody knows
I love you, Condi, and I'll never let you go

[Verse]
Sweet and dandy, pretty as can be
You be the flower, I'll be the bumblebee
Oh she loves me, oops, she loves me not
People say you're cold, but I think you're hot

[Chorus]
Oh Condi, Condi
Oh Condi, Condi
Oh Condi, Condi
Oh Condi, Condi

[Verse]
Oh Condi, Condi, talking to you, girl
What's it going to hurt? Come on, give me a whirl
Shake your body and let me see you go
One time for me, oh Condi, I love you so
Skank for me, Condi, show me what you got
They say you're too uptight, I say you're not
Dance around me, spinning like a top
Oh Condi, Condi, Condi, don't ever stop

3676. Confessin' My Love

Shawn Camp - Confessin' my love
Composer: John Scott Sherrill - Shawn Camp

I tossed and turned and tried counting sheep
When will I ever learn, I'll never sleep
'Til you're by my side, it's just a waste of time
Ain't no use trying to get you off my mind

So I guess, I'll be confessin' my love, confessin' my love
There ain't gonna be no restin' at all
'Cos I want you too much
I might get all embarrassed and a little tongue tied



'Cos I ain't had no lessons in expressin' it right
Yes, I guess, I'll be confessin' my love to you tonight

Toughest thing to do is up and speak my mind
But I've been wantin' you for too long a time
Now I just can't take this any more
'Bout to hear some knocking on your front door

'Cos tonight, I guess I'll be confessin' my love, confessin' my love
There ain't gonna be no restin' at all
'Cos I want you too much
I might get all embarrassed and a little tongue-tied
'Cos I ain't had no lessons in expressin' it right
Yes, I guess, I'll be confessin' my love to you tonight

Yes, I guess, I'll be confessin' my love to you tonight
Yes, I'll be confessin'
Yes, I'll be confessin' my love to you tonight
Yes, I'll be confessin'
Yes, I'll be confessin' my love to you tonight

Yes, I guess, I'll be confessin' my love to you tonight
Yes, I'll be confessin'
Yes, I'll be confessin' my love to you tonight
Yes, I'll be confessin'
Yes, I'll be confessin' my love to you tonight

3677. Confessin' the Blues

Marty Stuart - Confessin' the Blues

Yeah, here I stand before you
With my heart in my hand
I want you to greet it baby
Hopin' that you'll understand

I said baby
Honey please don't dog me around
Because I'd rather love you woman
Honey than anyone else I know in town

Because you're so nice and lovely
And you have such pleasant ways
If you take me to your heart
I'll be there the rest of my days

I said baby, that's the truth
Honey I declare I wouldn't lie
Because I'd rather love you baby
If I don't, I swear I hope I die

I said baby
Don't you want a man like me



Can you hear me woman
Don't you want a man like me

You just think
You just think about our future baby
And you forget about your used to be
Hey now, yeah, alright baby

When my days are long and dreary
And the sun refuse to shine
I would never be blue and lonely
Woman if I knew that you were mine

That's the truth baby
You can make everything alright
Can I see you today baby
Or will it have to be tomorrow night

Yes, this is my confession baby
And I'm thrilled by all your charms
It seems like I'm in heaven
When I hold you in my arms, baby

Woman, you can have me for yourself
You know I was meant for you baby
And I don't want nobody else
No I don't

Hey, you told me that you love me
Woman, you meant it from the start
You said that we would be together
Until death do us part

But you lied to me baby
Yes and you called it on the phone
Now how can I be happy woman
With all the wrong you've done

Now, must I keep confessin' baby
When you know just where I stand
I don't wanna lose you woman
Wanna keep you if I can

But baby, baby you know I've never had a friend
You're my one and only woman
You're all I have that stays
Now listen to me

3678. Confessing

Confessing
Flatt & Scruggs



I know that I hurt you and I'm confessing
Since you've been gone I'm feeling mighty low
Please let me hear from you don't keep me guessing
I need you more than you could ever know

Now I'm to blame I treated you unkind
I broke your heart and now you're breaking mine
I know I done you wrong and I'm confessing
Please take me back and try me one more time

How could I ever think I'll love another
The way I treated you it was a crime
You are the only one I love no other
Please take me back and try me one more time

3679. Confidence And Common Sense - Chords

Confidence And Common Sense
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Durwood Haddock

C              F
Well daddy had confidence and common sense
      C
And a woman like momma to lean against
                G7                  C
Nothin' in this world would get 'em down
                     G7               C
Momma was twenty and daddy was twenty-one
                                   G7                    C
Left the hometown loaded down with nothin' but faith and love
           F
They had a change of clothes and heaven knows
         C
How they made it in dad's ol' car
                                             G7               C
Roadside parks were where they slept and the meals were candy bars
                        G7                 C
Well they got as far as money would go one night
                                                        G7      C
Daddy looked around kinda liked the town and he found a job all right
F                                     C
Oh the pay was small but after all he had to start somewhere
                               G7                  C
A mouth to feed was on the way yes I would soon be there
F                                             C
No they never dreamed there was a chance that they might fail in life
F                    G7                 C
Oh a cold impersonal world was all they found
              F
But daddy had confidence and common sense
      C
And a woman like momma to lean against



                G7                  C
Nothin' in this world would get 'em down
                                G7                 C
They made their home in a house where the rent was low
                                            
Yeah it looked pretty bad but they were glad 
G7                      C
They'd found a place to go
             F                                    C
No it wasn't too much but for forty a month won't buy you everything
                              G7              C
To them it was a castle mom a queen and dad a king
                G7                   C
As time went by things were bound to change
                                  G7                 C
So here I am a full grown man and proud of my family name
F                                  C
Cause my folks taught me how to be strong and to see life through
                                          G7               C
When things are tough I'm smart enough to know what I must do
   F                                            C
No I've never dreamed there was a chance that I might fail in life
         F               G7              C
Though a cold impersonal world was all I found
             F
But I've got confidence and common sense
      C
And a woman like mama to lean against
                G7                   C
Nothin' in this world's gonna get me down

3680. Congratulations (You're Absolutely Right) - Chords

Congratulations (You're Absolutely Right)
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Buck Owens and Don Rich

C
If you see me walking round in circles
                             G7
If you see me staring at the sky
       C                                F
If you think I still miss you since you left me
        G7                        C
Congratulations you're absolutely right
                                         F
If you think life's been empty since you left me
       C                             F  F# G7
If you think that I cry for you each night
       C                          F
If you think I take you back in a minute
        G7                        C
Congratulations you're absolutely right



If you think that I try to call your number
                                      G7
If you think I drive by your house at night
       C                             F
If you think I still love you like I used to
        G7                        C
Congratulations you're absolutely right
                                         F
If you think life's been empty since you left me
       C                             F  F# G7
If you think that I cry for you each night
       C                          F
If you think I take you back in a minute
        G7                        C
Congratulations you're absolutely right
        G7                        C
Congratulations you're absolutely right

3681. Congratulations Anyway - Chords

Congratulations Anyway 
Chris Hillman
 
B                            E
I saw you with your new love today
  F#                                 E              B
Although I tried to turn my head and look the other way
     B                                                 E
Just being there so close to you was more than I could bare
   F#                                           B
Although I tried I can't forget about our love afair
B                                 F#
Congratatulations  was so hard to say
F#                                 E                B
As I shook your new love hands you looked the other way
   B
Although my dreams have ended
                        E
I've tried to smile and say
F#                                     B
I'm the loser   but congratulations anyway
 
SOLO
 
B                                  E
I know its foolish  to keep loving you
    F#                               E             B
But I can't hide my  broken heart no matter what I do
B                                            E
Maybe someday I'll forget the love we shared somehow
    F#                                          B
But let me be the first to say  congratulations now
B                                 F#



Congratatulations  was so hard to say
F#                                 E                B
As I shook your new love hands you looked the other way
   B
Although my dreams have ended
                        E
I've tried to smile and say
F#                                     B
I'm the loser   but congratulations anyway
F#                                     B
I'm the loser   but congratulations anyway

3682. Connected To Life

Norman Blake - Connected to Life

[Verse 1]
Born into light, born into her mystery
The passage of time pulling you closer to me

[Chorus]
Once in a while I can see you
Looking so young in your eyes
My darling I just want to see you
Connected to life

[Verse 2]
Shaken from sleep, lost in tempestuous night
Alone in the end, further and fading from light

[Chorus]
Once in a while I do see you
Living so bold and so bright
My darling I just want to see you
Connected to life

[Chorus]
Once in a while I do see you
Living so bold and so bright
My darling I just want to see you
Connected to life

[Outro]
I will not deceive you
I only want to please you
I hope I'll never see you
Disappear into shadows, into night
Disappear into shadows, into night
Disappear into shadows, into night



3683. Connection

Emmylou Harris
Connection

The heel of my boot is on the leg of my chair
My chair leans back and rests on the wall
And the wall runs the length of my room to the door
The door reaches down to the sidewalk
And sidewalk leads to the edge of the street
The street takes you out to the old highway
The highway ends at the countyline bridge
The bridge takes you up to the interstate
The interstate rolls on beyond my horizon
Where miles tend to turn into days
Finally runs into high road that winds through the city
That took you away
And it reaches the sidewalk that kisses a wall
And the wall rises up to the 33rd floor
The floor feels you step to the balcony rail
From the rail you look out on the interstate
The interstate rolls on beyond the horizon
A highway of dreams come and gone
Always leads the roads that connect you
To the fool that keeps holding on
The heel of my boot is on the leg of my chair
Aaah Aaah Aaah Aaah

3684. Conscience Turn Your Back - Chords

Conscience Turn Your Back
Written and recorded by Johnny Bush

G                                C                G
I let the darkness hide me while I'm slipping out again
           C            G
To see the one that I'm not supposed to know
  C                               G
I promised you so many times each time would be the last
    A7                     D7
But I love her too much to let her go
   G                                    C                 G
So tonight while we're alone to share a love that we must hide
              C                D7                 G
Oh conscience please turn your back just one more time
        C                        G
I can't bring myself to tell her about me and you
C                                     G               D7
I don't want to hurt her and it would kill her if she knew
   G                              C              G
So until I find a way to end this double life of mine
              C                D7                 G
Oh conscience please turn your back just one more time



Repeat #3

3685. Conscious Evolution - Chords

Conscious Evolution 
Donna the Buffalo

[Chorus]
E
Conscious evolution in front of your eyes
E
Conscious evolution in the back of your mind
E
Conscious evolution go on spread the word
E7
We're all busy learning on a learning curve
 
E
Wounded in the battle lying out in the weeds
E
Immersed in contemplation of history's evil deeds
E
He offered up to free will, free will flatly replied
E7
Conscious evolution's all there is on your side
 
 
E
Conscious evolution in front of your eyes
E
Conscious evolution in the back of your mind
E
Conscious evolution go on spread the word
E7
We're all busy learning on a learning curve
 
 
E
Conscious evolution cause turns me on
E
There's got to be a difference between right & wrong
E
Conscious evolution go on spread the word
E7
With a vision bold as love won't you help me sing
 
E
Conscious evolution in front of your eyes
E
Conscious evolution in the back of your mind
E
Conscious evolution go on spread the word
E7



We're all busy learning on a learning curve                  
 
 
E
Man is just an animal the scientists say
E
For the sins of the father the son must pay
E
Jesus said to Buddha give Mohammed a call
E7
Conscious evolution is the writing on the wall
 
E
Conscious evolution in front of your eyes
E
Conscious evolution in the back of your mind
E
Conscious evolution go on spread the word
E7
We're all busy learning on a learning curve

3686. Conservative Christian Right Wing Republican Straight White American Males -
Chords

Conservative Christian Right Wing Republican Straight White American Males 
Todd Snider

[Verse 1]
G                                                                      D
Conservative Christian, right wing republican, straight white American males
D                                                                           G
Gay bashing, black fearing, bar fighting, tree killing, regional leaders of sale
G                                                                               C
Frat housing, keg tapping, shirt tucking, back slapping, haters of hippies like me
C                           G                           D                     G
Tree hugging, peace loving, pot smoking, porn watching, lazy ass hippies like me
 
[Verse 2]
G                                                                                     D
Tree hugging, love making, pro choicing, gay wedding, widespread diggin, hippies like me
D                                                               G
Skin colored blinded, conspiracy minded protestors of corporate greed
G                                                                       C
We who have nothing and most likely will til we all end up locked up in jail
C                          G                      D                       G
By conservative Christian, right wing Republican, straight white American males.
 
[Chorus]
C
Diamonds and dogs, boys and girls 
G
Living together in two separate worlds
D



Following leaders of mountains of shame
D
Looking for someone to blame 
 
[Instrumental]
G  G  D  C  G  D  G
 
[Chorus]
C
Diamonds and dogs, boys and girls 
G
Living together in two separate worlds
D
Following leaders of mountains of shame
D                                                      D7
Looking for someone to blame... I know who I'd like to blame
 
[Verse 3]
   G                                                                   D
Conservative Christian, right wing Republican, straight white American males.
D                                                                           G
Soul saving, flag waving, Rush loving, land paving, personal friends to the Quayles
G                                                                      C
Quite diligently working so hard to keep the free reins of this Democracy
C                                G                         D                         G
From tree hugging, peace loving, pot smoking, bare-footin' folk-singing hippies like me
C                           G                          D                     G
Tree hugging, peace loving, pot Smoking, porn-watching lazy ass hippies like me
 
[Outro]
C  G  D  G

3687. Conservative Christian Right-Wing Republican Straight White American Males

Todd Snider - Conservative Christian, Right-Wing Republican, Straight, White & American M
ales (Live)

[Verse 1]
Conservative Christian
Right wing Republican
Straight, white, American males
Gay-bashing, black-fearing
Poor-fighting, tree-killing
Regional leaders of sales
Frat-housin', keg-tappin'
Back slappin'
Haters of hippies like me
Tree-huggin', peace-lovin'
Pot-smokin', porn-watchin'
Lazy-ass hippies like me

[Verse 2]
Tree-huggin', peace-lovin'



Pro-choicin', gay-weddin'
Widespread Panic-diggin' hippies like me
Skin color-blinded
Conspiracy-minded
Protestors of corporate greed
We who have nothing
And most likely will 'til
We all end up locked up in jails
By conservative Christian
Right wing Republican
Straight, white, American males

[Chorus]
Diamonds and dogs, boys and girls
Living together in two separate worlds
Following leaders up mountains of shame
Looking for someone to blame
I know who I like to blame

[Verse 3]
Conservative Christian
Right wing Republican
Straight, white, American males
Gay-bashing, black-fearing
Poor-fighting, tree-killing
Regional leaders of sales
Quite diligently
Workin' so hard to keep
The free reins of this democracy
From tree-huggin', peace-lovin'
Pot-smokin', porn-watchin'
Lazy-ass hippies like me

[Outro]
Tree-huggin', peace-lovin'
Pot-smokin', porn-watchin'
Lazy-ass hippies like me
Tree-huggin', peace-lovin'
Pot-smokin', porn-watchin'
Lazy-ass hippies like me
Tree-huggin', peace-lovin'
Barefoot and folk-singin'
Lazy-ass hippies like me
Y'all, thank you for being so nice to us
God love you now
Have a good time

3688. Consider The Children - Chords

Consider The Children
Recorded by Bonnie Owens
Written by Merle Haggard and Dean Holloway
[3/4 time]



C                   F                           C
Please consider the children don't walk out and leave
              F                               G7
Remember they need you just the way they need me
C                    F                         C
They'll grow up half attended with just half a home
             F         G7             C
Consider the children  don't leave us alone

                  F                        C
I'll consider the reason if you promise to stay
                       D7                            G7
And if you still wanna see her I won't stand in your way
C                   F                              C
You're a big man in their world don't break up our home
             F         G7             C
Consider the children  don't leave us alone

                  F                        C
I'll consider the reason if you promise to stay
                       D7                            G7
And if you still wanna see her I won't stand in your way
C                   F                              C
You're a big man in their world don't break up our home
             F         G7             C
Consider the children  don't leave us alone

3689. Conspiracy Theory

Steve Earle - Conspiracy Theory

[Verse 1]
What if I told you it was done with mirrors?
What if I showed you it was all a lie?
Better be careful, someone might hear you
The walls have ears and the sky has eyes

[Verse 2]
What if I said you were only dreaming?
What you want to bet that all you gotta do
Is open up your eyes and you will wake up screaming
When you realize that it's all come true

[Chorus: Siobhan Kennedy]
Hush now, don't you believe it
Cover your head and close your eyes now
Take it or leave it
Go back to bed now, don't you cry

[Verse 3]
Half a million soldiers fly across the water
One in ten are never coming back again



Fifty thousand sons who never grew to fathers
Don't you ever wonder who they might have been?

[Verse 4]
What if you could've been there on that day in Dallas?
What if you could wrestle back the hands of time?
Maybe something could've been done in Memphis
We wouldn't be living in a dream that's died

[Chorus: Siobhan Kennedy]
Hush now, don't you believe it
Cover your head and close your eyes now
Take it or leave it
Go back to bed now, don't you cry
[Verse 5: Steve Earle & Siobhan Kennedy]
Go on and tell yourself again there are no secrets
Go on and tell yourself that you don't want to know
It's best that you believe that you don't hear the footsteps
That follow you around no matter where you go

3690. Constantly - Chords

Constantly
Written and recorded by Melba Montgomery

C                                         G7
If my face shows that I'm lonesome when a tear falls on my cheek
                                     F               C
And to you I seem a stranger keep to answer when you speak
                                C7                   F
If at times I seem unhappy deep inside it's the real me
           C                              G7              C  G7
Since I've lost my one and only I've been hurtin' constantly
       C                           G7
If you see me talkin' to myself at night walkin' along
                                          F                    C
These aren't the only foolish things I've done since he's been gone
                            C7                    F
I may suddenly start cryin' if I'm home or on the street
                           C              G7              C
Since I've lost my one and only I've been hurtin' constantly
            F               C              G7              C
(Since I've lost my one and only I've been hurtin' constantly)
F                        C       G7       C
All the time I'm hurtin' all the time I'm blue
F                              C                  G7
Can't find consolation when my heart won't forget you
      C                         C7                   F
If at times I seem unhappy deep inside it's the real me
                           C              G7              C
Since I've lost my one and only I've been hurtin' constantly
           F               C              G7              C
Since I've lost my one and only I've been hurtin' constantly



3691. Content Not Seeking Thrills (Ain't You)

Content Not Seeking Thrills (Ain't You?)
Hackensaw Boys - Content Not Seeking Thrills (Ain't You?)

[Verse 1]
I was doing fine
Content, not seeking thrills
I'd go to work on Mondays
Come Fridays, I paid my bills
[Verse 2]
And then you came along
Your dress of crimson red
My blood ran to my feet
And I tried my best to get you in bed
Or outta my head
[Verse 3]
I guess you saw me coming
From a mile away
You knew what you could to do to me
And all the things you needed to say
To get your way
[Chorus]
To get your way you would do anything
To get your way you would move anything
Ain't no mountain too high
No river too deep
For you to get up under
Dig out what you need
Leave the rest for me and my friends to quietly sift through
That's what you're gonna do
Ain't you?
Ain't you?
Ain't you?
Ain't you?
[Instrumental bridge]
[Verse 4]
You must have known
The powers that you had
And if you wanted to
Well, you could make my life awful bad, real bad

3692. Continental Trailways Blues

Steve Earle - Continental Trailways Blues

Well, sittin' in the depot long before the break of day
I just bought my ticket, Lord I hope the bus ain't late
I'll have a cup of coffee and a sandwich from the microwave



Now I'm gonna see my baby if it's the last thing I ever do
Got this sittin' in the station sick and tired of waitin'
Continental Trailways blues
Well rollin' out for Houston, man we're finally rollin' now
Try to get some sleep and listen to that highway sound
I guess we must have stopped in every single little town
Now I've bought myself a copy of the Natchez Mississippi News
With the just pulled out of Lake Charles rollin' into Sulphur
Continental Trailways blues
Now, we're rollin' into Houston, don't them city lights look fine
Headed for the pay phone, hangin' onto my last dime
Well, she says she's got a new man, Son, it's been a long, long time
Now I was standin' by the highway with the rain runnin' through my shoes
With the sittin' by the road side wishin' I was inside Continental Trailways blues
I got the wishin' I was downtown waitin' on a Greyhound
Continental Trailways blues

3693. Continental Trailways Blues - Chords

Continental Trailways Blues
Steve Earl - Continental Trailways Blues

          A                    D                        A
Well, I'm sittin' in the depot long before the break of day
D                                                  A
I just bought my ticket, lord I hope the bus ain't late
     E                                                 A 
I'll have a cup of coffee and a sandwich from the microwave
        D                                               A
Now I'm gonna see my baby if it's the last thing I ever do
         A
Got this sittin' in the station sick and tired of waitin'
E                     A
Continental Trailways blues

Well rollin' out for Houston, man we're finally rollin' now
Try to get some sleep and listen to that highway sound
I guess we must have stopped in every single little town
Now I've bought myself a copy of the Natchez, Mississippi news
With the just pulled out of lake Charles rollin' into Sulphur
Continental Trailways blues

Solo

Now, we're rollin' into Houston, don't them city lights look fine
Headed for the pay phone, hangin' onto my last dime
Well, she says she's got a new man, son, it's been a long, long time
She left me standin' by the highway with the rain runnin' through my shoes
With the sittin' by the road side wishin' I was inside continental Trailways blues

I got the wishin' I was downtown waitin' on a Greyhound
Continental Trailways blues



3694. Continuing Saga Of The Classic

Jerry Jeff Walker - Continuing Saga of the Classic
Todd Snider

[Intro]
This is called: The Continuing Saga Of The Classic Bummer, Or, Is This My Free One-Way T
icket To Cleveland?

[Verse 1]
I guess it all started
The day my brand new car wouldn't
So I took it to this dealer
They said it was a good'un
He told me four hundred bucks would fix it
But when I asked him 'bout the guarantee
He just smiled and he told me "Slim, that ran out last week"

[Chorus]
I've been taken again
I've been taken again
Like singin' the blues
If you snooze then you lose
You'll be taken again

[Verse 2]
We drove to this bar
Outside of El Dorado Springs
Gonna drink a case of Fat Tire
Hear old Vince Herman sing
They had this antlered rabbit on the wall
Spiked horns and ears a foot tall
Barefoot Kenny told me it was a Colorado jackalope

[Chorus]
I've been taken again
I've been taken again
Like singin' the blues
If you snooze then you lose
You'll be taken again

[Verse 3]
Well later I took home
This old nymphomaniac
I couldn't get her
In the sack
She told me something in my eyes
Had made her realize
That she could never do that lustful thing with me
[Chorus]
I've been taken again
I've been taken again
Like singin' the blues



If you snooze then you lose
You'll be taken again

[Verse 4]
People buy the records
Think we're workin' so hard
But we've been drinkin' in the studio
Since five o'clock
They're hangin' on every word
Waitin' on the very next verse
Hopin' things'll get better from here
I'm thinkin' they're gonna get worse

[Chorus]
You'll be taken again
Taken again
Like singin' the blues
If you snooze then you lose
You'll be taken again

[Outro]
Thank God you don't have to hear
The take after this

3695. Contrary To Ordinary

Jerry Jeff Walker - Contrary To Ordinary

I never live my life through other people's eyes
I guess I've always been the one they said was
Too tall, too late, too early
Yeah, he's the one
You ought to be in the circus
You're having too much fun
Just a one-man band, a one man gypsy circus
Finding out each piece of the puzzle has a purpose
Drifting and dreaming
Yeah, that must be my fate
Always grinning down the devil's throat
Blazing with aces and eights
And I was contrary to ordinary
Even as a child
Fast freights made me wonder
The full moon still drives me wild
And stories do come true
You just got to live your life in episodes
With one eye on a lady
And one eye still on that open road
And when I die don't put no tombstone on my grave
Just have my friends throw a great big party
Toss my ashes out across the waves
Don't bring no preacher man down
Just to tighten up my past



Just tell 'em how I like to live
I like to make sing and dance and laugh
And I was contrary to ordinary
Even as a child
Fast freights made me wonder
Full moons still drive me wild
And stories do come true
If you live your life in episodes
With one eye on a lady
And one eye on that open road

3696. Control Yourself

Dolly Parton - Control Yourself 

Chorus:
Control yourself, control yourself
If you wanna make him care for you, oh
Control yourself, control yourself
Though its gettin' mighty hard to do
I let him tell me all those lies
And then I look into his eyes
And then it begins, I go in a spin
He's the boy that I dreamed about
And now that we are going out, girl you'd better
Repeat Chorus
And when he's holding me so near
He whispers sweet things in my ear
And then it begins, all over again
I just want him to hold me tight
Tell me that everything's alright, girl you'd better
Repeat Chorus
Yeah, its gettin' mighty hard to do
Getting mighty, mighty hard to do
Yeah, its gettin' mighty hard to do
Oh its gettin' mighty hard to do

3697. Conversion Of Ronnie Jones

Conversion Of Ronnie Jones
(Tommy Collins)

Ronnie Jones decided to settle down so he married Annie Birch
Now Annie hadn't been around too much she mostly only went to church
Right away she started in insistin' that he come on up and join
He said I'll tell you what I'll do to settle this by dog I'll flip a coin.

Preacher used some fancy words but Ronnie tried his best to understand
Cause he loved his little Annie and for her he wanted to be a better man



But of all the things they told him it seemed that he remembered only one
He said I guess I'll have to go up there and tell 'em everything I've done.

The Sunday meeting just took up and Ronnie stood outside half scared to death
Regretin' what he had to do in there and tried hard to get his breath
There didn't seem to be much use to put off what he had to do no more
So he backed way up and took a run and bolted through the double lobby door.

--- Instrumental ---

Annie's eyes began to overflow in tears of joy at what she saw
The preacher took him by the hand and said bless you my boy tell it all
While every head was bowed in prayer some women slipped outside as if
to pray
Fearin' what the spirit might cause Ronnie and his circumstance to say.

All their fears were justified his simple life became an open book
Names like Dorris Cunningham Wanda Webb even Marlene Cook
Another kind of fire began to burn down in the depths of Annie's soul
She turned on Ron and used some words nobody'd ever heard her say before
Sometimes we know not what we pray for...

3698. Convince Me

Lucinda Williams - Convince Me

Please, please convince me
Please, please, please convince me
Tell me so it makes sense to me
How much better it's all gonna be
And please, please, please convince me
Please, please, please convince me

Tell me so I understand
Talk to me and hold my hand
And please, please, please convince me
Please, please, please convince me
Tell me everything's gonna be alright
Even if it takes all night please

Please, please convince me
Please, please, please convince me
I've been in trouble and I've been blue
Tell me something good tell me something new
Please, please, please convince me
Please, please, please convince me

Tell me what it's all about
Tell me things will work out
And please, please, please convince me
Please, please, please convince me

The whole wide world is falling apart



The whole wide world gonna break apart
So, please, please, convince me
Please, please, please convince me
Please, please, please convince me
Please, please, please convince me

Convince me, baby
Convince me, baby
Convince me, baby
Convince me, baby please
Convince me, baby
Convince me, baby
Convince me, baby
Convince me, baby

3699. Cooksferry Queen

Richard Thompson - Cooksferry Queen 

Well, there's a house in an alley
In the squats and low-rise
Of a town with no future
But that's where my future lies

It's a secret, but no secret
It's a rule, but no rule
Where you find the darkest avenue
There you'll find the brightest jewel

Now my name, it is Mulvaney
And I'm known quite famously
People speak my name in whispers
What higher praise can there be

But I'd trade my fine mohair
For tied-dyes and faded jeans
If she wanted me some other way
She's my Cooksferry Queen

She gave me one pill to get bigger
She gave me one pill to get small
I saw snakes dancing all around her feet
And dead men coming through the wall

Well, I'm the prince of this parish
I've been ruthless and I've been mean
But she blew my mind as she opened my eyes
She's my Cooksferry Queen, yeah

Well, she's got every rare perfection
All her looks beyond compare
She's got dresses that seem to float in the wind
Pre-raphaelite curls in her hair



She could get the lame to walking
She could get the blind to see
She could make wine out of Thames river water
She could make a believer out of me

Yes, I'd trade it all tomorrow
All the wicked things I've been
She's my bright jewel of the alley
She's my Cooksferry Queen

Yes, I'd trade it all tomorrow
All the wicked things I've been
She's my bright jewel of the alley
She's my Cooksferry Queen

3700. Cool Drink Of Water

Cool Drink Of Water
Gibson Brothers 

[Chorus]
Baby you're a cool drink of water
I'm so crazy thirsty, bout' to lose my mind
Baby you're a cool drink of water
Love you till' the mornin'
Gonna take my time

I've got a beat up Silverado
With a worn out set of tires
Just enough gas to get us out of here
So we can set the world on fire
Far away as we can go, a place with no connection
You just point your finger girl and we'll go in that direction

Get away from the city
Get away from the town
We'll be sittin' pretty on higher ground
All I wanna do is love you
And you can love me too
Lovin' on eachother
Seekin' rendezvous

[Chorus]
Baby you're a cool drink of water
I'm so crazy thirsty, bout' to lose my mind
Baby you're a cool drink of water
Love you till' the mornin'
Gonna take my time

It's often low in the afterglow, early in the mornin'
Wishin' I could stay right here, that'd would do it for me
At sunrise I realize that I'm on to something brand new



I can tell looking into your eyes, that you feel the same way too

Get away from the city
Get away from the town
We'll be sittin' pretty on higher ground
All I wanna do is love you
And you can love me too
Lovin' on eachother
Seekin' rendezvous

[Chorus]
Baby you're a cool drink of water
I'm so crazy thirsty, bout' to lose my mind
Baby you're a cool drink of water
Love you till' the mornin'
Gonna take my time

Cool (cool)
Cool (cool)
Cool (cool)

[Chorus]
Baby you're a cool drink of water
I'm so crazy thirsty, bout' to lose my mind
Baby you're a cool drink of water
Love you till' the mornin'
Gonna take my time

Love you till the mornin'
Gonna take my time
Love you till the mornin'
Gonna take my time

3701. Cool Water - Chords

Cool Water

 /C /G7
All day I've faced the barren waste
 /C /G7 / /C
With-out the taste of water, Cool, water
 /F /G7
Old Dan and I with throats burnt dry
 /C /F /C / /G7 / /C
And souls that cry for water ....... Cool, clear, water

/C /G7 
Keep a-mov-in' Dan don't you listen to him Dan He's a
/C /G7
dev-il not a man And he spreads the burning sand with
/C / /
water 
/F /C



Dan can you see that big green tree where the
/F /G7 /C F C
waters runnin' free and it's waiting there for you an me

 /C /G7
The nights are cool and I'm a fool
 /C /G7 / /C
Each stars a pool of water, Cool, water
 /F /G7
But with the dawn I'll wake and yawn
 /C /F /C / /G7 / /C
And carry on to water ...... Cool, clear, water

 /C /G7
The shadows sway and seem to say
 /C /G7 / /C
To-night we pray for water, Cool, water
 /F /G7
And 'way up there He'll hear our pray'r
 /C /F /C / /G7 / /C
And show us where there's water ...... Cool, clear, water

 /C /G7 
Dan's feet are sore and he's yearning for
 /C /G7 / /C
Just one more thing than water Cool water
 /F /G7
Like me I guess he'd like to rest
 /C /F /C / /G7 / /C
Where there's no quest for water, Cool, clear, Water

3702. Cool Yule

Cool Yule
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

From Coney Island to The Sunset Strip
Somebody's gonna make a happy trip
Tonight, while the moon is bright

He's gonna have a bag of crazy toys
To give the groanies of the girls and boys
So dig, Santa comes on big

He'll come a callin' when the snows the most
When all you cats are sleepin' warm as toast
You gonna flip when Old Saint Nick
Takes a lick on the peppernint stick

He'll come a flyin' from a higher place
And fill the stocking by the fire place
So you'll, have a yule that's cool



[Break - Kazoos, violin and string guitar]

(Santa is gonna'...)
Yeah, from Coney Island to The Sunset Strip
Somebody's gonna make a happy trip
Tonight, whilR the moon is bright
(Real bright)

(Santa is gonna'...)
He's gonna havR a bag of crazy toys
To give the groanies of the boys and girls
So dig, Santa comes on big

He'll come a callin' when the snows the most
When all you cats are sleepin' warm as toast
You gonna flip when Old Saint Nick
Click's his licks and lickity split

Flyin' from a higher place
And fill the stocking by the fire place
So you'll, have a yule that's cool
So you'll, yes, have a yule that's cool
So you'll, have a yule that's
Cool

3703. Coot Marseilles Blues

Tom T Hall - Coot Marseilles Blues
Composer: Tom T. Hall

This story was told to me by Jerry Clover at the 1971 discjockey convention
I told Jerry I's gonna write a song about it
My brother Hillman gonna play the cigarette paper and the comb play

Coot Marseilles was an ol' black man from down Mississippi way
He worked out in the white man's yard and he loved to sing and play
Ol' Coot worked hard God rest his soul he never was much to roam
His entire band was an ol' guitar a cigarette paper and a comb

Now ol' Coot had one song that he would sing when his long days were put in
There ain't nobody knows that song now cause I reckon that it died with him
His songs were made up 'o dry bones from pain and sweat and tears
And Lordy Lordy Lordy Lordy was sometimes all you'd hear

Now on Saturdays ol' Coot didn't work much 'cepten he built a fire in the stove
And when he get through he'd mosey on down and sit by the gravel road
He'd hum that song as he walked along with the faraway look in his eyes
And he sat there by the road all day watched them fine Ford cars go by

Now on Saturday night the white folks danced and ol' Coot he'd pick and sing
He had an ol' RC bottle neck that he'd slide up and down them strings
Now Coot didn't care much for lyrics he just made 'em up as he went along
And Lord I wish they had tape back then cause I'd sure love to hear them songs



Well his clothes were old and his hair was gray and hard work had bent his back
His songs were never recognized by statuettes or flags
His songs were all about the workin' man and Coot never owned a tie
The only thing he ever really had to do was die

Now ol' Coot's gone and maybe I'm wrong to bring it all back again
But I know his friends down in Mississippi sure thought a lot of him
So rock on Coot and enjoy your rest your long day's work is done
And if they got Fords up in Heaven sir I sure hope you're drivin' one

Lordy Lordy Lordy Lordy Lord

3704. Copenhagen

Lucinda Williams - Copenhagen

Thundering news hits me like a snowball
Struck in my face and shattering
Covering me in a fine powder and mist
And mixing in with my tears

And I'm fifty seven but I could be seven years old,
Cos I will never be able
To comprehend the expansiveness
Of what I've just learned

But you, have disappeared
You have been released
You are flecks of light
You are missed

Somewhere, spinning round the sun
Circling the moon
Traveling through time
You are missed

Walking through unfamiliar streets
And I'm shaking unfamiliar hands
And I'm hearing unfamiliar laughs
And lovely language I don't understand

It's late October in Copenhagen
The skies are grey, the snow is falling
I see my breath outside, I'm freezing
I'm motionless, I'm disbelieving

But you, have disappeared
You have been released
You are flecks of light
You are missed

Somewhere, spinning round the sun



Circling the moon
Traveling through time
You are missed

3705. Copenhagen

Lucinda Williams - Copenhagen

Thundering news hits me like a snowball
Struck in my face and shattering
Covering me in a fine powder and mist
And mixing in with my tears

And I'm fifty seven but I could be seven years old,
Cos I will never be able
To comprehend the expansiveness
Of what I've just learned

But you, have disappeared
You have been released
You are flecks of light
You are missed

Somewhere, spinning round the sun
Circling the moon
Traveling through time
You are missed

Walking through unfamiliar streets
And I'm shaking unfamiliar hands
And I'm hearing unfamiliar laughs
And lovely language I don't understand

It's late October in Copenhagen
The skies are grey, the snow is falling
I see my breath outside, I'm freezing
I'm motionless, I'm disbelieving

But you, have disappeared
You have been released
You are flecks of light
You are missed

Somewhere, spinning round the sun
Circling the moon
Traveling through time
You are missed



3706. Copper Kettle

Copper Kettle   
Country Gentlemen

Get you a copper kettle, get you a copper coil 
Fill it with new made corn mash and never more you'll toil 
You'll just lay there by the juniper while the moon is bright 
Watch them just a-filling in the pale moonlight. 

Build you a fire with hickory, hickory, ash and oak 
Don't use no green or rotten wood, they'll get you by the smoke 
You'll just lay there by the juniper while the moon is bright 
Watch them just a-filling in the pale moonlight. 

My daddy he made whiskey, my granddaddy he did too 
We ain't paid no whiskey tax since 1792 
You'll just lay there by the juniper while the moon is bright 
Watch them just a-filling in the pale moonlight.

3707. Copperhead Road

Steve Earle - Copperhead Road

[Verse 1]
Well, my name's John Lee Pettimore
Same as my Daddy and his Daddy before
You hardly ever saw Grandaddy down here
He only come to town about twice a year
He'd buy a hundred pounds of yeast and some copper line
Everybody knew that he made moonshine
Now, the Revenue man wanted Grandaddy bad
Headed up the holler with everything he had
Before my time, but I've been told
He never come back from Copperhead Road

[Verse 2]
Now, Daddy ran the whiskey in a big block Dodge
Bought it at an auction
at the Mason's Lodge
"Johnson County Sheriff" painted on the side
He just shot a coat of primer, then he looked inside
Well, him and my uncle tore that engine down
I still remember that rumblin' sound
And then the sheriff came around in the middle of the night
Heard Mama cryin', knew something wasn't right
He was headed down to Knoxville with the weekly load
You could smell the whiskey burnin' down Copperhead Road

[Bridge]
Hey!
Hey! Hey!



[Verse 3]
I volunteered for the Army on my birthday
They draft the white trash first; 'round here, anyway
I done two tours of duty in Vietnam
I came home with a brand new plan
I take the seed from Colombia and Mexico
I just plant it up a holler down Copperhead Road
And now the D.E.A.'s got a chopper in the air
I wake up screaming like I'm back over there
I learned a thing or two from Charlie, don't you know?
You better stay away from Copperhead Road

3708. Copy Cat - Chords

Copy Cat
Recorded by Cowboy Copas and Cathy Copas
Written by Boudleaux Bryant and Felice Bryant
 
G
When I say I love you
 
You say I love you too
              D7
You're just a copy cat copy cat
 
Copy cat copy cat
                    G
Adorable little ol' copy cat
 
 
When I say I need you
 
You say I need you too
              D7
You're just a copy cat copy cat
 
Copy cat copy cat 
                    G
Adorable little ol' copy cat
 
         D7
And if I say I like to stay at home
   G
Or tell you that I'm lonesome when I'm alone
   A7
Or say I'm gonna change
                          D7
My brand of cologne you'd just say  me too
 
G
I'm not complaining as long as I have you
             D7
You'll be my copy cat copy cat 



 
Copy cat copy cat
                      G
I'll be your copy cat too
 
 
Darling I love you darling I love you
              D7
You're just a copy cat copy cat
 
Copy cat copy cat
                    G
Adorable little ol' copy cat
 
 
Dearest I need you dearest I need you
              D7
You're just a copy cat copy cat
 
Copy cat copy cat 
                    G
Adorable little ol' copy cat
 
    D7
You never tried to flirt when I tried before
       G
When I feel bad your little eyes get full
     A7
When I say grace you say wonderful
    D7
I'm happy me too
 
Repeat #4
 
D7
I'll I'll love love you you too too
                  G
I'm your copy cat too

3709. Cora Is Gone

Cora Is Gone
Flatt & Scruggs

The wind through the night is blowing so lonesome
Singing to me a song
A whippoorwill call is just a reminder
Pretty girls have hearts made of stone

   I'll wake with the blues at dawn
   My darling Cora is gone
   I don't know why she told me goodbye
   But my darling Cora is gone



The ring that she wears I bought for her finger
Purchased her raiment so fine
Gave her my last green back dollar
And now she's left me behind

Drifting along like a brush on a river
Caring not where I roam
Going to live in a deep forest
Dark hollow will be my new home

3710. Coraline

Coraline
Stillhouse Junkies

It was December
The snow was falling all around
Like frozen embers
Falling on the frozen ground
And I thought I'd never
Find my way out of this town
Then like a raven on the wing
You came to me without a thing
Just the faded dress you wore and a wedding ring

I can remember
The way your hair fell down your face
And I pretended 
That I knew just the words to say
'Til you were mended
Strong enough to face the day 
And you talked about the life
That you had to leave behind
And the name you gave to me was Coraline

CHORUS
Coraline, can you hear me
It's gettin' time
For you to come back here and ease my mind

We had a high time
Roaming wild and living free 
And it was my kind
Of desert driftin' fantasy
Countin' road signs
And sleeping in that canyon breeze 

But it was too good to be true
Your demons got the best of you
And you left me out there howlin' at the moon



3711. Corduroy Road

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Corduroy road
Composer: Matthew Leadon

Sometimes you're up
Sometimes you're down
Sometimes fate can kick you around
When it's winter up here
It's summer down under
Sometimes clear skies
Sometimes thunder

Life is a Corduroy Road
Life is a Corduroy Road

Well me and my honey
And my 61 'vette now
I had to sell everything else
To get out of debt now
I always dreamed about
Cruisin' down Route 66 yeah
Well I finally got to do it
But there ain't much left now

Life is a Corduroy Road
Life is a Corduroy Road

What's goin' on
As you get a little older
Feel a little bolder
Got no time to lose
Who wants to die
With a quiver full of arrows
Pull the string back now
Let'em all loose, yeah

Life is a Corduroy Road
Life is a Corduroy Road
Life is a Corduroy Road
Life is a Corduroy Road
That's right
Look out now

3712. Corina Corina

Corina Corina

Corina Corina where you been so long



Corina Corina where you been so long
I ain't had no lovin' since you're been gone.

I love Corina tell the world I do
I love Corina tell the world I do
Just a little more lovin' let your heart be true

Corina Corina what's the matter now
Corina Corina what's the matter now
You won't write me no letters you don't love me no how

Goodbye Corina it's fare you well
Goodbye Corina it's fare you well
When I'll get back any one can tell.

3713. Corn - Chords

Corn 
Darin & Brooke Aldridge

[Verse]
        C       G                 F   G
He said I don't have that much to offer
           C        G          F   G
But what I have I'm sure proud of
      C          G              F         G
I may never be a rich man buy a big fancy mansion
      C           G                     F   G
But I still think you'll like what I've got
 
 
[Chorus]
         C           G            F     C
I've got two rocking chairs on my front porch
C                  G           F         G
That's overlooking hills and a faded red barn
  C             G                    F        C
Inside this old farmhouse there's an old wood stove
C                       G         F                G
On a cold night you can bet it'll keep us good 'n' warm
      Am                    G
Got a big bay window with a view of the stars
      F     G       C
And a field full of corn
 
 
[Instrumental]
Am   G   F   G   C
 
 
[Verse]
       C                    G                    F       G
If you take these calloused hands, they're gonna hold you



    C             G                 F   G
And love you, and give you all they can
        C           G                   F           G
I can't promise any lights, but I got a sky full of fireflies and
C                G           F              G
Sunsets that are golden just like a wedding band and
 
 
[Chorus]
   C           G            F     C
...two rocking chairs on my front porch
C                  G           F         G
That's overlooking hills and a faded red barn
  C             G                    F        C
Inside this old farmhouse there's an old wood stove
C                       G         F                G
On a cold night you can bet it'll keep us good 'n' warm
      Am                    G
Got a big bay window with a view of the stars
      F     G       C
And a field full of corn
 
 
[Bridge]
       F                          G
We may never have everything that other people have
       F                           G      A
But at least we'll always have each other and 
 
 
[Chorus]
   D           A             G     D
...two rocking chairs on OUR front porch
D                  A           G         A
That's overlooking hills and a faded red barn
   D            A                    G        D
Inside this old farmhouse there's an old wood stove
D                       A         G                A
On a cold night you can bet it'll keep us good 'n' warm
      Bm                    A
Got a big bay window with a view of the stars
      G     A       D
And a field full of corn
      G     A       D
And a field full of corn

3714. Corn Cob Blues

John Hartford - Corn Cob Blues

Well the cowboy promoted the weddin' you know
Between the songs on his rock and roll show
The groom was thin and the bride was a tease



They courted to the sound of his latest release
They both were members of the backup crew
The thin man a thinkin' them corn cob blues

Well the rain came down and the crowd was slow
And the cowboy hollered and he stubbed his toe
Signs on trees from here to town
Hurricane Apple couldn't knock them down
The thin man stands in a waterlogged shoes
And a keeps on thinkin' them corn cob blues

Well the cowboy sweats and he walks the aisle
Watchin' his money in a sticky pile
He tears his napkin there at the gate
He promoted the weddin' for two weeks straight
The thin man looks while the law comes through
And he keeps on studyin' them corn cob blues

Well the bride sits there and she looks at the star
A hound dog licks his trusty guitar
The drummer tunes to the key of G
The fiddle player works for free
While scrapin' old popcorn off a his shoes
The thin man hums them corn cob blues

Mama makes the coffee boil
It's just as thick as crankcase oil
The cowboy sends her a kiss and a flower
He drinks ten cups every quarter hour
The thin man wonders if he's addin' booze
And he whistles out loud them corn cob blues

Well brother got mad at the skinny one
And the cowboy too for all of his fun
So brother talked to the bride back stage
And he talked of love in a white hot rage
The thin man wondered if her love he'd lose
And he wrote another verse to the corn cob blues

Well the thin man smoked and he looked at his knees
And he wondered if the crowd would all be pleased
When the sun comes up on another day
And he and the bride were far away
He didn't think the cowboy'd ever get through
So he could lose them corn cob blues

3715. Corn Liquor

Corn Liquor
Hayseed Dixie - Corn Liquor

I'll eat when I get hungry
I'll drink when I get dry



If the life I live don't kill me
Then I guess I'll never die
I'll tune up my fiddle
I'll rosin up my bow
And find a girl to hold me tight
Anywhere I go
Corn liquor corn liquor's what I cry
If you don't give me corn liquor boy
Somebody's gonna die
Somebody's gonna die oh lord
Somebody's gonna die
If the creek it was corn liquor
And I was a government man
I'd drink the whole thing dry
And tell the folks "Do what you can"
Got a guitar in my left hand
Got a pistol in my right
And I don't give a good goddamn
If we play or if we fight
Corn liquor corn liquor's what I yell
If you don't give me corn liquor boy
Then I'll see you in hell
Corn liquor corn liquor's what I cry
If you don't give me corn liquor boy
Somebody's gonna die
Somebody's gonna die oh lord
Somebody's gonna die
If I spend all my money
My money's mine alone
And I ain't never killed a man
What he left me to my own
I'll make my own corn liquor
I'll grow my own smoke too
And if I drink and smoke till I can't stand up
What the hell is it to you

3716. Corn Liquor - Chords

Corn Liquor
written by Buddy Alan

G
Well when I was a little bitty boy
 D7
No bigger than an old polecat
 G
Well I used to wonder like all kids
 D7 G
What made this do that

Now I'd seen what happened to my pa
 D7
When he take a drink from a jug



 G
Yeah he'd start with a smile and then after awhile
 D7 G
He'd be out on the floor like a rug

 C G
Corn liquor corn liquor
 D7
What makes you do what you do
 G
Well they feel no pain when you touch their brain
 D7 G
Corn liquor they love you

Well now one day in the afternoon
 D7
My folks were away for awhile
 G
Yeah I got the jug down from the shelf
 D7 G
To see what made 'em smile

Now I slowly sipped and I nearly flipped
 D7
That one drink was enough
 G
For the life of me I just can't see
 D7 G
Why they love that awful stuff

repeat #2

Well as I grew older I thought about
 D7
That first sip that I had
 G
Yeah I really burned and soon I learned
 D7 G
It wasn't all that bad

Now to ease the pressures of this world
 D7
Here's the way I've got it figured
 G
Well the thing to do for me and you
 D7 G
Is drink lotsa good corn liquor

repeat #2

3717. Cornbread



Blue Dogs - Cornbread

Your shining lips remind me of a mountain stream
Your cool blue eyes straight from a dream
Your breath smells like cornbread
Sometimes I think about you in the dead of night
When the lights are low and all is right
And I'm eating cornbread
Don't you know it gives my heart the jitters
Every time I bite into those fritters
And it always seems to take me back to those good ole days
When the injuns gave the pilgrims the good good goodness of maize
Sometimes I think about you in the checkout line by the candy bars
There stands a sign, discounts on cornbread
Discounts on cornbread, discounts on cornbread, discount on cornbread
Don't you know it wipes away my frown
Every time that cornbread coming round
Vitamin just stone ground???
Mrs. Cornbread back in town

3718. Cornbread And 'lasses

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Cornbread and 'lasses (sassafras tea)
Composer: Lloyd George - Oscar Sullivan

Come here girls and listen to my noise
Don't you marry an Arkansas boy
Marry a feller from Tennessee, eat
Cornbread, and 'lasses and sassafras tea
Cornbread, and 'lasses and sassafras tea.

Traveled all over this whole wide world
Eat a lotta cookin' from a lotta pretty girls
But there's none like Tennessee
With cornbread, and 'lasses and sassafras tea
Cornbread, 'lasses and sassafras tea.

Well, Grandpa Snazzy lives on the hill
He ain't never died and I guess he never will
The neighbours all around say he's ninety three
The old man's happy as he can be eatin'
Cornbread, 'lasses and sassafras tea
Cornbread, 'lasses and sassafras tea.

Well, old Uncle Bill on his dyin' bed
He called 'em all around and then he said
My last request, please, let it be
Cornbread, 'lasses and sassafras tea
Cornbread, 'lasses and sassafras tea.

Well, come here, girls, and listen to my noise
Don't you marry an Arkansas boy
Marry a feller from Tennessee, eat
Cornbread, and 'lasses and sassafras tea



Cornbread, and 'lasses and sassafras tea.

3719. Cornbread And Butterbeans

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Cornbread And Butterbeans

Cornbread and butterbeans and you across the table
Eatin' them beans and makin' love as long as I am able
Hoein' corn and cotton too, and when the day is over
Ride the mule and cut the fool and love again all over
Goodbye, don't you cry, I'm going to Louisiana
To buy a coon dog and a big fat hog and marry Susie Anna
Sing-song, ding-dong, I'll take a trip to China
Cornbread and butterbeans, then back to North Carolina
Cornbread and butterbeans and you across the table
Eatin' them beans and makin' love as long as I am able
Hoein' corn and cotton too, and when the day is over
Ride the mule and cut the fool and love again all over

Wearin' shoes and drinking booze, it goes against the Bible
A necktie will make you die and cause you lots of trouble
Streetcars and whiskey bars and kissing pretty women
Women, yeah that's the end of a terrible beginning

Cornbread and butterbeans and you across the table
Eatin' them beans and makin' love as long as I am able
Hoein' corn and cotton too, and when the day is over
Ride the mule and cut the fool and love again all over
Goodbye, don't you cry, I'm going to Louisiana
To buy a coon dog and a big fat hog and marry Susie Anna
Sing-song, ding-dong, I'll take a trip to China
Cornbread and butterbeans, then back to North Carolina
Cornbread and butterbeans and you across the table
Eatin' them beans and makin' love as long as I am able
Hoein' corn and cotton too, and when the day is over
Ride the mule and cut the fool and love again all over
Goodbye, don't you cry, I'm going to Louisiana
To buy a coon dog and a big fat hog and marry Susie Anna
Sing-song, ding-dong, I'll take a trip to China
Cornbread and butterbeans, then back to North Carolina

I can't read and don't care and education is awful
Raising heck and writin' checks, it ought to be unlawful
Silk hose and frilly clothes is just a waste of money
Come with me and stay with me and say you'll be my honey

Cornbread and butterbeans and you across the table
Eatin' them beans and makin' love as long as I am able
Hoein' corn and cotton too, and when the day is over
Ride the mule and cut the fool and love again all over
Goodbye, don't you cry, I'm going to Louisiana
To buy a coon dog and a big fat hog and marry Susie Anna



Sing-song, ding-dong, I'll take a trip to China
Cornbread and butterbeans, then back to North Carolina
Cornbread and butterbeans and you across the table
Eatin' them beans and makin' love as long as I am able
Hoein' corn and cotton too, and when the day is over
Ride the mule and cut the fool and love again all over
Goodbye, don't you cry, I'm going to Louisiana
To buy a coon dog and a big fat hog and marry Susie Anna
Sing-song, ding-dong, I'll take a trip to China
Cornbread and butterbeans, then back to North Carolina

3720. Cornbread And Buttermilk - Chords

Cornbread And Buttermilk
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Roland Johnson and Earl Nunn
 
G
When you was just a little boy remember how your ma
                               A7            D7
Just before suppertime how she laid down the law
    G
You youngens wash behind your ears 
Your dirty hands and then
    C             G             D7            G
Eat cornbread and buttermilk to grow you into men
Keep a-eatin' that cornbread and buttermilk 
A country boy's delight
  C            G         A7              D7
I eat it every mornin' I eat it noon and night
     G
Some people like fried chicken while others like their ham
    C             G          D7             G
But cornbread and buttermilk made me what I am
Misery in the stomach dyspepsia or the gout
                            A7               D7
Cornbread and buttermilk is sure to help you out
   G
So my advice to you all is to eat it all the time
      C             G               D7               G
Cause cornbread and buttermilk will keep you feelin' fine
Repeat #2
I went to see my girl one night she sat me down to dine
                                A7         D7
On food I'd never heard of like caviar and wine
  G
I got up from the table as hungry as could be
  C                  G           D7                     G
I slipped off to the kitchen and that's where she found me
I'm eatin' that cornbread and buttermilk 
A country boy's delight
  C            G         A7              D7
I eat it every mornin' I eat it noon and night



     G
Some people like fried chicken while others like their ham
    C             G          D7             G
But cornbread and buttermilk made me what I am

3721. Corner Girl

Corner Girl
Abigail Washburn

Found you in a corner
Why'd you close your eyes?
I see you

Always in the corner
I hear them telling lies
I see you

What do you see from the corner?
Is it bigger than the sky?
Show me now

Always in the corner
They don't see your sky
Show me now

Take me to your corner
Watch your sunshine rise
Beautiful

Together in the corner
We will close our eyes
I see you

3722. Cornflower Blue - Chords

Cornflower Blue
Kate Wolf

Banjo tuned Eb, Capo 4, Key of D (5th string to A)
Cornflower Blue
D G G G D
CORNFLOWER BLUE, BLOOMING IN THE MORNING SUN
D A A A D
TINY FLOWERS THAT GREW FROM WHEN OUR LOVE HAD JUST BEGUN
D G G G D
LONG AGO WE PLANTED EACH DRY AND DUSTY ROW
D Em Em Am G G D D
HOW LONG IT HAS TAKEN FOR THE SEEDS OF LOVE TO GROW CORNFLOWER



BLUE.

D G G G D
CORNFLOWER BLUE LIKE THE FADED SHIRT YOU WORE
D A A A D
STANDING IN THE SHADOWS WHEN I OPENED UP THE DOOR
D G G G D
THE SMILE IN YOUR EYES, WHEN YOU SAID HELLO
D Em Em Am G G D D
HELD ME TENDERLY AND WOULD NOT LET ME GO CORNFLOWER BLUE.
D G G G D
CORNFLOWER BLUE DEEPER THAN THE EVENING SKY
D A A A D
PEACEFUL AS A RIVER, BLUER THAN GOODBYE
D G G G D
BLUE LIKE THE DIAMOND WHEN THE LIGHT SHINES TRUE
D Em Em Am G G D D
IF LOVE CAME IN COLORS, I'D CHOOSE THIS ONE FOR YOU, CORNFLOWER
BLUE

3723. Cornmeal

Cornmeal 
words and music by Jason Berger

Chorus:
Mama's cooking cornmeal, Cornmeal in the kitchen
Kitchen in the cornmeal, Finger licking corn
Mamas cooking cornmeal, Cornmeal in the kitchen
Cornmeal in the kitchen
Everybody knows where the cornmeal grows
Grows down in the fields
Listen to the sound of the Mississippi ground
It's the corn coming up in the fields
There goes daddy gonna run and get his sickle
Gonna work the corn till he dies
Bring it back to mamma just like he outta
So we can have a cornpone pie
Chorus:
When I was three my daddy told me.
"Son you'll be working the corn"

Now I'm a man and I don't understand,
The reason that I ever was born.
I should have been a waiter or a stock market trader
I hear there is a future in corn
But I wound up here working in a corn field
It's the only life I ever have known
Chorus
Everybody knows where the cornmeal grows
Grows down in the fields
Listen to the sound of the Mississippi ground
It's the corn coming up in the fields



There goes daddy gonna run and get his sickle
Gonna work the corn till he dies
Bring it back to mamma just like he outta
So we can have a cornpone pie
Chorus

3724. Corporal Brown

Glen Phillips - Corporal Brown

Corporal brown was tall, boy!
And likes to go and fish
Corporals wife was quite fat
And was a raving bitch
And Im a bit drunk as I watch
They are yelling loud, he throws a punch
Oh lord, what am I gonna do?
Corporal brown was quite scared
When he looked down at her
Corporals wife was quite dead
So he carried her and took her outside
Dug a grave and placed her inside
I was amazed
Oh lord, what am I gonna do?

3725. Corpus Christi Bay

Robert Earl Keen - Corpus Christi Bay 
Todd Snider

I worked the rigs from three to midnight
On the Corpus Christi Bay
I'd get off and drink till daylight
Sleep the morning away
I had a plan to take my wages
Leave the rigs behind for good
But that life it is contagious
And it gets down in your blood

I lived in Corpus with my brother
We were always on the run
We were bad for one another
But we were good at having fun
We got stoned along the seawall
We got drunk and rolled a car
We knew the girls at every dance hall

Had a tab at every bar



If I could live my life all over
It wouldn't matter anyway

'Cause I never could stay sober
On the Corpus Christi Bay

My brother had a wife and family
You know, he gave them a good home
But his wife thought we were crazy
And one day we found her gone
We threw her clothes into the car trunk

Her photographs, her rosary
We went to the pier and got drunk
And threw it all into the sea
If I could live my life all over
It wouldn't matter anyway

'Cause I never could stay sober
On the Corpus Christi Bay
Now my brother lives in Houston
He married for the second time
He got a job with the union
And it's keeping him in line

He came to Corpus just this weekend
It was good to see him here
He said he finally gave up drinking
Then he ordered me a beer
If i can live my life all over

Now my brother lives in Houston
He married for the second time

He got a job with the union
And it's keeping him in line
He came to Corpus just this weekend
It was good to see him here
He said he finally gave up drinking
Then he ordered me a beer
If I could live my life all over
It wouldn't matter anyway
'Cause I never could stay sober
On the Corpus Christi Bay
Now my brother lives in Houston
He married for the second time
He got a job with the union
And it's keeping him in line
He came to Corpus just this weekend
It was good to see him here
He said he finally gave up drinking
Then he ordered me a beer
If I could live my life all over
It wouldn't matter anyway
'Cause I never could stay sober
On the Corpus Christi Bay



3726. Corrido De Cananea

Linda Ronstadt - Corrido De Cananea

Voy a dar un pormenor
De lo que a mÃ me ha pasado,
Que me han agarrado preso
Siendo un galla tan jugado.

Yo me fui para Agua Prieta
A ver quién me conocÃa
Y a las once de la noche
Me aprehendiÃ³ la policia.

Me aprehendieron los gendarmes
Al estilo americano,
Como un hombre de delito,
Todos con pistola en mano.

La cárcel de Cananea
Está situada en una Mesa
Y en ella fui procesado
Por causa de mi torpeza.

Despedida no la doy
Porque no la traigo aquÃ
Se la deje al santo niÃ±o
Y al seÃ±or de Mapimi.

3727. Corrina Corrina

Corrina Corrina

I love Corrina, tell the world I do, 
I love Cor- rina, tell the world I do
Just a little more lovin', let your heart be true

Corrina, Corrina, where'd you stay last night,... (Ã■2)
Come in this morning, sun was shinin' bright

Corrina, Corrina, where you been so long,... (Ã■2)
Ain't had no lovin', since you been gone

Corrina, Corrina, far across the sea,... (Ã■2)
Don't write me no letters, don't care about me

If you don't love me, why don't you tell me so,... (Ã■2)
A man ain't nothin', without no place to go



Got a bird to whistle, got a bird to sing,... (Ã■2)
If I ain't got Corina, life don't mean a thing

3728. Cosmic Boy

The Incredible String Band - Cosmic Boy 

I'm calling to you my cosmic boy
For I want to say hello
And I see you smile, your shining joy
Ah, you look so high, you look so high

And I shall dance for you
The sweetest dance that I can do
Yes, I shall dance the sweetest dance I can

Ah, you're looking so finy
All soft-eyed and shiny
And when you look how you are
Ah, I'm so proud, proud you are a friend of mine

And I shall dance for you
The sweetest dance that I can do
Yes, I shall dance the sweetest dance I can

All along the soft pink clouds, yes
On the rolling clouds endless, endless

3729. Cosmic Cowboy

Cosmic Cowboy
Blue Dogs

Hang my hat on a crescent moon
Way up there in a cosmic saloon
And watch the world go by through
The eyes of a bird up in the sky
On a horse named shooting star
We'll be riding high out wherever we are
Up where cowboys go at the end of the rodeo

Over trees and the power lines
Over mountains into the sky
I look down from a starlight night
Watchin' the world go bye

Hang my hat on a crescent moon
Way up there in a cosmic saloon
And watch the world go by through



The eyes of a bird up in the sky
On a horse named shooting star
We'll be riding high out wherever we are
Up where cowboys go at the end of the rodeo

I don't mind going all alone
For the milky way is my home
Earth is not the place for me
I prefer less gravity
Yeah, Yeah

Hang my hat on a crescent moon
Way up there in a cosmic saloon
And watch the world go by through
The eyes of a bird up in the sky
On a horse named shooting star
We'll be riding high out wherever we are
Up where cowboys go at the end of the rodeo
Up where cowboys go at the end of the rodeo

3730. Cosmic Cowboy

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Cosmic Cowboy, Pt. 1

Merry-go-rounds and burial grounds
Are all the same to me.
Horses on post and kids and ghosts
Are spirits that we ought to set free.
Then city slicker pickers got a lot of
Slicker licks than me.
But ridin' the range and acting strange
Is where I want to be.

And I just wanna be a cosmic cowboy
I just wanna ride and rope and hoot (hoot!)
Well I just wanna be a cosmic cowboy
Talkin' 'bout a supernatural country rockin' galoot

Well skinny dippin' and lone star sippin' and steel guitar
And are just as good as hollywood and some boogie-woogie bars.
I'm gonna buy me a vest and a head out west
My little woman and myself.
And when we come to town the people gather around
And marvel at the little baby's health.

And I just wanna be a cosmic cowboy
I just wanna ride and rope and hoot (hoot!)
Well I just wanna be a cosmic cowboy
I said a supernatural country rockin' galoot.

Then a big raccoon and a harvest moon
Keep rolling through my mind.
And a home on the range where the antelope play



Is sometimes hard to find.
So don't bury me on the lone prairie.
I'd rather play there alive.
Well, I'm doing my best I keep my farm in the west
My little bronco in over-drive.

And I just wanna be a cosmic cowboy
I just wanna ride and rope and hoot (hoot!)
Well I just wanna be a cosmic cowboy
Talkin' 'bout a supernatural country rockin' galoot.

And I just wanna be a cosmic cowboy
I just wanna ride and rope and hoot (hoot!)
Well I just wanna be a cosmic cowboy
Talkin' 'bout a supernatural country rockin' galoot

3731. Cosmic Pulse

Cosmic Pulse
By Sage Cook
Elephant Revival

Why I keep on hanging on this way
Like breaking waves are our everyday
A cosmic pull, a constant pulsing wave
Reminiscing, all watery-eyed

It's a beauty, it's a living dream
Enough to make me fall down on my knees
I surrender, won't beg or plead
Sweet surrender, soon I'll be free

If time's a river, we'll reach the sea
If waking life's a dream, then wake me up
Wake me up with serenades, another dream, another phase
An endless dance in endless space, and I won't mind the change
And in I'll go

In I'll go easy riding, then we'll go easy riding
end we all go easy, end we all go

3732. Cosmonaut

Emmylou Harris
Cosmonaut

A beat-up Ford and a jug of wine
I'm feeling fine
Take me down to the fishing hole



I'll bring my fishing pole

Blossoms in the apple trees
Full of birds and buzzing bees
It's summertime
Stars are swinging through the pines
We're gonna have a real good time
I'm feeling fine

It's alright, come on down, squeeze me tight
It's alright, it's alright, it's a beautiful, beautiful night

If you were a cosmonaut, I'd jump on your rocket
But you ain't got nothing but that hole in your pocket
And a beat-up Ford and a jug of wine
And this beautiful night

The moon is hanging in the trees
Shining down on you and me
It's summertime
Your eyes shine like swimming pools
And I am just a stupid fool
Who can't stop smiling
It's alright, come on down, squeeze me tight
It's alright, it's alright, it's a beautiful, beautiful night

The moon is hanging in the trees
Shining down on you and me
It's summertime
Your eyes shine like swimming pools
And I am just a stupid fool
Who can't stop smiling

It's alright, come on down, squeeze me tight
It's alright, it's alright, it's a beautiful, beautiful night

3733. Cosmos - Chords

Cosmos 
Dead Horses

[Intro]
Em C Em G
 
[Verse 1]
C                                  Em
So you say you see the dreamers in your sleep
C                                     Em
Oh, you know the words are not for us to keep
G           Em
Honey please
 
 



[Verse 2]
C                            Em
Oh, you know the water rises every year
C                Em     C        Em
Oh, you know the voices play off our fears
G         Em
So be here
 
 
[Chorus 1]
C                 D
I've got a little you inside me
Em                  C
You've got a little me inside you
G                  D
We've got a little them inside us
Em                   C             Em G Em
They've got a little us inside them
 
 
[Verse 3]
C                            Em
Faces barren, barren, barren like the trees
C                                      Em
Oh you know it ain't such a sin, a sin to believe
G
Honey please
 
 
[Instrumental]
Em C G Em C Em D Em D Em
 
 
[Chorus 1]
G                 D
I've got a little you inside me
Em                  C
You've got a little me inside you
G                  D
We've got a little them inside us
Em                   C             Em G Em
They've got a little us inside them
 
 
[Verse 4]
C                               Em
Mother love, forgive us for our natural sin
C                                              Em
Oh we know not what we do or the shape that we are in
G
Where have you been
 
 
[Instrumental]
Em C Em G C Em G Em
 
 



[Chorus 2]
G
The stars the stars
D
The cosmos shining through
Em
Your skin, your skin
C                        G
And all the bodies we've been in, been in
D                        Em
And all the bodies we've been in been in
C
And all the bodies
 
 
[Chorus 2]
G
Oh the stars the stars
D
The cosmos shining through
Em
Your skin, your skin
C                        G
And all the bodies we've been in, been in
D                        Em
And all the bodies we've been in, been in
C
And all the bodies
 
 
[Chorus 2]
G
Oh the stars the stars
D
The cosmos shining through
Em
Your skin, your skin
C                        G
And all the bodies we've been in, been in
D                        Em
And all the bodies we've been in, been in
C
And all the bodies
 
 
[Chorus 2]
G
Oh the stars the stars
D
The cosmos shining through
Em
Your skin, your skin
C                        G
And all the bodies we've been in, been in
D                        Em
And all the bodies we've been in, been in
C



And all the bodies
 
 
[Outro]
G D Em C
G D Em C

3734. Cost Of Love

Linda Ronstadt - Cost Of Love

You're in deeper than you seem
What you need, what you want
Are not the same thing
I think you're getting sick on the dream

I don't want to see you
Till you know the cost of love
Please don't make me need you
Till you know the cost of love

You told me that we could make it right
Underneath the fear that you would hold me tight
Do you think forevers only last all night

I don't want to see you
Till you know the cost of love
Please don't make me need you
Till you know the cost of love

First it's promises then it's lies
Watch those stares turn to turned-away eyes

You told me that we could make it right
Underneath the fear that you would hold me tight
Do you think forevers only last all night
I don't want to see you
Till you know the cost of love
Please don't make me need you
Till you know the cost of love

Till you know the cost
Of love

3735. Cottage In The Country - Chords

Cottage In The Country
Written and recorded by Isla Grant



G
There's and old cottage waiting in the country
                       D7
Waiting for someone to call
There's an old kettle boiling by the fire
                                   G
There's and old welcome mat in the hall
There's an old mom and dad there awaiting
      G7                          C
For a son that's been gone for so long
                                       G
There's and old cottage waiting in the country
D7                           G
Waiting for that boy to come home
Many years ago he had to leave them
                                 D7
And travel far across the stormy sea
To fight for the things that he believed in
                                G
With a song and a guitar on his knee
But they hoped and they prayed he'd return to them
           G7                       C
Though the weeks slowly turned into years
                              G
Many nights they have been so lonely
         D7                          G
And many nights there have been many tears
Repeat #1, 2
The old man is tired and weary
                        D7
His back bend over with age
The old woman she sits by the fire
                        G
And just gazes into the flames
On a table that's standing beside her
        G7                             C
Are the pictures of the son she misses so
                               G
The son she held and kissed so dearly
        D7                     G
When he left her so many years ago
Repeat #1, 2
C                                      G
There's and old cottage waiting in the country
D7                           G
Waiting for that boy to come home

3736. Cottage In The Pine - Chords

Cottage In The Pine
Written and recorded by Dick Curless

C                       F



I'm dreaming today of a home far away
C                         G7
Back where the sun always shines
          C                        F
Where the wild flowers sway to the soft wind everyday
C          G7             C
Back to my cottage in the pine

    F   C         F                  C
Ooo hoo oooo hooo hear the soft wind cry
    F   C         G7                   C
Ooo hoo oooo hooo I'll be there by and by

                                F
How my heart will thrill to the song of the whippoorwill
           C                             G7
And to the fragrance of the roses in the air
        C                                F
With my sweetheart by my side down those ole trails we will ride
       C               G7           C
In the land that's the answer to my prayer

3737. Cotton Dan

Cotton Dan

I remember lazy afternoons on the Delta Farm
 A E
An old black man named Cotton Dan played his blues guitar
 G# A 
He was blind in one eye and his hair was white as chalk
 E B A 
But Lord he could make that guitar talk

Well, Cotton used to tell me 'bout the old days in the fields
Singing songs of glory with that boss man on the hills
when the work was over, at the dying of the day
 E B E riff1
He would sing his ol' blues away

(Refrain)
 C7# F7#
He would sing his blues his heart would never mend
B7 A E
Close his eyes shook his head, sing it again
C7# F7#
Sing the blues and I would clap my hands
B7 A riff2
I always knew I had a friend in Cotton Dan.

(Solo)

Well, Cotton died last winter with that guitar by his bed



I was way up north when I got the news that he was dead.
Cotton, I've been wishing you were here with me today
So we could sing our ole blues away.
E
Glory glory halelujah
A E
Glory glory halelujah
G# A
Glory glory halelujah
 E B E 
He would sing his ole blues away

3738. Cotton Eyed Joe

Cotton Eyed Joe
(Cotton-Eyed Joe)
Stanley Brothers

Do you remember Long time ago
Daddy worked a man called Cotton Eyed Joe
Daddy worked a man called Cotton Eyed Joe

I could have been married long time ago
If it hadn't 'a been for Cotton Eyed Joe
If it hadn't 'a been for Cotton Eyed Joe

Old bull fiddle and a shoe-string bow
Wouldn't play nothin' but Cotton Eyed Joe
Wouldn't play nothin' but Cotton Eyed Joe

Play it fast or play it slow
Didn't play nothing but Cotton Eyed Joe
Didn't play nothing but Cotton Eyed Joe

Where do you come from where do you go
Where do you come from Cotton Eyed Joe
Where do you come from Cotton Eyed Joe

Come for to see you come for to sing
Come for to show you my diamond ring
Come for to show you my diamond ring

3739. Cotton Farmer

Cotton Farmer 
Straight Drive Bluegrass Band

Well I plowed the fields, I planted the crops   
I watched as it turned snowy white 



And I planted the corn and the sweet watermelon 
And tucked in the possum at night 
 
Well I lay in my bed on the warm summer's eve 
And smelled that sweet southern breeze 
In the kitchen I hear my Mama sing 
Some old sweet melody 
 
CHORUS : 
Now the old cotton fields are neglected 
The corn in the meadow is brown 
The old house and barn and plows are deserted 
The farmer has moved into town 
 
Well they say you can hear the cotton growing 
Oh when nights are quiet and warm  
Yes I'd give all I own if I was returning 
Back to that old cotton farm  
 
Yes he'll find him a job in the factory now

3740. Cotton Fields

Cotton Fields
Huddie Ledbetter - Bill Monroe
Osborne Brothers

1. When I was a pretty little baby
My mama would rock me in the craddle
In them old cotton fields back home
When I was a pretty little baby
My mama would rosk me in the craddle
In them old cotton fields back home

Ch. Well when them cotton boats get rotten
You can't pick very much cotton
In them old cotton fields back home
It was down in Louisiana
Just about a mile from Texacana
In them old cotton fields back home

2.=1.

Ch.

In them old cotton fields back home
In them old cotton fields back home

THE OSBORNE BROTHERS - Voices In Bluegrass



3741. Cotton Jenny - Chords

Cotton Jenny
By Gordon Lightfoot

[G]There's a house on a hill by a [C]worn down weathered old [G]mill
In the vally be[D]low where the river winds there's no such thing as bad
[G]times
And a soft southern flame oh [C]Cotton Jenny's her [G]name
She wakes me [D]up when the sun goes down and the wheel of love goes [D]round

Cho.. Wheels of love go [C]round love go [G]rou __ __ ound
Love go [A]round a joyful [D]sou __ __ ound
I ain't [G]got a penny if a [C]Cotton Jenny to [D]spend but then
The wheels go rou[G]nd [C] [G]

Then a new day begins I go down to the cotton gin
And I make my time worthwhile to them then I climb back up again
And she waits by the door oh Cotton Jenny I'm sore
And she rubs my feet while the sun goes down and the wheel of love goes round

Cho..
In the hot sickly south when they say "well shut my mouth"
I can never be free from the cotton grind but I know I got what's mine
With a soft southern flame oh Cotton Jenny's her name
She wakes me up when the sun goes down and the wheel of love goes round

Cho..

[G][C] [G][C] [G][C] [G][C] [G][C] [G][C] [G][C]
Wheel go round round & round mmm mmmm

3742. Cotton Mill Man - Chords

Cotton Mill Man
Recorded by Jim and Jesse
Written by Joe Langston
 
C
I was born in the shadow of a cotton mill smokestack
                  G7     C
Down in Alabama's bottom land 
                                                
Where my Grandpappy broke his back pullin' on a cotton sack 
                       G7          C
To raise my pa to be a cotton mill man
         Am                  Em
I've got lots of memories of government commodities
     Am                     Em
When all our meat came in a can
Am
While the boss-man on the hill
Em



Bought his steak and ate his fill
    F#                               G7          Em
And called upon to clean his grill a cotton mill man
F                 G7
Lord don't let my son grow up
   F           G7          C
To be a sweaty cotton mill man
I grew up in the gloom of a cotton mill weave room
                                     G7      C
With weaver's glue and callouses all over my hands
I didn't have a honeymoon I couldn't leave my cotton loom
                                G7          C
I swore my son would never be a cotton mill man
Am                     Em
I watched my woman cry when our baby daughter died
  Am                     Em    Am
I couldn't make her understand why a doctor never came
    Em
The lack of money was to blame
      F#                             G7          Em
And I cussed the day that I became a cotton mill man
F                 G7
Lord don't let my son grow up 
   F           G7          C
To be a sweaty cotton mill man
The company taught us all the rules 
On how to work with spinning spools
                                 G7        C
So the bosses' son could drive a big black sedan
The company owned the houses
And the company owned the grammar school
                             G7          C
You'll never see an educated cotton mill man
     Am                             Em
They figure you don't need to learn anything but how to earn
    Am                      Em
The money that you pay upon demand 
Am
To the general store they own
   Em
Or else they'll take away your home
    F#                             G7          Em
And give it to some other homeless cotton mill man
F                 G7
Lord don't let my son grow up
   F           G7          C
To be a sweaty cotton mill man
F                 G7
Lord don't let my son grow up
   F           G7          C
To be a sweaty cotton mill man



3743. Cotton Patch Blues

Cotton Patch Blues
(Bob Wills - Billy Joe Moore)

Yeah, sittin' on this plow day dreamin' thinkin' of the weeks to come
Ole cotton patch is hot can't think of a worse spot
To be on a hot summer day
Next week I will get my hoe down and hit the field at break of day
That will be so sad my feet will hurt so bad
When I chop the cotton all the day.

Ole mule been a bawkin' they're tired of walkin'
Up and down this cotton row so straight
But they should pull their best cause soon they'll get a rest
They don't have very long to wait.

When the pickin' starts next fall
I'll need my cotton sack that's all
My back will nearly break from pullin' all that weight
When I start to pickin' cotton next fall.

There's them boys Elden, Tiny and Roy
--- Instrumental ---

These ole mules been a bawkin' they're tired of walkin'
Up and down this cotton row so straight
But they should pull their best cause soon they'll get a rest
They don't have very long to wait.

When the pickin' starts next fall
I'll need my cotton sack that's all
My back will nearly break from draggin' all that weight
When I start to pickin' cotton next fall.

Oh Lord, yeah, cotton patch blues...

3744. Cotton Pickin' Railroad Blues

Cotton Pickin' Railroad Blues (Larry W. Jones 12/24/2006) 

Now, I was born in Texarkana
In the middle of a cotton patch
Yeah, I was born in Texarkana
Not far from the railroad track
I picked cotton in the heat of day
Heard the train's whistle at night
I picked cotton in the heat of day
Thought of disappearin' from sight
That old train's load of new cotton
Disappeared down the track from view
I rode some dreams I've forgotten
With the cotton pickin' railroad blues



Now, my Daddy was a cotton picker
My Mama was a hard working soul
Now, what can I say about my sister
Except that Texarkana took its toll
When I think about pickin' cotton
I just put on my travellin' shoes
And on the track of dreams forgotten
Sing the cotton pickin' railroad blues
That old train's load of new cotton
Disappeared down the track from view
I rode some dreams I've forgotten
With the cotton pickin' railroad blues
When I think about pickin' cotton
I just put on my travellin' shoes
And on the track of dreams forgotten
Sing the cotton pickin' railroad blues

3745. Cotton's All We Got

Nanci Griffith - Cotton's All We Got

My family grew cotton
Cotton was all we knew
Butter came from butterbeans
And it all went in a stew
We lived off our victory garden
And the neighbours did so too
Some years the dust was so ruthless
The cotton was all we grew

When there's no more cane on the grasses
And the oil is gone in the gulf
When the wells are dry on the flatlands
Cotton's all we got

In the days before the powerlines
when LBJ taught school
We dreamed of a fairer nation
And promised to change the rules
To build a great society
And all the folks in the same room
Fighting a war on poverty
And taking us to the moon

When there's no more cane on the grasses
And the oil is gone in the gulf
When the wells are dry on the flatlands
Cotton's all we got

Then the wind will feed the powerlines
Where once it was dust that blew
All along the Chisholm trail
Cotton's all we knew



When there's no more cane on the grasses
And the oil is gone in the gulf
When the wells are dry on the flatlands
Cotton's all we got

3746. Cotton-Eyed Joe

Ricky Skaggs - Cotton-Eyed Joe

If it hadn't been for cotton-eye Joe
I'd been married long time ago
Where did you come from. Where did you go?
Where did you come from cotton-eye Joe?

If it hadn't been for cotton-eye Joe
I'd been married long time ago
Where did you come from. Where did you go?
Where did you come from cotton-eye Joe?

If it hadn't been for cotton-eye Joe
I'd been married long time ago
Where did you come from. Where did you go?
Where did you come from cotton-eye Joe?

If it hadn't been for cotton-eye Joe
I'd been married long time ago
Where did you come from. Where did you go?
Where did you come from cotton-eye Joe?

If it hadn't been for cotton-eye Joe
I'd been married long time ago
Where did you come from. Where did you go?
Where did you come from cotton-eye Joe?

If it hadn't been for cotton-eye Joe
I'd been married long time ago
Where did you come from. Where did you go?
Where did you come from cotton-eye Joe?

Whoo!

Yee~haw

If it hadn't been for cotton-eye Joe
I'd been married long time ago
Where did you come from. Where did you go?
Where did you come from cotton-eye Joe?

If it hadn't been for cotton-eye Joe
I'd been married long time ago
Where did you come from. Where did you go?
Where did you come from cotton-eye Joe?



Get out your fiddle. Rosin up your bow.
Play an old tune called cotton-eye Joe.
Where did you come from. Where did you go?
Where did you come from cotton-eye Joe?

Whooo!

3747. Cotton-Eyed Joe

Cotton-Eyed Joe
Bill Monroe Live

[Fiddle]

I'd a-been married forty years ago
If I hadn't been (for) knock-kneed Cotton-eyed
Where did you come from, where will you go?
Where did you come from Cotton-Eyed Joe.

Say my grandmammy didn't you know?
Chiken's in the bread pan scratchin' out dough.
Where did you come from, where will you go?
Where did you come from Cotton-Eyed Joe.

Cornstalk fiddle and a shoestring bow,
Play a little tune called Cotton-Eyed Joe
Where did you come from, where will you go?
Where did you come from Cotton-Eyed Joe.

Don't you remember, don't you know?
Daddy worked a man called Cotton-eyed Joe.
Where did you come from, where will you go?
Where did you come from Cotton-Eyed Joe.

3748. Cottonmouth

Cottonmouth
Christina Callicott (lyrics) Bill Nershi (music)
String Cheese Incident

There's a snake hole dug in the Mississippi mud
Black snake swimming in the water.
This is the story that the cottonmouth told,
Told to the cotton picker's daughter.

There's a snake flows down through the middle of the land
Black snake made of water.
Then the snake skin peels and the new moon wheels,



A'dancin' with the daughters.

Down in New Orleans, stompin' down
Up in Memphis hanging 'round
Cottonmouth don't make no sound
Cottonmouth don't fool around.

Chopping cotton in the sun
Women's work is never done (oh no)
Sunday dresses, dusty shoes,
Ladies sing the gospel blues.
With their singin' shoutin' prayin'
Cryin' "Glory Hallelujah"
Life's too short for fear of dying,
When the river's high.
Down in New Orleans, stompin' down. . .

Time stands still in cotton patches,
Flannel shirts and old blue jeans.
Red winged blackbirds standing sentry
On the banks of New Orleans.
Across the dry fields, Old Man River
Rustles through the cotton rows.
Levee's broke and the water's rising
That snake just goes and goes.

Rich man, poor man, it don't matter,
When your time has come.
This old river's bound for glory In the setting sun.
Crickets singing, bullfrogs shouting "Glory Hallelujah!"
Young man seeds the old man's harvest,
Master's house has come undone.

3749. Cottontown

Russell Moore & IIIrd Tyme Out - Cottontown

I was born in Cottontown
Third generation down
Eight of us and a redbone hound
Here in Cottontown
A little white church and a general store
Local grains with a dancin' floor
Reckon we don't need much more
Here in Cottontown

Tobacco barns and cotton bales
Rocking buds and whippoorwills
Good old boys and Southern belles
Here in Cottontown
We're known to drink a little shine
On Saturday night as sweet as wine
Just to get the feet a flyin'



We dance all our cares away
As the fiddle and the banjo play
Ain't no troubles ever stay
Here in Cottontown
Cottontown

I've got a gal in Cottontown
Doesn't mind mR hangin' round
Gonna put her in a satin gown
Here in Cottontown
WR might have us a kid or three
A picket fence and an apple tree
Homegrown lovin's all we need
Here in Cottontown

We dance all our cares away
As the fiddle and the banjo play
Ain't no troubles ever stay
Here in Cottontown
Cottontown

Lay me down in Cottontown
Close enough to hear the sound
Of Billy and the Low Ground
Played here in Cottontown
The only wish I care to make
Before I reach those pearly gates
Is that Heaven has a place just like Cottontown

We dance all our cares away
As the fiddle and the banjo play
Ain't no troubles ever stay
Here in Cottontown
Cottontown

Cottontown
Cottontown
Cottontown

3750. Cottonwood Tree

Cottonwood Tree (Larry W. Jones 11/29/2006) 

Why is this trail so sad and lonely
The tale is of a faded love
One that will never come again
Under moon and stars above
Oh, bury me 'neath the cottonwood
Under the cottonwood tree
For she must not have understood
How much she meant to me
I heard her say that she loved me



How could I see her words untrue
The cottonwood tree has whispered
Her false love wasn't meant for you
Oh, bury me 'neath the cottonwood
Under the cottonwood tree
For she must not have understood
How much she meant to me
Tomorrow was our marriage day
On what lost trail could she be
Her carriage has gone another way
She's withdrawn her love from me
Oh, bury me 'neath the cottonwood
Under the cottonwood tree
For she must not have understood
How much she meant to me
Oh, bury me 'neath the cottonwood tree

3751. Could I Have Your Autograph

Dolly Parton - Could I Have Your Autograph 
(Dolly Parton)

Hello, I don't know me from Adam, you don't know me from Eve
I just came here tonight 'cause I was lonely
You're no Elvis Presley, I'm no Marilyn Monroe
But I do think you're sexy, just thought I'd tell you so
Hey could I have your autograph
Your name and your number on a small photograph
I'd like to know you and what you're all about
Hey could I have your autograph
I've had my eyes on you and you're worth lookin' at
Could I ask you out or should a lady do that
You may not be famous but you look like a star
You should be in movies as cute as you are
Hey could I have your autograph
Your name and your number on a small photograph
Could I interest you in a romance perhaps
Hey could I have your autograph
Got my heart in my hands and my head in the clouds
And you're everything every girl dreams about
And being with you would be heaven no doubt
What I wouldn't do for your autograph
Oh could I have your autograph
Oh could I have your autograph
Hey could I have your autograph
I like your body could I help you work it out
Maybe moving to the music playing on the phonograph
Hey could I have your autograph
Oh could I have your autograph
You know you're just the kind to makes a woman real proud
Would you take a chance on a girl from the South
Could I have your autograph



3752. Could It Be

Could It Be

I can tell by that far away look in your eye
That you're waiting for a chance to be leaving
Where did I go wrong did I stay away too long
Did something come between us I don't understand.

   I will run to where you are going
   Any place you're yearning to roam
   But there's something there you're not showing
   Could it be you don't love me anymore
   Could it be you don't love me anymore.

With this sweetest song
I would borrow the sun
And light up the world for you and me
Seems we've only just begun
you're already on the run
And I didn't even know the race was on.

3753. Could This Be Magic

Could This Be Magic?
The Nashville Bluegrass Band

You ready? (Yeah)
One, two, one, two, three, four

Out upon the islands on a cool summer night
Buddy, you don't got to hurry, take your time
What you need is on the menu and you get it tonight
Buddy, you got womens on your mind

Could this be magic? Or could this be love?
Could this turn tragic? You know that magic often does

And I see lonely ships upon the water
Better save the women and children first
Sail away with someone's daughter
Better save the women and children first

I hear music on the landin' an' there's laughter in the air
Just could be your boat is comin' in
Yeah you're leanin' back an' yeah, a-foot tappin'
Ain't got your head right
There's a full moon out tonight
Baby, let's begin



And she said "Could this be magic? Or could this be love?", uh oh
An' I said "Could this turn tragic? You know that magic often does"

And I see lonely ships upon the water
Better save the women and children first
Sail away with someone's daughter
Better save the women and children first

Edward?
Thank you

And she said "Could this be magic? Or, could this be love?"
And I said "Could this turn tragic? You know that magic often does"

An' I see lonely ships upon the water
Better save the women and children first
Sail away with someone's daughter
Better save the women and children first, yes, ah

3754. Could You Be Loved

Could You Be Loved 
Bob Marley & The Wailers - Acoustic Syndicate

Could you be loved then be loved?
Could you be loved then be loved?

Don't let them fool ya

Or even try to school ya, oh no
We've got a mind of our own
So go to hell if what you thinkin' is not right
Love would never leave us alone
Ah in the darkness, there must come out to light

Could you be loved then be loved?
Now could you be loved, woah yeah, then be loved?

Love your brother, man! (Could you be, could you be loved?)
(Could you be, could you be loved?)
(Could you be, could you be, could you be loved?)
(Could you be, could you be loved?)

Don't let them change ya, oh

Or even rearrange ya
Oh no

We've got the life to live
(Ooh, ooh, ooh)

They say only, only



Only the fittest of the fittest shall survive
Stay alive, eh

Could you be loved then be loved?
Now could you be loved, woah yeah, and be loved?

Oh yeah
Girl (No matter how you treat him, the man will never be satisfied)
Say something (Could you be, could you be, could you be loved?)
(Could you be, could you be loved?)

Say something, say something (Could you be, could you be, could you be loved?)
Say something (Could you be, could you be loved?)
Say something, say something (Say something)
Say something, say something (Could you be loved?) say something
Say something, (Reggae, reggae)
Say something, (Rock on, rock on)
Say something, (Reggae, reggae)
Say something, (Rock on, rock on)
Say something (Could you be loved?)
Say something, (Could you be loved?)
Say something, (Come on!)
Say something (Could you be, could you be, could you be loved?)
Say something (Could you be, could you be loved?)
Say something (Could you be, could you be, could you be loved?)
Say something (Could you be, could you be loved?)

3755. Could You Lie

Alison Krauss - Could You Lie 
(Ron Block)

Go on and lie I've heard it all before
You had no shame this pain I feel you've never known
The rain outside is shifting in the wind
The road is looking lonelier alone again.

Love is real then love goes on and on
The words you say condemn you as the guilty one
I guess you're not the kind you claim to be
Always looking out to get your love for free.

Could you lie and say you love me just a little
One more wrong will keep us one more night
When quiet fades at the light of day
I see the truth it's on your face again.

When morning breaks my heart won't understand
Spend a lifetime raising houses on the sand
The rain outside is shifting in the wind
The road is looking lonelier alone again.

Could you lie and say you love me just a little



One more wrong will keep us one more night
When quiet fades at the light of day
I see the truth it's on your face again.

3756. Could You Love Me One More Time

Could You Love Me One More Time
The Lonesome Sisters - Sturgill Simpson - Ralph Stanley
Ricky Skaggs

Could you love me one more time
With a love that really is mine
I've waited so long they say you've gone wrong
Have I lost you forever this time

   We'll go down by the river
   I'll ask you one last time
   As the night breezes blow I'll whisper so low
   Could you love me one more time

Do you think that I'd believe
This talk that's going around
I've heard lots of things that somehow seem strange
But darling I wouldn't throw you down

I know that you're my weakness
I know you'll be my downfall
I'm not sorry we met and I'll never forget
That I gave you my heart soul and all

3757. Could've Fooled Me

Could've Fooled Me
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Loving you is quite a gamble
'Cause the heart is bound to lose
All the lovers you left broken
Oh, I'd gladly wear their shoes

[Chorus]
Well all these years honey couldn't you see?
If you needed a fool, well you could've fooled me
If you'd given me the chance
Every lie that I ever heard
I'd have believed every word
You know you coulda had my love
Then you could've set me free



You could've fooled me

[verse 2]
They said love should last forever
I guess I should be ashamed
'Cause I'd trade true love for one moment
If I could only play your game

[Chorus]
All these years honey couldn't you see?
If you needed a fool, well you could've fooled me
If you'd given me the chance
Every lie that I ever heard
I'd have believed every word
You know you coulda had my love
Then you could've set me free
You could've fooled me

[Interlude]

[Chorus]
All these years honey couldn't you see?
If you needed a fool, well you could've fooled me
If you'd given me the chance
Every lie that I ever heard
I'd have believed every single word
You know you coulda had my love
Then you could've set me free
You could've fooled me
You could've fooled me
You could've fooled me

3758. Couldn't Do Nothin' Right

Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell
Couldn't Do Nothin' Right

[Verse 1]
The lamp is broken on the mantle
My mind is blown and I'm going away
And it's getting more than I can handle
And it's getting more than I can take

[Chorus]
I couldn't stay here if I wanted
And I couldn't stay here if I tried
You were always so disappointed in me
'Cause I could never do nothing right

[Verse 2]
And I worked hard to make a living
To make a living good for you
But you wanted more than I was giving



I guess that was more than I could do

[Chorus]
I couldn't stay here if I wanted
And I couldn't stay here if I tried
You were always so disappointed in me
'Cause I could never do nothing right

[Chorus]
I couldn't stay here if I wanted
And I couldn't stay here if I tried
You were always so disappointed in me
I could never do nothing right
[Chorus]
I couldn't stay here if I wanted
And I couldn't stay here if I tried
You were always so disappointed in me
I could never do nothing right

3759. Couldnt Help Myself - Chords

Couldnt Help Myself 
Brett Dennen

[Intro]
Am  G   F   F
Am  G   F   F
 
[Verse 1]
Am               G
Someone like you knows how to make
  F
Me think the thoughts that keep me awake
Am              G
One if by land, two if by sea
       F
My love, you've invaded me
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Am
Now that I've been there
G                  F
I wanna live there      with you
Am
Now that I've been there
 G                       F
I wanna live with you
 
 
[Chorus]
       Dm
I was yours
      C           G



Yesterday I was tied to you
G
Tied tight
           Dm
I'm still yours
        C                G
Never thought I would reach
 G
For the morning light
 
    F                 C
But I couldn't help myself
    G
I gave it away too soon
   F                  C
No I couldn't help myself
   G
Surrender to you
   G           Am
Surrender too soon
 
[Instrumental]
Am  G   F   F
Am  G   F   F
 
[Verse 2]
Am                     G
First with the touch, thRn just a taste
F
Then all the thoughts that keep mR awake
Am                 G
Kiss on the rib, kiss on the neck
   F
A rip on your pretty dress
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Am
Now that I've been there
 G                 F
I wanna live there,    with you
Am
Now that I've been there
G                    F   F
I wanna live with you
 
[Chorus]
       Dm
I was yours
       C          G
Yesterday I was tied to you
 G
Tied tight
           Dm
I'm still yours
         C              G
Never thought I could reach
G



For the morning light
 
    F                  C
But I couldn't help myself
G
Gave it away too soon
    F                 C
No I couldn't help myself
     G
Surrender to you
  G            Am
Surrender too soon
 
[Outro]
Am  G  F  F
Am  G  F  F
Am  G  F  F
Am  G  F  F
Am  G  F  F
Am  G  F  F

3760. Count Every Tear Drop

Count Every Tear Drop 
IIIrd Tyme Out
 
Tonight as I'm writing this letter 
There's a cold, lonely rain pourin' down 
And deep in my heart there's a longing 
To see you but you're not around 
 
The postman won't leave me no letter 
And I think somethin's wrong with the phone 
For I've had no word from you darlin' 
To tell me when you're comin' home 
 
CHORUS: 
As I sit, here alone with m' teardrops 
Wond'rin why you've said goodbye 
There's not much to do while I'm waiting for you 
But count every teardrop I cry 
 
I look for your car in the driveway 
And I wait for your knock on the door 
And I wonder if you have decided 
You're not comin' home any more 
 
The postman will be here tomorrow 
And I hope he will bring me good news 
For I need to hear from you darlin' 
Just a little ol' postcard will do



3761. Count Me In

Count Me In
Downhill Bluegrass Band

I know you treasure freedom
you say it all the time
I just want to be with you
and for Gods sake that's no crime

You think you can get rid of me
by playing hard to get
But I do know a trick or to
You ain't seen nothing yet
No you ain't seen nothing yet

You can do as you please
go where you want
live as you like
and wear what you want
drive any car
travel free and far
as long as you count me in

And if some old way you love me
then I know for sure
and your poor attempt to hide it well
just makes me love you more

And I'm not going anywhere
no matter how you act
I'm staying right beside you
so you'd better face the fact
Yes you'd better face the fact

 Cause you can do as you please

3762. Count Me Out

Count Me Out

Taking me for granted was your first mistake
And that was the beginning of my last heartache
And then you added insult to my injury
When you started treating me just as you please

   Count me out of future plans you might be making
   No more foolish chances am I taking
   You played love's game too rough, as for me I've had enough



   'Cause the going's got too rough so count me out

Things I thought important never bothered you
And you kept on 'till you killed all my love for you
Doing as you pleased became a part of you
And you can't blame me now for walking out on you

3763. Count On Me

Rhiannon Giddens - Count On Me

When shadows fall
And blue skies all turn to gray
I'll light the way when night rolls in
And you need a friend who'd wait for days
I'll always stay right by your side
Nothing to hide from me
Through thick and thin
There and back again
You'll see
You can count on me
When yesterdays won't burn away
Like they used to do
I'll walk through them too
When the echoes pound
Drown out the sound of love so true
I'll whisper to you
Right by your side
Nothing to hide from me
Through thick and thin
There and back again
You'll see
You can count on me
You can count on me
When the fire's on the ground
You can count on me
When the ashes won't stay down
When talk and darkness
Cloud all you see
When eyes won't stay open
You can count on me
When dawn draws near
I'll calm the fear that holds you tight
In the dark of night
When the morning comes
We'll let the sun shine so bright
We'll walk in the light
Right by your side
Nothing to hide from me
Through thick and thin
There and back again
You'll see
You can count on me



You can count on me
You can count on me

3764. Count On Me - Chords

Count On Me 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
D
 
[Verse 1]
D
This world can take you
D
Need an arm round your neck
Em                D
Somebody you can talk to
                  Em
When it shakes you
     D                    Em
When no one else will say it
          D
And you need to hear the truth
 
[Chorus]
Em         D
..Let it break you
Em        D                         Em
..Let it help you lay down what you held onto
        D
Let it break you
Em        D                         Em       D
..Let it help you lay down what you held onto
 
[Verse 2]
D                 Em
Scared to fail you
D
Clock is counting down
Em             D
I think I got everything to prove
D
Been a friend of trouble
G
After losing it all, I've got nothing else to lose
 
[Chorus]
        D
Let it break you
Em        D                          Em
..Let it help you lay down what you held onto
         D      Em



Let it break you
         D                  Em
You can count on me, I can count on you
             D                 Em
To help you lay down what you held onto
          D                 Em      D
Help you lay down what you held onto
 
[Instrumental]
D
 
[Chorus]
Em      D
Let it break you
Em      D                            Em
..Let it help you lay down what you held onto
        D       Em
Let it break you
         D                     Em
You can count on me, if I can count on you
 
[Outro]
D                      Em
Count on me, if I can count on you
D                      Em
Count on me, if I can count on you
D                      Em
Count on me, if I can count on you
D                      Em
Count on me, if I can count on you
D                      Em
Count on me, if I can count on you
D                            Em
(Help you lay down what you held onto)
D                      Em
Count on me, if I can count on you
D                      Em
Count on me, if I can count on you
D                            Em
(Help you lay down what you held onto)
D           Em
(What you held onto)

3765. Counterfeit Love - Chords

Counterfeit Love
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Paul Craft

G           C                 G
Counterfeit love don't try to pass it
           D7               G
Lend it or spend it misrepresent it



            C                  G
Counterfeit love I know you've got it
            D7                  G
Cause I can spot it counterfeit love
               C          G
It is not love they offer me
             D7      G
Just a reasonable facsimile
           C              G
Hot of the press one hour rolled
                   D7               G
In the basement of your counterfeit soul
Repeat #1
                      C                G
If a counterfeit coin or a counterfeit bill
         D7                      G
Is proof enough to send a man to jail
                         C         G
You should be booked for suspicion of
                   D7          G
A bogus heart in a counterfeit love
Repeat #1
                 C                G
I know the signs and the earmarks of
             D7                   G
Your kind of false oh counterfeit love
              C           G
Two lips just made to say goodbye
                 D7              G
A restless smile and a wanderin' night
Repeat #1

3766. Counting Flowers On The Wall

Counting Flowers On The Wall
By Statler Brothers

Capo 4
With the capo, it sounds almost exact to the recording.

G Em
I keep hearin' you're concerned about my happiness
 A7 D
But all that thought you've given me is conscience I guess
 G Em
If I were walkin' in your shoes, I wouldn't worry none
 A7 D
While you and your friends are worryin' 'bout me, I'm havin' lots of fun

Chorus:
 Em
Countin' flowers on the wall, that don't bother me at all
 Em



Playin' solitaire 'til dawn, with a deck of fifty-one
 C
Smokin' cigarettes and watchin' "Captain Kangaroo"
 D
Now don't tell me I've nothin' to do

Last night I dressed in tails, pretended I was on the town
As long as I can dream it's hard to slow this swinger down
So please don't give a thought to me, I'm really doin' fine
You can always find me here and havin' quite a time

Chorus

It's good to see you, I must go, I know I look a fright
Anyway, my eyes are not accustomed to this light
And my shoes are not accustomed to this hard concrete
So I must go back to my room and make my day complete
Chorus
Don't tell me I've nothin' to do

3767. Counting My Teardrops - Chords

Counting My Teardrops
Recorded by Johnny Tillotson 
Written by Johnny Tillotson and Paul Tannen

C         F                  G7               C
I'll keep counting teardrops till you're back again
                                   G7
They say a little tear can hurt an awful lot
                                                       C
But it'll break your heart when it's caused by someone who's forgot
                       C7         F
They say a little tear won't ever go away
                                G7                 C
Till someone who forgot to stay home comes home to stay
    F                             C
I'm counting my teardrops as they fall one by one
     G7                            C    C7
Each tear reminds me that you said good-bye
    F                          C
I'm counting my teardrops as I sit alone and cry
              F                  G7               C
And I'll keep counting teardrops till you're back again
                                 G7
Things aren't right  my world is at an end
                                        C
And my dreams have gone to pieces seems I just can't win
                         C7         F
Since you've been gone I don't know what I'll do
                                      G7                        C
Cause my dreams were all built around dreams that'll never come true



3768. Counting Sorrys

Tom T. Hall - Counting sorrys
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Lady have I told you that I'm sorry
I didn't say it last time when I called
I'm sittin' here alone countin' sorrys
It's really not that many times at all

Sorry means a lot when you mean it
How will we ever know unless we try
We've laughed and joked a lot while feelin' sorry
But a sorry's not a sorry until it's cried

I'm sittin' countin' sorrys and I mean it
I'd take back every tear I caused to fall
Come on home and count the sorrys with me
Let's make sorry count for something after all
Let's make sorry count for something after all

3769. Counting The Days - Chords

Counting The Days 
Fruition

[Intro]
D Gmaj7 D G
 
[Verse]
D                                   G
I'm Hiding out in the same old place again
Bm                                         E                   A
Close the blinds, don't let the light come pouring in
G                                             Bm
Wondering if you've grown too tired of all my ways
A                                             G
While I still have your love, I'm counting the days
 
I'm counting the days
 
D                                              G
I'm counting the days that I can still make you laugh
Bm                            E                  A
Gonna get you so good, got to fold yourself in half
G                                               Bm
But when the silence comes and all the laughter fades
A                                             G
Will I still have your love? I'm counting the days



 
I'm counting the days
 
D  G
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                          D
Could it be that while I'm calling on you, baby
G                              D
That somehow I am pushing you away?
G                                   D
This really ain't how I want you to see me
Em
Still I'm asking you to stay
G                        A
Still I'm asking you to stay
 
 
 
[Verse]
D
We broke it down last night,
            G
We wore it out
Bm                         E              A
We fought the urge to keep circling back around
G                                         Bm
We're done trying to hide or run from our pain
A                                              G
While I still have your love, I'm counting the days
 
I'm counting the days
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                          D
Could it be that while I'm calling on you, baby
G                              D
That somehow I am pushing you away?
G                                   D
This really ain't how I want you to see me
Em
Still I'm asking you to stay
G                        A
Still I'm asking you to stay
 
 
A                                              G
While I still have your love, I'm counting the days
A                                              G
While I still have your love, I'm counting the days
A                                              G
While I still have your love, I'm counting the days
 
I'm counting the days



3770. Countrier Than Thou

Robbie Fulks - Countrier Than Thou

[Chorus 1]
Countrier than thou
Countrier than thou
You weren't raised in a shack
So you better not act so
Countrier than thou

[Verse 1]
Some people just don't understand it
If you come from where the kudzu grows
They think the south is like a planet
Of peckerwoods and bozos
When I was young I picked some goobers
Even took a swig of moonshine
But I never saw so many goobers
Until the day I crossed that line

[Chorus 2]
Countrier than thou
Countrier than thou
You wasn't born in a cave
So you better not behave so
Countrier than thou

[Verse 2]
Down at the bar a-spinnin' Haggard
He wore a Johnny Reb tattoo
Overalls, he spat and swaggered
Lord, he was a Boston Jew
He loved bluegrass, oh brother
When I said Shania he sneered
"That's a word I wouldn't utter
"We like to keep it down-home up here"

3771. Country

Marty Stuart - Country
Written by Roger Murrah and Marcus Hummon

He's got a John Deere cap and a bad haircut
A face only a mama could love
But he's a heart worker, he comes home at night
He's got a wife and a dog, two kids and a half
He's a lifetime die-hard democrat
And he pays his bills, he's an honest man



He's validated, unadulterated country

He's got a bumper sticker on his new Dodge van
That says "follow me to the promised land"
He's tried and true, bleeds red, white and blue
He works six days a week for Saturday night
To hear the jukebox play the time of his life
But come Sunday morning, he sings "I Saw The Light"
He's flag waving, soul saving country

When I look at this man
I see a little bit of myself
That part of me that can't be nobody else

He's come and get it, unapologetic
Flag waving, soul saving
Validated, unadulterated

The man's country/stone country

3772. Country & Cold Cans

Dierks Bentley - Country & Cold Cans

[Verse 1]
I like my trucker hat with some cheap shades
I like my blue jeans with the rips and fades
I like my music with a little bit of twang
And crankin' up the Hank with my old dog Jake

[Hook]
Yeah I can't have one without the other
Some things just go hand in hand don't they brother

[Chorus]
Gotta have some cold beer with my country music
Gotta have my baby rockin' with me to it
Just like this old guitar's gotta have its six strings
Like an empty shot glass gonna need some whiskey
Some things just go hand in hand
Yeah and for guys like me that's country and cold cans

[Chorus]
I like you tan legs with your cutoffs
I like your painted toes with your flip flops
I like your summer dress with your cowboy boots
And the little thing you do with the speakers going boom

[Hook]
Yeah I can't have one without the other
Some things just go hand in hand don't they brother

[Chorus]



Gotta have some cold beer with my country music
Gotta have my baby rockin' with me to it
Just like this old guitar's gotta have its six strings
Like an empty shot glass gonna need some whiskey
Some things just go hand in hand
Yeah and for guys like me that's country and cold cans

[Bridge]
So grab a Bud Light or Bud Heavy
From the cooler in the bed of my Chevy
Doing 12 ounce curls, listening to Merle Haggard y'all
It just makes me happy, are you with me

[Chorus]
We gotta have some cold beer with our country music
Gotta have our babies rockin' with us to it
Just like this old guitar's gotta have its six strings
Like an empty shot glass gonna need some
Awww
Gotta have some cold beer with my country music
Gotta have my baby rockin' with me to it
Just like that old banjo's gotta have its five strings
Like this empty shot glass gonna need some whiskey
Some things just go hand in hand
Yeah and for guys like me that's country and cold cans
Some things just go hand in hand
And for me man that's country and cold
Country and cold
Country and cold cans
Country and ice cold cans

3773. Country Ain't Country - Chords

Country Ain't Country
Recorded by Travis Tritt
Written by Casey Beathard and Carson Chamberlain
 
C                             F            C
He was raised on a tractor in overalls and boots
                                          F           C
Been to college and then law school since leaving his roots
                        F         C
Came home in a Lexus he left in a Ford 
F             G7         C
Country ain't country no more
                        F           C
He told his daddy catch up with the times
                                F          C
He said now a days people trade heifers on line
                               F              C
Dad ain't sealing deals with a handshake like before
F             G7         Am   G7
Country ain't country no more 



   F             G7         C
No country ain't country no more
         F                      C
The back forty was sold to make up for hard times
     G7                    C
Then sold by the half acre lots overnight
    F                      C
The houses went up and the trees were cut down
    G7                         C
And there went the finest deer hunting around
     F          C             Dm
Lord everyone's locking their doors 
      F             G7         C
Cause country ain't country no more
                                    F            C
Now his dad sits in traffic looking round at the change
                                    F         C
Watching crews turn the county road into four lanes
                                F      C
The old Sunday drive has turned into a chore
F             G7         Am  G7
Country ain't country no more 
     F             G7         C
Lord country ain't country no more
repeat #3
                                F          C
There's no turning back and you just can't ignore
     F             G7         Am  G7
That country ain't country no more
   F             G7         C
No country ain't country no more

3774. Country Baptizing

Emmylou Harris - Country Baptizing

Travelling down a country road on a Sunday morning
Saw a crowd gathered at the creek at a little country farm
I thought that I'd go closer so I might see and hear
Why they looked so happy there without a thing to fear

Was a good old country baptizing I was at that day
They'd preach awhile and sing awhile then they'd all kneel down and pray
God's spirit seemed to fill the air and every soul was meek
At a good old country baptizing down at the creek

I heard an old and gentle voice sing right in the end
We're so glad to have you here welcome down my friend
We've had a big revival sir down to it all week
Now we're having a baptizing down at the creek

Was a good old country baptizing I was at that day
They'd preach awhile and sing awhile then they'd all kneel down and pray



God's spirit seemed to fill the air and every soul was meek
At a good old country baptizing down at the creek

Well, among them happy among that happy throne
See them all go air their sins while they're at their own
They seem to be saying with a smile upon their face
I'm ready now to move along to my resting place

Was a good old country baptizing I was at that day
They'd preach awhile and sing awhile then they'd all kneel down and pray
God's spirit seemed to fill the air and every soul was meek
At a good old country baptizing down at the creek

Well, it was a good old country baptizing I was at that day
They'd preach awhile and sing awhile then they'd all kneel down and pray
God's spirit seemed to fill the air and every soul was meek
At a good old country baptizing down at the creek

There was a good old country baptizing I was at that day
They'd preach awhile and sing awhile then they'd all kneel down and pray
God's spirit seemed to fill the air and every soul was meek
At a good old country baptizing down at the creek
A good old country baptizing down at the creek

3775. Country Blues

Country Blues - Doc Watson

Come all you good time people
While I have money to spend
Tomorrow might be a monday
And I neither have a dollar of friend

When I have plenty of money
My freinds were all standing around
Just as soon as my pocket book was empty
Not a friend on earth to be found

I wrote my woman a letter
I told her I's in jail
She wrote me back an answer
Saying honey I must come to go your bail

All around this old jailhouse is haunted
Forty dollars won't pay my fine
Corn whiskey has surrounded my bady
Pretty womans a-troublin' my mind

For if you don't quit your drinkin'
Sometime you'll be just like me
A workin' out your livin'
In the penitentiary



When I'm dead and buried
And my pale face turned to the sun
You can come around and mourn little woman
And think of what you've done

3776. Country Boy

Osborne Brothers - Country boy
Composer: Boudleaux Bryant - Felice Bryant

Now I'm just a simple guy but there's one thing sure as shootin'
I hate those folks that think that they're so doggone high fa lutin
I'd be the same in Hollywood or right in my own kitchen
I believe in fussin' when you're mad and scratchin' when you're itchin'

I'm a plain old country boy a corn-bread loving country boy
I raise cain on Saturday but I go to church on Sunday
I'm a plain old country boy a corn-bread loving country boy
I'll be lookin' over that old grey mule when the sun comes up on Monday

Where I come from opportunities they never were so good
We never had much money but we done the best we could
Ma doctored me from youngin-hood with Epson salts and Iodine
Made my diapers out of old feed sacks my spenders out of plow lines

I'm a plain old country boy a corn-bread loving country boy...

Now every time the preacher called Ma always fixed a chicken
If I'd reach for a drumstick I was sure to get a lickin'
She always saved two parts for me but I had to shut my mouth
T'was the gizzard and the north end of a chicken flyin' south

I'm a plain old country boy a corn-bread loving country boy...

3777. Country Boy - Chords

Country Boy
Ricky Skaggs 

G Em Eb
I may look like a city slicker,
G D G
Shinin' up through his shoes.
G Em Eb
Underneath I'm just a cotton picker,
G D G (A, Bb, B)
Pickin' out a mess of blues
C G (A, Bb, B)
Show me where I start.



C G (A, B, D)
Find a horse and cart.
Eb Bb
I'm just a country boy,
Eb G--------
Country boy at heart. Coda

G Em Eb
I may look like a bank teller,
G D G
Pushing facts in a file.
G Em Eb
But I'd rather be a haul collar,
G D G (A, Bb, B)
Shooing foot home in style.
C G (A, Bb, B)
Show me where I start.
C G (A, B, D)
Find a horse and cart.
Eb Bb
I'm just a country boy,
Eb G--------(G, F#, F)
Country boy at heart.

Instrumental.
E, C#m, C, E, B7 E
E, C#m, C, E, B7 E (F#, G, G#)
A, E (F#, G, G#)
A, E (F#, G#, B)
C, G, C, G----- DC al Coda

Coda:
(G, F#, F)
E7, A7, D7, G repeat for solos
Last time (G, F#, F) E7, A7, C, D7, E------!

3778. Country Boy - Chords

Country Boy
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Felice and Boudleaux Bryant

C
Now I'm just a simple guy
            F                 C
But there's one thing sure as shooting
  F                     C
I hate those folks that think that they're
   D7           G7
So doggone high fluting
    C
I'd be the same in Hollywood
   F               C



Or right in my own kitchen
  F                  C
I believe in fussing when you're mad
    G7                     C
And scratching when you're itching
I'm a plain old country boy
  F                 C
A corn-bread loving country boy
F               C
I raise cane on Saturday
      D7              G7
But I go to church on Sunday
      C
I'm a plain old country boy
  F                 C
A corn-bread loving country boy
         F                 C
I'll be looking over that old gray mule
         G7              C
When the sun comes up on Monday
Where I come from opportunities 
F                   C
They never were too good
F                 C
We never had much money 
       D7               G7
But we done the best we could
   C
Ma doctored me from youngin-hood 
     F               C
With Epsom salts and Iodine
        F                  C
Made my diapers out of old feed sacks 
    G7                   C
My 'spenders out of plow lines
Repeat #3,4
Every time the preacher called 
F                 C
Ma always fixed a chicken
F                  C
If I'd reach for a drumstick 
      D7            G7
I was sure to get a licking
    C
She always saved two parts for me 
    F                C
But I had to shut my mouth
          F               C
T'was the gizzard and the north end 
     G7             C
Of a chicken flying south
Repeat #3,4



3779. Country Boy And City Girl - Chords

Country Boy And City Girl
Written and recorded by Clay Walker

C                                   F
I'm not the kind to take things for granted
C                                    G7
A simple mind and two strong working hands
    C                                        F
But right at the time I thought my feet were planted
C                    G7                 C
You came along and uprooted this simple man
                                           F
A strong willed woman with every chance to show it
    C                                         G7
But I didn't mind cause you made my life worthwhile
C                                      F
A beautiful woman with every reason to know it
C                              G7                C
You liked my courage and honey I sure liked your style
F                 C         G7                  C
A country boy and city girl makin' life in this old world
F                   C                     G7
We went against the grain and against all odds
   F                 C        Am                    F
It don't matter what they say I'm gonna love you anyway
                                G7                  C
And time won't undo what you've gone and done to my heart
                           F
I always thought we'd stay together
    C                                    G7
And I still think about you from time to time
    C                                    F
But I should have known nothing lasts forever
    C                G7             C
But I'd never be the one to say goodbye
repeat #3 I remember country...
         F
No honey time won't undo 
            G7                  C
What you've gone and done to my heart

3780. Country Boy Rock & Roll

Marty Stuart - Country Boy Rock & Roll
(feat. Kenny Vaughan) - Wayword Sons

You can tell I'm from the country, see I'm from outta town
I'm beginnin' to catch on, I'm a let my hair down
I've been a-rockin', I've been a-rollin'
Some folks think I look foolish, let 'em make a fool outta me



I work in fields of cotton, I work in fields of corn
But I ain't seen nothin' like it since the day I was born
I've been a-rockin', I've been a-rollin'
Some folks think I look foolish, let 'em make a fool outta me

I walked in a crowded dance hall, I didn't know a soul
Some hillbilly's started pickin', everybody rock 'n' roll
I've been a-rockin', I've been a-rollin'
Some folks think I look foolish, let 'em make a fool outta me

Well I spent all my money, corn and cotton I have sold
I have left the old farm, stay in town and rock and roll
I've been a-rockin', I've been a-rollin'
Some folks think I look foolish, let 'em make a fool outta me

Some folks think I look foolish, let 'em make a fool outta me

3781. Country Boy Rock And Roll

Country Boy Rock And Roll
Marty Stuart

You can tell I'm from the country
See I'm from out of town
But I'm begining to catch on
I'm letting my hair down 
I've been a rocking, I've been a rolling
I guess to some folks I look foolish
Just let it make a fool out of me

I have worked in fields of cotton
I have worked in fields of corn
But I've seen nothing like it
Since the day that I was born
I've been a rocking, I've been a rolling
I guess to some folkes I look foolish
Just let it make a fool out of me

I walked in a crowded dance hall
And I didn't know a soul
Some hillbillies, started picking
Everybody rocked and rolled
I've been rocking, I've been a rolling
I guess to some folks I look foolish
Just let it make a fool out of me

I have spent all the egg money
Corn and cotton I have sold
I'll mortgage my old homestead
Stay in town to rock and roll
I've been a rocking, I've been a rolling
I guess to some folks, I look foolish
Just let it make a fool out of me



3782. Country Boy's Dream - Chords

Country Boy's Dream
Charlie Louvin

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of A
 A D
A dream from away--- long time ago
 A E
I'd spend Saturdays--- at the big picture show
 A D
Watchin' them ride--- cross that big silver screen
 A E A
Sometimes I'd hide--- in this country boy's dream

Chorus:
 A D
Good guys wore white--- and the good girls did too
 A E
There was wrong and there was right, the difference I knew
 A D
But I fell by the way---, somewhere in between
 A E A
The grown man today---, and the country boy's dream

Instrumental:
Key up:

 Bb Eb
Now the old matinee--- disappeared long ago
 Bb F
And the new marque says--- another X rated show
 Bb Eb
Seems that the bad guys today--- are getting off free
 Bb F Bb
There is still right and wrong, but I am confusing the two

Chorus:
 Bb Eb
It wasn't that way--- on the big silver screen
 Bb F Bb 
They all rode away--- in a country boy's dream

Repeat:
It wasn't that way.......

3783. Country Boy, Banjo and Flat Top Guitar



Country Boy, Banjo and Flat Top Guitar
Big Country Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
Country music started in the hills a long long time ago
By a country boy with a guitar and a five-string banjo
They'd sit there on the mountainside and make the valley ring
And people would come from miles around just to hear them play and sing

[Chorus]
They'd drive their buggies into town and climb up on the seat
And then they'd start to sing and play for the people on the street
They'd gather round and clap their hands and set your soul on fire
This country boy with a banjo and an old flat top guitar

[Verse 2]
They'd sing about the old folks, the rivers and the hills
They'd evÐµn tell the stories of thÐµ old moonshine stills
They made the people laugh and cry, it's the biggest sound by far
This country boy with a banjo and an old flat top guitar

[Chorus]
They'd drive their buggies into town and climb up on the seat
And then they'd start to sing and play for the people on the street
They'd gather round and clap their hands and set your soul on fire
This country boy with a banjo and an old flat top guitar

[Verse 3]
They came down from the mountains ridin' on the crooked trail
They sang the old high lonesome songs that we love so well
That banjo won't be ringin' with the guitar under this [?]
And big country is here to play and sing for you tonight

[Chorus]
They'd drive their buggies into town and climb up on the seat
And then they'd start to sing and play for the people on the street
They'd gather round and clap their hands and set your soul on fire
This country boy with a banjo and an old flat top guitar

3784. Country Cabin-Itis

Tom T Hall - Country Cabin-Itis

[Verse 1:]
I have been to New York City, I have traveled there in style
It's a big convenient city but there ain't no country miles
I have put my hand inside the hands of men who could not see
What the singing of a bluebird means to me

[Chorus:]
I got that country cabin-itis in my soul
It will comfort me in trouble be, my friend when I am old
I have got to bring my country brothers back into the fold
I got that country cabin-itis in my soul



[Verse 2:]
Old wood burn stove fried chicken warm linoleum on the floor
Sunday preaching Monday cursing and the girl that lives next door
I have done some heavy thinking I have suffered with the load
Just like running barefoot down the gravel road

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
I have known myself when others never knew me much at all
Sometimes it was the gettin' up that hurt more than the fall
I am not concerned with money, I am not concerned with toys
It may tell you Jesus was a country boy

[Chorus][x2]

3785. Country Club - Chords

Country Club
Recorded by Travis Tritt
Written by Catesby Jones and Dennis Lord

C
I took a double take out on the interstate 
       F                      C
When I saw her makin' eyes at me
So I followed her down the clubhouse drive 
         D7               G7
Past the pool on the 18th green
       C
In the parkin' lot I said it's mighty hot 
F                       C
Maybe I could buy you a beer
             F
She said I'm glad you asked 
         C       A7
But I'll have to pass
           D7          G7         C
Cause only members are allowed in here
                                  F
And I said well I'm a member of a country club 
                 C
Country music is what I love
                    G7
I drive an old Ford pickup truck 
                        C
I do my drinkin' from a dixie cup
                     F
Yeah I'm a bona-fide dancin' fool 
                      C
I shoot a mighty mean game of pool
                  G7



At any honky tonk roadside pub 
                  C
I'm a member of a country club
Lord you look so invitin' thought it might be excitin' 
      F                 C
For a woman with a limousine
To go bouncin' around in a beat up truck 
       D7              G7
With a man in wore out jeans
     C
It's five o'clock before Friday night 
F                    C
Here's where the fun begins
         F               D7    G7 A7
So don't worry bout your reputation 
      D7           G7       C
Cause you can tell all your friends
                  F
I'm a member of a country club 
                 C
Country music is what I love
                    G7
I drive an old Ford pickup truck 
                        C
I do my drinkin' from a dixie cup
                     F
Yeah I'm a bona-fide dancin' fool 
                      C
I shoot a mighty mean game of pool
                  G7
At any honky tonk roadside pub 
                  C
I'm a member of a country club
 
                  F
I'm a member of a country club 
                 C
Country music is what I love
                    G7
I drive an old Ford pickup truck 
                        C
I do my drinkin' from a dixie cup
                     F
Yeah I'm a bona-fide dancin' fool 
                      C
I shoot a mighty mean game of pool
                  G7
At any honky tonk roadside pub 
                  C
I'm a member of a country club
 
                  G7
At any honky tonk roadside pub 
                  C
I'm a member of a country club



3786. Country Comfort

Country Comfort
Bernie Taupin / Elton John
Flatt & Scruggs

Soon the pines will be falling everywhere
Village children fight each other for a share
And the 6:09 goes roaring past the creek
Deacon Lee prepares his sermon for next week

I saw grandma yesterday down at the store
Well she's really going fine for eighty four
Well she asked me if sometime I'd fix her barn
Poor old girl she needs a hand to run the farm

And it's good old country comfort in my bones
Just the sweetest sound my ears have ever known
Just an old-fashioned feeling fully-grown
Country comfort's in a truck that's going home

Down at the well they've got a new machine
The foreman says it cuts man-power by fifteen
Yeah but that ain't natural well so old Clay would say
You see he's a horse-drawn man until his dying day

Now the old fat goose is flying cross the sticks
The hedgehog's done in clay between the bricks
And the rocking chair's creaking on the porch
Across the valley moves the herdsman with his torch

3787. Country Gal

Old Crow Medicine Show - Country Gal

The farmin' life is a hell of a life 
You scratch all day. You barely sleep at night 
But when the works all done you know where I'll be found 
High up in the hayloft rollin' around 

Parked in the woodshed saturday night 
Grand Ole Opry by the dashboard light 
Baby's on the bench seat ready to go 
So if you want to have fun, 
Honey lets have a roll in the... 
Hey good-lookin' country gal 
Hey good-lookin' country gal 

Mouse in the corn crib. Pig in a pen 



Pitchforks turn just to circle again 
It's a barnyard two-step, do-si-do 
Raisin' up a ruckus 'til the rooster crows 

Parked in the woodshed saturday night 
Grand Ole Opry by the dashboard light 
Baby's on the bench seat ready to go 
So if you want to have fun, 
Honey lets have a roll in the... 
Hey good-lookin' country gal 
Hey good-lookin' country gal 

Hey good-lookin' country gal 

Hey pretty mama, let the good times roll 
'Cause this ole bird dog's rarin' to go 
Now when it comes to farmin', a-foolin' around 
Let's strike a match and burn the barn down 

Parked in the woodshed saturday night 
Grand Ole Opry by the dashboard light 
Baby's on the bench seat ready to go 
So if you want to have fun, 
Honey lets have a roll in the... 
Hey good-lookin' country gal 
Hey good-lookin' country gal 
Let's have a roll in the... 
Hey good-lookin' country gal

3788. Country Girl

Steve Earle - Country girl
Composer: Steve Earle

She's a country girl young and pretty
She wanna see the world so she headed for the city
She was entertained in all the right places
Knew half of the names and all of the faces

Just a country girl if her daddy could see her now
Just a country girl well you'd never recognize your little angel now

She comes down from way south she talks slow and lazy
When she opened her mouth the city boys went crazy
They fed her pink champagne give her a headache
Cheap cocaine makes her meaner than a rattlesnake

Just a country girl...

Reelin' and a rockin' couldn't get enough
Crawlin' when the sun comes up and payback's hell
There's a bag lady talkin' to her shoppin' cart
Don't you know the scary part is she saw herself



Just a country girl...

3789. Country Girl

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Country Girl

I was raised in the country, that's a natural fact
Food on the table from the garden out back
Everyone working to make the land their own
Red clay crackin' where the silver queen grows

Runnin' with your cousins from yard to yard
Livin' was easy but the playin' was hard
Didn't have much, nothing comes for free
All you needed was your family

I am a country girl
I've been around the world
And every place I've been
Ain't quite nothin' like
Livin' in the South
Oh honey, shut your mouth
I am a country girl
I am a country girl

Biscuits in the morning and gravy too
Fried chicken in the afternoon
Jaw draggin', eatin' sweet potato pie
Takin' half an hour to say goodbye
Blackberry patches scuffin' on by
Sweet Georgia peaches and dandelion wine
The best kind of food is made by hand
The only place to get it is from the land

I am a country girl
I've been around the world
And every place I've been
Ain't got nothin' like
Livin' in the South
Oh honey, shut your mouth
I am a country girl
I am a country girl

All day I dream about a place in the sun
Kinda like where I'm from
With the tall grass blowin' in the breeze
Runnin' barefoot 'round the tall oak tree
All day, I dream about a place I've been
A place where the skin I'm in
Feels like its supposed to be
And anyone around who looks at me says



I am a country girl
I've been around the world
And every place I've been
Ain't got nothin' like
Livin' in the South
Oh honey, shut your mouth
I am a country girl
I am a country girl

Livin' in the south
Oh honey, shut your mouth

I was born in the country, that's a natural fact
On these long city days I wanna look back
See tobacco fields a row after row
Red clay a crackin' where the silver queen grows

3790. Country Girl - Chords

Country Girl  
recorded by Dottie West                   
[3/4 time]   
written by Red Lane and Dottie West
 
C     G7                   C      D7    G7
I was born a country girl  I will die a country girl
   C                F
My world is made of blue skies and sunshine 
C                F           C      G7         C
Green fields and butterflies I'm so glad I'm a country girl
           G7
Birds sing good morning country girl 
 C                 D7          G7
And I sleep to the sounds of a whippoorwill
C                   F
My day is made with puppies and kittens 
G7          F       C      G7         C
Meadows and daisies I'm so glad I'm a country girl
 
G7                                                   C
Running over hills playing in the woods free breezes blowing
G7                                                           C
Honey bees swarming blackbirds a flying wonder where they're going
                                                          G7
Picking stick-me-tights off my gain and dress darkness is falling
                                                             C
Fire wood to carry eggs to gathering supper's ready mother's calling
 
      G7                   C      D7    G7
I was born a country girl  I will die a country girl
   C                F
My world is made of blue skies and sunshine 



C                F           C      G7         C
Green fields and butterflies I'm so glad I'm a country girl
           G7
Birds sing good morning country girl 
 C                 D7          G7
And I sleep to the sounds of a whippoorwill
C                   F
My day is made with puppies and kittens 
G7          F       C      G7         C
Meadows and daisies I'm so glad I'm a country girl

3791. Country Girls - Chords

Country Girls
Recorded by John Schneider
Written by Troy Seals and Eddie Setser

C                    Am
I've been to California 
          F              C
Where the ladies look so fine
     F                  C
They take a long-haired country boy 
Dm                  G7
And softly bend his mind

     C                Am
Made love in New York City 
           F                 C
Where they dress in silk and pearls
    F                            C
But Lord I swear there's nothing anywhere
       Dm            G7      C
That's better than a country girl

      F                                     C
Cause country girls are sweeter than Tupelo honey
    G7                                        C
And country girls are warmer than the Georgia sun
     F
They know how to touch you they know how to love you
                           C
Take you right out of this world
Am     G7        F        G7      C
I'm so glad that God made country girls

                      Am
There's women in Chicago 
         F                   C
In their high rise penthouse rooms
Am                      F
With fine champagne and other things 
          Dm                G7



You could drown in their perfume

    C                         Am
But I'll take a night down in Mobile 
     F                      C
Just looking out across the bay
       F                  C
With a country girl lying next to me 
Dm        G7     C
Taking my breath away

Repeat #3

     Am     G7        F        G7      C
Yeah I'm so glad that God made country girls

3792. Country Hall Of Fame - Chords

Country Hall Of Fame

G 
I was roaming around in Nashville in the state of Tennessee
 D7 C G 
For I love that country music it's as soulful as can be

I have gathered their records for I cherish every name
 D7 G 
So I found myself a-standing in the Country Hall Of Fame
 
My heart beats somewhat faster as I walk in thru the door
 D7 C G 
For I heard the sound of voices I had often heard before

A happy kind of sadness brought a teardrop to my eye
 D7 G 
Now I'll tell you what I saw there and I'm sure that you'll see why
 
Jimmie Rodger's railroad letters and his faithful old guitar
 D7 C G 
I could hear that old Blue Yodel coming from somewhere afar

Roy Acuff in Bronze likeness with the great Fred Rose his friend
 D7 G 
And I heard that Wabash Cannonball somewhere around the bend
 
The guitar of Eddy Arnold memories of Cattle Call
 D7 C G 
Chet Atkins will be with him When The Works All Done This Fall

From the Autoharp of Maybelle Wildwood Flower seemed to ring
 D7 G 
Riley Puckett and Gid Tanner how they all could pick and sing
 



I could hear George Hay announcing as I stood there in the room
 D7 C G 
I could hear Tex Ritter singing his classic song High Noon

Minnie Pearl so glad to be there and Hank Snow keeps Moving On
 D7 G 
May the Lord bless those still living and the ones who join His throne
 
Cowboy Copas Hawkshaw Hawkins Gentleman Jim and Patsy Cline
 D7 C G 
Rod Brasfield Ira Louvin these stars will always shine

Ernest Tubb the great Red Foley and Hank Williams bless his name
 D7 C
Though some are gone they'll live forever in the Country Hall Of Fame

3793. Country Honk

Country Honk

Verse 1:
I'm sittin' in a bar tippling a jar in Jackson 
And on the street the summer sun it shines 
There's many a bar-room queen 
I've had in Jackson 
But I just can't seem to drink you off my mind 

Chorus:
It's the honky tonk women 
Gimme, gimme, gimme the honky tonk blues 

Verse 2:
I laid a divorcee in New York City 
I had to put up some kind of a fight 
The lady she all dressed me up in roses 
She blew my nose and then she blew my mind

Repeat Chorus:

It's the honky tonk women 
Gimme, gimme, gimme the honky tonk blues 

It's the honky tonk women 
Gimme, gimme, gimme the honky tonk blues 
It's the honky tonk women 
Gimme, gimme, gimme the honky tonk blues

3794. Country In My Genes



Country In My Genes
The Broken Circle Breakdown Bluegrass Band

Well, they say that I'm too country the way I look and sound
They wanna make me over just a little more uptown
Say I need to change my image, now tell me what that means
Don't they know I've got country in my genes

I can't help the way I talk, I wouldn't change it if I could
Sophisticated ain't my style, but country fits me good
And I ain't ashamed for wearing what's been handed down to me
Oh Lord, I've got country in my genes

I got country in my genes
Country in my blood
It goes back generations
It's something I'm proud of
It's something I was born with
What you get is what you see
I'm just an old hillybilly with a bluegrass song to sing
Oh Lord, I've got country in my genes

If country's hit the big time, me I'm still the same
And I ain't above my raisin't and I ain't about to change
I wouldn't trade my Wranglers for the finest gabardine
Oh Lord, I've got country in my genes

I got country in my genes
Country in my blood
It goes back generations
It's something I'm proud of
It's something I was born with
What you get is what you see
I'm just an old hillybilly with a bluegrass song to sing
Oh Lord, I've got country in my genes
Oh Lord, I've got country in my genes

3795. Country Is

Country Is - Tom T Hall

Country is sittin' on the back porch listen to the whippoorwills late in the day
Country is mindin' your business helpin' a stranger if he comes your way
Country is livin' in the city knowin' your people knowin' your kind
Country is what you make it country is all in your mind

[ guitar ]

Country is workin' for a living thinkin' your own thoughts lovin' your town
Country is teachin' your children find out what's right and stand your ground
Country is a havin' the good times listen to the music singing your part
Country is walkin' in the moonlight country is all in your heart



3796. Country Music All Around The World - Chords

Country Music All Around The World
Recorded by Roy Drusky
Written by Ted Harris

C                   G7
Country music's all around the world
                                    C
I've heard it play in every foreign land
                              F
The universal language of the universe
G7                       C
Somethin' everybody understands
                               G7
I never let no sand get in the shoes of mine
                                     C
I've spent my life just ramblin' all around
                                    F
But I always felt at home no matter where I went
      G7                          C
Cause everybody plays the country sound
                                G7
One springtime in Alaska just a few years back
                                           C
As I mushed my team of Huskies through the snow
                                F
Another dogsled passed me doing ninety five
       G7                          C
He was headin' for a country music show
repeat #1
                                G7
I was over in ol' Moscow when I heard about
                                     C
There's a man you know that recently retired
                                        F
They caught him in the henhouse with an ole guitar
G7                            C
Playin' country music got him fired
                              G7
Across the sea in Germany one sunny day
                                    C
I watched a man a paddlin' down the Rhine
                      F
Poor ol' man he never saw that waterfall
       G7                             C
He was singin' somethin' bout a sweet Fraulein
Repeat #1
G7                       C
Somethin' everybody understands



3797. Country Music Got A Hold On Me - Chords

Country Music Got A Hold On Me Live 
Kenny Vaughan & Marty Stuart
 
[Verse]
A
Country Music got a hold me
D
It bit me in the worst degree
E
When I was little heard a fiddle or a steel guitar
A     N.C.
I started hoppin and a boppin like a man from Mars
A
Country music got a hold on me
D
It's an affliction that won't let me be
E
It's a certain fact that's plain to see
                              A
Country music got a hold on me
D                                           A
When I turned eighteen I joined a Hillbilly band
E                        A
Rocked every joint from Maine to Alabam
D                               A
Now people they're a comin from miles around
   B                             E
Wanna hear me play that country sound
A
Country music made me what I am
D
Lord I'm a take-off pickin guitar man
E
When I'm rockin and a rollin I'm a sight to see
                               A
Country music got a hold on me
 
[Solo 1]
A A A A   D   E E E E
A A A A   D   E E E E
 
[Verse]
D                           A
Well I got my guitar but I love my girl
    E                        A
My hillbilly princess really sets my heart a whirl
D                                       A
Buts she's meaner than the Devil when I gotta go away
B                       E
I got another show to play
A



Country music got a hold of my soul
D
I can't stop now
 
Lord I'm on a roll
E
One thing in life holds a guarantee
                              A
Country music got a hold on me
 
[Solo 2]
A A A A   D   E E E E
A A A A   D   E E E E
 
[Solo 3]
A A A A   D   E E E E
A A A A   D   E E E E

3798. Country Music In My Soul - Chords

Country Music In My Soul
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Bobby Bond

C
I've been travelin' the highways 
        F
With my guitar for so long
                                  C
Shakin' hands and meetin' lots of folks
                             F
Livin' my life my way with a handshake and a song
                                 G7
Not carin' much if I was rich or broke
      C               F           C  F
Cause there's country music in my soul 
C      F             D7            G7
Simple music for the young and the old
     C               G7    C               F
I'll keep on singin' songs keep on keepin' on
      C               G7          C
Cause there's country music in my soul
                           F
I met a man in Illinois he came to hear my show
                                      C
Brought his wife and all his fourteen kids
                          F
Why he took the trouble I swear I'll never know
                                      G7
But I'd gave them everything I had to give
repeat #2
                                   F
When the final curtain falls and I go meet the Lord



                                        C
And He asks me what I think I'd like to do
                                F
I'll humbly request He seat the people on the floor
                                 G7
I'd kinda like to sing 'em all a tune
      C               F           C  F
Cause there's country music in my soul 
C      F             D7            G7
Simple music for the young and the old
     C               G7    C               F
I'll keep on singin' songs keep on keepin' on
      C               G7          C  F
Cause there's country music in my soul
C       G7          C  F
Country music in my soul
C       G7          C
Country music in my soul

3799. Country Music, I'm Talking to You

Country Music, I'm Talking to You
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
It's not about the claims you make
True tales or what's at stake
I smell business in everything you do
I wasn't surprised but it made me sick
How you turned your back on the Dixie Chicks
While waving that old Red White and Blue

[Chorus 1]
Country music, I'm talking to you
Country music, I'm talking to you
I don't love you like I used to do
Sad to say but I'm afraid it's true
You left me, man, I didn't leave you
Sunday morning comin' down
Would not be on your radio now
It's more about having rum drinks by the pool
Yeah you treat us like we're all a bunch of fools
Country music, I'm talking to you
I'm talking to you

[Verse 2]
Well I don't care if you go to church
Or if you're on some kind of other search
And I sure don't care who out-countrys who
I want songs that make me feel
Something new and true and real
Not just touching bases
All safe and cute



Yeah

[Chorus]
Country music, I'm talking to you
Country music, I'm talking to you
I don't love you like I used to
Sad to say but I'm afraid it's true
You left me I didn't leave you
Sunday morning comin' down
Would not be on your radio now
Winded raw and edgy somehow lose its cool
And would you send me an Hal Ketchum, 
and Mary Gauthier, and Fred Eaglesmith, 
and Malcolm Holcombe, and Monkey Wilson, 
the latest rules
Hey country music, I'm talking to you
Country music I'm talking to you
Country music I'm talking to you
I'm talking to you
That's right

3800. Country Nation

Brad Paisley - Country Nation 

We work in the factories and the fields
Assembly lines and coal mines and the steel mills
That's what we do but there's more to us than that
If you wanna know who we are, it's on the logos of our caps
We're mountaineers, volunteers
We're the tide that rolls, we're Seminoles
We're the herd, the long steer
We drive Ford and Chevrolet
Cheer 24 and 88
We crank up our music Friday nights
On two thousand country stations
Yeah, we're one big country nation, that's right
We might fix your water pump, and your AC
Bring your apple pie, and fill your glass of tea
Take that FedEx package to your door
But underneath that apron or that uniform
We're Wild Cats, Wolverines
We're Tigers, Buckeyes, Bruins
Bulldogs, Hogs and Hurricanes
We pray before we race
Cheer 14 and 48
We drink ice cold beer on Friday nights
Yeah, we're one big country nation, that's right
We're all across the map
Down city streets and old dirt roads
We're the fabric of this nation
And we're a nation on our own
We're mountaineers, volunteers



Blue Devils, Heels n' Rebels
Fightin' Irish and Cavaliers
We soup up our Chevrolets
Cheer 24 and 88
And we crank up the same songs Friday night
On two thousand country stations
Yeah, we're one big country nation, that's right

3801. Country Pie

Norman Blake - Country Pie
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

[Verse 1]
Just like old Saxophone Joe
When he's got the hogshead up on his toe
Oh me, oh my
Love that country pie

[Verse 2]
Listen to the fiddler play
When he's playin' 'til the break of day
Oh me, oh my
Love that country pie

[Verse 3]
Raspberry, strawberry, lemon, and lime
What do I care?
Blueberry, apple, cherry, pumpkin, and plum
Call me for dinner, honey, I'll be there

[Verse 4]
Saddle me up my big white goose
Tie me on her and turn her loose
Oh me, oh my
Love that country pie

[Verse 5]
I don't need much, that ain't no lie
Ain't runnin' any race
Give to me my country pie
I won't throw it up in anybody's face

[Verse 6]
Shake me up that old peach tree
A'Little Jack Horner got nothin' on me
Oh me, oh my
Love that country pie



3802. Country Pride - Chords

Country Pride
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Dale Morris and Jim Sahnger

C                                         F                 C
Did you ever see the winter skies through cracks in bedroom walls
                                         G7
From a bed you slept on sideways to make room
          C                              F                 C
For three brothers and your sister under blankets thin and small
                      G7                        C
And you prayed to God make springtime come real soon
                                       F                  C
In the morning you would hit the floor before the rooster crows
                                                   G7
Then you'd feel the flash of cold run through your veins
       C                                     F                C
On the way down to the schoolhouse you would curse the winter snow
                           G7                C
Cause you have no boots to stop the freezing pain
        G7  C         F
Country pride country pride 
        C                            G7
You may leave there but you carry it inside
           F                                  C
There's no man this side of heaven who should ever try to hide
                                       G7                 C
That he made his way in this old world because of country pride
                                             F         C
Momma fixed our lunch the best she could but never had enough
                                          G7
To feed growing kids with hungry in their eyes
       C                             F                     C
But we always seemed to make it even though the times were tough
                          G7             C
We were country folks and we had country pride
Repeat #3
                                       G7                 C
That he made his way in this ole world because of country pride

3803. Country Radio

Country Radio
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - Country Radio

[Verse 1]
Well, country music died in a nine-to-five
Or at least, I think so
And my mother's kitchen drawers used to stick
And now they roll
The new washing machine upsets the dog



And I can't seem to find the songs
That I used to love on the old country radio

[Verse 2]
Now always listen to your weather stone
When it's wet, it rains, and when it's cold, it snows
This new gosh-dang telephone
Seems to keep me from my friends
But I'll take some comfort in the bliss
That in true love, there comes a kiss
Or at least that's what I'm told on the old country radio

[Chorus]
Old country radio
Won't you sing mR an old time song?
Sing it all night long
Old country radio

[Verse 3]
Now I can't seem to beat the timRs
I tried to slow down but my email's crying
Keep my thumb on the throbbing pulse
Of modern you must do
But this old world, it ain't so bad
With the banjos and fiddles and the love we have
Take a deep old prayer for that there country radio

[Chorus]
Old country radio
Won't you sing me an old time song?
Sing it all night long
Old country radio

3804. Country Road - Chords

Dolly Parton - Country Road 

Intro : C F G C F G
C G 
Saw you turnin' down main street
F C
in your big, black fancy car
F C 
You were dressed up fit to kill,
F C G
with a pretty girl on your arm
C G
You spun around and you headed up town
F C
Where the neon lights all shine
F C
Left me choking in a cloud of dust
G C



You never pay me no mind

Chorus:
C 
You're livin' in the fast lane
F C
I guess I'm just too slow
F C
I never wore silk or fancy furs
 G
Just plain ole calico
 C
I'll never be a fast lane lover
 F C
And they're the only kind you take up town
F C
I am just a country road
G C
That you keep turnin' down

Intro guitare : C F G

C G
If you ever hit a dead end street
F C
If it's love that you're looking for
F C
You can always turn around
F C G
And beat a path right to my door
C G
Do I have to draw you a map
F C
You seem to know your way around
F C
So when you're tired of spinnin' your wheels
G C
Baby, we can go to town

Repeat Chorus
Repeat Chorus

3805. Country Roads

Take Me Home Country Roads
Bill Danoff / Taffy Nivert / John Denver
Emmylou Harris - Osborne Brothers

Almost heaven west Virginia
Blue Ridge Mountains Shenandoah river
Life is old there older than the trees
Younger than the mountains blowin' like a breeze



Country roads take me home
To the place I belong
West Virginia mountain momma
Take me home country roads

All my memories gather round her
Miner's lady stranger to blue water
Dark and dusty painted on the sky
Misty taste of moonshine teardrop in my eyes

Country roads take me home
To the place I belong
West Virginia mountain momma
Take me home country roads

I hear a voice in the morning how she calls me
The radio reminds me of my home far away
Drivin' down the road I get a feelin'
That I should been home yesterday, yesterday

Country roads take me home
To the place I belong
West Virginia mountain momma
Take me home country roads

Country roads take me home
To the place I belong
West Virginia mountain momma
Take me home country roads
Take me home country roads
Take me home country roads

3806. Country Singer - Chords

Country Singer
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Jimmie Morris

C            F            C
I just wanna be a country singer
                F          G7
I don't care to be a super star
        C        F                 C
There's too many stars up there in heaven
F            G7                  C
I just wanna sing and play on my guitar
 
F                               C
I don't claim to be a space age cowboy
                               G7
I couldn't pretend to be there anyway
C            F            C
I just wanna be a country singer



    F              G7             C
And raise a little cane along the way
 
             F              C
All I ask of life is let me live it
                   F              G7
And tell you how I see it now and then
C              F                    C
Without you my dreams would burn to ashes
   F            G7
So open up your heart and soul
                   C
And let me sing to you
 
F                         C
I just wanna be a country singer
                                 G7
Now's the first is where I wanna be
C          F            C
I'd rather be a country singer
     F              G7         C
Than be a space age cowboy any day

3807. Country Squire

Country Squire - Tyler Childers

Well tonight I'm up in Chillicothe
Down-wind from the paper mill
I'm out here spittin' on the sidewalk
Taking in the factory smells
Head and nose[?] she tends to [?] leaning out the window
In the air that gas pipe leak
I wonder if she's cringing at the same time
Thinking pretty thoughts of me

I was up for hours this morning
Pulling traps before I said goodbye
I plan to tan myself a fox hide
And hang it on my darling bride
 Cause they tell me that it's gonna be a big one
And the snow is settin' in
And I don't want her cold while I ain't at home
The way that I have been

Spending my nights in a bar room, Lord
Turnin' them songs into two-by-fours
Dreaming 'bout the day that I'm sitting by the fire
Huddled with my honey in the Country Squire

Well tomorrow we hit the country music highway
On our way to Circleville
We re off to do some weekend warring



While we sing and drink our fill
And when I ain't out playing on my six-string
With the nickels I acquire
I'm trying to fix her up a castle
It's called the Country Squire

It's a twenty-four-foot-long vessel
Measures eight feet wide
It's a fifty-three-year-old camper
It's made to pull behind
And I've gutted to the studs and the rafters
And I'm building back piece by piece
I'm trying to fix her up a temple
My Lady of the [?] Springs

Spending my nights in a bar room, Lord
Turnin' them songs into two-by-fours
Dreaming 'bout the day that I'll sit by the fire
Huddled with my honey in our Country Squire

One day I aim to have myself a family
And a cabin on the hill
And I might have to come off of the highway
To help with the family bills
But when the kids've got a little older
On the day that I retire
I'll take her somewhere warm for the winter
Pulling our Country Squire

Spending my nights in a bar room, Lord
Turnin' them songs into two-by-fours
Dreaming 'bout the day that I'll sit by the fire
Huddled with my honey in our Country Squire
Dreaming 'bout the day that I'll sit by the fire
Huddled with my honey in our Country Squire

3808. Country Star - Chords

Country Star 
Marty Stuart & His Fabulous Superlatives
 
[Intro]
G    C D   C   G
 
[Verse 1]
G
Way back in the beginning
G
On the local radio
G
Heard myself a singin' on a television show
G
Ten minutes later, rodeo came to town



G
Got a job on a buckin' horse
G
Jumpin' up and down
 
 
[Chorus]
Bb         C                    G
Ain't that strange? It's a mystery
      Bb                        A
Just another twenty-four in the three-sixty-five
G#                G
Twenty-four-seven glad to be alive
Bb              A
All I need is a motor in my car
G#           G
Crank it up, hit the road
F            G
Be a country star
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
I was raised by alligators
G
In the Pearl River swamp
G
Started out dancing on a boogie-woogie stump
G
Stump fell in, went to the bottom
G
Fish said "Boys, smoke 'em if ya got 'em"
 
 
[Chorus]
Bb         C                    G
Ain't that strange? It's a mystery
      Bb                        A
Just another twenty-four in the three-sixty-five
G#                G
Twenty-four-seven glad to be alive
Bb              A
All I need is a motor in my car
G#           G
Crank it up, hit the road
F            G
Be a country star
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
C   G   C   D
G
 
 
[Verse 3]
D       G
Fell in love with a woman who was half wildcat



G
Wore a big diamond she stole from Lester Flatt
G
We were gonna get married
G
But the law was on her trail
G
'Stead of honeymoonin' kitty went to jail
 
 
[Chorus]
Bb         C                    G
Ain't that strange? It's a mystery
      Bb                        A
Just another twenty-four in the three-sixty-five
G#                G
Twenty-four-seven glad to be alive
Bb              A
All I need is a motor in my car
G#           G
Crank it up, hit the road
F            G  C  G    C
Be a country star, ooh, ooh
 
 
[Outro]
Gm  C  Gm  C
Gm  C  G

3809. Country Strong

Country Strong 
Carrie Hassler

I know you see me, like some wide eyed dreamer 
That just rolled in off a dusty Midwest bus 
On the outside I look fragile 
But on the inside is something you can't crush 
 
CHORUS :  
'Cause I'm country strong, hard to break  
Like the ground I grew up on 
You may fool me and I'll fall 
But I won't stay down long 
'Cause I m country strong
 
I have weathered, colder winters 
I ve been through summers without a drop of rain 
Push me in a corner and I'll come out fighting 
I may lose, but I'll always keep my faith 
 
Yeah, 
I'm country strong



Oooh,oooh, oooh 
Yeah I'm country strong
Yeah yeah
I'm country strong

3810. Country Sunshine

Country Sunshine  
recorded by Dottie West
written by Dottie West, Bill Davis, Dianne Whiles

You say you love me and its inviting, to go where life is more exciting
But I was raised on country sunshine
I was raised on country sunshine, green grass beneath my feet
Running through the fields of daisies, wading through the creek
You love me and its inviting, to go where life is more exciting
But I was raised on country sunshine
I was raised on country sunshine, I'm happy with the simple things
A Saturday night dance, a picture show and the joy that a bluebird brings
I love you please believe me, I won't want you to ever leave me
But I was raised on country sunshine
There's just something bout the morning that make each day a joy to see
The nighttime brings a peaceful feeling that rests inside of me
I love you please believe me, I won't want you to ever leave me
But I was raised on country sunshine
You love me and its inviting, to go where life is more exciting
But I was raised on country sunshine
Mmm, mmm I was raised on country sunshine
Oh, oh I was raised on country sunshine
Mmm, mmm I was raised on country sunshine

3811. Courage

Courage
Glen Phillips

At the start of the conversation
I didn't have too much to say
I was needing some inspiration
You just got in my way
I took a shot at an easy target
You were too stunned to say anything
You were the unsuspecting martyr
You were not the most dangerous game

Bring my courage back now
Bring it back to me
I'm tired of being afraid of what I can't change
I want to be living free



Could be that I was mistaken
Or maybe I deceived myself
But it's hard to understand somebody
Doesn't want to understand himself
There's an ocean of unlatched windows
And a world of unlocked homes
The only reason anybody can still feel safe
Is most people still knock on the door

Bring my courage back now
Would you bring it back to me
I'm tired of being afraid of what I can't change
I want to be living free
I don't want to be a prisoner
Bound in these chains
Don't want to be a prisoner
I want to be free again

And though we all return to dust
There's a lot of us in a terrible rush to

By the end of the inquisition
I was brought back from the brink
Torquemada and a couple of friends got together
And all went out for drinks
Left me here in this empty dungeon
While they're living it up downtown
As if they ever even existed
Doesn't make much difference now
Doesn't make much difference now

Gonna take my courage back now
Bring it back to me
I'm tired of being afraid of what I can't change
I want to be living free
I don't want to be a prisoner
Bound in these chains
Slave to my fear
I want to be free again
I want to be free again

Some take the road to Damascus
Some take the road to Hell
I'll take Highway One to the evergreens
And everything will turn out well

3812. Courage For The Road

Courage for the Road
Greensky Bluegrass

[Intro]



One, two, three, four

[Verse 1]
It's proving hard to let go
I didn't think it'd be different, you know
But I want all that's left
Before you take a breath
A little bit of courage for the road
Being tied to you
I guess it gives me something to get through
But then when you're empty
There's nothing left for me
It's the same ending we return to

[Chorus]
But this way we go leads nowhere
This time's different, that's what you always swear
Without you around maybe I can change
If my mind felt clear, maybe I'd be saved
Or empty and missed, unloved and unkissed
I need a little courage for the road

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
How can I know what to feel?
You leave to ignoring what is real
It's such a subtle difference between the fool and fearless
Trade again and left it here

[Chorus]
But this way we go leads nowhere
This time's different, that's what you always swear
Without you around maybe I can change
If my mind felt clear, maybe I'd be saved
Or empty and missed, unloved and unkissed
I need a little courage for the road

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
I need a little courage for the road
Courage for the road

[Verse 3]
The moment lies like it cares
It leaves me faulted and under-prepared
To deal with what comes next, the shame and emptiness
Knowing better but choosing to fail

[Chorus]
But this way we go leads nowhere
This time's different, that's what you always swear
All these faults, these mistakes are mine to bear
Without you around maybe I can change
And if my mind felt clear, maybe I'd be saved
Or empty and missed, unloved and unkissed



Too broken from this and unable to dismiss
I need a little courage for the road
Courage for the road

3813. Courage Of Love

Jerry Jeff Walker - Courage of Love

A love for others shouldn't lack in courage
Or shadows thicked in anger hold you down
Your love is always traveling there beside you
With the strength to turn this world around
In your mind you're free and love can blossom
In solitude you cultivate its range
You have in sight a life all men have dreamed of
You seek to make it happen in your days
On the street you meet with strung emotions
You've more respect for him than he himself
Your open gift of love for him's confusing
But love transcends while hatred fools itself
The way you live each thought is how you're moving
The direction of your dreams is where you go
The courage of your love to have importance
Is all you really need or have to show
A love for others shouldn't lack in courage
Or shadows thicked in anger hold you down
Your love is always traveling there beside you
With the strength to turn this world around

3814. Courage To Go Home - Chords

Courage To Go Home
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Jack Lebsock

C                            F
Here I sit all alone in this barroom
    C                             G7
Any other Friday night I would be home
      C
But I nearly lost my whole week's check 
     F
On a horse named Can't-Go-Wrong
     C                    G7            C
No I don't think I've the courage to go home
       F
For my little girl's been waiting 
         C                          G7
For that new dress with pretty bows



      C                  Am
And I promised Johnny he could 
          D7             G7
Spend the evening at the show
       C
Not to mention my sweet Mary 
         F
Could be worried sick cause I'm still gone
     C                    G7            C
No I don't think I've the courage to go home
                                               F
I left that track with just five dollars in my pocket
     C                                     G7
Just enough to drown my troubles I've been told
           C
But if the strength I'm needin' 
                     F
Don't come from this bottle that I hold
        C                G7            C
I don't think I have the courage to go home
Repeat #2
                          G7            C
No I don't think I've the courage to go home

3815. Court of Love - Chords

Court of Love

Chorus
F Bb F 
Don't tell me you love me When you know it ain't true
 C 
I'm tired of the cheatin and things that you do-oo
F Bb F 
Don't tell me your sorry when you know it's a lie
 Bb C F 
Just pack your bags and hit the road Don't even say goodbye
 C Bb F 
In the court of love the jury's back and the verdict has come in
 C Bb C
The evidence against you says your case was mighty thin
 F Bb F 
The judge gave his decision and he said that I'd be free
 C F 
So you'll spend a lifetime a lifetime without me.

Chorus
 C Bb F 
There a long black train a waiting just to take you down the line
 C Bb C 
To a prison full of broken hearts that's where you do your time
 F Bb F
Your in my pass I'm free at last I'm starting to do



 C F
Stay in your cell where lonesome dwells say hello to the blues

Chorus

3816. Cousin Caterpillar

The Incredible String Band - Cousin Caterpillar 

My cousin has great changes coming
One day he'll wake with wings
My cousin has great changes coming
One day he'll wake with wings

Cousin caterpillar
Seven pairs of legs for you
My cousin caterpillar
Can you tell me just what they do?

Well, all that I can say is that they seem to help some way
To pull my little body along, pull my little body along
Well first I didn't know their use but worrying you only lose
So I said I love you and I love what you do, come on do your thing

My cousin as you see takes his changes easily
Oh happy we, could we take each change so easily?
Then all that we would say is that it seem to help some way
To pull our little bodies along, to pull our little bodies along
[Incomprehensible] do your thing

My cousin has great changes coming
One day he'll wake with wings

3817. Cover Girl

Brad Paisley - Cover Girl 

Page three of the canyon tribune
There's a story about the fair and a picture of you
In black and white, blue ribbon, best damn shoes
Already know what happens now
The editor of Vogue rolls through town
Sees that picture, tracks you down, and
Next thing you know
They're gonna put you on the cover girl
You outshine them other girls
And everybody will discover girl
What I already know
That there ain't another girl anywhere in the whole world



As pretty as you, the only trouble girl is that you have to go
And roll your cover girl
Four long secrets out and there's paparazzi outside your house
And peace and quiet are gone now
That's the thing of the past
Red carpet, you're looking hot
And I think I'm too but I guess I'm not
'Cause it's hey, hey Paisley, get out of the shot
As the cameras flash
They're gonna put you on the cover girl
You outshine them other girls
And everybody will discover girl
What I already know
That there ain't another girl anywhere in the whole world
As pretty as you, the only trouble girl is that you have to go
And roll your cover girl

3818. Covered Bridges

Kitchen Dwellers - Covered Bridges

I woke up this morning with yesterday's cold pot of coffee
I stare out my window and wonder, "Where is she now?"
Crumbled up papers that lay in a pile beside me
I can't seem to find the right words to write down

To write down
To wirte down
To write down
To write down

We fell like old covered bridges
The kind I'm pining to burn
Scattered along this highway
For fools like me to learn
I'm going up Green Mountain
Where nobody feels alone
An angel left behind me
And I'm not coming home

Like coal that fires thR furnace to keep us from freezing
Like the dam that blocks thR river but brings us light
All the choices we make, we know that we make for a reason
And everything we build with fire comes back with time

Back with time
Back with time
Back with time
Back in time

We fell like old covered bridges
The kind I'm pining to burn
Scattered along this highway



For fools like me to learn
I'm going up Green Mountain
Where nobody feels alone
An angel left behind me
And I'm not coming home
It's cold and grey where she comes from
That's winter in the lowlands
I've seen it from the mountains
With a crisp December sun
It's not to say she don't shine bright
But she had to lift the veil
That shrouded all my worries
And sends me down the well

3819. Cow Puncher Blues

Cow Puncher Blues (Larry W. Jones 10/16/2006) 

Well, I'm an old cow puncher
I'm punchin' those longhorn cows all day
I'm an old cow puncher
I'm punchin' those longhorn cows all day
I got a mean old trail boss
Can't wait to draw my pay
Well, I punch those longhorns, baby
Til that Texas sun goes down
Yeah, I punch those longhorns, baby
Til that Texas sun goes down
But I'm ridin' out now honey
Gonna take my sweet baby to town
Well, these old cow puncher blues
Feel like I got 'em all the time
Yeah, these old cow puncher blues
Feel like I got 'em all the time
But I'm gonna see my sweet Texas baby
Get these old cow punchin' blues off my mind
Well, I'm an old cow puncher
I'm punchin' those longhorn cows all day
I'm an old cow puncher
I'm punchin' those longhorn cows all day
I got a mean old trail boss
Can't wait to draw my pay

3820. Cowboy Bill

Cowboy Bill - Garth Brooks

He told a good story
And all us kids listened



'bout his life on the border
And the way it was then

And we all believed
And when he would finish
We'd ask the old cowboy
To tell 'em again

You could almost hear
Those prairie winds blowing
His saddle a creakin'
'neath his old faded jeans

You could taste the dry dust
From the trail he was ridin'
As he sat there and painted
Those west texas scenes

And the grown-ups would tell us
You boys keep yer distance
That old man's just telling you lies
But to all of us kids
Cowboy Bill was a hero
Just as true
As the blue texas sky.

He told of a time
When he rode with the rangers
Down on the pecos
And he saved the day

Outnumbered by plenty
They were almost to cover
With 30 banditos
Headed their way

He looked back just in time
To see a horse stumble
The captain went down
And Bill pulled up on his reigns

Through a flurry of bullets
He rescued the captain
They rode for the sunset
Just the story remains

And the grown-ups would tell us
You boys keep yer distance
That old man's just telling you lies
But to all of us kids
Cowboy Bill was a hero
Just as true
As the blue texas sky.

Well I still remember
The day that it happened
We waited and we waited



But Bill never showed

The folks at the feed store
Said they hadn't seen him
So we set out for his place
Down on old grist mill road

And we cried when we found him
Lying there with his memories
The old trunk wide open
Things scattered about

He was clutching a badge
That said Texas Rangers
And an old yeller letter
Said "Texas is Proud"

And the grown-ups that told us
You boys keep yer distance
That old man's just telling you lies
Now... they're all saying
Cowboy Bill was a hero
Just as true
As the blue texas sky.

Just as true
As the blue texas sky.

3821. Cowboy Blues - Chords

Cowboy Blues 
Kruger Brothers

[Intro]
D A E A
 
[Verse]
         A                                  E
Have you seen my dusty boots, can't seem to find them anywhere.
           E                            A
Where's my faded denim jacket, that was hangin' by the stairs.
         A                                               D
And what happened to my bandana, and my worn out Stetson hat.
                          A                 E           A
Where are all the true compadres, that this cowboy ever had.
 
[Verse]
       A                           E
And my pipe and my tobacco, my old lighter they're all gone.
        E                               A
Used to give me so much comfort, when a hard day's work was done.
          A                                           D
I miss my pistol and my saddle, and my blanket and my tote.



                         A               E                  A
Where the heck is my old whittler, or my work gloves and my coat.
 
[Chorus]
       E                                 A
Well I promised you my roundup days were over,
      E                            A
And I wouldn't leave you lonely anymore.
      B7                               E
But a part of me is still the same old rover,
         B7                                   E
Don't be surprised to find me sleeping on the floor.
 
[Verse]
          A                          E
Somewhere in somebody's attic, in an old and dusty chest.
      E                                A
The remainders of my old life, you had laid them there to rest.
             A                                                   D
Please don't tell me where to find them, I have much too much to lose.
                          A                  E               A
And don't take it all too serious, when your cowboy gets the blues.
 
[Interlude]
A E A D A E A
 
[Chorus]
       E                                 A
Well I promised you my roundup days were over,
      E                            A
And I wouldn't leave you lonely anymore.
      B7                               E
But a part of me is still the same old rover,
         B7                                   E
Don't be surprised to find me sleeping on the floor.
 
[Verse]
          A                          E
Somewhere in somebody's attic, in an old and dusty chest.
      E                                A
The remainders of my old life, you had laid them there to rest.
             A                                                   D
Please don't tell me where to find them, I have much too much to lose.
                          A                  E               A
And don't take it all too serious, when your cowboy gets the blues.
          D               A                  E               A
And don't take it all too serious, when your cowboy gets the blues.
 
[End]
D A E A

3822. Cowboy Boots



Dierks Bentley - Cowboy Boots

[Verse 1: Dierks Bentley]
They were made to ride and ramble
They were made for desert stars
They ain't broke in 'til they've broken
A few horses and some hearts
Kickin' dust up instead of habits
Got some bad ones they should lose
That's why they call 'em cowboy boots

[Verse 2: Dierks Bentley]
They were made to count a band off
Two-step across the floor
Push down on a throttle
Hide a bottle, kick down doors
They'll make you feel ten feet tall
And cool like Chris LeDoux
That's why thRy call 'em cowboy boots

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley]
Don't be surprised
ThRy got a warning in their name
And the one that's got 'em on
Can't take all the blame
They got a reckless reputation
That they always live up to
That's why they call 'em cowboy boots

[Verse 3: Ashley McBryde]
They were made to crush a beer can
Stomp out a cigarette
They were made to wear 'til they wear out
So I ain't hung mine up yet
They're good at holdin' ground
These ropers ain't got roots
That's why they call 'em cowboy boots

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley & Ashley McBryde]
Don't be surprised
They got a warning in their name
And the one that's got 'em on
Can't take all the blame
They got a reckless reputation
That they always live up to
That's why they call 'em cowboy boots

[Bridge: Dierks Bentley]
They're good at goodbye
Gettin' gone's what they do
I had to learn the hard way
That cowgirls wear 'em too

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley & Ashley McBryde]
Don't be surprised
They got a warning in their name
And the one that's got 'em on
Hey, can't take all the blame



They got a reckless reputation
That they always live up to
Rollin' in just like the wind
And leavin' right out of the blue
Yeah, they always do
That's why they call 'em cowboy boots

3823. Cowboy Boots - Chords

Cowboy Boots
Written and recorded by Dale Watson

C                             F
A Texas night under the Texas moon
      G7                                   C
Women dressed up nice making all the right moves
                                         F
The ones that catch my eye ain't wearing shoes
     G7                                C
Yeah I like my women dancing in cowboy boots
     F                                              C
In a sundress short shorts mini dress or tight blue jeans
     D7                                         G7
In a high top low crop leggin' leather swinging machine 
      C                                      F
I say lordy oh lordy kicking it up like they do
             G7                                     C
Yeah there's nothing like a woman dancing in cowboy boots
                                                  F
Now there ain't nothing wrong with a lady in high heels
         G7                       C
A little Tony Lama momma oh is my ideal 
                                               F
Aw scootin' across the floor like a dream come true
         G7                                       C
Yeah you gotta love a woman dancing in her cowboy boots
     F                                              C
In a sundress short shorts mini dress or tight blue jeans
     D7                                         G7
In a high top low crop leggin' leather swinging machine 
      C                                      F
I say lordy oh lordy kicking it up like they do
            G7                                         C
There ain't nothing like a woman dancing in her cowboy boots
             G7                                            C
Yeah there's something about a woman dancing in her cowboy boots
      G7            C
Yodel lay lo lay le eee



3824. Cowboy Cadillac

Cowboy Cadillac - Garth Brooks

I've never know one better 
She's a real go getter 
If you met her you'd be good as gone 

She's a real red liner 
Likes it all behind her 
She's the kind that keeps you hangin' on 

She's a cowboy's buddy 
Even when she gets muddy 
Lord, she's lovely from her front to back 

So either comin' or goin' 
Know her best sides showin' 
She's my cowboy Cadillac 

She's the perfect picture 
Of the perfect mixture 
'Tween a woman and fine machine 

She's a hard work lover 
A real tough mother 
She's the cover of a magazine 

And I'm happy knowin' 
That what keeps me goin' 
Is what's gonna keep me comin' back 

She's my honkin' tonkin' 
Everything I'm wantin' 
Cowboy Cadillac 

She loves to haul them cattle 
All my ropes and saddle 
And it doesn't matter work or play 

If it's a mountain 
She can crawl it 
If it's hay 
Then she can haul it 
She's the last one to call it a day 

Every cowboy loves her 
Lord, they all dream of her
Oh and brother, don't they all react 

At the end of the evening 
When they see my leaving 
With my cowboy Cadillac 

She's the perfect picture 
Of the perfect mixture 
'Tween a woman and fine machine 



She's a hard work lover 
A real tough mother 
She's the cover of a magazine 

And I'm happy knowin' 
That what keeps me goin' 
Is what's gonna keep me comin' back

She's my honkin' tonkin'
Everything I'm wantin'
Cowboy Cadillac

She's my honkin' tonkin'
Everything I'm wantin'
Cowboy Cadillac

3825. Cowboy Christmas - Chords

Cowboy Christmas 
Terri Clark feat. Ricky Skaggs
 
INTRO:
           G  G  C  C  G  G  D  G  G
E ---------3-
B ---------0-
G ---------0-
D -------0-0-
A ---0-2---2-
E -3-------3-
 
 
VERSE:
  G                          C            G
Away in a manger that's the song that he hums
          G                                         D
Pitchin' hay for the cattle and he's got horses to run
     G                         C
The snow on the pines is like tinsel that shines
         G                   D           G  G
There's work to be done, but he doesn't mind
 
 
CHORUS:
     Em                    D         C      G
His Christmas lights are stars in a Montna sky
 G                                          D   D
His Christmas cookies are ham biscuits he fried
    G                                   C
No stockings by his fire, just his ole cattle dog Gus
         G                            D            G  G
A glass raised to his Maker that's a cowboy Christmas
 



 
VERSE:
   G                      C              G
A strong cup of coffee, beans and corn bread
    G                                  D
No visions of sugarplums dance in his head
       G                          C
Just dreams of an old love they twirl and they spin
     G                             D          G  G
What he wouldn't give if he could hold her again
 
 
CHORUS:
 Em                  D              C           G
Barbed wire wrapped fencepost like garland on trees
    G                                           D  D
No mistletoe, no sweetheart, no presents he'll see
          G                            C
Just the warmth of a fire and his ole cattle dog Gus
         G                            D            G  G
A glass raised to his Maker that's a cowboy Christmas
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
G  G  C  C  G  G  D  G  G
 
 
VERSE:
     G                         C              G
The doggies are sleeping, the wind's whining low
      G                                       D
It's time to bed down but in the firelight's glow
   G                        C
He opens his Bible the one his mama gave
            G                 D             G  G
Reads the story of Jesus born on Christmas day
 
 
CHORUS:
     Em                    D         C       G
His Christmas lights are stars in a Montana sky
 G                                          D   D
His Christmas cookies are ham biscuits he fried
    G                                   C
No stockings by his fire, just his ole cattle dog Gus
         G                            D            G  G
A glass raised to his Maker that's a cowboy Christmas
 
               G                         D            G  G
He'll tip his hat to his Maker that's a cowboy Christmas
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL/OUTRO:
G  G  C  C  G  G  D  G   G



3826. Cowboy Church - Chords

Cowboy Church
Recorded by Red Steagall
Written by Red Steagall and Luke Reed

C                      F
Lord I'm just a cowboy and you know cowboy ways 
C                                     D7            G7
You probably look at guys like me the way I look at strays 
C
You know the kind that wonder off 
F                      C
Away from all the herd I was truly lost myself 
G7                C
Until I found the word 
   F                   G7
My church is the great out of doors 
C
My song is natures sound 
    F           C
The sky is my cathedral 
   D7           G7
My alter is the ground 
    F               G7
You must be fond of mavericks 
      C                     F
Cause you made  em wild and free 
                       C
So I know you've got a place up there 
    G7               C
For old cowboys like me 
                                   
Don't think that I don't love you 
F
Because I'm not herd bound 
C
Its just that I'm uncomfortable 
     D7          G7
With other folks around 
  C
I know You're all around me 
F
I see you every day 
C
Its just that I don't go to church 
G7                 C
Where other people pray 
   F                   G7
My church is the great out of doors 
C
My song is natures sound 
F               C



The sky is my cathedral 
   D7           G7
My alter is the ground 
     F               G7
You must be fond of mavericks 
      C                     F
Cause you made  em wild and free 
                       C
So I know you've got a place up there 
    G7               C
For old cowboys like me 
    F               G7
You must be fond of mavericks 
      C                     F
Cause you made  em wild and free 
                       C
So I know you've got a place up there 
    G7               F C  G7  C
For old cowboys like m-e

3827. Cowboy Dream - Chords

Cowboy Dream - Chords
Robert Earl Keen

D                              G                 D
 Hot coffee on the dash board a cold front on the way
 D                          G        A7
 Last night I was in Oregon tomorrow Santa Fe
 D                               G             A7
 Up for two days runnin' and I'm feelin' tired inside
 D...                       G           A7    D
 Down to my last dollar but tonight I'm gonna ride

 Chorus:

        G              D
 Silver spurs and gold tequilla
               G               D
 You know they keep me hangin' on
        D...
 Pretty girls in old cantinas
         G                A7
 Give me shelter from the storm
     G                D
 The mile that I have traveled
     G             D
 the places I have seen
            D...
 Just won't let me put a saddle
         G     A7     D
 On this crazy cowboy dream



 A gold watch in my pocket that my daddy gave to me
 He spemt his lifetime working for a home and family
 I call him on the phone sometimes, I see him when I can
 Just long enough to check the binds and jump the fence again

 CHORUS:

 Bridge:
 And I'll never put a saddle on this crazy...
 Cowboy dream

 CHORUS:

 This song has a really good base line on some of the D chords.  I've
indicated them with D...  It goes like this.

   D...            G   A7  D
 E/--2---2---2---2-/--3---0---2--/
 B/--3---3---3---3-/--3---2---3--/
 G/--2---2---2---2-/--0---0---2--/
 D/0---------------/--0---2-0----/
 A/----4---2---0---/----0--------/
 E/----------------/3------------/

3828. Cowboy Jack

Cowboy Jack - Carter Family

He was just a lonely cowboy
With a heart so brave and true
He learned to love a maiden
With eyes of heaven's own blue

They learned to love each other
And named their wedding day
When a quarrel came between them
And Jack he rode away

He joined a band of cowboys
An tried to forget her name
But out on the lonely prairie
She waits for him the same

One night when work was finished
Just at the close of day
Someone said sing a song Jack
Twill drive those cares away

When he reached the prairie
He found a new made mound
His friends they sadly told him
They'd laid his loved one down



They said as she was dying
She breathed her sweetheart's name
And asked them with her last breath
To tell him when he came

Your sweetheart waits for you Jack
Your sweetheart waits for you
Out on the lonely prairie
Where the skies are always blue

3829. Cowboy Jack Clement's Waltz

Todd Snider - Cowboy Jack Clement's Waltz

[Verse 1]
Ain't nothin' wrong with
A waltz as long
As everyone's playing it right
Read all about it
In the Three-Quarter Times
No comet ever burned half-as-bright

[Chorus 1]
Cowboy Jack Clement
Believe you me
Sharp as a tack piano key
This town will never be the same now that he's gone

[Verse 2]
In spite of what all of
These experts may say
These experts, they're often times wrong
It shouldn't take more than
Three or four minutes
To record your number one song

[Chorus 2]
Cowboy Jack Clement
I guarantee
Sharp as a tack piano key
This town will never be the same now that he's gone
But there's still a little bit of shaking going on

[Spoken]
I mean, that, that's about as good as I'm gonna be able to do that probably

3830. Cowboy Pride



Cowboy Pride
Recorded By Michael Martin Murphey
Written By Ian Tyson

Well, I'm writing you this letter
And it's a long time overdue
You're thinkin' "Just mind your own business"
I wouldn't blame you if you do
You know our range is gettin' smaller
Hear you're all busted up inside
But it ain't the Broncos that'll kill you
It's just that damned old cowboy pride
Cowboy pride can always get a man through
But cowboy pride will make a fool of you
Good women are hard to find
I'm talkin' about the faithful kind
I hear you're running with that waitress
And she's under age and wild
You know your wife's the best there is, fella
Would you move in with that child?
She stuck with you through the hard times
Think of all the nights she cried
Will she be another victim
Of that same old cowboy pride

Guess it's time to close my letter
It's just somethin' that I had to do
You know I made the same mistake once
Before she fell in love with you
So go home to your wife and family
It's time to put the past aside
So you don't end up like me now
Nothin' left but cowboy pride
Cowboy pride can always get a man through
But cowboy pride will make a fool of you
Good women are hard to find
I'm talkin' about the faithful kind
Don't end up like me now
With nothin' left but cowboy pride

3831. Cowboy Rides Away

Cowboy Rides Away
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
Last call was an hour ago
Some drinking up and going home
I'm counting you a no-show
So what can I say?

[Chorus]
I ought to be leaving town
Start walking with my head turned down



I can't afford to hang around
For one more day

[Verse 2]
I'm waiting on a used-to-be
I should be flying free
Saint Chris is awaiting me
The rideaway

[Chorus]
I ought to be leaving town
Start walking with my head turned down
I can't afford to hang around
For one more day

[Outro]
I don't even want to stay
And everybody knows that the cowboy rides away

3832. Cowboy Take Me Away

Dixie Chicks - Cowboy Take Me Away

I said, I wanna touch the earth
I wanna break it in my hands
I wanna grow something wild and unruly
I wanna sleep on the hard ground
In the comfort of your arms
On a pillow of blue bonnets
In a blanket made of stars
Oh, it sounds good to me

I said, cowboy take me away
Fly this girl as high as you can into the wild blue
Set me free, oh, I pray
Closer to heaven above and closer to you
Closer to you

I wanna walk and not run
I wanna skip and not fall
I wanna look at the horizon and not see a building standing tall
I wanna be the only one for miles and miles
Except for maybe you and your simple smile
Oh, it sounds good to me
Yes, it sounds so good to me

Cowboy take me away
Fly this girl as high as you can into the wild blue
Set me free, oh, I pray
Closer to heaven above and closer to you
Closer to you

I said, I wanna touch the earth



I wanna break it in my hands
I wanna grow something wild and unruly
Oh, it sounds so good to me

Cowboy take me away
Fly this girl as high as you can into the wild blue
Set me free, oh, I pray
Closer to heaven above and closer to you
Closer to you
Closer to you
Cowboy take me away
Closer to you

3833. Cowboy Up

Vince Gill - Cowboy Up

I'm puttin' on my favorite cowboy boots
Like a crazy bull rider comin' out of the chute
I'm ready for some dancin', maybe too much beer
Little bare-back rubbin's goin' on in here

Hey little cowgirl, leave the Stetson on
Let's cowboy up and down, honey, all night long

She said her name was Levitra Marcantonio
I'm a bare back rider, okie, don't you know?
These frozen margaritas are goin' to my head
I could not believe it when Levitra said

?Hey Mr. Cowboy, come on and take me home
Gonna cowboy up and down, honey, all night long?

All night long, oh, you're comin' on strong
All night long, come on and do me wrong, do me wrong, baby

Hey little cowgirl, leave just your Stetson on
Gonna cowboy up and down, honey, all night long

Hey little cowgirl, leave just your Stetson on
Gonna cowboy up and down till Levitra's gone

3834. Cowboy's Dream No. 19

Cowboy's Dream No. 19
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

I long to go back where the space is wider
To ride on horseback and roll' my' own smokes



Longing to' go back where people seem politer
To' say hello, and evening I'll go

I've been away so long, I think this is the right road
But it's changed so much, I know for sure
Yes, the day will come when I'll be on the right road
I'm saying hello, and evening I'll go

I can send off a letter to 'em but that would leave no surprise
No, I got to wait, wait for that look in their eyes
And I'll sit by the creek where the water runs cool and I know I'll have such a good time
I'm sayin' hello, and evening I'll go

(I can smell the coffee) the coffee brewing
I'll take mine black, you know it's good, it's good to be back
Go on and tell me (how, folks) you folks been doing?
I'm saying hello, and evening I'll go

Hey Bill, won't you tell me when that train does stop?
I want to get off and say hello to a couple of people I think I still know
And I ain't one to mince my words, I'll take a piece of that cake that they make
I can't be late, you got to get what's on the plate

(I can smell the coffee) the coffee brewing
I'll take mine black, you know it's good, it's good to be back
Go on and tell me (how, folks) you folks been doing?
I'm saying hello, and evening I'll go

Hey Bill won't you tell me when that train does stop?
I want to get off and say hello to a couple of people I think I still know and I do-do
And I ain't one to mince my words, I'll take a piece of that cake that they make
I can't be late, you got to get what's on the plate
Yodel-ey-hee-hoo, yodel-ey-hee-hoo
Yodel-ey-hee-hoo, yodel-ey-hee-hoo
I'm saying hello, and evening I'll go

Give me some room, you can't do it too soon

3835. Cowboy's Sweetheart - Chords

Cowboy's Sweetheart
Written and recorded by Patsy Montana 

G
I want to be a cowboy's sweetheart
          A7
I want to learn to rope and ride
          D7
I want to ride o'er the plains and the deserts
                      G
Out west of the great divide
          
I want to hear the coyotes howling



                       C
As the sun sets in the West
                        G    E7
I want to be a cowboy's sweetheart
    A7     D7       G
The life I love the best
I want to ride old paint get him on a run
          A7
I want to feel the wind in my face
  D7
A thousand miles from all the city lights
                     G
Going at a cowhand's pace
I want to pillow my head near the sleeping herd
                                C
While the moon shines down from above
                                G           E7
I want to strum my guitar and a-yodel a dee hee
   A7         D7     G
Oh that's the life I love
Now I have found my cowboy sweetheart
       A7
And he taught me to rope and ride
    D7
And we settled down in a California town
                      G
Out west of the great divide 
Our two little cowgirls had two kids of their own
                              C
That makes me a yodeling grandma 
                                      G           E7
I'm still riding side by side with my cowboy sweetheart
       A7              D7          G
He's a rootin' tootin' cowboy grandpa

3836. Cowboy's Toughest Ride - Chords

Cowboy's Toughest Ride
Recorded by Clay Walker
Written by Kim Williams, Randy Boudreaux, Clay Walker

D7       G
See that cowboy at the bar 
    C                   D7
The one at the end with all the scars
       Am                     C              D7
He got stomped by the meanest bronc in Santa Fe
          G
But if he looks a little down and out 
C                        D7
It ain't that bronc he's thinkin' about
          Am                  D7              G
It's that girl that broke his heart along the way



       C               D7
When a cowboy falls he falls hard 
    G         D7       Em
And sometimes he falls way too far
    Am               C                D7
And you can bet that when he hits the ground
      C               D7
He'll get back up and play the part 
G    D7     Em
Even with a broken heart
      Am                 C             D7
He'll hold the reins and hide the pain inside
Am              D7                G
Love's always a cowboy's toughest ride
D7        G
Girl just listen to me now
C                      D7
I should know what I'm talkin' about
      Am              C                      D7
Cause everything I've learned I learned from you
     G
I've rode some broncs from hell 
C                    D7
And it hurt me every time I fell
        Am                  D7             G
But not half as much as the pain of losing you
repeat #2

3837. Cowboy's Wild Song To His Herd

Cowboy's Wild Song To His Herd - Carter Family

One beautiful night when the moon was full
And the air was crisp and clear
A cowboy lay on the star lit plain
And thought of his home so dear

He thought of his mother he loved so well
And his slumber of sleep was blurred
Not a sound to be heard but throws of the night
As he sang a wild song to his herd

The cattle are lying so quite and still
On a carpet that mantles the west ?
While the golden lanes from the sky of night
Sing peace to the cowboys stress ?

Still he thinks of his mother in a far away land
And his thoughts by his memory was stirred
And he steals himself the old home again
As he sang a wild song to his herd

He's far from the din of the city noise



Where the lanes of folly do shine
He's far from the jaws of the dies sin ?
And the flow of sparkling wine

He's in the great west with its mantle of green
Where his neighbors say never a word
A land of marriage of mountains and plains
Where a cowboy sings low to his herd

3838. Cowboys And Angels

Cowboys and Angels - Garth Brooks

On the eighth day God noticed a problem
For there below Him stood a cowboy alone
Stubborn and proud, reckless and loud
God knew he'd never make it on his own
So God looked out all over creation
And listened as that cowboy prayed
God took passion and thunder
Patience and wonder then He sent down
The best thing that God ever made

Cowboys and angels leather and lace
Salt of the earth meets heavenly grace
Cowboys and angels tested and tried
It's a long way to heaven
And one hell of a ride

Nothin's changed since the dawn of creation
For you will find them together today
And only heaven above them knows why she loves him
But he must be the reason she don't fly away

Cowboys and angels leather and lace
Salt of the earth meets heavenly grace
Cowboys and angels tested and tried
It's a long way to heaven
And one hell of a ride
It's a long way to heaven
And one hell of a ride

3839. Cowboys And Friends

Cowboys And Friends - Garth Brooks

My head is aching, and I'm late for work
There's a girl in the kitchen, and she's wearing my shirt
My buddies are home again, they're threatening to leave



Yes that beer on my nightstand will be breakfast for me

Cause that's how it goes with cowboys and friends
As soon as it's over, it all starts again
That's the way that it should be
Cause that's the way that it's been
Yeah the fun never ends, when the party begins
Cowboys and friends

I've been working all morning, just busting my back
And it's all for a foreman who doesn't know jack
My buddies keep talking, they say we're going out late
Guess that sleep that I'm wanting will just have to wait

Cause that's how it goes with cowboys and friends
As soon as it's over, it all starts again
That's the way that it should be
Cause that's the way that it's been
Yeah the fun never ends, when the party begins
Cowboys and friends

Yeah the party begins where this two lane road ends
Cowboys and friends

3840. Cowboys Don't Cry - Chords

Cowboys Don't Cry
Written and recorded by Eddie Raven   
                    
C                       F                                      C
Shoulda seen it coming  shoulda known you weren't that kind of girl
G7                                                            C
Didn't like the life style  ya didn't understand the cowboy's world
                       F                          C
Lookin' back I wonder  when it was you finally realized 
   G7                                    C
No matter how you hurt me  cowboys don't cry

F             G7            C
Cowboys don't cry they move on
F        G7          C               Am
One more rodeo and a few more broken bones
F        G7              C                 Am
Nothings better than one good eight second ride
F            G7                          C
They win you lose you try  cowboys don't cry

                            F                              C
For me it was a passion for you it was a fashion show each day
G7                                                  C
I was boots and saddles you were double D and Santa Fe
                           F                                  C
But you never said forever so I guess you never did tell me a lie mmmmm



G7                                      C
Honey that still hurts me cowboys don't cry

3841. Cowboys Dream - Chords

Cowboys Dream
Recorded by Rex Allen

G             C            G
Last night as I lay on the prairie
                  A7           D7
And looked at the stars in the sky
    G             C         G
How I wondered if ever a cowboy
      C             D7           G
Would drift to that sweet by and by
        C    A7
Roll on mmm  roll on
D7                          G
Roll on little doggies roll on  roll on
D7   G  C     A7
Roll on ro-ll on
D7                          G
Roll on little doggies roll on
        C    A7
Roll on mmm  roll on
D7                          G
Roll on little doggies roll on  roll on
D7   G  C     A7
Roll on ro-ll on
D7                          G
Roll on little doggies roll on

3842. Cowboys Like Us

Cowboys Like Us
George Strait

I take off time to time
With those crazy friends of mine
Head out on steel horses
With wheels and we ride
We burn up that road
To old Mexico
Blend in with the desert
Just we amigos
And we roll.

Chorus:



Cowboys like us sure do have fun
Racing the wind chasing the sun
Take the long way around back to square one
Today we're just outlaws out on the run
There'll be no regrets no worries and such
Cowboys like us.

We talk about living, babies and women
All that we've lost and all we've been given
We sing about true love, lie about things we ain't done
We drink one more cold one, come morning we get up
And we roll.

Cowboys like us sure do have fun
Racing the wind, chasing the sun
Take the long way around back to square one
Today we're just outlaws out on the run
There'll be no regrets, no worries and such
For cowboys like us.

Cowboys like us sure do have fun
Racing the wind, chasing the sun
Take the long way around back to square one
Today we're just outlaws out on the run
There'll be no regrets, no worries and such
For cowboys like us.

Cowboys like us...

3843. Cowgirl & The Dandy

Dolly Parton - Cowgirl & The Dandy 

In the airport lounge he sat with his cane and durby hat
The grandest man that I had ever seen
Outside the heavy rains had grounded all the planes
So I asked him if he'd like some company
In my rhinestone studded suit and my cowgirl high heel boots
I must have been a site for him to see
But he said pull up a chair as I fumble with my hair
A more unlikely pair you'll never see
I was Mogon David wine he was Chevly fifty-nine
But there we sat the cowgirl and the dandy
He was ski resorts in Aspen and summers in Paris
I was Grand Ole Opry Nashville Tennessee
The cowgirl and the dandy as different as could be
But it seemed so right that rainy night in Tennessee
Then somewhere in between his Harvey's Bristol cream
And the beer that I kept sippin' at his table
We somehow came together for a night of stormy wheater
Now there's a little bit of class in this old cabin
And there's a little bit of country in the dandy
The cowgirl and the dandy...



He was ski resorts in Aspen...

3844. Cowgirl's Saddle

Cowgirl's Saddle - Garth Brooks

Last thing I remember was saying, 
"Hey y'all, watch this." Next thing I know I'm walking toward this light
When a voice from out of nowhere asked this question. 
"Garth, what did you love most in your past life?"
"Well," I said, "it had to be between cowgirls and horses."
And as I wondered which one that I would settle on,
The voice said, "May you be happy with your answer." 
I said, "What answer?" He said, "Watch this." And I was gone.

(CHORUS)
Now I'm back as a cowgirl's saddle
Heaven on Earth for all eternity
Forever in between
Every cowboy's dream
Riding horses, holding rodeo queens

Sew me, show me, throw me in the pickup
Take me, break me, make me what you need
It's safe to say we're made for one another
And you'll never fall if you just stick with me

Fit me, sit me, get me how you want me
Wrap me, SLAP ME, STRAP ME ON YOUR STEED.
Can't believe I'm out here flying with an angel
Oh this afterlife's sure looking up for me

(REPEAT CHORUS)

Loping, roping, hoping that you're happy
Racing, placing, chasing all your dreams
Makes me think if I'd lived life a little better
Would I've come back as a pair of cowgirl jeans

(REPEAT CHORUS)

Every cowboy's dream
You know just what I mean
Riding horses, holding rodeo queens

3845. Cowgirls Heart - Chords

Cowgirls Heart 
Written and recorded by Becky Hobbs



G
I met you at the rodeo in town
                                  Em    C
And loved you on a blanket on the ground
Am                      D7
Underneath the Oklahoma stars
    Am               D7             G
You sure knew how to win a cowgirls heart
We rode down a thousand dusty roads
                          Em  C
I was so in love I didn't know
Am                                      D7
Breaking broncs ain't your only work of art
    Am               D7               G
You sure knew how to break a cowgirls heart
    C                 D7     Bm             Em
And though you're far away I think of yesterday
        C           D7              G
And the crazy way I felt being your girl
          C                D7     Bm        Em
Though it darn near did me in I'd do it all again
  C                                     D7
I wouldn't trade those memories for the world
Repeat #3
  G
I read about you every now and then
                                    Em C
And all the silver buckles that you win
Am                              D7
But I remember how you got your start
    Am               D7             G
You sure knew how to win a cowgirls heart
    Am               D7                G
You sure knew how to win this cowgirls heart

3846. Cowpoke - Chords

Cowpoke
Recorded by Don Walser
Written by David Houston and Tillman Franks

C                               Am
woo hoo doo woo woo hoo ooo woo ooo

C                          F            C
I'm lonesome but I'm happy rich but I'm broke
F                           C          F      Am
And the good Lord knows the reason I'm just a cowpoke
C                         F        C
From Dallas to Austin the ranges I know
F               C           F             Am
I just love the wind no one cares where I go



C                               Am
woo hoo doo woo woo hoo ooo woo ooo

C                    F                  C
I ain't got a cent in these old worn out jeans
F           C             F       Am
Stop eating steaks and go back to beans
C                          F         C
I'll pick up a ten spot in Houston I know
F                C         F     Am
For a-riding the broncs in a big rodeo 

C                               Am
woo hoo doo woo woo hoo ooo woo ooo

C                         F            C
Maybe in the springtime a filly you'll find
F                     C           F         Am
And I might spend all summer with her on my mind
C                         F             C
But I'll never be branded I'll never be broke
F                    C      F        Am
I'm a carefree range riding drifting cowpoke

C                               Am
woo hoo doo woo woo hoo ooo woo ooo

C                          F                C
I'm lonesome but I'm happy I'm rich but I'm broke
F                           C          F      Am
And the good Lord knows the reason I'm just a cowpoke

C                               Am
woo hoo doo woo woo hoo ooo woo ooo

3847. Coyotes

Richard Thompson - Coyotes 

Was a cowboy I knew in South Texas
His face was burnt deep by the sun
Part history, part sage, part Mexican
He was there when Poncho Villa was young

And he'd tell you a tale of the old days
When the country was wild all around
Sit out under the stars of the milky way
And listen while the coyotes howl

They go, whoo, yip, whoo, yip, whoo
Whoo, du, yip, whoo, yip, whoo, whoo
Whoo, yip, whoo, yip, whoo



Whoo, du, yip, whoo, yip, whoo, whoo

Now, the longhorns are gone
And the drovers are gone
The Comanches are gone
And the outlaws are gone

Geronimo's gone
And sand bass is gone
And the lion is gone
And the red wolf is gone

Well, he cursed all the roads in the old land
And he cursed the automobile
Said, this is no place for an hombre like I am
In this new world of asphalt and steel

Then he'd look off someplace in the distance
At something only he could see
He'd say all that's left now is the old days
Damned old coyotes and me

And they go, whoo, yip, whoo, yip, whoo
Whoo, du, yip, whoo, yip, whoo, whoo
Whoo, yip, whoo, yip, whoo
Whoo, du, yip, whoo, yip, whoo, whoo

Now, the longhorns are gone
And the drovers are gone
The Comanches are gone
The outlaws are gone

Now, Quantro is gone
Stan Wantee is gone
And the lion is gone
And the red wolf is gone

One morning they searched his adobe
He disappeared without even a word
But that night as the moon crossed the mountain
One more coyote was heard

And he'd go, whoo, yip, whoo, yip, whoo
Whoo, du, yip, whoo, yip, whoo, whoo
Whoo, yip, whoo, yip, whoo
Whoo, du, yip, whoo, yip, whoo, whoo

Whoo, yip, whoo, yip, whoo
Whoo, du, yip, whoo, yip, whoo, whoo
Whoo, yip, whoo, yip, whoo
Whoo, du, yip, whoo, yip, whoo, whoo



3848. Cracker Jack - Chords

Cracker Jack 
Dolly Parton

[Intro]
A D E A
 
[Verse 1]
A            D
Once I had a little dog
  E                  A
I called him Cracker Jack
               D
He had a spot around one eye
     E                  A
That looked just like a patch
 
His legs were way too long
           D                A
And he was awkward as could be
   D              A
He wasn't much to look at
       E                 A
But he looked alright to me
 
[Verse 2]
  A                D
I found him by the river bank
     E          A
Just wandering about
                D
He was cold and hungry
        E                  A
And his ribs were sticking out
 
I snapped my fingers, whistled
        D                  A
When he came, I picked him up
D            A
I was just a kid
            E               A
And Cracker Jack was just a pup
 
[Verse 3]
  A                 D
I took him home and fed him
        E               A
'Til he couldn't eat no more
                 D
I took him to my room
          E              A
And put a blanket on the floor
 
After that beside my bed
   D                 A
Is where he'd always sleep



D                A
Each night in my prayers
             E                A
I'd pray the lord his soul to keep
 
 
[Chorus]
        D
Cracker Jack
                                    A
The best friend that I ever had was Cracker Jack
           E
But he was more than that
 
A playmate, a companion
       A
He was love and understanding
         D
That was Cracker Jack
                                    A
The best friend that I ever had was Cracker Jack
           E
But he was more than that
 
Everything a kid could want
                 A
I had in Cracker Jack
 
 
[Verse 4]
Bb                 Eb
Cracker Jack would run to meet me
F                 Bb
After school each day
                      Eb
He'd jump and wag his tail
            F           Bb
And look at me as if to say
 
"I love you and I've missed you
        Eb               Bb
And I'm glad you're home again"
  Eb               Bb
I knew just how he felt
              F                Bb
'Cause me and Cracker Jack was friends
 
[Verse 5]
                      Eb
Through the woods and fields
         F           Bb
We would often roam about
                   Eb
And when we got in trouble
         F               Bb
We would help each other out
                              Eb                 Bb



I could run almost as fast as Cracker Jack could run
   Eb           Bb
We had a lot in common
       F            Bb
And we had a lot of fun
 
[Verse 6]
              Eb
He was always with me
     F             Bb
When I was growing up
                       Eb
We shared each other's good times
       F                   Bb
And we shared each other's love
 
He only lives in memories now
    Eb            Bb
But often I think back
Eb             Bb
To the days of childhood
    F               Bb
The days of Cracker Jack
 
 
[Chorus]
        Eb
Cracker Jack
                                    Bb
The best friend that I ever had was Cracker Jack
           F
But he was more than that
 
A playmate, a companion
       Bb
He was love and understanding
         Eb
That was Cracker Jack
                                    Bb
The best friend that I ever had was Cracker Jack
           F
But he was more than that
 
Everything a kid could want
                 Bb
I had in Cracker Jack

3849. Cracker Jack Diamond - Chords

Cracker Jack Diamond 
Marty Raybon

[Intro]



A D E x2
 
[Verse]
        A
Well he spent that summer walkin door to door
       A
With a can of gas and an old lawnmower
         D                E                     A
that's a sure fine way to make a buck when your 14
        A
Well he walked the block with no luck at all
        A
Then he spotted a place where the weeds were tall
       D                        E                 A
With a young girl sittin on the front porch eatin ice cream
 
F#m
Deep in the pocket of his grass stained jeans
         E
Was some carmel corn and a plastic ring
D
left over from the week before
                     E
Momma didn't was 'em thank the lord
 
A           D
Just like a crackerjack diamond
A          D                 E
Never know when you're gonna find one
A          D               E
They found love from that day on
 
A                D
The hand of fate brought them together
A                  E            F#m   E
Their hearts would stay forever young
                   A
Like a crackerjack diamond
 
A
Well it's been five years since he gave her his prize
        A
Now the sparkle's gone but not in their eyes
              D
And he's been wantin to tell her what's been
E           A
on his mind lately
 
         A
He said girl I ain't rich but I've been savin up
   A
A little everyday till I had enough
    D                          E                     A
And before he could finish she said "You Know I will Baby"
 
F#m
Deep in the pocket of his holy jeans



         E
Was some money for the picture and a diamond ring
D
He took her back to that old front porch
E
Slipped it on her finger and he thanked the lord
 
A           D
Just like a crackerjack diamond
A          D                 E
Never know when you're gonna find one
A          D               E
They found love from that day on
 
A                D
The hand of fate brought them together
A                  E           F#m      E
Their hearts would stay forever young
                   A
Like a crackerjack diamond
 
[Instrumental]
A D E A D E
 
D                                A
Once a year she takes it out but it don't fit her hand
D                                E
She wears it in her heart that's where it all began
 
A           D
Just like a crackerjack diamond
A          D                 E
Never know when you're gonna find one
A          D                E
They found love from that day on
 
A                D
The hand of fate brought them together
A                  E          F#m      E
Their hearts would stay forever young
                   A        D E A D E
Like a crackerjack diamond
                   A         D E A D E A
Like a Crackerjack diamond

3850. Cradle Of Love - Chords

Cradle Of Love
Recorded by Johnny Preston
Written by Jackie L. Fautheree and Wayne Gray

G                               Em
Well rock-a-bye baby in the treetop



              G                     Em
When the wind blows the cradle will rock
              C               D7
So rock-a-bye baby in the treetop
              G     Em
When the wind blows mmm-mmm

G                           Em
Well Jack be nimble Jack be quick
            G              Em
Jack jumped over the candlestick
             C        D7
He jumped so high up above  
          G      C         G
He landed in the cradle of love

Repeat #1

G                                 Em
Hey diddle diddle the cat and the fiddle
               G        Em
The cow jumped over the moon
               C                     D7
And on her way down she met a turtle dove
              G       C                G
Said let's go rockin' in the cradle of love

Repeat #1 x2 
 

G                         Em
Jack and Jill went up the hill 
                 G
To get a pail of water
                   C          D7
Jack fell for Jill gave her a shove 
          G        C         G
They fell into the cradle of love

Repeat #1

G                   Em
Mmmmm-mmmm-mmm-mmmm-mmmm

3851. Cradle Of The Interstate - Chords

Cradle Of The Interstate 
Nanci Griffith
 
Intro: G Cmaj7 Fmaj7 C/G
 
G                                  Cmaj7
It's crystal breakin' in the light of day



          Fmaj7                          C/G
It's the heat of the moon that's gone it's way
G                                         Cmaj7
And everybody's packin' their wings to fly home
Fmaj7                        D                                  G     Cmaj7
Fmaj7 C/G
Leavin' me here in the cradle of the interstate alone.
 
G                                            Cmaj7
And fair-weathered friends are a damned disease
         Fmaj7                 C/G
They drink my wine and take my money
G                               Cmaj7
Fools are reachin' for a dim spotlight shine
         Fmaj7
If you want that shine
                    D                                        G      Cmaj7
Fmaj7 C/G
You're gonna have to write your own damn lines.
 
              Fmaj7        Cmaj7
It turns a warm heart cold
        Bm      C                     G Cmaj7 Fmaj7 C
Hey, clear this road--and let me by.
 
G                                   Cmaj7
I got fog in the foothills of Tennessee
           Fmaj7                              C/G
It's the catskill mountains and the blue ridge behind me
G                        Cmaj7
Toppin' my list on all I need
        Fmaj7                            D                                   G
Cmaj7 Fmaj7 C/G
It's a warm cup of coffee and a bottle of whiskey beside me.
 
G Cmaj7 Fmaj7 C
 
G                      Cmaj7
I work so hard to build this livin
      Fmaj7                                 C/G
In a business of hard lines where nobody's sharin'
G                                      Cmaj7
Fools chase the tails of that top 40 flight
             Fmaj7
Hell, the only friend that holds me
          D                                  G     Cmaj7 Fmaj7 C/G
Is the cradle of the interstate at night.
 
              Fmaj7        Cmaj7
It turns a warm heart cold
        Bm      C                     G Cmaj7 Fmaj7 C
Hey, clear this road--and let me by.
 
G                                  Cmaj7
It's crystal breakin' in the light of day
          Fmaj7                          C/G
It's the heat of the moon that's gone it's way



G                                         Cmaj7
And everybody's packin' their wings to fly home
Fmaj7                        D                                  G
Leavin' me here in the cradle of the interstate alone.
G  Cmaj7  Fmaj7                     D                               G
Lullab-y,   roll me gently in this cradle of the interstate home. (3x)
G     Cmaj7 Fmaj7 C/G
Ooo   Ooo   Ooo   Ooo.

3852. Crash and Burn

Crash and Burn
Chris Stapleton

[Verse: 1]
So I guess it's over, baby
DéjÃ  vu again
Who'd have thought that time don't stop?
And somehow girl, the world keeps spinning
And guess I've turned myself into a solitary man
Ain't like I'm the only one that's in the shoes that I am

[Chorus]
Do you hear that? (Do you hear that?)
I'm right back (I'm right back)
At the sound of lonely calling
Do you hear that? (Do you hear that?)
It's where I'm at (It's where I'm at)
It's the sound of teardrops falling down, down
A slamming door and a lesson learned
I let another lover crash and burn

[Verse 2]
I know that it might sound jaded
And I have to say
I think love is overrated
But I don't like throwing it away
I know you could probably tell me right where I went wrong
Some guys can't have all the luck if others don't sing sad songs

[Chorus]
Do you hear that? (Do you hear that?)
I'm right back (I'm right back)
At the sound of lonely calling
Do you hear that? (Do you hear that?)
It's where I'm at (It's where I'm at)
It's the sound of teardrops falling down, down
A slamming door and a lesson learned
I let another lover crash and burn

[Bridge]
That's right
Another lover



Another lover, crash and burn
Ooh, yeah

[Chorus]
Do you hear that? (Do you hear that?)
I'm right back (I'm right back)
At the sound of lonely calling
Do you hear that? (Do you hear that?)
It's where I'm at (It's where I'm at)
It's the sound of teardrops falling down, down
A slamming door and a lesson learned
I let another lover crash and burn
Yeah, I let another lover crash and burn

3853. Crater In The Backyard

Keller Williams - Crater in the Backyard

There's a big ass hole out in the backyard
and it seems to be gettin bigger every damn day
well its land is owned by a stranger
who sends the taste of fear right to my brain

Now rain, come fillin on our Florida water
where the rocks would skip and the fish would school
as the sun reflects as it sets
or the trucks they could come and fill it all up full of concrete 
where the cars would park and the buses would unload

Well if it's water ill swim it
if you pave it ill skate it, in the middle of the night
if you gonna sell chicken i pray to hell you cook it right

Gas station ill fill it
or a bar ide swill it
or maybe an ally to bowl
big ass crater in the backyard i hope that you stay a hole.

Nothin like bumper to bumper traffic
well the clock is atickin and you got no place to go
you grind your teeth and you crush and squeeze your to go cup
and nothin but crap is on the radio

Road rage will be eliminated 
as the walking distance is so very underrated 
and my belly hopefully will be deflated
I wish i knew just what the hell it's going to be

Chorus

Hell, lets fire up a truck and go out and do us some doughnuts
take advantage of that space while it's still there
you just turn the wheel and stomp your heel to the floor



hold your left hand out the window with that lit flair

Aint it strange that the change is inevitable
open range is rearranged to become sellable
and my brain is deranged with the inevitable
I wish i had a couple of mill. so i could set things right

Chorus

3854. Crawdad

Crawdad

   You get a line and I'll get a pole honey
   You get a line and I'll get a pole babe
   You get a line and I'll get a pole
   And we'll go down to the Crawdad hole
   Honey sugar baby mine.

Get up old man you slept too late honey
Get up old man you slept too late babe
Get up old man you slept too late
Last piece of crawdad's on your plate
Honey sugar baby mine.

Get up old woman you slept too late honey
Get up old woman you slept too late babe
Get up old woman you slept too late
Crawdad man done passed your gate
Honey sugar baby mine.

Along come a man with a sack on his back honey
Along come a man with a sack on his back babe
Along come a man with a sack on his back
Packin' all the crawdads he can pack
Honey sugar baby mine.

What you gonna do when the crawdads die honey
What you gonna do when the crawdads die baby
What you gonna do when the crawdads die
Sit on the bank until I cry
Honey sugar baby mine.

I heard the duck say to the drake honey
I heard the duck say to the drake baby
I heard the duck say to the drake
There ain't no crawdads in this lake
Honey sugar baby mine.



3855. Crawdad Song - Chords

Crawdad Song
Recorded by Doc Watson

C
Well you get a line and I'll get a pole honey
                                   G7
You get a line and I'll get a pole babe
C
You get a line and I'll get a pole
      F
We'll go down to the crawdad hole 
C     G7   C
Honey baby mine

Well I sit on the bank till my feet get cold honey 
                                      G7
Sit on the bank till my feet get cold babe
C
Sit on the bank till my feet get cold   
F
Watching them crawdads jumpin' in a hole  
C     G7   C
Honey baby mine

Yonder comes a man with a sack on his back unhuh 
                                           G7
Yonder comes a man with a sack on his back babe
  C
A great big sack on his back
       F
Caught more crawdads he can pack
C     G7   C
Honey baby mine

Well he fell down and he busted that sack unhuh
                                        G7
That man fell down and busted that sack babe
        C
Yeah he fell down and he busted that sack
     F
Just watch them crawdads backing back
C     G7   C
Honey baby mine

Well what did the hen duck say to the drake honey
                                       G7
What did the hen duck say to the drake babe
C
What did the hen duck say to the drake
      F
There ain't no crawdads in this lake
C     G7   C
Honey baby mine

Repeat #1



3856. Crawl Back

Crawl Back
Downhill Bluegrass Band

Come gather around me people
and a story I will tell
I wrestled with the Devil
and I faced the gates of Hell
I met this fair young maiden
she would lead us all astray
and if you ever touch her lips
she'll drain you dry as hay

She will snare you with her long black hair
as you drown into her eyes
you fade away your life's a slay
the raven's flying upside down
she will peel your skin off
and crush your bones
and feed it to the hogs
the dogs will cry out like a little boy
and soldier, so will you

Crawl back baby, crawl back
back into your hole
Lord, have mercy
on this poor and worthless soul
The night is growing darker
the end is coming near
Trust me, if you touch her lips
it's all downhill from here

There's no escape, there's no way out
there'll be no flowers on your grave
she will bite your tongue off
and let you sing
the last words you had to say
you will turn yourself inside out
and spin around while you choke
up another roach
this is not a hoax, no
this is not a joke

So crawl back, baby, crawl back

3857. Crawl Back (Under My Stone)



Richard Thompson - Crawl Back (Under My Stone) 

This time you hurt me
You really did it this time you did
Did you count your fingers
After shaking my hand, God forbid

Riff raff crawling from the slums
Right there in front of all your chums
I swear by the pricking of my thumbs
I'll make your day and melt away

I'll crawl back under my stone
I'll crawl back under my stone
I'll crawl back under my stone
But you won't have to stand next to me

You won't have to introduce me
You won't have to think about
Talk about, care about, me
I'll crawl back

I've got a nerve just showing my face
Don't you think
Scruffy little likes ought to know
Their place don't you think

Old boy, sorry to intrude
Damn shame pretty bloody rude
I should be horsewhipped and sued
Then I'll go quietly my tail between my knees

I'll crawl back under my stone
I'll crawl back under my stone
I'll crawl back under my stone
But you won't have to stand next to me

You won't have to introduce me
You won't have to think about
Talk about, care about, me
I'll crawl back

I want to be middle class
Floors and ceilings made of glass
I just want to be, I just want to be free

You had me in a second you had it
All reckoned, you did
You guessed my game and my name
Rank and number, you did

Somehow I gave myself away
Some code, some word I didn't say
I missed one line in the play
And the trap shut tight and you did me all right

I'll crawl back under my stone
I'll crawl back under my stone



I'll crawl back under my stone
But you won't have to stand next to me

You won't have to introduce me
You won't have to think about
Talk about, care about
You won't have to ask about

Fuss about, discuss about
You won't have to mind about
Swear about, forget about, me
Crawl back, I'll crawl back
I'll crawl back, crawl back

I'll crawl back
Crawl back, crawl back
I'll crawl back

3858. Crazy

Crazy
Gnarls Barkley - Shadowgrass

I remember when
I remember, I remember when I lost my mind
There was something so pleasant about that place
Even your emotions have an echo in so much space

And when you're out there without care
Yeah, I was out of touch
But it wasn't because I didn't know enough
I just knew too much

Does that make me crazy?
Does that make me crazy?
Does that make me crazy?
Possibly

And I hope that you are having the time of your life
But think twice, that's my only advice
Come on now, who do you, who do you, who do you
Who do you think you are
Ha ha ha, bless your soul
You really think you're in control

I think you're crazy
I think you're crazy
I think you're crazy
Just like me

My heroes had the heart to lose their lives out on the limb
And all I remember is thinking I want to be like them



Ever since I was little
Ever since I was little it looked like fun
And it's no coincidence I've come
And I can die when I'm done

But maybe I'm crazy
Maybe you're crazy
Maybe we're crazy
Probably

3859. Crazy

Crazy
Wayne Taylor

I'm crazy,crazy for feeling so lonely
I'm crazy crazy for feeling so blue

I know you'd love me as long as you wanted
then someday leave me for somebody new

bridge
worry
why do I let myself worry
wondering
what in the world did I do

crazy
for thinking that my love could hold you
I'm crazy for crying
I'm crazy for trying
I'm crazy for loving you

3860. Crazy Arms

Linda Ronstadt - Crazy Arms
IIIrd Tyme Out
Flying Burrito Brothers

Now blue ain't the word for the way that I feel
And a storm is brewing in this heart of mine
This ain't no crazy dream I know that's it real
You're someone else's love now, you're not mine

Crazy arms that reach to hold somebody new
But my yearning heart keeps saying you're not mine
My troubled mind knows soon to another you'll be wed
That's why I'm lonely all the time



Please take these treasured dreams I had for you and me
And take all the love I thought was mine
Someday my crazy arms will hold somebody new
But right now I'm so lonesome I could die

Crazy arms that reach to hold somebody new
But my yearning heart keeps saying you're not mine
My troubled mind knows soon to another you'll be wed
You're someone else's love now, you're not mine
Well you're someone else's love now, you're not mine

3861. Crazy As A Loon - Chords

Crazy As A Loon
JOHN PRINE

A D
Back before I was a movie star
 A
Straight off of the farm
 E
I had a picture of another man's wife
 A
Tattoed on my arm
A D
With a pack of Camel cigarettes
 A
In the sleeve of my tee shirt
 E
I was heading out to Hollywood
 A
Just to have my feelings hurt

A D
That town will make you crazy
 A
Just give it a little time
 E
You'll be walking 'round in circles
 A
Down at Hollywood and Vine
A D
You'll be waitin' on a phone call
 A
At the wrong end of a broom
 E
Yes that town'll make you crazy
 A
Crazy as a loon

A D
So I headed down to Nashville
 A



To become a country star
 E
Every night you'd find me hangin'
 A
At every honky-tonk and bar
A D
Pretty soon I met a woman
 A
Pretty soon she done me wrong
 E
Pretty soon my life got sadder
 A
Than any country song

A D
That town'll make you crazy
 A
Just give it a little time
 E
You'll be walkin' 'round in circles
 A
Lookin' for that country rhyme
A D 
You'll be waitin' on a phone call
 A
At the wrong ened of a broom
 E
Yes that town'll make you crazy
 A
Crazy as a loon

A D
So I gathered up my savvy
 A
Bought myself a business suit
 E
I headed up to New York City
 A
Where a man can make some loot
A D
I got hired Monday morning
 E
Downsized that afternoon
 E
Overcome with grief that evening
 A
Now I'm crazy as a loon

A D 
So I'm up here in the north woods
 A
Just staring at a lake
 E
Wondering just exactly how much
 A
They think a man can take
A D



I eat fish to pass the time away
 A
'Neath this blue Canadian moon
 E
This old world has made me crazy
 A
Crazy as a loon
A E
Lord this world will make you crazy
 A 
Crazy as a loon

3862. Crazy As Me

Crazy as Me
Alison Krauss & Union Station

I'm used to being alone.
Except for six month playings without rings and phone bills that I've waited for.
This is the life that I choose.
I got no complaints if he is;
If he ain't, I guess he'll send me a rose.

Just don't ask me for the truth if you choose to lie honey.
And don't try to open my door with your skeleton key.
Some folks seem to think I only got one problem.
I can't find nobody as crazy as me.

I still love what I know.
I love to ride alone and sing a song and listen to the radio.
You can ride alone and if you change your mind, well, that's just fine,
But there is somethin' that you got to know.

Just don't ask me for the for the truth if you choose to lie honey.
And don't try to open my door with your skeleton key.
Some folks seem to think I only got one problem.
I can't find nobody as crazy as me.

Just don't ask me for the for the truth if you choose to lie honey.
And don't try to open my door with your skeleton key.
Some folks seem to think I only got one problem.
I can't find nobody as crazy as me.

3863. Crazy Baby

Rodney Crowell - Crazy Baby

Well, we can sit right down
And we can cry, cry, cry



Or we can pack it up
And go get high, high, high
You know you're crazy, baby
That's all I want from you
Well, we can lay around
In this house all day
Or we can pack it up
And make a getaway
Now you're a good time momma
And I'm daddy good time too
You know you're crazy, baby
And I'm crazy about you
You know I've been all around
This hard rockin' world
And I've never seen a thing
Like you in it, girl
Now you're a high flyin' momma
And I want to ride with you, indeed I do
You know you're crazy, baby
And I'm damn sure crazy about you
Whoa, one time
You know I bounced all around
In this big rubber ball
Before I met you baby
I did not have no fun at all
And now I'm crazy, baby
And I've learned it all from you
You know you're crazy, baby
And I'm crazy about you
You know you're crazy, baby
And I'm damn sure crazy about you
Aw, let's go

3864. Crazy Bird

Sturgill Simpson - Crazy Bird

[Verse 1]
Crazy bird
I heard you sing
Alone last night
On broken wings
Sang a song
They asked you to
The earth's for me
The sky's for you

[Verse 2]
Crazy bird
I've known your touch
I've held you close
I loved you once
But only in



A hazy dream
Crazy bird
You're gone from me

[Verse 3]
Fly high
Where you need to be
The sky's for you
The earth's for me

[Bridge]
Honey, you broke this town
I'm still hanging around
Too lonely to ever tie down
You're in the sky
I'm on the ground

[Verse 4]
Another lonesome
Day is through
I sit alone
I pine for you
The sweetest sound
I ever heard
Was from your breath
My crazy bird

3865. Crazy Blue Eyes - Chords

Crazy Blue Eyes
Recorded by Lacy Dalton
Written by Jill Croston and Mary McFadden
[3/4 time]

G
Momma I always love losers
                   D7
Momma I never will change
      C                     G
These young desperadoes who can't be tied down
     A7               D7
Have driven me almost insane
G
Momma I never pick winners
                    D7
I've only myself to blame
    C                      G
But I'd rather gamble on a young desperado
      D7                       G
Cause I've always loved a good game
C                       G
Why do I fall for those crazy blue eyes
      C                          D7



Those mavericks who won't settle down
      C                     G
But I never could stand the touch of a man
      D7                  G
Who'd brand me to keep me around
Momma please don't feel sorry
                                   D7
I've known what I've done from the start
       C                   G
Well I chose a man I could love with my body
    A7                         D7
But none I could touch with my heart
Repeat #3  
C                       G
Why do I fall for those crazy blue eyes
      C                          D7
Those mavericks who won't settle down
      C                     G
But I never could stand the touch of a man
      D7                  Em
Who'd brand me to keep me around
         C               G
And I'll live till I die believing the lie
        D7                    G
Cause I love those crazy blue eyes
D7         G
Crazy blue eyes

3866. Crazy Cause He Is - Chords

Crazy Cause He Is 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks
 
[Verse 1]
G             C7          G         C7
starin at the sun makin' stray dogs run
     G        C7(b9)        D7      G
that son of a gun is having all the fun
G          C7          G     C7
lookin' at life like a crazy man
G        C7(b9)              D7          G
just for kicks he'll put his hand in the fan
 
[Chorus]
       E7    A7        D7    G
he's a loose dude in a loose mood
       E7    A7     D7       G
he's a crazy cat to act like that
 
[Verse 2]
          G
it wasn't him who got nervous when he tried to join the service
    E7         A7         D7             G



the recruitin' man had to take it on the lam
     G
what sets him apart from the rest of the crowd
   E7               A7          D7            G
he dont know how to whisper, it all comes out loud
 
[Pre-Chorus]
       C7                        G
he can crack his knuckles and it sound like a bomb
       C7                         G
he can dance like a monkey if you grease his palm
       C7                       G
he can really get funky or turn on the charm
 
[Chorus]
       E7        A7             D7     G
he's a runaway caboose with the wheels loose
       E7    A7     D7       G      E7  A7
he's a crazy cat to act like that
D7              G         E7  A7
yah-dah-dah-dah-dah-dot
D7              G
yah-dah-dah-dah-dah-dot
 
[Verse 3]
G           C7          G          C7
goes around laughin' at nothin' at all
     G        C7(b9)   D7       G
that son of a bitch is havin' a ball
       G           C7           G          C7
he can fall on his head without feelin' no pain
   G          C7(b9)           D7        G
he dont know enough to come in outta the rain
 
[Pre-Chorus]
        C7                     G
gettin' crazier by the minute
        C7                       G
has his head got nothin' in it?
        C7                       G
he's so looney you can't pin it
 
[Chorus]
       E7      A7           D7       G
he's a questionaire with no question there
     E7    A7     D7       G
he a crazy cat to act like that
 
[Bridge]
    C7     G
woo-woooo, what is that he's singin'?
    C7                G
woo-woooo, he must be hearin' bells-a-ringin'
    C7            G
woo-woooo, he's a ding-dong-dingin'
 
[Chorus]



       E7    A7      D7    G
he's a dingy dude in dingy mood
       E7         A7
to act crazy like that,
           D7         G
you got to be a crazy cat
 
[Verse 4]
      G
on an IQ test he tried to do his best
   E7           A7            D7       G
he jabbed those pencils right into his chest
    G
and when they call him crazy he dont get mad
   E7       A7     D7           G
he takes it out by whoopin' his dad
 
[Pre-Chorus]
        C7                       G
but his feet they keep-a-movin'
     C7                        G
he's whacky but he's groovin'
           C7                     G
there aint nothin' he aint doin'
 
[Chorus]
   E7     A7         D7         G
he may be nuts be he aint in no ruts
       E7    A7     D7       G
he's a crazy cat to act like that
E7   A7    D7  G
  do do do doo doo
E7   A7    D7  G
  do do do doo doo

3867. Crazy Cowboy Dream

Robert Earl Keen - Crazy Cowboy Dream 

Hot coffee on the dash board, a cold front on the way
Last night I was in Oregon, tomorrow Santa Fe
Up for two days running and I'm feeling tired inside
Down to my last dollar but tonight I'm gonna ride

Silver spurs and gold tequila
You know they keep me hanging on
Pretty girls in old cantinas
Give me shelter from the storm

The miles that I have traveled
The places I have seen
Just won't let me put a saddle
On this crazy cowboy dream



A gold watch in my pocket my daddy gave to me
He spent his lifetime working for a home and family
I call him on the phone sometimes, I see him when I can
Just long enough to check the binds, jump the fence again

Silver spurs and gold tequila
You know they keep me hanging on
Pretty girls in old cantinas
Give me shelter from the storm

The miles that I have traveled
The places I have seen
Just won't let me put a saddle
On this crazy cowboy dream
And I'll never put a saddle
On this crazy cowboy dream

Silver spurs and gold tequila
You know they keep me hanging on
Pretty girls in old cantinas
Give me shelter from the storm

The miles that I have traveled
The places I have seen
Just won't let me put a saddle
On this crazy cowboy dream

3868. Crazy Dream - Chords

Crazy Dream
Written and recorded by Joe Carson

C                             F
I'm living in a crazy dream I know it can't be real
G7                                                C
Everything has changed and now my broken heart is healed
                                    F
You're loving me like I love you at least that's how it seems
      G7                           F      G7    C
But I know this can't be more than just a crazy dream
G7                              F                C
Fate has played a hand and everything has turned around
       G7                              D7              G7
You've given up your reckless past and finally settled down
     C                                   F
They say that dreams can't last for long they have to end it seems
      G7                                F     G7    C
But I pray I'll never wake up from this crazy crazy dream
                                   F
If this is just a crazy dream I'll wake and you'll be gone
G7                                            C
You'll be back in your world and I'll be all alone



                                       F
I wish I could find a way to make this crazy dream come true
        G7                         F     G7   C
Cause I know that I will always be crazy over you
Repeat #2

3869. Crazy Dreams - Chords

Crazy Dreams
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Sanger D. Shafer, Donny Kees, Aaron Barker
 
F  G7 C              A#7     F
Crazy dreams I still believe in
   G7 C              G7
Crazy dreams I still have them
       C
You're in my arms each night
       F            Dm
Saying you'll never leave
       G7    C       G7           C
You're still mine in all my crazy dreams
 
      G7
I get out there pretty far
                                  C
Wishing on a different star every night or two
       G7
You're always by my side right here in my mind
    C
Out there in the blue
       Am             D7
In the land of hearts desire
    Am             D7
You set my soul on fire
C                               G7
Just the way you always used to do
 
Repeat #1
  G7
I once had a friend who said I was living in
             C
Some kind of fantasy
    G7
Now what kind of a friend would keep on butting in
      C
Where he shouldn't be
Am           D7   Am              D7
He should realize right behind my eyes
     C                             G7
Or a million places he could never see
 
Repeat #1



F      G7    C       G7           F         G7 C
You're still mine in all my crazy dreams crazy dreams

3870. Crazy Eyes

Crazy Eyes
Old Crow Medicine Show - Crazy Eyes

I'm just a weary soul, I got nowhere to go
Where I can ease my mind, oh where can peace I find?
I have a troubled mind, worried all the time
They call me crazy eyes, 'cause I can't keep from cryin'

I've walked the longest mile for the darkest while
And it kills my heart to see my people down
They call me crazy eyes, I have a troubled mind
And a cardboard sign and a jug of wine

But i'll be alri-i-ight, if I can make it through the niiii-ii-ii-ight

Say can you spare some change, i'm not the dangerous type
Just a hard-hit friend with an empty pipe
And when the morning comes, I struggle in the light
But i'll be alright, if I can just get high

'Cause i'll be - al - ri-i-ight, if I can just - get - hiiii-ii--ii-igh

Take a look at my crazy ey-ey-ey-eyes
Mama say if i'll be alri-i-i-ight
Ooooooooooh, Ooooooo-oo-oo-oooh
Take a look at my crazy ey-ey-eyes
Mama say if i'll be alri-i-ight
Heeeeeeey, heeeeeeeeey-e-e-heeey

I'm just a weary soul, I got nowhere to go
Where I can ease my mind, oh where can peace I find?
I have a troubled mind, worried all the time
They call me crazy eyes...
...'cause I can't keep from cryin'

3871. Crazy Faith

Alison Krauss - Crazy Faith

I lit my love and watched it burn: 
Asking nothing in return.
Except the lessons I will learn.
From holding crazy faith.



I've been touched by that bright fire.
Down to the root of my desire,
While the smoke, it rises higher.
Glowing crazy faith.

You're not asking if I love this man.
I know you don't, you don't believe you can.
Yet I've seen the love open like a dancers fan.
It's crazy, I know, but my faith says so:
It tells me.

Am I a fool for hanging long?
Would I be a fool for being long gone.
When is daylight gonna dawn,
On my crazy faith.

The questions will not let me sleep,
The dance is buried way too deep.
But the bottom lover, lover's keep,
Made by crazy faith.

You're not asking if I love this man.
I know you don't, you don't believe you can.
Yet I've seen the love open like a dancers fan.
It's crazy, I know, but my faith says so:
It tells me.

Love you're losin', those you love,
Let the hope fly from the glove.
Do not search the skies above.
Search your crazy faith.

Love is lightning, love is ice.
It only strikes the lucky twice.
Once or you will know the price.
And once for crazy faith.

You're not asking if I love this man.
I know you don't, you don't believe you can.
Yet I've seen the love open like a dancers fan.
It's crazy, I know, but my faith says so.

3872. Crazy Fool - Chords

Crazy Fool 
Hylo Brown

Tuning: Standard (capo 4th fret)
 
A
Well the other night when I come in as drunk as I could be
                                   E                A
Found a horse in the stable, where my horse oughta be



A
Now come here little wifey and explain this thing to me
                                      E               A
How come a horse in the stable, where my horse oughta be?
A
She said you blind fool, you crazy fool, can't you never see
                            E           A
It's only a milk cow your mammy gave to me
A
Well I been around this wide world a thousand times or more
                                    E           A
A saddle on a milk cows back, I've never seen before
 
A
Well the next night that I come home as drunk as I could be
                                       E             A
Found a hat, a hangin' on a rack where my hat oughta be
A
Well come here little wifey and explain this thing to me
                                          E             A
How come a hat a hangin' on a rack, where my hat oughta be?
A
She said you blind fool, you crazy fool, can't you never see
                            E           A
It's only a dish pan your mammy gave to me
A
Well I been around this wide world a thousand times or more
                                 E           A
A hat band on a dish pan, I've never seen before
 
A
Well the next night that I come home as drunk as I could be
                                E              A
Found a head on a pillow, where my head oughta be
A
Now come here little wifey and explain this thing to me
                                   E              A
How come a head on a pillow, where my head oughta be?
A
She said you blind fool, you crazy fool, can't you never see
                                 E           A
It's only a cabbage head, your mammy gave to me
A
Well I been around this wide world a thousand times or more
                                      E           A
A moustache on a cabbage head, I've never seen before

3873. Crazy Girls - Chords

Crazy Girls 
The California Honeydrops
 
[Verse]



Bb                            Gm
I knew right from the start I saw you lookin round the room
Cm                               F
that kind of freak that needs a freakshow's gonna find one soon.
Bb                             Gm
I looked at you, you looked at me, and I knew right away
Cm                            F
that it was wrong but we were gonna do it anyway.
 
[Chorus]
Bb             Gm
You crazy girl
                                     Cm
yeah you got something that keeps me comin back
            F
you know it feels so good to me
Bb             Gm
You crazy girl
                                Cm
One of these days you'll be the enemy
       F
b/c i just can't help myself.
 
[Breakdown]
Bb   Bb   Bb   Bb
 
[Verse]
Bb                      Gm
My momma told me, papa told me, grandma told me too
Cm                               F
that crazy girls know where it's at but don't you be a fool
Bb                             Gm
Cause once you get a taste you dumb boy ain't no turnin round
Cm                                    F
don't you think i know all about what crazy girls are puttin down
 
[Chorus]
 
Bb             Gm
You crazy girl
                                     Cm
yeah you got something that keeps me comin back
            F
you know it feels so good to me
Bb             Gm
You crazy girl
                                Cm
One of these days you'll be the enemy
       F
b/c i just can't help myself.
 
[Bridge]
uh huh
you crazy girl!!
oooo ooohh
 
[Saxophone Musical Interlude]



 
[Outro]
Bb
You crazy girl
Gm
You crazy girl
Cm
You crazy girl
F
it feels so good to me
Bb
You crazy girl
Gm
You crazy girl
Cm
You crazy girl
F
I just can't help myself
 
Bb
I want her (doo doo doo)
I need her (doo doo doo)
Gm
I love her (doo doo doo)
I've gotta (doo doo doo)
Cm
to have her (doo doo doo)
          F
oh I just love those crazy girls (doo doo doo)
 
Bb
I want her (doo doo doo)
I need her (doo doo doo)
Gm
I love her (doo doo doo)
I've gotta (doo doo doo)
Cm
to have her (doo doo doo)
          F
oh I just love those crazy girls (doo doo doo)
 
Bb
I want her (doo doo doo)
I need her (doo doo doo)
Gm
I love her (doo doo doo)
I've gotta (doo doo doo)
Cm
to have her (doo doo doo)
          F
oh I just love those crazy girls (doo doo doo)
 
Bb
I want her (doo doo doo)
I need her (doo doo doo)
Gm
I love her (doo doo doo)



I've gotta (doo doo doo)
Cm
to have her (doo doo doo)
          Cm               F          Bb
oh I just love... those... crazy.... girls (doo doo doo)
 
(I just can't help myself baby, ahah)

3874. Crazy He Calls Me

Linda Ronstadt - Crazy He Calls Me

I say I'll move the mountains
And I'll move the mountains
If he wants them out of the way
Crazy he calls me 
Sure I'm crazy
Crazy in love I'd say
I say I'll go through fire
And I'll go through fire
As he wants it so it shall be
Crazy he calls me
Sure I'm crazy
Crazy in love you see
Like the wind that shakes the bough
He moves me with a smile
The difficult I'll do right now
The impossible will take a little while
I say I'll care forever
And I mean forever
If I have to hold up the sky
Crazy he calls me
Sure I'm crazy
Crazy in love am I
Like the wind that shakes the bough
He moves me with a smile
The difficult I'll do right now
The impossible will take a little while
I say I'll care forever
And I mean forever
If I have to hold up the sky
Crazy he calls me
Sure I'm crazy
Crazy in love am I

3875. Crazy Heart

Crazy Heart - James King
Lonesome River Band



   Crazy heart I wish I didn't love you
   And I could turn around and walk away
   I've only got a half a mind to leave you
   Your crazy heart is driven' me insane

Like a wild east wind so uncertain
You're changing like the weather everyday
One night we're in love the next I'm hurting
Your crazy heart is driven' my insane

Now I only want a love that I can count on
And hold to the promises you made
How can it feel so right and then go so wrong
Your crazy heart is driving me insane

3876. Crazy In The Night

Crazy in the Night
Stephen F. Brines, Sam Bush
New Grass Revival

It's a cold night in Kentucky
The moon is rolling slow
I just found out today
You're back on your own
I thought I'd call and see
If you need someone to touch
It's been a long time did you change that much.

Chorus:
Me, I'm still a dreamer crazy in the night
and everyone I ever loved is still on my mind

I can't see your face and you're not sure
It wouldn't be more trouble
Than old times are worth
Well, I haven't slept alone since the last time we met
If that's any comfort
I just didn't forget

Chorus:

Talk about reality talk about dreams
It's just good to hear your voice
This is all I mean
So don't get nervous I know you're not
The lover you used to be but she's all I've got

Chorus:

Chorus:



  I'm still a dreamer
Still a dreamer
Still a dreamer

3877. Crazy Life

Glen Phillips - Crazy Life

Anyway now, it don't seem right
He's in there and you're on the outside
Over Pine Ridge to Wounded Knee
Blood on the ground as far as you see
Crazy life
In the air I'm sensing a change of weather
In the end the path is clear
Does anyone remember here?
Did you all think he'd just disappear?
Crazy life
What've you done with Peltier?
Who did you think you'd taken away?
Crazy life
In the air I'm sensing a change of weather
In the end the path is clear
Burying it won't stop it breathe in forever
Underground it takes to root
Anyway, it don't seem right
He's in there and you're on the outside
What've you done with Peltier?
Who did you think you'd taken away?
It's not over, it's not over
It's not over, it's not over
Oh, no, oh, no
It's not over, it's not over
It's not over, it's not over
Oh, no, oh, no
Oh, no

3878. Crazy Little Thing Called Love - Chords

Crazy Little Thing Called Love
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Freddie Mercury

C                           F          A#7    F
Oh this thing called love I just can't handle it
     C                   F         A#7      F
This thing called love I must get 'round to it
        C     G#           A#7          C
I ain't ready crazy little thing called love



                               F          A#7       F
Well this thing called love it cries in a cradle at night
   C                  F                      A#7  F
It swings it jives it shakes all over like a jellyfish
        C       G#           A#7          C
I kinda like it crazy little thing called love
              F        A#7                   F
There goes my baby she knows how to rock and roll
              G#                 D7           G7
She drives me crazy she gives me hot and cold fever
                                  G
Then she leaves me in a cool cool sweat
           C              F           A#7   F
I gotta be cool relax get hip and get on my tracks
       C                             F               A#7  F
Take a backseat hitchhike and take a long ride on my motorbike
          C     G#           A#7          C
Until I'm ready crazy little thing called love
Repeat #4,1
G#           A#7          C
Crazy little thing called love 
G#           A#7          C
Crazy little thing called love 
G#           A#7          C
Crazy little thing called love 
G#           A#7          C
Crazy little thing called love

3879. Crazy Love

Rhonda Vincent
Crazy Love
Lyricisti¼■Rusty Young

Tonight, I'm gonna break away
Just you wait and see
I'll never be imprisoned by a faded memory

Just when I think I'm over her
This broken heart will mend
I hear her name and I have to cry
The tears come down again

It happens all the time, this crazy love of mine
Wraps around my heart, refusing to unwind
Crazy love

Count the stars in a summer sky
That fall without a sound
And then pretend that you can't hear
These teardrops comin' down

It happens all the time, this crazy love of mine



Wraps around my heart, refusing to unwind
Crazy love

Tonight, I'm gonna break away
Just you wait and see
I'll never be imprisoned by a faded memory

It happens all the time, this crazy love of mine
Wraps around my heart, refusing to unwind
Crazy love

Tonight, I'm gonna break away

3880. Crazy Love - Chords

Crazy Love
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Van Morrison 

C              Em                F        C
I can hear her heart beat from a thousand miles
                     Em       F        C
And the heavens open up every time she smiles
                   Em         F         C
And when I come to her that's where I belong
            Em            C
I'm running to her like a river's song
                 G7   Am   G7   F     G7
She give me love love love love crazy love
            C         Am   G7   F     C
She give me love love love love crazy love
                          Em             F           C
She's got a fine sense of humor when I'm feeling low down
                   Em           F        C
And when I come to her when the sun goes down
             Em           F       C
Take away my trouble take away my grief
             Em               F            C
Take away my heartache in the night like a thief
Repeat #2
G7    F               C      G7
Yes I need her in the daytime
      F               C    G7
And I need her in the night
              F             C         Am
But I want to throw my arms around her
Dm                       G7       C    G7
Kiss her and hug her and hold her tight
C            Em             C
And when I'm returning from so far away
                  Em                    F     C
She gives me some sweet lovin' brighten up my day
                 Em                F             C



Yes she makes me righteous and she makes me feel whole
             Em  C        F          C
She makes me mellow right down to my soul
Repeat #2 x2
F     C
Crazy love

3881. Crazy Man Michael

Richard Thompson - Crazy Man Michael 

Within the fire and out upon the sea
Crazy man Michael was walking

He met with a raven with eyes black as coals
And shortly they were a talking

Your future, your future I would tell to you
Your future you often have asked me
Your true love will die by your own right hand
And crazy man Michael will cursed be

Michael he ranted and Michael he raved
And beat up the four winds with his fists, oh
He laughed and he cried, he shouted and he swore
For his mad mind had trapped him with a kiss, oh

You speak with an evil, you speak with a hate
You speak for the devil that haunts me
For is she not the fairest in all the broad land
Your sorcerer's words are to taunt me

He took out his dagger of fire and of steel
And struck down the raven through the heart, oh
The bird fluttered long and the sky it did spin
And the cold earth did wonder and startle

Oh, where is the raven that I struck down dead?
And here did lie on the ground, oh
I see that my true love with a wound so red
Where her lover's heart? It did pound, oh

Crazy man Michael, he wanders and calls
And talks to the night and the day, oh
But his eyes they are sane and his speech it is plain
And he longs to be far away

Michael, he whistles the simplest of tunes
And asks of the wild wolves their pardon
For his true love is flown into every flower grown
And he must be keeper of the garden



3882. Crazy Moon

Crazy Moon

Crazy moon, you shine just like there's nothing wrong
Crazy moon, don't you know my baby's gone?
I told her she could leave or change her tune
Crazy me
Crazy moon

Crazy moon, don't you know that she's not here?
Crazy moon, can't you see that I still care?
And I'm going to need to hold her pretty soon
Crazy me
Crazy moon

Crazy moon, your silver light can't find the ground
Cause you're in the sky before the sun goes down
And we waste another lonely afternoon
Crazy me
Crazy moon

3883. Crazy Over You - Chords

Crazy Over You

C F C
While I'm down in Texas I thought I wouldn't stay
 F C G7 C
I fell in love with a pretty little gal and she took my heart away
 F G7 C
She's my little baby her eyes are big and blue
F C G7 C
I'm going crazy crazy over you

 F C
When she smiles it heaven the way she calls my name
F C G7 C
The way her kisses thrill me out on the Texas plains
 F G7 C
She's my little baby her eyes are big and blue
F C G7 C
I'm going crazy crazy over you
 F C
When she holds me closely her touch is soft and sweet
 C G7 C
I'll tell you how a Texas gal is mighty hard to beat
 F G7 C
She's my little baby her eyes are big and blue



F C G7 C
I'm going crazy crazy over you

 F C
Sweet temptation haunts me when I steal a kiss
F C G7 C
She's not too tall she's kinda small but her love I can't resist
 F G7 C
She's my little baby her eyes are big and blue
F C G7 C
I'm going crazy crazy over you

3884. Crazy Peg and Darby Doyle

Crazy Peg and Darby Doyle - Jim Lauderdale

Long ago and far away
Holler up the break of day
Don't get crazy, lay that pistol down
All along the dawn highway
Clouds like angels bend to pray
Looks like this might be our kind of town

Crazy Peg and Darby Doyle
Brought this cook pot to the boil
Dumped in half a sack of coffee grounds
Fire burning, cauldron bubbled
We don't ever borrow trouble
Arkansas or T for Texas bound

This just might be our kind of town
Big enough to turn around
Small enough to spit from side to side
Well this might be our stomping ground
Not too lost, not too found
Not too high, too lonesome or too wide

I ain't going to give my heart away
Save it for another day
Once you give it up, well then it's gone
Crazy is as crazy lives
Thing about old Peggy is
She's not half as odd as she lets on

Peg, you know you got away
Saying what I meant to say
Before I find out what it is myself
Don't need to hear no echo ring
So I won't way another thing
Golden silence, glad to share the well

This just might be our kind of town
Big enough to turn around



Small enough to spit from side to side
Well this might be our stomping ground
Not too lost, not too found
Not too high, too lonesome or too wide

Now Peggy scared me half to death
Take a while to catch my breath
Woke to find you gone but you came back
With two fat catfish on a line
This one yours, that one mine
Fry them later, crawl back in the sack

Don't know what we're running from
Thunder of some distant drum
We been gone so long we plumb forgot
We both wear a wedding ring
Yours of tinfoil, mine of string
If it ain't love at least we laugh a lot

This just might be our kind of town
Big enough to turn around
Small enough to spit from side to side
Well this might be our stomping ground
Not too lost, not too found
Not too high, too lonesome or too wide

Long ago and far away
Holler up the break of day

3885. Crazy Town

Crazy Town - Acoustic Syndicate

Sitting on the table
in the corner of my motel room
Is my hat and my coat
And my suitcase with my clothes
For the life of me, I can'²t remember
How I wound up here
I guess I could stay
Or maybe I should go

Some folks have it made
Have their choices made for them
I guess I should decide
What to do with all this
Time on my hands
I think I'll just stay
One more day
Just one more day
Just one more day
In this town
In this crazy little town



I just met this guy
He wears a crazy shirt sometimes
He thinks it'²s cool
And I guess it is
He's got a crazy little kid
And a crazy little wife
They look happy together
In their crazy little life
Some folks have it made
Have their choices made for them
I guess I should decide
What to do with all this
Time on my hands
I think I'll just stay
One more day
Just one more day
Just one more day
In this town
In this crazy little town
This crazy little town
Has got me feeling quite surprised
I wasn'²t feeling so well
When I first got here
I think I'²m perking up
I just might be coming around
Forgetting all the reasons
That I wound up here

Some folks have it made
Have their choices made for them
I guess I should decide
What to do with
All this time on my hands
I think I'll just stay
One more day
Just one more day
Just one more day
In this town
In this crazy little town
In this crazy little town

3886. Crazy Train

Crazy Train 
Ronnie Bowman

Just a boy at seventeen, when I hopped that crazy train 
Jumped aboard with all my dreams
When I heard it call my name 
 
Wish I knew then what I know now 
When I heard that whistle whine 



Didn't know where I was bound, but I had to take a ride 
 
Black Jack whiskey was my friend 
And a beat up herringbone 
See it's all because of them, this locomotion is my home 
 
Well in a stock yard river town 
Black Jack had me feeling good 
Some man tried to take me down
I shot the stranger where he stood 

Jailer if you have a heart, won't you grant my last request 
Black Jack and my old guitar
They're the ones that I love best 
 
I'm the one he's waitin for, I hear him call out my name 
The devil whispers All aboard
On this damned old crazy train

3887. Crazy What A Lonely Heart Will Do - Chords

Crazy What A Lonely Heart Will Do
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Jimbeau Hinson and Paulette Carlson

G7       C                      G7
Take the blame off of me put it on my lonely heart
                       C  G7
Guilty of still loving you 
          C                           G7
Cause you left it all alone it's been looking for a home
                                        C   G7
And it's crazy what a lonely heart will do

             C       F           G7           C
Like running to open arms like a love starved child
        F         G7        C
Holding on to the memory of you
                   F       G7      C
Trying to ease the pain by running wild
         F            G7                C
Ain't it crazy what a lonely heart will do

                                    G7
So don't look down on me with those eyes that I love
                    C       G7
Only to show you disapprove
          C                        G7
Cause I'm doing my best it takes a lot to forget
                                        C  G7
And it's crazy what a lonely heart will do

Repeat #2



 
        F            G7                C
Yeah it crazy what a lonely heart will do

3888. Create In Me A Clean Heart - Chords

Chris Hillman      Create In Me A Clean Heart

G D C G D G

G              D     C        G
Create in me a clean heart, O God, 
                  D             G
And renew a right spirit within me. 
G              D     C        G
Create in me a clean heart, O God, 
G                  D             G
And renew a right spirit within me. 
C           D              G
Cast me not away  from the presence O Lord
    C               D                G  G7
And take not thou   Holy Spirit from me 
C             D      G      G/F#        Em
Restore on to me the joy of life's salvation 
C                 D              G
And renew a right spirit within me
G              D     C        G
Create in me a clean heart, O God, 
                  D             G
And renew a right spirit within me. 
G              D     C        G
Create in me a clean heart, O God, 
G                  D             G
And renew a right spirit within me. 

SOLO

C           D              G
Cast me not away  from the presence O Lord
    C               D                G   G7
And take not thou   Holy Spirit from me 
C             D      G      G/F#        Em
Restore on to me the joy of life's salvation 
C                 D              G  Em
And renew a right spirit within me
C                 D              G
And renew a right spirit within me

studio recording early 80's
unknown LP



3889. Creation

The Incredible String Band - Creation 

The messengers with sharpened heels
Flew backwards into whose galloping arms
And the impassioned Phoenix
Drawls a sad goodnight to fiction's tomb

Then come to me secretly
And with your silken feather
And with your silken feather
Open your rooms, open your rooms

Never, in fact, as he gazed amazed
At two lost eyebrows lisping into the unexpected
And the archetypal postman delivering your seed letters
Whose eyes are black eggs really
Upon a long shore, upon a long shore
Open your door, open your door

Ask anyone', he muttered, as he spat a small
Brilliant blue insect, whirring into the gauze
I would advise stilts for the quagmires
And camels for the snowy hills and any survivors
Their debts I will certainly pay
There's always a way, there's always a way

I smiled with that gallantly concealed forceful nervousness
That has proved that oysters cry
And that I have come to know and accept as myself
And plucking a barbed feather from the morose universe
I called him deathless, and he left before he could reply
Open your eyes, open your eyes

Our first father, Abraham, whose bosom
Was the unique soul of the humans
Was certainly as bewildered as we are
If not infinitely more so, and with an ancient
Ceremonial gesture of dismissal, he pointed forward

Verily, verily
Verily, verily
Verily, verily
Verily, verily

The first day was golden
And she colored the Sun
And she named it Hyperion
And she made it a day of light and healing

The second was silver
And she colored the Moon



And she named it Phoebe
And she made a day of enchantment and the living waters

And the third was many-colored
And she colored the Earth
And she made a day of joy
With the scarlet strength of seed

In the fourth black and white were mingled into quicksilver
And she colored Mercury
And she made a day of wisdom
And the signs that are placed in the firmament

The fifth was bright blue
And she envisaged Jupiter
And she made a day of awe and circles, circles
And she sent it to guide the blood of the universe

The sixth was burning with icy, green flames that glowed white
And of her beauty she made Venus
And she made a day of love
Whereby all beings are united

The seventh was rich purple of the mollusks
And she colored Chronos
And she made a day of idleness and repose
Whereon all beings cease from struggle

Verily, verily
Verily, verily
Verily, verily
Verily, verily

I am the pebble in your very own eye
I am the sword and your enemy dies
I am the storm and the hurricane wind
I am the thorn of an unkind friend

I am desire what color my eyes?
I am Loki, wizard of lies
Catch me, find me, see me if you can
I am the guilt of an honest man

I am the pebble in your very own eye
I am the sword and your enemy dies
I am the storm and the hurricane wind
I am the thorn of an unkind friend

I am desire what color my eyes?
I am Loki, wizard of lies
Catch me, find me, see me if you can
I am the guilt of an honest man

Then seven times we raised our arms
And with cat-stretch
Sent our foot spells
Yawning into the multitudes



In need we called upon the mother of all living
Three times for succor, but with ambitious spears
They made us change, they crouched behind
Their mirrors and fought on

I will not allow them praise
That broke the harmonious globe in splintered fragments
And yet, they moved perforce with a perfect pattern
And complemented harmony with discord, and light with darkness

It was then
That we stepped out of our world machine
Between the palm and the fingers
Peeling like gloves

And for each eye that shed one tear
We made of that tear an ocean
And in the five directions
We loosed our several craft

Wild sea, I say today
Please, be a sweet cow for me
Amethyst galleon, out on the rolling sea

Gentle as lightning, easily
Take me to the root of the world tree
Amethyst galleon, out on the rolling sea

Your face is consumed in a bruised sky's glance
By the brazen wall with your sword and lance
Where [Incomprehensible]
Where dappled maidens, endless danced
'Round the root of the world tree

Wild sea, I say today
Please, be a sweet cow for me
Amethyst galleon, out on the rolling sea
[Incomprehensible]

Wild sea, my love is salty for me
Every ripple in her body is a wave in me
Amethyst galleon, out on the rolling sea

Hold tight, sleep tight
[Incomprehensible]
[Incomprehensible]

3890. Creation's Done

Creation's Done
Jordan Tice



Creation's done
God is gone
He did what he does
And he done gone on
But he left some food in the fridge
A big bright sun to keep us warm
Said look after the place
And don't do each other harm

And if i ever come back to see ya
I hope you don't forget
That the pieces of the game for ya
They don't work without the entire set

At first it didn't seem to matter
Whether we listened to the law
There weren't a whole lot of us
And there was plenty for all
But now that we are many
And were coverin' the earth
With more arriving every day
With each and every birth

We can't be shoutin' our halleluahs
Not pausing to reflect
On the fact that each and every card that he drew us
Is essential to the entire deck

Creations done
Old god had to go
Or maybe he did not
And he's just layin' low
But either way its clear
Whether you're looking near or looking far
We better get it together
Cuz here we all are

3891. Creatures In My House

Blue Dogs - Creatures In My House

Well, I've got creatures, living in my house y'all
Very messy, yeah they're getting me down
A salamander nibbling at the food on my plate
And his friend Mr. lizard
Talks about the folks he don't appreciate
Well there's the crickets
Coming out at night and messing with my stereo
They's a monkey prowlin' around my cookie looking for a Oreo
Who's that sittin' on my back porch drinking a Michelob
Yes a striped coon sitting in my closet chewing on my bathrobe
Well, I've got creatures, living in my house y'all
I don't despise them, but I'm just tired of it all



Hippopotamus just sitting in the bathtub reading my books
And a walrus in the stairway, is always giving me, the funniest looks
I got spiders in my nose
I got gators hanging and biting on my toes
The exterminator man he got so scared that he froze
For all i been down ain't the same road i chose
I got creatures in my house
But that's all right
They all right

3892. Creeker

Creeker - Tyler Childers

In a small corner bar he sits there a-drinkin'
Lost as a ball in a field full of corn
Further away than he ever imagined
That he'd ever end up from the place he was born

Now no more forlorn as the Creeker drank whiskey
Than the one that you see outside of your eye
Drinkin' alone as he looks out the window
At all of the strangers on the corner outside

He'd rather be dead
Than alive one more minute
In this godforsaken town
When he was a kid
Lord, he'd never have dreamed it
All the ways that the city can bring a country boy down

Now they knew not his name and he knew not their faces
And he knew not the how nor the reason for why
You could ever wake up and wanna keep on a-livin'
In a place where a friend is such a hard thing to find

And for everyone you meet there's a whole mess of people
Tryin' like hell to pull you on down
To the level they're on and the trouble they're tendin'
In the mess that they've made, in the gutter they found

He'd rather be dead
Than alive one more minute
In this godforsaken town
When he was a kid
Lord, he'd never have dreamed it
All the ways that the city can bring a country boy down

Some fellas do pills and things of that nature
Some fellas chase girls to hang on their arm
Some fellas get by on practically nothin'
Some fellas get p**sed in a small corner bar



And they'd rather be dead
Than alive one more minute
In this godforsaken town
When they were all kids
Lord, they'd never have dreamed it
All the ways that the city can bring a country boy down

3893. Creeker (Reimagined)

Tyler Childers - Creeker (Reimagined)

[Verse 1]
In a small corner bar, he sits there a-drinkin'
Lost as a ball in a field full of corn
Further away than he ever imagined
That he'd ever end up from the place he was born
Now no more forlorn has a Creeker drank whiskey
Than the one that you see out the side of your eye
Drinkin' alone as he looks out the window
At all of the strangers on the corner outside

[Chorus]
And he'd rather be dead than alive one more minute
In thR Godforsaken town
When he was a kid, Lord, hR never a'dreamt it
All the ways that the city can bring a country boy down

[Verse 2]
Now they not his name and knew not their faces
And he knew not the how nor the reason for why
You could ever wake up and wanna keep on a-livin'
In a place where a friend is such a hard thing to find
And for everyone you meet, there's a whole mess of people
Tryin' like hell to pull you on down
To the level they're on and the trouble they're tendin'
In the mess that they've made, in the gutter they found

[Chorus]
And he'd rather be dead than alive one more minute
In the Godforsaken town
When he was a kid, Lord, he never a'dreamt it
All the ways that the city can bring a country boy down

[Verse 3]
Some fellas do drugs and things of that nature
Some fellas chase girls to hang on their arm
Some fellas get by on practically nothin'
Some fellas get pissed in a small corner bar

[Chorus]
And they'd rather be dead than alive one more minute
In the Godforsaken town
When they were all kids, Lord, they'd never a'dreamt it



All the ways that the city can bring a country boy down

3894. Creeped Out

David Rawlings
Creeped Out

Creeped out American girl
Creeped out by the carpet signals
Creeped out by the magical world
Everything is happening behind your eyes

Creeped out American girl
Creeped out by the animations
Up the wall, out the window they twirl
Lookin' for the animal behind your eyes
It's behind your eyes

Creeped out American girl
Creeped out by the blood you're flowing
Tell a future every twenty-eight days
Everything is happening behind your eyes
It's behind your eyes

Well, your daddy's in the garage
And that's never ever a good sign
And your mama's in the kitchen
Making demons in the pale moonshine
Yes she is
Oh, yes she is
Lookin' for the animal behind you

Creeped out American girl
Creeped out by the business waiver
Fix a horn and they'll throw you an earl
Lookin' for the animal behind your eyes
It's behind your eyes
Creeped out American girl

3895. Creepy Jackalope Eye

Steve Earle - Creepy Jackalope Eye

It's an elaborate tale so convincingly real
Things can seem so amazing till you get up close
And see they're no big deal
Like the stars in the sky and the one on the stage
Just a big ball of gas and a regular guy
Fresh out of minimum wage



In a jackalope space
On a jackalope high
Staring you down
Creepy jackalope eye

Many things in this life ain't what they appear
Yeah I look like a hare, but if you stop and you stare
I'm more like a deer

I got a jackalope face
I'm a jackalope guy
I'm staring you down
Creepy jackalope eye

Is it so hard to imagine?
Is it so hard to believe
Something so outrageous
Something so far-fetched
Well how about Adam and Eve?

You gotta have faith
I know the need to hope
But the truth is always in place
It's right in front of my face
The mighty jackalope

In a jackalope space
On a jackalope high
Staring you down
Creepy jackalope
Staring you down
Creepy jackalope
Staring you down
Creepy jackalope eye
Freaky jackalope eye
Creepy jackalope eye
Creepy jackalope eye

3896. Creepy Jackelope Eye - Chords

Creepy Jackelope Eye
Steve Earl - Creepy Jackelope Eye

Capo 4

   Dm         C    Dm  Am
An elaborate tale
      Dm        C    Dm  Am
So convincingly real 
           Dm       C  
Things can seem so amazing
         Dm     C   



'Til you get up close 
                Dm     C
And see they're no big deal 
         Dm           C   Dm  Am
Like the stars in the sky 
       Dm         C      Dm  Am
Or the one on the stage 
       Dm          C
Just a big ball of gas 
      Dm      C 
And a regular guy 
             Dm      C  Dm  Am
Fresh out of minimum wage 

Chorus:
F             G#
In a jackalope space
C              F
On a jackalope high 
F               G#
I'm staring you down 
                 C
Creepy jackalope eye 

Many things in this life 
Are not what they appear 
Yeah I look like a hare 
But if you stop and you stare 
I'm related to a deer 

Chorus 2:
I got a jackalope face 
I'm a jackalope guy 
And I'm staring you down 
Creepy jackalope eye 

Is it so hard to imagine 
Is it so hard to believe 
Something so outrageous 
Something so far fetched 
Well how 'bout Adam and Eve? 

I know you gotta have faith 
I know the need to hope 
But the truth is always in place 
It's right in front of my face 
The mighty jackalope 
(Yeah) 

In a jackalope space 
On a jackalope high 
I'm staring you down 
Creepy jackalope 
And I'm staring down 
Creepy jackalope 
And I'm staring you down 
Creepy jackalope eye 



Freaky jackalope eye 
Creepy jackalope eye 
Creepy jackalope eye

3897. Crescent City - Chords

Crescent City
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Lucinda Williams

G           C
Everybody's had a few  
                       G
Now they talkin' about who knows who
                      Am
I'm goin' back to the Crescent City 
      F                      G
Where everything's still the same
                           C
This town has said what it has to say 
                   G
Now I'm after that back highway
                Am
And the longest bridge 
          F                    G
I've ever crossed over Pontchartrain
          Dm                         G
Tu le ton son temps that's what we'd say 
           Dm               G
We used to dance  the night away
          Dm                G
Me and my sister  me and my brother 
           Dm                G
We used to walk  down by the river
               C
Momma lives in Mandeville 
             G
I can hardly wait until
              Am
I can hear my zydeco 
    F                  G
And laissez le bon ton roulet
              C
Take rides in open cars 
                           G
My brother knows where the best bars are
                    Am
Let's see how these blues'll do 
F                                G
In the town where the good times stay
repeat #2 x2



3898. Crescent City - Chords

Crescent City
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Lucinda Williams

G           C
Everybody's had a few  
                       G
Now they talkin' about who knows who
                      Am
I'm goin' back to the Crescent City 
      F                      G
Where everything's still the same
                           C
This town has said what it has to say 
                   G
Now I'm after that back highway
                Am
And the longest bridge 
          F                    G
I've ever crossed over Pontchartrain
          Dm                         G
Tu le ton son temps that's what we'd say 
           Dm               G
We used to dance  the night away
          Dm                G
Me and my sister  me and my brother 
           Dm                G
We used to walk  down by the river
               C
Momma lives in Mandeville 
             G
I can hardly wait until
              Am
I can hear my zydeco 
    F                  G
And laissez le bon ton roulet
              C
Take rides in open cars 
                           G
My brother knows where the best bars are
                    Am
Let's see how these blues'll do 
F                                G
In the town where the good times stay
repeat #2 x2



3899. Cressida

Richard Thompson - Cressida 

Love that holds its breath for fear
Of scaring love away
I rush my lines, I care too deeply
Oh, will she keep me for idle games?

I raise my eyes to see her there
Shining in a daydream
I raise my eyes, I see too much
I know her touch, what her touch would mean

I stare into, I stare into
The dying flames

3900. Crime At Quiet Dell

Alan Bibey & Grasstowne - Crime at Quiet Dell

Vs1
Gather round good people, of evil I will tell,
Did you hear about the crime at Quiet Dell?
A little pig-eyed grocer is sittin' in his cell,
Did you hear about the crime at Quiet Dell?

CH1
So, if you love your neighbor, go home and get your gun,
We'll drive the devil out of West Virginia in 1931.
Up around Clarksburg, there's a little piece of hell.
Did you hear about the crime at Quiet Dell?

Vs2
The police sent a message from Park Ridge, Illinois,
About a widow, two girls, and a boy.
They said a Mr. Pierson might be to blame,
But down here Harry Powers is his name.

CH2
They found that little coward and they dragged him in,
They beat him through the night, til he told them what he did,
Then he led them to the farmhouse and pointed down the well,
Did you hear about the crime at Quiet Dell?

Vs3
He lured them with love letters and told them pretty lies,
They saw his fancy roadster and silk ties,
The women and their children, he brought to Quiet Dell,
And he kept them where no one could hear them yell.

CH3
So, go and tell your neighbor, he's sleepin' at the jail,



We're gonna hang the evil out of Harrison County, so good folks will prevail,
Up around Clarksburg, there's a little piece of hell.
Did you hear about the crime at Quiet Dell?

3901. Crimescene

Richard Thompson - Crimescene 

Broken glass, a broken chair
A lamp hangs by a thread
Scattered pages, spattered walls
Mayhem on the bed

Peace is gone and love is gone
And darkness wins the day
A soul is torn away
A soul is torn away

A crumpled shirt, a hank of hair
A shoe print made of blood
Phone ripped out, shades all drawn
A life is hammered shut

And I should ball my fists and scream
Against the dying of the dream
But I can't aim my rage at fate
Where's the face to pin the hate?

But I can't aim my rage at fate
Where's the face to pin the hate?
Where's the face to pin the hate?

A ticket booked, a suitcase packed
A diary on the desk
Free will's just a walk on part
In this ugly humoresque

Peace is gone and love is gone
And darkness wins the day
A soul is torn away
A soul is torn away

A soul is torn away
A soul is torn away

And I should ball my fists and scream
Against the dying of the dream
But I can't aim my rage at fate
Where's the face to pin the hate?

But I can't aim my rage at fate
But where's the face to pin the hate?



Here we stand around like victims
Waiting for the crime
Waiting for the butcher's knife
Just one cut at a time

You plan and he plans
You sleep while he steals
Your wheels can only spin
Inside of other wheels

Peace is gone and love is gone
And darkness wins the day
A soul is torn away
A soul is torn away

A soul is torn away
A soul is torn away
A soul is torn away

3902. Criminal

Yonder Mountain String Band
Criminal

[Verse 1]
I'm goin' back to Colorado
With my suitcase and a gun
I'm gonna find me a desperate woman
And have me a little fun

[Chorus]
When I wake up, my eyes are on fire
But my words, they're frozen cold
Ain't it hell, these earthly desires?
I'm gonna catch me a criminal
I'm gonna catch me a criminal

[Verse 2]
Gonna lock you up on that mountain
You can have your run of the town
And if you don't like the look of my gang here
Oh baby turn your head around

[Chorus]
You know angels arrive on fire
But the devil's subliminal
Ain't it hell, these earthly desires?
I'm gonna catch me a criminal
I'm gonna catch me a criminal
[Verse 3]
I walk with a crack of thunder
And I kiss with a touch of cold
And the problem with livin' forever



You're never born, son, you're always old

[Chorus]
You know angels arrive on fire
But the devil's subliminal
Ain't it hell, these earthly desires?
I'm gonna catch me a criminal
I'm gonna catch me a criminal
I'm gonna catch me a criminal

3903. Criminal Style

Criminal Style
Lindsay Lou - Criminal Style

[Verse 1]
Well I love you so much if you killed someone
You could call me up
And I'd help you find a place to hide the body
Oh and if you got caught by an ambitious cop
And they locked you up for life
I'd be the first on to visit you in prison

[Chorus]
And a love like that only comes along every once in a while
Like Adam and Eve, Thelma and Louis
We're loving in a criminal style

[Verse 2]
Well Eve she ate the fruit and looted all the truth
While the serpent slyly smiled
And them gods they kicked her ass out of garden
But Adam didn't leave her even though he loved the garden
Towards the gods his heart he hardened
They eloped out for a life out in the desert

[Chorus]
And a love like that only comes along every once in a while
Like Adam and Eve, Thelma and Louis
We're loving in a criminal style

[Verse 3]
Unhappy with their lives as trailer trashy wives
Thelma and Louis they hatched a plan to rue the day and end their misery
A couple middle-aged ladies
Out on a weekend spree
They crossed the law, fell in love, and drove their fucking car into a canyon

[Chorus]
And a love like that only comes along every once in a while
Like Adam and Eve, Thelma and Louis
We're loving in a criminal style



3904. Crimson Undergound

Rodney Crowell - Crimson Undergound

[Verse 1: Lera Lynn]
I'm headed South
I can feel it comin' on
That same dry mouth
That feelin' something's wrong
Your voice in my left ear
Says there's no danger here
And trust the feeling all the way back down
Welcome to the crimson underground

[Verse 2: Rodney Crowell]
Well I can see, it don't feel right
Hangin' on with all your might
Let go of all control
You're allowed to free your soul
And trust, my love, lay that burden down
Welcome to the crimson underground

[Verse 3: Lera Lynn & Rodney Crowell]
I hear your voice
It's like a song for me
You have no choice
For you belong to me
Let darkness join together
You and I forever
And go on and break the spirit down
Welcome to the crimson underground
Welcome to the crimson underground

3905. Cripple Creek

Cripple Creek

I got a girl and she loves me
She's as sweet as sweet can be
She's got eyes of baby blue
Makes my gun shoot straight and true.

   Goin' up Cripple Creek goin' in a run
   Goin' up Cripple Creek to have some fun.

Cripple Creek's wide and Cripple Creek's deep
I'll wade old Cripple Creek before I sleep
Roll my breeches to my knees
I'll wade ol' Cripple Creek when I please



I went down to Cripple Creek
To see what them girls had to eat
I got drunk and fell against the wall
Old corn likker was the cause of it all

3906. Crippled Bird

Dolly Parton - Crippled Bird 

A broken heart like a broken wing
It must have its time to mend
I am like a crippled bird
In hopes one day to fly again
I loved you so and I was faithful
I cared more than words could say
But love is cruel and life is hateful
Now you're gone and flown away
Chorus:
Oh, to die, would be a pleasure
Slow to heal, but quick to cry
Fragile as a sparrow's feather
Crippled bird too blue to fly
Oh, the loss is cold and shameful
And the grief so deep and sharp
There is nothing quite as painful
As a true blue broken heart
Repeat Chorus
Fragile as a sparrow's feather
Crippled bird too blue to fly

3907. Critters

Acoustic Syndicate - Critter
Album: Acoustic Syndicate

Mockingbird is quietly just staking out old Crow, They'll soon be getting in each other's hair
Old Cat, he's checking out that Mockingbird, Cat, he's been around for years and years
He knows the meaning of harassment, Some critters they can drive a cat to tears

Chorus
Living here ain't all it's cracked up to be, Some of us can't handle all the pain
Some of us are smarter than others but I can't get myself out of the rain
Ole Cat he's been checking out Miss Mousy, Miss Mousy she's been checking out Ole Cat
She's thinking that he might be getting slow in his old age, Cat thinks Mousy's getting kinda f
at

But Ole Snake, he's got everybody scared of him,
He gets paid for protection class by class



He's slick, shrewd and cold-blooded, he's just not a very nice guy
He can't help it, he's a snake in the grass

Repeat Chorus

3908. Crocodile Rock

Crocodile Rock
Larkin Poe - Crocodile Rock

Well, I remember when rock was young
Me and Suzie had so much fun
Holding hands and skippin' stones
Had an old gold Chevy and a place of my own
But, the biggest kick I ever got
Was doing a thing called the Crocodile Rock
While the other kids were Rocking 'round the clock
We were hopping and bopping to the Crocodile Rock
Croc Rocking is something shocking
When your feet just can't keep still
I never knew me a better time and I guess I never will
Lawdy mama, those Friday nights
When SuziR wore her dressRs tight
The Crocodile Rocking was out of sight
Well, the years went by and the rock just died
Suzie went and left us for some foreign guy
Long nights crying by the record machine
Dreaming of my Chevy and my old blue jeans
But, they'll never kill the thrills we've got
Burning up to the Crocodile Rock
Learning fast, as the weeks went past
We really thought the Crocodile Rock would last (Hey!)
Croc Rocking is something shocking
When your feet just can't keep still
I never knew me a better time and I guess I never will
Lawdy mama, those Friday nights
When Suzie wore her dresses tight
The Crocodile Rocking was out of sight
Out of sight
I remember when rock was young
I remember when rock was young

3909. Crocodile Tears - Chords

Crocodile Tears 
Richard Thompson

[Verse 1]



    E                             A
I saw you last night with that fella
    E                    C#m
the up-to-date version of me
         E                A
He was smug as a lottery winner
          E          B          E
You were warm as a reptile can be
         E                         A
What a change from the last time I saw you
            E                         C#m
With those tears running down if you please
      E                A
From sad to happy so quickly
            E           B         E
That's one hundred and eighty degrees
 
[Chorus]
      A                    E
But crocodiles do it much better
         A                       B
they're much more humane and forgiving
       E           F#m
Their victims are dead
      E/G#        A
in a minute it's said
       E             B        E
While yours have to carry on living
            A                           E
And those crocodile tears you've been shedding
      A                           B
Some day they might come back to haunt you
       E          F#m
Oh, I bet you one day
           E/G#     A
you'll be sobbing away
            E
'cause you have to
     B              E
and not 'cause you want to
 
E   F#m   E/G#    A  E B E
 
[Verse 2]
         E                          A
And the night that you said it was over
         E                  C#m
I got a history lesson for free
     E                        A
I thought it was you did the lying and cheating
     E            B            E
It turns out it must have been me
      E                               A
When the tears started flowing that clinched it
    E                    C#m
I knew you'd be running away
        E



to the arms of your new love -
       A
poor devil, he gets  you
      E          B       E
for twenty four hours a day
 
[Chorus]
      A                    E
But crocodiles do it much better
         A                       B
they're much more humane and forgiving
       E           F#m
Their victims are dead
      E/G#        A
in a minute it's said
       E             B        E
While yours have to carry on living
            A                           E
And those crocodile tears you've been shedding
      A                           B
Some day they might come back to haunt you
       E          F#m
Oh, I bet you one day
           E/G#      A
you'll be sobbing away
            E
'cause you have to
     B              E
and not 'cause you want to
 
E  F#m  E/G#   A  E B E
 
[Verse 3]
        E                         A
Well I hope he lives up to your standards
  E                     C#m
Standards I could never keep
      E                        A
I was always to quick on the trigger, you said
        E           B           E
not to mention to dumb and to cheap
        E                    A
And I see all your petty revenges
      E                    C#m
The drama goes on, does it ever
          E                     A
But that picture of us, in the nude, on the bus
    E         B             E
To put it on Facebook was clever
 
[Chorus]
      A                    E
But crocodiles do it much better
         A                       B
they're much more humane and forgiving
       E           F#m
Their victims are dead



      E/G#        A
in a minute it's said
       E             B        E
While yours have to carry on living
           A                           E
And those crocodile tears you've been shedding
      A                           B
Some day they might come back to haunt you
       E           F#m
Oh, I bet you one day
           E/G#      A
you'll be sobbing away
            E
'cause you have to
     B              E
and not 'cause you want to
       E           F#m
Oh, I bet you one day
           E/G#      A
you'll be sobbing away
            E
'cause you have to
     B             C#m      E
and not 'cause you want to
 
-----
 
Final four lines from an older version (as seen on several YouTube videos):
 
     E                       A
But watching you acting the victim
         E                   C#m
Is like watching the news on tv
     E
You can't stand to see
          A
all the blood and the gore
          E              B              E
yet you can't take your eyes off the screen

3910. Crooked

Crooked
Keller Williams - Crooked

I ain't crooked
Although I follow the path of least resistance
No, I ain't crooked
Although I follow the path of least resistance
I just trying to do my thang
Maintain my existence
I ain't stupid
Although I did not complete all of my schooling



No, I ain't stupid
Although I did not complete all of my schooling
I ain't crooked, I ain't stupid
And I ain't foolin'
I ain't scared
Although I may appear to be shaken
No, I ain't scared
Although I may appear to be shaken
I ain't waking to the faking
Baking, partaking, and the head-aching, corn-flaking
I ain't faking, bacon
I ain't special
But my momma tell me that it's true
I ain't nothing to write home about, baby
But my momma tell me that it's true
I know one thing is for sure
I'm lucky I got you
[voice message]
Hey buddy, how you doing this is ??? calling, 
just wondering if it might be possible for me to come out on your farm 
and do a little vermin trapping, mainly squirrel trapping and even some chipmunk trapping, 
anything furry quite honestly because I really kind of like to catch little furry animals 
and skin them and make nifty little clothes out of them. You know like little booties for babies 
and uh, 
you know, little Daniel Boone hats, and uh, just give me a call back sometime if you got the c
hance
I ain't wealthy
But y'all know sometimes it's fun to pretend
I ain't got no money, baby, no
Y'all know sometimes it's fun to pretend

3911. Crooked Jack - Chords

Crooked Jack

Capo 1
Intro: Em D Bm Asus2 G F#m (4x)
 G Bm
A blacksmith courted me
 Em Asus2
Nine months and better
 C Bm
He fairly won my heart
 D Em D
He wrote me a letter
 G Asus2
With his hammer in his hand
 Em F#m B7
He looked quite clever
 G Bm D C#
And if I was with my love
 C D Em D Bm Asus2 G F#m
I would live for-ev-er



(Pre-Chorus)
 Em
Come Irishmen, both young and stern
 D
With adventure in your soul
 Em
There are better ways to spend your days
 D Em
Than working down a hole

(Chorus)
 G Bm
 I was tall and true, all of 6 foot 2
 C F#m
 But they broke me across the back
 C D
 By a name I'm known but it's not my own
 Em D Asus2
 They call me Crooked Jack

But where's my love gone
With his cheeks like roses
And his good black Billycock on
Decked around with primroses
I fear the blazing sun
Will shine and burn his beauty
And if I was with my love
I would do my duty

(Pre-Chorus)
The ganger's blue-eyed boy was I
Big Jack could do no wrong
And the reason simply was because
I could work hard hours and long

(Chorus)

(solos) Em D C D (4x)

 Em D
Strange news is come to town
 C D Em
Strange news is carried
 Em D
Strange news is come to town
 C D Em
That my love is married
Oh I wish them both much joy
Though they can't hear me
And may God reward them well
For the slighting of me

(Pre-Chorus)
And I've seen old men before their time
Their faces drawn and gray
But I never thought so soon would be mine



Be lined in the self same way

(Bridge)
 G Bm
Do you remember when
 Em A7
You lay beside me
 C Bm
And you said you'd marry me
 B7 Em Em6
And not deny me
 D Em
If I said I'd marry you
(Em)(D) C D 
 It was only for to try you
(C)Em D Bm
So bring your witness love
 C D Em
And I'll not deny you
(vocalized chord)

(Chorus)
Em D Bm Bb Cm C# Bm Asus2 Asus2 D C# Bm Asus2

(overlapping)
 Em D
1: They say that honest toil is good
 C D
For the spirit and the soul
 Em D
But believe me boys it's for sweat and blood
 C D
That they want you down a hole
 G Bm
I was tall and true, all of 6 foot 2
 C F#m
But they broke me across the back
 C D
By a name I'm known but it's not my own
 Em D Em
They call me Crooked Jack
 Em D
2: No witness have I none
 C D
Save God Almighty
 Em D
And may he reward you well
 C D
For the slighting of me
 G Bm
Her lips grew pale and wan
 C F#m
It made a poor heart to tremble
 C D
To think she loved a one
 E D Em
And he proved decietful



3912. Crooked Life

Crooked Life
I Draw Slow

I'm not wrong
It's the surest that I've been
People sing the same old song
That they don't mean

Crooked life
Life without a chorus
Please don't tell me that it's fine
It's the saddest thing there is

I'm not right
It's the only thing I know
People sing the song so fast
Or they sing so slow

Crooked life
Life without a chorus
Please don't tell me that it's sad
It's the only song I know

[Bridge]
Our Father
It takes me half a life to build a house
Exactly where I stand
Half a life to figure out
The house is built on sand

I'm not wrong
It's the surest that I've been
People sing the same old song
That they don't mean

Crooked life
Life without a chorus
Please don't tell me that it's fine
It's the saddest thing there is

I'm not right
It's the only thing I know
People sing the song so fast
Or they sing so slow

Crooked life
Life without a chorus
Please don't tell me that it's sad
It's the only song I know



3913. Crooked Piece Of Time

Todd Snider - Crooked Piece Of Time

It's a crooked piece of time that we live in
All in all and all in all it's a crooked piece of time
It's a crooked piece of time that we're livin' in, oh baby
All in all and all in all, it's a crooked piece of time
Things got rough, things got tough, things got harder than hard
We were just tryin' to make a livin' in our own back yard
We're born too late, we die too soon, anxiety's a terrible crime
If you can't come now, don't come at all, it's a crooked piece of time

It's a crooked piece of time that we live in
All in all and all in all, it's a crooked piece of time
It's a crooked piece of time that we live in
All in all and all in all, it's a crooked piece of time

Yesterday morning an ill wind came
Blew your picture right out of the picture frame
Even blew the candle out from underneath the flame
Yesterday morning an ill wind came
It's a crooked piece of time that we live in
All in all and all in all, it's a crooked piece of time
It's a crooked piece of time that we live in
All in all and all in all, it's a crooked piece of time
It's a crooked piece of time that we live in
All in all and all in all

Things got rough, things got tough, things got harder than hard
We was just tryin' to make a livin' in our back yard

3914. Crooked Tree

Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway - Crooked Tree

[Verse 1]
Two trees in the forest, one was crooked, one was straight
Crimson bark and emerald needles growing day by day
And though they looked so different, they enjoyed the rain the same side by side
A chickadee had told them of a darkness on the land
Spinning blades that came to visit carried by a man
And every other tree would see them cut down where they stand by and by

[Chorus]
Oh, can't you see
A crooked tree won't fit into the mill machine?
They're left to grow wild and free
Oh, I'd rather be a crooked tree



[Verse 2]
Perfect trees were driven down the mountain to the mill
They turned them into toothpicks and twenty dollar bills
It seemed the more the people took, the more they needed still in the end
The crooked trees were left there after all the work was done
Now they go for weeks and never witness anyone
No one left to tell them if they're growing right or wrong but the whispering wind

[Chorus]
Oh, can't you see
A crooked tree won't fit into the mill machine?
They're left to grow wild and free
I'd rather be a crooked tree

[Verse 3]
People say I'm different and my way of life seems strange
I took the road less traveled, twists and turns along the way
But like the crooked tree, I'm growing stronger day by day as the clouds roll by
A river never wonders why it flows around the bend
A mountain doesn't question how it rose up from the land
So who am I to wish I wasn't just the way I am? Who am I?

[Chorus]
Oh, can't you see
A crooked tree won't fit into the mill machine?
They're left to grow wild and free
Oh, I'd rather be a crooked tree
A crooked tree won't fit into the mill machine
They're left to grow wild and free
I'd rather be a crooked tree
Oh, I'd rather be a crooked tree

3915. Crop Comes In

Crop Comes In
Chatham County Line

Sweet Marie I can hardly wait
There's gas in the tank tonight's our fate
Let us not part sore by the porches light
Lets go out together into the night

She said her friend Peter had a steady wage
A home for two, numbers on the page
Well I thought for a while and that's when she spoke
The words as they started I thought a joke ...she said...

Come see me when the crop comes in
When the water's high, you can afford to spend
I'm high on the cotton and my dress is fine
I'd spend it all - if you could be mine
I'm not the kid of woman that's bound to lose



So don't come around with your poor boy blues

Well she was sore from the moment she picked up
A plastic fork and a paper cup
But she laughed at the jokes and she sure could smile
Something cheap as love should last a while ...she said...

Does a diamond really talk that loud
Does just love not make you proud?
When you've got all you can use
Don't bore me with your rich girl blues

Well Sweet Marie I could hardly wait
Back when I thought you were my fate
A diamond told you to walk that aisle
Even though you could have been my style

Come see me when the crop comes in
When the water's high, you can afford to spend
I'm high on the cotton and my dress is fine
... I wouldn't spend it all - if you could be mine

3916. Cross My Heart

Cross My Heart
Davisson Brothers Band

Might a been an earthquake
Maybe it'²s a heartbreak
Did you feel the ground shake
Just another big mistake
Was it just a bad dream
Could have been anything
Thinking about you and me
What it could be
Ready for a change in scene

And we could sleep by the river till the sun comes up
You and me darlin that'll be enough
Let the sound of the water do what it does
Spend all night trying to fall in love
Kiss the taste of your lips that cheap red wine
Don'²t you worry baby it'll be just fine
Dance in the moonlight a million times
Let your hair fall down in a honeysuckle vine
Take a deep breath in and I close my eyes
Wished upon a star fell from the sky
Girl let me hold you for the rest of my life
I Cross My Heart and I hope to die

Might a been a hurricane
Maybe it's a crying shame
Standing there in the rain



Washed a way all the pain
Was it just a blue sky
Oh those big blue eyes
Could of been a don'²t ask why
Maybe it'²s a one more try

And we could sleep by the river till the sun comes up
You and me darlin that'll be enough
Let the sound of the water do what it does
Spend all night trying to fall in love
Kiss the taste of your lips that cheap red wine
Don'²t you worry baby it'll be just fine
Dance in the moonlight a million times
Let your hair fall down in a honeysuckle vine
Take a deep breath in and I close my eyes
Wished upon a star fell from the sky
Girl let me hold you for the rest of my life
I Cross My Heart and I hope to die

3917. Cross My Heart

Dolly Parton - Cross My Heart 

I know there's times when you must wonder
If my love is true, and I'm satisfied
I wish I knew a way to show you
I'm forever yours for the rest of my life
Chorus:
I cross my heart and hope to die
I'll always be here by your side
My love grows stronger as the time goes by
Cross my heart and hope to die
And all those times we're not together
You're in my heart and you're on my mind
You're like a part of me that's missing
I cross my heart and hope to die
Chorus:
I cross my heart and hope to die
I'll always be here by your side
My love grows stronger as the time goes by
Cross my heart and hope to die
Repeat Chorus
Tag:
I cross my heart and hope to die
I cross my heart

3918. Cross Over The Bridge



Cross Over The Bridge
Bennie Benjamin / George Weiss

If you're a guy that's had a gal in each and every port
And you've forgot the rules of love that life has always taught
And if you broke as many hearts as ripples in a stream
Well, brother, here's the only way that you can be redeemed

Chorus:
Cross over the bridge, cross over the bridge
Change your reckless way o'livin', cross over the bridge
Leave you fickle past behind you and true romance will find you
Brother, cross over the bridge

If you have built a boat to take you to the greener side
And if that boat is built of ev'ry lie you ever lied
You'll never reach the Promised Land of love, I guarantee
'Cause lies cannot hold water and you'll sink into the sea

Chorus

I know it isn't easy to resist temptation's call
But think of how your broken heart will hurt you when you fall
'cause some day you will find that you are hopelessly in love
And she'll belong to someone else as sure as stars above

Chorus

3919. Cross The Borderline

Jerry Jeff Walker - Cross the Borderline

There ain't nothin' in the world
That can take away my memories
Of my travels through the great northwestern
Mountain scenery
With my woman by my side
With her lips like cherry wine
She kissed me, said she loved me
As we crossed the borderline

CHORUS
Don't you fly away woman of mine
Don't you fade away; don't you be that kind
Don't you fly away woman of mine
Tell me that you love me
As we crossed the borderline
If you're ever in Alaska
Take a message to my friend
That the glamour of the city life
Is as empty as the wind
It'll steal away love's joy;
It'll drive a heart stone blind
Makes a cold Alaskan winter



Seem like something warm and fine

Repeat Chorus
Oh, tell me how you love me as we cross that borderline

3920. Cross Yourself

Emmylou Harris - Cross Yourself

I can see all the way
To Mercury from Mission Bay
I can feel your frequency
Just one more thing
Cross yourself, cross yourself
Come to me

And no matter how hard you try
You can no longer be
Standing there where so many die
Anticipating

Over the new clear watercolor
Over the rocks and glass
And everything that's meant to be
Come to me
Cross yourself
Come to me

And you say all your life
You've been waiting for this time
Open wide spread your wings
Just one more thing
Cross yourself cross yourself
Come to me

Don't listen to what they say
There's no day like today
Ain't no secret cloud in the way
It will be so easy

3921. Cross-eyed Child - Chords

Cross-eyed Child - John Hartford

       D          G           D
The cross-eyed child, is left alone,
                                G 
        alone with his lonesome eyes,
                           D



While older brothers ride away
                                 A 
        in boots and clothes so fine.
        D                G           D
He walks the hills, and the railroad track,
                               G 
        singing in a voice so high,
                                    D
A voice so wild, it will freeze your heart,
                              A           D    
        like the heart of the cross-eyed child.

               G              D
Behind the house, behind the barn,
                              G 
        behind the white oak tree,(lick)
                         D
Underneath the old back porch,
                             A 
        where he may not be seen,
      D               G         D
He hides that they, not laugh at him
                           G
         as they go riding by,
                                 D
And know the tears, that feed the pain
                              A         D 
        in the heart of the cross-eyed child.

              G           D
Back inside, the darkness there
                            G 
       he hears the fiddle tune.
    D          G                  D         
She takes his hand, and pulls him out
                                A 
        and leads him into the room.
      D            G             D
Where brothers drink, and uncles play
                              G 
        and sisters dance in style.
                                D
No drop to stain his determined lips,
                          A        D 
        the vow of the cross-eyed child.

He wills himself to persevere 
        as strong he upward grows.
They come to match him, fist and note, 
        then on their way they go.
He does what he does the best he can, 
        some say it is his style,
But they can't see old Kentucky 
        in the heart of the cross-eyed child.

Instrumental:



Still proving himself to people gone, 
        his pride must have its way.
They're long since down in the churchyard ground 
        on the hill so far away.
He sings his song to the midnight sky, 
        a wail on the radio dial,
And around the world they hear the blues 
        in the heart of the cross-eyed child.
      D           G            D
And no one grins, we all chime in 
             G                      D
        to pick with the cross-eyed child.

3922. Cross-Firing Blues

Allen Brothers - Cross-firing blues

Sweet Papa, sweet Papa,
Tell me where you got those eyes
Come to sweet Mama
Tell me where you got those eyes
You wasn't raised on earth
You must have come down from the skies

Sweet Mama, sweet Mama
Listen to what I've got to say
Listen to sweet Papa
Listen to what I've got to say
You might tease some people
Your Papa he ain't built that way

Sweet Daddy, sweet Daddy
Ain't you treat your Mama right
Come to sweet Mama
Ain't you treat your Mama right
I got a way of lovin'
That'll keep you home at night

If you want me Mama
You sure don't have to reign
If you want me Mama
You sure don't have to reign
But the day you trifle on me
I'll send you to your grave

Sweet Papa, sweet Papa
I'll even buy your shoes
Come to sweet Mama
Let Mama buy your shoes
I'll even buy your neckties
I'll even buy your food

My lovin' ways would make a rabbit hug a hound



My lovin' ways would make a rabbit hug a hound
And the day you print me Mama
I'll turn your dapple down

3923. Crossfire

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Crossfire
Composer: Bob Carpenter - Jeff Hanna

You wanted to be street wise
Went and got involved
Now you're trapped and helpless
Problems you can't solve.

One side and the other
There's no shelter in a crossfire.

Had to play with big boys
Grew up much too fast
They ran and left you facing
Things you can't resist.

Better keep your head down
Finally had your showdown, crossfire.

You and I, friends long gone
Lies on lies, on and on and on.

You and I, bridges burn
Lies on lies.

Who's gonna rescue you?
Tell me, who's gonna?

Who's gonna wear the bleeding heart, put it on the line
When you gonna pay attention, sentence fits the crime
Can't hold out much longer
Shots are coming closer, crossfire.

And it's one side and the other
There's no shelter in a crossfire.
Oh it's one side and the other
There's no shelter.

Crossfire, crossfire, crossfire
Crossfire, crossfire
Crossfire, crossfire.

Crossfire.

1, 2, 3, 4.



3924. Crossing Muddy Waters - Chords

Crossing Muddy Waters 
I'm With Her
 
[Intro]
 D G A Bm D G A D
 
[Verse 1]
D                             G
baby's gone and i don't know why
     A               Bm
she headed out this morning
                              G
like a rusty shot in a hollow sky
     A               D
she left me without warning
 
[Verse 2]
D                             G
sooner than the dogs could bark
A               Bm
faster than the sun rose
                              G
down to the banks in an old mule cart
     A               D
she took a flat boat 'cross the shallows
 
[Chorus]
               G
left me in my tears to drown
     A             Bm
she left a baby daughter
                                   G
now the river's wide and deep and brown
       A              D
she's crossing muddy waters
 
[Instrumental]
D G A D
 
[Verse 3]
D                             G
tobacco standing in the fields
  A               Bm
be rotten come november
                              G
and a bitter heart will not reveal
     A               D
a spring that love remembers
 
[Verse 4]
D                                G



when that sweet brown girl of mine
 A           Bm
hair black as a raven
                                  G
we broke the bread and drank the wine
        A                   D
from a jug that she'd been saving
 
[Chords]
               G
left me in my tears to drown
     A             Bm
she left a baby daughter
                                   G
now the river's wide and deep and brown
       A              D
she's crossing muddy waters
 
[Instrumental]
D G A Bm G A D
 
[Verse 5]
D                                 G
baby's crying and the daylight's gone
A                       Bm
that big oak tree is groaning
      D                          G
in a rush of wind and a river song
       A                  D
i can hear my true love moaning
D               G
crying for her baby child
          A              Bm
oooooooh crying for her husband
                  D    G
crying for that rivers wild
     A                 D
to take her from her loved ones
 
[Chorus]
               G
left me in my tears to drown
     A             Bm
she left a baby daughter
                                   G
now the river's wide and deep and brown
       A              D
she's crossing muddy waters
                                   G
now the river's wide and deep and brown
       A              D
she's crossing muddy waters



3925. Crossing No 9 - Chords

Crossing No 9 
Norman Blake
 
[Verse 1]
G                                       C              G
down on the southern railroad line on a drowsy August day
G                          Bm           C                   G
Came a man from across the tracks, and stopped our childish play
G                                   D                       C
Boys don't you raise no cain today, I remember the words he said
G                                   F      C             G
Franny Walrevan's sick you know, with a bad pain in her head
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G                                      C             G
Well, he said we've tell the engineer, that pulls old 41
G                        Bm          C            G
Not to blow his whistle loud on the morning mail run
G                                    D                      C
And the fast express from Birmingham that's always just on time
G                                F     C        G
She won't blow the whistle post at Crossing No. 9
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
G                                                C                G
Well, the August days soon turned to fall, and a chill was in the air
G                     Bm                   C                G
The preacher came, the kinfolks went, and friends was everywhere
G                                       D                 C
Then one day they brought the news that tore hard at my mind
G                               F      C       G
Fanny Wall Ray is gone away, from Crossing No. 9
 
 
[Verse 4]
G                                 C                G
Way back home in Sulphur Springs winter's coming hard
G                     Bm               C               G
The Georgia wind is blowing shrill across the section yard
G                                          D                 C
The snow is falling cold and white on the Southern Railroad line
G                                              F      C      G
And the trains they don't blow no more ---- for Crossing No. 9

3926. Crossing Over Jordan - Chords



Crossing Over Jordan
Recorded by Melba Montgomery
Written by Melba Montgomery and Carl Montgomery
 
C
Our many long years in bondage has shown how people have been
                                    D7             G7
Out in the wilderness wondering was all because of sin
      C
Their leader had been old Moses but now that he had died
                                    G7    C   G7
God said to Joshua take them on the other side
 
      C
Cross over to the other side of Jordan the Lord to Joshua said
                                       D7             G7
Go over to the other side of Jordan my people love me less
    C
The Lord in the wilderness wonder for me this bondage is free
                                      G7       C
And when you reach the other side you shall be free
 
 
The river now lies before you and how the waters can grow
                                 D7             G7
Now's the time to cross over the waters that we row
  C
A wonderful land is waiting just over Jordan's side 
                              G7    C   G7
Remembering victory is on the other side
 
      C
Cross over to the other side of Jordan the Lord to Joshua said
                                       D7             G7
Go over to the other side of Jordan my people love me less
    C
The Lord in the wilderness wonder for me this bondage is free
                                      G7       C
And when you reach the other side you shall be free
 
                                      G7       C
And when you reach the other side you shall be free

3927. Crossing The Gap

Railroad Earth - Crossing The Gap

Hello morning star, you are my old friend
You are death beginning, to me you're a ten
I'm racing the dawn, but I'll never win
Roadsigns mark time, till I see you again.

There are things I'd change, but what's been done is done
But one to many thrills, and now I've come unspun



I sleep and I dream and lie on some strange bed
I almost lost the story, but I know it never ends, it never ends

I'm crossing the gap on my way home
Above my head just sky and stone
Cross the river from the Jersey side
at the end, of a long, long ride.

I'm begging the sun for just a bit more time
Moonlight, it's alright to sit down this line
So goodbye morning star, daylight's come again
I crossed one hundred rivers, there's one more ahead
yeah just ahead.

I'm crossing the gap on my way home
Above my head just sky and stone
Cross the river from the Jersey side, at the end, of a long...

Yes I'm crossing the gap on my way home
Above my head just sky and stone
Cross the river from the Jersey side, at the end, of a long
of a long, of a long, long ride.

3928. Crossroads

Crossroads
Eric Clapton - Bluegrass Sessions

I went down to the crossroads, fell down on my knees
I went down to the crossroads, fell down on my knees
Asked the Lord above for mercy, "Save me if you please"
I went down to the crossroads, tried to flag a ride
I went down to the crossroads, tried to flag a ride
Nobody seemed to know me, everybody passed me by
I'm going down to Rosedale, take my rider by my side
I'm going down to Rosedale, take my rider by my side
You can still barrelhouse, baby, on the riverside
You can run, you can run, tell my friend-boy Willie Brown
You can run, you can run, tell my friend-boy Willie Brown
And I'm standing at the crossroads, believe I'm sinking down

3929. Crossroads

Crossroads 
Lonesome River Band

Got no reason for leavin', got no reason to stay 
Life is just what we make it, then we go away
Many times the road you're takin', leads to love, or despair 



And the next time that you cross it 
it can lead you anywhere
 
CHORUS: 
I have walked enough in my lifetime 
Many side roads I thought would never end
They wind about and then they will bring you 
To the crossroads, where everything begins
 
There are times I have wondered 
if this road would ever end 
If I took the wrong road, would it bring me back again, 
There are times I prayed I'd make it 
and some times I didn't care 
But be careful at the crossroads 
they could lead you any where,

3930. Crossroads Bar

Crossroads Bar
Bill Monroe

I walked out tonight for a ramble round
I didn't mean to stay just to view the town
When I saw her smiling from afar
As she walked into that crossroads bar

Well I walked inside and sat me down
Ordered sweet red wine and I drank it down
She came and set beside me there
With a dark brown eyes and the red, red hair

I told her that I loved her true
Anything you want I'll surely do
Said a man like you don't get too far
With a girl like me at the crossroads bar

I like smoky light and a lonesome song
And I won't do right if I can do wrong
You want the moon to burn behind the darkest star
And you won't find love at the crossroads bar

Come all my friends and take my advice
Keep your love at home with your lovely wife
You're better off than you think you are
And you won't find love at the crossroads bar

3931. Crow Black Chicken - Chords



Crow Black Chicken
Old Crow Medicin Show - Crow Black Chicken

CAPO 2

N/C
Well, I went on the mountain
I give my horn a blow
I thought I heard some purty lil gal say
"Yonder comes my beau"

Chorus
G
Crow black chicken and crow for day
G                      D
Crow black chicken and fly away
G                      C
Crow black chicken and crow for day
G      D       G
I like chicken pie

Chorus

G
Hardest work I ever done
G                    D
Is plowin' a field of rye
G                   C
Easiest work that I ever done
 G        D       G
Is eatin' chicken pie

Chorus

I wish I had an old grey house
18 storys high
and every story in the house
was filled with chicken pie
 
Chorus

I wish I had a silver thread
fine as I could sew (SPOKEN.. WHAT YOU DO BOY)
I'd sew a chicken to my back
and drive to Idaho

Chorus

Chicken crow for midnight
Chicken crow for day
Along come an owl goin' "hoo ha"
And stole my chicken clean away

Chorus 2x



3932. Crowd Around the Corner - Chords

Crowd Around the Corner
Written and recorded by Earl Thomas Conley

C     Am                 Em
Those stormy years leave deep and endless
F                 C
Trails across his face
                       G7            C
He'll wander back when morning rolls around
            Am                 Em
For it's an old man's right to spend his life 
     F               C
Just searching for a place
                     G7               C
Where he can sit and watch the sun go down
       Am                 Em
Time's run its course and freed the horse 
     F                      C
That pulled him through his prime
                       G7              C
And placed a different light above his brow
    Am               Em
Now towering rows of buildings grow
   F                C
In fields he left behind
                        G7         C
And life seems twice as heavy as a plow
   Am
So crowd around the corner boys
    C
And take your good old time
                                F
And pass along a piece of yesterday
  Am               Em
A tender breeze of memories 
   F                    C
Is blowing through your mind
                  G7                C
Softer than those strands of silver-gray
    Am                   Em
The golden chain the old men clings
       F                  C
To the watch inside their vest
                          G7           C
That tells them when it's time to move along
     Am                   Em
Just rambling through the avenues 
        F                 C
They'll sometimes stop to rest
                        G7               C
But it's hard to find a place where they belong
   Am
So crowd around the corner boys
    C
And take your good old time



                                F
And pass along a piece of yesterday
  Am               Em
A tender breeze of memories 
   F                    C
Is blowing through your mind
                  G7                C
Softer than those strands of silver-gray
                     G7                Am
And sweeter than the things we've seen today

3933. Crowing

Glen Phillips - Crowing

Been waiting to find
You could've been happier, given the time
If he'd make up his mind
You'd give yourself to anybody who would cross that line

And it was never a question
He was crowing for repair
You'd give him love and affection
But you couldn't keep him there

Get over regret
While you were sleeping with angels
He was under the bed
And the more skin you shed
The more that the air in your throat will linger when you
Call him your friend

And it was never a question
He was crowing for repair
You'd give him love and affection
But you couldn't keep him there

Staring at a cold little hand
Reading fault lines of a shell of a man
You were waiting for a word from above
Wouldn't you know it, no answer ever did come

And it was never a question
You were crowing for repair
You'd give him love and affection
But you couldn't keep him there

3934. Crown Of Fire



Crown of Fire
Larkin Poe - Crown of Fire

I've been striking that flint and steel
I've been stirring up the flames
I punish you for all the pain I feel
When I'm the one to blame

Gonna cut you down to size
Overlook the pain in your eyes
Diggin' in, stubborn as a mule
Losing love lonely as a fool
I'm gonna burn at my own stake

I've been striking that flint and steel
I've been stirring up the flames
I punish you for all the pain I feel
When I'm the one to blame
I'm getting that
I'm getting that
Everything I asked for
Burning under my heart's desire
Wearing my crown of fire

Gotta make a sacrifice
On the altar of always right
And if the sacrifice is you
I gotta do what I gotta do
You're gonna burn at my own stake
I've been striking that flint and steel
I've been stirring up the flames
I punish you for all the pain I feel
When I'm the one to blame
I'm getting that
I'm getting that
Everything I asked for
Burning under my heart's desire
Wearing my crown of fire

3935. Crown Of Jewels

Ricky Skaggs - Crown of Jewels

She came from the backwoods
Bright teeth, stylish hair
Good fortune and everyone's smiles
Followed her everywhere
Had a taste for the good life
Had some stars in her eyes
Thought she would have it all
Once her name was in lights

Hey, hey little Miss Jane
Sunny day turned to hard rain



Traded in your evening gown
For a jumpsuit of pain
The beauty queen and the wallflower
Feel the same in their darkest hours
All watch as the crown of jewels 
Falls from the old guard tower

She walked down the runway 
A crown of jewels she wore
Applause and lights, but at the end of the night
She was the first out the door
Drove all night at high speed 
Arrived in the early day light
Flash of a knife, a nice evening dress
Couldn't change her man's mind

Hey, hey little Miss Jane
Sunny day turned to hard rain
Traded in your evening gown
For a jumpsuit of pain
The beauty queen and the wallflower
Feel the same in their darkest hours
All watch as the crown of jewels 
Falls from the old guard tower

Stage moms and hair-sprayed charms
No one there could have sounded an alarm
I don't know why you think it's so strange
Any kind of act is within anyone's range

Hey, hey little Miss Jane
Sunny day turned to hard rain
Traded in your evening gown
For a jumpsuit of pain
The beauty queen and the wallflower
Feel the same in their darkest hours
All watch as the crown of jewels 
Falls from the old guard tower

3936. Crown Of Thorns - Chords

Crown Of Thorns
Recorded by Jimmie Davis
Written by Jimmie Davis and Jack Mainard

C                          G7
There have been kings with riches untold
                         F            C
They have worn crowns of diamonds and gold
              C7          F
But there's a King who is battered and torn
        G7                       F        C
And the crown that He wore was a crown of thorns



  F                   C
A crown of thorns was placed on His head
                       D7         G7
He hung on the cross until He was dead
    C                   F
The sky was dark with a raging storm
          C
When they crowned the King of kings 
             G7 C
With a crown of thorns
                          G7
They were so cruel to our Savior and King
                        F         C
He died for our sins salvation to bring
          C7                F
He is the King of kings the greatest ever born
         G7                 F        C
But they crowned Him with a crown of thorns
  F                   C
A crown of thorns was placed on His head
                       D7         G7
He hung on the cross until He was dead
    C                   F
The sky was dark with a raging storm
          C
When they crowned the King of kings 
             G7 C
With a crown of thorns

3937. Cruel Alibis - Chords

Cruel Alibis Acoustic 
Mustered Courage
 
Em                        G
Packing all my possessions
            C                 Dadd4
'cause I'm leaving here tonight.
         Em                     G
And the change in my own reflection
         C             Dadd4
I can`t hardly recognise.
 
CHORUS
              Am      C
I've made my choices
                  Em     D
gotta leave you behind.
                       Am      C
Hear the high lonesome voices
                  G     D (Stop)
whisper cruel alibis.
 



VERSE
Em                     G
We used to dance together
        C                D
In the kitchen late at night,
     Em                   G
and walk in the stormy weather
        C              D
soaking wet but didn't mind.
 
     Em                     G
Your skin was as soft as velvet,
               C                 D
my heart would beat fast as a train.
    Em                       G
The ice in my whiskey has melted
         C               D
like the burning sugar cane.
 
CHORUS (like above, but rhythmically)
 
Then the solo part goes with something like:
 
Em G C D (x2)
 
Am C Em D
Am C G D

3938. Cruel Moon

Buddy Miller - Cruel Moon

Oh cruel moon you shine so bright
And act like everythings all right
You shine as if there's nothing wrong
You shine on down like she's not gone
Oh cruel moon don't make me see
Where our sweet love scene use to be
For it was you who watched our kiss
Please don't lite up the night like this
Oh cruel moon don't shine on me
You'll bring me to her memory
Why you can't you leave me in the dark
You never had a broken heart
Oh cruel moon you say her name
And act as if you're not to blame
You know it hurts me to recall
Or don't you even care at all
Oh cruel moon don't shine on me
You'll bring me to her memory
Why you can't you leave me in the dark
You never had a broken heart



3939. Cruel Shoes

Steve Martin - Cruel shoes

Anna knew
She had to have a new pair of shoes today,
And Carlo had helped her try on every pair in the store.
Carlo spoke wearily,
"Well, that's it. That's every pair of shoes in the place."

"Oh, you must have one more pair...."

"No, not one more... .
Well, we have the cruel shoes,
But no one would want to try...

"Yes, let me see the cruel shoes!"

"No, you don't understand,
You see, the cruel shoes are...'

"Get them!"

Carlo disappeared into the back room for a moment,
And then reappeared carrying an ordinary shoebox.
He took off the lid and removed a hideous pair of black and white pumps.
But this was not an ordinary pair of black and white pumps;
Both were left feet,
One had a right angle turn
With separate compartments that pointed the toes in impossible directions.
The other shoe was six inches long
And was curved inward like a rocking chair with a vise
And razor blades to hold the foot in place.

Carlo spoke hesitantly, "...
Now you see... they' re not fit for humans..."
"Put them on me."

"But... "Put them on me!"

Carlo knew all arguments were useless.
He knelt down before her and forced the feet into the shoes.

The screams were incredible.

Anna crawled over to the mirror
And held her bloody feet up where she could see.

"I like them."

She paid Carlo and crawled out of the store into the street.

Later that day, Carlo was overheard saying to a new customer,



"Well, that's it. That's every pair of shoes in the place.
Unless, of course, you'd like to try the cruel shoes."

3940. Cruel Wind And Rain

Jim Lauderdale - Cruel Wind And Rain

Don't try to keep a good man down
In favour of some perfect clown
Don't try to knock a good man to his knees
Don't try to keep a good man down
For someone from the lost and found
Who knows just who to kiss and who to please
Oh, that cruel wind and rain
Puts fever in my brain
It leaves my heart in pain
Oh, that cruel wind
And oh, that driving rain
And oh, my love, God knows who's to blame
Don't go to sleep on angry words
Heard that message from the birds
You wake up with the devil in your ear
Tell them just how right you are
Like you always been so far
The kind of message we all love to hear
Oh, that cruel wind and rain
Puts fever in my brain
It leaves my heart in pain
Oh, that cruel wind
And oh, that driving rain
And oh, my love, God knows who's to blame
Oh, that cruel wind and rain
Puts fever in my brain
It leaves my heart in pain
Oh, that cruel wind
And oh, that driving rain
And oh, my love, God knows who's to blame
Oh, that cruel wind
And oh, that driving rain
And oh, my love, God knows who's to blame

3941. Cruising Down The River - Chords

Cruising Down The River
Recorded by Connie Francis
Written by Nellie Tollerton and Eily Bendell

C                            D7
Cruising down the river on a Sunday afternoon



     G7                         C               G7
With one you love the sun above waiting for the moon
    C                       D7
The old accordion playing a sentimental tune
C        Am             A7   D7     G7   C
Cruising down the river on a Sunday afternoon

                                                F
The birds above all sing of love a gentle sweet refrain
    D7                                                G7
The winds around all make a sound like softly falling rain
     C                        D7
Just two of us together we'll plan our honeymoon
C        Am             A7   D7     G7   C
Cruising down the river on a Sunday afternoon
 
                               D7
Cruising down the river with a sentimental tune
C        Am             A7   D7     G7   C
Cruising down the river on a Sunday afternoon

                                                F
The birds above all sing of love a gentle sweet refrain
    D7                                                G7
The winds around all make a sound like softly falling rain
     C                        D7
Just two of us together we'll plan our honeymoon
C        Am             A7   D7     G7   C
Cruising down the river on a Sunday afternoon

3942. Crumbs From Another Man's Table - Chords

Crumbs From Another Man's Table
Porter Wagoner

Intro: C-F-C-F-G7-C-G7
 C F C
Crumbs from another man's table
 F G7 C
Just can't leave you just satisfied
 F C
Crumbs from another man's table
 G7 C
Will starve away all your pride

C F C 
You say he will build you a mansion
 F G7 C
A house on a hill way up high
 F C
He'll give you a car and some diamonds
 G7 C
But somethings money can't buy



C F
Don't bargin your sole don't sell your self cheap
 C
Darlin' turn back while your able
 F
He won't leave his wife and all he'll give you
 D G7
Are crumbs that he sweeps from his table

 C F C
If you leave me please remember
 F G7 C
As you walk out my door
 F C
Crumbs from another man's table
 G7 C
Just leave you hungry for more

Instrumental: C-F-C-F-G7-C

C F
Don't bargin your sole don't sell your self cheap
 C
Darlin' turn back while your able
 F
He won't leave his wife and all he'll give you
 D G7
Are crumbs that he sweeps from his table

 C F C
If you leave me please remember
 F G7 C
As you walk out my door
 F C
Crumbs from another man's table
 G7 C
Just leave you hungry for more

C F C
Crumbs from another man's table
 G7 C
Just leave you hungry for more

3943. Crumbs From The Table - Chords

Crumbs From The Table
Recorded by Connie Smith and Nat Stuckey
Written by Barbara Miller

G               D7           G          C
Lord bless your children who walk in perfection
G             D7          G



Who manage to master Your will
                D7       G              C
Give them their share of sweet milk and wild honey
G                D7                G
Provide bread of life till they're filled

C                                 G
Feed the children but give me the crumbs from the table
                   G7         D7
I'll wait for them down on my knees
C                               G
I'd be ever so grateful for the crumbs from the table
                    D7        G
For strength needed to follow Thee

             D7        G            C
Lord I'm not worthy to eat from the platter
G              D7        G
For I'm just a beggar in need
        D7         G                C
Satisfy others but when they're all finished
G          D7            G
Dear Jesus have mercy on me

Repeat #2

                    D7        C  G
For strength needed to follow Th-ee

3944. Crush - Chords

Crush 
Wayward Sons
 
[Verse 1]
D
I took a chance on a maximum high
                                      G
pure and distorted but always sublime to the touch
D
all face the fakery catch if you can
                                              G
humble and joyous but always misfitting the plan, oh yeah
 
 
[Chorus 1]
F
One step ahead of the on coming rush
      G
I am drinking beneath it, feeling the crush
        F
yet the way that it's forcing me under its touch
      G                                        D



I'm happy, I'm laughing, I'm feeling the crush
 
D                   G
Feelin' the crush
 
 
[Verse 2]
D
There's one of you from the top of that tree
                                              G
but I'm not impressed by the jokers waving at me
D
Never forever but always right now
                                    G
Funny that Holy Cow . can the odd sacred cow
 
oh no
 
 
[Chorus 2]
F
One step ahead of the on coming rush
      G
I am drinking beneath it, feeling the crush
        F
yet the way that it's forcing me under its touch
      G                                       D
I'm happy, I'm laughing I'm feeling the crush
 
 
[Solo]
D G D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
D
I took a chance on a maximum high
                                             G
pure and distorted but always sublime to the touch
D
all face the fakery catch if you can
                                              G
humble and joyous but always misfitting the plan,
 
the plan, the plan
 
 
[Chorus 3]
F
One step ahead of the oncoming rush
      G
I am drinking beneath it, feeling the crush
        F
yet the way that it's forcing me under its touch
      G                                       D
I'm happy, I'm laughing I'm feeling the crush yeah
F



One step ahead of the old commy rush
      G
I am drinking beneath it, feeling the crush
        F
yet the way that it's forcing me under its touch
      G
I'm happy, I'm laughing I'm feeling I'm feeling the crush
D                   G
Feelin the crush
                        D
I'm feelin the crush
                     G  D
Feelin the crush

3945. Crushin' It

Brad Paisley - Crushin' It 

I sure could use an attaboy or a big old high five
I'd love to hear "you're killing it, dude", yeah it's bit a long time
Since I hit one out of the park or nailed it as they say
I guess I've been in a dry spell but that's about to change
Cause every week has a weekend, by this time Friday night
I'll be done with my third can of cold Bud Light
And I'll be crushin' it, yeah I'll be crushin' it
They say your baby's mad cause you told her that you'd hang some pictures for her
You know the ones she framed late last spring of you and her in Florida
You're up on the ladder when it shatters into smithereens
She shakes her head, looks at you and says
"Ain't you good for anything?" and you say
Every week has a weekend, by this time Friday night
You want a margarita, I'll get Tequila and ice
And I'll be crushin' it, with a cold one in my other hand
I'll be crushin' it, when I'm finished with my can
I can stomp it with my boot, crunch it with my fist
Smash it on my forehead, yeah I got this
I'll be crushin' it, oh I'll be crushin' it
I figured this out in college, walking past them Gothic columns
That I was gonna probably wind up somewhere near the bottom
I was never gonna be the best and brightest guy around
But like the great George freakin Straight, I'm the king of getting unwound
And every week has a weekend, by this time Friday night
I'll be done with my third can of cold Bud Light
And I'll be crushin' it, every weekend's a weekend
Yeah I'll be crushin' it, by this time Friday night
I'll be crushin' it, I'll be done with my third can
Oh, I'll be crushin' it, of cold Bud Light
I'll be crushin' it, I'll be crushin' it



3946. Cry

Cry
Crucial Smith

Well I wake up in the morning
And the sun is shining through
But it seems so weak and empty
cause it ain't shining down on you

And I go outside and the leaves from the trees
are blowing out of sight
And I need 
but something just ain't right

So I tell myself I'm not gonna let this get me down
But just as the words are spoken the tears start falling down

And I Cry, Cry
And I Cry, Cry

Well it's hard to look around me for a version of the truth
When there to see  a thing I see reminds me of you
So I tell myself I'm not gonna let this get me down
But just as the words are spoken the tears start falling down

And I Cry..

Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo

Well if I could wish for anything, I'd wish that you come back
But how can I find my wishing well and I don't even know what I'm in
So I tell myself I'm not gonna let this get me down
But just as the words are spoken tears start falling down

And I cry...
And I cry...

What Am I gonna do
What am I gonna do
What Am I gonna do
What am I gonna do
What Am I gonna do
What am I gonna do
What Am I gonna do
Look what am I going through

Look what I'm going through
Look what I'm going through
Look what I'm going through
Look what I'm going through
Breaking my heart in two
breaking my heart in two



3947. Cry 'Til My Tears Run Dry

Linda Ronstadt - Cry 'Til My Tears Run Dry

Here it is again 
Friday night
Everyone is laughing
Carrying on

Going out
Having a ball
But I stay at home
Waiting by a phone that never rings

Surrounded by memories and all your things
Yes I'm gonna cry
Oh yes I'm gonna cry
Yes I'm gonna cry

Oh yes I'm gonna cry
'Til my tears run dry
I know that you're out
Having fun

Cheatin' on me
Telling pretty lies
Making her promises now
You don't think of me

You don't care about what's happening here
Every time you kiss her I cry a tear
Yes I'm gonna cry
Oh yes I'm gonna cry

Yes I'm gonna cry
Oh yes I'm gonna cry
'Til my tears run dry
You don't think of me

You don't care about what's happening here
Every time you kiss her I cry a tear
Yes I'm gonna cry
Oh yes I'm gonna cry

Yes I'm gonna cry
Oh yes I'm gonna cry
'Til my tears run dry
Yes I yes I'm gonna cry

3948. Cry - Chords

Cry
Recorded by Crystal Gayle



Written by Churchill Kohlman

G7      C                                E7
If your sweetheart sends a letter of goodbye
        Am                                Em
It's no secret  you'll feel better if you cry
     F             Fm                      C                Am
When waking from a bad dream don't you sometimes think it's real
         Dm                           G7
But it's only false emotions that you feel

        C                                  E7
If your heartache seems to hang around too long
         Am                                 Em
And your blues keep getting bluer with each song
F                 Fm           C               Em
Remember sunshine can be found behind a cloudy sky
            Dm            G7        C
So let your hair down and go on and cry

G7      C                                  E7
If your heartache seems to hang around too long
         Am                                 Em
And your blues keep getting bluer with each song
F                 Fm           C               Em
Remember sunshine can be found behind a cloudy sky
            Dm            G7        Gm   A9
So let your hair down and go on and cry
            Dm            G7        C
So let your hair down and go on and cry
 
F                 Fm           C               Em
Remember sunshine can be found behind a cloudy sky
            Dm            G7        Gm   A9
So let your hair down and go on and cry
            Dm            G7        C
So let your hair down and go on and cry

Repeat last verse

3949. Cry Baby Cry - Chords

Cry Baby Cry

Intro: C G F G C

Verse 1:
C
You thought you'd found someone
G
Who could take your cheap old lines
F G C
Just another name to write down on your board.



C
You don't know how much you hurt me
G
When you walked right out the door
F G C
But this time my tears won't be those that fall.

Chorus:
G C
Cry baby cry, this time I'm leavin'
 G C
Here's my soul, no time for breathin'
F G
My mind's made up to let you go
 Am F
I can't love the way you do
 G F G C
Cry baby cry, this time I'm leavin' you.

Verse 2:
Those dreams of you are over
My heart can't take no more
Your twisted ways of lovin' just ain't fair.
You'll find out all by your lonesome
How the good love game is played
While your heart drowns in teardrops of despair.

3950. Cry Cry Cry - Chords

Cry Cry Cry 
Written and recorded by Jack Scott 

C              Am
Afraid to walk down the street 
F                G7
Afraid you might pass me by
    C               Am     F
And I don't want my friends 
              G7
My friends to see me cry
        C
Cause I said we were through 
  Am
I said we were through
F         G7               C
But now I cry cry cry over you
             Am
Afraid to go out tonight
F                            G7
Afraid I'll be caught in the pale moonlight
  C                  Am         F
A vision of you will then appear 
                      G7



And I'll sit down and cry my dear
        C
Cause I said we were through 
  Am
I said we were through
F           G7               C
But still I cry cry cry over you
F             C
Maybe someday fate will change 
G7      C
Perhaps rearrange
F                   C
Bring the love that used to be 
D7             G7
Along with you back to me
     C           Am
Then I won't cry cry cry cry
F           G7
Cry cry cry cry cry cry
    C                 Am
But until that day oh I shall cry 
F           G7               C
Cry cry cry cry cry cry over you
       F
Well I saw you last night 
        C
Walking hand in hand 
G7               C
How my tears did flow
     F            C
Then I had to run run and hide 
  D7            G7
I don't want no one to know
       C              Am
That I cried over you cried over you 
F           G7
Cry cry cry cry cry cry
     C              Am
Oh I cried over you cried over you  
F           G7               C
Cry cry cry cry cry cry over you

3951. Cry Cry Cry - Chords

Cry Cry Cry 
Highway 101
 
[Verse]
                           D
It's just a little creek now but when the rain comes down
 G                               D
It's gonna be a ragin' river
D                                             A    D



I just heard my baby say goodbye He left me here holding back my tears
G            D                               A                     Db D
Now he's gone forever The dam's gonna break and I'm a-gonna cry, cry, cry.
 
 
[Chorus]
                    G
I'm a-gonna cry and I don't care who sees
     D
I wonder if he knows what he's done to me
                  G
I'm gonna love that boy till the day I die
    D                A            Db    D
Until the day I do I'm gonna cry, cry, cry
 
 
[Verse]
 D                             G                               D
Now he's gone the pain's comin' on  I can feel my whole body shakin'
                                                        A       D
Lookee here now what's this in my eyes  All I hear, ringing in my ear,
          G                              D
is the sound of my heart breakin'
            A                              Db D
The dam's gonna break, I'm a-gonna cry, cry, cry
 
 
[Chorus]
                    G
I'm a-gonna cry and I don't care who sees
     D
I wonder if he knows what he's done to me
                  G
I'm gonna love that boy till the day I die
    D                A            Db    D
Until the day I do I'm gonna cry, cry, cry
            A                              Db D
The dam's gonna break, I'm a-gonna cry, cry, cry

3952. Cry Cry Darlin'

Cry Cry Darlin' - Bill Monroe
Ricky Skaggs

Cry, cry darling, that's what I'll do 
If you should leave me with the blues 
Cry, cry, darling that's all I do 
'Cause you're the one that's in my heart.

For me there'll be no moonlight 
If ever we should part 
Cry, cry, darling, that's all I do 
'Cause you're the one that's in my heart.



--- Instrumental ---

Cry, cry darling, my eyes will cry 
And never dry if you should go 
Cry, cry darling, when shadows creep 
I'll just weep all night I know.

You know how much I'd miss you 
If ever we should part 

Cry, cry darling, that's all I do 
'Cause you're the one that's in my heart.
Cry, cry darling, that's what I do 
'Cause you're the one that's in my heart...

3953. Cry From The Cross

Cry From The Cross - Ralph Stanley

One morning in Jerusalem about the break of dawn
A great trial was in session, they tried our blessed lord
They scorned him and they mocked him, they made him carry the cross
On top of Calvary mountain, they crucified my Lord

   Oh the cry (Jesus cried) from the cross
   Forgive him blessed father, he died upon the cross
   Oh the cry (Jesus cried) from the cross
   The son of God was dying, to save the world from loss

Saint Peter he denied him at that awful trial at night
He said he never new him, it was an awful sight
He looked upon Saint Peter with eyes of perfect love
Saint Peter's heart was broken, he prayed to God above

Crying father it is finished then he bowed his head and died
The world was left in darkness, the graves were open wide
An earthquake shook Jerusalem the dead walked into town
The multitudes were frightened, God's wrath came pouring down

3954. Cry From The Cross - Chords

Cry From The Cross     
Written and recorded by the Stanley Brothers

G                         C                 G
One morning in Jerusalem about the break of dawn 
                                                   D7
A great trial was in session they tried my blessed Lord



G                                         C                  G
They scorned Him and they mocked Him they made Him carry the cross
                                D7           G
On top of Calvary Mountain they crucified my Lord

      C                            G
Oh He cried (Jesus cried) from the cross
                                             D7
Forgive them blessed Father He died upon the cross
      C                            G
Oh He cried (Jesus cried) from the cross 
                            D7                  G
The Son of God was dying to save the world from loss

                                C                G
St. Peter he denied Him at that awful trial that night
                                          D7
He said he never knew Him it was an awful sight
G                             C               G
He looked upon St. Peter with eyes of perfect love
                                D7            G
St. Peter's heart was broken he prayed to God above    

Repeat #2
                                    C                  G
Crying Father it is finished and He bowed His head and died
                                                      D7
The world was left in darkness the graves were opened wide
   G                              C                G
An earthquake shook Jerusalem the dead walked into town
                                     D7                 G
The multitudes were frightened God's wrath came pouring down    

Repeat #2

3955. Cry Help - Chords

Cry Help 
I Draw Slow
 
[Intro]
Em  C  Em    G    D
 
[Verse 1]
G                                Am
January's not the time to make changes
                              Em           G
The dark days will make you look at your life
G                                    Am
I'm going back to Cry Help to meet strangers
           Em        G
A history, a family, a wife
G                Em                    Am



Everyone around here they seem to know me
                          Em            G
Like the gravestone that remembers my past
                                          Am
I'm going back to Cry Help and you can show me
              Em        G
A history, a family, at last
   Am          Em       G
A history, a family, at last.
 
[Chorus]
C                 G           D           Am
Everyone in this town got a reason to be down
          G    D     C
And it's all down to me
                              G              D              Am
Don't you put yourself in my shoes when I'm walking off my dues
           G     D     C         G      D      Em
Cause it's all down to me
 
[Verse 2]
G                                 Am
Summer seemed a good time to go roaming
                        Em       G
And the road didn't look like a trap
      G                               Am
But I never found a fit state to go home in
              Em                 G
And my home disappeared off the map
Em  G                                    Am
I tell you wintertime's not the time to remember
                          Em         G
The dark nights shading everything blue
G                                  Am
I'm going back to Cry Help to my December
                 Em        G
To morning, to memory, to you
    Am           Em        G      D
To morning, to memory, to you
 
[Chorus]
C                 G           D           Am
Everyone in this town got a reason to be down
          G    D     C
And it's all down to me
                              G              D              Am
Don't you put yourself in my shoes when I'm walking off my dues
           G     D     C         G      D
Cause it's all down to me
 
[Bridge]
D                               C
Cause I've been lonely and everyone on my mind
Am                      D
Everyone on my mind is gone
D                               C
Cause I've been lonely and everyone on my mind



Am                      D
Everyone on my mind is gone
D                               C
Cause I've been lonely and everyone on my mind
Am                      D
Everyone on my mind is gone
 
[Chorus]
C                 G           D           Am
Everyone in this town got a reason to be down
          G    D     C
And it's all down to me
                              G              D              Am
Don't you put yourself in my shoes when I'm walking off my dues
           G     D     C         G      D    G
Cause it's all down to me

3956. Cry Like A Rainstorm

Linda Ronstadt - Cry Like A Rainstorm

Life isn't easy
Love never lasts
You just carry on
And keep moving fast

I pulled off the highway
And rolled into town
I'm just fancy free babe
And I travel 'round

Sometimes I'm up 
Sometimes down
Where can I run to
How have I sinned
When you cry like a rainstorm
And you howl like the wind

And my thoughts are filled with memories
They won't let me be
But if all the stars are shining bright
Well they would not let me see

It's so cold and the rain keeps blowing
It's tearing through the town
But I'm still fancy free darling
And I travel 'round

Sometimes I'm up 
Sometimes down
Oh where can I run to
How have I sinned
When you cry like a rainstorm



And you howl like the wind

Sometimes I'm up 
Most times down
Oh where can I run to
Tell me how have I sinned
When you cry like a rainstorm
And you howl like the wind

Who can I turn to
Tell me where to begin
When you cry like a rainstorm
And you howl like the wind
When you cry like a rainstorm
And you howl like the wind

3957. Cry Me a River

Linda Ronstadt - Cry Me a River

Now you say you're lonely
You cried the whole night through
Well you can cry me a river, cry me a river
I cried a river over you

Now you say you're sorry
For being so untrue
Well you can cry me a river, cry me a river
I cried a river over you

You drove me, nearly drove me out of my head
While you never shed a tear
Remember, I remember all that you said
Told me love was too plebeian
Told me you were through with me and

Now you say you love me
Well just to prove you do
Come on and cry me a river, cry me a river
I cried a river over you

You drove me, nearly drove me out of my head
While you never shared a tear
Remember, I remember all that you said
Told me love was too plebeian
Told me you were through with me and

Now you say you love me
Well just to prove you do
Come on and cry me a river, cry me a river
I cried a river over you

I cried a river over you



I cried a river over you

3958. Cry Myself to Sleep

Steve Earle - Cry Myself to Sleep

I cried so hard
You know I can't do more
It's a turn of the card
It's a close of the door
The lies you told
You know they hurt so deep
So I go home and cry myself to sleep
Day after day
You been treatin' me bad
My friends'll come up and say
Why do you take all of that?
And it's makin' me moan
And it's makin' me weep
So I go home and cry myself to sleep
You play at love like a child plays games
One day I'm in and then I'm out again
You change the rules
I can't win
You've broken me, now, so I'll give in
You play at love like a child plays games
One day I'm in and then I'm out again
You change the rules
I can't win
You've broken me, now, so I'll give in

3959. Cry Myself to Sleep - Chords

Cry Myself To Sleep   
recorded by the Louvin Brothers
written by Paul Kennerley
 
C                       G7           C
I just kissed the one I love for the last time
F                                C
Never have her soft lips been so sweet
      F                             C
She's gone away and won't be back forever
           G7                             C
Think I'll go somewhere and cry myself to sleep
 
          G7                             C
I'm gonna go somewhere and cry myself to sleep
G7                                 C



Not because I'm sad  but cause I'm weak
        F                               C
I can't stand the thought of life alone without her
           G7                             C
Think I'll go somewhere and cry myself to sleep
 
                     G7                    C
Just before she said goodbye she called me darling
F                                  C
And slowly ran her fingers down my cheek
  F                                       C
I thought I'd die when she said she still loved me
           G7                             C
Think I'll go somewhere and cry myself to sleep

3960. Cry No Mississippi - Chords

Cry No Mississippi 
The SteelDrivers

[Verse]
C                G             D
I still see tail lights in the dark
C          G              D
Smell your perfume in the air
C               G               D
This is where a fool might fall apart
               A
Mm but I ain't goinÂ■' there
 
 
[Chorus]
           C                  G
I won't go down in a burst of flames
             C                 G
I won't stay locked up in your chains
        C                  G                A
Yeah it hurts but it ain't strong enough to whip me
        C                   G
I might stagger and I might fall
            C               G
But I won't beg and I won't crawl
  C                 G                    A
A tear or two might fall into my shot of whiskey
            C      G      D
But I won't cry no Mississippi
 
 
[Verse]
C                  G                  D
There's nowhere to hide in this small town
C          G                  D
I know our paths are bound to cross



C            G              D
Girl I might stand on shaky ground
               A
When I see all that I lost
 
 
[Chorus]
               C                  G
But I won't go down in a burst of flames
             C                 G
I won't stay locked up in your chains
        C                  G                A
Yeah it hurts but it ain't strong enough to whip me
        C                   G
I might stagger and I might fall
            C               G
But I won't beg and I won't crawl
  C                 G                    A
A tear or two might fall into my shot of whiskey
            C      G      D
But I won't cry no Mississippi
 
No no
 
 
[Verse]
          C               G
I hate to rain to on your parade
          C                G
I hate to make your bubble bust
                   C                       G
It's going to take more tears than you can make
           A
To make my heart turn into rust
 
 
[Chorus]
           C                  G
I won't go down in a burst of flames
             C                 G
I won't stay locked up in your chains
         C               G                      A
Girl you hurt me but you ain't strong enough to whip me
            C                   G
Ooh I might stagger and I might fall
            C               G
But I won't beg and I won't crawl
  C                 G                    A
A tear or two might fall into my shot of whiskey
            C      G      D
But I won't cry no Mississippi
           C      G      D
Oh I won't cry no Mississippi mmhm



3961. Cry No More

Rhiannon Giddens - Cry No More

First they stole our bodies
(I can't cry no more)
Then they stole our sons
(I can't cry no more)
Then they stole our gods
(I can't cry no more)
And gave us new ones
(I can't cry no more)
Then they stole our beauty
(I can't cry no more)
The comfort in our skin
(I can't cry no more)
And then they gave us duties
(I can't cry no more)
And then they gave us sin
(I can't cry no more)
And then came generations
(I can't cry no more)
That helped to build this land
(I can't cry no more)
The bedrock of the nation
(I can't cry no more)
Was laid with these brown hands
(I can't cry no more)
The solace of a people
(I can't cry no more)
Was found with that new god
(I can't cry no more)
And many peaceful steeples
(I can't cry no more)
Would guide the road we trod
(I can't cry no more)
And then they stole our solace
(I can't cry no more)
And then they stole our peace
(I can't cry no more)
With countless acts of malice
(I can't cry no more)
And hatred without cease
(I can't cry no more)
A foul and dirty river
(I can't cry no more)
Runs through this sacred land
(I can't cry no more)
With every act of terror
(I can't cry no more)
They tell us where we stand
(I can't cry no more)
Five hundred years of poison
(I can't cry no more)
Five hundred years of grief
(I can't cry no more)
Five hundred years of reasons



(I can't cry no more)
To weep with disbelief
(I can't cry no more)
Our legacy is mighty
(We can't cry no more)
We can't carry this alone
(We can't cry no more)
You have to help us fight it
(We can't cry no more)
And together we'll be home
(We can't cry no more)
And together we'll be home
(We can't cry no more)
And together we'll be home
(We can't cry no more)

3962. Cry Of The Whippoorwill - Chords

Cry Of The Whippoorwill
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Terry Herd and Rhonda Vincent

G          C                 G
Now listen close and you can hear
               C                      G
Their mournful cries ring through the darkness

Lovers lost and all alone
        D7          G
Spirits two forever roam

Like a night-bird's wail when the wind is still

The sound of river and a whippoorwill

Like the driving rain on a roof of tin
             D7               G
Her words of love call out to him

In the chill of the night through falling snow

Two hearts run wild nowhere to go

Crossing hills and valleys wide
             D7                G
To meet once more on the other side

repeat #1

It's a bitter wind that sings her song

About a love so right and yet so wrong



And promised hearts where passions dwell
           D7             G
No one can see no one can tell

Souls lost in time they were never found

Frozen in solid on the cold hard ground

Forever wild forever free
               D7            G
Wrapped in the arms of eternity

repeat #1 x2

       C            G
Lovers lost and all alone
        D7          G
Spirits two forever roam

3963. Cry Of The Wild Goose

Cry Of The Wild Goose
Recorded by Tennessee Ernie Ford
Words and Music by Terry Gilkyson

Tonight I heard the wild goose cry
Wingin' north in the lonely sky
Tried to sleep, but it ain't no use
'Cause I am the brother to the old wild goose.

CHORUS
My heart knows what the wild goose knows
And I must go where the wild goose goes
Wild goose, brother goose, which is best■A wanderin' foot or a heart at rest?

(SPOKEN`)
The cabin is warm and the snow is deep
And I got a woman, who lies asleep
When she wakes at tomorrow's dawn
She'll find, poor critter, that her man is gone.

CHORUS
My woman was kind and true to me
Thinks she loves me, the more fool she!
She's gotta learn that it ain't no use
To love the brother to the old wild goose.

CHORUS

(SPOKEN)
Spring is comin' and the ice will break
And I can't linger, for a woman's sake
She'll see a shadow pass overhead



She'll find - a feather -'side my bed.

CHORUS
TAG: Wild Goose!

3964. Cry Over Nothing - Chords

Cry Over Nothing 
The Wood Brothers

[Verse 1]
             F            C   C#dim
Got a lot of balls in the air
            Bb                F   C C#dim
Too many to count but I don't care
             Bb         Gm   Bb
If they all fall on the floor
        F        Bb         F
I don't cry over nothin' anymore
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
          F                       C    C#dim
And I got daydreams that last all night
      Bb           F  C  C#dim
I got romance unrequited
       Bb         Gm   Bb
I just fall on my sword
        F        Bb         F
I don't cry over nothin' anymore
 
 
[Bridge]
        C              F
I break down when it's rainin'
        C               F
I fall apart when I get bored
            C   A      Gm     F
But I don't cry   over nothin'
     Eb
Over nothin'
 
 
[Chorus]
        F        Bb
I don't cry over nothin'
F        Bb
Cry over nothin'
F        Bb
Cry over nothin'
        F    Bb
I don't cry



 
 
[Bridge 2]
 F        B x4
 
[Verse 3]
 
         F               C    C#dim
World is broken sick and tired
        Bb                 F   C  C#dim
So many bullets crooks and liars
         Bb       Gm   Bb
And wannabe troubadours
        F        Bb         F
I don't cry over nothing anymore
 
[Bridge]
 
        C              F
I break down when it's rainin'
         C              F
I fall apart when I get bored
            C   A      Gm      F
But I don't cry   over nothin'
     Eb
Over nothin'
 
 
[Chorus]
 
         F       Bb
I don't cry over nothin'
 F        Bb
Cry over nothin'
F        Bb
Cry over nothin'
        F    Bb
I don't cry
 
 
[Outro]
 
Cry
        F    Bb
I don't cry
        F   Bb
I don't cry
        F        Bb
I don't cry over nothin'
    F
Anymore



3965. Cry, Cry Darlin'

Dolly Parton - Cry, Cry Darlin' 
(J.D. Miller & Jimmy Newman)

Cry, cry darlin' that's what I'll do
If you should leave me with the blues
Cry, cry darlin' that's what I'll do
If you're the one that I should lose
For me there will be no moonlight
If ever we should part
Cry, cry darlin' that's all I'll do
'Cause you're the one that's in my heart
Cry, cry darlin' my eyes would cry
And never dry if you should go
Cry, cry darlin' when shadows creep
I'll just weep all night I know
You know how much I'd miss you
If ever we should part
Cry, cry darlin' that's all I'll do
'Cause you're the one that's in my heart
Oh, cry, cry darlin' that's all I'll do
'Cause you're the one that's In my heart

3966. Cry, Cry Darling

Bill Monroe - Cry, Cry Darling

Cry cry darling
That's what I'll do If you should leave me with the blues
Cry cry darling
That's all I do cause you're the one that's in my heart

For me there'll be no moonlight
If ever we should part
Cry cry darling, that's all I do
'Cause you're the one that's in my heart

Cry cry darling
My eyes will cry and never dry if you should go
Cry cry darling
When shadows creep I'll just weep all night I know

You know how much I'd miss you
If ever we should part
Cry cry darling
That's all I do cause you're the one that's in my heart

3967. Cry, Cry, Cry



Marty Stuart -  Cry, Cry, Cry

Everybody knows where you go when the sun goes down.
I think you only live to see the lights of town.
I wasted my time when I would try, try, try.
When the lights have lost their glow, you're gonna cry, cry, cry

I lie awake at night and wait till you come in.
You stay a little while and then you're gone again.
For every question that I ask, I get a lie, lie, lie
For every lie you tell, you're gonna cry, cry, cry. 
You're gonna cry, cry, cry and you'll cry alone,
When everyone's forgotten and you're left on your own.
You're gonna cry, cry, cry.

Soon your sugar-daddies will all be gone.
And you'll wake up some cold day and find you're alone.
You'll call for me but I'm gonna tell you bye, bye, bye,
When I turn around and walk away, you'll cry, cry, cry.

You're gonna cry, cry, cry and you'll cry alone,
When everyone's forgotten and you're left on your own.
You're gonna cry, cry, cry.

You're gonna cry, cry, cry and you'll cry alone,
When everyone's forgotten and you're left on your own.
You're gonna cry, cry, cry. 
You're gonna cry, cry, cry.

3968. Cryin' All The Way To The Bank

Cryin' All The Way To The Bank
Alecia Nugent

When you walked out the door
I failed to recognize
Not having you no more would be a blessing in disguise
The promises you broke, the lies that you spoke
The way you said goodbye
Final destination's been the inspiration
In the sad songs that I write
Should be down in the dumps down in the mouth sporting a frown but i ain't
Making the rounds all over town
Running you down but i can't
To tell you the truth the least I could do is send you flowers and a note of thanks
Crying all the way to the bank
Well I just can't forget the way you broke my heart
But it helps when i fret on this old flattop guitar
You see a girl's gotta live and it pays to forgive all you put me thru
I oughta be willing, I'm making a killing, all because of losing you
Repeat chorus



3969. Cryin' But My Tears Are Far Away

Cryin' But My Tears Are Far Away

Verse 1:
Look at me
I'm a picture of happiness
Laughin' and wild
Always wearing a smile
Look at you
You're a vision of loveliness
Sweet kisses so warm
Wrapped up in my arms
Look at me
I'm a picture of willingness
I'd go anywhere to show you I care

Chorus:
By the way things seem to go
You might leave me any day
I'm tryin' to pretend
It'll work out in the end
I'm cryin' but my tears are far away
I'm cryin' but my tears are far away

Bridge:
You know later I may cry
But I'm smilin' today
You can look at me but you can't tell
I'm cryin' but my tears are far away
I'm cryin' but my tears are far away

Verse 2:
Now look at me
I'm a picture of loneliness
Singin' here on the road
When I know you're alone
Yeah look at me
I'm a picture of emptiness
In the prime of my life
With no kids or a wife

Final Chorus:
By the way things seem to go
You might leave me any day
I'm tryin' to pretend
It'll work out in the end
I'm cryin' but my tears are far away
I'm cryin' but my tears are far away
I'm cryin' but my tears are far away



3970. Cryin' Heart Blues

Cryin' Heart Blues

Crying the blues
I'm crying because I have lost you
Blues I can't lose
I guess it's too late now to try
I've tried to chose another to love but it's no use
Crying heart blues there's nothing that's left but to cry

I'll always remember I love you
My teardrops won't let me forget
Each tear is a wish to be near you
They started the day that we met
A trail of tears will lead you to me if you want me
And from my hopeless my crying heart flees

3971. Cryin' Here Today

Cryin' Here Today
(Frank Solivan)

I was cryin here today
The tears wouldn't roll away
My heart was broke and didn't seem to mend
This is all I had to say
No more games we would play
You hurt me once
That's the only chance you had

All the memories of the past
How I thought our fove would last

It all started with a kiss
That's the kind of fove I'll miss
It was going good at first
So much love I thought i'd burst
Then the fighting took its toll
And you said some heads would roll

She said she'd take my life
With a long sharp butcher knife
Don'tcha fall asleep cause you'll probably wake up dead
I only closed one eye
Cause I knew that she would try
So I got her first
When she walked on through the door



Now She ain't alive
shot her with a colt 45
But she didn't have a knife
So I took my own life

3972. Cryin' Holy Unto The Lord

Cryin' Holy Unto The Lord

Lord I ain't no stranger now
Lord I ain't no stranger now
I've been introduced to the Father and the Son
Lord I ain't no stranger now

   Cryin' holy unto the Lord
   Cryin holy unto the Lord
   Lord if I could I surely would
   Stand on that rock where Moses stood

Sinners run and hide your face
Sinners run and hide your face
Run to the rocks and hide your face
The rocks won't have no hiding place

3973. Cryin' My Heart Out Over You - Chords

Cryin My Heart Out Over You
Ricky Skaggs - Cryin My Heart Out Over You

Key Of G

[G] Off somewhere the music's playing soft and [D] low 
And another holds the one that I love [G] so. 
I was blind I could not [G7] see, that you [C] meant the world to me, 
And [D] like a fool I stood and watched you [G] go. 

Chorus:
[G] Now I'm crying my heart out over [D] you 
[AM] Those blue eyes now they [D] smile at someone [G] new. 
Ever since you went [G7] away, I die a [C] little more each day, 
'Cause I'm [D] crying my heart out over [G] you.

Music Instrumental

Each night I climb the stairs up to my room 
It seems I hear you whispering in the gloom 
I miss your picture on the wall, and your footsteps in the hall 
While I'm crying my heart out over you. 



Repeat Chorus:

Music Fade Out ..

3974. Cryin' Shame

Cryin' Shame - Hot Buttered Rum

I looked into the eyes of my one and only love
And I said, "Lover, where have you been?"
She said, "I've been to the fields where the men don't heal
To find my only kin."
To find my only kin.

I looked into the eyes of my one and only love
I said, "Lover, what did you find?
She said, "I found my brother lyin' there, the cold wind blowin' through his hair
His eyes closed by the hands of time."
His eyes closed by the hands of time.

Chorus:
And she sang, "Oh, what a cryin' shame!
Oh what a true and cryin' shame!
Oh, what a cryin' shame!
Aha, it's a true and cryin' shame."
Aha, it's a true and cryin' shame.

I looked into the eyes of my one and only love
And I said, "Lover, what did you do?"
She said, "I dug him a grave with my axe and my spade
And filled it with earth and morning dew."
I filled it with earth and morning dew.

I looked into the eyes of my one and only love
And I said, "Lover, what can I say?"
She said - "Nothin' love, oh nothin'
Just hold me while I cry
And make for me a place where I can lay."
I made for her a place where she could lay.

(chorus)

I looked into the eyes of my one and only love
And I said - "Lover, can your brother be avenged?"
She said - "You men just take your vengence right down to your graves.
As for me, I'll make my heart to mend."
And she did, she made her heart to mend.

(chorus)



3975. Cryin' Time

Emmylou Harris
Cryin' Time (1989)

[Intro: Buck Owens & Emmylou Harris]
I can tell by the way you hold me, darlin'
That it won't be long before it's crying time

[Verse 1: Buck Owens]
Oh, they say that absence makes the heart grow fonder
And that tears are only rain to make love grow
Well, my love for you could never grow no stronger
If I lived to be a hundred years old

[Chorus: Buck Owens & Emmylou Harris]
Oh, it's crying time again, you're gonna leave me
I can see that faraway look in your eyes
I can tell by the way you hold me, darlin'
That it won't be long before it's crying time

[Verse 2: Emmylou Harris]
Oh, you say that you found someone you love better
That's the way it's happened every time before
And as sure as the sun comes up tomorrow
Crying time will start when you walk out the door

[Chorus: Buck Owens & Emmylou Harris]
Oh, it's crying time again, you're gonna leave me
I can see that faraway look in your eyes
I can tell by the way you hold me, darlin'
That it won't be long before it's crying time
I can tell by the way you hold me, darlin'
That it won't be long before it's crying time

3976. Cryin' Time

Cryin' Time

Chorus
Oh, it's cryin' time again, your gonna leave me,
I can see that far away look in your eyes,
I can tell by the way you hold me, darling,
That it won't be long before it's cryin' time,

Now they say that absence
Makes the heart grow fonder,
And that tears are only rain to make love grow,
Well my love for you could never grow no stronger,
If I live to be a hundred years old,

So, it's cryin' time again, your gonna leave me,
I can see that far away look in your eyes,



I can tell by the way you hold me, darling,
That it won't be long before it's cryin' time,

Now you say that you've found someone you love better,
That's the way it's happened every time before,
And as sure as the sun comes up tomorrow,
Cryin' time will start when you walk out the door,

Oh, it's cryin' time again, your gonna leave me,
I can see that far away look in your eyes,
I can tell by the way you hold me, darling,
That it won't be long before it's cryin' time.

3977. Crying Heart Blues - Chords

Crying Heart Blues
(Cryin' Heart Blues)
Recorded by: Johnny and Jack
Written by J. Brown
[3/4 time]

C                                            G7
Crying heart blues I'm crying because I have lost you
                                                C
Blues I can't lose I guess it's too late now to try
                                              G7
I've tried to choose another to love but it's no use
                                               C
Crying heart blues there's nothing left but to cry
     G7                C
I'll always remember I loved you
   G7                        C
My teardrops won't let me forget
     G7                   C
Each tear is a wish to be near you
     D7                      G7
They started the day that we met
           C                                G7
A trail of tears will lead you to me if you want me
                                              C
And from my tears my hopeless my crying heart flees
Repeat #2,3

3978. Crying In The Chapel

Crying In The Chapel
Darrell Glenn
Country Gentlemen



You saw me crying in the chapel
The tears I shed were tears of joy
I know the meaning of contentment
I am happy with the Lord

Just a plain and simple chapel
Where all good people go to pray
I prayed the Lord that I'll grow stronger
As I live from day to day

I searched and I searched but I couldn't find
No way on earth to find peace of mind
Now, I'm happy in the chapel
Where people are of one accord
Yes, we gather in the chapel
Just to sing and praise the Lord

Every sinner looks for something
That will put his heart at ease
There is only one true answer
He mus get down on his knees

You'll search and you'll search but you'll never find
No way on earth to find peace of mind
Take your troubles to the chapel
Get down on your knees and pray
Then your burdens will be lighter
And you'll surely find a way

3979. Crying My Heart Out Over You

Crying My Heart Out Over You
(Cryin' My Heart Out Over You)
Flatt & Scruggs - Ricky Skaggs

Out somewhere the music is playing soft and low
And a stranger hold the one that I love so
I was blind I could not see that you mean the world to me
But like a fool I stood and watched you go

Now I'm crying my heart out over you
Those blue eyes now they smile at someone new
Ever since you went away I die a little more each day
For I'm crying my heart out over you

Each night I climb the stair up to my room
It seems I hear you whisper in the gloom
I miss your picture on the wall and your footsteps in the hall
While I'm crying my heart out over you

* Refrain



3980. Crying On Your Shoulder Again - Chords

Crying On Your Shoulder Again
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Larry Boone and Paul Nelson

C             G7          C
Turning up my collar to a cold Kansas morning
F            G7         C     Em
Storm clouds forming up ahead
    F                 G7
Old highway you're so lonely
         C                F
But when love dies you've always
         Em          Dm         G7
Been the only one to help me forget
        F                                         G7
Now I'm right back to where you're all that I got left
          C   F              G7       C
So here I am  crying on your shoulder again
F             G7
Dying just to hold her
Am                F
Lord it sure gets cold here
Am              G7          C
Walking with my back to the wind
F          Dm  F      G7      Em       C
And here I am  crying on your shoulder again
                G7         C
Standing near a truck stop kicking up some loose rocks
F                G7               C    Em
It's back to the blacktop and the blues
   F                   G7
Oh highway she was one love
  C                  F
I thought I could be sure of
       Em          Dm             G7
But as sure as she found somebody new
     F                       G7
Love always leads me back to you
Repeat #2
                   F             G7       C
I'm crying and I'm dying just to hold her crying

3981. Crying Time

Ernest Tubb 
Crying Time



Oh, it's crying time again you're gonna leave me
I can see that faraway look in your eyes
I can tell by the way you hold me, darling
That it won't be long before it's crying time

Now they say that absence makes the heart grow fonder
And tears are only rain to make love grow
For my love for you could never grow no stronger
If I live to be a hundred years old

Oh, it's crying time again you're gonna leave me
I can see that faraway look in your eyes
I can tell by the way you hold me, darling
That it won't be long before it's crying time

Now you say that you found someone that you love better
That's the way it's happened every time before
And as sure as sun comes up tomorrow
Crying time will start when you walk out the door

Oh, it's crying time again you're gonna leave me
I can see that faraway look in your eyes
I can tell by the way you hold me, darling
That it won't be long before it's crying time

3982. Crying Times

Crying Times
(L. Maring)
Shady Mix

They met in the springtime and married in the fall
Nothing could stand in their way.
And if they had known love would last quite this long
They'd still be married today.

Sure, there were hard times and sure, there were tears.
Sometimes they were left wondering why
A love that could hold them so strongly together
would lead them so often to cry.

Those crying times, goodbying times,
Sometimes you walk out that door.
when it's too late to turn back,
You find that the love that
You thought was long gone is still there.

Now she's on the east coast and he's way out west,
And they're both wondering how things went wrong.
And they both wonder if the one loves the other,
But they're too proud to say they were wrong.

Those crying times, goodbying times,



sometimes you walk out that door.
When it's too late to turn back,
You find that the love that
You thought was long gone is still there.
Love holds you and scolds you
You wish that someone had told you,
But it's too late to say you still care.

3983. Crying Waiting Hoping - Chords

Crying Waiting Hoping
Crying, Waiting, Hoping (as recorded by Steve Earle &
Marty Stuart)
by Buddy Holly

(Capo 6th fret)

Intro:
 D  Dsus D  A  Asus A     (3X)       A  Asus A

 
  D    A    D    G    D    A   D G  D A

Verse 1:
D        A        D      G                  
Crying, Waiting, Hoping you'll come back
   D                  A              D     A
I just can't seem to get you off my mind
D        A        D      G                   
Crying, Waiting, Hoping you'll come back
           D                   A                     
D   G  D   
You're the one I love, and I think about you all the
time

Verse 2:
 A          D          G       D         A       
Crying, my tears keep falling all night long
 A           D       G           D         A       
Waiting, it feels so useless I know it's wrong
         D       A        D      G                 
To keep crying, waiting, hoping you'll come back
      D                       A                   D   
G    D
Baby someday soon things'll change and you'll be mine

Guitar Solo:

 D  Dsus D  A  Asus A  A  Asus A   G      (2X)

VERSE 2

Bridge:



D        A        D      G                  
Crying, waiting, hoping you'll come back
       D                       A                   D  
    
Maybe someday soon things'll change and you'll be mine
  A                   D                    
Change and you'll be mine
  A                   D       A        D         
Change and you'll be crying, waiting, hoping

3984. Crying, Waiting, Hoping

Marty Stuart - Crying, Waiting, Hoping

Crying, crying, waiting, waiting
Hoping, hoping you'll come back
I just can't seem to get you off my mind

Crying, crying, waiting, waiting
Hoping, hoping you'll come back
You're the one I love
I think about you all the time

Crying, crying, doo d-doo doo
Tears keep a-falling all night long
Waiting, waiting, doo d-doo doo
It seems so useless I know it's wrong

To keep on crying, crying, waiting, waiting
Hoping, hoping you'll come back baby
Someday soon things will change
And you'll be mine

Crying, crying, doo d-doo doo
Tears keep a-falling all night long
Waiting, waiting, doo d-doo doo
It seems so useless I know it's wrong

To keep on crying, crying, waiting, waiting
Hoping, hoping you'll come back
Maybe someday soon things will change
And you'll be mine

Crying, crying
Waiting, waiting
Hoping, hoping

3985. Cryinig Again - Chords



Cryinig Again
Oak Ridge Boys - Cryinig Again

F                            C
You told me that our love was forever
        G                          Am
But you never really meant it that way
    F                       C
You said we had a sweet situation
        G                     C
But I'm wakin' up without you today

(Chorus:)
               F                 C
(Cryin' again) we're out of love again
               G                     Am
(Cryin' Again) Like we nearly always been
               F         C
(Cryin' again) I wonder when I won't be
G              C
Cryin' again

I thought we had a real understanding
But you never understood what I said
The magic didn't last like we planned it
And we've wasted all the feelings  instead

(Chorus)

3986. Crystal Chandeliers

Crystal Chandeliers - Mac Wiseman
(Ted Harris)

Oh, the crystal chandeliers light up the paintings on your wall
The marble statuettes are standing stately in the hall
But will the timely crowd that has you laughing loud help you dry your tears
When the new wears off of your crystal chandeliers.

I never did fit in too well with the folks you knew
And it's plain to see that the likes of me don't fit with you
So you traded me for the gaiety of the well to do
And you turned away from the love I offered you.

Oh, the crystal chandeliers light up the paintings on your wall
The marble statuettes are standing stately in the hall
But will the timely crowd that has you laughing loud help you dry your tears
When the new wears off of your crystal chandeliers.

I see your picture in the news most every day
You're the chosen girl of the social world so the stories say
But a paper smile only lasts a while then it fades away
And the love we knew will come home to you some day.



Oh, the crystal chandeliers light up the paintings on your wall
The marble statuettes are standing stately in the hall
But will the timely crowd that has you laughing loud help you dry your tears
When the new wears off of your crystal chandeliers.
When the new wears off of your crystal chandeliers...

3987. Crystallia Daydream

John Hartford - Crystallia Daydream

Words have cut my flesh
And the lash upon my brain is now forgotten
And the lead that hardens in my system melts
And sweet emotion turns to gold

All the things now past are strangely worth it
My yesterdays are buried deep and cold
There's nothing now worth learning
And there's nothing I can look to I can think of

And there's nothing said or written
Or recorded or remembered I should know
Except the music of your pale voice singing
It loosens up the muscles of my soul

Right now I'd give the world that hangs around me like a circus
To know I'd never rise or walk or stand
This could last forever and a weekend
And I'd die of happiness beneath your hand

Sun is smiling out on miles of emptiness in all directions
The light caress of yellow hair
I'm flat upon my belly in the sand
And my skin is marching off an endless drumbeat
As you trace it's empty canyons with your hand

The hours go flashing by like the blinking of an eyelid
And the insults and the sorrow of the day before
Dead and gone for good
And tomorrow is a promise somehow pending
When everything unsaid is understood

Right now I'd give the world that hangs around me like a circus
To know I'd never rise or walk or stand
This could last forever and a weekend
And I'd die of happiness beneath your hand

3988. Crystelle



Rodney Crowell - Crystelle

[Verse 1]
Now Crystelle, you temptress, you creature of back booths
So accomplished at dancing when walking would do
There's a neon fire in your eyes reflecting off a rhinestone tear
Fixed upon your cheek to see who cares
And that's way too much for a country boy who stares

[Verse 2]
"Now life is just a private joke," she said it like that was the punch line
Me, I fell in love now, wouldn't you?
There's a fine madness in the air, it comes and goes like honeysuckle
Sent to set you free from what to do
Oh me, I fell in love now, wouldn't you?

[Chorus]
Oh that Crystelle, she's barely a woman
Oh that Crystelle, she's hardly a child
Oh that Crystelle, I know she saw me coming
But doesn't Crystelle have a beautiful smile?

[Verse 3]
She's a reason to be reckless, she's the ride to rock and roll
She's exactly what they meant when they told you not to go
And her breath's as sweet as chewing gum and her heart's as gold as kingdom come
She's heaven-sent and hellbent to run
Oh me, I fell in love now, wouldn't you?

[Chorus]
Oh that Crystelle, she's barely a woman
Oh that Crystelle, she's hardly a child
Oh that Crystelle, I know she saw me coming
But doesn't Crystelle have a beautiful smile?
Oh that Crystelle, she's barely a woman
Oh that Crystelle, she is hardly a child
Oh that Crystelle, I know she saw me coming
But doesn't Crystelle have a beautiful smile?

[Outro]
Oh me, I fell in love now, wouldn't you?

3989. Cuando Me Querias Tu

Linda Ronstadt - Cuando Me Querias TÃº

Cuando tÃº me querias (Cuando me amabas tÃº)
La vida parecia (Un jardin azul)
Nunca hubo tristezas
Ni llanto ni quejas
SÃ³lo mucho amor
Amor y amor en plenitud
Cuando me queris tÃº (Cuando me queris tÃº)



Cuando tÃº me querias (Cuando me amabas tÃº)
La vida parecia (Un jardin azul)
Nunca hubo tristezas
Ni llanto ni quejas
SÃ³lo mucho amor
Amor y amor en plenitud
Cuando me queris tÃº (Cuando me queris tÃº)

Y hoy que no me quieres (En mi soledad)
Que no sé de ti (Por el mundo voy)
A ti otros quereres (Nadie te dirá)
Te alejan de mi
Lloro y anoro
Mi jardin azul
Cuando me queris tÃº (Cuando me queris tÃº)

Y hoy que no me quieres (En mi soledad)
Que no sé de ti (Por el mundo voy)
A ti otros quereres (Nadie te dirá)
Te alejan de mi
Lloro y anoro
Mi jardin azul
Cuando me queris tÃº (Cuando me queris tÃº)

3990. Cuba

Gibson Brothers - Cuba 
Artist: Gibson Brothers

Cuba
Quiero bailar la salsa
Cuba
Quiero bailar la salsa

You dance to the music
Like nobody does
The first time I saw you
I knew it was love

Cuba
Quiero bailar la salsa
Cuba
Quiero bailar la salsa

My heart is on fire
The night is divine
My only desire
Is making you mine

You're the one
That I want
You're the one
Yes, you are



Cuba
Quiero bailar la salsa
Cuba
Quiero bailar la salsa

When you're in motion
You seem not to care
You hide your emotions
The joy, the despair

You're the one
That I want
You're the one
Yes, you are

Cuba
Quiero bailar la salsa
Cuba
Quiero bailar la salsa

You dance to the music
Like nobody does
The first time I saw you
I knew it was love

You're the one
That I want
You're the one
Yes, you are

You're the one
That I want
You're the one
Yes, you are

Cuba
Quiero bailar la salsa
Cuba
Quiero bailar la salsa

Cuba
Quiero bailar la salsa
Cuba
Quiero bailar la salsa

3991. Cuban Soldier

Cuban Soldier

Far away in a Spanish dungeon
A Cuban soldier lay
Slowly dying from the torture



Inflicted day by day
He begged to send a message
But this kindness was denied
So he called his comrades to him
And told his story ere he died

   When Cubie gains her freedom
   And the Spaniards cease to reign
   There's a loved one on that island
   I will never see again
   Oh find her for me comrades
   And tell her you were by my side
   And I bid you take this message
   To a soldiers promised bride

Tis the same old story comrades
Love weeps when beauty is done
When Cubie was struggling for her freedom
I was ordered to my gun
Though I'm a captain dying
The struggle will soon be o'er
Tell her I said to meet me
Where the soldiers fight no more

3992. Cuckoo Bird

Osborne Brothers - Cuckoo Bird 
Rising Appalachia

Oh, the cuckoo she's a pretty bird
She warbles as she flies
But I never give her water
Till the forth day of July.

It is often that I wonder
Why women love men
And I look back and I wonder
Why men are men.

Oh, the cuckoo she's a pretty bird
She warbles as she flies
But I never give her water
Till the forth day of July.

Gonna build me another castle
On a mountain so high
So then I can see my true love
As she passes by.

Oh, the cuckoo she's a pretty bird
She warbles as she flies
But I never give her water
Till the forth day of July.



--- Instrumental ---

Jack of Diamonds, Jack of Diamonds
I know you of old
You have robbed my poor pockets
Of silver and of gold.

Oh, the cuckoo she's a pretty bird
She warbles as she flies
But I never give her water
Till the forth day of July...

3993. Cuckoo's Nest

Cuckoo's Nest
Yonder Mountain String Band - John Hartford

Dream a little dream of you
With your golden hair and your eyes so blue
Like a song Tchikovski played
That makes me come on slowly

Your raven hair that makes me mad
It's your insane smile that makes me glad
It's the California dreamin'
And the Mississippi smile
That makes me come on slowly

Trying to be real cool and soft
So I won't take a chance of turning you off
Watchin' how you're operating when the chips are down
That makes me come on slowly

It isn't that I wanna wanna make it all come true
Baby if I had a chance to be in love with you
Watchin' how you're operating when the chips are down
That makes me come on slowly

3994. Cuddle Up Cozy Down Christmas - Chords

Cuddle Up Cozy Down Christmas 
Dolly Parton w/ Michael Bublé
 
G / G#dim / D / C#
A7 / D7 / B
 
          C              F              C   C7
I want to  cuddle up and cozy down with you



C            A7
Wrap myself around you
D7             G7
Do what lovers do
        C       Gm7      C         C7
Ah, the snow is fallin', passion's callin'
  F                Dm
A glass of wine or two
         C               A7     Dm7     G7     C
I want a cuddle up, cozy down   Christmas with you
 
    Dm7       G     C
Oh, we're not goin' anywhere (no we better not)
    F        G7       Cmaj7
The storm is just too bad (oh, it's terrible)
F                  A
There's no gettin' out of here
D7               G
Old man Winter's seen to that
 
C         Gm7        C        C7
So here we sit.  The candle's lit, and
F                  F#dim
Now that we're snowbound
    C                        A7
Aw, what's to do but love on you
       D7     G     C
Cuddle up and cozy down
 
          C             F               C
I want to cuddle up and cozy down with you (oh my)
C          A7                D7               G7
Nestle up against your skin, do anything that we want to (mm)
C         Gm7  C      C7
 Makin' love,  hug and touch, and
F                  Dm
steal some kisses, too
         C                  A7    Dm7     G7     C
I want a cuddle up and cozy down  Christmas with you
Dm       G       C
We could both pretend we're sorry,
F      G7    Cmaj7
act so disappointed
       D                      A7
But to tell you the truth snugglin' with you
   G
Is all I ever really wanted
        C       Gm7           C            C7
Now the fire is blazin', my thoughts are racin'
F                   F#dim
What we're... gonna do (oh, baby)
       C       A7    D7     G7      C
When I cuddle up and cozy down with you
 
 
Solo Section (optional voice over)
C   / F   / C7 / % /



C G / Am7 / D7 / G7/
 
 
    C       Gm7      C         C7
The snow is fallin', passion's callin'
  F                F#dim
A glass of wine or two
         C                  A7   Dm7     G7     C
I want a cuddle up and cozy down Christmas with you
Dm7     G     C    A7        Dm7       G7   A7
Cuddle up and cozy down in a wonderland for two
            F              A7
Why don't we cuddle up and cozy down
 
(slowly)
Dm7      G7
Christmas   with you?

3995. Cumberland Blues

Cumberland Blues
Grateful Dead
AJ Lee & Blue Summit - Broken Compass Bluegrass

I can't stay here much longer, Melinda
The sun is getting high
I can't help you with your troubles
If you won't help with mine
I gotta get down
I gotta get down
Gotta get down to the mine

You keep me up just one more night
I can't stop here no more
Little Ben clock says quarter to eight
You kept me up till four
I gotta get down
I gotta get down
Or I can't work there no more

Lotta poor man make a five dollar bill
Will keep him happy all the time
Some other fellow's making nothing at all
And you can hear him cry

Can I go, buddy, can I go down
Take your shift at the mine
Gotta get down to the Cumberland mine
Gotta get down to the Cumberland mine
That's where I mainly spend my time

Make good money, five dollars a day
If I made any more I might move away



Lotta poor man got the Cumberland Blues
He can't win for losing
Lotta poor man got to walk the line
Just to pay his union dues

I don't know now, I just don't know
If I'm coming back again
I don't know now, I just don't know
If I'm coming back again
I don't know now, I just don't know
If I'm coming back again

3996. Cumberland Gap

Cumberland Gap

Me and my wife and my wife's pap
We all live down in Cumberland Gap

Cumberland Gap, Cumberland Gap
Mmm ,way down yonder in Cumberland Gap

Cumberland Gap is a noted place
Three kinds of water to wash your face

* Refrain

The first white man in Cumberland Gap
Was Doctor Walker, an English chap

* Refrain

Daniel Boone on Pinnacle Rock
He killed Injuns with his old flintlock

* Refrain

Lay down, boys, and take a little nap
Fo'teen miles to the Cumberland Gap

* Refrain

3997. Cumberland River

Cumberland River - Dailey And Vincent 

I left old Kentucky in a blindin' fog
Headed for the southland



haulin' cedar logs
Along around Celina
I saw the sky turn blue
Headed for the southland
with a six men crew

Chorus:
Cumberland River carry me
on down the line to sunny Tennessee
Shirley Mae's awaitin' lonely as can be
Cumberland River let me feel that southern breeze

Two days on the river
the weather it got rough
Headed for the southbank
we hit a big rock bluff
Workin' like the devil
to turn this boat around
Two miles south of Carthage
We made it safe and sound

Chorus

Two more days of travel
and then I'll draw my pay
Headed for the southland
to see my Shirley Mae
A part a can of sorghum
and a sack of flour
Fifteen dollars waitin'
seven cents an hour

Chorus
(2x)

Cumberland River let me feel that southern breeze

3998. Cumberland River Shore

Cumberland River Shore
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
I spent too much time a-ramblin'
I been gone from home too long
Started wonderin' where I'm goin'
Had to find my way back home

[Verse 2]
There's a little girl down in the valley
Her heart is pure as mountain stream
Every day, the more I miss her
I'd see her in my sweetest dream



[Chorus]
We'll have a love that lasts a lifetime
One that lives forevermore
I'll find peace like no other
On that Cumberland River shore

[Verse 3]
Left Arkansas last Friday mornin'
That's as far as I did roam
Couldn't stay long from my darlin'
Had to see my Tennessee home

[Verse 4]
WhRn I returned, she found another
And was leavin' the next day
All she said was, "Too late, darlin'
I must go another way."

[Chorus]
Fare thee well, my one true lover
I will pine for you no more
I'll find peace like no other
On that Cumberland River shore

[Verse 5]
Our love was clear as July mornin'
Now it's fadin' in the fog
Was a cold day when she left me
It was rainin' cats and dogs

[Chorus]
Now it's you and me, old river
Time will tell what lies in store
I'll find peace like no other
On that Cumberland River shore

3999. Cup Of Kindness

Emmylou Harris - Cup of Kindness

You feel the thirst
But none can make you drink
The answer's waiting for you here but
It's not what you think
It won't steal your soul or leave you blind 
It was just a cup of kindness all the time

And when Mother Mary finally comes to cal 
She could pass right through your heart
And leave no trace at all 
While you were reaching for 
The sacred and divine 



She was standing right beside you 
All the time

And the emptiness
You can't seem to fill
Beauty fades and pleasures cannot
Take away the chili
And the glamor lures you down into a lie
O but the cup of kindness 
Never will run dry

You hear the vandals
Howlin' down your walls
And arm yourself against the ones
Who want to see you fall
Till some Holy Grail reveals
The grand design
Well it was in a cup of kindness
All the time

4000. Cup Of Loneliness - Chords

Cup Of Loneliness
recorded by George Jones
written by George Jones and Burl Stephens
 
G                         
I see Christian pilgrims so redeemed from sin
D7                       C           G
Called out of darkness a new life to begin
                                     
Were you ever in the valley when the way is dark and dim
D7                            C               G
Did you ever drink the cup of loneliness with Him
 
                                        
Did you ever have them laugh at you and say it was a fake
D7                           C                G
The stand that you so boldly for the Lord did take
                                        
Did they ever mock at you and laugh in ways quite grim
D7                            C               G
Did you ever drink the cup of loneliness with Him
 
                                 
Did you ever try to preach then hold fast and pray
D7                             C              G
And even when you did it there did not seem a way
                               
And you lost all courage then lost all your vim
D7                            C               G
Did you ever drink the cup of loneliness with Him
 



                                       
Oh my friends 'tis bitter sweet while here on earthly sod
D7                              C               G
To follow in the footsteps that our dear Savior trod
                                        
To suffer with the Savior and when the way is dark and dim
D7                            C               G
To drink of the bitter cup of loneliness with Him

4001. Cup Of Tea - Chords

Cup Of Tea 
Kacey Musgraves
 
Riffs:
When she plays G - Cadd9 - D           and when she plays D - Cadd9 - G
e/------------------2--/                          e/-2------------------/
B/------------------3--/                          B/-3------------------/
G/------------------2--/                          G/-2------------------/
D/------------------0--/                          D/-0------------------/
A/-----0--2--3---------/                          A/-----3--2--0--------/
E/--3------------------/                          E/-------------3------/
    G   G/B  Cadd9  D(strumming)                     D  Cadd9 G/B G
 
 
 
[Intro:]
G    Cadd9    D   G    Cadd9    D
 
 
[Verses]
Bm                     C/G
Maybe your jacket is a hand-me-down
Bm                           C/G
Maybe you slept with half of your home town
Bm                          C/G         D
In a world of circles maybe you're just round
 
G     Cadd9     D   Cadd9          G   Cadd9
You can't be     everybody's cup of tea,
D                                 Em
Some like the bitter some like the sweet
        Bm
Nobody's everybody's favorite
       Am                              C/G    D
So you might just well make it how you please
G      Cadd9     D   Cadd9          G   Cadd9  D
Ow, you can't be everybody's cup of tea,
 
 
Bm                         C/G
Maybe you're working in a hotel bar
Bm                              C/G



Maybe you're still driving your high school car
Bm                               C/G   D
Maybe you still don't know just who you are
 
 
G    Cadd9      D   Cadd9          G   Cadd9
You can't be    everybody's cup of tea,
D                                 Em
Some like the bitter some like the sweet
        Bm
Nobody's everybody's favorite
       Am                              C/G    D
So you might just well make it how you please
 
G
Maybe you marry the wrong person first,
Am
Maybe your hair is way too long
   Bm
Your sister's in jail
   Bm                      C/G
Or maybe you failed out of college, but hey life goes on
    C/G                       D
We've all got the right to be wrong 
 
 
G    Cadd9    D   G    Cadd9    D
 
 
G     Cadd9      D   Cadd9          G   C
Oh, you can't be everybody's cup of tea,
D                                 Em
Some like the black some like the green
        Bm
Nobody's everybody's favorite
       Am                              C/G    D
So you might just well make it how you please
G     Cadd9      D   Cadd9          G   C
Oh, you can't be everybody's cup of tea,
D                                 Em
Some like the bitter some like the sweet
        Bm
Nobody's everybody's favorite
       Am                              C/G    D
So you might just well make it how you please
G    Cadd9        D   Cadd9          G   Cadd9
Ow, you can't be everybody's cup of tea,
D             C      G   Cadd9  D  Cadd9  G
Why would you wanna be

4002. Cupid's Got A Gun



The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Cupid's Got a Gun

So many lonely people looking for a way 
To fill the empty nights when the phone won't ring 
We all want to fall in love, hear the birds sing
So if you're feeling desperate, don't give up 
Times, they are a changing and so is your luck

Cupid's got a gun 
Arrows wouldn't do 
He's got the power love for you 
It's a big big love 
His aim is true 
Don't try to run 
Cupid's got a gun

Don't you just sit there feeling sorry for yourself 
Reading romance novels and laying around the house 
Dreaming that the good parts were written just for you 
Then waking up saying this will never come true 
Stop your hesitating go out tonight 
You know he's out there waiting 
To get you in his sights

Cupid's got a gun 
Arrows wouldn't do 
He's got the power love for you 
It's a big big love 
His aim is true 
Don't try to run 
Cupid's got a gun

It's a real tough job helping people fall in love 
That old bow and arrow just wasn't strong enough 
Cupid wasn't stupid, he knew just what to do 
Now he's loaded for love
He's coming for you

4003. Cure

Cure
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: JEFF HANNA

I thought I'd give my love to anyone today
But when it came to you one thing was for sure
Well I know your little games and I don't want to play
It's like takin' sick when nobody knows the cure
You come on like the princess of the junior prom
Always part of everything that's going down
Just looking for another fool to lean upon
In the center ring and everyone's your clown

Can't you see I've lost my nerve



I just can't face you
Perhaps I'll let the time erase you
Can't you see I've lost my nerve
I just can't face you
Perhaps I'll let the time erase you

I thought I'd give my love to anyone today
But when it came to you one thing was for sure
Well I know your little games and I don't want to play
It's like takin' sick when nobody knows the cure

4004. Curly And Lil

Jerry Jeff Walker - Curly and Lil

Curly would drive that old pickup truck
Lilly would roll a cigarette
They never sweated the money the made
They get by just fine on anything they get
Curly worked the Dobro for seven long years
Always on the road not at home
He told Lilly one day before it all slips away
Let's take the kids out there and make it on our own

Chorus:
It's good times 'tiil they get here
Short time 'til they're gone
Just picking and singing in a family band
Traveling and living off the land
Picking and fishing and meeting other folks
Making home brew and cooking steaks
Wear your old clothes and drive those old country roads
Live your mistakes and make up your own breaks
They traveled this country from L.A. to Maine
Seattle and back to Key West
Through hundreds of gigs and all the miles they did
They say that raising five kids tops the list

Chorus
Curly told me if you want to be free
You got to be your own boss
Be fair with those you like, do what you think is right
If they still don't like you, pack it up and walk

Chorus x2

4005. Curly Headed Baby



Doc Watson
Curly Headed Baby

She's my curly headed baby
She's from sunny Tennessee
She's my curly headed baby
She's more than all the world to me

I have loved her since I met her (yes sir)
More than any tongue can tell
If she ever prove falls hearted
It would be so hard to say farewell
Yodeleyie-ie-ie-ie

Now let me tell you 'bout some women (hmmhmm)
I can tell you how they'll do
They gonna be cryin' on your shoulder
And be flirting with another too

She's my curly headed baby
She's from sunny Tennessee
She's my curly headed baby
She's more than all the world to me
Yodeleyie-ie-ie-ie

When I look into her blue eyes
There's more than words can ever say
I could never love some other
No one else can make me feel this way

She's my curly headed baby
She's from sunny Tennessee
She's my curly headed baby
She's more than all the world to me
Yodeleyie-ie-ie-ie

4006. Currach

Currach
Elephant Revival

af op Apple Music
Moon bright one night
Young son did wake
Crawled out of his crib
Without my waking

Through the door, through the gate
Down to the dock
Into a shaky currach
As a storm's breaking

The storm rolls
Took my baby out to sea



The storm blows
Took my babe away from me

Lightning striking
First caused my rise
To the dismay of my eye
I found my child missing

So through the door, through the gate
Down to the dock
I saw a shaky currach
Into the horizon slipping

The storm rolls
Took my baby out to sea
The storm blows
Took my babe away from me

I spoke to the wind
The wind spoke to him
Show comfort, show strength, give hope
And through the wind, my son did send
Comfort, strength, hope

Wind blow, wind blow
Fill the sails
Bring my baby back to me

Wind blow, wind blow
Fill the sails
Bring him safely back from sea

4007. Curse Of The Wild Weed Flower

Dolly Parton - Curse Of The Wild Weed Flower 

Today tomorrow and forever that's how long our love will last
I'll never stop loving you no never today tomorrow and forever
We've got the kind of love most people dream about
We're sure of our love in our mind there's no doubt
And I know that you ove me by the things you do and say
And our love keeps growing stronger day after day
Today tomorrow and forever...
Each day you let me know just how much you care
And you know if you need me you know I'm always there
You don't have to say you love me over and over again
I know because you show me and I know our love won't end
Today tomorrow and forever...



4008. Curtains Of Sorrow

Curtains Of Sorrow

The curtains of sorrow have descended
O'er my world like the shades of the night
Alone with my memories I wander
I am lost Dear with no guiding light

Oh where is the moon that shown so brightly
And where are the stars that spell love
Where are the blue skies that linger
That smile from the heavens above

You've broken my heart Dear forver
I don't seem to care now or try
My future seems dark and so dreary
I can't keep the tears from my eyes

There's a curtain of sorrow O'er the moonbeams
There's a shade of gray sky up above
The starlignt has lost all its splendor
And I've lost the sweetherart I love

4009. Curtains Rise - Chords

Curtains Rise 
The Devil Makes Three
 
[Intro]
/ C          / C          / Dm         / G          /
 
[Verse 1]
C                           C
  You came from down south,   words in your mouth,
F                              F
  you had your tricks and your needs.
Dm                        Dm
  Bounce up and stronger,   lasted longer,
   G                        G
it came between you and me.
 
C                           E
  You headed straight down,   nothing to hide now,
Am                         F
  dancin' to your master's tune.
        F                         F
I could see in your eyes you were   ready to die,
        C                      C
tell me what was I supposed to do.
 
[Chorus]
             Dm      Dm              G         G



The curtains   rise,   the show goes on,
              C     C                    Am       Am
wish you were here,   I know that you're gone.
         Dm      Dm              F             G                  (C)
Curtains   rise,   the show goes on and on and on, now that you're gone.
 
[Interlude]
/ C          / C          / Dm         / G          /
 
[Verse 2]
C                      C
  World in your hands,   so many plans,
F                        F
all of them ahead on the road.
        Dm                           Dm
We were drinking in the parking lot,   singing with the strangers,
    G                 G
too happy to feel the cold.
 
       C                      E
When I stand on the stage you know you're standing next to me,
Am                        F
  you're right here by my side.
F                F
  Singing along,   sick of my song
       C                        C
that I know you heard a hundred times.
 
[Chorus]
             Dm      Dm              G         G
The curtains   rise,   the show goes on,
              C     C                    Am       Am
wish you were here,   I know that you're gone.
         Dm      Dm              F             G                  (C)
Curtains   rise,   the show goes on and on and on, now that you're gone.
 
[Interlude]
/ C          / C          / Am         / Am         /
/ Dm         / Dm         / G          / G          /
 
[Verse 3]
C                  C
Down in deep water Windham County's daughter
F                         F
bever get to look in your eyes,
Dm                 Dm
  it just happened   like thunder clapping,
G                         G
leaving us to wonder why.
 
         C                 E
Into the arms of the river   you were delivered,
Am            F
only 24 years old,
F                          F
  don't tell me everything happens for a reason,
C                      N.C.



  that line is getting old.
 
[End-Chorus]
             Dm      Dm              G         G
The curtains   rise,   the show goes on,
              C     C                    Am       Am
wish you were here,   I know that you're gone.
         Dm      Dm              F             G                  (C)
Curtains   rise,   the show goes on and on and on, now that you're gone.
 
[Interlude]
/ C          / C          / Am         / Am         /
/ Dm         / Dm         / G          / G          /
/ C          / C          / Am         / Am         /
/ Dm         / Dm         / G          / G          /

4010. Custer

Steve Earle - Custer
Gillian Welch

Now I will tell you, buster, that I ain't a fan of Custer's
And the General he don't ride well anymore
To some, he was a hero, but to me his score was zero
And the General he don't ride well anymore
Now Custer done his fighting without too much exciting
And the General he don't ride well anymore
General Custer come in pumping when the men were out a-hunting
But the General he don't ride well anymore
With victories he was swimming he killed children dogs and women
But the General he don't ride well anymore
Crazy Horse sent out the call to Sitting Bull and Gall
And the General he don't ride well anymore
Now Custer split his men well he won't do that again
Cause the General he don't ride well anymore
Twelve thousand warriors waited they were unanticipated
And the General he don't ride well anymore
It's not called an Indian victory but a bloody massacre
And the General he don't ride well anymore
There might have been more enthusing if us Indians had been losing
But the General he don't ride well anymore
General George A.Custer oh his yellow hair had luster
But the General he don't ride well anymore
For now the General's silent he got barbered violent
And the General he don't ride well anymore
Oh the General he don't ride well anymore

4011. Cut A Tooth



Cut a Tooth
Greensky Bluegrass

Outrage and justice different shades of grey
The hand of power fuels the fist of rage
To conquer the odds and to overthrow the mighty
The meek must fortify a message without mercy

I don't want to go through the pain they say I need to
I just want to break the system that we've been chained to
I believe in the burden and the struggle to cut a tooth
But how many will lie to hide the truth?

It's too critical now to look away and spare the trauma
Surrender to the angRr to feel the injustice
Expose thR weakness at the risk of finding fear
Because denial and compromise only leave us stuck here

I don't want to go through the pain they say I need to
I just want to break the system that we've been chained to
I believe in the burden and struggle to cut a tooth
But how many will lie to hide the truth?

Persecute the behavior that's accepted because it's learned
And refuse to concede when conflict is deserved
Freedom isn't real until all misfortune is heard
And progress is meaningless built on empty words

I don't want to go through the pain they say I need to
I just want to break the system that we've been chained to
I believe in the burden and struggle to cut a tooth
But how many will lie to hide the truth?

I don't want to go through the pain they say I need to
I just want to break the system that we've been chained to
I believe in the burden and struggle to cut a tooth
But how many will lie to hide the truth?

4012. Cut Every Corner

Hit & Run Bluegrass - Cut Every Corner 
Album: Four Finger Music: The Bluegrass Tribute to the Music Made Famous By the Simpso
ns

If there's a task that must be done,
Don't turn your tail and run,
Don't pout, don't sob,
Just do a half-assed job!
If... you... cut every corner
It is really not so bad,
Everybody does it,
Even mom and dad.
If nobody sees it,
Then nobody gets mad,



It's the American way!
The policeman on the beat
Needs some time to rest his feet.
Fighting crime is not my cup of tea!
And the clerk who runs the store
Can charge a little more
For meat!
For meat!
And milk!
And milk!
From 1984!
If... you... cut every corner,
You'll have more time for play,
It's the American waaaaay!

4013. Cut The Cornbread Mama - Chords

Cut The Cornbread Mama 
The Osborne Brothers
 
[Verse 1]
G
I see an old green car, comin' around the bend,
C               D7              G
I hear the engine purring and a-humming!
G
It's some of our neighbors, and some of our kin,
C                  D7              G
Cut the cornbread, mama, company's comin'!
 
[Verse 2]
G
They're getting closer now, gonna make the hill,
C               D7              G
I hear somebody singing and a-strumming,
G
The one with the banjo is our cousin Bill
C                  D7              G
Cut the cornbread, mama, company's comin'!
 
[Chorus]
C                                       G
We'll get cider from the cellar, and we'll have a bite to eat,
                             D7             G
Then we'll sing and dance and raise a little Cain,
           C               G
Then we'll sit a spell and talk a spell,
A7                      D7
Talk about if its gonna rain,
 
[Verse 3]
G
They've all been here before, they're coming back again,



C                         D7      G
While the old green car is still a-runnin'
G
No time to do the chores or get the milk cow in,
C                       D7         G
Cut the cornbread, mama, company's comin'!
 
-BANJO BREAK-
 
[Chorus]
C                                          G
We'll get cider from the cellar, and we'll have a bite to eat,
                             D7             G
Then we'll sing and dance and raise a little Cain,
          C                G
Then we'll sit a spell and talk a spell,
A7                      D7
Talk about if its gonna rain,
 
[Verse 4]
G
They're coming through the yard, what a sight to see,
C                        D7             G
They've got the chickens and the geese a-running
G
We all know what a good time - there's gonna be,
C                  D7              G
Cut the cornbread, mama, company's comin'!
 
(one more time)
C                  D7              G       D7   G
Cut the cornbread, mama, company's comin'!

4014. Cut The Sails

Sturgill Simpson - Cut The Sails

Somehow, somewhere, someway, I just know
Somebody out there has to see
The world is tore up from the floor up
Man I think it shows
Ain't much living left for you and me
Please don't let my song steer you wrong or make you cry
The intention is not to make you sad and blue
I'm just looking for a reason or an answer as to why
The one's behind the wheel do what they do

(Chorus)
Raise the flag, cut the sails, we're going down
This old world has become a raging sea
Tie the lines, let that old fog whistle sound
Soon all we know will no longRr be
A bloody river's flowing from a war that's waged so long



ShorRline getting closer by the day
This old life just won't go right if everybody's living wrong
Sad but true, it's always been this way
Sailors of the lord turn your collars to the wind
And hunker down for she will surely blow
It's so hard to see horizon through all of this cold dark sin
To the wind and on to Heaven we must row

(Chorus)
Raise the flag, cut the sails, we're going down
This old world has become a raging sea
Tie the lines, let that old fog whistle sound
Soon all we know will no longer be
Soon all we know will no longer be

4015. Cuttin' The Rug - Chords

Cuttin' The Rug
Written and recorded by Randy Brown
 
G    C                  D7              G
What did the mirror say when you walked by today
       Em          A7           C           D7
Was it kind was it cruel was it truthful to you
             C             D7             G
And when the morning comes will you still look the same
            Am          A7             C            D7
You're that girl with a smile a little fun a little while
 
G             C   D7              G
A cuttin' the rug and cuttin' the ties
               D7              G
And there's no reason for weak alibis
              C    D7                G
No stories to tell and no reason for lies
              C        D7              G
A cuttin' the rug babe and cuttin' the ties
 
    C                      D7                   G
And when the evening comes and you're out there on the town
        C                 Am         A7             D7
Cuttin' across a hardwood floor neon lights wanting more
 
Repeat #2
                C            D7       G
Now that you're with the one that you hid from me
          C          Am          A7          D7
When he's out on the town do you feel like a clown
 
           G             C   D7              G
While he's a cuttin' the rug and cuttin' the ties
               D7              G
And there's no reason for weak alibis



              C    D7                G
No stories to tell and no reason for lies
              C        D7              G
A cuttin' the rug babe and cuttin' the ties
            C        D7              G
Cuttin. the rug babe and cuttin' the ties

4016. Cutting The Strings

The Incredible String Band - Cutting The Strings 

There now, they've all gone
Almost as if they never had been
I turn my eyes backwards
I gaze into my own gaze
I turn my eyes inwards
I gaze into my own face

I built my prison stone by stone
(I built my prison stone by stone)
How many useless knots I tied
(How many useless knots I tied)

I dug the footfalls in my path
(I dug the footfalls in my path)
How many useless tears I cried
(How many useless tears I cried)

Here to build in worlds of beauty
No one made a joy a duty
No one, no one but me

I saw the birds that flew so free
(I saw the birds that flew so free)
I envied them their grace divine
(I envied them their grace divine)

I saw the dancer's airy steps
(I saw the dancer's airy steps)
Theirs was a different world than mine
(Theirs was a different world than mine)

Here to build in worlds of glory
No one made my sad, sad story
No one, no one but me

When useless walls come tumbling down
Sparrows will sing on the fallen stones
Adam will pull the knife from his brow
Eve will lick the salt from his wounds

Free to make my own tomorrow
Free to free my heart from sorrow



Free to hear and smell and see
Free to be me, free to be free

4017. Cyclone of Rye Cove - Chords

Cyclone of Rye Cove
Recorded by Doc Watson
Written by A.P. Carter and Doc Watson

C                      F       C
Oh listen today to the story I tell
                               G7
It's saddened with tear dimmed eyes
     C                     F         C
Of a dreadful cyclone that came this way
             G7          C
And blew our schoolhouse away
    F        C
Rye Cove Rye Cove
                              G7
The place of my childhood and home
         C                   F             C
Where in life's early morn I once loved to roam
                G7         C
But now it's so silent and lone
                                 F            C
When the great storm appeared it darkened the air
                                   G7
And the lightning flashed over the sky
         C                        F       C
Then the children all cried don't take us away
                G7      C
But spare us to go back home
Repeat #3
                          F           C
Oh the mothers so sad and fathers the same
                           G7
They came to this horrible scene
     C                         F               C
Then searching and crying each found their own child
           G7        C
Dying on a pillow of stone
                        F               C
Lord give us a home far beyond the blue skies
                              G7
Where storms and cyclones are unknown
    C                       F            C
And there will we stand and gladly clasp hands
                           G7       C
With our children in their heavenly home
Repeat #3



4018. Cypress Grove Blues

Cypress Grove Blues
Skip James - Chesapeake

I would rather be buried in some cypress grove
I would rather be buried in some cypress grove
To have some woman, Lord, that I can't control

And I'm goin' away now, I'm goin' away to stay
And I'm goin' away now, I'm goin' away to stay
That'll be all right, pretty mama, you gonna need my help someday

And the sun goin' down, and you know what your promise means
And the sun goin' down, you know what your promise means
And what's the matter, baby, I can't see

I would rather be dead and six feet in my grave
I would rather be dead and six feet in my grave
Than to be way up here, honey, treated this a-way

And the old people told me, baby, but I never did know
The old people told me, baby woman, but I never did know
"The good book declare you got to reap just what you sow"

When your knee bone's achin' and your body cold
When your knee bone's achin' and your body cold
Means you just gettin' ready, honey, for the cypress grove

D - 4019. D & P Blues

Uncle Earl
D & P Blues

I take to lovin like a fish takes to a lake
It's early in the morning and lord I'm still awake

I was born in the country he thinks I'm easy to rule
Well I was born in the country but I ain't nobody's fool

I got a man in KY and one in TN
And if I'm lucky they both think they got me

Momma says keep on lookin if there's something you can't find
I just want one man who can ease my troubled mind

Now I take to drinkin' like a bird takes to the sky
Get to feelin much better gonna srpout some wings and fly

I'm goin to the country to meet some friends of mine



Ain't no man in the country can beat that good moonshine

Yodelodelayee. Yodelodelay hee tee!

4020. D-18

D-18
Norman Blake & Tony Rice

In a pawn shop in Odysessa in the fall of '64
The pawn shop man was leavin' he was lockin' up the door
I ran up just in time and I holler'd just through the screen
Hey, man, you got any good guitars in here,
he said "I got this D-18"

So I gave him a hundred dollars and I took that sucker home
I cleaned it up and strung it hit a chord and heard that tone
It was crisp and clean rich and full all a guitar ought to be
I said Thank you, Mr, Martin, you made this D-18 for me

   Said Thank you, Mr. Martin, I'm alright
   'Cause once again this old guitar helped me through the night
   I'm mighty grateful to you, you know how to make 'em right
   I said Thank you, Mr. Martin, I'm alright

If I'm feelin' down and worthless and I haven't got a dime
Wonderin' if I spent my life just wastin' my time
I pick up that old guitar some paper and a pen
I say Thank you, Mr. Martin, you saved my life again.

I've written songs about my lovers my family and my friends
My wife my child the old home place and the road that never ends
Heros hobos rock n' roll and a honky tonk queen
I wrote 'em all without exception on my Martin D-18

Now It was made way back In '43 when I was just a kid
I believe it's about the best thing Mr. Martin ever did
It plays real good stays in tune and never treats me mean
Thank God for Mr. Martin and that fine old D-18.

Well there's your Galagher your Gibson your Goya Gretch and Guild
I've played every kind of guitar that them guitar makers build
I' picked on a lot of axes but the best I've ever seen
Is my funky beat up wonderful old Martin D-18.

4021. D.B. Cooper

Todd Snider - D.B. Cooper



[Intro]
This is a song called "D.B. Cooper"

[Verse 1]
D.B. Cooper was forty-three when we first heard his name
Forty-seven miles away from where he fell down to his fame
But he told me that the hardest part
Wasn't really jumping out of that plane
It was spending the night
Watching those lights
Shine down through the pouring rain

[Verse 2]
They had a manhunt that next morning
Like nothing I had ever seen
I was only eight years old at the time
Watching on the TV screen
They were saying he was never goin' to make it now
Now that daylight had set in
But later that night
They were shining those lights
Down on the mountain again

[Chorus]
Not far away from the City of Roses
They all watched those lights up through the rain
For D.B. Cooper

[Verse 3]
So the cops blocked off all the exit roads
And they turned loose all of their hounds
They even dragged the river up a couple of times
To see if he had drowned
With all those men working overtime
They swore they would bring him down
But a parachute and a few hundred dollars
Is all that they've ever found

[Chorus]
Not far away from the City of Roses
They all watched those lights up through the rain

[Verse 4]
Now, some people say that he died up there
Somewhere in the rain and the wind
Other people say that he got away
But then his girlfriend did him in
The lawmen say if he's out there
Some day they're goin' to drag him in
As for me, I hope they never see
Ol' D.B. Cooper again

[Chorus]
Not far away from the City of Roses
Lights shine from a house out in the rain
It was D.B. Cooper
Drinking champagne



[Outro]
He's drinking champagne
He's drinking champagne

4022. D.i.v.o.r.c.e.

Dolly Parton - D.i.v.o.r.c.e. 

Our little boy is four years old and he's quite a little man.
So we spell out the words we don't want him to understand.
Like T-O-Y or maybe S-U-P-R-I-S-E.
But the words we're hiding from him now tears the heart right out of me.
Our D-I-V-O-R-C-E becomes final today.
Me and little J-O-E will be going away.
I love you both and this will be pure H-E double L for me.
Oh I wish that we could stop this D-I-V-O-R-C-E.
Watch him smile, he thinks it's Christmas or his fifth birthday.
And he things C-U-S-T-O-D-Y spells fun or play
I spell out all the hurtin' words and I turn my head when I speak
Cause I can't spell away this hurt that's dripping down my cheek.
Our D-I-V-O-R-C-E becomes final today.
Me and little J-O-E will be going away.
I love you both and this will be pure H-E double L for me.
Oh I wish that we could stop this D-I-V-O-R-C-E.

4023. D.J. For A Day - Chords

D.J. For A Day
Recorded by Jimmy C. Newman
Written by Tom T. Hall

C
You won't answer when I call you
F                       C
You won't answer when I write
F                     C
You're out in someone else's arms
D7                   G7
In a new place every night
C
So here is what I would like to do
F                  C
If I could have my way
F                C    G7    C   C7
I'd like to be a D.J. for a day
F                      C
I'd play Your Cheatin' Heart       
G7             C



Just A Girl I Used To Know    
F                C
I'd play the saddest songs         
D7            G7
You ever heard on your radio    
C
I'd dedicate my love to you
F                  C
And every song I'd play
F               C    G7    C
If I could be a D.J. for a day

Repeat #2

4024. Dad's Gonna Kill Me

Richard Thompson - Dad's Gonna Kill Me 

Out in the desert there's a soldier lying dead
Vultures pecking the eyes out of his head
Another day that could have been me there instead
Nobody loves me here, nobody loves me here

Dad's gonna kill me
Dad's gonna kill me

You hit the booby trap and you're in pieces
With every bullet your risk increases
Old Ali Baba, he's a different species
Nobody loves me here, nobody loves me here

Dad's gonna kill me
Dad's gonna kill me

I'm dead meat in my HumV Frankenstein
I hit the road block, God knows I never hit the mine
The dice rolled and I got lucky this time

Dad's gonna kill me
Dad's gonna kill me

I've got a wife, a kid, another on the way
I might get home if I can live through today
Before I came out here I never used to pray
Nobody loves me here, nobody loves me here

Dad's gonna kill me

Dad's in a bad mood, dad's got the blues
It's someone else's mess that I didn't choose
At least we're winning on the Fox evening news
Nobody loves me here



Dad's gonna kill me
Dad's gonna kill me

Dawn Patrol went out and didn't come back
Hug the wire and pray like I told you, Mac
Or they'll be shoveling bits of you into a sack

Dad's gonna kill me

And who's that stranger walking in my dreams
And whose that stranger cast a shadow 'cross my heart
And who's that stranger, I dare speak his name
Must be old death a-walking
Must be old death a-walking

Dad's gonna kill me

7 muzzle monkeys standing in a row
Standing waiting for the sandbox to blow
Sitting targets in the wild west show
Nobody loves me here

Dad's gonna kill me

Another angel got his wings this week
Charbroiled with his own Willie Pete
Nobody's dying if you speak double-speak

Dad's gonna kill me

4025. Dad's Old Fiddle

Dad's Old Fiddle
(Glenn Martin)

There's two nails in the wall above the door in the hall
Where dad's old fiddle hung for twenty years
I recall as just a boy how my heart would beat with joy
When daddy would play the song I loved to hear
And daddy would play.

--- Instrumental ---

Daddy never left us any will telling us what he'd give
But everybody knew his fiddle was mine
But the fiddle was all he left so I had to teach myself
And I bet I played his song a million times
And I would play.

--- Instrumental ---

Well, if dad could see me now oh I know that he'd be proud
To hear his old fiddle played once again



But maybe it won't be long till I join him in his song
And together we'll play this song once again
And then we'll play.

--- Instrumental to fade ---

4026. Dad's Old Fiddle - Chords

Dad's Old Fiddle
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Glenn Martin

C                                       F           C
There's two nails in the wall above the door in the hall
                                       G7
Where Dad's old fiddle hung for twenty years
  C                           F                     C
I recall as just a boy how my heart would beat with joy
                          G7              C
When Daddy would play the song I loved to hear
                F      C     G7     C
And Daddy would play

                                     F            C
Daddy never left us any will telling us what he'd give
                                  G7
But everybody knew his fiddle was mine
    C                             F              C
But the fiddle was all he left so I had to teach myself
                       G7             C
And I bet I played his song a million times
            F      C     G7     C
And I would play

                                       F            C
Well if dad could see me now oh I know that he'd be proud
                                   G7
To hear his old fiddle played once again
    C                             F               C
But maybe it won't be long till I join him in his song
                             G7        C
And together we'll play this song once again
               F      C     G7     C
And then we'll play

4027. Daddy & Me

Alan Bibey & Grasstowne - Daddy & Me



V1
I was born in this small southern town
The apple of his eye
Just 20 but he was a man
First time he heard me cry

V2
Couldn't wait for him to get home
Toss the ball around
He worked all day down at the factory
But he never let me down

Ch1
He loved the Dodgers so I loved em too
I wanted to be just like him
I always did my best to walk in his shoes
Make him proud of me back when
We made memories, just Daddy & me

V3
Followed my dreams to the big city lights
I lost my way now & then
Never more than one call away
Anytime I needed him

V4
He taught me how it's done & how it's done right
He made me what I am
It was time to go, his job was all done
His boy was now a man

Bridge
I sure miss the man that showed me my way
I'm trying to be a Dad like him
I still hear his voice in the words that I say
One day I'll see him again

Ch 2
He loved the Dodgers so I love em too
I'm still trying to be like him
I know he'll say hello and son I love you
And where have you been
Like it was meant to be, Daddy & me

4028. Daddy - Chords

Daddy
Written and recorded by Donna Fargo

G
Well I'm finally gonna write you that letter
                                   D7
That was owed you for a long long time                                   



I can't say much for me                                    
G
But I do hope that ya'll are doing fine     
C
Well how is Berry and Virginia                                  
G
Are they still living down on the farm    
D7
You know sometimes I get so lonesome daddy                       
G
I wish I'd never left home                                                          

Are you working hard these days
                                                         D7
Are you doing all the things the doctor said you oughta do                                              
Did you sell all your tobacco                                              
G
Did the crops bring in what you thought they would       
C
Well I might as well got to the point                                       
G
Last night I tried to call you on the phone         
D7
What I'm getting at                                              
G
I guess is if I had the money daddy I'd come home             

C                              G
Cause every night I hear an old southbound train whistle a-blowing    
D7                    G
And daddy it's calling me home                                            

I've been to New York Chicago                                           
D7
Wheeling West Virginia and Nashville Tennessee                      
And singers are as thick as fleas on a dog's back
                      G
By the way how's old Lee      
C                  
And I done changed my name so many times                         
G 
I don't even know who I am    
D7                      
And daddy I sure miss them pinto beans                            
G
And corn bread and country ham                                           
Now I know I should've listened when you said
                                          D7
I didn't have no business coming way out west                                                  
That a girl belongs at home on the farm                                                  
G
Where she was born raising younguns like all the rest       
C
Well I know it now that's why I'm writing
                                    G
And why I tried to call you on the phone         
D7



What I'm really trying to say                                          
G
Is if you'll send me the money I'll come home            

C                              G
Cause every night I hear an old southbound train whistle a-blowing    
D7                    G
And daddy it's calling me home           
C                              G
Cause every night I hear an old southbound train whistle a-blowing   
 D7                    C   G
And daddy it's calling me h-ome

4029. Daddy Come And Get Me

Dolly Parton - Daddy Come And Get Me 

In this mental institution, lookin' out through these iron bars
How could he put me in here, how could he go that far
Yes I need help but not this kind, he didn't love me from the start
But it's not my mind that's broken, it's my heart
Oh Daddy come and get me and take me home with you
I'm depending on you Daddy, there's nothing I can do
And you said that I could come to you if I ever was in need
But Daddy I can't come to you, you'll have to come to me
When he said he loved another, I was crazy with jealousy
That's 'cause I was crazy over him and I couldn't stand to set him free
And I couldn't stand to lose him and I cried and cried for days
And he said that I was crazy but he just put me in here to get me out of his way
Daddy come and get me
Oh Daddy come and get me and take me home with you
I'm depending on you Daddy 'cause there's nothing else I can do
And you said that I could come to you if I ever was in need
But Daddy I can't come to you, you'll have to come to me
Oh Daddy, come and get me

4030. Daddy Come Home - Chords

Daddy Come Home
Recorded by George Jones and Georgette Jones  
written by Bobby Braddock
[3/4 time]

G                         C
A year and a half may not seem like much time
        G                   D7
But its almost forever when you're only nine
    G                        C
Yes she still adores him and tears fill her eyes



       G             D7         G
As she clings to her pillow and cries

                          C
Daddy come home oh please daddy come home
      G                           D7
Sweet daddy are you out there somewhere all alone
    G                     C
Was mommy mean to you did I treat you wrong
G        D7         G
Daddy oh daddy come home

                       C
Down on the coast in a honeymoon sweet
          G                       D7
Someone's tossing and turning and trying to sleep
    G                         C
Was that just the wind in the pines cross the bay
     G           D7          G
Or a small voice from so far away

repeat #2

4031. Daddy Did His Best - Chords

Daddy Did His Best 
Dale Ann Bradley

[Intro]
Db    Eb  Ab
 
[Verse 1]
    Ab             Eb               Db             Ab
I remember when my daddy worked all day for just a dollar
       Db            Ab                                 Eb
And he never saved a penny, but at least the bills were paid
         Ab           Eb               Db
And I've never seen a man work half as hard
              Ab
And come home half as tired
     Db                 Eb              Ab
Then    give the Lord a tenth of all he made
 
 
[Chorus]
      Eb                            Ab
Daddy said I'm making payments on a mansion
       Db               Ab                                Eb
And so many times, he's told me this old world is not his home
       Ab                Eb              Db             Ab
And he told me he'd been promised he'd receive a fair reward
      Db                                  Eb             Ab
Daddy did the best he could then left the rest up to the Lord



 
 
[Verse 2]
     Ab           Eb                Db             Ab
I've never seen a man that had more reason for complaining
         Db              Ab                          Eb
But he'd smiled at me explaining how he never walked    alone
          Ab               Eb
When they called me to his deathbed
    Db            Ab                Db
I remember how my daddy just looked up
               Eb             Ab
And smiled and said I'm going home
 
 
[Chorus]
      Eb                            Ab
Daddy said I'm making payments on a mansion
       Db               Ab                                Eb
And so many times, he's told me this old world is not his home
       Ab                Eb              Db             Ab
And he told me he'd been promised he'd receive a fair reward
      Db                                  Eb             Ab
Daddy did the best he could then left the rest up to the Lord
 
 
[Instrumental]
Ab  Eb  Db  Ab
Db  Ab      Eb
Ab  Eb  Db  Ab
Db      Eb  Ab
 
 
[Verse 3]
         Ab              Eb                 Db               Ab
Since my daddy left this world for one much better I've been watching
       Db             Ab                                Eb
People worrying more,    working for the things they can't afford
        Ab                       Eb
In this world that's filled with problems
         Db             Ab
No one's ever found the answers
       Db              Eb             Ab
To the things my daddy left up to the Lord
 
 
[Chorus]
      Eb                            Ab
Daddy said I'm making payments on a mansion
       Db               Ab                                Eb
And so many times, he's told me this old world is not his home
       Ab                Eb              Db             Ab
And he told me he'd been promised he'd receive a fair reward
      Db                                  Eb             Ab
Daddy did the best he could then left the rest up to the Lord
 
 



[Outro]
   Db                                Eb             Ab   Eb  Db  Ab
My daddy did his best, then left the rest up to the Lord
Db    Eb  Ab

4032. Daddy Doesn't Pray Anymore

Daddy Doesn't Pray Anymore
Chris Stapleton

[Chorus]
Daddy doesn't pray anymore
I guess he's finished talkin' to the Lord
He used to fold his hands and bow his head down to the floor
But daddy doesn't pray anymore

[Verse 1]
I remember even when the times were bad
He thanked Jesus for everything he had
For a good wife and three children and the food upon our plates
Yeah, everything was right when he said grace

[Chorus]
Daddy doesn't pray anymore
I guess he's finished talkin' to the Lord
He used to fold his hands and bow his head down to the floor
But daddy doesn't pray anymore

[Verse 2]
There was a time when we didn't get along
'Cause I thought I was right and he was wrong
Still when I laid down at night I'd hear him get down on his knees
And say a little prayer for me

[Chorus]
Daddy doesn't pray anymore
I guess he's finished talkin' to the Lord
He used to fold his hands and bow his head down to the floor
But daddy doesn't pray anymore

[Interlude]

[Bridge]
Today I followed daddy down to church
And listened to the preacher read God's word
And we sang his favorite hymn but daddy didn't make a sound
And this afternoon we'll lay him in the ground

[Chorus]
Daddy doesn't pray anymore
I guess he's finally walkin' with the Lord
He used to fold his hands and bow his head down to the floor
But daddy doesn't pray anymore



4033. Daddy Don't You Walk So Fast - Chords

Daddy Don't You Walk So Fast
Recorded by Wayne Newton
Written by Peter Callender and Geoff Stephens

C                                  Dm
The love between the two of us was dying 
       C                          Dm
And it got so bad I knew I had to leave 
    C                                F               D7
But halfway down that highway when I turned around I saw 
   C               Dm      G7    C
My little daughter running after me  
Dm  G7  C
Cry-ing daddy don't you walk so fast 
F
Daddy don't you walk so fast 
      C         E7                Am        D7
Daddy slow down some cause you're makin' me run 
C               G7      C
Daddy don't you walk so fast 
 
                                        Dm
Now it broke my heart to tell my little daughter 
         C                           Dm
That her daddy had to run to catch a train 
    C                           F                D7
She had no way of knowin' I was leavin' home for good 
  C                 Dm        G7   C
I turned around and there she was again 
G7           C
And she said daddy don't you walk so fast 
                 F
My darling cried daddy don't you walk so fast 
      C         E7                Am        D7
Daddy slow down some cause you're makin' me run 
C               G7      C
Daddy don't you walk so fast 
 
                                 Dm
If only for the sake of my sweet daughter 
       C                                     Dm
I just had to turn back home right there and then 
    C                                F            D7
And try to start a new life with the mother of my child 
  C                F          G7     C
I couldn't bear to hear those words again 
F             G7
She cried and said 
 
repeat #2



4034. Daddy Frank - Chords

Daddy Frank
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C
Daddy Frank played the guitar and the French harp
                                G7
Sister played the ringing tambourine

Mama couldn't hear our pretty music
                                        C
She read our lips and helped the family sing

That little band was all a part of living
                                    G7
And our only means of living at the time

And it wasn't like no normal family combo
                                     C
Cause Daddy Frank the guitar man was blind

Am                             C
Frank and mama counted on each other
Am                                    C
Their one and only weakness made them strong
F                            C
Mama did the driving for the family
D7                             G7
And Frank made a living with a song

Am                             C
Home was just a camp along the highway
Am                                C
A pick-up bed was where we bedded down
F                              C
Don't ever once remember going hungry
               F    C       G7     C
But I remember mama cooking on the ground

Repeat #1 & 2

Am                            C
Don't remember how they got acquainted
  Am                               C
I can't recall just how it came to be
      F                                C
There had to be some special help from someone
    D7                             G7
And blessed be the one that let it be

Am                             C
Fever caused my mama's loss of hearing



Am                               C
Daddy Frank was born without his sight
F                                 C
And mama needed someone she could lean on
        F         C      G7      C
And I believe the guitar man was right

Repeat #1 & 2

4035. Daddy Had a Buick

Robert Earl Keen - Daddy Had a Buick 

Daddy had a Buick and Mama loved to ride
Daddy like to drive it and Mama liked to glide
Four white walls constantly in motion
From the Great Smoky Mountains to the California ocean

Two tone, rag top, holes in the side
Daddy had a Buick and Mama loved to ride
Daddy had a Buick, holes in the side
Daddy had a Buick and Mama loved to ride

Daddy was talker and a son of a gun
Mama was a looker and a barrel of fun
Daddy kept the car straight, Mama read the road map
Flying down the interstate Mama's head in Daddy's lap

Three blocks long and two lanes wide
Daddy had a Buick and Mama loved to ride
Daddy had a Buick, two lanes wide
Daddy had a Buick and Mama loved to ride

From Atlantic to Pacific and everywhere between
The lakes of Minnesota to the town of New Orleans
Oklahoma, Arizona, any place that they would wanna
Play around, run about, lay it down or blow it out

Daddy at the wheel and Mama by his side
Daddy had a Buick and Mama loved to ride
Daddy had a Buick, Mama by his side
Daddy had a Buick and Mama loved to ride

Daddy got the blue skies, Mama got the breeze
Me I got my Mama's eyes, my Daddy's Buick keys
Gonna do things my way now I finally got one
Flying down the highway my baby riding shotgun

Two tone, rag top, holes in the side
Me I got a Buick and baby loves to ride
Me I got a Buick, baby loves to ride
Me I got a Buick, my baby by my side



Daddy has a Buick, two lanes wide
Daddy has a Buick and Mama loves to ride

4036. Daddy Loved Trains

Keith Whitley - Daddy Loved Trains

Daddy Didn't see me take my first steps as a child
The railroad had him haulin' cows through Texas at the time
The night I kicked a field goal at the big homecomin' game
Dad was kickin' hobos off another damned ol' train

Mama did her best to do it all when Dad was gone
And every night she'd swear he'd really rather be at home
Sometimes we'd believe her 'til we'd look in Daddy's eyes
He'd have that faraway look he never could disguise

[Chorus]
Mama loved Daddy but Daddy loved trains
The steel rails controlled him like whiskey in his veins
Number two diesel fuel flowed through his veins
Mama loved Daddy but Daddy loved trains

Now that I've grown older there's some things I understand
It takes a special person to love that kind of man
In ways I guess I'm different but in way's I'm just the same
I've grown to love somebody like my daddy loved those trains

[Chorus: x2]

4037. Daddy Number Two - Chords

Daddy Number Two
Recorded by Johnny Lee
Written by Glenn Barber and Joe Melson

G
I don't mind his daddy's picture on our table
                                     D7
I understand he's the father of your child
        C                              D7
I don't mind his little visits here on Sunday
     A7                                      D7
Even though he shares our world for a little while
 
     G
I'll pretend that I don't see the way he looks at you
                      B7                 C  D7
Any fool can see he's still in love with you



        G            C        G                C
I'll be daddy number two baby I'll do that for you
                   G          B7                C D7
Because I love you I'll do anything you want me to
               G                C
If you'll just tell me one more time
         G          C              G            D7
So I can satisfy my mind that I am daddy number two
                   C   D7 G
But husband number one to you
 
                                                     
When you see them both together I know it bothers you
                                D7
He's the image of his father we both know it's true
          C                              D7
Does that old world deep inside you stop turning
     A7                      D7
Am I only just some stranger outside the gates
 
  G
I can't help the way I feel I don't know what to do
                      B7                 C  D7
Any fool can see he's still in love with you
        G            C        G                C
I'll be daddy number two baby I'll do that for you
                   G          B7                D7
Because I love you I'll do anything you want me to
               G                C
If you'll just tell me one more time
         G          C              G            D7
So I can satisfy my mind that I am daddy number two
                   C   D7 G
But husband number one to you

4038. Daddy Played the Banjo

Daddy Played the Banjo
(Martin Steve; Scruggs Gary)

Daddy played the banjo 'neath the yellow tree
It rang across the backyard, an old time melody
I loved to hear the music, I was only five
I listened as his fingers made the banjo come alive

Sometimes I wake up at night and hear a distant tune
The banjo would echo 'round my childhood moon
I'd sneak down the backstairs, daddy never knew
And grab a broom and make believe I was pickin' tunes

One day daddy put my fingers down upon the strings
He picked it with his other hand, we made the banjo ring
Now the music takes me back across the yellow days



To the summers with my dad and the tunes he played

Well, I'm just tellin' lies about the things I did
See, I'm that banjo player who never had a cue
Now I sit beneath that yellow tree
Hopin' that a kid somewhere is listening to me

Daddy played the banjo 'neath the yellow tree
It rang across the backyard and wove a spell on me
Now the banjo takes me back through the foggy haze
Where memories of what never was become the good old days

Daddy played the banjo

4039. Daddy Rollin' Stone

Daddy Rollin' Stone - Derek Martin
Richard Thompson

Girl you think you've had loving,
Girl you think you've had fun,
Girl you ain't a seen nothin' 'til I come along.

I'm a daddy, I'm a daddy, I'm a daddy,
Yeah I'm a daddy daddy I'm daddy rolling stone.

I got a friend named Cody,
He's got a girl named Chris,
I'm gonna steal that girl though he's twice my size,
'Cause I know how to do it like this.

I'm a daddy, I'm a daddy, I'm a daddy,
Yeah I'm a daddy daddy I'm daddy rolling stone,
I'm daddy rolling stone, I'm daddy rolling stone,
Daddy rolling stone, call me daddy rolling stone.

I said I got a friend named Cody,
He's got a girl named Chris,
I'm gonna steal that girl though he's twice my size,
'Cause I know how to do it like this.

I'm a daddy, I'm a daddy, I'm a daddy, daddy,
I'm daddy rolling stone, I'm daddy rolling stone,
Just call me daddy rolling stone dear,
Long hair long nose, daddy rolling stone.

4040. Daddy Said



Nanci Griffith - Daddy Said
Shady Mix

Oh, I used to wish I was a hard line taker, and they'd say,
"Six to one a half dozen'll break her",
'till I fell in love with a young man who sang the blues
Oh, bless my daddy, he warned me well
He'd whisper in my ear and say, "Now look out, gal,
There's always a ne'er do well gonna call you the fool"

[Chorus:]
He said, "you'll never learn to fish on a borrowed line
You'll never learn to write if you're walkin' 'round cryin'
And it's a pity that you're lover died young, but,
You'll never get tired of livin' alone".

So, now I dream of the lover that I don't know
It's safer this way ''cause I don't have to go, oh, and he
Won't come, so nobody goes away
Sometimes I wish for the warmth of his hand
Take a look in these eyes and understand
I'm just a little too old to be a-learnin' the rules of the game

[Chorus]

Oh, maybe I could take him to Mexico
We'd kick our heels in the warm cloudy gulf
He'd sing a song about the weather in the Poconos;
This lover that I don't know
Then two hearts would pound 'stead of one in the night
I'd learn to fish with my own line
Catch my dream and hope that line would hold

[Chorus]

No, I never get tired of livin' alone
Sometimes my feet get cold, when I'm livin' alone,

4041. Daddy Sang Bass

Daddy Sang Bass

I remember when I was a lad
Times were hard and things were bad
But there's a silver lining behind every cloud
Just poor people that's all we were
Trying to make a living out of blackland dirt
But we'd get together in a family circle singin' loud

   Daddy sang bass
   Mama sang tenor
   Me and little brother would join right in there
   Singin' seems to help a troubled soul



One of these days and it won't be long
I'll rejoin them in a song
I'm gonna join the family circle at the throne
No the circle won't be broken won't be broken
Bye and bye lord bye and bye

   Daddy sang bass
   Mama sang tenor
   Me and little brother would join right in there
   In the sky lord in the sky

I remember after work
Mama would call in all of us
You could hear us singin' for a country mile
Now little brother has done gone on
I'll rejoin him in a song
We'll be together again up yonder in a little while

4042. Daddy Talks To Jesus

Daddy Talks to Jesus
Marty Raybon

When I was six years old I slipped in my Daddy's room
I heard him talk to someone, but I didn't know who
I saw no one but Daddy, and you know how kids can be
So, I said "who you talkin' to?" and he replied to me

Oh, Daddy talks to Jesus and he thanks Him for His grace
Oh, Daddy talks to Jesus, oh but someday, face to face

I thought I was man the day I turned eighteen
I had to test the waters and see all I could see
Now, it's only by a miracle that I'm still around
Cause Daddy spent a lot of time walkin' holy ground

Today the angels came and took my Daddy home
His time on Earth was over and now he's movin' on
To be with the One that his heart had longed to see
The One he spent so much time with down upon his knees

Oh, Daddy talks to Jesus and he thanks Him for His grace
Oh, Daddy talks to Jesus, oh but someday, face to face

Now, Daddy talks to Jesus and he thanks Him for His grace
Oh, Daddy talks to Jesus, oh but now on it's face to face

4043. Daddy Was A Sailor



The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Daddy Was a Sailor

Daddy was a sailor, join the navy see the world. daddy was a sailor, 
Boy he liked the pretty girls taught me how to dance, taught me that jitter bug groove. 
Taught me how to make romance yea, my daddy taught me how to move. 
Daddy was a lover,he traveled all around the world...

Daddy was a lover, be he loved the pretty girls...
Taught me how to cuss, some folks didn't approve...
Taught me how to fight and fuss, yea, my daddy taught me how to move. 

[Chorus] 
Daddy wasn't always at home that much, but somehow he managed to keep in touch, 
Well he sent me a hula girl post card from Hawaii,
He did,and that was just enough for that six year kid.  

W-e-l-l, I never joined the navy. but you know I've been around the world.
'Cause something that he gave me pleases all the little girls. 
Move a little closer baby, please say yes, no don't say maybe. 
The time is right and it feels good tonight...

I really think we're gonna move...
I really think we're gonna move...
Oooh, oooh, oooh,

4044. Daddy Was An Old Timer Preacher Man

Dolly Parton - Daddy Was An Old Timer Preacher Man 
(Dolly Parton)
The Lewis Family

Daddy was an old time preacher man
He preacher the word of God throughout the land
He preached so plain a child could understand
Yes, Daddy was an old time preacher man

He told the people of he need to pray
He talked about God's wrath and judgement day
He preached about the great eternity
He preached hell so hot that you could feel the heat

Yes, Daddy was an old time preacher man
Aunt Leanona would get up to testify
And we'd sing "In The Sweet By And By"
The we'd sing "I'm On My Way To Canaan Land"
Yes, Daddy was an old time preacher man

Revivals and camp meetings went for weeks
Folks came from all around to hear him preach
Daddy said if one is saved it's worth it all
But the aisles were always filled at altar calls

Yes, Daddy was an old time preacher man
Daddy worked for God but asked for no pay



For he believed that God provides a way
We never had a lot but we got by

Guess it's 'cause the Lord was on Daddy's side
Yes, Daddy was an old time preacher man

4045. Daddy What If - Chords

Daddy What If 
Bobby Bare w/ Bobby Bare Jr.

Spoken Intro: I'd like to introduce you to the next superstar. Twenty years from now he's gonn
a be so ashamed of what he has done on this record that he's probably gonna sue me. And h
e and all of his friends are gonna be sitting around stoned and he'll say, "Look what the old m
an made me do!" Let's give a big round of applause for Bobby Bare, Jr.)

C G7
BBJ: Daddy, what if the sun stopped shining?
 C
What would happen then?
 F C
BB: If the sun stopped shining, you'd be so surprised
 F C
You'd stare at the heavens with wide open eyes,
 F C A7
And the wind would carry your light to the skies
 D7 G C
And the sun would start shining again.

BBJ: But, Daddy, what if the wind stopped blowing?
What would happen then?

BB: If the wind stopped blowing, then the land would be dry,
And your boat wouldn't sail and, son, your kite couldn't fly,
And the grass would see your trouble and she'd tell the wind,
And the wind would start blowing again.

BBJ: But, Daddy, what if the grass stopped growing?
What would happen then?

BB: Well, if the grass stopped growing you'd probably cry,
And the ground would be watered by the tears from your eyes,
And like your love for me, that grass would grow so high.
Yes, the grass would start growing again.

BBJ: But, Daddy, what if I stopped loving you?
What would happen then?

BB: If you stopped loving me, then the grass would stop growing,
The sun would stop shining and the wind would stop blowing.
So you see, if you wanna keep this old world a'going,
You'd better start loving me again, again...
You better start loving me again.



You hear me, Bobby?

BOTH: You better start loving me again.
You love me, Bobby? Yes
You better start loving me again.

4046. Daddy What Is A Train - Chords

Daddy, What Is A Train
Utah Phillips

Banjo Tuned E, Key D, no Capo

Chorus:
 D G
Daddy, what's a train? Is it something I can ride?
 D A7 
Does it carry lots of grown-up folks and little kids inside?
 D 
Is it bigger than our house?
 G D
Well how can I explain when my little boy asks me,
 A7 D
Daddy whats a train?

(sung to chorus tune)
When I was just a boy living by the track
Us kids'd gather up the coal in a great big gunny sack,
And then we'd hear the warning sound as the train pulled into view
And the engineer would smile and wave as she went rolling through;

(spoken)
She blew so loud and clear
That we covered up our ears
And counted cars as high as we could go.
I can almost hear the steam
And the big old drivers scream
With a sound my little boy will never know.
I guess the times have changed and kids are different now;
Some don't even seem to know that milk comes from a cow.
My little boy can tell the names of all the baseball stars
And I remember how we memorized the names on railroad cars 

The Wabash and TP
Lackawanna and IC
Nickel Plate and the good old Santa Fe;
Names out of the past
And I know they're fading fast
Every time I hear my little boy say.

Well, we climbed into the car and drove down into town
Right up to the depot house but no one was around.
We searched the yard together for something I could show



But I knew there hadn't been a train for a dozen years or so.

All the things I did
When I was just a kid■How far away the memories appear,
And it's plain enough to see
They mean a lot to me
'Cause my ambition was to be an engineer.

4047. Daddy When Is Mommy Coming Home - Chords

Daddy When Is Mommy Coming Home
written by Troy L. Martin and Ernest Martin

C F C
They were separated one year ago that day
 G7
The court had given him their only child
C F C
When play time was all finished he climbed on daddy's knee
 G7 C
And said with teardrops showing through a smile

 F C
Daddy when is mommy coming home
 G7
Each day you say it won't be very long
 C
I always see you cry since mommy said goodbye
 D7 G7
And went away and left us all alone

 C F C
Each night I kneel beside my bed and then
 D7 F
I always pray that she'll come back again
 C D7
I wonder if she knows that we're so all alone
 G7 C
Daddy when is mommy coming home

Repeat #2,3

4048. Daddy Will Santa Claus Ever Have To Die

Daddy Will Santa Claus Ever Have To Die
Recorded by Jimmy Martin
Written by Jay Penny and Jimmy Martin

[3/4 time]



G7 C
Daddy will Santa Clause ever have to die
 G7
Oh those words from my little girl they just nearly broke my heart
 C
Since her mother died our world's been torn apart
 C7 F
And the tears filled my eyes till I could hardly see
 G7 C
As I heard the words that Lisa said to me

 G7
Daddy will Santa Clause ever have to die
 C
Like my momma did when she left you and I
 G7
Or will he live forever like the stars in the sky
 C
Oh daddy will Santa Clause ever have to die

 G7
I said now honey don't you worry let your heart be full of cheer
 C
Cause if you live a hundred Christmas' Santa Clause will be near
 C7 F
And as I sit down beside her it was such a painful thing
 G7 C
Cause there was a lot of hurt for me to explain

Repeat #2
 G7 C
Oh daddy will Santa Clause ever have to die

4049. Daddy Won't Be Home Again For Christmas

Daddy Won't Be Home Again For Christmas
(M.Haggard)

Daddy won't be home again for Christmas
And I just hope that this little check will fit
Daddy won't be home again for Christmas
But maybe this will serve to let you know I don't forget.

The Christmas tree where I'll be won't be lighted
But the rain cold will let me know December's here
Forgive me for the letters I don't answer
But I keep thinking I'll be home again each year.

Daddy won't be home again for Christmas
But here's hoping that this little check will fit
Daddy won't be home again for Christmas
But maybe this will serve to let you know I don't forget.



I know Santa Claus won't bring you all the things you need
But maybe he'll be kinder if he knows
That I won't be home this year to play the famous roll
And besides I'm much to thin to wear his cloths.

Daddy won't be home again for Christmas
But here's hoping that this little check will fit
Daddy won't be home again for Christmas
But maybe this will serve to let you know I don't forget...

4050. Daddy Won't Be Home Again For Christmas - Chords

Daddy Won't Be Home Again For Christmas
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C              C7             F         D7
Daddy won't be home again for Christmas
           G7                               C   G7
And I just hope that this little check will fit
C              C7             F         D7
Daddy won't be home again for Christmas
          G7                              F       C
But maybe this will serve to let you know I don't forget

                         C7               F       D7
The Christmas tree where I'll be won't be lighted
        G7                                  C         G7
But the rain and cold will let me know December's here
C                  C7              F      D7
Forgive me for the letters I don't answer
           G7                               C
But I keep thinking I'll be home again each year

Repeat #1
 
                         C7                F               D7
I know Santa Claus won't bring you all the things you need
    G7                          C     G7
But maybe he'll be kinder if he knows
C                         C7               F           D7
That I won't be home this year to play the famous roll
      G7                                 C
And besides I'm much to thin to wear his cloths

Repeat #1

4051. Daddy You've Been On My Mind



Daddy, You've Been On My Mind
Bob Dylan

Perhaps its the color of the sun cut flat
And covering the crossroad I'm standing at
Or maybe its the weather or something like that
But Daddy, you've been on my mind

I don't mean trouble, please don't put me down or get upset
I am not pleading or saying I can't forget
I do not walk the floor bowed down and bent, but yet
Daddy, you've been on my mind

Even though my mind is hazy and my thoughts they might be narrow
Where you been don't bother me or bring me down in sorrow
It don't even matter to me where you're waking up tomorrow
Daddy, you've just been on my mind

I am not asking you to say words like yes and no
Please understand me, I got no place for you to go
I'm just breathing to myself pretending not that I don't know
Daddy, you've been on my mind

When you wake up in the morning, baby, look inside your mirror
You know I won't be next to you, you know I won't be near
I'd just be curious to know If you can see yourself as clear
As someone who has had you on her mind

4052. Daddy's Girl - Chords

Daddy's Girl
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Glenn Martin

C                           F              C
I recall the night that you came into this world  
G7                                  F                  C
I couldn't believe the doctor when he said it's a little girl
                                      F            C
I said now Doc you must be wrong you see I want a boy     
F           C                 G7              C
Then he laid you in my arms and my heart sang with joy
(Daddy's girl daddy's girl        
F                 
C
I'm the center of daddy's world  
G7
I know I'm daddy's number one       
F
For he loves me like I was his son        
C
Daddy's Girl)                            

F             C



I recall the day I took you to a baseball game    
G7                               F             C
You brought along your baby doll and half its baby things
                                       F                  C
We sat there a-playin' house while the Dodgers played the Braves    
F               C                   G7          C
And everyone in the bleachers looked at us as if to say

repeat #2                             

F            C
I recall the day I took you on a fishin' trip
G7                             F                C
You said daddy won't that hook hurt the fishes' lip
                                         F                      C
And you said if they don't get air those things in the can will die
F                C                   G7                C
So we turned the worms all loose and chased some butterflies

repeat #2                          

F                 C
I recall the day that your young man come to call      
G7                      F                   C
Seems like only yesterday you swam and played football
                             F                   C
But I know the time has come that I must set you free   
F         C                 G7                   C
But no matter where you are you know what you are to me 

repeat #2 x2

4053. Daddy's Hands - Chords

Daddy's Hands
written and recorded by Holly Dunn
 
C                               G7
I remember daddy's hands folded silently in prayer
    Am              F              C          G7
And reaching out to hold me when I had a nightmare
          C                         G7
You could read quite a story in the callous' and lines
F                 C         G7                C
Years of work and worry had left their mark behind
 
                                  G7
I remember daddy's hands how they held my mama tight
    Am        F        C              G7
And patted my back for something done right
          C                                G7
There are things that I'd forgotten that I loved about the man
         F        C          G7              C



But I'll always remember the love in daddy's hands
 
                            F               C
Daddy's hands were soft and kind when I was crying
        Em     Am           Dm                  G7
Daddy's hands  were hard as steel when I'd done wrong
        C                                    F            D7
Daddy's hands weren't always gentle but I've come to understand
          C      G7              C
There was always love in daddy's hands
 
                         G7
I remember daddy's hands working 'til they bled
Am           F                 C           G7
Sacrificed unselfishly just to keep us all fed
   C                          G7
If I could do things over I'd live my life again
    F              C           G7              C
And never take for granted the love in daddy's hands

4054. Daddy's Little Pumpkin - Chords

John Prine ...... Daddy's Little Pumpkin

Recorded Key of Eb - Capo on 3:

(C)You must be Daddy's little pumpkin
I can t(F)ell by the way you ro(C)ll
You must be Da(F)ddy's little pumpkin
I can tell by the way you r(C)oll
Well, it's qu(G)arter past eleven
And you're sleeping on the bedroom fl(C)oor

(C)I can see the fire burning
Bu(F)rning right behind your e(C)yes (C7)
I can see t(F)he fire burning, Baby
Burning right behind your e(C)yes
You must of sw(G)allowed a candle
Or some other kind of surpr(C)ise

(C)I'm going down to Memphis
Got th(F)ree hundred dollars in ca(C)sh
Yeah, I'm g(F)oing down to Memphis
Got three hundred dollars in c(C)ash
All the w(G)omen in Memphis
Gonna see how long my money could l(C)ast

(Instrumental)
(C) (F) (C) (C7)
(F) (C) (G) (C)

(C)Well, I'm going dowtown
I'm gonna ra(F)ttle somebody's c(C)age



Yeah, I'm go(F)ing downtown
I'm gonna rattle somebody's c(C)age
I'm gonna b(G)eat on my guitar
And strut all around the st(C)age

(C)If you see my baby coming
Don't t(F)ell her that her Daddy's in j(C)ail (C7)
If you s(F)ee my baby coming
Don't tell her that her Daddy's in j(C)ail
She'd s(G)ell her little pumpkin just to raise
Her sweet Daddy's b(C)ail

(C)You must be Daddy's little pumpkin
I can t(F)ell by the way you r(C)oll
You must be Da(F)ddy's little pumpkin
I can tell by the way you r(C)oll
Well, you ne(G)ver do nothing
To save you doggone s(C)oul

(Instrumental and Ending)
(C) (F) (C) (C7)
(F) (C) (G) (C)
(F) (C) (G) (C)

4055. Daddy's Meadow Fields

Daddy's Meadow Fields 
Ernie Thacker
 
Staring out the window at the faded piece of ground 
My Daddy used to work from, sun up 'til sun down 
And all of the pain he beared, in these meadow fields 
Has come back to haunt me, in my later years
 
Times were hard, and Daddy so was he 
He stood like a stone, I never saw him weep 
A freckled faced, barefoot boy, standing by his side 
Oh how Daddy's memory keeps me alive 
 
CHORUS:  
If I could go back, for just one hour 
I'd sit down and have a talk with him 
Daddy guide me, instill you inside me 
Let's make this farm, one more go again 
  
A house full of kids, and a life filled with love 
I guess that's how my Daddy  kept this place up 
Of all of the times I thought I hated him the most 
I've come to realize, that he kept his family close
 
Now my Daddy is gone, and the family's so all day 
One goin' one way, another nothin' to say 
If they would all think back, on this meadow field 



Of the blood, and the sweat we shared 
With Daddy through the years 

Now Daddy's fields are growin' strong again

4056. Daddy's Moonshine Still

Dolly Parton - Daddy's Moonshine Still 

Folks say my daddy wasn't much of a man
For disobeying the laws of the land
Folks say that my daddy wasn't fit to kill
Oh and I know it was true what the people said
Cause we'd all've been better of dead
Than to live a life of shame and strife
Cause of daddy's moonshine still
My mama was always sweet and kind
But she grew old before her time
Worryin' about the way we had to live
Yeah my daddy put the wrinkles in my mama's face
He drunk his share of all he made
And just one more reason I grew to hate
My daddy's moonshine still
Chorus:
Daddy's moonshine still was good for nothin'
But to break mama's heart
And to tear our home apart
Make our lives a livin' hell
Them old mason jars that daddy made us wash
And set them out to sun on our back porch
'Til he got ready to take 'em up on the hill
And when daddy got word of the revenue
He made us kids help hide his brew
Made us swear that we never knew
About daddy's moonshine still
Yeah and two of my brothers drove across the state line
Once a week with a load of moonshine
And the wounds that came from that won't ever heal
Cause on a moonshine run one rainy night
My two brothers lost their lives
And oh my god how I despise
My daddy's moonshine still
Repeat Chorus
Well it broke mama's heart but she understood
The day that I left home for good
But I had to find me another way to live
Well I sent mama money nearly every day
And how I made it, well I'd rather not say
But at least it took me far away
From daddy's moonshine still
My bootlegging daddy was known quite well
And he made our home a livin' hell
And I ain't forgot it and I know that I never will



My mama finally died she just gave up
And daddy finally died from drinkin' that stuff
And bad memories haunt the rest of us
From daddy's moonshine still
Repeat Chorus

4057. Daddy's On The Roof Again

Tim O'Brien - Daddy's on the Roof Again

The blues the come and the blues they go
Don't hold your breath, they'll be coming back
Make you step outside that life you lead
Feel the blues fade to black
You watch yourself like in a dream
You're standin' still, the world is screamin' past

Sittin' in the driveway of my own house
The lights are on, nobody's home
The wife will call from the shoppin' mall
She'll have to talk to the code-a-phone
The world goes round but I don't care
No one know I'm sittin' there alone

[Chorus]
I'm a boy in a bubble, Peter Pan
I'm a Jack that's wild, I'm Teflon man
I work all day, come home at night
I'm not all there but it's alright
Daddy's on the roof again

Out in the highway drivin' around
Where I stop nobody knows
Now I know my way all around this town
But there's no place I really want to go
I'm a butterfly with no place to land
No place to fall that I can stand alone

[Chorus]

The blues the come and the blues they go
Don't hold your breath, they'll be coming back
Make you step outside that life you lead
Feel the blues fade to black
You watch yourself like in a dream
You're standin' still, the world is screamin' past

4058. Daddy's Rose



Ralph Stanley - Daddy's Rose

Many years have passed, I'm sorry to say
Since I've been to visit my Daddy's grave
When the telephone rang, I heard sister say
Green briars are growing on our Daddy's grave
I went to the place where my Daddy laid
And saw the green briar growing up through the clay
So I took me a spade and I took me a hoe
Cleared away the green briar, planted Daddy a rose
In life Dad's a briar and Mom's are the rose
But In death there's no difference God only knows
Sometimes at midnight when the cold wind blows
I think of the graveyard and my Daddy's rose
I went to place where my Daddy laid
And saw the green briar growing up through the clay
So I took me a spade and I took me a hoe
Cleared away the green briar, planted Daddy a rose
I long for the spring time when the rose will bloom
And cast it's shadows on my Daddy's tomb
So listen good people to these words I say
Keep the green briars off of your Daddy's grave
I went to the place where my Daddy laid
And saw the green briars growing up through the clay
So I took me a spade and I took me a hoe
Cleared away the green briar, planted Daddy a rose
---
.

4059. Daddy's Wildwood Flower

Daddy's Wildwood Flower
Ralph Stanley - Daddy's Wildwood Flower

INSTRUMENTAL INTRO

Mama was his Wildwood Flower, my Daddy used to say
And to prove to her he loved her, he'd play it every day
Mom would look at him and smile, she'd say, "God bless my man
I don't regret one single time that I gave him my hand."

REFRAIN
The Wildwood Flower
(The Wildwood Flower)
Was his favorite song
And when he played for Mama
Her house became a home

INSTRUMENTAL BREAK
Mom took sick and passed away, this was his darkest hour
He came home that very day and he played the Wildwood Flower
Time went by and he grew old, he'd sit and play for hours
Mem'ries of Mom on his old guitar, he'd play the Wildwood Flower



REFRAIN

INSTRUMENTAL BREAK

One night, as I walked by his house, I though I heard his song
I heard Mama talkin', but Mom had long been gone
I looked through the window and saw God's mighty power
There sat Mom with Daddy, he was playin' the Wildwood Flower

REFRAIN

INSTRUMENTAL BREAK

As he grew old, he could play no more, and his mind began to fail
We'd often find him in the field, he seemed so old and frail
One day, we couldn't find him, and after many days
Found him lyin' with the wildwood flowers, up on Mama's grave

REFRAIN
INSTRUMENTAL OUTRO

4060. Daddy's Working Boots

Dolly Parton - Daddy's Working Boots 
(Dolly Parton)

My dear hard workin' daddy works his life away for us
That's the way that daddy shows to us his love
And Daddy's two hard working hands
They're callous and they're sore
And Daddy's workin' boots have walked a million miles or more
As long as I remember, I remember Daddy workin'
Workin' on the job or either on the farm
Tryin' to provide for the family that he loves
And Daddy's working boots have taken many steps for us
Chorus:
Daddy's workin' boots have served as his foundation
Though just like him, they're tired and worn
For years they've helped him stand
Daddy's working boots have filled their obligation
They've walked that rocky road with a mighty, mighty man
Dear lord above, I know up there my Daddy's got a mansion
And a great reward that's long been overdue
And when it comes my Daddy's time to be with you in heaven
Spoken:
Won't cha let him walk your golden streets
In a pair of brand new golden boots
Repeat Chorus
Daddy's workin' boots



4061. Dagger Through The Heart

Dolly Parton - Dagger Through The Heart 

Oh, you're out there tonight with another.
And my pain is so dreadfully sharp.
I picture you with her and shudder,
It's like a dagger through the heart.

Do you think that my feelings don't matter,
Or your cheatin' or hurtful remarks.
When you leave me all broken and shattered,
It's like a dagger through the heart.

Oh, I know I'm a fool to keep stayin',
When you've made hurtin' me such an art.
Tossed around like a used box of crayons,
It's like a dagger through the heart.

Oh, you cut me to pieces so often,
Like a knife or a poisonous dart.
I would be better off in my coffin,
It's like a dagger through the heart.

Oh, I know I'm a fool to keep stayin',
When you've made hurtin' me such an art.
Tossed around like a used box of crayons,
It's like a dagger through the heart.

Like a dagger through the heart.
Through the heart.

4062. Daisy A Day

Ernest Tubb 
Daisy A Day

He remembers the first time he met her he remembers the first thing she said
He remembers the first time he held her and the night that she came to his bed
He remembers her sweet way of saying honey has something gone wrong
He remembers the fun and the teasing and the reason he wrote her this song

I'll give you a daisy a day, dear
I'll give you a daisy a day
I'll love you until the rivers run still
And the four winds we know blow away

They would walk down the street in the evening and for years I would see them go by
And their love that was more than the clothes that they wore
Could be seen in the gleam of their eyes
As a kid they would take me for candy and I'd love to go tagging along
Holding hands while we walked to the corner
And the old man would sing her his song



I'll give you a daisy a day, dear
I'll give you a daisy a day
I'll love you until the rivers run still
And the four winds we know blow away

Now he walks down the street in the evening and he stops by the old candy store
And I somehow believe he's believing that he's holding her hand like before
For he feels all her love walking with him and he smiles at the things she might say
Then the old man walks up to the hilltop and he gives her a daisy a day

I'll give you a daisy a day, dear
I'll give you a daisy a day
I'll love you until the rivers run still
And the four winds we know blow away
I'll give you a daisy a day

4063. Daisy Mae

Daisy Mae

Oh Daisy Mae my darling oh Daisy Mae
When I'm with you my darling all my cares away
And don't you know sweet heart that I love you so
Cause you're my darling precious Daisy Mae

So nice and neat your kisses so very sweet
In my opinion darling you just can't be beat
And now that I've found you no one else will ever do
I've tried to make you happy Daisy Mae

You're everthing you're every song that I sing
Your lovely little hand looks lovely with that ring
It won't be long till we hear that wedding song
And you'll be mine all mine Miss Daisy Mae

How can I wait till we have this final date
And we'll be married darling that will seal our fate
But laying jokes aside you'll make a wonderful bride
And I'll be proud of you my Daisy Mae

4064. Dallas

Dallas

Dallas packed her suitcase and drove off in the brand new car I bought her
Made leaving me look easy, I guess she made it look harder
I took her out of Texas when she was just a girl
But Tennessee and me couldn't take Texas out of her



CHORUS:
Oh how I wish Dallas was in Tennessee
If I could move Texas east, well she'd be here with me
Then nothing else would come between the two of us
If Dallas was in Tennessee
Well now she's leaving Memphis and everything has left behind her
I hope that golden ring on her hand serves as a reminder
That true love is a treasure, that seldom often found
And you can stay together, there is no common ground
REPEAT CHORUS x2

4065. Dam Would Break

Glen Phillips - Dam Would Break

Is it this place that makes me fall from you?
Forget the words that once rang so true
Did we expect that life was ever fair, my God...
I sowed a field of rose and reaped a whipping rod
And everything I've held too tight inside
Could make a part of me die
And if my lips could only speak the name
The dam would break
What is this ice that gathers 'round my heart?
To stop the flood of warmth before it even starts
It would make me blind to what I thought would always be
The only constant in the world for me
And every hour of every day
I need to fight from pulling away
And if my mind could only loose the chain
The dam would break
For all the things I hid away
And all the words I could not say
The dam would break

4066. Damage

Linda Ronstadt - Damage

I wasn't ready
I gave myself to you
Look at the damage
See what you put me through
I don't want to do what you want me to anymore
I won't feel better 'til I'm walking out of that door

Once you could stop me
Now I can say you won't
I will be going



I'm just afraid I don't
Know how I'm gonna get away from you
And I know I'm never gonna stay with you
Don't want to ever spend another day with you
Look at the damage you've done
Two can turn back into one

You hurt me so much
You'll never do that again
It's time to leave you
This has to come to an end
But I don't know how I'm gonna get away from you
And I know I'm never gonna stay with you
Don't think there's any other way to say to you
Look at the damage you've done
Look at the damage
Look at the damage
Look at the damage you've done
Two can turn back into one
Woah oh
Woah oh
Oh I know
Yes I know
Talking to you

4067. Damn These Dreams

Dierks Bentley - Damn These Dreams

[Verse 1]
I remember hearing Hank on the radio
The first time it felt like falling in love
I bought a cassette, stole some reds from dad
And me and old junior just burned it up
I was hooked like a fish
Every birthday wish was guitars and records
Now honey I know you miss me
I feel it when you kiss me
Trust me when I say every goodbye hurts

[Chorus]
Well, damn these dreams
Playing my heart just like a guitar string
Pull me away from you and everything I really need
Well, damn these dreams
Chasing that same old whiskey melody
All up and down these Nashville streets
It's hard to look true love in the eye and leave
Well, damn these dreams

[Verse 2]
Well, I remember hearing my song on the radio
The first time it felt like some kinda drug



Out there on the road playing show after show
Me and the boys just burning it up
It was all fun and games 'til the little ones came
Cause it makes my heart bleed
When i gotta drive away and listen to 'em say
Hey daddy, why you gotta go, please don't leave

[Chorus]
Well, damn these dreams
Playing my heart just like a guitar string
Pulling me away from you and everything i really need
Well, damn these dreams
Chasing that same old whiskey melody
All up and down every small town street
It's hard to look true love in the eye and leave
Well, damn these dreams
Well, damn these dreams

[Outro]
Well, it's in my heart and it's in my soul
And just like you, i never can let go
These wheels just gotta roll
Cause i remember hearing hank on the radio
The first time it felt like falling in love

4068. Damned If The Right One Didnt Go Wrong - Chords

Damned If The Right One Didnt Go Wrong 
Yonder Mountain String Band
 
Intro: x2
e/-------------------------------------/      e/------------------/
b/-------------------------------------/      b/------------------/
g/-------2p0---------------------------/      g/------------------/
d/-----------2p0-----------------------/  x3  d/------------------/  x1
a/-0-3-4---------0-3-4--3-0------------/      a/-----0-----0------/
E/--------------------------3b(4)------/      E/-3b4---3b4---3b4--/
                   ^                           ^
        (here occasionally do a/-3/4-3/4-0-/)  (Only played in 1st intro)
 
Verse:
A                      G
Everywhere I go I keep lookin' for my baby
A                        G
Everywhere I look I keep findin' she's gone
A                                G
Used to drive her wild now she's drivin' me crazy
A                       G
Damned if the right one didn't go wrong
A                       G
Damned if the right one didn't go wrong
 
Intro Riff: x4



 
Chorus:
D                          G         D
Thought she was whistlin' a brand new love
D                        G       D
Turned out to be another cheatin' song
D                    G               D
Sittin' on a barstool listenin' to the jukebox
A                       G
Damned if the right one didn't go wrong
A                       G
Damned if the right one didn't go wrong
 
Intro riff: x4
 
Long jam
 
Intro riff: x4
 
Chorus
 
Bridge:
A
Well we was damned if we didn't
G
Damned if we didn't
A                        G
Damned if we didn't do it all night long
A               G
Lord have mercy hand me a fiddle
A                       G
Damned if the right one didn't go wrong
 
Intro riff x4
 
Chorus
 
Intro riff: x8

4069. Damned To Hell

John Butler - Damned To Hell

Where you run is where you hide
Better hope you're hiding well
Cause when the angel catches you
You know you're damned to Hell
Damned to Hell is what you are
Can you hear the Church Bells toll
And all the money in the world
Can't save your sorry soul
And when you reach the Pearly Gates
And Peter reads your tale



He'll send you back from whence you came
Back to your living Hell
Damned to Hell is what you are
Can you hear the Church Bells toll
And all the money you have made
Can't save your sorry Soul
And I believe there comes a time
When justice does prevail
It may not be in my lifetime
For you that's just as well
Damned to Hell is what you are
Can you hear the Church Bells toll
And all the money you have made
Can't save your sorry soul...

4070. Danbury Jail

Danbury Jail
Michael D. Ramsey (Goodnight Sparky Music, BMI)
Kenny & Amanda Smith

Miller Springs is where I came into the world 
In Miller Springs I met Jess Miller's only girl 
In days of youth T hoped that she'd be mine 
As days turned into months and years 
Our hearts became entwined

When duty called I proudly went to serve my time 
Leavin' was hard leavin' her behind 
Wanderlust took over a few years passed by 
Then word came to me that sweet Mary died

chorus: 
Lock me away in the Danbury Jail 
Let no one come visit me let no one go my bail 
Keep me on the second floor is my one request 
So I can see the hillside where sweet Mary rest

A foolish man I'd been forsaking my girl 
Flowers do wither and then in death will curl 
A lonely life I'll live her love I did betray 
I'll watch her aging mother bringing flowers everyday

repeat chorus

4071. Dance

John Hartford - Dance



Come on, baby, while the moon is high
Kick up your heels and dance
Don't be nervous and don't be shy
And give yourself a chance, you can dance
Kick off your shoes and lose your blues
Pick them up, Lord, put them back down
And around, and around, and around, and around
Come on, baby, it must be fun
To be dancing in the clear moonlight
Otherwise, would everyone be out
On such a cold and windy night? We can dance
Throw yourself away
Holy month of May, you can dance
Listen to the music of the steel guitar, don't it sound good, hey now
Nobody here tonight came to look at you, no, no no
Well I bet you five dollars that somebody starts a fire back in the woods, hey now
Everybody here tonight came to boogie and have a good time, too
Come on, baby, while the moon is high
Kick up your heels and dance
Don't be nervous and don't be shy
And give yourself a chance, you can dance
Kick off your shoes and lose your blues
Pick them up, Lord, put them back down
And around, and around, and around, and around
And if I could lose my mind
If I could throw myself away

4072. Dance Around Molly

Michael Cleveland - Dance Around Molly 
Album: Flame Keeper

They say he's crazy
Pay him no mind
He loves a woman
That lives in his mind
They say a stranger
Came in one night
And left with his woman
And he lost his mind
When the band starts playin'
A song from yesterday
Ah, he'll look at the bottle
And here's what he'll say

Dance with me Molly
Their playin' our song
It's almost midnight
And time to go home
He sees yesterday's woman
In tonight's glass of wine
He says dance with me Molly...
Dance with me Molly...



Just one more time

He holds to the bottle
Like it wears his name
But if that makes him happy
Huh, it ain't no shame
So buy him a bottle
And he'll be o.k.
Put a quarter in the juke box
And you'll hear him say

Dance with me Molly
Their playin' our song
It's almost midnight
And time to go home
He sees yesterday's woman
In tonight's glass of wine
He says dance with me Molly...
Dance with me Molly...
Just one more time

Woh, dance with me Molly
Their playin' our song
It's almost midnight
And time to go home
He sees yesterday's woman
In tonight's glass of wine
He says dance with me Molly...
Dance with me Molly...
Just one more time

He says dance with me Molly...
Ahh, dance with me Molly...

4073. Dance Hall Girls

The Duhks - Dance Hall Girls
(Bozeemon Boogie)

These dance hall girls, they don't treat you kind
They give you their bodies, but you never reach their minds
Well, they fill you up with lipstick lies
When they put you down some, don't ya be surprised
Is this the way it always is, here in Baltimore?

Well, I saw her mountains, and I kissed her plains
I held her sunshine, and I drank her rains
Well, I went so far, that I broke too fast
Thought I had me a winner picked, but I came in last again
Is this the way it always is, here in Baltimore?

(Chorus)
I must have chosen the wrong season to come down



I never realized they called this sacred ground

My sense of time, hell, I'm a week behind
I sent me a letter home but this all takes time

Gonna get some cash, gonna go back home
These dance hall girls really know how to make a man feel alone
Is this the way it always is, here in Baltimore?

(Chorus)
My sense of time, hell, I'm a week behind
I sent me a letter home but this all takes time
Gonna get some cash, gonna blow this town
These dance hall girls really know how to drag a poor boy down
Is this the way it always is, here in Baltimore?
Is this the way it always is, here in Baltimore?

4074. Dance Hall Saturday Night

Dance Hall Saturday Night
Willie Jones
Shady Mix

It's not diamonds or pearls She's not that kind of girl
it's more in the way she danced with me.
And I know without a doubt that's not what she's about
She just loves to do that Texas Twirl

It's Saturday night We hold each other tight.
On the dance Hoor we turn our love around.
She's the best thing in this world
She's a sweet south Texas girl
In a dance hall on Saturday night

It's not cars or fancy clothes, No highbrow fashion shows
That lady loves her boots of ostrich hide.
And disco's not her thing She goes for western swing
All the music that the jukebox can provide. 

Chorus
When the music's all been played, it's time to promenade
To the parking lot and then on down the road.
We two-step into bed. Bob Wills rings in my head
Broken song, empty words I kiow
While I'm loving my Rose of San Antone.

Chorus



4075. Dance In The Darkness

Dance In The Darkness
Darrell Scott - Dance In The Darkness

i saw the curtain move
i saw the hand that pulled the shade
and in a moment the lights went out
and a radio began to play
and i crossed the empty street
with the window in my view
but i couldn't see through
to watch them dance in the darkness
then round the corner
came this old man's shuffling feet
and i bummed him for a cigarette
and he hands the whole damn pack to me
and he said,  ive watched you for the last six nights
and brother why do you want to bleed?
i guess you just can't shake the need
to watch them dance in the darkness 

up there an angel's falling
up there can't you hear him calling out her name
can you feel them touch?
can you hear them breathe?
up there time ain't moving
up there no one's losing any sleep
for fools like us, two fools like us
down here on the street

i said,  wait a minute mister
man, you just don't understand
she was everything i ever wanted 
and the old man he just held out his hand
and said,  welcome to the one place
no one ever wants to be
where even in your dreams
you watch them dance in the darkness 

up there an angel's falling
up there can't you hear them calling out her name
can you feel them touch
can you hear them breathe
up there time ain't moving
up there no one's losing any sleep
for fools like us, to fools like us
down here on the street

4076. Dance Little Jean

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Dance little Jean
Composer: Jimmy Ibbotson



I played a wedding for the money
And I wished that I could've told the bride and groom
Just what I think of marriage
And what's in store after their honeymoon

And I was grumblin' to the dancers
'Bout how men and women ought to live apart
And how a promise never made can not be broken
And can never break your heart

Then suddenly from out of nowhere
A little girl came dancing 'cross the floor
And all her crinolines were billowing
Beneath the skirt of calico that she wore

And oh what a joy fell on the honored guests
As each of them was drawn inside her dream
And they laughed and stomped and clapped their hands
And hollered at her dance little Jean

And they said dance, little Jean, this day is for you
Two people you love, stood up and said I do
Dance little Jean, the prayer that you had
Was answered today your mama's marrying your dad

Well, my cynical heart just melted
'Cause I figured what this get together meant
How it ended year of tears and sad confusion
That the little girl had spent

And they told the band to pack it up
About the time the couple cut the cake
But we played as long as they stayed
For love and laughs and little Jeanie's sake

And we played dance, little Jean, this day is for you
Two people you love, stood up and said I do
Dance little Jean, the prayer that you had was answered today
Your mama's marrying your dad
It was answered today
Your mama's marrying your dad

4077. Dance Little Jean - Chords

Dance Little Jean

G
I played a wedding for the money,
 G G7 C
and I wished that I could tell the bride and groom
 D D7
Just what I thought of marriage



 C G
And what in store after their honeymoon
 G
and I was grumblin' to the dancers
 G G7 C
'bout how men and women ought to live apart
 D C
And how a promise never made can not be broken
 D G
And can never break your heart

When sudenly from out of nowhere
A little girl came dancing 'cross the floor
All her crinolines were billowing
Beneath the skirt of calico that she wore
Oh what a joy fell on the honored guests
As each of them was drawn inside her dream
And they laughed and clapped and stomped their feet
And hollered at her "Dance little Jean"

 G7 C G
 Dance, little Jean, this day is for you
 G Em C D
 two people you love, stood up and said "I do"
 C G
 Dance little Jean, the prayer that you had
 C
 Was answered today
 D7 G
 Your mama's marrying your dad

Well, my cynical heart just melted
'Cause I knew what this get together meant
How it ended year of tears and sad confusion
That the little girl had spent
Well they told the band to pack it up
About the time the couple cut the cake
But we played as long as they stayed
For love and laughs and little Jeanie's sake

 (Chorus)

4078. Dance The Night Away

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Dance the night away
Composer: Bob Carpenter - David James Holster

Dance the night away
Dance the night away
Dance the night away
Dance the night away

Babe, you know I hate to see you cryin'



The last thing on my mind is to make you blue
And goodness knows I'm just not into lyin'
Babe, you can't believe I'm into you

So dry your eyes, sit down by the fire
And let the flames and music get you high
Let me say, I'm sorry, babe, for bein' so unkind
Talkin 'bout you, let me weave my trance
We might as well

Dance the night away
Dance the night away
Dance the night away
Dance the night away
Whoa, the night away

So dry your eyes, sit down by the fire
Let the flames and music get you high
Let me say, I'm sorry, babe, for bein' so unkind
Talkin 'bout you, let me weave my trance

You know that I love you
Any fool could tell at a glance
We hear the music
We got a chance
We might as well

Dance the night away
Dance the night away
Dance the night away
Dance the night away

Dance the night away
Dance the night away
Dance the night away
Dance the night away

4079. Dance The Night Away - Chords

Dance The Night Away
Recorded by The Mavericks
Written by Raul Malo

C             G7        C    G7
Here comes my happiness again
C             G7                   C   G7
Right back to where it should have been
C               G7            C   G7
Cause now she's gone and I am free
C             G7            C  G7
And she can't do a thing to me
C            G7              C   G7
I just wanna dance the night away



C        G7            C   G7
With senoritas who can sway
C         G7                 C     G7
Right now tomorrow's looking bright
C             G7            C    G7
Just like the sunny morning light
       C              G7
And if you should see her 
C              G7            C   G7
Please let her know that I'm well 
           C   G7
As you can tell
    C             G7
And if she should tell
         C            G7
You that she wants me back
         C  G7        C  G7
Tell her no   I gotta go
repeat #2,3,2

4080. Dance Upon Your Grave - Chords

Dance Upon Your Grave
The Brothers Comatose

[Intro]
Em
 
[Verse]
             Em
When you're gone
             Am
It won't be long
 Em
I'll be there to put the nail in your
 B7
coffin
             Em
Stars in the sky
               Am
Ashes in your eyes
 Em              B7             Em
Every man must face the day he dies
 
 
[Chorus]
            D
I'm gonna dance
            Em
Upon your grave
            D
Ain't no chance
           Em



You'll be saved
              Am
I'll put my shovel to the ground
                      Em
And not dig six feet down
              Em
To where you lay
            Em
I'm gonna dance upon
  B7              Em
Dance upon your grave
 
 
[Verse]
             Em
Ya done me wrong
                    Am
I'm gonna make it right
 Em
Close your eyes and step into the
 B7
night
             Em
When you're gone
             Am
It won't be long
          Em
Look the undertaker in the eye
    B7                     Em
To tell 'em what you have done
 
 
[Chorus]
            D
I'm gonna dance
            Em
Upon your grave
            D
Ain't no chance
            Em
You'll be saved
               Am
I'll put my shovel to the ground
                      Em
But not dig six feet down
 
To where you lay
            Em
I'm gonna dance upon
  B7              Em
Dance upon your grave
 
 
[Chorus]
            D
I'm gonna dance
            Em



Upon your grave
           D
Ain't no chance
            Em
You'll be saved
              Am
I'll put my shovel to the ground
                      Em
But not dig six feet down
 
To where you lay
           Em
I'm gonna dance upon
  B7              Em
Dance upon your grave
           Em
I'm gonna dance upon
  B7              Em
Dance upon your grave

4081. Dance With Me - Chords

Dance With Me
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by John Hall and Johanna Hall
 
C                     D7
Dance with me like it used to be
    F       G7          C        Dm G7
And whisper you love me once more
   C                 D7
Oh dance with me and you will see
  F        G7               C
I love you more than ever before
 
       F
Let me hold you tight if just for tonight
C
And then you will find
     F
Only heaven knows how I miss you so
    D7                  G7
And when you were still mine
 
C                     D7
Dance with me like it used to be
    F       G7          C        Dm G7
And whisper you love me once more
   C                 D7
Oh dance with me and you will see
  F        G7               C
I love you more than ever before
   F      G7         C



Oh please dance with me

4082. Dance With Me Molly

Keith Whitley - Dance With Me Molly

They say he's crazy
Pay him no mind
He loves a woman
That lives in his mind

They say a stranger
Came in one night
And left with his woman
And he lost his mind

When the band starts playin'
A song from yesterday
He'll look at the bottle
And here's what he'll say

Dance with me, Molly
They're playin' our song
It's almost midnight
And time to go home

Yeah she's yesterday's woman
And tonight's glass of wine
He says, "Dance with me, Molly
Dance with me, Molly just one more time"

Oh, it's to the bottle
Like it wears his name
But if that makes him happy
It ain't no shame

So buy him a bottle
And he'll be okay
Put a quarter in the jukebox
And you'll hear him say

Dance with me, Molly
They're playing our song
It's almost midnight
And time to go home

Yeah she's yesterday's woman
And tonight's glass of wine
He says, "Dance with me, Molly
Dance with me, Molly just one more time"

Woah, dance with me, Molly
They're playing our song



It's almost midnight
And time to go home

Yeah, she's yesterday's woman
And tonight's glass of wine
He says, "Dance with me, Molly
Dance with me, Molly just one more time"
He says, "Dance with me, Molly
Oh, dance with me, Molly just one more time"

4083. Dance With Somebody - Chords

Dance With Somebody 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
        Em                                  Am
1.  Clocks strikes upon the hour, and the sun begins to fade,
         Em                                  Am
    still enough time to figure out how to chase my blues away.
           Dm               G                   C                    F
    I've done alright up 'til now, it's the light of day that shows me how,
          F      C      G                   F-G
    and when the night falls, loneliness calls.
 
Chorus:
        C
    Oh! I wanna dance with somebody, 
       Am
    I wanna feel the heat with somebody.
        C
    Yeah! I wanna dance with somebody,
          F         Dm        G  C
    with somebody who loves me.  
 
 
      Em                                     Am
2.  I've been in love and lost my senses, spinning through the town,
      Em                                  Am
    soon or later the fever ends, and I wind up feeling down.
      Dm                   G
    I need a man who'll take a chance,
           C                         F
    on a love that burns hot enough to last.
         F       C      G                         F - G
    So when the night falls, my lonely heart calls.  
 
Chorus
 
           Am                        G
    Somebody to, somebody to,    somebody to love me,
       Am                                               G
    somebody to , somebody to,   to hold me in his arms, oh!
       Dm                       G



    I need a man who'll take a chance,                  
          C                              F
    on a love that burns hot enough to last.
          F      C    G                         F - G
    So when the night falls, my lonely heart calls.  
 
C
Don't you wanna dance? Say you wanna dance! Don't you wanna dance?
Am
Don't you wanna dance? Say you wanna dance! Don't you wanna dance?
C
Don't you wanna dance? Say you wanna dance! Don't you wanna dance?
 F         Dm        G  C
With someobody who loves you?

4084. Dance, Dance, Dance

Dance, Dance, Dance
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Never thought love had a rainbow on it
Used to think a cloud was a nightmare
That was up until when I first met you
Now I go around hoping you care

Dance, dance, feel it all around you
Dance, dance, dance
Never thought love had a rainbow on it
See the girl dance
See the girl dance

Mississippi mud never touched her fingers
California sand lies in her hand
Love her more than life as the daylight lingers
Early in the morning I'll be her man

Dance, dance, feel it all around you
Dance, dance, dance
Mississippi mud never touched her fingers
See the girl dance
See the girl dance

4085. Dancin' All Around It

Dancin' All Around It

She said, I don't usually dance this close to strangers
You know a girl can't be too careful with her heart
But I saw you and thought that you looked harmless



But when you smile that way I'm not so sure you are

I said, I don't usually come here for the dancin'
You can tell that by the way I move
When I saw you I thought that it was hopeless
But I just had to ask you for a dance or two

Somewhere in the stars it must be written
Girl, we've got to take this chance that we've been given
If there's a heaven here on earth I think we've found it
If this ain't love we're dancin' all around it

The music stopped and we're still holding each other
This feels like the beginning of forever
Somewhere in the stars it must be written
Girl we've got to take this chance that we've been given
If there's a heaven here on earth I think we've found it
If this ain't love we're dancin' all around it
If this ain't love we're dancin' all around it

She said I don't usually dance this close to strangers...

4086. Dancin' All Around It

Alan Jackson - Dancin' All Around It 

She said, I don't usually dance
This close to strangers
You know a girl can't be too
Careful with her heart
But I saw you and thought that you
Looked harmless
But when you smile that way I'm not
So sure you are
I said, I don't usually come here
For the dancin'You can tell that by the way I move
When I saw you I thought that it
Was hopeless
But I just had to ask you for a
Dance or two
Somewhere in the stars it must
Be written
Girl we've got to take this chance
That we've been given
If there's a heaven here on earth
I think we've found it
If this ain't love we're
Dancin'all around it
The music's stopped and we're still
Holding each other
This feels like the beginning
Of forever
Chorus



If this ain't love we're
Dancin'all around it
She said I don't usually dance
This close to strangers

4087. Dancin' Circles Round The Sun (Epictetus Speaks)

Rodney Crowell - Dancin' Circles Round The Sun (Epictetus Speaks)

Disregard what don't concern you, don't let disappointment turn you
Avoid adopting other people's views
Know what you can and can't control, don't let envy take a toll
It's nothing more than weather passing through
When your back's against the wall, when you're headed for a fall
The tables set to make a run dancin' circles round the sun
Through action wisdom is revealed and too much talk is like a shield
In silence lies the keys to how we grow
When focused on the truth at hand, the critics try to make you bland
But they don't understand what they don't know
Make your own cracks in the sky, grit your teeth and learn to fly
And when the right thing has been done, you'll be dancin' circles round the sun
Forgive the ones who meant to harm you, don't let superstition charm you
Conform your wishes only to what's real
Your reputation doesn't matter, let idle gossip chirp and chatter
No one else can tell you how you feel
In between the masks you wear, wash your face and comb your hair
You're not hurting anyone dancin' circles round the sun
Your mind cries out to God alone, please send me someone I can own
Your soul says son you're walking on thin ice
Possession in the broadest sense, compounded by coincidence
When all it takes is one roll of the dice
In between the good and bad, think of all the fun you had
It's the same for everyone dancin' circles round the sun
Evolution comes in fits, it stops and starts, it coughs and spits
Picasso and Mile Davis come to mind
True artists, bold unbridled passion, no concern for fad or fashion
Sexy beasts in love with woman kind
Bend the rules until it breaks, stand your ground until it shakes
That's the way to get things done dancin' circles round the sun
Hey, sod convention let's have fun dancin' circles round the sun

4088. Dancin' On Glass - Chords

Dancin' On Glass
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Charles Robinson and Jeff Lysyczyn

C     G              C             D7   G
Don't talk about it  not even your best friend 



C     G                    C    D7         G
Could understand this situation that we're in
C     G                  C              D7        G
We've both known better  you're holding someone's heart
C          D7    G              C        D7     G
And you're gonna break it if we let this go too far
    C        G                     Am
But we never planned on falling in love
C              G           C                    Bm  Am
It happened so fast me and you'd go together so soon
          D7         G    C G
But we're dancing on glass
C            G          C        D7     G
It's like an addiction  we can't put it down 
C          D7   G           C          D7     G
A delicate condition flying this close to the ground
    C        G                     Am  C
But we never planned on falling in love
               G           C                    Bm  Am
It happened so fast me and you'd go together so soon
          D7         G
But we're dancing on glass
C                  G     C                G
So let's play with fire  try not to think about
C         G              C        D7     G
How badly in the burning we can't put it out
    C        G                     Am  C
But we never planned on falling in love
                G           C                    Bm  Am
It' happened so fast me and you'd go together so soon
          D7         G            C            Bm    Am
But we're dancing on glass me and you we're so smooth
          D7         G
But we're dancing on glass

4089. Dancing At A Funeral

Brett Dennen - Dancing At a Funeral

Now's not the time to be so sad and mournful
We are going to the funeral and we'll be dancing the night away
So, so, so don't be so shy, we are living and we're dying
We are laughing and we're crying every single day
Strange, but not surprisin', nor is it unfamiliar
How it takes a death like this to bring us together
You know you'll always be my flesh and blood;
I could never do you wrong
And the one who was gone for so long is coming home
Alright...
Now's not the time to be so sad and mournful
We are going to the funeral and we'll be dancing the night away
So, so, so don't be so shy, we are living and we're dying;
We are laughing and we're crying every single day



We are getting older at the blink of an eye
So, don't let the moment pass you by
I don't believe there is a greater love, one of patience and pain
Than the love between a mama and her children
In the procession down to the lighthouse
We hear the crashing of the waves, and the mistakes we made
You know that we are not the only ones, so, we can have some fun
Have some, have some, have some, have some fun

4090. Dancing Days

Dancing Days
Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
Some of her dancing days are over
Some of her dancing days are done
But she's still got a couple of two steps
She ain't shown no one
Time will tell if she needs you
Time will tell if she don't
What'll you do if she believes you
What'll you do if she won't

[Chorus]
You can't fence her in with wire
You can't fence her in with words
Bet your life she's on fire
She's got a pistol in her purse

[Verse 2]
Don't sell her short if she leaves you
Don't sell her short if she stays
She's got cards up her sleeve still
That she never got to play
It ain't like she she's trying to lose you
She's just thinking for herself
She said come on if it moves you
Don't just stay here by yourself
[Chorus][x2]

[Outro]
Some of her dancing days are over
Some of her dancing days are done

4091. Dancing Daze

The Avett Brothers - Dancing Daze 



I've seen the way you deal with things
The troubles that this life will bring
If it gets to you then I can tell by the way you sing
You act like it just doesn't mean a thing

I see you dancin' all your, dancin' all you, dancin' all your daze
Maybe you can tell me how it is you got that way
Dancing all your, dancing all your, dancing all your daze
Come on, come on there's got to be a way

There's all these things that get me down
This dirty world is full of clowns
They'll build you up just so they can knock you down
Laugh at you while your there on the ground

But not you
I see you dancin' all your, dancin' all you, dancin' all your daze
Maybe you can tell me how it is you got that way
Dancing all your, dancing all your, dancing all your daze
Come on, come on there's got to be a way

I really like the way it feels
I look at you and it's real

I see you dancin' all your, dancin' all you, dancin' all your daze
Maybe you can tell me how it is you got that way
Dancing all your, dancing all your, dancing all your daze
Come on, come on that's got to be the way

4092. Dancing In The Meadow

Michael Martin Murphey - Dancing In The Meadow

When the snowfields thaw and the stream beds crawl
To the waterfall and river
I'll turn my face to the bright green space
Of the mother, my life-giver
No man has made a ring of jade
Like green corn in the husk
No man could own a turquoise stone
As deep blue as the dusk
So come away from your working day
And laugh and let your head go-
And bring along an old-time song
For dancing in the meadow ...
Leave your bedside for a moonlight ride
Where the midnight air is warmer
We'll sing for the quail and the cotton tail
Who still escapes the farmer
Deep plum thickets and bramble bushes
Where the quiet creatures hide
Are part of me-a mystery which I accept with pride
If I must stay and lay all day



Like a March hare in hedgerow
When the hunter's gone, it's all night long
For dancing in the meadow ...
When the summer's over and come October
When the evening air is crisper, In the mist and smoke by the twisted oak
I'll listen to the branches whisper
Barn dancers reel, the furrowed field
Must yield and quickly turn
Harvest gone the hoot owl song
Is one we now must learn
"Who, who, who are you?" and, "If it's you who said so?"
"Who could it be?" "It's only me"
I'm dancing in the meadow ...

4093. Dancing In The Moonlight

Yonder Mountain String Band - Dancing in the Moonlight

We get it almost every night
When that moon is big and bright
It's a supernatural delight
Everybody's dancing in the moonlight

Everybody here is out of sight
They don't bark and they don't bite
They keep things loose they keep it tight
Everybody's dancing in the moonlight

Dancing in the moonlight
Everybody's feeling warm and bright
It's such a fine and natural sight
Everybody's dancing in the moonlight

We like our fun and we never fight
You can't dance and stay uptight
It's a supernatural delight
Everybody was dancing in the moonlight

Dancing in the moonlight
Everybody's feeling warm and bright
It's such a fine and natural sight
Everybody's dancing in the moonlight

We get in almost every night
And when that moon is big and bright
It's a supernatural delight
Everybody's dancing in the moonlight

Dancing in the moonlight
Everybody's feeling warm and bright
It's such a fine and natural sight
Everybody's dancing in the moonlight



4094. Dancing On The Ashes

Robbie Fulks - Dancing on the Ashes

[Verse 1]
Harry came home with an old man's eyes
'Cross the channel in his brother's red Mack
Two crossed over, now the wrong one lies
Way downriver where the past is
London's walled itself from the worst
Chalk heaps littered with stakes and rings
Nights, they rise 'til the floodgates burst
And Harry goes back to the trenches

[Chorus 1]
Down, down, a hundred years down
Down with the cold vast wreckage of men
Listen to the sound of the little ones' feet
Dancing on the ashes

[Verse 2]
Flares rained down on the Somme that fall
Men spilled steady on a ten-mile wire
Wave after wave, they crumpled like dolls
And the shells never quit crashing
On a low bank where the smell hangs think
Harry huddles over a leg-less wretch
"Yes, dear Jack, I'll finish you quick
"And we'll leave Mother to imagine"

4095. Dancing To The Beat - Chords

Dancing To The Beat
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Dancing To The Beat

D  Em

D                                     G
Some times she'll have one drink too many
Bm              A                G
Some times she laughs a bit too loud
D                           Em
She's the first one on the dance floor
D                  A        G
She'll dance with any man around
A           Bm               G
I watch the way they all surround her
A           Bm                G   D
I know that they don't understand her



                  F#m           G         A      D
Cho.. She's just dancin'to the beat of a broken heart
      D              F#m            G              A
      Searchin' for comfort with strangers in the dark
      Bm             G             Bm            E
      It's just her way to fight another lonely night
      G               A                D
      Dancing to the beat of a broken heart

                       G
She's the center of attention
Bm     A                G
Everytime she comes in here
D                        Em
And as she dances by my table
D           A             G
I see the traces of the tears
A                Bm                 G
There's someone somewhere she's not over
A            Bm            G   D
She's just looking for a shoulder

Cho...She's....

 G              A                D
Dancing to the beat of a broken heart
Dancing to the beat of a broken heart
        G             A                D
She's dancing to the beat of a broken heart

4096. Dancing To The Beat Of A Broken Heart

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Dancing to the Beat of a Broken Heart

Some times she'll have one drink too many
Some times she laughs a bit too loud
She's the first one on the dance floor
She'll dance with any man around
I watch the way they all surround her
I know that they don't understand her

[Chorus]
She's just dancin' to the beat of a broken heart
Searchin' for comfort with strangers in the dark
It's just her way to fight another lonely night
Dancing to the beat of a broken heart

She's the center of attention
Every time she comes in here
And as she dances by my table
I see the traces of the tears
There's someone somewhere she's not over



She's just looking for a shoulder

[Chorus]

Dancing to the beat of a broken heart
Dancing to the beat of a broken heart
She's dancing to the beat of a broken heart

Mm mm
Oh oh

4097. Dancing Tree

Tom T. Hall - Dancing tree
Composer: Tom T. Hall

There's a little ole tree that grows out in my yard
He's not very wide or too tall or too large
He stands there so still 'til the wind comes to call
When the wind blows the little tree starts having a ball

He swings and he sways and he shakes all his limbs
The little ole tree loves to dance with the wind
He rustles and bustles when the wind comes to call
He dances so hard I'm afraid he will fall

He dances all summer and when snow comes down
He dances and throws all his leaves on the ground
He makes me so mad I say hey if you please
Would you stop that dancin' each time there's a breeze

He swings and he sways and he shakes all his limbs...

Now I cannot dance very well you'll agree
But sometimes I wish I could dance like a tree
I'd swing and I'd sway and I'd shake all my limbs
And I'd never fall down cause I'd be just like him

He swings and he sways and he shakes all his limbs
The little ole tree loves to dance with the wind
He rustles and bustles when the wind comes to call
I'm afraid he will fall but he never does

4098. Dancing With Judy

Dancing With Judy
Wayne Taylor

Friday night in a small Virginia town, Judy's slipping into her strapless velvet gown.



He's going dancing with her boyfriend Bobby Sikes, yeah he send her twirling in the bright m
oon light.

chorus:
Round and round and round she'll go, her blonde hair swinging to and fro, laughter ringing to 
the star filled sky.
He'll pull her close and hold her near, whisper softly in her ear, steal a kiss and listen to her si
gh then send her twirling in the bright moon light.

All the boys watch them as he takes her by the hand, as they sway to the rhythm of their favo
rite bluegrass band.

Slowly oh slowly he'll start to hold her tight, then he send her twirling the bright moon light.

chorus:
Round and round and round she'll go, her blonde hair swinging to and fro, laughter ringing to 
the star filled sky.
He'll pull her close and hold her near, whisper softly in her ear, steal a kiss and listen to her si
gh then send her twirling in the bright moon light.

4099. Dancing With The Angels

Dancing With The Angels

There's a pathway of darkness there's a pathway of bright
And they meet at the old crossroads
The Angels are calling if your spirit will hearken
All is forgiven,lay down your weary load

Refrain
You'll be dancing, dancing, dancing with the Angels
Just like old Danyel in the Lions den
The door will be open and the feastspead out before you
Dancing with the Angels while the Lions lord

Old Saian's dark powers are hungry for confusion
Unsatisfyed ever greedy for more
If you look to your heart at the spirit there a blooming
If it's bright and shining sun can harm you no more

* Refrain

King Angels of mercy are waiting there to greet you
Standing on the shoes of ever lasting light
They saying come and join us across the shining water
Our lanterns of love will guide us though the night

* Refrain



4100. Dancing With The Angels - Chords

Dancing With The Angels   
Recorded by New Grass Revival
Written by Peter Rowan

G                  Em D7 Em
Dancing With The Angels

G                                       C          G
There's a pathway of darkness there's a pathway of light
                              D7
And they meet at the old crossroads
    G                          C           G
The Angels are calling if your spirit will hearken
                    D7              G
All is forgiven lay down your weary load

                                                  
You'll be dancing dancing dancing dancing 
C                G
Dancing with the Angels
                     A7           D7
Just like old Daniel in the lions den
    G                         C                G
The door will be open and the feast spread out before you
                   Em   D7              G
Dancing with the Angels while the lions roar

                           C          G
Old satans dark powers are hungry for confusion
                 A7         D7
Unsatisfied ever greedy for more
       G                         C              G
If you look to your heart at the spirit there a blooming
                                   D7          G
If it's bright and shining sin can harm you no more

Repeat #2

                         C                G
Kind Angels of mercy are waiting there to greet you
                                     D7
Standing on the shoes of everlasting light
     G                    C                  G
They say come and join us across the shining water
                          D7                  G
Our lanterns of love will guide us though the night

Repeat #2 x2 

                   Em   D7              G
Dancing with the Angels while the lions roar



4101. Dancing Your Memory Away - Chords

Dancing Your Memory Away
Recorded by Charly McClain
Written by Eddie Burton and Thomas Allen Grant
[3/4 time]

C                             F
It's Friday night you must be alone 
G7                              C
That's the only time you'd ever phone 
                C7          F
But if you drop by don't be surprised 
      G7                       C
Cause darling I won't be there tonight 
                        F                      C
I'm dancing your memory away  in the arms of a stranger 
            G7                     C     C7
For now I'm okay  my hearts out of da-ng-er 
                  F                           C
Tonight while I'm waltzing as the band softly plays 
            G7                                        C
I'm getting by one song at a time dancing your memory away 
                            F
Once twice tell me how many times 
G7                          C
Was I a fool for your lying eyes 
            C7              F
But I won't be your fool anymore 
   G7                             C
At least not while I'm out on the floor 
repeat #2 x2

4102. Dandelion Blues

The Incredible String Band - Dandelion Blues - 2010 Remastered Version 

You meet a girl,
She moves soft eyes and pulls you in the game.
Perhaps you do not wonder her reasons or her name.
You'll follow her on out the room,
How sweet her body flows,
Say take it easy,
make it lazy,
That's the way to go.

Do believe it's easy, Do believe it's easy,
Do believe it's easy don't even have to try.

You may lip your flute or pick your strigs to hear the music grow,
Maybe you'll stand by a while, it all comes through you so,
Just maybe you will hit magic sounds that call you to your heart,
And gently you will follow down and view yourself apart



Do believe it's easy, Do believe it's easy,
Do believe it's easy don't even have to try.

If when the moon's a toothy smile you meet a whirling wind,
Whirls you clear to nowhere and forgets where you came in,
There is no call to worry, or be sorry that you came,
You may maze along there for a space, oh buddy and then come back to your name.

Do believe it's easy, Do believe it's easy,
Do believe it's easy don't even have to try.

Now, if your man gets busted and you hope to go his bail,
Suppose you cannot borrow money, you may go to borrow the mail,
Yes, if yor mangets busted and you hope to go his fine,
You may laze along to the judge's house, sweet woman, and set it on he line.

Do believe it's easy, Do believe it's easy,
Do believe it's easy don't even have to try.

4103. Dandelion Wine

Railroad Earth - Dandelion Wine 

Way out in the pines
Where the tall trees grow
There lives a woman
In a house that she calls home
She's waiting in the door
In her dress so fine
We're gonna spend the afternoon
Drinking dandelion wine

Summertime is here, lord
Why did it take so long
Wintertime just did me in
Man, everything went wrong
But now I'm going back again
To the country where I'll find
My baby with a gallon jug
Of that dandelion wine

Kenny's on his tractor
And he's pulling in the hay
And his son Davy's got a shotgun
Says he'd rather it that way
Me, I'm just waiting
For that wagon to go by
And I'll pass them up my gallon jug
Of that dandelion wine

Sometimes I sing for money
Sometimes I sing for food



But most times I sing for nothing
'Cause it's all that I can do
But if you can spare a nickel
If you can spare a dime
I'm damn sure gonna spend it on
Some of that dandelion wine

So you can tell my city woman
I ain't coming back no more
'Cause I'm gonna have a high time
Without ever waiting for
All of my best days you just come and go
I'm gonna live before I die

So just pass me up that gallon jug
Of your dandelion wine
So just pass me up that gallon jug
Of your dandelion wine
Oh, so just pass me up your gallon jug
Of that dandelion wine

4104. Dang Me

Jerry Jeff Walker - Dang Me

Well here I sit-a high, just gettin' ideas
Ain't nothing but a fool would live like this
Out all night, and runnin' wild
Woman sittin' home, she got a month old child
Chorus:
Dang me, dang me
They oughta take a rope and hang me
High from the highest tree
Woman won't you weep for me
Sittin' around drinkin' with the rest of the guys
Six rounds we bought, and I bought five
Spent the groceries and half the rent
I lack fourteen dollars havin' twenty seven cents
Chorus
They say roses are red and violets are purple
Sugar's sweet and so's maple syrup
And I'm the seventh out of seven sons
My pappy was a pistol; I'm a son of a gun
Chorus

4105. Danger Angel

Danger Angel
Larkin Poe - Danger Angel



[Intro]
(Ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh)
(Ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh)

[Verse 1]
Danger angel
Comes screamin' through the clouds
She's comin' for your soul, child
She's gonna take you down
There's nothin' you can show her
That she hasn't already seen
From the deserts of the exiled
She's fast as she is mean, look out
(Ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh)
(Ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh)

[Verse 2]
Danger angel
Won't listen to your prayers
She'll drink your holy water
Slip into your nightmares
There's nothin' you can give her
That she hasn't already got
While you might think you've caught her
You've blown your only shot, look out

[Guitar Solo]

[Verse 3]
Danger angel
Black circles in the sky
There's nowhere left to run now
There's no place left to hide
With grim anticipation
The shadow bends behind
Descending like a sundown
And the night will leave you blind, look out

4106. Danger Angel

Danger Angel - Live in Concert
Larkin Poe - Danger Angel - Live in Concert

[Verse 1]
Danger angel
Comes screaming through the clouds
She's coming for your soul, child
She's gonna take you down
There's nothing you can show her
That she hasn't already seen
From the deserts of the exiled
She is fast as she is mean, look out



[Verse 2]
Danger angel
Won't listen to your prayers
She'll drink your holy water
Slip into your nightmares
There's nothing you can give her
That she hasn't already got
While you might think you've caught her
You've blown your only shot, look out

[Instrumental]

[Verse 3]
Danger angel
Black circles in thR sky
There's nowherR left to run now
There's no place left to hide
With grim anticipation
The shadow bends behind
Descending like a sundown
And the night will leave you blind

[Outro]
Descending like a sundown
And the night will leave you blind
Descending like a sundown
And the night will leave you blind, look out

4107. Danger Man Live - Chords

Danger Man Live 
David Bromberg

[Intro]
 
e/--------------------------------------14-14-14-14---/
B/--12--12-12--12--12-12--12--12-12-12--12-12-12-12---/
G/--12--12-12--12--12-12--12--12-12-12--12-12-12-12---/
D/--12--12-12--12--12-12--12--12-12-12--12-12-12-12---/
A/----------------------------------------------------/
E/----------------------------------------------------/
 
 
A AA A AA A AA A7
A AA A AA A AA A7
A AA A AA A AA A7
A AA A AA A AA A7
 
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A



 
 
[Verse 1]
 
A                                                                 A   A7
Hey I'm a danger man from a dangerous city and I lead a dangerous life
A                                                                       A7
I've got a dangerous car it goes dangerous speeds and a very hazardous wife
A                                                            A7
I got sixteen dangerous girlfriends, not counting one or two hey
A                                                           A7
look out kid you don't want to get hit I'm dangerous to you
N.C.
(You better look out)
 
 
[Chorus]
 
D      D7                     A  A7
Dangerman you're so bad its a crime,
E                        D                        A
Danger man why don't you come up and see me some time
 
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
 
[Verse 2]
 
A                                                                 A   A7
you know I'm dangerous to my fingertips mama I'm dangerous head to toe,
A                                                                 A   A7
I got dangerous ears, dangerous eyes G-d knows I've got a dangerous nose
A                               G7 G#7 A
I've been wanted by the Board of Inquiry,
A                                      G7 G#7 A
I've been condemmed by the Board of Health hey
A
I don't keep no mirrors inside my house because I even scare myself
N.C.
(You better look out)
 
[Chorus]
A
Dangerman you're so bad its a crime,
D           E                    A
danger man come up and see me some time
 
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
 
[Instrumental Break]
 
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A



A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
 
[Verse 3]
 
A
I've got long strong dangerous arms I could kiss and hold you tight
A
 a dangerous eyes dangerous lips i could kiss and love you all night
A
I've got a headful of dangerous ideas mama and a heartful of bad intention
A
a mess of stuff I can't talk about too dangerous to mention (you better look out)
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Dangerman you're so bad its a crime,
D                        E                       A
danger man why don't you come up and see me some time
 
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
 
 
[Instrumental Break]
 
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
A AA A AA A AA A G7 G#7 A
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
A
I'm a dangerous man from a dangerous city and I lead a dangerous life
A
a dangerous car it goes dangerous speeds and a very hazardous wife - you better look out!
A
I got 16 dangerous girlfriends not counting one or two hey
A
look out kid you don't want to get hit I'm dangerous to you
(You better look out)

4108. Dangerous Man

Dwight Yoakam - Dangerous Man
(Dwight Yoakam)



Chorus:
He's a dangerous man
He's got blood in his plans
Better watch out where you stand
'Cause he's a dangerous man
He'll make you believe that he's your friend
But don't forget it's just pretend
And he's a dangerous man
He'll tell you the right things
About all the wrong people
He'll smile and he'll say "Hey, you and me
We think just he same"
You better make sure that you read
All the rules first
'Cause he runs a crooked game
Chorus:
He's a dangerous man
He's got blood in his plans
Better watch out where you stand
'Cause he's a dangerous man
He'll make you believe that he's your friend
But don't forget it's just pretend
And he's a dangerous man
His words are all vain
And his promise is empty
His message is loud
But it ain't meant to be clear
He hides all the clues
That have left his hands stained and dirty
And he'll wash them with your tears
Chorus:
He's a dangerous man
He's got blood in his plans
Better watch out where you stand
'Cause he's a dangerous man
He'll make you believe that he's your friend
But don't forget it's just pretend
And he's a dangerous man

4109. Daniel

Daniel
Elton John & Bernie Taupin

Daniel is traveling tonight on a plane
I can see the red tail lights heading for Spain
Oh and, I can see Daniel Waving goodbye,
Lord it looks like Daniel must be the clouds in my eyes.

Daniel my brother, you are older than me
Do you still feel the pain
Of those scars that won't heal
Your eyes have died, you see more than I,



Daniel you're a star in the face of the sky.

The say Spain is pretty though I've never been,
Daniel says it's the best place he's ever seen,
Oh and, Daniel should know he's been there enough,
Lord, I miss Daniel, Lord I miss him so much.

Chorus.

4110. Daniel Boone

Daniel Boone (Larry W. Jones 01/09/2007) 

Back when the country was very new
There came a man folks knew as Boone
He wore mocassins and a coonskin hat
Folks just called hin Dan, Daniel Boone
A man of big adventure the legends say
Rebecca Bryan made him glance her way
But the Cumberland Gap was calling soon
To this famed explorer Dan, Daniel Boone
Trails that Daniel blazed are still there
Not many since have matched his fame
And those few that have are well aware
Of the Wilderness Road of Daniel's name
In the legends of the Indians of the East
A name still lives, though long deceased
A man whose hat was from a wilderness coon
Folks just called him Dan, Daniel Boone

4111. Daniel Prayed

The Stanley Brothers - Daniel Prayed
Boone Creek

I heard about a man one day who wasted not his time away
He prayed to God every morning noon and night
He cared not for the things of man he trusted one who would not fail
Oh, Daniel prayed every morning, noon, and night
Oh, Daniel served the living God while here upon this earth he trod
He prayed to God every morning noon and night
He cared not for the kings decree he trusted God to set him free
And he prayed to God every morning, noon, and night
They cast him in the lion's den because he would not honor men
He prayed to God every morning noon and night
The jaws were locked and it made him shout, and God soon got them
safely out
Oh, Daniel prayed every morning, noon, and night
Now brother, let us watch and pray like Daniel did from day to day



He prayed to God every morning noon and night
We too can gladly daring do the things that God will take us through
Oh, Daniel prayed every morning, noon, and night

4112. Daniella

John Butler - Daniella

You light me up little girl, like the 4th of July
I love you more than every single star man in the sky
You are the best damn thing that ever happened to me
Want to take you home start making family
You are a damn fine lady like no other
Want to introduce you to my father and my mother
I'm so damn happy you want to be my lover
Can't wait to get you home and get you under the covers
Daniella be my cinderella
Won't you come around and be my baby
Daniella, don't you remember won't you come
Daniella
Daniella
Daniella
Daniella
I remember the day I asked
Your parents for your hand
Nearly knocked them off their feet
They could not hardly stand
The same day I asked you be my wife to be
I said m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m marry me
I said I promise to love you and treat you right
Give you the proper respect you deserve
Every day and night
Give you good good lovin' 'til the morning light
And I promise we will never, ever
Ever fight, yeah right yeah
Daniella be my cinderella
Won't you come around and be my baby
Daniella, don't you remember won't you come
Daniella
You light me up little girl, like the 4th of July
I love you more than every single star man in the sky
You are the best damn thing that ever happened to me
Want to take you home start making family
You are a damn fine lady like no other
Want to introduce you to my father and my mother
I'm so damn happy you want to be my lover
Can't wait to get you home and get you under the covers
Daniella sweet as the sermon
Won't you come around and be my baby
Daniella be my Cinderella
Won't, won't you come, hey
Daniella
Daniella



Daniella
Daniella
Daniella be my Cinderella
Won't you come on in around and be my baby
Daniella, don't you remember
Won't you come, Daniella
Daniela
Daniela

4113. Danny & Cleo

(The Ballad Of) Danny & Cleo - Hot Buttered Rum

Well Danny was the coolest fool you ever could meet
Too cool to shake your hand if you met him on the street
Too cool to smile or laugh out loud
Or do any damn thing but sit on his cool little cloud

If there was one thing that could save cool Danny's soul
It was the love of a woman by the name of Cleo
She had eyes of a goddess that sparkled when she talked
And she could tell Danny's trouble by the way he walked ...
Real cool and sideways

She said my Danny, why you act so proud
Why don't you smile, why don't you laugh out loud
Come on the sun is shining and it's time to rejoice
And if you can't see for yourself then I've got no choice
I got to take your hand and raise my voice, tell you to

(chorus:)
Live your love, love your life
Come on do it right - you don't get another chance
Get on that floor, move just a little bit more
You never know for sure
When they'll call that last dance

Well now Danny's brother was a cynical man
He had a strong suspicion he'd been dealt a losing hand
And on every evening he said to his wife
He'd never done a thing he wanted to his whole life
- sad but typical

His wife it seemed was on a similar road
Sleep walking through her days and doing what she'd been told
She'd been carefully instructed not to think for herself
And little did she know it was bad for her health

This propitious evening little Danny stopped by
A smile on his face and Cleo there by his side
He said brother come with me and bring my sister-in-law
You're gonna see a thing or two you never saw
You're gonna dance, you're gonna sing,



You're gonna have yourself a ball
You're gonna ...

(chorus)

Well Danny's brother argued about responsibility
And Danny said, my brother yes you've got a few of these
And that's why it's so important that you strut your stuff
You come out and dance like you can't get enough

And before they knew what hit them, Cleo took them by the hand
She led them from their living room into the promised land
And the brother quit complaining and the sister broke some rules
Danny did his very best to keep from acting cool
And they danced on fire while the hours flew past
They were taking life slow while they was dancing so fast
Taking life slow while they were dancing so fast
We're taking life slow while we are dancing so fast

(chorus)

Live our love, love our life ...

4114. Danny Boy

Larry Sparks - Danny Boy
Bill Monroe

Oh, Danny boy, the pipes, the pipes are calling
From glen to glen, and down the mountain side.
The summer's gone, and all the roses falling,
It's you, it's you must go and I must bide.

But come ye back when summer's in the meadow,
Or when the valley's hushed and white with snow,
It's I'll be here in sunshine or in shadow,
Oh, Danny boy, oh Danny boy, I love you so!

But when ye come, and all the flowers are dying,
If I am dead, as dead I well may be,
You'll come and find the place where I am lying,
And kneel and say an Ave there for me.
And I shall hear, though soft you tread above me,
And all my grave will warmer, sweeter be,
For you will bend and tell me that you love me,
And I shall sleep in peace until you come to me!

4115. Danny's Song



Danny's Song
Anne Murray - Nicki Bluhm

People smile and tell me I'm the lucky one
And we've just begun, I think I'm gonna have a son
He will be like you and me, as free as a dove
Conceived in love, the sun is gonna shine above

Chorus:
And even though we ain't got money
I'm so in love with ya honey
Everything bring a chain of lo-o-o-o-ve
And in the mornin' when I rise
Bring a tear of joy to my eyes
And tell me everything's gonna be all right

Love a guy who holds the world in a paper cup
Drink it up, love him and he'll bring you luck
And if ya find he helps your mind, better take him ho-ome
Yeah 'n' dontcha live alone, try to earn what lovers own

Chorus

4116. Danville Girl

Danville Girl

My pocket book was empty
My heart was full of pain
Ten thousand miles away from home
Bumming the railroad train

It was standing on the platform
Smoking a cheep cigar
listening for that next freight train
To carry an empty car

Well I got off at Danville
Got stuck on the Danville girl
You bet your life she's out of sight
She wore those Danville curls

She took me in her Kitchen
She treated me nice and kind
She got me in the notion
Of bumming all the time

She wore her hair on the back of her head
Like high-tone people do
But the very next train come down the line
I bid that girl adieu

I pulled my cap down over my eyes
Walked down to the track



Then I caught a westbound freight
Never did look back

4117. Danville Girl

Danville Girl
(Trad., arr. Tim Stafford)

1) I  went down to Danville Got stuck on a Danville girl
Oh, you bet your life she's out of sight
She wears those Danville curls

2) She wears her hair on the back of her head
like all high-toned people do
The very first train that leaves this town
Going to bid that girl adieu

3) I don't see why I love that girl, She never cared for me
But still my mind is on her wherever she may be

4) It's forty miles through the rock
It's sixty through the sand
Oh I relate to you the life
Of many a poor married man

5) Oh standing by the railroad track a-resting my poor tired feet
Nine-hundred miles away from home and not a bite to eat

6) A-walking about on the old platform
A-smoking a cheap cigar
A-waiting for a local freight, to catch an empty car

7) Look up, look down that lonesome road
Hand down your head and cry
The best of friends have to part sometimes
And why can't you and I?

4118. Darby's Castle

Darby's Castle
Kris Kristofferson
Country Gentlemen

1. See the ruin on the hill
Where the smoke is hanging still
Like an echo of an age long forgotten
There's a story of a home
Crushed beneath the those blackened stones
And the roof that fell before the beams were rotten



Cecil Darby loved his wife
And he laboured all his life
To provide her with material possessions
And he built for her a home
Of the finest wood and stone
And the building soon became his sole obsession

Ch. Oh it took three hundred days
For the timbers to be raised
And the silhouette was seen for miles around
And the gables reached as high
As the eagles in the sky
But it only took one night to bring it down
When Darby's castle tumbled to the ground

2. Though they shared a common bed
There was precious little said
In the moments that were set aside for sleepin'
For his busy dreams were filled
With the rooms he'd yet to built
And he never heard young Ellen Darby weepin'
Then one night he heard a sound
As he laid his pencil down
And he traced it to her door and turned the handle
And the pale light of the moon
Through the window of the room
Split the shadows where two bodies lay entangled

Ch.

4119. Darby's Ram

Darby's Ram

Wasn't he a big one boys
Wasn't he a big one boys
Wasn't he a big one boys
Before they cut him down

This old ram he had a horn
It reached up to the moon
A man went up in January
And he never got back 'til June

Well the wool that growed on that ram's back
Reached up to the sky
Eagles built their nest in it
For I heard the young ones cry

* Refrain

My daddy had a ol' buck sheep
And then you heard him say



One of the finest ram's sir
And every foot he had sir
That ever fed on hay

He had four feet ot walk sir
And he had four feet to stand
And every foot he had sir
Would cover and acre of land

* Refrain

Now the butcher man that cut him down
Was washed away in the blood
And the little boy that filled the bowl
Was drowned away in the flood

* Refrain

4120. Darcy Farrow

Nanci Griffith - Darcy Farrow
(Tom Campbell - Steve Gillette)

Where the Walker runs down into the Carson Valley plain
There lived a young maiden Darcy Farrow was her name
The daughter of old Dundee and a fair one was she
The sweetest flower that bloomed o'er the range

She was courted by young Vandermeer
And quite handsome was he I am to hear
He brought her silver rings and lacy things
And they promised to marry before the snows came that year

But her pony did stumble and she did fall
Her dyin' touched the hearts of us, one and all
Young Vandy in his pain put a bullet in his brain
And we buried them together as the snows began to fall

They sing of Darcy Farrow where the Truckee runs through
They sing of her beautyin Virginia City too
At dusty sundown to her name they drink a round
And to young Vandy whose love was true

Where the Walker runs down into the Carson Valley plain
There lived a young maiden Darcy Farrow was her name
The daughter of old Dundee and a fair one was she
The sweetest flower that bloomed o'er the range



4121. Dark And Stormy Weather

Dark And Stormy Weather - Carter Family

   Dark and stormy weather
   It still inclines to rain
   The clouds hang over center
   My love's gone away on the train

We met loved and parted
I thought the world of you
You left me broken hearted
To me you proved untrue

I'm leaving old Virginia
There's nothing here for me
I know you love another
In the grave I'd rather be

You told me that you loved me
I believed just what you said
But now you love another
I wish that I was dead

4122. Dark And Thorny

Dark and Thorny
Ralph Stanley

Dark and thorny is the desert
Through which pilgrims make their way
But beyond this vale of sorrow
Lie the realms of endless day

Dear young soldiers do not murmur
At the troubles of the way
Beat the tempest fight with courage
Never faint but watch and pray

He whose thunder shakes creation
He that bids the planets roll
He that rides upon the tempest
And whose sceptre sways the whole

Jesus Jesus will defend you
Trust in him and him alone
He has shed his blood to save you
And will bring  you to his throne

There on flowering fields of pleasure
And the hills of endless rest
Joy and peace and love shall ever
Reign and triumph in your breast



There ten thousand flaming seraphs
Fly across a heavenly plain
There they sing immortal praises
Glory Glory is their theme

See the heavenly host in rapture
Gazing on the shining bands
Wondering at their costly garments
And the laurels in their hands

There upon the golden pavement
See the ransomes marched along
While the splendid courts of glory
Sweetly echo in with their song

Here I see the undershepherds
And the flock they've led below
Here with joy they dwell together
Jesus is their shepherd now

Hail you happy happy spirits
Welcome to the blissful plain
Glory honor and salvation
Reign sweet Jesus ever reign

4123. Dark Around the Moon

Dark Around the Moon
Adrienne Young - Dark Around the Moon

Baby I've got some hard words to say
'Cause once they are said we must go separate ways
But it ain't right, got no peace in my soul
And lately it's taken it's toll

Used to be it was enough to love
Though the closest I got to your hand was a glove
Mindful of your misery I hushed the voice in me

Tried to wrap my love around you like the dark around the moon
Let my love surround you like a cinnamon cocoon
Oh but I have stayed too long in the shade
Blind to my own view
In the dark around the moon

Waters moving underneath ground
Through the veins of this earth in her blue liquid gown
Winding towards her destiny to join again with sea
I had come to regard us this way
That our love was a force too directed to sway
But even rivers must divide when falling rocks collide



Tried to wrap my love around you like the dark around the moon
Let my love surround you like a cinnamon cocoon
Oh but I have stayed too long in the shade
Blind to my own view
In the dark around the moon

Darlin' wrap my love around you like the dark around the moon
Baby let this love surround you like a cinnamon cocoon
Oh but I can stay no more in the shade
Oh blind to my own view
In the dark around the moon

4124. Dark As A Dungeon

Dark As A Dungeon
Composer: Merle Travis
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Come and listen, young fellers, so young and so fine
And seek not your fortune in the dark dreary mines
It will form as a habit and seep in your soul
'Til the stream of your blood runs as black as the coal

   Where it's dark as a dungeon and damp as the dew
   Where the dangers are double and the pleasures are few
   Where the rain never falls and the sun never shines
   It's dark as a dungeon way down in the mines

There's many a man who I've known in my day
Who lived just to labor his whole life away
Like a fiend with his dope or a drunkard his wine
A man will have lust for the lure of the mines 

Well I hope when I'm gone and the ages shall roll
My body will blacken and turn into coal
Then I'll look from the door of my heavenly home
And pity the miner that's digging my bones

4125. Dark As The Night

Dark As The Night

Dark as the night and blue as the day
I'm lonesome, my darling, since you went away
Sometimes I wonder, what made you strangely
Dark as the night and blue as the day

Blue as the sky, there is blues in my heart
It's dark outside since we've been apart



Oh, tell me, please, tell me, why you betrayed?
Dark as the night, I'm blue as the day

Blue as the sky, there is blues in my heart
It's dark outside since we've been apart
Oh, tell me, please, tell me, why you betrayed?
Dark as the night, I'm blue as the day

4126. Dark As The Night Blue As The Day - Chords

Dark As The Night Blue As The Day
Recorded by Michael Cleveland, Dan Tymiski, Vince Gill
Written by Bill Monroe
Nashville Bluegrass Band

C
Dark as the night and blue as the day
                        G7             C
I'm lonesome my darling since you went away

Sometimes I wonder why did you stray
                       G7              C
It's dark as the night I'm blue as the day
            F                         C
Dark as the night there's blues in my heart
                                   G7
It's cold outside since we've been apart
               C
Tell me please tell me why you betrayed
                       G7              C
It's dark as the night I'm blue as the day
 
           F                         C
Dark as the night there's blues in my heart
                                   G7
It's cold outside since we've been apart
               C
Tell me please tell me why you betrayed
                       G7              C
It's dark as the night I'm blue as the day
                       G7              C
It's dark as the night I'm blue as the day

4127. Dark As The Night, Blue As The Day

Bill Monroe - Dark as the Night, Blue as the Day
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Dark as the night and blue as the day



I'm lonesome, my darling, since you went away
Sometimes I wonder, what made you strangely
Dark as the night and blue as the day

Blue as the sky, there is blues in my heart
It's dark outside since we've been apart
Oh, tell me, please, tell me, why you betrayed?
Dark as the night, I'm blue as the day

Blue as the sky, there is blues in my heart
It's dark outside since we've been apart
Oh, tell me, please, tell me, why you betrayed?
Dark as the night, I'm blue as the day

4128. Dark Bird - Chords

Dark Bird
Marty Stuart - Dark Bird

Capo 2

Intro: A

A
On a cool September mornin', in the fall of 2'03,
A                         E                A
A crier from Jerusalem brought the news to me.
      D7
His words were sharp and dreaded, and they made a lonesome sound,
           A
And they snapped my heart in two, like a stick stepped on the ground.
        E
And I cried and cried and cried, at the cutting of the pain,
      A                        E              A
And quietly said goodbye, so long in Jesus' name.

       G              A
Dark bird, watch you fly,
       G               A
Dark bird, to another sky.
          C                              D7
And I'll bet you were a sight, when you hit that cloud of love,
          A                          E         A
And flew out the other side, in the form of a dove.
       A          
Dark bird, dark bird.

Six feet one and a box of steel, in a pretty coat of black,
Well I watched the world, watch themselves, watch your final act.
And I couldn't help but notice, when they laid you in the earth,
A train went by, headed north, for whatever it is worth.
Your voice echoes in the wind, it rumbles through the trees,
But after you've been everywhere, I guess it's time to leave.



Dark bird, watch you fly,
Dark bird, to another sky.
And I'll bet you were a sight, when you hit that cloud of love,
And flew out the other side, in the form of a dove.
Dark bird, dark bird.
  G   A
Dark bird.

4129. Dark Center of the Universe

Iron Horse - Dark Center of the Universe

I might disintegrate into the thin air if you'd like
And I'm not the dark center of the universe like you thought
I might disintegrate into the thin air if you'd like
And I'm not the dark center of the universe like you thought
Well, it took a lot of work to be the man I am
And I'm pretty well sure that anyone can, equally easily work you over
Well, I said something, but I didn't mean it
Everyone's life ends, but no one ever completes it
Dry or wet ice, they both melt and you're equally cheated
Well, it took a lot of work to be the man I am
And I'm pretty well sure that anyone can, equally easily work you over
An endless ocean landin' on an endless desert
It's funny you know, but no one laughs when they get there
If you can't see the thin air than why should you care?
Well, it took a lot of work to be the man I am
And I'm pretty well sure that anyone can, equally easily work you over
Well, you'd tell me you got nothing to say
And I went and shook hands the other day
If you can't see the thin air what's in your way?
I might disintegrate into the thin air if you'd like
And I'm not the dark center of the universe like you thought
Well, it took a lot of work to be the man I am
And I'm pretty well sure that anyone can, equally easily work you over
An endless ocean landin' on an endless desert
It's funny you know, but no one laughs when they get there
If you can't see the thin air than why should you care?
Well, it took a lot of work to be the man I am
And I'm pretty well sure that anyone can, equally easily work you over
Well, God sayin' somethin', but he didn't mean it
Everyone's life ends, but no one ever completes it
Dry and wet ice, both melt and you're equally cheated
Well, it took a lot of work to be the man I am
And I'm pretty well sure that anyone can, equally easily work you over
Well, you'd tell me you got nothin' to say
And I went and shook hands the other day
If you can't see the thin air, what's your way?



4130. Dark Days

Punch Brothers - Dark Days

Mother, listen to my heart. 
Mother, listen to my heart, 
Just as one beat ends, another starts. 
You can hear no matter where you are 
Sister, hide our love away
From the evil we both know.

It can see us through these dark days, 
Though they seem to darken as I go. 
Our love will see us through these dark, dark days sister, '
Til it lights the way back home. 
Sister, hide our love away. 

It can turn the whole world upside down, 
Shake it 'til the sky falls to the ground. 
We don't have to reap the fear they sow, 
Friends, as long as we hide our love away, 
In the good they'll never know. 

It can see us through these dark days, 
Though they seem to darken as I go. 
Our love will see us through these dark, dark days sister, '
Til it lights the way back home. 
Sister, hide our love away. 

Mother, listen to my heart, 
Just as one beats ends, another starts. 
You can hear no matter where you are.

4131. Dark End Of The Street

Dark End of the Street
John Cowan
Flying Burrito Brothers

At the dark end of the street
that is where we always meet
hiding in shadows where we don't belong
living in darkness, to hide alone

You and me, at the dark end of the street
You and me

I know a time has gonna take it's toll
we have to pay for the love we stole
It's a sin and we know it's wrong
Oh, our love keeps going on strong

Steal away to the dark end of the street



You and me

They gonna find us, they gonna find us
They gonna find us love someday

You and me, at the dark end of the street
You and me

When the daylight all goes around
And by chance we're both down the town
Please meet, just walk, walk on by
Oh, darling, please don't you cry

You and me, at the dark end of the street
You and me

4132. Dark Haired True Lover

Dark Haired True Lover - Carter Family

I once had a dark haired true lover
She was all this world to me
She promised herself to another
Now don't you think this was mean

   Take back every word you have spoken
   Let it be as though we never met
   For tonight I'm a poor boy heartbroken
   I'll forgive but I'll never forget

I was young when I wrote my first letter
I blotted the lines with tears
But now I am old I know better
We parted for many long years

Oh Ruth, Oh Ruth how I love you
You just seem to me like a bird
Although you went back on your promise
Although you went back on your word

We parted in the month of September
Some said we parted for life
But I hope someday or another
I'll call you my sweet darling wife

I wish I had someone to love me
Someone to call me their own
For I'm out in this wide world a wandering
I'm tired of living alone



4133. Dark Hand Over My Heart

Richard Thompson - Dark Hand Over My Heart 

Becky loved me and I let her
Wish I could have loved her better
On the day we pulled apart
She primed a time-bomb in my heart

Now there's a shadow hiding
Now there's a horseman riding
Lover of all broken things
Standing waiting in the wings

Sometimes I wonder why
I love and let it die
I can't give, I can't live
Just to hold back, hold back

There's a dark hand, there's a dark hand
There's a dark hand over my heart
There's a dark hand, there's a dark hand
There's a dark hand over my heart

You call me fraud and faker
You call me user, taker
You say I throw you scraps
I prove my strength by holding back

But I shine my honor brightly
Swear my allegiance nightly
But through my hands it slips
The same old demons paint their lips

Sometimes I wonder why
I love and let it die
I can't give, I can't live
Just to hold back, hold back

There's a dark hand, there's a dark hand
There's a dark hand over my heart
There's a dark hand, there's a dark hand
There's a dark hand over my heart

There's a dark hand, there's a dark hand
There's a dark hand over my heart
Oh, there's a dark hand, there's a dark hand
There's a dark hand over my heart

4134. Dark Hollow

Dark Hollow
Composer: Bill Browning



I'd rather be in some dark hollow
Where the sun don't ever shine
Than to be home alone knowing that you're gone
Would cause me to lose my mind

   So blow your whistle freight train
   Carry me further on down the track
   I'm going away I'm leaving today
   I'm going but I ain't coming back

I'd rather be in some dark hollow
Where the sun don't ever shine
Than to be in some big city
In a small room with you love on my mind

4135. Dark Moon

Dark Moon
Ned Miller

Dark moon, way up high up in the sky
Oh, tell me why, oh tell me why
You've lost your splendor
Dark moon, what is the cause your life withdraws
Is it because, is it because I've lost my love

Mortals have dreams of love's perfect schemes
But they don't realize, their love can sometimes bring the

Dark moon, way up high up in the sky
Oh, tell me why, oh tell me why
You've lost your splendor
Dark moon, what is the cause your life withdraws
Is it because, is it because I've lost my love

4136. Dark Mountainside

Carolina Blue - Dark Mountainside

[Verse 1]
I never cared for things love had to offer
I said it wouldn't let it cut me down
But just one look at her, oh how my heart did yearn
For the little girl with her hair sandy brown

[Verse 2]
Just one short month that we had been together
When I thought I would surely make her mine



When I knew that another loved her too
And he stole my little sweetheart in the night

[Verse 3]
For three whole months I followed close behind him
Across the hills and valleys so wide
But when I caught him there, my heart filled with despair
For in that moment, he had took her now

[Verse 4]
Can't you hear them whippoorwills a-cryin'
Just to listen to their sad, mournful sounds
On a dark mountainside, beneath the starry sky
She's sleepin' out there, on the cold, cold ground

[Verse 5]
He fled like a coward in the darkness
And I pursued with everything I had
When he got caught in the brush, I emptied out my gun
And I left him there to face death's bitter judgment

4137. Dark Night Bright Future - Chords

Dark Night Bright Future 
Dolly Parton
 
[Intro]
G   C
 
[Chorus]
C
Dark night, bright future
         F                                     C
Like the phoenix from the ashes, I shall rise again
C
Dark night, bright future
F                                          C
I've been hurt and broken, but I am on the mend
C
Got so much ahead of me
C
The past is gonna set me free
                         G
Learn from it and just believe
     G7              C
That I can touch the sky
 
 
[Verse 1]
C
Everyone knows happiness
C
Everybody grieves



C
We all cry, we all smile
C
Everybody bleeds
C
Everybody has a past, things they wanna hide
        F                         G              C
There's give, take, love, hate in each and Rvery life
 
 
[Chorus]
C
Dark night, bright future
         F                                     C
Like the phoenix from the ashes, I shall rise again
C
Dark night, bright future
F                                          C
I've been hurt and broken, but I am on the mend
C
Got so much ahead of me
C
The past is gonna set me free
                         G
Learn from it and just believe
     G7              C
That I can touch the sky
 
 
[Bridge]
   G
Forgiveness is a magic wand, makes things disappear
               G7
Kindness wipes away regret; hope can conquer fear
G
Tenderness, a soothing balm, healing wounds and scars
G
Love says we can start anew right from where we are
 
 
[Chorus]
     C
Dark night, bright future
    F                                           C
I'm on my way, I'll start today, I'm gonna be alright
C
Dark night, bright future
     F
It's darkest just before the light
                                                                G
And though it's been a long, dark night, blue sky on the other side
 
 
[Outro]
     C
Dark night, bright future
         F                                C



Like the phoenix from the ashes, I shall rise again
                           F
Dark night, bright future, I've been hurt and broken
         G      C
But I am on the mend

4138. Dark Rider

Dark Rider
Chatham County Line

They call him the Dark Rider
On his horse as black as night
He rides the midnight' hour
To' make sure you' boys do right

Mama told me  Son' you d better walk straight 
Get tucked in your bed  fore the hour gets late
 Cause outside your window borne on the wind
The Dark Rider waits to ride again

She called him Dark Rider
On his horse as black as night
He rides the midnight hour
To make sure you boys do right

In a three piece suit, eyes black as the coal
On the turn of the hour, he come for your soul
A golden watch swung from a chain
Where instead of numbers he reads your name

One night I had strayed and come off the path
It happened so easy, happened so fast
And outside my window as I shook and prayed
I swore I heard that jingling chain

Here come the Dark Rider
On his horse as black as night
He rides the midnight hour
To make sure you boys do right

4139. Dark Road - Chords

Dark Road 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
D C G D  x2
 



[Verse]
        D
You're goin' down a dark road
         C
And you find yourself alone
             G                            D
And you are seein' things you never saw before
          D
But the loneliness will leave you
         C
And you find yourself alone
          G                                D
And suddenly the world is knockin' at your door
 
 
[Chorus]
          Am       C           D
And the darkness covers you sometimes
         Am        C                D
And the road is long but it always unwinds
        Am          C         Am             G     D      C G D
And I find if you take your time  you will make it fine
 
 
[Verse]
D                                C
The way I feel inside is not a mirror of my mind
               G
But I cannot find a way
                    D
To be what I should be
         D
With a thousand miles between us
       C
I can feel you in my arms
                   G                    D
Well, it's just a feelin' deep in my memory
 
 
[Chorus]
         Am        C            D
And the darkness covers me sometimes
        Am        C                  D
And the road is long but it always unwinds
       Am          C        Am             G        D      C G D
And I find if you take your time  you will make it fine
 
 
[Lead Break]
D C G D
Am C D
Am C D
Am C Am Am
 
 
        D
And the emptiness that fills me up



     C
Is farther from me now
                G                            D
But it always lingers on the backwoods of my mind
        D
I am falling from the darkness
           C
Up into a swirling light
          G                            D
And I am looking up at what I had to find
 
 
[Chorus]
         Am         C          D
And the darkness covers me sometimes
          Am      C                D
And the road is long but it always unwinds
        Am         C         Am
And I find if you take your time
           G       D   C G D
You will make it fine
 
 
[Outro]
D C G D  D C G D

4140. Dark Road's A Hard Road To Travel

Dark Road's A Hard Road To Travel

   A dark road's a hard road to travel
   A light road is always the best
   A dark road will lead you to trouble
   A light road will lead you to rest

I'm going to see my new jail tomorrow
It's a place I have never been before
And when my woman comes tomorrow
I'll meet her with a smile at the door

Don't ever be downhearted
Where there's a will there's a way
Tomorrow the sun may be shining
Although it is cloudy today

Don't this road look dark and lonesome
Don't the sea look blue and deep
Will you ever think of me darling
When you can not hear me speak



4141. Dark Side Of Life - Chords

Dark Side Of Life
Lucinda Williams      
written by Lucinda Williams

G
Think you never know me
         D 
When you turn and walk away
    G               
You think I don't know the troubles
D             A
You face everyday
D           D7
I know all  about the things
     G
That cuts  you like a knife
      D              A            D       D  A  D  
Yes I know about the dark side of life
G                        D 
Souls on your shoes  are almost worn thru
G                                 D                        A
You've been running hard at best  searching for something new
D              D7
You can search high and low
G
For peace you'll never find
             D             A            D
While you're living on the dark side of life
A                            D
You live on the dark side of life
A                                       D
You can't tell what's wrong and what's  right
          G
You don't look too good 
                           D
There's circles neath your eyes
D                        A            D 
Cause your living on the dark side of life

SOLO

G                      D
You sit on a bar stool all dressed up
G
Your broke and your down
          D          A
And your looking for love
D                      D7                  G
But you won't find the kind of love that's sweet and right
           D             A            D 
While your living on the dark side of life
           D             A            D
Cause your living on the dark side of life

From "A Town South Of Bakersfield Volume 2"



Restless Records 1988
Lucy Jones Music(BMI)

4142. Dark Side Of The World - Chords

Dark Side Of The World
By Robert Earl Keen

Capo 2

A
She said she never really loved you
D                        A
I guess you knew it all along
A
Still you're willing to take the blame
D                        A
For everything that went wrong
E
Now there's an ugly little pistol on the table
      F#m            D
And a letter in your hand
             A                  E
And when the sun goes down this evening
   D          E   A
It won't come up again

Chorus
D                        E
"Cause when you love somebody
A                  D
Like you love that girl
        A                         E 
And she breaks your heart, she'll leave you
       F#m              A
On the dark side of the world
       F#m              A
On the dark side of the world

SHe said she never really thought to
Tell you how the story ends
But come what may and anyhow
You can still be friends

Now your dogtags arelaying on the windowsill
There's a cool breeze blowin' in
And when the lights go out tonight
They won't come up again

Chorus 

Chorus



4143. Dark Skies

Dark Skies
Alison Krauss

I don't need a perfect lover to hold me in the rain
Someone to ease my pain when I feel blue
If I lost you to another think I'd drown down here for sure
Won't you stay with me and be my only cure

   Dark skies may cloud my days but that don't bother me
   As long as I can hold you close to me

I don't need a part-time lover to leave me in the cold
With empty arms to hold when I need you
Tell me that there is no other send the cold wind from my door
Give you all of my love and more if you want me to

4144. Dark Turn Of Mind

Gillian Welch - Dark Turn Of Mind

Take me and love me if you want me
Don't ever treat me unkind
'Cause I had that trouble already
And it left me with a dark turn of mind

Now I see the bones in the river
And I feel the wind through the pine
And I hear the shadows a-calling
To a girl with a dark turn of mind

But oh ain't the nighttime so lovely to see?
Don't all the night birds sing sweetly?
You'll never know how happy I'll be
When the sun's going down

And leave me if I'm feeling too lonely
Full as the fruit on the vine
You know some girls are bright as the morning
And some have a dark turn of mind

You know some girls are bright as the morning
And some girls are blessed with a dark turn of mind



4145. Darkest Hour

Darkest Hour
Glen Phillips

If I lose my faith
Just remind me, just remind me
When my shadow's longer
Stay beside me till it's brighter
How easily I forget
How beautiful to see it once again

In my darkest hour I will be freed

When I close my eyes
I hope to find you, hope to find you
When I leave my body
I want to be ready, willing like you were
I sat beside you then
I felt the warmth as it left your hands

(Chorus)
I've been waiting so long
That waiting was the end
Let this sleeper awaken again

(Chorus)

4146. Darkest Hour

Darkest Hour
The Gibson Brothers (Country)

When the worst I fear's in front of me
When all my strength I don't believe
When all else fails and doesn't do
In my darkest hour I reach for you

Now when life is bright and sailing by
I do realize how little I
Do count each blessing, this is true
In my darkest hour I reach for you

This world can make a man feel small
There's times I feel I don't fit at all
When the losing end is nothing new
In my darkest hour I reach for you
In my darkest hour I reach for you



4147. Darkest Hour Is Just Before Dawn

Emmylou Harris - Darkest Hour Is Just Before Dawn

The sun is slowly sinkin' 
The day's almost gone 
Still darkness falls around us 
And we must journey on 

The darkest hour is just before dawn 
The narrow way leads home 
Lay down your soul at Jesus' feet 
The darkest hour is just before dawn 

Like a shepherd out on the mountain 
A-watchin' the sheep down below 
He's coming back to claim us 
Will you be ready to go 

The darkest hour is just before dawn 
The narrow way leads home 
Lay down your soul 
Let Jesus in 
The darkest hour is just before dawn 
The darkest hour is just before dawn

4148. Darkest Hour Just Before Dawn - Chords

Darkest Hour Just Before Dawn
Recorded Emmylou Harris and Ricky Skaggs
Written by Ralph Stanley
[3/4 time]

C                 F
The sun is slowly sinking 
    C      G7     C
The day is almost gone 
                     F
Still darkness falls around us 
    C       G7      C
And we must journey on 
    F               C
The darkest hour is just before dawn 
                     G7
The narrow way leads home 
    C                 F      C
Lay down your soul at Jesus' feet 
                    G7          C
The darkest hour is just before dawn
                           F
Like a shepherd out on the mountain 
  C            G7           C
A watching the sheep down below 



                    F
He's coming back to claim us 
     C      G7       C
Will you be ready to go

4149. Darkness And Light

Darkness And Light
Yonder Mountain String Band

There was a soldier, there was a lady, there was a lover, who live in town 
There was a battle, in that far country, to that dark land was that old soldier bound 
He held his true love, he kissed her softly, said ?Darlin? fear not, I?ll come back around? 
From a rear window, the lover watching?watching as her tears fell to the ground 
The nights grew cold, her heart grew lonely, along the streets she would walk and she?cry 
Her heart was tender, her thoughts went yonder, she?d gently kiss the ring she?d wear upon 
her finger 

Distance makes the heart grow fonder 
But passion makes the fire bright 
Loneliness and Confusion 
Darkness and Light 

One night while dreamin?, she saw her true love, by the old rock he sat a-weepin? 
His eyes were shinin?, his head turned skyward, asking ? God above, how could this be?? 
She jumped up from her bed, her heart was pounding?she went out to calm herself in the coo
l night air 
She started roamin?, by the edge of town, while the lover watched her go all alone 
She soon grew weary, her body tired, by an old rock wall she settled down 
Her lover approaching?approaching gently, lonely love was his favorite hunting ground 
The very next morning, the lady rising, she felt confusion, like never before 
She awoke in her own bed with a tender feeling thought she heard the sound of her sweet sol
dier aproachin 
A knock came upon the door, she jumped up running, only to see a strange soldier with med
als a-shinin? 
He said ?Sad lady?sad news I bring you?Your soldier died last night while the bullets were fly
in?
No, no, no, this can?t be?for just last evening, my soldier sang to me love?s true song? 
Wracked with confusion, she fell a-weepin?, while the lover, from his window watched all alon
g?

4150. Darkness And The Light

Trampled by Turtles - Darkness and the Light

Colorado was so nice
but I'm Minnesota's son
Even when the cold winds blow
in the darkness and the light



And the young folks search for meaning here
and the old folks know there's none
Out your window you can see the world
Babe it's turning, and it's gone

And the stars at night
why do they make you cry?
Don't you think that I'll be coming home?

Well it's not like Sunny, Monterrey in all the Steinbeck books you read
Where the hobos know the secrets and the law turns their head
We are as close to paradise even though you might not hear it said
And the Methodists all bring a dish to share with the ashes on their head

And when the sun's in the sky
we'll have a class outside
Why do you think that I can be so cold?

I'm not scared of much here anymore
wait, friends, that was a lie
'Cause I'm scared to death of losing you
to be alone, high and dry

And I know you worry
about time and money
but don't you know those things, they come and go?

4151. Darkness On The Face Of The Earth

Emmylou Harris
Darkness on the Face of the Earth (1998)

[Verse 1]
The morning that you left me was just another day
How could I see the sorrow that had found me
And then you left and told me that I was in your way
And I turned and ran as heaven fell around me

[Verse 2]
I stumbled through the darkness my footsteps were unsure
I live within a world that had no sunshine
But when you left me darling my world came to an end
And there was darkness on the face of the earth

[Chorus]
And the stars fell out of heaven, the moon could not be found
The sun was in a million pieces scattered all around
Why did you ever leave me? You knew how it would hurt
And now there's darkness on the face of the earth

[Instrumental Break]



[Chorus]
The stars fell out of heaven, the moon could not be found
The sun was in a million pieces scattered all around
Why did you ever leave me? You knew how it would hurt
And now there's darkness on the face of the earth
[Outro]
And now there's darkness on the face of the earth

4152. Darkness On The Playground

Desert Rose Band - Darkness on the Playground

There's trouble on the streets in this land of the free
Freedom has a price and you know it don't come cheap
When our children are tempted left all alone
Seeking the values they can't find at home

There's darkness on the playground where did right go wrong
It's nobodys fault but it's here just the same
Some kind of disease and no one takes the blame
Oh you can say to me what's the use

Play too hard you know you'll light the fire
There's darkness on the playground will we win or will we lose
Darkness taking all of your dreams
Living in shadows is not what it seems

Hold on hold me you don't have to die
Arms out reaching for a new life
To turn away is easy to follow only fools
And the way back in is hard it's a brand new set of rules

I can't show you any more lies
I only hope that you realize
There's darkness on the playground and nothing left to hide

4153. Darlin' - Chords

Darlin'
Recorded by Jeanne Pruett
Written by Ray Griff
 
G
Darlin' dearest darlin'
C             G              D7
Put your arms around me baby please
G
Darlin' dearest darlin'
C                G    D7         G



Kiss me one more time before you leave
   D7
If you must go be on your way 
                                  G
Before I start and beggin' you to stay with me
    D7
I'm getting weak from being strong 
                                  A7         D7
First thing that you know I'll be down on my knees
G
Darlin' dearest darlin'
C            G               D7
Always in my heart and in my thoughts
G
Darlin' dearest darlin'
C                G    D7         G
Havin' loved you once I'll never stop
Darlin' dearest darlin'
C             G              D7
Put your arms around me baby please
G
Darlin' dearest darlin'

4154. Darlin' Boys

Darlin' Boys - The Dillards

[E]Well up on the middle of the mountain side
Where the red and the gray squirrels play
[A]And the sound of a fiddle [E]when the old man died
Would'²ve carried his soul a-[C#m]wa-aay.

[E]And some boys hammered on the steel all day,
And some put a furrow in the ground.
But nobody did it like the darlin' boys
When the fiddle and the bow c[C#m]ame do-own
When [E]the fiddle and the boy came down.

[B]Oh the darlin'² boys, they all dressed funny,
An the darlin' boys, they talked real slow.
But nobody didn it like the darlin' boys,
[A]when it came to the old ban-jooo,
When it came [E]to the old banjo.

Well down in the middle of a one horse town
Where the people stand up [B]high.
They pay by the gallon, [E]when the boys came down,
Cause the little [C#m]town was dry-yyy.

[E]For the darlin'² boys, they trapped on the river,
And darlin'² boys made shine [A]in the night.
Nobody did it like [E]the darlin' boys,
When the time of the moon was [C#m]ri-iight.



[E]When the time of the moon was right.

[B]Well the darlin'² boys, they all dressed funny,
An the darlin' boys, they talked real slow.
But nobody didn it like the darlin'² boys,
[A]when it came to the old ban-jooo,
[E]when it came to the old banjo.

[B]Well the darlin' boys, they all dressed funny,
An the darlin'² boys, they talked real slow.
But nobody didn it like the darlin' boys,
[A]when it came to the old ban-jooo,
[E]when it came to the old banjo.

4155. Darlin' Brown Eyes

Darlin' Brown Eyes

The moon was shining last night
You're many miles from my side
As the train rolls on I'm thinkin' of home
And my little darlin' brown eyes

My little darlin' don't cry
You're little darlin' brown eyes
You're mine you're mine to love all the time
You're my little darlin' brown eyes

The train was on the fly
I watched the stars in the sky
The break of dawn and the hills of home
You're my little darlin' brown eyes

I've come back darlin' brown eyes
I've come back darlin' don't cry
Back to stay, never to stray
You're my little darlin' brown eyes

* Refrain

4156. Darlin' Commit Me - Chords

Darlin Commit Me
Steve Earl - Darlin Commit Me

G
darlin im beggin, down on my knees
                      D
darlin im pleadin, insanity



G
you sign the papers, i'll gladly go
G                                   D
darlin commit me, and i cant take it no more

i'd be so happy, and you would be too
you'd have my money, and i'd have my own room
go call the judge girl, lord no need to wait
darlin commit me before its too late
               C
and it'd be so peaceful
            A
it'd be so quiet
         G                 C       D     G
aint no clock to punch no time no day no night
               C
no books about it
              A
no checks to bounce
     D (hold)
just four warn, rubled walls and no way out

G
so i'll lock up my body, set my soul free
                       D          G
darlin commit me and swallow the key

i know you miss me but theres, no need to greave
you get the parts and the baskets i weave
i said that im dead girl, people talk so they know
darlin commit me and no one will know

wont have to worry no more girl
i been looney bin
hey play parcheezy, ill play with my looney friend
wont have to comb my hair girl
i wont have to shave
i wont have to race the guy next door
to see whos the first one in his grave

ive been so frantic, with all the psychotic chew
darlin commit me its the least you can do x2

4157. Darlin' Do Not Fear

Brett Dennen - Darlin' Do Not Fear

When I arrived in my own set of clothes
I was half a world away from my home
And I was hunted by the wolves and I was heckled by the crows
Darlin' do not fear what you don't really know
Alongside my innocence I laid in bed awake
Conflicted in these chains with the impetus of age



But like a phantom she crept across the floor and out the window
Darlin' do not fear what you don't really know
From this place on the mantle my heart was taken down
Scattered in a thousand little pieces on the ground
And out below the streetlamp like an orphan with a halo
Darlin' do not fear what you don't really know
'Cause it won't last - the worries will pass
All your troubles they don't stand a chance
And sometimes it takes more than a lifetime to know
Darlin' do not fear what you don't really know
The confidence is full with your faith etched in stone
And I let clean comfort you from the wild unknown
So bury your burning hatred like a hatchet in snow
Darlin' do not fear what you don't really know
If you have a broken heart or a battered soul
Find something to hold on to or to let go
To help you through the hard nights like a flask filled with hope
Darlin' do not fear what you don't really know

4158. Darlin' Do Not Fear - Chords

Darlin Do Not Fear 
Brett Dennen

C  G   C   G   F   G  C     G  C  [2x]
 
C         F           G           C
When I arrived in my own set of clothes,
C                 F         G
I was half a world away from my home.
         F                              G               C
And I was hunted by the wolves and I was heckled by the crows.
C               F                G          C   G  C
Darlin', do not fear what you don't really know.
 
Alongside my innocence, I laid in bed awake.
Conflicted in these chains with the impetus of age.
But, like a phantom, she crept across the floor and out the window.
Darlin', do not fear what you don't really know.
 
From its place on the mantle my heart and was taken down
scattered in a thousand little pieces on the ground
And out below the street lamp like an orphan with a halo
C               F                G          C
Darlin', do not fear what you don't really know
 
BRIDGE 1:
C               F  G   C                F  G  A
'Cause it won't last - the worries will pass.
Am                         Em          Am
All your troubles they don't stand a chance.
Am      F                            G           C
And sometimes it takes more than a lifetime to know.



C               F             G            C
Darlin', do not fear what you don't really know.
 
C  G   C   G   F   G  C   G  C   CM7   C
 
 
Your confidence is full as your faith etched in stone.
And neither could comfort you from the wild unknown.
So, bury your burning hatred like a hatchet in the snow.
Darlin' do not fear what you don't really know.
 
If you have a broken heart or a battered soul,
Find something to hold on to or to let go
To help you through the hard nights like a flask filled with hope.
Darlin', do not fear what you don't really know.
 
BRIDGE 2:
'Cause it won't last - your worries will pass.
All your troubles they don't stand a chance.
And it always hurts the worst when it's the ones we love the most.
Darlin', do not fear what you don't really know.
 
Sometimes your path is marked in the sky.
Sometimes you're forced to fit in between the lines.
Sometimes all that you can do is say no.
Darlin', do not fear what you don't really know.
 
I said, when I arrived in my own set of clothes,
I was half a world away from my home.
And I was hunted by the wolves and I was heckled by the crows.
Darlin', do not fear what you don't really know.
 
                       F             G            C
I said, Darlin' do not fear what you don't really know.
              F  G
We said, Darlin' do not fear...

4159. Darlin' Do You Know Who Loves You

Darlin Do You Know Who Loves You

Darlin do you know who loves you
Do you know whose heart you won
I'll be lonely here without you
When these parting words do come

Take me back to my old country
Let me hear the lonesome dove
Where a blue eyed girl is waiting
For this mountain boy to love

Can't you see the sun a sinkin'
Over the mountains over the sea



Where the days will last in memory
It may be the last of me

Take me back to Roanoke valley
Gently lay me down to rest
Place a kiss upon my forehead
For I'm the boy who loves you best

4160. Darlin' Don't You Know That's Wrong

The Lonesome Sisters - Darlin' Don't You Know That's Wrong 

Darlin don't you know that's wrong
Darlin don't you know that's wrong
You love another woman and you don't love me
Darlin don't you know that's wrong

Can't get along with you
Can't get along with you
Work for my money, give it all to you
What else can a poor girl do?

Can't get a letter from home
Can't get a letter from home
Train's on the track, I can't get it back
Can't get a letter from home

Who's gonna shoe your feet
who's gonna glove your little hands
who's gonna kiss your rosy red cheeks
when I'm in a foreign land?

Papa's gonna shoe your feet
mama's gonna glove your little hand
her baby's gonna kiss your rosy red cheek
when I'm in a foreign land

Darlin don't you know that's wrong
Darlin don't you know that's wrong
You love another woman and you don't love me
Darlin don't you know that's wrong

4161. Darlin' Kate

Emmylou Harris - Darlin' Kate

So it's finally come,
You have left this world,
But we'll miss our Kate,



Our darling girl!
We held your hand,
Kissed your lovely brow,
And bid farewell
You're sailing now

Free from the pain
You laid that burden down,
But you're strong and giving heart,
Will surely be your crown

As you slip the surly bonds of earth
And sail away
Perhaps we will meet again 
Somehow, some day

Until then, there's nothing we can do but wait,
To see once more, 
Our darling Kate

All those nights we sang
And talked 'til the sun come up,
You fed our souls, 
You filled our cup
With your perfect words 
And oh that voice,
We fell in love, 
We had no choice.

And I can't say 
For sure where you have gone,
But in that place 
I'm bettin' there's a better song

For we've all known down here,
The taste of joy and strife
You were the sweetest note
In the chord of life.

Now you've slipped the surly bonds of earth,
And sailed away
Perhaps we will meet again 
Somehow, some day
But if there was one name I could consecrate
It would be yours
It would be Kate

4162. Darlin' Nellie Gray

Darlin Nellie Gray

There's a low, green, valley on the old Kentucky shore
Where I've whiled many happy hours away,



Just a sitting and a singing by the little cottage door
Where lived my darling Nellie Gray 

When the moon had climbed the mountain, and the stars were shining too
Then I'd take my darling Nellie Gray
And we'd go floatin down the river in my little red canoe
While my banjo sweetly I would play 

One night I went to see her, but she's gone the neighbors say
And the white man had bound her with his chain
They have taken her to Georgia for to wear her life away
As she toils in the cotton and the cane 

   Oh, my poor Nellie Gray, they have taken you away
   And I'll never see my darling, anymore
   I'm sitting by the river and a weeping all the day
   For you've gone from the old Kentucky shore 

Now my canoe is under water, and my banjo is unstrung
I am tired of living, anymore
My eyes shall be cast downward, and my songs will be unsung
While I stay on the old Kentucky shore 

Now I'm getting old and feeble, and I cannot see my way
I can hear someone knocking on my door
I can hear the angels singing, and I see my Nellie Gray
So farewell to the old Kentucky shore 

   Oh, my darling Nellie Gray, up in heaven, so they say
   And they'll never take you from me, anymore
   I'm coming, coming, coming, as the angels clear the way
   So farewell to the old Kentucky shore

4163. Darling Alalee

Darling Alalee
Traditional - Yonder Mountain Stringband

1. Sweet Alalee, so dear to me
She's gone for ever more
My home was down in Tennessee
Before the cruel war

Ch. Then carry me back to Tennessee
There's where I long to be
Among the fields of yellow corn
With my darling Alalee

2. Oh why did I from day to day
Keep wishing to be free
And from my master run away
And leave my Alalee



Ch.

3. They said that I would soon be free
And happy all the day
And if they'll take me back again
I'll never run away

Ch.

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - Country Songs Old & New

4164. Darling Corey

Darling Corey (Darlin' Corey) (Darling Cora)
Flatt & Scruggs

   Wake up wake up darling Corey
   What makes you sleep so sound
   The revenue officers are coming
   They're gonna tear your still house down

Well the first time I seen darling Corey
She was sitting on the banks of the sea
Had a forty-four around her body
And a banjo on her knee

Go away go away darling Corey
Quit hanging around my bed
Your liquor has ruined my body
Pretty women gone to my head

Dig a hole dig a hole in the meadow
Dig a hole in the cold cold ground
Dig a hole dig a hole in the meadow
Gonna lay darling Corey down

Can't you hear those bluebirds a singing
Don't you hear that mournful sound
They're preaching darling Corey's funeral
In some lonesome graveyard ground

Wake up wake up Darlin Corey
And go get me my gun
I ain't no man for fightin'
But I'll die before I run

4165. Darling Daisies



Darling Daisies - Carter Family

When first I met my darling daisies
Down by the garden wall
I was walking along the street so shady
I was going for a twilight call

   I love to sing and dance among the roses
   Down by the garden wall
   Tis there I'd like to meet my daisies
   When I make a twilight call

She was sleeping in a bed of roses
Dreaming of the by and by
While the little birds around were singing
Up above the branches so high

If you want to see a bright eyed beauty
Bright as the stars that shine
Just come and go with me some evening
To see this pretty girl of mine

4166. Darling Dear - Chords

Darling Dear 
Dead Horses

[Intro]
D Em G D Em G
 
[Verse 1]
D                   Bm    D             Em              G
There's holes in my shoes and there's a light inside of you
              D        Em G
I can't quite recognize
D             G                  Em              G
Cracks in the sidewalk, children swimming in the leaves
D                      Em G
I can't quite recognize
 
[Verse 2]
A                              G                  D
Oh, ya know, let's lay one low in the alley where we used to meet
A                                G                             D
Oh, ya know, let's take it slow. There's room to grow, there's room to grow
G               Em   D
There's room to grow
 
[Instrumental]
D G Em G D Em G
 
[Verse 3]
D
Oh little girl inside of me,



          Em                    G
I'm sorry for the things you've seen,
        D      Em G
My baby darling
 
[Verse 4]
D
Nothing hurts quite worse
              Em                G
Than when the ones you love the most
                 D         Em G
Can't stop their suffering
 
[Chorus]
A
Oh, ya know, my darling dear,
          G                D
There's a light that takes away all fear.
A
Oh, ya know, my darling dear,
     G          D
It's okay to be happy here.
     G          Em
It's okay to be happy!
 
[Instrumental]
G D Em G D Em G A C G A C G
 
[Verse 5]
G      D                  G
Are we born with pain and shame and greed
Em                         G
Are we meant to house such suffering?
        D              Em G
Tell me what you think.
 
[Verse 6]
D                     Bm       D
I think we're born to live and love
    Em                G
And count the endless stars above
D
While we're here.
 
[Chorus]
A
Oh, ya know, my darling dear,
          G                D
There's a light that takes away all fear.
A
Oh, ya know, my darling dear,
     G          D
It's okay to be happy here.
     G          Em    G D
It's okay to be happy!
 
[Outro]



Em G D Em G A G D A G C G D G C G D G C G D G Em G D G

4167. Darling Do You Know Who Loves You

Stanley Brothers - Darling do you know who loves you

Darlin do you know who loves you
Do you know whose heart you won
I'll be lonely here without you
When these parting words do come

Take me back to my old country
Let me hear the lonesome dove
Where a blue eyed girl is waiting
For a mountain boy to love

Can't you see the sunlight sinkin
Over the mountains over the seas
Where the days will last in memory
It may be the last of me

Take me back to roanoke valley
Gently lay me down to rest
Place a kiss upon my forehead
I'm the boy who loves you best

4168. Darling Girl

Mandolin Orange - Darling Girl

It's a darling girl, my darling girl.
With eyes as dark as night and a heart so true, and just so strong, set to live a darling life.
As years roll by, she'll grow up fine.
She'll sing a silent song, she'll find your piano, She'll find her voice.

She'll sing all the days long.
I'm waiting on a ghost, to show her loving arms.
Sweet Marie, I can see your faint light shining down on me.
Go call on a brother, and a sister too.

Go call on all the town.
Tell them all today, your darling girl is to wear a wedding gown.
Though it all came so fast.
Ten years soon past, before there was room for three.

My sister will grow, my mother will know, soon there will be room for me.
I'm waiting on a ghost.
To show her loving arms.
Sweet Marie, I can see, your faint light shining down on me.



Like an old toy top, spins and stops.
Or tag and last walks in the bar.
A long summers wait, come winding down.
She'll be married in the fall.

Now she sleeps with you Marie.
Bitter sweet as this whole world.
But they tell me soon, my sister soon will have a darling girl.
I'm waiting on a ghost.
To show her loving arms.
Sweet Marie, I can see, your faint light shining down on me.

4169. Darling Little Joe

Darling Little Joe (Little Joe) - Carter Family
John Duffey

1. What will the birds do mother in the spring
When they come together the crumbs around my door
Will they fly from the trees and tap upon the window
And why Joe wanders out no more

2. What will the kitten do mother all alone
Will he stop from his frolic for a day
Will he lay on the rug by the side of my bed
And he did before I went away

3. What wil Thomas the old gardener say
When you ask him for flowers for me
Will he give you the rose he has tendered with care
The first fairest bloom from the tree

4. "Keep Tag, Mother, my poor little dog.
I know he will mourn for me too.
Keep him 'til old and useless (unless) he grows.
Sleepin' the whole summer through.

5. Show him the coat, Mother,that I used to wear.
Of his master, who then will be dead.
Speak to him often and kindly of Joe.
And pat him on his brown shaggy head."

6. And you dearest mother will miss me for a while
But in heaven I'll no larger grow
Can any kind angel will know at the gate
When you ask for your darlin' little Joe

When you ask for your darlin' little Joe



4170. Darling Nellie Across The Sea

Darling Nellie Across The Sea
The Carter Family - Hylo Brown

Oh the night was dark and stormy
When this message came to me
It was from my darling Nellie
Who is far across the sea

 Oh dear Jack I know I'm dying
I've no friends or parents nigh
But remember dearest Jackie
There's a home for us on high

Oh dear mother I must leave you
I must go across the sea
I must find my darling Nellie
Who so dearly cared for me

 I was wondering through the grave yard
When found where Nellie lay
It was there my heart was broken
It was there I knelt and prayed

Now I'm left alone in sadness
On the fields the flowers wave
And the girl I love is sleeping
In the cold and silent grave

 Lay me where my Nellie's sleeping
Close beside her let me lie
Where the blooming flowers are creeping
There oh lay me when I die

4171. Darling Nelly Gray

Darling Nelly Gray

There's a low green valley by the old Kentucky shore
Where we've whiled many happy hours away
A-sitting and a-singing by the little cottage door
Where lived my darling Nelly Gray

Oh my poor Nelly Gray, they have taken you away
And I'll never see my darling any more
I'm a-sitting by the river and I'm weeping all the day
For you're gone from the old Kentucky shore

One night I went to see her but "she's gone" the neighbors say
The white man bound her with his chain
They have taken her to Georgia to wear her life away
As she toils in the cotton and the cane



* Refrain

4172. Darling, I'm Living In The Past

Darling, I'm Living In The Past

You told me that you loved me and always would be mine
But now you've gone and left me with troubles on my mind
Everybody told me that our love wouldn't last
There's nothin' in my future so I'm living in the past

Tear drops heart ache
I knew that our love wouldn't last
Lonely worried
Darling I'm living in the past

Some day I know your new love is gonna let you down
But I'll be waiting for you I'll still be around
Now you're free and happy living much too fast
While I'm blue and lonely and living in the past

4173. Darryl

Darryl
Lake Street Dive

[Chorus]
Darryl
I'm over the barrel for you
You were my Pharaoh
I was your Cleopatra too
A little sparrow
Told me that you had been untrue
And now I'm feral
And I look terrible thanks to you

[Verse 1]
I change myself every day, watch what I say
I play dumb when you treat me like a little Frosted Flake
But goddamn, say couldn't you, couldn't you
Just this once try treating me fair?

[Chorus]
Darryl
I'm over the barrel for you
You were my Pharaoh
I was your Cleopatra too
A little sparrow



Told me that you had been untrue
And now I'm feral
And I look terrible thanks to you

[Verse 2]
Look what you turned me into
A jealous shrew
I flew three thousand miles just to find
She had the same name too
Now what a shit thing to do
Couldn't you, couldn't you have found a Jane or a Carol?

[Bridge]
I wasn't crazy 'fore I met ya
And I'll be fine once I let you go, oh-oh
And rest assured that I will
But certainly not until
I'm done playing with my kill

[Verse 3]
I've run a nasty campaign playing dirty games
No shame in hangin' my laundry on the line
How you like your newfound fame
I won't share in this blame
Wouldn't you, wouldn't you wanna go back and try to repair?

[Outro]
(Darryl)
(I'm over the barrel)
(You were my Pharaoh)
(A little sparrow)
(And now I'm feral)
(Darryl)
(I'm over the barrel)
(You were my Pharaoh)
(A little sparrow)
(And now I'm feral)
(Darryl)
(I'm over the barrel)
(Darryl)

4174. Darwettia's Mandolin

Darwettia's Mandolin
Guy Clark

Now down in Greasy Bend
They're picking up a storm again
The bridge across the Washy Talls swayin'
You can hear it on the wind
Hear the music never ends
Darwettia's mandolin keeps playing



Now ever hope all comin' out that holler
Used to leave a secret mark upon her days
It was a sign to all the others who might find her
Sayin' stop awhile and visit, man
She will feed you beans and biscuits, man
And fixin' boiling cabbage
Down yonder while you wait

Slow down in Greasy Bend
They're pickin' up a storm again
The bridge across the Washy Talls swayin'
You can hear it on the wind
Hear the music never ends
Darwettia's mandolin keeps playing

Now yonder comes a peddler in his wagon
He's got pots and pans and lots of shiny things
And he promised young Darwettia
He would have him

Not no box of candy-kisses
No not, no dolly-dishes
Her one and only wish is purse
Is for some brand new mando strings

So down in Greasy Bend
They're pickin' up a storm again
The bridge across the Washy Talls swayin'
You can hear it on the wind
Hear the music never ends
Darwettia's mandolin keeps playing

Yes my momma's mandolin keeps playing
Two, three, four
One more

4175. Daughter Of The Vine - Chords

Daughter Of The Vine
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Benny Williams

C                                F                C
A blind man can see darkness and when the shadows fall
                                   G7
I quickly close the curtains of my mind
  C                              F               C
I hear the voice of yesterday so sweetly when it calls
                    G7              C
And I reach for the daughter of the vine
                              F                 C
Happiness is dead and gone my dreams have flown away
                                         G7



Like captive birds free from the trap of time
  C                       F               C
Tomorrow is a silent song forgotten yesterday
                   G7              C
When I turn to the daughter of the vine
    F                        C
The fingers of forgetfulness caress my troubled brain
                                    G7
And gently wipes her memory from my mind
      C                          F                 C
Those healing hands of happiness soon take away my pain
                   G7              C
As I reach for the daughter of the vine
                           F                 C
On the sea of sorrow their pride's a sinking ship 
                                   G7
So abandon it and leave your hopes behind
     C                         F                     C
Your crutches are not broken although your wings are clipped
                         G7              C
You'll be rescued by the daughter of the vine
    F                        C
The fingers of forgetfulness caress my troubled brain
                                    G7
And gently wipes her memory from my mind
      C                          F                 C
Those healing hands of happiness soon take away my pain
                  G7              C
As I cling to the daughter of the vine
                  G7              C
As I cling to the daughter of the vine

4176. Daughter's Lament

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Daughter's Lament
(from "The Hunger Games" soundtrack)

"Come in, come in my father dear
And spend this hour with me
For I have a meal
And a very fine meal
I fixed it up for thee, thee
I fixed it up for thee."

"No, I ain't comin' in.
No, I ain't comin' in
To spend this hour with thee
For I have to go down in the mines
I'll return this night to thee, thee
I'll return this night to thee."

Then she got up her arrow and bow



Her arrow and her string
And she went down to the forest deep
And sweetly she did sing, sing
And sweetly she did sing

Up spoke-up spoke a mockingjay
Up from a willow tree
Saying, "You had a father in the mines
Who's gone this day from thee, thee
Who's gone this day from thee."

"Woe be, woe be mockinjay.
Woe be, woe be to thee.
I'll send an arrow through your heart
For to bring such news to me, me
For to bring such news to me."

Up spoke-up spoke that mockingjay,
"Don't waste your time with me.
Go home and mind that pretty little girl
Her father no more to see, see
Her father no more to see."

And she went home to her house that night
That house so cold and mean
And she held her sister close to her side
And never more did sing, sing
And never more did sing

4177. David & Me

Jerry Jeff Walker - David & Me

It's a one, two, it's a one, to, three, yea
Hey, come on in, sit down my friend
Sure good to see you again
Put your feet up, there's wine in a cup
And there's no fences to mend
Haven't seen your smile for quite a while
So just unwind, relax your mind
Let the time go by
Say, how is your lady
She still just as crazy?
What the hell was her name?
Oh, Trudy, yea
Remember the night we both got so tight
We never did catch a plane?
We sat and played guitar in that terminal
We sure had a ball, must have played them all
It made the time go by
You still live upstairs?
Your cats are all there
And your dozen guitars?



They say we all changed
But I feel the same and I know that you are
They always said we played 'em much too long
But tell me, what's a song
Don't it carry on and make the time go by?
I live in the west, Texas, I guess
Old Austin's the best
I?m building a house
Ten miles to the south
The old bird's gonna nest
The radio gonna play our songs sometimes
And make me smile, erase some miles
And make the time go by
Time as we know it
Yes it's a long old road that we ride down my friends
Yes, it's a long old road that we ride
But I know we?ll make it through
We?ll make it to the end
Yes, friends, we'll make it, you and I
Hey, come on in, sit down my friend
Sure good to see you again
Put your feet up, there's wine in a cup
And there's no fences to mend

4178. David's Song - Chords

David's Song
Recorded by David Houston
Written by Billy Sherrill and Glenn Sutton

C                             F
As I sit here in this Loser's Cathedral  
G7                                  C
I hear the sad songs that the jukebox played
                                      F
Then I dream about Where Love Used To Live dear    
G7                             C
And all the things that I let slip away                                    
F
With that One Exception I had never cheated    
G7                                 C
But Temptation And Wine they both were strong
                                        F
Now we're left with the Marriage On The Rocks dear      
G7                              C
Where used to stand a Sweet And Happy Home
                                  F
I'm still singin' the song Almost Persuaded    
G7                                  C
And darlin' You Still Mean The World To Me
                                     F
And I'm sure that we could always be together   
G7                                C



If you'd only Have A Little Faith in me                                 
F
Now you're back and Already It's Heaven    
G7                            C
And I should Thank My Lucky Stars above
                                   F
That My Woman's Good To Me and now forever      
G7                           C
We'll Be Livin' In A House Full Of Love

4179. Dawn's Early Light

Yonder Mountain String Band - Dawn's Early Light (Live)

That old prairie wind is blowing.
I can feel it on my face.
As a land rolls out before me.
Everything now
is in its place.

My old home
no, I'll never go to.
My old home
I'll never see.
For I must ride now
across these flat lands
fleeing the man go'ed
and murdered me.

By the dawn's early light
oh, I'm gonna saddle up and ride.
By the dawn's early light
ride through the night
into the dawn's early light.

In the state of Indiana
lived the man who killed my son.
I shot his ass dead.
I did in Indy.
After ten long years on the road.

But that old man he was not a loner.
Had two brothers, don't you see?
They flipped a coin.
Down to their fate decide
which one would come and murder me.

By the dawn's early light
oh, I'm gonna saddle up and ride.
By the dawn's early light
ride through the night
into the dawn's early light.



Sun comes up and down in a valley
In the air sensation over me.
And I see cold men up around the corner.
Both of the brothers riding right in front of me.

Down in a valley its two against one.
All men reaching for their guns.
Three. Three. Three shots
fire down in a valley.
Two men dying in the morning sun.

By the dawn's early light
now my boy laying by my side.
By the dawn's early light
as I lay me down to die
in the dawn's early light.

By the dawn's early light
now, I'm gonna saddle up and ride.
By the dawn's early light
ride through the night
into the dawn's early light.

Riding along
into the night

4180. Day After Day

Day After Day
Darrell Scott

Dad never started drinking 'til he was thirty-five
And once he found the power
He made up for his lost time
Go outside and catch a cricket, then unplug the phone
Said their singing kept him company
When we'd leave him alone

Those were days of feeling awkward
Being seventeen and such
Hoping I could find some comfort
In a deacon's daughter's touch
I'd spend time out in the desert
Feeling lonely with a friend
And we'd talk about leaving
But it was years before we did

Oh the time moves slow
And you can't go where you want to go
But, oh the time slips away
Day after day, day after day
Day after day



Well I found myself a genie
Said she'd grant a wish for me
And all I had to do for her
Was love her endlessly
So I asked my dad about it and he said
Son, life's a game we play
So I closed my eyes, held her and said
Take me away

Let's live in a lighthouse on the Maritime shore
And we'll hang a wreath to loneliness
Upon our lighthouse door
But we never made the ocean, she never followed through
She said the day she left
You know, I really thought you knew

Oh the time moves slow
And you can't go where you want to go
But, oh the time slips away
Day after day, day after day
Day after day

Well I went back home to see my dad
And I walked through the door
To his photographs of Hank and Johnny
Lying on the floor
Hank had a hole shot through his mouth
And Johnny in the head
There were crickets in the hallway
And Dad awake in bed

He was sitting in the darkness
With just a cigarette light
Said he went a little crazy
Sometime in the night
I never asked him about the pictures
Though it was clear to me
He shot 'em for the life
And the man he wouldn't be

Oh the time moves slow
And you can't go where you want to go
But, oh the time slips away
Day after day, day after day
Day after day

Oh the time moves slow
And you can't go where you want to go
But, oh the time slips away
Day after day, day after day
Day after day

Day after day, day after day
Day after day



4181. Day After Day - Chords

Day After Day 
Pokey LaFarge

[Intro]
/ (Em*)         // Em**   C7* B7* / Em*            / A*      D*     /
/ G              / D              / D              / G              /
/ G              / D              / D              / G              /
 
[Verse 1]
         G                                    D
I got to have my coffee when I wake up in the morning,
         D                             G
I got to have my tea when the sun goes down.
      G                             D
Every page of my life, the same old story,
        D                             G**  B7**
nine to five, day after day, I can be found.
 
[Chorus 1]
Em*      B7*        C7*   B7*     Em**    C7**
Hangin' around that water cooler (workin' everyday),
Em*     B7*   C7*        B7*     Em**    C7**
five o' clock can't come sooner (workin' my life away).
Em*             B7*        C7*   B7*    Em**    C7**
Waitin' for the evening to roll around (workin' everyday),
   Em*      B7*       C7*     B7*    Em**      A7* D*
my shift is over, I'm highway bound, day after day.
G                       D
I get no relief when my working day is done,
        D                                            G*
just to sit in rush hour man, you know that ain't no fun.
 
[Interlude]
/ G              / D              / D              / G              /
/ G              / D              / D              / G**    B7**    /
 
/ Em**   C7* B7* / Em**     C7**  / Em**   C7* B7* / Em**   A7* D7* /
/ G              / D              / D              / G*             /
/ G              / D              / D              / G*             /
/ G              / D              / D              / G*    (B7**)   /
 
/ Em**   C7* B7* / Em**     C7**  / Em**   C7* B7* / Em**   A7* D7* /
/ G              / D              / D              / G              /
 
[Verse 2]
G                                                 D
I could be sailing off the coast of some tropical island,
D                                     G
leanin' in the shade of some big palm trees.
            G                                               D
I should be out, chasin' girls or sitting at home, learning violin,



          D                                            G**   B7**
and doing all those other things I said I'd do eventually, instead I'm ...
 
[Chorus 2]
Em*      B7*        C7*   B7*     Em**    C7**
Hangin' around that water cooler (workin' everyday),
Em*     B7*   C7*        B7*     Em**    C7**
five o' clock can't come sooner (workin' my life away).
Em*             B7*        C7*   B7*    Em**    C7**
Waitin' for the evening to roll around (workin' everyday),
   Em*      B7*       C7*     B7*    Em**      A7* D*
my shift is over, I'm highway bound, day after day.
G                       D
I get no relief when my working day is done,
        D                                   G
just to sit in rush hour man, you know that stuff just ain't no fun.
 
[Outro]
           G                              C
I pray for no more water coolers, five o' clock to come much sooner,
          G**       D**            G**               C7**
that some day, some night, sweet relief will come to meÂ¨,
G** D**   G    G  D                     D
day after day.      (Workin' every day)
G                       G D                    D        G*
  (Workin' my life away)    (Workin' every day)
A7*   D7* G* G*

4182. Day After Forever - Chords

Day After Forever
recorded by George Jones
written by Max D. Barnes

C                                 F
If you think you can depend on me you're right you can
       G7                              F              C
If you think that I'm in love with you you're right I am
                          F
But nothing lasts forever all good thing's must end
         C      G7        C
And it's only a matter of time

          F                    C
Day after forever I'm out that door
               G7                    C
One way or the other to return never more
                  F                  C
Don't count on me baby for I will be gone
          G7                           C
Day after forever honey you're on your own

                                       F



If you think I love you more than life you're right I do
       G7                                F                 C
If you think you're in my heart and soul you're right it's true
                             F
But I must leave you someday although I worship you
         C      G7        C
And it's only a matter of time

          F                    C
Day after forever I'm out that door
               G7                    C
One way or the other to return never more
                  F                  C
Don't count on me baby for I will be gone
          G7                           C
Day after forever honey you're on your own
          G7                           C
Day after forever honey you're on your own

4183. Day Before Temptation

The Steeldrivers - Day Before Temptation

I know playin' with fire will get you burned
You'd think that'd be a lesson that I've learned
It goes back to the start of God's creation
That old whisper has a name, it's called temptation

It's down a dead end road, straight to nowhere's where it goes
When the high is gone, you'll be left out in the rain
Soakin' wet with sin, on your knees and you'll begin prayin' for a way
To go back to the day before temptation

It'll dress you up in 100 dollar bills
It'll make you smell like whiskey and cheap thrills
Keep one hand on the wheel or you'll be taken
On a shotgun ride with a driver called temptation

It's down a dead end road, straight to nowhere's where it goes
When the gas is gone, you'll be left out in the rain
Soakin' wet with sin, on your knees and you'll begin prayin' for a way
To go back to the day before temptation

Oh don't you let it catch you by surprise
It'll stab you in the back just like a knife
It'll take your house, your kids and your wife
Brother if you let him, he'll damn sure take your life

It's down a dead end road, straight to nowhere's where it goes
When the deal is gone, you'll be left out in the rain
Soakin' wet with sin, on your knees and you'll begin prayin' for a way
To go back to the day before temptation



'Cause there ain't no way to go back to the day before temptation

4184. Day By Day

Brett Dennen - Day by Day

Day by day
Minute by minute
That's how we're living

4185. Day Dream

Linda Ronstadt - Day Dream

Funny the way that I feel now
Can't keep my feet on the ground
Everything seems unreal now
When you're not around

Day dream
Why do you haunt me so?
Deep in a rosy glow
The face of my love you show

Day dream
I walk along on air
Building a castle there
For me and my love to share

Don't know the time
Lordy, I'm in a daze
Sun in the sky
While I moon around, feeling hazy

Day dream
Don't break my reverie
Until I find that he
Is daydreaming just like me

Don't know the time
Lordy, I'm in a daze
Sun in the sky
While I moon around, feeling hazy

Day dream
Don't break my reverie
Until I find that he
Is daydreaming just like me



4186. Day Drinker - Chords

Day Drinker
Recorded by Johnny Duncan
Written by Sonny Curtis

C                    G7
Day drinker habitual no-count drunk 
                C
And bum all day long
Em  F               G7            F
Day drinker I ain't had one sober thought 
G7             C
Since you been gone
                         
I find the livin' on the byway 
F                             C    G7
Trying to make a dollar and a dime
C
I beg and spend my salary 
F
On a ninety cent room at some hotel
  G7          F      C       G7             C
A twenty cent jug of bootleg sneaky beatin' wine
Repeat #1
My life's a mere existence 
F                  C   G7
A daily search for wine
C
But if I had resistance 
    F
I'd find myself a good woman to love
G7           F       C       G7             C
Forget about you and bootleg sneaky beatin' wine

4187. Day Drinkin'

Tom T Hall - Day Drinkin'
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Hey Dave, you know when we get home
We're really gonna catch it, what's our excuse this time?
Well dear, we'll just tell 'em, we're sittin' up
With this real sick friend of mine, an amazin' brain

You know we just stopped there, 'bout one short stop
Here we are out on a binge
Hey, we got no trouble, just doing our number
Day drinkin' again



Day drinkin' again, we're real good friends
Tellin' the waitress how we won the war
Day drinkin' some more

Hey, you remember that time when we was in Pittsburgh
Ooh man, she was a beautiful dream
You got smashed, locked out on the hallway
With nothin' on but your DVDs, you didn't have to tell ********

Hey let's have a pizza, I'm starving to death
We've been drinkin' since 10, 9.30
Ooh it is fattenin', ah, but then booze is happenin'
Day drinkin' again

Ah Dave, did you see that movie
Where this old gal took off all her clothes
No, I missed that, was that on TV?
I gotta spend more time at home, channel three, oh

Waitress would you tell the guys in the band
Play a song for me and my friend?
Hey, the gray speckled bird and a wild Irish flute
Day drinkin' again

Day drinkin' again, we're real good friends
Tellin' the waitress how we won the war
Day drinkin' some more

And now we ought to go home
The neighborhood ladies are playin' bridge with our wives
We'll just stop by them and sing them this song
I bet they'll be awfully surprised, I don't doubt it

Hey, we're out of money, well, gimme a dime
We'll call one of our friends
Hello buddy there, this is David and Tom
Day drinkin' again, day drinkin' again

4188. Day Drinking

Little Big Town - Day Drinking

[Verse 1]
Everybody's always waiting on Friday
Watching that clock and sitting on go
Whatcha' say we find a little warm sunshine
An open umbrella on the patio
I don't need a reason or a happy hour
Ain't hangin' 'round for a fireworks show
Get a head start, a little sip of somethin'
Off and running, here we go
One, two, three, here we go



[Chorus]
Don't wanna wait 'til the sun's sinking
We could be feeling alright
I know you know what I'm thinking
Why don't we do a little day drinking?
Why don't we do a little day drinking?

[Verse 2]
Blame it on the work day
Blame it on the heatwave
Blame it on the tick-tock movin' too slow
Blame it on any old thing you want to
Ready, get set, baby, here we go

[Chorus]
Don't wanna wait 'til the sun's sinking
We could be feeling alright
I know you know what I'm thinking
Why don't we do a little day drinking?
[Bridge]
Day drinking, d-d-d-day drinking
Day drinking, d-d-d-day drinking

[Chorus]
Why don't we do a little day drinking?
Don't wanna wait 'til the sun's sinking
We could be feeling alright
I know you know what I'm thinking
Why don't we do a little day drinking?
Don't wanna wait 'til the sun's sinking
We could be feeling all right
I know you know what I'm thinking
Why don't we do a little day drinking?
Why don't we do a little day drinking?
Why don't we do a little day drinking?

4189. Day In The Life Of A Fool

Keith Whitley - Day in the Life of a Fool

A Day In The Life Of A Fool
Morning comes and I'm alone ...
It's been a year since you've been gone 
But it seems like yesterday ,you said goodbye 
I'm finding ways to pass the time ,so i wont lose my mind
But my every waking hour I think of you 
That's just a day in the life of a fool 
The one who's holding out for only you 
Knowing all along your love for me is true 
It's just a day in the life of a fool

You would think I'd learn by now , to forget it all some how .



But my favorite memories were made with you 
So every moment that I have , I live them in the past 
Even though theres no way back to where we were 

Thats just a day in the life of a fool 
The one who's holding out for only you
Knowing all along your love for me is true 
It's just a day in the life of a fool
It's just a day in the life of a fool

4190. Day In the Life Of A Railroad Spike

Day In the Life Of A Railroad Spike
Balsam Range

I come from Alabama
Just south of Birmingham
Born in the back of a steel yard
Where they made me what I am

Well, I wound up on a freight train
It was Colorado bound
Well, then that big John Henry
Put me in the ground

Through the heat of the summer, dead of the night
Blindin' rain and bright sunlight
Tell my story any way you like
Another day in the life of a railroad spike

I've seen the silver leaving Leadville
And the girls from Cripple Creek
Rich folks ridin' from Aspen
On their way to Pike's Peak

At the top of this old mountain
With the red rocks and columbines
I guess I'm gonna be here
Until the end of time

Through the heat of the summer, dead of the night
Blindin' rain and bright sunlight
Tell my story any way you like
Another day in the life of a railroad spike

Through the heat of the summer, dead of the night
Blindin' rain and bright sunlight
Tell my story any way you like
Another day in the life of a railroad spike



4191. Day Is Done - Chords

Day is Done
Recorded by Peter, Paul and Mary
Written by Peter Yarrow

G                  Am
Tell me why you're crying my son
D7                            G
I know you're frightened like everyone
Em                       Am
Is it the thunder in the distance you fear
Bm                C         Am
Will it help if I stay very near 
D7   G
I am here           
C               G
And if you take my hand my son            
D7                   G
All will be well when the day is done           
C               G
And if you take my hand my son            
D7                   G
All will be well when the day is done       
D7          G           D7          G
Day is done day is done day is done day is done                   
Am
Do you ask why I'm sighing my son
D7                                 G
You shall inherit what mankind has done
Em                     Am
In a world filled with sorrow and woe
Bm            C           Am
If you ask me why this is so 
D7             G
I really don't know

Repeat #2                    

Am
Tell me why you're smiling my son
D7                             G
Is there a secret you can tell everyone
Em                    Am
Do you know more than men that are wise
Bm                  C           Am
Can you see what we all must disguise 
D7                  G
Through your loving eyes

Repeat #2       

D7          G           D7          G
Day is done day is done day is done day is done



4192. Day Of Liberty

Rhiannon Giddens - Day Of Liberty

[spoken]
The "Good Time Coming" is almost here!
It was long, long, long on the way!
Now run and tell Elijah to hurry up Pump
And meet us at the gumtree down in the swamp
To wake Nicodemus today

[spoken]
Nicodemus, the slave was of African birth
And was bought for a bagful of gold;
He was reckon'd as part of the salt of the earth
But he died years ago, very old
'Twas his last sad request so we laid him away
In the trunk of an old hollow tree;
"Wake me up!" was his charge, "at the first break of day --
Wake me up for the great Jubilee!"
Fellas don't you see the light
The day of liberty's coming, coming
Almost gone, the gloomy night
The day of liberty's coming
Hi-ho, we gladly sing
Aloud, loud our voices ring
Good news, the Lord he bring
Now let my people go, oh
Just you look and see that light
The day of liberty's coming, coming
Almost gone, the gloomy night
The day of liberty's coming
The Union folks they wait so long
We think they never was coming, coming
And Secesh he got so strong
We think they never was coming
Now Uncle Abe he say
Come, Massa, while you may
And for the slave he'll pay
For he must let us go, oh
Just you look and see that light
The day of liberty's coming, coming
Oh, the blessed, blessed sight
The day of liberty's coming

[spoken]
He was a prophet -- at least was as wise --
For he told of the battles to come;
And he trembled with dread when he roll'd up his eyes
And we heeded the shake of his thumb
Though he clothed us with fear, yet the garments he wore
Were in patches at elbow and knee;
And he still wears the suit that he used to of yore



As he sleeps in the old hollow tree
Just you look and see that light
The day of liberty's coming, coming
Almost gone, the gloomy night
The day of liberty's coming

[spoken]
Nicodemus was never the sport of the lash
Though the bullet has oft cross'd his path;
There were none of his masters so brave or so rash
As to face such a man in his wrath
Yet his great heart with kindness was filled to the brim --
He obeyed who was born to command;
But he long'd for the morning which then was so dim --
For the morning which now is at hand
By folks in this sweet trust
The day of liberty's coming, coming
We will fight and die for us
The day of liberty's coming
Yes, yes, we'llfight and sing
Loud, loud our voices ring
Soon, soon, the mighty king
Will let his people
Just you look and see that light
The day of liberty's coming, coming
Now we'll help the Yankees fight
The day of liberty's coming
Oh, the Lord will bring it right
The day of liberty's coming, coming
From this dreadful bloody fight
The day of liberty's coming
Shout, everyone shout and sing
Aloud, let your voices ring
Soon, soon the mighty King
Will let his people go, oh
Just you look and see that light
The day of liberty's coming, coming
Yes, the Lord will bring it right
The day of liberty's coming

[spoken]
'Twas a long weary night -- we were almost in fear
That the future was more than he knew;
'Twas a long weary night -- but the morning is near
And the words of our prophet are true
There are signs in the sky that the darkness is gone --
There are tokens in endless array;
For when the storm which has seemingly banished the dawn
Only hastens the advent of day
Just you look and see that light
The day of liberty's coming, coming
Yes, the Lord will bring it right
The day of liberty's coming



4193. Day Of Rejoicing - Chords

Day Of Rejoicing
Recorded by The Oak Ridge Boys
Written by Henkle Little and Powell Sager

G                    D7         G
In this world I have known many loved ones
               D7       G   G7
Whose faces no longer I see
    C                          G
Someday I shall cross  ore the river
                        D7          G
To heaven where they're waiting for me
                  D7      G
Often times in my fancy I see them
                  D7           G   G7
In robes pure and white as the snow
        C                     G
They're waiting for me in the portal
                D7           G
So each day I'm preparing to go
D7                           G
Rejoicing (day of rejoicing) rejoicing (day of rejoicing)  
         Em         A7       D7
When the face of my Savior I see
G                                       C           Am
When with loved ones we've known gather round God's repose
       D7                   G
What a day of rejoicing for me
D7                           G
Rejoicing (day of rejoicing) rejoicing (day of rejoicing)  
         Em         A7       D7
When the face of my Savior I see
G                                       C           Am
When with loved ones we've known gather round God's repose
       D7                   G     C           G
What a day of rejoicing for me (rejoicing for me)

4194. Day On The Sand - Chords

Day On The Sand 
Railroad Earth
 
Capo on 6
 
Em
 
    [verse1]
C      G/B   D/A    C D
Oh   my    love    the long day unwinds
So many memories Underneath these pines
The house down the old road it still looks the same



But no one to greet us down the gravel lane
 
    [chorus]
       G           D          Em
We don't need to go      Till you're ready to go
I don't need to know     Till you want me to know
Let me sing you a song So you know where I'll stand
C
(lots of nonchordtones in the melody)
With my hand in your hand
 
Em
Em C
Em C G/B
 
    [verse2]
Oh my love sheath to unbind
So many knotted endings to unwind
A box full of letters A long time ago
A lifetime of love That you didn't even know
 
    [chorus repeats]
 
Em (noodling up top)
She's sailing on
C        D
Sailing on
 
    [verse3]
A song and a story         Upon land of prayer
The wind and the water  The sun and the air
A day of redemption         A day on the sand
A shell full of ash                 Let it fly from your hand
 
    [chorus repeats]
  
She's sailing on
Sailing on
  
C      G/B    D/A............

4195. Day The Laid Mary Away

carter family day they laid mary away
Recorded by: Anita Carter (w/The Carter Family)

[1] The chill of December, still [4] makes me Re-[1]-member
*(The Day They Laid Mary A-[5]-way)
A [1] Room full of Flowers, and [4] long silent [1] Hou-urs
And outside the [5] Sky turned to [1] Gray [1-7]

Bridge 1:
([4] She was so happy the [1] Day we were Wed



And she [2] lived just a year to the [5] Day)
I'll [1] never forget it, I'll [-4] always Re-[-1]-gret it
(The Day They Laid [5] Mary A-[1]-way)

We all sat there Crying and Prayed for the Dying
(The Day They Laid Mary Away)
And while we were Weeping, she rested there Sleeping
But we knew that she couldn't Stay

Bridge 2:
(We stood at the Grave when the last Rites were Read)
And the Parson had nice things to Say
Then as she Descended, the World for me Ended
(The Day They Laid Mary Away)

4196. Day The World Stood Still

Mac Wiseman - Day the world stood still
Composer: Jerry Foster - Bill Rice

One day you came along and spoke so tenderly
You kissed me oh so sweet and gave your love to me
One moment in my life I clung to every thrill
Time was a precious thing the day the world stood still

For one day in my life you brought me happiness
You stopped the lonely world with all your tenderness
I can't get over you I guess I never will
Time was a precious thing the day the world stood still

The day the world stood still and you were only mine
I held you close to me and stopped the hands of time
I can't get over you I guess I never will
Time was a precious thing the day the world stood still

Time was a precious thing the day the world stood still

4197. Day To Day - Chords

Day To Day 
Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen
 
Capo 3
[Intro]
G  D  Am  Em :
 
[Verse]
G                                        D
Day to day, just ain't the same without you



 Am                                                   Em
When I'm out there searching for the things I need to do
         G                               D
We can talk, about the times we need to see
 Am                                      Em
with understanding the man, I'm try'n to be
 
 
 
Chorus:     C            G          B              Em
There are oceans between us, And I cannot seem to swim
       C                    G         B                  Em
And I know that I Love You, And your heart I've tried to win
 
[Verse]
 
       G                     D
I can try, and Love You from here
 Am                                          Em
But distance holds the key, that I'm lost to fear
       G                   D     Am                                     Em
All I want is our love to stay, but every time I've come I've had to go away
           C                    G      B              Em
There are roads out before me, and I cannot take them all
          C                         G          B             Em
With me wheels a turning forward, you're love, no more will fall
 
 
[Solo]
G  D  Am  Em :    C  G   B    Em
 
 
VS. 4  G                        D                              Am                Em
I can tell, time to head there are, with thoughts of all our space will seem too far
     G                              D                    Am               Em
So forgive me for the things I do, and I'm sorry for the pain I put you though
         C                        G        B               Em
And my heart is slowly breaking, and your love no more is mine
        C                      G         B                 Em
It has faded with the sunset, but in my mind will always shine.
 
Solo of 3 instruments and finish 
G  D  Am  Em :  C  G   B    Em

4198. Day Trader

Day Trader - Hot Buttered Rum

Buy low sell high, just don't let your life pass you by
While you are sitting there in front of your computer screen

Life is more than just a dream, it's the gift for which we die
Life is flowing like a stream let it take you for a ride



When you wake up you will find, that you've been there all the time
Try to open up your mind, just remember to be kind
And open up your mind, just remember to be kind
And open up your mind, just remember

Buy low sell high, just don't let your life pass you by
While you are sitting there in front of your computer screen

Drive fast fly high, look out the window as your world goes by
Stop frequently and mingle with the scenery

Life is more than just a dream, it's the gift for which we die
Life is flowing like a stream just don't let it pass you by
When you wake up you will find, that you've been there all the time
Try to open up your mind, just remember to be kind

And open up your mind, just remember to be kind
And open up your mind, just remember

Drive fast fly high, look out the window as your world goes by
Stop frequently and mingle with the scenery

And in the end, did you make it rich or make a friend
And in the end, it's not the buck you made but how you spend your time, so

Buy low sell high, just don't let your life pass you by
While you are sitting there in front of your computer screen

And open up your mind, just remember to be kind
And open up your mind, just remember to be kind

4199. Day You Said Goodbye - Chords

Day You Said Goodbye
Allison Moorer

[Intro]
B E B E
 
[Verse 1]
  B                       E
When the first hint of sunshine
 B                         E
Peeks between the window blinds
G         A               B
  And the morning hits my   pillow
F#                           E
The sweetest dream is left behind
 
[Verse 2]
B                            E
  I'd rather die than face a new day
  B                      E



'Cause I always wake to find
G          A               B
  That I'm feeling just as lonely
F#                      E
As the day you said goodbye
 
[Chorus]
G#m                          D#7
Can you feel me reaching for you
B7                   E
In the middle of the night?
G          A                B
  What I'd give to hold you darling
F#                      E
Oh within these arms of mine
 
[Instrumental]
B E B E  B E
G A B F# E
 
[Chorus]
G#m                          D#7
Can you feel me reaching for you
B7                   E
In the middle of the night?
G          A                B
  What I'd give to hold you darling
F#                     E
  Within these arms of mine
 
[Verse 3]
B                            E
Oh all my heartache would be over
B                        E
  If my dream came true one time
G        A                B
  Then I wouldn't have to live with
F#                     E
  The day you said goodbye
    B   E     B   E     B   E     B   E
Goodbye   goodbye   goodbye   goodbye
 
[Outro]
B E B E
B E B E
B E B E
B E B

4200. Daybreak

Daybreak
Sierra Hull - Daybreak



Take me to a place
Where love is all I feel when I see your face
All I need to do is close my eyes and open my heart
And let you move

[Chorus]
Oh daybreak, something' bout daybreak
Breaks my heart in so many ways
Oh daybreak, somethin' bout the way the day breaks
And it's all that I can take, to make it through the day
After daybreak
When I see the sun
It feels like my whole world has just come undone
Cause I think of him, and how it seems our hearts just couldn't ever win
And how it had to end

[Chorus]
Just like daybreak - something' bout daybreak
Breaks my heart in so many ways
Oh daybreak, somethin' bout the way the day breaks
And it's all that I can take, to make it through the day
After daybreak

[Bridge]
I close my eyes, and feel you alive
Lord, help me find a way
To face the day

[Chorus]
Oh daybreak - something' bout daybreak
Breaks my heart in so many ways
Oh daybreak, somethin' bout the way the day breaks
And it's all that I can take, to make it through the day
After daybreak
Take me to a place
Where love is all I feel when I see your face

4201. Daydream Quarantina - Chords

Daydream Quarantina 
Town Mountain

[Intro]
D
 
[Verse 1]
D
Been wearin out these ol floorboards, seems like forever
                                               A
Yes I'm kindly acquainted with every divot and line
         A
Tryin to keep all my senses and hold it together
                                                      D



But I just can't hold nothin with these hands full of time
          G
Even the devil himself kicked me off his damn playground
                                         A
Sayin  boy ain't ya got nothin better to do 
                A
Said he's got a luncheon with Bezos and a meeting in Congress
                                                D
Yeah there's much bigger fish to attend himself to
 
[Chorus]
         G                      A
Yes I'm drowning the hours with dreams of the day
        D                     G
When we all get together and raise us some Cain
     D                             A
Hells bells will be ringin and the ol crowd singin
A                                  D
So adios amigo til we see you next spring
 
[Verse 2]
D
Done a whole lotta starin at this OO Martin
                                                 A
Tryin to write about something ain't no one else done
         A
Maybe a heavenly stairway or a great bird of freedom
                                                D
Don't it seem like the good stuffs already been sung
       G
But I just keep on diggin, put my back right into it
       G                                        A
For to find you a diamond you gotta stay in the dirt
         A
Now it's three in the morning, nothing much to show for it
                                     D
but a good case of bad posture and a stain on my shirt
 
[Chorus]
         G                      A
Yes I'm drowning the hours with dreams of the day
        D                     G
When we all get together and raise us some Cain
     D                             A
Hells bells will be ringin and the ol crowd singin
A                                  D
So adios amigo til we see you next spring
 
[Verse 3]
D
Tried to divvy my rations but math ain't my strong suit
                                                  A
Now I'm three months and counting on a two week supply
     A
Been grinding up stems and seeds for good measure
                                             D
And sniffing the fumes when the bottle runs dry



           G
But better days they're a comin yeah we'll be howling again boys
                                        A
I can see it so clearly when I close my eyes
            A
Beneath the neon shinin, in a great congregation
       A                      NC
We'll lift up our bottles and sing one for Prine
 
[Chorus]
         G                      A
Yes I'm drowning the hours with dreams of the day
        D                     G
When we all get together and raise us some Cain
     D                             A
Hells bells will be ringin and the ol crowd singin
A                                  D
So adios amigo til we see you next spring

4202. Daylight

Alison Krauss - Daylight

Daylight falls and I'm lost in the big parade.
Hold my hand, darling, I'm afraid of the daylight.
Shade is dark.
Cool and languid for life or love.
Safe in shadows; never stark as the daylight.
As the daylight.

When I was just knee high,
My Momma told me, never try,
To be someone that I am not.
Yet over time I had forgot,
The wandering child, so lost at play:
He's found himself but he can't find his way,
In the daylight.
Oh, the daylight.

Ooh, daylight.
Ooh, daylight.

Life is short, and there's no turning back the time.
Fragrant meadows and rocks to climb in the daylight.
In my mind,
There's a corner I need to turn.
Lessons lived is a lesson learned in the daylight.
In the daylight.

I miss the forest shade,
You took me there, the promise I made,
To never leave the dark so deep.
Safe and soothing, yet I fear,



As I recall and now reflect,
I see it's safer to connect,
To the daylight.
Oh, the daylight. (Light.)

Ooh, daylight.
Ooh, daylight.

(Instrumental break).

Daylight falls and I'm lost in the big parade.
Hold my hand, darling, I'm afraid of the daylight.
Of the day...

4203. Daylight - Chords

Watchhouse - Daylight
  
[Intro]
Dm F Bb Dm F Bb Dm
  
[Verse]
             Dm
Daylight had spoken
                F
So clear and so plain
                  Bb
I'm the keeper of nothing
           Dm
But an old flame
              F
Consuming the shadows
              Bb
Caught in the light
           Dm   C
Blinded by hunger
               Bb
And fed to the night
                F
And darling you came to me
       C                     Dm
Like a dream in this endless blight
 
 
[Interlude]
 
F Bb Dm
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
             Dm
My heart was reaching



           F
So tangled and twined
                  Bb
Like vines in the willows serpentine killer
            Dm
Bound by its climb
          F
Glory was calling
                   Bb
She wailed and she whined
           Dm     C
Higher and higher
               Bb
Leave it all behind
                F
And darling you came to me
       C                   Dm
In the glory I'd longed to find
 
 
[Interlude]
 
F Bb Dm F Bb Dm
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
                Dm
My search was unending
            F
And my soul was bare
                Bb
And darling you came to me
                Dm
Like a midnight flare
              F
Out o'er the ocean
              Bb
The stars had all gone
             Dm    C
My heart was broken
          Bb
Lost and alone
            F
Darling you came to me
       C                 Dm   F Bb Dm
Like a beacon leading me home

4204. Daylight Strangers Midnight Friends - Chords

Daylight Strangers Midnight Friends
Written and recorded by Mel Street
 



C                    F                    Dm
A lovely little cafe on the other side of town
C                     Dm               G7
A hidden corner table with no one else around
C                       F                  Dm
Reaching for a lifetime in just an hour or two
C                          G7                   C
Knowing when we leave here I can't go home with you
 
F        C          F  C        F
Daylight strangers     midnight friends
C                         Dm                G7
Knowing we should give in afraid it's gonna end
C                              F             Dm
And every time's the last time time and time again 
C                  G7           C
Daylight strangers and midnight friends
 
                    F                Dm
Lying in the shadow of an unfamiliar room
C                         Dm                  G7
Making plans and promises that never can come true
C                      F                 Dm
Clinging to each other for just a moment more
C                               G7                   C
Knowing that we'll be strangers when we walk out the door
 
F        C          F  C        F
Daylight strangers     midnight friends
C                         Dm                G7
Knowing we should give in afraid it's gonna end
C                              F             Dm
And every time's the last time time and time again 
C                  G7           C
Daylight strangers and midnight friends

4205. Days Aren't Long Enough

Steve Earle - Days Aren't Long Enough

[Verse]
Another year has come and gone
Another circle around the sun
Another thousand tears have fallen
I don't ever count 'em 'cause
I'm surrounded by your love
And days are never long enough

[Verse]
Four more seasons on parade
Show their colors then they fade
But that won't happen to us, darling
We'll remember how it was



Then begin again because
Days are never long enough

[Chorus]
Time's never late, isn't bound by our fate
Try as we may, love might never be found, if we wait
Until the sun comes up on another day, my love
Days are never long enough

[Chorus]
Time's never late, isn't bound by our fate
Try as we may, love might never be found, if we wait
Until the sun comes up on another day, my love
Days are never long enough

4206. Days Aren't Long Enough (Performance)

Steve Earle - Days Aren't Long Enough (Performance)

Another year has come and gone
Another circle 'round the sun
Another thousand tears have fallen
I don't ever count 'em 'cause
I'm surrounded by your love
And days are never long enough
Four more seasons on parade
Show their colors, then they fade
But that won't happen to us, darling
We'll remember how it was
Then begin again because
Days are never long enough
Time's never late
Isn't bound by our fate
Try as we may
Love might never be found if we wait
Until the sun comes up
On another day, my love
Days are never long enough
Time's never late
Isn't bound by our fate
Try as we may
Love might never be found if we wait
Until the sun comes up
On another day, my love
Days are never long enough

4207. Days Aren't Long Enough - Chords



Days Aren't Long Enough
Steve Earl - Days Aren't Long Enough

Capo 2
Intro (C) (G) (Am) (E) (F) (C) (F) (G)

(C) Another (G) year has come and (Am) gone
Another (E) circle round the (F) sun
Another (C) thousand tears have (F) fal-(G)-len
(C) I dont (G) ever count em (Am) cause
Im sur-(E)-rounded by your (F) love 
And days are (G) never long e-(C)-nough (G)

Four more seasons on parade
Show their colors then they fade
But that wont happen to us, darlin
Well remember how it was
Then begin again because 
Days are never long enough

(C) Times never (G) late
Isnt (Am) bound by our (G) fate
(C) Try as we (G) may
Love might (Am) never be (G) found if we (C) wait
Un-(G)-til the sun comes (Am) up
On a-(E)-nother day my (F) love
Days are (G) never long e-(C)-nough (G)

Harmonica solo (C) (G) (Am) (E) (F) (C) (F) (G)

4208. Days Can Turn Around

Days Can Turn Around
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]
You know my mama always said
Water your garden and make your bed
There's nothing like a' little' peace of mind
And' the best things in life take' time
Mm

[Verse 2]
Sometimes you don't know 'til you try
Staring up at the moon, you got stars in your eyes
Never turn down cold champagne
Don't change your plans for a little rain

[Chorus]
Sometimes you're up, sometimes you're down
Sometimes your heart's in the lost and found
Your mind's in the clouds but you're stuck on the ground
When you least expect it, days can turn around
Days can turn around



[Verse 3]
I see you've got those tears in your eyes
You told yourself you'd never compromise
You were ridin' high and maybe you blew it
Now you can't go around, you gotta go through it
[Chorus]
Sometimes you're up, sometimes you're down
Sometimes your heart's in the lost and found
Your mind's in the clouds but you're stuck on the ground
When you least expect it, days can turn around
Days can turn around, days can turn around
Ooh

4209. Days Of '49

Days Of '49
Traditional

I'm old Tom Moore, I'm a bummer sure in the good old golden days.
They call me a bummer and a gin-sack too, but what cares I for praise?
I roam around from town to town just like a roving sign,
And the people all say there goes Tom Moore, in the days of '49.

Chorus after every verse:
In the days of old, the days of gold, how often I remind.
In the days of old when we dug up the gold
In the days of '49.

My comrades they all loved me well that jolly craven crew.
A few hard cases I recall though they all were brave and true.
Whatever the pinch they would never flinch they would never fret or whine.
Like good old bricks they stood the kicks in the days of '49.

There was New York Jake the butcher's boy, he was always getting tight,
And every time that he got full he was spoiling for a fight.
Then Jake rampaged against a knife in the hand of old Bob Syne.
And over Jake, they held a wake, in the days of '49.

There was Poker Bill one of the boys who was always in a game.
Whether he lost, whether he won, to him it was the same.
He would ante up and draw his cards and go about full blind.
In a game of death Bill lost his breath in the days of '49.

There was Rag-Shag Bill from Buffalo I never will forget.
He would roar all day and roar all night, and I guess he's roaring yet.
One day he fell in a prospect hole, a roaring bad design.
And out that hole there roared Bill's soul in the days of '49.

Of all the comrades I have had there is no one left to boast.
I'm left alone in my misery like some poor old wandering ghost.
As I pass by from town to town they call me the wandering sign.
There goes Tom Moore, a bummer sure, in the days of '49.



4210. Days Of Dark

Dierks Bentley - Days of Dark

[Verse 1]
You can't make a wish, on a star, when they're all burnt out
You can't find that hope, swallowed up, in the deepest dark

[Pre-Chorus 1]
The light at the end of the tunnel's a train
You're tied to the tracks with the heaviest chains

[Chorus]
Let's chase away, the storms and the rain
And the days of dark (oh-oh-ohh)
Your hand in mine, there's no better time
Or a place to start (oh-oh-ohh)
Let's raise a glass, to the pain of the past
And never look back on these broken hearts
Bright red horizon, the sun started shining
So open your eyes, and let's say goodbye
To the days of dark! (oh-oh-ohh, oh-ohhh)

[Verse 2]
It's good to feel you kiss, a smile, back on my face
It's good to feel that rush, of blood, back in my veins

[Pre-Chorus 2]
Let's dance through the fire, break out of this cage
Let's turn off the music, and let's turn the page

[Chorus]
Let's chase away, the storms and the rain
And the days of dark (oh-oh-ohh)
Your hand in mine, there's no better time
Or a place to start (oh-oh-ohh)
Let's raise a glass, to the pain of the past
And never look back on these broken hearts
Bright red horizon, the sun started shining
So open your eyes, and let's say goodbye
To the days of dark! (oh-oh-ohh, oh-ohhh)

[Bridge]
Still in the weeds, not out of the woods
But something in my heart
Tells me that this is the start
Of something good (1,2,3,4...)

[Chorus]
Let's chase away, the storms and the rain
And the days of dark (oh-oh-ohh)
Your hand in mine, there's no better time
Or a place to start (oh-oh-ohh)



Let's raise a glass, to the pain of the past
And never look back on these broken hearts
Bright red horizon, the sun started shining
So open your eyes, and let's say goodbye
To the days of dark! (oh-oh-ohh, oh-ohhh)
The days of dark! (oh-oh-ohh, oh-ohhh)
Hey!

[Instrumental]

4211. Daytime Of Life

John Hartford - Daytime of Life

I wake in the dawn of the cold misty dew light
Kickin' and drinkin' warm milk while I'm cryin'
In the sterilized smell of my unsure surroundings
Feelin' warm hands as I'm passed back and forth

And I'm wigglin' and crawlin' and reaching out slowly
Strange sounds at my elbow but no way to make them
The shapes of big colors and lights all around me
Comin' to grips with the cold hard linoleum

Pushin' and pullin' as I travel in circles
Unsure on my knees as I crawl towards the table
Unsteady on legs as I'm findin' my balance
My legs stretchin' out and a wish to go walkin'

Out in the road in the gravel and sunshine
Out on the earth with my feet in the short grass
The shadows of barn and garage learnin' quickly
A switch to my bottom and on the bed cryin'
In the dawn of the mornin' the vague early mornin'
At the start of the daytime of life

Standin' out here by an old pile of lumber
A long shiny track that's still silently ringin'
And the last southbound freight that was two o'clock passin'
And I in my Levi's my cigarettes twisted
In the arm of a t-shirt I'm smart like a rooster

You stand here in front of me heavily breathin'
Your long brown hair matted with sweat as we're silent
The beads like last Christmas that lay on your bosom
I feel the exploding of some inner self

That's more lasting and longing than the carcass surrounding
The bursting of love that is pleading now for you
That creeps in our eyes and it colors our thinkin'
And tingles our hands and our arms and our foreheads
As the flesh is now talkin' in words that are quiet
In the hot afternoon as we're makin' our plans



As we walk through the daytime of life

A baby comes cryin' and laughin' and kickin'
And drinkin' warm milk as it's handled so gently
And afternoon comes to see three other babies
Playin' and runnin' their bodies fast growin'

Sundown comes sneakin' around by the back door
My joints gettin' stiffer and movin' more slowly
My hair gettin' thinner and turnin' to driftwood
Then goin' downhill in the still of the evenin'

So peaceful and gentle I'm not in a hurry
Just passin' the grave of a friend I once played with
The pine needles soft underfoot as I'm walkin'
And children come runnin' to guide their grandfather

And if you don't mind I'll just sit in the shadows
And rest and go slowly I'm gettin' so tired
My head on a pillow a doctor now holdin' my wrist
As he's feelin' the veins barely throbbin'

My grandchildren standin' around by my bedside
And now through the mist I can faint see them cryin'
But I will be comfortable here on the cushions of silk all around me
I think I must sleep in the cool deep
And it's midnight

4212. Db Cooper - Chords

Db Cooper 
Todd Snider
 
G               D       C                   G
D.B. Cooper was 43 when we first heard his name.
 
G        D                  C                D
47 miles away from where he fell down to his fame.
 
    C                   D                   G                         C
But he told me that the hardest part wasn't really jumping out of the plane.
 
       G                   C                    D                         G
It was spending the night, watching them lights shine through the pouring rain.
 
G                  D                      C                  G   ss
They had a manhunt that next morning like nothing I had ever seen.//
 
G                  D                C                  D
I was only 8 years old at the time, watching on the tv screen.
 
          C                         D                     G                C
They were saying he was never gonna make it now, now that daylight had set in.



 
    G                          C               D                    G
But later that night they were shining a light down on the mountain again.
 
 
(chorus)
 
C       G     C                G      C                      Amin                  D
Not far away, from the city of roses, they all watched those lights up through the rain.
 
         C       G C G C
For D.B. Cooper.
 
          G                        D              C                     G
Well, the cops blocked off all the exit roads and turned out all of the hounds.
 
     G                           D                  C             D
They even dragged the river up a couple of times to see if he had drowned.
 
     C                        D                  G                          C
With all of those men working overtime well they swore they would bring him down.
 
      G               C                      D                     G
But a parachute and a few hundred dollars is all that they've ever found.
 
 
(chorus)
 
C       G     C                G      C                      Amin                  D     D
Not far away, from the city of roses, they all watched those lights up through the rain.
 
 
    G                       D                  C                         G
Now some people say that he died up there, somewhere in the rain and the wind.
 
G                        D                      C                  D
Other people say that he got away, but then his girlfriend did him in.
 
    C                D                 G                          C
The lawmen say if he is out there, someday they're gonna drag him in.
 
G                      C          D           G
As for me, I hope they never see, D.B. Cooper again.
 
 
(chorus)
 
C       G     C                G        C                   Amin             D
Not far away, from the city of roses, a light shines from a house out in the rain.
 
            C                    G     C              G     C
It was D.B. Cooper, drinking champagne.  Drinking Champagne.



4213. Dead Body Moving - Chords

Dead Body Moving 
The Devil Makes Three
 
[Intro]
A     D A   D G D       A   D   E       A
 
 
[Verse 1]
A
 I sing a ragged and crooked song
D
 The sun is setting and it won't be long
A
 My body's weak but this soul is strong
      E
 I am shadow dressed up in these skin and bones
A
 We weave our story in a worthless yarn
D
 Trying to escape with all these tricks and charms
A
 It's far too late to ring the alarm
             E
 We are just babies falling into the spider's arms
 
 
[Chorus]
       F                          D
I am a dead body moving, I've got lightning in my hand
       F                        D
I won't be here for long so you got to understand
       F                               D
You can dance with the demon, look him dead into the eyes
     E
Man, I've already been where we go when we die
 
 
[Post-chorus]
A   C            D   E
      When we die      When we die
A   C            D   E
      When we die
 
 
[Verse 2]
A
 We are dancing on the graves of the past
D
 The clock is running and the spell is cast
A
 Nothing before our eyes will last
            E
 We walk forever in circles on this well-worn path
         A
 So many songs to sing before they blow those horns



D
 Will it be harvest or a killing storm
A
 No time to bury and no time to mourn
      E
 This race it was started on the day I was born
 
 
[Chorus]
       F                          D
I am a dead body moving, I've got lightning in my hand
       F                        D
I won't be here for long so you got to understand
       F                               D
You can dance with the demon, look him dead into the eyes
     E
Man, I've already been where we go when we die
 
 
[Post-chorus]
A   C            D   E
      When we die      When we die
A   C            D   E
      When we die
 
 
[Instrumental]
A     D A   D G D       A   D   E
 
 
[Chorus]
       F                          D
I am a dead body moving, I've got lightning in my hand
       F                        D
I won't be here for long so you got to understand
       F                               D
You can dance with the demon, look him dead into the eyes
     E
Man, I've already been where we go when we die
 
 
[Outro]
A   C   D   E
 
A   C   D   E
Die
   A     C     D     E
Oh uh Oh uh Oh uh Oh uh
   A     C     D     E   N.C. A
Oh uh Oh uh Oh uh Oh uh

4214. Dead Flowers



Steve Earle - Dead Flowers
Rolling Stones

Well, when you're sitting there
In your silk upholstered chair
Talking to some rich folk that you know
Well, I hope you won't see me
In my ragged company
You know I could never be alone

Take me down, little Susie, take me down
I know you think you're the queen of the underground
And you can send me dead flowers every morning
Send me dead flowers by the mail
Send me dead flowers to my wedding
And I won't forget to put roses on your grave

Well, when you're sitting back
In your rose pink Cadillac
Making bets on Kentucky Derby Day
I'll be in my basement room
With a needle and a spoon
And another girl to take my pain away

Take me down, little Susie, take me down
I know you think you're the queen of the underground
And you can send me dead flowers every morning
Send me dead flowers by the mail
Send me dead flowers to my wedding
And I won't forget to put roses on your grave

Take me down, little Susie, take me down
I know you think you're the queen of the underground
And you can send me dead flowers every morning
Send me dead flowers by the US mail
Say it with dead flowers at my wedding
And I won't forget to put roses on your grave
No, I won't forget to put roses on your grave

4215. Dead Flowers - Chords

Dead Flowers
Steve Earl - Dead Flowers

the intro is D A G 4xs
the verse is d a g 
the chourus is a d 2xs g d 3xs a g

  D                         A
Well, when you're sitting there 
         G                  D
In your silk upholstered chair 
             A                      G
Talking to some rich folk that you know 



D                           A
Well, I hope you won't see me 
         G          D
In my ragged company 
                      A    G
You know I could never be alone 
D              A                     D
Take me down, little Susie, take me down 
 A                                             D
I know you think you're the queen of the underground 
           G                           D 
And you can send me dead flowers every morning 
 G                           D
Send me dead flowers by the mail 
 G                            D
Send me dead flowers to my wedding 
  A                      G                D
And I won't forget to put roses on your grave 

  D                        A
Well, when you're sitting back 
         G                D 
In your rose pink Cadillac 
 A               G             D
Making bets on Kentucky Derby Day 
D                       A
I'll be in my basement room 
       G              D
With a needle and a spoon 
D                    A               G
And another girl to take my pain away 

D              A                     D
Take me down, little Susie, take me down 
A                                             D
I know you think you're the queen of the underground 
            G                              D
And you can send me dead flowers every morning 
G                            D
Send me dead flowers by the mail 
G                            D
Send me dead flowers to my wedding 
      A                   G                D   
And I won't forget to put roses on your grave 

D             A                       D
Take me down, little Susie, take me down 
A                                                D 
I know you think you're the queen of the underground 
            G                               D
And you can send me dead flowers every morning 
G                                D
Send me dead flowers by the US mail 
G                                  D
Say it with dead flowers at my wedding 
         A                    G             D
And I won't forget to put roses on your grave 



         A                     G            D
No, I won't forget to put roses on your grave

4216. Dead Flowers, Bottles, Bluegrass And Bones

Swingin' Utters - Dead Flowers, Bottles, Bluegrass and Bones

The first time I met you was up on the hill
With tequila on Tuesday and roses in well
You gave me a kiss as strong as the winds
That swirl through the lots of China basin
I stood and I stared at the brass of St. Mary
Where the beggars are more likely wishing then praying
The gamblers rushing the gates of bay meadows
The beating of hearts in the ghettos
[Chorus]
Give me your heart, take my ring, love
Give me your heart, break this chain
Plenty of room for improvement, you see
And many a fool fakes this thing called love
I stood and I stared at the cemetery stones
Dead flowers and bottles and bluegrass and bones
Smelled the signs of the mourners, the shit from the dogs
The rains and the tears in the interment bogs
So I strolled through the day until boredom was dawn
With the gulls in the garbage singing along
The boats in the harbor have nothing to say
Of the shit that floats in the bay

4217. Dead Leaves And The Dirty Ground

Chris Thile - Dead Leaves and the Dirty Ground

Dead Leaves and the dirty ground when I know
You're not around shiny tops and soda pops when I
hear your lips make a sound when I hear your lips make a sound

thirty notes in the mailbox will tell you that I'm coming home 
and I think I'd better sick around for a while so you're not
alone for a while so you're not alone

soft hair and a velvet tongue I wanna give you what you give to me 
and every breath that is in your lungs is a tiny little
gift to me

if you can hear a piano fall you can hear me coming down the hall 
if i could just hear your pretty voice I don't think I'd
have to see at all I don't think I'd have to see at all



I didn't feel so bad til the sun went down
I got back home no one to wrap my arms around
to wrap my arms around
to wrap my arms around

any man with a microphone can tell you what he wants the most 
and you'll know why you love at all if you're thinking of the
holy ghost if you're thinking of the holy ghost

4218. Dead Man On The Run

Dead Man on the Run 
Blue Moon Rising

Well it ain't no fun, starin' down the barrel 
Of a forty four revolver 
That bank was easy enough to rob 
If I hadn't got shot in the shoulder 
Well I made my run but the loss of blood 
Stopped me just short of the border 
Now I'm doomed to die, by the ones who ride 
In the name of law and order
 
CHORUS : 
But it should have been different 
Fate could have been changed 
Should have made me a livin' 
Instead of makin' a name 
Should have found religion 
Instead of findin' a gun, 
But it's too late now, I'm a dead man on the run, 
 
Mom would try her best but was laid to rest 
When I was only seven 
And I can only pray, that she thinks to say 
A good word for me in heaven 
I can tell that the posse's gettin' close 
I can hear their horses runnin' 
If they don't kill me now, by noon tomorrow 
I'll face my execution, 
 
But it's too late now, I'm a dead man, on the run,

4219. Dead Man's Curve

Dead Man's Curve
Osborne Brothers - Dead Man's Curve

Granddaddy called her princess



Country fair called her queen
High school called her cum laude
Most likely to succeed
Her daddy's back wood crazy
She's got two 6-foot-4 brothers
You take one step onto that front porch
You one crazy motherf 

Her chase'll leave you breathless
Every back road in this town
She'll love you like a Sunday drive
And she'll take your poor heart down

Dead man's curve, dead man's curve
No redemption, no return
Good God almighty, gonna crash and burn down
Dead man's curve
Dead man's curve, dead man's curve
Country boys ain't never gonna learn
Nobody ever makes it through that turn
Dead man's curve, dead man's curve
Whoa!

Every man's been tempted
Greater men have tried
At best you'll wind up dented
If you're lucky enough to survive

Now she's the finger that you're wrapped around
She's what every country song's about
She's the trouble that you're looking for
She gonna take you down and leave you coming back for more

Dead man's curve, dead man's curve
No redemption, no return
Good God almighty, gonna crash and burn down
Dead man's curve
Dead man's curve, dead man's curve
Country boys ain't never gonna learn
Nobody ever makes it through that turn
Dead man's curve (dead man's curve)

What you doing wilding up here?
You a dead man

Yeah (yeah)

Dead man's curve, dead man's curve
No redemption, no return
Nobody ever makes it through that turn
Dead man's curve
Dead man's curve, dead man's curve
Country boys ain't never gonna learn
Nobody ever makes it through that turn
Dead man's curve (dead man's curve)

Dead man's curve



Oh
You're coming in way too hot
You done hit the wrong turn, boy
You're a dead man

4220. Dead Man's Handle

Richard Thompson - Dead Man's Handle 

Keep your weight on the dead man's handle
Or the wheels won't hold the rail
Keep your weight on the dead man's handle
Or the steam brake's bound to fail

She'll jump boys and she'll slip
If your hand should lose it's grip

On the dead man's handle
The dead man's handle
The dead man's handle

Keep your mind on the journey's end
Remember all of your skills and learning
Gonna need them now
Remember all of your words of warning
Gonna need them now

There's just one bridge left to cross
Keep her moving or the day is lost

The dead man's handle
The dead man's handle
The dead man's handle

Keep your mind on the journey's end
Look down, look down, look down
The valley is burning, fire without end
Look down, look down, look down

And you'll never get back on the tracks again
Keep your weight on the dead man's handle
Till you see that the day is won
Too many's the foolish man who's fallen
'Cause he jumped the gun

See ahead, your brother stands
Ease the brake, stretch out your hand

The dead man's handle
The dead man's handle
The dead man's handle

Keep your mind on the journey's end



Keep your weight on the dead man's handle
Or the wheels won't hold the rail
Keep your weight on the dead man's handle

Or the steam brake's bound to fail
Oh, she'll jump boys and she'll slip
If your hand should lose it's grip
On the dead man's handle

The dead man's handle
The dead man's handle

Keep your mind on the journey's end
Ah, keep your mind on the journey's end

4221. Dead Men Got No Dreams

Jerry Jeff Walker - Dead Men Got No Dreams

Chorus:
Go ahead and live your life and love it every day
'Cause if you don't, I think you'll see
How it slowly slips away
Till one day you wake and find
All your dreams committed suicide and there you go
You got a dead man on your hands
Now everyone has other lives in mind
Once they've taken care of needs
But won't it blow their minds
How quickly time flies
And that's all to life that there's goin' to be

Bridge:
So be careful what you pretend to be
Choose it well what you think you're goin' to be
'Cause what you pretend is exactly what you'll be
We all admire a man who's free
One who dares to speak his mind
A friend who disagrees without apologies
But I've heard that leads to jail sometimes

Bridge
Now if you've planned to live your life just so
A simple road without a bend
As you walk that line, I think you'll find friend
There's changes down the road you didn't figure in
Chorus



4222. Dead On Arrival

Dead On Arrival (feat. Darrell Scott)
Kid Pan Alley
Featuring Darrell Scott

Dead on arrival, Dead on the ground
My social life is nowhere to be found
It's in hibernation, Taking a vacation
Waiting for my vaccination

To get my social life back
See my family and friends
Get my life on track
And happenin  again
I'm tired of wearing masks
And sneezing into it
And when it comes to COVID 19
We really blew it!

Dead on arrival, Dead on the ground
My social life is nowhere to be found
It's in hibernation, Taking a vacation
Waiting for my vaccination

Floating eyes are everywhere
Staring here and staring there
Smiles out of sight
Yearning for fresh air
Live's been muted for so long
Praying for the time to come
There's nothing here
That faith can't overcome

Dead on arrival, Dead on the ground
My social life is nowhere to be found
It's in hibernation, Taking a vacation
Waiting for my vaccination

Dead on arrival, Dead on the ground
Dead on arrival, Dead on the ground
Dead on arrival, Dead on the ground

4223. Dead Or Alive

Dead Or Alive

Dead or alive, dead or alive
Ten thousand dollars dead or alive
One night my sweetheart got a little reckless
I just couldn't hold my trigger finger still
And the barrel was pointed at the county Marshall
But I only meant to scare him not to kill



Now the foothills of these mountains hold my secret
Only they know what is over there in that shack
But the chances are some bloodhounds gonna find me
And some other dirty dog will take me back. 
-CHORUS-
People always said that I'd amount to nothin'
That to bury me would be a waste of earth
But if they'll just put my price upon my tombstone
Then the world can see what I was really worth 
-CHORUS-

4224. Deadman's Curve

Tyler Childers - Deadman's Curve

You can go to hell, my dear
You'd probably like it better there
With all them boys who thought they could make it
Deadman's curve gonna lay them down
All the things you put me through
Safe to say I'm tired of you
Had our times, yeah we had a few
But where we gonna be when the pills run out
Where we gonna go when the dam breaks loose
And the white line fever gets a hold of you
How we gonna make it to higher ground
If you won't get up and leave
I reckon if I chose to stay
It'd be better for a few more days
But it the end it always rains
And honey, you can cause a storm
But I'm tired and soakin' wet
And hunkered over trying to catch my breath
Broke my back and did my best
To hold you through the shakes
But it's hard to keep floatin' on foundered dream
You're takin' in water at crazy speed
How can I get to the shore on time
If you won't keep afloat
My heart was never much on games
Let alone the ones you play
I've only got one and it's already broken
So why you wanna throw it around
I wish I had the strength to go
But it's a long and hateful road
And I just now got to feelin' at home
And the frost you put on me
Where we gonna go when the dam breaks loose
And the white line fever gets a hold of you
How we gonna make it to higher ground
If you won't get up and leave
And it's hard to keep floatin' on foundered dream
You're takin' in water at crazy speed



How can I get to the shore on time
If you won't keep afloat
You can go to hell, my dear
You'd probably like it better there
With all them boys who thought they could make it
Deadman's curve gonna lay them down

4225. Deadwood, South Dakota

Nanci Griffith - Deadwood, South Dakota

Well, the good times scratched a laugh
From the lungs of the young men
In a Deadwood saloon, South Dakota afternoon
And the old ones by the door
With their heads on their chests,
They told lies about whiskey on a womans breath

Yes, and some tell the story of young Mickey Free
Who lost an eye to a buck deer in the Tongue River Valley
Oh and some tell the story of California Joe
Who sent word through the Black Hills
There was a mountain of gold

[Chorus:]
And the gold she lay cold in their pockets
And the sun she sets down on the trees
And they thank the Lord
For the land that they live in
Where the white man does as he pleases

Some flat-shoed fool from the East comes a-runnin'
With some news that he'd read in some St. Joseph paper
And it was Drinks all around cause the news he was tellin'
Was the one they called Crazy
Has been caught and been dealt with

And the Easterner he read the news from the paper
And the old ones moved closer so's they could hear better
Well it says here that Crazy Horse
Was killed while trying to escape,
And that was some time last September,
It don't give the exact date

[Chorus]

Where the white man does as he pleases
Then the talk turned back to whiskey and women
And cold nights on the plains, Lord
And fightin' them indians
And the Easterner he says he'll have one more
Fore he goes
He gives the paper to the Crow boy



Who sweeps up the floor

[Chorus]

Where the white man does as he pleases
Where the white man does as he pleases
As he wants to, as he pleases

4226. Deal

Deal - Tom T Hall

Well life is a gamble and the days they're just so many decks
Oh the hours are cards they deal and you play what you get
Oh you think of the the time that you knew you could call so you raised
Oh you think of the the time that you got out when you should have stayed
Deal hey may be the next card's an Ace
Deal you ought to go home but you know that a Flush beats a Straight
Oh you can't have a Full House the Queen has been dealt to a friend
Oh the good thing about life is they shuffle and they deal life again

Well the cards are all stacked when you're hot and the women are too
Oh it's a hard cut to take when you raised every hand but you do
Well I'm not complainin' it ain't like a Joker to cry
Oh it won't do to cheat cause you have to cash in when you die
So deal hey may be the next card's an Ace...

4227. Deal

Deal
Grateful Dead

Since it costs a lot to win and even more to lose
You and me bound to spend some time wonderin' what to choose
Goes to show, you don't ever know
Watch each card you play and play it slow

Wait until that deal come 'round
Don't you let that deal go down, no, no

I been gamblin hereabouts for ten good solid years
If I told you all that went down, it would burn off both of your ears
Goes to show you don't ever know
Watch each card you play and play it slow

Wait until that deal come 'round
Don't you let that deal go down, no, no

Since you poured the wine for me and tightened up my shoes



I hate to leave you sittin there, composin lonesome blues
Goes to show you don't ever know
Watch each card you play and play it slow

Wait until that deal come 'round
Don't you let that deal go down, no, no

Since it cost a lot to win and even more to lose
You and me bound to spend some time wonderin' what to choose
Goes to show you don't ever know
Watch each card you play and play it slow

Wait until that deal come 'round
Don't you let that deal go down
Wait until that deal come 'round
Don't you let that deal go down
Wait until that deal come 'round
Don't you let that deal go down
Wait until that deal come 'round
Don't you let that deal go down
Wait until that deal come 'round
Don't you let that deal go down
Wait until that deal come 'round
Don't you let that deal go down
Don't you let that deal go down
Don't you let that deal go down
Don't you let that deal go down
Don't you let that deal go down
Don't you let that deal go down
Don't you let that deal go down
Don't you let that deal go down
Don't you let that deal go down, no, no

4228. Dealing Despair

Billy Strings 
Dealing Despair

Well the folks around here don't get along anymore
Everybody's dealing despair
Few are the flowers to stop and smell
Exasperation lingers in the air

Well it must be something in the water, my darling
And I'm wakin' on the wrong side of the bed
I long for existence in tune with the others
I turn to the hatred within

Come, go surrender to the evil
Do your part to feed the burning flame
You know I don't want your opinion
I just wanna blow out your brains



Well the dreams that I had, now are all dead and buried
The bleakness and misery succeed
Run with the hurt, take part of the malice
Swim through the hatred and greed

Come, go surrender to the evil
Do your part to feed the burning flame
You know I don't want your opinion
I just wanna blow out your brains

Come, go surrender to the evil
Do your part to feed the burning flame
You know I don't want your opinion
I just wanna blow out your brains
Yes I just wanna blow out your brains

4229. Dealing With The Devil

Jerry Jeff Walker - Dealing With the Devil

Sanger, Shaver, Raven
Yeah I used to run with whiskey
Stay out with the ladies of the night
'Til the whiskey took control
And left me waltzing with them witches in my mind
Now imaginary bottles won't be everywhere
To haunt me like before
I'm not dancing with them demons, no
Dealing with that devil anymore

Chorus:
You can go to sleep my weary lady
Heaven knows you've done your chore
You were sent down here to save me
I'm not dancing with them demons
Dealing with that devil anymore
I don't know where you came from
All I know is that you brought me back my pride
Reached out a hand and touched a man
Who strayed about as far as he could slide
And you must have come from heaven girl
Cause who else could have sent you but the Lord
I'm not dancing with those demons now
Dealing with that devil anymore

Chorus
You must have been sent down to save me
I'm not dancing with those demons now
Dealing with that devil anymore
You can go to sleep my weary lady
Heaven knows you've done your chore
You were sent down here to save me
I'm not dancing with them demons now



Dealing with that devil anymore

4230. Dealing With the Devil - Chords

Dealing With the Devil
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Eddy Raven and Sanger D. Shafer

G
Don't ask me where she came from
      D7               C               G
All I know is that she gave me back my pride
                                   D7
She reached out her hand to save a man
                  C               G
Who slid about as far as he could slide

    C
She probably came from heaven
                                     G    Em
Who else could have sent her but the Lord
        C
I'm not dancing with those demons
        D7                        G
I'm not dealing with the devil anymore

      C              G
Go to sleep my weary lady
       C                      G
Heaven knows you've done your chore
         C                 G       Em
You were sent here just to save me
        C
I'm not dancing with those demons
        D7                        G
I'm not dealing with the devil anymore

I live for the whiskey
        D7                C             G
And the good time and the ladies of the night

Then the whiskey took control
            D7                C             G
And left me waltzing with the witches in my mind

C
Imaginary bottles fill my empty pockets 
             G     Em
Lying on the floor
        C
I'm not dancing with those demons
        D7                        G
I'm not dealing with the devil anymore



Repeat #3 x2

4231. Dear Abby

Dear Abby
John Prine

Dear Abby, Dear Abby ...
My feet are too long
My hair's falling out and my rights are all wrong
My friends they all tell me that I've no friends at all
Won't you write me a letter, Won't you give me a call
Signed, Bewildered

Bewildered, Bewildered...

Chorus:
You have no complaint
You are what your are and you ain't what you ain't
So listen up Buster, and listen up good
Stop wishing for bad luck and knocking on wood

Dear Abby, Dear Abby...
My fountain pen leaks
My wife hollers at me and my kids are all freaks
Every side I get up on is the wrong side of bed
If it weren't so expensive I'd wish I were dead
Signed, Unhappy

Unhappy, Unhappy...

Chorus

Dear Abby, Dear Abby...
You won't believe this
But my stomach makes noises whenever I kiss
My girlfriend tells me It's all in my head
But my stomach tells me to write you instead
Signed, Noise-maker

Noise-maker, Noise-maker

Chorus

Dear Abby, Dear Abby...
Well I never thought
That me and my girlfriend would ever get caught
We were sitting in the back seat just shooting the breeze
With her hair up in curlers and her pants to her knees
Signed, Just Married

Just Married, Just Married...



Chorus

Signed, Dear Abby

4232. Dear Alice - Chords

Dear Alice
Recorded by Johnny Lee
Written by Lewis Anderson

C          F          C
Dear Alice I got your letter yesterday
F          C                Am              F
I tried to call you but the phone just rang away
        Dm             G7
In Hollywood I knew it would
     C       F              C
I've decided the things are looking too good now
F           C             Am    F
And I don't wanna move to LA anyhow
Dm        G7
Even if I could
    C                  F       Dm
But remember that I'll love you 
        G7         C
For the rest of my life
F             Em        Am
Always were a darn good lover 
        Dm           G7    C
But you didn't wanna be my wife
           F               C
Guess I'll close now but I hope that everything is fine
F           C                 Am                F
But most of all I hope you've got your peace of mind
Dm             G7
Living way out there
    C                  F       Dm
But remember that I'll love you 
        G7         C
For the rest of my life
F             Em        Am
Always were a darn good lover 
        Dm           G7
But you didn't wanna be  
       Em             F
No you didn't want to be 
Dm                 G7    F   Fm
You didn't want to be my wife
       C
I love you   goodbye



4233. Dear Avery

David Rawlings
Dear Avery

Dear Avery, I think of you only
Were you waving, were you dead on the vine?
Oh Avery, to think of you lonely
I could just grab you by the nape of your neck

There are times life will rattle your bones
And will bend your limbs
But you're still far and away
The boy you've ever been

So you bend back and shake at the frame
Of the frame you made
But don't you shake alone
Please, Avery, come home

Headstrong, you and your long arms
Listing lazily on the cusp of your teens
But you were my Avery and when you needed saving
I could just grab you by the nape of your neck

There are times life will rattle your bones
And will bend your limbs
But you're still far and away
The boy you've ever been

So you bend back and shake at the frame
Of the frame you made
But don't you shake alone
Please, Avery, come home
Don't you shake alone
Please, Avery, come home

4234. Dear Companion

Dear Companion

I once did have a dear companion
Indeed I thought his love my own
Until a dark eyed girl betrayed me
And then he cares no more for me

Just go and leave me if you wish to
It will never trouble me
For in your heart you love another



And in my grave I'd rather be

Last night you were sweetly sleeping
Dreaming in some sweet repose
While I, a poor girl, broken hearted
Listened to the wind that blows

When I see your babe a laughing
It makes me think of your sweet face
But when I see your babe a crying
It makes me think of my disgrace

4235. Dear Doctor

Dear Doctor

[Chorus]
Oh help me, please doctor, I'm damaged
There's a pain where there once was a heart
It's sleeping, it's a-beating
Can't you please tear it out, and preserve it
Right there in that jar?

[Verse 1]
Oh help me, please mama, I'm sickening
It's today that's the day of the plunge
Oh, the gal I'm to marry
Is a bow-legged sow
I've been soaking up drink like a sponge
"Don't you worry, get dressed," cried my mother
As she plied me with bourbon so sour
"Pull your socks up, put your suit on
Comb your long hair down
For you will be wed in the hour"

[Chorus]
So help me, please doctor, I'm damaged
There's a pain where there once was a heart
I'm sleeping, it's beating
Can't you please tear it out, and preserve it
Right there in that jar?
Yep
Oh help me, please doctor, I'm damaged
There's a pain where there once was a heart
It's sleeping, it's a beating
Can't you please tear it out, and preserve it
Right there in that jar?

[Verse 2]
I was trembling, as I put on my jacket
It had creases as sharp as a knife
I put the ring in my pocket
But there was a note



And my heart it jumped into my mouth
It read, "Darling, I'm sorry to hurt you
But I've no courage to speak to your face
But I'm down in Virginia with your cousin Lou
There'll be no wedding today"

[Chorus]
So help me, please doctor, I'm damaged
You can put back my heart in its hole
Oh mama, I'm crying
Tears of relief
And my pulse is now under control
Yeah

4236. Dear Emily

Keller Williams - Dear Emily

I can't drink without getting a headache
I can't dream without going to sleep
I can't smoke without a bunch of coughin'
I can't sow without the reap

I can't deal without a shuffle
I can't play without a pick
I can't write without inspiration
Like a lump of wax without a wick

I can't drive without loud music
I can't dance without a beat
I can't ask why without a forehead wrinkle
I cannot wake up without taking a leak

I can't be active without my breakfast
I cannot live without guitar
I cannot sleep with my clothes on
Can't make a living without the bars
Oh those wonderful bars
God bless the bars

But I can love and I can laugh
I can always pass drama
Always fail math
I can go three days without a bath
But I'll never be whole without my better half
I can go a whole week without a bath
But I can't be whole without my better half
My better half
(11x)



4237. Dear Jesus Abide With Me - Chords

Dear Jesus Abide With Me
Recorded by The Oak Creek Boys
Written by Jimmy Taylor

G                      D7
Sometimes my way seems rough and long
        Am      D7             G  D7 G
But the road to Heaven is the way to home
                    C       Am
My trials here will soon be o'er
     G                D7    G
I'll see Jesus on the other shore
     C                  G    D7 G
When at the Jordan I'll have no fear
    D7     G                      C
For He has promised that He'll be near
   G       C       F         Dm
No more sorrows no doubts or fear
    C             G    C F
For He will abide with me
G                     D7
Dear Jesus abide with me
Am   D7     G
As I travel life's troubled seas
D7  G       G7           C     G  A7
And make my life what it ought to be
     G           D7   G
Dear Jesus abide with me

4238. Dear John - Chords

Dear John (I Sent Your Saddle Home)

(C) (G) (C)
(C)When I woke up this morning
There was a note upon my door
Saying " Don't make me no coffee, Babe
Cause I won't be back no more"

And that's all she wrote
"Dear John", I (G)sent your saddle (C)home"

(C)Now Jonah got along in the belly of a whale
Daniel in the lion's den
I know a guy that didn't try to get along
And he won't get a chance again
That's all she wrote
"Dear John", (G)I sent your saddle (C)home"

Instrumental
(C) (G) (C)



(C)She didn't forward no address
No she never said goodbye
All she said was "If you get blue
Just hang your little head and cry"

That's all she wrote
"Dear John", (G)I sent your saddle (C)home"

(C)Now my gal's short and stubby
She's mean as she can be
If that little old gal of mine
Ever gets a hold of me

That's all she wrote
"Dear John", (G)I fetched your saddle (C)home"

Instrumental
(C) (G) (C)

(C)Went down to the bank this morning
The cashier said with a grin
I'm sorry for you Little John
But your wife has done been in

That's all she wrote
"Dear John", (G)I sent your saddle (C)home"

That's all she wrote
"Dear John", (G)I sent your saddle (C)home"

4239. Dear John Letter Lounge

Jerry Jeff Walker - Dear John Letter Lounge

Well I guess it finally happened
I'm tired of running 'round
I thank you for waitin' on me
While I was paintin' the town
For years and years you stood by me
Tellin' me I'm ruinin' my life
I'm tired of all these honky tonks
And that fly by night life
Wel, tonight a bottle stands alone
In the Dear John Letter Lounge
Waitin' on me for company
But I won't be around
Find someone else to take my place
While I rejoin my wife
'Cause I'm tired of all these Honky Tonks
And that fly by night life

Chorus:



Old Ira's tendin' bar right now
Probably wonderin' where I am
Zekey's sharkin' pool, for five a throw
And Old Lucy Fay Lorraine's
Takin' side bets on the game
And old Pop Fox keeps sayin' he's got to go
I'm gonna miss old Jim and all my friends
In the Dear John Lounge downtown
I'm gonna miss ole Willie on the Jukebox
Singin' songs round after round
I'm gonna miss the face of strangers
And the steady passers by
I'm agonna miss the Dear John Letter Lounge
And that fly by night life

Chorus:
Old Ira's tendin' bar right now
Probably wonderin' where I am
And Zekey's sharkin' pool, for five a throw
And old Lucy brings the drinks
Takes a side bet on the game
And old Pop Fox keeps sayin' he's got to go

4240. Dear Judge

Ernest Tubb 
Dear Judge

The divorce had been granted
And my wife was seeking the custody of our only son
And as our boy told his story we both started crying
Then I realized the harm we had done

He said your honor I'm seven and home was a heaven
My dad was a king in my eyes
My mother an angel who guided my footsteps
And home was my one paradise

But I love them both and I can't choose just one
Dear judge can't you make them see
That mom without daddy or dad without mommy
Would only bring heartbreak to me

Judge I'm so broken hearted my parents have parted
And gone are the dreams I once had
To me there's no other can be like my mother
But I still want to be with my dad



4241. Dear Kentucky

Dear Kentucky - Blue Highway
(Shawn Lane-Gerald Ellenburg/Cat Town Music-BMI, Wadako Publishing-BMI)

I miss the homeplace on the hillside 
And the smell of apple blossoms in the air 
I miss daddy's stories by the fireside 
And my momma's voice as she kneeled in prayer 

I'm leaving tonight for dear Kentucky 
Where wild roses bloom this time of year 
I can feel the April sun shining on me 
As I walk the fertile ground I love so dear 

Is the corn still growing in the meadow 
Where Miller plowed the ground in early spring
Are the dogs still running through the red oaks 
I'm going back to live that way again 

I long to see sweet Angelina 
I wonder if she still remembers me 
It's been many years since I've seen her 
In my heart there's a place she'll always be 

I'm leaving tonight for Dear Kentucky 
Where wild roses bloom this time of year 
I can feel the summer sun shining on me 
As I walk the fertile ground I love so dear

4242. Dear Lonesome - Chords

Dear Lonesome
Porter Wagoner

C D C G
Dear lonesome with a broken heart
G D
If I could write myself a letter here's how I would start
C D C G
Dear lonesome with a broken heart
 D
How are things since she has left you has your whole world fell apart
C D C G
Dear lonesome with a broken heart

Chorus
G C G
In answer to this letter I'd say yes it's very true
 C G D
No lonely heart in all the world could feel the way I do
 G D
If I could write myself a letter here's how I would start



C D C G
Dear lonesome with a broken heart

Instr. G-C-D-C-G
Chorus

G C G
In answer to this letter I'd say yes it's very true
 C G D
No lonely heart in all the world could feel the way I do
 G D
If I could write myself a letter here's how I would start
C D C G
Dear lonesome with a broken heart

4243. Dear Lord Don't Let Go Of My Hand - Chords

Dear Lord Don't Let Go Of My Hand
Recorded by Jimmie Davis
Written by Marshall Pack and Jimmie Davis
 
C
When my soul is dark with grief
 
Give my heart God's blessed peace
         G7                      C
And dear Lord don't let go of my hand
 
 
When my friends have passed me by
 
In my loneliness I cry
          G7                      C
Then dear Lord don't let go of my hand
 
                       G7       C
Oh dear Lord don't let go of my hand
                     D7        G7
I'll be true just as long as I can
           C
And when I stumble and fall
        F                  C
Oh dear God please give me hope
                        G7       C
And dear Lord don't let go of my hand
 
 
When trials come on every hand
 
And I cannot understand
        G7                      C
Oh dear Lord don't let go of my hand
 



 
When it comes my time to die
 
And I hear my loved ones cry
          G7                      C
Then dear Lord don't let go of my hand
 
Repeat #3

4244. Dear Old Battlefield

The Incredible String Band - Dear Old Battlefield 

Just another rusty brother
Seeing his old role replayed
Looking in the world like a broken mirror
Seeing his old face displayed

They come and go, come and go
Why do you advertise goodbye
Living a lie will lay you low
What can I tell you, what can I sell you
But the truth will make you high

Death is unreal that's the way I feel
There's more to be revealed
Lovers and friends meet again and again
On the dear old, on the dear old
On the dear old battlefield

Death is unreal that's the way I feel
There's more to be revealed
Lovers and friends meet again and again
On the dear old, on the dear old
On the dear old battlefield

I will see my memory
Lightly let me go
I know that we will always be
But time passed fast and slow

Age long cradle song
Almost had me sleeping for good
If not for the plan of the magic man
Who finally helped me out of the wood

On the dear old battlefield



4245. Dear Old Mother

Dear Old Mother

Oh, the fields were turning brown all around that southern town
The boy came down the highway all alone
And his face was looking sad, he was thinking of his dad
And his mother that he left at home sweet home

   Dear old mother how I miss you
   How I long for your sweet face and sunny smile
   I would give up all I own just to be with you at home
   And to linger there for just a little while

Oh, the morning glory vine around the cabin door would twine
And the mockingbird would sing along the tree
Then we'd take our dear old book and go down beside the brook
And there for hours she'd sit and read to me

Now I'm in this world alone, the old folks are not at home
They've gone up to a happier home above
The mockingbirds are singing yet and I never will forget
My mother and dad were all I had to love

4246. Dear One

Dear One

At the end of day when works all over
And the shadows of night settle down
My thoughts turn back to the one that loved me
My sweetheart and my home town

There's a dear one dear one waiting
Waiting back in my home town
It's a sweet one called my missess
Waiting back in my home town

We once walked to church on Sunday morning
All of our friends gathered round
I will meet her again to be wed at the altar
When I get back to my home town

4247. Dear Prudence

Dear Prudence
Yonder Mountain String Band

Dear Prudence, won't you come out to play
Dear Prudence, greet the brand new day



The sun is up, the sky is blue
It's beautiful and so are you
Dear Prudence won't you come out and play

Dear Prudence open up your eyes
Dear Prudence see the sunny skies
The wind is low the birds will sing
that you are part of everything
Dear Prudence won't you open up your eyes?

Look around round
Look around round round
Look around

Dear Prudence let me see you smile
Dear Prudence like a little child
The clouds will be a daisy chain
So let me see you smile again
Dear Prudence won't you let me see you smile?

4248. Dear Sarah

Dear Sarah 
by Scott Miller

Key A (Capo 2)
4/4 (very fast)

Intro:
1, 2, 3, (wait 1 beat)

   G     G
e/-------------/
B/-------------/
G/-------------/
D/-----0---2---/
A/---2---3---3-/
E/-3-----------/ G

Verse 1:
      G                    C                   G
Dear Sarah I'm stuck on a train bound for Richmond.
                                  D
We marched down from Gurnstown uphill all the way.
        G                         C                    G
At the train stop in Stanton, we pulled up and climbed on
                              D           G
Then we just sat there for a night and a day.

Chorus:
 G                  D                      G
And the nights are long, but I write you ev'ry day.
             D             G



And I hum a song that you used to sing.
                              C             G
The one of sweet William his love, Barbara Allen
                  D                 G
And how she was always a long ways away.

G 

Verse 2:
    G                         C                   G
My insides are all torn from hard tack and parch corn.
                                   D
My hat flew in a windstorm so the sun has turned me red.
     G                           C               G
The first chance to lie still I pull out your Bible
                             D            G
But fall fast asleep before one verse is read.

(Repeat Chorus)

Verse 3:
      G                    C            G
Dear Sarah in parting keep me in your heart.
                                   D
I do not drink or gamble  cause I promised you I'd do.
       G              C                G
So as not to mislead you I did have a need to
                             D                   G
When we were surrounded and looked like we were through.  

(Repeat Chorus)

Tag:
     G                         C              G
The one of sweet William, his love Barbara Allen
                 D                  G
And how she was always a long ways away.

Ending:
   G        D           G                   D         G
In Scarlet Town, I did dwell. There was a fair maid a-dwellin'.
          D      G                  D       G
Many men cried, well, for the love Barbara Allen.

G

Outro:

   G
e/-----0---/
B/-----0---/
G/-----0---/
D/-0---0---/
A/---2-2---/
E/-----3---/



4249. Dear Sister

Dear Sister
Claire Lynch

This could be my last letter
I may never see the cotton fields of home again
I miss you, dear sister
Tonight I never felt so all alone

And the fog was so thick
That the Stones River stars
Could scarcely invade
The dread and the dark
And all that I could see
When I closed my eyes to dream
Was home, sweet home

In the camps around Forrest
The midnight coals were glowing through the haze
The union boys sang Hail Columbia, and
We sang look away, look away

Then a hush in the rain
And there rose a sweet refrain
In the dark before dawn
And instead of battle songs
The enemy and we all sang a melody
Of Home, Sweet Home

So if this is my last letter
And I never see the cotton fields of home again
And if I fall here at Stones River
I know that God will bear away my soul
To be with Him

4250. Dear Someone

Gillian Welch - Dear Someone

I want to go all over the world
And start living free
I know that there's somebody who
Is waiting for me
I'll build a boat, steady and true
As soon as it's done
I'm going to sail along in the dreams
Of my dear someone



One little star, smiling tonight
Knows where you are
Stay, little star, steady and bright
To guide me afar
Blow, little wind, over the deep
For now I've begun
Hurry and take me straight into the arms
Of my dear someone
Hurry and take me straight into the arms
Of my dear someone

4251. Dearly Departed Friend

Old Crow Medicine Show - Dearly Departed Friend

The service went the way it should have gone
No one talked too loud or cried too long
'Cept your mama's new boyfriend
He went on and on while they laid you in the ground
Right about then a truck backfired
And all the boys they flinched their heads
Yeah that shook me up I guess
I been home a month now and I still can't get no rest

Standing by the grave of a dearly departed friend
With nothing much to say except sorry it turned out like it did
21 guns for 21 years and American flags in the wind
Standing by the grave of a dearly departed friend

Barbecue grills and lawnmowers
Kids on four-wheelers and ice cream trucks
Yeah they buried you on a Saturday
Georgia lost to Tennessee, you would have liked that I know
Afterwards we went to O'Charleys
Your mama's boyfriend got drunk saying it should have been me
And I wish it was, him I mean
So I went home, got drunk and watched the TV

I'm standing by the grave of a dearly departed friend
With nothing much to say except sorry it turned out like it did
21 guns for 21 years and American flags in the wind
Standing by the grave of a dearly departed friend

Hey, there's only one road leads out of this town and it comes right back
So I just drive in circles, circles, and I try not to blow my stack
Out at the mall and the motor mile, it's just as lonesome as a sea
And man the girls round here, the girls round here
They're just as hopeless as they used to be

So go on and tie another yellow ribbon round the old hackberry tree
And tamp the dirt down, y'all go on home now, there ain't nothing here to see

Standing by the grave of a dearly departed friend



With nothing much to say except sorry it turned out like it did
21 guns for 21 years and American flags in the wind
Standing by the grave of a dearly departed friend
I'm just standing by the grave of a dearly departed friend

4252. Death And Hell

The Highwaymen - Death and Hell

[Verse 1]
She stepped down from her carriage
At Ten Vermillon Street
I took off my roustabout
And slung it at her feet
We went into her parlor
And she cooled me with her fan
But said, "I'll go no further
With a fantasy-makin' man"
I said, "I'd walk on the Poncha train
For what you have today"
Just a drink from your deep well
And I'll be on my way
She laughed and heaven filled the room
Said, "This I give to you
This body's wisdom is the flesh
But here's a thing or two"

[Chorus]
Death and hell are never full
And neither are the eyes of men
Cats can fly from nine stories high
And pigs can see the wind

[Verse 2]
She let me make my pallet
In the moonlight on the floor
Just outside of paradise
But right in hell's back door
The image of her nibbled
At the eye of my soul
My dreams were a hurricane
And quite out of control
Then her voice came through the storm
It's more than flesh I deal
And you will have to pay
For any wisdom that you steal
I woke to tinted windows
In lavender and red
The first station of the cross
Is just above my head
I awoke to gargoyles
And a hard bench for my bed
Jesus Christ and Pontius Pilate



Were just above my head

[Chorus]
Death and hell are never full
And neither are the eyes of men
Cats can fly from nine stories high
And pigs can see the wind

4253. Death Came

Lucinda Williams - Death Came

I was called to the rolling
Banks by the water
To bathe in the river of truth
The river tried to pull me under
And refused to turn me loose
I was called to read from the bible of life
And I read from beginning to end
Every page and every line
Still I could not comprehend

Death came, death came and gave you his kiss
Death came, death came
And took you away from this
Oh, I miss you so and I long to know
Why death gave you his kiss
I tasted the fruit from the tree of knowledge
And I ate from dawn till dark
I was sated, but not satisfied
Until I carved my name in the bark
I was called to drink and was seduced
By the sweetest, ripest berry
I quenched my thirst with the red juice
Still I found no sanctuary

Death came, death came and gave you his kiss
Death came, death came
And took you away from this
Oh, I miss you so and I long to know
Why death gave you his kiss

Death came, death came and gave you his kiss
Death came, death came
And took you away from this
Oh, I miss you so and I long to know
Why death gave you his kiss

I miss you so and I long to know
Why death gave you his kiss



4254. Death Came A Knockin'

Death Came A Knockin' - The Duhks
Ruthie Foster

Death came a knockin 
You know that death came a knockin  on the mama's door
Singin' come on mama, ain't you ready to go
And my mama stooped down, buckled up her shoes
And she moved on down by the Jordan stream
And then she shout "Hallelujah, done, done my duty, got on my travelin' shoes"
You know that death came a knockin  on the sister's door
Singin' come on sister, ain't you ready to go
And my sister stooped down, buckled up her shoes
And she moved on down by the Jordan stream
And then she shout "Hallelujah, done, done my duty, got on my travelin' shoes"

You know that death came a knockin  on the brother's door
Singin' come on brother, ain't you ready to go
And my brother stooped down, buckled up his shoes
And he moved on down by the Jordan stream
And then he shout "Hallelujah, done, done my duty, got on my travelin' shoes"

You know that death came a knockin  on the neighbor's door
Singin' come on neighbor, ain't you ready to go
And my neighbor stooped down, buckled up his shoes
And he moved on down by the Jordan stream
And then she shout "Hallelujah, done, done my duty, got on my travelin' shoes"

You know that death came a knockin  on the preacher's door
Singin' come on preacher, ain't you ready to go
And my preacher stooped down, buckled up her shoes
And she moved on down by the Jordan stream
And then she shout "Hallelujah, done, done my duty, got on my travelin' shoes"

You know that death came a knockin  on my front door
Singin' come on sister, ain't you ready to go
So I stooped down, buckled my shoes
And I move on down by the Jordan stream
And then I shout "Hallelujah, done, done my duty, got on my travelin' shoes"

4255. Death Came Creeping In My Room

Death Came Creeping In My Room

Soon one morning death came creeping in my room
Soon one morning death came creeping in my room
Soon one morning death came creeping in my room
Oh my Lord what shall I do (I do)



Death's done come and took my Mother away
Death's done come and took my Mother away
Death's done come and took my Mother away
Oh my Lord what shall I do (I do)

Death's done come and took my Father away
Death's done come and took my Father away
Death's done come and took my Father away
Oh my Lord what shall I do (I do)

Ride on, Death 'cause you can't do me no harm
Ride on, Death 'cause you can't do me no harm
Ride on, Death 'cause you can't do me no harm
Oh my Lord what shall I do (I do)

4256. Death Is Only A Dream

Death Is Only A Dream - Ralph Stanley

Sadly we sing and with tremulous breath
As we stand by the mystical stream
In the valley and by the dark river of death
And yet 'tis no more than a dream 

   Only a dream, only a dream
   Of glory beyond the dark stream
   How peaceful the slumber, how happy the waking
   Where death is only a dream 

Why should we weep when the weary ones rest
In the bosom of Jesus supreme
In the mansions of glory prepared for the blessed
For death is no more than a dream 

Naught in the river the Saints should appall
Though' it frightfully dismal may seem
In the arms of our Savior no ill can befall
They find it no more than a dream 

Over the turbid and onrushing tide
Doth the light of eternity gleam
And the ransomed the darkness and storm shall out ride
To wake with glad smiles from their dream

4257. Death Is Only A Dream - Chords

Death Is Only A Dream            
Written and recorded by Ralph Stanley



C                      F
Sadly we sing and with tremulous breath
      C                     G7
As we stand by the mystical stream
       C                      F
In the valley and by the dark river of death
    C           G7          C
And yet 'tis no more than a dream

F            C
Only a dream only a dream
                         G7
Of glory beyond the dark stream
C
How peaceful the slumber 
    F         C
How happy the waking
             G7     C
For death is only a dream

                            F
Why should we weep when the weary ones rest
       C                G7
In the bosom of Jesus supreme
C                        F
In the mansions of glory prepared for the blessed
    C           G7          C
For death is no more than a dream

Repeat #2

                        F
Naught in the river the Saints should appall
           C                      G7
Though' it frightfully dismal may seem
       C                     F
In the arms of our Savior no ill can befall
     C          G7          C
They find it no more than a dream

Repeat #2

4258. Death Of A Married Man

Brad Paisley - Death Of A Married Man (feat. Eric Idle)

I had a heart attack
(He had a heart attack)
While I was playing charades
Everybody yelled
"Heart attack!"
(Pledge of allegiance)



But it was too late

4259. Death Of A Single Man

Brad Paisley - Death Of A Single Man 

Remember when we got the news
Confirming our worst fears
I said he wouldn't make it six months
And others gave him a year
And sure enough last Saturday
We paid our last respects
He left us here still in this life
And he's gone on to the next
I'd never seen him wear a tie
But he looked so natural, almost lifelike
The preacher spoke, his mother cried
When he said "Son, you may now kiss the bride"
Everyone cheered, I thought how odd
I didn't understand
Why with champagne and cake we celebrate
The death of a single man
So many flowers, he was so loved
Prior to the bride
As a matter of fact
The maid of honor should be disqualified
To all his friends, it's a wake-up call
If it happened to him
It can happen to us all
Nothing says it's over man
Like a bad 80's cover band
How can we dance to My Sharona
At the death of a single man
He was so young
So full of dreams
Before the day he fell
Now he's gone on to a better place
Or possibly to hell
Now here we are, seems so unfair
It's poker night and there's one empty chair
So many things we're gonna miss
His happy smile and that great laugh of his
I think of him in the afterwife, life
I guess all good things must end
So with Jack and Coke, we'll make a toast
To the death of a single man

4260. Death Of Floyd Collins - Chords



Death Of Floyd Collins 
John Prine & Mac Wiseman
Songwriters: 1925 Irene Spain / Rev. Andrew Jenkins

[Intro]
C F C C D G C F G G C
 
[Verse]
 C                                F              C
Oh, come all ye young people and listen while I tell
      C                         D                G
The fate of Floyd Collins, the lad we all knew well
     C                               F                  C
His face was fair and handsome, his heart was true and brave
     C                            G              C     G
His body now lies sleeping in a lonely sandstone cave
 
 C                                F              C
Oh, mother don't you worry, dear father don't' be sad
     C                              D              G
I'll tell you all my troubles in an awful dream I had
  C                         F                   C
I dreamed I was a prisoner, my life I could not save
   C                           G               C
I cried "oh, must I perish within this silent cave"
 
     C                           F                   C
The rescue party labored, they worked both night and day
  C                             D                 G
To move the mighty barrier that stood within their way
    C                        F               C
To rescue Floyd Collins, it was their battle cry
       C                           G            C
"We'll never, no we'll never, let Floyd Collins die"
 
     C                           F               C
But on that fateful morning, the sun rose in the sky
    C                               D                C
The workers still were busy, "we'll save him by and by"
    C                           F                C
But oh how sad the ending, his life could not be saved
     C                             G                C
His body was then sleeping in the lonely sandstone cave
 
[Instrumental]
C F C C D G C F G G C
 
      C                             F              C
Young people, all take warning from Floyd Collin's fate
 C                               D              G
And get right with your maker before it is too late
   C                           F               C
It may not be a Sand Cave in which we find our tomb
  C                              G                C
But on that day of judgment, we too must meet our doom



4261. Death Of Queen Jane

Death Of Queen Jane
Child 170

Queen Jane lay in labor full nine days or more
'Til the women were so tired, they could stay no longer there (2x)

"Good women, good women, good women as ye be
Will you open my right side and find my baby"

"Oh no," cried the women, "That thing it never can be
We will go to find King Henry, and hear what he say."

King Henry, he was called for, and King Henry, he did come
"And what ails, my lady, your eyes they look so dim?"

Henry, dear Henry, will you do one thing for me?
That's to open my right side and find my baby"

"Oh no," cried King Henry, "That's a thing I never can do
If I lose the Flower of England, I shall lose the branch too"

There was fiddling, aye, and dancing on the day the babe was born
But poor Queen Jane who carried him lay cold as a stone.

4262. Death Row

Death Row

[Verse 1]
Well up here's the window sitting way up high
I can't look up enough to see the sky
There ain't no good light here below
Death Row
Death Row

[Verse 2]
Don't want no preacher man to come around
I don't need him to lay my burden down
Already told Jesus everything I know
Death Row
Death Row

[Verse 3]
When it's time for my last request
Tell my mama that I did my best
Tell my baby that I love her so
Death Row



Death Row
Death Row
Death Row

[Verse 4]
Got a calendar up on my wall
Marking days till I get the call
Till it's time for me to go
Death Row
Death Row

4263. Death Trip - Chords

Death Trip
Written By: Danny Barnes
Appears on: Mountain Tracks Vol. 5
Yonder Mountain String Band

Intro 

e/-------------------------------------------------------
B/-------------------------------------------------------
G/-----------------------------------3---5---3-----------
D/-3-/-5--5---3-/-5--5---3-/-5--5----3---5---3---5-------
A/-3-/-5--5---3-/-5--5---3-/-5--5----1---3---1---5-------
d/-1-/-3--3---1-/-3--3---1-/-3--3----------------3-------

G
well it's a death trip trying to follow someone else's dream
when the world that you know goes splitting at the seams
i love my little baby like i love my old machine
she left me for a feller that she hardly ever seen

         D     C    Bb G  
I'm on a death trip baby
         D     C    Bb G  
I'm on a death trip baby

Intro 

well my world tumbled down when the leaves began to fall
she took out all her dresses and her picture in the hall
i found her car standing running at the shopping mall
and the phone never rings and i'm a staring at the wall

Chorus
Intro

well the teacher and the preacher said my world was burning down
my daddy said he didn't want to see my face around
the police pulled me over on the other side of town
said the lawyers and the deacon said i sold it by the pound



Chorus
Intro

well my old man told me that i better pack up all my things
and find a place to live if i had a half a brain
he left me selling papers standing freezing in the rain
and i thank jesus everyday i won't grow up again

Chorus
Intro

well i finally found a woman that could ease my troubled mind
i hug her in the morning and i kiss her all the time
when i come home from working you can see my baby shine
and the boss man tries to keep me working overtime
the sun shines down on our faces all the time
when her car won't start i can let her drive in mine

Chorus
Intro

4264. Death Will Come Knockin - Chords

Death Will Come Knockin Live 
Fruition

[Verse 1]
D
I've been working for many long years
A
Good times hard times, blood, sweat-and-tears
D
Seems like I'm never any place but right here
    A            G        D
And all I get is sick and sore
 
D
Now I aint too smart I aint too dumb
A
Knowing someday that my time's going to come
D
Until that day I'm going to have my fun
    A           G             D
Til death comes knockin at my door
 
[Chorus]
G                           F
No matter if you're in your prime
E                     A
No matter if ya got a dime
D                     G
Everybody's got their time
    A           G             D



Til death comes knockin at my door
 
 
[Verse 2]
D
I read about a man just the other day
A
got drunk and in his car and drove himself away
D
playin' chicken with the pigs but he lost that day
    A             G        D
and he don't-come-round no more
 
D
Now you may be good, you may be bad
A
happy-go-lucky or forever sad
D
a brother or a mother or a sister or a dad
    A           G             D
Til death comes knockin at my door
 
 
[Chorus]
G                           F
No matter if you're in your prime
E                     A
No matter if ya got a dime
D                     G
Everybody's got their time
    A           G             D
Til death comes knockin at my door
 
 
[Outro]
 
D A D A D A D A C G D

4265. Debtors' Prison

Debtors' Prison
Dustbowl Revival

If I was a betting man
I wouldn't bet on me
I've been knocked down before
I got back on my feet
Guess I know just what you mean
When you can't get out of bed
All behind the 8-ball honey
You're never gonna get ahead

And I first met my Lulu



Not at a bar, at the DMV
She said you don't get it sir
This motorcycle it's a part of me
I was driving a taxi then
She said what is your going rate?
When you fall too much in love
And then it's much too late

Come on put my back against the wall
Come on Sam, take it all
It's a big old world and I'm too small to see
You put us in Debtors' Prison, I'm still gonna be free

Lulu was a pretty good painter
She did every wall on the block
Things were going all right then
 Til somebody called the cops
They got her down at the temple precinct she said
You gotta get me out of here
Sold my taxi to a friend of mine and
Bought a six pack of beer
Me and Lulu we had a couple of kids
Two at the very same time
Nearly laughed at the hospital bill
A hundred thousand dollars on the dotted line
The credit company said you've reached your limit sir
And I said you're telling me
Living on tacos and formula bottles in a
Tent in Ventura County

Come on put my back against the wall
Come on Sam, take it all
It's a big old world and I'm down on my knees
Put us in Debtors' Prison, I'm still gonna be free

Oh, so far away, so far away from what I wanted
Oh, they took it all away but I'm never taking you for
Granted

If I was a betting man
I wouldn't bet on me
Got me stuck in the overdraft
Mean old man Morgan, J.P
I guess I know just what you mean
When you can't get out of bed
We're all behind the 8-ball honey
Never gonna get ahead
Come on put my back against the wall
Come on Sam, take it all
Come on put my back against the wall
Come on Sam take it all
Well I guess I never knew what I wanted to be
You put us in Debtors' Prison
I'm still gonna be free
You put us in Debtors' Prison
I'm still gonna be free
You put us in Debtors' Prison



I'm still gonna be free

4266. Decades

The Lil' Smokies - Decades

Kind eyes, true, vivid, bold
They move across the sky like a boat
When inches beg themselves to be feet
She pulls the pages over her head like sheets
Fools gold, bright sterile stone
She strikes against the fire she turns to coal
And wakes from dreams of engine steam
And still, she lies like a plastic figurine
Another decade gone, failed in vain
A city stained in a warm spring rain
Close your eyes feel the warmth settin' in
No place to start, nowhere to begin
Lost smile, how you'd disappear
Too soon you left, now I'm tasting salty tears
Next time I will tell you everything
And we'll dance to the fiddle and the silver tambourine
Another decade gone, failed in vain
A city stained in a warm spring rain
Close your eyes feel the warmth settin' in
No place to start, nowhere to begin
Woodsmoke, thick pungent air
She wipes away her eyes she turns away
And briefly forgets how far it is
Back to the mountains and the cool streams she's missed
Another decade gone, failed in vain
A city stained in a warm spring rain
Close your eyes feel the warmth settin' in
No place to start, nowhere to begin
Another decade gone, fade away
Another decade gone, fade away
Another decade gone, fade away
Another decade gone, fade away

4267. Decameron

Richard Thompson
Decameron

She doesn't see the day to day
No colors where the children play
She doesn't see the things she's sown
White crosses painted on the door



See me fly, see me cry, see me walk away
Every time the sun shines, to me, it's a rainy day

He didn't see the summer go
Though he knew what the shadows know
He didn't see his arm grow old
He didn't feel his blood run cold

See me fly, see me cry, see me walk away
Every time the sun shines, to me, it's a rainy day

They listened to his voice grow pale
No stamps were on the morning mail
They all listened to the white truck ring
Words just didn't mean a thing

See me fly, see me cry, see me walk away
Every time the sun shines, to me, it's a rainy day

4268. December 13th

The Boxcars - December 13th 

He said son do you remember
Where you were that dreadful night?
On the 13th of December
When that couple lost their lives.

I said I followed close behind them. 
As they drove up the mountain side. 
Watched em pull off on the shoulder. 
And it was murder in my eyes.

So you can lock me up inside the cold walls of a prison. 
Let me spend the rest of my life. 
You can put me in that chair so the whole world can listen. 
Hopin' they'll hear me cry. 

You can't hurt me anymore. 
And I've already hurt myself. 
Cause my mind. And all these memories
Will be my own private hell.

He said boy can you explain them. 
How this gun exhibit A. 
Was found beside these 2 bodies. 
At the bottom of the lake.

I said I saw him lay beside her. 
Beside the woman I had wed. 
From that point I don't remember
What I did or what I said.



So you can lock me up inside the cold walls of a prison. 
Let me spend the rest of my life. 
You can put me in that chair so the whole world can listen. 
Hopin' they'll hear me cry. 

You can't hurt me anymore. 
And I've already hurt myself. 
Cause my mind. And all these memories
Will be my own private hell.

Yeah my mind and all these memories
Will be my own
private hell.

4269. Deck Of Card - Chords

Deck of Card
By Tex Ritter 
written by Richard F Beckham 
Spoken: Strum softly  

G7               C
During the North African campaign a bunch of soldier boys
              F    C
had been on a long hike and they arrived in a little town
                    C        F             C
called Cassino. The next day being Sunday, several of    
G7           C                 G7
The boys went to church. After the chaplain had read the prayer  the text was taken up.          
             
E7
Those of the boys who had a prayer book took them out, but
                                G7
this one boy had only a deck of cards, and so he spread them out.  The Sergeant who comm
anded the boys saw the cards and said,                         
G7
"Soldier put away those cards."  After the service was over, the
                  C
soldier was taken prisoner and brought before the provost marshal.
F                  C
The marshal said, "Sergeant, why have you brought the
                                 C             F
man here?" "For playing cards in church, Sir."  "And what    
C          G7                C       G7
have you got to say for yourself, son?"  "Much, Sir."
                                            E7
Replied the soldier.  The Marshall said, "I hope so, for if not I shall punish you more than any 
man was ever punished."
                   Am
The soldier said, "Sir, I've been on the march for about
                                 D7
six days, I had neither Bible nor prayer book, but I hope to
             G7                              C



satisfy you, Sir, with the purity of my intentions." With that, the boy started his story:  You see 
Sir, when I look at the "ACE", it reminds me thatthere is but one God; And the "DEUCE" remi
nds me that the Bible is divided intotwo parts; The Old and the New Testaments And when I 
see the "THREE", I think of the Father, the Son,and the Holy Ghost And when I see the "FOU
R", I think of the four Evangelistswho preached the Gospel.  There was Matthew, Mark, Luke 
and John And when I see the "FIVE", it reminds me of the five wisevirgins who trimmed their l
amps.  There were ten of them, fivewere wise and were saved.  Five were foolish and were s
hut out And when I see the "SIX", it reminds me that in six days,God made this great heaven 
and earth; When I see the "SEVEN", it reminds me that on the seventh day,God rested from 
His great work; And when I see the "EIGHT", I think of the eight righteouspersons God saved
 when He destroyed this earth.  There wasNoah, his wife, their three sons and their wives An
d when I see the "NINE", I think of the lepers our Saviourcleansed.  And nine out of the ten di
dn't even thank Him When I see the "TEN", I think of the Ten Commandments Godhanded do
wn to Moses on a table of stone When I see the "KING", it reminds me that there is but oneKi
ng of Heaven, God Almighty And when I see the "QUEEN" I think of the Blessed Virgin Mary
who is Queen of Heaven And the "JACK" or "KNAVE" is the Devil When I count the number o
f spots on a deck of cardsI find 365, the number of days in a year There's 52 cards, the numb
er of weeks in a yearThere's 4 suits, the number of weeks in a month There's 12 picture card
s, the number of months in a year There's 13 tricks, the number of weeks in a quarter So you
 see, Sir, my pack of cards serves me as a Bible Almanac and Prayer Book. 
F                               Fm                  C
And friends this is a true story because I knew that soldier

4270. Deck Us All With Boston Charlie

Deck Us All With Boston Charlie!
Walt Kelly

Deck us all with Boston Charlie,
Walla Walla, Wash., an' Kalamazoo!
Nora's freezin' on the trolley,
Swaller dollar cauliflower alley'garoo!

Don't we know archaic barrel,
Lullaby lilla boy, Louisville Lou?
Trolley Molly don't love Harold,
Boola boola Pensacoola hullabaloo!

Bark us all bow-wows of folly,
Polly wolly cracker n' too-da-loo!
Donkey Bonny brays a carol,
Antelope Cantaloup, 'lope with you!

Hunky Dory's pop is lolly gaggin' on the wagon,
Willy, folly go through!
Chollie's collie barks at Barrow,
Harum scarum five alarum bung-a-loo!

Duck us all in bowls of barley,
Ninky dinky dink an' polly voo!
Chilly Filly's name is Chollie,
Chollie Filly's jolly chilly view halloo!



Bark us all bow-wows of folly,
Double-bubble, toyland trouble! Woof, Woof, Woof!
Tizzy seas on melon collie!
Dibble-dabble, scribble-scrabble! Goof, Goof, Goof!

4271. Dedicated To The One I Love

Linda Ronstadt - Dedicated To The One I Love

While I'm far away from you my baby
I know it's hard for you my baby
Because it's hard for me my baby
And the darkest hour is just before dawn

Each night before you go to bed my baby
Whisper a little prayer for me my baby
And tell all the stars above
This is dedicated to the one I love

Life can never be
Exactly like we want it to be
It makes me happy
Just knowing that you love me
There's one thing I want you to do
Especially for me
And it's something that everybody needs

Each night before you go to bed my baby
Whisper a little prayer for me my baby
And tell all the stars above
This is dedicated to the one I love

4272. Dedication

Todd Snider - Dedication

[Spoken]
I send this song out to John Carter Cash
It's about his mentor, Cowboy Jack Clement
That was also his father's best friend
Who was also the person who invented the tack piano
And recorded Jerry Lee Lewis and all, all the major records of his day
And also was the owner and proprietor of the Cowboy Arms Hotel and Recording Spa

4273. Deep Blue Sea - Chords



Deep Blue Sea 
Dead Horses

[Intro]
D
 
[Verse 1]
D
And if you find yourself weary
                     Em         D   D
If you find yourself all burned out
                G
Brother, you're not alone
                D
Brother, you're not alone
                G        D
Brother, you're not alone
 
[Verse 2]
D
And if you find yourself heartbroken
D
Sinner in a sacred place
        G           Em G
Sister, you are safe
        D
Sister, you are safe
        G           G
Sister, you are safe
 
[Instrumental]
D C G D C G D
 
[Verse 3]
D
And if you find yourself falling down
D
I know the road can feel so long
               G
Mother, you're not alone
               D
Mother, you're not alone
               G        G D
Mother, you're not alone
 
[Verse 4]
D                                      D
And if you find yourself a falling leaf
                            Bm      D
You feel you'll drift right next to me
D            G
Cause we all swim in the same deep blue sea
                         D
Cause we all swim in the same deep blue sea
             G                              G
Cause we all swim in the same deep blue sea
 
 



[Outro]
D C G D C G D Em D Em D A Em D C Em D C G D

4274. Deep Dark Hollow Road

Deep Dark Hollow Road
The Del McCoury Band

[Verse 1]
Loretta you know I love you so
But your daddy said I'd best not come around
But meet me here again tonight
We'll leave behind this deep dark hollow road

[Verse 2]
Loretta let's leave this minin' town
Can't stand the thoughts of darkness underground
Coal dust ashes everywhere
We need pure free honeysuckle mountain air

[Chorus]
Deep dark hollow, where the sun's afraid to shine
Your daddy owns this hollow from the top of the mountain to the bottom of the deep dark min
e
Where the mud runs deep along the road
After haulin' off Kentucky load by load

[Interlude]

[Verse 3]
Lorette let's hit the road tonight
Bring along your pretty [?] shoes and your Sunday clothes
Make sure your daddy doesn't know
When we leave behind this deep dark hollow road

[Chorus]
Deep dark hollow, where the sun's afraid to shine
Your daddy owns this hollow from the top of the mountain to the bottom of the deep dark min
e
Where the mud runs deep along the road
After haulin' off Kentucky load by load

[Outro]
Where the mud runs deep along the road
Been haulin' off Kentucky load by load

4275. Deep Down - Chords



Deep Down 
The Devil Makes Three
 
[Intro]
E7
 
 
[Chorus]
           E7
Deep in my heart
           E7
Deep in my heart
           C
Deep in my heart
               E7
I'm a terrible man
           G
Deep in my heart
                A
Deep down in my heart
E7            E7
I know what I am
 
 
[Verse 1]
      A
I'm a local leader
  A
I pay my parking meter
B                        B
I know everybody in this town
A
 I am your neighbor
A
 And I have labored
    B                             B
And all my work here you can ask around
 
 
[Chorus]
N.C.           E7
But deep in my heart
           E7
Deep in my heart
           C
Deep in my heart
               E7
I'm a terrible man
           G
Deep in my heart
                A
Deep down in my heart
E7            E7
I know what I am
 
 
[Verse 2]
      A



I'm at church on Sunday
A
 Work on Monday
B                          B
Tuesday I got Friday on my mind
     A
Got a dollar to lend
  A
An hour to spend
B                                  B
For my friends I've always got the time
 
 
[Chorus]
N.C.       E7
Deep in my heart
           E7
Deep in my heart
           C
Deep in my heart
               E7
I'm a terrible man
           G
Deep in my heart
                A
Deep down in my heart
E7            E7
I know what I am
 
 
[Bridge]
E7        D  A  G
 Deep down
E7        D  A  G
 Deep down
E7        D  A  G
 Deep down
E7        D  A  G
 Deep down
E7          D    A    G   E7
 Deep down (Deep down inside)
           D    A  G   E7
Deep down (Deep at the roots)
           D  A   G  E7
Deep down (Behind my eyes)
           D  A  G   E7
Deep down (Under the sea)
           D       A  G
Deep down (Deep in my heart)
E7          D       A  G
 Deep down (Deep in my heart)
E7          D       A  G
 Deep down (Deep in my heart)
E7          D       A  G
 Deep down (Deep in my heart)
E7
 Deep down



 
 
[Chorus]
N.C.       E7
Deep in my heart
           E7
Deep in my heart
           C
Deep in my heart
               E7
I'm a terrible man
           C
Deep in my heart
            E7
Know what I am
           C
Deep in my heart
               E7
I'm a terrible man
E7            E7
I know what I am

4276. Deep Down - Chords

Deep Down
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Gary Nicholson and Kevin Welch
 
C                       G7
Silver tears fall on my pillow case
Am              F
Damage has been done
C                 G7
Ties are bond and all are laced
    Am                     F            G7
And I can't understand the strangers we became
   C    G7 F   G7            C    G7  F G7
Oh deep down I know I really need you
C    G7 F     G7      C   G7 F G7
Deep down you need me too
C    G7       F               C
Deep down I'm so in love with you
                     G7
Say some things that I don't mean
Am                         F
But I need somethings that I don't say
C                   G7
Not as far apart as we might seem
Am                     F                G7
We just let this crazy world get in the way
Repeat #2
Am               F
We can turn this whole thing around



   Dm            C       F        G7
If that whatever true is love is 'bout
Repeat #2
 
G7 C    G7 F  G7             C    G7 F G7
Oh deep down (way deep down) deep down
C    G7 F  G7        C
Deep down (deep deep down)
     G7 F G7 C    G7 F  G7
Deep down    deep down (way deep down)
C    G7 F  G7   C
Deep down  deep down

4277. Deep Elem Blues

Deep Elem Blues - Infamous Stringdusters

When you go down in Deep Elem
Just to have a little fun
Better have fifteen dollars
When that policeman come

   Oh sweet mama
   Daddy's got them Deep Elem blues
   Oh sweet mama
   Daddy's got them Deep Elem blues

When you go down in Deep Elem
Put you money in your pants
Those Deep Elem women
They don't give a man a chance

When you go down to Deep Elem
Put your money in your socks
Them Deep Elem women
They will throw you on the rocks

I used to know a preacher
Preached the bible through and through
He went down to Deep Elem
Got them Deep Elem blues

Now once I had a sweetheart
Meant the world to me
Went down to Deep Elem
She ain't what she used to be

4278. Deep In Love And Buried In The Blues - Chords



Deep In Love And Buried In The Blues
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Joe Gracey
 
G                                      C                G
That first night we met I knew and you probably felt it too 
                                     D7
So I tried my best to stay away from you
         G                         C            G
But this need of mine can get real serious real quick
                C        G      D7     G
Now I'm deep in love and buried in the blues
 
       C                        G
If you wanna see me scared just tell me that you care
                                     D7
I'd be secretly relieved if you just go
           G                          C                      G
Why cast a shadow in the dark I can't lay with this cheating heart
                C        G      D7     G
But I'm deep in love and buried in the blues
 
                                      C              G
Last night I told you straight but my heart vowed to break
                                      D7
Cause the only time I'm happy is with you
        G                        C                G
I tried not to let it show but I guess you oughta know
                   C        G      D7     G
You got me deep in love and buried in the blues
 
           C                        G
If I can't have all of you then I'd rather let it cool
                                      D7
And be just another dream you had one day
             G                                C          G
But it's too late for I've been burned by the fire of no concern
                C        G      D7     G
And I'm deep in love and buried in the blues
 
                      C        G      D7     G
You've got me deep in love and buried in the blues

4279. Deep In The Heart Of Texas

Deep In The Heart Of Texas

1. The stars at night
Are big and bright
Deep in the heart of Texas
The prairie sky
Is wide and high
Deep in the heart of Texas



2. The sage in bloom
Is like perfume
Deep in the heart of Texas
Reminds me of
The one I love
Deep in the heart of Texas

3. The coyotes wail
Along the trail
Deep in the heart of Texas
The rabbits rush
Around the brush
Deep in the heart of Texas

4. The cowboy cry:
Ki-yip-pee-yi
Deep in the heart of Texas
The "doggies" bawl
And bawl and bawl
Deep in the heart of Texas

4280. Deep in the Heart Of Uncertain Texas

Rodney Crowell - Deep in the Heart of Uncertain Texas

[Verse 1: Rodney Crowell]
The crickets are singing, the blue gills are biting
The fireflies are flashing with all of their might
Just forty-odd miles from the Rio Palm Isle
The whole gang's gone fishing on a full moonlit night

[Chorus]
We get high on the lake and we float down the river
Get off on the back roads, get lost in the woods
Very deep in the heart of Uncertain Texas
I've tried hard to leave here but never did could

[Verse 2: Ronnie Dunn]
Tomorrow we'll have us the world's largest fish fry
Eat catfish and crappie 'til they come out our ears
Have it made in the shade of a sleepy pine thicket
Get covered up in chiggers, drink ten tubs of beer

[Chorus]
We get high on the lake and we float down the river
Get off on the back roads, get lost in the woods
Very deep in the heart of Uncertain Texas
I've tried hard to leave here but never did could

[Verse 3: Willie Nelson]
Give me a guitar and a long legged girl
A dime-bag of dirt weed and a six-pack of Pearl
You take 59 Highway 'cross the Cass County line



That's where you'll find me way back in the pines

[Chorus]
We get high on the lake and we float down the river
Get off on the back roads, get lost in the woods
Very deep in the heart of Uncertain Texas
I've tried hard to leave here but never did could

4281. Deep In The Night

Deep in the Night
Abigail Washburn

Deep in the night
I hear the darkness
Bones tell the body
Rest in its arms

I hear the calling
Of life's sweet embrace
Resting too soon

Deep in the night
I feel the stardust
Blue tells the heavens
Fall from the sky

I feel the shadows
Of time's own longing
Falling away

Deep in the night
I pray a candle
To tell the snowfall
Wait for sunrise

I pray a halo
Of man's cold morning
Holds to the light

I pray a halo
Of man's cold morning
Holds through the night

4282. Deep in the Woods

Tim O'Brien - Deep in the Woods

You and me out in the dark lookin' for shadows



Saturday night, a little too young to take good care
A little too wild, a little too old to get lost in the woods

A gravel road fadin' away back in the darkness
Two tire tracks, just one thing on my mind
Makin' me blind, that's holdin' you close, deep in the woods

[Chorus]
Once the stream ran clear down to the river
Once the tall, tall pines covered the sky
Your sweet sigh was all it took to cover the silence
I can't remember any love half as good
No, nothin' as good as you and me deep in the woods

I remember the day you moved away back to the city
Somebody said your daddy's in debt, sellin' his land
Here comes a man and he's got a plan
For the place in the woods

Drivin' around this little town everything changes
Every day they haul away a little bit more
You can be sure there's nothin' left of our place in the woods

[Chorus]

4283. Deep Mine Blues

Deep Mine Blues
(Lionel Delmore, Nick "Stump" Stamper & Frank Schapp)
Larry Cordle & Lonesome Standard Time

I swore before I was a man
I'd not go down in the mines
Like my dad and his dad and friends by the score
who are crippled and bent at the spine

Chorus
You'll never see the light of day
You can't wash that coal dust away
You'll never gain as much as you'll lose
When you're singin' the deep mine blues

Down in the city jobs they were scarce
Blue Diamond needed some men
They put me on diggin' number nine coal
Alongside my kenfolk and friends

Repeat Chorus

Bridge
Sing it high, sing it low
Sing the song however you chose
You go to work when the whistle blows



And you're singin' the Deep Mine Blues

You go to work when the whistle blows
And you're singin' the Deep Mine Blues

4284. Deep Pockets

Deep Pockets
Yonder Mountain String Band

I wish my baby had deep pockets
So we could run around
Spendin' all her money
Paintin' up the town
I wish my baby had deep pockets
I'd love life everyday
She don't got deep pockets, boys
What's there left to say

I wish my baby had deep pockets
The deepest ones around
Her momma was made o' money
And her daddy owned the town
I wish my baby had deep pockets
I'd love life everyday
She don't got deep pockets, boys
What's there left to say

I wish my baby drove a caddy
The biggest one around
Burnin' all four tires
Around every turn in town
I wish my baby drove a caddy
I'd love life everyday
She don't drive no caddy, boys
It's some beat up Chevrolet

I wish my baby cooked me pork chops
The fattest ones around
I'd kiss her in the kitchen
With the cabbage boilin' down
I wish my baby cooked me pork chops
I'd love life everyday
Buy the gravy's way too lumpy, boys
What's there left to say

4285. Deep River



Deep River - Jimmy Martin

You're running wild deep river
You're just like the one that I love so
You never stop running deep river
Like her you're always on the go

   Hey I'm feelin' low down deep river
   I can't go on I've had enough
   I'm gonna dive to your bottom deep river
   I'm divin' in but I'm not comin' up.

Now if I had a big boat deep river
I would have you rock me to sleep
And some where down the stream I'd anchor
In the port of broken dreams

4286. Deep River Blues

Deep River Blues

   Let it rain let it pour
   Let it rain a whole lot more
   'Cause I got them deep river blues
   Let the rain drive right on
   let the waves sweep along
   'Cause I got them deep river blues.

My old gal's a good old pal
And she looks like a water fowl
when I get them deep river blues
Ain't no one to cry for me
And the fish all go out on a spree when
I get them deep river blues.

Give me back my old boat
I'm gonna sail if she'll float
cause I got them deep river blues
I'm goin' back to Mussel Shoals
Times are better there I'm told
cause I got them deep river blues.

If my boat sinks with me
I'll go down don't you see
cause I got them deep river blues
Now I'm gonna say good-bye
'N if I sink just let me die
cause I got them deep river blues.



4287. Deep River Woman

Little Big Town - Deep River Woman (Duet)

[Chorus]
Deep river woman
Lord I'm coming home to you
Deep river woman
Lord I know she's waiting
Just anticipating all my love

[Verse 1]
I spent a night in L.A
Just another chance to see you
Just you and I
I wanted you to know
That my playing days are over
'Cause all I do is think of you
The writing's on the wall

[Chorus]
Deep river woman
Lord I'm coming home to you, yeah
Deep river woman
Lord I know she's waiting
Just anticipating all my love

[Verse 2]
I've been out in the world (Oh, oh)
Yes, the fast life had me going
Now all that's changed (Hmm hmm)
I finally made up my mind (Made up my mind)
About the one thing
I've been knowing
You're the only girl
I've ever cared for in this world (Oh oh)

[Chorus]
Deep river woman
Lord I'm coming home to you
Deep river woman
Lord I know she's waiting
Just anticipating all my love

[Bridge]
Your kind of love is forever (Is forever)
It took me a long time to realize (To realize)
That I've come so far
And end up going nowhere
Oh, girl, I need you by my side (Oh oh oh)

[Chorus]
Deep river woman
Lord I'm coming home to you (Coming home to you)
I said deep river woman
Lord I know she's waiting
Just anticipating all my love



All my love

4288. Deep Settled Peace - Chords

Deep Settled Peace 
The Cockman Family

[Verse]
            D    A    D
I found no rest for my soul
        G             A
Till I heard that story told
         D                G
Now I am in the shepherd's fold
               D           A         D
And there's a deep settled peace in my soul
 
[Chorus]
           D    G      D     A   D
There's a deep settled peace in my soul
           G                A
I've been redeemed and made whole
          D
I've been washed in the blood of the Lamb
        G          D
And I know I understand
     D           A          D
That deep settled peace in my soul
 
[Verse]
          D           A      D
Let not your heart be troubled so
        G             A
If to Jesus you will go
         D                G
And in Him you'll learn to know
          D            A           D
About the deep settled peace in your soul
 
[Chorus]
           D   G      D     A   D
There's a deep settled peace in my soul
           G                A
I've been redeemed and made whole
          D
I've been washed in the blood of the Lamb
        G          D
And I know I understand
     D           A          D
That deep settled peace in my soul
 
[Verse]
            D    A    D



And when death around you lies
               G             A
And you must cross that great divide
            D             G
If you have Jesus on your side
               D           A         D
There'll be a deep settled peace in your soul
 
[Chorus]
           D   G      D     A   D
There's a deep settled peace in my soul
           G                A
I've been redeemed and made whole
          D
I've been washed in the blood of the Lamb
        G          D
And I know I understand
     D           A          D
That deep settled peace in my soul
 
[Tag line]
               D   A      D     G    D
And there's a deep settled peace in my soul

4289. Deep Stays Down

Deep Stays Down
Larkin Poe - Deep Stays Down

[Verse 1]
There's a bullet in the gun, the gun went missing
Suspicion blew up like a shotgun shell
Zipping your lips, keep the truth in prison
Gonna throw away the key like you can't make bail

[Verse 2]
The cat's in the bag, the bag's in the river
And the river runs deep and the deep stays down
Better dot your eyes, the lie's getting bigger
Don't lead 'em to the needle in the haystack

[Chorus]
The deep stays down
The deep stays down
The river runs deep and the deep stays down
The deep stays down
The deep stays down
The river runs deep and the deep stays
I, I thought I told you
I thought I told you that the deep stays
I, I thought I told you the river runs deep and the deep stays down

[Verse 3]



The trap got sprung, I read it in the paper
And the paper got read all over this town
The jury's still hung, got a snake oil savior
Who's trying catch a fox in the henhouse now

[Chorus]
The deep stays down
The deep stays down
The river runs deep and the deep stays down
The deep stays down
The deep stays down
The river runs deep and the deep stays
I, I thought I told you
I thought I told you that the deep stays
I, I thought I told you the river runs deep and the deep stays down

4290. Deep Water

Deep Water

I'm drifting into deep water
I'm starting to care for you
And you're getting me in deep water
Be careful what you do.

You want a romance
and I'm sick in love
I know I'll regret it when it ends
I'm drifting into deep water
Why can't we still be friends.

It's so restless in this deep water
And I'm caught between right and wrong
My love's as true as deep water
Your love won't last that long.

Where will it lead me and when will it end
I can't help but wish I only knew
And I'm drifting into deep water
So deep in love with you.

I'm winding up in deep water
So deep in love with you.

4291. Deep Water - Chords

Deep Water 
Nicki Bluhm And The Gramblers



C
There I was in Arizona
G                              C
Playing stud with a dead man's hand
C
In the thick of a nasty downswing
G                              C
Getting coffee-housed by a well-dressed man
C
But my main concern was a big stack bully
 G                                  C
Who knocked 3 times then he laid 'em down
C
I knew right then it wasn't going to be pretty
G                                   C
I had to vamoose but I didn't know how
F                       C
Thought I was cool as a cactus
G                              C
Holding tricks, waiting for the ace
        Bb F                        C
My poker face I guess needs some practice
G                                 C
I finally learned how deep water tastes
C
I got stopped in Salt Lake City
G                                     C
I was trying to pass when I heard the howl
G                                     C
That policeman said "you sure are pretty"
G                                       C
It's a gawl-darn shame I gotta take you down
F                          C
Thought I was free as a pheasant
G                       C
Flying low chasing my dreams
        Bb F                  C
It's kinda strange out in the desert
G                                 C
I finally learned what deep water means
 
C
G C
G C
G C
 
F                           C
Thought I was free as a pheasant
G                       C
Flying low chasing my dreams
      Bb F                    C
It's kinda strange out in the desert
 
G                                 C
I finally learned what deep water means
G                                 C
I finally learned what deep water means



4292. Deep Waters - Chords

Deep Waters 
The Lonely Heartstring Band

[Intro]
Em Em Em Em
 
[Verse 1]
   G
I moved to the white seas one windy afternoon
     C
Bid farewell to the one's I've held so dear
      D              G         C               G
I set sail aboard a ship underneath a harvest moon
 D                             C
See what the world had left for me
 
[Verse 2]
      G
So I wandered the waters my face against the wind
 C
Gambled the fools no fortunes gained
         D        G              C          G
And it's only my pride keeps me riding the tide
D
Farther and farther
 
[Chorus]
      Em    D    G         C
Into dee--------------p waters
        Em    D    G        C
I'm in dee--------------p waters
     Em                       D
Our love's gone away I've forgotten her face
     Em                     D
I'm far from her home all alone
          Em    D   G         C
In these dee--------------p waters
 
[Interlude]
C  C  C  C
 
[Verse 3]
         G
I have known a young maiden beautiful and fair
 C
Promised my love to death do part
 D              G           C              G
Fragile as the morning she faded with the dew
D
Sank with my heart
 



[Chorus 2]
      Em    D    G         Em
Into dee--------------p waters
 
[Verse 4]
           G
And I set foot upon the shore not a penny to my name
C
Dirt and stones beneath my feet
       D            G        C            G
And I watched the horizon become a rising sun
D
Turning my back
 
[Chorus 3]
          Em    D    G         C
On these dee--------------p waters
        Em    D    G        C
I'm in dee--------------p waters
    Em                       D
My love's gone away I've forgotten her face
     Em                    D
I'm far from my home all alone
          Em   D    G         C
In these dee--------------p waters
 
[Interlude]
G G C C D G C G D D
 
[Outro]
        Em    D    G        C
I'm in dee--------------p waters
        Em    D    G        C
I'm in dee--------------p waters
        Em    D    G        Em    Em
I'm in dee--------------p waters

4293. Deep Well Of Sadness

Jim Lauderdale - Deep well of sadness
Composer: Bob Hunter - Jim Lauderdale

Oh the deep well of sadness
Lower down a bucket on a chain
Draw up the clear dark water
Then lower down the bucket once again

All the joy in this world here below
Bound to stop before it starts again
All the sweetness that we come to know
Flies plain as ashes on a passing wind

The rich man puts his trust in shining silver



A poor man puts his trust in holy words
Both must add their tears unto the river
Before their prayers ascend like wings of birds

Oh the deep well of sadness...

You are bidden to be good to one another
There's nothing else but love can satisfy
Each picking stranger who is a dying brother
Until you have no further tears to cry

Oh the deep well of sadness...

I thought I caught the first snowflake of winter
Upon my tongue my wicked thirst to slake
I thought I heard a voice that bid me enter
When you learn how to give more than you take

Hand me down my five-string banjo
Hand me down my hand-carved violin
Hand me down my weeping-willow bow
I'll play a tune with you before I go

Oh the deep well of sadness...

Draw up the cold dark water
Then lower down the bucket once again

4294. Deeper And Deeper

Deeper And Deeper
Author: Bob Lucas
Artist: New Grass Revival
Album: Commonwealth (1981)

Old friend, you've been gone too long
Yesterday I sang one of your songs
Well, and it made me remember
Like a boit out of the blue
First there's life and then there' you
I love you

Deeper and deeper as time hurries by
Steeper and steeper the path of our lives
Where we are going and where we have been
All of us waiting at come-back again

And when I see you again
We'll speak the words that are spoken by friends
How are you, well, missed you
But not until you're gone away
Will find the words to say
I love you



4295. Deeper Than Crying

Alison Krauss - Deeper Than Crying 

Leaving is the longest word I ever learned
In the time it takes to say it, the whole world has turned
If a heartbeat lasts a lifetime then I've lived before
'Cause I remember standing at this open door

This path is not the one I'd choose to travel
Even as we watch what tied us unravel
And the tears fall like rain
Deeper than crying, the loving still remains

Neither wants to be the one to say goodbye
And neither wants to be the one who's left to cry
But in our secret heart of hearts, we both know
That the time for patching up has passed and it's time to go

This path is not the one I'd choose to travel
Even as we watch what tied us unravel
And the tears fall like rain
Deeper than crying, the loving still remains

So I'll be the one to pull our tangled lives apart
I won't dodge the angry words that hide a broken heart
And my calm fare-thee-wells cannot obscure
That deep inside, my heart is also hurtin' so

 This path is not the one I'd choose to travel
Even as we watch what tied us unravel
And the tears fall like rain
Deeper than crying, the loving still remains

4296. Deeper Than My Love

Deeper Than My Love
Josh Turner - Deeper Than My Love

You can take a lesson from an old coal miner
Go and get you a shovel and dig clear to China
But there's nothing, no, there's nothing
Deeper than my love

You can drop in the ocean in a deep diving submarine
You can sit on the bottom, down where there's to see
But there's nothing, no, there's nothing
Deeper than my love



Girl it ain't nothing better than you and me together
It's now and forever right down to the letter
And I won't ever, never ever get enough
'Cause there's nothing deeper than my love

Girl you know I want you down in my country's home
You can look into my eyes as far as you wanna go
'Cause there's nothing, no, there's nothing
Deeper than my love

You know there ain't nothing better than you and me together
It's now and forever right down to the letter
And I won't ever, never ever get enough
'Cause there's nothing deeper than my love

No, it ain't nothing better than you and me together
It's now and forever right down to the letter
And I won't ever, never ever get enough
'Cause there's nothing deeper than my love

No, it ain't nothing bigger as far as I can figure
It ain't nothing longer, it ain't nothing stronger
Baby I'm yours sure as there's a Lord above
And there's nothing deeper than my love

Deeper than my love
Deeper than my love

4297. Deeper Than That - Chords

Deeper Than That
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Tim Mensy and Brenda Anderson

C                     Em                F              G7
With a closet full of clothes she's got nothing to wear
     C              Em                                F   G7
It's almost time to go  she can't do a thing with her hair
    F                 C
She asks me do I look alright
       F                  G7
I said baby you look just fine
       F                   G7                    C
But my love goes deeper my love goes deeper than that
    F                  G7              C
The beauty I see can't be bought off a rack
     Am                   F                C               F
When God made her he used heaven and earth He held nothing back
                           G7                    C    Em F G7
But my love goes deeper my love goes deeper than that
      C                              F              G7
We're out on the town so she thought we'd celebrate
   C                               Em        F             G7



We raised our glass and toasted in memory of our first date
F                          C
Looking back we've come so far
F                          G7
I'm still proud when she's on my arm
       F                   G7                    C
But my love goes deeper my love goes deeper than that
    F                  G7              C
The beauty I see can't be bought off a rack
     Am                   F                C               F
When God made her he used heaven and earth He held nothing back
                           G7                    C
But my love goes deeper my love goes deeper than that
     Am                   F                C               F
When God made her he used heaven and earth He held nothing back
                           G7                    C
But my love goes deeper my love goes deeper than that
   F                   G7                    C
My love goes deeper my love goes deeper than that

4298. Deeper Well

Emmylou Harris - Deeper well
Composer: Dave Ohey - Daniel Lanois - Emmylou Harris

The sun burned hot, it burned my eyes
Burned so hot I thought I'd died
Thought I'd died and gone to hell
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well

I went to the river but the river was dry
I fell to my knees an I looked to the sky
Looked to the sky and the spring rain fell
I saw the water from a deeper well

Well, lookin' for the water from a deeper well
Well, lookin' for the water from a deeper well

I was ready for love, I was ready for the money
Ready for the blood and ready for the honey
Ready for the winnin', ready for the bell
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well

I found some love and I found some money
Found that blood would drip from the honey
Found I had a thirst that I could not quell
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well

Well, lookin' for the water from a deeper well
Well, lookin' for the water from a deeper well

Well, I did it for kicks and I did it for hate
I did it for lust and I did it for faith



I did it for need and I did it for love
Addiction stayed on tight like a glove

So I ran with the moon and I ran with the night
And the three of us were a terrible sight
Nipple to the bottle, to the gun, to the cell
To the bottom of a hole of a deeper well

Well, lookin' for the water from a deeper well
Well, lookin' for the water from a deeper well

I rocked with the cradle and I rolled with the rage
I shook those walls and I rattled that gage
Took my trouble down a dead end trail
Reachin' out a hand for a holier grail

Hey there, mama, did you carry that load
Did you tell your baby 'bout the bend in the road
'Bout the rebel yell, 'bout the one that fell
Lookin' for the water from a deeper well

Well, lookin' for the water from a deeper well
Well, lookin' for the water from a deeper well

4299. DeFord Rides Again

DeFord Rides Again
Old Crow Medicine Show - DeFord Rides Again

DeFord was a man from Castlewood, Tenn'
Blowed on that harp both night and day
How he wailed on them reeds 'til his lips would bleed
Played 'til the Lord knows when

Just a little baby boy with a silver toy
And the polio strikin' fire and wind
At four foot nine, just one of his kind
The greatest there ever been

Blow, blow, DeFord, blow
Play that Pan-American
Oh, oh, where did he go?
DeFord Bailey rides again

Arise, gals and gents, for the show to commence
There's a good-nature riot on the air
Little DeFord's on the loose with them Muscle Shoals Blues
Let the Jim Crow South beware

Like the fox chasin' game
He was black balled and shamed
Stripped out the silver from his hand
Now, it's welfare lines and a dollar shine



Singin', "Oh, Lord, ain't I a man?"

Blow, blow DeFord, blow
Play that Pan-American
Whoa, oh, where did he go?
DeFord Bailey rides again

Then he played his last note, in The Banner they wrote
"Must have been those Ice Water Blues"
Now, up in Greenwood you'll find a plot, four foot nine
For our city's biggest shame, they whitewashed his name
For that kind of sin, there ain't no excuse

Blow, blow, DeFord, blow
Play that Pan American
Whoa, oh, where did he go?
DeFord Bailey rides again

Blow, blow, DeFord, blow
Playin' up in glory land
Whoa, oh, where did he go?
DeFord Bailey rides again
DeFord Bailey rides again
DeFord Bailey rides again

4300. Defying Gravity

Emmylou Harris - Defying Gravity

I live on a big blue ball
I never do dream I may fall
But even the day that I do
I jump off and smile back at you
I don't even know where we are

But they tell us we're circling a star
Well I'll take their word I don't know
But I'm dizzy so maybe that's so

I'm riding a big blue ball
I never do dream I may fall
But even the high may lay row
So when I do fall I'll be glad to go

4301. Deja Blues

Deja Blues
Todd Snider - Deja Blues



She said take your money and stick it where the sun don't shine
Pack up your stuff and don't touch nothing of mine
Get your fingers off of me and move on down the line

I got the deja blues all over again
I got the deja blues all over again
I just lose and lose
I can't seem to win

My boss man told me they had to let me go last night
So I went out drinking but I ended up in a fight
I seen the left one coming but he caught me with a right

I got the deja blues all over again
I got the deja blues all over again
I just lose and lose
I can't seem to win

The lawman come and hauled me off to jail
Billy Joe called up my mamma but she wouldn't pay my bail
We it comes to losing I can't seem to fail

I got the deja blues all over again
I got the deja blues all over again
I just lose and lose
I can't seem to win

4302. Deja Vu - Chords

Deja Vu
Written and recorded by Johnny Bush
 
G         Am       D7          G        Em
It's deja vu again it's me and you again
      C                       D7
For a moment then deja's gone again
             Am
She looked a lot like you
D7            G        Em
But then they always do
     C                  D7             G
It's really nothing new it's just deja vu
 
            C
Sometimes I close my eyes
                        G    D7      G
I see your face another time another place
     C
Such happy memories of you in love with me
        G           D7
It's so real what a waste
  Am              D7       G         Em
I look forward to our nest rendezvous



     C            D7               G  C  G
When it's deja vu deja me and deja you
 
            C
Sometimes I close my eyes
                        G    D7      G
I see your face another time another place
     C
Such happy memories of you in love with me
        G           D7
It's so real what a waste
      Am      D7            G           Em
Maybe deja vu is all I have left of you
          C       D7               G  C  G
When it's deja vu deja me and deja you
 
         Am         D7               G
I try to hold on to deja me and deja you

4303. Delaware

Delaware

Lord I have strayed to far from my home
And the ones who are waiting for me there
I long to hear them singing the songs I love so well
Callin' me back home to Delware

Oh Delware keeps on callin me
what I wouldn't do to be there
For I'm weary of the road and I feel so all alone
And I long to be home in Delware
Yes I long to be home in Delware

And in the night I dream of the place I call home
And the geese flyin' high up o'r the lake
And the mournin' doves callin' in the evenin' of the day
But I'm far far away when I awake

4304. Delia

Delia
The Grascals

[Verse 1]
Dance with me, Delia, dance all night long
Steal away my Delia, we'll dance until the dawn
Sweet as magnolia, honey from the hive
Someday if I'm lucky, I'll make you be my wife



Gonna make you my wife

[Chorus]
Dance with me, Delia, dance all night long
Steal away my Delia, we'll dance until the dawn

[Verse 2]
Pluck that old guitar, pull that fiddle bow
Gather round the barrel and let the whiskey flow
Girls all wearing gingham, such a pretty sight
Fireworks and fireflies lighten up the night
Yes, lighten up the night

[Chorus]
Dance with me, Delia, dance all night long
Steal away my Delia, we'll dance until the dawn

[Verse 3]
Kick your shoes off, Delia, there's sawdust on the floor
Your pretty little bare feet just make me love you more
My legs are gettin' shaky, knees are gettin' sore
But steal away my Delia, we'll dance right out the door
And dance right out the door

[Chorus]
Dance with me, Delia, dance all night long
Steal away my Delia, we'll dance until the dawn
Dance with me, Delia, dance all night long
Steal away my Delia, we'll dance until the dawn

4305. Delta Momma Blues

Steve Earle - Delta Momma Blues

[Chorus]
Well, come away with me, my little delta boy
I want to be your delta momma for a while
And if you stay, you'll see I can bring you lots of joy
I can turn those little teardrops to a smile

[Verse 1]
If you're blue, don't cry, just wander right downtown
You can find your delta momma waiting there
I thought you knew that I would never let you down
I can ease your mind and take away all your cares

[Chorus]
Come away with me, my little delta boy
I want to be your delta momma for a while
If you stay, you'll see I can bring you lots of joy
I can turn those little teardrops to a smile

[Verse 2]



If the grass grows brown, don't you hang your head too low
There ain't no need for you to sit and pine
If you just ask around, then I'm sure someone will know
Just exactly what it takes to get you back to feeling fine

[Chorus]
Well, come away with me, my little delta boy
I want to be your delta momma for a while
If you stay, you'll see I can bring you lots of joy
I can turn those little teardrops to a smile

4306. Delta Queen

Delta Queen
Leftover Salmon

[Verse]
Take a ride on a riverboat queen
All the way down to New Orleans
Take a trip across the Pontchartrain
In the misty morning rain

[Chorus]
Down in New Orleans
Riding on the Delta Queen
Riding on the Delta Queen

[Verse]
Take a walk round the quarter at night
The Zydeco playing till the morning light
Hard to believe in just what you see
How it feels when you're living free

[Chorus]
Down in New Orleans
Riding on the Delta Queen
Riding on the Delta Queen

[Verse]
And there just ain't no denying
That there's something going on
Still you get to keep on trying
Till the break of dawn
Went to the Mardi Gras in New Orleans
Strangest thing that you've ever seen
Nothing like it in the whole wide land
Some folks they just can't understand

Take a ride on a riverboat queen
All the way down to New Orleans
Take a trip across the Pontchartrain
In the misty morning rain



[Chorus]
Down in New Orleans
Riding on the Delta Queen
Riding on the Delta Queen

Down in New Orleans
Riding on the Delta Queen
Riding on the Delta Queen

4307. Delta Queen

Delta Queen
The Grascals - Delta Queen

[Verse 1]
Your paddles wheels are turning muddy water churning
Her stacks blowing smokes black as coal her whistle
High on thrill folks dressed fit to kill down the mighty Mississippi
Watch her grow Dexy bangs are swinging open her Banjews
Ringing so I am going to have to ban Jubilee that's our
Game of chance including sweet romance it's traveling
At the height of luxury

[Chorus]
She leaves the dock on St. Loui  making her way south to South Orleans
The captain's in the wheelhouse
He is calling for the mighty hills steam
Delta queen

[Verse 2]
There's a river boat gambler lowdown wrecking wrangler
Sporting any luck by his side where deck 52 with a pistol
In his boothe you bet she is going to smile on him tonight
She leaves the dock on St. Loui making her way south to
South Orleans the captain's in the wheelhouse he is calling
For the mighty hills steam Delta queen

[Chorus]
She leaves the dock on St. Loui making her way south to
South Orleans
The captain's in the wheelhouse
He is calling
For the mighty hills steam
Delta queen
Delta queen
Delta queen

4308. Delta Queen Waltz



Delta Queen Waltz
John Hartford

Oh, we boarded the boat on the breast of the river so wide
And we left old St. Louis on the crest of that brown muddy tide
To the strains of the Delta Queen's band
I found myself holding your hand
The way we had hoped we would do all that summer and fall

Oh, the whistle came out, such a deep mellow sound in the night
And the echo came back from the shoreline of twinkling lights
There was nothing we really could say
The river had swept us away
Like a present hereafter, the warm sound of laughter
As we danced to the Delta Queen Waltz

As the big wheel keeps rolling I find myself holding you near
With the night time unfolding I'm lucky just having you here
As a single wave curls down the shore, we're waltzing away cross the floor
As our heart beats assemble, the boat lightly trembles
As we dance to the Delta Queen Waltz

4309. Deluxe Hotel Room

Sturgill Simpson - Deluxe Hotel Room

In a deluxe hotel room, hundred dollars to my name
In this king bed alone, remembering the rain
Love will bloom like roses, money dry up just the same
In a deluxe hotel room, under someone else's name
Everything they told me, let it get into my head
Could make 'em all wanna know me, if I do just as they said
Traded in my body, thinkin' I could make my bed
In a deluxe hotel room, wishin' I was home instead
In a deluxe hotel room, a thousand dollars every day
In my kingdom alone, remember we would say
We never needed money, 'cause fortune don't mean fame
In a deluxe hotel room, wishin' it was still the same
In a deluxe hotel room, under someone else's name

4310. Demon Lover

Demon Lover
Tim O'Brien - Demon Lover

Well met, well met, my own true love 
Well met, well met, cried he 
I've just returned from the salt, salt sea 
And it's all for the sake of thee 



I've come for the vows that you promised me 
To be my partner in life 
She said my vows you must forgive 
For now I'm a wedded wife 

Yes I have married a house carpenter 
To him I've born two fine sons 
For it's seven long years since you sailed to the west 
And I took you for dead and gone 

If I was to leave my husband dear 
And my two babies also 
Just what have you to take me to 
If with you I should now go 

I have seven ships out upon the sea 
And the eighth one that brought me to land 
With four and twenty bold mariners 
And music on every hand 

It was then she went to her two little babes 
She kissed them on cheek and on chin 
Saying fare thee well my sweet little ones 
I'll never see you again 

They had not sailed much more than a week 
I know that it was not three 
When altered grew his countinence 
And a raging came over the sea 

When they reached the shore again 
On the far side of the sea 
It was there she spied his cloven hoof 
And wept most bitterly 

Oh what is that mountain yon she cried 
So dreary with ice and with snow 
It is the mountain of hell he cried 
Where you and I now will go

4311. Demons

Demons
Greensky Bluegrass

It's not enough to feel it
It needs to overwhelm you
These senses you are having, you need for them to blind you
And you would
Shoot the tin man in his heart
But I will be the bait
I will pose as pious for you
And keep the pressing eyes, from anything to fumble and blow



A smoke screen when you go
I was happy but now I'm leaving
With the rest of my beer
I'm going home with my demons
You said your husband is gone
So hide your harmful hand
I didn't mean anything, I just wrote it all down
To sing about it later on
I've got a knuckle through the wall
And a hand in your skirt
You could ask me again
It might even get worse as this wreck
Becomes a path to my past
I was happy but now I'm leaving
With the rest of my beer
I'm going home with my demons
I was happy but now I'm leaving
With the rest of my beer
I'm going home with my demons
I'm reviewing all these notes
And I've rivaled these possessions
It's the first that's most notable, what somebody told you in response
To Molly Rose and Lee McGowen
I was happy but now I'm leaving
With the rest of my beer I'm leaving
I'm going home with my demons

4312. Demons & Fiends

David Rawlings
Demons & Fiends

Steppin' off to higher glory
All around is demons and fiends
Oooh, oooh
Movin' out towards the kingdom
All I see is hobgoblins and ghouls
Oooh, oooh
Headin' up beyond salvation
All I tread is of nostrils and skulls
Oooh, oooh
Gettin' out across the heavens
All I see is fungus and bones
Oooh, oooh
Lookin' up, I saw the fury
All around is tattered black sails
Oooh, oooh
In the hedge there's a rustlin' sound
A man come out and he staggers around
He grins and offers some of it to me
So I close my eyes and dream a little harder
Close my eyes and dream a little harder
Close my eyes and dream a little harder of



You

4313. Demons - Chords

Demons 
Dolly Parton with Ben Haggard

[Intro]
F F Bb Bb
 
[Verse 1]
Bb        Eb      Bb
Give me a chance, girl
Bb
Open your eyes now
Bb                F
I'm not the enemy here
F
I'm a soft heart to lean on
F
Shoulder to cry on
F                              Bb
Two good lips to kiss away the tears
Bb                          Bb
If you're looking to fight, you have come to the wrong guy
Bb                          Eb
With you, I refuse to throw darts
Eb
I've had enough fighting
    Bb
I'm more into righting
       F                         Bb
What's wrong when it's broken apart
 
[Chorus]
Eb                                        Bb
Demons, demons, we both had enough of our own
F                                           Bb
Demons, demons, we don't have to fight them alone
 
Gb
 
[Verse 2]
B
I've been fighting demons most of my life
B                             Gb
So fighting with you makes no sensR
Gb                  Gb
I need some heaven, and I'vR had enough hell
Gb                           B
I'm an expert in pain and torment
B                           B
So if you can't be with me, then please just dismiss me



B                              E
I guess when it's all said and done
E
We've all had our demons
  B                       Gb                           B
I guess I was dreamin' to think we could fight them as one
 
[Chorus]
 
Eb                                        B
Demons, demons, we both had enough of our own
Gb                                          B
Demons, demons, we don't have to fight them alone
 
 
[Bridge]
E                    E
Somewhere inside me, I truly do believe
E                     B
Together we could win the fight
    Gb
The demons we both know
Gb
Let's slay them and move on
Gb                          B
I will if you're willing to try
 
 
[Outro]
E                                         B
Demons, demons, we both had enough of our own
Gb                                          B
Demons, demons, we don't have to fight them alone
Gb
The demons we both know
Gb
Let's slay them and move on
Gb                          B
We don't have to fight them alone

4314. Demons - Chords

Demons 
The Grascals

[Intro]
C G C G
 
[Verse]
G                           C                              G
Sometimes their in a bottle, sometimes a pair of high heel shoes
Em                        C                   D
Some come rolling papers, some had 6 strings and only play the blues



 
[Chorus]
Em                           C                                        G C
But once you've met the devil, there ain't no way he's gonna let you be
G                          C                          G
When I'm not chasing demons, there's demons chasing me
 
[Verse]
Em                    C                     G
Skeletons in closets, ghosts underneath the bed
Em                           C                    D
And they hide out in pictures, and in words thats better left unsaid
 
[Chorus]
Em                           C                                    G C
They hang around like perfume, and haunt me like an ancient melody
G                           C                         G
When I'm not chasing demons, there's demons chasing me
 
[Verse]
Am
There's things that I can't leave alone, cause they won't leave me alone
G                        C     Am
What I want ain't what I need, still I reach for the things I crave
                        G                          C
Better try to run away, maybe I'm afraid of being free
G                          C                          G
When I'm not chasing demons, there's demons chasing me
 
[Chorus]
Em                         C                           G
So roll one up and light it, I'll pick up my old guitar
Em                      C                 D
I'm playing crossroads, drinking whiskey, from a mason jar
 
[Chorus]
Em                                       C                             G C
There's this heartache at my front door, that says she needs my company
G                          C                          G
When I ain't chasing demons, there's demons chasing me
 
[Verse]
Am
There's things that I can't leave alone, cause they won't leave me alone
G                        C     Am
What I want ain't what I need, still I reach for the things I crave
                        G                          C
Better try to run away, maybe I'm afraid of being free
G                          C                          G
When I'm not chasing demons, there's demons chasing me x 2

4315. Demons In Her Dancing Shoes



Richard Thompson - Demons In Her Dancing Shoes 

Don't go walking down Chapel Street
Down Chapel Street they'll jump you
Cut your throat as soon as give you the eye

Those wholesome girls down Chapel Street
They need some place to move their feet
Before they soothe you with a lullaby

At Bridie's place the music's loud
And there's my angel in the crowd

Well, she's the kind of squeeze
That you can't refuse
Bedroom eyes and demons
In her dancing shoes

She's the kind of tease
That means good news
Bedroom eyes and demons
In her dancing shoes

On Chapel Street the totters' carts
Cry, old rags and lumber
People gassing like the Tower of Babel

On Chapel Street there's coffee bars
Where the villains meet the stars
And money's changing hands under the table

We're gonna dance till they shut the door
Till they clear the floor, till they beg for more

Well, she's the kind of squeeze
That you can't refuse
Bedroom eyes and demons
In her dancing shoes

She's the kind of tease
That means good news
Bedroom eyes and demons
In her dancing shoes

My girl, she's a piece of work
She finally got my number
Loves those cast-offs and those hand-me-downs

Dresses like a bride-to-be
From some other century
Stylish rags and ripped up wedding gowns

But you don't have to face the mess
When every day is fancy dress

Well, she's the kind of squeeze
That you can't refuse
Bedroom eyes and demons



In her dancing shoes

She's the kind of tease
That means good news
Bedroom eyes and demons
In her dancing shoes

Gonna dance, dance, dance, dance, dance
Gonna dance, dance, dance, dance, dance
Gonna dance, dance, dance, dance, dance
Gonna dance, dance, dance, dance, dance
Yes, dance

4316. Denouncing November Blue

Denouncing November Blue (Uneasy Writer)
The Avett Brothers

November came and went,
Like a summer that I spent,
With a no name girl that walked in jelly shoes.
I returned to my home,
With a heart part made of stone,
And I cried all night for a girl I never knew.
From the east it comes,
Her love and the rising sun,
And I pray each time they come, it's not the last.
You see I've got strong,
I made it through what came along,
But I can't move on for the beauty of the past.

Came across a pretty girl,
For about a month she was my world,
And I held her hand, and swore we'd never part.
I moved on, she stayed behind,
I said I'd call, she said she'd write,
We lost touch the moment I drove off.
I left town like a gambler with,
The sense of cashin' all the chips,
Before I lost them all on a bad deal.
I made believe I was in a race,
Drove ten thousand miles in seven days,
While writing a book called "Being A Free Man".
Met more people than the president,
The good times came and the good times went,
And I learned how to ignore my hunger pangs.
I looked ahead to the open road, thought about the people and what they know,
And wrote a book called "People Don't Know Nothin".
(no matter what they tell ya, man)

Once I spent my last dime,
And counted the ratio of miles to time,
I looked up to my disdain and my surprise.



I had driven my car around the world,
Ended back in the town with the girl,
So I wrote a book called "Life in Prison".
(Volume. 1)
I see that girl every now and then,
And we drink to having such good friends,
And apologize for the way it did not last.
Funny thing that it's all true,
And I'll always love November Blue,
But I turned her down for the beauty of the past.

November came and went,
Like a summer that I spent,
With a no name girl that walked in jelly shoes.
I returned to my home,
With a heart part made of stone,
And I cried all night for a girl I never knew.

4317. Denver Woman - Chords

Denver Woman
Written and recorded by Johnny Duncan

C                 F               C
I saw her for the first time in a small cafe 
      F             Dm    G7          C
Where I was pickin' songs just to get along 
                  F                C
A Denver woman so fine she took my breath away 
         F                 Dm      G7        C    G7
When she smiled and said I sure do like your songs 
   C                 F                   C
At first I think she came just to dig my music 
          F            Dm   G7         C
But later on a special gold filled her eyes 
                F                    C
Warmer than the sweet red wine she's drinkin' 
F                 Dm         G7    C
What comes next I suppose is no surprise 
          F                  G7           C
Cause the first time she let go was in my arms 
         F               G7            C
She's as pure as a Rocky Mountain airy breeze 
           F                         G7             C       Am
She said I always knew that it would take a special man for me 
C       Dm                 G7             C
And the first time she let go Lord it was me 
                         F                 C
Nights get cold when the snow falls in the Rockies 
    F                   Dm       G7       C
But the fireplace has a warm and friendly glow 
                              F             C
I've got my friends my guitar and my Denver woman 



      F                 Dm         G7      C
And I remember well the first time she let go 
Repeat #3
        Dm                 G7             C
And the first time she let go Lord it was me

4318. Deportee

Deportee
Woody Guthrie / Martin Hoffman
Old Crow Medicine Show

The crops are all in, the peaches are rotting
The oranges are piled in their creosote dumps
They're flying us back to the Mexican border
To pay all our money just to wade back again

Some of us are illegal and some are not wanted
Our work contract's out and we have to move on
600 miles to that Mexican border
They chase us like outlaws, like thieves on the run

Chorus:
Goodbye to my Juan, good-bye Rosalita
Adios mis amigos, Jesus y Maria
You won't have a name when you ride the big airplane
All they will call you will be deportee

The sky plane caught fire over Los Gatos canyon
A fireball of lightning that shook all the hills
Who are these friends now all scattered like dry leaves?
The radio says they are just deportees

Chorus

We died in your hills, we died in your deserts
We died in your valleys and we died on your plains
We died 'neath your trees and we died in your bushes
Both sides of the river, we died just the same

Is this the best way we can grow our big orchards?
Is this the best way we can grow our good fruit?
To fall like dry leaves and to rot on the topsoil
And be called by no name except deportees?

Chorus

4319. Deportee (Plane Wreck At Los Gatos)



Dolly Parton - Deportee (Plane Wreck At Los Gatos) 

The crops are all in and the peaches are rotting
The oranges are piled in their creosote dumps
You're flying them back to the mexican border
To pay all their money to wade back again
Goodbye to my Juan, goodbye Rosalita
Adios mis a-mi-gos, Jesus and Maria
You won't have a name when you ride the big airplane
All they will call you will be deportee
Some of us are illegal and some of us are not wanted
Our work contract's out and we have to move on
But it's 600 miles to that mexican border
They chase us like outlaws, like rustlers, like theives
Goodbye to my Juan, goodbye Rosalita
Adios mis a-mi-gos, Jesus and Maria
You won't have a name when you ride the big airplane
All they will call you will be deportee
My father's own father, waded that river
They took all the money he made in his life
My brothers and sister come work the fruit trees
They rode the truck til' they took down and died
The airplane caught fire over Los Gatos canyon
A fireball of lightning that shook all our hills
Who are these dear friends all scattered like dry leaves
The radio said they were just deportees
Goodbye to my Juan, goodbye Rosalita
Adios mis a-mi-gos, Jesus and Maria
You won't have a name when you ride the big airplane
All they will call you will be deportee
No, all they will call you will be deportee
All they will call you will be deportee

4320. Derailed - Chords

Derailed 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
 
[Verse]
            G
We said goodbye at Union Station
       C                 G
and we went our seperate ways
      G
And I thought I could forget you
         F      C         G
and find better dreams to chase
      G
Tried only thinking 'bout tomorrow
       C                G
always looking straight ahead
      G
If my mind could keep on racing
           F       C        D



there'd be no more tears to shed
 
 
[Chorus]
 
   C                       G
My train of thougt jumps the track
      C                  G
Every time you cross my mind
Em                 D
Like it or not I'm lookin' back
       C
At the one I left behind
    C                     G
Ten thousand miles down the line
            C                G
Your memory still hot on my trail
      Em                D          F  C
Every time I think of you I get derailed
 
 
[Verse]
 
      G
Every time I get to thinkin'
       C                  G
That I miss you 'little less
       G
I pull out of one more station
        F   C       G
On that memory express
             G
Where at the end of every tunnel
         C              G
And over every bridge I cross
          G
Dreams of you still ly in waiting
     F          C         D
To remind me of what I've lost
 
 
[Chorus]
 
   C                       G
My train of thougt jumps the track
      C                  G
Every time you cross my mind
Em                 D
Like it or not I'm lookin' back
       C
At the one I left behind
    C                     G
Ten thousand miles down the line
            C                G
Your memory still hot on my trail
      Em                D          F  C
Every time I think of you I get derailed



 
 
[Chorus]
 
   C                       G
My train of thougt jumps the track
      C                  G
Every time you cross my mind
Em                 D
Like it or not I'm lookin' back
       C
At the one I left behind
    C                     G
Ten thousand miles down the line
            C                G
Your memory still hot on my trail
      Em                D          F  C
Every time I think of you I get derailed
 
      Em                D          C
Every time I think of you I get derailed

4321. Derby Day

Jerry Jeff Walker - Derby Day
Todd Snider

[Verse 1]
Susan, you are a jewel
About the rarest I've ever seen
I wish I could polish off
All the edges of my craziest dreams
But you know the way I am
There's nothin' that you can do
If there's anything you don't want me to do
Just go ahead and tell me to

[Chorus]
It must have been one hell of a starry night
The moon was so bright
It must've knocked out all of your lights
I guess that's the night that you fell for my silvery line

[Verse 2]
Everything we do is backwards
You know that ain't a lie
You love, I love, you love
Ah, you know you know I love your beautiful eyes
But I can't pay you back, no
I can't make it up with a song
So I guess I'm here tryin' to tell you that
I missed myself while you were gone



[Chorus]
It must have been one hell of a starry night
Yeah the moon was so bright
It must've knocked out all of your lights
I guess that's the night that you fell for my silvery line

[Verse 3]
Yeah, you always picked the winners
Every Derby race
I guess you just picked on me
For a little bit of change of pace
So go on, shake your hair, let it loose
Run 'til you pass the wind
I'll be runnin' right in front of you
Tryin' to rein myself in

Chorus]
It must have been one hell of a starry night
The moon was so bright
It must've knocked out all of your lights
I guess that's the night that you fell for my silvery line

[Outro]
Susan, you are a jewel
The rarest I've ever seen
I wish I could polish off
All the edges of my craziest dreams

4322. Desert Dawn

Desert Dawn
Christina Callicott and Michael Kang
String Cheese Incident

Desert dawn
Rise up early, lift your song
On the breath of life that rises from the Glowing stone

Feel the rock of ages, smooth against your skin
Smell the breath of flowers dancing on the wind
Dancing on the wind

Canyon siesta
Resting shady by a pool
Dancing water sings a song beneath a Cottonwood
Baptized in the water, shriven in the sand
Dried upon the summer breeze

Touched by God's own hand
Touched by God's own hand

Twilight turns 
To the beating of a drum



Stand in flaming silhouette before the Setting sun
When the night comes 'round you lay your blanket on the sand

Reach up to the sky and touch the stars with your own hands,
Stars with your own hands.

4323. Desert Dream

Desert Dream
Larkin Poe

Dark, thick dust storms everywhere
The wind blew sand into my hair
The smell of danger's in the air
Prepare for the worst

My heart went down like an airplane
Now stranded in a cruel terrain
Where the earth is dry and there is no rain
No rain at all

At night I dream of a desert land
And find I'm drowning in the sand
Hour glass upon my bed side stand
Running with the second hand
Keep close what you love
Keep fears even closer

Days down the road and the outlooks dim
Just like the sun as the clouds roll in
My heart and skin burned by the wind
Gotta' get up again

I struggle daily to survive
The sand eats hearts like mine alive
Many have come this way to die
But it's not over yet

At night I dream of a desert land
And find I'm drowning in the sand
Hour glass upon my bed side stand
Running with the second hand
Keep close what you love
Keep fears even closer

4324. Desert Rat



Desert Rat - Hot Buttered Rum

I've taken great interest in the surface of things
I'm not looking for a deeper meaning than a lung full of wood-smoke
the feel of my sister's hand in my hand

I was born in Tucson
and I got my ass kicked by the Viet Cong
I guess they were just getting along
I might have done the same in their shoes

the mountains gutted by strip mines
the deserts criss-crossed by power lines
they drown the canyon so the city can have fuel

but I can't get away from the day to day
I can only sing of ordinary motion
snow melting, and moving towards the ocean

the powers that be won't let me be
the powers that be won't let me be
and the war and the mall and the sprawl are part of the same machine
and it's no damn simple thing like a conspiracy

what's a desert rat to do
when he's shakin' in his shoes?
when coyote's on the loose
what's a desert rat to do?

the altar was torn down
the machine defiled my sacred ground
so I stand above the desert sand
with a monkey wrench in my hand
I am not a patient man
I am not a patient man
I measure desert distance with beer cans

as I drive the valleys and I drive the crest
I feel a dangerous howl
living deep with in my chest

4325. Desert Rose

Desert Rose Band - Desert Rose

I see the night that she's alone
I keep thinking back to home.
I've got that feeling I know that it show
I missed my sweet desert rose.

Shines like the stars in the sky
A breath of life in a well gone dry.
She picks me up but I feel it so low.
She's my sweet desert rose.



Ain't no money in our home town
And the mills have all shut down.
They say: There's work but it's always the next town.
Will you still love me when I'm gone.

Will you still love me when I'm gone 
Though the empty night and the days so long. 
I'm not the same and I guess that it shows 
I missed my sweet desert rose.

I hear the wind blowing in the night. 
Winter's come and it just ain't right. 
This loneliness but it comes and it goes. 
I love my sweet desert rose.

Ain't no money

4326. Desert Sunrise

Brett Dennen - Desert Sunrise

A desert sunrise, you warm my soul
Painting me in shades of clay
Covering me whole
And I'm a lizard, sunbathing in your radiance
Oh, I come out of hiding, so sweet
So sweet you are
If I could only have a taste
Wrap my lips around your flavor
Just because you are you
Just because you are, so beautiful
And I've been waiting all this life
In the company of one
And I know I am young
But I don't want to be alone
If you could only just
Consider the two of us
And I know darling
I could be so good to you
I see you rising
On the horizon
Bringing light into the day
And I'm coasting on your rays
When I awoke, you spoke through the mist of the mystic bliss
Casting shadows
On all my dismal yesterdays
Do you remember that you told me, darling
That I was so real
I tell you all my tears for you are real
And we'll cross that bridge again some day
I know we will
I hope we will



4327. Designated Drinker

Designated Drinker (A Duet With George Strait)

Here's my keys, I want you to take 'em
I think I'm gonna need you to get back home
Hold on to my hat, I don't wanna lose it
I couldn't stand for something else to be gone
I'm sure you know the reason I'm here cryin'
I think you'll understand why
Tonight, I'm the designated drinker
I just lost the one that wrapped me around her finger
I need to get to where I can't think of her
So tonight, I'm the designated drinker
I came here to get you to help me
I need a friend to see me through
I hated to call, I knew you wouldn't mind at all
I know you know I'd do the same for you
I'm not the kind that likes to drown my sorrow
I may hate myself tomorrow
Oh but
Tonight, I'm the designated drinker
I just lost the one that wrapped me around her finger
I need to get to where I can't think of her
So tonight, I'm the designated drinker
We need to get to where we can't think of her
So tonight, we're the designated drinkers
Oh tonight, we're the designated drinkers

4328. Desire

Dixie Chicks - Desire

Last night I took a turn I never should 
I knew nothing good could come of this 
Morning's come now and the smoke has cleared 
How did I get here from a single kiss 
I can't undo what's been done 

No matter what I say I got caught up in desire 
When the web's already spun 
The trouble's just begun 
I can't make it go away 
Can't undo what's been done 

When I get home there will be hell to pay 
I wish there was a way to ease the pain 
Then my tears would fall, fall like pouring rain 
In a heartbeat I could lose it all 



I can't undo what's been done 

No matter what I say 
When the web's already spun 
The trouble's just begun 
I got caught up in desire 
I can't make it go away Can't undo what's been done 

When the web's already spun 
I got caught up in desire 
I can't undo what's been done 
No matter what I say 
The trouble's just begun 
I can't make it go away 
Can't undo what's been done 
No I can't undo what's been done

4329. Desperado

Desperado
The Eagles

Desperado, why don't you come to your senses?
You been out ridin' fences for so long now
Oh, you're a hard one,
But I know that you got your reasons
These things that are pleasin' you
Will hurt you somehow

Don't you draw the queen of diamonds, boy
She'll beat you if she's able
The queen of hearts is always your best bet
Now it seems to me, some fine things
Have been laid upon your table
But you only want the ones that you can't get

Desperado, you know you ain't gettin' younger
Your pain and your hunger, they're drivin' you on
And freedom, oh freedom well,
that's just some people talkin'
Your prison is walking through this world all alone

Don't your feet get cold in the winter time?
The sky won't snow and the sun won't shine
It's hard to tell the night time from the day
You're loosin' all your highs and lows
Ain't it funny how the feeling goes away?

Desperado, why don't you come to your senses?
Come down from your fences, open the gate
It may be rainin', but there's a rainbow above you
You better let somebody love you.
Let somebody love you.



Let somebody love you before it's too late.

4330. Desperados Waiting For A Train

Desperados Waiting For A Train
Clark Guy

Yeah, I'd play the Red River Valley.
He'd sit in the kitchen and cry.
Run his fingers through seventy years of livin'
And wonder if every well he'd drilled run dry.

We were friends, me and this old man,
Like desperados waitin' for a train,
Desperados waitin' for a train.

From the time that I could walk he'd take me with him
To a place called the Green Frog Cafe.
There was old men with beer guts and dominos
Lying 'bout their lives while they played.
I was just a kid, they all called me "Sidekick"
Like desperados waitin' for a train.
Like desperados waitin' for a train.

He's a drifter, he's a driller of oil wells.
He's an old school man of the world.
He taught me how to drive his car when he's too drunk to,
And he'd wink and give me money for the girls.
And our lives was like, some old Western movie.
Like desperados waitin' for a train.
Like desperados waitin' for a train.

One day I looked up and he's pushin' eighty.
He's got brown tobacco stains all down his chin.
To me he was a hero of this country,
So why's he all dressed up like them old men,
Drinkin' beer and playin' Moon and Forty-two,
Like desperados waitin' for a train.
Like desperados waitin' for a train.

The day before he died I went to see him.
I was grown and he was almost gone.
So we closed our eyes and dreamed us up a kitchen,
And sang us one more verse to that old song.
(spoken) He said, "Yeah, Jack, that old son-of-a-bitch is a-comin'".

We're desperados waitin' for a train.
Was like desperados waitin' for a train.

Note: One arrangement is to lead or follow immediately
with a verse and chorus of "Red River Valley".



4331. Desperate And Blue

Desperate and Blue 
Steep Canyon Rangers

I hate to see you've been falling apart 
I hate to hear you've been takin' it hard 
I've had my share of sorrow too
So tonight around closin' time 
I'll wander back to the scene of the crime 
It's hard to believe, that I missed you 
 
CHORUS: 
You're standin' there like nothin's changed 
Since you said we're through 
And both of us are still the same 
Still desp'rate and blue
 
I didn't come to find the old crowd 
There's no use to try to act proud 
This guilty pleasure is all our own, 
And all of the sadness we share 
There's still some tenderness there 
It's less than love, but better than alone 
 
I been alookin' for a lover who's ahurtin' tonight 
In just the way I do 
And both of us are still the same 
Still desp'rate and blue,

4332. Desperate Dreams - Chords

Desperate Dreams
Written and recorded by Eddy Raven
 
C                   Dm
Whoever said it was gonna be easy
F                   C
Wasn't in love with you
                              Dm
But I'd do the same ol' thing over again
F              C
If I had it to do
 
                          Dm
So hold me close just for old time sake
F                  C
I don't want it to end
                               Dm



What's one more kiss before we say goodbye
F                            C
What's one more time between friends
 
                    F         C
Desperate people do desperate things
F         G7          C
Lying and learning to steal
                               Am
I am desperate people thinking desperate things
F    G7        C
Even desperate dreams
 
                      Dm
Nobody ever loved you more than I do
F                       C
I've never loved you no less
                             Dm
This ain't no way to treat a good guy like me
F                    C
I always gave you my best
 
                    F         C
Desperate people do desperate things
F         G7          C
Lying and learning to steal
                               Am
I am desperate people thinking desperate things
F    G7        C
Even desperate dreams
                          F         C
Honey desperate people do desperate things
F         G7          C
Lying and learning to steal
                               Am
I am desperate people thinking desperate things
F    G7        C
Even desperate dreams

4333. Desperately

Desperately 
David Parmley
 
My heart is out of control, this old love struck soul 
Just lives for the moment you're around 
When I hold on to you, it is all I can do 
Just to keep my feet on the ground 
 
CHORUS : 
Desperately lovin' you desperately  
When you're not here with me  
I get a little bit crazy  



Constantly think about you constantly 
Look at what you've done to me 
I'm just like a little baby 
Oh, I love you desperately 
 
Will I laugh, will I cry, will I live, will I die 
It all depends upon you 
It is dangerous I know, to be lost, in you so 
But I am and there's nothin' I can do 
 
Oh, I love you desperately

4334. Despojos

Linda Ronstadt - Despojos

Te fuiste
Cuando mi via sonreÃa
Cuando pensaba que serÃ Âas
La ilusiÃ³n eterna de mi amor

Dejaste
Mi corazÃ³n hecho pedazos
Y te entregaste en otros brazos
No tuviste compasiÃ³n

Ahora que vuelves a mÃ
Me causas terror
Qué grave te ves
Qué extraÃ±a actitud
Ya no te puedo querer
Ya no te puedo querer

Si miras
En el espejo del pasado
Te darás cuenta que has cambiado
SÃ³lo en ti hay despojos y dolor

Ay qué pena
Me causa verte tan cambiado
Con esa cara demacrada
Lo que fuiste ya

Ahora que vuelves a mÃ
Me causas terror
Qué grave te ves
Qué extraÃ±a actitud
Ya no te puedo querer
Ya no te puedo querer

Ya no te puedo querer
Ya no te puedo querer
Ya no te puedo querer



Ahora que vuelves a mÃ
Me causas terror
Qué grave te ves
Qué extraÃ±a actitud
Ya no te puedo querer
Ya no te puedo querer

Ya no te puedo querer
Ya no te puedo querer
Ya no te puedo querer

4335. Destination

Nickel Creek - Destination

You don't owe me
one more minute of your wasted time
you act like it's all fine

but all the years I gave you
thinking you knew that you wanted me
I wanted to believe

I've gotta make a destination
find where I'll be loved
This time I've got no hesitation
and I'll be movin' on
(to where I belong)
and I'll be movin' on

I'm tired of trying
to describe what you will never see
how that we could be

gave up and lost her
now you're looking for a little grace
well look at my face

I've gotta make a destination
find where I'll be loved
This time I've got no hesitation
and I'll be movin' on
(to where I belong)
and I'll be movin' on

empty corner gotta keep movin'
taking hits while you've been missing
night after night after I hear you

say we're solid
but I know we're looking through the cracks
in our little patch



it isn't hard to leave
knowing that I'll be getting life on track
never looking back

I've gotta make a destination
find where I'll be loved
This time I've got no hesitation
and I'll be movin' on
(to where I belong)
and I'll be movin'

4336. Destination Atlanta GA

Ernest Tubb 
Destination Atlanta GA

One more day and I'll draw my pay I'm gonna take myself and leave here
And I can hardly wait until I'm on my way
I'll tell the man at the station I want a one-way reservation
And make my destination Atlanta GA

Well, I've been gone a way too long the homesick blues got to me
But I'll just have to sweat it out for me more day
I'll draw the pay I've got coming hit the station a running
Get ready for all the fun in Atlanta GA

I'm gonna pick me a peach on peach-tree street
One that'll knock me off of my feet
And we're gonna make a lotta tracks in Atlanta Georgia clay
I'll call down to the station for ticket information
Confirm my reservation for Atlanta GA

4337. Destination Life - Chords

Destination Life
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Donna Noeline Dean

G                               C
Picking up her clothes from the bedroom floor    
G                                 D7
She dressed in the dim light shinning from the hall
G                            C
Quietly she slipped into the moonlit night
D7                       G
Leaving all her troubles behind                                      
C
He over looked the little things that means so much



G                           D7
There was no sincerity left in his touch
G                             C
Anyway she tried to please he put her down  
 D7                          G
He cannot criticize her if she ain't around          
C                                           G
And she's driving like there's no tomorrow no turning back
                                     D7
Clinging to what dignity is still in tackEm                            
G             C
Face to face with freedom and determined to survive
D7          G
Destination life                                 
C
On the road she thinks about the way things were   
G                             D7
If only he'd respected loved and cared for her
G                       C
He had opportunities to do things right   
D7                                G
He missed the chance to hear her say goodbye

Repeat #3

Em                             G
It wouldn't have taken much to keep her from walkin'   
C                             D7
But she gave up and let the miles between them do the talkin'

Repeat #3

D7          G
Destination life

4338. Detour

Detour - Country Gentlemen

Headed down life's crooked road
Lot of things I never knowd
Cause I didn't know I now pine
Trouble got in the trail
Spent the next five years in jail
Should have read that Detour sign

 Detour there's a muddy road ahead
Detour paid no mind to what is said Detour
Oh these bitter things I find
Should have read that Detour sign

When I've got to the place
Where it said "a-bout face"



I thought that all my worries were behind
But the farther I go
More sorrow I know
Should have read that Detour sign

When I've got stuck in the mud
All my hopes dropped with a thud
My life seemed to pass before my eyes
Got no will power to get
From the hole that I'm in yet
Should have read that Detour sign

Should have read that Detour sign

4339. Detour Sign

Detour Sign
Song by Aoife O'Donovan

Blue in the heart, blue in the face
Black and blue from running this race
Blue is the color that you must embrace
I blew it up, blew it up
Blew a hundred kisses and sent him down south
How will I know if the road is closed
Detour sign and the man in the neon coat
Got the flashling, got the moonlight
Swimming in the blue light
My blood is red
I scraped my knee on the sidewalk
Trying to write your name with chalk
I drew us a house, drew the windows away
Drew you inside
My blood is red running down my leg
How will I know if the road is closed
Detour sign and the man in the neon coat
Got the flashling, got the moonlight
Swimming in the blue light
I woke up in a border town
Just as the leaves were turning brown
But there's no magic here
There's no rainbow
No crimson forest floor to lay me down
I woke up in a border
Cause I lost my way as the sun went down
Oh I couldn't see the ribbons your tied to the trees
The dark rolled in and swallowed me
What's there, what do you say
You love me anyway
That's not enough, not today
Blue is all around me now
It's in the bottle under the bed
I drank it down



All the way
All the way
All the way
All the way down

4340. Detroit

Tyler Childers - Detroit

Readin' and writin' on Route 23
It's hard to believe we've made it this far
So come on boys and grab your coats
Detroit's waitin' so get in the car

Well the wind it blows cold but the girls are on fire
They say they're the prettiest things you have seen
And I ain't a gambler but I'd bet the farm
That Detroit's a gold mine waiting for me

The sidewalks are always jammed in this town
I feel like a dam that's about to cut loose
And the girls they say, will treat you fine
Beg for your silver 'til you can't refuse

And I'd love to go back to the hills where I was born
Instead of workin' on cars that I can't afford
My pockets are empty my patience is torn
Oh look what's become of me

Mama I'm writin' to tell you I'm fine
I'm workin' real hard and I pray every night
So don't you worry I'm happy and free
Detroit's been like a blessing to me

4341. Detroit City

Detroit City
Mell tillis, Dunny Hill
Flatt & Scruggs

Last night I went to sleep in the Detroit city
I dreamed about those cotton fields back home
I dreamed about my mother, dear old papa, sister and brother
I dreamed about the girl who's been waiting for so long

I want to go home I want to go home
Lord, how I want to go home

Home folks think I'm big in Detroit city



From the letters that I write they think I'm fine
But by day I make the cars and by night I make the bars
If only they could read between the lines

* Rerain

Cause you know I rode a frieght train north to Detroit city
And after all these years I find I've just been wasting my time
So I think I'll just take my foolish pride and put it
On the southbound freight and raid
And go on back to the loved ones the ones I left waiting so far behind

4342. Detroit City Chill

Detroit City Chill 
Ernie Thacker
 
At the age of seventeen, well I set out to chase my dreams 
To a world that I thought I knew about 
I couldn't wait to leave those hills 
In exchange for all the thrills 
Quick to find out, just what life was all about
 
I traded in those gravel roads 
The honeysuckle vine that grows 
The whippoorwill always filled the summer nights 
It's a sure cry from this place 
And the good Lord's saving grace 
I'd give it all to see my Mama's front porch light 
 
CHORUS: 
More than thirty years have passed 
But the memory still lasts 
I wouldn't trade them for a mansion on the hill 
In gentle dreams I wander back 
Down that rusty railroad track 
I wake up to find this Detroit City chill 
 
I wish I'd known, what I know now 
It ain't that bad, behind the plow 
Still recall the smell of Sunday suppertime 
That old wooden front porch swing 
And them old foxhounds they sing 
Like they did, in those Carter County nights 
 
I wakeup to find this Detroit City chill

4343. Detroit Rock City



Detroit Rock City
Hayseed Dixie - Detroit Rock City

I feel uptight on a Saturday night
Nine o' clock, the radio's the only light
I hear my song and it pulls me through
Comes on strong, tells me what I got to do
I got to get up
Everybody's gonna move their feet
Get down
Everybody's gonna leave their seat
You gotta lose your mind in Detroit Rock City
Get up
Everybody's gonna move their feet
Get down
Everybody's gonna leave their seat
Getting late, I just can't wait
Ten o'clock and I know I gotta hit the road
First I drink, then I smoke
Start the car and I try to make the midnight show
Get up
Everybody's gonna move their feet
Get down
Everybody's gonna leave their seat
Moving fast down 95
Hit top speed but I'm still moving much too slow
I feel so good, I'm so alive
Hear my song playing on the radio, it goes
Get up
Everybody's gonna move their feet
Get down
Everybody's gonna leave their seat
Twelve o'clock, I gotta rock
There's a truck ahead, lights staring at my eyes
Oh, my God, no time to turn
I got to laugh 'cause I know I'm gonna die, why?

4344. Deuces Wild - Chords

Deuces Wild
Recorded by Frankie Laine

C            F
Deuces wild  deuces wild
C                          G7
He came my way to play the game
C                     F               C
Up and down the river looking all the while
                               G7     C
For a man who plays poker with deuces wild
                                  G7     C
He's the man who plays poker with deuces wild                      
F               C
When I was just a lad before I turned bad                        



G7
No more than the age of ten  
C                    F                C
I heard my poor old ma pleading with my pa       
G7                C
Please don't go gambling again                              
F               C
Well known in New Orleans and along the river streams
                      G7
As destinies gambling child     
C                     F               C
With tattoos on his arm he had a good luck charm    
G7                C
The words were deuces wild            
F
Deuces wild  deuces wild
C                 G7       C
He came my way to play the game                                   
G7     C
He's the man who played poker with deuces wild
                        F                C
Soon he disappeared and then through the years
                      G7
My ma slowly died in shame   
C                     F                  C
As so as I was leaving I swore that I'd get even     
G7                 C
With him who gave me my name                   
F              C
So I began to deal on the Natchez Keel                           
G7
Who's Captain sure liked my style
C                        F               C
Revenge was in my will I had to find and kill    
G7              C
The man with deuces wild           
F            C      G7       C
Cut a card play it hard making myself a name
                                     G7     C
He's the man who played poker with deuces wild                      
F                C
Many years had passed and I lived them fast                         
G7
My search set my soul on fire
C                           F          C
They knew me up and down in every levy town   
G7               C
As one with a crazy desire                           
F                C
And with my own two hands I had to break the man
                        G7
Who gambled with such a smile  
C                              F             C
I would put a bullet through the man with that tattoo     
G7                C
Who sure loved deuces wild                      
F               C



Up and down the river looking all the while
                               G7     C
For a man who plays poker with deuces wild
                                  G7     C
He's the man who plays poker with deuces wild                        
F                C
One day I played a hand with tough Dixie Dan                        
G7
Who came up from Mobile way
C                            F               C
When he saw he was beaten he said that I was cheating    
G7                           C
His gun quickly pushed the cards away                                
F                C
As I heard the bullet scream an old gent stepped between
                            G7
He looked up and smiled and died
C                         F               C
And tattooed on his arm I saw a good luck charm    
G7                C
The words were deuces wild             
F
Deuces wild  deuces wild
C                          G7
He came my way to play the game
C          F            C      G7       C
Cut a card play it hard making myself a name                        
F               C
Up and down the river looking all the while
                                       G7     C
Looking for a man who plays poker with deuces wild

4345. Developing My Pictures - Chords

Developing My Pictures
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Earl Montgomery
[3/4 time] 

C                 F                         C
I'm developing my pictures my mind's a dark room
                             D7                 G7
The proofs I'm searching for will be made clear soon
    C             F                      C
I'm developing my pictures of the girl I admire
                             G7            C
Soon I will see you know you as you really are

             G7       C        G7               C
I'm told you wear two faces to hide things from me
     G7           D7     G7     D7            G7
I've heard you've spoken very unkind words of me
  C     G7          C       G7          C



I don't believe hearsay and take what I see
         F      G7               C
But I've got to believe you love me

                  F                         C
I'm developing my pictures my mind's a dark room
                             D7                 G7
The proofs I'm searching for will be made clear soon
    C             F                      C
I'm developing my pictures of the girl I admire
                                   G7            C
For I want to see you and know you as you really are

                                   G7            F  C
Yes I want to see you and know you as you really ar-e

4346. Devil

Devil
Dustbowl Revival

Lie, lie lie lie
Lie lie lie lie lie lie lie
Lie, lie lie lie
Lie lie lie lie lie lie lie

Now do you remember
When you came into my shop?
You asked for some lemonade
It was getting hot out

You looked into my eyes
Oh, I thought it was true love
How could I know
What it was?

Because there was the devil in your smile
It said "Don't you want to stay a while?"
Next thing I knew I was on the floor
The devil was in your kiss

I guess I just missed it
But I gave you the key to my front door

And I was singing lie lie lie lie
Lie lie lie lie lie
Lie lie lie lie lie lie
Lie lie lie lie lie lie...
She had a mansion on the hill
She had to be a millionaire
'Cause the gold chain she tied me to a chair

She sucked the blood out through my ear



She said it was the best time of year
To bury a man alive in a field

I'm gonna go out into the street
The very next man I meet
I'm gonna shoot him in the head

Love has made me wild
Love has killed me dead
And I'd do anything that she just said

Because there was the devil in your smile
How could I stay a while?
Next thing I knew I was on the floor
The devil was in your kiss
I guess I just missed it
And I gave you the key to my front door

And I was singing lie lie lie lie
Lie lie lie lie lie lie
Lie lie lie lie lie lie
Lie lie lie lie lie lie lie lie...
Lie, lie lie lie
Lie lie lie lie lie lie lie
Lie, lie lie lie...

4347. Devil In A Sleeping Bag

Devil In A Sleeping Bag Live
Billy Strings

[Verse 1]
E
We were headed on to Austin
       A                E
Caught pneumonia on the road
E                                B B7
Taking it home to Connie and the kids
E
A wheel broke off and jumped the rail
      A                          E
Then ran right through a grocery store
E                    B B7              E
If you want to buy a bus I'm taking bids
 
[Chorus]
E
And the devil Shivered In His Sleeping Bag
E                                        B B7
He Said Travelling On the Road Is Such A Drag
E                                       A
If We Can Make It Home by Friday We Can Brag
E                      B B7            E



And the Devil Shivered In His Sleeping Bag
 
[Verse 2]
E
Just got back from New York City
         A            E
Kris and Rita done it all
E                                   B B7
Perfection all for all the world to See
E                                      A            E
Lord I thought I heard an angel in the Philharmonic Hall
E                   B B7              E
Rita Coolidge, Rita Coolidge just for me
 
[Chorus]
E
And the devil Shivered In His Sleeping Bag
E                                        B B7
He Said Travelling On The Road Is Such A Drag
E                                       A
If We Can Make It Home By Friday We Can Brag
E                      B B7            E
And the Devil Shivered In His Sleeping Bag
 
[Chorus]
E
And the devil Shivered In His Sleeping Bag
E                                        B B7
He Said Travelling On The Road Is Such A Drag
E                                       A
If We Can Make It Home By Friday We Can Brag
E                      B B7            E
And the Devil Shivered In His Sleeping Bag
 
[Outro]
E                      B B7            E
And the Devil Shivered In His Sleeping Bag

4348. Devil In Disguise

(You're the) Devil In Disguise
Larkin Poe - (You're the) Devil In Disguise

You look like an angel
Walk like an angel
Talk like an angel
But I got wise
You're the devil in disguise
Oh
Devil in disguise
Oh
You fooled me with your kisses, you cheated and you schemed
Heaven only knows how you lied, to me



I thought I was in heaven, but I was surprised by the devil in ya, devil in ya eyes
Because you look like an angel
Walk like an angel
Talk like an angel, but I got wise
You're the devil in disguise
Oh
You're the devil in disguise
Oh
You broke my heart to pieces, you slipped them through the cracks
Heaven only knows I would take it all back
I thought I was in heaven, but I was surprised
By the devil in your, devil in ya eyes

4349. Devil In Disguise

Devil In Disguise (Christine's Tune)
Emmylou Harris

She's the devil in disguise
You can see it in her eyes
She's telling dirty lies
She's the devil in disguise in disguise.

Now a woman like that all she does is hate you
She doesn't know what makes a man a man
She'll talk about the times that she's been with you
She'll speak your name with everyone she can.

Unhappiness has been her close companion
Her soul is full of jealousy and doubt
It gets her up to see a person crying
She's just the kind that you can live without

Her number always turns up in your pocket
Whenever you are looking for a dime
Well it's all right to call her but I'll bet you
The moon is full and you're just wasting time.

4350. Devil Put The Coal In The Ground

Steve Earle - Devil Put the Coal in the Ground

[Verse 1]
Well the Devil put the coal in the ground
Devil put the coal in the ground
He buried it deep, it'll never be found
Devil put the coal in the ground
Said that'll be a diamond some day
That'll be a diamond some day



You'll be long gone and dead anyway
That'll be a diamond some day

[Chorus]
Well the Devil put the coal in the ground
Devil put the coal in the ground
Said I double dog dare you to follow me down
Devil put the coal in the ground

[Verse 2]
Well the good Lord give me two hands
Good Lord give me two hands
Said "Is you an animal, is you a man?"
The good Lord give me two hands
Lord giveth and He taketh away
Lord giveth and He taketh away
Oh, the Devil dig the same damn hole every day
Lord giveth and He taketh away

[Chorus]
Well the Devil put the coal in the ground
Devil put the coal in the ground
Said I double dog dare you to follow me down
Devil put the coal in the ground
[Instrumental Verse]

[Verse 3]
I wake up in the morning and pray
Wake up in the morning and pray
Keep the wolf from my door, and the Devil at bay
Wake up in the morning and pray

4351. Devil Put The Coal In The Ground - Chords

Devil Put The Coal In The Ground
Steve Earl - Devil Put The Coal In The Ground

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
         G
Well the devil put the coal in the ground
G
Devil put the coal in the ground
F                     C
Buried it deep, it'll never be found
C                         G
Devil put the coal in the ground
 
[Verse 2]
     G
Said that'll be a diamond some day



G
That'll be a diamond some day
F                        C
You'll be long gone, and dead either way
C                         G
That'll be a diamond some day
 
[Chorus]
G
Well the devil put the coal in the ground
G
Devil put the coal in the ground
          F                      C
Said I'll double dog dare you to follow men down
C                         G
Devil put the coal in the ground
 
[Instrumental]
G
 
[Verse 3]
         G
Well the good Lord give me two hands
G
Good Lord give me two hands
      F                 C
Said "Is you an animal, is you a man?"
    C                     G
The good Lord give me two hands
 
[Verse 4]
     G
Lord giveth and he taketh away
G
Lord giveth and he taketh away
        F                       C
Oh, the devil did the same damn hold of the day
C                           G
Lord giveth and he taketh away
 
[Chorus]
          G
Well the devil put the coal in the ground
G
Devil put the coal in the ground
          F                      C
Said I'll double dog dare you to follow men down
C                         G
Devil put the coal in the ground
 
[Instrumental]
G
 
[Verse 5]
  G
I wake up in the morning praying
G



Wake up in the morning praying
         F                         C
Keep the wolf from my door, and my devil at bay
C                          G
Wake up in the morning and pray
 
[Verse 6]
         G
Well the black lung'll kill me some day
    G
The black lung'll kill me some day
       F              C
In the underground, I reckon and I wait
    C                           G
The black lung 'll kill me some day
 
[Chorus]
          G
Well the devil put the coal in the ground
G
Devil put the coal in the ground
          F                      C
Said I'll double dog dare you to follow men down
C                         G
Devil put the coal in the ground
          G
Well the devil put the coal in the ground
G
Devil put the coal in the ground
          F                      C
Said I'll double dog dare you to follow men down
C                         G
Devil put the coal in the ground

4352. Devil Running

John Butler - Devil Running

A sun does rise from distant lands
Tears run and fires burning
He find first place with dirty hands
He graduates man without learning
Agenda set
So long ago
This son's a puppet with a master
The hands stand still right by his side
Middle finger on the button of disaster
And most of us we stand and watch
Like old lady getting handbag stolen
It's time to chase, chase them criminals
I see the devil and the devil is running
Bad business ties turn out sour
Backstabbed man nothing forgotten



And in an unforgotten hour
Seeds fall from an apple rotten
Now hate and fear have their own way
And don't the scum just love the distraction
Black blood will need to be lanced
And when it's found you just blame the guilty faction
And now it's time not just to watch
Like old lady getting handbag stolen
It's time to chase, chase them criminals
I see the devil and the devil is running (x2)

4353. Devil Woman

Devil Woman
Hayseed Dixie - Devil Woman

I've had nothing but bad luck
Since the day I saw the cat at my door
So I came into you sweet lady
Answering your mystical call
Crystal ball on the table
Showing the future, the past
Same cat with them evil eyes
And I knew it was a spell she cast
She's just a devil woman
With evil on her mind
Beware the devil woman
She's gonna get you...
She's just a devil woman
With evil on her mind
Beware the devil woman
She's gonna get you from behind...
Give me the ring on your finger
Let me see the lines on your hand
I can see me a tall dark stranger
Giving you what you hadn't planned
I drank the potion she offered me
I found myself on the floor
Then I looked in those big green eyes
And I wondered what I came there for...
She's just a devil woman
With evil on her mind
Beware the devil woman
She's gonna get you...
She's just a devil woman
With evil on her mind
Beware the devil woman
She's gonna get you from behind...
If you're out on a moonlit night
Be careful of them neighbourhood strays
Of a lady with long black hair
Tryin' to win you with her feminine ways
Crystal ball on the table



Showing the future, the past
Same cat with them evil eyes
You'd better get out of there fast...

4354. Devil's Dance

Greensky Bluegrass - Devil's Dance

Get down
Take off
Turn on
Tune in
Flashdance

What a feeling
Get down
Take off
Turn on
Tune in
Don't stop

First when there's nothing
But a slow glowing dream
That your fear seems to hide
Deep inside your mind.
All alone I have cried
Silent tears full of pride
In a world made of steel,
Made of stone.

What a Feeling
What a feeling
Bein's believin'
Bein's believin'
Bein's believin'
Bein's believin'

Global Deejays
Get down
Take off
Turn on
Tune in
Don't Stop

What a feeling
Bein's believin'
I can have it all, now I'm dancing for my life
What a feeling
Bein's believin'
I can have it all, now I'm dancing through your life

What a feeling
Bein's believin'



Bein's believin'
Bein's believin'
Bein's believin'

4355. Devil's Disciple - Chords

Devil's Disciple
Recorded by Johnny Bush 
Written by Wynn Preston
 
C         G7           C
When love goes out the window
                F
I come stealing in
               C
I make my home deep inside
                    G7
On hearts of broken men
 
C           G7         C
When I cast my spell upon you
                        F
There's nothing you can do
                   C
I'm the devil's disciple
G7                      C
Shake hands with mister blue
 
           G7      C
She walked out and left me
                         F
I brought misery to your mind
                      C
And the pain you feel inside you now
                    G7
Just increased with time
 
C           G7          C
You'll wish you'd never met me
                    F
Any time before I'm through
                   C
I'm the devil's disciple
G7                      C
Shake hands with mister blue
 
G7              F               C
I am the misery in your tangled mind
D7                 G7
I am the teardrops falling from your eyes
C       G7       C
I would walk the floor with you
                        F



While you wear out your shoes
                   C
I'm the devil's disciple
G7                      C
Shake hands with mister blue
 
           G7      C
So take my hand my foolish friend
                   F
And listen well to me
                      C
I'll make your life a living hell
              G7
Of lonely misery
C     G7               C
So if you're wondering who I am
                       F
That's come to call on you
                   C
I'm the devil's disciple
G7                      C
Shake hands with mister blue
 
F                  C
I'm the devil's disciple
G7                      C
Shake hands with mister blue

4356. Devil's Little Angel

Devil's Little Angel

Devil's little Angel please leave me alone
Don't make me love you know that it's wrong
Devil's little Angel please go away
For I'd only love you more each day

I'll love you my darling as long as I live
If I could but hold you oh what would I give
Devil's little Angel you must be unkind
For God don't make Angels true love can't find

You can't understand my feeling for you
I know you'd be honest if you really knew
The torture I'm suffering God only knew
So if you don't love me please let me go

* Refrain



4357. Devil's Right Hand - Chords

Devil's Right Hand
Steve Earl - Devils Right Hand

E
'Bout the time my daddy left to fight the big war
  E                                  B
I saw my first pistol in the general store
       B
In the general store, I was thirteen
  B                                 E
I thought it was the finest thing I ever had seen
E
Asked if I could have it someday when I grew up
                                          B
Mama dropped a dozen eggs and really blew up
    B
She really blew up, I didn't understand
B                           E
Mama said the pistol is the devil's right hand

CHORUS:
    A
The devil's right hand
    E       A     E
The devil's right hand
B                           E
Mama said the pistol is the devil's right hand.

My very first pistol was a cap and ball colt.
Shoot as fast as lightnin' but she'd load a might slow.
Load a might slow. I soon found out it'll
Get you into trouble,but it can't get you out.
So then I went and bought myself a colt 45.
It was called a peace maker, but i never knew why.
Never knew why, I didn't understand.
Mama says the pistol is the devil's right hand.

CHORUS:

       F#
Well I got into a card game in a company town
F#                                         C#
Caught a miner cheatin' and I shot the dog down
  C#
I shot the dog down, I watched the man fall
C#                               F#
Never touched his holster, never had a chance to draw
    F#
The trial was in the morning and they drug me outta bed
     F#                                   C#
They asked me how i pleaded, not guilty I said
    C#
Not guilty I said, you got the wrong man
C#                                 F#
Nothin touched the trigger but the devils right hand



CHORUS:

4358. Devilish Mary

Devilish Mary

I once dressed up and went to town
To court a fair young lady
I inquired about her name
Her name was Devilish Mary

Come a-fa-la-ling
Come a-ling, come l-ling
Come a-fa-la-ling
Come a dairy, come a dairy

Me and Mary began to spark
She got all in hurry
She made it up all in her mind
She'd marry the very next Thursday

* Refrain

We had not been married for about two weeks
Before we ought to been parted
I hadn't said but a single word
She kicked up her heels and started

* Refrain

4359. Devils Trash

Devils Trash
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - Devils Trash

[Verse 1]
Well, I got troubles on my mind
Most of the time, I feel just fine
And now and then, they creep on in
With a breath to curse this heart again

[Chorus]
No more laying in a dirty doghouse
I'll wait right here long as I must
Soon to come, this moment's passed
Best kick out the Devil's trash

[Verse 2]



A long-ass being, it rules my mind
Old-ass feeling in the broad daylight
Fear of what I might just find
If you dig too deep in this heart of mine

[Chorus]
No more laying in a dirty doghouse
I'll wait right here long as I must
Soon to come, this moment's passed
Best kick out the Devil's trash

[Verse 3]
Well, you lay in bed and curse the night
Vision ain't the same as sight
You takR that fear out on the road
And you sing your ass off sevRnfold

[Chorus]
No more laying in a dirty doghouse
I'll wait right here long as we must
Soon to come, this moment's passed
Best kick out the Devil's trash

[Verse 4]
Well, blow to steal your soul and dough
Borrow tomorrow when you're feeling low
Weed to waste away the time
Touch your head when you were just fine

4360. Devonside

Richard Thompson - Devonside 

By Devonside she was a-marching
It was a gang of no great size
And surrender was the banner that she carried
And hungry was the shiver in her eyes

She met a boy, his health was failing
She dropped the banner and took her prize
And the only food she had was bread and morphine
Ah, but he fed on the shiver in her eyes

By Devonside his love was drifting
He looked for comfort otherwise
And there never was a rope or chain about him
Ah, she held him with the shiver in her eyes

Ah, she said, my John, I'll be your pillow
I'll be your lover, mother, whore and wife
And he knew that he loved and never seen her
When the light fell from the shiver in her eyes



4361. Devoted To You

Linda Ronstadt - Devoted To You

Darling you can count on me
Till the sun dries up the sea
Until then I'll always be
Devoted to you

I'll be yours through endless time
I'll adore your charms sublime
Guess by now you know that I'm
Devoted to you

I'll never hurt you
I'll never lie
I'll never be untrue
I'll never give you reason to cry
I'd be unhappy if you were blue

Through the years my love will grow
Like a river it will flow
It can't die because I'm so
Devoted to you

I'll never hurt you
I'll never lie
I'll never be untrue
I'll never give you reason to cry
I'd be unhappy if you were blue

Through the years my love will grow
Like a river it will flow
It can't die because I'm so
Devoted to you

4362. Diamond In My Crown - Chords

Diamond In My Crown
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Paul Kennerley and Emmylou Harris

C                      F              C
As each long day rolls by and falls behind me
                                                G7
In the lonely night there's a peacefulness I've found
           C          F           C             F
Though I'm weary even then when I rise to start again
              C         G7            C



There'll be a diamond a diamond in my crown

                       F               C
I have wasted all that life has laid before me
                                               G7
I have watched as all the green fields turn to brown
      C             F             C                 F
But I shall not disavow all these ties that bind me now
              C         G7            C
There'll be a diamond a diamond in my crown

         F                                 C
Shinning down someday I know brighter than all their streets of gold
                                         G7
When the burdens that I carry I will lay down
        C              F                   C          F
And the sorrows I have known I'll see them all be overthrown
              C         G7            C
There'll be a diamond a diamond in my crown

                        F                 C
With the passing of the years I will grow stronger
                                              G7
Just as sure as this old world keeps spinning round
         C             F        C             F
Then the closer I will be to my sweetest victory
              C         G7            C
There'll be a diamond a diamond in my crown

4363. Diamond Joe

Diamond Joe
Traditional
Laurie Lewis - Avett Brothers
Sam Bush

There is a man you hear about
Most anywhere you go,
His holdings are in Texas
And his name is Diamond Joe.
And he carries all his money
In a diamond-studded jar.
And he never had much bother
For the process of the law.

I hired on with Diamond Joe, boys,
I did offer him my hand,
And he gave a string of horses
So old they could not stand.
And I nearly starved to death, boys,
He did mistreat me so.
I never saved a dollar
In the pay of Diamond Joe.



Now his bread it was corn dodger
And his meat I could not chaw,
And he drove me near distracted
With the waggin' of his jaw.
By the tellin' of this story,
I aim to let you know
There never was a rounder
That could lie like Diamond Joe.

I tried three times to quit him, boys,
But he did argue so
That I'm still punchin' cattle
In the pay of Diamond Joe.
And when I'm called up yonder
And it's my time to go,
Give my blankets to my buddies...
And give the fleas to Diamond Joe.

4364. Diamond Lil - Chords

Diamond Lil 
David Bromberg

[Intro]
E A E
 
[Verse]
A                       E
Go ahead and drink your whiskey
A                                E
Run around and stay high all the time
A                       E
It's your body and your soul
A                            E
You save yours and I'll save mine
 
[Chorus]
A                  E
A man should never gamble
A                  E
A man should never gamble
A                  E
A man should never gamble
C#m                       E
More than he can stand to lose
C#m                       E
More than he can stand to lose
C#m              E
More than he can lose
 
 
[Verse]



A                                 E
The straight life's just not your life
A                     E
You can make your own rules
A                         E
Shoot the dice and wear a blindfold
A                             E
You're not afraid to look the fool
 
 
[Chorus]
A                  E
A man should never gamble
A                  E
A man should never gamble
A                  E
A man should never gamble
C#m                       E
More than he can stand to lose
C#m                       E
More than he can stand to lose
C#m              E
More than he can lose
 
 
[Verse]
A                          E
Yes I've heard you talk of marriage
A                                            E
I've heard you say you'd never stop running 'round
A                                   E
I know you don't mind getting high, boy
A                     E
But, good God, coming down
 
 
[Chorus]
A                  E
A man should never gamble
A                  E
A man should never gamble
A                  E
A man should never gamble
C#m                       E
More than he can stand to lose
C#m                       E
More than he can stand to lose
C#m              E
More than he can lose
 
 
[Interlude]
A E A E A E A E A E A E
 
 
[Verse]
A                                   E



So sing your song and sip your sham pain
A                          E
Dance a dance with Diamond Lil
A                         E
You don't have to pay the piper
A                            E
Just have him put it on your bill
 
 
[Chorus]
A                  E
A man should never gamble
A                  E
A man should never gamble
A                  E
A man should never gamble
C#m                       E
More than he can stand to lose
C#m                       E
More than he can stand to lose
C#m              E
More than he can lose
A             E
Shoot the dice

4365. Diamond Ring - Chords

Diamond Ring 
The Dead South
 
[Intro] (pm)
Dm
Dm    A7
Dm
C  A  Dm
 
[Verse 1] (pm)
Dm
My baby wants a diamond ring
Dm                       A7
My baby wants a diamond ring
  Dm
I can't afford that diamond no more
   C             A      Dm
My baby wants a diamond ring
 
[Verse 2]
Dm
My baby wants a string of pearls
Dm                           A7
My baby wants a string of pearls
      Dm
Gotta get on that track and make them dollars fast



    C              A        Dm
My baby wants a string of pearls
     C             A        Dm
My baby wants a string of pearls
 
C   A    Dm
La la la la
 
[Verse 3]
Dm
That gold is gonna be mine
Dm                     A7
That gold is gonna be mine
       Dm
With a pistol in my hand, gonna get it where I can
       C       A       Dm
That gold is gonna be mine
       C       A       Dm
That gold is gonna be mine
 
C   A    Dm
La la la la
 
[Verse 4]
Dm
Old William had a stash I'm told
Dm                          A7
Old William had a stash I'm told
     Dm
So I went to his place with my pistol and my grace
       C            A        Dm
Old William had a stash of gold
       C           A         Dm
Old William had a stash of gold
 
[Verse 5]
Dm
That gold is gonna be mine
Dm                     A7
That gold is gonna be mine
       Dm
With a pistol in my hand, gonna get it where I can
       C             A       Dm
Old William had a stash of gold
       C             A       Dm
Old William had a stash of gold
 
[Instrumental]
Dm
Dm    A
Dm
 
       C            A        Dm
Old William had a stash of gold
       C            A        Dm
Old William had a stash of gold
 



[Verse 6]
Dm
That gold is gonna be mine
Dm                     A7
That gold is gonna be mine
       Dm
With a pistol in my hand, gonna get it where I can
      C            A         Dm
Old William had a stash of gold
      C            A         Dm
Old William had a stash of gold
      C            A         Dm
Old William had a stash of gold
 
[Outro]
C
Dm
C
 
C
Baby wants a diamond
C
Baby wants a diamond
Dm
Baby wants a diamond
Dm
Baby wants a diamond ring
 
C
Baby wants a diamond
C
Baby wants a diamond
Dm
Baby wants a diamond
Dm
Baby wants a diamond ring
 
C
Baby wants a diamond
C
Baby wants a diamond
Dm
Baby wants a diamond
Dm
Baby wants a diamond ring
 
C
Baby wants a diamond
C
Baby wants a diamond
Dm
Baby wants a diamond
Dm
Baby wants a diamond



4366. Diamonds And Horseshoes - Chords

Diamonds And Horseshoes
Recorded by Jerry Wallace
Written by Bert Pellish and Mitchell Tableporter

F                        C                 Am
(Diamonds and horseshoes diamonds and horseshoes)    
G7                 C
How rich and lucky I'd be                                
F           Fm
If teardrops were diamonds I'd be a millionaire     
C             Am             Dm           G7
I've cried so many teardrops much more than my share
C                       F         Fm
Darling I love you with all of my heart    
C                     G7               C
And I've been so lonesome since we've been apart 
F                       C                 Am
Diamonds and horseshoes diamonds and horseshoes    
G7                 C  C7
How rich and lucky I'd beF                       
C                 Am
Diamonds and horseshoes diamonds and horseshoes  
G7                       C
I know you'll soon come to me                                  
F         Fm
If heartaches were horseshoes how lucky I'd be    
C              Am               Dm           G7
I'd lose all these heartaches you'd be here with me    
C                      F          Fm
And darling I love you and my love is true    
C          Am           G7             C
I'd give up my diamonds and horseshoes for you 

Repeat #2  

F            C
(Diamonds and horseshoes)

4367. Diamonds Are A Girl's Best Friend

Emmylou Harris - Diamonds Are a Girl's Best Friend

A kiss on the hand may be quite continental
But diamonds are a girl's best friend
A kioss may be grand but it won't pay the rental
On your humble flat or help you at the automat



Men grow cold as girls grow old
We all lose our charm in the end
But square cut or pear shape
These rocks don't lose their shape

Diamonds are a girl's best friend
Yeah diamonds are a girl's best friend
Let's rock

There may come a time when a lass needs a lawyer
Diamonds are a girl's best friend
There may come a time when a hardboiled employer
Thinks you're awful nice, but get that ice or else no dice

He's your guy when stocks are high
But beware when they start to descend
It's then that those spouses
And diamonds are a girl's best friend

Diamonds are a girl's best friend
Yeah diamonds are a girl's best friend
Let's rock  again

Diamonds are a girl's best friend
Diamonds are a girl's best friend
Diamonds are a girl's best friend
Diamonds are a girl's best friend

4368. Diamonds In The Rough

Diamonds In The Rough - Carter Family
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

While walking out one evening
Not knowing where to go
Just to pass the time away
Before we gave the show 

I met a little salvation band
Singing with all its might
I gave my heart to Jesus
And left the show that night 

   The day will soon be over
   And begging will be done
   And no more gems be gathered
   So let us all press on 

   Till Jesus comes to claim us
   And says it is enough
   The diamonds will be shining
   No longer in the rough 



While reading through the Bible
Some wondrous sights I see
I read of Peter, James and John
By the Sea of Galilee 

And Jesus when he found them
He found them very tough
and they were precious diamonds
He gathered in the rough

4369. Diamonds In The Rough - Chords

Diamonds In The Rough          
Recorded by The Blue Ridge Mountain Boys
Written by A.P. Carter

C
While walking out one evening
    F                C
Not knowing where to go
         
Just to pass the time away
  D7               G7
Before we held our show

  C
I hear the Backwood Mission Band
F                      C
Singing with all their might

I gave my heart to Jesus
             G7        C
And left the show that night

The day will soon be over
    F                C
And diggings will be done

And no more gems be gathered
   D7               G7
So let us all press on

     C
When Jesus comes to claim us
    F          C
And says it is enough

The diamonds will be shining
          G7     C
No longer in the rough

While reading in the Bible
     F                 C



Some wondrous sights I see

I read of Peter James and John
       D7         G7
By the Sea of Galilee

    C
And Jesus when He found them
   F               C
He found them very kind

And they were precious diamonds
              G7     C
That gathered in the rough

4370. Diamonds Make Babies

Diamonds Make Babies
Chris Stapleton - Dierks Bentley

[Verse 1]
Yeah man, that sure is one big old rock
It takes up half of that velvet box
I know you've given this a lot of thought
You're gonna get a 'yes' for sure
That thing is more than just a simple stone
It's got some crazy powers all its own
Something will happen when she slips it on
They never tell ya at the jewelry store

[Chorus]
Diamonds make babies
And babies make mammas
And mammas make daddies make changes they don't always wanna
I know that you love her
She's one special lady
I'm telling you brother
Diamonds make babies

[Verse 2]
You'll talk about it on the honeymoon
You'll both agree that it's way too soon
Next thing you know she's seein' pink and blue
Everywhere she goes

[Chorus]
'Cause diamonds make babies
And babies make mammas
And mammas make daddies make changes they don't always wanna
I know that you love her
She's one special lady
I'm telling you brother
Diamonds make babies



Oh, diamonds make babies
And babies make mammas
And mammas make daddies make changes they don't always wanna
I know that you love her
She's one special lady
But I'm telling you brother
Diamonds make babies

[Outro]
Yeah, I know this sounds crazy
But diamonds make babies

4371. Diamonds On The Soles Of Her Shoes

Diamonds on the Soles of Her Shoes
Paul Simon - Mipso

o kodwa you zo-nge li-sa namhlange
(A-wa a-wa) si-bona kwenze ka kanjani
(A-wa a-wa) amanto mbazane ayeza
She's a rich girl
She don't try to hide it
Diamonds on the soles of her shoes

He's a poor boy
Empty as a pocket
Empty as a pocket with nothing to lose
Sing ta na na
Ta na na na

She got diamonds on the soles of her shoes
She got diamonds on the soles of her shoes
Diamonds on the soles of her shoes
Diamonds on the soles of her shoes
Diamonds on the soles of her shoes
Diamonds on the soles of her shoes

People say she's crazy
She got diamonds on the soles of her shoes
Well that's one way to lose these
Walking blues
Diamonds on the soles of her shoes

She was physically forgotten
Then she slipped into my pocket
With my car keys
She said you've taken me for granted
Because I please you
Wearing these diamonds

And I could say ooh ooh ooh
As if everybody knows
What I'm talking about



As if everybody would know
Exactly what I was talking about
Talking about diamonds on the soles of her shoes

She makes the sign of a teaspoon
He makes the sign of a wave
The poor boy changes clothes
And puts on after-shave
To compensate for his ordinary shoes

And she said honey take me dancing
But they ended up by sleeping
In a doorway
By the bodegas and the lights on
Upper Broadway
Wearing diamonds on the soles of their shoes

And I could say ooh ooh ooh
As if everybody here would know
What I was talking about
I mean everybody here would know exactly
What I was talking about
Talking about diamonds

People say I'm crazy
I got diamonds on the soles of my shoes
Well that's one way to lose
These walking blues
Diamonds on the soles of our shoes

4372. Diane - Chords

Diane
Recorded by Ed Bruce
written by Ronnie Rogers

G               C            G
Diane if you're gonna do him wrong again                         
D7               G
You might as well do the wrong again with me                      
C            G
I haven't told a soul nobody knows about you and me
                             D7
Diane if you're gonna do him wrong again
                                          G
You might as well do the wrong again with me                 
C            G
We both lost our heads in the red wine                                     
D7
Left the lounge and drove to another town
G                    C          G
Spent the night in a ten dollar mansion                
D7           G



You woke me the next morning crying              
C                G
You ask me to forget about the things we did
                                 D7
Said you had no cause to be with me
G                  C              G
And I believed you loved him so I stayed away                   
D7                      G
Diane you're back again and you swore you wouldn't be

Repeat #1                   
C           G
Here we sit at the same corner table                               
D7
Playing the same songs with our dimes
G           C              G
Talking the same old conversation           
D7                 G
Losing our heads again in the red wine

Repeat #1

4373. Did Anybody Get The License Number

Did Anybody Get The License Number

Capo 1
G
She was fire and she was ice
 C
She was naughty but she was nice
 G D
She was something like these eyes cannot remember
 G
She was silver and she was gold
 C
She ran hot and she ran cold
 D G
Did anybody get the license number

G
She was sweet as apple pie
 C
She was blue Montana skies
 G D
She was pure as the driven snow of winter
G
Like an Oklahoma wind
 C
Where she's going is where she's been
 D G
Did anybody get the license number



 D
I've tried trains and I've tried planes
 G
I've tried new places
 D
I've tried far off distant plans
 G D
I've tried new faces with no traces

 G
It's so hard to forget
 C
When you've had a wreck like that
 D G
Did anybody get the license number

It's so hard to forget
 C
When you've had a wreck like that
 D G
Did anybody get the license number

4374. Did Christ O'er Sinners Weep

Doc Watson
Did Christ O'er Sinners Weep

Did Christ o'er sinners weep
And shall our cheeks be dry?
Let floods of penitential grief
Spring forth from every eye

The Son of God in tears
Angels with wonder see
Be thou astonished, O my soul
He shed those tears for thee

He wept that we might weep
Each sin demands a tear:
In heaven alone, no sin is found
And there's no weeping there

Did Christ o'er sinners weep
And shall our cheeks be dry?
Let floods of penitential grief
Spring forth from every eye

4375. Did She Jump Or Was She Pushed



Richard Thompson - Did She Jump or Was She Pushed 

She was there one minute and then she was gone the next
Lying in a pool of herself with a twisted neck

Oh she fell from the roof to the ground
There was glass lying all around
She was broken in a hundred pieces
When her body was found

She used to live life, she used to live life with a vengeance
And the chosen would dance, the chosen would dance in attendance

She crossed a lot of people
Some she called friends
She thought she'd live forever
But forever alwasy ends

Did she jump or was she pushed
Did she jump or was she pushed
Did she jump or was she pushed

Oh she used to have style, she used to have style and she used it
And they say it turned bad when the truth came `round and she refused it

They found some fingerprints
Right around her throat
They didn't find no killer
And they didn't find no note

Did she jump or was she pushed
Did she jump or was she pushed
Did she jump or was she pushed

Oh did she jump or was she pushed
Did she jump or was she pushed
Did she jump or was she pushed

4376. Did She Mention My Name

Did She Mention My Name
Mac Wiseman

It's so nice to meet an old friend and pass the time of day
And talk about the hometown a million miles away
Is the ice still in the river are the old folks still the same
And by the way, did she mention my name

Did she mention my name just in passing
And when the morning came do you remember if she dropped a name or two
Is the hometeam still on fire do they still win all the games
And by the way, did she mention my name

Is the landlord still the looser do his signs hang in the hall



Are the young girl still as pretty in the city in the fall
Does the laughter on their faces still put the sun to shame
And by the way, did she mention my name

Did she mention my name just in passing
And when the talk ran high did the look in her eye seem far away
Is the old roof still leaking when the snow turns to rain
And by the way, did she mention my name

4377. Did The Man In The Moon Come From Texas - Chords

Did The Man In The Moon Come From Texas
Written and recorded by Ole Rasmussen

G                  D7             G
Did the man in the moon come from Texas
                  G7           C
He shines down on lovers every night
    D7
And when he shines above the night's just made for love
  A7                         D7
I bet he's happy up there so bright
G                  D7             G
Did the man in the moon come from Texas
                     G7               C
Who climbed a ladder made of stars to see
                   D7             G
Did the man in the moon come from Texas
        C     D7        G
That is where I long to be
     D7              G
With him up above to help us with our love
A7                              D7
We'd be happy with his light so bright
G                  D7             G
Did the man in the moon come from Texas
                    G7            C
I wish we were with him there you see
                   D7             G
Did the man in the moon come from Texas
        C        D7                G
That is where my heart will always be 
     D7              G
With him up above to help us with our love
A7                              D7
We'd be happy with his light so bright
G                  D7             G
Did the man in the moon come from Texas
                       G7               C
Who climbed the ladder made of stars to see
                   D7             G
Did the man in the moon come from Texas
        C        D7                G



That is where my heart will always be

4378. Did You Forget God Today

Did You Forget God Today - The Grascals

This mornin as you awoke
Oh what were first words you spoke
Did you thankfully kneel down and pray
Or did you forget god today

As you breathed in the sweet mornin air
Did you silently whisper a prayer
As you watched your children at play
Did you forget god today
Did you forget god today

As you gazed at the beautiful sight
Did you thank him for givin us life
As the late evenin sun sank away
Did you forget god today

As you wonder at his works of love
Did you talk to your god up above
Could you think of one kind word to say
Or did you forget god today
Did you forget god today
Did you forget god today

4379. Did You See

Did You See
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Did you see the old man coming
Did you see him passing by
Did you listen to his footsteps
See the twinkle in his eye

Listen to him, listen well
Happens all too fast
Like a spell

Some say you've seen the daylight
And you know just where you stand
Did you think you've got the answer
Take a look at that old man

See him come, see him go



Never last too long
(Because it's) nothing's right, nothing's wrong
It all comes down to the same old song

So when you see the old man's smiling
Did this only cause his pound
But we're all in it together
It's the only show in town

See him come, see him go
Never last too long
(BecausR it's) nothing's right, nothing's wrong
It all comes down to the same old song

4380. Did You Sleep Well

Crooked Still 
Did You Sleep Well?

"Good mornin', my darlin'," I said from the door
"My bags are all packed, you won't see me anymore."
The room it was empty except for your clothes
And a picture of the forest through the dimly lit smoke

Did you sleep well?
Did you sleep fine?
Did you sleep much at all?
All night I heard two voices from out here in the hall
The first one was lonesome and the second one was clear
The first one was familiar as the second drew near

She walked to the window to expose the light
Her breath hung in silence like the fog in the night
The sun raised its head from behind the frost
She sat down by the stove with her long legs crossed

Did you sleep well?
Did you sleep fine?
Did you sleep much at all?
All night I heard two voices from out here in the hall
The first one was ancient but the second was a gun
The first one was laughin' before the second was done

She drew up her eyes and then turned my way
Her mouth it was movin' but the words tried to stay
Her posture was thin and her tears they were tall
Like the picture of the forest in the fire in the hall

Did you sleep well?
Did you sleep fine?
Did you sleep much at all?
All night I heard two voices from out here in the hall
The first it was singing and the second dressed in red



The first one was hungry and the second was well fed

My struggles were hard and my journey was long
My food was your beauty and my water your song
I returned for your voice and your precious melody
I heard them both but you sang not for me

Did you sleep well?
Did you sleep fine?
Did you sleep much at all?
All night I heard two voices from out here in the hall
The first was a flower and the second was a train
The first issued warning and the second brought the rain

Day is breaking, it's time for me to leave
Each breath I'm taking reminds me to grieve
You've proven false but another will be true
Walking tall in the darkness the whole night through

Will you sleep well?
Will you sleep fine?
Will you sleep much at all?
All night you'll hear two voices from out there in the hall
The first will be a mirror and the second one a dove
The first will be an echo and the second silent love

Will you sleep well?
Will you sleep fine?
Will you sleep much at all?
All night you'll hear two voices from out there in the hall
The first will be a mirror and the second one a dove
The first will be an echo and the second silent love

4381. Did You Stop To Pray This Morning - Chords

Did You Stop To Pray This Morning
Recorded by Mac Wiseman
Written by Ray Westmoreland, Mark Hurley, Fred Dexter

C               F         C
Did you stop to pray this morning
       F               C
As you started on your way
        G7              C
Did you ask the Lord to guide you
     Dm                     G7
Walk beside you through the day
        C       F         C
Did you stop to pray this morning
        F                       C
Did you kneel just one moment today
                                     F            C
Oh the skies will be blue cause He's walking with you



            G7          C
If you just remember to pray
                  F         C
Will you pause to pray this evening 
         F                  C
When you close your eyes in sleep
          G7             C
Thank the Lord and count your blessings
           Dm                  G7
Though the road seems long and steep
 
        C        F         C
Did you think to pray this morning
        F                        C
Did you kneel just one moment to pray
                                     F            C
Oh the skies will be blue cause He's walking with you
            G7          C
If you just remember to pray

4382. Did You Think To Pray - Chords

Did You Think To Pray
recorded by Charley Pride
written by Mary Kidder, William Perkins
 
C
Ere you left your room this morning
G7
Did you think to pray
                          C
In the name of Christ our Savior
                       F
Did you sue for loving favor
G7            C
As a shield today
 
 
Oh how praying rests the weary
                               G7
Prayer will change the night today
C                           F
So when life seems dark and dreary
G7              C
Don't forget to pray
 
 
When you met with great temptation
G7
Did you think to pray
                      C
By His dying love and merit
                       F



Did you claim the Holy Spirit
G7              C
As your guide today
 
 
When your heart was filled with anger
G7
Did you think to pray
                           C
Did you plead for grace my brother
                       F
That you might forgive another
G7                   C
Who had crossed your way
 
Repeat #2
Tag:
G7              C
Don't forget to pray

4383. Didn't Come Here To Leave

Didn't Come Here to Leave
Davisson Brothers Band

[Verse 1]
I'm a long shot, I'm a fighter, tried and true survivor
Been in and out of anywhere, anything anytime
I've been a roll dog, been a fool, I broke some hearts and bent rules
Just livin' for nothin' more than hearin' that engine whine, that's right

[Chorus]
Well I've walked out on a sure thing
I've struck out on the first swing
Took a wrong turn down a long street
And did a U-turn to get away from me
Took me a while to get from A to Z
Girl I didn't come here to leave

[Verse 2]
Out of nowhere, blind sided, two star crossed [?] collided
Now I'm buzzin' from your lovin' as I'm comin' from your moonshine
No more gone, can't quit this, high on lovin' from your sweet kiss
This born to run and sinner standin' by your side, come on

[Chorus]
Well I've walked out on a sure thing
I've struck out on the first swing
Took a wrong turn down a long street
And did a U-turn to get away from me
Took me a while to get from A to Z
Girl I didn't come here to leave
[Bridge]



Now I'm headin' down a one way trail
Smoke blowin' out the smoke stack
No breaks, no turnin' back
I've been there, done that
Well I've walked out on a sure thing
I've struck out on the first swing
Took a wrong turn down a long street
And did a U-turn to get away from me

[Chorus]
Well I've walked out on a sure thing
I've struck out on the first swing
Took a wrong turn down a long street
And did a U-turn to get away from me
Took me a while to get from A to Z
Oh you can bet your pretty little eyes on me
I didn't come here to leave

[Outro]
No, no, yeah, yeah

4384. Didn't He Shine - Chords

Didn't He Shine
Recorded by Wanda Jackson
Written by Bob McDill and Allen Reynolds

 G             D7       Em
To a world of fear and darkness 
       G        D7        Em
Came a light as bright as day
       G       D7       Em       C
With a song of love and words of kindness 
F          C        D7
He came to show the way
G               D7    Em
Oh His face was not recorded 
        G     D7     Em
But the color of His skin
        G           D7   Em       C
But His words wrote down upon the darkness 
F               C         D7
And touched the hearts of men
        G      Bm         C  G
All the people called Him Jesus 
C          D7          G
He was the man for all time
D7     G      Bm         C  G
Just a simple man called Jesus 
C             D7             G
But didn't He love didn't He shine
                   D7       Em
Let His light come brightly shining 



       G        D7      Em
Let it shine on you and me
       G    D7       Em       C
Let it wash away all fear and sorrow 
F      C      D7
Let it set us free
Repeat #3
C         G                                 D7
Didn't He shine (didn't He shine) didn't He shine
                            C                D7    G
(Didn't He shine) didn't He shine (didn't He shine)
D7        G               D7
Didn't He shine didn't He shine (didn't He shine)
          C  D7  G
Didn't He sh-i-n-e didn't He shine (didn't He shine)
          D7                 C   D7           G
Didn't He sh-i-n-e didn't He shine (didn't He shine)

4385. Didn't I

Didn't I
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
Didn't I hear somebody talking? Didn't I?
Didn't I hear somebody talking? Didn't I?
Didn't I hear' somebody' talking?
Down in the' alley, saw you were walking
Now, didn't' I hear somebody talking? Didn't I?

[Verse 2]
Didn't I spend all my money? Didn't I?
Didn't I spend all my money? Didn't I?
Didn't I spend all my money?
Buy a tailor-made suit for your honey
Didn't I hear somebody talking? Didn't I?

[Verse 3]
Now, didn't I save all my kisses? Didn't I?
Didn't I save all my kisses? Didn't I?
Didn't I save all my kisses?
Make your bed, wash your dirty dishes
Didn't I hear somebody talking? Didn't I?

[Verse 4]
Now, didn't I try makin' you happy? Didn't I?
Didn't I try and make you happy? Didn't I?
Didn't I try and make you happy?
Wave goodbye to my mom and pappy
Now, didn't I hear somebody talking? Didn't I?

[Verse 5]
Didn't I hear somebody talking? Didn't I?



Didn't I hear somebody talking? Didn't I?
Didn't I hear somebody talking?
Down in the alley, saw you were walking
Now, didn't I hear somebody talking? Didn't I?

[Outro]
Didn't I?
Didn't I?

4386. Didn't I - Chords

Didn't I
Written and recorded by Dottie West 

C                                A7         D7
Didn't I try hard enough to understand your ways
G7                                  F              C
Didn't I stay strong enough through all our stormy days
                                         F
Like ivy clinging to our little house so close were you and I
G7                                                           C
Then came the day you just walked away and I lost you didn't I
F                              C
Didn't I kiss you often enough didn't I hold you tight    
D7                           G7
And didn't I say I love you each time we kissed goodnight
C
Darling please tell me what I didn't do 
Dm                                G7
Cause I tried so hard to make you seeThat above everything in this world 
F                         C
You were all that was for meAnd you know I've thought I was all that you wanted    
F
In fact you've told me so    
G7
But I guess I failed somewhere along the way
                                    C
And just where I'd give my life to know
Like ivy clinging to our little house so close were you and I
G7                                                           C
Then came the day you just walked away and I lost you didn't I

4387. Didn't It Rain

Didn't It Rain
The Oak Ridge Boys

The good Lord went to Noah and he told him about the flood
He said Noah build me a vessel and make it out of gopher wood



Build it big, tall and strong so it won't be torn apart
Old Noah built him a masterpiece and he called it Noah's ark

Didn't it rain children, didn't it rain, rain, rain
Forty days and nights, didn't it rain?
Oh didn't it rain children, didn't it rain, rain, rain
Forty days and nights, didn't it rain?

He had a moose and a goose and a gander
Alligator and a big hippo
A monkey and an ape, a couple of snakes
A ram and a sheep and a goat

He had a possum and a 'coon and a black baboon
Ann eagle and a red-tailed hawk
A buck and a doe, a turkey and a crow
And a donkey trying to bark

He had leopards, lions and tigers
Bulls and a buffalo
Orang-utans and little bitty things
All lined up in a row

He had a dog and a cat and a gopher rat
And a great big grizzly bear
A mule and a cow, a boar and a sow
He had two of everything in there

Didn't it rain children, didn't it rain, rain, rain
Forty days and nights, didn't it rain?
Oh didn't it rain children, didn't it rain, rain, rain
Forty days and nights, didn't it rain?

He had apples, peaches, plums and pears
Grapes and apricots
Bees and beans and turnip greens
He had corn and baby squash

He had a pumpkin and a big watermelon
He had every kind of wheat
And just before he closed that door
He grabbed a handful of mustard seed

Didn't it rain children, didn't it rain, rain, rain
Forty days and nights, didn't it rain?
Oh didn't it rain children, didn't it rain, rain, rain
Forty days and nights, didn't it rain?
Didn't it rain children, didn't it rain, rain, rain
Forty days and nights, didn't it rain?
Oh didn't it rain children, didn't it rain, rain, rain
Forty days and nights, didn't it rain?
Lord, Lord, forty days and nights, didn't it rain?



4388. Didn't Leave Nobody But The Baby

Gillian Welch - Didn't Leave Nobody but the Baby
Emmylou Harris - Alison Krauss

Go to sleep you little babe (Go to sleep you little babe)
Go to sleep you little babe (Go to sleep you little babe)
Your mama's gone away and your daddy's gonna stay
Didn't leave nobody but the baby

Go to sleep you little babe (Go to sleep you little babe)
Go to sleep you little babe (Go to sleep you little babe)
Everybody's gone in the cotton and the corn
Didn't leave nobody but the baby

You're sweet, little babe (You're sweet, little babe)
You're sweet, little babe (You're sweet, little babe)
Honey in the rock and the sugar don't stop
Gonna' bring a bottle to the baby

Don't you, weep pretty babe (Don't you, weep pretty babe)
Don't you, weep pretty babe (Don't you, weep pretty babe)
She's long gone with her red shoes on
Gonna' need another lovin' baby

Go to sleep you little babe (Go to sleep you little babe)
Go to sleep you little babe (Go to sleep you little babe)
You and me and the Devil makes three
Don't need no other lovin' baby

Go to sleep you little babe (Go to sleep you little babe)
Go to sleep you little babe (Go to sleep you little babe)
Come and lay your bones on the alabaster stones
And be my ever-lovin' baby

4389. Didn't They Crucify My Lord - Chords

Didn't They Crucify My Lord
 Written and recorded by Carl Story
 
C
Oh didn't they crucify my Lord
               F          C
Oh didn't they crucify my Lord
 
Oh they crucified You Jesus
 
And He never said a harmful word
             G7           C
He only hung His head and died
 
 
Oh didn't they whip Him up the hill



            F               C
Didn't they whip Him up the hill
 
Oh they whipped Him up the hill
 
And yet He loved us still
             G7           C
He only hung His head and died
 
Repeat #1
 
 
Oh didn't the blood come running down
              F                  C
Oh didn't the blood come running down
 
Oh the blood came running down
 
But He didn't even frown
             G7           C
He only hung His head and died
 
Repeat #1

4390. Didn't We - Chords

Didn't We
Recorded by Lee Greenwood
Written by Graham Hamilton Lyle and Troy Harold Seals

C                          F
I think of all the times I needed you 
C                                  F
And you would come to me cause you wanted to 
        C                          G#
Oh when we built a fire that would last through the night 
     F                       Fm
It'd still be burnin' in the mornin' light 
C                   F
Oh we must've had a thousand ways 
C             F
Oh taking our breath away 
C                       F
We took a chance or two didn't we 
C                            F
And made some mountains move didn't we 
         C                   G#
And from out of the blue the storm clouds came 
F                  Fm
It started rainin' just let it rain 
C      F             C      F
Oh our careless love oh our careless love 
Dm              G7



Sadness yes but no regrets 
Dm                    G7
When we had a baby oh we had the best didn't we
                            C
I'm askin' you didn't we oh didn't we 
                       F
And every now and then I'm feeling sure 
C                          F
And it takes me a while to let you go 
         C                 G#
You were more than a lover more than a friend 
F            Fm
Never before never again 
C             F
Oh will it be you and me 
C                  F
We had had it good didn't we 
              C                   F
I want to say oh we must've had a thousand ways 
C             F
Oh takin' our breath away 
   C                     F
Oh you and me him and me you and me 
                            C
I'm askin' you didn't we oh didn't we

4391. Die Die Die

The Avett Brothers - Die Die Die  
Emotionalism

She's fighting with the sky 
She thinks she can 
Livin' within a lie 
She thinks she can 
But nobody knows what lies behind 
The days before the day we die 
Die, die, die, die, die, die, die 
Die, die, die, die, die, die, die 
Die, die, die 

She puts her hands against 
The life she had 
Living with ignorance 
Blissful and sad 
But nobody knows what lies behind 
The days before the day we die 
Die, die, die, die, die, die, die 
Die, die, die, die, die, die, die 
Die, die, die 

You can try to swim the sea 
But say goodbye to you and me 



You can try to swim the sea 
You can try to hold the breeze 
You can try to hide the sun 
But say goodbye to everyone 
Die, die, die, die, die, die, die 
Die, die, die, die, die, die, die 
Die, die, die.

4392. Die Then Grow

Die Then Grow
The Avett Brothers - Die Then Grow

Can you say your name to me, put mine after yours?
Can we build a house of glass without windows or doors?
Will you learn to love yourself the way I know you should?
Will we find the courage there to call our friendship good?
Call it good, call it good

The world is closing in on me, I think it's time I go
And with your sad young eyes you've taught me things I didn't know
And my heart broke down to powder there and I wish I'd let it show
And I listened as you said to me you'd rather die than grow
Die than grow, die than grow

Anita, my Anita, I was born to follow you
Anita, my Anita, I was born to follow you
Don't let romance and beating hearts change what we came to do
Anita, my Anita, I was born to follow you

So I watched as those who ask for love, demanding some respect
Became the last in line to have what they come to expect
As what nobody taught them that they so rightly deserve
And the hums of their misfortune peaked, the hardest lesson learned
Lesson learned, lesson learned

Anita, my Anita, I was born to follow you
Anita, my Anita, I was born to follow you
Don't let romance and beating hearts change what we came to do
Anita, my Anita, I was born to follow you

To watch us fall is why they came
And fall we did, to the call of the highway
Don't go home, don't look ahead, don't look behind
Everything we were is dead

Then a well of hope and talent sprang, and I caught a glimpse of light
And I drank from there as the colors rang out loudly from your eyes

Anita, my Anita, I was born to follow you
Don't let romance or beating hearts change what we came to do

Anita, my Anita, I was born to follow you



Anita, my Anita, I was born to follow you

Die then grow
Die then grow
Die then grow
Die then grow

4393. Die, Die, Die

Die, Die, Die

She's fighting with the sky
She thinks she can
Livin' within a lie
She thinks she can
But nobody knows what lies behind
The days before the day we die
Die, die, die, die, die, die, die
Die, die, die, die, die, die, die
Die, die, die

She puts her hands against
The life she had
Living with ignorance
Blissful and sad
But nobody knows what lies behind
The days before the day we die
Die, die, die, die, die, die, die
Die, die, die, die, die, die, die
Die, die, die

You can try to swim the sea
But say goodbye to you and me

You can try to swim the sea
You can try to hold the breeze
You can try to hide the sun
But say goodbye to everyone

You can try to swim the sea
And you can try to hold the breeze
And you can try to hide the sun
But say goodbye to everyone

And you can try to swim the sea
And you can try to hold the breeze
You can try through skin and bone
But you will end up all alone



4394. Died A Rounder At Twenty-One

Died A Rounder At Twenty-One

He drank whiskey for his liver
smoked cigarettes for his lungs
He loved women for his ego
he died a rounder at twenty-one

He never worked down at the saw mill
he couldn't stand that hot sunshine
He had twenty-one years of real life
he lived a thousand in that time

One night when the blues had got him
he must have drank three fifths of rum
He got mean as hell when I told him
he'd never live past twenty-one

Well if a man ever hit me harder
well I don't know where or when
He picked me up off that old bar floor
he said I'd like to be your friend

One night I heard him talkin'
to an old man at the bar
He said Dad, you know I love you,
I just don't like where you are

Tell Mama to turn my light on,
turn down my feather bed
I'll be twenty-one tomorrow
but tomorrow he was dead.

It was twenty-one miles to the graveyard
twenty-one roses red
Told the story of the rounder
who at twenty-one he was dead

He drank whiskey for his liver
smoked cigarettes for his lungs
He loved women for his ego
he died a rounder at twenty-one.

4395. Died For Love - Chords

Died For Love 
Richard & Linda Thompson
 
Ab Bb           Ab Bb            Ab Bb
   John Dunblane,   Annie Painter
Eb                           Bb Ab  Bb
They were true lovers to the end



Bb         Ab Bb       Ab Bb
They grew up    together
Eb                                  Bb
In the streets where no one is your friend
 
Eb                               Bb
They mixed their hearts' blood together
Eb                Ab         Bb
They swore they'd always be true
Eb                      Bb
When Annie left for the summer
Eb            Ab              Bb    Ab
She said "For now, but never adieu-u-u"
 
Chorus:
     Bb      Eb      Ab      Bb
"I'd give my life to be with you"
Fm                Bb       Fm                Bb
Some will die for fortune, some will die for pleasure
    Fm   Eb              Bb
But only lovers died for love
 
The summer turned into winter
But Annie Painter never came
Cold wind blew through the dark town
And it chilled the heart of John Gumblain
 
He took the road to every city
He sailed to every port of call
He hung his head as tears were falling
He scratched his message on the wall
 
Chorus
 
He was broken, he was crazy
His face was old and cracked with tears
He was dying of disease
That shook his frame for thirteen years
 
 
As he lay sickening by the roadside
A voice came drifting through the air
It was the voice of Annie Painter
She sang a song sweet and clear
 
Chorus
 
He went running through the city
He searched for day after day
When he found her, she was dying
And all for love of John Gumblain
 
She said "Forgive my cruel father
He tried to keep me away
And don't despair for my dying
For this is our wedding day"
 



Chorus +:
But only lovers died for love (repeat)

4396. Diesel On My Tail

Diesel On My Tail
Jim & Jesse

I just pulled on to the highway in my little foreign car
Well it's raining and the road is really bad
I never saw that big old diesel but I heard him hit the air
I've got a feeling that I might have made him mad

He closed the gap between us pushed the pedal on the floor
He's makin' ninety in that big old diesel truck
I can hear the names he's calling me above the engine's roar
And the words won't be found in Webster's books

There's a diesel on my tail a-making ninety miles an hour
My reflection in my mirror is mighty pale
I can hear St.Peter calling I can almost smell the flowers
Can this compact take the impact there's a diesel on my tail

Well I'm huffin' and puffin' and I'm trying to make the grade
And I wish I had some pedals on this cart
And I'm slippin' and a-slidin' and afraid to touch the brake
For the two of us could never stand the jar

Well I'm slippin' and a-slidin' trying to hold it on the road
And I tell you I just got to win this race
While I'm tremblin' and a-shakin' he is pouring on the coal
So close that I can steal his license plate

4397. Different Day

Different Day
Jeff Austin & Chris Castino

A different day, a different kind of time
A different way of looking at life
That we' shared' not so long' ago
A different day, a different time

A' thousand stars shining up above
Life raining on our house of love
That stood strong not so long ago
A different day, a different time

Now I said so all along



My shadow's the only friend I call my own
Now I'm praying for the life, the life that once was mine
A different day, a different time

What went wrong I can only guess
What stripped away this time of happiness
What shattRred away the life, which carriRd the peace and the way
A different day, a different time

One when I can always count on you
My dearest friends you'd always pull me through
One who'd take me from darkness to light
A different day, a different time

Now I said so all along
My shadow's the only friend I call my own
Now I'm praying for the life, the life that once was mine
A different day, a different time

Now I'm begging please, for this time again
Now it's killing me, that this time won't end

A different day, a different kind of time
The only way I'm left to look at life
That we shared not so long ago
A different day, a different time

Now I'm praying for the life, the life that once was mine
A different day, a different time

4398. Different Drum - Chords

Different Drum
Recorded by Linda Ronstadt 
Written by Michael Nesmith

C         F             G7        C
You and I travel to the beat of a different drum
   F         G7          C
Ah can't you tell by the way I run
F          G7            C     F    G7
Every time you make eyes at me whoa oh
C           F        G7          C
You cry and moan and say it will work out
    F     G7         C
But honey child I've got my doubts
    F             G7
You can't see the forest for the trees
   F
Oh don't get me wrong it's not that I knock it
     G7
It's just that I am not in the market
      F                G7        C



For a boy who wants to love only me
        F              G7
Yes and I ain't saying you ain't pretty
C       Em        Am      G7
All I'm saying is I'm not ready
    D7
For any person place or thing
   Dm                           G7
To try and pull the reins in on me
   C       F       G7        C
So goodbye I'll be leaving I see no sense
        F          G7             C
In this crying and grieving we'll both live a lot longer
F      G7           C
If you live without me
    
repeat #3,4,5

4399. Different Feeling

Tom T Hall - Different Feeling

She was sadder than the day she lost her mother
He felt worse than the day when he was drafted
She was packing and she kept her eyes diverted
He was sippin' on a beer and playin' with the dog
Another single word passed between them a silence we affirmed that it was over
And the sad eyed puppy sat there on the floor
He couldn't understand the different feeling (different feeling is a mystery)

( ac.guitar )

They sold that house and each took half the money
They gave that dog to his best friend's great Uncle
He went back to drinkin' and carrousin'
She got her old job back and she moved in with a friend
Six months went by before their chance to meetin'
And she wore the dress he bought her for her birthday
He showed up drunk and she got mad and cried
Hey they couldn't understand the different feeling (different feeling is a mystery)

( ac.guitar )

She met some guy and she moved to Massachussets
He met a girl he liked and he remarried
Later on she got married too she had a little girl and she joined the PTA
They seldom ever think about each other we're both too busy of tryin' make to livin'
That sad eyed puppy starved itself to death
He couldn't understand the different feeling
(Different feeling is a mystery different feeling is a mystery)



4400. Different For Girls

Dierks Bentley - Different for Girls

[Verse 1: Dierks Bentley]
She don't throw any t-shirt on and walk to a bar
She don't text her friends and say, "I gotta get laid tonight."
She don't say, "It's okay, I never loved him anyway."
She don't scroll through her phone just looking for a Band-Aid

[Chorus: Both]
It's different for girls when their hearts get broke
They can't tape it back together with a whiskey and Coke
They don't take someone home and act like it's nothing
They can't just switch it off every time they feel something
A guy gets drunk with his friends and he might hook up
Fast forward through the pain, pushing back when the tears come on
But it's different for girls

[Verse 2: Elle King, Dierks Bentley & Elle King]
She don't sleep all day and leave the house a wreck
She don't have the luxury to let herself go
She won't call just to curse
Found a wall she can punch
When the going gets tough, yeah, the guys they can just act tough

[Chorus: Both]
It's different for girls when their hearts get broke
They can't tape it back together with a whiskey and Coke
They don't take someone home and act like it's nothing
They can't just switch it off every time they feel something
A guy gets drunk with his friends and he might hook up
Fast forward through the pain, pushing back when the tears come on
But it's different for girls

[Bridge: Dierks Bentley]
It's different for girls
Nobody said it was fair
When love disappears, they can't pretend it was never there

[Outro: Both]
A guy gets drunk with his friends and he might hook up
Fast forward through the pain, pushing back when the tears come on
When the going gets tough, yeah, the guys they can just act tough
So tough
It's different for girls
It's different for girls



4401. Different Kind Of Groove Some Time

Jim Lauderdale - Different Kind of Groove Some Time

Well, I swear you're an angel
And when I'm bad, somehow you're able
To bring me 'round, bring me around
Darkest days and deepest nights
We can sway and hold each other tight
Ooh, and it's just so right
We keep holding on for life
We keep holding on
And we're still fine
We got a different kind of groove some time
We got a different kind of groove
There's nothing like when we're in tune
And it's tough what we go through
I can count on you and you can, too
We keep holding on for life
We keep holding on
And we're still fine
We got a different kind of groove some times
We got a different kind of groove some time
We got a different kind of groove some time
We got a different kind of groove
Yeah

4402. Different Rivers - Chords

Different Rivers 
Chris Hillman
 
[Verse 1]
D                A
She's calm she's quiet
D                    G
She's personal she's prime
G     D
She's everything
D                     A
We thought she'd ever be
 
 
[Verse 2]
A       D           A
She's a lover not a fighter
A     D              G
She's driven by some fight
G       A
Deep inside her soul she can't control
A            D        A
The way it's meant to be
 



 
[Verse 3]
G                    A
Drifting on a stormy sea
D                        G
Holding on to what might be
D     G
Where true love lies
A             D   Am  G
Forever to be won
 
 
[Verse 4]
G                       A
There's a danger in the wind
A    D              G
That revives us all again
G           A
Into the sea
A                D
Different rivers run
 
 
[Instrumental--Guitar]
G G A  A
D A G  F#m
A D Em A
D D A7 A
 
 
[Verse 5]
D                        A
He was restless a little while
A                G
He's everybody's child
D
Searching for the perfect one
A               A G A
To set him free
 
 
[Verse 6]
G      D                          A
Always stands his ground whenever danger sounds
A   D                         G
His hand held high never down in why
G    A                        A7
Deep inside his soul he can't control
A7           G        A
The way it's meant to be
 
 
[Verse 7]
G                    A
Drifting on a stormy sea
D                        G
Holding on to what might be



D     G
Where true love lies
A             D   Am D
Forever to be won
 
 
[Verse 8]
D         G             D
There's a danger in the wind
A    D              G
That revives us all again
A         A7
Into the sea
A7               D
Different rivers run
A         A7
Into the sea
A7               D
Different rivers run
 
 
[Outro]
G Em A D G A7 D

4403. Different Without You

Little Big Town - Different Without You

[Intro]
(Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh)
(Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh)

[Verse 1]
The shotgun seat
The other side of the bed
Late-night T.V., the drinks I drink
The taste of cigarettes
How the sun comes up
The way my Friday nights go down
The stars, the streets
Hell, everything about this whole damn town

[Chorus]
It's just different without you, different without you
(Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh)
It's just different without you, different without you
(Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh)
I ain't sayin' it's greener or a deeper shade of blue
It's just different without you, different without you

[Verse 2]
Conversations
The way I hear your name



The same old songs all sound wrong
And I know they haven't changed
The way I'm livin' and my definition of what it means to be okay

[Chorus]
It's just different without you, different without you
(Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh)
It's just different without you, different without you
(Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh)
I ain't sayin' it's greener or a deeper shade of blue
It's just different without you, different without you

[Post-Chorus]
(Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh) Ooh-ooh
(Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh) Ooh-ooh
I don't know if it's better or worse
But everything, everywhere that I turn

[Bridge]
It's just different without you, different without you
It's just different without you, different without you
I ain't sayin' it's greener or a deeper shade of blue
It's just different without you, different without you

[Chorus]
It's just different without you, different without you
(Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh)
Oh, so different without you (It's just different without you, different without you)
(Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh)
It's just different without you, different without you
(Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh)
It's just different without you, different without you

4404. Dig A Hole

John Hartford - Dig a Hole

Dig a hole, dig a hole in the meadow
Dig a hole in the cold, cold ground
Dig a hole, dig a hole in the meadow
We're going to lay darling Corey down

Well, now the first time I seen darling Corey
She was a standing on the banks of the sea
A 45 pistol on her forearm
And a banjo on her knee

Dig a hole, dig a hole in the meadow
Dig a hole in the cold, cold ground
Dig a hole, dig a hole in the meadow
We're going to lay darling Corey down

Wake up, wake up, darling Corey



What makes you sleep so sound?
Them darn coal officers a coming
Their going to tear your playhouse down

Dig a hole, dig a hole in the meadow
Dig a hole in the cold, cold ground
Dig a hole, dig a hole in the meadow
We're going to lay darling Corey down

4405. Dig A Hole In The Meadow

Dig A Hole In The Meadow

Wake up, wake up darling Cory,
What makes you sleep so sound,
The revenuer officer's a comin',
Gonna tear your still house down.
Dig a hole, dig a hole in the meadow,
Dig a hole in the cold, cold ground,
Dig a hole, dig a hole in the meadow,
Gonna lay darling Cory down.
Now the last time I seen darling Cory,
She was standin' by the banks of the sea,
A forty-four buckled around her,
And a banjo on her knee.
Chorus 
Go away, go away darlin' Cory,
Quit hangin' around my bed,
Your liquor has ruined my body,
Pretty women gone to my head.
Chorus
Wake up, wake up darling Cory,
And go get me my gun,
I ain't no man for trouble,
And I'll die before I run.
Chorus

4406. Dig A Hole In The Meadow (Alternate)

Dig A Hole In The Meadow (Alternate)

Dig a hole, dig a hole in the meadow
Dig a hole in the cold, cold ground
Dig a hole, dig a hole in the meadow
Just to lay little Lulie down
The first time I saw little Lulie
She was standing in the still house door
Brogan shose all in her hand
An her stockin' feet on the floor



* Rerfrain
Wake up, wake up, little Lulie
And go get me my gun
I ain't no man for trouble
But I'll die before I'll run
* Refrain
Last time I saw little Lulie
She was standing on the banks of the sea
Two pistols strapped round her body
And a banjo on her knee
* Refrain
Wake up, wake up, little Lulie
What makes you sleep so sound
The highway robbers are comin
Gonna tear your playhouse down
* Refrain

4407. Dig A Little Deep

Dig A Little Deep
Penny Jones (Litle Wise Owl Music, ASCAP}
Kenny & Amanda Smith

He breathes a little sigh, there she goes
All he knows is the way he feels 
His mind begins to reel and his heart it leaps a mile
And everytime she smiles and looks his way
He wants to say

chorus: 
I don't know you
But I love who you seem to be
Exterior point of view 
Well it's all I've got on you 
So won't you let me 
Dig a little deep

Technically they're strangers, he only sees her now and then
But then again she's always on his mind 
And when they chance to meet, it's not the ordinary kind 
He treasures to find her passing by 
And he thinks

chorus: 
I don't know you 
But I'love who you seem to be 
Exterior point of view 
Well it's all I've got on you 
So won't you let me 
Dig a little deeper in this mystery 
How true can this picture really be

When he speaks she stares into those clear blue eyes 



Gives him hope Lo try win or lose 
He knows someday he'll give it his best shot 
Running through the plot he says his lines 
A little something like 

chrorus: 
I don't know you 
But I love who you seem to be 
Exterior point of view 
Well it's all I've got on you 
So won't you let me Dig a little deep 
Dig a little deeper

4408. Dig A Little Deeper In The Well

Dig A Little Deeper In The Well
Billy Strings

Dig dig a little deeper in the well boys
Dig a little deeper in the well
If you want a good cool drink of water
You gotta dig a little deeper in the well.

My daddy used to tell me don't be fooled by what you see
If you want to get to the heart of things you gotta look way down deep
Second place don't get it son winners got to come in first
There's nothin' worse than to take a drink that leaves you with a thirst

A good man needs a good womanshe's the rock that'll make him strong
Now she'll be there to lean on when the whole world's done him wrong
Ain't nothin' like good lovin' that's how it's meant to be
Find yourself a good woman son like your mama's been to me.

The mighty river's flowin' where the water's cool and sweet
Don't be fooled by a muddy dream be careful when you drink
Life is what you make it sometimes a livin' hell
If you want to find that promised land dig a little deeper in the well

4409. Digger Dave's Crazy Woman Blues

Todd Snider - Digger Dave's Crazy Woman Blues

Digger Dave was a friend of mine
Got himself into a bit of a mess one time
Mindin' his business, drinkin' his wine
When he heard a shotgun blast
It wasn't anything he hadn't heard before
But then that girl Christine came cryin' through his door
Screamin', "Yukon Jack told me to get rid of this thing fast!"



"Yukon Jack" and "Digger Dave" sounds like a couple of names
That I might've just made up
But I'm tellin' you, this is the truest story I tell
She set down the gun, took off runnin'
Digger Dave followed, and soon come up on
That death wish kid from Michigan
He's layin' there, shot up all to hell
He got a death wish since they come up from the lower forty-eight
And they'd all been drinkin' vodka for two days straight
When the fist fight started, it was already too late
For anyone to keep any peace
No one could remember what the fight was about, but
By all accounts, the kid pulled the first gun out
In self-defense, beyond a shadow of a doubt
Is what they all agreed to tell the police
Digger Dave said, "No, y'all are on your own with this."
Walked over to A.J.'s and drank himself pissed
Cop yellow tape was strung out all over the place
When he finally come walkin' back out
A victim of circumstance if ever there was one
Last time I saw him, he said that he had just done
A year and a half for what he called
"Lettin' that crazy bitch into his house"
Got a new song about it, though, sang it for me behind the club
It said, "Crazy woman blues, I got the crazy woman blues
I got the crazy woman blues, I never shoulda let her into my house"
Said it's like, "Crazy woman blues, I got the crazy woman blues
I got the crazy woman blues, I never shoulda let her into my house"
Only one way to know how far is just far enough
You gotta go a little bit too far, and then back up
Back up, and hope hard luck ain't on your side
The town council had already planned to meet
About all the drinkin' and druggin' down there on Brunelle Street
About a little bit too late, I guess
At least for that kid that died
Crazy woman blues, crazy woman blues
Crazy woman blues, I never shoulda let her into my house
I got the crazy woman blues, the crazy woman blues
Crazy woman blues, I never shoulda let her in the house

4410. Diggin'

Diggin 
Lonesome River Band

[Chorus]
Can't you get me out of this hole I'm diggin'?
I'm tired of this life I'm livin'
I keep spendin' my last dime and my bills are overdue
I can't get my head above these waters
I'm down to my last dollar
I keep spendin' my whole life just diggin'



[Verse 1]
Starin' down at an empty cup of coffee
My wallet ain't much better off these days
There's a cutoff notice on the kitchen counter
Total balance due at noon today
So I made a phone call to my bookie
Gave that horse all that I had left
I thought this time that maybe I'd get lucky
Now I wish I'd never made that bet

[Chorus]
Can't you get me out of this hole I'm diggin'?
I'm tired of this life I'm livin'
I keep spendin' my last dime and my bills are overdue
I can't get my head above these waters
I'm down to my last dollar
I keep spendin' my whole life just diggin'

[Verse 2]
Repo men came and took my Chevy
Guess I'll have to have to take the bus today
Saw a poster at the mill that said help wanted
So I'll try my hand and earn an honest pay
I don't believe I've been this sore in ages
Drivin' me like a slave from nine to five
Foreman came and noticed I'd been slackin'
He pointed out the door and yelled, "You're fired."

[Chorus]
Can't you get me out of this hole I'm diggin'?
I'm tired of this life I'm livin'
I keep spendin' my last dime and my bills are overdue
I can't get my head above these waters
I'm down to my last dollar
I keep spendin' my whole life just diggin'

[Chorus]
Can't you get me out of this hole I'm diggin'?
I'm tired of this life I'm livin'
I keep spendin' my last dime and my bills are overdue
I can't get my head above these waters
I'm down to my last dollar
I keep spendin' my whole life just diggin'

4411. Digging For Gold

Digging For Gold - Garth Brooks
 
They married on a fancy yacht out on the water
He knew she was young enough to be his daughter
There always questions in the heart of millionaires
Would she make heartfelt promises if the money was not there



And he said, do you love me, baby, do you want me to hold
Or are you just digging for gold
Do you care enough to give me your heart and soul
Or are you just digging for gold

She ran his weary heart through the ringer
And she wore him like the diamond ring around her finger
Well, his advances and affections, she managed to avoid
But, she got the lap of luxury and he got paranoid

And he said, do you love me, baby, do you want me to hold
Or are you just digging for gold
Do you care enough to give me your heart and soul
Or are you just digging for gold, digging for gold

Big house, limousines,
Fine wines, fine cuisines,
Vale and Vegas twice a year,
Trips to Paris on the leer

Black Tuesday when that wall of wealth came crashing down
Bad news day when that little queen had to give back her crown
And he said, hey babe, we can live on love cuz love is worth much more
But he barely got his feelings out, she was half way to the door
And she never even heard him cry

Do you love me, baby, do you want me to hold
Or are you just digging for gold
Do you care enough to give me your heart and soul
Or are you just digging for gold

4412. Digging My Own Grave - Chords

Digging My Own Grave
Sideline
 
[Intro]
A      / A      / A      / A      / A      /
C      / G      / D      / D      /
A      / A      / A      / A      / A      /
C      / G      / E      / A      / A      / A      / A      //
 
[Verse 1]
         A                  A           A                A      A
From the break of dawn 'til sundown, my daddy worked the mine,
          C           G                D            D       D
well, the only time I saw his face was sunday dinnertime.
     A                  A        A                   A     A
He'd cough and cuss for hours as he washed the dirt away,
   C            G                 E                A        D
my mamma always told him: "you're digging your own grave,
D        D                A        A
  you're digging your own grave.



 
[Instrumental]
A      / A      / A      / A      / A      /
C      / G      / D      / D      /
A      / A      / A      / A      / A      /
C      / G      / E      / A      / A      / A      / A      //
 
[Verse 2]
   A                 A                  A                   A      A
He swung that hammer thirty years while coaldust filled his lungs,
   C                G              D        D       D
he never did breath easy until his life was done.
    A                A        A               A       A
Oh, just to feed the family I had to take his place
      C                G             E              A       D
and I swore I wouldn't spend my life digging my own grave,
D D              A          A
  digging my own grave.
 
[Instrumental]
A      / A      / A      / A      / A      /
C      / G      / D      / D      /
A      / A      / A      / A      / A      /
C      / G      / E      / A      / A      / A      / A      //
 
[Verse 3]
A                         A                      A*
Way back in the mountains each man had to choose:
  C*               G*                D           D
a life of crime or work the mine was all we ever knew.
      A                          A                  A*
So, I spent the great depression down here over coal
          C*      G*               E*                 A*     D
until the day the timber caved and trapped me in this hole,
D D                  A        A
  trapped me in this hole.
 
[Instrumental]
A      / A      / A      / A      / A      /
C      / G      / D      / D      /
A      / A      / A      / A      / A      /
C      / G      / E      / A      / A      / A      / A      //
 
[Verse 4]
           A            A            A         A       A
There's no way they can hear me from 1000 feet high
    A             A             A         D    D    D    D
and God knows how quiet it is beneath the ground.
    A             A             A              A       A
But even here I believe: "Lord, hear me when I pray,
     C             G      E              A          D
as I face my final hours, digging my own grave,
D D              A
  digging my own grave.
 
[Outro]
C      / C      / D      / D      /



A      //

4413. Diggy Liggy Lo

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Diggy Liggy Lo
Flying Burrito Brothers

Diggy Liggy Li and Diggy Liggy Lo
They fell in love at the fais-do-do
The pop was cold and the coffee, chaud
For Diggy Liggy Li and Diggy Liggy Lo

Diggy Liggy Li loved Diggy Liggy Lo
Everyone knew he was her beau
No body else could ever show
So much love for Diggy Liggy Lo

That's the place they find romance
Where they do the Cajun dance
Steal a kiss now they had a chance
She show's her love with ev'ry glance

Diggy Liggy Li loved Diggy Liggy Lo
Everyone knew he was her beau
No body else could ever show
So much love for Diggy Liggy Lo

Finally went and uh-seen her Pa
Now he's got hisself a Papa-in-law
Moved out where the Bayou's low
Now he's got a little Diggy Liggy Lo

Diggy Liggy Li loved Diggy Liggy Lo
Everyone knew he was her beau
No body else could ever show
So much love for Diggy Liggy Lo

Diggy Liggy Li loved Diggy Liggy Lo
Everyone knew he was her beau
No body else could ever show
So much love for Diggy Liggy Lo

4414. Dim Dark Corner - Chords

Dim Dark Corner
Recorded by Leroy Van Dyke  
written by Harlan Howard

C                             F



Love can't live in a dim dark corner
           G7                        C
Love needs sunshine the rain and the air
                              F
Yes here we are in a dim dark corner
           G7                                   C
Tasting forbidden fruit and too much in love to care
F                                    G7      C
What's to become of us I guess in my heart I know
D7                                               G7
One of those times your conscience will keep you home
          C                   F
Here I'll be in this dim dark corner
           G7                            C
Hopelessly loving you waiting and crying alone
F                                    G7      C
What's to become of us I guess in my heart I know
D7                                               G7
One of those times your conscience will keep you home
          C                   F
Here I'll be in this dim dark corner
           G7                            C
Hopelessly loving you waiting and crying alone

4415. Dim Lights Thick Smoke

Dim Lights Thick Smoke 
Composer: Joe Maphis - Max Fidler - Rose Lee Maphis
Flying Burrito Brothers - Flatt & Scruggs

   Dim lights, thick smoke, and loud, loud music
   Is the only kind of life you'll ever understand
   Dim lights, thick smoke and loud, loud music
   You'll never make a wife to a home-loving man

A home and little children mean nothing to you
A house filled with love and a husband so true
You'd rather have a drink with the first guy you meet
And the only home you'll know is the club down the street

A drinking and dancing to a honky tonk band
Is the only kind of life you'll ever understand
Go out and have your fun, you think you've played it smart
I'm sorry for you and your honky tonk heart

4416. Dime At A Time

Ernest Tubb 
Dime At A Time



My whole life saving's a two dollar bill
That's why I'm here tonight I've got time to kill
Now I can tell my story about twenty times
With two dollars in the jukebox a dime at a time

Two dollars in the jukebox a dime at a time
Play that same old song about the love gone wrong till closin' time
Two dollars ought to do me if you'll buy the wind
And I put it in the jukebox a dime at a time

Pardon me Mister mind if I sit down
Misery likes company and I believe that I found
Somebody just as lonely don't believe I'm wrong
If you had a place to go to you'd have done been gone

Two dollars in the jukebox a dime at a time
Play that same old song about the love gone wrong till closin' time
Two dollars ought to do me if you'll buy the wind
And I put it in the jukebox a dime at a time

4417. Dimes

Dimes
(Tim Stafford)

1) Daddy loved a story
He collected dimes
He built his memories
Ten cents at a time
He'd find  em on the corner of a crowded city street
Seems like they fell right at his feet
He'd take  em from the closet 
Then he'd take me on his knee
Hard to say what a dime is worth to me

2) Now I take them from the closet
And I remember Dad
There's a flower from his funeral
I think it makes him glad
Cause I find  em on the corner of a crowded city street
Seems like they fall right at my feet
Every day I think of him
At least a hundred times
 Cause everywhere I go, I find dimes

4418. Dimming Of The Day



Richard Thompson - Dimming of the Day
Emmylou Harris - Alison Krauss

This old house is falling down around my ears
I'm drowning in a river of my tears
When all my will is gone you hold me sway
I need you at the dimming of the day

You pull me like the moon pulls on the tide
You know just where I keep my better side

What days have come to keep us far apart
A broken promise or a broken heart
Now all the bonnie birds have wheeled away
I need you at the dimming of the day

Come the night you're only what I want
Come the night you could be my confidant

I see you on the street in company
Why don't you come and ease your mind with me
I'm living for the night we steal away
I need you at the dimming of the day
I need you at the dimming of the day

4419. Dinah

Dinah
Red Stick Ramblers

Carolina
Gave me Dinah;
I'm the proudest one
Beneath the Dixie sun.

News is spreadin'
'Bout our weddin';
I hear church bells ringin',
Here's the song my heart keeps singin':

Dinah,
Is there anyone finer
In the state of Carolina?
If there is and you know her,
Show her!

Dinah,
With her Dixie eyes blazin',
How I love to sit and gaze in
To the eyes of Dinah Lee!

Yet, every night,
My, how I shake with fright,
Because my Dinah might,



Change her mind about me!

But if Dinah,
Ever wandered to China,
I would hop an ocean liner,
Just to be with Dinah Lee!

Dinah,
Is there anyone finer
In the state of Carolina?
If there is and you know her,
Show her!

Dinah,
With her Dixie eyes blazin',
How I love to sit and gaze in
To the eyes of Dinah Lee!

Yet, every night,
My, how I shake with fright,
Because my Dinah might,
Change her mind about me!

But if Dinah,
Ever wandered to China,
I would hop an ocean!,
Just to be with Dinah Lee!

4420. Diners - Chords

Diners 
The Lone Bellow

[Verse 1]
                              C
Break into the diners at midnight
                               G
Every light is out but the moonlight
                            D
Miss me at the table as you hobble on
C                             G
Pretend I'm the one you still love
                                 C
Play another song for your black heart
                             G
Put another coin in that jukebox
                           D
Dance along to all of the sad George Jones
C          G
Cry, cry, cry
 
[Chorus]
               C



Where are you now?
                G
Where have you been?
         D             C
Why do I waste, waste, waste
                       G
All the love that you lend?
 
[Verse 2]
                                    C
Find another town where they ain't seen
                                      G
How you break the windows while they sleep
                             D                C
Trailer broken diners found all along the highway
                   G
From here to St. Paul
 
[Verse 3]
                                   C
It's a crying shame how you can't lie
                                  G
Tell yourself I'm gone from your mind's eye
                            D
Jukebox plays some Willie, life of the times
         C        G
And you cry, cry, cry
 
[Chorus]
               C
Where are you now?
                 G
Where have you been?
          D             C
Why do I waste, waste, waste
                       G
All the love that you lend?
 
[Chorus]
               C
Where did you go?
                G
You left me to death
                 D              C
The rules that I break, break, break
                  G
Into diners and sing
 
[Bridge]
              C
All of these sad, sad songs
              G
Like I never did you wrong
               A
Dance on the tables and pause, and scream
      A                 D
I am the one that you love



 
[Solo]
 
C G D C G   x2
 
[Chorus]
               C
Where are you now?
                G
Where have you been?
           D            C
Why do I waste, waste, waste
                        G
All the love that you lend?
 
[Chorus]
               C
Where did you go?
                G
You left me to death
                 D              C
The rules that I break, break, break
                  G
Into diners and sing

4421. Ding Dong Daddy - Chords

Ding Dong Daddy 
Sierra Ferrell
 
[Verse 1]
C                               C7
Well you're my ding dong daddy, from far away
    F               D7
And I'm your little butterball
C                         G7
I'm just your' fatty,' who's tryna eat' it all
 
[Verse 2]
C                     C7
Well now I've got titty nipples
             F                 D7
Mmm how they look like hershey kissles
           C                           G7
And if you dig real hard, you're gonna find yourself an Almond Joy
 
[Bridge]
F                                  F7
Well now I've got you figured out, mmhm
      C                    A7
Yes I know what you're all about
D7
I see you all behind that house there y'all drinking "water"



        G7
I'm the hooose
 
[Chorus]
C                         C7
So now don't you shed not one single tear
        F                       D7
For you know I'm gonna be right here
     C                      G7                C        G7
Just come back home to your mama when you get through
 
[Verse 4]
          C                 C7
Well now, you make me wanna take out my teeth, mmm
          F                 D7
I'm gonna lick that skillet clean
C
Turn it up papa
      G7                   C
Let's make us some cottage cheese
 
[Bridge]
     F
Well now I've got you figured out, mmhm
      C                    A7
Yes I know what you're all about
D7
I see you all behind that house you're drinking "water"
        G7
I'm the hooose
 
[Chorus]
       C                  C7
So now don't you shed not one single tear
        F                      D7
For you know I'm gonna be, I'm gonna be right here
C                          G                          C F
Bring it back home to your mama when you get through
 
[Ending]
          C             F
Well now, bring it back home
             C             F
Oh won't you bring it back home
             C             F         G       C
Oh won't you bring it back home when you get through

4422. Dionysus

Dionysus
Chris Thile

Lead me to some holy place



Then shut my eyes that I might taste
Your land your sky your sea
And I'll sing you what I see
Lord
I'll sing you what I see
And when we're in that holy place
Plug up my ears that I might taste
Our days our months our years
And I'll dance you what I hear
Lord
I'll dance you what I hear
It's the prayer of a species at war
With itself since the day  it was born
O Dionysus
Come and wash our minds
Clean of wants and wishes
That keep us so damn far behind the eight ball
Always set to fight or fly
I fly to the pleasures of your table every night
Trying to make light of the battlR with a buddy and a bottle of the blood of Dionysus
Come and stain our teeth
With your purplR kisses
And help us find our way beneath the surface
Of each other's ingrown lives
Then meet me at the cellar door
Where the heirs of Dionysus pour
The soul of time and psace
And let's play them what we taste
Lord
Let's play them what we taste

4423. Dire Wolf

Dire Wolf
Song by Grateful Dead
Molly Tuttle

In the timbers of Fennario, the wolves are running round
The winter was so hard and cold, froze ten feet 'neath the ground
Don't murder me, I beg of you, don't murder me
Please, don't murder me

I sat down to my supper, 'twas a bottle of red whisky
I said my prayers and went to bed, that's the last they saw of me
Don't murder me, I beg of you, don't murder me
Please, don't murder me

When I awoke, the Dire Wolf, six hundred pounds of sin
Was grinning at my window, all I said was come on in
Don't murder me, I beg of you, don't murder me
Please, don't murder me

The Wolf came in, I got my cards, we sat down for a game



I cut my deck to the Queen of Spades, but the cards were all the same
Don't murder me, I beg of you, don't murder me
Please, don't murder me
Don't murder me

In the backwash of Fennario, the black and bloody mire
The Dire Wolf collects his dues, while the boys sing 'round the fire
Don't murder me, I beg of you, don't murder me
Please, don't murder me
Don't murder me

I beg of you don't murder me
Please, don't murder me
No no no don't murder me
I beg of you, don't murder me
Please, don't murder me
Please, don't murder me

4424. Dirt Road Blues

Dirt Road Blues   

Gonna walk down that dirt road 'til someone will let me ride
Gonna walk down that dirt road 'til someone will let me ride
If I can't find my baby I'm gonna run away and hide

Well, I been pacing round the room, hoping maybe she come back
pacing round the room, hoping maybe she come back
Well, I been praying for salvation
Laying round in a one-room country shack

Gonna walk down that dirt road, until my eyes begin to bleed
Gonna walk down that dirt road, until my eyes begin to bleed
'Til there's nothing left to see
'Til the chains have been shattered     and I been freed

But I'm looking at my shadow, I been watching the clouds up above
looking at my shadow, watching the clouds up above
Rolling through the rain and hail
Looking for the sunny side of love

Gonna walk down that dirt road 'til everything becomes the same
Gonna walk down that dirt road 'til everything becomes the same
I keep on walking 'til I hear her holler out my name

4425. Dirt Roads

Dirt Roads
Wayne Taylor



Thank the Lord for simple things 
like a slow cooked pot of pinto beans, 
a D-18 with brand new strings 
and old friends back in town.
Like Mamas who still bow and pray 
for wayward sons so far away, 
the wise things that the old folks say, 
thank God they're still around.

chorus:
They're getting harder and harder to find, 
just call it a sign of the times, 
they ain't as common as they used to be 
but they can still be found, 
hey there's still a few dirt roads around.

I worry about how much has changed 
and pray somethings still stay the same 
like the rattling of an old freight train 
hobos homeward bound. 
WSM Flatt and Scruggs 
country boys and pick up trucks, 
mama's cooking grandmas hugs, 
that high lonesome sound.

chorus:
And though they're getting harder to find, 
never let it trouble your mind, 
yeah out past the city limit sign of every little town, 
yeah there's still a few dirt roads around.

There's still a few old folks around, 
who remember how it used to sound 
when Lester turned the house lights down 
for Father's Table Grace. 

The way old Ralph and Carter sang 
broken hearted nasal twang 
how they made the rafters rang 
when they'd do Amazing Grace.

chorus:
There ain't no telling what a man might see, 
just last week I found a chestnut tree. 
The good old days they ain't gone 
they've just gone under ground. 
Yeah there's still a few dirt roads around, 

yeah past the strip mall parking lot 
where the trees ain't been cut down, 
yeah there's still a few dirt roads around.



4426. Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap

Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap

If you're havin' trouble with the high school head
He's givin' you the blues
You want to graduate, but not in his bed
Here's what you gotta do
Pick up the phone, I'm always home
Call me anytime
Just ring, 3-6-2-4-3-6, hey
I lead a life of crime
Dirty deeds (done dirt cheap)
Dirty deeds (done dirt cheap)
Dirty deeds (done dirt cheap)
Dirty deeds and they're done dirt cheap
Dirty deeds and they're done dirt cheap
You got problems in your life of love
You got a broken heart
He's double dealin' with your best friend
That's when the teardrops start, fella
Pick up the phone, I'm here alone
Or make a social call
Come right in, forget about him
We'll have ourselves a ball, hey
Dirty deeds (done dirt cheap)
Dirty deeds (done dirt cheap)
Dirty deeds (done dirt cheap)
Dirty deeds and they're done dirt cheap (oh)
Dirty deeds and they're done dirt cheap
Oh yeah
If you got a lady and you want her gone
But you ain't got the guts
She keeps naggin' at you night and day
Enough to drive you nuts
Pick up the phone, leave her alone
It's time you made a stand
For a fee, I'm happy to be
Your back door man, woo
Dirty deeds (done dirt cheap)
Dirty deeds (done dirt cheap)
Dirty deeds (done dirt cheap)
Dirty deeds and they're done dirt cheap (yeah)
Dirty deeds and they're done dirt cheap
Concrete shoes, cyanide, TNT
(Done dirt cheap)
Neckties, contracts, high voltage
(Done dirt cheap)
Do anything you want me to
(Done dirt cheap)
(Dirty deeds)
Dirty deeds, dirty deeds
(Done dirt cheap)
Yeah



4427. Dirty Job

Dolly Parton - Dirty Job 
(Dolly Parton)

It's a dirty job
But somebody's got to do it
Better get to it
Somebody's gotta do it
Whatever it takes, whatever it takes
Any work at all
Is better than none
Better buckle down to it
Gotta get the job done
Gotta earn my pay... I gotta earn my pay
I can't wait around on the lottery
And there ain't no millionaires
Lookin' for me
And somebody's gotta do it, do it
Somebody's gotta do it, do it
Somebody's gotta do it, do it
Somebody
I can think of better things
I'd rather do
I might get lucky
And I'm hopin' to
But until I do
I gotta compromise
The job ain't much
But at least it's mine
It beats standin'
In the unemployment line
Put pride aside
And I'll improvise
Even if I do get a better job
Somebody else
Has gotta fill my spot
Somebody's gotta do it, do it
Somebody's gotta do it, do it
Somebody's gotta do it, do it
Somebody
Somebody
Somebody's gotta do it, do it
Somebody's gotta do it, do it
It's a dirty job
It's a low-down dirty job
Somebody
Even if the rules are too hard to follow
Even when pride is too hard to swallow
It's another day so it's another dollar
That's what it's all about, Oh
It's a dirty job
But somebody's got to do it



Better get to it
Somebody's gotta do it
Whatever it takes
Gotta keep the faith
Any work at all
Is better than none
Better buckle down to it
Gotta get the job done
Gotta earn my way
And it's a workin' day
The job ain't much
But at least it's mine
It beats standin'
In the unemployment line
Somebody's gotta do it, do it
Somebody's gotta do it, do it
Somebody's gotta do it, do it
Somebody
Somebody
It's a dirty job
Somebody's gotta do this low-down dirty job
Somebody
It's a dirty job, it's a dirty job
It's a low-down dirty job
Somebody
Somebody
Somebody

4428. Dirty Little Bird - Chords

Dirty Little Bird 
The Waifs
 
 [Verse]
Am                         G
Night so still, silent the Whippoorwill
    Em                        F              G
And down by the river a sweet moaning can be heard
          Am                    G
A moon so thin, milk on their skin
Em                            F            Am
Whispering betrayal, Love's a dirty little bird
 
 
[Chorus]
        C/G
He's a dirty little bird with dirty little wings
     F
That fly across the night on high to other pretty things
             Dm                         G
Down by the river, sweet moaning can be heard
             F              Em           Am
It's telling me my love's a dirty little bird



 
 [Verse]
             Am                   G
It was long ago I was young and fine
          Em                               F                   G
When he took me by the hand and promised that his heart'd be mine
                 Am                     G
We prayed for a son, I could bear him none
Em                          F            Am
Barren and bitter love's a dirty little bird
 
[Chorus]
         C/G
He's a dirty little bird with dirty little claws
       F
That prance and creep and pleasure seek behind the bedroom doors
         Dm                             G
And he gives out all the tenderness I yearn
  F                Em           Am
For, My love's a dirty little bird
 
[Chorus]
 C/G
Dirty little birds got dirty little eyes
      F
That bare my soul -it's a heavy toll 
 
And tell me I should wise up and
 Dm                            G
Heed all the lessons I could learn
F              Em           Am
 My love's a dirty little bird
 
 [Verse]
           Am                 G
A womans heart can be broken some
          Em                           F            G
And her mind and her spirit they will see her overcome 
                     Am               G
But break a womans pride and woe to you
             Em
You'd better go and grab your gun man
             F                 Am
There's no telling what she'll do
 
[Chorus]
C/G
Dirty little birds got dirty little beaks
      F
That peck and pry the wretched lies
For revenge that they seek
            Dm                           G
And she's walking down the path of no return
  F          Em            Am
Woe to that Dirty Little bird
 
[Interlude]



   C/G
You take my heart and you take my time
     F
You leave my soul without grace or pride
       Dm                       G
You take what's yours and you break what's mine
     Em   F       Am
You take and you take
 
[Chorus]
 C/G
Dirty little bird got dirty little wings
      F
That fly across the night on high to other pretty things
             Dm                         G
Down by the river sweet moaning can be heard
             F
It's telling me
              Em          Am
My love's a dirty little bird

4429. Dirty Old Town - Chords

Dirty Old Town 
Steve Earle
 
[Verse 1]
           D                     A
I found my love by the gas works wall.
          G                  D
Dreamed a dream by the old canal
          D
Kissed my girl by the factory wall
          A               Bm7
Dirty old town, dirty old town
 
[Verse 2]
           D
Clouds are drifting across the moon
         G             D
Cats are prowling on their beat
          D
Springs a girl in the streets at night
          A               Bm7
Dirty old town, dirty old town
 
[Verse 3]
            D
I heard her siren from the docks
      G                      D
Saw a train set the night on fire
            D
Smelled the spring on the smoky wind



          A               Bm7
Dirty old town, dirty old town
 
[Instrumental]
/Bm7  /D  /D  /D  /D  /G  /G  /D  /D  /D  /D  /D  /A  /A  /Bm7  /Bm7  /
 
[Verse 4]
             D
I'm going to make me a good sharp axe
        G                     D
Shining steel tempered in the fire
              D
I'll chop you down like an old dead tree
          A               Bm7
Dirty old town, dirty old town
          A               Bm7
Dirty old town, dirty old town
 
[Outro]
N.C.
I found my love by the gas works wall.
N.C.
Dreamed a dream by the old canal
N.C.
Kissed my girl by the factory wall
N.C.
Dirty old town, dirty old town

4430. Dirty Overhalls

Dirty Overhalls
The Del McCoury Band
on Del & Woody 

[Verse 1]
You can wash my pair of dirty overhalls I'll ride that train that called the cannonball
From Baltimore to Frisco bay
I worked six months in lumbertown this fall
All I got left is these dirty overhalls ain't got a dime ain't that a shame
I worked six weeks dynamiting coal
All I got left is these dirty overhalls a dirty shame now who's to blame

[Verse 2]
Good get a lesson please don't turn away I'll have a car and a suited clothes someday
Instead of dirty old overhalls
Honey gal sweetheart I do the best I can I'm just a poor boy a hard working man
My money's gone when I get done
If you leave me I'll be so sad and blue what is there for a working man to do
These overhalls these overhalls

[Verse 3]
I've seen a sick man driving in his car
He had a women for every cylinder of his warm bed a bottle of gin



I work like a dog I'm broke all the time couldn t buy a woman a two bit bottle of wine
These overhalls they smell so bad

[Verse 4]
Rich man took a woman away from me he ll be sorry sorry wait and
see when I get out of these overhalls
The cop saw the crook that money man in jail
He stole my money and took away my gal now who's gonna wash my overhalls
who's gonna wash my overhalls

4431. Dirty Rag

Dirty Rag
Cornmeal 

Dirty Rag words and music by Jason Berger and Chris Gangi
Sally, Sally Sallyhag
Saw her face on a p**no mag
She can make your tail go wag
Talking about that dirty rag
Dirty Rag (dirty rag), dirty rag (dirty rag)
Dirty Rag (dirty rag), that dirty rag (dirty rag)
Dirty Rag (dirty rag), dirty rag (dirty rag)
Well you ain't got nothin' but your dirty rag
Down by the docks I met a scallywag

Drank ourselves right into the bag
When I awoke felt like I'd been had
Ain't got nothing but your dirty rag
Sally, Sally Sallyhag
Ran off with that scallywag
Heard they're living down in Dixieland
Playing in a ragtime band
Sally, Sally Sallyhag
Saw her face on a p**no mag
She can make your tail go wag
Talking about that dirty rag

4432. Dirty Sishes Blues

Dirty Sishes Blues

I come in this morning a quarter past eight
Expecting her nagging for gettin home late
But she didn't scold me ro tell me it's wrong
For I didn't see her, my sweetheart was gone

Dirty sishes, dirty dishes, I'm losing my mind
My baby done left me and traveled behind



And now I'm so lonely, and lonely I'll be
With no one to wash all my dishes for me

A note on the table and here's how it read
Now, you've been cheatin' that's all that she said
I just stood there bawling, the tears were in vain
For now I know she'll never believe me again

* Refrain

Now I never cheated, believe me it's true
Or broken a promise that I made to you
You'll never know just how happy I'll be
If you will come back and wash dishes for me

* Refrain

4433. Dirty-Mouthed Flo

Robbie Fulks - Dirty-Mouthed Flo

[Chorus]
Dirty-Mouthed Flo
She cusses like a sailor
And the boys at the Double R say she's a flat firebrand
Yeah but they don't know
How the dirty words fail her
When she's tearin' up the bed with a natural goodtime man

[Verse 1]
I remember the night I met her
I was starin' down a G and T
When a gal let fly with an F-word
I had to look around and see
The bartender said "Hey, buddy
"Don't even let it cross your mind"
But I took her home, and I'm glad I did
'Cause I found the heart that that mouth kept hid
She's a whole different women when the lights get low
Dirty-mouthed Flo

[Chorus]
Dirty-Mouthed Flo
She cusses like a sailor
And the boys at the Double R say she's a flat firebrand
Yeah but they don't know
How the dirty words fail her
When she's tearin' up the bed with a natural goodtime man



4434. Disgusted

Lucinda Williams - Disgusted

I been lookin for my old man
I can't find him nowhere
I think I'll go Chicago
And look around over there

If I can't find him
Go back on the river and sit right down
That man keep a worryin' poor me
I'm gonna jump overboard and drown

My man, he come sit down
He come sit down right beside me
He said: "Would be good, Mama
If you just come with me"

And I go with my baby
What man like a woman with a sassy child
I won't have to ask him no questions
Man, because he knows the reason why

I feel so disgusted
I don't know what to do
I think I'll go uptown
Try to find me somethin' new

Meet a man with a Cadillac
Whoah man, and plenty money too
I won't have to wake up 
Early in the mornin'
'Cause I won't have nothin' 
In the world to do

4435. Distance Between You And Me - Chords

Distance Between You And Me
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C
Take a rock tie a rope throw it down in the sea
Let it fall to the bottom nobody knows how deep
Stare real hard through the water and you might just perceive
             G7              C
The distance between you and me
                  G7              C
Yeah the distance between you and me
Take a map of the world and measure with your hand
All of the miles across all of the land
Write it down add it up you might understand
                   G7              C



About the distance between you and me
                  G7              C
Yeah the distance between you and me
      F                  C
I lie awake and hear you breathing
     F                      C
Only inches from me in this bed
         F                          C
Not much space but it's all that we needed
                       G7          C
To live alone now that our love is dead
Repeat #3
Climb the earth's tallest mountain 
To where it reaches the sky
Take a gun fire a bullet straight up out of sight
Where it stops in the heaven 
                 
Well that ain't half as high
                G7              C
As the distance between you and me
                G7              C
As the distance between you and me

4436. Distant Horizon

Distant Horizon

Verse 1:
How many times have I told you
That I would never let you down
But then I do and I worry
That you won't ever come around

Bridge 1:
Darling if you would only have me back
I would try to stand my ground

Chorus 1:
Out on a distant horizon
I know there's good times waiting round

Verse 2:
I swear to god that I love you
But he ain't standing at my side
When I stay out all night drinking
And I have to make you cry

Bridge 2:
I know that he don't appreciate
The way I use his name in vain

Chorus 2:
But out on a distant horizon



I know there's good times and no pain

Bridge 3:
Darling if you would only have me back
I would try to stand my ground

Chorus 3 (2x):
Out on a distant horizon
I know there's good times waiting round
Out on a distant horizon
I know there's good times waiting round

4437. Distant Land To Roam

Distant Land To Roam - Ralph Stanley 

I remember very well
On one dark and dreary day
Just as I was leaving home
For a distant land to roam

Mother said (mother said)
My dear boy (my dear boy)
I hope I'll see you next year again
Fare you well (fare you well)
Fare you well (fare you well)
So I left my dear old home
For a distant land to roam

Now I wandered far away
From my home I've gone astray
Now I'm coming, coming home
Never more from thee to roam

Mother said (mother said)
My dear boy (my dear boy)
I hope I'll see you next year again
Fare you well (fare you well)
Fare you well (fare you well)
So I left my dear old home
For a distant land to roam

Now these words she said to me
As she took me by the hand
If on earth we meet no more
May we meet at God's right hand

Mother said (mother said)
My dear boy (my dear boy)
I hope I'll see you next year again
Fare you well (fare you well)
Fare you well (fare you well)
So I left my dear old home



For a distant land to roam

4438. Distant Shore

Dierks Bentley - Distant Shore

[Verse]
Everyday I swim an ocean, 
fighting your memory like endless waves
I surrender to the truth, I'll always love you, 
but I know someday
I'm going to reach the banks of a distant shore, 
where I won't miss you anymore

Once in a while I ride the river, 
of whiskey wishes from an old shot glass
But the way it used to be follows me downstream, 
so I keep knocking em back
Till I reach the banks of a distant shore, 
where I won't miss you anymore

Someday I'm going to get there, 
It might take my last prayer
One of these days I'm going to cross that ocean,
some sweet angel will set me free
And they'll tell my stories, sing a song about glory, 
and read Psalm 23
When I reach the banks of that distant shore, 
where I won't miss you anymore

Going to rest my soul in the hands of the lord, 
where I won't miss you anymore

4439. Distant Sun - Chords

Distant Sun 
Neil Finn
 
CAPO 1

Intro: D G  D G  D G  D G

D                                      G
Tell me all the things you would change
   D                              G
I don't pretend to know what you want
         Bm                       E
When you come around and spin my top
              G               F#



Time and again, time and again
 
     D                      G
No fire where I lit my spark
D                       G
I am not afraid of the dark
       Bm                   E
Where your words devour my heart
               G
And put me to shame, put me to shame
 
Chorus:
 
 A                  Em
When your seven worlds collide
     G         A       D
Whenever I am by your side
A                   Em
Dust from a distant sun
       G          A      D  G  D  G
Will shower over everyone
 
D                             G
You're still so young to travel so far
D                         G
Old enough to know who you are
Bm                   E
Wise enough to carry the scars
          G                   F#
Without any blame, there's no-one to blame
    D                    G
It's easy to forget what you learnt
D                     G
Waiting for the thrill to return
Bm                  E
Feeling your desire burn
                  G
And drawn to the flame,
 
Chorus:
 
   A                    Em
When your seven worlds collide
     G         A          D
Whenever I am by your side
 A                   Em
Dust from a distant sun
       G          A      D
Will shower over everyone
 A                  Em
Dust from a distant sun
        G          A
Will shower over everyone
 
 
         Bm           A     G                     A Bm
And I'm lying on the table washed out in the flood



       A                 G                   A
Like a Christian fearing vengeance from above
   Bm              A             G
I don't pretend to know what you want
             A
But I offer love
 
  A Em G A D   A Em
A D
 
A                   Em
Seven worlds will collide
G             A        D
Whenever I am by your side
A                   Em
Dust from a distant sun
       G          A      D  F#  G
Will shower over everyone, yeah
 
     D----A                      Em
As time    comes running down your neck
                    G
Like a tiny bead of sweat
                       D
And you end up getting wet
   D-----A                   Em
As time      Its time I fell asleep
 
                           G           D
Theres dust laying on the ground.

4440. Distraction #74

The Avett Brothers - Distraction #74 

I was in love with your beauty from the day you walked my way.
Oh how I wish that was enough to have made me want to stay.
See I'm as true as I try to be and I must say my girl.
I tried the best to give to you all of the truest in the world.

But when I left your house that morning in that ragged thunderbird
Tried so hard to fight the voices from the devil's that I heard.
See there's a highway to the right of us I took it years ago.
And since a year ago can't drive past, without turning down that road.

And I knew it,
I never should have turned the wheel
And I knew it,
The voices calling me were real
I knew it
Listen to the song they sing
I knew I was wrong
And I knew I was wrong



So give me a try at describing just how difficult it is.
When you kinda love two girls to figure out which one you miss.
Stumble away from your stairway with your perfume on my clothes.
Well I kinda loved two girls but now I've kinda lost 'em both.

And I knew it,
I never should have turned the wheel
And I knew it,
The voices calling me were real
I knew it
Listen to the song they sing
I knew I was wrong
And I knew I was wrong

And if I could gather up the damage that I rendered in my life.
Place it on a scale and weigh against the damage done that night.
Then it'd be safe to say the weight of all I did and didn't do.
Would surely float against the slightest wrong I ever did to you.

4441. Distress

Crooked Still 
Distress

So fades the lovely blooming flower
Frail smiling solace of an hour
So soon our transient comforts fly
And pleasure only blooms to die

Is there no kind, no healing hour
To soothe the anguish of the heart
Spirit of grace be ever nigh
Thy comforts honor me to die

Let gentle patience smile on pain
Til dying hope revives again
Hope wipes the tear from sorrows eye
And faith points up towards the sky

So fades the lovely blooming flower
Frail smiling solace of an hour
So soon our transient comforts fly
And pleasure only blooms to die

4442. Dive

Steven Curtis Chapman - Dive (feat. Ricky Skaggs)



[Verse 1]
The long awaited rains
Have fallen hard upon the thirsty ground
And carved their way to where
The wild and rushing river can be found
And like the rains
I have been carried here to where the river flows
My heart is racing and my knees are weak as I walk to the edge
I know there is no turning back once my feet have left the ledge
And in the rush I hear a voice
That's telling me it's time to takR the leap of faith
So herR I go

[Chorus]
I'm diving in
I'm going deep
In over my head I want to be
Caught in the rush
Lost in the flow
In over my head I want to go
The river's deep
The river's wide
The river's water is alive
So sink or swim I'm diving in

[Verse 2]
There is a supernatural power
In this mighty river's flow
It can bring the dead to life
And it can fill an empty soul
And give a heart the only thing
Worth living and worth dying for
But we will never know the awesome power of the grace of God
Until we let ourselves get swept away into this holy flood
So if you'll take my hand
We'll close our eyes and count to three
And take the leap of faith, come on let's go

4443. Divide And Conquer

Jim Lauderdale - Divide And Conquer

Divide and conquer that's what he's gonna do
Getting nearer everytime he gets close to you
Crying on his shoulder you say he's just your friend
Why's he standing in the wings waiting for us to end
You don't have to be afraid while I'm away
Don't go crying wolf or one's gonna stake his claim
Divide and conquer tearing us apart
Hitting me where it hurts taking you by the heart yeah
[ guitar ]
You don't have to be afraid while I'm away
And don't go crying wolf or one's gonna stake his claim



Divide and conquer I think you know it's true
You're always taking up for him and everything that he'll do
Divide and conquer divide and conquer
Yeah divide and conquer

4444. Dividing The Estate (A Heart Attack)

Todd Snider - Dividing The Estate (A Heart Attack)

[Chorus]
A petal falls from a dying rose
Into the wind it blows through fate
While down below the ground there grows
Another rose that can hardly wait
Well, well, well, well
Well, well, well, well
Well, well, well, well
Mmhmm

[Verse 1]
You know, my uncle finally died of a heart attack
Bursting with pride, he was way overweight
There was hardly anybody at the funeral
Besides the ones who thought they might divide the estate
Well, well, well, the preacher couldn't tell us everything that he did
But he said every kind thing that he could
Mostly focusing on long ago when he was just a kid
And his intentions had all been so good

[Chorus]
Well, well, well, a petal falls from a dying rose
Into the wind it blows through fate
While down below the ground there grows
Another rose that can hardly wait
Well, well, well, well
Well, well, well, well
Well, well, well, well

[Verse 2]
My mother said when he was younger he was skinnier
And kinder and funnier and humble as a white picket fence
As he got older he got fatter, left his wife for something younger
Started showing up here drunker, makin' less and less sense
Less and less sense, aw

[Chorus]
A petal falls from a dying rose
Into the wind it blows through fate
While down below the ground there always grows
Another rose that can hardly wait

[Verse 3]
My uncle Sam finally died of a heart attack



He's bursting with pride, way overweight
So through the eye of a needle on the camel's back
The American Dream hits the Pearly Gate
Well, well, well, well
Well, well, well, well
Well, well, well, well
Well, well, well, well
Yeah, getting used to it

4445. Divine Bell

Divine Bell
Abigail Washburn

On this road of life you have harbored pain and strife
standing at the gates of hell
Oh, but when you hear it ring it will end all suffering
It's God's Great Divine Bell

Hear it ring
Hear it ring
All the joy that it brings
How loud must be the sound to turn this world around
To God's great Divine Bell
To God's great Divine Bell

You have washed your hands of sin in the blood of the lamb
But you drank from Satan's well
But when you here it toll heaven and earth are gonna roll
To God's great Divine Bell

This world's gone wrong and it won't be long
Till man shall fall
But I'll pay no mind to that earthly chime
When I hear that Divine Bell

4446. DIVORCE

DIVORCE
Wayne Taylor

Our little boy is four years old and quite a little man
So we spell out the words we don't want him to understand
Like T-O-Y or maybe S-U-R P-R-I-S-E
But the words we're hiding from him now
Tear the heart right out of me.

chorus:
Our D-I-V-O-R-C-E; becomes final today



Me and little J-O-E will be goin' away
I love you both and this will be pure H-E double L for me
Oh, I wish that we could stop this D-I-V-O-R-C-E.

Watch him smile, he thinks it Christmas
Or his 5th Birthday
And he thinks C-U-S-T-O-D-Y spells fun or play
I spell out all the hurtin' words
And turn my head when I speak
'Cause I can't spell away this hurt
That's drippin' down my cheek.

chorus:
Our D-I-V-O-R-C-E; becomes final today
Me and little J-O-E will be goin' away
I love you both and this will be pure H-E double L for me
Oh, I wish that we could stop this D-I-V-O-R-C-E.

4447. Divorce Separation Blues

The Avett Brothers - Divorce Separation Blues 

I'm gonna keep on living
Even though I sometimes do
Fantasize about disappearing
Down in the ocean blue
Just to get some peace and quiet
From the warfare inside my heart
Well I've been under ear-splitting fire
Ever since we've been apart
Well I'm gonna wash the dishes
Pay the bills and watch the news
I've got the tough education
No celebration
Divorce separation blues

Yodel eh hee yodelo lodi lay he yodel lay he

Well I'm gonna keep on waking
And rising up before the sun
And lying in the dark wide awake
When everybody else is done
And sleeping in their beds so peaceful
Dreaming with the love they choose
I've got the tough education
No celebration
Divorce separation blues

Yodel eh hee yodelo lodi lay he yodel lay he

And I'll sign on
The line beneath my name
The road is gone



I can't go back the way we came

Well neither one of us
Really wanna hear the town
We try to keep our friends at bay
Try to keep the gossip down
Well some folks just want the dirt
And don't even care if it's true
But then again who cares who's talking
I'm worried for myself and you

And I'll sign on
The line beneath my name
The road is gone
I can't go back the way we came

They say one of every two
Bound to be set aflame
Every level of resentment
Responsibility and blame
Well now I'm bound to break a promise
One I made to God and you

I've got the tough education
No celebration
Divorce separation blues

I've got the tough education
No celebration
Bad communication
Worse interpretation
Love deprivation
Pain allocation
Soul deprivation
Cold desolation
Life complication
Resuscitation
Divorce separation blues

Yodel eh hee, olay hee, olay hee, olay hee
Yodel eh hee yodelo lodi lay he yodel lay he

4448. Dixie - Chords

Dixie 
Gibson Brothers
Eric Gibson
 
G
Flying high in the desert
        C
From another sold-out show
G



You gave 'em everything you had 
    C
The boy from Tupelo
Am                         Dm
You'll greet the dawn with gospel songs
Em                  F
You learned so long ago
G
When you sing ?em now
             C
Where do you go
 
G
Back before your hair was black
C
Before they called you king
G
You held the hand of Dixie 
         C
And she proudly wore you ring
Am                    Dm
You hooked the sound and you were bound 
Em                   F
For where you had to go
G                                      C
You had it all but how could you have known?
 
Course
 
          F            C
Would you go back to Dixie
F                 C
And turn in your crown?
F
Love her tender 
          Am        C      F
Then burn Graceland to the ground?
C                  Dm
The movie's almost over 
            Em         F
There won't be another show 
          G                           C
Would you go back to Dixie, would you go?
 
    G
The old man's got you thinking 
    C
You can't make it on your own
    G
The two of you against the world 
      C
Thats what youve come to know
Am                   Dm
He's at the roulette table
         Em             F
It's one thing he can't control
G



You can bet your life,
                        C
Hes gambling with your soul

4449. Dixie Avenue - Chords

Dixie Avenue 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
G C G  G D G  G C G  G D G
 
 
[Verse 1]
          G                      C         G
Down in Rockingham County I was born and raised
            G                         D          G
I'll be a Rock-town rocker for the rest of my days
         G                        C        G
I was a rebel with a heart big enough for two
         G                       D      G        G C G  G D G
When I met you on the corner of Dixie Avenue 
 
 
[Verse 2]
  G                           C  G
Just a valley girl from out on 33
 G                         D        G
Fire in her eyes like the Devil's dream
          G                   C          G
We were two young lovers with nothin' to do
          G                      D      G
So we danced down the middle of Dixie Avenue
 
 
[Verse 3]
  D                        G
Down at the Quick Lunch, makin' up plans
  C                         G       D
Ridin' with Jonny out to Rawley Springs
       D                         G
This town's got no future: it's all in the past
          C                             D
So let's rattle our bones before they lay us to rest
 
 
[Chorus]
             G                     C          G
When the light comes shinin' from a southern moon
            G                        D       G
We'll be dancin' down the middle of Dixie Avenue
          G                         C        G
When the big, bright sun starts a-burnin' through



         G                    D      G
We'll still be a-dancin' on Dixie Avenue
   G                 D      G
Keep on dancin' on Dixie Avenue
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G  G D G  G C G  G D G
 
 
[Verse 4]
           G                      C          G
Down in Rockingham County summer fell into fall
  G                        D          G
Leaves turned gold by the old stone wall
     G                          C           G
We met at the Quick Lunch, she told me the news
          G                 D       G
There's gonna be a daddy on Dixie Avenue
 
 
[Verse 5]
   D                          G
Down at the courthouse, a-makin' up plans
  C                     G       D
Callin' up Jonny, he's my best man
      D                     G
This town is our future, we put down our roots
        C                         D
And bought a little house down on Dixie Avenue
 
 
[Chorus]
              G                            C      G
And when the light comes shinin' from a southern moon
    G                              D         G
We'll be dancin' down the middle of Dixie Avenue
          G                        C         G
When the big, bright sun starts a-burnin' through
         G                   D       G
We'll still be a-dancin' on Dixie Avenue
  G                   D    G
Keep on dancin' on Dixie Avenue
  G                   D    G
Keep on dancin' on Dixie Avenue
 
[Outro]
G C G  G D G

4450. Dixie Blues

Dixie Blues
Merle Haggard



1. I've got the blues for Mississippi
I've got the blues for Tennessee
Anywhere south of the Dixie line
Where I long to be
When I get this lonesome feeling
Down in my rambling shoes
I'm going head down stream to New Orleans
Cause I've got the Dixie blues

Ch. Talking about Memphis
Talking about a town
Thinking about my southern girl
Talking about Chicago
Where the cold wind blows
I ain't gonna chance it well

2. When I get the blues for Georgia
And Carolina is calling me
I'm gonna pack my grip and I'll be gone
Like the south wind blowing free
When I get this lonesome feeling
Down in my rambling shoes
I'm gonna head down stream to New Orleans
Cause I've got the Dixie blues

Ch.

3.=2.

ROANOKE

4451. Dixie Chicken

Vince Gill - Dixie Chicken
Composer: Lowell George - Martin Kibbee

But, boy, do I remember
The strain of her refrain
And the nights we spent together
And the way she called my name

If you'll be my dixie chicken
I'll be your Tenessee lamb
And we can walk together
Down in Dixieland
Down in Dixieland

Well, it's been a year since she ran away
Yes, that guitar player sure could play
She always liked to sing along
She's always handy with a song



Then one night in the lobby
Yeah, of the Commodore Hotel
I chanced to meet a bartender
Who said he knew her well

And as he handed me a drink
He began to hum a song
And all the boys there at the bar
Began to sign along

If you'll be my dixie chicken
I'll be your Tenessee lamb
And we can walk together
Down in Dixieland
Down in Dixieland

4452. Dixie Chicken

Vince Gill - Dixie Chicken
Composer: Lowell George - Martin Kibbee

But, boy, do I remember
The strain of her refrain
And the nights we spent together
And the way she called my name

If you'll be my dixie chicken
I'll be your Tenessee lamb
And we can walk together
Down in Dixieland
Down in Dixieland

Well, it's been a year since she ran away
Yes, that guitar player sure could play
She always liked to sing along
She's always handy with a song

Then one night in the lobby
Yeah, of the Commodore Hotel
I chanced to meet a bartender
Who said he knew her well

And as he handed me a drink
He began to hum a song
And all the boys there at the bar
Began to sign along

If you'll be my dixie chicken
I'll be your Tenessee lamb
And we can walk together
Down in Dixieland
Down in Dixieland



4453. Dixie Flyer

Dixie Flyer 
Grasstowne
 
INTRO:  
So pour on the coal, let the good times roll, 'til the 
train runs out of track, GO 
 
Well, the first thing I remember was the smell of burnin' cinders  
And the sound of that old whistle on the wind 
I always wondered where the train was goin' 
But I never cared at all where it had been 
Well, first chance I got, I was gone like a shot 
Followin' that old dream of mine 
Only desire was to catch that flyer 
And ride it to the end of the line 
 
CHORUS:
My life is like a Dixie Flyer 
She don't ever look back 
So pour on the coal, let the good times roll 
'Til the train runs out of track 
 
Well it's full speed ahead, well I ain't stoppin' yet 
I feel that drivin' wheel down in my soul 
I been some places where the train don't stop 
Some places where the train don't even go, yeah 
 
Some're satisfied just to sit on the side 
And watch as the trains roll by 
But that ain't me, there's just too much to see 
Gonna roll until the day that I die 
  
'Til the train runs out of track 
Oh 'til the train runs out of track

4454. Dixie Highway

Dixie Highway

I was born on the Dixi Highway, red play and georgy pines
I was raised on the Dixi Highway, no sweeter place you'll ever find.
With frame house and grandma driveway
With the trees and old front porch
Just outside the city limits, on the highway 34.
I was born on the Dixi Highway, red play and georgy pines
I was raised on the Dixi Highway, no sweeter place you'll ever find.
And having tobacco rolling on the roadside



Rolled it up and we smoked it down.
Don't feel much, but it makes you feel big
When you're ten years old in a tiny town.
I was born on the Dixi Highway, red play and georgy pines
I was raised on the Dixi Highway, no sweeter place you'll ever find.
Have a chicken meal right in the backyard
Close line running east to west
Water bane to make a garden, six days and a sun to rest.
I was born on the Dixi Highway, red play and georgy pines
I was raised on the Dixi Highway, no sweeter place you'll ever find.
Summertime, hot and hazy, bare feet and a water hose
Melon and lime on a country table
Lighting the buds when the sun goes down.
I was born on the Dixi Highway, red play and georgy pines
I was raised on the Dixi Highway, no sweeter place you'll ever find.
And the holy ghost on a Sunday morning,
Gospel songs and a Bible read
Sunday lunch at momma's table, praying for Lord and break the bread.
I was born on the Dixi Highway, red play and georgy pines
I was raised on the Dixi Highway, no sweeter place you'll ever find.
I screamed in porch right at the backdoor,
Washing machine and an old, old, stove
Momma's singing in the kitchen, rolling homemade biscuit dough.
I was born on the Dixi Highway, red play and georgy pines
I was raised on the Dixi Highway, no sweeter place you'll ever find.
When I'm old and Heaven's calling
And they come to care me away
Just lay me down, down in soft land
Here where me and Jordan play.
I was born on the Dixi Highway, red play and georgy pines
I was raised on the Dixi Highway, no sweeter place you'll ever find.

4455. Dixie Home

Dixie Home - Flatt And Scruggs

Now when I left the old home I wasn't satisfied
When I kissed mother goodbye I thought she hung her head and cried

I hear the Special comin' and I'll be on the line
When she pulls out for Dixie on that Mason Dixon Line

I know a girl in Dixie she was my childhood pal
She said if I could bummin' Lord she would be my gal

I hear the Special...

At night I think about her she's always on my mind
And when we played together Lord she was so good and kind

I hear the Special...



4456. Dixie Land For Me

Dixie Land For Me

I'm dreaming tonight of Dixie
That's where I like to roam
The roosters crow at the break of day
In my Dixie home sweet home

Oh the people here they just don't care
I never saw the beat
That road ashead is mighty long
But it's Dixie Land for me

I was going back to my old home
In the mountains far away
The wild red roses smell so sweet
And the ripling waters play

* Refrain

Yes, city life is not for me
Or knowing where the neighbors speak
That road ahead is mightly long
But it's Dixie Land for me

* Refrain

That road ahead is mighty long
But it's Dixie Land for me

4457. Dixie Road - Chords

Dixie Road
recorded by Lee Greenwood
written by Don Goodman, Mary Ann Kennedy, Pamela Rose 
Doyle Lawson

G
I would pick and we would sing  
To the rhythm of that front porch swing    
C                                    G
The moonlight held the spotlight that we shared 
I found new notes on that old guitar  
She believed I could be a star
A7                                D7
She told me that she wanted to be fair     
G
She said Love will only hold you down  



Boy you're glory bound   
C                                  G
We can't share a world with different dreams 
So I chased mine and she found hers too  
But someone else made hers come true                   
D7           G
Now I'm a star but every time I sing 
My heart goes drifting down a dusty Dixie road
C                      G
Taking my mind back in time 
L.A. lights burn like hell once you know                        
D7             G
You left heaven waiting down the Dixie road  
Every night I'm in a different place  
And I'm searching every stranger's face  
C                                    G
Trying to find the girl that's just not there 
She's back there in Montgomery  
And I'm clear across the country                 
D7              G
But whenever I'm alone I go back there 

Repeat #3

4458. Dixie Special - Chords

Dixie Special 
Michael Cleveland & Flamekeeper

[Intro]
A
 
[Chorus]
D
Dixie special comin'  in at nine
A
Carryin Beth, the true love of mine
D
Don't you worry she'll be right on time
A                         E          A
The Dixie Specials on the Tennessee line.
 
 
[Verse 1]
A
Wiskey, pot seed and Morning Star.
E                        A
Folks are gathering from near and far.
A                        D
Standin' here waitin' strike up a tune
A                      E            A
Cause the one I love gonna be here soon.
 



[Chorus]
D
Dixie special comin'  in at nine
A
Carryin Beth, the true love of mine
D
Don't you worry she'll be right on time
A                         E          A
The Dixie Specials on the Tennessee line.
 
[Solo]
A E A D A E A
 
[Verse 2]
A
Eight fifteen and I could hardly wait
E                     A
To see my baby at the finishing gate
A                         D
Everybody's waitin' from kids to kin
A                         E               A
It shakes the mountain when the train rolls in.
 
[Chorus]
D
Dixie special comin'  in at nine
A
Carryin Beth, the true love of mine
D
Don't you worry she'll be right on time
A                         E          A
The Dixie Specials on the Tennessee line.
 
[Solo]
A E A D A E A
 
[Verse 3]
A
Half past eight and the time is slow
E                      A
I just heard that old whistle blow
A                           D
Building up steam in the lonesome pines
A                               E         A
She's the Dixie Special on the Tennessee line.
 
[Chorus]
D
Dixie special comin' in at nine
A
Carryin Beth, the true love of mine
D
Don't you worry she'll be right on time
A                          E          A
The Dixie Specials on the Tennessee line.
 
[Chorus]



D
Dixie special comin'  in at nine
A
Carryin Beth, the true love of mine
D
Don't you worry she'll be right on time
A                         E          A
The Dixie Specials on the Tennessee line.

4459. Dixie Train - Chords

Dixie Train 
IIIrd Tyme Out

[Verse]
 
G
Well I've been working in Chicago and I just can't take no more and tomorrow when that whis
tle blows
                                C            G
I'm gonna be on board the Dixie Train Dixie Train
G
Cause there's a girl in Alabama that I left behind. And I just gotta see her Lord
                            C                        G
Before I lose my mind Dixie Train, yea move on Dixie Train.
     D                   C                              G
Keep pouring on the coal let them big wheels roll Dixie Train
 
[Verse]
 
G
Well She told me if I left her It's something I'd regret. And I hate to admit it now
                                  C                   G
but she aint been wrong yet Dixie Train Move on Dixie Train
G
Cause 18 months of heartache and a thousand miles of track
              G              G
are all that lies between me and the chance
   G      A    A#      B     C                       G
to win my baby back    Dixie Train Yea Move on Dixie Train
      D                          C                      G / / / / G (A)(A#)(B)
Yea   Let the hammer down, let's head to Alabam', Dixie Train
 
[Chorus]
 
C                                                            G
Keep them big wheels rollin' don't stop until we get to Tuscaloosa
      C                                         D  E  F  F#
Cause I got a bad case of missin' my sweet baby blue
 
[Chorus]
 
C                                                            G



Keep them big wheels rollin' don't stop until we get to Tuscaloosa
      C                                         D  E  F  F#
Cause I got a bad case of missin' my sweet baby blue
G
I've learned my lesson, I've learned it yes indeed this city life just aint no life
                                C                   G
for a country boy like me Dixie Train Move on Dixie Train
      D                          C                      G
Yea   Let the hammer down, let's head to Alabam', Dixie Train
 
[Chorus]
 
C                                                            G
Keep them big wheels rollin' don't stop until we get to Tuscaloosa
      C                                         D  E  F  F#
Cause I got a bad case of missin' my sweet baby blue
G
I've learned my lesson, I've learned it yes indeed this city life just aint no life
                                C                   G
for a country boy like me Dixie Train Move on Dixie Train
      D                          C                      G
Yea   Let the hammer down, let's head to Alabam', Dixie Train
 
[Tag]
 
     D                   C                              G
Keep pouring on the coal let them big wheels roll Dixie Train

4460. Dixie Truckers Home - Chords

Dixie Truckers Home 
John Hartford
 
     D
That light---- in the darkness,
      A              D
It is getting closer now
A pocket of warmth on an icy night
              A      D
It is getting closer now
 
               F#
Wherever I may wonder,
               D
Wherever I may roam
I am always feeling right at home
       A              D
At the Dixie Truckers Home
 
[Instrumental]
All these folks on the highway
      A              D
It is getting closer now



It is the Dixie Truckers Home,
      A              D
It is getting closer now
 
               F#
Wherever I may wonder,
               D
Wherever I may roam
I always feel right at home
       A              D
At the Dixie Truckers Home
 
[Instrumental]
     D
That light---- in the darkness,
      A              D
It is getting closer now
A pocket of warmth on an icy night
              A      D
It is getting closer now
 
               F#
Wherever I may wonder,
               D
Wherever I may roam
I always have that steak and fries,
       A              D
At the Dixie Truckers home
 
I always have that steak and fries
       A              D
At the Dixie Truckers home

4461. Dixieland

Dixieland

There's a place in Dixie where I want to be
Friend's a-waiting there to welcome me
I'm a gonna see 'em when the sun goes down
In dear old dixie where I'll settle down

There'll be banjers a-playing on that old platform
A few kind faces with smiles so warm
We'll all shake hands and gather round
When I get back to Dixie and that old home town

There'll be Nunior Cha Yaw and Diddley too
Daddy, little Ralph and big Jack too
We'll all join hands and dance around
When I get back to Dixie and my old home town

There's a girl a-waiting at the old home place



A great big smile upon her face
I'm gonna marry her and build a home
And from dear old Dixie I'll never roam

4462. Dixieland - Chords

Dixieland 
Steve Earle

Intro
D   G   D   Bm   A    D
 
D                                                           G
I am Kilrain and I'm a fightin' man and I come from County Clare 
                                   D                            Bm
And the Brits would hang me for a Fenian so I took me leave of there 
        D                                                  G
And I crossed the ocean in the "Arrianne", the vilest tub afloat 
                                          D                       Bm
And the captain's brother was a railroad man and he met us at the boat 
     A                              G                                   A
So I joined up with the 20th Maine like I said my friend I'm a fighting man 
          D         Em            F#m     G
And we're marchin' south in the pouring rain
      A                 D
We're all goin' down to Dixieland 
 
 
D                                                      G
I am Kilrain of the 20th Maine and we fight for Chamberlain 
                                        D                                  Bm
'Cause he stood right with us when the Johnnies came like a banshee on the wind 
        D                                             G
In the smoke smeared hell of Gettysburg many a mother wept 
                     D                                            Bm
For many a good boy died there, sure, and the air smelt just like death 
   A                                     G                         A
I am the Kilrain of the 20th Maine and I marched to hell and back again 
    D       Em     F#m    G
For Colonel Joshua Chamberlain - 
      A                 D
we're all goin' down to Dixieland
 
 
  D                                                     G
I am the Kilrain of the 20th Maine and I damn all gentlemen 
                                   D                               Bm
Whose only worth is their father's name and the sweat of a workin' man 
        D                                                              G
Well we come from the farms and the city streets and a hundred foreign lands 
                                          D                 Bm
And we spilled our blood in the battle's heat Now we're all Americans 
   A                                     G                              A



I am the Kilrain of the 20th Maine did I tell you friend I'm a fightin' man 
         D      Em        F#m   G
And I'll not be back this way again, 
             A                  D
'cause we're all goin' down to Dixieland

4463. Dixieland Delight - Chords

Dixieland Delight 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
G D Cm G
 
[Verse 1]
G                                    D
Rollin' down a backwoods Tennessee byway
Em              C                G
One arm on the wheel, holdin' my lover
          D         Em                 C
With the other, a sweet, soft Southern thrill
                Em                  D
Worked hard all week, got a little jingle
         Em              C
On a Tennessee Saturday night
               G            D
Couldn't feel better, I'm together
        Cm         G
With my Dixieland Delight
 
[Chorus]
         D                 Em                               C
Spend my dollar, park in a holler 'neath the mountain moonlight
          G                      D
Hold her up tight, make a little lovin'
                Em                       C
A little turtledovin' on a Mason-Dixon night
        Em           C         Cm        G
It's my life, oh, so right, my Dixieland Delight
 
[Instrumental]
G D Em C
G D Cm G
 
[Verse 2]
G                                  D
White-tail buck deer, munchin' on clover
         Em                  C
Red-tail hawk, sittin' on a limb
           G                     D
Chubby old groundhog, croakin' bullfrog
        Em                        C
Just as free as a feelin' in the wind



                  Em                    D
Homegrown country girl, gonna give me a whirl
     Em                 C
On a Tennessee Saturday night
           G                 D
Lucky as a seven; livin' in heaven
        Cm         G
With my Dixieland Delight
 
[Chorus]
         D                 Em                               C
Spend my dollar, park in a holler 'neath the mountain moonlight
          G                      D
Hold her up tight, make a little lovin'
                Em                       C
A little turtledovin' on a Mason-Dixon night
        Em           C         Cm        G
It's my life, oh, so right, my Dixieland Delight
 
[Double-time]
F  G  A (x2)
 
[Chorus] (a cappella)
         E                 F#m                              D
Spend my dollar, park in a holler 'neath the mountain moonlight
          A                      E
Hold her up tight, make a little lovin'
                Fm                       D
A little turtledovin' on a Mason-Dixon night
        F#m           D         Dm        A
It's my life, oh, so right, my Dixieland Delight
 
[Instrumental]
A E F#m D
A E Dm A
 
[Verse 1]
A                                    E
Rollin' down a backwoods Tennessee byway
F#m              D                A
One arm on the wheel, holdin' my lover
          E         F#m                 D
With the other, a sweet, soft Southern thrill
                F#m                  E
Worked hard all week, got a little jingle
         F#m              D
On a Tennessee Saturday night
               A            E
Couldn't feel better, I'm together
        Dm         A
With my Dixieland Delight
 
[Instrumental]
A E F#m D
A E Dm A
 
         F#m         D



It's my life, oh so right
         F#m         D
It's my life, oh so right
   Dm N.C.       A
My Dixieland Delight

4464. Dixieland For Me

Dixieland For Me

I'm dreaming tonight of Dixie
That's where I like to roam
The roosters crow at the break of day
In my Dixie home sweet home.

Oh the people here they just don't care
I never saw the beat
That road ahead is mighty long
But it's Dixie Land for me

I was going back to my old home
In the mountains far away
The wild red roses smell so sweet
And the rippling waters play

Yes city life is not for me
Or knowing where the neighbors speak
That road ahead is mighty long
But it's Dixie Land for me

4465. Dizzy Heights

Dizzy Heights
Neil Finn

Fairy lights like the stars
You could be lost but here you are
It's Halloween, on the street
You came looking for me

I'm sealed in tight, through the double glass
Come inside, take off your mask
All the zombies in town
They're all dead to us now
And we can't hear the song they're playing

Smoke drifting up
To the dizzy heights
Where the elevator won't come down



And the ceiling cracks like a treasure map
The mosquito's buzzing round, round, round
Help me make up a new sound

It's alright in my room
The worlds moving at a different pace
Ah the buzz it never stops
If you don't like the groove well call the cops

On Halloween, it's Halloween
And they don't make a sound
'Cause I don't like the song they're playing

Smoke drifting up to the dizzy heights
Where the elevator won't come down,
And the ceiling cracks like a treasure map
Every destination pulls you in, turns you back
The mosquito's buzzing round, round, round

I'm gonna take you up to the dizzy heights
There's a lot more going on
I will take you up to the dizzy heights
I'm better off that way

4466. Django and Jimmie

Django and Jimmie

I'm a kid with a guitar
Trying to play ?, when they ask
Where does your style come from?
I know what you mean
'Cause I learned to sing
Listening to blue, yodel number one
We love Hank and Lefty
Bob Wills, Ernest Tubb, and Johnny Cash
But if we had to pin point
The start of who we are
Or who we go by

The Django and Jimmie
Has Mississippi
A young singing brakeman
A jazz playing gypsy
Might not have been
A Merle or a Willie
If not for a Django and Jimmie

Through the twenties and thirties
Jimmie sang his way to the top
In spite of those old TB blues
Django was a star
He burned up a guitar



With just two good fingers to use
You can't turn back time
Or put more sand in the glass
But sometimes at night
I close my eyes and go back

The Django and Jimmie
Has Mississippi
A young singing brakeman
A jazz playing gypsy
Might not have been
A Merle or a Willie
If not for a Django and Jimmie
It might not have been
A Merle or a Willie
If not for a Django and Jimmie

4467. Do All These Tears Belong to You

Richard Thompson - Do All These Tears Belong to You?

Holdin', lovin', sharin', kissin'
Hauntin', hurtin', tearin', missing
Losing love and losing love again

Fakin', fakin', sometimes break
Searchin', longin', hiding', wonderin'
Somewhere there's a face, and there's a name

We could end it right away
We could wish our lives away
We could twist the night away
Or curl up into a ball
Pretend it's all just a dream
But I've never seen two eyes so green
Or seen a pair so black and blue
Do all these tears belong to you?

Wishin', dreamin', bumpin', schemin'
Longin', yearnin', never turnin'
Somewhere, out there, there's a part of you
Fightin', knowin', laughin', rollin', weepin'
Spilling tears [?] the pieces of the drinking

We could end it right away
We could wish our lives away
We could twist the night away
Or curl up into a ball
Pretend it's all just a dream
Oh, I've never seen two eyes so green
Or seen a pair so black and blue
Do all these tears belong to you?
Do all these tears belong to you?



4468. Do Harm

Do Harm
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
There's liquor in the water and lies behind my eyes
'Cause what I told you last night, I couldn't mean it all the time
Do you think that you could love me if my love comes and goes?
The only thing about me that you'll ever need to know

[Chorus]
Is that it's real when you're in my arms (In my arms)
And when I leave, all I do is harm (Harm)

[Verse 2]
I'm gonna need you baby when I'm coming home alone
But it's gonna make me lonely when leaving you is wrong
I could try to stay but honey it's too soon
I've got a wild feeling for running and miles left to do

[Chorus]
But it's real when you're in my arms (In my arms)
And when I leave, all I do is harm (Harm)

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
So put me in my place
If you need to get away, all you gotta do is say
So it makes me want you
If you want to keep me girl, all you gotta to do is leave me

[Chorus]
Because it's real when I'm in your arms (In your arms)
When I leave all I do is harm
Yeah, it's real when I'm in your arms
When I leave, all I do is harm

4469. Do I Ever Cross Your Mind

Emmylou Harris - Do I Ever Cross Your Mind?
Dry Branch Fire Squad - Serene Green

Oh, sometimes I go walking through fields where we walked
Long ago in the sweet used to be
And the flowers still grow, but they don't smell as sweet
As they did when you picked them for me



[Chorus]
And when I think of you and the love we once knew
How I wish we could go back in time
Do you ever think back on old memories like that
Or do I ever cross your mind

Do you ever wake up lonely in the middle of the night
Because you miss me, do you darling
Oh, and do your memories ever take
You back into another place in time
And do you ever miss the feelings
And the love we shared when you were with me, do you darling?
Or do I ever cross your mind

Oh, how often I wish that again I could kiss
Your sweet lips like I did long ago
And how often I long for those two loving arms
That once held me so gentle and close

[Chorus:]

Do you ever wake up lonely in the middle of the night
Because you miss me, do you darling
Oh, and do your memories ever take
You back into another place in time
And do you ever miss the feelings
And the love we shared when you were with me, do you darling?
I just wonder do I cross your mind
Oh, Do I ever cross your mind?

Tell me Do I ever [Repeat: x 3] 
Cross your mind

4470. Do I Ever Cross Your Mind - Chords

Do I Ever Cross Your Mind
recorded by Emmylou Harris
written by Dolly Parton

C
Oh sometimes I go walking through fields where we walked
      F                       C
Long ago in the sweet used to be
         
And the flowers still grow but they don't smell as sweet
                     G7              C
As they did when you picked them for me
 
         Am         C           F            C
And when I think of you and the love we once knew
      F                        C
How I wish we could go back in time
 



Do you ever think back on old memories like that
             G7         C
Or do I ever cross your mind
 
       F
Do you ever wake up lonely in the middle of the night 
            C
Because you miss me do you darling
       G7                              F
Oh and do your memories ever take you back 
                       C
Into another place and time
  
    F
And do you ever miss the feelings 
 
And the love we shared when you were 
C
With me tell me darling
             G7         C
Or do I ever cross your mind
 
       Am      C         F             C
Oh how often I wish that again I could kiss
           F                    C
Your sweet lips like I did long ago

And how often I long for those two loving arms
                     G7         C
That once held me so gentle and close
 
    Am              C           F            C
And when I think of you and the love we once knew
      F                        C
How I wish we could go back in time
 
Do you ever recall those old memories at all
             G7         C
Or do I ever cross your mind
Tag:
             G7         C
Or do I ever cross your mind

4471. Do I Have To Say Goodbye - Chords

Do I Have To Say Goodbye
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Jim McBride and Peter McCann
 
C          D7         Em
I've tried talking to you
           C          D7           Em
But you've always got something to do



C                      D7           Em
You're so caught up in chasing your dreams
C                        D7
There's no time left for me
Em        D7       Em
Maybe you don't realize
    C            Am        D7
The way that I'm hurting inside
             G       Em              G
Do I have to say goodbye to make you understand
       D7       Em
Should I tell a lie about some other man
C                    Bm          Em        Am  C
What's it gonna take to make you listen to me
   D7        G     Em  G
If I were to walk away would you see me leave
            D7    Em
What does a woman say to make a man believe
    C                  Am           D7      G
Can we talk tonight or do I have to say goodbye
C       D7         Em
I'm not asking too much
C                       D7         Em
Just some time with the one that I love
   C               D7         Em
In fact doing what we used to share
C              Am         D7
Don't you know that's not fair
Repeat #2 x2

4472. Do It

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Do it (party lights)
Composer: Bob Carpenter - Jeff Hanna

I saw your face across the room
Caught me like a favorite tune
Talking about my girl on the radio
(Ooh ooh) I knew I had to say hello.

A special moment
Wonderin' what lies ahead
Was about to make my move
When she took my arm and said ...

We oughta take good advantage of the party lights
Slip away to the night
Darling, I want you to come home with me
We oughta ... I wanna ...

Girl's got style
Something a little insane
Now she's acting like she owns me



I see no reason to complain.

We oughta take good advantage of the party lights
Slip away to the night
Darling, I want you to come home with me
We oughta ... I wanna ...

Hard as I try, I can't remember why
We never spent that time together
She said ('Don't bother wanderin' around here tonight')
(I see that look in you (look in you) we oughta follow through)
(Oh, it's better late than never).

Oh, we oughta take good advantage of the party lights
Slip away to the night
Darling, I want you to come home with me
We oughta ... I wanna ...

Take good advantage, real good advantage
Darling, I want you
Darling, I want you come home with me.
Take good advantage, slip away
Take good advantage, slip away.

Slip away.

4473. Do It Alone

Do It Alone
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
Heaven's gonna pass you up
For living life like this
Leaving all but nothing
There's nothing for you to miss
That's why you're filling up
Doesn't feel good enough
Empty as the words I say
Short as a long-lived day
While it all gets spent
Looking for conceived innocence
Hollow as a handmade fist
If you won't give for it
But mercy doesn't hide in wait
For a suitable punishment
What is left won't pass
Just pushed off and named the past

[Chorus]
Why do we do it alone?
Why do we do it alone?



[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
Probably you can take too much
Without feeding what you lack
And when everything else is lost
Too tired to bring anything back
But who can come and fix this last
When everyone has failed the chance?

[Chorus]
Why do we do it alone?
I can't do it alone
Why do we do it alone?
I can't do it alone

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Why do we do it alone?
I can't do it alone
Why do we do it alone?
I can't do it alone

4474. Do It Now

Ernest Tubb 
Do It Now

If you ever gonna kiss me then do it now
If you ever gonna want me then want me now
Let's do a little spooning, wind up a honeymooning
And if you ever gonna love me then do it now

Don't wait until my hair turns grey show me that you care
I might be too old to appreciate the love we now could share

If you ever gonna hold me then do it now
If you ever gonna squeeze me then squeeze me now
Let's find a preacher man let's live in a lover's land
If you ever gonna love me then do it now

Don't wait until my hair turns grey show me that you care
I might be too old to appreciate the love we now could share

If you ever gonna hug me then do it now
If you ever gonna need me then need me now
Let's walk in the moonlight start living in a paradise
If you ever gonna love me then do it now



4475. Do It Or Die Trying - Chords

Do It Or Die Trying 
Darrell Scott
 
[Verse 1]
Em                                      D
He's got no business leaving at such an early age
C                             G
Can't even balance his checkbook
Am
Look at him he's staring down that road
Em
Like he can't wait to get away
          C              G                 D
and he won't even give  em a last look
 
[Verse 2]
Em                                      D
Brother's kicking gravel like it's no big deal
C                                    G
Momma's on the front porch crying
                Am                           Em
Dad says,  come on girl, he's got a date with the world
                C    G                  D
And it's just two less eggs to be frying 
 
[Chorus]
D                    Em     D
The way it was explained to me
           Em               D
History repeats history
                     C                     G
Don't you know living is a lot like flying
              C          G   D
You either do it or die trying
 
[Verse 3]
Em                                                 D
He wound up in the army where they cut off all his hair
C                                        G
Gave him some boots and said,  shine  em 
                Am
He said,  sir i don't understand
                Em
Where's the enemy? 
            C                      G              D
He said,  look in the mirror you'll find him 
 
[Verse 4]
Em                                             D
Right shoulder left shoulder come on soldier boy
C                                        G
What's the matter, kid, can't you take it?
Am                                                   Em
Call your momma on the phone or write a letter back home
                    C           G              D



Tell  em all you ain't man enought to make it
 
[Chorus]
D                    Em     D
The way it was explained to me
           Em               D
History repeats history
                     C                     G
Don't you know living is a lot like flying
              C          G   D
You either do it or die trying
 
[spoken]
N.C.
Well, the years roll by like years do
Hanging on to anything that'll pull him through
Minimum wage rattles his cage
Now, he's fighting back at middle age
& he finds he's more than a link in the chain
He's been dragging
 
[Chorus]
D                    Em     D
The way it was explained to me
           Em               D
History repeats history
                     C                     G
Don't you know living is a lot like flying
              C          G   D
You either do it or die trying
 
[Outro]
D                    Em     D
The way it was explained to me
           Em               D
History repeats history
                     C                     G
Don't you know living is a lot like flying
              C          G   D
You either do it or die trying
 
[Coda]
              C          G   D
You either do it or die trying
              C          G   D
You either do it or die trying
              C          G   D
You either do it or die trying

4476. Do It To Someone You Love

Tom T Hall - Do It To Someone You Love



The words I love you come easy
To the lips of a liar or a fool
But if it's true love talking you can't do enough
So do it to someone you love

Do it to someone you love
Do everything you can to prove they're all you're thinking of
Some little thing you do to semeone else could mean so much
So do it to someone you love

A smile comes easy to a strange hello
To someone that you have never met
But old love don't need a smile it's done with just a touch
So do it to someone you love
Do it to someone you love...

So do it to someone you love you love

4477. Do It To Someone You Love - Chords

Do It To Someone You Love
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall
 
C                         F
The words I love you come easy
       G7                  C
To the lips of a liar or a fool
                   F
If love talking is what you're thinking of
     G7                   C    C7
Then do it to someone you love
F        G7          C
Do it to someone you love
F                     G7                    C                   G7
Some little things to let them know they're all you're thinking of
C                                    F
This day and time a little thing you do could mean so much
   G7                   C
So do it to someone you love
                        F
A smile comes easy to a strange hello
   G7                     C
To someone that you never met
                                         F
But an old love don't need that smile it glows with just a touch
   G7                   C    C7
So do it to someone you love
Repeat #2
G7                   C
Do it to someone you love



4478. Do Lord - Chords

Do Lord
recorded by Johnny Cash
written by Verne O. Fossett
 
C
I've got a home in Glory Land
 
That outshines the sun
F
I've got a home in Glory Land
                   C
That outshines the sun
 
I've got a home in Glory Land
 
That outshines the sun
      G7       C
Way beyond the blue
 
C
Do Lord  O do Lord

O do remember me 
F
Do Lord O do Lord
              C
O do remember me 
 
Do Lord O do Lord
 
O do remember me
      G7       C
Way beyond the blue

 
I took Jesus as my Savior

You take Him too
F
I took Jesus as my Savior
             C 
You take Him too

I took Jesus as my Savior

You take Him too
      G7       C
Way beyond the blue
 
Repeat # 2



4479. Do Me Like You Do - Chords

Do Me Like You Do - Old Man Markley

Intro -   (G-A-B run)  C  A7  D7  G  C         

C                           A7
How come you do me like you do, do, do?
D7           G              C
How come you do me like you do?
C                            A7
How come you try and make me feel so blue?
D7                   G
I've done nothing to you

C(stop)                 C7(stop)
It's ashes to ashes and sands to sands
        F(stop)                        Ab
When my mama gives me warning that you ain't gonna be my man
C                           A7
How come you do me like you do, do, do?
D7           G          C
I ain't done nothing to you

Solo - C    A7   D7   G    C
       C    A7   D7   G    
       C    C7   F    Ab
       C    A7   D7   G    C

Oh, how come you love me like you do, do, do?
How come you love me like you do?
Oh baby, I just can't stay true
My heart don't belong to you

Stay out all night cause I know I can
Believe me when I say I'm not that loving kind of man
How come you love me like you do, do, do?
How come you love me like you do?

Solo

How come you love me like you do, do, do?
How come you do me like you do?
Oh baby, I just can't stay true
I got another boyfriend too

He treats me right and he cares for me
I don't need your loving, boy, just let me be
How come you do me like you do, do, do?
D            G
How come you love me like?
D            G
How come you do me like?



D            G                C
How come you love me like you doooo?

C (stop, then banjo riff)    G-C

4480. Do Me With Love

Janie Fricke - Do Me With Love

Words are cheap and "I love yous" are free
So unless you mean it
Don't spend them on me
Don't look twice if you're keeping score
Cause heartaches are high priced and I've paid it before
I've taken some wrong roads and I've lost track
Of lovers who gave them hearts then wanted them back
So I need someone who needs someone too
But spare me the memories if you're just passing through
Do me with love
Don't do me wrong
You know my heart's been broken to long
And I've had one to many tears to fall
So do me with love, do me with love
Or don't do me at all
Do me with love
Don't do me wrong
You know my heart's been broken to long
And I've had one to many tears to fall
So do me with love, do me with love
Or don't do me at all
So do me with love
Do me with love
Or don't do me at all

4481. Do Me With Love - Chords

Do Me With Love
Recorded by Janie Fricke
Written by John Schweers 

C                                   F
Words are cheap and I love yous are free              
C                           G7
So unless you mean it don't spend them on me           
C                       F
Don't look twice if you're keeping score                     
C               G7           C
Cause heartaches are high priced and I've paid it before               
F C              F



Do me with l-ove    don't do me wrong            
C                      G7
You know my heart's been broken to long            
C                    F
And I've had one to many tears to fall              
C               G7
So do me with love do me with love                  
C
Or don't do me at all                                          
F
I've taken some wrong roads and I've lost track              
C                                  G7
Of lovers who gave their hearts then wanted them back          
C                         F
So I need someone who needs someone too                 
C        G7                     C
But spare me the memories if you're just passing through

repeat #2 x2              

F             C               G7
So do me with love do me with love                   
C
Or don't do me at all

4482. Do My Heart A Favor - Chords

Do My Heart A Favor
Recorded by Freddie Hart
Written by Bobby George and Vern Stovall

G                                 C
Just when I think I'm almost over you
G                                  D7
You come back just like you always do    
G                                  C
You make me fall again and then you're gone              
G
Why don't you do my heart a favor       
D7       G
Please leave me alone                                         
C
I'm just a stopping place to bring your blues
G                                 D7
When somebody else grows tired of you    
G                                   C
And from the past I know you won't stay long              
G
Why don't you do my heart a favor        
D7       G
Please leave me alone  
C                 D7               G
You just use this heart of mine to lean on



A7                                 D7
While you wait for someone else to come along    
G                               C
You know your love will never be my own              
G
Why don't you do my heart a favor       
D7       G
Please leave me alone 

Repeat #3

4483. Do Not Move

David Crowder Band - Do Not Move

I don't want to move and I don't think I could
I don't want to move and I don't think I should
I don't want to move
No, I don't want to move
I don't want to move and I don't think I could
Breathe in deeper now
Breathe in deeper now
Breathe in deeper, breathe in now
I don't want to move and I don't think I could
I don't want to move and I don't think I should
I don't want to move
No, I don't want to move
I don't want to move and I don't think I could
Breathe in deeper now
Breathe in deeper now
Breathe in deeper, breathe in now
Breathe in deeper now
Breathe in deeper now
Breathe in deeper, breathe in now
The costliest of costs
The deadliest of loss
The wonder of the cross
The breath of life that stops
The hope of heaven bought
The wonder of the cross
The wonder of the cross
The cross

4484. Do Re Mi

Do Re Mi 
(You Ain't Got The Do Re Mi)
Song by Woody Guthrie - Nanci Griffith



... Lots of folks back East, they say, is leavin' home every day
Beatin' the hot old dusty way to the California line
'Cross the desert sands they roll, gettin' out of that old dust bowl
They think they're goin' to a sugar bowl, but here's what they find
Now, the police at the port of entry say
"You're number fourteen thousand for today"

... Oh, if you ain't got the do re mi, folks, you ain't got the do re mi
Why, you better go back to beautiful Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Georgia, Tennessee.
California is a garden of Eden, a paradise to live in or see
But believe it or not, you won't find it so hot
If you ain't got the do re mi

... You want to buy you a home or a farm, that can't deal nobody harm
Or take your vacation by the mountains or sea
Don't swap your old cow for a car, you better stay right where you are
You better take this little tip from me
'Cause I look through the want ads every day
But the headlines on the papers always say

... If you ain't got the do re mi, boys, you ain't got the do re mi
Why, you better go back to beautiful Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Georgia, Tennessee.
California is a garden of Eden, a paradise to live in or see
But believe it or not, you won't find it so hot
If you ain't got the do re mi

4485. Do Re Mi

Do Re Mi 
(You Ain't Got The Do Re Mi)
Song by Woody Guthrie - Nanci Griffith

... Lots of folks back East, they say, is leavin' home every day
Beatin' the hot old dusty way to the California line
'Cross the desert sands they roll, gettin' out of that old dust bowl
They think they're goin' to a sugar bowl, but here's what they find
Now, the police at the port of entry say
"You're number fourteen thousand for today"

... Oh, if you ain't got the do re mi, folks, you ain't got the do re mi
Why, you better go back to beautiful Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Georgia, Tennessee.
California is a garden of Eden, a paradise to live in or see
But believe it or not, you won't find it so hot
If you ain't got the do re mi

... You want to buy you a home or a farm, that can't deal nobody harm
Or take your vacation by the mountains or sea
Don't swap your old cow for a car, you better stay right where you are
You better take this little tip from me
'Cause I look through the want ads every day
But the headlines on the papers always say

... If you ain't got the do re mi, boys, you ain't got the do re mi



Why, you better go back to beautiful Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Georgia, Tennessee.
California is a garden of Eden, a paradise to live in or see
But believe it or not, you won't find it so hot
If you ain't got the do re mi

4486. Do Right Woman, Do Right Man

Do Right Woman, Do Right Man
Flying Burrito Brothers

Take me to heart
And I'll always love you
And nobody else
Could make me do wrong
Take me for granted
And I'll tag along
Makes will power weak
And temptation strong

A woman's only human
This you must understand
She's not just a play thing
She expects love just like a man
So if you want to do right
All day woman
You gotta be a do right
All night man

They say that's it's a man's world
But you can't prove that by me
So as long as we're together baby
You better show some respect for me

So if you want to do right
All day woman
You gotta be a do right
All night man
You gotta be a do right
All night man
You gotta be a do right
All night man

4487. Do Unto Others - Chords

Do Unto Others Live 
Larry Keel
 
[Verse 1]
G                                         Am



In a little old log cabin one cold October morn
C                                  G
Born to a couple was a little baby boy
G                                                       Am
He looked just like his daddy he grew more like him each day
    C                                                 G
And every day the Lord would say to his baby boy he'd say
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                       Am
Do unto others as you'd have them do to you
      C                         G
Don't ever mistreat your fellow man
G                                       Am
Show a little kindness help them if you can
           C                             G
'Cause the one created them also created you
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                                      Am
Well finally on day he grew up to be a man
       C                                    G
He was called off to a battle in a far away land
G                                                 Am
His mother stood a weeping as she held him by the hand
       C                                              G
And in just one short moment he relived his childhood past
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                       Am
Do unto others as you'd have them do to you
      C                         G
Don't ever mistreat your fellow man
G                                       Am
Show a little kindness help them if you can
           C                             G
'Cause the one created them also created you
 
 
[Verse 3]
G                                                       Am
Well many years have passed here since the boy became a man
   C                                               G
He lives from day to day and does the very best he can
    G                                                Am
His life will soon be over but his heart is full of  pride
       C                                         G
With a son of his own now he knows God is by his side
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                       Am
Do unto others as you'd have them do to you
      C                         G



Don't ever mistreat your fellow man
G                                       Am
Show a little kindness help them if you can
           C                             G
'Cause the one created them also created you
 
 
[Outro]
           C                             G
'Cause the one created them also created you

4488. Do What You Gotta Do

New Grass Revival - Do What You Gotta Do (live)
Garth Brooks

Sometimes you've got to take the heat
If you're gonna walk down on the mean street
Take the heat and you see it through
'Cause sometimes it comes down to
Do what you gotta do

Sometimes it goes right down to the wire
And you might have to walk through the fire
Walk on, boy all the way through
Sometimes it just comes down to
Do what you gotta do

Well, there's people that'll tell you
It's just no use
And there's people that'll tell you
That you're gonna lose
People that'll tell you
Anything you're gonna listen to
Do what you gotta do

Someday they're going to call your name
They'll come looking for some one to blame
What's your name, boy
Hey, you just tell them true
'Cause they can't take the truth from you
So do what you gotta do

Well, they'll call you a hero or a traitor
But you'll find out that, sooner or later,
Nobody in this world is gonna do it for you
Do what you gotta do

There ain't nobody in this world
That's gonna do it for you
Do what you gotta do



4489. Do Wrong Right

The Devil Makes Three - Do Wrong Right

Rather be a devil living life on a tail
Than to be an angel at a church fair
Like electric song in the deep of the night
Burning down the house along with everything in sight

I ain't angry, oh, or nothing
Just to give you people some
Quiet in the head, ain't no way to get it done
If you're gonna raise a ruckus, one word of advice
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right
You wanna make a little mess
You wanna make a little crime
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right

Riding 'round the land to all the little towns
Well my blood gets boiling when that racket buckles loud
Fire up the motors, we got all of us in
Spread the bread all over town and do it all again

Well most things that I know I didn't learn in class
The road don't go forever so ride it while it lasts
If you're gonna raise a ruckus, one word of advice
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right
You wanna make a little mess
You wanna make a little crime
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right

Rather be a devil living life on a tail
Than to be an angel at a church of hell
Like electric sound in the deep of the night
I'm burning down the house along with everything in sight

I'm an electric, demon, son, with a feeling and a right
We lay it down tonight, yeah, we lay it down tonight
If you're gonna raise a ruckus, one word of advice
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right
You wanna make a little mess
You wanna make a little crime
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right

You wanna make a little mess



You wanna make a little crime
If you're gonna do wrong, buddy, do wrong right

4490. Do You Call That Religion

Do You Call That Religion

Well the preacher in his church house
All reared back in his chair
But when you tell him about his duty
He'll say that he don't care

Do you call that religion, oh no
Do you call that religion, no child no
Do you call that religion, oh no
I declare ain't that a shame

You claim that you've been converted
Why don't you stop telling lies
Quit drinkin' your beer and your whiskey
And live a more different life

Last Sunday while the preacher was a-preachin'
Lord, you all began to shout
When he asked for a little collection
You had your mouth poked out

4491. Do You Care

Do You Care?
Hackensaw Boys - Do You Care?

Well I've been thinking lately
[I told you the bee???]
About how the apple never fall far from the tree
I want to know, Know!
Tell me: do you care?
Well if you go, Go! 
Won't you take me there?
Well I mended all the fences that I never should have built
Crying over milk I never should've split
I want to know, Know!
Tell me: do you care?
Well if you go, Go!
Won't you take me there?
[Take me on down now]
Well all the [??]
I'm disconnected from my hair to my feet
I had to go, Go!



Tell me: do you care?
If you go, Go!
Won't you take me there?
[Well another day going up another route?]
[Oh mister hey I want to know what its all about?]
I want to know, Know!
Tell me: do you care?
Well if you go, Go!
Won't you take me there?
[????]
Look around for holy ground but then I brought an end
I want to know, Know!
Tell me: do you care?
Well if you go, Go!
Won't you take me there?
Woah, woah
I want to know, Know!
Tell me: do you care?
Well if you go, Go!
Won't you take me there?

4492. Do You Care For Me - Chords

Do You Care For Me
Recorded by Charlie Walker

C                  C7              F
Do you care for me like I care for you
G7                               C
Do you long for arms to hold you tight
                   C7              F
Do you dream of me like I dream of you
G7                            C
Does your heart need my heart tonight
                   C7               F
Are you missing me like I'm missing you
G7                                C
I'm so lonesome since you've been away
                  C7             F
Do you cry for me like I cry for you
G7                            C
Does your heart need my heart tonight
                   C7              F
Do you care for me like I care for you
G7                               C
Do you long for arms to hold you tight
                   C7              F
Do you dream of me like I dream of you
G7                            C
Does your heart need my heart tonight



4493. Do You Ever Fool Around - Chords

Do You Ever Fool Around
recorded by  Joe Stampley
written by Don Griffin and Jerry Strickland  

C                   F
If the time and the place was right          
G7                       C
Would you meet me sometime late at night                      
F
And make love like we both need to       
G7                 C
Is this something we could do                         
F
It takes a lotta nerve  to take a chance            
G7                        C
It would be worth it for the sweetest romance                 
F
Hope we can get together sometime               
G7                     C
Now here's the question that's on my mind 
C7          F
Do you ever fool around
G7                       C
Could you lay your wings aside        
C7         F
Does an angel ever touch the ground
G7               C
Do you ever fool around                        
F
I know this would be a first time thing        
G7                C
To make love outside your ring                        
F
You're not free and you have your doubts         
G7                         C
But with this feeling we'll work it out                        
F
'Cause there's a need  deep inside that's shows          
G7                        C
You won't say yes but you won't say no                  
F
And no matter how hard you try
G7                                     C
You can't hide the want that's in your eyes 

Repeat #3



4494. Do You Ever Think Of Me

Do You Ever Think Of Me 
Sam Bush Band

I have sailed out on the ocean
many miles from this old sea
And I wonder little darling
do you ever think of me

I am just an old true lover
Roaming through this world alone
And I have no one to love me
This is why my love is gone

I was born care-free and happy
When I met my sweetheart true
And now my life is empty
since you're with another man

Do you remember, little darling
Just how much I cared for you
And you told me that you loved me
But you proved to be untrue

I am driving far away, dear
Many miles from this old place
And I know I'll never forget
Your sweet smile and happy face

I can hear my mother calling
I can see my father pray
If I'd listened to my father
I would be with you today

4495. Do You Expect A Reward From God - Chords

Do You Expect A Reward From God
Recorded by Kitty Wells
Written by Johnnie Bailes and Walter Bailes

G
If through this world of sin you travel
                                       D7
The straight and narrow way you do not trod
       G
In the end when everything has been unraveled
                D7          G
Do you expect a reward from God
         C                       G
God will give us everything He's promised
      C                               G
If we live for Him He'll give us that reward



But if in sin you daily wander
                D7          G
Do you expect a reward from God
If you always seek for worldly pleasures
                                           D7
And the titles of this earth you choose to win
            G
Then you'll never gain that heaven's treasure
                D7          G
Do you expect a reward from God
         C                       G
God will give us everything He's promised
      C                               G
If we live for Him He'll give us that reward
But if in sin you daily wander
                D7          G
Do you expect a reward from God

4496. Do You Feel It Too

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Do you feel it too?
Composer: Richie Furay

Thought a girl was a girl and then
Found myself in love again
I've been in love a time or two
But it never happened like it did with you
Do you feel it too?

Well, my heart just went for a ride
Certain feelings you just can't hide
I thought I knew a thing or two
'Bout the ways of a woman until I met you
Do you feel it too?

Please, remember how I feel about you
Let me know right now if I'm pleasing you.

Please, remember how I feel about you
Let me know right now that I'm pleasing you.

Thought a girl was a girl and then
Found myself in love again
I've been in love a time or two
But it never happened like it did with you
Do you feel it too?

Do you feel it?



4497. Do You Feel The Way That I Do

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Do you feel the way that i do?
Composer: Jimmie Fadden - Jeff Hanna

Give it time, my love's on the line
We're heading separate ways
I never thought it would come to this
And I can't find the words to say

Do you feel the way that I do
Do you feel the way that I do
I need you to feel like I do tonight

Blue skies like the ribbons in your hair
Oh, I remember those days
But as hard as I try to hold on to those thoughts
They just keep on slippin' away

Do you feel the way that I do
Do you feel the way that I do
I need you to feel like I do tonight

Sometimes it hard to know love's pace
She's changin' day by day
Like somethin' familiar you just can't place
If we don't let her fool us she'll stay

Do you feel the way that I do
Do you feel the way that I do
I need you to feel like I do tonight

Do you feel the way that I do
Do you feel the way that I do
I need you to feel like I do tonight

Do you feel it
Do you feel it
Do you feel it tonight

4498. Do You Hear The Robins Sing - Chords

Do You Hear The Robins Sing

(No Capo)
Intro.: /(D) /(D) /(G) /(G) /(D)(G)/(D) /(D) /(D) /(D) /(D)

Where you (D)live you say the view is so (G)beautiful
And the (D)AstroTurf that's on your lawn stays (Em)green the whole year 
(A)'round
And the (D)buildings are so tall (G)they almost reach (D)heaven
But do you ever, (G)ever (D)hear the (A)robins (D)sing



(Chorus)
Do you (Em)hear the robins (G)singing in the (D)springtime
While a mockingbird sings his happy (A)song
Is all the (D)beauty in your world this (G)artificial (D)thing
Do you ever, (G)ever (D)hear the (A)robins (D)sing

Solo: /(D) /(D) /(G) /(G) /(D)(G)/(D) /(D) /(D) /(D) /(D)

Where I (D)live the butterflies still kiss the (G)roses
And for-(D)get-me-nots still grow a-(Em)long the shady (A)lane
And the (D)weeping willow trees still (G)swaying in the (D)breeze
And often (G)I still (D)hear the (A)robins (D)sing

(Chorus)

Do you (Em)hear the robins (G)singing in the (D)springtime
While a mockingbird sings his happy (A)song
Is all the (D)beauty in your world this (G)artificial (D)thing
Do you ever, (G)ever (D)hear the (A)robins (D)sing

(Tag)
Do you (D)ever, (G)ever (D)hear the (A)robins (D)sing 
(D/F#)/(D/A)(D/B)/(D)(A/E)/(D) ----

4499. Do You Hear What I Hear

Vince Gill - Do You Hear What I Hear

Do you hear what I hear
Do you hear what I hear

Said the night wind to the little lamb,
Do you see what I see
Way up in the sky, little lamb,
Do you see what I see
A star, a star, dancing in the night
With a tail as big as a kite
With a tail as big as a kite

Said the little lamb to the shepherd boy,
Do you hear what I hear
Ringing through the sky, shepherd boy,
Do you hear what I hear
A song, a song, high above the trees
With a voice as big as the sea
With a voice as big as the sea

Everyone, come together
Pray together, stay together
Celebrate the coming other king
All my sisters, all my brothers
Come together, love one another
Join me now, every voice and sing



Do You Hear What I Hear?
(Traditional Christmas)

Said the shepherd boy to the mighty king,
Do you know what I know
In your palace warm, mighty king,
Do you know what I know
A Child, a child shivers in the cold
Let us bring him silver and gold
Let us bring him silver and gold
The Child, the Child, sleeping in the night
He will bring us goodness and light
He will bring us goodness and light

Everybody, come together
Pray together, stay together
Everybody, come together
Stay together, celebrate together
Everybody, come together
Pray together, stay together
Everybody, come together
Stay together, celebrate together

4500. Do You Know How It Feels

Do You Know How It Feels
Flying Burrito Brothers
Chris Hillman

Do you know how it feels
To be lonesome
When there's just no one left who really cares
Did you ever try to smile at some people
And all they ever seem to do is stare

And you remember how it feels
To be cold again
When the happiness of love has gone away
And you never want to go out on the street again
And you only seem to live from day to day

Do you know how it feels
To be lonesome
When there's just no one left who really cares
Did you ever try to smile at some people
Yes and all they ever seem to do is stare
Yes, and all they ever seem to do is stare



4501. Do You Know My Jesus - Chords

Do You Know My Jesus
Recorded by Skeeter Davis
Written by W.F. Lakey and V.B. Ellis
[3/4 time]

G                       C
Have you a heart that's weary
G                 D7
Tending a load of care
G                     C
Are you a soul that's seeking
G             D7         G
Rest from the burden you bear
       D7                    C   G
Do you know (do you know) my Je-sus
       D7                    C    G
Do you know (do you know) my frie-nd
                   C
Have you hea-rd He loves you
    G            D7             G
And that He will abide till the end
                   C
Who knows your disappointments
G                       D7
Who hears each time you cry
G                    C
Who understands your heartaches
G             D7              G
Who dries the tears from your eyes
repeat #2
                  C
Have you hea-rd He loves you
    G            D7             G
And that He will abide till the end

4502. Do You Know What It Means to Miss New Orleans

Alison Krauss - Do You Know What It Means to Miss New Orleans? 

Do you know what it means to miss New Orleans
And miss it each night and day
I know I'm not wrong, the feeling's getting stronger 
The longer I stay away

Miss the moss-covered vines, tall sugar pines
Where mockingbirds used to sing
I'd love to see that old lazy Mississippi
Hurrying into Spring

The moonlight on the bayou
A Creole tune that fills the air



I dream about magnolias in bloom
And I'm wishin' I was there

Do you know what it means to miss New Orleans
When that's where you left your heart
And there's one thing more, I miss the one I care for
More than I miss New Orleans

4503. Do You Know What It's Like To Be Lonesome - Chords

Do You Know What It's Like To Be Lonesome
Recorded by Jerry Wallace
Written by Bert Pellish

G7     C              E7         A7      Em
Do you know what it's like to be lonesome       
D7                      G7
Do you know how it feels to be blue       
C           A7              D7      A7         Dm
Do you still get a thrill from the dreams  we used to share        
D7
And the stars that we wished upon

G7                             D7   G7
Have you noticed they're still there    
C           E7         A7      Em  A7
And if you only knew how I miss you     
D7                         G7      D7 G7
Miss your lips touching mine so tenderly            
C              A7         D7      Fm
Well if you know what it's like to be lonesome             
C            G7     C   G7
Then darling please hurry home to me    
C           E7         A7      Em  A7
And if you only knew how I miss you     
D7                         G7      D7 G7
Miss your lips touching mine so tenderly            
C              A7         D7      Fm
Well if you know what it's like to be lonesome             
C            G7      C   Fm
Then darling please hurry home to me           
C      G7            F  D7 C
Oh darling please hurry home to me

4504. Do You Know You Are My Sunshine

Do You Know You Are My Sunshine - Dailey And Vincent 

She was standing in the crowd



All alone and lookin' pretty
Listening to the music that we played
She walked up and whispered
I leaned down and listened
To the request that she made

'Do you know, 'You Are My Sunshine''?
She asked so sweet and tenderly
'Do you know, 'You Are My Sunshine'
And would you do it one more time for me'.

Border to border
And ocean to ocean
I still look for her everplace
Chasing the sunshine
Each and every night I'm
Searching every crowd for her face

She was gone just as quick
As the song that she asked for
Taking my sunshine away
But someday when I finally
Look down and see her
I know just what I'm going to say

Do you know, you are my sunshine
Do you know what your smile did to me
Do you know, you are my sunshine
And it looks like you're always going to be

4505. Do You Like It

Jim Lauderdale - Do You Like It

Movin' a little slower now than back when I would bow to her
You should have seen the way that smile would brighten up her face
I used to make her laugh here's another old photograph
I wish that I had more of them but I still see it all so clear

Do you like it do you like it do you like it
July was hot we though it'd be around forever

Big tall sunflowers growing all the way up to the porch
That's where we used to sit for hours and count the fireflies till dawn
We'd talk about any and everything we were starting to make big plans
She'd say we ought to live each day like it could be the last

Do you like it do you like it...
Say if it's not gettin' late I'll tell you bout those days
They're not so far away

[ guitar ]



Do you like it do you like it...
Do you like it do you like it...

Say if it's not gettin' late...

4506. Do You Like It - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Do You Like It

E                              G#
Movin a little slower now than back when I would bow to her
A                                 B
You should have seen the way that smile

Would brighten up her face
E
I used to make her laugh
G#
Here's another old photograph
A
I wish that I had more of them
B
But I still see it all so clear
Emaj7            A B9 B Emaj7          A  B9 B
Do you like it          do you like it
Emaj7       A  B9 B
Do you like it
E                              A         B
July was hot we though it'd be around forever
E                   G#
Big tall sunflowers growing all the way up to the porch
A                               B
That's where we used to sit for hours
B
And count the fireflies till dawn
E
We'd talk about any and everything
G#
We were strting to make big plans
A                          B
She'd say we ought to live each day

Like it could be the last
Emaj7            A B9 B Emaj7          A  B9 B
Do you like it          do you like it
Emaj7       A  B9 B
Do you like it
E                              A         B
July was hot we though it'd be around forever
E
Say if it's not getting late

I'll tell you about those days



They're not so far away

SOLO

Emaj7            A B9 B Emaj7          A  B9 B
Do you like it          do you like it
Emaj7       A  B9 B
Do you like it
E                              A         B
July was hot we though it'd be around forever
E
Say if it's not getting late

I'll tell you about those days

She's not so far away

From Jim Lauderdale  "Persimmons"
Upstart Records 1996
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)

4507. Do You Live What You Preach - Chords

Do You Live What You Preach
Recorded by Doyle Lawson, J.D. Crowe, Paul Williams
Written by Charlie Louvin and Ira Louvin

C                           F           C
Many prophets are here as a witness for God
                            G7
Many churches they now represent 
       C                           F                  C
And if you've been redeemed you'll know them whom God sent
                     G7               C
For we know by their fruits whom they serve
                                      Am              C
Do you live what you preach would you preach what you live
                                 G7
In the presence of God could you stand
      C                        Am            C
Jesus knows every deed good or bad from your birth
                     G7             C
Do you live what you preach in your church
                                   F                  C
Some may stand in their church and proclaim they love God
                                  G7
And may win earthly fame in their speech
        C                         F           C
If they love not their brother in deed and in truth
                  G7                C
The right hand of God they'll never reach
Repeat #2



                                  F          C
If your heart don't go out in the service of God
                                     G7
Then you're lost with the sinners on earth
       C                    F           C
If you have no desire to be honest with God
                        G7             C
You don't live what you preach in your church
Repeat #2

4508. Do You Love An Apple

Do You Love An Apple
Monroe Crossing

Do you love an apple? Do you love a pear?
Do you love a laddie with bonnie brown hair?

Chorus (after each verse):
But still I love him, I can't deny him
I'll be with him wherever he goes

Before I got married I wore a black shawl
But since I got married I wear bugger all

He stood at the corner, a fag in his mouth
Two hands in his pockets, he whistled me out

He works at the pier for nine bob a week
Come Saturday night, he comes rolling home drunk

Before I got married I'd sport and I'd play
But now, the cradle, it gets in me way

Do you love an apple? Do you love a pear?
Do you love a laddie with bonnie brown hair?

4509. Do You Love Him

Do you love him?
Avett Brothers

Do you love him? Do you love him? Do you love him, my dear?
Does he hold you? Does he hug you? Does he keep you near?
And as you lie together, does he whisper in your ear?
Do you love him? Do you love him? Do you love him, my dear?

In the evening, those tired evenings, at twilights first glare
Does he lay in your lap? Do you play with his hair?



And when he falls asleep, Do you just stare?
Do you love him? Do you love him? Do you love him, my dear?

Late in the night when you fear the unknown
Does he warm up your mind? As you chill to the bone
I do love you, I do feel you, Each day and night
But I can't tell right from wrong, or fear from insight
But you always knew everything and that is what is clear
Do you love him? Do you love him? Do you love him, my dear?

4510. Do You Love Me Just Say Yes - Chords

Do You Love Me Just Say Yes 
Highway 101

[Intro]
G   G   G   G   x2
 
[Verse 1]
   G
If I came by 'round nine tonight
G
 Baby, doubt would it be all right
            C
I've got it bad boy
           G
I must confess
G
Tell you now, honey, would you mind
G
 If I took your hand in mine
        C
Could I hold you
D          G
 Just say yes
 
[Chorus]
   G
C'mon, it's on the tip of your tongue
          C
So easily done
               G
Such a small request
    G
Oh, babe, you got somethin' to say
              C
Don't keep me waitin'
               G
Don't make me guess
           D
Oh, do you love me?
         G
Just say yes



 
G
 
[Verse 2]
G
You don't have to go on and on
G
 'Cuz you know what I really want
            C
And that's your love
            G
No more, no less
        G
There's only one thing I need to hear
G
 When you whisper in my ear
           C
And that's one word
         G
Just say yes
 
[Chorus]
   G
C'mon, it's on the tip of your tongue
          C
So easily done
               G
Such a small request
    G
Oh, babe, you got somethin' to say
              C
Don't keep me waitin'
               G
Don't make me guess
           D
Oh, do you love me?
        G
Just say yes
 
[Outro]
        D
Do you love me?
         G
Just say yes
 
[Solo] (x6 and fade out)
G   D
G   G

4511. Do You Really Have A Heart

Paul Williams 
Do You Really Have A Heart?



Long ago and oh so far away
In the land of I told you so
Lived a man named you'll get nothing from me
Awful weak so he acted strong
And he never learned to get along
Yes he tried but of course he couldn't see

What he needs is a little understanding
A loving hand to guide him, bring him around
What he needs is a little human kindness
The man is lost and cryin', don't let him down

Do you really have a heart
Don't you think it's time you used it?
If you really have a heart
Try it out and do some good

In the land of get the other guy
To the south of it's not my fault
Lived a fellow a lot like you and me
Made believe he was mean and bad
Always laughed when he made somebody mad
Never goin' to let that happen to me

What he needs is a little understanding
A loving hand to guide him, bring him around
What he needs is a little human kindness
The man is lost and cryin', don't let him down

Do you really have a heart
Don't you think it's time you used it?
If you really have a heart
Try it out and do some good

Do you really have a heart
Don't you think it's time you used it?
If you really have a heart
Try it out and do some good

4512. Do You Really Want My Lovin'

Marty Stuart - Do You Really Want My Lovin'

I've heard everybody talkin' 
And the word is in the air 
That you made plans to say goodbye 
And leave me standing here
Well, you say that you don't love me 
But I can't believe that's true
Baby let me know if it's really so 
And tell me what are you gonna do
And tell me 



Do you really want my lovin'
Do you really want my huggin'
Do you really want someone that's true
Do you really want my love

Well how can you be so heartless, 
How can you be so cold 
I should have sent you on your way 
A long, long time ago
Ah but I don't want to lose you 
'Cause I still love you so
So if you don't feel the way I feel, 
Well it's time you let me know
And baby

Do you really want my lovin'
Do you really want my huggin'
Do you really want someone that's true
Do you really want my love

Do you need someone to hold you 
Do you need someone who cares
Do you need someone to keep you warm at night
When no one else is there

I've heard everybody talking 
And the word is in the air 
That you've made plans to say good bye 
And leave me standing here
Well, you say that you don't love me 
But I can't believe it's true
Baby let me know if it's really so 
And tell me 
What are you gonna do
And tell me

Do you really want my lovin'
Do you really want my huggin'
Do you really want someone that's true
Do you really want my love

Tell me do you really want my lovin'
Do you really want my huggin'
Do you really want someone that's true
Do you really want my love

4513. Do You Remember These

Do You Remember These

Status: 
Saturday morning serials chapters 1 through 15,



Fly paper, penny loafers, Lucky Strike Green.
Flat tops, sock hops, Studebaker, Pepsi Please,
Ahh, do you remember these?

Cigar Bands, on your hand, your daddy's socks rolled down.
Sticks, snow floats and aviator caps with flaps that button down.
Movie stars on Dixie Cup tops, and knickers to your knees,
Ahh, do you remember these?

The Hit Parade, grape Tru-Aid, The Sadie Hawkins Dance,
Pedal pushers, duck tail hair and peggin' your pants.
Howdie-Doodie, Tutti-Frutti, the seam up the back of her hose,
Ahh, do you remember those?

James Dean, he was keen, Sunday movies were taboo,
The Senior Prom, Judy's mom, Rock-n-Roll was new.
Cracker Jack prize, stars in your eyes, as Daddy tore the keys,
Ahh, do you remember these?

The boogey man, lemonade stands, takin' your tonsils out,
Hindenburg, -n- wait your turn, and 4 foul balls you're out.
Cigarette loads, -n- secret codes, -n- savin' lucky stars,
Can you remember back that far?

The boat neck shirts, and fender skirts and crinoline petticoats,
Mum's the word, and a dirty bird and a double root beer float.
Moon hub caps, and loud heel taps, and he's a real gone cat.
Ahh, do you remember that?

Dancin' close, little moron jokes, and cooties in her hair,
Captain Midnight, Ovaltine, and The Whip at the County Fair.
Charles Atlas Course, Roy Roger's Horse, and "only The Shadow knows"
Ahh, do you remember those?

Gable's charm, Frog in your arm, loud mufflers, pitchin' woo,
Going steady, Veronica and Betty, white bucks, and "Blue Suede Shoes"
Knock Knock jokes, and "Who's there?", Dewey, Dewey who?;
Do we, do we remember these? Yes, we do, Ahh do we do we remember these?

4514. Do You Still Love Me - Chords

Do you Still Love Me
Wayne Taylor

          C        F       G7            C      
There's only one thing I really need to know
          G7                       C
do you Still love me do you still care
There's only a thing that matters anymore
do you still love me, will you always be there

            Dm    G         F              C  
Will you always be there, Like you were before 



   Dm                G          F            G 
though we're growing older, I need you even more
there's only one thing I really need to know
Do you still love me, do you still care

Our friends did come and go like the changing of the seasons
I don't know why, years went by
You stayed right here with me, Through the thick and through the thin
if I did it all over, I'd do it again

Winds at time will blow, leave your hair with snow
it's sometimes cold when the wind does blow
Your love did shine like the warmth from the sun
Let it shine, oh let it shine

4515. Do You Think Of Me - Chords

Keith Whitley
Do you think of me
Written by Sander D. Shafer  (BMI) 1986
Recorded by Keith Whitley   

3/4 time;  
key of F   
F  / Am/E  /  Bb  /  Bbm  /  F  /  C  /  F  /  C    /   

F             Am/E
If you drive around
         Bb       Bbm
back in our home town
   F           D7            G  C  
I wonder, do you think of  me?
          F            Am/E
When  you drive by the school,
        Bb           Bbm
do you  remember two fools?
   F           C           F
I wonder, do  you think of me   
     F            Bb
and  remember the park
        F               Bb
where you struck a spark
    F                  D7
to fire that's still burning
   G          C
a hole in my  heart
         F          Am/E    
then on graduation day
          Bb      Bbm
you just drifted away
   F           C           F
I wonder, do  you think of me?
   F               Am/E



Remember those games,
       Bb             Bbm
those cold football  games
F           D7            
I was  your hero
        G        C 
though I seldom  played
      F               Am/E
Back then could you  see
          Bb           Bbm
what our  future would be
   F           C           F
I wonder, do  you think of me   
         F          Bb     
And the classes we  missed
F            Bb
caused by a kiss
       F                   D7 
I can tell you that I've  never
G               C
felt like that since
         F           Am/E 
I don't  know if you  would
            Bb        Bbm
but I'd go back if I  could
  F          C             F   Bb
I wonder do you think of me
            F         C            F   
I still love, do you think of me?   

ending   F   F7  Bb  Bbm    F

4516. Do You Think That Time Stands Still

Dolly Parton - Do You Think That Time Stands Still 

You left, you didn't say goodbye
You never gave me a reason why
My tears have dried now, it's been awhile
Now there you stand, you're back again
Do you think that time stands still?
Do you think that time stands still?
Things have changed
I've rearranged so many things
Do you think that time stands still?
Do you think that time stands still?
It never has, it never will
Do you think that time stands still?
You want to start where we left off
Somebody found the love you lost
Love has its price, we pay the cost
We lose and learn, now it's your turn
Do you think that time stands still?



Do you think that time stands still?
Things have changed
I've rearranged so many things
Do you think that time stands still?
Do you think that time stands still?
It never has, it never will
Do you think that time stands still?
Oh, do you think
Do you think that time stands still?
Do you think
Do you think that time stands still?
Do you think
Do you think that time stands still?
Do you think
Do you think that time stands still?

4517. Do You Want To Live In Glory

Do You Want To Live In Glory?
Lonesome River Band

Do you want to live in glory (up in glory)
Oh dear friend forever more (forever more)
Do you want a life eternal
Somewhere on that golden shore

Many times I sit there crying
And a friend was passing on
All those times you gave me comfort
And the strength to carry on

Do you want to live in glory (up in glory)
Oh dear friend forever more (forever more)
Do you want a life eternal
Somewhere on that golden shore

From this world of pain and sorrow
To that golden promised land
There are goals for tomorrow
I know God can hold my hand

Do you want to live in glory (up in glory)
Oh dear friend forever more (forever more)
Do you want a life eternal
Somewhere on that golden shore

As my time one earth grows shorter
I'll not fear that last long day
For a better home awaits me
And sweet Jesus leads the way

Do you want to live in glory (up in glory)
Oh dear friend forever more (forever more)



Do you want a life eternal
Somewhere on that golden shore

4518. Do You Wonder Why

Do You Wonder Why - Larry Sparks

Last night I heard those nightbirds calling
Brings back memories of days gone by
It makes me think of you my darling
And do you wonder why

Do you wonder why I love you
After what you did to me
Why oh why do I think of you
But I do It's plain to see

In all my dreams of our life together
I think of you and then I sigh
I just don't know what makes me love you
And do you wonder why

And now that we have parted strangers
We have said our last goodbye
I can't forget I love you truly
And do you wonder why

4519. Do-Re-Mi

Do-Re-Mi
Woody Guthrie

Lots of folks back East they say, leaving home most every day
Beating the hot old dusty way to the California line
Cross the desert sands they roll, getting out of the old dust bowl
Think they're going to a sugar bowl, but here is what they find
The police at the port of entry say,
"You're number fourteen thousand for today."

Chorus:
Oh, if you ain't got the do re mi, folks, you ain't got the do re mi
You'd better get back to beautiful Texas, Kansas, Georgia, Tennessee
California is a garden of Eden, a paradise to live in or see
But believe it or not, you won't find it so hot
If you ain't got the do re mi.

You want to buy a house or a farm, that can't do nobody harm
Or take your vacation by the mountain or the sea
Don't swap your old cow for a car, you'd better stay right where you are



Better take this little tip from me:
Cause I look through the want ads every day
And the headlines in the papers always say

Chorus

4520. Do-Re-Mi

Do-Re-Mi
Woody Guthrie

Lots of folks back East they say, leaving home most every day
Beating the hot old dusty way to the California line
Cross the desert sands they roll, getting out of the old dust bowl
Think they're going to a sugar bowl, but here is what they find
The police at the port of entry say,
"You're number fourteen thousand for today."

Chorus:
Oh, if you ain't got the do re mi, folks, you ain't got the do re mi
You'd better get back to beautiful Texas, Kansas, Georgia, Tennessee
California is a garden of Eden, a paradise to live in or see
But believe it or not, you won't find it so hot
If you ain't got the do re mi.

You want to buy a house or a farm, that can't do nobody harm
Or take your vacation by the mountain or the sea
Don't swap your old cow for a car, you'd better stay right where you are
Better take this little tip from me:
Cause I look through the want ads every day
And the headlines in the papers always say

Chorus

4521. Dobro John

Dobro Joe 
Doyle Lawson
 
He couldn't make his fingers play 
Like they used to anymore 
But he couldn't, keep from singin' country  songs 
From an old pocket spittoon and a rummage sale guitar 
He made himself a dobro, so that he could play along
 
He couldn't hold a slide, so he taped it to his hand 
And he played for me a song from long ago oh 
I'd hear it come alive, as I listened to him sing 
Nobody ever played them quite like my good friend Joe 



 
CHORUS:
Oo,oo, oo 
Just an old dobro laid across his knee 
Oo, oo, , oo 
Joe, won't you play a song for me 
 
He couldn't write a letter, so he talked to me on tape 
He'd think a few and talk to me some more 
Then he'd, Clyde, he'd say, since you're so far away 
I'll sing for you a song, like the ones we've heard before 
 
That was thirty years ago, those tapes are getting old 
My, how the years have passed me bye
My hair's turned to gray, my friend Joe's passed away 
And the echo of his dobro brings a teardrop to my eye

4522. Doc's Day

Doc's Day
Old Crow Medicine Show - Doc's Day

We were rolling down King Street a quarter to twelve
When we found a little corner to play
So we plugged in our guitars and tightened our drums
And hollered out, "Hey, hey, hey"
When this old hillbilly with a cheek full of chaw
Rambled on over to our tip jar
He said I like what I see but it's not like I saw
Way back in old Doc's day

He said if you wanna rock, listen to Doc
If you want the girls better pick like Merle
Cause them High Country blues
Still blow all the women away
So beat on the corner with your flat top box
Pick on the banjo, boys don't stop
Give me old-time music, Lord make it hot
Just like it was in Doc's day

Well that old hillbilly he tugged on his whiskers
And spat a little juice from his jaw
He said back in Deep Gap I'm telling you mister
We'd be rocking from dusk to dawn
Singing Mama Don't 'Low and Bottle Of Wine
Dark As A Dungeon Way Down In The Mine
If you can do like that, boys, I'll throw you a dime
Just like in old Doc's day

If you wanna rock, listen to Doc
If you want the girls better pick like Merle
Cause them High Country blues
Still blow all the women away



So beat on the corner with your flat top box
Pick on the banjo, boys don't stop
Give me old-time music, Lord make it hot
Just like it was in Doc's day

So we sold our amps and pawned our drums
Now we're picking like a couple of native sons
And that old hillbilly he's sure buck dancing away
Lord the crowd's all packed in at Cherry and King
Leaning in close to hear the banjo ring
And everybody raises their voice to sing
Just like in old Doc's day

If you wanna rock, listen to Doc
If you want the girls better pick like Merle
Cause them High Country blues
Still blow all the women away
So beat on the corner with your flat top box
Pick on the banjo, boys don't stop
Give me old-time music, Lord make it hot
Just like it was in Doc's day

Give me old-time music, Lord make it hot
Just like it was in Doc's day

4523. Doctor Good Doctor

Guy Clark - Doctor good doctor

I was feelin' depressed I was feelin real low down
I felt so bad I could not get my butt up off the grounds
I was mopin' around the house I was bumpin' into walls
I was cryin' at the Andy Griffith show and I was snappin' and the dog
I was startin' to fear for my sanity
I could not find my ego with both hands

So I decided professional help was the only hope for me
So I called up this number which I'd gotten of T.V.
They said "Are you havin' marital problems Are you emotionally impaired
Are you sure you're bein' followed or Are you just scared of bein' scared?
Well if so you better come on in have a little talk with the doc"

So I did

I said doctor good doctor I got trouble on my mind
Listen to me doc I don't have too much time
I got a feelin' down inside me and it will not go away
You know it hangs on and bangs on my soul every day
Doctor good doctor I'm grabbin' at loose ends
And I haven't felt like I used to since I don't know when
Yersterday go past me today is all the same
And tomorrow really scares me I just can't play the game



He said quit whinin'
He said straighten up and fly right
He said life is not a piece of cake
He wanted to kow if my insurance was paid up
Well I'm O.K. You're O.K. if the check's O.K.
Second best hundred dollards I ever spent

4524. Doctor Jesus - Chords

Doctor Jesus
Recorded by Randy Travis
Written by Tony Stampley and Justin Bolen

C                 F       C
You know I've got so many problems
                     G7              C    G7
And lately I've been feeling kind of down
       C          F            C       G7
I hear You're the one I should talk to
       C               G7     C
I hear You're the best healer around
             F
Doctor Jesus will You help me
        C              G7
Make me better make me whole
       C            F
Doctor Jesus Lord I need You
           C         G7      C    G7
To mend my heart and save my soul
        C       F             C
There's so many out there who need You
                       G7      C  G7
Do You think You could work me in
        C          F        C          G7
You see I'm in the worst of conditions
    C             G7        C
But mostly I just need me a friend
Repeat #2
       C            F
Doctor Jesus Lord I need You
           C         G7      F   C
To mend my heart and save my soul

4525. Does Fort Worth Ever Cross Your Mind

Keith Whitley 
Does Fort Worth Ever Cross Your Mind

Cold Fort Worth beer just ain't no good for jealous



I try it night after night
You're in someone else's arms in Dallas
Does Fort Worth ever cross your mind?

Darling while you're busy burning bridges
Burn one for me if you get time
'Cause good memories don't fade so easy
Does Fort Worth ever cross your mind?

You left me here to be with him in Dallas
And I know it hurt you at the time
But I wonder now if it makes a difference
Does Fort Worth ever cross your mind?

You left me here to be with him in Dallas
And I know it hurt you at the time
But I wonder now if it makes a difference
Does Fort Worth ever cross your mind?

Does Fort Worth ever cross your mind?...

4526. Does It Have To End This Way

Does It Have To End This Way
Longview

Oh the cold wind blows outside my window
The dark clouds linger up above
The bright side of my life has faded
For I may lose the one I love

   After all our years together
   And I cherished every day
   Oh darling won't you please consider
   Does it have to end this way

Oh come up closer to me darling
Let me gaze into that face
Where once a vision sweet contentment
A bitterness has took it's place

4527. Does It Show

Does It Show?
Dwight Yoakam - Does It Show?

Does it show as I watch her walking by?
Does it show that I'm trying not to cry?
Does it show that he's the reason why?



Does it show that every smile is a lie? 

Does it show even when I am discreet?
Does it show I fall right down at her feet?
All on its own, my heart lets me know I'm love's biggest clown.
Do you think that shows even when no-one is around? 

Please, tell me honestly:
Am I fooling anyone,
Or is the truth kinda hard not to see?

In ways that I'll never know, does it show?

Please, say its not too late,
So I can stop while there's still time,
An' avoid me some small bit of ache.

Does it show with each flickering memories final glow?
As night's cold shadows wrap around where hope let go.
An' I sit there in the dark, does it show?

4528. Does Jesus Care - Chords

Does Jesus Care 
Recorded by Sonny James
Written by Eugene L. Clark, F.E. Graeff, Joe L. Hall

C
Does Jesus care when my heart is pained
    G7                   C
Too deeply for mirth and song
                             F
As the burdens press and the cares distress
        C         G7        C    F C
And the way grows weary and long

   G7             C
Oh yes He cares I know He cares
    G7       D7              G7
His heart is touched with my grief
         C                  F
When the days are weary the long nights dreary
  C       G7     C    F C
I know my Savior cares

 
Does Jesus care when I've said goodbye
       D7         G7       C
To the dearest on earth to me
                               F
And my sad heart aches till it nearly breaks
      C        G7          C   F C
Is it aught to Him does He see



Repeat #2

4529. Does My Ring Burn Your Finger

Buddy Miller - Does My Ring Burn Your Finger
Del McCoury Band

When I gave you my heart
It was not what you wanted
Now the walls say your name
And the pictures are haunted
Does my ring burn your finger
Did my love weigh you down?
Was the promise too much to keep around?

I remember your words and I can't keep from cryin
I could never believe that your kisses were lyin
Was there somethin from the past
Buried in a shallow grave?
Did you think that it was too far gone to save?

Please tell me baby
Please tell me now
You say that I should just go on
Now please tell me how

Now it's just me and the night and I'm so broken hearted
I just wait in the dark here for my dearly departed
Did my ring burn your finger?
Did my love weigh you down?
Was the promise too much to keep around?

4530. Does She Wish She Was Single Again

Flying Burrito Brothers - Does she wish she was single again
Composer: Richard Leigh, Milton Blackford 

When she was single
Her pockets to jingle
She were such pretty clothes
Now that she's married
The clothes that she's wearing
Make she wonder where the money goes
And does she wish she was single again?
Does she wish she was single again?
When she was younger
She was the hunger
Of every young boy's eyes



But those days are trough now
There's nothing to do now
But to rock that cradle and cry
Does she wish she was single again?
Does she wish she was single again?
Lord knows a cold wind blows
Between us now and then
And Lord knows I love her
Among everyone
But you'd she do it all over again?
Does she wish she was single again?

Lord knows a cold wind blows
Between us now and then
And Lord knows I love her
Among everyone
But you'd she do it all over again?
Does she wish she was single again?
I know it's not simple
To stare at the window
At places that you'd never seen
She's holding my baby
And looking like, maybe
She'd rather be chasing a dream
Does she wish she was single again?
Does she wish she was single again?

4531. Doesn't Even Matter Now

Doesn't Even Matter Now
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
He's a tall drink of gin
With a world-weary grin
And he always says just what he means
Even as he draws you nearer
Sees himself in the mirror
I think, "How did he get in those jeans?"
Yeah, yeah

[Verse 2]
You know I met him at a distance
Required no assistance
To want to make Bobby my own
Then he opened up his mouth
Things quickly went south
Now, how do I make Bobby go home?
Yeah, yeah

[Chorus]
And now you get to be excused
Of all the childish abuse



But I still stand accused
You know it doesn't even matter now

[Verse 3]
Although I may be shameless
This time I know I'm blameless
Yet somehow I'm still on the hook
'Cause when a breakup's on the table
The lady's always called "unstable"
So don't go givin' me that look
Yeah, yeah

[Chorus]
And now you get to be excused
Of all the childish abuse
But I still stand accused

[Bridge]
I really thought that I had learned the game
You were my four-leaf clover
You make a move and then I do the same
I should have taken it much, much slower
It should have ended before it was over

[Chorus]
And now you get to be excused
Of all the childish abuse
But I still stand accused
And now you get to be excused
Of all the childish abuse
But I still stand accused
You know it doesn't even matter now

4532. Doesn't Have to Be This Way

Doesn't Have to Be This Way
Alison Krauss & Union Station

Sometimes I wonder where you're coming from
When you roll in like thunder just
To turn around and run
It's a good thing I don't need you to stay

You smell like moonlight and
Early morning rain
Pray tell a fool might surrender to your pain
Or find a cure for your decay

You're at your best with an
Ache in your chest
And that worn out old song that you play
Only Jesus and you long to teach us
Should no one be left to betray



I don't know the answer but
I know who to blame
You can choose the dancer or
You could choose the flame
I think you'll find they're
One and the same
It doesn't have to be this way

You're at your best with an
Ache in your chest
And that worn out old song that you play
Only Jesus and you long to teach us
Should no one be left to betray

I don't know the answer but
I know who to blame
Pray tell a fool might surrender to your pain
It's a good thing I don't need you to stay

Sometimes I wonder where you're coming from
When you roll in like thunder just
To turn around and run
It's a good thing I don't need you to stay
It doesn't have to be this way

4533. Doesn't Mean That Much Anymore - Chords

Chris Hillman - Doesn't Mean That Much Anymore 
by Chris Hillman & Steve Hill

Bm  E7                 Am  Am/G
You know that we are living
F            G           C
The greatest story ever told 
Bm    E7         Am Am/G F                      G
Every day is forgiven    taking all that we can hold
Am         Am/G          F
Isn't this what we're about
Dm                     G
We should never do without
C         F           G
I can't believe that loving me
F          G        C
Means that much anymore
Bm     E7            Am   Am/G
Lately when were together
F       G             C
Silence like a mighty roar
Bm       E7     Am    Am/G
Floating like a feather
F                       G
Falling helpless to the floor



Am      Am/G          F
Is this what we're about
Dm                    G
Has it come down to a shout
C       F            G        
I can't believe that loving me 
           F       G       D
Means that much to you anymore
D                         G
Come here rest here in my arms
Em                                Am  F
I'll hold you close and keep you warm

SOLO

Am      Am/G          F
This is what we're all about 
Dm                   G 
We will never do without
C         F          G 
I can't believe that loving me
  C              F         G
I still can't believe that loving me
  C              F          G
I still can't  believe that loving me
           F       G       F F/E F/D F/C Dm   C      
Means that much to you anymore
                                     
From Rice, Rice, Hillman, Pedersen
Rounder Records 1999
Bar None Music(BMI)/Me And My House Music(BMI)

4534. Dog Bite Your Hide

Dog Bite Your Hide - Jimmy Martin

Now honey you know you ain't living right
You sleep all day and you're gone all night
Dog bite your hide little hide dog bite your hide

Like a black cats back you're full of fire
You're always jumping here and there
Dog bite your hide little hide I hope you're satisfied

Now all the things that you have done
Has killed my soul made my spirits run
Dog bite your hide little hide dog bite your hide

And if you don't stop your playing around
I'm gonna tear your ash hopper down
Dog bite your hide little hide then I'll be satisfied

Now honey you think that you're just it



Cause you made me have a running fit
Dog bite your hide little hide dog bite your hide

But my craw is full I'm leavin' you
My gizzard's cracked I'm feelin' blue
Dog bite your hide little hide then I'll be satisfied

I'm gonna tear your reputation down
Gonna cut a wide swath for miles around
Dog bite your hide little hide dog bite your hide

Then I'm gonna stand around and laugh
When you roll your eyes like a dying calf
Dog bite your hide little hide then I'll be satisfied

4535. Dog Gone Shame

Dog Gone Shame - Lonesome River Band

You've been stepping out on me
I'm gonna leave 'em at your feet
You're no good but I don't care
Ain't that a shame a Dog gone shame

Every time I leave town
People say you're stepping round
You're no good but I don't care
Ain't that a shame a Dog gone shame

I'll set you in the shade
Give you everything I made
You're no good but I don't care
Ain't that a shame a Dog gone shame

I've done all that I can do
To try and get along with you
You're no good but I don't care
Ain't that a shame a Dog gone shame

Ain't that a shame a Dog gone shame

4536. Dog House Blues

Dog House Blues
Bill Monroe
Nashville Bluegrass Band

I went downtown thought I had a dime
Got home this morning didn't have a dime



Lordy Lordy Lordy got the dog house blues
No use talkin' I got the dog house blues.

Come home this morning about half past eight
She said honey you're out too late
Lordy Lordy Lordy got the dog house blues
No use talkin' I got the dog house blues.

I went in the house to start the fire
She kicked me out in the middle of the night
Lordy Lordy Lordy got the dog house blues
No use talkin' I got the dog house blues.

I fell in the yard mad as I can be
Said to my dog make room for me
Lordy Lordy Lordy got the dog house blues
No use talkin' I got the dog house blues.

4537. Dog River Blues

Alan Jackson - Dog River Blues 

Well I first kissed you on a hollow log
Down by the river they call the Dog
We fell in love and we vowed that day
Like the flow of the river our love won't change
Well we married that spring and we built a house
On the bank of the river where the rock juts out
Now the river's still here but you're long gone
You left me and the river here all alone
I got the Dog River blues
I've walked holes in both my shoes
Now I still got the river but I ain't got you
I got the Dog River blues
Well the rain came down and the river rose up
Filled up the cab on my pickup truck
It came in the house and down the hall
And washed your picture right off the wall
Chorus
Well my heart still yearns and the river still rolls
And I pray someday it'll bring you home
So if you change your mind honey I'll be here
Waiting on the banks of that ol'Dog River
Chorus

4538. Doggone

Hot Rize - Doggone 



I want do it even tho I could
I want do it just because I should
I want do it if it's my turn
I want do it and I never learn

I'm doggone I want change my way
Yea doggone no matter what you say
It's up to me just let me be

I know that you might be right
I don't care if I cause a fight
Might be the best thing to do
I want do it cause you told me too

Yea I'm doggone I want change my way
Yea I'm doggone no matter what you say
It's up to me honey let me be

Can't make me do what you say
Can't make me see it your way
Can't make me just like you
Can't make me cause I don't want o

Yea I'm doggone I want change my way
Yea I'm doggone no matter what you say
It's up to me honey let me be

Wait a minute baby Where you going to
I can not coming home to you
Never thought that you'd walk away
Never thought that I'd hear you say

That I'm doggone I want change my way
Yea I'm doggone no matter what you say
Yea I'm doggone I want change my way
Yea I'm doggone no matter what you say
It's up to me just let me be

4539. Doggone My Time - Chords

Doggone My Time 
The Red Stick Ramblers

[Intro]
 
e/---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/-------9-------------------------------------------------------------------/
G/----------10--8--------------------------------------14\12-----------------/
D/-9h10------------8/9--10--8------8------------14-17--------14--------------/
A/-----------------------------10-----8h9--/15------------------15--14--13---/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
e/---------------------------------------------------------------------------/



B/---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G/--------------------15--13---------------------15--15h16h15--13------------/
D/-----------15---18----------15-----14h15---18-------------------14---------/
A/-15-15h16----------------------16----------------------------------16---13-/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
e/---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/--------------------------------------------11-10-9------------------------/
G/---13--------------10--13--10---------------12-11-10-----------------------/
D/--14-------10--13-------------13--10----10--13-12-11-----------------------/
A/-13---9/11---------------------------11-----13-12-11-----------------------/
E/--------------------------------------------11-10-9------------------------/
 
    Db            Dbm          Ab
e/--4----4----x---4---4---x---4----------------------------------------------/
B/--6----6----x---5---5---x---4---------------4------------------------------/
G/--6----6----x---6---6---x---6---------------5------------------------------/
D/--6----6----x---6---6---x---6-------------6--------------------------------/
A/--4----4----x---4---4---x---6-----3-4-5-6----------------------------------/
E/----------------------------4----------------------------------------------/
 
 
[Chorus]
Ab
  Same old tune
C7
  Same old chords
Db                     Dbm
  Same old blues that I had before
Ab                              Eb
  Told myself I wouldn't get lonesome anymore
Db        Dbm      Ab  Eb7
  Doggone my time
 
 
[Verse 1]
Ab
  Ain't got no money
C7
  Ain't got no girl
Db                              Dbm
  I ain't pretty my teeth don't shine like pearls
Ab                                Eb            Eb7 D7 Db7
  But I can make it through this doggone world
Db     Dbm        Ab    Eb7
   Doggone my time
 
 
[Instrumental]
Ab   /C7   /Db   /Dbm   /Ab   /Eb7    /Db Dbm /Ab Eb
Ab   /C7   /Db   /Dbm   /Ab   /Eb7    /Db Dbm /Ab Eb7
Ab   /C7   /Db   /Dbm   /Ab   /Eb7    /Db Dbm /Ab Eb7
 
 
[Verse 2]
Ab
  Same old words



C7
  Same old rhyms
Db                            Dbm
  It's been so long now since I felt fine
Ab                        Eb            Eb  D  Db
  Prisoner of love now my heart's doing time
Db        Dbm      Ab  Eb7
  Doggone my time
 
 
[Verse 3]
Ab
  Her pretty face
C7
  Is all I can see
Db                                   Dbm
  Those big old brown eyes they just won't let me be
Ab                           Eb              Eb - D - Db
  Looks like Cupid's playing dirty tricks on me
Db        Dbm      Ab  Eb7
  Doggone my time
 
 
[Chorus]
Ab
  Same old tune
C7
  Same old chords
Db                     Dbm
  Same old blues that I had before
Ab                          Eb
  Told myself I wouldn't get lonesome anymore
Db        Dbm      Ab  Eb7  D Db
  Doggone my time
 
 
[Outro]
Db   Dbm     Eb7  Ab
  Doggone         my time

4540. Doggone That Train - Chords

Doggone That Train
Written and recorded by Jimmy Davis

C                                        C7
I took my girl to the depot put her on a north bound train
  F                       C               D7            G7
I held her hand I held it long and strong never to hold again
C                                               F                  C
The tears streamed down my cold pale cheeks she didn't even bat an eye
F                          C              G7              C
It was a blue blue day for me I mean when Coreen said goodbye



    G7        C                  F             C
Dog-gone that train that took my gal away from here
    G7
She left me blue left me lonesome too 
   D7                    G7
My heart will be hard to cheer
C   G7     C          C7                 F
May-be someday she'll catch a southbound train
    G7              C
And come back to me again

                                      F                        C
The fireman blew his whistle loud the brakeman says we're long gone
       G7                                         D7              G7
As the train pulled out she dropped a note saying so long papa so long 
C                                          F                 C
She says I'm going north where men are men then I'll be satisfied
F                          C              G7              C
It was a blue blue day for me I mean when Coreen said goodbye

Repeat #2

4541. Doggy On The Roof

Blue Dogs - Doggy On The Roof

There's a Doggy on the roof
And I don't know what to do now
He's looking kinda crazy and he's looking for you now
He's a pawing at the cutters and he's chewing on the bricks
And he's leaving dog saliva on everything he licks
He's a doggy on the roof
There's a doggy on the roof (woof woof)
There's a doggy on the roof
Barky bark now you nut, you canine dog
Well he never takes a shower
Commits a lot of crimes
And he plays lots of poker in his spare time
Well he exercises daily he really loves to jog
He's a duffer all season a real renaissance dog
He's a doggy on the roof
There's a doggy on the roof (woof woof)
Jump on down spot
You're scratching up my chimney
Well i hear him scratching around up there
He must be having fun
I would go up and get him down but there might be more than one
Well I'll give him some food if he's hungry
So he don't come down here and eat me all up (hey)
The worst way to die is digestion by a puppy
He's a doggy on the roof
There's a doggy on the roof (woof woof)



Just a dog
On the woof

4542. Dogs

Keller Williams - Dogs

Earl is the dog
Sheeba is his girl
She is the queen of the tundra
He is the golden boy

Like any couple in love
They have their issues
There are lines that could never be crossed
Even though they drink from the same bowl
They could never eat from the same bowl
That's a line that can never be crossed
So don't you even try

Earl is the dog
(Little earlie)
Sheeba is his girl
(Sweet Sheeba)
She is the queen of the tundra
He is the golden boy

It's an all day affair
To lay and be petted
Spend some time with a chewy toy
Just sniff around
Follow that smell
Nudge the gate open
To the outside world
Where the squirrels run for their lives
And the scent goes on forever

He's a bed-hog
She is leaky
He's the watchdog
She's the front seat security
But the deadly gas
That can clear a room
Or make you think
You're gonna wreck the car
Eventually goes away
We don't seem to mind
It happens every day
All the time
'Cause they can do no wrong
And now they are immortal

-chorus-



4543. Dogwood

David Rawlings
Dogwood

Well my name is not important
You could say I've been around
And my song it has been stolen like all others in this town
I can tell the way I'm headed by the moss upon the trees
I mean every word I've said
And nothing means a thing to me

I'm a man without a direction
I'm a ship without a sea
Meet me at the resurrection
Say you'll save a place for me

Now the sky is casting over
There's a storm cloud rolling in
I believe it could be months before I pass this way again
Count the scars on the horizon
Count the birds up in the sky
There's a dogwood at the crossing
You can't miss it if you try

And if you see me coming through the distant grass
Send a hand to clear the stones out of my path

If you see my dear companion
Tell her that I am not lost
I am standing at the station
I am trying to get across
Count the clouds on the horizon
Count the stars up in the sky
There's a dogwood at the turning
You can't miss it if you try

4544. Doin' It

Doin' It
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

I went to San Francisco
Just to see Twin Peaks
I never looked up once (Why's that?)
There's too many girls on the street
Tried my hand at working
Couldn't get a lick of work done
With all them girls runnin' around



I was missing out on all of my fun! (Missing all my fun!)

But I'm a real big sports fan
I'm always at the game!
Keepin' my eyes open
For some good lookin' dame
Now Jack, don't set me back
I'm shooting straight from the hip (Shootin' from the hip!)
Winnin' girls and chicks and stuff
There ain't a girl I can't get
Ain't one gonna gimme the slip!

So cool do I come off (Comin' off!)
Take a little time and then I'm gone
What can I tell ya?
With all that leg I gotta admit
So cool is my approach
My style is known from coast to coast

What can I tell ya?
I'm doin' it right
I'm dynamite
I'm doin' it right
I'm dynamite
Just light my fuse and hold on tight
And the night's real cold
Well, everything told
Put another log on the fire

Busy busy busy being the king
I'll try to slip you inbetween
If you have to wait in time
It's well worth your time
I'll get you in right under the wire

Yeah, all my friends they eat a lot
I don't give a damn if they do
Most of my food is dressed in skirts
And walkin' by two by two

You know, I got religion
And I pray whenever I can
With all them girls runnin' around
I thank the lord that I'm a man

Went to school to get some smarts
Learned a lot, maybe not
The girlies I studied with was always young and hot
There ain't no reason I should lie
I ain't that kind of a guy
For a one night stand, I am the man
To get your girlfriend high!
Lemme get your girlfriend high!

So cool do I come off
Take a little time and then I'm gone
What can I tell ya?



With all that leg I gotta admit
So cool is my approach
My style is known from coast to coast

What can I tell ya?
I'm doin' it right
I'm dynamite
I'm doin' it right
I'm dynamite
Just light my fuse and hold on tight
And the night's won't be cold
Everything be told
Put another log on the fire

Busy busy busy being the king
I'll try to slip you inbetween
If you have to wait in line
It's well worth your time
I'll get you in right under the wire!

Hey, the army, they called me up
I'm afraid that I can't go (How come?)
I'm a lover, not a fighter!
This time they should know
I plan to spend the rest of my life doing what I do
I'll travel abroad, I'll dine on cod
And oh waiter, a table for two
Hey waiter, a table for two!

Yeah, I went to San Francisco
Just to see Twin Peaks
I never looked up once (FOR REAL!)
There's too many girls on the street
Tried my hand at working
Couldn't get a lick of work done
With all them girls runnin' around
I was missing out on all of my fun!

But I'm a real big sports fan!
I'm always at the game (Batter up!)
Keepin' my eyes open
For some good lookin' dame
Now Jack, don't set me back
I'm shooting straight from the hip
Winnin' them girls and chicks and stuff
There ain't one I can't get
Ain't one gonna gimme the slip!

So cool do I come off
Take a little time and then I'm gone
What can I tell ya?
With all that leg I gotta admit
So cool is my approach
My style is known from coast to coast
What can I tell ya?
I'm doin' it



Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it

Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it

Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it
Doin' it

4545. Doin' It On My Own

Jim Lauderdale - Doin' It on My Own

Ain't no time like the future to make up for the past
Everything that could go wrong went wrong as was forecast
Cow jumped to the moon, sometime back in June
If she ain't back by August I may sing a different tune
Got it on my mind to run away and ramble
Calculated gamble, I may never come back home
No time like the future to take off on my own
'Cause I'm doin' it, doin' it, doin' it on my own
Four and twenty blackbirds baked inside a cake
If they ever serve it up, some jaws are gonna break
I'm going down to Johnson, saddle my own mule
Brought him to the barn dance looking like a fool
I don't care what people think, I never really did
Had a yearn to travel ever since I was a kid
No time like the future to take off on my own
'Cause I'm doin' it, doin' it, doin' it on my own
Ain't no time like the future to leave the past behind
Have a slice and pay the price where the trail winds
Someone ride to Arkansas, someone ride back home



Someone down to Texas on the way to San Antone
Got it on my mind to run away and ramble
Calculated gamble, I may never come back home
No time like the future to take off on my own
'Cause I'm doin' it, doin' it, doin' it on my own
'Cause I'm doin' it, doin' it, doin' it on my own

4546. Doin' My Time

Marty Stuart - Doin' My Time
Flatt & Scruggs - Boxcars - Serene Green

On this rock pile, with my ball and chain
They call me by a number not a name Lord, Lord

Gotta do my time, I gotta do my time
With an aching heart, on that gal of mine

You can here my hammer, you can hear my saw
Gonna sing it like John Henry all day long Lord, Lord

Gotta do my time, I gotta do my time
With an aching heart, on that gal of mine

When that old judge looked down at me
Said I put you in that penitentiary Lord, Lord

Gotta do my time, I gotta do my time
With an aching heart, on that gal of mine

Well now it won't be long, just a few more days
They'll let me out of here I'm gonna stay Lord, Lord

With that gal of mine, with that gal of mine
She's a waited for me while I've done my time

4547. Doin' Things Right

Billy Strings 
Doin' Things Right

I keep doin' things right
It's like I can't do wrong
Man, I feel so tired
It's prob'ly 'cause I've been awake so long

And I got a little rhythm
Playin' through my head
And I'd like to keep it goin'



Otherwise I might wake up dead

We gotta stick together, baby, through thick and thin
If we're gonna see the sun come up again
It don't matter where you're from, what shade you are
Keep a-reachin' for the sun and the moon and the stars

When you're feeling all alone
You need some ears to pull
You can call me up, baby
'Cause you know my heart is feelin' full

It's a peaceful easy livin'
Down here on Earth
With my eyes on the bright side
[?]

We gotta stick together, baby, through thick and thin
If we wanna see the sun come up again
It don't matter where you're from, baby, what shade you are
Keep a-reachin' for the sun and the moon and the stars

You couldn't tell me no rules
I wouldn't learn sometime
And if I did you wrong
You know eventually I'm gonna get mine

It's just the way of the world
She's got the master plan
And with her in mind
You know I'm tryin' to be a better man

Come and listen, little children
To the words I say
We've got to stand together
To put an end to hate today

It don't matter where you're from
Or what age you are
Well you can make the difference
You can be somebody's shooting star

We gotta stick together, baby, through thick and thin
If you wanna see the sun come up again
No matter where you're from, what age you are
You keep reachin' for the sun and the moon and the stars

4548. Doin' Time

Doin' Time
Claire Lynch

I was born with a fire in me, buried under coals



I lit a match when I was seven, burned down our home
Took the blame for all the trouble I put them through
But the trouble won't release me no matter what I do

All that I know to do now is run away
When I forgive myself that will be the day
I keep drivin' down these two yellow lines
If the road is my sentence I'm doin' time

Met a boy in West Virginia, he was the one
Thought I'd finally found the answer, he shone like the sun
But I let it all unravel like I always do
Never knowin  he was leavin , leavin  me the fool

All that I know to do now is run away
When I forgive myself that will be the day
T'keep drivin' down these two yellow lines
If the road is my sentence I'm doin' time

All that I know to do now is run away
When I forgive myself that will be the day
I keep drivin' down these two yellow lines
If the road is my sentence I'm doin' time

All that I know to do now is run away
When I forgive myself that will be the day
I keep drivin' down these two yellow lines
If the road is my sentence I'm doin' time
If the road is my sentence I'm doin' time

4549. Doin' What I Did

Doin' What I Did

Hey, when c.c. rider was just a snot-nosed kid
I was already known for doin' what i did
The women all screamed as i walked by
My daddy would curse me

And my momma'd start to cry
'Cause i was known yeah for doin' what i did
My reputation was strong, hey for doing what i did
It ain't no way they could ever get kissed

'Cause i was just too well known for doin' what i did
Hey, my momma called the preacher, called up everyone she knew
All of her friends 
When old Casanova was a just love-sick pup

I'd already broke me so many hearts i could've started me a dump
'Cause i was known yeah for doin' what i did
My reputation was strong, hey for doing what i did
It ain't no way they could ever get kissed



'Cause i was just too well known for doin' what i did
The older boys was teasin' me on my first day of school
Then finally the teachers let me break all the rules
The press heard about it tried to put me in the news

They didn't have no comment for fear of what they'd lose
'Cause i was known yeah for doin' what i did
My reputation was strong, hey for doing what i did
It ain't no way they could ever get kissed

'Cause i was just too well known for doin' what i did
Ahh, it was like i was strong, since i was born
Man, i stood alone
Yeah, baby, i was strong

Doin what i did
Doin what i did
Ah, doin what i did
Hey, when old c.c. rider was a snot-nosed kid

I was already know, baby, for doin' what i did
When little casanova was a snot-nosed punk,
I'd already broke so many hearts i could've started me a dump
I was known, for doin' what i did

My reputation was strong, yeah for doin' what i did
All the time i was know, yeah for doin' what i did

4550. Doing My Time

Doing My Time

On this old rock pile with a ball and chain
They call be by a number not a name, Lord, Lord
Gotta do my time, gotta do my time
With an aching heart and worried mind

When that old judge looked down and smiled
He said I'll put you on that good road for a while, Lord Lord
Gotta do my time, gotta do my time
With an aching heart and a worried mind

You can hear my hammer you can hear my song
I'll swing it like John Henry all day long, Lord Lord
Gotta do my time, gotta do my time
With an aching heart and a worried mind

It won't be long, just a few more days
I'll settle down and quit my rowdy ways Lord Lord
with that gal of mine, with that gal of mine
She'll be waiting for me when I've done my time



4551. Doll Face

Todd Snider - Doll Face (Live)

[Intro]
I got another story song for ya
It's 'bout an old guy who feels like his lot in life isn't his fault
In fact, he's convinced of it
But rather that be upset about it
He chooses to comfort those who share his lot with him
It's also about the environment and shit
Real deep stuff
It's called "Doll Face"

[Verse 1]
I come from not far from here
A long time ago
Spent years on the mountain
'Fore they even built this town below
I had a place on the ridge
With a view for miles around
Until the day those men came up
And dragged me into town
Ooh, a shame what they did to me
Ooh, it's a crying shame
It was a shame the way they treated me

[Verse 2]
Back in town they beat me so bad
I passed into something else
When I awoke, I looked
I couldn't even recognize myself
Completely covered in useless information
Anybody looking could see
Chucked in the back of a truck
With a rubber band stuck around what's left of me

[Verse 3]
Next thing I know I'm thrown in a yard
Where I wait a while and then
This old man walks out in a bathrobe
He picks me up and he walks me back in
And he frees me from that rubber band alright
But then in what seemed like a flash
He glanced me over once
And then he threw me into the trash
Well, that's how I ended up on this land fill
Here lying around
Waiting on this big ol' pile of garbage we're on
To work its way back underground
Where I hope to grow up big and tall again
Maybe even right here on this very spot
I know that might seem like a pipe dream to you



But Doll Face, that's all I got

[Verse 4]
You see man seems to think the world was made for him
And that might be true
But there's a crack in every side walk
Where the grass breaks through
You know what I'm saying, baby
Stick with me
Someday you may have it made
In the shade of a tree
You know what I'm saying, baby
Stick with me

4552. Dollar Bill Bar Live - Chords

Dollar Bill Bar Live 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
F G C
F G C
 
[Verse 1]
             F
We wrote our names on the dollar bills
                        C
Down at the dollar bill bar
             F
Our feelings couldn't reach the ceiling
                                  C
So we hung 'em right there on the wall
        F
We were spinning 'round so silly drunk
                                C
The wind was just like rippling leaves
     F
In a forest full of promises
                          C
A hundred thousand broken-down dreams
 
 
[Chorus 1]
          Em
Guys like you are a dime a dozen
           F
You should count your lucky stars
        Em
Darlin' if I had a dollar
          F      Bb       F
For every single sailor's heart
           F
Well honey I could break a hundred



G                       C
Down at the dollar bill bar
 
 
F G C
F G C
 
 
[Verse 2]
                    F
Well don't look too close at the dollar bills
                        C
Down at the dollar bill bar
        F
You may see my name is written there
                                     C
And then you'd know I've been here before
             F
Well you may think that you are special
                            C
And that you've got what it takes
        F
But I'm standing here to tell you
                         C
That was your very first mistake
 
 
[Chorus 2]
          Em
Guys like you are a dime a dozen
           F
You should count your lucky stars
        Em
Darlin' if I had a dollar
          F      Bb       F
For every single cowboy's heart
           F
Well honey I could break a hundred
G                       C
Down at the dollar bill bar
 
 
[Solo]
F C
F C
F C
F C
 
 
[Chorus 3]
          Em
Guys like you are a dime a dozen
           F
You should count your lucky stars
        Em
Darlin' if I had a dollar
          F      Bb       F



For every single hopeful heart
           F
Well honey I could break a hundred
G                       C
Down at the dollar bill bar
 
 
[Tag]
           F
Well honey I could break a hundred
G                       C
Down at the dollar bill bar
 
 
[Outro]
F C
F C

4553. Dollar Bill Blues

Dollar Bill Blues
Chris Stuart & Backcountry

If I had a dollar bill
Yes, I believe I surely will
Go to town and drink my fill
Early in the morning

Little darling she'²s a red-haired thing
Man she makes my legs to sing
Gonna buy her a diamond ring
Early in the morning

Mother was a golden girl
Slit her throat just to get her pearls
Cast myself into a whirl
Before a bunch of swine

It's a long way down the Harlan Road
Busted back and a heavy load
Won'²t get through to save my soul
Early in the morning

Always been a gambling man
Rolled them bones with either hand
Seven is the promised land
Early in the morning

Whiskey'd be my dying bed
Tell me where to lay my head
Come with me is all she said
Early in the morning



If I had a dollar bill
Yes, I believe I surely will
Go to town and drink my fill
Early in the morning

Little darling she's a red-haired thing
Man she makes my legs to sing
Gonna buy her a diamond ring
Early in the morning

4554. Dollar Matinee

Nanci Griffith - Dollar Matinee

Ronnie stood beneath the movie marquee
His memories all curled up inside
He was trying to remember
Was it August or September
He'd seen her for the last time

He'd heard that she'd become an actress
Lord, she always had the prettiest face
And he stood with his hands
In his pockets and waited
For the dollar matinee

Lord, she's bigger than life on the screen
There's a laugh from the balcony, good Lord
And the sun will burn you and blind you
When you step back into the street

The theater, she smelled so familiar
She was a smokey old velvet delight
Yes, and he sat down front
Just like he'd always done
With his feet hanging out in the aisles

And he watched her with eyes disbelieving
Felt something like time on his brain
And he told himself
Don't you remember it's only
Just a part that she's playing

Lord, she's bigger than life on the screen
There's a laugh from the balcony, good Lord
And the sun will burn you and blind you
When you step back into the street

She stood by some window in Paris
While the captions translated the scene
Oh, and Ronnie stared back
At her body and breathed
"Christ, that's the first time I've seen it!"



Behind him the people were leaving
Well, the busses, they were humming outside
But old Ronnie never went
To the movies unless
He could stay and see it twice

Lord, she's bigger than life on the screen
There's a laugh from the balcony, good Lord
And the sun will burn you and blind you
When you step back into the street

4555. Dolly Dear - Chords

Dolly Dear
Written and recorded by Cowboy Copas

C                     F      C
Dolly is the sweetest gal in town
                  D7         G7
Loved by the boys from miles around
    C               F                C
She looks so pretty walking down the street
   F            C             G7      C
My heart goes a-flutter every time we meet
      F                       C
Dolly dear (Dolly dear) Dolly dear (Dolly dear)
You're the sweetest little honey 
And I'd part from all my money
        G7              C
Just to have you always near
                  F       C
Dolly has eyes so big and blue
                       D7       G7
Dolly has a heart that could be true
C                     F      C
Pretty blond hair and lips divine
    F      C                       G7       C
I'd give a million dollars just to make her mine
Repeat #2
                      F       C
I want just one thing in this life
F                        D7    G7
Oh pretty Dolly will you be my wife
C                               F        C
I'll buy you pretty dresses and diamonds too
F          C            G7        C
Dolly dear Dolly I'm in love with you
Repeat #2
 
                     F     C
When I pass o'er the great divide 
             D7          G7



I wanna have Dolly by my side
   C                      F      C
If I'm not waitin' by the pearly gate
F           C             G7       C
Wait for me Dolly cause I might be late
Repeat #2 x2

4556. Domestic Life - Chords

Domestic Life
Recorded by John Conlee
Written by Gary Harrison and J.D. Martin

C
Cruising in a station wagon 
Tryin' to keep the muffler from dragging
Dm                     G7
Sometimes it all seems so defeating
       Dm                         G7
As I'm hustling to make it to the cub scout meeting
C
Ooh I dream about Mexico 
Where all the pretty people go
Dm                       G7
We're on the budget that just won't budge
Dm                   G7
Not much money but a whole lot of love
            C
Living that domestic life 
                     G7
Happy children and a pretty wife
                            F
Our Cocker Spaniel's always having puppies 
                  G7
How could anybody be so lucky
                 C
See me mowin' my domestic yard 
                      Em
Lord I owe my soul to Mastercard
A7                      F
But it seems to suit me to a T 
     G7                C
That domestic life's alright with me
Our neighbor's names are Fred and Ruth 
He wears a lot of leisure suits
Dm                 G7
She sells Avon and Tupperware too 
Dm                           G7
We're always ducking all the bull they shoot
C
Ooh I'll never be president 
    
And we never seem to save a cent



    Dm                        G7
But things are looking better everyday 
         Dm                      G7
Hell I'm Sergeant At Arms of the PTA
            C
Living that domestic life 
                     G7
Happy children and a pretty wife
                            F
Our Cocker Spaniel's always having puppies 
                  G7
How could anybody be so lucky
                 C
See me mowin' my domestic yard 
                      Em
Lord I owe my soul to Mastercard
A7                      F
But it seems to suit me to a T 
     G7                C
That domestic life's alright with me
                  G7       C
We're living that domestic life

4557. Domestic, Light And Cold

Dierks Bentley - Domestic, Light and Cold

[Verse 1]
Hey bartender, can I make one special request?
My woman left me, so tonight I'll be drinking your best
I'm not talking about Single Malt, Scotch, Jagermeister, or Cuervo Gold
I'll take anything domestic, light, and cold

[Chorus]
Domestic, light, and cold, that's what I'm having
Serve me up any old, iced-down American classic
Pop a top, crack a can, just don't make me wait too long
I'll take, anything domestic, light, and cold

[Verse 2]
No, I wasn't cheating, she just said that I was hard to please
And I'll admit it, I can be set in my country ways
So go ahead and break out the good stuff, if I can be so bold
I'll take anything domestic, light, and cold

[Chorus]
Domestic, light, and cold, that's what I'm having
Serve me up any old, iced-down American classic
Pop a top, crack a can, just don't make me wait too long
I'll take, anything domestic, light, and cold

[Bridge]
You've got beer from all over the world on the wall



I can even get a free t-shirt if I try them all
But tonight I'm in the mood
For some of that homegrown brew

[Chorus]
Pop a top, crack a can, just don't make me wait too long
I'll take anything domestic, light, and cold
I know what the best is
Anything domestic, light, and cold

[Outro]
Bartender
I'll take anything domestic, light, and cold over here
Well, hello over there
That's something domestic, light, and hot
Haha, daddy likey
Hi, there
You, uh, you like country music?
Oh, yeah
Dude, we can't say "daddy likey," can we?

4558. Dominated Love Slave

Dominated Love Slave
Chris Stapleton

I want to be your dominated
Love slave
I want to be the one that
Takes the pain
You can spank me when I do
Not behave
Mack me in the forehead
With a chain
Cause I love feelin' dirty
And I love feelin' cheap
And I love it when you hurt me
So drive those staples deep
I want you to slap me and
Call me naughty
Put a belt sander against my
Skin
I want to feel pain all over
My body
Can't wait to be punished for
My sins.

4559. Don Juan - Chords



Don Juan
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Laying Martine

C
Well I was dancin' with my baby on a Saturday night
                         G7
In a border town down in Texas
Yeah the records were spinnin' everybody was grinnin'
                             C
And you know the music was infectious
Well when we got to our seats I went for somethin' to eat
                                     F
And when I came back my eyes stopped dead
                                     C
Some guy was throwin' a line to that baby of mine
    G7             C
And this is what I said
                                            G7
Don Juan Don Juan hey get your hands off my woman
But now I understand that you're a ladies man
                                       C
But I'll pretend you didn't know I was comin'
                                                  F
A Don Juan Don Juan whoa you picked the wrong senorita
                             C
She belongs to me and when I count to three
              G7       C
You better be gone Don Juan
                                      
Well he started to rise and there was blood in his eyes
                                      G7
And he yelled to the crowd he's gonna get me
But when my right hit his jaw you know he fell to the floor
                           C
A just as he was tryin' to deck me
And when he get to his feet he stumbled out on the street
                     F
And somebody shouted ole 
                                            C
He turned and shook his fist said you'll be sorry for this
    G7                  C
And once again I had to say
repeat #3
What do you mean you thought she was my sister

4560. Don Quixote

Don Quixote
Gordon Lightfoot

Through the woodland, through the valley
Comes a horseman wild and free
Tilting at the windmills passing



Who can the brave young horseman be

He is wild but he is mellow
He is strong but he is weak
He is cruel but he is gentle
He is wise but he is meek

Reaching for his saddlebag
He takes a battered book into his hand
Standing like a prophet bold
He shouts across the ocean to the shore
'Til he can shout no more

I have come o'er moor and mountain
Like the hawk upon the wing
I was once a shining knight
Who was the guardian of a king

I have searched the whole world over
Looking for a place to sleep
I have seen the strong survive
And I have seen the lean grow weak

See the children of the earth
Who wake to find the table bare
See the gentry in the country
Riding off to take the air

Reaching for his saddlebag
He takes a rusty sword into his hand
Then striking up a knightly pose
He shouts across the ocean to the shore
'Til he can shout no more

See the jailer with his key
Who locks away all trace of sin
See the judge upon the bench
Who tries the case as best he can

See the wise and wicked ones
Who feed upon life's sacred fire
See the soldier with his gun
Who must be dead to be admired

See the man who tips the needle
See the man who buys and sells
See the man who puts the collar
On the ones who dare not tell

See the drunkard in the tavern
Stemming gold to make ends meet
See the youth in ghetto black
Condemned to life upon the street

Reaching for his saddlebag
He takes a tarnished cross into his hand
Then standing like a preacher now



He shouts across the ocean to the shore
Then in a blaze of tangled hooves
He gallops off across the dusty plain
In vain to search again
Where no one will hear

Through the woodland, through the valley
Comes a horseman wild and free
Tilting at the windmills passing
Who can the brave young horseman be

He is wild but he is mellow
He is strong but he is weak
He is cruel but he is gentle
He is wise but he is meek

4561. Don't

Don't
Larkin Poe - Don't

Don't Honey don't bust down my door
Tellin' me what I should do
You've been around time and again
But you don't give a damn about where I've been
(Woah)

Don't try to lie
Don't try to tell me
Don't try to buy me
Don't try to sell me
(No) I know what I am
(Lie) I know what I need
Don't try to sell me!

Honey don't you swagger in
Grabbin' for a quick steal
You may think you're top shelf
But so does everybody else
And we all payed our dues

Don't try to lie
Don't try to tell me
Don't try to buy me
Don't try to sell me

(No) I know what I am
(Lie) I know what I need
Don't try to sell me!
(What I am is what I am
What I need is what I need
What I want is what I want
Give it all and give it free) x3



(Don't try to lie
Don't try to tell me
Don't try to buy me
Don't try to sell me) x2

4562. Don't Act

Don't Act
Rhonda Vincent - Don't Act

You cannot gossip, and cheat and lie,
and make it to those pearly gates.
You must love your neighbor 
as you love yourself. 
Your heart can't be filled with hate.

-CHORUS-
Don't act, but be a Christian, 
like the Bible says to be.
If you're gonna live right,
let go of the wrong. 
Brother, fall down on your knees.

There's more to religion 
than Sunday mornin'.
It takes seven days of the week.
You just don't know who might be listenin'.
Be careful what you speak.

Don't act, but be a Christian, 
like the Bible says to be.
If you're gonna live right,
let go of the wrong. 
Brother, fall down on your knees.

Don't act, but be a Christian, 
like the Bible says to be.
If you're gonna live right,
let go of the wrong. 
Brother, fall down on your knees.

Brother, fall down on your knees

4563. Don't Ask Why

Don't Ask Why

Ask me any kind of question, anything you
want to know.



Tell you all about my lovers, heartaches and laughter
from a long time ago.

Ask me if I'm finally happy,
I've never really been before.
Ever since you happened to me,
I've told all my secrets;
I don't have anymore

~Chorus~
Ask me now and I won't tell a lie.

Ask me how I've been feeling inside.
But when somebody loves you and you know that it's true;
Don't ask why.

Ask me if I really mean it
when I tell you I love you.
Ask me will I please repeat it.
I'll tell you forever if you want me to.

~Repeat Chorus~

Don't ask why...

4564. Don't Back A Man Up In A Corner

Ernest Tubb 
Don't Back A Man Up In A Corner

She never was quite satisfied with me
She's been a lot of time rebuilding me
A hundred times I tried to warn her
Don't back a man up in a corner

Cause you can only push a man so far
The ties of love will only stretch so far
Then day will break and he's a goner
Don't back a man up in a corner

Cause he'll come out swinging every time
If you'll walk up and down on his pride
If you'll break down the door
And he can't hide no more
You just might find the tiger inside

It feels so good to feel the open air
It felt so good to leave her standing there
A hundred times I tried to warn her
Don't back a man up in a corner

Cause he'll come out swinging every time
If you'll walk up and down on his pride



If you'll break down the door
And he can't hide no more
You just might find the tiger inside

It feels so good to feel the open air
It felt so good to leave her standing there
A hundred times I tried to warn her
Don't back a man up in a corner
Don't back a man up in a corner

4565. Don't Back Down

Jim Lauderdale
Don't Back Down

Move straight ahead, don't retrogress
Right way to go is anybody's guess
Your's is as good as the next in line
Don't back-pedal ten times in nine

Don't change your mind till the facts are in
Then roll up your sleeves and begin again
Don't give up 'cause you got it wrong
Just admit it and come back strong

Don't turn tail just stand your ground
Don't derail and don't back down
Don't make a U-turn unprepared
Live and learn but don't run scared
Don't derail and don't back down

If you learn one thing and don't learn more
Don't call it quits till you see the score
Just keep your cool, don't flip your lid
They may call you the come-back kid

Don't turn tail just stand your ground
Don't derail and don't back down
Don't make a U-turn unprepared
Live and learn but don't run scared
Don't derail and don't back down

Don't turn tail just stand your ground
Don't derail and don't back down
Don't make a U-turn unprepared
Live and learn but don't run scared
Don't derail and don't back down

Don't turn tail just stand your ground
Don't derail and don't back down



4566. Don't Be Afraid Of The NeoCons

Don't Be Afraid of the NeoCons
Norman Blake - Don't Be Afraid of the NeoCons

[Verse 1]
And away down yonder in the partisand
Jeb Bush is a mighty man
He told little brother, "Don't be blue
Or I'm-a gonna hand this thing to you"

[Verse 2]
The churches all got on board
In the holy name of our Lord
They took him for their favorite son
And they sent him away to Washington

[Verse 3]
Now Georgie Bush, he is the man
He landed in Afghanistan
"We'll get Osama!" was his crack
And now we're stranded in Iraq

[Verse 4]
He told old Rumsfeld on the green
"Now you're the best I've ever seen
Just heed my words and you'll go far
And help me win my daddy's war,"

[Verse 5]
Oh Cheney lives way downtown
By a cement (?) underground
No more he'll roam Wyoming's hills
Halliburton is his thrill

[Chorus]
Don't send your money to Washington
To fight a war that's never done
Don't play their games, don't be their pawns
And don't be afraid of the NeoCons

[Verse 6]
Katrina a-blew through the town
Black waters flooded all around
No money to raise the levies high
And so we watched New Orleans die

4567. Don't Be Angry



Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Don't Be Angry

Don't be angry at me, darling, if I fail to understand
All your little whims and wishes all the time
Just remember that I'm dumb I guess like any foolish man
And my head stays sorta foggy cause you're mine

Well, I recall the first time that I flirted with you dear
When I jokingly said come and be my bride
Now that time has turned the pages it's the sweetest joke on earth
That I have you here forever by my side

Maybe someday you're gonna hurt me well I've been hurting of before
Only God can know and time alone will tell
But in the mean time I'll keep loving you with all my heart and soul
And pray God to let it last if it's his will

Don't be angry at me, darling, if I fail to understand
All your little whims and wishes all the time
Just remember that I'm dumb I guess like any foolish man
And my head stays sorta foggy cause you're mine

4568. Don't Be Ashamed Of Your Age

Red Foley & Ernest Tubb 
Don't Be Ashamed Of Your Age
Mac Wiseman

Don't be ashamed of your age
Don't let the years get you down
That old gang you knew, they still think of you
As all rounder in your old hometown

Don't mind the gray in your hair
Just think of all the fun you had puttin' it there
And as for that old book of time, boy, you never skipped a page
So don't be ashamed of your age
Brother, don't be ashamed of your age

And now listen Mr. Smith and Mr. Brown
Don't let the years get you down
'Cause life ain't begun, until you're forty, son
That's when you really start to go uptown

And don't wish that you were a lad
While boy, you've lost the old girls they've ever had
And what's more, you've graduated from that old sucker stage
So don't be ashamed of your age
Brother, don't be ashamed of your age



4569. Don't Be Cruel

Don't Be Cruel
(Otis Blackwell - Elvis Presley)

You know I can be found sittin' home all alone
If you can't come around a least please telephone
Don't be cruel to a heart that's true.

Baby, if I made you mad for something I might have said
Please let's forget the past the future looks bright ahead
Don't be cruel to a heart that's true
I don't want no other love, baby, it's just you I'm thinking of.

Well, don't stop thinking of me don't make me feel this way
Come on over here and love me you know what I want you to say
Don't be cruel to a hear that's true
Oh, why should we be apart I really love you baby cross my heart.

Well, let's walk up to the preacher let us say I do
Then you'll know you'll have me and I'll know I'll have you too
Don't be cruel to a heart that's true
I don't want no other love, baby, it's just you I'm thinking of.

Don't be cruel to a heart that's true don't be cruel to a heart that's true
I don't want no other love, baby, it's just you I'm thinking of...

4570. Don't Be Sad

Don't Be Sad

Don't be sad 'cause you got
what you wanted
You should be glad to know
that I'm finally gone
Don't feel bad or be
disappointed
'Cause you got what you 
want all along

Wasn't it you who said a
Blinded fool could see the
Clear plain truth about how
Deeply cruel it is to
Live a lie here with each other
And mourn a love that
won't recover
As I recall those were the very
words I heard you use

Chorus

Wasn't it me who asked so 



Stupidly if there were 
Things that I could maybe 
Do or try to somehow
Hold what fell apart together
But you just coldly told me never
To even entertain the thought
that our love would survive

4571. Don't Be Sad - Chords

Don't Be Sad
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G                           C            G
Well don't be sad cause you got what you wanted
                           C                D7
You should be glad to know that I'm finally gone
           G             C
Don't feel bad or be disappointed 
          G            D7         G
Cause you got what you wanted all along
D7                       G
Wasn't it you who said a blinded fool could see
    D7                          G
The clear plain truth about how deeply cruel 
         C
It is to live a lie here with each other 
G
And mourn a love that won't recover
D7                              G
As I recall those were the very words I heard you use
repeat #1 So don't be sad
D7                            G
And wasn't it me who asked so stupidly if there were
D7                        G
Things that I could maybe do or try to somehow
C
Hold what fell apart together 
G
But you just coldly told me never
D7                                 G
To even entertain the thought that our love would survive
repeat #1 So don't be sad 
C       G            D7         G
Yes you got what you wanted all along

4572. Don't Be Surprised



Tim O'Brien - Don't Be Surprised

She was heavy with child, he had a hungry look
They were out on the road just waitin' to be took
And I wasn't much better, all I owned in a sack
But I had enough street smarts to watch my back
And he asked me if I knew a place they could go
To keep from the wind, away from the rain and the drivin' snow
He said I'm good with my hands, I can work my way
But I don't know a soul hear, there's not much I can pay
I just shook my head and all I could say was
Don't be surprised when they turn you away

I said your child will be born to a heartless place
If he tries to do good, they'll just spit in his face
He might heal the sick, make a lame man walk
Draw big crowds of people to hear his talk
But he'd make rich men nervous, they'd take him away
Put him on trial, and twist his words just to make make him pay
He might be humble, the gentlest around
But that won't stop some men from puttin' him down
You see I don't have much faith in people these days
So don't be surprised if they turn him away

I guess someday maybe Rome will fall
Peace could live inside Jerusalem's walls
Men will succeed at lots of things they try
Grow food in the desert, even learn how to fly
In two thousand years they'll look back on our day
And study about us, wonder how in the world we could live this way
But the more things change the more they stay the same
Men will never give up their hurtful games
A few will stand tall, a few will walk straight
But most of us will fall to the fear and hate

I guess at the time it didn't seem so odd
But that was Joseph and Mary, the mother of God
I wouldn't change a word if I saw them today
And I wouldn't be surprised if they turned them away
He said I'm good with my hands, I can work my way
But I don't know a soul hear, there's not much I can pay
I just shook my head and all I could say was
Don't be surprised when they turn you away

4573. Don't Be Waitin'

Don't Be Waitin'
Wayne Taylor

Don't you be waitin' round for me. 
I'll be gone when you hear ole number 9 coming down the rail, 
and when you hear the whistle blow 
you'll know that I am free, 
don't you be waitin' round for me.



My old guitar is all I'll ever need. 
It'll get me through the hard times 
when I'm feeling blue and all alone. 
And when I get to where I'm going you know that's where I'll be, don't you be waitin' round for
 me.

chorus:
There's a great big world outside my window, 
I can't wait to see. 
Let me hold you one more time, 
but don't you be waitin' round for me.

What lies around each turn nobody knows, 
I'll take what life can offer, disregard the rest and let it go. 
I'll always remember the way things used to be, 
but don't you be waitin' round for me.

chorus:
There's a great big world outside my window, 
I can't wait to see. 
Let me hold you one more time, 
but don't you be waitin' round for me, 
Let me hold you one more time, 
but don't you be waitin' round for me.

4574. Don't Bet Against Me

Don't Bet Against Me
Hackensaw Boys - Don't Bet Against Me

Come on baby don't bet against me
Buy me baby, please don't rent me
I believe that heaven sent me
For reasons that are not clear
Mother earth, father don't beat her
One is a doer, one is a thinker
One has the brains, one has the brawn
One to bed early and the other at dawn
Mama likes to rock, daddy likes to roll
Mama sips a bottle, and daddy tokes a bowl
They've been going for a mighty long time
Mama's got the looks but daddy's got the style
So don't push me when you need to pull me
Trick me when you need to school me
Hold it when you need to give it
Damn it woman I can't quit it
And I'll walk the straight and narrow
Just not talking along the way
I'll walk the straight and narrow
Not talking along the way
So you know lady I'm coming in hot
Why I don't know, X marks the spot



Tearing out of work stopping by the store
For a bottle of wine and not much more
I've been waiting, you've been waiting too
We both know what I'm coming home to do
I don't like falling or falling apart
Playing silly games, or breaking people's hearts
So don't push me when you need to pull me
Trick me when you need to school me
Hold it when you need to give it
Damn it woman I can't quit it
I'll walk the straight and narrow
Just not talking along the way
I'll walk the straight and narrow
Just not talking along the way

4575. Don't Blame It All On Me

Don't Blame It All On Me

If our love should fade like a cold winter day
Don't blame it all on me
Their true love has flown I have known friends will say
Don't blame it all on me

There was a time dear when we were so gay
I heard you say love only you
But some day with the dawn all our love may be gone
Don't blame it all on me

Now you left and know all our love is so wrong
Don't blame it all on me
For there was a time when our love was a song
Don't blame it all on me

For after all dear I too have a heart
You have it now don't break it apart
Someday our romance may break up just by chance
But don't blame it all on me

You just can't go on with no smile in your heart
Don't blame it all on me
Our friends they all say that we too soon must part
Don't blame it all on me

Now if you'll change dear I will change too
And maybe then we'll find love anew
Someday with the dawn all our love may be gone
But don't blame it all on me



4576. Don't Bother To Cry

Don't Bother To Cry
Hazel Dickens

Don't bother to cry cause I ain't lookin'
Don't bother to sigh cause I won't hear
You told me a lie and I believed you
Tho' you're cryin' you are still lying dear

Weep no more my lady
Oh weep no more and moan
Save your teardrops baby
Cause your Daddy's lovin' heart has turned to stone

Don't tell me your lies if I should leave you
Don't pull at your hair it won't help at all
You did it before and fooled my heart dear
Now you might as well talk to the wall

Don't bother to cry cause I ain't lookin'
Don't bother to sigh cause I won't hear
I played the game fair but you've been cheatin'
As you sow so you'll reap so sorry dear

Weep no more my lady
Oh weep no more and more
Save your teardrops baby
Cause your Daddy's lovin' heart has turned to stone

4577. Don't Bother With White Satin

Don't Bother With White Satin 
Seldom Scene

I've walked a starlit mountain road,
felt the Earth turn when I'm high.
Heard a universe that's singing,
'I'm not afraid to die'.
Is there really any difference
on this earth in me or you,
So don't bother with white satin,
when my old blue jeans will do

Inside my mind I feel
the singing ocean's mighty pull
of soft breezes gentle waves
that shelter one and all
From the rocky land we cling to
as if we didn't know
Where all that lives has come from
in the end we'll know.



Why the fear and why the sorrow
yesterday is but today
that we dreamed of in our childhood
but now were put away
for a promise of tomorrow
and all too soon we'll know
that the circle meets and here we stand
same as long ago.

As I've travelled in my mind
and reached the stars as they came near
felt the universal beauty
and it banished all my fear
Lay me anywhere you will and
I'll still be part of you,
So don't bother with white satin,
when my old blue jeans will do
So don't bother with white satin,
when my old blue jeans will do

4578. Don't Break Down On Me

Don't Break Down On Me
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]
What am I supposed to do on Ranch Road 12 at half-past two
Pull off on the shoulder of the road?
But there's nowhere to turn around, it's too far to walk back into town
I need you more than ever now

[Chorus]
Baby, don't break down on me
We got a thousand miles to go before we see
That there's a silver linin' in those clouds, and we were meant to be
Baby, don't break down on me

[Verse 2]
Shallow waters, they run slow, but always get where they need to go
You and I, we can't afford regret
It's always when I need you most you disappear and you play the ghost
But I don't think our story's over yet

[Chorus]
Baby, don't break down on me
We got a thousand miles to go before we see
That there's a silver linin' in those clouds, and we were meant to be
Baby, don't break down on me

[Post-Chorus]
Baby, don't break down on me
[Instrumental Bridge]



[Outro]
Baby, don't break down on me
Baby, don't break down on me
'Cause there's a silver linin' in those clouds, and we were meant to be
There's just one more hill we gotta climb, so baby, please
Don't break down on me
Don't break down on me
Don't break down on me

4579. Don't Break The Heart That Loves You - Chords

Don't Break The Heart That Loves You
Recorded by Connie Francis
Written by Benny Davis and Murray Mencher
 
G               D7
Don't break the heart that loves you handle it with care
                G                                      E7
Don't break the heart that needs you darling please be fair
Am         C                    G
Why do you flirt and constantly hurt me
           A7                        D7
Why do you treat our love so carelessly
G            D7
You know I'm jealous of you and yet you seem to try
   G                          C
To go out of your way to be unkind
     Am                             G                    E7
Sweetheart I'm begging of you don't break the heart that loves you
Am               D7       G
Don't break this heart of mine
Spoken:
D7
Darling please don't hurt me please don't make me cry
I don't know what I'd do if you'd ever say goodbye
         G
Remember I love you so much and love's life's greatest joy
       C
Please don't break my heart like a child breaks a little toy
     Am                             G                    E7
Sweetheart I'm begging of you don't break the heart that loves you
Am               D7       G
Don't break this heart of mine

4580. Don't Breathe

Brad Paisley - Don't Breathe 

Oh yeah, sure, no problem



I'll just throw away these feelings
Let go of all these hopes
And never think of you
No offense, but you've lost it
If you think I'll just forget you
And decide that I don't love you
Do you realize what you're tellin' me to do
Chorus
It's like sayin' don't breathe
Or don't blink
Well darlin' I don't think you understand
See, I can't just turn this off
It's like sayin' don't eat
Or don't sleep
Our love's just one of those things
That I've gotten used to doin' way too long
You don't have to worry
I'm not gonna stop you
You can pack up all your things
And head on out that door
But don't stand there and tell me
How you think it would be best
To leave my feelings in the past
And not allow myself to love you anymore
Chorus
It's like sayin' don't eat
Or don't sleep
Our love's just one of those things
That I've gotten used to doin' way too long

4581. Don't Burn Me

Paul Kelly - Don't burn me

Here's my heart
Take it apart
But don't burn me
Don't burn me

You got my soul
If you want it
But don't burn me
Don't burn me

I (I)...
I've been hurt before
I can't take it no more
Don't burn me
Don't burn me (don't burn me)
Don't burn me (don't burn me)

I (I)...
I'm weak for ya



But don't burn me (don't burn me)
Don't burn me (don't burn me)

I (I)...
I feel fearful
But don't burn me (don't burn me)
Don't burn me (don't burn me)

I (I)...
I been ripped off before
(Been ripped - been ripped)
I can't take it no more
(Can't take it no more)

Don't burn me (don't burn me)
(Don't burn me) don't burn me
Don't burn me (don't burn me)

(Don't burn me, don't burn me)
(Don't burn me, don't burn me)

Honey treat me bad
If you want
But don't burn me (don't burn me)
Don't burn me (don't burn me)

Love me, or don't, yeah
But don't burn me (don't burn me)
Don't burn me (don't burn me)

I (I)...
I been ripped off before
(Been ripped - been ripped)
I can't take it no more
(Can't take it no more)

Don't burn me (don't burn me)
(Don't burn me) don't burn me
Don't burn me (don't burn me)
Don't burn me (don't burn me)
Don't burn me (don't burn me)
Don't burn me (don't burn me)
Don't burn me (don't burn me)

4582. Don't Bury Me

Don't Bury Me 
John Prine

Woke up this morning, put on my slippers 
went to the kitchen and died 
And oh what a feeling when my soul went through the ceiling 
and on up in to heaven I did rise 



When I got there they did say John it happened this-a-way 
you slipped upon the floor and hit your head 
And all the angels say just before you passed away 
these are the very last words that you said

CHORUS
Please don't bury me down in that cold cold ground 
I'd rather have 'em cut me up and pass me all around 
Throw my brains in a huricane 
The blind can have my eyes 
deaf can take both of my ears if they don't mind the size

Give my stomach to Milwakee if they run out of beer 
Put my socks in a cedar box just get 'em out a here 
Venus de milo can have my arms 
Look out! I ve got your nose 
Sell my heart to the junk man 
And give my Love to Rose

CHORUS

Give my feet to the foot-loose 
careless fancy free 
Give my knees to the needy 
don't cha pull that stuff on me 
Hand me down my walkin cane, it's a sin to tell a lie 
Send my mouth way down south and kiss my ass good-bye

CHORUS

4583. Don't Call It Love

Dolly Parton - Don't Call It Love 

Nobody believes that I really care for you
They don't think my heart is true
I don't think you agree
You know I'm a lifetime gaurantee
So if they ask you what you mean to me
Don't call it love
Heaven's above
We got a better thing, baby
Don't call it love
'Cause that ain't enough
Just tell 'em you're my everything
Go on and tell 'em baby
Nobody believes we got somethin' they ain't got
They've never seen a fire this hot
They never got that far
We're burning as bright as any star
So if they ask you what your feelings are
Don't call it love



Heaven's above
We've got a better thing, baby
Don't call it love
'Cause that ain't enough
Just tell 'em you're my everything
Go ahead and tell 'em baby
Feels so good, holding tight
Loving you through the night
Oh and they can call it what they like
But they ain't got it right
No, no, no
Don't call it love
Heaven's above
We've got a better thing, baby
Don't call it love
'Cause that ain't enough
Just tell them you're my everything
Oooo...
Don't call it love
Heaven's above
We got a better thing, baby
Don't call it love
'Cause that ain't enough
Just tell 'em you're my everything
Fade:
Oh, oh, oh
Don't call it love
Heaven's above
We got a better thing, baby
Don't call it love
'Cause that ain't enough

4584. Don't Call Me From a Honky Tonk - Chords

Don't Call Me From a Honky Tonk
Recorded by Tony Booth with Amber Digby
Written by Harlan Howard

G                                    G7           C
You call and say you're lonesome you want me back again
D7                               G
But as you talk I hear a jukebox play
                                G7                 C
So hang the phone up darling go back and join your friends
     D7                       G
Have you forgotten why I went away
      C                         G
Don't call me from a honky tonk expecting sympathy
A7                                          D7
For you still love the night life more than you love me
G                                   G7                 C
If you want me you'll have to leave that way of life behind
      D7                                                   G



Don't call me from a honky tonk and think you'll change my mind
                                     G7              C
I sat and waited for your call cause darling I still care
  D7                                        G
I blame your restless heart for what you've done
                                  G7                 C
If you had called me on the phone from any place but there
  D7                             G
I might have come on back on the run
Repeat #2
      D7                                                   G
Don't call me from a honky tonk and think you'll change my mind

4585. Don't Carry It All

David Rawlings
Don't Carry It All

Here we come to a turning of the season
Witness to the arc towards the sun
The neighbor's blessed burden within reason
Becomes a burden borne of all and one

[Chorus:]
And nobody, nobody knows
Let the yoke fall from our shoulders
Don't carry it all, don't carry it all
We are all our hands in holders
Beneath this bold and brilliant sun
But this I swear to all

A monument to build beneath the arbors
Upon a plinth that towers towards the trees
Let every vessel pitching hard to starboard
Lay its head on summer's freckled knees

[Chorus:]
And nobody, nobody knows
Let the yoke fall from our shoulders
Don't carry it all don't carry it all
We are all our hands in holders
Beneath this bold and brilliant sun
This I swear to all, this I swear to all
And there a wreath of trillium and ivy
Laid upon the body of a boy
Lazy will the loam come from its hiding
Return this quiet searcher to the soil

So raise a glass to turnings of the season
And watch it as it arcs towards the sun
And you must bear your neighbor's burden within reason
And your labors will be borne when all is done



[Chorus:]
And nobody, nobody knows
Let the yoke fall from our shoulders
Don't carry it all don't carry it all
We are all our hands in holders
Beneath this bold and brilliant sun

And this I swear to all
And this I swear to all
And this I swear to all

To all, to all, to all

4586. Don't Change On Me

Alan Jackson - Don't Change On Me 

Girl, you're my sunshine
Chase away the raindrops
Make it all worthwhile
Make all the pain stop
Just like a river
Keep love flowing
Don't let our world stop
Keep it going
I like you just the way you are
Honey, don't change on who you are
Don't change on me....
don't you change on me
Girl, your my lucky star
Honey, don't change on who you are
Don't change on me, don't you change on me
If there's a heaven
Then this is my prayer
Lord knows I want to know you
If we should meet there
And then forever
We'll walk together
Nothing but sunshine
No more stormy weather
If there's a heaven
Then this is my prayer
Lord knows I want to know you
If we should meet there
And then forever
We'll walk together
Nothing but sunshine
No more stormy weather



4587. Don't Cheat In Our Home Town - Chords

Don't Cheat In Our Home Town
recorded by Ricky Skaggs - Stanley Brothers
written by Ray Pennington and Roy Marcum
 
C                               C7             F
Tonight my heart is beating low and my head is bowed
G7                                                        C
You've been seen with my best friend on the other side of town
                                C7                 F
I don't mind this waiting don't mind this running around
                    C                 G7                C
But if you're gonna cheat on me don't cheat in our home town
 
    F                                C
How can I stand up to my friends and look 'em in the eye
F                                    C              G7
Admit the question that I know would be nothing but lies 
C                            C7          F
You spend all your past time making me a clown
                    C                 G7                C
But if you're gonna cheat on me don't cheat in our home town
 
                                 C7             F
Now there are no secrets in this little country town
G7                                           C
Everyone knows everyone for miles and miles around
                                          C7         F
Your bright eyes and your sweet smile are driving me insane
                        C              G7               C
You think it's smart to break my heart and tear down my name 
 
Repeat #2

Tag:
   F               C                 G7                C
So if you're gonna cheat on me don't cheat in our home town

4588. Don't Cheat In Our Hometown

Don't Cheat In Our Hometown

Tonight my heart is beating low, and my head is bowed
You've been seen with my best friend on the other side of town
I don't mind this waiting, don't mind this running 'round
But if you're gonna cheat on me don't cheat in our home town

How can I stand up to my friends and look 'em in the eye
Admit the question that I know would be nothing but  lies
You spend all your past time, making me a clown
But if you're gonna cheat on me, don't cheat in our home town



Now there are no secrets in this little country town
Everyone knows everyone for miles and miles around
Your bright eyes and your sweet smile are driving me insane
You think it's smart to break my heart and tear down my name

How can I stand up to my friends and look 'em in the eye
Admit the question that I know would be nothing but lies.
You spend all your past time, making me a clown
But if you're gonna cheat on me, don't cheatin our home town

4589. Don't Close Your Eyes

Don't Close Your Eyes
Keith Whitley

I know you loved him a long time ago
And even now in my arms you still want him I know
But darlin' this time let your memories die
When you hold me tonight don't close your eyes

Don't close your eyes let it be me
Don't pretend it's him in some fantasy
Darling just once let yesterday go
And you'll find more love than you've ever known
Just hold me tight when you love me tonight
And don't close your eyes

Maybe I've been a fool holding on all this time
Lying here in your arms knowing he's in your mind
But I keep hoping someday that you'll see the light
Let it be tonight, don't close your eyes

Don't close your eyes let it be me
Don't pretend it's him in some fantasy
Darlin' just once let yesterday go
And you'll find more love than you've ever known
Just hold me tight when you love me tonight
And don't close your eyes

Don't close your eyes let it be me
And don't pretend it's him in some fantasy
Darlin' just once let yesterday go
And you'll find more love than you've ever known
Just hold me tight when you love me tonight
And don't close your eyes

Just hold me tight when you love me tonight
And don't close your eyes



4590. Don't Close Your Eyes - Chords

Keith Whitley - Don't Close Your Eyes

C                 G  C  G
e/---------0-----2-----------3--0--3---/
B/-------0-1-----3-----------0--1--0---/
G/---0-2---0-0---2-----0-2---0--0--0---/
D/-0-------2---0---0-4-----4-0--2--0---/
A/---------3-----------------2--3--2---/
E/---------------------------3-----3---/

G                C   D             G  D/F#  Em
I know you loved him, a long time ago
                 Am7  D                     G    C/G    G
Even now in your mind, you still want him I know
                 C    D                  G   D/F#   Em
But Darling this time, let your memories die
                   Am7   D                 G   C/G   G
When you hold me tonight, don't close your eyes

(CHORUS)
G                C               D
Don't close your eyes, let it be me
                   G      D/F#      Em
Don't pretend it's him in some fantasy
             Am7                D
Darling just once let yesterday go
                      G        D/F#        Em
And you'll find more love than you'll ever know
             Am7                       D
Just hold me tight, when you love me tonight
                     C CM9/B A7    G
And don't close your eyes

(GUITAR INTERLUDE)

            Am7    D                       G
e/---------0-----2-----------3---------1---/
B/-------0-1-----3-----------0-------1-0---/
G/---0-2---0-0---2-2-2-0---0-------0---0---/
D/-0-------2---0---------4-------2-----0---/
A/---------0-------------------3-------2---/
E/-------------------------------------3---/

G                 C   D                     G  D/F#   Em
Maybe I've been a fool, holding on all this time
                   Am7  D                     G   C/G   G                
Lyin' here in your arms, knowing he's in your mind
                       C  D                     G   CM9/B   Em
But I keep hoping some day, that you'll see the light
                C    D                 G   C/G   G
Let it be me tonight, don't close your eyes

(CHORUS X 2)

G                C               D



Don't close your eyes, let it be me
                   G      D/F#      Em
Don't pretend it's him in some fantasy
             Am7                D
Darling just once let yesterday go
                      G        D/F#        Em
And you'll find more love than you'll ever know
             Am7                       D
Just hold me tight, when you love me tonight
                     C CM9/B Am7    G
And don't close your eyes

             Am7                       D
Just hold me tight, when you love me tonight
                     C CM9/B Am7    G
And don't close your eyes

CM9/B
e/---/---/---/---/
B/-X-/---/---/---/
G/---/---/---/---/
D/---/---/---/---/
A/---/---/---/---/
E/---/-X-/---/---/

4591. Don't Come Cryin' To Me

Don't Come Cryin' To Me - Vince Gill 

Don't come cryin' to me when it's over
Don't you come knockin' at my door
Don't come cryin' to me I won't be waiting
Like I've done a hundred times before

You promised you'd love me forever
Now it's all over town you've changed your mind
Well you call me and say "let's get together"
But I'm sorry I won't take you back this time

Don't come cryin' to me when it's over
Don't you come knockin' at my door
Don't come cryin' to me I won't be waiting
Like I've done a hundred times before

Don't come cryin' to me when it's over
Don't you come knockin' at my door
Don't come cryin' to me I won't be waiting
Like I've done a hundred times before
Like I've done a hundred times before



4592. Don't Come Cryin' To Me - Chords

Don't Come Cryin' To Me
Vince Gill - Dont Come Cryin To Me
Album: The Key

Note: I put in some / marks to give a basic sense of timing.
Each / mark simply means a down-strum.

Intro: 
(C)//// //// (F)//// //// (C)//// (G)//// (C)//// // 

(C) Don't come crying to me when it's (F) over//// ////
(G) Don't you come a-knockin' at my (C) door//// (G)//// 
Don't come (C) crying to me I won't be (F) waiting//// ////
(C) Like I've done a (G) hundred times be-(C)-fore//// ////

You (F) promised you'd love me for-(C)-ever//// ////
Now (G) it's all over town you've changed your (C) mind//// ////
Well you (F) call me and say "let's get to-(C)-gether"//// ////
But I'm (D) sorry I won't take you back this (G) time//// //

Don't come (C) crying to me when it's (F) over//// ////
(G) Don't you come a-knockin' at my (C) door//// (G)// 
Don't come (C) crying to me I won't be (F) waiting//// ////
(C) Like I've done a (G) hundred times be-(C)-fore//// ////

Instrumental:
(F)//// //// (C)//// //// (D)//// //// (G)//// ////
(C)//// //// (F)//// //// (C)//// (G)//// (C)//// // 

Don't come crying to me when it's (F) over//// ////
(G) Don't you come a-knockin' at my (C) door//// (G) //// 
Don't come (C) crying to me I won't be (F) waiting//// ////
(C) Like I've done a (G) hundred times be-(C)-fore//// ////

Like I've done a (G) hundred times be-(C)-fore//// ////
(F)//// //// (C)//// (G)//// (C)//// /

4593. Don't Come Crying To Me - Chords

Don't Come Crying To Me
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Reed Nielsen and Vince Gill

G7         C                      F
Don't come crying to me when it's over
G7                              C    G7
Don't you come a-knockin' at my door 
           C                       F
Don't come crying to me I won't be waiting
C                G7              C
Like I've done a hundred times before



    F                         C
You promised you'd love me forever
    G7                                     C
Now it's all over town you've changed your mind
         F                           C
Well you call me and say let's get together
        D7                               G7
But I'm sorry I won't take you back this time
           C                      F
Don't come crying to me when it's over
G7                              C    G7
Don't you come a-knockin' at my door 
           C                       F
Don't come crying to me I won't be waiting
C                G7              C    G7
Like I've done a hundred times before
Repeat #3
C                G7              C
Like I've done a hundred times before

4594. Don't Come Home A Drinkin'

Don't Come Home A Drinkin'

Verse 1:
You thought that I'd be waiting up
When you came home last night
But you were out with all the girls
And you ended up half tight
Well liquor and love just don't mix
Leave the bottle or me behind
Don't come home a'drinkin' with lovin' on your mind

Chorus:
Don't come home a' drinkin' with lovin' on your mind
Just stay out there every night
And see what you can find
Because if you want that kind of love
Then you don't need none of mine
Don't come home a'drinkin' with lovin' on your mind

Verse 2:
We never go out anymore
Because you're always gone
And many a night I've lied awake
Til way past dawn
Then you come home kissing on me
It happens every time
So don't come home a'drinkin' with lovin' on your mind



4595. Don't Come Out Of The Hole

Don't Come Out of the Hole - Blue Highway
(Wayne Taylor/Forty Watt Music, BMI) 

1) I was a young man in my prime, I was barely twenty-three 
When I caught what I thought was my loving wife with the sheriff's deputy 
They tried me in Knoxville, east central Tennessee 
Life and day, I heard them say, in Brushy Mountain Penitentiary 

Ch) Don't come out of the hole 
Don't come out of the hole 
You've gotta stay down in the cold dark ground 
and load another load of coal 
Don't come out of the hole 
Don't come out of the hole 
The state owns the rights to your body 
Till the good Lord claims your soul 

2) I hadn't been there very long, I guess a month or so 
When they said, "We need more men in the mine so down in the ground you'll go." 
Don't even think of running," is the first thing I was told 
"Cause there's a guard with a gun and orders to shoot the first man that comes out of this hol
e." 

3) Now here I am an old man, the end is drawing near 
Let me tell you one thing, and I'll make it very clear 
There's nothing in this whole wide world worth the sacrifice of life 
Not even the love of a jealous man for his two-timing wife

4596. Don't Come Running

Don't Come Running
Sideline

[Verse 1]
So you tell me today you are goin' far away
You tell me you wanna be free
But if your new friend breaks your heart in the end
No, don't you come runnin' back to me

[Chorus]
Oh my darlin', go and stay if you want it that way
You don't love me and that is plain to see
If your new love turns you down, I won't be hangin' round
So don't you come runnin' back to me

[Verse 2]
Just remember before you walk right out the door
Once we were as happy as can be
And once you've gone away, there you'll have to stay
So don't you come runnin' back to me



[Chorus]
Oh my darlin', go and stay if you want it that way
You don't love me and that is plain to see
If your nÐµw love turns you down, I won't be hangin' round
So don't you come runnin' back to mÐµ

[Chorus]
Oh my darlin', go and stay if you want it that way
You don't love me and that is plain to see
If your new love turns you down, I won't be hangin' round
So don't you come runnin' back to me

4597. Don't Cross The River

Don't Cross The River - Garth Brooks 

There's a little girl out lying on her own
She's got a broken heart
She's not the kind to take you down for long
She knows and plays it smart

And if she's coming, she's shown no more
She's heard no whistle blowing from the door
She feels like leaving and don't know why
Without no bridges she's trapped, so i sigh

Don't cross the river if you can't swim the tide
Don't try denying lying on the other side
All your life you were on your own

If you want you can ride my train
Soon forget the reason that you're leaving
Lose yourself and then sometimes
Maybe even save yourself some grieving

Don't cross the river if you can't swim the tide
Don't try denying lying on the other side
All your life you were on your own

If you want you can ride my train
Soon forget the reason that you're leaving
Lose yourself and then sometimes
Maybe even save yourself some grieving

Don't cross the river if you can't swim the tide
Don't try denying lying on the other side
All your life you were on your own



4598. Don't Cry Blue

Don't Cry Blue
Songwriters: Malcolm Mckinney
Jonathan Edwards - Lonesome River Band
Bluegrass Alliance

I heard them engines running on the road away from home
Sound like thunder calling out my name
I listened hard the first time that I heard them roll along
I listened and I've never been the same

Don't cry cry blue
Because I'm coming home to you
Well I walked with you this morning and I'll sleep with you tonight
Don't cry cry blue

Highways just a two-lane road connecting either way
I've seen enough of this end for awhile
I've got to go the distance til I know I see a change
I've got to know the feel of every mile

Don't cry cry blue
Because I'm coming home to you
Well I walked with you this morning and I'll sleep with you tonight
Don't cry cry blue
Don't cry cry blue

Because I'm coming home to you
Well I walked with you this morning and I'll sleep with you tonight
Don't cry cry blue
When my head is aching full of everywhere I've been
Oh I turn my face around the other way
I'll meet you at the mailbox, read you all my cards
Tell you what I really meant to say

Don't cry cry blue
Because I'm coming home to you
Well I walked with you this morning and I'll sleep with you tonight
Don't cry cry blue
Don't cry cry blue don't cry

4599. Don't Cry Darlin' - Chords

Don't Cry Darlin'
Recorded by David Allan Coe and George Jones
Written by Dean Dillon

C             Em
Drunk totally drained
       C                    F
On the verge of going crazy on the edge of insane
                               Em C                    A7



I know you'd prayed I'd make it     but I never pulled through
  D7                       G7
I gave up on going on girl just like I gave up on you
              F           C
But don't you cry darlin' though it's a cryin' shame
  G7                               C                C7
I was hooked on that whisky so bad I didn't know my name when I died
          F           C                    Am
But don't cry darlin' well it's not you're fault
      C        F                       G7         C
I was stealin' time from the devil and I just got caught
                               Em
You know hon David left you so long ago
                          C                               F
He didn't want to darlin' aw but his dying words told you so
         
But that strong stuff aw it was always his weakness
    C                          A7
But hell any man can be a fool
      D7
And I know that he was so ashamed and sorry
              G7
For all those bad things that he did to you
Repeat #2

4600. Don't Cry For Me When I'm Gone - Chords

Don't Cry For Me When I'm Gone
Written and recorded by Becky Hobbs

G
Don't cry for me when I'm gone
                        Am
Just let my memory live on
G                                      C
Think of all the good times that we've known
         G       D7          G
Oh don't cry for me when I'm gone
This world's a temporary place
                                           Am
And a hundred years from now won't know my name
G                                         C
But I've lived the life I wanted right or wrong
         G       D7          G
So don't cry for me when I'm gone
Repeat #1
Daddy's waiting there for me
                                      Am
A welcome sight for these old eyes to see
G                                   C
I'll be so happy up there in my new home
         G       D7          G
So don't cry for me when I'm gone



Repeat #1
C        G       D7          C
So don't cry for me when I'm gone
         G
When I'm gone

4601. Don't Cry Now

Linda Ronstadt - Don't Cry Now

If you've ever been taken for money
If you've ever gone down with your pride
If you've ever stood up for a good friend and lost
You know that the river is wide

Like a painter who waits for the sunrise
With a picture in both of his hands
It's like part of your life is already begun
With something that you don't understand

But don't cry now
Oh don't cry now
Don't cry now
No don't cry now

When you're lying alone in the night time
And your loneliness turns into fear
With the words of your memory failing and falling
You're drowning in a river of tears

But don't cry now
Oh don't cry now

If you've ever thought much about freedom
You might find yourself caught in some door
With somebody you love more than (Incomprehensible to my ears)
And you've been weeping but you don't know what for

But don't cry now
Oh don't cry now
Don't cry now
Oh don't cry now
Don't cry now
Woah don't cry now

4602. Don't Cry To Me

Don't Cry to Me



Just cry now lonesome heart but don't cry to me

You let her go I told you no
And my words you didn't need
Yes cry now lonesome heart
But don't cry to me

    You should have known you'd be alone
    So don't beg for sympathy
    Just cry now lonesome heart
    But don't cry to me

    Her love you won't forgot
    The pain you caused her you'll regret
    Each day you're gonna miss
    Her smile her touch her kiss

4603. Don't Cuss The Fiddle

Don't Cuss the Fiddle
Keller & The Keels - Don't Cuss the Fiddle

Well, I scandalized my brother
While admitting that he sang some decent songs
I'd heard that he'd been scandalizing me
And Lord, I knew that was wrong
Now I'm looking at it over something cool
And feeling fool enough to see
What I had called my brother on
Now he had every right to call on me
Don't you ever cuss that fiddle, boy
Unless you want that fiddle out of tune
That picker there's in trouble, boy
Ain't nothing but another side of you
If we ever get to heaven, boy
It ain't because we ain't done nothing wrong
We're in this gig together
So let's settle down and steal each others' songs
Well, I found a wounded brother
Drinking bitterly away the afternoon
And soon enough he turned on me
Like he'd done every face in that saloon
Well, I cussed him to the ground
And said he couldn't even steal a decent song
But soon as it was spoken
We was sad enough to wish that we were wrong
Don't you ever cuss that fiddle, boy
Unless you want that fiddle out of tune
That picker there's in trouble, boy
Ain't nothing but another side of you
If we ever get to heaven, boys
It ain't because we ain't done nothing wrong
We're in this gig together



So let's settle down and steal each others' songs
Well, I know it may sounds funny
But I think that I done stole somebody's song
She's a good hearted woman
In love with a big timing man
She loves him in spite of his ways
That she don't understand
With teardrops and laughter
We'll pass through this world hand in hand
She's good hearted woman
In love with a good timing man
She's a good hearted woman
In love with a good timing man
She loves him in spite of his ways
That she don't understand
With teardrops and laughter
We'll pass through this world hand in hand
She's a good hearted woman
In love with a good timing man
She's a good hearted woman
In love with a good timing man

4604. Don't Die Young, Don't Get Old

Little Big Town - Don't Die Young, Don't Get Old

[Verse 1]
They say there's a light at the end of the tunnel
But we're livin' on sweet dreams and neon signs
We can run, but there ain't no escaping the trouble
It might get us in the end, but it ain't gonna get us tonight

[Chorus]
Hey, gonna shine like gold
Take every turn on the winding road
Give me your hand, baby, don't let go
Don't die young, don't get old
Don't die young, don't get old

[Verse 2]
Keep every promise and hold on till forever
Keep stealing my heart like we ain't on borrowed time
Not a thing in the world that we can't make it through together
So even if tomorrow gives us a mountain to climb
A mountain to climb
I say

[Chorus]
Hey, gonna shine like gold
Take every turn on the winding road
Give me your hand, baby, don't let go
Don't die young, don't get old
Don't die young, don't get old



[Bridge]
When the stars in the sky shine their heavenly light on the river
I'll stand by your side, even if the water is cold
And we'll shine like gold, shine like gold
Even in the dark, gonna shine like gold
Shine like gold
Shine like gold
Even when we're old, gonna shine like gold

[Chorus]
Hey, gonna shine like gold
Take every turn on the winding road
Give me your hand, baby, don't let go
Don't die young, don't get old
Don't die young, don't get old

[Interlude]
Don't get old

[Outro]
Hey, gonna shine like gold
Take every turn on the winding road

4605. Don't Do It

Don't Do It

   Don't do it and it won't be on your mind
   Just because you are the reckless kind
   It'll leave you with the blues the kind that you can't lose
   Don't do it and it won't be on your mind

If you're thinkin' about steppin' out tonight
Even tho' your baby treats you right
It's not the thing to do cause cheatin' leaves you blue
Don't do it and it won't be on your mind

That little girl who lives across the way
She's bound to make you want to cheat some day
You'll want to hold her tight kiss her ruby lips goodnight
Don't do it and it won't be on your mind

4606. Don't Do This To Me - Chords

Don't Do This To Me
Written and recorded by George Jones
[3/4 time]



C                               F
I've tried hard in pleasing you tell me you're leaving
       G7                               C
I must know the reason don't do this to me
                             F
My love's like a flower that grows every hour
     G7                            C
It's my only power don't do this to me

      G7                           C
Don't grieve it don't leave it why don't you believe it
   G7                      C                 G7
It needs you it pleads you but say don't you see
C                           F
You're free to abuse it yes you can misuse it
    G7                                      C
But please don't refuse it don't do this to me

                          F
Don't treat me so wrongly for I love you only
      G7                                  C
Don't leave me so lonely don't do this to me
                            F
Cause I love you honey much more than all money
      G7                                     C
Don't think that it's funny don't do this to me

Repeat #2  x2

4607. Don't Dream It's Over

Don't Dream It's Over 
Crowded House - Neil Finn

There is freedom within
There is freedom without
Try to catch the deluge in a paper cup
There's a battle ahead
Many battles are lost
But you'll never see the end of the road
While you're travelling with me

Hey now, hey now
Don't dream it's over
Hey now, hey now
When the world comes in
They come, they come
To build a wall between us
We know they won't win

Now I'm towing my car
There's a hole in the roof
My possessions are causing me suspicion



But there's no proof
In the paper today
Tales of war and of waste
But you turn right over to the TV page

Hey now, hey now
Don't dream it's over
Hey now, hey now
When the world comes in
They come, they come
To build a wall between us
We know they won't win

Now I'm walking again
To the beat of a drum
And I'm counting the steps to the door of your heart
Only shadows ahead
Barely clearing the roof
Get to know the feeling of liberation and release
Hey now, hey now
Don't dream it's over

Hey now, hey now
When the world comes in
They come, they come
To build a wall between us
You know they won't win

Don't let them win (Hey now, hey now)
Hey now, hey now
Hey now, hey now
Don't let them win (They come, they come)
Don't let them win (Hey now, hey now), yeah
Hey now, hey now

4608. Don't Drift Too Far

Don't Drift Too Far
By Sage Cook
Elephant Revival

Don't drift too far away
Don't go just to go away
I'd love I'd love you to stay
I'd love y'all any way

A gift is every day
In a revolutionary way
If you don't have much to say, it's ok

A smile's a precious thing
It's free, it shines and rings
Just a drop of spring



In the blazing summer heat

To be grateful in dead reckoning times
When I've got my plate full,
I don't mind sharing mine

4609. Don't Drink From A Whiskey Bottle

Don't Drink From A Whiskey Bottle

   Hey bartender
   Pour a round for me
   I can't go home it's getting' late
   My baby don't love me

All you boys gather round
if whiskey rules your life
Stay out of bars and ol' pool halls
and marry you a wife

Trouble Trouble
will find you anyway
You're bound to die a drunkard's life
if you don't mind your ways

I had a girl she loved me true
I was livin' way to fast
Now I live in a whiskey dream
my end has come at last

One more thing I'll tell you
If you life gets out of hand
Don't drink from a whiskey bottle
You'll die a lonely man

4610. Don't Drink The Water

Brad Paisley - Don't Drink The Water (feat. Blake Shelton) 

Empty house, Empty Rooms, Empty bottle of Petron
I need to go out but not around here
There ain't nowhere we haven't gone
There's this travel agent that I know who says Cozumel is real nice
And so he got me a deal on a flight and a room and a little bit of free advice
Don't drink the water
I told him that's ok
I ain't going down
To Mexico to drink the water anyway
Blake ain't you been there yeah



(Blake) I've been there a time or two
They got some sweet Senoritas
That are more than glad to meet you
But I'm tellin you boy that whatever you do
Don't drink the water
Ok ok
I ain't going down
To Mexico to drink the water anyway
Corona or Tecate or my old friend Jose
I ain't going down
To Mexico to drink the water anyway
On this trip anything I sip better have a kick and a burn
Strong enough to get you off my mind
Little by little and a little grub of worm
Don't drink the water
That's what they say
I ain't going down
To Mexico to drink the water anyway
No one I know goes to Mexico
To drink the water anyway

4611. Don't Drop Out

Dolly Parton - Don't Drop Out 

Am I to face these lonely halls alone
And when you leave, who's gonna walk me home
Cause when you walk out the door I won't see you no more
And you're the one I adore so baby
Chorus:
Don't drop out of my life, baby, don't be a fool
(Don't drop out, baby, don't drop out now)
You're old enough to know you're too young to face the world so cruel
(Don't drop out, baby, don't drop out now)
You're not prepared to do anything
So if you wanna buy me that diamond ring, well
Don't drop out of my life, baby, don't drop out
My parents say you're lazy but you can be smart if you try
And I know you've got a heart cause you've never ever made me cry
They say you're no good so baby do what you should
And stay here by my side oh darlin'
Repeat Chorus
(Don't drop out, baby, don't drop out now)
Don't drop out of my life
Baby, don't drop out
(Don't drop out, baby, don't drop out now)

4612. Don't Drop The Meter, Mack



Don't Drop The Meter, Mack
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

Keep the meter running, mac
'Cause you dunno, I might be back
So just sit tight like' a' good ol' hack
I' got to check this out

They say' my gal's been pokin' around
With some guy on this side of town
Well, he better be hot
'Cause sure as not
There's gonna be a meeting of the minds

Say, who's turnin' green? I'm keepin' my cool
But that boy, he's got to be a fool
He can jack around with who he please
But hey, not my main squeeze!
I'm checkin' it out if you please

I'm checkin' it out
What's a guy to do?
I know three's a crowd
How 'bout two?
I'm checkin' it out
Beyond a reasonable doubt
If she's in there, here's what I'll do

But hey there cabbie, you're thinkin' a thought
(Don't worry about it)
That I might be doing something I ought not
Keep the meter running bub, I won't take a sec
There's something I've got to check

[Instrumental with guitar solo and tap dancing]

Nevermind that gun in my coat
There ain't nothing there and that's all she wrote
It's not Frankie and Johnny
But it's awful close
I'm bringing in a double dose

So mister hack, now you know the score
That I ain't goin' in all that sore
And keep the meter running mack
Just give out a shout
I've got to check this out

[Instrumental]

I'm checkin' it out inch by inch
I might have to make a citizen's pinch
I'll throw 'em both in the slam
And wash my hands of this whole scam

So keep that meter running, mack
'Cause you dunno, I might be back!
So just sit tight



Like a good ol' hack
I've got to check this out...

[Tap dancing]

4613. Don't Ease Me In

Don't Ease Me In 
Steep Canyon Rangers

REFRAIN: 
Don't ease don't ease, don't ease me in 
And I've been all night long comin' home 
Don't ease me in 
 
I was standin' on the corner, talkin' to Miss Brown 
I turned my head sweet mama 
She's away crosstown 
 
That girl I'm lovin', she's sweet and true 
And the dress she wears sweet mama 
It was pink and blue 
 
She brings me coffee, she brings me tea 
Brings 'bout every damn thing sweet mama 
But the jailhouse key

4614. Don't Ever Leave Me Darlin'

Don't Ever Leave Me Darlin'

You are the one the one that I live for
I'd die if we were apart
My thoughts are with you when we're not together
Don't ever leave me darlin' don't ever break my heart.

 Don't ever leave me darlin'
I'd die a million times
Your love means more than life to me
Yes I love you can't you see.

My thoughts wander back to the day I first saw you
I saw that you were the one
That was ten years ago and now I'm even fonder
Don't ever leave me darlin' or I'll be all alone



4615. Don't Ever Take Your Eyes Off the Game, Babe

Don't Ever Take Your Eyes Off the Game, Babe
John Hartford

Don't ever take your eye off the game - babe, if you don't want your deal to go down
Don't try to get away on a sunny day - that's the time to hang around
Well they might try to tell you that there ain't nothing wrong
Then the sheet gets short where it should've been long
and we're sittin' round a-singin' that old time song - called don't let your deal go down

all together now

(Chorus)
Don't let your deal go down (x 3)
till your last old dollar is gone

Don't never take your eye off the scoreboard babe - there's a lot of pretty lights up there
Don't never bet your ass on a snow white horse - it might not be going anywhere

now I don't need - to make you sad, you're having the best time - that you ever had
It's just your nature to wanna be bad - just don't let your deal go down

all together now
(chorus)

I'm sorry that I said what I said last night - I've been super paranoid of late
and with things going down the way they've been - it was the only way I could communicate
Sometimes its alright but nobody knows when the things you rely on just ain't so
til the times get better that's the way I gotta go if I don't want my deal to go down

all together now

4616. Don't Ever Tell Me Goodbye

Don't Ever Tell Me Goodbye
written by Buck Owens and Red Simpson

G D7
Hurt me as much as you want to
 G
If tears make you happy then I'll cry
 C
Do anything that you want to
 D7 G
But don't ever tell me goodbye

 D7
Break my heart if that brings pleasure
 G
And take the twinkle from my eyes
 C
Do anything that you want to



 D7 G
But don't ever tell me goodbye

 C D7 G
Don't tell me goodbye whatever you do
 A7 D7
For I just couldn't live if I ever lost you
G D7
Tell our friends that it's all over
 G
Say that the fault was all mine

 C
Do anything that you want to
 D7 G
But don't ever tell me goodbye
 D7 G
Oh don't ever tell me goodbye

4617. Don't Ever Tell Me You Love Me

Osborne Brothers - Don't ever tell me you love me
Composer: Boudleaux Bryant - Felice Bryant

Don't ever tell me you love at all
Unless you mean it with all of your heart
I'd rather keep wondering as I have all along
Than to think that you're mine and then find out I'm wrong

I know that I'll go all the way when I fall
If you can't do the same please don't start
Don't ever tell me you love at all
Unless you mean it with all of your heart

I know that I'll go all the way when I fall...

4618. Don't Fade

Glen Phillips - Don't Fade

Lead me well, don't clear my way
Fascinating how the pallor can stay upon your face
When you are light like a little boy
Flying kites and shouting to the world
You're shouting to the world your joy
Don't fade, you are staying here with me
Don't fade, I need to know that someone still believes
Look around, see for yourself
He led us down and at the water's edge we knelt



Petals in the lake and red upon my face
She's crying as we pray
And it all comes down to money, again
How could you forsake the love of God that way
Don't fade, you're staying here with me
Don't fade, I need to know that someone still believes

4619. Don't Fall In Love With A Girl Like That

The Boxcars - Don't Fall In Love With a Girl Like That

Now don't fall in love with a girl like that.
Her heart is in shackles and chains.
You'll search for the key but you won't find where it's at.
Her kind of love will drive you insane.

She told you he was gone forever, 
that she wanted someone like you all the while.
And it was easy for you to believe her.
She removed all the doubt with a wink and a smile.

But don't fall in love with a girl like that.
Her heart is in shackles and chains.
You'll search for the key but you won't find where it's at.
Her kind of love will drive you insane.

It took flowers and diamonds to charm her.
But money can't buy you a place in her heart.
So before you play the knight in shining Armor, just know you're not the first to be torn all apa
rt.

Now don't fall in love with a girl like that.
Her heart is in shackles and chains.
You'll search for the key but you won't find where it's at.
Her kind of love will drive you insane.
You'll search for the key but you won't find where it's at.
Her kind of love will drive you insane.

4620. Don't Fence Me In

Don't Fence Me In
Leftover Salmon

Wildcat Kelly was lookin' mighty pale
Standin by the sheriff's side
When that sheriff said I'm taking you to jail
Wildcat raised his head and cried

 Oh give me land lots of land under starry skies above



don't fence me in
Let me ride through the wide open spaces that I love
don't fence me in
I want to be by myself in the evening breeze
Listen to the murmur of the cottonwood trees
Send me off forever but I ask you please
don't fence me in.

Just turn me loose and let me wander over yonder
where the purple mountains rise
On my kayoose let me straddle my old saddle
underneath the western skies

I want to ride to the range when the west commences
Howl at the moon 'til I lose my senses
I won't look at hobbles and I can't stand fences
don't fence me in

4621. Don't Fence Me In - Chords

Don't Fence Me In  
recorded by Dave Dudley
written by Cole Porter
 
G
Oh give me land lots of land  
                                        D7
Under starry skies above don't fence me in
 
Let me ride through the wide open country 
                           G
That I love don't fence me in
 
                                   G7
Let me be by myself in the evening breeze
C
Listen to the murmur of the cottonwood trees
G                         E7      C      G     D7       G
Send me out forever but I ask you please don't fence me in
 
             C
Just turn me loose let me straddle my old 
                              G
saddle underneath the western skies
      C                                                        G 
On my cayuse let me wander over yonder till I see the mountain rise
                                         G7
I wanna ride to the ridge where the west commences
C
Gaze at the moon until I lose my senses
G                           E7          C      G     D7       G
Can't look at hobbles and I can't stand fences don't fence me in



4622. Don't Fight It

Don't Fight It
The Flying Burrito Brothers
Pickett-Cropper

There you sit all by yourself
Everybody's dancin'; they can't a-help themselves
The groove is much too strong; they can't hold out long
So get up, don't fight it; you've got to (feel it, feel it)
You'd better get on up & get the groove
You know what, baby? I like the way you move
You do the thing like you ought to be, all right
So don't fight it, oh baby (feel it, feel it)
The way you jerk, the way you do the twine
You're too much, baby; I'd like to make you mine
& after the dance I'm gonna take you home
So don't fight it, baby you've got to (feel it, feel it)
Don't fight it (feel it, feel it) you've got to (feel it, feel it)

4623. Don't Follow Me

Alison Krauss 
Don't Follow Me

When I step on board that big jet plane
I'll be leaving our love behind
I hope its wings will carry me somewhere
I can mend this heart of mine

[CHORUS]
So don't follow me, don't follow me
I'm bound to a place I can't recall
I feel the big jet slice through midnight skies
I'll search for the answers alone
And wait for the time to go home

Hear the wind outside, blowin' loud & strong
Hear the mighty engines moan
I'll be far from here when the sun comes up
And a love that has grown ??

[CHORUS]

I feel the wheels touch down as I awake from a dream I left with you
I hope a better day will find us soon
The love that we thought to be true

[CHORUS]



4624. Don't Follow Me In - Chords

Don't Follow Me In 
The Del McCoury Band

[Verse 1]
G                                         D     G
Heard a voice call down from the lonesome North
                          D     C
Singin' songs of work and worth.
                                      G
Hard-edged stories from the hard rock towns.
                       D     G
I can picture Saturday night,
                                    D     C
Tires squealin' from te main street light;
                                                            G    C
Hear the creakin' of the cables on the cage as it's lowered down.
                                                  G
Hard-edged stories from the streets of the minin' town.
 
 
[Chorus]
                G
Don't follow me in, boys!
                D
Don't follow me in, boys!
                Em       C
Don't follow me in, boys!
                G
Don't follow me down!
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                            D    G
I was raised on the mountain side,
                         D    C
Starin' out on the river wide.
                                                       G
Rode the back of the bridge; looked back at the ol' sawmill.
                               D   G
Through the windows I'd try to see
                             D           C
What the future held for the likes of me.
                                   G     C
I can hear the shift-change sirens still
                                                 G
In the mountain city by the stacks at the ol' sawmill.
 
 
[Chorus]
                G
Don't follow me in, boys!



                D
Don't follow me in, boys!
                Em       C
Don't follow me in, boys!
                G
Don't follow me down!
 
 
[Verse 3]
G                                              D     G
And the towns that rose with the mines and the mills
                                            D     C
Watch the future pass like they're standin' still,
                                                    G
And the kids all leave like light when the sun goes down.
                                       D       G
When you go back now, and you walk the streets,
                                         D           C
There's parking lots where the buildings used to be.
                                         G     C
Night still falls, but it doesn't make a sound.
                                                 G
Long shadows fall on the streets of the ol' mill town.
 
 
[Chorus]
                G
Don't follow me in, boys!
                D
Don't follow me in, boys!
                Em       C
Don't follow me in, boys!
                G
Don't follow me down!

4625. Don't Forbid Me

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Don't Forbid Me

Now don't forbid me to hold you tight
Darling, don't forbid me to hold you tight
Let me hold you in my loving arms
Cause it's cold and I can keep you warm

Now don't forbid me to kiss your lips
Darling don't forbid me to kiss your lips
Let me kiss you please baby please
Cause it's cold and your lips might freeze

Well, there's a strong west wind a blowing
There's a big blue moon above
And pretty babe then I'll be knowing



You need some hard warmin' love

So don't forbid me to talk sweet talk
Baby, don't forbid me to talk sweet talk
Let me fill your little heart with fire
Cause it's cold and you're my desire

Well, there's a strong west wind a blowing
There's a big blue moon above
And pretty babe then I'll be knowing
You need some hard warmin' love

Now don't forbid me to hold you tight
Darling, don't forbid me to hold you tight
Let me hold you in my loving arms
Cause it's cold and I can keep you warm

4626. Don't Forget

Brett Dennen - Don't Forget

Don't forget, don't forget
Mhmm
That I believe in you
Should you forget
Should you forget
Let me remind
That I am behind you
You were a secret, waiting to be found out
Soon be what everyone is talking about
May you spread your love like laughter
Find whatever you're after
Open all your windows and let the music spill out
Don't forget, don't forget
That I believe in you
Should you forget
Should you forget
Let me remind you
That I am behind
May you dance like rain upon a still lake
You make this world a beautiful place
No more crying, don't shun your light, keep shining
Wipe your tears from your sweet face

4627. Don't Forget About Me

Nanci Griffith - Don't Forget About Me

I can't be your weather



'cause' if it rains then it rains
I can't be your lover
'cause' the feelings would change
I can't be the wind
'cause' the wind blows too free
But if you want a true companion
Don't forget about me

[Chorus:]
Don't forget about me
When your heart's in the shade
When there's no one to hold you
And you've fallen from grace
When the spotlights come blind you
And you can no longer see
I'll be right there beside you
Don't forget about me

Friends never leave you
They're a two way street
They'll always believe in you
When you've ceased to believe
And I'll still feel the same
If you're a friend in need
'cause', I'll always love you
Don't forget about me

[Chorus: x2]

4628. Don't Forget Me Little Darling

Don't Forget Me Little Darling - Carter Family

At my window sad and lonely
Often do I think of you
And I wonder little darling
If you're thinking of me to 

   Don't forget me little darling
   When from you I'm far away
   But remember little darling
   We may meet again someday 

You may meet with fairer faces
Some may tell you I'm not true
Don't believe them little darling
No one loves you as I do



4629. Don't Forget The Coffee Billy Joe

Tom T Hall - Don't Forget The Coffee Billy Joe

[Verse 1:]
It snowed the night before and it had frozen on the ground
We didn't have a car and we lived seven miles from town
And I can hear my daddy's voice, so many years ago
Saying

[Chorus:]
"Don't forget the coffee Billy Joe
Mama needs her medicine, she's got that real bad cough
We'll get our check on Monday, tell ol' Sam we'll pay him off
You can catch a ride when you get to the black-top road
Don't forget the coffee Billy Joe"

[Verse 2:]
Me and Quentin went back on the hill and we cut some wood
Burnin' in that ol' warm mornin' stove it sure smelled good
Daddy couldn't get work then and I was just a child
And God was on vacation for awhile
"Well, if you see Fred you tell him I'll come help him kill them hogs
And ask him if he'd still be interested in my dogs
Don't hang around that pool room all day, we might get more snow
And don't forget the coffee Billy Joe"
Well, they wonder why there ain't no rabbits left this day and time
To tell the truth I guess we ate 'em all in '49
Was that yesterday or was it over 20 years ago

[Chorus:]
"Don't forget the coffee Billy Joe"
"Mama needs her medicine, she's got that real bad cough
We'll get our check on Monday tell ol' Sam we'll pay him off
You can catch a ride when you get to the black-top road
Don't forget the coffee Billy Joe
Now pay attention, son
Don't forget the coffee Billy Joe"

4630. Don't Forget The Coffee Billy Joe - Chords

Don't Forget The Coffee Billy Joe
Written & Recorded by Tom T. Hall

Intro.:  (C) x 6 bars

It (C)snowed the night be-(F)fore and it had (C)frozen on the ground
We didn't have a (F)car and we lived (C) seven miles from (G)town
(F) And I can hear my daddy's voice so (C) many years a-(F)go
Sayin', (C) "Don't forget the (F)coffee Billy (C)Joe"

(Chorus)
(G) "Mama needs her medicine, she's (F)got that real bad (C)cough



We'll (G)get our check on Monday, tell ol' (F)Sam we'll pay him (C)off
You can catch a (F)ride when you get (C) to the black-top (F)road
(C) Don't forget the (F)coffee Billy (C)Joe"

(C) Me and Quentin (F)went back on the (C)hill and we cut some wood
Burnin' in that (F)ol' warm mornin' (C)stove, it sure smelled (G)good
(F) Daddy couldn't get work then and (C)I was just a (F)child
And (C)God was on (F)vacation for awhile (C)

(Chorus)
"Well, if (G)you see Fred you tell him I'll come (F)help him kill them (C)hogs
(G) And ask him if he'd still be inter-(F)ested in my (C)dogs
Don't hang around that (F)pool room all day, (C) we might get more (F)snow
(C) And don't forget the (F)coffee Billy (C)Joe"

Well, they (C)wonder why there (F)ain't no rabbits (C)left this day and time
To tell the truth, I (F)guess we ate 'em (C)all in forty-(G)nine
Was that (F)yesterday or was it over (C) twenty years a-(F)go
(C) "Don't forget the (F)coffee Billy (C)Joe"

(Chorus)
(G) "Mama needs her medicine, she's (F)got that real bad (C)cough
We'll (G)get our check on Monday, tell ol' (F)Sam we'll pay him (C)off
You can catch a (F)ride when you get (C) to the black-top (F)road
(C) Don't forget the (F)coffee Billy (C)Joe (Now pay attention, son)

(Tag)
(C) Don't forget the (F)coffee Billy (C)Joe"

4631. Don't Forget The Coffee Billy Joe - Chords

Don't Forget The Coffee Billy Joe
Written & Recorded by Tom T. Hall

Intro.:  (C) x 6 bars

It (C)snowed the night be-(F)fore and it had (C)frozen on the ground
We didn't have a (F)car and we lived (C) seven miles from (G)town
(F) And I can hear my daddy's voice so (C) many years a-(F)go
Sayin', (C) "Don't forget the (F)coffee Billy (C)Joe"

(Chorus)
(G) "Mama needs her medicine, she's (F)got that real bad (C)cough
We'll (G)get our check on Monday, tell ol' (F)Sam we'll pay him (C)off
You can catch a (F)ride when you get (C) to the black-top (F)road
(C) Don't forget the (F)coffee Billy (C)Joe"

(C) Me and Quentin (F)went back on the (C)hill and we cut some wood
Burnin' in that (F)ol' warm mornin' (C)stove, it sure smelled (G)good
(F) Daddy couldn't get work then and (C)I was just a (F)child
And (C)God was on (F)vacation for awhile (C)

(Chorus)



"Well, if (G)you see Fred you tell him I'll come (F)help him kill them (C)hogs
(G) And ask him if he'd still be inter-(F)ested in my (C)dogs
Don't hang around that (F)pool room all day, (C) we might get more (F)snow
(C) And don't forget the (F)coffee Billy (C)Joe"

Well, they (C)wonder why there (F)ain't no rabbits (C)left this day and time
To tell the truth, I (F)guess we ate 'em (C)all in forty-(G)nine
Was that (F)yesterday or was it over (C) twenty years a-(F)go
(C) "Don't forget the (F)coffee Billy (C)Joe"

(Chorus)
(G) "Mama needs her medicine, she's (F)got that real bad (C)cough
We'll (G)get our check on Monday, tell ol' (F)Sam we'll pay him (C)off
You can catch a (F)ride when you get (C) to the black-top (F)road
(C) Don't forget the (F)coffee Billy (C)Joe (Now pay attention, son)

(Tag)
(C) Don't forget the (F)coffee Billy (C)Joe"

4632. Don't Forget This Song

Don't Forget This Song

My home's in old Virginia among the lovely hills
The memory of my birthplace lies in my bosom still

I did not like my fireside I did not like my home
I have a mind for rambling so far away from home

It was on one moonlight evening the stars were shinning bright
And with an ugly dagger I made the spirits fly

Twas then the sobber struck me as plain as you can see
I'm doomed I'm ruined forever throughout eternity

I courted a fair young lady her name I will not tell
Oh why should I disgrace her when I am doomed for hell

But now upon my scaffold my time's not very long
You may forget the singer but don't forget this song

4633. Don't Forget To Thank The Lord - Chords

Don't Forget To Thank The Lord
Recorded by John Anderson
Written by John Anderson and John Rich

C                     A#7            F                        C
I see sad sad face in faraway places scattered all around the world



                                    A#7
Living in cardboard cities Lord you gotta have pity 
       F                      C
On the hungry little boys and girls 
                                  A#7           F                    C
And if it wasn't for a loving and gracious Lord that could be me and you
             
It's time to quit our complaining 
    A#7                    F                         C
And start remembering just exactly who we owe it all to
                             
So don't forget to thank the teacher 
                                 G7            F
And the preacher for saving your mind and your soul
                          Am          F
Don't forget to thank the fireman the policeman 
          C       G7           F
When your world's going out of control
      C                   Am              F
Don't forget to thank the mothers and the soldiers
C           A#7      F
Praying and going to war
                      Am   G7                        C
And at the end of the day  don't forget to thank the Lord
                           A#7               F                 C
Well there's too much hate too much debatin' politicking going on
                                    A#7
We get to fussing about the process worried about the BS
F                        C
Instead of what makes us strong
                           A#7          F                 C
I came up rejoicing in the ones we love working hard everyday
                                 A#7
And if you don't like it friends you can leave it 
        F                    C
But you better listen when I say
Repeat #3,4,5,3,4
                  Am        G7                  C
At the end of the day don't forget to thank the Lord

4634. Don't Get Above Your Raisin - Chords

Ricky Skaggs - Dont Get Above Your Raisin

G
Now I got a gal that's sweet to me

She just ain't what she used to be
                    C7
Just a little high headed
               G
Thats plain to see
                     D7



Don't get above your raising
                        G
Stay down on earth with me
G
Now looky here gal don't you high hat me

I ain't forgot what you used to be
                     C7
When you didn't have nothing
                 G
That was plain to see
                     D7
Don't get above your raising
                        G
Stay down on earth with me

SOLO

G
Now you need not hold your head so high

Every time you pass me by
                   C7
For it don't mean nothing
           G
To me you see
                     D7
Don't get above your raising
                        G
Stay sown on earth with me
G
Now looky here gal you better be yourself

And leave that other stuff on the shelf
               C7
You're country baby
                G
That's plain to see
                     D7 
Don't get above your raising
                        G
Stay down on earth with me

SOLO

G
Now I got a gal that's sweet to me

She just ain't what she used to be
                    C7
Just a little high headed
               G
Thats plain to see
                     D7
Don't get above your raising
                        G
Stay down on earth with me



From Ricky Skaggs "Waitin For The Sun To Shine"
Epic Records 1981
Acuff Rose Publishing

4635. Don't Get Above Your Raisin'

Don't Get Above Your Raisin'
Flatt & Scruggs
Ricky Skaggs - Don't Get Above Your Raising

Well, I got a gal that's sweet to me
She just ain't what she used to be
Just a little high headed
That's plain to see

Don't get above your raisin'
Stay down to earth with me

Now lookee here gal don't you high hat me
I ain't forgot what you used to be
When you didn't have nothin'
That was plain to see

Don't get above your raisin'
Stay down to earth with me

Now you don't have to raise your head so high
Every time you pass me by
'Cause it don't mean nuthin'
To me you see

Don't get above your raisin'
Stay down to earth with me

Now look here, gal, you'd better be yourself
And leave that other stuff on the shelf
You're a country, baby
That's plain to see

Don't get above your raisin'
Stay down to earth with me

Well, I got a gal that's sweet to me
She just ain't what she used to be
Just a little high headed
That's plain to see

Don't get above your raisin'
Stay down to earth with me



4636. Don't Get Along With The Blues - Chords

Don't Get Along With The Blues
Written and recorded by Earl Thomas Conley                    

G              D7      C          G
I woke up this morning holding my head
        Em            C         D7
And the girl with the Hollywood face
        G         Em         C            G
And I'm out every evening to run with the crowd
      Em            D7       G
But I feel Like I'm going no place
                     D7   C          G
Cause my heart won't love no one but you
   Em          G    D7         G
My heart won't love no one but you
                   D7        C            G
Yeah I met lots of women for one night of love
    Em            C               D7
Who gave it their heart and their soul
    G        Em           C     G
But all that leaves me is never enough
      Em          D7               G
And I feel like a wheel that won't roll
                     D7   C          G
Cause my heart won't love no one but you
   Em          G    D7         G
My heart won't love no one but you
C               Em
Ooh girl you're wearing me down now
  C             D7           G
I can't feel at home without you
C               Em
Ooh well you're wearing me down girl
      C         D7             G
And I don't get along with the blues
Repeat last verse

4637. Don't Get Around Much Anymore

Don't Get Around Much Anymore

Missed the Saturday dance
Yet they crowded the floor
Couldn't bear it much without you.
Don't get around much anymore.

Been invited on dates



Might of gone but what for
Awfully distant without you
Don't get around much anymore.

Well, it's all gone I guess
But my minds more at ease
And never the less
We'll stir up some more memories.

Been invited on dates (well, well)
I might of gone but what for (I've heard that before, myself)
It's so lonesome without you (I miss you George)
Don't get around much anymore.

(Spoken)
You know George it's really true
You don't get around much anymore
You haven't been to see me on a Leer Jet
I'm out here right now bro.
I know but I was thinkin' about the old days
When you used to take the lawn mower
Oh, I tried to get to Amirillo
But man, it was to far with a ten horse power
Well, you had, you had a red Buick though didn't you
For two week I had a red Buick
And found out later it was gold
Well, hmm as long as you don't start doing that duck
Well, he's not to bad anymore haha
Nancy run him off... haha quack...

(Sang)
It's all gone I guess
But my minds all at ease
And never the less
We'll stir up some old memories.

Been invited on dates
I might of gone but what for
It's so lonesome without you
Don't get around much anymore.

(Spoken)
Hey, you know we need to get back on the radio
George, that's what we need to do
Hey

(Sang)
Don't get around much anymore

4638. Don't Get Married

Don't Get Married



Julie they've taken me to prison I pulled the gun and robbed the jewelry store
The only thing I took was that big diamond
You know the one you said you wish was yours
The diamond in the window called for money the price was just too much for me to pay
But the price I'm paying now is so much bigger oh Julie don't I have the right to say
Don't get married Julie wait for me don't get married cause someday I'll be free

Julie when I serve the time they gave me
I'll walk out through the gates and I'll be free
I hope you didn't only want the diamond cause I pray that you also wanted me
Don't get married Julie wait for me don't get married cause someday I'll be free

4639. Don't Get Married - Chords

Don't Get Married
recorded by Merle Haggard
written by Tommy Collins
 
C                         G7
Julie they've taken me to prison 
                                        C
I pulled the gun and robbed the jewelry store
                                   G7
The only thing I took was that big diamond
                                       C
You know the one you said you wish was yours
 
                                     G7
The diamond in the window called for money 
                                      C
The price was just too much for me to pay
                                        G7
But the price I'm paying now is so much bigger 
                                   C
Oh Julie don't I have the right to say
 
C7        F                      C
Don't get married Julie wait for me 
          G7            F               C
Don't get married cause someday I'll be free
 
                                      G7
Julie when I serve the time they gave me
                                            C
I'll walk out through the gates and I'll be free
                                G7
I hope you didn't only want the diamond 
                                  C
Cause I pray that you also wanted me
 
C7        F                      C
Don't get married Julie wait for me 
          G7            F               C



Don't get married cause someday I'll be free

4640. Don't Get Married Without Me

Punch Brothers - Don't Get Married Without Me 

You're right, we're wrong for now
Just bailing water while the ship goes down
When we could float away on separate rafts
To die another day

But it's more than time apart, my love
It's time to handle this without kid gloves
Ripping the Band-Aid off may not be pretty
Least the bleeding's stopped, I think

Let's not fool ourselves
Taking a break is dragging out a breakup too long
Help yourself to whatever you like with whomever you like
But don't get married without me

We lost the battle won
That doesn't mean we can't have any fun
This war's not over yet
We called a truce, no need to get upset

I know you know I still love you
Anyone else is a lateral move at best
And who says I'll be able to move at all
'Til I cozy back up to you this fall but still

Let's not fool ourselves
Taking a break is dragging out a breakup too long
Help yourself to whatever you like with whomever you like
But don't get married without me

Let's not fool ourselves
'Cause we aren't cowards, we aren't liars
We're just two people who are not in love
Right now

Let's not fool ourselves
Taking a break is dragging out a breakup too long
Help yourself to whatever you like with whomever you like
But don't get married without me

4641. Don't Get Me Started



Rodney Crowell - Don't Get Me Started

We ran into trouble scamming for oil
The whole Middle East is coming to a boil
It's the Muslims and Kurds, Bedouin herds
Palestinians and Arabs and Jews in the news
There's to much to keep up with, it will jangle your head
And the whole situation's running way in the red
I said don't get me started, I'll like as not bend your ear
Don't get me started, I just want to make one thing clear
I was born in America and I'm proud of that fact
I wish the rest of the world would get off our back
But these slick politicians, Man you've got to admit
Seem as crazy as bedbugs and they don't give one whit
About a man on the street with his back to the wall
Who can't find a quarter for to make a phone call
Meanwhile back in Washington champagne will flow
Tell that to the homeless man with nowhere to go
I said, don't get me started, I came into this bar to unwind
Don't get me started, I'll like as not speak my mind
The rich corporations have turned a deaf ear
The don't care who goes hungry, they've made that much clear
You see the trouble with people is we want to believe
But they can't turn a profit without tricks up their sleeve
It's the roofers and truckers, the working class suckers
The fireman and nurses, soldiers and preachers
Who shoulder the blows, it comes and it goes
A six trillion dollar debt that you pay through the nose
I said don't get me started, I'm a drag when I've had a few drinks
And don't get me started, I don't care what anyone thinks
Cause it makes me angry
East Timor's genocide to the core
The Indonesian legions come and give 'em what for
When the coalition army doesn't come to your aid
You might as well face it, there's no made to be made
I had a dream last night I was Secretary of Defense
And I came to the conclusion war doesn't make any sense
Yeah, but nobody heard me when I tried to rescind it
There were too many people that just didn't want to end it
I said, don't get me started, you never know when I might stop
Don't get me started, we both need to just let this thing drop
Don't get me started, don't get me started, not now
Don't get me started because it makes me angry

4642. Don't Get Sand in It

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Don't get sand in it
Composer: Steve Goodman - Sean Kelly

Don'tcha, don'tcha, don'tcha get sand in it
I don't wanna feel no sand in it
Don't want no other members of the band in it
Sure don't wanna feel no sand in it.



When you're sittin' down by the ocean
On a blanket with the suntan lotion.

Don'tcha go gettin' (sand in it)
Don'tcha go gettin' no (sand in it)
Don'tcha go gettin' (sand in it)
Don'tcha go gettin' no (sand in it)

Don'tcha, don'tcha, don'tcha get sand in it
I don't wanna find a baby grand in it
Don't want no other kind of contraband in it
Girl, don't wanna feel no sand in it.

Don'tcha know that it would be a pity
If you get your little nitty gritty.

Don'tcha go gettin' (sand in it)
Don'tcha go gettin' no (sand in it)
Don'tcha go gettin' (sand in it)
Don'tcha go gettin' no (sand in it)

Don'tcha go gettin' no sand in it
Don'tcha go gettin' no sand in it
Don'tcha go gettin' no sand in it
Sand in it, aaah!

Don'tcha, don'tcha, don'tcha get sand in it
I don't wanna feel no sand in it
Don't want no other members of the band in it
Don't want no other kind of contraband in it.

Don'tcha know that it would be a pity
If you get your little nitty gritty.

Don'tcha go gettin' (sand in it)
Don'tcha go gettin' no (sand in it)
Don'tcha go gettin' (sand in it)
Don'tcha go gettin' no (sand in it)

Don'tcha go gettin' no sand in it
Don'tcha go gettin' no sand in it
Don'tcha go gettin' no sand in it
Sand in it, aaah!

Sand in it
Sand in it
Sand in it

4643. Don't Give A Hang

Jim Lauderdale - Don't Give A Hang

Don't give a hang, tell why I should



Don't give a hang, 'bout Hollywood
Don't give a hang, it's understood
Don't give a hang, I'm just no good
I used to care 'bout everything
I used to care enough to sing
I used to care enough to cry
I used to care to still ask why
Well I don't care what's on the news
I sit and stare, prefer the blues
Prefer the chair I never use
Prefer the rain in Syracuse
Don't give a hang, and that's for sure
For supermarket music in my ear
Don't give a hang 'bout telephones
That follow you when you leave home
You think I'm proud to be this way
Oh I ain't proud, I'm just dismayed
Hang by myself, don't get around
Everyone I know just gets me down
Except for you, this much is clear
Except for you, I'm outa here
Except for you, I'd break and run
Except for you, it's none on none
Don't give a hang, it's understood
Don't give a hang, I'm just no good

4644. Don't Give Up On Me

Don't Give Up On Me

Lord don't give up on me I'll do right someday
Lord don't turn me out don't turn away
I'm just a wandering pilgrim all alone
And Lord I'm only halfway home

Wait just a little longer I need some time
Make me just a little stronger so I can fly
It's a long way up from a very bottom to heaven's dome#
And Lord I'm only halfway home

Lord don't give up on me I'll do right someday
Lord don't turn me out don't turn away
I'm just a wandering pilgrim all alone
And Lord I'm only halfway home
And Lord I'm only halfway home

4645. Don't Give Up On Me - Chords



Don't Give Up On Me
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                        F                 C
Lord don't give up on me I'll do right someday
                                  G7
Lord don't turn me out don't turn away
C                            F    C
I'm just a wandering pilgrim all alone
             G7           C
And Lord I'm only halfway home

                          F           C
Wait just a little longer I need some time
                                        G7
Make me just a little stronger so I can fly
C                                        F        C
It's a long way up from a very bottom to heaven's dome# 
             G7           C
And Lord I'm only halfway home

                         F                 C
Lord don't give up on me I'll do right someday
                                  G7
Lord don't turn me out don't turn away
C                            F    C
I'm just a wandering pilgrim all alone
             G7           C
And Lord I'm only halfway home

             G7           C
And Lord I'm only halfway home

4646. Don't Give Up When You're Down - Chords

Don't Give Up When You're Down
Recorded by Ray Price
Written by Lee Dresser

C
If you're having times of sorrow 
D7
Hoping there'll be no tomorrow 
G7                             C
Looking for a way to hide your shame
                             
You can take your times of sadness 
D7
Trade them in for days of gladness 
G7                             C
If you kneel and pray in Jesus name
                          F
Don't give up when you're down
        C



Let the wondrous love of Jesus 
         D7               G7
Get your feet back on the ground
        C
You can overcome your trials 
           F
Trade your frown in for a smile
           C              G7              C   F
Don't give up (don't give up) when you're down
           C              G7              C   F C
Don't give up (don't give up) when you're down
When your days seem long and weary 
    D7
And all your nights are dark and dreary 
G7                         C
Like a stormy cloud in the sky
You don't have to be discouraged 
D7
You can always find the courage 
G7                             C
If you only praise the Lord on high
Repeat #2
When your problem seem to haunt you 
D7
And you think nobody wants you
G7                              C
You can count on Jesus for your friend
Help yourself to all His glory 
D7
He'll write you a brand new story 
G7                            C
One that always has the happy end
Repeat #2 x2

4647. Don't Give Your Heart To A Rambler

Tom T. Hall - Don't give your heart to a rambler
Composer: Jimmie Skinner

If I've ever had the blues little darlin'
Or the lure of the road on my mind
I'm bound to hear the whistle of the freight train
And them boxcars as they rattle down the line

Don't fall in love with me darlin' I'm a rambler
Though you're the sweetest little sweetheart in this world
It's all for your sake Dear that I'm leavin'
Don't give your heart to a rambler little girl

Well I've handed you a line and I'm sorry
For you're just a little sweeter than the rest
Believe me darlin' I don't want to hurt you
Or do anything to mar your happiness



Don't fall in love with me darlin' I'm a rambler...

Don't be blue when I say that I don't love you
I've said it all so many times it seems
I'm just a guy whose restless mind keeps wonderin'
I guess that I was born to drift and dream

Don't fall in love with me darlin' I'm a rambler...

4648. Don't Give Your Heart To A Rambler

Don't Give Your Heart To A Rambler
Jimmy Martin

   Don't fall in love with me darling I'm a rambler
   Although you're the sweetest sweetheart in this world
   It's all for your sake dear that I'm leaving
   Don't give your heart to a rambler, little girl

I handed you a line dear and I'm sorry
You're just a little sweeter that the rest
Believe me when I say I don't want to hurt you
Or do anything to mar our happiness

If I'd never had the blues, little darling
Or the lure of the road, dear on my mind
But I'm bound to hear the whistle of a freight train
And the boxcars as they rattle down the line

4649. Don't Go Away

Glen Phillips - Don't Go Away

We were sharing so many words and feelings
Age is heavier, it seems, than years alone
But, I told you things I wouldn't dream of telling anyone
Are we drifting out, like flowers from a forgotten someone
Don't go away
I can't feel sane without you
We were making so many plans and secrets
We would both be millionaires or kings or presidents
But like everything those little dreams
Just kind of came and went
Hard now just to make end meet
How soon we all forget



4650. Don't Go City Girl On Me - Chords

Don't Go City Girl On Me
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Mike Kosser and Rafe VanHoy

C
With your blouse halfway open 
                                          C7
And your skirt a flappin' high above your knees
  F
I declare you'll catch your death of cold 
                                   C
With all that skin a wavin' in the breeze
         F
You're a hot country woman 
                                 C
And you sure know how to country please
       G7                F                             C
Pretty woman of the coun-try but don't go city girl on me
You've got an eye for Cadillac's 
                                       C7
And great big stacks of hundred dollar bills
F
You're like a hound dog chasin' rabbits 
                                    C
And each sugar daddy's just another meal
            F
Girl you're playing with the big boys 
                                          C
Don't you realize that you're just little league
       G7                F                         C
Pretty woman of the coun-try don't go city girl on me
G7                                                     F
Pretty country woman you got the bright lights in your eyes
G7
But the true love I can give you 
                                   F
Is worth more than all them uptown lights
C
And that good life you've been looking for 
F                            C
You ain't gonna find on city streets
           G7                F                            C
I love you woman of the coun-try so don't go city girl on me
           G7                                            C
I love you woman of the country so don't go city girl on me

4651. Don't Go Home Tonight Unsaved - Chords

Don't Go Home Tonight Unsaved
Recorded by The Wilburn Brother
Written by Garry D. Rector, John F. Gleen Jr. and Edward A. Fryberger 



C                      F
Upon my heart I have a burden
C                          G7
For lost soul's who's gone astray
C                        F
Won't you come for He is calling
C        G7             C
Don't go home tonight unsaved
    F                      C
The end of time is drawing nearer
                          G7
Can't you hear the Savior say
C                              F
Now's the time and there's the alter
C        G7             C
Don't go home tonight unsaved
                         F
What if death should overtake you
C                       G7
It would be too late to pray
    C                            F
You know your day's on earth are numbered 
C        G7             C
Don't go home tonight unsaved
 
Repeat #2

4652. Don't Go My Love - Chords

Don't Go My Love
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by James Valentini and Frank Saulino

D7     G         D7     Em        D7
What a beautiful gift a heart can be 
             C                  G
When there's someone to receive it
                 D7       Em   D7
What a beautiful sound is honesty 
     C                    D7
When there's someone to believe it
Em
I used to say that 
  B7            Em        E7      A7
I didn't need a love that I could keep
         G         D7   Em     D7
But I've spent too many nights alone 
C        D7      G
Cryin' myself to sleep
         C     D7      C     B7
So don't go my love oh oh my love
C          D7        B7     Em



I need you more than ever before
Am              D7    G   D7
Oh oh don't you go my love
       G        D7       Em       D7
What a sweet surprise to have the ties 
     C                G
That only fools would sever
                       D7         Em         D7
But it's worth all the blues that we've been through 
   C                  D7
If love could last forever
    Em              B7
And when I think of all the times 
     Em             A7
Love almost slipped away
  G      D7       Em      D7
I know I need you so much more 
     C           D7   G
Than words could ever say
repeat #3

4653. Don't Go Near The Water - Chords

Don't Go Near The Water
Recorded by Sammy Kershaw
Written by Chapin Hartford and Jim Foster

G
Your momma used to worry bout that big muddy river
D7                                G
Honey do you remember you let the screen door slam 

When you stepped off the front porch

Hear your momma callin' don't be late
A#7
I could hear you daddy holler 
C                 G
Son she's my only daughter

                 A#7
You'd stick your nose in the honey suckle 

Down by the gate
      C
I can still hear your momma callin' 
                  G
Don't go near the water

   C          F      C        F
We fell right in way over our heads 
       C         F        C    F
But we didn't go near the water



  G       C       G         C
A love as deep so young and sweet 
        D7
And the nights got hotter and hotter
   G           C           G        C
We sure enough gettin' our feet wet momma 
       G         C        G
But we didn't go near the water

You hear the rockin' chair squeakin' 

As you sneak up the back stairs

Momma waitin' like a grizzly bear
        A#7                  C                  G
But you had to get the honey suckle out of your hair
           A#7
But in the morrnin' light we looked her right in the eyes
       C                                  G
And it wasn't a lie we didn't go near the water

repeat #3 x2

Your momma used to worry bout that big muddy river 

D7
She should have worried bout me
              G           C           G        C
Cause we were sure enough gettin' our feet wet momma 
       G         C        G    C
But we didn't go near the water
G         C
Didn't go near the water
G         F        G
Didn't go near the water

4654. Don't Go Out Tonight

Don't Go Out Tonight
Lonesome River Band

   Now don't go out tonight little darling
   Do not leave me here alone
   Stay at home with me my darling
   I'm so lonesome while you're gone

I hear a knockin' at my door
And a footstep on the floor
Now they're bringin' home my darling
Here he lies drunk upon the floor

Now he's dying yes he's dying
Soon I'll be left all alone



I pray that God's warm tender mercy
Will save him from a drunkard's doom

4655. Don't It Make My Brown Eyes Blue - Chords

Don't It Make My Brown Eyes Blue
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Richard Leigh

C          Am    Dm           G7
Don't know when  I've been so blue
C          Am               E7
Don't know what's come over you
Am           C       D7
You've found someone new
    F                Em         F      G7
And don't it make my brown eyes blue
C           Am    Dm          G7
And I'll be fine  when you're gone
C         Am             E7
I'll just cry  all night long
Am     C     D7
Say it isn't true
    F                Em         C
And don't it make my brown eyes blue
Am         Em       F            C
Tell me no secrets  tell me some lies
Am         Em              F   C
Give me no reasons give me alibis
Am          Em          F             C
Tell me you love me and don't make me cry
Dm     Em        F
Say anything but don't say goodbye
C        Am   Dm           G7
I didn't mean to treat you bad
C      Am               E7
Didn't know just what I had
Am        C     D7
But honey now I do
    F                Em
And don't it make my brown eyes 
F                Em
Don't it make my brown eyes
F                           C
Don't it make my brown eyes blue

4656. Don't It Make You Wanna Dance



Jerry Jeff Walker - Don't It Make You Wanna Dance?

Well, I've been gone for so long
Feels so good just to get back home
Back to my friends and all the faces
I love to see
Like a rainbow in the sky
A certain twinkle that's in her eye
Telling me they believe in what I am
And what I want to be
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country
Could you sing a while?
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country
Could you sing a while?
Oh Lord, don't it feel right tonight
Makin' music when you feel just right
And feeling better with every single song
And look around everyone is a friend
And every single one has found his friend
So when the chorus comes around
They have a body to bone, yeah
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country
Could you sing a while?
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country
Could you sing a while?
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country
Could you sing a while?
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country
Could you sing a while?

4657. Don't It Make You Wanna Dance

Todd Snider - Don't It Make You Wanna Dance (Live)

[Chorus]
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country
Pick and sing a while
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country



Pick and sing a while

[Verse 1]
Well, I've been gone for so long
It feels good just to be back home
Back with my friends and people I wanna see
It's like a rainbow that's in the sky
The certain twinkle in everybody's eye
Tellin' me they believe in what I am and what I want to be

[Chorus]
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country
Pick and sing a while
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country
Pick and sing a while

[Verse 2]
Oh Lord, don't it feel right tonight?
The certain feeling when the music's just right
I'm feeling better with every single song
I look around, everybody's my friend
Everybody's got the finest grin
And when that chorus comes along, everybody jump on

[Chorus]
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country
Pick and sing a while
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country
Pick and sing a while

[Chorus]
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country
Pick and sing a while (Sing a while, sing a while)
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down down down in the country
Pick and sing a while
Don't it make you wanna dance?
Don't it make you wanna smile?
When you're down, down, down in the country
Down, down, down in the country
Down, down, down in the country
When you're down, down, down in the country
Lord God Almighty gotta hang around and pick and sing awhile



4658. Don't Know Much

Linda Ronstadt - Don't Know Much

Look at this face I know the years are showing
Look at this life I still don't know where it's going

I don't know much but I know I love you
That may be all I need to know

Look at these eyes they never seen what matters
Look at these dreams so beaten and so battered

I don't know much but I know I love you
That may be all I need to know

So many questions still left unanswered
So much I've never broken through
And when I feel you near me,sometimes I see so clearly
That only truth I'll never know is me and you

Look at this man so blessed with inspiration
Look at this soul still searching for salvation

I don't know much but I know I love you
That may be all I need to know

I don't know much but I know I love you
That may be all I need to know

I don't know much but I know I love you
That may be all there is to know

4659. Don't Know What We've Got

Donna the Buffalo - Don't Know What We've Got 

A picture's worth a thousand words
Like a picture on my fridge
In a better light you can see it right
And you know just what it is

Kiss under the moonlight
Hug under the stars
It might be right in the middle of the night
'Til the light shows you where you are

Chorus:
I know what it takes



But I don't know what we've got
I don't know where it comes from
But it comes from there a lot

The world goes around 'til the sun goes down
On the games that people play
And what goes around is still comin' around
For the body and soul to pay

Living is good with a lover's heart
Oh love is the only way
You won't know what's in and you still don't bend
And it steals your heart away

Chorus

I don't know where it comes from
Yeah I don't know where it is
If I knew where it comes from
Well I wouldn■t be singin' this

Mistletoe and red roses know
The arrow knows its way
Bees ain■t lyin' the birds'll be tryin'
'Til love becomes the day

Fish swim with emotion
Trees know 'cause they've heard
Time shoots like that arrow
And love sings like that bird

Chorus

4660. Don't Laugh

Don't Laugh
Louvin Brothers

If I cry when I kiss you or when we say goodbye
Don't laugh don't laugh
If I say I'll always love you and I will 'til I die
Don't laugh don't laugh.

 I could never find another there's no need for me to try
So I beg of you my darlin' please don't laugh if I cry
If I say I'll always love you and I will until I die
Don't laugh don't laugh.

Honest darlin' I'm not teasing when I say you are the best
Don't laugh don't laugh
And if you will take the chance I'm sure my love will stand the test
Don't laugh don't laugh.



4661. Don't Lead Me On - Chords

Don't Lead Me On
Written and recorded by Mel Street

G  D7                 G
My eyes they crave to see you 
                          G7
My lips burn to feel your kiss
      C                   G
And I know I'm nearest to heaven 
                          D7
When I hold an angel like this
  G
I need love that lasts forever 
                   G7
And not just for a day
        C                    G
Darling please don't lead me on 
      D7               G
If we can't go all the way
              C
Don't lead me on cause 
                         G
We know that cheating is sin
    D7             G
And darling please don't tempt me
    A7                      D7
Our resistance's wearing so thin
    G
Now don't put your arms around me 
                               G7
Cause you know I'd want you to stay
    C                    G
And please don't lead me on 
      D7               G
If we can't go all the way
                
I think you've always known 
                      G7
How I've been wanting you
         C               G
And your lips tell me so tenderly 
                     D7
How much you want me too
        
And it could be so easy 
                        G7
Let temptation have its way
    C                    G
But please don't lead me on 
      D7               G
If we can't go all the way



              C
Don't lead me on cause 
                         G
We know that cheating is sin
    D7             G
And darling please don't tempt me
    A7                      D7
Our resistance's wearing so thin
    G
Now don't put your arms around me 
                               G7
Cause you know I'd want you to stay
    C                    G
And please don't lead me on 
      D7               C  G
If we can't go all the way

4662. Don't Leave Her Lonely Too Long

Marty Stuart - Don't Leave Her Lonely Too Long

Well my friend, you ask me what to do 
If I were you and feeling blue
I know inside that you still care 
You want her here but she's out there
Don't leave her lonely too long
'Cause she'll be gone, gone, gone
Don't leave her lonely too long
'Cause she'll be gone, gone, gone

You still have time to change her mind
She needs to know the way you feel
And there could be no better time
You've got to show her your love is real
Don't leave her lonely too long
'Cause she'll be gone, gone, gone
Don't leave her lonely too long
'Cause she'll be gone, gone, gone

There's strangers waiting in line
To take your place and leave you behind
And then too late you'll change your mind
Your heart will break a million times
Don't leave her lonely too long
'Cause she'll be gone, gone, gone
Don't leave her lonely too long
'Cause she'll be gone, gone gone
'Cause she'll be gone, gone, gone



4663. Don't Leave Me

Don't Leave Me
John Cowan

The willow weeps and having wept
Can weep no more
But still it cries for me
It cries in sympathy
It knows that you are gone

Don't leave me baby

There was a time when you were mine
And not so long ago I used to say
You'd never go away
You'd never leave me lonely

Don't leave me baby

Think about the happy times
The groovy times
Don't tell me they are gone
I just can't carry on
And know that you're not here
You'rR not near anymore

Don't leavR me baby
Things are gonna work out fine
Don't leave me baby
Think I'm goin' out of my mind
Don't leave me baby
Don't leave me behind

The willow weeps and having wept
Can weep no more
But still it cries for me
It cries in sympathy
It knows that you are gone

4664. Don't Leave Me Alone

Don't Leave Me Alone 
Longview
 
Don't leave me alone, to suffer the shame  
For the wrong that you've done, I'm not to blame 
The love in my heart, will hold on and on 
You're breakin' my heart, don't leave me alone 
 
CHORUS: 
When darkness falls, I'll be by myself 
To rassle the dreams, you put on the shelf  



The love in my heart will hold on and on 
You're breakin' my heart, don't leave me alone 
 
Have you ever found, the love that you've lost 
Do you know the price, of paying the cost 
When the one that you love, tells you she's gone 
It's all over now, don't leave me alone   
 
You're breakin' my heart
Don't leave me alone

4665. Don't Leave Me In Love

Dierks Bentley - Don't Leave Me In Love

[Verse 1]
I know things haven't gone like you planned
And for that I'm partly to blame
You didn't want to fall in love not yet
Cause you've still got so many dreams to chase
And love is a double edged sword
It lets you walk though life feeling content
But that's a feeling you say you can't afford
And you'd be better off bein' lonely again

[Chorus]
But please don't leave me
Leave me in love
Before you walk away break my heart
Let me give you up
If you need your freedom
To find yourself
Release me from these chains of love
Lord knows I need your help
But please don't leave me
Don't leave me in love

[Verse 2]
You ask if you can hold me one last time
Sweetheart, you know I can't resist
You say tonight we'll fall asleep as lovers
But tomorrow we'll wake up as friends

[Chorus]
But please don't leave me
Leave me in love
Before you walk away break my heart
Let me give you up
If you need your freedom
To find yourself
Release me from these chains of love
Lord knows I need your help
But please don't leave me



Don't leave me in love

[Bridge]
How can I ever love somebody new
If I can't get my heart back from you
So please don't leave me
Don't leave me, don't leave me
Don't leave me in love
Don't leave me in love
Don't leave me

4666. Don't Leave Me Lonely

Rodney Crowell - Don't Leave Me Lonely

I step across the danger line
And feel this crazy heart of mine
Go midnight blue
Somewhere an angel sheds a tear
For all the beauty and the fear
Of loving you
It's true that only heaven knows
The way love comes and goes
But I don't have heaven's eyes
I've seen too many sad goodbyes
Don't leave me lonely
Don't leave me blue
Don't leave me loving you
Don't leave me loving you
Through the shadows of my doubt
I see the love I've lived without
Shine in your eyes
But love can break the truest heart
And leave it in the deepest dark
If the fire dies
It's up to us to tend the flame
Don't let the wind and rain
Keep you from holding on
Baby, please be strong
Don't leave me lonely
Don't leave me blue
Don't leave me loving you
Don't leave me loving you
Don't leave me loving you
Baby, be true
Don't leave me loving you

4667. Don't Leave Me Now



Rodney Crowell - Don't Leave Me Now

[Intro]
I've been a liar
I've been untrue
I've compromised myself
But I'll make it up to you
I'll beg your forgiveness
Hand on my heart
To shatter your faith in me
Has blown my whole world apart

[Chorus]
Don't leave me now
I don't know how much more I can say
Don't leave me now
There's no right way, there's no wrong way
There's only your way

[Verse]
In spite of all the shame on me
I'll shoulder all the blame, you'll see a different man
I pledge my very soul to you
I die before I'll Rver do you wrong again
Life has very simplR laws
To profit from the pain you 'cause, a man must pay
Heaven knows if time will close
The book on how this story goes, I dare not say

[Chorus]
Don't leave me now
In time I can get this thing right
Don't leave me now
On a different night, in a different light
I can make this right

[Instrumental Break]

[Outro]
Don't leave me now
(In time I can set this thing straight)
Don't leave me now
(And I'll make it worth the wait)
Don't leave me now
(You tell me that it's not too late)
(I know that I could change my fate)
Don't leave me now
This mistake I've made will someday fade into the evening shade

4668. Don't Leave The Leaving Up To Me - Chords

Don't Leave The Leaving Up To Me
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Justin Trevino and Levi Mullen 



C                                                       C7
You're telling me it's over and there's nothing left to say
    F                C            D7               G7
But I still have the love for you I'll carry to my grave
  C                                                C7
I know that I can't keep you if you long to be set free
     F               G7            C
Just don't leave the leaving up to me
    G7                                    C
For I just can't believe we're through no matter what you say
   D7                               G7
My heart won't let me be the one to turn and walk away
    C                                                    C7
But if that's the way you want it that's the way it will be
     F               G7            C
Just don't leave the leaving up to me
                                                C7
I want you to be happy even though it breaks my heart
   F                  C         D7              G7
To know that you'd be satisfied with tearing us apart
C                                          C7
So if I must let you go then I'll do it willing
     F               G7            C
Just don't leave the leaving up to me
Repeat #2 
   F               G7            C
No don't leave the leaving up to me

4669. Don't Leave Without Taking Your Silver - Chords

Don't Leave Without Taking Your Silver
Recorded by George Jones
Written by D. Black
[3/4 time]

G                        C             G
You said I'm taking everything that is mine
                  D7           G
Right down to the clock on the wall
  C                             G
I watched as you packed up your things
         A7                          D7
Then you turned and said well that's all

   G           D7               G
Oh but you overlooked just once item
                          G7              C
It's as much yours as the cloths that you wear
                                G
Don't leave without taking your silver
                  D7         G
You left it right here in my hair



     C                  G
It's yours for I didn't have it
    D7                     G
The moment you captured my soul
        C                         G
First a little streak showed then slowly it wove
     A7                    D7
It's way right in with the gold

        G       D7       G
I don't see how you over looked it
                      G7         C
For we both know that you put it there
                                   G
So don't leave without taking your silver
                  D7         G
You left it right here in my hair

         C                         G
No don't leave without taking your silver
                  D7         C  G
You left it right here in my hair

4670. Don't Leave Your Light Low

Jim Lauderdale - Don't Leave Your Light Low

Been thinkin' so loud started drawin' a crowd
Been prayin' I don't chicken out tryin' to figure out the way to go
Don't leave you light low bright enough so some of us can carry on

Stop stayin' inside all hypnotized
Got to let it out been shakin' up start shakin' off and realize
Don't leave you light low bright enough so some of us can carry on

Might seem like it doesn't matter no matter what you do
Can't tell if it's gettin' better or if you're gettin' through

Those babes in the woods they only have it so good
For a little while till it's out of style going through that phase they're going

Don't leave you light low bright enough so some of us can carry on

[ guitar ]

Might seem like it doesn't matter...

Stop stayin' inside all hypnotized
Got to get it out got to shake it off try to figure out what's goin' on
Don't leave your light low does that road look familiar yet
Don't leave your light low about a mile ahead so much is told
Don't leave your light low bright enough so some of us can carry on



The sailing is strong you're sailing strong

4671. Don't Leave Your Records In The Sun

Don't Leave Your Records in the Sun
John Hartford - Don't Leave Your Records in the Sun

Alright, now this is a song about phonograph records

Don't leave your records in the sun
They'll warp and won't be any good for anyone
Don't leave your records in the sun
They get all wavy and they just won't run

They just won't play, just won't play, just won't play
Just won't play, just won't play, just won't play
Just won't play, just won't play, just won't play
Just won't play, just won't play no more

Well, I had this record I really did like
It was the last one they had in the store
I left it laying on the car back seat
And now it just won't play no more

Don't leave your records in the sun
They'll warp and won't be any good for anyone
Don't leave your records in the sun
They get all wavy and they just won't run

They just won't play, just won't play, just won't play
Just won't play, just won't play, no more

4672. Don't Let A Little Thing Like That - Chords

Don't Let A Little Thing Like That
Recorded by Vernon Oxford

C                                                     G7
Your bag is packed and waiting dear now you can start walking
                                                      C
You say our love has had its day the time is past for talking
                                    C7               F
I know our little girl will cry and ask for you each day
G7                                               C
Don't let a little thing like that stand in your way
G7                                 F               C
Don't let a little thing like that tear your world apart
G7                                 F              C
Don't let a little thing like that hold onto your heart



                                             C7                 C
With her face against the window pane she'll watch for you each day
G7                                               C
Don't let a little thing like that stand in your way
                                                         G7
Her little feet will walk the floor her little eyes will stare
                                                  C
Around the room and back again but mommy won't be there
                                  C7                F
When's mommy coming home her tear filled voice will say
G7                                               C
Don't let a little thing like that stand in your way
Repeat #2

4673. Don't Let Go

Molly Tuttle - Don't Let Go

[Verse 1]
Can you keep a secret?
Is there some place we could go?
I've been feeling heavy
Need to lighten up my load

[Verse 2]
I gotta keep on rollin'
But I'm pickin' up the dust
My head is gettin' foggy
My hinges all have rust
Can you keep the faith now?

[Chorus]
Don't let go of me
Don't let go of me
Don't let go, don't let go of me

[Verse 3]
Tip me in the water
Wash away my fear
I've been driving reckless
Need someone else to steer
I've been goin' straight down

[Chorus]
Don't let go of me
Don't let go of me
Don't let go, don't let go of me
Don't let go of me
Don't let go of me
Don't let go, don't let go of me

[Outro]
I've been talking to some spirits on the radio



From a satellite in space beaming from the stars above and below
I've been all around the world, I've been all around the world
I've been all around the world

4674. Don't Let Her Get Away

Don't Let Her Get Away - Vince Gill
(Vince Gill / Al Anderson)

There's nothin' like the feelin'
When you finally find someone
You're wastin' your time
Thinkin' the whole thing through
If you take her for granted
Man, it's gonna come undone
Don't wait another minute
'Cause she's in love with you

Chorus:
Don't let her get away
Don't let her get away
Don't let her get away

Well, every gun town would love
To be in your shoes
They've never seen a woman
Ever look so fine
They're all waitin' for the chance
To walk all over you
Son I'd have to tell
I'd be the first in line

Chorus

Any fool can see you've got it made
A love like this don't come around everyday

Chorus x 3

Don't let her get away

4675. Don't Let Her Know - Chords

Don't Let Her Know
by Buck Owens

C F
Lips make a smile on my face
G7 C



Eyes don't let her see you shed a tear
 F
Heart don't let her hear you skip a beat
 G7 C
And pride don't let her know how much I care
 F G7 C
Don't let her know don't let her know how much I care

 F
Laugh dance and sing so she won't notice
 G7 C
The hurt that's still burning deep inside
 F
And don't let her see the way I tremble
G7 C
Don't let her know how much I cried
 F G7
Don't let her know don't let her know 
 C
How much I've cried

4676. Don't Let Her See Me Cry

Lefty Frizzell
Don't Let Her See Me Cry

[Verse 1:]
Won't you tell telephone me
That she can go I set her free
For I don't want to say goodbye
And let her see me cry
Tell to her just any old thing
Say I went somewhere to sing
For I just can't look her in the eyes
And let her see me cry

[Chorus][x2]
I don't want to see or talk to anyone I know
Until she's gone, until she goes
So you see the reason why I want you to tell a lie
And just for me say goodbye
And don't let her see me cry

4677. Don't Let It Trouble Your Mind

Dolly Parton - Don't Let It Trouble Your Mind 
(Dolly Parton)
Rhiannon Giddens



Our love affair is bitter sweet
Insecure and incomplete
And I've often wondered why your leaving's been so long delayed
It's all become so complicated
Maybe you feel obligated
And out of simpathy for me you stay
But I had rather live alone
Than live with someone who doesn't love me
And I'd rather have you go than stay
And put me down a thinkin' you're above me
Our love affair is so wound up
It's best that we unwind
And if you don't love me, leave me
And don't let it trouble your mind

You've waited much too long to leave afraid of how I'd take it
And I'm deeply touched by your concern but I think I can make it
It won't be easy for a while but I'll forget in time
And if you don't love me, leave me and don't let it trouble your mind
I had rather live alone
Than live with someone who doesn't love me
And I'd rather have you go than stay
And put me down a-thinkin' you're above me
Our love affair is so wound up
It's best that we unwind
And if you don't love me, leave me
And don't let it trouble your mind

4678. Don't Let Me Be Lonely Tonight

Don't Let Me Be Lonely Tonight
Garth Brooks - Don't Let Me Be Lonely Tonight

So, you do me wrong, you do me right
Tell me lies but hold me tight
Save your good-byes for the morning light
But don't let me be lonely tonight

Say goodbye and say hello
Sure enough good to see you, but it's time to go
Don't say yes, but please don't say no
I don't want to be lonely tonight

Go away then, damn you, go on and do as you please
You ain't gonna see me getting down on my knees
I'm undecided, and your heart's been divided
You've been turning my world upside down

Do me wrong, do me right, right now, baby
Go on and tell me lies but hold me tight
Save your good-byes for the morning light, morning light
Please don't let me be lonely tonight
I don't want to be lonely tonight, no, no



I don't want to be lonely tonight

I don't want to be lonely tonight

4679. Don't Let Me Cross Over

Dolly Parton - Don't Let Me Cross Over 
Roy Acuff - Jeannie Kendall

I'm tempted my darlin' to steal you away
Don't let me cross over, stay out of my way
'Cause you know that I love you and I'm not the stealin' kind
But I'm faced with heartache here at love's cheating line

Chorus:
Don't let me cross over love's cheating line
You belong to another and can never be mine
I know one step closer would be heaven divine
Don't let me cross over love's cheating line

I've tried to forget you but what else can I do
When your eyes keep saying that you want me too
And I know if I lose you not a dream will I have left
I don't want to cheat dear, but I can't help myself

Repeat Chorus

Tag:
Don't let me cross over love's cheating line

4680. Don't Let Me Down

Don't Let Me Down
Chris Stapleton

Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me down

Nobody ever loved me like she does
Oh, she does
Yeah, she does
And if somebody loved me like she do me
Oh, she do me
Yes, she does

Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me down

I'm in love for the first time



Don't you know it's gonna last
It's a love that lasts forever
It's a love that has no past
It's a love that has no past

Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me down
And from the first time that she really done me
Oh, she done me
She done me good
I guess nobody ever really done me
Oh, she done me
She done me good
Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me let down

4681. Don't Let Me Down

Don't Let Me Down
The Beatles - Sierra Ferrell

Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me down

Nobody ever loved me like she does
Ooh, she does
Yeah, she does
And if somebody loved me like she does
Ooh, she does
Yes, she does

Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me down

I'm in love for the first time
Don't you know it's gonna last?
It's a love that lasts forever
It's a love that has no past (Seeking past)

Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me down

And from the first time that she really done me
Oh, she done me
She done me good
I guess nobody ever really done me
Oh, she done me
She done me good

Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me down



Don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me let down
Can you dig it? Don't let me down

4682. Don't Let Me Down

Don't Let Me Down
Bearfoot

[Chorus]
Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me down

[Verse 1]
Nobody ever loved me like she does
Oh, she does
Yeah, she does
And if somebody loved me like she do me
Oh, she do me
Yes, she does

[Chorus]
Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me down

[Bridge]
I'm in love for the first time
Don't you know it's gonna last
It's a love that lasts forever
It's a love that has no past (Seeking past)

[Chorus]
Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me down
[Verse 2]
And from the first time that she really done me
Oh, she done me
She done me good
I guess nobody ever really done me
Oh, she done me
She done me good

[Chorus]
Don't let me down, don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me down

[Outro]
Don't let me down
Don't let me down, don't let me let down
Can you dig it? Don't let me down



4683. Don't Let Me Walk Too Far From Calvary - Chords

Don't Let Me Walk Too Far From Calvary
Recorded by The Rambos
Written by Dottie Rambo

G                        C                    A7
As long as I can see Him hangin' on a distant cross
D7                                             G      D7
Dyin' between two common thieves spat upon and mocked
   G                           C                     A7
As long as I can see Your open wounds that bleed for me
           D7                     G
Then I can be what He wants me to be
                      F        C
Don't let me walk too far from Calvary
                D7       C       G
Don't spare the agony of Gethsemane
  D7         G                    C    E7  Am
I might soon forget the death You died for me
             G    C            G     D7           G
That's why I pray don't let me stray too far from Calvary
                                C                A7
If I can hear the hammering and see Your wounded side
   D7                                                       G    D7
If I can feel the pain You felt when You hung Your head and died
   G                                     C                A7
As long as I can see forgiveness in Your eyes of love for me
           D7                     G
Then I can be what You want me to be
                      F        C
Don't let me walk too far from Calvary
                D7       C       G
Don't spare the agony of Gethsemane
  D7         G                    C    E7  Am
I might soon forget the death You died for me
             G    C            G     D7           C  D7 G
That's why I pray don't let me stray too far from Calvary

4684. Don't Let My Glass Run Dry - Chords

Don't Let My Glass Run Dry
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Tommy Hill and Red Sovine

G                      G7           C
Don't let my glass run dry my heart can't stand the pain
  D7                            G
I wish that I had died before I walked away



            G7                   C
The words I heard are causin' my ears to burn
    D7                               G
And what I saw was just too much for me to learn

                       G7          C
Don't let my glass run dry fill it to the brim
     A7                              D7
This achin' heart of mine had better learn to swim
        G              G7             C
For I'm gonna drown my sorrow and the pain within
      D7                                     G
Don't let my glass run dry please fill it up again

                       G7           C
The taste of her sweet kisses on my lips still burn
  D7                            G
I never thought that to another she would turn
                G7             C
Right before my eyes I saw her break each vow
      D7                               G
Don't let my glass run dry the way I'm feelin' now

                                   C
Don't let my glass run dry fill it to the brim
     A7                              D7
This achin' heart of mine had better learn to swim
        G                             C
For I'm gonna drown my sorrow and the pain within
      D7                                     G
Don't let my glass run dry please fill it up again

4685. Don't Let My Love Get In The Way

Don't Let My Love Get In The Way
Del McCoury Band

Remember what we said some time ago
We'd buy a home and find all things to be
we'd have some kids and raise them 'til they're grown
but things ain't looking good for you and me

Don't let my love get in the way if you're not happy
if he's the one you want, go to him now
Don't keep on coming back and let me love you
For what we had is over anyhow

whe we first met you took my heart
The thoughts of you just wore me through and through
Our love'd still burn only if you weren't ragged
do you love him ? Tell me it's not true

Don't Let my love get in the way if you're not happy



If he's the one you want, go to him now
Don't keep on coming back and let me love you
For what we have is over anyhow
For what we have is over anyhow

4686. Don't Let Our Love Start Slippin Away

Vince Gill - Don't Let Our Love Start Slippin Away

We've been up
All night long
Trying to solve a problem
Hell, it's almost dawn

Ain't no time for sleepin'
If our love is wearin' thin
'Cause I ain't givin' up
You ain't givin' in

Don't let our love start slippin'
Love start slippin' away
'Cause the life we've been livin'
Gets harder everyday
Don't let our love start slippin'
Love start slippin' away

A wounded love
Walks a real thin line
And no communication
Will kill it every time

So open up your heart
Baby, we can work it out
'Cause we've got the kind of love
People dream about

Don't let our love start slippin'
Love start slippin' away
'Cause the life we've been livin'
Gets harder everyday
Don't let our love start slippin'
Love start slippin' away

It's past the point of right or wrong
Let's find a way to just hold on, yeah

Don't let our love start slippin'
Love start slippin' away
'Cause the life we've been livin'
Gets harder everyday
Don't let our love start slippin'
Love start slippin' away



Don't let our love start slippin'
Love start slippin' away

4687. Don't Let Our Love Start Slippin' Away - Chords

Don't Let Our Love Start Slippin' Away
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Pete Wasner and Vince Gill

C                       F
We've been up all night long
                    G7                       C
Tryin' to solve the problem till it's almost dawn
                                               F
Ain't no time for sleeping if our love is everything
                     G7                  C
Cause I ain't giving up you ain't giving in
              F                   G7                  C
Don't let our love start slippin' love start slippin' away
          F                             G7           C
Cause the life we have been livin' gets harder every day
              F                   G7                  C
Don't let our love start slippin' love start slippin' away
                                 F
A wounded love walks a real thin line
              G7                        C
And no communication will kill it every time
                                       F
So open up your heart baby we can work it out
                   G7                C
We got the kind of love people dream about
repeat #2
G7                     F
It's past the point of right or wrong
G7                  F    G7   C
We'll find a way to just hold on
Repeat #2
              F                   G7                  C
Don't let our love start slippin' love start slippin' away

4688. Don't Let Smokey Mountain Smoke Get In Your Eyes

Don't Let Smokey Mountain Smoke Get In Your Eyes
Osborne Brothers

Don't let Smokey mountain smoke get in your eyes
If you do I'm tellin' you
You'll wan't to live there the rest of your life
If Smokey mountain smoke gets in your eyes



If you're looking for a place you will love
Smokey mountain Cherokee
The closest place to Heaven that I know of
Smokey mountain Tennessee

* Refrain

Gattlinburg precious jewel the mountain treasure
Smokey mountain paradise
You'll want to live in the smokies forever
If Smokey mountain smoke gets in your eyes

* Refrain

4689. Don't Let Smokey Mountain Smoke Get In Your Eyes - Chords

Don't Let Smokey Mountain Smoke Get In Your Eyes
Recorded by the Osborne Brothers
Written by Cecil Allen Null
 
C                         F                 C
Don't let Smokey mountain smoke get in your eyes
       G7             C
If you do I'm telling you
                              F            C
You'll want to live there the rest of your life
   G7                                 C
If Smokey mountain smoke gets in your eyes

                        F              C
If you're looking for a place you will love
       G7            C
Smokey mountain Cherokee
                     F             C
The closest place to Heaven that I know of
       G7            C
Smokey mountain Tennessee

Repeat #1

                    F                  C
Gatlinburg precious jewel the mountain treasure
       G7           C
Smokey mountain paradise
                       F           C
You'll want to live in the Smokies forever
   G7                                 C
If Smokey mountain smoke gets in your eyes

Repeat #1

   G7                                 C



If Smokey mountain smoke gets in your eyes

4690. Don't Let Sweet Love Die - Chords

Don't Let Sweet Love Die
Ricky Skaggs - Dont Let Sweet Love Die

     Chorus 1:
     [D] Don't let your sweet love die
     like [D7] flowers in the [G] fall
     don't [A7] take away the smiles and leave the [D] tears
     my heart believes in you
     please [D7] say you'll love me [G] true
     don't [A7] leave me here to face the lonely [D] years

I drifted all alone
no [D7] one to call my [G] own
and [A7] then you came like an angel from the [G] sky
you [D] said we'd never part
don't [D7] leave and break my [G] heart
be [A7] mine alone
don't let your sweet love [D] die

Repeat Chorus 1

[D] When flowers fade they say
they'll [D7] bloom again some [G] day
will you [A7] love me when the rosebuds open [G] wide
or [D] is your kiss to be
on-[D7]-ly a memor-[G]-y
I [A7] need you so
don't let your sweet love [D] die

     Chorus 2:
     [E] Don't let your sweet love die
     like [E7] flowers in the [A] fall
     with-[B7]-out life would be like death to [E] me [B7]
     I've grown so used to you
     I [E7] can't believe we're [A] through
     be [B7] mine alone
     don't let your sweet love [E] die

Repeat Chorus 2
     I [B7] need you so don't let your sweet love [E] die

4691. Don't Let That Happen To Us - Chords

Don't Let That Happen To Us
Recorded by Carl Smith and Betty Jean Robison



Written by Carl Belew and Clyde Pitts

C
I'm so happy we're still happy and together
        G7                                    C
And I'm happy you're still dreamin' dreams of only me
It's too bad the way our neighbor's dreams 
F
Just crumble into dust
        C           G7                 C
Darlin' let's don't let that happen to us
        G7                                  C
Darlin' let's don't let us be just two more losers
G7
Thanks to our old fashioned love 
D7                             G7
We both can afford to still be choosers
C                               F
We both seen many wedding rings suddenly turn to rust
        C           G7                 C
Darlin' let's don't let that happen to us
There's so many broken hearts and homes around us
    G7                               C
But our old fashioned love is always new
We seen married couples stroll through life 
F
Without true love or trust
        C           G7                 C
Darlin' let's don't let that happen to us
        G7                                  C
Darlin' let's don't let us be just two more losers
G7
Thanks to our old fashioned love 
D7                             G7
We both can afford to still be choosers
C                               F
We both seen many wedding rings suddenly turn to rust
        C           G7                 C
Darlin' let's don't let that happen to us
                 G7                 C
Darlin' we won't let that happen to us

4692. Don't Let The Green Grass Fool You - Chords

Dont Let The Green Grass Fool You 
The California Honeydrops

[Intro Riff]
   Emaj
e/-0---------------------/-0-0-----------------/
B/-------2-----0-----2---/-----2-----0-----2---/
G/-----------------------/---------------------/
D/-----------------------/---------------------/



A/-----------------------/---------------------/
E/-----------------------/---------------------/
 
  F#m
e/-2---------------------/-2-2-----------------/
B/-------4-----2-----4---/-----4-----2-----4---/
G/-----------------------/---------------------/
D/-----------------------/---------------------/
A/-----------------------/---------------------/
E/-----------------------/---------------------/
(Then repeat riff 2 and riff 1)
 
 
[Verse 1]
Emaj
-- Girl try to remember
F#m
-- When we didn't have no shoes
F#m
-- We stuck together
     Emaj
Just me and you
Emaj
-- It took a long time
F#m
-- To get what we've got today now
F#m
-- And now you want to give it all up
         Emaj
For some other guy
 
 
[Chorus]
     E7
I'm beggin' you
Emaj                      F#m
Don't let the green grass fool you
 F#m                         Emaj
Don't you let it change your mind
          Emaj                 F#m
It may be greener on the other side
          F#m
But right here, right here in my arms baby
                   Emaj
That's where you belong, yeah
 
 
[Verse 2]
Emaj
-- It's gonna be hard for me
F#m
-- To build my life all over
F#m
-- 'Cuz baby you got the kind of love
       Emaj
That I really need
Emaj



-- And if you leave me
F#m
Oh baby if you leave me this way girl
F#m
-- I may not live
         Emaj
To see a brand new day
 
 
[Chorus]
     E7
I'm beggin' you
Emaj                      F#m
Don't let the green grass fool you
 F#m                         Emaj
Don't you let it change your mind
          Emaj                 F#m
It may be greener on the other side
          F#m
But right here, right here in my arms baby
                   Emaj
That's where you belong, yeah
 
 
[Solo]
/ Emaj / F#m / F#m / Emaj /
/ Emaj / F#m / F#m / Emaj /
/ Emaj / F#m / F#m / Emaj /
/ Emaj / F#m / F#m / Emaj /
/ Emaj / F#m / F#m / Emaj /
/ Emaj / F#m / F#m / Emaj /
/ Emaj / F#m / F#m / Emaj /
 
 
[Verse 3]
Emaj
-- It's gonna be hard for me
F#m
-- To build my life all over
F#m
-- 'Cuz baby you got the kind of love
       Emaj
That I really need
Emaj
-- And if you leave me
F#m
Oh baby if you leave me this way girl
F#m
-- I may not live
         Emaj
To see a brand new day
 
 
[Chorus]
     E7
I'm beggin' you
Emaj                      F#m



Don't let the green grass fool you
 F#m                         Emaj
Don't you let it change your mind
          Emaj                  F#m
It may be greener on the other side
          F#m
But right here, right here in my arms baby
             Emaj
That's where you - that's where you...
 
 
[Chorus]
   E7
I said that
Emaj                      F#m
Don't let the green grass fool you
 F#m                         Emaj
Don't you let it change your mind, yeah
          Emaj                 F#m
It may be greener on the other side now baby
          F#m               Emaj
But right here, in my arms, yeah
 
 
[Outro]
Emaj                      F#m
Don't let the green grass fool you
 F#m                         Emaj
Don't you let it change your mind
          Emaj                 F#m
It may be greener on the other side now baby
          F#m                     F#m
But right here - Right here in my arms
             F#m
That's where you - That's where you
         F#m
In these arms of mine - They are yearning
         F#m
They are bounding - From wanting you
   F#m
Oh baby - Oh baby - Oh baby baby baby
                   Emaj
That's where you belong

4693. Don't Let The Old Man In - Chords

Don't Let the Old Man In
Written and recorded by Toby Keith

C
Don't let the old man in 
        F
I wanna leave this alone



               G7
Can't leave it up to him 
              C
He's knocking on my door
And I knew all of my life 
         F
That someday it would end
           G7
Get up and go outside 
              C
Don't let the old man in
     F
Many moons I have lived
          C
My body's weathered and worn
                 D7
Ask yourself how old you'd be
                       G7
If you didn't know the day you were born
       C
Try to love on your wife
         F
And stay close to your friends
           G7
Toast each sundown with wine
              C
Don't let the old man in
Repeat #3
        C
When he rides up on his horse
        F
And you feel that cold bitter wind
              G7
Look out your window and smile
              C
Don't let the old man in
              G7
Look out your window and smile
              C
Don't let the old man in

4694. Don't Let The Sunshine Fool You

Steve Earle - Don't Let the Sunshine Fool You

[Verse 1]
Now, me and this friend named Street-life Brown
We got a bottle of red and headed uptown
One hand on the jug and one on time
He said, "I bet you a dollar against this next line"

[Chorus]
I said, "Don't let the sunshine fool you



Don't let the bluebirds tool you
Don't let the women do you
Put your hand in mine"

[Verse 2]
Advice is fine if you've got a mind
To listen to them that's got the time
The muse'll get you if you don't watch out
He's equipped to know what it's all about

[Chorus]
Said, "Don't let the sunshine fool you
Don't let the bluebirds tool you
Don't let the women do you
Put your hand in mine"

[Verse 3]
Fanon street in the afternoon
Is an easy way to get out of tune
But the hard soap salesman said, "No dice"
When I asked politely for a better price

4695. Don't Let Them Change Your Mind - Chords

Don't Let Them Change Your Mind
Written and recorded by Cowboy Copas

C                                          G7
While you're far away from me I'm thinking of the days to be
                                 C
I remember how we loved in yesterday
                                         G7
And there lingers in my heart since that day we had to part
                                          C
Don't let them change your mind while I'm away
  F                             C
I know they tell you sweetheart that I'm no good for you
    F                          C              G7
But darling please remember my love is always true
   C                         G7
Be faithful to me sweetheart till I return someday
                                          C
Don't let them change your mind while I'm away
                                      G7
Oh you promised you would write to me every day and night
                                    C
And I waited for your letters every day
                                        G7
But my waiting's been in vain for those letters never came
                                          C
Don't let them change your mind while I'm away
Repeat #2
                                       G7



Oh it leaves me feeling blue dear when I don't hear from you
                                     C
And I wonder if your love could ever stray
                                      G7
Darling please don't be untrue for my heart loves only you
                                          C
Don't let them change your mind while I'm away
Repeat #2

4696. Don't Let True Love Slip Away - Chords

Don't Let True Love Slip Away
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Buck Owens

C           F              Em        C
Who's gonna love you after I've gone away
            F                  G7       C
Who's gonna kiss the lips that I kissed today
    C7          F        G7                  Am
And who's gonna hold you when you're old and gray
   F     C   F    C    G7   C
Oh don't let true love slip away
          F             G7         C
Once in a lifetime true love comes along
          F            G7        C
Handle it gently don't let it go wrong
C7            F           G7           Am
Treat it with kindness or soon it will fade
   F     C   F    C    G7   C
Oh don't let true love slip away
                 F              G7          C
For true love is something that money can't buy
                 F            G7                  C
So don't take it lightly true love's the staff of life
C7            F            G7          Am
You'll travel forever down life's lost highway
   F   C   F    C    G7   C
If you let true love slip away
   F     C   F    C    G7   C
So don't let true love slip away

4697. Don't Let Your Deal Go Down

Don't Let Your Deal Go Down
Gladys Certain, Louise Stacey
Flatt & Scruggs

Well, I've been all around this whole wide world



Been down to sunny Alabam
My mama always told me, Son
Never let your deal go down

Don't let your deal go down
Don't let your deal go down
Don't let your deal go down
Till your last gold dollar is gone

Well, the last time I seen that gal of mine
She was standing in the door
She said Honey I'll be a long time gone
You'll never see your gal no more

* Refrain

Well, I'm going sown the railroad track
Gonna take my rocking chair
If there doggone blues don't leave my mind
I'm gonna run away from here

* Refrain

4698. Don't Let Your Feet Slow You Down

Rodney Crowell - Don't Let Your Feet Slow You Down

Now you feel like going and you know I'm knowing
The keys to the highway ain't right on the wall
If you gotta go, hell, you oughta know
Your blue eyes said goodbye a long time ago
Your fever will burn till your heart ways will learn
So don't let your feet slow you down
I know you're hearing sounds of those bright lights downtown
I know how you sparkle when I ain't around
Your heart is young and my time has come
So don't let your feet slow you down
The trouble with lovin' is the trouble with livin'
You feel like you're givin' and you feel like it's gone
And you never know just which way to go
Payin' no mind to stop signs or forks in the road
I've had my day and you're on your way
So don't let your feet slow you down
Now you don't need me, you just need to be free
So don't let your feet slow you down
Now don't let your feet slow you down

4699. Don't Let Your Sweet Love Die



Don't Let Your Sweet Love Die
Chris Hillman - Reno & Smiley
Ricky Skaggs

Don't let your sweet love die like flowers in the Fall
Don't take away the smile and leave the tears
My heart believes in you, please say you love me too
Don't leave me here to face the lonely years

I drifted all alone, no one to call my own
and then you came like an angel from the sky
You said we'd never part, don't leave and break my heart
Be mine alone, don't let your sweet love die

When flowers fade away they'll bloom again some day
Will you love me when the rosebuds open wide
Or is your kiss to be only a memory
I need you so, don't let your sweet love die

Don't let your sweet love die like flowers in the Fall
Without you life would seem like death to me
I've grown so used to you, I can't believe we're through
Don't say goodbye, don't let your sweet love die

I need you so, don't let your sweet love die

4700. Don't Let Your Sweet Love Die - Chords

Don't Let Your Sweet Love Die 
recorded by Ricky Skaggs
written by Clarke VanNess and Zeke Clements 

C                                  C7             F
Don't let your sweet love die like flowers in the fall
      G7                                 C
Don't take away the smiles and leave the tears
                                C7                 F
My heart believes in you please say you'll love me true
      G7                               C
Don't leave me here to face the lonely years
 
                       C7             F
I drifted all alone no one to call my own
    G7                                   C
And then you came like an angel from the sky
                               C7                 F
You said we'd never part don't leave and break my heart
   G7                                   C
Be mine alone don't let your sweet love die
 
                                   C7               F
When flowers fade they say they'll bloom again some day
         G7                             C
Will you love me when the rosebuds open wide



                      C7       F
Or is your kiss to be only a memory
  G7                                    C
I need you so don't let your sweet love die
                            
                                   C7             F
Don't let your sweet love die like flowers in the fall
   G7                              C
Without life would be like death to me 
                            C7                  F
I've grown so used to you I can't believe we're through
   G7                                   C
Be mine alone don't let your sweet love die

tag:

  G7                                    C
I need you so don't let your sweet love die

4701. Don't Let Yourself Get In The Way

Jim Lauderdale - Don't Let Yourself Get in the Way

Yeah you're looking kind of lonely
We all get that way, don't we?
Everybody goes through that kind of thing
Where nothing seems like it's working
And there's an extra kind of hurting
Looking for the answers that we may
It goes around, and around, and around again
This being down, staying down
There's more to life my friend
When you're wanting to change
'Cause today's a different day
Don't let yourself get in the way
If there was the right invention
That could make a right intention
More than honourable mentions awake
Give yourself a little credit
And grab it when you get it
And try to give more than you take
It goes around, and around, and around again
This being down, staying down
There's more to life my friend
When you're wanting to change
'Cause today's a different day
Don't let yourself get in the way
When you're arguing with that enemy inside
Sometimes it's hard to say goodbye
Yeah to watch somebody blossom
Well that's nothing short of awesome
When they hear the mirror say
It goes around, and around, and around again



This being down, staying down
There's more to life my friend
When you're wanting to change
'Cause today's a different day
Don't let yourself get in the way
Don't let yourself get in the way

4702. Don't Lie

Don't Lie
Greensky Bluegrass

Haven't left the house in three days
And it's getting harder to explain
How I've been
And what' I'm' up to
Why can't' people stay the same?
I don't wanna' change
It's getting cold again
And there's pain in my fingers
That's the way it's been lately
It could be worse I figure
Why can't people stay the same?
I don't wanna change

And it doesn't make sense worth spending
We're moving ladders where the ceiling's ended
It was supposed to be an easy ride
But somebody lied
Don't lie

At the rate things break and quit
Or the way they break to fix
It's hard to ride the way
And balance these days
Why aren't more roads paved?
I can't travel on this way
Climbing on debts back
And following the current trend
It's what we're chasing
It's why we're running
Why aren't more roads paved?
I can't travel on this way

And it doesn't make sense worth spending
We're moving ladders where the ceiling's ended
It was supposed to be an easy ride
But somebody lied
Don't lie

A year behind and still
It's I'm where I left this
With nothing gained



From what I've damaged
I couldn't put it down
It held me up
I haven't left the house in three days
And it's getting harder to explain
How I've been
And what I'm up to
I couldn't put it down
It held me up

Still it doesn't make sense worth spending
We're moving ladders where the ceiling's ended
It was supposed to be an easy ride
A simple year
But somebody lied
Just like I feared
Don't lie

4703. Don't Lie - Chords

Don't Lie
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Chet Biggers and Frank Mandeville

C                      F         C
That old photograph of ours sure looks out of place
               G7             C
Laying on your bag out in the hall
                    F                 C
You're taking it to remind you of our better days
                        G7               C
The ones you say you'll miss when you're gone

           F            C
Don't lie  don't try to fool me
F                             C
Cause boy I know what's going on
           F             C   Am       F           G7
Don't lie  you owe it to me  leave me well enough alone
F                        G7                C
So just go ahead and say goodbye but don't lie

                        F              C
Well I've seen all her letters in the closet
                      G7                  C
Caught a trace of her perfume on you that night
                         F            C
So don't stand there and act so brokenhearted
            G7                   C
And tell me how it's killing you inside

Repeat #2



  Dm                       F
Just come out and say it don't worry I can take it
                      Dm            G7
Don't you think that I deserve the truth

Repeat #2

4704. Don't Listen To The Wind

Buddy Miller - Don't Listen to the Wind

Love and lies she gave to me
Now a million lovers couldn't set me free
She haunts me like the winds that blow
With a memory that won't let go
Every face is her's it seems
And when i sleep she's in my dreams
All the my thoughts my heart recalls
Drench me like the rain that falls
Don't listen to the wind
Don't listen to the rain
Can't you hear it call her name
Don't say it's alright
Don't say it's gonna end
It'll be a long time before i can love again
I know you want to marry me
But another woman won't let me be
I'm a fool to trade a girl like you
For a memory that won't be true
Love and lies she gave to em
Love and lies and a memory
Her kiss so sweet her angel eyes
It was just her love and other lies

4705. Don't Look At My Shadow

Don't Look At My Shadow

New York City years ago tourist in the rain
Singing on a swing shift for pennies
Thinking about the bayou, cajun river song
Almost got my broke in Texas

It's been a long, long, long way
I've go some more to go
Don't look at my shadow, it's behind me
It's been a long, long, long way
Thirty-two years or so
I'm thinking about my past quite amusing



Purple peacock, honky tonk, Eunice, Louisiana
Bourbon whisky free son just tune up the piano
Well I played in clubs in New Orleans
Bringing home a dollar
College boys drink beer throw the bottle

* Refrain

L.A.Forum, Sports Arena, 20,000 fans
I'm glad you've come to listen
I've got to give you everything I can
Well, I've always tried to play my music
I played it best I could
I hope you out there in the crowd can hear me good

* Refrain

You know California dreamin' Lord
It put me down for good
Colorado, Rocky mountains, saved my senses

4706. Don't Look Back

Don't Look Back
Stephen F. Brines, Sam Bush
New Grass Revival

The morning lights your face up like a clown
marching off for other worlds to conquer
and the circus is rolling into town
without a trace of yesterday upon her.

Chorus:
Don't look back at the ruin left behind
Don't look back I'd hate for you to see me crying
Don't look back you might even change your mind
I couldn't stand to say good-bye a second time.

I've been the actor at the door before
I know there's nothing more that I can do
I've smiled that million-sided smile of yours
with everything included but the truth.

Chorus:

It's a joke to be careful at the end of things
and every eye in the house is dry
And the words we speak are the deadest things
alive enough to still have strength to die.

Chorus: Chorus:



4707. Don't Make It Easy For Me - Chords

Don't Make It Easy For Me
Recorded by Earl Thomas Conley
Written by Earl Thomas Conley and Randy Scruggs

C
You're on my mind I'm in the dark
You're taking your time I'm falling apart
     F
Girl you're holding mine in your hands and you know it
                                                   C
I'll get it right if you give me the chance to get closer
     F
I'll give you my heart if that's what you're after
                                                       C
I'll give you my love if that's all the matters to get over
     Am         F          G7        Am           F         G7
Yeah that's all right with me if you want to play hard with me
              F        C
Don't make it easy for me
Down on my knees take a look at me
I'm easy to please so why can't you be
     F
Girl you're holding mine in your hands and you know it
                                                   C
I'll get it right if you give me the chance to get closer
Repeat #2
 
     Am         F          G7        Am           F         G7
Yeah that's all right with me if you want to play hard with me
              F        C
Don't make it easy for me

4708. Don't Make Me Build Another Wall - Chords

Don't Make Me Build Another Wall
Recorded by Melba Montgomery
Written by Melba Montgomery, Carl Montgomery, Bill Hayes

C                                   F
Not long ago this heart of mine was broken
    C                                   G7
And around this heart of mine I built a wall
     C                             F
Just living like there never was tomorrow
     G7                                          C
Then I met you that's when I knew the wall would fall
     G7                               C



This wall is falling from around this heart of mine
  F                             G7
I can't resist your tender kiss that's all divine
   C                            F
To lose you now would be my big downfall
   G7                                 C
So please don't make me build another wall
                                      F
I'm free now from the prison built by heartbreak
      C                                    G7
Where memories from your love have kept me bound
     C                                     F
But in your arms I've found true love and freedom
    G7                               C
I'm glad you crumbled my wall to the ground
    G7                               C
The wall has fallen from around this heart of mine
  F                             G7
I can't resist your tender kiss that's all divine
   C                            F
To lose you now would be my big downfall
   G7                                 C
So please don't make me build another wall

4709. Don't Make Me Come Over There And Love You - Chords

Don't Make Me Come Over There And Love You

Capo I Fret 
Intro 
 
Dont make me (A) come over there and (E) love you 
I'll be beside you in a single (A) bound 
Dont make me come over there and (D) love you 
Cause I (E) will right (A) now  
  
I dont need any explan(E)ation  
Why I crave all your honey (A) talk 
Dont make me come over there and (D) love you 
Cause its (E) a  short (A) walk 
 
You better (D) tone down 
Your per(A)suasion 
Start (B) behaving 
Be(E)fore I go and fall apart 
  
My (A) hearts been on a long va(E)cation     
But, now it's beatin' like a cha-cha-(A)cha                                 
Dont make me come over there and (D) love you              
Cause I (E) will right now 
 
Solo 
 



You better (D) tone down 
Your per(A)suasion 
Start (B) behaving 
Be(E)fore I go and fall apart 
 
Don't make me (A) come over there and (E) love you 
'Cause it's looking like the perfect (A) spot 
Don't make me come over there and (D) love you 
And give (E) all I (A) got 
Don't make me come over there and (D) love you 
Cause I (E) will...right (A) now 
I (E) will right (A) now 
Don't make me (E) come over there 
And (A) love you

4710. Don't Make Me Go To Bed And I'll Be Good

Roy Acuff - Don't make me go to bed and i'll be good
Composer: Hugh Cross

A laughing baby boy one evening in his play
Disturbed the household with his noisy glee
I warned him to be quiet but he soon would disobey
For he would soon forget a word from me
I called him to my side and said now son you go to bed
Your conduct has been very very rude
With quivering lips and tear filled eyes he pleaded then with me
Don't make me go to bed and I'll be good

Don't papa and I'll be good don't papa and I'll be good
That's what I heard him say and it haunts me night and day
Don't make me go to bed and I'll be good

Our lives have just been gladdened by his bright ascending beam
Our boy now in our heart was very dear
We hastened to his bed one night he was talking in his sleep
He didn't seem to know that we were near
I took him in my arms and found his body raked with pain
To ease the pain we did the best we could
It broke my heart to hear him crying loudly in his sleep
Don't make me go to bed and I'll be good

All night and day we watched and prayed we never left his side
To give him up it seemed we never could
It broke my heart to hear him crying just before he died
Don't make me go to bed and I'll be good

Don't papa and I'll be good don't papa and I'll be good...



4711. Don't Make Me Hold Your Hand

Don't Make Me Hold Your Hand
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Why won't you let me love you in the best way I know?
We won't go out to dinner, and we won't see a show
You'll know just how I love you when I got you alone

[Pre-Chorus]
Baby, it's true, I'm-
I'm in love, but I'm too shy

[Verse 2]
People are voyeurs, darling, one thing on their minds
I hear them whisper, darling, and I feel their eyes
Staring at our affection in a way most unkind

[Pre-Chorus]
Baby, don't mistake me
I'm in love, oh, but please don't make me

[Chorus]
Oh now, baby, please don't make me hold your hand
You don't seem to understand how it makes me feel
When people stop and stare
I swear, there are other ways to show it
Baby, please don't make me hold your hand
There are few things I demand of you
It's the one thing that I just won't do
So don't make me hold your hand

[Verse 3]
Why won't you let me love you where we'll never be found?
 Way on some distant island or a hole in the ground
No one will see our lovin' and they won't hear a sound

[Pre-Chorus]
Oh, baby, I can't show it
I'm in love, I'm in love but no one knows it, oh

[Chorus]
Now, baby, please don't make me hold your hand
You don't seem to understand how it makes me feel
When people stop and stare
I swear, there are other ways to show it
Baby, please don't make me, don't make me hold your hand
There are few things I demand of you
It's the one thing that I just won't do
So don't make me hold your hand
Don't make me hold your hand
Don't make me hold your hand



4712. Don't Mean Nothin'

Don't Mean Nothin' - Infamous Stringdusters

Let the winter's cold winds blow let the summer sun beat down
Life moves fast, love goes slow
While the world keeps spinning round
All the things I wish I'd done that never came to be
They won't matter after I'm gone
So they don't mean nothin to me

Some men live to hear the sound of a dollar being made
Mansions crumble to the ground
And treasures fade away
I don't worry on things I own though a poor man I may be
They won't matter after I'm gone
So they don't mean nothing to me

As you run life's rugged race good times come and go
But even in the darkest place
My spirit's never low
Troubles there as many as the leaves upon a tree
They won't matter after I'm gone, so they don't mean nothin to me

4713. Don't Mess With Karma

Brett Dennen - Don't Mess with Karma

Didn't anybody tell ya?
Don't go messing with karma
It'll come around
Didn't anybody tell ya?
Don't go messing with karma
It'll come around
Old man picking flowers for a funeral
Street choir's singing hallelujah
They'll smile through the pain
There ain't no wrong way to pray
Another sad eye looking for a laughter
Another kid growing up a little faster
You want someone to trust you, well you've got to be true
Didn't anybody tell ya?
Don't forget that love is all you came here for
Not anything less, need I say more?
Need I say more?
Don't forget that love is all you came here for
Not anything less, need I say more?
Need I say more?
Didn't anybody tell ya?
Don't go messing with karma (it'll come around)



4714. Don't Mess With My Toot Toot

Doug Kershaw - Don't mess with my toot toot

Don't mess with my toot toot, don't mess with my toot toot,
Well you can have the other woman, but don't mess with my toot toot.

She was born in her birth suit, the doctor slap her behind, (slap!)
Say you're gonna to be special, and you gonna be fine
Well you can look as much, but if you much as touch,
You're gonna have yourself a case - I'm gonna break your face!

Don't mess with my toot toot, don't mess with my toot toot,
Well you can have
the other woman, but don't mess with my toot toot.

4715. Don't Mind Me

Don't Mind Me - Kathy Kallick

Don't mind me and if you start to cry
I'll turn away, don't mind me
You'll find me walkin' the darker side
Close your eyes, you'll find me.

I am the worst thing on your mind
The devil in the night
I am the beam that sheds no light on you.

Don't reach for me when you're out on the edge
It's a two-finger hold, don't reach for me.

I'll find you, there's no place to run and hide
I'll erode your very self, I'll find you
I will remind you when you try to forget
It's not as bad as it can get, I'll remind you.

I am the smoke pourin' from the stack
A poison sky that's turning black
The one that'll stab you in the back it's true.

I'll stand by you, a voice inside your head
You're gonna wish that you were dead when I stand by you

4716. Don't Need Anything



Don't Need Anything
Glen Phillips

I've got gardens growing, got quiet days
Clothes on my back and food on my plate
Got friends to help me if I call for them

Well I don't need anything that I don't have

I've got eyes to see this beautiful land
Feet to take me where I want to stand
If there's work to be done
There's these two strong hands

Well I don't need anything that I don't have
I don't need anything that I don't have

And some years the rains don't come
Some years floods clear out the plains
But if those waters wash this town away
I would still have enough
If she was with me

I've got a roof overhead, stars if I choose
But I've no need to fly, I've got no itch to move
I've got almost nothing, but I understand

That I don't need anything that I don't have
I don't need anything that I don't have

4717. Don't Need No

Punch Brothers - Don't Need No

Don't need no chorus cashin' candy now
Don't need no callus crush to come around
And I don't know who you are

You and your boys ain't got nothing on me
I've had my last eight drinks in here for free
Cause that's my friend tending bar
Yeah I got a friend who tends bar
And she won't let me tip her

When I get tired tonight she'll take me home
And if it's cold under the cover she'll keep me warm
Sweet lovely friend who tends bar
And lovely friends, who ten



4718. Don't Need No Other Now

Rodney Crowell - Don't Need No Other Now

Baby when you move I can't help watchin'
When you're out there on the floor
Baby when you're swingin' in your blue jeans
When you're waltzin' out the door
I hear your name when I am sleepin'
I turn around and there you are
Now I don't need no other lover
No I don't need no other now
We gonna make it all right
We gonna make it on purpose
Oh honey keep it real smooth
Right up close to the surface
No you don't need no other lover
No you don't need no other now
I was alone and empty handed
Until you spoke without a word
Yes did I, I received your message
Baby I don't need no other now
We gonna make it all right
We gonna make it on purpose
Oh honey keep it real smooth
Right up close to the surface
No you don't need no other lover
No you don't need no other now
Now any way you wanna give it
That's the way it's gonna be
And any time your little heart is heavy
That's the time you all look for me
We gonna make it all right
We gonna make it on purpose
Oh honey keep it real smooth
Right up close to the surface
No you don't need no other lover
No you don't need no other now
Why don't we make it all right
Why don't we make it on purpose
Oh honey keep it real smooth
Right up close to the surface
No you don't need no other lover
No you don't need no other now

4719. Don't Need You

Don't Need You
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
Well. I've loved you since I can't remember
And you can't remember even my first name



Yeah you call me things like buddy, pal, friend and guy
You're always like: Hey man, will you watch this for me
While I run outside

And I'm like: Sure baby that's what I'm here for
Just to serve you every night and day  cause
The more you serve a girl a girl like that
You know the better chance that she'll look your way
YRah right, I don't even buy that myself

[Chorus]
I keep saying I got to lRave her
Got to leave her, got to leave her
I keep saying I got to leave her
But who am I saying it to?
Well no, I ain't got a clue
Why I painted myself so blue
I don't need you, don't need you
Don't need you

[Verse]
So after so long a time I'm gonna try something new
I'm gonna walk right by every time I see you
I'm gonna watch the other guys swarm around you like flies
I'm gonna see you be a bug zapper, in disguise
And I know, that's the only way I'm gonna survive
And I'm gonna survive
Well sure enough, when I start to ignore you
It freaks you out, cause I don't adore you
Like all the other fools that you wear on your belt
Those poor fools collecting dust on your shelf
No way honey, I ain't going up there no more

[Chorus]

[Verse]
So bid you later, yeah, fair thee well
I'm gonna walk this earth all by myself
I'm gonna do all the things that I wanted to do
And I won't have to cut out all the pictures of you
Note to myself: now I'm living true
Now I'm living true

[Chorus]

4720. Don't Neglect The Rose

Don't Neglect the Rose
Larry Sparks

There stands a rose, down in your garden
You left it there, so all alone
It's been neglected, feels unwanted



Since no love, to it is shown
It's beauty now, is fastly fading
Once it was, the brightest red
It's withering fast, It's head is bowing
And no kind words, to it are said

Please don't neglect the rose, In your garden
Show it your love, every day
Then it will bloom for you in all it's beauty
And it will not, fade away

I guess by now, you know my story
Don't neglect, a love that's true
For it may prove to be, the sweetest flower
That will ever, bloom for you
It could be a mother, sister or brother
A husband, wife, or little child
Or it may be, your own true lover
That you've neglected, all the while

Please don't neglect the rose, In your garden
Show it your love, every day
Then it will bloom for you in all it's beauty
And it will not, fade away

4721. Don't Our Love Look Natural

Keith Whitley - Don't Our Love Look Natural

We're gathered in this room today to say our last goodbyes
Friends and kinfolk stayed away, it's down to you and I
It's just a simple service and much too late to say
Those tender words unspoken yesterday

But don't our love look natural lying there
You could almost expect it to get right up and care
It faded in its prime and died before its time
Now don't our love look natural lying there

I know the day our love was born, well, I don't know when it died
I think we could have saved it but it seems nobody tried
A love like time can slip away and vanish with the dawn
And you can't bring it back, no, when it's gone

And don't our love look natural lying there
You could almost expect it to get right up and care
It faded in its prime and died before its time
Now don't our love look natural lying there
Yes, and don't our love look natural lying there



4722. Don't Overlook Salvation - Chords

Don't Overlook Salvation
Recorded by Ricky Van Shelton
Written by John Bava
 
G                C               G
Heaven is a city built by jewels rare
                               D    D7
Its beauty is a splendor yet untold
   G                            C           G
If you neglect salvation you'll never enter in
                  D7                    G    C  G
You'll never ever walk those streets of gold
                                  C              G
So don't overlook salvation while living here in sin
                              D    D7
Someday it may be too late to pray
G                            C               G
Someday when you need Him He may not let you in
                D7              G    C  G
How awful if He should turn you away
                                      C               G
Sometimes we get discouraged while we walk this weary way
                                 D    D7
But Jesus said He'd every burden bear
   G                                  C                 G
So take Him all your troubles when it seems all hope is gone
                        D7           G      C  G
Just trust Him when you go to Him in prayer
                            C                 G
Jesus said be ready for you know not when the hour
                                D    D7
He may come at morning night or noon
   G                           C                         G
So keep your eyes upon Him and your soul filled with His power
                  D7            G    C  G
For you know He's surely coming soon
repeat #2
                D7              C  G
How awful if He should turn you away

4723. Don't Pay The Ransom - Chords

Don't Pay The Ransom
Recorded by Nat Stuckey
Written by Dalton Roberts and Jack Shoemake

G                                   C
Last night I stopped off for a beer on my way home
      G                                   A7         D7
And I saw this broken hearted sweet thing crying all alone
   G                                      C



My tender heart was deeply touched at the sight of a woman's tears
          G
So I said hi there and I pulled up a chair 
    D7                     G
And ordered us a couple of beers
   C
We must have drunk a gallon of brew 
       G
When I looked at my watch it was half past two
    A7                                          D7
And I suddenly realized I hadn't even called my wife
G
And knowing what would happen to me when I get home
         C
I nearly broke my neck getting to the phone
    G                            D7                G
And here's what I told her in an effort to save my life
                                C
Don't pay the ransom honey I've escaped
D7                                             G
Considering what I've been through I'm in good shape
                                                    C
Well my wrist and ankles are a little sore from the tape
    G                    D7           G
But don't pay the ransom honey I've escaped
                                         C
Now if you got tied up somewhere tonight on your way home
     G
In a poker game or with a good looking dame 
       A7                 D7
And it slips your mind to phone
      G
Don't blow your cool like a crazy fool 
              C
And tell your woman where you've been
     G
Your situation requires imagination 
         D7                  G
And I've got a suggestion my friend    tell her...
Repeat #3 
                        D7           G
No don't pay the ransom honey I've escaped

4724. Don't Pick Me Up

Don't Pick Me Up
Sierra Hull - Don't Pick Me Up

Don't pick me up just to knock me down
Don't leave my heart lying on the ground
Don't need a love that slips around
Don't pick me up just to knock me down
You give me love now that's alright



We all need it, it's true
But what I really need from you is that you'll say
You're gonna stay with me
Don't pick me up just to knock me down
Don't leave my heart lying on the ground
Don't need a love that slips around
Don't pick me up just to knock me down
You picked me up when I was on my own
Just when I thought that I was through
But now you've gone and left me all alone
Cryin' the blues, every night for you
Don't pick me up, just to knock me down
Don't leave my heart lying on the ground
Don't need a love that slips around
Don't pick me up just to knock me down
Don't pick me up, just to knock me down
Don't leave my heart lying on the ground
Don't need a love that slips around
Don't pick me up just to knock me down
Don't pick me up just to knock me down, no, no
Don't pick me up just to knock me down

4725. Don't Pretend with Me

Vince Gill - Don't Pretend with Me

They say you'll lie, they say you'll cheat
And your kisses taste so sweet
If you're not in love then let me be
No baby, don't pretend with me

That honky-tonking life you lead
With neon lights you'll never leave
Give me one reason to believe
But baby, don't pretend with me

Your foolish heart will never change
Well, I want no part of your love-sick games
I know you're wild and runnin' free
So baby, don't pretend with me

I'll lay my poor heart at your feet
If you'll leave behind those lonely streets
Oh, we could make sweet memories
So baby, don't pretend with me

Your foolish heart will never change
I want no part of your love-sick games
I know you're wild and runnin' free
So baby, don't pretend with me
I know you're wild and runnin' free
So baby, don't pretend with me



4726. Don't Pretend With Me - Chords

Don't Pretend With Me
Vince Gill - Dont Pretend With Me

Intro: G-D-A-D
D                                     
They say you'll lie, they say you'll cheat 
           G               D
And your kisses taste so sweet 
                   G              D 
If you're not in love then let me be 
          A                 D
No baby don't pretend with me 

D
That honky-tonk life you lead 
            G                  D
With neon lights you'll never leave 
         G               D  
Give me one reason to believe 
           A                D
But baby don't pretend with me 

(Chorus) 
D              A                 D
Your foolish heart will never change 
            A                      D
I want no part of your love-sick games 
               G                D 
I know you're wild and runnin' free 
          A                D
So baby don't pretend with me 

Instrumental: G-D-A-D
D       
I'll lay my poor heart at your feet 
                  G                   D
If you'll leave behind those lonely streets 
             G                 D  
Oh we could make some sweet memories 
          A                D
So baby don't pretend with me 

Repeat Chorus 
D              G                D
I know you're wild and runnin' free 
          A                D
So baby don't pretend with me



4727. Don't Put Down The Honky Tonks - Chords

Don't Put Down The Honky Tonks
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Sanger D. Shafer and William Ellis

G                              C
Don't put down the honky tonks until you been inside
     D7                                            G
Some go to dance some go to drink and losers go to hide
                                               C
Darkness hides the heartaches each night until last call
   D7                                                    G
So don't put down the honky tonks until you're tried 'em all
                              C
Pretty painted faces on every other stool
    D7                                                  G
And in between each painted face there sits a hard luck fool
                                              C
If you slip and stumble you don't have far to fall
   D7                                                    G
So don't put down the honky tonks until you're tried 'em all
   D7                                     C                    G
No don't put down the honky tonks they're homes for fools like me
  D7                                               G
A place inside to run and hide and drown their misery
                                                 C
I sacrificed the chance I had to heed the neon's call
   D7                                                    G
So don't put down the honky tonks until you're tried 'em all
Repeat #3
   D7                                                    G
No don't put down the honky tonks until you're tried 'em all

4728. Don't Put Her Down, You Helped Put Her There

Don't Put Her Down, You Helped Put Her There

You pull the string, she's your plaything
You can make her or break her, it's true
You abuse her, accuse her, turn around and use her
Then forsake her any time it suits you

Well, there's more to her than powder and paint
Than her peroxided, bleached out hair
Well, if she acts that way, it's cause you had your day
Don't upt her down, you helped put her there

She hangs around playing the clown
While her soul is aching inside
She's heartbreak's child cause she just lives for your smile
To build her up in a world made by men
At the house sown the way, you sneak and you pay



For the love, her body, her shame
Then you call yourself a man, you say you just don't understand
How a woman could turn out that way

Well, there's more to her that power and paint
Than the men she picks up at the bar
Well, if she acts that way, it's cause you had your day
Don't put her down, you helped put her there

4729. Don't Put Off 'Til Tomorrow

Don't Put Off 'til Tomorrow
Bill Monroe

You have no doubt in your mind
there's a heaven up above
And you mean to change before the end
But you hold onto treasures
you possessed here on earth
Feasting your soul on sin

   Don't put off 'til tomorrow what you can do today
   For tomorrow may be too late
   Sinner give your heart to Jesus won't you kneel down and pray
   For tomorrow may be too late

You say you'll change tomorrow
but tomorrow never comes
These words you keep repeating everyday

How sad will be the story
when you're laid in your grave
In torment forever you will pay

There's a wreck on the highway
there's blood on the road
That lifeless body lies cold

They'll never know Jesus
they've waited too long
They'll never live in that heavenly fold

4730. Don't Put Off Till Tomorrow - Chords

Don't Put Off Till Tomorrow
Recorded by The Shady Grove Band
Written by Bill Monroe and Pete Pyle

G



You have no doubt in your mind
          C         G
There's a heaven up above
                                  D7
And you mean to change before the end
         G
Till you hold onto treasures
    C                 G
You possessed here on earth
              D7      G
Feasting your soul on sin
   
Don't put off till tomorrow 
     C          G
What you can do today
                        D7
For tomorrow may be too late
       G
Sinner give your heart to Jesus 
          C              G
Won't you kneel down and pray
                 D7     G
For tomorrow may be too late
You say you'll change tomorrow
      C            G
But tomorrow never comes
                                      D7
These words you keep repeating day by day
    G
How sad will be the story
            C            G
When you're laid in your grave
              D7            G
In torment forever you will pay
Repeat #2
There's a wreck on the highway
        C            G
There's blood on the road
                        D7
That lifeless body lies cold
        G
They'll never know Jesus
        C          G
They've waited too long
                      D7            G
They'll never live in that heavenly fold
Repeat #2

4731. Don't Renege On Our Love

Don't Renege On Our Love
Richard & Linda Thompson



Remember when we were hand in hand
Remember we sealed it with a golden band
Now your eyes don't meet mine, you've got a pulse like fever
Do I take you for a lover or just a deceiver?
Simple is simple and plain is plain
If you leave me now you won't come back again
When the game is up, ah don't renege on our love
(Don't renege on our love)
No, don't renege on our love
(Don't renege on our love)
Ah no, don't renege on our love, don't renege on our love

Well give me just an ounce of sympathy
Give me my chains of liberty
There's a rope that binds us and I don't want to break it
If love is a healing why should we forsake it
Well hunger is hunger and need is need
Am I just another mouth to feed
When the game is up, well don't renege on our love
(Don't renege on our love)
No, don't renege on our love
(Don't renege on our love)
No, don't renege on our love, don't renege on our love

When my heart breaks it breaks like the weather
If you leave me now it'll thunder forever
Oh, don't give it up. Well, well, don't renege on our love
(Don't renege on our love)
Ah no, don't renege on our love
(Don't renege on our love)
No, don't renege on our love, don't renege on our love
Don't renege on our love

4732. Don't Ride That Horse

Old Crow Medicine Show - Don't Ride That Horse

To Winnipeg, Saskatoon
Eutaw, Wawa, empty room
Hidin' bags, rollin' smokes
Skippin' punchlines, crackin' jokes

So pour it on, toss it back
Play that cocaine, play that shack
Sleepin' every now and then
Curled up tight with Crit and Ben on the ground

I ain't never goin' home again
I was tuggin' at my mama's breast
The first year really is the best

His blood pressure's droppin' down
We ditched the pot and we marked the ground



Ante up and watch him ride
Check that dude, he almost died

Seein' bears, ascendin' clown
Shut our whole damn circus down
Crappin' up in Joliet
We haven't wrecked the trailer yet
But we will
We're gonna get killed

Don't ride that horse
Don't ride that horse, honey
Don't ride that horse back home
Just let him roam
Let him roam

4733. Don't Ride That Horse - Chords

Old Crow Medicin Show - Dont Ride That Horse

Em           G
To Winnipeg, Saskatoon
A            C
Eutaw, Wawa, empty room
Em           G
Hidin' bags, rollin' smokes
A                    C
Skippin' punchlines, crackin' jokes

Em             G
So pour it on, toss it back
A                  C
Play that cocaine, play that shack
Em             G
Sleepin' every now and then
A                    C                   G
Curled up tight with Crit and Ben on the ground
                    A
I ain't never goin' home again
      C             D
I was tuggin' at my mama's breast
    G                 C          A
The first year really is the best

Em                   G
His blood pressure's droppin' down
A                         C
We ditched the pot and we marked the ground
Em          G
Ante up and watch him ride
A                C
Check that dude, he almost died



Em            G
Seein' bears, ascendin' clown
A                   C
Shut our whole damn circus down
Em            G
cr*ppin' up in Joliet
A                      C           G
We haven't wrecked the trailer yet But we will
                A
We're gonna get killed...

C-D-G-C-A

D                  C
   Don't ride that horse
G
   Don't ride that horse, honey
D                  C
   Don't ride that horse back home
G               C     Em G A C x2
   Just let him roam

4734. Don't Rob Mans Castle - Chords

Dont Rob Mans Castle

3/4 Time [G] slowly

[G]Don't rob [D]another [D7]man's [G]castle [G7]
For [C]he's like a [F#dim]king on a [G]throne [G7]

It [C]may be a [F#dim]shack, down [G]along side the [Em]tracks
But [A]everything in it's his [D]own [D7]

[G]Don't think of [D]taking his [G]loved one [G7]
For [C]it's written, "Thou Shalt Not [B]Steal"

[C]Don't rob [F#dim]another man's [G]castle [Em]
For [C]someone just [D]stole it from [G]me

4735. Don't Rock The Jukebox

Alan Jackson - Don't Rock The Jukebox 
(Alan Jackson/Roger Murrah/Kweith Stegall)

Don't rock the jukebox I wanna hear some Jones
My heart ain't ready For the Rolling Stones
I don't feel like rockin' Since my baby's gone
So don't rock the jukebox Play me a country song



Before you drop that quarter Keep one thing in mind
You got a heartbroke hillbilly Standing here in line
I've been down and lonely Ever since she left
Before you punch that number Could I make one request

Don't rock the jukebox I wanna hear some Jones
My heart ain't ready For the Rolling Stones
I don't feel like rockin' Since my baby's gone
So don't rock the jukebox Play me a country song

I ain't got nothin' Against rock & roll
But when your heart's been broken You need a song that's slow
Ain't nothin' like a steel guitarTo drown a memory
Before you spend your money baby Play a song for me

Don't rock the jukebox I wanna hear George Jones
My heart ain't ready For the Rolling Stones
I don't feel like rockin' Since my baby's gone
So don't rock the jukebox Play me a country song

Ya don't rock the jukebox Play me a country song

4736. Don't Say

Don't Say
Kyle Hollingsworth
String Cheese Incident

It always seems to linger
The pain it doesn't lie
Builds down deep inside
My soul it doesn't die
First, there was some anger
Loss of confidence and pride
Energy was wasted
What given in and taken side 
So, I'm never gonna do it again

But, now it's only me
And there's no where else to hide
I wonder if she sees me
Does she even care to try?
Tired of being lonely, tired of being sad
I've given I've got
You've gotten everything I've had.
Never gonna do it again

Things they change so quickly, what was once is all gone
I'm giving up for trying
Holding on to what I ain't got now
There's loss of conformation, sense of home and family tied
Blinking has been broken



All is left is cold wind.
I'm never gonna do it again.

I needed more time, I know
To learn what is mine
It all ended way too fast
And I was left behind
So tired of being lonely
So tired of being sad
I've given everything I've got,
You've gotten everything I had
I'm never gonna do it again

She don't say, don't say, no, she don't know.
What she don't say, don't say, no, she don't know.
What she don't say, don't say, no, she don't know.
What she don't say, don't say, no, she don't know.

She don't say, don't say, no, she don't know
What she don't say, don't say, no, she don't know.
What she don't say, don't say, no, she don't know.
What she don't say, don't say, no, she don't know.
Well its hard to be the only one who holds the torch for all 

Tried hard to break down walls, fifty feet tall
She was tired of being lonely
She was tired of being sad
She'd given everything she got, they've taken everything she had.
So, I'm never gonna do it again.

She don't say, don't say, no, she don't know
What she don't say, don't say, no, she don't know.
What

4737. Don't Say A Word - Chords

Don't Say A Word
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Geoff Stephens and Les Reed

C           E7        F
Don't say a word just kiss me 
A7      Dm           G7           C
Kiss me kiss me (for soon we must part)

        B7     Dm
We only have a little time 
G7                       C
You're feeling sad I can tell
A7             Dm
I know my love what's on your mind 
D7                      G7
My heart is breaking as well



            C           E7        F
But darling don't say a word just give me 
A7      Dm              G7           C   G7
Give me give me all the love you can give
C                     F
And let your heart be with me 
F#m     Dm         G7          C
With me with me as long as you live

                      F
Don't say a word just kiss me 
A7      Dm          G7           C   G7
Kiss me kiss me for soon we must part
C                    F
And when you're gone please miss me 
F#m     Dm           G7          C    F  C
Miss me miss me with all of your heart

4738. Don't Say Forever

Emmylou Harris
Don't Say Forever

I know we said goodbye, but please come around
I ain't gonna make it unless you do
I'm feeling lower now
Time goes much slower now
And it's all because of you

You were around when romance struck me
You were the cause of me being struck
You knew it all the time
You do it all the time

I know we said goodbye, but baby
Don't hold me to that worn-out line
I know we said goodbye, but baby
Never said that I wouldn't change my mind

Say forever when you say you love me
Don't say forever when you say goodbye
That's what you said to me
I let it get to me
You were never one to lie

I know we said goodbye, but baby
Don't hold me to that worn-out line
I know we said goodbye, baby
I never said that I wouldn't change my mind
Never said that I wouldn't change my mind
Never said that I wouldn't change my mind



4739. Don't Say Goodbye If You Love Me

Don't Say Goodbye If You Love Me
Jim & Jesse

You tell me today that you're going
Far away just to make you a name
You tell me that you're descontented
And that you are searching for fame
Somehow I can't realize we're parting
I have grown used to having you near
The strings in my heart love are breaking
I just can't say goodbye to you dear

Don't say goodbye if you love me
For 'twould make my heart overflow
Kiss my lips once 'ere you leave me
Just don't say goodbye when you go

Each night I will kneel by my bedside
I will pray one sweet prayer just for you
I will ask of the kind one in heaven
Just to make all your dreams dear come true
If this love should be our last meeting
I will always love you just the same
I will keep a sweet memory of you
You will live in my heart like a flame

* Refrain

4740. Don't Say That You Love Me

Vince Gill - Don't Say That You Love Me

I'm gonna tell you right up front
So you will understand
I ain't gonna waste your time
'Cause I might not be your man
We won't go makin' promises
'Cause you know it just ain't right
A promise is a promise, girl
And tonight is just tonight
Tonight is just tonight

[Chorus]
Don't say that you love me
If it don't feel right
Don't say that you love me
Just hold me tonight



There ain't no need for broken hearts
I know in time they mend
Any fool can fall in love
It's so easy to pretend
Don't tell me I'm the only one
If it doesn't mean a thing
Let's take tonight for what it's worth
And see what tomorrow brings
And see what tomorrow brings

[Chorus]

4741. Don't Say You Love Me

Don't Say You Love Me
Sean Watkins

Don't say you love me.
Don't say you care.
Keep your kind words to yourself.
Since you're so above me,
And I'm way down here,
Leave your sugar on the shelf.

Hail to the queen of assumptions.
You yelled, "Off with his head!"
Something you heard made you mad.
Now after months in your graveyard,
Trying to raise me from the dead,
It turns out your sources were bad.

So, don't say you love me.
Don't say you care.
Keep your kind words to yourself.
Since you're so above me,
And I'm way down here,
Leave your sugar on the shelf.

Please don't be friendly
And ask if I'm OK.
Baby, just hang up the phone.
'Cause if you think you know me,
And all my deceitful ways,
Then you should leave this liar alone.

And don't say you love me.
Don't say you care.
Keep your kind words to yourself.
Since you're so above me,
And I'm way down here,
Leave your sugar on the shelf.



Since you're so above me,
And I'm way down here,
Leave your sugar on the shelf.

4742. Don't Seem Like We've Been Together All Our Lives

Don't Seem Like We've Been Together All Our Lives

Since we first said I love you it's been twenty years tonight
I moved by and love refused to go
It seems like only yesterday or maybe just last summer
Most of all a year or so ago

Don't seem like we've been together all our lives
Don't seem like we've been settled down since we got out of school
I'd have thought we'd still love each other when twilight years arive
Don't seem like we've been together all our lives

The baby came in April of 1964 she'd look like me but still she favor you
I can't believe the years have already come and gone
Seem like everything we own is nearly new
Don't seem like we've been together...

4743. Don't Seem Like We've Been Together All Our Lives - Chords

Don't Seem Like We've Been Together All Our Lives
By Merle Haggard
 
G
Since we first said I love you it's been twenty years tonight
  C                            D7
I moved by and love refused to go
G
It seems like only yesterday or maybe just last summer
C             D7         G
Most of all a year or so ago
 
C                                           G
Don't seem like we've been together all our lives
      D7                                C                   G
Don't seem like we've been settled down since we got out of school
    C                                            G
Who'da thought we'd still love each other when twilight years arrived 
      D7                                    G
Don't seem like we've been together all our lives
 
 
The baby came in April of 1964 
    C                                  D7



She looked like me but still she favor you
G
I can't believe the years have already come and gone
      C                  D7            G
Seems like everything we own is nearly new
 
Repeat #2

4744. Don't Sell The Land

Don't Sell The Land

   Don't sell the land Mama
   Please don't sell the land
   My heart's in these hills Mama
   please don't sell the land

My Daddy he was born here, here in these hills
My Daddy's lying quiet now but he's with us still
Mama on your wedding day Daddy brought you here
Held you safely in his arms and promised his last share

I'll help you pay the taxes we still have some time
I'll farm that little furrow I'll work down in the mine
I know how hard it is Mama with eleven kids to feed
But we can still make it Mama if you will hear my plea

Don't worry about my schooling don't need it anyhow
I've got to fill my Daddy's shoes and I plan to start right now
I know you carried it all alone so Mama lean on me
We've lost the most important thing but we built a family

4745. Don't Send Me Away

David Rawlings
Don't Send Me Away

[Verse 1]
You can send me a message if you don't want to talk
And make sure I don't interrupt
It might help you let it go
It's hard for you, I know
To act like you're not giving up

[Chorus 1]
But don't send me away
There's nowhere else I'm going to
Don't send me away
I know that's what you want to do



Don't send me away
Don't send me away
Don't send me away

[Verse 2]
You can send me a picture of the room you're in
With your evening downtown view
The way the city spreads
When you're laying in your bed
You can send it so I know what I stand to lose

[Chorus 2]
But don't send me away
This is where I'm supposed to be
Don't send me away
You don't know what you do to me
Don't send me away
Don't send me away
Don't send me away
[Bridge]
I'm getting on the freeway
Your jacket's in my car
Your ash is in my ashtray
And I'm there with you wherever you are

[Guitar Solo]

[Chorus 1]
Don't send me away
There's nowhere else I'm going to
Don't send me away
I know that's what you want to do
Don't send me away
Don't send me away
Don't send me away

4746. Don't Send Me No Angels - Chords

Don't Send Me No Angels
recorded by George Jones
written by Wayne Kemp
 
C                            F                 C
When the storm clouds gather and I'm losing my way
                                            G7
She stands right beside me she lights up my day
          C                            F                 C
She's the one thing I found right in a world that's gone wrong
                                     G7             C
She's the words and the music to the world's finest song
 
F                       C
Lord let me keep her at least for a while



                                                     G7
I promise that I'll love her till I've walked my last mile
          C                         F                C
When your trumpets are sounding and you've played my song
                        G7                C
Don't send me no angels cause I've got my own
 
                                          F                  C
She stayed with me through the hard times that's still going on
                                                 G7
That old feeling between us it's still coming on strong
        C                         F              C
When my eyes close forever and my last breath is gone
                        G7                C
Don't send me no angels cause I've got my own
 
repeat #2

4747. Don't Shake Hands With The Devil - Chords

Don't Shake Hands With The Devil
Recorded by Cowboy Copas
written by Dottie Swan and Lloyd Copas

G                                            C              G
Don't shake hands with the devil don't shake hands with the devil
                                     D7
Don't shake hands with that evil one below
   G                                   C               G
If he gets you in his grip then you're bound to take a trip
                    D7              G
To that place where nobody wants to go
 
     C                       G
Just put your trust in Jesus He'll surly make you whole
    A7                     D7
But if you trust the devil you're bound to lose your soul
      G                                C                    G
Don't shake hands with the devil don't shake hands with the devil
                            D7       G
Don't shake hands with that evil one below
 
                                             C              G
Don't shake hands with the devil don't shake hands with the devil
                                     D7
Don't shake hands with that evil one below
   G                                   C               G
If he gets you in his grip then you're bound to take a trip
                    D7              G
To that place where nobody wants to go
 
     C                       G
Just put your trust in Jesus He'll surly make you whole



    A7                     D7
But if you trust the devil you're bound to lose your soul
      G                                C                    G
Don't shake hands with the devil don't shake hands with the devil
                            D7       G
Don't shake hands with that evil one below
Repeat #2 
                            D7      G
Don't shake hands with that evil on below

4748. Don't She Look Good

Ernest Tubb 
Don't She Look Good

She was on her way out of your life when I found her
Not knowing which way to turn
She's forgotten the feeling of two arms around her
But it didn't take her long to learn
You had new worlds to conquer so you didn't want her
Or anything cramping your style
But don't she look great in the new dress I bought her
And don't she look good when she smiles

Did you really think you were so all important
She couldn't get by on her own
Did you really think losing you would destroy her
And that's why she kept hanging on
She stuck to her promise and talked to her conscious
She did all she could for a while
Then picked up the pieces and she started livin'
Now don't she look good when she smiles

Don't she look good in the new dress I bought her
And the new way that she wears her hair
She's in a new world and she's not the same girl
She knows now that somebody cares
You can't believe that the same girl you let go
Could change so in this little while
But don't she look great in the new dress I bought her
And don't she look good when she smiles
Now don't she look great in the new dress I bought her
And don't she look good when she smiles

4749. Don't Shed No Tears - Chords

Don't Shed No Tears 
Lonesome River Band



[Intro]
Dm  Bm  D  Gm
 
[Verse 1]
Dm
When my days here on Earth are over and done
                                A
When the Lord He calls me home above
          Dm
When they lay this old body in the cold cold ground
                        A                Dm
Don't shed no tears for I'll be homeward bound
 
 
 
[Chorus]
Dm                     Gm                             Dm
Don't shed no tears of sorrow, don't shed no tears of pain
                                    A
When the Master above has called my name
           Gm                      Dm               Gm
If I could make one request of the ones that I love best
              Dm        A               Dm
Don't shed no tears for I'll be home at rest
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm  Bm  D  Gm  x 2
 
 
[Verse 2]
Dm
Why would you cry for me when I'll be happy and free
                                     A
Oh I'll be singing with mighty angel band
                Dm
And I'll see my mother once again and all my precious friends
                                 A           Dm
There'll be no fears where we'll spend eternity
 
 
[Chorus]
Dm                     Gm                             Dm
Don't shed no tears of sorrow, don't shed no tears of pain
                                    A
When the Master above has called my name
           Gm                      Dm               Gm
If I could make one request of the ones that I love best
              Dm        A               Dm
Don't shed no tears for I'll be home at rest
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm Gm  Gm  F  F  A  A  Gm  Gm  F  F  A  (NC)
Dm A  Dm  A  Dm
 
[Chorus]



Dm                     Gm                             Dm
Don't shed no tears of sorrow, don't shed no tears of pain
                                    A
When the Master above has called my name
           Gm                      Dm               Gm
If I could make one request of the ones that I love best
              Dm        A               Dm
Don't shed no tears for I'll be home at rest
 
           Gm                      Dm               Gm
If I could make one request of the ones that I love best
              Dm        A               Dm
Don't shed no tears for I'll be home at rest
 
 
[Outro]
Dm  Bm  D  Gm

4750. Don't Shut Me Down

Jim Lauderdale - Don't Shut Me Down

Don't turn me off
Don't let me go
I may be tired
And moving slow
But I'm still good
And I still work
Better use me now
'Fore you give me up
Don't call it quits
Don't mess me 'round
I'm good to go
Don't shut me down
Don't shut me down for goodness sakes
Don't let me hear you say those are the breaks
Don't turn me loose, please don't leave town
Give me a chance, don't shut me down
Don't shut me down, don't shut me down
Don't shut me down, don't shut me down
I've got a heart
I've got a soul
Well, I stay warm
But you got cold

4751. Don't Sing A Song About Texas - Chords

Don't Sing A Song About Texas
Recorded by Charlie Walker



Written by Sanger D. Shafer

G
Don't sing about a Luckenbach Texas
And don't sing no San Antonio Rose
    C                          G
And don't sing that song about Dallas
       A7                    D7
Yeah I know very well how it goes
         G
Get your New York honky tonk to honkin'
Turn that music up and do it right
C                         G  E7
Don't sing no songs about Texas
A7                    D7         G
Cause that's where my heart is tonight
Hey get your New York fingers off that Texas fiddle
Don't wanna hear no part of Faded Love
    C                            G
And don't sing In The Streets Of Laredo
   A7                     D7
Or Beneath Those Stars Up Above
Repeat #2
New York ain't no place for a cowboy
Broadway ain't no place to hold a dance
       C                                     G   E7
And if you're gonna play the guitar play the melody
     A7                                D7
This place is lookin' worse with every glance
Repeat #2
            A7       D7       G
Yeah that's where my heart is tonight

4752. Don't Sing Me No Songs About Texas - Chords

Don't Sing Me No Songs About Texas
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Merle R. Haggard and Leona Williams

G
Don't sing about a Luckenbach Texas 
                               G7
Don't sing that San Antonio Ro-se
C                          G
Don't sing that song about Dallas
      A7                    D7
Hey I know very well how it goes
              G
Yeah get your New York honkey tonk to honkin'
                                   G7
And turn the music up and do it right
    C                         G  E7
But don't sing no songs about Texas



D7                               G
Cause that's where my heart is tonight 
C                                  G
Well New York ain't no place for a cowgirl
C                               G
Broadway ain't no place to have dance
          C                    G            A7
If you're gonna play the music play the melody
                                       D7
This place is lookin' worse with every glance
Repeat #2
Hey get your New York fingers off that Texas fiddle
                                      G7
Don't want to hear no part of Faded Love
    C                            G
And don't sing In The Streets Of Laredo
   A7                     D7
Or Beneath Those Stars Up Above  
Repeat #2
   C                         G  E7
No don't sing no songs about Texas
D7                               G
Cause that's where my heart is tonight

4753. Don't Sit On My Jimmy Shands

Richard Thompson - Don't Sit On My Jimmy Shands 

When the party hit full swing, I saw you come reeling in
You had that six pack in a stranglehold
Now you stagger, now you sway, why don't you fall the other way?
'Cause I've got something here worth more than gold

I said, Don't sit on my Jimmy Shands, don't sit on my Jimmy Shands
They don't mend with sticky tape and glue'
Don't sit on my Jimmy Shands, don't sit on my Jimmy Shands
And that's my very best advice to you

Call me precious, I don't mind, 78's are hard to find
You just can't get the shellac since the war
This one's the Beltona brand, finest label in the land
They don't make 'em like that anymore

I said, Don't sit on my Jimmy Shands, don't sit on my Jimmy Shands
Unless you wanna wind up black and blue'
Don't sit on my Jimmy Shands, don't sit on my Jimmy Shands
And that's my very best advice to you

Darling, though you're twice my size, I don't mean to patronize
Honey, let me lead you by the hand
Find a lap or find a chair, you can park it anywhere
Just don't rest your cheeks against my man



I said, Don't sit on my Jimmy Shands, don't sit on my Jimmy Shands
They don't mend with sticky tape and glue'
Don't sit on my Jimmy Shands, don't sit on my Jimmy Shands
And that's my very best advice to you

No shindig is half complete without that famous polka beat
That's why they invite me, I suppose
Waltzes, Strathspey's, eightsome reels, now you know how good it feels
Crank that handle babe, away she goes

I said, Don't sit on my Jimmy Shands, don't sit on my Jimmy Shands
Unless you wanna wind up black and blue
I said, Don't sit on my Jimmy Shands, don't sit on my Jimmy Shands
And that's my very best advice to you'

4754. Don't Squeeze My Sharmon

Ernest Tubb 
Don't Squeeze My Sharmon

Did you hear what happened last Saturday night
While dancing and drinking we all got half tight
This sweet thing named Sharmon was dancing with me
When up jumped her boy friend and he hollered at me

Please, don't squeeze my Sharmon don't hold her so tight
You'd best keep my warning it's my last one tonight
She's soft and she's gentle and as sweet as can be
And if Sharmon needs squeezing then leave that to me

Along about midnight I was feeling no pain
And me and Miss Sharmon were dancing again
Then Hank and big Harlan got into a fight
And I heard someone holler as out went the light

Please, don't squeeze my Sharmon don't hold her so tight
You'd best keep my warning it's my last one tonight
She's soft and she's gentle and as sweet as can be
And if Sharmon needs squeezing then leave that to me

4755. Don't Start Lying To Me Now

Don't Start Lying to Me Now
Chris Stapleton

[Intro]
Mm, yeah
Hey, yeah, yeah, yeah
Mm, yeah



[Verse 1]
You're tellin' me that you just need some time
Got some things that you're needin' to find
Sayin' that it's you and it isn't me
You can say you don't want me to cry (Mm)
You can say that you're sayin' goodbye (Mm)
And, honey, I do believe (Oh)

[Refrain]
Now, you're tellin' me you love me
Well, don't start lyin' to me now
(Don't start lyin' to me now)

[Verse 2]
You can say that you don't wanna fight
You can say that it just isn't right
Tellin' me it's time that you moved on
You can tell me you're tellin' the truth (Yeah)
That you don't wanna make me fool (Mm)
And, baby, you know I'll play along

[Refrain]
Now, you're tellin' me you're sorry
Well, don't start lyin' to me now
(Don't start lyin' to me now)

[Chorus]
Got no use for your excuses
Take 'em with you when you go (Oh, yeah)
Truth might hurt, but, baby
You ain't ever lied to me before
Don't start lyin' to me now

[Post-Chorus]
Hey

[Verse 3]
You can say that you wanna be friends
That you wish that it wasn't the end
It's the hardest thing you'll ever do, oh
You can say two wrongs make a right
You can tell me your bullshit all night
I see you and you can't fool me

[Refrain]
Now, you're sayin' that you'll miss me
Well, don't start lyin' to me now
(Don't start lyin' to me now)

[Chorus]
Got no use for your excuses
Take 'em with you when you go
Truth might hurt, but, baby
You ain't ever lied to me before
Don't start lyin' to me now



[Bridge]
Don't you start lyin'
(Don't start lyin' to me now)
Mm (Yeah)
(Don't start lyin' to me now)
(Alright)
(Oh, yeah)
(Tell me now)
Play it for me

[Chorus]
Got no use for your excuses
Take 'em with you when you go
Truth might hurt, but, baby
You ain't ever lied to me before
Don't start lyin' to me now
Got no use for your excuses
Take 'em with you when you go
Truth might hurt, but, baby
You ain't ever lied to me before
Lyin' to me now
I know you're lyin' to me now
Don't start lyin' to me now

[Outro]
(Don't start lyin')
Don't you start (Don't start lyin')
Mm, hmm (Don't start lyin' to me now)
Don't start lyin' to me now (Don't start lyin')
(Don't start lyin')
Uh (Don't start lyin')
Don't you start, baby (Don't start lyin' to me now)
Don't

4756. Don't Stay Away (Till Love Grows Cold) - Chords

Don't Stay Away (Till Love Grows Cold)
by Lefty Frizzell
Written by Frizzell/Southerland

Intro: C G C

[C]Please dont stay away so [G]long darlin
I love you dear with all of my [C]soul
And [C]sweetheart there can never [G]be no quarrelin
If you wont stay away till love grows [C]cold

Chorus:
Well [G]share all kinds of weather
The rain, the sun, the [C]cold
If we can [G]always be together
Our love just cant grow [C]old
So [C]please dont stay away so [G]long darlin



Dont stay away till love grows [C]cold

Instrumental (Same chords as above verse and chorus)

Repeat chorus

4757. Don't Stay Away Too Long - Chords

Don't Stay Away Too Long
written by Don Whitney and Ernest Tubb

C F
Don't stay too long cause I'm too lonesome
 G7 C
Don't stay too long cause I'm too blue
 F
When you're away I'm so downhearted
 G7 C
Don't stay too long cause I love you

 F
When you are here I'm so contented
 G7 C
Each minute is a joy for me
 F
But when you go my heart starts crying
 G7 C
My darling want you heed my plea

 F
Your letters come but still I'm lonely
 G7 C
Cause letters can't erase my tears
 F
In dreams I have my arms around you
 G7 C
The days and nights now seem like years

 F
I'll walk the floor and think about you
 G7 C
I just can't find a thing to do
 F
But when you're near my life's a pleasure
 G7 C
I can't get by if I can't have you
Repeat #1



4758. Don't Step Over An Old Love

Don't Step Over An Old Love
Ricky Skaggs - Stanley Brothers

All the things that we have done together
All the joys and sorrows that we've shared
Made me feel our love would last forever
Now I know you never really cared

Don't step over an old love
To get somebody new
Don't step over an old love
Who always has been true to you

When my back was turned he caught your fancy
And he turned an innocent affair
Into something more than just a friendship
While my dreams all crumbled in despair

Now you think you're happy with your new love
You don't think he's been untrue to you
Wait until you hear the whole town talking
Than you'll feel these heartaches like I do

4759. Don't Stop 'Til You Get Enough

Robbie Fulks - Don't Stop 'Til You Get Enough

[Verse 1]
Lovely, is the feeling now
Fever, temperatures rising now
Power, is the force, the vow
That makes it happen
It asks no questions why
So get closer
To my body now
Just love me
'Til you don't know how

[Chorus]
Keep on with the force, don't stop
Don't stop 'til you get enough
Keep on with the force, don't stop
Don't stop 'til you get enough
Keep on with the force, don't stop
Don't stop 'til you get enough
Keep on with the force, don't stop
Don't stop 'til you get enough

[Verse 2]
Touch me, and I feel on fire
Ain't nothing, like a love desire



I'm melting
Like hot candlR wax
Sensation
Lovely wherR we're at
So let love
Take us through the hours
I won't be complaining
Oh, 'cause this is love power

4760. Don't Stop Being You

Don't Stop Being You
Randall Hylton

1. I love your hair and your pretty eyes
I love your smiles and I love your sighs
Every kiss is light as morning dew
Promise me you won't stop being you

2. I love the time that we spent alone
I love your voice on the telephone
No one ever treats me like you do
Promise me you won't stop being you

Ch. Just be your sweetheart and I'll be happy
But the special way you are and I'll be fine
Don't stop doing all those little things that please me
Fill my name as you fill my frame of mind

3. You're all I want you're all I need
You make my world a happy dream
If you ever change what will I do?
Promise me you won't stop being you

4.=3.

Promise me you won't stop being you

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - Return Engagement

4761. Don't Stop Believin'

Don't Stop Believin'

Just a small town girl
Livin' in a lonely world
She took the midnight train going anywhere
Just a city boy
Born and raised in South Detroit



He took the midnight train going anywhere
A singer in a smokey room
A smell of wine and cheap perfume
For a smile they can share the night
It goes on and on and on and on
Strangers waitin'
Up and down the boulevard
Their shadows searchin' in the night
Streetlights, people
Livin' just to find emotion
Hidin', somewhere in the night
Workin' hard to get my fill
Everybody wants a thrill
Payin' anything to roll the dice
Just one more time
Some'll win, some will lose
Some are born to sing the blues
Whoa, the movie never ends
It goes on and on and on and on
Strangers waitin'
Up and down the boulevard
Their shadows searchin' in the night
Streetlights, people
Livin' just to find emotion
Hidin', somewhere in the night
Don't stop believin'
Hold on to that feelin'
Streetlights, people
Don't stop believin'
Hold on
Streetlights, people
Don't stop believin'
Hold on to that feelin'
Streetlights, people

4762. Don't Stop Gypsy

Don't Stop Gypsy - Ricky Skaggs

Don't stop gypsy
Don't you give up your ways and settle down you're still young
There's still a lot of life that hasn't been seen
Take the world as it comes and get your rest in between
Chance will never come around again.

Goodtime highway
With the wind in your hair as you're ridin' to wherever you please
You can take your guitar and play your songs to the stars
While they twinkle above your head
And who cares what tomorrow brings.

Don't you tangle with romance cause it'll leave you alone
And crying in the end



The life that you lead must be simple and free
It's not your fault my friend
Don't stop gypsy.

Don't stop gypsy
Don't you give up your ways and settle down you're still young
There's still a lot of life that hasn't been seen
Take the world as it comes and get your rest in between
Chance will never come around again...

4763. Don't Stop Gypsy - Chords

Don't Stop Gypsy
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Larry Cordle

G7         C F C
Don't stop Gypsy
          F                            G7
Don't you give up your ways and settle down
             C
You're still young
        F                        G7
There's still a lot of life that hasn't been seen
         Am                             F
Take the world as it comes and get your rest in between
                       G7
Chance will never come around again

         C   F  C
Goodtime highway
         F                           G7
With the wind in your hair as you're ridin' 
                C
To wherever you please
        F                              G7
You can take your guitar and play your songs to the stars
           Am                 F
While they twinkle above your head
                   G7
And who cares what tomorrow brings

          Am                              G7
Don't you tangle with romance cause it'll leave you alone
    F      G7     C
And crying in the end
    Am                         G7
The life that you lead must be simple and free
     F              G7
It's not your fault my friend
           C F C
Don't stop Gypsy



G7         C F C
Don't stop Gypsy
F                         G7                          C
Run while you can for the sun will soon shine on your face
         F                  G7
Take the little you own and tell her back home 
        Am                    F
That it just wouldn't work anyway
                               G7              C
You'll never stop Gypsy oh and leave her again today

4764. Don't Stop Now

Don't Stop Now 
Reno & Smiley
Josh Williams
 
I rue the day I fell in love with you 
'Cause you don t know the meaning of a vow 
I begged you not to speak of things 
Like honeymoons and wedding rings 
But since you've got it started, don't stop now 
 
CHORUS: 
Don't stop now, go on and love me 
If you stop now I'll love you anyhow 
My poor heart would break in two 
If you should find somebody new 
So if you ever loved me, don't stop now 
 
Don't take away sweet memories of the past 
Or cause me to regret our yesterday 
Just let me go on thinking of 
The day you told me of your love 
Don't stop now, don't take your love away

4765. Don't Stop The Meter, Mack

Don't Stop The Meter, Mack
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

Keep the meter running, mac
'Cause you dunno, I might be back
So just sit tight like a good ol' hack
I got to check this out

They say my gal's been pokin' around
With some guy on this side of town
Well, he better be hot



'Cause sure as not
There's gonna be a meeting of the minds

Say, who's turnin' green? I'm keepin' my cool
But that boy, he's got to be a fool
He can jack around with who he please
But hey, not my main squeeze!
I'm checkin' it out if you please

I'm checkin' it out
What's a guy to do?
I know three's a crowd
How 'bout two?
I'm checkin' it out beyond a reasonable doubt
If she's in there, here's what I'll do

But hey there cabbie, you're thinkin' a thought
That I might be doing something I ought not
Keep the meter running bub, I won't take a sec
There's something I've got to check

Nevermind that gun in my coat
There ain't nothing there and that's all she wrote
It's not Frankie and Johnny
But it's awful close
I'm bringing in a double dose

So mister hack, now you know the score
That I ain't goin' in all that sore
And keep the meter running mack
Just give out a shout
I've got to check this out

I'm checkin' it out inch by inch
I might have to make a citizen's pinch
I'll throw 'em both in the slam
And wash my hands of this whole scam

So keep that meter running, mack
'Cause you dunno, I might be back!
So just sit tight
Like a good ol' hack
I've got to check this out...

4766. Don't Stop The Music - Chords

Don't Stop The Music
written and recorded by George Jones        
[3/4 time]
 
C                           F             C
Don't stop the music let it play one more song
    G7                     F              C



The same one that's played tonight for so long
                       F          C
She's out with another I saw them tonight
        G7                       F              C
Sitting there close together she knows that not right
 
   G7                          C
So don't stop the music let it play one more song
    D7                     G7
The same one that's played tonight for so long
   C                 F               C
My pockets are empty I spent my last dime
         G7                    F             C
But I've just got to hear that song one more time
 
                            F              C
Don't be mad at me Mister I know that it's wrong
    G7                     F             C
But I want you to hear the words of that song
                              F          C
So don't stop the music don't make me go home
  G7                         F             C
I know she's not there and I cry all night long
 
Repeat #2

4767. Don't Take Any Wooden Nickels - Chords

Don't Take Any Wooden Nickels
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Ray Griff

C                        F
It's been nice it's been fun
          G7                                               C
It's been doin' a lotta crazy things that that I had never done
                         F
It's been good it's been sweet
          G7                                               C
It's been feelin' the wind blow in my hair sand beneath my feet
          F                                  C
It's been right and it's been lovely all the way
   F                                D7            G7
So let's not make your leaving turn into a cloudy day
   
      C                              D7
Don't take any wooden nickels if you know what I mean
      G7                                 C                G7
Don't plant any yellow daisies where the grass ain't green
      C                              D7
Don't buy any one way tickets to the isle of golden dreams
      G7                                         C
Don't take any wooden nickels if you know what I mean



                          F
We've made love we've had laughs
           G7                                                   C
We've been takin' each day that comes along we're lazy and laid back
                             F
We've sipped wine we've held hands
        G7                                                     C
He have opened our hearts and minds to one we feel in where we stand
        F                               C
We have kept from gettin' heavy all the time
    F                                 D7             G7
And even though the end is here let's try to keep it right
repeat #2

4768. Don't Take It Laying Down

Richard Thompson - Don't Take It Laying Down 

There's a time for peace and love
There's a time to just survive
If I hadn't raised my head
You would have buried me alive

Don't take it lying down
Give them as good as they gave you
Don't take it lying down
That turn the cheek stuff won't save you now

If I speak who's going to hear?
I'm drowned out with the tide
Love to hear your point of view
Could there be another side?

We can't pick without a choice
We can't drink without a well
When you though you'd stopped our voice
You woke the sleeping lion as well

4769. Don't Take It Too Bad

Steve Earle - Don't Take It Too Bad

Don't you take it too bad, if you're feeling unloving
If you're feeling unfeeling, if you're feeling alone
Don't you take it too bad, 'cause it ain't you to blame, babe
It's only a game, man, and of all of this living that we got left to do
And if you go searching for rhyme or for reason
Then you won't have the time that it takes just for talking
About the places you've been, babe, places you've seen, babe



And how soft the time flies past your window at night
And we just can't have that, girl, 'cause it's a sad, lonesome, cold world
And a man needs a woman just to stand by his side
Whisper sweet words in his ears about daydreams, roses, and playthings
And the sweetness of springtime and the sound of the rain

4770. Don't Take Your Eyes Off Of Jesus - Chords

Don't Take Your Eyes Off Of Jesus 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
F Bb F Bb F
F C F
 
[Verse 1]
       F
If you wanna walk on water friend please listen
           Bb                           F
You got to take your first step off the boat
     F
Make sure your heart and soul is with Him
               G                  C
There ain't no guarantee you will float
 
 
[Chorus]
F
Friend don't take your eyes off of Jesus
Bb                    F
Don't go lookin' all around
    Bb                    F
You might find yourself a-doubting
              C             F
Sinking down, down, sinking down
 
 
[Instrumental]
F Bb F
F G C
 
F Bb F Bb F
F C F
 
 
[Verse 2]
       F
If you wanna go to heaven friend please listen
           Bb                        F
You got to put all your trust in the Lord
       F
If you long to live forever right here with him
           G                    C



Gotta have faith to live forevermore
 
 
[Chorus]
F
Friend don't take your eyes off of Jesus
    Bb                                F
You might just stay right here on the ground
        Bb                      F
Through him you're gonna get to heaven
                         C               F
When the trumpets sound, sound, trumpets sound
 
 
[Instrumental]
F Bb F Bb F
F C F
 
 
[Verse 3]
F
Satan is a liar friends so listen
          Bb                   F
You gotta keep him out of your life
    F
You don't wanna join in with him
   G                            C
He belied you away from what is right
 
 
[Chorus]
F
Friend don't take your eyes off of Jesus
       Bb                   F
If you do sin will drag you down
         Bb                       F
For some day we'll hear Gabriel's trumpet
                     C             F
And be heaven bound, bound, heaven bound
 
 
[Outro]
Bb F
F C F

4771. Don't Take Your Guns To Town

Don't Take Your Guns To Town - Jerry Douglas
Steve Earle

A young cowboy named Billy Joe
Grew restless on the farm
A good boy filled with wanderlust



Who really meant no harm
He changed his clothes and shined his boots
And combed his dark hair down

And his mother cried as he walked out
"Don't take your guns to town son
Leave your guns at home Bill
Don't take your guns to town"

He laughed and kissed his mom
And said, "Your Billy Joe's a man
And I can shoot as quick and straight
As anybody can
But I wouldn't shoot without a cause
I'd gun nobody down"

But she cried again as he rode away
"Don't take your guns to town son
Leave your guns at home Bill
Don't take your guns to town"

He sang a song as he rode along
His guns hung at his hips
He rode into a cattle town
A smile upon his lips
He stopped and walked into a bar
And laid his money down

But his mother's words echoed again
"Don't take your guns to town son
Leave your guns at home Bill
Don't take your guns to town"

He drank his first strong liquor then
To calm his shakin' hand
He tried to tell himself at last
He had become a man
A dusty cowpoke at his side
Began to laugh him down

And he heard again his mother's words
"Don't take your guns to town son
Leave your guns at home Bill
Don't take your guns to town"

And in his rage
Billy Joe reached for his gun to draw
But the stranger drew his gun and fired
Before he even saw
As Billy Joe fell to the floor
The crowd all gathered 'round

And they wondered at his final words
"Don't take your guns to town son
Leave your guns at home Bill
Don't take your guns to town"



A hundred and twenty years have passed
And nothin's really changed
A young man on the city streets
He has to make his name
He's still too young to know
A gun can't make a boy a man

And his mama cries as he walks out
"Don't take your guns to town son
Leave your guns at home Bill
Don't take your guns to town"

4772. Don't Talk (Put Your Head on My Shoulder)

Linda Ronstadt - Don't Talk (Put Your Head on My Shoulder)

I can hear so much in your sighs
And I can see so much in your eyes
There are words we both could say

Don't talk, put your head on my shoulder
Come close, close your eyes and be still
Don't talk, take my hand and let me hear your heart beat

Being here with you feels so right
We could live forever tonight
Let's not think about tomorrow

And don't talk, put your head on my shoulder
Come close, close your eyes and be still
Don't talk, take my hand and listen to my heart beat
Listen
Listen
Listen

Don't talk, put your head on my shoulder
Don't talk, close your eyes and be still
Don't talk, put your head on my shoulder
Don't talk, close your eyes and be still

4773. Don't Talk To Her At Night

Marc Cohn - Don't talk to her at night

Don't talk to her when shooting stars are falling
Don't talk to her when she can smell the jasmine in the air
Don't talk to her when no one knows you're calling
You might just say the words that keep her waiting there



Don't talk to her when she is softly sleeping
Don't wake her to the sound of your voice whispering her name
Don't tell her all the secrets you've heen keeping
Don't tell her that you're drowning in a river of shame

When the wolf is howling
Underneath the moon
Underneath the window
Of a hotel room
Burn the blanket
Shoot the light
But don't talk to her at night

Don't talk to her in thunder or in lightning
Don't talk to her with fuses blown and wires falling down
Don't talk to her when the fever is frightening
When she's burning in the bedroom in an evening gown

Or when the wolf is howling
Undernearh the moon
Underneath the window
Of a hotel room
Burn the blanket
Shoot the light
But don't talk to her at night
Don't talk to her at night

4774. Don't Tell Mama - Chords

Don't Tell Mama
Recorded by Gary Allan - The Grascals
Written by Kim Williams, Jerry Laseter, Buddy Brock

C
I was headed north on Highway Five 
     F
On a star-lit Sunday night
       G7                                C
When a pickup truck flew by me out of control
As I watched in my headlights 
           F
He swerved left then back right
         G7                            C
He never hit the brakes as he left the road
                               
I found him lying in the grass 
F
Among the steel and glass
        G7                          C
With an empty whiskey bottle by his side
                                   
And through the blood and tears 
   F



He whispered in my ear
  G7                            C
A few last words just before he died
                      F
Don't tell mama I was drinking
     C                          G7
Lord knows her soul would never rest
C                             F
I can't leave this world with mama thinking
  G7                              C
I met the Lord with whiskey on my breath
I still think about that night 
    F
And how that young man died
        G7                              C
And how others sometimes pay for our mistakes
                                 
The last thing on his mind 
      F
As he left this world behind
    G7                                 C
Was knowing someone else's heart would break
repeat #3
                      F
Don't tell mama I was drinking

4775. Don't Tell Me

Buddy Miller - Don't Tell Me

Tell my heart to stop stop beating
Tell my mind not to think
Throw a stone in the ocean
Tell the stone not to sink
Tell the world to stop turning around
Tell the sky not to be so blue
Tell the rain to stop fallin down like tears
But don't tell me to stop loving you
Tell the past to be forgotten
Tell my life not to exist
Tell a promise made to be unspoken
My lips to not have been kissed
I can't do it i can't stop
It's something love has sealed
Only the brokenhearted know the way i feel

4776. Don't Tell Me How To Drink



Don't Tell Me How to Drink
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I'm all in to live and let live and mindin' my own
So when you tell me I have had enough, it kinda rubs me wrong
Well, I appreciate your concern, but I got a little fuse left to burn

[Chorus]
Don't tell me how to drink, don't tell me how to lose my mind
'Cause, cousin, this country boy can still rock and roll 'til it's closin' time
Brother, I've spilled more on a barroom floor than you've ever had
So let me do my thing and don't tell me how to drink

[Verse 2]
Now you could say I'm not the man I used to be
There's things I did that I can't do as frequently
But don't be talkin' at me like a fool and think I won't take your ass to school

[Chorus]
Don't tell me how to drink, don't tell me how to lose my mind
'Cause, cousin, this country boy can still rock and roll 'til it's closin' time
Brother, I've spilled more on a barroom floor than you've ever had
So let me do my thing and don't tell me how to drink

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Don't tell me how to drink, don't tell me how to lose my mind
'Cause, cousin, this country boy can still rock and roll 'til it's closin' time
Brother, I've spilled more on a barroom floor than you've ever had
So let me do my thing, don't tell me how to drink

4777. Don't Tell Me What To Do - Chords

Don't Tell Me What To Do
Recorded by Pam Tillis
Written by Harlan Howard and Max D. Barnes

G               C              D7
We tried and we tried but it's over
                                     G   D7
Guess I didn't fit the image in your mind
        G          C            D7
Now you tell me to find another lover
    A7                             D7  C G D7
But baby aren't you gettin' out of line
G          C          D7
Don't tell me what to do
                           G      D7
You've already said we are through
      G
I'm a page that you've turned
       C           Am



I'm no longer your concern
D7
Don't tell me what to do
                           G
I'll love you forever if I want to
                    C            D7
You're no longer in charge of my thinkin'
                                    G   D7
You're already in love with someone else
      G        C               D7
So if I'm into all night honky tonkin' 
     A7                                D7    C G D7
Well I'm a big girl I can take care of myself
repeat #2 So don't tell... x2

4778. Don't Tell Me Your Troubles

Doc Watson
Don't Tell Me Your Troubles

Don't tell me your troubles
I got troubles of my own
Don' t tell me your troubles
Leave me alone

Leave me alone
Go on home
Tell it to a friend
I got troubles of my own

You say your sweet love left you
And what to think about me
I got them same old heartaches
And the same old misery

Leave me alone
Go on home
Tell it to a friend
I got troubles of my own
Troubles of my Gown

It happens to the best of us
And that's what they always say
To take it bowin' like a man
They don't stand in my way

You tell that's she's a no good
She's as mean as she can be
It's written all over your lonesome face
And any heartbrake fool can see

Leave me alone
Go on home



Tell it to a friend
I got troubles of my own
Troubles of my own

It happens to the best of us...

4779. Don't Tell Secrets

Richard Thompson - Don't Tell Secrets

Don't tell secrets
Don't tell secrets
Don't tell why we hide
In the dim lights and the wine
And your secret is buried next to mine

In the midst of strangers
In the midst of strangers
We dance, embrace and bind our promises
While the singer makes our hearts break one more time

Oh you're in this shantytown
Of tin and tumble-down
But a man might be or a man might lack
A weight arises on his back
And our love the shame of all your hands possess
Oh you sewed a hundred patches on your dress

But don't tell secrets
Don't tell secrets
Raise your eyes to mine
As the bell rings closing time
And your secret is buried next to mine

Oh darling how we cheat
To make the moment sweet
Outside this room the world still waits
You with your mansion with gilded gates
And me with my companies and regiments
I wear you like a stone upon my chest

So don't tell secrets
Don't tell secrets
Don't tell why we hide
In the dim lights and the wine
And your secret is buried next to mine

Don't tell secrets
Don't tell secrets



4780. Don't Tempt Me

Richard Thompson - Don't Tempt Me

That gorilla you're dancing with
May not have too long to live
He's putting his hands in the wrong places
It's time to rearrange his face
He's gonna dance with me instead
And I'm gonna tap dance on his head

Don't tempt me, don't tempt me, don't tempt me
I'm half way out of my seat

He's got the looks, he's got the lolly
Driving me clean off my trolley
Doing the jitterbug, doing the jive
Doing the shimmy, snakes alive
That's not a dance, that's S E X
Ban that couple, certificate X

Don't tempt me, don't tempt me, don't tempt me
I'm half way out of my seat

Oh, I'm a patient man, but it's out of hand
If there's one thing that I can't stand

Get your mittens off my gal
Or you'll end up as mincemeat, pal
I've got friends, mean sons
They've got knives, chains, guns
Gas grenades, knuckle-dusters
Lazy Susans, blockbusters

Don't tempt me, don't tempt me, don't tempt me
I'm half way out of my seat, oh

I'm sitting here calm as I can
While you polish the floor with another man
I'm not mad, I'm a cuddly toy
Just keep me away from a laughing boy
You say he's a relative, some hope
If he's your uncle, I'm the Pope

Don't tempt me, don't tempt me, don't tempt me
I'm half way out of my seat, oh

4781. Don't Tempt The Devil (with Your Love)

Don't Tempt the Devil (with Your Love)
Jim Lauderdale

Don't tempt the devil with your love



What, oh what in the world are you thinking of
Steel yourself and turn your heart to stone
When you leave here tonight, be sure you leave alone
Let's cut right to the chase
Your fate is written on your face
In letters you just can't erase
Don't tempt the devil with your love
What, oh what in this wide world are you thinking of
Looking for another lonely
One and only heart to break
Somebody else's big mistake
Don't tempt the devil with your love
When will you ever have enough
Looking for another willing heart
To break in two or just plain tear apart
Don't tempt the devil with your love

4782. Don't Think About It Too Long

Don't Think About It Too Long

[Chorus]
If you're gonna think about it
Don't think about it too long
'Cause too long is a' long,' long time
And too' long will be gone

[Verse 1]
Well, if we're' gonna pick a tune
We oughta pick it now
Tune up that old 28'
And pass the jar around

[Chorus]
If you're gonna think about it
Don't think about it too long
'Cause too long is a long, long time
And too long will be gone

[Verse 2]
You can pick up that old demijohn
As smooth as it is strong
Tip it up and take a swig
And trouble soon be gone

[Chorus]
If you're gonna think about it
Don't think about it too long
'Cause too long is a long, long time
And too long will be gone

[Verse 3]
Hey, grab your partner, swing around



And we'll all have a time
'Cause time won't take the time to wait
So right now have a time

[Chorus]
If you're gonna think about it
Don't think about it too long
'Cause too long is a long, long time
And too long will bÐµ gone

[Verse 4]
All the girls are goin' homÐµ
And I think I will too
And if I can't go home with you
I don't know what I'll do

[Chorus]
If you're gonna think about it
Don't think about it too long
'Cause too long is a long, long time
And too long will be gone

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
Well, if you're gonna think about it
Don't think about it too long
'Cause too long is a long, long time
And too long will be gone

4783. Don't Think I Don't Love You - Chords

Don't Think I Don't Love You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Dallas Frazier

G                                   C
Your old cheatin' heart has finally caught you
  D7                                G
A thousand times I told you that it would
                                     C
A great big wall of pride has come between us
                    D7            G
And I wouldn't even love you if I could

                                          D7
So don't think it ain't been fun cause it ain't
                                       G
Don't think I still can't care cause I can
C                         D7              G     C
Don't think my mind won't change cause it won't
G                        D7          G
Don't think I don't love you cause I don't



                                           C
Well all my tossing and turning nights are over
  D7                         G
I don't even feel a touch of blues
                              C
Once more I can see the sun a shining
                D7            G
Shining cause I know I'm over you

Repeat #2

                         D7          G
Don't think I don't love you cause I don't

4784. Don't Think I'll Cry

Don't Think I'll Cry - Ricky Skaggs

My tears would fall each time you' leave me
My heart would break each time you take your love away
Those days are gone yeah you best believe me
Cause if you walk out this time you're walkin' out to stay.

And don't think I'll cry and I won't be blue
No I won't be wastin' my time waitin' here for you
Next time you walk out my heart's door
You won't be welcome here no more
I'll find another love a waitin' when we're through

It'd be so hard tryin' talk it over
After all this time we'd say we are through
We'd been apart much more time than we're together
And I been left behind too many times by you.

And don't think I'll cry and I won't be blue
No I won't be wastin' my time waitin' here for you
Next time you walk out my heart's door
You won't be welcome here no more
I'll find another love a waitin' when we're through.

Don't think I'll cry and I won't be blue
No I won't be wastin' my time waitin' here for you
Next time you walk out my heart's door
You won't be welcome here no more
I'll find another love a waitin' when we're through.

I'll find another love a waitin' when we're through...



4785. Don't Think I'll Cry - Chords

Don't Think I'll Cry
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Wayland Patton

G                                   C
My tears would fall each time you'd leave me
   G                                              D7
My heart would break each time you take your love away
               G                  C
Those days are gone yeah you best believe me
             G                  D7                    G
Cause if you walk out this time you're walking out to stay

                     C                  G
And don't think I'll cry and I won't be blue
                                               D7
No I won't be wasting my time waiting here for you
              G
Next time you walk out my heart's door
             C               G
You won't be welcome here no more
                         D7                 G
I'll find another love a waiting when we're through

                               C
It'd be so hard trying talk it over
      G                             D7
After all this time we'd say we are through
         G                               C
We spend apart much more time than we're together
           G           D7                G
And I been left behind too many times by you

Repeat #2

                         D7                 G
I'll find another love a waiting when we're through

4786. Don't Think Twice, It's All Right

Don't Think Twice, It's All Right
Bob Dylan
Flatt & Scruggs
Doc Watson

It ain't no use to sit and wonder why, babe
It don't matter, anyhow
An' it ain't no use to sit and wonder why, babe
If you don't know by now
When your rooster crows at the break of dawn
Look out your window and I'll be gone



You're the reason I'm trav'lin' on
Don't think twice, it's all right

It ain't no use in turnin' on your light, babe
That light I never knowed
An' it ain't no use in turnin' on your light, babe
I'm on the dark side of the road
Still I wish there was somethin' you would do or say
To try and make me change my mind and stay
We never did too much talkin' anyway
So don't think twice, it's all right

It ain't no use in callin' out my name, gal
Like you never did before
It ain't no use in callin' out my name, gal
I can't hear you any more
I'm a-thinkin' and a-wond'rin' all the way down the road
I once loved a woman, a child I'm told
I give her my heart but she wanted my soul
But don't think twice, it's all right

I'm walkin' down that long, lonesome road, babe
Where I'm bound, I can't tell
But goodbye's too good a word, gal
So I'll just say fare thee well
I ain't sayin' you treated me unkind
You could have done better but I don't mind
You just kinda wasted my precious time
But don't think twice, it's all right

4787. Don't This Road Look Rough And Rocky

Don't This Road Look Rough And Rocky
Flatt & Scruggs - Seldom Scene

Darling, I have come to tell you
Though it almost breaks my heart
But before the morning darling
We'll be many miles apart 

   Don't this road look rough and rocky
   Don't that sea look wide and deep
   Don't my baby look the sweetest
   When she's in my arms asleep 

Can't you hear the night birds crying
Far across the deep blue sea
While of others you are thinking
Won't you sometimes think of me 

One more kiss before I leave you
One more kiss before we part
You have caused me lots of trouble



Darling you have broke my heart

4788. Don't Threaten Me With A Good Time

Little Big Town - Don't Threaten Me With a Good Time

[Verse 1: Thomas Rhett, Thomas Rhett & Little Big Town]
I got a hankerin' for doin' somethin' crazy
Don't have to tell me, girl, yeah, I know that it's Wednesday
But you're lookin' so good, it feels like Friday night, huh
That ripped up t-shirt makes me want you in the worst way
Just take a sip and let's pretend like it's your birthday
Just dive right in, girl, the tequila's fine, so fine
She said, "You know I love a party
Don't threaten me with a good time

[Chorus: Thomas Rhett & Little Big Town]
Hop on up on that counter
Let me see how you move
Let me up there beside ya
Stand back, watch me cut loose
Pour a little liquor, make this living room twirl
Watch me set this night on fire
Baby, you know I love a party
Don't threaten me with a good time

[Verse 2: Thomas Rhett & Karen Fairchild]
Girl, you know better than to think you can one-up me
You try to match me shot for shot, it's gon' get ugly
Boy, don't forget how I tore up those college Friday nights
Baby, you know I love a party
Don't threaten me with a good time, no no
Here we go

[Chorus: Thomas Rhett & Little Big Town]
Hop on up on that counter
Let me see how you move
Let me up there beside ya
Stand back, watch me cut loose
Pour a little liquor, make this living room twirl
Watch me set this night on fire
Baby, you know I love a party
Don't threaten me with a good time

[Bridge: Thomas Rhett, Karen Fairchild & Both]
Baby, I been watchin' you dancin'
Boy, I been watchin' you move
And I'm lovin' everything you do, baby
Ooh, I'm just gettin' started
Yeah, baby, me too
But no, I won't be asleep 'til 2, 3, 4 in the mornin'

[Chorus: Thomas Rhett & Little Big Town]



Hop on up on that counter
Let me see how you move
Let me up there beside ya
Stand back, watch me cut loose
Pour a little liquor, make this living room twirl
Watch me set this night on fire
Baby, you know I love a party
Don't threaten me with a good time

[Outro: Thomas Rhett]
Baby, you know I love a party
Don't threaten me with a good time

4789. Don't Throw Your Life Away

Don't Throw Your Life Away

You say you'll never be my wife cause you've done wrong in life
And from it all your heart is bruised and torn
But God will forgive you and darlin' I will too
But let me love you, Don't throw your life away

He used your heart for his fun now the damage has been done
Don't wish that you had never been born
For the mistake has been made your love's too sweet to waste away
But let me love you, Don't throw your life away

He treated you mean and cheap and your heart I know was deep
A rose you found was full of deadly thorns
He dragged your name beneath his feet and now he shuns you on the street
But let me love you, don't throw your life away

Come into my waiting arms, we'll fight life's bitter storms
My loving you I'm not sorry for
And if your love's not meant for me then wrong I'll always be
But let me love you, don't throw your life away

4790. Don't Touch Me

Don't Touch Me
Emmylou Harris - Tyler Childers

Your hand is like a torch each time you touch me
The look in your eyes pulls me apart

Don't open the door to heaven if i can't come in
Don't touch me, if you don't love me, sweetheart

Your kiss is like a drink when i'm thirsty



Oh and i'm thirsty for you with all my heart

But don't love me then act as though we've never kissed
Don't touch me if you don't love me sweetheart

Don't give me something that you might take away
To have you then lose you wouldn't be smart on my part

Don't open the door to heaven if i can't come in
Don't touch me if you don't love me, sweetheart

Don't touch me if you don't love me, sweetheart

4791. Don't Touch Me - Chords

Don't Touch Me   
recorded by Dottie West  
written by Hank Cochran
 
C                                       D7
Your hand is like a torch each time you touch me
     F            G7            C
That look in your eyes pulls me apart
                                   D7
Don't open the door to heaven if I can't come in
      F                     G7           C
Don't touch me if you don't love me sweetheart
 
                                   D7
Your kiss is like a drink when I'm thirsty 
        F           G7              C
And I'm thirsty for you with all my heart
                                                  D7
But please don't love me then act as though we've never kissed
      F                     G7           C
Don't touch me if you don't love me sweetheart
 
F                                C
Don't give me something that you might take away
F                                     D7          G7
To have you then lose you wouldn't be smart on my part
      C                            D7
Don't open the door to heaven if I can't come in
      F                     G7           C
Don't touch me if you don't love me sweetheart
         F                     G7           C
No don't touch me if you don't love me sweetheart



4792. Don't Trade Your Old Fashioned Sweetheart

Ernest Tubb 
Don't Trade Your Old Fashioned Sweetheart (For A Honky Tonk Queen)

Take away the bright lights and music
Take away the powder and pain
And you'll find that a honky tonk angel
Can't compare with your home lovin' saint

She's just another woman who'll never make a home
She's had sweethearts before you
She'll have others when you're gone
Don't trade one who loves you for the bright lights that gleam
Don't trade your old fashioned sweetheart for a honky tonk queen

She'll lie and she'll cry on your shoulder
And she'll speak of a broken romance
She'll say that things might have been different
Take pity but don't take a chance

Don't take a cheap imitation when you have a real pearl
Don't take this hard hearted woman for your old fashioned girl
Don't trade one who loves you for the bright lights that gleam
Don't trade your old fashioned sweetheart for a honky tonk queen

4793. Don't Trust Me

Jim Lauderdale - Don't Trust Me

Don't trust me don't even let me near your heart
Don't trust me go on and let your doubts keep us apart
Just remember tomorrow if I'm not around
Just remember I warned you maybe you'd better not kiss me now

Don't trust me you're sweet and I would hate to see you cry
Don't trust me I'd hate myself if you caught me in a lie
We better say goodbye

I know the way you're feeling like I've got so much to prove
It's as if I was stealing and you've got so much to lose

Don't trust me someone who finds it hard to trust himself
Don't trust me don't think you can if it's that hard to tell
Someday we'll know it well

[ guitar ]

Maybe you can change me it might not be over night
You've got so many questions and won't let me out of your sight

Don't trust me you're sweet and I would hate to see you cry
Don't trust me I'd hate myself if you caught me in a lie



Maybe we'd better say goodbye
Don't trust me don't trust me

4794. Don't Turn Out the Light

Robert Earl Keen - Don't Turn Out the Light 

Scarecrow and a yellow moon
And a roadhouse on the edge of town
Hear that midnight rooster crow
Well I'll have one more before I go

But honey, don't turn out the light
'Cause I think I'm in the mood for love tonight

The night is cool beneath the stars
Ridin' home in John's old car
Got my head out in the wind
Here I am drunked up again

But honey, don't turn out the light
'Cause I think I'm in the mood for love tonight

Me and John in a pickup truck
Bottle of gin and a paper cup
Runnin' wild and livin' hard
I passed out in our front yard

But honey, don't turn out the light
'Cause I think I'm in the mood for love tonight

The moon is high, the sun is down
honey came out in her night gown
On the porch at a quarter to three
Talkin' to the deputy sheriff and me

But honey, don't turn out the light
'Cause I think I'm in the mood for love tonight

I said, honey, don't turn out the light
'Cause I think I? m in the mood for love tonight
I said honey, don't turn out the light
'Cause I think I'm in the mood for love tonight

4795. Don't Turn Your Back - Chords

Dont Turn Your Back 
Dale Ann Bradley
 



Key G
 
[Intro]
G    D    C    D
 
G    D    C    D
 
[Verse]
D                     G    D
  You head toward the bend
      C            D                  G        D
Every mile is your friend when you're restless
         C                D
And your lucks come to an end
            G   D          C            D
You'll run away,  leave it all but your name
              G
You're feelin shame
D             C              D
  You can't remember why you came
 
[Chorus]
D               C
Don't turn your back
                   D
Put a penny on the track
         G               D       C
Let that train take your breath away
D                  G
  Give it one more day
 
[Solo]
D    C    D    G    D    C    D    G
 
D    C    D    G    D    C    D    G
 
D    C    D
 
[Verse]
D              G
  Turn off the car,
D                  C              D              G
  There's too much traffic on the road of broken hearts
D      C               D
  Just pick a place to start
            G     D      C             D
Love comes around   even in this crazy town
          G     D             C             D
It can be found   between the signs and the sounds
 
[Chorus]
D               C
Don't turn your back
                   D
Put a penny on the track
         G               D       C
Let that train take your breath away



D                  G
  Give it one more day
 
[Solo]
D    C     D    G    D    C    D
 
G    D     C    D    G    D    C
 
D    G     D    C    D    D
 
[Chorus]
D               C
Don't turn your back
                   D
Put a penny on the track
         G               D       C
Let that train take your breath away
D                  G   D   C
  Give it one more day
 
[Outro]
D                  G    D
  Give it one more day
C    D                  G    C    D    G
Oooh   Give it one more day

4796. Don't Underestimate Love

Don't Underestimate Love
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Print songSend correction to the songSend new songfacebooktwitterwhatsapp
Baby it's no mystery
You don't have to tell me
What you're doing here
With all the stars in your blue eyes
Washed away by disappointed tears

You say another love has left you
Feeling sad and insecure
You'd like to think that it's all worth it
But now you're not so sure
Baby just because it's painful
It doesn't mean it's real
Sometimes we're simply desperate
For something to feel, uh-huh
Don't underestimate love

It's the same old bedtime story
The same old dreams of glory
We all hold on to
It's all so beautifully tragic
So painfully romantic



But so far from the truth

Baby I could slay your dragons
But I'd rather set them free
All I'm really asking is a chance to make you see
There doesn't have to be a struggle
There doesn't have to be a fight
Before you taste the victory
Before you feel it's right, uh-huh
Don't underestimate love

Oh we all look for love in our lives
But sometimes all you've gotta do is just open up your eyes
But does there have to be a reason
Or does there have to be a storm
Before we we look for shelter in each others arms
Baby leave behind this madness
I'll give you tenderness
I don't wanna see you have to settle for less, uh-huh
Don't underestimate love
Don't underestimate love

4797. Don't Understand

John Butler - Don't Understand

Did you ever stop to think about whatcha gonna do
With your responsibility?
Or did you
Just take this job cause it would
Be good for the money
And did you
Ever stop to think
About your duty to mankind
Or did you
Think ya take this job do favours
For you friends and waste all our time?
So tell me man
Do you realize what you're doing to this good country?
Cause you're selling it all away for your economic
Stability
And you
Justify everything you do
With the people that you say you're gonna employ
But the unemployment line is getting bigger every year
And you treat us all like toys
We're just expendable to you
Along now with this land
And there ain't no room left for empathy
And this is something I don't understand
Don't make no sense to me
Justifying everything we do on our economy
And there ain't no room



No more room left for human decency
Justifying everything we do on our economy
And the only time you listen to the people
Is when you think you won't get their vote
Otherwise you really could not give a shit
Don't mind rockin all our boats
And the greatest living friend is a man who goes by
The name of apathy
And we let you get away with everything you like so
You make all your money
But I tell you something right now old man
And this is a fair old warning to you
That the people are waking up
And gonna make you accountable too
Just like the nazi trials in Nuremburg
Hell not so long ago
Gonna make you pay for what you have done
Gonna make you responsible
Cause I don't understand
Don't understand
Don't understand
What head space you are in
So it must be lies you're speaking
And the land that you love he could not give a damn
About
And the ocean that you love do you think he could give
A shit about?
And the trees that you love do you think he could give
A fuck about?
And the family that you love do you think he could give
A damn about?

4798. Don't Wait

Buddy Miller - Don't Wait
(Buddy Miller and Jim Lauderdale)

Well i been so wrong
Brought lots of suffering on
And it's been so long
Since i walked right and strong
Just look at me so lost and weak
Heed my warning when this fool speaks
Well i hate to see your sun sinking down
And the path you take while you're losing ground
There's precious time to change your ways
Don't drag along while it's getting late
Don't wait don't wait
Don't wait it's late
Don't wait don't wait
Don't wait don't wait don't wait don't wait
Temptation will rust
Crawls in with the fog



Eats away at your trust
Mean as a wild pack of dogs
Uses you up throws your life away
Don't let it win for another day

4799. Don't Wait The Last Minute To Pray - Chords

Don't Wait The Last Minute To Pray
Recorded by Kitty Wells
Written by Harley Huggins
[3/4 time]
 
C                          F        C
A great day is coming it's not far away
                           D7            G7
Don't wait the last minute my brother to pray
C                           F                C
If your soul's in danger if you've lost your way
                           G7            C
Don't wait the last minute my brother to pray
Don't wait my brother don't wait
                          G7
Don't wait until it's too late
   C                        F                C
If your soul's in danger if you've lost your way
                    G7        C
Don't wait the last minute to pray
                        F            C
A sad day is coming for those who go wrong
                             D7          G7
Please listen my brother and don't tarry long
C                           F        C
The Good Lord is willing to open the way
                           G7            C
Don't wait the last minute my brother to pray
Repeat #2
                                F            C
There's no charge in heaven for treasures so rare
                                D7          G7
The crown that you win when you meet Him up there
C                        F            C
There's no temptation to cause you to stray
                           G7            C
Don't wait the last minute my brother to pray
Repeat #2

4800. Don't Wait Till Judgment Day - Chords



Don't Wait Till Judgment Day
Written and recorded by Wilf Carter

C
They'll be moaning they'll be groaning when the place begins to roar
                                                 G7
They'll be kneeling they'll be prayin' like they never prayed before
         C
But when all the sorting's over the Lord will show His might
                       G7                C
Some are gonna be left some are gonna be right
                              F
Don't wait till judgment day to cast your sins away
C                                    G7
If you do you're gonna see smoke and flame hallelujah lluiah
C                         F
Get on the righteous side then you won't be denied
C                G7                C
When the Lord up yonder calls your name
They'll be beggin' they'll be pleadin' won't you open up the door
                                        G7
If you'll let me in I'll promise I will never sin no more
        C
But the Lord knows all that happens so you better see the light
                       G7                C
Some are gonna be left some are gonna be right
repeat #2
They'll be sweatin' they'll be frettin' with the tear drops in their eyes
                                       G7
They'll be callin' on the Master for a glimpse of Paradise
       C
No one knows what will become of all those who shake with fright
                       G7                C
Some are gonna be left some are gonna be right
repeat #2

4801. Don't Wait Till Tomorrow - Chords

Don't Wait Till Tomorrow
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Lister
[3/4 time]

G               D7                       G
Don't wait till tomorrow be sure let her know 

                            C
Don't wait till tomorrow to tell her you love her
   D7                          G
If you love her then let it be now
              G7            C
For sometimes tomorrow just slips through your fingers
    D7                 G
And love gets away somehow



D7                         C         G
Love is more precious than silver or gold
    D7                    C              G
And life is so empty when love has grown cold
         G7            C
Tomorrow she may be no more than a memory
       D7                       G
If you love her be sure let her know

Repeat #2

                D7                       G
Don't wait till tomorrow be sure let her know

4802. Don't Wait Up

Don't Wait Up
Dustbowl Revival

The meeting went on
From dark  til dawn
How to defend
Where and when

The church went up in flames
And nobody knew their names
All the guilty men
And all their friends

Daddy when will justice be done
He said son you gotta wait and see
As he packed to leave
He said don't wait up for me

He rode in the dead of night
With only the moon for light
Pistol by his side
Lord watch him ride

Mama can you tell me when
Will I ever see my daddy again
She just shook her head
Get you back to bed

Daddy when will justice be done
He said son you gotta wait and see
As he packed to leave
He said don't wait up for me
They caught him near Baton Rouge
They said boy we got some plans for you
Find the highest tree
You'll be flying free



A postcard in the mail
Struck just like a nail
Driving deep
He's swinging in his sleep

Daddy when will justice be done
He said son you gotta wait and see
As he packed to leave
He said don't wait up for me
Up for me
U for me
Up for me

4803. Don't Wake Me

Don't Wake Me 
Red Allen - JD Crowe

CHORUS : 
Don't wake me, until it's over 
Tell me my dream is comin' true 
Don't wake me, until it's over 
Tell me that you love me too 
 
All my life I've loved in vain 
All the world has turned me down 
Now at last I love again 
For a new love I have found 
 
From a loser to a winner now that' sme 
My heart now sings a different song 
I cry out loud for all the world to see 
I only hope it lasts, on and on

4804. Don't Wanna See Your Face

John Butler - Don't Wanna See Your Face

Don't Wanna See Your Face
BOOM yeah
Back on the scene
Where ya look good by being mean
Yeah friend for another round
Bringing you up while laying it down
Damn! like jumping into the ring
Just a sing but it ain't nothing
Yeah man, foe or friend
Do you got ink or venom in your pen cos



You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face no more
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face
Man now watch that toe
I ain't a step ladder man I don't think so
Whoa boy what ya trying to do
Are you writing a column or jumping the queue?
Queue yes to your favourite scene
Not the Q to the R to the S to the T to the U
Man between you and I
You don't know your truth from your lies no
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face no more
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Take a look tell me whats you aim
Tell me why you're in this game
There's better use for your pen
Than criticising others for doing their thing
Maybe then, maybe then you'll see
You can't cage something that's free
Anyway cut to the chase
I don't wanna see your face no more
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face no more
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face no more
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face no more
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face no more

4805. Don't Wanna See Your Face No More

John Butler - Don't Wanna See Your Face No More

BOOM yeah



Back on the scene
Where ya look good by being mean
Yeah friend for another round
Bringing you up while laying it down
Damn! like jumping into the ring
Just a sing but it ain't nothing
Yeah man, foe or friend
Do you got ink or venom in your pen cos
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face no more
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face
Man now watch that toe
I ain't a step ladder man I don't think so
Whoa boy what ya trying to do
Are you writing a column or jumping the queue?
Queue yes to your favorite scene
Not the Q to the R to the S to the T to the U
Boy between you and I
You don't know your truth from your lies no
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face no more
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Take a look tell me whats you aim
Tell me why you're in this game
There's better uses for your pain
Than criticizing others for doing their thing
Maybe then, maybe then you'll see
You can't cage something that's free
Anyway cut to the chase
I don't wanna see your face no more
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face no more
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face no more
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face no more
You think I love you
You think I need you
Damn no, get out the door
Don't wanna see your face no more



4806. Don't Want To Lose You Yet - Chords

Steve Earl - Dont Want To Lose You Yet

VERSE 1:
G           D                        G       D
Baby it's a cold hard world out there 

G              D                 G        D
Broken hearted people everywhere 

Em              Bm       
Takin' whatever love they get 

C                  D  
I don't wanna wind up like that, so 

CHORUS:
G                                 Em
Baby throw your arms around my neck 

                                  C
Lay your pretty head against my chest 

                                  D
Listen to one heartbeat then the next 

                                  G
'Cause baby I don't wanna lose you yet 

Lead Break (G - E - Am - D, one time)

VERSE 2:
G                       D                   G        D
You know I love you and I know you love me

G                    D                     G        D 
It's everything that love's supposed to be

Em                     Bm       
But I don't wanna look up one day 

C                      D  
And find out we let it slip away 

CHORUS

Lead break (chorus rhythm, one time)

BRIDGE:
  Em                           G      
I can't tell you nothin' 'bout love I guess 



C                        G
That you don't already know

Em                      Bm 
But girl, when you're in my arms like this 

C                  D 
I don't ever wanna let you go 

VERSE 3:
G              D                      G        D
Baby maybe I'm wrong but what if I'm right 

G                D                   G        D
And everything's depending on us tonight 

Em                    Bm 
Maybe we'll pass this way again 

C                       D 
But honey I don't wanna wait 'til then 

CHORUS

Lead break (Chorus rhythm, one time)

CHORUS to fade [Oh, I don't want to lose you yet]

4807. Don't Waste My Time

Little Big Town - Don't Waste My Time

[Verse 1]
I've been here before
(It only made me cry)
I felt so sure
(I never questioned why)
'Til I woke up alone
That's why I have to ask you
Baby, what's behind your kiss?
I need to know your heart's in this

[Chorus]
I'm waiting for the kind of love
That is strong enough
To walk through anything
So don't waste my time
(Don't waste my time)
I only want to play for keeps
Want to fall in deep
If you don't just say goodbye
Don't waste my time



[Verse 2]
The words you say
(Are what I want to hear)
Promises you make
(Are music to my ears)
Is it the heat of the moment talking?
Promises come easily
Give me something to believe

[Chorus]
I'm waiting for the kind of love
That is strong enough
To walk through anything
So don't waste my time
(Don't waste my time)
I only want to play for keeps
Want to fall in deep
If you don't just say goodbye
Don't waste my time
Time, time, time, time, time, time

[Chorus]
I'm waiting for the kind of love
That is strong enough
To walk through anything
So don't waste my time
(Don't waste my time)
(Yeah) I only want to play for keeps
Want to fall in deep
If you don't just say goodbye
Don't waste my time

[Chorus]
I'm waiting for the kind of love
That is strong enough
To walk through anything
So don't waste my time
(Don't waste my time)
I only want to play for keeps
Want to fall in deep
If you don't just say goodbye
Don't waste my time
Yeah, yeah
Don't waste my time

4808. Don't Waste Your Heart

Dixie Chicks - Don't Waste Your Heart

For the life of me I can't believe
That you're on you knees beggin' please
All the pushin' away and puttin' down
Can't you see you're gettin' the run around



Oh it's plain to see you'd rescue me
From my loneliness so called unhappiness
Oh I didn't mean to cause you pain
I've got nothin' to lose and nothin' to gain

And don't waste your heart on a wild thing
She's got a soul that won't settle on one thing
Whoa this bird can't sing when you've tied its wings
Don't waste your heart on me

It's funny how the girls get burned
And honey as far as I'm concerned
The tables have turned

And don't waste your heart on a wild thing
She's got a soul that won't settle on one thing
Whoa this bird can't sing when you've tied its wings
Don't waste your heart on me

And I'm here to apologize
My heart can't compromise
Don't waste your heart on me

4809. Don't Watch These Tears

Don't Watch These Tears
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
You left me all alone and brokenhearted
Wondering what I was going to do
The love I always thought would last forever
Was a love that proved to be untrue

[Chorus]
But you know, dear, that I'll always love you
Even if a new love you have found
But please say goodbye and walk away, dear
Don't watch these tears of mine go falling down

[Verse 2]
I don't understand what I've done wrong, dear
Maybe it just wasn't meant to be
You tell me know that you love another
And that you'll never give your heart to me

[Chorus]
But you know, dear, that I'll always love you
Even if a new love you have found
But please say goodbye and walk away, dear
Don't watch these tears of mine go falling down



4810. Don't Worry

Don't Worry
Marty Robbins

Verse 1

Part A: Don't worry 'bout me
It's all over now
Though I may be blue
I'll manage somehow
't be explained
Can't be controlled
One day it's warm
And the next day it's cold

Part B: Don't pity me
Cause I'm feelin' blue
Don't be ashamed
It might have been you
Whoa-ho-ho-ho oh
Kiss me one time then go
I'll understand
Don't you worry 'bout me

Verse 2

Part A: Sweet, sweet, sweet love
I want you to be
As happy as I
When you loved me
I'll never forget you
Your sweet memory
It's all over now
Don't you worry 'bout me

Part B: When one heart tells
One heart good-bye
One heart will break
Lord one heart will cry
Whoa-ho-ho-ho oh
Sweet baby sweet baby sweet
It's alright
Don't you worry 'bout me

4811. Don't Worry 'Bout Daddy

Don't Worry 'Bout Daddy
Lonesome River Band



VERSE 1: 
Don t worry 'bout Daddy, I'll be alright 
I get lonesome in the daytime, but I lose it at night 
It was over between us when you went out the door 
Don't worry 'bout Daddy, Daddy's gonna make it 
He's done it before 
 
CHORUS: 
I'm used to having nothing, it's all I ever had 
I had a million friends, 'til the going got bad 
The one I thought would stand by me 
Was the first to leave 
Don't worry 'bout Daddy, Daddy's gonna make it 
Just wait and see 
 
There's no use talkin' bout what might a been 
For what we once had, we'll never have it again 
One day I'll recover, and I'll quit feeling bad 
Don't worry 'bout Daddy, Daddy's gonna make it 
He always had 
 
Don't worry 'bout Daddy, Daddy's gonna make it 
He's done it before

4812. Don't Worry 'Bout Me - Chords

Don't Worry 'Bout Me
Recorded by Paul Williams and The Victory Trio 

G
I was thinking today of my life here on earth 
C                      G
Thinking back over the years 
There's been a lot of heartaches sorrow and pain 
        A7                      D7
There's been disappointment and tears
 
        G
There's also been joy and a deep settled peace 
     C                   G
That only the born again know 
    C               G
His Spirit leads me keeps me and feeds me 
                     D7         G
That He gave me when He made me whole 
Don't worry 'bout me when it comes time to leave 
    C                     G
I'm going to a far better place 
On heaven's own strand not made with hands 
A7                          D7
Basking in His love and His Grace 
G



Singing His Praises through countless ages 
        C                   G
With my Savior forever I'll be 
    C                         G
His blessed assurance gave me strength for endurance 
                          D7          G
When the call comes don't worry 'bout me 
How precious it's been with Jesus my friend 
C                     G
Walking together each day 
He's with me in the valley with me on the mountain 
      A7                   D7
He'll be with each trial I face 
  G
I know there's a time a place and a day 
        C                      G
When my journey toward home is complete 
        C                        G
When my work here is done and my last song is sung 
                     D7          G
He'll call but don't worry 'bout me
Repeat #3,4
    C                         G
His blessed assurance gave me strength for endurance 
                          D7          G
When the call comes don't worry 'bout me

4813. Don't Worry 'Bout Me Baby

Janie Fricke - Don't Worry 'Bout Me Baby

There's no way to know, how this is all gonna end
Don't be afraid that you might make me cry
We fell in love once, we could fall again
Don't worry 'bout me baby
For telling me lies
It makes no difference how it all works out
How can I make you understand
This night with you is all I'm thinking about
If I can't have it all, I'll take what I can
Don't worry 'bout me baby, I'll be alright
Don't worry 'bout me baby, Just love me tonight
This can't be wrong, I know that it's right
So as long as it's good, keep holding me tight-ight
Don't worry 'bout me baby, I'll be alright
Don't worry 'bout me baby, Just love me tonight
Don't worry 'bout me baby, I'll be alright
Don't worry 'bout me baby, Just love me tonight



4814. Don't Worry 'bout the Mule, Just Load the Wagon

Don't Worry 'bout the Mule, Just Load the Wagon

Well you said you wouldn't leave me 'cause you didn't want to grieve me
And you couldn't stand to see tears in my eyes
But you said you loved another and it ain't like he's your brother
So I guess it's time for me to realize

Don't worry 'bout the mule just load the wagon
I can make it baby and I ain't bragging
If you think I'm going to cry your feet are draggin'
Don't worry 'bout the mule just load the wagon

Well I think that I'll surrender you keep looking out the windows
And it's plain that you don't love me any way
All you do is walk and piddle while I'm playing second fiddle
I don't think that I can stand another day

Don't worry 'bout the mule just load the wagon
I can make it baby and I ain't bragging
If you think I'm going to cry your feet are draggin'
Don't worry 'bout the mule just load the wagon

For a long time I've been knowin' in your eyes it's all been showin'
And I knew some day someone would take my place
These cold kisses you've been givin' and the way that we've been livin'
There's enough to make a man start turning grey

Don't worry 'bout the mule just load the wagon
I can make it baby and I ain't braggin'
If you think I'm going to cry your feet are draggin'
Don't worry 'bout the mule just load the wagon

4815. Don't You

Forester Sisters - Don't you
Composer: Johnny Pierce - Otha Young

Don't you ever miss my smiling face?
Looking back at you in love's embrace
Don't you ever miss me too just the way that I miss you?
Don't you? Don't you?

Don't you ever wish you had me back?
Don't you ever think about that?
Don't you ever want me to come around and back to you?
Don't you? Don't you?

Everybody's talking bout the way you're never talking about me
Don't you ever get a little lonely for the way it used to be? Used to be?

Don't you ever stop and wonder why?



We're not really too much satisfied
Don't you really need me too just the way that I need you?
Don't you, baby, don't you?

Everybody's talking bout the way you're never talking about me
Don't you ever get a little lonely for the way it used to be? You and me

Don't you ever want another taste?
Of something you can't get no other place
Don't you ever miss it to D-O-N-T-Y-O-U?
Don't you? Don't you? Don't you baby?
Don't you? Don't you? Don't you baby?
Don't you? Don't you?

4816. Don't You Call My Name

Don't You Call My Name
Dailey & Vincent

You ran around you had your good times
You said you loved me just the same
When the chips are down and you get lonely
You come running back to me calling my name.

Don't you call my name 'cause I won't answer
Don't you call my name 'cause I won't be there
You cheated on me dear for your last time
Don't you call my name little girl 'cause I don't care.

I used to cry and wait for you dear
While you played your cheatin' game
It's your turn now just keep on cryin'
Can't hear you cry little girl
don't you call my name.

4817. Don't You Ever Get Tired (Of Hurtin' Me)

Don't You Ever Get Tired (Of Hurtin' Me)

You make my eyes run over all the time you're happy when I'm out out of my mind
You won't love me but you won't let me be don't you ever get tired of hurtin' me

Someone must have hurt you long ago but why take revenge on me when I love you so
Surely there's another way for you to be don't you ever get tired of hurtin' me

You must think I look bad with a smile
For you haven't let me wear one in such a long long while
Why do I keep hanging on don't you ever get tired of hurtin' me
Still you never get tired of hurtin' me



4818. Don't You Hear Jerusalem Moan

Don't You Hear Jerusalem Moan
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Jorgen Elofsson

Don't You Hear Jerusalem Moan

Don't you hear Jerusalem moan?
Don't never let a chicken get big enough to crow
Don't you hear Jerusalem moan?

Don't you hear Jerusalem moan?
Don't you hear Jerusalem moan?
Thank God there's a heaven and a ringing in my soul and my soul's got free
Don't you hear Jerusalem moan?

Well a hard-shell preacher you can tell him how he do
Well he chews his own tobacco and he drinks his own brew.

Well a Baptist preacher you can tell him by his coat
Has a bottle in his pocket that he can't hardly tote

Well a Cambellite preacher his soul is saved
Well he has to be baptized every other day

Well the Holy Roller preacher he sure is a sight
Well he gets em all a-rolling and he kicks out the light

Well the Presbyterian preacher he lives in town
His neck's so stiff he can't hardly look around.

4819. Don't You Know I Love You Charlie Brown

Don't You Know I Love You Charlie Brown

Don't you know that I love you Charlie Brown
I just lose my senses when you come around
With that little lock of hair that won't turn down
Don't you know that I love you Charlie Brown

Don't you know that I love you Charlie Brown
I think you're the cutest little boy in town
You're so bashful every time I come around
Let me get a little closer Chrlie Brown

If you'd just love me I wouldn't give a hoot
If all the other girls think you're so cute
I'm so jealous of them always hanging around



Don't you know that I love you Charlie Brown

Never grow up Charlie always be a boy
For you bring so many people so much joy
You're so funny even though you're not a clown
Don't you know that I love you Charlie Brown

4820. Don't You See That Train

Don't You See That Train

Farewell sweetie mine I hate to see you go
Out into the cruel world alone
Hear the bell on that train hear the whistle blow
It's taking you and leaving me to mourn

   Don't you see that train dee-dee-dee
   See that train hey hey
   She's leaving she's leaving on that train
   Don't you see that train dee-dee-dee
   See that train hey hey
   And I'll never see my sweetheart again

I know well I know I did not treat her right
That is why I'm feeling sad and blue
Wo wo wo is me I'm left alone tonight
She's gone away but I still love her too

Hey hey what a day it's left me like a rag
Don't know what to do I feel so bad
Think I'll take a drink or two to drive my blues away
For if I don't I'll die because I'm sad

4821. Don't You Want To Go To Heaven

Don't You Want To Go To Heaven - Dailey And Vincent
Don't You Wanna Go To Heaven

Don't you wanna be a servant
For the good God almighty?
For the good God almighty
For the good God almighty

Don't you wanna be a servant
For the good God almighty?
Don't you wanna go to heaven
When you die?

Don't you wanna be a servant



For the good God almighty?
For the good God almighty
For the good God almighty

Don't you wanna be a servant
For the good God almighty?
Don't you wanna go to heaven
When you die?

Down in the land of Galilee
Down by the sea that's so deep
My Lord said, "Simon if you love Me
Then go and feed my sheep"

Don't you wanna be a servant
For the good God almighty?
For the good God almighty
For the good God almighty

Don't you wanna be a servant
For the good God almighty?
Don't you wanna go to heaven
When you die?

Don't you wanna be a servant
For the good God almighty?
For the good God almighty
For the good God almighty

Don't you wanna be a servant
For the good God almighty?
Don't you wanna go to heaven
When you die?

Now, Jesus was a Son of God
He died upon that cruel cross
He died for you, He died me
That we might not be lost

Don't you wanna be a servant
For the good God almighty?
For the good God almighty
For the good God almighty

Don't you wanna be a servant
For the good God almighty?
Don't you wanna go to heaven
When you die?

Don't you wanna be a servant
For the good God almighty?
For the good God almighty
For the good God almighty

Don't you wanna be a servant
For the good God almighty?
Don't you wanna go to heaven



When you die?

Don't you want to go to heaven
When you die?

4822. Donal Agus Morag

Donal Agus Morag
Traditional

Bhi moran daoine uasal ann,
Bhi tuatanaigh na h-Alban ann,
Bhi 'n maistir scoile 'san ministir ann,
Bhi an laoch Mac Amhlaigh ann,

Curfa:
Donal, 'se Donal,
'Se Donal a rinne an bhainis,
Donal agus Morag a rinne an
Bhainis ainmeil

Bhi cearcan ann, is bhi geoidh ann,
Bhi corr is dosean sgairbh ann,
Seo bha iad is bhi car bi ann,
'Se cearc na n-ean a b'fearr dhiubh ann.

Curfa

Bhi braidain 's bric on Eirne ann,
Is fluirse feoil na bhfia n-ean ann,
Feol mart is lao, ba bhlasta bhi
Bhi uanfheol friochta is oisfheoil ann,

Curfa

Bhi 'n di go fial 's go fairsing ann,
Bhi brannda is fion na Spainne ann,
Bhi poitin stil is mead le mil,
Bhi beoir is leann na h-Eireann

4823. Donal's Lullaby

Donal's Lullaby
by Ron Block 
From the album Faraway Land

Little baby, cherished, loved
Watched by angels from above
Who can know what years may hold?



Jesus loves you, this I know

Deepest longing, earnest prayer
Dearest wish and constant care
Showing you our Father's ways
Shining love in darkest days

Chorus
No one knows what life may bring
I will promise just one thing
I will trust His love in me
Loving you eternally

If someday you turn from me
Looking toward the light you see
Even though we're far apart
Home is in your Father's heart

Repeat chorus

Repeat chorus

I will trust His love in me
Loving you eternally

4824. Donald And Lydia

Donald And Lydia
John Prine

Small town, bright lights, Saturday night,
Pinballs and pool halls flashing their lights.
Making change behind the counter in a penny arcade
Sat the fat girl daughter of Virginia and Ray

(Spoken:) Lydia

Lydia hid her thoughts like a cat
Behind her small eyes sunk deep in her fat.
She read romance magazines up in her room
And felt just like Sunday on Saturday afternoon.

Chorus:
But dreaming just comes natural
Like the first breath from a baby,
Like sunshine feeding daisies,
Like the love hidden deep in your heart.

Bunk beds, shaved heads, Saturday night,
A warehouse of strangers with sixty watt lights.
Staring through the ceiling, just wanting to be
Lay one of too many, a young PFC:



(Spoken:) Donald

There were spaces between Donald and whatever he said.
Strangers had forced him to live in his head.
He envisioned the details of romantic scenes
After midnight in the stillness of the barracks latrine.

Chorus

Hot love, cold love, no love at all.
A portrait of guilt is hung on the wall.
Nothing is wrong, nothing is right.
Donald and Lydia made love that night.

(Spoken:) Love

The made love in the mountains, they made love in the streams,
They made love in the valleys, they made love in their dreams.
But when they were finished there was nothing to say,
'Cause mostly they made love from ten miles away.

Chorus

4825. Done And Dusted - Chords

Done And Dusted 
The Waifs

[Verse]
Am
Love's done and dusted, that ship has sailed
               E7                Am
Loves done and dusted, I'm on my way
Am
Loves done and dusted, going to spread my wings
               E7                Am
Going to sail away see what fortune brings
 
[Chorus]
Am
I'm going to sing, sing, sing me away
D
I'm going to sing, sing, sing me away
Am
I'm going to sing, sing, sing me away
E7
I'm going to sing, sing, sing me away
 
[Verse]
Am
I'm on the ocean, big wide and blue
           E7                            Am
I'm on the ocean, shed no more tears for you



Am
I'm on the ocean,
neath threatening skies
              E7                    Am
Gonna to sail away, sail me to paradise.
 
[Chorus]
Am
I'm going to sing, sing, sing me away
D
I'm going to sing, sing, sing me away
Am
I'm going to sing, sing, sing me away
E7
I'm going to sing, sing, sing me away
 
[Verse]
Am
Love is done and dusted left upon the shore
                 E7                               Am
Love is done and dusted, I won't sail with him no more
Am
Love is done and dusted, I am going to steer my fate
                  E7                         Am
Love is done and dusted, see what treasures await
 
[Chorus]
Am
I'm going to sing, sing, sing me away
D
I'm going to sing, sing, sing me away
Am
I'm going to sing, sing, sing me away
E7
I'm going to sing, sing, sing me away
 
[Verse]
Am
Love's done and dusted, that ship has sailed
               E7                Am
Loves done and dusted, I'm on my way
Am
Loves done and dusted, going to spread my wings
               E7                Am
Going to sail away see what fortune brings

4826. Done With Bonaparte

Emmylou Harris - Done with Bonaparte

We've paid in hell since Moscow burned
As Cossacks tear us piece by piece
Our dead are strewn a hundred leagues



Though death would be a sweet release
And our grande armee is dressed in rags
A frozen starving beggar band
Like rats we steal each other's scraps
Fall to fighting hand to hand 

Save my soul from evil, Lord
And heal this soldier's heart
I'll trust in thee to keep me, Lord
I'm done with Bonaparte 

What dreams he made for us to dream
Spanish skies, Egyptian sands
The world was ours, we marched upon
Our little Corporal's command
And I lost an eye at Austerlitz
The sabre slash yet gives me pain
My one true love awaits me still
The flower of the aquitaine 

Save my soul from evil, Lord
And heal this soldier's heart
I'll trust in thee to keep me, Lord
I'm done with Bonaparte 

I pray for her who prays for me
A safe return to my belle France
We prayed these wars would end all wars
In war we know is no romance
And I pray our child will never see
A little Corporal again
Point toward a foreign shore
Captivate the hearts of men 

Save my soul from evil, Lord
And heal this soldier's heart
I'll trust in thee to keep me, Lord
I'm done with Bonaparte

4827. Done With Love

David Rawlings
Done With Love

Ahh ooo, when you get the blues
Doo wah, na na na
Don't get caught with your hands in the pot
Slippin' sorrow lite it's made for you
'Cause the cure I got's gonna hit the spot
Ahh ooo, the open plains, the open plains, the open plains
Dee dee, let me be your girl
Dooo lang,, doo lang, your head in a whirl
Gonna put you out with a stop drop and curl



No, it's never gonna be the same
And I lay down flat, like a doormat, to save your name
No, there's nothin' I'd trade and there's no remakes, no way
The open plains, the open plains, the opRn plains
And I know there's gonna come a timR when you walk away
I'll curse the day, I'll curse the sun
Tell everyone I'm done with love

4828. Doney Gal - Chords

Doney Gal 
Tim O'Brien Band
 
[Verse]
A                 E          D        A
We're alone Doney gal in the rain and hail
             E          D        A
Drivin' them doggies on down the trail
 
             E      A
It's rain or shine, sleet or snow
D                                  A
Me and my Doney gal we're bound to go
 
             E      A
It's rain or shine, sleet or snow
D                                  A
Me and my Doney gal we're bound to go
 
[Solo]
A  E  D  A  E  D  A x2
 
A              E         D      A
Well a cowboys life is a dreary thing
              E         D        A
It's rope and brand and ride and sing
 
            E               A
It's up and gone before the break of day
D                                   A
Drivin' them doggies on their weary way
 
             E      A
It's rain or shine, sleet or snow
D                                  A
Me and my Doney gal we're bound to go
 
[Solo]
A  E  D  A  E  D  A x2
 
                   E        D           A
We'll laugh at the rain and yell at the hail
             E          D        A



Drivin' them doggies on down the trail
 
                   E        A
We'll laugh at the wind the rain and snow
D                                  A
Til we reach the town of San Antonio
 
             E      A
It's rain or shine, sleet or snow
D                                  A
Me and my Doney gal we're bound to go

4829. Donkey For Sale

Railroad Earth - Donkey for Sale (Bonus Track) 

Goin down to Eva's for a jump and a holler
gonna suck up on a bottle for a quarter and a dollar

Aw honey, honey got a wag in her tail
Aw honey, honey got a donkey for sale

Jumpin' on a back beat, love to feel the crack
movin' the caboose a little further down the track

Aw honey, honey got a wag in her tail
Aw honey, honey got a donkey for sale

California is shinin' brite
Colorado, what a delight
New Jersey ain't, New Jersey ain't
New Jersey ain't what it used to be

Teddy's in the corner workin' up a sweat
Been workin' for a year and he aint paid yet
Aw honey, honey got a wag in her tail
Aw honey, honey got a donkey for sale
Old man Stewart burned his house down in a fire
Put his britches in the oven and his pork chop in the dryer

Aw honey, honey got a wag in her tail
Aw honey honey got a donkey for sale

Pennsylvannia is lookin' sweet
Knockin' me off my feet
New Jersey ain't, New Jersey ain't
New Jersey ain't workin' out for me

Six shots for everyone, a tax rebate!
I'm a man of the people and I'm feelin great

Aw honey, honey got a wag in her tail
Aw honey, honey got a donkey for sale



California ain't lookin' right
Colorada ain't worth the price
New Jersey is, New Jersey is
New Jersey is where I want to be

4830. Donkey Town

Emmylou Harris - Donkey Town

I've been around in Donkey Town
Too long baby too long
Checking out of Donkey Town
So long, so long, so long

Her pretty eyes are pretty still
But Jim's got a kind of a squint Yeah
I dug up my last check from out of the mine
Now I feel like I've done my stint
Jim got an army pension
When he walked from the military court
No body ever mentioned
The medical report

She does little things for me
She likes to get the both of us high. Yeah
She says I'm a tender-hearted man
Prince charming,yeah, sure, I'm the guy
He likes the wrecker's dogs on chains
And the smoke from the company fires
Diesel oil in the trucks and cranes
And the smell of burning tires

But I've been around in Donkey Town
Too long, baby ,too long
Checking out of Donkey Town
So long, so long, so long

There's a purple heart in a silver tin
And a grey .45 in a drawer
Most of the time you can drink with him
But some other time he's just sore
On days when she says she can't think straight
Or she feels like she's getting the jumps
She'll go shoot off her .38
At cans on a Donkey Town dump

It was Friday late and she crossed those legs
She told me flat out she would. Yeah
If I could pull up my trailer pegs
We could get away together for good
I sure wish her the best of luck
She's going to need it thinking of Jim



I don't like to leave her stuck
But she's near as bad as him

But I've been around in Donkey Town
Too long baby too long
Checking out of Donkey Town
So long, so long, so long
Checking out of Donkey Town
So long, so long, so long

4831. Dont Ask Why - Chords

Dont Ask Why 
Lula Wiles

[Intro]
Em
 
[Verse]
G                                   (D)            C
Most days, I wake when the sunshine crawls into my bed
G                       C
Fit as a fiddle when the world wakes up
G                     C
Taking a drink from a golden cup
 
G                                                    C
Most days, I'm looking on the bright side of an open door
G                      C
Swing your partner and do-si-do
G                          C
My feet keep telling me to go, go, go
 
[Chorus]
D                               Am
Cross my heart, but I don't ask why
G                            C
Some nights I can't help but cry
 
G                                              C
Young life, it's fragile as a daisy in an open field
G                                C
With a bit of good luck you're a flower crown
   G                        C
Or else the rain'll come to knock you down
 
G                                                 C
Bad news, it hit me like a freight train goin' so fast
G                              C
Standin' in the rain where the daisies grow
G                       C
Prayin' to a god that I don't know
 



[Chorus]
D                               Am
Cross my heart, but I don't ask why
G                            C
Some nights I can't help but cry
D                                      Am   Em
When the trumpet sounds from the other siiiiide
 
        C             B7
Put the shovel in the ground
          Em
Don't ask why
 
[Instrumental]
Am - B7
 
[Verse]
Em
Don't ask why
Am                                    B7
Whether it's your heart that's broken or your brother's mind
Em                                D
Little sister running home with a blackened eye
        C
I don't ask why, I don't ask why
 
[Chorus]
D                            Am
Cross my heart and I hope to die
G                            C
Some nights I can't help but cry
 
         D                             Am   Em
When the trumpet sounds from the other siiiiiiide
        C             B7
Put the shovel in the ground
          Em
Don't ask why
 
[Instrumental]
Am - B7 - Em

4832. Dont Compare The Future With The Past - Chords

Dont Compare The Future With The Past 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Chorus]
F
Keep smiling,keep saying,
F    C                 F
that someday you'll be mine
C                                  F



Done blame me for love that didn't last
F
I know you have suffered
F
Your first love wasn't kind
F   C                                 F
But don't compare the future with the past
 
 
[Verse 1]
F            C               F
Why do those friends have to lie
Bb                       F
Why do they tell you I'm untrue
Bb                  F
Why don't they step aside
F
And let us live our lives
F            C           F
What do they tell you to do
 
 
[Chorus]
F
Keep smiling,keep saying,
F    C                 F
that someday you'll be mine
Bb                                 F
Done blame me for love that didn't last
Bb
I know you have suffered
Bb   F
Your first love wasn't kind
F                     C               F
But don't compare the future with the past
 
 
[Verse 2]
Bb
What makes me smile
F
And happy to see another day
Bb                                 F
I now wonder why, I always want to cry
F            C     F
When you are going away
 
 
 
[Chorus]
F
Keep smiling,keep saying,
F    C                 F
that someday you'll be mine
Bb                                 F
Done blame me for love that didn't last
Bb



I know you have suffered
Bb   F
Your first love wasn't kind
F                     C               F    F
But don't compare the future with the past

4833. Dont Kiss In My Bar - Chords

Dont Kiss In My Bar 
I Draw Slow
 
G
I've had too much alone time
                     C
And not near enough wine
                     D
What you do in your own time
                       G
That's no business of mine
 
D                      G
Well you say your in love now
                              C C7 Am
And while I believe that you are...
                        D
I don't drink in your bedroom
                     G    D
So don't kiss in my bar
 
D                      G
There's a song on the jukebox
                    C
That I just can't resist
                     D
It's the right combination
                          G   D
A blend of self pity and bliss
 
D                   G
I can see your lips moving
                            C C7 Am
I can see you both swinging along
                   D
Don't darken your doorway
                          G
Please don't dance to my song
 
G7                       C
I don't sleep with your shirt on
         C            F
I might whisper your name you can't
           C          F            G
You can't hold me to blame for my dreams



G                          D
You know I don't pass the hurt on
         D7                     G
I just stitch myself up at the seems
 
G7                    C
And the stronger I'm getting
C               F             C            F
My lip doesn't curl when you talk to your girl
F                      G
But don't push me too far
G                      D
I don't drink in your bedroom
D7                   G
So don't kiss in my bar
D
 
[Spoken]
G
...I could sit here for hours
                      C
With not one word to say
                D
Marinating my sorrows and mulling my heart
                 G
with this cheap Cabernet...
 
[Sung]
D                  G
It's a form of protection
                         C C7 Am
To never reveal who you are...
                  D
And jail your reflection
D7                             G
Behind optics and bottleneck bars
 
G7                        C
I don't sleep with your shirt on
                       F
I might whisper your name
           C           F            G
You can't hold me to blame for my dreams
                           D
You know I don't pass the hurt on
D7                               G
I just stitch myself up at the seems
                         G7
I think you know what I mean
 
G7                 C
The stronger I'm getting
C               F             C            F
My lip doesn't curl when you talk to your girl
F                      G
But don't push me too far
                       D



I didn't cry at your wedding
D7                   G
So don't kiss in my bar
                        D
I don't drink in your bedroom
D7                       G  D  G
So don't you kiss in my bar...

4834. Dont Let A Thief Steal Into Your Heart - Chords

Dont Let A Thief Steal Into Your Heart 
Richard & Linda Thompson

(Intro)
E   A  E   A  E  A  E   D   A   E
 
[Verse]
 
         D            A          E
        Don't let a thief steal into your heart
          D        A        E
        Or you may end up broken hearted
            D        A       E
        Don't let a whisper tear you apart
          D               A     E
        Or you'll be right back where you started
 
    F+m      D         E
 How many days does a man think he has
    B         A            E
That he can spend his whole time dreamin'
F+m         D        E
How many schemes is one man thinkin' of
     Bm       A             E
And does he think he's the only one scheming
         D             A            E
      Don't let a thief steal into your heart 
 
D   A  E     D   A  E
 
F+m         D        E
Stop your lies and stop your cheating
    Bm    A          E
It never did you no good, no good
F+m          D       E
How can you say you will when you want to
 Bm        A       E
When you know you never would if you could
        D          A          E
     Don't let a thief steal into your heart 
 
D   A   E (x3)
D   E



 
 
 
D              E
Everyone is in love with money
 Bm      A                E
Strange news 'cause they say that love is blind
   D                    E
How many times did you meet somebody
 Bm            A        E
Who said they had some real peace of mind
         D           A
       Don't let a thief

4835. Dont Look Back - Chords

Dont Look Back 
The Wood Brothers

E7        C       A7       Bb
I've been waiting much too long
A7  Bb     G7       D#x(2 measures) Bb(2measures) (walk bass up from 2nd string 1st fret to 3
rd fret)
For you to break my heart           my dear
C     D#x           F - F1 - F2 - F3  (walk the bass down during this F progression part)
And I know that the end is near
 
E7     C       A7      Bb
When I look in to your eyes 
A7 Bb       G7      D#x   Bb
I  see that I'm not there anymore
C          D#x      F-F1-F2-F3   (now on transition from F3 to Bb walk bass up from 1st string 1s
t fret)
And you're staring so far away
 
Bb    A7   Gm    D7  Eb(2 measures)  Bb (2 measures, walk bass up)
Don't look back, I   won't      be   there
Bb  A7  Gm   D7    Eb          Bb
All I   can  do is follow your stare
 
E7        C        A7       Bb
I've been searchin much too long
A7  Bb      G7         D#x     Bb
Now there's nowhere to go from here
C         D#x   F-F1-F2-F3
And I can feel you everywhere
 
E7     C        A7      Bb
When I put your hand in mine
A7 Bb       G7       D#x       Bb
I  feel you slippin' away from me
C           D#x      F-F1-F2-F3
And there's nothing that can hold you now



 
Bb     A7  Gm    D7  Eb       Bb
Don't look back, I   won't be there
Bb   A7  Gm   D7    Eb          Bb
All  I   can  do is follow your stare
 
C(2 measures)                 D#x(2 measures)
And I don't know where you're goin
Bb         A7      Gm       Eb     F-F1-F2-F3   Bb
But I will see you when the angels sing    to   me
 
E7 C A7 Bb A7 Bb G7 D#x Bb
Mmm mmm mmm mm mmm mm mm
 
C                             D#x
And I don't know where you're goin
Bb         A7      Gm       Eb     F-F1-F2-F3   Bb
But I will see you when the angels sing    to   me

4836. Dont Make Me Have To Come Down There - Chords

Dont Make Me Have To Come Down There 
Dolly Parton
 
Capo 3rd fret.
If you don't want to use a capo transpose +3 steps.
 
[Intro]
D
 
[Verse 1]
D
Last night I had a dream about God
D
He was standing on a mountain top
D
Looking down, around in such dismay
    A
And in my dream I heard him say
 
 
[Chorus]
       D
"Don't make me have to come down there
   A                 D
My children, you had best beware
D
If you don't pay attention, consequences will be dire
      A
Don't make me have to come down there"
 
 
[Verse 2]



     D
I've told you time and time again
A             D
You can't disobey and hope to win
                             G
I am still the boss here, in case there's any doubt
    A
You know I put you in this world, and I can take you out
 
 
[Chorus]
      D
Don't make me have to come down there
       A              D
You've always been my cross to bear
                                G
I've let you try my patience as all good fathers do
       A
You're on my last nerve, I have had it up to here with you
 
 
[Verse 3]
D
I gave you a book, you didn't read it (You didn't read it)
D
I gave you my word, you didn't heed it (You didn't heed it)
D
Gave you a map, you said you didn't need it (You didn't need it)
    A
And now you've lost direction, and you're wandering aimlessly
 
 
[Chorus]
      D
Don't make me have to come down there (Don't make me)
A             D
This is not a game of truth or dare (Don't make me)
D
Now, I don't want to punish you, but if it has to be
A
This is gonna hurt you more than it hurts me
 
 
[Chorus]
      D
Don't make me have to come down there
A                            D
Bridge this great divide and make repairs
D
Go to your room and pray 'til you can learn to play fair
      A
Don't make me have to come down there (Come down there)
 
 
[Bridge]
D
Politics, earthquakes, erratic weather



D
Pandemics, war, and hate, still, you'd rather
D
Turn a deaf ear, a blind eye; I am wondering whether
A
I should take my Bible belt and whip you into shape
 
 
[Chorus]
      D                         G
Don't make me have to come down there (Don't make me)
   A                        D
My children, you had best beware (Don't make me)
                                        G
Clean up this mess and put on something decent to wear
      A
Don't make me have to come down there (Don't make me have to come down there)
      D
Don't make me have to come down there
   A                        D
My children, you had best beware (Don't make me)
D
Why can't you learn to listen and learn to love and share?
      A
Don't make me have to come down there
 
 
[Outro]
D N.C.
Don't make me have to come down there
N.C.
Don't make me come down there
N.C.
Don't make me have to come down there
N.C.
Don't make me, don't make me
N.C.
Don't make me have to come down there
N.C.
Don't make me have to come down there
N.C.
Don't make me come down there
N.C.
Don't make me have to come down there
N.C.
Don't make me, don't make me
N.C.
Don't make me have to come down there

4837. Dont Monkey Round My Widder - Chords

Dont Monkey Round My Widder 
Doc Watson



 
 A
Well my fever is running high and I'm suffering with a cold
and I'll soon be walking on the streets of gold
             D                  A               E              A
and I'll ask ya boy, don't you monkey round my widder when I'm gone
 
If you monkey round my widder I'm telling you the fact
my big white ghost will come sneeking back
and I'll haunt you boy
If you monkey round my widder when I'm gone
 
My honey has told me over and over again
there will be no more sparking after I check in
I'll ask you boy? Don't ya monkey round my widder
when I'm gone
 
If you monkey round my widder I'm telling you true
some dark night I'll scare the hell out of you
I'll hant ya boy if you monkey round my widder
when I'm gone
 
Inst.
 
Oh her cooking is good and her loving is fine
but when I leave this world she'll still be mine
and I'll ask ya boy not to monkey round my widder when I'm gone
 
If you monkey round my widder I'm telling you the fact
my big white ghost will come sneeking back
and I'll haunt you boy
If you monkey round my widder when I'm gone
 
I'll soon be leaving this world of sin
one pretty woman with a lot of you men
I'm telling you boy,, don't ya monkey round my widder when I'm gone
 
If you monkey round my widder I'm telling you the fact
my big white ghost will come sneeking back
and I'll haunt you boy
If you monkey round my widder when I'm gone
I'll haunt you boy
If you monkey round my widder when I'm gone

4838. Dont Stop Loving Me - Chords

Dont Stop Loving Me 
Fireside Collective

[Intro]
E E
 
[Verse 1]



 
E
I don't need a TV show, I don't need a fancy car
E
I don't mind working nine to five putting pennies in a mason jar
A
Yeah wild as West Virginia, pretty as Caroline
E
Keep me moving like a mail train coming by right on time
 
 
[Chorus]
E
Don't stop loving me, don't stop loving me
A
Anything you want, you can take it all
E
Don't stop loving me
 
 
[Instrumental]
E
 
 
[Verse 2]
E
I can quit the drinking, baby I can quit tonight
E
I can quit smoking cigarettes, honey anything you like
A
If looks could kill me baby, I'd 'a died about a thousand times
       E
The doctor don't need to bother 'cause you can bring me right back to life
 
 
[Chorus]
E
Don't stop loving me, don't stop loving me
A
Anything you want, you can take it all
E
Don't stop loving me
 
 
[Instumental]
E  A  E
(8 bars E, 4 bars A, 12 bars E)
 
 
[Verse 3]
E
I like your conversation, baby I dig your charm
E
I like dancing on Friday nights honey with you in my arms
A
Come on like a premonition about to blow out the back of my mind
     E



Just you keep holding onto me everything will be alright
 
 
[Chorus]
E
Don't stop loving me, don't stop loving me
A
Anything you want, you can take it all
E
Don't stop loving me
 
 
[Chorus]
E
Don't stop loving me, don't stop loving me
A
Anything you want, you can take it all
E
Don't stop loving me
 
 
A
Anything you want, you can take it aaaallll
 
 
[Outro]
A  E

4839. Dont Tell Me To Smile - Chords

Dont Tell Me To Smile 
The Mastersons

[Verse 1]
Am                   Em
  I've been shootin' daggers
C              G    F        C
  From a stage everybody can see
             G
Take a look around
            B          Em   F
They're all starin' at me
 
Am                     Em
  I'm the queen of the ice
C                 G        F           C
  I play my cards true and close to my vest
                   G
Not to say I'm not nice
        B        Em    F
But I'm doin' my best
 
 



[Chorus]
      G          F
Don't tell me to smile
  C         G
I will if I want
                  F
You could make me laugh
        C         G
But you don't get it
                    F
You're chasin' your tail
    C         G
I'm losin' my head
                 F
I could spell it out
        C         G
But you won't get it
F  C   G
 
 
[Verse 2]
Am               Em
  I could try to be
C                G         F          C
  What it is you think you want me to be
                    G
It's not your lucky day
           B        Em   F
That don't work for me
 
Am                   Em
  But if you play it cool
C                      G                F        C
  I'll regale you with song but I don't suffer a fool
                    G
That I want to like you
B         Em    F
Honest, I do
 
 
[Chorus]
      G          F
Don't tell me to smile
  C         G
I will if I want
                  F
You could make me laugh
        C         G
But you don't get it
                    F
You're chasin' your tail
    C         G
I'm losin' my head
                 F
I could spell it out
        C         G
But you won't get it



 
 
[Instrumental]
G  F  C  G
G  F  G
G  F  C  G
G  F  C  G
 
 
[Bridge]
B
Keepin' you at arm's length
        Em
Keeps a piece of me safe inside
        F       C
I can't fake it
 
 
[Chorus]
N.C.
Don't tell me to smile
N.C.
I will if I want
N.C.
You could make me laugh
N.C.
But you don't get it
       G            F
You're chasin' your tail
    C         G
I'm losin' my head
                 F
I could spell it out
        C         G
But you won't get it
 
 
[Outro]
      G          F  C  G
Don't tell me to smile
    G             F
You could make me laugh
        C         G
But you don't get it
      G          F  C  G
Don't tell me to smile ...
G  C  G

4840. Dont Wake The Children - Chords

Dont Wake The Children 
I Draw Slow
 



G F C D G
 
[Verse 1]
C         Em                    G
I've been awake for the longest time
F             C              F        G
Laid out on a tomb with you laid by my side
C           Em              G
The morning grey around the blind
F              C              D              G
Day following day to make our life, all our lives
     Dm                      C                            G
So don't wake the children, don't wake the children just yet
 
 
[Verse 2]
C            Em           G
Is this the midway or the end?
F                  C           F               G
Hands over your heart, do you sleep or just pretend?
C            Em                G
I'd like to reach across the stone
F              Em                  G
Each wonderful day that we are flesh as well as bone
    Dm                      C                            G
So don't wake the children, don't wake the children just yet
 
 
[Verse 3]
C           Em                   G
We both let go and the silence fell
F                 Em           G               Dm
Who's following who? We go so fast I can't tell
C               Em              G
Let's steal a day from our own lives
F               Em             G            F
Curl up in the dark and be all ears, be all eyes
    Dm                      C                            G
So don't wake the children, don't wake the children just yet
 
 
[Chorus]
    Dm                      C                         G
Don't wake the children, don't wake the children just yet
    Dm                      C                         G
Don't wake the children, don't wake the children just yet
    Dm                      C                         G
Don't wake the children, don't wake the children just yet
 
 
[Outro]
G                                 F
We could take a day from our own lives
       C         Em              G
Just steal it, right out of the dark
(repeat outro couple of times)



4841. Doobie In My Pocket

Keller Williams - Doobie in my Pocket

doobie
doobie
doobie
doobie

i just remembered there's a doobie in my pocket
in my shirt in my suitcase
as i'm standing in line to check into my flight
and i'm trying to decide if i should get out of line
but the line is really long and i start thinking about this song
about the hippie at the festival who gave me the doobie
that is in my pocket in my shirt in my suitcase
that i'm planning on checking to my final destination
which is another festival with hippies and more doobies
so i don't really need the one that is in
the pocket of my shirt in my suitcase
i wonder if they'll find it
and  i wonder what they'll do
depending on their mood
they'll put it in the pocket of their TSA shirt
or maybe they're disgruntled
and spark it where they stand
or maybe they will give it to their friend steve the cop
who will put it in his pocket
and give it to the rasta
who works at the starbucks bout 8:30-9
in hoping of continuing of receiving
his free triple tall americana shots on top
that he desperately needs that extra caffeine
so that he can walk the miles and miles of luggage
with his female german shepherd
that he named eva brawn
for the david langley song
or at least the song that langley does
i'm not really sure
if david langley wrote it
but one thing's is true
steve the cop he likes it
or maybe he will simply throw the doobie in the trash
avoid all the paperwork complete pain in the ass
and this is what is going thru my brain
as i exit the plane
and walk to baggage claim
and pray for a key change
but the suitcase never came
and i start to go insane
as i pace around with visions of guantanamo bay
no need to drool, man
everything is cool



they found my suitcase on the way to istanbul
they got it just in time
put it on the next flight
everything's ok i should be seein it the next day
but once again it never came and once again i go insane
cos it's time to go and like an hour to the show
without any traffic
we did not leave in time for it
now i've got road rage cos it's my time on the stage
i cannot die the sharp pain behind my eye
but i have to stop and smile cos i suddenly realize
that i'm wearing the shirt with the doobie in my pocket
it was never in my suitcase i was wearing it the whole time

4842. Dooley

Dooley
The Dillards

Dooley was a good old man
He lived below the mill
Dooley had two daughters and a forty gallon still
One gal watched the boiler the other watched the spout
Mama corked the bottles when old Dooley fetched them out

   Dooley, slipping up the holler
   Dooley, trying to make a dollar
   Dooley, give me a swaller and I'll pay you back some day

The revenuers came for him a slipping through the woods
Dooley kept behind them all and never lost his goods
Dooley was a trader when into town he'd come
Sugar by the bushel and molasses by the ton

I remember very well the day old Dooley died
The women folk looked sorry and the men stood 'round and cried
Now Dooley's on the mountain he lies there all alone
They put a jug beside him and a barrel for a stone

4843. Dooley's Farm

Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway - Dooley's Farm

[Verse 1]
Old Dooley was raised Carolina
Got his schooling out in Vietnam
Tucks his hair up in a pioneer seed cap
When he's bringing his cash crop in
Now everybody said he's just a simpleton farmer



Plowing hundred acres out in Sugar Grove
Smiling at you from an IH tractor
But there's a secret down in every row

[Chorus]
In the Blue Ridge Mountains with the whispering pines
They used to grow tobacco, then they made moonshine
But there's something better in the back of the barn
Down on Dooley's farm

[Verse 2]
Old Dooley's got a roadside farm stand
Sweetcorn, tomatoes, and turnip greens
But if you ask to buy a jug of sorghum
HR'll know exactly what you mean
He'll meet you in thR back of the woods at midnight
Bring a lantern 'cause it's hard to find
He's got a strain that'll punch your lights out
Old Dooley's gonna blow your mind

[Chorus]
In the Blue Ridge Mountains with the whispering pines
They used to grow tobacco, then they made moonshine
But there's something better in the back of the barn
Down on Dooley's farm

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
You can hide by day, but the night will find you
They caught Dooley in the moonlight
Drug him down from the field to the state farm
To bust rocks on the roadside
Now everybody says I'm just a simpleton farmer
But they don't know that I'm an outlaw
Growing green must've ran in the family
'Cause old Dooley is my grandpa

4844. Door Number Three

Door Number Three
Jimmy Buffett / Steve Goodman

Oh, I took a wrong turn, it was the right turn
My turn to have me a ball
The boys at the shop told me just where to stop
If I wanted to play for it all
I didn't know I'd find her on daytime TV
My whole world lies waiting behind door number three

I chose my apparel, I wore a beer barrel
And they rolled me to the very first row
I held a big sign that said, 'Kiss me I'm a baker



And Monty I sure need the dough'
Then I grabbed that sucker by the throat until he called on me
'Cause my whole world lies waiting behind door number three

And I don't want what Jay's got on his table
Or the box Carol Merrill points to on the floor
No, I'll hold out just as long as I am able
Or until I can unlock that lucky door
Well, she's no big deal to most folk
But she's everything to me
'Cause my whole world lies waiting behind door number three

Oh, Monty, Monty, Monty, I am walkin' down your hall
Got beat, lost my seat, but I'm not a man to crawl
Though I didn't get rich, you son of a bitch
I'll be back just wait and see
'Cause my whole world lies waiting behind door number three
Yes, my whole world lies waiting behind door number three

4845. Door Way

Ron Block - Door Way 

A windblown sky on a desert plain
A sea of burning sand that's never seen the rain
Stumbling along with his water gone
Dried-up tears and a longing for his home

Hands and knees on the desert floor
Pounding out a prayer to the Lover of his soul
Jesus, save me, from this hell I'm in
Suddenly he sees he's looking down a rocky cliff

He can't go back, he can't go through
Cries, My God, tell me what to do
The answer then comes in a quiet word
Onward, go onward ' is the whisper of the Lord

In fearful desperation, in suffocating sands
We're only just a moment from the Savior's loving hands
He sends us to the desert to make a faithful choice
We believe the fear and doubting or we trust His quiet voice

Kneeling, then standing on the jagged edge
Echoes of the promises of God inside his head
Choosing, then stepping out on desert air
Suddenly he's by a stream, birds singing everywhere

Looking back for the place that disappeared
Sees a wooden doorway standing in the field
Through the open frame, he views the desert scene
Shuts the door and locks it, then throws away the key



In fearful desperation, in suffocating sands
We're only just a moment from the Savior's loving hands
He sends us to the desert to make a faithful choice
We believe the fear and doubting or we trust His quiet voice

4846. Doors

Cabinet - Doors 
Album: This Is Cabinet - Set II

I'm looking for a place to stay
Headed down this old hallway
Which one of these doors is gonna take me home
Which one of these doors leads to where i belong

I walk in through a door or two
I hang around or just pass through
Which one of these doors should I go through?
Which one of these doors for me holds something new?

Tired on my feet and I'm wondering why i feel
So lonesome and upset
All the while I'm trying to get more real
I'm walking tired and lonesome too

Headed down this hallway blue
Which one of these doors is gonna take me home
Which one of these doors leads to where i belong
I wanna feel more real

4847. Doors And Windows

Doors And Windows
Bearfoot

Both you and I know that this monster is no longer sleeping
His dark eyes lend no light, so the moon will suffice until morning
When morning comes he will vanish, take with him your body
If you beg on your knees, he might have mercy and give you your freedom

Children running through meadows, playing catch with the leaves that are falling
They have fallen from branches that are weak from the tears they are weeping
They weep rivers that run through our souls, and we drink when we feel we are empty
And when we drank our fill, we will cut them all down, have them buried

When the old ones aren't crying, they'll be laughing as we lie there sleeping
Breathing air that's been tainted by the breath of the lies we're believing
We'll leave paths that have been walked before, but weave our own tapestries
and hang them in doors and in windows



Doors and in windows

Both you and I know that this monster is no longer sleeping
His dark eyes lend no light, so the moon will suffice until morning
When morning comes he will vanish, take with him your body
If you beg on your knees he might have mercy and give you your freedom

4848. Doors Of Heaven

Lucinda Williams - Doors of Heaven

Open up the doors of heaven and let me in
I think I'm finally tired of living
Let me in i'm going to walk into glory
Tell everyone my story
So open up the doors of heaven and let me in

I've tried to live my life in a righteous way
I tried to do my best from day to day
But no matter how hard I try
It seems all I do is cry
So open up the doors of heaven and let me in
Someone told me there's a
Better place than this
Where I can go and receive my mother's kiss
A place so full of love somewhere up above
So open up the doors of heaven and let me in

I hear them say that this life is a gift
That it's precious as a baby's breath
They can talk to a door
When my time has come
Open up the doors of heaven and let me in

Open up the doors of heaven and let me in
I think I'm finally tired of living
Let me in i'm going to walk into glory
Tell everyone my story
Open up the doors of heaven and let me in

Open up the doors of heaven and let me in
Open up the doors of heaven and let me in
Open up the doors of heaven and let me in
Open up the doors of heaven and let me in

4849. Dos Arbolitos



Linda Ronstadt - Dos Arbolitos

Han nacido en mi rancho dos arbolitos
Dos arbolitos que parecen gemelos
Y desde mi casita los veo solitos
Bajo el amparo santo y la luz del cielo

Nunca están separados uno del otro
Porque asÃ quiso Dios que los dos nacieran
Y con sus mismas ramas se hacen caricias
Como si fueran novios que se quisieran

Arbolito, arbolito, bajo tu sombra
Voy a esperar que el dÃa cansado muera
Y cuando estoy solito mirando al cielo
Pido pa' que me mande una compaÃ±era

Arbolito, arbolito, me siento solo
Quiero que me acompaÃ±es hasta que muera

4850. Dos Banjos

Billy Strings & Don Julin 
Dos Banjos

The times have changed, the times have changed
Humanity has lost its way
The people now, the people now
How they survive, I don't know how

My mama said, make many friends
They'll give to you, you'll give to them
They count more than money son
Just care for music friends and fun

What will you do, what will you do?
When everything you've listened to
It's all a lie, it's all a lie
You're gonna hang your head and cry

The times have changed, the times have changed
Humanity has lost its way
The people now, the people now
How they survive, I don't know how

And when I go to canaan's land
My friends I hope you'll take my hand
And we will leave this world below
And with our loved ones we will go

The times have changed, the times have changed
Humanity has lost its way
The people now, the people now
How they survive, I don't know how



4851. Double Trouble

Marty Stuart - Double Trouble

Well I got a buddy at the factory
I know him and he knows me
We were talking on the line today
You wouldn't believe what he had to say
I told him all about you
He said man that's strange she's my girl too

Well hello baby it's me again
You country daddy you sweet boyfriend
Guess what I heard out on the street
Yeah, they say you've been two-timing me
And if it's true you're running 'round
You've got double trouble coming down

You've got double trouble can't you see
You can't be in love with him
And veer around with me
You've got one man in the country
And one man in the town
You've got double trouble coming down

I'm sorry pal I didn't know
Well that's okay she's hit the road
I can't believe she'd be so cruel
Yeah she made us both look like a fool
She played her game until she found
She had double trouble coming down

She had double trouble you and me
Got lots of lovin' left to do
There's more fish in the sea
She had one man in the country
And one man in the town
She had double trouble coming down

She had double trouble can't you see
She couldn't be in love with you
And play around with me
She had one man in the country
And one main in the town
She had double trouble coming down

Yeah she thought that I'd be easy
She thought I'd be her clown
She had double trouble coming down



4852. Double-Headed Eagle

Double-Headed Eagle
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
We had a fight
And I walked the street for hours
When I returned she was sleeping on the floor

[Verse 2]
So I entered her dream
As a double-headed eagle
One head said to the other one there
Oh, I need something more

[Verse 3]
I need open skies
Where the sun is always rising
To see the my shadow on the mountain
And know that you're not there

[Verse 4]
Oh a double-headed eagle
Has got one set of wings
Two eyes to heaven
And two eyes that cling to all earthly things
I'm a double-headed eagle

[Verse 5]
Oh love don't cry
We will meet each week for dinner
We will talk about the children
And the new friends we have found

[Verse 6]
Then she woke up
I said "babe you were only dreaming"
Then we made love like love would never come again

[Verse 4 Repeated]
Oh a double-headed eagle
He's got one set of wings
Two eyes to heaven
And two eyes that cling to all earthly things

4853. Doublewide Blues

Todd Snider - Doublewide Blues

[Chorus]
Doublewide blues
I got the blues doublewide



[Verse 1]
V-neck t-shirt with a mustard stain
Rollin' up a hose outside in the rain
He's been my neighbor since 'bout '79
'Course he was in prison most of that time
Ever since then he just ain't been right
His old lady works days and they fight most nights
Laid off and blown off, pissed off on booze
Doublewide blues

[Verse 2]
Metallica song blastin' from three trailers down
It's them cut-off t-shirt and numchuck kids comin' around
Tonight they'll get drunk, try to get laid
End up in a fight out behind some arcade
You know one of them little shits broke my window last spring?
I told his Momma, and she didn't do anything
She works two jobs, the boy runs loose
Doublewide blues

[Chorus]
Doublewide blues
I got the blues doublewide

[Verse 3]
My buddy Jimmy, his trailer's cool
He got him a deck with one of them blue plastic pools
He works in construction, builds spec homes
His woman left him though, so now he's down there alone
My friend Anita loves him, he don't know
So busy chasin' my neighbor's wife, Flo
Soap opera heaven, without all the clues
Doublewide blues

[Chorus]
Doublewide blues
I got the blues doublewide

[Verse 4]
Wild Bill, the manager, he keeps to himself
The war took his smile like them pills took his health
He's too old to run around with the Klan anymore
Still got a Confederate flag hangin' up outside his door
I sit here watchin' all this nothin' go on
I don't get out much since O.J.'s been on
Sometimes it's nice havin' nothin' to lose
'Cept them doublewide blues

[Chorus]
Doublewide blues
I got the blues doublewide
Doublewide blues
I got the blues doublewide

[Outro]
Take me home, boys



Think I'm drunk
Yep

4854. Doubling Down On You

Doubling Down On You
Dustbowl Revival

The owl hoot hoots from dusk till dawn
The midnight miner never yawns
If you cross me' one' more time
Baby I'll' be gone
You keep turning me off
I' ain't never gonna turn you on

So you got a big machine
But is your motor clean
I can see your rotor's turning
But the grass is always greener
When I close my eyes and drive straight ahead

Don't you give me your craps
None of your spinning roulette
You got a full house
But I haven't folded yet
If you look inside
I got a line forming to my bed

You may never know it
Cause I ain't gonna show it
But I'm falling for your hand
So honey don't you blow it
And if you do I'm going to beat you
Black and blue
You got the Jack and the 9
Oh ain't it the truth
But I got that double one
And one and one makes two
So I'm doubling down
Doubling down on you
Yes, I'm doubling down
Doubling down on you
I was born in a trailer facing the glittering strip
My mother was a teenage acrobat who forgot to flip
Daddy was a pit boss with a wandering eye
When she cut him off
He started singing awful high

So I don't take too kindly
To no feral alley cat
Put on your jacket and your bowtie
And that pork pie hat
You hear that clock ticking



Shouldn't you be pickin me out a rock?

I used to sleep on the trapeze
Just flying through the air
They'd shoot me out of canons
At the desert county fair
So if you got cold feet
You best be walking back down the block

You may never know it
Cause I ain't gonna show it
But I'm falling for your hand
So honey don't you blow it
And if you do I'm going to beat you
Black and blue
You got the Jack and the 9
Oh ain't it the truth
But I got that double one
And one and one makes two
So I'm doubling down
Doubling down on you
Yes, I'm doubling down
Doubling down on you

4855. Doubting Thomas

Nickel Creek - Doubting Thomas 

What will be left
When I've drawn my last breath?
Besides the folks I've met
And the folks who've known me
Will I discover a soul-saving love?
Or just the dirt above and below me

I'm a Doubting Thomas
I took a promise
But I do not feel safe
Oh, me of little faith

Sometimes I pray for a slap in the face
Then I beg to be spared 'cause I'm a coward
If there's a master of death
I bet he's holding his breath
As I show the blind
And tell the deaf about his power

I'm a Doubting Thomas
I can't keep my promises
'Cause I don't know what's safe
Oh, me of little faith

Can I be used to help others find truth?



When I'm scared, I'll find proof that it's a lie
Can I be led down a trail dropping bread crumbs
To prove I'm not ready to die?

Please give me time
To decipher the signs
Please forgive me for time
That I've wasted

I'm a Doubting Thomas
I'll take your promise
Though I know nothing's safe
Oh, me of little faith
Oh, me of little faith

4856. Douglas Fir

Douglas Fir
Chris Thile

For unto us a child was born that day, (rejoice)
So a lot of people sing and Christians say, (then darling)
In the early morning unto us was born a little girl last May
No sooner can a Douglas fir light up her face
Than we're strapping it to the car
For we trim it by the fireplace
With the light of the world
That our little girl is showing us
Unto us ten million children were born last may, (rejoice)
And the government shall rest upon their shoulders
Blessed be their names
Wonderful
Counselor
One one wonderful
No sooner does a fir grow tall
In Clara's dream
Than we lose our little girl
And gain a sugar-plum fairy
Dancing through her kingdom in a brown-stone hall
As the celesta rings from the TV on the walls
To the heart of the world
That our little girl's been showing us
For unto us is born this day
In the city of David
A savior which is Christ the lord
Whatever we may think of that
From Syria to Manhattan
Let every child be adored



4857. Douglas Traherne Harding

The Incredible String Band - Douglas Traherne Harding - 2010 Remastered Version 

Douglas Traherne Harding

When I was born I had no head
My eye was single and my body was filled with light
And the light that I was, was the light that I saw by
And the light that I saw by, was the light that I was

And many's the time that I've passed by the river
And saw no tollman and needed no ferryman to cross
And I enjoyed the world aright
For the sea itself floweth
And warm I was and crowned.

But one day walking by the river
I met a tollman with an angry face
And many's the time I passed through his tollgate
And paid no silver and paid no fee
But rather I did hide my sheep and goats under the bags of oatmeal
And cold I was, no crown did I wear

But if you're walking down the street
Why don't you look down to the basement
And sitting very quietly there is a man who has no head
His eye is single and his whole body also is filled with light

And the streets are his and all the people
And even the temples and the whole world
And many's the time he walks to the river
And seeing the ferryman and seeing the tollman
The light within him leaps to greet them
For he sees that their faces are none but his own

One light, the light that is one thought the lamps be many

You never enjoy the world aright
"Till the sea itself floweth
In your vein and you are clothed
With the heavens and crowned with the stars"

4858. Dovetail Joint

Dovetail Joint - Hot Buttered Rum

Every note gleams with half remembered dreams
As I sit sipping drips admiring the sheen

This is the time to reel the shine
Of the costumed dance of everyday that can only be mine



(chorus:)
A long lost girl in far gone world
Where I'd like to stop and stay, but the train pulls me away
But it's been a while, and my face is fit to smile
The landscape blurs, embracing the railway curves
To set my joy and ponder the point of a dovetail joint
To ponder a dovetail joint

In the Oregon spring full moon we'll sing our simple tune
And shy inspiration is potent with the rain
It's just a matter of notes, incense begins to float
To same old place that formed the strength that comfort beyond pain

(chorus)

To ponder a dovetail joint (x2)

4859. Down

Dolly Parton - Down 
(Dolly Parton)

Spent all my money on everyone else
Why I just kept handing it out right and left
They didn't appreciate none of my help
I have found
Had me a man
I was so much in love
But he just walked off after using me up
I cried like a baby
It hurt me so much and I'm down
Yeah, I'm sure down
I know that I'm down but I'm gonna get up
I just need some time
Just need a little streak of good luck
And you know that it's rough when your bitting the dust like I am
You try to do right but tell me where does that get you
People just use you and then they forget you
Well it wont take me long
To get my feet back on solid ground
But now I'm down
When I get my life back in order again
Well I'll still be willing to help out my friends
And if you need some body or wished it had been, look around
I'll be spending my money on everyone else
Well I'll just be handing it out right and left
I'll find a new love i wont live by myself
I'm just down, now, yeah I'm down
I know that I'm down but I'm gonna get up
I just need some time
Just need a little streak of good luck
And you know that it's rough when your bitting the dust like I am
You try to do right but tell me where does that get you



People just use you and then they forget you
Well it wont take me long
To get my feet back on solid ground
But now I'm down
I know that I'm down
But I'm bound to get up

4860. Down 'n' Outer

Nanci Griffith - Down 'n' Outer

I once was a lot like you
We share a dream I couldn't make come true
I was a child who wrote my name
Across a frosted window pane

And there are jobs that I might hold
If they'd just let me through the door
Without a shower and new clothes
That I can ill afford

[Chorus:]
Can you spare the time?
Can you spare a dime?
Can you look me in the eye?
I'm down 'n' out
And I am lonely
Do you ever think of me on
Sunday?
No. I don't live
Across the water
Hey, I live right here
On this corner
Just a bank account away from
America

I won't hurt your family
I don't want a house there on your street
And I know you think that I'm
As lazy as a hobo's sigh
Now, you call me down 'n' outer
If there's a way out
I've not found 'er
I only want to earn my piece of America

[Chorus]

I'm just a bank account away from
America



4861. Down Along the Dixie Line

Punch Brothers - Down Along the Dixie Line 
Gillian Welch - AJ Lee & Blue Summit

Way down in Dixie, oh do they miss me
Banjos are strumming
Horseflies are humming
Ripe melons on the vine
The gold and the grey weeds
Saying look away
Way down along the Dixie Line

I spent my childhood walking the wildwood
Freight trains are squalling
Eyeballs are bawling
Four engines at a time
I was so happy with Momma and Pappy

Can't you hear those drivers wail?
Can't you see those bright rails shine?
Wanna catch that fireball man
Leave that North Land far behind

A river of whiskey flows down in Dixie
They pulled up the tracks now
I can't go back now
Can't hardly keep from crying
Oh do they miss me way down in Dixie

Can't you hear those drivers wail?
Can't you see those bright rails shine?
Wanna catch that fireball man
Leave that North Land far behind

Can't you hear those drivers wail?
Can't you see those bright rails shine?
Wanna catch that fireball man
Leave that North Land far behind
Wanna catch that fireball man
Leave that North Land far behind

4862. Down Among The Budded Roses

Down Among The Budded Roses

Little sweetheart we have parted
from each other we must go
Many miles may separate us
in this world of care and woe

But I can't forget the promise
that you made me in the lane



When you said we'd be together
when the roses bloom again

Down among the budded roses
I am nothing but a stem
I have parted from my darling
never more to meet again

But I treasure dear your promise
that you'll meet me in the lane
Where we'll always be together;
when the roses bloom again

Now this parting gives me sorrow
and it almost breaks my heart
Tell me darling will you love me
when we meet no more to part

Or will this parting be forever
will there be no coming day
When our hearts will be united
and all sorrows pass away

Darling meet me up in Heaven
that's my true and earnest prayer
If you love me here on earth dear
then I'm sure you'll love me there

There our hearts will be united
free from every pain and care
In the land of life eternal
in that city bright and fair

4863. Down At Ginny's - Chords

Down At Ginny's
Recorded by Tony Booth, Darrell McCall, Curtis Potter
Written by Guyanne McCall and Justin Trevino
 
C                                        F
Ginny's ain't no place to be when you're lonely
       C                                                      G7
She'll serve up your conscious with sad wine in three quarter time
       C
You'll find yourself hoping you won't care
                F                            C
But knowing you will when the band starts to play
                                 G7                            C
Worried that the beverages could haunt you you still choose to stay
 
      G7
I can walk through the doors on a good night
     F                     C



Your memory might leave me alone
       D7
If I'm lucky enough to find someone to lean on
                       G7
I'm not inclined to go home
 
         C
But on a slow night like this one the misery kills me
    F                    C
And staying is all I can do
F                    C
Loneliness empties a bottle
    D7          G7            C
And empty leads right back to you
 
Repeat #1
                           G7                      C
Down at Ginny's forgetting might be just one drink away

4864. Down At The Bottom of A Broken Heart - Chords

Down At The Bottom of A Broken Heart
Written and recorded by David Ball

C
I was sitting on top of the world 
                    G7        C
Deep in love with a blue eyed girl
                               F
But the blue eyed girl told me goodbye 
      C                   G7         C
And I fell like raindrops out of the sky

F
Down at the bottom of a broken heart 
C
You will find her name
F
Written there on a block of stone 
     G7
That once was a burning flame
    C                    F
Now it's cold lonely and dark 
    G7                             C
Way down at the bottom of a broken heart

Well I took my love for my Sally Ann 
                       G7          C
And I buried it deeper than a Chinaman
                                 F
Where no one goes and no one can see 
     C                  G7       C
Well there ain't nobody here but me



Repeat #2

G7                               C
One day true love's gonna set me free 
G7
But till then I'll be here deep in misery

Repeat #2

                          F
Yeah it's cold lonely and dark 
    G7                             C
Way down at the bottom of a broken heart

4865. Down At The Corner Bar - Chords

Down At The Corner Bar
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Carl Barney and Tony Booth

C                             D7
Down at the corner bar you'll find me
G7                             C     G7
Sittin' there beneath the neon stars
    C                              D7
And like as not I'll have some ol' floozy in my arms
G7                 C
Down at the corner bar
                                       D7
Well you might say this night Lord has got the best of me
      G7                                    C   G7
There must be something I keep be searching for
          C                                     D7
Well this night I say I'll go straight home but something inside of me
G7                     C
Takes me to the corner bar
Repeat #1
                                     D7
My baby said she's sick and tired of sittin' home alone
    G7                          C   G7
Someday I know I'm gonna go too far
       C                                  D7
Well I know some night when I come in I'm gonna find her there
G7                           C
She'll beat me to the corner bar
                            D7
Down at the corner bar I'll find her
G7                             C    G7
Sittin' there beneath the neon stars
    C                                D7
And like as not I'll find her in the arms of some ol' drunk
G7                 C



Down at the corner bar
G7                               C
Yeah I'll find her at the corner bar

4866. Down At The End Of Memory Lane

Down At The End Of Memory Lane

Down at the end of Memory lane
Many have walked it in gladness
I was the one to walk it last
I walked it alone in sadness

I received a letter from my love
Opened it and this is what it said
I am sorry if I hurt you but now it is too late
For another man my darling I have wed

I remember her sweet smiling face
And her little freckled nose
And her golden hair hanging down her back
Tied with a big blue ribbon bow

We were childhood chums together there
I loved her with all my heart and soul
But she married another without a thought or care
And she left me in this world alone and cold

You have heard of the weeping willow
Of that weeping willow tree
And when I die I want you to bury me
Beneath that weeping willow tree

When I'm dead and buried love
Never no more in this world to see
There is one request grant me darling
Won't you see that my grave is kept clean

4867. Down At The End Of The Road

Down At The End Of The Road

I was looking for a place to hang my hat
And a place to lay me down my heavy load
I found it in the woods, in the cabin on the hill
Down at the end of the road

We were looking for a place to raise a child
'Cause she'd soon be giving birth, the one that showed



And we found it in the woods, in the cabin on the hill
Down at the end of the road

Down at the end of the road
Down at the end of an old country road
We found what we needed for the family we would raise
Down at the end of the road

A girl was born, December 23rd
Just one day short of Christmas Eve
And through the years we tried to move many different times
But we landed on the place we couldn't leave

So we prayed to God that we might have a son
And he was born December '92
And we keep lookin' for a place to move away, move away
But leavin' was a thing we couldn't do

20 years flew by like 20 days
And the blessings grew from the initial seed we'd sown
Our kids will soon be leavin' now
They'll leave us here behind
Down at the end of the road

Down at the end of the road
Down at the end of an old country road
We found what we needed for the family we would raise
Down at the end of the road

4868. Down At The Mall

Tom T. Hall - Down at the mall

Mama can't find a babysitter so she drags the kids along
There's a salesman with a quota to meet today or he'll be gone
There's a Moonie selling roses to a Baptist in the hall
You can see it all down at the mall

There's a wino begging quarters tryin' to drown the past
A three year old at the pet store with her nose against the glass
There's an old man on a pension with his back against the wall
You can see 'em all down at the mall

It's America in motion it's a portrait of the times
We're blue-light special heroes in a land where freedom shines
There's yuppies guppies puppies and a sale on basketballs
You can find 'em all down at the mall

Young couples stare at wedding rings they know they can't afford
There's an Asian refugee with a big ol' ice cream store
A policeman buying candy for a little child who's lost
You can see it all down at the mall



There's a grandma shopping early there she's digging through the toys
Young girls at the record store they're makin' eyes at boys
There's a weekend daddy with a heart as big as Santa Claus
You can see 'em all down at the mall

It's America in motion it's, a portrait of the times...
Where blue light specials yules and a ran you see them shine

There's yuppies, guppies, puppies and a sale on basketballs
You can find them all down at the mall

You can find us all down at the mall

4869. Down At The Twist And Shout - Chords

Down At The Twist And Shout
Written and recorded by Mary Chapin Carpenter  

C
Saturday night and the moon is out
        G
I wanna head on over to the Twist and Shout
       D7
Find a two-step partner and a Cajun beat
        G
When it lifts me up I'm gonna find my feet
C
Out in the middle of a big dance floor
       G
When I hear that fiddle wanna beg for more
      D7                               G
Gonna dance to a band from a-Louisiana tonight
       D7
Well I never have wandered down to New Orleans
G
Never have drifted down a bayou stream
      D7
But I heard that music on the radio
      G
And I swore some day I was gonna go
     Em
Down Highway 10 past Lafayette
   A7
To Baton Rouge and I won't forget
   D7
To send you a card with my regrets 
                                 G
Cause I'm never gonna come back home
Repeat #1
           D7
They got a alligator stew and a crawfish pie
G
A golf storm blowing into town tonight



D7
Living on the delta's quite a show
     G
They got hurricane parties every time it blows
    Em
And here up north it's a cold cold rain
    A7
And there ain't no cure for my blues today
       D7
Except when the paper says Beausoleil 
                                  G
Is coming into town baby let's go down
Repeat #1
           D7
Bring your mama bring your papa bring your sister too
G
They got lots of music and lots of room
     D7
When they play you a waltz from 1910
    G
You gonna feel a little bit young again
     Em
Well you learned to dance with your rock'n'roll
    A7
You learned to swing with a do-si-do
    D7
But you learn to love at the fais-so-do
                             G
When you hear a little Jolie Blon
Repeat #1

4870. Down Before Cathay

The Incredible String Band - Down Before Cathay 

Through red forests that lean against the hills
I wandered with my heart in my hand
My cloak wound down to the shores of Cathay
Where the gold lay scattered on the sand

Night was young back before the dawn
Casting kisses at the day
Shipping the sea bestriding the earth
Down before Cathay

The admirable deeds of Khubla Khan
We admired from the deck of our cedar wood ship
Observing the domes that prance from Mandalay
Where the dogs they sleep all the day

We gazed upon the Towers of Tyre
That rose coarse and spicy in the air
But we sailed up the coast to sidon



Where the gazes are so rare
Where the gazes are so rare

The ship shone its lamp across the silent air
That swirled before Cathay
And there on the sand that courts the amber sea
Our fair bodies we cast away

Night was young back before the dawn
Casting kisses at the day
Sipping the sea bestriding the earth
Down before Cathay

4871. Down By The Old River - Chords

Down By The Old River
Written and recorded by Dick Curless
  
C                                               F
There's a little girl a waiting down by the ole river
                    C                   G7
Waiting just for my love so I got to go meet her
               C                  F
She say she is lonely just for me only
            C                  G7              C
I got to go down to please her down by the ole river

F                                                        C
She's been mine for years I haven't seen her a long long time
F                                                                 G7
She said on my return if my love for her still burns she would be mine
                        C                       F
There's a little girl a waiting down by the ole river
                    C    G7                  C
Waiting just for my love so I got to go meet her

4872. Down By The River - Chords

Down By The River
Recorded by Heidi Hauge

G                C           G
I saw you by the river so distraught 
                    C                D7
Misguided where the rivers cross and fork
    C                D7
You looked at me and said 
G                        C
The truth has cleared my head



                       D7          G
My journey turns to an end I had a call
                 C                   G
You carried on a dream so strong and deep
                       C             D7
That followed you each night in your sleep
    C                  D7
You knew this place by heart
G                     C
Your dream had left a mark
                        D7               G
It was guided where the rivers cross and fork
          C                      G
Where the rivers run together my heart will not forget
                             A7               D7
My days has been like heaven since the day we met
G                   C                G
And I will tell you all the sweetest things
C       G                 D7            G
From my heart down by the river where I live
                     C              G
One day you couldn't hold onto your life
                C               D7
Your sorrow had hurt you like a knife
    C                D7
But nothing it could tell 
G                  C
Your letter of farewell
                 D7             G
My prayers still keep on asking why
                  C          G
I'm standing here again all alone 
                      C           D7
My dream has died and turned to a stone
    C                  D7
You knew this place by heart
G                       C
Your dreams have left a mark
                        D7               G
It was guided where the rivers cross and fork
Repeat #3
C       G                 D7            C  G
From my heart down by the river where I live

4873. Down By The Riverside

Down By the Riverside
The Bluegrass Gospel Group

[Intro]
Down by the riverside, down by the riverside
Down by the riverside, down by the riverside



[Verse 1]
I'm gonna lay down my burdens down by the riverside
Down by the riverside, down by the riverside
I'm gonna lay down my burdens down by the riverside
I don't study war no more

[Chorus]
I ain't gon' study war no more, ain't gon' study war no more
Study war no more
I ain't gon' study war no more, ain't gon' study war no more
Study war no more

[Verse 2]
I'm gonna put on my long white robe down by the riverside
Down by the riverside, down by the riverside
I'm gonna put on my long white robe down by the riverside
I won't study war no more

[Chorus]
I ain't gon' study war no more, I ain't gon' study war no more
Ain't gon' study war no more
I ain't gon' study war no more, ain't gon' study war no more
Study war no more

[Verse 2]
I'm gonna put on my long white robe down by the riverside
Down by the riverside, down by the riverside
I'm gonna put on my long white robe down by the riverside
I ain't gonna study war no more

[Chorus]
I ain't gon' study war no more, ain't gon' study war no more
Study war no more
I ain't gon' study war no more, I ain't gon' study war no more
Study war no more

[Outro]
I'm gonna lay down my burdens

4874. Down By The Riverside - Chords

Down By The Riverside
Recorded by Clay Walker
Written by Kent Blazy, Kim Williams, Clay Walker

G            D7                   Am
The wind was blowing through your hair 
C                       G        D7
The moon was shining on your face
G                 D7              Am
You looked like a picture sittin' there 
C                             G
And time stood still there in that place



    Am                    C                   D7
The water was singing our hearts were beatin' fast
    Am                          C               D7
Two high school lovers thinkin' it would always last
            C    G         D7          G
Down by the riverside on a warm summer night
   C         Em              D7
We gave into passion for the very first time
   C            G         D7        Em
We fumbled with love till we got it right
             C       D7          G
And we found heaven  down by the riverside
           D7            Am
Now you're nothing but a ghost 
C                    G     D7
That still haunts my memory
G          D7             Am
And you're always waitin' there 
C                            G
When I go walkin' through my dreams
Am                            C                  D7
There's no happy ending but I know our love will last
Am                             C      D7
Cause when I close my eyes you always take me back
Repeat #2
     D7          G
On a warm summer night
   C         Em              D7
We gave into passion for the very first time
   C            G         D7        Em
We fumbled with love till we got it right
             C       D7          G
And we found heaven  down by the riverside

4875. Down By The Water

Gillian Welch
Down by the Water

See this ancient riverbed
See where all the follies led
Down by the water and
Down by the old main drag

I was just some tow-head teen
Feeling round for fingers to get in between
Down by the water and
Down by the old main drag

The season rubs me wrong
The summer swells anon
So knock me down, tear me up
But I would bear it all broken just to fill my cup



Down by the water and
Down by the old main drag

Sweet descend this rabble round
The pretty little patter of a seaport town
Rolling in the water and
Rolling down the old main drag

All dolled up in gabardine
The lash-flashing Leda Of Pier Nineteen
Queen of the water and
Queen of the old main drag
The season rubs me wrong
The summer swells anon
So knock me down, tear me up
But I would bear it all broken just to fill my cup
Down by the water and
Down by the old main drag

The season rubs me wrong
The summer swells anon
So knock me down, tear me up
But I would bear it all broken just to fill my cup
Down by the water and
Down by the old main drag

Down by the water and
Down by the old main drag

Down by the water and
Down by the old main drag

4876. Down Down Down

Down Down Down

   I'm going down down down    going down down down
   I've got nobody to love me now
   I'm sorrow bound bound bound since you left this town
   Since you left I'm going down down down.

Now why do I always feel so lonely
And why do I hang my head so low
I love you my darlin' and you only
Don't know where you are but there I've got to go.

Now what were so many of your reasons
Now could it be you never gave us time
Well in your heart if you desired a new love
If so then your love is not worth mine.



4877. Down East Boy - Chords

Down East Boy
Written and recorded by Lloyd Snow

C                                    F
When the sun came up this morning it found me eastward bound
G7                                             C
Finally taken all I can of this city life I've found
                                     F                Dm
So I'm heading back to places that I couldn't wait to leave
G7                                                   C
City life's no kind of life for a down east boy like me
                                    F
I've traveled west to Edmonton been south to New Orleans
G7                                                           C
And the folks back home would not believe some places I have seen
                                  F                  Dm
I spent some time in Montreal was alone there on the street
G7                                                         C
Cause city life's no kind of life for a down east boy like me
F                                      C
I need to feel the green grass growing underneath my feet
G7                              C
I need to watch the sunset as I walk along the beach
F                                         C
I need to feel the morning breeze when it blows in from the sea
  G7                                                   C
A city life's no kind of life for a down east boy like me
                                           F
When the sun goes down on my hometown I'll be only miles away
G7                                                       C
I swear this time when I get back that's where I'm gonna stay
                                F                Dm
Tomorrow you will find me in my home down by the sea
G7                                                     C
A city life's no kind of life for a down east boy like me
Repeat #3
G7                                                               C
Those city lights they shine too bright for a down east boy like me

4878. Down From Dover

Dolly Parton - Down From Dover 
(Dolly Parton)

I know this dress I'm wearing doesn't hide the secret I've tried concealing
When he left he promised me he'd be back by the time it was revealing
The sun behind a cloud just casts the crawling shadow o'er the fields of clover



And time is running out for me, I wish that he would hurry down from Dover
He's been gone so long, when he left the snow was deep upon the ground
And I have seen a spring and summer pass and now the leaves are turning brown
At any time a tiny face will show itself 'cause waiting's almost over
But I won't have a name to give it if he doesn't hurry down from Dover, from Dover, from Dov
er
My folks weren't understanding, when they found out they sent me from the home place
My daddy said if folks found out he'd be ashamed to ever show his face
My mamma said I was a fool, she did not believe it when I told her
Momma, everything's gonna be all right 'cause soon he would be coming down from Dover
I found a place to stay out on a farm takin' care of that old lady
She never asked me nuthin' so I never talked to her about my baby
I sent a messgae to my mom with a name and address of Ms. ol' Grover
And to make sure he got that information when he came down from Dover
I loved him more than anything and I could not refuse him when he needed me
He was the only one I'd loved and I just can't believe that he was usin' me
He wouldn't leave me here like this, I know it can't be so, it can't be over
He wouldn't make me go through this alone, he'll be coming down from Dover
My body aches the time is here it's lonely in this place where I'm lying
Our baby has been born, but something's wrong, it's too still, I hear no crying
I guess in some strange way she knew she'd never have a father's arms to hold her
So dying was her way of tellin' me he wasn't coming down from Dover, from Dover, from Dov
er
Down from Dover

4879. Down From The Mountain

The Infamous Stringdusters - Down from the Mountain

Livin' on this level ground
Like a flatline heartbeat all around
The air is thick like black clay mud
And rainclouds cover up the sun

Way up high, it's like a dream
Where the snow it falls and the sun it beams
The craggy rock and the rocky spires
Seem to light my heart on fire

Don't wanna come down
When I'm higher than the world below
I don't wanna come down
Rocky mountains ease my soul

Winds they howl and trees they fall
The fires burn like the flames of hell
But fire brings life to the land
From life to dust and dust to sand

Well, the mountain treats us all the same
No matter race creed or name
All equal underneath the sky
To let us live, or watch us die



Don't wanna come down
When I'm higher than the world below
I don't wanna come down
Rocky mountains ease my soul

Precious life, it's precious land
No respect and all demands
Afraid to walk above the clouds
Too afraid to speak out loud

Well the shadows cast across the plains
As the sun sets in a small refrain
While we scavenge fight and kill
The mountains stand and always will

Don't wanna come down
When I'm higher than the world below
I don't wanna come down
Rocky mountains ease my soul

I don't wanna come down
When I'm higher than the world below
I don't wanna come down
Rocky mountains ease my soul

4880. Down Here Below

Steve Earle - Down Here Below

[Verse 1]
Pale Male, the famous red-tail hawk
Performs wingstands high above midtown Manhattan
Circles around for one last pass over the park
Got his eye on a fat squirrel down there and a couple of pigeons
They got no place to run, no place to hide
Pale Male, he's cool, see
Because his breakfast ain't going nowhere
So he does a loop t'loop
For the tourists and the six o'clock news
Got him a penthouse view
From the tip-top of the food chain, boys
He looks up and down Fifth Avenue
And says, "God, I love this town"

[Chorus]
But life goes on down here below
And all us mortals struggle so
We laugh and cry and live and die
That's how it goes, for all we know
Down here below

[Verse 2]



I saw Joe Mitchell's ghost on a downtown A train
He just rides on forever
Now that the Fulton Fish Market's shut down
He said, "They ain't never gonna get that smell out of the water
I don't give a damn how much of that new money they burn"
Now Hell's Kitchen's "Clinton" and The Bowery's "Nolita"
And The East Village is creeping across the Williamsburg Bridge
Hey, whatever happened to Alphabet City?
Ain't no place left in this town that a poor boy can go

[Chorus]
But life goes on down here below
And all us mortals struggle so
We laugh and cry and live and die
That's how it goes, for all we know
Down here below

[Bridge]
Pale Male swimming in the air
Looks like he's in heaven up there
People suffering everywhere
But he don't care

4881. Down Home

Josh Williams - Down Home
Album: Down Home

My granddad worked a sawmill, wore his fingers to the bone
Making just enough to keep the family fed
But he never seemed to worry, somehow they'd get along
Even though he knew they'd never get ahead

For forty some odd years, he broke the same old piece of ground
And granny put up peas and corn, and maize in jars
There was bread upon the table and love enough to go around
They never seemed to know this life was hard

Down home, the willows weeping, down home, the river rolls
So long ago I wandered but the feelings never fade
And time cannot erase all the memories we made
Down home

Mom and daddy toiled countless hours
Just the way my grand folks did
And the common thread held us through thick and thin
Though I know they wanted better
Than the things they had to give
Looking back, I don't think it could've been

Down home, the cattle lowing, down home, the cotton hide
So long ago I wandered but the feelings never fade
And time cannot erase all the memories we made



Down home

I listen to the highway when my mama's words know mine
I was so sure, a better life I'd find
Now as I'm staring at the madness, racing twenty floors below
In my mind I turned back the years in gold

Down home, a fires burning, down home, a fiddle plays
So long ago I wandered but the feelings never fade
And time cannot erase all the memories we made
Down home

4882. Down Home

Marty Stuart - Down Home

I got a pocket full of money, got the top rolled down
Yeah the hi-fi's pumping, tell ya where I'm bound
(Down home) they got some pretty little women
(Down home)make you glad you're alive
(Down home) they're just as sweet as honey
(Down home) from the honey bee hive

I'm gonna keep on a rollin', 'till I see that sign
Just as quick as a pistol, I'll cross that county line
(Down home) there's a hound dog howlin'
(Down home) 'neath the front porch swing
(Down home) makes a poor boy feel
(Down home) like a hillbilly king

This old Coupe de Ville knows where to go 
Just a mile or two down that old dirt road
There's a rusted truck and a shotgun shack
It ain't much but ya'll come back

I got a sweet sugar momma, yeah the best I've seen
Well she ain't high tone boy, she's a dixie queen
(Down home) they got the catfish jumpin'
(Down home) 'neath the southern sun
(Down home) they'll be rockin' in the barn yard
(Down home) yeah we'll have some fun
(Down home) gonna pick a bale of cotton
(Down home) gonna cut some cane
(Down home) gonna feel the heat
(Down home) gonna smell the rain
(Down home) they got the go-go dancers
(Down home) in them honky tonk bars
(Down home) they got the jukebox a jumpin'
(Down home) they got liquor in the jar



4883. Down Home Dispensary

Down Home Dispensary - Molly Tuttle

There's a big change a-comin' to the South and you know
We got a modern way of livin', but there's room to grow
We used to grow tobacco by the bushel or bale
But now's there's something better, and it sure does sell

Hey, Mr. Senator, I'm asking you please
Put up a down home dispensary in Tennessee

Hello, legislator, the voters have spoken
There's too much politic and not enough talkin'
It's an economic, agricultural wonder
So legalize the South and enroll us in numbers
Hey, Mr. Senator, I'm asking you please
Put up a down home dispensary in Tennessee

All across the nation, states are goin' green
Illinois to Oklahoma, everywhere in between
High Rocky Mountains to the Blue Ridge Hills
They're rakin' in a big pile to pay all their bills

So, Mr. Senator, now what'll it be?
Put up a down home dispensary in Tennessee

Hello, legislator, the voters have spoken
There's too much politic and not enough talkin'
It's an incredible medical wonder
So legalize the South and enroll us in number
Hey, Mr. Senator, now what'll it be?
Put up a down home dispensary in Tennessee

So all you politicians up on Capitol Hill
Would you choose a side, step in and spark up a bill?
Growing the economy is good for all
So let's grow by the pound and make it legal, y'all

Don't wait for Alabama or Kentucky
Put up a down home dispensary in Tennessee

Hello, legislator, the voters have spoken
There's too much politic and not enough talkin'
March up to congress, shoutin' like thunder
Legalize the South and enroll us in number
Hey, Mr. Senator, I'm asking you please
Put up a down home dispensary in Tennessee

A down home dispensary in Tennessee

4884. Down Home Girl



Down Home Girl
Old Crow Medicine Show - Down Home Girl

Well I swear your perfume, baby, is made out of turnip greens
Every time I kiss you girl, it tastes like pork and beans

Even though you're wearing those uptown high heels
I can tell from your giant step you've been walking through the cotton fields

Ohhhhhh you're so down home girl

Every time you monkey, child, it takes my breath away
Well, every time you move like that, girl, I got to get down and pray
Girl, you know that dress you're wearin' made out of fiber glass
Every time you move like that, girl, I got to go to Sunday mass

Ohhhhhh you're so down home girl

I'm going to take you to the muddy river and push you in
So I can watch the water roll on down your velvet skin
I'm gonna take you down to New Orleans, down in Dixie land
So I can watch you do the second line with an umbrella in your hand

Ohhhhhh you're so down home girl

4885. Down In Caroline

Down In Caroline
Bill Monroe

In the shadow of the pines
Lives a girl and I know that she is mine
Life's worth livin' any time
Down in Caroline.

It's no matter where I roam
she'll be waitin' there I know
And I'll find that gal of mine
down in Caroline

She is waiting there for me
Soon her smile I know I will see
She's all mine where I can be
Down in Caroline

Curly hair and eyes of blue
And a heart of love all for you
And I know her love is true
Down in Caroline

Arms that hold me close and tight
And lips that kiss me goodnight
And I know her love is right
Down in Caroline



4886. Down In Her Arms

Robbie Fulks - Down in Her Arms

[Verse 1]
Down in her arms on a three-day drunk
When the world was still lawless and wild
With the last drop gone and the lust all shrunk
I clung to her chest like a child

[Chorus 1]
Too weak to hold on to the little I had
Too ensnared to walk off unharmed
But to curl up and die didn't look all that bad
Down in her arms

[Verse 2]
Down in her arms, [East Houston?] at dawn
Played under her breath in my ear
The pretty blue howl of a Joan Jett song
We were all poor and angry that year

[Chorus 2]
A city in flames and the hounds at the wall
Valhalla seemed not very far
Just one small step and a bottomless fall
Down in her arms

[Bridge]
Staring back at the path my passion led down
From a twelfth floor bedroom to the edge of endless dreams
Baby, touch me now

4887. Down In Mexico

Down In Mexico
Jerry Leiber / Mike Stoller

Down in Mexicali
There's a crazy little place that I know
Where the drinks are hotter than the chili sauce
And the boss is a cat named Joe

Chorus:
He wears a red bandana, plays a blues pianna
In a honky-tonk, down in Mexico
He wears a purple sash, and a black moustache
In a honky-tonk, down in Mexico



Well, the first time that I saw him
He was sittin' on a piano stool
I said "Tell me dad, when does the fun begin?"
He just winked his eye and said "Man, be cool."

Chorus

Bridge (* ==> "In Mexico" in background before phrase):
(*)All of a sudden in walks this chick
(*)Joe starts playing on a Latin kick
(*)Around her waist she wore three fishnets
(*)She started dancin' with the castanets
(*)I didn't know just what to expect
(*)She threw her arms around my neck
(*)We started dancin' all around the floor
And then she did a dance I never saw before.

So if you're south of the border
I mean down in Mexico
And you wanna get straight,
Man, don't hesitate
Just look up a cat named Joe.

Chorus

[Spoken by Carl Gardner:]
Yeah, como esta usted senorita
Come with me to the border, south of the border, that is
In Mexico, yeah in Mexico
You can get your kicks in Mexico
Come with me baby, come with me, come with me, crazy, yeah

Notes:

Recorded by the Coasters in 1956.

4888. Down In Texas

Down In Texas
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Well, I've been around for a pretty good while
I've been on the move since I was just a little baby child
Been with, I've been with out, never been no doubt
When that good time feeling comes around

Well, I've got my temper, just like you
A little fussin' and fightin', well, they ain't nothing new
But for a little while tonight everything gonna be alright
When that good time feeling comes around

Well, I can't get enough of that wonderful stuff
Never felt so fine, hey, now drivin' me out of my mind



Somebody said it can't be done
We're gonna mess around and have a little fun
When that good time feeling comes around

Well, I can't get enough of that wonderful stuff
Never felt so fine, hey, now drivin' me out of my mind
Someone said it can't be done
We're gonna mess around and have a little fun
When that good time feeling comes around

When that good time feeling comes around
When that good time feeling comes around

4889. Down In Texas Today - Chords

Down In Texas Today
Recorded by Curtis Potter
Written by Mel W. Holt

G                           C
Down in Texas today there's this song that they play
        D7                                 G    D7
It's an all your better bars and road side inns
     G                              C
It's that tune that I made up about her and me in love
      D7                         G
But I never wanna hear that song again
           C                     G
When those twin fiddles play somebody's sure to say
         A7                               D7
That ol' boy loved that gal but love went wrong
       G                    C                      A7
It was catching on so great I just up and left the state
         D7                                       G
But down in Texas today they're still playing our songs
 
                                      C
All these years I have known that I'd write a real big song
          D7                             G     D7
When that special woman came to claim my heart
           G                        C
We'll it's still playing on but the thrill of it's gone
         D7                                G
With the love that quits before it hit the charts
 
           C                     G
When those twin fiddles play somebody's sure to say
        A7                               D7
That ol boy loved that gal but love went wrong
          G                      C          A7
It's been almost a year but from all that I hear
     D7                                       G
Down in Texas today they're still playing our songs



4890. Down In The Arkansas

Down In The Arkansas
Split Livers

Verse 1:
I had a cow that slobbered bad
(Way down in the Arkansas)
I took him to my great granddad
(Way down in the Arkansas)
I asked him what to do for it
(Way down in the Arkansas)
He said to teach that cow to spit
(Way down in the Arkansas)

Verse 2:
When I was a little lad
(Way down in the Arkansas)
My ma got married to my dad
(Way down in the Arkansas)
Grandma got mad and cussed a while
(Way down in the Arkansas)
Til grandpa said it's the latest style
(Way down in the Arkansas)

Chorus (sing 2x):
Down in the Arkan
Down in the Arkan
Down in the Arkansas
The prettiest girl I ever saw
Was down in the Arkansas

Verse 3:
I had a gal her name was Lil
(Way down in the Arkansas)
I loved that gal all over the hill
(Way down in the Arkansas)
Her pop come up and called me son
(Way down in the Arkansas)
We tied the knot with his rifle gun
(Way down in the Arkansas)

4891. Down In The Boondocks - Chords

Down In The Boondocks
Recorded by Billy Joe Royal
Written by Joe South

G                     C



Down in the boondocks down in the boondocks
D7                       C                             G
People put me down cause that's the side of town I was born in
                            C
I love her she loves me but I don't fit in her society
D7                   C                    G
Lord have mercy on a boy from down in the boondocks
                                        C               G
Every night I watch the light from that house up on the hill
                          C                    B7             Em
I love a little girl that lives up there and I guess I always will
    C                  D7          C                          D7
But I don't dare knock on her door cause her daddy is my boss man
C                    D7            C                  D7
So I'll just have to be content to see her whenever I can
Repeat #1
G                               C                  G
One fine day I'll find a way to move from this old shack
                     C                 B7                    Em
I'll hold my head up like a king and I never never will look back
  C                     D7
Until that morning I'll work and slave
         C          D7         C                    D7
And I'll save every dime but tonight she'll have to steal away
   C               D7
To see me one more time
Repeat #1
  
D7                   C                    G
Lord have mercy on a boy from down in the boondocks
D7                   C                    G
Lord have mercy on a boy from down in the boondocks

4892. Down In The Churchyard

Down in the Churchyard
The Flying Burrito Brothers

There's a man, a tall man, follows no one
Out in the storm, can he stay warm, all the things that he's done

Oh the city lights are such pretty lights
Get a move on, tell him it's alright
Sing a song and say that it's alright, say it's alright

There is a man, a crippled man, is he a soldier ?
Can his new wife live out her life the way he told her ?

Oh, I see the light, I see it burnin' bright
     tell him it's alright
Shake your fist and tell him it's alright, say it's alright

Where you have been is not a sin, it's where you're goin'



Hurt anyone by what you've done and it starts showin'

Oh but you can't complain about the wind and the rain
You're gonna gather in the churchyard just the same
Your water won't ever wash away the stainy, if you remain

4893. Down In The Flood

Down In The Flood
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

Crash on the levee mama water's gonna overflow
Swamp's gonna rise ain't no boat's a gonna row
Now you can train on down to williams point
You can bust your feet and you can rock this joint
But oh mama ain't you gonna miss your best friend now
You're gonna have to find yourself another best friend somehow

Now don't you try and move me you're just gonna lose
There's a crash on the levee and mama you've been refused
Well it's sugar for sugar and it's salt for salt
If you go down in the flood it's gonna be your falt
But oh mama...

Well that high tide's risin' mama don't you let me down
Pack up your suitcase mama don't you make a sound
Now it's king for king it's queen for queen
It's a gonna be the meanest flood that anybody's seen
But oh mama...
You're gonna have to find yourself another best friend somehow

4894. Down In The Florida Keys

Tom T. Hall - Down in the Florida keys
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I bought my ukulele in a pawnshop
I bought a red pair of shorts and a shirt
I left my Gucci loafers and my Brooks Brothers suit
In a trash can out behind the Methodist Church

I bought me a cooler and a loaf of bologne
And a little loaf of whole wheat bread
I'm hangin' out on the beach where I can't be reached
By the local authorities or Feds

Oh I'm down in the Florida Keys
Sleepin' in a southern breeze
I'm down in the Florida Keys



And there ain't nobody down on me

I got a good credit card and a telephone number
Just in case they find me flyin' too low
I ordered up a Margarete bout an hour fore lunch
Thought I might need it cause the weather's so cold

It got down to sixty at the early mornin' tide
Caught a three pound grouper from the bridge
I ain't a hurtin' nobody and I wouldn't hurt me
I guess I'd lie about it if I did

Oh I'm down in the Florida Keys...

Well I would a written sooner but I didn't have change
A stamp has gone to twenty-two cents
I ain't got no pockets I can't carry much
I left a lotta baggage at the airport fence

You can do somethin' for me you can tell all my friends
I'm glad of bein' out of their hair
I'm sittin' down here sippin' on a Beck beer
I got central heat and the air

Cause I'm down in the Florida Keys...
I'm down in the Florida Keys...
I'm down in the Florida Keys...

4895. Down In The Hollow

Leftover Salmon - Down in the Hollow 

went down in the hollow
where the wild redtails fly
and the oaks and the sycamores
reach up to the sky
the old river was
clear outta sight
back to a time
on a cold southern night

way up in the hills
in the woods dark and deep
the light and the shadows
silently creep 
the owl and the whippoorwill
called out through the mist
and the call of the moonlight
and the will of the winds

if I could return
to the days of my youth
and the time that I spent



in those Tennessee woods
seems like just yesterday
but it was so long ago
how the time slips away
so much more than we know

went down in the hollow
where the wild redtails fly
and the oaks and the sycamores
reach up to the sky
the old river was
clear out of sight
back to a time
on a cold southern night
went back to a time
on a cold southern night

4896. Down In The Lonesome Draw - Chords

Down In The Lonesome Draw 
Cahalen Morrison & Eli West
 
[Intro]
 
e/-------------------/-------------------/
B/--0--0----------1--/----------1--------/
G/--0-----2p0-----0--/-----0h2--0-----0--/
D/--2----------2--2--/--2-------2--2--0--/
A/--2-------------3--/--3-------3--3--2--/
E/--0----------------/----------------3--/
 
Em Bm C G
 
[Verse 1]
Em                   C                                          Em
The fire it stands a blazing wick, the smoke it pours out honey thick
Bm                          C                                  G
Down in the lonesome draw, the moon's all snared in midnight's jaws
Em                 D     C                                    Em
The Kingdom of the great prairie, it's home to you and home to me
Bm                       C                                  G
Born in waiting, hem and haw, shattered like ol' Dempsey's jaw.
 
[Verse 2]
Em                  G       C                                 Em
The Railroad men go pushing west, a scar laid out on mother's breast
Bm                                 C                                   G
What brings liquor and what brings gold, bears the young and saves the old
Em                           G        C
It's a short time here and a long time gone,
C                             Em
the workmen sing the people's song
Bm                   C                                  G



Down in the lonesome draw, the sun it bakes the rawhide raw
 
[Chorus]
C                 G                    D          G
If you don't like Dodge you can always go to Abilene
  C                 G              D               G
I hear the gettin's plenty and the grass is always green
G                   C              G               C                 G
Or you could always head to Kansas City where they pave all of their roads
        C                   G            D             G
But the vices flow like the Ohio and the Governor's on parole
 
[Instrumental]
 
e/-------------------/-------------------/
B/--0--0----------1--/----------1--------/
G/--0-----2p0-----0--/-----0h2--0-----0--/
D/--2----------2--2--/--2-------2--2--0--/
A/--2-------------3--/--3-------3--3--2--/
E/--0----------------/----------------3--/
 
Bm C G
 
[Verse 3]
Em                 D    C                                     Em
My heart lies on a high plateau, the Texas bull stands lowing low
Bm                C                              D      G
River's meant to separate but it just unites the Border state
Em               C                                          Em
No one still can understand what life is like in the Border land
Bm                C                                   D        G
And here's to the great expanse, where everyday is a poisonous dance
 
[Chorus]
C                 G                    D          G
If you don't like Dodge you can always go to Abilene
  C                 G              D               G
I hear the gettin's plenty and the grass is always green
G                   C              G               C                 G
Or you could always head to Kansas City where they pave all of their roads
        C                   G            D             G
But the vices flow like the Ohio and the Governor's on parole
 
e/-------------------/-------------------/
B/--0--0----------1--/----------1--------/
G/--0-----2p0-----0--/-----0h2--0-----0--/
D/--2----------2--2--/--2-------2--2--0--/
A/--2-------------3--/--3-------3--3--2--/
E/--0----------------/----------------3--/
 
Bm C G



4897. Down In The Mine

Dierks Bentley - Down In The Mine

[Verse 1]
Here in Harlan County, the choices are few
To keep food on the table and the babies in shoes
You can grow marijuana way back in the pines
Or work for the man down in the mine
You never forget your first day in the hole
There's a pit in your stomach and your mouth's full of coal
There's no turning back once you make up your mind
As the cart rattles on down in the mine

[Chorus]
Way down in the mine, your tears turn to mud
And you can't catch your breath for the dust in your lungs
Loading hillbilly gold where the sun never shines
Twelve hours a day, digging your grave
Way down in the mine

[Verse 2]
Well the old timers talk but you just don't believe
It can all go to hell at two thousand feet
Life sways in the balance of nature and time
And fate has no mercy down in the mine
The news spreads like fire and burned through those hills
Hopes were held high but five men got killed
On the wings of canaries, your soul surely flies
While your bones spend eternity down in the mine

[Chorus]

[Outro]
So take a flask from your crib can can and a pull of moonshine
And say a prayer for them boys down in the mine

4898. Down In The River To Pray

Alison Krauss - Down In The River To Pray 

As I went down to the river to pray
Studyin' about that good ol' way
And who shall wear the starry crown?
Good Lord show me the way

O sisters let's go down
Let's go down, come on down
O sisters let's go down
Down in the river to pray

As I went down in the river to pray
Studyin' about that good ol' way



And who shall wear the robe and crown?
Good Lord show me the way

O brothers let's go down
Let's go down, come on down
Come on brothers let's go down
Down in the river to pray

As I went down in the river to pray
Studyin' about that good ol' way
And who shall wear the star and crown?
Good lord show me the way

O fathers let's go down
Let's go down, come on down
O fathers let's go down
Down in the river to pray

As I went down in the river to pray
Studyin' about that good ol' way
And who shall wear the robe and crown
Good Lord show me the way

O mothers let's go down
Come on down, don't you wanna go down?
Come on mothers let's go down
Down in the river to pray

As I went down in the river to pray
Studyin' about that good ol' way
And who shall wear the star and crown?
Good Lord show me the way

O sinners let's go down
Let's go down, come on down
O sinners let's go down
Down in the river to pray

As I went down in the river to pray
Studyin' about that good ol' way
And who shall wear the robe and crown?
Good Lord show me the way

4899. Down In The Valley

Mountain Heart - Down In the Valley
Album: Wide Open

Falling like a lightbulb
This will mess up every plan that I'm made of
I've been waiting in the valleys for a sure sign
That there's gonna be light
In the dark behind our hearts



And we never figure out if they're our parts
I've been waiting in the valleys for someone
To bring a proper guide

Through the valleys and mind
Through the mountains and lakes
If they tear me apart
Glue me back into shape

In the dark in the day
I was never afraid
If they tear me apart
Glue me back into shape
Breathing in echoes
I will follow you where ever the trail goes
I've been waiting in the valleys not knowing
If they caught me on tape

Falling like a lightbulb
Turning to a thousand pieces if I explode
I've been waiting in the valleys for someone
To glue me back into shape

Through the valleys and mind
Through the mountains and lakes
If they tear me apart
Glue me back into shape

In the dark in the day
I was never affraid
If they tear me apart
Glue me back into shape

Through the valleys and mind
Through the mountains and lakes
If they tear me apart
Glue me back into shape

In the dark in the day
I was never affraid
If they tear me apart
Glue me back into shape

Through the valleys and mind
Through the mountains and lakes
If they tear me apart
Glue me back into shape

In the dark in the day
I was never affraid
If they tear me apart
Glue me back into shape



4900. Down In The Valley

Down in the valley
David Grisman

Roses love sunshine, violets love dew
Angels in heaven know I love you
Know I love you, love, know I love you
Angels in heaven know I love you

If you don't love me, love whom you please
Throw your arms round me, give my heart ease
Give my heart ease, love, give my heart ease
Throw your arms round me, give my heart ease

Build me a castle, forty feet high
So I can see her as she rides by
As she rides by, love, as she rides by
So I can see her as she rides by

Write me a letter, send it by mail
Send it in care of the Birmingham jail
Birmingham jail, love, Birmingham jail
Send it in care of the Birmingham jail

Down in the valley, valley so low
Hang your head over, hear the wind blow
Hear the wind blow, love, hear the wind blow
Hang your head over, hear the wind blow

4901. Down In The Valley

Down in the Valley
Flatt & Scruggs

Down in the valley, valley so low, 
Hang your head over, hear the wind blow

Refrain:
Hear the wind blow, dear, hear the wind blow, 
Hang your head over, hear the wind blow

If you don't love me, love whom you please, 
Throw your arms round me, give my heart ease,...

Write me a letter, send it by mail, 
Send it in care of Birmingham jail,...

Build me a castle, forty feet high, 
So I can see her, as she rides by,...

Roses love sunshine, violets love dew, 
Angels in heaven, know I love you,...



Bird in a cage love, bird in a cage, 
Dying for freedom, ever a slave,...

4902. Down In The Valley To Pray

Doc Watson 
Down In The Valley To Pray

As I went down in the valley to pray
Studyin' about that good old way
And who shall wear the stary crown
Good Lord, show me the way

Oh fathers, let's go down
Let's go down come on down
Oh fathers, let's go down
Down in the valley to pray

As I went down in the valley to pray
Studyin' about that good old way
And who shall wear the robe and crown
Good Lord, show me the way

Oh mothers, let's go down
Come on down don't you wanna go down
Come on mothers and let's go down
Down in the valley to pray

As I went down in the valley to pray
Studyin' about that good old way
And who shall wear the stary crown
Good Lord, show me the way

Oh brothers, let's go down
Let's go down come on down
Come on brothers and let's go down
Down in the valley to pray

As I went down in the valley to pray
Studyin' about that good old way
And who shall wear the robe and crown
Good Lord, show me the way

Come on sinners and let's go down
Let's go down oh, come on down
Come on sinners and let's go down
Down in the valley to pray

As I went down in the valley to pray
Studyin' about that good old way
And who shall wear the stary crown
Good Lord, show me the way



4903. Down In The Willow Garden

Tim O'Brien - Down in the Willow Garden
Bill Monroe - Dan Tyminski
Osborne Brothers

Down in the willow garden
Where me and my true love did meet
It was there, we went a courting
My love fell off to sleep

I had a bottle of burgundy wine
My true love, she did not know
It was there, I murdered that dear little girl
Down on the banks below

I drew my saber through her
It was a bloody knife
I threw her into the river
And it was an awful sight

My father often, he told me
That money would set me free
If I'd but murdered that dear little girl
Who's name was Rose Connelly

Now, he stands at his cabin door
Wiping his tear dimmed eye
Gazing on his own dear son
Upon the gallows high

My race is run beneath the sun
The devil is waiting for me
For I did murder that dear little girl
Who's name was Rose Connelly

Down in the willow garden
Where me and my true love did meet
It was there, we went a courting
My love fell off to sleep

I had a bottle of burgundy wine
My true love, she did not know
It was there, I murdered that dear little girl
Down on the banks below

4904. Down Low



Down Low
Town Mountain

[Verse 1: Tyler Childers]
When you see me out tonight tearing up the promenade
People stop and step aside so I can move along
Is it just because they're friendly or the fact that I am gone
Stepping over lines of the paths they travel on?

[Chorus: Tyler Childers]
Living on the high side
Better keep it on the low down
Get to feeling just right
Think I'll have to go and sit down

[Verse 2: Jesse Langlais]
Do you reckon that they notice?
Do you think that they believe?
I've been gettin' into meanness on the dark end of the street
Do my eyes tell my condition?
Does my breath show where I've been?
Am I talking any louder than the comp'ny that I'm in

[Chorus: Tyler Childers]
Living on the high side
Better keep it on the low down
Get to feeling just right
Think I'll have to go and sit down

[Bridge: Tyler Childers]
Sweating like a preacher in the presence of the Lord
Shaking like a leaf in the middle of a storm
Jawin' my bone trying to make you see
I wouldn't much fret if my friends were all here
But there's people in the corner and they're starting to stare
Having a ball poking fun at me

[Chorus: Tyler Childers]
Living on the high side
Keep it on the low down
Get to feeling just right
Think I'll have to go and sit down

[Outro]
Living on the high side
Straighten up and try to act right
Keep it on the low down

4905. Down On A Bender - Chords

Down On A Bender
The .357 STring Band

[Chorus]



            D         C
Well I been down on a bender
            Em                  C                  G
Hey I been spendin' my dime on whiskey state of mind
 
              D                    C
Well I been drunk, so I don't remember
           Em                 C              G    Em C G C D
Hey but I still can't seem to get her off my mind
 
[Verse 1]
 C                        G
Well I been walkin' that dark side of the line
Em                  C                G
My nine to five is with the morning light
C                         G                   D
There ain't no peace or comfort inside this time
 
C                           G
  Well I been walkin' that old lonesome road
Em                      C               G
Been doin' my time not doin' what I'm told
C                                G
I'm breakin' hearts while I'm wreckin' my home
 D                  G
And I'm takin' it alright
 
[Chorus]
             D       C
Well I been down on a bender
            Em                 C                G
Hey I been spendin' my dime on whiskey state of mind
 
            D                  C
Well I been drunk, so I don't remember
         Em                   C             G
Hey but I still can't seem to get her off my mind
 
[Interlude]
Em C G C D   C G Em C G C G D C G Em C G C G D
 
[Chorus]
             D        C
Well I been down on a bender
             Em                 C                G
Hey I been spendin' my dime on whiskey state of mind
 
             D                  C
Well I been drunk, so I don't remember
           Em                   C            G     Em C G C D
Hey but I still can't seem to get her off my mind
 
[Verse 2]
C                                     G
  Well I been walkin' that dark side of the line
Em                  C                G
My nine to five is with the morning light



C                         G                  D
 There ain't no peace or comfort inside this time
 
C                         G
  Well I been walkin' that old lonesome road
Em                  C                       G
Been doin' my time not doin' what I'm told  
C                               G
I'm breakin' hearts while I'm wreckin' my home
 D                  G
And I'm takin' it alright
 
[Chorus]
             D         C
Well I been down on a bender
            Em                  C                  G
Hey I been spendin' my dime on whiskey state of mind
 
             D                     C
Well I been drunk, so I don't remember
           Em                 C               G
Hey but I still can't seem to get her off my mind

4906. Down On Easy Street

Dierks Bentley - Down on Easy Street

[Verse 1]
Guess you heard I'm doing well
Struck it rich, to hear some folks tell
But I'm still the same old me
Down on Easy Street

[Verse 2]
You give your all to find that road
And you lose touch with some people as you go
Promises are hard to keep
Down on Easy Street

[Pre-Chorus]
But when I lay down, and you're not there
Girl, I wish I was anywhere

[Chorus]
But in this world where the telephone is
All I touch when I'm alone
And no one ever really knows the man inside of me
Up here in this lonely room
Just a-sipping wine and a-missing you
Girl, I've got everything but what I need
And that's why I'm down
Down on Easy Street



[Verse 3]
Someone told me you moved on
Well, who could blame you with me so off and gone
But do you ever think of me
Down on Easy Street?
[Pre-Chorus]
If you're out this way, some week, some year
Girl, you'll still find me waiting here

[Chorus]
But in this world where the telephone is
All I touch when I'm alone
And no one ever really knows the man inside of me
Up here in this lonely room
Just a-sipping wine and a-missing you
Girl, I've got everything but what I need
And that's why I'm down
In this world where the telephone is
All I touch when I'm alone
And no one ever really knows the man inside of me
Up here in this lonely room
Just a-sipping wine and a-missing you
Girl, I've got everything but what I need
And that's why I'm down
Down on Easy Street
Down on Easy Street
Down on Easy Street

[Outro]
Guess you heard I'm doing well

4907. Down On Love

Rodney Crowell - Down on Love

You say you like my lovin'
You say you like my style
But you're too quick with your fast talk
And you're too quick with your smile
I don't know what your plan is
Or what you're thinkin' of
I just know you're high on lovin', baby
But you're down on love
You know I like your lovin'
But lovin' ain't enough
I'm the kind that likes to feel it
Not that new love stuff
I don't know what your plan is
And I don't like giving up
'Cause I know you're high on lovin'
But you're down on love
You're down on love
Yes, I know the reason why



You're the passin' through type, baby
And I'm just not that kind
I don't know what your plan is
Or what you're thinkin' of
I just know you're high on lovin', baby
But you're down on love
You're down on love
You say you like my lovin'
You said you like my style
But you're too quick with your fast talk
And you're too quick with your smile
I don't know what your plan is
Or what you're thinkin' of
I just know you're high on lovin', baby
But you're down on love
I said I don't know what your plan is
But I don't like givin' up
I just know you're high on something, baby
But you're down on love
You're down on love

4908. Down On Music Row

Dolly Parton - Down On Music Row 
(Dolly Parton)

Down on Music Row
Down on music Row
If you want to be a star
That's where you've got to go
I could feel a change a comin'
I left my hometown a hummin'
With my ol' guitar a strummin'
Songs that I had wrote
I was on my way to Nashville
I just couldn't hardly wait
'Till I could sing my songs
To the folks on Music Row
I got into Nashville early
Sleepy, hungry, tired and dirty
And on the steps of RCA
I ate a stale, sweet roll
In the fountain at the hall of fame
I washed my face and read the names
In the walkway of the stars
Down on Music Row
Down on Music Row
Down on music Row
If you want to be a star
That's where you've got to go
I waited there 'till eight o'clock
When office doors became unlocked
Then I started walkin'



Down the streets of Music Row
Just a walkin' up and down the street
Tryin' to find out who to see
To help me get on record
And to hear the songs I'd wrote
But I found it goin' rough
Everyone was all tied up
Either in a conference
Or in the studio
They said that I could leave a tape
But they'd suggest I didn't wait
'Cause everyone was awful busy
Down on Music Row
But I could feel that change a comin'
And I just kept right on a hummin'
With my ol' guitar still strummin'
All them songs that I'd wrote
And then Chet and Bob at RCA
Well, they listened to my songs that day
And they both told me that I was on my way
Down on Music Row
Down on Music Row
Down on music Row
If you want to be a star
That's where you've got to go

4909. Down On The Corner

Kathy Mattea - Down on the Corner

Early in the evening, just about supper time
Over by the courthouse, they're startin' to unwind
Four kids on the corner, tryin' to bring you up
Willie picks a tune out and he blows it on the harp
Down on the corner, out in the street
Willie and the poor boy's are playin'
Bring a nickel, tap your feet
Rooster hits the wash board, people just got to smile
Blinky thumps the gut-bass and he solos for a while
Poor boy twangs the rhythm out, on his Kalamazoo
Willie goes into a dance and he doubles on kazoo
Down on the corner, out in the street
Willie and the poor boy's are playin'
Bring a nickel, tap your feet
You don't need a penny, just to hang around
But if you got a nickel, won't you lay your money down
Over on the corner, there's a happy noise
People come from all around to watch the magic boy
Down on the corner, out in the street
Willie and the poor boy's are playin'
Bring a nickel, tap your feet
Down on the corner, out in the street
Poor boy's are playin', nickel, tap your feet



Down on the corner, out in the street
Poor boy's are playin', nickel, tap your feet
Down on the corner, out in the street
Willie and the poor boy's are playin'
Bring a nickel, tap your feet
Down on the corner, out in the street
Willie and the poor boy's are playin'
Bring a nickel, tap your feet

4910. Down On The Corner Of Love

Down On the Corner Of Love
Dwight Yoakam - Down On the Corner Of Love

You'll find me hangin' around
It's there I'll be found
Down on the corner of love
Beneath the stars that shine
And the neon signs
I'll be down on the corner of love
When night starts to fall
And love starts to call
Down on the corner of love
You'll find me hangin' around
It's there I'll be found
Down on the corner of love

When it's late in the eve'nins
And I can't help but feelin'
That my heart you're a steelin'
'Neath the stars up above
When the sun goes down
And the moon comes 'round
I'll be down on the corner of love

--- Instrumental ---

When you're passin' by
Too lonesome to cry
Down on the corner of love
Just stop for a while
I'll teach you to smile
Down on the corner of love
A love that you had
Has treated you bad
Down on the corner of love
Forget what you knew
We'll start live anew
Down on the corner of love
When it's late in the eve'nins
And I can't help but feelin'
That my heart you're a steelin'
'Neath the stars up above



When the sun goes down
And the moon comes 'round
I'll be down on the corner of love

- Instrumental -

When it's late in the eve'nins
And I can't help but feelin'
That my heart you're a steelin'
'Neath the stars up above
When the sun goes down
And the moon comes 'round
I'll be down on the corner of love...

4911. Down On The Farm

Down on the Farm
The Sidekicks

Every friday night there's a steady cloud of dust
That leads back to a field filled with pickup trucks
It's got old hank crankin' way up loud
Got coolers in the back, tailgates down
There's a big fire burning but don't be alarmed
It's just country boys and girls getting down on the farm

Well you can come as you are, there ain't no dress code
Just some rural route rules that you need to know
Don't mess with the bull he can get real mean
Don't forget to shut the gate stay out of the green
If it starts to raining will just head to the barn
Where country boys and girls are getting down on the farm

You can have a lot of fun in a new york minute
But there's some things you can do outside those city limits
Ain't no closing time, ain't no cover charge
Just country boys and girls getting down on the farm

Ed's been on his tractor ain't seen becky all week
Somebody said they seen em heading down to the creek
Farmer johnson's daughters just pulled up in a jeep
Man he knows how to grow em if ya know what I mean
Old dave's gettin' loud but he don't mean no harm
It's just country boys and girls getting down on the farm

Ah let's get down y'all
Stay out of that hay



4912. Down On The Levee

John Hartford 
Down On The Levee

I must go down on the levee again
With the muddy river and sky
All ask for is a stern-wheel boat
And some horns to steer her by

Bow your wheels, keep an eye on the roof
Pilot house window a shaking
Full moon, Missouri sky
Foggy morning a breaking

I must go down on the levee again
When river is up, and shes wide
Hear that lonesome whistle
A call that cannot be denied

Step on board some southbound boat
Sail all the way to the sea
At home on the muddy river
Is where I want to be

Must get a job on the River again
Where the river runs good and wide
Clean the stairs, move the chairs
Sleep up on the deck sometimes

Stories heard on the lazy bench
How big the search lights are
Carrying coffee up to the old man
Stumblin' in the dark

Here's to you old real steamboat
With double-swinging stages
Compound condensing engines
Real old funny looking gauges

May your wheels be free of driftwood
May you never run a-ground
May all your winds, be tail winds
And may all your trips be down

4913. Down Past the Bottom

Lucinda Williams - Down Past the Bottom

WELL Down past The bottom, falling harder than a stone
I CAN'T REMEMBER ANY good times that I've known
I'M Sinking lower and lower
Down past the bottom where the Devil won't go



YEAH, Down past the bottom, nothing left to do but fAIL
No place to wAnder, nowhere left to sail
I'M Sinking lower and lower
Down past the bottom where the Devil don't HAIL

YEAH I got the feeling in your last letter
Could've been nicer, treated you better
Just to have a WHOLE LOT OF time for thinking
A lot of time for walkin', a lot of time for DRinkin'

Down past the bottom
Down past the bottom where the Devil won't go

YEAH, I got the feeling in your last letter
Could've been nicer, treated you better
Just to have a WHOLE LOT of time for thinking
A lot of time for walkin', a lot of time for DRinkin'

Down past the bottom
Down past the bottom where the Devil won't go

YEAH, Down past The bottom, falling harder than a stone, I'M FALLING
I CAN'T REMEMBER ANY good times that I've known
I'M Sinking lower and lower
Down past the bottom where the Devil won't go

YEAH DOWN PAST THE BOTTOM, FALLING HARDER THAN A STONE
I CAN'T REMEMBER ANY GOOD TIMES THAT I'VE KNOWN
I'M SINKING LOWER AND LOWER
DOWN PAST THE BOTTOM WHERE THE DEVIL WON'T GO

4914. Down So Low

Linda Ronstadt - Down So Low

When you went away I cried
Cried for so long
And I wanted you to stay
Ah but that was all wrong

The pain you left behind
Has become part of me
And it's burned out a hole
Where my love used to be

[Chorus:]
But it's not losing you
That's got me down so low
I just can't find another man
To take your place

Well you know I love you



But that wasn't enough
We both fell apart
When things got too tough
And I've learned how to give now
But what good
But what good would that do
No one can touch me
The way you used to do

[Chorus]

Well I know your opinion
Of me is not good
Please try to understand
That I'd change 
Well I'd change if I could
And this coldness inside me
Well it's starting to build
And a woman can't be a woman
Unless she's fulfilled

[Chorus]

There's no one can

4915. Down South Blues

Down South Blues
Dock Boggs
Old Crow Medicine Show

I'm goin' to the station
Gonna catch the fastest train that goes
I'm a-goin' back South
Where the weather suits my clothes

I'm goin' back South
If I wear out 99 pair of shoes
'Cause I'm broken-hearted
I've got those down South blues

I was reared in a country
Where the snow it never fell
I'm a-goin' back South
If I don't do so well

Oh my mama told me
And my daddy told me too
Don't you go off, honey
Let those men make a fool outta you



4916. Down That Dusty Trail

Robert Earl Keen - Down That Dusty Trail 

When I was a young boy
The only things that really mattered were
Making friends and having fun
Walkin' down the railroad track
'Til you reached the river
Turn around and head on back
When the day is done

Chorus
Ain't it like they always say
Everybody goes their own way
Nobody knows no one can tell
It's always been the same for me
Guess it's just the way it must be
Headin' down that dusty trail

When I was a young man
The only things
that got me goin' were
Gettin' high and chasm' love
Lyin' down beside my girl
On the banks of the river
With nothin' but some mustang wine
And all the stars above

It's a twistin' turnin' windin' road
I get lost and broken down
I'm a stumbler and it won't be long
'Till stumble back around
Since I became my own man
Everything that matters to me is
Making sure I'm staying true
To my friends and the ones I love
'Till cross that river
All alone I'm movin' on Until my time is through

4917. Down That Road Again - Chords

Down That Road Again 
Steep Canyon Rangers
 
[Verse 1]
             G  D               G        Em
Just one mistake that a man can make
        C                  G



when he has the world tied down
                 D           G
is to let it ride on an easy lie
              Am
and close his eyes
              D
and close his eyes
 
 
[Chorus]
                C               G
Don't let me go down that road again
                 C               G
I know where it leads and how it ends
      C                      G
Right now I need the kind of friend
                    D                 G
Who won't let me go  down that road again
 
 
[Verse 2]
              D              G         Em
I set her free and called it love
      C                G
and I watched her slip away
            D              G
I let her go in a place so dark
                Am
after all these days
                D
after all these days
 
 
[Chorus]
                C               G
Don't let me go down that road again
                 C               G
I know where it leads and how it ends
      C                      G
Right now I need the kind of friend
                    D                 G
Who won't let me go  down that road again
 
 
[Instrumental]
C G C G D Em G D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
              D                    G      Em
There is a man who looks just like me
            C             G
who doesn't feel a single thing
                       D
if you see him around
                   G
won't you stop and say



             Am
it's not too late
             D
it's not too late
 
 
[Chorus]
                C               G
Don't let me go down that road again
                 C               G
I know where it leads and how it ends
      C                      G
Right now I need the kind of friend
                    D                 G
Who won't let me go  down that road again
 
                C               G
Don't let me go down that road again
                 C               G
I know where it leads and how it ends
      C                      G
Right now I need the kind of friend
                    D                 G
Who won't let me go  down that road again

4918. Down That Road Tonight

Down That Road Tonight
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Seems like lately we're losin' touch
Work to hard and worry too much
I think it's time for me and you
To get back to what we used to do

We'd steal away on a Saturday night
Meet in the field when the time was right
Just us two and a starry sky
Felt like paradise

I said Ooh Baby goin' down that road tonight
I said it's too crazy need to hold each other tight
Thinkin' maybe the moon stills shines as bright
Like it did back then, it'll shine again
Down that road tonight

Remember all the songs that we used to know
Dancin' in the dark to the radio
Lost in the rythmn, kickin' up some heat
The memories are still so sweet

Time's gone by but it's plain to see
I still love you and you still love me



Let's shake these troubles put 'em all aside
see'mon we're gonna take that ride

I said Ooh Baby goin' down that road tonight
I said it's too crazy need to hold each other tight
Thinkin' maybe the moon stills shines as bright

Like it did back then, it'll shine again
Down that road tonight
Down that road

4919. Down That Road Tonight - Chords

Down That Road Tonight

A D
Seems like lately we're losin' touch
E A 
Work to hard and worry too much
 A D
I think it's time for me and you 
 E A
To get back to what we used to do
 A D
We'd steal away on a Saturday night
E A
Meet in the field when the time was right
A D
Just us two and a starry sky
E A 
Felt like paradise

 E A B C#m
I said Ooooh Baby goin' down that road tonight
 E A B E
I said it's toooo crazy need to hold each other tight
 E A B C#m
Thinkin' oooooh maybe the moon stills shines as bright
 E A B E
Like it did back then, it'll shine again down that road tonigh

Remember all the songs that we used to know
Dancin' in the dark to the radio
Lost in the rhythm, kickin' up some heat
The memories are still so sweet
Time's gone by but it's plain to see
I still love you and you still love me
Let's shake these troubles put 'em all aside
C'mon we're gonna take that ride

Chorus

Repeat to fade



4920. Down The Beach - Chords

Down The Beach 
Nicki Bluhm

[Intro]
 
G C G D G
 
[Verse 1]
 
         G
When the sun shines on the rooftop
      C               G
Of my hometown by the sea
            C        Bm             Am  C
It seems creation is smiled down on me, mhm
         Em                D
When the fog flows, or the sand blows
         C                G
Wears my soul down by the breeze
         C                  Bm                D
I must admit there are some places I'd rather be...
 
[Chorus]
 
D         C
Down the beach,
G
Always I am wanting what is out of my reach
D        C
Down the beach,
    G       D        G
I'm looking down the beach
 
[Bridge]
 
Em
I always thought I knew what it meant
           D              Am
To feel contentment, as I grow
          Em
But as I look back on my life standing
            D                         Am
I find that restlessness is all I've known
 
G C G D G
 
[Verse 2]
 
         G                 G
When the man says, "get in line gal,"
      C             G



All I want is to be free
         C               Bm              Am    C
Upon the mesa, where the hawk flies over me, mhm
           Em            D
But in the city, all the faces
        C                 G
Swirl around me, like the sea
       C                        Bm                       D
And my good friend who walked beside me, where could he be?
 
[Chorus]
         C
Down the beach
G                                     D
Always I am wanting what is out of my reach
         C
Down the beach
      G                                           D
Can I learn to see my obstacles for what they can teach?
         C
Down the beach
     G       D        G
 I'm looking down the beach
 
 
[Outro]
 
G C G D G

4921. Down The Big Road Blues

Lucinda Williams - Down the Big Road Blues

I can't go down that big road by myself
I can't go down that big road by myself
If I can't carry you, I carry someone else

I asked him, "How 'bout it?", and he said, "All right"
I asked him, "How 'bout it?", and he said, "All right"
I asked him, "How long?", and he said, "All night"

I asked him, "How 'bout it?", said he didn't know how
I asked him, "How 'bout it?", said he didn't know how
"But I will do you, mama, like a calf would do a cow"

I'm a travelin' woman, I got a travelin' mind
I'm a travelin' woman, I got a travelin' mind
If you don't take me back, daddy, sure gon' lose my mind

My Mother said six months before I was born
My Mother said six months before I was born
She were gonna have a good time, wouldn't never stay at home



I feel like cryin', ain't got no tears to spare
I feel like cryin', ain't got no tears to spare
I had a happy home, and I wouldn't stay there

4922. Down The Line

Down the Line
Lonesome River Band

Born out in the country raised out on a farm
Got my education out behind a barn
Left one Sunday morning in a driving rain
Hitchhiked to the freight yard and caught the railroad train

Oh, engineer, let your whistle whine
Oh, get me out of here, a little further down the line

I've been to California and I've been to New Orleans
Been to New York City and everywhere between
I've eat beans and taters your finest caviar
Drank brandy from a snifter and moonshine from a jar

Spent a year in prison with a number for my name
Fed me bread and water tied to a ball and chain
I swore the day they slammed the door and the jailer locked me in
If they ever let me out of here I'll never go back again

Been dreaming of the day when I return back to my home
its where I want to settle down never more to roam
Sit me on a tractor and point me to the fields,
I will plow the furrows my hands upon the wheel

4923. Down The Old Road To Home

(Jimmie Rodgers - Carey D. Harvey) 

Dear I'm thinking of you while here all alone
I'm wishing and longing for you and for home
And I'd give this old world if I could only say
I'm climbing that hill headed that way.

With a troubled mind and a heart filled with pain
I've searched the old world for fortune and fame
But I'm longing to be with you once again
So we could stroll down old mem'ry lane.

There's a little red house on the top of the hill
Not very far from an old sirup mill
For I'm lonesome and blue for some place to roam



And I wish it could be down the old road to home...

4924. Down The Road

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Down the road
Composer: Mac McAnally

When I was a boy
Four houses down from me
Was a family with an only child
And she was the only girl in this ol' world
That could make me smile
Down the road
I made up reasons to go down the road

Somewhere inside of me
There was something she took a liking to
And I asked her to marry me
And she said she really wanted to
Down the road
See what life's gonna hold, down the road

Her mama wants to know am I washed in the blood
Or just in the water
Her daddy wants to know if I make enough
To take his daughter
Down the road
Before he can let her go down the road

Now down the street from here
There's an engineer with an only son
And our baby girl says she believes
That he is the only one
Down the road

Her mama wants to know is he washed in the blood
Or just the water
And I want to know that he makes enough
To take my daughter
Down the road
When it comes time to go down the road

Down the road
You know I want to help her go down the road
Down the road

4925. Down The Road



Down The Road
Flatt & Scruggs - Bluegrass Album Band - The Boxcars

Now down the road just a mile or two
Lives a little girl named Pearly Blue
About so high and her hair is brown
The Prettiest thing boys in this town

Now anytime you want to know
Where I'm going, down the road
Get my girl on the line
You'll find me there most any old time

Now everyday and Sunday too
I go to see my Pearly Blue
Before you hear that rooster crow
You'll see me headed down the road

Now old man Flatt he owned the farm
From the hog lot to the barn
From the barn to the rail
He made his living by carrying the mail

Now every time I get the blues
I walk the soles right off my shoes
I don't know why I love her so
That gal of mine lives down the road

Repeat First then Last

4926. Down The Road - Chords

Down The Road 
Steve Earle
 
G
On the blue side of evenin'
 
         Em             G
When the darkness takes control
 
 
You start lookin' for a reason
 
             Em       C           G
To take your lonesome on down the road
 
G
'Cause the night is filled with strangers
 
        Em   C          G
All you need is one you know
 
G



And if she ain't the one you're after
 
        Em     C            G
Keep on lookin' on down the road.
 
           D   C          G
Though the miles lay long behind you
 
         Em    C            G
You have still got miles to go
 
G
How's love ever gonna find you
 
            Em    C             G
If it ain't here, it's down the road

4927. Down The Road Of Life

Down The Road Of Life

Wandering down the road of life
Wandering what's over the hill
Don't know what I'm searching for
Don't guess I ever will

Must I go thru hours of care
I wish I knew what lies over there
Wandering down the road of life
Wandering what's over the hill

4928. Down the Road Pt II

Steve Earle - Down the Road Pt II

Woke up in the morning with the middle of nowhere blues
Nothing in my pocket, but a ticket that I can't use
Been hanging around this town and it's starting to show
Down the road I go
Standing on the highway with the road burning through my shoes
Roll over Kerouac and tell Woody Guthrie the news
Heard it said there ain't nothing ahead, but I don't know
Down the road I go
Blowing in the wind and flying like a cannonball
Never seen a city where I couldn't find a place to fall
But it's only a matter of time before I'm feeling low
Down the road I go
Daddy was a Chevy, Mama was a Cadillac
I was gone as soon as I was born and I ain't been back



I'm a rounder and a friend to any old wind that blows
Down the road I go

4929. Down The Sawdust Trail - Chords

Down The Sawdust Trail
Recorded by Jimmie Davis
Written by Millie Lou Pace
 
G                 D7             G
There are so many memories of my childhood
             D7                            G
But there is one that I treasure more than all
G7         C                    G
It was the time at the old camp meeting
               D7                G   G7
That wonderful day I heard Jesus call
 
                 C                     G
Down the sawdust trail at the old camp meeting
                  Em               D7 A7 D7
Where the sinners cry rang with travail
                 G    G7
How the heart is full   
                          C
When their prayer reached heaven
                G                D7      G    C G
At the old camp meeting down the sawdust trail
 
                  D7            G
I saw my dear old brokenhearted mother
       D7                               G
On her knees with her head bowed low in prayer
G7         C               G
It was for me that she was praying
             D7                 G    G7
Praying that I would find Jesus there
                 C                     G
Down the sawdust trail at the old camp meeting
                  Em               D7 A7 D7
Where the sinners cry rang with travail
                 G    G7
How the heart is full   
                          C
When their prayer reached heaven
                G                D7      G    C G
At the old camp meeting down the sawdust trail



4930. Down The Trail I Go

Down The Trail I Go (Larry W. Jones 12/04/2007) 

I won't even bother for the right words to say
Saw my darlin' with another cowboy today
She knows how much I love her cause I told her so
Put on some new horse shoes and down the trail I go
I never did see that cowboy before today
But he held my darlin' in some familiar way
Now it may seem peculiar but here's what I know
Put on some new horse shoes and down the trail I go
- instrumental -
Well, I thought my darlin's thoughts were the same as mine
And I'd like to think our likes were about the same
Our future all was planned and I thought all was fine
Until into our town that cowboy stranger came
I never did see that cowboy before today
But he held my darlin' in some familiar way
Now it may seem peculiar but here's what I know
Put on some new horse shoes and down the trail I go
Now it may seem peculiar but here's what I know
Put on some new horse shoes and down the trail I go

4931. Down The Trail Of Aching Hearts

Down the Trail of Aching Hearts
Special Consensus
 
CHORUS: 
Down the trail of achin' hearts  
Where nobody's hidin' their tears 
You sent me there where sadness starts 
Down the trail of achin' hearts   
 
You told me I was your darling  
You kept me from hanging around 
Now somebody else is your darlin  
And lonesome and blue I'll be found 

One night while passing your window 
While strolling out under the stars 
Some body else stole my love song 
While strumming on my old guitar

4932. Down To Believing - Chords

Down To Believing
Allison Moorer



[Intro]
Dm Am G
Dm Am G C G
 
[Verse 1]
   Dm                      Am                 G             C G
We found it hanging from a cloud that time we went up there
Dm             Am               G  C G
It looked like diamonds and pearls
       F             C               G          C G
It was so much of it I wore a little in my hair
F        C          G    C G
Everyone said silly girl
Dm                    Am                G       C G
Coming down it wasn't easy but we tried our best
        Dm                    Am      G   C G
Said we used it up and didn't put any back
        F            C                G              C G
Now you look so surprised cause there ain't none left
           F          C           G
And you're just empty-hearted and sad
 
[Chorus]
  F              C         G       C G
I guess it comes down to believing
    F          C        G    C G
And whether we do or we don't
Dm             Am      G
Guess it comes down to staying or leaving
    F          C          G    C G  Dm Am G
And whether we will or we won't
 
[Verse 2]
Dm                  Am                 G            C G
Staring down at the ground ain't gonna help us none
        Dm         Am          G    C G
There's no need in making this hard
      F                  C                        G        C G
Hell, life's too long to wake up everyday without someone
    F              C               G   C G
Who likes all your scratches and scars
 
[Chorus]
  F              C         G       C G
I guess it comes down to believing
    F          C        G    C G
And whether we do or we don't
Dm             Am      G
Guess it comes down to staying or leaving
    F          C          G    C G  Dm Am G C G
And whether we will or we won't
 
[Instrumental]
Dm Am G C G
F  C  G C G
Dm Am G
 



[Bridge]
Am           Abaug         Am                        D
Anybody ever loved anybody knows this is part of the deal
Dm                       Am
Just have to hold on for ever after
     E Am E7
It's all  gone
 
[Chorus]
       F              C         G       C G
Then I guess it comes down to believing
    F          C        G    C G
And whether we do or we don't
  Dm             Am      G
I guess it comes down to staying or leaving
    F          C          G    C G
And whether we will or we won't
F          C          G
Whether we will or we won't
    Dm         Am           G
And whether we will or we won't

4933. Down To My Last Bad Habit

Down To My Last Bad Habit - Vince Gill 

Finally gave up those old cigarettes
Sold that 67 red corvette
I miss the way an ice cold beer went down
We fire one up and pass it around

Well I don't roll with the boys no more
I quit everything you left me for
The one thing that I'll always be addicted to
Oh I'm down to my last bad habit - You

Miss you when I smell smoke
See you in a old car go by
Miss you when I hear that song
That we danced to
Girl, I'm down to my last bad habit - You

It's hard to make it through these lonely nights
If you come back to me, I'll be alright
I can't get past how much I'm wanting you
This is hell like I never knew

My heart won't let me let you go
I'm lost without you and I need you so
You're the one thing that I'll always be addicted to
Oh I'm down to my last bad habit 
Yeah, I'm down to my last bad habit
Girl, I'm down to my last bad habit - You



4934. Down To My Last Broken Heart

Janie Fricke - Down to My Last Broken Heart

Well I've been down to my last dime
Down to my last dance
Down to the last time
Down to my last chance
Well I've been down to nothing, left at all a time or two
This time I think I'm down to something, I can't afford to lose
I think I'm down to my last broken heart
I think I'm falling in love with you
I'm just afraid to start
But untill I know for sure our love won't fall apart
Cause I think I'm down to my last broken heart
Well I can feel the spark of love and it's a sweet dream
But will there be enough to keep on burning
Well I've felt the flame of love before
And I watched it burning out
This time I wanna know for sure, without a doubt
I think I'm down to my last broken heart
I think I'm falling in love with you
I'm just afraid to start
But untill I know for sure our love won't fall apart
Cause I think I'm down to my last broken heart

4935. Down To My Last Broken Heart - Chords

Down To My Last Broken Heart
Recorded by Janie Fricke
Written by Chick Rains

C              F                    C
Well I've been down to my last dime down to my last dance    
G7                    C
Down to the last time down to my last chance
     F                                 C             Am
Well I've been down to nothing left at all a time or two
     G7
This time I think I'm down to something I can't afford to lose

            F                      C
I think I'm down to my last broken heart
                       G7
I think I'm falling in love with you
                   C
I'm just afraid to start
            F                                 C
But until I know for sure our love won't fall apart



                  G7                     C
Cause I think I'm down to my last broken heart

           F                                 C
Well I can feel the spark of love and it's a sweet dream
    G7                   C
But will there be enough to keep on burning
          F                                   C                  Am
Well I've felt the flame of love before and I watched it burning out
     G7
This time I wanna know for sure without a doubt

Repeat #2 

                G7                     F   C
Yes I think I'm down to my last broken hea-rt

4936. Down To New Orleans

Vince Gill - Down to New Orleans

Hey Creole Darlin'
Talk that French to me
You know your love is somethin'
Like I ain't never seen
I'm goin' down, down, down, down to New Orleans

Your eyes shine line diamonds
And those kisses sure make me scream
There ain't nothin' like love on the bayou
Honey I know you know what I mean
I'm goin' down, down, down, down to New Orleans
I'm goin' down, down, down, down to New Orleans

They got the gumbo and the Creole
They got the Quarter all night long
I got my Delta Queen that makes my heart sing
Man I ain't never goin' home
I'm goin' down, down, down, down to New Orleans

4937. Down To Seeds And Stems Again

Down to Seeds and Stems Again

Verse 1:
I'm sittin alone, Saturday night, watching the Late Late Show.
A bottle of wine, some cigarettes, I got no place to go.
Well, I saw your other man today; he was wearing my brand new shoes,
And I'm down to seeds and stems again, too.



Verse 2:
Well, I met my old friend Bob today from up in Bowling Green;
He had the prettiest little gal that I'd ever seen.
But I couldn't hide my tears at all, cause she looked just like you,
And I'm down to seeds and stems again, too.

Chorus:
Now everybody tells me there's other ways to get high.
They don't seem to understand I'm too far gone to try.
Now these lonely memories, they're all I can't lose,
And I'm down to seeds and stems again, too.

Last Verse:
Well my dog died just yesterday and left me all alone.
The finance company dropped by today and repossessed my home.
That's just a drop in the bucket compared to losing you,
And I'm down to seeds and stems again, too.
Got the Down to Seeds and Stems again Blues.

4938. Down To The Last Drop

Tim O'Brien - Down To The Last Drop

So you say he let you on, you'll never give your heart
Your heart is feeling hurt and confused
You say you did the givin' more than gettin'
All he did was take and left you feelin' so used
I won't love and leave your heart filled with doubt
I'm for real, that's not what I'm all about
I'll love you down, down to the last drop and down
Baby I won't stop, and when you've had enough
I'll just stop and start over again
What kind of fool would steal your love like that
He wasn't what he seemed, he schemed and lied
From the start
But baby don't you chalk it up, you've gotta give it one
More chance
These words come straight from my heart
I'll erase the hurt deep inside
You'll forget the tears you've cried
I'll love you down, down to the last drop and down
Baby I won't stop, and when you've had enough
I'll just stop and start over again
I'll be everything you need and more
I'll give you all the love you missed before
Trust in me
Time to put the past behind you
Just look up and love will find you
Look and see
I won't love and leave your heart filled with doubt
Girl I'm for real, that's not what I'm all about
I'll love you down, down to the last drop and down



Baby I won't stop, and when you've had enough
I'll just stop and start over again
Yes I will baby
I'll love you down, down to the last drop and down
Baby I won't stop, and when you've had enough
I'll just stop and start over again
I'll love you down, down to the last drop and down
Baby I won't stop, and when you've had enough
I'll just stop and start over again

4939. Down To The River

Down To The River - The Duhks

I went down to the river
But the river was dry
I went down to the sea
But it was not the place to be
So I climbed the highest mountain
And I climbed to the mountaintop
Girl, I found me a home
And I don't have to roam

Au bord de la rivie're
Mais la rivie're e'tait se`che
Au bord de la mer gras
n'e'tait pas la place pour moi
Je trouve la plus haute montagne
Mais la montagne e'tait trop haute
Oh j'ai trouve' mon foyer
Il faut plus me promener

Well I went down to the river
But the river was dry
I went down to the sea
But it was not the place to be
So I climbed the highest mountain
And I climbed to the mountaintop
Girl, I found me a home
And you know I can't stop

Oh je chante ma p'tit chanson
Avec l'esprit de la Louisiane
Oh je viens des grandes prairies
Les grandes prairies de Manitoba
Oh la langue est tout la me^me
Mais la culture un p'tit peu diffe'rent
Oh c'est toute une grande famille
Je chante pour toi, je chante por moi!



4940. Down To The River - Chords

Down To The River 
Darrell Scott
 
[Intro]
G Am  C  G
 
[Verse 1]
    G                        Am
Now me and some buddies were down by the river
           C                           C          G
there were drinkers and dopers and abstainers by choice
          G                         Am
there was red wine and white lines, blue smoke and good times
    D                    C             G
but when we all sang, we had us one voice, 
 
[Chorus]
        D                        C        G
Singing let's all go down to the river at midnight
      D                    C         G
we'll swim muddy waters n' pick us a tune
       D                         Am          Em         D
and we won't give a damn if it's rock, folk, country or blues
 
[Verse 2]
         G                         Am
well the sirens were screamin, the blue lights a flashin
  C                  C           G
I got me a ride in a humorless car
     G                          Am
they read me my rights and they sensed my conviction
                D                           C            G
they said, "You shall be released when we know what you are."
 
[Verse 3]
         G              Am
Well the kangaroo court was now in session
        C                 C     G
Exhibit A was a   blaring radio
            G                        Am
they said, "Son, is it clear what is to be expected?"
         D                     C       G
I said, "Sir, your music ain't got no soul"
 
[Chorus]
   D                        C        G
So let's all go down to the river at midnight
      D                    C         G
we'll swim muddy waters n' pick us a tune
       D                         Am          Em         D
and we won't give a damn if it's rock, folk, country or blues
 
[Solo]
C G
D C G



D C G
G   Am  C  C  G
G   Am  D  C  G
 
[Verse 3]
     G                      Am
Now, Woody fed Ramblin some old hobo chili
    C                         C         G
and Ramblin fed Dylan 'neath a banana tree
    G                     Am
and Guy and Townes made a stew down in Texas
    D                             C       G
and brought the whole hog down to Tennessee, hey
 
[Chorus]
     D                        C        G
Hey let's all go down to the river at midnight
      D                    C         G
we'll swim muddy waters n' pick us a tune
       D                         Am          Em         D
and we won't give a damn if it's rock, folk, country or blues
 
[Chorus]
D                        C        G
Let's all go down to the river at midnight
      D                    C         G
we'll swim muddy waters n' pick us a tune
       D                         Am          Em         D
and we won't give a damn if it's rock, folk, country or blues
 
[Solo]
C G
G   Am  C  C G
G   Am  D  C G
               let's all go
G   Am  C  C G
down           let's all go
G   Am  D  C G
down  to the river

4941. Down To The River To Pray

Down To The River To Pray
Alison Krauss

As I went down to the river to pray
Studying about that good old way
And who shall wear the starry crown
Good Lord show me the way

   Oh sisters let's go down
   Let's go down come on down
   Oh sisters let's go down



   Down to the river to pray

As I went down in the river to pray
Studying about that good old way
And who shall wear the robe and crown
Good Lord show me the way

   Oh brothers let's go down
   etcetera

As I went down to the river to pray
Studying about that good old way
And who shall wear the starry crown
Good Lord show me the way

   Oh fathers let's go down
   etcetera

As I went down to the river to pray
Studying about that good old way
And who shall wear the robe and crown
Good Lord show me the way

   Oh mothers let's go down
   etcetera

As I went down to the river to pray
Studying about that good old way
And who shall wear the starry crown
Good Lord show me the way

   Oh sinners let's go down
   etcetera

As I went down to the river to pray
Studying about that good old way
And who shall wear the robe and crown
Good Lord show me the way

4942. Down To The Sea - Chords

Down To The Sea 
Elephant Revival

 
F#
She caught me speechless
                    B
The words fled useless
        F#
Oh, useless
                                          B                   F#
The moonshine, water, her mother's daughter said she did not love me



C#            B
Oh that's alright
          F#
It's not about me
 
F#
I won't beat myself up
                      B
She called me then hung up
                       F#
I shouldn't of let it ring
F#
A small town living
                             B
She swears soon that she's leaving
                       F#
Oh, and I've said it myself over and over
B
Over and over
C#            B                    F#
Oh, that's alright, she finally left that night
 
[Instrumental]
F#   F#    B   F#  (x2)
 
F#
Oh I finally followed and I found her in the ocean from the bottom of a town
            B                              F#
Nearly drowned, oh you couldn't keep her down
                                                   B
The city, it saved her, at least until it claimed her
                  F#         B                  F#
She misplaced the lock in a strange arrangement of days
        B           F#             B              F#
In a silver city of haze, wouldn't try to find the change
C#     F#      C#      F#
Oh, ohhooohhh, ohhhhh, woooahhhohha
 
[Instrumental]
F#   D#m  C#   B  F#
 
F#   D#m C# B F#
 
 
(Single Strum)
F#
Finally painless
                     B                F#
She'll make it eventually down to the sea
                  B             F#
And the mess we made was history
                 B                F#
In the dirt I'll be, I wait patiently
                  B           F#
In the dirt we'll be, oh we'll be



4943. Down To The Valley To Pray

Down To The Valley To Pray

As I went down to the valley to pray
Studying about the good ol' days
And who will wear the robe and crown
Oh Lord show me the way.

Oh (l.brother 2.sister; 3.father; 4.mother; 5.children)
Let's go down
Come on down won't you come on down
Oh (l.brother; 2.sister; 3.father; 4.mother; 5.children)
Let's go down
down to the valley to pray.

4944. Down To You

Down To You - Della Mae
(C. Woodsmith)

Drivin' down the road again,
dust settled on my mind,
put 'er into overdrive, but I'm still keepin' time
you know I'm headed, headed down that yellow line.

I stopped by a hiker, thumb in the road,
got a good look but left 'cause you know what I'm told,
you gotta keep on walkin',gotta find your own way through,
so you know what I did when that car broke down,
started walkin' down to you.

I'm walkin, I'm walkin, I'm walkin
I'm walkin, walkin walkin down to you
Gotta find your own way through
I kicked that car as far as she could,
now I'm walking down to you.

Picked up my duffel bag, put the cooler in the trunk,
pushed her off the side of the road,
threw the keys where she'd gone,
Now I'm walkin' fill my soules with sand
Well you know what I did when I wore them out,
Started walkin' down to you.

I'm walkin, I'm walkin, I'm walkin
I'm walkin, walkin walkin down to you
Gotta find your own way through
I kicked that car as far as she could,



now I'm walking down to you.

Standin' under the heat struck light,
put a match to the wind, follow the smoke to the south,
I'm on the road again, to where the horizon,
to where the horizon meets the road.
You know what I did when that sun went down,
started walkin' down to you.

4945. Down Where The Drunkards Roll

Richard Thompson - Down Where The Drunkards Roll 

See the boys out walking
The boys, they look so fine
Dressed up in green velvet
Their silver buckles shine

Soon they'll be bleary eyed
Under a keg of wine
Down where the drunkards roll
Down where the drunkards roll

See that lover standing
Staring at the ground
He's looking for the real thing
Lies were all he found

You can get the real thing
It will only cost a pound
Down where the drunkards roll
Down where the drunkards roll

There goes a troubled woman
She dreams a troubled dream
She lives out on the highway
She keeps her money clean

Soon she'll be returning
To the place where she's the queen
Down where the drunkards roll
Down where the drunkards roll

You can be a gambler
Who never drew a hand
You can be a sailor
Who never left dry land

You can be Lord Jesus
All the world will understand
Down where the drunkards roll
Down where the drunkards roll



4946. Down Where The River Bends

Down Where The River Bends
Ralph Stanley - JD Crowe

Its hard to keep tears out of my eyes
This might be our last goodbye
Our country calls you to defend a great land
So do your part just like a man

   Down where the river bends
   With god's help we'll meet again
   Under the same old sycamore tree
   Proud of each other and the land of the free

I go down to the ocean blue
Its just as close as I came to you
This old ocean might keep us apart
But it won't keep you dear out of my heart

If the worst should happen and the poppies should wave
Over your far distant, lonely grave
All the rest of my life I'll spend in prayer
I'll meet you in heaven there'll be no war there

4947. Down Where The Still Waters Flow

Down Where The Still Waters Flow

Dark shadows always were with me
I walked in the night all alone
My loneliness was my companion
A true friend I never had known

Somewhere the lights are bright, dear
And happiness waits there, I know
Come, love, let us wander
Down where the still waters flow

Then passed the dark and the shadows
A bright ray of sunlight shown down
So happy the day that I met you
We win the love found today

* Refrain

We walk hand in hand together
All worries and cares pass away
And now all my life has a meaning



To win the love found today

* Refrain

4948. Down With The Shine

The Avett Brothers - Down With the Shine 

Down with the shine, the perfect shine
That poisons the well and ruins my mind
I get took for a ride, every time
Down with the glistening shine

Its in with the new, and out with the old
Out goes the warmth, and in comes the cold
Its the most predictable story told
In with the young, out with the old

Down with the shine, the perfect shine
It poisons the well and ruins my mind
I get took for a ride, every time
Down with the glistening shine

A belly full of high dollar wine, a fat hand, a fat wallet too
Things change and get strange, with the movement of time.
Its happening right now to you.

Down with the shine, the perfect shine
It poisons the well and ruins my mind
I get took for a ride, every time
Down with the glistening shine

Its a real bad time to bring up the truth
But we searched we found no fountain of youth
Not in spain no where near any where close to here

There's nothing good cause nothing last
And all that comes it comes here to pass
I will voice my pain but the change wouldnt last
All that comes it comes here to pass

Down with the shine, the perfect shine
It poisons the well and ruins my mind
I get took for a ride, every time
Down with the glistening shine

I get took for a ride, every time
Down with the glistening shine

I said down with the glistening shine.



4949. Down Yonder - Chords

Down Yonder
Recorded by Red Foley
Written by Wolfe Gilbert

C              D7             G7            C
Railroad train railroad train hurry up some more
D7                         G7           C
Put a little steam on just like never before
D7                  G7           C
Hustle on bustle on I've got the blues
D7                     G7
Yearning for my Swanee shore
Dm         D7                                   G7
Brother if you only knew you'd want to hurry up too
C    G7             C             C7
Down yonder someone beckons to me
F    C              F
Down yonder someone reckons on me
C               G7      C     G7
I seem to see a race in memory
C                   G7      C
Between the Natchez and the Robert E Lee
D7
Swanee shore I miss you more and more
      G7
Every day my mammy land you are just simply grand
C    G7              C                  C7
Down yonder when the folks get the news
F     C             F
Don't wonder at the hullabaloos
C                       G7          C
There's daddy and mammy Ephraim and Sammy
D7           G7         C
Waitin' down yonder for me
Repeat #2
     G7              C                  C7
Down yonder when the folks get the news
F     C             F
Don't wonder at the hullabaloos
C                       G7          C
There's daddy and mammy Ephraim and Sammy
D7           G7     D7           G7
Waitin' down yonder waitin' down yonder 
D7           G7         C
Waitin' down yonder for me



4950. Down, Down, Down

Rose Maddox - Down, Down, Down

[Chorus]
I'm a-goin' down, down, down
A-goin' down, down, down
I got nobody to love me now
I'm sorrow bound, bound, bound
Since you've left this town
Since you've left, I'm goin' down, down, down

[Verse 1]
I never thought my life could be so lonely
I never thought my head could hang so low
I love you, my darling, and you only
Don't know where you are, but there I've got to go

[Chorus]
I'm a-goin' down, down, down
A-goin' down, down, down
I got nobody to love me now
I'm sorrow bound, bound, bound
Since you've left this town
Since you've left, I'm goin' down, down, down

[Verse 2]
Quarrels so many was your reason
Could it be you never gave us time?
In your heart, if you desire a new love
If so, then your love is not with mine

4951. Downpour

Brandi Carlile - Downpour

I'm like the rain in a downpour
I wash away what you long for
And I wave goodbye with the sun in my eyes
I wish I could be there tonight

I'm like the wind in the canyon
I'm there when I'm gone in a second
You're growing older in peace where you're at
I wish I could be there for that
But I've moved on
Like a rolling stone
In a crowded room
I'm alone

I'm like the rain in a downpour
I wash away what you long for
And I wave goodbye with the sun in my eyes



I wish I could be there tonight
Oh, oh, yeah

You're like the tide in the deep blue
Cause you're always there when I need you
And when you need someone to carry you through
I'm gonna be there for you
I'm gonna be there for you

4952. DownTo The River

Down to the River
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
Now me and some buddies were down by the river
There were drinkers and dopers and abstainers by choice
There was red wine and white lines blue smoke and good times
But when we all sang, we had us one voice singing

[Chorus]
Let's all go down to the river at midnight
We'll swim muddy waters 'n pick us a tune
And we won't give a damn if it's Rock, Folk, Country or Blues

[Verse 2]
Well the sirens were screaming the blue lights a flashin'
I got me a ride in a humorless car
They read me my rights and they sensed my conviction
They said, "You shall be released when we know what you are 
Well the kangaroo court was now in session
Exhibit A was a blaring radio
They said son is it clear what is to be expected
I said sir your music ain't got no soul

[Chorus]
Let's all go down to the river at midnight
We'll swim muddy waters  n pick us a tune
And we won't give a damn if it's rock, folk, country or blues

[Verse 3]
Now Woody fed Ramblin some old hobo chili
And Ramblin fed Dylan 'neath a banana tree
And Guy and Townes made a stew down in Texas
And brought the whole hog down to Tennessee, hey

[Chorus]
Let's all go down to the river at midnight
We'll swim muddy waters  n pick us a tune
And we won't give a damn if it's rock, folk, country or blues
Let's all go down to the river at midnight
We'll swim muddy waters n pick us a tune
And we won't give a damn if it's rock, folk, country or blues



Let's all go down to the river
Oh, let's all go down to the river

[Outro]
There were two crows that built a nest in a windmill dairy
Windmill wasn t much but about halfway up in the dairy
Was a crow's nest it was like this big around and it s
Made out of barbwire only takes two to make a murder
Of crows well the crows they go in there and catch baby rattle snakes
They had motor for lunch they are lying there just skin and bones
Just skin and bones skin and bones far out
And I've been trying to write a song about it ever since

4953. Downtown

Dolly Parton - Downtown 
Tony Hatch

When you're alone and life is making you lonely
You can always go downtown
When you got worries, all the noise and the hurry
Seems to help, I know, downtown
Just listen to the music of the traffic in the city
Linger on the sidewalks where the neon signs are pretty
How can you lose?
The lights are much brighter there
You can forget all your troubles, forget all your cares
And go downtown
Things'll be great when you're downtown
No finer place for sure, downtown
Everything's waiting for you
Don't hang around and let your problems surround you
There are movie shows, downtown
Or maybe you know some little places to go to
Where they never close, downtown
Just listen to the rhythm of the music that they're playin'
Making conversation while you're on the dance floor swayin'
Happy again
The lights are much brighter there
You can forget all your troubles, forget all your cares
And go downtown
Where all the lights are bright, downtown
Waiting for you tonight, downtown
You're gonna be alright now
And you may find somebody kind to help and understand you
Someone who is just like you and needs a gentle hand to guide them along
So maybe I'll see you there
You can forget all your troubles
Just forget all your cares
And go downtown
Things'll be great when you're downtown
Don't wait a minute more, downtown
Everything's waiting for you



Downtown, where all the lights are bright
Downtown, waiting for you tonight
Downtown, you're going to be alright now
Get on, get on, get on downtown
Fade:
Downtown, where all the lights are bright
Downtown, waiting for you tonight
Downtown, you're going to be alright now
Get on, get on, get on downtown

4954. Dr. Robert F. Thomas

Dolly Parton - Dr. Robert F. Thomas 
(Dolly Parton)

Dr. Robert F. Thomas
May his name forever stand
Dr. Robert F. Thomas
Was a mighty, mighty man
And he enriched the lives
Of everyone that ever knew him
And in my song I hope to sing
Some of the praise that's due him
Dr. Thomas was a man
The Lord must have appointed
To live among us mountain folks
In eastern Tennessee
And he delivered more than half
The babies in those mountains
Among those babies
He delivered me
There was no way to drive along
The roads back in those mountains
But Dr. Thomas got there
Just the same
He often rode on horseback
To get where he was needed
But if he had to walk
He always came
Dr. Robert F. Thomas
May his name forever stand
Dr. Robert F. Thomas
Was a mighty, mighty man
And he enriched the lives
Of everyone that ever knew him
And in my song I hope to sing
Some of the praise that's due him
Dr. Thomas was a friend
A neighbor and a doctor
Though he seldom got a dime
For all he'd done
And I remember lots of times
We sent for Dr. Thomas



But I don't recall a time
He didn't come
They say a man is judged
By the deeds he does while livin'
A judgement when he stands
Before the Lord
And I know heaven holds a place
For men like Dr. Thomas
And I know that he'll receive
His just reward
Dr. Robert F. Thomas
May his name forever stand
Dr. Robert F. Thomas
Was a mighty, mighty man
And he enriched the lives
Of everyone that ever knew him
And in my song I hope to sing
Some of the praise that's due him

4955. Drag Him Down

Railroad Earth - Drag Him Down

The scene he saw was horrifying
People screaming, people crying
. . Took a look & turned around
Run, runnin' for higher ground

Fire tryin' to drag him down
Fire tryin' to drag him down
He was run, run, runnin' for higher ground
With the fire tryin' to drag him down

The face he saw was terrified
Fear unholy filled the eye
Sound & fury filled the air
. . Turned away & he disappeared

Fire tryin' to drag him down
Fire tryin' to drag him down
He was run, run, runnin' for higher ground
With the fire tryin' to drag him down

He felt his heart fill up with hate
Revengeful hounds stood at the gate
He knew he had to beat them down
. . Make his way for higher ground

Fire tryin' to drag him down
Fire tryin' to drag him down
He was run, run, runnin' for higher ground
With the fire tryin' to drag him down



4956. Drag Him Down (Live)

Railroad Earth - Drag Him Down (Live) 

I've got fire for a heart
I'm not scared of the dark
You've never seen it look so easy
I got a river for a soul
And baby, you're a boat
Baby, you're my only reason
If I didn't have you, there would be nothing left
The shell of a man who could never be his best
If I didn't have you, I'd never see the sun
You taught me how to be someone, yeah
All my life, you stood by me
When no one else was ever behind me
All these lights, they can't blind me
With your love, nobody can drag me down
All my life, you stood by me
When no one else was ever behind me
All these lights, they can't blind me
With your love, nobody can drag me down
Nobody, nobody
Nobody can drag me down
Nobody, nobody
Nobody can drag me down
I've got fire for a heart
I'm not scared of the dark
You've never seen it look so easy
I got a river for a soul
And baby, you're a boat
Baby, you're my only reason
If I didn't have you, there would be nothing left
The shell of a man who could never be his best
If I didn't have you, I'd never see the sun
You taught me how to be someone, yeah
All my life, you stood by me
When no one else was ever behind me
All these lights, they can't blind me
With your love, nobody can drag me down
Nobody, nobody
Nobody can drag me down
Nobody, nobody
Nobody can drag me
All my life, you stood by me
When no one else was ever behind me
All these lights, they can't blind me
With your love, nobody can drag me down
All my life, you stood by me
When no one else was ever behind me
All these lights, they can't blind me
With your love, nobody can drag me down
Nobody, nobody



Nobody can drag me down
Nobody, nobody
Nobody can drag me down
Nobody, nobody
Nobody can drag me down
Nobody, nobody
Nobody can drag me down
(end)

4957. Draggin The River

Buddy Miller - Draggin The River

Go down to the water and listen for a sound
Something like the moaning of a dove
That's where I do my crying while I'm searching for a sign
Draggin' the river of our love
Did she bear some secret sorrow I could never know
That why my heart was not enough
Now she's left me looking for a trace of what we had
Draggin' the river of our love
There's thunder and lightning and a storm in my soul
I'm broken down and I'm fixing to cry
She was my heartbeat she was my blood
I might as well just lay down and die
Solid as a tombstone silent as a grave
Now loneliness fits me like a glove
Was her promise a mistake or just an outright lie
Draggin' the river of our love
The sky is low and heavy and full of tears tonight
And it's just a fingernail moon up above
Tonight you're gonna find me like every night before
Draggin' the river of our love

4958. Draggin' Around These Chains of Love

Marty Stuart - Draggin' Around These Chains of Love

Scared, I've been scared out here on my own
Lost, I've been lost a million miles from home
Running, tired of running, that's all I seem to do
Nothin', I ain't nothing, baby without you

I'm draggin' around these chains of love
And I think I've had enough
Without you I ain't that tough
Draggin' around these chains of love

Tired, I'm tired, tired of missing you



Lonesome, lonesome, lonesome through and through
Hurt, yeah, it hurt when my heart broke in two
Hope, I keep hopin', that's all I know to do

I'm draggin' around these chains of love
And I think I've had enough
Without you I ain't that tough
Draggin' around these chains of love

Draggin' around these chains of love
And I think I've had enough
Without you I ain't that tough
Draggin' around these chains of love
Draggin' around these chains of love

4959. Draggin' My Heart Around

Draggin' My Heart Around 
Flatt Lonesome

Well first you said that you loved me 
You swore that you'd be true 
Never to leave me lonely 
But that's just what you'd do 
Well then, you'd go out honky tonkin' 
All over town 
With every step that you would take 
You'd keep draggin' my heart around 
 
CHORUS:  
I believe I'm slowly sinkin' 
Feel I'm goin' down 
It's bound to be the death of me 
You keep draggin' my heart around 
 
The stars, out on the water 
That old moon up in the sky 
They hang their heads in sorrow 
Each time you pass me by 
The way you hurt me darling 
I believe I'll come unwound 
I can't go on much longer if you keep 
Draggin' my heart around  
 
It's bound to be the death, of me if you keep 
Draggin' my heart around

4960. Draggin' The River



Draggin' The River
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Hey, baby I just asked your daddy
If I could take your hand
He said, "Boy, over my dead body"
Guess I aren't his kind of man
But I love you and you love me
So, baby I got to plan
We'll push my truck off of Red Top Bridge
Right below the Jackson Dam

[Chorus]
Hey, they'll be dragging the river
Catching nothing but an old catfish
They'll be dragging the river
That'll show that son of a bitch

[Verse 2]
It's been raining for the last two weeks
So the water's up good and high
We'll just wait 'til it's good n' late
So there aren't nobody passing by
I'll call my cousin
He'll pick us up an' take us to the Greyhound Bus
We'll be standing in front of that preacher
By the time they're looking for us

[Chorus]
And they'll be dragging the river
But they aren't going to find a thing
They'll be dragging the river
I'll be wearing me a diamond ring
Ah, we're going to show them

[Verse 3]
I know that it might sound crazy
Just a little bit too extreme
But to get some of your sweet loving
Baby, I'd do anything
Sooner or later
They'll find my letter saying that we're alright
We'll be rocking at the Red Roof Inn
This time tomorrow night

[Chorus]
And they'll be dragging the river
Saying, "Lord, what a crying' shame"
They'll be dragging the river
We'll be running', they'll never see it coming

[Verse 4]
They'll be dragging the river
They'll be dragging the river
But they aren't going to find a thing
Sorry about calling your dad a son of a bitch earlier
Hey, do you think he'll still hire me?



Whoa, that thing's little
The diamond, I mean

4961. Dragging Chains - Chords

Dragging Chains 
The Devil Makes Three

[Intro]
E A B E A B
 
[Verse 1]
E                             B
Has your heart just turned to stone
           A                B            E   B
Do you not know why but you feel so all alone
            E                B
Can you not want to know its touch
        A               B            E    B
Yeah no matter what you do its not enough
 
[Pre-chorus]
C#m                           A
Sitting on the sidelines your view it does not change
C#m                              A
Pointing fingers now becomes the nature of your game
C#m                                  G#7
You've been dreaming for so long for something out of reach
           A                                   B
That you forgot now that when you dream you're always fast asleep
 
[Verse 2]
E                       B
You've been lost for so long
              A               B                E    B
Yeah you been singing but you didn't know your song
E                              B
You been down, just pushed and pulled
             A               B             E     B
Yeah, you've become about as trusting as a wolf
 
[Pre-chorus]
C#m                           A
Sitting on the sidelines your view it does not change
C#m                              A
Pointing fingers now becomes the nature of your game
C#m                                  G#7
You've been dreaming for so long for something out of reach
           A                                   B
That you forgot now that when you dream you're always fast asleep
 
[Chorus]
           F#m         B



Ain't it a cryyyyyying shame
                E                          A
when you got to see there's no one left to blame
A                      B
baby you ain't going nowhere
                        E A B E A B
dragging all those chains 
 
[Bridge]
A                E
Buried all those bones of the past
       A               E
In the shadows late at night
      A                      E
but I tell you now, mind the rain and the wind
          A                      B
cause the skeletons are marching back towards the light
 
[Verse 3}
E                         B
Are you blind, do you not see
         A                B                    E     B
Yes, you keep playing the prisoner when you're free
          E                  B
Drop your swords and come on home
               A            B         E     B
Don't you grow tired now of being all alone
 
[Pre-chorus]
C#m                             A
Step over the sidelines, you'll see your view will change
C#m                             A
pointing fingers now is not the nature of your game
C#m                                  G#7
You've been dreaming for so long for something out of reach
           A                                   B
That you forgot now that when you dream you're always fast asleep
 
[Chorus]
           F#m         B
Ain't it a cryyyyyying shame
                E                          A
when you got to see there's no one left to blame
A                      B
baby you ain't going nowhere
A                 B
you ain't going nowhere
A                 B
you ain't going nowhere
                         E A B E
dragging all those chains
         A      B        E
dragging all those chains



4962. Dragging My Dreams To Mexico

Dragging My Dreams To Mexico (Larry W. Jones 10/18/2007) 

Well, the big interstate gets lonely
When you're finally an old has-been
But now heading south is the only
Way I know to ease this pain within
My friends tried many times to tell me
That one day she wouldn't be around
And now that she has gone and left me
All my dreams are dragging on the ground
Under this billboard by the highway
I sit down and strum my old guitar
Waiting for someone going my way
A flat bed truck or old beat up car
- instrumental -
Nothing seems to matter anymore
I've got no friends to call amigo
Out here standing in the rain that pours
I'm dragging my dreams to Mexico
I'm dragging my dreams to Mexico
South of the border at Laredo
Flagging any truck or car that slows
I'm dragging my dreams to Mexico
I'm dragging my dreams to Mexico
South of the border at Laredo
Flagging any truck or car that slows
I'm dragging my dreams to Mexico

4963. Dragons - Chords

Dragons 
Drew Holcomb and The Neighbors feat. The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse]
G                            C             G
 I was climbing a mountain, asleep in the moonlight
      G                          D        D7
 The ghost of my Grandpa came to me in a dream
         G                               C            G
 As the stars hung above us, he started singing this chorus
    G                          D           G
He laughed loud as heaven and said this to me
 
[Chorus]
 
G
Take a few chances
      C        G



A few worthy romances
   G                        D          D7
Go swimming in the ocean on New Year's day
       G
Don't listen to the critics
      C            G
Stand up and bear witness
    G                         D             G
Go slay all the dragons that stand in your way
 
[Verse 2]
 
G                                              C                 G
 We stayed up and talked until the sunrise, of war and love and sorrow
    G                                        D            D7
He said, "Stop spending all your money on forgiveness of sins.
G                                     C                G
Today is all you're promised, don't trouble with tomorrow."
    G                              D           G
He faded into the forest proudly singing this hymn
 
[Chorus 2]
 
G
Take a few chances
      C        G
A few worthy romances
   G                        D          D7
Go swimming in the ocean on New Year's day
       G
Don't listen to the critics
      C            G
Stand up and bear witness
    G                         D             G
Go slay all the dragons that stand in your way
 
[Instrumental]
 
/ G / C / G / / D / / / C /
/ G / C / G / / D / / / C /
 
[Verse 3]
 
G                         C            G
 I woke up in a fever, surrounded by lightning
        G                                D         D7
All my windows were open, and I let the rain flood in
     G                              C        G
The past felt like present, with a future uncertain
       G                    D           G
But I sang like a sparrow, lost in the wind
 
[Chorus 3]
 
G
Take a few chances
      C        G



A few worthy romances
   G                        D          D7
Go swimming in the ocean on New Year's day
       G
Don't listen to the critics
      C            G
Stand up and bear witness
    G                         D             G
Go slay all the dragons that stand in your way
    G                         D             G
Go slay all the dragons that stand in your way
    G                         D             C               G
Go slay all the dragons that stand in your waaaaaaaaaaaaaaay

4964. Dramamine

Iron Horse - Dramamine

[Verse 1]
Travelling, swallowing Dramamine
Feeling bad, breathing out Listerine
I'd said what I'd said, that I'd tell ya
And that you'd killed the better part of me
If you could just milk it for everything
I've said what I'd said, and you know what I mean
But I still can't focus on anything
We kiss on the mouth but still cough down our sleeves

[Verse 2]
Travelling, swallowing Dramamine
Look at your face like you're killed in a dream
And you think you've figured out everything
I think I know my geography well
You say what you need so you'll get more
If you could just milk it for everything
I've said what I said, and you know what I mean
But I can't still focus on anything

[Verse 3]
Travelling, swallowing Dramamine
Feeling bad, breathing out Listerine
I'd said what I'd said, that I'd tell ya
And that you'd killed the better part of me
If you could just milk it for everything
I've said what I'd said, and you know what I mean
But I still can't focus on anything
We kiss on the mouth but still cough down our sleeves



4965. Drank Like Hank

Osborne Brothers - Drank Like Hank

Woke up dead, head poundin' like a kick-drum
Red-eyed, cotton mouth, smoke-filled black lung
Cigarette burnin' holes in a fold-out
Must've had one hell of a time, no doubt

And I'm hazin' out of line
Found a buzz and a hundred-proof chug and I lost my mind
Ain't got a drop left in the tank
Not a nickel left in the bank
Yeah, we partied like The Possum and we drank like Hank

I remember feedin' twenties in a honky-tonk jukebox
Stepped up and ate sh*t in a pot-hole parkin' lot
I gave a damn good cussin' to a big doorman
Might have dotted my eye, but I'd do it again

And I'm hazin' out of line
Found a buzz and a hundred-proof chug and I lost my mind
Ain't got a drop left in the tank
Not a nickel left in the bank
Yeah, we partied like The Possum and we drank like Hank

And I'm hazin' out of line
Found a buzz and a hundred-proof chug and I lost my mind
Ain't got a drop left in the tank
Not a nickel left in the bank
Yeah, we partied like The Possum and we drank like Hank

Yeah we sang [?]
Smoked ourselves silly
When we partied like The Possum and we drank like Hank

4966. Draw Me A Map

Dierks Bentley - Draw Me A Map

[Verse 1]
Staring deep into your eyes
Searching for answers to questions I can't find
If I took for granted that I held your heart
I'd beg forgiveness but I don't know where to start

[Chorus]
Draw me a map that leads me back to you
I don't know where to go, please tell me what to do
Help me find the road you're on
I just need directions home
Draw me a map that leads me back to you



[Verse 2]
I've never been so at loss
I'm at a can yon I can't get around or cross
So baby come down here, lay by my side
And tell me love's not lost across the great divide

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
You're my destiny and destination
Understand my desperation - you
The only place I wanna be
So get us back to you and me

[Chorus]

4967. Dreadful Selfish Crime

Robert Earl Keen - Dreadful Selfish Crime 

Seems like yesterday I was here
Dreamin' my life away and drinkin' beer
Staying up till dawn strummin' on guitars
Sleepin' all day long just like the big rock stars
Barely livin' on money from tip jars

I had a little place just up the block
Had me a French girlfriend I loved the way she talked
We spent our afternoons watchin' the TV
Findin' things to do that we could do for free
We split up she said,? You don't do enough for me?

I am guilty of a dreadful selfish crime
I had robbed myself of all my precious time

Had my first gig here in the neighborhood
We had a little band I thought was good
Hocked my old shotgun and I bought a used P.A.
We got a quart of rum and we drank it all that day
When the big gig come we were just to drunk to play

I am guilty of a dreadful selfish crime
I had robbed myself of all my precious time
I am guilty of a dreadful selfish crime
I had robbed myself of all my precious time

Sometimes I can't believe those days are gone
Most of my friends back then have moved along
One's in Hollywood and one's a millionaire
Some are gone for good, yeah some still livin' here
But you know

Me I'm just the same I'm lost in a crowd



Lookin' for the rain in a thunder cloud
I have moved around but it don't matter though
One thing I have found there are just two ways to go
It all comes down to livin' fast or dyin' slow

I am guilty of a dreadful selfish crime
I had robbed myself of all my precious time
Yes I am, I am, I am, I am, I am
I am guilty of a dreadful selfish crime
I had robbed myself of all my precious time

4968. Dreadful Wind And Rain

Dreadful Wind and Rain
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

There were two sisters came walkin' down the stream
Oh the wind and rain
The one behind pushed the other one in
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

Johnny gave the youngest a gay gold ring
Oh the wind and rain
Didn't give the oldest one anything
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

They pushed her into the river to drown
Oh the wind and rain
And watched her as she floated down
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

Floated 'till she came to a miller's pond
Oh the wind and rain
Mama oh father there swims a swan (note 1)
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

The miller pushed her out with a fishing hook (note 2)
Oh the wind and rain
Drew that fair maid from the brook (note 3)
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

He left her on the banks to dry
Cryin' oh the wind and rain
And a fiddlin' fool come passing by
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

Out of the woods came a fidder fair
Oh the wind and rain
Took thirty strands of her long yellow hair
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

And he made a fiddle bow of her long yellow hair
Oh the wind and rain



He made a fiddle bow of her long yellow hair
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

He made fiddle pegs of her long finger bones
Oh the wind and rain
He made fiddle pegs of her long finger bones
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

And he made a little fiddle of her breast bone
Oh the wind and rain
The sound could melt a heart of stone
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

And the only tune that the fiddle would play
Was oh the wind and rain
The only tune that the fiddle would play
Was oh the dreadful wind and rain

4969. Dream Angus

Dream Angus
Arr. Kirk MacGeachy

Can ye no hush yer weepin'?
A' the wee lambs are sleepin'.
Birdies are nestin', nestin' the gether,
Dream Angus is hirpin' O'er the Heather

Chorus:
Dreams tae sell, fine dreams tae sell,
Angus is here wi' dreams tae sell.
Hush noo my bairnie, and sleep without fear,
Dream Angus will bring you a dream, my dear.

Hark noo the curlews cryin'-o
Faint the echoes dyin'-o.
A' the wee birds are noo lyin' sleepin',
But my bonnie bairnie's weepin', weepin'.

Chorus

Sweet the laverock sings at morn.
Heraldin' the bright new dawn.
Wee lambs they cooris doon the gether
Alang wi' their ewies in the heather.

--------------------------------------------

Chorus:
Dreams to sell, fine dreams to sell,
Angus is coming with dreams to sell.
Hush now wee bairnie and sleep without fear,
For Angus will bring you a dream, my dear.



Can you no hush your weepin'?
All the wee lambs are sleepin'.
Birdies are nestin', nestin' together,
Dream Angus is hurtlin' o'er the heather.

Chorus

Sweet the laverock sings at morn,
Heraldin' in a bright new dawn.
Wee lambs, they coorie down together
Along with their ewies in the heather.

Chorus

Note: Dream Angus is also know as Angus Og, a male child of the Celtic
Goddess Dana. His name means "ever young", and was seemingly Lord of
Death and Rebirth as well as ruler of the Celtic underworld.

4970. Dream Appointed

Dream Appointed
The Avett Brothers

Another youngster who says she doesn't care
Numbers up, another is waiting there
And just like that, she vanishes in the air
Replaced with new, not worth repairing

But you're not like that, and you never were
And your star will shine well past the fragile likes of hers
The crowds have come, the hands of time will turn
And you'll live the dream appointed

I was lost out there, on a road
This old man said, he had no place he had to go
He told me said, his time on earth was limited, you know
He had no need to hurry
The thought of your voice and what lay ahead of you
And if I had it all again, what would I do?
And is my life now, more than half of it through?
Am I obsessed with dying?

But you're not like that, and you never were
And your star will shine well past the fragile likes of hers
The crowds have come, the hands of time will turn
And you'll live the dream appointed, mmmm



4971. Dream High - Chords

Dream High
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Joe Henry and Mike Reid  

C             F                        G7       C
Someday every person on this earth someway everyone
    Am          F
Someday we will learn what life is worth
         C                            F
Just how precious is each birth every one
           Dm       G7   Em             F
Though the dark and cold threaten every soul
C                                         G7
Look into your heart for what you need to know
Em              F  G7       Em
If you're gonna dream dream high
Am            Dm            C          F             G7
Never let the fear of the unknown be a reason not to try
C       F  G7       Em                   Am
While I live let me learn to give what's mine
Dm                   C   G7       C      G7
And at the journey's end know the reason why
       F             C F G7    C    Am G7
If you truly want to fly dream high
C                 F
People  some will fly beyond the stars
G7      C
People  some will fall
    Am          F
But maybe if we believe in who we are
G7                           C         F
Though the distance seems to far after all
      Dm   G7   C                F
Never be denied reach for what's inside
C                                 G7
Look into your heart for what you need to find
Repeat #2
Em      F  G7       Em                   Am
While I live let me learn to give what's mine
Dm                   Em  C      G7       C      G7
And at the journey's end let me know the reason why
       F     Am      C           F      C   F  C
If you truly want to fly you can surely fly
       F             C F G7    C
If you truly want to fly dream high

4972. Dream In Blue - Chords

Dream In Blue 
The Stray Birds
 



Capo (2nd)
 
Am  G/B        C
I   dream in blue 
F G        Am
I drown in dew 
F      C
I left home on account of you 
F      C      G       Am
always loving someone new 
F   G         C
I  dream in blue. 
 
Am  G/B       C
I   gave my time 
F   G      Am
Dollar and dime. 
F      C
I left home on account of wine 
F      C    G          Am
making me believe your mine 
F  G       C
I  gave my time. 
 
Am  G/B      C
I   looked away 
F   G     Am
day after day 
F      C
I left home on account of rain 
F       C       G     Am
slowing down my glory train 
F  G      C
I  looked away. 
 
Am    G/B          C
I've  seen those crows 
F   G    Am
All in a row 
F      C
I left home on account of snow 
F      C       G        Am
buried all the things I know 
F    G          C
I've seen those crows 
 
 
Am  G/B        C
I   dream in blue 
F G        Am
I drown in dew 
F      C
I left home on account of you 
F      C      G       Am
always loving someone new 
F  G        C
I  dream in blue.



 
F      C
I left home on account of you 
F      C      G       Am
always loving someone new. 
F   G        C
I   dream in blue. 
 
 
F   G        C
I   dream in blue. 
F   G        C
I   dream in blue. 
F   G        C
I..

4973. Dream Lover

Alison Krauss - Dream Lover

Every night I hope and pray
A dream lover will come my way
A girl to hold in my arms
And know the magic of her charms
'Cause I want
A girl
To call
My own
I want a dream lover
So I don't have to dream alone

Dream lover, where are you
With a love, oh, so true
And the hand that I can hold
To feel you near as I grow old
'Cause I want
A girl
To call
My own
I want a dream lover
So I don't have to dream alone

Someday, I don't know how
I hope she'll hear my plea
Some way, I don't know how
She'll bring her love to me

Dream lover, until then
I'll go to sleep and dream again
That's the only thing to do
Till all my lover's dreams come true
'Cause I want
A girl



To call
My own
I want a dream lover
So I don't have to dream alone

Dream lover, until then
I'll go to sleep and dream again
That's the only thing to do
Till all my lover's dreams come true
'Cause I want
A girl
To call
My own
I want a dream lover
So I don't have to dream alone

Please don't make me dream alone
I beg you don't make me dream alone
No, I don't wanna dream

4974. Dream Of A Miner's Child

Dream Of A Miner's Child
Ricky Skaggs - Stanley Brothers

A miner was leaving his home for his work
When he heard his little child scream
He went to the side of the little child's bed
She said daddy I've had such a dream

   Oh daddy don't go to the mines today
   For dreams have so often come true
   Oh daddy oh daddy please don't go away
   For I never could live without you

I dreamed that the mines were all flaming with fire
And the miners all fought for their lives
Just then the scene changed and the mouth of the mine
Was covered with sweethearts and wives

Go down to the village and tell all your friends
That as sure as the bright sun does shine
There's something a going to happen there today
Oh daddy don't go to the mine

4975. Dream Of Me

Dream Of Me
Alison Krauss



My life on the road has always been hard on me and you
And everytime we say goodbye it gets harder to do
But when I'm far away somewhere alone and a' missin' you starts
All I got to do is picture you and I can feel you in my heart

   So dream of me everytime you get to feelin' blue
   Dream of me and I'll be dreaming of you

I've been a lot of places but there's just no place like home
And I'm always on my way back to you every minute that I'm gone
So when you get to feelin' lonely just remember we won't always be apart
Close your eyes and think of me you can feel me in your heart

Jim and Jesse McReynolds; Music Among Friends

4976. Dream Of Me

Josh Williams - Dream Of Me 
Album: Down Home

Well, my life on the road, girl
It's been hard on me and you
And every time we say goodbye
It just gets harder to do

And when I'm far away somewhere alone
And the 'missing you' starts
All I have to do is think of you
And I can feel you in my heart

So dream of me
Every time you get to feeling blue
Dream of me
And I'll be dreaming of you

Well, I've been lots of places
But there's no place like home
And I'm on my way back to you
Every minute that I'm gone

So when you get to feeling lonely
Just remember we won't always be apart
Just close your eyes and think of me
And you can feel me in my heart

And dream of me
Every time you get to feeling blue
Dream of me
And I'll be dreaming of you

Dream of me
Every time you get to feeling blue



Darling, dream of me
And I'll be dreaming of you

4977. Dream Of The Miner's Child

Doc Watson - Dream of the Miner's Child

A miner was leaving his home for his work
When he heard his little child scream.
He went to the side of the little girl's bed;
She said, "Daddy, I've had such a dream!"
"Please, daddy, don't go to the mines today,
For dreams have so often come true.
My daddy, my daddy, please don't go away,
For I never could live without you."

Then smiling and stroking the little girl's face,
He was turning away from her side.
But she threw her small arms around daddy's neck;
She gave him a kiss and then cried:

"Oh, I dreamed that the mines were all flaming with fire,
And the men all fought for their lives.
Just then the scene changed, and the mouth of the mines
Was covered with sweethearts and wives."

"Oh, daddy, don't go to the mines today,
For dreams have so often come true.
My daddy, my daddy, please don't go away,
For I never could live without you."

"Go down to the village and tell your dear friends
That as sure as the bright stars do shine,
There is something that's going to happen today;
Please, daddy, don't go to the mines."

"Oh, daddy, don't work in the mines today,
For dreams have so often come true.
My daddy, my daddy, please don't go away,
For I never could live without you."

4978. Dream On

Dream On
Oak Ridge Boys - Dream On

Lay your head down on my shoulder 
I won't let the night get colder 
I'll protect you, I'll be keepin' 



Trouble far from where you're sleepin'.

Until you wake in the mornin' 
You've got the world to yourself.

Dream on 
Dream about the world we're gonna live in one fine day 
Dream on 
Spent the night in heaven I'll be here to light your way. 
Someday tomorrow we'll smile 
But little girl in the meanwhile 
Dream on.

You're a princess chains around you 
I'm a hero who just found you 
'Til a brand new day must wake you 
Let imagination take you

Go where the music is playing 
I'll be along in awhile.

(Chorus)

4979. Dream Song - Chords

Dream Song 
Jonathan Edwards
 
[G] Sometimes I [C] believe
that I [G] going [C]  home
[G] Home to the [C] one
I've been [D] waiting for to [G] see
 
[G] I've got a [C] dream
I've been [G] dying to [C] tell  her
[G]Aint gonna [C] rest
till I s[D] ee her run to [G] me
 
[G] You call me a [C] dreamer
and I [G] don't really [C] mind
I [G] bet you my [C] babys [D] dream is,
just like [G] mine
 
[G] You tell me I'm [C] crazy
and I [G] probably [C] agree
But [G]  I know her [C] better
than [D] you know [G] me
 
[G] And you know [C] me [G]
I'm the [C] one that's been [G]  away
And I [C] remember her [G] sayin
A [C] woman needs A [G] way
To [C] let all her [G] dreams



[D] fall on her [G]  man
 
Instrumental
 
[G] You call me a [C] dreamer
and I [G] don't really [C] mind
I [G] bet you my [C] babys [D] dream is,
just like [G] mine
 
[G] You tell me I'm [C] crazy
and I [G] probably [C] agree
But [G]  I know her [C] better
than [D] you know [G] me
 
[G] And you know [C] me [G]
I'm the [C] one that's been[G]  away
And I [C] remember her [G] sayin
A [C] woman needs A [G] way
To [C] let all her [G] dreams
[D] fall on her [G]  man

4980. Dream You Back

Dream You Back - Infamous Stringdusters

Her train pulled into the station.
She came over sat down.
She said, "Dear, glad to see you."
Then I heard that lonesome whistle sound.

She wrapped her little arms around me.
I saw that man standing there.
She's gone and found herself a new love.
Just then my heart began to tear.

Well tonight when I lay down
This lonesome soul for to sleep.
I'm gonna dream you back 
Into my arms again.

She stood with a smile on her face.
Then turned and slowly walked away.
There's one way she'll never leave me.
In my dreams, she's always gonna stay.

4981. Dreamboat - Chords

Dreamboat
Recorded by Doyle Lawson 



Written by Eugene Wright
 
C
When the day has ended with its trials
          G7         C
And I lay me down to sleep
G7                            C
Having thanked the Savior for all His love in favor
D7                      G7
Trusting Him my soul to keep
C
In my little dreamboat I go sailing
            G7         C
To the land across the foam  
F                        C
There I hear the singing happy voices ringing
                  G7         C
All the saints at home sweet home
 
 
I behold the beauty of His mansion
              G7         C
Listen to the home bells ring
G7                       C
Stroll among the flowers neath the shady bowers
D7                   G7
To the palace of the King
 
C
There among the fold I see a rainbow
                       G7  C
Like the prophets have foretold
F
Shining in its brightness
C
For the saints in wideness 
              G7         C
Lining up the streets of gold
 
                        F             C
Sailing in my dreamboat on the sleepy tide
                           D7               G7
Drifting to that holy city where the saints abide
C
There I'll meet my loved ones
F             C
Who have gone before
F                       C
When I die I'll take my dreamboat
G7               C
To that peaceful shore
 
 
As I listen to those string enchanting
              G7    C
From the halleluiah shore
G7                  C



All amazed I wonder at the beauty yonder
D7            G7
At the city I behold
 
C
Everybody seems to be so happy
                  G7         C
Where there is no thought of wrong
F                     C
To the kings of final give Him praise eternal
               G7       C
As they sing a glad new song
 
Repeat #5

4982. Dreamin' My Dreams

Mike Auldridge - Dreamin' my dreams
Composer: Emmylou Harris - Allen Reynolds

I hope that I won't be that wrong anymore
And maybe I've learned this time.
I hope that I find what I'm reaching for
The way that it is in my mind.

Someday I'll get over you
I'll live to see it all through
But I'll always miss dreaming my dreams with you.

But I won't let it change me, not if I can
I'd rather believe in love
And give it away as much as I can
To those that I'm fondest of.

Someday I'll get over you
I'll live to see it all through
But I'll always miss dreaming my dreams with you.

4983. Dreaming

Dreaming
Kentucky Travelers

Dreaming of the arms that held me oh so tight
Dreaming of the smile I cherished day and night
Dreaming of the heart that never will be true
But I guess that's what I always will do

   Dreaming (dreaming) dreaming (dreaming)



   Dreaming of the love that never will be true
   Dreaming (dreaming) dreaming (dreaming)
   That is what I always will do

Dreaming of the lips that I love to kiss
Dreaming of the charm I never can resist
Dreaming of the word you spoke that wasn't true
But I guess that's what I always will do

East Ohio Grass; Remembers Hal James
Doyle Lawson; I'll Wander Back Someday

4984. Dreaming

Dreaming
Written by: Zach Lupetin, Liz Beebe, Daniel Mark, Connor Vance, Ulf Bjorlin, Josh Heffernan,
 Matt Rubin 
Dustbowl Revival

Somebody tell me that I'm dreaming 
Somebody tell me I'm still sleeping

What if you got everything you wanted?
Then you thought how did I get here 
A lonely man up on the hill
Sudden stage fright,
on your big night 
as the curtain starts to rise
From your throat comes a silence 
feels like violence out to kill  

Well I lost all control  ,
And I don't know how to get it back 

Somebody tell me that I'm dreaming 
Somebody tell me I'm still sleeping
Eyes open in the night
Somebody tell me 
somebody tell me 
Somebody tell me that I'm dreaming 
And this feeling ain't
going to last 
Oh oh oh 3x

Starts innocent enough 
As the panic often does 
Look at you in your velvet suit 
choking on the love 
From everybody looking at you 
Looking at you, don't forget 
Up until this moment I
never had no regrets



And I feel my head hit the floor
And I just can't do this anymore  

Somebody tell me that I'm dreaming 
Somebody tell me I'm still sleeping
Eyes open in the night
Somebody tell me 
somebody tell me 
Somebody tell me that I'm dreaming 
And this feeling 
Ain't going to last 
Oh oh oh 2x

Innocent 
even after everything that's happened 
Breaking down like the first time 
Feeling it
When I'm by myself 
Singing in my bedroom  
Here I am 
With my eyes closed

Somebody tell me that I'm dreaming 
Somebody tell me I'm still sleeping

The ambulance came to get me 
And the house lights they stayed on 
They handed out all the refunds 
And then everyone went home 
The next thing that I heard 
Was my sweet mother's voice 
You keep living like you're dying, honey
it's time make choice 

But I wanna take one more shot,
And mama I'm gonna give it all I got

Somebody tell me that I'm dreaming 
Somebody tell me I'm still sleeping
Eyes open in the night
Somebody tell me 
Somebody tell me 
Somebody tell me that I'm dreaming 
And this feeling 
Ain't going to last 
my whole life
Oh oh oh 4x

4985. Dreaming - Chords

Dreaming 
The Lone Bellow
 



[Intro]
G     G7    C    G
G     G7    C    G
 
[Verse 1]
G             G7
Don't wake me up
        C          G
'Cause I've been dreaming
G               G7      C     G
Still look for you in crowds
Am          D
Manhattan sidewalks
Em             C
Parks in the summertime
G             D        Gsus G
Don't wake me up for a while
G             G7
Don't wake me up
        C          G
'Cause I've been dreaming
G              G7       C      G
Still look for you in crowds
Am                D
Traffic on the interstate
Em                      C
Long walk home, it's getting late
G              D        Gsus    G
Don't wake me up for a while
 
[Chorus]
              G
How's your brother?
            D
How's the weather where you are?
                  Em
Still drive that beat-up car
                 C
Still wear your hair up when you're nervous
            G     Gsus G
How's your mother?
             D
How's that devil in your heart?
                  Em
Still bitR your nails when you're angry
         C
Think of me whRn you're lonely
D      Em      C
I do, I do, I do
 
[Verse 2]
G             G7
Don't wake me up
        C           G
'Cause I've been dreaming
G               G7       C     G
Still look for you in crowds



              Am           D
Walking that Main Street parade
         Em        C
Another hot July fade
G              D       Gsus   G
Don't wake me up for a while
 
[Chorus]
             G     Gsus G
How's your scheming?
             D
How's that city where you are?
                 Em
Still drink too much when you're fishing
         C
Think of me when you're lying
             G     Gsus G
How's your lover?
             D
How's that devil in your heart?
          Em
He thinks he's your one and only
                  C
But you think of me when you're lonely
  D     Em     C
I do, I do, I do
  D     Em     C
I do, I do, I do
 
[Outro]
          D
Oh, I'm lying
                             C
Lying here with you all the time
        G
When I wake up
                 D           G
It's just your memory by my side
 
G     G7     C      G
G     G7     C      G

4986. Dreaming My Dreams

Emmylou Harris - Dreaming My Dreams

I hope that I won't be that wrong anymore
Maybe I've learned this time
I hope that I find what I'm reaching for
The way that it is in my mind

[Chorus]
Someday I'll get over you



And I'll live to see it all through
But I'll always miss
Dreaming my dreams with you

I won't let it change me, not if I can
I'd rather believe in love
And give it away as much as I can
To those that I'm fond this time

[Chorus]

I hope that I won't be that wrong anymore
Maybe I've learned this time

4987. Dreaming My Dreams With You

Alison Krauss - Dreaming My Dreams With You 

I hope that i won't be that wrong anymore
i hope that i've learned this time
i hope that i find what i'm reaching for
the way that it is in my mind

someday i'll get over you
i'll live to see it all through
but i'll always miss
dreaming my dreams with you

i won't let it change me
not if i can
i'd rather believe in love
and give it away
as much as i can
to those that i'm fondest of

someday i'll get over you
i'll live to see it all through
but i'll always miss
dreaming my dreams with you

someday i'll get over you
i'll live to see it all through
but i'll always miss
dreaming my dreams with you
*******************
note:
the forget about it album is complete.



4988. Dreaming Of A Little Cabin

Dreaming Of A Little Cabin
Mac Wiseman

In dreams of yesterday I wandered
Back to my little cabin door.
I strolled beside an old rock garden
And saw familiar scenes once more.
I heard the organ softly playing
Its music came so sweet and low.
And I heard my mother sweetly singing
As oft I did so long ago.

   I was dreaming of a little cabin
   And I heard somebody call my name.
   I Looked and saw a sweet old lady
   And it seemed I was a child again.
   She gently put her arms around me
   And kissed her little boy once more.
   I knew it was the same sweet mother
   That had kissed me many times before

I heard her sing the "Rock of Ages"
And "Silver Threads Among the Gold".
She told me once again of Jesus
Within that little cabin fold.
She opened up her faded Bible
Where the family records used to be
And I knew it was the same sweet mother
That years ago had cradled me.

An orphan through this world I wander
Since mother left the old homestead.
No one to pray for me at twilight
No place to lay my weary head.
I miss her voice so gently calling
I miss her precious guiding hand.
But I know that when I reach God's city
I'll hear her call my name again.

4989. Dreaming Of Christmas - Chords

Dreaming Of Christmas
Written and recorded by Rhonda Vincent
 
C                  F              G7               C
I look outside and see the family driving down the lane
                    F                G7             C
I haven't been this excited since we hung the candy canes
    F
The tree is filled with presents
      C                          F



As we celebrate the birth of the Baby in the manger
            D7               G7
Who brought peace and joy to us
 
    C    F      G7        F          G7
I'm dreaming of Christmas what a celebration 
        F                C
It's my favorite time of year
         F      G7
I'm dreaming of Christmas 
        F           G7              F     G7  C
Wishing you a merry Christmas and a happy new year
 
                F               G7         C
Biscuits on the table chocolate gravy in a can
                 F           G7             C
Made with Martha White and a pair of loving hands
F                                C
Sets up on the hillside slip and slide out in the snow
        F
Throw a log into the fireplace
        D7              G7
Warm up from the bitter cold
 
Repeat #2
 
F             G7
Grab your hat put on your coat
C             F
Hurry up come on let's go
                            G7
Singing out for everyone we know

Repeat #2
 
        F           G7              F     G7  C
Wishing you a merry Christmas and a happy new year

4990. Dreaming With My Eyes Open - Chords

Dreaming With My Eyes Open
Recorded by Clay Walker
Written by Tony Arata

C
I spent half my life on bended knee beggin' somebody to change
        A#7                   F                   C
And the other half prayin' to God that they never would
And all it got me was twice as lost when it all turned out the same
    A#7                      F            C
But all that beggin' finally did somebody good
                    G7                      F
I used to dream all night of a day that was gone



                     G7                     F
But come the morning light forever from now on
            G7                         F  C
Gonna do my dreaming with my eyes wide open
           A#7          F            C
I'll do my looking back with my eyes closed
               G7                             F  C
We can do some livin' or spend our whole life hopin'
                 A#7       F          G7
In the end we're left with the one we chose
              F                           C
So I'll do my dreaming  with my eyes wide open
Every time the world moved on I fell a little further behind
     A#7             F                 C
From running back or following someone home
Until I learned that one step forward will take you further on
       A#7                F                       C
Than a thousand back or a million that ain't your own
repeat #2
               G7                             F  C
We can do some livin' or spend our whole life hopin'
                 A#7       F          G7
In the end we're left with the one we chose
              F                           C
So I'll do my dreaming  with my eyes wide open

4991. Dreaming With Tears In My Eyes - Chords

Dreaming With Tears In My Eyes
Recorded by Jimmie Rodgers
Written by Waldo O'Neal and Jimmie Rodgers

C           F           C
My heart is longing for you dear
  F                           C
I cared for you more than you knew
F                           C
Though you have broken each promise
    D7                     G7
And yesterday's dreams are untrue
C             F          C
Alone I'll be yearning tomorrow
     F                           C
When sunshine brings memories of you
   F                       C
My sunshine will turn into sorrow
     D7           G7           C
As I dream of the love we once knew
             F         C
Why should I always be lonely
     F                      C
When sunny and blue are the skies
      F                      C



While shadows and loneliness linger
    D7            G7          C
I'm dreaming with tears in my eyes
            F               C
Why did you promise me sweetheart
F                 C
Never to leave me alone
F                        C
Yesterday's sunshine has faded
       D7                       G7
You're love wasn't true like my own
Repeat #2,3

4992. Dreaming's All I Do - Chords

Dreaming's All I Do
Written and recorded by Earl Thomas Conley

C         Am     F                 C
I woke up crying I thought I had a dream
Em                G7     F                     C   Am
But you would not answer up when I called your name
C           Am     F                 C
I ran to my window but all I saw was rain
Em                  G7        F                   C
I know you're going somewhere girl I can feel the pain
      Am                Em            F          C
But I wouldn't dream of sleeping with anyone but you
    Em           Am       F          Dm     G7
And everyone who knows me knows that I love you
     Am                Em            F          C
No I wouldn't dream of sleeping with anyone but you
Em             Am       F          G7    C
But anyone can tell you dreaming's all I do
                  Am    F                 C
You always were a gypsy drifting like the wind
Em              G7       F            C     Am
You never met a stranger just another friend
C               Am    F                C
A tenderhearted lover in a white laced gown
Em                     G7      F                   C
But when it's time for leaving you always bring me down
 
      Am                Em            F          C
But I wouldn't dream of sleeping with anyone but you
    Em           Am       F          Dm     G7
And everyone who knows me knows that I love you
     Am                Em            F          C
No I wouldn't dream of sleeping with anyone but you
Em             Am       F          G7    C
But anyone can tell you dreaming's all I do
Em              Am       F          G7    C
Yes anyone will tell you dreaming's all I do



4993. Dreams

Dreams
Yonder Mountain String Band

If my love for you
was still meant to be
Skies would change from red to blue
Tossed away like a broken wedding glass
Fractured over paid and gone

All your dreams come true
All your dreams come true
All your dreams come true
All your dreams come true

The court was made of auctioneers
And people took whatever's theirs
They left the city square
I'd come from over there

All your dreams come true
All your dreams come true
All your dreams come true
All your dreams come true

A house down the street
Buckets of paint on the floor
nMy feet should feel the cold
My head's what I need to hold

All your dreams come true
All your dreams come true
All your dreams come true
All your dreams come true

Wild child are your dreams ever tame
Night to night are they the same
It will take some tim
It will be just fine
Cause you're genuine
You're genuine

All your dreams come true
All your dreams come true
All your dreams come true
All your dreams come true



4994. Dreams

Dreams
Del McCoury Band

I had a dream of you the other night dear
A dream I could not live in true life I fear
You talked with a friend of mine so lovingly
Oh God, oh God a crazy dream please let it be

   Dreams, dreams of you dear
   Tears, tears are so sincere
   Love, love that I can't hide
   These dreams are breakin' down all my pride

While music played he danced and held you oh so tight
The same way we did when our love was young and bright
Then he kissed you under lights that were so dim
I couldn't stand to see you there alone with him

I realize a dream is only fantasy
But tell me why these dreams seem so real to me
Every night I have this same old misery
I guess it's just because of all my jealousy

4995. Dreams Do Come True

Dolly Parton - Dreams Do Come True 

Intro:
Like the morning sun
His love moved across every inch of my body
And the heat from the fire burned me up with desire
I thought I'd died and gone to heaven for sure
This morning when I opened my eyes
There to my surprise
Lay that angel I thought had been only a dream
And so I said a little prayer
And thanked God, that he was there
Oh, this is a dream come true

1st Chorus:
Dream do come true
I know 'cause I found you
I never thought they did
But now I do
Dreams do come true
It was love at first sight
And it was love all night
And the way he made love to me
Fulfilled all my fantasies
Ooo, this is a dream come true



2nd Chorus:
Yes, dreams do come true
I know 'cause I found you
I never thought they did
But you're living proof
That dreams do come true

Tag:
Dreams do come true
And I am so in love with you

4996. Dreams Of Caroline

Dreams Of Caroline - Fireside Collective

Gold rush mama, I won't be comin' home
That old beaten path, nevermore to roam
Gold rush mama, I'm headed out west
Now I say farewell to the one I love the best

I'm headed out to El Dorado, won't be comin'² back
Gonna build me a cabin, a little mountain shack
Way up in the hills, far from the city lights
Diggin'² all day baby, drinkin' whiskey all night long

Gold rush mama, I won'²t be comin' home
That old beaten path, nevermore to roam
Gold rush mama, I'²m headed out west
Now I say farewell to the one I love the best

I'm headed out west, get me a pocket full of rocks
They say at Sutter'²s Mill, it's the gold that talks
The dream is alive and I must heed the call
I don't want just a little gold, I wanna find it all

Gold rush mama, I won'²t be comin'² home
That old beaten path, nevermore to roam
Gold rush mama, I'm headed out west
Now I say farewell to the one I love the best

These dreams of California they echo through my mind
The golden road before me, the beaten path behind
I'²ll be gone by mornin to fulfill my destiny
And when I die a rich man I'll surely rest in peace

Gold rush mama, I won'²t be comin' home
That old beaten path, nevermore to roam
Gold rush mama, I'²m headed out west
Now I say farewell to the one I love the best

Now I say farewell to the one I love the best



4997. Dreams Of Clay

Dwight Yoakam - Dreams Of Clay

I'd been building hopes so long
Honey, I must have lost sight of what went wrong
'Cause in sorrow's blinding light today
Baby, it looks like my dreams were made of clay.
Years of yearning spent for you
Honey, I know now were the cravings of a fool
I guess your wants just slipped away
And baby, it looks like my dreams were made of clay.
I knew love could toss you down
An' leave you there to crawl around
But never thought that was a fall we'd make.
Getting up was nothing new
The kind of thing hearts learn to do
But knowing how doesn't mean it's easy to take.
So I'll forget about
Plans we had for me and you
And dwell on thoughts lonely lives pursue
Praying memories don't stay
'Cause baby, it looks like our dreams were made of clay.
--- Instrumental ---
I knew love could toss you down
An' leave you there to crawl around
But never thought that was a fall we'd make.
Getting up was nothing new
The kind of thing hearts learn to do
But knowing how doesn't mean it's easy to take.
So I'll forget about
Plans we had for me and you
And dwell on thoughts lonely lives pursue
Praying memories don't stay
Baby, it looks like our dreams were made of clay.
Yeah baby, it looks like our dreams were made of clay...

4998. Dreams Of Mother

Dreams Of Mother

Oh the moon shines bright tonight on the valley.
It brings back memories of Mother and home.
Where we once played in the days of childhood.
But now she sleeps quiet as the years roll along.
Chorus:
Oh Mother is sleeping at church by the roadside.
She sleeps so quiet as the years roll along.
And some day I know she'll smile and be happy



As we sing together around the White Throne.
Her life here on earth is still in my memory.
She prayed that I'd never, no never do wrong.
And I'll keep trusting in the dear Savior
While Mother's at rest as the years roll along.

4999. Dreams Of Nectar

Dreams Of Nectar
Abigail Washburn

The first day I stepped foot in this fair country
Border man took my paper, told me I would be free
Border man took my paper, told me I was now free

Walkin' out into the open air, well, what did I see
Birds flyin on a west wind, sure an omen for me

Opened up my momma's suitcase, saw the holes in my shoes
Kicked off my old home soil knowin' I couldn't lose
I kicked off that dried-up soil knowin' I couldn't lose

Wear my hands down on three jobs from morning thru night
Weary eyes don't see the difference'tween the dark and the light
Weary eyes don't see the difference'tween the dark and the light

10 years later poppa wrote me sayin mama had died
Wish that I could see her face now, the hope in her eyes
Wish that I could see her face now, the hope in her eyes

I'm just old now, all alone, in a land of fertile lies
I see my unborn babies, tired birds in the sky
I see my unborn babies, tired birds in the sky

Before I die grant me one thing, grant one thing to me
Don't let me dream of nectar, make me the fruit on the tree

5000. Dreams Of No Return

The Incredible String Band - Dreams Of No Return 

Dreams of no return
Waking in the early dawn
Dreams of no return
Waking in the early dawn

To whom I sourly yearned
In my weakest spell
But what I could not know



You could not show me

Old hotel the walls weep and the door leans
The blackbird quits the eaves
And the lonesome spider sings
Saw my sweet and soothing prayer was air

Why should you care
I never saw the tomb you they laid
There was already too much shade
What could it bring? What if you know?

I need no hand of yours
But still I feel you kiss
While I have words to sing
Perhaps you treasure nothing from before

In the time I had no friends
I held your picture like a tongueless bell
When I really saw I was wrong
I wrote this song to seem a fond farewell

I've been in the north west world
Looking out on an endless view
When you were any reason
Why? Was I really any use to you?

5001. Dreams of the Everyday Housewife - Chords

Dreams of the everyday housewife    
recorded by Glen Campbell written by Chris Gantry
[3/4 time]
 
C7               C   
She looks in the mirror and stares at the 
              F
Wrinkles that weren't there yesterday
                                 G          C
And thinks of the young man that she almost married
F             C           Dm           E7
What would he think if he saw her this way
 
    C
She picks up her apron in little girl-fashion 
   F
As something comes into her mind
                        G             C
Slowly starts dancing remembering her girlhood
    F          C            Dm         G7
And all of the boys she had waiting in line
 
   C            Dm            C        Dm
Oh such are the dreams of the everyday housewife



    C        Dm        C           G
You see everywhere any time of the day
                          F                         C
An everyday housewife who gave up the good life for me
 
 
The photograph album she takes 
                    F
From the closet and slowly turns the page
                           G         C
And carefully picks up the crumbling flower
    F            C            Dm            E7
The first one he gave her now withered with age
 
    C
She closes her eyes and touches the 
                 F
House dress that suddenly disappears
                              G
And just for the moment she's wearing the gown
     F               C          Dm      G7
That broke all their minds back so many years
 
Repeat #3

5002. Dreams Of The San Joaquin

Linda Ronstadt - Dreams Of The San Joaquin

I'm sending you some money
I wish it could be more
But it's harder than I thought
To find the work I came here for
This place is just as pretty
As I pictured it to be
But a man in need of work's
An all too common sight to see
Each morning as the trucks roll in
A lucky few climb on
And the rest of us are left to wonder
Where the dream has gone
Where the dream has gone
They say the Sierra melts with the rain
To race through the valley like blood through the vein
Turning the lowland from golden to green
To harvest forever the dreams of the San Joaquin
Every day I struggle
With the distance and the fear
That I will not return
Or find a way to bring you here
My emptiness grows deeper
I feel my spirit fall
As night comes like a blanket



It brings no sleep at all
I only hope that time will find
A way to work things out
We will be together
In the life we dream about
Life we dream about
They say the Sierra melts with the rain
To race through the valley like blood through the vein
Turning the lowland from golden to green
To harvest forever the dreams of the San Joaquin
We'll harvest forever the dreams of the San Joaquin

5003. Dreams That End Like This - Chords

Dreams That End Like This 
Gibson Brothers

[Intro]
C  Am  Em  C  Am  C  Am  F  G  C
 
[Verse]
C                    Am                  C                  Am
Dreams that end like this, with no last chance, no farewell kiss
C                         Am       F                    G
No you don't get all you wish, In dreams that end like this.
C                     Am             C              Am
Dreams that end this way, are on my mind now every day,
      C                 Am        F           G        C
With thoughts of all I miss,  in dreams that end like this.
 
[Chorus]
Am                  Em                G                      C  Em
You say it's over, it can't be over. I'm still in love with you.
Am                 Em                  G                C     G
You say forget it, I won't forget it; it's one thing I can't do.
 
[Verse]
C                     Am                  C            Am
Dreams that end like this, will bring on cruel unhappiness
     C                  Am       F           G        C
And pain that will not quit, oh dreams that end like this.
 
[8 bar instrumental]
C  Am  C  Am  C  Am  F  C  G
 
[Chorus]
Am                  Em                G                      C  Em
You say it's over, it can't be over. I'm still in love with you.
Am                 Em                  G                C     G
You say forget it, I won't forget it; it's one thing I can't do.
 
[Verse]
C                    Am                 C               Am



Dreams that end too soon,  will become nights in empty rooms,
     C                     Am         F           G        C    G Am C
And there all you're left with,  are dreams that end like this.
     F           G        C
Oh, dreams that end like this.

5004. Dreams To Dream

Linda Ronstadt - Dreams To Dream

I lose my way
No one cares
The words I say
No one hears
My life it seems is a world of dreams
Deep in the night 
You'll find me
Dream and you're right behind me
Stay...if you will stay
We'll dream the night away
Dreams to dream
In the dark of the night
When the world goes 'round
I can still make it right
I can see so far in my dreams
I'll follow my dreams until they come true
There is a star
Waiting to guide us
Shining inside us
When we close our eyes
Come with me
You will see what I mean
There's a world insight
No one else ever sees
You will go so far in my dreams
Somewhere in my dreams
Your dreams will come true
Don't let go
If you stay close to me
In my dreams tonight
You will see what I see
Dreams to dream
As near as can be
Inside you and me
Will always come true
Inside you and me
That always come true



5005. Dreams Tonite

Norman Blake - Dreams Tonite

[Verse 1]
Rode here on the bus, now you're one of us
It was magic hour
Counting motorbikes on the turnpike
One of Eisenhower's
[Pre-Chorus]
Live your life on a merry-go-round
Who starts a fire just to let it go out?

[Chorus]
If I saw you on the street
Would I have you in my dreams tonight?
If I saw you on the street
Would I have you in my dreams tonight, tonight?

[Verse 2]
On a weird guitar, said you wrote a while
In the waking hour
In fluorescent light, antisocialites
Watch a wilting flower

[Pre-Chorus]
Live your life on a merry-go-round
Who builds a wall just to let it fall down?
[Chorus]
If I saw you on the street
Would I have you in my dreams tonight?
If I saw you on the street
Would I have you in my dreams tonight, tonight?

[Chorus]
If I saw you on the street
Would I have you in my dreams tonight, tonight?
Don't let motion distort everything
If I saw you on the street
Would I have you in my dreams tonight, tonight?
Don't let motion distort everything

[Bridge]
Don't sit by the phone for me
Wait at home for me, all alone for me
Your face was supposed to be hanging over me like a rosary
So morose for me, seeing ghosts of me
Writing oaths to me, is it so naive to wonder?
[Chorus]
If I saw you on the street
Would I have you in my dreams tonight, tonight?
Don't let motion distort everything
If I saw you on the street
Would I have you in my dreams tonight, tonight?
Don't let motion distort everything

[Chorus]



If I saw you on the street
Would I have you in my dreams tonight, tonight?
Don't let motion distort everything
If I saw you on the street
Would I have you in my dreams tonight, tonight?
Don't let motion distort everything

5006. Dreamy Doll - Chords

Dreamy Doll
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Ron Hargrave and Sheb Wooley

G       Em               C         D7  G
I had a dream last night it wasn't you
          Em               C            D7 G
And in my dream last night you loved me too
           Em          C
I held you close to me I felt this extasy
      G            Em            Am            D7
And I knew I could feel you were mine you were real
G           Em          C   D7     G
Dreamy doll dreamy doll    (dreamy doll)
                 Em     C                   D7 G
You whispered in my ear please don't let me go
         Em                 C                     D7  G
And as I held you tight the whole world seemed to glow
                 Em           C
You pressed your lips to mine I tasted love's sweet wine
      G            Em            Am            D7
And I knew I could feel you were mine you were real
G           Em          C   D7     G
Dreamy doll dreamy doll    (dreamy doll)
            Em                C      D7   G
And when my dream was through I was alone
          Em        C              D7  G
And I was cryin' to cause you were gone
         Em             C
How many teardrops fell heaven can only tell
     G           Em             C          D7
So I tried and I schemed it was all just a dream
       G   Em C G
Dreamy doll

5007. Dreamy Eyes - Chords

Dreamy Eyes
Written and recorded by Johnny Tillotson



C      Am   F      G7       C      Am
Dreamy eyes you've got such dreamy eyes
F    G7  C         Am  F      G7        C   Am F
When I'm away from you I'm so alone and blue
G7     C        Am   F G7      C   Am
When I take you home I feel so all alone
    G7     C   Am  F          G7     C
And then I realize I love you dreamy eyes
F                           C
Your eyes hold a dream of a love for two
  G7               C
A love so warm and rare
  F                C          Am
I hope to see that dream come true
           D7       G7
A dream we both can share
C      Am          G7       C      Am
Dreamy eyes you've got such dreamy eyes 
    G7    C   Am   F           G7     C
And I see paradise within your dreamy eyes 
F                           C
Your eyes hold a dream of a love for two
  G7               C
A love so warm and rare
  F                C          Am
I hope to see that dream come true
           D7       G7
A dream we both can share
C      Am          G7       C      Am
Dreamy eyes you've got such dreamy eyes 
    G7    C   Am   F           G7     C   F C
And I see paradise within your dreamy e-y-e-s

5008. Dress of Laces

Nanci Griffith - Dress of Laces

[Chorus:]
And she has a dress of laces
It's worn in many places
The shoulder hangs upon her by a thread
And she has a need for sharin'
For someone warm and carin'
And no one sees a heart that's underfed

Young girl in love
Young girl in tears
She hasn't seen the man she loves in years
And her mother is a waitress
At the harbour bar, good graces
Where the seamen come a fishin' with their lines
And it was one of them that caught her
And left her with a daughter



Who lives with hate and loving him in mind

[Chorus:]
So the young girl goes to the water
And she calls out for her father
But she ain't seen the old man in some time
Yes, and he was always boastin'
Just a drinkin' and a toastin'
And one day he left his family far behind

[Chorus:]

So the mother comes home a drinkin'
With a sailor who's a thinkin' out loud
That he might stay with them awhile
So she loads her mother's pistol
And she shoots him as he whistles
A song about a sailor's life in style
Young girl in love
Young girl in tears
She kills the only man she's loved in years
And with him dies her hopes, her dreams, her fears

[Chorus:]
And no one sees a heart that's underfed

5009. Dried Up River - Chords

Dried Up River 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
E         F#m          B7    A
  Ooh ooh ooh  ooh ooh ooh
E         F#m          B7    A
  Ooh ooh ooh  ooh ooh ooh
 
[Verse]
 
E                                F#m
 What would the boy say to the man
B7                               E
 That worry ain't meant for your hand
E                                              F#m
 The more we did it for the money, the more we paid
B7                       A
 I lost myself along the way
 
[Chorus]
 
        E           F#m
What if life is all about
       B7               A



Giving back the love we found
       E                       F#m
I'm so tired of the scream and shout
          B7                          A
We're all drinking from that dried up river
 
[Verse]
 
E                             F#m
 We haven't talked in quite a while
B7                                     E
 It's been so long since I've see that smile
         E                      F#m
All that weight that you carry, it ain't necessary
B7                            A
Maybe it's not for us to understand
 
[Chorus]
 
        E            F#m
What if life is all about
       B7                 A
Giving back, the love you found
       E                       F#m
I'm so tired of the scream and shout
          B7                          A
We're all drinking from that dried up river
 
[Bridge]
 
E                         F#dim7
 Oh, I wanna be grateful, for the food on my table
F#dim7                         E
 Instead of eating each other alive
C#m7                 A
Oh, I wanna be happy, don't you wanna be happy?
F#7                                     A
 Instead of drinking from that dried up river
 
[Solo]
 
E         F#m          B7    A
  Ooh ooh ooh  ooh ooh ooh
E         F#m         B7    A
  Ooh ooh ooh  ooh ooh ooh
 
[Chorus]
 
        E           F#m
What if life is all about
       B7               A
Giving back the love you found
       E                       F#m
I'm so tired of the scream and shout
          B7                          A
We're all drinking from that dried up river
 



[Chorus]
        E           F#m
What if life is all about
       B7                A
Giving back the love you found
       E                       F#m
I'm so tired of the scream and shout
          B7                          A
We're all drinking from that dried up river

5010. Drift Away

Drift Away
Garth Brooks - Drift Away

Day after day I'm more confused
And I look for the light through the pourin' rain
You know, that's a game, that I hate to lose
I'm feelin' the strain, ain't it a shame

Give me the beat boys and free my soul
I wanna get lost in your rock and roll and drift away
Give me the beat boys and free my soul
I wanna get lost in your rock and roll and drift away

Beginin' to think, that I'm wastin' time
And I don't understand the things I do
The world outside looks so unkind
And I'm countin' on you, to carry me through

Give me the beat boys and free my soul
I wanna get lost in your rock and roll and drift away
Give me the beat boys and free my soul
I wanna get lost in your rock and roll and drift away

And when my mind is free
You know your melody can move me
And when I'm feelin' blue
The guitars come on through to soothe me

Thanks for the joy you've given me
I want you to know I believe in your song
And rhythm, and rhyme, and harmony
You helped me along, you're makin' me strong

Give me the beat boys and free my soul
I wanna get lost in your rock and roll and drift away
Give me the beat boys and free my soul
I wanna get lost in your rock and roll and drift away

Give me the beat boys and free my soul
I wanna get lost in your rock and roll and drift away



Take me, oh take me

5011. Driftin'

Driftin'
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

Sittin' in the shade of a tree
That was meant for me
A little tired from sun and
Sittin' there to feel the breeze
And the memories
I let my thoughts go runnin'
No major discoveries
I just let myself ride
Why was I so at ease?
I can't decide

Sittin' 'neath the tree idly
That was so shady
I let myself envision
Thinkin' of the dreams
And the scenes I could see
For me
And what was my decision?
I knew that the sun was out
But how long would it shine?
Soon closing in, no doubt
But I had time

And I'm driftin'
No, no direction
Chasin' thought after thought
Driftin'
Into reflection
And I don't want it to stop

Rolling
Rolling with the punches
Trying to get with the scheme
Rolling
Roll with the hunches
And somewhere there is a theme

Pickin' up the things I mislaid
While in the shade
My little visit over
I step back into the sun
My dreamin' done
My feet dug in the clover
As I ran down the hill
I try to catch my mind
But I was standin' still



'Cause it was flyin'

And I'm driftin'
No, no direction
Chasin' thought after thought
Driftin'
Into reflection
And I don't want it to stop

Ah, rolling
Rolling with the punches
Rolling best as I can
Rolling
Rolling with the hunches
'Cause somewhere there is a plan

5012. Driftin' Away

Driftin' Away - Garth Brooks

With all of my heart, I know I could love you
But, with all of my soul, I'm driftin away
With all of my mind, I know you could save me from myself
And anything else,
With all of my strength, I wanna reach out for you
With every breath, I call out your name
With every step, I just wanna turn around and say
Baby make it okay

But I'm so afraid that you've forgiven me one too many times
And I'm so afraid to give my heart again, just to have a change of mind
And I'm not quite sure that you can trust me
And I would hate to have you find me again
Baby, like the wind, driftin away

It blows and nobody knows where it's going to
(I'm driftin away)
It blows and nobody know what it's gonna do

With all of my heart, I know I disappointed you
And although I'm real sorry
I don't know how to save this time
But, if I would lose you
I know I would go completely out of my mind
I'm running out of time

And I'm so afraid that you've forgiven me one too many times
And I'm so afraid to give my heart again just to have a change of mind
And I'm not quite sure that you can trust me
And I would hate to have you find me again
Baby, like the wind, driftin away

It blow and nobody knows where it's going to



(Driftin away)
It blows and nobody knows what it's gonna do
(You see my heart at night)
At night you can hear it cry as the tear drops fall from heaven's eyes
(Fallin down)
And somehow you know it's true, these tears that fall are fallin for you
(Fallin for you)

It blows and nobody knows where's it going to
(Fallin down)
It blows and nobody knows what it's gonna do
At night you can hear it cry as the tear drops fall from heaven's eyes
And somehow you know it's true these tears that fall are for you

5013. Driftin' Way Of Life

Jerry Jeff Walker - Driftin' Way of Life

I'm singing about a driftin' way of life
Yes it's different from the many that I've known
Yeah and everyday you're bound to walk
A strange new road by myself
I keep living it right or wrong
Now I hop a train about a 100 thousand miles
Yeah and I've had good luck
And I've lived in different styles
Yeah but all the folks
No matter what place or age
Have tried to put me like a free bird in a cage
Well I keep singing about a driftin' way of life
Now I've tied some knots
With my friends I'd hate to lose
I say we're friends because we give the right to choose
But things get tight when your friends get out of place
And try to change your big hat
Or shape of face
So I keep singing about the driftin' way of life
Now in my mind
You know I thought of settling down
To stop my roaming
Forget this banging around
But to live my life among groups everyday
Will either change me
Or send me down the way
And as it stands I'm never down-and-out too long
'Cause I can kiss the blues goodbye with every song
Yeah and I'm living my life
As it feels to me right now (walk on boy)
'Cause there ain't nothing in this world
Gonna hold me down
Yeah I keep singing 'bout the driftin' way of life



5014. Drifting And Dreaming Of You

Jim & Jesse - Drifting and dreaming of you
Composer: Jim McReynolds - Jesse McReynolds

I'm drifting... and dreaming....
of love so sweet and true
I'm lonesome... so lonesome...
just drifting and dreaming of you.

When I went away and left you that day
I didn't know I'd miss you this way
I'm lonesome... so lonesome...
just drifting and dreaming of you.

Heartbroken... tears falling...
for the one I love so true
Sweet memories.... recalling...
Just drifting and dreaming of you...

When I went away and left you that day
I didn't know I'd miss you this way
I'm lonesome... so lonesome...
just drifting and dreaming of you.

5015. Drifting Apart - Chords

Drifting Apart
Marty Stuart - Drifting Apart

Tuning: Standard
Capo: No capo

Intro: G  D  G  D

     G               C
Our home is like a prison, 
       G                  D
Where we're both serving time.
         G              C
I'm a stranger in your world now,
           G         D         G
And it's drivin' me out of my mind.

  G               C
Drifting apart, drifting apart,
 G               A        D
Darlin', we're drifting apart.
 G             C



Out of reach, out of heart,
 G             D        G
We're slowly drifting apart.

Solo: G  C  G  A  D  G  C  G  D  G

  G            C
Sometimes I remember,
      G                         D
When our love was so young and new.
           G               C
How could such a perfect picture,
      G            D        G
Be shattered and broken in two?

  G               C
Drifting apart, drifting apart,
 G               A        D
Darlin', we're drifting apart.
 G             C
Out of reach, out of heart,
 G             D        G
We're slowly drifting apart.

5016. Drifting Away

Drifting Away (Carrie Haskins and Gary Ferguson)

Watching boats from on the shore
Going back and forth and on to Baltimore
Silver clouds, sky so blue*
Thoughts go drifting back to you

Just a note on a shelf
You left and didn't even say goodbye
Now I'm here by myself*
Alone to cry and wonder why*

Chorus-: Didn't know your love was drifting
Didn't even say goodbye
What was it our our love was missing?
Guess I'll never really know the reason why

Time rolls on like a river flows
Where it goes I'll never know
Hope you find what you're looking for*
It wasn't me and that's for sure*

Broken heart's cure with time
Time will pass and I will be just fine
Till then I'll have these days*
Thinking of you drifting away



Chorus:

repeat lines: Guess I'll never really know the reason why 2x
Drifting Away

5017. Drifting Through The Days

Richard Thompson - Drifting Through The Days 

Sitting in the evening
Dreaming of the old times
When a job was there for the steady and strong
I see old faces flickering in the firelight
Faces of condemned men who did no wrong

Drifting through the days
Drifting through the days

A man needs work for his own salvation
A man feels reward for his sweat and his pain
But life's satisfaction has passed us over
And many in this town won't see work again

Drifting through the days
Drifting through the days

I've stood at the gates of a hundred factories
Walked off to other towns looking for pay
Now my hope is gone and I'm crushed like the others
The army of forgotten men, mouldering away

Drifting through the days
Drifting through the days
Drifting through the days

5018. Drifting Too Far From The Shore

Emmylou Harris - Drifting Too Far From The Shore
Bill Monroe - IIIrd Tyme Out - Stanley Brothers

Out on the perilous deep, 
where danger silently creeps, 
and storm's so violently sweeping, 
You're drifting too far from shore. 

chorus: Drifting too far from shore, 
You're drifting too far from shore, 
Come to Jesus today, 
Let Him show you the way. 



You're drifting too far from shore, 

Today, the Tempest rose high, 
and clouds o'ershadow the sky. 
Sure death is hovering nigh, 
You're drifting too far from shore. 

Drifting too far from shore, 
You're drifting too far from shore, 
Come to Jesus today, 
Let Him show you the way. 
You're drifting too far from shore, 

Why meet a terrible fate? 
Mercies abundantly wait. 
Turn back before it's too late 
You're drifting too far from shore. 

Drifting too far from shore 
You're drifting too far from shore (peaceful shore) 
Come to Jesus today. Let him show you the way 
You're drifting too far from shore.

5019. Drifting With The Tide

Drifting With The Tide
Ronnie Bowman

As my boat draws near the harbor
Knowing soon that you'll be mine
But if another has you darling
I'll go drifting with the tide

   I have crossed the great wide ocean
   I have waited for the time
   But if another has you darling
   I'll go drifting with tide

A long, long time has passed my darling
Since that night you made those vows
I know my heart would break with sorrow
If you should say it's over now

I'm in love with you my darling
And I'm praying you'll be mine
But if you change your mind my darlin
I'll go driftin with the tide



5020. Driftwood

Driftwood

I'm just driftwood
Drifting with the winds that blow across the sky
I can't always be here with you, babe
I'm just driftwood drifting by

Our lives came together
Somehow we came to mingle for a while
Like two colors of the rainbow
We blended well together for a while

But I won't ever anchor down
The Lord above has numbered all my days
I'm just driftwood
And I think it's time I drifted on aways

I'm just driftwood
Drifting with the winds that blow across the sky
I can't always be here with you, babe
I'm just driftwood drifting by

5021. Driftwood

Driftwood
Kitchen Dwellers

After three days of being lost at sea
I ran ashore to rocky beach
I met a girl with long brown hair
Living alone down Mailbox Road

She told me she had found happiness
Took a deep breath, and said, "I'll tell you my story"
A year ago I left home
And I wasn't looking back

From a family of thirteen kids
Had a drunk for a dad, and nobody to save me
Had no money, so I stole a boat
Learned to sail and went up the coast

Had left this world behind
Get a fresh start, gonna take my time
On a fall day a storm rolled in
Crashed on these rocks and been here ever since

I built this home out of pieces of driftwood
Everything's provided and it comes from nothing
In between these two you've got something
If you close your eyes...



You can hear the music play

I spent the night, and it turned to a week
I tried to leave, but my attempts to flee
Were met with waves crashing down on me
I waved goodbye to society

I never meant to stay so long
For years restrained under the Devil's thumb
Couldn't cross the river for the water's too high
Forging away I nearly lost my life

I built this home out of pieces of driftwood
Everything's provided and it comes from nothing
In between these two you've got something
If you close your eyes...
You can hear the music play

The winter had set in and I wanted to quit
Jump in that river to never surface
The kings will find the Coho in the trees
There's a look in you eye that never leaves

A window to the world is a new sunrise
For every low tide there's a Scoter in flight
Built a fire and I watched it burn
And then the moon came out...
And I understood

I built this home out of pieces of driftwood
Everything's provided and it comes from nothing
In between these two you've got something
If you close your eyes

I built this home out of pieces of driftwood
Everything's provided and it comes from nothing
In between these two you've got something
If you close your eyes...
You can hear the music play

5022. Driftwood On The River - Chords

Osborne Brothers - Driftwood on the River

IVERSE 1:
I'm just (A)drift-wood on the river floating (E7)down the tide
I don't care where this old river, carries (A)me
I keep drifting just because my heart is (D)broken inside
And I'm (E7)tired of wishing for what can not (A)be
I may meet some bit of drift-wood lost (E7)same as I
Share a hand shake and a tender tear or (A)two
But It's always good luck now we got to (D)say good-bye
I must (E7)wander on to keep my ron-(A)da-voo



VERSE 2:
Though I drift through town and city I can (E7)never stay
For I find no place to call my home sweet (A)home
I don't ask for help or pitty I just (D)go my way
All I'm (E7)praying for is peace to dream (A)alone
I'm just drift-wood on the river and I'm (E7)drifting on
Till this weary river meets the deep blue (A)sea

VERSE 3:
Where the deep blue sea may help me to (D)forget some-one
Yes the (E7)careless one who has forgotton (A)me
In my heart I don't feel bitter over (E7)what has been
I feel sorry for the one I must (A)forget
And instead of being some-one with the (D)world to win
I'm just (E7)drift-wood on the river of (A)regret

5023. Drink A Beer

Drink a Beer
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
When I got the news today
I didn't know what to say
So I just hung up the phone
I took a walk to clear my head
This is where the walking lead
Can't believe you're really gone
Don't feel like going home

[Chorus]
So I'm gonna sit right here
On the edge of this pier
Watch the sunset disappear
And drink a beer

[Verse 2]
Funny how the good ones go
Too soon, but the good Lord knows
The reasons why, I guess
Sometimes the greater plan
Is kinda hard to understand
Right now it don't make sense
I can't make it all make sense

[Chorus]
So I'm gonna sit right here
On the edge of this pier
Watch the sunset disappear
And drink a beer

[Bridge]



So long my friend
'till we meet again
I'll remember you
And all the times that we used to...

[Chorus]
Sit right here
On the edge of this pier
Watch the sunset disappear
And drink a beer
Drink a beer, yeah

5024. Drink Of You

Pokey LaFarge - Drink of You

[Verse 1]
Slammer your hammer and nails, boys
And seal up my tomb
Seeing what kind of prisoner am I
Inside this empty room

[Pre-Chorus]
All of the girls I've loved before
Have changed their locks and closed the door

[Chorus]
There's always something to drink about
There's always something to drink about
There's always something to drink about
When I drink of you

[Verse 2]
The lonely night feels right
With haunting memories
There's only desperate company
The drunken moon keeps

[Pre-Chorus]
All of my friends are married with children
All I have is this time I'm killing

[Chorus]
There's always something to drink about
There's always something to drink about
There's always something to drink about
When I drink of you

[Bridge]
When I drink of you
When I think of you
Oh, that's why I drink of you



[Verse 3]
The night owl threw in the towel
And fell down from his tree
A murder of crows was waiting below
To sing in harmony

[Pre-Chorus]
It's easy to love you when you're gone
But when you're here everything feels wrong

[Chorus]
Well, there's always something to drink about
There's always something to drink about
There's always something to drink about
When I drink of you

5025. Drink That Mash And Talk That Trash - Chords

Drink That Mash And Talk That Trash
Flat and Scruggs

Banjo Tuned E, Capo 3, Key of: D

 D A
I remember it was back in the thirties I think
 D
we had nothin' to eat but there was plenty to drink
 A
Mom got the groceries on (commodities will)
 D
but pop'd trade them off and get sugar for the still
 A
so he could drink that mash
 D
and talk that trash

Now things were pretty bad but they could've been worse
instead of eating gravy it could've been dirt
Pop'd go and lean on a shovel all day
more sugar money from the WPA
and he'd spend it on mash
so he could talk that trash

Now down in the valley lived old Maggie Hill
she was just about a mile from pops moonshine still
When mom and I would find ourselves alone
We knew pop had found old Maggie home
and they were drinking that mash
and talking that trash

Now mom knew what was goin' on I know
but she wasn't about to let it show
I knew she wasn't goin' after pop today



cause tomorrow he gets some money from the WPA
but he would spend it on mash
so he could talk that trash

But Friday night mom took the shotgun down
Heard a noise from the valley and looked all around
It won't be long till that noise would stop
that sawed-off for me (cried out a pop)
'cause he was drinking that mash
and talking that trash

they said pop didn't have the chance of a mouse
cause that sawed-off tore away half of the house
and the judge told mom "it's funny to me
'cause he was drinking that mash
and talking that trash

Now if I know pop and where he's at
he's still totin' sugar and a getting fat
he just looks over and says "let her burn,
while me and old Satan bend another worm."
so we can drink that mash
and talk that trash
so we can drink that mash
and talk that trash

5026. Drink Up And Be Somebody

Drink Up and Be Somebody

Well I gotta keep my reputation I gotta keep my pride
Can't let you know you've hurt me I can't let you know I've cried
I gotta make you think I'm happy everywhere I go
I gotta keep my hurt inside me I can't let it show
I gotta drink up and be somebody I have another round
I can't let my troubles find me I gotta keep your mem'ry down
Can't let you drive me crazy can't let you win
I gotta drink up and be somebody again

Well I can't spend my whole life grieving I gotta find myself
I gotta put me back together I gotta find someone else
I don't make you think I'm happy everywhere I go
I gotta keep my hurt inside me I can't let it show
I gotta drink up and be somebody

5027. Drink Up And Go Home

Drink Up And Go Home
Jimmy Martin - Mandolin Orange



You sit there a-crying, crying in your beer
You say you've got troubles, my friend listen here
Don't tell me your troubles got enough of my own
Be thankful you're living, drink up and go home

   I'm fresh out of prison, six years in the pen
   Lost my wife and family, no one to call friend
   Don't tell me your troubles, got enough of my own
   Be thankful you're living, drink up and go home

Back there sets a blind man, so blind he can't see
Yet he's not complaining, why should you or me?
Don't tell me your troubles, got enough of my own
Be thankful you're living, drink up and go home

5028. Drinker Born

Drinker Born
Uncle Earl

I called up my bootlegger
Begged him to come to town
Said if you don't bring me another quart of corn
Gonna jump in that river and drown
Gonna jump in that river and drown

And it's oh, it's a hard life
When you're a drinker born
The only thing I ever did wrong
Was take that first sip of corn

My mama always told me
Drink'll be the ruin of you
Now I've lost my home and I've lost my love
What is a poor girl to do
Tell me what is a poor girl to do

Chorus

Now don't you see that lonesome dove
Flying from pine to pine
She's mourning for her own lost home
Just like I mourn for mine
Just like I mourn for mine

Chorus

Won't you pass me your bottle
Be it corn or rye
If I don't get some whiskey soon
Gonna lay me down and die
Gonna lay me down and die



Chorus

5029. Drinkin My Baby (Off My Mind)

Drinkin My Baby (Off My Mind) - Eddie Rabbitt

Hey, Bartender
pop the top on another can
Give me ten dimes
for this dollar in my hand
Turn the knob on the jukebox way up loud
I might drive out the whole damn crowd
But I'm drinking my baby off my mind

Hey, Joe
you're lookin' at me like I was half crazy
But ain't you never
loved and lost a real special lady
She was a sweet lovin' momma she treated me right
I stepped out on her one to many times
Now I'm drinking my baby off my mind

Drinkin' and thinking about facin' tomorrow
Sinkin', sinkin' in a sea of sorrow

Hey, Bartender
Line 'em up down the bar
I'm gonna try
and wash away all these lovin scars
Now don't worry 'bout me weavin' I'll be alright
Show me the door when you close up tonight
Cause I'm drinking my baby off my mind

No don't you worry about me weaving I'll be alright
Show me the door when you close up tonight
Cause I'm drinking my baby off my mind
Yes I'm drinking my baby off my mind

5030. Drinkin' - Chords

Drinkin 
Holly Williams
 
Intro.:  /4/4(D)  /2/4(G) /4/4(D)  /(D)  / x 2
 
(D)Why are you drinkin' like the (G)night is (D)young?
Yeah, why are you drinkin' like the (G)night is (D) young?
(A)Kids are in the bed and the day is long (G)done (D)



So, why are you drinkin' like the (A)night is (D)young?
 
(D)Why are you screamin' like I (G)don't have (D)ears?
Yeah, why are you screamin' like I (G)don't have (D) ears?
(A)Baby I can hear you loud and (G)clear (D)
So, why are you screamin' like I (A)don't have (D)ears?
 
Yeah, (D)why are you cheatin' on a (G)woman like (D)this?
Yeah, why are you cheatin' on a (G)woman like (D) this?
I (A)raise your babies and I kiss your (G) lips
So, (D)why are you cheatin' on a (A)woman like (D)this?
 
(Inst.)
/(D)  /2/4(G) /4/4(D)  /(D)  /
/(D)  /2/4(G) /4/4(D)  /(D)  /
/(A)  /2/4(A) /4/4(G)  /(G)  /
/(D)  /2/4(A) /4/4(D)  /(D)  /
 
Well, (D)why are you leavin' like we (G)don't ex-(D)ist?
Yeah, why are you leavin' like we (G)don't ex-(D)-ist?
(A)Packin' your bags and I clench (G)my fist
So (D)why are you leavin' like we (A)don't ex-(D)ist?
 
Now, (D)I'm here drinkin' like the (G)night is (D)young
Hey, I'm here drinkin' like the (G)night is (D) young
(A)Momma took the kids and the money's all (G)gone
So, (D)why am I drinkin' like the (A)night is (D)young?
 
 
Oh, (D)don't die drinkin' like the (A)night is (D)young

5031. Drinkin' Alone

Drinkin' Alone
The Steeldrivers - Drinkin' Alone

I'm drinking like a fish and catching like a mule
Fighting like a chicken and talking like a fool
And I will 'till I don't have to honkey-tonk my blues
'Cause anything's better than thinking about you
Sitting at home, knowing your gone
Watching the phone, drinking alone

I'm roaring like a lion and lying like a dog
Cussing like a sailor and singing like a frog
And I found a few friends who will help me pretend that we ain't through
'Cause anything's better than thinking about you
Sitting at home, knowing your gone
Watching the phone, drinking alone

You left me crying like a child
So like a hog, I'm going wild



You left me crying like a child
So like a hog, I'm going wild

I'm smoking like a chimney and chugging like a train
Drowning like a rat and going down the drain
I'm gonna rock 'till the cock cock-a-doodle-doo
'Cause anything's better than thinking about you
Sitting at home, knowing your gone
Watching the phone, drinking alone

Yeah, everything's better than thinking about you
Sitting at home, knowing your gone
Watching the phone, drinking alone

5032. Drinkin' Dark Whiskey

The Steeldrivers - Drinkin' Dark Whiskey

Drinkin dark whiskey, tellin' white lies 
one leads to another on a Saturday night 
don't you cross your heart unless you hope to die 
drinkin dark whiskey, tellin' white lies

the first drop burns but the second one goes down smooth 
and then that ol' black label gets ahold of you 
it'll loosen your tongue but it don't ever tell the truth 

Drinkin dark whiskey, tellin' white lies 
one leads to another on a Saturday night 
don't you cross your heart unless you hope to die 
drinkin dark whiskey, tellin' white lies

When the bottle 's talkin be careful what he might say 
he talks in the dark like he never would in the day 
then he gets in trouble just as soon as he gets his way 

Drinkin dark whiskey, tellin' white lies 
one leads to another on a Saturday night 
don't you cross your heart unless you hope to die 
drinkin dark whiskey, tellin' white lies 

A little white lie don't mean anyone no good 
when it's makin the rounds all over the neighborhood 
next thing you know you're all misunderstood 

Drinkin dark whiskey, tellin' white lies 
one leads to another on a Saturday night 
don't you cross your heart unless you hope to die 
drinkin dark whiskey, tellin' white lies

drinkin dark whiskey, tellin' white lies



5033. Drinkin' In The Morning

Trampled by Turtles - Drinkin' in the Morning

Well I work all day
Little darlin'
Work the night time too
And all the money I make
It's in my pocket
It's comin' home to you
But still you're gone
When I get home
You're runnin' down town again
And girl I'm lonesome
Like the whistle
On a Sunday mornin' train

Now you got me drinking in the morning
No need to wait for noon
Well I said boys you know that winter time
Will sure be comin' soon

Now I lost my job
I was workin'
Ain't got a friend left in the world
And it's all because
Of a no-good dirty cheatin' girl

Now you got me drinking in the morning
No need to wait for noon
Well I said boys you know that winter time
Will sure be comin' soon

Now I'm broke
Down and dirty
I waste my time over you
Leave me alone
Don't you come callin'
'Cause I ain't callin' you

Now you got me drinking in the morning
No need to wait for noon
Well I said boys you know that winter time
Will sure be comin' soon
Well I said boys you know that winter time
Will sure be comin' soon

5034. Drinkin' To You - Chords



Drinkin' To You 
The Red Stick Ramblers
 
[Intro]
D7
 
[Verse]
N.C             G
I'm drinkin' to you
C                                          G
'Cause thinkin' 'bout you makes me feel so lonesome
                          D
Like I'm the only one who wants someone
                          G
To think about me all the time
N.C             G
I'm drinkin' to you
C                                    G
Sometimes so much I think it's gonna kill me
        D
And I'm drinkin' to you 'Cause I'm thinkin' 'bout you
        C                  D       G
And I'm thinkin' 'bout you all the time
 
        D
The old jukebox is playin'
    G
But I'm not sayin'
      D                         G
About how he stopped lovin' her today
                D
They'll hang no wreath on my door
           G
'Cause you don't love me anymore
    A                               D7
And hey bartender's all I've got to say
 
 
N.C             G
I'm drinkin' to you
C                                          G
'Cause thinkin' 'bout you makes me feel so lonesome
                          D
Like I'm the only one who wants someone
                          G
To think about me all the time
N.C             G
I'm drinkin' to you
C                                    G
Sometimes so much I think it's gonna kill me
        D
And I'm drinkin' to you 'Cause I'm thinkin' 'bout you
        C                  D       G
And I'm thinkin' 'bout you all the time
 
D D G G
D D G G
D D G G



A7 A7 D D
 
N.C G C
G G D D
D C D
G G
 
 
[Verse]
              D
Well, I'll go honkey tonkin' 'round
         G
In every nightclub in this town
               D                          G
I'll chase the neon like a moth runs to a flame
      D
This nightlife that I'm livin'
          G
Beats the love that you're not givin'
           A                             D
So prop me up 'till I can't stand up and proclaim
 
[Chorus]
 
N.C             G
I'm drinkin' to you
C                                          G
'Cause thinkin' 'bout you makes me feel so lonesome
                          D
Like I'm the only one who wants someone
                          G
To think about me all the time
N.C             G
I'm drinkin' to you
C                                    G
Sometimes so much I think it's gonna kill me
        D
And I'm drinkin' to you 'Cause I'm thinkin' 'bout you
        C                  D       G
And I'm thinkin' 'bout you all the time
         D
Yeah I'm drinkin' to you
        C
'Cause I'm thinkin' 'bout you
       N.C                         G
And I'm thinkin' 'bout you all the time

5035. Drinkin' Whiskey Tonight

Pokey LaFarge - Drinkin' Whiskey Tonight

Me and the boys and my good gal too
We're drinkin' whiskey tonight



Go get your buddies and them gals that you said you knew
We're drinkin' whiskey tonight
We've got the pickin for your party of booze
This town has got something we can use
When can you live if not this night
We're drinkin' whiskey tonight
He likes his bourbon with a little bit of water
And she likes it with a little bit of soda
He likes, she likes, we like when we all drink together
So come on and pass that stuff around
You can get anything that you want don't you see
So come and get it while you're getting good company
I've got a girl on my left and a girl on my right
We're drinking whiskey tonight

5036. Drinkin' Wine Spo-dee-oh-dee

Drinkin' Wine Spo-dee-oh-dee   
Richard Thompson

Verse 1:
Way down in New Orleans
Where ev'rything's fine
All them cats is drinkin' that wine
Drinking that mess is their delight
When they get drunk start singing all night
Drinkin' wine spo-dee-oh-dee, drinkin' wine 
Wine spo-dee-oh-dee, drinkin' wine 
Wine spo-dee-oh-dee, drinkin' wine 
Wine spo-dee-oh-dee
Pass that bottle to me

Verse 2:
Drinking that mess is their delight
When they get drunk start fighting all night
Knocking down windows and tearin' out 
doors
Drinkin' half a gallon and callin' for more
Drinkin' wine spo-dee-oh-dee, drinkin' wine 
Wine spo-dee-oh-dee, drinkin' wine 
Wine spo-dee-oh-dee, drinkin' wine 
Wine spo-dee-oh-dee
Pass that bottle to me

Chorus:
Wine, wine, wine (Elderberry!)
Wine, wine, wine (Port Sherry!)
Wine, wine, wine (Blackberry!)
Wine, wine, wine (Half 'n half!)
Wine, wine, wine
Pass that bottle to me

Verse 3:



If you wanna get along in New Orleans town
Buy some wine and pass it all around
Drink that mess in the middle of the street
Makes ya feel good from your head to your 
feet
Drinkin' wine spo-dee-oh-dee, drinkin' wine 
Wine spo-dee-oh-dee, drinkin' wine 
Wine spo-dee-oh-dee, drinkin' wine 
Wine spo-dee-oh-dee
Pass that bottle to me 

Verse 4:
I got a nickel, have you got a dime? 
Let's get together and get a little wine 
Some buys a fifth, some buys a quart 
But when you buy Sherry now you're doing 
things smart 
Drinkin' wine spo-dee-oh-dee, drinkin' wine 
Wine spo-dee-oh-dee, drinkin' wine 
Wine spo-dee-oh-dee, drinkin' wine 
Wine spo-dee-oh-dee
Pass that bottle to me

5037. Drinking At The Water Hole

Drinking at the Water Hole 
Junior Sisk

Chorus:
On the other side of the river 
Just across the Ohio 
When the sun goes down I'll be way 'cross town 
Drinkin' at the waterhole
 
We went north, to Cincinnati 
Back in nineteen fiftynine 
But the closest thing to my home town 
Is 'cross the old Kentucky line 
 
It's a place where the folks are friendly 
Where the band plays a lonesome song 
Where you can have a cool glass of working man's brew 
It'll make you feel right at home 

I wonder if the banjerpicker 
Plays the weepin' willow tree 
Since I can't go back to the country 
Maybe he can bring it back to me



5038. Drinking Away The Memory Of You

Drinking Away the Memory of You 
Cornmeal
words and music by Chris Gangi

I only feel fine when I'm drinkin'
Drinking away the memory of you
Late at night, I get to thinkin'
Thinking how we ever made it through
Those sleepless nights I do recall
When you're lying in your lover's arms
And the bottle will pull me through
Drinking away the memory of you

I only look good when you're drinkin'
Drinking away the memory of me
You threw me off when you said that you believed me
Believed me when I said that you would leave
Chorus:
I only feel fine when I'm drinkin'
Drinking away the memory of you
Late at night, I get to thinkin'
Thinking how we ever made it through
Chorus

5039. Drinking From A Deeper Well

Drinking From a Deeper Well - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Bob Minner/Daniel House Music, BMI-Missouriboy Music, BMI)

1) Grocery line headlines
all kinds of stop signs
Do it now deadlines
were bringing me down

My way of living
was taking not giving
the art of forgiving
was short in supply

CH) These days I listen
for what I've been missing
Like stories my son wants to tell
I've learned how to slow down
Every day I'm above ground
I'm Drinking from a Deeper Well

2) Today's all we're living
tomorrow's not given
but riches are hidden
in everyday life



So find your own reason
and there'll be a season
keep on believing
and drink till you're full

TAG:  sweet inspiration
simple salvation
Drinking from a Deeper Well

5040. Drinking From The Fountain - Chords

Drinking From The Fountain 
The Stanley Brothers
 
[Chorus]
N.C.   G
We are drinking from the fountain
G      C                           G
We are drinking from the fountain, Lord
G      C                 G
We are drinking from the fountain
G    D          G
That never runs dry
 
 
[Instrumental]
G G C C
G G D G
 
[Verse 1]
G
Oh father I love Jesus
C               G
Oh father yes I do
G
Oh father I love Jesus
G   D                G
And you can love him too
 
 
[Chorus]
G
We are drinking from the fountain
G      C                           G
We are drinking from the fountain, Lord
G
We are drinking from the fountain
G    D          G
That never runs dry
 
 
[Instrumental]
G G D G



 
 
[Verse 2]
G
Oh mother I love Jesus
G  C            G
Oh mother yes I do
G
Oh mother I love Jesus
G   D
And you can love him too
 
 
[Chorus]
G
We are drinking from the fountain
G      C                           G
We are drinking from the fountain, Lord
G
We are drinking from the fountain
G    D          G
That never runs dry
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
Oh, sinner I love Jesus
G   C             G
Oh, sinner I love Jesus
C   G
Oh, sinner I love Jesus
G   D                G
And you can love him too
 
 
[Chorus]
G
We are drinking from the fountain
G      C
We are drinking from the fountain, Lord
C  G
We are drinking from the fountain
G    C          G   G
That never runs dry

5041. Drinking Them Beers - Chords

Drinking Them Beers
Recorded by Tompall Glaser
Written by Bill Chappell 
 
G
Last night I had a little talk with myself



C                     G
Just me and me man to man
I said self I think it's time I laid it on the line
      D7                            G
And I tried my best to make me understand
Drinking them beers shedding them tears
  C                       G
O-ver a love that's grown cold
Wasting time  yours and mine
    D7
And wasted time can make a man grow old
       G
I said self you'll ruin your health
     C                         G
They say alcohol will cook the brain
I answered me  that well may be
       D7                                  G
But ya know it sure works good to kill the pain
Last night I had a little talk with myself
C                G
Bout an old love affair
I said self can't you see she's killing you and me
    D7                               G
And we both know that she don't even care
Repeat #2,3
Drinking them beers shedding them tears 
     C                             G
Crocodile over a love that's grown cold 
Wasting time yours and mine
    D7
And wasted time can make a man grow old
           G
A man grow old

5042. Drinking Them Beers - Chords

Drinking Them Beers
Recorded by Tompall Glaser
Written by Bill Chappell 
 
G
Last night I had a little talk with myself
C                     G
Just me and me man to man
I said self I think it's time I laid it on the line
      D7                            G
And I tried my best to make me understand
Drinking them beers shedding them tears
  C                       G
O-ver a love that's grown cold
Wasting time  yours and mine
    D7
And wasted time can make a man grow old



       G
I said self you'll ruin your health
     C                         G
They say alcohol will cook the brain
I answered me  that well may be
       D7                                  G
But ya know it sure works good to kill the pain
Last night I had a little talk with myself
C                G
Bout an old love affair
I said self can't you see she's killing you and me
    D7                               G
And we both know that she don't even care
Repeat #2,3
Drinking them beers shedding them tears 
     C                             G
Crocodile over a love that's grown cold 
Wasting time yours and mine
    D7
And wasted time can make a man grow old
           G
A man grow old

5043. Drinking Thing - Chords

Drinking Thing
Recorded by Gary Stewart
Written by Wayne Carson
 
C               F                G7
Everyday I tell myself it's temporary
F                          Dm
That it's only cause she's young
               F            G7
That makes her want another man
     C                   F           G7
Even though she makes me feel unnecessary
     F              G7           C
I've found a way to help me understand
C7            F
I've got this drinking thing
             C
To keep from thinking things
               F
Bout where you been who you been with
            C     C7         F
What you've done  and it's a lonely thing
             C
But it's the only thing
          F              G7           C
To keep a foolish man in love hanging on
                     F                 G7
If I wait up at home I'll only ask her questions



F                       Dm
She'd probably tell the truth 
F               G7
So I don't even ask
     C                F                G7
So I sit here on this barstool feeling helpless
      F               G7             C
And I wonder just how long a man can last
Repeat #2

5044. Drinking Whiskey Tonight - Chords

Drinking Whiskey Tonight 
Pokey LaFarge
 
[Intro]
A                    A G#   G   F#
Me and the boys and my good gal too
B7              E7             A      E7
We're drinkin' whiskey tonight
A                                       A    G# G   F#
Go get your buddies and them gals that you said you knew
B7                          E7
We're drinkin' whiskey tonight
E7                            C#m
We've got the pickin for your party of booze
C#                                 F#m
This town has got something we can use
A                 A  G#  G    F#
When can you live if not this night
B7             E7         A
We're drinkin' whiskey tonight
 
[Middle Section]
F#m
He likes his bourbon with a little bit of water
C#m                                    F#m
And she likes it with a little bit of soda
F#m
He likes, she likes, we like when we all drink together
C#m            C#               A      E7
So come on and pass that stuff around
 
A                                            A7
You can get anything that you want don't you see
D                               Dm
So come and get it while you're getting good company
A                                A    G# G  F#
I've got a girl on my left and a girl on my right
B7             E7         A
We're drinking whiskey tonight
 
 



A                   A   G#  G   F#
Me and the boys and my good gal too
B7             E7        A       E7
We're drinkin' whiskey tonight
A                                      A   G#    G   F#
Go get your buddies and them gals that you said you knew
B7                        E7
We're drinkin' whiskey tonight
E7                                     C#m
We've got the pickin for your party of booze
C#                                 F#m
This town has got something we can use
A                 A  G#  G    F#
When can you live if not this night
B7            E7         A
We're drinkin' whiskey tonight
 
[Instrumental to melody of mid section and verse]
F#m
C#m                                            F#m
F#m
C#m                     C#               A           E7
A
D                                                 Dm
A                                              A  G# G   F#
B7                     E7         A
 
F#m
He likes his bourbon with a little bit of water
C#m                                   F#m
And she likes it with a little bit of soda
F#m
He likes, she likes, we like when we all drink together
C#m            C#               A           E7
So come on and pass that stuff around
 
A                                             A7
You can get anything that you want don't you see
D                                       Dm
So come and get it while you're getting good company
A                                  A  G# G   F#
I've got a girl on my left and a girl on my right
B7             E7      A     A G# G   F#
We're drinking whiskey tonight
B7             E7      A    A G# G   F#
We're drinking whiskey tonight
B7             E7      A   A G# G   F#
We're drinking whiskey tonight

5045. Drinking Wine Spo-dee-o-dee

Richard Thompson - Drinking Wine Spo-dee-o-dee 



Way down in New Orleans everythings fine
All them cats just drinkin' that wine
Drinkin' that mess is sure delight
When they get slop drunk they sing all night
Drinkin' Wine Spo-De-O-De Drinkin' Wine
Drinkin' Wine Spo-De-O-De Drinkin' Wine
Drinkin' Wine Spo-De-O-De
Pass that bottle to me!
Well I got a nickle you got a dime
Lets get together and by some wine
Wine over here Wine over there
Drinking that mess everywhere!
Drinkin' Wine Spo-De-O-De Drinkin' Wine
Drinkin' Wine Spo-De-O-De Drinkin' Wine
Drinkin' Wine Spo-De-O-De
Pass that bottle to me!
Yeah!
Piano Solo
Roy Boy!
Guitar Solo
Weeeeeeellll
Wine Wine Wine Elderberry
Wine Wine Wine Oh Sherry
Wine Wine Wine Blackberry
Wine Wine Wine Half and Half
Wine Wine Wine Oh Boy
Pass that bottle to me
Yeah!
Piano Solo
Well all the way down on Bourbon Street Willies been
Uncle Willie wasn't selling but a little gin
One cat order a bottle of wine
Tip that cat for a dollar and a dime
Drinkin' Wine Spo-De-O-De Drinkin' Wine
Drinkin' Wine Spo-De-O-De Drinkin' Wine
Drinkin' Wine Spo-De-O-De
Pass that bottle to me!
Wine Wine Wine Elderberry
Wine Wine Wine Oh Sherry
Wine Wine Wine Blackberry
Wine Wine Wine Half and Half
Wine Wine Wine Oh Boy
Pass that bottle to me!

5046. Drive

Drive - String Cheese Incident

Highway glimmer, morning dew
Reflected the rain in your eyes
The trees pass by like Van Gogh's brush
What were you leaving behind?



The frosted shine like broken glass
The canyon comes into view
The road is warm, all cracked and torn
From the others that came before

It ain't over, ain't it good to be alive
It ain't over, close your eyes and drive,
Close your eyes and drive

Through it all I've had no doubts
Truth couldn't be farther away
But I hit bottom and didn't bounce
And found out I had nothing to say

Are we running toward or running from
Or maybe not running at all
I just know when we least expect it
Something are just destined to fall

It ain't over, ain't it good to be alive
It ain't over, close your eyes and drive,
Close your eyes and drive

I saw you standing in the crowd
Show box, Saturday night
Seven summers have passed since then
Are the stars still shining as bright?

The moving village of your space-time world
Iron fist is far behind you
Levitation in a whiskey swirl
Never even got to the show

It ain't over, ain't it good to be alive
It ain't over, close your eyes and drive,
Close your eyes and drive

5047. Drive

Alan Jackson - Drive 

It was eighteen feet from the bow to the stern light
Secondhand from a dealer in Atlanta
I rode up with daddy when he went there to get her
We put on a shine; put on a motor
Built out of love, made for the water
Ran her for years, 'til the transom got rotten
A piece of my childhood that will never be forgotten
It was just on old plywood boat
With a '75 Johnson with electric choke
A young boy two hands on the wheel
I can't replace the way it made me feel
And I would turn her sharp



And I would make her whine
He'd say, "you can't beat the way an old wood boat rides"
Just a little lake across the Alabama line
But I was king of the ocean
When daddy let me drive
Just an old half ton shortbed ford
My uncle bought new in '64
Daddy got it right 'cause the engine was smoking
A couple of burnt valves and he had it going
He let me drive her when we'd haul off a load
Down a dirt strip where we'd dump trash off of Thigpen Road
I'd sit up in the seat and stretch my feet out to the pedals
Smiling like a hero that just received his medal
It was just an old hand-me-down Ford
With a three-speed on the column and a dent in the door
A young boy two honds on the wheel
I can't replace the way it mode me feel
And I would press that clutch
And I would keep it right
And he'd say, "a little slower son you're doing just fine"
Just a dirt rood with trash on each side
But I was Mario Andretti
When daddy let me drive
I'm grown up now three daughters of my own
I let them drive my old Jeep across the pasture at our home
Maybe one day they'll reach back in their file
And pull out that old memory
And think of me and smile and say
It was just an old worn out Jeep
Rusty old floorboard, hot on my feet
A young girl two hands on the wheel
I can't replace the way it made me feel
And he'd say, "turn it left and steer it right,
Straighten up girl, you're doing just fine"
Just a little valley by the river where we'd ride
But I was high on a mountain
When daddy let me drive
When daddy let me drive
Oh he let me drive
Daddy let me drive

5048. Drive (For Daddy Gene)

Drive (For Daddy Gene) - Alan Jackson

It was painted red the stripe was white
It was eighteen feet from the bow to the stern light
Secondhand from a dealer in Atlanta
I rode up with daddy when he went there to get her
We put on a shine; put on a motor
Built out of love, made for the water
Ran her for years, 'til the transom got rotten
A piece of my childhood that will never be forgotten



It was just on old plywood boat
With a '75 Johnson with electric choke
A young boy two hands on the wheel
I can't replace the way it made me feel
And I would turn her sharp
And I would make her whine
He'd say, "you can't beat the way an old wood boat rides"
Just a little lake across the Alabama line
But I was king of the ocean
When daddy let me drive

Just an old half ton shortbed ford
My uncle bought new in '64
Daddy got it right 'cause the engine was smoking
A couple of burnt valves and he had it going
He let me drive her when we'd haul off a load
Down a dirt strip where we'd dump trash off of Thigpen Road
I'd sit up in the seat and stretch my feet out to the pedals
Smiling like a hero that just received his medal

It was just an old hand-me-down Ford
With a three-speed on the column and a dent in the door
A young boy two hands on the wheel
I canÂ¡Â¦t replace the way it mode me feel
And I would press that clutch
And I would keep it right
And he'd say, "a little slower son you're doing just fine"
Just a dirt road with trash on each side
But I was Mario Andretti
When daddy let me drive

I'm grown up now three daughters of my own
I let them drive my old Jeep across the pasture at our home
Maybe one day they'll reach back in their file
And pull out that old memory
And think of me and smile and say

It was just an old worn out Jeep
Rusty old floorboard, hot on my feet
A young girl two hands on the wheel
I can't replace the way it made me feel
And he'd say, "turn it left and steer it right,
Straighten up girl, you're doing just fine"
Just a little valley by the river where we'd ride
But I was high on a mountain
When daddy let me drive

When daddy let me drive

Oh he let me drive

Daddy let me drive

It's just an old plywood boat
With a '75 Johnson with electric choke



5049. Drive Another Nail

Drive Another Nail
Marty Raybon

Sam was a carpenter fifty years
He pounded out blood, sweat and tears
One day he hung his hammer up
He wanted to do the things he loved
What once was Sunday fishin'
Now was seven days a week
He told his wife to find me
I'll be down at the creek

'Cause I don't want to drive another nail
I've worked hard to do my job and I did it well
I've got the scars on these two hands
To show I haven't failed
But I dont' want to drive another nail

Now she was a woman full of faith
And old Sam was full of pride
And she knew that he had one more job
To do before he died

Easter Sunday rolled around
In a country church for the lost and found
Oh, Sam was there against his will
As the preacher spoke on Calvary's hill
Of how they took the master
And they nailed him to a tree
You could hear old Sam a cryin'
As he fell down on his knees

I don't wanna drive another nail
I want to live my life for you
I want to do it well
You've got the scars on your two hands
That show where I have failed
Lord, I don't want to drive another nail

I don't wanna drive another nail
I want to live my life for you
I want to do it well
You've got the scars on your two hands
That show where I have failed
Lord, I don't want to drive another nail...



5050. Drive By

Drive By
Glen Phillips

[Verse 1]
I was the driver for the drive-by of the neighbor's dog
Dad had always hated him and he said, "Come on, son
Get into the Vega now and I'll go get my shotgun"

[Verse 2]
It was a military holiday and kids were everywhere
I hid behind the steering wheel and tried to disappear
I tried to speak but couldn't, Dad was whistling and drinking beer

[Chorus 1]
And I prayed, "Dear God, if you save this dog
I will never get high, I will never jack off
I will do all the things that I should but have not
I'll be a good boy from now on"

[Verse 3]
We turned around the corner soon and saw the neighbor's yard
Dad lit up a cigarette and rolled his window down
And grinning like an idiot he stuck his head and body out

[Chorus 1]

[Bridge]
Well, he popped in a shell, took aim with the gun
Then a flash and a bang and the dog it was gone
He jumped up and he ran away
Dad had shot right through his chain
[Verse 4]
Dad said, "Take me to the Dairy Freeze, I want to have a shake"
We sipped them on the benches there and stared out on the lake
And Dad has never said another word about that day

[Chorus 2]
And I hope you're not disappointed, God
Cause I still get high and I still jack off
And you knew I was lying, but you still saved that dog
You're such a good God (good God)
Yeah, such a good, good God (good God)
You're such a good goddamned backwards dog
And I'll be a good boy from now on

5051. Drive In Movies - Chords

Drive In Movies - Nanci Griffith

F               Bb
Sister had a crystal voice



             F                Bb
She played a Silvertone from Montgomery Ward
F              Bb
Baez songs and Monroe hair
     F                         Bb
She sure could turn the boy's heads to stare
  Am               Dm
Swim wear saunter, tan and haunt them
        Bb                 C
That's all she learned in school
Am                  Dm
Books were for the other girls
          Bb               C
And the other girls were fools
Bb              C
Texas back in '69
      Dm       C             Bb
Was drive-in movies and dashboard lights
F                    Bb
Father waltzed her down the aisle

5052. Drive In Show - Chords

Drive In Show
Recorded by Eddie Cochran
Written by Fred Dexter

G                 C
Come on baby to a drive-in show
  G                  D7
I know just the very place to go
G                     C
I'll be over pick you up at eight
G                D7         G
This will be our very first date

                          C
When we're parking in the drive-in show
G                       D7
We'll be sitting in the moonlight row
G                        C
I'll bet my peanuts to a candy bar
G                    D7      G
You'll be cuter than a movie star

C                        F
When it's over and we're heading back
C                        G
We'll stop in for just a little snack
C                   F
Six hot dogs oughta be just right
G                      C
After such a wonderful night



Repeat 1,2,3,1

5053. Drive Me Crazy - Chords

Drive Me Crazy
Written by Roland Gift & David Steele
Recorded by Dolly Parton

Intro.: Oh, you drive me crazy --- Dr. solo x 2 bars
 / (D) (C) / (D) / (D) (C) / (D) /
 / (D) (G) / (Bm) (A) / (D) (G) / (Bm) (A) /

(D)I (D/F#)can't (G)stop (Bm) (A) the (D)way (D/F#)I (G)feel (Bm) (A)
(D)Things (D/F#)you (G)do (Bm) (A) (D)don't (D/F#)seem (G)real (Bm) (A)
(D) Tell (D/F#)you (G)what I (Bm)got in (A)mind
(D) (D/F#)'Cause (G)we're runnin' (Bm)out of (A)time
(D) (D/F#)Just (G)turn loose and (Bm)let it (A)be
(D) This (D/F#)waitin' (G)'round is (Bm)killin' (A)me

(Chorus)
You (D)drive me (G)crazy (Bm) (A) like (D)no one (G)else (Bm) (A)
You (D)drive me (G)crazy and I (Bm) can't (A)help myself (D) (G) (Bm) (A)

(D)I can't get (Bm) (A) (D)a-(D/F#)ny (G)rest (Bm) (A)
(D)Peo-(D/F#)ple (G)say (Bm) (A) that (D)I'm (D/F#)ob-(G)sessed (Bm) (A)
(D) You're (D/F#)eve-(G)rything I (Bm)want in (A)life
(D) (D/F#)But (G)to me that's (Bm)no sur-(A)prise
(D) And (D/F#)what I (G)have I'll (Bm)give to (A)you
(D) I (D/F#)hope (G)you feel the (Bm)same way, (A)too

(Chorus)
'Cause you (D)drive me (G)crazy (Bm) (A) like (D)no one (G)else (Bm) (A)
You (D)drive me (G)crazy and I (Bm) can't (A)help my-(D)self (G) (Bm) (A)

Inst.: / (D) (C) / (D) / (D) (C) / (D) /

(D)I (D/F#)won't (G)make it (Bm)on my (A)own
(D)No (D/F#)one (G)likes to (Bm)be a-(A)lone
You (D)drive (D/F#)me (G)crazy, (Bm)yes, it's (A)true
I'd (D)give it (D/F#)all (G)up just to (Bm)be with (A)you

Repeat Chorus to fade

5054. Drive Me To Drink - Chords

Drive Me To Drink
recorded by George Jones 
written by Mike Huffman and Gene Dobbins



 
C
Tonight do me a favor
 
On your way to do me wrong
F
Drop me at a honky tonk
                    C
Don't leave me here alone
 
 
I washed and waxed the car today
                  Am
I even filled the tank
          C
If you're gonna drive me crazy
G7          C
Drive me to drink
 
 
All the mothers and your lovers
 
Will be happy I suppose
F
You'll be in his arms again
                    C
And I'll be off the road
 
 
The highway will be safer
                        Am
And they'll have you to thank
          C
If you're gonna drive me crazy baby
G7          C
Drive me to drink
 
G7
You're in the driver's seat
C
It's all up to you
     F           C
I'll be your dedicated man
                   G7
Or your designated fool
 
C
But if you're hell-bent and bound to bolt
                           Am
I can't change the way you think
          C
If you're gonna drive me crazy baby
G7          C
Drive me to drink
 
 
Tag:           C       



Well if you're gonna drive me crazy baby
G7          C
Drive me to drink

5055. Drive South

Drive South - Forester Sisters

[Verse 1]
I didn't say, we wouldn't hurt anymore
That's how you learn, you just get burned
We don't have to feel like dirt anymore
Though love's not learned, baby it's our turn

[Pre-Chorus 1]
We were always lookin' for true north
With our heads in the clouds, just a little off course
But I left that motor runnin'
Now if you're feelin' down and out

[Chorus]
Come on, baby, drive South
With the one you love
Come on, baby, drive South

[Verse 2]
I'm not talkin' about retreatin', no sir
Gonna take our stand in this Chevy van
Windows open on the rest of the world
Holdin' hands all the way to Dixieland

[Pre-Chorus 2]
We've been tryin' to turn our lives around
Since we were little kids, it's been wearin' us down
Don't turn away now, darlin'
Let's fire it up and wind it out

[Chorus]
Come on, baby, drive South
With the one you love
Come on, baby, drive South

[Bridge]
I heard your momma callin', I think she was only stallin'
Don't know who she's talkin' to, baby, me and you
We can go south with a smile on, ain't gonna pack my nylons
Just leave these legs showin', it gets hot down where were goin'

[Pre-Chorus 1]
We were always lookin' for true north
With our heads in the cloud, just a little off course
But I left that motor runnin'
Now if you're feelin' down and out



Come on, baby, drive

[Chorus]
Come on, baby, drive South
With the one you love
Come on, baby, drive South
With the one you love
Come on, baby, drive South

5056. Drive-In Movies and Dashboard Lights

Nanci Griffith - Drive-In Movies and Dashboard Lights

Sister had a crystal voice
She played a Silverstone from Montgomery Ward
Baez songs and Monroe hair
She sure could turn the boys heads to stare
Swimwear saunter, tan and haunt them
Was all she learned in school
Books were for the other girls
And the other girls were fools
Texas back in '69 was drive in movies and dashboard lights

Father waltzed her down the aisle
Cause college didn't suit her style
The sad truth was she could barely read
But if you told dear father, well he wouldn't believe you
The telephone rang and drove mother insane
From all the hearts left on the shelf
Sisters gone and she won't be home
Cause she didn't take care of herself
Texas back in '69 was drive in movies and dashboard lights

Where is she now 
The backseat queen of fraternity
Where is she now
She's heavy on thigh 
And light on integrity
Someone should have told her
When beauty's all you offer
How soon the world discovers
That your beauty's gone
Its gone

Mother can't you hear your daughter crying
Father wake up her youth is dying
The kids are gone
Husbands gone away
And its a shame cause she had such a lovely face
Can't you see she needed more than 
"Oh what a pretty child"
You never taught her truth from lie
All you told her was to smile



Texas back in '69 was drive in movies and dashboard lights

Where is she now 
The backseat queen of fraternity
Where is she now
She's heavy on thigh 
And light on integrity
Someone should have told her
When beauty's all you offer
How soon the world discovers
That your beauty's gone
Its gone

Texas back in '69 was drive in movies and dashboard lights.

5057. Drivin Down A Dead End Street - Chords

Drivin Down A Dead End Street 
Lucinda Williams

[Intro]
/ D   / D   / D   / D   /
 
 
[Verse 1]
    D                         G
His momma ran off when he was just a kid
      A                        D
So he never really knew her at all
       D                      G
Just a picture of a girl in a sad blue dress
A                             D
Hanging beside the cross on a wall
 
 
[Verse 2]
    D                         G
His daddy used to drive those eighteen wheelers
       A                              D
Now he tries to follow, deep into the nights
              D                       G
He was always saying to his son, "You just no good"
        A                 D
"You'll never do anything right"
 
 
[Verse 3]
     D                              G
The screams and the bruises and the broken bottles
A                       D
Things, things he understood
     D                  G
From busted chairs to a broken heart



   A                      D
He got away as soon as he could
 
 
[Verse 4]
            D                        G
When he was just eighteen he got his very own gun
    A                                D
And shot a kid in a liquor store one night
       D                      G
He was all mixed up, he never understood why
       A                               D
He was only looking to prove his daddy right
 
 
[Chorus]
       G       A                D
He was drivin' down a dead end street
       G           A               D
He was never gonna get back on his feet
G         A           D     D/C#  Bm
Somewhere deep down inside, he    knew
       G       A                D
He was drivin' down a dead end street
 
 
[Instrumental]
/ G       / A       / D       / D       /
/ G       / A       / D       / D       /
/ G       / A       / D  D/C# / Bm      /
/ G       / A       / D       / D       /
 
 
[Verse 5]
         D                   G
He was a lonely boy from the wrong side of town
    A                   D
His momma never put him first
          D                       G
No matter what he did, it'd never be enough
       A                            D
He was hung out and strung out, the works
 
 
[Verse 6]
   D                       G
He learned to fight and he learned to run
       A                               D
And he learned how to take care of his blues
          D                  G
He didn't have a reason to believe in God
      A                         D
So he figured he had nothing to lose
 
 
[Chorus]
       G       A                D



He was drivin' down a dead end street
       G           A               D
He was never gonna get back on his feet
G         A           D     D/C#  Bm
Somewhere deep down inside, he    knew
       G       A                D
He was drivin' down a dead end street
       G       A                D
He was drivin' down a dead end street
       G           A               D
He was never gonna get back on his feet
G         A           D     D/C#  Bm
Somewhere deep down inside, he    knew
       G       A                D
He was drivin' down a dead end street
       G       A                D
He was drivin' down a dead end street
 
 
[Outro]
/ G       / A       / D  D/C# / Bm      /
/ G       / A       / D       /

5058. Drivin' Around

Little Big Town - Drivin' Around

[Chorus]
Drivin' around
Just me and all my best friends
All over town
No special place to go
Never a doubt we'd get this party started
No one around
It's just us on the road
So come on and ride with us
All aboard the magic bus
Drivin' around
Just, just, just drivin' around

[Verse 1]
Everybody askin' me where I'm going
As if I could answer that
Holding their hands up, shaking their heads
But I'm never lookin' back
Don't you wanna cruise
Without needing a reason why?
As the sunset paints the sky
'Cause there's just nothing like turning up the radio
Lookin' out the window, watching the world go by
Killing time, when time won't die
And that's why I'm...



[Chorus]
Drivin' around
Just me and all my best friends
All over town
No special place to go
Never a doubt that we'd get this party started
No one around
It's just us on the road
So come on and ride with us
All aboard the magic bus
Drivin' around
Just, just, just drivin' around

[Verse 2]
Leave all your worries
Nevermind your cares
Thinkin' about work on Monday
Only wanna take you where the sun don't shine
And we all came here to have a good time
So let's have a good time
[Bridge]
Everybody askin' me where I'm going
As if I could answer that
Holding their hands up, shaking their heads
But never lookin' back
Don't you wanna cruise
Without needing a reason why
As the sunset paints the sky
'Cause there's just nothing like turning up the radio
Looking out the window, watching the world go by
Killin' time when time won't die
But it's alright

[Chorus]
Drivin' around
Just me and all my best friends
All over town
No special place to go (No special place to go)
Never a doubt that we'd get this party started (Gonna get this party started)
No one around
It's just us on the road (Hey)
So come on and ride with us
All aboard the magic bus
Drivin' around
Just, just, just drivin' around

5059. Drivin' My Life Away

Drivin' My Life Away
Eddie Rabbitt
Broken Compass Bluegrass
Greensky Bluegrass



Well, the midnight headlight blind you on a rainy night
Steep grade up ahead, slow me down, makin' no time
But I gotta keep rollin'
Those windshield wipers slappin' out a tempo
Keepin' perfect rhythm with the song on the radio
But I gotta keep rollin'

Ooh, I'm drivin' my life away
Lookin' for a better way for me
Ooh, I'm drivin' my life away
Lookin' for a sunny day

Well, the truck stop cutie comin' on to me
Tried to talk me into a ride, said I wouldn't be sorry
But she was just a baby
Hey, waitress, pour me another cup of coffee
Pop it down, jack me up, shoot me out, flyin' down the highway
Lookin' for the mornin'

Ooh, I'm drivin' my life away
Lookin' for a better way for me
Ooh, I'm drivin' my life away
Lookin' for a sunny day

Well, the midnight headlight blind you on a rainy night
Steep grade up ahead, slow me down, makin' no time
But I gotta keep rollin'
Those windshield wipers slappin' out a tempo
Keepin' perfect rhythm with the song on the radio
But I gotta keep rollin'

Ooh, I'm drivin' my life away
Lookin' for a better way for me
Ooh, I'm drivin' my life away
Lookin' for a sunny day
Ooh, I'm drivin' my life away
Lookin' for a better way for me
Ooh, I'm drivin' my life away
Lookin' for a sunny day, yeah
Ooh, I'm drivin' my life away
Lookin' for a better way for me

5060. Drivin' Nails in My Coffin

Rhonda Vincent - Drivin' Nails in My Coffin
Osborne Brothers

My sweetheart is gone and I'm so lonely
He said that he and I were through
I started out drinkin' for pastime
Drivin' nails in my coffin over you

I'm just drivin' nails in my coffin



Every time I drink a bottle of booze
I'm just drivin' nails in my coffin
Drivin' those nails over you

Ever since the day that we parted
I've been so sad and so blue
I'm always thinkin' of you, love
And I just can't quit drinkin' that old booze

I'm just drivin' nails in my coffin
Every time I drink a bottle of booze
I'm just drivin' nails in my coffin
Drivin' those nails over you

You turned me down, you don't want me
There's nothin' now I can loose
I'm just drivin' those nails in my coffin
And worryin', my darlin', over you

I'm just drivin' nails in my coffin
Every time I drink a bottle of booze
I'm just drivin' nails in my coffin
Drivin' those nails over you

I'm just drivin' nails in my coffin
Every time I drink a bottle of booze
I'm just drivin' nails in my coffin
Drivin' those nails over you
Yes, I'm drivin' those nails over you

5061. Drivin' Wheel

Emmylou Harris
Drivin' Wheel

INTRO

Well, all I want is a love that's hot
Can't be sold ['n'] can't be bought
Yeah, a love that don't try to be somethin' it's-uh not

Well, all I need is a love that's real
None can rob and none can steal
A love that moves like a drivin' wheel

Well, all I want is a drivin' wheel
All I want is a drivin' wheel
All around love, [i]s my ideal

SOLO

Well, all I want is a love that's right
[To] hold onto with all my might



We-ell, early in the mornin' and-a late at night

Well, all I want is a drivin' wheel
All I want is a drivin' wheel
An all around love, [i]s my ideal
YEAH! [Hey]

SOLO
Well, all I want is a drivin' wheel
All I want is a drivin' wheel
An all around love is my ideal

Yeah, all I want is a drivin' wheel
All I want is a drivin' wheel
Well an all around love's my ideal

5062. Drivin' Wheel

Drivin' Wheel
David Wiffin

Just came up on the midnight special.
How about that?
My car broke down in Texas.
She stopped dead in her tracks.

I just called to tell you that I want you
I just called to tell you how I feel.
I feel like some old engine, done lost my drivin' wheel.
Feel like some old engine, done lost my drivin' wheel.

They took my money on the night train.
What a terrible time.
I gave my promise I would be there with you
Next Saturday night.

I just want to tell you that I need you.
I just want to tell you how I feel.
I feel like some old engine, done lost my drivin' wheel.
Feel like some old engine, done lost my drivin' wheel.

You can't say much in a phone call, baby.
You know how it is.
I have to tell you this one short thing.
Won't you listen to this.

I just want to tell you that I love you, baby.
I just want to tell you how I feel.
I feel like some old engine, done lost my drivin' wheel.
Feel like some old engine, done lost my drivin' wheel.

I feel like some old engine, done lost my drivin' wheel.
Feel like some old engine, done lost my drivin' wheel.



5063. Driving Me Mad

Driving Me Mad
Neil Finn

Deadlines again
Feel like hiding out
No sign of comfort yet
Have a nap while no ones looking
Bring some inspiration to the man
In my head
A namesake out of reach
Strange days upon us now
With the dust of conversation
Hanging in the light above the bed

Leave me now
Cause tonight it's driving me mad
I guess I'll be all right
But tonight it's driving me mad

Year after year
Demons always come
Fail to materialize
Way beyond my understanding
Find my only comfort in your hands

Hold me now
Cause tonight it's driving me mad
This dream can fill you up
But tonight it's driving me mad
Yeah

Hey diamond girl
Restless in my head
Say what lies between us
A host of everyday distractions
Most of all it's music taking me

It's driving me mad
Still I can't refuse
Even when it's driving me mad
I guess I'll be all right
When tomorrow brings some relief
This dream can fill you up
So put it out and find what's underneath
Yeah



5064. Driving My Life Away - Chords

Driving My Life Away
Recorded by Eddie Rabbitt
written by David Malloy, Eddie Rabbitt, Even Stevens

C
Well the midnight headlight find you on a rainy night
                                         F
Steep grade up ahead slow me down making no time
           C
Gotta keep rolling
Those windshield wipers slapping out a tempo
                                              F
Keeping perfect rhythm with the song on the radio
           C
Gotta keep rolling
    F              A#                      F              C
Ooh I'm driving my life away looking for a better way for me
    F              A#                      F
Ooh I'm driving my life away looking for a sunny day
C
Well the truck stop cutie coming on to me
                                                F
Tried to talk me into a ride said I wouldn't be sorry
                   C
But she was just a baby
Well waitress pour me another cup of coffee
                                                     F
Pop me down jack me up shoot me out heading down the highway
                C
Looking for the morning
Repeat #2 & 1

5065. Driving Nails In My Coffin

Driving Nails In My Coffin
Rhonda Vincent

My sweetheart is gone and I'm so lonely
She said that she and I were through
I started out a-drinking for a past time
Driving nails in my coffin over you

   I'm driving nails in my coffin
   Even time I drink a bottle of booze
   I'm just driving nail in my coffin
   Driving nails in my coffin over you

Now ever since the day that we parted
I've been so sad so blue
I can't help thinkin' about her
And I just can't quit drinkin' that old booze



Well you turned me down you don't want me
There's nothing more I can do
I'll be driving nails in my coffin
Worrying' my darlin' over you

5066. Driving The Herd

Driving the Herd

I know my part
I'll bring up the rear
I'll eat the dust
You know, I don't care
That's what I do
I'll get 'em through
I'm driving the herd

I sing them to sleep
I sing them awake
They like my songs
They give and I take
I know my part
I play from the heart

While I'm driving the herd
Maybe I'm following
They'll let me know
If I'm doing it right
They'll sing-a-long with me every night
That's how I know
That they're liking the show
Well, I'm driving the herd
Or maybe they're driving me?

Maybe I'm following
They'll let me know
If I'm doing it right
They'll sing-a-long with me every night
That's how I know
That they're liking the show
Well, I'm driving the herd
Or maybe they're driving me?

While I'm driving the herd
Maybe they're driving me

5067. Drop



Drop
Elephant Revival

Once I was a big drop of water
I was in the desert
I was in high, I was in high demand
Saw you turn, saw you turn
Turn away 
Water came down
Hit the dry ground
Lost all the facts
Slipped through the cracks
Spread around
Under and down

Down through the ground
Carry on
Now beyond
Passed where all the dancing rang like thunder
After laughter and the music did resound
To where the thunder became something
Like the pulsing of the flowers
Which is something like but nothing like
The pulsing of the hours

But the hour was one time because
I slipped into a flower
Recalled the time to climb the vine
A honeysuckle tower
I was water brought to lifted leaves
Of daffodils and daylilies
Drank into the grace of trees
The aspen's eye
The willow's weep

That hung so low
It touched below
The surface of
A still puddle
Did I behold
Reflection told
Looking back at me
The eyes of my body
So I jumped in
Back into my skin
And sang this song
Of where I'd been

Once I was a big drop of water
I spread around and became part of many living in the land
Saw you turn, when I turned
Turned away
In the still
In the still water
And we're still water



5068. Drop Down Daddy

Lucinda Williams - Drop Down Daddy

You can drop down, Daddy, let your Mama see
You got something, baby, keeps on worrying me
Well, my mama won't allow me to
Fool around late at night
Said, "You may be too young
Some men might not treat you right"

Well, the Jack of Diamonds told
The Queen of Spades "Oh, come on, babe
Let's talk and creep away" oh my
My mama won't allow me to
Fool around all night long
Said, "You may be too young
Some men might treat you wrong"

Well, stop scratching on my window
Stop knocking on my screen
You're an evil man and I
Know just what you mean
Well, my mama won't allow me to
Fool around late at night
Said, "You may be too young
Some men might not treat you right"
Well, you know some of these men
Are full of so much jive
Got a handful of "gimme"
Mouthful of "much obliged" oh my
My mama won't allow me to
Fool around all night long
Said, "You may be too young
Some men might treat you wrong"

Well, if you see me coming
Throw your woman outdoors
I ain't no stranger, I've been here before
But my mama won't allow me to
Fool around late at night
Said, "You may be too young
Some men might not treat you right"

You can drop down, Daddy, let your Mama see
You got something, baby, keeps on worrying me
Oh my, my mama won't allow me to
Fool around all night long
Said, "You may be too young
Some men might treat you wrong"
Said, "You may be too young
Some men might not treat you right"



5069. Drop In The Bucket

Drop In The Bucket
Dustbowl Revival

I've been doubted, pushed around
I've been squashed on the ground
You better listen to what I' say
Get' down, on your' knees and pray
I ain't going away,' till my dying day

I survived, subatomic wars
You ain't never seen no one like me before

It's a drop in the bucket, yeah, yeah
Drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
You ain't seen nothing yet
It's a drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Yeah yeah yeah yeah

I ain't much to look at, that's for sure
I'm gonna crawl under your locked door
You could be rich, you could be poor
I'm gonna get me some
At the great fire, I was there
At the Hanoi Hilton, I was there
At the fall of Rome, I was there
Having me some fun
I survived a hundred centuries
You ain't never seen nobody like me

It's a drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
You ain't seen nothing yet
It's a drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Yeah yeah yeah yeah

They say when it rains
Oh you know it pours
I got mine, you better get yours
Black coat and shiny nails
When the train comes down the rails
I miss the hit, it never fails
To make me shiver
I ain't no fool, for no cheese
I ain't no pet, no honey please
I still carry that dread disease



Oh they call the plague

I survived the slander of my name
One thing for sure is the rat
Always wins the game
It's a drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
You ain't seen nothing yet
It's a drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Drop in the bucket, yeah yeah
Yeah yeah yeah yeah

5070. Drop Some Silver In The Jukebox - Chords

Drop Some Silver In The Jukebox
Recorded by Dick Curless
Written by Don Wayne

C                             G7
I walked into a tavern it was cheap and small
                                      F                  C
With an ancient sign and jukebox that leaned against the wall
                                   C7              F
A girl stood near the jukebox with sad and hurting eyes
       G7                            C
When I asked if she was lonely she replied

                                    G7
Drop some silver in the jukebox and I'll dance with you
                                           F              C
Though there's other guys around here much handsomer than you
                                     C7             F
But you seem like a good guy so I'll give you first chance 
          G7                              C
Drop some silver in the jukebox and we'll dance

                                    G7
So I fed the silent jukebox just to dance with her
                                         F              C
And she played the longest saddest songs that I've ever heard
                                        C7              F
Then I asked her if she'd join me for a drink or two or three
        G7                                  C
And she threw that same ol' message back to me

                                         G7
Drop some silver in the jukebox and I'll drink your wine
                                 F                    C
And listen to that case of blues that you got on your mind
                              C7              F
For your hearts either broken or badly bent I think



          G7                              C
Drop some silver in the jukebox and we'll drink

                                           G7
So we talked and danced and drank right up till closing time
                                                 F                  C
And when we walked out from the tavern why I had spent my last thin dime
                                                  C7       F
So I ask her if she'd care to hear a little music up at my place
    G7                                 C
She shoved that same ol' message in my face

Repeat #4

          G7                              C
Drop some silver in the jukebox and we'll drink

5071. Dropkick Me Jesus - Chords

Dropkick Me Jesus
Recorded by Bobby Bare
Words and music by Paul Craft

REFRAIN
[C] Dropkick me, Jesus, through the goal-[G7] posts of life
End over end, neither left nor to [C] right
Straight through the heart of them [C7] righteous up-[F] rights
Dropkick me, [C] Jesus, through the goal-[G7] posts of [C] life.

[C] Make me, Oh make me, Lord, more [G7] than I am
Make me a piece in Your master game [C] plan
Free from the earthly tem-[C7] pestion be-[F] low
I've got the will, [C] Lord, if You [G7] got the [C] toe.

REFRAIN
Bring on the brothers, who've gone on before
And all of the sisters, who've knocked on your door
All the departed, dear, loved ones of mine
Stick 'em up front in the offensive line.

REFRAIN (2x)

TAG: Yea! [Start refrain and fade.....]

5072. Dropping Out Of Sight - Chords

Dropping Out of Sight
performed by Bobby Bare



[C] I'll be dropping out of sight for [F] awhile.
I should be [G] crying but crying's not my [C] style.
If they [C] ask you how I took it, say I [F] smiled.
I'll be [G] dropping out of sight for [C] awhile.

CHORUS
This old [F] town can do without [G] me,
For a [C] laughing stock.
Since she's [D] gone I'm in a [G] funny state of shock.
I'm [C] so troubled I could walk a thousand [F] miles.
I'll be [G] dropping out of sight for [C] awhile.
[C]If you don't see me living like I [F]did.
It's because the [G]coward in me went and [C]hid.
So [C]before that same old circle drives me [F]wild.
I'll be [G]dropping out of sight for [C]awhile.

(CHORUS)

I'll be [G] dropping out of sight for [C] awhile.

5073. Drops from the Faucet

Nanci Griffith - Drops from the Faucet

The drops from the faucet like a nervous heart
Beat on my porcelain sink a rhythm avant-garde
I page through the phone book, reach for my fountain pen
Is he comin' in for the holidays to haunt me again?
I call up the Grand Central, "information please.
Is that nickel line on time? Oh fine!"
It's a hair-do with a wave
We both forgot and forgave last time

A peddler of pots and pans down on Union Square
Said City Hall wants us off the street
There's no Christmas in the air
Some high-brows were waiting
Carnation bright lapels
Their big cars line the curbs outside those grand hotels
I passed a marquee, Third Avenue
"Ramona" with Loretta Young and I swung myself around
And (headed) uptown to the train

So this is New Year's eve another year has passed
We wait so patiently, (but) still they come and go so fast
I stand on this platform, wait for that basket of light
And the sound of the whistle screamin' out
Like some hot trumpet in the night
And, as I'm waitin' I wonder why and where,
And what went wrong
But this song don't tell no lies
It was just a quick good-bye, yeah



5074. Drowned Dog Black Night

Richard Thompson - Drowned Dog Black Night

Oh, little light that shines
Put down your shuttle love and come to the blind
The night is hissing like a mad, mad snake
Clouds are rolling in, and the storm is right behind

Oh, little hand in my hand
All the madness of the world is on the move
The night is [Incomprehensible] like it's blind, drunk and anger
And feeling in the dark for a poor man's door

Drowned dog black night, drowned dog black night
Tie down whatever's loose, nail those shutters tight
There'll be nothing left at all at the end of a black night

Oh, my comfort and joy
Why should we turn and run like all the rest?
Let's keep to our intentions now
Be like tomorrow, a sun should rise in the West

Drowned dog black night, drowned dog black night
Tie down whatever's loose, nail those shutters tight
There'll be nothing left at all at the end of a black night

5075. Drowned In The Deep Blue Sea

Drowned In The Deep Blue Sea
Flatt & Scruggs

It was on one sunday evening just above the airoff tree
When my darlin' started leave me to sail on the deep blue sea
He promised to write me a letter he promised to write to me
And I haven't heard from my darlin' who sails on the deep blue sea

My mother is dead and buried my papa's forsaken me
And I have no one to love me but the sailor on the deep blue sea
Oh captain can you tell me can you tell me where he may be
Oh yes my little maiden he got drowned in the deep blue sea

Farawell to friends and relations it's the last you'll see of me
I am going to end my trouble by drowning in the deep blue sea



5076. Drowning (...Again)

Drowning (...Again)
Kitchen Dwellers - Drowning (...Again)

[Verse 1]
Oh, tell me, when did it start?
That's when it all comes apart
You tell me I'm obsessed and all that I got left
Is knotty pine in your heart

[Verse 2]
It's getting harder to leave
You'd have me crawl on my knees
I see you winterized behind ashen eyes
And left our love on the breeze
To blow through the trees

[Chorus]
I'll throw up my hands and I pray for the rain
And I can't remember callin' your name
And I thought I'd bury you under the pain
But you push me halfway down and I'm drownin' again
I'm drownin' again

[Verse 3]
I needed somethin' familiar
Somethin' to cool down my mind
Like a window down, oh, in my hometown
Somethin' simple and fine

[Verse 4]
But still you offer your hand
Lead me down river bends
You say it's safe to cross, but when I'm feelin' lost
Well, you're gone once again
Slip through my hands

[Chorus]
I'll throw up my hands and I pray for the rain
And I can't remember callin' your name
And I thought I'd bury you under the pain
But you push me halfway down and I'm drownin' again
I'm drownin' again

5077. Drowning In You - Chords

Drowning In You 
Fruition

[Verse]
C               E7             Am      Dm
Waitin' for the waves to crash down on me,



        C           E7            Am     Dm
make me feel like I feel, before I fall asleep,
     C     E7            Am      Dm
like anticipatin' for an unknown dream,
 
 
[Chorus]
   G       G                C            C
Oh please, please come crashing down on me,
G       G                Am          Am
please, please come crashing down on me,
G      G               C               E7        F
please don't take your time, I'm goin' out of my mind,
      G           C
to be drowning in you.
 
 
[Verse]
       C       E7          Am      Dm
Well I took my place, down next to you,
C            E7            Am      Dm
drawn by the sound, of the way you move,
        C            E7           Am      Dm
I never seen so much beauty, in a girl so blue,
 
 
[Chorus]
   G       G                C            C
Oh please, please come crashing down on me,
G       G                Am          Am
please, please come crashing down on me,
G      G               C               E7        F
please don't take your time, I'm goin' out of my mind,
      G           C
to be drowning in you.
 
C C C
 
 
[Bridge]
    Dm                     Dm
and I can see the daylight dwindle from the sky,
    Am                        Am
and watch the moonlight spill all over the night,
  E7                    E7
I look into the east, I look into your eyes,
  G                        G
I listen to your howls, I listen to your cry,
  Dm                       Dm
I know there aint a way, a way for us and them,
   Am                       Am
to ever change the way, the way we've always been,
   E7                      E7                       G
It makes me wanna close my eyes and jump right into you!
 
 
[Instrumental]



C E7 Am Dm
C E7 Am Dm
C E7 Am Dm
G G C C
G G Am Am
G G C E7
F G C C
 
 
[Verse]
C            E7            Am           Dm
Shadows grow long, the sun sinks in the sky,
    C              E7         Am       Dm
you climb your way to me, and I slip inside,
C           E7        Am          Dm
I take your hand, and you take my life,
 
 
[Chorus]
   G       G                C            C
Oh please, please come crashing down on me,
G       G                Am          Am
please, please come crashing down on me,
G      G               C               E7        F
please don't take your time, I'm goin' out of my mind,
      G           C
to be drowning in you.

5078. Drowning My Troubles - Chords

Drowning My Troubles
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Ray Pennington
 
C                    F               C
Two eyes in a mirror staring back at me
F              A7            D7              G7
Circles on the bar where the glasses used to be
C                                  F                D7
Drinking to keep from thinking but my mind won't go dim
         C                A7
But I'll keep drowning my troubles
    D7               G7     C
But they're learning how to swim
 
                          F                   C
Sweet think in the corner keeps giving me the eye
F             A7                   D7                 G7
I've got your message baby but I'm out with my misery tonight
C                               F                 D7
I might slip away later but the chances are kinda slim
     C                A7
I've been drowning my troubles



    D7               G7     C
But they're learning how to swim
 
F                       C
Here's to the lady that went the other way
F                    D7                 G7
Here's to her memory that just won't go away
C
Even if my money holds out 
       F                     D7
I know I'll never get rid of them
         C                A7
But I'll keep drowning my troubles
      D7               G7     C
Cause they're learning how to swim
 
Repeat last verse

5079. Drowning Sailor

Drowning Sailor

The crew upon this ship are sailingIs deafened by the ocean's roarThey are tossed by the mi
ghty breakersToward the rocks upon the shore

 Jesus savior be our captain And guide us through this awful storm And help to save each dr
owning sailor Who has tumbled overboard

This world is like a grand old oceanThe church is like a ship at seaWe are helpless little sailor
sLord we're helpless but for thee

5080. Drowning Sailor - Chords

Drowning Sailor 
Danny Paisley & The Southern Grass
 
[Intro]
C    G    C   (x2)
 
Am   C    G    C  (x2)
 
 
[Verse 1]
    C
The crew upon this ship are sailing
            G              C
Is deafened by the ocean's roar
         C
They are tossed by the mighty breakers



           G              C
Toward the rocks upon the shore
 
 
[Chorus]
Am                  C
Jesus savior be our captain
             G                  C
And guide us through this awful storm
    Am                         C
And help to save each drowning sailor
        G           C
Who has tumbled overboard
 
 
[Instrumental]
C    G    C   (x2)
 
Am   C    G    C  (x2)
 
 
[Verse 2]
     C
This world is like a grand old ocean
              G              C
The church is like a ship at sea
C
We are helpless little sailors
           G                C
Lord we're helpless but for thee
 
 
[Chorus]
Am                  C
Jesus savior be our captain
             G                  C
And guide us through this awful storm
    Am                         C
And help to save each drowning sailor
        G           C
Who has tumbled overboard
 
 
[Instrumental]
C    G    C   (x2)
 
Am   C    G    C  (x2)
 
 
[Outro]
Am                  C
Jesus savior be our captain
             G                  C
And guide us through this awful storm
    Am                         C
And help to save each drowning sailor
        G           C



Who has tumbled overboard

5081. Drug Store Truck Drivin' Man

Drug Store Truck Drivin' Man
Gram Parsons / Roger McGuinn
The Coal Porters

Chorus:
He's a drug store truck drivin' man
He's the head of the Ku Klux Klan
When summer rolls around
He'll be lucky if he's not in town

Well, he's got him a house on the hill
He plays country records till you've had your fill
He's a fireman's friend he's an all night DJ
But he sure does think different from the records he plays

Chorus

Well, he don't like the young folks I know
He told me one night on his radio show
He's got him a medal he won in the War
It weighs five-hundred pounds and it sleeps on his floor

Chorus

He's been like a father to me
He's the only DJ you can hear after three
I'm an all night musician in a rock and roll band
And why he don't like me I can't understand

Chorus

When summer rolls around
He'll be lucky if he's not in town

5082. Drumbeats On The Watchtower - Chords

Drumbeats On The Watchtower 
Peter Rowan

[Intro]
A   A  D  D  G  G  A   A  A  A  A  D  D  A  A  A
 
[Verse 1]
A
I hear drumbeats on the watchtower



        G               A
My long journey's at an end
Autumn leaves blow on the border
       G               A     A
I hear wild geese cry again
 
 
[Instrumental]
A  G  A  G  A  A
(same pattern as verse)
 
 
[Verse 2]
A
Oh where oh where is my darling
           G            A
Four winds blow far and wide
No one I see will ever tell me
       G                 A      A
If she lives or if she's died
 
 
[Instrumental]
A  G  A  G  A  A
(same pattern as verse)
 
 
[Verse 3]
A
The dew is falling cold at midnight
     G                    A
Underneath the bone-white moon
Shining brightly on my cabin
        G              A      A
Where tonight I sleep alone
 
 
[Instrumental]
A  G  A  G  A  A
(same pattern as verse)
 
 
[Verse 4]
A
I wrote a letter to my darling
    G           A
I received no reply
In the Black Hills I hear rumours
      G                  A       A
In my dreams I hear her crying
 
 
[Instrumental]
A  G  A  G  A  A
(same pattern as verse)
 
 



[Verse 5]
A
I hear drumbeats on the watchtower
        G               A
My long journey's at an end
Autumn leaves blow on the border
       G               A
I hear wild geese cry again
       G               A      A
I hear wild geese cry again
 
 
[Outro]
A  G  A  G  A  A
(same pattern as verse)

5083. Drums

Norman Blake - Drums
Gillian Welch - Emmylour Harris

[Verse]
From the Indian reservation to the governmental school
Well they're going to educate me to the white men's Golden Rule
And I'm learning very quickly for I've learned to be ashamed
And I come when they call Billy though I've got an Indian name
And there are drums beyond the mountain Indian drums that you can't hear
There are drums beyond the mountain and they're getting mighty near
And when they think that they'd changed me cut my hair to meet their needs
Will they think I'm white or Indian quarter blood or just half breed
Let me tell you Mr teacher when you say you'll make me right
In five hundred years of fighting not one Indian turned white
And there are drums
Well you thought that I knew nothing when you brought me here to school
Just another empty Indian just America's first fool
But now I can tell you stories that are burnt and dried and old
But in the shadow of their telling walks the thunder proud and bold
And there are drums
Long Pine and Sequoia Handsome Lake and Sitting Bull
There's Magnus Colorado with his sleeves so red and full
Crazy Horse the legend those who bit off Custer's soul
They are dead yet they are living with the great Geronimo
And there are drums
Well you may teach me this land's history but we taught it to you first
We broke your hearts and bent your journeys broken treaties left us cursed
Even now you have to cheat us even though you this us tame
In our losing we found proudness in your winning you found shame
And there are drums



5084. Drunk On A Plane

Dierks Bentley - Drunk on a Plane

[Verse 1]
I took two weeks vacation for the honeymoon
A couple tickets all inclusive down in Cancun
I couldn't get my money back so I'm in seat 7A
I'm getting drunk on a plane
I bet the fella on the aisle thought I was crazy
Cause I taped your picture to the seatback right beside me
Now I've got empty mini bottles fillin' both our trays
I'm getting drunk on a plane

[Chorus]
Buyin' drinks for everybody
But the pilot, it's a party
Got this 737 rocking like a G6
Stewardess is somethin' sexy
Leanin' pourin' Coke and whiskey
Told her about my condition
Got a little mile-high flight attention
It's Mardi Gras up in the clouds
I'm up so high, I may never come down
I'll try anything to drown out the pain
They all know why I'm getting drunk on a plane

[Verse 2]
We had this date marked on the calendar forever
We'd take that new wed limo airport ride together
I feel like a plastic groom alone there at the top of the cake
So hey, I'm getting drunk on a plane

[Chorus]
Buyin' drinks for everybody
But the pilot, it's a party
Got this 737
Rocking like a G6
Stewardess is somethin' sexy
Leanin' pourin' Coke and whiskey
Told her about my condition
Got a little mile-high flight attention
It's Mardi Gras up in the clouds
I'm up so high, I may never come down
I'll try anything to drown out the pain
They all know why I'm getting drunk on a plane

[Verse 3]
On my way home I'll bump this seat right up to first class
So I can drink that cheap champagne out of a real glass
And when we land I'll call her up and tell her kiss my ass
Cause hey, I'm drunk on a plane

[Chorus]
Buyin' drinks for everybody
But the pilot, it's a party
Got this 737



Rocking like a G6
Stewardess is somethin' sexy
Leanin' pourin' Coke and whiskey
Told her about my condition
Got a little mile-high flight attention
It's Mardi Gras up in the clouds
I'm up so high, I may never come down
I'll try anything to drown out the pain
They all know why I'm getting drunk on a plane

[Outro]
I'm getting drunk on a plane
I might be passed out
In the baggage claim
But right now
I'm drunk on a plane

5085. Drunkard's Dream

Drunkard's Dream

Oh Dermot you look so pleasant now
Your clothes look neat and clean
I haven't seen you drink a drop
Pray tell me where you've been

Your wife and children are they well
You used to treat them strange
But are you kinder to them now
How came this happy change

I had a dream, a warning dream
That heaven sent to me
It warned me of a drunkard's curse
Of woe and misery

I dreamt one night I staggered home
It being a sudden gloom
I missed my wife where can she be
There's strangers in the room

I heard them say, "Poor thing she's dead
She's lived a wretched life
'Twas grief and want that broke her heart
For she was a drunkard's wife."

I woke and saw my Mary dear
And joyful tears did stream
And ever since, l've heaven blessed
For sending me that dream



5086. Drunkard's Hell

Drunkard's Hell - Ralph Stanley
Flatt & Scruggs

It was on one dark and starless night
I heard and saw an awful sight
The lighting flashed and the thunder roared
All around the drunkard's feet

I started home to change my life
To see my long neglected wife
I found her kneeling by her bed
She said our darling baby was dead

I took her by her trembling hand
She was so weak she could not stand
On bended knees I prayed a prayer
That God might save and protect us there

Who preached like Paul who once did say
Our sins have all been washed away
That whiskey stay as far from me
as the mountains are from the deep blue sea

5087. Drunkard's Prayer

Drunkard's Prayer
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I get drunk and talk to God
I say I'm sorry for all the things I'm not
And I mean every word I say
And I promise I can change
When I get drunk and talk to God

[Verse 2]
When I talk to God I tell him why we're through
I tell him all the things I did and didn't do
I'll say, "I can't be alone"
And he'll say, "Son, you're on your own"
'Cause when I talk to God I tell him why we're through

[Chorus]
I wish that I could go to church but I'm too ashamed of me
I hate the fact it takes a bottle to get me on my knees
And I hope he'll forgive the things you ain't forgot
When I get drunk and talk to God



[Verse 3]
When I talk to God I thank him for the time
All those precious years that you were mine, all mine
I know he's a busy man, he'll help me if he can
So when I talk to God I thank him for the time

[Chorus]
I wish that I could go to church but I'm too ashamed of me
I hate the fact it takes a bottle to get me on my knees
And I hope he'll forgive the things you ain't forgot
When I get drunk and talk to God
Oh, when I get drunk and talk to God

5088. Drunken Angel

Lucinda Williams - Drunken Angel

Sun came up it was another day
And the sun went down you were blown away
Why'd you let go of your guitar
Why'd you ever let it go that far
Drunken Angel

Could've held on to that long smooth neck
Let your hand remember every fret
Fingers touching each shiny string
But you let go of everything

Drunken Angel
Drunken Angel
You're on the other side
Drunken Angel
You're on the other side

Followers would cling to you
Hang around just to meet you
Some threw roses at your feet
And watch you pass out on the street
Drunken Angel
Feed you and pay off all your debts
Kiss your brow taste your sweat
Write about your soul your guts
Criticize you and wish you luck

Drunken Angel
Drunken Angel
You're on the other side
Drunken Angel
You're on the other side

Some kind of savior singing the blues
A derelict in your duct tape shoes



Your orphan clothes and your long dark hair
Looking like you didn't care

Drunken Angel
Blood spilled out from the hole in your heart
Over the strings of your guitar
The worn down places in the wood
That once made you feel so good

Drunken Angel
Drunken Angel
You're on the other side
Drunken Angel
You're on the other side

Sun came up it was another day
And the sun went down you were blown away
Why'd you let go of your guitar
Why'd you ever let it go that far
Drunken Angel, drunken Angel

5089. Drunken Hearted Man

Drunken Hearted Man - Devil Makes Three

Well, I'm a drunken hearted man
My life is misery
I'm a drunken hearted man
My life is misery
If I could change my way of living
It would mean so much to me

I been dogged and I been driven
Ever since I left my mother's home
I been dogged and I been driven
Ever since I left my mother's home
And I can't no reason
Why I can't leave these no-good women's alone

My father died and left me
My poor mother did the best that she could
My father died and left me
My poor mother did the best that she could
Every man love the game called love
But it don't do no man no good

I'm a drunken hearted man
And sin was the cause of it all
I'm a drunken hearted man
And sin was the cause of it all
The day that you get weak for those no-good women
Is the day that you bound to fall



I'm a drunken hearted man
My life is misery
I'm a drunken hearted man
My life is misery
If I could change my way of living
It would mean so much to me

5090. Dry Bones

David Rawlings
Dry Bones

Oh, Enoch, he lived to be
Three hundred and sixty-five
When the Lord came and took him
Back to heaven alive

I saw, I saw the light from heaven
Shining all around
I saw that light come shining
I saw that light come down

When Moses saw that burning bush
He walked it 'round and 'round
Well the Lord said to Moses
"You're treadin' holy ground"

I saw, I saw the light from heaven
Shining all around
I saw that light come shining
I saw that light come down

Well Adam and Eve in the garden
They's under that sycamore tree
Well, Eve said to Adam
"No, Satan a-temptin' me"

I saw, I saw the light from hRaven
Shining all around
I saw that light come shining
I saw that light come down
I saw, I saw thR light from heaven
Shining all around
I saw that light come shining
I saw that light come down

Dry bones in that valley
Got up and took a little walk
Well, the deaf could hear
Lord, and the dumb could talk

I saw, I saw the light from heaven
Shining all around



I saw that light come shining
I saw that light come down

I saw, I saw the light from heaven
Shining all around
I saw that light come shining
I saw that light come down

5091. Dry Lightning

Emmylou Harris
Dry Lightning

[Verse 1]
I threw my robe on in the morning
Watched the ring on the stove turn red
Stared hypnotized into a cup of coffee
Pulled on my boots and made the bed
Screen door hanging off its hinges
Kept banging me awake all night
As I look out the window
The only thing in sight

[Chorus 1]
Is dry lightning on the horizon line
Just dry lightning and you on my mind

[Verse 2]
I chased the heat of her blood
Like it was the holy grail
Descend beautiful spirit
Into the evening pale
Her appaloosa's kicking
Kicking in the corral smelling rain
There's a low thunder rolling
'Cross the mesquite plain

[Chorus 1]
[Verse 3]
I'd drive down to Alvarado Street
Where she'd dance to make ends meet
I'd spend the night over my gin
As she'd talk to her men

The piss yellow sun
Comes bringing up the day
She said "Ain't nobody can give nobody
What they really need anyway

Well you get so sick of the fighting
You lose your fear of the end
But I can't lose your memory
And the sweet smell of your skin



[Chorus 1]

5092. Dry My Tears And Move On

Richard Thompson - Dry My Tears and Move On - Live 

If you don't want me I'll dry my tears and move on
If you don't want me I'll dry my tears and move on

You treated me just good enough until now
But if you're tired of me I'll get over you somehow
Oh, if you don't want me I'll dry my tears and move on

If you don't need me there's someone else who needs me out there
She's kind and tender and one day I'll find her I swear
So set me free while I've still got time
Don't try to hide your shame, dear, from my eyes
Oh, if you don't want me I'll dry my tears and move on

Faded love
As if you need a reason
Am I out of your dreams
Or just out of season
Oh the flame of love
Oh you wouldn't understand
You hide it in your heart
You don't hold it in your hand

If you don't want me I'll dry my tears and move on
If you don't want me I'll dry my tears and move on

My suits got creases and my shoes have got shine
Let me know soon I'll find a better use for my time
Oh if you don't want me
If you don't want me
Oh, if you don't want me I'll dry my tears and move on
I'll dry my tears and move on
I'll dry my tears and move on

5093. Dry River

Dry River

Verse 1:
I was born by the river
It was paved with cement
I was born by the river
It was paved with cement



Still I'd stand in that dry river
And dream that I was soaking wet

Chorus 1:
Someday it's gonna rain
Someday it's gonna pour
Someday that old dry river
It won't be dry anymore

Verse 2:
Used to play in the orange groves
Till they bulldozed all the trees
I used to play in the orange groves
Till they bulldozed all the trees
When I'd stand among those dead stumps
And smell the blossoms on the leaves

Chorus 2:
Someday it's gonna rain
Someday it's gonna pour
Someday all those dead trees
They won't be dead anymore

Verse 3:
Fell in love with a woman
But she did not fall for me
I fell in love with you baby
But you did not fall for me
Now I'm dry as that old river
And I'm as dead as those old trees

Chorus 3:
Someday it's gonna rain
Someday it's gonna pour
Someday this old heart of mine
Is gonna fall in love once more

Final Chorus:
Someday it's gonna rain
Someday it's gonna pour
Someday this old dry river
Well it won't be dry anymore
It won't be dry anymore
It won't be dry anymore

5094. Dry River - Chords

Dry River
AJ Lee
 
[Verse 1]
C
How can I walk?  When it's tumblin' down,



            F                        C
Wade that river, when it's turnin' brown,
           F               C
How can I walk?  How can I run?
C                         G                 C
When it's tumblin' down, when it's tumblin' down,
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
C
Where can I hide? Where the trees don't fall,
         F                  C
Shade my body, stick to the wall
             F                 C
Where can I hide, where can I cry?
 C                            G                   C
Where the trees don't fall, Where the trees don't fall,
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C          F                C
Give me a sign, light that fire
                F                    G
Tell me it's alright, give me some desire
C                           G                  C
How can I walk?  How can I run?  It's tumblin down,
 
 
[1st Solo]
 
Same progrssion as the verses
 
[Verse 3]
 
C
Give me one chance, to make you smile
             F                C
No it ain't over, not for a while
             F                    C
Give me one chance, give me your hand
              G                  C
To make you smile, to make you smile
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C          F                C
Give me a sign, light that fire
                F                    G
Tell me it's alright, give me some desire
C                           G                  C
How can I walk?  How can I run?  It's tumblin down,
 
 
[2nd Solo]



 
 
[Verse 4]
 
C
Water under the bridge, but the river went dry,
                 F                           C
Can't face my troubles, when the water went by,
                  F                    C
Water under the bridge, can't fix my sorrow,
                      G                        C
Cause the river went dry, yeah the river went dry
 
[End Chorus]
 
C          F                C
Give me a sign, light that fire
                F                    G
Tell me it's alright, give me some desire
C                           G                  C      F
How can I walk?  How can I run?  It's tumblin down,
C                           G                  C
How can I walk?  How can I run?  It's tumblin down,

5095. Du Temps Que J'étais Jeune

Du Temps Que J'etais Jeune - The Duhks

Ah! Du temps que j etais jeune
Dondaine ma dondaine
J avais deux amoureux, ma luron lurette
J avais deux amoureux, ma luron lure

J avais Pierre et Ti Toine
Dondaine ma dondaine
J avais le choix sur les deux, ma luron lurette
J avais le choix sur les deux, ma luron lure

Je n nime pas Ti Toine
Dondaine ma dondaine
Il est trop paresseux, ma luron lurette
Il est trop paresseux, ma luron lure

J aime mieux mon ami Pierre
Dondaine ma dondaine
Il est trop vigoureux, ma luron lurette
Il est trop vigoureux, ma luron lure

Il m amene a la messe
Dondaine ma dondaine
Aux vepres quand je le veux, ma luron lurette
Aux vepres quand je le veux, ma luron lure



Il m amene me ramene
Dondaine ma dondaine
En petite charette a boeuf, ma luron lurette
En petite charette a pied, ma luron lure

5096. Dublin Blues

Dublin Blues 
Mipso - Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
I wished I was in Austin in the Chili Parlor Bar
Drinking Mad Dog Margaritas and not caring where you are
But here I sit in Dublin just rolling cigarettes
Holding back and choking back the shakes with every breath

[Chorus]
So forgive me all my anger, forgive me all my faults
There's no need to forgive me for thinking what I thought
I loved you from the get go and I'll love you till I die
I loved you on the Spanish Steps the day you said goodbye

[Verse 2]
Now I am just a poor boy, work's my middle name
If money was a reason, well, I would not be the same
I'll stand up and be counted, I'll face up to the truth
I'll walk away from trouble, but I can't walk away from you

[Chorus]
Forgive me all my anger, forgive me all my faults
There's no need to forgive me for thinking what I thought
I loved you from the get go and I'll love you till I die
I loved you on the Spanish Steps the day you said goodbye

[Verse 3]
I have been to Fort Worth and I have been to Spain
I have been too proud to come in out of the rain
I have seen the David, I've seen the Mona Lisa too
I have heard Doc Watson play "Columbus Stockade Blues"

[Chorus]
Forgive me all my anger, forgive me all my faults
There's no need to forgive me for thinking what I thought
I loved you from the get go and I'll love you till I die
I loved you on the Spanish Steps the day you said goodbye

[Outro]
Well I wished I was in Austin, hmm, in the Chili Parlor Bar
Drinking Mad Dog Margaritas and not caring where you are



5097. Duck And Cover

Duck And Cover
Glen Phillips

Someone's in the back yard, banging on the door
Daddy's gone away, he's coming back no more
His baby's curled up on a stranger's floor
Mama's thinking family dinners weren't too much to ask for

Everybody here's got a story to tell
Everybody's been through their own hell
There's nothing too special about getting hurt
Getting over it, that takes the work

Cause one way or another, we'll all need each other
Nothing's gonna turn out the way you thought it would
But friends and lovers, don't you duck and cover
Cause everything comes out the way it should

Blessed are the humble, blessed are the meek
Blessed are the hungry, blessed are the weak
Blessed are the ones on the other side
Blessed are we for just being alive

One day I stopped wanting anything at all
The heavens opened up like a waterfall
No use in worrying about when it ends
Just for now be thankful for what I get

Cause one way or another, a man's gonna suffer
It makes no difference the way you wanted it
But friends and lovers, don't you duck and cover
Cause everything comes out the way it should in the end
Seems like life is a palindrome
You cry when you die, you cry when you're born
In between it's all about the ups and downs
Add 'em all together, they cancel each other out

Cause one way or another
One way or another
You won't get what you wanted
You'll get enough, for sure
One way or another
Winter pays for the summer
Won't get what you wanted
What you got'll be good

Someone's in the back yard, banging on the door
Daddy's gone away, he's coming back no more
His baby's curled up on a stranger's floor
Mama's thinking happy endings weren't too much to ask for



5098. Duck And The Rooster

Tom T. Hall - Duck and the rooster
Composer: Tom T. Hall

It'd take me a minute to tell you this rhyme
Of the duck and the rooster that I knew one time
A little duck hatched out a day or two late
His mama had already gone to the lake

The little red rooster had broken his foot
So I put him into a little ole coop
The little white duck was left out on his own
So I put them together until they were grown

Well the duck thought the rooster was limping and lame
The rooster believed that the duck was the same
And so they were pals in the coop in the barn
They huddled together when it came a storm

Well the weeks they went by and the little guys grew
The little duck quacked and the rooster cocky dooed
The duck loved the water and the rooster would scratch
And neither one knew why they acted like that

Well one day I turned them both free on the farm
The rooster went straight to a roost in the barn
The little duck went to the lake for a swim
They liked different things even though they were friends

Well now you should hear them when they say hello
Though it may sound funny I know that it is so
I know that is strange but I'll tell you it's true
When they talk they go quacky doodle do

5099. Ducks On A Pond

The Incredible String Band - Ducks On a Pond 

Ducks on a pond, ducks on a pond
Very pretty swimming round
The lion and the unicorn journey very far
The answers are the question, sir
The lady soothes the lion's fur
Meek as a lamb he follows her
Wherever angels are
Sing me something

I asked the ice it would not say
But only cracked or moved away
I thought I knew me yesterday
Whoever sings this song



Ducks on a pond, ducks on a pond
Very pretty swimming round
Greetings on you kings in the sky
Who'll buy me a mynah bird
Play me a magic word
Speak of hopes with thoughts absurd
Thoughts floating by
Little ducks, pretty birds
Clouds across the sky
Sing me something

I asked the ice it would not say
But only cracked or moved away
I thought I knew me yesterday
Whoever sings this song

Moving pieces on the plains of troy
Carving faces on the rocks of joy
Pretty lady washing the tiles
Soapy pictures like crocodiles
Chilly, chilly, chilly, chilly winds blowing
Lovely spring coming soon
Chilly, chilly, chilly, chilly winds blowing
Lovely spring coming soon

I wear my body like a caravan
Gypsy rover in a magic land
Misty mountains where the eagles fly
Lonely valleys where the lost ones cry
I had a little letter full of paper
Inky scratches everywhere
Always looking, looking for a paradise island
Help me find it everywhere

Peacocks talking of the color gray
Awaking soundly in darkest day
A howling tempest on a silent sea
Lovely Jesus nailed to a tree
I had a little letter full of paper
Inky scratches everywhere
Always looking, looking for a paradise island
Help me find it everywhere

Mad as the moon when merlin falls
Silver castles and silver halls
Taking lessons from the piper's son
Learn to play while the world is young

Boys and girls come out to play
The moon doth shine as bright as day
Leave your sorrows and leave your sleep
And join your playfellows in the street
Come with a whoop or come with a call
Come with a goodwill or not at all
Up the ladder and down the wall
A ha'penny loaf will serve for all



Following my fortune now the holy grail is found
And the holy bread of heaven it is given all around
Farewell sorrow, praise God the open door
I ain't got no home in this world any more
I ain't got no home in this world any more
I ain't got no home in this world any more
Farewell sorrow, praise God the open door
I ain't got no home in this world any more

Poor as the birds but to give their songs away
Gathering possessions 'round to make a bright array
Dark was the night, praise God the open door
I ain't got no home in this world anymore
I ain't got no home in this world anymore
I ain't got no home in this world anymore
Farewell sorrow, praise God the open door
I ain't got no home in this world any more

5100. Dude

Dude
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Allow me to introduce myself
I am the hottie you roll with, and I
I am a body, a soul, and a mind
Lately, you left me behind

[Verse 2]
Now we don't seem to talk anymore
We used to kick it like Joe and Obama
Now you just leave me at home playin' mama
You give your friends all your time

[Pre-Chorus]
Would you like me more
Would you like me more
Would you like me more

[Chorus 1]
If I was a dude
Rollin' with your crew?
Would you give me high-fives
If I was a guy?
And in the end, would you wanna be my friend, too?

[Verse 3]
Take me out to the ballgame, baby
I wanna stay up and party like a lady
I wanna eat all the biscuits and gravy
Lately I've been so very hungry



[Verse 4]
Come on, let's get back to when we used to be brothers
How did I end up as only your lover?
I want you over and under the covers
I hate how you run when you're done with me

[Pre-Chorus]
Would you like me more
Would you like me more
Would you like me more

[Chorus 2]
If I was a dude
Would you think I'm cool?
Could I play in your band
If I was a man?
And if I was a dude
Greasy, tail-fin crew
Would you think I'm fly
If I was a guy?
And in the end, would you wanna be my friend, too?
And in the end, would you wanna be my friend, too?

5101. Dull Tool

Dull Tool
Chris Thile

Come on out, come on out
Where'd you go? Where'd you go?
I don't mean to play here
Figure out, figure out
What you know? What you know?
Figure out how to say it clear
'Cause you're more likely to get cut with a dull tool
Than a sharp one
You, you stuck around
You stuck around
You stuck around
Until you got me
Then, then you dropped me
[Hook]
You don't kiss when you kiss
You don't fuck when you fuck
You don't say what you mean
You don't talk loud enough
No pulse in your impulse
Celebration's impossible
You forgot the difference between equanimity and passivity
You forgot you have to try, you have to try, you have to try
You forgot that glorious feeling that you get when you get the truth
So tell that girl you don't love her
And if you do, tell her two times



'Cause you're more likely to get cut with a dull tool
Than a sharp one
You don't kiss when you kiss
You don't fuck when you fuck
You don't say what you mean
You don't talk, not enough
No pulse in your impulse
Celebration's impossible when
You don't kiss when you kiss
You don't fuck when you fuck
You don't say what you mean
You don't talk, not enough
No pulse in your impulse
Celebration's impossible
You don't kiss when you kiss
You don't fuck when you fuck
You don't say what you mean
You don't talk, not enough
No pulse in your impulse
Celebration's impossible when
You don't kiss when you kiss
You don't fuck when you fuck
You don't say what you mean
You don't talk, not enough
No pulse in your impulse
Celebration's impossible
Celebration's impossible
Celebration's impossible
Celebration's impossible

5102. Duluth

Trampled by Turtles - Duluth

I can't love you baby
Like you need me to
You'll give up on me
I give up on you
In the lines and the shadows
Where my fear resides
I can't go out that door
It's so warm inside

We can lie like sinners
Breathe the air like children
And you could lead and I could follow
All those times are gone
Still I like the quiet
Of Duluth in the winter
In the sacred bond
There's no place like home



5103. Dumas Walker - Chords

Dumas Walker
Recorded by the Kentucky Headhunters
Written by Doug Phelps, Gregory Martin, Richard Young, Fred Young

C
Let's all go down to Dumas Walker
          F                C
Let's all go down to Dumas Walker
            G7
We'll get a slaw burger fries and a bottle of ski
C
Bring it on out to my baby and me
Yeah we're headed to the drive-in on a Saturday night
Just me and my baby and a six-pack of lite
F
Got a pocketful of money and I'm raring to go
C
Down to Dumas Walker right after the show
G7                                 F
They'll be shooting marbles in the back of the store
D7                           G7
And laying money down on the floor
Repeat #1
C
He takes all his orders down one at a time
                  
Don't need a pad he's got a photogenic mind
F
He don't like the young folks hanging around
C
He's here to let ya know we got a law in this town
G7                                 F
You oughta see him reeling when he walks through the door
D7                           G7
The marble king is ready for more
Repeat #1

5104. Dumb Blonde

Dolly Parton - Dumb Blonde 
(Curly Putman)

Don't try to cry your way out of this
Don't try to lie or I'll catch you in it
Don't try to make me feel sorry for you
Just because I'm blonde
Don't think I'm dumb



Cause this dumb blonde ain't nobody's fool

When you left you thought I'd sit
An' you thought I'd wait
An' you thought I'd cry
You called me a dumb blonde
Ah, but somehow I lived through it
And you know if there's one thing this blonde has learned
Blondes have more fun

You flew too high up off the ground
It's stormy wheater an' had to come back down
But I've found new thread for my old spool
Just because I'm blonde
Don't think I'm dumb
Cause this dumb blonde ain't nobody's fool

When you left you thought I'd sit
An' you thought I'd wait
An' you thought I'd cry
You called me a dumb blonde
Ah, but somehow I lived through it
And you know if there's one thing this blonde has learned
Blondes have more fun

You flew too high up off the ground
It's stormy wheater an' had to come back down
But I've found new thread for my old spool
Just because I'm blonde
Don't think I'm dumb
Cause this dumb blonde ain't nobody's fool

5105. Dumb Kate

The Incredible String Band - Dumb Kate 

Dumb Kate, she's no Indian, no Mexican neither
Come up from San Diego long ago
Settled in Nome Alaska, best place that she could be
Half the people there froze right to the bone
Warm 'em up Kate

Nobody does business like Kate do
Dumb as she is
She's so dumb, she don't know just when to stop
Dumb as she is

Oh, oh, she don't quit givin' it
No, no, she don't quit givin' it
If the corn liquor don't get to you
Kate will

She used to serve tables down at the Last Post grill room



Where they chewed on the beef with a lean and a hunted jaw
While waiting for that slow train
Going where the sun is glowing
She'll keep your blood just moving right till the thaw

5106. Dump The Dude

Dolly Parton - Dump The Dude 
(S. Dorff/A. Rich)

Hey girl, I wanna give you some friendly advice
He's got you cryin', oh he's done it again
He's made a date and he didn't show
You know he's done this to you so many times
When you gonna let him go
He doesn't treat you little a lover should
He could be so downright cruel
Can't understand why you're hangin' with him
Girl, don't you be a fool
Go on and dump the dude
You know he's got a rotten attitude
He always leaves you in a cryin' mood
Take my advice, don't you think twice
Listen to what I'm telling you
Go on and dump the dude
You know that we've been friends for so many years
And I've never ever seen you this way
So torn apart, how he gets to your heart
With all the little games that he plays
Just give him up, get him out of your life
Promise me that once and for all
You're gonna tell him that it's over and done
The very next time he calls, ain't you now
Dump the dude
You know he's got a rotten attitude
He always leaves you in a cryin' mood
Take my advice, find somebody nice
Listen to what I'm telling you
Go on and dump the dude
Girl, I know you may think this is none of my business
But the fact that we're friends I believe that makes it my business
I care about you but I ain't preachin'
I think you should dump the dude
I don't know why you'd want to settle for less
When you could have so much more
You know that you deserve only the best
So what are you waiting for?
Go on and dump the dude
You know he's got a rotten attitude
He always leaves you in a cryin' mood
Take my advice, don't you think twice
Find yourself somebody nice
Go on and dump the dude



5107. Duncan

Duncan
Paul Simon

Couple in the next room
Bound to win a prize
They've been goin' at it all night long
Well I'm tryin' to get some sleep
but these motel walls are cheap
Lincoln Duncan is my name
and here's my song, here's my song

My father was a fisherman
my mama was a fisherman's friend
and I was born in the boredom and the chowder
So when I reached my prime
I left my home in the maritimes
headed down the turnpike for New England, sweet New England

Holes in my confidence
holes in the knees of my jeans
It's left without a penny in my pocket
Oo-o wee I's about as
destituted as a kid could be
And I wish I wore a ring
so I could hock it I'd like to hock it

A young girl in a parking lot
was preaching to a crowd
singin sacred songs and
reading from the Bible
Well I told her I was lost
and she told me all about the Pentecost
And I seen that girl as the road to my survi-ival

Just later on the very same night
when I crept to her tent with a flashlight
and my long years of innocence ended
Well she took me to the woods sayin'
"Here comes somethin' and it feels so good!"
And just like a dog I was befriended
I was befriended

Oh, oh, what a night
Oh what a garden of delight
Even now that sweet memory lingers
I was playin' my guitar
lying underneath the stars
Just thankin' the Lord for my fingers



5108. Duncan And Brady

Duncan And Brady

Well it's twinkle, twinkle, little star
a long came Brady in his 'lectric car
He's got a mean look right in his eye
He's gonna shoot somebody just to see 'em die

Refrain: He's been on the job too long

Well, Duncan, Duncan was tending the bar
Along comes Brady with his shining star
And Brady says, "Duncan, you're under arrest,"
Then Duncan shot a hole right in Brady's chest

Brady, Brady, Brady, well you know you done wrong
Breakin' in here while the games goin' on
You come a-breakin' down the windows, And knockin' down the door
And now you're lyin' dead on the barroom floor

Well, ol' King Brady was a big fat man
The Doctor reached down, grabbed a hold of his hand
He felt for his pulse, then shook his head
Said I believe into my soul, King Brady's dead

High tail carriages just a -tandin' around
To carry King Brady to the buryin' ground
Them rubber tired buggies, them rubber tired hacks
They took him to the graveyard, never brung him back

When the women all heard that King Brady was dead
They went out a home and they be racked in red
They come a-slipping' and a-slidin' and shufflin' down the street
In their big mother hubbards and their stockin' feet

5109. Duncan And Jimmy

Rhiannon Giddens - Duncan and Jimmy

Fill up the glasses and take your stand
Tip your hat to the world
Button up the bowtie and dance around
Once again with the fat Hawaiian girl
Duncan and Jimmy walk side by side
Nobody walks between them
Duncan and Jimmy walk side by side
Has anybody seen them?
Freighter man, freighter man



Which way's that freighter gonna run tonight
Will it take me down to Jacksonville
Or just leave me be wherever it seems right
Duncan and Jimmy walk side by side
Nobody walks between them
Duncan and Jimmy walk side by side
Has anybody seen them?
So fill up the glasses and take your stand
Tip your hat to the world
Button up the bowtie and dance all around
Once again with the fat Hawaiian girl
Duncan and Jimmy walk side by side
Nobody walks between them
Duncan and Jimmy walk side by side
Has anybody seen them?
Duncan and Jimmy walk side by side
Nobody walks between them
Duncan and Jimmy walk side by side
Has anybody seen them?
Has anybody seen them?
Has anybody seen them?

5110. Dungeons For Eyes

Richard Thompson - Dungeons for Eyes

He's smiling at me
The man with the blood on his hands
The man with the snakes in his shoes
Am I supposed to love him?
He's smiling at me
The hero who chained up the dogs
Mephistopheles shorn of his tail
Am I supposed to love him?
Am I supposed to shake his hand?

Souls whisper to me
Souls torn from bodies
Souls lost and wandering
Smile that smile
But eyes don't lie
It's black in there, and bloody
Dungeons for eyes

He's got that smell
The musty old smell of a priest
The damp and mold of neglect
The smell of fresh earth dug over
But how we forgive
Old rivalries half-forgot
We smile as best as we can
But I can't let it go
But I can't let it go



I can't forgive you, I can't forgive me

Souls whisper to me
Souls torn from bodies
Souls lost and wandering
Smile that smile
But eyes don't lie
It's black in there, and bloody
Dungeons for eyes
Dungeons for eyes

5111. Dupree's Diamond Blues

The Waybacks - Dupree's Diamond Blues 

When the snow begins to fly, above the smoky, smoky sky, you came
Along like a snowflake, and brightened up my day
There is just one thing I need on this snowy winter day
Call me a fool to love you, but I want nothing but you

Oh I have to hear your voice, the one that brings me joy
And your warmth slowly wraps around my heart... boy, can't you see?

The lights are shining on me, and it's like a diamond
I'm spinning around, rocking around like a diamond

That's because I'm filled with emotions

Everybody's waiting for the holidays
Candies and toys of silver trays
And there is one thing special... Boy, you are my present
There is just one thing I need on this snowy winter day
Call me a fool to love you, but I want nothing but you

All I have to hear your voice, the one that brings me joy
And your warmth slowly wraps around my heart... boy, can't you see?

The lights are shining on me, and it's like a diamond
I'm spinning around, rocking around like a diamond

That's because I'm filled with emotions
That's because I'm filled with emotions

You're shining, you're gleaming
Oh, you melt me like white snow, oh
You're shining, you're gleaming
And your warmth slowly wraps around my heart
Boy, can't you see! The lights are shining on me, and it's like a diamond
I'm spinning around, rocking around like diamonds

To your heart The lights are shining on me, and it's like a diamond
I'm spinning around, rocking around like a diamond



That's because I'm filled with emotions
That's because I'm filled with emotions

5112. Duquesne Whistle

David Rawlings
Duquesne Whistle

Listen to that Duquesne whistle blowin'
Blowin' like it's gonna sweep my world away
I'm gonna stop in Carbondale and keep on going
That Duquesne train gonna ride me night and day

You say I'm a gambler, you say I'm a pimp
But I ain't neither one
Listen to that Duquesne whistle blowin'
Sound like it's on a final run

Listen to that Duquesne whistle blowin'
Blowin' like she never blowed before
Blue light blinking, red light glowin'
Blowin' like she's at my chamber door

You smiling through the fence at me
Just like you always smiled before
Listen to that Duquesne whistle blowin'
Blowin' like she ain't gonna blow no more

Can't you hear that Duquesne whistle blowin'
Blowin' like the sky's gonna blow apart
You're the only thing alive that keeps me goin'
You're like a time bomb in my heart

I can hear a sweet voice gently calling
Must be the Mother of our Lord
Listen to that Duquesne whistle blowin'
Blowin' like my woman's on board
Listen to that Duquesne whistle blowin'
Blowin' like it's gonna blow my blues away
You ole rascal, I know exactly where you're goin'
I'll lead you there myself at the break of day

I wake up every morning with that woman in my bed
Everybody telling me she's gone to my head

Listen to that Duquesne whistle blowin'
Blowin' like it's gonna kill me dead

Can't you hear that Duquesne whistle blowin'
Blowin' through another no-good town
The lights of my native land are glowin'
I wonder if they'll know me next time around



I wonder if that old oak tree's still standing
That old oak tree, the one we used to climb

Listen to that Duquesne whistle blowin'
Blowin' like she's blowin' right on time

5113. Dust

Lucinda Williams - Dust

It's a sadness so deep the sun seems black
And you don't have to try
To keep the tears back
No you don't have to try
To keep the tears back
Cause you couldn't cry if you wanted to
You couldn't cry if you wanted to
Couldn't cry if you wanted to
You couldn't cry if you wanted to

Even your thoughts are dust
Even your thoughts are dust
Even your thoughts are dust
Even your thoughts are dust

So you stare at the ceiling
And wish the world would mend
Try to recall some better feeling
To no good end
Try to recall some better feeling
To no good end

But even your thoughts are dust
Even your thoughts are dust
Even your thoughts are dust
Even your thoughts are dust

It's a sadness so deep the sun seems black
And you don't have to try
To keep the tears back
No you don't have to try
To keep the tears back
Cause you couldn't cry if you wanted to
You couldn't cry if you wanted to
Couldn't cry if you wanted to
You couldn't cry if you wanted to

Even your thoughts are dust
Even your thoughts are dust
Even your thoughts are dust
Even your thoughts are dust
Even your thoughts are dust
Even your thoughts are dust



Even your thoughts are dust
Even your thoughts are dust

5114. Dust

Dust
The Gibson Brothers (Country)

[Verse 1]
I got left in the dust
Pity me if you must
It ain't clean, we don't mind
Me and dust, we do fine
It's in my lungs, it's in my hair
It's in my teeth, I don't care
I won't whine, I won't fuss
We do fine, me and dust

[Chorus]
I don't know where I'm going
But suddenly I'm free
I'd rather smother covered in the dust
Than hear you lie to me

[Verse 2]
Call it love, call it lust
Call it gone, we went bust
She won't weigh on my mind
Me and dust, we do fine

[Chorus]
I don't know where I'm going
But suddenly I'm free
I'd rather smother covered in the dust
Than hear you lie to me

[Verse 3]
I've been trashed, I've been cussed
Broken dreams, broken trust
All things change, I'll adjust
We do fine, me and dust

[Chorus]
I don't know where I'm going
But suddenly I'm free
I'd rather smother covered in the dust
Than hear you lie to me



5115. Dust And Wine

Richard Thompson - Dust and Wine

Dust And Wine
That's what my world is
Dust And Wine
That's what she said
Everything I hold seems to crumble
So I hold a bottle instead

Dust and Wine
Ashes and sorrow
Dust and Wine
And a pauper's bed
So I drink like no tomorrow
Dust and Wine

Pipe dreams of mine let me down
Assembly line let me down
Partners in crime let me down
Jemima let me down too

Friends are gone and
Love is gone and
Light is fading from my eyes
Pour me wine against the darkness
Light a lamp to burn inside

Dust And Wine
Easy on the throttle
Dust And Wine
That's what she said
Take your pick
Me or the bottle
Dust And Wine

O landlord fetch me something
To get my valves pumping
I see it all clearly
When I'm flying way up here

Dust And Wine
Living like a wino
Dust And Wine
Clear out of my head
Got my nose
Down on the lino
Dust And Wine

5116. Dust Be Diamonds



The Incredible String Band - Dust Be Diamonds 

I fished for a plow, it was heavy as lead
And tired in my body, I wished for a bed
When I lay claim to nothing, seems everything's mine
When I lay claim to nothing

Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time
Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time
Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time

King Jesus, he whispered, "It is not so far"
And Buddha declared, "It is right where you are"
Oh, tell me how many tears have you dried
Tell me how many

Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time
Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time
Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time

The things that you claim are the things you will be
And the actions of now are tomorrow's memory
So buy for a million, sell for a dime
Buy for a million

Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time
Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time
Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time

Somebody tells you the world's all wrong
And somebody tells you the road is so long
And if you have an argument, please see your mind
If you have an argument

Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time
Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time
Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time

The man on the corner is singing the blues
And the man in the office is studying the news
So you're looking for trouble, so trouble you'll find
So you're looking for trouble

Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time
Dust be diamonds, water be wine



Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time
Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time

I used to have to wind up my clockwork heart
And my face was addicted and I did not feel part
So look in the end act, see my secret crime
Look in the end act

Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time
Oh, dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time
Dust be diamonds, water be wine
Happy, happy, happy all the time, time, time

5117. Dust Bowl Children

Dust Bowl Children
Alison Krauss

Papa's name Hannibal Mama was a Hanamurai
Everything we owned got all burned up in the great depression fire
Strip mines and one crop farming drained the green earth dry
We lost it all but only love was left cause that's the one thing money can't buy

    Yeah we're all dustbowl children
    Singing a dust bowl children
    When the crops won't grow
    And the dust just blows
    When the green fields are gone
    When the green grass growing fields are gone
    When the green fields are gone
    When the green grass growing fields are gone

Well they say in California there's work of every kind
Well the only job I got out there was waiting in a welfare line
Well once I had a dollar once I had a dream
Now every kind of work is done by great machines

5118. Dust Bowl Dream

Dust Bowl Dream 
Jason Carter

I was born a rich man
But I've never been this poor
I moved out west to grab some land
Just to watch it sift round my door



I hoe'd a row to plant my seeds
In hopes that they would grow
Then the winds they came and took my crops
I've got nothing left to show

It doesn't really rain round here
Just enough to tease
If I could feel a drop of rain
I'd fall down to my knees

The banks all closed and the tellers left town
And I don't think they're coming back
Looks like my money's all gone away from here
Just got this nicket in the pocket of my shirt

It's another day of toil and strife
Living This dustbowl dream
The pain and anguish that I've been thru
You just couldn't begin to believe

It doesn't really rain round here
Just enough to tease
If I could feel a drop of rain
I'd fall down to my knees

5119. Dust In A Baggie

Dust In A Baggie
Billy Strings & Don Julin 

I ain't slept in seven days, haven't ate in three
Methamphetamine has got a damn good hold of me
My tweaker friends have got me to the point of no return
I just took the lighter to the bulb and watched it burn

This life of sin has got me in
Well it's got me back in prison once again
I used my only phone call to contact my daddy
I got twenty long years for some dust in a baggie

Well if I would have listened to what Mom and Papa said
I wouldn't be locked up in prison, troubled in the head
I took that little pop and sucked until my mind was spun
I got twenty years to sit and think of what I've done

This life of sin has got me in
Well it's got me back in prison once again
I used my only phone call to contact my daddy
I got twenty long years for some dust in a baggie

Sometimes I sit and wonder where my little life went wrong
These old jailhouse blues have got me singing this old song



My life is a disaster, Lord and I feel so ashamed
In here where they call by a number, not a name

This life of sin has got me in
Well it's got me back in prison once again
I used my only phone call to contact my daddy
I got twenty long years for some dust in a baggie
I used my only phone call to contact my daddy
I got twenty long years for some dust in a baggie

5120. Dust In A Baggie - Chords

Dust In A Baggie
Billy Strings
 
[Intro]
 
e/--0-2-3-0------------------------------------------3----/
B/----------3-0--------------------------------------3----/
G/--------------3-2-0--------------------------------0----/
D/--------------------3-2-0-------------------0-2p0--0----/
A/---------------------------1-2-1-2----0-1-2--------2----/
E/-----------------------------------3---------------3----/
 
[Verse 1]
        G
I ain't slept in seven days
C              G
Haven't ate in three
G                                           D
Methamphetamine has got a damn good hold of me
   G                                  C             G
My tweaker friends have got me to the point of no return
G                             D                   G
I just took my lighter to the bulb and watched it burn
 
[Chorus]
             C/G                            G
This life of sin, (life of sin) it's got me in (got me in)
          G                           D
Lord it's got me back in prison once again
  G                          C
I used my only phone call to contact my daddy
      G                          D         G
I got twenty long years for some dust in a baggie
 
[Solo]
/ G     / C  G  / G     / G  / D     /
/ G     / C  G  / G     / D  / G     /
/ G     / C  G  / G     / G  / D     /
/ G     / C  G  / G     / D  / G
 
[Verse 2]



      G
Well, if I would have listened to what
C             G
Mom and Papa said
  G                                               D
I wouldn't be locked up in prison troubled in the head
       G                               C                G
Lord I took that little pop and suck until my mind was spun
G                             D                  G
I got twenty years to sit and think of what I've done
 
[Chorus]
             C/G                            G
This life of sin, (life of sin) it's got me in (got me in)
          G                           D
Lord it's got me back in prison once again
  G                          C
I used my only phone call to contact my daddy
      G                          D         G
I got twenty long years for some dust in a baggie
 
[Solo]
/ G     / C  G  / G     / G  / D     /
/ G     / C  G  / G     / D  G  /
/ G     / C  G  / G     / G  / D     /
/ G     / C  G  / G     / D  / G     / G
 
[Verse 3]
    G
Sometimes I sit and wonder
         C                G
Where my little life went wrong
G                                                    D
These old jailhouse blues have got me singing this old song
        G
Well my life is a disaster
    C           G
and I feel so ashamed
G                               D            G
In here where they call me by a number not a name
 
[Chorus]
             C/G                            G
This life of sin, (life of sin) it's got me in (got me in)
          G                           D
Lord it's got me back in prison once again
  G                          C
I used my only phone call to contact my daddy
      G                          D         G
I got twenty long years for some dust in a baggie
 
[Outro]
  G                          C
I used my only phone call to contact my daddy
      G                          D         G       G
I got twenty long years for some dust in a baggie
 



 
***********************
 
Here's a solo Billy plays on one of his live versions (ourvinyl sessions)
       G                               C            G
e/-1-0------------------------------------------------------------/
B/-----3-2-1-0----------------------------------------------------/
G/-------------3-2-1-0------------------------------0----0-2--0-2-/
D/---------------------3-2-1-0----------------0-2p0---2-3---3-----/
A/-----------------------------3-2-1-0---0-1h2--------------------/
E/-------------------------------------3--------------------------/
 
   G                                     D
e/------------0-1-0-----------------------------------------------/
B/-0-1p0-0-1-3-----3-0-0-0----------------------------------------/
G/------2-------------3-3-2-0-----0-------------------------------/
D/----------------------------2p0--0-3h4-0------0-----------------/
A/-----------------------------------------0-3h5--0-3h5-----------/
E/----------------------------------------------------------------/
 
   D             G                          C
e/---------------------6-7----0-6-7-0-0-6-0-6-0-0-6-0-6-0-6-------/
B/----------3----6--6-8----8----8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-------/
G/-----0-3h4--4h7--7----------------------------------------------/
D/-0-3------------------------------------------------------------/
A/----------------------------------------------------------------/
E/----------------------------------------------------------------/
 
   G                                                  D
e/-10-10-10p8--8--8--8p7--7-7-7p5-5-5-5p3-0-0-1-0-----------------/
B/-12-12-12p10-10-10-10p8-8-8-8p6-6-6-6p5--------3-0-0-0----------/
G/--------------------------------------------------3-3-2-0-------/
D/----------------------------------------------------------2p0---/
A/----------------------------------------------------------------/
E/----------------------------------------------------------------/
 
    G             G7
e/----------------------------------------------------------------/
B/----------------------------------------------------------------/
G/--3-------------0-----------------------------------------------/
D/----2-0----0-2-0------------------------------------------------/
A/--------1h2-----------------------------------------------------/
E/----------------------------------------------------------------/

5121. Dust In The Wind

Gary Brewer 
Dust in the Wind

I close my eyes, only for a moment, and the moment's gone
All my dreams pass before my eyes, a curiosity
Dust in the wind
All they are is dust in the wind



Same old song, just a drop of water in an endless sea
All we do crumbles to the ground though we refuse to see
Dust in the wind
All we are is dust in the wind
Oh, ho, ho

Now, don't hang on, nothing lasts forever but the earth and sky
It slips away, and all your money won't another minute buy
Dust in the wind
All we are is dust in the wind
All we are is dust in the wind
Dust in the wind
Everything is dust in the wind
Everything is dust in the wind
The wind

5122. Dust On Mother's Bible - Chords

Dust On Mother's Bible
Written and recorded by Buck Owens
[3/4 time]

C               G7       C
There's dust on mother's Bible 
    F                 C
Its cover's worn with age
    F                   C
And though it's old and wrinkled 
                 G7     C
Momma's there on ev-ery page

              G7     C
The night the angels called her 
      F                C
Momma called me to her side
    F             C
And handed me her Bible 
             G7          C
Said son let God be your guide

Repeat #1

         G7              C
I picked up mother's old Bible 
   F                     C
To my heart I pressed it tight
    F                  C
And I heard her softly whisper 
                         G7    C
Son I'll meet you on the other side

            G7           C



I kissed my mother's old Bible 
    F                C
And I wiped away the dust
   F                   C
Oh you'll never know until she's gone 
                     G7       C
How you'll miss your mother's love

Repeat #1

5123. Dust On My Boots

Jerry Jeff Walker - Dust on My Boots

[Verse 1]
I started travelin'
A mind to unravel
Footloose tramp [upon a plain?]
Now the nights [aren't warm now?]
I'm singing a different song now
Don't believe I'll ever change my ways

[Chorus]
'Cause I'm a rambler
Love youth of gamble
And songs that sing a rambler's blues
No use in taking heart, gal
It ain't in my cards now
I can't kick the dust off my boots

[Verse 2]
There ain't no use in
Crying for excuses
To tell you true how I feel
Understood my leaving
So don't you go to grieving
If I say rambling's all that's real
And I say rambling's all that's real

[Instrumental]

[Verse 3]
There's no denying
Gal, there'll be no crying
The reason is it suits me so
Nothing more to say now
I guess I'm on my way gal
I just stopped a spell to let you know

[Chorus]
'Cause I'm a rambler
Love youth of gamble
Of songs that sing a rambler's blues



No use in taking heart gal
Ain't in my cards now
I can't kick the dust off my boots
Can't kick the dust off my boots

[Outro]
Yeah gal, keep walking down
See the sunshine on my way
I get the urge to roam
I know rambling's real

5124. Dust On The Bible

Dust On The Bible

I went to a home one day to see some friends of mine
Of all their books and magazines not a Bible could I find
I asked them for the Bible when they brought it what a shame
For the dust was covered o'er it not a finger print was plain

   Dust on the Bible dust on the Holy Word
   The words of all our prophets and the sayings of our Lord
   Of all the other books you'll find there's none salvation holds
   Get that dust off the Bible and redeem your poor your soul

You can read your magazines read of love and tragfic things
But not one word of Bible verse not a scripture do you know
When it is the very truth and its contents good for you
But if dust is covered o'er it it is sure to doom your soul

If you have a friend you'd like to help along life's way
Just tell him that the Good Book shows a mortal how to pray
The best advice to give him that will make his burden light
Is to dust the family Bible crade the wrong way for the right

5125. Dust Settles - Chords

Dust Settles 
The Lone Bellow

[Verse 1]
 
B
We were walking past construction
 
Waves of heat by the ocean
G#m
We all were dripping wet
 



Looking for' a' distraction and we
B
Create' our own fiction
 
For the moment that' we live in
G#m
And I don't know if I can take it
 
Guess I'll fake it 'til I make it
 
[Chorus]
E
Here we are now
F#
Lonely together
B
Brothers, sisters
        G#m
Did we want something better?
         E
Tell me, how am I gonna find you?
               F#
How am I gonna find you
                             B
When the dust settles?
 
[Verse 2]
B
We were running in the Rockies
 
Where the continent divides
G#m
The wind cut through our jackets
 
as our boots filled up with ice
B
We were living in the future
 
On our phones in windowless rooms
G#m
And I don't know how we did it
 
Don't know how it's fair to split it
 
[Chorus]
E
Here we are now
F#
Lonely together
B
Brothers, sisters
       G#m
Did we want something better?
         E
Tell me, how am I gonna find you?
                F#
How am I gonna find you



 
When the dust settles?
 
[Bridge]
E                     F#
Wake me up from this fever dream
B
I didn't hear you
        G#m
'Cause I didn't try to
 
E                     F#
Wake me up from this fever dream
B
I've been missing
         G#m
From the land of the living
 
REPEAT BRIDGE
 
[Chorus]
E
Here we are now
F#
Lonely together
B
Brothers, sisters
       G#m
Did we want something better?
         E
Tell me, how am I gonna find you?
                F#
How am I gonna find you
                                    B
When the dust settles?

5126. Dusty - Chords

Dusty - Seldom Scene

[Intro]
F Dm Bb C
 
[Verse 1]
F                          Dm
 Just off the road leadin' into the town
         Bb                        C
Is where dusty lived down by the track.
C                           Dm
 Where every train speedin' by raised the dust
           Bb           F       C
From the ground by her family shack.
 



[Verse 2]
F                     Dm
 She coulda been any rich man's queen
         Bb                    C
She was purty enough that's a fact
        C                           Dm
And I still don't know why but for some reason I
         Bb         C            F
Was the reason she never looked back.
 
[Chorus]
     Dm
Oh, Dusty
      Bb  F    C            Dm
Just one more time let me trust in your heart
           Bb     C
Like you trusted mineeee
C                        Dm
 My morning road leading off in the dew
Bb        C            F
 Always leads back to you.
 
[Instrumental]
 
F Dm Bb C C Dm Bb F C
F C Dm Dm Bb Bb C C
F Bb C C C F
 
[Verse 3]
F                    Dm
 Not every tale has such a happy ending
 Bb                      C
Days whistle by like a train
C                            Dm
 But just the thought of my dusty's befriending
     Bb       C              F
Is shelter enough from the rain
 
[Verse 4]
F                         Dm
 Someday I'll find her a place by the river
Bb                      C
Far from this dusty old town
C                                 Dm              Bb
 that's where her bare feet will never be dusty again
          C        F
when the sun goes down.
 
[Chorus]
     Dm
Oh, Dusty
      Bb  F    C            Dm
Just one more time let me trust in your heart
           Bb     C
Like you trusted mineeee
C                        Dm
 My morning road leading off in the dew



Bb        C            F
 Always leads back to you.
     Dm
Oh, Dusty
      Bb  F    C            Dm
Just one more time let me trust in your heart
           Bb     C
Like you trusted mineeee
C                        Dm
 My morning road leading off in the dew
Bb       C
 Always leads back to
Dm          Bb        F
youuuuuuuuu uuuuuuuuu uuuuuuuu

5127. Dusty Gravel Lanes - Chords

Dusty Gravel Lanes

VERSE 1:
NOW BACK IN '52 WHILE RIDING THE RIDGES BLUE
I HAPPENED UPON A CABIN IN THE PINES
IT TOOK ME BACK TO MY CHILDHOOD DAYS
WHERE I SOMETIMES WORKED AND PLAYED
I'M LONGING TO GO BACK THERE ONE MORE TIME.

CHORUS:
TO GO BACK (to go back) TO GO BACK( to go back)
FOR A VISIT AND A CHAT WITH DEAR OLD FRIENDS
SOMEHOW IT JUST CAN BE, FOR MY FRIENDS I JUST CANT SEEEEEEE
AND THE DUSTY GRAVEL LANES DON'T SEEM THE SAME.

VERSE 2
OH THOES DUSTY GRAVEL LANES THERE'S SO MANY WITHOUT NAMES
AND MANY I HAVE TRAVELED THRU THE YEARS
AS I TAKE A LONG LOOK BACK THERE'S ME AND MY OLD DOG JACK
AND MEMORIES OF THAT OLD AND TATERED SHACK.

CHORUS:
TO GO BACK (to go back) TO GO BACK( to go back)
FOR A VISIT AND A CHAT WITH DEAR OLD FRIENDS
SOMEHOW IT JUST CAN BE, FOR MY FRIENDS I JUST CANT SEEEEEEE
AND THE DUSTY GRAVEL LANES DON'T SEEM THE SAME.

VERSE 3
WELL I SAT AND PRAYED AWHILE, OH HOW IT MADE ME SMILE
JUST TOO SEE ALL THE THINGS THE LORD HAS MADE
I JOURNEYED UP TO THE CABIN DOOR, 
WALKED AROUND ON THE OLD PINE FLOOR
WHAT A PLEASURE IT'S BEEN TO COME BACK HOME AGAIN

CHORUS:
TO GO BACK (to go back) TO GO BACK to go back)



FOR A VISIT AND A CHAT WITH DEAR OLD FRIENDS
SOMEHOW IT JUST CAN BE, FOR MY FRIENDS I JUST CANT SEEEEEEE
AND THE DUSTY GRAVEL LANES DON'T SEEM THE SAME.
AND , THE DUSTY GRAVEL LANES DON'T SEEM THE SAME.

5128. Dusty Miller

Dusty Miller
Bill Monroe
Writer/s: MARK O'CONNOR

Hey, the dusty Miller,
And his dusty coat,
He will win a shilling,
Or he win a groat
Dusty was the coat,
Dusty was the colour,
Dusty was the kiss
That I gat frae the Miller.

Hey the dusty Miller,
And his dusty sack;
Leeze me on the calling
Fills the dusty peck:
Fills the dusty peck,
Brings the dusty silver
I wad gae my coatie
For the dusty Miller.

5129. Dyin'

Trampled By Turtles - Dyin'

[Verse 1]
I'm dyin', I'm dyin', I'm leaving this world
I'm not even worried if tomorrow's a-coming
You're all in the same boat as me, I'm afraid
You know I'm not lying, it's only a rain cloud

[Verse 2]
You love me, my darling, you love me so kind
If I come home tonight, dear, I'll never come home
And outside the moon shines so softly again
Literal meanings are all left defenseless

[Chorus]
And I'm alone when I'm runnin'
And I'm alone when I'm down
And I'm not often right here



But I'm less often lyin'

[Verse 5]
Well all of my good friends they come to my door
Say you're not going nowhere, don't be crazy
I end with the nile, I end with a smile
I'll end all confusion, I haven't the time

[Chorus]
And I'm alone when I'm runnin'
And I'm alone when I'm down
And I'm not often right here
But I'm less often lyin'

[Verse 4]
I'm dyin', I'm dyin', I'll say it again
It won't change a thing, no, it won't slow me down
And if we're all just dyin', stop wasting my time
Stop wasting your own as well, don't be crazy

[Chorus]
And I'm alone when I'm runnin'
And I'm alone when I'm down
And I'm not often right here
But I'm less often lyin'

5130. Dyin' For Someone To Live For - Chords

Dyin' For Someone To Live For 
Gibson Brothers

[Verse]
G          C         G
Loneliness falls all around
                       D7
And it's almost got me down
     G               C        G
Well I guess when it rains it pours
              C          G
I'm dyin' for someone to live for
 
[Verse]
                       C        G
There's a whippoorwill out on a limb
                                  D7
But I know I'm more lonesome than him
    G                C           G
Now I don't know who he's crying for
              C          G
I'm dyin' for someone to live for
 
[Chorus]
        C              G



And the weeping willow cries
      C                         D7
Every time a good love says goodbye
  G                    C         G
I hear the tide coming in on the shore
              C          G
I'm dyin' for someone to live for
 
 
[Verse]
              C            G
The love of my life is long gone
                                   D7
Yet I don't know what I've done so wrong
        G             C             G
I don't think I could take too much more
              C          G
I'm dyin' for someone to live for
 
 
[Chorus]
        C              G
And the weeping willow cries
      C                         D7
Every time a good love says goodbye
  G                    C         G
I hear the tide coming in on the shore
              C          G
I'm dyin' for someone to live for
 
[TAG]
              C          G
I'm dyin' for someone to live for

5131. Dyin' To Hold Her Again

Dyin' To Hold Her Again
Alecia Nugent

He drags into work unaware of the proof on his breath
Most men would get fired for putting the boss to the test
Everyone here knows his story and they sympathize
With a man who loves someone who left without saying goodbye
After eight hours he heads home but stops by the liquor store first
He'll close all the curtains then put the whiskey to work
He'll start out in his kitchen chair just like the night before
And with each drop he drinks he slowly sinks to the floor

Chorus:
Now he's under the table dying to hold her again
The bottle's his weapon of choice to do himself in
Oh he lies there and prays lord take me away
I can't drink enough whiskey to ease all the pain that I'm in



But til then he's under the table dying to hold her again
Lord it's killing him trying to live without her
When you have to die to get better it doesn't get any worse
This mission of pure self destruction began when she left
Yeah he started digging his own grave the day he laid her to rest
Repeat chorus

5132. Dying A Sinner's Death

Dying A Sinner's Death

Here I lay upon my dying pillow
Around my bed there's someone getting dark
They are watching the saddest thing that can happen
They are seeing a sinner as he dies

As death's cold shadow hovers o'er me
To all sinners I plead with my last breath
Don't shun the work of God that's what I've done
And tonight I'm dying a sinner's death

No one can know until he faces it
How bad dying a sinner can be
I'm facing it now as I plead with you
Don't let it be with you as it is with me

* Refrain

My eyes feel so heavy as death claims me
No one can truthfully say I'm going to rest
When you look upon my face please have pity
Yes pity and hope for the best

* Refrain

5133. Dying Breed - Chords

Dying Breed
Allison Moorer

[Intro]
Fm      C7      C7      Fm
 
[Verse 1]
  Fm             C7
I take a pint of whiskey
    C7             Fm
And crack open its lid
  Fm               C7



I drink the bottle empty
     C7                 Fm
Just like my poor daddy did
 
[Chorus]
  Db            Ab
I take after my family
   Db               C7
My fate's the blood in me
   Fm               C7
No one grows old in this household
   C7          Fm
We are a dying breed
 
[Verse 2]
  Fm             C7
I take a red and blue one
C7             Fm
From my Mama's purse
  Fm                 C7
I wash 'em down with homemade wine
   C7                Fm
To see what kicks in first
 
[Chorus]
  Db            Ab
I take after my family
   Db               C7
My fate's the blood in me
   Fm               C7
No one grows old in this household
   C7          Fm
We are a dying breed
 
[Bridge]
Fm      C7      C7      Fm
 
Fm      C7      C7      Fm
 
Db      Ab      Db      C7
 
Fm      C7      C7      Fm
 
 
[Verse 2]
  Fm           C7
I take another needle
      C7           Fm
Black powder and a spoon
  Fm              C7
I set my sights on heaven
    C7            Fm
And shoot for the moon
 
[Chorus]
  Db            Ab
I take after my family



   Db               C7
My fate's the blood in me
   Fm               C7
No one grows old in this household
   C7          Fm
We are a dying breed
 
[Outro]
 
Fm      C7      C7      Fm

5134. Dying Californian

Dying Californian

Lay up nearer brother nearer
For my limbs are growing cold
And thy presence seemeth dearer
When thine arms around me fold

I am dying brother dying
Soon you`ll miss me in your berth
For my form will soon be lying
`Neath the ocean`s briny surf

Tell my father when you see him
That in death I prayed for him
Prayed that I might only meet him
In a world that`s free from sin

Tell my mother God assist her
Now that she is growing old
That her child would glad have kissed her
When his lips grew pale and cold

Listen brother catch each whisper
`Tis my wife I speak of now
Tell oh tell her how I miss her
As the fever burns my brow

Tell her she must kiss my children
Like the kiss I last impressed
Hold them as when last I held them
Held them closely to my breast

5135. Dying Day

Dying Day
Brandi Carlile 



I left home a long, long time ago
in a tin can for the road
with a suitcase and some songs

Chasing miles through the nighttime making tracks
with no time for looking back
to the place where I belong

How these days grow long
but I'm on my way back home
It's been hard to be away
How I miss you
and I just want to kiss you
and I'm gonna love you till my dying day
How these days grow long

When you're sad,
you know I wish I could be there
to make your sorrows disappear
and set your troubles free
It's not fair for me to be this far from you
but I promise to stay true
wherever I might be

Time keeps burning
The wheels keep on turning sometimes
I feel I'm wasting my day
How I miss you
and I just want to kiss you
and I'm gonna love you till my dying day
How these days grow long
Time keeps burning on
How these days grow long

Now I'm lost in a sea of sunken dreams
while the sound of drunken screams
echoes in the night
But I know all of this will come to pass
and I'll be with you at last
forever by your side

How these days grow long
but I'm on my way back home
It's been hard to be away
How I miss you
and I just want to kiss you
and I'm gonna love you till my dying day

And time keeps burning
The wheels keep on turning sometimes
I feel I'm wasting my day
How I miss you
and I just want to kiss you
and I'm gonna love you till my dying day
How these days grow long
Time keeps burning on



How these days grow long

5136. Dying Ember

Dying Ember
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]
Maybe I'm in my head, but everything we said was wrong
Maybe I should have known we could have made this right all along

[Pre-Chorus]
Why are we still holdin' back after everything that led us here?
I don't wanna watch it disappear

[Chorus]
'Cause we're holdin' back the reins and we're screechin' on the tires
But the dyin' ember's flame could light the fire

[Post-Chorus]
Could light the fire, could light the fire

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
Remember when we first met? I knew you had a heart of gold
The way you let me in was something I had never known

[Pre-Chorus]
When I turn around, I see the life we've made, I know we've come so far
And I don't wanna watch it fall apart

[Chorus]
'Cause we're holdin' back the reins and we're screechin' on the tires
But the dyin' ember's flame could light the fire
[Post-Chorus]
Could light the fire, could light the fire

5137. Dying For Someone To Live For

Dying For Someone to Live For
The Gibson Brothers

Loneliness falls all around
Man it's almost got me down
Well I guess when it rains it pours
I'm dyin' for someone to live for

There's a whipporwill out on a limb



But I know I'm more lonesome than him
Now I don't know who he's crying for
I'm dyin' for someone to live for

Chorus
In the weeping willow cry
Everytime a good love says goodbye
I see the tide coming in on the shore
I'm dyin' for someone to live for

Instrumental

The love of my life is long gone
Yet I don't know what I've done so wrong
I don't think I could take too much more
I'm dyin' for someone to live for

Chorus

In the weeping willow cry
Everytime a good love says goodbye
I see the tide coming in on the shore
And I'm dyin' for someone to live for
I'm dyin' for someone to live for

Outro

5138. Dynamite

The Devil Makes Three - Dynamite

Well I been thinking the paint off these walls
Watching every single aspiration this fall
Why can't it be like it is in my dreams
Where I fly through the sky but ain't got no wings
I sweat and stack it down the mine, it's true
You can straight feel the blast when we brush against you

Now hear me
I've been hearing the voices of the grave
Now every single one made me their slave
Pushing their music down into my veins
All that powder and all that pain
I sweat and stack it down the mine, it's true
You can straight feel the blast when we brush against you

I know that it's coming, but I ain't worried, no
'Cause we got enough here to go around
And every single person's gonna get them some
I know that it's coming, and I ain't worried, no
'Cause we got enough here to go around
And every single person's gonna get them some



I been watching the rain close by
Up inside that deep blue sky
They been whispering secrets down into my ears
Everything that I need to hear
Say, I'ma sweat and stack it down the mine, it's true
You can straight feel the blast when we brush against you

Now I'm parking out of sight
Seems like demons don't give me no place to hide
Doesn't matter where I go, near or far
He always knows just where you are
I sweat and stack it down the mine, it's true
It's like, was gonna kill myself, but I'd rather kill you

I know that it's coming, and I ain't worried, no
'Cause we got enough here to go around
And every single person's gonna get them some
I know that it's coming, and I ain't worried, no
'Cause we got enough here to go around
And every single person's gonna get them some
I know that it's coming, and I ain't worried, no
'Cause we got enough here to go around
And every single person's gonna get them some

Now I'm just driving on the same old wings
Man, it seems they're the same old things
It don't matter how far that I try to go
Whether fast or whether go
I sweat and stack it down the mine, it's true
I'm gonna kill myself, but I'd rather kill you

Now hear me
I been walking the same old lines
Trying so hard to stay on the outside
But it seems it don't matter how hard I try
I always end up back up on the inside

Now you sing and now you don't
And now I will and now I won't
I'll wait right here and you will see

5139. DéjÃ  Blues

Todd Snider - DéjÃ  Blues

I got the deja blues
She said to take your money and stick it
Where the sun don't shine
Pack up your stuff and stay away from mine
Get your hands off of me and move on down the line
I got the deja blues all over again
I got the deja blues y'all all over again
I just lose and lose



Lord, I just can't seem to win
Well, the boss man said he had to let me go last night
So I went out drinkin' and I got into  fight
I saw the left one comin'
But he caught me with the right
I got the deja blues all over again
I got the deja blues y'all all over again
I just lose and lose
Lord, I just can't seem to win
Well the police come and they hauled him off to jail
I called up his momma and she wouldn't even go hid bail
When it comes to losin' I just can't seem to fail
I got the deja blues all over again
I got the deja blues y'all all over again
I just lose and lose
Lord, I just can't seem to win
I got the deja blues

E - 5140. Each And Every Direction

Donna the Buffalo - Each and Every Direction

Blue petals - chocolate paste
Smell of dirt - stair steps
To an open space
It's a long story - where to begin
You're breathing out
As we're breathing in

Chorus:
Twilight mystery mystic speak to me
It's forever, it's so sweet
It's forever, with no repeat
Moonshine, twilight shine
It's forever, it's so sweet
It's forever

Bending river - passing time
Cracks are sweeping - on up my spine
Impressions striking - out from the core
This is big - this is big
We've seen it before

Each and every direction
There's a case made for love like this
Each and every direction
There's a case made for happiness

5141. Each Minute Seems A Million



Each Minute Seems A Million
Recorded by: Eddy Arnold - Marty Robbins

[1] I have no [5] Record now of [1] Time [1-7]
For [4] You are all that's on My [1] Mind
I [4] Think of You both Night and [1] Day
Each Hour, of each [5] Minute You're A-[1] way

Was it Days or Years since You Left
Oh how many Hours now have Passed
I know I've Shed Ten-thousaind Tears
EACH MINUTE SEEMS A MILLION YEARS

Each Night I go to Bed and Then
I Pray that You'll come back Again
When Sleep won't come to Drown my Fears
EACH MINUTE SEEMS A MILLION YEARS

'Til I'm Back within Your Arms Again
And until I Find that Nights do End
The Time I Wait for You, My Dear
EACH MINUTE SEEMS A MILLION YEARS

5142. Each Night At Nine

Each Night At Nine

A thousand miles dear, a thousand more
Across the waters, across the shore
I'll say a prayer dear for you and mine
please think of me dear, each night at nine

I'll hold your picture close to my heart
It takes your place dear while we're apart
Helps to remind me that you're still mine
To feel your nearness, each night at nine

The bugle's playing, out go the lights
Gee, but it's lonesome these army nights
Please tell the kiddies I'm doing fine
Give them my love dear, each night at nine

5143. Each Night I Dream of You Darling

Each Night I Dream of You Darling - Larry Sparks

Would you never call me darlin
Do you believe all those lies
Will you break my heart darlin
When you say your last goodbye



    Each night I dream of you darlin
    Those sparkling eyes of heavenly blue
    Please tell me that you still love me
    I could never love no one but you

Many nights we strolled together
Down lover's land you and me
There you whispered that you loved me
No other's darlin you would be

I will give you back your letters
And your picture stained with tears
It would be so hard my darlin'
To go on without you through the years

5144. Each Night I Try

Each Night I Try - Robbie Fulks
Della Mae

Well it's bad enough the way I feel when I'm not stoned
But since you've gone I can't leave bad enough alone
And these heartaches are too real to be denied
But each night I try
Each night I try

Each night I try most anything that'll open up and pour
But each night I fail to hit the heartache I was aiming for
And though I'm never gonna drink my teardrops dry
Each night I try
Each night I try

[Guitar - Steel]

Old Lloyd's become my pal he knows just what I want
He serves 'em strong, we joke, we howl
It's all a front
And each morning I wake and wonder that I don't die
And each night I try
Each night I try

Each night I try most anything that'll open up and pour...

Well I'm a man that won't give up
Till I give it just about everything I got
So if at first I don't succeed
I take another shot

And though I'm never gonna drink my teardrops dry
Each night I try
Each night I try



5145. Each Season Changes You

Each Season Changes You
Rhonda Vincent - Osborne Brothers

It was springtime when I found you like a flower
And our love grew warmer with the summer sun
In the fall I soon could see your love was changing
Broke my heart to see what wintertime had done

   Like the weather your heart changes with each season
   Springtime, summer, fall, and winter too
   Though I know I'll never understand the reason
   I still wonder why each season changes you

Come spring, you said that you were sorry
And the summer brought a golden memory
In the fall again, I saw your love was changing
And the winter brought the same old misery

5146. Eagle When She Flies

Dolly Parton - Eagle When She Flies 

She's been there, God knows, she's been there
She has seen and done it all
She's a woman, she know how to
Dish it out or take it all
Her heart's as soft as feathers
Still she weathers stormy skies
And she's a sparrow when she's broken
But she's an eagle when she flies

A kaleidoscope of colors
You can toss her around and round
You can keep her in you vision
But you'll never keep her down
She's a lover, she's a mother
She's a friend and she's a wife
And she's a sparrow when she's broken
But she's an eagle when she flies

Gentle as the sweet magnolia
Strong as steel, her faith and pride
She's an everlasting shoulder
She's the leaning post of life
She hurts deep and when she weeps
She's just as fragile as a child
And she's a sparrow when she's broken



But she's an eagle when she flies
Tag:
She's a sparrow when she's broken
But she's an eagle when she flies
Oh, bless her, Lord
She's an eagle when she flies

5147. Early - Chords

Early 
The Special Consensus

[Verse 1]
           C                     G
Early one morning, I walked out alone,
                    D                  G
I looked down the street; no one was around.
                  C                 G
The sun was just comin' up over my home,
            D                       G
On Hickory Street in a little farm town. And
 
[Chorus]
      C                            G
Oooo-ee, ain't the mornin' light pretty,
                       D                     G  C
When the dew is still heavy, so bright and early.
                G                       D
My home on the range; it's a one-horse town,
                      Am D G
And it's alright with me.
 
[Verse 2]
                C                         G
Plow broke the prairie, the prairie gave plenty,
                   D                             G
The little towns blossomed, and soon there were many.
                C                         G
Scattered like fireflies across the dark night,
                    D                             G
And one was called Early, and they sure named it right.'Cause
 
[Chorus]
     C                            G
Oooo-ee, ain't the mornin' light pretty,
                       D                    G  C
When the dew is still heavy, so bright and early.
                G                       D
My home on the range; it's a one-horse town,
                      Am D G
And it's alright with me.
 
[Break]



Em A Am D G C Cm G D E
 
[Verse 3]
A         D                       A
Many dry summers parched all the fields,
                     E                          A
They burnt the fine colors and cut down on the yields.
              D                         A
the rain has returned to wash away our tears,
                        E
It's the fullest green summer that
                F#m E A D
We've seen for years.
 
[Chorus]
                         A
ain't the mornin' light pretty,
                       E                    A  D
When the dew is still heavy, so bright and early.
                A                       E
My home on the range; it's a one-horse town,
                      D
And it's alright with me.
 
[Outro]
                       A
When the dew is still heavy,
                E                             D
My home on the range, and they sure named it right,
                     A                       E
My home town called Early; it's a one-horse town,
                      A
And it's alright with me.
 
D A F#M Bm C#m D Bm E A

5148. Early Morning Breeze

Dolly Parton - Early Morning Breeze 

I open up my door to greet the early morning sun
Closing it behind me and away I do run
To the meadow where the meadow lark is singing in the tree
In the meadow I go walking in the early morning breeze.

I cup my hands to catch a multi-colored butterfly
Perched upon the petals of flowers growing wild
Freeing it I watch it as it flies away from me
To visit with the flowers in the early morning breeze.

Chorus:
Rainbow colored flowers kissed with early morning sun
The aster and the dahlia and wild geraniums



Drops of morning due still linger on the iris leaves
In the meadow where I'm walking in the early morning breeze.

--- Instrumental ---

Misty-eyed I look about the meadow where I stray
For its there I find the courage to greet the coming day
For there among the flowers I kneel gently to my knees
To have a word with God in the early mornig breeze.

Chorus:
A rainbow colored meadow kissed with early morning sun
The aster and the dahlia and wild geraniums
Drops of morning due still linger on the iris leaves
In the meadow where I'm walking in the early morning breeze.

Mhm, mhm, la la la da da dee la la la in the early morning breeze...

5149. Early Morning Light

Sarah Jarosz - Early Morning Light

All my troubles just begun
You and me the troubled ones
How are we supposed to learn
When to give up on this turn

Maybe we should try our hands
With some kind of different plans
Maybe that will make you see
All the things you meant to me

So I'll move on down the line
Thinking I'll make it better this time
Moving far on down the track
And you won't see me looking back

A wall of early morning light
Creeps into my bedroom quiet
I'll close the blinds to keep out
My whole world is darker now

Maybe I should head back home
Maybe I should sleep alone
Maybe that will make me see
All the things you meant to me

But I'll move on down the line
Thinking I'll make it better this time
Moving far on down the track
And you won't see me looking back



5150. Early Morning Rain

Early Morning Rain
Gordon Lightfoot

In the early mornin' rain with a dollar in my hand
With an aching in my heart and my pockets full of sand
I'm a long way from home and I miss my loved ones so
In the early mornin' rain with no place to go

Out on runway number nine, big seven-o-seven set to go
But I'm stuck here in the grass where the cold wind blows
Now the liquor tasted good and the women all were fast
Well now there she goes my friend, well she's rolling down at last

Hear the mighty engines roar, see the silver bird on high
She's away and westward bound, far above the clouds she'll fly
Where the mornin' rain don't fall and the sun always shines
She'll be flying o'er my home in about three hours time

This old airport's got me down, it's no earthly good to me
'Cause I'm stuck here on the ground, as cold and drunk as I can be
You can't jump a jet plane like you can a freight train
So I'd best be on my way in the early mornin' rain

You can't jump a jet plane, like you can a freight train
So I'd best be on my way in the early mornin' rain

5151. Early Morning Wake Up

Early Morning Wake Up
by Fruition

[Verse 1]
I woke up early a troubled man
Stayed up late just to the same
Reaching for distraction
To ease my troubled brain
Since tall cans of that poison
A smoky basement room
A book of matches becomes the sun
And the screen the glowing moon
A speaker speaks a tune

[Verse 2]
This is colorful it's not black and white
These lessons they written in stone
All but should we cease to learn them
Then we'll reap what was sown



I'm gonna be the music
I'm gonna blur the light
And I wake up early and come to you
And I'll be feeling fine
Ain't got no troubled mind
I can't shake it no I can't run away
We gonna make it

[Verse 3]
I can't shake it
No I can't run away
We're gonna make it
I can't shake it
No I can't run away
We're gonna make it
Yes we are
Oh you can't shake it
No you can't run away
We're gonna make it oohh yeah
Oh you can't shake it
No you can't run away
We're gonna make it

5152. Early One Morning

Early One Morning
Traditional

Early one morning,
Just as the sun was rising,
I heard a maid sing,
In the valley below.

Chorus:
Oh, don't deceive me,
Oh, never leave me,
How could you use
A poor maiden so?

Remember the vows,
That you made to your Mary,
Remember the bower,
Where you vowed to be true,
chorus:

Thus sang the poor maiden,
Her sorrows bewailing,
Thus sang the poor maid,
In the valley below.



5153. Earth Rider

Earth Rider
John Stewart

Good Earth Rider singing
And his songs are all the same
I can laugh and I can cry and I can feel the pain
Good Earth Rider singing what his two good eyes can see
That across the hills from Placerville
The wind sure does feel free

In the stinking concrete cities
Oh I never do feel clean
The air is dirt and the ladies skirts are enough to make me mean
Good Earth Riders look around, and I think that you'll agree
That across the hills from Placerville
The wind sure does feel free

Good Earth Rider singing and songs are all too clear
I'm alone, love me please, does anybody hear?
Good Earth Riders all the same, looking to be free
And across the hills from Placerville
The wind sure calls to me

5154. Earth, Water, Wind And Fire

Earth, Water, Wind and Fire
Bob Lucas
New Grass Revival

So she said to me
Lovin ain't free
It's this way you see
Gotta keep up the payments
It's that same old sorcery
You hold the key
To the depths of me
Like a badge of attainment

Chorus:
With earth, water, wind and fire
Paint the joy that you desire
Tipped and tossed across the sea
There you'll rest and wait for me.

She said there's just one thing you must know
Before you go
To the rain and snow
Here there's a place for you
Till that old red rooster crows
Till the day's at a close
With the dew on the rose



Well I'll wait down the road
For you

Chorus:

5155. Earthbound

Rodney Crowell - Earthbound

I could shed my skin and in the blink of an eye I could fly fly fly
Tie my dreams up in a sack and lay my head down on the track and die die die
My life's been so sweet I just can't stand it
I must admit I've made out like a bandit
Last night's conversation with a real good friend of mine drinkin' wine wine wine
Said fifty years of livin' and your worst mistake's forgivin' just a time, time, time
One man's lust for life brings world reknown
And the next guy can't get two feet off the ground... he's earthbound
Earthbound... hear the wind throught the tops of the trees
Earthboound... summer sun nearly ninety degrees
Earthbound... big ol' moon sinking down... think I might stick around
I'm earthbound
I knew love once way back when she had almond eyes and olive skin
And long black hair
She was Irish Spanish mix breed I was southeast Texas hayseed
We were almost there
Her Daddy did not like my kind around
And true love took the next train out of town... earthbound
Earthbound... where there's fathers and daughters in pain
Earthbound... mama's boy walking home in the rain
Earthbound... like a ship run aground think I might stick around
I'm earthbound
With each new day that passes I'm in need of thicker glasses but it's all ok
Someday I'll be leavin' but I just can't help believing that it's not today, hey
Every golden moment I have found
I've done my best to run right in the ground... earthbound
Earthbound... see the sky big and beautiful blue
Earthbound... fallen angels come callin' to you
Earthbound... keepin' close to the ground, think I might stick around
Earthbound... Tom Waits, Aretha Franklin, Mary Karr
Earthbound... Walter Kronkite, Seamus Heaney, Ringo Starr
Earthbound... The Dalai Lahma and Charlie Brown make me wanna stick around
I'm earthbound

5156. Earthbound Child

John Butler - Earthbound Child

Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child



Come up with the shit I'm the Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Come up with the shit I'm the Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Lock onto the shit cause you're the Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Lock onto the shit cause you're the Earthbound Child
What goes up
They say is coming down
I got my head in the sky
And my roots in the ground
I'm not patriotic man
For what it's worth
I pledge allegiance to this land
And my Mother Earth
What I am
I said is what I be
I be damned if you cut down all those trees
Clearfelling all this good land
I do see
We'll all be damned if you cut down all those trees
What I am
I said is what I am
I be damned if I stone cold killa man
In the name of a flag
A patriotic game
You got blood on your hands it ain't me to blame
Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Come up with the shit I'm the earthbound child
Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Come up with the shit
Everybody crying
But they don't know why
Well don't look up now there's a hole in the sky
And if we don't change soon everybody gonna die
You better jump ship now you better hope you can fly
Over population say we gotta face
You're gonna send us all away out to outerspace
Singing yippie hurray for the human race
I don't wanna live my life in no outer space
Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Come up with the shit I'm the Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Come up with the shit I'm the Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Come up with the shit I'm the Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Come up with the shit I'm the Earthbound Child



I got six white candles
You know they're too hot to handle
You know I'm lighting them up
Cause you know I'm a vandal
Sticking them up all around my room
Cause ya know what I'm into
Oh ya the voodoo
Yes I go hard
Yes I go the full mile
Yes I go hard
I'm going full with style
Yes I go hard
You know I'm wick a wild
You know what they call me I'm the Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Come up with the shit I'm the Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Lock onto the shit cause you're the Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Come up with the shit I'm the Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Earthbound Child
Come up with the shit
Lock onto the shit
Come up with the shit
Lock onto the shit

5157. Earthquake

Earthquake
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Bob Carpenter / John McEuen

I got myself a sweetheart
A real good steady job
A house up on the hillside
Who's price keeps goin' up
Soakin' in my hot tub
Life's working out just right
But then the earth starts shakin'
Here comes the afterlife

Earthquake, earthquake
Ridin' hell's emotion
That earthquake, earthquake
Churning up the fear
That earthquake, earthquake
Devil's loco-motion
That earthquake, earthquake
Gonna run me outta here



There's no head on this chicken
When the ground is on the rise
I flee in all directions
And i pray toward the skies
I've never been a coward
Or that extremely wise
But it doesn't take a genius
T' know it's time t' say goodbye

Earthquake, earthquake
Ridin' hell's emotion
That earthquake, earthquake
Churning up the fear
That earthquake, earthquake
The devil's loco-motion
That earthquake, earthquake
Gonna run me outta here

I'm packin' up and goin' to north dakota
Well i heard it's freezing cold but i don't care
I'd rather get that frostbite on my fingers
Than end up crushed beneath my fridgidaire

So.... forgive me if i'm out of sorts
I'm really not to blame
The fault lies with andreas
Oh she's messin' up my brain
I love this sunny paradise
But hate it's rock and roll
Oh i can't stand the ups and downs
I really gotta go

Earthquake, earthquake
Ridin' hell's emotion
That earthquake, earthquake
Churning up the fear
That earthquake, earthquake
Devil's loco-motion
That earthquake, earthquake
Gonna run me outta here

That earthquake, earthquake
That earthquake, earthquake
Earthquake, earthquake
That earthquake, earthquake
Oh i'm gettin' out of here

That earthquake, that earthquake
That earthquake, oh i'm getting out of here
That earthquake, bye bye bye bye
That earthquake, oh i'm going out of here



5158. Earthquake - Chords

Earthquake Acoustic
The Black Lillies

[Intro]
G Am C C G G Am F C G
 
[Verse 1]
G                      Am
I never saw it coming, plain as it could be
C                                           G
Rollin' like the thunder, crashing like the sea
G                                Am
Like a lonesome whistle blowing, dancing in a dream
C                                            G
The sound of your heart calling, my favorite melody
 
[Chorus]
          G                        Am
You're my earthquake, the sweetest heartache
C                                                   G
You're the rock in my roll, you shake me down to my soul
G                                      Am
You take my breath away, you know just what to say
    F                   C               G
You shake me down to my soul, you're my earthquake
 
[Instrumental]
F C G
 
[Verse 2]
G                                   Am
I've seen the highest of the highs, lowest of lows
C                                                G
Stood up on the mountain, traveled down a broken road
G                           Am
Like a wild wind a-howling, it shook me to the ground
C                                             G
Tearing down the shadows, shining through the clouds
 
[Chorus]
          G                        Am
You're my earthquake, the sweetest heartache
C                                                   G
You're the rock in my roll, you shake me down to my soul
G                                      Am
You take my breath away, you know just what to say
    F                   C               G
You shake me down to my soul, you're my earthquake
 
[Instrumental]
F C G F C G
 
[Bridge]
G                                      Am
There's a beauty in this world, it can break your heart in two



C                                                      G
But there's no other way to say, you know just what to do
 
[Chorus]
          G                        Am
You're my earthquake, the sweetest heartache
C                                                    G
You're the rock in my roll, you shake me down to my soul
G                                      Am
You take my breath away, you know just what to say
F                        C               G
You shake me down to my soul, you're my earthquake
 
[Outro]
    F                   C               G
You shake me down to my soul, you're my earthquake
    F                   C               G
You shake me down to my soul, you're my earthquake

5159. Earthwords

John Hartford - Earthwords

As I stand here breathing
Thigh deep in the weeds of ignorance that cover the breast of the earth
Don't let the blue laws of communication
Keep the fresh air out of the rooms of my mind
Or extinguish the sun in my belly

And don't let my hallways and stairwells become empty
Except for my pitifully huddled form
Crying in some dark musty corner in defeat
Because someone forgot to tell me long ago
That there's nothing dirty about earth

All I ask is to squat here in the cool shade and talk to you
Forgetting the games and rules ingrained in the fiber of my personality
And let me not be worried about what I look like or sound like to you
And let me breathe easy and feel natural not get confused or hung up

Trying to express earth feelings without earthwords
And please don't get hysterical to the point that you cut out my tongue
Just because I said that I loved ya or scratch out my eyes
Because in all your ugliness I said you were beautiful

Just bear with me and if you feel some small part of what I have to say
And if ever the day should come that we're in a position to study each others faces
Let me understand that you feel what I've had to say
Not because you thought you were supposed to feel it
But because you really did



5160. Ease Me To The Ground - Chords

Ease Me To The Ground
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Bud Reneau
 
C
I've never had to live without your love
    F       G7         C
And now you say you're leaving
   F               G7          C                 F
So let me learn to stand alone before you let me down
                   Dm
If you must let me down 
G7             C
Ease me to the ground
 
                                     
I've never had to sleep without your arms
  F     G7   C
Already I am weary
    F                       G7     C            F
The darkest nights ahead of me are soon to come around
                     Dm
So take me where I'm bound 
    G7             C
And ease me to the ground
 
F                         Dm
Let my fall be slow cause I've got so far to go
   G7                                    C
To ease the pain that's waiting there to grieve me
F                          Dm
Let me just be near you to see you and to hear you
     D7                    G7
Till I'm strong enough for you to leave me
 
     C
I've always had your hand to lead the way
      F    G7      C
Where ever I would stumble
    F               G7              C                F
And clinging to you now is the only way I'll make it down
                     Dm
It's such a long way down 
   G7             C
So ease me to the ground



5161. Easier

Easier
Glen Phillips

[Verse 1]
I was 18, so were you
And I was that Birkenstock, geek rock dude
You were a backflip, doe-eyed, tree-climbin'
Earth mama, beautiful evergreen girl

[Pre-Chorus]
And I never thought that I could be
Getting my gray hair with you beside me
And there's something I'm blind to
But you still see

[Chorus]
And it couldn't be better, I know
It shouldn't be easier, whoa, oh
I should just stop waiting for the other boot to fall

[Verse 2]
I want to be the toy in your cereal box
I want to be Carter at your peace talks
I want to get almost too familiar
But still notice the way that you walk

[Pre-Chorus]
And if you said you were going away
I'd run on the tarmac
And I would lay down in front of the plane
Just to get you to stay
[Chorus]
This couldn't be better, I know
It shouldn't be easier, whoa, oh
I should just stop waiting for the other boot to fall

[Bridge]
Got everything I've ever wanted here
Everything and damn this constant fear
Sure I'm gonna lose it all
Just waiting for the other boot to fall

[Pre-Chorus]
And if you thought I could be replaced
I wouldn't just stop with an ear
I would cut off my whole freakin' face
Just to make my point clear

[Chorus]
That it couldn't be better, I know
It shouldn't be easier, oh, whoa
I should just stop waiting for the other boot to fall
I'm waiting for the other boot to fall



5162. Easier Said Than Done

Easier Said Than Done
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - Easier Said Than Done

[Verse 1]
If I were a stranger
Come knocking at your door
Would you feed and clothe me
Let me lay upon your floor?
Or would you cast me back
Into the night from whence I came?
Would you tell your friends a story
Of the man who had no name?

[Chorus]
But it's easier said than done
Like a bullet from a gun
It's not a war that has to be won
But it's easier said than done

[Verse 2]
If I were a father
Who lost his only child
Would you try to empathize
Wear my shoes for a mile?
Would it only be your sympathy
Or thoughts and prayers alone?
Would you look into my eyes and say
"Prepare for war at home"

[Chorus]
But it's easier said than done
Like a bullet from a gun
It's not a war that has to be won
But it's easier said than done

[Chorus]
But it's easier said than done
Like a bullet from a gun
It's not a war that has to be won
But it's easier said than done

5163. Easier To Forget

Allison Moorer - Easier to forget

I've heard it said
Life leaves you memories that are precious



If that's true, it hasn't left me any yet
There are none that I've thought of I can cherish

For me it's easier to forget

Looking back is not the way to mend my heartache
Remembering only brings me regret
When I dig up the past, I find a love that didn't last
So for me, it's easier to forget

I'd hate to think these memories I've been given
Are the only ones I'm ever gonna get
Cause it hurts if I try to relieve'em
For me it's easier to forget

Looking back is not the way to mend my heartache
Remembering only brings me regret
When I dig up the past, I find a love that didn't last
So for me, it's easier to forget

For me it's easier to forget

5164. East Bound And Down

East Bound and Down
The Po' Ramblin' Boys

[Chorus]
East bound and down, loaded up and truckin'
We gonna do what they say can't be done
We've got a long way to go, and a short time to get there
I'm east bound, just a-watch ol' "Bandit" run

[Verse 1]
Keep your foot hard on the pedal
Son, never mind them brakes
Let it all hang out 'cause we got a run to make
The boys are thirsty in Atlanta
And there's beer in Texarkana
And we'll bring it back no matter what it takes

[Chorus]
East bound and down, loaded up and truckin'
We gonna do what they say can't be done
We've got a long way to go, and a short time to get there
I'm east bound, just a-watch ol' "Bandit" run

[Chorus]
East bound and down, loaded up and truckin'
We gonna do what they say can't be done
We've got a long way to go, and a short time to get there
I'm east bound, just a-watch ol' "Bandit" run



[Verse 2]
Ol' Smokey's got them ears on
He's hot on your trail
And he ain't gonna rest 'til you're in jail
So you got to dodge 'im and you got to duck 'im
You got to keep that diesel truckin'
Just put that hammer down and give 'er hell

[Chorus]
East bound and down, loaded up and truckin'
We gonna do what they say can't be done
We've got a long way to go, and a short time to get there
I'm east bound, just a-watch ol' "Bandit" run

[Outro]
East bound and down, loaded up and truckin'
We gonna do what they say can't be done
We've got a long way to go, and a short time to get there...

5165. East Bound Freight Train

East Bound Freight Train

I never was so lonesome for my home town
Seems I never was so far away
Now I can here the freight train a blowing
I'll be gone before the break of day

I'll have to quit my daily rambling
Tonight I'm gonna start my journey back
Sitting on the top an old box car
Sailing down that silvery stream of track

East bound freight train east bound freight train
Take me home again
East bound freight train east bound freight train
Let me stay 'til the end

Now I'll never stray from my home town
Never leave again to roam
I know that I was born to wander
But I'm gonna stick around my home

Now I see the smoke a rolling
Out on that old smoke stack
I'm sitting on the top of an old box car
Sailing down that silvery stream of track



5166. East Bound Train

East Bound Train
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

The eastbound train was crowded one cold december day
The conductor shouted tickets in his old time fashioned way
A little girl in sadness, her hair as bright as gold
She said I have no ticket and then her story told
She said I have no ticket and then her story told

My father he's in prison, he's lost his sight they say
I'm going to beg his pardon this cold december day

My mother's daily sewing to try to earn our bread
While poor old blind daddy in prison almost dead
While poor old blind daddy in prison almost dead

My brother and my sister would be both be very glad
If I could only bring back my poor dear old blind dad

The conductor did not answer, he could not make reply
Then taking his rough hand and wiping the tear drops from his eyes

He said god bless you little one just stay right where you are
You'll never need a ticket while I am on this car
You'll never need a ticket while I am on this car

5167. East Chicago Blues - Chords

East Chicago Blues 
The Special Consensus

[Intro]
Em
*chord is picked
 
[Verse 1]
Em
There's no work back in the hills of West Kentucky
                                          A
Only what'll break your back or kill your brain
                                   D                 A
There's no place in Illinois for a hard-eyed country boy
Em              G                A               Em
Busted dream or two and he'll be on a southbound train
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em
Well I traced the path my brothers laid before me
                                       A
Swapped the red dirt for the oil on my shoes



                                        D                 A
Now my eyes burn from the sting and the fidddle haunts my dreams
        Em                 G                     A            Em
And the lonely song that's playing is called the East Chicago Blues
 
 
[Chorus 1]
Em        A                      Em
Can't you see the dusty northern skies
                                          B7
Can't you hear the freight trains rolling through
          Em                           A
When your heartaches never end and you can't go home again
                G              A            Em
You know you're sinking in the East Chicago Blues
 
 
[Instrumental]
/A      /A      /Em      /Em      /A      /A      /B7     /B7
/Em     /Em     /A       /A       /G      /G      /B7     /A
/ Em    /Em     /A       /A
 **Each chord is a 4-count
 
 
[Verse 3]
Em
These hands of mine are cut from hauling timber
                                                   A
And a thousand barrels roll 'cross the steam house floor
                                         D                 A
Oh and these hands make a fire when they grip the wood and wire
         Em             G                      A       Em
This old mandolin makes music like no one has  heard before
 
 
[Verse 4]
Em
And each evening as the sun slips down the skyline
                                       A
I send some lonesome blues into in the night
                     G       D             C  N.C.
Somewhere beyond the skies I see a curtain rise
      Em            G                           Em
And a West Kentucky farm boy steps out into the light
 
 
[Chorus 2]
Em        A                          Em
Can't you hear the hard times in his song
                A                  B7
You can tell by that he's paid his dues
Em                                 A
That Kentucky boy was made back in 1933
     G                A            Em
Just knee-deep in the East Chicago Blues
 
 



[Chorus  3]
Em        A                      Em
Can't you see the dusty northern skies
                                          B7
Can't you hear the freight trains rolling through
          Em                           A
When your heartaches never end and you can't go home again
                    G                                  A
When you worry yourself away like a string wound up to break
                      D                   A
Oh that's the kind of blues you may never shake
                    G                  A
And you know you're sinking, oh you're drowning
         A            Em
In these East Chicago Blues

5168. East Houston Blues

Rodney Crowell - East Houston Blues

[Verse 1]
So I grew up hungry
And I grew up hard
Took the streets and alleys
For my own backyard
I got a break and enter
On my list of crimes
Been before the judge
One too many times

[Chorus 1]
East Houston Blues
Scale of one to ten
About a nine and a half
Is where it's always been
It's in the drinking water
And in the bar ditch mud
East Houston Blues
Gets in a poor boy's blood

[Verse 2]
I learned to drink and drive
When I was twelve years old
My uncle Fireball Stoddard
Rest his ragged soul
He run a '54 Ford
Up and down the drag
Sipping Early Times
Straight from a paper bag

[Chorus 2]
East Houston Blues
Picture Dowling Street



And Navigation Boulevard
Where the crossroads meet
Three sheets in the wind
Brick shy of a load
East Houston Blues
Down a nowhere road

[Bridge]
Forty dollar boots
Big Bangora hat
Stolen money from an inside job
Maybe think about that

[Verse 3]
I'm a Third Ward child
My mother's only son
Which means exactly nothing
Without a loaded gun
I don't believe in love
This I guarantee
If there's a God above
He's got it in for me

[Chorus 3]
East Houston Blues
What you want me to say?
I need to find me a woman
Keep the wolves at bay
Keep my head on straight
Maybe toe the line
East Houston Blues
Ain't no friend of mine

[Outro]
So you understand
That of which I speak
I'm a worried man
On a losing streak

5169. East Kentucky Home - Chords

East Kentucky Home 
The SteelDrivers
 
[Intro]
Em B7 C D G
 
[Verse 1]
D                              C   G
Been up and down this lonesome highway
D                       G
Coast to coast and back again
D                       C  G



I just had to do things my way
Am                    D    B7
Had to go against the wind
 
[Chorus]
Em                              B7
Cause I've been dreaming of the girl I left behind
         C                              G
Lord she had the truest heart I've ever known
Em                          B7
And I've been looking for a world I'll never find
     C               D             G
Ever since I left my East Kentucky Home
 
[Solo 1]
Em   B7
C    G
Em   B7
C    D    G
 
[Verse 2]
D                          C   G
I can smell the wood smoke risin'
D                        G
feel the wind out in the pines
D                      C G
See the way I left her cryin'
Am                    D   B7
Every time I close my eyes
 
[Chorus]
Em                              B7
Cause I've been dreaming of the girl I left behind
         C                              G
Lord she had the truest heart I've ever known
Em                          B7
And I've been looking for a world I'll never find
     C               D             G
Ever since I left my East Kentucky Home
 
[Solo 2]
Em   B7
C    G
Em   B7
C    D    G
 
[Verse 3]
D                          C   G
Think I'll get up with the sunrise,
D                             G
Think I'll pack my things and go
D                          C  G
It's taken me this long to realize
Am                       D    B7
The only thing I need to know
 
[Chorus]



Em                              B7
Cause I've been dreaming of the girl I left behind
         C                              G
Lord she had the truest heart I've ever known
Em                          B7
And I've been looking for a world I'll never find
     C               D             G
Ever since I left my East Kentucky Home
     C               D             G
Ever since I left my East Kentucky Home
 
[Outro]
Em   B7
C    D    G

5170. East Kentucky Morning

Dale Ann Bradley - East Kentucky Morning 
Album: East Kentucky Morning

It's an east Kentucky morning
Like so many, I have known before.
And the rumbling of the tow trucks,
Reminds me why, I don't live here anymore.

But the reason I'm returning,
Is more painful than the reason I've been gone.
Now it's starting to rain, I hope I make it to Pineville before dawn
10 years ago today,
I closed my eyes, turned my back, and walked away.
From a sweet and tender love,
That wasn't strong enough to make me stay.

I followed my dreams,
And I left him there behind.
Now my heart is wandering back,
To a love, I hope will still be mine.

Empty faces, a million places I still find.
As I walk along the highway,
A thousand thoughts go rushing through my mind.

After all these years of running,
I find myself standing at his door.
The face that I see there, is one I haven't seen before.

She says that I can find him,
Things have changed since I've been gone.
Now my tears won't stop fallin',
As I read his name upon that marble stone.

Empty faces, a million places I still find.
As I walk back down the highway,



A thousands thoughts go rushing through my mind.

It's an east Kentucky morning
Like none, I've ever known before.
And knowing that he's gone,
Is the reason I can't live here anymore.

5171. East Nashville Easter

Yonder Mountain String Band - East Nashville Easter (Live)

Engine's running hot
But now it's burnin' down
Everyone says that this is going well
But I can hear every sound

Four gray walls
Make it all seem right
But everything looks wrong
In these cheap hotel lights

Going up and down
Down and out

Cheap cologne and expensive perfume
I've never seen so many lost souls in my life
Air so thick, so busy and loud
One crazy young man standing out in the crowd

One of these days when the sun comes up and I'm tossin' and turnin' alone
I'm gonna pull myself up outta this state
I'm gonna make everything seem alright, alright
Know how it feels with the sun in my eyes, still that heartbroken wind's at my door
One of these days I'm gonna wreck myself and this engine won't run no more, no more

5172. East Nashville Skyline

Todd Snider - East Nashville Skyline

[Verse 1]
Watchin' TV just makes me sad
Too many people treatin' people too bad
There's no hope
My old lady, she sure gon' be mad
I just spent the last fifty bucks we had
On bad dope

[Chorus]
East Nashville skyline



Crossing over to a state of mind
Leaving all my troubles way behind
That ol' Cumberland River
East Nashville skyline
Discount cigarettes, liquor, and wine
Anywhere, anytime
We deliver

[Verse 2]
I'm still mad about the Slow Bar
I guess that's just the way things are
Something good comes along, then it's gone
Kinda like the Phoenix Radio
We used to listen, then where did it go?
It went off of the air so that more Sheryl Crow could come on
Come on

[Chorus]
East Nashville skyline
Crossing over to a state of mind
Leaving all my troubles way behind
That ol' Cumberland River
East Nashville skyline
Discount cigarettes, liquor, and wine
Anywhere, anytime
We deliver

[Verse 3]
Crossing the river to play 'em our songs
They're prob'ly right when they say we're all wrong
For these days
So much for money, so much for big
Who needs the trouble, man, there's always a gig
At the Café, the Radio Café

[Chorus]
East Nashville skyline
Crossing over to a state of mind
Leaving all my troubles way behind
That ol' Cumberland River
East Nashville skyline
Discount cigarettes, liquor, and wine
Anywhere, anytime
We deliver

5173. East Of Eden

David Rawlings
East Of Eden

[Verse 1]
Tell me where are you going
You got the jack of diamonds, I got the knight of hearts



When the cards get stuck together, so hard to pull them apart
I think your face is showing
Ain't the first time that it's snowing
The first time in years that it has stayed on the ground
And when it hits the streets, oh, it don't make a sound
But there's just no way of knowing

[Verse 2]
Tell me is she east of Eden
She's just like a book and I don't want it to end
Take it with me where I go, turn the pages slow
She's just like a book, I don't want it to end
Love, how we talk at night
Love, how we talk at night
In the blue electric lights
Love, how we talk at night
Well, love, how we talk at night
In the blue electric light

[Verse 3]
No, I'm not the only one
No, I'm not the only one
At least I'm not the lonely one
No, I'm not the only one
No, I'm not the only one
At least I'm not the lonely one
Do what you are doing
Just do what you are doing
Do what you are doing
Just do what you are doing

5174. East Of Gary

East Of Gary
Darrell Scott

I grew up on the Indiana side of Chicago
With the rusty steel mills belching in the westward wind
I watched Mom and Dad trying to clean their sorrow
With my brothers and me at old Lake Michigan

There's a little boy
He's got big brown eyes
He's got swimming trunks 'bout twice his size
Looking at a steel mill sunset
Skipping a stone, "hey, ain't you a little young
To feel so alone?"

Well they changed the name of my hometown
When we moved away
Now it's more than words that I don't recognize
That kid down at the filling station
Tried to keep my change from a twenty



I could see that cold assurance in his eyes

Hey you need ten dollars for the rainy day?
Save and go to college or just get away
Or you could spend that money on a two-day stone
Oh, there are worse things in this world than being alone
Let me tell you now 

So, if you're driving from Chicago, east of Gary
And you find a fallen town that has two names
There'll be no one to possibly remember
A little lonesome brown-eyed boy who went by James

Oh the mill's shut down
But the air's still sour
You get a hotel room
You gotta pay by the hour
Oh the good old days are just good and gone
Like autumn leaves on a burning lawn

I grew up on the Indiana side of Chicago
With the rusty steel mills belching in the westward wind

5175. East Of The Mountains

East of the Mountains
Downhill Bluegrass Band

I stood on a mountain and I looked down below
I came up here to see the valleys so green and the hills where the tall timber grows
Now they cut down the timber, left the hills in a shroud
a low, mournful sound abides in the ground where the woods once stood silent and proud

The wicked wind blows and it cut through my clothes, finding its way to my soul
There's no place to hide and it eats me inside, leaves just an empty black hole

I spent years of my childhood in this kingdom of mine
I knew this land like the back of my hand where I always could find peace of mind
Now a cold rain is falling from a colorless sky
on a land primed in grey with just hard rocks and clay, I hang my head down and I cry

The wicked wind blows and it cut through my clothes, finding its way to my soul
There's no place to hide and it eats me inside, leaves just an empty black hole.

5176. East Side Of Town

Lucinda Williams - East Side of Town

It's like you got problems



You don't know a hell bout me
Hear you talking about you and you partners
You wanna cross a part of the line
And then you come then and walk around
So why you don't come find me
I'm on east side of town

You think you must do god
But you don't know what you talking bout
When you find yourself on morning bud
You can't wait to get the hell out
You wanna see what remains on the [?]
You wanna see what gets you down
No, why don't you come over
To the east side of town

You think your dog are mean
But you ain't see nothin' here
I saw things you never see and you won't forget
You wanna see what the other half will
You wanna see how we've be round
Why don't you come on east side of town

You got your ideas and your vision
And you say some simple thoughts
You look but you don't listen
There's no apathy in your heart
You make all kind of promises
And every party falls down
And now you wanna come shake my hand
On the east side of town

So why you don't come find me
I'm on east side of town
Why don't you come over?
On east side of town
Why don't you come visit?
On east side of town
Come on over to the
To east side of town

5177. East Texas Red

East Texas Red
Arlo Guthrie & The Dillards

Down in the scrub oak timber of the Southeast Texas Gulf
There used to ride a brakeman and a brakeman double tough
He worked the town of Kilgore and Longview nine miles down
Us trav'lers called him East Texas Red the meanest bull around

I rode by night and by broad daylight in wind and snow and sun
I always seen little East Texas Red sporting his smooth running gun



The tale got switched down the stems and main and everybody said
The meanest man on the shiny rails was little East Texas Red

It was early in the morning and along towards nine or ten
A couple of boys on the hunt of a job stood in the blizzardy wind
Hungry and cold they knocked on the doors of the working folks around
For a piece of meat and a spud or two to boil a stew around

Red he come down the cinder dump and he flagged the number two
He kicked their bucket over a bush and he dumped out all their stew
A traveler said, Mister East Texas Red you better get everything fixed
'Cause you're gonna ride your little train just one year from today

Red he laughed as he clumb the bank and swung aside of a wheeler
The boys caught a tanker to Seminole and west to Amarillo
They struck them a job of oil field work and followed a pipe line down
It took them lots of places till the year had rolled around

On one cold and wintery day they hooked them a Gulf bound train
They shivered and shook with dough in their clothes to see Kilgore again
Over hills of sand and hard froze roads where the cotton wagons roll
On past the town of Kilgore and on to old Longview

With their warm suits of clothes and overcoats they walk into a store
They pay the man for some meat and stuff to fix a stew once more
The ties they walk back past the yards till they come to the same old spot
Where East Texas Red just a year ago had dumped their last stew pot

The smoke of their fire went higher and higher a man come down the line
He ducked his head in the blizzardy wind and waved old number nine
He walked off down the cinder dump till he come to the same old spot
And there was the same three men again around that same little pot

Red went to his knees and he hollered
Please don't pull that trigger on me
I did not get my business fixed but he did not get his say
A gun wheeled out of an overcoat and it played the old one two
And Red was dead when the other two men set down to eat their stew

5178. East Virginia - Chords

East Virginia
Recorded by George Hamilton IV
Written by Eric Darling, Bob Carey, Alan Arkin

C
I was born in East Virginia 
C7        F          C
North Carolina I did go
        F               C
There I met the fairest maiden 
             G7            C
Her name and age I did not know



Her hair it was a light brown color 
C7            F               C
Her lips they were red ruby's red
       F                       C
On her breast she wore a white lily 
        G7               C
There I longed to lay my head
Repeat #1
I'd rather be in some dark holler 
C7        F             C
Where the sun no longer shines
        F              C
Than to know she loved another 
       G7                  C
And to know she'd never be mine
Repeat #1
             G7            C
Her name and age I did not know

5179. East Virginia Blues

East Virginia Blues - Ralph Stanley - Carter Family
Balsam Range
Robert Earl Keen

I was born in East Virginia
North Carolina I did go
There I courted a fair young maiden
But her Name I did not know

Oh her hair was dark and curly
And her cheeks were rosy red
On her breast she wore a lilly
Where I longed to lay my head

Molly dear, go ask your mother
If you my bride might ever be
If she says no, come back and tell me
And I'll run away with thee

No I'll not go ask my mother
Where she lies on her bed of rest
In her hand she holds a dagger
To kill the man that I love best

The ocean's deep and I can't wade it
And I have no wings to fly
I'll just get some blue-eyed boatman
For to row me o'er the tide

I'll go back to East Virginia
North Carolina ain't my home
I'll go back to East Virginia



Leave old North Carolina alone

I don't want your green back dollar
I don't want your watch and chain
All I want is you my darling
Say you'll take me back again

For you know I'd like to see you
At my door you're welcome in
At my gate I'll always greet you
For you're the girl I tried to win

5180. East Virginia Blues

East Virginia Blues - Ralph Stanley - Carter Family
Balsam Range
Robert Earl Keen

I was born in East Virginia
North Carolina I did go
There I courted a fair young maiden
But her Name I did not know

Oh her hair was dark and curly
And her cheeks were rosy red
On her breast she wore a lilly
Where I longed to lay my head

Molly dear, go ask your mother
If you my bride might ever be
If she says no, come back and tell me
And I'll run away with thee

No I'll not go ask my mother
Where she lies on her bed of rest
In her hand she holds a dagger
To kill the man that I love best

The ocean's deep and I can't wade it
And I have no wings to fly
I'll just get some blue-eyed boatman
For to row me o'er the tide

I'll go back to East Virginia
North Carolina ain't my home
I'll go back to East Virginia
Leave old North Carolina alone

I don't want your green back dollar
I don't want your watch and chain
All I want is you my darling
Say you'll take me back again



For you know I'd like to see you
At my door you're welcome in
At my gate I'll always greet you
For you're the girl I tried to win

5181. Eastbound & Down

East Bound & Down
Magnolia Express

East bound and down, loaded up and truckin'
A-we gonna do what they say can't be done
We've got a long way to go, and a short time to get there
I'm east bound, just watch ol' "Bandit" run

Keep your foot hard on the pedal
Son, never mind them brakes
Let it all hang out 'cause we got a run to make
The boys are thirsty in Atlanta
And there's beer in Texarkana
And we'll bring it back no matter what it takes

East bound and down, loaded up and truckin'
A-we gonna do what they say can't be done
We've got a long way to go, and a short time to get there
I'm east bound, just watch ol' "Bandit" run

East bound and down, loaded up and truckin'
A-we gonna do what they say can't be done
We've got a long way to go, and a short time to get there
I'm east bound, just watch ol' "Bandit" run

Ol' Smokey's got them ears on
He's hot on your trail
And he aint gonna rest 'til you're in jail
So you got to dodge 'im and you got to duck 'im
You got to keep that diesel truckin'
Just put that hammer down and give it hell

East bound and down, loaded up and truckin'
A-we gonna do what they say can't be done
We've got a long way to go, and a short time to get there
I'm east bound, just watch ol' "Bandit" run

5182. Eastbound And Down - Chords

Eastbound And Down
Recorded Jerry Reed
Written by Jerry Reed and Dick Feller



G                  A7
Eastbound and down eighteen wheels are rolling
C                   D7                G
We're gonna do what they say can't be done
                                 A7
We've got a long way to go and a short time to get there
C                  D7               G
I'm eastbound just watch ole Bandit run
          Em                               C
Keep your foot hard on the pedal son never mind them brakes
       A7                  B7              Em
Let it all hang out 'cause we got a run to make
                                            C
The boys are thirsty in Atlanta and there's beer in Texarkana
          A7                              B7
And we'll bring it back no matter what it takes
repeat #1  x2
    Em                            C
Ole Smokey's got them ears on and he's hot on your trail
A7            B7                  Em
He aint gonna rest till you're in jail
So you got to dodge 'em and you got to duck 'em
           C
You got to keep that diesel trucking
     A7                               B7
Just put that hammer down and give it hell
repeat #1

5183. Eastbound Freight Train

Eastbound Freight Train
Norman Blake - Doc Watson

I never was so lonesome for my home town
Seems I never was so far away
Now I can here the break of day

i'll have to quit my daily rambling
Tonight I'm gonna start my journal back
Sitting on the top an old box car
Sailing down thay silver stream of track

Eastbound freight train eastbound freight train
Take me home again
Eastbound freight train eastbound freight train
Let me stay til the enf

Now I'll never stray from my hometown
Never leam again to roam
I know that I was born to wonder
But I'm gonna stick around my home



Now I see the smoke a rolling
out on thar old smoke stack
I'm.sitting on the top of an old box car
Sailing down that silver stream of track

5184. Easter Is

Tom T Hall - Easter Is
Composer: Tom T. Hall

We all know Jesus died upon the cross
Jesus' friends thought that he might be lost
But he arose and walked out of the tomb
He went to heaven to prepare a room

Oh you should be happy you should be glad
Easter is the time we learn that good is better than bad
You might see an Easter bunny or Easter egg that someone hid
It's a wonderful time that's what Easter is

Easter comes on Sunday every year
Easter is the sign that spring is here
We get dressed up and smile cause Jesus lives
It's a wonderful time that's what Easter is

Oh you should be happy you should be glad...

On Easter you might see a big parade
Some funny bunnies and some colored eggs
A great big smile is all you have to give
It's a happy time that's what Easter is
It's a wonderful time that's what Easter is

5185. Eastern Avenue River Railway Blues

Jerry Jeff Walker - Eastern Avenue River Railway Blues

Shadows come creepin' down the alleys
Lonesome lines the boulevard
Neon flickers to the rhythm of the night
But this evenin', sleep is coming hard
Down the concrete hallways in this part of town
You can hear the young hearts drowning in thirst for life
The back streets full of mystery, people
Frozen in their dreams
Too little mercy, too little love
Too much night, it's too much tonight
Chorus:
The eastern avenue runs level with the river



In between lies the freight yard of boxcar blues
Eastern avenue railway, come on, come on and deliver
This load of tears and this pair of walking shoes
Boy's got the eastern avenue river railway blues
Trapped between him and the city
He packed a bag and took one south bound over the line
Trapped between him and the pity, he suffers for those unfaithful times
Well, eastbound river railway runs swift and hard
He swears tonight he's gonna take that ride
Jerk a cold steel freight train right down the boulevard
He ain't gonna stop 'til all the loneliness collides
'Cause it's too much tonight
Chorus (2x)

5186. Eastern Kentucky

Eastern Kentucky
Davisson Brothers Band

Well you know I had a buddy from Eastern Kentucky
He just wasn'²t lucky as me
He died in the sand in some far away land
Where they're fighting for the peace that will never be
Ahh fighting for the freedom that they won'²t see

Sure as shines in the mountains
There's water in the fountain
Ain't a shadow of doubt in me
That someday we'²ll be together
In the perfect fishing weather
Catching all the smallmouth bass in Tennessee
Ahh slaying record smallmouth bass in Tennessee

So you better get to living stop taking start giving
More hugging and a kissing kind a thing
Cause time waits for no one
Just keeps moving on
One day you'²re here the next you're gone
Ahh one day you'²re here the next day you're gone

I pray to God above that all this push and shove
Can make some room for love and kill the pain

Listen to me brother you better hold on to each other
Cause the years roll by like a highball train

Let'²s get to living stop taking start giving
More hugging and a kissing kind a thing
Cause time waits for no one
Just keeps moving on
One day you're here the next you'²re gone
Ahh one day you're here the next day you're gone
(Ahhhhh)



(Ahhhhh)

5187. Eastside Bulldog

Todd Snider - Eastside Bulldog

[Verse 1]
I was ridin' with my baby
In my [?]
AM 360 on my radio
Expired tags on my plate

[Refrain 1]
Swervin' in and out of lanes tryin' to keep it straight
You might've seen me overheatin' on the Interstate

[Verse 2]
I'm from the east side of town
I don't give a shit
Tonight I might get my car jacked
Tomorrow night I might write a great big hit

[Refrain 2]
Either it way it works out, I'm never gonna quit
I'm a burned-out musician and I'm proud of it

[Chorus]
I'm an east side bulldog (East side bulldog)
An east side bulldog (East side bulldog)
I'm an east side bulldog (East side bulldog)
I'm an east side bulldog (East side bulldog)

[Instrumental]

[Chorus]
I'm an east side bulldog (East side bulldog)
An east side bulldog (East side bulldog)
I'm an east side bulldog (East side bulldog)
I'm an east side bulldog (East side bulldog)

5188. Easy

Todd Snider - Easy

You walk into a party and everybody turns your way
They hang on every word you say
Don't they, baby ?
You come out on the winning side of every single chance you take
And somehow you make it look easy



You make it look easy
You make it look easy
You make it look easy
Oh, you know it's true, you do
You make it look so easy
I find a way to fall all over almost every step I take
I'm a walkin' financial mistake
Ain't I, honey ?
I wish that I could do like you and find a way to raise my stakes
You make lucky breaks look easy
You make 'em look easy
You make 'em look easy
You make 'em look easy
Oh, you know it's true, you do
You make it look easy
La la la la ..
La la la la la dee dah
You make 'em look easy
You make 'em look easy
You make 'em look easy
You make 'em look easy
You make 'em look easy
You make 'em look easy, easy

5189. Easy - Chords

Easy 
Mandolin Orange
 
[Intro]
C E* D* D*
 
[Verse 1]
G            D*
Lay me down easy
C                     E*
As you make my dyin' bed
C                     E*
I'll keep your memory with me
D*               D*   D^
For as long as I rest
Em             C
As an old tree falls
     G
It's our loss
     D*       D^
They all fall
Em C  Bm Am    (Listen to song for this part)
Lay   me down
 
 
[Verse 2]
G           D*



Lay me down easy
C           E*
Deep in the clay
C                    E*
As you touch another soul
D*                     D*  D^
As you say what you'll say
Em              C
And defend then mine
G            D*   D^
I've left my life
Em C  Bm Am
Lay   me down
C (Play for a measure)
Easy
 
 
C E* D* D* x2  (My own break in lieu of a mandolin instrumental)
 
 
[Verse 3]
G           D*
Lay me down easy
C                 E*
As we meet at the gate
C                    E*
With the Devil on my shoulder
D*               D*   D^
And a poor man's fate
Em            C
Will I win my wings?
G             D*    D^
Will I sleep? Sleep
Em C  Bm Am
Lay   me down

5190. Easy And Free (Jock Stewart)

Easy And Free (Jock Stewart)
Traditional

Well me name is Jock Stewart
I'm a canny {auld,gaun} man,
But a rovin' young fellow I've been.

Chorus:
So be easy and free
When you're drinkin' wi' me,
I'm a man you don't meet every day.

I have acres of land,
I have men at command,
But I've always a shilling to spare.



Chorus

So come fill up your glass
Of brandy or wine,
And whatever the cost I will pay.

Chorus

5191. Easy As Pie - Chords

Easy As Pie
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Rory Bourke, Gene Dobbins, Johnny Wilson  

D7        G          Em C            D7        G
She meant nothing to me just another one night stand 
D7      G       Em        C              D7        G
She was easy as pie and I had her eating out of my hand 
C              D7        G
Had her eating out of my hand 
 
D7      G       Em    C            D7      G
She was easy to touch smiling as I came on strong 
D7      G       Em        C                D7          G
She was easy as pie and I knew it wouldn't take me too long 
C                D7          G
Knew it wouldn't take me too long 
 
D7                     C                          G
Now here comes morning and my way of thinking has changed 
       D7                    C
Oh she came on so tender but look who surrendered 
         Am                    D7
When the lady wasn't playing a game 
        G       Em      C           D7     G
Now I'm easy as pie the lady had herself a plan 
D7       G       Em             C             D7         G
And it's easy to see that she's got me eating out of her hand 
 
D7      G       Em      C           D7     G
Now I'm easy as pie the lady had herself a plan 
D7       G       Em             C             D7         G
And it's easy to see that she's got me eating out of her hand 
C             D7         G
Got me eating out of her hand

5192. Easy Come Easy Go



Easy Come, Easy Go
Sierra Hull

Ghost in my closet and under my bed
Things that a child lets go on in her head
But I'm not a child anymore
My first real heartbreak I was undone
Sworn that I'd given up on love
But I'm not afraid, anymore
And I would look back on our story
But that chapters gone
And like raindrops off my back
I can let your memories roll
Easy come easy go
Yesterday morning I drove by your place
Reach for my cheek no tears on my face
'Cause I'm not that girl anymore
And I look back on our story
But that chapters gone
Like raindrops off my back
I can let your memories roll
Easy come easy go
Easy go
To the place of peace that I have come to know
Once all my dreams were tied up in you
And I walked up in fear that you would not come true
But I'm not afraid anymore
And I can look back on our stories
But that chapters gone
And like raindrops on my back I can let your memories roll
Easy come, easy go

5193. Easy For You To Say - Chords

Easy For You To Say
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Jack W. Routh and Randy Sharp

C
These things happen
Am         A#7          Am    C
Love never comes with a guarantee
   A#7  C
No hard feelings
       Am              A#7            Am       C
But it looks like this love was never meant to be
                F      G7
That's easy for you to say
F          C             F                       C
You've got another who's willing and waiting for you
                G7
That's easy for you to say
F              C            F                        C
You're not the one with the heart that's breaking in two



                 G7
You tell me it's better this way
                F      C
That's easy for you to say
Am       A#7 C
There'll be  changes
Am          A#7           Am         C
Times never been known to ever stand still
Am  A#7 C
Lonely  losers
Am        A#7             Am       C
Hold to a promise they'll never fulfill
repeat #2
                A#7
You tell me you know that it's wrong
                 C
To walk out this way
               A#7
But in time my true love will come
F                      G7  C
And I'll thank you someday
repeat #2
G7              F      C
That's easy for you to say

5194. Easy From Now On - Chords

Easy From Now On  
recorded by Emmylou Harris  
written by Susanna Clark & Carlene Carter 
 
C             F
There he goes gone again
C                      G7
Same old story's gotta come to an end
C                F
Loving him was a one way street
C                             G7
But I'm getting off where the crossroads meet
 
C                        F
It's a quarter moon in a ten cent town
C                     G7
Time for me to lay my heartaches down
C                    F
Saturday night gonna make myself a name
C                          G7
Take a month of Sundays to try and explain
              
              F       C        Am                 F
It's gonna be easy to fill the heart of a thirsty woman
          C        G7
Harder to kill the ghost of a no good man



            F      C         Am         F
And I'll be riding high in a fandangled sky
                C  Dm               F  C  Dm   G7  C
It's gonna be e-as-y  it's gonna be ea-sy from now on
 
              F
Raw as a whip but clean as bone
C                          G7
Soft to the touch when you take me home
C                               F
When the morning comes and it's time for me to leave
C                            G7
Don't worry about me I got a wildcard up my sleeve
              
Repeat #3

5195. Easy In The Early ('Til Sundown)

Easy in the Early ('Til Sundown)
Uncle Earl

('Till sundown...)

Just a few more hours,
a few more hours,
a few more hours,
a few more miles.

Just a few more miles,
a few more miles,
a few more miles,
a few more hours.

And I'm gonna wake up easy

(Easy in the early...)

I'm gonna wake up.
Yes, I'm gonna wake up easy.
I'm gonna wake up.
Yes, I'm gonna wake up
easy in the early light.

('Til sundown...)

Just a little more cryin',
a little more cryin',
a little more cryin',
a few more tears.

Just a few more tears,
a few more tears,
a few more tears,



a little more cryin'.

But I hear the trumpet call

(Don't wanna wait for heaven...)

In every swingin' dance hall.
Well I hear the sound of wings
When a child learns to sing.
No. I don't wanna wait for heaven.

('Til sundown...)

Just one more day,
one more day,
one more day,
almost there.

We're almost there,
almost there,
almost there,
just one more day.

And I'm gonna wake up easy...

(Easy in the early...)

...easy in the early light.

5196. Easy Lovin' Kind - Chords

Easy Lovin' Kind
Written and recorded by Mel Street

C              F       G7     C
She's not just another pretty face
                                                     C7
And the joy her love has brought me could never be replaced
         F                        C
I knew I loved her the first time she touched her lips to mine
F         C               G7          C
She's all woman she's the easy lovin' kind
          F                        C        G7     C
She don't claim to be an angel but she's heaven to me
        F                           C        G7
And the door to paradise she opened so tenderly
            C                    F
She brought sunshine to my world just knowing that she's mine
          C               G7          C
She's all woman she's the easy lovin' kind
                    F      G7        C
I never dreamed I'd find a love like this
                                              C7



But now my dream 's reality with every tender kiss
          F                     C
I wake up smilin' every morning just knowing that she's mine
F         C               G7          C
She's all woman she's the easy lovin' kind
     F         C               G7          C
Yeah she's all woman she's the easy lovin' kind

5197. Easy Loving - Chords

Easy Loving 
written and recorded by Freddie Hart
 
C            F       C
Easy loving  so sexy looking
F               C        D7                     G7
I know from the feeling  that it comes from the heart
C            F                C
Easy loving  every-day's Thanksgiving
F               C          G7                       C
To count all my blessings  I wouldn't know where to start
 
C7    F                       C
Every time I look you over so real to life it seems
  F                                  C             G7
Upon your pretty shoulders there's a pair of angel wings
C            F          C
Easy loving  seeing's believing
F                     C       G7             C
Life with you is like living  in a beautiful dream
 
C7    F                       C
Every time I look you over so real to life it seems
  F                                  C             G7
Upon your pretty shoulders there's a pair of angel wings
C            F          C
Easy loving  seeing's believing
F                    C       G7             C
Life with you's like living  in a beautiful dream

5198. Easy Money

Brad Paisley - Easy Money 

I remember working on a rooftop
In the hot summer sun all day
Now I work two hours a night
It feels a lot more like play
'Fore Kenny joined the band



He used to hang dry wall
Ben worked down at Valentino's
So when you see us up here and think
Man they're lucky
You don't have to tell us 'cause we know
[Chorus]
Yeah, we're laughing all the way to the bank
'Cause it all just seems so funny
A bunch of guys like us
In a big tour bus
Making that easy money
Desperado hauled cattle
Grady drove trucks
Justin had a hot dog stand
Kevin sold records
And Brent sold shoes
And Gary was a garbage man
[Repeat chorus]
I used to have an ex-girlfriend
That didn't understand
She said boy you're going nowhere fast
You oughta get a real job
Why don't you quit that band
Now she can kiss my backstage pass
[Repeat chorus 2x]

5199. Easy Money - Live

Todd Snider - Easy Money - Live

[Verse 1]
He tried to look like he had a little bit of money
He's a grifter with a southern drawl
Well I could tell right away by the the way he was runnin'
That the boy was just beggin' to crawl
At least a junkie knows what he needs
You get a man all strung out on his own greed
And he'll give up everything he's got
For just one shot
Havin' it all

[Verse 2]
He'd taken every last cent of his savings
On a trip down to the local track
He had a tip from a friend
Put it all down to win
On a horse named Heart Attack
Well now he ain't no fool, boys, he didn't bet it all
So everything was cool when that horse took a fall
But then he turned around and blew the rest tryin' to win it back

[Chorus]
He wanted easy money



It's sad but it's true
Everybody wants the most they can possibly get
For the least they can possibly do
They want that easy money
I don't understand
Lord, they scheme and they plan
But they can't get their hands
On none of that easy money

[Verse 3]
Well she'd been watching him from a table
Not too soft but not too tough
Well she figured by the money he'd been throwin' around
That he was damn-sure good-looking enough
So she worked her way over, she shot him a wink
He took his last five bucks and bought her a drink
By the time they hit the Motel Six they figured they was in love, love, love, love

[Chorus]
She loved that easy money
It's sad but it's true
Everybody wants the most they can possibly get
For the least they can possibly do
They want that easy money
I don't understand
Lord, they scheme and they plan
But they can't get their hands
On none of that easy money

[Verse 4]
It must have been about two weeks later
He gets a call from one of his business friend
Who'd found a sure-fire steal of this big investment deal
And Dumplin', would you believe he's gonna let both of us in?
So they took all their savings out of the bank
And on the way home they stopped to gas up her tank
She stepped in for some ciggs and she never saw that fucker again

[Chorus]
He wanted easy money
It's sad but it's true
Everybody wants the most they can possibly get
For the least they can possibly do
They want that easy money
I don't understand
Lord, they scheme and they plan
But they can't get their hands
On none of that easy money
Lord, they scheme and they plan
But they can't get their hands
On none of that easy money

[Outro]
I know [you're somewhere?] I can [go?]
But I like it, I like it
Yes I do



5200. Easy On Me (Duet Version)

Easy On Me (Duet Version)

[Verse 1: Adele & Chris Stapleton]
There ain't no gold in this river
That I've been washin' my hands in forever
I know there is hope in these waters
But I can't bring myself to swim
When I am drowning in this silence
Baby, let me in

[Chorus: Adele & Chris Stapleton]
Go easy on me, baby
I was still a child
Didn't get the chance to
Feel the world around me
I had no time to choose what I chose to do
So go easy on me

[Verse 2: Adele & Chris Stapleton]
There ain't no room for things to change
When we are both so deeply stuck in our ways
You can't deny how hard I have tried
I changed who I was to put you both first
But now I give up

[Chorus: Adele & Chris Stapleton]
Go easy on me, baby
I was still a child
Didn't get the chance to
Feel the world around me
Had no time to choose what I chose to do
So go easy on me

[Bridge: Adele & Chris Stapleton]
I had good intentions
And the highest hopes
But I know right now
It probably doesn't even show

[Chorus: Adele & Chris Stapleton]
Go easy on me, baby
I was still a child
I didn't get the chance to
Feel the world around me
I had no time to choose what I chose to do
So go easy on me



5201. Easy Part's Over

Mac Wiseman - Easy part's over
Composer: Jerry Foster - Bill Rice

The easy part's over now it's time to cry
The easiest part of all was saying goodbye
The easy part's over now and you are gone
Now comes the hardest part living alone

Time is the only friend that I have left here with me
How can those healing hands of time erase your memory
The easy part's over now we've come to the end
The easy part's over now and the hard part begins

Time is the only friend that I have left here with me...

5202. Easy Ride From Good Times To The Blues

Easy Ride From Good Times To The Blues
Herb Pederson - Seldom Scene

Ch. It's an easy ride from good times to the blues
I've been riding that old highway flashing signs to help me
choose
Hell I know I've done you wrong
Didn't take me long
It's an easy ride from good times to the blues

1. Driving ninety nine and making time
Hauling for the Red Ball line
A hundred thousand hours behind the wheel
Just a little smile from you
The rig is running thru
Took me fifty nights alone to break with you

Ch.

2. Starlight coffee out in sixty four
Waitress said she'd offer more
The sun was going down in her life too
Strong coffee and a tin pot lover
Looking to the rooms to cover
My early morning thoughts roll back to you

I've been riding hard and my wheels call your name
Well San Antone you summer love how could it be the same
You old gray mare you wait
Said I were no saint
If you can live with that your way you'll be again

Ch.



It's an easy ride from good times to the blues

THE SELDOM SCENE - The New Album

5203. Easy Rockin' Chair

Roy Acuff - Easy rockin' chair
Composer: Fred Rose

Rock away my troubles rock away my cares
I rock my way to heaven in that easy rockin' chair
I feel just as wealthy as a millionaire
When I get back to Dixie in that easy rockin' chair

Everyone your neighbor welcome on the mat
Just sittin' doin' nothin' and not too much of that
Thumbing through the good book thinking of a prayer
Oh I can get the liftin' in that easy rockin' chair

Rockin' free and easy time a going by
And neath that evening paper till I swat this pesty fly
There I go a dozin' guess it's in the air
I gotta do some dreaming in that easy rockin' chair

Rock away my troubles rock away my cares...

5204. Easy Silence

Dixie Chicks - Easy Silence

When the calls and conversations
Accidents and accusations
Messages and misperceptions
Paralyze my mind

Buses, cars, and airplanes leaving
Burning fumes of gasoline
And everyone is running
And I come to find a refuge in the

Easy silence that you make for me
It's okay when there's nothing more to say to me
And the peaceful quiet you create for me
And the way you keep the world at bay for me
The way you keep the world at bay

Monkeys on the barricades
Are warning us to back away
They form commissions trying to find



The next one they can crucify

And anger plays on every station
Answers only make more questions
I need something to believe in
Breathe in sanctuary in the

Easy silence that you make for me
It's okay when there's nothing more to say to me
And the peaceful quiet you create for me
And the way you keep the world at bay for me
The way you keep the world at bay

Children lose their youth too soon
Watching war made us immune
And I've got all the world to lose
But I just want to hold on to the

The easy silence that you make for me
It's okay when there's nothing more to say to me
And the peaceful quiet you create for me
And the way you keep the world at bay for me
The easy silence that you make for me
It's okay when there's nothing more to say to me
And the peaceful quiet you create for me
And the way you keep the world at bay for me
The way you keep the world at bay for me
The way you keep the world at bay

5205. Easy Slow

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Easy slow
Composer: Bob Carpenter - Jeff Hanna - Richard Hathaway

You say you're confused
And all of your friends asking you why
You act like you do
The faster you run, the farther you're behind
It goes to show, take it easy slow
I think you'll like what you find, hey hey.

You paint on your face
Eager to please and take your place
Now outside, so sadly to find
All of your pictures there were painted by the blind
Goes to show, take it easy slow
I think you'll like what you find, like what you find.

Was a time when the world was turnin' slower
You could sit back, enjoy it, growin' older
And now when you go it's twice the speed of sound.

Everyone is gettin' much smarter



How come life's gettin' much harder?
Take it easy, baby, take it slow.

You say you're confused
And all of your friends they keep askin' why you
Why you act like you do
And maybe you do but it's no good to cry
It only goes to show, take it easy slow
I think you'll like what you find, like what you find.

Takin' it slow, slow, slow, slow
Take it easy
Takin' it slow, slow, slow, slow
Take it easy.

Take
Take, take it, takin' it easy.

Takin' it slow, slow, slow, slow
Take it easy
Takin' it slow, slow, slow, slow
Take it easy
Takin' it slow, slow, slow, slow
Take it easy.

5206. Easy Street

Easy Street
Larkin Poe - Easy Street

[Verse 1]
I been high, I been low
There's so much I don't know
Workin' hard, puttin' miles on my own two feet
Times are hard, but they're real
Keep my shoulder to the wheel
'Til I walk on that easy street

[Verse 2]
There's a light I can't see
But I know it'll be
Shinin' bright as a star when I dig down deep
Gonna cast off this pain
Through the sun, through the rain
Gonna walk on that easy street

[Chorus]
On that easy street, easy street
'Til I walk on that easy street
I'm gonna keep on keepin' on, 'cause it won't be long
'Til I walk on that easy street

[Verse 3]



I been high, I been low
There's so much I don't know
Workin' hard, puttin' miles on my own two feet
Times are hard, but they're real
Keep my shoulder to the wheel
'Til I walk on that easy street

[Chorus]
Oh Lord, on that easy street, easy street
'Til I walk on that easy street
I'm gonna keep on keepin' on, 'cause it won't be long
'Til I walk on that easy street
Yeah, I'm gonna keep on keepin' on, 'cause it won't be long
'Til I walk on that easy street

5207. Easy Substitute

Easy Substitute
Kathy Kallick

Too many miles of highway
Too much time alone
Too much time on my hand
A girl can start to plan
A girl can turn and look at any man

CHORUS:
When I leave my baby, things get rough
Talking on the telephone just ain't enough
I might try and act the part. but I'm not that tough
Oh, there ain't no easy substitute for love
When I turn to the music
And listen to the words
Sometimes what I'm sayin' really starts to hurt
And I feel so full of fear
And tears can make it worse

CHORUS
I can't drown these feelings
In a glass of wine
Lord knows that I've tried and it makes the time
Go by so slow
I might turn to a friend but I rally know

CHORUS

5208. Easy There, Steady Now



Richard Thompson - Easy There, Steady Now

Jackknife with a precious load
Spills it's guts all over the road
Excuse me, I had to smile
Lost my grip too for a while
Easy there, steady now
Easy there, steady now
She didn't have the decency
To sweep away what's left of me
I don't have the presence of mind
To walk along in a straight line
Easy there, steady now
I call your name
I call it loud
I see your face
In every crowd
Nosebleed down the bathroom wall
Leaves a pool down in the stall
I wonder where you are tonight
Red dress, skin so white
Easy there, steady now
3 AM an empty town
Doctor Martens echo down
Old man Heartbreak follows you
Corruption's shadow swallows you
Easy there, steady now
Jackknife with a precious load
Spills it's guts all over the road
Excuse me, I had to smile
Lost my grip too for awhile
Easy there, steady now

5209. Easy Time - Chords

Easy Time
Recorded by Eddy Raven
Written by Eddy Raven and David Powelson
 
G                            Dm
I realize that we don't talk enough
C                        G
Living on the run seldom does
                                  Dm
You don't have to worry we're all right
C                                G
You're the only sure thing in my life
 
Bm   C    G                 D7             G
Easy time lying here loving you doing easy time
Bm   C    G                D7             C
Easy time I'm still loving you doing easy time
 
G                            Dm



So close your eyes and go to sleep
C                                         G
Outside this room there's no one else but me
                           Dm
You're the only one I care about
C                                       G
You're the only one I couldn't live without
 
Bm   C    G                 D7             G
Easy time lying here loving you doing easy time
Bm   C    G                D7             C
Easy time I'm still loving you doing easy time
 
     G               C
Easy time doing easy time
              G               C
Lying here in love doing easy time
           G               C
Doing easy time doing easy time
              G               C
Lying in this love doing easy time

5210. Easy Times

Easy Times
Jim Lauderdale

Easy times come hard for me and oh my darling
Time again to dream that you are coming home
Happy times I've had with you and you know my darling
Will there ever be a time when I'm not alone?

I thought you'd like to know the willow's turning green
I was down by the railroad tracks today
The winter seems so long and you are going
Been that way as long as I can remember

Easy times come hard for me and oh my darling
Time again to dream that you are coming home
Happy times I've had with you and you know my darling
Will there ever be a time when I'm not alone?

Tell me how you spend your time, here there's nothing much to do
And the nights they seem to last forever
But the river's bright with summer, oh the trains are going somewhere
But they won't be stopping here to bring you home

Easy times come hard for me and oh my darling
Time again to dream that you are coming home
Happy times I've had with you and you know my darling
Will there ever be a time when I'm not alone?
And I know there's nowhere that you can go



5211. Easy To Love (Hard To Hold)

Marty Stuart - Easy to Love (Hard to Hold)

There's a train a-comin' and I need a ride
Somewhere to run and somewhere to hide
I'd love to stay here by your side
But honey, I'm hard to hold

I was born running wild and free
If you try to put a chain on me
A trail of dust is all you'll see
Cause honey, I'm hard to hold

It's hard to hold a ramblin' man
I'll slip through your fingers like a handful of sand
My intentions are as good as gold
Well, I'm easy to love but I'm hard to hold
Easy to love but I'm hard to hold

I've gotta get me back to Alabama
There's something baby, you must understand
You can't slip a ring around a travelin' man
Honey, I'm hard to hold

It's hard to hold a ramblin' man
I'll slip through your fingers like a handful of sand
My intentions are as good as gold
Well, I'm easy to love but I'm hard to hold
Easy to love but I'm hard to hold

I'm a travelin' man, by desire
Tear it up, raise hell-fire
I live my life up against the wire
Honey, I'm hard to hold

There's a time for lovin' and time to leave
I'll be back, I do believe
I've got a wild card in my sleeve
Honey, I'm hard to hold

It's hard to hold a ramblin' man
I'll slip through your fingers like a handful of sand
My intentions are as good as gold
Well, I'm easy to love but I'm hard to hold
Easy to love but I'm hard to hold

Easy to love but I'm hard to hold
Easy to love but I'm hard to hold



5212. Easy's Gettin' Harder Every Day

Iris Dement - Easy's Gettin' Harder Every Day

[Verse 1]
Standing barefoot on a cold wood floor
Looking out the window of my back door
If it keeps on raining
I think the whole damn house is going to float away
The alarm was buzzing at the break of dawn
My husband's asking, "Is the coffee on?"
And easy's getting harder every day

[Verse 2]
I'll drop the baby off at school at nine
And bust the lights to get to work on time
Where I'll be staring at the clock
Just waiting to knock off another day
When supper's done, we'll watch some TV show
Of a bunch of folks who've never heard of Idaho
Where easy's getting harder every day

[Chorus]
I had a garden, but my flowers died
There ain't much living here inside
Lately, I don't know what I'm holding on to
Wished I could run away to Couer d'Alene
Take nothing with me, not even my name
'Cause easy's getting harder every day

[Verse 2]
We make love and then we kiss good night
He rolls over and he's out like a light
But I ain't mad about it
We got nothing to talk about anyway
The lights are blinking on the radio tower
And I lie awake and stare at them for hours and hours
'Cause easy's getting harder every day

[Chorus 2]
I had a garden, but my flowers died
There ain't much living here inside
Lately, I don't know what I'm holding on to
But I'll never make it out to Couer d'Alene
There ain't no chance of me forgettin' my name
And easy's getting harder every day

[Outro]
And it feels like easy
Just keeps on getting harder every day

5213. Eat Drink And Be Merry - Chords



Eat Drink And Be Merry (tomorrow You'll Cry)
Porter Wagoner

 F C
Little heart you've been broken many times before
 G C G
But the wound always heals no matter how sore
 F B
But this time is different and I can't tell you why
 F
Eat drink and be merry tomorrow you'll cry

F C
They say that time will erase all my sorrow
 G C G
Well I guess since I've lost you I'll find out tomorrow
 F B
Be gay while she's with you don't break down and cry
 F
Eat drink and be merry tomorrow you'll cry

Instrumental: F-B-F

F C
A heart that is stricken with hate and with lies
 G C G
Will soon be forsaken and left there to die
 F B
Well I guess that's what happened she said her goodbye
 F
Eat drink and be merry tomorrow you'll cry

5214. Eating Out Of Your Hand

Eating Out Of Your Hand
Bill Harrell

Eating out of your hand you think you've got me on string
You've fooled me more then once but let me tell you just one thing
Someday I'll leave you woman then you'll understand
A man can only take so much of eating out of your hand.

I'm tired of eating out of your hand I'm tired of getting told
These blues are leaving me as of now I'l1 be the one so bold
You better walk the chalk line and let this poor man be
Or else you'll find yourself alone footloose and fancy free.

When I come home you're waiting to question what I've done
You have my free time planned for me I work from sun to sun
If only you would realize that old stuff gets old
A man likes just a little time that he can call his own.

You're oh so domineering your wish is my command
Your jealous heart won't let me live you boss me and demand



New clothes a diamond ring so fine a Cadillac is grand
On payday I'm your victim and I'm eating out of your hand.

Bill Harrel; Live At McClure
Bill Harrel; Twenty Bluegrass Originals
Bill Harrel; Reno and Harrel
Bill Harrel; Tally Ho

5215. Eating Out Of Your Hand - Chords

Eating Out Of Your Hand
Recorded by Bill Harrell
Written by Bill Harrell and Hope Harlow

C                                        F                D7
I'm tired of eating out of your hand I'm tired of getting told
      G7                                                C
These blues are leaving me as of now I'll be the one so bold
                                   F                 D7
You better walk the chalk line and let this poor man be
   G7                                                  C
Or else you'll find yourself alone footloose and fancy free

                                         F           Dm
Eating out of your hand you think you've got me on a string
       G7                                                    C
You've fooled me more than once but let me tell you just one thing
                             F                D7
Someday I'll leave you woman then you'll understand
  G7                                              C
A man can only take so much of eating out of your hand

                              F          D7
You're oh so domineering your wish is my command
     G7                                              C
Your jealous heart won't let me live you boss me and demand
                                     F           D7
New clothes a diamond ring so fine a Cadillac is grand
   G7                                                C
On payday I'm your victim and I'm eating out of your hand

repeat #2

                                   F                  D7
When I come home you're waiting to question what I've done
    G7                                                  C
You have my free time planned for me I work from sun to sun
                               F              D7
If only you would realize that old stuff gets old
  G7                                                C
A man likes just a little time that he can call his own

repeat #2



5216. Ebb And Flow

David Rawlings
Ebb And Flow

I can't god damn believe this shit, the earth is spinning still
The message has been sent down from the house up on the hill
They're crying, help me
I've got to trade you something for my money
I've got my job, i pay my tax, i take my two week, relax
Expect some satisfaction yeah, from the top of the class

We're crying, help me, i need my education make me happy
But you know that it goes with the ebb and flow
You'll never know how it was just so
You can holler and cry, god, no why why
Well I'm switching sidRs, but the great divide
MakR you a tight rope walking fool
He loves you whole, she loves you not, you got your hole to fill
You got your burning question for the house up on the hill

Crying, help me, we've got to ride that line, let in happy
'cause you know that it goes with the ebb and flow
You'll never know how it was just so
You can holler and cry, God no, why, why
I'm switching sides, but the great divide
Make you a tight rope walking foot

5217. Ebo Walker

Ebo Walker
The Dillards

Now Ebo Walker was born in Kentucky, and raised by his daddy on a hillside farm,
He took up fiddle playing just for fun, that's the last work Ebo Walker done.

Well Ebo Walker left Kentucky
cause Ebo's daddy said durn your hide,
You won't plant corn, and you won't make hay,
you sit on the porch and play that thing all day.

Well Ebo Walker, he walked and he fiddled and he walked and he fiddled and he drank till he 
died,

But I've heard tell when the winds are down and the moon shines bright, and the leaves are b
rown,
You can hear old Ebo Walker all around.



5218. Echo

Mandolin Orange - Echo

Well I try to close my eyes
Clear my mind
Just listen to the wildflowers grow
Such whispers on the breeze
It don't come easy now
Over all this noise

Spent my youth among the pine
They used to sing a tune so fine
And the wind moved like an echo
Carryin' their voices

And I saw it in a dream
Monuments to trees
As the air we breathe turned our lungs to dust
And the redwoods so tall
And all their awe
Began to rust

With no bend and sway at all
That ancient dance is lost
And the wind moved like an echo
Beside every gust

5219. Echo Mountain

Echo Mountain
James King 

Now up on echo mountain
In the spring of 32
Jim and Becky Johnson
With a bible and a mule
Set out to raise a family
But the babies didn't come
So when they found that old stray hound
They loved him like a son

But soon their prayers were answered
The baby had his momma's eyes
How that old dog loved him
He would never leave his side
They could always trust that faithful hound
With the baby they all loved
'till the child was missing



And the dog was drenched with blood

Now the cries on echo mountain
Are a painful thing to hear
All the neighbors know the reason
For the Johnson's bitter tears
When a man don't use good judgment
It's the innocent who pay
Now the cries on echo mountain
Will haunt me to this day

Jim picked up his rifle
He shot and killed the hound
But there inside the cabin
Was the baby safe and sound
Whenthey found the backdoor open
And too wolves lying still
They knew they'd made a grave mistake
With the righteous blood they spilled

Now up on echo mountain
You'll find a lonesome grave
Marked with a handmade marble stone that reads
God bless the brave
When daddy tells the story
Of the dog that saved my life
He always asks forgiveness
And the tears still fill his eyes

Now the cries on echo mountain
Are a painful thing to hear
All the neighbors know the reason
For the Johnson's bitter tears
When a man don't use good judgment
It's the innocent who pay
Now the cries on echo mountain
Will haunt me to this day

When a man don't use good judgment
It's the innocent who pay
Now the cries on echo mountain
Will haunt me to this day

5220. Echo Niner

Echo Niner (Kyle Shelstad)
Kitchen Dwellers

Watch me right now, as the dawn floats away.
Keep it loose now, like a fox out in the rain.

Start drinking again.
I get another, and then



I can't help but think,
"Was something wrong?"
Singing a song.
Playing along.

Keep it loose now, like a fox out in the rain.
All I need now, is just another chance to say.

Start drinking again.
I get another, and then
I can't help but think,
"Was something wrong?"
Singing a song.
Playing along.

What I need now, is to let it loose and cut away.
Keep it loose now, like a fox out in the rain.

Start drinking again.
I get another, and then
I can't help but think,
"Was something wrong?"
Singing a song.
Playing along.

5221. Echo Of Your Footsteps - Chords

Echo Of Your Footsteps
Written by Jenny Lou Carson 1949?
Recorded by Eddy Arnold 1949?

(D) The day that you told me, you (G) wanted to be free,
I a- (A7) greed with everything you had to (D) say,
But I confess I lied, and (G) darlin' how I cried,
When the (A7) echo of your footsteps died a- (D) way.

First chorus:
I (A7) thought our castle had a firm foun- (D) dation,
But (E7) all along was only made of (A7) clay,
With (D) aching heart I found, it (G) tumbled to the ground,
When the (A7) echo of your footsteps died a-(D) way.

If I had only known, I'd feel so all alone,
I'd have begged down on my knees for you to stay,
The gates to paradise, swung closed before my eyes,
When the echo of your footsteps died away.

Second chorus:
No matter where you are I wish you well dear,
And I ask God to bless you every day,
For I cannot deny, I bid my heart goodbye,
When the echo of your footsteps died away.



5222. Echo Park - Chords

Echo Park 
The Lil' Smokies
 
[Intro]
F G F
 
[Verse 1]
F                                      G                          F
I could never hope to have her but she held me for a little while
F                                G        Am             F C F Am F
Under the doorway to the churches, in the end of the line
F                          G         Am       F
A paper cup of all I wanted held for somebody else
F                                G                F
Was it lost or just forgotten, oh can I forgive myself
 
[Interlude]
F C G F
 
[Verse 2]
F                          G        Am            F
Never knew I would crumble, leaving pieces on the ground
        G                                       Am
Leaving room for what I found on the canyon wall
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Am D
If all we are is what we were
Am        D
I'd do it over again
         Em
But I'll never forget and I believe when she said
        A                            F#m G
It gets better than what we've been
 
[Chorus]
G                     D              A
I never knew you were older than the trees
F#m            G        Bm         F#m           G
Older than the streams, older than echoes in the park
      Bm               A             Em
And I fell through the bottom at the borderline
         G               Bm              A          G
When you told me "If you love me you can leave me behind"
 
[Interlude]
Bm A F#m G
Bm A F#m G
 
[Verse 3]
G                                     Bm             F#m        G



It's so hard to rescue another, these days I've been drifting alone
           G                   Bm       F#m      G
And if you cover your neck the sun will burn you down
           G                            Bm      F#m      G
If I could listen maybe I would remember how to turn it around
 
[Interlude]
Bm A F#m G
 
[Chorus]
G                     D              A
I never knew you were older than the trees
F#m            G        Bm         F#m           G
Older than the streams, older than echoes in the park
      Bm               A             Em
And I fell through the bottom at the borderline
         G               D                          Am
When you told me "If you love me you can leave me behind"
 
[Interlude]
Am G
Am G
Am G
C G Am F
Am F Am G
 
[Pre-Chorus]
   F                         G
If all we are is what we were
Am
I'd do it over again
         Em
But I'll never forget and I believe when she said
        A                            F#m G
It gets better than what we've been
 
[Chorus]
G                     D              A
I never knew you were older than the trees
F#m            G        Bm         F#m           G
Older than the streams, older than echoes in the park
      Bm               A             Em
And I fell through the bottom at the borderline
         G               Bm              A          G      Bm A F#m G
When you told me "If you love me you can leave me behind"
        Bm              A          G      Bm A F#m G
"If you love me you can leave me behind"
        Bm              A          G
"If you love me you can leave me behind"

5223. Echoes And Shadows - Chords



Echoes And Shadows
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Merrill St John
 
C
There comes a time everyday
      F
In my life that I say
   G7                   C    G7
Oh why did you leave me alone
         C
And as I search through the years
      F
And I look through the tears 
                G7                        C
There's nothing but echoes and shadows of you 
 
F                     C
Echoes and shadows of you
    G7                      C
Are dim but they burn in my mind
F                     C
Echoes and shadows of you
               G7
Are all that's left
                    C
Of a love like your kind
 
                       
They said when we split apart
     F
That this pain in my heart
      G7                  C   G7
Would slowly and surly go away
         C
But they were oh so wrong
         F
For it's been so very long
      G7                            C
Still there's echoes and shadows of you
 
Repeat #2

5224. Echoes From The Burning Bush - Chords

Echoes From The Burning Bush
Recorded by the Chuck Wagon Gang
Written by Bryon Foust and V.O. Summar
   
G
Moses stood on holy ground
C
Far from God descended down
G                        D7



Set the roadside bush on fire (bush on fire)
G
Then the Lord did there explain
C
Through His servant should remain
G                       D7      G         C       G
All the echoes from the bush on fire (the bush on fire)
 
                                  C        G
Oh I can hear those lovely echoes from the burning bush
         D7        G              C         G
How they thrill my soul (how they thrill my soul
                                     C        G
Oh I can hear those thrilling echoes from the burning bush
         A7     D7
Point me to the goal (point me to the goal)

G
I no more am doubting but with joy I'm shouting
                                      D7       G
With no thought of shame to blush (no shame to blush)
                           C
This my song shall ever be words that are so sweet to me
G               A7  D7  G
Echoes from the burning bush (the burning bush)

God sent down His only Son 
C
Just to ransom everyone
G                      D7
By the echoes from the fire (from the fire)
G
God of every earthly land
C
Would not pick nor choose a man
G                          D7       G
For His blood will save us from the fire (eternal fire)

Repeat #2,3

5225. Ecstasy

Crooked Still 
Ecstasy

Oh when shall I see Jesus and reign with him above
And from the flowing fountain drink everlasting love

Oh had I wings I would fly away and be at rest
And I'd praise God in his bright abode

Whene'er you meet with troubles and trials on your way
Cast all your cares on Jesus and don't forget to pray



Oh had I wings I would fly away and be at rest
And I'd praise God in his bright abode

Gird on the gospel armor of faith and hope and love
And when the combat's ended he'll carry you above

Oh had I wings I would fly away and be at rest
And I'd praise God in his bright abode

Oh, do not be discouraged for Jesus is your friend
And if you lack for knowledge he'll not refuse to lend

Oh had I wings I would fly away and be at rest
And I'd praise God in his bright abode

5226. Eddystone Light

Eddystone Light
Traditional

My father was the keeper of the Eddystone light
And he slept with a mermaid one fine night
From this union there came three
A porpoise and a porgy and the other was me!

Chorus:
Yo ho ho, the wind blows free,
Oh for the life on the rolling sea!

One night, as I was a-trimming of the glim
Singing a verse from the evening hymn
A voice on the starboard shouted "Ahoy!"
And there was my mother, a-sitting on a buoy.

Chorus

"Oh, where are the rest of my children three?"
My mother then she asked of me.
One was exhibited as a talking fish
The other was served on a chafing dish.

Chorus

Then the phosphorous flashed in her seaweed hair.
I looked again, and my mother wasn't there
But her voice came echoing back from the night
"To Hell with the keeper of the Eddystone Light!"

Chorus



5227. Edelweiss

Edelweiss
Sara Watkins - Edelweiss

[Verse 1]
Edelweiss, Edelweiss
Every morning you greet me
Small and white clean and bright
You look happy to meet me

[Verse 2]
Blossom of snow, may you bloom and grow
Bloom and grow forever
Edelweiss, Edelweiss
Bless my homeland forever

[Verse 3]
Edelweiss, Edelweiss
Every morning you greet me
Small and white clean and bright
You look happy to meet me

[Verse 4]
Blossom of snow, may you bloom and grow
Bloom and grow forever
Edelweiss, Edelweiss
Bless my homeland forever

5228. Edge Of A Dream

Sarah Jarosz - Edge of a Dream

Step to the left, step to the right
The middle of the floor, feels safe tonight
Dancing on, the edge of a dream
move in close, will I like what I see

Will I face it? Can I take it?
My soul out on the line
Will the spaces, just absorb me? Will the walls live my lies?

Smiling face, that no one really knows
Singin' bout the passion in my soul
Playin' it safe, move in time with the beat
Take a chance, learn a new dance

Almost eighteen, a real lady now
I'll keep tryin' to figure this life out, I wanna figure it out



Step to the left, step to the right
The middle of the floor, feels safe tonight

5229. Edge Of The Storm

Tim O'Brien - Edge of the Storm

She had five hundred dollars that her grandma left
She said for a rainy day
A hundred more from the general store
Where she stocked the shelves for pay
She'd had enough of those country roads
And the wind in the telephone wires
Said a prayer for luck, started the truck
Checked the mirror and spun the tires

[Chorus]
She said there's no such thing as a rainy day
And the world is bigger than the milky way
If you save it too long you're just throwin' it away
She rolls like the thunder
She's ridin' to the edge of the storm

She had her momma's smile and her daddy's fire
Their love burned deep in her soul
They were more than glad to give her all they had
As they pushed her from the fold
The road gets wider mile my mile
As she heads east toward the dawn
The clouds press down, the lightning sounds
Lilly turns those wipers on

[Chorus]

The cards come in from Fond do Lac
New Orleans and Chilliwack
She said one of these days I'm comin' back
But I'm not gonna stay

[Chorus]

5230. Edge Of The World

Cornmeal - Edge of the World
Album: Feet First

Throw me over the edge of the world, and leave me there for dead
You can throw me over the edge of the world or find out what I've done instead



Oh, but I suggest you close your eyes, plug your nose and clench your toes
So you won't be exposed to those other panty hose, then
Throw me over the edge of the world
Maybe we could still be friends

Hang me off of the rim of the world, and let me sweat it out
You can dangle me off the rim of the world, listen to me scream and shout
Oh, but I suggest you let me twist amidst the every empty abyss
Let me think of the one I love, the true one that I'll miss, then
Throw me over the edge of the world
Maybe we could still be friends

No I never want to harm you or hurt you in any way
But I brought the torture on, and now it's here to stay
I could beg and plead for mercy from now until the end
Or you could end the misery, just shoot me in the head, then
Throw me over the edge of the world
Maybe we could still be friends

Kick me off of the top of the world, and see how far I fly
You can drop-kick me off the top of the world, or you could just sit there and cry
But I believe you hold the key to lock me out and let me be
So you could live your life, and me, I would be free to
Fall over the edge of the world
Maybe we could still be friends
Throw me over the edge of the world
Maybe we could still be friends, or
Maybe we could fall in love again.

5231. Educated Mama

Ernest Tubb 
Educated Mama

You're an educated mama ain't that a heck of a note
Just cause I got no learnin' to sit around and float
You're an educated mama readin' night and day
If you knew how I could love you you'd throw them books away

I know you're educated your learnings really show
But how to make me happy is somethin' you don't know
You're an educated mama readin' night and day
If you knew how I could love you you'd throw them books away

Your look's so somethin' special your figure is delicious
But you're colder as an iceberg and romantic as a fish
You're an educated mama readin' night and day
If you knew how I could love you you'd throw them books away

I'm goin' to the graveyard and dig a place I found
For anyone as dead as you belong deep in the ground
You're an educated mama readin' night and day
If you knew how I could love you you'd throw them books away



You'd throw them books away

5232. Edward

Edward
Thomas Percy

'Why dois your brand sae drap wi bluid,
Edward, Edward,
Why dois your brand sae drap wi bluid,
And why sae sad gang yee O?'
'O I hae killed my hauke sae guid,
Mither, mither,
O I hae killed my hauke sae guid,
And I had nae mair bot hee O.'

'Your haukis bluid was nevir sae reid,
Edward, Edward,
Your haukis bluid was nevir sae reid,
My deir son I tell thee O.'
'O I hae killed my reid-roan steid,
Mither, mither,
O I hae killed my reid-roan steid,
That erst was sae fair and frie O.'

'Your steid was auld, and ye hae gat mair,
Edward, Edward,
Your steid was auld, and ye hae gat mair,
Sum other drule ye drie O.'
'O I hae killed my fadir deir,
Mither, mither,
O I hae killed my fadir deir,
Alas, and wae is mee O!'

'And whatten penance wul ye drie for that,
Edward, Edward?
And whatten penance wul ye drie for that?
My deir son, now tell me O.'
'Ile set my feit in yonder boat,
Mither, mither,
Ild set my feit in yonder boat,
And Ile fare ovir the sea O.'

'And what wul ye doe wi your towirs and you ha,
Edward, Edward?
And what wul ye doe wi your towirs and you ha,
That were sae fair to see O?'
'Ile let thame stand tul they doun fa,
Mither, mither,
Ile let thame stand tul they doun fa,
For here nevir mair maun I bee O.

'And what wul ye leive to your bairns and your wife,



Edward, Edward?
And what wul ye leive to your bairns and your wife,
Whan ye gang ovir the sea O?'
'The warldis room, late them beg thrae life,
Mither, mither,
The warldis room, late them beg thrae life,
For thame nevir mair wul I see O.'

'And what wul ye leive to your ain mither deir,
Edward, Edward,
And what wul ye leive to your ain mither deir,
My deir son, now tell me O.'
'The curse of hell frae me sall ye beir,
Mither, mither,
The curse of hell frae me sall ye beir,
Sic counseils ye gave to me O.'

dois = does
brand = sword
sae = so
drap = drip
bluid = blood
gang = go, walk
hauke = hawk
guid = good
mither = mother
mair = more
reid = red
deir = dear
steid = steed
erst = before, earlier
frie = free
auld = old
hae = have
drule = grief
drie = suffer, undergo
fadir = father
whatten = what
Ile = I'll
feit = feet
thame = them
ha = hall
tul = till
fa = fall
maun = must
bairns = children
thrae = through
ain = own
sall = shall
sic = such

5233. Eggs And Marrow Bones



Eggs And Marrow Bones
Traditional

There was an old woman in our town, in our town did dwell
She loved her husband dearly, but another man twice as well

She went to the see the doctor to see what she could find her,
To see what she could find, sir, for to make her old man blind

"Feed him eggs and marrow bones, feed them to him all
And that will make him so damn blind that he cannot see you at all."

So she fed him eggs and marrow bones. She fed them to him all
And that did make him so damn blind that he couldn't see her at all

"Well, now that I'm getting old and blind, I'm tired of my life
So I'll go to the river's edge, and there I'll end my strife"

"To drown yourself to drown yourself!" said she, said she, "now that would be a sin,
I'll go down to the river bank and kindly push you in."

So the old woman, she took a running jump for to push the old man in
The old man he stepped aside, and the old woman she fell in

She yelled for help, she screamed for help. Loudly she did bawl.
The old man said "I am so goll-durned blind that I cannot see you at all."

She swam along, she swam along till she came to the river's brim
But the old man he got a big long pole, and he pushed her further in

So now the old woman is dead and gone, and the devil has got her soul
And wasn't she just a durned old fool, that she didn't grab that pole

Eggs, eggs and marrow bones will make your old man blind
But if you want for to do him in, creep up from behind

5234. Eight Cylinders

Eight Cylinders
Yonder Mountain String Band

Because your reasons are as cool as ice
And your mind somehow paid the price
You'll pay it again--somewhere--on down the line
When you're there I'm sure you'll stare
And I'll be behind you

Because your day is a clock of grey hours
And your smile has those tallest powers
But sometimes, Jezebelle, it shines like the sun
When you're gone and when you're done
I will be behind you

Because your songs are so sad and tired



Because hunger is a darkness inside the phone wire
It always has been, it always will be
So it seems to me
But that's the price you pay when you say
I will be behind you

Because your Ford broke down on 47
Because eight cylinders is your idea of heaven
You'll get it running--someday--and you'll ride right down the line
When you do, I hope it's true,
And I'll ride beside you
When you do, I hope it's true,
And I'll ride beside you

5235. Eight Days A Week

Larry Stephenson Band - Eight Days a Week

Oh, I need your love, babe
Guess you know it's true
Hope you need my love babe
Just like I need you

Hold me, love me, hold me, love me
I ain't got nothing but love, babe
Eight days a week

Love you every day, girl
Always on my mind
One thing I can say, girl
Love you all the time

Hold me, love me, hold me, love me
I ain't got nothing but love, girl
Eight days a week

Eight days a week
I love you
Eight days a week
Is not enough to show I care

Ooh I need your love, babe
Guess you know it's true
Hope you need my love babe
Just like I need you

Hold me, love me, hold me, love me
I ain't got nothing but love, babe
Eight days a week

Eight days a week
I love you
Eight days a week



is not enough to show I care

Love you every day, girl
Always on my mind
One thing I can say girl
Love you all the time

Hold me, love me, hold me, love me
I ain't got nothing but love, babe
Eight days a week
Eight days a week
Eight days a week

5236. Eight Miles High

Chris Hillman - Eight Miles High

Eight miles high and when you touch down
You'll find that it's stranger than known
Signs in the street that say where you're going
Are somewhere just being their own

Nowhere is there warmth to be found
Among those afraid of losing their ground
Rain gray town known for it's sound
In places small faces unbound

Round the squares huddled in storms
Some laughing some just shapeless forms
Sidewalk scenes and black limousines
Some living some standing alone

5237. Eight Miles High

Chris Hillman - Eight Miles High

Eight miles high and when you touch down
You'll find that it's stranger than known
Signs in the street that say where you're going
Are somewhere just being their own

Nowhere is there warmth to be found
Among those afraid of losing their ground
Rain gray town known for it's sound
In places small faces unbound

Round the squares huddled in storms
Some laughing some just shapeless forms
Sidewalk scenes and black limousines



Some living some standing alone

5238. Eight More Miles To Louisville

Eight More Miles To Louisville
Grandpa Jones

I've traveled o'er this country wide seeking fortune fair
Up and down the two coast lines I've traveled everywhere
From Portland East to Portland West back along the line
I'm going now to the place that's best that old hometown of mine

   Eight more miles and Louisville will come into my view
   Eight more miles on this old road and I'll never more be blue
   I knew some day that I'd come back I knew it from the start
   Eight more miles to Louisville the hometown of my heart

There's bound to be a gal somewhere that you like best of all
Mine lives down in Louisville she's long and she is tall
But she's the kind that you can't find a traveling through the land
I'm on my way this very day to win her heart and hand

Now I can picture in my mind a place we'll call our home
A humble little hut for two we'll never want to roam
The place that's right for that love sight is in those bluegrass hills
Where gently flows the Ohio by a place called Louisville

5239. Eight Thirty Blues

Eight Thirty Blues

It's eight-thirty now I'm still waiting for you
I wonder where you can be
You promised to come home but now I'm all alone
And I've got those eight thirty blues

You better stop your rambling and stay in your place
Or else I won't be waiting for you
But if you won't listen just do as you please
I won't have those eight thirty blues

It's eight thirty now but you don't seem to care
How long I've waited for you
Sweetheart when you get home you'll find you're all alone
Then you'll have those eight thirty blues



5240. Eighteen Minutes Speech

Todd Snider - Eighteen Minutes Speech (Live)

I sure do appreciate y'all comin' out tonight.
I feel like I know so many of ya, but this is for that friend of yours that you dragged out.
If you've never heard me play before, my name's Todd Snider. 
I've been drivin' around this country a lil' more than fifteen years. 
I make these songs up and I sing 'em for anybody that'll listen to 'em. 
Some of 'em are sad, some are funny, some are short, some'll seem like they go on forever, 
sometimes I may ramble on for as many as eighteen minutes in between a particular song.
I wanna let you know that I also might share some of my opinions with you over the course of
 the evening. 
I'm not gonna share them with you 'cause I think they're smart or because I think you need to 
know 'em, 
I'm gonna share 'em with you because the rhyme. 
I didn't come down here to change any of y'all's minds about anything, 
I come down here to ease my own mind about everything. It works every time.
With that said, I wanna that y'all for giving me a chance to do this for you again. 
If everything goes particularly well this evening, 
we can all expect a ninety-minute distraction from our impending doom. This one goes like thi
s...

5241. Eighteen Wheels

Eighteen Wheels

I can't believe you told me you don't love me anymore
'Cause I stayed out on the road too much to care
But ain't I gotta make a living and it's the only thing I know
To feed the kids and buy the clothes you wear

But if you think you'd be better off with someone else beside you
Pack your things and get on out the door
When I service up my rig and I'll find out where I'm going
I don't think I want to see you anymore

When I put eighteen wheels on the highway
And the freight yard fades out of sight
I put you farther from my mind with each grindin' of the gears
I'll be holdin' someone else tomorrow night

There's a pretty girl waitin' down in Monroe
Who'll meet me at the docks when I get in
When I'll put eighteen wheels on the highway this time
I ain't never coming back to you again.

All I ever wanted when I come in off the road
Was a few kind words to make me feel at home
And a hug from all the children wife beside the door
To let me know they missed me while I's gone.

But you never once was with me



and I've known for oh so long
It's a different road we're travelin'
you and I
Don't you try to fool me with your tears
cryin' don't become you
There ain't nothin' you can do but say good-bye

5242. Eighteen Wheels And A Dozen Roses - Chords

Eighteen Wheels And A Dozen Roses
Recorded by Kathy Mattea
Written by Gene Nelson and Paul Nelson

G
Charlie's got a gold watch
      C
Don't seem like a whole lot
      D7
After thirty years of drivin'
C                    G
Up and down the interstate
But Charlie's had a good life
    C
And Charlie's got a good wife
    Am
And after tonight 
          C                      D7
She'll no longer be countin' the days
         C                  G
Eighteen wheels and a dozen roses 
         Em           A7       D7
Ten more miles on his four day run
C                                 Em    C
A few more songs on the all night radio
          G                     C
And he'll spend the rest if his life 
         D7          G
With the one that he loves
They'll buy a Winnebago
    C
Set out to find America
D7
Do a lotta catchin' up
C             G
A little at a time
With pieces of the old dream
        C
They're gonna light the old flame
Am
Doin' what they please
        C                  D7
Leavin' every other reason behind
Repeat #3, x2



5243. Einstein The Genius (Theory Of Relativity)

Einstein The Genius (Theory Of Relativity)
Henry Jankiewicz

Einstein was a genius, not like you and me.
He wrote two equations every day.
On mondays he wrote three.
On mondays, he wrote three.

Chorus:
Albert, dance around.
Albert, be profound.
Albert let your hair stick out,
Your socks hang down.

A man stared through a telescope until his eyes were red.
He stared in outer space and saw
The back of his own head.
The backside, of his head.

A Man got in a spaceship and flew a hundered miles.
Busted through the speed of light.
He came back a child.
He came back a child.

I had a frame of reference.
I laid on the fence.
Along came relativity.
I haven't seen the damn thing since.
Seen the damn thing since.

A wave and a particle were walking side by side.
One said to the other,
"Which one of us am I?"
"Which one, of us am I?"

Einstein had a fiddle. He loved to {shout,dance} and sing.
Man if that ain't genius,
That ain't anything.
That ain't anything.

5244. Eisgekuhlter Bommerlunder

EisgekÃ¼hlter Bommerlunder
Hayseed Dixie - EisgekÃ¼hlter Bommerlunder

EisgekÃ¼hlter Bommerlunder
Bommerlunder eisgekÃ¼hlt



EisgekÃ¼hlter Bommerlunder
Bommerlunder eisgekÃ¼hlt
Und dazu
Ein belegtes Brot mit Schinken
Ein belegtes Brot mit Ei
Das sind zwei belegte Brote
Eins mit Schinken und eins mit Ei
Und dazu
EisgekÃ¼hlter Bommerlunder
Bommerlunder eisgekÃ¼hlt
EisgekÃ¼hlter Bommerlunder
Bommerlunder eisgekÃ¼hlt
Und dazu
Ein belegtes Brot mit Schinken (SCHINKEN!)
Ein belegtes Brot mit Ei (EI!)
Das sind zwei belegte Brote
Eins mit Schinken und eins mit Ei
Und dazu
EisgekÃ¼hlter Bommerlunder

5245. Either Way

Either Way

[Verse 1]
We pass in the hall
On our way to separate rooms
The only time we ever talk
Is when the monthly bills are due

[Pre-Chorus 1]
We go to work, we go to church
We fake the perfect life
I'm past the point of give a damn
And all my tears are cried

[Chorus]
We can just go on like this
Say the word, we'll call it quits
Baby, you can go or you can stay
But I won't love you either way

[Verse 2]
It's been so long since I've felt
Anything inside these walls
You can't hate and you can't hurt
When you don't feel at all

[Pre-Chorus 2]
I used to cry and stay up nights
And wonder what went wrong
And it's been hard
But hearts can only do that for so long



[Chorus]
We can just go on like this
Say the word, we'll call it quits
Baby, you can go or you can stay
I won't love you either way

[Outro]
We can just go on like this
Say the word, we'll call it quits
Baby, you can go or you can stay
But I won't love you either way

5246. El Camino

El Camino
Stillhouse Junkies

I had an el camino
Picked her up in ol' Vermont
Ponied up a stack of 20s
We went on a highway jaunt

Two-tone paint on a two-door frame
Mountain bike in an open back
Rumblin' of a small block engine
Gave her the name Jolene to have

CHORUS
White shirt, blue jeans, red wings on
Rode until green mountain dawn

Passerby say she's got you
Patsy Cline on a two-side tape
Walking after midnight moonlight
Searching for a sweet escape

Let our worries drift to sunset
Had no way to gauge our speed
Kept pushing to the limit
Adrenaline and gasoline

I don't like the way it ended
High up in Telluride
Left you there for another
Couldn't stand to say goodbye 

Oh Jolene oh how I miss you 
Wish you'd roll on back my way
Memories hangin' on a keychain
Til you show up again someday



5247. El Camino

El Camino
Stillhouse Junkies

I had an el camino
Picked her up in ol' Vermont
Ponied up a stack of 20s
We went on a highway jaunt

Two-tone paint on a two-door frame
Mountain bike in an open back
Rumblin' of a small block engine
Gave her the name Jolene to have

CHORUS
White shirt, blue jeans, red wings on
Rode until green mountain dawn

Passerby say she's got you
Patsy Cline on a two-side tape
Walking after midnight moonlight
Searching for a sweet escape

Let our worries drift to sunset
Had no way to gauge our speed
Kept pushing to the limit
Adrenaline and gasoline

I don't like the way it ended
High up in Telluride
Left you there for another
Couldn't stand to say goodbye 

Oh Jolene oh how I miss you 
Wish you'd roll on back my way
Memories hangin' on a keychain
Til you show up again someday

5248. El Condor Pasa (If I Could)

El Condor Pasa (If I Could)
Jorge Milchberg / D. A. Robles; P. Simon

I'd rather be a sparrow than a snail
Yes I would, if I could, I surely would

I'd rather be a hammer than a nail
Yes I would, if I only could, I surely would



Away, I'd rather sail away
Like a swan that's here and gone
A man gets tired out to the ground
He gives the world
Its saddest sound
Its saddest sound

I'd rather be a forest than a street
Yes I would, if I could, I surely would

I'd rather feel the earth beneath my feet
Yes I would, if I only could, I surely would

Notes:
Jorge Milchberg / D. A. Robles, 1933
English lyric Paul Simon, 1970

5249. El Coyote

Steve Earle - El Coyote

[Verse 1]
In the town of Reynosa, there's a beautiful river
That shines in the Mexico sun
There are boats and they cross from one side to the other
At dusk when the hot day is done
From there to Acuna to Del Rio, Texas
You valley up through San Antone
With the pesos I've saved up for years then I'll trade
For the chance to send dollars back home

[Chorus]
Coyote, coyote, qué hiciste cabron?
Coyote, man what have you done?
You took all our money and left us to die
In the heat of the South Texas sun
Coyote, qué hiciste cabron?

[Verse 2]
He steps out of the shadows, he won't look in my eyes
And his hand's out to take all I've got
He says that he's smuggled a thousand good men
And he says that he's never been caught
So with seventeen other braceros like cattle
Packed in for the long final ride
In the semi-truck crossing the border, it's dark
And it's hot as an oven inside



5250. El Crucifijo de Piedra (The Crucifix of Stone)

Linda Ronstadt - El Crucifijo de Piedra (The Crucifix of Stone)

Cuando lo estaba queriendo
Cuando lo estaba sintiendo
Todito mio lo vi partir
Me juro que regresaba

Pero todo era mentira
Porque ya su alma no era de mi
En la noche silenciosa
Nos miramos

Frente a frente, sin hablar
Cuando me dijo de pronto
Que olvidira su carino
Que no me queria enganar

Fue bajo del crucifijo
De la torre de una iglesia
Cuando la luna nos albumbro
Yo lo estreche entre mis brazos

Con ganas de detenerio
Pero el orgullo me lo impidio
Ya sola frente a la iglesia
Y llorando

Ante el Cristo fui a implorar
Al contemplar mi tristeza
El crucifijo de piedra
Tambien se puso a llorar

5251. El Dorado

El Dorado - Molly Tuttle

I'm Gold Rush Kate from the Golden State
With a nugget around my neck
I keep the red lights burning bright from here to Hell and back
I've dug for silver and for gold from Boulder up to Haines
When I hit Coloma, boys, I made my final claim

Crossed the High Sierras in the spring of '48
And every man with a shovel and pan
Has stumbled through my gates
Behind these doors, whiskey pours and lovin' flows like wine
Miners boast of mother lodes they'll dig or else die trying

El Dorado, woo-hoo-hoo

They come from far and wide to quell the fever in their souls



It haunts their brain, they've gone insane
For the glimmer of the gold
The devil must have drug 'em here down a one-way path
'Cause when you hit Coloma, boys, you never make it back

There's Redwood Bill, he can drink his fill
And so can John the Rover
Bad Luck Dave is in his grave, his gold dust days are over
They fill their pans with blood and sand and call to God upstairs
But in the golden country, boys, the Lord don't hear your prayers

El Dorado, woo-hoo-hoo

Cross yourself on Hangman's Hill if you run into Reno Maria
When the sky is dark, she can read the stars
From Mars to Cassiopeia
She comes around when the sun comes down with fortunes to be told
For a copper penny, she'll tell you plenty, 'cept where to find the gold

Stay away from Snake Oil Jake, he'll fool you with a fountain pen
One look in his eyes, you'll be hypnotized, he's got that slight of hand
He's sleek and fat like an old tom cat, they say he has nine lives
Snake Oil Jake sure met his fate when they shot him down ten times

Don't stake your claim with the Dogtown Gang
Or the boys from Rough and Ready
Don't thumb your nose at the Sydney Cove
'Cause the hammer comes down heavy
On every jack who tries to hack his way to fortune fair
And comes to find he's last in line to be a millionaire

El Dorado, woo-hoo-hoo
El Dorado, city of gold, city of fools

Heard the news from Siskiyou, the rush is moving on
Leaving old Coloma boys and bound for Oregon
Here in town the tailing piles have all gone to rust
One day you boom, but pretty soon
Your booming days are bust

So now I sweep the empty streets and boarded up saloon
Seen 'em fade from golden days to ghost towns left to ruin
Was it worth the blood and dirt to dig our lives away
But life goes quick, so come get rich in Californ-I-A

El Dorado, woo-hoo-hoo
El Dorado, city of gold, city of fools
Has the fever got a hold on you?

I've seen it, all the rise and fall, and now I take my rest
I'm Gold Rush Kate from the Golden State
And I'm the last one left



5252. El Dorado - Chords

El Dorado
Jim Lauderdale

Intro: Am / Am / Em / Em/ / Dm / Em / Am / Em

Am          G                       F
Jack of all trades, I mastered them all but one
Am      G                            F
Like it says on my calling card, thy will be done
Dm             Em        Am                  G
I was a sailor once, you better believe it's so
Dm                   Em 
I sailed sixty seven seas, lookin' for 
Am         Em
El Dorado, Now it can't be told 
Dm                  Em                     Am      Em
I'm still searchin' for, The city of solid gold
Am             G                      F
Jack of all trades, been lookin' both high and low
Am             G                        F
I search closer to home these days, you never know
Dm             Em          Am           G
I was a sailor once, until I ran out of seas 
Dm                 Em
Now I'm down on my knees, lookin' for 
Am         Em
El Dorado, Just like days of old
Dm          Em                   Am     Em
Rays of the setting sun, city of Gold
Am                   G                F
If you don't believe me, why should I believe in you?
Am             G             F
To set sail in eternity, let love be true
Dm           Em              Am                     G
All that I'm sayin', you can check you dream at the door
Dm                Em
Don't run off and forget, chasin' more and more
Am         Em
El Dorado, Where winter's never cold
Dm                 Em               Am 
No frosty winds to blow, city of Gold

Break: F-F-G 

Are you searchin' for El Dorado and the seven cities of Gold?
Are you beyond all that, I ask it might be told?
You only look like me, I can't be sure
I can't trust my memory, it might be yours

Repeat Intro:  Am / Am / Em / Em/ / Dm / Em / Am / Em

Am                 G                   F
When they chase me down, be a devil or two to pay
Am                G                 F
I'm a jack of all trades, out of my way



Dm             Em        Am                  G
I was a sailor once, you better believe it's so
Dm                Em
Sailed six of the seven seas, lookin for
Am         Em
El Dorado, Now it can't be told
Dm                 Em                    Am       Em
I'm still searchin for the city of solid gold
Am         Em
El Dorado, Just like days of old
Dm          Em                         Am         Em
Rays of the setting sun, city of solid Gold

Outro: 

Am / Am / Em / Em / Dm / Em / Am / Am  X2

5253. El Gustito

Linda Ronstadt - El Gustito

Cantando el gustito estaba
Cuando me quedé dormido
Cuando me quedé dormido
Cantando el gustito estaba
  Ay la la la...

Mi mamá me depertaba
Yo me hacÃa el desentendido
Para ver si me dejaba
Otro ratito contigo
  Ay la la la...

Dicen que el hombre casado
A bailes no va a gozar
A bailes no va a gozar
Dicen que el hombre casado
  Ay la la la...

Pero se hand euivocado
Porque el también sabe amar
Porque el también sabe amar
No más que es más reservado

5254. El Sol Que Tu Eres

Linda Ronstadt - El Sol Que TÃº Eres

Sol redondo y colorado



Como una rueda de cobre
De diario me estás mirando
De diario me miras pobre

(Chorus)
Sol lo tÃº eres
Tan parejo
Para repartir tu luz
Habias de ensenarle al amo
A ser lo mismo que tÃº

Me miras con el arado
Luego con la rozadera
Una vez en la llanura
Y otra vez en la ladera.

5255. El Sueno

Linda Ronstadt - El Sueno

El que me oiga mi cantar
Dira que estoy muy contento
Yo canto por divagar
Esta pasiÃ³n que yo siento
Y que no puedo olvidar

Me acuesto pensando en ti
Y en el sueno estas conmigo
Y me siento tan feliz
Al sonar que estoy contigo

Hubo noche que soné
Que tu boquita besaba
Y luego que desperté
Fui viendo que era la almohada
La que de besos colme

Ya me canse de sonar
El sueno me hace sufrir
Quisiera que al despertar
Mi sueno fuera verdad
Para dejar de sufrir

He that listens to my song
Must think that I'm very happy
I sing to sooth
This passion I feel
That I can't forget

I go to sleep thinking of you
In my dreams you are with me
And I feel so happy
When I dream I'm with you



There was a night when I dreamed
That I kissed your little mouth
But when I awoke
I realized it was just the pillow
That I had so madly kissed

I go to sleep thinking of you
I'm tired of dreaming
This dream you cause me to suffer
I wish that when I awoke
My dreams would all come true
So that I could quit suffering

5256. El Toro Relajo

Linda Ronstadt - El Toro Relajo

Â¡Agua! Que ahi viene un toro
Es el relajo
EscÃ³ndete tras las trancas, chatita
Que viene bravo
Y aviéntame tu rebozo mi vida
Pa capotearlo

Toro, Toro, Toro,
Entra de largo
Que mi prieta chula, torito
te está mirando
Toro, Toro, Toro
Toro relajo
Ya te estoy quitando, torito
lo alebrestado
Ya vana abrir las trancas
De su chiquero
Que ya le quité a este toro, mi vida
Lo mitotero
Ahi va como borreguito, chatita
A su potrero

5257. Elation

Swingin' Utters - Elation

I'm just a living abortion
Trying to live my life, trying to have some fun
Walking down the street, people think I'm dead
Gonna eat their brain with a piece of bread
Elation, elation, elation



Elation, elation, elation
Elation, elation, elation
Elation
I'm just a living abortion
Walking down the street, people think I'm dead
Mama told me to beware of the man
Who comes a knocking with a vacuum in his hand
Elation, elation, elation
Elation, elation, elation
Elation, elation, elation
Elation
I'm just looking for some action
I'll be your dog, you'll catch your death
I'm just a walking infection
Stumbling around with a bullet in my head
Elation, elation, elation
Elation, elation, elation
Elation, elation, elation
Elation

5258. Eldorado Blue

Eldorado Blue
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Eighteen commencement day
Friends moved on but she stayed
In Eldorado
And married the boy next door
Work first shift by the interstate
Selling hot coffee and giving out change for the payphone
Never needed too much more

[Pre-Chorus]
And everyday someone would ask
Why don't you leave us all behind?
She looked up, just kinda laughed
Said 'Don't you think it crossed my mind?'

[Chorus]
But there ain't nobody waiting down in Arkansas
And I don't know no one in old Baton Rouge
Ain't no way I'm going down to Wichita
And leaving Eldorado blue

[Verse 2]
Harvest moon, the radio
Shooting stars on a gravel road miles from nowhere
It don't get no better than that
City lights burn bright they pull you in
Blind your eyes to what matters
You won't catch me in none of that



[Pre-Chorus]
And this old town shuts on down with the setting of the sun
The life I lead's the one for me but it ain't for everyone

[Chorus]
But there ain't nobody waiting down in Arkansas
And I don't know no one in old Baton Rouge
Ain't no way I'm going down to Wichita
And leaving Eldorado blue

Ain't nobody waiting down in Arkansas
And I don't know no one in old Baton Rouge
Ain't no way I'm going down to Wichita
And leaving Eldorado blue
And leaving Eldorado blue

5259. Eleanor

Cabinet - Eleanor 
Album: Eleven

If this old house burns down slowly to the ground
The simple things that we've once known they won't be around
We won't have to lock the door cause
Everyone around won't wanna come in to what they found.
If this old house burns down

This place is always such a mess its something that i must confess
I'm running but, I don't see you
Give to me to take away everything i've held today
My body is still in that room

If this old house burns down we won't even know
Because we won't be around when it goes
We won't see a flame
We won't even feel the heat
Charcoaled wood and ashes at my feet

5260. Eleanor Rigby

Eleanor Rigby
John Lennon, Paul McCartney

Oh, look at all the lonely people
Oh, look at all the lonely people

1. Eleanor Rigby picks up the rice in the church where a wedding
has been



Lives in a dream
Waits at the window, wearing the face that she keeps in a jar
by the door
Who is it for?

Ch. All the lonely people where do they all come from?
All the lonely people where do they all belong?

2. Father McKenzie writing the words to a sermon that no-one will
hear
No-one comes near
Look at him working darning his socks in the night when
there's nobody there
What does he care?

Ch.

Oh, look at all the lonely people
Oh, look at all the lonely people

3. Eleanor Rigby died in the church and was buried along with
her name
Nobody came
Father McKenzie wiping the dirt from his hands as he walks
from the grave
No-one was saved

Ch.

Oh, look at all the lonely people
Oh, look at all the lonely people

Ch. All the lonely people where do they all belong?
All the lonely people where do they all come from?

COUNTRY GAZETTE - All This, And Money, Too!

5261. Electricity

Electricity
(Jimmy Murphy)
Country Gentlemen

CHORUS: Well, you can't see electricity a-moving on the line.
How in the world can you doubt it when you can see it shine?
When you get salvation the current you can feel.
You won't have to have nobody to tell you that it's real.

Some people don't know good music when they hear it in the air.
Some people they don't know God when they kneel down in prayer;
But let me tell something and I'm not a-gonna tell you wrong:
When you get salvation you'll know it by its tone.



Chorus

Some people don't believe in religion; they think it's all a fake.
It's just as real, good people, as eating a T-bone steak.
It's as sweet as any honey that any bee could make,
With a good old sugar molasses and a great big chocolate cake.

Chorus

This old-time salvation he gave to me and you.
I'm a-feasting on the mountain like Jesus told me to.
I'm a-drinkin' from God's fountain that flows from up on high.
I'm a-feasting on the mountain where God's fountain won't run dry.

Chorus

5262. Electricity

Electricity
Longview

You and me are electricity
You and me, electricity
You and me are electricity
You and me, electricity

I'm burning through
When I am near you
I feel such a rush
Need it so much from you
And now,
I'm so isolated cause,
You give me it all
Then take it I fall
Without you

You and me are electricity
You and me, electricity
You and me are electricity
You and me, electricity

And now, I'm so isolated cause
I'm sick with no touch
I miss so much
Can't be with you now
It's much too much
Without you
Without you

You and me are electricity
You and me, electricity
You and me are electricity
You and me, electricity



5263. Elektrolite

David Peterson - Elektrolite

I've been running all, running all, running all over town
Looking here, there, high and low, and up and down
Because ever since the day you came around
I've been trying to replace what can't be found
You've got that je ne sais quoi
I can't put my finger on
That ooh-la-la-la
I'm up to the task, so bring it on

'Cause you, you're the perfect fit
And I'd do anything to make you mine
So I can work for it
I'll pick up extra shifts and overtime
'Cause you, you're the perfect fit
I've never seen a thing so fine
So I can work for it
I won't stop until the finish line

It's all bespoke and bona fide
Customised, one of a kind
Very rare and hard to find
Available for a limited time
It's me to a T that's tailormade
You snooze, you lose, that's the price you pay
How many ways do I have to say
You shouldn't let a good thing slip away?

Oh, you know we go, we go, we go together
In the rain, wind, sun and snow or stormy weather
And the truth is that I'm really not that clever
Just know I want to make you my forever
And wherever you are
I already know that's where I want to go
'Cause you're a supernova
And I'm wishing on a star, you oughta know

5264. Elephant Hunting Song

Elephant Hunting Song - Hot Buttered Rum

His glasses are crushed
As I walk into the blur
Grope and trip and stumble
To the stall
These walls are rushed



One color tells me much
When I find a shade that suits my soul
Still the water makes no sound
As I prepare to hunt the beast
A transcendence to kiss him on my way

(chorus:)
The drums I hear
The pain I fear
Time to pick up
A piece for me to share

A little sip of something
Warms the edge away
And shifts my focus on today
The warm carin' touch
Of a distance lover back
It took this much to look me in the eye
A frenzy of flesh
Dances tusks from my gut
A transcendence to kiss him on my way here

(chorus)

The flickering light
It paints the night
Apprehension sticks
The jungle consumes
These men of my likes
Why should I be different?
So I nod and accept this blessing gift
Of my relatives and friends around the fire
Still warm I walk away
I think I will be back
But that will be decided in the morning

Still water makes no sound
As I prepare to hunt the beast
A transcendence to kiss him on my way

(chorus)

5265. Elephant In The Room

Chris Thile - Elephant in the Room

Thank God for fermentation
Fermentation for the wine
Thank wine for conversation
With these relatives in-law of mine

Thank these relatives for you, babe
Thank you for the bouncing boy



Doing the best that he can do to keep this

Family entertained as it navigates
The treacherous waters of talkin' small
On this of all Thanksgivings
When even the weather can go from 0 to an all out brawl
In seconds, just listen:

Been kind of a warm November
God, you and the Climate Change again
Why you gotta be all doom and gloom?

Whoo, boy! 'least no one's mentioned the giant elephant in the room

Feels good to be together, whether
You think the world is ending soon
Or about to get better, so when

The bottles being passed, better fill your glass
Cheers, we're in it for the long haul
On this of all Thanksgivings
When even our sports can go from zero to an all out brawl
In seconds, be careful

Have you ever spent time in Cleveland? No
South Side of Chicago? No
St. Louis? No
Ever heard about a fellow named Ricketts? Yes
Anything to do with his politics? No
How 'bout them Cubs?
How 'bout them Cubs?

Just don't you mention a giant elephant
I mentioned it once and I think I got away with it

Just say, Hey, what giant elephant in the room?

5266. Elevators

Elevators
Song by Aoife O'Donovan

Looking out the window, it feels like I've been here before
The shady patch of green behind the big box store
'Round another corner past the swinging light
In the back of a Cutlass Ciera one night

In America, America
I'm just pulling out my hair
Trying to remember where I was
In America, I swear I saw you
Running for the back door



I followed you like breadcrumbs out on county roads
Where the only thing that mattered was lightening my load
At an Exxon station I stopped for a drink
And I washed the memories down the dirty bathroom sink

In America, America
I'm just pulling out my hair
Trying to remember where I was
In America, I swear I saw you
Running for the back door

Elevators, old songs
Empty bottles, so long
After midnight, when I was young
The ice melted on my tongue

Elevators
Broken glass
Nothing lasts

I finally figured out that everything was lost
So I climbed in my wagon
And started across the wide open prairie
And headed up to the lake
Where is what's good here?
And what are we going to make of
America, America
I'm just pulling out my hair
Trying to remember where I was
In America, I swear I saw you
Running for the back door
Running for the back door

Elevators, old songs
Empty bottles, so long
After midnight, when I was young
The ice melted on my tongue

Elevators
Broken glass
Nothing lasts (nothing ever lasts)
Elevators

5267. Eleven Cent Cotton - Chords

Eleven Cent Cotton
Wagoner/Stuart

NOTE: In the first verse, don't play the B7. In all other verses, it's played.
INTRO: E

E
Eleven cent cotton and a forty cent meat



E
How in the world can a poor man eat
E
Mule's up high, cotton down low
 B7 E
How in the world in the world can they raise the dough

CHORUS:
 A E
Take me back, take me back
 B7 E
Take me back to my old Carolina home

Eleven cent cotton and a heavy land tax
Uncle Sam's got my money and he can't get it back
Debt's got the farmer, we all know well
If it don't turn around she's gone to hell

CHORUS

SOLO: D E D E D E B7 E A E B7 E

No fish in the pond, no worms in the ground
Mockin' bird's singin' and he ain't made a sound
So I jumped in the river and I thought I'd drown
Seen a redheaded woman and I couldn't go down

CHORUS (2x)

SOLO

E
Eleven cent cotton and a forty cent meat
 B7 E
How in the world can a poor man eat
OUTRO: D E

5268. Eli Renfro

Eli Renfro
Yonder Mountain String Band
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Eli Renfro killed his wife
With a long sharp bowie knife
Hacked her up and put her in the ground
Death by hanging was to be his fate
And old Eli filled with hate
Put a curse on the entire town

Chorus:
Can't you hear, can't you hear
When the moon is bright and clear



From time to time
It's old Eli dragging chains
And moaning peoples names
And I hope and I pray that he never thinks of mine

I was walking the high road late last night
The stars were out and the moon was bright
The wind was blowing you could hear for half a mile
Then an awful sound came through the trees
It chilled my blood and it shook my knees
The kinda thing that makes a man run wild

[ Chorus ]

Well if you get home before I do
Don't look back cause I'm coming through
I'm packing my things and I'm headed far away
They say you can't run away from a curse
Maybe this time I'll be the first
Ain't nobody here gonna make me stay

[ Chorus - 'and I hope and I pray' x6 ]

5269. Elijah

Elijah
Lake Street Dive

Elijah has brains and long legs and wears jeans at his hip
And nary a girl in the world has been missed by his grip
He's long curly hair, that when wet, goes as far as his chin
And his knowledge of poets and punks is debatably thin

The thing I like most about him is what I see on the surface
Like two distant shores, we are bound by a love that's an isthmus

Oh Elijah!

Elijah, he lay in psychosis one bright sunny day
And even in sleep I cannot make myself walk away
So pretty was he, I said something I couldn't retract
And so for three years, he spent most of his time in the sack

Although it's November, I know we won't make it to Christmas
Like two distant shores, we are bound by a love that's an isthmus

Oh Elijah!

Elijah once told me in private that he'd like a break
Although he revealed through his actions that he was a fake
And so, then in public I told him that he's too dependent
And now to this day I maintain that I am unrepentant



All he can see through the tunnel is none of his business
Like two distant shores, we are bound by a love that's an isthmus

Oh Elijah!

5270. Elijah - Chords

Elijah
Recorded by Johnny Paycheck
Written by Ken Mcduffie

G
Well Elijah went to heaven in a chariot of fire
D7                            G
Caught up in a whirlwind he's scared of going high
To see his beholder for it was God's desire
                                    D7         G
That Elijah would go to heaven in a chariot of fire
Now Elijah was a prophet and the wilderness was wild
    D7                          G
The ravens brought him bread he healed the widow's child
Then he prayed down a drought for the king and his mire
                               D7         G
Yes Elijah went to heaven in a chariot of fire
    C
Hey Elijah went to heaven in a chariot of fire
G
Caught up in a whirlwind he's scared of going high
   D7
To see his beholder for it was God's desire
                                               G
That Elijah would go to heaven in a chariot of fire
Well Elijah told old Ahab he's gonna burn in hell
        D7                         G
For the way he was living with the wicked Jezebel
And he called down God's power and destroyed that empire
                               D7         G
Yes Elijah went to heaven in a chariot of fire
repeat #3
    D7                                    G
Yes Elijah went to heaven in a chariot of fire

5271. Elijah's Church - Chords

Elijah's Church
Steve Earl - Elijah's Church

[D]                                      [G]
Elijah came to Texas to find his family a home



         [D]                                               [G] 
With his wife and new baby, and what little goods that they owned
      [D]                                            [G]
Had a good yoke of oxen, hand tools for clearin' the land
       [A]                    [A7]                 [D]
And he built him a church, cuz he was a God-Fearin' man

[D]                                                       [G]
All of his children and heirs worshipped there through the years
        [D]                                                    [G]
On down through my Grandad, and he's buried about 40 yards from here
     [D]                                    [G]
It's where I was baptized, where I took me a wife
      [A]               [A7]                             [D]
And if I have my say so, that's where I'll rest when it's time

         [D]
When I'm dead and I'm gone, Won't you carry me home
                                 [G]         [D]
To that little white church in my daddy's hometown
[D]
Lord knows I'm some kind of sinner
        [Em]                        [A]
But I've done come this far and it's too late for changin'
          [D]                                
When this race has been run, take me back where I came from
[Bm]                 [A]
Let me return what I took from the ground
          [G]                    [D]
When this body won't carry me no further
              [A7]      [D]
Take me home, and lay me down

[D]                                                         [G]
That ol' East Texas red dirt won't grow much of nothin' they say
        [D]                                       [G]
'cept tomatoes and peaches, most drill for oil nowadays
         [D]                                       [G]
This ol' hired hand named Reagan first made me understand
       [A]                     [A7]                   [D]
And he told me the red was the blood of my kin in the land

         [D]
When I'm dead and I'm gone, Won't you carry me home
                                  [G]         [D]
To that little white church in my daddy's hometown
[D]
Lord knows I'm some kind of sinner
         [Em]                        [A]
But I've done come this far and it's too late for changin'
          [D]                                
When this race has been run, take me back where I came from
[Bm]                 [A]
Let me return what I took from the ground
          [G]                    [D]
When this body won't carry me no further
              [A7]       [D]



Take me home, and lay me down

5272. Eliza

Eliza
Mipso

Where did you come from Eliza?
Eliza
Where did you come from and where did you go?
Been wandering lonesome, Eliza
Eliza
And out of that darkness you lead me back home

Where did you come from, Eliiiiiza?
Blinded and cold
Mourning alone
Begging you please
Eliza don't leave!

Where did you come from Eliza?
Eliza
Where did you come from and where did you go?
Been wandering lonesome, Eliza
Eliza
And out of that darkness you lead me back home

Where did you come from, Eliiiiiza
Blinded and cold
Weeping alone
Begging you please
Eliza don't leave!

Have you ever felt lost and alone
Even in your own skin?
Feels like I lost a friend
Have you ever forgotten the feeling
Of love and affection?
You were my connection, Eliza!

Where did you come from Eliza?
Eliza
Where did you come from and where did you go?
Been wandering lonesome, Eliza
Eliza
And out of that darkness you lead me back home

5273. Elizabeth



Cabinet - Elizabeth

Won't you tag along?
Won't you tag along?
Walk with me hand in hand.

I'm making my way toward Cleveland, gonna dig my feet in the sand
I said sorry babe but I'm leaving, gonna leave this broken land
The city lights they make me, feel right at home
The only thing that I'm grieving is I'm sitting here all alone

Won't you tag along?
Won't you tag along?
Won't you tag along?
My sweet Elizabeth

On those shores of Erie you can let your mind run free
How I love that girl so dearly, it's too bad she don't care about me
On those shores of Erie you can sit and wonder why
Wonder why she left me, wonder why she said goodbye

Won't you tag along?
Won't you tag along?
Won't you tag along?
My sweet Elizabeth

5274. Elizabeth

Elizabeth - Dailey And Vincent 

Oh Elizabeth, I want to see your pretty face
I want to touch your lips, I want to feel your warm embrace
Don't know if I could ever live my life without you
Oh Elizabeth, I'm sure missing you

I remember when we shared a life together
You gave me strength and love with life that felt brand new
When you're so far away, I'd have to say I'm feeling blue
Oh Elizabeth, I'm sure missing you

Oh Elizabeth, I long to see your pretty face
I long to touch your lips, I long to feel your warm embrace
Don't know if I could ever live my life without you
Oh Elizabeth, I'm sure missing you

Well it's been said before that I've caused many heartaches
And I wonder if that was really true
Being all alone feels my heart would surely break
Oh Elizabeth, I hope you understand

Oh Elizabeth, I want to see your pretty face
I want to touch your lips, I want to feel your warm embrace
Don't know if I could ever live my life without you
Oh Elizabeth, I'm sure missing you



Don't know if I could ever live my life without you
Oh Elizabeth, I'm sure missing you
Oh Elizabeth

5275. Elk River Blues - Chords

Elk River Blues 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
C G C D D G D G
e/--------------------------------------------------------------------2--/
B/-----------0----------------------------------0---------------------3--/
G/-----------0-------0------------0-------------0-------0-------------2--/
D/---------0-2-----2---2--0-------0-----------0-2-----2---2-0---------0--/
A/-------2---3--------------2-0-2-2---------2---3-------------2-0---2-0--/
E/---3-3--------------------------3-----3-3-----------------------3------/
 
e/-----------2----------------------------------2------------------------/
B/---------0-3--------0-----------0-----------0-3-------0-----------0----/
G/---0-0-2---2------2---2-0-------0-----0-0-2---2-----2---2-0-------0----/
D/-----------0--------------2-0-2-0-------------0-------------2-0-2-0----/
A/-----------0--------------------2-------------0-------------------2----/
E/--------------------------------3---------------------------------3----/
 
[Verse]
G           C
I'm down by green river
                 G
Where we used to go
            C
I'm down by green river
          D
There she goes
 
[Chorus]
          D
Until one day
                       G
Another lover comes my way
               D
Till then i'll go
                   G
To green river all alone
 
C G C D D G D G
 
[Verse]
G           C
I'm down by green river
                  G
Just to watch her flow



        C
Down by green river
         D
Well now there she goes
 
[Chorus]
          D
Until one day
                       G
Another lover comes my way
               D
Till then i'll go
                   G
To green river all alone
 
[Outro]
C G C D D G D G

5276. Elkhorn Ridge

The Lonesome Sisters - Elkhorn Ridge

Standing on old Elkhorn Ridge, true love by my side
Waiting for an eastbound train to load me to take a ride

Working on the county road at a dollar and a dime
Give that dollar to that gal of mine and this old dime is mine

Yonder comes that girl of mine, she's all dressed in red
Looking down at her pretty little feet and I wish my wife was dead

Crazy, crazy, crazy, crazy, oh darlin' I'm crazy 'bout you

Yonder comes that gal of mine, she's all dressed in brown

She is the darlin' of my heart I'll see her 'fore the sun goes down.

5277. Elkhorn Ridge - Chords

Elkhorn Ridge 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Verse]
D     C      G   D
I'm standing on top up on Elkhorn Ridge
D             C  D
My true lover by my side
D      C       G     D
I'm waiting on that old east bound train



I'm looking for to take a ride
 
D   C     G    D
Yonder stands that gal I love
       C   D
Cause she's all dressed in brown
D    C    G    D
She is the darling of my heart
And I'll see her when the sun goes down
 
D     C      G   D
I'm standing on top up on Elkhorn Ridge
D             C  D
My true lover by my side
D      C       G     D
I'm waiting on that old east bound train
I'm looking for to take a ride
 
D   C           G  D
Working on that old county railroad
    C   G
For a dollar and a dime
D     C    G   D
I gave that dollar to that gal I love
And this old dime is mine
 
D   C  G  D
I'm crazy crazy crazy crazy
     C   D
Oh darling I'm crazy about you
 
D   C     G     D
Yonder stands that gal I love
     C     D
And she's all dressed in red
D       C  G
She's the darling of my heart
D
And I wish my wife was dead
 
D    C      G   D
I'm standing on top Of Elkhorn Ridge
D             C  D
My true lover by my side
D      C       G     D
I'm waiting on that old east bound train
I'm looking for to take a ride

5278. Elko (Live)

Railroad Earth - Elko (Live) 

Pull in from the desert road



Park your wagon, drop your load, and shut 'er down
Poor boy you're bound to die

Been a long hot desert ride
Wasatch, Bear River, Devils Slide and Elko
Poor boy you're bound to cry

Poor boys and gamblers, road dogs and ramblers
shutting it down for the night
Winners and losers, hookers and boozers
drawn like a bug to the light

Grab a whiskey at the bar
sit down to your deck of cards
and throw your chips in
Poor boy you're bound to cry

Emerald, Misty, Violet Blue
got a winking eye on you, and all night to wait
Poor boy you're bound to die

Poor boys and gamblers, road dogs and ramblers
shutting it down for the night
Winners and losers, hookers and cruisers
crawling to the Elko tonight

All alone, all alone
been so long on this dusty road
oh mama, I need a place to land
Need a card, I need a card
hit me lord, not too hard
oh mama, I need a winning hand

Morning coffee, steak and eggs
stretch your legs, get down the road and rollin'
Poor boy you're bound to cry

She's a camptown on the ol' UP line
Always shows up right on time at Elko
Poor boy you're bound to die

Poor boys and gamblers, road dogs and ramblers
shutting it down for the night
Winners and losers, hookers and boozers
drawn like a bug to the light

Poor boys and gamblers, road dogs and ramblers
shutting it down for the night
Winners and losers, hookers and cruisers
crawling to the Elko tonight

All alone, all alone
been so long on this dusty road
oh mama, I need a leg to stand on
I need a card, I need a card
hit me lord, not too hard
oh mama, I need a winning hand



All alone, all alone
been so long on this dusty road
oh mama, I need a place to land
Need a card, I need a card
hit me lord, not too hard
oh mama, I need a winning hand

5279. Ella Ree

Ella Ree
Norman Blake - Ella Ree

[Verse 1]
Oh Ella Ree, so kinda and true
In the little church on high
Her grave is bright with drops of dew
But brighter were her eyes

[Chorus]
Then carry me back to Tennessee
There let me live and die
Among the fields of yellow corn
In the land where Ella lies

[Verse 2]
Her dark brown eyes and gentle face
I think I yet can see
I love the place where she was born
Way down in Tennessee
[Chorus]
Then carry me back to Tennessee
There let me live and die
Among the fields of yellow corn
In the land where Ella lies

[Verse 3]
The summer moon will rise and set
The night birds trill their way
Where the sweet magnolia's fragrant air
Blows over her lowly grave

[Chorus]
Then carry me back to Tennessee
There let me live and die
Among the fields of yellow corn
In the land where Ella lies



5280. Ellen Smith

Ellen Smith
Peter DeGraff
Flatt & Scruggs

1. Poor Ellen Smith how was she found
Shot through the heart lying cold on the ground
Her clother were all scattered and thrown on the ground
The blood marks the spot where poor Ellen was found

2. They pick up their rifles and hunted me down
They found me a-loafing in all around the town
They pick up her body and carried it away
And now she is sleeping in some lonesome old grave

3. I got a letter yesterday I read it today
The flowers on her grave have all faded away
Someday I'll go home and say when I go
On poor Ellen's grave pretty flowers I'll stow

4. I've been in this prison for twenty long years
Each night I see Ellen through my bitter tears
The warden just told me that soon I'll be free
To go to her grave 'neath that old willow tree

5. My days in this prison are ending at last
I'll never be free from the sins of my past
Poor Ellen Smith how was she found
Shot through the heart lying cold on the ground

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - Country Songs Old & New

5281. Ellis Unit One

Steve Earle - Ellis Unit One

[Verse 1]
I was fresh out of the service
It was back in '82
I raised some Cain when I come back to town
I left to be all I could be
Come home without a clue
Now, I married Dawn and had to settle down

[Verse 2]
So I hired on at the prison
Guess I always knew I would
Just like my dad and both my uncles done
And I worked on every cell block now
And things were goin' good
But then they transferred me to Ellis Unit One



[Chorus]
Swing low
Swing low
Swing low
And carry me home

[Verse 3]
Well, my daddy used to talk about them long nights at the walls
And how they used to strap 'em in the chair
The kids down from the college and they'd bring their beer and all
When the lights went out, a cheer rose in the air

5282. Ellis Unit One - Chords

Ellis Unit One
Steve Earl - Ellis Unit One

E
I was fresh out of the service 
       A
It was back in  82 
E                         B            A
I raised some Cain when I came back to town 
E
Meant to be all I could be 
A
Come home without a clue 
E                B              E
Married Dawn and had to settle down 
     E
So I hired on at the prison 
         A
Guess I always knew I would 
E                    B              A
Just like my dad and both my uncles done 
E
Worked on every cell block 
     A
Now, things're goin' good 
          E                 B          E
Then they transferred me to Ellis Unit One 
A     B
Swing low 
E     A
Swing low 
              B        E   A  B  E   A  B  E
Swing low and carry me home 
E                                      A
Now, my daddy used to talk about them long nights at the walls 
    E                B                 A
And how they used to strap  em in the chair 
E                                  A
The kids down from the college and they'd bring their beer  n all 



E                           B                 A
When the lights went out, a cheer rose in the air 
         E
I guess  folks just got too civilized 
A
Old Sparky's gatherin' dust 
E               B               A
No one wants to touch a smokin' gun 
E
Ehey got that injection  now
           A
They don't mind as much, I guess 
E               B7         E
Put  em down on Ellis Unit One 
A     B
Swing low 
E     A
Swing low 
              B        E  A  B  E   A   B   E 
Swing low and carry me home 
E
Well, I've seen  em fight like lions, boys 
A
I've seen 'em go like lambs 
E                           B                   A
And I've helped to drag  em when they could not stand 
E                                           A
And I've heard their mamas cryin' when they heard that big door slam 
E                      B                E
I've seen the victim's family's holdin' hands 
E                                        A
Last night I dreamed that I woke up with straps across my chest 
E                            B                  A
And something cold and black pullin' through my lungs 
E                                    A
Even Jesus couldn't save me though I know he did his best 
       E              B         E
But he don't live on Ellis Unit One 
A     B
Swing low 
E     A
Swing low 
              B        E
Swing low and carry me home 
A     B
Swing low 
E     A
Swing low 
              B        E
Swing low and carry me home

5283. Elmira - Chords



Elmira 
The East Pointers
 
[Intro]
F   Am   G   Dm
F   Am   G
F   Am   G   Dm
F   Am   G
 
[Verse 1]
                F                       Am
The call of the wilds down a whispering wind
                 G                        Dm
It's more like a cry that gets under your skin
                 F                    Am                      G
Till one day you fly too close to the flame, too close to the flame
               F                  Am
And all of the things you leave behind
                   G                      Dm
Catch up with your heart and reel in your mind
            F                Am                G
Unaware I belong now, I just hope it's not too late
             F               Am  G
It's not too late
 
 
[Chorus 1]
F
  Elmira take me home
Am   G
  And cradle me upon the waves
F
  I still keep you in my soul
Am   G
  And sometimes I count the days
F
  And Elmira you should know
Am   G
  I left but never lost my place
F
  And these nights I miss you most
Am   G                    F
  My heart is yours to break
Am   G
 
 
[Verse 2]
             F                       Am
I see you in streets, I dream you in dreams
                  G                         Dm
The sound of your voice, drowning out the machines
               F                       Am
From this far away, need you a million ways
                G
There's never a day goes by
 
 
[Chorus 2]



F
  Elmira take me home
Am   G
  And cradle me upon the waves
F
  I still keep you in my soul
Am   G
  And sometimes I count the days
F
  And Elmira you should know
Am   G
  I left but never lost my place
F
  And these nights I miss you most
Am   G                    F
  My heart is yours to break
Am   G                    F
  My heart is yours to break (My heart is yours to break)
Am   G                    F
  My heart is yours to break (My heart is yours to break)
Am   G                    F
  My heart is yours to break
Am   G
 
 
[Outro]
F   Am   G   Dm
F   Am   G

5284. Elusive Butterfly

Dolly Parton - Elusive Butterfly 
(Bob Lind)

You might wake up some morning
To the sound of something moving past your window in the wind
And if you're quick enough to rise
You'll catch the fleeting glimpse of someone's fading shadow
Out on the new horizon
You may see the floating motion of a distant pair of wings
And if the sleep has left your ears
You might hear footsteps running through an open meadow
Don't be concerned, it will not harm you
It's only me pursuing something I'm not sure of
Across my dreams, with nets of wonder
I chase the bright elusive butterfly of love
You might have heard my footsteps
Echo softly in the distance through the canyons of your mind
I might have even called your name
As I ran searching after something to believe in
You might have seen me runnin'
Through the long abandonned ruins of the dreams you left behind
If you remember something there



That glided past you followed close by heavy breathing
Don't be concerned, it will not harm you
It's only me pursuing something I'm not sure of
Across my dreams, with nets of wonder
I chase the bright elusive butterfly of love
Across my dreams, with nets of wonder
I chase the bright elusive butterfly of love
Across my dreams, with nets of wonder
I chase the bright elusive butterfly of love

5285. Elvira

Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell
Elvira

[Verse 1]
Well tonight I'm gonna meet her at Hungry House Cafe
And I'm gonna give her all the lovin' I can
She's gonna jump and holler 'cause I saved up two dollars
And we're gonna search and find that preacher man

[Chorus]
Elvira, Elvira
My heart's on fire-a, Elvira

[Verse 2]
She's got eyes that look like heaven and lips like-a cherry wine
And sure knows how to make a real poor boy feel fine
Yeah. she's gonna jump and holler 'cause I saved up two dollars
We're gonna search and find that preacher man

[Chorus]
Elvira, Elvira
My heart's on fire-a for Elvira

[Post-Chorus]
She said giddy up, oom pa pa, oom pa pa, mow mow
Giddy up, oom pa pa, oom pa pa mow mow
Hi yo silver away

[Piano and Guitar Solos]
[Verse 1]
Well tonight I'm gonna meet her at Hungry House Cafe
And I'm gonna give her all the lovin' I can, yeah
Well she's gonna jump and holler 'cause I saved up two dollars
And we're gonna search and find that preacher man

[Chorus]
Elvira, Elvira
My heart's on fire-a for Elvira
Elvira, Elvira
My heart's on fire-a for Elvira
What'd she say?



[Post-Chorus]
Giddy up, oom pa pa, oom pa pa, mow mow
Giddy up, oom pa pa, oom pa pa mow mow
Hi yo silver away, yeah yeah

5286. Elvira

Elvira
The Oak Ridge Boys

[Intro]
Elvira, Elvira
My heart's on fire for Elvira

[Verse 1]
Eyes that look like heaven, lips like cherry wine
That girl can sure enough make my little light shine
I get a funny feeling, up and down my spine
'Cause I know that my Elvira's mine
So I'm singin'

[Chorus]
Elvira, Elvira
My heart's on fire for Elvira
Giddy up, oom poppa, oom poppa, mow mow
Giddy up, oom poppa, oom poppa, mow mow
Heigh-ho Silver, away

[Verse 2]
Tonight I'm gonna meet her at the Hungry House Cafe
And I'm gonna give her all the love I can, yes I am
She's gonna jump and holler, 'cause I've saved up my last two dollars
We're gonna search and find that preacher man
And I'm a-singin'

[Chorus]
Elvira, Elvira
My heart's on fire for Elvira
Giddy up, oom poppa, oom poppa, mow mow
Giddy up, oom poppa, oom poppa, mow mow
Heigh-ho Silver, away

[Chorus]
Elvira, Elvira
My heart's on fire for Elvira
Giddy up, oom poppa, oom poppa, mow mow
Giddy up, oom poppa, oom poppa, mow mow
Heigh-ho Silver, away

[Chorus]
Elvira, yeah Elvira
My heart's on fire for Elvira



Giddy up, oom poppa, oom poppa, mow mow
Giddy up, oom poppa, oom poppa, mow mow
Heigh-ho Silver, away

[Outro]
Elvira, yeah Elvira
My heart's on fire for Elvira

5287. Elvira - Chords

Elvira
Oak Ridge Boys - Elvira

G                             D          G
Elvira, Elvira, My heart's on fire for Elvira

Verse 1
G
Eyes that look like heaven

Lips like cherry wine
                                            D
That girl can sho'nuff make my little light shine
G             G7      C                    Bb
I get a funny feelin' up and down my spine
G                 D           G
Cause I know that my Elvira's mine

CHORUS
G                                         D          G
I'm singing Elvira, Elvira, My heart's on fire for Elvira
G
Giddy up, a oom papa oom papa mow mow,
G
Giddy up, a oom papa oom papa mow mow,
G     D       G
Hi-yo silver away

Verse 2
G
Tonight I'm gonna meet her

At the hungry house cafe
                                      D
And I'm gonna give her all the love I can
G
She's gonna jump and holler
         C                           Bb
'Cause I saved up my last two dollar
    G                      D                  G
And we're gonna search and find that preacher man



5288. Elvis Presley Blues

Gillian Welch - Elvis Presley Blues

I was thinking that night about Elvis
The day that he died
The day that he died
I was thinking that night about Elvis
The day that he died
The day that he died
Just a country boy that combed his hair
And put on the shirt that his mother made
And went on the air
And he shook it like a chorus girl
And he shook it like a Harlem queen
He shook it like a midnight rambler, baby
Like you never seen, like you never seen
Never seen

I was thinking that night about Elvis
The day that he died
The day that he died
I was thinking that night about Elvis
The day that he died
The day that he died
And he took it all out of black and white
Grabbed his wand in the other hand
And he held on tight
And he shook it like a hurricane
He shook it like to make it break
He shook it like a holy roller, baby
With his soul at stake
With his soul at stake
Soul at stake

I was thinking that night about Elvis
The day that he died
The day that he died
I was thinking that night about Elvis
The day that he died
The day that he died
He was all alone in the long decline
Thinkin' how happy(lucky) John Henry was
That he fell down and died
When he shook it, and it rang like silver
He shook it and it shined like gold
He shook it and he beat that steam drill, baby
Well bless my soul
Bless my soul
He shook it and he beat that steam drill, baby
Well bless my soul
What's wrong with me?
I'm itching like a man in a fuzzy tree



In a fuzzy tree
In a fuzzy tree

I was thinking that night about Elvis
The day that he died
The day that he died
I was thinking that night about Elvis
The day that he died
The day that he died
Just a country boy that combed his hair
Put on the shirt that his mother made
And he went on the air
And he shook it like a chorus girl
He shook it like a Harlem queen
He shook it like a midnight rambler, baby
Like you never seen, never seen
Like younever seen, never seen

5289. Emanuel Cant

John Hartford - Emanuel Cant

Oh, shake your head and smile, Emanuel Cant
And the sonnet was a piece upon the floor
It was in the falling rain
That you said, please, come again

Just shake your head and smile, Emanuel Cant
You can't, say you cancel, if you can't, Emanuel Cant
Just shake your head and smile, Emanuel Cant

There's some truth inside that [?], Emanuel Cant
And its there for you to crawl around and see
It will hang around your find
Like a millstone on your mind

Just shake your head and smile, Emanuel Cant
You can't, say you cancel, if you can't, Emanuel Cant
Just shake your head and smile, Emanuel Cant

5290. Emmanuel

Kathy Mattea - Emmanuel
Composer: Kye Fleming - Janis Ian

Emmanuel emmanuel
A child is born
A child is born
Sing glory unto god on high



Joy to all the world this night
And to all people peace
And to all people peace

Remember him oh little star
Remember him and shine
Around the world
In every heart
On this holy night
Lead us to his light

Emmanuel emmanuel
A child is born
A child is born
Sing glory unto god on high
Joy to all the world this night
And to all people peace
And to all people peace

Remember him the angels sing
And do not be afraid
Into this world
Good news we bring
Love has overcome
Behold a son

Emmanuel emmanuel
A child is born
A child is born
Sing glory unto god on high
Joy to all the world this night
And to all people peace
And to all people peace

Emmanuel emmanuel
A child is born
A child is born
Sing glory unto god on high
Joy to all the world this night
And to all people peace
And to all people peace

Emmanuel emmanuel
A child is born
A child is born
Sing glory unto god on high
Joy to all the world this night

5291. Emmylou

Emmylou - Hot Buttered Rum

She's up to her elbows in the grease of life



She's rolling back her sleeves
That rough-hewn grace
On a farm girl's face
Makes it hard to leave

Yes it's too much to bear
The thought of her childhood
That sweet girl all alone
The lessons she never learned
The love that was not returned
The poison seeds were sown

And she's dreaming
She's dreaming
That I might be the one
To lead her to the setting sun
To take her far away
To take her far away

It's a quiet strength that draws me close
I can't look away from the spark
She's the machine and I'm the gasoline
Speeding along in the dark

And she's dreaming
She's dreaming
That I might be the one
To lead her to the setting sun
To take her far away
To take her far away
My sweet sweet Emmylou
My sweet sweet Emmylou
A boy is not the answer to your blues

She never tasted her mother's sweet milk
Never drank from love's deep well
And I'm beginning to see that this might be
Her tale alone to tell

And I'm dreaming
I'm dreaming
I'm dreaming
Be it Boston or Austin
I'll be lost in the city
Dreaming of my Emmylou
My sweet sweet Emmylou
My sweet sweet Emmylou
A boy is not the answer to your blues
My sweet sweet Emmylou
My sweet sweet Emmylou
A boy is not the answer to your blues



5292. Emotion Devotion - Chords

Emotion Devotion
Written and recorded by Roy Drusky

C           F                  C
To want and need you here with me
    F              C      F    C
And have to do without you   (emotion)
                F                C
To be apart but with you constantly
    F             C         F    C
And never have to doubt you   (devotion)
F                         A#7 F         C
This can't be livin' like livin' should be
     F                        A#7 F        C
It's too hard on you and it's too rough on me
G7
Emotion and devotion and a plain ol' fashion notion
Tell me this just can't be the way for love to live
Airline flights and sleepless nights
And mentally disturbing sights
And everybody wantin' me to give
                                 C
There's gotta be a better way to live
           F                 C
I dream of hidden acres with no road
F              C        F   C
Where I can be with you   (emotion)
   F               C
No daily papers to corrode
F        C              F    C
My every thought of you   (devotion)
F                     A#7 F       C
I long for you lonely longin' for me
F                 A#7     F    C
Knowin' that love demands reality

5293. Emotions

Emotions

Emotions are making me care more for you
I've found a heart I know will always be so true
But still dearest darling I feel kinda blue
Keep wondering if someday somehow I might lose you.

Emotions are making me long for your kiss
For safe in your arms I know heavenly bliss
Emotions in my heart are calling for you
If you confess I bet you have emotions too.

Emotions can bring you much sorrow and pain



Emotions can be the sunshine after rain
Emotions are charged with the power of fate
These same emotions make you love or make you hate.

5294. Empathy - Chords

Empathy
Brett Dennen
 
Chorus:
 
G            Em            C      G
I don't know what it's like to be you,
G            C           Am       G
I don't know what you have to go through,
   G               G            Em            C
But I could try to see the world through your eyes,
G             G          C     D          G
Put myself in your shoes, and empathize 
 
Emphasize?
 
         Em         C             G              C      Am     G
Noo, no, nooowoahoo empathize not emphasize, but empathize.
 
Entropy?
 
         Em         C           G            C    D    G
Noo, no, nooowoahoo empathy not entropy, but empathy.   Ohhhhh
 
C  D
 
 
Verse:
 
C               G                   D                     C        G
Every story has more than one side, It's not about what's wrong or right,
C                     G            A                         D
Who's to judge what's good or bad, what makes me laugh might make you mad,
C            G            D                           C             G
Let's try to make a deal, we'll to each other and see how the other feels,
     C                G           A                             D
With empathy with can understand, we can solve our problems and make amends 
 
 
Chorus
 
 
Verse:
 
C                   G                        D                   C      G
Everybody's a got a different point of view, how would I feel if I were you,
     C                       G                  A



Some people think this, some people think that, I'm telling you empathy is 
D
where it's at. 
C                            G                      D
We can solve our problems by talking and listening, instead of judging we can
C              G
look at things differently,
C                     G                A                          D
Write to congress and get them to see, instead of fighting we can try to use 
            D                   D
empathy not entropy but empathy. 
 
 
Chorus
 
Outro:
C D G
C D G
C D G
C D G

5295. Empire

Trampled by Turtles - Empire

It's all that I remember a sober night alone
And it took all I had not to call you on the phone
Know that I was made for you
There is nothing I can do about it

I ran outside the bar
Ringing in my ears
And I don't understand
It's been that way for years
You know the world will fall apart
If you broke another heart

Coats are 'round in hiding
And up against the wall

Your guns were made of iron
And he came and saved us all
Pick it up and take it out
In a world of hell and doubt

Listen to the liars
As they run the world
Holiest empires
But nothing lasts for sure

Can you help me turn it off
Well it's all I could ever want



5296. Empire Falls

Chris Thile - Empire Falls

I envy the quiet lives that for all I know don't exist 
Outside of a lazy book that won a Pulitzer Prize 
I picked up 'cause you said it opened up your eyes. 

I'm wired now and will be 'til I find a person who could eat at the Empire Grill 
Who's seen a black mercedes at the textile mill 
and spreads the word to all the folks expression hasn't killed. 

I'll follow that car down to Boston, and ask what it wanted in Maine. 
Coffee at least for my trouble, and I'll be a hero if I came back with something to say . . . 

Too late, they wouldn't like me there 
and though they might not mind my inquisitive stare, 
every single one of them is too polite to care 
why I'm enchanted by a way of life in disrepair, 
but I'm not taking apple pie eating, Jack and Coke drinking, hopeful lie telling, anywhere, 
America, through camera eyes, On a Hollywood body that could make you all cry. 

Maybe I'll go to the movies (a comedy would be ideal. 
Something that probably won't happen) 'cause this made up town is much too real.

5297. Empty Afternoon of Summer Longing

John Hartford - Empty Afternoon of Summer Longing

As I look at you I wonder what would happen
If I brushed away the curtains of your hair
And quickly kissed you

And stumbling for some words to say
My mind goes spinning on it's way
With images of future days to miss you

And the sun is easing down as it grows later
And soon I know you'll rise and say farewell

And here we are imprisoned
In the empty afternoon of summer longing

Across this coffee cup I see a face
Now cloaked in mystery
While pondering this peace that could be violence

The night is fast approaching
And it's emptiness surrounded us



I'm pressed to make a move or turn in silence

You slowly smile across at me
I wonder if you're free to be in love
Am I too blind to see while hungry?

Or when you're resting by my side
In nothing but the night to hide
The lips that say I'm satisfied it's worth it

And an hour becomes a flickering of an eyelash
An undecided moment out of sight

And here we are imprisoned
In the empty afternoon of summer longing

You may be many miles away
Just living out some broken day
While just a picture of you stays and dances

The shadows streak the plaster wall
I'm nervous as I sit and stall
And wonder should I reach and take my chances

And night comes sneaking up on simple daydreams
I'll curse myself before the morning breaks
Yet here we are imprisoned
In the empty afternoon of summer longing

5298. Empty Arms

Empty Arms

You'll own the deed to my heart for a lifetime
It's yours to have and keep or throw away
The memories you have me I'll keep forever
They're all I have but in my heart they'll stay

I've known a long long time, this day was coming
And now I feel relieved that you are gone
But if aomeday you feel, like you could love me
There empty arms will welcome you back home

I'm sure you'll find the happiness you're seeking
The best in life, someday I hope you'll find
And when you do, if I can see you happy
Then maybe somehow I'll find peace of mine

* Refrain



5299. Empty Chair At The Table

Empty Chair At The Table
Recorded by: Bob Wills; Vocal by Tommy Duncan

[1] There's a Broken Toy in the [4] Stockin'
Hangin' [1] there on the Christmas [5] Tree
And a [1] Story's told by a [4] Star of Gold
And the [1] Light on the [5] Christmas [1] Tree

[1-7] Bless all the Angels up in [4] Heaven
May they [6-7] watch o'er him, oh so Tender-[2-7]-ly [5]
There's an [1] Empty Chair At The [4] Table
And a [1] Light on the [5] Christmas [1] Tree

[1-7] Heads Bowed in Prayer to ask His [4] Blessing
For that [6-7] One still so Dear to you and [2-7] Me [5]
There's an [1] Empty Chair At The [4] Table
And a [1] Light on the [5] Christmas [1] Tree

5300. Empty Feelin' - Chords

Empty Feelin'
Recorded by Johnny Tollotson
Written by Paul Tannen and Paul Hart

C       F         C       G7
Dom dom doo doowa dom dom doo doowa 
C       F         C       G7
Dom dom doo doowa dom dom doo doowa 
 
C           F             C            G7
I've got an empty feelin' since you've gone
C           F                C      G7
And I don't feel as though I can go on
Am            F
I can't go anywhere afraid I'll see you there
G7                         F
Afraid I'll fall apart and then
                   C                       G7
That empty feelin' will start you're in my heart
C          F              C         G7
I miss the lips I used to kiss each night
C          F                 C       G7
I miss the arms that used to hold me tight
Am                  F
The mention of your name just fills my heart with pain
G7                      F
And so I fall apart and then
                   C                        G7
That empty feelin' just starts you're in my heart
Am      F               G7                  Em
I never knew how lonely nights could really be



F                D7                           G7 F
Until I got this empty feelin' deep inside of me
Repeat #2
Am            F
I can't go anywhere afraid I'll see you there
G7                         F
Afraid I'll fall apart and then
                        C                  G7
That empty feelin' will start you're in my heart
C       F         C       G7
Dom dom doo doowa dom dom doo doowa 
C       F         C       G7
Dom dom doo doowa dom dom doo doowa

5301. Empty Hearts

Alison Krauss - Empty Hearts 
(Michael McDonald - Michael Johnson)

Are you leaving, are you going?
Did you think you could lose that feeling without me knowing
Are you wishing you'd never met me
Does it take some train whistle blowin' to forget me.

All the losing and the knowing
That you love her still
Could be nothing to what empty hearts must feel
Tell me what an empty heart must feel.

Are you leaving are you going?
Did you think you could lose that feeling without me knowing
Are you wishing you'd never met me
Does it take some train whistle blowin' to forget me.

Did you think you could lose that feeling without me knowing
All the losing and the knowing that you love her still
Could be nothing to what empty hearts must feel
Tell me what an empty heart must feel...

5302. Empty Old Mailbox - Chords

Empty Old Mailbox 
Recorded by Don Rigsby
Written by Tom T. Hall and Dixie Hall
[3/4 time]

G                      D7           G
Empty old mailbox down there by the road
     C                                 G



Mail truck drives by but it don't even slow
C                                G
Sweet honeysuckle grows over the place
                                   D7            G
Where your farewell words took the smile from my face

C                                     G
Empty old mailbox and a heart full of pain
C                       G            D7
Seasons roll by but the hurtin's the same
G                             C              G
Darling please write me don't waste precious time
                            D7           G
Or you'll have an empty old mailbox like mine

                          D7         G
A lonely old dog wandered by there today
   C                                     G
He sniffed for a moment then went on his way
C                                        G
A pair of young bluebirds out seeking to nest
                             D7         G
Passed over the mailbox like all of the rest

Repeat #2

                        D7        G
I say I won't go to the mailbox today
     C                                G
That lasts 'til eleven then I'm on my way
C                                      G
Down at the mailbox I'm faced with the truth
                       D7       G
It's empty as promises given by you

Repeat #2

5303. Empty Pocket Blues

The Incredible String Band - Empty Pocket Blues - 2010 Remastered Version 

My pockets empty baby
Singin' the blues for you
My pockets empty baby
You know I love the truth
Even my old kettle
Is whistling the blues for you
Back again
I'm still waiting for
Back again
with you
The nights are lonely baby
I need you all the time



I am lonely baby
Need your lips on mine
Even my old kettle
Is whistling the blues for you
Back again
I'm still waitin'
I'm goin' back again
With you
My pockets empty baby
Singin' the blues for you
My pockets empty baby
You know I love the truth
Even my old kettle
Is whistling the blues for you
Back again
I'm still waiting
I'm going back again
With you.

5304. Empty Saddles - Chords

Empty Saddles
Recorded by The Sons Of Pioneers
Written by Billy Hill

Em                  A7                 Em
There's a something strange in the old corral
        C        Em                  B7
There's a breeze though the wind has died
Em               A7         Em    Cm
Though I'm alone in the old corral
G                      Gm
Seems there is someone by my side
G     G7             C
Empty saddles in the old corral
G            A7     Am   D7
Where do you ride tonight
        G               G7          C              Cm
Are you roundin' up the doggies the strays of long ago
        G               D7   G  C G
Are you on the trail of buffalo
      G7             C
Empty saddles in the old corral
G            A7     Am    D7
Where do you ride tonight
          G               G7          C           Cm
Are there rustlers on the border or a band of Navajo
        G               D7 G  C G
Are you headin' for the Alamo
Em         Cm
Empty guns covered with rust
                    Gm
Where do you talk tonight



D#
Empty boots covered with dust
Cm                  Am    D7
Where do you walk tonight
G     G7             C
Empty saddles in the old corral
   G             A7      Am   D7
My tears will be dried tonight
          G                          C            Cm
If you'll only say I'm lonely as you carry my old pal
      G              D7     G
Empty saddles in the old corral
Repeat #4,5

5305. Empty Wallet And A Broken Heart - Chords

Empty Wallet And A Broken Heart
Recorded by Ira Louvin
Written by Anne Young

G                      C           G
You couldn't keep your hand off my wallet
                                     C
And I couldn't keep your love off my mind
                      G
Looking for trouble I got it
A7                       D7
My heart's walking round blind
    G              C          G
Too late something told me to watch it
                            C
You might just be playing a part
                                G
Now I'm outta dough and tell me where can I go
        D7                        G
With an empty wallet and a broken heart
                        C           G
If you'd only kept your hand off my wallet
                                 C
And if I'd kept your love off my mind
                              G
We might have just kissed and forgot it
       A7                      D7
And by now I'd be way down the line
Repeat #2
            D7                        G
I've got an empty wallet and a broken heart



5306. En Mi Soledad

Linda Ronstadt - En Mi Soledad
Written by Miguel Pous

En estas horas de tristeza infinita
Cuando tu ausencia pesa mas en mi vida
Cuantos recuerdos
Llenan mi alma dormida

Aquellos besos ue quemaban mis labios
Aquellos cosas que temblando decias
Donde han quedado
Dimelo vida mia

Ya estoy cansada de esparar
Y de llorar
Y ya no puedo soportar
Mi soledad

Y sin embargo yo te sigo queriendo
Y por quererte ya estoy enloqueciendo
Y poco a poco
Me olvido de vivir

Ya estoy cansada de esparar
Y de llorar
Y ya no puedo soportar
Mi soledad

Y sin embargo yo te sigo queriendo
Y por quererte ya estoy enloqueciendo
Y poco a poco
Me olvido de vivir

5307. End Of A Summer Storm

Alison Krauss - End of a Summer Storm

It's easy to be happy on a sunny day, but I often like it better when the day is grey
Maybe it rains, and maybe you'll stay here inside, here with me.

You and I share a love of the weather, come and sit beside me and we'll watch together,
Bright and brave, safe and warm, as we wait for a summer storm.

Don't be afraid; don't be afraid. There's a rising wind and a falling rain,
Beautiful patterns on the window pane. Fast and free, then it's quiet again
At the end of a summer storm.

You and I share a love of weather, now you are beside me and we watch together
Bright and brave, safe, warm, at the end of a summer storm.

There's a rising wind and a falling rain, beautiful patterns on the window pane



Fast and free, then it's quiet again
At the end of a summer storm
At the end of a summer storm.

5308. End Of Memory Lane

End Of Memory Lane

Down at the end of memory lane
There's many who have walked it in gladness
I was the one who walked it last
I walked it alone in sadness

I received a letter from my love
I opened it and this is what it said
I'm sorry if hurt you but now it is too late
For another man my darliung I have wed

I remember her sweet little face
And her little freckled nose
With her golden hair hanging down her back
Tied with a big blue ribbon bow

We were pals and chums together there
I loved her with all my heart and soul
But she married another without a thought or care
And she left me in this world alone and cold

5309. End Of My Rope

Pokey LaFarge - End of My Rope

Growing up was easy, for some, but not me
And getting older is the same old story
They say I've come too far
Too late to turn back now
So I guess there's nowhere left to go
Say it loud
For the whole world to know

Chorus:
Let me die on stage
Singing the last song I know
Let the spotlight shine the skin
Off my bones
Yes, I'm a long way from normal
And not much left to go
Till I get
To the end of my rope



End of my rope... (yeah)
End of my rope (yeah)
End of my rope (oh yeah)

Tall tales, can't cover up what can't be seen
Feeling better is the same old pipe dream
My shadows are breaking
My sun is fading
Yeah I'm making light of my misery
Shining bright
For the whole world to see

Chorus:
Let me die on stage
Singing the last song I know
Let the spotlight shine the skin
Of my bones
Well, I'm a long way from normal
And not much left to go
Till I get
To the end of my rope

End of my rope (yeah)
End of my rope (yeah)
End of my rope (oh yeah)
End of my rope (yeah)
End of my rope (yeah)
End of my rope
Well I'm at
The end of my rope

5310. End Of The Line

End Of The Line

True love it has been untill now dear
They tell me that true love is blind
But right now I see It's as plain as can be
You've come to the end of the line

You thought you would leave me broken hearted
You thought you would leave me way behind
Well I've paid my fare you've had more than your share
You've come to the end of the line

You've rode for half fare until now dear
But you boarded the wrong bus this time
So I have a transfer for you
well you made me blue
You've come to the end of the line

You thought you would leave me broken hearted
You thought you that would break this heart of mine



Well I've had enough you can pack up your stuff
You've come to the end of the line

Well I've had enough
you can pack up your stuff
You've come to the end of the line

5311. End Of The Rainbow - Chords

End Of The Rainbow
Billy Strings
 
[Chorus]
Dm
I reach my goal at the end of the rainbow
       Bb       C                F  C
If the sun will shine on me once more
Dm
If time don't change my mind about you
    Bb         C      F C F
For me they'll be no rainbow
 
[Verse 1]
Dm
My goal is just to be with you
    Bb          C        F     C
But you are the devil in disguise
Dm
If time don't change my mind about you
        Bb        C            F    C
Then the sun will shine for me sometime
 
[Chorus]
Dm
I reach my goal at the end of the rainbow
       Bb       C                F  C
If the sun will shine on me once more
Dm
If time don't change my mind about you
    Bb         C      F C F Am7 Dm C Bb G Am7 Dm
For me they'll be no rainbow
 
[Verse 2]
Dm
I reach my goal maybe tomorrow
     Bb   C             F  C
They say tomorrow never comes
Dm
Well it may be true I just keep hopeing
     Bb        C               F C
That time will heal the broken heart
 
 



[Chorus]
Dm
I reach my goal at the end of the rainbow
       Bb       C                F  C
If the sun will shine on me once more
Dm
If time don't change my mind about you
    Bb         C      F C F Am7 Dm C Bb G Dm
For me they'll be no rainbow
 
Jam
 
[Chorus]
Dm
I reach my goal at the end of the rainbow
       Bb       C                F  C
If the sun will shine on me once more
Dm
If time don't change my mind about you
    Bb         C      F C F Am7 Dm C Bb G Dm
For me they'll be no rainbow

5312. End Of The Road

End of the Road - Stanley Brothers

Soon I'll lay my burden down and I'll wear a starry crown
I'll be happy at the end of the road
Where there's never grief or pain everyone will be the same
What a meetin' at the end of the road
 
Life is often hard to bear many worries woes and cares
And we often wonder how we bear the load
But there is a better way Jesus went and paved the way
What a meetin' at the end of the road
 
Now don't walk this road of sin, let the savior enter in
Let him lead you to his blessed abode
Where there is no other way and he'll call you any day
What a meetin' at the end of the road
 
Soon I'll lay my burden down and I'll wear a starry crown
I'll be happy at the end of the road
Where there's never grief or pain everyone will be the same
What a meetin' at the end of the road

5313. End Of The World



End Of The World
Broken Compass Bluegrass
written by KYLE LEDSON

I've been around now
Heard the sounds now
I know the ins and outs
I know game

I grew the garden
I gave it water
And I know how quick they
take it all away

The sun is rising
But I can't see it
Behind the smoke
like a blanket in the sky

The end is nearing
Please warn the captain
I know that I'm too afraid to die

As the sky changes
Out it's old hue
To a shade I've never seen

As I look on now
From a distance
At least the end of the world looks pretty

It smells of sorrow
Like some old war zone
It hurts my head
It hurts my eyes

Brother it's too late now
Grab what you can now
We're already losing time

As the sky changes
Out it's old hue
To a shade I've never seen

As I look on now
From a distance
At least the end of the world looks pretty

Do you remember
When we were kings here
We reaped the land
Down to bone

Now it feels like
This could be the last time
We could ever call this place our home

As the sky changes



Out it's old hue
To a shade I've never seen

As I look on now
From a distance
At least the end of the world looks pretty

And as the sky changes
Out it's old hue
To a shade I've never seen

As I look on now
From a distance
At least the end of the world looks pretty...

5314. End Of The World Alien Invasion Christmas - Chords

End Of The World Alien Invasion Christmas Live 
Tyler Childers

[Verse 1]
E       B            E           A
Is it a bird is it a plane is it perhaps I'm going insane
E              A           B7
From all night abiding the field
            E               B
Look at the thing up on the ridge oooooh
E                  A                       B
what you reckon it is. Its moving i think its
       E           E             B  
on wheels. Is it a flame is it a car come to
   E                A                E
a halt their in the dark. Why in the world
                      B
would you move such a thing
           E              B
?over the park I could've sworn i heard a
E                A      E          B
shout whats goin on its closer its coming
    E
our way
 
[Chorus]
E                        A
listen to us Gather the sheep  tell
    E                  A        E
them theirs no time to sleep by God its the
B          A             E
end of the world.
 
[Instrumental]
 
E B E A E B E B E A E B



 
[Verse 2]
 
E      B                E               A
I'm so afraid But I was right it was a shout
 E      A                E
come to realize it was a woman on fire
       B
with 2 wings
 
           E               B
And as she burns listen to me she's just as
E              A     E
calm as she can be. Trying to get us to
B             E
hear what she sings
 
[Chorus]
E           B              A
Listen to us Gather the sheep  tell
 E                      A       E
them theirs no time to sleep by God its the
B          A             E
end of the world.
 
[Chorus]
E                                   A
listen to us Gather the sheep  tell
           E          A        E
them their no time to sleep by God its the
B          A             E
end of the world.
 
[Outro]
   E           B          A        E
By God its the end of the world
   E           B          A       E
By God its the end of the world

5315. End Times

End Times
Hackensaw Boys - End Times

Once upon a time, a goose drank wine
A monkey spit tobacco on the streetcar line
Streetcar broke, monkey choked
And we all went to heaven on a billy goat
Oh my soul, my soul got cold
I got sick and tired of waiting on another go
Bang bruise, we're gonna cruise on a river of [live street crows?]
Oh the end times coming
The end times coming, can't you see



Oh the end times coming
Coming after you and coming after me
Oh the end times coming
The end times coming, don't you know?
Oh the end times coming
Coming for the body but they can't touch the soul
Well go, go I can't stop
I'm gonna run him off the [rez?] until I hit the top
Drive me crazy, gonna drive to the store
Gonna drive to the [lake?] with the pedal through the floor
Oh my soul, my soul got cold
I got sick and tired of waiting on another go
Bang bruise, we're gonna cruise on a river of [live street crows?]
Oh the end times coming
The end times coming, can't you see
Oh the end times coming
Coming after you and coming after me
Oh the end times coming
The end times coming, don't you know?
Oh the end times coming
Coming for the body but they can't touch the soul
Once upon a time, a goose drank wine
A monkey spit tobacco on the sweet potato vine
Potato vine broke, monkey choked
And we all went to heaven on a pot of [boat?]

5316. Endless Highway

Endless Highway - Alison Krauss

Endless highway as far as I can see
The road will take me back to her tonight
It's been so long since I've seen her smile
I'll be counting all the miles 'til I get home.

   How many hours 'til I hold her?
   How many days before we hit the road again?
   Endless highway
   she don't know how much I miss her

Headed down this road and bound for Tennessee.
Lonesome feeling deep inside my heart
Longing for this weary night to end
I'll think about her try to keep my tired eyes open
Come the morning light I'll be back home again.

5317. Endless Seasons - Chords



Endless Seasons
written by Jimmy Rankin

 AD
The winter months left us the snowfall
E A D
a black spring brought forth the rain
 AD
the summer days were long and dusty
E A
by the fall your mind was made

DE A 
and I recall we were lovers
DEA
they'll always be the good old days
DE A
the world back then was something simple
DBmEA~
we laughed and danced and found embrace

E~ AD 
but people change like seasons do
EA D
this life we live is an open door
AD
that was the fate of me and you
E A
may you find what you're looking for
 
DEA
I never meant to hold you down
D EA
I've only found the words to say
DE A
it's plain to see that you were restless
D BmEA~
I'm glad I stepped out of the way

E~ AD 
I'll never know these endless season
E A D
I only see the way things are
A D
we can only go on living
E A D
all the answers are written in the stars
A D 
we can only go on loving
E A D
all the answers lie written in the stars

 AD
I'll never know these endless seasons
 E A
all the answers lie written in the stars



5318. Endless Sleep

Endless Sleep
The Nashville Bluegrass Band
Writer/s: DOLORES NANCE, JODY REYNOLDS

The night was black rain fallin' down
I looked my baby she's no where aroun'
Chased her footsteps down to the shore
Afraid she's gone for ever more
Well I looked at the sea, seemed to say
I took your baby from you away
I heard a voice cry in the deep
Come join me baby in my endless sleep
Why did we quarrel why did we fight
Why did I leave her alone last night
That's why her foot steps ran down to the sea
That's why my baby has gone from me
Well I looked at the sea seemed to say
I took your baby from you away
Well I heard a voice cry in the deep
Come join me baby in my endless sleep
Endless sleep
Out in the water heart full of fear
There in the breaker I saw her near
Reached for my darlin' held her to me
Dragged her away from the angry sea
Well I looked at the sea seemed to say
I took your baby from you away
I heard a voice cryin' in the deep
I took your baby from the endless sleep
I gradded my baby from the endless sleep

5319. Endless Stream Of Tears

Dolly Parton - Endless Stream Of Tears 

I cry awake at night and hug my pillow
And pray that I will die before I wake
No such luck
Another day of cryin'
Don't know how much more my old heart can break
Flooded with these memories and emotions
The tears like rain keep on falling down
They say that I'll forget
But my face is just as wet
As it was the day you left this town
Chorus:
Drowning in this endless, endless



Drowning in an endless stream of tears
It's relentless and I'm defenseless
Drowning in an endless stream of tears
I can't believe that I can talk about it
I never thought I'd live to see this day
But a broken heart won't kill you
You just want to die
But you have to go on livin' anyway
I feel it through and through
And I've never been so blue
And I cried a river over you
Repeat Chorus
Oh, I'm drowning in this endless, endless
Drowning in this endless, endless
Drowning in this endless, endless
Drowning in this endless stream of tears

5320. Endless Summer

Norman Blake - Endless Summer

[Verse 1]
We used to like this song with snow piled up outside
We used to wonder when the mornings would turn mild
Now everything is upside down
From Lake Louise to Spanish Town

[Chorus]
Is this the year the leaves don't lose their color?
And hummingbirds, they don't come back to hover
Now I'm a broken record
I'm year-round bummer, but
I'm not ready for an endless summer, no
I'm not ready for an endless summer

[Verse 2]
It's New Year's day and we're not burning anything
I miss the cold and I miss looking out for spring
What's coming, greeting the words
Of all the signs we understood

[Chorus]
Is this the year the dogwoods, they don't flower
Is this the year the fruit, it all stays sour?
Now I'm a broken record
I'm year-round bummer, but
I'm not ready for an endless summer, no
I'm not ready for an endless summer

[Chorus]
Is this the year the leaves don't lose their color?
And hummingbirds, they don't come back to hover
Now I don't need to be a



A giant bummer, but
I'm not ready for an endless summer, no
I'm not ready for an endless summer

[Outro]
I'm not ready for an endless summer, no
I'm not ready for an endless summer

5321. Endless Train

Endless Train
Blue Highway

Chorus:
I'm on an endless train
That never slows down
It just keeps rollin  on
Headed for a better town
Dawn breaks red in the eastern sky
And the train moves faster towards another light
I'm on an endless train
That never slows down

I race with time to make my way
I cover a thousand miles a day
My God shows me which way to go
And the train won't stop even when I leave this world below

Chorus

Cross a mile high mountain or a windy plain
My Lord is the captain of this train
Won t you run toward the station when the whistle blows
And get on board with the one who ll bring peace to your soul

Chorus

5322. Enemy

Enemy
WRITTEN BY Z. LUPETIN
MUSIC BY DUSTBOWL REVIVAL

It was like waking from a bad dream
All that screaming in the past
And now I know things
Ain't what they seem
This old dream is gonna last a long time
Was it something



that I could have said?
Mama change your mind
Get out of your head

I could never be your enemy
(enemy enemy)
But now I just can't be your friend
Now I see you'll be the end of me
(enemy enemy)
If I don't try and defend myself
Oooh (x3)

The sun is out
I bear the children play
They clutch their clarinets as
the bus takes them away
The concrete's burning
in the winter time

they don't believe me
there's no reason to your rhyme
They said that up
Is down instead
Daddy how did you get that in your bead?

I could never be your enemy
(enemy enemy)
But now I just can't be your friend
Now I see you'll be the end of me
(enemy enemy)
If! don't try and defend myself
Oooh (x3)

Hold your honey close
It's going down
They made him king
But they forgot the crown
Please pass the salt
But don't you say a word
Jump in the lion's den
There's gonna be a fight on
Mama taught me
Right from wrong
But we've been strangers
All along

I could never be your enemy
(enemy enemy)
But now I just can't be your friend
Now I see you'll be the end of me
(enemy enemy)
If! don't try and defend myself
Oooh (x3)



5323. Engine 143

Engine 143 - Carter Family

Along came the F15 the swiftest on the line
Running o'er the C&O; road just twenty minutes behind
Running into Cevile head porters on the line
Receiving their strict orders from a station just behind 

Georgie's mother came to him with a bucket on her arm
Saying my darling son be careful how you run
For many a man has lost his life in trying to make lost time
And if you run your engine right you'll get there just on time 

Up the road he darted against the rocks he crushed
Upside down the engine turned and Georgie's breast did smash
His head was against the firebox door the flames are rolling high
I'm glad I was born for an engineer to die on the C&O; road 

The doctor said to Georgie my darling boy be still
Your life may yet be saved if it is God's blessed will
Oh no said George that will not do I want to die so free
I want to die for the engine I love one hundred and forty three 

The doctor said to Georgie your life cannot be saved
Murdered upon a railroad and laid in a lonesome grave
His face was covered up with blood his eyes they could not see
And the very last words poor Georgie said was nearer my God to thee

5324. Engine No 709 - Chords

Engine No 709 
Chatham County Line

[Intro]
G G
G D7 G
 
[Verse 1]
G                                 G7
Engine number 709, when you gonna cross that county line?
    C                                G
I'm going up the country, Knoxville, Tennessee
       D7                                   G
When I see my girl, she better be ready for me
 
[Verse 2]
G
Hey conductor, here's my fare
                        G7
Tell me how much longer 'til we're getting there
    C                                   G
I'm gonna have some loving, sweet Eliza Sue



       D7                                          G
When I see that girl, I'll tell you what I'm gonna do
 
[Chorus]
          G
I'm gonna hug her, kiss her, squeeze her tight
                      G7                    C
Tell her good morning before daylight gonna roll
                        G
In that bed we're gonna roll
          D7               G
'Til that poor old rooster crows
 
[Interlude]
G D7 G
 
[Verse 3]
G
Engineer, won't you pull that brake?
                                     G7
You got me to Knoxville not a minute late
    C                                      G
I'm gonna have some loving, sweet as apple pie
       D7                                G
When I see that girl I hope I just don't die
 
[Interlude]
G G C G D7 G
 
[Verse 4]
G
Station man, have you seen my girl?
                              G7
She's about this tall, bluest eyes in the world
C                                   G
"I'm sorry, sonny" that station man sighed
          D7                                    G
Then from around the corner, I caught my baby's eye
 
[Chorus]
          G
I'm gonna hug her, kiss her, squeeze her tight
                      G7                    C
Tell her good morning before daylight gonna roll
                        G
In that bed we're gonna roll
          D7               G
'Til that poor old rooster crows
 
[Chorus]
          G
I'm gonna hug her, kiss her, squeeze her tight
                      G7                    C
Tell her good morning before daylight gonna roll
                        G
In that bed we're gonna roll
          D7               G



'Til that poor old rooster crows
 
[Outro]
G G C G D7
G G C G D7 G
G D7 G

5325. England's Motorway

England's Motorway
Blue Highway

Come my little son and I will tell you what to do
Undress yourself and get into bed and a tale I'll tell to you
It's all about your Daddy son, He's a man you seldome see
For he's had to roam far away from home
Far away from you and me

Ch) But remember lad, he's still your Dad
though he's workin' far away
in the cold and heat, 40 hours a week
on England's motorway

2) Sure we'd like to have him here--for sure it would be fine
To have him living here at home and be with us all the time
But beggars can't be choosers and we'll have to bear the load
For we need the money your Daddy earns
A-workin' on the road

CHORUS

3) When you fall and cut yourself and get up feeling bad
There isn't any use to go a-runnin' to your Dad
For the only time since you were born that's he had to spend with you
He was out on the line a-makin' his time
He was workin' on a crew

5326. English Girl

David Rawlings
English Girl

(-one else, follow your...)

Years ago in a silent world
I fell in love with an English girl
Her skin was clear and her mum wore pearls
I fell in love with an English girl
She asked me for an almond whirl



I was obliged to the English girl
And when I found the one she curled
All round my neck, did the English girl

But when the wrapper she unfurled
"It's a little bit off," said the English girl
Though disappointed, round she twirled
Poise was a must for the English girl
The sweet she binned, it was not hurled
Slow motion for the English girl
"How disappointing, wanton earl,"
Said the diamond mouth of the English girl
"I hoped for more," said the English girl

So haggard and, I don't mean Merle
I wilted before the English girl
And like a minx from Ronald Searle
She flittered away, the English girl
Years ago in a silent world
I fell in love with an English girl

5327. English Nobleman

English Nobleman
Michael Hurley

Oh, Oi am an English Nobleman
A Nobleman am Oi
My dignity would be besmirched
If you hit me in the face with a pie

My nobility is blended with senility
To this institution I've been committed
But the officials and me should have a cup of tea
And with that I should be aquitted

For Oi am an English Nobleman
A Nobleman am Oi
My dignity would be besmirched
If you hit me in the face with a pie

As a child I drew in the dust on the stairs
Envisioning sword fights frightful scary
But not a wielder of the sword became Oi
But a wielder of the common pie

For Oi am an English Nobleman
A Nobleman am Oi
My dignity would be besmirched
If you hit me in the face with a pie



5328. English Trees

English Trees
Crowded House - Neil Finn

English trees in my garden
We planted seeds in a faraway land
In between the palms and the succulent grove

They lose their leaves in the winter
Mark the seasons for him and for her
Once upon a time in the fallen snow
Up against the sky made a silhouette show

England cries and she plays for him
The chords entwined like a requiem
Although it's springtime and color is new
In Regent's Park I will mourn for you

And I must be wise somehow
'Cause my heart's been broken down

It's so far to fall
And so hard to climb
Nothing's sadder, I know
Than the passing of time

Won't forget me
You won't forget me

English trees in my garden
Summer's missed you, my darling
Yet all your crimes are forgiven
Yet all your crimes are forgiven
And I must be wise somehow

And England cries, oh
There's English trees in my garden

5329. Enjoy The Ride - Chords

Enjoy The Ride      
Recorded by Ricky Skagss
Written by Don Rollins, Tommy Conners, Vincent Williams

C
Another day another chance
             G7
To right the wrongs begin again



            Am
All you can do is do your best
              F                C
Shake off the past forgive yourself

F             C
It's just the world we're living in
         G7
Not many saints too many sins
           Am
You're not alone we're all inclined
            F
To slip and fall and cross the line

            C               G7
We live and learn with each mistake
            Am       G7      F
To get back up thank God for grace

     C                          G7
Lift up your chin brush off the dust
C                                    F
Wash your hands of the things you've done
    C                            D7
Sometimes you fall sometimes you fly
    F                   C
Its only life enjoy the ride

F          C
As long as you have air to breathe
              G7
Then you have all the time you need
             Am
To give your love for all it's worth
    G7   F                      C
And make amends to those you've hurt

F            C                 G7
This is your life for heaven's sake
           Am             G7      F
Redeem yourself and thank God for grace

Repeat #4

                                 D7
Sometimes you fall sometimes you fly
    F                   C
Its only life enjoy the ride
    F                       G7
Its only life enjoy the ride
        C
Another day another chance



5330. Enjoy Yourself

Enjoy Yourself
Todd Snider - Enjoy Yourself

Enjoy yourself, it's later than you think.
Enjoy yourself, while you're still in the pink.
The years go by, as quickly as a wink.
Enjoy yourself, Enjoy yourself,
It's later than you think.

You work and work
For years and years
You're always on the go.
You never take a minute off,
Too busy making dough.
Someday, you say, you'll have your fun
When you're a millioniare.
Imagine all the fun you'll have 
In some old rocking-chair.

Enjoy yourself, it's later than you think.
Enjoy yourself, while you're still in the pink.
The years go by, as quickly as a wink.
Enjoy yourself, Enjoy yourself
It's later than you think.

You're gonna take that ocean trip
No matter come what may.
You got your reservations
But you just can't get away.
Next year, for sure, you'll see the world,
You'll really get around;
But how far can you travel
When you're six feet underground?

Enjoy yourself, it's later than you think.
Enjoy yourself, while you're still in the pink.
The years go by, as quickly a as wink.
Enjoy yourself, Enjoy yourself
It's later than you think.

Get out and see the world...

You worry when the weather's cold,
You worry when it's hot.
You worry when you're doing well,
You worry when you're doing not.
It's worry, worry all of the time,
You don't know how to laugh.
They'll think of something funny
When they write your epitaph.

Enjoy yourself, it's later than you think.
Enjoy yourself, while you're still in the pink.
The years go by, as quickly as wink.
Enjoy yourself, Enjoy yourself



It's later than you think.

5331. Enjoyed Much As Can Stand - Chords

Enjoyed Much As Can Stand

(G) I've en- (D) joyed as much of (A7) this as I can (D) stand.

You look lovelier to- (G) night than I re- (D) member,
(G) I'm so (D) glad I got to (A7) see you once a- (D) gain,
I've enjoyed just sitting (G) down and remi- (D) niscing,
But (G) I've en- (D) joyed as much of (A7) this as I can (D) stand.

So you say you're happy (G) now you've found a (D) new love,
(G) Tell him (D) I said he's a (A7) lucky, lucky (D) man,
No I don't think I'll have (G) time to see his (D) picture,
(G) I've en- (D) joyed as much of (A7) this as I can (D) stand.

Chorus:
(D7) There's (G) so much more between us than this (D) table.
All those years, all those dreams, all those (A7) plans,
Guess you (D) know without me (G) saying, I still (D) love you,
But (G) I've en- (D) joyed as much of (A7) this as I can (D) stand.

5332. Enough

Todd Snider - Enough

Baby, we were out behind the pool hall
Somewhere in that gravel parking lot
Back then when we hung out til everything was over
And no one cared if we came home or not

Then again it could have been that night in Nashville
When I came up and crashed out on your floor
I can't remember where it was that we stopped talking
Well, I can't take this silence anymore

It's hard enough to keep from shakin'
It's hard enough without you keepin' things from me
I don't know why you tried to make things so confusing
Can't you see it's hard enough  ?

We can't seem to find what we've been missin'
I've looked everywhere we used to be
I've walked up and down this highland strip a hundred times
Wondering why you left this whole mess up to me

It's hard enough to keep from shakin'



It's hard enough without you keepin' things from me
I don't know why you tried to make things so confusing
Can't you see it's hard enough  ?

It's hard enough to keep from shakin'
It's hard enough without you keepin' things from me
I don't know why you tried to make things so confusing
Can't you see it's hard enough  ?

It's hard enough to keep from shakin'
It's hard enough without you keepin' things from me
I don't know why you tried to make things so confusing
Can't you see it's hard enough  ?
It's hard enough

5333. Enough For You

Enough for You
Russell Moore & IIIrd Tyme Out - Enough for You

[Verse 1]
I was born to a farmer and raised a simple man
You were born to the city, not meant for callused hands
But I tried my best to make you see the way I felt inside
And even though all hope is lost, you were still worth the fight

[Chorus]
I was so in love with you
Did anything you wanted to
But the one thing I failed to do
Was ever be enough for you

[Verse 2]
I heard you married some time ago, they say he's really kind
I know you've got a baby now, I see the pictures all the time
And I wouldn't change the outcome after seein' how things turned out
But all those things that come to mind, oh, they're still so painful now

[Chorus]
I was so in love with you
Did anything you wanted to
But the one thing I failed to do
Was ever be enough for you

[Chorus]
I was so in love with you
Did anything you wanted to
But the one thing I failed to do
Was ever be enough for you
Yeah, the one thing I failed to do
Was ever be enough for you



5334. Enough Is Enough

Todd Snider - Enough is Enough

[Verse 1]
Me and my baby
Come down at night
Ran into some screwball
Said he wanted to fight
I said "Alright
"Let's step outside"

[Chorus 1]
Well hey baby
Well hey baby, hold my jacket
I can't just let this go, I can't just walk away
He thinks he's so tough I just have to say
Enough is enough
Enough is enough

[Verse 2]
I'm carryin' nunchucks
Don't think I don't
Maybe I'll use 'em
Maybe I won't
If he's cool I won't
But if he's a tool

[Chorus 2]
Well hey baby
Well hey baby, I'll be back in a minute
I can't just let this go, I can't just walk away
He thinks he's so tough I just have to say
Enough is enough
Enough is enough

[Verse 3]
We'll go man-to-man
Just me and him
But this ain't just about me
It's also 'bout my friend Tim
Took a song from him
Never gave it back

[Chorus 3]
Well hey baby
Well hey baby, trust me on this one
If I let this go, if I walk away
I'll just have to call his bluff some other day
Enough is enough
Enough is enough



5335. Enough Said

Enough Said
Pert Near Sandstone

[CH]
Enough said inside my head
That I haven't the words for
Enough said, I'm all but dead
I'm one foot out the door

[Verse]
Look at me go, running fast, running low
Hard to find me when I go underground
Hell if I know, where it is I want to go
Just run away, run away, run away

For a while now, I've been getting by somehow
Seems that's all I need to do
But how long can I get away with wrong
Get away, get away, get away

[CH]

[Verse]
What do they say? Tomorrow's another day
Pick up your head and try to move on
That's all good, I should, I would, I could
Move on. Move on. Move on

Here we go again, up hill into the wind
Do the same thing and expect it to change
Flip a coin between truth and lies
Again, and again, and again
[CH]

5336. Enough To Leave

Billy Strings 
Enough To Leave

Enough to kill you
Enough to put you down
Seems like everywhere you turn
Is like a hard wind comin' down
Enough to leave me
Enough to leave me here
And though the room is empty now
I can almost feel you here



What am I supposed to do with my afternoons?
Know I won't hear your call, know I won't see you soon
What can you say to me to ease my heart and pain?
Could you send a ray of light to come down and dry the rain again?

I'd give you diamonds
I'd give you rings and pearls
If you could stay a while with me
And just hold on to this world
Feelin' sorry
For things I haven't said
And there's a lot I'd like to say
Before your final page is read

What am I supposed to do with my afternoons?
Know I won't hear your call, know I won't see you soon
What can you say to me to ease my heart and pain?
Could you send a ray of light to come down and dry the rain again?

Its finally over
It's finally over now
And you can rest assured, my friend
'Cause you'll be restin' anyhow
I hate to leave you
Hate to say goodbye
I surely hear your voice come through
In the early morning skies

What am I supposed to do in my afternoons?
Know I won't hear your call, know I won't see you soon
What can you say to me to ease my [heart and/hardened?] pain?
Could you send a ray of light to come down and dry the rain again?

Mercy

5337. Entangled

Entangled - Hot Buttered Rum

Washed upon the beach again with a mouth full of sand
The lapping waves wake her up to an unfamiliar island
Destroyed by the storm, that started in her own hands
Entangled in the seaweed that found her as she swam

She loves her addictions like a puppy in her lap
She loves it when the wind is blowing at her back
But that wind will some time circle round and come from where we go
And I still want to hold the wheel when the going's getting slow

(chorus:)
This old soul
Has a long way to go



But she's mistaken the tide that's rolling in
For the end of the line
It's so easy to entangle, so painful to unwind
It's so easy to entangle, so painful to unwind

I once dreamed of faster boats that glimmered in the sun
That cut through harbor waves and could be seen by everyone
But I've come to like the simple craft, the ones that make their way
Close to the wind, and far from the bay

(chorus)

Washed upon the beach again with a mouth full of sand
The lapping waves wake her up to an unfamiliar island
Destroyed by the storm, that started in her own hands
Entangled in the seaweed that found her as she swam

(chorus)

5338. Enter Sandman

Iron Horse - Enter Sandman

Say your prayers little one
Don't forget, my son
To include everyone
Tuck you in, warm within
Keep you free from sin
Till the sandman he comes
Sleep with one eye open
Gripping your pillow tight

Refrain:
Exit, light
Enter, Night
Take my hand
We're off to never-never land
Somethings wrong, shut the light
Heavy thoughts tonight
And they aren't of snow white
Dreams of war, dreams of liars
Dreams of dragon's fire
And of things that will bite
Sleep with one eye open
Gripping your pillow tight
Refrain

5339. Entertainment



Chris Hillman - Entertainment

She's the kinda girl hooked on entertainment
A free occupation that knows no containment
Lets her imagination fly
And don't stop to reason why it has its hold on her

She follows her stars from Hollywood to Broadway
They're bigger than life that's what she likes to say
Every day is a holiday
But is there a price to pay for giving her mind away

Entertainment it can make her laugh or cry
Pacify or gratify amplify or glorify
Entertainment positive or negative
Primitive or narrative she'd really have so much to give

She's caught up in a dreamworld of no participation
A fugitive from life on a permanent vacation
Oh, what could she be thinkin' of
By leaving me without her love when it could be so good

Entertainment it can make her laugh or cry
Pacify or gratify amplify or glorify
Entertainment positive or negative
Primitive or narrative she'd really have so much to give

5340. Entre Abismos

Linda Ronstadt - Entre Abismos

Por un camino sin rumbo
Vagaba en el mundo
Mi atormentado corazÃ³n
Y al encontrarte perdido
CreÃ olvidar lo sufrido

Fui de ti y tÃº de mÃ
Pero no nos comprendimos
Y en un instante olvidamos
Lo que tanto prometimos

Hoy qué abandonada y triste
Voy por el mismo camino
Tengo miedo de encontrarme
Otro amor desconocido

Porque me pongo a pensar
Que caminando entre abismos
Si tÃº me hiciste llorar
Otro amor harÃa lo mismo

Hoy que abandonada y triste
Voy por el mismo camino



Tengo miedo de encontrarme
Otro amor desconocido

Porque me pongo a pensar
Que caminando entre abismos
Si tÃº me hiciste llorar
Otro amor harÃa lo mismo

Por un camino sin rumbo
Vaga mi corazÃ³n
Porque te hará lo mismo
Fui de ti y tÃº de mÃ
Pero no nos comprendimos
Porque te hará lo mismo
En un instante olvidamos
Lo que tanto prometimos
Porque te hará lo mismo
Si vuelvo contigo
Seguiré entre abismos
Porque te hará lo mismo

5341. Envy

Envy
Sierra Hull - Envy

Envy keep your eye off me
Don't even look my way
Give me just a day of rest
Don't need compared today
Envy I don't envy you
The space you occupy
No one likes the way you talk
Or the look that's in your eye
Oh, envy keep your eye off me
Don't even look my way
Give me just a day of rest
Don't need compared today
Oh envy keep your eye off
Keep your eye off of me
Envy keep your eye off
Keep your eye off of me
Envy keep your eye off
Keep your eye off of me
Envy keep your eye off
Keep your eye off of me
Envy keep your eye off
Keep your eye off of me



5342. Erase The Lines

David Rawlings
Erase The Lines

Once a pine, in olden times
Not far away from now
He went down to sing about
He gave himself the crown

He said, "I'm tall
And you are small."
To the clover on the ground
So clover spread himself around
And covered pine tree up and down

"This is my side of the mountain
Only you could share its fountain
Only you can sing ???
Would you turn your back around?"

Spotted tiger spotted me
An all white bird with a yellow beak
He stared me down
He wouldn't speak
He let me go, 'cause I was weak

Had I did, did never see
Got perched upon the tallest peak
And all the birds would flock to me
To live in bird-like harmony

This is my side of the mountain!
Only you could share its fountain
We all watch the rising sun
Shining down on everyone!
But if you're bad, then we are bad!
If you're good, then we are good!
We can stick to all like skin and bone
Until we end up all alone!

But o'er this mountain, you can't see
And oh, like a baby, I do believe!
Now it's time to erase the lines!
I'm gonna introduce you to a friend of mine
Sit back and toast to a world so fine
Now it's time to erase the lines
I'm gonna introduce you to a friend of mine
Sit back and toast to a world so fine
Sit back and toast to a world so fine!

5343. Erase The Miles



Erase the Miles
IIIrd Tyme Out

Do you miss me in Carolina
Well I miss you in Tennessee
Do you wish I was there beside you
Well I wish you were here with me

I know its not the ideal situation
My heart's become a part of the band
It's a common hazard in the occupation
You know I'll love you just as much as I can

So I'll dream til I hear you love me
And I'll hope til I see your smile
Wish I could hold you forever
And somehow erase all the miles

Well tommorrow its Pennsylvania
Then its on to the city of sin
I'll hold to your love and to your memory
Until I can see you again

So I'll dream til I hear you love me
And I'll hope til I see your smile
Wish I could hold you forever
And somehow erase all the miles

Wish I could hold you forever
And somehow erase all the miles

5344. Erie Canal

Erie Canal
Traditional

We were forty miles from Albany,
Forget it, I never shall!
What a terrible storm we had one night
On the E-ri-e Canal.

Chorus:
Oh, the E-ri-e was a-rising,
And gin was getting low,
And I scarcely think
We're gonna get a little drink
Till we get to Buffalo-o-o,
Till we get to Buffalo.

We were loaded down with barley,
We were loaded down with rye,
And the captain, he looked at me
With a gol-durn wicked eye.



Chorus:

The captain he come up on deck
With a spyglass in his hand
But the fog it was so tarn-ol' thick
That he couldn't spy the land

Chorus:

The cook she was a grand ol' gal,
She had a ragged dress.
And we hoisted her upon a pole
As a signal of distress.

Chorus:

Well, the captain, he got married,
And the cook, she went to jail;
And I'm the only son-of-a-gun
That's left to tell the tale.

5345. Escape

Escape
Sierra Hull - Escape

Open books and writing down
Thoughts moving round and round
Despite everything I thought I'd learned
Here I am again
With my whole world turned upside down
I see your mouth movin'
But I can't help from choosin' not to listen
And the more that I take this in
The more I wanna run
Cause the less time I would have been losin'
Take me away
I want to escape
To a world, that's not closin' in
Faces I don't recognize
Empty streets, anxious nights
It's all temporary in my head
I pray I'll wake to find
Peace instead this time
Take me away
I want to escape
To a world, that's not closin' in
To a world, I can breathe again
Oh, God, help me understand
Where I'm goin'
Where am I going?



5346. Escaping Reality

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Escaping reality
Composer: Casey Kelly

Every night I go to bed
Afraid I'm gonna die
Prayin' to the sky
That I'll survive

Morning's when I wake up
The sunlight in my eyes
I turn and wonder why
I'm still alive

So every now and then I steal away
To the place I know far away

You can find me on a tropic island
Sailin' on a crystal sea
Blue skies above
Happy as I can be

In my own milk and honey byland
Sleepin' underneath a tree
I'm dreamin' of love
Escaping reality

I considered everybody else
Before myself
On my list
I'm twelfth priority

I've givin' up most everything
I've had in search of wealth
Lost my mental health
And sanity

So when these blues chase my smiles away
I go to a place miles away

You can find me on a tropic island
Sailin' on a crystal sea
Blue skies above
Happy as I can be

In my own milk and honey byland
Sleepin' underneath a tree
I'm dreamin' of love
Escaping reality

Yes, I'm dreamin' of love
Escaping reality



5347. Eskimo Pie - Chords

Eskimo Pie
Written and recorded by George Jones

G                                          C             G
You can talk about your frauleins and your pretty geisha girls
                                 D7
And about the one you got in the USA
G                                  C             G
But I found myself a sweetheart in Alaska way up high
                              D7     G
She's my Eskimo baby she's my Eskimo pie

                                   D7
Well she's my Eskimo baby she's my Eskimo pie
                                                        G
She lives south of the north-pole and I know the reason why
                                              C
She's my Eskimo baby and I'll love her till I die
         G                    D7     G
She's my Eskimo baby she's my Eskimo pie

                                    C                  G
Crossing o'er the frozen river to a valley filled with snow
                                                 D7
I lost all my directions and I knew not where to go
G                                   C                 G
When a warm hand fell upon me and a voice said with a sigh
                                   D7              G
I will take you to my igloo mister I won't let you die

Repeat #2

                                      C                 G
And there came the day of parting and we had to say goodbye
                                                          D7
As I crossed back o'er the river I could faintly hear her cry
G                               C               G
I know that someday I'll return I must before I die
                                    D7     G
Cause she's my Eskimo baby she's my Eskimo pie

Repeat #2

5348. Esmeralda's Hollywood

Steve Earle - Esmeralda's Hollywood



[Verse 1]
Nights fall hard on Hollywood
The stars don't come out like they should
Up above the world so high tonight
They can't outshine the neon lights
Now the golden days are gone for good
In Esmeralda's Hollywood

[Verse 2]
She comes out when the sun is gone
But she don't have to walk alone
Because once the darkness takes this town
She ain't the only ghost around
Waiting by the public phone
If it don't ring, she heads back home

[Chorus]
Esmeralda, Esmeralda
Girl, what are you waiting for?
Esmeralda, Esmeralda
Can't hang around this place no more

[Verse 3]
Searchlights rip the L.A. sky
When you look in Esmeralda's eyes
The people come from miles around
To see the kings and queens they crowned
Behind the barricades they stood
In Esmeralda's Hollywood

[Chorus]
Esmeralda, Esmeralda
Girl, what are you waiting for?
Esmeralda, Esmeralda
Can't hang around this place no more

[Bridge]
Ah, wait until the sun goes down
Listen for the lonely sound
Esmeralda's hanging 'round

[Verse 4]
No one shed a tear that day
When Esmeralda passed away
All up and down the Strip, they say
It was just like any other day
The evil struggled with the good
Down in Esmeralda's Hollywood

5349. Essence

Lucinda Williams - Essence



Baby, sweet baby, you're my drug
Come on and let me taste your stuff

Baby, sweet baby, bring me your gift
What surprise you gonna hit me with

[Chorus]
I am waiting here for more
I am waiting  by your door
I am waiting on your back steps
I am waiting in my car
I am waiting at this bar
I am waiting for your essence

Baby, sweet baby, whisper my name
Shoot your love into my vein

Baby, sweet baby, kiss me hard
Make me wonder who's in charge

[Chorus]

Baby, sweet baby, I want to feel your breath
Even though you like to flirt with death

Baby, sweet baby, can't get enough
Please come find me and help me get fucked up

[Chorus]

Your essence
Your essence

5350. Eternal - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Eternal   
written by Jim Lauderdale

B               D#m      E                 F#
The calm that's often before storms yet had broken
     B                 D#m     E       F#
Like two stars crossed lovers about to collide
    D#m      E            D#m           
And then the showers roll in
    E        D#m
The magic begins
         E
It stops time
     F#
Like it was eternal
B           D#m
We met  at infernal
    E         F#



Old Dante's inferno
       B        D#m       E             F#
That's open downtown real late for some coffee
   D#m       E       D#m
At nine were talking fine
      E          D#m
Still staring at five
        E         F#
Stopped time like it was eternal
B     D#m  E   F#     B D#m  E   F#
Eternal
D#m E       D#m           E           D#m
I   finally know there's one place to go
   E
To stop time
     F#
Like it was eternal
B              D#m      E            F#
I waltz when I mumble I smile when I stumble
B             D#m            E        F#  
Upon some new sweet thing without any trouble
    D#m      E            D#m           
And then the showers roll in
    E        D#m
The magic begins
         E
It stops time
     F#
Like it was eternal
B     D#m  E   F#     B D#m  E   F#
Eternal

>From Jim Lauderdale 'The Hummingbirds'
Dualtone Records 2002
Laudersongs/Mighty Music Music(BMI)

5351. Eternal Vacation - Chords

Eternal Vacation
Written and recorded by Buck Owens
[3/4 time]

G                                C                      G
Some people are taking vacations traveling both far and near
                                          A7                D7
Never stopping to think about Jesus never seeming to have a care
G                                   C                               G
It seems that I cannot be like them while on earth life's burdens I bear
C                     G              D7        G
And I prepare to meet Jesus and rest eternally there

                                 C                   G
Yes someday I'll take a vacation one that never will end



                                 A7                     D7
When I cross old river Jordan my Savior will welcome me in
G                                C                       G
For me the gates will swing open and I'll have a mansion within
C                       G                  D7         G
There I will rest up in heaven a rest that never will end

                                  C                     G
Yes some people own fine mansions some live in much luxury
                                        A7                        D7
Never having a thought of our Savior of where they'll spend eternity
G                                      C                      G
Again though I cannot be like them I'm building my mansion on high
C                           G                       D7          G
Yes someday I'll rest up in heaven and bid this old cruel world goodbye

Repeat #2

5352. Eternity Has Begun - Chords

Eternity Has Begun - Third Tyme Out

 C               C7
Most any day, a sound will be made
        F         G       C
That's never been heard before.
    F                             C
And when it's made, it will burst open the grave
       D7                              G
Of everyone that went to sleep, in the lone.

And those that remain, in a moment will be changed.
With the brightness of heaven all around.
There'll be praise, there'll be singing
Heaven's bells will be ringing.
When that cloud starts coming down.

(Chorus) 
        G                     C
On this cloud there'll be our savior,
        G                           C
King of Kings, Lord of Lords, God's son.
       F                 C         Am
Rising up his church, to join him.
   F C          G           C   
Oh Hallelujah, eternity has begun.

Now when his glorious church, leaves a simple world
And goes home to the place he's prepared.
Fire and brimstone will reign, on everything that
remains
And the fire will fill the very air.



Oh but those who are saved, will have done left their
graves.
Glorified, robed in white, gone home.
Where we'll praise him forever, in a land where night
comes never.
When his glorious church goes home.

(To Chorus)

5353. Eternity Has Two - Chords

Eternity Has Two
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Dee Gaskin and John Swain
[3/4 time]

C            G7        C
When the melody's been written
        F                   C
And the words have all been penned
           F                C   Am
And you've heard the Spirit calling
        D7              G7
Through some old sacred hymn

       C      G7   C
In the valley of decision
                    C7       F
Tell me friend what will you do
                   C   Am
This life has many choices
C     G7     C
Eternity has two

               G7      C
This world and all its pleasures
     F              C
Will soon be passed away
    F         C  Am
The final invitation
      D7             G7
Could be going out today

       C        G7     C
You're standing at the crossroads
                 C7      F
And the Savior's calling you
                   C   Am
This life has many choices
C     G7     C
Eternity has two

    G7                  C



The straight and narrow way leads to life
    G7               C
The broad way down below
     Am                  G7
What would it profit  to gain the world
    F         C    G7
And lose your very soul

C        G7   C
Tomorrow is uncertain
            C7        F
Our days on earth are few
                   C   Am
This life has many choices
C     G7     C
Eternity has two

     F             C   Am
This life has many choices
C     G7     C
Eternity has two

5354. Etiquette Blues - Chords

Etiquette Blues
Recorded by Chad Morgan

C
I'm the bloke what wrote the book on etiquette
                                  G7
I know how your tucker should be eat                                  
C                  A7
Now I have wrote this little book about the things I saw   
D7                                                 G7
So take them down and don't forget that what I say is law 
C
Always leave your spoon stuck in your coffee
                                       G7
Start with your soup first sound your 'A's'   (slurp)
                                   C                A7
Napkins are to catch the food that bounces off your knife
D7                             G7
Tuck your napkin in so it will stay
C
Take two toothpicks you might sometimes drop one
                            F
Many other pointers I could mention                         
G7   C                A7
Always gesture with your fork Friday means its fish or pork   
D7                           G7   C
Oh thank you for your very kind attention Always mix your peas with your potatoes                 
                         
G7



Then eating with your knife won't seem so hard
                         C                          A7
And when somebody ask for bread just grab it in your mitt
D7                               G7
Chuck it at them like you deal a card
C
Always keep your elbows on the table                           
F
Many other pointes I could mention                               
C          A7
Always let your ice-cream melt loosen two holes in your belt   
D7                           G7   C
Oh thank you for your very kind attention 
Never cut spaghetti up in pieces                              
G7
Eat it like a chicken eating worms                                       
C             A7
And when you're eating cake be sure to eat the icing first      
D7                   G7
Watch out for bacteria and germs
C
Always laugh when noting funny happens (LAUGH) 
                          F
Many other pointes I could mention                  
C                         A7
Bog in first and never wait lick the gravy off your plate   
D7                           G7   C
Oh thank you for your very kind attention

5355. Euphoria

Leftover Salmon - Euphoria 

Well, ma's out there twitchin' in the kitchen
And dad's in the livin' room, fussin' and a-bitchin'
I'm out here kickin' the gong for you, euphoria

Euphoria, when your mind starts reelin' and a-rockin'
Your inside voice starts squealin' and squawkin'
Floatin' around on a belladonna cloud singin', euphoria
Euphoria, euphoria

There's a man in the corner sittin' underneath the table
Sad, makin' faces at a union label, yo
Grittin' his ears and he rolled his eyes and holler, euphoria

Euphoria, when your mind starts reelin' and a-rockin'
Your inside voice starts squealin' and squawkin'
Floatin' around on a belladonna cloud singin', euphoria

Yeah, patted Eve on the bottom, patted Adam on the back
We're all smilin' at the serpent and the serpent smiled back
I took a bite of the apple, two bites gone, holler, euphoria



Euphoria, when your mind starts reelin' and a-rockin
Your inside voice starts squealin' and squawkin'
Floatin' around on a belladonna cloud singin', euphoria

Euphoria, when your mind starts reelin' and a-rockin
Your inside voice starts squealin' and squawkin'
Floatin' around on a belladonna cloud singin', euphoria
Euphoria, euphoria, euphoria, euphoria
Euphoria, euphoria, euphoria

5356. Eureka Bridge - Chords

Eureka Bridge 
Dead Horses

[Intro]
A A A A D A A
 
[Verse 1]
A
Autumn leaves they speak to me
 
Of memories so soft and sweet
D
I think I lost you honey
   A       A
In my sleep
 
[Verse 2]
A
Poets dream in orange and red
 
Reminders of what's in my head
D
A symphony of words
A         A
Never said
 
[Verse 3]
A
Old man bias talks to me
 
Explains this small town ways to me
D
They're tearin' down the bridge
      A      A
Don't you see
 
[Bridge]
D
Tearin' down the bridge
      A      A



Don't you see
 
[Chorus]
D        E
80 years she sits so strong
A                F#m
Picked your feet up off the ground
D               E
They tested her and found no wrong
A                F#m
Structure's safe and surely sound
D                E               A          F#m
Those rich folks don't know when they're wroooong
D               E                       A     A
Those rich folk don't know when they're wrong
 
[Verse 4]
A
Had their money and their boats
                         D
The GPS and damned smart phones
 
Well I know how to
         A       A
Navigate my road
 
[Verse 5]
A
Tax money funds are fun
 
I'm workin', sweatin' in the sun
D
Ask for reason
           A           A
They won't give me one
 
[Verse 6]
A
Buys a beer for my friend and me
 
I look out the window sullenly
D
They're tearin' down the bridge
      A
Don't you see
 
[Bridge]
D
Tearin' down the bridge
      A
Don't you see
 
[Chorus]
D        E           A
80 years she sits so strong
                 F#m
Picked your feet up off the ground



D               E
They tested her and found no wrong
A                F#m
Structure's safe and surely sound
D                E               A          F#m
Those rich folks don't know when they're wrooong
D         E               A            A
Rich folk don't know when they're wrong
 
[Instrumental]
A D A D A D E A F#m D E F#m D E A F#m D E A
 
[Verse 7]
A
Autumn leaves have fallin' now
 
I'm thinkin' about the bridge torn down
D
It's funny how it seems
       A        A
To rub me wrong
 
[Verse 8]
A
Old man bias too wise to me
 
Words worthy to repeat
D
They're tearin' down the bridge
      A
Don't you see
 
[Bridge]
D
Tearin' down the bridge
      A
Don't you see
 
[Chorus]
D        E           A
80 years she sits so strong
                 F#m
Picked your feet up off the ground
D               E
They tested her and found no wrong
A
Structure's safe and surely sound
D                E               A          F#m
Those rich folks don't know when they're wrooong
D         E                          F#m
Rich folk don't know when they're wrooong
 
 
[Outro]
D         E                          F#m
Rich folk don't know when they're wrooong
D               A                             A F#m



Those rich folk don't know when they're wrong

5357. Eurotrash Girl

Eurotrash Girl
Leftover Salmon

Well I've been up to Paris
And I've slept in a park.
Went down to Barcelona
Someone broke in my car

And I'll search the world over
For my angel in black.
Yeah, I'll search the world over
For a Eurotrash Girl.

Took the train down to Athens
And I slept in a fountain.
Some Swiss junkie in Turin
Ripped me off for my cash.

Yeah, I'll search the world over
For my angel in black.
Yeah, search the world over
For a Eurotrash Girl.

The CRS on the metro
Shook me down for a bribe.
On my knees for the sergeant
When my passport arrived.

Yeah, I'll search the world over
For my angel in black.
Yeah, I'll search the world over
For a Eurotrash Girl

Eurotrash Girl
Eurotrash Girl
Eurotrash Girl
Eurotrash Girl

Called my mom from a payphone
I said "I'm down to my last."
She said "I sent you to college
Now go call your dad."

And the waitress that he married
Well she hung up the phone.
Ya know she never did like me
But I can stand on my own.

Sold my plasma in Amsterdam.



Spent it all in a night
Buying drinks at the Melk Weg
For a soldier in drag.

And I'll search the world over
For my angel in black.
Yeah, I'll search the world over
For a Eurotrash Girl

Eurotrash Girl
Eurotrash Girl
Eurotrash Girl
My Eurotrash Girl

Yeah, I'll search the world over
For my angel in black.
Yeah, I'll search the world over
For a Eurotrash Girl

Got a tattoo in Berlin
And a case of the crabs.
A rose and a dagger
On the palm of my hand.

And I'll search the world over
For my angel in black.
Yeah, I'll search the world over
For a Eurotrash Girl.

Eurotrash Girl
Eurotrash Girl
Eurotrash Girl
Eurotrash Girl

Yeah, I'll search the world over
For my angel in black.
Yeah, I'll search the world over
For a Eurotrash Girl.

5358. Evangeline

Little Big Town - Evangeline

[Verse 1]
He won't lay a finger on you
He won't wreck your pretty face
But he'll tell you that you're worthless
Just to put you in your place
Well, you don't to have to be kicked to be bruised, no
You don't have to be hit to be abused

[Chorus]
Evangeline, you're a hard one



Your denial is bolstered by your dreams
Thinking love is going to save you
But it ain't love if it's mean, Evangeline

[Verse 2]
And the smile that you're wearing
Is just a lovely veil
For the secrets that you're hiding
That are just too dark to tell
Well, you don't have to be cut to be scarred, no
And you don't have to be struck to leave a mark

[Chorus]
Evangeline, you're a hard one
Your denial is bolstered by your dreams
Thinking love is going to save you
But it ain't love if it's mean, Evangeline

[Bridge]
You don't have to be kicked to be bruised
You don't have to be hit to be abused

[Chorus]
Evangeline, you're a hard one
Your denial is bolstered by your dreams
Thinking love is going to save you
But it ain't love if it's mean, Evangeline

[Outro]
It ain't love if it's mean, Evangeline
It ain't love if it's mean, Evangeline
It ain't love, Evangeline
It ain't love, Evangeline
It ain't love, Evangeline
It ain't love, Evangeline
It ain't love
It ain't love, Evangeline

5359. Evangeline - Chords

Evangeline  
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Robbie Robertson

C
She stands on the banks of the mighty Mississippi
                      G7
Alone in the pale moonlight

Waiting for a man a riverboat gambler
                        C
Said that he'd return tonight



They used to waltz on the banks of the mighty Mississippi
                       G7
Loving the whole night through

He was a riverboat gambler off to make a killing
                        C
And bring it on back to you

F          C
Evangeline Evangeline
G7                     C
Curses the soul of the Mississippi Queen
     G7             C
That pulled her man away

Bayou Sam from South Louisiana
                    G7
Had gambling in his veins

Evangeline from the maritime
                   C
Was slowly going insane

High on the top of a Hickory Hill
                                G7
She stands in the lightning and thunder

Down on the river the boat was a sinking
                          C
She watched that Queen go under

Repeat #3 x2

5360. Eve - Chords

Eve 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
G7  D  G7  D
C  D  C  D
 
[Verse]
G7             D            G7           D
A long, long time ago in a little Texas town
C                        D
Eve made her way to the field below
    C           D                 C
To have a look around, girls, to have a look
D
around
 
G7             D           G7           D



Down, down she did go, further in the fields
          C                      D
When she heard a voice singing sweet and low
C                 D            C
Dig in with your heels, girl, dig in with
      D
your heels
 
G7           D                  G7
Eyes wide, heart inside like a gavel comin'
D
down
     C                        D
All around her brain was the sweet refrain
C                   D
Keep following the sound, girl, keep
 C            D
following the sound
 
 
[Chorus]
G              C              D
They'll try to take you for a ride
         G             C               D
They'll muddy all the good you've got inside
Em                         A7
They'll twist your heart until it's black and
Bm
blue
 
[Verse]
          C                 D
But don't let 'em keep you down, girl
       C                D
Don't let 'em keep you down
 
G7           D                   G7
Miles, miles Eve did go, when at last she
     D
came upon
           C                    D
The source of the sound in the watery ground
          C                   D          C
And the night was coming on, girls, the night
           D
was coming on
 
 
  G7                       D
Through the wilderness and the cypress trees
          G7             D
And the night birds all around
     C                   D
She made her way to the river's edge
         C                D
And her mother there she found, girls, her
C                 D



mother there she found
 
 
 
G7           D                  G7
Eyes wide, heart inside like a gavel comin'
D
down
          C                     D
When her mother said, come and rest your head
      C                  D
I'll tell you what I've found, girl, I'll
C                   D
tell you what I've found
 
[Chorus]
G               C              D
They'll try to take you for a ride
G                      C               D
They'll muddy all the good you've got inside
Em                        A7
They'll twist your heart until it's black and
Bm
blue
           C                D
But don't let 'em keep you down girl
       C                D
Don't let 'em keep you down

5361. Eve Of My Multiplication

John Hartford - Eve of My Multiplication

On the eve of my multiplication
I try to look back to the eve not twenty-six years ago
And I saw another man on the eve of his multiplication
I wonder if he looked back
Cause early the next morning there I was
And early tomorrow morning there you'll be
Someday you'll look back
On days filled with sunshine days filled with sorrow

Days filled with love sometimes you'll wonder if there'll be a tomorrow
You'll see books and toys and odd jobs of the little girls and boys
And sometimes you'll hate mR sometimes you'll love mR
Then someday you'll love as I have
Before you realize it as your father and my father
And his father and his father before him realized
That you're on the eve of your multiplication



5362. Eve Stole The Apple

Eve Stole The Apple
Abigail Washburn

Old folks told me you're not coming home
Old folks told me gotta move along
Like a ripe ol' fruit on a borrowed vine
I hang around, oh, lord, I hang around

Eve stole the apple from the tree good lord
I know she could be me, I know she could be me

Big brother told me I got something wrong
Big brother told me sing a different song
Like a tolling bell in its final hour
I'll make a sound, oh, lord, I'll make one sound

Another man done gone he sang this song good lord
I know he could be me, I know he could be me

'Round the mountain there's another shore
'Round the corner there's another door
Like a bleeding man on his native soil
I'll stand my ground, oh lord, I'll stand my ground

They nailed him to the cross for no sin good lord'
I know he could be me, I know he could be me

They nailed him to the cross
Another man done gone
Eve stole the apple
From the tree good lord
I know she could be me
I know she could be me
I know she could be me

5363. Eveline

Nickel Creek - Eveline 

Eveline grips the railing
As her lover calls her to the sea
Won't you sail with me?

She can't hear him
Just a step away from happiness
And sanity blurs, drives her crazier

"Eveline, take care of your father
I cared for you", words her dying mother spoke
Kill her too



Eveline stays

5364. Even A Fool Would Let Go

Dolly Parton - Even A Fool Would Let Go 
(Dolly Parton)

It's funny how love goes
Cause I know this could never work out
But honey, how love grows
Even though there's no reason to doubt
This can never be
You keep saying it's wrong
Neither one of us is free
Still I want to hold on
When even a fool would let go
Cause he knows that there's no use in trying
Even a child would say no
When he knows that he'll end up crying
Tell me now, is it wise holdin' you
Even a fool would let go
Love has no reason
Like the words in a song that don't rhyme
My love has no season
I just know that it's there all the time
Maybe just you and me
I can't believe that it's wrong
Thinking about you and me
Just makes me want to hold on
When even a fool would let go
Cause he knows that there's no use in trying
Even a child would say no
When he knows that he'll end up crying
Tell me now, is it wise holdin' you
Even a fool would let go
Tell me now, is it wise holdin' you
When even a fool would let go

5365. Even Cowgirls Get The Blues

Rodney Crowell - Even Cowgirls Get The Blues

[Verse 1]
She's a rounder I can tell you that
She can sing 'em all night too
She'll raise hell about the sleep she lost
But even cowgirls get the blues

[Verse 2]



Especially cowgirls, they're the gypsy kind
And need the reins laid on 'em loose
She's lived to see the world turned upside down
Hitching rides out of the blue

[Chorus]
But even cowgirls get the blues sometimes
Bound together, what to do sometimes
Get this feeling like she's too far gone
The only way she's ever been

[Verse 2]
Lonely nights are out there on the road
Motel ceiling stares you down
There must be safer ways to pay your dues
But even cowgirls get the blues

[Chorus]
Even cowgirls get the blues sometimes
Bound together, what to do sometimes
Get this feeling like she's too far gone
The only way she's ever been
Even cowgirls get the blues sometimes
Bound together, what to do sometimes
Get this feeling like she's too far gone
The only way she's ever been

5366. Even Cowgirls Get The Blues - Chords

Even Cowgirls Get The Blues
Recorded by Emmmylou Harris
Written by Rodney Crowell

C                     F
She's a rounder I can tell you that
C                          G7
She can sing 'em all night too
C                            F
She'll raise hell about the sleep she lost
C             G7      C
Even cowgirls get the blues

                                F
Especially cowgirls they're the gypsy kind
C                                G7
And need their reins laid on 'em loose
C                                    F
She's lived to see the world turned upside down
C        G7               C
Hitching rides out of the blue
 
                      F
Even cowgirls get the blues sometimes



                            C
Bound to don't know what to do sometimes
                            F
Get this feeling like she's too far gone
G7                      C
The only way she's ever been

                            F
Lonely nights are out there on the road
C                        G7
Motel ceiling stares you down
C                           F
There must be safer ways to pay your dues
C             G7      C
Even cowgirls get the blues

Repeat #3

                      F
Even cowgirls get the blues sometimes
                            C
Bound to don't know what to do sometimes
                          F
Get this feeling like the restless wind
G7                      C
The only way she's ever been

repeat #3

5367. Even If I Have To Steal - Chords

Even If I Have To Steal
Recorded by Mel Street
Written by Ralph L. Carter
[3/4 time]

C                 F                 C
Even if I have to steal your love I want you
                  G7               C
Heaven help me my heart is in your hands
                         G7           C
When you look at me with your eyes so inviting
                     G7       C
Tempting me to cross over the line
            F                    C
That's when I lose control of my conscience
                       G7              C
And I'd do anything at all to make you mine
                  F                 C
Even if I have to steal your love I want you
                                 
And I'll steal you from him if I can
                  F                 C



Even if I have to steal your love I need you
                  G7               C
Heaven help me my heart is in your hands
                               G7           C
When you're near me I'm like a thief on the corner
                      G7         C
Without honor I don't notice the shame
          F                     C
It's only when I'm alone I feel guilty
                             G7             C
My conscience hurts me but I still feel the same
Repeat #3
                  F                 C
Even if I have to steal your love I want you
                  G7               F    C
Heaven help me my heart is in your h-ands

5368. Even If It Breaks My Heart

Mountain Heart - Even If It Breaks My Heart 
Album: That Just Happened

Restless shadows gather in your eyes
Watching the horizon day and night
And what they see, so many things
But all you do want is to chase your dreams

If it takes goodbye to help you reach that far off star
Somehow I'll find the way to say the words
If letting go helps you discover just how beautiful you are
And brings you all the good that you deserve
I'm glad I paid a part, even if it breaks my heart

Silence like the sunlight fill this room
Strange how I'm already missing you
But one more kiss won't be enough
To make you feel this kind of love

If it takes goodbye to help you reach that far off star
Somehow I'll find the way to say the words
If letting go helps you discover just how beautiful you are
And brings you all the good that you deserve
I'm glad I paid a part, even if it breaks my heart

And I'd do anything for you
Anything you need me to
Just to make you happy
I'd do anything for you

If it takes goodbye to help you reach that far off star
Somehow I'll find the way to say the words
If letting go helps you discover just how beautiful you are
And brings you all the good that you deserve



I'm glad I paid a part, even if it breaks my heart

Oh, even if it break by heart

5369. Even Now

Even Now
Barry Manilow, M. Panzer

1. Moon in the sky softly creeping
Over the town from above
And I lie awake hardly sleeping
So lonely for only your love

Ch. Even now each night I remember
Days of summer when blossoms filled each bough
In the cold gray days of December
My darling I miss you even now

2. When will I see you again
Come to my arms where you belong
My world will be empty till then
Cause you are the words to my song

Ch.

In the cold gray days of December
My darling I miss you even now

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - New Horizon

5370. Even Santa Claus Gets The Blues - Chords

Even Santa Claus Gets The Blues
Marty Stuart - Even Santa Claus Gets The Blues
Recorded by Marty Stuart

(Capo on 2)

Intro.:  --- / (D)  / (D)  / (D)  / (D)  /
             / (D) (F#7) / (Bm7) (E7) / (G) (A7) / (D) (A7) /

(D) Lost my favorite reindeer (F#7)in a hurricane
(Bm) Got so (Am)get-away (G) on a count of (G#dim)rain
(D) Countin' my troubles by (F#7)threes and by (Bm7) twos
(E7) Even Santa Claus (A7)gets the blues (Eb7)

(D) Well, I wasn't given (F#7) for just one silent night
(Bm) Just me and (Am)mama close (G)by the warm (G#dim)fire light, yeah



(D) But Christmas time is comin', there's (F#7) just so much to (Bm7)do
(E7) Even (A7)Santa Claus gets the (D)blues (D7)

(Chorus)
But I know (G)every single chimney like the (D) back of my hand
(G) People leave me milk and cookies, (D) I just think thatÂ■fs grand
(G) As the story (F#7)goes, I'm a (Bm7)dearly loved (E7)man
But the (A)reason for the (G)season, some folks (F#7)just don't under-(E7)stand (Eb7)

(D) So, it's back to the work shop (F#7) to make more toys
(Bm) Can't wait to (Am)give 'em to (G)all the girls and (G#dim)boys
(D) I'm hookin' up my sleigh, go a-(F#7)head and spread the (Bm7)noose
But sometimes, (E7) even (A7)Santa Claus gets the (D)blues

(Chorus)
He goes (G)every single chimney like the (D)back of his hand
People (G)leave him milk and cookies, and (D)he think that's grand
(G)As the story (F#7)goes, he's a (Bm7)dear and loved (E7)man
The (A)reason for the (G)season, some folks (F#7)just don't under-(E7)stand (Eb7)

(D) So, it's back to the work shop, (F#7) gotta make some more toys
(Bm) Can't wait to (Am)give 'em to (G)all my girls and (G#dim)boys
(D) I'm hookin' up my sleigh, go a-(F#7)head and spread the (Bm7)noose
But sometimes, (E7) some-(G)times (G#) (A7) even Santa Claus gets the blues

Outro.:  / (D) (E7) (A7) --- / (D) ----- / (Bm) (A) (F#) (D) -----

5371. Even The Bad Times Are Good

Ernest Tubb 
Even The Bad Times Are Good

If there's a chance that your heart misses the words I try to say with kisses
If I don't seem to look as happy as I should
I wouldn't want to live without you I love everything about you
Yes even the bad times are good

Your middle name should be perfection for that's what you are to me
Even in my darkest moments you made it easier to see
I wouldn't change one thing about you if I knew that I could
Yes, even the bad times are good

You never let me feel mistreated your love is all I've ever needed
When I was weak somehow you always understood
You're not afraid of stormy weather that's what keeps our love together
Yes, even the bad times are good

Your middle name should be perfection for that's what you are to me
Even in my darkest moments you made it easier to see
I wouldn't change one thing about you if I knew that I could
Yes, even the bad times are good



5372. Even When I'm Blue

Steve Earle - Even When I'm Blue

[Verse 1]
I've always heard that love is blind
But I know that there's another kind
Shines like a beacon in the night
And holds up in the morning light

[Chorus]
Because in my dreams, she travels with me when I run
And in my dreams, she takes my hand when I make my stand
But morning always comes
And I know it's too good to be true
She loves me even when I'm blue

[Verse 2]
No one can say that I ain't tried
I keep on searching far and wide
Because I know she's out there somewhere now
I'm gonna track her down somehow

[Chorus]
Because in my dreams, she travels with me when I run
And in my dreams, she takes my hand when I make my stand
But morning always comes
And I know it's too good to be true
She loves me even when I'm blue

5373. Even When I'm Blue - Chords

Even When I'm Blue
Steve Earl - Even When I'm Blue

Intro - D - A - G - D - Dsus - D = 2x's 

(verse 1)
D            A          G       D  - Dsus-D
I've always heard that love is blind,
A                G               D - Dsus-D
But I know that there's another kind,
               A      G      D - Dsus-D
Shines like a beacon in the night,
A                G           D - Dsus-D
And holds up in the morning light,

(chorus)
D            A            G              D - Dsus-D



Cause in my dreams, she travels with me when I run,
D           A           G                   Em7
And in my dreams, she takes my hand when I make my stand,
           A             D
When the morning always comes,
                 A       G      D - Dsus-D
And I know it's too good to be true,
A             G             D - Dsus-D
She loves me even when I'm blue,

(verse 2)
No one can say that I ain't tried,
I keep on searching far and wide,
Cause I know she's out there somewhere now,
And I'm gonna track her down somehow,

(chorus)
D            A            G              D - Dsus-D
Cause in my dreams, she travels with me when I run,
D           A           G                   Em7
And in my dreams, she takes my hand when I make my stand,
           A             D
When the morning always comes,
                 A       G      D - Dsus-D
And I know it's too good to be true,
A             G             D - Dsus-D
She loves me even when I'm blue,

Outro - D - A - G - D = 2x's
        D - G - D

5374. Evenin'

Kathy Mattea - Evenin'
(Mitchell Parish/Harry White)

Evevin', each night you come and you find me
Why must you always remind me
That my man is gone
Evevin', can't you see I'm deep in your power
Each minute seems like an hour
Since my man is gone
Shadows fall on the wall
That's the time I miss your kisses most of all
Even though I try, how can I go on
Evenin', can't you see the dawn is breaking
Don't care if I awaken
Since my man is gone



5375. Evening

Tim O'Brien - Evening

Evening, every night you come and you find me
And you always remind me that my baby's gone
Evening, you got me deeply in your power
Every minute seems just like an hour, now that my baby's gone

Shadows fall upon the wall, that's the time I miss your kiss most of all
Even though I try, how can I go on

Oh evening, let me sleep till glow of dawn is breakin'
I don't care if I don't awaken, since my baby's gone

Shadows fall upon the wall, that's the time I miss your kiss most of all
Even though I try, how can I go on

Evening, let me sleep till glow of dawn is breakin'
I don't care if I don't awaken, since my man is gone

5376. Evening Bells Are Ringing

Carter Family - Evening bells are ringing

Moonlight shining over Dixie
To my heart will ever bring
Dreams of snowy fields of cotton
Everywhere the darkies sing

In the evening by the moonlight
In dear old Tennessee
And the evening bells were ringing
Across the hills so tenderly

Moonlight makes me sigh for you, dear
Makes me long to hold your hand
I know I'm missing hugs and kisses
Far away from Dixieland

In the evening by the moonlight
In dear old Tennessee
And the evening bells were ringing
Across the hills so tenderly

My darling, come, for I am waiting
Come, let me hold you very near
We'll build a bower among the flowers
Down in Dixieland

In the evening by the moonlight
In dear old Tennessee
And the evening bells were ringing



Across the hills so tenderly

5377. Evening Breeze - Chords

Evening Breeze 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

E7                           A7
Evening breeze don't seem to cool my mind
E7         D7           A7
Wind don't seem to do a thing
E7                A7
But I'm giving it lots of time
E7     D7             A7
Like a bird I sit and sing
A                        A7
(What do you sing about, Dan?)
E7                      A7
But I know that evening breeze is listening
E7      D7                A7
And I'm sure I'll make it cry (Awww)
E7                    A7
For my song is always one of sadness
E7   D7              A7
Ever since she said goodbye
(Goodbye to you?) Yeah
E7                           A7
(And you couldn't stop her?) No no no
E7      D7          A          A7
(So she made her getaway?) But she'll be back, yeah
E7                         A7    A
(Did you try and stop her?)No no no
E7      D7       A7
(So she made her getaway)
E7                          A7            A
I knew that she was leaving but I let her go
E7       D7       A
(And she made her getaway)
E7                         A7
Cus know I think I finally learned my lesson:
E7    D7                 A7
Keep a good thing if you can (That's right, Dan)
E7                         A7
Keep your cool or he'll be on his way, too
E7       D7              A7
Singing "Happy trails to you..."
E7                        A7
Then you'll find yourself just like me
E7      D7             A7
Singing to the evening breeze
E7                 A7
Why oh why did she go and leave me?
E7       D7        A7



Now I do just as I please (Is that so bad?) Nah
E7                          A7
(And you couldn't stop her?)No no no
E7       D7         A7
(So she made her getaway)But she'll be back
E7                         A7
(Did you try and stop her?)No no no
E7       D7         A7
(So she made her getaway. Now get this:
E7                               A7
I knew that she was leaving but I let her go
E7       D7         A7
(And she made her getaway...)

5378. Evening Gown

Evening Gown

Verse 1:
People say that I'm high class
But I'm low down all the while
People think that I'm just crazy
When I flash that San Antonio smile 
But I can still paint this town
All the colors of your evening gown
While I'm waiting for your blonde hair
To turn grey 

Verse 2:
People call me a drinker
But I'm sober half the time
And people call me a loser
Yeah but I get lucky on the side 
But I can still paint the town
All the colors of your evening gown
While I'm waiting for your blonde hair
To turn grey 

Bridge:
All my life I waited for
Someone who would show me
Where the bliss is
And all my life I waited for
Someone who would take me
Past the kisses 

Verse 3:
People call me a loner
I like to get lost in the crowd
People call me a dresser
I wear my sports clothes much too loud 
But I can still paint this town
All the colors of your evening gown



While I'm waiting for your blonde hair
While I'm waiting for your blonde hair
While I'm waiting for your blonde hair
To turn grey

5379. Evening Shade

Dolly Parton - Evening Shade 
(Dolly Parton)

My train of thought was broken by a sudden burst of laughter
Something badly needed to brighten up the chores
Seemed old Mrs. Bailey had accidentally fell
In the water being used to scrub the floors
Now Mrs. Bailey was the meanest matron at the home
She believed in lots of work with little play
And we laughed till we bent double
Though we knew we'd get in trouble
But trouble's all we had at evening shade
Now evening shade was where they claim to teach you understanding
To teach you love and keep you off the streets
And all the kids that live here are said to be a problem
Juvenile delinquents so to speak
But understanding isn't learned from punishment and anger
An iron has no gentle touch and love ain't learned from hate
The reason we were here is 'cause we had no one who cared
But they cared even less at evening shade
Little Susan Bradley, one night had wet her bed
Mrs. Bailey took the razor strap and beat her half to death
And I knew that something must be done to put an end to this
And so I started talking plans with the older kids
Plans were that Joe Johnson would steal the kerosene
And I would get some matches when nobody seen
Beckie Adams would make sure the kids were all outside
Billy Watson would look out for the evil eye
Now Mrs. Bailey took a nap at three o'clock each day
We knew that she'd be a'sleeping as the plans got underway
Now that its all over and the sun is going down
There's no evening shade 'cause we burned it to the ground

5380. Evening Shades

Evening Shades

Seemed old Mrs Bailey had accidentally fell
In the water being used to scrub the floors

Now Mrs Bailey was the meanest matron at the home
She believed in lots of work with little play



And we laughed till we bent double
Though we knew we'd get in trouble
But trouble's all we had at Evening Shade

Now Evening Shade was where they claim to teach you understanding
To teach you love and keep you off the streets
And all the kids that live here are said to be a problem
Juvenile delinquents so to speak

But understanding isn't learned from punishment and anger
An iron has no gentle touch and love ain't learned from hate
The reason we were here is 'cause we had no one who cared
But they cared even less at Evening Shade

Little Susan Bradley,one night had wet her bed
Mrs Bailey took the razor strap and beat her half to death
And I knew that something must be done to put an end to this
And so I started talking plans with the older kids

Plans were that Joe Johnson would steal the kerosene
And I would get some matches when nobody seen
Beckie Adams would make sure the kids were all outside
Billy Watson would look out for the evil eye

Now Mrs Bailey took a nap at thee o'clock each day
We knew that she'd be a'sleeping as the plans got underway
Now that its all over and the sun is going down
There's no Evening Shade 'cause we burned it to the ground

5381. Ever Changing Woman

Merle Haggard - Ever Changing Woman
Album: Back to the Barrooms

She can sparkle like the moonlight on the river,
At times her words can cut you like a knife,
She's got a way of being tough and tender,
But she'll always be the highlight of my life.

Chorus:
Sometimes she's hotter than the thirty-first of August,
And colder than a February morn,
But Heaven knows I'm always more than willing,
To hold that ever-changing woman in my arms.

There's days she almost loves me down to nothing,
Then turns around and hates my very soul,
So I always wear a T-shirt and a jacket,
Just in case that woman's running hot to cold.

Chorus:
Sometimes she's hotter than the thirty-first of August,
And colder than a February morn,



But Heaven knows I'm always more than willing,
To hold that ever-changing woman in my arms.
I've got that ever-changing woman in my arms.
I love that ever-changing woman in my arms.
I've got that

5382. Ever Fallen in Love with Someone You Shouldn't Have

Yonder Mountain String Band - Ever Fallen in Love with Someone

You Shouldn't Have
You spurn my natural emotions
You make me feel like dirt
And I'm hurt
And if I start a commotion
I run the risk of losing you
And that's worse
Ever fallen in love with someone
Ever fallen in love
In love with someone
Ever fallen in love
In love with someone
You shouldn't've fallen in love with?
I can't see much of a future
Unless we find out what's to blame
What a shame!
And we won't be together much longer
Unless we realize that we are the same
Ever fallen in love with someone
Ever fallen in love
In love with someone
Ever fallen in love
In love with someone
You shouldn't've fallen in love with?

5383. Ever Living Loving Day

Jim Lauderdale - Ever Living Loving Day

[Verse 1]
Tried to keep it simple, loneliness a temple
The heart a distant object, long-term science project
I didn't know the longing would defy the logic

[Chorus]
I never thought I'd ever see the ever living loving day

[Verse 2]
Oh, you're just being honest saying what was promised



Was only temporary, not what you really wanted
But you're the kind to dive in beyond the next horizon

[Chorus]
I never thought I'd ever see the ever living loving day

[Bridge]
Your place is in the wild woods
You make the forest feel so good
Like it belongs

[Verse 3]
Looks like you found your passion, the impulse and reaction
The gravity of the attraction
Is moving this direction

[Chorus]
I never thought I'd ever see the ever living loving day
I never thought I'd ever see the ever living loving day

[Outro]
Whoa, the ever living loving day
The ever living loving day

5384. Ever Lovin' Hand

Sturgill Simpson - Ever Lovin' Hand
Tyler Childers

[Verse 1]
They got my favorite lotion here
Something in a hotel I admire
I got the pictures that you sent me
And how they fill me with desire
Tonight, we've all got our own rooms
I'm about to burn mine down
'Cause I miss you somethin' fierce
In this quaint New England town
I read the texts you whispered plain
Everything you aim to do
I sure do like the way you think
That's the way I'm thinking too
I see it play out in my mind
You and I unite as one
The van don't leave 'til 10 AM
And we've only just begun

[Chorus]
This one here goes out to you
Lord, wherever you may be
When you're reaching for the fruit
I pray you'll fondly think of me
It gets so hard out on the road



But I'm going alone 'cause I'm your man
I have got you on my mind
And my ever lovin' hand

[Verse 2]
For a moment, you were here
Moment passed and you were gone
Leavin' me to clean the mess
That you clearly helped to cause
When the boys ask how I slept
I'll just look 'em in the eye
Tell them all you'd come to visit
I didn't get a wink of sleep last night

[Chorus]
This one here goes out to you
Lord, wherever you may be
When you're reaching for the fruit
I pray you'll fondly think of me
It gets so hard out on the road
But I'm going alone 'cause I'm your man
I have got you on my mind
And my ever lovin' hand
It gets so hard out on the road
But I'm going alone 'cause I'm your man
I have got you on my mind
And my ever lovin' hand

5385. Ever Loving Fingers

Jimmy Bowen - Ever loving fingers
Composer: Jimmy Bowen, Don Lanier

I thought I had me a woman
A woman that would be true
I thought that after I married
Her love would always be true

But the first thing I knew
When my back was turned
Got my ever loving fingers burned

Well, I came home
One evening from work
I'm just a lowly grocery clerk

My woman thinks that
I should be more
Thinks I should own
That whole darn store

Don't trust a yellow haired woman
Don't trust her if her hair is brown



Don't trust any kind of woman
She'll always let you down

And the first thing you knew
When your back is turned
Get your ever loving fingers burned

I thought I had me a woman
A woman that would be true
I thought that if I married
Her love would always be true

But the first thing I knew
When my back was turned
Got my ever loving fingers burned

5386. Ever-Changing Woman

Ever-Changing Woman

She can sparkle like the moonlight on the river
At times her words can cut you like a knife
She's got a way of bein' tough and tender
But she'll always be the highlight of my life

Sometimes she's hotter than the thirty first of August
And colder than a February morn
But Heaven knows I'm always more than willin'
To hold that ever changing woman in my arms

There's days she almost loves me down to nothin'
And turns around and hates my very soul
So I always wear a T-shirt and a jacket
Just in case that woman's runnin' hot to cold

Sometimes she's hotter than the thirty-first of August
Then colder than a February morn
But Heaven knows I'm always more than willin'
To hold that ever changing woman in my arms

Sometimes she's hotter than the thirty-first of August
Then colder than a February morn
But Heaven knows I'm always more than willin'
To hold that ever changing woman in my arms

I've got that ever changing woman in my arms
I love that ever changing woman in my arms



5387. Evergreen

Evergreen
Stillhouse Junkies

I was gone just like a train
No reason I had to complain
It was my time, and when it came
No one could hold me 

Headed south, way down the line
Sun-kissed, but somehow lost the shine  
Just borrowed what I thought was mine
Nobody told me

PRECHORUS
High up in the summer 
Where the night falls like a sigh
Of longing for the day that passed you by

CHORUS
Evergreen, I'm coming back to you
On that southern track to do
The things I never could before
Seventeen years, what's a little more? 
Just turn around and I'll be knocking at your door

Out east the highways multiplied
Fast as the troubles in my mind, and I
Gave up looking for the high road
For a while

Way up north to Casco Bay
And a dozen more along the way
'Til every minute of the day
Was another mile

PRECHORUS 
In the half light of the winter
With a bottle in my hand
How far until you finally understand

PRECHORUS
Now the green is on the foothills 
And the storms are blowin' in 
Lights are burnin' bright
Up in the canyon once again
When you get to where you're going
Does it matter where you've been?

5388. Evergreen



Evergreen, OK
Molly Tuttle

A dandy lion born to ramble, blowin' west from the panhandle
A daughter of the dust bowl with her heart out in the wind
But a red dirt girl's got a one-way track from daddy's fields to a troom shack
The dust clouds turn her days to black and her nights to wanderin'

Will every girl as wild as a western tale can stand love, not settle down?
Grow as strong as a pinewood tree, turn that red dirt to evergreen

Just like the Oklahoma rain, springtime brings a wedding ring
From a man three times her age, she ran to save her heart
Went tearin' through the red dirt hills, blacked down to ride 18 wheels
Headed for the Rockies for to make a brand-new start

Will every girl as wild as a western tale can stand love, not settle down?
Grow as strong as a pinewood tree, turn that red dirt to evergreen

A dandy lion born to ramble, said goodbye to the panhandle
Now she's tall in the saddle with her heart up in the wind
So here's to all the red dirt gals who dream of greener fields and hell
Never let them hold us down or try to fence us in
'Cause we're as wild as a western tale, we saddle up, not settle down
Grow as strong as a pinewood tree, turn that red dirt to evergreen
Turn that red dirt to evergreen

5389. Everlovin' Hand

Everlovin' Hand - Tyler Childers

They got my favorite lotion here
Something in a hotel I admire
I got the pictures that you sent me
How they fill me with desire

Tonight we've all got our own rooms
I'm about to burn mine down
Because I miss you somethin' fierce
In this quaint New England town

I read the texts you whispered plain
Everything you aim to do
Sure do like the way you think
That's the way I'm thinking too

I see it play out in my mind
You and I unite as one
The van don't leave 'til 10 A.M
And we've only just begun

This one here goes out to you
Lord wherever you may be
When you're reaching for a fruit



I pray you'll fondly think of me
It gets so hard out on the road
But I'm going alone because I'm your man
I have got you on my mind
And my ever loving hand

For a moment you were here
Moment passed and you were gone
Didn't even clean the mess
That you clearly helped to cause

When the boys asked how I slept
I'll just look 'em in the eye
Tell them all you'd come to visit
I didn't get a wink of sleep last night

This one here goes out to you
Lord wherever you may be
When you're reaching for a fruit
I pray you'll fondly think of me
It gets so hard out on the road
But I'm going alone because I'm your man
I have got you on my mind
And my ever loving hand

It gets so hard out on the road
But I'm going alone because I'm your man
I have got you on my mind
And my ever loving hand

5390. Evermore

Leftover Salmon - Evermore

[Verse 1]
Well, I can't wait to go to Mexico
With Strings and Sol down right beside the sea
And I can't wait to be in Hawaii
In the sand with my true love next to me
In the meantime think I'll go up to Alaska
And ski a glacier right down to the shore
But my home, I guess you'll see is my true love next to me
In the Colorado mountains evermore

[Chorus]
And yes, you'll find this heart of mine
In the Colorado mountains evermore
And yes you'll be standing next to me
In the Colorado mountains evermorR

[Verse 2]
Yes, I love the southland and what my mama taught to mR
But I'd been stuck down in the south 'bout a quarter-century



So I took the road out west, found a love up in the hills
And now ramblin' round these mountains, lord, is how we get our thrills

[Chorus]
Yes you'll find this heart of mine
In the Colorado mountains evermore
And yes you'll be standing next to me
In the Colorado mountains evermore

[Bridge]
Evermore
Evermore

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
And when I die, all I ask is you lay me in the grave
In some cool misty valley where the wildflowers stay
And then lay her there beside me and until the end of time
Yes, we'll rest here in these mountains now through the sweet by and by

[Chorus]
Yes you'll find this heart of mine
In the Colorado mountains evermore
And yes you'll be standing next to me
In the Colorado mountains evermore
And yes, you'll find this heart of mine
In the Colorado mountains evermore

5391. Every Bird That Flies

Every Bird That Flies
Larkin Poe - Every Bird That Flies

[Verse 1]
The only one that's hurtin'
Is the only one alive
You wonder if it's worth it
You been burned too many times
Lay down in the tall grass
Look up at the sky
Suddenly, you're free as
Every bird that flies

[Chorus]
Every bird that flies
Every bird that flies
Suddenly, you're free as
Every bird that flies

[Verse 2]
That wicked call to barkin'
That's workin' on my dog



Comin' out the darkness
Mixin' with the fog
The Devil's in the tree line
Full moon on the rise
And suddenly, he's free as
Every bird that flies

[Chorus]
Every bird that flies
Every bird that flies
Suddenly, you're free as
Every bird that flies
Every bird that flies
Every bird that flies
Suddenly, you're free as
Every bird that flies

[Guitar Solo]

[Bridge]
Tryin' to get to heaven
With all this hell to pay
It only gets you deeper
With every workin' day
When all you got is nothin'
And you're waitin' 'round to die
Suddenly, you're free as
Every bird that flies, yeah

5392. Every Day

Blue Dogs - Every Day

One of the first things
I never learned
Caught it again today
One of the last things
I ever heard
I wish I'd never heard her say
Some of the worst things we ever do
Gonna come around again
So I keep on trying to change my ways
As I head up around the bend
If I could rearrange my life right now
I'd point and click and drag
And I would make a change cut off that screen
And drop my Windows in that paper bag
Can't let that machine fill up my mind
Gonna work it all out upstairs
I'll write down this information
Create a new fire
And make like I ain't got no cares
It's a circle of seasons



Spinning around and round
Coming home to another day
I've got plenty of reasons that the deal goes down
Just turn around renew myself
Gonna try a little harder every day
Gonna play a little longer just as long as I can
Get it right somehow working every day

5393. Every Day I Have To Cry Some - Chords

Every Day I Have To Cry Some
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Arthur Alexander

G                           Am
There was a little girl I'd planned to marry
D7                     G
This was my love and I didn't wanna share it
                                  Am
I thought that love would make my life bright and sunny
    D7                                G
She said she couldn't love me cause I didn't have no money
                    Am
Every day I have to cry some
D7                  G
Every day I have to cry some
                      Am
Dry the water from my eyes some
D7                  G
Every day I have to cry
                          Am
I had me a girl I guess I really loved her
D7                G
Every night I was thinkin' of her
                  Am
But you can't mix love with money
      D7                     G
Cause if you do you're gonna hurt somebody
repeat #2
                 Am
Lawd I know that I'm just a poor man
D7                            G
But is it wrong to love cause I'm not a rich man
                   Am
Every time you mix love with money
D7                    G
Every time it's gonna hurt somebody
Repeat #2



5394. Every Day Will Be Sunday Bye And Bye - Chords

Every Day Will Be Sunday Bye And Bye
Recorded by the Statler Brothers
Written by Bob Miller

C
Oh bye and bye (bye and bye) bye and bye (bye and bye) 
                                                     D7         G7
Oh when I reach (when I reach) that home (that home) beyond the sky
             C                      F                        D7
Far from the land of worry and pain sickness will never come again
          C                              G7      C
And every day (every day) will be Sunday bye and bye
Oh bye and bye (bye and bye) bye and bye (bye and bye) 
                                                     D7         G7
Oh when I reach (when I reach) that home (that home) beyond the sky
          C                    F                           D7
Livin' in sunshine of His love thinkin' of the wonder from above
          C                              G7      C
And every day (every day) will be Sunday bye and bye
      
Well when I reach that city city so bright and fair
                                           D7            G7
All of my friends and loved ones are gonna welcome me up there
          C                                  F                  D7
I'm gonna sit down put on my long white robe sit down beside my Lord
          C                              G7      C
And every day (every day) will be Sunday bye and bye
Repeat #1 
On Monday (I'm gonna tell the story) 
   F
On Tuesday (I'm gonna sing the song)
   C
On Wednesday (I'm going to the Garden of Eden)
  D7                 G7
I just want one inch on the land of freedom
   C
On Thursday we're gonna make it 
   F
On Friday set down and rest the weary 
   C
On Saturday pickup John Joebeock    
F
I got sins to prophesy     
C                                    G7      C
Every day (every day) will be Sunday bye and bye
 
Repeat #1,2
Bye and bye

5395. Every Drop Of Water



Jerry Jeff Walker - Every Drop of Water
Composer: Steve Seskin - Allen Shamblin
Ricky Skaggs

Life is kinda like a roller coaster
Up and down over and over again until it ends
The way I figure it's all grist for the mill
There's a lesson to learn from every hard spill we take
And there are no mistakes

We're all diamonds in the rough we'll shine soon enough
It's the struggles in this life that make you strong
Embrace the good times and the bad keep in mind when you're sad
Both tears of joy and sorrow lead us home
Every drop of water shapes the stone

Now you'd never know it be looking at me now
But not long ago I was down for the count and scared
Didn't think I had a prayer
But I found the faith to get over that mountain
It took a while but nobody's countin' anyway and I'm here to say

We're all diamonds in the rough we'll shine soon enough...

There's a masterpiece in every heart an ever changing work of art
We're all diamonds in the rough we'll shine soon enough
Let tears of joy and sorrow lead you home
Every drop of water shapes the stone

Life is kinda like a roller coaster up and down over and over again

5396. Every Drop Of Water - Chords

Every Drop Of Water
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Steve Seskin and Allen Shamblin

G
Life is kinda like a roller coaster
                          C              D7
Up and down over and over again until it ends
    G
The way I figure it's all grist for the mill
                                                   C
There's a lesson to learn from every hard spill we take
                 D7
And there are no mistakes
C                  G            C           G
We're all diamonds in the rough we'll shine soon enough
         Am                G                  C     D7
It's the struggles in this life that make you strong
  C                    G           C            G
Embrace the good times and the bad keep in mind when you're sad
     Am               G              C



Both tears of joy and sorrow lead us home
              D7               G
Every drop of water shapes the stone
Now you'd never know it be looking at me now
                                              C
But not long ago I was down for the count and scared
                     D7
Didn't think I had a prayer
    G
But I found the faith to get over that mountain
                                      C                      D7
It took a while but nobody's countin' anyway and I'm here to say
Repeat #2
          Em             C               Am            D7
There's a masterpiece in every heart and ever changing work of art
C                  G            C           G
We're all diamonds in the rough we'll shine soon enough
    Am               G               C
Let tears of joy and sorrow lead you home
              D7               G
Every drop of water shapes the stone
                                                              C    G
Life is kinda like a roller coaster up and down over and over again

5397. Every Fool Has A Rainbow - Chords

Every Fool Has A Rainbow
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C              F
Every fool has rainbow 
G7                    C
But he never seems to find
    F                     C
The reward that should be waiting
       D7         G7
At the end of the line

      C                F
He'll give up a bed of roses 
      G7                  C
For a hammock filled with thorns
       F             C
And go chasing after rainbows 
      F      G7       C
Every time a dream is born

                     F
And every fool has a rainbow 
G7               C
That only he can see
      F          C
Every fool has a rainbow 



        F    G7         C
And the rule applies to me

5398. Every Good Reason - Chords

Every Good Reason
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Ray Griff
 
C                           G7
I have every good reason to leave you 
                             C
After the way you've hurt me so
    A7                D7
But every good reason I have for leavin' 
      F           G7               C
Never seems to be enough for me to go
                              D7
Every time that you're untrue I tell myself I'm leavin' you
G7                      C
That I won't see you anymore
                                  D7
But my heart always rules my mind and I forgive you every time
  F             G7             C
I never seem to make it to the door
Repeat #1 x2

5399. Every Grain Of Sand

Emmylou Harris - Every Grain Of Sand

In the time of my confession, in the hour of my deepest need
When the pool of tears beneath my feet, flood every newborn seed
There's a dyin' voice within me, reaching out somewhere
Toiling in the danger and in the morals of despair

Don't have the inclination to look back on any mistake
Like cain, I now behold this chain of events that I must break
In the fury of the moment I can see the master's hand
In every leaf that trembles and in every grain of sand

Oh, the flowers of indulgence and the weeds of yesteryear
Like criminals, they have choked the breath of conscience and good cheer
The sun beat down upon the steps of time to light the way
To ease the pain of idleness and the memory of decay

I gaze into the doorway of temptation's angry flame
And every time I pass that way, I always hear my name
Then onward in my journey, I come to understand



That every hair is numbered like every grain of sand

I have gone from rags to riches in the sorrow of the night
In the violence of a summer's dream, in the chill of a wintry light
In the bitter dance of loneliness fading into space
In the broken mirror of innocence on each forgotten face

I hear the ancient footsteps like the motion of the sea
Sometimes I turn, there's someone there, other times it's only me
I am hanging in the balance of a perfect finished plan
Like every sparrow falling, like every grain of sand

5400. Every Kind Of Music But Country

Robbie Fulks - Every Kind of Music But Country

[Verse 1]
Well, I've been houndin' her for such a long time
Tryin' to impress her with my hillbilly whine
But she told me I was barkin' up the wrong tree
She liked every kind of music but country

[Chorus]
Every kind of music but country
She liked it fast, she liked it loud, she liked it funky
She liked everything about me, 'cept for one thing
She liked every kind of music but country

[Verse 2]
Well, I thought I had a big one on the line
She said listenin' to music was her favorite pastime
But she told me I was tryin' to swim upstream
She liked every kind of music but country

[Chorus]
Every kind of music but country
She liked it fast, she liked it loud, she liked it funky
She liked everything about me, 'cept for one thing
She liked every kind of music but country

[Verse 3]
She saw I had a guitar in my hand
But she never heard me play 'til the night she heard my band
And now she can't remember havin' told me
She liked every kind of music but country

5401. Every Love



Kathy Mattea - Every Love

Every love is different
Every love's the same
Every love has memories
Every love has pain

I knew love at twenty
I knew love at nine
But the love I know right now
Is the sweetest love I'll ever find

Every town's familar
Every town is strange
When you're feeling lonely
Every town's the same

I have dreamed of Paris
And I have dreamed of Rome
But the dream we're in right now
Is the sweetest dream I've ever known

Touch me
In the silent
Shelter of the night
Hide me
Safely wrapped in your arms
Till morning light
Every love remembers
Every love forgets
I've had my share of sorrow's
But I have no regrets

Love is made of silver
Love is made of gold
But the love that we have made
Is the sweetest love I'll ever know

5402. Every Mile A Memory

Dierks Bentley - Every Mile a Memory

[Verse 1]
Country roads, old theater marquee signs
Parking lots and billboards flying by
Spanish moss, little hick town squares
Wild roses on a river bank, girl, it's almost like you're there, oh

[Chorus]
Every mile, a memory, every song, another scene
From some old movie going back in time, you and me
Every day, a page turned down, every night, a lonesome sound
Like a freight train rolling through my dreams
Every mile, a memory



[Verse 2]
Red sun down out across the western sky
Takes me back to the fire in your eyes
Texas stars in a purple night
Not seeing 'em with you, baby, oh, they never do them right, no

[Chorus]
Every mile, a memory, every song, another scene
From some old movie going back in time, you and me
Every day, a page turned down, every night, a lonesome sound
Like a freight train rolling through my dreams
Every mile, a memory

[Bridge]
Funny how no matter where I run
'Round every bend I only see just how far I haven't come

[Chorus]
Every mile, a memory, every song, another scene
From some old movie going back in time
Every day, a page turned down, every night, a lonesome sound
Like a freight train rolling through my dreams
Every mile, a memory

[Outro]
Every mile, a memory
Every mile, a memory

5403. Every Minute I Want Jesus By My Side - Chords

Every Minute I Want Jesus By My Side
Recorded by Johnny Paycheck
Written by Country Johnny Mathis

G                                 D7
I want to be a help to Jesus everyday
                                          G
I want His light to shine on everything I do or say
                                      C  G D7
I want His love to always be my daily gu-i-de
      C             D7          G
Every minute I want Jesus by my side
           D7                           G
Yes I want Jesus by my side when I feel blue
            D7                             G
I know I'll never have another friend that is so true
                                           C G  D7
How good to know that in my heart His love a-bi-des 
      C             D7          G
Every minute I want Jesus by my side
                                          D7
I have no riches but that matters none at all



                                           G
He's always standing by to help me when He hears my call
                                                   C  G  D7
And not one thing that I've asked Him for has been de-ni-ed 
      C             D7          G
Every minute I want Jesus by my side
           D7                           G
Yes I want Jesus by my side when I feel blue
            D7                           G
I know I'll never have another friend so true
                                           C G  D7
How good to know that in my heart His love a-bi-des 
      C             D7          G
Every minute I want Jesus by my side
Repeat #2

5404. Every Morning Song

Every morning song - demo
Avett Brothers

Hurt so bad
You don't come around here anymore
Worse than that
Nothing's really helping
I've been thinking about drinking again
It's alright if you finally stop caring
Just don't go and tell someone that does
'Cuz even thought I know there's hope in every morning song
I have to find that mellody alone
Her name became the flame unto the fire
Magpie on a wire, warned of those
Dead unto the high
Shamelessly alive until the low
It's alright if you finally stop caring
Just don't go and tell someone that does
'Cuz even though I know there's hope in every morning song
I have to find that mellody alone
We can go ahead
If no one notices
What's the point of it
I have to ask
How you learn to see
Hope eternally
When you're sure to be
Oh even last
Hurt so bad
More than I expected that it would
Worse than that
It seems to be lasting just a little longer than it should
It's alright if you finally stop caring
Just don't go and tell someone that does
'Cuz even though I know there's hope



In every morning song
I have to find that mellody alone
Have to find that mellody alone
I have to sing that mellody alone

5405. Every Now And Then

Every Now And Then 

The love you thought was dead and gone
Somehow keeps on hanging on
Even when your heart has left it far behind
Just when you have turned the page
It seems to find a way
There it is again
Every now and then

And every now and then that old feeling comes around
Every now and then I see your face in another cloud
And every now and then some old something takes me right back again
Every now and then

You can finally breathe life in
Without wondering where she's been
Go to sleep at night without her on your mind
In a second it appears
Followed by familiar tears
Like a long lost friend
Every now and then

And every now and then that old feeling comes around
Every now and then I see your face in another cloud
And every now and then some old something takes me right back again
Every now and then

(Instrumental)

And I know it's all for nothing
There's no going back to way back then

And every now and then that old feeling comes around
Every now and then I see your face in another cloud
And every now and then some old something takes me right back again
Every now and then

I still love you
Every now and then



5406. Every Other Friday At Five - Chords

Every Other Friday At Five
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Steven Dale Jones

C          G7                   Am
One out of two ain't gonna make it
F             G7         C   G7
Those are the odds these days
         C             G7
And in a world of statistics
          F            Em
He's left tryin' to survive
     Dm             G7     C
Till every other Friday at five
              G7                Am
He counts the days and then the hours
     F               G7            C   G7
Till he can hold his babies in his arms
               C               G7
And they'll be staring out the window
        F               Em
When he pulls up to the drive
   Dm             G7     C
On every other Friday at five
    F                              Em
For forty-eight hours they're with him again
C      Dm          G7               Am
But on Sunday afternoon he's out of time
           F
Some folks call him a deserter 
        C                F
But his kids know he'll arrive
   Dm             G7     C
On every other Friday at five
             G7             Am
So let's not put 'em in the middle
    F           G7             C     G7
And play tug-of-war with their hearts
        C          G7
But let mommas and daddies
    F                  Em
Say hello and wave goodbye
   Dm             G7     C
On every other Friday at five
Repeat #3
 
   Dm             G7     C
On every other Friday at five

5407. Every Part of Me



Steve Earle - Every Part of Me

I love you with all my heart
All my soul, every part of me
It's all I can do to mark
Where you end and where I start, you see

I was living long in my travails
I left a trail of tears behind me
Been in love so many times
Didn't think this kind would ever find me
I love you with everything
All my weakness, all my strength
I can't promise anything
Except that my last breath will bear your name
And when I'm gone they'll sing a song about a lonely fool
Wandering around the world and back again
But in the end he finally found her

I love you with all my heart
All my soul and every part of me

Across the universe I'll spin
Until the end and then I wonder
If we should get another chance
Could I have that dance forever under
A double moon and sky lit stars
Shining down on where you are
And I love you with all my heart
All my soul and every part of me

5408. Every River

Every River
Steep Canyon Rangers

Verse 1:
Once upon a time
Somewhere in your past
Someone said forever
But that promise didn't last

Verse 2:
Now you don't believe
Love is ever true 
Steel yourself against the day
When I stop loving you

Chorus:
When the day comes that I don't love you
Every star will fall out of the sky
And every mountain will tumble down
And every river run dry



Verse 3:
For every drop of rain
That ever touched the ground
For every tear that ever fell
And never made a sound

Verse 4:
I'll be there 
To hear you call
And I'll be there to catch you baby 
Should you ever fall

Repeat Chorus:
When the day comes that I don't love you
Every star will fall out of the sky
And every mountain will tumble down
And every river run dry

Final Chorus:
When the day comes that I don't love you
Every star will fall out of the sky
And every mountain will tumble down
And every river run dry
And every river run dry

5409. Every Road Leads Back To You

Every Road Leads Back To You
Darrell Scott

Playing 'cross the country with a 5-piece band
I'm just trying to make a living with a guitar in my hand
I've seen New York City skyline and I've felt the la blues
And I've worked ever bar from here to saskatoon

I stay in 2 bit hotels in the cities where I roam
But I've never laid my body down in one that felt like home
I guess home is where the heart is and my heart's home with you
Still after years of chasing rainbows every road leads back to you

Every road leads back to you
Though you sometimes feel neglected
There's nothing that means as much to me as you
But I was born to sing the blues and every road leads back to you

Last night we worked in Denver, I guess we put on quite a show
But I left the hotel restless with nowhere to go
I walk through snowy city sidewalks through the silent avenues
And as the sun came up I realized every road leads back to you

Every road leads back to you
Though you sometimes feel neglected
There's nothing that means as much to me as you



But I was born to sing the blues and every road leads back to you
I guess I'll always sing these blues but every road leads back to you

5410. Every Side Of The Coin

Every Side Of The Coin - Hot Buttered Rum
 
Whoa! Flip away, throw it around, that's what I say,
Whoa! Let it Roll, down the street, round the telephone pole,
I've seen every side of the coin,
And I don't fear nothing, cause I've seen it all before,

Whoa! Take my hand, follow my fingers, all across the land
Take it nice and slow, and you'll find family, wherever you go,
You'll find every side of the coin,
And you won't fear nothing, once you've seen it all before

Heads I'll take the money, tails I'll let it go,
Ain't it all so funny, Ha ha honey, T-take your chances on love,

Pave your own road, make your bricks out of solid gold,
Change those foolish ways, bet on the house, baby, it always pays,
bet on every side of the coin,
Cause you won't win nothing if you don't put your money down,

Heads I'll pull the trigger, tails I'll let it go,
Always something bigger, always more to know,
Start the revolution, spin it all around,
Only one solution, T-take your chances on love,
Ha ha, honey, T-take your chances on love

5411. Every Stone

Every Stone
By Dango Rose
Elephant Revival

Man was walkin' down the road
Saying wisdom won't you find me
Said I got no place to go
Only seasons for to roam

In this season I do moan
Cold as ice, the wind surrounds me
Fortune falls upon false secrets
To the desert I do go

Every Stone  Reflects Mystery 
Every Stone  Comes Down on Me



You may find a walkin' man
Lost his way in truth and reason
Lovers left and gone to sea
Stolen hearts left misery

The wind does change a weary soul
Hopes and dreams to dream of fortune
Lovers lost in skies of passion
Glory's face on every stone

Every Stone  Reflects Mystery 
Every Stone  Comes Down on Me

I feel the rhythm of the sand
The vibrations move like diamonds
From the middle of this land
I share my heart with your command.

5412. Every Stone We Lay

Every Stone We Lay - Hot Buttered Rum

(chorus:)
Every stone we lay affects the course of the river
Every stone we lay affects the course of the river

So lay your stone well
I'll lay mine right next to yours
Shoulder to shoulder and heart to heart
We can change the rivers course

(chorus)

(bridge:)
one stone at a time lay it down right next to me
one stone at a time lay it down right next to me
one stone at a time lay it down right next to me

I was lonely for so many years
I thought I didn't have the power
But with this stone in my hand, and you by my side
I'm approaching my finest hour.

(chorus)

(bridge)

So lay your stone well
Every thought and every word
When you think no ones listening,
Your every whispered prayer is heard!



(chorus)

(bridge)

5413. Every Tear Has A Reason Why

Tim O'Brien - Every Tear Has a Reason Why

Chorus 
Every day is a long time waiting 
Every night is alone and cryin' 
Your memory is a long time fadin' 
Every tear has a reason why, every tear has a reason why 

Echos are fillin' the hallways, bringin' back those better times 
The smell and the touch and the taste of you won?t leave my mind 
You're a ghost in the house we lived in, I can feel you everywhere 
I know better than to hope that you still care 
But I keep lookin' for you out there 

Chorus 

You came in like the dawn of a new day, now the dark is settlin' in 
I don't know if I can find a life worth livin' again 
In the night, in the still of the shadows, I can't help but wonder why 
I bought into a trouble that no one else would buy 
And every tear has a reason why 

I chased you until you caught me, caught me so unaware 
Look at all the things you taught me about a dead end love affair 

Chorus

5414. Every Third Monday - Chords

Every Third Monday
Recorded by Sammy Kershaw
Written by Larry Cordle, Larry Shell, Billy Henderson

C
He drives to Charlotte every third Monday
                    G7            C   F
And checks into the Twelve Oaks Motel
   C
He calls it business and he calls the number
              G7            C
Of a woman he knows all too well

F                           C



Every third Monday when his wife packs his suitcase
G7                           C
He looks her straight in the eye
F           G7     Am         F
Every third Monday he finds a new way
   C        G7            C  G7
To tell her that same old lie

     C
Back home in Atlanta in a cafe for lovers
                  G7           C   F
She slips off her gold wedding ring
     C
To a stranger in a back booth she whispers I'd love to
                     G7           C
Two can play at this old cheatin' game

F                  C
Every third Monday she packs his suitcase
G7                            C
She looks him straight in the eye
F           G7     Am          F
Every third Monday she finds a new way
   C        G7            C
To tell him that same old lie

F           G7     Am         F
Every third Monday he finds a new way
   C        G7            C
To tell her that same old lie

5415. Every Time

Everytime
Yonder Mountain String Band

Gimme a long country road
Runnin' thru ten miles o' cotton
A long country road anytime
A long country road
Thru a time we've all forgotten
A long country road anytime
Everytime

Take that cool evenin' breeze
Too damn hot it ain't rainin'
Cool evenin' breeze anytime
That cool evenin' breeze
Quit my damn complainin'
Cool evenin' breeze anytime
Everytime

Take my old country home



Not some mansion in the city
My old country home anytime
My old country home
When thet sun is settin' pretty
My old country home anytime
Everytime

Want that sweet peace o' mind
'Cause it worked for my old pappy
Sweet peace o' mind anytime
That sweet peace o' mind
Some old song to keep my happy
Sweet peace o' mind anytime
Anytime
Everytime

5416. Every Time I Ask My Heart - Chords

Every Time I Ask My Heart
Recorded by Leroy Van Dyke
Written by Larry Hovis
 
D7                  G
Every time I ask my heart
                      C
Should I take another chance
                    D7
I'm reminded at the start
                    G
I'm so foolish with romance
 
D7                  G
Every time I ask my heart
                         C
Why can't love be all it seems
                        D7
Must it always end this way
                       G       C     G
Nothing left but empty dreams (empty dreams)
       C                             G
But my heart doesn't know the reason why
       A7                           D7
All it knows is that it wants to cry
 
                      G
But I guess I'll fall again
                       C
Though I know it isn't smart
                        D7
And I feel it with each beat
                    G
Every time I ask my heart
 



D7                     G
But I guess I'll fall again
                       C
Though I know it isn't smart
                        D7
And I feel it with each beat
                    G
Every time I ask my heart

5417. Every Time I Itch I Wind Up Scratching You - Chords

Every Time I Itch I Wind Up Scratching You
Recorded by Glen Campbell
Written by Jeremy Slate and Glen Campbell

C                   Em           C             F
You know my love my only wish is happiness for you
     C         Em      Am        C    D7               G7
So I work real hard to strike it rich but every time I do
  C              Em               C           F
I blow it all on some old witch I hardly ever knew
C        Em    Am     C      D7      G7         C
How come every time I itch I wind up scratching you

                         Em            C             F
When every thing's ain't going right I hurry home to you
    C       Em           Am      C  D7              G7
You kiss my lips and you comfort me as only you can do 
        C              Em                  C              F
But the eagle flies on Friday night and my senses fly off too
C        Em    Am     C      D7      G7         C
How come every time I itch I wind up scratching you

  D7                            G7
I dream of coming home to you a knight in shining armor
         F                    C
Cause it seems to me that you rate much more
       D7                 G7
Than a broken down busted farmer

C            Em          C                F
Every time I get ahead I act like someone new
  C         Em          Am      C       D7             G7
I waste the whole night talking big and spending money too
       C              Em       C                 F
Then I sneak in bed beside you feeling broke and blue
C        Em    Am     C      D7      G7         C
How come every time I itch I wind up scratching you



5418. Every Time That It Rains

Every Time That It Rains - Garth Brooks 

Stuck in an airport in austin
All of the flights are delayed
As the rains keep fallin'
The memories keep callin' me back
To another time and place

Back to a rainy day in oklahoma
She was workin' at this roadside cafe
It was just her and me
And looked like it would be
At least til the storms rolled away.

I played please come to boston on the jukebox
She said "hey that's my favorite song"
The next thing I knew
The song was all through
And we were still dancing alone

And with that look in her eye
She pulled from me
Then she pulled off that apron she wore.
And with her hand in mine
We turned off the sign
And locked the rain outside the door

Everytime that it rains
I can hear her heart callin'
It rains
I can see that dress fallin'
The storm clouds rolled on
Still the memory remains
Everytime that it rains

One late rainy night
I got a phone call
So I went back
To see her again
And through the dance
We both stumbled
And with the buttons
We fumbled
And we decided
Just to call it friends

If we ever had a flame
Now it's over
And only the memory remains
Of a roadside cafe
On a september day
I relive everytime that it rains

Everytime that it rains
I can hear her heart callin'



It rains
I can see that dress fallin'
The storm clouds rolled on
Still the memory remains
Everytime that it rains

Everytime that it rains

Everytime that it rains

It's raining on me

Everytime, everytime

5419. Every Time The World Goes Round - Chords

Every Time The World Goes Round
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Bob Montgomery and Earl Sinks

C              F
Every time the world goes round 
C                      G7
Twenty-four hours that way
C                  F
And every time the world goes round 
           C           G7      C
I love you twenty-four hours a day
F
Every time the world goes round 
C
I fall a little more for you
                       F
Before this world goes round again 
              C          G7           C
I hope you're fallin' in love with me too
               F
Every time the world goes round 
C                  G7
Another day passes by
C                 F
Lucky spell every day I live 
    C          G7     C
And you're the reason why
Repeat #2
               F
Every time the world goes round 
C               G7
Till the end of time
C                F
All the lovin' I got is yours 
         C          G7       C
That you say you're mine all mine



repeat #2

5420. Every Time You Leave

Emmylou Harris - Everytime You Leave (Louvin Brothers cover)

Everytime you leave
You tear the soul from me
I die a little more each time part
I can't control my dreams
My heart can't seem to learn
To turn and lock its door when you return

I know that you'll come back again
As soon as you get blue
And I know what will happen then
One kiss and I'll give one to you

Everytime you leave
You tear the soul from me
But I want to live so I'll forgive
Everytime you leave

5421. Every Time You Leave - Chords

Every Time You Leave
recorded byEmmylou Harris
written by Charlie Louvin and Ira Louvin
 
C      Em       F         G7                C
Every time you leave you tear the soul from me 
               G7             C
I die a little more each time part 
        Em         F
I can't control my dreams 
   G7                  C
My heart can't seem to learn 
                     G7            C
To turn and lock its door when you return 
 
  G7                    C
I know that you'll come back again 
   G7              C
As soon as you get blue 
    G7               C
And I know what will happen then 
    D7                 Dm    G7
One kiss and I'll give in to you 
C      Em       F         G7                C



E-very time you leave you tear the soul from me 
                      G7
But I want to live so I'll forgive 
               C
Every time you leave

5422. Every Time You Say Goodbye

Everytime You Say Goodbye
Alison Krauss

Look at the sky baby what do you see?
Looks like the tears that I've cried
Falling down like rain on the ground
Every time you say good-bye.

Take a look around now why don't you feel
The way the cold wind stings and blinds
And each time we part like arrows through your heart
Every time you say good-bye.

   There's a restless feeling knocking at my door today
   There's a shadow hanging 'round my garden gate
   I read between the lines of words you can't disguise
   Love has gone away and put these tears in my eyes.

Look at the sky baby see how it cries
Ain't it just like my tears
Falling down like rain on the ground
Every time you say good-bye.

5423. Every Which Way But Loose - Chords

Every Which Way But Loose 
Recorded by Eddie Rabbitt 
Written by Snuff Garrett, Stephen Dorff, Milton Brown

C
I've always been the kind of man
    G7
Who doesn't believe in strings
Am
Long term obligations 
         E7
Are just unnecessary things
    F                  G7
But girl you've got me thinking
          E7                Am
While I'm drinking one more beer



       D7
If I'm headed for a heartache
             Dm              G7
Then why the hell am I still here

    C
I'm testing my resistance
         G7
And it's wearing mighty thin
Am
I've got the feeling I should leave
  E7
Before the roof caves in
   F                G7
My mind tells me to move along
       E7           Am
But my body begs me stay
          D7
And now I feel the need to hold you close
    Dm             G7
And love the night away

      
While you're turning me
F
Every which way but loose you turn me
C
Every which way but loose
  G7                                C
Inside the fire is burning me in my mind
                      C7
You just keep turning me
F
Every which way but loose
C                      A7
Baby there's no excuse to turn me
Dm          G7      F    C
Every which way but loose

             
When the sun comes up in the morning
          G7
It should find us someplace new
    Am
But right this minute all I want
      E7
Is to lay here next to you
      F                   G7
Those memories still keep calling me
     E7              Am
From somewhere in my past
       D7
Better hurry if they want me
            Dm             G7
Cause I can feel me fading fast
             
Repeat #3



5424. Everybody Bring A Song - Chords

Everybody Bring A Song
Written and recorded by Dottie West

C                         G          D7                   G
I'm the girl who told the world this town's too small for me
C                       E7                        Am      D7
Now I'm back I want the whole town to drop by for my apology
G                                    C                 A7
Won't bring tears from all the years about while I was gone
     D7                                                    G
Well bring a band through friendship and everybody bring a song
C         G            D7             G
Everybody bring a song sing a song to me
  C                E7               Am       D7
A good old fashion love by neighbor hospitality
G                                    C                 A7
Don't bring tears from all the years about while I was gone
D7                                                       G
Bring good news and your dancin' shoes everybody bring a song
C              G                     D7              G
I know who the last come through the door he's gonna be
   C              E7               Am                  D7
He may be shy but he's the guy who said he'll wait for me
   G                                    C                 A7
He won't bring tears from all the years about while I was gone
    D7                                                       G
And he's my man when he takes my hand well everybody bring a song
repeat #2
                                     C                 A7
Don't bring tears from all the years about while I was gone
D7                                                       G
Bring good news and your dancin' shoes everybody bring a song
     D7           G          D7           G
Everybody bring a song  everybody bring a song
     D7           G          D7           G
Everybody bring a song  everybody bring a song
     D7           G
Everybody bring a song

5425. Everybody But Me - Chords

Everybody But Me
Recorded by Ernie Ashworth
Written by Dave Burgess

F         G7        C             G7
Everybody everybody everybody but me



C               F       C
Everybody's got someone caring
                  F            C
Everybody's got a love they're sharing
F         G7            C
Everybody everybody but me
             F       C
Everybody is getting ready
             F     C
Everybody is going steady
F         G7            C
Everybody everybody but me
F                             C
I stay home on a Friday night go to bed at eight
   F                            D7                G7
On Saturday night I'm all alone still ain't got a date
C            F     C                      F     C
Everybody is out romancing having fun and going dancing
F         G7            C
Everybody everybody but me
Repeat #3
F         G7            C
Everybody everybody but me

5426. Everybody Does It Now

Abigail Washburn - Everybody Does It Now
Artist: Abigail Washburn
Album: The Sparrow Quartet

Hear that music nice and sweet
Come on baby let's warm our feet
Everybody does it now, come on let me show you how
Work it Ms Fanny, everybody does it now

Went upstairs to drink some cider
Seen a big bug lovin' a spider
Everybody does it now, come on let me show you how
You'll get real freakish, everybody does it now

Doctors, lawyers, gigolos, cops
all come here to heat their chops
Everybody does it now come on let me show you how
Don't get 'dicted, everybody does it now

Gramdpa Jarrell lay me low
I'm putting new tunes in this old banjo
Everybody does it now, let me show you how
Watch'em do the shimmy, everybody does it now

Two time mamas all in dutch
Out the backdoor, men too much
Everybody does it now, let me show you how



Try to catch 'em at it, everybody does it now

Mamas keep their papas broke
and lose them because they lost their stroke
Everybody does it now, come on let me show you how
You really can't blame 'em, everybody does it now

5427. Everybody Has Those Kind of Days

Rodney Crowell - Everybody Has Those Kind of Days

Well all day long I've been lookin' for a song
I've been searchin' through my mind for that one good old man line
There's a million things to say but they just don't come my way
I guess everybody has those kind of days
Well now everybody has those days it's part of the dues you got to pay
And I'm payin' that goes without sayin'
There's one good thing about the blues they're the best things you can lose
And it all depends on you and whoever you want to
Come and save you from your lonely's and just chase your blues away
I guess everybody has those kind of days
Now if you're gonna live your life then you may as well do it right
Cause today will turn to night and leave your blues clean out of sight
And when the sun does slip away there's just one thing you can say
And that's that everybody has those kind of days
Well now everybody has those days it's part of the dues you got to pay...
Oh Hal pick it son

5428. Everybody Hurts

Everybody Hurts
Gibson Brothers 

When your day is long
And the night, the night is yours alone
When you're sure you've had enough
Of this life, hang on

[Chorus]
Don't let yourself go
'Cause everybody cries
And everybody hurts
Sometimes

When your day is night alone
If you feel like letting go
If you think you've had too much
Of this life, hang on



'Cause everybody hurts
Take comfort in your friends
Everybody hurts

If you're out there on your own in this life
The days and nights are long
When you think you've had too much
Of this life, hang on

[Chorus]
Well everybody hurts
Sometimes
Everybody cries
And everybody hurts
Sometimes

Hold on
Hold on
Hold on

5429. Everybody In The Whole World Holding Hands - Chords

Everybody In The Whole World Holding Hands
Written and recorded by Freddie Hart

G                        C          D7               G
Wish every boy and every girl could feel the arms of love
C                       G            D7
Every crying face could wear a smile again
       G           C               D7          G
People pulling all together loving helping one another
     C           D7                  G
Everybody in the whole world holding hands

       C                   G
Oh how green will grow the grass 
                           D7
Love can rule the world at last
G                      C  G  C
Life a child can under-st-and 
D7                                   G
Everybody in the whole world holding hands

                              C          D7              G
There will be food for all to eat  shoes for everybody's feet
C                      G               D7
Room enough for all to have a piece of land
        G           C                  D7          G
And the wars cannot exist when there's all togetherness
     C           D7                  G
Everybody in the whole world holding hands

          C           D7                  G



With everybody in the whole world holding hands
       C                   G
Oh how green will grow the grass

5430. Everybody In This Town - Chords

Everybody In This Town 
Chicago Farmer
 
Capo 2
 
D Em G
D Em G
  D
I woke up this morning with last night'²s blues
Em                G
Tied one on but I lost my shoes
  D
I don't need a paper to know the news
Em              G
Think I'²ll just go to town
 
D
Everybody there's throwin' '²round my name
Em                    G
Seems like I'²m always catchin' that blame
D
It'²s just another one of them small town games
Em                       G
I think I only lose this round
 
    A
Cuz everybody knows the kind of life
            D                     G
That you're bound to lead if it'²s wrong or right
A                            D                G
Everybody knows all about yo share of ups and downs
Em              A                 D
Everybody knows everybody in this town
 
D Em G
D Em G
 
D
Long tall Molly in a mini-dress
Em                     G
Saturday night she's a bawling mess
D
Sunday morning she'²ll confess
Em                    G
Everybody's listening now
 
D



Later on 'bout that same night
Em                            G
A few grown men in a bar room fight
D
Factory'²s goin'² back on strike
Em                  G
Everybody's talking now
 
    A
Cuz everybody knows the kind of life
            D                     G
That you're bound to lead if it'²s wrong or right
A                            D                G
Everybody knows all about yo share of ups and downs
Em              A
Everybody knows everybody
Em              A
Everybody knows everybody
Em              A                 D    G
Everybody knows everybody in this town
Em              A                 D    G
Everybody knows everybody in this town
Em              A                 D    G
Everybody knows everybody in this town
Em              A
Everybody knows
 
D
I wokd up this morning with last night'²s blues
Em                G
Tied one on but I lost my shoes
D
Now it's no secret, me and Molly'²s news
Em                 G
Everybody knows by now

5431. Everybody Knows

Everybody Knows - The Duhks

Everybody knows that the dice are loaded
Everybody rolls with their fingers crossed
Everybody knows that the war is over
Everybody knows the good guys lost
Everybody knows the fight was fixed
The poor stay poor, the rich get rich
That's how it goes
Everybody knows

Everybody knows that the boat is leaking
Everybody knows that the captain lied
Everybody got this broken feeling
Like their father or their dog just died



Everybody talking to their pockets
Everybody wants a box of chocolates
And a long stem rose
Everybody knows

Everybody knows that you love me baby
Everybody knows that you really do
Everybody knows that you've been faithful
Ah give or take a night or two
Everybody knows you've been discreet
But there were so many people you just had to meet
Without your clothes
And everybody knows
Everybody knows, everybody knows
That's how it goes
Everybody knows
Everybody knows, everybody knows
That's how it goes
Everybody knows

And everybody knows that it's now or never
Everybody knows that it's me or you
And everybody knows that you live forever
Ah when you've done a line or two
Everybody knows the deal is rotten
Old Black Joe's still pickin' cotton
For your ribbons and bows
And everybody knows

And everybody knows that the plague is coming
Everybody knows that it's moving fast
Everybody knows that the naked man and woman
Are just a shining artifact of the past
Everybody knows the scene is dead
But there's gonna be a meter on your bed
That will disclose
What everybody knows

And everybody knows that you're in trouble
Everybody knows what you've been through
From the bloody cross on top of Calvary
To the beach of Malibu
Everybody knows it's coming apart
Take one last look at this Sacred Heart
Before it blows
And everybody knows
Everybody knows, everybody knows
That's how it goes
Everybody knows
Oh everybody knows, everybody knows
That's how it goes
Everybody knows
Everybody knows



5432. Everybody Knows

Dixie Chicks - Everybody Knows

Tell me now, if you came sneaking up behind 
Would you know me and see behind the smile?
I can change like colors on a wall 
Hoping no one else will find what lies beneath it all 

I think I hide it all so well 

Stepping out, everyone can see my face 
All the things I can't erase from my life 
Everybody knows 
Standing out so you won't forget my name 
That's the way we play this game of life 
Everybody knows 

Looking through the crowd , I search for something else 
But every time I turn around , I run into myself 
Here I stand, consumed with my surroundings 
Just another day of everybody looking 

I swore they'd never see me cry 
You'll never see me cry 

Stepping out, everyone can see my face 
All the things I can't erase from my life 
Everybody knows 
Standing out so you won't forget my name 
That's the way we play this game of life 
Everybody knows 

You say I'll pay the price 
That's a chance that I'll take 
Though you may think I'm telling lies 
But I just call it getting by 

Stepping out, everyone can see my face 
All the things I can't erase from my life 
Everybody knows 
Standing out so you won't forget my name 
That's the way we play this game of life 
Everybody knows

Everybody knows
(Everybody knows)
(I'm just barely getting by)
Everybody knows
(Everybody knows)
(I'm just barely getting by)
Everybody knows
(Everybody knows)
(I'm just barely getting by)
Everybody knows
(Everybody knows)
Everybody knows



5433. Everybody Knows Her

Everybody Knows Her
Jonathan Edwards

Well, everybody knows her, she's the one to love
Well, everybody knows her, she's the one to love
It will take time to tell her
She came by to tell you
She wants you back again, try her luck again
She wants you back again, try her luck again

She's out west waitin' for the sun to rise
She's out west waitin' for the sun to rise
But look in her eyes
The sun in her skies
Says she wants you back again, try her luck again
She wants you back again, try her luck again

La da da da da dum da da da da, yes
La da da da da dum da da da da, yes, yes

Everybody knows her, she's the one to love
I said, everybody knows her, she's the one to love
It will take time to tell her
She came by to tell you
She wants you back again, try her luck again
She wants you back again, try her luck again
Oh, she wants you back again, try her luck again...

5434. Everybody Knows I've Been Crying

Everybody knows I've been crying
Claire Lynch

Everybody knows I've been cryin'
Cryin' to my pillow every night
Everybody knows I've been lyin'
Lyin' to my heart to make it right

I read the note you left by the door
It sounds like you found what you're looking for
Two yellow lines and an open highway
With no room for me by your side

Everybody knows I've heen cryin'
Cryin' to my pillow every night
Everybody knows I've heen lyin'
Lyin' to my heart to make it right



I tell my friends tonight is the night
That you will be coming home
I turn on the lights so when they drop by
No one will know that I'm alone

Everybody knows I've been cryin'
Cryin' to my pillow every night
Everybody knows I've been lyin 
Lyin' to my heart to make it right

I'd wait forever if you'd just say the word
But if you've been calling I sure haven't heard

Everybody knows I've been cryin'
Cryin' to my pillow every night
Everybody knows I've been lyin'
Lyin' to my heart to make it right
Oh, lyin' to my heart to make it right

5435. Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere

Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere
Neil Young - Yonder Mountain String Band

I think I'd like to go
back home
And take it easy
There's a woman that
I'd like to get to know
Living there

Everybody seems to wonder
What it's like down here
I gotta get away
from this day-to-day
running around,
Everybody knows
this is nowhere.

Everybody, everybody knows
Everybody knows.

Every time I think about
back home
It's cool and breezy
I wish that I could be there
right now
Just passing time.

Everybody seems to wonder
What it's like down here
I gotta get away



from this day-to-day
running around,
Everybody knows
this is nowhere.

Everybody, everybody knows
Everybody knows.

5436. Everybody Loves A Winner

Linda Ronstadt - Everybody Loves a Winner
Flying Burrito Brothers

Once I had fame
Oh I was full of pride
Had lots of friends
Always here right by my side
Well my fame oh it died
Now my friends all try to hide

Everybody loves a winner
Everybody loves a winner
But when you lose, you lose alone

Everywhere I turned
There was a hello and smile
I never thought
They'd be gone after a while
Well my friends let me down
And the smiles turned to frowns

Everybody loves a winner
Everybody loves a winner
But when you lose, you lose alone

Once I had love
Ah but I couldn't be true
To get back that love
There ain't nothing I wouldn't do
Well I've loved
And I've lost
And now I'll pay the cost

Everybody loves a winner
Everybody loves a winner
Everybody loves a winner
But when you lose, you lose alone



5437. Everybody Loves Somebody Sometimes - Chords

Everybody Loves Somebody Sometimes
Recorded by Dean Martin
Written by Irving Taylor and Ken Lane

C         E7             F
Everybody loves somebody sometime
Dm        A#                 G7
Everybody falls in love some how
C                 Em        Dm
Something in your kiss just told me
   G7          C   G7
My sometime is now

C         E7             F
Everybody finds somebody someplace
Dm                 A#             G7
There's no telling where love may appear
C               Em          Dm
Something in my heart keeps saying
   G7           C
My someplace is here

                       C7
If I had it in my power
        F                 A7                Dm
I would arrange for every girl to have your charm
Am                      Em
Then every minute every hour 
      Dm                  A7                  Dm   G7
Every boy would find what I've found in your arms
 
C         E7             F
Everybody loves somebody sometime
Dm              A#            G7
And although my dream was overdue
C                 Em         F
Your love made it well worth waiting
    G7           C
For someone like you

                       C7
If I had it in my power
        F                 A7                Dm
I would arrange for every girl to have your charm
Am                      Em
Then every minute every hour 
      Dm                  A7                 Dm   G7
Every boy would find what I've found in your arms

C         E7             F
Everybody loves somebody sometime
Dm              A#            G7
And although my dream was overdue
C                 Em         F
Your love made it well worth waiting



    G7           C
For someone like you

5438. Everybody Loves To Hear A Bird Sing

Tom T Hall - Everybody Loves To Hear A Bird Sing

[Verse 1:]
Sometimes birds don't have enough to eat
There's not enough food in the fields or the streets
There are too many cities where there used to be trees
So it's left up to you and me

[Chorus:]
Everybody loves to hear a bird sing
The prettiest music you have ever heard
Here's how to make friends with the bird

[Verse 2:]
First you get some peanut butter out of a jar
And you can buy a bag of bird seed anywhere
You mix it all together and you put it on the ground
And pretty soon the birds come around

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Some people buy spray and they spray it on the land
They kill all the little bitty bugs that they can
The birds eat up the bugs and it makes them sick
I wish we didn't have to do that

[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
Right now you're young and you're not very tall
You're really very busy and you're really very small
Someday when you're older and things go wrong
You've gotta need a pretty bird song

[Chorus]

5439. Everybody Loves To Hear A Bird Sing - Chords

Everybody Loves To Hear A Bird Sing
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                     F
Sometimes birds don't have enough to eat



G7                             C
There's not enough food in the fields or the streets
                                      F
There are too many cities where there used to be trees
   C               G7      C
So it's left up to you and me
                          F          C G7 C
Everybody loves to hear a bird sing (whistle)
                    F
The prettiest music you have ever heard
       C           G7               C
Here's how to make friends with the bird
                                 F
First you get some peanut butter out of a jar
    G7                        C
And you can buy a bag of bird seed anywhere
                                F
You mix it all together and you put it on the ground
    C               G7         C
And pretty soon the birds come around
repeat #2
                               F
Some people buy spray and they spray it on the land
     G7                        C
They kill all the little bitty bugs that they can
                                 F
The birds eat up the bugs and it makes them sick
  C              G7         C
I wish we didn't have to do that
repeat #2
                                  F
Right now you're young and you're not very tall
       G7                          C
You're really very busy and you're really very small
                              F
Someday when you're older and things go wrong
       C            G7          C
You've gotta need a pretty bird song
repeat #2 Because everybody

5440. Everybody Loves You

Dixie Chicks - Everybody Loves You

I'm so tired, I have to tame my mind
Before I get too frustrated
Can't go back in time
To change in someone's eyes
No, I was not something to play with
Try not to talk about it
I'm too mad, I'm too late, I'm too gentle
It's too hard to explain, I'm not helpful
No



It's my body and I'm trying to
Hate you 'cause I want to
It's my body and I'm trying to
While everybody loves you
It's my body and I'm trying to
Forgive you, I don't want to
It's my body and it hates you
Why does everybody love you?

Sometimes I close my eyes amidst the dancing lights
When it feels too wild for breathing
I can't sleep at night unless I start to lie
And believe it like a story
No, no
Try not to think about it
So insane, I'm so used to my nightmares
It's okay 'til it's not and I'm back there
No, no

It's my body and I'm trying to
Hate you 'cause I want to
It's my body and I'm trying to
While everybody loves you
It's my body and I'm trying to
Forgive you, I don't want to
It's my body and it hates you
Why does everybody love you?

Why does everybody love you?
They don't know enough about you
Why does everybody love you?
They don't know the things that I do
Why does everybody love you?
They don't know enough about you
Do they know that I regret you?
Do they know I shouldn't have to?

5441. Everybody Makes Mistakes - Chords

Everybody Makes Mistakes
Recorded by Lacy J. Dalton
Written by Billy Sherrill and Lacy J. Dalton

C     G7 D7            G7  C
Break my heart  hearts get broken
      G7 D7             G7     C
Steal me blind  money's just a token
                        D7
But the stranger that I love 
        G7               Em
Is even stranger than he seems



C             D7
The honesty I thought we had 
    G7                 Em
Was some crazy thing I dreamed
C               D7
Another B grade movie 
    G7         D7     Em
For life's big silver screen
        C
But the king of hearts 
   D7               Em
He always takes the queen

G7 D7 C          G7 D7 C
Ooooh baby baby  ooooh baby baby
          Em
Everybody makes mistakes 
          C
Everybody makes mistakes
          Em
Everybody makes mistakes
          C
Everybody takes and takes

     G7 D7           G7  C
Take my love  love's for taking
      G7 D7               G7  C
Break my heart  a heart's for breaking
                          D7
And the strangers that we love 
          G7                 Em
Are often stranger than they seem

Repeat #2,3

          Em
Everybody makes mistakes
          C
Everybody makes mistakes

5442. Everybody Needs Love

David Rawlings
Everybody Needs Love

Some people are mad
One listen and you can tell why they're sad
Some people are lost
They wake up covered in oil and permafrost

But everybody needs love

Some people are maimed



They're not as worth it as the label on 'em claims

But everybody needs love
Yes, everybody needs love

Some people won't mend
They're angry and they wonder why they've got no friends
No friends at all

But everybody needs love
Yes, everybody needs love
(Here it comes!)
Love...pa pa pa pa
Love...pa pa pa pa
Love...pa pa pa pa
Love...

Some people are straight
Don't lean too hard on them or think they're a gate
Some people are nice
Lean even less hard on them and always take their advice
But everybody needs love
Yes, everybody needs love
Yes, everybody needs love

5443. Everybody Wants To Feel Like You - Chords

Everybody Wants To Feel Like You
John Prine/Keith Sykes

Intro
(G) (D) (C)
(G) (D) (C)
(G) (D) (C)

(G)I wake (D)up to cl(C)ock that's ringing
(G)Birds are sin(D)ging on my tel(C)ephone line
(G)I work all d(D)ay and I ch(C)ase my woman
(G)Why don't she ch(D)ase (C)me sometime?
(G)Everyb(D)ody wa(C)nts to be wanted
(G)I mean I a(D)in't no sc(C)arecrow cop
(G)I don't n(D)eed no tra(C)nsalazation
(G)I don't ne(D)ed no Did(C)diley Bop

Chorus
(G)Next ti(D)me t(C)ell me that you want me
(G)Put your lit(D)tle foot in(C)side of my shoe
(G)Next ti(D)me te(C)ll me that you need me
Ev(G)eryb(D)ody wants to fe(C)el like you
Ev(G)eryb(D)ody wants to fe(C)el like you
E(G)veryb(D)ody wants to f(C)eel.. li(D)ke.. y(G)ou

(G) (D) (C)



(G) (D) (C)
(G) (D) (C)

(G)I used to lo(D)ve you so h(C)ard in the morning
(G)I'd make you stu(D)tter and r(C)oll your eyes
(G)I put you m(D)ind on a br(C)ief vacation
(G)To the la(D)nd of the l(C)ost surprise

Repeat Chorus

(G)You got a h(D)eart that b(C)eats like mine, love
(G)You got a b(D)ell that ri(C)ngs so true
(G)I get this fe(D)eling that I g(C)ot to tiptoe
(G)Round every li(D)ttle thing y(C)ou do

Ending
(G)Next ti(D)me t(C)ell me that you want me
(G)Put your lit(D)tle foot in(C)side of my shoe
(G)Next ti(D)me te(C)ll me that you need me
Ev(G)eryb(D)ody wants to fe(C)el like you
Ev(G)eryb(D)ody wants to fe(C)el like you
E(G)veryb(D)ody wants to f(C)eel.. li(D)ke.. y(G)ou
(G) (D) (C) Like...you
(G) (D) (C) Like...you
(G) (D) (C) (G)

5444. Everybody Wants to Go To Heaven

Alison Krauss - Everybody Wants to Go to Heaven

Everybody wants to go to heaven but nobody wants to die
Once upon a time there lived a man and his name was Isaac
He walked with God both day and night but he didn't wanna die
He cried, oh Lord, please let me live, death is close I know
God smiled down on Isaac and gave him fifteen years to go.

Everybody wants to go to heaven but nobody wants to die
Lord I wanna go to heaven but I don't wanna die
Well, I long for the day when I'll have new birth 'cause I love the livin' here on earth
Everybody wants to go to heaven but nobody wants to die.

When Jesus lived here on this earth he knew his father's plan
He knew that he must give his life to save the soul of men
When Judas had betrayed him his father heard him cry
He was brave until his death but he didn't wanna die hey.

Everybody wants to go to heaven but nobody wants to die
Lord I wanna go to heaven but I don't wanna die
Well, I long for the day when I'll have new birth 'cause I love the livin' here on earth
Everybody wants to go to heaven but nobody wants to die.

Everybody wants to go to heaven but nobody wants to die



5445. Everybody Wants To Go To Heaven

Everybody Wants To Go To Heaven

Everybody wants to go to heaven but nobody wants to die
Lord I wanna go to heavenbut I don't wanna die
I long for the day that I'll have a new birth 'stead of grievin' here on earth
Everybody wants to go to heaven but nobody wants to die.

Once upon a time there was a man his name was Heas-i-kie
He walked with God both day and night but he didn't want to die
He cried Oh Lord, please let me live, oh, mend these broken bones
God smiled down on Heasikie and gave him fifteen years to go.

When Jesus walked upon this earth he knew his father's friends
He knew that he must give his life to save the soul of man
When Judas had betrayed him his father heard his cry
He was brave enough unto his death but he didn't want to die.

Earl Scruggs Revue; Live At Kansas State

5446. Everybody Will Be Happy Over There - Chords

Everybody Will Be Happy Over There
Recorded by The Hee Haw Gospel Quartet 
Written by E.M. Bartlett

G                                    C            G
There's a happy land of promise over in the great beyond
                               A7             D7
Where the saved of earth shall soon the glory share
          G                                 C         G
Where the souls of men shall enter and live on forevermore
                  D7         G
Everybody will be happy over there
                     
Everybody will be happy  
C             G
Will be happy over there
                  C        G
We will shout and sing His praises 
                  D7         G
Everybody will be happy over there
Mothers fathers sisters brothers
        C                  G
Will be singing 'round the throne
                          A7           D7
In that land where no one ever knows a care
        G



And the Christians of all ages
          C              G
Will join in the triumph song
                  D7         G
Everybody will be happy over there
Repeat #2
                                   C                G
We will hear nobody praying and no mourning in that land
                          A7           D7
For no burdens there will be for us to bear
        G                            C            G
All the people will be singing glory glory to the land
                  D7         G
Everybody will be happy over there
Repeat #2

5447. Everybody's Favorite

Everybody's Favorite - Cadillac Sky

She was the youngest child of five
Her daddy's joy and her momma's pride
Took her first step out in the spotlight
Won beauty pageants, homecoming queen
Every teacher's pet and freshman's dream
Went straight to the top and it was a fast ride
And every girl in school wished they were her
And everywhere she went every head turned
She was smiling, shining, her future looked so bright
But she was crying, dying, behind those big blue eyes
No one knew how much she hated
Being everybody's favorite
LA said she had the look, before too long her whole life was booked
They were making her America's obsession
Plastered her face on billboard signs, there were magazine covers and tabloid lies
It got hard to be their Cinderella
She dreamed of a place where no one knew her name
Still, everytime she stepped out on the stage

*REPEAT 1st CHORUS*

Another Hollywood tragedy
The headlines said she drowned
They drug that river for three straight weeks
But her body was never found
In some sleepy mountain town
A girl walks in and she sits down ina small cafe, nobody notices
Same blue jeans she wore yesterday
Not a drop of makeup on her face
Nowhere to be, no one to impress
And she keeps that secret to herself
Only the stars above her know she's sombody else
And she's smiling, shining, her future looks so bright



'Cause she's finally happy behind those big blue eyes
No one knew hos much she hated
Being everybody's favorite
And she don't miss a single day when
She was everybody's favorite.

5448. Everybody's Gonna Have A Wonderful Time Up There

Everybody's Gonna Have a Wonderful Time up There
IIIrd Tyme Out

Well, now, everybody's gonna have religion and glory
Everybody's gonna be a-singin' that story
Everybody's gonna have a wonderful time up there
Oh, glory hallelujah
Brother, there's a reckonin' a-comin' in the mornin'
Better get ready 'cause I'm givin' you the warnin'
Everybody's gonna have a wonderful time up there

Now listen, everybody 'cause I'm talkin' to you
The Lord is the only one to carry you through
Ya better get ready 'cause I'm tellin' ya why
The Lord is a-comin' from his throne on high
Goin' down the valley, goin' one by one
We're gonna be rewarded for the things we've done
How ya gonna feel about the things you'll say on that judgment day?

Well-a, well-a, well-a
Well, now, everybody's gonna have religion and glory
Everybody's gonna be a-singin' that story
Everybody's gonna have a wonderful time up there
Oh, glory hallelujah
Brother, there's a reckonin' a-comin' in the mornin'
Better get ready 'cause I'm givin' you the warnin'
Everybody's gonna have a wonderful time up there

Now ya get your Holy Bible in the back of the book
The book of Revelations is the place ya look
If you understand it and you can if you try
The Lord is a-comin' from his throne on high
a-readin' in the Bible 'bout the things he said
He said he's comin' back again to raise the dead
Are ya gonna be among the chosen few?
Or will you make it through?

Well-a, well-a, well-a
Everybody's gonna have religion and glory
Everybody's gonna be a-singin' that story
Everybody's gonna have a wonderful time up there
Oh, glory hallelujah
Brother, there's a reckon



5449. Everybody's Got A Line - Chords

Everybody's Got A Line 
Chris Jones & The Night Drivers

[Intro]
E
 
[Verse 1]
E
I know I may seem like I'm resilient
                                B
Absorb a little heat then move along
E                                       A
But even though I've learned to pick my battles,
     E             B                 E     E
I'll stand up when something's truly wrong
 
 
[Verse 2]
E
I believed I could draw on patience
                              B
Even when the well is running low
E                                 A
This time, even that won't make a difference
E          B                      E
After I've sustained this kind of blow
 
 
[Chorus]
E          D             E
Anyone can reach a final limit,
E           D     B
Everybody's got a line, you just crossed mine
 
 
[Instrumental]
E  D  E
E  D  B
 
 
[Verse 2]
E
Did you think you could win the battle
                                   B
If you just plunged the knife that deep?
E
While it may have left me doubled over,
         A            B                 E
I gained wisdom and a scar I'm proud to keep
 
 



[Chorus]
E          D             E
Anyone can reach a final limit,
E           D     B
Everybody's got a line, you just crossed mine
 
 
[Instrumental Break]
E
       B
E
   A   B  E
 
 
[Chorus]
E          D             E
Anyone can reach a final limit,
E           D     B
Everybody's got a line, you just crossed mine
 
 
[Outro]
E  D  E
E  D  B

5450. Everybody's Got To Learn Sometime

Tim O'Brien - Everybody's Got to Learn Sometime (Live) [Birmingham, Sanctuary, UK - 2002/
12/13]

[Intro: Andy Bell]
Thank you
This is another new one
Old, a new old one
[Verse: Andy Bell, (Ann-Marie Gilkes & Valerie Chalmers)]
Change your heart
Look around you (Look around you, look around you)
Change your heart
It will astound you (Will astound you)

[Pre-Chorus: Andy Bell]
I need your lovin'
Like the sunshine

[Chorus: Andy Bell, Ann-Marie Gilkes & Valerie Chalmers]
Everybody's got to learn sometime
Everybody's got to learn sometime
Everybody's got to learn sometime

[Verse: Andy Bell, Ann-Marie Gilkes & Valerie Chalmers]
Change your heart
Look around you (Look around you, look around you)
Change your heart



Will astound you (Will astound you, will astound you)

[Pre-Chorus: Andy Bell, Ann-Marie Gilkes & Valerie Chalmers]
I need your lovin'
Like the sunshine

[Chorus: Andy Bell, Ann-Marie Gilkes & Valerie Chalmers]
Everybody's got to learn sometime
Everybody's got to learn sometime
Everybody's got to learn sometime

[Interlude]

[Pre-Chorus: Andy Bell, Ann-Marie Gilkes & Valerie Chalmers]
I need your lovin'
Like the sunshine

[Chorus: Andy Bell, Ann-Marie Gilkes & Valerie Chalmers]
Everybody's got to learn sometime
Everybody's got to learn sometime
Everybody's got to learn sometime

[Last Chorus: Andy Bell, Ann-Marie Gilkes & Valerie Chalmers]
Everybody's got to learn sometime
Everybody's got to learn sometime
(Everybody's got to learn sometime)
(Everybody's got to learn sometime)
(Everybody's got to learn sometime)

[Outro: Andy Bell]
Thank you

5451. Everybody's Had The Blues - Chords

Everybody's Had The Blues
by Merle Haggard
  
G                   C     A7
Everybody sings the blues sometimes 
    D7                  G
And everybody knows the tune 
                        C       A7
And everybody knows the way I'm feeling 
      D7                  G
Cause everybody's had the blues
 
  D7     C         D7     C
A lonely song some one is gone
  G
A story old as time 
D7   C       D7       C
Love hate or want and wait 
     G                 D7



Till misery fills your mind
    G                   C       A7
But everybody knows the way I'm feeling 
      D7                  G
Cause everybody's had the blues

5452. Everybody's Hero

Desert Rose Band - Everybody's Hero

They're building him up
You see his face on TV
He's turning up
In every magazine

Got his sights set on you
He's a man of renown
But you're nobody's fool
Cause you've been around

Now he's everybody's hero
The talk of the town
Everybody's hero let you down
Just another hero on the ground

You knew him when
he was nothing at all
You remember a friend
Who never thought he could fall

And the world looked so dim
When you opened your eyes
You watched his will to win
Cut him down to size

Now he's everybody's...

Too late to worry
When you're standing tall
Too soon to cry
When you lose it all

5453. Everybody's Reaching Out For Someone

Everybody's Reaching Out For Someone
Jim & Jesse

CHORUS: 
Everybody's reaching out for someone



Everybody's knockin' at some door 
And long before I ever found you
You're the one that I was reaching for 
 
Just like the trees along the river bend 
Lift up their branches to the sun above 
We spend our lifetimes reaching for a friend 
'Cause everybody needs someone to love 
 
I've wanted you since the day my life began 
I heard your footsteps runnin' just beyond my mind 
Ever since that moment I've been reaching for your hand 
Hoping you'd be reaching out for mine 

You're the one that I was reaching for

5454. Everybody's Somebody's Fool - Chords

Everybody's Somebody's Fool  
recorded by Connie Francis - Sierra Hull
written by Howard Greenfield and Jack Keller
 
C                                          F
The tears I've cried for you could fill an ocean 
    G7                                 C
But you don't care how many tears I've cried
                                   F
And though you only lead me on and hurt me 
C                G7            C
I couldn't bring myself to say goodbye
 
                             F
Cause everybody's somebody's fool 
G7                     C
Everybody's somebody's baby
                                    F
And there are all exceptions to the rule 
  C             G7         C
Yes everybody's somebody's fool
 
                               F
I told myself it's best that I forget you 
   G7                                 C
Though I'm a fool at least I know the score
                            F
Yes darling I may try to do without you 
 C                  G7               C
It hurts but I come running back for more
 
                             F
Cause everybody's somebody's fool 
G7                     C
Everybody's somebody's baby



                                    F
And there are all exceptions to the rule 
 C              G7         C
Yes everybody's somebody's fool
 
                                       F
Someday you'll find someone you really care for
 G7                                C
And if her love should prove to be untrue
                                           F
You'll know how much this heart of mine is breaking
 C                     G7              C
You'll cry for her the way I cried for you
 
                             F
Cause everybody's somebody's fool 
G7                     C
Everybody's somebody's baby
                                    F
And there are all exceptions to the rule 
 C              G7         C
Yes everybody's somebody's fool

5455. Everybody's Sweetheart - Chords

Everybody's Sweetheart
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

C      F                              C
When I told my baby do what you wanna do
       F                                  C
Well I had no idea just what she'd put me through
      G7                        F
Every night she's runnin' round singin' songs in your hometown
      G7                               F        G7
There ain't no one to love me when the sun goes down
           F                                                 C
Well she's everybody's sweetheart everybody's sweetheart but mine
  F                                                         C
I should've kept her barefoot barefoot and pregnant all the time
  D7                           F
I used to be the first in line now I've fallen way behind
      D7                     G7                         C
She's everybody's sweetheart everybody's sweetheart but mine
         F                                              C
All that country club money Lord it sure looked good to me yeah it did
        F                                                   C
Playing golf with those fat cats how much better could life be
         G7                          F
They all think I've got it made they see your face on every page
         G7                  F G7
Of every magazine across the USA
Repeat #2



G7                             F
If you see her tell her hi and everything will be all right
G7                                F     G7
Tell her that I love her till the day I die
           F                                                 C
Well she's everybody's sweetheart everybody's sweetheart but mine
  F                                                         C
I should've kept her barefoot barefoot and pregnant all the time
  D7                           F
I used to be the first in line now I've fallen way behind
      D7                     G7                         C   Am
She's everybody's sweetheart everybody's sweetheart but mine
      D7                     G7                         C
She's everybody's sweetheart everybody's sweetheart but mine

5456. Everybody's Talkin'

Everybody's Talkin'
Fred Neil

Everybody's talkin' at me
I don't hear a word they're sayin'
Only the echoes of my mind

People stop and stare
I can't see the faces
Only the shadows of their eyes

I'm goin' where the sun keep shinin'
Through the pouring rain
Goin' where the weather suits my clothes
Bankin' off on the northest wind
Sailing on a summer breeze
Skippin' over the ocean like a storm

Everybody's talkin' at me
Can't hear a word they're saying
Only the echoes of my mind

I won't let you leave my love behind

5457. Everybody's Talkin'

Emmylou Harris - Everybody's Talkin'

Everybody's talkin' at me
I don't hear a word their sayin'
Only the echos of my mind
People stop and stare



I can't see their faces
Only the shadows of their eyes

I'm goin' where the sun keeps shinin'
Through the pourin' rain
Goin' where the weather suits my clothes
Bankin' off of the northeast winds
Sailin' on summer breeze
And skippin' over the ocean like a stone
I'm goin' where the sun keeps shinin'
Through the pourin' rain
Goin' where the weather suits my clothes
Bankin' off of the northeast winds
Sailin' on summer breeze
And skippin' over the ocean like a stone

Everybody's talkin' at me
Can't hear a word their sayin'
Only the echos of my mind
I won't let you leave my love behind
No i won't let you leave
I won't let you leave my love behind

5458. Everybody's Talkin' - Chords

Everybody's talkin

D      DMaj7       D7      D       Em     A7     D

      D      DMaj7        D7
Everybody's talking at me
             D   
I don't hear a word they're saying
   Em      A7          D     
Only the echoes of my mind

People stopping staring
I can't see their faces
Only the shadows of their eyes
 
  Em                 A7 
I'm going where the sun keeps shining
   D                D7
Thru' the pouring rain
   Em                 A7     D     D7
Going where the weather suits my clothes
    Em               A7
Backing off of the North East wind
    D      D7            
Sailing on summer breeze
    Em              A7               D
Skipping over the ocean like a stone



5459. Everybody's Talking

Alison Krauss - Every Time You Say Goodbye 

Look at the sky baby
What do you see?
Looks like the tears that I cry
Fallin' down like rain on the ground
Every time you say goodbye

Take a look around now
Why don't you feel
The way that cold wind stings and bites
And your words just are like arrows through my heart
Every time you say goodbye

There's a restless feeling knocking at my door today
There's a shadow hanging 'round my garden gate
I read between the lines of words you can't disguise
Love has gone away, and put these tears in my eyes

Look at the sky baby, see how it cries?
Ain't it just like my tears
Fallin' down like rain on the ground
Every time you say goodbye

There's a restless feeling knocking at my door today
There's a shadow hanging 'round my garden gate
I read between the lines of words you can't disguise
Love has gone away, and put these tears in my eyes

There's a restless feeling knocking at my door today
There's a shadow hanging 'round my garden gate
I read between the lines of words you can't disguise
Love has gone away, and put these tears in my eyes

5460. Everybody's Waiting For A Change - Chords

Everybody's Waiting For A Change 
Holly Williams
 
  Em         D        C                G
I think it's time you look at your own face
Em         D         C               G
Can't you see you're speaking out of place
        C                   D
There's nothing to keep you down
       Em       D       C              G
You're reaching for the sky while you drown



     Em        D         C                     G
I'm aware that I've been lost, and I've been unkind
       Em      D       C                    G
But at least I got the courage to admit the crime
    C                  D
So, don't come down on me
Em         D         C           G
I'm still young, I'm trying to believe
 
 
Em            C
Wait, I'll be fine
      G               D               Em
Just give me a couple years to say my prayers
    C      G                    D          Em       C G
I'm alive, you should keep that mirror for yourself
           D                   Em C G
You've got problems you never saw
            D              Em D C-G
And I'm the bearer of them all
 
 
 
Em   D      C                 G
Everybody's waiting for me to fall
    Em   D       C                   G
You criticize my walk as I watch you crawl
C              D
Nothing's ever fair
    Em    D       C           G
But I believe in reality everywhere
 
Em            C
Wait, I'll be fine
      G               D               Em
Just give me a couple years to say my prayers
    C      G                    D          Em       C G
I'm alive, you should keep that mirror for yourself
      D               Em C G
Everybody's fighting hard
               D              Em D C-G
But there's no leader in the dark
 
Em   C   G           D                Em
         Everybody's waiting for a change
C   G           D
    Everybody's waiting for...
 
 
Em            C
Wait, I'll be fine
      G               D               Em
Just give me a couple years to say my prayers
    C      G                    D          Em       C
I'm alive, you should keep that mirror for yourself
G                    D          Em       C    G   D
You should keep that mirror for yourself



 
 
            Em          C         G
Everybody's waiting for something better
D           Em         C         G
Everybody's peeking behind that door
D              Em            C         G
If you try too hard you will never find it
D           Em          C         G
Everybody's waiting for something more
D                Em        C       G
There is so much danger in wanting more...

5461. Everyday

Everyday
Oak Ridge Boys - Everyday

You know a smile never goes out of style
So brighten up the one that you wear
Let it shine and you just might find
You'll lighten up the load that you bear

You know with all the trouble and sorrow in the world
It seems like the least we can do
Just take that smile into the street
And share it with everybody you meet

Everyday I wanna shake somebody's hand
Everyday I wanna make somebody know that they can
Everyday I wanna try to show my brothers and my sisters
That I wanna help them along the way everyday, everyday

You know a kind work never goes unheard
But too often goes unsaid
And on the tongue of the old and the young
Gets swallowed up with pride instead

You know with all the trouble and sorrow in the world
It seems like the least we can do
Just take a kind word into the street
And share it with everybody you meet

And everyday I wanna shake somebody's hand
Everyday I wanna make somebody know that they can
Everyday I wanna try to show my brothers and my sisters
That I wanna help them along the way everyday, everyday

If they're lost I wanna show them the sunshine
If they look tossed I wanna throw them a lifeline
I wanna reach out my hand, oh yeah

And let 'em know there's a light



Down at the end of the road

If they're lost I wanna show them the sunshine
If they're tossed I wanna throw them a lifeline

And everyday I wanna shake somebody's hand, oh
Everyday I wanna make somebody know that they can
Everyday I wanna try to show my brothers and my sisters
That I wanna help them along the way everyday, everyday
Everyday, everyday

Everyday I wanna shake somebody's hand
Everyday I wanna make somebody know that they can
And everyday

5462. Everyday Hero

Dolly Parton - Everyday Hero 
(B. Tosti/R. O'Hearn)

He takes the train into the city
To him it's more than just a working day
Cause he knows he can change the world in his ordinary way
She's got a job, she has a family
She tries to keep them both together
She's barely getting by, saving everything she makes
Day by day it seems it's getting harder to win
How much longer, ready for their ship to come in
These are the times of the everyday hero
This is the battlefield of the working man
Trying to survive, staying alive, giving it all that he can
With a fire in his soul that keeps burning
And a dream in her heart that won't die
Living day to day, there's no easy way in this everyday life
They started out as high school sweethearts
He promised her a life of luxury
And though they don't have riches they have everything they need
The eyes of her child are her diamonds
The gift of his love are her pearls
Together they plan, taking a stand to make this a better world
But never breaking, knowing that their dreams will begin
Getting stronger in each other's arms
These are the times of the everyday hero
This is the battlefield of the modern world
There's a spirit inside that keeps us alive, giving it all that we can
With a fire in our soul that keeps burning
And a dream in our hearts that won't die
Living day to day, there's no easy way in this everyday life
Everybody has a special reason
There's a chosen road to follow
Just remember nothing good comes easy
Don't surrender till you you find your rainbow
These are the times of the everyday hero



This is the battlefield of the working man
Trying to survive, staying alive, giving it all that he can
With a fire in his soul that keeps burning
And a dream in her heart that won't die
Living day to day, there's no easy way in this everyday life
These are the times of the everyday hero
This is the battlefield of the modern world
There's a spirit inside that keeps us alive, giving it all that we can
With a fire in our soul that keeps burning
And a dream in our hearts that won't die
Living day to day, there's no easy way in this everyday life

5463. Everyone Gets Crazy

The Highwaymen - Everyone Gets Crazy

[Verse 1: Waylon Jennings]
Look here, is that you I see?
You sure seem down to me
Would you like to tell it to a friend?
I can help if anyone can
You know I understand
Everyone gets crazy now and then

[Verse 2: Johnny Cash, All]
I know those empty nights get lonely
Sometimes you feel like you're the only one
To lose more than he wins
Guess these troubled times get scary
But that's just ordinary
Everyone gets crazy now and then

[Bridge: Willie Nelson]
And who can say they've never stumbled
And never fallen to their knees?
Your dreams like castles when they crumble
Well, I know what you mean
And I know how hard it can seem

[Verse 3: Kris Kristofferson, All]
I get crazy just like you
Lost and lonely too
Like some old flag left flyin' in the wind
Time has taught me this for sure
Time is the only cure
All your blues will turn to gold again
Oh, everyone gets crazy now and then



5464. Everyone Knows

Everyone Knows
Mipso

Cold and dark, I would be the first to start
If ever there was need of fearless hearts
I'd be late for the road

And it's on and on and on
This miserable thing
And I've seen all road signs
I don't see road signs

Everyone's here, everyone knows
Wearing our pride like the emperor's clothes
You're feeling bare, and honey it shows

Old and dark, we take our sorrow a la carte
And if we should forget the parts
We just look to a friend

And that's gone [?]
That terrible thing
And we are alright
We're always alright

Everyone's here, everyone knows
Wearing our pride like the emperor's clothes
You're feeling bare, and honey it shows

Cold and dark, and yet I believe in sparks
We could tear this thing apart
And start from the ground

Where the [?]
[?] breaking sometimes
And it's better than bright lights
Yeah it beats those bright lights

Everyone's here, everyone knows
Wearing our pride like the emperor's clothes
You're feeling bare, and honey it shows

Everyone knows, everyone knows, everyone knows

5465. Everyone Knows - Chords

Everyone Knows - The Duhks

Capo 3

Bm



Everybody knows that the dice are loaded
                                   Fm
Everybody rolls with their fingers crossed
          Bm
Everybody knows that the war is over
                              Fm
Everybody knows the good guys lost
                              Asus2/E
Everybody knows the fight was fixed
                                 Bm
The poor stay poor, the rich get rich
              Asus2/E
That's how it goes
          Bm
Everybody knows

Verse 2:
Everybody knows that the boat is leaking
Everybody knows that the captain lied
Everybody got this broken feeling
Like their father or their dog just died
Everybody talking to their pockets
Everybody wants a box of chocolates
And a long stem rose
Everybody knows

Verse 3:
Everybody knows that you love me baby
Everybody knows that you really do
Everybody knows that you've been faithful
Ah give or take a night or two
Everybody knows you've been discreet
But there were so many people you just had to meet
Without your clothes
And everybody knows

Chorus:
Bm                         Asus2/E
Everybody knows, everybody knows

That's how it goes
          Bm
Everybody knows
                           Asus2/E
Everybody knows, everybody knows

That's how it goes
          Bm
Everybody knows

Verse 4:
And everybody knows that it's now or never
Everybody knows that it's me or you
And everybody knows that you live forever
Ah when you've done a line or two
Everybody knows the deal is rotten
Old Black Joe's still pickin' cotton



For your ribbons and bows
And everybody knows

Verse 5:
And everybody knows that the plague is coming
Everybody knows that it's moving fast
Everybody knows that the naked man and woman
Are just a shining artifact of the past
Everybody knows the scene is dead
But there's gonna be a meter on your bed
That will disclose
What everybody knows

Verse 6:
And everybody knows that you're in trouble
Everybody knows what you've been through
From the bloody cross on top of Calvary
To the beach of Malibu
Everybody knows it's coming apart
Take one last look at this Sacred Heart
Before it blows
And everybody knows

Chorus:
Everybody knows, everybody knows
That's how it goes
Everybody knows
Oh everybody knows, everybody knows
That's how it goes
Everybody knows
Everybody knows

Outro:
Bm-Fm-Bm-Fm-Asus2/E-Bm-Asus2/E-Bm-Asus2/E

Chrords:
(relative to capo)
         E A D G B E
Bm       x-2-4-4-3-2
Fm       2-4-4-2-2-2
Asus2/E  0-0-2-2-0-0

5466. Everyone's In Love With You

Steve Earle - Everyone's in Love with You

[Verse]
Everyone's in love with you
But you don't seem to mind
And it must be tough when you're cleaning up
Them broken hearts sometimes
And maybe you just struggle through
And leave them where they lie



But everyone's in love with you
In love with you, in love with you

[Verse]
Everyone's in love with you
They fall down at your feet
Impale themselves knowing full well
You'll only watch them bleed
And they won't stop till the final drop
Because they think it's what you need
But everyone's in love with you
In love with you, in love with you

[Bridge]
You want everyone to want you
But you don't want anyone to need you
Because, baby, you don't need to

[Verse]
Everyone's in love with you
Or don't you think I know?
The way they all light up when you show up
And you're basking in the glow
I'd like to say that I ain't that way
Like all your other fools
But everyone's in love with you
And I am too, I am too

[Outro]
Everyone's in love with you
In love with you, in love with you
Everyone's in love with you
In love with you, in love with you
Everyone's in love with you
In love with you, in love with you

5467. Everyone's In Love With You - Chords

Everyone's In Love With You
Steve Earl - Everyones In Love With You

E
Everyone's in love with You 

But you don't seem to mind 

But it must be tough when you're cleanin' up 
                        F#m
Them broken hearts sometimes 
A
Or maybe you just struggle through 
                          B
And leave 'em where they lie 



    E   
But everyone's in love with you 

In love with you  in love with you
E
Everyone's in love with you 

They fall down at your feet 
E
And impale themselves knowin' full well 
                      F#m
You'll only watch 'em bleed 
A
And they won't stop 'til the final drop 
                                   B
Cause they think it's what you need 
E
And everyone's in love 

In love with you  in love with you
F#m      A                E     B
You want everyone to want you 
              F#m  A              B
But you don't want anyone to need you 
                               E
Cause baby you don't need to 
E
Everyone's in love with you 

Oh don't you think I know 

The way they all light up when you show up 
                           F#m
And you're baskin' in the glow 
A
I'd like to say that I ain't that way 
                    B
Like all your other fools 
     E
But everyone's in love with you 

And I am, too  I am, too 

From Steve Earle "Transcendental Blues"
E-Squared ecords 2000
Sarangel Music(ASCAP)

5468. Everything

Everything - Hot Buttered Rum

Funny thing about getting older
There's nothing to it



You just gotta do it
Put one day up against the next
Trying to make them fit

When you find a song, a tune that you can sing
you better hold on, cause that's everything
it's everything
Better hold on tight
Just don't squeeze the life out of the things you love
or you might find them slip away
Slip away

It's a funny place where we live
It gets stranger every day
There's so much, so much there you could give
If you could only find a way

And when you find a gift, find a gift, a gift that you can bring
You better hold on, give it away, that's everything
That's everything
You better hold on tight
Just don't squeeze the life out of these days you love
Or you might find them slip away

When you find a song, a song or a tune that you can sing
you better hold on cause that's everything
You better hold on tight
But just don't squeeze the life out of the ones you love
or they might
yeah, you better hold on tight
Just don't squeeze the life out of the days you love
or they might (x2)

Funny thing about getting older

5469. Everything - Chords

Everything
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Jeff Jones, Rusty VanSickle, Terry Clayton

C
I don't own a brand new Benz
           F                G7       C    G7
I drive an old pick up with rust and dents
        C
I can't afford to live with the upper class
        F                   G7    C
I got a three room one bath fixer up
          F            C
But all I got is all I need
          Dm                G7
A fishing hole and a summer breeze



        F          C
My best girl by my side
        Dm               G7
Lost in love on a starry night
          F                   C
And all I want are the simple things
             Dm C F G7       C    G7
And all I've got     is everything
          C
There's a little spot down by the lake
   F                G7        C   G7
We pack a lunch and spend the day
   C
We spread the blanket on the ground
       F             G7    C
Be the only ones for miles around
          F            C
But all I got is all I need
Repeat #2
Am                G7                F
There's no better place that can be found
C                       Dm               G7
Than to be with her and watch the sun go down
          F            C
But all I got is all I need
Repeat #2
F    G7            C
Well I've got everything

5470. Everything And Nothing

Vince Gill - Everything and Nothing

It's like jail, it's like flight
It's a dream that breaks in the middle of the night
It's like chains, it's like an open door
Love is everything and nothing I've been looking for

It's coming home, it's lost at sea
It's a hopeless addiction to sweet misery
It's the poison, it's the candy store
Well, love is everything and nothing I've been looking for

I can't hide from the truth, this love I feel for you
Oh, it's the one thing that I can't ignore
I know I can't explain the pleasure or the pain
Your love is everything and nothing I've been looking for

It's like freedom, it's like a trap
It's a short trip to Heaven and a long ride back
Well, dance on the ceiling and crawl on the floor
And love is everything and nothing I've been looking for



I can't hide from the truth, this love I feel for you
Oh, it's the one thing that I can't ignore
I know I can't explain the pleasure or the pain
Your love is everything and nothing I've been looking for

I can't hide from the truth, this love I feel for you
Oh, it's the one thing that I can't ignore
I know I can't explain the pleasure or the pain
Your love is everything and nothing I've been looking for

Well, love is everything and nothing I've been looking for

5471. Everything At Once

Rodney Crowell - Everything At Once

Everything at once and nothing to lean on
Everything at once I'll scream in the neon
One of these days it will all wash away
It's just a matter of time, as they say
Everything at once keeps happening in spite of
Everything at once, the little things we lose sight of
The sad song the night bird sings
The cracked bell that freedom rings
The hope that tomorrow may bring
Everything at once
Or nothing at all
Words come out as cold and lacking grace
And some will throw your heart back in your face
The truth we don't want to hear, the hourglass sands wR fear
If I could just make one thing clRar
It's everything at once
Or nothing at all
Everything at once, too much and then some
Everything at once, you lose and you live some
The world on a kite string thread, famine and flood, code red
Just don't let it mess with your head
Says everything at once
Everything at once
Everything at once
Or nothing at all

5472. Everything But The Truth

Lucinda Williams - Everything but the Truth

You got the power to make this mean ole world a better place
You got the power to make this mean ole world a better place
People say they hate you, try to kill you, while they're grinning in your face



You got the power to make this mean ole world a better place

Before you can have a friend, you gotta be one
Before you can have a friend, you gotta be one
You gotta do the right things, gotta jump on in and see that it gets done
Before you can have a friend, you gotta be one

Everything's gonna change, everything but the truth
Everything's gonna change, everything but the truth
He's not playing games, he's taking names, he is bullet proof
Everything's gonna change, everything but the truth

God put the firewood there, but you gotta light yourself
God put the firewood there, but you gotta light yourself
You gotta go it alone, you gotta gather it up and nobody gonna help
God put the firewood there, but you gotta light yourself

You gotta make the most of what equipment you've got
You gotta make the most of what equipment you've got
Don't sit around complaining, crying all the time, cause you don't have a lot
You gotta make the most of what equipment you've got

Sooner or later before too long, you gotta make a payment
Sooner or later before too long, you gotta make a payment
You've gotta settle up with this sweet ole world and give back what you've taken
Sooner or later before too long, you gotta make a payment

Everything's gonna change, everything but the truth
Everything's gonna change, everything but the truth
He's not playing games, he's taking names, he is bullet proof
Everything's gonna change, everything but the truth
Everything's gonna change, everything but the truth
Everything's gonna change, everything but the truth
Everything's gonna change, everything but the truth
Everything's gonna change, everything but the truth
Everything's gonna change, everything but the truth
Everything's gonna change, everything but the truth

5473. Everything But The Wings

Everything But The Wings

It's hard to describe
You're like nothing i've ever known in my life
Time is flowing from down deep the sunrise
So selfness and complete
You did ..any now
All around you not a single cloud
Like the rain it stops for it it's ground
And puddles at your feet
Chorus:
You're an angel
I know heaven wonders where you are



Like you fell of some old shining star
Riding to my heart
An angel,
When i'm with you i feel like a king
Just like out of some old movie scene
An angel, everything but the wings
Looking at you
It's hard to believe that you could feel the way i do
Never thought i'd find so much love we're falling to
Or perfect or true
So never go away
If heaven calls you back if ask if you can stay
I never find someone to ever take your place
You know the only made a few
Chorus:
'cause you're an angel
I know heaven wonders where you are
Like you fell of some old shining star
Riding to my heart
An angel,
When i'm with you i feel like a king
Just like out of some old movie scene
An angel, everything but the wings

5474. Everything But You

Everything But You
Glen Phillips

I don't know what to say, I don't know what to do
Everything seems lost, everything but you
I'm not sure what it takes, I'm fuzzy on the rules
And everything's so dark, everything but you

I've forgotten how to pray, forgotten what was true
And everything feels bought, everything but you
The battle of the bands, the rattle of the news
And everything's so smart, everything but you

Take me to the town for torture
Break me on the wheel of fortune
All this entertainment's no good
It just leaves me hungry for you

And I'm fuckin' up the words, murderin' the tune
And everything's so slack, everything but you
I'm not sure what it takes, someone's gotta choose
And everything's sewn up, everything but you
Everything's enough, everything but you

Take me dancing, pale and knock-kneed
Spin me through the crowd and drop me
Dizzy in the middle of the floor



And oh my god, you terrify me
Oblivious you blow right by me
Spinnin' wine and melted ice cream
Random, warm, and mesmerizing
You terrify me, you are everything
You terrify me, you are everything
You terrify me, you are everything
You terrify me

I'll just stick to what I know, I'm proud to be a fool
And everything's too much, everything but you
And everything's a crutch, everything but you
Everything but you...

5475. Everything Changed

Lindsay Lou - Everything Changed

[Verse 1]
All at once everything changed
I became what I never thought I could be
Is this me, or am I
Lost and just along for the ride
She looked at me with a sideways glance
Knowing nothing could be left to chance
We closed our eyes, standing still
We swallowed the happiness pill

[Chorus]
We are all here, we are all gone
We traded time for a trip that lasted too long
Oooh, Oooh

[Verse 2]
I met a man by the sea, and he told me, "I have the secret to love"
He listed steps 1, 2 and 3
What he wants will never be enough
He let out an uncomfortable laugh
Let his eyes roll back
He writes it all down, sleeps outside
Bums a smoke and goes on with his life

[Chorus]
He is all there, he is all gone
He traded time for a trip that lasted too long

[Final Chorus]
We are all here and we are all gone
We traded time for a trip that lasted too long
We are all here and we are all gone
But we can always go back to where we came from
You can always go back to where you came from



5476. Everything Changes

Little Big Town - Everything Changes

[Verse 1]
I saw you before you saw me
Yeah, it really took me back
Can't believe how long it's been
Took you awhile to recognize me
Oh, imagine that
When we were so close back then

[Pre-Chorus]
No, nothing stays the same
Love, oh, it slips away, it slips away

[Chorus]
Everything changes, doesn't it, baby?
It's amazing how time flies
Turning the pages of yesterday, hey
In only the blink of an eye
Everything changes, everything changes (everything)

[Verse 2]
Somewhere I still have a picture
You were in that party dress
I remember dancing slow
(Hey, I remember dancing slow)
Thought those days would last forever
How soon we forget
And how far away they go

[Pre-Chorus]
No, nothing stays the same (no, nothing stays the same)
Love, oh, it fades away, it fades away (love)
[Chorus]
Everything changes, doesn't it, baby?
It's amazing how time flies
Turning the pages of yesterday, hey
In only the blink of an eye
Everything changes, yeah, everything changes (everything)

[Bridge]
We try to hold it in our hands
But love falls through like grains of sand
One day it's there and then it's gone, gone, it's gone, gone

[Chorus]
Everything changes, doesn't it, baby?
It's amazing how time flies
Turning the pages of yesterday, hey
In only the blink of an eye
Everything changes, yeah, everything changes (everything, yeah)



Everything changes (everything changes)
Everything changes (everything changes)
Everything...

5477. Everything Comes Together - Chords

Everything Comes Together Live 
Railroad Earth

[Intro]
E (bar 7)- A (bar 5)
E- A- low E
 
[Verse 1]
E                A        E              A
Long overdue,       got the sun in my shoes
E               A     E                    A
Out of breath,   with everything in the gutter
E           A      E               A
Lost my way home, pickin at the bones
E          A       E                    A
Feelin down, everything under the weather
 
[Chorus]
E            A          E            A           E
Oh that smile on his face, as it all falls into place
E      F#m     B                 A
And it feels, light as a feather
E           A           E       A       E
Oh that smile on his face, as it all falls into place
E        F#m             B                A
Ain't it sweet, when everything comes together
 
[Verse 2]
E             A         E         A
Why is it dark? In my head, in my heart
E          A        E           A
Have I lost? Everything's come apart
E                       A               E             A
We've been down here before, where its dark and its cold
E            A        E              A
And your lost, hanging on from the windows
 
 
[Chorus]
E            A          E       A       E
Oh that smile on his face, as it all falls into place
E      F#m     B                 A
And it feels, light as a feather
E           A           E       A            E
Oh that smile on his face, as it all falls into place
E        F#m             B                 A
Ain't it sweet, when everything comes together



 
 
[Verse 3]
E             A      E                  A
Why am I lost, in my hell, deep in thought
E             A        E                A
And im down, longing for something better
E                       A          E               A
Oh the times were so good, and they felt like it should
E       A       E                        A
But its gone, from here I can only do better
 
[Chorus]
E            A          E       A       E
Oh that smile on his face, as it all falls into place
E      F#m     B                 A
And it feels, light as a feather
E           A           E       A       E
Oh that smile on his face, as it all falls into place
E        F#m             B                        A
Ain't it sweet, when everything comes together
 
E            A          E       A       E
Oh that smile on his face, as it all falls into place
E      F#m     B                 A
And it feels, light as a feather
E           A           E       A       E
Oh that smile on his face, as it all falls into place
E        F#m             B                        A
Ain't it sweet, when everything comes together
 
[Outro]-
E A B E
E A B E let ring

5478. Everything From Jesus To Jack Daniels

Tom T Hall - Everything From Jesus To Jack Daniels

[Verse 1:]
You wake up in the morning drink a beer and take a Valium
And you're trying to forget about the things you did last night
Flip through the morning paper read the horoscope and the comics
You're as well informed as anybody on the left or the right
You make it to your job and hear Atlanta lost another
How can you lose while making half a million bucks or near
The old man who sweeps the floor
And wears a big blue Reagan button
Says the Russians are a coming but they've been here for years

[Chorus:]
Tryin' everything from Jesus to Jack Daniels
It's the all new American diet



Tryin' everything from Jesus to Jack Daniels
You get on it and you're on it for the rest of your life

[Verse 2:]
There's a story in the paper about a man who killed his family
He jumped off a bridge because he couldn't take it anymore
Down at the local tavern a young man comes in limpin'
And he claims that he's a veteran of the Falkland Islands war
You head home and you're accosted by a youngster wearin' robes
And wanting money for his God who sits upon a plastic throne
You ignore him if you can and make it to the local tavern
Where you order up a drink and give some money to your own

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
There's a man in Tennessee who's got it figured out completely
I guess that he's as happy as a thinking man can be
I asked him what he thought and he said brother let me tell you
Try a little bit of both and leave out everything in between

[Chorus]

5479. Everything From Jesus To Jack Daniels - Chords

Everything From Jesus To Jack Daniels
By Tom T Hall

Capo 2

    G                               C
You wake up in the morning, drink a beer and take a Valium
           G                                              D
And you're trying to forget about the things you did last night
G                                        C
Flip through the morning paper, read the horoscope and the comics
          G                               D           G 
You're as well informed as anybody on the left or the right

You make it to your job and hear Atlanta lost another
How can you lose while making half a million bucks or near
The old man who sweeps the floor and wears a big blue Reagan button
Says the Russians are a-coming but they've been here for years

Chorus:
       C                             G
Trying everything from Jesus to Jack Daniels
         D                G
It's the all new American diet
       C                             G
Trying everything from Jesus to Jack Daniels
        C                G             D            G
You get on it and you're on it for the rest of your life



There's a story in the paper about a man who killed his family
He jumped off a bridge because he couldn't take it anymore
Down at the local tavern a young man comes in limpin'
And he claims that he's a veteran of the Falkland Islands war

You head home and you're accosted by a youngster wearin' robes
And wanting money for his God who sits upon a plastic throne
You ignore him if you can and make it to the local tavern
Where you order up a drink and give some money to your own

Chorus

There's a man in Tennessee who's got it figured out completely
I guess that he's as happy as a thinking man can be
I asked him what he thought and he said brother let me tell you
Try a little bit of both and leave out everything in between

Chorus

5480. Everything Has Changed

Lucinda Williams - Everything Has Changed

I can't feel my love anymore
I can't feel my love anymore
Mystery and the splendor
Don't thrill me like before
I can't feel my love anymore

I don't want to talk to anyone
I don't want to talk to anyone
All the words that used to work
Are melted in the sun
And I don't want to talk to anyone

Faces look familiar
But they don't have names
Towns I used to live in
Have been rearranged
Highways I once traveled down
Don't look the same
Everything has changed
Everything has changed

I can't find my joy anywhere
I can't find my joy anywhere
All the magic vanished into the misty air
And I can't find my joy anywhere

Now I don't know where my faith has gone
Now I don't know where my faith has gone
From the wonder I had a sense of



To the brightest star that shone
And now I don't know where my faith has gone

Faces look familiar
But they don't have names
Towns I used to live in
Have been rearranged
Highways I once traveled down
Don't look the same
Everything has changed
Everything has changed

5481. Everything I Had Going For Me Is Gone - Chords

Everything I Had Going For Me Is Gone
Recorded by Jeannie Seely
Written by Hank Cochran

C
Gonna sit here and feel sorry for myself
                                G7
The one I want is with somebody else
    C                          F
And it's nobody's fault but my own
                       G7        C
Everything I had going for me is gone
         F
I didn't know what a good thing I had
                                     G7
So let it go and oh the future looks bad
        C                         F
So I'll punish me by sittin' here alone
                       G7        C
Everything I had going for me is gone
Those sweet morning kisses I recall
                                      G7
Wonder if they ever cross his mind at all
    C                             F
How can everything so right go so wrong
                       G7        C
Everything I had going for me is gone
         F
I didn't know what a good thing I had
                                     G7
So let it go and oh the future looks bad
        C                         F
So I'll punish me by sittin' here alone
                       G7        C
Everything I had going for me is gone
F                      G7        C
Everything I had going for me is gone



5482. Everything I Love

Alan Jackson - Everything I Love 

Coffee keeps me up and I can't sleep
And when I drink too much then I can't eat
Losing you has led me to believe
Everything I love is killing me
Everything I love is killing me
Cigarettes, Jack Daniels and caffeine
And that's the way you're turning out to be
Everything I love, gonna have to give up
'Cause everything I love is killing me
I guess I made a big mistake
Thinkin' you're a habit I can break
Well, I'm addicted to you now I see
Everything I love is killing me
Everything I love is killing me
Cigarettes, Jack Daniels and caffeine
And that's the way you're turning out to be
Everything I love, gonna have to give up
'Cause everything I love is killing me
Everything I love, gonna have to give up
'Cause everything I love is killing me

5483. Everything I Own - Chords

Everything I Own
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by David Gates

C                     Am           F            C   G7
You sheltered me from harm kept me warm kept me war-m
C                   Am        F           C  G7
You gave my life to me set me free set me free
    Dm     F            G7
The finest years I ever known
Dm           F                G7
Were all the years I had with you
    F            C  Dm      G7
And I would give anything I own
    F          C       Dm       G7
I'd give up my life my heart my home
  F          C    Dm      G7
I would give everything I own
        F             C
Just to have you back again
                     Am             F            C G7
You taught me how to love what it's of what it's o-f



C         G7                Am
You never said too much but still you showed the way
      A#        F        C    Dm     F               G7
And I knew from watching you  nobody else could ever know
    Dm      F                 G7
The part of me that can't let go
repeat #2
         Am
Is there someone you know you're loving them so
                F
But taking them all for granted
        Dm                        F
You may lose them one day someone takes them away
         A#7                              G7
And they don't hear the words you long to say
repeat #2 
        F              C
Just to touch you once again

5484. Everything is Beautiful - Chords

Everything is Beautiful
Written and recorded by Ray Stevens
 
C               F      C
Jesus loves the little children
G7              C              G7
All the little children of the world
        C
Red and yellow black and white
         F               C
They are precious in his sight
      F                G7              C
Jesus loves the little children of the world
 
                         Am         D7
Everything is beautiful  in its own way
                G7                                      C
Like the starry summer night or a snow covered winter's day
                       Am           D7
Everybody's beautiful  in their own way
            G7                                C
Under God's heaven the world's gonna find the way
 
                 G7       F               C
There is none so blind as he who will not see
                      G7             F                   C
We must not close our minds  we must let our thoughts be free
               G7             F                                    C
For every hour that passes by you know the world gets a little bit older
                     G7                      F             C
It's time to realize that beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder
 



repeat #2
             G7                                       F            C
We shouldn't care about the length of his hair or the color of his skin
            G7                                    F                C
Don't worry about what shows from without but the love that lives within
          G7                                       F              C
And we're gonna get it all together now everything gonna work out fine
            G7
Just take a little time to look on the good side my friend and 
F                         C
straighten it out in your mind
 
repeat #2

5485. Everything Is Cool

Everything Is Cool
John Prine

Everything is cool
Everything's okay
Why just before last Christmas
My baby went away

Across the sea to an island
While the bridges brightly burn
So far away from my land
The valley of the unconcerned

I was walking down the road, man
Just looking at my shoes
When God sent me an angel
Just to chase away my blues

I saw a hundred thousand blackbirds
Just flying thru the sky
And they seemed to form a teardrop
From a black haired angel's eye

That tear fell all around me
And it washed my sins away
Now everything is cool
Everything's okay

Everything is cool
Everything's okay
Why just before last Christmas
My baby went away

And I find it real surprising
For myself to hear me say
That everything is cool
Everything's okay



Everything is cool
Everything's okay

Why just before last Christmas
My baby went away.

5486. Everything Is Fine

Everything Is Fine
Josh Turner - Everything Is Fine

I got a home down on the river
I'm married to the woman of my dreams
Got a good truck that gets me down the highway
Everything is perfect or so it seems
Momma and daddy come by sometimes
And everything is fine
My old dog does a little singing
Late at night when the moon gets bright
Sunday morning hear the church bells ringing
Let us go and see who's getting baptized
We gonna take us a Sunday drive
Cause everything is fine

Everything is fine, fine, fine
Through the sunshine and the rain
I got a peace of mind
You know I can't complain
I make it a point to thank the Lord
When I got Him on the line
I'm feeling good and everything is fine

Got the same job down at the warehouse
Ain't never been rich but I sleep at night
Got a little girl that looks like her mamma
She likes it when her daddy tucks her in real tight
One night this week we're gonna have a fish fry

Cause everything is fine, fine, fine
Through the sunshine and the rain
I got a peace of mind
You know I can't complain
I make it a point to thank the Lord
When I got Him on the line
I'm feeling good and everything is fine
Wahoo!!

I make it a point to thank the Lord
When I got Him on the line
I'm feeling good and everything is fine
I'm feeling good and everything is fine



5487. Everything Is Free

Gillian Welch - Everything Is Free

Everything is free now, that's what they say
Everything I ever done, gonna give it away
Someone hit the big score, they figured it out
They were gonna do it anyway, even if it doesn't pay

I can get a tip jar, gas up the car
Try to make a little change down at the bar
Or I can get a straight job, I done it before
Never minded workin' hard, it's who I'm workin' for

Everything is free now, that's what they say
Everything I ever done, gotta give it away
Someone hit the big score, they figured it out
They were gonna do it anyway, even if it doesn't pay

Every day I wake up, hummin' a song
But I don't need to run around, I just stay at home
And sing a little love song, my lover, myself
If there's something that you wanna hear, you can sing it yourself

'Cause everything is free now, that's what I said
No ones gotta listen to the words in my head
Someone hit the big score, I figured it out
And I'm gonna do it anyway, even if it doesn't pay

5488. Everything Is Possible

Everything Is Possible 
Sam Bush

[Verse 1]
You may try to have a perfect life
This you cannot do
This you cannot do but you may try
It ain't look like others have this life
This perfect state of bliss
But if you scratch the surface
There is one thing that you missed

[Chorus]
Everything is possible
Everything can change
Anything can happen
Nothing stays the same
Everything is possible



You can't deny it's true
So who's to say something wonderful
Won't happen to you

[Verse 2]
You may try to have all sunny days
This you cannot do
You've got to be brave at stormy nights
Before the rains come shine it through
So put away the razor blade
Put away the rope
Change the old prescription
For a brand new bottle of hope

[Chorus]
Everything is possible
Everything can change
Anything can happen
Nothing stays the same
Everything is possible
You can't deny it's true
So who's to say something wonderful
Won't happen to you

[Bridge]
No one can escape the sins and errors of this fortune
No one leaves the earth and disappears, disappear

[Chorus]
Everything is possible
Everything can change
Anything can happen
Nothing stays the same
Everything is possible
You can't deny it's true
So who's to say something wonderful
Who's to say something wonderful
Who's to say something wonderful
Won't happen to you

[Outro]
Everything is possible
Everything is possible
Everything is possible
Everything

5489. Everything It Takes

Todd Snider - Everything it Takes

I love you more than she ever will
But the only way she can get a man is steal
I don't know if I should tell you this or not



She's got everything it takes to take everything you've got
And when she takes you, she's taking everything that I've got too
She's had a million old flames, so to her, you're nothin' new
She's cold as ice, but you still think she's hot
She's got everything it takes to take everything you've got
She turned you on and then you turned on me
I'm more of a woman than she'll ever be
To me, she ain't nothin', but to her, that's a lot
She's got everything it takes to take everything you've got
And when she takes you, she's taking everything that I've got too
She's had a million old flames, so to her, you're nothing new
She's cold as ice, but you still think she's hot
She's got everything it takes to take everything you've got
She's got everything it takes to take everything you've got

5490. Everything That Glitters Is Not Gold

Balsam Range - Everything That Glitters (Is Not Gold) 

Saw your picture on a poster, in a cafe out in Phoenix
Guess you're still the sweetheart of the rodeo
As for me and little Casey, we still make the circuit
In a one horse trailer and a mobile home
And she still asks about you all the time
And I guess we never even cross your mind

But oh sometimes I think about you
And the way you used to ride out
In your rhinestones and your sequins
With the sunlight on your hair
And oh the crowd will always love you
But as for me I've come to know
Everything that glitters is not gold

Well old Red he's getting older, and last Saturday he stumbled
But you know I just can't bear to let him go
Little Casey she's still growing and she's started asking questions
And there's certain things a man just doesn't know
Her birthday came and you never even called
I guess we never cross your mind at all

But then sometimes I think about you
And the way you used to ride out
In your rhinestones and your sequins
With the sunlight on your hair
And oh the crowd will always love you
But as for me I've come to know
Everything that glitters is not gold

Everybody said you'd make it big someday
And I guess that we were only in your way
But someday I'm sure your gonna know the cost
Cause for everything you win there's something lost



But oh sometimes I think about you
And the way you used to ride out
In your rhinestones and your sequins
With the sunlight on your hair
And oh the crowd will always love you
But as for me I've come to know
Everything that glitters is not gold

5491. Everything To Hide

Sarah Jarosz - Everything to Hide

I wanna step right out and tell you
But I know it's not allowed
Truth is you're all that I can see
In the middle of this crowd

I wanna tell you that I'm thankful
For your fingers on those strings
Wanna whisper low into your ear
All these forbidden things

But I'll stand right here and hold my tongue
For all I know I'm the only one
But do you feel this undercurent
And the changing of the tides
When I'm with you, baby
We've got everything to hide

When I'm running out of time
Is when I wanna do it all
When you're running through my mind
Is when I wanna hear you call

Well, you're always running through my mind
So why don't you call now
It ain't right but it feels good
Let's do this anyhow

But I'll stand right here and hold my tongue
For all I know I'm the only one
But do you feel this undercurent
And the pulling of the tides
When I'm with you, baby
We've got everything to hide

Well I never really thought
That I could be a child of sin
Now here I come confessing
Of these childish hopes within

But you say hope is always there



So what's a girl to do
I should quit while I'm ahead
But ain't through with you

I guess I'll stand right here and hold my tongue
Maybe I'm not the only one
'Cause do you feel this undercurent
And the changing of the tides
When I'm with you, baby
We've got everything to hide

So pour another, baby
We've got everything to hide

5492. Everything You Know - Chords

Everything You Know 
Steep Canyon Rangers

G                    Em
Cortes sailed on his boat so brave
                   Bm
It was too late to trade
                  Am7
His treasures for feathers
                       D
As he was sinking down under the waves
 
D7
Where his cannons won't fire
                    G
And his flags won't wave no more
                      Em
And those shipwrecked ghosts
              C
Floating like driftwood
                D
 Til one bright morning
                             D7
They come washing up on your shore
 
[Chorus]
       G                   D
Oh now don't tell  em everything thing you know
                    C
Let the whole world wonder
G                         D
When the time is right to give up the gold
C
Hold a little back for the folks back home
 
G
Checked out of my room



                   Em
Walked down to the Rio Grande
                      Bm
Fortune teller on the sidewalk
                Am7
Laughing at the way I talk
                     D
He drew a map upon my hand
 
D7                         G
Said what's to be and what might have been
                   E
So I pulled up these chains
                         C
And set a course for the Spanish main
                        D
And I'll be coming back someday
                       D7
Baby, but I don't know when
 
[Chorus]
       G                   D
Oh now don't tell  em everything you know
                    C
Let the whole world wonder
G                         D
When the time is right to give up the gold
C
Hold a little back for the folks back home
 
Em                       C
Empty handed  cept for a sidewalk rose
                   Bm
Hey mama, it ain't easy
                              C
To keep that skillet good and greasy
                       D
A pot of coffee on the stove
 
[Chorus]
    G                   D
Now don't tell  em everything you know
                    C
Let the whole world wonder
G                         D
When the time is right to give up the gold
C
Hold a little back for the folks back home
(Hold a little back for the folks)
 
[Chorus]
G                   D
Don't tell  em everything you know
                    C
Let the whole world wonder
G                         D
When the time is right to give up the gold



C
Hold a little back for the folks back home

5493. Everything's A Wreck (Since You're Gone) - Chords

Everything's A Wreck (Since You're Gone)
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Dottie West and Bill West

G                                    C
The grass on the lawn is almost knee high
      D7
Cause I can't start the mower 
A7                  D7
I've tried and I've tried
    G                                   C
The electric is off in just half of the house
    D7
And I can't figure out what's wrong
                                  G
Everything's a wreck since you've gone

                                          C
The sink in the kitchen is all stopped up too
    D7
And since you've always fixed it 
A7                   D7
I don't know what to do
   G                                             C
My favorite past time lately is watching Edge of Night
    D7
And now the TV won't come on
                                  G
Everything's a wreck since you've gone

D7                           C      G
Everyday something else just falls apart
    A7
But how can I keep them going 
            D7
Without the knowhow or the art
G
I thought I'd change the color 
                          C
Of the room I shared with you

    D7
And don't you know the ladder broke
A7                    D7
Now even the floor is blue
    G                                        C
Our poor old little parakeet doesn't sing anymore
     D7



Like me he's lonely all day long
                                  G
Everything's a wreck since you've gone

5494. Everything's Alright

Everything's Alright
Special Consensus

[Verse 1]
I started down the highway, the rain was pourin' down
I left you in the doorway with a frown
Where you said that you'll miss me and kissed me one last time
Stronger love you said you could not find

[Chorus]
I see white lights behind me, red lights ahead
I'm flyin' down this highway thinkin' of what you said
When I wake in the mornin', go to bed at night
Your love gives me the feelin' everything's alright

[Verse 2]
I called you on a Friday, said I'm on my way
I'll be with you by the end of the day
And I'll cherish every moment 'cause I know we don't have long
When Sunday comRs, I know that you'll be strong

[Chorus]
I see white lights behind mR, red lights ahead
I'm flyin' down this highway thinkin' of what you said
When I wake in the mornin', go to bed at night
Your love gives me the feelin' everything's alright

[Bridge]
Livin' for the weekend, just two precious days
Our time together is so short; I wish that I could stay

[Chorus]
I see white lights behind me, red lights ahead
I'm flyin' down this highway thinkin' of what you said
When I wake in the mornin', go to bed at night
Your love gives me the feelin' everything's alright

[Outro]
When I wake in the mornin', go to bed at night

5495. Everything's Alright - Chords



Everything's Alright
Recorded by Larry Sparks
Written by Emma Smith

G                   C              G
If you want to know what happiness is
               D7                  G
If you want to have sweet peace of mind
                 C                     G
Just kneel right down have a talk with Jesus
                                 D7              G
The joy that you've been looking for is there to find

                     C               G
Everything's alright with being with Jesus
             D7                     G
Everything's alright with me and my Lord
          C                     G
I'm on my way to a place called heaven
                                            D7             G
Everything's alright (everything's alright) everything's alright

                  C             G
Haven't you heard that Jesus is coming
          D7                 G
For we're living down in the end
                 C                      G
You'd better get ready for a journey to heaven
                             D7           G
What a glory hallelujah time if He's your friend 

Repeat #2

5496. Everything's Beautiful (In Its Own Way)

Dolly Parton - Everything's Beautiful (In Its Own Way) 
(Dolly Parton)

When I look out over a green field of clover
Or watch the sun set at the end of the day
I get kind of moody when I see such beauty
And everything's beautiful in its own way
When I see a fountain flow from a mountain
Or see April showers bring flowers to May
I can't help but ponder; life is such a wonder
And everything's beautiful in its own way
Words can't describe what I feel inside
When I see the beauty in each coming day
What my eyes behold can't be bought or sold
And everything's beautiful in its own way
When I see the clouds form a black summer windstorm
That uproots the harvest and hurls it away
In the midst of such anger, destruction and danger
The storm's even beautiful in its own way



When I see leaves drop off from the treetop
Or see the snow fall on a cold winter's day
My thoughts seem to wander into the blue yonder
God made all things beautiful in their own way
Words can't describe what I feel inside
When I see the beauty in each coming day
What my eyes behold can't be bought or sold
And everything's beautiful in its own way, in its own way, in its own way

5497. Everything's Comin' Up Roses

Nanci Griffith - Everything's Comin' up Roses

This life is filled with wonder
This life is full of days not spent
Oh I cannot help but ponder
What relevance that lends

[Chorus:]
Oh but everything is comin' up roses
And when I'm pushin' up daisies,
They'll want roses anyway
Oh and everything's comin' up roses
It's comin' up roses every day

I've got a heart bent on confusion
I'm punch drunk straight half the time
I'm feeling watered down and diluted
Still the weather's holdin' fine

[Chorus]

There's a piece of land in Kentucky
My grandfather worked one long hot day
Now it's a flatland blacktop strip mall
Still, I remember what he'd say

[Chorus: x2]

Everyday 
Everyday 
Buy the dozen 
Everyday

5498. Everything's Fine Right Now

Everything's Fine Right Now
The Incredible String Band



Who's that knocking on my door?
Can't see no-one right now.
Got my baby here by me,
can't stop, no, no, not now.

Oh, come a little closer to my breast,
I'll tell you that you're the one I really love the best,
and you don't have to worry about any of the rest,
'cause everything's fine right now.

And you don't have to talk and you don't have to sing,
You don;t have to do nothing at all;
Just lie around and do as you please, you don't have for to fall.

Oh, come a little closer to my breast,
I'll tell you that you're the one I really love the best,
and you don't have to worry about any of the rest,
'cause everything's fine right now.

Oh, my, my, it looks kind of dark.
Looks lie the night's rolled on.
Best thing you do is just lie here by me, of course only just until the dawn.

Oh, come a little closer to my breast,
I'll tell you that you're the one I really love the best,
and you don't have to worry about any of the rest,
'cause everything's fine right now.

5499. Everything's The Same

Billy Strings 
Everything's The Same

I'm goin' to Florida
I'm goin' to Maine
No matter where I roam, everything's the same
I can sketch out a plan
Change my name
No matter where I roam, everything's the same

I've been a lock-pick
I've been a thief
I'll lie to your face and make you believe
I'll tear through town like a hurricane
No matter where I roam, everything's the same

I killed a rounder
I killed a priest
I stole the gold right out of their teeth
I've sold my soul for fortune and fame
No matter where I roam, everything's the same

I'll drink your whiskey



I'll drink your beer
By this time tomorrow, I'll be anywhere but here
Burn down your orchard and dance in the flame
No matter where I roam, everything's the same

It's always "goodbye"
It's always "farewell"
The day I slow down be a cold day in hell
I'm on the run; it's a crying shame
No matter where I roam, everything's the same

Well, I'm on the run; it's a crying shame
No matter where I roam, everything's the same

5500. Everywhere I Go

Emmylou Harris - Everywhere I Go

Don't think that I'll be hangin' 'round while you're havin' fun
I won't sit there cryin' over you
Well from now on when you step out I'll tell you what I'll do
I'll lock the door, put out the cat and I'll go steppin' too

Yes I'll go steppin' too, my honey I'll go steppin' too
I'll lock the door, put out the cat and I'll go steppin' too

Now every time you come in late and we begin to fight
You tell me there are more fish in the sea
But the bait ain't what it used to be and I got news for you
Now after this when you go out well I'll go steppin' too

Yes I'll go steppin' too, my honey I'll go steppin' too
I'll lock the door, put out the cat and I'll go steppin' too

From now on when you come in and won't tell where you been
With your hair messed up and your clothes don't fit you right
Well I don't care if I find perfume on you too
Well you will know that I have been steppin' just like you

Yes I'll go steppin' too, my honey I'll go steppin' too
I'll lock the door, put out the cat and I'll go steppin' too

Yes I'll go steppin' too, my honey I'll go steppin' too
I'll lock the door, put out the cat and I'll go steppin' too

5501. Everywhere I Go Is A Long Way From Home

Everywhere I Go is a Long Way From Home
Rob Ickes & Trey Hensley



[Verse 1]
Well, the fever hit me early on
When I was still a kid
I was born to chase the black tops
So that's just what I did
The first time I strung a guitar
And sang a sad old country song
I knew everywhere I travelled
Would be a long way home

[Verse 2]
I played honkey tonk for dive bars
And packed out parking lots
Made news, singing blues
Giving everything I've got
Well, it sure as hell ain't easy
Traveling down this road alone
Knowing everywhere I go
Is a long way from home

[Chorus]
Sometimes it may be tough
But I wouldn't change a thing
I know I'll be content
As long as I can play and sing
There's one thing for sure
I'll always be moving on
And everywhere I go
Is a long way from home

[Verse 3]
I got a girl in Nashville
That keeps me pushing through
She's always got my back
And believes in what I do
And I'll always hurry back
Every time that I am gone
Cause everywhere I go
Is a long way from home

[Chorus]
Sometimes it may be tough
But I wouldn't change a thing
I know I'll be content
As long as I can play and sing
There's one thing for sure
I'll always be moving on
And everywhere I go
Is a long way from home

[Chorus]
Sometimes it may be tough
But I wouldn't change a thing
I know I'll be content
As long as I can play and sing
There's one thing for sure



I'll always be moving on
And everywhere I go
Is a long way from home
Yeah, everywhere I go
Is a long way from home

5502. Evil Tempt Me Not - Chords

Evil Tempt Me Not
Recorded by Eddy Arnold
Written by Dale Parker

C
Though the tears at times may start
C7       F
When temptations try your heart
      C                       G7
Never stray from the Savior's side
       C
In the dark hours of the night
C7      F
He will fill your heart with light
         C    G7                 C
Trust in Him  as your friend and guide
                           G7
Tempt me not evil tempt me not
                              C
Let me live the way my Savior taught
Blessed are they who seek in prayer
C7       F
Ever trusting in His care
         C    G7            C
Tempt me not  evil tempt me not
When temptations dwell within
C7     F
I will break the chains of sin
       C                     G7
Living right trusting in His love
     C
With clean heart I'll follow Him
C7      F
And someday He'll let me in
       C      G7          C
When I knock  at His door above
Repeat #2

5503. Evolution



Evolution - Hot Buttered Rum

Seems that I've been here before
Mr. Two Peak climbing high
Testing the ice before each step, ensuring his route to the sky
Concentration focusing his rythm and his stride
Letting go of all his fears, nowhere left for him to hide

Evolution Valley took us for a ride
Climbing Darwin's Mountain, to the sky
I feel alive, I'm up so high

Eleven-Eight we left camp late
Council of peaks calls me along
Darwin glacier shines on me, my ice axe and crampons put on
Through the pass I flew right past
No mental notes did I make now
Summiting late in the day, but I had lost my way somehow

Evolution Valley took us for a ride
Climbing Darwin's Mountain, to the sky
I feel alive, I'm up so high

Flesh and Blood it weighs in now
Will he be denied?
Like once before with four men strong, they returned unsatisfied
How long must I wait below?
Gazing up so high
Until the man returns again, drank his fill of mountain pride

Evolution Valley took us for a ride
Climbing Darwin's Mountain, to the sky
I feel alive, I'm up so high

5504. Evolution Rag

The Incredible String Band - Evolution Rag 

We're the fish men and the sea apes
Look at our tails and scales
And our big tough leader, away he wails

He thinks he is the king pin but he's outraced
By those little weedy stranger with the grin on his face
But that is the illusionist, the circus man
And the whole man murdering sea is his caravan

Eat air croquettes, my children dear
If you want to save yourself time and tears
History picnickers follow me
Evolution up the slopes of the sea
Up the slopes of the sea, up the slopes of the sea

Out on the land, out on the land singing hurray



While a million years pass by and we get well on our way
Grandma clears the trash left by previous picnic slaves
And with just one swipe of her ragged fins uncovers the caves

Singing Billy go store the map safely underground
He does but what is this that he has found

The map has gone how will we grow old
Grandma's tears have made the barbecue cold
I find myself saying here's where I came in
The illusionist has vanished like a red hot gin
Like a red hot gin, like a red hot gin

Oh yeah

5505. Ex-Con

Ex-Con
Larkin Poe - Ex-Con

[Verse 1]
Don't talk crooked, honey, walk the straight and narrow
My mama tried to teach me the rules
She said, "If Jesus himself keeps his eye upon the sparrow
Then surely, he is watching you, too"
Twenty-one years young, I rolled to hell's half-acre
I really got to kickin' up ground
I was a mover and a shaker, a mean heartbreaker
Now it's all comin' back around

[Chorus]
Tell ya, it's a hard livin'
Broke down on the highway
Burned out in an ashtray
Hard livin'
Empty as a bottle
Right down to the bottom
It's a hard livin'
Singin' hallelujah, may I introduce ya
To ex-con, little old me

[Verse 2]
Tangled and torn, I was trapped like a rabbit
Thought the only crime was gettin' caught
Now that I'm dressed in stripes, me and all my bad habits
We got the time to give it some thought
Livin' in the past has been a full-time occupation
I got a thing for talkin' to ghosts
Never movin' on can take an awful lot of patience
And I'm a girl who's had the most

[Chorus]
Tell ya, it's a hard livin'



Broke down on the highway
Burned out in an ashtray
Hard livin'
Empty as a bottle
Right down to the bottom
It's a hard livin'
Singin' hallelujah, may I introduce ya
To ex-con, little old me
Singin' hallelujah, may I introduce ya
To ex-con, little old me

[Bridge]
Armed robbery and a high-speed chase
The late night TV news anchors loved my face
I served my time, but now the time has come
For me to get back in my mama's good grace
It's a hard livin'
It's a hard livin', oh-oh-oh
Tell ya, it's a hard livin'
Tell ya, it's a hard livin'

5506. Except The Lord - Chords

Except The Lord
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Mildred A. Burk, Ross Burk, Red Sovine

G                                          C
Except the Lord build the house except the Lord build the house
     G          E7       A7   D7
They labor they labor in vain
           G                             C
Except the Lord keep the city except the Lord keep the city
    G        D7             G
The watchman wake up but in vain
                             C
Thy labor is lost though you gain the whole world
       G         E7      A7      D7
If you seek only worldly rewards
           G                         C
Though you have but a penance you're rich as a king
       G         D7           G
If thy labor has been for the Lord
Repeat #1
                            C
No thoughts will corrupt no beast can break in
        G         E7            A7   D7
If your wealth is peace in your soul
   G                        C
Oh be not afraid though the storms beat your house
    G             D7             G
Thy building will stand firm and hold
Repeat #1



             D7             C  G
The watchman wake up but in vain

5507. Excuse Me (I Think I've Got a Heartache)

Excuse Me (I Think I've Got a Heartache)

They just don't know how lost I feel without you
My teardrops never see the light of day
I laugh and joke each time they talk about you
But if they heard my heart they'd hear it say

Excuse me, I think I've got a heartache
There's an aching deep inside
And it just won't be denied
Excuse me, I think I've got a heartache
And I better say goodbye before I cry

I guess it's pride that makes me hide my sorrow
I live a lie in all I do and say
My lips may lie and paint a bright tomorrow
But if I told the truth I'd have to say

Excuse me, I think I've got a heartache
There's an aching deep inside
And it just won't be denied
Excuse me, I think I've got a heartache
And I better say goodbye before I cry

5508. Excuse Me For Living - Chords

Excuse Me For Living
Recorded by Freddie Hart
Written by Hugh X. Lewis

C                                            G7
I quit going to the places you and I used to go
                                                              C
When I heard that you'd been callin' me that old silly so and so
                                    C7                 F
Was I silly when I kissed you was I just your favorite clown
                   C        G7                 C
Was I just another stand in until another came around

               F                         C
Forgive me for loving you pardon me if I still cry
                    G7                                   C
When I see you with someone new I just wish that I could die
                    F                            C



Oh you threw me out of your life I can't help it if I'm blue
              G7                               C
Excuse me for living if this is living without you

                                                 G7
Seems I'm always in your way to avoid you I have tried
                                                          C
That just doesn't seem to be a place big enough for me to hide
                               C7                  F
I'll do anything to please you I won't call you up again
                          C       G7                          C
You don't have to say you know me just let me see you now and then

               F                         C
Forgive me for loving you pardon me if I still cry
                    G7                                   C
When I see you with someone new I just wish that I could die
                    F                            C
Oh you threw me out of your life I can't help it if I'm blue
              G7                               C
Excuse me for living if this is living without you

              G7                               C
Excuse me for living if this is living without you

5509. Excuse Me Mr.

Excuse Me Mr.
Old School Freight Train

Excuse me Mr.
Do you have the time
Or are you so important
That it stands still for you

Excuse me Mr. won't you
Lend me your ear
Or are you not only blind
But do you not hear

Excuse me Mr., but
Isn't that your oil in the sea
And the pollution in the air Mr.
Whose could that be

So excuse me Mr.
But I'm a mister too
And you're givin' Mr. a bad name
Mr. like you

So I'm taking the Mr.
From out in front of your name
'Cause it's a Mr. like you



That puts the rest of us to shame
It's a Mr. like you
That puts the rest of us to shame

And I've, I have seen enough, I've seen enough to know
That I've seen too much

Excuse me Mr.
Can't you see the children dying
You say that you can't help them
Mr. you're not even trying

Excuse me Mr.
Just take a look around
Oh Mr. just look up
And you will, you will see it comin' down

Excuse me Mr.
But I'm a, I'm a mister too
And you're givin' Mr. a bad name
Mr. like you

So I'm taking the Mr.
From out in front of your name
'Cause it's a Mr. like you
That puts the rest of us to shame
It's a Mr. like you
That puts the rest of us to shame

And I've seen enough, I have seen and I have seen
I have seen enough to know
That I've seen too much
I've seen enough, I have seen enough, to know that I have seen too much

See 'cause Mr. when you're rattling
On heaven's gate
Let me tell you Mr.
By then it is too late

'Cause Mr. when you get there
They don't ask, they don't ask what you saved
All they'll want to know, Mr.
Is what you gave

So excuse me Mr.
But I'm a mister too
And you're givin' Mr. a bad name
Mr. like you

So I'm taking the Mr.
From out in front of your name
'Cause it's a Mr. like you
That puts the rest of us to shame
It's a Mr. like you
That puts the rest of us to shame



5510. Expatriot

Richard Thompson
Expatriot

You can keep my bicycle, all my records and tapes
Might seem sentimental or sound like sour grapes
Sell my clothes and furniture or give 'em to the Goodwill store
I'm goin' overseas I'm not comin' back anymore

Maybe it's a little romantic for a middle-age man like me
I'm gonna be an expatriot just you wait and see
Livin' in a Garret in Paris a House-Boat in Amsterdam
Smokin' a beard, growin' a pipe, doin' the best I can

Like Gauguin I'm a gonna go to Tahiti, wait & see
Find a little brown skin girl to fall in love with me

For years and years you're gonna wonder just where I've gone
Maybe when I'm eighty years old I'll come back home
There'll be parades and ceremonies
Retrospectives too
And that brown skin girl will be so sad
I came back to you

You can keep my bicycle, all my records and tapes

5511. Explorer

The Incredible String Band - Explorer 

I can no longer hear you call 'cross the airwaves
Fog on the line has shaken my will not to yield
The one left here, my command all gone down
I'm caught, caught, where the cold dark fingers trace

Where the men who failed, they lie and kiss the dark earth's face
I am lost, lost, by the storm clouds am tossed
Now here comes the snow deep
And I will take a sleep, sweet Margaret my dear tell me
It was long and a strong and sweet year indeed to get lost in

I've seen the survivors when they come home from the ice fields
The lace and the ladies' flush and a pearl on the eye
Fine bone china and the log fire spark high
But I'm back in the wasteland low
Where the ripe seed never gets blown

What chance I'll see to sun on the lea, hear the cornfield moan



I am lost, lost, by the storm clouds am tossed
Now here comes the snow deep
And I will take sleep, sweet Margaret my dear, tell me
It was a long and a strong and a sweet year indeed to get lost in

No one to hear me when I cry
No one to hold me when I sigh
No one to watch me when I die
How will I live again?

5512. Exposé

Rodney Crowell - Exposé

[Verse 1]
Now when you write your exposé
I wish you'd leave me out
I'd just as soon you didn't use my name
I'm not crazy about the way
Your book might make me look
I might have been there but
You can't hold me to blame

[Chorus]
Now when you write your exposé
Don't kiss and tell it all
No one likes a tattle-tale writing on the wall
Don't go talking out of school
Because you know you got no call
If you can't say something nice
Don't say anything at all

[Verse 2]
Well I opened up my heart to you
I let it all hang out
I told you stuff that no one else should know
So don't betray my trust in you
Shame, shame if you do
Don't drag that crap back up just let it go

[Chorus]

5513. Expressing My Love - Chords

Expressing My Love
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Johnny Mathis

C                     G7           C



A million words could never make a start
                    G7                  C
To tell someone you love what's in your heart
F               G7                  C
Some things may seem foolish what I do
      F               G7       C
But I must express my love for you
            G7                           C
I'll send a rose to the one I'm thinking of
               G7                 C
A long distant call expressing my love
              F  G7            C
I'll spend my days finding new ways
           F          G7               C
Letting me know in my heart I love you so
               G7                  C
I'll write you letters twice every day
             G7                 C
I love you I love each one will say
              F  G7            C
I'll spend my days finding new ways
           F          G7               C
Letting me know in my heart I love you so

5514. Eye Candy

Eye Candy
Josh Turner - Eye Candy

She's as pretty as model on tv
You gotta see her to believe me
That little lollipop will really make your jaw drop
You get to starin', you can't stop

Sweet as a honey bee hive
She got my attention from the get go
She goes walkin' on by
She's lookin' so fine
She's a little piece of eye candy

When the good Lord made that little looker
He must of used a whole lotta sugar
Maybe that's the reason why I crave her
So much flavor all the time

Sweet as a honey bee hive
She got my attention from the get go
She goes walkin' on by
She's lookin' so fine
She's a little piece of eye candy

She gets me higher than anything can
She melts my heart when she's holding my hand



Let me tell you somethin' about her kisses
They ain't nutritious but there delicious
If your lookin' for a woman that's a goddess or the hottest
She's it!

Sweet as a honey bee hive
She got my attention from the get go
She goes walkin' on by
She's lookin' so fine
She's a little piece of eye candy

Sweet as a honey bee hive
She got my attention from the get go
She goes walkin' on by
She's lookin' so fine
She's a little piece of eye candy

Eye candy

Yeah, yeah, yeah

Whoa

5515. Eye Of The Tiger

Eye of the Tiger

Rising up, back on the street
Did my time, took my chances
Went the distance, now I'm back on my feet
Just a man and his will to survive
So many times it happens too fast
You change your passion for glory
Don't lose your grip on the dreams of the past
You must fight just to keep them alive
It's the eye of the tiger
It's the thrill of the fight
Rising up to the challenge of our rival
And the last known survivor
Stalks his prey in the night
And he's watching us all with the eye of the tiger
Face to face, out in the heat
Hanging tough, staying hungry
They stack the odds 'til we take to the street
For the kill with the skill to survive
It's the eye of the tiger
It's the thrill of the fight
Rising up to the challenge of our rival
And the last known survivor
Stalks his prey in the night
And he's watching us all with the eye of the tiger
Rising up straight to the top
Had the guts, got the glory



Went the distance, now I'm not going to stop
Just a man and his will to survive
It's the eye of the tiger
It's the thrill of the fight
Rising up to the challenge of our rival
And the last known survivor
Stalks his prey in the night
And he's watching us all with the eye of the tiger
The eye of the tiger
The eye of the tiger
The eye of the tiger
The eye of the tiger

5516. Eyes Of Margret - Chords

Eyes Of Margret
performed by the Rankin Family,
written by John Morris Rankin, CD Endless Seasons,

performed in the Key of E, therefore Capo on fret 4
-----------------------------------------------------
 GC G Em
1. when morning comes to meI see the eyes of Margaret
2. and when she comes near meI see the eyes of Margaret
3. and when she is lonelyI'll take hand of Margaret
4. and when she troubled I hear the cries of Margaret
DmEmC
1. I see the eyes of Margaretwhenmorningcomes around
2. I see the smiles of Maragret and time rolls around
3. I hold the hand of Margaretand she'll come around
4. I'll wipe the tears of Margaret and she alwayscomes around
----------------------------------------------------
Chorus (played after verse 2 and verse 4)
FC
when darkness comes near herI see a side
G EmC
a pen and a letterhave faded and died
FC
a promise is brokena change in the tide
GDmG
someone is singing her song
 CGEm GEmC
and it's naaaaaaa na na-nana-na-na nana-nana-na
GEm GEmC
na-na-na nana-nana-na-na nana-nana-na

5517. Eyes Of The World



Eyes of the World
Song by Grateful Dead

Right outside this lazy summer home
You ain't got time to call your soul a critic no
Right outside the lazy gate of winter's summer home
Wondering where the nut-thatch winters
Wings a mile long just carried the bird away

Wake up to find out that you are the eyes of the world
The heart has it's beaches, it's homeland and thoughts of it's own
Wake now, discover that you are the song that the morning brings
But the heart has it's seasons, it's evenings and songs of it's own

There comes a redeemer, and he slowly too fades away
And there follows his wagon behind him that's loaded with clay
And the seeds that were silent all burst into bloom, and decay
And night comes so quiet, it's close on the heels of the day

Wake up to find out that you are the eyes of the world
The heart has it's beaches, it's homeland and thoughts of it's own
Wake now, discover that you are the song that the morning brings
But the heart has it's seasons, it's evenings and songs of it's own

Sometimes we live no particular way but our own
And sometimes we visit your country and live in your home
Sometimes we ride on your horses, sometimes we walk alone
Sometimes the songs that we hear are just songs of our own

Wake up to find out that you are the eyes of the world
The heart has it's beaches, it's homeland and thoughts of it's own
Wake now, discover that you are the song that the morning brings
But the heart has it's seasons, it's evenings and songs of it's own

5518. Eyes That Won't Meet Mine

Eyes That Won't Meet Mine - Del Mccoury Band

They say a picture's worth a thousand words
Tonight your silence speaks a thousand pictures
I won't say that you lied to me
We all lie to ourselves, I don't give lectures

Chorus:
Just look at me
Don't try to protect me
I need an answer
Not a Valentine
Look at me
I'll find the truth there written
Written in the eyes
In the eyes that won't meet mine

I know you mean well but my life has been hell



Wondering if the sky is finally falling
You know I love you but there ain't much of you left
For me you here somewhere else a callin'

So let's put all the cards on the table tonight
Have some faith that no truth is past forgiving
I might be stronger than you think
I might not drive myself to drink
Who knows I might even go on living

F - 5519. F the CC

Steve Earle - F the CC

[Verse 1]
I used to listen to the radio
I don't guess they're listening to me no more
Well, they talk too much, but that's okay
I don't understand a single word they say
Piss and moan about the immigrants
Don't say nothing about the President
A democracy don't work that way
I can say anything I want to say

[Chorus]
So fuck the FCC
Fuck the FBI
Fuck the CIA
Living in the motherfucking USA

[Verse 2]
People tell me that I'm paranoid
I admit I'm getting pretty nervous, boy
It just gets tougher everyday
Sit around and watch it while it slips away
Been called a traitor and a patriot
Call me anything you want to
But just don't forget your history
Dirty Lenny died so we could all be free

[Chorus]
So fuck the FCC
Fuck the FBI
Fuck the CIA
Living in the motherfucking USA
(F U C K)
So fuck the FCC
Fuck the FBI
Fuck the CIA
Living in the motherfucking...
So fuck the FCC
Fuck the FBI
Fuck the CIA



Living in the motherfucking...

5520. F The Cc - Chords

F The Cc
Steve Earl - F The Cc

Intro: A-E-A

(Verse 1)
A
I used to listen to the radio
And I don't guess they're listenin' to me no more
     E
They talk too much but that's okay
A
I don't understand a single word they say
p**s and moan about the immigrants
But don't say nothin' about the president
   E
A democracy don't work that way
A
I can say anything I wanna say

(chorus)
So f**k the FCC
F**k the FBI
         E
F**k the CIA
A
Livin' in the motherf**kin' USA

(Verse 2)
A
People tell me that I'm paranoid
And I admit I'm gettin' pretty nervous, boy
   E
It just gets tougher everyday
A
To sit around and watch it while it slips away
Been called a traitor and a patriot
Call me anything you want to but
     E
Just don't forget your history
A
Dirty Lenny died so we could all be free 

So f**k the FCC
F**k the FBI
         E
F**k the CIA
A
Livin' in the motherf**kin' USA



(Instrumental)
A-E-A-E-A

(No chords, just chanted)
F-U-C-K
F-U-C-K
        A
F**k the FCC
F**k the FBI
         E
F**k the CIA
A
Livin' in the motherf**kin'
A
F**k the FCC
F**k the FBI
         E
F**k the CIA
A
Livin' in the motherf**kin' 
A
F**k the FCC
F**k the FBI
F**k the CIA
Livin' in the motherf**kin' USA

5521. Face Lost In The Crowd

Face Lost In The Crowd

I am a face lost in the crowd
A defeated man no one cares about
For the dreams I've had are gone somehow
I'm just a face lost in the crowd

All hopes of wealth and fame are gone
And darkness looms where the sun once shone
No light is there the fire's burned out
And I'm just a face lost in the crowd

The tears I've shed now blur my eyes
The friends I've known would not recognize
This broken man with no way out
I'm just a face lost in the crowd

5522. Face Of A Stranger - Chords



Face Of A Stranger 
Tyler Childers

[Verse 1]
G
Chest is bleeding,
          D
something mean.
         Am
Cover my gashes,
     G
in kerosene.
G
Run me to town,
             D
if you got a mule,
               Am
if you got the patience,
               G
to help save a fool,
 
[Chorus]
    D                      D7
who aching so bad he could die.
         G         C
From the weight of needing
    G             C
the things set on leaving,
         G         C           G
like the one thats leaving him today.
 
[Verse 2]
G
Cover my mirrors.
             D
I dont wanna see
              Am
the face of a stranger
                    G
to put a hauntin on me.
G
Walks in my boots.
          D
Kisses my girl.
               Am
Drinks all my wine.
             G
Screws up my world.
 
[Chorus]
      D                      D7
Who's losing so bad he could cry.
         G         C
From the weight of needing
    G             C
the things set on leaving,
         G         C           G
like the one thats leaving him today.



 
[Verse 3]
G
Cover my prayers,
             D
half hearted faith,
            Am
come on now buddy,
                  G
won't you meet me halfway.
G
Tell me the things
            D
I never did know,
            Am
show me the places
                     G
where we got so dang close.

5523. Face Of Trouble - Chords

Face Of Trouble

Intro: E Eb (3x)

(A) Here's the (F#m) face of (C#m) trouble (A)
It's the face I (E) wear (D) (C#m (I think))
And it (D) may in(C#m)vite (F#m) you in
But I (D) won't go there
Here's a working model
That generates despair
And this baby cranks it out
And it will take you out
And I won't care
(The lyrics say 'It's a beauty' right here, but I don't remember that from the 
tape I have)
It's the mark of someone
Who's beyond repair
He'll refuse to help yourself
Thinking only of himself
Though he isn't by himself
Well it's your job now
It's the conversation
We're about to share
And it's full of twists and turns
Half-truths and vague concerns
And I never learn
Here's the face of trouble



5524. Face On The Cutting Room Floor

Face On The Cutting Room Floor
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

She's history
No one would give her a star on the walk
She'd have a hundred if pillows could talk
Where have I seen her before?
She's the face on the cutting room floor

It's no mystery
Acting in school at the tenderest age
Lit up the room when she stepped on the stage
Came to la for some more
She's the face on the cutting room floor

She had visions of contracts
And thousands of people in line
To see her;
Knocking on door after door after all of this time,
Now she's not sure

Up in hollywood
Stayed with an agent she met in a bar
Laughed when he told her he'd make her a star
Where has she heard that before?
She's the face on the cutting room floor

One night he told her that she'd never get anywhere
In her clothes
That's what it takes to play movieland musical chairs
Now she knows

Goodbye hollywood
Leaving tonight on the 2:30 'hound
Sunrise or sunset she won't be around
But they'll replace her with so many more
She's the face on the cutting room floor
Poor little face on the cutting room floor

5525. Face To Face

Claire Lynch - Face To Face 

In the twinkle of an eye
I'll be caught up in the sky
And I will know him .right away

Hear the trumpet on the flight
Take a Holy Spirit ride
When I behold him .face to face
Chorus:



Well it's a mystery
How he hid this from me
When all I have's a picture ..in my mind

Guess I'll have to wait
To the fateful day
When he shows up on a cloud ..looking mighty fine

In the twinkle of an eye
I'll be caught up in the sky
And I will know him .right away

Hear the trumpet on the flight
Take a Holy Spirit ride
When I behold him .face to face
Instrumental break:

And it can be a chore
Sometimes I'm even bored
When I'm talking to a man ..that I can't see

I truly must confess
I'm tempted to regress
It's a good thing that I know ..the Bible promised me

In the twinkling of an eye
I'll be caught up in the sky
And I will know him .right away

Hear the trumpet on the flight
Take a Holy Spirit ride
When I behold him .face to face
When I behold him .face to face
Instrumental Break:
Tag:
When I behold him ..face to face

5526. Face To Face

Face To Face
Garth Brooks - Face To Face

There was a bad boy in the school yard 
Waited on you every day 
Seemed like every time you turned around 
Well he was standin' in your way 

Well he broke your glasses 
The girls all laughed 
As he pushed you to the floor 
But then you stood up one day knowin' 

You couldn't stand it anymore 



And your gentle hand was finally clenched in rage 
You were face to face 

Face to face with the devil that you've been dreadin' 
Eye to eye finally has arrived 
But bad as it was, well now brother wasn't it better 
Dealin' with him face to face 

Your date showed up with flowers 
And you thought your dreams had come 
But with every passing hour 
You felt it come undone 

Then the night exploded and you begged him no 
But he forever changed your life 
And now he waits a judge and jury 
Thinkin' you'll break down inside 

And with a finger you can put his fists away 
And you're face to face 

Face to face with the devil that you've been dreadin' 
Eye to eye finally has arrived 
But bad as it was, well little sister wasn't it better 
Dealin' with him face to face 

'Cause it'll never go away 
Until the fear that you are runnin' from is finally embraced 

Drivin' by the grave yard 
On a wicked winter's eve 
And you're wonderin' why a man of faith 
Is whistlin' nervously 

Then you stop the car 
And you hold your heart 
'Cause you finally realize 
Hell, the devil ain't in the darkness 

He's a'rattlin' 'round inside 
And with folded hands you truly start to pray 
And you're face to face 

Face to face with the devil that you've been dreadin' 
Eye to eye finally has arrived 
But bad as it was, well now brother wasn't it better 
Dealin' with him face to face 

'Cause it'll never go away 
Until the fear that you are runnin' from is finally embraced 
Face to face



5527. Facebook Friends

Brad Paisley - Facebook Friends 

She was looking at shoes on Amazon
A pop-up ad said, "Find anyone."
She thought about the first boy that she loved
Just a couple clicks and there he was
That night she sent a friend request
The next day she sat down at her desk
And four simple words "Hey, how you been?"
And she felt 17 again
And that's the thing about Facebook friends
It doesn't matter how long it's been
Someone you never thought you'd ever see again
And suddenly you're Facebook friends
They started out just catching up
That led to meeting him for lunch
Before long they're meeting in some bar
Before long they're kissing in some car
And that's the thing about Facebook friends
It doesn't matter how long it's been
Someone you never thought you'd ever see again
And suddenly you're Facebook friends
Oh if there was anybody else
She'd be sittin' in judgement
Thinking they should be ashamed of themselves
For God's sakes you've got a husband and a minivan
And this was not part of a plan
She fantasized they'd start a new life
He'd finally up and leave his wife
But one day she turned her laptop on
And his whole profile page was gone
And that's the thing about Facebook friends

5528. Facing The Wall - Chords

Facing The Wall
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Hank Mills and Charlie Walker

G                C       G
Facing the w-all feeling lonely
                                D7
But it offers me a place to cry unseen
G                C       G
Facing the w-all feeling lonely
                           D7                  G
I can't face the room with all these shattered dreams
                                       C
I brought her here to dance and have a good time
D7                                        G
And for a while I've thought that she was mine



                                              C
Then through the door walked someone from her past
                      G                  D7               G
The things that I had planned with her I knew would never last
Repeat #1
                                   C
I turn around and look at them but I know
D7                                     G
These tears I hide inside would surely show
                                   C
I'll just stand here alone and cry until
                       G              D7                G
I hear their footsteps leave the room and everything is still
Repeat #1

5529. Factory

Lucinda Williams - Factory

Early in the morning, factory whistle blows
Man rises from bed and puts on his clothes
He takes his lunch and walks
Out in the morning light
It's the working, the working
It's the working life

Through mansions of fear
Through the mansions of pain
I see my daddy walking through them
Factory gates in the rain
Factory takes his hearing
Factory gives him life
It's the working, the working
Just the working life

End of the day, factory whistle cries
Men walk through these gates with
Death in their eyes you better believe, boy
Somebody's gonna get hurt tonight
It's the working, the working
Just the working life

Early in the morning, factory whistle blows
Man rises from bed and puts on his clothes
He takes his lunch and walks
Out in the morning light
It's the working, the working
Just the working life

It's the working, the working
Just the working life
It's the working, the working
Just the working life



5530. Factory Blues - Chords

Factory Blues 
Lucinda Williams
 
[Intro]
/ E7   / E7   / A7   / A7   / E7   / E7   /
 
 
[Verse 1]
          A7                                         E7
Don't the sun look lonesome shinin' down through the trees
          A7                                         E7
Don't the sun look lonesome shinin' down through the trees
          B7                 A7                          E7
Well, the sun seems everybody but doubt if she remembers me
           A7                                                   E7
Well, the streetlights are still shinin' but the sky is turnin' blue
           A7                                                   E7
Well, the streetlights are still shinin' but the sky is turnin' blue
        B7                   A7                          E7
See the people will be risin' and doin' what they always do
 
 
[Verse 2]
      A7                                                                 E7
Oh, I hear that little morning alarm clock and it's ringin' on down the street
      A7                                                                 E7
Oh, I hear that little morning alarm clock and it's ringin' on down the street
                      B7            A7                        E7
Sayin' you better get up now people, it's time you're on your feet
A7                                              E7
Everybody's risin' and puttin' on their factory shoes
A7                                              E7
Everybody's risin' and puttin' on their factory shoes
                              B7     A7                         E7
I'm glad, I'm still layin' in bed now haven't got these factory blues
 
 
[Instrumental]
/ A7   / A7   / E7   / E7   /
/ A7   / A7   / E7   / E7   /
/ B7   / A7   / E7   / E7   /
/ A7   / A7   / E7   / E7   /
/ A7   / A7   / E7   / E7   /
/ B7   / A7   / E7   / E7   /
 
 
[Verse 3]
         A7                                                   E7
Oh, the streetlights are still shinin' but the sky is turnin' blue
         A7                                                   E7
Oh, the streetlights are still shinin' but the sky is turnin' blue



        B7                   A7                          E7
See the people will be risin' and doin' what they always do
      A7                                                                 E7
Oh, I hear that little morning alarm clock and it's ringin' on down the street
      A7                                                                 E7
Oh, I hear that little morning alarm clock and it's ringin' on down the street
                      B7            A7                        E7
Sayin' you better get up now people, it's time you're on your feet
A7                                              E7
Everybody's risin' and puttin' on their factory shoes
A7                                              E7
Everybody's risin' and puttin' on their factory shoes
                              B7     A7                         E7
I'm glad, I'm still layin' in bed now haven't got these factory blues
 
 
[Outro]
                              B7     A7                         E7
I'm glad, I'm still layin' in bed now haven't got these factory blues

5531. Factory Girl

Rhiannon Giddens - Factory Girl

As I went walkin' on a fine summer's mornin'
The birds on the bushes did whistle and sing
The lads and the lassies in couples were sportin'
Then back to the factory, their work to begin
I saw one amongst them, she was fairer than any
Her cheeks like the roses that bloom in the spring
Her skin like the lily that grows in yon' valley
She was only a hard-workin' factory girl
I stepped up to her more closely to view her
When on me, she cast a look of disdain
Saying, "Young man, stand off me and do not come near me
I work for my living and think it no shame"
The next morning, I was there ready and waiting
And bade her to talk to me just for a spell
And each morning after she lingered still longer
And then hurried away at the sound of the bell
Then came the morning when silence did greet me
The birds on the bushes were stricken and still
So I stepped on the path where she often did meet me
And I walked to the factory up on the hill
The crowd gathered around couldn't hide the destruction
I cast my eyes on it in such disbelief
A truth of the world settled into the ashes
The rich man's neglect is the poor man's grief
As I stood there, a whisper, it did caress me
A faint scent of roses my senses begun
I lifted my face and I saw that above me
A thousand young butterflies darkened the sun



5532. Factory Girls

Lucinda Williams - Factory Girls

Build a bridge or maybe two
Together held with footsteps she outgew
But now she sits alone, everyone's long gone
She dances in a photograph
When it was good to joke and have a laugh
But that was yesterday, if only today
Now the walls are crawling faces that still breathe
But before she nods her head what's left but sleep

She hears a chorus of factory girls
Singin' in the streets
Drinkin' their coca-colas
After washing your filthy sheets

Chasin down the avaenue
After a childhood that she never knew
Choking on woodbine
Cigarettes just kill the time
Now the walls are crawling faces
That still breathe
But before she nods her head what's left but sleep

She hears a chrous of factory girls
Singin's aoin and all
Empty are their pockets
But their voices are filled with song

Come day go day
Wish in my hearty it was Sunday
Drinking buttermilk all the week
And whiskey on a Sunday

Come day go day
Wish in my hearty it was Sunday
Drinking buttermilk all the week
And whiskey on a Sunday

Now the walls are crawling faces that still breathe
But before she nods her head what's's left but sleep

She hears a chorus of factory girls
Singin' in the streets
Drinkin' their coca-colas
After washing your filthy sheets

She hears a chrous of factory girls
Singin's aoin and all
Empty are their pockets
But their voices are filled with song



Stayed Richard and his court of Kings
He stole my heart and many other things
But me I took his crown
Wish he was here to steal it now

5533. Fade - Chords

Fade 
The Black Lillies
 
INTRO:
G   G
 
VERSE:
       G
Is it time? 
              Em
Time for the moving on
 
           G
Show me a sign, 
                Em
Tell me you're holding on
 
     G
You say that you hear me 
 
But I don't believe it's true
 
       C
I can see it in your eyes 
 
But our thoughts are misconstrued
 
      G
I've said it a thousand times 
 
And I'll say it a thousand more
 
      C
I've loved you from the first time 
 
Now I love you even more
 
 
CHORUS:
              G
Please don't fade, 
       Em
Fade away 
 
              G



Please don't fade, 
       Em
Fade away
 
 
VERSE:
       G
It's crazy how we try 
 
To hold on to the days
 
      C
When everything was promised 
 
And we'd always find a way
 
    G
To hold on to each other 
 
And dwell within the light
 
     C
Now all the sky is clouded 
 
And day has turned to night
 
 
CHORUS:
              G
Please don't fade, 
       Em
Fade away 
 
              G
Please don't fade, 
       Em
Fade away
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
G  C   G  C
 
 
VERSE:
       G
We've got a good thing darling
 
And don't you forget
 
            C
There's a brand new sunrise 
 
We've never seen yet
 
 G
Just a little patience 
 



And the living is ours
 
 C
Hold on to tomorrow 
 
And we'll count our lucky stars
 
 
CHORUS:
              G
Please don't fade, 
       Em
Fade away 
 
              G
Please don't fade, 
       Em
Fade away
 
 
CHORUS:
              G
Please don't fade, 
       Em
Fade away 
 
              G    Em
Please don't fade, 
 
 
OUTRO:
              G    Em
Please don't fade, 
              G    Em
Please don't fade, 
              G    Em
Please don't fade, 
              G    Em   G  Em
Please don't fade, 
 
              G    Em
Please don't fade, 
              G    Em   G  Em
Please don't fade,

5534. Fade To black

Iron Horse - Fade to black

Life it seems, will fade away
Drifting further every day
Getting lost within myself
Nothing matters no one else



I have lost the will to live
Simply nothing more to give
There is nothing more for me
Need the end to set me free
Things are not what they used to be
Missing one inside of me
Deathly lost, this can't be real
Cannot stand this hell I feel
Emptiness is filling me
To the point of agony
Growing darkness taking dawn
I was me, but now hes gone
No one but me can save myself, but its too late
Now I can't think, think why I should even try
Yesterday seems as though it never existed
Death greets me warm, now I will just say good-bye

5535. Faded

Faded
Old School Freight Train

You so easily amuse
Like a pantomime
Such a silent crime

You so easily abuse
Lack of confidence
It's your best offense

You so easily confuse
You can't deny it
Still you try to hide it

Faded
So faded
Like a memory gone
There's no recollection
Faded
So faded
Like a forgotten dream
Further than it seems

You so hastily defy
When you think you need it
You find a way to bleed it

You so hastily deny
Pleading innocence
It's your best defense

You so hastily reply
The moment that you said it



Already regret it

Faded
So faded
Like a memory gone
There's no recollection
Faded
So faded
Like a forgotten dream
Further than it seems

5536. Faded Coat Of Blue

Faded Coat Of Blue - Carter Family

My brave boy sleeps in his faded coat of blue
In a lonely grave unknown lies a heart that beats so true
He sank faint and hungry among the famished brave
And they laid him sad and lonely within a nameless grave

   No more the bugle calls oh weary one
   Rest noble spirits in their graves unknown
   For we'll find you and know you among the good and true
   Where a robe of white is given for a faded coat of blue

He cried "Give me water and just a little crumb
And my mother she will bless you through all the years to come
And tell my sweet sister so gentle good and true
That I'll meet her up in Heaven in my faded coat of blue"

No dear one was nigh him to close his mild blue eyes
No gentle voice was by him to give him sweet replies
No stone marks the lonely sod on a lad so brave and true
In a lonely grave he's sleeping in his faded coat of blue

5537. Faded Flowers

Faded Flowers - Carter Family

The flowers I saw in the wildwood
Have since dropped their beautiful leaves
And the many dear friends of my childhood
Have slumbered many years in their graves

But the bloom of the flowers I remember
Though their smiles I may never more see
For the cold chilly winds of December
Stole my flowers' companions from me



   It's no wonder that I'm broken hearted
   And stricken with sorrow should be
   For we have met we have loved we have parted
   My flowers companions and me

How dark looks this world and how dreary
When we part from the ones that we love
There is rest for the faint and the weary
And friends to meet with loved ones above

For in heaven I can but remember
When from earth my soul shall be free
There no cold chilly winds of December
Shall steal my companions from me

5538. Faded Garden Rose

Faded Garden Rose (Larry W. Jones 10/10/2007) 

I picked a rose from the garden
Where all the garden roses grow
I picked a rose from the garden
Then I carefully placed it in a vase for show
The rose I picked was not so new
Who knows where a faded love goes
The rose I chose was just for you
I picked a petal from a faded garden rose
A rose is nice most of the year
But when cold ice comes it will close
Like love's door when love is not here
I hold a petal from a faded garden rose
- instrumental -
A rose is nice most of the year
But when cold ice comes it will close
Like love's door when love is not here
I hold a petal from a faded garden rose
Our old love is a memory
That can't live again, I suppose
I'll keep a souvenir for me
I'll keep a petal from a faded garden rose
I'll keep growing garden roses
Water them with the tears that flow
And when they fade for mistakes made
I'll pick a petal from a faded garden rose

5539. Faded Love

Faded Love - Osborne Brothers



As I read the Ietters that you wrote to me
It's you that I'm thinking of
As I read the lines that to me were so sweet
I remember our faded love

I miss you darling more and more every day
As heaven would miss the stars above
With every heartbeat I still think of you
And remember our faded love.

As I think of the past and all the pleasures we had
As I watch the mating of the dove
It was in the springtime that you said good-bye
I remember our faded love.

Patsy Cline; Live At The Opry
Bob Wills; For The Last Time
The Osborne Brothers; Up This Hill And Down

5540. Faded Love And Winter Roses

Faded Love and Winter Roses
Larry Sparks

Faded love and winter roses
Always bloom in memory
Faded love and winter roses
Yearning hearts that used to be

    Will they meet again tomorrow
    Where they parted yesterday
    Give me back the winter roses
    And the love you took away

Faded love and winter roses
Spring forth with a lonely tear
Faded love and winter roses
Still recall these yesteryears

    Will I always be a dreamer
    Dreamin of a used to be
    Faded love and winter roses
    Bloom and die in memory

5541. Faded Memory - Chords

Faded Memory 
Red Allen



[Intro]
E     A
 
[Verse 1]
                  D         A
When I recall the faded memory
             E        E7               A
The time you said you loved no one but me
                    D                      A
When I look back to things that might have been
              E     E7       A
That's when a faded memory begins
 
 
[Chorus]
        D                    A
A faded memory comes into my mind
              B7              E
Each time you pass I follow behind
            A       D                      A
When I look back to things that might have been
              E     E7       A
That's when a faded memory begins
 
 
[Instrumental]
A   D   A
E   E7  A
A   D   A
E   E7  A
 
 
[Chorus]
        D                    A
A faded memory comes into my mind
              B7              E
Each time you pass I follow behind
            A       D                      A
When I look back to things that might have been
              E     E7       A
That's when a faded memory begins
 
 
[Outro]
A

5542. Faded Red Ribbon

Flatt & Scruggs - Faded red ribbon

A lock of your hair and a faded red ribbon 
is all I have left to remind me of you
A lock of your hair and a faded red ribbon 



is all I have left of a love we once knew

Is all I have left of a love we once knew
I know I mistreated you and you went away
You found somebody new and now I must pay
Listen here boys if you have a sweetheart
Show her you love her and make her your wife
For the lock of her hair and a faded red ribbon
Will make you unhappy for the rest of your life
Will make you unhappy for the rest of your life

A lock of your hair...

5543. Fadin' In Fadin' Out - Chords

Fadin' In Fadin' Out
Recorded By Tommy Overstreet
Written by Bobby Braddock and Sonny Throckmorton  

C
Well I was foolin' round toolin' down Interstate 40
F
Listenin' to my favorite country show
                                 C                Am
Hank sang from the heart when he sang my favorite part
Dm                         G7
The volume started gettin' low
     C
So I started turnin' the knob and slowin' burnin'
F
Thinkin' baby about our love affair
                          C                  Am
You come in so strong and all at once you're gone
F             G7           C
Just like you weren't even there
Baby your love's like a far off radio station 
F
Playin' my favorite song
                         C               Am
Comin' in so clear I can almost feel you here
       F
Fadin' in (fadin' in) fadin' out (fadin' out) 
            C
Then you're gone
Well sometimes your love's so overpowering 
F
Sometimes it's over over night
                     C        Am
You let me down then you come around
Dm                                 G7
Swear to God you're gonna treat me right
  C
I never know where you are comin' from



F
Never know when you're gonna go
                             C        Am
You start fadin' in then you fade out again
F              G7        C
Like the music on my radio
Repeat #3
       F
Fadin' in (fadin' in) fadin' out (fadin' out) 
            C
Then you're gone
       F
Fadin' in (fadin' in) fadin' out (fadin' out) 
            C
Then you're gone

5544. Fading Lady

Jerry Jeff Walker - Fading Lady

Count all your jewelry and your lace
Count all the shoes beneath your bed
And while your counting all those things in your head
Try and wrest the sorrow from your face
When you were young you courted
All the pretty boys
And laughed aloud with ones they knew
And soon you walked and talked
And thought just like them too
And now you wonder what's become of you

[Chorus]
When you chose one to be your husband for your life
You weighed his good point by his gain
His promised security was fulfilled and you felt fine
Now in your age those mellow years won't sustain
[Chorus]
Now for imagination
Where you seek out the one
Who live a life of dreams they build
You have no gifts to share
You've nothing for no one
So just watch the colors fade as you start to wilt

[Chorus]

5545. Failure Isn't Forever



Failure Isn't Forever - Nickel Creek 

We adjust to the dark
The fields lying fallow
And warm to our work
As worse comes to worst
Singing, heave ho

Failure isn't forever
Oh, failures aren't forever
Unless they quit wondering how to get better

We've made too deep a mark
Cast too long a shadow

But failure won't be forever
Oh, failures aren't forever
Unless they quit wondering how to get better
We're gonna need some believers
To believe that failure isn't forever
It's now and we're all in it together

We'll follow the sparks
From this desert to the meadow
Warmed to our work
And weathering the worst
Singing, heave ho

Failure isn't forever
Oh, failures aren't forever
Unless they quit wondering how to get better
With strangers, friends, and lovers
Who believe that failure isn't forever
It's now and we're all in it together

'Cause it's now and we're all in it together

5546. Faint Of Heart

Vince Gill - Faint of Heart

Love ain't for the faint of heart
Timid and the weak
Pour me one more on the rocks
And baby, we'll just see

We'll start a fire, you pour the wine
Slip on in to these arms of mine

Love ain't for the faint of heart
Love's for you and me

Ooh, what a rush when you kiss me that way
Ooh, your touch is gonna drive me crazy



Ooh, what a night this has been
Baby, let's do it again

Love ain't for the faint of heart
Love's for you and me

Ooh, what a rush when you kiss me that way
Ooh, your touch is gonna drive me crazy
Ooh, what a night this has been
Baby, let's do it again

Love ain't for the faint of heart
Love's for you and me

Love ain't for the faint of heart
Love's for you and me

5547. Fair And Tender Ladies

Osborne Brothers - Fair and Tender Ladies 

Come all ye fair and tender ladies
Take warning how you court young men
They're like a star on a summer morning
They first appear and then they're gone.

They'll tell to you some loving story
And they'll make you think that they love you well
Then away they'll go and court some other
And leave you there in grief to dwell.

I wish I was on some tall mountain
Where the ivy rocks are black as ink
I'd write a letter to my false true lover
Whose cheeks are like the morning pink.

Oh love is handsome love is charming
And love is pretty while it's new
But love grows cold as love grows old
And fades away like morning dew.

And fades away like morning dew...

5548. Fair As You

Fair As You
The Incredible String Band
Writer: Mike Heron



My fairest love I live and
learn the songs that ring true
Whose message is plain
whose words are few
whose melodies smell of the pines
love dwells between the lines
cast upon the air to fly
when words won't do
Words won't do
The sun he sings a song

In forest moist at break of day
When wonder fills the air
I thought to pluck at break of dawn
a melody so fair
Whose gracious form
can match your own
Your soul blessed in every turn
colored by the rainbow's pen
in tints so rare
Tints so rare

The sun he sings a song.

5549. Fair Ellender

Fair Ellender
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

Father, oh father, come riddle to me
Come riddle it all as one
And tell me whether to marry fair Ellen
Or bring the brown girl home

The brown girl she has house and land
Fair Ellender she has none
And there I charge you with the blessing
To bring the brown girl home

He got on his horse and he rode and he rode
He rode 'til he came to her home
And no one as rRady as fair Ellen herself
To risR and bid him in

What news have you brought unto me, Lord Thomas?
What news have you brought unto me?
I've come to invite you to my wedding
A sorrowful wedding to be

Mother, oh mother, would you go or stay?
Fair child do as you please
I'm afraid if you go, you'll never return
To see your dear mother any more



She turned around all dressed in white
Her sisters dressed in green
And every town that she rode through
Took her to be some queen

They rode and they rode 'til they came to the hall
She pulled on the bell and it rang
And no one so ready as Lord Thomas himself
To rise and welcome her in

He taking her by her lily white hand
And leading her through the hall
Saying, "Fifty gay ladies are here today
"But here is the flower of all"

The brown girl she was standing by
With knife ground keen and sharp
Between the long ribs and the short
She pierced fair Ellender's heart

Lord Thomas he was standing by
With knife ground keen and sharp
Between the long ribs and the short
He pierced his own bride's heart

By placing the handle against the wall
The point against his breast
Saying, "This is the end of three true lovers
"God send us all to rest"

Father, oh father, go dig my grave
Go dig it wide and deep
And place fair Ellender in my arms
The brown girl at my feet

5550. Fair Flowers Of The Valley

Tim O'Brien - Fair Flowers of the Valley

There were three sisters in the wood, o fair flowers of the valley
And there they met a robber bold, and the birds they sang so sweetly
He showed the eldest his weapon knife o fair flowers of the valley
Will you go with me or lose your life, and the birds they sang so sweetly
O I'd rather that I lose my life, o fair flowers of the valley
Before I'd be a robbers wife, and the birds they sang so sweetly
Then with his knife so keen and sharp, o fair flowers of the valley
He pierced that maiden through the heart, and the birds they sang so sweetly
He showed the second his weapon knife, o fair flowers of the valley
Will you go with me or lose your life, and the birds they sang so sweetly
O I'd rather that I lose my life, o fair flowers of the valley
Before I'd be a killer's wife, and the birds they sang so sweetly
Then with his knife so keen and sharp, o fair flowers of the valley



He pierced that maiden through the heart
And the birds they sang so sweetly
He showed the youngest his weapon knife, o fair flowers of the valley
Will you be mine or lose your life, and the birds they sang so sweetly
O I will never be your wife, o fair flowers of the valley
Nor do I fear to lose my life, and the birds they sang so sweetly
For I have a brother in these woods, o fair flowers of the valley
For many years an outlaw bold, and the birds they sang so sweetly
Before he'd let me be your wife, o fair flowers of the valley
He'd quickly take away your life, and the birds they sang so sweetly
Oh sister dear what have I done, o fair flowers of the valley
For now I know I'm your brother John, and the birds they sang so sweetly
He put his knife against his heart, o fair flowers of the valley
And from his sister he did part, and the birds they sang so sweetly

5551. Fair Margaret And Sweet William

Tim O'Brien - Fair Margaret and Sweet William

Lady Margaret was standing in her own room door
A comb in her long yellow hair
When who did she spy but Sweet William and his bride
As to the church yard they drew near

The day passed away and night coming on
Most of the men were asleep
Lady Margaret appeared all dressed in white
Standing at his bed feet

She said how do you like your bed
How do you like your sheet
How do you like your fair young bride
That's lying in your arms asleep

He said very well do I like my bed
Much better do I like my sheet
But most of all that fair young girl
That's standing at my bed feet

Then once he kissed her lily white hand
Twice he kissed her cheek
Three times he kissed her cold corpsy lips
Then he fell into her arms asleep

Well the night passed away and the day came on
And into the morning light
Sweet William said I'm troubled in my head
By the dreams that I dreamed last night

Such dreams such dreams as these
I know they mean no good
For I dreamed that my bower was full of red swine
And my bride's bed full of blood



He asked is Lady Margaret in her room
Or is she out in the hall
But Lady Margaret lay in a cold black coffin
With her face turned to the wall

Throw back, throw back those snow white robes
Be they ever so fine
And let me kiss those cold corpsy lips
For I know they'll never kiss mine

Then once he kissed her lily white hand
Twice he kissed her cheek
Three times he kissed her cold corpsy lips
Then he fell into her arms asleep

5552. Fair September

Fair September
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
It was on a fair September night
That my lover came to me
I said, "Darling girl, you're strange to me now
Not like you used to be"
I remember you as a beautiful rose
Out in the morning light
But now your cheeks so silent and pale
And you only walk at night

[Refrain]
Oh yes, the sun is hateful and sore
On the racing streets at noon
And so I wait alone through the day
And like the jasmine bloom

[Verse 2]
Then she left me there as I Iay in a thirst
That water could not quell
And her voice was sad and soft in her throat
As she bid mR last farewell

[Refrain]
And now the sun is hatRful and sore
On the racing streets at noon
And so I wait alone through the day
And like the jasmine bloom



5553. Fair To Midland

Dwight Yoakam - Fair To Midland

Fair to Midland is all that I need
If I had fare to Midland
I'd take the first seat
On a fast train, bus, or plane
Which ever proved the quickest
Way for me
I left her in Midland
Near one last promise
I couldn't keep
To chase a future paved with fools
Small county roads
Don't ever reach
But for every cloudless mile
The sun has shone
There's been a hundred
Nights alone, at least
The shame is how it took so long
To figure out, fare to Midland
Don't come cheap
My eyes keep lonely
Thoughts reminding me
With every dusty truck that I see
I'm only closer to
How far away can be
And all the time that's left
Is an eternity
To make myself west Texas bound
The fare to Midland is all I need
Fair to Midland is all that I need
If I had fare to Midland
I'd take the first seat...

5554. Fair Weather

Fair Weather 
Alison Brown

CHORUS: 
I got fair weather on my mind 
Just like the things I left behind 
Life ain't easy, sometimes unkind 
And it seems to fool me, time after time 
 
Well I left my home, some time ago 
Just like a river, I had to grow 
It's a lonesome feeling, living on your own 
There's a woman on your mind 
when the cold wind blows, well 
 



Seen laughs and sorrow, good times and rain 
I've had my troubles, Lord just the same 
Like a hobo, on an old freight train 
Getting lonely when you never hear your name

5555. Fair Weather Friends - Chords

Fair Weather Friends
Recorded by Don Williams
Written by Johnny Cash and Joe Allen

C                               F   C
Fairweather friends fairweather sailors
               G7                 C
Will leave you stranded on life's shore
                          F     C
One good friend who truly loves you
             G7              C
Is worth the pain your heart endures

We never know which way the wind will blow
                                        G7
Nor when or where the next turmoil will be
    F            G7                 C
But He's a solid rock when troubles grow
         G7                            C
And He's holding out a saving hand for me

Repeat #1

He'll be a refuge in the storm
                         G7
He'll be a beacon in the night
       F               G7                   C
In the chilly winds of doubt He'll keep you warm
         G7                                C
When you can't find your way He'll be your light

Repeat #1

5556. Fair Weather Lover - Chords

Fair Weather Lover
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Dottie West and Bill West

C    G7      C                 C7            F
Fair weather lover that's what you've always been
G7                                        C



My fair weather lover you're leaving once again
                            G7
When the sun is shining and everything looks rosy
                                 C
This is when you say you love me so                                 
G7
But when a storm appears oh it's all a different story
                             C
Just when I need you most of all     
G7      C                 C7            F
Fair weather lover that's what you've always been
G7                                        C
My fair weather lover you're leaving once again
                             G7
You're always by my side and understand when I'm smiling
                                 C
This is when you say you love me so                               
G7
But when times are bad oh it's all a different story
                             C
Just when I need you most of all     
G7      C                 C7            F
Fair weather lover that's what you've always been
G7                                        C
My fair weather lover you're leaving once again
                                    C7            F
Oh but this time it don't matter go find yourself another     
G7                    C
It's farewell fair weather lover

5557. Fair Young Maiden

Fair Young Maiden
Keith Arneson & Wayne Taylor

Chorus:
I'm searching for my fair young maiden, I wonder if she knows
Have you seen my fair young maiden I lost her years ago

The days of youth roll slowly by pretending to last forever
We were so in love and running hand in hand
To be apart, no never
Chorus:
Now I'm searching for my fair young maiden, I wonder if she knows
Have you seen my fair young maiden I lost her years ago

If you ever see her tell her where I am
I'll always be close by she'll always be my lover
I'll search until the end, until the day I die

Chorus:
I'm searching for my fair young maiden, I wonder if she knows
Have you seen my fair young maiden I lost her years ago



I
f I search the whole world over and never seem to find
The love that I'm looking for, no it's not a lady but old father time
And he's knocking at my door

Chorus:
Still I'm searching for my fair young maiden, I wonder if she knows
Have you seen my fair young maiden I lost her years ago
I lost her years ago

5558. Fairest Lord Jesus - Chords

Fairest Lord Jesus
Recorded by Pat Boone
Written by Paul Johnson

G            C-D-G
Fairest Lord Jesus!
G            D-G
Ruler of all nature!
G  C       G      Am  G   D
O Thou of God and man the Son!
G           Am
Thee will I cherish,
D7             G
Thee will I honor,
G     Em        C      Am   D   G
Thou, my soul's glory, joy, and crown.
 
Verse 2
 
G            C-D-G
Fair are the meadows;
G                D   G
Fairer still the woodlands,
G     C      G        Am   G  D
Robed in the blooming garb of spring.
G        Am
Jesus is fairer,
D7       G
Jesus is purer,
G   Em        C      Am    D  G
Who makes the woeful heart to sing.
 
Verse 3
G           C-D-G
Fair is the sunshine, 
G                D   G
fairer still the moonlight,
G   C       G         Am G   D
and all the twinkling starry host: 
G            Am
Jesus shines brighter, 



D7           G
Jesus shines purer 
G    Em      C      Am     D   G
than all the angels heaven can boast.

5559. Faith

Faith
Lake Street Dive

Well I guess it would be nice
If I could touch your body
I know not everybody
Has got a body like you
But I've got to think twice
Before I give my heart away
And I know all the games you play
Because I play them too
Oh but I
Need some time off from that emotion
Time to pick my heart up off the floor
And when that love comes down
Without devotion
Well it takes a strong man baby
But I'm showing you the door
'Cause I gotta have faith...
Baby
I know you're asking me to stay
Say please, please, please, don't go away
You say I'm giving you the blues
Maybe
You mean every word you say
Can't help but think of yesterday
And another who tied me down to loverboy rules
Before this river
Becomes an ocean
Before you throw my heart back on the floor
Oh baby I reconsider
My foolish notion
Well I need someone to hold me
But I'll wait for something more
Yes I've gotta have faith...
Baby
I know you're asking me to stay
Say please, please, please, don't go away
You say I'm giving you the blues
Maybe
You mean every word you say
Can't help but think of yesterday
And another who tied me down to loverboy rules
Before this river
Becomes an ocean
Before you throw my heart back on the floor



Oh baby I reconsider
My foolish notion
Well I need someone to hold me
But I'll wait for something more
Yes I've gotta have faith...

5560. Faith - Chords

Faith 
Recorded by Ray Price  
Written by Dick Glasser and Jay Johnson

C             Am       F    G7        C
You must have faith in everything you do
Dm         C                 Am   Dm                 G7
Faith will help you find the way  faith will see you through
C              Am            F          G7       C
Faith can move mountains and change the tides of seas
Dm      G7          C       Am    Dm       G7      C
You can follow this guiding light wherever you may be

Dm                G7           C
Like the darkness comes at the end of the day 
Dm               G7         C
There must be an end to the night

Am
And from the depths of your darkest moment 
D7                      G7
Faith will show you the light
    C             Am       F    G7        C
Yes you must have faith in everything you do
Dm         G7       C        Am   Dm    G7           C
Faith will help you find the way  faith will see you through

Am
And from the depths of your darkest moment 
D7                      G7
Faith will show you the light
    C             Am       F    G7        C
Yes you must have faith in everything you do
Dm         G7       C        Am   Dm    G7           C
Faith will help you find the way  faith will see you through
               Am     G7 C
(You must have faith)

5561. Faith And Grace



Lucinda Williams - Faith and Grace

With a little more faith and grace
To help me run this race
That's all, that's all, all I need
That's all, that's all, all I need
Just a little more faith and grace
Is all that I need

My burden seems hard to bear
No one to help me share
But I know I can make the call
'Cause I know God will hear
It seems like every door locked
I know He's gonna hear me knock
I know I will stand right
'Cause I'm standing on the rock

With just a little more faith and grace
To help me run this race
That's all, that's all, all I need
That's all, that's all, all I need
Just a little more faith and grace
Is all that I need

My burden seems hard to bear
And no one to help me share
But I know I can make the call
I know God will hear
It seems like every door locked
And I know He's gonna hear me knock
And I know I will stand right
'Cause I'm standing on the rock

With just a little more faith and grace
To help me run this race
That's all, that's all, all I need
That's all, that's all, all I need
Just a little more faith and grace
Is all that I need

That's all, that's all, all I need
That's all, that's all, all I need
That's all, that's all, all I need
That's all, that's all, all I need
That's all, that's all, all I need
That's all, that's all, all I need
Faith and grace help me run this race
That's all I need that's all I need
That's all I need that's all I need
That's all I need that's all I need
Some faith and grace
I need some faith and grace
I need a little more faith and grace
We all need more faith and grace
Everybody on faith and grace
Just a little more faith and grace
To help me run this race that's all I need



That's all I need that's all I need
That's all I need
A little more faith and grace i need
C'mon faith and grace, yeah
I know I can make a call
I know God will hear
I know I can make a call
I know God will hear i'll be standing right
I'll be standing on the rock
Stand on the rock stand on the rock
Stand on the rock stand on the rock
Stand on the rock stand on the rock
Stand on the rock get right with God
Get right with God get right with God
Get right with God get right with God

Get right with God get right with God
Get right with God get right with God
Get right with God get right with God
Get right with God get right with God
Get right with God get right with God
Get right with God get right with God
Get right with God get right with God
Get right with God get right with God
Get right with God get right with God
Get right with God get right with God

A little more faith and grace
Faith and grace
A little more faith and grace
A little more faith and grace
A little more faith and grace
A little more faith and grace
A little more faith and grace
A little more faith and grace

5562. Faith And Hope

Faith and Hope 
Carrie Hassler
 
Sittin' at the table, starin' the night away 
Thinkin' about the tears he made her cry 
He's gone off to somewhere 
on the dark side of the world 
While Katy slowly withers up and dies 
 
CHORUS: 
She begs God every night to bring him home 
Her heart keeps beating faster 
As the clock keeps ticking on 
Her life just seems so empty 
Not having him around 



While faith and hope are slowly 
putting Katy in the ground 
 
Each night she wears a silk dress 
And puts her makeup on 
Just in case he has a change of heart 
She's got the whole thing pictured 
How he'll walk back through the door 
And knowing that he won't take her apart 
 
Yes faith and hope are slowly putting Katy
In the ground

5563. Faith Came Back To Me - Chords

Faith Came Back To Me
Recorded by The Bellamy Brothers
Written by Howard Bellamy

C
I was raised on the good book 
              C7
And taught to believe
F                         C   G7
Faith was instilled in my soul 
       C                             C7
It was better to give than it was to receive 
      D7                              G7
I was bound for the street paved with gold 
C                                C7
Then I lost my way forgot how to pray 
       F                     C
Just a backslider out in the cold
          F                 C           C7
He didn't give up on me the Lord set me free
    C          G7      C
And faith came back to me
                        C7
And faith came back to me 
      F                   C
I was blind but now I can see
                                 C7
I was wandering in sin so aimlessly
    C          G7      C
And faith came back to me
                                C7
Now I spend my days singing His praise
               F                    C
Thanks mom and daddy for raisin' me right
F                      C
That strong foundation in the right direction
                 G7                  C
Helps me make it through the darkest night



Repeat #3
F                                       C
When His children are taught wrong from right 
             
(Wrong from right)
          D7                      G7
They will always come back to His side
             
(Back to His side)
    C                   C7
And faith came back to me 
      F                   C
I was blind but now I can see
(Now I can see)
                                            C7
I called out to Thee oh Lord please hear my plea
    C          G7      C
And faith came back to me
                                     C7
Like in old Galilee He showed His mercy
    C          G7      C
And faith came back to me

5564. Faith Unlocks The Door - Chords

Faith Unlocks The Door
Recorded by Don Gibson
Written by Samuel T Scott and Robert L Sande
[3/4 time]

C                    E  E7
Prayer is the key to heaven
    F       A7        Dm
But faith unlocks the door
G7                  F   G7
Words are so easily spoken
C
Prayer without faith
          Dm              G7
Is like a boat without an oar

     C                           E  E7
Have faith when you speak to the Master
F             A7       Dm
That's all He asks you for
F                    C  A7
Prayer is the key to Heaven
    F       G7        C
But faith unlocks the door

Repeat



5565. Faithfully - Chords

Faithfully
Recorded by Eddy Arnold
Written by Stanley Styne and Larry Grossman

G                     D7        Dm
Faithfully ray as the day may be
           C                     D7
Somehow we always seek hope in tomorrow
G                      D7            Dm
Faithfully dark as the night may seem
             C                       D7
We close our eyes and dream of a new day
B7                               E7
Why do we have such strong belief
          D7     Bm        C     F D7
Oh such a long belief in tomorrow
G               Bm            Em     G
Because we know as long as it may be showed
                    C           D7     G
Our prayers will be answered so faithfully
B7                               E7
Why do we have such strong belief
          D7     Bm        C     F D7
Oh such a long belief in tomorrow
G               Bm            Em     G
Because we know as long as it may be showed
                    C           D7     G
Our prayers will be answered so faithfully

5566. Faithless Love

Linda Ronstadt - Faithless Love

Faithless love like a river flows
Raindrops falling on a broken rose
Down in some valley where nobody goes
And the night blows in like the cold dark wind
Faithless love like a river flows

Faithless love where did I go wrong
Was it telling stories in a heartbreak song
Where nobody's right and nobody was wrong
Faithless love will find you
And the misery entwine you
Faithless love where did I go wrong

Well I guess I'm standing in the hall of broken dreams



That's the way it sometimes goes
Whenever a new love never turns out like it seems
I guess the feeling comes and goes

Faithless love like a river flows
Like raindrops falling on a broken rose
Down in some valley where nobody goes
Faithless love has found me
Thrown its chilly arms around me
Faithless love like a river flows

5567. Fake Bouquet

Tyler Childers - Fake Bouquet

[Verse 1]
I went to the craft department
For to buy a fake bouquet
I'll love you 'til these flowers die
And they won't die anyway
Their petals, they are made of fabric
Stem is plastic colored green
They don't need no vase of water
Toughest flower you ever seen
Over time they may get dusty
You just brush that dust away
All they need's a little love
I'll love you like a fake bouquet

[Verse 2]
Sprayed 'em in my Stetson Black
So that you would think of me
Every time you take a whiff
Take a whiff, my honey bee
Bought a card in aisle nine
There ain't nothin' I could say
Hallmark ain't got figured out
Printed up, already made
Cost a bit, but I don't mind
'Cause I ain't got the skills it takes
Nor the time to make a card
To give you with this fake bouquet

[Verse 3]
Some die off in the July heat
Some die off when the yards all freeze
Plastic flowers hold their bloom
Summer, fall, winter, spring
They don't need no certain climate
For to make their petals stay
All they need's a little love
I'll love you like a fake bouquet
When the man comes down to fetch me



And to take my soul away
You'll still have this cheesy card
And this old faded fake bouquet

5568. Fake Empire

Molly Tuttle - Fake Empire

Stay out super late tonight picking apples, making pies
Put a little something in our lemonade and take it with us
We're half awake in a fake empire
We're half awake in a fake empire
Tiptoe through our shiny city with our diamond slippers on
Do our gay ballet on ice, bluebirds on our shoulders
We're half awake in a fake empire
We're half awake in a fake empire
Turn the light out, say goodnight, no thinking for a little while
Let's not try and figure out everything at once
Stars keeping track of you falling through the sky
We're half awake in a fake empire
We're half awake in a fake empire

5569. Fake Plastic Trees

Trampled by Turtles
Fake Plastic Trees

[Verse 1]
Her green plastic watering can
For her fake Chinese rubber plants
In a fake, plastic earth
That she' bought' from a rubber' man
In a town full of rubber' plants
To get rid of herself

[Chorus]
And it wears her out, it wears her out
It wears her out, it wears her out

[Verse 2]
She lives with her broken man
A cracked polystyrene man
Who just crumbles and burns
He used to do surgery
On girls in the eighties
But gravity always wins

[Chorus]
And it wears him out, it wears him out



It wears him out, it wears

[Verse 3]
She looks like the real thing
And she tastes like the real thing
But fake plastic love
And I can't help the feeling
I could blow through the ceiling
If I just turn and run
[Chorus]
And it wears me out, it wears me out
It wears me out, it wears me out

[Outro]
If I could be who you wanted
And if I could be who you wanted all the time
All the time

5570. Fake Roses - Chords

Fake Roses 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
    D
 
D
Fake roses on the mantle
A
Elvis postcards on the fridge
G
     Ed lays softly by the ringer
D
Baby's sleeping in the crib
D
Old broken taped up tail light
A
On momma's Monte Carlo
G
She don't open all the gas bills
D
Just leaves it on the dashboard
 
 
[Chorus]
                         D
It's a low and lonesome song
                                 A
When the wind sweeps through the pine
                      G
She just turns the TV on
                        D
Puts her mind on better times



 
                             D
Takes the long way home from work
                                    A
Car parked on the wrong side of the bridge
                        G
Country gold, Saturday night, and smokes one
                          D
You don't have to tell me any of this
 
 
[Chorus]
                         D
It's a low and lonesome song
                                 A
When the wind sweeps through the pine
                   G
She just turns the TV on
                        D
Puts her mind on better times
                         D
It's a low and lonesome song
                                 A
When the wind sweeps through the pine
                   G
She just turns the TV on
                        D
Puts her mind on better times
 
 
[Bridge]
D
Your heart is breaking
A
I hear what you're saying
G                                 D
You don't have to tell me anything
D
Your heart is breaking
A
I hear what you're saying
G                                 D
You don't have to tell me anything
D
Your heart is breaking
A
I hear what you're saying
G                                 D
You don't have to tell me anything
 
 
                     D
He won't come around again
                    A
She don't open that front door
                                G
She hears that low and lonesome sound



                 D
She don't answer anymore

5571. Fake The Love (Walk Away)

Dave Evans - Fake The Love (Walk Away) 

Thousands of babies want to be living here.
But we'd rather change the channel an get another beer.
Cause we see teargas exploding, pain and death everyplace.
A national disaster and a Moral disgrace.

But people keep on coming cause they all have a dream.
They try to get away from pain and Killing regimes.
But we take away their children when they're close to the prize.
We can not bare to see the pain and blood in their eyes.

Indignation fills your tone as you
Talk about the king dethroned.
Then you muddle through your busy day.
Making all your plans for mommies get away.

But the news will never leave you cause it's overblown.
Expressing your displeasure when you're on the phone.
But you never call to action all disgust and dismay.
Leaving all your actions for another day.

So you rise above
And then you fake the love
And then you Walk Away.

So you rise above
And then you fake the love
And then you Walk Away.

How do you fix a world with blood on your hands?
When you only talk to people who will misunderstand.
Don't you know that love is hiding when you judge and dismiss.
Your sentencing our world to fall in dismal abyss.

But people keep on coming cause they all have a dream.
They try to get away from pain and killing regimes.

But we take away their children when they're close to the prize.
We can not bare to see the pain and blood in their eyes.

Indignation fills your tone as you
Talk about the king dethroned.
Then you muddle through your busy day.
Making all your plans for mommies get away.

But the news will never leave you cause it's overblown.
Expressing your displeasure when you're on the phone.



But you never call to action all disgust and dismay.
Leaving all your actions for another day.

So you rise above
And then you fake the love
And then you Walk Away.

So you rise above
And then you fake the love
And then you Walk Away.

So you rise above
And then you fake the love
And then you Walk Away.

And then you Walk Away

And then you Walk Away

And then you Walk Away

5572. Fall At Your Feet - Chords

Fall At Your Feet Acoustic Live 
Neil Finn

[Intro]
Am C D
Am C D
 
[Verse 1]
                 Am         C
I'm really close tonight
                    Bm                 E
And I feel like I'm moving inside her
             Am            C
Lying in the dark
                       Bm                   E
And I' think' that I'm beginning' to know her
       Am               C
Let it go
                        F
I'll be' there when you call
 
 
[Chorus]
                C        G            Am         F
And whenever I fall      at your     feet
              C           G            Am        F
You let your tears      rain down     on me
             C          G             Am         F
Whenever I touch your slow turning   pain



 
 
[Verse 2]
                      Am       C
You're hiding from me now
                        Bm                       E
Theres something in the way that you're talking
                   Am      C
Words don't sound right
                     Bm      Em        Am     C7
But I hear them all moving inside you, go
                          F
I'll be waiting when you call
 
 
[Chorus]
                C        G            Am         F
And whenever I fall      at your     feet
              C           G            Am        F
You let your tears      rain down     on me
             C          G             Am         F
Whenever I touch your slow turning   pain
 
 
[Bridge]
               C                G
The finger of blame has turned upon itself
        Am                    F
And I'm more than willing to offer myself
         C                 G
Do you want my presence or need my help
      C                     F
Who knows where that might lead
   C        G      Am     F
I fall
   C        G      Am     F
 
 
[Chorus]
                    C        G            Am         F
Hey and whenever I fall      at your     feet
              C           G            Am        F
You let your tears      rain down     on me
           C          G              Am        F    C
Whenever I fall,              ever I    fall

5573. Fall Down

Glen Phillips - Fall Down

[Verse 1]
She said, "I'm fine, I'm OK," cover up your trembling hands
There's indecision when you know you ain't got nothing left



Well, the good times never stay
And the cheap thrills always seem to fade away
(When will we fall down?)
When will we fall
When will we fall down? (When will we fall down?)

[Chorus]
Jump back, got to get out of here
Been too, too long this time, yeah
Jump back, got to get out of here
When will, when will we fall down?

[Verse 2]
She hates her life, she hates her skin, she even hates her friends
Tries to hold on to all the reputations she can't mend
And there's some chance we could fail
But the last time, someone was always there for bail
(When will we fall down?)
When will we fall
When will we fall down? (When will we fall down?)

[Chorus]
Jump back, got to get out of here
Been too, too long this time, yeah
Jump back, got to get out of here
When will, when will we fall down?
When will we, when will we fall down?
When will we fall?
(When will, when will, when will, when will
When will we fall down?)

[Verse 3]
She said, "I'm fine, I'm OK," cover up your trembling hands
There's indecision when you know you ain't got nothing left
For the last time, conscience calls
For a good friend, I was never there at all
(When will we fall down?)
When will we fall
When will we fall down? (When will we fall down?)

[Chorus]
Jump back, got to get out of here
Been too, too long this time, yeah
Jump back, got to get out of here
When will, when will we fall down?
When will we?
When will we fall down?
When will we fall?

5574. Fall Like A Stone

Fall Like A Stone
Jeff & Vida 



Once upon a time you dressed so fine
You threw the bums a dime in your prime, didn't you?
People'd call, say, "Beware doll, you're bound to fall"
You thought they were all kiddin' you
You used to laugh about
Everybody that was hangin' out
Now you don't talk so loud
Now you don't seem so proud
About having to be scrounging for your next meal.

How does it feel
How does it feel
To be without a home
Like a complete unknown
Like a rolling stone?

You've gone to the finest school all right, Miss Lonely
But you know you only used to get juiced in it
And nobody has ever taught you how to live on the street
And now you find out you're gonna have to get used to it
You said you'd never compromise
With the mystery tramp, but now you realize
He's not selling any alibis
As you stare into the vacuum of his eyes
And ask him do you want to make a deal?

How does it feel
How does it feel
To be on your own
With no direction home
Like a complete unknown
Like a rolling stone?

You never turned around to see the frowns on the jugglers and the clowns
When they all come down and did tricks for you
You never understood that it ain't no good
You shouldn't let other people get your kicks for you
You used to ride on the chrome horse with your diplomat
Who carried on his shoulder a Siamese cat
Ain't it hard when you discover that
He really wasn't where it's at
After he took from you everything he could steal.

How does it feel
How does it feel
To be on your own
With no direction home
Like a complete unknown
Like a rolling stone?

Princess on the steeple and all the pretty people
They're drinkin', thinkin' that they got it made
Exchanging all kinds of precious gifts and things
But you'd better lift your diamond ring, you'd better pawn it babe
You used to be so amused
At Napoleon in rags and the language that he used



Go to him now, he calls you, you can't refuse
When you got nothing, you got nothing to lose
You're invisible now, you got no secrets to conceal.

How does it feel
How does it feel
To be on your own
With no direction home
Like a complete unknown
Like a rolling stone?

5575. Fall On My Knees

Fall On My Knees
Abigail Washburn And The Sparrow Quartet

I fall on my knees, pray to you
Come and stay with me, come and stay with me

Look up look down that long lonesome road
 Fore ya travel on,  fore ya travel on

I wish to the Lord I'd never been born
Or died when I was young, or died when I was young

I would never have seen those two blue eyes
Or heard your lying tongue, or heard your lying tongue

You told me one, told me two
You told me ten thousand lies, told me ten thousand lies

You told me more lies than the stars in the sky
You'll never get to heaven when you die, never get to heaven when you die

So, call up my sheep, feed my little lambs
Goodbye little darlin I'm gone I am, goodbye little darling I'm gone

My suitcase is packed, trucks even gone
Goodbye little darling I'm gone, goodbye little darling I'm gone

Look up look down that long lonesome road
Hang your head and cry, hang your head and cry

I fall on my knees, pray to you
Come and stand by me, come and stand by me

5576. Fall On My Knees



Fall On My Knees
Abigail Washburn And The Sparrow Quartet

I fall on my knees, pray to you
Come and stay with me, come and stay with me

Look up look down that long lonesome road
 Fore ya travel on,  fore ya travel on

I wish to the Lord I'd never been born
Or died when I was young, or died when I was young

I would never have seen those two blue eyes
Or heard your lying tongue, or heard your lying tongue

You told me one, told me two
You told me ten thousand lies, told me ten thousand lies

You told me more lies than the stars in the sky
You'll never get to heaven when you die, never get to heaven when you die

So, call up my sheep, feed my little lambs
Goodbye little darlin I'm gone I am, goodbye little darling I'm gone

My suitcase is packed, trucks even gone
Goodbye little darling I'm gone, goodbye little darling I'm gone

Look up look down that long lonesome road
Hang your head and cry, hang your head and cry

I fall on my knees, pray to you
Come and stand by me, come and stand by me

5577. Fall On My Knees - Chords

Old Crow Medicin Show - Fall On My Knees

Verse 1
D                G
Well you told me one,
D           G
You told me two,
D           A      D    G 
You told me 10,000 lies little girl
D           A      D 
You told me 10,000 lies

D                     G
Well you told me more Lies,
D                     G 
Than the stars in the sky.
D                        A               D          G 
Well you'll never get to heaven when you die little girl
D                   A               D  



You'll never get to heaven when you die

Chorus:
D                 G
Well I fall on my knees
D                   G
And I'm begging you please
D                        A        D         G 
Won't you come along and stand by me little girl
D                       A        D
Wont you come along and stand by me.

5578. Fall On The Rock

Buddy Miller - Fall on the Rock
(Julie Miller)

Oh lord won't you come to me
On my dying bed
Let me from the book of life
Hear my name be read
Children listen to me now
These words are not my own j
Esus said a man is gonna
Reap what he has sown
You've got to fall
You've got to fall
You better fall on the rock
Or the rock's gonna fall on you
There's a time a coming soon
And it's a day coming fast
God will make the last the first
And the first will be last
Man looks on the outside but
The lord he looks on the heart
He sees every secret
Hidden in the deepest part

5579. Fall Too Fast - Chords

Fall Too Fast 
The Wood Brothers
 
E A
I have been too close
E A
to that flame of desire
E A
I have spoken too soon



G#7 A7 E
the words full of fire full of fire
 
E A
I have fallen too fast
E A A7
from the top of Love's tree
E A
bruised by every branch
G#7 A7 E
never landing on my feet on my feet
 
 
Transition
E G#7 A7 F#7
 
A7
Like a fool I'm willing
A7 F#7
to take that fall again
 
E A G#7 A7
Don't let me fall too fast
E G#7 A7 F#7  E
I want to fall slowly - I want my fall to last
E   A
I want my fall to last
I want my fall to last
 
I have drawn too much
from that fountain of tears
and i drowned many times
i was warned but didn't hear didnt hear
 
I have spoke too much
from a pipe made of bones
I will hide for awhile
then will tumble like a stone
like a stone
 
like a fool im willing
to take that fall again
dont let me fall too fast
i want to fall slowly
i want my fall to last
i want my fall to last
i want my fall to last
 
Now im flying too high
with these wings made of wax
and im bound for the plane
but i wont turn back wont turn back
 
dont let me fall too fast
i want to fall slowly
i want to fall slowly
i want to fall slowly



5580. Fallen Angel - Chords

Fallen Angel 
Pokey LaFarge

[Verse]
Em                        B7
You can fall in love with heaven
Em                        B7
You can fall in love with hell
Em               Am
Oh sometimes you never
Em                B7              Em
Know where you're at until you're there
D7
 
[Chorus]
G
I'm happy where you found me with
C
My two feet on the ground
       G                  D7            G
I will never let a fallen angel take me down
        B7
Take me down
 
[Verse]
Em                    B7
You know they're all around me
Em           B7
Every step I turn
Em                  Am
Oh their words are stinging
Em      B7                  Em
And you know their touch it burns
D7
 
[Chorus]
G
I'm happy where you found me with
C
My two feet on the ground
       G                  D7            G
I will never let a fallen angel take me down
        B7
Take me down
 
[Solo]
 
Em  B7  Em  B7  Em  Am  Em B7 Em D7
 
[Chorus]
G



I'm happy where you found me with
C
My two feet on the ground
       G                  D7            G
I will never let a fallen angel take me down
        B7
Take me down
G
I'm happy where you found me with
C
My two feet on the ground
       G                  D7
I will never let a fallen angel 
        G                  C7
Oh I'll never let a fallen angel 
       G                         D7
I will never, I'll never let the devil
D7      G    B7    Em    G
Take me down

5581. Fallen Favorite - Chords

Fallen Favorite 
Chris Hillman
 
E  B  A  F#m  E    E   B   A   F#m   E
 
E                A
Green velvet and valley shoes
     E                           A
Your sharpshooter eyes have gone aimless
E
You want me when you danced my way
    A
And now you choose to lose
      F#m                   B
Don't look at me 'cause I'm blameless
E                   A
White dresses and a message from home
E               A
Crazy smile has unraveled
E
You love to dance the night away
    A
And I'd be home alone
     F#m                        B
Don't worry 'bout that I'm well-traveled
D6                       E
You thought I taught you all I know
D6               E
I told you about givin'
     C#m             Bm
They say that people live and learn



    A                E     B    A   F#m    E
But baby you're just livin'
 
E  B  A  F#m  E
 
E               A
Faded denim and broken dreams
    E                        A
The stage door hands are now empty
  E
I helped you step out
     A
When friends were far-between
  F#m                       B
I wouldn't come back if you let me
E                   A
Buried feelings and borrowed times
     E                      A
Your big city plans are all shattered
     E
When music ends, the dancing's done
A
Were you ever mine?
     F#m                     B
What makes you think that it mattered?
D6                       E
You thought I taught you all I know
D6                E
I told you about givin'
     C#m             Bm
They say that people live and learn
    A
But baby you're just ..
 
E A B A E  E A B A E F#m B D E D E D E
 
    C#m              Bm
They say that people live and learn
    A                E  B  A  F#m E
But baby you're just livin'
E           B  A  F#m  E
Just livin'
E            B  A F#m   E
Just livin

5582. Fallen Leaves

Fallen Leaves

All alone in a wigwam
In eighteen sixty-three
There lived a fair Indian maiden
They calledher Fallen Leaves



Pretty as the stars up above you
Fair as the moon in the trees
Because she was born in October
They called her Fallen Leaves

There came a trooper one morning
Just at the break of day
He stopped to rest at the wigwam
Of the shy little Indian maid

Fallen Leaves the breezes whispered
Fallen Leaves the breezes sighed
When he rode on that evening
Fallen Leaves rode by his side

One night while she lay sleeping
The moon was shining bright
He stole away from the campfire
Then rode into the night

Fallen Leaves the breezes whispered
Fallen Leaves the breezes sighed
Our in that lonesome old forest
Fallen Leaves she lingered and died

5583. Fallen Man

Fallen Man
Sierra Hull - Fallen Man

[Verse]
I can't believe
I just let go
My faith is a thousand feet below
So I hope each second pass is slow

Oooooooohhhhhh Ooohhh

I thought by now my heart would stop
I thought I would be afraid but I'm not
Oh fallen is more peaceful than I thought

Oooooooohhhhhh Ooohhh

I am a brother, a lover, a father and a friend
And I know I remember the man I have been
But to the rest of the world
I'm just, a fallen man
I can't believe I just let go



5584. Fallin' For You

Dierks Bentley - Fallin' For You

[Chorus]
I can't stand this falling for you
Every time I see you, I keep crawling towards you
I can't take this aching feeling
This cold heart breaking feeling
I can't stand this falling for you

[Verse 1]
Well I hang my head by the riverside
Burst its banks with the tears I've cried
The ripples roll out to the sea
I wish they was washing over me

[Chorus][x2]

[Verse 2]
Well your blood is red but your soul is black
Don't believe I'm a comin' back
And now I know why the willows weep
The tide is high and the water's deep
[Chorus[x3]

5585. Fallin' Never Felt So Good - Chords

Fallin' Never Felt So Good 
Shawn Camp
 
G
There's a photo in my baby book
G
Of the first step that I ever took
         C
I ended up on my butt with a puzzled look
G
Ever since, I've been kinda confused
G
When life tripped me up, I was easily bruised
         C                           G
But time has a way of healing wounds
 
[Pre-Chorus]
 
D
Now I'm a guy that does what he feels
       Em                     G



But I never seem to spot that banana peel
     D
With eyes shut tight and nerves of steel
     Em                      D
I'm taking the plunge, baby, head over heels
 
[Chorus]
 
        G
Fallin' never felt so good
G
It don't scare me like I thought it would
C
Tumblin' down, dropping fast
G
I got a feelin' that it's gonna last
D
Here I come baby, Ooh ooh ooh
Em         C
Fallin' in love with you
 
[Verse]
 
G
Well who can say what may lie in store:
G
Smooth sailing on the sea of love or
          C
Running aground on a rocky shore
 
[Pre-Chorus]
 
D
Now that I've found you, I'm not letting go
      Em                 G
'Cos I've been searching high and low
     D
Only one thing that I know:
     Em                      C
The higher you take me, the deeper I go
 
[Chorus]
 
        G
Fallin' never felt so good
G
It don't scare me like I thought it would
C
Tumblin' down, dropping fast
G
I got a feelin' that it's gonna last
D
Here I come baby, Ooh ooh ooh
Em         C
Fallin' in love with you
 
[Chorus]



 
        G
Fallin' never felt so good
G
It don't scare me like I thought it would
C
Tumblin' down, dropping fast
G
I got a feelin' that it's gonna last
D
Here I come baby, Ooh ooh ooh
Em         C                 G
Fallin' in love with you

5586. Fallin' Out

Robert Earl Keen - Fallin' Out 

I drove all night to be here, I only stopped for gas
Saw the sun come up this morning as I came across the pass
I'm tired and wired and uninspired and broke in many ways
I'm hoping you won't mind if I stay a couple days

I called about a week ago to let you know the score
But I didn't leave a message'cause I wasn't really sure
You'd even want to see me after all I put you through
But I really couldn't help myself feelin'how I do

My nights are long and lonely roads, my days are just the same
And every single song I write is crying out your name
If I've slept a wink at all I can't remember when
'Cause fallin'out of love ain't half as good as fallin'in

I'll sleep out on the sofa, I won't take up much room
Leave my stuff out in the car'cause I'll be goin'soon
Somewhere down the line I'll write you letters now and then
I know that you won't read a word but I can still pretend

My nights are long and lonely roads, my days are just the same
And every single song I write is crying out your name
If I've slept a wink at all I can't remember when
'Cause fallin'out of love ain't half as good as fallin'in

5587. Falling

Falling
Glen Phillips

Oh my enigma, I'll never forgive ya



You have confirmed my suspicions as if they had mattered
You're so removed, I can't approach
With an attitude beyond reproach
The constitution of a roach
With skin of satin

Oh you tease, you taunt
You don't you know what you want
You're too cool, too hot; I'm wishing I'd forgotten
But there is no bottom, no there is no bottom
And I just keep on falling

Oh my nemesis, I always knew you were the best
The high priestess of bitterness, queen of the morning
You fight me 'til the bitter end
No white flags, no chance to make amends
With enemies like you, well, who needs friends?
They all just seem boring

Oh you tease, you taunt
You don't you know what you want

You're too cool, too hot; I'm wishing I'd forgotten
But there is no bottom, no there is no bottom
I just keep on falling
Oh, I just keep on falling

Are we alright?
Are we still here?
Are we alive?
Does anybody still care?

Oh you tease, you taunt
You're everything I want
You're too cool, too hot, I'm wishing I forgotten
But there is no bottom
No there is no bottom
Oh there is no bottom, and I just keep on falling
Oh I just keep on falling
And I just keep on falling
I just keep on falling

5588. Falling - Chords

Falling 
The Waifs

[Verse 1]
Eb
I've been in love once before,
Gm
I know the drill I know the score
Cm              Ab       Bb       Eb



l'm willing, to sit this out with you
Eb
Know the heartbreak like a ryme
       Gm
You've been through it once or twice
    Cm        Ab            Bb
But baby, I'm gonna wait in line
 
[Refrain]
Eb                   Gm       Cm       Ab    Bb        Eb              GM      Cm      Ab     Bb
I'm falling, I'm falling, I'm falling in to you.  I'm falling, I'm falling, I'm falling in to you.
 
Eb                            Gm                                 Cm
Lay your head on my bed, My hearts beating now off my chest when baby
      Ab          Bb           Eb
You disappear for weeks each time, 
Eb
Has no restrictions here
  Gm                       Cm           Ab      Bb        Eb
I want you close I want you near, I'm falling hard for you
 
[Instrumental]
Bb Eb Gm Cm Ab Ab Bb Eb Gm Cm Ab Bb
 
[Verse 2]
 
Eb                        Gm
How can I bring you near, whisper sweet things in your ear
   Cm                   Ab     Bb      Eb    Eb
To get you going and put lovin on your mind, Yourself on the stairs
Gm                                       Cm       Ab     Bb.
I run my fingers through your hair, We're falling on the bed
 
[Refrain]
Eb               Gm           Cm     Ab    Bb         Eb           GM           Cm     Ab     Bb
I'm falling, I'm falling, I'm falling in to you.  I'm falling, I'm falling, I'm falling in to you.
 
[Verse 3]
 
Eb                         Gm
Crazy winter loving spring, Summer's here once again
 Cm               Ab         Bb        Eb
The love Parade is marching through my soul. 
Eb
Music on the radio
Gm                               Cm       Ab             Bb  Eb
Trumpets blowing bluse tunes, I'm dancing in the kitchen again
Eb                 Gm           Cm       Ab        Bb
I've fallen, I've fallen, I've fallen in love with you
Eb                 Gm           Cm       Ab        Bb
I've fallen, I've fallen, I've fallen in love with you



5589. Falling Again - Chords

Falling Again 
Chris Hillman
 
--x--0--0--0---/
--2--3--2--3---/
--2--2--2--2---/
--2--2--2--2---/
--0--0--0--0---/
---------------/
 
A  *
There she goes again
 
Drifting so far away
D                          E                A *
Dreams are all broken lost words are spoken today
A *
Tell me who holds the key
 
How do you feel tell me what do you see
         D                      E                  A *
Is there some one above who can guide our drifting love
          D    G    D
Cause I'm falling again
               G   D
Cause I'm falling again
      G                  Bm
I was blind to the truth lost and alone
E7                               A *
Searching for someone won't you  tell her
            D   D/C  D/B   D/A   D  D/C  D/B D/A
Please come home
       A *
And it seems like yesterday
 
While we were walking I can still here you say
    D
I'm leaving you baby   ( believe  me  baby) ???
  E                             A
I just can't keep going on this way
         A *
Now it's late in the night
 
Hoping and praying everything turns out right
  D                 E                      A
A thousand goodbyes still can't silence my crime
          D    G    D
Cause I'm falling again
               G   D
Cause I'm falling again
      G                  Bm
I was blind to the truth lost and alone
E7                               A *
Searching for someone won't you  tell her
            C  G     D



Please come home
 
Instrumental
 
          D    G   D
Cause I'm falling again
               G   D
Cause I'm falling again
      G                  Bm
I was blind to the truth lost and alone
E7                               A *
Searching for someone won't you  tell her
            D  D/C  D/B   D/A   D  D/C  D/B D/A  D
Please come home

5590. Falling Down

Emmylou Harris - Falling Down

I'm falling down
I need to sleep
Come a long long way
No time for weepin
No time for weepin
Quiet now I'm falling down
I'm falling down
I have heard
A million tales
I have told
A million more
Some of them
Must have been true
But I don't know anymore
I'm falling down
Do your dance on my head
Heavy steps of the dead
Everything the snow surrounds
Falling, falling, falling, falling
Falling, falling down
I'm falling down

5591. Falling Down - Chords

Falling Down 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
Key B capo 4
 
[Intro]



G    F    C    G
 
G    F    C    G
 
[Verse]
G                F  C                       G
  Life passes me by,   but I don't have the nerve
G                 F  C                         Em
  To smile or even cry, or learn from what I've heard
  D              C    G                  F
I know that it's real,  I've seen lovers dance
C                          G
  And I've heard of lost romance
                  F      C          Em
But I talk myself out of   taking a chance
   D          C
To show how I feel
 
[Chorus]
C                        G                          Em
  I wish I could write a song, but I don't know the words
       D               C              D                 Em
I wish I could show my heart, but I'd probably just get hurt
         G               C                 D             Em
You know me, I'm getting back. My feet are steady on the ground
         D          C                              F
How am I ever gonna fly when I'm scared of falling down?
 
[Solo]
/  C  / Em  D / C  D / Em  D / C  D / Em  D /
 
/  C  /  F  /  C  /  G  /
 
[Verse]
G                           F
  I've been told that I'm a friend,
C                             G
  but I'm only free when I'm alone
G                               F    C                    Em
  What I've said and where I'vR been    and what I call a home
     D              C    G                       F
Only hiding my real face,  so I keep it lockRd inside
C                          G     G                         F
  Raised and shackled in a shelf,  it ain't good for me to hide
C                     Em           D              C
  The fires of my own hell just so I can keep the pace
 
[Chorus]
C                        G                          Em
  I wish I could write a song, but I don't know the words
       D               C              D                 Em
I wish I could show my heart, but I'd probably just get hurt
         G               C                 D             Em
You know me, I'm getting back. My feet are steady on the ground
         D          C                              F     C    G
How am I ever gonna fly when I'm scared of falling down?
 



[Outro]
G                F  C                       G
  Life passes me by,   but I don't have the nerve
G                  F  C                         Em
  To smile or even cry, or learn from what I've heard
    D              C
And know that it's real,
C
Oooh, I know that it's real
C                                   G
   I know that it's real, oooh oooh oooh

5592. Falling For You

Falling For You
Longview

Hey girl in your summer blouse
Walking down the beach road from your house
How I'm thinking what to say to you
But I'm weak and stupid when I'm near you
Hey girl do you feel this night?
Now I know everything's going to be alright 'cause
I only ever think of you being down there
How I miss you

Summer airs smelling sweet
As you take me in a trance
From the noise and the people tonight
Now your hair's come undone
As we were walking I move closer
In the evening light
There's nothing I can do
'Cause I'm falling for you
Falling for you

Hey girl do you feel this night?
Now I know everything's going to be alright 'cause
I only ever think of you being down there
How I miss you

Summer airs smelling sweet
As you take me in a trance
From the noise and the people tonight
Now your hair's come undone
As we were walking I move closer
In the evening light
There's nothing I can do
'Cause I'm falling for you
Falling for you

Walking down the other day
You held my hand and asked



If I was feeling ok (Falling for you)
I wonder did you really mean something else
Do you feel how I am feeling myself? (Falling for you)
There's nothing I can do
'Cause I'm falling for you (I'm fallng for you)
Falling for you

(Falling for you
Falling for you
Falling for you
I'm falling for you
Falling for you
Falling for you
Falling for you
I'm falling for you
Falling for you
Falling for you)

5593. Falling In A Deep Hole

Emmylou Harris
Falling In A Deep Hole

Drowning in the ocean; you can be my lifeboat
Busted for a reefer; ninety-nine years solitar'
You can be my keeper
Falling in a deep hole, and it's getting deeper

Stranded on the desert, you can bring me water
Falling through the blue sky from an airplane
You can parachute down and save me
Need to take my medicine... Baby, your love can take me

Mixed up like a puzzle; you put me together
Paranoia nightmare raging in my sleep
You can kiss me on the cheek and soothe me
Want to go to paradise? Baby, you can take me
Need to take my medicine... Baby, your love can make me
Falling in a deep hole, and it's getting deeper

5594. Falling In Love

Emmylou Harris
Falling in Love

She wanted to be a cowboy
She was shootin' em down
She was trampin' around



He walked in crooked with the clear blue eyes (mmhmm)
"There's a nice pool at my motel -- you wanna go for a swim?"
That night he moved in

The time between meeting and finally leaving is
Sometimes called falling in love
The time between meeting and finally leaving is
Sometimes called falling in love

At night she'd wait for the sound of his feet on the doormat
Sound of his hand on the doorknob
Sound of her heart beating in her head
He'd go out playing nickel slots, cause he knew he'd lose--
She didn't know, so she couldn't choose

One night while sleeping along in her bed
The phone rang, she woke up, sat up and said:
"What time is it? What time is it?"

"Well, it's 5:30 here, and it's 2:30 there
And I won't be home tonight," he said
The time between meeting and finally leaving is
Sometimes called falling in love
The time between meeting and finally leaving is
Sometimes called falling in love

Now she sits in a booth in a diner
Waiting for someone to take her order
Waiting for someone to come and sit down

She rubs a smudge off the photograph, puts it back into her purse
The gray sky was romantic cause he was holdin' her hand
He was her man

The time between meeting and finally leaving is
Sometimes called falling in love
The time between meeting and finally leaving is
Sometimes called falling in love

Sometimes called falling in love

She wanted to be a cowboy
She was shootin' em down
She was trampin' around...

5595. Falling In Love

Falling In Love
(Tim May/Pat Flynn}
Crucial Smith

Vs 1
Climbing a mountain high we're looking



Back down to see how far we've come
Right on the edge of something special
Scared that we'll slip and fall in fove

Vs 2
Wondering with every step we're taking
Whether we'll ever find our way
Knowing that anytime this feeling
Might turn to stone and roll away

Chorus:
Don't be afraid if you think you're falling
Just take my hand if you do
I don't mind letting go, oh no
If I'm falling in love with you

Vs 3
This rough and rocky path we're walking
Sometimes can seem too much to take
Trying to hide our fear of falling
Denying we're scared our hearts might break

Bridge:
sliding slow into love, no holding back
Time has a mind of its own
No more hiding from love, no turning back
It's time to just let go

Chorus

5596. Falling In Love - Chords

Falling In Love 
Claire Lynch

[Verse]
C
This must be love
G7                 C
What else could it be
G7            C
This must be love
           C7
Thank God above
                 F   A
It's happened to me
F            Dm
Just when I thought there was no one
Am             D7
Under heaven above
           C
Out of the blue
                    G7



I meet someone like you
       C   G7
And I'm falling in love
 
C
This must be love
G7          C     G7
What can I say
        C
Only a kiss
          C7
Yet I am this
         F    A
Carried away
F            Dm
There's just no way around it
Am                 D7
Under beside or above
             C
I'm totally shook
               G7
Swallowed the hook
                C   C7
I'm falling in love
 
F            G7
I'm falling
      Em     C
I'm falling
F              G             C   C7
Just like the rain from the sky
E
No wonder
          Am
There's thunder
       D            D7           G   G7
And lightning when you're by my side
 
C
This must be love
G7          C   G7
What can I say
        C
Only a kiss
          C7
Yet I am this
F             A
Carried away
F            Dm
There's just no way around it
Am                 D7
Under beside or above
             C
I'm totally shook
               G7
Swallowed the hook
                C   C7



I'm falling in love
 
F            G7
I'm falling
      Em     C
I'm falling
F              G             C   C7
Just like the rain from the sky
E
No wonder
          Am
There's thunder
       D            D7           G   G7
And lightning when you're by my side
 
C
This must be love
G7          C   G7
What can I say
        C
Only a kiss
          C7
Yet I am this
F             A
Carried away
F            Dm
There's just no way around it
Am                 D7
Under beside or above
              C
I'm totally shook
               G
Swallowed the hook
                D    D7
I'm falling in love
C
Striking it rich
G7
Yeah I like being rich
                C    G7   C
I'm falling in love

5597. Falling In Love Again

Linda Ronstadt - Falling In Love Again

Falling in love again
Never wanted to
What am I to do?
Can't help it

Love's always been my game
Play it how I may



I was made that way
Can't help it

Men cluster to me like moths around a flame
And if their wings burn, I know I'm not to blame
Falling in love again
Never wanted to

What am I to do?
Can't help it
Fallin' in love again
Never wanted to

What am I to do?
Can't help it
Love's always been my game
Play it how I may

I was made that way
Can't help it
Men cluster to me like moths around a flame
And if their wings burn, I know I'm not to blame

Fallin' in love again
Never wanted to
What am I to do?
Can't help it

Men cluster to me like moths around a flame
And if their wings burn, I know I'm not to blame
Fallin' in love again
Never wanted to

What am I to do?
Can't help it

5598. Falling Leaves

Falling Leaves

Falling leaves that lie scattered on the ground
The birds and flowers that were here now can't be found
All his friends that he oince had are not around
They are scattered like the leaves upon the ground.

Some folks drift along through life and never thrill
To the feeling that a good deed brings until
It's too late and they are ready to lie down
Beneath the leaves there scattered on the ground.

Lord let my eyes see every need of every man;
Let me stop and always lend a helping hand
Then when I'm laid beneath that mossy ground



There'll be more friends around than leaves upon the ground.

To your grave there's no use taking any gold;
It's no use when it's time for hands to fold.
When you leave this world for a better home some day
The only thing you'll take is what you gave away.

5599. Falling Man

The Steeldrivers - Falling Man

I once had a home, once had a life
I'm just a soul without wings to fly
Just happen to be caught in a frame
You look at me, you don't know my name

I'll never die, I'll never land
Keep me alive, call me what I am
The falling man

Somebody's son, somebody's dad
Somebody's love, who ain't coming back
And my God was there when I had to choose
Whispered a prayer, stepped into the blue

I'll never die, I'll never land
Keep me alive, call me what I am
The falling man

Septembers will come,Septembers will go
I'll still hear the voice of three thousand souls

I'll never die, I'll never land
Keep me alive, call me what I am
A flash in the sky without a chance
Frozen in time, forever, I am
The falling man

5600. Falling More And More In Love With You

Falling More And More In Love With You 
Carson Peters and Iron Mountain 

Baby right from the start, you stole my heart
With a love like I never knew
Now your heart keeps calling, and I'm still falling
Falling more and more in love with you

I said that I'd never, never settle down



Happy and contented just paining up the town
I thought that I knew best, that I was my own man
But you turned that world upside down when you took me by the hand

Baby right from the start, you stole my heart
With a love like I never knew
Now your heart keeps calling, and I'm still falling
Falling more and more in love with you

It's hard to remember what life was like before
Each moment that I'm with you I love you even more
This life is so much better in each and every way
Our love grows even stronger every minute every day

Baby right from the start, you stole my heart
With a love like I never knew
Now your heart keeps calling, and I'm still falling
Falling more and more in love with you

5601. Falling Out Of Love With Me

Dolly Parton - Falling Out Of Love With Me 
(Dolly Parton)

The hardest thing I've done or that I'll ever do
Was to just walk off and leave you
But I knew I had to leave you
'Cause I couldn't stay and watch you
Falling out of love with me
The worst pain that I've ever known
Or that I'll ever know
Was to see your love-a-dying
And to have to watch it dying
And I couldn't stand to watch you
Falling out of love with me
I'm hurting now, but still it's better
I left while love was still alive
It was dying and I'd rather
I didn't have to watch it die
The loneliest I've ever been
Or that I'll ever be
Now that I'm without you
But I couldn't stand to watch you
Falling out of love with me
I'm crying now, but still it's better
I left while love was still alive
It was dying and I'd rather
I didn't have to watch it die



5602. Falling Star

Linda Ronstadt - Falling Star

Oh my heart aches
Deep inside me
Oh, how I miss you
Will you come back?
Oh, why you leave me?
Oh, what can I do?

Because every night
I sit here by the phone
You know it rings a lot inside my head
I daydream you're home
I never knew that it would go this far
Come pick me up
I'm going down
Like a falling star

And the clock strikes midnight
And I'm lying here alone
I can't sleep, I hear my heartbeat
Oh, I can't stand the monotone
And every day I have paced the floor
You know it rains a lot inside my heart
But I still ask for more
But now I know that love can leave a scar
Come pick me up, I'm going down
Like a falling star

And when the birds fly south for a while
Oh, I wish that I could go
Someone there might warm this cold heart
Someone there might know
But every day I have paced the floor
You know it rains a lot inside my heart
But I still ask for more
But now I know that love can leave a scar
Come pick me up, I'm going down
Like a falling star

5603. Falling Without You

Falling Without You
Longview

I saw you
Right to you
Control me
Come over me
One look from you
You'd see me right through



Come closer please for
I'm a sight for sore eyes
I'm through

'Cause I'm falling without you
Crawling about you
Stalling without you here now
And though you're walking away
I still want you to stay
'Cause I'm falling without you
Here now

Away and through
If I can't have you
I'll tell myself I'll be ok
Another day or two
And while I'll try
I'll see the look in your eyes
Come back to what you know
I'll be waiting for you

'Cause I'm falling without you
Crawling about you
Stalling without you here now
And though you're walking away
I still want you to stay
'Cause I'm falling without you
Here now

'Cause all I ever really want is you
Is there nothing I can do?
Nothing I can say?

Cause I'm falling without you
Crawling about you
Stalling without you
Falling without you
Crawling about you
Stalling without you
Falling without you
Crawling about you

And though you're walking away
I still want you to stay
'Cause I'm falling without you
Here now

5604. Fallout Fields

Fallout Fields
By Sage Cook
Elephant Revival



It's the wind, it's the waves in everything
Call it fate, call it chance, or destiny
In the turning of will to willing
In the turning to this offering
So it seems 

It's in the wind,
In the waves,
In everything

Oh, reliance, reliance, the silvery thread
Intertwined, interlacing such a silvery web
Oh, persistence, persistence, the opening
Overgrown, the garden remember it
don't forget don't forget

It's in the wind,
In the waves,
In everything

Lately, the wind has been whispering warning
The weather is wild and it's willing
The window has wound up open
To the likes of what's approaching

Don't cover your eyes, don't you curse it
Just rest in peace of a purpose
Rest in peace, we'll rest
Oh, surely, surely rest

Remember
Your soul the soil of the garden
the spell that is cast while spoken
to choose and then be chosen
to weave and just get woven

not all answers come with a question
In the fiery depths of the canyon
To the fallout fields of Eden
Oh, we'll keep on, keep on breathin'

All is well 
All is well 
All is well 

Calmly, the creek takes the shape of the valley
And as it does, so do we
Oh, I give myself up fully
to shape the valley surely

5605. False Eyelashes



Dolly Parton - False Eyelashes 
(Bob Tubert & Demetrius Tapp)

Folks back home think I'm a star now when they hear my records play
They say there home town girl made good and she'd go a long long way
Mom wonders why I don't drive back in that big fine car I own
The truth is I don't have a car and I'm ashamed to go back home
A pair of false eye lashes and a tube of cheap lipstick
A pair of worn out high heel shoes and a dress doesn't fit
These are all my possessions all I have to my name
And a record played in my home town is my only claim to fame
I'm so glad that dad can't see me now, his favorite little girl
Singing in this dingy place on the wrong side of the world
And I'm glad that I can't see the boy that offered me his name
For I was blind and turned from him in this empty search for fame
A pair of false eye lashes and a tube of cheap lipstick
A pair of worn out high heel shoes and a dress doesn't fit
These are all of my possessions, all I have to my name
And a record played in my home town is my only claim to fame
Yes a record played in my home town is my only claim to fame

5606. False Hearted Lover's Blues

False Hearted Lover's Blues
Ralph Stanley - False Hearted Lover's Blues

False hearts have been my downfall
Pretty women have been my craze
I'm sure my false hearted lover
Will drive me to my lonesome grave
They'll bite the hand that feeds them
Spend all the money you can save
From your heart strings weave silk garters
Build a dog house on your grave
When my earthly stay is over
Sink my dead body in the sea
Just tell my false hearted lover
That the whales will watch over me
Ragged clothes dropping from my body
The wolf howls around my door
The man who won my darling girl
Will feel the bite of my forty four
Corn whiskey has wrecked my body
A false hearted lover is a bearing on my mind
I've roamed the whole world over
Pleasure on earth I cannot find
When my earthly stay is over
Sink my dead body in the sea
Just tell my false hearted lover
That the whales will watch over me
If I meet my darling girl again
I'll tell her all about my troubles
Give her these false hearted lover's blues
And leave her stranded in the shallows



All men take this timely warning
It is both for young and old
Don't try to buy a woman's love
With the last dollar of your gold
Take warning you fair young ladies
If your love and honor you have sold
The men will have no use for you
When your dark hair turns to gold

5607. False Or True

Richard Thompson - False Or True 

I tell you secrets that don't even matter
I give you keepsakes but only to flatter
I don't believe in myself, I don't believe in myself
So why should anyone else?

Will I be a thief for love?
Soon or never, ever false or true

New tricks for old dogs, no sleight, no deceiving
I wish I were someone that you could believe in
I don't believe in myself, oh, I don't believe in myself
So why should anyone else?

Will I be a thief for love?
Soon or never, ever false or true
False or true

5608. Falsehearted Anthem

Falsehearted Anthem - Deadly Gentlemen

I'm dreaming of a time,
When forever be the same as spring.
Ah, it's seeming if I died now,
I'd never mean the faintest thing

I dream another way,
You can take it if you take your time,
I just need another day,
If you make it, it can make you fine.

You can beg me borrow me steal me away,
How can tomorrow be better than today?
I don't care how you come,
Just baby come true,
So many dreams don't do that,



But maybe some do.

So, I'm leaving on my way,
I can make it I can take you too,
I'll dream another day,
If you make it can make you new.

I'm trying to find a time,
When I can say that all is well,
Ah, leaving is a crime,
But a haven is a flawless hell.

You can beg me borrow me steal me away,
How can tomorrow be better than today?
I don't care how you come,
Just baby come true,
So many dreams don't do that,
But maybe some do.

Be never too true to a falsehearted phantom,
When I can't be there fall not for some falsehearted anthem.

I'm dreaming of a time,
When forever be the same as spring.
Ah, it's seeming if I died now,
I'd never mean the faintest thing

I dream another way,
You can take it if you take your time,
I just need another day,
If you make it, it can make you fine.

I'm dreaming of a time,
When forever be the same as spring.
Ah, it's seeming if I died now,
I'd never mean the faintest thing.

5609. Falsetto

Chris Thile - Falsetto

February swings my time like
From worry to despair
There's a lifetime of friendships to
Repair between America
And everybody else

Cause froggy thinks the courtship's going pretty well
Says buddy if you saying this you can go to hell
With you movies and you marches
Your speeches and your stupid songs

And your girly falsetto girly falsetto



Falling from the highest heights and the ribbons running
Through your viper vintage mikes

I tried to look away
From that time life
But I see it everywhere
Its another die of try
And 100 for the characters
To still at wandering when he's gonna crack

Cause froggy thinks his whistle is the liberty bell
Says buddy if you saying this you can go to hell
With your Viva La Resistance
Your facts and your stupid songs

And your girly falsetto girly falsetto
Falling from the highest heights and the ribbons running
Through your viper vintage mikes
Cause everything is going great you should be super psyched

Don't tell it like it is don't tell it like it was
Just tell it like I want it to be
Don't tell it like it is don't tell it like it was

I tried to write in of my time life
With Roger's 18th slam of soul
And now with all him gone above
Can't hear his groans
Strokes with that kind of graze

Shut up and sing in falsetto sing in falsetto
Falling from the highest heights like the ribbons running
Through your viper vintage mikes
Cause everything is going great you should be super psyched

Put the false in falsetto let your voice go jello
In to disco night
The further it can go the faster in will fall in line
You entertainers need to keep the entertainment light

Don't tell it like it is
Entertainers better keep the entertainment light
Don't tell it like it was
Entertainers better keep the entertainment light
Just tell it like I want it to be
Don't tell it like it is
Entertainers better keep the entertainment light
Don't tell it like it was
Entertainers better keep the entertainment light
Just tell it like I want it to be
I'll put the false in falsetto let my voice go jello
In to this goodnight



5610. Familiar With The Ground

The Boxcars - Familiar with the Ground

This old job is overrated
But I knew I had to take it.
Cuz' there ain't that many of em' to be found.
Now I'm stuck here in the middle.
Gettin' by on a little,
And there ain't no way to turn my life around.
I know how it feels to be flyin' high.
Right at home
With The clouds in the sky.
As long as I never look down,
Lately I've grown familiar with the ground.

I'm lucky to have a woman.
And she knows that I'm comin' home
As soon as I can lay
this guitar down.
I'm thinkin' about my babies

But always were itmaybe they won't know me
When I roll into town.
I know how it feels to be flyin' high.
Right at home
With The clouds in the sky.
As long as I never look down,
Lately I've grown familiar with the ground.

5611. Familiarity

Punch Brothers - Familiarity 

It's on
Again you hate it but you know it then
You know it and so do your friends
And you can sing together when
It's on
Pretend you love it because you love them
As you explode out of your phones (amen)
to make some music of your own (amen)
You can hate it softly to yourself alone
A man among amens

A ringing bell, or programmed drums or both
I couldn't tell but I rejoice

A smoke machine or a swinging thurible
it was hard to see but I lifted up my voice
We've come together over we know not what...

A call to prayer, or the last for alcohol



we didn't care; We knelt and bowed our heads

Or did we dance? Like we may never get another chance to disconnect
We've come together Over we know not what to say I love you

I love you, I love you
I mean it, I want feel it
God help me feel it
I love you
God knows I mean it
God help me feel it
God knows we mean it
God help us feel it...

We lie in bed
The wireless dancing through my head
Until I fear the space between my breath
I see an end to where I don't love you like I can
Cause I've forgotten how it feels (amen)
To love someone or thing for real (amen)
Darling when you wake, remind me what we've done
That can't be shared, or saved, or even sung
It's on
Again you nod your head and take my hand
Though im not sure where we'll go (amen)
To worship more than what we know (amen)
As long as you're there I won't be alone
A man among amens

5612. Family

Dolly Parton - Family 

When it's family, you forgive them for they know not what they do
When it's family, you accept them, 'cause you have no choice but to
When it's family, they're a mirror of the worst and best in you
And they always put you to the test
And you always try to do your best
And just pray for God to do the rest, when it's family
Some are preachers, some are gay
Some are addicts, drunks and strays
But not a one is turned away, when it's family
Some are lucky, others ain't
Some are fighters, others faint
Winners, losers, sinners, saints, it's all family
And when it's family you trust them and your heart's an open door
When it's family, you tolerate what you'd kill others for
When it's family, you love and hate and take, then give some more
Somehow you justify mistakes, try to find some better way
To solve the problems day to day, in the family
You take the trouble as it comes and love them more than anyone
Good or bad or indifferent, it's still family
You choose your lovers, you pick your friends



Not the family that you're in, nah
They'll be with you 'til the end, 'cause it's family
And when it's family, you forgive them for they know not what they do
When it's family, they're a mirror of the worst and best in you
When it's family, when it's family
Let me be all that I should be to the family

5613. Family Bible - Chords

Family Bible 
recordedby Ernest Tubb
written by Willie Nelson 
Larry Sparks
 
G                C            G
There's a family Bible on the table 
Em                 A7      D7
Its pages torn and hard to read
        G      C            G
But the family Bible on the table 
     C          G      D7   G
Will ever be my key to memo-ries
 
              C                 G
At the end of day when work was over 
 Em                  A7       D7
And when the evening meal was done
          G       C                  G
Dad would read to us from the family Bible
         C              G         D7     G
And we'd count our many blessings one by one
 
  C          F                 C
I can see us sitting round the table 
                                     G
When from the family Bible dad would read
                  C             G
And I can hear my mother softly singing 
             C       G    D7        G
Rock of ages rock of ages cleft for me
 
                  C               G
This old world of ours is full of trouble 
Em                      A7          D7
But this old world would also better be
        G         C             G
If we'd find more Bibles on the tables 
                    C       G    D7        G
And mothers singing rock of ages cleft for me
 
  C          F                 C
I can see us sitting round the table 
                                     G



When from the family Bible dad would read
                  C             G
And I can hear my mother softly singing 
             C       G    D7        G
Rock of ages rock of ages cleft for me

5614. Family Chain

Family Chain
The Isaacs

My closest friends have moved to heaven
They have left this world below
To live up there with Christ forever
There they never shall grow old

Family chain has now been broken
The missing links are safe I know
I pray we'll all be joined together
In that city built of gold

Daddy was the first to leave us
And it grieved my mother so
Right away she had to join him

They are happy there I know

My days on earth will soon be ending
For I can see it in Daddy's eyes
The broken links will come together
Reuniting one by one

Family chain has now been broken
The missing links are safe I know
I pray we'll all be joined together
In that city built of gold
In that city built of gold

5615. Family History

Tim O'Brien - Family History

Family history, I don't know too much, family history, I don't keep in touch
With my mother and father quite like I want to do
There's some family history, I'd rather not go lookin' through

Family history will repeat, look through your history, you're sure to meet
Someone a walkin' much the same pathway as you
It's just family history, like it or not you're passin' through



Family bible, dates and names, faces in pictures look much the same
Like you're runnin' in circles, until you don't know where it ends
Can't know where you're goin' until you know just where you've been

What's with my uncle, I want to know, we never see him whenever we go
To some family reunion, no one dares to say his name
It's against the rules in our secret family history game

Family history, need to learn, lest old troubles will return
Come back and haunt you, you'll hear them rattle their chain
You'd better break it, it might just drag you down again

Family history seems like fate, but you can break it, it's not too late
To ask a few questions, it's time to face up to your fear
Because it lies there waitin', it's comin' back again next year

5616. Family Man

Robbie Fulks - Family Man

[Verse 1]
Well the day is bright and sunny and the fish'll surely bite
Boys down on the corner got a poker game tonight
But I can't do neither one, they'll have to understand
Gotta bring home the bacon 'cause I'm a family man

[Verse 2]
Well Johnny needs some brand new shoes and Peggy needs a dress
My wife's knittin' little things and I don't have to guess
There'll be another smilin' face to hold her daddy's hand
Gotta bring home the bacon 'cause I'm a family man

[Verse 3]
Well, I'd like to take this shotgun, blow the alarm clock half in two
Call the boss and tell 'im, "Oh buddy, we are through"
But I've gotta make some money, leave those castles in the sand
I gotta bring home the bacon 'cause I'm a family man

[Verse 4]
Well I've always said when the kids are grown I'd really have a ball
But I'll bet the years we're livin' now will be the best of all
Oh thank you Lord, for everything and united we will stand
I gotta bring home the bacon 'cause I'm a family man

5617. Family Picture

Donna the Buffalo - Family Picture



The world is a wonderous puzzle
Everyone a piece and every piece fits
Every piece is alive making energy
Energy pulls the pieces together 
Into a round ball
And there is love
It's a round ball
And there is love

The ball jumps the ball rolls
The ball lives in the moment I am told
The ball pumps and rolls with the flow
The ball laughs as it bounces

Chorus:
Sure as the sunrise it doesn't matter the shape of the hat
It all fits together in a family picture
And every wall's got room for that

Every piece is a part of the whole
No one piece more important than the rest
So stand up, take a number
Every piece here's got someplace to go
It's a round ball
And there is love
It's a rond ball 
And there is love
There is love

Bridge:
Hey there look at you, you got nothin' else to do
you got any bright ideas
Tumbleweed rolling by
Catch the dust up in your eye 
Saddle up the grey and ride out

5618. Family Reunion

Family Reunion
The Del McCoury Band
on Del & Woody 

[Verse 1]
Go on friends and meet at the family reunion
If one of us blows somewhere with the wind
Go on with your meeting your drinking and eating
If me or some others seem gone far away

[Chorus]
There never would be any family reunion if some of you cry over one you see gone
You ve got to keep meeting with all of your family
If one or two pass and some others can't come



[Verse 2]
Don t tell the others to stop all their weeping
That s the best way to wash out your soul in your eyes
Just hug one another and sing with your drinking
And hold your reunion same as you plan

[Chorus]
There never would be any family reunion if some of you cry over one you see gone
You ve got to keep meeting with all of your family
If one or two pass and some others can't come

5619. Family Reunion - Chords

Family Reunion
Recorded by Cowboy Copas
Written by Rusty Gabbard and William Holt

G
Come one come all to the family reunion
                         D7
With mother and daddy so sweet
     G
Come one come all to the family reunion
                D7              G
It might be the last time we'll meet
 
 
Now mother is sick she's tired and weary
    D7               G
She can't go another mile
 
She loves her children and she wants them near her
D7                          G
Once more just to see their smile
 
Come one come all to the family reunion
                         D7
With mother and daddy so sweet
     G
Come one come all to the family reunion
                D7              G
It might be the last time we'll meet
 
 
What good will the roses do daddy up yonder
   D7                      G
So why don't you give them today
 
While he is still living and loving his children
D7                        G
To daddy it's better this way
 
Come one come all to the family reunion



                         D7
With mother and daddy so sweet
     G
Come one come all to the family reunion
                D7              G
It might be the last time we'll meet

5620. Family Ties Won't Be Broken In Heaven

Family Ties Won't Be Broken In Heaven

Down here we say goodbye to our loved ones
Thru all the pain, it's so hard to be strong
But God heals the wounds when the circle is broken
And we'll see them again, it won't be long

CHORUS ~

Family ties won't be broken in Heaven
For we'll all be together on that shore
There will be no goodbyes
To bring tears to our eyes
Cause the circle won't be broken anymore
In Heaven we won't know separation
Mom and Dad will never have to go away
And we'll all be a part of God's great family circle
And with Jesus we're united to stay

Tag ~

There will be no goodbyes
To bring tears to our eyes
Cause the circle won't be broken anymore

5621. Family Tree

Keith Whitley - Family Tree

Papa lazed in a county rest home
And Mama lives on a rich man's farm
Sister moved in with a stranger
And here I am in another [?]

And the leaves are slowly fallin'
Fallin' from the family tree
Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'
And the last one to fall is me

I should have known the winds of boredom



Would finally blow our worlds apart
Here I lay with another woman
Are you layin' with a broken heart?

And the leaves are slowly fallin'
Fallin' from the family tree
Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'
And the last one to fall is me

Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'
Fallin' from the family tree
Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'
And the last one to fall is me

Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'
Fallin' from the family tree
Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'
And the last one to fall is me

Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'
Fallin' from the family tree
Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'

5622. Family Tree

Keith Whitley - Family Tree

Papa lazed in a county rest home
And Mama lives on a rich man's farm
Sister moved in with a stranger
And here I am in another [?]

And the leaves are slowly fallin'
Fallin' from the family tree
Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'
And the last one to fall is me

I should have known the winds of boredom
Would finally blow our worlds apart
Here I lay with another woman
Are you layin' with a broken heart?

And the leaves are slowly fallin'
Fallin' from the family tree
Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'
And the last one to fall is me

Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'
Fallin' from the family tree
Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'
And the last one to fall is me

Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'



Fallin' from the family tree
Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'
And the last one to fall is me

Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'
Fallin' from the family tree
Yes, the leaves are slowly fallin'

5623. Family Who Prays

Family Who Prays

The family who prays will never be parted
Their circle in geaven unbroken shall stand
God will say Enter my good faithful servant
The family who prays never shall part

Satan has parted fathers and mothers
Filling their hearts with his envy and hate
Aiding their pathway down to destruction
Leaving their children like orphans to stray

* Refrain

Wars and tornadoes are taking our loved ones
Leaving us tearful with sad aching hearts
But we shall join them over the river
For the family who prays never shall part

* Refrain

5624. Famous Blue Raincoat

Famous Blue Raincoat
Leonard Cohen

It's four in the morning, the end of December
I'm writing you now just to see if you're better
New York is cold, but I like where I'm living
There's music on Clinton Street all through the evening.

I hear that you're building your little house deep in the desert
You're living for nothing now, I hope you're keeping some kind of record.

Yes, and Jane came by with a lock of your hair
She said that you gave it to her
That night that you planned to go clear
Did you ever go clear?



Ah, the last time we saw you you looked so much older
Your famous blue raincoat was torn at the shoulder
You'd been to the station to meet every train
And you came home without Lili Marlene

And you treated my woman to a flake of your life
And when she came back she was nobody's wife.

Well I see you there with the rose in your teeth
One more thin gypsy thief
Well I see Jane's awake --
She sends her regards.

And what can I tell you my brother, my killer
What can I possibly say?
I guess that I miss you, I guess I forgive you
I'm glad you stood in my way.

If you ever come by here, for Jane or for me
Your enemy is sleeping, and his woman is free.

Yes, and thanks, for the trouble you took from her eyes
I thought it was there for good so I never tried.

And Jane came by with a lock of your hair
She said that you gave it to her
That night that you planned to go clear

Sincerely, L. Cohen

5625. Famous Flower Of Manhattan

The Avett Brothers - Famous Flower of Manhattan 

I found a flower in a field
A field of cars and people, Rows of concrete, paint, and steel
Manhattan is where it grew

And I thought, to cut it from its stem
And take it from the cracks
Between bricks that it lay in
And save it from city strife
Away from the city life

Then someone, they whispered in my ear
A county girl can't be made out of anybody here
Don't touch it, it loves you not
Don't touch it, it loves you not

Cause blue birds, Don't fly without their wings
And when we put them in a cage
The world can't hear them sing
So selfish when greed sets in



Possession, the king of sin

And people don't ever let you down
Forever find a way to kill whatever love they've found
A heart beat and I want it too
Manhattan is where she grew

So I left and I let the flower be
And yesterday saw the flower on cable TV
Much prettier than here with me
For all of the world to see
Much prettier than here with me

5626. Famous In Missouri

Tom T. Hall - Famous in Missouri
Composer: Robin Williams - Jerome Clark

Hey I was famous in Missouri everybody knew my name
From Kansas City to St Louis they knew how well I played my game
Now it sure feels strange to be in South Dakota out on the range

Sometimes my heart feels heavy sometimes my head feels light
Sometimes I think back to Missouri and other times I feel all right
But it sure feels strange to be in South Dakota out on the range

Cause there ain't nobody to hear it anymore
And there ain't nobody out here keepin' score
And when I look back it seems like such a crime
To believe a woman who was lyin' all the time

Hey I was famous in Missouri I sure was fast with a deal
Long before the women and the whiskey made my heart forget to feel
And it sure feels strange to be in South Dakota out on the range
Yeah it sure feels strange to be in South Dakota out on the range

5627. Famous Last Words Of A Fool In Love

Rodney Crowell - Famous Last Words of a Fool in Love

Take my coat, take my hat
Take my breath away just like that!
Turn the tables on me, paint new labels on me
Winding the clock back nice and slow
Make me laugh till I weep
Make me lonesome for you in my sleep
Is this lover lust?
Bottom tear or rubber crust?
We''ll find out soon enough, we know



Younger woman, older man
Why can't we make this work?
Don't you know we can?
Famous last words of a fool in love
I've been out of touch so long
Been going at it hammer and tongs
Sure that I can build a wall higher than a man can fall
Famous last words of a fool in love
This is not about a choice you make
It's not about a chance you take
Looking for the next cheap drill
Or the magic in the little blue pill
Is how do you feel with your hopes up high
I might have been a handsome lad
Back when I didn't look so mad
And this is what a fine, amazing
You and I could go out blazing things
Famous last words of a fool in love
Famous last words of a fool

5628. Famous People

Brad Paisley - Famous People 

Well you're the first car in an hour or so
I'm glad you stopped in, it's sure been slow around here today
Just like every day
Well I couldn't help but notice your California plates
And I thought I recognized that name on your credit card
You're a movie star
I can't wait to get back home and tell all my buddies
That I met one of the most famous people in the country
Chorus
Well, I only go to movies when I'm down in Bowling Green
And cable don't come out this far so I never watch TV
I know you played in something but I'm gonna need some help
Hey wait, weren't you in Cannonball Run, no, oh well
Allow me to introduce myself
My name ain't John, this is somebody else's greasy shirt my name's Kurt
This is the town that I grew up in
I've never seen L.A., the closest I've been to Hollywood is Dollywood
But when you get back to Beverly Hills, you can tell all your buddies
That you met one of the most famous people in the country
Chorus
'Cause I caught the record small mouth down on Kentucky Lake
And I threw the winning touchdown pass the night that we won state
And I'm still signing autographs after all these years
Oh, yeah I guess I'm gonna need yours, sign um here
I've been thinking about doing some acting someday
If I ever do make it out to L.A., can I give you a shout
Maybe crash on your couch
If you hear of any roles that are floating around
That would put me and Ashley Judd making out in a steamy love scene



I'd work pretty cheap
If the phones are down, just ask around you'll get a hold of me
'Cause I'm one of the most famous people in the country
Tag
You're talkin' to one of the most famous people in the country

5629. Famous Words

Famous Words
Robert Earl Keen - Famous Words

Don't worry about me Ma
I'll be back real soon
I just gotta spread my wings
Touch that alabastor moon
Then he left her in a cloud of dust
With a rocket in his head
That was twenty months ago
She guesses he's dead
We'll meet here on the corner
Midnight on the third
You know me little sister
I always keep my word
Then she stepped into the traffic
And blended out of site
Lil' sis ain't seen or heard from her
Ever since that night
Sometimes it just ain't Christmas
There's too much to do
I need something else for your mom
And a little gift for you
So I'm goin' into town
But I'll be back by ten
It's dawnin' on him now
She'll not return again
Take care of our sweet babies
Check in with dad and mom
They say it won't be ninety days
Till I come marching home
Then he climbs into his taxi
And blows a kiss goodbye
She stands there in the doorway
Trying not to cry
You can see it in their ?????
You can feel in their voice
We have no way to stop
Or they had no other choice



5630. Fan It - Chords

Fan It 
Pokey LaFarge

[Verse 1]
C
If this song's too hot
C
Cool it if you can
C                                    C7
You better go out and get yourself a 5 cent fan
     F       C
Just fan it, fan it
          G7
You gotta fan it and cool it
 G7                      C
Mama til the cows come home
 
[Verse 2]
C
Got myself a new gal
 C
Her name is Sue, she said
C                       C7
Come on up here to Amsterdam boy
                     C           C7
We show you how them Dutch women do
           F      C
You got to fan it fan it
          G7
You gotta fan it and cool it
 G7                    C
Mama til the cows come home
 
[Verse 3]
C
Mama's in the kitchen,
   C
I heard that back door slam
     C                        C7
Get out the kitchen mama stop a-scorching my ham
     F       C
Just fan it, fan it
          G7
You gotta fan it and cool it
G7                     C
Mama til the cows come home
 
[Verse 4]
C
Locked me up in jail
    C
My back turned to the wall
 C                         C7
Fanning that thing was the cause of it all
        F       C



So just fan it, fan it
          G7
You gotta fan it and cool it
 G7                    C
Mama til the cows come home

5631. Fancy Free - Chords

Fancy Free
Oak Ridge Boys - Fancy Free

I'm [D] settin fancy free be[A] cause she wants to go. She's tired of lovin' 
me [D] she 

told me so. [D7] I guess she don't know just how [G] much she means to me, 
but 

along with [D] all my dreams. I'm [A] settin' fancy [D] free.

Chorus
Yes I'm [G] settin' fancy free even [D] though I love her still.  She'd [A] 
be no good 

to me if I [D] held her against her will [D7] [G] even though that girl, 
she's the [D] 

best part of my world.  [A] Along with all my dreams, I'm settin' fancy [D] 
free.

Lord you just don't know how it hurts to say goodbye. She did her best to 
stay I can't say she did not try. I just hope the road she takes leads back 
to me. So along with all my dreams I'm settin' fancy free.

Chorus.

5632. Fancy Funeral

Lucinda Williams - Fancy Funeral

Some think a fancy funeral will be worth every cent
But every dime or nickel is money better spent
Better spent on groceries or covering the bills
Instead of little luxuries and unnecessary frills

Lovely yellow daffodils and lacy pillow fringe
Pretty little angels for everyone to see
Lily of the valley and long black limousines
It's three or four months' salaries just to pay for all those things



So don't but a fancy funeral, it's not worth it in the end
Goodbyes can still be beautiful without the money that you spend
There's no amount of riches that will bring back what you've lost
To satisfy your wishes, no way to justify the cost

5633. Far Above The Starry Sky - Chords

Far Above The Starry Sky
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by J.T. Sisk

C   G7               C
Far above the starry sky
                     G7       C
Soon I'll leave this world of sorrow
F                        C
For that homeland of the soul
             G7       C
It will be a bright tomorrow
D7                      G7
When the pearly gates unfold

C              G7        C
Savior be thou ever near me
F                       C
Till I reach my home on high
                            F
Where I'll rest from all my labor
C    G7              C
Far above the starry sky

                   G7         C
Soon I'll walk the streets of glory
F                         C
Meet with loved ones gone before
                 G7      C
Oh what shouting oh what singing
D7                      G7
When He opens wide that door

C                   G7      C
Christ Himself will come to greet me
F                     C
To that happy home on high
                     F
He will give to me a welcome
C   G7               C
Far above the starry sky

F                   C
Twill be glory hallelu-jah
                         G7
Though I'll never know a sigh



C                       F
In that happy new Jerusalem
C   G7               C
Far above the starry sky  

    G7               C
Far above the starry sky

5634. Far Away

Pokey LaFarge - Far Away

Where have all the good girls gone?
Was there ever one?
They will win you with their eyes
Then trap you in their thighs
Stay away from love, stay away, boys
Far away, far away, far away
Far away, far away, far away

As the lights of home draw near
There's a black cat at my door
And he spoke to me
In a manner low and mean
She ain't here, she ain't here, she ain't here, oh no
Far away, far away, far away
Far away, far away, far away

Mother and my sisters three
Forgive these words I speak
For all them pretty, pretty girls
With their lips and their curls
Have robbed my pride from me, dear mom
Far away, far away, far away
Far away, far away, far away

Where have all the good girls gone?
Was there ever one?
They will win you with their eyes
Then they'll trap you in their thighs
Stay away from love, stay away, boys
Far away, far away, far away
Far away, far away, far away

5635. Far Away - Chords

Far Away 
Marty Stuart
 



[Intro]
A E D  A E A  A F#m D Dm A
 
[Verse]
A
Fields are deathly quiet
A         E
Where the cotton used to grow
F#m
I'm a stranger in a land
D
That I used to know
     A
In a land
E
A land I've not forgotten
     D
Look away
    A
Far Away
 
A
Everything has changed here
A          E
"Cept some things inside of me
     F#m
I've hid 'em from the world
          D
Kept them under lock and key
D         A
Like the sound of my mama's voice
E
Callin' me back home
F#m    D
To the place
      Dm   A
Where I belong
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Far Away
A   E
Far Away
F#m
Don't know why I left you
    D        F#m       D
And look how long I've stayed
    A
Far away
A   E
Far away
F#m     D      Dm  A
How'd I get so far away
 
 
[Verse]



A
Carved my name one Sunday morning
A    E
On a sweet magnolia tree
F#m
I cried when I walked away
D
Broke my heart to leave
A
Took that little piece of me
E
Put it in my pocket
F#m
I've lost myself a time or two
      D
And I never once forgot it
 
 
[Chorus]
    A
Far away
    E
Far away
F#m
Don't know why I left you
    D        F#m       D
And look how long I've stayed
    A
Far away
    E
Far away
F#m     D      Dm  A
How'd I get so far away
 
A
Far away
    E
Far away
F#m
Don't know why I left you
    D
But look how long I've stayed
    A
Far away
    E
Far away
        D          A
How'd I get so far away
F#m       D      Dm  A   (Fade Out A)
How did I get so far away

5636. Far Away Across The Sea - Chords



Far Away Across The Sea 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
Am Dm E Am x4
 
[Verse]
Am        Dm                E                  Am
Far away across the sea, my true love he don't think of me
        Dm             E              Am
I still remember on my fingers, in my skin
              Dm                 E                  Am
Yes, far away across the sea, my true love he don't think of me
           Dm                 E                 Am
I send him letters, but they return back to my door
 
[Interlude]
Am Dm E Am x5
 
[Verse]
Am        Dm                E                  Am
Far away across the sea, my true love he don't think of me
           Dm                 E                 Am
I send him letters, but they return back to my door
Am        Dm                E                  Am
Far away across the sea, my true love he don't think of me
           Dm                 E                 Am
I send him letters, but they return back to my door
 
[Interlude]
Am Dm E Am x8
 
[Verse]
      Am        Dm                E                  Am
Well, far away across the sea, my true love he don't think of me
        Dm             E              Am
I still remember on my fingers, in my skin
          Dm                E                  Am
Far away across the sea, my true love he don't think of me
           Dm                 E                 Am
I send him letters, but they return back to my door
 
[Outro]
Am Dm            E    Am
Mmm, I still remember
   Dm           E    Am
Ooh, I still remember
   Dm            E          Am
Mmm, love don't live here anymore
   Dm      E              Am
Mmm, on my fingers, in my skin
Dm          E           Am
Love don't live here anymore
Dm    E              Am
On my fingers, in my skin
 
Am Dm E Am x7



5637. Far Away Heart - Chords

Far Away Heart
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Lee Emerson

G                                       C
Don't let it happen don't find somebody new
D7                                      G
Don't let the loneliness make a fool of you
                                               C
Don't be tempted by the moonlight while we are apart
G                                   D7       G
Just remember you're in love with a far away heart
  C                       G
A far away heart but it's true
     C                         G             D7
With only lonely duties hadn't taken me from you
G                                                  C
And sent me far across the seas away from you sweetheart
    G                                       D7       G
But have no fear you're always here in this far away heart
                                                  C
I'm so happy when you write me but when I read it through
D7                                             G
I can see some tears have fallen on the letter too
                                                    C
Don't cry darling think about when our love got its start
     G                                             D7       G
That old love light's still burning bright in this far away heart
  C                       G
A far away heart but it's true
     C                         G             D7
With only lonely duties hadn't taken me from you
G                                                  C
And sent me far across the seas away from you sweetheart
    G                                       D7       G
But have no fear you're always here in this far away heart

5638. Far Away In Another Town

Steve Earle - Far Away in Another Town

[Verse 1]
Well I'm leavin'
Tonight babe, on a midnight train
I got to get out while I still can
'Cause that woman don't do nothin' but bring me down
And I think I can be lonesome far away in another town



[Verse 2]
I'm standing outside in the pourin' rain
Every half an hour them trains come rollin' back again
So the next time you come lookin', I won't be around
'Cause I think I can be lonesome faraway in another town

[Chorus]
Somewhere where the wind blows just as cold
I think I can be lonesome on my own

[Instrumental]

[Chorus]
Somewhere where the wind blows just as cold
Ooh, I think I can be lonRsome on my own

[Verse 3]
So the sun is risin' up over cold steel tracks
It's passing sad facRs and the old burn out shacks
And it's windin' me low and it's windin' me down
And it's windin' me lonesome, faraway in another town
'Cause I think I can be lonesome faraway in another town

5639. Far Away, Down On A Georgia Farm

Far Away, Down on a Georgia Farm
Norman Blake - Far Away, Down on a Georgia Farm

[Verse 1]
Oh I will never forget that day
In the woodland glade in May
How your sweet smile did my heart beguile
And stole my poor soul away

[Verse 2]
Sunlight shone on your brown, chestnut hair
And a face as fair as the morn
Returned my gaze with such winning ways
My sad spirit was reborn

[Verse 3]
We said that we would run away
Where no one could ever do us harm
In the shadow of the mountain's cool green shade
Or away down on a Georgia farm

[Verse 4]
20 years roll by, we travelled on the road
From the farm so far we did stray
To the cities and the towns, we rambled around
Just a-playing and a-singing for pay



[Verse 5]
And the ways of the world we did take in our hearts
Ever dreaming from long day to day
That all in all would be our downfall
And lead to sin and decay

[Verse 6]
Discontent, discord, and disharmony
Our lives did change along the way
Oh, had I known then what I know now
From that farm we would never have strayed

[Verse 7]
Though you have gone so far away
Your bright smile haunts me still
In the darkness of night by the candlelight
In the old farmhouse on the hill

5640. Far Better Than This - Chords

Far Better Than This  
Recorded by Doyle Lawson

G
Some of these days (some of these days) 
    C        G       D7    G
I'm going up yonder (going home) 

To live with my Lord (to live with my Lord)
   A7      D7        A7      D7
In perfect bliss (in perfect bliss)

               G
I know it will be (I know it will be)
  C         G        D7         G
A wonderful country (neath that dome)

I'm sure it will be (I'm sure it will be)
    D7          G         C           G
Far better than this (far better than this)

I'm going away (I'm going away)
     C         G        D7     G
Some wonderful morning (what a day)

To meet with dear friends (to meet with dear friends)
      A7     D7          A7        D7
Where all is bliss (with glory and bliss)

                 G
Oh brother don't fail (oh brother don't fail)
   C          G       D7      G
To meet me up yonder (in that home) 



I'm sure it will be (I'm sure it will be)
    D7          G         C           G
Far better than this (far better than this)

In that fair land (in that fair land)
      C         G       D7        G
There cometh no sorrow (grief nor pain)

Its wonderful joy (its wonderful joy)
  A7        D7      A7        D7
I would not miss (I would not miss)

                   G
You're serving the Lord (you're serving the Lord)
     C           G       D7      G
I'll be with Him yonder (sweet refrain)

I'm sure it will be (I'm sure it will be)
    D7          G         C           G
Far better than this (far better than this)
 
Repeat #3,4

Many dear friends (many dear friends)
  C         G     D7     G
I met in service (of the Lord)

I treasure their love (I treasure their love)
   A7    D7       A7    D7
In tenderness (in tenderness)

             G
When work is done (when work is done)
    C             G       D7      G
I'll meet them in heaven (blessed work)

I'm sure it will be (I'm sure it will be)
    D7          G         C           G
Far better than this (far better than this) 

Repeat #3,4

I'm sure it will be (I'm sure it will be)
    D7          G         C           G
Far better than this (far better than this) 
    C           G
Far better than this

5641. Far Cry

Far Cry



I remember the face of an angel
The love that was faithful and true
I left that dear girl in the mountains
For a ramblin' life empty and blue

Sweet roses bloom where they're layin'
Wild flowers seed on the wind
That valley was closer to heaven
Than any place this poor fool has been

   It's a far cry from here to Virginia
   But I'd crawl every inch of that ground
   My teardrops fall like rain on the roof
   For that Blue Ridge home where I'm bound

This highway's a ribbon of lonesome
Don't care where I lay my head down
For ten years it's died broken hearted
My sweet mountain darlin' is gone

I remember the face of an angel

5642. Far Cry From Lester And Earl

Far Cry From Lester And Earl  
Junior Sisk

It s hard to tell which way the music's goin'
And sometimes I wonder how long it will last 
I still listen to all the words and the music 
But it ain't nothin like it was in the past 
 
CHORUS: 
We got too far away from Carter and Ralph 
And the love of a sweet mountain girl 
We're way down below that high lonesome sound 
And a far cry from Lester and Earl 
 
In the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia 
In our little cabin home on the hill 
Stay down to earth don't get above your raisin'
And it's allright if that's the way you feel 
 
Why does it have to be so complicated 
What happened to the heart of a song 
Have we strayed so far away that it's all over 
And I wonder if you'll miss me when I'm gone



5643. Far From Me

Far From Me
John Prine

As the cafe was closing
on a warm summer night
Cathy was cleaning the spoons
The radio played the "Hit Parade"
And I hummed a long with the tune
She asked me to change the station
Said the song just drove her insane
But it weren't just the music playing
It was me that she was trying to blame.

Chorus:
And the sky is black and still now
On the hill where the angels sing
Ain't it funny how an old broken bottle
Looks just like a diamond ring
But it's far, far from me

Well, I leaned on my left leg
in the parking lot dirt
Cathy was closing the lights
A June bug flew from the warmth he once knew
And I wished for once I weren't right
Why we used to laugh together
And we'd dance to any old song.
Well, you know, she still laughs with me
But she waits just a second too long.

Chorus

Well, I started the engine
and I gave it some gas
Cathy was closing her purse
Well, we hadn't gone far in my beat old car
And I was prepared for the worst.
"Will you still see me tomorrow?"
"No, I got too much to do."
Well, a question ain't really a question
If you know the answer too.

Chorus

5644. Far In The Far Away

Far in the Far Away
Jim Lauderdale

Far in the far away
Days that used to be



The coming days that never were
But might have been

These are the missing days
We could have been with
Could have loved one another
And raised our kid

Instead of living apart
Torn up with regret
Living with strangers
We haven't met

Way down in the down along
The brighter path with Remlin rose
They're like frankincense so much
[Incomprehensible]

Days that could have been
Might have been but never were
Things just didn't work that way
I don't know why for sure

Instead we live apart
Torn up with regret
Living with strangers
We haven't met

We are not who we were
We can't go back again
Back to that vanished year
Back to the might have been

These are the days
We must live instead
Each gone our separate ways
Wondering how it might have been

While we both live apart
Torn up with regret
Living with strangers
We haven't met

Living apart learning to forget of
Of loving others we haven't met
Far in the far away

5645. Far Side Bank Of Jordan

Alison Krauss - Far Side Bank Of Jordan 

I believe my steps are growing wearier each day
Still I've got a journey on my mind



Lures of this old world have ceased to make me want to stay
And my one regret is leaving you behind

If it proves to be his will that I am first to go
And somehow I have a feeling it will be
When it comes your times to travel like [Incomprehensible] feel lost
For I will be the first one that you'll see

And I'll be waiting on the far side banks of Jordan
I'll be waiting, drawing pictures in the sand
And when I see you coming, I will rise up with the shout
And come running through the shallow waters, reaching for your hand

Through this life we've labored hard to earn our meager fare
It's brought us trembling hands and flaring eyes
I'll just rest here on the shore and turn my eyes away
Until you come, then we'll see paradise

And I'll be waiting on the far side banks of Jordan
I'll be waiting, drawing pictures in the sand
And when I see you coming, I will rise up with the shout
And come running through the shallow waters, reaching for your hand

And I'll be waiting on the far side banks of Jordan
I'll be waiting, drawing pictures in the sand
And when I see you coming, I will rise up with the shout
And come running through the shallow waters, reaching for your hand

5646. Far Side Banks Of Jordan - Chords

Far Side Banks Of Jordan
Recorded by Johnny Cash and June Carter Cash
Written by Terry Smith

G                              D7
I believe my steps are growing wearier each day
                               G
Still I've got a journey on my mind
                                       D7
Lures of this old world have ceased to make me want to stay
                                 G
And my one regret is leaving you behind

                                       D7
But if it proves to be his will that I am first to go
                                   G
And somehow I've a feeling it will be
                                  D7
When it comes your time to travel likewise don't you feel lost
                                     G
For I will be the first one that you see

            G



And I'll be waiting on the far side banks of Jordan
        C                               G
I'll be waiting drawing pictures in the sand
    D7                           G
And when I see you coming I will rise up with a shout
         C                   G              D7                G
And come running through the shallow waters reaching for your hand

                                          D7
Through this life we have labored hard to earn our meager fare
                                            G
It's brought us trembling hands and failing eyes
                                     D7
I'll just rest here on the shore and turn my eyes away
                                      G
Until you come and then we'll see paradise

Repeat #3

5647. Far Side Of The Bed - Chords

Far Side Of The Bed
Recorded by Lorrie Morgan
Written by Susie McCoy
 
D7                        G    C                     G
All the feeling lived and died in the miles that lay between us
                       Am        D7                       G
And I love you doesn't mean much from the far side of the bed
D7                           G    C                   G
Now there's time for looking back the chosen memories for keepin'
                 Am           D7                     G
And I cry as you lay sleepin' on the far side of the bed
                        C                           G
There was once a raging love on the far side of the bed
                        Bm     C                          D7
Where this touching was enough to ease the pain inside my head
                          C                           G
Now I can't turn back the time and I cannot raise the dead
                                Am     D7                     G
And now there's just a favorite memory on the far side of the bed
D7                   G   C                        G
After close of every day there's another day I've missed you
                       Am      D7                       G
And an empty goodnight whisper from the far side of the bed
D7                          G    C                    G
With all my memories packed away like a suitcase I'll be taken
                      Am     D7                     G
I'll be gone when you awaken on the far side of the bed
Repeat #2



5648. Faraway Land

Alison Krauss - Faraway Land

When years seem like days to me
No time on my hands
I run away to a place in me
To a faraway land

When home seems so far from me
Heaven's lights look dim
It's just as far as my deepest heart
Where my heart's Father lives

His quiet voice speaking in silence everyday
If I will only listen to the words He has to say
I'll walk in His Spirit, see Him in my face
I will live, 'cause He will live in my place

When life seems so hard to bear
When shadows look real
The circumstance is your Father's care
Go by faith not what you feel

If you have been running too
Stop now in your tracks
Turn again to the one in you
Put your burden on His back

His quiet voice speaking in silence everyday
If I will only listen to the words He has to say
I'll walk in His Spirit, see Him in your face
I will live, 'cause He will live in my place

When years seem like days to me
No time on my hands
I run away to a place in me
To a faraway land

5649. Fare Thee Well

Fare Thee Well
(Kathy Kallick,Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI)

Fine friends, the dearest to my heart
Those loved so well through all the years 
The time has come for us to part
I'll not accept your saddest tears
 



Think on the best of all our times
The gladdest moments we have shared
Hold dear the favorite funny lines
The boldest truths we may have bared
 
      As you go out in the gentle night
      Out beneath the moon's bright spell       
      When you leave please don't bid me goodbye
      Please just say fare thee well    
 
I'll not forget the things you've said
At least the gist of all you meant
The separate lives that we have led
Have twined tonight as branches bent
 
If we should never meet again
Hold close the memory of this hour
Recall the ways you made me laugh
Sweet humor sweeter than a flower
 
      When I turn to say my fond farewell
      In the fading of the brightest light
      And when I leave I won't bid you goodbye
      I'll just say fare thee well
      Let's just say fare thee well

5650. Fare Thee Well - Chords

Fare Thee Well - Bb

G                           C      G
Oh it's fare thee well my darlin' true
          G                              D
I'm leavin' first hour of the morn
         G                            C   G    
I'm bound off for the bay of Mexico
      G                D             G  
Or maybe the coast of Californ
D                       C          G               
So it's fare thee well my own true love,
            G                                      D  
We'll meet another place, another time.
                    G  
It ain't the leavin'
                 C
That's a-grievin' me
         D                                           G            
But true love who's bound to stay behind.

Oh the weather is against me and the wind blows hard
And the rain is turnin' into hail.
I still might strike it lucky on a highway goin' west,
Though I'm travelin' on a path beaten trail.



I will tell you of the laughter and of troubles,
Be them somebody else's or my own.
With my hands in my pockets and my coat collar high,
I will travel unnoticed and unknown.
 
I've heard tales of a town where I might as well be bound,
It's down around the Mexican plains.
They say that the people are all friendly there
And all they ask of you is your name.

5651. Fare Thee Well Love

Fare Thee Well Love
performed by the Rankin Family
written by : Jimmy Rankin 

Fare thee well love, Fare thee well Love
Far away you must go 
Take my heart love, Take my heart Love
We will never meet, again no more

Far across love Far across Love
O're the mountains and country wide
Take my heart love, Take my heart love
No one knows, the tears I ve cried

So I'll drink today love, I'll sing to you love
In paupers glory my time I'll bide
No home or ties love, a restless rover
If I can't have you, by my side

Oh come back love, Oh come back Love
The sun and moon refuse to shine 
Since I've gone love gone away love
This lonely girl has had no peace of mind

Repeat verse 3, "So I 11 drink today love..."
Repeat verse 1 "Fare Thee well Love..."

5652. Fare Thee Well Marianne

Fare Thee Well Marianne
Traditional

Fare thee well, my own true love
Fare thee well, my dear
The ship is sailin' and the wind blows free
And I am bound away to the sea, Marianne



Ten thousand miles away from home
Ten thousand miles or more
The sea may freeze or the Earth may burn
If I never more return to you, Marianne

The lobster boiling in the pot
The bluefish on the hook
Their sufferings long but it's nothing like
The ache I bear for you, Marianne

And if I had a flask of gin
Sugar here for two
And a great big bowl to mix them in
I'd pour a drink for you, Marianne

So fare thee well, my own true love
Fare thee well, my dear
The ship is sailing and the wind blows free
And I am bound away to the sea, Marianne

5653. Fare Thee Well, Carolina Gals

Robbie Fulks - Fare Thee Well, Carolina Gals

[Verse 1]
Those loose slim gals with swingery feet down at the airport side of Franklin Street
I've been wathing them in a not quite innocent way
I'm looking at them this evening
Thinking about the plans I put on hold
While the town got smaller and the days unrolled
Now there ain't but two stories told and this one's about leaving
Well I remember Katy then Rosalie
I was pressing my luck when I tried for three
Some shrink from a shameful deed
Me I'd do it gladly
If I hand you a line you know that's true
If I give you a couple then it's yours to choose
One story from a total of two has got a good chance to end badly

[Chorus]
So fare thee well Carolina gals
I'm going where you can't find me
There'll be trouble in the days to come
And a lot more fools behind me

[Verse 2]
Well I was just a lad about yay tall
Sniffing that glue when the north gate mall
Down where the anchorman say you all
And kindness is a show for strangers
All them b school boys and old hippie men
Sweating in the sun to no clear end



I made a medium to poor boyfriend
And a pretty good house painter

5654. Farewell - Chords

Farewell 
Marcus Mumford, Punch Brothers

[Verse]
G                        C/G     G
Oh it's fare the well my darling true
    G                                D/F#
I'm leaving in the first hour of the morn
    G                          C/G  G
I'm bound off for the coast of Mexico
   G         D/F#            G  C/G G
Or maybe the coast of Californ'
        D/F#              C/G      G
So it's fare the well, my own true love
      G                         D/F#
We'll meet another day, another time
             G      C/G G
It ain't the leaving
         C/G        G
That's a-grievin' me
       G               D/F#          G
But my true love who's bound to stay behind
 
[Verse]
G                                    C/G        G
Oh the weather is against me and the wind blows hard
        G                         D/F#
And the rain she's a-turnin' into hail
  G                                C/G            G
I still might strike it lucky on a highway going' west
           G               D/F#            G  C/G G
Though I'm traveling' on a path beaten trail
        D/F#              C/G      G
So it's fare thee well my own true love
      G                         D/F#
We'll meet another day, another time
             G      C/G G
It ain't the leaving
         C/G        G
That's a-grievin' me
       G               D/F#          G
But my true love who's bound to stay behind
 
[Solo]
G C G
G D/F#
G C/G G
G D/F# G C/G G



 
[Verse]
G                              C/G     G
I will write you a letter from time to time
       G                                 D/F#
As I'm rambling' you can travel with me too
        G                        C/G       G
With my head and my heart and my hands, my love
       G           D/F#               G  C/G G
I will send what I learn back home to you
        D/F#              C/G      G
So it's fare the well, my own true love
      G                         D/F#
We'll meet another day, another time
             G      C/G G
It ain't the leaving
         C/G        G
That's a-grievin' me
       G               D/F#          G
But my true love who's bound to stay behind
 
[Verse]
G                                          C/G    G
I will tell you of the laughter and of the troubles
        G                     D/F#
Be them somebody else's or my own
        G                          C/G         G
With my hands in my pockets and my coat collar high
       G      D/F#                G  C/G G
I will travel unnoticed and unknown
        D/F#              C/G      G
So it's fare the well, my own true love
      G                         D/F#
We'll meet another day, another time
             G      C/G G
It ain't the leaving
         C/G        G
That's a-grievin' me
       G               D/F#          G
But my true love who's bound to stay behind
 
[Outro]
             G      C/G G
It ain't the leaving
         C/G        G
That's a-grievin' me
       G               D/F#          G
But my true love who's bound to stay behind

5655. Farewell Angelina - Chords

Farewell Angelina 
Tim O'Brien



[Intro]
G C G C
 
G                      C            G
Farewell Angelina, the bells of the crown
 G                                   C          G
Are being stolen by bandits, I must follow the sound
    G                          C             D
The triangle tingles, and the trumpets play slow
Em        Bm           Em        Bm       C      G
Farewell Angelina, the sky is on fire, and I must go
 
G                      C            G
There's no need for anger, there's no need for blame,
G                                   C          G
There's nothing to prove, everything's still the same.
    G                          C             D
Just a table standing empty, by the edge of the see
         Em       Bm           Em        Bm       C      G
Means farewell Angelina, the sky is trembling,And I must leave.
 
[Instrumental]
G C G  G C G  G C D  Em Bm Em Bm G C
 
G                              C            G
Now the Jacks and the Queens, have forsaked the courtyard
G                        C          G
Fifty two gypsies, now file past the guards
G                               C             D
In the space where the deuce, and the ace once ran wild
 Em       Bm           Em        Bm       C      G
Farewell Angelina, the sky is folding,Ill  see you in a while.
 
G                              C            G
See the crosseyed pirates, sitting perched in the sun
G                      C            G
Shooting tin cans, with a sawed-off shotgun
G                                 C                    D
And the neighbors they clap, and they cheer with each blast
  Em       Bm               Em        Bm         C            G
Farewell Angelina, the sky is changing color, and I must leave fast.
 
[Instrumental]
G C G  G C G
 
G                              C            G
King Kong little elves, on the roof tops they dance
G                              C            G
Valentine-type tangos, while the make-up mans hands
G                               C             D
Shut the eyes of the dead, not to embarass anyone
  Em       Bm           Em        Bm         C            G
Farewell Angelina, the sky is embarrassed, and I must be gone.
 
G                              C            G
The machine guns are roaring, the puppets heave rocks



G                              C            G
The fiends nail time bombs, to the hands of the clocks
G                               C             D
Call me any name you like, I will never deny it
  Em       Bm         Em        Bm         C             G
Farewell Angelina,the sky is erupting, I must go where its quiet.
 
[Instrumental]
G C G  G C G  G C D  Em Bm Em Bm G C

5656. Farewell Blues

Doc Watson - Farewell Blues

Sadness just makes me sigh,
I've come to say goodbye,
Altho' I go, I've got those farewell blues.
Those farewell blues make me yearn,
That parting kiss seems to burn.
Farewell, dearie, Someday I will return.
Dreaming of you is sweet,
Someday again we'll meet.

5657. Farewell Farewell - Chords

Farewell Farewell 
Richard Thompson
 
Intro: G
 
C             G                     D
Farewell, farewell to you who would hear
    C      D          C
You lonely travellers all
    G          C         G    Em
The cold north wind will blow again
    C       D         C
The winding road does call
 
             G               D
And will you never return to see
     C           D      C
Your bruised and beaten sons?
       G        C         G         Em
"Oh, I would, I would, if welcome I were
         C         D       C
For they loath me, every one"
 
And will you never cut the cloth



Or drink the light to be?
And can you never swear a year
To anyone of we?
 
"No, I will never cut the cloth
Or drink the light to be
But I'll swear a year to one who lies
Asleep along side of me"
 
Verse 1

5658. Farewell Francisco Madero

Farewell Francisco Madero
Norman Blake - Farewell Francisco Madero

In the ghettos of Mexico City
Beyond the rose-colored palace of Cortez
No one dared to walk in the dark streets
When the rain, it poured fury, oh Diez

By '86 the  mines were exhausted
Their silver no longer did flow
Towns slumbered and slept in the 10th year
Of what was known as the Porfiriato

From the north came Francisco Madero
To oppose the dictatorship at last
He was jailed but escaped to San Antonio
But marched back with his men through Eagle Pass

Farewell, Francisco Madero
Your like again no longer will be seen
Gunned down by General Huerta
In nineteen hundred thirteen

Maderistas not winning elections
Against Diez took up their guns
In the year of our Lord nineteen ten
Mexico's revolution had begun

From the north came the bandit Poncho Villa
A warrior who knew how to fight
From the south, the fearless Zapata
To ride for the Army of Right

And the next year, in nineteen hundred eleven
Diez to France fled away
Maderistas they sought a constitution
For six long years and a day

Farewell, Francisco Madero
Your like again no longer will be seen



Gunned down by General Huerta
In nineteen hundred thirteen

5659. Farewell Lovely Bonnie

Farewell Lovely Bonnie (Larry W. Jones 10/17/2007) 

Deep in some lone valley
Beyond the purple sage
Where sad whippoorwills call
Upon their prairie stage
Farewell lovely Bonnie
There I will go to hide
But I will dream of lovely Bonnie
Wherever I may ride
My Bonnie don't want me
But I now understand
She wants a cattle baron
A big ranch house and land
And what I have none of
Is any silver or gold
But I could give her all my true love
More than ranch houses hold
- instrumental -
If I were a teacher
I'd write with a fine hand
Letters that might reach her
And her heart understand
I'd write by the river
Where waters flow so wide
And I would dream of lovely Bonnie
Wherever I may ride
Farewell lovely Bonnie
I'll dream of lovely Bonnie
Wherever I may ride

5660. Farewell My Home

Farewell My Home
Alice Gerrard

[Verse 1]
I return to the place that I lived long ago
Little house, weathered barn, hills and fields where we roamed
Dusty roads of my youth have all hardened to stone
And to strangers my name is unknown

[Chorus]
Oh sweet home of my childhood



Sweet home of my dreams
Where old friends and old hearts
Entwine in sweet relief
Where I rode the wild stallion and ran with the storm
Now it's farewell, my home, my home

[Verse 2]
The old homeplace is gone and nothing is the same
A cold, silent factory rests on the hallowed place
The highways surround you and kill with cold embrace
All the wild rambling joys of yesterday

[Chorus]
Oh sweet home of my childhood
Sweet home of my dreams
Where old friends and old hearts
Entwine in sweet relief
Where I rode the wild stallion and ran with the storm
Now it's farewell, my home, my home

[Verse 3]
Farewell to my home, you will always remain
In my heart, you're the treasure I find at the close of day
Oh, progress can never take that away from me
I can still keep you safe in my dreams

[Chorus]
Oh sweet home of my childhood
Sweet home of my dreams
Where old friends and old hearts
Entwine in sweet relief
Where I rode the wild stallion and ran with the storm
Now it's farewell, my home, my home

Oh sweet home of my childhood
Sweet home of my dreams
Where old friends and old hearts
Entwine in sweet relief
Where I rode the wild stallion and ran with the storm
Now it's farewell, my home, my home

5661. Farewell Nellie

Farewell Nellie - Carter Family

Farewell Nellie farewell darling
Soon with strangers I must roam
Don't forget the one that loves you
Far away from friends and home

     Fly across the ocean birdie
     Fly across the deep blue sea
     Take this message to my darling



     She'll be glad to hear from me

You have told me that you love me
But you haven't proved it true
So I'll go and court some other
That will love me more than you

When the whippoorwills are singing
Across the dark and lonely sea
When you're thinking of ten thousand
Will you sometimes think of me

How my heart is filled with sorrow
And my eyes are filled with tears
No I'll not forget you darling
If I live ten thousand years

5662. Farewell Party

Alan Jackson - Farewell Party 

When the last breath of life, is gone, from my body,
And my lips, are as cold, as the sea,
When my friends, gather round, for my, Farewell party,
Won't  you, pretend, you love me.
There l be flowers, from those, who will cry  when I go,
And leave you, in this, ole world alone,
I know, you'll have fun, at my, Farewell party,
I know, you'll be glad, when I'm gone.
Don't be, mad at me, for wanting, to keep you,
Till my life, on this, ole world is through,
You'll be free, at the end, of my, Farewell party,
But I'll, go away, loving you.
There will  be flowers, from those, who will cry, when I go,
And leave you, in this, ole world alone,
I know, you'll have fun, at my, Farewell party,
I know, you'll be glad, when I'm gone.
Oh I know, you'll be glad, when I'm gone.

5663. Farewell To Audience

Farewell to Audience

Thank you thank you very much
Thank you very much really thank you
Oh my goodness thank you

I'm proud to be an Okie from Muskogee
A place where even squares can have a ball



Thank you
We still wave Ol' Glory down at the courthouse
And white lightning's still the biggest thrill of all...

5664. Farm Fresh Onions Extras

Farm Fresh Onions Extras
Robert Earl Keen - Farm Fresh Onions Extras

People say everywhere, planes are falling from the air
Take a good look in the mirror, the mirror on the wall
Overwhelming to the mind, too confined but still inclined
To stay the course until I find the onion in us all
Farm fresh onions
Farm fresh onions
Farm fresh onions
Farm fresh onions
Kiss the stars and sweat the years and it appears that all your fears
Won't bring to you those happy tears it feels so good to cry
Red hot onion
Hot red onion
Hot red onion
Hot red onion
Hot red onion
I think we have enough now

5665. Farmer's Blues

Farmer's Blues
Blue Highway

I once was a farmer
And I worked on the land
Sunup to sundown

But you live by the plow
And you die by the same
The story it's often been told

Well the workin' was hard
But the living was good
And your time was your own

But how can a man
Make his life on the land
When the bankers and the railroads own it all?

Soon the good life was gone
Summer's drought and winter's toll



Till we were forced to leave

I rode the rails
For nigh on a year
Then we settled in a dreary factory town

It's ten cents an hour
And it's ten hours a day
And you'll never be free

From the doubts and the fears
And the life we're livin' here
With my family so far from their home

I once was a farmer
And I worked on the land
Sunup to sundown

But you live by the plow
And you die by the same
The story it's often been told

5666. Farmer's Blues - Chords

Farmers Blues
Marty Stuart - Farmers Blues

Standard Tuning, Capo 2
[Whole Step Up]

The [D] in the intro (and after chorus) is strummed very quickly.
Listen to the song, and you'll figure it out.

Intro:
A,E,A,D,A

Stuart:
                A
Who'll buy my wheat, who'll buy my corn?
             D                   A
To feed my babies when they are born
                                             E
Seeds and dirt, a prayer for rain that I can use.
A
I work the land, I watch the sky
           D              A
I talk to God and wonder why
             F#m          E                     A                 
But it's the only life I know, these farmer's blues.

(chorus)
             E                 
I see the seasons come and go



          D               A
Sending rain, fire, and snow.
                                          E
I'm at the mercy of it all, this life I choose.
              A                  
Sometimes I hang my head and cry
              D                A  
When that evening train comes by.
                 F#m         E                     
I wish it could take me far away
                 A    
These farmer's blues. 

A,E,A,D,A

Haggard:
   A                                 
The tractor's old, the fence is down
           D                  
Put on my suit and go to town.
              A                               E    
I ask for a loan and I know well they might refuse
          A                   
Back at home, still by my side
             D                 A 
The one I love, with worried eyes
         F#m          E                    A     
Waits for me to love away, these farmer's blues.

(Repeat chorus)

5667. Farmer's Blues - Chords

Farmers Blues
Marty Stuart - Farmers Blues

Standard Tuning, Capo 2
[Whole Step Up]

The [D] in the intro (and after chorus) is strummed very quickly.
Listen to the song, and you'll figure it out.

Intro:
A,E,A,D,A

Stuart:
                A
Who'll buy my wheat, who'll buy my corn?
             D                   A
To feed my babies when they are born
                                             E
Seeds and dirt, a prayer for rain that I can use.
A



I work the land, I watch the sky
           D              A
I talk to God and wonder why
             F#m          E                     A                 
But it's the only life I know, these farmer's blues.

(chorus)
             E                 
I see the seasons come and go
          D               A
Sending rain, fire, and snow.
                                          E
I'm at the mercy of it all, this life I choose.
              A                  
Sometimes I hang my head and cry
              D                A  
When that evening train comes by.
                 F#m         E                     
I wish it could take me far away
                 A    
These farmer's blues. 

A,E,A,D,A

Haggard:
   A                                 
The tractor's old, the fence is down
           D                  
Put on my suit and go to town.
              A                               E    
I ask for a loan and I know well they might refuse
          A                   
Back at home, still by my side
             D                 A 
The one I love, with worried eyes
         F#m          E                    A     
Waits for me to love away, these farmer's blues.

(Repeat chorus)

5668. Farmer's Son - Chords

Farmers Son 
Kitchen Dwellers
 
[Intro]
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / C    /
 
 
[Verse 1]



G             D            C
 The farmer's son he says "I will never follow you
G           D                C
 I'll never pick that way of life for my family."
G           D                   Em
 And when I take a look at this cold, hard ground
C            D               G
 Said, "That ain't no way to live."
G           D                   C
 The farmer tells his son, "You gotta make some money
G       D           C
 It's a sad fact of life but it's true."
G          D           Em
"You gotta go and you spend your dollars wisely
C             D               G
 And buy your little gal some shoes."
 
 
[Chorus]
C              D                          Em
 I'll empty my pockets and break down the land
C                           D                  G    D     C
 You gotta listen when your mama tells you "My son, go and lend a hand."
C              D                  Em
 Some battle's lost, some battle's won
C                    D    N.C.          G           D             C
 But you will always be a poor farmer's son (Just a poor farmer's son)
                     G           D             C
Just a poor farmer's son (Just a poor farmer's son)
 
 
[Mandolin solo]
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / Em   /
/ C  D / G    /
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / Em   /
/ C  D / G    /
 
 
[Verse 2]
G         D               C
 Well the boy he goes and gathers up his money
G       D             C
 And he takes off for Big Sky country
G        D             Em
 Takes a look at those middle mountain towns
C        D                 G
 Say now that's the way to live
G        D          C
 Then he goes on to settle down and see
G           D       C
 There's no harm in planting some seeds
G         D              Em
 Rollin' smoke and he's smiling as he thinks



C          D          G
 He had it right all along
 
 
[Chorus]
C              D                          Em
 I'll empty my pockets and break down the land
C                           D                  G    D     C
 You gotta listen when your mama tells you "My son, go and lend a hand."
C              D                  Em
 Some battle's lost, some battle's won
C                    D    N.C.          G           D             C
 But you will always be a poor farmer's son (Just a poor farmer's son)
                     G           D             C
Just a poor farmer's son (Just a poor farmer's son)
 
 
[Guitar solo]
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / Em   /
/ C  D / G    /
 
 
[Fiddle solo]
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / Em   /
/ C  D / G    /
 
 
[Banjo solo]
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / Em   /
/ C  D / G    /
 
 
[Mandolin solo]
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / Em   /
/ C  D / G    /
 
 
[Chorus]
C              D                          Em
 I'll empty my pockets and break down the land
C                           D                  G    D     C
 You gotta listen when your mama tells you "My son, go and lend a hand."
C              D                  Em
 Some battle's lost, some battle's won
C                    D    N.C.          G           D             C
 But you will always be a poor farmer's son (Just a poor farmer's son)
                     G           D             C
Just a poor farmer's son (Just a poor farmer's son)
 



 
[Outro]
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / C    /
/ G  D / Em   /
/ C  D / G    /

5669. Farmer's Song - Chords

Farmer's Song
Written and recorded by Murray McLauchlan

G
Dusty old farmer out working your fields
                               D7
Hanging down over your tractor wheels
The sun beatin' down turns the red pain to orange
                         G
And rusty old patches of steel
There's no farmer songs on that car radio
                               C
Just cowboys truck drivers and pain
                D7         G              Em
Well this is my way to say thanks for the meal
      Am              D7          G
And I hope there's no shortage of rain
Straw hats and old dirty hankies
                     D7
Moping a face like a shoe
Thanks for the meal here's a song that is real
                            G
From a kid from the city to you
Repeat #3
The combines gang up take most of the bread
                                    D7
Things just ain't like they used to be
Though your kids are out after the American dream
                                G
And they're workin' in big factories
If I come by when you're out in the sun
                              C
Can I wave at you just like a friend
                D7         G         Em
These days when everyone's taking so much
        Am       D7          G
There's somebody giving back in
Repeat #3



5670. Farther

Farther - String Cheese Incident

You walk out to the edge and you stand there
Looking down at the water way below
You know if you wait too long, you'll never find the nerve
And every second that you wait just makes it harder, harder, harder

Farther, farther, farther along
Farther, farther, farther along
Farther, moving, farther along

Remember the first time you walked by
All I wanted to do was catch your eye
Sometimes if you wait too long you'll never find the one
That'll be right there when times get harder, harder, harder, yeah

Farther, farther, farther along
Farther, farther, farther along
Farther, moving, farther along

Now you feel like you're living
And you're breaking down those walls
Really feel like you're giving
It's not a lost cause

Sometimes you have to dare yourself
Make it good for someone else
Sometimes you wait too long and never find the words
That can light you up when times get harder, harder, harder, yeah

Farther, farther, farther along
Farther, farther, farther along
Farther, moving, farther along
Farther along
Farther along

5671. Farther Along

Farther Along
Dailey & Vincent - Bill Monroe

   Farther along we'll know more about it
   Farther along we'll understand why
   Cheer up my brother live in the sunshine
   We'll understand it all by and by

Tempted and tried will oft make you wonder
Why it should be thus all the day long
While there are others living about us
Never molested though in the wrong



When death has found and taken our loved ones
Leaving our home so lonely and dreary
Then do we wonder why others prosper
Living so wicked year after year

5672. Farther Along - Chords

Farther Along  
recorded by Connie Smith     [3/4 time]
written by W.B. Stevens and Jesse R. Baxter
Emmylou Harris
 
C                       F              C
Tempted and tried we're oft made to wonder 
                      D7          G7
Why it should be thus all the day long
                C      F      C
While there are others living about us 
               G7            C
Never molested though in the wrong
 
                    F              C
Farther along we'll know all about it 
                    D7         G7
Farther along we'll understand why
            C       F           C
Cheer up my brother live in the sunshine 
                    G7         C
We'll understand it all by and by
 
                     F          C
Faithful to death is our loving Savior
                D7        G7
A few more days labor and wait
             C         F       C
Toils of the road will then be nothing
                       G7         C
As we walk through that beautiful gate
 
                  F         C
When we see Jesus coming in glory 
                       D7          G7
When he comes from his home in the sky
              C        F              C
Then we shall meet him in that bright mansion 
                    G7         C
We'll understand it all by and by
 
Repeat #2



5673. Fast As I Can Crawl

Fast As I Can Crawl
Sideline 

[Verse 1]
From the cheap hotels along this road to nowhere
I've written you at least a hundred' times
Hopin'' there's a chance' that you might still care
And hear' the plea in every tear-stained line

[Chorus]
Take me back, I've never felt so lowdown
When I walked out, I sure was standin' tall
Forgive me and you'll see me on my hands and knees
Comin' back as fast as I can crawl

[Verse 2]
Your sweet love should've kept me on the right course
But like a fool, I searched for somethin' new
Then your memory knocked me off my high horse
Now I'm on the cold hard ground beggin' you

[Chorus]
Take me back, I've never felt so lowdown
When I walked out, I sure was standin' tall
Forgive me and you'll see me on my hands and knees
Comin' back as fast as I can crawl

[Chorus]
Take me back, I've never felt so lowdown
When I walked out, I sure was standin' tall
Forgive me and you'll see me on my hands and knees
Comin' back as fast as I can crawl

[Outro]
Comin' back as fast as I can crawl

5674. Fast As You - Chords

Fast As You
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C
Maybe someday I'll be strong maybe it won't be long
F
I'll be the one who's tough 
C
You'll be the one who's got it rough
   D7                F                  C
It won't be long and maybe I'll be real strong
Maybe I'll do things right maybe I'll start tonight
F



You'll learn to cry like me 
C
Baby let's just wait and see
D7               F                     C
Maybe I'll start tonight and do things right
F                                                   C
You'll control me and oh so boldly rule me till I'm free
         F
Till the pain that shakes me finally makes me 
                 G7
Get up off of my knees
          
Yeah yeah yeah yeah
C
Maybe I'll be fast as you maybe I'll break hearts too
F
But I think that you'll slow down 
          C
When your turn to hurt comes around
D7                          F             C
Maybe I'll break hearts and be as fast as you
repeat #3,4
D7                          F             C
Maybe I'll break hearts and be as fast as you

5675. Fast Company - Chords

Fast Company
Recorded by Bobby Flores
Written by Eddie Miller and Skeets McDonald
 
C
I wish you knew what I go through
                      G7
When night time comes around
 
But you're too busy having fun
                        C
On the brighter side of town
 
 
I heard about your stepping out
                    G7
And want no part of me
 
You changed your pace and I lost the race
             C
Of fast company
 
                 F         C
You're with that fast company
                              D7                 G7
When you know that you should be right here with me



           F                C
These open arms wait patiently
  G7                                           C
I still believe someday you'll be my fast company
 
 
I'll wait until you have your fill
                        G7
Of the brighter side of town
 
And when you're thorough feeling blue
                   C
I'll still be easy found
 
 
These same two arms that held you tight
                     G7
To reach in desperately 
 
To hold the one who had her fun
          C
Fast company
 
Repeat #3

5676. Fast Food

Richard Thompson - Fast Food

Big Mac, small Mac, burger and fries
Sheave 'em in boxes all the same size
Easy on the mustard, heavy on the sauce
Double for the fat boy eats like a horse

Fry them patties and send 'em right through
Microwave oven going to fry me too
Can't lose my job by getting in a rage
Got to get my hands on that minimum wage

Shove it in their faces, give 'em what they want
Got to make it fast, it's a fast food restaurant
Shakes' full of plastic, meat's full of worms
Everything's zapped so you won't get germs

Water down the ketchup, easier to pour on
Pictures on the register in case you're a moron
Keep your uniform clean, don't talk back
Blood down your sh*t going to get you the sack

Sugar, grease, fats and starches
Fine to dine at the golden arches

Shove it in their faces, give 'em what they want



Got to make it fast, it's a fast food restaurant
Shakes' full of plastic, meat's full of worms
Everything's zapped so you won't get germs

Baby thrown up, booth number 9
Wash it down, hose it down, happens all the time
Cigarettes in the coffee, contact lens in the tea
I'd rather feed pigs than humanity

Shove it in their faces, give 'em what they want
Got to make it fast, it's a fast food restaurant
Shakes' full of plastic, meat's full of worms
Everything's zapped so you won't get germs

5677. Fast Movin' Train - Chords

Fast Movin' Train
Recorded by Jeannie Seely
Written by Billy Troy and Bennie Boling
 
G    Em                              B7
Well ever since I met you seems like everything's a blur
C                            G
Things are going faster everyday
    Em                                 B7
And like the midnight special we ain't slowing down for curves
   C                                    D7
We know we're on a downhill run all the way
    C              D7          G
Our love is like a fast movin' train
 
  C                       G
A fast movin' train won't stop for anything
     D7                                  G
Like you and me it's rolling through the steam
     C                        G            Em
It's never turning back we're on a one way track
    G              D7          G
Our love is like a fast movin' train
 
        Em                       B7
There's never been a mountain so steep we couldn't climb
    C                                G
Our love has never faltered or never failed
      Em                         B7
We'll keep it all together as we travel down the line
    C                               D7
Our hearts are riding on the Five-O-Main
   C               D7                G
Forever we'll keep rollin' down this rail
 
Repeat #2 x2
     C                        G            Em



It's never turning back we're on a one way track
    G              D7          G
Our love is like a fast movin' train

5678. Fast Paced World

The Duhks - Fast Paced World

We've forgotten what is sacred,
We've forgotten what is sacred,
Not love, not culture, not family or nature

Everybody follow me, I will show you the way,
I know all the ins and outs,
Of how this world should be turning
With God as my leader, I'll feed you all kinds of lies,
And you'll believe me,
'Cause even God has lost his name with time

Time after time, his name has been misused,
Manipulation through fear,
To get you to adhere
Empty threats without proof, will only lead to paranoia,
If we don't think for ourselves, well then what do we got?

We've forgotten what is sacred
In this fast-paced world,
We take and keep taking,
Without thinking of what we're giving

Oh, nothing is sacred in this fast-paced world
Not love, not culture, not family or nature

Suburbia land, where everything is made easy
Don't worry, we'll wipe you clean of your identity
Supermarkets and box malls for your convenience
All the Ma and Pop stores, no longer have your allegiance

With cookie cutter houses, cars and jobs
We'll all be the same, we won't have to think anymore
About our neighbors gossiping, about our freaky differences
We won't have to worry, won't have to take any chances

5679. Fast Way Of Livin' - Chords

Fast Way Of Livin'
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Dixie Davis and Larry Davis



C
Every night you'll find me on a barstool somewhere
                        D7        G7
Drowning my sorrows and hiding my tears
    C
Too weak to face the future since my baby said goodbye
                                         G7          C
I know this fast way of living is just a slow way to die
 
 
Well I'm a honky tonk man in a honky tonk crowd
                                    D7              G7
And you'll always find me where the music's playing loud
     C
With that laughing and dancing and the time just seems to fly
                                         G7          C
I know this fast way of living is just a slow way to die
 
 
The times running out for this honky tonk man
                               D7        G7
But I'll keep the pace just as long as I can
    C
I'm running from something that's already passed me by
                                         G7          C
I know this fast way of living is just a slow way to die
 
 
Well I'm a honky tonk man in a honky tonk world
                                      D7         G7
And you can bet you'll find me with a honky tonk girl 
     C
With that laughing and dancing and the time just seems to fly
                                         G7          C
I know this fast way of living is just a slow way to die
 
Repeat #4

5680. Fast Women Slow Horses And Wine - Chords

Fast Women Slow Horses And Wine
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Words and music by Rusty Harp
[3/4 time]

C                      F          C
I used to have money a home and a car
                      D7        G7
A horse and a dog and my old guitar
  C                         F              C
A pretty young wife just as sweet as could be
                           G7     C
Now all I've got left is a family tree



                F          C
Fast women slow horses and wine  
                         D7         G7
Have made me an old man ahead of my time
   C                        F           C
My hair once black now with silver does shine
                              G7         C
On account of fast women slow horses and wine
                            F          C
I first started playing the horses for fun
                             D7         G7
The years rolled along but I never once won
  C                     F            C
I then started slipping around on my wife
                       G7         C
And I'll regret it the rest of my life
Repeat #2 
 
                          F             C
I've lost all my money my wife took the car
                          D7        G7
My home horse and dog and my old guitar
    C                    F         C
Her new husband is a big hillbilly star
                                G7          C
And the women all swoon when he plays my guitar
Repeat #2 
                              G7         C
On account of fast women slow horses and wine

5681. Faster Gun

Little Big Town - Faster Gun

You walk in
Six gun style
Put another bullet in the chamber with your smile
You move in
And you don't stop
Till your pretty little finger pulls the trigger and the hammer drops

Love for you is like a wild west movie
You always end up on the run
You draw quick and your aim is deadly
And then you ride off in the sun
Someday I hope you find a faster gun

Cold steel
Gun powder kiss
Livin for the taste of new blood on your lips
Your high noon
Is a midnight moon
Puttin every Jesse James to shame with your gunshot wound



Love for you is like a wild west movie
You always end up on the run
You draw quick and your aim is deadly
And then you ride off in the sun
Someday I hope you find a faster gun

Somebody gonna come along and shoot you
Like you shot me down
Somebody gonna come along and shoot you down
Somebody gonna come along and shoot you
Like you shot me down
Somebody gonna come along and shoot you down

Love for you is like a wild west movie
You always end up on the run
You draw quick and your aim is deadly
And then you ride off in the sun
(Somebody gonna come along and shoot you down)
Someday I hope you find a faster gun

Somebody gonna come along and shoot you down
Somebody gonna come along and shoot you
Like you shot me down
Somebody gonna come along and shoot you down down down

5682. Faster Horses (The Cowboy And The Poet)

Faster Horses (The Cowboy And The Poet) - Tom T Hall

He was an old-time cowboy, don't you understand his eyes were sharp as razor blades 
his face was leather tan his toes were pointed inward from a-hangin' on a horse he was an ol
d philosopher of
He was so thin i swear you could have used him for a whip he had to drink a beer to keep his
 britches on his hips 
i knew i had to ask him about the mysteries of life he spit between his boots and he replied

"it's faster horses, younger women, older whiskey, and more money"

He smiled and all his teeth were covered with tobacco stains he said, 
"it don't do men no good to pray for peace and rain. peace and rain is just a way to say prosp
erity, 
and buffalo chips is all it means to me."

I told him i was a poet, i was lookin' for the truth i do not care for horses, whiskey, 
women or the loot i said i was a writer, my soul was all on fire he looked at me an' he said, "y
ou are a liar."
"it's faster horses, younger women, older whiskey, and more money"

Well, i was disillusioned, if i say the least i grabbed him by the collar and i jerked him to his fe
et 
there was something cold and shiny layin' by my head so i started to believe the things he sai
d



Well, my poet days are over and i'm back to being me as i enjoy the peace and comfort of re
ality 
if my boy ever asks me what it is that i have learned i think that i will readily affirm

"it's faster horses, younger women, older whiskey, and more money" (repeat 2x)

5683. Faster Horses - Chords

Faster Horses
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G
He was an old-time cowboy don't you understand
     
His eyes were sharp as razor blades his face was leather-tanned
    C                                G
His toes were pointed inwards from a-hanging on a horse
              D7             G
He was an old philosopher of course
He was so thin I swear you could have used him for a whip
He had to drink the beer to keep his breeches on his hips
  C                               G
I knew I had to ask him about the mysteries of life
                    D7           G
He spit between his boots and he replied
                    C              D7                  G
It's faster horses  younger women  older whiskey  more money
He smiled and all his teeth were covered with tobacco stains
He said it don't do man no good to pray for peace and rain
C                                   G
Peace and rain is just a way to say prosperity
                     D7              G
And buffalo chips is all it means to me
I told him I was a poet I was looking for the truth
I do not care for horses whiskey women or other loot
  C                               G
I said I was a writer my soul was all on fire
                    D7                G
He looked at me and he said you are a liar
                    C              D7                  G
It's faster horses  younger women  older whiskey  more money
Well I was disillusioned if I say the least
I grabbed him by the collar and I jerked him to his feet
      C                            G
There was something cold and shiny laying in my head
                  D7                  G
So I started to believe the things he said
Well my poet days are over and I'm back to being me
As I enjoy the peace and comfort of reality
   C                              G
If my boy ever asks me what it is that I have learned
               D7            G



I think that I will readily affirm
                        C              D7                  G
Son it's faster horses  younger women  older whiskey  more money
               C              D7                  G
Faster horses  younger women  older whiskey  more money
               C              D7                  G
Faster horses  younger women  older whiskey  more money

5684. Fastest Grass Alive

Fastest Grass Alive - Osborne Brothers

The most wanted fastest grass alive
Livin' on somewhere on that mountain side
Finger picking good kentucky side
Wanted fastest grass alive

Up rocky top there live the brede brothers
Alvis, Rufus, Festus, Fred and little will
They can lay that a gluegrass down
Sicker than a blue tip hound
And sweeter than the moonshine from their still

* Refrain

The sheriff sent a posse up that mountain
He said place them bred'n boy under arrest
But the posse went stone blind on music and moonshine
They must be up there cause friend
They ain't come down the mountain yet

* Refrain

5685. Fastest Horse In Town

Sturgill Simpson - Fastest Horse in Town

[Verse 1]
I've been wasting all my best days
I've been besting all my worst ways
I've been thinking about all the things
I should have never left behind
Oughta be watching the children play
In the yard I never see I should be mowing today
Instead of searching for ways to say
All the words I can't find

[Chorus]
Everybody's trying to be the next someone



But look at me, I'm trying to be the first something

[Verse 2]
Can't make the dollars make sense
Can't keep the squirrels off the fence
And shoes are coming loose on the fastest horse in town
But that old horse just keeps on running
And if he falls, they'll put him down
They been keeping him out on the track
Running him ragged just to pile up their stack
And making sure he's all spent by the time he gets back

[Chorus]
Everybody's trying to be the next someone
Look at me, I'm trying to be the first something
Look at me, I'm trying to be the first something
[Instrumental Bridge]

[Chorus]
Everybody's trying to be the next someone
Look at me, I'm trying to be the first something
Look at me, I'm trying to be the first something

[Instrumental Outro]
[Radio Channels]

Well, you know what I want?
We need, we need a gift card for
Are y'all listening to me? This is what I want
I want a gift card from God
He can keep it all
I want a gift card from God

5686. Fastest Man Alive

Steve Earle - Fastest Man Alive

[Verse 1]
Well I come from West Virginia and the day that I was born
Hit the ground running like a wind and I was gone
I was faster than a rabbit and I left the deer behind
And the mountains couldn't hold me so I headed down the line
Got to California, joined up with Uncle Sam
Said "I've come to whoop the Nazis, I'm a mighty mighty man"
They couldn't hold me down so they taught me how to fly
Then they shipped me 'cross the ocean, now I'm the fastest man alive

[Verse 2]
My name's Charles Elwood Yeager, everybody called me Chuck
I'm a bone stick and rudder mother brother sure enough
I was all that they could handle till they shot me down in France
Then I swam across the Channel just to get another chance
When the war was over, pinned a medal on my chest



Then sent me to an airfield in the desert way out west
Said "Someone got an airplane everybody's scared to fly"
Said "Bubba let me at her, I'm the fastest man alive"

[Verse 3]
Well she looked like she was flying 'fore she ever left the ground
So we strapped her to a bomber and we took a spin around
Said "Boys I'll call her Glynis, she's the one I love the best
What you say we put her aerodynamics to the test?"
We were high above the desert when we let the sucker drop
When we lit that Roman candle boy you should've heard her pop
It shook the mighty mountains when we crossed that sonic line
Seven hundred miles an hour, I'm the fastest man alive
[Instrumental Verse]

[Verse 4]
I'm a lover, I'm a fighter, I'm a sinner, I'm a saint
I'm a mover, I'm a shaker, ask your mother if I ain't
I'm the rumble in the thunder, I'm the bolt out of the blue
I'm the master of the stratosphere, a pilot tried and true
My name's Charles Elwood Yeager and I've been everywhere
Paris, London, Timbuktu, and Dover, Delaware
Ended up in California, that is where I'm gonna die
I come from West Virginia, I'm the fastest man alive

[Outro]
I'm the fastest man alive
The fastest man alive
The fastest man alive

5687. Fastest Man Alive - Chords

Fastest Man Alive
Steve Earl - Fastest Man Alive

[Intro]
  A
e/-------------/-------------/
B/-------------/-------------/
G/-------------/-------------/
D/-------2 -4--/-------2--4--/
A/-0--4--------/-0--4--------/
E/-------------/-------------/
 
 
[Verse 1]
       A
Well I come from West Virginia and the day that I was born
A
Hit the ground running like a wind and I was gone
      A
I was faster than a rabbit and I left the deer behind
        A



And the mountains couldn't hold me so I headed down the line
D
Got to California and joined up with Uncle Sam
           A
Said "I've come to halt the Nazis I'm a mighty mighty man"
     D
They couldn't hold me down
        G
So they taught me how to fly
          A
Then they shipped me 'cross the ocean
            E            A
Now I'm the fastest man alive
 
[Verse 2]
   A
My name's Charles Elwood Yeager, everybody called me Chuck
      A
I'm a bone stick and rudder mother brother sure enough
      A
I was all that they could handle
          A
till they shot me down in France
       A
Then I swam across the Channel just to get another chance
D
When the war was over, pinned a medal on my chest
     A
Then sent me to an airfield in the desert way out west
     D                             G
Said "Someone got an airplane everybody's scared to fly"
     A                            E            A
Said "Bubba let me at her I'm the fastest man alive. 
 
[Verse 3]
         A
Well she looked like she was flying
          A
'Fore she ever left the ground
      A
So we strapped to her to a bomber and we took a spin around
      A
Said "Boys all call her Glennis. She's the one I love the best. 
A
What you say we put her aerodynamics to a test?"
        D
We were high above the desert when we let the sucker drop
        A
When we lit that Roman candle boy you should've heard her pop
  D                                   G
It shook the mighty mountains when we crossed that sonic line
A                                   E            A
Seven hundred miles an hour I'm the fastest man alive
 
[Instrumental]
A
A



D
A
D  G
A  E A
 
[Verse 4]
      A
I'm a lover, I'm a fighter, I'm a sinner, I'm a saint
      A
I'm a mover, I'm a shaker. Ask your mother if I ain't
        A
I'm the rumble with the thunder. I'm the bolt out of the blue
        A
I'm the master of the stratosphere, a pilot tried and true
    D
My name's Charles Elwood Yeager and I've been everywhere
A
Paris, London, Timbuktu and Dover, Delaware
      D                        G
Ended up in California. That's where I'm gonna die
  A                               E           A
I come from West Virgina. I'm the fastest man alive
        E            A
I'm the fastest man alive
    E            A
The fastest man alive
    E            A
The fastest man alive

5688. Fat Bottom Girls

Fat Bottom Girls
Hayseed Dixie - Fat Bottom Girls

Are you gonna take me home tonight
Oh down beside that red firelight
Are you gonna let it all hang out
Fat bottomed girls
You make the rockin' world go round
Hey
I was just a skinny lad
Never knew no good from bad
But I knew life before I left my nursery
Left alone with big fat Fanny
She was such a naughty nanny
Heap big woman, you made a bad boy out of me
Hey hey!
I've been singing with my band
Across the wire, across the land
I seen every blue eyed floozy on the way
But their beauty and their style
Went kind of smooth after a while
Take me to them dirty ladies every time



Oh won't you take me home tonight?
Oh down beside your red firelight
Oh and you give it all you got
Fat bottomed girls you make the rockin' world go round
Fat bottomed girls you make the rockin' world go round
Hey listen here
Now I got mortgages on homes
I got stiffness in the bones
Ain't no beauty queens in this locality, I tell you
Oh but I still get my pleasure
Still got my greatest treasure
Heap big woman, you gonna make a big man out of me
Now get this
Are you gonna take me home tonight, please
Oh down beside your red firelight
Are you gonna let it all hang out
Fat bottomed girls you make the rockin' world go round, yeah
Fat bottomed girls you make the rockin' world go round
Get on your bikes and ride

5689. Fat Bottomed Girls

Fat Bottomed Girls
Hayseed Dixie

Are you gonna take me home tonight?
Ah down beside that red firelight
Are you gonna let it all hang out?
Fat bottomed girls
You make the rockin' world go round

Hey I was just a skinny lad
Never knew no good from bad
But I knew life before I left my nursery, huh
Left alone with big fat Fanny
She was such a naughty nanny
Heap big woman you made a bad boy out of me
Hey hey!
Woo

I've been singing with my band
Across the wire across the land
I seen every blue eyed floozy on the way, hey
But their beauty and their style
Went kind of smooth after a while
Take me to them dirty ladies every time

C'mon
Oh won't you take me home tonight?
Oh down beside your red firelight
Oh and you give it all you got
Fat bottomed girls you make the rockin' world go round
Fat bottomed girls you make the rockin' world go round



Hey listen here
Now I got mortgages on homes
I got stiffness in ma' bones
Ain't no beauty Queens in this locality (I tell you)
Oh but I still get my pleasure
Still get my greatest treasure
Heap big woman you gonna make a big man out of me

Now get this
Oh (I know) you gonna take me home tonight (Please)
Oh down beside that red firelight
Are you gonna let it all hang out?
Fat bottomed girls you make the rockin' world go round yeah
Fat bottomed girls you make the rockin' world go round

Get on your bikes and ride
Ooh yeah oh yeah them fat bottomed girls
Fat bottomed girls
Yeah yeah yeah
Alright, ride 'em, c'mon
Fat bottomed girls, yes yes

5690. Fate's Right Hand

Rodney Crowell - Fate's Right Hand

Cool as a rule you don't learn in no school
You can't brown nose the teacher from a dunce hat stool
It's the hum and the rhythm of the birds and the bees
The momma's and the poppa's and the monkeys in the trees
Brothers and the sisters living life on the street
Play the hunch pull the punch you'll never get beat
By the junk food tattooed white dude true blued
Honky with an attitude coming unglued
Fate's right hand.....I don't understand at all
Billy loves women like a junky loves dope
Give him just enough rope, the monkey's gonna choke
She's a Bill Blass combo maxed out mombo
D.K.N.Y. caught him in a lie
Ken Starr word man were talking absurd
Spending forty million dollars just to give the man the bird
He's a king she's a queen the rap won't stick
Get it on with a rubber and you won't get sick
Fate's right hand.....I don't understand at all
Redrum dot com dim sum smart bombs
Double cappuccino and a heart like a tom tom
Ozone long gone that's it I quit
Natural inclination says enough of this
Brat pack black jack heart attack crack
We need another news channel like a hole in the back
There's a 187 on the 405
We all go to heaven on a hard disk drive



Fate's right hand.....I don't understand at all
Hard rain fish seine hurricane Jane
Don't forget about Carla when you're talkin' about the poon tang
Slow song on the bone rec hall dance
Double date Debbie with a pole in my pants
First comes love like it always did
Or we wouldn't be talkin' bout The Houston kid
Po-dunk piss-chunk old dead skunk drunk
Trot-line Freddy's got his dogs in the trunk
Fate's right hand...I don't under stand at all
Fate's right hand...man I don't understand at all

5691. Father Adieu - Chords

Father Adieu Live 
Punch Brothers & I'm With Her with Julian Lage

[Intro]
Dm Am Dm Am D F C Bb
 
Dm     Am     Dm             Am
Father adieu, I am sorry for you
D                       F            C            Bb       Bb
My heart is filled with trouble, now what shall I do
D    F                 C              Bb                 Am
If I never see you any more 'til that last trumpet shall sound
D                  F             C            Bb
Prepare to meet in heaven, where parting's no more
 
[Instrumental]
Dm Am Dm Am D F C Bb Bb
 
Dm     Am     Dm             Am
Mother adieu, I am sorry for you
D                       F            C            Bb     Bb
My heart is filled with trouble, now what shall I do
D    F                 C              Bb                 Am
If I never see you any more 'til that last trumpet shall sound
D                  F             C            Bb
Prepare to meet in heaven, where parting's no more
 
[Instrumental]
Dm Am Dm Am D F C Bb Bb D F C Bb Am D F C Bb Bb
 
Dm     Am     Dm             Am
Brother adieu, I am sorry for you
D                       F            C            Bb     Bb
My heart is filled with trouble, now what shall I do
D    F                 C              Bb                 Am
If I never see you any more 'til that last trumpet shall sound
D                  F             C            Bb
Prepare to meet in heaven, where parting's no more
 



[Instrumental]
Dm Am Dm Am D F C Bb Bb D F C Bb Am D F C Bb Bb
 
[A Cappella with echo in concert version]
Sister adieu, I am sorry for you
My heart is filled with trouble, now what shall I do
If I never see you any more 'til that last trumpet shall sound
Prepare to meet in heaven, where parting's no more
 
[Instrumental]
Dm Am Dm Am D F C Bb Bb D F C Bb Am D F C Bb Bb
 
 D    F                 C              Bb                 Am
If I never see you any more 'til that last trumpet shall sound
D                  F             C            Bb
Prepare to meet in heaven, where parting's no more
 
[A Cappella]
If I never see you any more 'til that last trumpet shall sound
Prepare to meet in heaven, where parting is no more

5692. Father Along

Father Along
Traditional

Tempted and tried we're oft made to wonder
Why it should be thus all the day long
While there are others living about us
Never molested tho' in the wrong

Farther along we'll know all about it
Farther along we'll understand why
Cheer up, my brother live in the sunshine
We'll understand it all by and by

When death has come and taken our loved ones
It leaves our home so lonely and drear
Then do we wonder why others prosper
Living so wicked year after year

* Refrain

Faithful till death said our loving Master
A few more days to labor and wait
Toils of the road will then seem as nothing
As we sweep thru the beautiful gate

* Refrain

When we see Jesus coming in glory
When He comes from His home in the sky
Then we shall meet Him in that bright mansion



We'll unserstand it all by and by

* Refrain

EMMYLOU HARRIS, LINDA RONSTADT, DOLLY PARTON - The Trio

5693. Father Forgive Me - Chords

Father Forgive Me 
Tim O'Brien

Intro:
G D / A Bm / G D / A / D
 
D                            G         D
Here's a little story and it goes like this
G          D      A          A7
Jesus betrayed by Judas' kiss
D               G         D
Jesus needs him don't you see
       G        D         A  Bm
In the midnight garden of a--gony
       G        D         A     D
   the midnight garden of a--gony
   G                          D
He says there's a job I gotta do
    G         D             A             A7
And I'm gonna need a little help from you
   D                   G          D
If I'm gonna free this world from sin
G        D             A       Bm
Somebody gonna have to turn me in
G        D             A       D
Somebody gonna have to turn me in
 
Chorus:
G                          D
Father forgive me I never knew
        G        D                 A    A7
I never saw that comin, no I never do
  D                 G        D
I bow my head and I say your name
G           D         A      Bm
 I'm just a pawn in a bigger game
G           D         A      D
 I'm just a pawn in a bigger game
 
       D                          G       D
Well I had me some friends with a big old band
          G            D       A            A7
They were lookin for a fiddler and his hand
     D                         G       D
They had all the girls and the cocaine too



    G      D                 A     Bm
Got out my rig and showed'em all I knew
G           D             A     D
Took out my fiddle played all I knew
      G                          D
Never got that gig even though I tried
          G       D       A               A7
Well it's just as well, I might have died
D                    G         D
Things aren't always what they seem
         G         D           A         Bm
When you walk in a fog and you live in a dream
    G         D           A         D
You walk in a fog and you live in a dream, that's me
 
G                          D
Father forgive me I never knew
        G        D                 A    A7
I never saw that comin, no I never do
          D               G        D
I'm gonna bow my head and say your name
G       D         A      Bm
 Just a pawn in a bigger game
G           D         A      D
 I'm just a pawn in a bigger game
 
Little bee buzzin around a flower
Has no idea it's his finest hour
Has no idea about the greater scheme
He's just suckin up nectar for the queen
Suckin up nectar for the queen
And that first time you spoke to me
I couldn't know how big our love could be
Who knew how far love could go
Where it ends we'll never know
Where it ends we'll never know
 
G                          D
Father forgive me I never knew
        G        D                 A    A7
I never saw that comin, no I never do
          D               G        D
I'm gonna bow my head and say your name
G       D         A      Bm
 Just a pawn in a bigger game
G           D         A      D
 I'm just a pawn in a bigger game

5694. Father I Know Why - Chords

Father I Know Why as recorded by Blue Highway

Intro (Em) (G) (Am) (Em)  Follow pattern of first line



(Em) Mother why do (G) I (Am) have to sleep on the (Em) ground
A pillow of (G) straw (Am) and the dampness all a-(B7)-round
Why do (Am) other kids mock me and (D) put me down
Why (Am) do the shepherds bring me gifts from (B7) miles around
(Em) Mother why do (G) I (Am) have to sleep on the (Em) ground

Daddy why do (G) I (Am) have to work so hard in (Em) wood
I'd like to help the (G) world (Am) and some people say I (B7) could
I'd (Am) heal all the sick and make the (D) blind to see
Id (Am) make the lame to walk and then the (B7) dumb to speak
(Em) Daddy why do (G) I (Am) have to work so hard in (Em) wood

Instrumental Break -  Follow pattern of any main verse

(C) Wise men all (G) say that I'm (D) wise beyond my (B7) years
I see (C) angels in my (G) dreams and they (A) tell me why I'm (B7) here

(Em) Father I know (G) why (Am) I have to carry the (Em) cross
'Cause it's the only (G) way (Am) that I can save the world from (B7) loss
I'll (Am) carry your message through the (D) best I can
But it (Am) seems the stones are thrown at me by (B7) every man
(Em) Father I know (G) why (Am) I have to carry the (Em) cross

Instrumental End - Follow pattern of any main verse

5695. Father Knows Best - Chords

Father Knows Best
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs 
Written by Mike Curtis and Lenny LeBlanc

C                                 F                 C
Daddy told me not to ride my bike across that rocky creek
                                  G7
You know it's swift in places and son it's pretty deep
    F                        C            Am
But hardheaded full of pride I went on anyway
       C                             G7                 C
And if daddy hadn't been watchin' me I wouldn't be here today
             F                 C
Father knows best father knows best
   G7                                C                C7
If he hadn't been looking out for me I'd be in such a mess
  F                          C               Am
I swore from then on I would do just what he said
                   F     G7           C
Cause father knows best  father knows best
                                F                  C
I remember back in high school about sixteen years old
                                      G7
My friends said let's go drinking but daddy told me not to go
    F                                       C                    Am



Now I'm so glad that I stayed at home cause it turned out he was right
         C
When the papers came the next morning 
            G7                 C
Well it was there in black and white
Repeat #2
Am                  C              F               C
Today a man knocked on my door and said your daddy died
  F                                  D7                   G7
I tried holdin' back the tears but I just stood there and cried
    F                         C                     Am
Now Lord you know I loved him why did he have to go away
     C                    G7               C
Then lookin' up to heaven I heard somebody say
             F                 C
Father knows best father knows best
    G7                         C                       C7
I'm always looking out for you so your heart can be at rest
     F                                 C                  Am
I'll see you through the bad time just remember what I've said
                   F     G7           C
Cause father knows best  father knows best
                  F     G7                    C
Your father knows best  son your father knows best

5696. Father Of Judy Ann - Chords

Father Of Judy Ann
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Bill Owens

C       F
I'm the father of Judy Ann     
C
The girl you led astray           
G7
You're the reason my Judy Ann              
 C
Took her life todayI didn't come here just to scare ye                
C7       FI 
came here to use this gun                     
C
And you're gonna pay with your life 
G7              C
For what you've doneJudy Ann was just sixteen        
G7
You're married with a family
You got my little girl in trouble            
F               C
Now you're gonna answer to me
She left a note on the river bank                  
C7        F
Tortured words I still can see                             



C
And I won't rest till you're laid to rest             
G7              C
You took my only child from me

repeat #1,2

5697. Father of Night

Tim O'Brien - Father of Night

Father of night, Father of day
Father, who taketh the darkness away
Father, who teacheth the bird to fly
Builder of rainbows up in the sky
Father of loneliness and pain
Father of love and Father of rain
Father of day, Father of night
Father of black, Father of white
Father, who build the mountain so high
Who shapeth the cloud up in the sky
Father of time, Father of dreams
Father, who turneth the rivers and streams
Father of grain, Father of wheat
Father of cold and Father of heat
Father of air and Father of trees
Who dwells in our hearts and our memories
Father of minutes, Father of days
Father of whom we most solemnly praise

5698. Father Son and Holy Ghost

Father Son and Holy Ghost

He was the blessed father of Abraham
Brought his people to the promised land
Poured milk and honey at their feet
Told them to ask they shall recieve

    Do you know the father son and the holy ghost
    The prince of peace and the heavenly host
    He delivered us from sin and he'll come this way again
    Do you know the father son and the holy ghost

He cured the blind the sick and the deaf
He raised poor Lazarus up from the dead
Turned pure water into wine
And sent his only son to die



When you know these miracles to be true
Trust what the Lord has in store for you
Believe me my friend you best get right
Cause this could be the night we all take flight

5699. Father Time

Father Time
Sierra Hull - Father Time

The words from the hymns of old
Roll off her lips like water
She can't remember your name
But she loves to hear you play anyway
She's in her early 80s
But late in the stages
Of fading away
But the way that you love her
Makes me love you even more
How lucky we both are to be yours
With every note you play, every chord
The way that you love her makes me love you even more
Quiet fills the living room
But breaks with every hour off the hour
It's Christmas time here in June
As she's singing those familiar tunes with you
Little somethings from the past
That make us cry and make us laugh
Oh they almost bring her back
Father Time is moving along
Yeah he's always flyin' - like it's nothin'
Father Time is moving along
Yeah he's always flyin' by
Little somethings from the past
That make us cry and make us laugh
Oh they almost bring her back
But the way that you love her
Makes me love you even more
How lucky we both are to be yours

5700. Father's Table Grace

Flatt & Scruggs
Father's Table Grace

While we sit at the table, our family's heads bowed low
My thoughts return to childhood, and the finest man I know
He doesn't speak good English, he's just a simple man
But when he's talking to the Lord, even a little child can understand



I was young and reckless, but the thought still comes to me
When I told my dad I felt I was old enough to leave
He sat there at the table, and I looked him on his face
He never spoke another word till he said the table grace

He said, Our gracious Heavenly Father, we're all gathered here today
To give Thee thanks for blessings, so humbly we pray
My oldest son is leavin', I'm sure he knows what's best
But just in case, would you stand by, and help him stand the test?

Lord, he's awful neglectful about church on Sunday morn
And if he gets with the wrong crowd, would You let him hold Your arm?
And if he flies too high, would You clip his wings?
But don't let him fall too hard, I'm sure, Lord, You can handle things

I've tried my best from day to day to teach him right from wrong
And he's grown to be a fine young man, and he's always blessed our home
We pray Thee, Lord, for guidance that he won't build upon the sand
But we won't worry half as much, if we know he's in Your hands

And, oh yes, Lord, it won't be long till I'll be comin' home
Don't make me wait too long
We pray Thee, Lord, for guidance, please cleanse us from our sins
So we all be together in Heaven, in Jesus' name, Amen
The table was silent as tears ran down my face
And from that day on, I based my life on father's table grace

5701. Fathers and Sons

Fathers and Sons - Del Mccoury Band

My father had so much to tell me
Things he said I had to know
Don't make my mistakes
There are rules you can't break
But I had to find out on my own

Now when I look at my own sons
I can see what my father went thru
Yeah, There's only so much you c an do
You're proud when they walk
Scared when they run
And that's how it has always been
Between fathers and sons

It's a bridge you can't cross
It's a cross you can't bear
It's the words you can't say
The things you can't change
Now matter how much you care

So you do all you can



Then you gotta let go
You're just part of the flow
Of the river that runs
Between fathers and sons

Your mother will try to protect you
Yeah she'll hold you as long as she can
But the higher you climb
The more you can see
Boy that's something I understand

One day you'll look at your own sons
There'll be so much that you want to say
That he'll have to find his own way
Down the road he must take
The course he must run
That's how it always will be between fathers and son

It's a bridge you can't cross
It's a cross you can't bear
It's the words you can't say
The things you can't change
Now matter how much you care

So you do all you can
Then you gotta let go
You're just part of the flow
Of the river that runs
Between fathers and sons

So you do all you can
Then you gotta let go
You're just part of the flow
Of the river that runs
Between fathers and sons

5702. Faultless Memory

Faultless Memory (Larry W. Jones 12/05/2007) 

Back when we married, I was her faultless man
That's what she remembers looking at her band
She only saw the good, not the bad in me
It's good that she has a faultless memory
She only saw the good, no remembrance of the bad
I wish now that I would have seen more of what I had
I'm glad that she recalls all good things that came to be
For love I owe my all to her faultless memory
- instrumental -
The kids are grown and the hard times are a blur
And I've never known another friend like her
I can find no fault in her true love for me
It's good that she has a faultless memory



She only saw the good, no remembrance of the bad
I wish now that I would have seen more of what I had
I'm glad that she recalls all good things that came to be
For love I owe my all to her faultless memory
Now, I know she knows the way things really were
To all the hard times she never does refer
She'll be my best friend into eternity
I love her ways and her faultless memory

5703. Favorite Song

Favorite Song
Sim Redmond Band

Two little birds way up high in the sky dancing by 
I am renewed, a simple truth, simple proof 
i'm alive and that our dreams are enough to pick us up, to fly

Chorus:
I wanna go higher than an aeroplane, 
faster than a one-way train to another galaxy, 
baby wont you come with me

one burning sun, a flash of light and it was right, 
gave us life from settled dust, there was us
there was trust and there was love through the love and any pain, 
we will rise, rise again and again

Chorus:
I wanna go higher than an aeroplane, 
faster than a one-way train to another galaxy, 
baby wont you come with me, 
farther than a rocket ship, 
to where the stars all live we can sing your favorite song, 
baby wont you come along along, along, with me

one, out of the blue, becomes two, 
like me and you I think we knew all along we belong, 
we cant go wrong, so babe come on let's sing our song

5704. Favorite Year

Dixie Chicks - Favorite Year

We were young and so inspired
We weren't the only ones who thought
We'd change the world
No sun would set without us
No one we knew could ever doubt us



We had our future figured out
We knew a love like ours would always save the day
And that we'd always be ok

But would you know me now
Would you lay me down beside you
Tell me everything I want to hear
Like that was your favorite year
Like that was your favorite year

You looked at me like no one else
But sometimes love just doesn't seem to conquer all
We search for someone else to blame
But sometimes things can't stay the same

But would you know me now
Would you lay me down beside you
Tell me everything I want to hear
Like that was your favorite year
Like that was your favorite year

Holding on to the memories
Of when we were younger
I can't forget
Cause when we were together
That's when I was at my best

And would you know me now
Would you lay me down beside you
Tell me all the things I long to hear
Like that was your favorite year
Like that was your favorite year
Cause that was my favorite year

5705. Fayetteville Line

Fayetteville Line
Leftover Salmon - Fayetteville Line

[Verse]
Take me back to that Fayetteville Line
Take me back to that Fayetteville Line
Take me back to that Fayetteville Line
Laughing, picking, and feeling fine
Won't you take me back to that Fayetteville Line

[Verse]
Come and play the five for me
Come and play the five for me
Come and play the five for me
Every time you did it would set me free
Won't you play the fivR for me



[Chorus]
And the wind, it whispers through thR night
If you listen, you can hear that banjo sigh

[Verse]
See the moon over that mountain
See the moon over that mountain
See the moon over that mountain
Makes me think of that five string song
Over the mountain, you can hear him rolling along

[Verse]
Memories on an angel's wing
Memories on an angel's wing
Memories on an angel's wing
He's gone up above to see the banjo king
Keep those memories on an angel's wing

[Chorus]
And the wind, it's blowing through my bones
If you listen, you can hear that five string moan

[Verse]
Take me back to that Fayetteville Line
Take me back to that Fayetteville Line
Take me back to that Fayetteville Line
Laughing, picking, feeling fine
Won't you take me back to that Fayetteville Line

5706. Fearless

Infamous Stringdusters - Fearless
(originally by Pink Floyd) - Billy Strings

You say the hill's too steep to climb
Chiding
You say you'd like to see me try
Climbing

You pick the place and I'll choose the time
And I'll climb the hill in my own way
Just wait a while for the right day

And as I rise above
The tree-line and the clouds
I look down
Hear the sound
Of the things you said today

Fearlessly the idiot faced the crowd
Smiling
Merciless the magistrate turns 'round



Frowning

But who's the fool who wears the crown
And goes down in your own way
And everyday is the right day

And as you rise above
The fear-lines in his brow
You look down
Hear the sound
Of the faces in the crowd

5707. Fearless - Chords

Fearless - Infamous Stringdusters
Written By: Roger Waters & David Gilmour

Open G Tuning: (low to high DGDGBD)

          G Bb C A
Chords: D-0-3--5-2-/
        B-0-3--5-2-/
        G-0-3--5-2-/
        D-0-3--5-2-/
        G-0-3--5-2-/
        D-X-X--X-X-

Intro:
D-0----0-0-0-0---------0-0-0-0---------/
B--0---0-0-0-0-0-1-1-0-0-0-0-0-1-0-----/
G---0--0-----0---------0-----0-----2-0-/    X2
D----0-0-----0---------0-----0---------/
G-----00-----0---------0-----0---------/
D--------------------------------------/

D-------------------------------------------0-0-0-0---------0-0---/
B-------------------------------------------0-0-0-0-1-0-----0-0---/
G---------4-0-0-5-0-0-7-0-0-9-0-0-11-0-12\0-0-----0-----2-0-0-0---/  X3
D-------------------------------------------0-----0---------0-0---/
G-0-0-0-0-4-0-0-5-0-0-7-0-0-9-0-0-11-0-12\0-0-----0---------0-0---/
D-----------------------------------------------------------------/

  Riff 1
D-------------------------------------------/
B-------------------------------------------/
G---------4-0-0-5-0-0-7-0-0-9-0-0-11-0-12\0-/ X1
D-------------------------------------------/
G-0-0-0-0-4-0-0-5-0-0-7-0-0-9-0-0-11-0-12\0-/
D-------------------------------------------/

D-0-0-5-0-3-3-3-0-0-0-0-0--/
B-0-0-5-0-3-3-3-0-0-0-0-0--/
G-0-0-5-0-3-3-3-0-0-0-0-0--/ X2



D-0-0-5-0-3-3-3-0-0-0-0-0--/
G-0-0-5-0-3-3-3-0-0-0-0-0--/
D--------------------------/
 
Verse1:
G                                     C G Bb Bb Bb G
You say the hills to steep to climb

G                                     C G Bb Bb Bb G
Climb it

G                                     C G Bb Bb Bb G
You say you'd like to see me try

G                                     C G Bb Bb Bb G
Climbing

A                                       D
You pick the place and i'll choose the time

G                                 C
And i'll climb that hill in my own way

G                         C
Just wait awhile for the right day

G                          C
And as I rise above the tree line and the clouds

      D                  C              G
I'll look down hear the sounds of the things you said today
 
Riff 1 x4
 
Break: x3

D-2/5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5\2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-
B-2/5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5\2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-
G-2/5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5\2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-
D-2/5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5\2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-
G-2/5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5\2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-
D-----------------------------------------

           H
Post Break:G      C G Bb Bb Bb G
Verse2:
G                                      C G Bb Bb Bb G
Fearlessly the idiot faced the crowd

G                                      C G Bb Bb Bb G
Smiling

G                                      C G Bb Bb Bb G
Mass arrest the magistrate turns round

G                                      C G Bb Bb Bb G
Frowning



A                                  D
And who's the fool who wears the crown

G                    C   
And go down in your own way

G                    C
And everyday is the right day

G                     C
And as you rise above the fear lines in his brow

     D                   C              G
You look down hear the sounds of the faces in the crowd
 
Riff 1 x12 fades out

5708. Fearless Heart

Steve Earle - Fearless Heart

[Verse 1]
Don't you worry about what you've been told
'Cause honey I ain't even close to cold
It's kinda soon to fall in love again
Sometimes the best that you can do is just jump back in

[Chorus]
I got me a fearless heart
Strong enough to get you through the scary part
It's been broken many times before
A fearless heart just comes back for more

[Verse 2]
Folks will tell you that I'm just no good
But I wouldn't hurt you, honey, if I could
Now I can't promise this will work out right
But it'd kill me, darling, if we didn't even try

[Chorus]
I got me a fearless heart
Strong enough to get you through the scary part
It's been broken many times before
A fearless heart just comes back for more

[Verse 3]
I admit I fall in love a lot
I nearly always give it my best shot
I know you must think I'm the reckless kind
Well, I want a lady with a fearless heart just like mine

[Chorus]



I got me a fearless heart
Strong enough to get you through the scary part
It's been broken many times before
A fearless heart just comes back for more
I got me a fearless heart
Strong enough to get you through the scary part
It's been broken many times before
A fearless heart just comes back for more

5709. Fearless Heart - Chords

Fearless Heart
Steve Earl - Fearless Heart

C         D               G
Don't you worry bout what you've been told  
C           D            Em            D
Cause honey I ain't even close to cold 
     C     D               G
It's kinda soon to fall in love again 
C             D                 Em         G         C 
sometimes the best that you can do is just jump back in 

Chorus:
D          G
I got me a fearless heart 
C                D                   Em         D
Strong enough to get you through the scary part 
C         D           G
It's been broken many times before 
  C        D                D        
A fearless heart just comes back for more   

Folks'll tell you that I'm just no good 
But I wouldn't hurt you honey if I could 
I can't promise this'll work out right 
But it'd kill me darlin' if we didn't even try 

Chorus

I admit I fall in love a lot 
But I nearly always give it my best shot 
I know you must think I'm the reckless kind 
But I want a lady with a fearless heart just like mine

5710. Feast Here Tonight

Feast Here Tonight
David Grisman



There's a rabbit in the log and I ain't got my dog, and how will I get 'im I'unno
I'll get me a briar and I'll twist it in his hair, and that way I'll get 'im I know
I know (I know), I know (yes and no), and that way I'll get 'im I know
I'll get me a briar and I'll twist it in his hair, and that way I'll get 'im I know

I'll build me a fire and I'll cook that old hare, gonna roll 'im in them flames and make 'im brown
Have a feast here tonight, while the moon is shining bright 'fo I find myself a place to lie down
To lie down (to lie down), to lie down (to lay down), find myself a place to lie down
Have a feast here tonight, while the moon's shining bright, 'fo I find myself a place to lie down

I'm goin' down the track with the coat ripped up my back and the soles of my shoes are nearl
y gone
Just a litttle ways ahead there's an old farmer's shed, and that's where I'll rest my weary bone
s
Weary bones (weary bones), my weary bones (you lazy bones), that's where I'll rest my wear
y bones
Just a litttle ways ahead there's an old farmer's shed, and that's where I'll rest my weary bone
s

Weary bones (weary bones), weary bones (you lazy bones), that's where I'll rest my weary b
ones
Just a litttle ways ahead there's an old farmer's shed, and that's where I'll rest my weary bone
s

5711. Feather

Cornmeal - Feather
Album: Live In Chicago Vol. 1

Wherever the wind will take me is where I belong
I will always follow everything that is wrong
Backyards or alleyways, desert plains
You won't here me complain that it's all just the same
and I know that it's got to be this way

The feather in the breeze, I keep floating along
Always twisting turning towards the light of the dawn
Lost in the dusty haze of ..
When the time comes I know I will find a resting place
Still I know it's got to be this way

Well who knows where I came from, who knows where I'll go
Who knows who will find me, no one will ever know
and I know it's got to be this way

Somewhere in a ravine along the side of the road
A blow out tire has left some sad soul waiting for a tow
All his life he's been running late, now he's got nothing but time to sit and contemplate
and he says why God does it have to be this way

In his anger he questions all of life and what it all means
Now that moment he sees this weathered feather in the breeze



As he wonders from where it came, it lands softly on his shoulder and tells..
Don't you know it's got to be this way

Got to be this way
Got to be this way
Just why it's got to be this way

Someday you'll see just why it's got to be this way
Someday you'll see just why it's got to be this way
Just why it's got to be this way

5712. Feather - Chords

Feather Live 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
     A
Ooh Ooohoohoooo
     Em
Ooh Ooohoohoooo
     D
Ooh Ooohoohoooo
     A
Ooh Ooohoohoooo
 
[Verse 1]
A
  Ran into the night to feel you near
Em
  Every haunted thought that I hold dear
D
  Never wanted twice to face this fear
A
  Desert silence rushing through my veins
Em
  Only God and mama knew my name
D
  All the lies I thought that I became
A
  Buried like the night into the day
 
[Chorus]
D
  Trouble tied to a feather
Bm
  I feel a little bit better
     A
Ooh Ooohoohoooo
D
  Trouble tied to a feather
Bm
  I feel a little bit better



     A
Ooh Ooohoohoooo
 
[Verse 2]
A
  All the stories I should never tell
Em
  Stories I should just put on a shelf
D
  All the words I just keep to myself
A
  None of us will make it out alive
Em
  With all these pages left to rewrite
D
  Drag my feet under this blue sky
  A
Burn the pages and say goodbye
 
[Chorus]
D
  Trouble tied to a feather
Bm
  I feel a little bit better
     A
Ooh Ooohoohoooo
D
  Trouble tied to a feather
Bm
  I feel a little bit better
     A
Ooh Ooohoohoooo
 
[Bridge]
Em
  Someone told me girl you gotta move on
          D
Keep your hands on the wheel
                     A
And your face to the sun
Em
  With your eyes wide and knuckles white
    D                                A
One day at a time and you'll be just fine
 
[Chorus]
D
  Trouble tied to a feather
Bm
  I feel a little bit better
     A
Ooh Ooohoohoooo
D
  Trouble tied to a feather
  Bm
I    feel   a little bit better
 



[Outro]
     A
Ooh Ooohoohoooo (Just a little bit better)
     Em
Ooh Ooohoohoooo (Just a little bit better)
     D
Ooh Ooohoohoooo

5713. Feathered Indians

Sturgill Simpson - Feathered Indians
Tyler Childers

[Verse 1]
Well my buckle makes impressions
On the inside of her thigh
There are little feathered Indians
Where we tussled through the night
If I'd known she was religious
Then I wouldn't have came stoned
To the house of such an angel
Too fucked up to get back home

[Verse 2]
Lookin' over West Virginia
Smokin' Spirits on the roof
She asked "Ain't anybody told ya
That them things are bad for you?"
"I said many folks have warned me
There's been several people try
But up 'til now, there ain't been nothin'
That I couldn't leave behind"

[Chorus]
Hold me close my dear
Sing your whisperin' song
Softly in my ear
And I will sing along
Honey tell me how your love runs true
And how I can always count on you
To be there when the bullets fly
I'd run across the river just to hold you tonight

[Verse 3]
Well my heart is sweatin' bullets
From the circles it has raced
Like a little feathered Indian
Callin' out the clouds for rain
I'd go runnin' through the thicket
I'd go careless through the thorns
Just to hold her for a minute
Though it'd leave me wantin' more



[Chorus]
Hold me close my dear
Sing your whispering song
Softly in my ear
And I will sing along
Honey tell me how your love runs true
And how I can always count on you
To be there when the bullets fly
I'd run across the river just to hold you tonight

5714. Feathers

The Lil' Smokies - Feathers

I threw a coin into the pond
A coin into the pond
Watched the ripples twist as I
Made my wish
Hoping you were wrong
I've been rooting on the storm
I've been rooting on the storm
Open my front door and applaud the pour
I never feel the rain anymore
(Chorus)
When feathers start to weigh you down
When feathers start to weigh you down
Feathers start to weigh you down, you let them go
 Cause I've got nothing left to say
I gave all of my words away
To a man who sold all the breath that he owned
In a deal that went astray
Like the beating of a drum
The persistence of the sun
The only saving grace is the changing shades
The shape you take when done
Chorus
In the silence a void is formed
In the silence a void is formed
A letter licked and stamped but was never sent
It lives inside a drawer
Chorus

5715. Feathers Rise

Feathers Rise
Elephant Revival

My lover lays me down inside the garden soil
We rest our heads upon the breast of world's unknown



We stare into the skies, then watch them come alive
We stare into our eyes, never turn our heads

My lover lays me down beside the bed so soft
We watched the feathers rise, and determined where they'll fall
We stare into the walls and watch them disappear
Into the ceilings tall, til they're no longer here

We gaze into the stars, bodies on the ground
Our minds and hearts [still leave]
Become part of the skies
Now we can go and live forever
And if we die today at least we'll know the secret

5716. Feb. 20, 2000

The Avett Brothers - Feb. 20, 2000 

The whipping of the flag above
it sung me to sleep
and I awoke to feel her hair
dancing on my cheek

I awoke with the crazy feeling
that I was where I belong
and the sun warmed a remembered love
in my head I heard this song

Dont leave, youve finaly made it home
aint this the girl that you wanted all along
I know it hurts to think about
everything that went wrong
but I think its over now

And I can't believe how her hands
still fit perfectly in mine
if I don't take my chances now
I'll be searching all my life

Trying to find the feelings that I knew
with this lovley country girl
if those plans are just a young mans mistake
why am I still so set on her

Don't leave, youve finaly made it home
aint this the girl that you wanted all along
I know it hurts to think about
everything that went wrong
but I think its over now

And more than ever, now I hear
that sweet old voice inside my ear
it says



Dont leave, youve finaly made it home
aint this the girl that you wanted all along
I know it hurts to think about
everything that went wrong
but I think its over now
Her hair is still soft and sweet
her eyes still green, her heart still beats
for you and for the lord above
be done with the pain and get on
with the love

5717. February Hurricane

February Hurricane - Hot Buttered Rum

Spring has sprung again
I fall in love with my good friend
Wish the jasmine smell would never end
She works from the heart
Giving me a brand new start
Growing stronger roots to play my part

February Hurricane
March and April, swelling like the rain
May you stay with me, for a while

With impulse as her guide
Careful, please she sighed
Moving closer, pulling me inside
Laughing from the ride
Smiling, but scared inside
A kiss from her soft lips and I'm alive

Gemini, don't you cry
Neither side of you could I deny
While on the roof we dine
Watching the cars go by

Summer comes a long
Sun is high, days are long
Thoughts of you inspire me to song
As time moves on we find
In crossing paths are sould entwined
And every spring the jasmine will remind

February Hurricane
March and April, swelling like the rain
May you stay with me, for a while



5718. February Seven

The Avett Brothers - February Seven 

I went on the search for something true.
I was almost there when I found you.
Sooner then my fate was wrote
Perfect blade to slit my throat
And beads of lust released into the air.
When I awoke you were standing there.

I was on the mend when I fell through.
The sky around was anything but blue.
I found as I regained my feet
A wound across my memory
That no amount of stitches would repair.
But I awoke and you were standing there.

There's no fortune at the end of the road that has no end.
There's no returning to the spoils
Once you've spoiled the thought of them.
There's no falling back asleep
Once you've wakened from the dream
Now I'm rested and I'm ready,
I'm rested and I'm ready to begin.
I'm ready to begin.

I went on the search for something real.
Traded what I know for how I feel.
But the ceiling and the walls collapsed
Upon the darkness I was trapped
And as the last of breath was drawn free
The light broke in and brought me to my feet.

There's no fortune at the end of the road that has no end.
There's no returning to the spoils
Once you've spoiled the thought of them.
There's no falling back asleep
Once you've wakened from the dream.
Now I'm rested and I'm ready
I'm rested and I'm ready
Yeah I'm rested and I'm ready
I'm rested and I'm ready
Yeah I'm rested and I'm ready
I'm rested and I'm ready
To begin
I'm ready to begin

5719. Feed My Sheep

Feed My Sheep
The Rarely Herd



Peter do you hunger, have you any meat
I know you've been afloat all night out on the sea
Cast out on the right side, fisher of men
And I will guide them to you, you just bring them in.

And Peter, feed my sheep. Peter do you love me?
Feed my sheep, Heaven knows they're hungry.
Some will sow, some will grow, others sent will reap.
Peter, feed my sheep

Sit down by the fire, bring a fish for food
And listen too me Peter, I have a job for you.
I know I may not look the same, but if there's any doubt,
Take the bread I break again, and pass it out.

And Peter, feed my sheep. Peter do you love me?
Feed my sheep, Heaven knows they're hungry.
Some will sow, some will grow, others sent will reap.
Peter, feed my sheep

5720. Feedback Loop

Chris Thile - Feedback Loop

La-la-la bla-bla-bla
One man's music is another man's noise
Oh can't you hear it rise
The ones since heroes battle cry
And from the trenches we dug into the void
Here our voices rise
La-la-la bla-bla
Life don't matter this is our battle cry

I'm gonna rip you and yours into one
With my invisible indignation
I'm coming with soon as you follow me
Won't you follow me

Why won't you follow me now
Used to bet liar
I'm searching night skies

Slow hot grin foes
Feedback loop I play it to sooth my small ears
Big mouth
Feedback loop I play it to sooth my closed eyes
Closed mind open wounds
Open hate for anyone out of the feedback loop
I play it to sooth my

So break out your self darling
I'll be your choir
We'll lock the church



We'll make the congregation wait outside

La-la-la bla-bla-bla
Raise the rafters
With this here battle
Cry won't make things better
But that might not matter
It's a battle cry
It's just a battle cry

5721. Feel Alright

Steve Earle - Feel Alright

[Verse 1]
I was born my papa's son
A wandering eye and a smoking gun
Now some of you would live through me
Then lock me up and throw away the key
Or just find a place to hide away
And hope that I just go away

[Chorus]
That I feel alright, I feel alright tonight
I feel alright, I feel alright tonight

[Verse 2]
I'll bring you precious contraband
And ancient tales from distant lands
Of conquerors and concubines
And conjurers from darker times
Betrayal and conspiracy
Sacrilege and heresy

[Chorus]
That I feel alright, I feel alright tonight
I feel alright, I feel alright tonight

[Verse 3]
I got everything you won't need
Your darkest fear, your fondest dream
I ask you questions, tell you lies
Criticize and sympathize
Yeah but be careful what you wish for, friend
Because I've been to hell and now I'm back again

5722. Feel Alright - Chords



Feel Alright
Steve Earl - Feel Alright

e/-----3-3---------3-3---------3-3---------3-3-------/
B/-----3-3---------3-3---------3-3---------3-3-------/
G/-----0-0---------0-0---------0-0---------0-0-------/
D/-----0-0-3-2-0---0-0-3-2-0---0-0-3-2-0---0-0-3-2-0-/
A/-----2-----------2-----------2-----------2---------/
E/---3-3---------3-3---------3-3---------3-3---------/

G
I was born my papa's son
  C                   F       C  G
A wandering eye and a smokin' gun
G
Now some of you who've lived through me
      C              F     C        G
Would lock me up and throw away the key
G
Or just find a place to hide away
    C                   F    C    G
And hope that I'll just go away,  huh

G             Em    D
I feel alright
C                G
I feel alright tonight
G             Em    D
I feel alright
C                G
I feel alright tonight

Now I bring you precious contraband
And ancient tales from distant lands
Of conquerors and concubines
And conjurers from darker times
Of betrayal and conspiracy
Sacrilege and heresy

I've got everything you want and need
Your darkest fear your fondest dreams
Ask you questions tell you lies
Criticize and sympathize
Well be careful what you wish for friend
 Cause I've been to hell and now I'm back again

G
E---/---/-x-/---/---/
B---/---/-x-/---/---/
G---/---/---/---/---/
D---/---/---/---/---/
A---/-x-/---/---/---/
E---/---/-x-/---/---/

D
E---/-x-/---/---/---/
B---/---/-x-/---/---/
G---/-x-/---/---/---/



D---/---/---/---/---/
A---/---/---/---/---/
E---/-x-/---/---/---/

C
E---/---/-x-/---/---/
B-x-/---/---/---/---/
G---/---/---/---/---/
D---/-x-/---/---/---/
A---/---/-x-/---/---/
E---/---/---/---/---/

F
E---/---/-x-/---/---/
B-x-/---/---/---/---/
G---/-x-/---/---/---/
D---/---/-x-/---/---/
A---/---/---/---/---/
E---/---/---/---/---/

5723. Feel Like I'm Falling In Love

Feel Like I'm Falling In Love
Todd Snider - Feel Like I'm Falling In Love

Head over heels falling faster
Spinning wheels go round and round
No big deal
One more disaster
I'll take my chances
I'm just falling down

Cause I feel like I'm falling in love
I feel like I'm falling in love
This time it's different
This time it's real
I feel like I'm falling in love

I'm not afraid of my heart breaking
I have paid that price before
All my mistakes
Add up to nothing
We've got something
I want more

I feel like I'm falling in love
I feel like I'm falling in love
This time it's different
This time it's real
I feel like I'm falling
I feel like I'm falling
I feel like I'm falling in love



5724. Feel Like Making Love

Feel Like Making Love
Hayseed Dixie - Feel Like Making Love

Baby, when I think about you, I think about love
Darling, I don't live without you and your love
If I had those golden dreams of my yesterday
I would wrap you in the heaven, feel it dying on the way
I feel like making
I feel like making love, I feel like making love
I feel like making love, I feel like making love to you
Baby, if I think about you, I think about love
Darling, if I live without you, I live without love
And if I had the sun and moon, and they were shining
I would give you both night and day, love satisfying
I feel like making
I feel like making love, I feel like making love
I feel like making love, I feel like making love to you
And if I had those golden dreams of my yesterday
I would wrap you in the heaven, feel it dying all the way
I feel like making
I feel like making love, I feel like making love
Oh baby, I feel like making love, I feel like making love to you
Feel like making love, oh baby, I feel like making love
Feel like making love, I feel like making love to you

5725. Feel My Love - Chords

Feel My Love 
Old Salt Union

[Verse 1]
 
         G         B7             Em
Well I know all my time's been decided
            G          D             G
And I'll be gone just another couple days
       G             B7              Em
Lord I hear that you swear you don't mind it anymore
        G               D                    G
But I know it ain't the way it's supposed to be
 
 
[Bridge]
 
B7                      Em
And I get weary chasing power lines
B7                           Em



Two-lane roads and one-night stays
B7                           Em     C
I'm crossing rivers, jumping county lines to get to
G           D                 G
You, Pretty girl, I count the days.
 
[Chorus]
 
                G             B7            Em
Can you feel my love, feel my love, feel my love pretty girl
          G             D                     G
I need to know when I'm gone, can you feel my love? [Repeat]
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
       G            B7             Em
Well I feel like my heart's been divided.
             G             D               G
Gon' rest my bones, try to smoke myself to sleep.
       G          B7              Em
Lord I toss and I turn and I only think of her,
         G                D                G
I'm wide awake, wonderin' if she thinks of me.
 
[Bridge]
 
B7                      Em
And I get weary chasing power lines
B7                           Em
Two-lane roads and one-night stays
B7                           Em     C
I'm crossing rivers, jumping county lines to get to
G           D                 G
You, Pretty girl, I count the days.
 
[Chorus]
                G             B7            Em
Can you feel my love, feel my love, feel my love pretty girl
          G             D                     G
I need to know when I'm gone, can you feel my love? [Repeat]

5726. Feel That Fire

Dierks Bentley - Feel That Fire

[Verse 1]
She wants her nails painted black
She wants the toy in the Cracker Jack
She wants to ride the bull at the rodeo
She wants to wear my shirt to bed
She wants to make every stray a pet
And drive around in my truck with no place to go



[Chorus]
But she needs to feel that fire
The one that lets her know for sure
She's everything I want and more
A real desire, that lets her know I'd walk alone out on the wire
To make her feel that fire

[Verse 2]
She wants a cabin in the woods
She wants to stand where nobody stood
Someday she wants a couple kids of her own
She wants to make love on a train
Some day's she only wants a break
Hey she wants what she wants, and man I know I know I know

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
So as long as there's a breath to take
A smile to share, A prayer to bring
A chance to hold her hand and fan the flame
She's gonna feel that fire
The one that lets her know for sure
She's everything I want and more
A real desire, that lets her know I'd walk alone out on the wire
Yeah to make her feel that fire. Whoa
Feel that fire

[Outro]
She wants her nails painted black
She wants the toy in the Cracker Jack
She wants to ride the bull at the rodeo

5727. Feel That Way Again

Chris Stapleton
Feel That Way Again

[Verse 1]
Chewing tobacco with my grandpa
Big hunk of Red Man in my jaw
Mama said that I' wasn't' allowed
But he let' me anyhow

[Verse 2]
Saved up the money for' my first truck
Spent the weekends fixing it up
Daddy told me not to speed through town
But I did it anyhow

[Chorus]
I wanna feel that way again



Like I don't want it to ever end
When I look back on how it was back then
I wanna feel that way again

[Verse 3]
Now little Suzy, she was sweet as pie
And after school I'd always give her a ride
Her daddy said that she wasn't allowed
But she let me anyhow

[Chorus]
I wanna feel that way again
Like I don't want it to ever end
When I look back on how it was back then
I wanna feel that way again
[Verse 4]
Do you remember how we kissed last night?
So slow, so right
Right then I knew
So I hope you felt it too

[Chorus]
I wanna feel that way again
Like I don't want it to ever end
When I look back on how it was back then
I wanna feel that way again
I wanna feel that way again

5728. Feel's Like Home

Dolly Parton - Feel's Like Home 

Something in your eyes makes me want to lose myself
Makes me want to lost myself in your arms
There's something in your voice makes my heart beat fast
Hope this feeling lasts
The rest of my life
If you knew how lonely my life has been
And how long I've felt so low
If you knew how I wanted someone to come along
And change my life the way you've done
Chorus:
Feels like home to me
Feels like home to me
Feels like I'm all the way back where I come from
Feels like home to me
Feels like home to me
Feels like I'm all the way back where I belong
A window breaks down a long dark street
And a siren walls in the night
But I'm alright cause I have you here with me
And I can almost see through the dark there's light
If you knew how much this moment means to me



And how long I've waited for your touch
If you knew how happy you are making me
I've never thought I'd love anyone so much
Repeat Chorus

5729. Feelin' Good Again

Robert Earl Keen - Feelin' Good Again 

Standin' down on Main Street across from Mr. Blues
My faded leather jacket, my weathered broke-in shoes
A chill north wind was blowin', but the spring was comin' on
As I wondered to myself just how long I had been gone

So I strolled across ol' Main Street, walked down a flight of stairs
Stepped into the hall and saw all my friends were there
A neon sign was flashing, welcome, come on in
It feels so good, feelin' good again

My favorite band was playin' an Otis Redding song
When they sang the chorus, everybody sang along
Dan and Margarita were swayin' side by side
I heard they were divorcing but I guess they let it slide

But I wished I had some money with which to buy a round
I wished I cashed my paycheck before I came to town
But I reached into my pocket and found three twenties and a ten
It feels so good, feelin' good again

There was old man Perkins sittin' on his stool
Watchin' Butch and Jimmy John, talkin' loud and playin' pool
The boys from Silver City were standin' by the fire
Singin' like they thought they were the Tabernacle choir

And I wanted you to see them all, I wished that you were there
I looked across the room and saw you standing on the stair
And when I caught your eye, I saw you break into a grin
It feels so good, feelin' good again

I wanted you to see them all, I wished that you were there
I looked across the room and saw you standing on the stair
And when I caught your eye, I saw you break into a grin
It feels so good, feelin' good again
It feels so good, feelin' good again

5730. Feelin' Good Again - Chords

Feelin' Good Again
Written by: Robert Earl Keen



Artist: Robert Earl Keen
CD: Walking Distance

Intro: {G  Bm  Em  D} x2

G                            Bm
Standin' down on Main Street across from Mr Blues
      Em                          D
In my faded leather jacket and my weathered Brogan shoes
G                                      Bm
A chill north wind was blowin' but the spring was comin' on
     Em                          D
As I wondered to myself just how long had I been gone
     C                                D
So I strolled across old Main Street, walked down a flight of stairs
G                             C
Stepped into the hall and saw all my friends were there
G                         D
A neon sign was flashin' "Welcome come on in"
   C             D            G
It feels so good feelin' good again

G  Bm  Em  D

G                                 Bm
My favourite band was playing' an Otis Redding song
     Em                        D
When they sang the chorus everybody sang along
G                      Bm
Dan and Margarita were swayin' side by side
  Em                              D
I heard they were divorcin' but I guess they let it slide
      C                            D
And I wished I had some money with which to buy a round
G                               C
I wished I'd cashed my paycheck before I came to town
G                                        D
But I reached into my pocket found three twenties and a ten
   C             D            G
It feels so good feelin' good again

{G  Bm  Em  D} x2

G                         Bm
There was old man Perkins sittin' on his stool
         Em                           D
Watchin' Butch and Jimmy John talkin' loud and playing pool
G                              Bm
The boys from Silver City were standin' by the fire
        Em                              D
Singin' like they thought they were the Tabernacle choir
      C                             D
And I wanted you to see them all, I wished that you were there
G                                    C
I looked across the room and saw you standin' on the stair
G                                    D
And when I caught your eye I saw you break into a grin



   C             D            G
It feels so good feelin' good again

{G  Bm  Em  D}

  C                             D
I wanted you to see them all, I wished that you were there
G                            D
I looked across the room and saw you standin' on the stair
G                                    D
And when I caught your eye I saw you break into a grin
   C             D            G
It feels so good feelin' good again
   C             D            G
It feels so good feelin' good again

{G  Bm  Em  D} x2

5731. Feelin' Single Seein' Double

Emmylou Harris - Feelin' Single Seein' Double
(Wayne Kemp)
Emmylou Harris

Well I really had a ball last night 
I held all the pretty boys tight 
I was feelin' single, seein' double 
Wound up in a whole lotta trouble 
But today I'll face the big fight 
But I really had a ball last night 
When I came home from work this morning 
My baby was feelin' low 
And he told me what was on his mind 
Then he told me where I could go 
Well I didn't go where he told me to 
Cause the water was cold in the lake 
Now there's something fishy 'bout this whole deal 
I don't see where I made my mistake 
Well I really had a ball last night 
I held all the pretty boys tight 

I was feelin' single, seein' double 
Wound up in a whole lotta trouble 
But today I'll face the big fight 
But I really had a ball last night 

When I woke up this morning 
Like me, the sun was high 
Well I started walking the long way home 
Just to think of an alibi 
Well I couldn't think of a darn gawn thing 
That hadn't already been said 
So I guess I better just play it by ear 



Cause I'm already dead 
Well I really had a ball last night 
I held all the pretty boys tight 

I was feelin' single, seein' double 
Wound up in a whole lotta trouble 
But today I'll face the big fight 
But I really had a ball last night 
Yes today I'll face the big fight 
But I really had a ball last night

5732. Feeling Blue

Feeling Blue

Chorus
I'm a feeling blue tonight little darling
So lonesome and blue I could die
I'm a feeling blue tonight little darling
Too late, too late, we said goodbye
Well, the Sun comes up and the Sun goes down and all I do is cry
This world keeps spinning around and around and we've done said goodbye
The roses fade and the grass does turn and what good does it do
I know you won't be coming home and that's why I'm so blue
Repeat Chorus
Banjo
Just a cloudy day and a foggy rain, is the story of my life
I know you've found some other love you'll never be my wife
The summer comes and the summer goes and I'm still missing you
I know you won't be coming home and that's why I'm so blue
Repeat Chorus
Banjo/Fiddle
Repeat Chorus
Too late, too late, we said goodbye

5733. Feeling Blue - Chords

Feeling Blue
Recorded by The Grascals
Written by Aubrey Holt
 
C                  C7             F
I'm a feeling blue tonight little darling
   G7                        C
So lonesome and blue I could die
                   C7             F
I'm a feeling blue tonight little darling
    G7                        C
Too late too late we said goodbye



                                                            G7
Well the sun comes up and the sun goes down and all I do is cry

This world keeps spinning around  
                                   C
And around and we've done said goodbye
                                                             F
The roses fade and the grass does turn and what good does it do
  G7                                                  C
I know you won't be coming home and that's why I'm so blue

Repeat #1

                                                      G7
Just a cloudy day and a foggy rain is the story of my life
                                                       C
I know you've found some other love you'll never be my wife
                                                           F
The summer comes and the summer goes and I'm still missing you
  G7                                                  C
I know you won't be coming home and that's why I'm so blue

Repeat #1

5734. Feeling Like A Woman - Chords

Feeling Like A Woman
Recorded by Barbara Mandrell
Written by Jerry Chesnut

C                        F
When you put me down the word got around 
C
And it wasn't long until I found
F
Every man that came around 
                     C
Had one thing on his mind
                       F
They looked at me like so much dirt 
      C
Which only added to the hurt
  D7                            G7
I never knew the world was so unkind
C                   F
I went to work in a tavern 
C
The hours were long and the pay was short
      F                                    E7
And I waited hoping you'd walk through the door
   F                G7
In just one night I overheard 



     C               F
More sly remarks and dirty words
     C                 G7            C
Than I'd ever heard in my whole life before
                                    F
And if I ever needed someone it was then
          C          F          C       D7     G7
If not to love me to least have been my friend
               C              E7
That's when he came to me and picked me up 
     F                D7
From where you let me fall 
           C                         F
And had me right back feeling like a woman 
   G7         C
In no time at all
                                 F
And when I really needed someone where were you
             C               F         C       D7     G7
Who were you holding when my world was falling through
         C                  E7
He stood beside me when you left me 
         F                D7
Standing back against the wall
           C                         F
And had me right back feeling like a woman
    C                         F     G7    C   F C
I'm right back feeling like a woman after all

5735. Feeling Mighty Fine - Chords

Feeling Mighty Fine
Recorded by the Statler Brothers
Written by Mosie Lister

C
I woke up this morning feeling fine 
  G7                        C
I woke up with heaven on my mind 
  F                      C
I woke up with joy in my soul
D7                       G7
Cause I knew my Lord had control 
  C
I knew I was walking in the light 
      G7                          C
Cause I'd been on my knees in the night 
    F                             C
And I'd pray till the Lord gave a sign
    G7                     C
And now I'm feeling mighty fine
                        G7
Well I'm feeling mighty fine 



                      C
I've got heaven on my mind 
F                        C
Don't you know I want to go 
D7                       G7
Where the milk and honey flow 
C                           G7
There's a light that always shines 
                          C
Down inside this heart of mine 
     F                C
I've got heaven on my mind 
    G7                 C
And I'm feeling mighty fine  
We're walking with Jesus all the time 
      G7                        C
We're walking and talking as we climb 
      F                       C
We're traveling a road to the sky 
      D7                      G7
Where I know I'll live when I die
     C
He's been telling me all about that land 
       G7                          C
And he tells me that everything is grand 
       F                        C
And he says that a home will be mine 
    G7                     C
And now I'm feeling mighty fine 
Repeat #2 x3

5736. Feeling Single Seeing Double - Chords

Feeling Single Seeing Double
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Wayne Kemp

G7     C
Well I really had a ball last night
  F                        C
I held all the pretty boys tight
                                     
I was feeling single seeing double 
F
Wound up in a whole lotta trouble
    C
But today I'll face the big fight 
      G7                     C
But I really had a ball last night

When I came home from work this morning 
   F                C
My baby was feeling low



And he told me what was on his mind 
        D7                    G7
Then he told me where I could go
       C
Well I didn't go where he told me to
          F                     C
Cause the water was cold in the lake
            F                     C          A7
Now there's something fishy 'bout this whole deal
        D7          G7      C
I don't see where I made my mistake

Repeat #1
 

When I woke up this morning 
     F              C
Like me the sun was high

Well I started walking the long way home 
        D7          G7
Just to think of an alibi
       C
Well I couldn't think of a doggone thing 
     F                   C
That hadn't already been said
     F                   C          A7
So I guess I better just play it by ear 
D7        G7      C
Cause I'm already dead
 
Repeat #1

But today I'll face the big fight 
      G7                     C
But I really had a ball last night

5737. Feels Good

Feels Good
Dustbowl Revival

I hear you knocking, won't you let me in
You say we're ending but baby we' can' begin again
I'd like' to tell you but I don't' know how
I'd like to wipe the sweat off your brow
Alright, alright - watch me now

You can roll me till you wear me out
But don't control me cause baby you know I'll scream and shout
I'm like a river flowing out to the sea
Be my captain drop your anchor down deep



Alright, alright - watch me now

Feels good, feels good
Just like it should, just like it should
Feels nice, like paradise, - oh when you're by my side

I know your mama didn't raise you right
But me my daddy and I'll be your mama tonight
Ain't gonna be no sacred cow
My field is fallow baby drop down your plow
Alright, alright, watch me now

I never done no waiting around
I'm waiting for you even if you're prison bound
I know you didn't mean to kill that man
I helped you bury him right in the sand
Alright, alright, watch me now
Feels good, feels good
Just like it should, just like it should
Feels nice, like paradise, - oh when you're by my side

I know your mama didn't raise you right
But me my daddy and I'll be your mama tonight
I'd like to tell you but I don't know how
I'd like to wipe the sweat off your brow
Alright, alright, watch me now

5738. Feels Like A Saturday Night - Chords

Feels Like A Saturday Night
Recorded by Earl Thomas Conley
Written by Earl T. Conley and Randy Scruggs
 
C
Well I traveled all over looking for sweet paradise    
G7                                           C
But I never seen nothing even come close to last night Yeah I grew up loving and singing the 
songs of the south 
 G7                                       C
I still love my music but honey you got me now        
A#7       F           C
And oh momma you treat me so right            
G7
You make me feel like a winner                          
C
I don't have to put up a fight       
A#7       F           C
And oh momma you treat me so right     
G7                                           C
It's Monday morning but I feel like it's Saturday night  Well I woke up this morning feeling like 
a brand new man             
G7                                          C
And that's a whole lot better than holding my head in my hands You're a real hard lover I thou



ght about you all night long      
G7                                    C
I got rid of my fever another one is coming on

 Repeat #2

 I been a stranger to women that comes from the heart     
G7                                            C
Yeah you came along we were all just a shot in the dark Oh but you've got it all and it looks li
ke I can't get enough        
G7                                            C
And I'm looking at you girl and I feel the meaning of love

Repeat #2        

A#7       F           C
And oh momma you treat me so right     
G7                                           C
It's Monday morning but I feel like it's Saturday night

5739. Feels Like Freedom - Chords

Feels Like Freedom 
Ruthie Foster
 
[Intro]
/ G          / C          / G          / C          /
 
[Verse 1]
G                   C         G                           C
  The sun is comin' up again,   those winds of change are blowin' in.
  Em           C**   D**             G***
I know, yes, I know,   it feels like freedom.
 
[Verse 2]
G                 C           G                        C
  Been a long and lonely road   but I'm finally comin' home,
    Em     C**   D**             G
and oh, oh yeah,   it feels like freedom.
 
[Chorus]
     Em                  C               G         D
I am ready now, yes, I'm ready now for a change to come,
            Em                   C
feet, don't fail me now  cuz I'm ready now
        D   D C               N.C.
to move on,     to sing a new song.
 
[Verse 3]
G                  C        G                      C
  Storm clouds are breakin'   and my worries, they are fadin,
    Em      C**   D**             G
and oh, oh, yeah,   it feels like freedom.
 



[Verse 4]
G                       C         G          C
  And my sisters and my brothers,   I see 'm coming together,
    Em      C**   D**             G
and oh, oh, yeah,   it feels like freedom.
 
[Chorus]
          Em                    C               G         D
And we're ready now, yes, we're ready now for a change to come,
            Em                   C                 D        D
feet, don't fail me now  cuz I'm ready now to move on.
 
[Verse 1] (Reprise)
G                   C         G                           C
  The sun is comin' up again,   those winds of change are blowin' in.
  Em           C**   D**             G
I know, yes, I know,   it feels like   freedom.

5740. Feels Like Home

Linda Ronstadt - Feels Like Home
Emmylou Harris

Something in your eyes makes me want to lose myself
Makes me want to lose myself in your arms
There's something in your voice makes my heart beat fast
Hope this feeling lasts the rest of my life

If you knew how lonely my life has been
And how long I've felt so low
If you knew how I wanted someone to come along
And change my life the way you've done

Feels like home to me
Feels like home to me
Feels like I'm all the way back where I come from

Feels like home to me
Feels like home to me
Feels like I'm all the way back where I belong

A window breaks down a long dark street
And a siren wails in the night
But I'm alright 'cause I have you here with me
And I can almost see through the dark there's light

If you knew how much this moment means to me
And how long I've waited for your touch
If you know how happy you are making me
I've never thought I'd love anyone so much

Feels like home to me
Feels like home to me



Feels like I'm all the way back where I come from

Feels like home to me
Feels like home to me
Feels like I'm all the way back where I belong
Feels like I'm all the way back where I belong

5741. Feels Like Love - Chords

Feels Like Love
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

C            Am        F        G7
Look what my heart has gotten into 
C            Am     F    G7
The sweetest gift I ever knew
C         Am             F        G7
It's even better than my favorite shoes
C            Am        F
Look what my heart has found in you
                   C        F          C
Well it feels like sunshine feels like rain
        F          C            F         C
Lord it feels like love finally called my name
        F        C             F        C
I wanna jump and shout I wanna sing and dance
                   Am           F
Lord it feels like love wants a second chance
C            Am        F       G7
Look what my heart can clearly see
C          Am         F    G7
How much I crave your company
C         Am            F      G7
A true companion I will always be
C            Am        F
Look what my heart has done to me
repeat #2
C             Am    F     G7
Looks like my heart has become
C          Am        F     G7
The safest place for us to run
C            Am               F      G7
I'll be here for you when the day is done
C             Am        F
Looks like my heart has found someone
repeat #2

5742. Feels Like The Last Time



Feels Like the Last Time
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Said I'm head over heels
And I'm dying, I'm dying to know
If you feel like you' did' long ago
'Cause it' feels like the last time I' fell in love with you

[Verse 2]
It's those same shudders and chills
Up my spine and down to my toes
But do you feel it, too?
All these years and I still don't know
Oh, it feels like the last time I fell in love with you

[Bridge]
It's that old familiar sense of self-doubt
It's that feast or famine, flooding then drought
Oh, you fooled me once, you fooled me twice
Well, shame on everyone
For letting this fool rap on my window again

[Verse 3]
They say time, time can heal
But my wounds keep opening up for you
Can we still make it right?
Stitch me up and set my bones tonight?
'Cause it feels like the last time I fell in love with you

[Outro]
May this please be the last time I fall in love with you

5743. Feet And Bones

Trampled by Turtles - Feet and Bones

Hired guns surround my town
Hired feet and bones
Tried to burn us to the ground
To build a brand new home
All lined up to carry me
To hell just like before
Winter seems so far away
Like tragedy and war

Justice waits for nothing, man
Your eyes have turned to stone
I waited as long as I can
And then set out alone
And all those boys from Harlem came
And they don't mess around
The whistle woke me up at dawn
Such an awful sound



I can't stand to read the news
Of Jericho and swine
Touring bands and roofing crews
Is where we spend our time
Lie and sty the poor man grows
So tired of left and right
Careful not to say too much
Or look straight at the light

5744. Feet On The Ground

Cornmeal - Feet On the Ground
Album: Feet First

Thumbing up the road all day, my feet were getting sore,
When a girl slowed up in a pick up truck and she opened up her door.
The sweetest thing I'd ever seen with hair that's thick and long,
Said I'd like some company tonight, why don't you come along?

Chorus
Now my head is in the clouds, but my feet are on the ground.
She got me feeling good, my spirit's up and the sun is shining down.

Well I was afraid that the love we made was just a one night stand.
So I said good bye, I packed my bag and I took off with the band.
Well the other night to my delight she called me on the phone,
And said I miss you madly and I need you badly, baby when are you comin home?

Chorus

Bridge
She's got to be an angel sent to me from heaven up above.
Cause she's always on my mind, and she's looking oh so fine,
You know she's the only one I'm thinking of.
I thank the lord above!

Bridge

Cause she makes me go ooh.
And she makes me say oh.
And she makes me go who-wee!
Yeah she makes me want to jump and shout, and tell everyone I know!

Cause every night she hold me tight, it makes me hate to sleep alone.
And her milk and honey kisses make me shiver to the bone.
So if you see me sittin', staring, wearing a foolish grin,
Well I'm contemplating when I'm gonna see that girl again.

Chorus



5745. Feet On The Rock - Chords

Feet On The Rock
Recorded by Randy Travis
Written by Troy Seals and Buck Moore
 
C                                     G
Well I wanna talk to you for a minute about an old man I met
                Am              D7             G
He said boy you look in trouble and I bet your life's a mess
He said I used to have the same problem too 
C
I was way out of control
                                    G
You know the only thing that set it right for me
                      Am       D7
Was a little good old rock and roll
         G                C                  G
I put my feet on the rock and my name on the roll
                             A7                  D7
When it's called up yonder I won't worry bout my soul
G                                  C            G
I know my home is waiting and it's something to behold
                          D7                 G
I put my feet on the rock and my name on the roll
                           C              G
I'd never heard the gospel read like that before
                    D7            G
I guess the message comes in many ways
                                 C             G
Those simple words of wisdom can open heaven's door
                D7               G
So every time I get the chance I say
                                  C                    G
Come on put your feet on the rock and your name on the roll
                                  A7                     D7
So when it's called up yonder you won't worry about your soul
G                                      C            G
You know your home is waiting and it's something to behold
                             D7                   G
So put your feet on the rock and your name on the roll
 
Repeat #4 x2
 
                          D7                   G
Put your feet on the rock and your name on the roll

5746. Feliz Navidad



Feliz Navidad
Garth Brooks - Feliz Navidad

Feliz Navidad
Feliz Navidad
Feliz Navidad
Prospero Ano y Felicidad

Feliz Navidad
Feliz Navidad
Feliz Navidad
Prospero Ano y Felicidad

I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas
I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas
I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas from the bottom of my heart

Feliz Navidad
Feliz Navidad
Feliz Navidad
Prospero Ano y Felicidad

I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas
I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas
I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas from the bottom of my heart

I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas
I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas
I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas from the bottom of my heart

I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas
I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas
I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas from the bottom of my heart

5747. Fell & Oak St.

Fell & Oak St.
Erik Yates - Hot Buttered Rum

In the morning time, I got to get over to the Eastern Bay
I've got a group of school children waiting to sing and play

There's only one way that I can choose
To keep them from singing the late-to-work blues
That's Oak St. heading east across the town
It's 28.5 miles per hour
The timed green lights give me the power to get to work on time

(chorus:)
Thank God for Fell and Oak St. (x6)

And in the evening time, heading back west across the bay
I'm thinking about my rolling to my sweet baby's arms



There's only one way as I head west
I know will get me there the best
And that's Fell St. heading west across the town

Mr. taxi cab, don't you double park
Don't you go force me to honk
Please don't take my Fell St. too

(chorus)

Mr. taxi cab, don't you double park
Don't you go force me to honk
Please don't take my Fell St. too

(chorus)

5748. Fell Into Her Deep Blue Eyes

Tim O'Brien - Fell into Her Deep Blue Eyes

We have our moods sometimes we might get out of synch
We might even have a fight if we have to much to drink
I guess she has her own shape and I know I must have mine
But we make one happy shape, one big happy shape most of the time

We were just two kids handin' round in college town
We fell in love one afternoon as the sun went down
I haven't cared for money, I haven't cared for the things it buys
Since the day I fell into, since I fell into her deep blue eyes

Chorus:
I'd never leave her, I wouldn't last too long
You know the mornings and the afternoons
And the nights would be all wrong
I'd never leave her, I wouldn't compromise
I'd rather end it all if I couldn't fall into those deep blue eyes

When she's mad at me you know I'm just not good for much
I'd die if I had to reach out and she wasn't there to touch
I have to ask her questions, I have to ask her 'bout eighty times a day
It's more to hear that low-pitched voice
Than anything that she might have to say

5749. Fergus Laing

Richard Thompson - Fergus Laing

Fergus Laing is a beast of a man
He stitches up and fleeces



He wants to manicure the world
And see it off in pieces
He likes to build his towers high
He blocks the sun out from the sky
In the penthouse the champagne's dry
And slightly gassy

Fergus Laing, he works so hard
As busy as a bee is
Fergus Laing has 17 friends
All as dull as he is
His 17 friends has 17 wives
All the perfect shape and size
They wag their tails and bat their eyes
Just like Lassie

Fergus he builds and builds
Yet small is his erection
Fergus has a fine head of hair
When the wind's in the right direction

Fergus Laing and his 17 friends
They live inside a bubble
There they withdraw and shut the door
At any sign of trouble
Should the peasants wail and vent
And ask him where the money went
He'll simply say, it's all been spent
On being classy

Fergus' buildings reach the sky
Until you cannot see 'um
He thinks the old stuff he pulls down
Belongs in a museum
His fits are famous on the scene
The shortest fuse, so cruel, so mean
But don't call him a drama queen
Like Shirley Bassey

Fergus Laing he flaunts the law
But one day he'll be wired
And as they drag him off to jail
We'll all shout, "You're fired!"

5750. Fetch The Wood And Carry Water - Chords

Fetch The Wood And Carry Water 
Peter Rowan

[Intro]
G D Em
G D Em
 



[Verse]
G                       D                       Em
You can smell it in the desert when it starts to rain
G                 D                  Em
See it in the snow falling up on the mountain
G                D                        Em
Feel it in the fire when it warms you in its glow
G           D               Em
See it in the colors of the rainbow
G             D                   Em
Trouble fly, let it go, bird on the wing
G                    D                        Em
Fear not when you breathe out you will breathe in
G           D            Em
In this life you shall be free
G                     D                     Em
You will find the time to rest your mind in luminosity
 
 
Am                            Bm
Oh you know the secret but you never tell
Am                           Bm            D
You know the secret, but you keep it oh so well
       G          C               D
Now baby don't go like a lamb to slaughter
     G           C            D
I will fetch the wood, I will carry water
G            C            D
It's no chore, it's no bother
G                 C
I will fetch the wood
              D
I will carry water
 
[Verse]
G                  D                        Em
Now When evil times come with bitter tribulations
G                  D                       Em
And it all falls down without a strong foundation
G                  D                       Em
Like a child on a battlefield, a candle in a hurricane
G                  D                       Em
In this mad, mad world only the mad are sane
 
Am                             Bm
But you know the secret and you never tell
Am                           Bm            D
You know the secret, but you keep it oh so well
    G            C                  D
Now Baby Don't Go Like A Lamb To Slaughter
    G            C                      D
I will fetch the wood, I will carry water
    G            C                      D
Darling, it's no chore, it's no bother
G                 C
I will fetch the wood
 



            D
I will carry water
 
[Verse]
G                  D                       Em
If you feather the paddle, the boat will row
 
G                  D                       Em
Above the flood, beyond the flow
G                  D                          Em
When you feather the arrow of your mind and let it fly
G              D                   Em
Into the heart of the empty sky
Am                  Bm
You know the secret but you never tell
Am               Bm                     D
You know the secret, but you keep it oh so well
   G            C                      D
Now baby don't go like a lamb to slaughter
   G            C                      D
I will fetch the wood, I will carry water
 
   G            C                      D
Darling, it's no chore, it's no bother
   G            C                      D
We'll live it up, fetch wood and carry water
   G            C                      D
Now baby don't go like a lamb to slaughter
   G            C                      D
I will fetch the wood, I will carry water
 
   G            C             D
It's no chore, it's no bother
G                 C
I will fetch the wood
             D
I will carry water
   G            C                      D
Oh baby live up, fetch wood and carry water
   G            C                     D
Oh Baby Live Up, fetch wood and carry water
   G            C                      D
Oh baby live up, fetch wood and carry water

5751. Fetch Wood Carry Water

Fetch Wood Carry Water - Peter Rowan
Rairoad Earth

You can smell it in the desert when it starts to rain
See it in the snow falling up on the mountain
Feel it in the fire when it warms you in its glow
See it in the colors of the rainbow



Trouble fly, let it go, bird on the wing
Fear not when you breathe out you will breathe in
In this life you shall be free
You will find the time to rest your mind in luminosity

Oh you know the secret but you never tell
You know the secret, but you keep it oh so well
Now baby don't go like a lamb to slaughter
I will fetch the wood, I will carry water

It's no chore, it's no bother
I will fetch the wood
I will carry water

Now when evil time come with bitter tribulations
And it all falls down without a strong foundation
Like a child on a battlefield, a candle in a hurricane
In this mad, mad world only the mad are sane

But you know the secret and you never tell
You know the secret, but you keep it oh so well
Now baby don't go like a lamb to slaughter
I will fetch the wood, I will carry water

Darling, it's no chore, it's no bother
I will fetch the wood
I will carry water

If you feather the paddle, the boat will row
Above the flood, beyond the flow
When you feather the arrow of your mind and let it fly
Into the heart of the empty sky

You know the secret but you never tell
You know the secret, but you keep it oh so well
Now baby don't go like a lamb to slaughter
I will fetch the wood, I will carry water

Darling, it's no chore, it's no bother
We'll live it up, fetch wood and carry water
Now baby don't go like a lamb to slaughter
I will fetch the wood, I will carry water

It's no chore, it's no bother
I will fetch the wood
I will carry water
Oh baby live up, fetch wood and carry water
Oh baby live up, fetch wood and carry water
Oh baby live up, fetch wood and carry water

5752. Fever



Fever
John Davenport / Eddie Cooley

Never know how much I love you, never know how much I care
When you put your arms around me, I get a fever that's so hard to bear
You give me fever - when you kiss me, fever when you hold me tight
Fever - in the the morning, fever all through the night.

Sun lights up the daytime, moon lights up the night
I light up when you call my name, and you know I'm gonna treat you right
You give me fever - when you kiss me, fever when you hold me tight
Fever - in the the morning, fever all through the night.

Everybody's got the fever, that is something you all know
Fever isn't such a new thing, fever started long ago.

Romeo loved Juliet, Juliet she felt the same
When he put his arms around her, he said "Julie baby you're my flame"
Thou givest fever, when we kisseth, fever with thy flaming youth
Fever - I'm afire, fever yea I burn forsooth.

Captain Smith and Pocahontas had a very mad affair
When her Daddy tried to kill him, she said "Daddy-O don't you dare"
Give me fever - with his kisses, fever when he holds me tight
Fever - I'm his Missus, Oh daddy won't you treat him right.

Now you've listened to my story, here's the point I have made:
Chicks were born to give you fever, be it Fahrenheit or Centigrade

They give you fever - when you kiss them, fever if you live and learn
Fever - till you sizzle, what a lovely way to burn.
What a lovely way to burn.
What a lovely way to burn.

Notes:
Charted by Little Willie John (# 24 in 1956).
Charted by Peggy Lee (# 8 in 1958).
Charted by The McCoys (# 7 in 1965).
Charted by Rita Coolidge (# 76 in 1973).

5753. Fever on the Bayou

Rodney Crowell - Fever on the Bayou

Jole blon Louisiana queen
Brought up on the Bayou
Bustin' at the seams
She moves me
She says I move her too
Once we get it started
Ain't nothing we won't do
Baby when she roll me
Fever on the Bayou
When she gets a hold me



Much oh, me oh, my oh
Louisiana moon glow
Way up in the sky oh
I love to see her comin'
Hate to see her go
Creole belle, dancing in the rain
I love to hear her laughter
I love to hear her sing
I've got money, I've got lots of time
She makes me feel so horny
When she spends my dime
Baby when she roll me
Fever on the Bayou
When she gets a hold me
Much oh, me oh, my oh
Louisiana moon glow
Way up in the sky oh
I love to see her comin'
Hate to see her go
She's a hurricane
On the pontchartrain
And ever since she hit it
Things just ain't the same
Elle est mon cher, ma files d'amant
Je ne parle franglais, je suis son bon vivant
Reville au tois avec l'amour
I round the kitchen table
And on the cabin floor
Baby when she roll me
Fever on the Bayou
When she gets a hold me
Much oh, me oh, my oh
Louisiana moon glow
Way up in the sky oh
I love to see her comin'
Hate to see her go
Baby when she roll me
Fever on the Bayou
When she get a hold me
Much oh, me oh, my oh
Louisiana moon glow
Way up in the sky oh
I love to see her comin'
I hate to see her go
Baby when she roll me
(Fever on the Bayou)
When she gets a hold me
(Much oh, me oh, my oh)
Louisiana moon glow
(Way up in the sky oh)
I love to see her comin'
I hate to see her go



5754. Few Are Chosen

Tim O'Brien - Few Are Chosen

Few are chosen, few ever see the light of day
Through the eye of the needle one or two will make their way
We're all searching for the same thing, a little hope one single ray
Few are chosen and few ever see the light of day

Now the night shift is over, another day has come and gone
My old heart starts sinkin' with the coming of the dawn
Seems I'll never catch up to this road I'm traveling on
Now the night shift is over, another day has come and gone

Though the darkness covers me, I know soon the light I'll see
Breaking through the night and shining on my dreams
All my doubts will fade away, I know I'll never lose my way
Though few are chosen and few ever see the light of day

You can lose just so much 'till you start winnin' once again
It makes the odds more even, a lot more even than they've been
So I keep on climbin' out of this hole I find I'm in
And I can see it comin', soon I'll be winnin' once again

I tell you friend this world will test you
It moves so slow, it seems you're standing still
And I won't take no for an answer
There's too much heart behind this iron will

Though the darkness covers me, I know soon the light I'll see
Breaking through the night and shining on my dreams
All my doubts will fade away, I know I'll never lose my way
Oh, few are chosen, few ever see the light of day
Few are chosen, few ever see the light of day

5755. Fiddler's Green

Tim O'Brien - Fiddler's green

There's a sad tale I'll tell you of a sailor man's life
How his love for the high seas it cost him a wife
When I've told you my story I'm sure you'll agree
It's not but pure folly when a man goes to sea

Just a young man of twenty I was courting a lass
Full of innocent beauty with style and with class
But the ships in the harbor they beckoned it seemed
I was lured by the trade winds to find fiddler's green

When first I went sailing how a young girl did cry
But the lure of the trade winds could not be denied
And though she vowed to be faithful as my ship sailed away
She would marry another one year from that day



Yo ho ho, fiddler's green
Bewitching young sailors with all of your dreams
Yo ho ho, she's calm and serene
Enchantment awaits you on fiddler's green

Well I've sailed many oceans since I left Boston town
And my hair has turned silver it was once chestnut brown
And from London to Bombay and ports in between
I was always in search of this fiddler's green

And to the young lads now courting pretty maiden's so fair
Should you hear those trade winds let me warn you beware
Go marry your young girl, as corn and your beans
Don't waste your young manhood on fiddler's green

Yo ho ho, fiddler's green
Bewitching young sailors with all of your dreams
Yo ho ho, she's calm and serene
Enchantment awaits you at fiddler's green

5756. Fiddler's Heaven

Jim Lauderdale
Fiddler's Heaven

Charlie Bowman, tune your fiddle
Uncle Norm Edmonds, rosin your bow
A A Gray, come on and play
Rap your fiddle and saw away

Gone to fiddler's heaven just to see
Listen to the music that used to be
Bill Hamilton Stepp playing wild and free
His 'Ways Of The World' so sweet to me

Play your fiddle
Make my soul rejoice
Play your fiddle
And give my heart a voice

Play your fiddle
Over hills and far away
Play your fiddle
All through the night till day

'Devil In The Strawstack' on the level
Must be Thomas Jefferson Jarrell
And all them angels gonna flip their wigs
When old Ed Haley plays 'Humphrey's Jig'

Don't forget about old Bob Wills
The man who plays the fiddle and kills



'Sail Away Ladies' by Uncle Bunt Stevens
'Sugar On The Floor', don't think of leaving

Play your fiddle
Make my soul rejoice
Play your fiddle
And give my heart a voice

Play your fiddle
Over hills and far away
Play your fiddle
All through the night till day

'Shenadoah Waltz' with Chubby Wise
Can't help bring tears to both my eyes
Kenny Baker 'Walking In My Sleep'
They just don't make them like him today

Vassar put the jazz in bluegrass
Playing violin with style and class
While Uncle [Bin Bender Beer]from [Rozene]
Could make his fiddle walk, talk and sing

Play your fiddle
Make my soul rejoice
Play your fiddle
And give my heart a voice

Play your fiddle
Over hills and far away
Play your fiddle
All through the night till day
All through the night till day

5757. Fiddlin' Around

Dierks Bentley - Fiddlin' Around
Jeff Austin

[Verse 1]
Up in the window light tonight
Where I can see your silhouette
I've been throwing little stones
But I don't believe you've even heard me yet
Today you crossed your heart
And said you'd meet me in the dark
When I called you on the phone
You pretended you weren't home

[Chorus]
Hey baby, what do you say
Won't you come on outside tonight
The moon is finally shining bright as day



Hey what do you say
Can't you hear the music in the wind
And see our shadows on the ground
Aw won't you come on down
We're going to do a little fiddling around

[Verse 2]
Can't you hear the banjo's ringing through the air
There'll be mandolins and guitars everywhere
Now don't you want to be there

[Chorus]
If you'd look outside, you'd see the lights
Of my old corvette
Are you trying to drive me crazy babe
Or did you just forget

[Chorus]

5758. Fiddlin' Bill

Fiddlin' Bill 
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Sitting in the sunshine sippin' on moonshine in the kentucky hills
sat an old man with a fiddle in his hands 
they called him fiddlin bill
He never left the hillside, he was born there and died in the kentuck hills
This old man witha fiddle in his hands, they called him fiddlin bill
ohhh old time fiddlin bill

All day you could hear him play,
Through the valleys and over the hills
Although he's gone from his hillside home
it seems I can hear him still
Ohhhh old time fiddlin bill

He could play boil the cabbage, the little leather britches 
and also katy hill
He could play a waltz slow and the blues down low
He could make you feel what he feeled
One day I asked if he could read music and he looked at me with a grin
He said he tried one time to read a note or line and never did Just couldn't comprehend

All day you could hear him play,
Through the valleys and over the hills
Although he's gone from his hillside home
it seems I can hear him still
Ohhhh old time fiddlin bill



5759. Fiddlin' Joe - Chords

Fiddlin' Joe 
Michael Cleveland & Flamekeeper

[Intro]
E        A  E        E        B7  E
E        A  E        E        B7
E        A  E        E        B7  E
E        A  E        E        B7        B7
E        E
 
[Verse 1]
E                      A      E  E                  B7       E
Back in the hole where I grew up times were bad and work was tough.
E                        A    E      E               B7
Painted (?) dust (?), we had enough, we had Fiddlin' Joe.
E                  A     E    E              B7        E
Fiddlin' Joe was a music man, he had fire in his whole hand.
E                       A       E      E         B7       E
We couldn't wait to the weekend dance, we'd hear Fiddlin' Joe.
 
[Chorus]
A                E        A    B7           E
Play it so good, Fiddlin' Joe, play it fast play it slow.
A               E        A   E                  B7           B7
One more song before you go, would you Fiddlin' Joe?
A                E        A      B7              E
Play it so good, Fiddlin' Joe, tomorrow we'll be feeling low.
A                E     A   A
Lit the fire and do-si-do,
       A         B7
play a good one, Fiddlin' [Interlude] Joe.
 
[Interlude]
E        A  E        E        B7  E
E        A  E        E        B7
E        A  E        E        B7  E
E        A  E        E        B7        B7
E        E
 
[Verse 2]
E                     A         E     E                  B7     E
Women would let their hair hang down, men would pass the shine around.
E        A      E             E                 B7         B7
We defer to the sounds to the hands of Fiddlin' Joe.
E                A      E       E            B7           E
Silent mountain, desert smells, soon we hear power of the pick.
E                A    E           E      B7       E
Troubles seem to disappear on the bow of Fiddlin' Joe.
 
[Chorus]
A                E        A    B7           E
Play it so good, Fiddlin' Joe, play it fast play it slow.
A               E        A   E                  B7           B7
One more song before you go, would you Fiddlin' Joe?
A                E        A      B7              E



Play it so good, Fiddlin' Joe, tomorrow we'll be feeling low.
A                E     A   A
Lit the fire and do-si-do,
       A         B7       E        N.C.
play a good one, Fiddlin' Joe.
 
[Interlude]
E        A  E        E        B7  E
E        A  E        E        B7
E        A  E        E        B7  E
E        A  E        E        B7        B7
 
[End-Chorus]
A                E     A    A   A
Lit the fire and do-si-do,
    A      B7       C#m
one more before you go,
       A        B7
play a good one Fiddlin' [Outro] Joe.
 
[Outro]
E        A  E        E        B7  E
E        A  E        E        B7
E        A  E        E        B7  E
E        A  E        E        B7        B7
E

5760. Fiddlin' Man

Michael Martin Murphey - Fiddlin' Man

When the fiddlin' man came to our town
Sister dressed up in her prettiest gown
Momma told sister don't be hanging around
That no good fiddlin' nan
'Cause a fiddlin' man he ain't on the level
He'll fiddle like an angel act like a devil
Sister wouldn't listen she was a rebel
She liked that fiddlin' man
She went to the dance stayed all night long
Momma waited up 'til the break of dawn
Momma found a letter and said she's gone
Off with that fiddlin' man
Sister ran off with a fiddlin' man
Momma threw a fit bangin' pots and pans
Said she'd better never ever get her hands
On that no good fiddlin' man
So I bought me a fiddle and I got me a bow
Practiced in the woods where
Momma wouldn't know
Knew she'd never ever let me go
Off to be a fiddlin' man



5761. Field Of Flowers - Chords

Field Of Flowers
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Paul Evans and Paul Parnes

G
We met in a field of flowers
 
And she put all the flowers to shame
D7                    G
Roses the poppies the violets the daisy's 
     A7                 D7
Will never again be the same
 
  G
I remember those happy hours
 
When we said we never would part
D7                    G
Roses the poppies the violets the daisy's
         D7                  G
Are just what I need near my heart 
 
    C
But then I went wondering
                                   G
But I miss her more and more every day
    A7
And while I was wondering 
                                           D7
Her heart was breaking and she was pinning away
 
       G
As she lies in that field of flowers
 
Her smile I will never more see
D7                    G
Roses the poppies the violets the daisy's
     D7                 G
Have taken my baby from me
  
Repeat #3,4
 
    D7        G            D7                 G
The roses the daisy's have taken my baby from me

5762. Fields Of Summer



Nanci Griffith - Fields of Summer

I am fragile in the morning
I grow stronger in the day
I can sprint like a new spring doe
By the fall of the night
Love has chased me down
Through the cities and the towns
Until I stood beside the road
And let it pass me by
Like a fool I've missed the rain
Cause I was crying

[Chorus:]
Then you are calling
Call my heart awake from years of slumber
And then I'm falling
Like a child head over heel
In fields of summer
Can you hold me?
Though I am inclined to
Leave my home and wander
Can you keep me,
Like a child head over heel
In fields of summer?
Fields of summer
Fields of summer
I am falling
Like a child head over heel
In fields of summer

Now that you have caught me
Are you sure you really want me?
Though I'm fragile as December
On your shoulder in the dawn
And when the day has made me stronger,
Can you satisfy my hunger?
When the night has come and I would race the moon
Across the sky,
Would you chase me through
Those open fields of summer

[Chorus]

Can you hold me?
Hold me?
Hold me?
Because I'm falling,
Like a child head over heel
In fields of summer

5763. Fields Of The Lord



Jim Lauderdale - Fields of the Lord

Fields of the Lord are shining
From the face of every one
Shining, shining, shining
With the never setting sun
Peace beyond believing
And love that never ends
There for our receiving
Always on round the bend
Just beyond the turning
Where the roads of life all meet
Our souls will be returning
And the circle be complete
Fields of the Lord are shining
From the face of every one
Shining, shining, shining
With the never setting sun
A few more days of sorrow
A few more days of pain
A few more grey tomorrows
Then we'll be home again
This is the beginning
Of what has always been
Love is never ending
And we come round again
Fields of the Lord are shining
From the face of every one
Shining, shining, shining
With the never setting sun
Our days will be rewarded
Our debts forgotten be
Our praise of life recorded
In the book of victory
Let the evil die away
And let fair winds prevail
Let the joyful music play
To another shore we'll sail

5764. Fifteen Years Ago

Fifteen Years Ago

I saw a man today who said he talked to you
Not so long ago I think a month or two
As my mind raced back in time
I prayed oh Lord don't let it show
He thinks I forgot you fifteen years ago

Fifteen years ago and I still feel the same
Why did he have to mention your name
I'm as broken up inside as if it's been a week or so

I takes a mighty strong love to keep a man thinking of



A girl he hasn't seen since fifteen years ago

I've got a lovely wife who thinks the world of me
Promised her my love through all eternity
I've tried hard to make her happy and so far she doesn't know
I can't shake this thing of fifteen years ago

Fifteen years ago and I still feel the same
Why did he have to mention your name
I'm as broken up inside as if it's been a week or so

It takes a mighty long time to get a real love off your mind
I know I've tried since fifteen years ago

5765. Fifteen Years Ago Today

Fifteen Years Ago Today

I was happy, oh so happy
Living down old Mississippi way
I was living with my pappy
Fifteen years ago today

When I left him in the gloaming
I recall I heard him say
You'll be sorry that you're going
Fifteen years ago today

I met a slicker from the city
And he stole my heart away
How he fooled me what a pity
Fifteen years ago today

And he told me if I'd go with him
That a fortune we would me
But he left me for another
Fifteen years ago today

Now I'm sitting by my lonesome
For each wrong I now must pay
I remember I wasn't lonesome
Fifteen years ago today

5766. Fifty Miles Of Elbow Room

Fifty Miles of Elbow Room - Carter Family
Wayword Sons

Twelve hundred miles its length and breadth



The four square city stands
It's gem set walls of jasper shine
Not made by human hands
One hundred miles its gates are wide
Abundance entrance there
With fifty miles of elbow room
On either side to spare

   When the gates swing wide on the other side
   Just beyond the sunset sea
   There'll be room to spare as we enter there
   Room for you and room for me
   For the gates are wide on the other side
   Where the flowers ever bloom
   On the right hand on the left hand
   Fifty miles of elbow room

Sometimes I'm cramped and crowded here
And long for elbow room
I want to reach for altitude
Where fair flowers bloom
It won't be long til I shall pass
Into that city fair
With fifty miles of elbow room
On either side to spare

5767. Fifty-Fifty

Fifty-Fifty
Author: Dan Campbell

You can have the pink flamingo strutting
like a superstar model among the weeds.
If I can have the cooing mourning dove 
From the feeder as it scatters seeds,
You can have the red barn, the Mickey Mouse 
hiding in the loft, the bird's nest by the door, 
if I can have the treehouse in the red oak,
with its birch bark roof and pine plank floor
You can have your top secret skeletons
in soundproof closets, I won't say a word
if I can have my imprisoned dreams freed 
then watch them sprout wings and soar like a bird
You can have the Fort Knox aquarium 
with schools of goldfish shipped from Wall Street
if I can have the greenhouse and Venus Flytrap
that went vegan and refuses to eat meat
You can have the butler, the one named Jeeves
who taught you English and made great lemonade
if I can have the email and phone number
of Mademoiselle Arnaud, our former French maid
You can have your top secret skeletons
in soundproof closets, I won't say a word



if I can have my imprisoned dreams freed 
then watch them sprout wings and soar like a bird
You can have the pool to swim at midnight, 
the overflowing birdbath that quenches the parched lawn
if I can have the yard of scampering chipmunks,
the howling alley cats and lovesick toads croaking until dawn
You can have the entire house, window to window,
the roof and basement, all the hardwood floors,
if I can have the screened porch at sunset, 
the neighboring galaxy, any aliens knocking on the door
You can have your top secret skeletons
in soundproof closets, I won't say a word
if I can have my imprisoned dreams freed 
then watch them sprout wings and soar like a bird

5768. Fig Tree

Brett Dennen - Fig Tree

Oh baby won't you come with me
I'll tell you where I'm going
Over the meadow, down by the stream
Under the shade of a fig tree
So won't you come along
Won't you come along
Well, come with me
Underneath the shade
The shade of a fig tree
And it won't take long
It won't take long
'Till you'll be beside me
Shake it mama, shake
Shake me up in my tree
Well, shake me up in my tree
Oh the sunlight streaks across the meadow
Comes speaking through the canopy
The shadow suggests the shape of my interests
Under your fig leaf
So won't you come along
Won't you come along
Well, come with me
Underneath the shade
The shade of a fig tree

5769. Fight And Scratch With Porter Wagoner

Dolly Parton - Fight And Scratch With Porter Wagoner 
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner



Fight and scratch fight and scratch that's all we ever do
There surely must be more to love than to fight and scratch with you
You you to fight and scratch with you
Well you just bought a foal last month now you want a wig
It looks like you couldn't understand my paycheck ain't that big
Well what about the dough you lose in them poker games downtown
I figured you'd mention that smart aleck
Yeah and that brand new boat and that fishin' gear
But no uhhuh I don't reckon that'd count really
Fight and scratch fight and scratch...
Sometimes I swear I think that you're the devil in disguise
Cause when you're mad you oughta see the fire fly from your eyes
Well you don't look so cute yourself when you're mad at me
And if you don't like the way I look then you know how to leave Bossy Catfish
Fight and scratch fight and scratch...
Well I love you and you love me but we're always findin' fault
But the way we fight you wouldn't know that we had any love at all
We just fight like cats and dogs we'll leave then come right back
For what excitement would we have if we didn't fight and scratch
Fight and scratch fight and scratch...
Why don't you drop dead oh you'd like me to and I'll live forever just for spite
Why don't you keep your big mouth shot
Well why don't you just make me if you think you're big enough
Yeah and I could whip you with both hands tied behind
Yeah you just try it with me and I'll knock your brains out
With a stick of soap that's good Catfish
What's a catfish why'd you call me that
They're all mouth and no brains boy that's really good
It's all I can do to keep from laughin' hah
That's funny you sure are a fynny little fellow

5770. Fighter

Fighter
Davisson Brothers Band

[Verse 1]
Daddy was the gasoline, Mama was the lighter
I turned out to be the fire
Me and my family got a couple good buddies, you see
We stand up for what we believe

[Chorus]
And we're fighters, true survivors
We don't turn our backs and run from no outsiders
Yeah I'm a fighter, and we're all fighters
If you fight one, you fight us all

[Verse 2]
My last name, it runs deep
Like the promises I make and the friends I keep
And we stand as one, we stand strong and tall
It's all for one, and it's one for all



[Chorus]
And we're fighters, true survivors
We don't turn our backs and run from no outsiders
Yeah I'm a fighter, and we're all fighters
If you fight one, you fight us all

[Bridge]
I put it all on the line
You draw yours and I'll draw mine
You cross us, you'll meet the fire
[Chorus]
And we're fighters, true survivors
We don't turn our backs and run from no outsiders
Yeah I'm a fighter, and we're all fighters
If you fight one, you fight us all

[Outro]
And we're fighters, true survivors
If you fight one, you fight us all

5771. Fightin Side Of Me

Fightin Side of Me

I hear people talkin' bad 
About the way we have to live here in this country
Harpin' on the wars we fight 
And gripin' 'bout the way things oughta be
I don't mind 'em switchin' sides 
And standin' up for things that they believe in
When they're runnin' down my country, man 
They're walkin' on the fightin' side of me 

They're walkin' on the fightin' side of me
Runnin' down the way of life
Our fightin' men have fought and died to keep
If you don't love it, leave it
Let this song that I'm singin' be a warnin'
When you're runnin' down my country, hoss
You're walkin' on the fightin' side of me

I read about some squirrelly guy
Who claims he just don't believe in fightin'
And I wonder just how long
The rest of us can count on bein' free
They love our milk an' honey
But they preach about some other way of livin'
When they're runnin' down our country, hoss
They're walkin' on the fightin' side of me

They're walkin' on the fightin' side of me
Runnin' down the way of life



Our fightin' men have fought and died to keep
If you don't love it, leave it
Let this song that I'm singin' be a warnin'
When you're runnin' down my country, man
You're walkin' on the fightin' side of me

You're walkin' on the fightin' side of me
Runnin' down the way of life
Our fightin' men have fought and died to keep
If you don't love it, leave it
Let this song that I'm singin' be a warnin'
When you're runnin' down my country, man
You're walkin' on the fightin' side of me

When you're runnin' down our country, hoss
You're walkin' on the fightin' side of me

5772. Fightin Texas Aggie - Chords

Fightin Texas Aggie 
Robert Earl Keen

[Verse]
 G       C                 G                   D
Well it's 7:45 on Friday morning he just crawled out of bed
   G                     C                      G             D
He stayed to long at the Chicken again and he's got an aching head
            G       C               G               D
He's got an 8:00 at Heldenfelds, his prof speaks Japanese
     G                     C            G        D         G
Went broke on beer and Mr. Bills now he lives on bread and cheese
 
 
[Chorus]
       G              C            G                 D
He's a fighting Texas Aggie and he just don't give a damn
              G             C                G        D
That he's got three parking tickets and he's on Sco-Pro  again
        G                   C                         G                   D
But the bonfire's built and Varsity's horns have been sawed right off his head
       G              C            G       D         G
He's a fighting Texas Aggie and he will be till he's dead
 
 
[Solo]
G C G D
G Em C D
G D D G
 
 
[Verse]
  G                           C                G                  D
Well it Wednesday morning at Jolly Rolly his sports pass in his hand



     G                              C                   G                   D
He's been waiting three days in the blazing sun just to be with his twelfth man
           G                       C   G                     D
But after fumbles and interceptions he takes his girlfriends hand
        G                 C                       G        D       G
But the game don't mean a thing to her she's just there to see the band
 
 
[Chorus]
       G              C            G                 D
He's a fighting Texas Aggie and he just don't give a damn
              G             C                G        D
That he's got six parking tickets and he's on Sco-Pro again
        G                   C                         G                   D
But the bonfire's built and Varsity's horns have been sawed right off his head
       G              C            G       D         G
He's a fighting Texas Aggie and he will be till he's dead
 
 
[Solo]
G C G D
G Em C D
G D D G
 
 
[Verse]
G                        C                   G               D
Well he goes down to the Dixie Chicken he's dunking his ring tonight
     G                C                               G                D
He's there at 6:30 he thought he'd be early but there ain't a table in sight
   G                   C             G                 D
So he buys his pitcher anyway and he drops his ring on in
            G                C           G     D     G
Singing the road goes on forever and the party never ends
 
 
[Chorus]
       G              C            G                 D
He's a fighting Texas Aggie and he just don't give a damn
              G             C                G        D
That he's got nine parking tickets and he's on Sco-Pro again
        G                   C                         G                   D
But the bonfire's built and Varsity's horns have been sawed right off his head
       G              C            G       D         G
He's a fighting Texas Aggie and he will be till he's dead
 
 
          G            C              G                   D
Well it's 1:00 and goodnight Irene is blaring through the place
   G               C                 G                 D
He parked about 50 blocks away so he ain't got time to waste
        G                C             G                D
When he finally makes it to his car he stands up on his feet
         G                 C             G       D                 G
He says "Boys lets head to Taco Cabana I think I need something to eat"
 
 



[Solo]
G C G D
G Em C D
G D D G
 
 
[Chorus]
       G              C            G                 D
He's a fighting Texas Aggie and he just don't give a damn
              G             C                G        D
That he's got twelve parking tickets and he's on Sco-Pro again
        G                   C                         G                   D
But the bonfire's built and Varsity's horns have been sawed right off his head
       G              C            G       D         G
He's a fighting Texas Aggie and he will be till he's dead
 
 
[Bridge]
        G                  C         G                D
Well he picks up a battalion just to see what's going on
    G               C             G                D
But all he finds to read about is what we're doing wrong
     G                C               G                    D
This school's too damn conservative I guess you want us to be
     G               C                      G          D       G
Like all the hippies down in Austin wearing orange and sipping tea
 
 
[Chorus]
       G              C            G                 D
He's a fighting Texas Aggie and he just don't give a damn
              G             C                G        D
That he's got twelve parking tickets and he's on Sco-Pro again
        G                   C                         G                   D
But the bonfire's built and Varsity's horns have been sawed right off his head
       G              C            G       D         G
He's a fighting Texas Aggie and he will be till he's dead
 
 
[Outro]
G C G D
G Em C D
G D G

5773. Fighting Kind

Dolly Parton - Fighting Kind 

You and me cannot agree cause our love's the fightin' kind
Oh yes you did you started it like you start all our fights
No I didn't do no such thing and that a dirty lie
Nothin's ever your fault and nothin's ever mine
You and me cannot agree cause our love's the fightin' kind



Well you've burned the supper up again that's nothin' new
I just figured you'd pack that all on me
Well you're the one that caused it oh it's always me
When you're always lookin' faults ain't hard to find
We delight in pickin' fights cause our love's the fightin' kind
Two lovers both too stubborn to take the blame for anything
So we blame it on the other
Some love is understanding and there's careless love in line
It takes all sorts and mine and yours is known as the fightin' kind
Okay Miss Priss what is it now now I know you done this
What how am I supposed to shave that ain't never been my problem
Now I don't care about you using my razor
But did you have to use my brand new blade
New blade boy it's good that is really good
That's real good to think I went to all that trouble tryin' to fix that nice for you
That's fixed up nice I'll probably keep it for washin' the soap off the wall
Oh there ain't no soap or I ain't got no television in the bathroom
And that new blade that you vedrudged me had already been used
Two lovers both too stubborn to take the blame for anything
So we blame it on the other
What's mine is yours what's yours is yours and so on down the line
You and me cannot agree cause our love's the fightin' kind
You and me cannot agree cause our love's the fightin' kind

5774. Fighting Side Of Me - Chords

Fighting Side Of Me
Vince Gill - Fighting Side Of Me

Intro: / D7 / D7 / G / G /

G                                                                     D7
I hear people talking bad about the way we have to live here in this country.
                                                                   G
Harpin' on the wars we fight gripin' 'bout the way things ought to be.
                                                                          D7
I don't mind them switchin' sides and standin' up for things they beleive in,
                                                                                  G
When they're runnin' down my country man, they're walkin' on the fightin' side Of Me.

 G                                      D7
They're walkin' on the fightin' side of me.
                                                                     G
Runnin' down a way of life our fightin' men have fought and died to keep,
                                                                     C
If you don't love it, leave it, let this song that I'm singin' be a warnin',
           D7                                                                  G
If you're runnin' down my country hoss, you're walkin' on the fightin' side of me.

Inst: / G / D7 / D7 / G / G /

G                                                                         D7
I read about some squirley guy, he claims that he just don't beleive in fightin',



                                                                G
And I wonder just how long   the rest of us can count on bein' free.
                                                                       D7
They love our milk and honey but, they preach about some other way of livin',
                                                                                   G
When they're runnin' down my country man', they're walkin' on the fightin' side of me.

 G                                      D7
They're walkin' on the fightin' side of me.
                                                                     G
Runnin' down a way of life our fightin' men have fought and died to keep,
                                                                C
If you don't love it, leave it, let this song I'm singin' be a warnin',
            D7                                                                 G
If you're runnin' down my country hoss, you're walkin' on the fightin' side of me.

Inst: / G / G / D7 / D7 / D7 / G / G / G / C / D7 / D7 / G /

G                                    D7
Your walkin' on the fightin' side of me.
                                                                     G
Runnin' down a way of life our fightin' men have fought and died to keep,
                                                                C
If you don't love it, leave it, let this song I'm singin' be a warnin',
            D7                                                                 G
If you're runnin' down my country hoss, you're walkin' on the fightin' side of me.

5775. Figure You Out - Chords

Figure You Out 
Nicki Bluhm

[Intro]
 
G D C D x 2
 
[Verse 1]
      G
Gonna write you a letter, gonna tear it apart
      C
Gonna meet your uncle, gonna take it to heart
 
[Chorus]
      D
Gonna tell you I
      C                      G
Gonna tell you I, tell you i love you
 
[Verse 2]
      G
Gonna drag it out of you tomorrow
      C                                                     G
Gonna force your tongue to tell me everything your brain is borrowed



 
[Chorus]
      D
Gonna figure you out
      C                           G
Gonna figure you out, one of these days
 
[Verse 3]
      G                                               C
Gonna take all your troubles and tell you a secret of mine
         G.                            C
Gonna do all the things that you had in mind
 
[Chorus]
      D
Gonna figure you out
      C                           G
Gonna figure you out, one of these days
          D
I'm gonna figure you out
          C
I'm gonna figure you out, one of these
 
[Bridge]
G  D C D
  Days
G  D C D
  Days, whoa
G  D C D
  Days, whoa
G  D C D
  Days, whoa
G  D C D
  Days, whoa
 
[Outro]
 
G C G D (fade out)

5776. Filipino Baby - Chords

Filipino Baby
Recorded by Ernest Tubb
Writers: Billy Cox and Clarke Van Ness
Roy Acuff

[C] When the warships left Ma-[C7] nil-a
Sailing [F] proudly o'er the sea,
All the [C] sailor's hearts were [D] filled with fond re-[G7] gret
Looking [C] backward to this is-[C7] land
Where they [F] spent such happy hours
Making [G7] love to every pretty girl they [C] met.



When up stepped a little sailor with his bright eyes all aglow
Sayin, "Take a look at my gal's photograph"
Then the sailors gathered round him just look upon her face
And he said, "I love my Filipino Baby."

CHORUS
[C] She's my Filipino [C7] baby
She's my [F] treasure and my pet
Her [C] teeth are bright and pearly
And her [D] hair is black as [G7] jet
Oh, her [C] lips are sweet as [C7] honey
And her [F] heart is true I know
She's my [G7] darlin' little Filipino [C] Baby.

In a little rustic cottage in the far off Philippines
Dwells a pretty little maiden all alone
She is thinking of her true love, though he's far across the sea
And her heart beats true for him and him alone.

Then one day he whispered, "Darlin' I've come back from Caroline
I've come back to claim the only girl I love
Then that night there was a wedding while the ship's crew gathered 'round
And he wed his little Filipino Baby.

5777. Fill Her Up

Fill Her Up
Earl Scruggs

Mobil station where I stand
This old gas pump in my hand
My boss don't like me, got a face like a weasel
Oil on my hands and the smell of diesel
Here comes a big shot from the city
V8 engine, she runs so pretty
'Fill her up son, unleaded
I need a full tank of gas where I'm headed'
Up in the front seat a pretty red head
'We're going to Vegas we're gonna get wed'
'So fill her up son, don't be staring
That's a real diamond she be wearing'
I'm gonna take my baby one day
I'm gonna fill her up and head west
I'm going find some money all right
See those tail lights heading west
I got no money to invest
Got no prospects, no education
I was lucky getting a job at this gas station
That old cash box on the top shelf
The boss is sleeping, I'll just help myself
Let's consider this as just a loan
I can sort it out later on the phone
I'm gonna pick my girl up tonight



I'm gonna fill her up and head west
I'm gonna show her all the bright lights
We're gonna say we lived 'for we come home
And as I head through the woods on the way back
The evening sun is slanting through the pine trees real pretty
It's like I walked into a glade of heaven
And there's music playing
This money is cold in my hand
And a voice somewhere is saying
'Why would you wanna take that stolen thing
And what real happiness can it bring?'
You're gonna fill her up with sadness
You're gonna fill her up with shame
You're gonna fill her up with sorrow
Before she even takes your name
You're gonna fill her up with madness
You're gonna fill her up with blame
You're gonna live with no tomorrow
You're gonna fill her up with pain
You're gonna fill her up with darkness
You're gonna fill her up with night
You gotta fill her up with Jesus
You gotta fill her up with light
You gotta fill her up with spirit
You gotta fill her up with grace
You gotta fill her up with heaven
You got the rest of life to face
You gotta fill her up the right way
You gotta fill her up with care
You gotta fill her up with babies
You gotta fill her up and swear
You're gonna love that girl forever
You're gonna fill her up for life
You're gonna be a loving husband
She's gonna be your loving wife
You gotta fill her up with gladness
You gotta fill her up with joy
You gotta fill her up with love
You gotta fill her up with love

5778. Fill My Cup - Chords

Fill My Cup
Recorded by Wanda Jackson
Written by Richard Blanchard

C                                G7
Like the woman at the well I was seeking
                               C
For things that could not satisfy
                           F
But then I heard my Savior speaking
             G7                        C



Draw from my well that never shall run dry

                              G7
Fill my cup Lord I lift it up Lord
                                     C
Come and quench this thirsting of my soul
                                       F
Bread of heaven feed me till I want no more
        G7                         C
Fill my cup fill it up and make me whole

                                         G7
There are millions in this world who are craving
                             C
The pleasures earthly things afford
                                F
But none can match the wondrous treasure
       G7                      C
That I find in Jesus Christ my Lord

repeat #2

5779. Fill My Way With Love

Iris Dement - Fill My Way with Love

[Verse 1]
Let me walk, blessed Lord, in the way Thou hast gone
Leading straight to the land above;
Giving cheer everywhere to the sad and the lone
Fill my way every day with love

[Chorus]
Fill my way every day with love
As I walk with the heavenly Dove;
Let me go all the while with a song and a smile
Fill my way every day with love

[Verse 2]
Keep me close to the side of my Saviour and guide
Let me never in darkness rove;
Keep my path free from wrath and my soul satisfied
Fill my way every day with love

[Chorus]
Fill my way every day with love
As I walk with the heavenly Dove;
Let me go all the while with a song and a smile
Fill my way every day with love

[Verse 3]
Soon this race will be o'er and I'll travel no more
But abide in my home above;



Let me sing, blessed King, all the way to that shore
Fill my way every day with love

[Chorus]
Fill my way every day with love
As I walk with the heavenly Dove;
Let me go all the while with a song and a smile
Fill my way every day with love

5780. Fillin' My Cup

Little Big Town - Fillin' My Cup

[Chorus]
It ain't the bartender, it ain't the bottle
It ain't the headache I'll have tomorrow
It's a high-low life when you shake it on up
Fillin' my cup

[Verse 1]
It's all my people sittin' 'round a table
Real sad country on the radio
My go-to blues and my old faithful
Barely pushin' twenty, but still carryin' me home
[Pre-Chorus]
It's one part happy and one part chaos
Whole lotta borrowed, little bit paid off
You can't appreciate the sugar if you never had the salt
Ain't it nice and sweet even when it's on the rocks? Yeah

[Chorus]
It ain't the bartender, it ain't the bottle
It ain't the headache I'll have tomorrow
It's a high-low life when you shake it on up
Fillin' my cup

[Verse 2]
It's all those so close you can taste it
Hard pill to swallow, goodbye loves
Sometimes, half empty is good for makin'
Room for the know it when you see it good stuff

[Pre-Chorus]
It's one part happy and one part pain
Knowin' what you can and what you can't change
And learnin' that the secret is wantin' what you got
Makes it nice and sweet even when it's on the rocks, yeah

[Chorus]
It ain't the bartender, it ain't the bottle
It ain't the headache comin' in tomorrow
It's a high-low life when you shake it on up
Fillin' my cup



[Chorus]
It ain't the bartender, it ain't the bottle
It ain't the headache I'll have tomorrow
It's a high-low life when you shake it on up
Fillin' my cup
Yeah, it ain't the whiskey, it ain't the wine
Though it sure goes good from time to time
With this high-low life, go and shake it on up
Yeah, that's the stuff that's fillin' my cup

[Outro]
Shake it on up
Fill it up, woo

5781. Filthy Dirty South

Filthy Dirty South
Rising Appalachia

So there's oil comin out your mouth
And you can shut it off you can close it down
And yes I love my filthy dirty south
So we are all lead like lambs to the slaughter
While the big coorporation fuck up our water
Please dont sit back sit back in awe
(well yea) all in line pullin our last straw
Eh eh eh eeee, oh oh oh ooooooh a a a e eeee, o o o oooooh yeeaaa

And if you muddy my water i'll come after you
And if you muddy my water then i'll come after you, and if you muddy my water I'll come after 
you
And if you muddy my water I'll coem after you

So there's oil comin out your mouth
And you can shut it off you can close it down
Yes I love my filthy dirty south, well yea

So we are all lead like lambs to the slaughter
While the big coorporation fuck up our water
Please dont sit back sit back in awe
(well yea) all in line pullin our last straw
Eh eh eh eeee, oh oh oh ooooooh a a a e eeee, o o o oooooh yeeaaa

5782. Final Frontier

Final Frontier

 A7 D7



I dug for gold way out in California
 G7 C
And dove for pearls down in old Mexico
 A7 D7
I searched the world over for a diamond of my own
 G7 C
But found my hidden treasures here at home
 G7 C
I thought at first it was infatuation
 G7 E7
But now at last I know that it is love
 C A7
I've been north, south, east and west
 D7 
And finally found the very best, yes
G7 C
You are my final frontier

You are my final frontier
My only destination
Your skies are clear and blue
You are my final frontier
The roads that I've been taken
Finally brought me back to you

I thought that I was missing out on something
But all that I was missing was your touch
I followed that rainbow instead of my own heart
And found that I was lost without your love
Well it was wrong to leave I was mistaken
Its right to be back where I belong
I've been north, south, east and west
And finally found the very best, yes
You are my final frontier

(cho)

5783. Finally Fading

Finally Fading
Glen Phillips

You opened the door and in came the night
Curled 'round a woman and turned out the light
And I finally got it figured out
But it's too late to go back now

Proud as a lion of your new obsession
Tongue of a liar, little recollection
And there's no use in keeping score
Cause no one plays fair anymore

And the voices trailing doubt



Are finally fading out
Finally fading

Gave all the right answers to all the wrong questions
And you burned a few bridges when they raised objections
And I probably shouldn't think out loud
But it's too late to take it back now

And the voices trailing doubt
Are finally fading out
Finally fading

Whatever they said
Just have to swallow it
Whatever you did
No use in bothering
Get out of my head
Out of my head
And the voices trailing doubt
Are finally fading out
The voices trailing doubt
Are finally fading out
Finally fading
Finally fading out

5784. Finally Saw The Light

Finally Saw the Light
Yonder Mountain String Band

I guess I never really thought I'd settle down
But I never really cared
And if I always thought I'd be alone
Well, I could pretend I wasn't scared
And if you told me it's always them or me
I always thought that I was right
And if I never paid much mind to what was going on outside
I guess I finally saw the light, yeah I finally saw the light
I guess I finally saw the light, and it's shining on me

I used to think it was the bad things that you do that you pay for in the end
But more than that it is the good you could have done and you did something else instead
And if you told me, hey, this is how it's gonna end
I'm sure I'd have been surprised
'Cause I've seen lots of people look at me in lots of ways,
But not with killin' in their eyes, not with killin' in their eyes
Not with killin in their eyes, like you're looking at me

Heaven let your light burn down on this lost and lonely boy
I've had my fill of running, good Lord I don't want to run from you no more
I won't ask forgiveness for the things that I have done
I am a lost and lonesome stranger, Lord have mercy, Lord take mercy on your son



If you hadn't caught me here tonight
Would I have died in darkness dreaming of the light

See now you've got me but I've got one last surprise
You're gonna have to wait to see
A curse is born today among these pines
And it's yours eternally
And you can see a light that's shining on my face
And brother, I can see it too
But you think that it's the light of man and by my soul I understand
It's the light of heaven shining through, it's the light of heaven shining throw
It's the light of heaven shining through, and it's shining on me

I guess I never really thought I'd settle down
But I never really cared
And if always thought I'd always be alone, well, I could pretend I wasn't scared
And if you told me it's always them or me
I always thought that I was right
Ain't never paid much mind to what was going on outside
I guess I finally saw the light, yeah I finally saw the light
I guess I finally saw the light, and it's shining on me

5785. Find 'em, Fool 'em And Leave 'em Alone

Find 'em, Fool 'em And Leave 'em Alone

Now boys gather 'round, take a tip form me
I'm sure that you will all agree
If you let a gal foot you with fate
You'll soon be swinging on the golden gate

You'll miss out on all the fun
If you make love to only one
You'd better take heed to my little song
Find 'em, fool 'em and leave 'em alone

That little love bug is the cutest thing
At first its sweet but it makes its sting
You'll find the wound is hard to treat
Be sure you play this little game neat

* Refrain

Now if you find a gal you like
Just date her once but no more than twice
If you don't watch her little ways
She'll spoil your happy ramblin' day

* Refrain



5786. Find A River - Chords

Find A River 
Lowell George
 
[Verse 1]
        F    A      D
Oh, I wanna find a river
     D       G           D
And take it down to the sea
              G      D
And drift on by so slowly
             G          A
Oh, if you think about me
                     D
You know you could help me through
                   G        A
You know I would return in kind
     G      F     A      D G
Oh Lord, I wanna find a river
 
[Verse 2]
        F    A      D                G
Oh, I wanna find a city that's open wide
                D    G
That's open all night
                                  D
Where I could not hide from it's burnin' light
              A
So warm, so bright
        G       A
Let me run so free and easily
        G              A
Shelter me with it's sweet miseries
G   D       G A       G      F      A    D  G
Oh Lord, oh Lord, oh Lord I wanna find a city
 
[Verse 3]
        F    A       D
Oh, I wanna find my baby
               G             D
But I do not know where she lies
               G           D
And I do not know if she cries
              A
Or laughs at me
 G  D   Bm A  G A     G
Oh Lord, oh Lord, oh Lord
   F     A      D   G   F D# A
I wanna find my baby
G       F    A      D
Oh, I wanna find a city



5787. Find Me A Baby

Find Me A Baby
Josh Turner - Find Me A Baby

I was sitting on a creek bank, bored out of my mind
I can't stand to wait a day, a week, a month of my whole life
And then it hit me like a ten pound catfish upside my head
Nothing's worth doing if I'm doing it all by myself

I need to laugh with somebody and hear them laughing back
I need to share all I've got and put a couple more chains on this old trac
This singing solo's got so old to me
Gonna fine me a baby and make a couple babies and sing in harmony

You sing na-nana na-nana na-nana-nana
Na-nana na-nana na-nana-nana

I was sitting on my front porch when she came walking by
And she was looking for a helping hand, a man to change a tier
We hit it off and we talked forever and I bought that girl a ring
Then quicker than a richer paid defense stop I got down on one knee

And said I need to laugh with somebody and hear them laughing back
I need to share all I've got and put a couple more chains on this old trac
This singing solo's got so old to me
Yea, I found you, baby, let's make a few babies and sing in harmony

Now me and my baby are on baby love decree
When we all get warmed you're all to hear us sing
Na-nana na-nana na-nana-nana
Na-nana na-nana na-nana-nana

I needed to laugh with somebody and hear them laughing back
I needed to share all I've got and put a couple more chains on this old
Trac
That singing solo got so old to me
We, I found me a baby, we've made a few babies and we sing in harmony

We, I found me a baby, we've made a few babies and you're all to hear us
Sing
We go Na-nana na-nana na-nana-nana
Na-nana na-nana na-nana-nana

Na-nana na-nana na-nana-nana
Na-nana na-nana na-nana-nana

5788. Find Me Out On A Mountain Top - Chords

Find Me Out On A Mountain Top
Blue Highway

Intro - Em G D Bm D Em G D A D Bm Em



Chorus: Em      G        D       Bm
        Find me out on a mountain top
                  D                             Em
        where the cool breezes blow through the pines
                G        D       A        
        Find me out on a mountain top
            D            Bm        Em
        I'm leavin' this old world behind

Verse:  G                      D
        Fifteen miles from the nearest town
               C          G       D
        that's where I'll take my rest
                              Em         
        I'm leavin' behind my troubled mind
                C      G         D   
        and the girl I loved the best

Chorus

Break: (Chorus, Verse, Chorus)  

Verse: A country boy in a city world
       will never find a home
       Like a mourning dove on a high rooftop
       I'm better left all alone

Chorus

Chorus: Find me out on a mountaintop
                      
        Find me out on a mountaintop
        

Ending: D Bm Em

5789. Find My Love

Find My Love
The Avett Brothers

What makes it easy to treat people bad?
Some things you say and you can't take 'em back
What makes it easy to run from the past,
like a child runs from the dark?
Which is the poison and which is the wine?
The scent and the colors are so much alike
And how much of each will it take to decide,
when you're at the table alone?
Where do you go when it's perfectly clear?
You might find your way, but you won't find it here
What makes it easy to sound so sincere,



when you know that you don't care?
Love gets lost
Love gets lost
Find my love
Find my love

How can you tell when goodbye means goodbye
Not just for now, for the rest of your life
How can you stand there with love in your eyes
And still be walking away
Love gets lost
Love gets lost
Find my love
Find my love
Find my love
Find my love

5790. Find My Way

Find My Way - Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen

Though I was gettin' by with a smile and a song
Layin' with the one that was doin' me wrong
A bird's eye view from a cage in the dark
Trapped inside my heart

Life is somethin' we all gotta live
I tell myself, "Somethin'²s gotta give"
My heart was broken and breakin'² to be free
Guess it was lookin' after me

Movin'² on and into the light
You say I won't, but maybe I might
The book is open, I'²m turnin' the page
Lord, help me find my way

Who'²s gonna win, who's gonna lose?
Who's gonna walk this path I choose?
I won'²t leave according to you
But now, who'²s singin' the blues?

Movin'² on and into the light
You say I won't, but maybe I might
The book is open, I'²m turnin' the page
Lord, help me find my way
Find my way

Movin'² on and into the light
You say I won't, but maybe I might
The book is open, I'm turnin'² the page
Lord, help me find my way
Find my way



Find my way

5791. Find My Way Back To My Heart

Alison Krauss - Find My Way Back To My Heart 
(mark simos/devachan music, bmi)

I used to laugh at all those songs
`bout the rambling life, the nights so long and lonely
Well, i ain't laughin' now
Now that i'm caught up, it seems
In all the same ambitious dreams
That only lonely life allows

And the home i don't go home to
The friends i don't see
Aren't the part of this life
That endears it to me

If that's the price i have to pay
For doing things my own way
Then it's what i'll have to do somehow

Chorus:
Till i find my way back to my heart
For there's no one but me's gonna take my part
It's too early to say that it's over
Or to find we can make a new start
It's too early to say
Till i find my way back to my heart

I thought at least we'd meet again
Since we have been the best of friends and lovers to each other
Meet again and speak our minds
Force no issues, turn no blind eye
Toward the road that lies ahead

But it seems that i missed you
By a coast and a song
When time gets so short
"so what?" turns to "so long"

I cannot keep your love inside
It's a flame i cannot hide forever
In the name of hanging on

Chorus

I used to laugh at all those songs
`bout the rambling life, the nights so long and lonely



5792. Find My Way Back To Your Heart - Chords

Alison Krauss & Union Station - Find My Way Back To Your Heart

Intro - D9

(verse 1)
 Asus C9
I used to laugh at all those songs 'bout the ramblin life,
 G G/F# Em7 A
The nights so long and (G)lonely, but I ain't laughin' now,
D9 Asus C9
Now that I'm caught up, it seems, in all the same,
 G7 Em7 A Asus - D9
Ambitious dreams that only lonely life allows,
 Dm G D9
And the home I don't come to, the friends I don't see,
 F C Em7 A7
Aren't the part of this life that endears it to me,
 D9 Asus C9 
If that's the price I have to pay by doing things my own way,
 G Em7 A7 D9
Then it's what I'll have to do somehow,

(chorus)
 G Asus D9
'Til I find my way back to my heart,
 Bb C Em7 A
For there's no one but me gonna take my part,
 Bb C Dm Bb
It's too early to say that it's over, or to find,
 F C
We can make a new start,
 Bb C Bb C
It's too early to say, 'til I find my way back to your heart,

(verse 2)
I thought, at least, we'd meet again since we have been,
The best of friends and lovers to each other,
Meet again and speak our minds, force no issues,
Turn no blind eye toward the road that lies ahead,
But, it seems that I missed you by a coast and a song,
When time gets so short, so what, turns to so long,
I cannot keep you love inside,
It's a flame I cannot hide forever in the name of hanging on,

(chorus)
 G Asus D9
'Til I find my way back to my heart,
 Bb C Em7 A
For there's no one but me gonna take my part,
 Bb C Dm Bb
It's too early to say that it's over, or to find,



 F C
We can make a new start,
 Bb C Bb C
It's too early to say, 'til I find my way back to your heart,
 Asus C9
Oh, I used to laugh at all those songs 'bout the ramblin' life,
 G
The nights so long and lonely,

5793. Find Your Home

Find Your Home - Dead Winter Carpenters

I think I'll move back to New England
And find myself a little spread
I'll work real hard in the green green fields
Until the day I'm dead
I've got me heaps of sweet memories
from when I was a little boy
when everything seemed to make sense to me
in a sandbox filled with toys
But you gotta roll, yeah you gotta roll, till you find your home

Think I'll move to California
buy me a little spread
work real hard in the golden hills
till the day I'm dead
I've got me heaps of sweet memories
of when I was a little girl
when everything seemed to make sense to me

fake heels and plastic curls
But you gotta roll, yeah you gotta roll, till you find your home

I hope you smile when you get there
cuz it's been so hard to travel alone
I hope you smile when you get there
It's been so hard to find your home

I think we'll move down to Nashville and start a little rock and roll band
Where the stars all go down the music road and the good people understand
We learned to play sweet melodies when we were little kids
Now we ain't got time to look back on nothing and regret anything we did
Still we gotta roll, still we gotta roll, yeah we gotta roll, still we gotta roll
Till we find our home

5794. Find Your Way



Find Your Way - Rising Appalachia

I'm certain, we are ready 
Standing firm, feet planted steady
I know this world is heavy 
Arms loaded, drawn back, gaze steady, yeah  

Of my visions, I speak my tongue
Learn to steer my pace, my run 
Leave no trace but the moments come 
And we'll build bridges for our daughters and our sons

Find your way 
Find your way 
Whether you fumble or stand graceful darlin' 
Find your way 

Find your way 
Find your way 
Whether you fumble or stand graceful darlin' 
Find your way

When you rise you move your feet 
Find your voice, and find your beat
Walk the walk and dont retreat and we will rise as one complete 

As our right we claim out truth 
Lift em up and love our youth 
Hold em high in mighty shoes 
And teach them strength and let them choose

Find your way 
Find your way 
Whether your fumble or stand graceful darling' 
Find your way 

Find your way 
Find your way 
Whether your fumble or stand graceful darling' 
Find your way

Live our truth our kingdom come 
I don't need to walk or run
I can skip straight to the sun 
And when im lost ill find my way
Listen to the words of Mr. Slie
Root yourself before you fly
 Member all them wise words true
Fake it till you make it
Pull on through
Fake it til you make it x7

Find your way 
Find your way 
Whether your fumble or stand graceful darling' 
Find your way 

Find your way 



Find your way 
Whether your fumble or stand graceful darling' 
Find your way

5795. Find Yourself

Brad Paisley - Find yourself 

When you find yourself
In some far off place
And it causes you
To rethink some things
You start to sense
That slowly you're becoming someone else
And then you find yourself
When you make new friends
In a brand new town
And you start to think
About settlin' down
The things that would have been lost on you
Are now clear as a bell
And you find yourself
That's when you find yourself
When you go through life
So sure of where you're headin'
And you wind up lost
And it's the best thing that could have happened
'Cause sometimes when you lose your way
It's really just as well
Because you find yourself
Yeah, that's when you find yourself
When you meet the one
That you've been waitin' for
And she's everything
That you wanted and more
And you look at her and you finally start
To live for someone else
And then you find yourself
That's when you find yourself
We go through life
So sure of where we're headin'
And then we wind up lost
And it's the best thing that could have happened
'Cause sometimes when you lose your way
It's really just as well
Because you find yourself
Yeah, that's when you find yourself



5796. Find '■Em Fool '■Em And Leave '■Em Alone

Find 'Em Fool 'Em And Leave 'Em Alone

Now boys gather 'round take a tip from me
I'm sure that you will all agree
If you let a gal fool you with fate
You'll soon be swinging on the golden gate

You'll miss out on all the fun
If you make love to only one
You'd better take heed to my little song
Find 'em fool 'em and leave 'em alone

That little love bug is the cutest thing
At first its sweet but it makes its sting
You'll find the wound is hard to treat
Be sure you play this little game neat

Now if you find a gal you like
Just date her once but no more than twice
If you don't watch her little ways
She'll spoil your happy ramblin' day

5797. Finding Your Way

Finding Your Way 
Lonesome River Band
 
In your mind, there's a picture of the first time, 
And it's clear, as if it were yesterday 
Your eyes met across the room, and time stood still 
And still his memory can make you feel that way
 
CHORUS: 
It's over you say, you're finding your way
Through this maze of life alone
Forever turned, out to be 
Two score years and three
Now you're finding your way
 
In the hall there's a picture, of your wedding day 
Just a glance, and you're faced with a memory 
Of the vow that you made, for the balance of time 
And you wish, that God would make your time 
the same to be 
 
When you close your eyes at the end of day
You can hear his voice, almost see his face 
And you long for the love, that had grown over time 
and in your heart, no one will ever take his place



5798. Fine As Fine Can Be

Fine As Fine Can Be
Tony Rice - Fine As Fine Can Be

You're as soft as the rose
You're as sweet as the honey
You're as warm as the bright morning sun
You're as cool as the breeze on the last days of April
You're as fine as fine can be
You're like time is to space
You're like faith is to trustin'
You're like blue is to feelin' unkind
You're like joy is for love
You're like dreams are for chasin'
You're as fine as fine can be
And when I am gone my thoughts are all with you
You're my little angel you see
You're as bright as the moon
You're as light as a feather
You're as fine as fine can be
Like the rain is for the crops
You're like food for my thoughts
You're like true is for knowin' what's not
You're like leaves are for trees
You're like bees are for buzzin'
You're as fine as fine can be
You're as bright as the moon
You're as light as a feather
You're as fine as fine can be

5799. Fine Excuses - Chords

Fine Excuses 
Yonder Mountain String Band

Intro
A D      A D    A
 
                        A
She is leavin on the fourteenth
 
                       D
Only fifteen more days go
 
                  A
Fine excuses my distraction
 
            E



Oh I can't wait to see
 
      G    D     A            G D A
The show when she goes
 
 
I apologize for nothin'
Regrets far and too few between
Then I backtrack  all one action
Oh I know every word
Of the show when she goes
 
 
CHORUS
 
     D         A
Too late, why bother
 
     D          A
New day, soon begins
 
     D                     A
One foot, in front of the other
 
        E                                  G D A
What a way, to the beginning of the end
 
 
Hangin on too long together
Waitin up too late for me
Burnin heavy burnin all night
O I can't wait to see the show when she goes
 
 
Repeat Chorus

5800. Fine Line

Little Big Town - Fine Line

[Verse 1]
Completely complacent
So excitedly vacant
I keep waiting for something to give
But that something is always me
You consume what your able
I get crumbs from your table
You call this comfortably normal
But i call it getting by

[Chorus]
Baby its a fine line
I am holding on your holding back



Baby its a fine line
Can't you hear it knocking at your door
But your taking your sweet time
In love and out of touch yeah
Baby its a fine line
Baby its a real fine line

[Verse 2]
Do you feel the distance
Like i feel resistance
If i pull any farther away
Would you even come after me
But the one thing I am fearing
Is I am disappearing
How can i keep believing
If you won't prove me wrong

[Chorus]
Oooooooh oooooooh
Oooooh oooooooh

[Chorus]

5801. Fine to Me

Pokey LaFarge - Fine to Me

[Intro]
Gotta little story for ya'll
It go' like this

[Verse 1]
Paradise at my fingertips
And I ain't gonna let it go
You put a spring up in my step
And down the street I stroll
I got a new way of walkin', walkin'
A new way of talkin' too, talkin' too
A brand new song, up in my head
Because of you

[Pre-Chorus]
I don't know much
But I know you ease my

[Chorus]
T-R-O-U-B-L-E
That must be
What makes you
So-o f-f-f fine to me
Fine to me
Oh yeah, heey
[Post-Chorus]



Watch me walk
Let's walk

[Verse 2]
If I'm not honest with myself
I know that you'll be honest with me
You're the rock that I cling to
When there's a riptide in the sea
Lord knows I tried to stop you, stop you
Loving me like you do, like you do
But you, but you, but you
But you are just likR superglue

[Pre-Chorus]
I ain't seen much
But I see you easR my

[Chorus]
T-R-O-U-B-L-E
That must be
What makes you
So-o f-f-f fine to me
Fine to me
Oh yeah, heey

[Post-Chorus]
Watch me walk
The street I stroll

[Bridge]
I know you want what's best for me
I know you always want what's best for me
And it feels so good, so good, so good
It's got to be alright
It's got to be alright
I know you want what's best for me
I know you always want what's best for me
And it feels so good, so good, so good
It's got to be alright
It's got to be alright
Got to be alright
Yeah, got to be alright

[Chorus]
T-R-O-U-B-L-E
That must be
What makes you
So-o f-f-f fine to me
F-f-f-f-fa-fa-fe-fa-fe-fa

5802. Fine With Me



Little Big Town - Fine with Me

[Verse 1]
Everybody's going to go downtown same hang with the same old crowd
Talking like it's just the greatest thing you've ever seen
Telling me that if I don't go I'll be the one missing out
Yeah but I don't really think I'm going to miss a thing
As for myself I'm just as well
With something else in mind (like)

[Chorus]
Blue skies and amber sunshine
As far as I can see
It's just me and my sweet baby
And that's just fine with me

[Verse 2]
Lay me down in the tall green grass be still and let the world go by
Baby let our minds wander like the river does
Or find a place we can hide away where all we do is take our time
Making life and loving sweeter than it ever was
Take the whirlwind that life has been
And trade it in for the freedom of

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Everything's coming up roses
Everything's feeling right
We got the naysayers supposing
It may not last but it just might

5803. Finisterre

Finisterre
(Nell Robinson, James Nunally, BMI)

Has estado caminando sonámbulo
Corriendo las sombras de mis suenos
Llevándome a lugares que nunca pensaba ver
Por fin siento el camino debajo de mis pies

Has estado hablándome con carino
De amor, sacrificio y destino  
CÃ³mo nuestras almas se levantan para unirse
El amor siempre fue una lucha, y ahora fluye 

Vas caminando, paseando por mi sueno
A través de bosques y arroyos 
Trepando cerros y cruzando campos de trigo 
Estás caminando, paseando por mi sueno   
A mi Finisterre

Te escucho llamar, estás llamándome



Tu voz como un rayo de sol calentándome
Subiendo desde profundos mares 
Despierta el alma que encontraré

En el sueno estamos caminando
Y despertados por el camino 
Abrazando la alegria y el sufrimiento 
Juntos vivimos el misterio

Te veo caminando, paseando por mi sueno
A través de bosques y arroyos 
Trepando cerros y cruzando campos de trigo 
Estás caminando, paseando por mi sueno      
A mi Finisterre - A nuestro Finisterre

English Translation
You've been walkin', walkin' in my sleep
Chasing the shadows from my dreams 
Taking me to places I thought I'd never see
Finally I feel the road beneath my feet

You've been talkin', talkin' quietly
Of love and sacrifice and destiny
And how our souls rise up to meet
All my life love was hard, now it's easy

You're walkin', walkin' in my sleep
Through forests and o'er creeks
Climbing hills and crossing fields of wheat
You're walking, walking in my sleep
To my Finisterre

I hear you callin', callin' out to me
Your voice like a sunbeam on the sea 
Drifting up from the deep 
Awakening the soul I'm bound to meet

We are walkin', walkin' in our sleep
Awakened on the path
Embracing the joy and the suffering
Together we live the mystery

You're walkin', walkin' in my sleep
Through forests and o'er creeks
Climbing hills and crossing fields of wheat
You're walking, walking in my sleep
To my Finisterre
To our Finisterre

5804. Fire

Fire - Infamous Stringdusters



There were storms in her eyes and blood on the tracks
She left some fool never lookin back
Her walk was steady headin my direction
I never knew a knife to the heart was a sign of affection

Her dark hair was 'owin like a smokey 're
She stared right through me that look of desire
She's gettin close now and I've lost control
It's burns me up but I'm still not letting go

You can't put out the 're, you can't put out the 're
You can't buy love, or shake desire.
You can't put out the 're, you can't put out the 're
You can't buy love, or shake desire.

Good lord I need some cool, cool water
For the heat comin out of the devils daughter
I took a bite of the apple and I lost my mind
My eyes can see but my heart is always blind

You can't put out the 're, you can't put out the 're
You can't buy love, or shake desire.
You can't put out the 're, you can't put out the 're
You can't buy love, or shake desire.

Well I get cut so deep can't understand
Why it can't happen to another man
A lesson learned is a lesson lost I'm broke again
I can't pay the cost of love

You can't put out the 're, you can't put out the 're
You can't buy love, or shake desire.
You can't put out the 're, you can't put out the 're
You can't buy love, or shake desire.

5805. Fire And Brimstone

Ralph Stanley - Fire and Brimstone

[Verse 1]
I had a dream last night
While I was laying in my bed
And the whole world was standing still
And the moon was turning red
I saw a sign in the sky
I have come to set you free
There a light, shining bright
Shining down, down on me

[Chorus]
I saw fire, fire and brimstone
Coming down on my head
I saw fire, fire and brimstone



Coming down on my head

[Verse 2]
I looked around, I saw lights
I heard a voice say, "Come to me"
I felt a rumbling beneath my feet
And the whole world was shaking free
And the sun was standing still
It was dark but I could see

[Chorus]
I saw fire, fire and brimstone
Coming down on my head
I saw fire, fire and brimstone
Coming down on my head
I saw fire, fire and brimstone
Coming down on my head
I saw fire, fire and brimstone
Coming down, down on me

[Verse 3]
I looked around, I saw lights
I heard a voice say, "Come to me"
I felt a rumbling beneath my feet
And the whole world was shaking free

[Chorus]
I saw fire, fire and brimstone
Coming down on my head
I saw fire, fire and brimstone
Coming down, down on me

5806. Fire And Smoke - Chords

Fire And Smoke
Written and recorded by Earl Thomas Conley

G                                  Bm          Em
In and out of honky tonks from one town to the next
    D7             Am                 C        D7    G
But anything worth lovin' Lord's just too hard to forget
                           Bm               Em
Every day's another way of feeling more the same
           D7              Am             C  D7         G
Looks like I'll run out of highway before I  outrun the rain
                    C
If there's fire and smoke
           Em                   G
Ooh what a rush I got when your love was hot
                  D7
Oh but I couldn't see
              Am                             C
That when the flame burned out you'd leave a cold dark cloud



        D7      G
Raining down on me
D7     G                               Bm           Em
So I'm reaching out to someone wishing she were you instead
    D7           Am              C       D7  G
And everything I left behind was waiting up ahead
                           Bm              Em
Pullin' on the bottom baby looking back on you
D7              Am                    C    D7        G
Cause anyway is the right way babe as long as I pull through
Repeat #2
                  Am                          C
Yeah and when the flame burned out you left a cold dark cloud
          D7                     G
A raining down a raining down on me

5807. Fire And The Flame

Fire and the Flame
The Del McCoury Band

With a throw and a roll
It could take control
And gamble us away
Following the fool
We're sliding in the groove
And I expect that's
Where we'll stay

Chorus:
I'm telling you
It's not a game
Play with the fire
And you'll live with the flame
Hey now, there's nothing new
I'm damned if I don't
And I'm damned if I do

There's a road that you take
And there's the one
You leave alone
There's a view of the highway
In my happy home
I said that I love you
While I said goodbye
You can part and remember
With a smile or a sigh

Chorus

Hard to be leavin'
Impossible to stay
The road that we took



Revealed the one
We have to take
You kneel in the sanctuary
And pray forever more
But when you fly from the cage
Don't forget to lock the door

5808. Fire and Water

Buddy Miller - Fire and Water
(Buddy and Julie Miller)

A man can walk - a million miles
And just be standing still
He can close his heart - and believe - he is strong
You were left - with a broken wing
The one - love left behind
In the arms - of the night - with nowhere to go
Standing out - out in the rain
Looking for - your way home
You walked on - on through the storm
Through fire and water - you have come
Like a storm carries a seed - away - upon the wind
When it falls to the ground - it brings life - back again
Now everything - you longed to see
You hold - in your own hands
And on the wings - of the wind - you ride high

5809. Fire Away

Fire Away
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Honey, load up your questions
And pick up your sticks and your stones
And pretend I'm a shelter
For heartaches that don't have a home

[Pre-Chorus 1]
And choose the words that cut like a razor
And all that I'll say, is...

[Chorus]
Fire away
Take your best shot
Show me what you got
Honey, I'm not afraid
Rear back and take aim



And fire away

[Verse 2]
Well, I wish I could say
That I've never been here before
But you know and I know
That I'll always come back for more

[Pre-Chorus 2]
Your love might be my damnation
But I'll cry to my grave

[Chorus]
Fire away
Take your best shot
Show me what you got
Honey, I'm not afraid
Rear back and take aim
And fire away

[Chorus]
Aww, fire away
Take your best shot
Show me what you got
Honey, I'm not afraid
Rear back and take aim
And fire away

[Outro]
Fire away
Aww, fire away
Fire away

5810. Fire From The Sky

Fire From The Sky 
Ricky Skaggs

Go and get your prophets
Gather all your fools
The four-hundred fifty
And then bring a couple bulls
A little preperation
So be sure and bring some tools
We're getting to the bottom of this now

You can make your altar
You can take your time
You can call out to your God
Before I speak to mine
We'll both ask for a miracle
We'll both ask for a sign
And the one who answers we'll know he is God



I believe the Lord will hear my cry
You will see the fire from the sky
You will say the Lord is God most high
Oooooooh, oh, oh, oh, oh

Shout louder to your baal
But you won't hear a peep
Maybe he is traveling
Or maybe he's asleep
Maybe he is just busy
Or he's in his thoughts too deep
We're getting to the bottom of this now

Turn to this other altar
Pour water on the wood
Fill your jars a few more times
And really soak it good
Ol' baal can't bail you out now
But I know someone who could
Yeah the one who answers we'll know is God

And I believe the Lord will hear my cry
You will see the fire from the sky
You will say the Lord is God most high
Oooooooh, oh, oh, oh, oh

I believe the Lord will hear my cry
You will see the fire from the sky
You will say the Lord is God most high
Oooooooh, oh, oh, oh, oh

Oooooooh, oh, oh, oh, oh

(Spoken)
Then the fire of the Lord fell and consummed the burnt sacrifice, and the wood, and the stone
s, and the dust.
And licked up all the water that was in the trench.
And when the people saw it, they fell on their faces and cried 'The Lord is God, the Lord he is
 God'

5811. Fire Gets Higher - Chords

Fire Gets Higher
Recorded by Mel Street
Recorded by Laying Martine Jr.
 
G                                  D7
Oh the dress you were wearing it's hanging on the door
                               C            G
The ribbons from your hair lay there on the floor
                                          C
The rings on our fingers keep saying it's wrong



        D7                                G
But the love we are feeling is burning so strong
 
        D7               C            G
And the fire gets higher each time we kiss
D7                    C             G
We say we can't go on cheating like this
                                       C
But if I couldn't love you I could not exist
        D7                            G
And the fire gets higher each time we kiss
 
                     D7
Each time I see your eyes fill with tears
                               C            G
I know that you're thinking we shouldn't be here
                                        C
But each time we break up we can't stay apart
      D7                                     G
Cause reason can't put out this flame in our heart
 
        D7               C            G
And the fire gets higher each time we kiss
D7                    C             G
We say we can't go on cheating like this
                                       C
But if I couldn't love you I could not exist
        D7                            G
And the fire gets higher each time we kiss
 
        D7                            G
And the fire gets higher each time we kiss

5812. Fire In Our Bedroom

Fire In Our Bedroom
Vern Gosdin

Seems like everybody's slipping around with someone else
But we ain't worried about no one but us
There's a whole lot of cheating going on when you got no one to hold
But we never let each other get that cold
There's a fire in our bedroom
And it burns burns burns day and night
And the flames are getting higher
But just leave it alone everything's gonna be alright
Everybody's wondering how we keep our love so warm
We stay wrapped up in each other's arms
And they talk about that big ol' house with icy window panes
But they don't know our bedroom's up in flames
I said leave it alone everything's gonna be alright



5813. Fire In The Blood / Snake Song

Emmylou Harris
Fire in the Blood/Snake Song
Ralph Stanley

[Verse 1: Ralph Stanley]
Come walk with me through the pines
In the morning sun
The birds are singing in the pines
In the morning sun

[Verse 2: Ralph Stanley]
Come stand with me, my darling one
Among the trembling pines
We feel His presence all around
Fire in the sky

[Verse 3: Emmylou Harris]
You can't hold me, I'm too slippy
I do no sleeping, I get wandering
You can touch me if you want to
I got poison, just my body

[Verse 4: Emmylou Harris]
Lie in circle on the sunlight
Shine like diamonds on a dark night
Ain't no blessing in my smile
Only things that sway me back

[Verse 5: Emmylou Harris]
Future, he don't try to find me
Skin I've been through dies behind me
Solid hollow wrapped in hatred
Not a drop of venom wasted
[Verse 6: Emmylou Harris]
You can slip and try to find me
Hold your breath and fled deny me
Makes no difference to my thinking
I'll be here and you start sinking

5814. Fire In The Engine Room

Richard Thompson - Fire In The Engine Room 

Well, Luke told Danny, Danny told Betsy
Betsy told me and I'm telling you
You'd better stop doing the things you do
There's a fire in the engine room



Fire in the engine room

Damp it down or we're all going under
Run them hoses, it's smoldering again
Better line up in a human chain
There's a fire in the engine room
Fire in the engine room

Fire, fire, my heart is busting
You drive me crazy with the things you say
Jealousy's got me and it won't go away
There's a fire in the engine room
Fire in the engine room

And I don't know how you come to reason
That somehow treason isn't treason
It must be the head-hunting season
And there's room in the old trophy room

She's making eyes at the fool with the shovel
That son of a grease-gun must be insane
I hose it down and he fans the flames
There's a fire in the engine room
Fire in the engine room

And you know how uncertainty can linger
With a rattlesnake wrapped around your finger
One day it might wake up and sting you
Here's a toast to the bride and the groom

Oh, fire, fire, my heart is busting
You drive me crazy with the things you say
Jealousy's got me and it won't go away
There's a fire in the engine room
Fire in the engine room

Fire in the engine room
Fire in the engine room

5815. Fire In The Hole - Chords

Fire In The Hole 
Hazel Dickens

[Verse 1]
Am                                G
You can tell them in the country, tell them in the town
           Dm              C                 Am
Miners down in Mingo laid their shovels down
         Am                    G
We won't pull another pillar, load another ton
    Dm                           C           Am
Or lift another finger till the union we have won



 
 
 
[Chorus]
C               G
Stand up boys, let the bosses know
Dm                      Am
Turn your buckets over, turn your lanterns low
         C                      G
There's fire in our hearts and fire in our soul
           Dm                E7          Am
But there ain't gonna be no fire in the hole
 
 
[Verse 2]
Am                          G
Oh, daddy died a miner and grandpa, he did too
     Dm                                    C               Am
I'll bet this coal will kill me 'fore my working days is through
       Am                          G
A hole this dark and dirty, an early grave I'll find
  Dm                           C             Am
I plan to make a union for the ones I leave behind
 
 
 
[Chorus]
C               G
Stand up boys, let the bosses know
Dm                      Am
Turn you buckets over, turn your lanterns low
         C                      G
There's fire in our hearts and fire in our soul
           Dm                E7          Am
But there ain't gonna be no fire in the hole
       Dm                E7          Am
There ain't gonna be no fire in the hole

5816. Fire In The Sky

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Fire in the Sky

All alone in a sleepless night
Passing time with a runaway moon
Talkin' to myself 
Wishing I was somewhere else
It's been too long since I held you girl
Twice a thousand miles
But my heart won't beat alone
I need the love I left behind

Hold back the dawn awhile
This will all work out



Don't let this dream die
There's a fire in the sky
It's like the light in your eyes
Thinkin' of you
And I won't give up till your in my arms
Never give up till what's lost is found
Won't give up on your sweet, sweet love again

Now the night is dark with diamonds
And I'm standing inside the rain
Giving up your love
Was the worst mistake I made
There's a sound I hear in the distance
Seems it's calling out my name
Well I'll pay most any price
I just hope I'm not too late

Turn back the clock awhile
Things will all work out
That's what the dream is all about
There's a fire in the sky
It's like the light in your eyes
Oh, it's true
That I won't give up till your in my arms
Never give up till what's lost is found
Won't give up on your sweet, sweet love 

Turn back the clock awhile
Things will all work out
That's what the dream is all about 
I see a fire in the sky
Just like the light in your eyes
Thinkin' of you
That I won't give up till your in my arms
Never give up till what's lost is found
Won't give up on your sweet, sweet love

5817. Fire In the Water

Fire In the Water
Jeff & Vida 

One thing will lead to something
Ty mix
This is another one coming from the temple

If you like to bonny bone face
Na your face
If you like to go to gold coast
For one name
If you like you run rat race
Na your race



If you like to be my girly
You go stay

Show me your love I go show you mine
Iwowoji
Give me your trust I will give you mine
Water fire
Water water water fire
Na water dey quench fire
Water fire
Oboboji
Water water water fire
Na water dey quench fire

Olomoge wa chop up
Witty biggy biggy pu puff
Oya baby let's check up
Everything Ferragamo
Am feeling good good good good
I'm a gooda boy
I want you you you
You are super girl

Mo mo moni
Candle gety size dey burner
Na how long it dey laster sho laya
I gat you you you you you
Beaty chest awa la leko

Show me your love I go show you mine
Give me your trust I will give you mine
Water fire
Water water water fire
Na water dey quench fire
Water fire
Water water water fire
Na water dey quench fire

This is another one coming from the temple
Ekwekweji
This is another one coming from the moon
Ekwekweji
Oremeji
I wanna see the things you do

Coming through me a coming through
Like a wattle me I run the pool dry
Enter your motion test me potion
Gentle like an lotion
Baby this thing is real
I dey mad over you
We go run the town
We no need time

Ekwekweji
Girl your love and touch no part 2 rara
Shey you no mind if I seek on you like super glue



Ekwekwe

Show me your love I go show you mine
Give me your trust I will give you mine
Water fire
Water water water fire
Na water dey quench fire
Water fire
Water water water fire
Na water dey quench fire

It's Jeffrey
With Bisola

5818. Fire Line

Billy Strings
Fire Line

It's a careless wind that carries me, across the great divide
From the wretched underworld, to the place where fear resides
Behind the line you hold, you can only hold so long
When you see my forky tongue, and you hear my twisted song

My sign is the fire line, uncontrolled
My bitter ruthlessness is a beacon to behold
Like cancer grow on, someday to die
Where the water's flowing, I'm gonna drain the river dry

It's a poison dream
Keeps me running through the night
I'll take it on, then some more
By the dawning of the sickly morning light

Burn through the midnight oil, and the bridges I can't cross
Somehow I find myself in everything you've lost
We've seen it all before, but it comes as no surprise
Just like reflections of the fire in your eyes

It's a poison dream
Keeps me running through the night
I'll take it on, then some more
By the dawning of the sickly morning light

And when the work is done and the Devil's called his time
You'll feel a stale breeze, blow through ash and pine
And you may ask yourself, "Where did the endgame lie?"
A question I might ask if I could stop to wonder why

It's a poison dream
Keeps me running through the night
I'll take it on, then some more
By the dawning of the sickly morning light



It's a poison dream
Keeps me running through the night
I'll take it on, then some more
By the dawning of the sickly morning light

5819. Fire On The Mountain

Fire On The Mountain
Keller Williams 

Wrong way Billy, what you standing there for?
Get up, get off, get out of the door
You're playing cold music on the bar room floor
Drowned in your laughter and dead to the core
There's a dragon with matches that's loose on the town
Takes a whole pail of water just to cool him down

Cut up in sections, squirming alive
Lost to the world on that fifty-cent jive
Fireman, fireman, call off your dog
This isn't a blaze, it's just a hog in the log
There's a fire on the mountain, running around
What doesn't go up can never come down

Fire, fire on the mountain
Fire up on the mountain, there's a
Fire, fire on the mountain
Right up on the mountain there's a
Fire, fire on the mountain

Wound in barbed wire, hell I ain't sore
Only hurts when I laugh, or roll on the floor
Only hurts a little, that's what I'm told
When you drown in hot oil it can even feel cold
I know I'm in love but I can't tell you why
It feels like poison, shoot me down when I cry

There's a
Fire, fire on the mountain
Fire, fire on the mountain
Can you see the fire, fire is getting higher
Fire, fire on the mountain
How's it going, how's it going, are you coming through the
Fire, fire on the mountain

She's running around, she's coming down
Up, up, up, up, right up on the mountain there's a fire
Here she comes, here she comes

She's running down, she's coming around
There's a fire
Let me tell you



Here she comes

Gonna drink a hot water before I die
It cools me down, I ain't telling no lie
Out of the frying pan and into the fire
Over the rat trap and under the wire

My baby's in scarlet, her shackles in gray
If loves to love she's got it slated away
Put it down heavy, pick it up lean
Got to lay it down dirty and play it back clean

Fire, fire on the mountain
Right up on the mountain there's a fire
You know it's getting closer
Fire, fire on the mountain
Here she comes, here she comes
Running round, coming down
Fire, fire on the mountain
Right up on the mountain there's a
Getting higher, here she comes, here she comes
Fire, fire on the mountain
She running around, she's coming down

5820. Fire Red Horse - Chords

Fire Red Horse 
The Lone Bellow
 
G
 
E----------------------------------/
B--0--0--0-------------------------/
G--0--2--0--0----0-----0--0-----0--/
D-----------0----0-2-4----0-2-4----/
A----------------------------------/
E--3--3--3--3----3-3-3-3--3-3-3-3--/
 
 
Intro (2x)
G
 
 
Verse 1
G
The fire red horse
That could not be tamed
He could not be broken
My uncle's red flame
G
His neck, it was wounded
His breathing was sparse
His bondages, bloody



My uncle's old heart
 
Verse 2
G
The two would go walking
They both knew their part
The both of them healing
Walk deep in the dark
G
My uncle was wild
The red horse grew strong
I watched from the dirt road
While you climbed on
 
 
Chorus (Strumming)
G                    Am
Go ride through the night
               C
You're broken inside
                G
And you're not alright
 
(Go back to picking)
 
G
And oh, the strong red horse and I'm by your side
And oh, the strong red horse
And I'm by your side
 
 
Verse 3
G
The fire red horse
You broken, strong man
Fight off all the demons
With just your bare hands
G
I wait for you patiently
Back at the barn
The sweet smell of horse feed
I sleep in the straw
 
 
Bridge (Builds, strumming)
Em                    G    D
And the wind it would roar 
                       Am
And the rain it would fall
Em               C         D
And the fire red horse
 
And you would go walk
 
 
Chorus (still strumming)
                    Am



Go ride through the night
              C
You're broken inside
                    Am
Go ride through the night
              C
You're broken inside
                G
And you're not alright
 
(Bring back down, go back to picking)
 
G
And oh, the strong red horse and I'm by your side
And oh, the strong red horse
And I'm by your side

5821. Fire's Still Burning

Dolly Parton - Fire's Still Burning 

Familiar sounds tell me it's morning the night has been so dark and long
Each night without you just gets longer
While this torch I still carry just burns stronger
I know I never will stop loving you my tears just can't put out the flame
Or drown my hopes of your returning cause baby the fire's still burning

[ steel ]

Wherever you are I hope you're happy although your love for me has died
But if you ever need or want me I'll take you back any time
I know I never will stop...
Yes baby the fire's still burning

5822. Fireball - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Fireball  
written by Jim Lauderdale

B                  A          B
Fireball fireball  that was a close call
G        A            B
Wait now there's time fireball
B           D          G          E
Show us the short cut you'be been taking
B        D           G     F#
I get so sidetracked every time
A
The world moves too slow for the way that you go



B
We want you to stay it gets lonesome you know
B                  A          B
Fireball fireball  that was a close call
G        A              B
Wait now there's time fireball
B           D      G      E
After some early tries at redumption
B               D    G         F#
When we were so far out of our heads
A
Well you jumped in front of the rest of the pack
B
You've been gone so long but we want you to come back
B                  A                B
Fireball fireball  that was a close call
G        A             B
Wait now there's time fireball

SOLO

A
The world moves too slow for the way that you go
   B
We want you to stay it gets lonesome you know
B                  A          B
Fireball fireball  that was a close call
G        A
Wait now there's time
G        A            B
Wait now there's time fireball fireball

From Jim Lauderdale  "Every Second Counts"
Atlantic Records 1995
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)
Bluewater Music

5823. Fireball Mail

Fireball Mail
Lonesome River Band

Here she comes, look at her go
There she goes, eaten that coal
Watch her fly, look at her sail,
Let her by, by, by, the Fireball Mail

Let her go, look at her steam,
Here the low, whistle and scream
Like a hound dog wagging its tail,
Let her by, by, by, the Fireball Mail

Engineer, making up time,



Tracks are clear, look at her climb
See that freight, clear the rail,
I'll bet she's late, late, late, the Fireball Mail

Watch her swerve, look at her sway,
Get that curve out of the way
Watch her fly, look at her sail,
Let her by, by, by, the Fireball Mail

5824. Firebird Fly

Little Big Town - Firebird Fly

[Verse 1]
She was counting out her tips
And staring at the clock
When had jet black pontiac
Slid into the parking lot
He walked in with a crazy grin
Said I'm needing something sweet
She said "man that transam is the sweetest thing"
He said "honey let me take you for a ride"
She said "only if you let me drive"

[Chorus]
Firebird fly burn up the sky
Want to hear that engine crying
Stomp on the gas
Got to go fast
Screaming into the night yeah
Leaving it all behind
Firebird fly firebird fly

[Verse 2]
Stopped outside of phoenix
For some smokes and gasoline
He said "keep that motor running
And wait for me"
She turned head and smiled and said
"I've been waiting all my life"
The she popped the clutch
Then a cloud of dust
She left him high and dry
For the first time, she could finally spread her wings
Down the highway, man you could hear her sing

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Fire bird fly burn up the sky want to hear that engine crying, stomp on the gas got to go fast
Screaming into the night yeah [repeat]
Leaving it all behind [repeat]
Firebird fly firebird fly [repeat]



5825. Firebound Road

Firebound Road
Town Mountain

[Verse 1]
Worked my whole damn life tryin' to prove my standin'
Down the highway never endin'
A vagabond out and on the loose
Lady Luck never been to kind to me
Leaves me stranded every time it seems
The dealer's showin' three, buddy, I draw the deuce
Oh, and my love life's been just as complicated
I come home and my sweet gal is waitin'
In the driveway with her head a-shakin'
She says, "Honey, make your mind up now
You can saddle up or settle down"
Guess I'll go ahead and turn that that truck around
'Cause daylight's wastin'

[Chorus]
Well, sweet Lord have mercy, well, good God almighty
Well, I'm keepin' on, ain't no doubt about it
Feelin' a little inconsequential in this transcendental world
Starin' at that firebound road, workin' my way on down it

[Verse 2]
Well, yeah, we had a big show out in Hollywood
We sold a few tickets and it feels so good
To be up there, shinin' in the marquee limelight
Oh, but they need to switch them letters 'round
Man, just who the hell is Mountain Town?
We drove all this way, at least get that name right
And the green room hang, it was strong as hell
'Til the barman come inside to yell
"Hey, boys, I think it's time for y'all to be leavin'"
But the motel checkout ain't 'til noon
So it's beers in the treadmill room
I think it's time we exorcise a few more demons

[Chorus]
'Cause Sweet Lord have mercy, well, good God almighty
Well, I'm keepin' on, ain't no doubt about it
Feelin' a little inconsequential in this transcendental world
Starin' at that firebound road, workin' my way on down it

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Yeah, sweet Lord have mercy, well, good God almighty
Well, I'm keepin' on, ain't no doubt about it
Feelin' a little inconsequential in this transcendental world
Starin' at that firebound road, workin' my way on down it



Starin' at that firebound road, workin' my way on down

[Outro]
Hey, hey (Hey, hey)
Hey, hey (Hey, hey)
Hey, hey
(Woo)

5826. Firecracker

Firecracker
Josh Turner - Firecracker

Yeeeaaahhhh

When I look in her eyes
It aint no surprise
Sparks start a flyin like the 4th of July

She gets me so hot, my heart starts a pumpin
When we get to kissin, there aint no stoppin'

When it comes to love
She aint no slacker
My little darlin is a firecracker

When I light the fuse
I gotta get back quick
You gotta be careful with a dynamite stick

Son of a gun she fun to handle
And she packs a punch like a roman candle
She a pack of black cats in a red paper wrapper
My little darlin is a firecracker

Chorus:
We might not ought to take a roll in the hay
Cause we'd burn the barn down one of these days
Were a match made in heaven
And it aint no joke.
But Id sure I hate to see it go up in smoke

We got a good thing going
And it feels so right
Shes a firecracker
Shes the light of my life.

She goes off with a great big bang
Boys I tell ya its a beautiful thing
She takes off you better hang on tight

Shes a blonde bottle rocket
In the middle of the night



When she makes love shes a Heart attacker
My little darlin is a Firecracker

Chrous:
We might not ought to take a roll in the hay
Cause we'd burn the barn down one of these days
Were a match made in heaven
And it aint no joke.
But Id sure I hate to see it go up in smoke

We got a good thing going
And it feels so right
Shes a firecracker
Shes the light of my life.

Uhhh Haaa

We got a good thing going
And it feels so right
Shes a firecracker
Shes the light of my life.

We got a good thing going
And it feels so right
Shes a firecracker
Shes the light of my life.

Shes a Firecracker
Shes the light of my Life

Firecracker
Firecracker

Whooooo hoooo

Firecracker
Firecracker

Bang

Firecracker
Firecracker

5827. Firefly

Firefly - Hot Buttered Rum
 
Strollin' through the shady grove
Up half a country mile
Through the redwoods and the squirrels
They were jumping
As daylight comes to rest



Upon nature's sweet caress
Fireflies mark my way

Ancient constellations
Look high above the nation
Let's have a conversation by and by
Some for you and some for me
As I wander through the trees
Ain't got no worries on my mind

(chorus:)
Oh-oh, I heard it all on the radio
Oh-oh, just leave it all behind
The thunder rolling gently
Rolling sweetly through the trees
Georgia Midnight River

Daisy, Daisy what a gal
She lives up on the hill
You wouldn't know from looking
But she's feeling kind of ill
As she dances with the children
In the lilies and the rain
She'll make believe there's nothing to complain

Often it's the case
You find a stranger in a place
Living out the life you left behind
So wade into the streams
That lead you to your dreams
Fireflies will mark your way

(chorus)

John, John, where'd you go wrong?
To find your way into my song
Every now and then your sign reads "open"
Collecting pieces of the past
Trying to make it last
Vinyl record play a song all day

(chorus)

Well it's quite a pleasant site
You fireflies at night
Illumniate my soul with your convictions
I think I'll close my eyes
And up into the skies
Thunder guide me down to the river

(chorus)



5828. Firewater

Old Crow Medicine Show - Firewater

Living on bread and wine was easy 
For john and james and mother mary 
And i'm no saint and that's my ball and chain

Cause when i'm passed that silver chalice 
I always drink my fill until it 
Knocks me down and tangles up my brain

Yeah buddy, it's a short life, it's a hell of a life 
It's a mean old world, when you're kicked to the gutter 
And the firewater is the one thing to put out the flame

Walking through the graveyards and sleeping in alleys 
Telling myself the same old stories
Drinking that blood and calling it holy wine

Looking in windows and seeing a stranger 
Going through hell like a fallen angel
Feeling my bones getting old long before their time

Yeah buddy, it's a short life, it's a hell of a life 
It's a mean old world, when you're kicked to the gutter 
And the firewater gotcha talking in circles again

It's an empty bottle passing around 
When your hopes and dreams have all burned down
And the firewater is the one thing to put out the flame

Take me home, take me home
Gather me up in your arms lord have mercy divine

So take me home, take me home
Take me home, take me home

Cause it's a short life, it's a hell of a life, 
It's a mean old world when you're kicked to the gutter 
And the firewater is the one thing to put out the flame
Yeah, the firewater is the one thing to put out the flame

5829. Firewater - Chords

Firewater 
The Wood Brothers

[Verse 1]
    G            Am
Her hair and her clothes
     G           Am
Were smellin' of smoke



        G              Bm          C             A7
And her lips well they tasted like firewater
      D7         A7
First kiss I was buzzed
    D7              Am         C         G
The second I was in love I was high
 
[Verse 2]
 
    G          Am
You think I'da learned
        G           Am
All the times I was burned
G             Bm          C               A7
Deservin' the blues and I sure got 'em
    D7           A7
The drinkin' and pills
    D7             Am             C          G
The head shrinkin' bills they got high
 
[Chorus]
 
          D7            C
So if you taste lips of firewater
                   G
Better make like a tree
                     D7
It's a kiss you want no part of
                    C          G
Better not wait and see
 
[Verse 3]
 
    G              Am
Her stockings were torn
G              Am
Before she was born
G          Bm             C                A7
Her mother said she was a hard daughter
D7        A7
No father around
D7             Am           C          G
She'd just get down and get high
 
[Chorus]
 
          D7            C
So if you taste lips of firewater
                   G
Better make like a tree
                       D7
That's a kiss you want no part of
                    G
Better not wait and see
 
[Outro]
 



                     C
If you taste lips of firewater
             Em     A7
Get ready to bleed
                     D7
It's a kiss you want no part of
                        C       G
If you're anything like me

5830. First And The Last Time - Chords

First And The Last Time
Recorded by Jana Kramer

Written by Skip Black, Jana Kramer, Jon Mark Nite
G7              C               F            G7
I've always had one foot in and one foot out door
            C                                      G7
That's just how it is when your heart's been broke before
              C                                 G7
I don't wanna live like that and love like that again
             Am                    C        F          G7
I just wanna know right here right now that you're all in
C                 F             C
Say what you mean mean what you say
G7
Walk for walk or just walk away 
     C                 F
No I don't want you to go
  G7
I just want you to say 
         C                     F
That you need me like you need sunrise
C        G7                           C       F       G7
You're a fan of forever feels like so hold me hold me now
                                 C    G7
Like it's the first and the last time
        C                    F             G7
I wanna fall into you like I never fall in now
        C                 F         G7
I wanna feel you heal the scars somehow
             Am                    C        F          G7
I just wanna know right here right now that you're all in
C                 F             C
Say what you mean mean what you say
G7
Walk for walk or just walk away 
     C                 F
No I don't want you to go
  G7
I just want you to say 
         C                     F
That you need me like you need sunrise



C        G7                           C       F       G7
You're a fan of forever feels like so hold me hold me now
                                 
Like it's the first and the last 
                             C
Like it's the first and last time

5831. First Breath

Richard Thompson - First Breath 

Let's love what's left
Last dance, first breath

New friends hard won
Old hearts shine on

The frost is cruel
And fades the sign
On that little place
That I call mine

Let's love what's left
Like new born, first breath

Old stars, new shine
Old cup, new wine

Sun rise, moon glow
Someday we'll know

Inch by inch
Word by word
The lock is sprung
That caged the bird

Let's love what's left
Last dance, first breath

5832. First Days Of Fall

Tim O'Brien - First Days of Fall

At the end of the summer there's a couple of days
Before the weather starts shiftin' and changin' it's ways
The winds blow so gently on the things lovers do
That was the season when I first met you

We fell so deep in love, nothin' to fear



It came to be our favorite time of year
Now every autumn makes a bittersweet call
I'm missin' you darlin' in the first days of fall

It's early September, school days once more
I watch the little kids walk by my door
We always planned to have some of our own
But that was the old days, how far they have flown

I smile at the neighbor boy makin' his way
My heart starts sinkin' and I turn away
To a picture of you and me there on the wall
I'm missin' you darlin' in the first days of fall

I try to stand tall, to keep up my pride
Hiding the big hole that's deep here inside
I'm a man with no purpose, just walkin' around
Among lovers and children, alone in their crowd

No use in tryin' to plan out my day
It's just gonna end in the same silent way
This time of year it's no use at all
I'm missin' you darlin' in the first days of fall
Now every autumn makes a bittersweet call
I'm missin' you darlin' in the first days of fall
I'm missin' you darlin' in the first days of fall

5833. First Girl I Loved

The Incredible String Band - First Girl I Loved 

First girl I loved
Time has come I will sing you this sad goodbye song
When I was seventeen
I used to know you

Well, I haven't seen you now since many is the short year
And the last time I seen you, you said you'd joined the Church of Jesus
But me, I remember your long red hair falling in our faces
As I kissed you

I want you to know, I just had to go
I want you to know, we just had to grow

And you're probably married now, house and car and all
And you turned into a grownup female stranger
And if I was lying near you now
I wouldn't be here at all

We parted so hard
Me, rushing round Britain with a guitar
And making love to people
I didn't even like to see



I would think of you
And I mean in the six sad morning
And in the lonely midnight
Try to hold your face before me

I want you to know, I just had to go
I want you to know, we just had to grow

You're probably married now, kids and all
You turned into a grownup female stranger
And if I was lying near you now
I'd just have to fall

Well, I never slept with you
Though we must have made love a thousand times
We were just young, didn't have no place to go
But in the wide hills and beside many a long water
You have gathered flowers and they do not smell for me

I want you to know, I just had to go
I want you to know, we just had to grow

So it's goodbye first love and I hope you're fine
I have a sweet woman
Maybe someday to bear babies by me, she's pretty
Is a true friend of mine

5834. First Girl I Loved - Chords

First Girl I Loved 
John Hartford
 
Riff: /-----------------1--/
      /-----------------1--/
      /-----------------2--/
      /-----------0-1-2-3--/
      /---0-1-2-3-------3--/
      /-3---------------1--/
 
[Intro]
F      Cm7      F      Cm7
 
 
[Verse]
         F                 Cm7
I was in love with you, well-before I knew
        Bb
It meant more than just wanting to be with you
   F                G                    Riff
I used to look for other girls that looked like you
 
        F                     Cm7



But the laws of nature said, 'forget it, son'
       Bb
'Least that's what somebody told me
  F                 G                   Riff
I worried about it a little bit, but that's all
 
  F                   Cm7
I dreamt that you were Joan-of Arc
    Bb
And I was Don Quixote
F                G                  Riff
And everywhere we went the world was tin-foil
 
      F                     Cm7
But I gave up dreaming, and became a priest
    Bb
And put it right out of my system
F                    G                   Riff
I worried about it a little bit, but that's all
 
 
[Bridge]
F      Cm7      F      Cm7
 
 
         Dm               C
Now you used to play the guitar
    F                Gm7
We worked in a country band
        Dm              C             F      Gm7
I hung out down on the river bank, on Sun----day
     Bb             F
Your brother was my closest friend
    Gm7             F
He drove a pickup truck
   Bb               F                    Gm7    C           Bb
He used to bring me home sometimes, from high school
 
 
       F                  Cm7
Now I was fifteen, oh the very first time
 Bb
Love broke completely inside me
F                         G                  Riff
We were young, and we were learning about it together
 
       F                     Cm7
And we had enough of what we thought we'd need
         Bb
Of those well-known secret fables
   F                  G                      Riff
We worried about it a little bit, but that's all
 
 
[Bridge]
F      Cm7      F      Cm7
 



  F                       Cm7
I regret my life won't be long enough
        Bb
To make love to all the women that I'd like to
   F                G                       Riff
Or least of all, to live with the ones I've loved
 
    F                      Cm7
And I've never regretted a love affair
      Bb
Except one and that's all over
 F                   G                     Riff
I worried about it a little bit, but that's all
 
 
[Bridge]
F      Cm7      F      Cm7
 
     F                  Cm7
Now I heard you lived a-way up north
     Bb
Your kids are fat and plenty
     F                  G                        Riff
And I haven't seen your brother since a-way last Easter
 
       F                      Cm7
And if every other girl in the whole wide world
           Bb
Was just a little bit more like you
    F                G                      Riff
I'd worry about it a little bit, but that's all
 
 
[Bridge]
F      Cm7      F      Cm7
 
 
Dm               C
Now you used to play the guitar
    F                Gm7
We worked in a country band
        Dm              C             F      Gm7
I hung out down on the river bank, on Sun----day
     Bb             F
Your brother was my closest friend
    Gm7             F
He drove a pickup truck
   Bb               F                    Gm7    C     Bb
He used to bring me home sometimes, from high school
 
 
[Outro]
 
F        Cm7         F        Cm7



5835. First In Line

Emmylou Harris feat. John Starling - First in Line 
Album: Songbird: Rare Tracks & Forgotten Gems

They say that you have found a love
And maybe it's strong enough
But should you ever change your mind
Let me be the first in line

For I would give my heart to you
With a love pure and true
And it would last till the end of time
So let me be the first in line

If your new love should make you blue
And you want somebody who
Will treat you tender, treat you kind
Let me be the first in line

And if someday he sets you free
I pray that you will consider me
I would give all that is mine
Just let me be the first in line

Let me be the first in line

5836. First Light

Richard Thompson
First Light

Give me what I ask for
Give me what I long for
First light, first light

I came to you for refuge
Don't leave me to the thieves
Don't leave me to my own
Cure my disease
First light, first light
First light, first light

Take me through the mountains
Lead me from confusion
Take me by the hand
Through real and through illusion
First light, first light
First light, first light



Give me what I ask for
Give me what I long for
Give me what I ask for
Give me what I long for
First light, first light
First light, first light
First light, oh give me what I ask for
First light, give me what I long for
First light, oh give me what I ask for
First light, oh give me what I long for

5837. First Love

Alan Jackson - First Love 

(Alan Jackson)
I was fifteen, she was eighteen
The prettiest thing I'd ever seen in my life
I loved her at first sight
I found her in Marietta, a town north of Atlanta
I brought her home to see my folks
They loved her too
We were together for a long time
Thought it would be for all time
But things change and rearrang
She had to go
She left me cryin' in '79
An airline pilot, in Carolina
I was a wreck, can't drive a check
It broke my heart
My first love was an older woman
There's been many since
But there'll never be another
Built in 1955, snowshoe white, overdrive
I never should've sold her, I'll always love her
She was mine
Years went by, teardrops dried
I got her back, I was surprised
In '93, a gift to me on Christmas Eve
We were both older, so I restored her
Could've sold her, for a lot more
But I will never she's mine forever
Until I go
My first love was an older woman
There's been many since
But there'll never be another
Built in 1955, snowshoe white, overdrive
I never should've sold her, I'll always love her
She was mine
I'll never sell her she's mine forever
I love her so



5838. First One Back In Town

First One Back in Town
The Del McCoury Band

[Verse 1]
I left my cabin by the lake to take some fresh air
To put a little space between my love and me
I didn't know it'd be the last time that I'd see her
I wish that I had left things differently

[Chorus]
He didn't see me through the trees
Until I yelled when I heard her scream
And I saw her helpless body fallin' down
I couldn't get to her in time
She'll forever haunt my mind
But if the rock didn't kill, she'll surely drown
And now I've got to be the first one back in town

[Verse 2]
I didn't know her old man just got out of p[rison
Or that he blamed her for the hard time that he'd served
The peaceful sound of my horse splashin' on the water
Was shattered when I heard his violent [?]

[Chorus]
But he didn't fool me through the trees
Until I yelled when I heard her scream
And I saw her helpless body fallin' down
I couldn't get to her in time
She'll forever haunt my mind
But if the rock didn't kill, she'll surely drown
And now I've got to be the first one back in town

[Verse 3]
Please call the sheriff, if you hear me
If you see the sheriff try to flag him down
It's my life or death runnin' down this mountain
'Cause one of us gonna be buried in the ground

[Interlude]

[Verse 4]
In that little mountain town she was a beauty
But her story wasn't known by many around
I fell in love with her and thought that we should marry
But she had a past that almost brought me down

[Chorus]
He didn't see me through the trees
Until I yelled when I heard her scream
And I saw her helpless body rollin' down



I couldn't get to her in time
She'll forever haunt my mind
But if the rock didn't kill, she'll surely drown
And now I've got to be the first one back in town

[Outro]
Oh, I've got to be the first one back in town
Oh, I've got to be the first one back in town

5839. First Place Ribbon

First Place Ribbon
Gillian Welch - First Place Ribbon

[Verse 1]
Kathy never would wear britches
Kathy never would wear shoes
She's the kinda girl, likes some dust' between' her toes
Since she' never gets the blues

[Chorus]
Met her on' a Sunday at the county fair
With a first place ribbon in her hair

[Verse 2]
Oh, Kathy never did like preachers
Didn't like to tell the truth
Caught my eye, no she was not shy
I was a'walking by the kissing booth

[Chorus]
Met her on a Sunday at the county fair
With a first place ribbon in her hair
(What'd you get that ribbon for, Kathy?)

[Verse 3]
Oh Kathy never would be bridled
Wouldn't ever settle down
Broke my heart, and I bawl and cry
Every time the fair's in town

[Chorus]
Met her on a Sunday at the county fair
With a first place ribbon in her hair

5840. First Step - Chords

First Step - Jim and Jesse
Jim and Jesse Today Album



Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of

  E                    A
Watch that first step, Lady
                E
It's the wrong one
                 B7
It can take you past
                 E
The point of no return

                   A
She stares out her window
                    E
Of her big suburban home
                B7
And lights her cigarette
                       E
And drinks her coffee, all alone

                           A
Her minds reflects on her younger days
                             E
And the things that might have been
                        B7
She listens, while the silence
      E
Closes in

                 A
She looks into a mirror
                   E
That details her wasted years
                       B7
Her make up hides the lines of
                      E
Youthful dreams that disappear

Tonight he's out of town again
A friend will keep the kids
And she thinks about the things
That she never did

Watch that first step Lady
It's a long one
When you play with fire
You might get burned

Watch that first step, Lady
It's the wrong one
It can take you past
The point of no return

In a darkened downtown bar
A stranger offers her a drink
She knows he knows that she's new at this
But she tries not to think



The passing hours find them all alone
At closing time
And suddenly, she's
One step from the line

Watch that first step, Lady
It's a long one
And your not the kind
To step across the line

Watch that first step Lady
It's the wrong one,
Better go home, alone
While there's still time

Better go home alone,
While there's still time

5841. First Step - Chords

First Step
Recorded by Tracy Byrd
Written by Doug Crider and Verlon Thompson

C   G7
The lights were hot and the beer was not 
        C
And the band was playin' loud
    G7
The house was full 
                       C
But her eyes pulled me right across the crowd
       F                             G7
I said how's a guy like me to get to know you
    F                       G7
She said not so fast let me show you
             C                 F
She said the first step is the two-step
    C
I'm here to dance and nothing more
                     F        G7
Swing me around that hardwood floor 
C                        F
If you wanna run with me crawl before you walk
          C           G7                  C
The first step is the two-step then we'll talk
   G7
We sang along with every song 
        C
And the room was spinnin' round
   G7
We danced in line she felt so fine 



       C
And we hardly hit the ground
          F                          G7
So I said maybe we could make a reservation
         F                               G7
For some wine with candlelight and conversation
repeat #2
     
    G7                                    C
The first step is the two-step then we'll talk

5842. First Step To Heaven - Chords

First Step To Heaven
Recorded by the Oak Ridge Boys
Written by Emory Gordy and Jim Rushing
[3/4 time]

C                        G7                     C
Wake up oh sinner you're facing the darkness of death
                         G7                        F
Each moment could be the moment you draw your last breath
                                                            C
And the weight of your fears are the shackles that keep you enslaved
                                 G7                    C
But the blood of the lamb is the one way to bypass the grave

                  G7                       C
The first step to heaven is knowing you're lost
               G7                      C
The highway to glory is the way of the cross
                      F                      C
You can hand Him your burdens the moment you see
                  G7                     C
The first step to heaven is down on your knees

                              G7                           C
To all you believers who have answered the good shepherd's call
                                     G7                          F
Flood the chasm of darkness with the light that can save one and all
                                                            C
Not a soul crosses Jordan on the strength of their money or deeds
                          G7                     C
That mansion up yonder is reserved for those who believe

Repeat #2
                       
                  G7                     C
The first step to heaven is down on your knees



5843. First Time - Chords

First Time

C E7 F
You opened the door to heaven
 C G7
The first time I kissed you the first time
 C E7 F
With you in my arms I knew then
 C G7 C
The first time I kissed you you were mine

F C
I can't stay away from you it's true
D7 G7
You were meant for me and I was meant for you
C E7 F
I've fallen in love with an angel
 C G7 C
The first time I kissed you the first time
repeat

5844. First Time High

First Time High (Reconstructionist remix of  An Eluardian Instance )
Chris Thile

You should know, you should know that I
Am not just searching for
Some first time high
I know its all about perceptions
And I accept you as my very first mover
I am
I was a foreigner when you appeared
From the shadows at the m___
I was a hater in the depths of
And emotional hibernation
You sat me down
We had some drinks
And you told me all kinds of insanity
I asked your friend if you were available
She answered no but yes oh well oh well yes and no
Does she know, you should know that I
Am not searching for some first time high
I know its all about perceptions
And I accept you as my very first mover
I am
I remember riding bikes on Costa Island
Plotting midnight raids on the sweetest plum trees
That summer
It was too cold to swim
So we climbed upon the rocky shore



And freaked out on the mountain goats
But they were not impressed or scared of us
Do you remember
Oh that summer was independence
Do you remember (Do you remember)
Oh that summer was independence
Now I'm doing a memory reel in reverse
Scrolling back to come to feel your weather then
Now I'm noting that in my self a parabola
To predict the point of I shall not return
But you should know you should know that I
Am not searching for some first time high

5845. First Train Robbery

First Train Robbery 
Larry Cordle
 
I was born in forty three, down in Jackson County 
Daddy was a farmer, we were tired of being poor 
My brothers taught me how to steal, and live by jumpin' bounty
Then I learned how to kill, in Lincoln's dirty war
 
When the fight was over, I returned to mother
I promised her I'd go to work and be an honest son
But in Seymour Indiana, I met up with my brothers
They said here comes the O&M;, and handed me a gun
 
CHORUS:
Goodbye brothers, and all the Reno gang 
Me and Frank and William, together we will hang
And goodbye sister Laura true and lovely
Tell everyone that we swung, for the first train robbery
 
We boarded at the station, and steamed through the holler
The engineer, out of fear, stopped that rolling train
We broke into the mail car, found those silver dollars
But I saw a neighbor's face, as we made away
 
I said Boys there was a witness, so before we split a penny
We need to find him and be sure he ll never testify
So we stoled into Seymour, and shot poor Mister Kinney
Though he fell on his knees, and pleaded for his life
 
For three, years longer we lived on steak and brandy
'Til the Pinkerton agents threw us in this jail
Now I hear the voices of the vigilantes
Say let's put the Reno boys on the train to hell



5846. First Whippoorwill

First Whippoorwill 
The Rarely Herd

They married in the springtime, flowers in her hair
Built for her a cabin to hold the love they share
Her dowrey was a wedding quilt, her mothers silver comb
A bible and her love, and the cabin was their home

Chores around their little home, the newly weds did share
She helped him in the fields until the first snow filled the air
Winter thru she stayed inside, her world hussed and still
She listened in the springtime for the first whippoorwill

And she reaches out to touch him, knowing he'd be there
Comforting, erasing all her fears
Safe inside the cabin, thru the winter snow,
She listened for the first whippoorwill

So they lived together there, husband and wife
Working thru the seasons, a pattern for their life
From whippoorwill to snowfall, she helped him work the grounds
Then thru the long dark winter, she listened for the sound

Many seasons latter now, silver in her hair.
The winter took him from her, the happiness they shared
Alone in the cabin now, memories so dear.
She listened to the whipporwill, her eyes fill with tears

And she reaches out to touch him, knowing he's not there.
Remembering she gently sheds a tear
When for a different reason, a long time ago
She listens for the first whippoorwill

When for a different reason, a long time ago
She listens for the first whippoorwill

5847. Fish

Fish
Garth Brooks - Fish

I took a short vacation
To the Gulf of Mexico
And everyday I'd see this fellow
With his tackle box and pole
And he'd fish
And he'd fish
All day long

So one day I went out walking
And when I got down to his spot



Me and him we got to talking
I said have you ever thought
About what you are going to do with your life
I said I'm about to share with you
My secret to success
So you can go make something of yourself

You can sell these fish you're catching
You can buy yourself a boat
Hard work and dedication
And the next thing that you know
You reinvest your money
You'll be captain of a fleet
You'll be sitting pretty down on Easy Street
And you can do anything that you wish
He says, you mean fish?

His simple words of wisdom
Hit me right between the eyes
And it really got me thinking
About the way I live my life
'Cause I just work
And I work
All day long

So I asked myself a question
That I knew the answer to
Is success a second mortgage
On a big house with a pool
Or is it a chair
The salt in the air
Wetting the line

That advice that I tried to give him
To take him to the top
Was really nothing more than just a crock

You can sell these fish you're catching
You can buy yourself a boat
Hard work and dedication
And the next thing you know
You reinvest your money
You'll be captain of the fleet
You'll be sitting pretty down on Easy Street
And you can do anything that you wish
He says, you mean fish?

So I went and bought some tackle
And a bucket full of bait
You can find me here most everyday
With my chair sitting there next to his
We just fish
Yeah, we just fish
Yeah fish, fish, fish, fish, fish



5848. Fish & Whistle - Chords

Fish & Whistle

(Intro)
(G) (C) (G)
(C) (G) (D)
(G) (C) (G) (D) (G)

(G)I been thinking lately about the (C)people I (G)meet
The (C)carwash on the (G)corner and the (D)hole in the street
The (G)way my ankles hurt with (C)shoes on my feet
And I'm (G)wondering if I'm (D)gonna see tom(G)orrow

(Chorus)
(G)Father forgive us for (C)what we must (G)do
(C)You forgive (G)us we'll (D)forget you
(G)We'll forgive each other till we (C)both turn blue
Then we'll (G)whistle and go (D)fishing in (G)Heaven

(Instrumental)
(G) (C) (G)
(C) (G) (D)
(G) (C) (G) (D) (G)

(G)I was in the army but I (C)never dug a (G)trench
(C)I used to bust my (G)knuckles on a (D)monkey wrench
Then I'd (G)go to town and drink and (C)give the girls a pinch
But I (G)don't think they (D)ever even (G)noticed me

(Repeat chorus)
(D)Fish and whistle
Whistle and fish
(G)Eat every thing that they put on your dish
And (C)when we get through we'll (G)make a big wish
That we (A7)never have to do this (D7)again
Again? Again???
(G)On my very first job I said (C)"thank you" and (G)"please"
They (C)made me scrub a (G)parking lot (D)down on my knees
(G)Then I got fired for (C)being scared of bees
And they (G)only give me (D)fifty cents and (G)hour

(Repeat Chorus)

(Instrumental)
(G) (C) (G)
(C) (G) (D)
(G) (C) (G) (D) (G)

(D)Fish and whistle
Whistle and fish
(G)Eat every thing that they put on your dish
And (C)when we get through we'll (G)make a big wish



That we (A7)never have to do this (D7)again
Again? Again???

(Repeat Chorus)
(Ending)
(G)We'll whistle and go (D)fishing in (G)Heaven
(G)We'll whistle and go (D)fishing in (G)Heaven
(Repeat and fade)
(G) (C) (G)
(C) (G) (D)
(G) (C) (G) (D) (G)

5849. Fish And Bird - Chords

Fish And Bird 
Noam Pikelny

[Intro]
D A7 D
G A7
Dsus4 Em G
A D G
A7 D
 
[Verse]
       D       A7             D
They bought a round for the sailor
 
           G        A7
and they heard his tale
 
      Dsus4         Em      G
of a world that was so far away
 
       A              D     G
and a song that we'd never heard
 
   A         D     G
a song of a little bird
 
              A7          D
that fell in love with a whale
 
[Verse]
     D                 A7          D
He said, 'You cannot live in the ocean
 
         G       A7
and she said to him
 
      Dsus4   Dsus2 C#dim Em G
you never can live in the sky
 



         A         D          G
but the ocean is filled with tears
 
         A7        D      G
and the sea turns into a mirror
 
           A7           D              G
there's a whale in the moon when it's clear
       A7          D
and a bird on the tide
 
[Chorus]
  D     D7    G
Please don't cry
 
       E   E7    A7
let me dry your eyes
 
[Verse]
    D       A7            D
so tell me that you will wait for me
 
        G        A7
hold me in your arms
 
      Dsus4   Dsus2 C#dim Em G
I promise we never will part
 
      A7         D           G
I'll never sail back to the time
 
           A      D             G
but I'll always pretend you're mine
 
          A7           D         G
though I know that we both must part
 
         A7         D
you can live in my heart
 
[Solo]
D A7 D
G A7
Dsus4 Em G
A D G
A7 D G
A A D
 
[Chorus]
  D     D7    G
Please don't cry
 
       E    E7    A7
let me dry your eyes
 
[Verse]
     D       A7            D



and tell me that you will wait for me
 
        G        A7
hold me in your arms
 
      Dsus4   Dsus2 C#dim Em G
I promise we never will part
 
      A          D           G
I'll never sail back to the time
 
          A7       D                 G
but I'll always pretend that you're mine
 
   A7           D         G
I know that we both must part
 
         A7         D
you can live in my heart

5850. Fish Out Of Water

Dolly Parton - Fish Out Of Water 
(Dolly Parton)

I feel so out of place here
With this high society
These high fallutin' people
Don't know what to make of me
I feel like a minnow in a sea of Moby Dicks
A small fry in a big pan
They're caviar -- I'm fish sticks
Fish out of water
I know I don't belong
Fish out of water
Everything I do is wrong
My style of hair, the clothes I wear
The way I speak, the things I eat
The way I act, my lack of tact
Nothin' seems to fit
Fish out of water
Flounderin' round
Out of my element
But I'm just as good as they are
Why do I feel second rate
It's like, "Sorry Charlie,
We want only tuna with good taste"
I guess you could say Wal-Mart
Is quite a way from Gucci's
I'm Timex, they're Rolex
I'm Captain D's, they're sushi
Fish out of water
I've had it to the gills



Fish out of water
With these yuppie-guppie frills
Yeah, I'm a square in a round hole
A catfish in a goldfish bowl
A little fish with lots of soul
Out of my element
Fish out of water
Flounderin' round just for the Halibut
Save me, save me
S.O.S. somebody
Save me, save me
Somebody rescue me
Fish out of water
Somebody throw me in
Fish out of water
On a scale of one to ten
I'm a two, perhaps a three
Compared to the big fish in the sea
I'm washed ashore so save me please
I'm in an awful fix
Fish out of water
Rescue me
And you better do it quick
Fish out of water
It's such a culture shock
Fish out of water
My stomach's tied in knots
Fish out of water
Fish out of water

5851. Fish Song

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Fish Song

Sat here by this stony brook until the Grey day turned to dust
When up swam a fish with a children's book thought that I was lost
He was on his way to the salmon hop, that's where they go to breed
Saw me sitting on this log and thought I'd like to read

[Chorus:]
The night was cloudy but the moon he found a hole
Said that he felt bad for me cause I had no place to go

Why aren't you at the harvest ball with some sweet young gal
You just sit like a bump on the log and call that fish your pal

Well, I told him I was an orphan lived here all alone
But many people have often tried to catch and take me home
They never caught me

Thought that I was a hiding, call this log my home
But the fish and the moon and a sweet young gal
All want me for their own



[Chorus]

So I met that gal at the harvest ball, she took me to her room
While I slept in children's dreams, the fish ran away with the moon
The fish ran away with the moon
The fish ran away with the moon

5852. Fisher Road To Hollywood

The Avett Brothers - Fisher Road to Hollywood 

Regret for every step I took
From Fisher Road to Hollywood
Feelin' bad and actin' good
Never was content

It was hostel moves and hotel rooms
Watch my friends promote their dooms
From Pontiac to Newport News
Nothin' made much sense

And I had to leave a few behind
When they replaced the apple wine
With cocaine and codeine pills
I knew I was done

And I didn't really say goodbye
They'll walk their path and I'll walk mine
I will find other ways
To tear my body down

CHORUS

I am staying here with you
I've done all I know to do
They say "stand up straight and take your eyes
Off the wooden floor"
No, I didn't find what I was looking for
Still I had to go
From Fisher Road to Hollywood
Still I had to go
From Fisher Road to Hollywood

They taught some bigger words to me
At the university
Only it's a curse to speak
Without some regard

For the ones I'm talking to
Do I sound like a friend to you
Do we even speak the same
Language anymore



CHORUS

I am staying here with you
I've done all I know to do
They say "stand up straight and take your eyes
Off the ballroom floor"
Of course I didn't find what I was looking for
Still I had to go
From Fisher Road to Hollywood
Still I had to go

Still I had to go
From Fisher Road to Hollywood

5853. Fisherman Song

Fisherman Song
Performed by The Rankin Family
Written by : Jimmy Rankin

I'm a fisherman's son got fisherman's ways
fished with my father in my young days 
I learned the fine craft of the fishermans trade 
Just to pass to my son So he'll do the same

The sea is my lifeline the shore is my home 
I've been to your cities I didn't stay long 
I stared at the bright lights the dark city ways 
I'll tell you that's not for me, no I couldn't stay

Chorus
la la la la la la 
la la la la la la la

Some days are rough So we roll with the waves 
This living is tough and slack is the pay 
But we leave with the sunrise we wake at the dawn 
Singin the fisherman's song

Chorus
I'm a fisherman's son got fisherman's blood 
Just hauling the lobster and jigging the cod 
And if you don't like me then Leave me alone 
And I'll go on singing my fisherman's song

I'm a fisherman's son got fisherman's ways 
I fished with my father in my young days 
I learned the fine craft of the fishermans trade 
Just to pass to my son So he'll do the same



5854. Fisherman's Daughter - Chords

Fisherman's Daughter 
The Waifs

[Verse]
G
I don't like gold and I don't like pearls
G                                     D             C
I'm just your regular West Australian fisherman's daughter
      G                         D      C       G
I'm a middle class folk singing guitar playin' girl
G
I ain't seen the world no I've not traveled far
                              D        C        G
I'm saving dollars for a 1962 ruby red interior R-series
          D      C    G
Valiant,A mother of a car
 
[Chorus]
        D     C         G
I'm a country girl in a city whirlpool
    D            C           G
I'm pulling over man I'm gonna let you through
           D           C         G
I'm living in the left hand lane of my city
     D             C         G
Slow down so I can walk this highway with you
     D           C            G
Slow down let me walk it with you
 
[Instrumental]
G  D C G 4x
 
D    C   G
Slow down
                  D   C  G
we all gotta slow down
        D         C            G
I wanna walk that highway with you,
     D   C       G      GGGGG
With you,you,you,you
 
[Verse]
G
No I'm not yet married I got no ring on my hand
G
I got my heart beating for this sweet loving
D           C       G
Second hand dealing boy I'm gonna love him
    D          C            G
the best way I can I know I can
 



[Chorus]
        D     C         G
I'm a country girl in a city whirlpool
    D            C           G
I'm pulling over man I'm gonna let you through
           D           C         G
I'm living in the left hand lane of my city
     D             C         G
Slow down so I can walk this highway with you
     D           C            G
Slow down let me walk it with you
 
[Solo]
D C G
 
G
I don't like gold and I don't like pearls
G                                     D             C
I'm just your regular West Australian fisherman's daughter
      G                         D      C       G
I'm a middle class folk singing guitar playin' girl

5855. Fishers Of Men

Rhonda Vincent - Fishers of Men

Rise and follow me
I'll make you worthy
Rise and follow me
I'll make you fishers of men.

Rise and follow me
I'll make you worthy
Rise and follow me
I'll make you fishers of men.

Peter, John, and James
Could never be the same
After they heard him say
I'll make you fishers of men.

He said, Rise and follow me
I'll make you worthy
Rise and follow me
I'll make you fishers of men.
He said, Rise and follow me
I'll make you worthy
Rise and follow me
I'll make you fishers of men.

Cast your nets aside
And join the battle tide
He will be your guide



To make you fishers of men.

He said, Rise and follow me
I'll make you worthy
Rise and follow me
I'll make you fishers of men.
He said, Rise and follow me
I'll make you worthy
Rise and follow me
I'll make you fishers of men.

Jesus bore the cross
To gather in the lost
Oh what a might cost
To set us free from sin.

He said, Rise and follow me
I'll make you worthy
Rise and follow me
I'll make you fishers of men.
He said, Rise and follow me
I'll make you worthy
Rise and follow me
I'll make you fishers of men.

5856. Fishin'

Blue Dogs - Fishin'

Well i'm fishin'
Fishin when the sun goes down
Still fishin'
Fishin when the sun goes down
I'll be sitting here fishin
Till that fish come around
I lost my baby
Lost her to a hunting man
I lost my baby
Lost her to a hunting man
He brought her fishes in the evening
But she did not understand
Well I'm fishin
Fishin for a brand new girl
Still fishin
Fishin for a brand new girl
I'm gonna bait my hook up double
Catch the best in the world
I'm gonna bait my hook up double
Catch the best in the world



5857. Fishin' Blues

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Fishin' Blues

Betcha' goin' fishing, all the time
Baby goin' fishing too
Bet your life, your sweet wife
Catch more fish than you

Many fish bites, if you got good bait
Here's a little tip that I would like to relate
Many fish bites, if you got good bait
I'm a goin fishing, yes I'm goin fishing 
And my Baby goin fishing, too

I went on down to my favorite fishing hole
Baby grabbed me a pole and line
Throwed my pole on in
Caught a 9 pound Catfish
Now you know I brought him home for supper time

Proving, any fish bites if you got good bait
Here's a little tip that I would like to relate
Many fish bites, if you got good bait
I'm a goin' fishing, yes I'm goin' fishing 
And my Baby goin' fishing, too

Baby brother about to run me outta my mind
Say, can I go fishing with you?
I took him on down to the fishing hole
Now what did you think that he did do?

Pulled a great big fish out the bottom of the pond
Now he laughed and jumped 'cause he was real gone
Many fish bites, if you got good bait
I'm a goin' fishing, yes I'm goin' fishing 
And my Baby goin' fishing, too

Put him in the pot baby put him in the pan
honey cook 'em 'til their nice and brown.
Make a batch of butter milk hoe cakes mama
and you chew them things and you chomp 'em on down

Singing, any fish bites if you got good bait
Here's a little tip that I would like to relate
Many fish bites, if you got good bait
I'm a goin' fishing, yes I'm goin' fishing 
And my Baby goin' fishing, too

Betcha' goin' fishing, all the time
Baby goin' fishing too
Bet your life, your sweet wife
Catch more fish than you



5858. Fishin' In The Dark

Fishin' In The Dark - Garth Brooks
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Lazy yellow moon coming up tonight
shining through the trees
Crickets are singing and lighting bugs 
Are floating on the breeze
Baby, get ready

Cross the field where the creek turns back 
By the old stump road
I'm gonna take you to a special place 
that nobody knows
Baby, get ready

(chorus)
You and me going fishin' in the dark
Lying on our back and counting the stars
Where the cool grass grows 
Down by the river in the ole moonlight 
We'll be falling in love in the middle of the night just moving slow
Spend the whole night through
Feels so good to be with you

Spring is almost over and the summer's coming 
The days are getting long
I've waited all winter for the time to be right just to take you along 
Baby, get ready

And it don't matter if we sit forever
and the fish don't bite 
we'll jump in the river and cool ourselves 
from the heat of the night 
Baby get ready.

5859. Fishin' In The Dark - Chords

Fishin' In The Dark
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Fishin In The Dark

[D]Lazy yellow moon comin' up tonight shinin' through the trees
[G]Crickets are singin' and lightin' bugs are floatin; on the breeze
Baby get [D]ready

[D]Across the field where the creek turns back by the old stump road
[G]I'm gonna take you to a special place that nobody knows
Baby get [D]ready, [A]ooo ooo

CHORUS
[D]You and me goin' fishin' in the dark
[D]Lyin' on our backs and countin' the stars



Where the [G]cool grass grows
[D]Down by the river in the 'ol moonlight
[D]We'll be fallin' in love in the middle of the night
Just [G]movin' slow
[A]Spend the whole night through
Feels so good to be with [D]you

[D]Spring is almost over and the summer's comin' the days are gettin' long
[G]I've waited all winter for the time to be right just to take you along
Baby get [A]ready, [D]
[D]It don't matter if we sit forever and the fish don't bite
[G]We'll jump in the river and cool ourselves from the heat of the night
Baby get [D]ready, [A]ooo ooo

CHORUS 
[D]You and me goin' fishin' in the dark
[D]Lyin' on our backs and countin' the stars
Where the [G]cool grass grows
[D]Down by the river in the 'ol moonlight
[D]We'll be fallin' in love in the middle of the night
Just [G]movin' slow
[A]Spend the whole night through
Feels so good to be with [D]you

 (Repete Twice)
[D]You and me goin' fishin' in the dark
[D]Lyin' on our backs and countin' the stars
Where the [G]cool grass grows
[D]Down by the river in the 'ol moonlight
[D]We'll be fallin' in love in the middle of the night
Just [G]movin' slow

[D]You and me goin' fishin' in the dark!

5860. Fishin' In The Dark / Down In The Boondocks

Little Big Town - Fishin' In The Dark/Down In The Boondocks

[Intro]
I feel no shame, I'm proud of where I came from
I was born and raised in the boondocks

[Verse 1]
Lazy yellow moon comin' up tonight
Shinin' through the trees
Crickets are singin' and lightnin' bugs
Are floatin' on the breeze
Baby get ready

[Verse 2]
Across the field where the crick turns back
By the old stone road
I'm gonna take you to a special place



That nobody knows
Baby get ready
Ooh, ooh

[Chorus A]
You and me goin' fishin' in the dark
Lyin' on our backs and countin' the stars
Where the cool grass grows
(I feel no shame in the Boondocks)
Down by the river in the full moon light
We'll be fallin' in love in the middle of the night
Just movin' slow (movin' slow, movin' slow)
Stayin' the whole night through (all night through)
Feels so good to be with you

[Chorus B]
I feel no shame, I'm proud of where I came from
I was born and raised in the boondocks
(raised up in the Boondocks)
One thing I know, no matter where I go
I keep my heart and soul in the boondocks
(heart and soul in the Boondocks)

[Bridge]
It's where I learned about livin'
It's where I learned about love
It's where I learned about workin' hard
And having a little was just enough
It's where I learned about Jesus
And knowin' where I stand
You can take it or leave it
This is me, this is who I am

[Chorus A]
You and me goin' fishin' in the dark
Lyin' on our backs and countin' the stars
Where the cool grass grows
(Born and raised in the Boondocks)
Down by the river in the full moon light
We'll be fallin' in love in the middle of the night
Just movin' slow (movin' slow, movin' slow)

[Chorus B]
I feel no shame, I'm proud of where I came from
I was born and raised in the boondocks
(Born and raised in the Boondocks)
One thing I know, no matter where I go
I keep my heart and soul in the boondocks
(Stayin' the whole night through)
Feels so good to be with you

[Outro]
You get a line, I'll get a pole
We'll go fishin' in the crawfish hole
Five card poker on Saturday night
Church on Sunday mornin'
You get a line, I'll get a pole



We'll go fishin' in the crawfish hole
Five card poker on Saturday night
Church on Sunday mornin'
You get a line, I'll get a pole
We'll go fishin' in the crawfish hole
Five card poker on Saturday night
Church on Sunday mornin'
You get a line, I'll get a pole
We'll go fishin' in the crawfish hole
Five card poker on Saturday night
Church on Sunday mornin'
You get a line, I'll get a pole
We'll go fishin' in the crawfish hole
I'll keep my heart and soul in the Boondocks

5861. Fishin' On The Mississippi - Chords

Fishin' On The Mississippi
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Bob Morris

C        F                            C
Well I'm fishin' in the middle of the Mississippi river
        G7                   C
And the water's too muddy to drink
      F                     C
A big catfish chewin' in my little toe
       G7                    C
And my baby's waitin' on the bank
 
                                     F
Well I tried to make a livin' on the Mississippi river
       C                   G7
It's a mighty hard life to live
        C                          F
But I'm gonna build a house for my pretty little baby
        C              G7     C
And I'm gonna build it on the hill
                              F
Don't you know if I'm lucky I catch you catfish
C                     G7
Sell 'em for a dollar bill
       C                       F
Then I buy another board and a pocketful of nails
        C            G7     C
For the little house on the hill
repeat #1
                                   F
Well my daddy told me that there's sure gonna be
        C                 G7
A lotta hard times comin' around
         C                        F
Well I'd rather be fishin' on the Mississippi river



       C              G7        C
Than a diggin' in the cold cold ground
                                  F
Well I couldn't make whiskey like all of the others
         C                 G7
Cause my baby would set me free
      C                           F
And I have to go runnin' down the Mississippi river
         C         G7         C
When the law comes callin' on me
repeat #1 x2

5862. Fishing In The Dark

Fishing In The Dark
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Lazy yellow moon comin' up tonight
Shinin' through the trees
Crickets are singin' and lightning bugs
Are floatin' on a breeze
Baby get ready

Across the field where the crick turns back
By the old stump road
I'm gonna take you to a special place
That nobody knows
Baby get ready, ooh-ooh

You and me goin' fishin' in the dark
Lying on our backs and countin' the stars
Where the cool grass grows
Down by the river in the full moon light
We'll be fallin' in love in the middle of the night
Just movin' slow
Stayin' the whole night through
It feels so good to be with you

Spring is almost over and the summer's comin'
And the days are gettin' long
I waited all winter for the time to be right
Just to take you along
Baby get ready

And it don't matter if we sit forever
And the fish don't bite
We'll jump in a river and cool ourselves
From the heat of the night
Baby get ready, ooh-ooh

You and me goin' fishin' in the dark
Lyin' on our backs and countin' the stars
Where the cool grass grows



Down by the river in the full moon light
We'll be fallin' in love in the middle of the night
Just movin' slow
Stayin' the whole night through
It feels so good to be with

You and me goin' fishin' in the dark
Lyin' on our backs and countin' the stars
Where the cool grass grows
Down by the river in the full moon light
We'll be fallin' in love in the middle of the night
Just movin' slow

You and me goin' fishin' in the dark
Lyin' on our backs and countin' the stars
Where the cool grass grows
Down by the river in the full moon light
We'll be fallin' in love in the middle of the night
Just movin' slow

5863. Fishing In The Dark (I Think It's Right) - Chords

Fishing In The Dark (i Think It's Right)
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Fishing In The Dark (i Think Its Right)

Verse 1
D
Lazy Yellow moon comin up tonite, shinin thur the trees
G
Crickets are singin and lightning bugs are floatin on the

breeze
         D
Baby get ready.....
D
Across the feild where the creek turns back by the ole

stump road
G
I'm gonna take you to a special place that nobody knows
         D         A
Baby get ready.....OooooooOooo

Chrous:
D
You and me going fishing in the dark

lying on our backs and counting the stars
          G
where the cool grass grows
D
Down by the river in the full moon light



We'll be fallin in love in the middle of the night
     G
just movin slow...
Em                     A     Em               A   
stayin the whole night thur, feels so good to be with
D
you...

Verse II
D
spring is almost over and the summer's come

and the day are gettin long
G
Waited all winter for the time to be right, just to take

you along
         D
Baby get ready.....

And it don't matter if we sit forever and fish don't bite
G
Jump in the river and cool ourselves from the heat of the

night
         D          A
Baby get ready..... OoooooOoo

Chrous (x3)

you and me going fishin in the dark

5864. Fishtrap Joe

Fishtrap Joe
Bearfoot

[Verse 1]
I'll tell you the story of a man named Fishtrap Joe
Fishin' northern waters was a dream he'd always known
He packed his bags and headed for the frontier of the north
To fish the cold and stormy seas where fate could run its course
He bought a net and a fishing boat to the sandbars he did go
The silver fish he sought to catch for dreams he'd now know
Many seasons passed and his body's growing old
No longer can he fish the seas, his age has taken toll

[Refrain]
Bones, bones, bones is all I see
They're all that's left of Fishtrap Joe, the man from Tennessee

[Verse 2]
Joe, he found a job at the fish trap by the slough



He'd watch the trap with his .44 to keep the robbers from its loot
Then one night they came and gettin' salmon on their minds
They shot him down, took his fish, and towed his boat behind
They through his body in a cave and set his boat adrift
They left him there with his .44 still around his hip
The sheriff found the drift and thought that Joe had drowned
And the robbers? Well, they got away, for his boat had not been found

[Refrain]
Bones, bones, bones is all I see
They're all that's left of Fishtrap Joe, the man from Tennessee
[Refrain]
Bones, bones, bones is all I see
They're all that's left of Fishtrap Joe, the man from Tennessee

[Verse 3]
Bones, bones
His body's buried in the cave, he'll never fish again
Forty years had passed since his murder had been done
Two boys were playing on the beach where water falled a gun
The cave was at the bottom, the tide it was low
They found him there with his .44 where he'd died so long ago

[Outro]
Bones, bones, bones are all I know
They're all that's left of Fishtrap Joe, who was murdered long ago

Bones, bones, bones are all I know
They're all that's left of Fishtrap Joe, who was murdered long ago
They're all that's left of Fishtrap Joe, who was murdered long ago

5865. Fit For A King

Fit For A King - Garth Brooks
David Parmley

His pulpit's a corner
On 19th and Main
His grip on the gospel
His one claim to fame

He hurls fire and brimstone
At the cars passing by
And he offers salvation
For the savior on high

His khakis are tattered
And he ain't bathed in weeks
His bout with the bottle
Shows up on his cheeks

He looks like a scarecrow
A sight to behold



As he works for the shepherd
Bringin' lambs to the fold

He points to the Bible
He holds in his hands
Says I'm proof that the good Lord
Can save any man

Son, it ain't what you're driving
Or the clothes that you wear
Material possessions
Won't matter up there
And someday in heaven
When the angels all sing
These rags that I'm wearin'
Will be fit for a king

He's fighting a fever
In spite of the chill
He pulls up his collar
And he speaks of God's will

His body is weakened
But his faith is still strong
For he's filled with conviction
For the mission he's on

He knows soon in heaven
He'll be homeless no more
As his work will soon echo
From that far distant shore

Son, it ain't what you're driving
Or the clothes that you wear
Material possessions
Won't matter up there

And someday in heaven
When the angels all sing
Well these rags that I'm wearin'
Will be fit for a king

And someday in heaven
When the angels all sing
Well these rags that I'm wearin'
Will be fit for a king

They'll be fit for a king

5866. Fit To Be Tied Down - Chords

Fit To Be Tied Down
Recorded by Sammy Kershaw



Written by Wynn Varble and Charles Victor

C                           F  C
This ain't hoops this ain't hopscotch                                 
F   C
And this ain't dodge ball in the sandlot               
F                                        C  F C
And this ain't cards it's our hearts we're dealing with now        
G7                F          G7      C   F C
No more games for me girl I'm fit to be tied down
                           F   C
I've lost at love got some bruises                                               
F  C
But the heart that don't give up never really loses              
F
Since I met you                                       
C     F C
It don't make sense to keep on playing around   
G7                     F         G7      C   F C
Anyone can see you've got me fit to be tied down       
G7           F        C
Tie me down wrap me up in forever     
G7              F          C          Am
I've found something sweet in surrendering now        
F        C        G7
Take me off this merry go round               
C                  F C
Going round in circles has got me nowhere
                                F  C
But a love like yours is really so rare       
 F                                   C    F C
And I'm amazed at the treasure I've finally found       
G7                F          G7      C
I'm on bended knee cause I'm fit to be tied down
G7           F        C
Tie me down wrap me up in forever     
G7              F          C          Am
I've found something sweet in surrendering now       
 F        C        G7
Take me off this merry go round

repeat #1

5867. Five

Dierks Bentley - Five

[Verse 1]
Back in my day i was always
Cruising the road on sunday
Making those tires spin your way
Yeah, it seems like yesterday
We'd go swinging on the front porch



You were all mine and i was all yours
Yeah, those are the days i miss
A ten minute ride, i could make it in five

[Chorus]
This might sound crazy but maybe
You're thinking 'bout me tonight
'Cause i'm thinking 'bout you tonight
Something 'bout the taste of a first love, first touch
That don't ever seem to fade
Now you're 600 miles away
And a ten hour drive
But if you called me tonight
I can make it in five

[Verse 2]
The last i heard you were on the west coast
Looking hotter than a texas summer
Yeah girl, i can't help but wonder
What you've seen, what you've missed
What you've felt, who've you kissed
Girl, you never crossed my mind
Yeah, you stay there all the time

[Chorus]
And this might sound crazy but maybe
You're thinking 'bout me tonight
'Cause i'm thinking 'bout you tonight
Something 'bout the taste of a first love, first touch
That don't ever seem to fade
Now you're 600 miles away
And a ten hour drive
But if you called me tonight
I can make it in five

[Verse 3]
I don't know how many nights that i've spent staring at this phone
Looking for your area code or some number, yeah, that i don't know
But the one that came up tonight is the one i've known all my life
It's your mama's place and i heard your pretty voice say

[Outro]
This might sound crazy
But are you thinking 'bout me tonight?
Cause i'm thinking' 'bout you tonight, yeah
Something 'bout the taste of a first love, first touch
That don't ever seem to fade
And i just need to see your face
It's a ten minute drive, this ol' truck's gonna fly
I'll be there in five
Yeah baby, sit tight
Yeah, i'll be there in five, yeah
I'll be there in five
This ol' truck's gonna fly
I'll be there in five



5868. Five Candles

Five Candles
Kitchen Dwellers - Five Candles

She is going to Northern California
To spend a little time up on the hill
Five candles light my window sill at night
And foreshadows cast and flicker in the light
Like windy mountain, the stones they never seem the same to me
We run away at night chasing things we could not see
And morning birds are singing sad songs in the afternoon
It's all too often that the morning light finds its way too soon
I don't know and I don't even wanna know why
We stay out all night to find a better sunrise
Now she is going to Northern California
To spend a little time up on the hill
And I wonder, "Where thR hell has she gone?"
And I wondRr if she thinks of me still
The river sings, and the pines they softly moan
The river winds, and the pines are rooted to their home
And how can I follow when your tracks don't lead me to you?
Guess I'm more like a pine rooted at home
I see a freight train loaded with fireflies
We're like a freight train rolling down this mountainside
What was it I mistook for fire in your eyes?
Guess I'm more on the train, she's more bound to fly

5869. Five Doors Down In Leadville

Five Doors Down In Leadville
Stillhouse Junkies

You left that day from Leadville 
With a backpack and a map
And swore you won't be 
Comin' round again no more

It was a cold day in September 
I put a note into your bag
That said I love you,
Wish I'd done a little more

To keep you near and hold  
Your fears at bay
But I knew you wouldn't stay
I just hope you keep 
Your head out of the rain



I know you won't look back
I can't blame you none for that
Can we just go back to the way
Things were before 

CHORUS
You remember,
I'm five doors down in Leadville 
When you're a million miles away
I said please remember 
Five doors down in Leadville 
And my light is on for you to find your way

Only known the western sky
You were lost with all the light
No more stars to lead you safe 
Back to your bed

It's a different kind of cold
With all the steel and iron roads
The way the sun shines through
A pane of tempered glass

Back to the rust and the dust
When the flakes began to fall
Only fourteen months 
Without San Isabel

Little house on Hazel Street
Hardwood floor under your feet
The smell of coal over by 
The railroad yard

5870. Five Foot Two - Chords

Five Foot Two
recorded by Dean Martin
written by Ray Henderson, Samuel Lewis, Joseph Young
 
C             E7
Five foot two eyes of blue    
A7
But oh what those five foot could do    
D7              C
Has anybody seen my girl                    
E7
Turned up nose and turned down hose
A7
Never had another beau    
D7              C
Has anybody seen my girl                                   
A7
Now if you run into five foot two covered with fur



D7
Diamond ring and all those things
G7               F
Bet your life it isn't her 
C              E7
Could she love could she woo
A7
Could she could she could she coo    
D7      G7      C
Has anybody seen my girl

5871. Five Hundred Miles

Five Hundred Miles
Hedy West

If you miss the train I'm on, you will know that I am gone,
You can hear the whistle blow a hundred miles.
A hundred miles, a hundred miles, a hundred miles, a hundred miles,
You can hear the whistle blow a hundred miles.

Lord, I'm one, Lord, I'm two, Lord, I'm three, Lord, I'm four,
Lord, I'm five hundred miles a way from home.
Away from home, away from home, away from home, away from home,
Lord, I'm five hundred miles away from home.

Not a shirt on my back, not a penny to my name.
Lord, I can't go back home this-a way.
This-a way, this-a way, this-a way, this-a way,
Lord, I can't go back home this-a way.

Repeat first verse

You can hear the whistle blow a hundred miles.

5872. Five Minutes - Chords

Five Minutes
Recorded by Lorrie Morgan
Written by Beth Nielsen Chapman

C              Em              F               C
You look so disbelieving at my suitcase by the door
                  Em          F          G7
My taxi is on its way I can't take it anymore
F                C           F            C
Lately you've forgotten what loving me is about
     Dm             C            G7           C
Well now you've got five minutes to figure it out



           F                                           C
You've got five minutes to tell me what I've needed to hear
           F                                             G7
You've got five minutes to show me that you're really sincere
                F
That's not much time to change my mind 
             C          Am
It'll take a miracle no doubt
               C            G7           C
And you've got five minutes to figure it out

                   Em              F                C
Now I've got your attention here's what I've got to say
                     Em               F              G7
You'd better do some talking cause my taxi is on its way
F                  C              F                   C
We used to set the nights on fire now every day's the same
    Dm             C            G7            C
But now you've got five minutes to kindle the flame

Repeat #2

        Em                                   F               C
You can start with please don't leave me and end with I love you
Em                            F               C
And if you'd only kiss me the way you used to do 
Am              D7           G7  Am G7
You could see a miracle come true

Repeat #2

F                C            G7           C
You've still got five minutes to figure it out

5873. Five Pound Bass

Robert Earl Keen - Five Pound Bass 

Up this morning
Before the sun
Fixed me some coffee and a honey bun
Jumped in my pickup
Gave her the gas
I'm goin' out to catch a five pound bass

Down by the lake side
Just off the ramp
All them people sleeping in their fising camp
Some out in the pup tents
Some out on the grass
They all be dreaming 'bout that five pound bass



The early birdie always gets his worm
Me I always get my wish
When you're talking 'bout that five pound bass son
The early wormy gets the fish

Jumped in my john boat
I stow my gear
I fire her up and when I am in the clear
I sail across that water
As smooth as glass
Ready here I come you five pound bass

I find a perfect spot
Some old dead trees
Back in a canyon where you cain't feel no breeze
I tie my lure
I make my cast
It's breakfast time you five pound bass

That old sun is rising
That water is clear
I watch my lure as it's flying through the air
I see a ripple
I hear a splash
Lord have mercy, It's a five pound bass

That's a five pound bass son
Aw it's big as a god damned baby

5874. Five Rooms

Tim O'Brien - Five Rooms

I live in five rooms, but they don't feel like home
Since our dreams are shattered by two hearts made of stone
Sittin' in the livin' room don't feel like livin' to me
Drownin' in a flood of memories

[Chorus]
Five rooms, five rooms
Full of hope when love blooms
Now it's empty as a tomb
Livin' in these five rooms

I don't go in the kitchen, it's a wasteland to me
A place for dirty dishes and forgotten recipes
I don't sleep in the bedroom, now I'm all alone
The bed's too big, the nights go on too long

[Chorus]

I stop at the spare room while walkin' through the night
Mournin' for the love we both cast aside



In the glare of the bathroom mirror's reflection
I pray for some faint light of direction

[Chorus]

5875. Fixin' To Die

Fixin' To Die
Steve Earle

[Chorus]
I'm fixin' to die, reckon I'm going to Hell
I'm fixin' to die, reckon I'm going to Hell
I'd be tellin' you a lie, if I told you I was takin' it well
Now I followed her car to the Heaven on the Highway Hotel
I followed her car to the Heaven on the Highway Hotel
I'm fixin' to die, reckon I'm going to Hell

[Verse 1]
Sittin' in the shadow across the parking lot
Reckon that I'm probably right, prayin' that I'm not
A pistol on the dashboard, whiskey in the cup
Here he comes, let 'em get inside, and then I lit 'em up

[Chorus]
Fixin' to die, reckon I'm going to Hell
I'm fixin' to die, reckon I'm going to Hell
'Cause I shot my baby in the Heaven on the Highway Hotel
And I'm fixin' to die, going to Hell
I'm fixin' to die and I'm going to Hell
Now I'm fixin' to die, reckon I'm going to Hell

[Verse 2]
Warden walkin' up ahead, preacher right behind
Guard on either side in case my legs unwind
Chains around my ankles, beads around my hands
Walking 'cross the yard, never coming back again

[Chorus]
I'm fixin' to die, reckon I'm going to Hell
I'm fixin' to die, reckon I'm going to Hell
'Cause I shot my baby in the Heaven on the Highway Hotel
Now I'm fixin' to die, I'm going to Hell
I'm fixin' to die, I'm going to Hell
I'm fixin' to die, reckon I'm going to Hell

5876. Fixin' to Ruin



Fixin' to Ruin
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
I ask a lot of hard questions
I'm hoping for some easy answers
Like: I'm only gonna hurt you if we touch
I think I fell in love a handful too much
And didn't save enough for us

[Chorus]
It's like you found the right one way too soon
And you're fixing to ruin
Nothing like the wrong way to help you see
The better man that you couldn't be

[Verse 2]
Circle back the wagon I'm falling off again
I think I'll settle for a while
I was afraid the first time
But I've learned to reconcile
The distance between me and my dreams

[Chorus]
It's like you found the right one way too soon
And you're fixing to ruin
Nothing like the wrong way to help you see
The better man that you couldn't be

[Verse 3]
Well I've learned to speak at the risk of being all wrong
But this is the line that I forget
Shit
I've been welcome here
This is my kind of place
But I never can figure how to stay

[Chorus]
It's like you found the right one way too soon
And you're fixing to ruin
Nothing like the wrong way to help you see
The better man that you couldn't be
Nothing like the wrong way to help you see
The better man that you couldn't be
The better man that you couldn't be

5877. Fixing A Hole - Chords

Fixing A Hole 
The Wood Brothers
 
E-/2-2-2-2-/-1-1-1-1-/-1-1-1-1-/-1-------/
B-/3-3-3-3-/-2-2-2-2-/-1-1-1-1-/-0-------/
G-/2-2-2-2-/-2-2-2-2-/-2-2-2-2-/-0-------/



 
   /D        Aaug          /Dm7       Dm6     /Dm7                /G7
I'm fixing a hole where the rain gets in, And stops my mind from wandering.
             /Dm7         /G7            E-/5-1---1-/-1-------/
Where it will go                         B-/6-1-3-1-/-0-------/
                                         G-/5-2-2-2-/-0-------/
 
   /D              Aaug      /Dm7              Dm6    /Dm7               /G7
I'm filling the cracks that ran through the door, And kept my mind from wandering. 
             /Dm7         /G7            E-/5-1---1-/-1-------/
Where it will go                         B-/6-1-3-1-/-0-------/
                                         G-/5-2-2-2-/-0-------/
 
      /D               Asus2         /D            Asus2       /D
And it really doesn't matter if I'm wrong, I'm right, where I belong,
        Asus2       /D          /A                  E7                  /A
I'm right where I belong.        Silly people, they standing there, they disagree, 
     E7        /A               E7               /A         /
they never win, wonder why they can't get past my door.
 
 
   /D             Aaug     /Dm7       Dm6    /Dm7              /G7
I'm painting my room in a colorful way,   And when my mind is wandering,  
            /Dm7          / G7           E-/5-1---1-/-1-------/
There I will go                          B-/6-1-3-1-/-0-------/
                                         G-/5-2-2-2-/-0-------/
 
Instrumental:
/:Dm7         /G7       :/ X8
 
 
      /D               Asus2         /D            Asus2       /D
And it really doesn't matter if I'm wrong, I'm right, where I belong,
        Asus2       /D          /A                  E7                  /A
I'm right where I belong.        Silly people, they standing there, they disagree, 
     E7        /A               E7               /A         /
they never win, wonder why they can't get past my door.
 
 
   /D            Aaug     /Dm7         Dm6      /Dm7                 /G7
I'm taking the time for a number of things, That weren't important yesterday, 
           /Dm7           / G7           E-/5-1---1-/-1-------/
And I still go                           B-/6-1-3-1-/-0-------/
                                         G-/5-2-2-2-/-0-------/
 
   /D        Aaug          /Dm7       Dm6     /Dm7                /G7
I'm fixing a hole where the rain gets in, And stops my mind from wandering.
             /Dm7         /G7            E-/5-1---1-/-1-------/
Where it will go                         B-/6-1-3-1-/-0-------/
                                         G-/5-2-2-2-/-0-------/
 
   /D        Aaug          /Dm7       Dm6     /Dm7                /G7
I'm fixing a hole where the rain gets in, And stops my mind from wandering.
             /Dm7         /G7            E-/5-1---1-/-1-------/
Where it will go                         B-/6-1-3-1-/-0-------/
                                         G-/5-2-2-2-/-0-------/



5878. Flag Decal - Chords

Flag Decal
John Prine

 C 
 Well while digesting Reader's Digest
 C7 F
 In the back of a dirty book store,
 A flag decal, with gum on the back,
 C
 Fell out on the floor.
 So I picked it up and I ran outside
 C7 F
 And I slapped on my windowshield,
 And if I could see old Betsy Ross now
 G C
 I tell her how good I feel.

 F
ch. Oh but your flag decal won't get you
 C
 Into Heaven any more.
 G
 They're already overcrowded
 F C
 From your dirty little wars.
 F
 Now Jesus he don't like killin'
 C
 No matter what the reason if for,
 G
 And your flag decal won't get you
 G7 C
 Into Heaven any more.

 (Well) I went into the bank this morning
 and the teller she said to me,
 "If you join our Chrismas club
 we'll give you ten of those flags for free."
 So I didn't mess around a bit
 and I took her up on what she said.
 And I stuck those stickers all over my car
 And one on my wife's forehead.

 (Chorus)

 (Well) I got my car so stickered up
 That I couldn't see.
 Then I ran it right upside a curb
 And then right into a tree.
 By the time they called a doctor down
 I was already dead.



 And I'll never understand why the man
 Standing at the Pearly Gates said...

 Final Ch. Oh but your flag decal won't get you
 Into Heaven any more.
 We're already overcrowded
 From your dirty little wars.
 Now Jesus he don't like killin'
 No matter what the reason is for,
 And your flag decal won't get you
 Into Heaven any more.

5879. Flame

Ron Block - Flame 

I've called it quits a thousand times
But I've left your lies lying on my mind
I'm through with you, won't make a deal
I'm getting off this effort-wheel
Oh, I'm getting off this effort-wheel

It started by the garden tree
You said, You won't die, you will surely be
So wise, so good, by your own hands
Just journey in my effort-lands
Oh, come journey in my effort-lands '

In the wilderness of unbelief
I've wandered like a straying sheep looking for the water
But I've seen the flame of a burning tree
And a Voice that calls to the deep in me, the love of the Father

You crucified the Son of Love
He called your work His Father's cup
Risen from among the dead
Messiah's heel crushed Serpent's head
Oh, Messiah's heel crushed Serpent's head

In weakness I have seen the power
I found the truth in my final hour
The hammer's calm when the metal's cooled
And the sword is fit for Heaven's use

In the Tree of Life I've found the truth
I abide in the One who cannot lose, drinking of the water
And I know the flame of the burning tree
As the flame that burns in the deep of me, the love of the Father



5880. Flame

Dolly Parton - Flame 

I find myself remembering things I thought I'd forgot
I thought I'd gotten over you but I can see I've not
And seeing you has made me realize how wrong I've been
And the torch I've carried for so long is burning bright again
The flame is burning bright again it just took my seeing you to know
That the flame had not burned out it just had flickered low
Yes I still love you just as much as I ever did before
The flame is burning bright again and I can't fight it anymore
Could it be your seeing me has set your heart on fire
Could it be old memories has filled you with desire
Oh if after all this time you find that you still feel the same
Then come and take my hand and walk with me into the flame
The flame is burning bright again...

5881. Flame In My Heart

Flame in my Heart
James King

You cheated on me I tried to be fair
But you don't believe in doing your share
But I've learned my lesson and now I can say
The flame in my heart is dying away is dying away

    Your kisses don't thrill me like they used to do
    Your arms only chill me I'm glad that we're through
    My heart was once yearning but now I can say
    The flame in my heart is dying away is dying away

You fooled me a while you thought you were wise
You even believed I fell for your lies
But the trick turned on you now I can say
The flame in my heart is dying away is dying away

5882. Flame In My Heart - Chords

Flame In My Heart
Recorded by George Jones and Melba Montgomery
Written by George Jones and Bernard Spurlock
[3/4 time]

G                              G7
You cheated on me (you cheated me)
              C
I tried to be fair (I tried to be fair)
              G                     D7



But you don't believe in doing your share
                    G                       G7
But I've learned my lesson (I've learned my lesson)
              C
And now I can say (and now I can say)
                G      D7       G     C        G
The flame in my heart  is dying away (is dying away)

     C                           G
Your kisses don't thrill me like they used to do
     C                      G               D7
Your arms only chill me I'm glad that we're through
                  G                           G7
My heart was once yearning (my heart was once yearning)
              C
But now I can say (but now I can say)
                G      D7       G     C        G
The flame in my heart  is dying away (is dying away)

                                   G7
You fool me a while (you fool me a while)
                     C
You thought you were wise (you thought you were wise)
         G                        D7
You even believed I fell for your lies
                          G                          G7
But the trick's turned on you (the trick's turned on you)
             C
Now gladly I say (now gladly I say)
                G      D7       G     C        G
The flame in my heart  is dying away (is dying away)

Repeat #2

5883. Flanagan's Song

David Rawlings
Flanagan's Song

All the young girls look like ravens
As they flock around the pool
And they peck at their reflection
In the shadows of men's drool
I could look out there forever
Forever has no holes
Through the windows of eternity
You can glimpse the passing souls
This party's over
The bells are ringing themselves
I'm going home

She was standing on the table
With a message on her skin



I might look right in her eyes
But I could not see in
I have loved you from a distance
Loved you from up close
Like the tiny frog that breathes
I can nestle in your cloak
This party's over
The bells are ringing themselves
And I'm going home

I was always in a hurry
But I never knew what for
Paranoia chased me out
And then time just closed the door
Now the party's over
The drugs are taking themselves
And I'm going home

5884. Flash of Fire - Chords

Flash of Fire
Recorded by Hoyt Axton
Written by Hoyt Axton and Catherine Smith

G                                                         D7
I thought you were a friend of mine I thought you were my buddy
                                                              G
But I found out a short while ago your thoughts were dark and muddy
    G7                                                           C
You scare me half to death my friend with the things you say and do
       G                    A7            D7              G
So I'm goin' to heaven in a flash of fire with or without you
                         A7            D7              G
Hey goin' to heaven in a flash of fire with or without you
                                        D7
Easy come and easy go some call me Easy Money
                                                            G
And sometimes life is full of laughs and sometimes it ain't funny
    G7                                              C
You may think that I'm a fool and sometimes that is true
        G                    A7            D7              G
But I'm goin' to heaven in a flash of fire with or without you
                         A7            D7              G
Hey goin' to heaven in a flash of fire with or without you
                                                         D7
Some can dance and some can sing and some can play their fiddle
                                                          G
I've been right and I've been left and I've been down the middle
    G7                                             C
You don't have to see my side or share my point of view
          G                    A7            D7              G
Cause I'm goin' to heaven in a flash of fire with or without you
                         A7            D7              G



Hey goin' to heaven in a flash of fire with or without you
Repeat #1

5885. Flashback Blues - Chords

Flashback Blues

(Intro)
(C) (G) (C) (F) (C) (G) (C)

(C)While window shopping th(G7)rough the past
(C)I ran across a lo(F)oking glass
Re(C)flecting moments rem(G7)aining in a burned out li(C)ght(G7)
(C)Tragic magic pra(G7)yers of passion
(C)Stay the same through cha(F)nging fashions
They fr(C)eeze my mind like w(G7)ater on a winter's n(C)ight

(D7)Spent most of my youth
Out (G7)hobo cruising
(D7)And all I got for proof
Is ro(G7)cks in my pockets and dirt in my shoes
So (C)goodbye nonbel(G7)iever
D(C)on't you know that I h(F)ate to leave here
(C)So long babe, (G7)I got the flashback bl(C)ues.

(Instrumental)
(C) (G) (C) (F) (C) (G7) (C)

(C)Photographs sh(G7)ow the laughs
(C)Recorded in betwe(F)en the bad times
(C)Happy sailors danc(G7)ing on a sinking s(C)hip
(C)Cloudy skies and d(G7)ead fruit flies
(C)Waving goodbye with te(F)ars in my eyes
(C)Well, sure I made it but ya k(G7)now it was as hell of a t(C)rip.

(D7)Spent most of my youth
Out (G7)hobo cruising
(D7)And all I got for proof
Is ro(G7)cks in my pockets and dirt in my shoes
And t(C)en times what it grieves y(G7)ou
(C)That's how much more I h(F)ate to leave you now
(C)So long babe, (G7)I got the flashback bl(C)ues.

(Instrumental)

(D7)Spent most of my youth
Out (G7)hobo cruising
(D7)And all I got for proof
Is ro(G7)cks in my pockets and dirt in my shoes
So (C)goodbye nonbel(G7)iever
D(C)on't you know that I h(F)ate to leave here
(C)So long babe, (G7)I got the flashback bl(C)ues.(G7) (C) (C7)



5886. Flask Alas

Flask Alas - Hot Buttered Rum

(chorus:)
Flask, alas! He was a butterless man
At Captain Ahab's table he knew not where to stand
After Starbuck and Stubb had both buttered up their grub
Still Flask, he was a butterless man

Now, he could walk the quarterdeck as free as any soul
With one eye out for Moby Dick and one eye on his dinner roll
But he dared not touch that sweet butterfat
For fear of Ahab's stick accross his back

He was short and stout and tough as they come
He could fire his harpoon like a sharpshooter's gun
But he was fourth man low on that Pequod's totem pole
And he could not even butter up his roll

(chorus)

He was the last one down and the first one to leave
And lucky if he had any time between to eat
With no gravy for his beef, no butter for his bread
He was lucky if he ever got fed

He could not cut his meat, he could not dish he peas
While the officer and first mate did all as they pleased
But he was fourth man low on the Pequod's totem pole
And he could not even butter up his roll

(chorus)

So raise your cups to Flask!
And put some extra butter on your bread!
'Cause you may one day find you're crazy on a ship of fools
Chasin' whales without no butter for your roll

5887. Flat Broke And Lonesome - Chords

Flat Broke And Lonesome
Lonesome River Band

 C-G-A-A-D
G-G-C-A-D-G

      G
1. Well, she said she don't love me, my world's turned upside-down



2. There's no hope for tomorrow, no plans for today
3. 
    G                                                                      G7
1. These heartaches are out to get me, the blues have turned me around
2. Guess I'll stay broken-hearted since you up and went away
3.
    C                           G
1. She's left me oh-so lonely, telling me we're through
2. I don't feel so lucky, no money to pull me through
3. Each day it feels like Monday, and I don't know what I'll do

        C               A7               D              G
1. I'm flat broke and lonesome, and I'm working on the blues
2. I'm flat broke and lonesome, and I'm working on the blues
3. I'm flat broke and lonesome, and I'm working on the blues

         C                                 G
I ain't worked in a month of Sundays, I'm down to my last dime
           A7                                                         D
There's a cloud of misery hanging over me and it's a-raining all the time

5888. Flat Creek

Flat Creek 
Chris Jones
 
By a stream, too small to call a river 
There s a place, too small to call a town 
For some just a dot on the roadmap 
But for me, it still is hallowed ground 
 
I left four years ago in April 
For a job, I knew I had to take 
Now each day, I stare out an office window 
Three states, fifteen floors away 
 
CHORUS : 
The factory, is all that I picture 
When I close my eyes, to dream 
A few years ago, I was young there   
Can't believe how long ago that seems 
 
There's the hall, where they held the local gatherin's 
That's where I first met her eye 
We held hands under the table 
While the fiddlers played into the night 
 
Deep down, I knew she'd find another 
Still it didn't hurt to dream just the same 
Now she's got a son and a daughter 
Someday I' ll get used to her last name   

Can't believe how long ago that seems



5889. Flat Footin' It - Chords

Flat Footin' It
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G                       C
It started in Roanoke a little while ago
D7                     C            G
A brand new dance that you ought to know
                                 C
They call it flat footin' it and it sure looks fine
D7                             G    G7
Right now it's flat footin' it time
              C               G
And you'll be flat footin' it flat gittin' it
    A7
And you don't know just how good you did
D7
Till you hear that guitar pickin' it pickin'
G                       C
Just let your arms hang right where they are
D7                                 C            G
And then you start flat footin' it eight to the bar
                            C
Turn yourself loose all the law will allow
D7                                    G   G7
And you're doin' that flat footin' it now
Repeat #2
                          C
It started in Roanoke and came a long way
D7                             C   G
And now it's a flat footin' it U-S-A
                          C
Good for your spirits and good for your health
D7                                G        G7
Girl try a little flat footin' it yourself
Repeat #2
                                C
Well all of the students at the university
D7                     C             G
Shocked and amazed the existin' faculty
                         C
Some dropped biology and some cut their math
D7                          G
To enroll in a flat footin' class
 
C               G
Flat footin' it flat gittin' it
    A7
And you don't know just how good you did
D7
Till you hear that guitar pickin' it pickin'



5890. Flat Top Gibson Guitar - Chords

Flat Top Gibson Guitar
Recorded by Lloyd Snow
Written by Pat Maher
[3/4 time]

G                                  D7
The first day I saw him I'll never forget
                                        G
Downtown on the sidewalk where we first met
                                           C
On a small wooden stand by the old timer's bar
                 G              D7
He was singing a song strumming along
                             G
On an old flat top Gibson guitar

                                          D7
His tall weary frame showed long years of neglect
                                         G
And his pride had been buried beside his respect
                                        C
Recalling the day pushed his memory too far
                        G                     D7
But when all's said and done he was second to none
                               G
On that old flat top Gibson guitar

                                         D7
On warm summer's evening when hours were mine
                                           G
I'd be down there with him from seven till nine
                                          C
A boy of twelve years dreaming of being a star
                   G                       D7
So he taught me to play in his own special way
                               G
On that old flat top Gibson guitar

                               D7
We grew as close as father and son
                                                G
Yet we knew that the time for the parting would come
                                      C
Then came the night he was not by the bar
           G                       D7
I felt so alone that I cried going home
                                        G
For him and that old flat top Gibson guitar

                                     D7
My mother was standing by our garden gate



                                      G
Pointing to a car leaving dust in its wake
                                         C
Your friend came by she said in that old car
                   G                       D7
And he left on the lawn what you wanted so long
                          G
An old flat top Gibson guitar

                                           D7
The years have gone by and I'm up with the greats
                               G
I traveled all over the United States
                                                  C
And I've searched every crowd but with no luck so far
                      G                  D7
Wonder where could he be and does he see me
                                          G
Still playing that old flat top Gibson guitar

5891. Flat Top Guitar Blues - Chords

Flat Top Guitar Blues
Written by and recorded by Lloyd Copas

C
I went down to Nashville on a Saturday night
                          Am
To see the barn dance jubilee
     C
Well I met a boy with a flat top guitar
                     G7        C
He really picked the blues for me oh Lord
                     G7        C
He really picked the blues for me
I asked him if he knew a song called Alabam
                           Am
Or a song about sunny Tennessee
   C
He said he thought he might and Lordy what a sight
                    G7           C
When he played that flat top for me oh Lord
                    G7           C
When he played that flat top for me
Some people like songs about the mountains
                               Am
And others about the deep blue sea
     C
Just gimme that ole boy and his flat top guitar
                     G7        C
And let him pick the blues for me
                     G7        C
Yes let him pick the blues for me



If you ever come to Nashville on a Saturday night
                                    Am
Be sure and see that barn dance jubilee
    C
You will hear the people sing and the banjos they will ring
                               G7        C
And the flat top will play the blues for me
                               G7        C
And the flat top will play the blues for me

5892. Flat-Footin' It

Tom T Hall - Flat-Footin' It

[Verse 1:]
It started in Roanoke a little whiles ago
A friend knew a dance that you ought to know
They call it flat footin' and it sure looks fine
Right now it's flat footin' it time

[Chorus:]
And you'll be flat footin' it, flat gettin' it
You don't know just how good it is
Until you hear that guitar pickin' it, pick it

[Verse 2:]
Just let your arms hang right where they are
Then you'll start flat footin' it ? to the bar
Turn yourself loose all the law will allow
And you're doing that flat footin' it now

[Chorus:]
You'll be flat footin' it, flat gettin' it
You don't know just how good it is
Until you hear that drummer pickin' it, pick it

[Verse 3:]
It started in Roanoke and came a long way
Now it's a flat footin' it USA
Good for your spirits and good for your health
You oughta try a little flat footin' yourself

[Chorus:]
And you'll be flat footin' it, flat gettin' it
You don't know just how good it is
Until you hear that bass fiddle pickin' it, pick it

[Verse 4:]
Well, all of the students at the University
Shocked and amazed the existing faculty
Some dropped Biology and some cut their math
To enroll in a flat footin' it class



[Chorus:]
Flat footin' it, flat gettin' it
You don't know just how good it is
Until you hear that band a' pickin' it, pick it

5893. Flatland Girl

Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway - Flatland Girl

[Verse 1]
Driving through the land of Lincoln always gets me thinking
Of the flatlands where I come from and the life I left behind
The corn grew high on Grandpa's farm
Now they boarded up the barn
That way of life from long ago just withered on the vine

[Chorus]
You can take a girl out of the heartland
But you can't take the heartland from the heart
Of a flatland girl

[Verse 2]
You can plant your dreams in God's green acre
Send 'em to Heaven in a green elevator
But prayers don't run a tractor
Don't promise the summer rain
And I found out when I was young
No farmRr's day is never done
And whRn the hard times hit the heartland
And I had to move away

[Chorus]
You can take a girl out of the heartland
But you can't take the heartland from the heart
Of a flatland girl

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Then one day from the Windy City
In blew a man who could talk too pretty
Had a long look and Grandpa shook
That's been five years ago
Nowadays when I'm up in the land of Lincoln
I ask myself, "What were they thinking?"
All that's left is a photograph of the flatland fields of home

5894. Flatland Hillbillies



Rodney Crowell - Flatland Hillbillies

[Verse 1]
We're flatland hillbillies
Irish-Cajun-Creole mix
My brother's on an offshore rig
My sister's on the pole at Slick's
Mama takes in people's washing
She was widowed by a pipeline man
We're flatland hillbillies
Getting by on what we can

[Verse 2]
River rats and jon boat shrimpers
Trouble in our DNA
It wouldn't be the same Port Arthur
If we got up and moved away
God forbid we hit the lotto
The chances are, we'd wind up shot
We're flatland hillbillies
Getting by on what we can

[Chorus]
Flatland hillbillies
Heather to the marrow bone
Working on your cars and drinking in your bars
And running every red light home

[Verse 3]
If you've never ran a trot line
Never skinned an eight-point buck
Never had a squirrel meat sandwich (Covered up in gravy)
Then I guess you're just out of luck (And I don't mean maybe)
Living on the edge of nowhere (We ain't going nowhere)
Isn't for the faint of heart (Oh no, we're not)
We're flatland hillbillies
Waiting on the fire to start
Flatland hillbillies
Another other breed apart

5895. Flatliner

Dierks Bentley - Flatliner

[Verse 1: Cole Swindell]
Dang, girl, look at you stoppin' me in my boots
What's a country boy to do but say uh huh
Smile beatin' my chest up, you're downright dangerous
That shake in your giddy up got my eyes going what what

[Chorus: Cole Swindell]
Sippin' on this 7-7, never been this close to heaven
Got her pretty turned up to 11
Droppin' 'em dead on the dance floor



Somebody better call a doctor
She's a little heart stopper
I'm talkin' breaker breaker one niner
She's a flatliner
Oh, she's a flatliner

[Verse 2: Dierks Bentley]
Dang, girl, I'm done, I ain't never seen no one
Poppin' it like a cold one and drop it down like uh huh
Oh my, see the light, I don't mean the neon kind
One kiss from you tonight and send me on to the other side

[Chorus: Cole Swindell]
Sippin' on this 7-7, never been this close to heaven
Got her pretty turned up to 11
Droppin' 'em dead on the dance floor
Somebody better call a doctor
She's a little heart stopper
I'm talkin' breaker breaker one niner
She's a flatliner
[Bridge: Cole Swindle & Dierks Bentley]
Dang, girl, look at you stoppin' me in my boots
What's a country boy to do?
What would Dierks do?
Grab a guitar and go sing her a song
And go play one of my songs?
No, don't play one of yours, play one of mine, man!

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley & Cole Swindell]
Yeah, sippin' on this 7-7, never been this close to heaven
Got her pretty turned up to 11
Droppin' 'em dead on the dance floor
Somebody better call a doctor
She's a little heart stopper
I'm talkin' breaker breaker one niner
She's a flatliner
Sippin' on this 7-7, never been this close to heaven
Got her pretty turned up to 11
Droppin' 'em dead on the dance floor
Somebody better call a doctor
She's a little heart stopper
I'm talkin' breaker breaker one niner
She's a flatliner

[Outro: Cole Swindell & Dierks Bentley]
She's a flatliner
Yeah, man, she's gonna hurt somebody
Dude, she's worth the whiskey, bro, go get her one
Yeah, she's a flatliner

5896. Flattery Will Get You Everywhere - Chords



Flattery Will Get You Everywhere
Recorded by Lynn Anderson
Written by Liz Anderson

C                                              F      C
I noticed how you smiled just now surprised at having seen
    F             C                                G7
How I ate up your flattery then licked the platter clean
     C                                        F    C
I've been so starved for pretty words however insincere
     F         C             G7           C
Till as for me flattery will get you everywhere
   G7                               F                   C
So brag me up and make me smile and I'll do things your way
    G7              C              F            G7
Say pretty words to me and I'll do anything you say
      C                                         F       C
Don't worry if they're true or not the truth is I don't care
    F         C             G7           C
And as for me flattery will get you everywhere
                                           F        C
Another loves said hurtin' words until our love was gone
     F              C                                  G7
He'd always get the shoe to fit and I'd have to put it on
    C                                             F      C
Say words unkind and soon my mind will close from ear to ear
    F         C             G7           C
And as for me flattery will get you everywhere
   G7                               F                   C
So brag me up and make me smile and I'll do things your way
    G7              C              F            G7
Say pretty words to me and I'll do anything you say
      C                                         F       C
Don't worry if they're true or not the truth is I don't care
    F         C             G7           C
And as for me flattery will get you everywhere
    F         C             G7           C
And as for me flattery will get you everywhere

5897. Flaws

Flaws - Alan Jackson 

Flaws, everybody's got 'em
You can bet your last two dollars
There ain't no ten's
All them flaws
One's you can't weather you caused them
Scars or tattoo's that went rotten
We all got flaws

The woman that I love, she's purer than dove
I know her best than anyone I guess
The thing I like the most, the wrinkle on her nose



And all the little parts that are unique

All her flaws, everybody's got 'em
You can bet your last two dollars
There ain't no ten's
All them flaws
One's you can't weather you caused them
Scars or tattoo's that went rotten
We all got flaws

Yeah, I look at my two eyes
Left higher than the right
I guess that's just the way I'm supposed to be
I snore when I'm asleep, got long and lengthy feet
The pieces of the puzzle that I am

All my flaws, everybody's got 'em
You can bet your last two dollars
There ain't no ten's
All them flaws
One's you can't weather you caused them
Scars or tattoo's that went rotten
We all got them flaws

Should never be ashamed, embarrassed or afraid
Cause everyone has something they don't like
Remember we're all made with water, dirt and grace
We're all perfect in the eyes that see

All our flaws, everybody's got 'em
You can bet your last two dollars
There ain't no ten's
All them flaws
One's you can't weather you caused them
Scars or tattoo's that went rotten
We all got them flaws

We all got flaws
We all got flaws
Everybody's got a few flaws
Nobody's perfect.

5898. Fleeting Moments

Fleeting Moments - Acoustic Syndicate

Honesty, loyalty, equality
Thought and deep they combine
To fourge the sould we become
Fellowship, piety, human love
All the rest stays behind
Association by heart



Reach in for the love
And what makes us happy
Make good use of our time
It wont last forever
Fleeting moments
We share them
But some we must keep for our own

Happiness, prosperity
The common quest
Taking all of our lives
We feel it slipping away
Longevity, infirmity, dependency
On those paid to provide
In convenient exile

Reach in for the love
And what makes us happy
Make good use of our time
It wont last forever
Fleeting moments
We share them
But some we must keep for our own
For our own
Our own to keep
Our own to see
Our own to be

Humanity, humility, benevolence
Toleration and control
We so long to see
Sanity, security, serenity
Lay in ruin on the ground
Compromised identity

Reach in for the love
And what makes us happy
Make good use of our time
It wont last forever
Fleeting moments
We share them
But some we must keep for our own
For our own

5899. Flesh and Blood

Emmylou Harris - Flesh and Blood

My friend's flesh and blood
She lies overtime
You'd nail her if you could
But she says
Love me for my mind



In my time
I'm not that kind

My friend's flesh and blood
Night size, perfect ten
So rude, she's no good
But as she says
It pays to win
Play to win
She plays to win

My friend's flesh and blood
Street wise for her time
You'd nail her if you could
But she says
Love me for my mind
In my time

5900. Flicker And Shine - Chords

Flicker And Shine 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
G C G Em D G
 
[Verse]
           G
Well I've been all around this world
Em                 D
Young and running wild
        G
I've played with the fire that burns
          Em                    D     G
And I'll live on the highway until I die
     G
I'm living on borrowed time
 Em                         D
Right up to the end of the line
           G
But every light that flickers and shines
      Em                    D    G
Will come together in the glory time
 
[Chorus]
G
All together
 
We fall together
    C
We ride together
 
We wild together



     G
Yes, all together
 
We fall together
Em                        D           G
Every little light will flicker and shine
 
[Verse]
         G
Well I drank the river dry
       Em                        D
And I rolled the stars from the sky
          G
I made a deal with the devil's wife
        Em                  D     G
Got to live on the highway til I die
    G
I know the time is nigh
     Em            D
And narrow is the way
           G
But every light that flickers and shines
       Em              D      G
Will brighten up the darkest days
 
[Chorus]
G
All together
 
We fall together
    C
We ride together
 
We wild together
     G
Yes, all together
 
We fall together
Em                        D           G
Every little light will flicker and shine
G
All together
 
We fall together
    C
We ride together
 
We wild together
     G
Yes, all together
 
We fall together
Em                        D           G
Every little light will flicker and shine
 
G C G Em D G    2x
 



[Chorus]
       G
Well, all together
 
We fall together
    C
We ride together
 
We wild together
     G
Yes, all together
 
We fall together
Em                        D           G
Every little light will flicker and shine
G
All together
 
We fall together
    C
We ride together
 
We wild together
     G
Yes, all together
 
We fall together
Em                        D           G
Every little light will flicker and shine
       G
Well, all together
 
We fall together
    C
We ride together
 
We wild together
     G
Yes, all together
 
We fall together
Em                        D           G
Every little light will flicker and shine
G
All together
 
We fall together
    C
We ride together
 
We wild together
     G
Yes, all together
 
We fall together
Em                        D           G
Every little light will flicker and shine



       G
Well, all together
 
We fall together
    C
We ride together
 
We wild together
     G
Yes, all together
 
We fall together
Em                        D           G
Every little light will flicker and shine
G
All together
 
We fall together
    C
We ride together
 
We wild together
     G
Yes, all together
 
We fall together
Em                        D           G
Every little light will flicker and shine

5901. Float On

Iron Horse - Float On

I backed my car into a cop car the other day
Well he just drove off sometimes life's okay
I ran my mouth off a bit too much oh what did I say
Well you just laughed it off it was all okay
And we'll all float on okay
And we'll all float on okay
And we'll all float on okay
And we'll all float on anyway
Well, a fake Jamaican took every last dime with that scam
It was worth it just to learn from sleight of hand
Bad news comes don't you worry even when it lands
Good news will work its way to all them plans
We both got fired on exactly the same day
Well we'll float on good news is on the way
And we'll all float on okay
And we'll all float on okay
And we'll all float on okay
And we'll all float on alright
Already we'll all float on
Now don't you worry we'll all float on alright



Already we'll all float on alright
Don't worry we'll all float on

5902. Floating in the Balance

Sarah Jarosz - Floating in the Balance

Sonic satisfaction
Holds my ears in sweet embrace
The endless chain reaction
Of what we give and what we take

Going through the motions
And acting out this part
Sifting through the pages
Of the life that I can start

Calloused fingers fumble
On the boardwalk of my muse
Feeling fit to crumble
Some days I wake up with the blues

Holding onto my time
Or at least what I've got left
I'll work with what I'm given
And I'll dream up all the rest

Throw away the watches
Call off every bet
The time ain't mine for saving
But I'll take what I can get

Holding onto wisdom
Of the ones who came before
Floating in the balance
Of the calm before the storm

5903. Floods Of South Dakota - Chords

Floods Of South Dakota 
Tim O'Brien & Mollie O'Brien

[Verse]
G
Someday you'll build a cabin on the hillside
 
Someday You'll find the gold you're lookin' for
                C
And maybe someday



 
In the diamond mines of friendship
        G
You will find someone to share that winding road
        D
For all time
                                G
You can count on me and all that's mine
 
G
Sunsets always make me homesick
 
Stirrin' up the wonder in me
                C
It must be my place as long as I remember
        G
I been starin' out old 183
        D
So be kind
                        G
I won't be here longer than a sunrise
 
 
[Chorus]
C
Sunshine and floods of South Dakota
                G
Come from the same skies
 
I don't really think there's much
                C
That I could call mine
Em                      D
Someday is a thing I cannot hold
 
And it's gonna tell you something
 
When you watch the river
                G
Roll up to your door
 
 
[Verse]
G
Sweet life never lookin' back
 
I don't think I'd ever own a patch of ground
               C
Lord from up high say on that railroad track
        G
It's just a second passing by and then it's gone.
        D
For old times
                                G
Sendin' you this song to say that we're all fine
 
 



[Chorus]
C
Sunshine and floods of South Dakota
                G
Come from the same skies
 
I don't really think there's much
                C
That I could call mine
Em                      D
Someday is a thing I cannot hold
 
And it's gonna tell you something
 
When you watch the river
                G
Roll up to your door

5904. Floppy Shoes

Floppy Shoes
Robert Earl Keen - Floppy Shoes

Packed up and good to go
Cranked up that radio
Way down in Mexico
That sun's gonna shine
Kick the cat and leave the key
On the nail behind the tree
Can't wait until I see
That city limit sign

(Chorus)
Give me a thousand miles of highway
Tie-dyed shirt and floppy shoes
You be Wonder Woman, I'll be Rocket Man
Just one kiss will light the fuse
Hell bent and flyin' fine
No tellin' what we'll find
There's nothin' on my mind
But lovin' you today
Sleepin' underneath the stars
Countin' plates and railroad cars
Check out them back street bars
And border town cafes

(Chorus)
(Instrumental)

Trade in our TV trance
For alot of wild romance
We might not get another chance
And kiss it all goodbye



Makin' love till kingdom come
Bathed in Puerto Rican rum
Spend up every Benjaman
And live until well die

(Chorus)

5905. Flora

Flora - Tim O'Brien
Arr. Stookey / Travers / Mezzetti

When first I came to Louisville, my fortune there to find,
I met a fair young maiden there, her beauty filled my mind.
Her rosy cheeks, her ruby lips, they gave my heart no rest.
The name she bore was Flora, the lily of the west.

I courted lovely Flora, she promised ne'er to go.
But soon a tale was told to me that filled my heart with woe.
They said she meets another man who holds my love in jest.
And yet I trusted Flora, the lily of the west.

'Way down in yonder shady grove, a man of low degree,
He spoke unto my Flora there and kissed her 'neath a tree.
The answers that she gave to him like arrows pierced my breast.
I was betrayed by Flora, the lily of the west.

I stepped up to my rival, my dagger in my hand.
I seized him by the collar and I ordered him to stand.
All in my desperation I stabbed him in his chest.
I'd killed a man for Flora, the lily of the west.

And then I had to stand my trial, I had to make my plea.
They placed me in a pris'ner's dock and then commenced on me.
Although she swore my life away, deprived me of my rest.
Still I love my faithless Flora, the lily of the west.

5906. Flora - Chords

Flora 
The Hackensaw Boys

[Intro]
A A E A E A D A x2
 
[Verse 1]
   A                                E                A
I come up from the big woods and I cannot escape my kind
E                 A          D             A



I still think of Flora, and Flora's on my mind
 
A A E A E A D A
 
   A                             E             A
I noticed her one evening in a majestic pecan grove
 E             A       D           A
How I love my Flora I only lately know
 
A A E A E A D A
 
[Chorus]
E             A       E               A
I could die tomorrow Flora would not care
E               A            D              A    D  A
All them time together she never knew I's there
 
A A E A E A D A x2
 
[Verse 2]
   A                            E                 A
We meet down by the levee that spot we loved the best
   E                A         D             A
I took my love for Flora and buried it out west
  A                            E               A
After my ride in fortune that path I traveled well
   E                A        D            A
I took my love for Flora my heaven to my hell
 
A A E A E A D A
 
[Chorus]
E             A       E               A
I could die tomorrow Flora would not care
E                A          D              A    D  A
All them time together she never knew I's there
 
A A E A E A D A x2
 
[Verse 3]
    A                              E               A
So now I'm headed home friend old folks I long to see
   E              A     D               A
I long to see my Flora standing next to me
 
A A E A E A D A
 
[Chorus]
E             A       E               A
I could die tomorrow Flora would not care
E                A          D              A
All them time together she never knew I's there
     D              A          D              A    D  A
She never knew I's there, she never knew I's there



5907. Flora, The Lily Of The West

Tim O'Brien - Flora, The Lily Of The West

When I first came to Louisville, my fortune there to find
There was a maiden there from Lexington, was pleasing to my mind
Her rosy cheeks, her ruby lips like arrows pierced my breast
And the name she bore was Flora, the lily of the west
Well I courted lovely Flora, some pleasure there to find
But she turned unto another man, which sore distressed my mind
She robbed me of my liberty, deprived me of the rest
Then go my lovely Flora, the lily of the west
It was down in yonder shady grove, with a man of high degree
Conversing with my Flora there, and it seemed so strange to me
The answer that she gave to him sore did my heart oppress
I was betrayed by Flora, the lily of the west
I stepped up to my rival, my dagger in my hand
I seized him by the collar and boldly bade him stand
Being mad to desperation, I pierced him in the breast
It was all for the love of Flora, the lily of the west
I had to stand my trial, I had to make my plea
They put me in the criminal box and then commenced on me
Although she stole my life away, deprived me of the rest
Still I love my faithless Flora, the lily of the west

5908. Florence

Crooked Still 
Florence

Not many years their rounds shall roll
Each moment brings it nigh
And all your glories stand revealed
To our admiring eye
You wills of nature speed your course
You mortal powers decay
Fast as you bring the night of death
You bring eternal day

You weary heavy-laden souls
Who are oppressed sore
You travelers through the wilderness
To Canaan's peaceful shore
Through beating winds and chilly rains
And waters deep and cold

And enemies surrounding you
Have courage and be bold



The storms and hurricanes arise
The desert all around
And fiery serpents oft appear
Through the enchanted ground
Dark night and clouds and gloomy fear
And dragons often roar
But when the gospel trump we hear
We'll press for Canaan's shore

5909. Florida Key

Rhiannon Giddens - Florida Key

Miami woman, so fine and fair
I try and try but I can't get anywhere
I sail out under the sun
Looking for my darling, my only one
I sail all day and when the day is done
She's still the one I want to see
I must find that Florida Key
Collins Avenue, 5th Street and Main
I walk up and down but it's all in vain
My only darling is gone
Took everything and put it out on the lawn
And Jim came and got it and he gave it to John
It's getting harder and harder to be me
I must find that Florida Key
Just standing on the curb, watching for boats
While the boys and girls pass by on their big silver goats
I'm getting out while the gettin' is good
In my ship of steel or in my ship of wood
One more time I'm gonna do just like I should
See, this could only happen to me
I must find that Florida Key
Need a little sunshine in my beer
Thinking  bout eloping
Nothing's locked, never will be
Everything is open
There's only one thing that lurks in my mind
It's nothing here, nothing I've left behind
There's something up front, something I hope to find
I'm gonna set sail again tonight
'Round the horn and in the clear moonlight
Or at least I'm sure it's going to be
Soon as I find my Florida Key

5910. Flower In The Desert



Flower in the Desert
Jim & Jesse - Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1]
Sometimes I feel like a flower in the desert
Blooming alone like a motherless child
So far' away' in a prison' of freedom
The only thing livin' for' hundreds of miles

I gave you all of the love in my heart
Just like a bouquet for your beautiful hand
And you stayed 'til its roots had grown deep as the ocean
And left it alone in a cold, barren land

[Chorus]
I don't think again I will find room or reason
To thirst for the water nor reach for the sky
I wish I was just a flower in the desert
That never knows the meaning of hello or goodbye

[Verse 2]
I nurtured and tended the faith I had in you
But the seeds of destruction were there from the start
Was I born to bloom and waste my sweet fragrance
On the desolate plain of your cold, cold heart?

[Chorus]
I don't think again I will find room or reason
To thirst for the water or reach for the sky
I wish I was just a flower in the desert
That never knows the meaning of hello or goodbye

I don't think again I will find room or reason
To thirst for the water or reach for the sky
I wish I was just a flower in the desert
That never knows the meaning of hello or goodbye
That never knows the meaning of hello or goodbye

5911. Flower Of Love - Chords

Flower Of Love
Recorded by David Houston
Written by Margie Singleton and Leon Ashley
 
G                                        C
Well it ain't gonna be as long now as it has been
G                                       D7
I gotta feeling that me and love are in tune
                    G                    C
Well it ain't gonna be as long now as it has been
    G                   D7                 G
Somewhere the flower of love is waiting to bloom
 
C                     G



Sunshine and laughter just over the hill
D7                 G
All I got to do is cry
C                 G
Someone's waiting true love to give
D7                     G
Just over on the other side
 
                                         C
Well it ain't gonna be as long now as it has been
G                                       D7
I gotta feeling that me and love are in tune
                    G                    C
Well it ain't gonna be as long now as it has been
    G                   D7                 G
Somewhere the flower of love is waiting to bloom
 
C                     G
Sunshine and laughter just over the hill
D7                 G
All I got to do is cry
C                 G
Someone's waiting true love to give
D7                     G
Just over on the other side

                                         C
Well it ain't gonna be as long now as it has been
G                                       D7
I gotta feeling that me and love are in tune
                    G                    C
Well it ain't gonna be as long now as it has been
    G                   D7                 G
Somewhere the flower of love is waiting to bloom
 
                        D7                 G
Somewhere the flower of love is waiting to bloom

5912. Flower Power Died - Chords

Flower Power Died 
John Hartford
 
[Intro]
C          F     C
G       F    G    C
 
 
[Verse 1]
C                                                                                         F
used to work on the river and i wore and head band all summer long way up to the fall but no
w im a hippe
                        C



and i dont wear one at all
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                            F        G      C
havent you heard that flower power died and disappered long ago
 
 
[Verse 2]
C
well i used to be an indian and i waer a lot of beads and i danced around the firer to the india
n call
     F                                        C
but now im a hippie and i dont wear beads at all
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                            F         G      C
havent you heard that flower power died and disappered long ago
 
 
[Verse 3]
C                                                                                           F
used to live in the country and i had alot of flowers big one little one short and tall but now im 
a hippie
                         C
and i got no flowers at all
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                           F         G     C
hadnt you heard that flower power died and disappered long ago
 
 
[Verse 4]
C
well i used to be a cowboy and i rolled my own smoked a lot of grass in the horses stall
    F                                            C
but now im a hippie and i dont smoke nothing at all
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                           F         G     C
handt you heard that flower power died and disappered long ago
 
 
[Verse 5]
C
well i had a little money and i almost went to church but i tripped on my promises and had a 
mighty fall
     F                                      C
and now im a hippe and i dont got money at all
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                       F         G    C
hadnt yoou heard flower power died and disappered long ago



5913. Flowers

Brad Paisley - Flowers 

Long stem things of beauty
Created by the good Lord
Cut down in the prime of their lives
Boxed up, wrapped in paper
Delivered to your front door
Just to wind up in your garbage can outside
[Chorus]
Tell me how many flowers have to die
Before you give this love another try
I've asked you to forgive me at least 9 dozen times
Tell me how many flowers have to die
I'm crazy and I'm desperate
I had you and I blew it
And right now I've got nothing left to lose
I've got a Visa in my wallet
And I'm not afraid to use it
How long the needless violence lasts
Is really up to you
[Repeat chorus]
Stop the senseless killing
Can't you hear the roses cry
Baby, how many flowers have to die
Tell me how many flowers have to die

5914. Flowers And Lace

Flowers and Lace
The Grascals - Flowers and Lace

[Verse 1]
Flowers and lace, and such a pretty face
Smilin' up at me; [?], you never changed
Candlelight and love, [?]
Even though the years escape, I still see flowers and lace

[Chorus]
You're my endless view when I close my eyes
And I see it just as clear as the day you walked the aisle
And in my wakin' hours, you're still my wildest dream
I see lace and flowers every time you smile at me

[Verse 2]
You're every kind of blossom, always bright and fair
No matter how I'm feelin', you lighten up the air
Your smile can take me back to that chapel in the pond



When you were walkin' toward me with a promise to be mine

[Chorus]
You're my endless view when I close my eyes
And I see it just as clear as the day you walked the aisle
And in my wakin' hours, you're still my wildest dream
I see lace and flowers every time you smile at me
[Outro]
I see lace and flowers every time you smile at me

5915. Flowers Around The Tombstone

Flowers Around The Tombstone (Larry W. Jones 01/02/2007) 

Around the flowered mound of an old ranch hand
Cowered against the wind and the rain I stand
Along with friends who loved him more than gold
The saga of another fine old cowboy's life is told
Flowers around the tombstone ground are growing
Hear the mournful howl of the cold wind blowing
All his cowboy friends knew that he was going
Gathered all around like flowers on the ground
Some cowboys live their life for spills and thrills
Never with a good deed do their hard hands they fill
Until it's too late and the cold of death they feel
They never do see the flowers growing on the ground
Before my time comes, I'll just do the best I can
I'll follow the cowboy code and extend my hand
And when I'm laid beneath the cold hard ground
Cowboys will gather like flowers growing 'round
- instrumental -
Some cowboys live their life for spills and thrills
Never with a good deed do their hard hands they fill
Until it's too late and the cold of death they feel
They never do see the flowers growing on the ground
Before my time comes, I'll just do the best I can
I'll follow the cowboy code and extend my hand
And when I'm laid beneath the cold hard ground
Cowboys will gather like flowers growing 'round

5916. Flowers For Emily

Acoustic Endeavors - Flowers For Emily

From various lands races and places
with grateful hearts we blend our voices
This day to our beloved. PAMET
from whence unity and love cometh.
We join together in brotherhood



to live up to thine ideals we should
In fields of advancement and learning
Thy noble goals maybe our bearing.
Loyal and true we'll be to thee
Beloved PAMET this we say,
for service to God and humanity
With joy we sing for thee till eternity.

5917. Flowers For Mama - Chords

Flowers For Mama
recorded by George Jones  [3/4 time]
written by 
Eddie Noack, Cindy Walker, Al Rumley
 
C                    F          C
Papa brought flowers for mama today
                           D7                   G7
And all the grown children but it's not mother's day
  C                   F          C
I don't have no money not even a dime
                               G7              C
But I brought mama flowers like I have all the time
 
                         F                C
Everyday I pick flowers  from this pretty hill
                       D7        G7
A small box of Daisies and a few Daffodils 
  C                     F              C
I bring them to mama at the end of the day
                          G7            C
And say flowers for mama  here's mama's bouquet
 
                           F            C
They brighten her face and she holds me close
                                 D7               G7
She'd say they are more precious than a beautiful rose
    C                        F                C
And she wore a smile sweeter than millions of flowers
                                G7             C
A smile that I'll carry through life's darkest hours
 
Spoken:
Now mama was lying there  yes  they tell me she passed away
And she was surrounded by flowers that out shined my bouquet
I know mine aren't fancy but still all the while
They were placed in her hand and I know I saw mama smile
 
F                  C
Flowers for mama I picked them today
               D7            G7
Not very much  just a simple bouquet
C                   F            C



Mom wasn't so fancy but up there above
                              G7              C
She's the prettiest flower in God's garden of love

5918. Flowers From The Hillside

Flowers From The Hillside

Flowers From The Hillside
I've been gathering flowers from the hillside
To wreathe around your brow
But you've kept me a-waiting so long, dear
That the flowers have all withered now

I know that you have seen trouble
But never hang down your head
Your love for me is like the flowers
Your love for me is now dead

* Refrain

It was on one bright june morning
The roses were in bloom
I shot and killed my darling
OH, what will be my doom

* Refrain

Those eyes can't see these roses
Those hands can't hold them you know
Those lips so still can not kiss me
They are gone from me forever more

* Refrain

5919. Flowers In The Dell

Flowers In The Dell
Author: Fred J. Eaglesmith
Artist: Fred Eaglesmith & The Flying Squirrels
Recording: Live: Ralph's Last Show

While traveling on the train one morning, just to take a ride
The car was full I did not know who I sat down beside
Then she said, it's been a long time, I felt my blood run cold
For there beside me sat the girl who turned my heart to stone
She said she was sorry for what she'd done, she was starting life a new
And though she'd told me many times before, this time I believed it was true
So I took her to a parlor car, I got down on my knees



And as I held her in my arms she said she'd marry me
Chorus
A little cabin in the countryside, 
Curtains and fancy frills
A little girl with dark brown eyes
And flowers in the dell, in the dell
And flowers in the dell
Break
The train pulled into the Lincoln Station; I reached to help her down
But she ran into another man's arms as soon as her feet touched the ground
Then she turned and looked and I heard her laugh for the whole wide world to see
And as she turned I reached and grabbed her before she could walk away
The whistle blew, I heard her scream, I'll hear it to my dying day
And as she struggled I turned and threw her beneath the wheels of the train
The Judge he said ninety nine years granted no parole
They put me in a cell in shackles and chains and nailed up the door
Repeat Chorus
In the dell, and flowers in the dell

5920. Flowers In The Snow

Jerry Jeff Walker - Flowers in the Snow

Who will walk her tonight out in the heather
Who will laugh away the teardrop in her eye
She wants someone to love her forever
But every new love only brings another lie
Empty winds you hear her say, fickle winds they shift away
I don't need him in my life for I can fly
Who will walk her tonight out in the heather
Who will laugh away the teardrop in her eye
Who will smile with him when the photographs are yellow
And share his memories when they're flowers in the snow
Who will know his mind when all the words are hollow
Or help him face the things he never seems to know
It's the road you hear him say, it's the road and it's my way
I don't need her in my life now let me go
Who will smile with him when the photographs are yellow
And share his memories when they're flowers in the snow
Empty winds you hear her say, fickle winds they shift away
And I don't need him in my life for I can fly
Who will walk her tonight out in the heather
Who will laugh away the teardrop in her eye
It's the road you hear him say, it's the road and it's my way
I don't need her in my life now let me go
Who will smile with him when the photographs are yellow
And share his memories when they're flowers in the snow
Who will smile with him when the photographs are yellow
Share their memories when they're flowers in the snow



5921. Flowers Never Bend With The Rainfall

Flowers Never Bend With The Rainfall
Paul Simon

Through the corridors of sleep
Past the shadows dark and deep
My mind dances and leaps in confusion.
I don't know what is real,
I can't touch what I feel
And I hide behind the shield of my illusion.

So I'll continue to continue to pretend
My life will never end,
And flowers never bend
With the rainfall.

The mirror on my wall
Casts an image dark and small
But I'm not sure at all it's my reflection.
I am blinded by the light
Of God and truth and right
And I wander in the night without direction.

So I'll continue to continue to pretend
My life will never end,
And flowers never bend
With the rainfall.

It's no matter if you're born
To play the King or pawn
For the line is thinly drawn 'tween joy and sorrow,
So my fantasy
Becomes reality,
And I must be what I must be and face tomorrow.

So I'll continue to continue to pretend
My life will never end,
And flowers never bend
With the rainfall.

5922. Flowers Of Love

Flowers of Love
Bill Monroe
Writer/s: Bill Monroe / Ellen Martin

Those pretty wild flowers I love them so well
The flowers know secrets that I'll never tell
I go out to pick a bouquet of all
And bring them all in before the leaves start to fall

When the leaves start to fall and the flowers have died



If only little darling I could be by your side
Tho' it breaks my heart to hear your name
Soon the wild flowers will bloom again in the spring

I wish I could see her and talk of our love
And of all the pretty flowers sent here from above
Oh maybe I'll see her in Heaven someday
And pick pretty flowers as we go on our way

The memories of you dear I'll never erase
There'll never be another that can take your place
I'll still keep our secret with the flowers of love
And we'll pick them together in Heaven above

5923. Flowers On The Wall

Flowers on the Wall - Dailey And Vincent 

I keep hearin' you're concerned about my happiness
But all that thought you're givin' me is conscience I guess
If I was walkin' in your shoes, I wouldn't worry none
While you 'n' your friends are worried about me I'm havin' lots of fun

[Chorus:]
Countin' flowers on the wall
That don't bother me at all
Playin' solitaire till dawn with a deck of fifty-one
Smokin' cigarettes and watchin' Captain Kangaroo
Now don't tell me I've nothin' to do

Last night I dressed in tails, pretended I was on the town
As long as I can dream it's hard to slow this swinger down
So please don't give a thought to me, I'm really doin' fine
You can always find me here, I'm havin' quite a time

[Chorus:]
Countin' flowers on the wall
That don't bother me at all
Playin' solitaire till dawn with a deck of fifty-one
Smokin' cigarettes and watchin' Captain Kangaroo
Now don't tell me I've nothin' to do

It's good to see you, I must go, I know I look a fright
Anyway my eyes are not accustomed to this light
And my shoes are not accustomed to this hard concrete
So I must go back to my room and make my day complete

[Chorus:]
Countin' flowers on the wall
That don't bother me at all
Playin' solitaire till dawn with a deck of fifty-one
Smokin' cigarettes and watchin' Captain Kangaroo
Now don't tell me I've nothin' to do



Don't tell me I've nothin' to do

5924. Floyd County - Chords

Floyd County
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C                       F          C
It's a sad day in Floyd County Mr. Jones
F                 C      G7                 C   G7
Yeah the grief is strong for the man that's gone
           C               F             C
And at the grave his woman cries and she moans
F            C                G7         C
Cause it's a sad day in Floyd County Mr. Jones
        A#7         F              C
The six children he raised are all weepin'
         A#7         F        C
For this soft spoken mountain man
         A#7           F        C                     F
Who feed them with the money he earned in those black mines
        C             G7             C
And the food he could raise with his hands
repeat #1
           A#7        F              C
Though the world knew nothing of his wisdom
       A#7        F                C
Or the honest and simple things he did
             A#7   F              C        F
There's some folks cryin' on this hillside today
     C              G7            C
That know about the humble way he lived
repeat #1
         A#7          F             C
Now this house in the holler stands empty
           A#7            F         C
Though his presence in my memory is plain
             A#7               F       C               F
You know I'd swear that I just saw him walkin' up that hill
             C                G7           C
I guess this place just won't never be the same
repeat #1

5925. Floyd County [Previously Unreleased Track]

Floyd County [Previously Unreleased Track]

It's a sad day in Floyd County, Mr. Jones
Yeah, the grief is strong for the man that's gone



And at the grave his woman cries and she moans
'Cause it's a sad day in Floyd County, Mr. Jones

The six children he raised are all weepin'
For this soft-spoken mountain man
Who fed them with the money he earned in those black mines
And the food he could raise with his hands

Chorus

Though the world knew nothing of his wisdom
Or the honest and simple things he did
There's some folks cryin' on this hillside today
That know about the humble way he lived

Chorus

Now this house in the holler stands empty
Though his presence in my memory is plain
You know that I'd swear that I just saw him walkin' up that hill
I guess this place just won't never be the same

Chorus

5926. Flushed From The Bathroom Of Your Heart

Flushed From The Bathroom Of Your Heart
Jack Clement / Johnny Cash

From the back door of your life you swept me out dear
In the bredline of your dreams I lost my place
At the table of your love I got to brush off
At the Indianapolis of your heart I lost the race

Chorus:
I've been washed down the sink of your conscience (gulp)
In the theatre of your love I lost my part
And now you say you've got me out of your consience
I've been flushed from the bathroom of your heart

In the garbage disposal of your dreams I've been ground up dear
On the river of your plans I'm up the creek
Up the elevator of your future I've been shafted
On the calendar of your events I'm last week

Chorus

5927. Fly Around My Blue-Eyed Gal



Fly Around My Blue-Eyed Gal

Fly around my blue-eyed gal
Fly around my daisy
Fly around my blue-eyed gal
You almost drove me crazy.

Once I had a fortune
I laid it in a trunk
Lost it all all gambling
One night when I got drunk.

Wished I was in the West country
Sittin' in a big armchair
One arm 'round my whiskey barrel
The other 'round my dear.

If I had a scolding wife
Tell you what I'd do
Trade her off for a Barlow knife
Paddle my own canoe.

It's every day and Sunday too
It seems so dark and hazy
I'm thinking about my blue-eyed gal
She's done run me crazy.

If I had no horse at all
I'd be found a' crawlin'
Up and down this rocky road
A' looking for my dariing.

Went up on the mountain
To give my horn a blow
Thought I heard somebody say
Yonder comes my beau

5928. Fly Around My Pretty Little Miss

Fly Around My Pretty Little Miss
David Rawlings

Fly around my pretty little miss
Fly around my daisy
Fly around my pretty little miss
You almost drive me crazy

The higher up the cherry tree
The riper grows the cherries
The more you hug and kiss the girls
The sooner they will marry

Coffee grows on white oak trees
The river flows with brandy



If I had my pretty little miss
I'd feed her sugar candy

Going to get some weevily wheat
I'm going to get some barley
Going to get some weevily wheat
And bake a cake for Charlie

5929. Fly Away

Fly Away
Larkin Poe - Fly Away

I wish that I could fly
Into the sky so very high
Just like a dragonfly
I'd fly above the trees
Over the seas in all degrees
To anywhere I please
I want to get away
I want to fly away
Yeah yeah yeah
I want to get away
I want to fly away
Yeah yeah yeah
Let's go and see the stars
The milky way or even mars
Where it could all be ours
Let's fade into the sun
Let your spirit fly
We could be as one
Just for a little fun, yeah
I want to get away
I want to fly away
Yeah yeah yeah
I want to get away
I want to fly away
Yeah yeah yeah
I want to get away
I want to fly away
Yeah yeah yeah
I want to get away
I want to fly away
Yeah yeah yeah
I want to get away
I want to fly away
Yeah yeah yeah
...



5930. Fly By Night

Nanci Griffith - Fly by Night

Oh, its just another summer mornin', Baby, somewhere in this town
The heat is rising
Oh, I know where you spent last night so you can stop apologizing
You say that you've been out, just lookin' around this town
I don't wanna know just exactly what you've found
Because tonight I'm goin' out on these streets and watch the lonely hearts
Go flyin'

Don't they fly by night
Yeah tonight I'm goin' out on these streets and watch the lonely hearts
Go flyin'

I'll be standin' on the corner watchin' the men folk go by
I don't wanna touch 'em honey, I'll look them in the eye
And say, "Tonight I am out on these streets to watch the lonely hearts
Go flyin"

Oh, I never put a chain upon your heart or tried to make you walk the
Line for me
Only a fool would want a heart that needs a chain to keep it restin'
Here beside of me
You say you wished I cared what you did with your time
But what's your time is yours and tonight is gonna be mine
And I'm goin' out on these streets tonight
To watch the lonely hearts go flyin'
Don't they fly by night
I'm going out on these streets tonight
To watch the lonely hearts go flyin'

I'm comin' out of your pocket and into my own
I'm gonna have a stronger heart when I round the bend for home
Now I'm goin' out on these streets tonight
To watch the lonely hearts go flyin'
Don't they fly by night
I'm going out on these streets tonight
To watch the lonely hearts go flyin'
I'll be standin' on the corner watchin' the men folk go by
I don't wanna touch 'em honey, I'll look them in the eye
And say, "Tonight I am out on these streets to watch the lonely hearts
Go flyin"
Oh, they fly by night
I'm going out on these streets tonight to watch the lonely hearts go fly

5931. Fly Down

Fly Down
Gillian Welch - Fly Down

[Chorus]



Fly down, fly down, my angel
And light on my right knee
I need a little comfort
Some' gentle' company
[Verse 1]
Fly down, fly' down, my angel
And stay close by' my side
Hard times have come a-callin'
They will not be denied
{Bridge]
All at once I feel a bitter wail
There's darkness in my doorway
That's howling to get in
[Verse 2]
Fly down, fly down, my angel
I'm standing in the track
And I hear the beating thunder
Of that dark horse doubling back
[Verse 3]
Fly down, fly down, my angel
And take hold of my hand
I walk this world of sorrow
Alone upon the land
[Bridge]
All at once the darkness comes again
If I were to meet an angel
If I could find a friend
[Chorus]
Fly down, fly down, my angel
And light on my right knee
I need a little comfort
Some gentle company

5932. Fly From Heaven

Glen Phillips - Fly from Heaven

[Verse 1]
Paul is making me nervous
Paul is making me scared
Walk into this room and swaggers
Like he's God's own messenger
Change the name of my brother
Change the things that he said
Says that he speaks to him
But he never even knew the man
But I'd give my life for him

[Chorus 1]
Like water through my hands
You give him any ending
But if he's all you say
Would he fly from heaven



To this world again
To this world again

[Verse 2]
Take whatever you're needing
Take whatever you can
We are broken from within
Run to another land (another land)

[Chorus 2]
Like water through my hands
Or is it just beginning
But if he's all you say
Would he fly from heaven
To this world again
To this world again

[Bridge]
They took my brother
The ripped him from me
To twist his words
As they did his body
Deny his family
Deny his beauty
To lay him down at the feet
Of those he couldn't save
Couldn't save
Couldn't save

[Chorus 3]
Will it be the end
Or is he still ascending
But if he's all you say
Would he fly from heaven
To this world again
To this world again

5933. Fly Into Love - Chords

Fly Into Love
Recorded by Charly McClain
Written by Lewis Anderson and Mark Wright

C           Am              F                C
Way down in Sad Town in the valley of broken dreams 
                        Am
We're both prisoners of past loves 
    F                    G7
And things that'll never be 
          C           Am
Something tells me if you held me 
    F                C
The clouds would disappear 



                            Am
We could leave our troubles all behind 
    F             G7      C
And nothing could keep us here 
                      A#7             Am         F
We could soar like an eagle touch the sky like a dove
         C                     Am        A#7      Dm
We could fly to the top of the world and fly into love 
A#7 F       C
F---ly into love 
         Am              F               C
Sunshine all the time is just beyond the hill 
             Am                F              G7
True love is waiting there and we can find it still 
     C                Am         F             C
Your blue eyes are my blue skies forever is in sight 
                     Am               F   G7   C
Let's put our dreams together now and fly away tonight 
Repeat #2 x2

5934. Fly Like An Eagle

Fly Like an Eagle
Larkin Poe - Fly Like an Eagle

[Verse 1]
Angel of mercy took me to her breast
Said, "Go to sleep, I'll take care of the rest"
So I obeyed, it was all I could do
Out for the count, but now I think I'm comin' to

[Pre-Chorus]
I'm pickin' OxyContin in a dream state
Won't try to fight it, honey, I'm a light-weight

[Chorus]
Fly like an eagle
Fly like an eagle, fly
Fly like an eagle
Fly like an eagle, fly

[Verse 2]
This is your doctor, we got good news and bad news
Your circuit's blown, we gotta pull a fuse
We'll have you up and runnin' in no time (In no time)
We're gonna stitch you up like Bride of Frankenstein (Frankenstein)

[Pre-Chorus]
I'm pickin' OxyContin in a dream state
Won't try to fight it, honey, I'm a light-weight

[Chorus]
Fly like an eagle



Fly like an eagle, fly
Fly like an eagle
Fly like an eagle, fly
[Bridge]
(Hey, hey, hey, ahh)
(Hey, hey, hey, hey)
(Ah-ooh-ooh-ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh)

[Chorus]
(Get up off of that thing, come on and shake it)
Fly like an eagle
Fly like an eagle, fly
Fly like an eagle
Fly like an eagle, fly
(Get up off of that thing, come on and shake it)
Fly like an eagle
Fly like an eagle, fly

5935. Fly Little Bluebird

Fly Little Bluebird

Poor little bluebird, in a pink cherry tree
Why are you looking so sorrowful at me
Is it because you're as lonely as I
No one to love you and no place to fly

Fly, little bluebird, fly away
No need to linger, no need to stay
Time you were leaving, time to take wings
Up in the blue sky, your blue heart can sing

Flowers are blooming, on the green mountain side
Mybe I'll go there my sorrows to hide
Or should I stay here waiting so true
It wonders me greatly what I should do

* Refrain

Even a love nest in a pink cherry tree
Can't hold a wild heart that longs to be free
If I should leave here to see her today
Would she still love me or turn me away

* Refrain

5936. Fly Through The Country



Fly Through the Country
Jim Webb
New Grass Revival

I wake up tired, my eyes are red
my head feels like an unmade bed
dirty clothes are scattered all around the floor
by tomorrow night there'll be some more

The hot rod driver pushin' 90 down the road
my head feels like it's gonna explode
no loose women, there'll all inside
I guess I'll pack my bags and leave tonight

Refrain:
I'm gonna fly through the country hangin' on the trees
pickin' berries in the underbrush crawlin' on my knees
lie on the front porch read a good book
listen to the sound of the girgilin' brook

Pots and pans are lying in the sink
I guess I'll go to town and have a drink
ain't nothin' new for miles around
this dead end life is bringin' me down

Sirens screamin' hoarse beeping all around
I sure get tired of the lonesome song
my guitar strings broke
I'm leaving this town and it ain't no joke

Refrain:

5937. Fly To Heaven

Sturgill Simpson - Fly to Heaven

[Chorus]
Oh, if I could fly to Heaven
Oh, if I could fly away
Oh, if I could fly to Heaven
Oh, if I could find a way

[Verse 1]
I know there will be no need to wander
Nothin' to worry my restless mind
I will have wings to soar with the angels
I'll have, once again, the heart of a child

[Chorus]
Oh, if I could fly to Heaven
Oh, if I could fly away
Oh, if I could fly to Heaven
Oh, if I could find a way



[Verse 2]
But I'll carry on, flawed as I am
So undeserving, searching for rest
Hopin' and longin', I wait for the day
That I'll overcome my wretchedness

[Chorus]
Oh, if I could fly to Heaven
Oh, if I could fly away
Oh, if I could fly to Heaven
Oh, if I could find a way
Oh, if I could find a way
Oh, if I could find a way

5938. Flyin'

Blue Dogs - Flyin'

I take a look around and decide I don't like what's going down round here
Do I hop right in the car put the pedal to the floor and I'm drivin
Things are changing you don't seem the same as you were this time last year
With the state line far behind your memories in my mind and I'm flyin'
I know it's not the first time, I've been down this road before
It won't be the last time, I'll be coming back for more
One time I love this thing I got that I don't know
And the things I've done the things I've seen reaching out calling me away
Where the town might change my mind pack my bags and make my way home
But for now the highway stretches out and I ain't got too much left to say
I know it's not the first time, I've been down this road before
It won't be the last time, I'll be coming back, coming back
I know it's not the first time, I've been down this road before
It won't be the last time, I'll be coming back for more

5939. Flyin' at Night

Flyin' at Night
Leftover Salmon - Flyin' at Night

Flying at night
The city lights shining down below
On a midnight flight
Heading down south to Mexico
I don't know why I feel this way every time I have to go
Flying at night
Thunderstorm raging outside the window
Higher than a kite
Lightning putting on a stellar show
Yesterday's gone and tomorrow never knows
Flying at night



Full moon rising in a velvet sky
Feeling alright watching the silver clouds roll by
My mind is wandering like a bird up in the sky
In my mind, I think about
The life I left behind
Trying to find just where this plane is flying
Oh, flying
Flying at night
Visions of you dancing in my head
What a beautiful sight
The morning sun rising up ahead
The stars are shining, hell, the moon is turning red
Flying at night
The city lights shining down below
On a midnight flight
Heading down south to Mexico
I don't know why I feel this way every time I have to go
I don't know why I feel this way every time I have to go
Oh, have to go
Flying at night

5940. Flyin' Shoes

Robert Earl Keen - Flyin' Shoes 

Days full of rain, skys comin' down again
I get so tired of these same old blues, same old song
Baby, it won't be long 'fore I be tyin' on

My flyin' shoes, flyin' shoes
Till I be tyin' on my flyin' shoes

Spring only sighed, summer had to be satisfied
Fall is a feelin' that I just can't lose
I'd like to stay, maybe watch a winter day
Turn the green water to white and blue

Flyin' shoes, flyin' shoes
Till I be tyin' on my flyin' shoes

The mountain moon forever sets too soon
Bein' alone is all the hills can do
Alone and then her silver sails again
And they will follow

In their flyin' shoes, flyin' shoes
They will follow in their flyin' shoes

Days full of rain, skys comin' down again
I get so tired of the same old blues, same old song
Baby, it won't be long

Till I be tyin' on my flyin' shoes, flyin' shoes



Till I be tyin' on my flyin' shoes

5941. Flyin' South

Flyin' South - Osborne Brothers

Summer's gone and winter times a-coming
And where I am ain't where I want to be
I can hear my southern home a-calling
And it's calling out the old wild goose in me

Flyin', flyin', south to Dixie
Lord I feel so lonesome and alone
Stayin' ain't no use cause my hearts an old wild goose
Tomorrow I'll be flyin' south an home

I've got kissin' kin down in kentucky
I've got losts of Alabam'
Mama's a-waitin' down in Mississippi
And my sis is in south carolina's honeyland

Grandma and Grandpa's down in Georgia
My sweetheart's waitin' back in Tennessee
There's a little part of all the southland in my heart
And, honey, in the south is where I long to be

* Refrain

5942. Flying - Chords

Flying 
Keller Williams
 
G      C        G      C
Rusted wingspan
Frustrated throwers
Basting on the tarmac
Can we move any slower?
 
D        G
Sea-Tac to Dulles
C              Em
Richmond to Reno
D          G
Smooth ride rental
C          Em
No time for keno
 
I can see through the clouds



Right to the ground
Different shapes and textures
Deep greens and light browns
Cities of mystery
Mountains of wonder
Stay clear of all the lightning
    D
And above all
    G      C     G     C
The thunder
 
Busted book bindings
Flopping around
Chopping turbulence
Flying waitresses are asked to sit down
 
Gradual descent
We should be down soon
Take in the view
Of being closer to the moon
 
I can see through the clouds
Right to the ground
Different shapes and textures
Deep greens and light browns
Cities of mystery
Mountains of wonder
Stay clear of all the lightning
And above all
The thunder
 
(mouth flugal solo for 1 verse, 1 chorus)
 
        Am                    C
And the mile high club still exists
   G              D
As two people disappear
And the little baby disapproves the screams
And laughs, the whole plane can hear
The incoherent baby talk
At the top of his baby lungs
And I close my eyes, absorb my chair
Like water to a sponge
 
My brain is like a drummer
Trying to hold a groove
Keeping time with the time zone
My mind constantly on the move
I think of your face
I long for that sound
Like a drummer keeping the pace
And the wheels hit the ground
 
I can see through the clouds
Right to the ground
Different shapes and textures
Deep greens and light browns



Cities of mystery
Mountains of wonder
Stay clear of all the lightning
But above all
The thunder
I'm flying
I'm flying
I'm flying

5943. Flying Blind

Chris Stapleton
Flying Blind

[Verse 1: Sheryl Crow]
No one tells you when you're young
That life is full of questions
And there aren't that many answers
But I've come to believe sometimes yes or no
Depends on circumstances

[Chorus: Sheryl Crow & James Taylor, Sheryl Crow]
Every morning I wake up, stare into my coffee cup
Never knowing what I'll find
Every day's a brand new day
I'm just tryna find a way to leave the other ones behind

[Post-Chorus: Sheryl Crow]
'Cause I'm flying blind
I got no net to catch me when I fall
And I don't mind 'cause I am only human after all

[Verse 2: James Taylor]
Well then once upon a time seems like only yesterday
I thought I'd live forever
But now every breath I take, I don't dare speculate
We can't predict the weather

[Chorus: Sheryl Crow & James Taylor, James Taylor]
Every morning I wake up, stare into my coffee cup
Never knowing what I'll find
Every day's a brand new day
I'm just tryna find a way to leave the other ones behind
[Post-Chorus: James Taylor]
And I'm flying blind
I got no net to catch me if I fall
I don't mind it seems I'm only human after all

[Bridge: Sheryl Crow & James Taylor, Sheryl Crow]
Now and then I find myself back against the wall
With everything in front of me that I can't see at all

[Post-Chorus: Sheryl Crow]



Well I'm flying blind
I got no net to catch me when I fall
And I don't mind 'cause I am only human after all

5944. Flying Colors - Chords

Flying Colors
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Kim Morrison and Gary Talley

C        F                              C
When you walked out of my life I didn't think that I'd survive
                 F             C
Hope was growing dimmer day by day
    F                          Am
But much to my surprise Lord I made it out alive
       C                G7           C
And my world is looking anything but gray

           F               C
I came through with flying colors
                   F                      C
A little black and blue from the wear and tear
         F                             C                Am
But love got the best of me and I turn green with jealousy
         D7                                G7
When you made it crystal clear you did not care
 
       C   F               C
I came through with flying colors
            F                               C
My eyes are red from cryin' the whole night through
         F                              C             Am
I should win the Purple Heart cause you tore mine all apart
           D7                  G7                  C
But I came through with flying colors after losing you

         F                           C
Yes I've got a yeller streak cause I know your past is weak
      F                                 C
And I still get pale whenever you're in sight
      F                           Am
I'm a shade out of my mind oh but I'm not color blind
           C                       G7             C
Cause I've learned that love ain't only black and white

Repeat #3 x2

         F                              C             Am
I should win the Purple Heart cause you tore mine all apart
           D7                  G7                  C
But I came through with flying colors after losing you



5945. Flying In The Face Of Love

Flying in the Face of Love
Neil Finn

You must reveal your infinite sorrow
Show what you're made of and what you're afraid of
You'll have to leave the comfort of shadows
The places you came from, the troubles you played on
Out on the landing leaves are descending
Summer is ending and daylight is blue
Is that you rising up

Flying in the face of love
Now you set your mind to run
In circles around everyone
Flying in the face of love
Thinking enough is enough
Before you get too involved

Like this isn't real, it's just a feeling
That gets in the way sometimes
Every distraction you can imagine
Like a disclaimer it's turning you off
Always turning you off

Flying in the face of love
Now you've set your mind to run
In circles around everyone
Flying in the face of love
And dreaming of the one you lost
Wake up to barking dogs

Were you thinking of her when you wrote that song
Sing it to me, your mysterious life I'm reminded of
Think about her, and it feels like a new sensation then it's gone

Flying in the face of love
How much longer will you run
In circles around everyone
Flying in the face of love
Dreaming of the one you lost
Wake up to barking dogs

Flying in the face of love
Flying in the face of love
All the years are catching up
How does it feel to be wrong



5946. Flying In The Wind

Flying In The Wind
Traditional
Hit & Run Bluegrass

T've often sat and wondered what makes a woman love a man
Then I'll turn around and say what makes a man love them
It ain't nothing but a motion, flying in the wind

They will cause you lots of trouble; they will cause your downfall
They will cause you years of heartache
locked behind a prison wall
And all for nothing but a notion flying in the wind

T've never known a woman who treats her man
too sweet and kind
But a man that gives a woman all that she needs is hard to find
For it ain't nothing but a feeling flying in the wind

Gonna build me steeple on a mountain so high
So I can watch the pretty lovers as they go drifting by
For they are nothing but a moment flying in the wind

5947. Flying With Angels - Chords

Flying With Angels
Recorded by Daniel O'Donnell

C                          F          C
What do you have friend in this world below
                          D7          G7
What kind of treasures do you have to show
            F                            C
If you were called friend your record to face
                           F            C
Would you rest in peace in God's saving grace
            F                  C
Flying with angels flying with friends 
                Am   D7            G7
Free from temptation free from all sin
          F                   C   F
Moving to mansions waiting up there
            C        F           C
Flying with angels a new home to share 
                           F        C
I found great treasures in Jesus my King
                        D7          G7
He owns my soul debt it has no more sin 
               F                             C
I've got sweet peace friend His call will be great 
                            F            C
I'll fly with the angels oh I just can't wait



            F                  C
Flying with angels flying with friends 
                Am   D7            G7
Free from temptation free from all sin
          F                   C   F
Moving to mansions waiting up there
            C        F           C
Flying with angels a new home to share 
F           C        F           C
Flying with angels a new home to share

5948. Fog Has Lifted

Dolly Parton - Fog Has Lifted 

I can see the sunshine again
And I can see the blue sky where there once was fog and rain
We know each other now clear through and through
The fog has lifted between me and you
I loved you the first time I saw you for it seemed like I had known you all my life
Well I loved you too but it takes a long time
To know what hurts you what helps you and know how you feel deep inside
I'm so happy you found out before it was too late
Our beautiful love could have turned into hate
Forgiving and understanding gives us a clear view
The fog has lifted between me and you now there's the sunshine again
And there's a blue sky where there once was fog and rain
We know each other now clear through and through
The fog has lifted what a beautiful view mhm

5949. Foggy Foggy Dew

Foggy Foggy Dew

When I was a batchelor I lived all alone
I worked at the weaver's trade
And the only only thing I ever did that was wrong
Was to woo a fair young maid
I wooed her in the winter-time
And in the summer too
And the only only thing I ever did tha was wrong
Was to keep her from the foggy foggy dew

One night she appeared at my bedside
As I lay sleeping there
The moonlight gleamed on her pale pale face
And glistened on her coal black hair
She wept, she cried, she tore her hair
Ah me! what could I do ?



So all night long I held her in my arms
Just to keep her from the foggy foggy dew

Now I am a batchelor, I live with my son
We work at the weaver's trade
And every single time that I look into his eyes
He reminds me of the fair young mind
He reminds me of the winter-time
And of the summer too
And the many many times that I held her in my arms
Just to keep her from the foggy foggy dew

5950. Foggy Mountain Top

Foggy Mountain Top - Bill Monroe
Carter Family

If I'd only listened to what my mama said
I would not be here today
A lying around this old jailhouse
Wasting my poor life away

   If I was on some foggy mountain top
   I'd sail away to the West
   I'd sail all around this whole wide would
   To the girl I love the best

Oh she caused me to weep and she caused me to mourn
She caused me to leave my home
Oh the lonesome pines and the good old times
I'm on my way back home

Now if you see that girl of mine
There's something you can tell her
She need not fool her time away
To court some other feller

5951. Foggy Old London - Chords

Foggy Old London Live 
Billy Strings

[Intro]
E E A E
E E B E
 
[Verse 1]
E                     A         E
In a faraway land I'm living in dreams



E                                 B7
So often at times I'm with you it seems
E                             A               E
Well I know that I'm dreaming when I think of you
E                   B7              E
In foggy old London across the deep blue
 
[Chorus]
A                                       E
Deep blue in the ocean it's so deep and wide
E                                   B
And I've got a notion I'll cross it tonight
E                            A              E
And I'll fly like a bluebird up there in the sky
E                        B7           E
In foggy old London I'll find my blue eyes
 
[Instrumental]
E E A E
E E B E
 
[Verse 2]
E                       A        E
When your letter came I opened to find
E                                      B7
You had been crying while writing each line
E                            A         E
Well but you never mentioned no reason for tears
E                       B7          E
And foggy old London is so far from here
 
[Chorus]
A                                       E
Deep blue in the ocean it's so deep and wide
E                                   B7
And I've got a notion I'll cross it tonight
E                            A              E
And I'll fly like a bluebird up there in the sky
E                        B7           E
In foggy old London I'll find my blue eyes
E                        B7           E
In foggy old London I'll find my blue eyes
E                        B7           E
In foggy old London I'll find my blue eyes
 
[Instrumental]
E E A E
E E B E
 
[Outro Part A]
E                      A        E
In a faraway land I'm living in dreams
E                                 B7
So often at times I'm with you it seems
E                            A               E
But I know that I'm dreaming when I think of you
E                   B7              E



In foggy old London across the deep blue
 
[Outro Part B]
A                                       E
Deep blue in the ocean it's so deep and wide
E                                   B7
And I've got a notion I'll cross it tonight
E                            A              E
And I'll fly like a bluebird up there in the sky
E                        B7           E
In foggy old London I'll find my blue eyes
E                        B7           E
In foggy old London I'll find my blue eyes

5952. Foggy River

Foggy River
Composer: Fred Rose
Bill Monroe - Roy Acuff

Your love is colder than a foggy river
Rollin on a heart of stone
You left me stranded on this foggy river
Cold and helpless and alone

   I knew someday that you would turn me down
   I got worries on my mind
   Yes I'm doomed to sail this foggy river
   Till I leave my love behind

There's no tomorrow on this foggy river
Only memories linger on
A mist of sorrows fills this foggy river
Everything I had is gone

I can't escape this broken heart of mine
I've no freedom anymore
Heaven help me on this foggy river
Till I reach that distant shore

5953. Folded Flag

Sturgill Simpson - Folded Flag

Alright, man
Well, no no no
More than anything in the world I'd like to sit right down with Georgia B
Been some things the past few years going on been bothering me
All ain't well I'm mad as hell at my 11am day time tv



But I'm in with the feeling that there's one or two things CNN don't want us to see
Well you find it absurd that the tone of my word is rich with animosity
Oh there's a few white collar mother fuckers living up on Pennsylvania A V E
You can kiss my ass as I raise my glass and toast it to the boys who fell
So some top dollar big wig an owner of an oil rig can drop a fucking drill in a well
They gonna say that I'm a communist, unpatriotic, dope smoking degenerate hippy
Fuck them redneck, nepotistic, white trash mother fucker's home watching CMT
Well commercial propaganda got the whole damn country thinking we're on God's home tea
m
Well they might control the whole damn world
But they ain't gonna control me
Well I served a little time myself but don't get me wrong I ain't trying to brag
Lotta mommas like mine kissed their boy goodbye and in return, they got a folded flag
It's the same old story, time after time
"Oh god, how did he die?"
"Well I'm sorry ma'am I don't give a damn about the where, the when or the why"
They gonna say that I'm a communist, unpatriotic, dope smoking, degenerate hippy
Fuck them redneck, white trash mother fucker's sitting on their ass watching CMT
Well commercial propaganda got the whole damn country thinking we're on God's home tea
m
Well they might control the whole damn world
But they ain't gonna control me

5954. Folk Bloodbath - Chords

Folk Bloodbath 
Noam Pikelny

Capo 5
 
[Intro]
E(8cts)   E(12cts)   A(4cts)   E(16cts)
 
[Verse 1]
E
Louis went downtown for a new suit of clothes
      E            E7           Asus2
Gonna dress up for Delia like a fine red rose
    E      B         E
The angels laid him away
            E
He bought a ten gallon Stetson, and it was ox-blood red
      E        E7           Asus2
Stackalee shot Louis in the back of the head
    E      B        E
The angels laid him away
      E
Stackalee said to Louis "Oh now, don't you grieve
    E              E7              Asus2
I'm sending you to Delia you won't ever have to leave 
    E      B         E
The angels laid him away
 



 
[Refrain]
    E      Asus2     E
The angels laid him away
E        E7       Asus2
Laid him six feet under the clay
    E      B        E
The angels laid him away
 
 
E(8cts)   E(12cts)   A(4cts)   E(16cts)
 
 
[Verse 2]
         E
Well the judge was a mean one, his name was "Hangin' Billy Lyons"
                 E             E7                           Asus2
He said, "You've always been a bad man, Stack, you're gonna hang this time
    E      B       E
The angels lay him away"
         E
Well the jailer said to Stackalee, "What's the problem with you?"
       E             E7                     Asus2
"Well, jailer, Louis Collins' ghost brought Delia's with him too"
    E      B         E
The angels laid him away
 
 
[Refrain]
    E      Asus2     E
The angels laid him away
E        E7       Asus2
Laid him six feet under the clay
    E      B        E
The angels laid him away
 
E(8cts)   E(12cts)   A(4cts)   E(16cts)
 
 
[Verse 3]
          E
Well they buried little Delia in the churchyard deep
           E              E7          Asus2
With Louis Collins at her head, Stackalee at her feet
    E      B          E
The angels laid them away
       E
Out of Delia's bed came briars, out of Louis' bed a rose
       E                E7               Asus2
Out of Stackalee's came Stackalee's cold lonely little ghost
    E      B          E
The angels laid them away
 
 
[Refrain]
E      Asus2     E
The angels laid him away



E        E7       Asus2
Laid him six feet under the clay
    E                 Asus2
The angels laid him away
        E
And I'm looking out on rooftops, and I'm hoping it ain't true
         E            E7                        Asus2
That the same god who looked out for them looks out for me and you
    E      B          E
The angels laid them away
 
 
[Refrain]
    E      B          B
The angels laid them away
    E      B          B
Yes the angels laid them away
 
E(8cts)   E(12cts)   A(4cts)   E(16cts)

5955. Follow Me

Ernest Tubb 
Follow Me

At the end of the day my heart's filled with despair
I knelt by my bed for a moment of prayer
I asked God to help me and show me the way
Then out of the darkness a voice seemed to say

Follow me and your sins will be washed snowy white
Follow me to the streets that are paved with pure gold
Follow me and your darkness would turn into light
You'll see riches and treasures untold

I was lost in a world filled with doubt and the shame
Each day brought me tears that I'd fall by the way
Then out of the rocks and the caverns there came
A voice that somehow seemed to say

Follow me and your load will be lighter to bear
Follow me and your heart will be free from all care
Follow me and I'll make you a place with Him there
If you would just follow me

5956. Follow Me

Follow Me
John Denver



It's by far the hardest thing I've ever done
To be so in love with you and so alone

Follow me where I go what I do and who I know
Make it part of you to be a part of me
Follow me up and down all the way and all around
Take my hand and say you'll follow me

It's long been on my mind
You know it's been a long, long time
I've tried to find the way that I can make you understand
The way I feel about you and just how much I need you
To be there where I can talk to you
When there's no one else around

Follow me where I go what I do and who I know
Make it part of you to be a part of me
Follow me up and down all the way and all around
Take my hand and say you'll follow me

You see I'd like to share my life with you
And show you things I've seen
Places that I'm going to places where I've been
To have you there beside me and never be alone
And all the time that you're with me
We will be at home

Follow me where I go what I do and who I know
Make it part of you to be a part of me
Follow me up and down all the way
Take my hand and I will follow you

5957. Follow Me - Chords

Follow Me
Recorded by Barbara Fairchild
Written by Ira F. Stanphill

G                        G7       C                G
I traveled down a lonely road and no one seemed to care
                 Em             A7            D7
The burden on my weary back had bowed me to despair
G                   G7        C                   G
I oft complained to Jesus how folks were treating me
    Em               G   D7       G
And then I heard Him say so tenderly
    C                     G
The cross was oh so heavy on the Calvary road
    C                       A7               D7
The cross became so heavy I fell beneath the load
G                 G7          C             G
Be faithful weary pilgrim the morning I can see



     Em                G      D7       G
Lift up your cross and follow close to me
 
                   G7      C               G
I work so hard for Jesus I often boast and say
                Em             A7                 D7
I've sacrificed so many things to walk the narrow way
G                  G7          C              G
I gave up fame and fortune I'm worth a lot to Thee
    Em              G   D7       G
And then I hear Him say so tenderly
  C                            G
I left the throne of glory and counted it but loss
   C                          A7           D7
My hands were nailed in anger upon a cruel cross
G                   G7   C                   G
So if I die to live here there's no rebate I see
     Em                G      D7       G
I'll lift my cross and follow close to Thee
 
          Em                G      D7       C  G
Lord I'll lift my cross and follow close to Thee

5958. Follow Me Down

The Lonesome Sisters - Follow Me Down

I will melt like snow on your tongue
And I will hold you like nobody's done
And I will whisper the world undone
Just follow me down

Follow me down, follow me down
Follow me down
Lay your head into my hands
You been found

And I'll pull down the shades of time
And I'll kiss every star in your mind
And I'll be the night just to see you shine
Just follow me down

Follow me down, follow me down
Follow me down
Rest your long divided heart
You're home now

5959. Follow Me Down To The Riverside



Follow Me Down to the Riverside [Yonder Mountain String Band]

If you don't believe that I am the one, follow me down.
If you don't believe that I am the one, follow me down.
If you don't believe that I'm number one, follow me down.
If you don't believe that I am the one, follow me down.

For I'll take you by the hand,
I'll lead you to the banks of sand.
I'll ask you one more time.
"Pretty, little girl will you follow me down and be mine?"
If you answer me "No",
Sorry darling, little girl,
Sorry you must go,
Down to the riverside.

Follow me down to the riverside,
Follow me down.
To the bubbly, the bubbly.
Follow me down to the riverside,
Down by the banks of the sea.
Follow me down to the riverside,
Follow me down.
To the bubbly, the bubbly.
To the banks,
Way down, to the banks of the sea.

Remember all those years ago.
Little girl, when you loved me so.
Said you'd always be mine.
Gonna love me for all time.
Now you answer me "No",
Sorry darling, little girl.
It's alright,
You must get you ass to the river.

Follow me down to the riverside,
Follow me down.
To the bubbly, the bubbly.
Follow me down to the riverside,
Down by the banks of the sea.
Follow me down to the riverside,
Follow me down.
To the bubbly, the bubbly.
To the banks,
Way down, to the banks of the sea.

Now I'll ask you one more time,
"Little darling, girl will you be mine?"
And if you answer "No,"
Down, down before you go.
And if you answer me "No",
Sorry darling,
Little girl,
I'll be the one driving home all alone.

Follow me down to the riverside,
Follow me down.



To the bubbly, the bubbly.
Follow me down to the riverside,
Down by the banks of the sea.
Follow me down to the riverside,
Follow me down.
To the bubbly, the bubbly.
To the banks,
Way down, to the banks of the sea.

5960. Follow The Jesus Sign - Chords

Follow The Jesus Sign
Written and Recorded by Marijohn Wilkin
 
C
I don't care about your doctrine
        F
I don't care how you believe
   G7                             C
As long as you love Jesus you and I can agree
 
One day the whole world will discover
       F
How to love one another
         G7                              C
And what Jesus meant when He said follow Me
 
 
You take your way and I'll take mine
     F
Just follow the Jesus sign
G7                                    C
He leads a trail of love anywhere His feet may roam
 
Praise the Lord the day will come
           F
When we'll all meet as one
    G7                                  C
And follow the Jesus sign that leads us home
 
 
I don't care about your color
        F
I'm not concerned with your creed
      G7
Cause deep inside we're all alike
         C
With the same old human needs
 
Jesus Christ gave us the answer
    F
Our fathers will be done
    G7



And when you read the good book
                            C
Read the words of God's own Son
 
Repeat #2

5961. Follow You To Virgie

Tyler Childers - Follow You to Virgie

[Verse 1]
Back before these calloused hands and all this work
We used to sit up at the flats
Actin' like we'd live forever
Gettin' high and skippin' class
Yeah, I reckon we were heathens
But in her eyes we were saints
Now you're callin' all the boys home
'Cause heaven's angels carried her away

[Chorus]
So I will follow you to Virgie
Although it hurts me so
To lay to rest this mountain beauty
That the Lord's called home
And I can see her up in glory
I can see her through the pines

[Verse 2]
Back when all us boys were tryin'
To make sense of all these strings
I can see her in the corner
Just singin' along to all our crazy dreams

[Chorus]
So I will follow you to Virgie
Although it hurts me so
To lay to rest this mountain beauty
That the Lord's called home
And I can see her up in glory
I can see her through the pines

[Verse 3]
And I will follow you to Virgie
'Cause that's what us boys are for
To help you out when you get weary
And you can't go no more
And can't you see her up there, Cody?
I can see her through the pines
Sayin' "Boys be good"



5962. Follow Your Arrow - Chords

Follow Your Arrow 
Kacey Musgraves
 
[Intro]
C      Am      C     Am
 
[Verse]
 
       C
If you save yourself for marriage
 
You're a bore
             Am
If you don't save yourself for marriage
 
You're a horrible person
       F
If you won't have a drink
 
Then you're a prude
            Dm
But they'll call you a drunk 
           G
As soon as you down the first one
 
   C
If you can't lose the weight
 
Then you're just fat
    Am
But if you lose too much
 
Then you're on crack
       F
You're damned if you do
 
And you're damned if you don't
       Dm
So you might as well just do
    G
Whatever you want  So
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C
Make lots of noise
    Am
And kiss lots of boys
   C
Or kiss lots of girls



          Dm                G
If that's something you're into
         C
When the   straight and narrow
       Am
Gets a little too straight
               F
Roll up a joint,   or don't
     C
Just follow your arrow 
    G       C       C/B
Wherever it points, yeah
Am          C
Follow your arrow 
    G       C      Am    C     Am
Wherever it points
 
 
 
[Verse]
 
   C
If you don't go to church
 
You'll go to hell
                   Am
If you're the first   one 
 
On the front row
       Am
You're self-righteous
 
Son of a-
F
Can't win for losing
 
You just disappoint 'em
      Dm
Just 'cause you can't beat 'em
      G
Don't mean you should join 'em
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C
Make lots of noise
    Am
And kiss lots of boys
   C
Or kiss lots of girls
          Dm                G
If that's something you're into
         C
When the   straight and narrow
       Am
Gets a little too straight



               F
Roll up a joint,   or don't
     C
Just follow your arrow 
    G       C       C/B
Wherever it points, yeah
Am          C
Follow your arrow 
    G       C
Wherever it points
 
 
[Bridge]
 
C
Say what you feel
Am
Love who love
       C
'Cause you just get
        Am
so many trips around the sun
          Dm
Yeah, you only
          C
Only live once
 
Am  C   Am
 
[Chorus]
 
C
Make lots of noise
    Am
And kiss lots of boys
   C
Or kiss lots of girls
          Dm                G
If that's what you're into
         C
When the   straight and narrow
       Am
Gets a little too straight
               F
Roll up a joint,   I would
     C
And follow your arrow 
    G       C       C/B
Wherever it points, yeah
Am          C
Follow your arrow 
    G       C
Wherever it points
 
Am   C   Am   G
C



5963. Follow Your Heart

Brett Dennen - Follow Your Heart

I am a dreamer
And I'm a lover
I've been let down
And I've loved and lost
I've been alone
I've been far from home
Follow your heart
Follow your heart
Follow your heart
And you won't get lost

5964. Folsom Prison Blues

Folsom Prison Blues
Johnny Cash
Flatt & Scruggs

I hear that train a comin', it's comin' 'round the bend
I ain't seen the sunshine since I don't know when
I'm locked in Folsom Prison and time keeps draggin' on
And I hear that train a-rollin' on down to San Antone

When I was just a baby my mama told me 'Son
Always be a good boy don't ever play with guns'
But I shot a man in Reno just to watch him die
When I hear that lonesome whistle I hang my head and I cry

I bet there's rich folks eatin' in a fancy dining car
They're probably drinkin' coffee and smokin' big cigars
Well, I know I had it comin', I know I can't be free
But I hear that train a-rollin' and that's what tortures me

Well, if they freed me from this prison and that railroad train was mine
I bet I'd move it over a little farther down the line
Far from Folsom Prison that's where I long to be
And let that train keep rollin' and roll my blues away

5965. Fomo - Chords

Fomo 
Fruition



                                     F      Am Dm
There'²s wasted white girls in the basement
     C                Gm
What am I doing here at all
Gm                       C         C7 Am
I Recognize That One From Facebook
     A              E          F.
She liked a picture on my wall
 
Dm          C                      F       Am Dm
There's cocaine cowboys in the bathroom
    C                       Gm
They haven'²t moved since 10 o'clock
Gm                               C    C7 Am
They always keep their mouths wide open
        A              E        F
They always keep the door unlocked
 
Am                  Gm
You ain't missing out
C                         F
Nah, you ain'²t missing on nothing
Am                Gm      C
You ain'²t missing out
 
                             F             Am Dm
There's two guys fighting in the backyard
   C                   Gm
But I'²m pretty sure they're friends
Gm                       C         C7 Am
They'²ll be fine again come morning
    A               E         F
Depending how this contest ends
 
Dm          C                      F      Am Dm
Here comes that dude that drives me crazy
C                              Gm
He's with a girl that I once loved
Gm                       C     C7 Am
He'²s always acting really shady
          A               E         F
He's always trying to feed me drugs
 
Am                  Gm
You ain't missing out
C                         F
Nah, you ain'²t missing on nothing
Am                Gm
You ain'²t missing out out
C                         F
Nah, you ain'²t missing on nothing
Am                Gm      C
You ain'²t missing out out
 
                             F      Am Dm
When morning comes upon the warzone
               C              Gm



There's wounded soldiers all around
Gm                             C       C7 Am
There'²s broken spirits by the backdoor
     A               E       F
I line em up and take em down
 
Dm            C                 F     Am Dm
When did the fun all turn to problems
               C                Gm
When did my friends all up and leave
Gm                          C     C7 Am
A redface wrecked among the robins
         A           E       F
The last one up is always he
 
Am                  Gm
You ain't missing out
C                         F
Nah, you ain'²t missing on nothing
Am                Gm
You ain'²t missing out out
C                         F
Nah, you ain'²t missing on nothing
Am                Gm      C
You ain'²t missing out out
C                         F
Nah, you ain'²t missing on nothing
Am                Gm      C
You ain'²t missing out out

5966. Fond Affection

Fond Affection - Carter Family

Once I loved your fond affection
All my hopes on you was spent
Till a dark eyed girl persuaded
And you care no more for me 

Go on and leave me if you wish to
Never let me cross your mind
In your heart to love another
Never on earth will I call you mine 

When I'm dead and in my coffin
And my pale face towards the sun
Will you come and sit beside me
And think of what you've done 

When I'm dead and in my coffin
And the shroud about me bows
Will you come and scatter roses
Upon your lover's mound



5967. Fool And The Angel - Chords

Fool And The Angel
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Jimmy Duncan

C            Am           Dm           G7
(Here is the story of the fool and the angel)
    C                       Dm      G7
The fool and the angel once fell in love
      C                        Dm  G7
While heaven was watching from up above
    Dm            G7        C        Am
The fool gave his love in a reckless way
    Dm                  G7
For fools only live for today
    C                     Dm      G7
The love to the angel was not the same
    C                       Dm     G7
She couldn't believe it was just a game
    Dm           G7          C         Am
She gave all the love in her heart and soul
    C              G7      C
For true love's an angel's goal
Dm       G7         C        Am
How do I know these things I say
    Dm        G7      C
The answer is all too clear
Dm           G7       C      Am
I'm just the fool who walked away
     Dm         G7    Dm  G7
When heaven was oh so near
        C                      Dm  G7
Now the fool and the angel are far apart
    C                              Dm     G7
The fool learned too late what was in his heart
    Dm             G7       C    Am
But always there's spark of hope remain
    C              G7    C
The fool finds his angel again
    Dm             G7       C    Am
But always there's spark of hope remain
    C              G7    C
The fool finds his angel again

5968. Fool for Love

Marty Stuart - Fool for Love



Yes, she broke my heart again
(Fool for love)
That's the way it's always been
(Fool for love)

It's a cryin' game
If you play long enough
It's a beautiful pain
When you're a fool for love
Fool, for love

I tell myself that I don't care
(Fool for love)
But I keep hopin', she'll be there
(Fool for love)

It's a cryin' game
If you play long enough
You're slowly going insane
When you're a fool for love
Fool for love

Fool for love
Fool for love
Fool for love

Always thought I was so smart
(Fool for love)
Started thinkin' with my heart
(Fool for love)

It's a cryin' game
If you play long enough
Tears will fall down like rain
When you're a fool for love

Fool for love
Fool for love
Fool for love

5969. Fool For You

John Butler - Fool For You

Two atoms they collide in all their random ways
The meeting of you and I not so random some might say
She walks up close to me and she looks me in the eyes
She said
"Boy, what's it gonna be, now that it's just you and I?"
I'm a fool, I'm a fool for you
I'm a fool, I'm a fool for you
So I stepped up to the plate to a place I thought I'd never be
So I'm thanking you today because of you I am now me



Cold days them dark and blue when we was our only friend
For all that we've been through and will go through again
For that I say
I will come and I will stand
And I will live my life beside you
I'm a proud, a proud man, but all the same I'm
I'm just a fool, I'm a fool for you
I'm a fool, I'm a fool for you
Two atoms they collide, you and I we make them child
What lovely creatures they are, something right from the stars
And I helped you bring them forth
I offered a safe place to land
An overflow of love, falling right into my hands
For that I say
I will come and I will stand
And I will live my life beside you
I'm a proud, a proud man
A proud man to be walkin right next to your shoes
You're the one, the only one, the only one that's just right just for me
But all the same, you know I, you know I'm, I'm just a fool
I'm a fool for you, I'm a fool, I'm a fool for you

5970. Fool Hearted Me

Fool Hearted Me (Larry W. Jones 11/19/2007) 

Fool hearted me, fool hearted me
Well, I let my heart go astray
In fact, I just gave it away
Fool hearted me
I left it in care of a girl
Who had not a care in the world
Fool hearted me
I know I should have been wiser
I was a fool to not size her
Now she's long gone and set me free
And all the world can clearly see
Fool hearted me
- instrumental -
Fool hearted me, fool hearted me
She said I was her everything
I bought a big engagement ring
Fool hearted me
I gave her a car that ran so fine
She ran away with a friend of mine
Fool hearted me
That girl told me that she loved me so
Then she ran around with so and so
She molded my fool heart just like clay
Then she cruelly threw it far away
Fool hearted me
Fool, fool hearted me
Fool hearted me



Yeah, fool hearted me
Oh, me

5971. Fool In The Mirror

Rodney Crowell - Fool in the Mirror

Well, I wake up every morning, Lord, and what do I see?
I got a fool in my mirror and he's lyin' to me
He says, "aw man, she's comin' back, you just hide and watch"
That fool in my mirror singin' the same ol' song
But it still don't change the fact that my baby is gone
I got wrinkles round my eyes, I got gray in my hair
I'm puttin' on a little bit of weight, but I don't seem to care
Fool say, "Hey slick, you lookin' good!" Lie lie lie
That fool in my mirror singin' the same old song
But it still don't change the fact that my baby is gone
Now I just figured out what she meant when she said
That she was not comin' back, so why don't I drop dead?
Well I can't live with him, I can't live without
I can't believe a word he says but I don't dare doubt
He said, "Ah man, she just went off to get a loaf of bread
Say, you're losin' a little bit of weight, aren't you?"
That fool in my mirror singin' the same old song
But it still don't change the fact that my baby is gone
Now I just figured out what she meant when she said
That she was not comin' back, so why don't I drop dead?
When I wake up every morning, Lord, and I go to brush my teeth
I got a fool in my mirror and he's lyin' to me
He says, "Oh man, she's comin' back, don't worry!
You just hide and watch
That gray looks real distinguished on you, man!"
Lying son-of-a-bitch
That fool in my mirror singin' the same old song
But it still don't change the fact that my baby is gone
No, it still don't change the fact that my baby is gone

5972. Fool Me - Chords

Fool Me
Recorded by Lynn Anderson
Written by Joe South
 
C                    F                     C
Ain't it kinda funny they say a fool never learns
          F        C         F
Play with fire and it always burns
         C                     F                   C
Don't it kinda getcha down you treat me worse than before



    F      C               F
But I keep comin' back for more
C              F            C       F
Cause you're a deceiver and I'm a believer 
C                  G7    F                       G7
It's just a game I know  but I can't seem to let go
C           F                C
So fool me  fool me one more time
                      Am
You can fake just for old time's sake
C               F
Look in my eyes tell me those lies
         G7       F       G7       C
And just fool me  fool me one more time
E
                         F                       C
Don't it make you wonder why I keep playin' make believe
       F            C        F
Do you really think I'm that naive
         C                       F                C
Don't it make you sad I'm actin' like I've got it made
     F           C            F
Even though it's just a masquerade
C              F            C       F
Cause you're a deceiver and I'm a believer 
C                  G7    F                       G7
It's just a game I know  but I can't seem to let go
Repeat #2 x2
 
        F       G7       C
Come on fool me one more time
      F       G7       C
Honey fool me one more time

5973. Fool Me Again

Fool Me Again
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Baby, I've been thinkin'
Lord knows I've been drink
That's why I went and called you
On the telephonr
This bottle's got me wonderin
If you could use a long lost friend
Please, baby, please
Fool me again

[Pre-Chorus]
I love you and I need you
Let me hold you one last time
Then I can make-believe honey



That you're still mine

[Chorus]
Woman, oh woman pretend you love me
Like you did back then
Please, baby, please
Fool me again

[Verse 2]
Baby, I've been cryin'
'Cause lord knows I feel like dyin'
Ever since you went and walked right
Out of my life, girl that wasn't nice
So I've been here in this bar room
Drownin' memories from way back when
So tonight, oh, just tonight
Fool me again

[Solo]

[Pre-Chorus]
I love you and I need you
Let me hold you one last time
Then I can make-believe honey
That you're still mine

[Chorus]
Woman, oh woman pretend you love me
Like you did back then
Please, baby please
Fool me again
Please, baby please
Fool me again

5974. Fool On The Roof

Rodney Crowell - Fool on the Roof

[Verse 1]
Now don't let the moon catch a fool on your roof
That is some aggravation, I'm gonna tell you the truth
He'll rattle your dishes and he'll run off your dogs
And he'll be dancing till dawn in the light of it all

[Chorus]
Ah, fool on the roof, he's just fooling with you
Laughing it off is about the best you can do
Fool on the roof, he will not take no checks
You've got to pay by the dance and that's a natural fact

[Verse 2]
Now the fool on the roof, he will not cut you no slack
He make you, mama, make you go around back



He's hiding behind that big old chinaberry tree
I know he's there  cause he's chunking  em at me

[Chorus]
Ah, fool on the roof, he's just fooling with you
Laughing it off is about the best you can do
Fool on the roof, he will not take no checks
You've got to pay by the dance and that's a natural fact
Alright

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Now don't mind me, baby, I got a fool on my roof
How many times have you used that excuse?
Might be something you said or maybe somewhere you've been
With someone you shouldn't and never will again

[Chorus]
Ah, fool on the roof, he's just fooling with you
Laughing it off is about the best you can do
Fool on the roof, he will not take no checks
You've got to pay by the dance and that's a natural fact

[Verse 1]
You better look out below, there's a fool on your roof
That is some aggravation, I'm gonna tell you the truth
He'll rattle your dishes and he'll run off your dog
And he'll be dancin' till dawn in the light of it all

[Chorus]
Ah, fool on the roof, he's just fooling with you
Laughing it off is about the best you can do
Fool on the roof, he will not take no checks
You've got to pay by the dance and that's a natural fact
Alright

5975. Fool's Castle

Fool's Castle

It's a big house on a hilltop fine carpets on the floor
Expensive polished marble are the steps up to the door
Vines are climbin' up to the roof top as if there's something they'd like to hide
People call it a Fool's Castle and I'm the fool that lives inside
The girl is gone that warmed the castle now it's dark the flame has died
It's a big house on a hilltop without love and without pride
People call it a Fool's Castle and I'm the fool that lives inside

She used to live here I thought she was lucky
She had what most girls only dream of
I gave her diamonds silk and satin I gave her everything but love
And with my giving I gave her nothing she wanted only to be by my side



Yes they call it a Fool's Castle and I'm the fool that lives inside
The girl is gone that warmed the castle

5976. Fool's Castle - Chords

Fool's Castle
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Tommy Collins
 
C
It's a big house on a hilltop 
     F              C
Fine carpets on the floor
                          
Expensive polished marble 
        D7              G7
Are the steps up to the door
      C
Vines are climbing up to the roof top 
              F                        C
As if there's something they'd like to hide

People call it the Fool's Castle 
                 G7         C
And I'm the fool that lives inside

    F                            C
The girl is gone that warmed the castle 
                            G7
Now it's dark the flame has died
       C
It's a big house on a hilltop 
        F                C
Without love and without pride

People call it the Fool's Castle 
                 G7         C
And I'm the fool that lives inside

She used to live here I thought she was lucky 
             F               C
She had what most girls only dream of
                             
I gave her diamonds silk and satin 
           D7             G7
I gave her everything but love
            C
And with my giving I gave her nothing 
           F                C
She wanted only to be by my side

Yes they call it the Fool's Castle 
                 G7         C



And I'm the fool that lives inside

Repeat #2

5977. Fool's Gold

Fool's Gold
written by KYLE LEDSON
Broken Compass Bluegrass

Red light, happens only at the wrong time
Makes me wish I took my bike
You know I've got somewhere to go
Looks nice, how do I know if the dogs bite
I don't really feel right
Can I just say no

Fool's gold,
Maybe that's just what I've been sold
Cuz I've seen the edge of rainbows
And it's nothing quite like this

Lose touch Cuz I've never really done much
And I don't really know what
I should've of done instead
Smoke screen, let me speak let me be seen
Let me breathe let me reconvene
Into you arms again

Fool's gold
Over and over that's what I'm told
How am i supposed reap
If there's nothing that I've sown

Refrain, you're coming at me like a freight train
I guess I never really was that sane
What does that tell you
Wrong turn, I'm sweating like I've got a fever
Believe me and believe her
We don't know what to do

I know
What I'm holding it ain't fool's gold
Cuz I've seen the edge of rainbows
And it's exactly like this...

5978. Fool's Gold - Chords



Fool's Gold
Recorded by Lee Greenwood
Written by Russ Freeman
 
F    C              F           C
If I only knew then what I know now
    F                      C
You wouldn't be sayin' goodbye
      F       C          F     C
But I let you down I was never around
         F                       C
When you needed me there by your side
F                G7
I took a perfect love 
    Em                 Am
And gave you a perfect heartache
F                Em
I took a band of gold 
           D7          G7
And made a 24-carat mistake
And turned it into 
Am                                 F
Fool's gold and I was a fool cause I let you go
Am                                 F
Fool's gold yes I was a fool cause I didn't know
Am               Em
Too many times I just didn't try
    Am                    D7            Am
And now all I hear is you sayin' goodbye
F                   C            F      C    F
Starin' at an empty hand full of fool's gold
   C                       F           C
If I'd spent the time just holdin' you tight
    F                        C
And sharin' my feelings with you
     F          C              F            C
Then you'd understand what's inside of this man
          F                   C
And you'd know what I'm goin' through
F                 G7
I know that I was wrong 
Em                Am
Now that it's too late
F                Em
I took a band of gold  
           D7          G7
And made a 24-carat mistake
Repeat #3

5979. Fool's Thin Air - Chords

Fool's Thin Air
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Rodney Crowell and Guy Clark



C         F              C
There's a sweet dream on your pillow
          G7               C
There's a sad song in your eyes
          F                 C
There's a sunshine behind a dark cloud
   G7                      C
Up above you in fools thin air

         F                  C
She's an old friend she's a good friend
        G7             C
Hair of golden eyes of satin
                 F                      C
She's a won't be long friend till she's gone friend
               G7                   C
And leaves you hangin in fools thin air

       F              C
Like a lion rules the jungle
            G7                        C
You're just flyin' through fools thin air
                F                       C
That don't mean nothin' when you've got something
    G7                    C
You believe in to get you there

Repeat #2

5980. Foolin' Around

Foolin' Around - Vince Gill
Composer: Harlan Howard - Buck Owens

I know that you've been foolin' around on me
Right from the start
So I'll take back my ring and I'll take back my heart
And when you're tired of foolin' around with two or three
Come on home and fool around with me.

I wasn't foolin' around the day I said I do
But many a night I wished that I had been a-foolin' too
I know it's foolish taking all this misery
But when it's you a fool I'll always be

I know that you've been foolin' around on me
Right from the start
So I'll take back my ring and I'll take back my heart
And when you're tired of foolin' around with two or three
Come on home and fool around with me.

So honey fool around. You know right where I'm at



Don't worry if I'm lonesome 'cause I'm used to that
And when you're tire of foolin' 'round with two or three
Then come on home and fool around with me

I know that you've been foolin' around on me
Right from the start
So I'll take back my ring and I'll take back my heart
And when you're tire of foolin' around with two or three

Come on home and fool around with me
Yeah, come on home and fool around with me

5981. Foolish Heart

Foolish Heart
Song by Alison Krauss

I think I'll take my foolish heart, my friend, and head right for the door.
There'll be a better world waitin' if I do.
'Cause I know I've been down this road a time or two before,
The only time I let my heart turn to you.

Now, I won't be blue with dreams that won't come true.
I'll take my heart, and head right for the door.

Still somethin' deep inside keeps tellin' me to make the sacrifice,
And askin' me to walk the extra mile.
I've walked it now to many times with freedom for the price.
Too many times to fight back tears behind my smiles.

Now, I won't be blue with dreams that won't come true.
I'll take my heart, and head right for the door.

I know I must seem quite unkind to wander off tonight
And leave the moon up above to hold your gaze.
It's only that my foolish heart is bound with foolish pride.
Maybe some day I'll see the sunshine upon your face.

Now I won't be blue with dreams that won't come true.

I'll take my heart, and head right for the door.
I'll take my heart, and head right for the door...

5982. Foolish Pride

Foolish Pride

Once I had a true love sweeter than the stars above
And I loved her with all my heart



It brought tears in her eyes when I told her goodbye
All because of my fool foolish pride

Oh foolish pride I can't live with you
For you have driven away my darling
You have broken her heart now you're keeping us apart
Foolish pride I'll never forgive you

We would sit all alone she would talk of our home
And of days when she'd be my own wife
So softly she would say when is our wedding day
I'm so happy my darling I could cry

5983. Foolishness

Lucinda Williams - Foolishness

All of this foolishness in my life, don't need it
What I do in my own time
Is none of your business and all of mine
All of this foolishness
All of this foolishness in my life

All of you liars in my life
All of you liars in my life, don't need you
You can talk all the trash you want
But I know the truth even if you don't
None of you liars in my life
None of you liars in my life

None of your pie in the sky
None of your pie in the sky, don't need it
No matter how you go or where
I ain't gonna follow you anywhere
None of your pie in the sky
None of your pie in the sky

All of you fear-mongers in my life
All of you fear-mongers in my life
You can try to scare me down
But I know how to stand my ground
None of you fear-mongers in my life
None of you fear-mongers in my life

All of this foolishness in my life
All of this foolishness in my life
What I do in my own time
Is none of your business and all of mine

None of this foolishness in my life
None of this foolishness in my life

All of this foolishness



All of you liars
All you talk about is pie in the sky
All of you fear-mongers
Foolishness

I don't need you liars
I don't need your pie in the sky
I don't need you fear-mongers
Don't need your foolishness
All this foolishness

It's nothing but foolishness
It's nothing but foolishness
It's nothing but foolishness
It's nothing but foolishness
It's nothing but your foolishness
It's nothing but your foolishness

5984. Fools For Each Other

Rodney Crowell - Fools for Each Other

[Verse 1]
Now who walked out when the times got hard?
When the truck broke down in the whole front yard
That wasn't me, it wasn't you
Who shot pool all night long?
Wound up bettin' on the crack of dawn
Ah, that was you, darling, and that was me

[Chorus]
And we are just fools for each other, me and you
We are lovers, in fact, we've gone crazy out back
Like only fools for each other would do

[Verse 2]
Now who gave up when the fire burned low?
Who flew south when the wind blew cold?
Ah, that wasn't me, it wasn't you
Who held on when the blues came down?
Who took care when the tie was bound?
Ah, that was you, darling, and that was me

[Chorus]
And we are just fools for each other, me and you
We are lovers, in fact, we've gone crazy out back
Like only fools for each other can do

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Now who took off when their heart got broke?
Let the whole thing go up in smoke



Hmm, it wasn't me and it wasn't you, oh no
And who showed up when the time was right?
Laid a little mercy on a bad old night
Ah, that was you, darling, and that was me

[Chorus]
And we are just fools for each other, me and you
We are lovers, in fact, we've gone crazy out back
Like only fools for each other would do

[Outro]
We are lovers, in fact, we've gone crazy out back
Like only fools for each other would do

5985. Foot Stompin'

Foot Stompin'
Davisson Brothers Band

Look out boys what'²s her name is walking down the line
5 foot 10 and guaranteed to blow your mind
The girl just gave me one more reason to let her know she's fine
That long legged angel has to go to be all mine

She stole this hill billy honkey tonkin'² Foot Stompin' heart of mine
And every time she shakes that thing
It makes my heart skip a beat in time
Slow down girl and let me catch up and maybe I can get back in time
She stole this hill billy honkey tonkin' Foot Stompin'² heart of mine

White tank top cowboy boots her daisy dukes are on
Their aught to be a law against any girl having legs that long
She can'²t help for what her mother done and give to her
Eyes that shine and lips like pearls

She stole this hill billy honkey tonkin' Foot Stompin'² heart of mine
And every time she shakes that thing
It makes my heart skip a beat in time
Slow down girl and let me catch up and maybe I can get back in time
She stole this hill billy honkey tonkin' Foot Stompin'² heart of mine

Well the party's almost over now and everybody'²s just about gone
And one good thing about this old hillbilly won't be going home alone
Slow down girl and let me catch up and maybe I can get back in time
She stole this hill billy honkey tonkin' Foot Stompin'² heart of mine
She stole this hill billy honkey tonkin'² Foot Stompin' heart of mine

5986. Footlights - Chords



Footlights
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
G                      C             G
I live the kinda life  most men only dream of
                         D7                 G
I make my livin' writin' songs  and singin' them
                                        C                            G
But I'm forty-one years old and I ain't got no place to go when it's over
                          
But I'll hide my age and make the stage 
    D7                             G
And try to kick the footlights out again
                                 C                                    G
I throw my old guitar across the stage and then my bass-man takes the ball
                          D7                           G
And the crowd goes nearly wild to see my guitar nearly fall
                                    C                                G
After twenty years of pickin' we're still alive and kickin' down the wall
                                         D7                          G
Tonight I'll kick the footlights out and walk away without a curtain call
  C
Tonight I'll kick the footlights out again
                                    G
And try to hide the mood I'm really in
                             D7
And put on my old instamatic grin
                                     G
Tonight I'll kick the footlights out again
Repeat #1

5987. Footprints In The Snow

Footprints In The Snow
Bill Monroe

Now some folks like the summertime when the they can walk about
Strolling through the meadow green it's pleasant there no doubt
But give me the wintertime when the snow is on the ground
For I found her when the snow on the ground

   I traced her little footprints in the snow
   I found her little footprints in the snow
   I bless that happy day when Nellie lost her way
   For I found her when the snow was on the ground

I dropped in to see her there was a big round moon
Her mother said she just stepped out but would be returning soon
I found her little footprints and I traced them in the snow
I found her when the snow was on the ground

Now she's up in heaven she's with the angel band
I know I'm going to meet her in that promised land
But every time the snow falls it brings back memories



For I found her when the snow was on the ground

5988. Footsteps In The Night - Chords

Footsteps In The Night
Recorded by Curtis Potter
Written by Mel Holt

G7   C                      F                 C
When you're all alone up in your room late at night
                              D7          G7
And you hear footsteps in the street down below
     C                           F            C
Then you'll know I'm passing and watching the light
                   G7          C
In your window and wanting you so 
 
      D7                    G7
We've parted and broken the vows that we made
      D7                        G7
Still I have to know you're all right
    C                          F            D7
You said you don't love me but you know I'm near
         G7                    C    F  C
When you hear footsteps in the night
 
G7   C                       F            C
When you go out dancing with your someone new
                         D7           G7
Do you ever think of the love in your past
C                           F           C
I wonder if now you're just sharing the view
                 G7                     C
I miss kisses however it's me you loved last
 
     D7                           G7
When he said goodnight and you're gone up the stairs
    D7                           G7
And after you've turned out your lights
   C                        F          D7
If you feel I knew you will it bring a tear
         G7                    C
When you hear footsteps in the night

5989. Footsteps Of The Heron

The Incredible String Band - Footsteps Of The Heron 

One day as I sat in a big noisy crowd



There was me and the whole of my conscience
And I thought that I wouldn't be missed if I went
And that my going would be of no importance

And I've nothing to do and I've nowhere to go
I'm not in the slightest way upset
I'm not chasing a hope or a dream or a plan
And I'm not even chasing the sunset

So I walked down this street I had no one to meet
And my thoughts kinda gently were flowing
When I popped this pussycat because it lying
And I [Incomprehensible] where I was going

And I've nothing to do and I've nowhere to go
I'm not in the slightest way upset
I'm not chasing a hope or a dream or a plan
I'm not even chasing the sunset

The pussycat laughed and he followed me down
We walked through the crowds without motion
He said he would stay, but he ran clear away
I just laughed at his lack of devotion

And I've nothing to do and I've nowhere to go
I'm not in the slightest way upset
I'm not chasing a hope or a dream or a plan
I'm not even chasing the sunset

I met me this fink, tried to buy me a drink
And he says, "I don't care 'bout no money"
I said, "Neither do I, but I'd buy you a guy
If I thought you were trying to get funny"

And I've nothing to do and I've nowhere to go
I'm not in the slightest way upset
I'm not chasing a hope or a dream or a plan
And I'm not even chasing the sunset

This man I did meet, spoke to me through his feet
And he said, "I don't care either 'bout no money"
I said, "Neither do I but I buy wings to fly
'Cause without them the sun ain't so sunny"

And I've nothing to do and I've nowhere to go
I'm not in the slightest way upset
I'm not chasing a hope or a dream or a plan
And I'm not even chasing the sunset

5990. Footsteps So Near

Footsteps So Near



There's a tale that they tell down in ol' Wolf County
About a murderous husband and his family of three
One day his neighbors from over the hill
it was so deathly still

The killer he left a note and I know how it read
I hope you don't find me I'd rather be dead
Then live in your jailhouse for the rest of my days
'Til the jury it hangs me for my wicked ways

Sometimes at night I wake to the sound
Of the men in the distance and baying of hounds
Once on a full moon in the spring of the year
I heard breaking branches and footsteps so near

Well the posse searched it was five days or more
He head in the caves gave himself up
'Fore he got to the courthouse a man a shot him down

He said I'm not sorry for what I have done
But I cannot live like a man on the ran
I'm glad that you killed me you can dig me my grave
It can't be much worse thanthat dark lonely cave

5991. Footsteps Walking With Me - Chords

Footsteps Walking With Me
Recorded by Daniel O'Donnell
Written by Steve and Heather Taylor
 
C         G7           C
Footsteps walking with me
                   G7
Footsteps I cannot see
But every move I make 
And every step I take
                          C
I know they're there with me
               G7         C
They walk with me all the way
                 G7
Beside me day by day
Through good and bad
Through happy and sad
                          C
Those footsteps won't go away
                   G7    C
I'll never walk in life alone
                           G7
There'll always be someone there
I know He won't let me down
                  C
He's with me everywhere



                      G7        C
The special things in life I've done
                  C7          F
Have been through Him and His love
                     C       Am
I've been blessed in so many ways
G7                  C
Thanks to the Lord above
Repeat #1,2
          
                G7          C
I think that my life's been planned
                         G7
By the one who's guiding me
When I'm led by the hand
                   C
Of someone I can't see
               G7            C
I'm not always sure where to go
                   C7         F
Buts that's when I follow his lead
                        C       Am
I know that the pathway that He shows
     G7           C
Will help me to succeed
Repeat #1,2
 
        G7
Through good and bad through happy and sad
                     C
By my side they will stay

5992. For A Dancer

Linda Ronstadt - For A Dancer
Emmylou Harris

Keep the fire burning in your eyes
Pay attention to the open sky
You never know what will be coming down

I don't remember losing track of you
You're always dancing in and out of view
I must have thought you would always be around
Always keeping things real by playing the clown
Now you're nowhere to be found

I don't know what happens when people die
Can't seem to grasp it as hard as I try
It's like a song I hear playing right in my ear
But I can't sing, I can't help listening

I can't help feeling stupid standing around



Crying is the easier down
Cause I know that you would rather we'd be dancing
Dancing our sorrow away
No matter what fate throws in your way

Just do the steps that you've been shown
By everyone you've ever known
Until the dance becomes your very own
No matter how close to yours
Another's steps have grown
In the end there is one dance you'll do alone

Keep a fire for the human race
Let your prayers go drifting into space
You never know what will be coming down
Perhaps a better world is drawing near
Just as easy it could all disappear
Along with whatever meaning you might have found
Don't let the uncertainty turn you around
Go on and make a joyful sound

Into a dancer you have grown
From a seed somebody else has thrown
Go on ahead and throw some seeds of your own
And somewhere between the time you arrive
And the time you go
May lie a reason you were alive
But you'll never know

5993. For A Little While

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - For a little while
Composer: Jimmie Fadden - Jeff Hanna

Pick up on a little lovin'
It just might do you good
I'm not bound to runnin' around
I wouldn't if I could

I can't say tomorrow
Until I see the light
I'll spend the rest of my life
With you tonight

So if I promise to love you forever
Would you let me love you for a little while
And if I tell you we'll always be together
Would you let me hold you for a little while

Hold on to me, pretty mama
I won't sing you a song
I'll be there when it feels good
In the mornin' I'll be gone



I won't make you promises
To make it seem alright
I'll spend the rest of my life
With you tonight

Gonna love you, baby
Gonna hold you, baby
For a little while
Gonna love you, baby
Gonna hold you, baby
For a little while
Gonna love you, baby

Gonna hold you, baby
For a little while
Gonna love you, baby
Gonna hold you, baby
For a little while

So if I promise to love you forever
Would you let me love you for a little while
And if I tell you we'll always be together
Would you let me hold you for a little while
For a little while
For a little while
For a little while

5994. For A Little While - Chords

For a Little While
Recorded by John Conlee
Written by Don Henry

C
When the tide comes up and the sun goes down
     F        G7   C
Sure as on Montego Bay
 
All the rum and gin inside of me
F               G7       C
Can't chase the memories away
                              
By the time you've read the things I said
   Am              Dm  C A#7
My ship put out to sea
Am     G7                      C
I just needed to be free for a little while
 
 
As the lights go out in a beach front bar
    F           G7       C
Two hearts in a Jamaican night



 
In a room upstairs my mind prepares
   F        G7      C
To turn off reality lights
             
And I close my eyes and fantasize
     A7                Dm   C A#7
Till sleep unfolds its wings
Am    G7                         C
And I fly to you in dreams for a little while
 
   A#7                Am
My memory wasn't this freedom I found
    C                     F
Old sailors and fools are drawn to the sound
       A#7                      Am
And as long as they find me and never around
     D7              G7          C
I'll sing about your smile for a little while
 
 
And I close my eyes and fantasize
     A7                Dm   C A#7
Till sleep unfolds its wings 
Am    G7                         C
And I fly to you in dreams for a little while
      G7                         C
Yes I fly to you in dreams for a little while

5995. For All I Know - Chords

For All I Know
written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
G                  C                 G
For all I know you never cared about me
                D7                   G
And chances are I never crossed your mind
                C             G
Maybe you won't understand me calling
    A7                                 D7
But darling it's been such a long long time
 
G              C                    G
For all I know there may be someone with you now
             D7                    G
But maybe he won't mind a friendly call
                       G7             C
You've already made it clear that you stopped loving me
        G              D7             G
And for all I know you never cared at all
 
        C                                 G



I can't help it if I sound like I've been crying
                                         D7
Cause darling I've been crying all night long
  C                                              G
I just call to let you know just how much I need you
    A7                              D7
And for all I know you may be there alone
 
G                        C                 G
Surely you must know I'd give the world to see you now
                           D7               G
And could be you'd like to have me one more time
                       G7             C
You've already made it clear that you stopped loving me
        G            D7               G
But for all I know I may have lost my mind
C       G            D7               G
And for all I know I may have lost my mind

5996. For All The Tea In China - Chords

For All The Tea In China

E A E
I always start to singin' every time you pull the string in
 A E B7
I'm standin' by to just be standin' by
 E A E
Yes I say I've had enough and this time I'm not bluffin'
 A E B7 E
But for all the tea in China I know it's a lie

E A E
And I said I wouldn't hang around for all the tea in China
 A E B7
For all the tea in China and my soul
 E A E
Yes I say I'm gonna pack up this time gonna give up
 A E B7 E
But for all the tea in China I can't go

E A E
The palm of your hand now that's where you've got me
 A E B7
That's where I'm longin' to be
E A E
Try as I may now I just can't stop me
 A E B7 E
For all the tea in China I hang on desperately

E A E
And I said I wouldn't hang around for all the tea in China
 A E B7



For all the tea in China and my soul
 E A E
Yes I say I'm gonna pack up this time gonna give up
 A E B7 E
But for all the tea in China I can't go
 A E B7 E
For all the tea in China I can't go

5997. For Baby (For Bobbie)

For Baby (For Bobbie)
John Denver

I'll walk in the rain by your side,
I'll cling to the warmth of your tiny hand.
I'll do anything to help you understand,
I'll love you more than anybody can.

And the wind will whisper your name to me,
Little birds will sing along in time,
The leaves will bow down when you walk by,
And morning bells will chime.

I'll be there when you're feeling down,
To kiss away the tears if you cry.
I'll share with you all the happiness I've found,
A reflection of the love in your eyes.

And I'll sing you the songs of the rainbow,
Whisper all the joy that is mine.
The leaves will bow down when you walk by,
And morning bells will chime.

Repeat first verse

The leaves will bow down when you walk by,
And morning bells will chime.

5998. For Better For Worse - Chords

For Better For Worse - Old Man Markley

    A           D
For better, for worse
         A                  E7
Love s a blessing, love s a curse
         F#m               D
she's an angel, I'm just a man
            A       E7            A



I ll always love her  til I can't stand
[x2]
        A                            D
Well, I met her on a Sunday, she was standing in the sun
         A                              E7  
I picked up some wild roses, asked her  could I be the one? 
    F#m                                 D
She smiled and took my hand, an angel s vision standing there
    A                E7                  A
She kissed me on the cheeks and threw my roses in the air
    
For better, for worse
Love s a blessing, love s a curse
she's an angel, I'm just a man
I ll always love her  til I can't stand

April showers brought the mud, puddles littered under foot
I threw down my brand new jacket, didn t want it messing up her looks
She jumped across that puddle, picked up my dirty coat
She tossed it in the garbage and my heart sank in that moat

For better, for worse
Love s a blessing, love s a curse
she s an angel, I'm just a man
I ll always love her  til I can t stand

And now the trees turn shades of blood as the days were getting short
Wished I could have kissed you baby, sitting swinging on the porch
But you blew me off completely, no matter how I tried
I didn t want to face it but I knew the truth inside

For better, for worse
Love s a blessing, love s a curse
she's an angel, I'm just a man
I ll always love her  til I can't stand

My winter coat was red (like the color of her dress)
Now I held her one last time (then I laid her down to rest)
Well, I gave her every chance (well, she should have realized)
That s why they had me locked away, that's why she had to die

For better, for worse
Love's a blessing, love's a curse
she's an angel, I'm just a man
I ll always love her 'til I can't stand

I always loved her but she had a man

5999. For Emily, Whenever I May Find Her

For Emily, Whenever I May Find Her
Paul Simon



What I dream I had:
Pressed in organdy;
Clothed in crinoline of smoky Burgundy;
Softer than the rain.
I wandered empty streets
Down past the shop displays.
I heard cathedral bells
Tripping down the alley ways,
As I walked on.

And when you ran to me
Your cheeks flushed with the night.
We walked on frosted fields of juniper and lamplight,
I held your hand.
And when I awoke and felt you warm and near,
I kissed your honey hair with my grateful tears.
Oh I love you, girl.
Oh, I love you.

6000. For Free

For Free
Joni Mitchell

I slept last night in a good hotel
I went shopping today for jewels
The wind rushed around in the dirty town
And the children let out from the schools
I was standing on a noisy corner
Waiting for the walking green
Across the street he stood
And he played real good
On his clarinet, for free

Now me I play for fortune
And those velvet curtain calls
I've got a black limousine
And two gentlemen
Escorting me to the halls
And I'll play if you have the money
Or if you're a friend to me
But the one man band
By the quick lunch stand
He was playing real good, for free

Nobody stopped to hear him
Though he played so sweet and high
They knew he had never
Been on their T.V.
So they passed his music by
I meant to go over and ask for a song
Maybe put on a harmony...
I heard his refrain



As the signal changed
He was playing real good, for free

6001. For God So Loved The World - Chords

For God So Loved The World
Recorded by Jimmie Davis
Written by Lonnie Hunter

G                 C          G
As the Savior was walking up Calvary's Hill
        D7
All the birds hushed their singing
    G
The leaves all stood still
                       C
All the flowers in the fields
            G
Bowed their lovely heads
          D7                    G  G7
While the Savior to Calvary was led
 
        C
Tell me why oh tell me why
          G
Did Jesus die on Calvary
                   A7             D7
Tell me why did He suffer such agony
    G                G7
For God so loved the world
        C
That He gave His only Son
            G         A7       D7      G
And that is why Jesus died for you and me
 C       G
(You and me)
                      C
They put nails in His hands
            G
Pierced His precious side
        D7
And the pain was so great
     G
That tears filled His eyes
                   C
Yet He spoke not a word 
         G
Till the last breath He drew
        D7                             G G7
Then He prayed they know not what they do
 
        C
Tell me why oh tell me why



          G
Did Jesus die on Calvary
                   A7             D7
Tell me why did He suffer such agony
    G                G7
For God so loved the world
        C
That He gave His only Son
            G         A7       D7      G
And that is why Jesus died for you and me 
 C       G
(You and me)

6002. For Good Again - Chords

For Good Again 
The Devil Makes Three

[Intro]
A D7 E
 
[Verse 1]
A
Gather around you people now to the tale that I tell
 
About the last time my friend moved he decided to move to hell
D7
They call it Creslawn California down there USA
A
For God and his wisdom burned it down one beautiful day
E
He could not sleep for restlessness, downtown he went
          D7                              E
Where he ran into some rednecks looking to experiment
 
[Verse 2]
A
Me and this man had a band once and we were called The Shapes
 
You probably never heard of us and that really is okay
D7
We drank and we threw up sometimes we practiced and played
A
Our drummer couldn't figure out whether he was straight or he was gay
E
We went on tour within walking distance of our house
        D7                                 E
Maybe that is why no one knew what our sound was all about
 
[Chorus]
                   D7                E
Thats why I say gather around you people now 
          A              D7



Get your money out to lend
                    E              A
We're all leaving town for good again
E              A
For good again
 
A D7 E
A D7 E
 
[Verse 3]
A
We drink up at the high school by the stairs on the hill
 
Everything looked beautiful with enough booze and pills
D7
It was nice to know that no one in their right mind would drop by
A
Just bitch about some bull now and the lights lit up the sky
E
You'd never understand the things my friend Eric put us through
D7                                               E
He had this Powepoint presentation about this girl he want to do
D7                              E
Well now we were all such fools but who was keeping score
 
Most the people who still hate us they don't live here anymore
 
Thank God I don't live here anymore
 
[Chorus]
                   D7                 E
Thats why I say gather around you people now 
          A              D7
Get your money out to lend
                    E              A
We're all leaving town for good again
E              A
For good again
 
A D7 E
A D7 E
 
[Verse 4]
A
We lived in the house and it was down on Lincoln street 
 
We payed the bills now and they turned out the heat
D7
I lived up in the attic right above the bathroom 
A
When I could pay my rent and deal illegal drugs thats exactly what I do
E
We barbecued in that alley until Paul poisoned me with raw meat 
          D7                           E
Sometimes I come home at 4 AM and go race down in the streets
 
[Verse 5]



          D7                         E
It was a low level existence thats probably what people'd say
 
But I wrote songs in that attic that I now get paid to play
 
So if you don't like people who live in attics now might be the time to say
 
Cuz' everybody who is anybody, in my opinion,
             D7                       E
at one time lived in somebody's hallway 
 
[Chorus]
                   D7                 E
Thats why I say gather around you people now 
          A              D7
Get your money out to lend
                    E              A
We're all leaving town for good again
E              A
For good again
 
A D7 E
A D7 E
 
[Outro]
                   D7                 E
Thats why I say gather around you people now
          A              D7
Get your money out to lend
                    E              A
We're all leaving town for good again
E              A
For good again
E              A
For good again
E              A
For good again

6003. For Heaven's Sake

For Heaven's Sake
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - For Heaven's Sake

[Verse 1]
As the snow falls down on the wood pile
Dances on a frozen riverbed
How I yearn to be the pillow
Where my darling can rest her weary head

[Verse 2]
Through the trials and all the tribulations
Through the coldest day and the dearest, darkest nights
We'll place our hopes within the solstice



To illuminate joy and enlight

[Chorus]
Don't bury your head
There's a lotta days left
And you don't need much money
Just a gentle snowfall
To remind you, you can get through it all

[Verse 3]
The coyote and his friRnds have all gone howling
TherR's a half moon there waning in the sky
And all my friends are at the taverns
But tonight, I feel my bottle's dry

[Verse 4]
The windows are steaming in the cabin
And I feel it's high time to take a ride
Deep into my soul, and my darling
Where love of self and another collide

[Chorus]
Don't bury your head
There's a lotta days left
And you don't need much money
Just a gentle snowfall
To remind you, you can get through it all

6004. For Her

Dixie Chicks - For Her

I'm a lover 'cause I can't help myself
A natural mother since the day that I fell
Not a martyr
I'm just someone who cares

So dig a little bit deeper
And be a little bit kinder
And a lot less guarded
'Cause it takes, it takes
It takes a lotta hard work
To get a whole lot stronger
'Cause it's real tough, girl

Why can't we be together?
Why can't we love for her?

Wish I could go back and tell my younger self
"You're a fighter, you just don't know it yet"

So dig a little bit deeper
And be whole lot louder



And a lot less guarded
'Cause it takes, it takes
It takes a lotta hard work
To get a whole lot stronger
'Cause it's real tough, girl

Why can't we be together?
Why can't we love for her?

Stand up, show love
For her, for her
Stand up, show up
For her, for her
Stand up, show love
For her, for her
Stand up, show up
For her, for her

Why can't we be together?
Why can't we love for her?

So dig a little bit deeper
And be a whole lot kinder
And a lot less guarded
'Cause it takes, it takes
It takes a lotta hard work
To get a whole lot stronger
'Cause it's real tough, girl

Stand up, show love
Stand up, show up
Stand up, show love
For her, for her
Stand up, show love
For her, for her
Stand up, show love
For her, for her

Oh, stand up
Oh, stand up for her
Mm-hm, mm-hm
La-da-da-da-da-da
La-da-da-da-da-da
La-da-da-da-da-da
Mm
La-da-da-da-da-da
La-da-da-da-da-da
La-da-da-da-da-da

6005. For Jack Tymon

For Jack Tymon
Scott Miller



May your back be straight and your fingers ten.
My your cup be full when you say when.
May your parents be so that they always let you grow.
And may your heart be so pure its one that God wants to know.

May your schooling be good, and if its not
May the times be easy and you still smart.
May your friendships be so that they almost feel like home
And your heart be so pure its one that God wants to know.

And may you have the joy of passing something on
Like the laugh of your father or the courage of your mom.
But if that never happens and you end up alone
May your heart be so pure its one that God wants to know.

6006. For Keeps

Jim Lauderdale - For Keeps

[Verse 1]
When love's so good, it's bound to stay and hang around
It's understood it never should let you down
And when you trust someone that much, it's all you'll ever need
Your heart will let you know when it's for keeps

[Chorus]
For keeps
It's so sweet to know
For keeps, for keeps
I'll never let you go

[Verse 2]
When we get there, we'll never want to leave
And dreams we share are never make-believe
And when the best of everything is never out of reach
Our hearts will let us know that it's for keeps

[Chorus]
For keeps
It's so sweet to know
For keeps, for keeps
I'll never let you go

[Outro]
And when the best of everything is never out of reach
Our hearts will let us know that it's for keeps
Our hearts will let us know that it's for keeps



6007. For Love

Robert Earl Keen - For Love 
Railroad Earth

Strapped my guns and courage on; set my cattle free
Rolled a smoke and I made a vow no more to be reviled
Combed her hair and laid her out; pretty as you please
Watched the fire light up the night; cryin' like a child

Saw a man in San Antone shoot down a dancing queen
And asked him on his hangin' day "What was he thinkin' of?"
He said "I never liked the way she treated me so mean
In the end I tell you friend I did it all for love"

Stood out on the ragged edge and there I took the fall
I did it all for love my friend, for love I did it all

Just this side of Devil's Dream, above the sulphur mine
I found the man who robbed me of the girl I loved and lost
I asked him before he died "What made him cross the line?"
He asked me "Did I mean the line I just stepped across?"

Stood out on the ragged edge and there I took the fall
I did it all for love my friend, for love I did it all

I-I-I-I
Wonder why-y

I've walked this earth these many years and left a trail of fire
But once I was a gentle man every bit like you
I watched the heavens open up, heard the angel choir
Sing the holy song of God, 'To thine own self be true'

Stood out on the ragged edge and there I took the fall
I did it all for love my friend, for love I did it all
I did it all for love my friend, for love I did it all

6008. For Love Of Yesterday - Chords

For Love Of Yesterday
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Jerry Foster and Bill Rice
 
C               Dm      G7                 C   E7 Am
I wake up every morning   I miss you by my side
G7                  F          D7
It's not your fault I'm lonely
             G7
Heaven knows you've tired
C         Dm         G7                     C   E7 Am
Every day I'm crying   for the love I threw away
   G7           F        Dm     G7         C     G7 C F



My heart is slowly dying    for love of yesterday
 
G7        C         G7 C F G7              C    E7 Am
All of my tomorrows        seems so out of place
G7         F             Dm G7        F
Times were mine to borrow   I cherish yesterday
 C         Dm        G7  F          C        Dm
(Yesterday yesterday     yesterday  yesterday
       G7            C
For my love of yesterday)
 
C              Dm           G7                    C   E7 Am
I wish I could stop feeling   and living with the pain
G7            F         Dm              G7
Tomorrow's so uncertain   but yesterday don't change
 
(Yesterday don't change)
C                    Dm       G7               C   E7 Am
I wouldn't trade old memories   you and I have made
G7          F       C  Dm    G7         C
I'd give my tomorrow     for love of yesterday
           Dm          G7            C
(Yesterday yesterday)  love of yesterday

6009. For Love's Sake

For Love's Sake

Honey, if you only knew
What I've the will to do
Endure or take
All for love's sake

Baby, there'd be no denyin'
Any sacrifice that
I'm prepared to make
All for love's sake

As evidence, I offer up my heart
Begging you to use every last part

Baby, I'll stand shielding you
Any it hurt quick to pursue
Each blades embrace
All for love's sake

As evidence, I offer up my heart
Begging you to use every last part

Honey, if you only knew
What I've the will to do
Endure or take
All for love's sake



Baby, there'd be no denyin'
Any sacrifice that
I'm prepared to make
All for love's sake

As evidence, I offer up my heart
Begging you to use every last part

For love's sake
For love's sake
For love's sake
For love's sake
For love's sake
For love's sake

6010. For Love's Sake - Chords

For Love's Sake
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

D7           G              C        G
Honey if you only knew what I've the will to do
          D7       C          G
Endure or take all for love's sake
                               C    G
Baby there'd be no denyin' any sacrifice
                     D7       C          G
That I'm prepared to make all for love's sake
            C       F     G
As evidence I offer up my heart 
               C      F       D7
Begging you to use every last part
                G
Baby I'll stand shielding you 
       C       G
And it hurt me to pursue
               D7        C          G
Each blazing embrace all for love's sake
            C       F     G
As evidence I offer up my heart 
               C      F       D7
Begging you to use every last part
G                           C        G
Honey if you only knew what I've the will to do
          D7       C          G
Endure or take all for love's sake
                               C    G
Baby there'd be no denyin' any sacrifice
                     D7       C          G
That I'm prepared to make all for love's sake
            C       F     G
As evidence I offer up my heart 



               C      F       D7
Begging you to use every last part
           G    C D7
For love's sake 
           G    C D7
For love's sake 
           G
For love's sake

6011. For Loving Me

For Loving Me

That's what you get for loving me
That's what you get for loving me
Everything you had is gone
As you can see thats what you get for loving me

I ain't the kind to hang around
With any new love that I've found
Moving is my stock and trade
I'm moving on, I'll think of you when I'm gone

* Refrain

So don't she'd a tear for me
I'm not the love you'd thought I'd be
Not a hungry boy like you
So don't be blue I'll have a thousand fore I'm through

* Refrain

There you go you're crying again
There you go you're crying again
Then someday when your poor heart is on the mend
I jist might pass this way again

* Refrain

6012. For My Family

The Devil Makes Three - For My Family

This one's for my father
I hope they don't work him to his grave
This one's for my mother
For keeping me fed everyday
This one's for my brother
So that they never make him their slave



This one's for my sister
That she might find someone to love her in the right way
I ain't got no reason left to be afraid
No
I ain't got no reason left to be afraid
I ain't got no reason left to be afraid

So this one's for my father
And for that crazy look in his eye
This one's for my mother
That she might be a child and cry
This one's for my brother
For showin' me that there's things that money can't buy
This one's for my sister
For teaching me to always keep my weapons by my side
I ain't gonna sit and let this world go by
No
I ain't gonna sit and let this world go by
I ain't gonna sit and let this world go by

This one's for my family
For crazy screams flying up the stairs
This one's for my family
'Cause they're the only ones who were there
This one's for the card game
That we might all play out our hands
And this one's for my family
I guess I know exactly who I am
And I guess that's thanks to them
Oh, I guess that's thanks to them

6013. For No One

Emmylou Harris - For No One (Beatles cover)

The day breaks your mind aches 
You find that all her words of kindness linger on 
She no longer needs you 
She wakes up she makes up 
She takes her time and doesn't feel she has to hurry 
She no longer needs you 

And in her eyes you see nothing 
No sign of love behind the tears 
Cried for no one 

A love that should have lasted years 
You want her you need her 
And yet you don't believe her when she said her love is dead 
You think she needs you 
She goes out you stay home 
She says that long ago she knew someone but now he's gone 
She doesn't need him 



And in her eyes you see nothing 
No sign of love behind the tears 
Cried for no one 

A love that should have lasted years 
Your day breaks your mind aches 
There will be time when all the things she said 
Will fill your head 
You won't forget her

6014. For Shame Of Doing Wrong

Richard Thompson - For Shame of Doing Wrong

It seems like a lifetime since I saw you
Lover lover I've been away too long
When I see lovers holding hands and sighing
I hang my head for shame of doing wrong

Bus wheels spinning, song birds singing break my heart
Take me back to old remembered days
Remind me of the times we spent together
Times before we went our separate ways

I wish I was a fool for you again
I wish I was a fool for you again
I wish I was a fool for you again

I'm sorry for the things I've said, the things I've done
I'm sorry for the restless thief I've been
Please don't make me pay for my deceiving heart
Just turn up your lamp and let me in

I wish I was a fool for you again
I wish I was a fool for you again
I wish I was a fool for you again
I wish I was a fool for you again

I wish I was a fool for you again
I wish I was a fool for you again
I wish I was a fool for you again
I wish I was a fool for you again

I wish I was a fool for you again
I wish I was a fool for you again
I wish I was a fool for you again



6015. For Suzanne

For Suzanne
Darrell Scott

She's been written in song by the greatest of names
Stephen Foster, Leonard Cohen, and Sweet Baby James
But I got this feeling that this won't be the same
My love song for Suzanne

There's ghosts in the rear that showcase a dream
A vortex of hope by the cigarette machine
You can pay for the whiskey, but she'll never come clean
You're just holding a loaded hand

But the old school passion is not to be missed
The entrance exam is a soul-to-soul kiss
The final is tears, clenched teeth, and raised fists
And a love song for Suzanne

Give her the grace to face herself
Too long she has languished upon the top shelf
The bearskin, the mattress, the judgmental health
The prize of another man

Give her some wisdom for all she's been through
Her dance with the spirits, a lover or two
She's been sleeping it off, but someday she'll come to
This love song for Suzanne

And if you get the nod on some cold aimless night
From a death-do-us partner preparing for flight
You can ride on that carpet, but you best keep your sight
On the tender who takes your hand
I love her, I love her, I've cried to the moon
My orphan in rags said, "You gave up to soon.'■
I've got twelve years of crazy and this overused tune
As a love song for Suzanne

God give her the grace to face herself
Too long she has languished upon the top shelf
The bearskin, the mattress, the judgmental health
The prize of another man

And give me some wisdom for all that I do
My dance with misfortune, a time or two
I've been under the weather but the sun's shining through
I've been under the weather but the sun's shining through
This love song for Suzanne

6016. For The Benefit Of Mr. Kite



The String Cheese Incident( SCI )
For the Benefit of Mr. Kite! (Live)

For the benefit of Mr. Kite
There will be a show tonight on trampoline

The Hendersons will all be there
Late of Pablo Fanques Fair, what a scene!

Over men and horses hoops and garters
Lastly through a hogshead of real fire!
In this way Mr. K. will challenge the world!

The celebrated Mr. K.
Performs his feat on Saturday at Bishopsgate

The Hendersons will dance and sing
As Mr. Kite flies through the ring, don't be late!

Messrs. K and H assure the public
Their production will be second to none
And of course Henry The Horse dances the waltz!

The band begins at ten to six
When Mr. K. performs his tricks without a sound

And Mr. H will demonstrate
Ten summersets he'll undertake on solid ground

Having been some days in preparation
A splendid time is guaranteed for all
And tonight Mr. Kite is topping the bill!

6017. For The Bible Tells Me So

For The Bible Tells Me So

When you're troubled and distressed
Pray to God please give you rest
He will I know for the Bible tells me so
Ask your father in the sky
To cleanse a sinful soul that crys
He will I know for the Bilbe tells me so

For the Bible tells me so
And I want the world to know
He will I know
For the Bible tells me so

If you're wanting peace of mind
Leave old Satan far behind
Take up they cross and follow him
Moses stood on holy ground 
He felt God's presence all around



I know, I know, for the Bible tells me so

* Refrain

6018. For The Fallen

Tim O'Brien - For the Fallen

The seeds of this war were sewn in our father's time
And every bomb will plant some more fear and hate
Let's break this chain of history before it gets too late

How many men will choose to run with the mad dog
How many more will have to die at his bloody hand
And who will shield our children from this plague that kills our land

I close my eyes and ears, don't want the news
I will not watch them play the scenes again
Don't ask me who's side I'm on, or what I think about it
'Cause I don't want to play that game, I'm not buyin in

What do you need to get through the daytime
What do you need to get through the night
Who made these rules and who's to say who's wrong and who is right

6019. For The Good Times

Dolly Parton - For The Good Times 

Don't look so sad, I know it's over
But life goes on and this old world will keep on turning
Let's just be glad we had some time to spend together
There's no need to watch the bridges that were burning
Chorus:
Lay your head upon my pillow
Hold your warm and tender body close to mine
Hear the whisper of the rain drops
Blowing soft against the window
And make believe you love me one more time
For the good times
I'll get along and you'll find another
And I'll be here if you should find you ever need
Don't say a word about tomorrow or forever
They'll be time enough for sadness when you leave me
Repeat Chorus
For the good times
For the good times



6020. For The Last Time

Vince Gill - For the Last Time

One look, one kiss
Just a few words
Showed me such kindness
Your eyes really see me
Not for what I've been
But for who I am and what I could be

[Chorus]
How did you know I was waiting?
How did you know you were saving me?
Oh what a gift to leave it all behind
Lonely has known me for the last time

This love is forever
It won't be taken
For granted not ever

[Chorus]

6021. For The Life Of Me - Chords

For The Life Of Me
Recorded by Dick Curless
Written by Joe Allison and Joyce Harris

C                  F                C
How can there be a song without the music
                   G7               C
How can there be a wave without the sea
                                     F
The lightning needs the thunder as a speaking voice
    C           G7                  C
And I must have you for the life of me
                   F            C
How can there be a baby with no cryin'
                 G7             C
A future with no past can never be
                                     F
A hummingbird can't live unless it's free to fly
    C           G7                  C
And I must have you for the life of me
  F
I know that sunshine follows rain 
C
I know that pleasure follows pain



G7                              C
And I know that I must have you somehow
F
Every ship waits for the crew 
C
And every rose waits for the dew
    F      Dm        G7  Dm G7
But I need you right now
C                   F           C
How can there be an end with no beginning  
             G7              C
So run to me I'm waiting helplessly
                                       F
And break these shackles of impatience make me live
    C           G7                  C
For I must have you for the life of me

6022. For The Love Of God

For The Love Of God
Josh Turner - For The Love Of God

Some folks will do anything for money
Cheat and lie and steal
Won't even take the time to go to church on Sunday
But they got plenty of time to make a deal

Please forgive me if I ever act like that
That ain't the way I wanna be
I pray every night that everything I do before the love of God
For the love of God is why I try so hard
I ain't tryin' to win the praise of man
I live for the love of God

Some people only want to have a good time
Drinking and carryin' home
They get behind the wheel and the next thing you know
Somebody's trout is gone

Please forgive me if I ever act like that
That ain't the way I wanna be
I pray every night that everything I do before the love of God
For the love of God is why I try so hard
I ain't tryin' to win the praise of man
I live for the love of God

For the love of God is why I try so hard
I ain't tryin' to win the praise of man
I live for the love of God

I ain't tryin' to win the praise of man
I live for the love of God



6023. For The Rich Man

Desert Rose Band - For the Rich Man

Run in the night, hide in the shadows
Make a new life, escape from the battle
Is it justice they seek that we all take for granted
A fair shape in a world so slanted towards the rich man

From the jungles and the towns south of the border
Treated like dogs in the name of law and order
Their prayers ever heard is their pain ever felt
No answers to be found, is there anyone around except the rich man

Oh my loved ones, don't be cheated
Take your children, don't be defeated
All alone in a world so strange
So much to lose, so much to gain

Children are hungry their leaders are blind
Color of money makes a man find
The way to exist in a world gone crazy
A way to survive in the battle he wages with the rich man

Oh my loved ones, don't be cheated
Take your children, don't be defeated
All alone in a world so strange
So much to lose, so much to gain

Oh my loved ones, don't be cheated
Take your children, don't be defeated
All alone in a world so strange
So much to lose, so much 
So much to lose, so much
So much to lose, so much to gain

6024. For The Sake Of Mary

Richard Thompson - For The Sake Of Mary 

For the sake of Mary I kicked the reds
Junked the juice, drink coffee instead
Straightened my teeth, bent my back
Cut my friends dead from the old rat pack, for Mary

She bought me this silk suit, watch and chain
She put the rhythm in my stride again
She showed me the way to make her feel good
If I could do more then I surely would, for Mary, for Mary



For the sake of Mary I do what I can
She still don't trust me to be her man
I say the right thing but my timing's bad
She thinks I'm like the rest but I'm the best she's ever had

For the sake of Mary I was cook first class on the Belfast B
But when she sailed she sailed without me
In Needle Pete's got my last tattoo
In bleeding letters of red and blue, for Mary

For the sake of Mary I changed my drift
Got a good job on the graveyard shift
She set her heart on a pretty little place
I want to see the tears of joy on her face, for Mary

For the Sake of Mary I keep the flame
I don't want to be the villain again
She's had her bad times and it's shook her about
I don't want to take the easy way out
For the sake of Mary

6025. For The Sake Of My Heart

For The Sake Of My Heart
Della Mae

[Verse 1]
For the sake of my heart I am going
To wander the mountains where I was' born
For' the sake of' finding my way again
I must be' in this place alone

[Verse 2]
Where there's healing in the sun when she rises
And forgiveness when she settles back down in the hills
There's strength in the love of the living
And in knowing how to be still

[Verse 3]
Have you ever stood at the mountains
As they change from blue to gray to gold
Watching the painter's perfection
Oh, what a sight to behold

[Verse 4]
Can I show you a place in the quiet
Where you can hear the wind humming through the trees
The rustle of weed that is dyin'
And the gravel beneath your feet

[Verse 5]
Let's turn to the fire through the evening



And watch as it changes the world to coal
Like the memories we keep on fightin'
They burn as they unfold

[Verse 6]
Where there's healing in the sun when she rises
And forgiveness when she settles back down in the hills
There's strength in the love of living
And in knowing how to be still
Oh, there's strength in the love of living
And in knowing how to be still

6026. For Whose Sake

Richard Thompson - For Whose Sake? 

For whose sake
For whose sake
Did I deliver
Sighs of love and vows forever?

For whose sake
For whose sake
Did I learn real from true?

Fast times
What a scene you left behind
Skins shed and bitter morsels said

And now you shine your little star
And did you come so far
Ahh you who you think you are?

For whose sake
For whose sake
Did I endeavor
Pledge myself forever?

For whose sake?
For whose sake?
I know your signs
And I know your lines

But I don't know you
I don't know you
I don't know you

6027. For Your Love



Larry Sparks - For Your Love

CHORUS
For your love, I've searched so long
Now I've found, Where I belong
Your what my hearts, Been dream'n of
I've been waiting, For your love

You have stopped, A roll'n stone
I'll be true, To you alone
Say your heart, Belongs to me
For your love, Is all I need

CHORUS
For your love, I've searched so long
Now I've found, Where I belong
Your what my hearts, Been dream'n of
I've been waiting, For your love

You have my heart, Now take my hand
At the alter, Let us stand
With everything, That's mine to give
For your love, I want to live

CHORUS
For your love, I've searched so long
Now I've found, Where I belong
Your what my hearts, Been dream'n of
I've been waiting, For your love

6028. Forbidden Angel - Chords

Forbidden Angel
Recorded by Mel Street
written by John Riggs and Mel Street

C                                           F           C
Girl you kiss me like a woman though you're barely seventeen
                 F          C         G7
There's no doubt you're old enough to satisfy
    C                                 F                 C
But I know they'd call me guilty if I loved you all the way
F               C             G7            C
Why does heaven let forbidden angels out to play
          F                           C
Forbidden angel I know I must let you go
                    F       C                                    G7
While everything in me says love you my better judgment tells me no
  C                                F               C
I love you so I know I can wait to unlock heaven's door
F                 C            G7           C
When my forbidden angel is not forbidden anymore
                                     F                  C
You're so warm so sweet and eager to try your wings and fly



                   F    C               G7
But someday you'll understand the way I feel
   C                                    F                C
So just keep your halo shining and I'll love you all the more
F                 C            G7           C
When my forbidden angel is not forbidden anymore
Repeat #2

6029. Forbidden Flowers

Tom T Hall - Forbidden Flowers
Composer: Tom T. Hall

There are flowers in the cities some with color some are pale
You may find them on the sidewalks some are wilted but still for sale

You can pick forbidden flowers there are ways and there are means
If you pick forbidden flowers you may shatter someone's dream

There are flowers in the country soft to touch and sweet to smell
There are dangers in the flowers pick them wisely know them well

You can pick forbidden flowers...
You may shatter someone's dream

6030. Forbidden Flowers - Chords

Forbidden Flowers
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall
 
C         Dm      G7     C
There are flowers in the cities 
          Dm    G7       C
Some with color some are pale
        Dm        G7     C
You may find them on the sidewalks 
         F          G7        C
Some are wilted but still for sale
        F     G7        C
You can pick  forbidden flowers 
          F        G7        C
There are ways and there are means
       F     G7        C
If you pick  forbidden flowers 
        F       G7        C
You may shatter someone's dream
          Dm      G7     C
There are flowers in the country 
        Dm        G7       C



Soft to touch and sweet to smell
          Dm      G7     C
There are dangers in the flowers 
          F      G7        C
Pick them wisely know them well
Repeat #2
        F       G7        C
You may shatter someone's dream

6031. Ford Econoline

Nanci Griffith - Ford Econoline

She drove west from Salt Lake City to the California coastline.
She hit the San Diego Freeway doing sixty miles an hour.
She had a husband on her bumper, she had five restless children.
And she was singing as sweet as a mockingbird in that Ford Econoline. 

And she's the salt of the earth,
Straight from the bosom of the Mormon church,
With a voice like wine,
Cruising along in that Ford Econoline. 

Her husband was a gambler, he was a Salt Lake City rambler,
And he built a golden cage around his silver-throated wife.
So many nights he left her crying with his cheating and his lying,
But his big mistake was in buying her that Ford Econoline. 

She's the salt of the earth,
Straight from the bosom of the Mormon church,
With a voice like wine,
Cruising along in that Ford Econoline. 

She's the salt of the earth,
Straight from the bosom of the Mormon church,
With a voice like wine,
Cruising along in that Ford Econoline. 

Now she sings her songs around this country from Seattle to Montgomery,
Those kids are grown and that rounder knows you cannot cage your wife.
Along the back roads of our nation, she's become a living legend,
She drives a Coupe De Ville but her heart rides still in that Ford Econoline. 

She drives a Coupe De Ville but her heart rides still in that Ford Econoline

6032. Foreign Fields

Foreign Fields - Leftover Salmon
Alwyn Robinson



Roll through the frosted peaks, down the golden hills
Drift beside these canyon walls,t he river is sitting still
Float until my guidance sets and darkness gives me chills
Search for love on roads through foreign fields

Eyes on the blackened page, stare into my soul
Blues cool the fiery clay, that heat the tired toes
Amongst these native desert sands, but I don't feel at home
Foreign fields, I search for love unknown

(Chorus)
Lost but I shall find my way
Rising to the morning haze
May the spirits carry me through another day

Eyes staying steady, between the blurring lines
Another pull of whiskey will surely do me fine
Madness clouds that beauty that rests beneath the pines
Foreign fields, where love is hard to find

(Chorus)

Demons don't deserve my change, but oh what a price I'd pay
For a love to find in these foreign fields
Stranger grabs my hand to say, wake up from this dead end state
May your spirit carry me through another day

6033. Forest For The Trees

Forest For The Trees

When first unto this land I came
She was a virgin paradise
The truth was there for all to see
No falsehood and no lies.

She was overflowing
With everything we need
We took so much we never saw
The forest for the trees.

This land she is my lover
She fills me with desire
Seasons come and seasons go
Earth water wind and fire.

I cleared this land with my bare hands
She gave me everything so free
She gave so much I couldn't see
The forest for the trees.

I'm an addict with a habit



I'm kept so well supplied
With all my greed and hope and love and fear
1 can't be satisifed.

I took my young son up on a clear cut mountain
I fell down on my knees
I prayed that he would someday see the forest for the trees
I pray that we might someday see the forest for the trees.

6034. Forest Lawn

Forest Lawn
Tom Paxton

Oh lay me down in Forest Lawn in a silver casket.
Put golden flowers over my head in a silver basket.
Let the drum and bugle corp blow taps while the cannons roar.
And sixteen liveried employees pass out souvenirs from the funeral store.

I want to go simply when I go
They'll give me a simple funeral there I know
With a casket lined in fleece
And fireworks spelling out "rest in peace."
Oh take me when I'm gone to Forest Lawn

Oh lay me down in Forest Lawn they understand there.
And they have a heavenly choir and a military band there.
Just put me in their care, I'll find my comfort there,
With sixteen planes and a last salute, dropping a cross in a parachute.

I want to go simply when I go.
They'll give me a simple funeral there I know,
With a hundred strolling strings
And topless dancers with golden wings.
Oh take me when I'm gone to Forest Lawn

Oh, come, come, come, come,
Come to the church in the wild wood.
Kindly leave a contribution in the pail.
Be as simple and as trusting as a child would,
And we'll sell you the church in the dale.

To find a simple resting place is my desire.
To lay me down with a smiling face comes a little bit higher.
My likeness done in brass, will stand in plastic grass,
And weights and hidden springs tip it's hat to the mourners filing past.

I want to go simply when I go.
They'll give me a simple funeral there I know.
I'll lie beneath the sand
With piped in tapes of Billy Graham.
Oh take me when I'm gone to Forest Lawn.



Rock of ages cleft for me
For a slightly higher fee.
Oh take me when I'm gone to Forest Lawn.

6035. Forever - Chords

Forever
Recorded by Johnny Duncan
Written by Buddy Killen

G       C       G       C
Hold me kiss me whisper sweetly
G           Am         G   C D7
That you'll love me forever
G       C       G       C
Want me need me tell me sweetly
G           Am         G   Dm G
That you'll love me forever
   C             G               Dm  G
Forever and ever my love will be true
   C             A7             D7
Forever and ever I'll love only you
G            C            G            D7       G
Baby hold me  and kiss me  and whisper  so sweetly
                   Am G                          C G
That you'll love me   that you'll love me forever
   C             G               Dm  G
Forever and ever my love will be true
   C             A7             D7
Forever and ever I'll love only you
G       C       G       C
Hold me kiss me whisper sweetly
G           Am         G   C D7
That you'll love me forever
G       C       G       C
Want me need me tell me sweetly
G           Am         G
That you'll love me forever

6036. Forever Ain't No Trouble Now

Forever Ain't No Trouble Now
Lauderdale & Stanley

CHORUS: 
Forever ain't no trouble now 
Now I can rest my worried mind 
Forever ain't no trouble now 
Let me lay down and close my eyes 



 
Darling I have brought you shame 
I never meant to hurt your name 
How did you ever stay so long 
For God knows love don't stand alone 
 
I promised when you took my hand 
That I would always be your man 
There's many ways to break a vow 
Forever ain't no trouble now 
 
Death can't take your love from me 
No it won't set nobody free 
And it won't slow the hands of time 
And you won't always be just mine 
 
Let me lay down and close my eyes

6037. Forever Ain't That Long Anymore

Rhonda Vincent - Forever Ain't That Long Anymore

Somewhere tonight a woman cries alone
Broken vows from the love that has gone wrong
Her dreams and plans lay shattered on the floor
Forever ain't that long anymore

Just down the street he tries to wave goodbye
His world has been destoyed because her love has died
He watched as she just walked out the door
Forever ain't that long anymore

-CHORUS-
With the best of intentions, their hearts believed
That it would last for all eternity
Oh, the despair when love turns to war
Forever ain't that long anymore

When the fighting and the healing is through
Forgetting's not that easy when they start anew
They'll try love again just like they did before
Forever ain't that long anymore

With the best of intentions, their hearts believed
That it would last for all eternity
Oh, the despair when love turns to war
Forever ain't that long anymore



6038. Forever Ain't That Long Anymore - Chords

Forever Ain't That Long Anymore 
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent 
Written by Wayne Southards and William Blake
 
C   G7                          C
Somewhere tonight a woman cries alone
G7                             C
Broken vows from the love that has gone wrong
    Em                                    F
Her dreams and plans lay shattered on the floor
                           G7   C
Forever ain't that long anymore

     G7                               C
Just down the street he tries to wave goodbye
    G7                                   C
His world has been destroyed because her love has died
   Em                                 F
He watched as she just walked out the door
                           G7
Forever ain't that long anymore

         C                  F            C
With the best of intentions their hearts believed
                       F         G7
That it would last for all eternity
Am       G7         F
Oh the despair when love turns to war
C                  G7      C
Forever ain't that long anymore

G7                                         C
When the fighting stops and the healing is through
G7                                 C
Forgetting not that easy when they start anew 
        Em                                  F
They'll try love again just like they did before
                           G7
Forever ain't that long anymore

Repeat #3

Am       G7         F
Oh the despair when love turns to war
C                  G7      Am  F
Forever ain't that long anymore
C                  G7      C
Forever ain't that long anymore

6039. Forever And A Day



Forever And A Day
Jim Lauderdale

[E] They say nothin' last forever, honey, I [B7] got news
Whoever said that never got the [E] blues from you
This cloud I'm under looks like it's [A] gonna stay
The [E] thunder's gonna roll Forever [B7] And A [E] Day.

Well, nothin's gonna change the way I think and feel
My heart it's so heavy and my faith is stilled
Oh! stop this misery every night I pray
Knowin' that it's ever, ever and a day.

Refrain:
[B7] Forever [E] And A Day
[B7] You're stuck here in my [E] mind
[B7] Forever [E] And A Day
It's [A] such a [B7] long, long [E] time.

I tell myself again that I just can't swim
This river of regret that I'm drownin' in
You left me with this feelin' that I just can't shake
I fear it's gonna stay Forever And A Day.

Repeat refrain twice:

TAG: It's such a long, long time.

6040. Forever And A Day - Chords

Forever And A Day 
Kruger Brothers

[Intro]
G D Em C G Am Em D C D G
 
[Verse 1]
G                                    D
When the cold nights of winter weigh heavy on my mind
       Bm                   C
I walk down to the river to ease my worried mind
      G                         Am            Em              D
I can see the reflection of the moon on every ice flow in the bay
      C                D               G
And I know that you'll soon be on your way
 
[Verse 2]
             G                             D
And when the pine stands tall and silent beneath the starry sky
    Bm                         C
The letter that you wrote me I read a thousand times
      G                          Am            Em              D
I can see the reflection of your face on every ice flow in the bay
      C                D               G



And I know that you'll soon be on your way
 
[Chorus]
          D            Em                 C
Come back home, to the ones that love you true
          D            Em                 C
Come back home, to the ones that miss you so
           G                              Am               Em         D
Seems like you were gone forever, but for you I'll wait forever and a day
      C                D               G
And I know that you'll soon be on your way
 
[Interlude]
G D Em C G Am Em D C D G
 
[Verse 3]
         G                           D
When the first rays of sunshine come melt the night away
       Bm                     C
On the day you return, I will walk down to the bay
         G                           Am                 Em           D
And I'll wait by the water, till the ship pulls in that took you far away
   C              D                  G
Oh mother dear, I miss you more each day
 
[Verse 4]
       G                            D
And my brother and my daddy, I know they both miss you too,
        Bm                        C
And the waiting would be easy, if only we could know
         G                                 Am                 Em          D
Have you reached your destination, in some far off shore, wherever it may lay
       C                D               G
And to know that you'll soon be on your way
 
[Chorus]
          D            Em                 C
Come back home, to the ones that love you true
          D            Em                 C
Come back home, to the ones that miss you so
           G                              Am               Em         D
Seems like you were gone forever, but for you I'll wait forever and a day
      C                D               G
And I know that you'll soon be on your way
 
[Instrumental]
G D Em C G Am Em D C D G D Em C
 
[Ending]
           G                              Am               Em         D
Seems like you were gone forever, but for you I'll wait forever and a day
      C                D               G
And I know that you'll soon be on your way



6041. Forever And A Night

Little Big Town - Forever and a Night

[Verse 1]
Look at me, lower your guard
I know it's hard to believe but I'd never do you harm
Lie down with me here in the dark
We'll listen to our hearts beat, bring it back to the start

[Chorus]
And I want you to hold me and take me into your arms
Safe from the storm
And, baby, let me love you and kiss you and I'll make it alright
It might take some time
Give me forever and a night

[Verse 2]
You've got me under your spell
I can hardly speak, burnin' like hell
Say that you need me like the night that we fell
In love so deeply, so completely

[Chorus]
And I want you to hold me and take me into your arms
Safe from the storm
And, baby, let me love you and kiss you, and I'll make it alright
It might take some time
Give me forever and a night

[Bridge]
(Ooh)
(Ooh)
(Ooh)
(Ooh, ooh, ooh)

[Chorus]
And I want you to hold me and take me into your arms
Safe from the storm
And, baby, let me love you and kiss you and I'll make it alright
It might take some time
And I want you to hold me and take me into your arms
Safe from the storm
And, baby, let me love you and kiss you and I'll make it alright
It might take some time
Give me forever and a night

6042. Forever And Always - Chords

Forever And Always

VERSE ONE
NC F C G



Forever and al-ways...my love will be true.
 G7 C
I'd wait for a lifetime...if you'd asked me to.
 F C
You make me so happy...then leave me so blue
 G G7 C C7
But I'd wait forever...and always for you.
Chorus
 F C
Each night I pray to God above.will let my dreams come true.
 D D7 G G7
To hear my prayers and make you care..my life I'd offer you.
 F C F
For riches won't buy you...a heart true as gold
 C G C
Forever and always...to have and to hold

INSTRUMENTAL: PLAY LINE BELOW
C F C G
For riches won't buy you...a heart true as gold
 G7 C C7
Forever and always...to have and to hold

Chorus
 F C
Each night I pray to God above.will let my dreams come true.
 D D7 G G7
To hear my prayers and make you care..my life I'd offer you.
 F C F
For riches won't buy you...a heart true as gold
 C G C
Forever and always...to have and to hold

6043. Forever And Ever

Forever and Ever

Forever and ever I'll love you
I swear by the stars up above you
There never will be any other
I'll love you forever and ever

The sun in the sky may stop shining
And the salty old sea may run dry
The Man in the Moon may stop smiling
But I'll always be by your side

Forever and ever I'll love you
No other lips ever will kiss me
No other arms ever will hold me
No other heart ever will miss me
I'll love you forever and ever
Forever and ever I'll love you



6044. Forever And Ever, Amen

Forever And Ever, Amen
Randy Travis

You may think that I'm talking foolish.
You've heard that I'm wild and I'm free.
You may wonder how I can promise you now
This love that I feel for you
Always will be.

You're not just time that I'm killing.
I'm no longer one of those guys.
As sure as live, this love that I give
Is gonna be yours until the day that I die.
Oh baby,

Chorus:
I'm gonna love you forever,
Forever and ever, amen,
As long as old men sit and talk about the weather,
As long as old women sit and talk about old men.
If you wonder how long I'll be faithful,
I'll be happy to tell you again.
I'm gonna love you
Forever and ever,
Forever and ever, amen.

They say time takes its toll on a body,
Makes a young girl's brown hair turn gray.
Well, honey, I don't care.
I ain't in love with your hair.
And if it all fell out,
I'd love you anyway.

Well, they say time can play tricks on a memory.
Make people forget things they knew.
Well, it's easy to see.
It's happening to me.
I've already forgotten every women but you.
Oh baby,

Chorus:
I'm gonna love you forever,
Forever and ever, amen,
As long as old men sit and talk about the weather,
As long as old women sit and talk about old men.
If you wonder how long I'll be faithful,
Just listen to how this song ends.
I'm gonna love you
Forever and ever,
Forever and ever, amen.
I'm gonna love you



Forever and ever,
Forever and ever,
Forever and ever, amen.

6045. Forever Blue - Chords

Forever Blue
Recorded by The Mavericks
Written by Raul Malo

C                       G7
Why was I so wrong when everything was right
                                                      C
I thought that you would long for my arms to hold you tight
                         G7
You never even called or stopped to say hello
                                                  C
So now I'm sad and blue while you're just glad to go
                            G7
Remember all the times when you were missing me
                                     C
Cause I'd gone so long but not eternally
                          G7
I always turned around to find my way back home
                                              C
But the only thing I found was I found myself alone
          F                         G7
And I may never find another one to hold me
F                        G7
I may never find another one so true
      F                                 G7
Maybe I'll just find myself all sad and lonely
      F                            G7
Maybe I'll just never find another you
                       C            G7                    C
Forever lonely forever blue forever knowing that you were true
        G7                     C
Forever thinking you'd love me too
          F                                 G7
So you've gone and now I don't know what to do
                                  C
So I guess I'll always be forever blue
                          G7
Will you be so kind as to leave my heart alone
                                                C
That's where it needs to be so it won't hurt no more
                             G7
As long as you're around and not here with me
                                           C
My smile will be a frown forever blue I'll be
Repeat #3,4
          F                                 G7
So you've gone and now I don't know what to do



                                  C
So I guess I'll always be forever blue

6046. Forever Changed

Forever Changed - Vince Gill 

You put your hands where they don't belong
And now her innocence is dead and gone
She feels dirty, she feels ashamed
Because of you, she's forever changed

Too afraid to tell someone
Well you might as well just used a gun
She cries for Jesus to ease the pain
Because of you, she's forever changed

Can't you just leave the child alone?
I can hear the angels in heaven moan
God was watching and He knows your name
Because of you, she's forever changed

Whether you're a stranger or flesh and blood
There'll come a day you face that judge
You can beg for mercy but the truth remains
Because of you, she's forever changed

Can't you just leave the child alone?
I can hear the angels in heaven moan
God was watching and He knows your name
Because of you, she's forever changed

6047. Forever Country

Dierks Bentley - Forever Country

[Verse 1: Brad Paisley, Keith Urban, Tim McGraw & Faith Hill]
Almost heaven, West Virginia
Blue ridge mountain, Shenandoah river
Life is old there, older than the trees
Younger than the mountains, blowing like a breeze

[Chorus: Little Big Town, Luke Bryan, Miranda Lambert
Blake Shelton & George Strait]
Country roads, take me home
To the place I belong
West Virginia, mountain mama
Take me home, country roads



[Verse 2: Kacey Musgraves, Eric Church, Ronnie Milsap, Charley Pride, Dierks Bentley & Tri
sha Yearwood]
If I should stay
All my memories, they gather 'round her
I would only be in your way
A miner's lady, stranger to blue water
So I'll go, yet I know
Dark and dusty, painted on the sky
I'll think of you every step of the way
Misty taste of moonshine, teardrops in my eye

[Chorus: Lady Antebellum, Blake Shelton, George Strait, Darius Rucker & Martina McBride]
Country roads, take me home
To the place I belong
(I will always love you)
West Virginia, mountain mama
Take me home, country roads

[Bridge: Jason Aldean, Rascal Flatts & Willie Nelson]
On the road again
Like a band of gypsies, we go down the highway
We're the best of friends
Insisting that the world keep turning our way
And our way

[Chorus: Brooks and Dunn, Alabama, Darius Rucker, Little Big Town, Brett Eldredge & Keith 
Urban]
Country roads (Country roads), take me home (Take me home)
To the place I belong
(I will always love you)
West Virginia, mountain mama
(Will always love you)
Oh, take me home, country roads

[Verse 3: Reba McEntire, Alan Jackson & Vince Gill]
Oh, I hope life treats you kind
And I hope you have all you've dreamed of
I wish you joy and happiness
But above all this, I wish you love

[Chorus: Carrie Underwood, Brad Paisley, Martina McBride, Little Big Town, Dierks Bentley, 
Kacey Musgraves, Trisha Yearwood, Tim McGraw, Alan Jackson, Luke Bryan, Keith Urban, 
Faith Hill, Eric Church, Brett Eldredge, Ronnie Milsap, Reba McEntire, Miranda Lambert & Do
lly Parton]
And I will always love you
I will always love you
Take me home, country roads
Take me home, country roads
And I will always love you
On the road again
I will always love you
I just can't wait to get on the road again
Country roads
The life I love is makin' music with my friends
I will always love you
I can't wait to get on the road again
Take me home, country roads



I will always love you
I'll always love you

6048. Forever Don't Last

Forever Don't Last
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

(Here we go)

Same these days, I think about her
Dream up ways to live with out her
We made vows that I can not excuse
Yes forever don't last the way it used too

We filled the church and hired a preacher
I raised her veil to reach her
Lives on the promise of her youth
But forever don't last the way it used too

Eternity can not be messed with
The law says you might confess to
Enough coals, hotter hell you fool
Then you swear an oath and then take it back, anytime you choose
That forever don't last the way it used too

Hammers, razors fill the trash
You throw'em out when you use the last
Get a new form son, don't become confused
If forever don't last the way it used to

Forever don't last, forever don't last
Forever don't last, forever don't last the way it used too
Forever don't last, forever don't last
Forever don't last, forever don't last

(Take a break)

6049. Forever Has Come To An End

Emmylou Harris - Forever Has Come to an End
Buddy Miller

When you wrote me you said you were sorry
And you'd still want me for your friend
But now your heart no longer beats for me
I guess forever has come to and end

Now it must be like I never loved you



Like your sweet kiss was never mine
I must move on and stop thinking of you
But sorrow has no sense of time

Now the sun need no longer to shine dear
And the world need no longer to spin
For your love it has run out of time dear
And forever has come to an end

Now the arms that did once used to hold you
Are empty as your promise was
What's to become of the secrets I told you
Would tears run like a river does

Now the sun needs no longer to shine dear
And the world need no longer to spin, my friend
For your love it has run out of time dear
And forever has come to an end
And forever has come to an end

6050. Forever In Blue Jeans - Chords

Forever In Blue Jeans
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Neil Diamond and Richard Bennett

G
Money talks
                                C
But it don't sing and dance and it don't walk
                           G         Am
And long as I can have you here with me
                D7            G         D7 C D7
I'd much rather be forever in blue jeans
G
Honey's sweet
                             C
But it ain't nothin' next to baby's treat
                           G       Am
And if you'd pardon me I'd like to say
        D7             G
We'd do okay forever in blue jeans
Maybe tonight
                     C                      G
Maybe tonight by the fire all alone you and I
        F              C                          D7
Nothing around but the sound of my heart and your sighs
repeat #1,2,3,1
C                          G       Am
And if you'd pardon me I'd like to say
        D7             G
We'd do okay forever in blue jeans babe
C                          G         Am



And long as I can have you here with me
                D7            G
I'd much rather be forever in blue jeans babe

6051. Forever You - Chords

The Whites - Forever You 

[Verse]
  A                              D
Though we're apart and time is still,
D          E                   A
deep in my heart one vow holds true 
A                                  D
I swore it then and I'll swear it now,
D            A      E      A
Now and for always forever you 
 
 
[Chorus]
A                            D
Amazing love the flame burns true,
                     E
Forever you, forever you 
E               A                  D
We'll count the nights like lovers do,
         A    E      A
Forever you, Forever you 
 
 
[Verse]
A                                D
 And if the sun should fail to shine,
              E                A
and cloud our world a shade of blue,
                               D
Take comfort in these words of mine,
             A      E      A
Now and for always forever you 
 
 
[Chorus]
A                            D
Amazing love the flame burns true
                     E
Forever you, forever you 
E               A                  D
We'll count the nights like lovers do,
       A      E      A
Forever you, forever you,
D           A      E       A
Now and for always forever you



6052. Forever Young

Tim O'Brien - Forever Young
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

May God's bless and keep you always
May your wishes all come true
May you always do for others
And let others do for you
May you build a ladder to the stars
And climb on every rung
May you stay
May you stay forever young

Forever young
Forever young
May you stay
Stay forever young

May you grow up to be righteous
May you grow up to be true
May you always know the truth
And see the lights surrounding you

May you always be courageous
Stand upright and be strong
May you stay
May you stay forever young

Forever young
Forever young
May you stay
Stay forever young

May your hands always be busy
May your feet always be swift
May you have a strong foundation
When the winds of changes shift

May your heart always be joyful
May your song always be sung
And may you stay
May you stay forever young

Forever young
Forever young
May you stay
May you stay forever young



6053. Forever Yours - Chords

Forever Yours   
recorded by Dottie West
written by Jimmy Peppers
 
C       F      G7          C
Forever y-ours I'll always be 
       E7               C                      G7 
Please s-ay that you'll give your sweet love to me
C       F      G7           C
Forever y-ours my love will be 
            F            G7           C
I will take care of you  say you love me
 
          Dm         G7          C
I started living the day I found you 
                F           G7                C
I love you with all my heart  say you love me too
            F           G7               C
I will stay beside you  and I will guide you 
        F       G7                     C
Forever y-ours  please say that you're mine
 
          Dm         G7          C
I started living the day I found you 
                F           G7                C
I love you with all my heart  say you love me too
            F           G7               C
I will stay beside you  and I will guide you 
        F       G7                     C
Forever y-ours  please say that you're mine

6054. Forever's A Long Long Time - Chords

Forever's A Long Long Time
Recorded by Jimmie Davis 
Written by Hank Williams and Jimmie Davis

C                                F
You swear your love will last forever 
     G7                    C
That I can always call you mine
                               F
But before we make our vows to God dear
   G7                 C
Forever's a long long time 
 
   F                          C
Forever's a long long time my darlin'
                                         G7
Are you sure that time won't change your mind
        C            F               C



Are you certain your love won't grow cold dear
   G7                 C
Forever's a long long time
                                 F
Will you always love my trustin' heart dear
   G7                       C
Or will you someday make it pine
                          F
The years may lead you to another
   G7                 C
Forever's a long long time
   F                          C
Forever's a long long time my darlin'
                                         G7
Are you sure that time won't change your mind
        C            F               C
Are you certain your love won't grow cold dear
   G7                 C
Forever's a long long time

6055. Forget About It

Alison Krauss - Forget About It 

Forget about it
I'm admitting I was wrong and I'll just take what's mine and walk right out the door.

Forget about it
I'll split and I'll be gone and you'll have memories you'll find hard to ignore.

Cause after all I'll see you sometime baby when I can't recall how you drove me crazier.

Forget about it
When forever's over I won't remember how much I loved you anymore.

Forget about it
Put me out of your head now that your free and easy out there on the town.

Forget about it
When you're lyin' in bed just wishin I was there to lay on down

Cause after all I'll see you sometime baby when you will recall how I drove you crazier.

Forget about those star-lit nights
layin by the fireside holdin' you tight
I can't remember when it felt so right
So just forget about it

(Bridge)

Forget about it
When you see me on the street don't look don't wave don't try to tease me with your smile.



Forget about it
If we chance to meet somewhere don't think it's cause I'm tryin' to reconcile.

Cause after all
I see you sometime baby
When I can't recall how you drove me crazier
Forget about those star-lit nights
Layin by the fireside holdin' you tight
I can't remember when it felt so right
So just forget about it

6056. Forget About Life

Norman Blake - Forget About Life

[Verse 1]
I thought of going in the lake and swallowing
Thought that I had unplugged the phone until it rang
When the phases of the moon, they don't apply
When accomplishing a simple task takes several tries

[Chorus 1]
Did you want to forget about life?
Did you want to forget about life with me tonight?
Underneath this flickering light
Did you want to forget about life with me tonight?

[Verse 2]
Left the apartment in a state of disarray
Tried out the synthesizer you bought yesterday
When the failures of the past, they multiply
And you trivialize the things that keep your hand from mine

[Chorus 2]
Did you want to forget about life?
Did you want to forget about life with me tonight?
Under condominium signs
Did you want to forget about life with me tonight?
Woo!

[Chorus 3/Outro]
Do you want to forget about life?
Do you want to forget about life with me tonight?
Underneath this flickering light
Do you want to forget about life with me tonight?
Inhaling this undrinkable wine
(Forget everything tonight)
Forget about life with me tonight?
(Forget everything tonight)
Under the condominium signs
Did you want to-whoa-oh-oh
(Forget everything tonight)



6057. Forget About You

Dierks Bentley - Forget About You

[Verse 1]
I'm going to build a fire in the middle of July
Burn your pictures and go for a drive
Down to the river watch the ink from your love letters fade
Come back home and turn that old mattress over
Pour out the whiskey try waking up sober
Gonna change it all tonight, gonna do whatever it takes

[Chorus]
Yeah, cause I've lost weight and I've lost hair
And I don't intend to ever go back there
Drinking and a thinking about a love that just wasn't true
There's a good chance I'll end up insane
Without enough sense to come in from the rain
My mind might be the last thing you make me loose
But I'll forget about you

[Verse 2]
I heard that old Jones song just the other day
About a man who took a broken heart to his grave
But I'll be damned if a memory's going to lay me down
I might be walking around with a head full of air
Acting kinda crazy but I don't care
A heart barely beating but I'll still be above the ground

[Chorus]

[Outro]
Cause I've lost sleep and I've lost years
And there ain't no telling how many tears
My mind's gonna be the last thing you make me loose
But I'll forget about, I'll forget about you
I'll forget about you

6058. Forget Everything

Forget everything
Greensky Bluegrass

Got a hunch about your name, but I don't know
Gonna leave this party, would you like to go
I know a little place not far
And I haven't been drinking, we can take my car

But i don't wanna know where you've been



Whose girl you are and since when
Let's take a night for ourselves
And forget about everything else

Should enjoy this and blur the lines
With no pretence about the lack of time
Get a fleeting taste before it's gone
Soon enough you'll be moving along

But you don't wanna know where I've been
Who's my girl and since when
Let's take a night for ourselves
And forget about everything else

At another party somewhere else
Gonna see you again in a different dress
Shuffle in the room with some friends
Shake of your head says no, not again

But they don't wanna know where we've been
Whose girl whose and since when
Let's take a night for ourselves
And forget about everything else

6059. Forget Him - Chords

Forget Him
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Ricci Mareno and Charlie Black

C                      F
I see the look in your eyes 
                C
Every time he's near you
                    F
I see the fire burn high 
                    C
When he speaks your name
F
Don't let him under your skin 
D7
Stop it before it begins
F
Please baby don't let him win
C          F
Forget him forget him
G7                            C
He'll break your heart if you let him
G7          C
Baby please forget him 
                     F
He plays a kind of a game 
              C



That can only hurt you
                              F
He'll promise love that won't die 
                  C
But he'll let you down
F
He knows the right words to say 
D7
Don't let them lead you astray
F
Don't let him take you away
repeat #2 x2

6060. Forget It

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Forget it
Composer: Bob Carpenter - Jeff Hanna - Richard Hathaway

Sweet Marie, better than the rest
She can't dance
Eyes on fire, she's a little wired
I think I see my chance
So I talk to her, talk to her
All she can say is goodbye.

Hey hey hey, hey I don't need this
Hey hey hey, why don't I mind?
Who's acting stupid and who's acting smart?
Who cares? Forget it.

Ooh ooh wee, likes it on top
Ladies choice
Once she starts she never stops
Likes to break her toys
Now my great expectations
Are leading me into goodbye.

Hey hey hey, hey I don't need this
Hey hey hey, why don't I mind?
Who is the victim and who is the crime?
Who cares? Forget it.

When you pass her audition, there's no guarantee
Maybe.

Sweet Marie didn't care
Limousine
Waits outside is she finished yet? (no)
Got to leave the scene
So I see myself waving in her tinted glass
Goodbye.

Hey hey hey, hey I don't need this



Hey hey hey, why don't I mind?
Who is the victim and who's got the time.
Who cares? Forget it.

Forget it, hey
Forget it, hey hey hey
Who cares?
Forget it, hey
Forget it, hey hey hey
Forget it, hey
Forget it, hey hey hey
Forget it
Forget it, hey
Forget it.

6061. Forget It

Tom T Hall - Forget It

[Verse 1:]
I gave myself some good advice forget it
It's gonna drive me crazy if I let it
I forgot the line as soon as I had said it
But it's good advice for you and me forget it

[Chorus:]
Another day another place it's another year
We crossed too many bridges that brought us here
We both had too much fun to now regret it
It's good advice for you and me forget it

[Verse 2:]
A man has mornings when he thinks he'll find it
Oh, it's just a little mountain I can climb it
So if some night your phone should ring just let it
It's good advice for you and me forget it

[Chorus]

6062. Forget Me Not

Forget Me Not

Oh my lady, sweet love of mine
Forget me not while I'm away
Across the blue slow rollin' ocean
I will return to you some day

Through the4 dark and dreary night



I dreamed I held you here beside me
When I awoke I heard behind me
The sound of guns and distant drums

Forget me not,I feel so 'lone lost and lonely, like a child
May be I just need to see somebody smile

Are you thinking of all the times
When we were runnin' on through the green fields
My eyes are closed, still I see the green fields
They seem to sing, they seem to sing

Forget me not, I feel so 'lone lost and lonely, like a child
May be I just need to see someday smile

6063. Forget The Job

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Forget the job (get a life)
Composer: Steve Bogard - Rick Giles

Hey everybody take a break
You're puttin' up with more than you should take
You've got work up to here fifty weeks a year
What difference would a couple days make
You got to get out in the world and see what's going on
You won't know what you're missin' 'til the missin's all gone
Forget the job (get a life) forget the job (get a life)
Forget the job (get a life, get a life, get a life)
Hey

You get an hour to grab lunch
You barely start before you have to be done
Someone comes up to you, you think they're real cute
But you have to be back before one
Or the boss'll be mad, the place'll fall apart
What you gonna do when it's him or your heart

Forget the job (get a life) forget the job (get a life)
Forget the job (get a life, get a life, get a life)
Hey

You come home half dead
Jammed traffic still poundin' in your head
Dishes in the sink, you could use a drink
Laundry piled up on the bed
You never stay home you party all the time
You really got to get your priorities in line

Forget the job (get a life) forget the job (get a life)
Forget the job (get a life, get a life, get a life)
Hey

Forget the job (get a life) forget the job (get a life)



Forget the job (get a life, get a life, get a life)
Hey

Forget the job (get a life, get a life, get a life, get a life)
Forget the job (get a life, get a life, get a life, get a life)
Forget the job (get a life, get a life, get a life, get a life)
Forget the job

6064. Forgetfulness For Sale - Chords

Forgetfulness For Sale
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Bill Anderson

C
I saw a neon invitation flashing red and green temptation
                                             G7
And the sign read we've got whiskey wine and ales
         C
Come and step into our shadow leave outside whatever matters
                  G7                C
Tonight we've got forgetfulness for sale
I heard the jukebox saw the dance floor 
I said this is my last chance for happiness
                           G7
For after all all else has failed
     C
So I gave the man my money some woman whispered honey
                        G7                C
And I thought I'd found forgetfulness for sale 
       F                       C
In the bargain basement of the honky tonk
           G7                             C
Where they teach you not to think and for awhile you don't
  F                                         C
I laugh and dance and drink and the all the world was gay
     D7                                G7
Till morning came and all the numbness wore away  
        C
Now I'm right back down to hurtin' 
So afraid of I've learned for certain
                                 G7
That forgetting you is all to no avail
        C
I'd pay any price their asking 
        
But it's just too big a tasking
                    G7                C
No one's got enough forgetfulness for sale
         
I'd pay any price their asking 
        
But it's just too big a tasking



                    G7                C
No one's got enough forgetfulness for sale

6065. Forgettin' Bout You - Chords

Forgettin' Bout You
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Don Williams and Allen Reynolds

C
Since you've gone gone gone I'm here all alone
                G7              C
I spend my time forgettin' bout you
 
I never had much time now it's mine all mine
               G7              C
I spend it all forgettin' bout you
 
          F
All those things that you've said they went over my head
            C     G7        C
But I don't worry not about you
         F
I may be slow lettin' go but I'll make it I know
           C     G7              C
There's no hurry forgettin' bout you
 
 
There'll be love that is true there'll be someone new
                 G7              C
When I'm through forgettin' bout you
 
But it goes round and round it's all up and down
                G7              C
Waiting through forgettin' bout you
 
          F
All those things that you've said they went over my head
            C     G7        C
But I don't worry not about you
         F
I may be slow lettin' go but I'll make it I know
           C     G7              C
There's no hurry forgettin' bout you
 
         F
I may be slow lettin' go but I'll make it I know
           C     G7              C
There's no hurry forgettin' bout you



6066. Forgive

The Steeldrivers - Forgive

Love is patient, love is kind
But even love gets pushed around right up to the line
When the one breaking your heart is begging on their knees
It's love's defining moment, tell me, what's it gonna be?
Tell me, what's it gonna be?

Forgive, forgive a million times
Forgive as if you can't remember, just because it's right
Forgive, forgive it all away
Forgive to live to love another day

If the devil's in the details, brother, kick that joker out
'Cause he'll raise up every insult just to hear you scream and shout
Well, he wants love all torn up, he wants love keepin' score
Now, brother, you better run him off so he won't come back no more
So he won't come back no more

Forgive, forgive a million times
Forgive as if you can't remember, just because it's right
Forgive, forgive it all away
Forgive to live to love another day

Forgive, forgive a million times
Forgive as if you can't remember, just because it's right
Forgive, forgive it all away
Forgive to live to love another day, yeah

Forgive, forgive a million times
Forgive as if you can't remember, just because it's right
Forgive, forgive it all away
Forgive to live to love another day
Forgive to live to love another day

6067. Forgive And Forget

Kathy Mattea - Forgive and Forget

I'm tired, so tired, it's time to give it up
I've been draggin' his memory around long enough
It's weighin' heavy like a stone around my neck
I've got to find a way to forgive and forget
Forgive and forget that's what I've got to do
Forgive and forget all the hurt he's put me through
I know the only way I'll lay my burdens down to rest
Is if I can forgive and forget
To live in peace, be free of the past
I close my eyes and sweet-dreams is all that I ask
But if I die and peace has not come yet
Write on my stone, I tried to forgive and forget



Forgive and forget that's what I've got to do
Forgive and forget all the hurt he's put me through
I know the only way I'll lay my burdens down to rest
Is if I can forgive and forget
Forgive and forget that's what I've got to do
Forgive and forget all the hurt he's put me through
I know the only way I'll lay my burdens down to rest
Is if I can forgive and forget
Yeah, I know the only way I'll lay my burdens down to rest
Is if I can forgive and forget

6068. Forgive And Forget - Chords

Forgive And Forget
Written and recorded by Eddie Rabbitt

C                      Em         F                      G7
When a man cheats on a woman it's understood he's just a man
           F                   G7            C
But when a woman cheats on her man no one forgives
                         C7         F                Fm
I drove her out into the night with teardrops in her eyes
         C        G7                 C
And only now I realize the fool I've been
                Em        F               C
Why couldn't I  love her  and try to understand her
                             Dm
Instead I said things that I regret
             C                F                 C
Why couldn't I just hold her  and say it didn't matter
                G7          C
Why couldn't I  forgive and forget
                                   Em       F                      G7
It's not her fault she slipped one time she never was the cheating kind
           F              G7                  C
But when a woman's unsatisfied she's bound to roam
                         C7          F                Fm
But I got mad I just saw red I never heard a word she said
             C                G7              C
And what I'd give to have her back here in my arms  
Repeat #2

6069. Forgive Me

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours 
Forgive Me

I left you and left you broken hearted
I left you and now I can't forget



I thought then that I could live without you
Forgive me and I'll make you happy yet

Forgive me for all the pain I've caused you
Forgive me for unkind words I've said
I thought once that I could live without you
I'm paying with the broken heart instead

I wish I had never made you blue, sweetheart
I wish I could live it over now
I know now that I can't live without you
Forgive me and I'll make it up somehow

Forgive me for all the pain I've caused you
Forgive me for unkind words I've said
I thought once that I could live without you
I'm paying with the broken heart instead

6070. Forgive Me

Ricky Skaggs - Forgive Me

Forgive me for all the pain I've caused you
Forgive me for unkind words I've said
I thought once that I could live without you
Please forgive me and I'll make it up somehow.

I left you and left you broken hearted
I left you but now I can't forget
I thought once that I could live without you
But I'm paying with a broken heart instead.

I wish I had never made you blue sweet heart
I wish I could live it over now
I thought once that I could live without you
Please forgive me and I'll make it up somehow

6071. Forgive Me Annabelle

Rodney Crowell - Forgive Me Annabelle

[Verse 1]
Maybe I was out of line, but mostly I was out of touch
You lean on anger like a crutch, you're bound to take a fall
No doubt I was slow to learn, I just couldn't get the gist
So I doubled up my fist and I punched me the wall

[Chorus 1]
When you walked out on me I took the hit in stride



I'm better off I lied
The truth may show I stood the blow
But we both know how far from grace I fell
Forgive me Annabelle

[Verse 2]
Who'd have thought that peace of mind would find me in the end
Nearly ten years on the mend and no getting over you
But now I'm resolute, I've seen evidence of change
At first I thought it strange and not worth clinging to

[Bridge]
Let's set the record straight
I came around too late
Though I got there in the end
I never was your friend

[Chorus 2]
When you walked out on me, it tore my heart in half
And I hid behind a laugh
As I became a slave to shame I cursed your name
God Damn you, rot in Hell
Can you forgive me Annabelle

6072. Forgiveness

Forgiveness
By Daniel Rodriguez
Elephant Revival

I have become the devil
To realize that I'm divine
I have been living with demons
Last night I left them by the fire
In my quest I seek forgiveness
In my love, I will forgive
I have lied to see what truth is
The burns heal, the smoke clears away

Chorus:
Oh, my love
I have returned to you
You were there all along
While my head was turned

I have deceived many angels
Including that one of myself
I have been living in poverty
Because I couldn't see my wealth
I have been defined by hate
I have been defined by pain
By the powers vested
The waters wash it all away



CHORUS

Oh my love, saturate me
Oh my love, room to breathe
Oh my love, completely surround me
Oh my love

6073. Forgiveness

The Lonesome Sisters - Forgiveness

If you're looking for someone who will wait home every night
Someone who understands that you try to do right
Someone who has compassion for the things that you do
Well I know just that someone that you can turn to

Chorus:
Explain it all to him and maybe he will take you in
And you can tell him about the sorry, cheating fool that you have been
You want a love that divine
You need the heavenly kind
You want forgiveness, tell it to Jesus
That's his job not mine

You look me in the eye and pretend that you don't see
That the man that you are now is not the man you meant to be
Don't look to me for comfort, don't tell me to understand
Cause darlin' I can't help you but maybe he can

6074. Forgiveness - Chords

Chris Hillman - Forgiveness

It's been a long time since I've heard those words spoken
           Am   Em               G       
I've had a long time to learn goodbye
           Am   Em             G                 C
It takes a long time to heal a heart that's been broken
F                G              Am     D   Am   D
Forgiveness is a word I want to live by
Am           Em     G             C
How can this be you want to surrender
Am     Em              G   
I'll admit I want the same
          Am             Em
And we'll leave the past behind
        G              C
Let old flames turn to cinder
F                G              Am



Forgiveness is a word I want to live by
F              G                C
Lovin' you is a word to make it right
G                 C         D
Holdin' on taking one more chance
B7                  Em
We can only fall so far
D                       G   C        D
Before we find that perfect circumstance
C                      G      D      A
To remind us of who we are tonight

SOLO

   Am              Em
So tonight say the word
    G             C
And I'll have an answer
Am            Em              G
Tonight we'll start all over again
Am               Em
You won't be the heartbreaker
     G              C
And I won't be the dancer
F               G               Am
Forgiveness is a word I want to live by
F                 G               Am
Lovin' you is the word to make it right
F                G              Am
Forgiveness is a word I want to live by
F                 G               Am
Lovin' you is the word to make it right

6075. Forgotten

Punch Brothers - Forgotten

Help is on the way
I guess it wasn't mine to say we're too far gone
But I've been here before and though it's changed I know the door locks on the outside

A wolf nipped at my heels
I tried to reinvent the wheel with sticks and straw
And the wrong half of the hourglass was full when I heard her voice on the outside
On the outside
On the outside

Hey there
It's all gonna be fine
You ain't gonna die alone
You ain't gonna be forgotten
Hey there
It's all gonna be fine



You ain't gonna die alone
You ain't gonna be forgotten

It's on the outside
It's on the outside

Hey there
It's all gonna be fine
You ain't gonna die alone
You ain't gonna be forgotten
Hey there
It's all gonna be fine
You ain't gonna die alone
You ain't gonna be forgotten
Hey there
It's all gonna be fine
You ain't gonna die alone
You ain't gonna be forgotten
Hey there
It's all gonna be fine
You ain't gonna die alone
You ain't gonna be forgotten

6076. Forgotten But Not Gone

Robbie Fulks - Forgotten But Not Gone

[Verse 1]
This old house turned cold when he walked in
Oh, and I felt myself fading as you smiled at him
Now lately, I'm just barely hanging on
A shadow of the man you loved, forgotten but not gone

[Chorus 1]
Forgotten, like a fool that time passed by
But the day that I let go, I know I'll die
Unwanted man, a ghost in my own home
That's how it feels to be forgotten but not gone

[Verse 2]
Every night, these two arms reach out for you
Oh, but you just can't feel their touch the way you used to
I guess no heart can hold two loves for too long
One staked his claim, now one remains forgotten but not gone

[Chorus]
Forgotten, like a fool that time passed by
Now I see my whole life passing in your eyes
And the epitaph carved in your heart of stone:
"Here Lies A True Love, Forgotten But Not Gone"



6077. Forgotten Men

Forgotten Man

Forgotten man who lie asleep, across the ocean's waves
Who fought and died, for the flag that waves
Across their lonely graves

The flag still waves, so proud and free
Across our land today
Let's not forget the boys who died
Across the watery spray

* Refrain

Their pictures hang, upon the wall
But their names are not mentioned at home
As the years go my our memories dim
We forget our loved ones are gone

* Refrain

6078. Forgotten Word

Dave Evans - Forgotten Word 

Snow flakes falling on your
Windowsill
All the people keeping,
Very still.

Children playing not a
Sound is heard.
The forgotten use of the
Spoken word.

Old man sitting on a
Bench in the park.
The dogs are happy but they
Do not bark.

No know knows just what's been
Going down.
The total absence of a
Single sound.

There was a time when we would
Go out and play.
We'd see our friends and we would



Know what to say.

But now we act as if we're
Inside our tombs.
We live like zombies never
Leaving our rooms.

Snow flakes falling on your
Windowsill
All the people keeping,
Very still.

Children playing not a
Sound is heard.
The forgotten use of the
Spoken word.

There was a time when we would
Go out and play.
We'd see our friends and we would
Know what to say.

But now we act as if we're
Inside our tombs.
We live like zombies never
Leaving our rooms.

Snow flakes falling on your
Windowsill

Snow flakes falling on your
Windowsill

Snow flakes falling on your
Windowsill

6079. Fork In The Road

Richard Thompson - Fork in the Road 

That Esperanto lullaby is keeping me in stitches
I don't know what she's saying but the sound of it bewitches
But it's over my head
She thinks she's queen for a day, hooray!

Which way, passion or poison
Which way, get the highway code
All questions, no answers
Standing here at a fork in the road
A fork in the road

Eglantine, she takes her time, she takes good aim and fires
Her crystal ball is hard to read when it's tangled in the wires



But it's over my head
She thinks she's queen for a day, hooray!

Miss Carnaby she wants to be calliope on meth
She fits the job description if she doesn't bleed to death
But it's over my head
She thinks she's queen for a day, hooray!

6080. Fork In The Road - Chords

Fork in the Road - Infamous Stringdusters

[C]There's a fork in the road,
[F]can't seem to make up my [C]mind.
Don't know [F]which way to go,
and I'm sure running out of [C]time.
[G]I'm all alone with my suitcase in my hand,
[F]can't find my ticket to the promise land.
There's a [C]fork in the road,
[F]can't seem to [G]make up my [C]mind.

(break)

Well there's frost on the pumpkin,
[F]the air is taking on a [C]chill.
I can't [F]find my milk and honey,
I don't believe I ever [C]will.
Some[G]body's got my pony and I'm left here like a fool,
[F]my saddles on the fence and I'm sitting there to.
There's [C]frost on the pumpkin,
[F]the air is [G]taking on a [C]chill.

(break)

Lines on my [F]face, [G]growing day by [C]day.
Chasing you [F]baby's going to [G]put me in my [C]grave.
Tears in my [F]eyes,[G]sky's are bound to [C]fall.
Looking for cover can't see anything at [G]all.

There's a [C]fork in the road...

[G]I'm all alone with my suitcase in my hand,
[F]can't find my ticket to the promise land.

There's a [C]fork in the road,
[F]can't seem to [G]make up my [C]mind.

Yeah... There's a fork in the road,
[F]can't seem to [G]make up my [C]mind.

(break)



6081. Forsaken Love

Forsaken Love - Carter Family

They stood in the moonlight beside the gate
Goodbye my darling I know you'll wait
He sees her weeping and smile through her tears
Saying I've been true love through these long years

For on tomorrow at the break of day
He was to journey far far away
He held her closer his promised bride
And to her questions these words replied

   I've loved you always yes I've been true
   My heart shall ever beloved for you
   O darling believe me far over the sea
   Through life or death so faithful I'll be

One year past by he's coming home
His pilgrimage over no longer to roam
And smiling he thinks of her shinning eyes
Shinning with welcoming glad surprise

A dandy letter he takes from his breast
To which his extended lips were pressed
And reading once more by the warming light
These words he had spoken to her that night

Once more he seeks the old garden gate
But he rides a land alas it's too late
The wedding is over the knot is tied
He finds his darling another's bride

And later they found him there on the grass
A pistol near by tells what had passed
A crop of letters that explained the deed
And in the pale moonlight these words did read

6082. Fort Worth Blues

Emmylou Harris
Fort Worth Blues

In Fort Worth, neon shining bright
Pretty lights red and blue
And they've shut down all the honky tonks tonight
Say a prayer or two if they only knew



You used to say the highway was your home
But we both know that ain't true
It's just the only place a man can go
When he don't know where he's traveling to

Colorado's always clean and healing
In Tennessee, the spring is green and cool
But it never really was your kind of town
So you went around with the Forth Worth blues

Somewhere up beyond the great divide
Where the sky is wide and the clouds are few
A man can see his way clear to the light
Just hold on tight, that's all you got to do

They say in Texas, the weather is always changing
And one thing change will bring is something new
Houston really ain't too bad a town
So you hung around with the Fort Worth blues

There's a full moon over Galway Bay tonight
Silver light on green and blue
And every place I travel to, I find
Some kind of sign that you've been through
Now Amsterdam is always good for grieving
And London never fails to leave me blue
Oh Paris really ain't my kind of town
So I walked around with the Fort Worth blues

6083. Fort Worth Dallas Or Houston - Chords

Fort Worth Dallas or Houston
Recorded by George Hamilton IV 
Written by John D. Loudermilk

G7      C               A7      D7
In Fort Worth Dallas or Houston or in San Antone
G7                                  C                G7
There's a little girl a-waitin' for me and she's all alone
   C                   A7     D7
In Beamount Lubbock or Austin or in El Paso
F             G7   C
She waits for me I know
F                                C
I don't care if she is pretty or sexy
   D7                                          G7
As long as she comes from deep in the heart of Texas
                      C                    A7      D7
Somewhere round about Fort Worth Dallas or Houston or ol' El Paso
F             G7   C
She waits for me I know
G7      C               A7      D7
In Fort Worth Dallas or Houston or in Abilene



G7                         C              G7
Down there she's a-waitin' the girl of my dreams
   C                A7   D7
In Wichita Falls or Waco or San Angelo
F             G7   C
She waits for me I know
F                        C
Don't even know what her name is 
D7                                G7
Just know she's somewhere down in Texas
                      C                    A7      D7
Somewhere round about Fort Worth Dallas or Houston or ol' El Paso
F             G7   C
She waits for me I know 
F             G7   C
She waits for me I know

6084. Fort Worth Jailhouse

Tommy Brown and the County Line Grass - Fort Worth Jailhouse 
Album: Leaving This Town

Ole number nine she's long and shiny
As they took me into jail
She said son so long daddy
Cause I can't go your bail

Way down in the Fort Worth jailhouse
Feeling kinda low
Nobody cares about me
Cause I ain't got no dough

They locked me up in the Fort Worth prison
Then they turned the lights down low
Feed me beans and lard house bacon
Said they'd never let me go

Way down in the Fort Worth jailhouse
Feeling kinda low
Nobody cares about me
Cause I ain't got no dough

Three more days and I'll be leaving
Headed down that road so long
Thinking about my blue eyed darlin
Lord how she done me wrong

Way down in the Fort Worth jailhouse
Feeling kinda low
Nobody cares about me
Cause I ain't got no dough



6085. Fortunate Son

Todd Snider - Fortunate Son

[Verse 1]
Some folks are born made to wave the flag
Oh they're red white and blue
But when the band plays "Hail to the Chief"
They point the cannon at you

[Chorus 1]
It ain't me, it ain't me
I ain't no senator's son
It ain't me, it ain't me
I ain't no fortunate one

[Verse 2]
Some folks are born silver spoon in hand
Oh don't they help themselves
But when the tax man comes to the door
Lord, the house looks like a rummage sale

[Chorus 2]
It ain't me, it ain't me
I ain't no millionaire's son
It ain't me, it ain't me
I ain't no fortunate one

[Verse 3]
Some folks inherit star-spangled eyes
Oh, they willsend you down to war
And when you ask them, "How much should we give?"
They always answer "More and more!

[Chorus 3]
It ain't me, it ain't me
I ain't no military son
It ain't me, it ain't me
I ain't no fortunate one

[Outro]
It ain't me, it ain't me
I ain't no fortunate one
It ain't me, it ain't me
I ain't no fortunate son

6086. Fortune Fortune



Osborne Brothers - Fortune fortune
Composer: Boudleaux Bryant - Felice Bryant

I've been hard on fortune's trail all my life it seems
I can't even catch its spell only in my dreams
Only in my dreams
Love and fortune must be twins sailin' side by side
Fickle cloudy might have been raining on my pride
Raining on my pride

Fortune fortune where are you
Out there somewhere hiding
Can't you hang some good love charms
On this old horse I'm riding

My wells always come up dry my skies come up rain
My loves always made me cry then they run away
Then they run away

When my big dreams come unstuck just you wait and see
I'll catch up the lady luck and take her home with me
Take her home with me

Fortune fortune where are you...

6087. Fortune Teller

Alison Krauss - Fortune Teller

Went to the fortune teller
To have my fortune read
I didn't what to tell her
I had a dizzy feeling in my head

Said she'd take a look at my palm
Said "Son do you feel kind of warm?"
And she looked into her crystal ball
Said "You're in love."

Said it could not be so,
Not with all the girls I know.
Said when the next one arrives
Looking into her eyes.

I left there in a hurry
Much to my big surprise
The next thing I discovered
The fortune teller told me lies

So I ran back to that woman
Mad as I could be
Told her I didn't see nobody
How she made a fool out of me



At last something shook me
As if it came down from above
And now the fortune teller
And I fell in love

6088. Fortunes - Chords

Fortunes
Ola Belle Reed

Key G
 
[Verse 1]
G
There are fortunes
G
In a lifetime
        C
All our money
       G
Cannot buy
G
Like a tiny little snowflake
       A                 D
Slowly floating from the sky
             G
Oh there are wonders
G
Never ceasing
        C
Created by our
         G
Master's hand
G
But the greatest of
G
All our fortunes
              D      G
Is in God's promised land
 
[Chorus]
       C
Oh the rich man
                G
With all of his money
 
All his silver
            D
And all his gold
            G
Oh he can't buy
G
One breath of life



     A7                 D
Or a home for his weary soul
          G
For it is bought and
G
It is paid for
       C                    G
By the blood of the blessed lamb
G
But the greatest of
G
All our fortunes
               D     G
Is in God's promised land
 
[Break]
 
G C G C G A D G C G D G
 
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
There are fortunes
G
In a teardrop
             C
Oh there are fortunes
     G
In a smile
G
In the face of a weary pilgrim
       A                D
Or the face of a little child
             G
Oh there are fortunes
G
In your bible
       C
If you read it
       G
You'll understand
G
But the greatest of
G
All our fortunes
              D      G
Is in God's Promised land
 
[Chorus]
       C
Oh the rich man
                G
With all of his money
G
All his silver
            D



And all his gold
            G
He can't buy
G
One breath of life
     A7                 D
Or a home for his weary soul
          G
For it is bought and
G
It is paid for
       C                    G
By the blood of the blessed lamb
G
But the greatest of
G
All our fortunes
               D     G
Is in God's promised land

6089. Forty Days

The Devil Makes Three - Forty Days

Wouldn't take long for the rivers 'round here to rise
Wouldn't take long for the rivers 'round here to rise
Wouldn't take long for the rivers to rise
There wouldn't be nothing but the sea and the sky
Wouldn't take long for the rivers 'round here to rise

Forty days and forty nights
Forty days and forty nights
Forty days and forty nights
Forty days and forty nights
Forty days and nights of rain and we would start all over again
In just forty days and forty nights of rain

The wind and rain will not knock upon your door
The wind and rain will not knock upon your door
The wind and rain, they came before anybody knew what
a door was for
The wind and rain will not knock upon the door

Forty days and forty nights
Forty days and forty nights
Forty days and forty nights
Forty days and forty nights
Forty days and nights of rain and we would start all over again
In just forty days and forty nights of rain

Cities they are built and then they're broken
Nothing lasts forever, so they say
We all know how long it took to build this



But how long would it take now just to wash it all away

These fools believe that they can control the tide
These fools believe that they can turn the tide
No one turns the tide and everybody swims when the waters rise
These fools believe that they can turn the tide

Forty days and forty nights
Forty days and forty nights
Forty days and forty nights
Forty days and forty nights
Forty days and nights of rain and we would start all over again
In just forty days and forty nights of rain

6090. Forty Five Miles

Todd Snider - Forty Five Miles

There's a truck turned over on the highway
Flares burning out of the snow
Freezing rain in the passing lane
I got forty five miles to go

Forty five miles, forty five miles
That's gonna take me all night
Should have known right away that something was wrong
When I started thinking things were all right, things were not all right

My old man's sick, my sister's going broke
They're closing down my favorite bar
I got a smoker's cough and now to top it all off
I think I'm gonna wreck my car, I'm gonna wreck my car

They say life goes in phases like seasons
I say something about all of them sucks
It's as hard to be hot as it is to be cold
You're either out of control or you're stuck, you're either out of control or you're stuck

So take whatever road that you want to
Careful of the ice and the snow
I ain't got time to change my mind
I got forty five miles to go

Forty five miles, forty five miles
That's gonna take me all night
I should have known right away that something was wrong
When I started thinking things were all right, things are not all right



6091. Forty Four

Forty-Four
Howlin' Wolf - Leftover Salmon

I wore my .44 so long, I've made my shoulder sore
I wore my .44 so long, I done made my shoulder sore
Well, I'm wonderin' everybody, where'd my baby go

Well, I'm so mad this mornin'
I don't know where in the world to go
Well, I'm so mad this mornin'
I don't know where in the world to go
Well, I'm lookin for me some money
Pawned gun to have some gold

6092. Forty Four

Forty Four
Dead Winter Carpenters

Shuffling down this lonesome highway forty four
pistol grip steady by my side
my doing my best just to let my mind wander
'cause your love's the best i can find
Now certainly have missed your sweet ruby lips
and the way your laughter lights your eyes
Nothing can explain a feeling like this
That can keep a young man tongue-tied

My loneliness is down
My train's leaving town
and I'm on my way home to you
Yes, my loneliness is down
My train's leaving town
and I'm on my way home to you

I've fallen on down to the bottom of a well
and I can't seem to scrape my way up
Skating on the edge of a live volcano
It's a strange place for a man to end up
Now I'm lost out at sea like a monkey in a circus
or a parakeet trapped inside a cage
My aching old heart can't keep a steady beat
Unless your heart's on the same page

My loneliness is down
My train's leaving town
and I'm on my way home to you
Yes, my loneliness is down
My train's leaving town
And I'm on way home to you



Once again I'm waist-deep in a frigid spring creek
and I'm doing my best to strike gold
I'm a century late that seems to be my fate
It's the oldest sad story that's been told

My loneliness is down
My train's leaving town
and I'm on my way home to you
Yes, my loneliness is down
My train's leaving town
And I'm on way home to you

6093. Forty Four Gun

Forty Four Gun

Don't you remember on that rocky mountain side
Where we laid down to rest
You promised to be my blue eyed boy
While the sun sank in the west 

Now hand me down my old gray hat
It's hanging there on a nail
Before this time tomorrow morn
I'll be gone on that long long trail

Ifin you see me standing on the porch
With a forty four in my hand
Just tell them all I've killed myself
Cause you've gone to some far distant land

I wish to the lord I'd never been born
Or died when I was young
I never would have seen them to brown eyes
Or heard that flattering tongue

I never will listen what another man says
Let his hair be black or brown
Unlessin he's on some scaffold high
Crying darlin I wish to come down

Don't you remember on that rocky mountain side
Where we laid down to rest
You promised to be my blue eyed boy
While the sun sank in the west

6094. Forty Miles from Nowhere



Rodney Crowell - Forty Miles from Nowhere

[Verse 1]
It rained today, the clouds rolled up at dawn
All hell burst wide open and just like that was gone
Your little lap dog chased a fox tailed squirrel 'cross the main road through the wood
Some ninja on a dirt bike nearly ran him down for good
Right about now it gets quiet around here, what with nightfall in the wings
The floorboards creak and faucets leak, but it's the emptiness that sings

[Chorus 1]
The wind grows chill and then lies still
Forty miles from nowhere
At the bottom of the world

[Verse 2]
November sky's a diamond-studded dome
A hundred billion points of light to guide my way back home
When the moon is hanging fat and full and all those jangly stars recede
A fold out couch on a midnight porch is where my footsteps lead

[Chorus 2]
You always said I made my bed
Forty miles from nowhere
At the bottom of the world

[Bridge]
Friends don't call like they used to
For reasons not unkind
If there's anything that we can do
Rings hollow down a telephone line

Verse 3]
There's a cedar grove in back of the house maybe halfway down the hill
A place to go and just lay low when we have some time to fill
A few gravestones, a pre-Civil War fence and the random arrowhead
It's where the beehive swarmed three summers ago, "Too wet" the old men said
So it's me your, little lap dog and that old brindle cat trying to keep this place in line
And heading into town these days is the last thing on my mind

[Chorus 3]
I weep for you, it's what I do
Forty miles from nowhere
At the bottom of the world

[Outro]
Forty miles from nowhere
At the bottom of the world

6095. Forty Miles From Popular Bluff

Forty Miles From Popular Bluff
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writers Larry Kingston, Frank Dycus



I never had a pair of shoes that weren't old hand me downs
And daddy's morning coffee came from old left over grounds
Moma wore nojeweiry or any store buoght stuff
Our home was on the hillside forty miles from Popular Bluff

Forty miles back in Missouri there's different way of life
Where a man think of his neighbor and not his neighbor's wife
Life is far from fancy sometimes kinda ruff
But contentment makes it worth it forty miles from Popular Bluff

Our only family treasure was a beat up radio
It took us to the places we knew we'd never go
We never had much money but we aleays had enough
Cause money never mattered much forty miles Popular Buff

* Refrain

Near every whinter when the snow on the grund
The road would all be closed and we couldn't get to town
But if daddy had his tobacco and trandma had her snuff
The winters didn't seem so long forty miles from Popular Buff

* Refrain

6096. Forty Winters

Rodney Crowell - Forty Winters

Forty winters, cold and dark
Surround you like a beauty mark
A tilt on the axises
That time of year
And the flesh of your cheekbones
Says no damage here
The first time I saw you
There was ice on the ground
And the girl in the greenhouse said
Paradise found
Forty winters, forty winters
Forty winters straight in line
Were you not my valentine?
Orange blossoms and sandal woods
Oaken moss and musk
Will fragrance your senses
From daylight till dusk
You made the simple life
Fit for a king
An oaten meal by candle light
A beautiful thing
Forty winters, forty winters
Forty winters, forty winters
Why can't I break the spell



Shake you and make you well?
What is it blinding me
That keeps you from finding me?
I know you're in there
You haven't gone somewhere
That God only knows about
Leaving me frozen out
Darling, I promise you this
I won't let you drown in the mist
Forty winters, dark and drear
Could not age you one short year
It's like I'm trapped beneath the bell jar
As big as the earth
And I'm running to reach you
For all that I'm worth
I'll bathe you and feed you
And I'll tend to your grace
But don't make me leave you
In such a dark place
I'm drunk on the bitterness
That sorrow demands
And I know that tomorrow
Is out of my hands
Until we're together
I'll sleep in the snow
And I'll love you forever
'Cause that all I know
Forty winters, forty winters
Forty winters, forty winters
Forty winters, forty winters

6097. Forty Years Ago

Forty Years Ago
David Parmley

I wandered to the village, Tom
and sat beneath the tree
Upon the schoolhouse playing ground
that sheltered you and me
But none were left to greet me, Tom
and few were left to know
Who played with us upon that green
just forty years ago

The spring still bubbles beneath the hill
close by the spreading beech
It's very low, 'twas once so high
that I could scarcely reach
Then kneeling down to take a drink
dear Tom, I started so
To see how very much I'd changed
since forty years ago



Close by the spring upon the elm
you know I cut your name
Your sweetheart just beneath it, Tom
and you did mine the same
Some heartless wretch has peeled the bark
it's dying sure but slow
Just as the ones whose name I cut
just forty years ago

Some now are in the churchyard laid
some sleep beneath the sea
But none are left of our old class
excepting you an' me
An' when our time does come, dear Tom
an' we are called to go
I hope they lay us where we played
just forty years ago

6098. Forty Years Of Trouble

Forty Years Of Trouble
Dan Paisley

Forty years I've been gone
I served my time it's been so long
I took a life I know it was wrong
I served my time lord knows I'm going home

   Shackled to a ball and chain
   I worked in the snow I worked in the rain
   I laid the tracks never rode the train
   Forty years of suffering forty years of pain

I had a wife and a little queen
I've had a son I've never seen
All I have left now it seems
Is a broken heart and broken dreams

Now I'm old, I've done my time
Ain't nothin left but to sit and pine
Nobody here even knows my name
I have no one but myself to blame

6099. Forty-Nine Keep on Talkin'

Tim O'Brien - Forty-Nine Keep on Talkin'

Left the cold and rain behind, I drove out west to Memphis



South across the Mississippi line, I rolled my window down
Big river runnin' on my right, turtles on the banks a walkin'
Don't know how far I'm gonna get tonight, forty-nine keep on talkin'

[Chorus]
Some roads are made for drivin' fast, some roads are made for walkin'
Some roads are made to ease my mind, forty-nine keep on talkin'

Me and her we called it love, what the hell did it matter
But when the pushin' came to shove, I didn't have much to say
I guess I'm better off on my own, no she won't hear me knockin'
This west bound lane is gonna be my home, forty-nine keep on talkin'

[Chorus]

See the black girl with long blonde hair, up on top of the levee
What's she thinkin' 'bout standin there, what does she see today
Dusty haze in the settin' sun, crows on the wires watchin'
I let two miles turn into twenty-one, forty-nine keep on talkin'

[Chorus]

Some roads are made for drivin' fast, some roads are made for walkin'
This might be the road to ease my mind, forty-nine keep on talkin'

6100. Found Soul - Chords

Found Soul
Nickel Creek

Intro
Dm-C-Dm-Dm-C-G X2
Verse:
Dm C Dm C Dm
I'm in the darkness and losing my soul
Dm C G 
I am sitting out of control
Dm C Dm C Dm
It's gonna kill me it's bringing me down
Dm C G
I am lost and cannot be found

PreVerse:
Dm-C-Dm-Dm-C-G X2

Verse:
Dm C Dm C Dm
But in the darkness I see a light
Dm C G
I draw closer for ______________
Dm C Dm C Dm
I see the Savior with arms open wide
Dm C G



I am weary but I walk to his side

Chorus:
G C G
It feels so good to know I'm free
F#m C G Asus4
G C G
For I am a found soul
G C Dm
For I am a found soul 

Preverse:
Dm-C-Dm-Dm-C-G X2

Solo:
Dm-C-Dm-Dm-C-G X2

Verse:
Dm C Dm C Dm
Now I no longer stay
Dm C G
of the sin that brings me pain
Dm C Dm C Dm
A lowly soldier that's what I am
Dm C G
Dressed in the armor of Jesus name

Chorus:
G C G
It feels so good to know I'm free
F#m C G Asus4
G C G
For I am a found soul
G C
For I am a found
G C G
Well I am a found soul
G C Dm C Dm Dm C G
Well I am a found soul

Outro
Dm-C-Dm-Dm-C-G

6101. Foundation

Foundation
Kitchen Dwellers - Foundation

Building blocks are what we need
This foundation is feeling weak
Gamble or risk comes down to this
You gave all you had and then there's nothing left to give
So I put it all together



One by one, never say never
The mind moves fast, but the talk is slow
Spiraling out of control
He says he's got a job to do
Trying to win with nothing to lose
So take everything from me
This moment, a distant memory
A smile comes off of what you said
Engine's on, it's full steam ahead
Just when you think you're over it
The floor falls out, and you're falling again
And I've seen thR other side
But you can't run, therR's no where to hide
And I've seen the other side
You can't run, no where to hide
Take a hand, take a chance
Cross the line
And we've seen the other side
You can't run, no where to hide
Take a hand, take a chance
Cross the line
And we've seen the other side
You can't run, no where to hide
Take a hand, take a chance
Cross the line

6102. Fountain Of Glory - Chords

Fountain Of Glory
Recorded by Billy Parker
Written by Jess R. Hudson

C      F                          C     F
Take a drink from the fountain of Glory
          C              Am        Dm           C    F
Filled by Jesus with His spirit of His precious love
C                  F            C
There's a fountain flowing from heaven 
                 Am             Dm   G7
It refreshes the tired troubled soul
      C          F                C
If we drink from this fountain of Glory
                G7        C
We receive many blessings untold
       F                          C
Take a drink from the fountain of Glory
                        Am         Dm         G7
Let your heart know the feeling of power from above
       F                          C     F
Take a drink from the fountain of Glory
          C              Am        Dm           C   F
Filled by Jesus with His spirit of His precious love
          C              F            C



There's a sweet taste of love in this fountain
                      Am           Dm    G7
Fill your cup as many times as you please
    C           F           C
For He says whenever you're thirsty 
             G7        C
Just ask and you shall receive  
       F                          C
Take a drink from the fountain of Glory
                        Am         Dm         G7
Let your heart know the feeling of power from above
       F                          C     F
Take a drink from the fountain of Glory
          C              Am        Dm           C
Filled by Jesus with His spirit of His precious love
       F                          C    F
Take a drink from the fountain of Glory
          C              Am        Dm  G7       F  C
Filled by Jesus with His spirit of His precious love

6103. Fountain Of Sorrow

Fountain Of Sorrow
Jackson Browne

Looking through some photographs I found inside a drawer
I was taken by a photograph of you
There were one or two I know that you would have liked a little more
But they didn't show your spirit quite as true
You were turning 'round to see who was behind you
And I took your childish laughter by surprise
And at the moment that my camera happened to find you
There was just a trace of sorrow in your eyes

Now the things that I remember seem so distant and so small
Though it hasn't really been that long a time
What I was seeing wasn't what was happening at all
Although for a while, our path did seem to climb
But when you see through love's illusions, there lies the danger
And your perfect lover just looks like a perfect fool
So you go running off in search of a perfect stranger
While the loneliness seems to spring from your life
Like a fountain from a pool

Chorus:
Fountain of sorrow, fountain of light
You've known that hollow sound of your own steps in flight
You've had to hide sometimes, but now you're all right
And it's good to see your smiling face tonight

Now for you and me it may not be that hard to reach our dreams
But that magic feeling never seems to last
And while the future's there for anyone to change, still you know it's seems



It would be easier sometimes to change the past
I'm just one or two years and a couple of changes behind you
In my lessons at love's pain and heartache school
Where if you feel too free and you need something to remind you
There's this loneliness springing up from your life
Like a fountain from a pool

Chorus

Fountain of sorrow, fountain of light
You've known that hollow sound of your own steps in flight
You've had to struggle, you've had to fight
To keep understanding and compassion in sight
You could be laughing at me, you've got the right
But you go on smiling so clear and so bright

6104. Four Bare Walls And A Ceiling - Chords

Four Bare Walls And A Ceiling
Recorded by Cowboy Copas
Written by Louis Mann and Lloyd Copas

C                     F
Four bare walls and a ceiling
    C              G7
Are all that I can see
      C                   F
These walls were once our mansion
    G7                      C
But now they're a prison to me
    F             C
The memory of our love dear
    F          C      G7
Has chained me to the past
       C          F
Like a prisoner I cannot be free
          G7                C
From your love that did not last
      F              C
These walls close in upon me
   F          C      G7
Sealing in my broken heart
        C          F
There's misery all around me
  G7                        C
A prisoner of love from the start
                      F
Four bare walls and a ceiling
      C             G7
Close in on me from above
      C                   F
These walls look back and tell me
     G7                     C



That I'm just a prisoner of love
                          F
These walls were once our mansion
    G7                      C
But now they're a prison to me

6105. Four Blue Walls

Four Blue Walls - The Duhks

It was past her bedtime
On a stormy night
And she couldn't shut her eyes
And she couldn't blow out the light
So she gave up struggling
And let the candle burn
The hail knocked her window
As her memories knocked in turn
And her room had four blue walls
They've been hers since she was small
No sleep in sight

Oh her father
Is the only one
Who pretends he can't remember
What was done
And her mother
Can't find the strength
To do anything at all but stand and pray

In a room with four blue walls
That were closing in together
'Til they got so goddamn small
That she had to brave the weather
By herself

So she went to the barroom
And she picked a fight
He told her she was looking for trouble
And she said "that's right"
She was looking for an eardrum
So she beat him and she shoved
'Til he couldn't quite resist her when she dragged him home for love

To a room with four blue walls
On a floor that's worn like leather
And the shadows fell across them
As she held their eyes together
And they cried

Would you be my ocean
Won't you be the rain
Can a kiss from you rinse another from my brain



Can we wash these floorboards
Can we wash these walls
Can I close my eyes and sleep once and for all

In a room with four blue walls
Filled from floor to roof with water
And a man who calmly calls her "darling dear"
Not "darling daughter"
She sleeps at last
She sleeps at last

And her room had four blue walls

6106. Four Books In The Bible - Chords

Four Books In The Bible
Written and recorded by Cowboy Copas

G                                          C               G
Do you want to know what's the matter with this ole sinful world
                                  A7               D7
And why the wind blows sorrow and storms of life unfurled
G                                 G7            C
There's a place to get the answer written there upon
                  G             D7            G
Four books in the bible Matthew Mark Luke and John
                            C            G
Four books in the Bible our Savior prophesied 
                         A7               D7
As told to His disciples upon Mount Olive high 
G                               G7                C
The multitude there gathered to hear this message from
                  G             D7            G
Four books in the bible Matthew Mark Luke and John 
                                  C                  G
This world's grown weak and wiser just like so often said
                                   A7              D7
These man made guided missiles and atomic bombs we dread
G                            G7               C
They witness all His sayings for many wonders come
                       G             D7            G
Read four books in the bible Matthew Mark Luke and John
Repeat #2
                                 C                G
We read in the holy scripture it plainly tells us there
                               A7              D7
Of wars and world commotion on land and in the air
G                             G7                  C
These things are now existing compare His sayings from
                  G             D7            G
Four books in the bible Matthew Mark Luke and John
Repeat #2



6107. Four Days Of Rain

Four Days of Rain
The Flying Burrito Brothers - New Grass Revival
Rich Roberts

Four days of rain And I'm feelin' OK
Sun back again It's a beautiful day
Fallin' the water has Pounded my eye
Sun in the window's Got me feelin' just fine

Feelin' good, well I knew I would 
Whatever I do
Feel so high and I don't know why 
But that's all right too Walkin' around
In a good old town 
Just a-thinkin' of you
I hope you think of me too

Breeze in my face And the blue sky is clear
A beautiful mornin', Lord I wish you were here
Diggin' it easy I'm takin' it slow
Enjoyin' the sunshine Enjoyin' the show

Feelin' good, well I knew I would
Whatever I do
Feel so high and I don't know why
But that's all right too
Walkin' around
In a good old town
Just a-thinkin' of you
I hope you think of me too

Feelin' good, well I knew I would
Whatever I do
Feel so high and I don't know why
But that's all right too
Walkin' around
In a good old town
Just a-thinkin' of you
I hope you think of me too

6108. Four Flame Candle - Chords

Four Flame Candle 
Sturgill Simpson

[Verse]
E                  A                    E



Four flame candle sitting on my window sill
 E                          B
Only light this room ever sees
  E                             A                   E
Half my life goes by watching those four walls of flame
      E          B                 E      A E
The other half I spend down on my knees
    E                      A           E
Sad song plays low Coming from my radio
      E                                    B
From where I sit the flames all know the tune
 E                                A                E
Light is clearly seen from the street you know so well
E             B            E   A E
I sit all alone up in my room
 
[Chorus]
        E                         A                 E
Those four dancing flames take my mind off of the pain
     E                                 B
And drag my poor heart out into the night
    E                           A               E
My mind melts like that candle under all the strain
   E          B                       E  A E
So here's to you my four flame candle light
 
[Verse]
E                              A                  E
What am I gonna do when those flames all finally go
     E                                 B
And darkness closes in on these four walls
     E                                  A                   E
This sorrows been a long one and those wicks are getting lower
           E                 B                  E  A E
When the dance is over all four flames will fall
 
[Chorus]
        E                         A                 E
Those four dancing flames take my mind off of the pain
     E                                 B
And drag my poor heart out into the night
    E                           A               E
My mind melts like that candle under all the strain
   E          B                       E  A E
So here's to you my four flame candle light
 
[Outro]
    E           B                 E
Missing you my four flame candle light

6109. Four In The Morning - Chords



Four In The Morning
George C. Remaily

Fm Db Ab Eb Bb Fm Bb Fm
Four in the morning and the water is pouring down
Db Ab Eb Bb Fm Bb Fm

Stove don't work and my baby has just just left town
Db Ab Eb Bb Fm Bb Fm
I'm lying on my back cause there just ain't nothing to drink no
Db Ab
Empty bottles on the floor
Eb Bb Fm Bb Fm
Dirty dishes in in the sink
Db Ab Eb Bb Fm Bb Fm
Watching a cockroach crawling in an old bean can yes I am
Db Ab Eb Bb Fm
He said when your baby left you I bet it's tough to be a man
Bb Fm Bb Fm
Tough to be a man baby tough to be a man

solo

Db Ab Eb Bb Fm Bb Fm
Saw her again and she took back off she said yes she said
Db Ab Eb Bb Fm Bb Fm
It dont make no difference now Cause I shot her dead she's dead
Db Ab Eb Bb Fm Bb Fm
She met Joe with her legs and knees all bandaged up yea
Db Ab
Came asking for some money
Eb Bb Fm Bb Fm Bb Fm
And all I had was a buck yea that's all I had

Db Ab Eb Bb Fm Bb Fm
Four in the morning and the water is pouring down
Bb Fm Bb Fm
Four in the morning four in the morning four in the morning

6110. Four Leaf Clover

Little Big Town - Four Leaf Clover

[Chorus]
You see I've been thinking it over
It's all just a little too much
You see I got this four leaf clover
It's gotta bring a little luck
Yeah, uh-huh
Yeah, uh-huh

[Verse 1]
So I let go of all the big deals
I let go of the bitter dream



You see the girl in the pretty white picture
Well it's never what it really seems
Yeah uh-huh

[Chorus]
You see I been thinking it over
It's all just a little too much
You see I got a four leaf clover
And it's gotta bring a little luck
Yeah uh-huh

[Verse 2]
My mind is always racing
And my body's on an overload
And you've got my heart in the middle of a feeling
I got no place to go, yeah

[Chorus]
I been thinking it over
It's all just a little too much
You see I got a four leaf clover
It's gotta bring a little luck

[Bridge]
I'm running
But I got nowhere to be
But I'm alright

[Instrumental break]

[Chorus]
You see I been thinking it over
It's all just a little too much
I got a four leaf clover
It's gotta bring a little luck, yeah

[Chorus]
I been thinking it over
It's all just a little too much
I got a four leaf clover
It's gotta bring a little luck

[Tag]
It's gotta bring a little luck
It's gotta bring a little luck
It's gotta bring a little luck

6111. Four O Thirty Three - Chords

Four O Thirty Three
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Earl Montgomery



C
Well the two new people that's moved to the middle of the block 
                                                         G7
And we're the talk of the town and don't you think we're not
    F                  C
For we've got love and happiness people envy us you see     
                                           G7            C
For we found heaven right here on earth at four O thirty three
Yes we found what most people are looking for    
                                                   G7
And it's not a lotta money to spend on a real fine car
    F             C
But it's a window where a bird flies and sings so free    
                  
And there's whole lotta windows in this little house 
   G7            C
At four O thirty three
    G7                           D7                 G7
The four thousandth block proves what true love can do
                            D7             G7
Once a lonely place but was sold to me and you
C
Oh all around the house you can see little children play
                                                  G7
And they're not other people's kids were proud to say
     F              C
They are the symbol of our love for all the world to see
                                                G7            C
They're a part of heaven right here on earth at four O thirty three
And all hours of the day you can see many people drive by
                                                 G7
For a look at the house they think fell from the sky
     F                   C
They say that this place would make them happy as you and me
                                                 G7            C
And the whole town's tryin' to buy this house at four O thirty three
Repeat #3
                                               G7            C
We're not gonna sale our happy little house at four O thirty three
                                                     G7            C
Wouldn't take a pretty penny for the love we have at four O thirty three

6112. Four Rode By

Four Rode By
Ian Tyson

Four rode by, rode through here
Three McLean boys and that wild Alex Hare
They were armed, all were armed
It was them, I'd have known them anywhere

Willy Palmer's stallion was no twenty dollar cayuse



And when the wild ones stole him, he hightailed it into town
Usher in those days was keeping order in the district
But before he'd ridden thirty miles, the McLean Boys shot him down

Four rode by, rode through here
Three McLean boys and that wild Alex Hare

A shepherd know as Kelly saw the wild ones as they passed
And they shot him with a rifle, and they took his watch and chain
When the posse found them there in the lonely cabin
A hunger took their fight away, and no one else was slain

Four rode by, rode through here
Three McLean boys and that wild Alex Hare

They hung the boys in January, 1881
The first time in that province that they'd strung up brothers three
And their son killed nineteen Germans across the sea back in 17
One thing that's for damn sure, they're a wild old family

Four rode by, rode through here
Three McLean boys and that wild Alex Hare
They were armed, all were armed
It was them, I'd have known them anywhere

6113. Four Strong Winds

Four Strong Winds
Ian Tyson
Flatt & Scruggs

Chorus:
Four strong winds that blow lonely, seven seas that run high,
All those things that don't change, come what may.
But our good times are all gone, and I'm bound for moving on.
I'll look for you if I'm ever back this way.

Guess I'll go down to Alberta, weather's good there in the fall.
Got some friends that I can go to workin' for.
Still I wish you'd change your mind, if I asked you one more time,
But we've been through that a hundred times or more.

Chorus

If I get there before the snow flies, and if things are looking good,
You could meet me if I sent you down the fare.
But by then it would be winter, not enough for you to do.
And those winds sure do blow cold way up there.

Chorus



6114. Four Thieves Gone

Four Thieves Gone
The Avett Brothers

Four thieves gone
One woke up
Said we can't use the songs we wrote
Swear I've heard that very line
I can't claim this music mine

Three thieves left
One got smart
I saw him leaving in his car
From the road
I heard him scream
It lacks originality

Two thieves left
They both agree
They live and die off melody
One just fell dead
On his back
When we listen to the track

One thief left
He went to jail
He left a mile on paper trail
He's in for life
He doesn't care
It's worth the songs that put him there

Four thieves gone
Four thieves gone
Four thieves gone
Four thieves gone

6115. Four Walls

Bill Monroe - Four Walls
Four Walls - Bill Monroe

Oh why did you leave me in this lonesome place
With four walls around me and a memory of your face
Why can't I be happy why can't I forget
With four walls around me I wish we'd never met

With four walls around me it gets so lonesome dear
Dreaming of you darling and wishing you were here



Four walls around me my heart is full of pain
Trying to forget you but it's all in vain.

Oh someday you'll be sorry you left me al1 alone
With four walls around you you'll remember how you done me wrong
Your time is coming and I know it won't be long
You'll have nothing there but four walls and a memory of this song

6116. Four Walls

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Four Walls

Out where the bright lights are glowing
You're drawn like a moth to a flame
You laugh while the wine's overflowing
While I sit and whisper your name

Four walls to hear me, four walls to see
Four walls too near me, closing in on me

Sometimes I ask why I'm waiting
But my walls have nothing to say
I'm made for love not for hating
But here where you left me I'll stay

One night with you is like heaven
And so while I'm walking this floor
I listen for steps in the hallway
And wait for your knock on my door

Four walls to hear me, four walls to see
Four walls too near me, closing in on me

6117. Four Walls Around Me - Chords

Four Walls Around Me - Osborne Brothers 
The Essential Bluegrass Album

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key G

     G                     C               G
Oh why did you leave me in this lonesome place?
                              D7            G
Four walls around me and the memory of your face
                       C            G
Why can't I be happy; why can't I forget
                               D7               G
With four walls around me, I wish we had never met.



Chorus:
With four walls around me, its so lonesome dear
Dreaming of you darling, I wish you were here
Four walls around me, my heart full of pain
Trying to forget, but it is so insane  (all in vain)

Instrumental:

Now some day you'll be sorry, you left me all alone
With four walls around you, you remember you done me wrong
Your time is coming, and it won't be long
You'll have nothing but four walls, and memory of this song

Chorus:

6118. Four Walls Of Raiford

Yonder Mountain String Band - Four Walls of Raiford

Well, there were four walls of Raiford closing in on me
Doing three to five hard labor for armed robbery
I had two years behind me, but I could not wait the time
Every time I thought about it, well, I died some more inside.

I had stripes on my back, memories that hurt
For the only time that I'd see the sun shine was when I went to work
Digging ditches for the chain gang, sleeping in the cold
Oh Lord, please forgive me for I could not wait no more.

Chorus:
I'm coming home to see Jesus, well, it feels so close this time
Please take mercy on a soldier from the Florida-Georgia line
When they find me they must kill me; oh Jesus, save my soul
I can't go back down to Raiford, I can't take that anymore.

Well, these last few years behind me, Oh Lord, they've been so sad
I fought proudly for my country when the times were bad
Now, they say that I am guilty, When they find me I must die
Only me and Jesus know that I never stole a dime.

Well when that war was over, there was no work here for me
I had a pretty wife and baby and two kids I had to feed
Now I'm one of America's heroes, When they shoot me down
Won't you fly Old Glory proudly, put my medals in the ground.

6119. Four Winds



Blue Dogs - Four Winds

Blow ye four winds
Softly calling
Bring her my way again
I can't stop this falling
No woman like the one I found
Can lift me up and knock me to the ground
With a smile that brings a haunting chill
And the force of nature at her will
Blow ye four winds
Softly calling
Bring her my way again
I can't stop this falling
A lower ledge up to a higher ground
A rising sea and she can't be found
Still beneath the earth that shakes
Broken hearts left in her wake
Blow ye four winds
Softly calling
Bring her my way again
I can't stop this falling
Blow ye four winds
Softly calling
Bring her my way again
I can't stop this falling
I can't stop this falling
I can't stop this falling
I can't stop this falling
I can't stop this falling

6120. Four-Twenty Special

Four-Twenty Special

Yonder comes that Four-Twenty Special
Fastest train on the line
And when you hear that whistle a' blowin'
You will know she's right on time.

One night while a poolin' down through Dixie
The fireman said "look ahead"
And the sight they saw made the blood run cold
North bound freighter straight ahead

I've worked on this railroad most of my life
And I guess I'll work 'til I die
But I've never seen a train like the Four-Twenty Special
Her lonesome whistle made me want to cry



6121. Fourteen Carat Gold - Chords

Fourteen Carat Gold

C G7
A chain of steel a wall of stone could not keep me from you
 C
But while your finger wears a ring of gold what can I do
 C7 F
I'm burning up with love but still I'm left out in the cold
G7 C
Because you wear a yellow band of fourteen karat gold

 G7
I never should have let my heart go roaming by itself
 C
But it gets awful lonesome when your heart sets on the shelf
 C7 F
I should have tied it with a string so it could be controlled
G7 C
To stay away from a yellow band of fourteen karat gold

 G7
I realize that I was wrong that I was all to blame
 C
If there's a ring upon her finger never fan the flame
 C7 F
I'm ready now to pay the price of loving much too bold
G7 C
A girl who wears a yellow band of fourteen karat gold

6122. Fourteen Days

Emmylou Harris - Fourteen days
Composer: Steve Goodman

When Johnny got the letter
It had no return address,
But he recognized the writing
And he didn't have to guess.

The postmark said Seattle
Just a thousand miles away,
So he put it in the drawer
For fourteen days

Every night he'd take that envelope
And hold it up to the light,
But he never tore it open
To see what lay inside.

He remembered how it hurt
The night she turned and walked away,



So he kept the letter sealed
For fourteen days.

Fourteen days it lay unopened,
Fourteen days it stayed unread,
Fourteen nights he dreamed about her
In what use to be their bed.

Though his heart and soul were achin'
Johnny's pride got in the way,
So he kept the letter sealed
For fourteen days.
Piano and guitar break

And then one night he couldn't stand it
Johnny took it from the drawer,
He read the words she'd sent to him
Just two short weeks before.

The tears fell hard as Johnny read
The words she had to say,
'Boy I'm coming home to you
In fourteen days".

'Dear John: I know I hurt you
But I pray that you'll forgive.
And if you don't take me back again,
Then, I don't want to live.
If you're there when I step off the plane,
Then I'll be yours, always.
I arrive at four p.m. in fourteen days."

Johnny raced out to the airport
On the chance that she might wait,
But the terminal was empty
And he knew he was too late.

He cursed himself for letting
Hs one true love slip away,
For a letter that he held
For fourteen days.

Fourteen days it lay unopened
Fourteen days it stayed unread,
Fourteen nights he dreamed about her
And the good times that they had

And Johnny knew he lost her
And there was nothing left to say,
He tore up the note he'd held
For fourteen days.

Now the next day in Seattle
The morning headline read,

'Another Jane Doe Suicide
Young Girl Lying Dead.'



Scrawled upon the crumpled piece of paper where she lay,
"I'm coming home to you in fourteen days.'

6123. Fourteen Hours

Dave Evans - Fourteen Hours 

I want to love you so please don't run away.
You need to listen to what I've got to say.

I want to hold you so don't give into fear.
I'll say the words of love that you need to hear.

I need to tell you that I'm not like your past.
I want to build a life and love that will last.

And now the time has come for you to move on.
Your mind is made up and my heart's overdrawn.

I Love You.
I Love You.

Fourteen hours will pass.
Till I see you again,
Through my heart's looking glass.

Fourteen hours until I am there.

Fourteen hours to drive.
Then your face will appear,
And my heart comes alive.

Fourteen hours until we can share.
Our Love Prayer.

I need to tell you that I'm not like your past.
I want to build a life and love that will last.

And now the time has come for you to move on.
Your mind is made up and my heart's overdrawn.

Fourteen hours will pass.
Till I see you again,
Through my heart's looking glass.

Fourteen hours until I am there.

Fourteen hours to drive.
Then your face will appear,
And my heart comes alive.

Fourteen hours until we can share.
Our Love Prayer.



I want to love you so please don't run away.
You need to listen to what I've got to say.

I want to hold you so don't give into fear.
I'll say the words of love that you need to hear.

I Love You.
I Love You.

6124. Fourteen Minutes Old - Chords

Fourteen Minutes Old
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Dennis Knutson and A.L.(Doodle) Owens

C                                    G7
Well I've had all the time I need to wonder
                               C
Just how much I miss her being gone
                                F
And I'm already wishing she was close enough to hold
    G7                             C
Her memory's only fourteen minutes old
F                                    C
Some big old tears just fell from my blue eyes
      F                                   G7
And I guess they must have been there all along
C                                        F
There's still some coffee in her cup and its not even cold
    G7                             C
Her memory's only fourteen minutes old
                                   G7
Well every passing minute makes me want her
                                C
Right back in my arms where she belongs
                                  F
And I'm already missing past when she was mine to hold
    G7                            C
Her memory's only fifteen minutes old
F                                    C
Some big old tears just fell from my blue eyes
      F                                   G7
And I guess they must have been there all along
C                                        F
There's still some coffee in her cup and its not even cold
    G7                             C
Her memory's only fifteen minutes old
G7                                C
Her memory's only sixteen minutes old
        G7                          C
And the coffee in her cups not even cold



6125. Fourteen Pole Cat Skins On A Chevy Camaro

John Hartford 
Fourteen Pole Cat Skins On A Chevy Camaro

On a hill far away is an old wooden stage
And a band playing just out of tune
In the meadow below the folks party down
By the light of a silvery moon

Now ain't that about a good time
And around and around the fire they dance
Leading the weaving bodies to love
What should it be if it shouldn't be fun?

Well, she ain't the first and she ain't the worst
And he ain't the best of the rest
Back and forth this pain and pleasure
Love and hate so close together
Looney bin reject on the telephone
Obscene calls to the old folk's home

Well, it's wrong if you don't do right
Boy must play bag pipe or die
Contracting life ol Dan ol John
What should it be if it shouldn't be fun?

All I am is a hole in the air
Surrounded all around by teeth and air
And which you throw your coat in there
What should it be if it shouldn't be fun?

Well, it seems like everything is making me mad
Last night was the most fun we'd ever had
But it won't go on and it won't go on
What should it be if it shouldn't be fun

And now it seems compared to last night
Nothing oh nothing oh nothings seems right
Why can't we jump up and down all the time?
The morning after is so unkind
And it won't go on and it won't go on
What should it be if it shouldn't be fun

6126. Fourth Floor - Chords

Fourth Floor 
The Waifs



Intro:
G   G   C   G   C   D   G
Verse 1:
G       C
On the fourth floor of a building
G       C
In a shallow window box,
G       C
She's digging in the soil with a silver spoon
        G       D
With her hands inside of rubber gloves
G       C
Panting seed, pulling out weed
G       C
The cycle of life is complete
G       C
Who would have thought it in a city of stone?
G       D       G
Four floors above the street.
 
Chord Progression stays the same for the rest of the song 
 
 
I cannot tell what kind of flowers they are
I'm too far below on the street
But the colour they add to the building so drab
Is a warm splash of welcome relief
Yeah it's something worthwhile for the sun to shine on
A reason to radiate heat
Yeah that small window box it puts a skip in my feet
Four floors above the street
 
Repeat chord progression once
 
And for every good seed she plants in the soil
There's a dozen bad waiting to grow
To strangle the goodness she's trying to nurture
And kill all the seeds that she's sown
Every time you water the garden
You also water the weeds
A profound illustration of sin and temptation
Four floors above the street
 
Some people don't understand why she does it
Some people ask for a reason
Maybe she just likes the feel of the soil
And keeping in tune with the seasons
Maybe she has so much pride in herself
Got to keep it all visually pleasing
A small paradise in a world of concrete
Four floors above the street.
 
(Repeat last two lines and then end on a G).



6127. Fourth Man - Chords

Fourth Man
Recorded by the Statler Brothers 
Written by Arthur Smith 

G    D7                  G
Here is a story from the Good Book we know
  D7                        G
A story bout a miracle that happened long ago
   D7                                 G
We hope that you'll take courage when temptation you meet
        C        G                  C                  G
There's somebody watching you who's strong when you're weak

              D7
They wouldn't bend
                           G
They held onto the will of God so we are told
              D7
They wouldn't bow
                                      G
They would not bow their knees to the idol made of gold
              D7
They wouldn't burn
                           G
They were protected by the fourth man in the fire
              C                  D7                G
They wouldn't bend they wouldn't bow they wouldn't burn

 
Now the prophet Daniel tells about 
      C
Three men who walked with God
         D7
Shadrack Meshack and Abednego 
                  G
Before the wicked king they stood

And the King commanded them 
                        C
Bound and thrown in the fiery furnace that day
        D7
But the fire was so hot that the men were slain 
                          G
That forced them on their way

        
Now when the three were cast in 
                        C
And the King rose up to witness this awful fate
   D7
He began to tremble at what he saw 
                           G
And in astonished tones he spake

                                C



Did we not cast three men bound into the midst that fire
         D7                                           G
For lo I see four men unhurt unbound and walking down there

                                             C
There's Shadrack Meshack and Abednego in the fiery coals they trod
        D7                                                   G
And the form of the fourth man that I see is like the Son of God

Repeat #2  x3

6128. Fourth Of July

Robert Earl Keen - Fourth of July 
Dave Alvin

She's waiting for me when I get home from work
But things just ain't the same
She turns out the light and cries in the dark
Won't answer when I call her name

Chorus

On the stairs I smoke a cigarette alone
The Mexican kids are shooting fireworks below
Hey, baby, it's the Fourth of July
Hey, baby, it's the Fourth of July

She gives me her cheek when I want her lips
And I don't have the strength to go
On the lost side of town in a dark apartment
We gave up trying so long ago

Repeat Chorus

Whatever happened, I apologize
So dry your tears and baby, walk outside
It's the Fourth of July

Repeat Chorus

6129. Fox Hollow's Animal Train

Tom T Hall - Fox Hollow's Animal Train
Composer: Tom T. Hall

When we took off we almost had a critter of each kind
We had a duckbill platypus and we had big ole lion
We had a horse with two front teeth and a monkey on a chain



Ridin' on Fox Hollow's Animal Train

Well the skunk got off in Skenectady we's glad to see him go
The duck got off in Kentucky and the bear got off in Buffalo
The horse got off in Austin the mink got off in Maine
Ridin' on Fox Hollow's Animal Train

Well the cat jumped on the kangaroo and the elephant fell down
The monkey blew the whistle everytime we passed a town
The lion fell asleep and left his tail out in the rain
A ridin' on Fox Hollow's Animal Train

The beaver lost his toothbrush and the zebra lost his shirt
The possum played the banjo and the pig played in the dirt
We got off in Nashville just to play this little song
Fox Hollow's Animal Train keeps movin' on

And now the possum will play the banjo

If you hear this train a comin' you just listen for this sound
That means that we're in town
Get on board and we'll all laugh and play some silly games
Ridin' on Fox Hollow's Animal Train

6130. Fox On The Run

Fox On The Run - Country Gentlemen

   She walks through the corn leading down to the river
   Her hair shone like gold in the hot morning sun
   She took all the love that a poor boy could give her
   And left me to die like a fox on the run
   Like a fox, like a fox, like a fox, like a fox, on the run

Everybody knows, the reason for the fall
When woman tempted man down in paradise's hall
This woman tempted me, and took me for a ride
Like the lonely fox, I need a place to hide

We'll pour a glass of wine, to fortify our soul
We'll talk about the world and friends we used to know
I see a string of girls, who'll put me on the floor
The game is nearly over and the hounds are at my door

6131. Foxhounds

Foxhounds
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI)
 



When he was a boy he listened to the foxhounds
With his dad in the old Kentucky hills
The sound would carry on the wind
A mournful song that's always been
A melody that haunts the nighttime still
 
As a young man he moved from Kentucky
Looking for that sound that filled his heart
Chasing certain kinds of dreams
Lonesome sounds and ancient things
Seeking love, he always stood apart
 
CHORUS
Ooh, ooh, baying in the night
Sound chasing sound beneath the pale moonlight
Ooh, ooh, it'd lift his spirits high
Listening to the lonesome foxhounds' cry
 
I remember sitting on his front porch
A cool blue mist was rising up above
We listened for so long
With the shadows creeping round
He said, "It makes me happy
Listening to the foxhounds' song" 
 
CHORUS
 
If I ever hear a barking in the darkness
I recall a magic night in Tennessee
He just played the mandolin
Here's the thing about Big Mon
He cared not for the foxes
Just let the foxhounds run
 
CHORUS

6132. Fragile

Nanci Griffith - Fragile

I look out on these shields of heather
Across this countryside
I wonder how they've grown together
While people live such separate lives
I think I'll stay inside for the winter
Cause the weather's in my bones
And the wind could shatter bone to splinter
Then howl me back home

[Chorus:]
I'm fragile as the lady of the harbour
Fragile as her torch that glows
Fragile as these gulf stream waters



To the Texas coast
To the Texas coast

I stared up at the faces in the mountain
Just a year ago
Laughin' in the spirit of America
And singin' in the snow
Now I wish I felt as strong as that mountain
Just carved in stone
I wish I was the gulf stream water
And I could sail you home

[Chorus]

I would give you all that's in me
Though part of me is gone
If I could have that day upon the mountain
For the snow and the song
But here's to love and all that it changes
When you're alone out in that storm
Cause' if I'd had a shield of heather
I'd have never loved at all

[Chorus]

I would sail you home
To the Texas coast
I would sail you home
To the Texas coast

6133. Fragile Men

Allison Moorer
Fragile Men

[Verse 1]
Fragile men
I wish someone could hide you
I wish someone could guide you
Through these most difficult of days
Fragile men
They all try to scold you
Now there's no one to console you
When you don't get your way

[Chorus]
The whole world is exploding and I know it feels so strange
It must make you so damn angry they're expecting you to change

[Verse 2]
Fragile men
They're all out to get you
Nobody wants to let you



See what you want to see
Fragile men
I don't think that they respect you
How the hell can they expect you
To be what you don't wanna be?

[Chorus]
The whole world is exploding and I know it feels so strange
It must make you so damn angry they're expecting you to change
[Verse 3]
Fragile men
They're debating all your history
Unraveling all the mystery
Oh, and that just isn't fair

6134. Framed

Todd Snider - Framed

[Verse 1]
Hangin' around down on Somethin' To Do Street
I'm like the first dollar bill that they frame
I'm watching media coverage of media coverage
Of some kid who can't make peace with fame
It must be tough, man
The paparazzi and stuff, man

[Verse 2]
Over serving my country under General Malaise
Said he wasn't making peace until they paid him a raise
He said that killing was paying like I didn't know how
If peace paid, we'd have it made by now
We'd have it new and improved by now
If it paid any

[Verse 3]
I took a better job pouring fluoride in the water
For the son of the Bilderberg's only daughter
I said "How do you know?" She said "You know how you just know
Somethin' in your gut that you just gotta trust?
Well it's nothin' like that
We's just a-rich as all fuck is all"

[Verse 4]
Setting the London Bank Association LIBOR rate
Framed for calling out the United States
All-time, prison time, war time economy
Now it all seems so far off of the wall to me
I'm watching every other dollar making change
But me, I've been framed
I've been framed
I'm like the first dollar bill on the wall
Framed



6135. Francesca

Richard Thompson - Francesca 
Sweet Warrior

Who shook the stars from her eyes
Who shook the stars from her eyes
Who took the shine
Made water out of wine
And left her alone in the world

Who put a cloak round her soul
Who put a cloak round her soul
Who stole the prize
That glittered in her eyes
And left her the fool of the world

O Francesca
Who's going to save you now
O Francesca
Who's going to save you now
It takes guts to put your hand up
To risk it all and stand up to the
Tongue twisters
Campaign of whispers

Who dragged her name
Through the dirt
Who dragged her name
Through the dirt
Trampled it down
Burned it to the ground
Left her the orphan of the world

Who put that twist in her vows
Who put that twist in her vows
Who took her speech
Bent it out of reach
Put out the light of the world

Who laid her down, took her rose
Who laid her down, took her rose
Who took her flower
Now she charges by the hour
Left her the w**** of the world

6136. Francis Lee



Francis Lee

In the evening by the moonlight
Down beside the silver sea
We strolled hand in hand together
You and I my Francis Lee

    Please forgive me little darlin
    If you set my conscience free
    My lonely heart is broken
    Over you my Francis Lee

Francis Lee I dearly love you
Though I said that we must part
Many times I have regretted
That I broke your lovin' heart

I'm alone now sad and lonely
Oh how grave my sorrow be
Your sweet memory still haunts me
And my conscience bothers me

6137. Frank Mills

Frank Mills
Jerome Ragni / James Rado / Galt MacDermot

I met a boy called Frank Mills
On September twelfth right here
In front of the Waverly
But unfortunately I lost his address.

He was last seen with his friend,
A drummer, he resembles George Harrison of the Beatles
But he wears his hair tied in a small bow at the back.

I love him but it embarrasses me
To walk down the streets with him.
He lives in Brooklyn somewhere
And wears this white crash helmet.

He has golden chains on his leather jacket
And on the back are written the names
Mary, and Mom, and Hell's Angels.

I would gratefully
Appreciate it if you see him, tell him
I'm in the park with my girlfriend
And please

Tell him Angela and I
Don't want the two dollars back,
Just him!



Notes:

From "Hair". Lyrics by Jerome Ragni and James Rado.
Music by Galt MacDermot.

6138. Frankie - Chords

Frankie
Recorded by Connie Francis
Written by Howard Greenfield and Neil Sedaka

C                         Am   Dm               G7
Though you've found a new love I still miss you so
C            Am         Dm               G7
I just can't forget you but you'll never know
E7                 F          G7             C  Am Dm G7
Frankie my darling I'll never let you see me cry
C               Am         Dm             G7
Once I was your sweetheart now I'm just a friend
C                     Am Dm         G7
Once you really loved me now I just pretend
E7                 F          G7             C  F C
Frankie my darling I'll never let you see me cry
   F                 Fm
Oh Frankie (Framlie) I'd rather hide 
      C
These teardrops (teardrops) deep down inside
    D7
I'm crying (crying) but you'll never see 
                                  G G7
I'd rather cry than have you pity me
C         Am                Dm               Am   G7
Though my nights are lonely since we've been apart
     C                Am     Dm             G7
I'll always keep this secret deep within my heart
E7                 F          G7             C  Am Dm G7
Frankie my darling I'll never let you see me cry
C                    Am              Dm G7 C
Frankie wherever you are  I love you

6139. Frankie And Johnnie

Frankie And Johnnie

Frankie and Johnnie were lovers
Lordy how they did love
They swore to be true to each other
Just as true as the stars above
He was her man but he's doing her wrong



Frankie she was a good woman
Just as every one knows
She gave her man a hundred dollars
Just to buy him a new suit of clothes
He was her man but he done her wrong

Johnnie went down to the corner
He asked for a glass of beer
Frankie went down in an hour or so
Said has my loving Johnnie been here
He's my man but he's doing me wrong

I ain't gonna tell you no stories
I ain't gonna tell you no lies
I saw your lovin' Johnnie
Making love to Nellie Bligh
He's your man but he's doing you wrong

Frankie went home in a hurry
She didn't go for fun
She hurried home to get a hold of
A big forty four gun
He's her man but he's doing her wrong

Roll me over darling
Roll me over slow
Roll me on my right side
Cause my left one hurts me so
He's my man but he done me wrong

6140. Frankie And Johnny

Doc Watson - Frankie and Johnny

Frankie and Johnny were sweethearts 
Lordy how they did love 
They swore to be true to each other 
As true as the stars above 
He was her man 
He wouldn't do her wrong 

Frankie went down to the corner
Just to get a bucket of beer
She said Mr. bartender
Has my lovin' Johnny been here?
He's my man, he wouldn't do me wrong

I ain't gonna tell you no story 
I ain't gonna tell you no lie 
Johnny left here 'bout an hour ago
With a gal named Nellie Bly
If he's your man, he's doin' you wrong



Frankie looked over the transom
And much to her surprise
There on a cot sat Johnny
Making love to Nellie Bly
She said, "He's my man
But he's doin' me wrong"

Frankie pulled back her komono
Pulled out her old .44
Root-a-toot-toot that gal did shoot
Right through that hardwood door
She shot her man
Because he was doin' her wrong

Roll out your rubber tired buggy
Roll out your rubber tired hack
She's taking her man to the graveyard
But she ain't gonna' bring him back
She shot her man
Because he was doin' her wrong

This story has no moral
This story has no end
This story goes to show
That you can't put your trust in men
She shot her man
Because he was doin' her wrong

6141. Frankie Please

Rodney Crowell - Frankie Please

You tore through my life like a tornado looking for a trailer park
And your white trash mishmash short of cash culture clash hit the mark
We met on a Monday, here it is Sunday
It happened so fast, they said it wouldn't last
Yeah, but what do they know?
Why can't they say so now?
I was rackin' up points in the dives and the joints on the edge of town
Shootin' pool, playin' cool, trying to get some other fool to buy another round
Yeah, you rattle my brain like a runaway train
You scattered my past like a dynamite blast
You're some kind of woman Frankie
Stand up and take a bow
Frankie please, don't ever give me the deep freeze
And your P's and Q's and don'ts and dos are all the news that light my fuse
Don't change nothing, not on a dare
Ever since you hit here I've been walking on air
I didn't see you coming Frankie
Now I can't let you go
You stole into my heart like a thief with the cutting torch, did you not?
Your can't miss, first kiss told me this, don't resist what you got



All out of nowhere, I'm caught in your crosshair
Shagged, fragged, bagged, tagged
It's like I lost every battle
But still I won the war
Frankie please, don't ever give me the deep freeze
In the time we've got let's tie the knot, and fire the shot that hits the spot
Lord have mercy, hallowed it be
It ain't a pretty picture, but it's working on me
I'm a fool for you Frankie, don't let me let you go
Ah, you're one in a million Frankie, that's all I need to know

6142. Franklin County

Franklin County
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Down in Franklin County 'bout 1923
Smoke hangs on the hillside and the fire glows through the trees
The stills, they are bubblin' from dusk until the dawn
Go lookin' in the morning, you'll find them gone, boys
You'll find them gone

[Verse 2]
They say a man came down from Boston in a fancy shirt and coat
Demanded his fair portion from the sweat of the mountain fort
And when he tore into Virginia like a beast without no rest
He aimed a [?] the county they had left, boys

[Verse 3]
They say those boys from Franklin County sure know how to bootleg turn
When the railroad man comes tailin' down that windin' mountain road
No one saw or heard from that rich man for about three days or more
No one saw or heard that rich man; he set out to hunt them down, boys
Since he set out to hunt them down

[Verse 4]
Then one foggy mountain mornin' in the town of Rocky Mount
That railroad man dangled from the tails of his own coat
He was soaked in bootleg whiskey, had his throat slit open wide
The sign nailed to his charred torso was the curse of the mountainside
[?] the curse of the mountainside

[Verse 5]
You will go down in Franklin County straight down to the gates of hell
There you'll dress beneath the footfalls of the shines from their still
[?] overflowin' with the devil's homemade fire
It'll go burnin' down inside you like a thousand scorchin' diamonds
Like a thousand scorchin' diamonds

[Verse 6]
Local legend has it you can hear him on the wind
When the summer's moon is wanin' and the stars are burnin' low



His cries, they tumble through the treetops, spill down the mountainside
As he curses Franklin County from the flamin' lips of hell, boys
From the flamin' lips of hell

[Outro]
Down in Franklin County 'bout 1923
Smoke hangs on the hillside and the fire glows through the trees
And the fire glows through the trees

6143. Fraulein

Fraulein
Bill Monroe - Tyler Childers
Writer/s: LAWTON WILLIAMS

Far across the blue waters
Lives an old German's daughter
By the banks of the old river Rhine
Where I loved her and left her
But I can't forget her
'Cause I miss my pretty Fraulein

Fraulein, Fraulein
Look up toward the heavens each night
When the stars seem to shine
By the same stars above you
I swear that I love you
You are my pretty Fraulein

When my memories wander
Away over yonder
To the sweetheart that I left behind
In a moment of glory
A face comes before me
The face of my pretty Fraulein

Fraulein, Fraulein
Walk down by the river
Pretend that your hand's holding mine
By the same stars above you
I swear that I love you

6144. Fraulein - Chords

Fraulein 
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Lawton Williams
 
C                                     F



Far across deep blue waters  lives an old German's daughter
       G7                      C
By the banks of the  old river Rhine
                                    F
Where I loved her and left her  but I can't forget her
G7                   C
I miss my pretty Fraulein
 
                         F
Fraulein  Fraulein  look up toward the Heaven
     G7                            C
Each night when the stars start to shine
                              F
By the same stars above you I swear that I love you
G7                    C
You are my pretty Fraulein
 
                        F
When my memories wander away over yonder
       G7                     C
To the sweetheart that I left behind
                       F
In a moment of glory a face comes before me
               G7         C
The face of my pretty Fraulein
 
                       F
Fraulein Fraulein walk down by the river
   G7                            C
Pretend that your hand's holding mine
                              F
By the same stars above you I swear that I love you
G7                    C
You are my pretty Fraulein

6145. Freak Show

Keller Williams - Freak Show

Life in the circus ain't easy
but the people on the outside don't know
the tent goes up and the tent comes down
and all that they see is the show
and the ladies on the horses look so pretty
and the lions are lookin real mad
and some of the clowns are happy
and some of the clowns are sad 

But underneath
there's an expression
that the makeup is not making
life under the big top
it's about freedom



it's about faking
there's an art to the laughter
there's a science
you need a lot of love
and compliance

Welcome to the freakshow
here we go...

We live to hear the slack-jawed gasping
we live under a halo of held breath
and when the children raise up a giant shield
of laughter, it's just like they're fending off death
and we can make somethig bigger
then anyone of us alone
and then the clowns will take off their makeup
and the people will go home

But life on the outside ain't easy
no elephants, no sequins,
no parading around
yeah, the circus goes up
and the circus comes down
and they're stuck in this fucking town

You need a lot of love and compliance

Welcome to the freakshow
here we go

6146. Freckled Ocean - Chords

Freckled Ocean 
Mike + Ruthy

[Intro]
Fm  Ab  Fm  Ab  Fm  Ab  Bbm
Db  Bbm     Db  Ab  Eb
 
[Verse 1]
           Fm        Ab           Fm        Ab
Trade your teacup of sorrow for a morsel of delight
           Fm        Ab             Bbm
Trade your apathetic afternoons for one unblinking night
                           Db
With your battle scars and beauty
         Bbm
and your velvet undertone
          Db              Ab
Sail with me the freckled ocean
     Eb
and be friend or foe
 



 
[Verse 2]
       Fm              Ab         Fm           Ab
All my bright kites of desire tug away all-day
        Fm              Ab              Bbm
and the wind is pulling harder than the will to stay
                        Db
Leave the anchor at the harbour
    Bbm
and throw away the chain
          Db              Ab
Sail with me the freckled ocean
         Eb
past the pier of your pain
 
 
[Verse 3]
       Fm            Ab               Fm               Ab
Are ye yellow as old butter with your classroom nerves
         Fm             Ab              Bbm
and your youthful fears expanded like a woman's curves
                        Db
Will you birth a better moment?
         Bbm
Will you kiss it on the head?
          Db              Ab
Sail with me the freckled ocean
       Eb
As you rise from bed
 
 
[Interlude]
Fm  Ab  Fm  Ab  Fm  Ab  Bbm
Db  Bbm     Db  Ab  Eb
 
 
[Bridge]
       Fm   Eb Ab
When I find my love
           Db
How will I know?
           Ab
How will I know?
       Fm   Eb Ab
Will I turn to stone?
          Eb
Or will I go?
 
 
[Verse 4]
        Fm              Ab
All the grass along the seashore
      Fm            Ab
it is bowing in the breeze
         Fm            Ab
Like the lashes of the bashful
     Bbm



down upon their bended knees
                         Db
There's the memoir of an elephant
        Bm
through every tiny seed
          Db              Ab
Sail with me the freckled ocean
       Eb
for as long as you need
 
 
[Outro]
Fm  Ab  Fm  Ab  Fm  Ab  Bbm
(ooooh as you so desire)
Db  Bbm     Db  Ab  Eb

6147. Freckles

Freckles
The Oak Ridge Boys

They'd all called her Freckles when summer was coming around
All the kids that were running and laughing and some turned to brown
And I'd find her crying and hurt by the words that they said
And follow her home just trying to be her friend

And I'd say Freckles you're pretty
There's a rainbow on your face
Do you want to know a secret?
None of them could take your place
Cause your different and special
And she'd hold my hand and sigh
And say I always want to see me through your eyes

But summers just turned into winters and then into years
And slowly the smile of a woman replaced all her tears
And some how I knew in a while that my friend would be gone
As I watched a sad ugly duckling turn into a swan

And I said Freckles you're special
And she'd hold my hold and sigh
And say I always want to see me through your eyes

But soon she was flying, dancing laughing and proud
And I took my place, a face alone in a crowd
Knowing her lovers can't see past her smooth golden skin
And that's how I know that Freckles will come back again

And I'll say Freckles I love you
There's a rainbow on your face
Cause she'll be smiling through her teardrops
As she runs to my embrace
Freckles you're special



And she'll take my hand and sigh
And say I only want to see me through your eyes
And I'll say Freckles I love you
There's a rainbow on your face
Cause she'll be smiling through

6148. Fred Meyers

Fred Meyers
Glen Phillips

I want to see you sometime
Come find me I'll be home
I'm just between the Costco
And the Barnes and Noble
Behind the mom and pop grocery
That shut down in the nineties
Like all the other locals
They smashed the dreams of the hopeful

I'm getting off track, sorry
So like I said right in there
It was the Frederick Meyers
Sold everything from fruit to tires
Check in with the doorman
An old biker named Slim
Just say you're here to see me
And don't forget to tip him

One hand must wash the other
Each man must be a brother
Band up and take cover

We'll go dancing, set fires
Tag buildings and slash tires
Drive go-carts like Shriners
Or just hang out at Fred Meyers
Bring a lantern with you
It gets dark in places
Walk up the escalator
To the section that was kidswear
I'm at the back wall, left side
Under a sign that says Levi's
Top bunk second row
If I'm not in right then
Ask around, somebody'll know
'Cause everybody knows me here

One hand must wash the other
Each man must be a brother
Band up and take cover

We'll go dancing, set fires



Tag buildings and slash tires
Drive go-carts like Shriners
Or just hang out at Fred Meyers

We'll go out babe, skateboarding
Go looting for food hoarding
Whatever you desire
We could just stay in my bed at Fred Meyers

One hand must wash the other
Each man must be a brother
Band up and take cover
We'll go dancing, set fires
Tag buildings and slash tires
Drive go-carts like Shriners
Or just hang out at Fred Meyers

We'll go out, babe, drink moonshine
Or tip rubble on the East Side
Dig deep holes to China
Or we could just stay in my bed at Fred Meyers
Why don't you just stay in my bed at Fred Meyers

6149. Fred Neil Medley

Jerry Jeff Walker - Fred Neil Medley

Sometimes I think about old Saturday's child
And all the happy times, we were running wild
I was searching for the dolphins in the sea
And sometimes I wonder, do you ever think of me
And I look back, I will remember all the good times
All the warm days in the sunshine
Just a little bit of rain

Chorus:
I'm going where the sun keeps shining
Thru' the pouring rain
Going where the weather suits my clothes
Backing off the North East wind
Sailing on summer breeze
And skipping the ocean like a stone
Everybody's talkin' at me
I don't hear a word they're sayin'
Only hear the echoes of my mind
People stop and staring
I don't really see their faces, oh no, only see the shadows in their eyes

CHORUS
Sometimes I think about Saturday's child
And all the happy times, we were running wild



6150. Free

Little Big Town - Free

[Verse 1]
Magnavox in the living room
CBS and NBC
Closed on 10 in the backyard
Hockey game playing in the street
Deck of cards in the kitchen
Cool breeze from our screen door
Grandma reading love letters Grandpa wrote her in the war

[Chorus]
Free
All those memories, free
Didn't cost us anything
All the shiny cars, perfect yards, chasing store bought dreams
We work so hard to have it all, when all the things we want are free

[Verse 2]
Got your accent from your home town
Sense of humor from your dad
Get your green eyes from your mother
God knows you can't buy that
They'll charge you for a six pack
But your friends are always there
A few extra bucks in the offer plate
Even though you can't buy a prayer

[Chorus]
Free
All those memories, free
Didn't cost us anything
All the shiny cars, perfect yards, chasing store bought dreams
We work so hard to have it all, when all the things we want are free

[Chorus]
Free
All those memories, free
Didn't cost us anything
All the shiny cars, perfect yards, chasing store bought dreams
We work so hard to have it all, when all the things we want are free

[Outro]
Free
Free



6151. Free

The Infamous Stringdusters 
Free

I'm floating in the blimp a lot
I feel the feeling I forgot
Of swimming weightless in the womb
Or bouncing gently 'round the room
In a minute I'll be free
And you'll be splashing in the sea

I feel no curiosity
I see the path ahead of me
In a minute I'll be free
And you'll be splashing in the sea
We'll hear a tiny cry
As the ship goes sliding by

Free

Free

Free...

6152. Free - Chords

Free - Infamoust Stringdusters
Written By: Trey Anastasio & Tom Marshall

Note:  the album version is up a half step.  The live version is in D.  Because of the open strin
g, if you want to play it in Eb I suggest you use a capo.

Build up to D9 ...

 D9
E--0---
B--3---
G--2---
D--0---
A------
E------

                 p           h  p      s             h p
E---------10----12-10--------8-10-8--------7----5----3-5-3------------------
B--------------------10-----8------8------8----7----3-----3----3---------3---
G-slide>11---11--------11--9--------9--8>9----7----4-------4---2---------2---
D------------------------------------------------------------0-----------0---
A---------------------------------------------------------------------------
E----------------------------------------------------------------1^(1/2)----

(repeat)



 
E-------------------------------------------
B-------(1)------3-------1------3--------3--
G--------0-----4---4---2---2----2--------2--
D--------2---5-------3--------0----------0--
A--0-2-3-3----------------------------------
E---------------------------------1^(1/2)---

(repeat)

 
E----------------------
B------1-------3-----3-
G----2---2---4---4---2-
D--3-------5-------0---
A----------------------
E----------------------

(repeat)

Those are the three components to the intro, listen to a recording
for the matching up.  Below, you can substitute the C with a C9

 C9
E---
B-3-
G-0-
D-2-
A-3-
E---

   D9              C          (Third riff)
I'm floating in the blimp a lot

 D9               C9      (Third riff)
I feel the feeling I forgot

        (Third Riff)
Swimming weightless in the womb

        (Third Riff)
Bouncing gently round the room

In a minute I'll be free
And we'll be splashing in the sea

I feel no curiosity
I see the path ahead of me
In a minute I'll be free
And we'll be splashing in the sea
We hear a tiny cry
As the ship goes sliding by

Free!
Free!
Free!



For this part, on the album version, use this riff:

E------------------------------------------------------------------
B------------------------------------------------------------------
G--7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-------------------------
D------------------------------------------------------------------
A--5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-------------------------
E------------------------6-6-6-6-6-6-6-6-6-------------------------

 I'm floating in the    blimp a lot
 I feel                 the feeling I forgot
 I feel                 free

[repeat signature riff]

Free!
Free!
Free!
Free!

6153. Free Again

Free Again
Tim O Brien & Darrell Scott

I used to pray to an idol, I don't do that anymore
I used to bow down to a king, scrape my chin across the floor
I used to be ruled by hatred, fear and jealousy
I used to be ruled by all these things, but I never more will be
I use to bow down to the bottle, to the holy cigarette
I was a fool for money, wanted all that I could get
I d do anything for a woman, if I thought that she d have me
Now I've given up on all these things and finally I'm free

Chorus:
I'm free again, like I have been reborn
It's a brand new day, in the early hours of morn
And I'm walkin away, from the trouble I've been in
I'm free again
I was afraid to look inside, to see what I might find
It might be worse than cancer, maybe I would lose my mind
I kept myself distracted, I found a thousand ways
I used to let them weigh me down, now I let them fall away
As soon as I stop tryin, I nd an easy way
Stop lookin for the future, start living for today
I give up on perfection, start breathing easily
And if I ever need an answer, I just look inside of me
I don't need a banker, his silver and his gold
I don't need to be young and thin, I'm happy growin old
And lately I've been thinkin, There's hope for you and me
 Cause maybe now I'm ready, to be all I can be
Chorus and tag chorus



6154. Free Again

Free Again
Chatham County Line

Free, free again from the chains that brought me to this land
Free, free at last from the long dark shadows in my past

This is for the millions who died
No chance to be free
This is for the blood of the fallen
Fought so hard for liberty

This is for the boards of the Galleon
Rivets in the liner s steel
Carrying the weight of dreams
Upon her narrow keel

An ocean of dreams, a land to behold
To carve from the mountain, a piece of home

6155. Free And Easy

Joe Diffie - Free And Easy

Can't love everybody and still love you
Everything you said is coming true
Being free was what I wanted and that's what I got
And it calls to hell of a lot
But I'm free and easy
And you had to leave me
That old free spirit that I've got
It calls to hell of a lot
Anything worth holding onto is never cheap
I made the bed I lie in but I can't sleep
And now I know that what I had was worth more than I thought
I lost a hell of a lot
But I'm free and easy
And you had to leave me
That old free spirit that I've got
It calls to hell of a lot
But I'm free and easy
And you had to leave me
That old free spirit that I've got
It calls to hell of a lot
It calls to hell of a lot



6156. Free And Easy (Down The Road I Go)

Dierks Bentley - Free And Easy (Down The Road I Go)

[Verse 1]
Pair of boots and a sack of clothes
Free and easy down the road I go
Hanging memories on the high line poles
Free and easy down the road I go
Free and easy down the road I go

[Verse 2]
Ragweed's rocking on the radio
Free and easy down the road I go
So I keep rolling like an old banjo
Free and easy down the road I go

[Bridge]
Got the sun shining on me like a big spotlight
So I know everything is gonna be alright

[Chorus]
Ain't no telling where the wind might blow
Free and easy down the road I go
Living life like a Sunday stroll
Free and easy down the road I go
Free and easy down the road I go

[Bridge]
If you only get to go around one time
I'm gonna sit back and try to enjoy the ride

[Verse 3]
I could make a million or wind up broke
Free and easy down the road I go
Can't take it with you when you go, so
Free and easy down the road I go

[Chorus]
Someday, I know it's going to take me home, so
Free and easy down the road I go
Free and easy down the road I go, yeah

6157. Free Born Man

Free Born Man (Freeborn Man)

I was born in the Southland
Twenty some odd years ago
I ran away for the first time
When I was four years old.

   I'm a free-born man



   My home is on my back
   I know every inch of highway
   Every foot of back road every mile of railroad track

I got a gal in Cincinnati
Got a women in San Antone
I always love the girl next door
But anyplace is home.

I got me a worn out guitar
I carry an old tote sack
I hocked it about two hundred times
But I always get 1 back

Well you may not like my appearance
You may not like my song
You may not like the way I talk
But you like the way I'm gone

6158. Free Little Bird

Free Little Bird
Doc Watson

I'm as free a little bird as I can be
I'm as free a little bird as I can be
I'm free at my age as a bridie in the cage
I'm as free a little bird as I can be

Carry me home little birdie carry me home
Carry me home little birdie carry me home
Carry me home to my wife she's the joy of my life
Carry me home little birdie carry me home

I'll never build my nest on the ground
Neither in the forks of a tree
I'll build my nest in the ruffle of her dress
Where the bad boys can never bother me

6159. Free Man in Paris

Free Man in Paris
Adrienne Young - Free Man in Paris

The way I see it, he said, you just can't win it
Everybody's in it for their own gain
You can't please them all
There's always somebody draggin' you down
I do my best and I do good business



There's a lot of people askin' for my time
They're tryin' to get ahead
They're tryin' to be a good friend of mine

I was a free man in Paris
I felt unfettered and alive
There was nobody callin' me up for favors
And no one's future to decide
You know I'd go back there tomorrow
But for the work I've taken on
Stoking the star maker machinery
Behind the popular song

I deal in dreamers and telephone screamers
Lately I wonder what I do it for
If I had my way
I'd just walk through those doors and wander
Down the Champs Elysees
Going cafe to cabaret
Thinking how I'd feel when I find
That very good friend of mine

I was a free man in Paris
I felt unfettered and alive
There was nobody callin' me up for favors
And no one's future to decide
You know I'd go back there tomorrow
But for the work I've taken on
Stoking the star maker machinery
Behind the popular song

6160. Free To Be - Chords

Free To Be
Written and recorded by Eddy Raven

C                        F             G7           C
In the spotlight with my shadow and my guitar on my knees
F                                                    G7
People in the smoke filled room all look the same to me
         C              F             G7             C
Though I saw her in the corner when I stood up and I bowed
         F                             G7               C
Ain't if funny how they always seem to stand out in the crowd
 
F                    G7               F             C
She says she's never been in love but she's free to be
    F                    C           D7             G7
Her soft eyes work their magic and I felt the chemistry 
     F             G7            F                C
Then all at once I realized this trap surrounding me
F                           C                 F
Here I am in love again and I'm not free to be



 G7              C
(I'm not free to be)
                       F           G7               C
When I autographed her program she kissed me on the cheek
  F                                                 G7
I fought with my composer thinking words I couldn't speak
         C                   F              G7              C
Then she pulled my face down closer and she whispered in my ear
       F                              G7              C
If you ever change your mind sometime remember me and you
 
F                    G7               F             C
She says she's never been in love but she's free to be
    F                    C           D7             G7
Her soft eyes work their magic and I felt the chemistry 
     F             G7            F                C
Then all at once I realized this trap surrounding me
F                           C                 F G7 C
Here I am in love again and I'm not free to be

6161. Free To Go - Chords

Free To Go
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G
Baby now I understand 
How time can alter any plan
                        C
Then gently lead you to know 
                            G
Truth hopes lies will never show
     A7                     C
That love only pauses for a while 
       Am     C       G
And is always free to go
Honey I learned not to seek 
Any promise hearts must keep
                       C
After mine had come to know 
                   G
And disappointedly so
     A7                     C
That love only pauses for a while 
       Am     C       G  C
And is always free to go
   D7    C      D7
At every fading glance 
I reach to take it in my hands
           C                           D7
As if that touch might be the one last chance
           G
And though all those distant dreams 



Seldom turn out what they seem
                        C
In the rush to let them grow 
                            G
Their loss had taught me to know
     A7                     C
That love only pauses for a while 
       Am     C       G
And is always free to go
Repeat #3,1
     A7                     C
Yeah love only pauses for a while 
       Am     C       G
And is always free to go

6162. Freeborn Man

Greensky Bluegrass - Freeborn Man
Jimmy Martin

Well, I was born in the Southland
Twenty-some odd years ago
I ran away for the first time
When I was four years old

I'm a free born man
My home is on my back
I know every inch of highway
And every foot of back road
Every mile of railroad track

I got a gal in Cincinnati
Got a woman in San Antone
I always loved the girl next door
But anyplace is home

I'm a free born man
My home is on my back
I know every inch of highway
And every foot of back road
Every mile of railroad track

I got me a worn-out guitar
I carry an old tote sack
I hocked it about two hundred times
But I always get it back

I'm a free born man
My home is on my back
I know every inch of highway
And every foot of back road
Every mile of railroad track



Well, I was born in the Southland
Twenty-some odd years ago
I ran away for the first time
When I was four years old
I'm a free born man
My home is on my back
I know every inch of highway
And every foot of back road

6163. Freedom

Dierks Bentley - Freedom

It's the keys to your daddy's car
It's a night alone underneath the desert stars
It's a five o'clock whistle
It's the classroom bell
It's a Panama City at the window yell
A first kiss after a broken heart

We all wanna break the chains
Feel the wind against our face
Everybody wants the same thing
We wanna taste that freedom (freedom)
Everybody 'round here wanna taste that freedom (freedom)
Freedom

It's a pocket full of folded cash
It's telling that boss he can kiss your ass
That tick to your favorite show
Getting lost in the rock n roll
Close your eyes, hands up high
Go on and let it all go-oh

We all wanna break the chains
Feel the wind against our face
Everybody wants the same thing
We wanna taste that freedom (freedom)
Everybody 'round here wanna taste that freedom (freedom)
Freedom

Freedom
Everybody 'round here wanna taste that freedom (freedom, freedom)
That flag on a solider's sleeve
All around the world they know what it means
And they all just wanna little piece of freedom, yeah
That flag on a solider's sleeve
All around the world they know what it means
And they all want just a little piece of this freedom, yeah

We all wanna break the chains
Feel the wind against our face
Everybody wants the same thing



We wanna taste that freedom (freedom)
Everybody 'round here wanna taste that freedom (freedom)
Freedom

(Freedom)
(Everybody 'round here wanna taste that freedom, freedom)

6164. Freedom

The Infamous Stringdusters 
Freedom

I've been having a hard time
I want to hear you on the other end of the line
I want the cold wind to blow me back on down the road

I keep having the same bad dream
I want to know exactly what it means
Where the ones that I love they don't know that I've been gone

I want to be back home
I want to be back home

Another drink and I might forget
Do some things I might regret
When I get to the bottom I only feel more alone

I better head back home
Better head back home

I can see it in my dreams
I can feel that warm summer breeze
Will it still be standing there or will it be gone

I finally see the lights of the old town
Gonna dig my roots deep into the ground
Let the moss gather on this old rolling stone

It's good to be back home
It's good to be back home
It's good to be back home
It's good to be back home

6165. Freedom

Billy Strings 
Freedom

All white as snow and black as night



You know you can't give up the fight
There with the stars up in the sky
The angel band sings by and by

I want to walk, I can't sit down
I want the road, I want the crown
Fear not the day when all is lost
This Earthly wealth ain't worth the cost

Shadows and light in pairs that cling
Allow your soul the right to sing
All through the night, the moon will shine
The whispers heard defeat the time

Allowed to be with feasting eyes
And life alone, it is the prize
And all the things you thought you knew
Accuse the sky of being blue

Freedom from these trials in this troubled world below
Freedom from these trials in this troubled world below

6166. Freedom Highway

Rhiannon Giddens - Freedom Highway

[Chorus: Rhiannon Giddens & Bhi Bhiman]
March down freedom highway, oh yeah
Marchin' each and every day
March down freedom highway, oh yeah
Marchin' each and every day
Made up my mind that I won't turn around
Made up my mind that I won't turn around

[Verse 1: Rhiannon Giddens]
There is just one thing
I can't understand, my friend
Why some folks think freedom
Is not designed for all men

[Verse 2: Bhi Bhiman]
There are so many people
Living their lives perplexed
Wonderin' in their minds
What's gonna happen next?
That's why we're gonna

[Chorus: Rhiannon Giddens & Bhi Bhiman]
March down freedom highway, oh yeah
Marchin' each and every day
March down freedom highway, oh yeah
Marchin' each and every day
Made up my mind that I won't turn around



Made up my mind that I won't turn around

[Verse 3: Rhiannon Giddens]
Found dead people in the forest
Tallahatchie River and lakes
The whole world is wonderin'
What's wrong with the United States?

[Verse 4: Bhi Bhiman]
Yes, we want peace
If it can be found
We're marching freedom highway
And we're not gonna turn around

[Chorus: Rhiannon Giddens & Bhi Bhiman]
That's why we're gonna
March down freedom highway, oh yeah
Marchin' each and every day
March down freedom highway, oh yeah
Marchin' each and every day
Made up my mind
March down freedom highway, oh yeah
Marchin' each and every day, yeah yeah yeah
March down freedom highway, oh yeah
Marchin' each and every day
Made up my mind that I won't turn around
Made up my mind that I won't turn around
That I won't turn around

6167. Freeker By The Speaker

Keller Williams - Freeker By The Speaker

Human dradle spinning around
How do you not dizzy up and fall down
Is that what happens when feel you the sound
But if that was me I would be on the ground
I would not get up, I would dance on my back
Throw my legs up in the air like I don't care
And waver them from side to side
Then I bust into a windmill 
Then right into a backspin

Freeker right by the speaker
Never seem to get enough
Priceless expression when space is possesion
Like yeah, that's the stuff
Electronic, stereophonic, comin' from the left and the right
It's good in the day, I like it that way
But it's perfectly normal at night

Rave girl with a lollypop binky
And a face full of metal



Her eyes is as wide truck and somebody just floored the pedal
Her mental clearance is high, but the overpass is low
She ducks her head, holds on tight
When she gets through she lets go
'Cause shes a 

Tweaker right by the speaker
Never seem to get enough
Priceless expression when space is possesion
Like yeah, that's the stuff
Electronic, stereophonic, comin' from the left and the right
It's good in the day, I like it that way
But it's perfectly normal at night

Yellow shirt bouncers gather in the corner
Feel like the room just got a little warmer
Point at you, what up with that?
But don't worry, yo, I got your back
But one of them dudes is big as the both of us
Big old arms, big as a school bus
Looks like he could snap us in two
I ain't got no gun, so I think we should run

I don't know about you, spinning around
How do you not dizzy up and fall down?
Ah, that's what happens when you feel the sound
But if that was me I would be on the ground
I would not get up, I would dance on my back
Throw my legs up in the air like I don't care
And waver them from side to side
Then I bust into a windmill 
Then right into a backspin

Freeker right by the speaker
Never seem to get enough
Priceless expression when space is possesion
Like yeah, that's the stuff
Electronic, stereophonic, comin' from the left and the right
It's good in the day, I like it that way
But it's perfectly normal at night

6168. Freewheeler - Chords

Freewheeler
Recorded by David Ball
Written by Jesse Winchester

Am    C           Am  
I got nothing and nobody 
    F                C
And nowhere I got to be
        F           C     
And I'm going owing no one 



                      G7
And with no one owing me
      C            Am
I can pack up in a minute 
       F            C 
And be ready set to go
       F               C          
Oh and if you're gonna love me 
                       G7         C
Then there's something you should know
           G7  C
I'm a real freewheeler
      F          C
And I can't slow down
      F      C
I'm a rollin easy
      G7       C
I'm a spinning round
Am     C                Am  
When I leave you may be cryin' 
        F             C
I guess I'll be cryin too
       F                C
But to have my precious freedom 
                              G7
There's not much that I won't do
       C               Am
I will ride rough shot over lovers 
       F               C
Taking trust returning pain
         F                 C
Not just one time not just two times 
                G7    C
I mean time and time again
Repeat #2
Am      C                Am 
Well my pockets might be quiet 
           F                C
They don't jingle like they should
    F           C
You might not believe me 
                         G7 
But that emptiness feels good
         C           Am
I am the lily of the valley 
      F              C
Never toil and never spin
      F                C
I can live on rain and sunshine 
             G7         C
With my only friend the wind
Repeat #2



6169. Freezing

Linda Ronstadt - Freezing

If you had no name
If you had no history
If you had no books
If you had no family

If it were only you
Naked on the grass
Who would you be then?
This is what he asked

And I said, I wasn't really sure
But I would probably be cold

And now I'm freezing
Freezing

6170. Freight Train

Freight Train
Elizabeth Cotton

Freight train, freight train, run so fast
Freight train, freight train, run so fast
please don't tell what train I'm on
So they won't know what route I've gone

When I am dead and in my grave
No more good times here I'll crave
Place the stones at my head and feet
And tell them all that I'm gone to sleep

When I die, lord, bury me deep
Way down on old Chestnut Street
So I can hear old Number Nine
As she comes rolling by

When I die, Lord, bury me deep
Way down on old Chestnut Street
Place the stones at my head and feet
And tell them all that I'm gone to sleep

MAC WISEMAN

6171. Freight Train



Freight Train 
Fred Eaglesmith
 
Well I just came down from Chippewa 
I had a station wagon and a hundred dollars 
Thinkin' bout, the girl I'd lost a year before 
Well I hadn't seen her for some time  
I thought that I might go on by 
When your memory came floodin  in and closed that door 
 
CHORUS: 
Wish I was a freight train baby, wish I was a diesel locomotive 
I'd come whistlin' down your track, come crashin' in your door 
Wish I was a freight train baby, wish I didn't have a heart 
And you'd need a shovel for the coal, just to get me started 
Wish I was a freight train baby, wish I was a freight train
 
Every time I talk to you, and I hear your jealous lies 
I feel like I ve been left abandoned, on some old railway side 
And every time I hear your voice, my water just gets cold 
My stoker will not stoke, and my boiler will not boil 
 
 Every time I fell behind, and I could not get ahead 
I wish someone would pull the lever, and give me a little sand 
And every time I slip behind even further back I wish 
Some switchman would come out of the fog and 
change my track

6172. Freight Train Blues

Freight Train Blues - Roy Acuff

I was born in Dixie in a boomer shack
Just a little shanty by the railroad track
The humming of the driver was my lullaby
And a freight train whistle taught me how to cry

I got the freight train blues Lawdy Lawdy
Got them in the bottom of my rambling shoes
And when the whistle blows I gotta Oh Lawdy
Guess I'm never gonna lose the freight train blues

My daddy was a fireman and my mammy dear
Was the only daughter of the engineer
My sweetie is a brakeman and that ain't no joke
It's a shame the way she keeps a good man broke

Aeroplanes and autos always leave me cold
The moaning of a steamboat never stirs my soul
The only thing that makes me want to navigate
Is a wildcat whistle on a south bound freight

I know I'm old enough to quit this running round
I've tried a hundred times to stop and settle down



But every time I find a place I'd like to stay
I hear a freight train holler and I'm on my way

6173. Freight Train Boogie

Freight Train Boogie - Sam Bush Band

Casey Jones he was a mighty man
But now he's resting in the promised land
The kind of music he could understand
Was an eight wheel driver under his command

   He made the freight train boogie
   All the time
   He made the freight train boogie
   As he rolled down the line

When the fireman started ringing the bell
Everybody on the line could tell
Casey Jones was a coming to town,
On an 8-wheel driver that was burning 'em down

6174. Frenesi

Linda Ronstadt - Frenesi

Bésame tÃº a mi
Bésame igual que mi boca te besÃ³
Dame el frenesi
Que mi locura te dio

Quién si no fui yo
Pudo ensenarte el camino del amor
Muerta mi altivez
Cuando mi orgullo rodÃ³ a tu pies

Quiero que vivas solo para mi
Y que tÃº vayas por donde yo voy
Para que mi alma sea nomás de ti
Bésame con frenesi

Dame la luz que tiene tu mirar
Y la ansiedad que entre tus labios vi
Esa locura de vivir y amar
Que es más que amor, frenesi

Hay en el beso que te di
Alma, piedad, corazÃ³n
Dime qué sabes tÃº sentir



Lo mismo que siento yo

Quiero que vivas solo para mi
Y que tÃº vayas por donde yo voy
Para que mi alma sea nomás de ti
Bésame con frenesi

Hay en el beso que te di
Alma, piedad, corazÃ³n
Dime qué sabes tÃº sentir
Lo mismo que siento yo

Quiero que vivas solo para mi
Y que tÃº vayas por donde yo voy
Para que mi alma sea nomás de ti
Bésame con frenesi
Bésame con frenesi
Bésame con frenesi

6175. Fresh Out Od Forgiveness

Dolly Parton - Fresh Out Od Forgiveness 
Writers Bill Owens, Gene Gill

Don't tell me you're sorry for thing you caused me
And from from now on you'll be true
And don't don't you ask me to forgive you again I'm fresh out of forgiveness
for you
Now I, I gave you everything I knew how to give
Now I've done done everything you've ever asked me to do
But even even a fool gets so tired being fool I'm fresh out of forgiveness for
you
No I I can't I just can't I can't forgive you this time if I did oh I know you
do
Well you're just too just too wrong and you hurt me hurt me again
And I'm fresh out of forgiveness for you I'm fresh out of forgiveness for you

6176. Freshies

Freshies
Keller Williams - Freshies

The word traverse is what I like to avoid
My hobbies include popping ollies off an asteroid
Felling the flow of the snow as we go
The sun makes you blush in the slush
You should know
Fifty on the nose
Trim nails on the toes



Full charge on the pod
When it dies it blows
Like the wind
Again and again
It's stingin my nerve ends
The chills they send
And the bend in my knee
It makes me see
That this can be free
If you hike up the trees
Use them as a hand-hold brave and bold
In the cold
So I'm told
Floatin' on the freshies
(scatting)
Use 'em as a hand-hold brave and bold
You know it's not my thing
Too much work that it brings
Stick me on a lift
Stick a lighter in my fist
I'm fightin for the flame it becomes a game
Pull jacket over brain
Works magic like David Blaine
Levitatin, elevatin , glass box vegetatin
Simulate, stimulate
Distract yourself from the constant straight
Goofy-footed, poofy hooded
Left side as I'm shootin through the trees
Just like the breeze
As I'm floatin on the freshies
Floatin on the Freshies

6177. Fretting Of Getting Over You

Fretting Of Getting Over You (Larry W. Jones 10/02/2007) 

I'm fretting of getting over you
And darling, now more and more I cry
Because every time I hear your name
My poor heart tells me it wants to die
I'm forgetting how to live again
My dear, since I'm without you, it seems
The more I'm letting you in my dreams
There are no moments when you are not
Still in my heart and still on my mind
And I do not dare to take a chance
To look for a new love I can't find
I'm regretting that my world is blue
Please forgive me for being so blind
I'm fretting of getting over you
- instrumental -
I'm forgetting how to live again
My dear, since I'm without you, it seems



The more I'm letting you in my dreams
There are no moments when you are not
Still in my heart and still on my mind
And I do not dare to take a chance
To look for a new love I can't find
I'm regretting that my world is blue
Please forgive me for being so blind
I'm fretting of getting over you

6178. Friday Night Blues - Chords

Friday Night Blues
by John Conley  written by Sonny Throckmorton and Rafe Vanhoy
 
G
He's been working all week he's got mental fatigue
         Am
And that old couch sure looks fine
    D7
All week he's been gone she's been sitting alone
Am           D7         G
Slowly going out of her mind
 
 
As he kicks off his shoes for the six o-clock news
      Am
She's get-ting all prettied up
         D7
Oh she's wanting to boogie he's wanting to lay there
Am            D7           G
She's got the Friday Night Blues 
 
C       G
And the Friday Night Blues they get in your shoes
         Am
And they work to get you down
       D7
Oh and there ain't a lady that I ever knew
           Am         D7           G
Who didn't need her a night on the town
 
C       G
But the hills and the bills and a week's worth of deals
            Am
Has got him feeling more than used
        D7
Oh he's kicking his shoes off she's putting hers on
Am            D7           G
She's got the Friday Night Blues
 
 
Oh there once was a time she was top of the line
    Am



Her nights like teenage dreams
    D7
Now it's operas at noon dancing around with her broom
Am             D7      G
Talking to her washing ma-chine
 
 
Oh the girl down the street says her old man is neat
    Am
And she makes it sound so true
    D7
Now she's feeling lonely thinks she's the only
Am           D7           G
One with the Friday Night Blues
 
Repeat #2
 
C       G
And the Friday Night Blues they get in your shoes
         Am
And they work to get you down
       D7
Oh and there ain't a lady that I ever knew
           Am7        D7           G
Who didn't need her a night on the town

6179. Friday Night In America - Chords

Friday Night In America - New Grass Revival
(by Pat Flynn, Russell Smith)

Note: The chords sequences are correct. The arrangement that is documented has been red
uced to guitar & banjo. 
You ll need to listen for the fiddle & mandolin breaks if you want to  cover  this tune exactly.

Intro: 3 measures of single picked note of C (banjo) then (guitar/banjo)
single note alternating octaves G, G#, A, A#   starting on 6th string, 3rd fret  leading up to   

Chords: / C, F, C / C, Bb, F, C / C, F, C / C, Bb, F, C /

C      Bb / C, Bb, F, C /        
Mama get your shoes on
C                  Bb   / C, Bb, F, C /
And Daddy get your hat
C                   Bb  / C, Bb, F, C /
The workin' week is over
C     Bb    / C, Bb, F, C /
So let's just leave it at that
   F          Eb  / F, Eb, Bb, F /
We talk about it on the telephone
F         Eb    / F, Eb, Bb, F /
Makin' plans to meet
D



Something's gonna happen
D     G
Tonight between the full moon and the streets

Get outa your seat

Chorus:          Am      / Am/A, Am/B, C /
        It's Friday night, ... Friday night in America
             C
        Oh, Friday night, ...  Friday night in America
    E
        Hit the lights
        F
        Hold on tight
      G               
        It's Friday night , y'all

(Alt. (8va Notes) G, G#, A, A#)      
                         In America

Short break:
/ C, F, C / C, Bb, F, C /

C         Bb         / C, Bb, F, C /
And everybody in the neighbourhood
C            Bb      / C, Bb, F, C /
They're on their way downtown
C            Bb      / C, Bb, F, C /
One up top and dressed to kill
C          Bb            / C, Bb, F, C /
Ready to hit the ground
F               Eb   / F, Eb, Bb, F /
They come to rumble And they come to dance
F          Eb         / F, Eb, Bb, F /
They come to see the show
     D
And if they can't find what they're lookin' for
                  D
They know somebody who knows somebody Who'll know yeah

Gotta be on your toes

Chorus:          Am,         / Am/A, Am/B, C /
        It's Friday night, ... Friday night in America
                C
        It's all right, ... Friday night in America
             E
        Well you could lose your heart
    F
        Lose you life
         G            / G, Bb, C, Eb, F /
        It's Friday night, y'all

F               / F, Eb, C /
Debutantes in a restaurant
C               / C, Eb, F /
Gunshots in the parking lot



F               / F, Eb, C /
Sweet dreams on the silver screen
C                  / G, Bb, C, Eb, F /
You better, turn up the heat in the back seat
F
Soul savers (flag wavers)
Eb
Street walkers (sweet talkers)
    D
You make it through the weekend
    G           G
You come back and do it again
      Am / C / E / F / G / (Alt. (8va notes) G, G#, A, A#)
Next Friday night

Short break:
/ C, F, C / C, Bb, F, C / C, F, C / C, Bb, F, C /

C           Bb         / C, Bb, F, C /
Lookin' through your headlights
C       Bb            / C, Bb, F, C /
Hand upon the wheel
C             Bb      / C, Bb, F, C /
Your heart's beatin' like a radio
C            Bb      / C, Bb, F, C /
In your soul of stainless steel
   F             Eb        / F, Eb, Bb, F /
She's standin' on the corner
   F             Eb        / F, Eb, Bb, F /
Dressed in midnight blue
D
Ticking like a time bomb
D             G
When she turns her eyes on you (What cha gonna do?)

Chorus:          Am,         / Am/A, Am/B, C /
        It's Friday night, ... Friday night in America
            C
        Oh, night, ... Friday night in America
     G                          / G5, Gsus2, G/A#, Am
        Got to be strong to make it
                           Am
        All night long on Friday night
                    Am
                ... Friday night in America
                    C
                ... Friday night in America
        E                  F
        Hit the lights and hold on tight
        D               ((Alt. 8va notes) G, G#, A, A#)
        You can bet your life it's Friday night y'all, In America

      / C, F, C /
        ... Friday night 
   / C, Bb, F, C /
        All right, all night in America, 
      / C, F, C /



        ... Friday night
        / C, Bb, F, C /
        Till the dawns early light in America,
        / C, F, C /
        ... Friday night
        / C, Bb, F, C /
        In America, 
   / C, F, C /      / C, Bb, F, C / C, F, C /  !!!

6180. Friday on My Mind

Richard Thompson - Friday on My Mind

Monday mornin' feels so bad
Ev'rybody seems to nag me
Comin' Tuesday I feel better
Even my old man looks good
Wed'sday just don't go
Thursday goes too slow
I've got Friday on my mind

Gonna have fun in the city
Be with my girl, she's so pretty
She looks fine tonight
She is out of sight to me
Tonight I'll spend my bread, tonight
I'll lose my head, tonight
I've got to get to night
Monday I'll have Friday on my mind

Do the five day grind once more
I know of nothin' else that bugs me
More than workin' for the rich man
Hey!  I'll change that scene one day
Today I might be mad, tomorrow I'll be glad
'Cause I'll have Friday on my mind

Gonna have fun in the city
Be with my girl, she's so pretty
She looks fine tonight.
She is out of sight to me
Tonight I'll spend my bread, tonight
I'll lose my head, tonight
I've got to get to night
Monday I'll have Friday on my mind

6181. Friday Paycheck



Friday Paycheck
Josh Turner - Friday Paycheck

Monday mornin' got my work boots on
My checkbook tells me that my money is gone
Gotta little honey dependin' on me
To take her to town at the end of the week
We'll find a parkin' spot so we can reconnect
As soon as I get my Friday paycheck

We'll get a chili cheese dog at the bowlin' lane
I'm still a workin' on that perfect game
Maybe catch a movie when my arm goes numb
Wrap it around her when the good part comes
I may look like an old redneck
But I'm a high-roller with a Friday paycheck

Everybody knows I like to have a good time
I just gotta stay above that poverty line
Food on the table, roof over head
Leave somethin' to my young 'uns when I wind up dead
You never know what life will throw at you next
I'm countin' down the day 'til my Friday paycheck

Wish I could tell the foreman when I'm under the gun
Take this job and shove it son
I keep it to myself 'cause I've gotta get paid
And dance with my baby at the end of the day

I'm a yellin' at the band when they're doin' sound check
Why don't you give me some Cash with my p-p-paycheck (Johnny that is)

Everybody knows I like to have a good time
I just gotta stay above that poverty line
Food on the table, roof over head
Leave somethin' to my young 'uns when I wind up dead
You never know what life will throw at you next
I'm countin' down the day 'til my Friday paycheck

5, 4, 3, 2, 1

You never know what life will throw at you next
I'm countin' down the days 'til my Friday paycheck
I gotta get my hands on that Friday paycheck

6182. Friend 'Til The End

The Isaacs - Friend 'Til the End 

I know that you get tired of traveling this lonesome road alone
You try with all your might to do right but it seems like it's all wrong
Don't lose heart, I've been with you from the start

(Chorus)



If you're tired and weak,
I will help you stand if you'll trust in me,
I will be your friend 'til the end

Seems like there's always something or someone
to make you stumble on your way
But don't look down, look up in the dark until you see the light of day
Have no fear, I will always be right here

(Chorus)

Ooh, let me hear you call
Ooh, I won't let you fall

(Chorus)

6183. Friend And A Friend

Molly Tuttle - Friend And A Friend

[Verse]
I set out long ago
Didn't give a thought to all the rogues and robbers on the road
Cuz if I had a chance
I know I had to take it
So for the longest time
I spent a string of lonely nights in the back of a Ford Econoline
You wake up feeling low
And you get behind the wheel and go

Some days its wide open
Some days it's a dead end
Some days you feel like walking on the Wild West and
Got a big dream and a worn out D18
All I need is a friend and a friend and another friend
Friend and a friend and another friend

You never know what your gonna get
When you roll into some new town, play for people that you never met
Maybe they all know your name
Maybe they don't
Maybe they don't care at all
So you do the best you can
The empty coffee cups rolling back and forth inside the van
But it all comes around
And when the lights go down

6184. Friend For Life - Chords



Friend For Life
Bryan Bowers Band - Sam Bush Band

[Verse]
D            D7                      G
When your Mom and Dad cross your mind,
      D              D7                     G
Thinking back to the ties that bind.
G7 C
Won't fill your heart like singing some old song,
 G              D7                    G
They used to sing back when you were young.
 
 [Chorus]
                                  G       C
  When you learn a song, you've got a friend for life,
   D           C                  D         G
  That you can call on in the still of the night.
                                C
  When you're down and out, on a two-lane road,
  G                          D                    Bm
  Your friend the song will be there to ease your load,
    C           G         D             G
  Will be there to ease your load.
 
[Verse]
D            D7                      G
When time hangs heavy on your hands,
        D              D7                     G
That novel that you burn your eyes out on,
G7                                 C
Won't fill your heart like learning some old song,
  G              D7                    G
That will be there to help you later on.
 
 
[Chorus]
                                  G       C
  When you learn a song, you've got a friend for life,
   D           C                  D         G
  That you can call on in the still of the night.
                                C
  When you're down and out, on a two-lane road,
  G                          D                    Bm
  Your friend the song will be there to ease your load,
    C           G         D             G
  Will be there to ease your load.
 
[Verse]
D            D7                      G
When the night is young but you're feeling old,
        D              D7                     G
TV's empty hours won't fill your soul,
G7                                 C
Like singing some old song that was your friend,
  G              D7                    G
When you were young, and you are young again.
 



 
[Chorus]
                                  G       C
  When you learn a song, you've got a friend for life,
   D           C                  D         G
  That you can call on in the still of the night.
                                C
  When you're down and out, on a two-lane road,
  G                          D                    Bm
  Your friend the song will be there to ease your load,
    C           G         D             G
  Will be there to ease your load.
 
 
[Verse]
D            D7                      G
  When your Mom and Dad cross your mind,
        D         D7                G
  Thinking back to the ties that bind.
  G7 C
  Won't fill your heart like singing some old song,
  G              D7                    G
  They used to sing back when you were young.
 
 
 
 [Chorus]
                                  G       C
  When you learn a song, you've got a friend for life,
   D           C                  D         G
  That you can call on in the still of the night.
                                C
  When you're down and out, on a two-lane road,
  G                          D                    Bm
  Your friend the song will be there to ease your load,
    C           G         D             G
  Will be there to ease your load.

6185. Friend Of Mine

Friend Of Mine - Kathy Kallick

I just received your letter, dear, sayin' you think of me
You wrote of how you think about the way things used to be
Don't expect me to know I should read between the lines
You'll have to say you're sorry if you wanna be a friend of mine
CHORUS:
If you wanna be a friend of mine
You wanna be a friend of mine
You may be embarrassed by the way that you behaved
You may feel self-righteous after all the love you gave
But if in your heart you know that I'm the best friend you could find
You'd better just say you're sorry if you wanna be a friend of mine



You must have seen the way I'd feel, you never have been blind
You can't pretend you are the type to misread all the signs
You can't take back those things you said, you can't go back in time
But you can say you're sorry if you wanna be a friend of mine

6186. Friend Of Mine - Chords

Friend Of Mine 
Gibson Brothers

E
Something calls out to me from the wood and wire
     C#m                   A                E
As I chase a dream that heartache cannot tire
C#m                       A              E
You're always there to keep me right in time
           B
Friend of mine
 
E
You travel with me across the world and travel back
 C#m                       A                E
In the brightest light until the room is black
C#m                       A             E
If I need something it's you I always find
B                       E
Friend of mine, Friend of mine
 
Chorus
 
B                                  A              E
Time may show the toll it's taken on both you and me
B                               A             E
We no longer make the picture that we used to be
        C#m                               A
But the sound that comes from you still shines
                           E
Friend of mine, Friend of mine
E
We shared the good and held up through the worst
             C#m            A                    E
And when it's time to go again I'll choose you first
        C#m          A              E
You've made it so I want no other kind
           B
Friend of mine
 
          E
But like everything someday we will be gone
    C#m               A             E
Then what remains of us will be in song
          C#m              A                 E
Will they think of us as they sing out each line



             B              E
Friend of mine, Friend of mine
 
 Repeat Chorus
 
          C#m                              A
Yes, the sound that comes from you still shines
                           E
Friend of mine, Friend of mine

6187. Friend Of The Devil

Friend Of The Devil
Grateful Dead

I lit out from Reno, I was trailed by twenty hounds
Didn't get to sleep last night 'till the morning came around.

Chorus:
Set out runnin' but I take my time
A friend of the devil is a friend of mine
If I get home before daylight, I just might get some sleep tonight.

Ran into the devil, babe, he loaned me twenty bills
I spent the night in utah in a cave up in the hills.

Chorus

I ran down to the levee but the devil caught me there
He took my twenty dollar bill and vanished in the air.

Chorus

Got two reasons why I cry away each lonely night,
The first one's named sweet Anne Marie, and she's my hearts delight.
The second one is prison, babe, the sheriff's on my trail,
And if he catches up with me, I'll spend my life in jail.

Got a wife in Chino, babe, and one in Cherokee
The first one says she's got my child, but it don't look like me.

Chorus

6188. Friend Out In The Madness

Nanci Griffith - Friend Out In The Madness

I am not a child, though you'll treat me as you've always seen me
You never saw the changes in a heart grown old and wise



Hey, it's good to see you smile, it's been so long between the pages
Wheels out on the highway seem to laugh between my lines

[Chorus:]
Do you still want to know?
Where does the love go when it dies?
Hey, I want you to know, love never dies,
It is sheltered here very safe inside and it's left you
With a friend out in the madness

And you say you love me still,
How your soul does change and your heart still ponders,
How I could grow fonder, of a life out on my own
I still sing the harmony
I'll have another wine and toast this madness
I'll howl at your moon, on my way home alone

[Chorus: x2]

6189. Friendly Pyramid - Chords

Friendly Pyramid 
Keller Williams
 
Verse:
         G              C         G              C
Well I'm perched on the pyramid
The train whistles in my head
Look to the wind 'cause the grass is high
   avoiding the fall
I don't have to yell for you to hear my call
Walking the tracks like they were coals
   burning in the night
Tilt your head and you can see
   the train up in sight
 
Chorus:
       A        C   G   C   G   C
On the friendly pyramid
On the field where the men once bled
You can hear your voice echo
C'mon people, it's time to go
 
You know the trains they travel at high speeds
chugga-chugga-chugga-chugga-chugga-chugga-chugga-
   chugga-chugga-chugga-chugga-chugga-chugga
They travel from town to town like a floating seed
Happy as a bird rolling down, close as I can be
I wonder if that conductor will
   put his hand out to me
Someday soon we'll be up there, the man in control
Steering stick as thick as a brick
   ?the window of our control?



 
Chorus
 
To the friendly pyramid
 
You're my friend, you pyramid
And you're putting those subtle thoughts
   right into my head
Say there's a fine for climbing you
   but the fine I will pay
Nothing left to do but climb on you
   that's all that there is today
Vision of the fields, they feel divine
   landmarks are the trees
If you are warm you can cool down
   just feel that breeze
 
Chorus
 
To the friendly pyramid (x2)
 
To the friendly pyramid (x2)
 
To the friendly pyramid (x2)
On the friendly pyramid
 
To the friendly pyramid (x2)
 
To the friendly pyramid
Friendly pyramid
 
To the friendly pyramid (x2)
On the friendly pyramid
 
End:
e/----------------------------------3-------/
B/----------------------------------0-------/
G/----------------------------------0-------/
D/-----------0-2-3-2-0----------0-2-0-------/
G/----0-2-3------------2----0-2-----2-------/
E/-3---------------------3----------3-------/

6190. Friends Again

Jim Lauderdale - Friends Again

Friends again
Friends again
Thank goodness we've come back around
I'm happy that we're friends again
I can't remember what went wrong
And I don't care
I'm sorry for my share



Friends again
Friends again
Thank goodness we've come back around
I'm happy that we're friends again
I'll meet you anywhere are you
We've got a lot
Of catching up to do
Friends again
Friends again
Thank goodness we've come back around
We've got our feet back on the ground
Something missing has been found
I'm happy that we're friends again
FriRnds again
Friends again

6191. Friends In Low Places - Chords

Friends In Low Places
Recorded by Garth Brooks
Written by Dewayne Blackwell and Earl Bud Lee

G
Blame it all on my roots I showed up in boots
    Am
And ruined your black tie affair
    D7
The last one to know the last one to show
          G
I was the last one you thought you'd see there

                               
And I saw the surprise and the fear in his eyes
       Am
When I took his glass of champagne
  D7
I toasted you said honey we may be through

But you'll never hear me complain

      G
Cause I got friends in low places

Where the whiskey drowns and the beer chases
   Am                  D7
My blues away and I'll be okay
G
I'm not big on social graces

I think I'll step on out to the oasis
      Am               D7     G
Cause I've got friends in low places



Well I guess I was wrong I just don't belong
    Am
But then I've been there before
     D7
Everything's all right I'll just say goodnight
         G
And I'll show myself to the door

Hey I didn't mean to cause a big scene
     Am
Just give me an hour and then
     D7
I'll be as high as that ivory tower
            
That you're living in

Repeat #3  x3

6192. Friends Like You

Friends Like You
Jenny Lester 

Chorus:
 G 
Friends like you make the world go round
 D C G 
Keeping spirits high, feet on the ground
 
Time will keep you in my heart 
 D G
Dear friend we will never part

Verse 1
D G
Talkin over wine on a long winter's night
D G
Bout the way of the world and how to make it right
 C G
Full of life full of fire never give in to the cold
 D G
In our hearts we will never grow old

Verse 2
 D G 
When I fall by the way you are always the one
 D G 
To set me back on track or undo what I've done
 C G 
Together we laugh and together we cry
 D G
When we stand we are side by side



Bridge:
 D C G
And if it should be that it's my time to go
 D C D
There is one thing that I need you to know

6193. Friends Of Mine

Little Big Town - Friends of Mine

[Verse 1]
When you're feeling low
The days are moving slow
Keep your eyes on the horizon
When the storm is strong
Throws you to the ground, on and on
And it gets hard to keep on rising

[Chorus]
Everyone knows that in life sometimes
The wind blows the rain in your eyes
I see your cup filled with kindness
Raise you a glass full of wine
Take courage
Friends of mine

[Verse 2]
It's a crazy world
We're all trying to live in
We all feel alone and afraid
Be in the moment
Find the strength not to give in
And we'll sail on to better days

[Chorus]
Everyone knows that in life sometimes
The wind blows the rain in your eyes
I see your cup filled with kindness
Raise you a glass full of wine
Take courage
Friends of mine

[Bridge]
Here we are
Sisters and brothers
Let me shoulder your burden tonight
Lord knows we all need each other
To get through the darkest of times

[Chorus]
Everyone knows that in life sometimes
The wind blows the rain in your eyes
I see your cup filled with kindness



Raise you a glass full of wine
Take courage friends of mine
(Friends of mine)
(Mine)

[Outro]
I see your cups filled with kindness
Raise you a glass full of wine
Take courage
Friends of mine

6194. Friendship

Ricky Skaggs - Friendship

If you're ever in a jam, here I am.
If you're ever in a mess, S.O.S.
If you're so happy, you land in jail. I'm your bail
When other friendships are soon forgot, ours will still be hot
Da da da da da da dig dig dig
If you're ever up a tree, just phone to me
If you ever loose your teeth when you're out to dine, borrow mine
It's friendship, friendship, just a perfect blendship
When other friendships are soon forgeet, ours will still be great
Loddle doddle chuck chuck chaa
If they ever cook your goose, turn me loose.
And if they ever put a bullet through your brain, I'll complain.
It's friendship, friendship, just a perfect blendship.
When other friendships are soon forgit, ours will still be it.
Ah loddle doddle hip hap hap.
If you ever loose your mind, I'll be kind.
And if you ever loose your shirt, I'll be hurt.
If you're ever in a mill and get sawed in half, I won't laugh.
It's friendship, friendship, just a perfect blendship.
When other friendships are are up the crick, ours will still be slick.
Ah loddle doddle woof woof woof, hep hep hep, chopp chop chop, dig dig dig.
Good evening friends.

6195. Frisco Road - Chords

Frisco Road
Utah Phillips
Starlight On The Rails

Banjo tuned E, capo 3, Key of C

 C F
A long lonesome go rolling down the Frisco Road,
 C G7



Every mile feeling I was all alone
 C F
In the places where I have seen summer's fat and winter's lean
 C G7 C
And don't you know I wish I could go back home

Chorus:
 F C
I don't know where i left it though, its always on my mind
 G7
I ask the same old questions all the time
 C F
Is the old town still the same? Does anybody know my name?
 C F G7 C
The years slip by like the numbers on an endless highway sign

(spoken)
Standing here in the breakdown lane, don't think I'll make it
today;
And I wish the road was a big freight train, blowing and rolling my
way.
I know the rain wouldn't seem so cold on the top of an old boxcar,
And wherever it was I was trying to go, it wouldn't seem half so
far.
I remember the Roper yard cafe and a pretty little beanery queen;
She gave those jailhouse spuds away to a bum she'd never seen.
Well, I tipped her with a couple of rhymes on the back of a
placemat there,
And I've thought about her plenty of times when I couldn't bum a
square.
Or the time we rode on a piggy-back, punching the Great Divide;
The blowing snow had iced the track and the train got stuck inside;
The diesel fumes they got so thick I thought we'd all be gassed,
Then they sanded her out just in the nick and punched her through
at last.
Now I don't claim to be too proud to shag a ride on my thumb,
But I'd trade this whole hitch-hiking crowd for a honest old
railroad bum;
And if there ever comes a day when the rails have gone to rust,
I'll put my jug and bindle away and give up in disgust.
Beyond these gentle Eastern hills and the soft New England sky
Do the highball whistles echo still where the mile-long blazers
fly?
Sitting here by the toll road gates, I wonder as I rest,
Do the heavy, clanking, lonely freights still thunder a-way out
West?

(sung)
Have you seen the morning sun putting shadows on the run
As you were climbing out of some old reefer hole,
High above the roaring wheels? Then you know just how it feels
To ride the tops and watch the prairies roll



6196. Froggie Went A-Courtin'

Doc Watson - Froggie Went A-Courtin'
Billy Strings

A frog went a-courtin' and he did ride, M-hm, M-hm.
A frog went a-courtin' and he did ride,
Sword and pistol by his side, M-hm, M-hm.

He rode up to Miss Mousie's door, M-hm, M-hm,
He rode up to Miss Mousie's door,
Where he'd often been before, M-hm, M-hm.

He said, "Miss Mouse, are you within?" M-hm, M-hm,
He said, "Miss Mouse, are you within?"
"Yes, kind sir, I sit and spin." M-hm, M-hm.

He took Miss Mouse upon his knee, M-hm, M-hm,
He took Miss Mouse upon his knee
Said "Miss Mouse, will you marry me?" M-hm, M-hm.

"Without my Uncle Rat's consent, M-hm, M-hm,
Without my Uncle Rat's consent
I wouldn't marry the President." M-hm, M-hm.

Uncle Rat, he laughed and shook his fat sides, M-hm, M-hm,
Uncle Rat, he laughed and shook his fat sides
To think his niece would be a bride, M-hm, M-hm.

Then Uncle Rat rode off to town, M-hm, M-hm,
Then Uncle Rat rode off to town
To buy his niece a wedding gown, M-hm, M-hm.

"Oh, where will the wedding supper be?" M-hm, M-hm,
"Oh where will the wedding supper be?"
"Way down yonder in the hollow tree." M-hm, M-hm.

The first to come was the little white moth, M-hm, M-hm,
The first to come was the little white moth
She spread out the tablecloth, M-hm, M-hm.

The next to come was the bumblebee, M-hm, M-hm,
The next to come was the bumblebee
Played the fiddle upon his knee, M-hm, M-hm.

The next to come was a little flea, M-hm, M-hm,
The next to come was a little flea
Danced a jig with the bumblebee, M-hm, M-hm.

The next to come was Missus Cow, M-hm, M-hm,
The next to come was Missus Cow
Tried to dance but didn't know how, M-hm, M-hm.

Now Mister Frog was dressed in green, M-hm, M-hm,
Now Mister Frog was dressed in green
Sweet Miss Mouse looked like a queen, M-hm, M-hm.



In slowly walked the Parson Rook, M-hm, M-hm,
In slowly walked the Parson Rook
Under his arm he carried a book, M-hm, M-hm.

They all gathered round the lucky pair, M-hm, M-hm,
They all gathered round the lucky pair
Singing, dancing everywhere, M-hm, M-hm.

Then Frog and Mouse went off to France, M-hm, M-hm,
Then Frog and Mouse went off to France
That's the end of my romance, M-hm, M-hm.

6197. Froggy Went A' Courtin'

Froggy Went A' Courtin'

Froggy went a' courtin' and he did ride uh huh
Froggy went a' courtin' and he did ride uh huh
Froggy went a' courtin' and he did ride
Sword and a pistol by his side Uh huh uh huh oh yeah.

Well he rode up to Miss Mouse's door
He knocked so hard that he made it roar

Well he said to Miss Mousie Will you marry me?
Oh Miss Mousie how I love thee"

Where will the wedding supper be
We'll get married in a Sycamore tree

6198. From A Buick 6

From a Buick 6
Bob Dylan
AJ Lee & Blue Summit

I got graveyard woman, you know they
Keep my kids
But my soulful mama, you know
She keeps me hid
She's a junkyard angel and she
Also, gives me bread
Well, if I go down dyin', you know
She's bound to put a blanket on my bed
Well, when the pipeline gets lost in on by the river bridge
And I'm all cracked up by the water's edge
She comes runnin' down the thruway
With her Dynamite and her thread
Well, if I go down dyin', you know



She's bound to put a blanket on my bed
Well, she don't make me nervous
She don't talk too much
She walks like Bo Diddley
And she don't need no crutch
She keeps this .410
Loaded under with the lead
Well, if I go down dyin', you know
She bound to put a blanket on my bed
Well, I don't need a steam shovel, to
Keep away the dead
I need a dump truck, mama, to
Unload my head
She brings me everything I want
Besides, like I said
Well, if I go down dyin', you know
She bound to put a blanket on my bed

6199. From A Distance

From A Distance
Kathy Mattea - Nanci Griffith
Composer: Julie Gold

From a distance the world looks blue and green
And the snow capped mountains white
From a distance the ocean meets the stream
And the eagle takes to flight
From a distance there is harmony
And it echoes through the land
It's the voice of hope, it's the voice of peace
It's the voice of every man

From a distance we all have enough
And no one is in need
There are no guns, no bombs, no diseases
No hungry mouths to feed
From a distance we are instruments
Marching in a common band
Playing songs of hope, playing songs of peace
They're the songs of every man

God is watching us, God is watching us
God is watching us from a distance

From a distance you look like my friend
Even though we are at war
From a distance I can't comprehend
What all this war is for
From a distance there is harmony
And it echoes through the land
It's the hope of hopes; it's the love of loves
It's the heart of every man



It's the hope of hopes, it's the love of loves
It's the song of every man

6200. From A Georgia Battlefield

Balsam Range - From a Georgia Battlefield 

All my glorious dreams of battle and my uniform of gray
Now are ruined as my blood spills
On this rock on Georgia clay
16 summers I have seen past
But to suffer in this summer
I declare I don't remember
I ever felt a harder one.

Take this message to my mother
13 miles from Birmingham
Tell her I was a good soldier
And I died a brave young man

We have fought through heat and hunger,
sleepless nights and bitter frost.
But if Sherman takes Atlanta,
then our calls are surely lost.

Sir, I have no boots to give you
mine were through sometime in May.
But you can take my gun and powder.
I won't be needing them today.

Take this message to my mother
13 miles from Birmingham
Tell her I was a good soldier
And I died a brave young man

In my pocket there's a Bible
with a lock of hair inside for my sweet Amanda Walker
who would make a lovely bride

For the angels now are coming.
For my final breathe is near.
Guess for me, this war is over.
But my eyes will show no fear.

Take this message to my mother
13 miles from Birmingham
Tell her I was a good soldier
And I died a brave young man

Take this message to my mother
13 miles from Birmingham
Tell her I was a good soldier



And I died a brave young man

6201. From A Jack to a King - Chords

From a Jack to a King
recorded by David Houston
written by Ned Miller

D7               G
From a jack to a king 
                     D7
From loneliness to a wedding ring
 
I played an Ace and I won a Queen 
                          G
And walked away with your heart
 
D7               G
From a jack to a king 
                              D7
With no regrets I stacked the cards last night
    
And Lady Luck played her hand just right 
                        G
To make me king of your heart
 
chorus
 
G7         C
For just a little while 
                       G
I thought that I might lose the game
             A7
Then just in time 
                          D7  G  
I saw the twinkle in your eye
 
D7               G
From a jack to a king 
                     D7
From loneliness to a wedding ring
  
I played an Ace and I won a Queen 
                         G
You made me king of your heart
 
repeat chorus



6202. From A Mansion To A Honkey Tonk

Tom T Hall - From A Mansion To A Honkey Tonk

[Verse 1:]
How could anyone who said they'd help me
Want to hurt me the way you did
It was just like Superwoman slapping some poor crying kid
It's just one slip and a stumble Lord it's sure not very far
From a big three story mansion to a nine by twelve foot bar

[Chorus:]
From a mansion to a honky-tonk Lord it's closer than I thought
From a mansion to a honky-tonk thanks for trying hey thanks a lot

[Verse 2:]
I hate to say it hmm, but I don't miss it castle's cold
And money's chill
Our love died of pure starvation it's not something that you kill
I just wonder does the world know what a short trip it really is
From a bedroom to a barroom and an honest way to live

[Chorus]

6203. From A Rooftop

From A Rooftop
Todd Snider - From A Rooftop

East Nashville? Shit, man
We're living in a dream world over here
Born on a full moon's what I heard
Turned over drinks from a neighborhood into a full-on goddamn dream world
By two guys if you ask me
Mike "Grimey" Grimes and Skip Kenneth Francis "Play a Fuckin' Train Song" Litz
The spirit of whom many still claim to see on full moon's to this day
Swervin' up Woodland in that ghost of a Cadillac he drives
Of course a lot of us smoke more dope before 9am that most people do all day
Saturday nights at the Three Crow, Sunday's - Alley Cat
We're that guy from your town that would rather pick than eat
And we all met here to do almost exactly that
We usually got about a half a tank of gas
And we don't feel like crossing the river
But we will, we will if it's for a song we like

Nobody else in the whole world knows when Mac's gonna open the Radio Cafe
But we do, and we tell each other
We stand around down there and smoke during Dave Onley's break
Just like we do outside the Family Wash during Tommy Womack's
On the Fourth, we have the best illegal fireworks show on earth
Last year, we even got it together to organize a non-fly-over by the United States Air Force
It was beautiful
We were all pretty high



Our skyline, it ain't very high
But we love it
It says "Discount Cigarettes Liquor and Wine" across it
I think our neighborhood's a lot like our skyline
We've got great news and we're shoutin' it from the highest rooftop we got

...we deliver

6204. From Boulder To Birmingham

From Boulder To Birmingham
Emmylou Harris / Bill Danoff

I don't want to hear a love song
I got on this airplane just to fly
And I know there's life below
But all that it can show me
Is the prairie and the sky

And I don't want to hear a sad story
Full of heartbreak and desire
The last time I felt like this
It was in the wilderness and the canyon was on fire
And I stood on the mountain in the night and I watched it burn
I watched it burn, I watched it burn.

I would rock my soul in the bosom of Abraham
I would hold my life in his saving grace.
I would walk all the way from Boulder to Birmingham
If I thought I could see, I could see your face.

Well you really got me this time
And the hardest part is knowing I'll survive.
I've come to listen for the sound
Of the trucks as they move down
Out on Ninety Five
And pretend that it's the ocean
Coming down to wash me clean, to wash me clean
Baby do you know what I mean

I would rock my soul in the bosom of Abraham
I would hold my life in his saving grace.
I would walk all the way from boulder to Birmingham
If I thought I could see, I could see your face.

6205. From Clare To Here

Nanci Griffith - From Clare to Here
(Ralph McTell)



Four who shared this room and we caught up in the CRAIC
Sleeping late on Sundays and we never got to Mass

Chorus
It's a long way from Clare to here
It's a long way from Clare to here
It's a long, long way
It gets further by the day
It's a long, long way from Clare to here

When Friday comes around we're only into fighting
My Ma would like a letter home but I'm too tired for writing

Chorus

It almost breaks my heart when I think of my family
I told them I'd be coming home with my pockets full of green

Chorus

The only time I feel alright is when I'm into drinking
It can sort of ease the pain of it and it levels out my thinking

Chorus

I sometimes hear the fiddles play, maybe it's just a notion
I dream I see white horses dance upon that other ocean

Chorus

6206. From Cotton To Satin

From Cotton To Satin

Cotton to satin
Birmingham to Manhatten
From a pick-up to a long limousine
Cotton to satin Birmingham to Manhatten
She had to follow her dream.

I saved up enough to buy her one small diamond
That's the year our old tractor broke down
And the dream house I promised her still lies by the shade tree
Some old bricks and boards on the ground.

She begged me to take her to see New York City
So I mortgaged the farm and we were gone
While we were there she took up with a rich man
I came back to the country alone.

There is the garden where she touched every flower
There's the meadow where we walked hand in hand



If only she'd waited she'd have more than she dreamed of
Because today they struck oil on my land.

David Parmaley; I Know A Good Thing

6207. From Cradle To Cross To Crown - Chords

From Cradle To Cross To Crown
Recorded by The Bluegrass Cardinals 
Written by Don Parmley

C                         F          C
He was born in a manger a small tiny stranger
     Am             G7         C   G7
In a quilt that was carelessly made
          C                          F         C
Just some boards nailed together not fit for a beggar
        Am             G7           C
Was the place where my Savior would lay
F                         C
Down through the ages the people sang praises
        Am             G7           C
For the light of God's love shining down
      F                    C         Am
As it shines I can see the pathway before me
     C         G7       C    G7
From cradle to cross to crown
            C
Through the streets of the city 
          F               C
Crawled a man filled with pity
      Am          G7            C    G7
While bearing the weight of the tree
        C
As they ruthlessly nailed Him 
               F          C
It seemed just Father had failed Him
       Am            G7           C
But He knew what His purpose must be
repeat #2
       C                    F              C
It was on Sunday morning He awoke with the dawning
Am         G7             C   G7
Shattering death's mighty hold
         C                       F             C
Now He's back home in heaven but soon He'll be coming
Am        G7            C
Wearing a crown of pure gold
repeat #2



6208. From Galway To Graceland

Richard Thompson - From Galway To Graceland 

Oh, she dressed in the dark and she whispered, 'Amen'
She was pretty in pink like a young girl again
Twenty years married and she never thought twice
She sneaked out the door and walked into the night

And silver wings carried her over the sea
From the west coast of Ireland to West Tennessee
To be with her sweetheart, oh she left everything
From Galway to Graceland to be with the King

She was humming 'Suspicion', that's the song she liked best
She had 'Elvis, I Love You' tattooed on her breast
When they landed in Memphis, well her heart beat so fast
She'd dreamed for so long, now she'd see him at last

She was down by his graveside day after day
Come closing time they would pull her away
Ah, to be with her sweetheart, oh she'd left everything
From Galway to Graceland to be with the King

Ah, they came in their thousands from the whole human race
To pay their respects at his last resting place
But blindly she knelt there and she told him her dreams
And she thought that he answered or that's how it seems

Then they dragged her away, it was handcuffs this time
She said, "my good man are you out of your mind
Don't you know that we're married? See, I'm wearing his ring"
From Galway to Graceland to be with the King
I come From Galway to Graceland to be with the King

6209. From Graceland To The Promised Land - Chords

From Graceland To The Promised Land
By Merle Haggard
 
G                         Am              C                 G
From the Sun years of the Fifties and the birth of rock and roll
D7                                  G
Millions screamed to see him do his thing
                  Am      C              G
Elvis touched the life of every ear that heard him
                           D7             G
And they couldn't help but listen when he sang
 
       C                             G
It's a long way from Memphis to that mansion in the sky
       D7                           G
But he kept his faith in Jesus all along



       C                              G             C
It's a long way from Graceland across Jordan to the Promised Land
    G             D7               G
But Jesus finally came to lead him home
 
                         Am            C                G
From the days of Love Me Tender to his momma's last farewell
D7                                  G
Some say he knew how long he had to stay
                      Am              C                G
His life was two days longer than the one who gave him life
                       D7            G
And he almost knew the number of the days

6210. From Heaven To A Lonely Dark Hill - Chords

From Heaven To A Lonely Dark Hill
Recorded by Carl Story
Written by Don McHan and Carl Story

C            F            C
One day on a bright April morning
                              G7
As the sun stretched over the sky
        C            F            C
Stood a Man with His hands tied behind Him
             G7          C
Awaiting His sentence to die
    F                             C
The birds hushed their singing at daybreak
                               G7
For Christ had His place to fulfill
       C             F          C
From a lovely bright mansion in Heaven
     G7                     C
To a cross on a lonely dark hill
                   F           C
Just ahead lay the mountain of Calvary
                                     G7
Where He must drink from sins bitter cup
          C            F           C
One could hear hammers ring in the stillness
                       G7          C
Then the soldiers were lifting Him up
    F                             C
The birds hushed their singing at daybreak
                               G7
For Christ had His place to fulfill
       C             F          C
From a lovely bright mansion in Heaven
     G7                     C
To a cross on a lonely dark hill



6211. From Here To San Antone - Chords

From Here To San Antone 
Dead Winter Carpenters

[Intro]
G  Am  Bm  C
G  Am  B   C
G
 
 
[Verse 1]
                              C                   G
I keep throwing stones in the glass house where I live
              Em         C            G
Can't seem to dig up anything else to give
                                  C                G
That's why I'm on the highway and I'll keep moving on
                      Em                 D                 G
Swear it's true and I promise too that I won't be gone for long
 
                          C                      G
There's a river than runs through the Chesapeake Bay
            Em                   C                D
A town just north of there where I'll go back someday
       G                         C              G
It's a long way to get there and I aint looking back
                      Em            D                  G
These days I'm on the highway and I left that railroad track
 
 
[Chorus]
C            G    C            G
  Nowhere to run,   nowhere to hide
                                      Em               C
There's no more freight trains on the rails we used to ride
G                             C         D
  The rain is falling and the cold wind moans
          G             Em      C        D           G
I've seen every inch of highway   from here to San Antone
 
 
[Instrumental]
Am  Em  C   G
Am  B   C D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                             C                 G
Two roads in this life and I guess I chose the flight
                 Em                  C                G
Seems to me that since that day I've done nothing but fight
                         C             G



Three thousand miles and I'm your only son
               Em         D                   G
Guess I moved away to pay dues that aren't my own
 
                      C             G
There's a town by the San Francisco bay
            Em                 C                   D
And I don't think I could have lived there another day
G                          C               G
  So many sleepless nights waiting for the dawn
              Em          D                G
Living off of pennies and   living for the song
 
 
[Chorus]
C            G    C            G
  Nowhere to run,   nowhere to hide
                                      Em               C
There's no more freight trains on the rails we used to ride
G                             C         D
  The rain is falling and the cold wind moans
          G             Em      C        D           G
I've seen every inch of highway   from here to San Antone
 
 
[Instrumental]
Am  Em  C   G
Am  B   C D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
                          C                      G
There's a river than runs through the Chesapeake Bay
            Em                   C                D
A town just north of there where I'll go back someday
       G                         C              G
It's a long way to get there and I aint looking back
N.C.
These days I'm on the highway and I left that railroad track
 
 
[Chorus]
            C            G    C            G
Now there's   nowhere to run,   nowhere to hide
                                      Em               C
There's no more freight trains on the rails we used to ride
G                             C         D
  The rain is falling and the cold wind moans
          G             Em      C        D           G
I've seen every inch of highway   from here to San Antone
 
 
[Outro]
          G             Em      C        D           G
I've seen every inch of highway   from here to San Antone



6212. From Here To The Moon And Back - Chords

From Here To The Moon And Back
Recorded by Willie Nelson and Dolly Parton
Written by Dolly Parton

C                              F
I could hold out my arms say I love you this much 
  G7                                           C
I could tell you how long I will long for your touch 
                 C7        F
How much and how far would I go to prove 
D7                           G7
The depth and the breadth of my love for you 

     C           E7       F
From here to the moon and back
    G7                                    C
Who else in this world will love you like that
                 C7            F
Love everlasting I promise you that
     C           G7       F
From here to the moon and back 
C                G7       C
From here to the moon and back

                           F
I want you to know you can always depend 
   G7                             C
On promises made and love without end 
                      C7            F
No need to wonder how faithful I'll be
D7              G7
Now and on into eternity
 
C                G7       F
From here to the moon and back
    G7                                    C
Who else in this world will love you like that
                        C7              F
Forever and always I'll be where you're at
     C           G7       F
From here to the moon and back 
C                G7       C
From here to the moon and back

    Am                   Em        C
I'd blow you a kiss as I wish on a star 
F                                     C
Counting my blessing for all that you are
      F                     C          Am
Thank heaven for you and to God tip my hat 
     C           G7       C



From here to the moon and back 

    Am                 C            Am
And I'll spend forever proving that fact 
     C           G7       F
From here to the moon and back
C                G7       C
From here to the moon and back

6213. From Here To There To You - Chords

From Here to There to You

C G7 C F C
From here to there to you my letter is on its way
 F C D7 G7
To tell you how I miss you ever since you sailed away
C G7 C F C
To tell you things are not the same when I'm so far from you
 F C G7 C
I'm sending all my love from here to there to you

 G7 C F C
From here to there to you and it's oh so far away
D7 G7
Across this little painted map from here to there to you
C G7 C F C
I wish that I could go myself across this ocean of blue
F C G7 C
Along with my love letter from here to there to you

6214. From Jerusalem To Jericho - Chords

From Jerusalem To Jericho
Recorded by Hank Williams
written by Anna Simpson

C
From Jerusalem to Jericho along that lonely road
  F               C            D7                G7
A certain man was set upon and robbed of all his gold
     C
They stripped him and they beat him and they left him there for dead
    F                C              G7                C
Who was it then that came along and bathed his aching head
 
        F            C
Tell me who  tell me who 
                                       G7



Tell me who was this neighbor kind and true
     C
From Jerusalem to Jericho we're traveling everyday
    F            C                G7            C
And many are the fallen ones that lie along the way
 

From Jerusalem to Jericho a certain priest come by
   F                  C           D7                    G7
He heard the poor man calling but he could not heed his cry
   C
He drew his robes about him and quickly walked away
    F                C              G7              C
Who was it then that came along and ministered that day
 
Repeat #2

From Jerusalem to Jericho the wounded man did lay
 F                      C           D7            G7
Along come then a Samaritan who was despised they say
   C
He ministered unto the man and then he took him in
   F                 C                G7                C
He paid his fare and told the host to take good care of him

Repeat #2

 
From Jerusalem to Jericho we're traveling everyday
    F            C                D7            G7
And many are the fallen ones that lie along the way
     C
They seemed despised rejected but no matter what they've been
     F        C              G7                    C
When everyone casts them out then Jesus takes them in

Repeat #2

6215. From Life's Other Side

Lee Ann Womack - From Life's Other Side
(feat. Dave Evans)

Life is too short
To worry about dying
For after you're gone
It's a mighty long time
From the top of the world
To the edge of tomorrow
I've pondered the thought
Of losing my mind

So dear to my heart



Was no one that mattered
But something was wrong
She didn't say what
For she left this whole world
For a brighter tomorrow
And she left me down here
On life's other side

For day after day
Of trouble and sorrow
Bring night after night
Of worry and stride
If something don't change
My way by tomorrow
Then I'm gonna walk
To life's other side

There is no need at all
In bottled-up feelings
And the lucid dreams
Are so hard to find
For I'm down on my knees
And low down trees
Oh, the journey with thee
To life's other side

So live for the day
And face your tomorrow
Though the road may be long
And I know just as wide
For I picture my world
With no pain and sorrows
What a wonderful view
From life's other side

For day after day
Of trouble and sorrow
Bring night after night
Of worry and stride
If something don't change
My way by tomorrow
Oh, then I'm gonna walk
To life's other side

If something don't change
My way by tomorrow
Oh, then I'm gonna walk
To life's other side

6216. From Life's Other Side

Lee Ann Womack - From Life's Other Side



[Verse 1]
Life is too short
To worry about dying
For after you're gone
It's a mighty long time
From the top of the world
To the edge of tomorrow
I've pondered the thought
Of losing my mind

[Verse 2]
So dear to my heart
Was no one that mattered
But something was wrong
She didn't say what
For she left this whole world
For a brighter tomorrow
And she left me down here
On life's other side

[Verse 3]
For day after day
Of trouble and sorrow
Bring night after night
Of worry and stride
If something don't change
My way by tomorrow
Then I'm gonna walk
To life's other side

6217. From Mother's Arms To Korea - Chords

From Mother's Arms To Korea
Written and recorded by Charles and Ira Louvin
[3/4 time]

G
From mother's arms to Korea
                                 D7
And tomorrow I'll face the front lines
         G
Well the next line was wrote by his buddy
                    D7         G
From a foxhole to a mansion on high
They sent her an unfinished diary
                               D7
That she once gave her darling son
   G
It starts the day when he left her
                   D7      G
And ends neath the enemy's gun
Repeat #1
Last night I saw mother kneeling



                          D7
By the old hearthstone to pray
      G
In my dream I thought I was with her
                  D7            G
And that's all my darling could say
Repeat #1
Please tell his sweetheart who's waiting
                          D7
For his ship to anchor at shore
   G
To change her plans and forget him
               D7      G
Her lips he'll kiss no more
Repeat #1

6218. From My Mountain Calling You - Chords

From My Mountain Calling You 
Peter Rowan with Molly Tuttle and Lindsay Lou

[Intro]
D D D D
D D Bm Dm F#m F#m A A
D D Bm Dm F#m F#m A A
 
[Verse 1]
D                      Bm
I've been livin' up on my mountain
F#m                     A
From my mountain so high
     D                     Bm
And I've been livin' up on my mountain
F#m                     A   D
My mountain's so high, I'm callin' you
 
[Chorus]
     D               Bm
From my mountain to your mountain
    F#m             A
From my mountain so high
     D               Bm
From my mountain to your mountain
    F#m             A                  D
From my mountain so high, I'm callin' you
 
[Solo]
D / / / /Bm / / / /F#m / / / /A / / / / x 2
 
[Verse 2]
      D                       Bm
It's cold and lonely up on my mountain
F#m               A



My mountain's so high
     D                         Bm
It's cold and lonely up on my mountain
F#m                     A
My mountain's so high, I'm callin' you
 
 
[Chorus]
     D               Bm
From my mountain to your mountain
    F#m             A
From my mountain so high
     D               Bm
From my mountain to your mountain
    F#m              A
From my mountain so high
     D               Bm
From my mountain to your mountain
    F#m              A
From my mountain so high
     D               Bm
From my mountain to your mountain
    F#m              A     Bm  A/C#    D
From my mountain so high,      callin' you
 
[Solo]
/D / / / /D / / / /Bm / / / /Bm / / / /F#m / / / /F#m / / / /A / / / /A /
 
 
[Verse 3]
             D   Bm  F#m  A
I'm callin' you
             D               Bm      F#m              A
I'm callin' you, I'm callin' you from my mountain so high
             D                      Bm
I'm callin' you from my mountain to your mountain
    F#m              A
From my mountain so high
             D                      Bm
I'm callin' you from my mountain to your mountain
    F#m             A
From my mountain so high
 
[Outro]
             D
I'm callin' you
 / / / /D / / / /Bm / / / /Bm / / / /F#m / / / /F#m / / / /A / / / /A / / / /
/D / / / /D / / / /Bm / / / /Bm / / / /F#m / / / /F#m / / / /A / / / /A / / / /D - - - - -

6219. From Now On

From Now On
Mandolin Orange - From Now On



[Verse 1]
Don't want to live out on the road
Just want to be right by your side
We're the only ones I know
Who could hold me to that

[Chorus]
There's an often lonesome feelin'
Concealed within our past
But the future holds my reasons
There'll be no more looking back
From now

[Verse 2]
We were misfits in this game
Chase that old flame of desire
Livin' life with no sustain
Just two kids playing with fire

[Chorus]
There's an often lonesome feelin'
Concealed within our past
Still, the future holds my reasons
There'll be no more looking back
From now

[Bridge]
From now
It's the only thing that matters anymore
It's the only thing that matters from now
It's the only thing that matters

[Outro]
Don't want to live out on the road
Just want to be right by your side

6220. From Now On

From Now On
Janet Beazley
Sierra Hull - Chris Stuart

Well I know you think the time has come for moving on
That a love once new is nearly gone
But darlin' can't you feel a change of wind coming on
Blowing warm and strong from now on

From now on, we'll see a brighter day
From now on, we'll go a better way
And you'll be glad that you stayed from now on

From now on, a line of no return is clearly drawn



Starting now we'll give it all or none
You and I played a painful game for too long
Take the time right the wrong from now on

From now on, we'll see a brighter day
From now on, we'll go a better way
And you'll be glad that you stayed from now on

Don't break a heart, don't lose a love that you've depended on
Darlin' stay right here where you belong
The love we thought dead's been alive all along
Turning two into one from now on

From now on, we'll see a brighter day
From now on, we'll go a better way
And you'll be glad that you stayed from now on

And you'll be glad that you stayed from now on

6221. From Now On I Won't Be Hanging Around - Chords

From Now On I Won't Be Hanging Around
Recorded by The Earls Of Leicester
Written by Gladys Stacey, Wayne Walker,
Louise Certain and Marijohn Wilkin

C                              G7
From now on I won't be hanging around
                               C
From now on I won't be hanging around
                        F            D7
I've taken all I can go find another man
     G7                        C
From now on I won't be hanging around

                                    G7
It's a long time I've waited little darling
                                 C
Just hoping someday you'd settle down
                               F
But now it's too late it's all over 
     G7                        C
From now on I won't be hanging around

repeat #1

                                      G7
I've tried and I've tried to make you love me
                                       C
But bright lights and bright life I've found
                                        F
It's the only love you've ever known my darling
     G7                        C



From now on I won't be hanging around

repeat #1

6222. From Saturday Night To Sunday Quiet - Chords

From Saturday Night To Sunday Quiet
Recorded by Barbara Mandrell
Written by John Schweers
 
C
We worked all week long
    F                             C
The Lord knows we're near for the weekend 
 
By Wednesday I'm planning
     F         C               G7
What I'm gonna wear just to surprise him
 
              C
Cause if it's champagne and candles
     F
Or a drive in and cokes
     C        Em   Am
In a crowd or all alone
  F
I know how Saturday night lives
      G7                              C
And I can hardly wait till we're back home
 
     G7       C               F
From Saturday night to Sunday quiet
                    C
When it's woman and man time
                     G7
And the curtains are drawn
              C               F
From Saturday night to Sunday quiet
                       C
From the good times in town
                    G7         F         C
And soft sheets and gowns when we're all alone
 
                         F
Sometimes unplanned some good friends
               C
Drop in on the weekend
 
Then we're part of the crowd
        F           C         G7
And the laughter is loud with people talking
 
             C



But when the music is low
       F
And he whispers I love you
         C        Em        Am
Makes me think of things to come
      F
Cause after all the last goodbyes
  G7                                  C
I know we'll at last we'll finally be alone
 
Repeat #3
         F             C
From the good times in town
                    G7        F         C
And soft sheets and gowns and we're all alone

6223. From Small Things (Big Things One Day Come)

From Small Things (Big Things One Day Come)
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Bruce Springsteen

At 16 she quit high school
To make a fortune in the promise land
got a job behind the counter
of an all-night hamburger stand
She wrote faithfully home to Mama:
"now Mama, don't you worry none"
From small things, mama, big things one day come

It was late one Friday
as he pulled in out of the dark.
He was tall and handsome;
First she took his order; then she took his heart.
They bought a house up on a hillside
where little feet once had run
From small things, mama, big things one day come.

Good love is fleeting,
It's sad but it's true
But when your heart is bleeding,
You don't wanna hear the news

She packed her bags; went to Wyoming with a real estate man
They drove down to Tampa in an El Dorado Grande
She writes home "dear Mama, life is heaven in the sun"

From small things, mama, big things one day come

She shot him dead
on a sunny Florida road,
but when they caught her asll she said was
she couldn't stand the way he drove.



Back home, lonesome Johnny
waits for his baby's parole;
He sits high up on a hillside,
where the Wyoming river flows.
At his feet, and almost grown now,
Sits a daughter and a handsome son.
From small things, mama, big things one day come

6224. From Strangers To Lovers To Friends - Chords

From Strangers To Lovers To Friends
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Hillman Hall and Glenn Ray
[3/4 time]

C          G7            C
I'm really glad that you called me
                  G7            C
Hon I'm happy you found someone new
          F                     C              Am
I've been looking myself and if I find someone else
    D7                        G7
The first soul I'm telling is you

C            G7          C
We're better off to have known love
      C7                 F
We're more than we might have been
                 C                 Am
How many can say they went all the way
C                 G7        C
From strangers to lovers to friends

                  G7              C
Things could have turned out much different
                   G7         C
We could have been strangers again
        F                       C               Am
We were lucky to learn once the bridge has been burned
     D7                     G7
Only fools try to cross it again

C                  G7       C
Oh I know that I'm going to miss you
      C7                      F
And although I'm hurt now and then
                  C                       Am
I'll never regret what we went through to get
C                 G7        C
From strangers to lovers to friends

F                     C
I'm not one bit sorry I loved you



    F                  C
Hon I'd do it all over again
  F                           C              Am
I remember with pride when we walked side by side
C                 G7        C
From strangers to lovers to friends

6225. From The Beach

From The Beach - Nickel Creek 

Playing tag with a seagull
I'll be it
It for all time

Digging a moat around my castle
I'll dare another set
Set of waves to take us all home

Ocean ho, Sweet Devolver
Back into the sea

And when I breach, it's with a kelp crown
Amphitrite's heir
Heir for all time

With the current to lead me around
Don't need to know where
Only that I don't need to know

Merrily we roll, Sweet Devolver
Back into the sea

Chase
Build
Erase
Yield

Ticket
On the
Wind
Shield

Towel ho, Sweet Devolver
Life is but a dream

Is but a sea
And I don't think I'll ever leave
Since I've found myself
A little more
Naive



6226. From The Bottle

From The Bottle
Della Mae
(C. Woodsmith)

Light's low as the fire dies
My hand on a pistol, lonely at my side
I'm lost now my husband out the door
He took the children with him
He can't take it anymore
Told me he'd come home
Come back again if I let the liquor go, but I can't let go my sit
'Cause I went to the bottle
And I drank that bottle dry
And I covered up my anger I've frozen up inside
And I opened up that door and the devil came inside
Lit the fuze, to which my mind is tied
Oh god I can't feel it anymore
My hand is all a trembling on my stillhouse door
As I walk into her sweet air
Where my heart should be a'beatin I can only feel a tear
And I preay to my god above
That I'd burn her down to get back the one I love
'Cause I went to the bottle
And I drank that bottle dry
And I covered up my anger I've frozen up inside
And I opened up that door and the devil came inside
Lit the fuze, to which my mind is tied
Its dark now, I'm on my knees
I pray to my god give me the strength I need
I've got to light that math and burn her down
I got too much to live for, 'fore they put me in the ground
I'll go back to my children's arms
And watch the ashes rise and go up to meet the stars
And I'll go from the bottle
And I'll leave that bottle dry
And I'll open up my anger I've frozen up inside
And I'll open up that door but the devil won't oblige
Cut the fuze, to which my mind is tied

6227. From The Depths Of My Heart

The Isaacs - From the Depths of My Heart 

It hasn't been a bed of roses
Since I've started on my way
And, Lord you know I'm not complaining
There's just something I should say



For I've reached desperation
And I've stumbled since my start
I've grown weary through the years
Now I'm crying bitter tears
From the depths of my heart

From the depths of my heart
Lord, I'm calling out to you
For I need you here to lead me
I've done all that I can do
Lord I'm trying to do my part
To see that others make it through
And though I know I don't deserve you
Still I'm trying hard to serve you
From the depths of my heart

It's not a prayer just from the lips
It goes much deeper than the words
It's not a worthless expression
I just need to be heard
For Lord I need to reach your throne
I know exactly what I'll do
I'm just gonna fall down on my knees
I know you will hear the pleas
From the depths of my heart

From the depths of my heart
Lord I'm calling out to you
For I need you here to lead me
I've done all that I can do
Lord I'm trying to do my part
To see that others make it through
And though I know I don't deserve you
Still I'm trying hard to serve you
From the depths of my heart

And though I know I don't deserve you
Still I'm trying hard to serve you
From the depths of my heart
Of my heart

6228. From The Manger To The Cross

From The Manger To The Cross

The story's in the Bible it's a message sad but true
The life our Saviour lived on earth is told
Found upon the pages of the Master's book of truth
Every word so precious to my soul

From the manger to the cross rugged cross of Calvary
The road that Jesus walked for you and me all alone
By the world forsaken still He shed His blood for me



From the manger to the cross the rugged cross of Calvary

Amidst the stranger'ss cattle where the birth of Jesus came
The lonely manger kept Him from the cold
And there was the beginning of the journey Jesus made
Today it is the greatest story told

Many wonders were revealed while here on earth He dwelled
He healed the sick and made the blind to see
Five thousand were the numbers of the hungry who did feast
He blessed and multiplied the bread and meat

No earthly treasures did He own He sought no wealth or fame
Weary was the path He had to trod
Here He suffered many things for this world knew Him not
He died upon the cross the Son of God

6229. From The Manger To The Cross - Chords

From The Manger To The Cross
Recorded by Mac Wiseman
Written by Odell McLeod 

G        C                          G
From the manger to the cross rugged cross of Calvary
    D7                                 G       G7
The road that Jesus walked for you and me all alone
C                              G
By this world forsaken till He shed His blood for me
         D7                                             G
From the manger to the cross the rugged cross of Cal-va-ry

                              C               G
The story in the bible it's a message sad but true
                                      D7
The life our Savior lived on earth is told
G                           C                G
Found upon the pages of the Master's book of truth
              D7             G
Every word so precious to my soul 

Repeat #1
                                   C                   G
No earthly treasures did He own He sought no wealth or fame
                             D7
Weary was the path He had to trod
G                                C                   G
Here He suffered many things for this world knew Him not
                 D7               G
He died upon the cross the son of God

Repeat #1



6230. From The Start/Jamboree

David Rawlings
From The Start/Jamboree

Well I'm floating around in the grey sky, high
But I'll never be a sinner 'till the day that I die
Got the left wing flapping, and the right wing by my side
Still, I'll never be a sinner 'till the day that I die
'Cause there ain't o hell when you're on my mind
And there ain't no heaven if there ain't no hell on fire
And there ain't no death in the livin' world
Say on a Sunday to your brown-eyed-girl
No, no I'll never know until I go
From the start, from the start, you got eyes, you got ears from the start
I'll never have a wedding or a funeral, when I was seven I'd say they'd play brown-eyed-girl
But I knew in my heart no tall tale'd turn my words
And you can't turn your back on the looking glass
Spin around fast, it'll poke your ass
As a leaver, and a looker, and a liver in the past
From the start, from the start, you got eyes, you got ears from the start
From the start, from the start, you got eyes, you got ears from the start
At Sweet Water county line
Changed my mind now I feel fine
Wipe the salt from the mirror 'cause Denver's oh so near
And you can't turn your back on the looking glass
Spin around fast, it'll poke your ass
As a leaver, and a looker, and a liver in the past
From the start, from the start, you got eyes, you got ears from the start
From the start, from the start, you got eyes, you got ears from the start

6231. From The Station

Marc Cohn - From the station

I can see you with the top down
In that car you keep under the eaves
I can see the ocean wind blow
Through your hair
And all along your sleeves
I see you turning up the radio
Listening to the DJ's dedication
I can see you with the angels
Flying off the tower
At the station

Me I keep watching from the corner of my eye
Looking for some reason I should run
I know you don't have your answers either baby



But at least you know that you can really love someone

I see you kneeling in the garden
Closer now to something real and true
I see you feeding something beautiful
And I think that's all you ever
Really wanted to do
Now you're blowing out the candles
Now the guests pull out the drive
Now you're listening for the telephone
Of footsteps
That don't arrive

Me I keep watching from the corner of my eye
Looking for some reason I should run
I know you don't have your answers either baby
But at least you know that you can really love someone
Really love
Really love
You can really love someone

6232. From The Window Up Above - Chords

From The Window Up Above   
recorded by Red Sovine                [3/4 time]
written by George Jones

G                                                    G7
Let me be among that number who will go to live with him
       C                   G             A7                 D7
Just to be the least among them when the saints go marching in
G                                  C               G
What a happy happy meeting in that land of perfect love
          C                 G             D7        G
Thank you Lord for watching over from the window up above
 
                                      C                G
Lord I only bow to thank Thee for your precious tender love
                                     A7         D7
And for gently watching over from the window up above
     G                                     C             G
Oh so many times I've failed Thee still you call me your beloved
          C                 G             D7        G
Thank you Lord for watching over from the window up above
 
 
In the last rays of the sunset when the Master whispers low
       C                 G               A7                D7
To his good and faithful servants He will say to them well done
G                                  C               G
What a happy happy meeting in that land of perfect love
          C                 G             D7        G
Thank you Lord for watching over from the window up above  -



6233. From The Word Love

Ricky Skaggs - From The Word Love

I took my mark for the sounding of the gun
The challenge for your heart had just begun
I never knew I would cross the finish line
I gave it all for the chance to make you mine
From the word love I knew I won the race
From the word love I came out in first place
From the word love my dreams were coming true
All because of you
You cheered me through from the word love
I'm learning what it really means to win
Sometimes I think if I could do it all again
I'd run the race and try for record time
Never looking back just your loving on my mind
From the word love

6234. From Then Till Now - Chords

From Then Till Now
Written and recorded by Melba Montgomery

C                     F            C
It's been a long time since I have held you
           F                  C
Since that day you broke your vow
                    F        C
And now without you time has no meaning
    F           C         G7             C
And it's been a long time from then till now

                   F            C
My friends tell me that I might make it
          F               C
So far no one has told me how
               F       C
It seems a day goes on forever
    F           C         G7             C
For it's been a long time from then till now

                F              C
Each day I live the hurt grows stronger
           F              C
I long for love you won't allow
                    F               C
Each faithless hand that's reachin' for you
    F           C         G7             C



For it's been a long time from then till now

6235. From This Dream

Little Big Town - From This Dream

[Verse 1]
I (I) don't want to wake up
From this dream (dream) that I'm in
If I (I) should wake up
I'm afraid ('fraid) it'll end
When I'm with you, dreams come true
Life is full and so enthralling
I feel like I'm flying, falling

[Chorus]
I don't want to wake up
From this dream

[Verse 2]
Lying (lying) beside you
Time (time) standing still
Angels (angels) surround us
And I pray (pray) they always will
In this twilight
Holding you tight
All the world has disappeared
Everything I want is here

[Chorus]
I don't want to wake up
From this dream

[Bridge]
If a moment
Could be stolen
I would spend a life in prison
If each night my dream was this one

[Chorus]
I don't want to wake up
I don't want to wake up
I don't want to wake up
From this dream
I don't want to wake up (I, I)
From this dream
I, I don't want to wake up (don't want to wake up)
From this dream
[Outro]
I don't want to wake up (from this dream)
I, I don't want to wake up



6236. From This Moment On

From This Moment On
The Seldom Scene

Suddenly, you touched me
And my heart could see
Everything that matters now
Is nothing now, to me

From this moment forward
Love is first and last
My future will be filled with you
As you begin my past

And from this moment on
I'll wrap my dreams around you
And from this moment on
I'll hold you in my heart

And the history of love, we're making
Gladly giving, gladly taking
Each other's love
From this moment on

All my worldly treasures
Have slipped away in sand
Love is like a velvet glove
That fits on either hand

You become the morning
And you'll be the night
With you, all the universe
No other worlds are inside

And from this moment on
I'll wrap my dreams around you
And from this moment on
I'll hold you in my heart

And the history of love, we're making
Gladly giving, gladly taking
Each other's love
From this moment on, this moment on

6237. From Thorns To Feathers - Chords

From Thorns To Feathers
written and recorded by Hank Locklin



G              C         D7                    G
From thorns to feathers  what a change God can bring
                  C         G                D7
Everyday is Thanksgiving oh how I praise His name
    G                          G7               C
His love can't be measured His truth has set me free
               G         D7                      G
From thorns to feathers  His grace takes care of me

D7                      C               G
From thorns to feathers He watches over me
   C          G                         D7
My cup is overflowing with all His victories
   G                            G7            C
He delivers me from evil what a blessing to receive
               G        D7          G
From thorns to feathers if only I believe

               C           D7                 G
From thorns to feathers my prayers are not in vain
                       C           G             D7
He makes my life worth living in a world without shame
   G                             G7           C
My barns are never empty running over all the time
               G           D7           G
From thorns to feathers He satisfies my mind

D7                      C               G
From thorns to feathers my life's a melody
  C                G                        D7
I love to sing the story of how He died for me
     G                              G7                C
Each day I'm getting closer and the feeling's growing strong
               G        D7                G
From thorns to feathers someday I'm going home

C              G           D7                G
From thorns to feathers my Lord will take me home

6238. From Where I Stand

Vince Gill - From Where I Stand

Oh, I'm drawn to you
Like a burnin' flame
But somebody's waitin'
That bears my name
Oh, Lord knows I'd love to love you
Cause you know I'm just a man
But I can't
Not from where I stand.



You see I made a promise
When I put on that rign
And I plan to kep it, babe
It's a sacred thing
Well, heaven knows I'm tempted
I hope you understand
That I can't
Not from where I stand.

[Repeat: x2]
Oh, from where I stand
There's a golden band
And I swear I couldn't stand
To lose it all
So, I better run
While I still can
Cause I can't, babe
Not from where I stand.

No I can't, not from where I stand
Yeah, not from where I stand

6239. From Your Heart To Mine

From Your Heart To Mine

It was only yesterday that I heard you say
You wanted me more than silver or gold
Now another's love you have and our love has grown cold
It's a long way from your heart to mine

It's a long long way from your heart to mine
I didn't really mean to be unkind
But I cheated and I lied and I ever made you cry
It's a long way from your heart to mine

It was such a short time from the day we met
I held you closely in my arms
Then you went away and I went astray
It's a long way from your heart to mine

6240. From Your Knees - Chords

From Your Knees
Recorded by Randy Travis
Written by Leslie Winn Satcher

G                D7      G  D7             G
He tore down the work of 17 years brick by brick



    D7       G
And stone by stone
              D7             G
No hammer was swingin' cause cheatin' and drinkin'
      D7           A7         D7
Don't need no help wreckin' a home
       G                                          D7
Ah but when he came back through the dust and the rubble
   G                           C
Of what he had once called his life
                           G
He dropped to his knees in sheer disbelief 
       D7                G
Of the total destruction inside
                             D7
There were empty closets and empty drawers
      G                        C
And a tear stained note on the kitchen floor
    G                           D7 A7 D7
And burning memories in the fireplace
   G                  D7
He waited too late to say he was wrong
    G                                C
His house was still standing but his home was gone
        G         B7    Em   A7
Brother you would not believe
C            D7            G
What you can see from your knees
               D7          G            D7
Right then and there in an old sinner's prayer
   G                D7          G    D7
He told things he'd kept in the dark
          G         D7
There was no use in lying 
          G
Cause the Man who was listening
      D7        A7          D7
Could see every room in his heart
           G                                          D7
Ah he took empty whisky bottles little black book and all
       G                    C
To the fire she left on the grate
                        G
Ah sometimes a man will change on his own
    D7                      G
But sometimes I tell you it takes
                  D7
Empty closets and empty drawers
      G                        C
And a tear stained note on the kitchen floor
    G                           D7 A7 D7
And burning memories in the fireplace
   G                  D7
He waited too late to say he was wrong
    G                             C
His house was still standing he'd fight for his home
        G         B7    Em       G         B7    Em   A7



Brother you would not believe oh you would not believe
C            D7            G
What you can see from your knees

6241. Front Porch

Donna the Buffalo - Front Porch

There's an easy feeling
Can you feel it, you can feel it
With an ease we're stepping out
Are you ready, could you be ready

Living's good on the front porch
When we rock it, sure we rock it
Stepping out with the front porch
In your pocket, in your pocket

We're stepping out, get hip to the motion
One step puts us in the groove
Back to the shack for what it might lack
One step forward, take the good life back

Fitting in the very world
That creates us and relates us
One a blessing, two a curse
Human nature, human nature

Every life a lesson
In humility, in humility
Beauty graces the world
With simplicity, with simplicity

Let it be you, surely free you
May your life be a pleasure you've found
Let it move you, surely clue you
Bring your faith to a higher ground
There's the needle in the haystack
Now you can lay all your worries down
Let it lift you, gently shift you
Let it bring your world around

We're stepping out, get hip to the motion
One step puts us in the groove
Back to the shack for what it might lack
One step forward, take the good life back

6242. Front Porch



John Hartford 
Front Porch

My front porch looks right at your back porch
At the side of your house sits my car
Your laundry hangs there by my window
In the sun that shines down in our yard

When I come home I see you a leaving
When I am leaving you're just pulling in
At times I could reach out and touch you
But I am not even sure of your name

I saw you last round about midnight
From the front porch you seem so care-free
Like you never could ever be happy
To live in the country with me

I came up here hunting for riches
Of fortune and fame I had heard
But too long I've stared at your back porch
And now I'm a slave to your world

When the hair on my head turns to silver
My feet and my hands old and sore
I'll prop my old chair on the front porch
And gaze at your old kitchen door

6243. Front Porch Gospel - Chords

Front Porch Gospel
Recorded by Ronnie Reno
 
G                            C                G
Today I took a fast train to another place in time 
                          A7             D7
Took me back to yesterday pictures in my mind
    G                             C              G
The family gathered around like a Sunday morning sun
                                 D7                     G
With our place of worship and it filled our hearts with love
 
            C      G
Front porch gospel mom sang the song
            C           D7
Front porch gospel we'd all sing along
     G                     Em
We'd bow our heads a say a prayer
              C        A7
And thank the Lord for all He shares
G                  D7              G
Front porch gospel singing for the Lord
 
                          C           G



We were singing for Jesus in a gospel way
                                   A7              D7
Just like John the Baptist looking forward to that day
     G                     C             G
When all of God's children meet in glory land
                          D7              G
The mighty power of Jesus reaches out His hand
 
Repeat #2 x2
 
              C            A7
And thank the Lord for all He shares
G           C      D7              G
Front porch gospel singing for the Lord

6244. Front Porch Song - Chords

Robert Earl Keen
Front Porch Song

Capo II

Intro

        G               Em              C               D
e------3---3---3-------0---0---0-------0---0---0-------2---2---2---2-
b------3---3---3-------0---0---0-------1---1---1-------3---3---3---3-
g------0---0---0-------0---0---0-------0---0---0-------2---2---2---2-
d------0---0---0-------2---2---2-------2---2---2-2-1-0-----0---0---0-
a------2---2---2---------2-----2-0-2-3-----3-3-----------3---2---0---
E0-2-3---3---3---3-2-0-------0-----------3---------------------------

6245. Front Porch Thing

Little Big Town - Front Porch Thing
Chris Stapleton

[Chorus]
Good Lord willing and the creek don't rise
My baby's got a song to sing
While the crickets and the train whistle harmonize
Doing that front porch thing
Clanging out, banging out a feel good tune
Strumming on my old 6 string
Sure can kill these country blues
Doing that front porch thing

[Verse 1]
Work's been slow, money's been tight



But that's alright, honey, that's alright
Sometimes you won't, but sometimes you will
And when she do what she do, it's a doggone thrill

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]
When the moon comes up, we sit down
And the chains start creaking
Making swinging sounds
Fall in love, all over again
Having so much fun, it ought to be a sin

[Chorus x2]

[Verse 3]
When we're doing that front porch thing
When we're doing that front porch thing
Doing that front porch thing

6246. Frost On The Bluegrass

Frost on the Bluegrass
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - Frost on the Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
I headed north, to the factory, straight out of High School
Forty years, I made my livin', on that [?]
But come November, my shift here's over
I'm going back to that old home I left behind

[Chorus]
When the frost lays heavy on the bluegrass
And those chilly autumn winds begin to blow
When those leaves of gold and red lay like a blanket in the hollers
I'm going back to my old mountain home

[Verse 2]
We've all heard you can take the boy out of the mountains
But rest assured, they are still in the heart of me
Even after all this time of being chained in this old city
I still hear the hills of home a-callin' me

[Chorus]
When the frost lays heavy on the bluegrass
And those chilly autumn winds begin to blow
When those leaves of gold and red lay like a blanket in the hollers
I'm going back to my old mountain home

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
When the frost lays heavy on the bluegrass



And those chilly autumn winds begin to blow
When those leaves of gold and red lay like a blanket in the hollers
I'm going back to my old mountain home
I'm going back to my old mountain home

6247. Frosty The Snowman - Chords

Frosty The Snowman 
Dan Tyminski
 
[Intro]
F  C  Dm  G C
 
 
[Verse 1]
C
Frosty the Snowman
      F           C
Was a happy jolly soul
       F                  C      Am
With a corncob pipe and a button nose
        Dm        G      C
And two eyes made out of coal
 
 
[Verse 2]
C
Frosty the Snowman
     F               C
Is a fairy-tale they say
       F
He was made of snow
        C        Am
But the children know
       Dm      G        C
How he came to life one day
 
 
[Bridge]
      F                   Em7
There must have been some magic
        Dm                C
In that old silk hat they found
    G                   E7
For when they placed it on his head
     Am     D      G
He began to dance around
 
 
[Verse 3]
C
Frosty the Snowman
     F                C



Was alive as he could be
        F
And the children say
         C         Am
He could laugh and play
         Dm      G       C
Just the same as you and me
 
 
[Interlude]
C                  G Dm G
    Look at Frosty go
                  C  F  C  D G  C
Over the hills of snow
 
 
[Verse 4]
C
Frosty the Snowman
          F               C
Knew the sun was hot that day
      F
So he said let's run
          C
And we'll have some fun
      Dm     G     C
Now before I melt away
 
 
[Verse 5]
C
Down to the village
       F                 C
With a broomstick in his hand
        F                   C
Running here and there all around the square
       Dm       G      C
Saying catch me if you can
 
 
[Bridge]
   F                 Em7
He led them down the streets of town
      Dm7            C
Right to the traffic cop
    G             E7
And only paused a moment when
   A7        D      G N.C.
He heard him holler stop
 
 
[Verse 6]
C
Frosty the Snowman
       F            C
Had to hurry on his way
       F



But he waved goodbye
       C
Saying don't you cry
        Dm    G         C
I'll be back again some day
 
 
[Outro]
C
Thumpety thump thump
C
Thumpety thump thump
               G7
Look at Frosty go
G7
Thumpety thump thump
G7
Thumpety thump thump
                  C    F  C  Dm G  C
Over the hills of snow

6248. Frozen Fields

Frozen Fields - Jerry Douglas
(feat. Alison Krauss and Union Station)

I walked alone the fence road
Thought of all the work I had to do
You jumped right into between my thoughts
Wouldn't that be just like you?!
But all the fields are frozen
I was wondering where you are
Life goes by and met you..., just
Like it does on New Year's day
There's a comfort in the good old times
You don't feel so far away.

Could it you be you found yourself like this
And I just crossed your mind.
You're wondering through the frozen fields
And the world stops soon or die
Oh, it wouldn't be long til summer comes
And these fields will be full and green
Life goes by and met you...just
Like it does on New Year's day
There's a comfort in the good old times
You don't feel so far away.
I walked alone the fence road
Thought of all the work I had to do
You jumped right into between my thoughts
Wouldn't that be just like you?!
But all the fields are frozen
I was wondering where you are



Life goes by and met you..., just
Like it does on New Year's day
There's a comfort in the good old times
You don't feel so far away.

6249. Frozen Heart - Chords

Frozen Heart
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Rick Yancey
 
G                                C
Frozen heart that's standing all alone
        D7                          G
Chilled because your love forever's gone
                                     C
Needing you like a cold hand needs a glove
        G         D7                G
Take my heart and warm it with your love

                                    C
I can't count the times I've hid my face
       D7                      G
Crying just to be in your warm embrace
                                         C
The winter of your love is falling at my door
          G            D7          G
Since you said I don't love you anymore
             
                                 C
Frozen heart that's standing all alone
        D7                          G
Chilled because your love forever's gone
                                     C
Needing you like a cold hand needs a glove
        G         D7                G
Take my heart and warm it with your love

6250. Frozen In Slow Motion

Brett Dennen - Frozen In Slow Motion

Goodbye woman of my dreams
You were running for steam
I got swept in your slip stream
Like a vision, you came strong
Then you were gone, and you moved on
And all around me, things are moving, so fast
Im still tender from the crash..



Feels like im frozen in slow motion
You get further away x2
Now the curtains closing
Are you a tragedy?
Are you a comedy?
I was romancing on the phone
Dancing with a stone
That I could not move alone
And all around me, things are moving, so fast
Im still tender from the crash..
Feels like im frozen in slow motion
You get further away x2
(Instrumental)
Goodbye dreamer I have drawn
You belong among the love songs
Feels like im frozen in slow motion
You get further away
Feels like im frozen in slow motion
You get further away, further, further away X2
You get further away

6251. Fru Johnsen

Tom T Hall - Fru Johnsen

[Vers 1]
Jeg vil fortelle hva som hendte pÃ¥ et sted
Helt innerst i en fjord
Der bodde tusen frelste
Pluss en tenÃ¥ring, og hennes unge mor
Vel, da skolen var slutt en sommerdag
Kom datteren lÃ¸pende som gal
Og hun sa: "Mamma, her er brev til deg
Fra tilsynet for hÃ¸y moral"

[Vers 2]
I brevet sto:
"Fru Johnsen, De fostrer dÃ¥rlig dotter Dykkar sjÃ¸lv
Ja de har altfor korte skjÃ¸rt
Og det seiast at De stundom drikker Ã¸l
De mÃ¥ kome pÃ¥ eit mÃ¸te
Det er no ikveld, i Bedehusets sal
Vi mÃ¥ ta dotter Dykkar frÃ¥ Dykk
Helsing Tilsynet for hÃ¸g moral"

[Vers 3]
Klokken syv den samme kvelden startet mÃ¸tet
Og med ett sÃ¥ smalt en dÃ¸r
Og like inn i salen kom Fru Johnsen
Kledd i miniskjÃ¸rt som alltid fÃ¸r
FÃ¸rst da hun nÃ¥dde prekestolen
Snudde hun, og sÃ¥ ut pÃ¥ den fulle sal
Og sa: "Jeg har litt Ã¥ si til Dere



Voktere av stedets moral"

[Vers 4]
Der pÃ¥ fÃ¸rste benk er bygdas laerer
Flere ganger var han pÃ¥ min dÃ¸r
Og om hans kone var alene nÃ¥r han trodde?
GÃ¥ spÃ¸r han, de som tÃ¸r
Og sekretaeren Deres, doktor
TÃ¸rr De si oss hvorfor hun dro bort sÃ¥ brÃ¥tt?
Og kan de reise Dem, herr ordfÃ¸rer
Og si hvor mange drinker De har fÃ¥tt?

[Vers 5]
VÃ¥r kjaere pastor og herr lensmann
De som stÃ¥r i spissen for moralen vÃ¥r
Det var vel altervin pÃ¥ flaskene
Som Dere bar inn bakveien i gÃ¥r?
Er det fra denne samling hyklere
Jeg hÃ¸rer at jeg ikke strekker til?
Fordi min skjÃ¸rtekant er naermere den himmel
Dere aldri kommer til
[Vers 6]
Ja, pÃ¥ denne mÃ¥ten hendte det
Jeg vet det for jeg var i samme sal
Og jeg hÃ¸rte mamma slÃ¥ ihjel
Tilsynet for hÃ¸y moral
Og hÃ¸rte mamma slÃ¥ ihjel
Tilsynet for hÃ¸y moral
Jeg hÃ¸rte mamma slÃ¥ ihjel
Tilsynet for hÃ¸y moral

6252. Fruits Of My Labor

Lucinda Williams - Fruits of My Labor

Baby, see how I been living
Velvet curtains on the windows too
Keep the bright and unforgiving
Light from shining through

Baby, I remember all the things we did
When we slept together
In the blue behind your eyelids
Baby, sweet baby

Traced your scent through the gloom
'Til I found these purple flowers
I was spent, I was soon smelling you for hours

Lavender, lotus blossoms too
Water the dirt, flowers last for you
Baby, sweet baby



Tangerines and persimmons
And sugarcane
Grapes and honeydew melon
Enough fit for a queen

Lemon trees don't make a sound
'Til branches bend and fruit falls to the ground
Baby, sweet baby

Come to my world and witness
The way things have changed
'Cause I finally did it, baby
I got out of La Grange

Got in my Mercury and drove out west
Pedal to the metal and my luck to the test
Baby, sweet baby

I been tryin' to enjoy all the fruits of my labor
I been cryin' for you boy but truth is my savior

Baby, sweet baby if it's all the same
Take the glory any day over the fame
Baby, sweet baby

6253. Frustration Song - Chords

Frustration Song 
Lake Street Dive
 
Amaj7                  Dmaj7
He lights up and he coughs up something green.
Amaj7                  Dmaj7
He hates you he hates him, I think he hates me.
Bm                 E7
Tea on his jacket, worn like a bruise
Bm
You can see it in his eyes he'd rather be
Amaj7         Dmaj7
crusin the freeway on his little
Amaj7         Dmaj7                 Gm
blue honda fifty Cee Cee from the seventies
 
Gm   Dmaj7
 
Amaj7                 Dmaj7
He wakes up and he reaches for his tie
Amaj7                 Dmaj7
He stayed out late, drinking the locals dry
Bm                   E7
Why are you so late, the train was running slow
Bm             Dmaj7
You can see it in his eyes he'd rather be



Amaj7         Dmaj7
Blowing horn in a backup band for a 
Amaj7         Dmaj7
Showy singer with guitar in hand
        Gm
playing sold out shows
 
Dmaj7
 
Amaj7                   Dmaj7
She looks up and she cannot see the sky
Amaj7                   Dmaj7
it's been days since she enjoyed being high
Bm           E7
seeing red, and learning about the biz
Bm          Dmaj7
you can see it in her eyes she'd rather be
Amaj7      Dmaj7
living large by her swimming pool and
Amaj7          Dmaj7             Gm
getting altered when she wanted to.
Amaj76     Dmaj7
Wouldn't you.
 
(Repeating verse)
C#m                    Dmaj7       Fmaj7
We're stuck with these things
Fmaj7                  Dmaj7       Bm
That don't help us at all
Bm                    C#m
They don't help us at all
 
(Verse repeats 3 more times)
 
last line:
Bm                     Amaj7
They don't help us at all

6254. Frutch

Frutch
The Incredible String Band

Now I met me a girl and her name was Frutch
And she liked dirt and me very much
She said if she'd met me during the war
And she found me hiding underneath the door
Even if she was German and I was Dutch
She wouldn't shoot me
She was a fine girl, Frutch
Shot me last Tuesday

Now I met me a girl and her name was Scrot



She kept a notebook with many a jot
About how to turn a banknote into a cat
And many such things just as useful as that
But I told her she wouldn't dig it if she turned
into a piece of gunshot
She didn't listen
She was a fine girl, Scrot
I got her right here in my shoulder now
thanks to Frutch

Now I met me a girl and her name was Blit
And she bought a do-it-yourself submarine kit
She tried it in the bath and it went down the plug
And she was inside it, she was making it chug
When she found there wasn't no place at all for
her to sit
She didn't worry none
She was a fine girl, Blit
She was still standing when she passed Norroway
for the fourth time

Now I met me a girl and her name was Twing
She looked like a yoyo without a string
She rolled up and down like a solid hoop
Right round the block and right through the soup
And right through the stew and the chicken stuffing
She was a fine girl, Twing
She was a good cook as cooks go...she went!

Now I met me a girl and her name was Plof
She had a car with a nasty cough
She fed it with aspirins and vitamin pills
Lotions and potions for to cure all ills
'Til you couldn't see the car for three miles of froth
Big Claimsville
She was a fine girl, Plof

Car don't cough no more
Just sits in the garage all day long
And screams for the doctor
Hypochondriac!

6255. Ft. Worth Blues

Steve Earle - Ft. Worth Blues

In Ft. Worth, all the neon's burnin' bright
Pretty lights all red and blue
But they'd shut down all the honkytonks tonight
And say a prayer or two, if they only knew

You used to say the highway was your home
But we both know that ain't true



It's just the only place a man can go
When he don't know where he's travelin' to

But Colorado's always clean and healin'
And Tennessee in spring is green and cool
It never really was your kind of town
But you went around with the Ft. Worth Blues

Somewhere up beyond the great divide
Where the sky is wide and the clouds are few
A man can see his way clear to the light
Just hold on tight, that's all you gotta do

And they say Texas weather is always changing
And one thing change'll bring is somethin' new
And Houston really ain't that bad a town
So you hang around with the Ft. Worth Blues

There's a full moon over Galway Bay tonight
Silver light over green and blue
And every place I travel through, I find
Some kind of sign that you've been through

6256. Ft. Worth Blues - Chords

Ft. Worth Blues - Fort Worth Blues
Steve Earl - Ft.worth Blues

intro: A A 
 
A              Aadd4             A 
In Ft. Worth all the neon's burnin' bright 
      E              A 
Pretty lights red and blue 
A             Aadd4                   A 
But they'd shut down all the honky tonks tonight 
            E          A 
And say a prayer or two if they only knew 
A           Aadd4          A 
You used to say the highway was your home 
     E           A 
G#ut we both know that ain't true 
A          Aadd4    A 
It's just the only place a man can go 
       E                A 
When he don't know where he's travelin' too. 
 
Chorus: 
D      E         A 
But Colorado's always clean and healin' 
  D      E         A 
And Tennessee in Spring is green and cool 
             Aadd4    A 



It never really was your kind of town 
         E              A 
But you went around with the Ft. Worth Blues 
 
 
Somewhere up beyond the great divide 
Where the sky is wide and the clouds are few 
F# man can see his way clear to the light 
Just hold on tight, that's all you gotta do 
 
Chorus: 
And they say Texas weather's always changin' 
And one thing change'll bring is somethin' new 
And Houston really ain't that bad a town 
So you hang around with the Ft. Worth Blues 
 
There's a full moon over Galway Bay tonight 
Silver light over green and blue 
And every place I travel through, I find 
Some kinda sign that you've been through 
 
Chorus: 
G#ut F#msterdam was always good for grieving 
And London never fails to leave me blue 
Paris never was my kinda town 
So I walked around with the Ft. Worth Blues

chords used:
A:    002220
Aadd4:002230
D:    xx0232
E:    022100

6257. Fuck Me Up

Pokey LaFarge - Fuck Me Up

[Intro]
(Ooh, ooh ooh ooh)
(Ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh)
(Ooh, ooh ooh ooh)
(Ooh ooh ooh ooh)

[Verse 1]
I'm that wholesome Midwestern boy
That you want to bring home to your mama
Even though I bring you joy
Baby, I'm not the toy
You wanna play with at night
(Ooh, ooh ooh ooh)
(Ooh ooh ooh)

[Pre-Chorus]



Too many things I've seen
Too many people and places I've been
I'm thinkin' about doin' those things I shouldn't be doin'
Somethin' I've never done before

[Chorus]
I want something to
(Fuck me up)
Need somebody to
(Fuck me up)
Everyone feels like it
(Fuck me up, fuck me up, fuck me up)
(Ooh, ooh ooh ooh)
(Ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh)

[Verse 2]
I'm that little hayseed that you know
From somewhere south of Chicago
Where do I go from here?
The path, it just ain't clear
So I wanna leave it all behind

[Pre-Chorus]
Well, I might go and get drunk and stoned
'Cause it's better than being only crazy
If I never come back
Wherever I end up at
Is where I was supposed to be

[Chorus]
I want something to
(Fuck me up)
Need somebody to
(Fuck me up)
You know just what I mean
(Fuck me up, fuck me up, fuck me up)

[Outro]
(Fuck me up)
Please somebody to
(Fuck me up)
Everyone feels like it
(Fuck me up, fuck me up, fuck me up)
(Ooh, ooh ooh ooh)
(Ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh)
(Ooh, ooh ooh ooh)
(Ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh)

6258. Fuck That Guy

Fuck That Guy

Well look at that clown dressed up like Charles Dickens



Sneaking around like Slim Pickens
If he was a woman, he'd think he was God's gift to man
Gonna stick his head in a garbage can
Ah fuck that guy
Yea fuck that guy
It ought to be a crime
He ain't no friend of mine
Fuck that guy
Look at that heartless fool
Lurking around the high school
Somebody better call the cops, he ought to be arrested
Ain't nobody around here gonna get molested
Oh fuck that guy
Yea fuck that guy
It ought to be a crime
He ain't no friend of mine
Fuck that guy
Yea look at that jerk-off jerk
He's a real piece of work
Rolling and smoking cheap tobacco
He ain't nothing but a loud-mouth wacko
Fuck that guy
Yea fuck that guy
It ought to be a crime
He ain't no friend of mine
Fuck that guy
It ought to be a crime
He ain't no friend of mine
Fuck that guy
Yea, fuck that guy
What an asshole
Fuck that guy

6259. Fuck This Town

Robbie Fulks - Fuck This Town

[Verse 1]
Well, I came down to Nashville
In 1993
'Cause my friend Jimmy said Nashville
Had money growin' right on the trees
So I thought I'd go pick some
And I don't mean musically

[Verse 2]
Now it's three years later
And I'm a-wonderin' where I went wrong
Shook a lotta hands, ate a lotta lunch
Wrote a lotta dumbass songs
But I couldn't get a break in Nashville
If I tried my whole life long



[Chorus]
So fuck this town
Fuck this town
Fuck it end-to-end
Fuck it up-and-down
Can't get noticed, can't get found
Can't get a cut, so fuck this town

[Verse 3]
Hey, this ain't country western
It's just soft-rock feminist crap
And I thought they'd struck bottom
Back back in the days of Ronnie Milsap
Now they can't stop the flood of assholes
There ain't a big enough ASCAP

6260. Fuck With You

Little Big Town - Fuck With You

[Hook]
I don't know what to do sitting here alone
Just waiting on a cue
Cause I don't wanna fuck with you No more, no more
No more, no more, no more, no more, no more
I don't wanna fuck with you I don't know what to do
Sitting here alone, just waiting on a cue
Cause I don't wanna fuck with you no more, no more
No more, no more, no more, no more, no more
I don't wanna fuck with you

[Verse 1]
Man fallin' into love to deep too much pressure
I don't wanna feel too weak
You be hearing all these bitches just talking about me
And if it's bout beef you'll take it to the street
I know I see you don't wanna be seen
But baby I'm a star and this is my team
I work too hard, to be arguing picking up my phone
And it ain't even ring
Even got some issues, some problems of your own
But I ain't gonna put you out there on the song
I'd be wrong if I did even talking about a kid
Put my past relationship that false information bitch
I thought you knew me better than that never did, not a fact
I don't even go time to be explaining that
I know shit ain't the same but some times n***as gone change, change now

[Hook]

[Verse 2]
I'm tired of that, ain't calling back
Ain't fucking with you, like the virgins back



Man, shit was all good just a week ago now im blowing up
Turn me up in your speaker ho
Speaking on the wrong shit now you gotta go sick of your
Face and your friend is the antidote
And ain't tryin' to go and fuck with anybody
But I'm a fuck around and fuck somebody
Like bullies on playgrounds, new pussy I just found knock down
Laid down throwin' the towel out
When I'm at this rate I probably never press redial, callin all yo loud ass friends in the backgro
und
I'm better now,I'm better now got a new bitch
I ain't gonna put her out like I put you out. This time I ain't playin' around

[Hook]

6261. Fuel

Iron Horse - Fuel

Gimme fuel
Gimme fire
Gimme that which I desire Ooh
Turn on I see red
Adrenaline crash and crack my head
Nitro junkie paint me dead
And I see red
One hundred plus through black and white
War horse
Warhead
Fuck 'em man white knuckle tight
Through black and white
Ooh on I burn
Fuel is pumping engines
Burning hard, loose and clean
And on I burn
Churning my direction
Quench my thirst with gasoline
Just gimme fuel
Gimme fire
Gimme that which I desire
Turn on beyond the bone
Swallow future
Spit out home
Burn your face upon the chrome
Yeah!
Take the corner
Join the crash
Head lights
Headlines
Another junkie lives to fast
Lives way to fast
Fast
Fast



Ooh woah
Oo on I burn
Fuel is pumping engines
Burning hard, loose and clean
And on I burn
Churning my direction
Quench my thirst with gasoline
Just gimme fuel
Gimme fire
Gimme that which I desire
White knuckle tight!
Give me fuel
Give me fire
My desire!
Oo on I burn
Fuel is pumping engines
Burning hard, loose and clean
And and on I burn
Turning my direction
Quench my thirst with gasoline
Gimme fuel
Gimme fire
Gimme that which I desire, ooh
On I burn!

6262. Fuel To The Flame

Dolly Parton - Fuel To The Flame 
(Dolly Parton)

You kindle the fire of love inside me
Each time our lips meet
I'm not strong when we're alone
Your kisses make me weak
You must know how I feel
But do you feel the same
Everytime you kiss me
You add fuel to the flame
My eyes light up when I see you
I burn with desire
Each time you're near
You say you'll care
But still I'm not sure
But please don't ask me to love you
If you're not gonna change my name
Everytime you touch me
You add fuel to the flame
This fire you started inside me
Has reached my very soul
You're adding fuel to a flame
That's already burning out of control
When you give me your name
I give you everything



Everytime you kiss me
Adds fuel to the flame
Yes everytime you touch me
You add fuel to the flame

6263. Fugitive Breakdown

Fugitive Breakdown

I hurried through the darkness
The last time my darling to see
I heard those bloodhounds crying
The sheriff was coming after me

She had the sun in her hair
Lips like cherry wine
She loved nobody else
Now I sit and pine

They said I killed a stranger
They tried to hang me high
I ran as fast as I could go
I wished that I could fly

6264. Fugitive's Lament

Fugitive's Lament

I hear the sad howling of coyotes prowling
It sounds so mournful to me
It brings back memories of cherished loved ones
Of ones I'm longing to see

   I'm riding away out on the lone prairie
   The rangers are searching for me
   I'm riding away from my home in Texas
   A fugitive ever to be

I had a good mother I had a good father
They handed a warning to me
The men that I ran with committed a murder
And laid the blame on me

Little Maggie my sweetheart I know she's lonely
And longs for me to return
My happiness ended the night we parted
And now for her I yearn

How lonely how dreary with nothing to cheer me



My thoughts go stealing back home
My life of sadness will never know gladness
I'm branded forever to roam

6265. Fugue For The Ox

Emmylou Harris - Fugue for the Ox

Call happy calling children are falling
In line to ride on the merry-go-round
People are passing children are laughing
They want to ride on the merry-go-round

Doesn't matter when you came
Every ride is just the same
Do not worry how it's done
There is room for everyone

Carousel turning children are yearning
To ride it forever and never come down
Little one's singing older one's clinging
Everyone riding the merry-go-round
Go round and round and up and down

Round and round they go always reaching for the ring of gold
Never knowing when the music's over they will be old

Call happy calling children are falling
In line to ride on the merry-go-round
People are passing children are laughing
They want to ride on the merry-go-round

Sometimes up and sometimes down
Don't let your feet ever touch the ground
Sometimes right and sometimes wrong
You'll end up where you belong

Sound of their laughter makes the ride faster
Soon the circus stand must come down
Music grows nowhere the ride is over
Say goodbye to the merry-go-round

6266. Full Circle

Dolly Parton - Full Circle 

You've seen me naked in more ways than one
You've seen me done up, seen me come undone
We've cried in the darkness, we've laughed in the sun



We've been forever, yet we've just begun
Chorus:
We've come full circle, all the way 'round
Through the good times, the bad times, through life's ups and downs
Still we've stayed together throught thick and through thin
Yes, we've come full circle
Thank God, we're still friends
You know the soft spots under my skin
Deep down inside me, where no one has been
And we've sailed troubled waters, we've soared on the wind
But time's only sweetened this love that we're in
Chorus:
And we've come full circle, all the way 'round
Throught the good times and bad times, through life's ups and downs
Still we've stayed together through thick and through thin
Yes, we've come full circle
Thank God, we're still friends
Tag Chorus:
We've cried in the darkness, laughed in the sun
We've come full circle and we've just begun
We've come full circle, we've been all the way 'round
We've come full circle, we've been all the way 'round
You know we've cried in the darkness, and we've laughed in the sun
We've stayed together, and we've just begun
Fade:
We've come full circle, we've been all the way 'round
I'm so glad you're still my friend
We've come full circle, and I'd do it all again

6267. Full Force Gale

Full Force Gale
Van Morrison - Chesapeake

[Chorus]
Like a full force gale
I was lifted up again
I was lifted up again by the Lord

[Verse 1]
No matter where I roam
I will find my way back home
I will always return to the Lord

[Verse 2]
In the gentle evening breeze
By the whispering shady trees
I will find my sanctuary in the Lord

[Bridge]
I was headed for a fall
Then I saw the writing on the wall



[Chorus]
Like a full force gale
I was lifted up again
I was lifted up again by the Lord

[Bridge]
I was headed for a fall
Then I looked up and saw the writing on the wall
[Verse 2]
In the gentle evening breeze
By the whispering shady trees
I will find my sanctuary in the Lord

[Verse 1]
And no matter where I roam
I will find my way back home
I will always return to the Lord (Like a full force)

[Chorus]
Like a full force gale
I was lifted up again
I was lifted up again by the Lord
Like a full force gale (I was lifted up again, lifted up)
I was lifted up again (I said I was lifted up)
I was lifted up again by the Lord
Like a full force gale (Lifted up again)
I was lifted up again (Lifted up again)
I was lifted up again by the Lord

6268. Full Light

Full Light
Darrell Scott

Take the skeleton from the closet
Shake the dust off of his bones
Tonight we'll have confession
Of all that we've done wrong
Let's hear every crime you've thought of
But never committed
Tonight the demons fly
And I'll introduce myself to you
In full light, in full light

We've been playing in the shadows
With a face that's not our own
And we keep changing our expectations
'Cause we don't want to wake up alone
And we say all the things that we like to hear
Under the cover of a cold, dark night
And we choke on the words we really feel
In full light,in full light



But tonight the light stays on
And the words like rain will fall
And if we find that love is gone
Then we'll probably find that
It wasn't love after all, after all

So let's blow out the candle
And turn the fluorescents on
And let's sit down at the kitchen table
Talk, talk, talking 'til the dawn
Then we go downstairs and hit the streets
And we're walking side by side
Two naked people washing in the river
In full light, in full light

6269. Full Moon In My Soul

David Rawlings
Full Moon in My Soul

The water wheel
Goes round and round
Stick with me baby, you'll be glad that I'm the one you found
I've got that full moon in my soul
I want to see you now
Put down the telephone, it's me that's calling anyhow
I've got that full moon in my soul

Your skin is smooth
Your eyes are closed
You're breathing deeply
What you're thinking about no one knows
I've got that full moon in my soul
I love you madly
The past is over and the present will be, sadly
I've got that full moon in my soul

From the darkness inside you
Comes the light that will guide you

I'm out of here
I'm taking off
You can have my cigarettes
And mister, you can have my cough
I've got that full moon in my soul
From the darkness inside you
Comes the light that will guide you

Everywhere, Osiris, transform us
Take us where them sunny southern winds are gonna warm us
I've got that full moon in my soul
Oh yes
I've got that full moon in my soul



6270. Full Moon On The Rise

Full Moon On The Rise (Larry W. Jones 10/30/2006) 

There's a full moon on the rise And an emptiness inside
It came as a dark surprise That you'd never be my bride
You said that we would wed Under a full moon on the rise
But you have gone and left me Though I have waited patiently

There's a full moon on the rise And an emptiness inside
Should I wait for your return Will I ever see that blessed day
I know my heart will ever burn For one who chose to go away
There's a full moon on the rise And an emptiness inside

It came as a dark surprise That you'd never be my bride
You said that we would wed Under a full moon on the rise
But you have gone and left me Though I have waited patiently
There's a full moon on the rise And an emptiness inside

6271. Full Moon Town

Sturgill Simpson - Full Moon Town

[Verse 1]
There's a half-price buzz to be had
And a speed trap stretch up ahead
And the lemonade kids shakin' hands
In a full moon town
There's one red light where you stop
Unless you're in real good with the cops
Then you keep on drinkin' 'til you drop
In a full moon town
In a full moon town

[Chorus]
When the sun goes down, the fools come out
In a full moon town
In a full moon town

[Verse 2]
Beauty shop gossip spreads
Quicker than water gets you wet
Deeper than the river runs red
In a full moon town
In a full moon town

[Chorus]
When the sun goes down, the fools come out
In a full moon town



In a full moon town
In a full moon town
In a full moon town
In a full moon town
In a full moon town
In a full moon town
In a full moon town

[Outro]
There's a half-price buzz to be had
And a speed trap stretch up ahead

6272. Full Time Daddy - Chords

Full Time Daddy
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Buck Owens

C                      A7
Well I'm gonna be your full time daddy 
     D7            G7       C
Or I won't be your daddy at all
                  A7
I'm gonna be your full time man 
       D7                    G7
Or I'm not gonna answer your call
    C
I'm sick and tired of this song and dance 
     F
From now on I'm gonna wear the pants
    C                 A7
And I'm gonna be your full time daddy 
     D7            G7       C
Or I won't be your daddy at all
                  A7
I'm gonna be your number one 
  D7         G7     C
I don't like number two
                    A7
Number three well I might be 
D7                  G7
Just between me and you
         C
Well I'm all through bein' your puppy dog 
    F
All through with jumpin' when you say frog
C                 A7
I'm gonna be your full time daddy 
     D7            G7       C
Or I won't be your daddy at all
Repeat #1
         C
Well the next time you treat me like a mouse 



F
I'm gonna rent your half of the house
    C                 A7
And I'm gonna be your full time daddy 
     D7            G7       C
Or I won't be your daddy at all
                      A7
Yes I'm gonna be your full time daddy 
     D7            G7       C
Or I won't be your daddy at all

6273. Fully Qualified to Be Your Man

Richard Thompson - Fully Qualified to Be Your Man

I don't want to be your friend anymore
You've got fifty friends knocking at your door
Life is short, so please understand
I'm fully qualified to be your man

You know zoology is up my street
And your anatomy is far from discreet
I'm good and ready for my entrance exam
I'm fully qualified to be your man

I've been studying your every need
I've got statistics that'll make you plead
I'll put my thesis right in your hand
I'm fully qualified to be your man

Maroon room, perfumes of Araby
Sineads in braids in shades of Carnaby

Now there's diplomas you can get in the mail
And there's diplomas you can get in jail
But I'm a genius at being your fan
I'm fully qualified to be your man

Crystal balls and shawls and lava lamps
I'm a counter culture vulture, don't put the damps on me

Now you're my favorite subject or two
I've been really boning up on you
Let me know when it's safe to land
I'm fully qualified to be your man

6274. Fun & Games



Fun & Games
Sim Redmond Band

So come on and look at what you've done, 
you're running round like a loaded gun, woah 
So come on this aint no fun and games, 
you're runnin round making me feel crazed, woah

chorus:
Cause I dont wanna be a memory up on your shelf 
and I dont want to end up all alone and by myself
So come on babe it's not too late, 
nothings broke that we cant replace, woah 
You know the love that we create gonna, 
make the world a better place, woah

The love that we have, it dont come around everyday 
and you dont go and you dont throw it away 
Your fun and your games aint nothin but trouble 
and pain baby dont go, baby dont throw it away

So come on and look at what you've done, 
somebody better call up 911, woah 
So come on this aint no fun and games, 
you play with fire you go up in flames, woah

chorus:
Cause I dont wanna be a memory up on your shelf 
and I dont want to end up all alone and by myself 
and I dont want to waste away my days without your love 
and I dont wanna play the games you play with our love

6275. Funeral

Funeral 
(Tommy Collins)

(Spoken)
Let me tell you about a man Tommy Collins
A veteran in country music who interrputed his career by his own choice
To become a minister and by the way I understand he was very successful
And during this period of his life Tommy pasteured a small Baptist church
In the very small town of Lincoln California.
And it was during this time that he was called upon to speak at a funeral
And the poem I want to recite for you now is a true experience of Tommy's
And it's simply called The Funeral.

(Sang)
A funeral is always a saddening thing
For everybody is somebody to someone
But some funeral scenes chill you to the bone
And one day in our town we had one.

A very young mother had died



Something that you just don't expect
And the shops and stores had all closed their doors
They did it out of love and respect.

And in the crowded funeral home that day
With everyone present weeping
The sound of a little girl's voice was heard
She said, 'That's my mommie, she's sleeping.'

Then I heard the sound of her little feet tap tap tap
As she made her way down the aisle
Her little purse dangled from her tiny wrist
and it brushed her best Sunday dress
And she boldly asserted the confidence
That little folks like her possess.

To the life that has no final chapter
There's no ending and no last mile
The preacher and the rest were petrified
But on the little girl's face was a smile.

She said wake up mommie wake up
And still not satisfied she reached out with her little hand
And touched her face and cried
Then the broken hearted daddy spoke
With a gentleness and with power
And the words that issued from his lips
Was the sermon for the hour.

In a child like faith he told her
That the dead in Christ will rise
God gave us his word he said
And we know he never lies.

We can't wake up our sleeping mommie
But we know someone who can
Baby, only God can wake up mommie
Let's go home and leave her in his hands...

6276. Funky And The Farm-Boy

Rodney Crowell - Funky and the Farm-Boy

Funky 'bout charm, funky 'bout wit
Funky 'bout funky, funky 'bout grit
Funky 'bout sparkle, funky 'bout shine
Funky 'bout farm boy walkin' that line
She's got tattoo hugging her hip-bone, y'all
Barefoot Jerry bangin' them headphones squall
Black mascara framin' them big green eyes
Funky got farm boy long about hypnotized
Funky 'bout sweet, funky 'bout low
Funky 'bout hustle, funky 'bout flow



Funky 'bout Memphis, funky 'bout trains
Funky 'bout farm boy takin' them reins
Platform flip-flop's making them legs look good
Close-cropped tank top destined for Hollywood
Hip-chick lipstick flaming like a red taillight
Funky got farm boy bringing it home tonight
Funky 'bout style, funky 'bout class
Funky 'bout street, y'all, funky 'bout sass
Funky 'bout long, funky 'bout lean
Funky 'bout farm boy slinging that green
No-tell motel screaming like day-glow paint
Bonsoir boudoir making Versailles look quaint
Cartoon full moon shinin' like a disco ball
Funky got farm boy walkin' round ten feet tall
Funky got farm boy walkin' round ten feet tall

6277. Funky Side

Donna the Buffalo - Funky Side

In the rain that falls
On jive street
In the truth that forms
On the rising steam
I'm here cleaning my connection
To the forces that be

Chorus:
In a trance of god
On the funky side
In a trance of love
On the funky side

In the shape I'm in
You can see for miles
Shooting through the cloud
On a magic sound
I'm here cleaning my connection
To everything around

The groove is getting deeper
My heart's open wide
So good of you to come along
We'll focus on the main beam
And we'll go to a world in which we belong

6278. Funky Tonight



John Butler - Funky Tonight

Girl I don't wanna argue
I don't wanna fight
And if there's something wrong
Yes you know I'm gonna try to make it right
I love you, you love me
We be one family tonight
So get right over here
Let's get don col' funky tonight
Girl you are my queen
And there ain't no doubt about it
And if you want I'll tell the world
Yes you know I'll shout it
The way you walk, talk, move yeah girl get me high as a kite
So get right over here let's get down col' funky tonight
Tonight
What's your name?
Let's go back to when we first met
Back in 1999 'preciate
Before you knew I was yours and you mine, yeah
Gonna turn the lights down low
Put the stereo on
Put on our favourite record by
Ella Fitz and Louis Armstrong
And take you to the living room dancefloor
And I'll hold you tight
I guarantee you and me gonna get down funky tonight
I guarantee you and me gonna get down funky tonight
I guarantee you and me gonna get down funky tonight
What's your name?
Let's go back to when we first met
Back in 1999 'preciate
Before you knew I was yours and I knew you were mine
What's your name?
Let's go back to when we first met
Back in 1999 'preciate
Before you knew I was yours and you mine, yeah

6279. Funny Face - Chords

Funny Face
written and recorded by Donna Fargo  [3/4 time]
 
F                     C
Funny face I love you funny face I need you
   G7                          C    G7
My whole world's wrapped up in you
 
         C       F           C
When the roads I travel seem all up hill 
        G7                         C
And the colors in my rainbows turn blue
    F              G7      C



You kiss my tears away you smile at me and say
 
G7                      C
Funny face funny face I love you
F                     C
Funny face I love you funny face I need you
G7                           C               C7
These are the sweetest words I've ever heard
F                         C            F     C
Funny face don't leave me funny face believe me
   G7                          C    G7
My whole world's wrapped up in you
 
         C           F             C
And when I hurt your feelings like I sometimes do
    G7                      C
And I say those mean things we know are not true
       F                G7       C
You forgive my childish ways you hold me close and say
  
repeat #2

6280. Funny Not To Care

Funny Not To Care
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
It's funny not to care, and to know so much
Like the way you do your hair, or what you like to eat for lunch
I could use it to seduce you if the slightest desire was there
It's funny not to care

[Verse 2]
It's funny not to care, yet to know firsthand
All the records that you share, like Tom Petty and The Band
I'm embarrassed to have a preference for my favorite jeans you wear
Oh, it's funny not to care

[Refrain]
I'm sure I would, no, I wouldn't really want to now
I never could, no, I couldn't really care for you
I'm sure I would, no, I wouldn't really want to now
'Cause you've wasted my love
And I've so little to give

[Verse 3]
It's funny not to care, and be so in touch
To regret and be aware that I've lost so much
For so long, I've tagged along, now I think that I haven't a prayer
Oh, it's funny not to care

[Refrain]



I'm sure I would, no, I wouldn't really want to now
I never could, no, I couldn't really care for you
I'm sure I would, no, I wouldn't really want to now
I never could, no, I couldn't really care for you
I'm sure I would, no, I wouldn't really want to now
'Cause you've wasted my love
And I've so little to give
So little to give

6281. Funny What A Pair Of Fools Will Do - Chords

Funny What A Pair Of Fools Will Do
Recorded by Carl Belew and Betty Jean Robinson
Written by Carl Belew and Van Givens

C                                      F
You're so good to me and I'm so bad to you
    G7
You won't slip around on me 
                    C
And I just can't be true
I tried hard to make you happy 
    F
You keep making me feel blue
         G7                              C
Ain't it funny what a pair of fools will do
                                    F
Every time you turn your back on me I slip around on you
       G7
Though I've never caught you slippin' round 
                     C
I know each time you do
You're tryin' hard to make me happy 
F
But I keep makin' you feel blue
         G7                              C
Ain't it funny what a pair of fools will do
       G7                             C
Take a look at me then take a look at you
      D7
We're livin' proof there's nothing 
       G7
That a pair of fools won't do
      C                                      F
You'd stopped loving me if I did the same to you
         G7                              C
Ain't it funny what a pair of fools will do
         G7                              C
Ain't it funny what a pair of fools will do



6282. Funny When You Feel That Way

Funny When You Feel That Way - Carter Family

I cant forget how queer I felt
When first I fell in love
I had a most sincere tactor
Squeezing a lady's glove

Her lovely hand was in it
As I waltzed around so gay
I thought myself in paradise
It's funny when you feel that way

   It's funny when you feel that way
   It's funny when you feel that way
   I thought myself in paradise
   It's funny when you feel that way

Again we met one afternoon
As we were all alone
I pumped up nerve to ask if she
Would one day be my own

She blushed and said go ask poppa
And ask him if I may
I danced a cantor around the room
It's funny when you feel that way

   It's funny when you feel that way
   It's funny when you feel that way
   I danced a cantor around the room
   It's funny when you feel that way

The old boy said that we might we
And so he crowned my bliss
I shall be a double man
In about a month from this

Though it seemed to me somehow the time
Will never pass away
For I long to hear the wedding bells
It's funny when you feel that way

   It's funny when you feel that way
   It's funny when you feel that way
   I long to hear the wedding bells
   It's funny when you feel that way

6283. Funtime - Chords

Funtime 
Yonder Mountain String Band



 
D            F     C        D
well the hammer goes down and the gun goes boom i'm alone again
D     F          C      A7
short time gone from this little bitty room and i'm back again
D                F
everybody knows i was born a slave
      C                         G
there ain't no master like the things you crave
D                         F  C           D
you gotta have a soul to have a soul to save and be born again
 
well my bell done cracked and i know that it's never gonna ring again
my throat's so dry and the note's so high i'll never sing again
close my eyes and the blood just pounds
little black circle goes round and around
around and around and around and around and around again
 
D           F   C                              G
short time here, long time gone, gotta find a star you can wish upon
D        F      C      D
wish that you'll live to see another dawn, and wish again
 
D           A7
hey mama it's a funtime, all alone in my mind
D
yeah baby it's a funtime
 
my love done gone, world gone wrong
gnawing on my brain like a dog on a bone
it's brown like tobacco the train on track says funtime
 
well i got me a girl and a thing full of liquor and another girl
flipped my brain and lost my train just thinkin about the world
see me crying with my blue jeans on
you're gnawing on my brain like a dog on a bone
brown like tobacco the train on track says funtime
 
well i lost my palace but i found my nerve with a potion
and a girl who'd wiggle a thing in the middle of a motion
i found that girl with the golden hair
underneath a plumber in his old corvair
no i never let her up to get a breath of air i'm on the road again
 
short time here, long time gone, gotta find a star you can wish upon
and wish that you'll live to see another dawn, and wish again
 
hey mama it's a funtime, all alone in my mind
yeah baby it's a funtime
 
luck done gone, world gone wrong
you're gnawing on my brain like a dog on a bone
brown like tobacco the train on the track says funtime
 
well my love done gone, world gone wrong
gnawing on my brain like a dog on a bone
brown like tobacco, the train on the track says funtime



 
it's a funtime, all alone in my mind
yeah baby it's a funtime
 
my love done gone, world gone wrong
gnawing on my brain like a dog on a bone
brown like tobacco the train on the track says funtime

6284. Furnace Fan

Robert Earl Keen - Furnace Fan 

We were at the Rhythm Room
In Scottsdale Arizona
It was in the summertime it must have been '02
We got there way too early and we sat around for hours
Loaded in when the man came down 
And the smushball game was through

You can fry an egg out there on the city sidewalk
You can fry your bacon and and and and
I understand why lizards live in sunny Arizona
Why people do and call it home I'll never understand

It's hotter than a furnace fan out in Arizona
110 ain't nothing when you live out there you see
Stars come out you scream and shout "Hey it's good to know you"
If you're going there and you don't mind say hello for me

Uncle Joe he lives out there in Phoenix Arizona
He wears a cap that spells it out "I'm Uncle Joe"
His kid is in the restaurant biz
So he bought us fourteen boxes
Of chicken strips and ranch style dip 
And wings from buffalo

It's hotter than a furnace fan out in Arizona
110 ain't nothing when you live out there you see
Stars come out you scream and shout "Hey it's good to know you"
If your going there and you don't mind say hello for me

The room was small but the crowd turned out in Scottsdale Arizona
They listened to the stuff we played 
And sometimes sang along
We finished up but they wanted more 
So we kept right on playing
We played and stayed in the desert shade
'Til we played up every song

It's hotter than a furnace fan out in Arizona
110 ain't nothing when you live out there you see
Stars come out you scream and shout "Hey it's good to know you"
If you're going there and you don't mind say hello for me



If you're going there and you don't mind say hello for me

6285. Further

Further
Longview

And the same when autumn comes
Cold air I breathe in my lungs
Somethings new but nothings changed
Familiar feelings just the same

Soon too the warm air comes by
Lie back and stare at blue skies
Thinking back away and from
When I'll be here and you'll be gone

Further, further, further, further,
Further, further, further, further from me

I think now of summers high
And reminisce of past times gone by
Only remembered now in
Earth, trees the stars that have been there
And there forever held
Kept safe but memories never told
But felt if you went by
In never changing sky

And will be gone

Further, further, further, further,
Further, further, further, further
Further, further, further, further,
Further, further, further, further

God's love will save our light
And we'll come shining bright
God's love will save our sun
And thy will be done

6286. Further And Further Away

Kathy Mattea - Further and Further Away

I can see the place where I came from
I can hear those sounds right now
I can find the path I used to run



And believe I still know how
Then I shake my head
Clearing my vision
I keep those scenes at bay
And I can see the place where I came from
Slipping further and further away
I can feel the way I used to feel
The world was small and green
And you sang a song of soft appeal
And I curled into my dream
Then I shake my head
Clearing my vision
I keep those scenes at bay
And I can feel the way I used to feel
Slippin' further and further away
Time keeps movin' faster and faster
I'm not losing track
Oh, I'm afraid that something's forgotten
So I keep looking back
I can hear the songs you used to sing
I can swear I won't let go
You were strong and you knew everything
Back before I had to know
Then I shake my head
Clearing my vision
I keep those scenes at bay
And I can hear the songs you used to sing
Slipping further and further away
Yes I can hear the songs you used to sing
Slipping further and further away

6287. Further And Further Away - Chords

Further And Further Away
Kathy Mattea - Further And Further Away
Written by Cheryl Wheeler
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Love Travels"

Intro:  G  Em7  C   D   G   Em7   C   D   D
      
      G       Em7         C      D
I can see the place where I came from
      G          C            C    D
I can hear those sounds right now
      G        Em7    C       D
I can find the path I used to run
      G       C          C    D
And believe I still know how
       C        G    Am          Am7
Then I shake my head clearing my vision
  C          G         Am    C    D   D
I keep those scenes at bay
          G       Em7         C      D



And I can see the place where I came from
         Am  Em         C   D       G
Slippin' fur - ther and fur - ther away.

Interlude:   /G . . GM7/C . . ./Am . . ./D . . ./D
      G        Em7   C       D
I can feel the way I used to feel
         G         C         C       D
When the world was small and green
        G      Em7     C      D
And you sang a song of soft appeal
      G        C     C       D
And I curled into my dream
       C        G    Am          Am7
Then I shake my head clearing my vision
  C          G         Am    C     D
I keep those scenes at bay
          G        Em7   C       D
And I can feel the way I used to feel
         Am  Em         C   D       G
Slippin' fur - ther and fur - ther away.

Interlude:   /G . . GM7/C . . ./Am . . ./D . . .
             /C . .  . /D . . ,/G  . . ./G . . .

C          G      D          G
Time keeps movin' faster and faster
C       G      D
I'm not losin' track
    C    G          D             G
Oh, I'm afraid that somethin's forgotten
   Am     C       D        D      D(beat 1 only)
So I keep lookin' back
      G        Em7       C       D
I can hear the songs you used to sing
      G       C         C    D
I can swear I won't let go
         G          Em7      C    D
You were strong and you knew everything
       G      C      C     D
Back before I had to know
       C        G    Am          Am7
Then I shake my head clearing my vision
  C          G         Am   C    D    D
I keep those scenes at bay
          G        Em7       C       D
And I can hear the songs you used to sing
         Am  Em         C   D       G
Slippin' fur - ther and fur - ther away.
                    Em7       C       D
Yes, I can hear the songs you used to sing
         Am  Em         C   D       G
Slippin' fur - ther and fur - ther away.

Ending:   /G  . .  GM7/C . . CM7/Am . . Asus2/D . . .
          /Am . Em .  /C . D .  /G  . . Gsus4/G



    Dsus4          Asus2          Gsus4
-----------    -----------    -----------
. . . . . .    . . . . . .    . . . . X .
. . . X . .    . . X X . .    . X . . . . 
. . . . X X    . . . . . .    X . . . . X
. . . . . .    . . . . . .    . . . . . .

6288. Further In The Hole - Chords

Further In The Hole 
Claire Lynch
 
[Intro]
D                            G
Oh, my income is short on outcome
        D                                A
When Friday rolls around I'm broke and then some
           D                 G
What I'm makin' somebody's takin'
            D   A                          D
Now here I go  ...  A little further in the hole
 
 
(Instrumental)
D A D D
 
            D            G
Well I'm disgusted, my chevy's
    D                           A
My mode of locomotion's been adjusted
               D                     G
I'm all done riding', now I'll be stridin'
                         D    A                            D
Doin' the poor girl's stroll ... a little further in the hole
 
 
(D7 transition)
 
     G                     D
My life's a never ending I-O-U
    E                  E7             A
I need a change of luck to pull me through
                   D                  G
And the way I'm spending keeps me descending
          D    A                            D
Like Mr. Mole ...  a little further in the hole
 
 
(Instrumental)
D G D A D G D A D
 
           D                G
Now it's confusin, if not amusin',



 D                                   A
Though I'm workin' I can't win for losin'
           D                  G
I just "Yes, man", to the I.R.S man,
                   D   A                           D
Throwin' my bank roll ... a little further in the hole
 
 
       G                         D
I've sunk about as low as I can be
     E                 E7           A
When I look up rock bottom's all I see
                   D                   G
And the way I'm spending I'm still descending
          D    A                           D
Like Mr. Mole ... A little further in the hole
           D   A                           D
Now here I go ... A little further in the hole

6289. Further On Up The Road

Further On Up The Road
The Broken Circle Breakdown Bluegrass Band

Where the road is dark and the seed is sowed
Where the gun is cocked and the bullet's cold
Where the miles are marked in the blood and gold
I'll meet you further on up the road

Got on my dead man's suit and my smilin' skull ring
My lucky graveyard boots and song to sing
I got a song to sing, keep me out of the cold
And I'll meet you further on up the road

Further on up the road
Further on up the road
Where the way dark and the night is cold
One sunny mornin' we'll rise I know
And I'll meet you further on up the road

Now I been out in the desert, just doin' my time
Searchin' through the dust, lookin' for a sign
If there's a light up ahead well brother I don't know
But I got this fever burnin' in my soul
So let's take the good times as they go
And I'll meet you further on up the road

Further on up the road
Further on up the road
Further on up the road
Further on up the road



6290. Furthest Shore

Furthest Shore
Elephant Revival

(A later part of the Currach story from the perspective of the once lost child as a grown man)

I've seen the furthest of the shore,
I felt the deepest of the sea,
Carried away that fateful day,
My mother calling after me.
Heard my mother calling after me.

The rope released when lightning shone
from all that I had ever known.
Out on the waters one alone.
Oh how the waters they had grown.

The night it faded into day,
The sky and sea seemed without end.
For loving mother I did pray,
I heard her strength inside the wind.

And with the wind there came a ship
like nothing I had ever seen,
 Cept for the lady carved on the bow,
Like my mother so she seemed.
And the faces they were many,
Smooth and dark with eyes that showed.
They'd take me in and care for me
and raise me as though I's their own.

I've heard the furthest of the shore,
I've felt the deepest of the sea.
Seems everywhere I go is there,
The songs my mother sang to me.

 Deeper than the sea.

6291. Fury

Little Big Town - Fury

[Verse 1]
She caught him sleepling in a liars bed
Sneaking around just like a copperhead
Mr. hotshot well who's hot now?
Love turned the corner and she turned the page
Fueld by the fire of a lovers rage



Now shes more than just leaving

[Chorus]
Love never hurt so bad
She bruised and betrayed shes bitter and shes mad
Shes on a mission better watch your back
Cause Hell has no fury like that
Like that like that
She still remembers there was a time
She thought that he could turn her water to wine
Now thats long gone hes foreign to her
She dont need to hear the other side
His lame excuses can't be justified
And sorry won't cut it this time

[Chorus]
Ooohohoohoohoohoohooohooooohoooh
Ooohohoohooohooohoohooohoohoohoohoohooh
[Outro]
Hell has no fury
Hell has no fury
Hell has nor fury like that

G - 6292. Gainesville

Linda Ronstadt - Gainesville

I was born in Gainesville, Florida
And my father was a tailor
And my mother ran a cafe near the university

I've a brother died aborning
And another who's a sailor
I've a sister who is older, and living on her own
I have tried all my life to be kind to others
Even when others were unkind to me
I've been told all my life when I found someone
He would look at me and I'd know

Are you really mine?
Are you really mine?
Does your heart glow
When you see me walkin' down the street, boy?
Do your eyes shine
When you know that we're about to meet?
I don't think they do

I was born in Gainesville, Florida
And my father was a tailor
And my mother ran a cafe near the university
And she didn't raise a fool when she raised me



6293. Galactic

Galactic
Kyle Hollingsworth: music / Michael Kang: words
String Cheese Incident

Take a look into the sky and tell me what it is that you see
I see millions and billions of tiny stars shining light down on to you and me
Have you ever just sat and wondered if there's life in other Galaxies

If you have, just take a seat and relax cuz son there'll be not more uncertainty
Will they be green or gray or yellow or black
And have two legs on which they stand on 
Will they slither around like a funky lizard and have tongues that only stick out

Will they read our minds like open books and tell us that we're primitive
Or will they swarm down on us like 
insects like in this summer's latest blockbuster
Our government continues to tell us lies about who our closest neighbors are

They cover up, smother up, distort and distract any proof of recent contact
It's all a lie, we're not alone, we never have been, we never will be
So turn off the boob tube and put on a groovy tune and keep an extra eye out for ET

6294. Gallivanting

Gallivanting
Keller Williams - Gallivanting

Appetite for applesauce
Abrasions, applause
An arachnid the acrobat
Only angry ever mad at caravan
Big, bad, beautiful blue
Bubble and below and breath of bliss
Big, bad, beautiful, blue
Bubble and blow and brain and kiss
Cling and clanging
Clumsy, celebrating
Crimming and a crunching
Collaborating, clutching
Driving and a diving
Dreaming and denying
Drink the diffusion
Of the dying disillusion
Easy elaboration
Epitome of acceleration
Eager electricity
Eating eccentricity



Flailing and a flying
Failing, falling
Fishing for the fancy
Freaking flabbergasting
Gnats are guiding
Gnawing, gliding
Gorgeously gallivanting
Generously giving and granting
Appetite
Bubbler
Celebrate
Dreaming
Elaborating
Flabbergasting
Gallivanting

6295. Gallows Pole

David Rawlings
Gallows Pole

Wait a little while hangman
Wait a little while and see
I think I see my father coming way across the sea

Father did you bring me silver?
Father did you bring some gold?
What did you bring me dear father
To keep me from the Gallows Pole?

I didn't bring no silver
I didn't bring no gold
I come to see you hanging
From the Gallows Pole

So wait a little while hangman
Wait a little while and see
I think I see my mother coming
From way across the sea

Mother did you bring me silver?
Mother did you bring some gold?
Did you come to see me hanging
From the Gallows Pole?

I didn't bring no silver
Didn't bring no gold
I come to see you swinging
From the Gallows Pole
Yes
You're swinging
Yes
From the Gallows Pole



Yes
You're swinging
Yes
From the Gallows Pole

Slack up your rope hangman
Slack it for a while
I think I see my own true lover
Riding many miles

So lover did you bring me silver?
Lover did you bring some gold?
Did you come to see me hanging
From the Gallows Pole?

Oh yes I brought you silver
I brought a little gold
Brought a little of everything
To keep you from the Gallows Pole

Yes
I brought it
Yes
To keep you from the Gallows Pole
Yes
I brought it
Yes
To keep you from the Gallows Pole

6296. Galvanized Washing Tub - Chords

Galvanized Washing Tub
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Cottonseed Clark and Chet Turner

G
Did you ever take your Saturday bath 
And try to wash and scrub
While squatting down on your haunches 
     D7                 G
In a galvanized washing tub
If not then you ain't missed a thing 
But I'm tellin' you what's right
                            
I done it till I was almost grown 
D7                     G
Every doggone Saturday night
In summertime it was bad enough 
But in winter it got rough
A-spreading papers and filling kettles 
    D7               G
And all that sort of stuff



But gettin' ready for that ordeal 
Was only half the rub
Of takin' a bath on Saturday night 
     D7                 G
In a galvanized washing tub
Did you ever stand there stripped to the skin 
I wood stove bakin' your hide
A-dreadin' to punch you darned foot 
       D7              G
In for fear you'd burn alive
Finally you got the temperature right 
And into the tub you'd crawl
And when that cold steel touched your back 
      D7                        G
You'd squeal like a fresh stuck hog
You get out of the tub and next to the stove 
And stand there a-drippin' and a-shakin'
The front of your body is a-freezin' to death 
          D7                G
While the backside you're a-bakin'
A-shiverin' and a-shakin' and a-burnin' 
And a bakin' that's the price I had to pay
That awful ordeal will haunt me 
D7                G
Until I'm old and gray
I ain't thru yet thru somethin' else 
But I've bein' a-wantin' to say
I was the youngest of all the kids 
     D7                G
That bathed every Saturday
There we all bathed according to age 
And I fell last in order
Which meant I had to wash myself 
D7                          G
In the same dead-blamed old water
I'm a man of clean habits 
And believe in a bath a week
It helps to keep me healthy 
D7                 G
And it freshens my physique
But if I had my druthers  
I'd rather eat a bug
Than to take my Saturday bath again 
     D7                 G
In a galvanized washing tub

6297. Galveston - Chords

Galveston
Recorded by Glen Campbell
Written by Jimmy Webb

F 



G            C   D7 G                    G7        C      Am
Galveston oh Galveston I still hear your sea winds blowin'
  D7    G                 C      Am
I still see her dark eyes glowin'
            D7  Em      C                G
She was twenty-one when I left Galveston
G            C   D7 G                    G7        C       Am
Galveston oh Galveston I still hear your sea waves crashing
      D7  G               C       Am
While I watch the cannons flashing
        D7 Em      C                 G
I clean my gun and dream of Galveston
 
A#                       C      A#     C
I still see her standing by the water
Dm                            A#
Standing there lookin' out to sea
           Gm      C7        F
And is she waiting there for me
       Am             Dm      Gm  C D7
On the beach where we used to run
G            C  D7  G           G7       C     Am
Galveston oh Galveston I am so afraid of dying
       D7 G                  C     Am
Before I dry the tears she's crying
         Em                   C      Bm     Am
Before I watch your sea birds flying in the sun
         E7   C          G
At Galveston   at Galveston

6298. Galveston Flood

Galveston Flood

It was the year of 1900 that was 80 years ago
Death come'd a howling on the ocean and when death calls you've got to go
Galveston had a sea wall just to keep the water down
But a high tide from the ocean blew the water all over the town.

Wasn't that a mighty storm
Wasn't that a mighty storm in the morning
Wasn't that a mighty storm
It blew all the people away.

The sea began to rolling the ships they could not land
I heard a captain crying Oh God save a drowning man
The rain it was a falling and the thunder began to roll
The lightning flashed like Hell-fire and the wind began to blow

The trees fell on the island and the houses gave away
Some they strived and drownded others died every way.

The trains at the station were loaded with the people all leaving town



But the trestle gave way with the water and the trains they went on down
Old death the cruel master when the winds began to blow
Rode in on a team of horses and cried death won't you let me go.

The flood it took my mother it took my brother too
I thought I heard my father cry as I watched my mother go
Old death your hands are clammy when you've got them on my knee
You come and took my mother won't you come back after me?

6299. Galway Bay

Galway Bay
Traditional

It's far away I am today from scenes I'd wandered by,
And long ago, the hour, I know, I first saw Illinois.
For time, nor tide, nor waters wide, could wean my heart away.
Forever true, it flies to you, my own dear Galway Bay.
Oh grey and bleak by shores and creeks, the rugged rocks abound,
And sweet and green the grass between, as grows on Irish ground.
The friendships fond, and wealth abound, and the love that lives always.
Bless every home beside your foam, my own dear Galway Bay. 
Had I youth's blood an hopeful mood and a heart of fire once more,
For all the gold the world might hold I'd never leave your shore.
I'd be content with whatever God sent, with neighbors old and grey.
I'd lay my bones 'neath churchyard stones, above you Galway Bay.
The blessings of a poor old man be with you night and day
The blessings of a lonely man, whose heart will soon be clay.
It's all of heaven I ask of God upon my dying day,
My soul will soar forevermore above you Galway Bay.

6300. Galway Girl - Chords

Galway Girl
Steve Earl - Galway Girl
Album: Transcendental Blues

Intro:
D D

Verse 1:
D                                              
Well, I took a stroll on the old long walk 
                 G                            
Of a day -I-ay-I-ay 
D                                              
I met a little girl and we stopped to talk 
                                              
Of a fine soft day -I-ay-I-ay 



      G          D               G        D       
And I ask you, friend, what's a fella to do 
            A         G            G         D    
'Cause her hair was black and her eyes were blue 
        G         D           G         D        
And I knew right then I'd be takin' a whirl 
            A        G           G      D         
'Round the Salthill Prom with a Galway girl 

Bridge:
D G D G D G D A D

Verse 2:
D            
We were halfway there when the rain came down 
                 G                             
Of a day -I-ay-I-ay 
        D                                     
And she asked me up to her flat downtown 
                G          D                    
Of a fine soft day -I-ay-I-ay 
      G          D               G       D        
And I ask you, friend, what's a fella to do 
            A        G             G         D       
'Cause her hair was black and her eyes were blue 
      G        D          G          D            
So I took her hand and I gave her a twirl 
       A       G          G      D                
And I lost my heart to a Galway girl 

BRIDGE (2X)

Verse 3:
D                                          G    
When I woke up I was all alone 
         D                              G  D       
With a broken heart and a ticket home 
      G        D            G             D     
And I ask you now, tell me what would you do 
        A         G           G          D      
If her hair was black and her eyes were blue 
       G        D                  G          D       
I've traveled around I've been all over this world 
             A          G              G      D   
Boys I ain't never seen nothin' like a Galway girl

BRIDGE (3X)

6301. Gamble Either Way

Dolly Parton - Gamble Either Way 
(Dolly Parton)



Being born was the worse and the first mistake I ever made
The doctor didn't spank me, he just slapped me in the face
And the cup of love was always quenching someone else's thirst
Leaving me to swallow the bitter taste of hurt
'Cause I was raised an orphan
Never wanted as a kid until the year I turned 13
Then everybody did, strangers pass me back and forth
Men just took me as they pleased
And others had a Cinderella slave to cook and clean and weep
Though the deck is stacked against you
Win or lose, you have to play
The hand a life has dealt you
And It's a gamble either way
On a dust road at 15 in a yellow cotton dress
With the desert sun like an angry dragon breathing down my neck
And the dry cracked plains would make me think of a prehistoric time
Or should I fear what lay before me less than what I'd left behind
A 15 year old girl don't have no trouble hitching rides
But sometimes when you're riding free
You'll pay the highest price
On back roads and in back seats
And in a cheap highway motel
But what's a few more strangers in a life of nothing else
Though the deck is stacked against you
Win or lose, you have to play
The hand a life has dealt you
And It's a gamble either way
16 caught me crying, underneath the scarlet light
On the door steps of a stranger on a cold and rainy night
When I walked into the parlour here
Other pieces seemed to fit
I was good at pleasing strangers
So I made the most of it
Either way it's all a gamble
So view the stakes and know the odds
And lay your cards upon the table
Do all the dealing from the top
Though the deck is stacked against you
Win or lose, you have to play
The hand a life has dealt you
And It's a gamble either way

6302. Gambler's Blues (St. James Infirmary)

Gambler's Blues (St. James Infirmary)
Traditional

I went down to old Joe's barroom,
On the corner by the square.
The drinks were served as usual,
And a goodly crowd was there.

On my left stood old Joe McKennedy,



And his eyes were bloodshot red;
He turned to the crowd around him,
These are the words he said:

I went down to St. James Infirmary
To see my baby there,
She was lyin' on a long white table,
So sweet, so cool, so fair.

Went up to see the doctor,
"She's very low," he said;
Went back to see my baby
Good God! She's lying there dead.

Let her go, let her go, God bless her;
Wherever she may be
She may search the wide world over
And never find a better man than me.

Oh, when I die, please bury me
In my ten dollar Stetson hat;
Put a twenty-dollar gold piece on my watch chain
So my friends'll know I died standin' pat.

Get six gamblers to carry my coffin
Six chorus girls to sing me a song
Put a twenty-piece jazz band on my tail gate
To raise Hell as we go along.

Now that's the end of my story
Let's have another round of booze
And if anyone should ask you just tell them
I've got those Gambler's Blues.

Notes:
There is an amazingly detailed bit of background of this song at
http://robwalker.net/html_docs/letterthirteen.html .

6303. Gambler's Yodel

Doc Watson & Merle Watson 
Gambler's Yodel

Pretty mama's gone, she went away from me
Lord, I think she's gone to sunny Tennessee
Oh Lord, that woman, she gonna be the death of me
Yeee heee yayee heee, she'll be the death of me

When my baby went, she left me in the rain
Talk about your trouble, talk about your pain
Had to listen to the whistle on that lonesome train
Yeee heee yayee heee, Lord on that lonesome train



Well, the lightning flashed and the thunder it did roll
The lightning flashed and the thunder it did roll
Just like this trouble that's rolling through my soul
Yeee heee yayee heee, have mercy on my soul

There comes a time when a gambler's luck is gone
And when it comes he better leave them dice alone
Some dirty rounder took my woman and my money and gone
Yeee heee yayee heee, he took my woman and gone

6304. Gamblin' Blues

Steve Earle - Gamblin' Blues

Papa don't shoot no dice, Papa don't play no cards
Papa don't shoot no dice, he don't play no cards
He said the money's tight, he say the times are hard

Caught me comin' in one night after the clock struck three
Oh he caught me comin' in last night after the clock struck three
You been gamblin', you'll be the death of me

I gambled in Mexico, gambled in New Orleans
I gambled in Mexico, down in New Orleans
Played in every game in every town between

But a gambler ain't got no friends whenever his luck is down
A gambler ain't got no friends when his luck is down
But when he's riding high, they all hang around

Papa don't shoot no dice, Papa don't play no cards
Papa don't shoot no dice, don't play no cards
He said the money's tight, he said the times are hard
He said the money's tight, he said the times are hard

6305. Gamblin' Man

The Avett Brothers 
Gamblin' Man

I'm a gamblin' man, man, man
I'm a gamblin' man
I'm a gamblin' man, man, man
I'm a gamblin' man, man, man
I'm a gamblin' man, man, man
I'm a gamblin' man

Well, I gambled up in Washington
I gambled up in Maine



I'm on my way to Georgia
To knock down my last game

I'm a gamblin' man, man, man
I'm a gamblin' man, man, man
I'm a gamblin' man, man, man
I'm a gamblin' man

Well, I had not been in Washington
Many more weeks than three
When I fell in love with a pretty little girl
And she fell in love with me

I'm a gamblin' man, man, man
I'm a gamblin' man, man, man
I'm a gamblin' man, man, man
I'm a gamblin' man

Well, she [?] in her parlour
Cooled me with her fan
She whispered low in her momma's ear
"I love that gamblin' man"

I'm a gamblin' man, man, man
I'm a gamblin' man, man, man
I'm a gamblin' man, man, man
I'm a gamblin' man

Well, Momma, my dear Momma
You know I love you well
But the love I hold for the gamblin' man
No human tongue could tell

He's a gamblin' man, man, man
He's a gamblin' man, man, man
He's a gamblin' man, man, man
He's a gamblin' man

Well, Daughter, my dear Daughter
How can you treat me so?
Leave your dear old momma
And with that gambler go

He's a gamblin' man, man, man
He's a gamblin' man, man, man
He's a gamblin' man, man, man
He's a gamblin' man

Well, I would not marry a farmer
He's always in the rain
I'd rather marry a gamblin' man
With a big old watch and chain

He's a gamblin' man, man, man
He's a gamblin' man, man, man
He's a gamblin' man, man, man
He's a gamblin' man



Well, I would not marry no banjo man
He's going just to pray
I'd rather marry a gamblin' man
With a big old watch and chain

He's a gamblin' man, man, man
He's a gamblin' man, man, man
He's a gamblin' man, man, man
He's a gamblin' man

I hear that train a-coming
It's rolling around the curve
It's whistling and a-blowing
Straining every nerve

Gamblin' man, man, man
Gamblin' man, man, man
Gamblin' man, man, man
Gamblin' man
Gamblin' man, man, man
Gamblin' man, man, man
Gamblin' man, man, man
Gamblin' man

6306. Gamblin' Man - Chords

Gamblin Man 
Gillian Welch
 
         G                           C
I met a gamblin' man,  I cooled him with my fan
      Em                             D                   C
He'd just come in from Carroll, but only for a night or two
           G                        C
And he was on a roll, shining like Pharaoh's gold. He said
            Em                           D                    G
Why don'cha put your little hand in the hand of the Gamblin' Man
 
          Em         C            G            D          Em          C            D     C
Now if I lose, if I lose, let me lose, let me lose.  If I lose, if I lose, let me lose.
 
              G                               C
So I went to Mama's house, yeah she tried to talk me out
        Em                         D               C
As she broke down hard  bout the houses in New Orleans
                    G                                C
She said you gotta listen Pearl, Hey you're just a Jackson girl
               Em                          D                    G
Now don't you put your little hand in the hand of the Gamblin' Man
 
          Em         C            G            D          Em          C            D     C
Now if I lose, if I lose, let me lose, let me lose.  If I lose, if I lose, let me lose.



 
             G                                    C
And when my Dad got home, and gathered what was going on
            Em                           D                     C
There was something in the color of his eyes went from sky to sea
                       G                                           C
He said he's going to treat you sweet and then he'll leave you on Bourbon Street
              Em                           D                    G
Now don't you put your little hand in the hand of the Gamblin' Man
 
          Em         C            G            D           Em         C            D
But if I lose, if I lose, let me lose, let me lose.  If I lose, if I lose, let me lose.
     C                   G      D
But maybe I'm a gambler too
 
                           G                                C
And that's why I love the Gamblin' man, I love to cool him with my fan
             Em                            D                C
There ain't nothing in this world makes a girl feel like a queen  Yeahhh
              G                             C
And when he's on a roll, and shining like Pharaoh's gold
          Em                         D                    C
I'm gonna put my little hand in the hand of the Gamblin' Man   Heyyyyyy
          Em                         D                    G
I'm gonna put my little hand in the hand of the Gamblin' Man

6307. Gambling Polka Dot Blues

Gambling Polka Dot Blues

Thought I was a gambler I broke every shark in town
Until I met a rounder who called all I put down
I put the cards on the table and he drew an ace high hand
He bet his watch and I called it and lost my money like a man
I've got them polka dot blues the polka dot blues
I lost my hat and my coat and my straight lace shoes
I sold my watch and went back to lose the mean old gambling polka dot blues
Got the gambling polka dot blues
[ guitar - dixieland - fiddle ]
My gal had plenty so I got Twenty then went back and sat down
I got a Four but I thought it was more as he dealt the cards around
He set the deck on the table and I bet him all I could stand
Well I turned over a measly Four he had another Ace-high hand
I've got them polka dot blues...
Got the gambling polka dot blues

6308. Game Changer



Jim Lauderdale - Game Changer

Game changer
Where you been?
I've been waiting all my life for you
Hey stranger
Let's pretend
That we're not pretending this is true
Got loose from being stuck
Bring in a ton of luck
I believe we'll make it through
Game changer
Making sense
Right on time and right out of the blue
Today the pools turn the tide
I'll want you by my side
While we're walking out of here
Game changer
Where you've been?
I've been waiting all my life for you
Game changer
Making sense
I've been waiting my whole life for you
Right on time and right out of the blue
Take me with you while you're passing through
Game changer

6309. Game I Can't Win

Game I Can't Win 
Lonesome River Band
 
The first time that I met her, she took my breath away, 
My body started trembling, and I didn't know what to say, 
But I pulled myself together, and I asked her for her name, 
She said My name is Sally Jo, but I don t play the game 
 
CHORUS: 
The game of love 'em and leave 'em 
The nights of cryin' and weepin' 
I'll never love no one again 
I got caught up in the game that I can't win, 
 
Many times I've heard the story, of a love, that's gone bad
And I can understand it, I lost the one I had
To a man who's never played before 
This crazy game I've lost
Well he don't know the pain right now 
But soon he'll pay the cost



6310. Game To Lose - Chords

Game To Lose 
I'm With Her

[Intro]
C#m A F#7 A
 
[Verse]
C#m
Tell it to me
Spit it out
A
If you push me
I'll just get up
F#7
Tell it to me
C#m
Keep it coming
I'm on the ropes
A
But I got something
That you can't see
F#7               A G#
Keep it coming
 
[Pre-chorus]
F#                     B
There's always another corner
E         A#m7
Makes me wonder
 
[Chorus]
C#m
How much longer is it gonna be?
          A
Before I get where I'm going
Get what I need
           F#
You gotta give to get
                      B   G#
You gotta be game to lose
 
[Solo]
C#m A F#7 A G#
C#m A F#7 A G#
C#m A F#7 A G#
 
[Verse]
C#m
A couple other
Rounds ahead
A
Getting closer
No, I won't slow down
F#7
Just a little longer



C#m
Think about it
A
What's the next move?
And the next one?
     F#7
When is enough enough?
When the going gets tough
               A  G#
Where can you go?
 
[Pre-chorus]
F#                     B
There's always another corner
E        A#dim
Makes me wonder
 
[Chorus]
C#m
How much longer is it gonna be
         A
Before I get where I'm going
Get what I need
           F#
You gotta give to get
                      B   G#
You gotta be game to lose
 
C#m
How much faster can somebody run
          A
If you're chasing a lover
And the noonday sun
           F#
Is beating down on you
                         B     G#
And making it hard to breathe?
 
[Instrumental]
C#m A F#7 A G#
C#m A F#7 A G#
C#m A F#7 A G#
 
[Chorus]
C#m
How much longer is it gonna be?
         A
Before I get where I'm going
Get what I need
           F#
You gotta give to get
                       B G#
You gotta be game to lose



6311. Games People Play

Ernest Tubb 
Games People Play
(originally by Joe South)

Oh, the games people now every night and every day now
Never meanin' what they say now never sayin' what they mean
So they wile away the hours in their ivory towers
Till they're covered up with flowers in the back of a black limousine
Lotten da la da da da lotten da la a dee de dee
I'm talkin' bout you and me and the games people play

Oh, we make one another cry break a heart then we say goodbye
Cross our hearts and we hope to die that the other one's to blame
Oh, neither one will ever give in so we gaze at an eight by ten
Thinkin' bout the things that might have been and it's a dirty rotten shame
Lotten da la da da da lotten da la a dee de dee
I'm talkin' bout you and me and the games people play

People walkin' up to ya singing glory hallelujah
Then they're tryin' to sock it to you in the name of the Lord
They're gonna teach you how to meditate read your horoscope and cheat your fate
And furthermore to hell with hate come on and get on board
Lotten da la da da da lotten da la a dee de dee
I'm talkin' bout you and me and the games people play

Look around and tell me what you see what's happened to you and me
God grand me the serenity to remember who I am
Cause you've given up your sanity for your pride and your vanity
Turn your back on humanity and you don't give a lot
Lotten da la da da da lotten da la a dee de dee
I'm talkin' bout you and me and the games people play
Yes, I'm talkin' bout you and me and the games people play

6312. Garage Flowers - Chords

Garage Flowers 
I Draw Slow

[Intro]
B E B E C#m G#m F# B E F# B
 
[Verse]
B
My mother was a mail order bride
                                     C#m
My father was a fool till the day he died
              G#m           F#              B
So is it any wonder I'm not good enough for you?
               E                  F#                  B
I'm just gonna leave these garage flowers and push on through
 



 
                 E                      B
Hey honey, I was wondering where you've been
                                                     C#m
Because if you don't ring the bell then you won't get in
                    G#m             F#             B
I'm not getting any younger waiting home alone for you
                     E                  F#                  B
If you're just gonna leave these garage flowers and push on through
 
 
[Chorus]
 
    E                                                                                 B
Hey baby I'll never live up to you in your ivory tower there's not enough room for two
 
For me and you
     E                                                                                     F#
So I sing you my second rate serenade, I bring you half cut flowers and I'm half afraid of you
                G#m
But I'm half in love
            E
Said with a cough
                           B
And the price scratched off
 
[Verse]
B
My mother only ran with the chosen few
                  E                     C#m
And she would not approve of a man like you
                  G#m        F#                      B
But she was never happy, all alone with a bird's eye view
                  E                   F#                 B
And me I wouldn't mind if you took me down just a peg or two
 
 
B
I don't want too much and I don't know what I need
                      E                 C#m
And a bar on a Friday night is about my speed
                  G#m                  F#                 B
So meet me in the middle baby, come on down just a peg or two
                       E                  F#                 B
And we can take a walk around some common ground just me and you
 
 
[Chorus]
 
    E                                                                                 B
Hey baby I'll never live up to you in your ivory tower there's not enough room for two
 
For me and you
     E                                                                                      F#
So I sing you my second rate serenade, I bring you half cut flowers and I'm half afraid of you
                 G#m
But I'm half in love



            E
Said with a cough
                       B
And the sticker pulled off

6313. Garage Sale Today - Chords

Garage Sale Today
Recorded by George Jones
[3/4 time]

C                            F           C
Please feel at home neighbor as you look around
F                 C                              G7
Browse through my treasures they're all good and sound
C                          F         C
A lifetime of memories are now on display
F              C       G7          C
She's gone and left me garage sale today

                              F         C
A piece of white netting that once was apparel 
F           C                      G7
White satin slippers now faded and pale
C                               F           C
There's a book of pressed roses a bridal bouquet
F           C      G7          C
Handle them gently garage sale today

  F                                C
A broken down cradle in light baby blue
    F                   C          G7
How well I remember the day it was new
C                        F       C
A laughter of angels our baby at play
F          C       G7          C
Wrap it up quickly garage sale today

                           F           C
Two bottles a nickel and a glass for a dime
F                C                           G7
The chair cost a dollar and it's just in its prime
C                                 F              C
The old skillet it cost a quarter each picture a dime
F                C            G7          C
Each treasure so priceless to sell it's a crime

                                     F                C
There's a stack of used school books grades 1 through 4
F           C                G7
Broken Crayolas all over the floor
C                         F        C
An old one legged dolly a like new sleigh



F             C        G7          C
Take them all with you garage sale today 

  F                                   C
A pair of old pillows from off of the bed
      F                     C             G7
Where we slept together the night we were wed
C                                     F            C
And there's an old leather bible that taught us to pray
F           C         G7          F  C
Now I can't sell them garage sale to-day

6314. Garden Of Love

Garden of Love
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
If God made little roses
Of heartbroken blue
I'd wear one at my collar
To remind me of you

[Verse 2]
If God made little flowers
In the color of tears
They'd grow up 'round my doorway
And bloom through the years

[Chorus]
Pretty roses, like the blue of the bud
Pretty flowers, my garden of love

[Verse 3]
You left my heart's tender garden
With the blues falling down
For when your love had faded
The briars twisted 'round

[Chorus]
Pretty roses, likR the blue of the bud
PrRtty flowers, my garden of love

[Verse 4]
Now I see you in dreams, dear
Your memory stayed
I'll gather them together
In a lover's bouquet

[Chorus x2]
Pretty roses, like the blue of the bud
Pretty flowers, my garden of love



Pretty roses, like the blue of the bud
Pretty flowers, my garden of love

6315. Gardens And Memories

Gardens and Memories
Seldom Scene

Walking thru my garden of memories
Gathering the flowers from the past
Listening to the sounds of yesterday
Knowing that nothing ever lasts

Sunflowers shining brightly in the sun
She was the one that i had known
But when she left what we had begun
I looked and my garden had grown

Chorus
Sunshine, memories in the rain
Walking til dreams were green
Yesterday, Yesterday from sunshine and rain

Mary how does your garden grow
Do you mind it every day
Or will i die when the north winds blow
Wondering where the children play

Sunflowers shining brightly in the sun
She was the one that i had known
But when she left what we had begun
I looked and my garden had grown

Chorus
Break
Yesterday, Yesterday from sunshine and rain

6316. Gaslighter

Dixie Chicks - Gaslighter

Gaslighter, denier
Doin' anything to get your ass farther
Gaslighter, big timer
Repeating all of the mistakes of your father

We moved to California and we followed your dreams
I believed in the promises you made to me
Swore that night 'till death do us part



But you lie-lie-lie-lie-lied
Hollywood welcomed you with open doors
No matter what they gave you, you still wanted more
Acting all above it when our friends divorced
What a lie-lie-lie-lie-lie
You're such a

Gaslighter, denier
Doin' anything to get your ass farther
Gaslighter, big timer
Repeating all of the mistakes of your father
Gaslighter, you broke me
You're sorry, but where's my apology?
Gaslighter, you liar

You thought I wouldn't see it if you put it in my face
Give you all my money, you'll gladly walk away
You think it's justifiable, I think it's pretty cruel
And you know you lie best when you lie to you
'Cause, boy, you know exactly what you did on my boat
And, boy, that's exactly why you ain't comin' home
Save your tired stories for your new someone else
'Cause they're lie-lie-lie-lie-lies
Look out, you little

Gaslighter, denier
Doin' anything to get your ass farther
Gaslighter, big timer
Repeating all of the mistakes of your father
Gaslighter, you broke me
You're sorry, but where's my apology?
Gaslighter, you liar

You just had to start a fire, had to start a fire
Couldn't take yourself on a road a little higher
Had to burn it up, had to tear it down
Tried to say I'm crazy
Babe, we know I'm not crazy, that's you
Gaslighting
You're a lie-lie-lie-liar
Oh, honey, that's you
Gaslighting
You made your bed and then your bed caught fire
Gaslighter, I'm your mirror
Standin' right here until you can see how you broke me
Yeah, I'm broken
You're still sorry, and there's still no apology

Gaslighter, denier
Doin' anything to get your ass farther
Gaslighter, big timer
Repeating all of the mistakes of your father
Gaslighter, you broke me (gaslighter)
You're sorry, but where's my apology?
Gaslighter, you liar



6317. Gasoline

Trampled by Turtles - Gasoline

You said my heart was broken
You're prettiest when you laugh
If you go out in this cold, hard world
Make sure you come back alive

Your mind was built of matchsticks
And your heart was gasoline
In the morning when the smoke come risin'
You're nowhere to be seen

Tomorrow's got nothing for me
Let the sun rise when it wants
I see the skies for day and night
I know it's my own damn fault

6318. Gasoline And Matches - Chords

Gasoline And Matches
Buddy And Julie Miller

E
Baby, baby, baby, baby, listen what I say
                    A                   E
Baby, baby, baby, baby, let me have my way
            G                        A
I'm gonna keep on knockin' till the door unlatches
E
You and me are gasoline and matches
 
                   E
Baby, baby, baby, baby, when it's cold and dark
                   A                         E
Baby, baby, baby, baby, you make me feel a spark
         G                   A
Well I feel a spark and the fire catches
E
You and me are gasoline and matches
 
      A      G           E
You pull my pin and you trip my wire
           G       A              E
Yeah well you come in and set my heart on fire
     A        G               E
You knock me out, you rock me off my axis
C                 B7



You and me are gasoline and matches
 
                   E
Baby, baby, baby, baby, when you make your move
                    A                      E
Baby, baby, baby, baby, I can feel your groove
        G                          A
The resistance of a strong willed man's in ashes
E
You and me are gasoline and matches
 
Inst - E A E G A E (Verse timing)
 
        A       G           E
Oh you pull my pin and you trip my wire
            G     A               E
Yeah well you come in and set my heart on fire
       A      G                E
You knock me out, you rock me off my axis
C            B7
You and me - You and me
 
           E
Baby I'm incarcerated and I don't want out
                     A
Baby we should get related
                        E
 cause there ain't no doubt
          G                       A
Yeah but when your heart and my heart attaches
E                                     (G)
You and me are Gasoline and Matches
E                                     (G)
You and me are Gasoline and Matches
E
You and me, yeah
 
          A       G           E
Well you pull my pin and you trip my wire
              G     A               E
Yeah well you come in and set my heart on fire
       A      G                E
You knock me out, you rock me off my axis
C            B7
You and me, you and me we're Gasoline and matches
        G
Gonna knock knock knock knock
            A
until the door unlatches
E
You and me are gasoline and matches
 
Inst - E A E G A E (Verse timing)
 
You & me are gasoline and matches
 
Ending = E7 E



6319. Gate Crashers Suck

Keller Williams - Gate Crashers Suck

I was there in Deer Creek
Back in 1995
I think it was June, maybe July
Jerry was still alive
All the kids in the parking lot
They tore that fence down
And I blame them
For the second show getting canceled
I really wanted to go
Saved up all of my dough
I didn't go to any other shows
And I got my tickets M.O.
And I never missed a Deer Creek show
From '89 to '95
I was happy just to be alive
On my yearly Indiana vacation
But that was cut short
By a bunch of jealous party bashin', buzz thrashin', gate crashin', stinky bastards
And if you're one of them
And you hear this song
Fuck you
You cock suckin' motherfucker
Fuck you
You cock suckin' motherfucker
Fuck you
You cock suckin' motherfucker
Fuck you
You cock suckin' motherfucker
Fuck you
You cock suckin' motherfucker
Fuck you

6320. Gather

Gather
Glen Phillips

Let us be humbled tonight
End these doubts, show us the light
Give us peace, lay down the mighty
In these doubts show us the light

Oh God, I pray to thee
I don't want to die before I'm free
Dive down inside the sea



Maybe at the bottom I'll find some key

Let us be humbled tonight
End these doubts show us the light
Give us strength, lay down the mighty
In these doubts show us the light I pray

Oh God, I pray to thee
I don't want to die before we are free
Dive down inside this sea
Maybe at the bottom I'll find some key

Oh God, will you hear my cry
I don't want to see another innocent die
I'll dive down inside these depths
Keep my faith and hold my breath

We fight to hard and this won't bend
Lay down your arms and gather your friends
Strengthen your heart and this will end
Lay down your arms, gather your friends
Lay down your arms, gather your friends
Lay down your arms, gather your friends
Lay down your arms, gather your friends
Gather your friends
Oh God, will you hear me cry
I don't want to see another innocent die
Dive down inside this see
Maybe at the bottom I'll find some key
Oh God, will you hear me cry
I don't want to see another innocent die
Dive down inside these depths
I'll keep my faith and hold my breath

6321. Gather All Ye

Cabinet - Gather All Ye 
Album: Leap

Gather all these down hearted people all these with the weariest hearts
If we could only get them near we'd help them make a new start
Because this crying is breaking my heart this crying is breaking my heart
And we all cry right from our hearts
Gather all these fool hardy people who'd like to see the world go to war
If they could learn to love someone without settling the score
Because this dying tears us apart this dying tears us apart
And then we all die without our hearts
Gather all these under handing banking men with their parachutes all opening wide
If they could live one normal day put their money aside
Because they're lying right out their mouth they're lying north and south
And they all lie to all of us
So tell me what's it gonna be are we really walking off of the edge
I d like to take a moment here to step back from the ledge



6322. Gather Round The TV - Chords

Gather Round The TV - John Hartford

Chorus:

     A                       D
Yes we would gather around the TV
                          A
All the young ones, you and me
                                    D
Seeing all the pretty people and pretty sights
                     E        A
On the tv set on a Saturday Night

We were going to the picture show,but we all stayed home
Mama and Pappa didn't want to stay alone
Popped up some popcorn, settled on the couch
Most all of the lights, we turned them out

Chorus 2:

Well we didn't need to go no-where
You'd have to get dressed and fix your hair
We call stay home, we got what we need
Warm living room and a colored TV

Chorus: 3

Well it ain't like a radio, it ain't like a book
It's got that sound, and its got that look
All these children, me and my wife
A-watching TV, on a Saturday Night.

Chorus: 4

6323. Gathering Flowers - Chords

Gathering Flowers

C                      F         C
Death is an angel sent down from above
                         D7         G7
Sent for the buds of the flowers we love
C                    F            C
Truly 'tis so for in heaven's own way
                             G7          C
Each soul is a flower in the Master's Bouquet
 



F                         C
Gathering flowers for the Master's Bouquet
                       D7         G7
Beautiful flowers that will never decay
C                  F           C
Gathered by angels and carried away
                        G7          C
Forever to bloom in the Master's Bouquet
                            F            C 
Loved ones are passing each day and each hour
                D7            G7
Passing away as the life of a flower
C                      F            C  
But every bud and each blossom some day
                              G7          C 
Will bloom as a flower in the Master's Bouquet
 
Repeat #2
 
                        F              C       
Let us be faithful till life's work is done
                            D7           G7 
Blooming with love till the reaper shall come
C                      F            C
Then we'll be gathered together for aye
                             G7          C 
Transplanted to bloom in the Master's Bouquet 
Repeat #2

6324. Gathering Flowers For The Master's Bouquet

Gathering Flowers For The Master's Bouquet - Ralph Stanley

Death is an angel sent down from above
Sent for the buds and the flowers we love
Truly 'tis so, for in heaven's own way
Each soul is a flower in the Master's bouquet

   Gathering flowers for the Master's bouquet
   Beautiful flowers that will never decay
   Gathered by angels and carried away
   Forever to bloom in the Master's bouquet

Let us be faithful till life's work is done
Blooming with love 'til the reaper has come
Then we'll be gathered together someday
Transplanted to bloom in the Master's bouquet



6325. Gathering Flowers From The Hillside

Gathering Flowers From The Hillside - Carter Family
Hylo Brown - Larry Keel Experience

   I've been gathering flowers from the hillside
   To wreath around your brow
   But you've kept me a-waitin' so long, dear
   The flowers have all withered now

I know that you have seen trouble
But never hang down your head
Your love for me is like the flowers
Your love for me is dead

It was on one bright June morning
The roses were in bloom
I shot and killed my darling
And what will be my doom?

Closed eyes cannot see these roses
Closed hands cannot hold them, you know
And these lips that still cannot kiss me
Has gone from me forever more

6326. Gathering Storm - Chords

Gathering Storm 
Paul Kelly with Uncle Bill (Australia)
 
[Intro]
G D C G C G Dsus4 Cadd9 G
 
[Verse 1]
G       D
I had a dream
C              G
I saw you walking
C          G
Down the road
    G Dsus4 Cadd9 G
In a gathering storm
 
[Verse 2]
G             D
Wind on the rise
C                     G
A black crow was flying
C       G
You alone
    G Dsus4 Cadd9 G
In a gathering storm
 



[Verse 3]
Am      D
I wake up
Am      D
Alone in my bed
Am D            Em7 C         D
There's nothing before my eyes
 
[Verse 4]
G               D
And outside the door
C              G
Only the sighing
C            G
You out there
    G Dsus4 Cadd9 G
In a gathering storm
 
[Solo]
Am C D G
 
Am C D G
 
[Verse 5]
G            D
So cover you head
C              G
Keep your eyes open
C        G
Make speed
      G Dsus4 Cadd9 G
In the gathering storm
 
[Verse 6]
Am       D
I rise up
Am              D
Turn on the light
Am       D         Em7 C     D
Now it's shining in my window
 
[Verse 7]
G                 D
My walls are strong
C                   G
My chimney's smoking
C            G
God speed you
      G Dsus4 Cadd9 Em C G
In the gathering storm

6327. Gathering Up The Shells From The Seashore



Gathering Up the Shells from the Seashore

I wandered today on the sea shore
The waves and the winds were low
I thought of the days gone by, Maude
Many long years a go

We lingered by the gently flowing billows
And watched the golden sunset fade a way
And there among the sweet ocean breezes
We talked about our future wedding day

Gathering up the shells from the sea shore
Gathering up the shells from the sea
Those were the happiest days of all, Maude
Gathering up the shells from the shore

When the waves are rolling on the ocean
And the golden moonbeams on the pebbles shine
At your cottage by the sea I'll come again, Maude
When the waves are rolling gently, sweetheart mine

Now I am growing up in years, Maude
My locks are all silver and gray
But the vows that we made on the sea shore
Are fresh in my memory today

No more bright shells we will gather
As the waves come dashing as of yore
She lies neath the white pebble sand
Just covered up with shells on the shore

6328. Gator Hollow

Lefty Frizzell
'Gator Hollow

Well I had me a girl in Moccasin Valley
In those peaceful everglades
Folk's all called her Fahokey Sally
The sweetest girl that the good Lord ever made

We planned a home in Gater Hollow
'Cause skinnin' gators was my life
She promised that she would always love me
And be my happy little gator skinnin' wife

One day a man came up from Miami
And took my little Sal away
I was mistookin', for I went lookin'
Cause it hurt my pride to hear those Glade folks say

(He had a girl in in Moccasin Valley
In the peaceful everglades



Her hair was gold, just like an angel's
But the cheapenest girl the devil ever made
Ever made)

I found them winin' down in Miami
In an all night club cafe
They was a-laughing and they was a-joking
About that 'Gator Man that they thought was far away

Now my 'gators are a little bit fatter
Why Iè■´e got one with a golden hide
Soon I'll be leavin' here for prison
I lost my soul but I know I've saved my pride

(He had a girl in Moccasin Valley
In those peaceful everglades...)

6329. Geisha Girl - Chords

Geisha Girl

G G7 C
Have you ever heard a love song that you didn't understand
 G D7
Well you've met her in a teahouse on the Island of Japan
 G C
And have you ever traveled over a many thousand miles
 G D7 G
To see a pretty Geisha girl dressed in Oriental style

 C G D7 G
They read it in the Tea Leaves and it's written in the sand
 C G D7
I found love by the heartful in the foreign distant land
 G G7 C
Tell the homefolks that I'm happy with someone that's true I know
 G D7 G
I love a pretty Geisha girl where the ocean breezes blow

 G7 C
I have stood and watched the sunrise from the waters of the sea
 G D7
And wondered how much beauty in this whole world can there be
 G G7 C
My dreams are all worth dreaming and it makes my life worth while
 G D7 G
To see my pretty Geisha girl dressed in Oriental style



6330. Gemini

Gemini - Tyler Childers

If He knows how it feels to be Beginnin' and the End
I reckon He knows the feelin' 'tween the now and then
I'm stuck between a rock and a hard place friend
Lord, won't you help me carry my load?

I borrowed me a hammer, I swung it for a dime
I got to where I finally could afford me mine
But in between the swingin' and the idle time
I got to thinkin' heavy on the road

Now I'm hid out in the upper room
With walls so thin I can walk right through
Give all my buddies a ramblin' to
About things that really blow my mind

Back when I was younger I didn't have a clue
Come to think of it I still doubt I do
But every now and then I get to thinkin'
"You know, I've got it all worked out."

I used to take my time and burn it in a bong
Iced down with the lights turned off
Somethin' in my speakers I can ponder on
Somethin' I can mull around

Now I'm lit up like a Christmas tree
Check one-two can y'all hear me?
The sights are somethin' but they ain't for free
Look a here, I'm wired for sound

The road goes on forever, party it 'til ten
Run forever if ya never let it end
Got a part of me that's wonderin' when
I'll finally kick the urge to roam

Part-o-me just wants to live forever on the road
Split me down the middle, send my southpaw home
And if she gets to askin' tell'r you don't rightly know
What happened to the rest of me

Aw, weep no more, girl don't cry
Hellfire ya married you a Gemini
This is the half a him you always liked
In this'n here his heart still beats

6331. General Jackson

John Hartford 
General Jackson



Down on the river, way down the river
I hear a whistle blow
Down on the landing, where I am standing
Down where the river flows

Down on the river, way down the river
I hear a show boat band
Big wheel a flashing, old General Jackson
Rolling on to Oprey Land

Young people dancing, old folks romancing
All to the country tune
Here at the rail, put out to sail
Under a southern moon

6332. Genesis Hall

Richard Thompson - Genesis Hall 

My father, he rides with your sheriffs
And I know he would never mean harm
But to see both sides of a quarrel
Is to judge without hate or love

Oh, oh, helpless and slow
And you don't have anywhere to go

You take away homes from the homeless
And leave them to die in the cold
The gypsy who begs for your presents
He will laugh in your face when you're old

Oh, oh, helpless and slow
And you don't have anywhere to go

Well, one man he drinks up his whiskey
Another, he drinks up his wine
And they'll drink till their eyes are red with hate
For those of a different kind

Oh, oh, helpless and slow
And you don't have anywhere to go

When the rivers run thicker than trouble
I'll be there at your side in the flood
'Twas all I could do to keep myself
From taking revenge on your blood

Oh, oh, helpless and slow
And you don't have anywhere to go
Oh, oh, helpless and slow
And you don't have anywhere to go



6333. Genevieve

Genevieve
Old Crow Medicine Show - Genevieve

Genevieve, Creo queen, with your love like fire and your heart like a Guillotine.
You can't sell the heart you stole
You left me standing by the side of the road feeling down
Genevieve your so bad worst person I know and the greatest lover I ever had
All my aces are on your floor I'm kneeling outside your door feeling down

Well you took all I had Genevieve and you left me a mess
But if you try to steal my heart again you'll have to cut it out of my chest
Genevieve iv got no regrets exept maybe for everything I had to do to forget
You're the reason I'm in pain
But my hearts still calling your name

Genevieve

Genevieve

6334. Gentilezza Nella Mia Mente

John Hartford - Gentilezza Nella Mia Mente

Quel modo di guardare
La maniera di sorridere che hai
Il rosso sulle guance
Quella voce, quella sera che tu sai
E quel vigile all'angolo
Appena scesa giÃ¹
Lui ti ha guardato e tu non eri tu
Quegli occhi tuoi da angelo
Ti chiamavo "gentilezza"
C'era questo nella mente piÃ¹ che mai
Quella faccia senza niente
E quell'acqua fresca che bevevi al bar
Le viole appena colte e quel prete che tu andavi a salutare
Il fastidio che ti davano le macchine lassÃ¹
LassÃ¹ a casa mia, insieme a me
Quel metterti a piangere soltanto per un niente
C'era questo nella mente piÃ¹ che mai
La tua foto sul giornale
E un articolo di cronaca per te
Una vita andata in fumo
Per il fumo d'una vita che non c'Ã¨
La tua foto sul giornale
Un sorriso che non riconosco piÃ¹
Il tuo amore Ã¨ andato a male



I tuoi occhi, la tua voce, la tua faccia
Nella mente non li ho piÃ¹
Il tuo amore Ã¨ andato a male
I tuoi occhi, la tua voce, la tua faccia
Nella mente non li ho piÃ¹

6335. Gentle On My Mind

Alison Krauss - Gentle on My Mind
John Hartford
Flatt & Scruggs

It's knowing that your door is always open
And your path is free to walk
That makes me tend to leave my sleeping bag
Rolled up and stashed behind your couch

And it's knowing I'm not shackled
By forgotten words and bonds
And the ink stains that are dried up on some line

That keeps you in the backroads
By the rivers of my memory
And keeps you ever gentle on my mind

It's not clinging to the rocks and ivy
Planted on their columns now that bind me
Or something that somebody said
Because they thought we fit, together walking

It's just knowing that the world
Will not be cursing or forgiving
When I walk along some railroad track and find

That you're moving on the backroads
By the rivers of my memory
And for hours you're just gentle on my mind

Though the wheat fields and the clothes lines
And the junkyards and the highways come between us
And some other woman's crying to her mother
'Cause she turned and you were gone

I still might run in silence
Tears of joy might stain my face
And the summer sun might burn me 'til I'm blind

But not to where I cannot see
You walking on the backroads
By the rivers flowing gentle on my mind

You dip your cup of soup, back from a gurgling
Crackling caldron, in some train yard



Your beard a roughening coal pile
And a dirty hat pulled low across your face

Through cupped hands 'round the tin can
I pretend to hold you to my breast and find

That you're waiting from the backroads
By the rivers of my memories
Ever smiling, ever gentle on my mind

6336. Gentle River

Gentle River - Alison Krauss

I've lived a life full of sorrow
With no where to run or to hide
Happiness you'll see is borrowed
All I want is you by my side

[Chorus:]

Gentle river take me away
to the time of happier days
All I need is love and company
Gentle river bring him back to me
You can spend all your time a'cryin
Listen here I don't need your sympathy
Cause I've made my life to live it
All I need is you here with me...

[Chorus]

Gentle river bring em' back to me

6337. Gentle Tranquil Meaning

Gentle Tranquil Meaning (Larry W. Jones 10/09/2007) 

I see the way your long hair lays
Upon your soft shoulders hanging down
And it's with wonder night and days
To look upon your skin warm and brown
Life has a gentle tranquil meaning
Any time I know you're around
Almost like angels are convening
Where your feet walk on the ground
I was a lonely man until you came
Now I'll never be that same lonely soul
You even let me go and change your name



And now my once empty heart you console
Life has a gentle tranquil meaning
Any time I know you're around
Almost like angels are convening
Where your feet walk on the ground
- instrumental -
Like old trees when they're growing in the Spring
My old heart's knowing it has found a friend
Like the bluebirds when they begin to sing
My life with you is worth living again
Life has a gentle tranquil meaning
Any time I know you're around
Almost like angels are convening
Where your feet walk on the ground
Almost like angels are convening
Where your feet walk on the ground

6338. Gently Tender

The Incredible String Band - Gently Tender 

Gently tender falls the rain
Washing clean the slate again
But leave me please, behind my brain
This light doesn't shadow on her

Shadows dancing through the pink milk blankets
Where my mind lay dreaming gently of my loving you
Sometimes I think I was true
But then I loved the stone beneath my feet as much, usually

Gently tender snow-drop grows
See the past tense quietly go
Kill the chord but let me know
This light doesn't shadow on her

Shadows dancing through the green bush trees
Where my toes crept breathing lightly of my loving you
Sometimes I think I was true
But then I loved the stone beneath my feet as much, usually

Slowly spitting crawls the snake
See the branches bend and break
Venom that might easily shake
This light doesn't shadow on her

Good, good loving, she gave me good loving
Good, good loving, she gave me good loving
Good, good loving, she gave me good
And now all my wine is water
To her all my wine is water
All water, and my pearls are clear



Good, good loving, she gave me good
Good, good loving, she gave me good
Good, good loving, she gave me good
And now all my wine is water
To her all my wine is water
All water, and my pearls are clear

She gave to me good loving
She gave to me good loving
She gave to me good loving
Ohh good loving

6339. Genuine Healer Of Time - Chords

Genuine Healer Of Time
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Larry Patton and Ronald Knuth
[3/4 time]

C               F           C
I've never been inside your barroom
                         D7          G7
It's the first time I've tasted your wine
    C             F            C
Someone said that wine numbs a memory
                  G7            C
But her memory is stronger than wine
                    F          C
On the wall there's a mirror before me
                D7          G7
Reflecting what she made of me
  C           F        C
A sad looking face and tears now replace
             G7        C
The man that I used to be
            F         C
The genuine healer is time
             F            C
And if I can hold onto my mind
                 G7         C            F
And place what's left of my heart in the hands
       C       G7        C
Of the genuine healer of time
                F              C
The darkness in here tells the story
          D7          G7
Of many a heartbroken man 
    C            F           C
The hands on the clock never linger
              G7              C
But they move as slow as they can
               F             C
Now I know the whiskey won't help me



                      D7         G7
And I find there's no comfort in wine
C                F             C
There's only one thing that is stronger
                 G7        C
It's the genuine healer of time
Repeat #3
                 G7         C            F
And place what's left of my heart in the hands
       C       G7        C
Of the genuine healer of time

6340. George (And The North Woods)

Tom T Hall - George (And The North Woods)
Composer: Tom T. Hall

You know George I was just layin' here thinkin'
About me being blind and all alone
Ol' timer if you weren't here to guide me
I'd be lost and they'd never find my bones

I just came here to the North Woods for some thinkin'
And you know a man just get to rest once in a while
And I'm really glad you came along to guide me
It seems to me we walked a hundred miles

You know how much I've always liked this cabin
It's quiet and I get a chance to think
I just can't figure things out in the city
The bars are there and you know how I drink

You know George I made a fortune in the big town
Why my name was on the city limit sign
And then fate laid her heavy hands upon me
And brought the accident that left me blind

Ol' buddy you know how that woman did me
I guess you knew her better than I did
George I guess you knew how much it hurt me
The day that old judge gave her both my kids

But she said she wouldn't care if I's to drop dead
With all that insurance I don't guess she would
Most people think the wilderness is quiet
Would you listen to the wolves out in the woods

Well tomorrow when I'll leave here I'll be a changed man
I'm gonna ride those trains when they yell all aboard
You spent a lotta time here in the big woods
I'm really glad you're goin' with me George

George George George are you there



Hey man you're not puttin' me on are you
George George George

6341. George Gudger's Overalls

Doc Watson 
George Gudger's Overalls

As I walked out one mornin'
In the Alabama chill
I saw some old friends hangin'
From a tree on Hobie's Hill
By their tattered legs, they dangled
Drippin' down along the spine
It was old George Gudger's overalls
A-dryin' on the line

George Gudger, he's an honest cuss
And he loves to work his land
And I'd long admired his overalls
That I held there in my hand
My brand-new pair was stiffer
Than a starched-up Sunday suit
But his could walk around by thereselves
And plow the corn to boot

Now the knees looked almost bloody
From the red Hale County clay
George Gudger's debts and prayers
Had kept him kneelin' down all day
Old George owes me money
But I owe him my respect
If his overalls will fit me
Boy, I'll forget about his debt

I stepped into them big old legs
Like fallin' down a mine
Then I heard a ragged chuckle
And there stood old George behind
A smile of old tobacco juice
Just tricklin' down his chin
He said, "You might as well try walkin' 'round
In someone else's skin"

"But son, if you like them old friends of mine so much
I guess I can let 'em go
Had to lend them to my wife last year
While she's carryin' Little Joe
She bent down in the fields one day
And split that tired old seam
And now she's gone and beat 'em half to death
On that rock there by the stream



Yeah, the knees looked almost bloody
From the red Hale County clay
George Gudger's debts and prayers
They kept him kneelin' down all day
You know I walked just like a drunken man
They dang near made me fall
They kept tryin' to steer me back towards Gudger's place
'Cause they're still Old George's overalls

At home, before the mirror
I seemed to be a different man
In my mind, I kept seein'
His farmed-out patch of land
So I took him back his overalls
And a week's supply of food
I also left my brand new pair
And I sneaked home in the nude

6342. Georgia Bound

Georgia Bound

I'm Georgia bound, gotta find my baby
That gal of mine has left this town, town, town
Just losin' her, gonna drive my crazy
I'm on my way I'm Georgia bound

That gal of mine left me this morning
Said she was tired of hanging round, round, round
But I don't care can't live without her
gotta bring her back I'm Georgia bound

* Refrain

Two red, red lips as sweet as honey
And golden hair, her eyes so brown, brown, brown
She's on that train bound for Atlanta
I'll bring her back, I'm Georgiaa bound

* Refrain

6343. Georgia Buck

Rhiannon Giddens - Georgia Buck

Georgia Buck is dead
The last word he said
"Don't put no shortnin' in my bread"
Georgia Buck is dead



Last word he said
"Don't put no shortnin' in my bread"
Georgia Buck is dead
Last word he said
"Don't you let your woman have her way
If she has her way
She will [go and stay?] all day
Don't let your woman have her way"
Georgia Buck is dead
Last word he said
"Don't put no shortnin' in my bread"
"Don't you put no shortnin' in my bread, now now"
Don't put no shortnin in my bread

6344. Georgia Girl

Georgia Girl
Doyle Lawson

As I sit here alone with my memories
Thinking back to the years long ago
To the pine covered hills down in Georgia
And the sweet girl that I used toknow
She was young and in love with my only
I was footloose and foolish I guess
So I wondered right out of her sweet Georgia heart
And the fact that I'm lonely tells the rest

How I miss my Georgia girl today
How I miss the pine woods
And the red hot Georgia clay
I miss my simple life, so many miles away
How I miss my Georgia girl today

There's a moon shining bright on my doorstep
Like I've seen shining bright in her eyes
But it's cold here in Feirbanks, Alaska
And I shilver thougt the long winter night
Fifteen years have slipped through my fingers
I'm forgetten I know by this time
But I'd walk through the snow
Down to Georgia in the cold
If I through she'd be waiting this time

* Refrain

6345. Georgia Hard



Robbie Fulks - Georgia Hard

She said she was leaving
So I went to follow
Blind love and I-55 got me here
Dirty old salt truck
In the smog before me
And dear old Dixie back in the rearview mirror
Got a third-story walk-up
With a view of the alley
A mailroom job that isn't all glamour and fun
The woman I came for
Is gone to another
And now my feet are just too planted to run

(Chorus)
There's no Carolina Moon over Chicago
No bluegrass growin' out in my backyard
No fields of sugarcane, no soft Virginia rain
But damn, if this livin' ain't Georgia Hard
Down on Halsted
The women walk by me
Like they can tell
I haven't got a dollar to spare
So it's into a side street
For a beer and a sad song
I guess some things
Are the same most everywhere

6346. Georgia Mules And Country Boys - Chords

Georgia Mules And Country Boys 
The Osborne Brothers

CAPO:2
 
[Intro]
C                  G                D             G
Georgia mules and Country boys are fading fast away
 
[1st Verse]
G                                                       D
I know the world goes on we can't keep living in the past
                                                    G
Still there's a thing or two I sure do wish could last
                               C
I've got a crazy case of blue nostalgia
A                                            D
Remembering mules and corn fields out of my past
 
[2nd Verse]
G                                  D
I see lots of kids these days in jeans of faded blue
                                   G



they never saw a mule but they're nostalgic too
                                        C
They're trying hard to capture what is missing
A                                            D
although they know deep down those days are through
 
[3rd Verse]
G                                        D
How many girls do you know now that ever milked a cow
                                         G
How many boys that ever walked behind a plow
                                     C
and who have you seen lately churning butter
A                                     D
who do you even know that might know how
 
[Chorus]
D                                              G
Well you don't see many mules these days you don't see many mules
C                                        D
and you don't see many old boys balling hay
                                G                   C
I ain't knocking progress but it hurts me some to say
                       G                 D              G
that Georgia mules and Country boys are fading fast away

6347. Georgia Off My Mind

Georgia Off My Mind
Larkin Poe - Georgia Off My Mind

I hate the way you look
Getting smaller in my rearview
Rolling up the road to Music City, Lord
To sing my hometown blues
Now that my wheels are turning
Now that we've said goodbye
I'm trading my sweet and lonesome past
For a rhinestone-studded sky
I'm gonna leave my troubles
Rolling in the dust behind
I'm hoping my star's gonna shine, shine
Across the state line
Well, Tennessee, keep Georgia
Tennessee, keep Georgia
Tennessee, keep Georgia off of my mind
I can drink a Coca Cola
I can eat a peach or two
Spinning Ray Charles records till the sun goes down
But I cry when he sings that song of you, and
I'm gonna leave my troubles
Rolling in the dust behind
I'm hoping my star's gonna shine, shine



Across the state line
Well, Tennessee, keep Georgia
Tennessee, keep Georgia
Tennessee, keep Georgia off of my mind
Well, I said
Back where the sound is so sweet and clear
Where the folks I know still hold me dear
I gotta catch a south-bound train outta here
I'm gonna leave my troubles
Rolling in the dust behind
I'm hoping my star's gonna shine, shine
Across the state line
Well, Tennessee, keep Georgia
Tennessee, keep Georgia
Tennessee, keep Georgia off of my mind

6348. Georgia On My Mind

Georgia On My Mind

Georgia, georgia
The whole day through
Just an old sweet song
Keeps Georgia on my mind

Georgia, georgia, a song of you
Come as sweet and clear as
Moonlight through the pines

Other arms reach out to me
Other eyes smile tenderly
Still in peaceful dreams
I see the road leads back to you

Georgia, Georgia, no place I find
Just an old sweet song
Keep Georgia on my mind

6349. Georgia Peaches

Larry Sparks - Georgia Peaches

Way down south round Macon Georgia, where the sweetest peaches grow.
I wondered there to take my chances, Twenty some odd years ago.

I'll not forget first time I saw her, A vivid picture in my dreams.
A southern bell in soft white cotton, clinging to her like a breeze.
(CHORUS)



Nothing's sweet as Georgia peaches, when you pick them for yourself.
Wait too long there?re out of season, They'll be gone to someone else.

She ask me Boy where do you come from? Are you only passing through?
I'd like to know what brings you down here, I made her smile when I said YOU.

A stolen moment too quickly faded, as she pulled away her hand.
She said I'm sorry it's been taken, promised to another man.
(REPEAT CHORUS) 

Sometimes in dreams that Macon highway, winding through the lonesome pines.
Takes me back to my favorite memory, Of the Georgia girl I left behind.
(REPEAT CHORUS)

6350. Georgia Pineywoods

Georgia Pineywoods
As performed by The Osborne Brothers

Chorus:
Miss those Georgia Pineywoods
Wonder if they miss me
Lonesome for those Pineywoods
Ancient home of the Creek and the Cherokee and me

I was born in the Georgia Pineywoods
Fifteen miles to the grocery store
No T.V., no gold plated shiney goods
Cracked linoleum on the floor
We had cows in the back fields grazin'
Chickens cacklin' out in the pen
Life was good but it's amazin'
How I didn't see that back then.

* Refrain

When I looked for Indian arrowheads
I was happy as Borden's cow
I've lost all my Indian arrowheads
They ain't no good to me here no how.
I get paid now by the hour
And lead my typical suburb life
Got credit cards and buyin' power
And I owe more money than Caesar's wife

* Refrain

6351. Georgia Road



Georgia Road (Revival Outtake)
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
Way down along the Georgia Road
Down along the Georgia Road
The stars are shining bright
Don't you wanna go?
Way down along the Georgia Road
[Verse 2]
You see a smile' on everyone
See a smile on everyone
Boys are walking funny
Girls are half undone
You see a smile on everyone
[Verse 3]
Oh, there's something going on down there
Something going on down there
Feel it in your feet, boy
Smell it in the air
There's something going on down there
[Verse 4]
There's a woman in a polka dot skirt
Tiny little polka dot skirt
Lookit how she wiggles
Watch the way she works
That tiny little polka dot skirt
[Verse 5]
Well, I was born a nasty man
I will die a nasty man
Probably go to Hell
Just the way I planned
I'll die a nasty man
[Verse 6]
But there's something going on down there
Something going on down there
Feel it in your feet, boy
Smell it in the air
If I go tonight, I don't even care...
Stars shining bright, don't you wanna go?
Way down along the Georgia Road

6352. Georgia Rose

Georgia Rose
Author: Bill Monroe

Chorus
Way down in the blue ridge mountain
Way down where the tall pines grow
Lives my sweetheart of the mountain
She's my little Georgia rose
Now come and listen to my story
A story that I think is true



My little rose that bloomed in Georgia
With the hair of gold, and the heart so true

* Refrain
Her mother left her with another
A carefree life she had planned
The baby now is a lady
The one her mother couldn't stand
* Refrain
We often sing those songs together
I watched her do her little part
She smiled at me when I would tell her
That she was my sweetheart
* Refrain

6353. Georgia Slammer - Chords

Georgia Slammer 
Joe Mullins and the Radio Ramblers

[Verse]
/ A / D A / A / E /
/ A / D A / A E / A /
 
[Chorus]
/ D / A / A / E /
/ A / D A / A E / A /
 
[Verse]
A
I was rollin' through Atlanta
      D               A
I was down to my last dime
A                                        E
That's when my better judgement lost con-trol
        A
I hit a liquor store and I hit the gas,
D                        A
all hit the fan when the blue lights flashed
A                          E                A
They said son you're gonna pay for what you stole
 
[Chorus]
D                                 A
I thought I was a bad man and the law did not apply
A                                    E
I guess you know just how this story ends
    A
I'm doin' time in a Georgia slammer,
D                     A
breakin' rocks with a nine-pound hammer
A                       E              A
And swearin' I'll never break the law again



 
[Verse]
A
They dragged me through that courthouse,
      D              A
I had shackles on my feet
A                                   E
That old judge was a stari' down at me
        A
He said boy you're gonna rue the day,
D                           A
you ever stepped on Georgia clay
A                          E               A
Your soul is God's but the rest belongs to me
 
[Chorus]
D                                 A
I thought I was a bad man and the law did not apply
A                                    E
I guess you know just how this story ends
    A
I'm doin' time in a Georgia slammer,
D                     A
breakin' rocks with a nine-pound hammer
A                       E              A
And swearin' I'll never break the law again
 
[Verse]
A
When my sentence here is over,
    D              A
I'm goin' home to stay
A                               E
I won't set foot in Georgia any-more
      A
Never more will I steal and rob,
D                         A
I'll get myself an honest job
A                           E                 A
But it won't be swingin' no hammer that's for sure
 
[Chorus]
D                                 A
I thought I was a bad man and the law did not apply
A                                    E
I guess you know just how this story ends
    A
I'm doin' time in a Georgia slammer,
D                     A
breakin' rocks with a nine-pound hammer
A                       E              A
And swearin' I'll never break the law again



6354. Georgia Waltz - Chords

Georgia Waltz
Recorded by Mac Wiseman
Written by George Krise

C              G7      C
The moon shown down in Georgia
           G7    C
I held you in my arms
   F        C       E7        C
We danced a waltz a beautiful waltz
    F           C        G7
You smiled with all your charm
 
    C          G7        C
And all of the boys grew jealous
                          F
We danced the whole night through
                  C
A lovely night of splendor and
             G7        C
That Georgia waltz and you
 
                     F
Those memories still haunt me
     G7             C
They seem to linger near
                     F
The band was playing softly
  D7                G7
I whispered in your ear
C            G7    C
And told you how I love you
                          F
You said that you love me too
                         C
How do you think I could ever forget
             G7        C
That Georgia waltz and you 
            
           G7    C
I told you how I love you
                          F
You said that you love me too
                         C
How do you think I could ever forget
             G7        C
That Georgia waltz and you

6355. Georgie



Doc Watson 
Georgie

As I walked over London Bridge
One misty morning early
I heard some fair young maiden say
"Lord, spare me the life of Georgie"
Go saddle me up my milk white steed
And bridle him so gaily
Then I'll ride away to the King's High Court
And plead for the life of Georgie

She rode all day and she rode all night
'Til she was wet and weary
Then combing back her long, yellow hair
She pled for the life of Georgie
She pulled out a purse all filled with gold
Just like you've never seen many
And she said, "Young lawyers, fee yourselves
And plead for the life of Georgie"

But Georgie rode up and he pled for himself
He says, "I never murdered any
But I stole sixteen of the king's best steeds
And I sold them in Romany
Then the oldest lawyer at the bar says
"George, I'm sorry for you
But your own confession condemns you to die
May the Lord have mercy upon you"

As Georgie was a-walking through the streets
He bid farewell to many
Then he bid farewell to his own true love
Which grieved him worse than any
If I was over on yonder hill
Where kisses I've had a-plenty
With my sword and and my pistol by my side
I'd fight for the life of Georgie
Georgie was hanged with a golden cord
Just like you've never seen many
For he was a member of the royal race
And loved by a virtuous lady

6356. Georgie Buck

Doc Watson 
Georgie Buck

Georgie Buck is dead
The last thing he said
"Don't put no shortnin' in my bread"

Georgie Buck is dead
The last thing he said



"Don't put no shortnin' in my bread"

Down the road
Down the road I see
Trouble in my way
Trouble in my way
Trouble in my way down the line

Georgie Buck is dead
Last word he said
"Don't let a woman have her way
"If she have her way
She be gone all day
Don't let a woman have her way"

Whoah!

Down the line
Down the line
Down the line I see
Trouble in my way
Trouble in my way
Trouble in my way down the line

Georgie Buck is dead
The last word he said
"Don't put no shortnin' in my bread"
Put no shortnin in my bread...
Put no shortnin' in my bread...

Down the line
Down the line
Down the line I see
Trouble come my way
Trouble come my way
Trouble in my way down the line

6357. Georgie On A Spree

Richard Thompson - Georgie on a Spree 

Me mammy told me, Isabel,
Now don't stay out too late
One day they'll throw you out of school
So get yourself a steady date
But Georgie meets me every night
We go out and we have a bite
Eyes of blue, and money too,
He's rattling the garden gate,
And I can hardly wait

When Georgie's on a spree
All the girls are jealous of me



'Cause I'm the one he spends his money on
We spend it, one two three,
Driving in his Chevrolet
I'm perfect company
He's the king and I'm his queen
When Georgie's on a spree.

We don't see bad company
We mix it with the best
Rubbing shoulders with the rich
And no time for the rest
When I see something that I need
My Georgie buys the street for me
And when we're tired of the Ritz
He's got a little nest
Where I put him to the test.

When Georgie's on a spree
All the girls are jealous of me
'Cause I'm the one he spends his money on
We spend it, one two three,
Driving in his Chevrolet
I'm perfect company
He's the king and I'm his queen
When Georgie's on a spree.

One day Georgie hung his head
And sadly he did say
Little girl, I'm leaving you
I have to go away;
But I'll be back in a week or two,
And I'll be thinking just of you
Sit beside your telephone
Until that lucky day
When I come home to stay

When Georgie's on a spree
All the girls are jealous of me
'Cause I'm the one he spends his money on
We spend it, one two three,
Driving in his Chevrolet
I'm perfect company
He's the king and I'm his queen
When Georgie's on a spree

He's the king and I'm his queen
When Georgie's on a spree

6358. Geraldine

The Avett Brothers - Geraldine 

I come from a place



where every name
and every place
seem so familiar

In came this progress
In her black dress
look at the mess
she is a killer

Much like you and I
and every case that's made
There has to be a traitor

It's me this time
And i'm trading fun for right
Will I regret the notion later?

Geraldine is the name that comes to mind
When I go back to reminiscing
Abilene's a woman for my childhood
I spent the evenings kissing

I'm a fool for treating her alive
And loving something cold and rocky
The homophobic gentlemen
they'll barricade but their efforts couldn't stop me

In came this progress
In her black dress
look at the mess
she is a killer

In came this progress
In her black dress
look at the mess
she is a killer

In came this progress
In her black dress
look at the mess
she is a killer

oh-oh, oh-oh, oh-oh

6359. Gertrude

Jerry Jeff Walker - Gertrude

Yeah now, Gertrude
Was just a one-eyed gal
Workin' down in New Orleans
Gertrude, she's a regular pal
One of them Cajun Queens



Soft hearted hooker in a two bit dive
A regular Saint Sadie - got just one eye
Got a set of arms like a lumberjack
But Gertrude's got a heart of gold dust
Now Gertrude was always on the streets
Hustling up a dime or two
Gertrude was nice and sweet
'Specially when she's trickin' you
She could take you to the back
And in a minute flat
She'd be back drinkin' whiskey
From a water glass
Laughing like a sailor on a three-day pass
Gertrude was a swingin' bar fly
Yeah I met her when I was runnin' about
And nobody seemed to care for me
She took me to her side
And explained the facts of life to me
She told me 'bout the world and all it's misery
She taught me how to laugh and be a friend indeed
And let the sanctimonious crowds go their way
Gertrude had a way with alright
Alright now
Yeah she took me to the room that night
And made me feel a man again
We laughed and talked and drank and sang
Then the beautiful night came to an end
I fell asleep in a broken down chair
And when I woke there was nobody there
She rolled me
But she told me in a note she left
"You gotta keep makin' it, my friend"
So somewhere down in New Orleans
Where the wine and the laughs are friends
I bet there's a one-eyed beauty there
Just trippin' and pickin' up men
For wherever there are souls who are hung in distress
There's bound to be a whore for your SOS
Thank God for women, no matter where it's at
And Gertrude is setting all kinds of records
I love her so much

6360. Get Along - Chords

Get Along 
Joy Kills Sorrow
 
[Intro]
 
Eb      Eb Ebsus4
 
[Verse 1]
 



Eb                     Eb       Ebsus4
And I don't want too much trouble
Eb                     Eb       Ebsus4
 Cause it takes up all my time    I
Cm                   Cm7/Bb
Get along   pretty well         on my
Eb                     Eb       Ebsus4
own
Eb                     Eb       Ebsus4
And I don't want any lovers
Eb                     Eb       Ebsus4
 Cause they take up all my time    I
Cm                   Cm7/Bb
Get along   pretty well         on my
Eb                     Eb       Ebsus4
own
 
[Bridge]
 
Cm         Cm7/Bb                         Eb/Bb    Bdim
I wish you wouldn't put me in this spot
Cm        Cm7/Bb                     Cm6           Ab
I wish we could've had a better shot
 
[Verse 2]
 
Eb                     Eb       Ebsus4
Gettin rid of all this clutter
Eb                     Eb       Ebsus4
It was never really mine             I
Cm                   Cm7/Bb
Get along   pretty well         on my
Eb                     Eb       Ebsus4
own
 
[Instrumental Break]
 
G5      Ab5     Eb5
G5      Ab5     Eb5
G5      Ab5     Eb5
 
Cm      Cm7     Eb/Bb
 
Eb
 
[Verse 3]
 
Eb
And I don't want too much trouble
Eb
 Cause it takes up all my time
Eb
I get along pretty well on my own
Eb
And I don't want to be troubled
Eb
For drinking too much wine



  Cm                Cm7/Bb         Eb
I get along pretty well     on my own
 
[Bridge]
 
Cm         Cm7/Bb                         Eb/Bb    Bdim
I wish you wouldn't put me in this spot
Cm        Cm7/Bb                     Cm6           Ab
I wish we could've had a better shot
 
[Verse 4]
 
Eb                     Eb       Ebsus4
At the risk of seeming stubborn
Eb                     Eb       Ebsus4
Your tastes are really trying
 Cm                 Cmmaj7/Bb      Eb
I get along pretty well     on my own
            Ebmaj7
I'm doing fine
        Eb      Ab
On my own
 
Vamp out on Eb

6361. Get Along Down Town

Get Along Down Town

I wouldn't marry in the wintertime
Or the spring when the birdies call
Court them girls in the summertime
Leave them in the fall

Get along down town
Get along down town
Get along down to Newport town
To lay my money down

Rich girl uses cold cream
Poor girl uses lard
My gal uses axle grease
But she rubs it twice as hard

* Refrain

Beefsteak when I'm hungry
Whiskey when I'm dry
Greenback when I'm hard up
Heaven when I die

* Refrain



I'd marry up with that girl of mine
Try to settle down
But everytime the wold goose calls
Get along down town

* Refrain

6362. Get Along Home Cindy

Get Along Home Cindy
TRADITIONAL

You ought to see my Cindy, She lives a-way down South,
And she's so sweet the honey bees All swarm around her mouth.
Get along home, Cindy, Cindy Get along home, Cindy, Cindy
Get along home, Cindy, Cindy I'll marry you someday.
The first time that I saw her She was standin' in the door,
Her shoes and stockings in her hand, Her feet all over the floor.
Get along home, Cindy, Cindy Get along home, Cindy, Cindy
Get along home, Cindy, Cindy I'll marry you someday.
I wish I was an apple A-hangin' on a tree,
And every time my Cindy passed, She'd take a bite of me.
Get along home, Cindy, Cindy
Get along home, Cindy, Cindy
Get along home, Cindy, Cindy
I'll marry you someday.

6363. Get Away

Get Away
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
Turn the key and the engine screams
Drop the clutch and the wheels spin free
Rip the road and off I go
Howling at the radio
Just straight ahead and fast
No gauge to see my past
Leave it all behind in the dust
Never slow down never rust

[CH]
I don't stop for no, I don't stop for no
Red lights

[Verse]
Hit the gas, pick up the pace
No one can follow in this race



Shifting up from gear to gear
Speeding up and I don't fear
I'm an animal out of the cage
I'm a spark plug firing rage
In the fast lane picking up steam
Up ahead the light all green

[CH]
[Verse]
I've swerved and missed some turns
Every time a lesson learned
Stalling out and had my doubts
Always found another route
All the trouble in the rear view mirror
And at the wheel I get to steer
Open road with no regrets
Ride off into the sunset

[CH]

6364. Get Back

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Get Back

Jo Jo was a man who thought he was a loner
But he knew it wouldn't last
Jo Jo left his home in Tucson, Arizona
For some California grass

Get back, get back
Get back to where you once belonged
Get back, get back
Get back to where you once belonged
Ooh, get back Jo

Sweet Loretta Martin thought she was a woman
But she was another man
All the girls around her say she's got it coming
But she gets it while she can

Get back, get back
Get back to where you once belonged
Get back, get back
Get back to where you once belonged
Ooh, get back ?

Yeah, get back, get back
Get back to where you once belonged
Get back, get back
Get back to where you once belonged
You once belonged
Ooh, get back Jo



6365. Get Back To The Country - Chords

Get Back To The Country
Marty Stuart - Get Back To The Country
Written by Neil Young,  Re-recorded by Marty Stuart

DA                       DA
When I was a younger man
                                   DA
Got lucky with a rock 'n' roll band
                        DA
Struck gold in Hollywood

All that time I knew I would ...

     E                 G
Get back to the country
              D      A
Back where it all began
     E                 G
Get back to the country
             D     A
Back in the barn again

Now when we hit the road
Big buses and trucks unload
After the curtain falls
Load up and then we all ...

Get back to the country
Back where it all began
Get back to the country
Back on the road again

6366. Get Closer

Linda Ronstadt - Get Closer

Want love? Get closer
You want love? Get closer
Hold her hand, be forward
Come on, be a man, get closer

Instead of worrying about those things you said
Follow your heart and forget your head
Maybe some things will jump out your mouth
Make her notice that you're crazy about her

You want love? Get closer



You want love? Get closer

You make a fuss when her eyes ain't on you
Well, give her something to look forward to
Remember all those other girls who ran
Away from something they didn't understand

You want love? Get closer
You want love? Get closer

Why you worrying about those things you said
Follow your heart and forget your head
Oh, slide over on the seat
She'll give you something that's, oh so sweet

6367. Get Down On Your Knees And Pray

Bill Monroe - Get Down On Your Knees And Pray

Hey... my brother... (can't you hear me say)
Hey... my brother... (you better get down on your knees and pray)

[1st voice] 
Get down...

[2nd voice]
Get down...

[3rd voice]
Get down...

[4th voice]
Get down... Get down on your knees and pray.
Get down... get down..get down..get down.....
You better get down on your knees and pray.
Hey... my sister... (can't you hear me say)
Hey... my sister... (you better get down on your knees and pray)

6368. Get Down South

Get Down South
Davisson Brothers Band

[Verse 1]
Way out here there ain't no parkin' lot
It's a big green field and we just pick a spot
Grab a cooler and a foldin' chair
Just start walkin', it's right down there
Tonight we're gonna get rowdy



Get out the Coke and Crown me
Stir it up in a Dixie paper cup

[Chrous]
'Cause that's how we get down south
When you're livin' in a small town
And there ain't nothin' else around
Goin' on, wanna party, gotta make your own
Get down south if you've never let your redneck out
Or had moonshine in your mouth
You gotta get down, get down south

[Verse 2]
Yeah I'm gonna shoot the bull and chew the fat
Catch up with the boys about this and that
'Til the beans and the cornbread's gone, maybe a little later on
Gonna find a girl and say howdy, when the band gets loud we
Gonna rock the barn out on the farm

[Chrous]
'Cause that's how we get down south
When you're livin' in a small town
And there ain't nothin' else around
Goin' on, wanna party, gotta make your own
Get down south if you've never let your redneck out
Or had moonshine in your mouth
You gotta get down, get down south
[Bridge]
Come on
Hey, if you ever get tired of the city, that same old crowd
Just call me up and I'll show you how

[Chorus]
We get down south
When you're livin' in a small town
And there ain't nothin' else around
Goin' on, wanna party, gotta make your own
Get down south if you've never let your redneck out
Or had moonshine in your mouth
You gotta get down, get down south

[Outro]
You gotta get down south
Come on, come on, come on, come on
Get down south
Get down south

6369. Get Down To It - Chords

Get Down To It 
Horseshoes And Hand Grenades
 
[Intro]



C B7 F C G x2
 
[Verse 1]
             C
Well there's more than one way to cross the road
        B7
But the true blue blue's got a hell of a hold on you well
F
what can you do
                   C   G
It's got a hold on you
 
         C
Well you gotta get a gasoline raggety ann
       B7
Take a BIC or match stick in the palm of your hand and
F
Set it all free,
                    C   G
How hard could that be
 
 
[Chorus]
             G      C
Well there's no way up from here you gotta dig down
   G            F                G
No aeroplane to lift your feet up off the ground, I said
C         G                 F
Oh me, oh my, it's a cryin' shame
         C                        G
When you get down to it, when you get down to it
C         G                 F
Oh me, oh my, it's a cryin' shame
         C                        G
When you get down to it, when you get down to it
 
[Solo]
C B7 F C G x2
 
[Verse 2]
         C
Well you wanna be a bad boy tell her what to do
       B7
Find a bigger badder man with a neck tattoo,
        F
Hit him with a barstool
                      C   G
That's what you gotta do
 
                 C
And when you're rockin' and your rollin' out the back of the bar
       B7
Pick a beer bottle up before you get too far
        F
Let him know who you are
                    C      G
Then you give him a scar



 
 
[Chorus]
             G      C
Well there's no way up from here you gotta dig down
   G            F                 G
No aeroplane to lift your feet up off the ground, I said
C         G                 F
Oh me, oh my, it's a cryin' shame
         C                        G
When you get down to it, when you get down to it
C         G                 F
Oh me, oh my, it's a cryin' shame
         C                        G
When you get down to it, when you get down to it
 
[Solo]
C B7 F C G x2
 
[Verse 3]
              C
If you're the bottom of the barrel or the top of the line
      B7
Switchblade which way to make it to big time
         F
Well you get in the grinds
               C    G
What's on your mind
 
C
Steal deal, right turn, Doin' it all, takin' a turn
B7
Bringing it to the point of Armegeddon til you find and learn
F
Every bad man has a last stand where
    C                              G
His fingers on the trigger when he finds out that there's
 
 
[Chorus]
             G      C
Well there's no way up from here you gotta dig down
   G            F                 G
No aeroplane to lift your feet up off the ground, I said
C         G                 F
Oh me, oh my, it's a cryin' shame
         C                        G
When you get down to it, when you get down to it
C         G                 F
Oh me, oh my, it's a cryin' shame
         C                        G
When you get down to it, when you get down to it
C         G                 F
Oh me, oh my, it's a cryin' shame
         C                        G
When you get down to it, when you get down to it
 



 
[Bridge]
C         G                                       F
Oh me, oh my,                      it's a cryin' shame
(no way   up from here you gotta dig down, No aeroplane)
         C                         G
When you get down to it, when you get down to it
     (to lift your feet up        off the ground, I said)
 
C         G                                       F
Oh me, oh my,                      it's a cryin' shame
(no way   up from here you gotta dig down, No aeroplane)
         C                         G
When you get down to it, when you get down to it
     (to lift your feet up        off the ground, I said)
 
C         G                                       F
Oh me, oh my,                      it's a cryin' shame
(no way   up from here you gotta dig down, No aeroplane)
         C                         G
When you get down to it, when you get down to it
     (to lift your feet up        off the ground, I said)
 
[Outro]
C         G                 F
Oh me, oh my, it's a cryin' shame
         C                        G              C
When you get down to it, when you get down to it

6370. Get Down Tonight

The String Cheese Incident( SCI )
Get Down Tonight (Live)

Baby, babe, let's get together
Honey, hon, me and you
And do the things, do the things
That we like to do
Do a little dance, make a little love,
Get down tonight
Get down tonight
Do a little dance, make a little love,
Get down tonight
Get down tonight
Baby, babe, I'll meet you,
Same place, same time
Where we can get together
And ease up our mind
Do a little dance, make a little love,
Get down tonight
Get down tonight
Do a little dance, make a little love,
Get down tonight



Get down tonight.
Do a little dance, make a little love,
Get down tonight
Get down tonight
Get down, get down, get down, get down,
Get down tonight baby
Get down, get down, get down, get down,
Get down tonight baby
Get down, get down, get down, get down,
Get down tonight baby
Get down, get down, get down, get down,
Get down tonight baby
Get down, get down, get down, get down,
Get down tonight baby
Get down, get down, get down, get down,
Get down tonight baby
Get down, get down, get down, get down,
Get down tonight baby
Get down, get down, get down, get down,
Get down tonight baby
Get down, get down, get down, get down,
Get down tonight baby

6371. Get Even

Brad Paisley - Get Even 

After how he treated you he cheated you and lied
I guess you could go curl up into a ball and cry
Or you could turn a heartache into sweet revenge at last
Cause two can cheat at this game baby, pay backs a blast
Get even with him, with me
You been done wrong for so long but now you're free
Don't get angry, don't get filled with jealousy
Get even with him, with me
If I know that jackass well there's one thing he can't stand
He wasn't faithful in the least but, find another man
He's going to go crazy thinking about how much he lost
Your lips, your kiss, your touch, come on
Let's really piss him off!
Get even with him, with me
You been done wrong for so long but now you're free
Don't get angry don't get filled with jealousy
Get even with him, with me
Get even with him, with me
You been done wrong, for so long now you're free
Don't get angry don't get filled with jealousy
Get even with him, with me



6372. Get In Line Brother

Flatt & Scruggs 
Get In Line Brother
Larry Sparks

VERSE 1
Oh, listen to me, sinners, don't you want to go
For some day He's comin' back again you know
If that wrong ain't righted you'll be lost in sin
Get in line, brother, He will take you in

CHORUS
Get in line brother if you wanna go home
Get on your knees and righten that wrong
Then you'll be singing this old time song
Get in line, brother, if you wanna go home

VERSE 2
Oh, listen to me, Satan, I have righted that wrong
Got a one way ticket and I'm goin' home
I've got no worries as I sing this song
Get in line, brother, if you wanna go home

CHORUS
Get in line, brother, if you wanna go home
Get on your knees and righten that wrong
Then you'll be singing this old time song
Get in line, brother, if you wanna go home

VERSE 3
If I could tell you, brother, just how I feel
Then I'm sure you'll know the love of God is real
Then you'll be praying while I sing this song
Get in line, brother, if you wanna go home

CHORUS
Get in line, brother, if you wanna go home
Get on your knees and righten that wrong
Then you'll be singing this old time song
Get in line, brother, if you wanna go home

6373. Get In Line Buddy

Get In Line Buddy
Junior Sisk - Get In Line Buddy

[Verse 1]
Had a dream I'd be a country music star
I moved my wife and family along with my guitar
To a place they call Nashville "Music City", USA
But nobody told me it would ever be this way



[Chorus]
"Get in line, buddy
Get in line, buddy"
That's all I heard him say
Get in line, buddy, you just got here yesterday

[Verse 2]
They told me to go down 16th Avenue
That I might have a chance to make my dreams come true
But I looked everywhere, and I don't know where they are
The ones that can make me a country music star

[Chorus]
"Get in line, buddy
Get in line, buddy"
That's all I heard him say
Get in line, buddy, you just got here yesterday

[Verse 3]
Well, the road goes all uphill, and this train's the game I'm in
I've got holes in my shoes, and I'm lookin' kinda thin
But if it takes determination, I'll bring the whole guitar
And climb my way to the top to be a country music star

[Chorus]
"Get in line, buddy
Get in line, buddy"
That's all I heard him say
Get in line, buddy, you just got here yesterday
[Instrumental Interlude]

6374. Get In The Wind

Get In the Wind
G. Place
New Grass Revival

Now when you're hot, you're hot
When you're cold, you're cold
And when you're mean babe you get so mean
You've got the kind of lovin' that I wish I'd never seen

I'm gonna lug my pack down to Triple Jack
I'm gonna get out on that old highway
Ride my thumb down to the New Orleans sun
Try to chase the blues away

Refrain:
Bye bye momma gonna set my sails
I gotta get in the wind again
Your love insins me but your logic fails
I gotta find out where the meaning begins
Well I'm on my way to a brighter day



Maybe I will see you there
But right now momma gotta get in the wind again

Yeah when you're sweet you're sweet as anybody can be
When you're bad girl you get so bad
You've got the kind of lovin' that I wish I'd never had

I'm gonna find my head before the feeling's dead
I'm gonna get on to the other side
I'd like to stay a little bit longer but I think I better let it slide

Refrain:
Bye bye momma gonna set my sails
I gotta get in the wind again
Your love insins me but your logic fails
I gotta find out where the meaning begins
Well I'm on my way to a brighter day
Maybe I will see you there
Bye bye momma gotta get in the wind
Bye bye momma gotta get in the wind
Bye bye momma gotta get in the wind again

6375. Get It Fore It's Gone

Pokey LaFarge - Get It  Fore It's Gone

Woke up this mornin', whatchu think I do
Walk that line that lead me straight to you
Time is short but my journey's long (oh, oh, oh!)
Yeah, I've gotta be movin' on

[Chorus]
Gotta get it  fore it's gone
Get it  fore it's gone
Get it  fore it's gone, oh yeah
Get it  fore it's gone
Get it now
Gone gone get get gone getcha
Gotta get it 'fore it's gone
Get it  fore it's gone
I'm gonna live life just like a butterfly
It's here today then kiss thR world goodbye
Noon is breaking, I'm making my way
Don't throw shade on my sunny day

[Chorus]
Gotta gRt it  fore it's gone
Get it  fore it's gone
Get it  fore it's gone, oh yeah
Get it  fore it's gone
Get it now
Gone gone get get gone getcha
Gotta get it 'fore it's gone



Get it  fore it's gone
You spend too much time locked up in that room
Worried about what you was gonna do
People are dying, friends are far away (hey, hey, hey!)
Later is always too late
Later is always too late
Later is always too late

[Chorus]
Better get it 'fore it's gone
Get it  fore it's gone
Get it  fore it's gone, oh yeah
Get it  fore it's gone
Get it now
Gone gone get get gone getcha
Gotta get it 'fore it's gone
Get it  fore it's gone
Get it now
Get it  fore it's gone
Get it now

6376. Get It On Down the Line

Get It On Down the Line
Danny Barnes

When I got old enough to realise the life we had was tough
I asked my daddy why he thought that shack would be enough
For three consumptive children and a life that ain't never fun
And here's what my daddy told me, "Son,
You can work in a coal mine
you can make a little moonshine
Or you can get it on down the line."

So off I went to school just to learn to write and read
When you work behind the mule that's the stuff that you won't need
So I asked that lady if these books would set me free
And here's what that lady said to me:
You can work in a coal mine
you can make a little moonshine
Or you can get it on down the line

So I asked my grandpa just before he passed away,
If there was something he might tell me if there was something he could say
Did the sunshine ever last or was life just the sweat of brow
And here's what my grandpa did allow:
You can work in a coal mine
you can make a little moonshine
Or you can get it on down the line

When my boy is old enough to ask about my life
Why I got to bust my ass for children and a wife
With a stack of bills that's piled so high that work is never done



Here's what I'm gonna tell my son:
You can work in a coal mine
you can make a little moonshine
Or you can get it on down the line

6377. Get It Out

Jerry Jeff Walker - Get It Out

[Verse 1]
Oh, sometimes
Seems I can't find the lines
Baby, to tell you are mine
But I feel I have to keep trying

[Chorus 1]
All my funky runnin' 'round
Just about to bring me down
Oh, I got to get it out
Yeah, I got to get it out
Yeah, I get so damn low
All I do is sigh and moan
Yeah, I go whoa, oh, oh
Yeah, I got to get it out
Yeah, I got to get it out

[Verse 2]
You and me, baby
Seem to be doin' alright
Something outside comes along
Then you got to make some time

[Chorus 2]
Yeah, I'll get so brought down
That I'll get turned around
Yeah, I got to get it out
Yeah, I got to get it out
Yeah, I feel so damn low
I can't sing a single note
Oh, I go whoa, oh, oh
Yeah, I got to get it out
Oh, I got to get it out

[Bridge]
Darling, you know that I love you
Really, you know, you know that I do
She's off the lip that comes between us
Just let it all roll down the line
Let it fall behind in time
Let it all unwind

[Hook]
Doo-doo-doo-doo, doo-doo



Doo-doo-doo-doo, doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo, doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo, doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo, doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo, doo-doo

[Verse 3]
Feel much better, baby, just by singing this song
Feel much better baby just by singing it out
I guess next time
That we start to fuss and fight

[Chorus 3]
Oh, I'm going to sing it out
Yeah, I'm gonna sing it out
So next time that you start
I'll just grab my old guitar
Yeah, mmhmm
Yeah, I'm gonna sing it out
Yeah, I got to sing it out
Yeah, I got to sing it out

[Outro]
Yeah, I got to sing it out, baby
Yeah, I got to sing it out
Oh, I got to sing it out
Yeah, I got to sing it out
Yeah, I got to sing it out

6378. Get It While You Can

Get It While You Can
Danny Barnes - Infamous Stringdusters

[Verse 1]
There's a woman outside, she got a red dress on
Giving me cause to recollect my' mind
She' don't see me' with, I got a pair of' blue jeans on
Wondering why her good ol' feller ain't got the time

[Chorus]
You best get it while you can
Get it while you can
When I'm home from working I'm a hungry man
I like good biscuits in the gravy, ma'am
Before the stores close get it while you can

[Verse 2]
When I left home for to make my way
Seeking fortune, what did I find?
I got a pick-up trucks on blocks, and my landlord changed the lock
I got my hat in hand standing in the welfare line



[Chorus]
You best get it while you can
Brother, get it while you can
When I'm home from working I'm a hungry man
I like good biscuits in the gravy, ma'am
Before the stores close get it while you can

[Verse 3]
There's a rich man thinks I'm out to under him
'Cause my car, she don't shine when I drive
I've never drawn a day of vacation time
I got my woman at home, bet she'll ease my troublin' mind

[Chorus]
So best get it while you can
Brother, get it while you can
When I'm home from working I'm a hungry man
I like good biscuits in the gravy, ma'am
Before the stores close get it while you can

[Verse 4]
Well, my motorcycle run like greased up lightning, son
And I know where the fish are gonna bite all day
My pistol barks like that old bulldog there
I pay my bills, sing my songs, and I draw my pay

[Chorus]
Best get it while you can
Brother, get it while you can
When I'm home from working I'm a hungry man
I like good biscuits in the gravy, ma'am
Before the stores close get it while you can

6379. Get Lost You Wolf

Get Lost You Wolf

I've been around this world a lot, I've had a lot of fun
I'm sometimes in the money and I'm sometimes on the bum
I've had my share of loving with the women, I have a way
But last night in a country town things turned the other way

I walked up to a pretty girl, I thought I'd have my way
For she had lots of smiles for me but not a word to say
I took her boldly by the hand with a heart so light and gay
When I rose up off the ground these words I heard her say

Get lost, drop dead, begone you wolf I say
What makes you think that you're so cute, you're getting in my way
I've been around a bit my lad and I ain't no one's fool
Get lost, drop dead, begone you wolf, you're nothing but a fool

What makes you think you're cute my lad as if no one could see



Why, you've got hay seed in your hair, you're bending at the knees
I'm telling you you're just a fool, you'd better be on your way
I turned around, my head dropped down, once more I heard her say

* Refrain

6380. Get Lucky - Chords

Get Lucky - Infamous Stringdusters
By: Daft Punk
Appears on: Undercover, Vol. 2

Capo 2

Both minor chords can be played as 7 chords: Am7 and Em7
Transpose +2 for original chords
The chords without the capo are Bm7, D, F#m7, E

[Intro]

/ Am / C / Em / D / 
/ Am / C / Em / D / 

[Verse]

[ D ]                     Am
   Like the legend of the phoenix
C                 Em
  All ends with beginnings
D                       Am
  What keeps the planet spinning
C                      Em        D
  The force from the beginning

[Pre-chorus]

Am             C
We've come too far
        Em        D
To give up who we are
   Am              C
So let's raise the bar
        Em          D
And our cups to the stars

[Chorus]

Am
 She's up all night till the sun
C
 I'm up all night to get some
Em
 She's up all night for good fun



D
 I'm up all night to get lucky
Am
 We're up all night till the sun
C
 We're up all night to get some
Em
 We're up all night for good fun
D
 We're up all night to get lucky
Am
 We're up all night to get lucky
C
 We're up all night to get lucky
Em
 We're up all night to get lucky
D
 We're up all night to get lucky

/ Am / C / Em / D / 

[Verse]

[ D ]                 Am
   The present has no ribbon
C                    Em
  Your gift keeps on giving
D                  Am
  What is this I'm feeling?
C                           Em        D
  If you want to leave, I'm with it

[Pre-chorus]

Am             C
We've come too far
        Em        D
To give up who we are
   Am              C
So let's raise the bar
        Em          D
And our cups to the stars

[Chorus]

Am
 She's up all night till the sun
C
 I'm up all night to get some
Em
 She's up all night for good fun
D
 I'm up all night to get lucky
Am
 We're up all night till the sun
C
 We're up all night to get some



Em
 We're up all night for good fun
D
 We're up all night to get lucky
Am
 We're up all night to get lucky
C
 We're up all night to get lucky
Em
 We're up all night to get lucky
D
 We're up all night to get lucky

Am
 We're up all night to get
C
 We're up all night to get
Em
 We're up all night to get
D
 We're up all night to get

Am
 We're up all night to get back together
C
 We're up all night (let's get back together!)
Em
 We're up all night to get funky
D
 We're up all night to get lucky

Am
 We're up all night to get lucky
C
 We're up all night to get lucky
Em
 We're up all night to get lucky
D
 We're up all night to get lucky

[Pre-chorus]

Am             C
We've come too far
        Em        D
To give up who we are
   Am              C
So let's raise the bar
        Em          D
And our cups to the stars

[Chorus]

Am
 She's up all night till the sun
C
 I'm up all night to get some



Em
 She's up all night for good fun
D
 I'm up all night to get lucky
Am
 We're up all night till the sun
C
 We're up all night to get some
Em
 We're up all night for good fun
D
 We're up all night to get lucky

Am
 We're up all night to get lucky
C
 We're up all night to get lucky
Em
 We're up all night to get lucky
D
 We're up all night to get lucky

Am
 We're up all night to get lucky
C
 We're up all night to get lucky
Em
 We're up all night to get lucky
D
 We're up all night to get lucky

[Outro]

/ Am / C / Em / D / 
(repeat and fade)

6381. Get Me Back To Tennessee - Chords

Get Me Back To Tennessee
Recorded by Dave Dudley
Written by Randall Jay Rogers

C              G7            F
Get me back to Tennessee I'm homesick     
D7           G7            C
For my sunny overgrown country town                       
G7              F
I thought I'd like to be a west coast cowboy      
D7                         G7
But I got lonely as the sun went down     
C             G7            F
The ladies living here sure are different     
D7                  G7                C



They took my hard earned money now they're gone               
G7           F
Never did they ever satisfy me       
 D7          G7                C
Like a hard lovin' country girl back home                
G7            F
Get me back to Tennessee I'm homesick    
 D7           G7            C
For my sunny overgrown country town              
 G7            F
Get me back to Tennessee I'm homesick      
D7      G7            F
I'll ride anything eastern bound 
C           G7                F
Hitchhikin' days they're bout over    
D7          G7           C
Not many pickup strangers anymore                   
G7               F
Shave my face and cut my hair this morning      
D7                               G7
Well maybe I'll have better luck than before 
C                G7               F
Mister thank you for the ride I'm glad to know        
D7            G7        C
You're goin' all the way to Alabam                    
G7        F
Just let me out on 65 in Nashville   
 D7        G7            C
My sunny overgrown country town 

Repeat #3

6382. Get Me Gone

Get Me Gone
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Stumblin' 'round in the pitch black dark
Big ol' hole right through my heart
Waitin' on the first sweeet sign of dawn
I never found any sacred ground
In this godforsaken town
Won't you give me some light good lord, and get me gone

[Chorus]
Get me gone like a shooting star
Just as fast, and just as far
Gone like the long lost love in a country song
Gone like whiskey, gone like broke
Straight out of here like wind-blown smoke
Why don't you give me some light good lord, and get me gone



[Verse 2]
I left a good woman I really loved
For the arms of lady luck
Now the kiss is cold and bitter on my tongue
You warm the marrow in these bones
And while you got your big light on
Shine it on the road home, and get me gone

[Chorus]
Get me gone like a shooting star
Just as fast, and just as far
Gone like the long lost love in a country song
Gone like whiskey, gone like broke
Straight out of here like wind-blown smoke
Why don't you give me some light good lord, and get me gone

[Instrumental Bridge]

[Chorus]
Get me gone like a shooting star
Just as fast, and just as far
Gone like the long lost love in a country song
Gone like whiskey, gone like broke
Straight out of here like wind-blown smoke
Why don't you give me some light good lord, and get me gone

6383. Get Me Out of Jail

Get Me Out of Jail
Danny Barnes

Well I got drunk this morning
And I went off to work
By nine or ten I cashed it in
And threw up on my shirt

Then I lost your house keys
so I broke in with a rock
I keep my oxycontin baby
way down in my sock

Well I think it's gonna rain
And turn colder
I'm a growing pain
That's growing older
If you don't know me
All that well
Baby, please come and get me out of jail

My lawyer plead my sentence
Down to ninety days
The nudge from the judge and jury
Said to change my ways



Sometimes the darkness finds me
When I can't find my truck
I'm banging on your front door baby
Looking for a ride

Well I think it's gonna rain
And turn colder
I'm a growing pain
And I'm growing older
If you don't know me
all that well
Baby, please come and get me out of jail

Once you said you loved me
On the day that we first met
But now your thinking of me
Only centers on regret

You say I only show up
At the worstest times
I got piss stains on my britches
And I'm drunk out of my mind

Well I think it's gonna rain
And turn colder
I'm a growing pain
That's growing older
Though you don't know me
Baby, all that well
Baby, please come and get me out of jail
I'm tired of living in this county jail

6384. Get Me Some

Cornmeal - Get Me Some 
Album: Tales From Magic Stone Mountain

I wanna get me some of that lovin',
Like I never had before.
Like the kind in a drug store novel,
That they sell at grocery store.
Or just by chance a Harlequin romance.
Now wouldn't that be fun?
I wanna meet someone, I wanna fall in love,
I wanna get me some.

Chorus
I wanna hear my heartstrings ringing
Like the sound of a Martin guitar.
I wanna feel my knees start knockin'
Like I'm pickin' on an old Banjar.
I wanna feel my heart start pumpin' loud,



Beating on on a big bass drum,
I wanna meet someone, I wanna fall in love,
I wanna get me some.

I wanna get me some of that lovin'.
Like I seen on the silver screen.
Like the kind when the big war hero,
Comes marching home again.
And he plants a kiss on his little miss,
That lasts an eternity,
I wanna get me some of that lovin' just for me

Chorus

Ooh, Meet someone.
Oh, fall in love.
Ooh, get me some.
Oh fall in love.
Ooh, get me some.
Ooh, Meet someone.
Oh, fall in love.
Ooh ooh, get me some.

I wanna hear my heartstrings ringing like a...
I wanna feel my knees start knockin'...
I wanna feel my heart start pumpin' loud.
I wanna meet someone, I wanna fall in love,
I wanna get me some.
I wanna meet someone, fall in love,
I wanna get me some.

I wanna meet someone,
I wanna fall in love,
I wanna get me some,
I wanna have some fun,
I wanna meet someone, fall in love,
I wanna get me some.

6385. Get Me Through December

Alison Krauss - Get Me Through December 

How pale is the sky that brings forth the rain
As the changing of seasons prepares me again
For the long bitter nights and the wild winter's day
My heart has grown cold, my love stored away
My heart has grown cold, my love stored away

I've been to the mountain, left my tracks in the snow
Where souls have been lost and the walking wounded go
I've taken the pain, no girl should endure
But faith can move mountains of that I am sure
Faith can move mountains of that I am sure



Just get me through December
A promise I'll remember
Get me through December
So I can start again

No divine purpose brings freedom from sin
And peace is a gift that must come from within
And I've looked for the love that will bring me to rest
Feeding this hunger beating strong in my chest
Feeding this hunger beating strong in my chest

Just get me through December
Promise I'll remember
Get me through December
So I can start again

I've been to the mountain, left my tracks in the snow
Where souls have been lost and the walking wounded go
I've taken the pain no girl should endure
Faith can move mountains of that I am sure
But faith can move mountains of that I am sure

Get me through December
A promise I'll remember
Get me through December
So I can start again

6386. Get No Better - Chords

Get No Better 
John Hartford - Mighty Pines
 
[Intro]
E G#7 C#m E7 A B E
 
[Verse 1]
         E                      G#7              C#m      E7
 Well he caressed her breast she hie di died his thigh
         A                                  B                    E
 And the pill lit on the pillow amongst the wine bottles and the cheese
        E                         G#7            C#m     E7
 Took a Polaroid picture that was naughty and it slipped yes it did
     A                                  B                     E
 And just when they thought it couldn't get no better then it did
 
 
[Chorus]
 E                            G#7                   C#m     E7
 Just when you think it can't get no better then it does
      A              B                   E
 It's always so much better than it ever was
 E                   G#7                C#m       E7



 Seems like all the good things come at once,     yes they do
     A                            B                     E
 And just when you think it can't get no better then it does
 
 
[Verse 2]
           E                               G#7                 C#m      E7
 Well they knew what they liked they ain't neither one of them naive
               A                                B            E
 She said I'll probably get in trouble but this time I don't care
         E                        G#7                C#m       E7
 Well I should go to work but I'd rather be with you instead
     A                                  B                     E
 And just when they thought it couldn't get no better then it did
 
 
[Chorus]
 E                            G#7                   C#m    E7
 Just when you think it can't get no better then it does
      A              B                   E
 It's always so much better than it ever was
 E                   G#7                C#m       E7
 Seems like all the good things come at once,     yes they do
     A                            B                     E
 And just when you think it can't get no better then it does
 
 
[Solo]
 E G#7 C#m E7 A B E x 2
 (banjo or mandolin picking happens after each chorus but I just whistle the melody)
 
 
[Verse 3]
     E                    G#7                    C#m     E7
 She taught school and he played the five string banjo
           A                   B                        E
 She lived here in town and he traveled the whole world wide
          E                                              G#7              C#m     E7
 Well she packed the lunch brought the wine he drove the car and scored a lid
     A                                  B                     E
 And just when they thought it couldn't get no better then it did
 
 
[Chorus]
 E                            G#7                C#m     E7
 Just when you think it can't get no better then it does
      A              B                   E
 It's always so much better than it ever was
 E                   G#7                C#m       E7
 Seems like all the good things come at once,     yes they do
     A                            B                     E
 And just when you think it can't get no better then it does
 
 
[Solo]
 E G#7 C#m E7 A B E x 2
 



 
[Verse 4]
          E                 G#7             C#m      E7
 It was a perfect day for a dalliance and a picnic
       A                B                  E
 And a riverbank was an excellent place to love
          E                         G#7                  C#m        E7
 Well the sun was a shining and the birds were a singing overhead  (whistles)
     A                                  B                     E
 And just when they thought it couldn't get no better then it did
 
 
[Chorus]
 E                            G#7                C#m       E7
 Just when you think it can't get no better then it does
      A              B                   E
 It's always so much better than it ever was
 E                   G#7                C#m       E7
 Seems like all the good things come at once,     yes they do
     A                            B                     E
 And just when you think it can't get no better then it does
 
 
[Outro]
 E                   G#7                C#m       E7
 Seems like all the good things come at once,     yes they do
     A                            B                     E
 And just when you think it can't get no better then it dooooooOOOO

6387. Get Off Of My Cloud - Chords

Get Off Of My Cloud 
Lucinda Williams
 
[Intro]
E A B A E A B A
E A B A E A B
 
[Verse 1]
A           E           A               B            A             E  A B
Oh, I could live in an apartment on the ninety ninth floor of my block
A     E                   A                  B            A           E   A B
And I sit at home lookin' out of the window imaginin' the world has stopped
A    E          A                     B              A      E  A B
Then in flies a guy who's all dressed up just like a Union Jack
A        E             A                B            A         E   A B
And says I've won five pounds if I have this kind of detergent pack
 
[Chorus]
A       E    E/G#     A         B
I said, hey, you, get off of my cloud
E    E/G#     A         B
Hey, you, get off of my cloud



E    E/G#     A         B
Hey, you, get off of my cloud
D                         B                         E   A B A E A B
Don't hang around, 'cause two's a crowd on my cloud baby
 
[Verse 2]
A   E                A                  B          A            E   A B
The telephone is ringin', I say Hi it's me, who is there on the line
A            E  A             B                 A          E  A B
A voice says Hi hello how are you, well I guess I'm doin' fine
A            E                   A                         B                 A      E  A B
He says it's three a.m., there's too much noise, don't you people ever wanna go to bed?
A          E           A                    B        A         E   A B
Just cause you feel so good, do you have to drive me out of my head
 
[Chorus]
A      E    E/G#     A         B
I said Hey, you, get off of my cloud
E    E/G#     A         B
Hey, you, get off of my cloud
E    E/G#     A         B
Hey, you, get off of my cloud
D                         B                         E   A B A E A B
Don't hang around, 'cause two's a crowd on my cloud baby
 
[Verse 3]
A     E                   A                B                 A          E   A B
I was sick and tired, fed up with this and decided to take a drive down town
A         E                A              B             A     E    A B
It was very quiet and peaceful, there was nobody, not a soul around
A  E                A             B      A           E   A B
 I laid myself out, I was so tired and I started to dream
A      E                     A                    B            A        E     A  B
In the morning the parking tickets were just like flags, stuck on my windowscreen
 
[Chorus]
       E    E/G#     A         B
I said Hey, you, get off of my cloud
E    E/G#     A         B
Hey, you, get off of my cloud
E    E/G#     A         B
Hey, you, get off of my cloud
D                         B
Don't hang around, 'cause two's a crowd
E    E/G#     A         B
Hey, you, get off of my cloud
E    E/G#     A         B
Hey, you, get off of my cloud
E    E/G#     A         B
Hey, you, get off of my cloud
D                         B
Don't hang around, 'cause two's a crowd
            E            E/G#
Come on back on my cloud baby
B           E        E/G# A B
Get off my cloud baby
 



[Outro]
E E/G# A B E E/G# A B
E E/G# A B E E/G# A B
E E/G# A B E E/G# A B E

6388. Get Off This

Get Off This
Leftover Salmon

All these cats with holey jeans,
Dirty hair and titty rings
Say, "What's your scene, man? We got these questions...
Is it true that you have sold your soul?"
I say, "Hey man, I don't know
Lend me a quarter won't you?
I'll call my accountant."

Let's get off this
And get on with it
If you wanna change the world
Shut your mouth and start to spin it
Get off this
Get on with it
If you wanna change the world
Shut your mouth and start this minute

Petty little Ayatollah's
Come around to judge and stone ya
All's we're trying to do is make a fortune
Yeah, we ain't got no government loans
And no one sends a check from home
But get this: we're just doin' what we wanna

So, Let's get off this
And get on with it
If you wanna change the world
Shut your mouth and start to spin it
Get off this
Get on with it
If you wanna change the world
Shut your mouth and start this minute

Well the guitar player's
Stayin' out in Hollywood and sayin'
He's just trying' to get some sleep
But everyone's complaning
Are you truly deeply cynical?
'Cause boy you know that I loved you so
When no one knew your name
And you were pompous. (Still are)

Let's get off this



And get on with it
If you wanna change the world
Shut your mouth and start to spin it
Get off this
Get on with it
If you wanna change the world
Shut your mouth and start this minute

6389. Get On That Road To Glory - Chords

Get On That Road To Glory
Recorded by Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs
Written by Gladys Stacey, Louise Certain, Benny Martin

G                                       C          G
Get on the road to glory where there'll be no stop signs
                               A7              D7
Start living now for Jesus and leave your sins behind
    G                          C           G
Get on that road to heaven and sing as you go
    C                   G             D7           G
For soon we'll meet our Savior in the happy land I know
    D7                            G
The devil will have crossroads to tempt us along the way
    A7                              D7
But stay on the road with Jesus and He will lead the way
     G                          C            G
Take heed to the red lights and abide by His laws
    C              G                     D7       G
For Jesus paid for our sins when He died upon the cross
                              C               G
Get on that road to glory and walk along with me
                                     A7            D7
We'll shout and sing His praises all through eternity
G                           C           G
We won't have a worry we'll all be satisfied
    C                G      D7             G
For we will have our Savior walking by our side
    D7                            G
The devil will have crossroads to tempt us along the way
    A7                              D7
But stay on the road with Jesus and He will lead the way
     G                          C            G
Take heed to the red lights and abide by His laws
    C              G                     D7       G
For Jesus paid for our sins when He died upon the cross

6390. Get On Up



Get On Up

Get on up some glad morning
Get on up a new days dawning
Live forever with Jesus by and by
Get on up Heaven's waiting
Friends and loved ones celebratin'
When I get up to my mansion in the sky

This old body's getting weary
This whole world's so dark and dreary
I can't wait to see my new home up on high
Where I'll rest from all my labor
Paul and Silas gonna be my neighbor
When I get up to my mansion in the sky

And if death should overtake me
I know my Lord's gonna wake me
Gonna get up with a brand new body glorified
With troubles and trials far behind me
Gloryland that's where you'll find me
When I get up to my mansion in the sky

6391. Get On Up / Sanford & Son

Keller Williams - Get On Up/Sanford & Son

You all seem to know your way around
It ain't to hard in this small town
I guess this is that time of the week
When you need the music to move your feet

Some know it well, some don't realize
Now here's your chance, your chance to come alive
You picked a good night out on the town
So why don't you get on up, get on down

It's so good to see all you my friends
And it's OK if you don't stay till the very end
'Cause you see I'm not just here for you
It's that time of the week for me too

Sit down to let the rhythm intertwine,
Sip on the ale or huff on the kine
Or just kick back
Why don't you get on up, get on down

You don't need a partner, you just need a tune
To move those young bones right in a groove
There's no need to worry, won't nobody care
If you need some more space, I've got a bunch to spare

Just feel free to be yourself
I would not want you to be anybody else



Just feel free to freek like a clown
Why don't you get on up, get on down
Get on down...
...Get on down
...Get on down
...Get on down

6392. Get Out Of My Life, Woman

Get out of My Life, Woman
Lee Dorsey - Acoustic Syndicate

You don't love me no more
Get out my life woman
You don't love me no more
Get out my life woman
You don't love me no more

Get out my eyes teardrops
I got to see my way around
Get out my eyes teardrops
I got to see my way around
Get out my life, heartaches
Nothin' but heartaches by the pound

Get off my ladder, woman
I got to climb up to the top
Get off my ladder, woman
There is nothin that can make me stop

Get out the way, woman
I got to be movin' on
Get out the way, woman
I got to be movin' on
Get out the way, woman
I got to be movin' on

I'm sorry I've got leave you

6393. Get Out Of Town

Linda Ronstadt - Get Out of Town

The farce was ended
The curtain drawn
And I at least pretended
That love was dead and gone

But now from nowhere



You come to me as before
To take my heart
And break my heart once more

Get out of town
Before it's too late my love
Get out of town
Be good to me please

Why wish me harm
Why not retire to a farm
And be contented to charm
The birds off the trees

Just disappear
I care for you much too much
And when you're near
Close to me dear

We touch too much
The thrill when we meet
Is so bittersweet that
Darling it's getting me down

On your mark, get set,
Get out of town.
Just disappear
I care for you much too much

And when you're near
Close to me dear
We touch too much
The thrill when we meet

Is so bittersweet that
Darling it's getting me down
On your mark, get set,
Get out of town.

On your mark, get set,
Get out of town.
Get out of town.
Get out of town.
Get out of town.

6394. Get Rid Of You

Get Rid Of You
WRITTEN BY Z. LUPETIN
MUSIC BY DUSTBOWL REVIVAL

Hey (x3)
Well it seems every week



There's another one on the TV
You can change the channel, say
It's never gonna happen to me
But just you wait and see
Cause you can't stop the kids
From bearing that kind of blasting
Echoing down the hallway
Like a bell
Ringing out in hell

Hey (x2)

When they ran out of Stoneman, ooh I was shaken
Well they were locking it down
And you could still bear the sound
Of bodies hitting the ground
And all we ever see are the old folks
Doing nothing
You can shove it where
The sun don't shine
With your thoughts and prayers
Who fucking cares

Well you know we got something to say
So we're gonna say it
Yeah they know just what to do
But you keep putting them
In the back of the room
They're just another bunch
Of loud mouth kids and that's the truth
When they get a little older and wiser
Gonna get rid of you

Hey (x2)

It's the same old, same old
Up there in Tallabassee
A chorus of cowards and they keep voting no
Yeah they were bought and they were sold out
I tried not to cry out
Up there in the gallery
Is your AR 15 worth more than my life
How do you sleep at night?

Well you know we got something to say
So we're gonna say it
Yeah they know just what to do
But you keep putting them
In the back of the room
They're just another bunch
Of loud mouth kids and that's the truth

When they get a little older and wiser
Gonna get rid of you

Oooh is it ever enough?
Oooh how do you not get numb?



We've already bad this conversation
And nothing gets done
To stop it

It was the last day of February
They went back to Stoneman
They let  em play Nintendo right there in Ch
But everybody could still see
The bullet holes above
That poster of Abraham Lincoln
And the seventeen funeral flowers still so green
What does it all mean?

Hey (x3)

6395. Get Right With God

Lucinda Williams - Get Right With God

I would risk the serpent's bite
I would dance around with seven
I would kiss the diamondback
If I knew it would get me to heaven

[Chorus]
'Cause I want to get right with god
Yes, you know you got to get right with god

I would burn soles of my feet
Burn the palms of both my hands
If I could learn and be complete
If I could walk righteously again

[Chorus]

I would sleep on a bed of nails
Till my back was torn and bleeding
In the deep darkness of hell
The damascus of my meeting

[Chorus]

I asked God about his plan
To save us all from Satan's slaughter
If I give up one of my lambs
Will you take me as one of your daughters

[Chorus]



6396. Get Sad

Get Sad
Greensky Bluegrass

No one crumbles under the weight of their happiness
They can't see the point in living on in such contentment
No one sits alone, tired eyes out of focus
Dwelling on the hopelessness they've never had to face

You really wanna feel? Get sad
You really wanna feel? Get sad

No one greets the day with dreams all accomplished
A crystal clear conscience, but just can't get out of bed
And when justice seems to always be dÐµlivered
And you're living as intÐµnded, you're not living in your head

You really wanna feel? Get sad
You really wanna feel? Get sad

Golden hours and wonder years
And high times move along
A year in true despair could last a lifetime, am I wrong?

When the love you give is mostly reciprocated
You never know the struggle and you never rise above
And the greatest songs and stories are the tragedies
And glories of wounded hearts and ill-fated love

You really wanna feel? Get sad
You really wanna feel? Get sad
You really wanna feel? Get sad
You really wanna feel? Get sad

6397. Get Sexy

Paul Kelly - Get sexy
Composer: Paul Kelly

Turn you lights down
We're gonna messin' now
Turn your soul loose, let it loose
Baby, we're gonna get there
Get sexy, lady

When you're feelin' as I do
I'm knowin' you feel the same way too
We're gonna have a hell of a time
And a place to laugh
Everything goes, that's right
Get sexy, baby
Let it all hang out



Give it all, get it on, baby
Let it come on strong
Get it on, get it on

Get it on, baby
Get it on, yeah
Let it come on strong

Give it all, get it on
Turn it loose (Let it all hang out)
Let it come on strong
Get it on, get it on

Give it all, get it on (Get it on)
Turn it loose
Let it come on strong

Bump me, bump me, baby
All night long
Give me that feeling
Give me that feeling
Give me that feeling
All night long, give it all

Sexy is the key
That opens the door for me
Sexy is the word
That sets my mind free

Hey, get sexy (Sexy, baby)
Lady (Sexy, baby)

Give it all, get it on, baby
Get it on (Hey)
Let it come on strong

Give it up
Get it on
Let it come on strong (Give it up, give it all, baby)
Get it on (Let it come on strong)
Turn it loose
Let it come on strong

Give it up, give it all (Let it come on strong)
Turn it loose
Let it come on strong (Let it all hang out)

Give it up, get it on (I tell you)
Turn it loose
Let it come on strong (Give it up, give it all, baby)

Get it on, turn it loose (Let it come on strong)
'Til it come on strong

Give it up, get it on
Turn it loose



Let it come on strong (Let it all hang out)

Give it up, get it on
Turn it loose
Let it come on strong (Give it up, baby)

Give it up, get it on (Let it come on strong)

Turn it loose
Give it up, give it up, give it up!

Let it all hang out
Give it all
Give it all, give it all
Give it all, baby

Give it up, get it on
Turn it loose
Let it come on strong

Give it up, get it on
Turn it loose
Let it come on strong (Give it all, get it on)

Give it up, get it on (Get it on)
Turn it loose
Let it come on strong (Let it all hang out)

Bump me, bump me, baby
All night long
Give me that feeling
Give me that feeling
Give me that feeling
All night long, give it all

Sexy is the key
That opens the door for me
Sexy is the word
That sets my mind free

Hey, get sexy (Sexy, baby)
Lady (Sexy, baby)

Give it all, get it on, baby
Get it on (Hey)
Let it come on strong

Give it up
Get it on
Let it come on strong (Give it up, give it all, baby)
Get it on (Let it come on strong)
Turn it loose
Let it come on strong

Give it up, give it all (Let it come on strong)
Turn it loose
Let it come on strong (Let it all hang out)



Give it up, get it on (I tell you)
Turn it loose
Let it come on strong (Give it up, give it all, baby)

Get it on, turn it loose (Let it come on strong)
'Til it come on strong

Give it up, get it on
Turn it loose
Let it come on strong (Let it all hang out)

Give it up, get it on
Turn it loose
Let it come on strong (Give it up, baby)

Give it up, get it on (Let it come on strong)
Turn it loose
Give it up, give it up, give it up!

Let it all hang out
Give it all
Give it all, give it all
Give it all, baby

6398. Get This Stranger Out Of Me - Chords

Get This Stranger Out of Me - Lefty Frizzell

(D) Something is (G) trying to push (D) you
Out of my (A) heart
(D) Darling dont (G) let it (D) succeed
(D) Kiss me (G) with (D) fire
Then (G) let (D) desire
(D) Get this stranger (A) out of (D) me

(D) Something (G) inside (D) me
(D) Begs (G) me to (D) leave
Something (G) inside (D) me
(E7) Wants (A) to (D) deceive

(D) Darling please (G) hold (D) me
Try to control (A) me
(D) Get this (A) stranger out of (D) me
(D) Something (D) inside (D) me
Says you (G) dont love (D) me

(D) Something (G) inside (D) me
(E7) Continues to (A) haunt (D) me
(D) Set me (G) on (D) fire
With (G) flames of (D) desire
Get this (A) stranger out of (D) me



6399. Get Tight

String Cheese Incident - Get Tight

(VERSE 1)
Taking A long ride in the summer with some good friends
To a special spot, where we can jump in
Candy girls ahead, charging up the foot path
Feeling I'll hang back, and have a good laugh
Sweat glistens and it gleams on your tan skin
Jumping off the high rocks, into the deep end
You're rocking that bikini lookin' so hot
I can hardly take it, but baby please don't stop

(CHORUS)
Then I fall for you
Just like I always do
Baby let's get tight
You make this world alright

(VERSE 2)
C'mon lets head up to the mountain for the weekend
Catch up with our crew there, and take it all in
Share stories lots of laughter let the dogs run
Nothing like a camp out, for some real good fun
Gettin' cozy by the fire stay up all night
Sing every song we know, try to get the words right
We got a great big moon, we got a buzz on
Troubles are gone, gone, gone

6400. Get Up And Go - Chords

Get Up And Go 
Leftover Salmon

[Intro]
D Bm D A D
 
[Verse 1]
D                                   Bm
Well it's a good day to do a little travelin'
D                       A       D
It's a good time to get up and gone
D                              Bm
Get out your house, get on the planet
D                         A      D
Check out the wheel we're ridin' on
D                        A       D
Check out the rock we're rollin' on



 
 
[Verse 2]
D                                 Bm
Sometimes a house can seem like a prison
D                               A        D
Well there's too much to do, too much to pay
D                               Bm
You wonder why you can't find a reason
D                             A        D
Well that's the time you gotta get away
D                         A       D
That's the time you gotta get away
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Sometimes a river
              D
Sometimes the rain
G         F#/G      Em          Bm       A
Sometimes just the whistle of an evening train
G
Sometimes a mountain
            D
Sometimes a sea
D                                      A      D
Well they'll get you back to where you wanna be
D                               A      D
They'll get you back to who you wanna be
 
 
[Verse 3]
D                               Bm
You get caught up in that daily livin'
D                     A       D
You got no way now to take it slow
D                                  Bm
You better use the time that you're given
D                   A         D
You better find some place to go
D                       A       D
Get out the door now get up and go
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Sometimes a river
              D
Sometimes the rain
G         F#/G      Em          Bm       A
Sometimes just the whistle of an evening train
G
Sometimes a mountain
            D
Sometimes a sea
D                                      A      D



Well they'll get you back to where you wanna be
D                               A      D
They'll get you back to who you wanna be
 
 
[Bridge]
C D C A
C D C Am/B Am G A
 
 
[Verse 4]
D                                    Bm
So put on your shoes and get out the door
D                 A         D
Let that sunshine warm your bones
D                             Bm
Take a little walk out on the shore
D                          A       D
Cuz it's a world of wonder we call home
D                          A       D
It's a big wide world that we call home
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Sometimes a river
              D
Sometimes the rain
G         F#/G      Em          Bm       A
Sometimes just the whistle of an evening train
G
Sometimes a mountain
            D
Sometimes a sea
D                                      A      D
Well they'll get you back to where you wanna be
D                               A      D
They'll get you back to who you wanna be
 
 
[Outro]
D                                   Bm
Well it's a good day to do a little travelin'
D                       A       D
It's a good time to get up and gone.

6401. Get Up In Jesus' Name - Chords

Get Up In Jesus' Name
Recorded by Lee Ann Womack
Written by Michael Curtis and Marty Raybon

C                              A#7



Get up get up get up in Jesus' name
    C                        G7
The Lord is calling daily to those who would be saved
      F                      C                 F
Don't go down defeated while victory's here to claim
    A#7    F      G7           C
Get up get up get up in Jesus' name

Oh at the gate called beautiful 
                        A#7
They're laid out in the street
  C                                             A#7
A poor and lowly beggar who was crippled in his feet
   F
As John and Peter passed him they saw his need was bad
          C
Well they had no gold or silver 
         G7
But they gave him what they had

repeat #1

                                              A#7
In the day which we live in there's evil everywhere
       C                                        A#7
Oh the body seems discouraged and overcome with fear
     F
Well God is needing soldiers to get out of the pews
    C                           G7
And take hold of the power that John and Peter used

repeat #1 x2

6402. Get Up John

Get Up John
Bill Monroe

I never thought I'd need you
But now I find I'm wrong
Come on back, sweet mama
Back where you belong

I've rambled over town
To find that I can't win
Come on back and pick me up again

Now, if I lose
(If I lose)
Let me lose
(Let me lose)
I don't care
(I don't care)



How much I lose
If I lose a hundred dollars
While I'm tryin' to win a dime?
My baby, she's got money all the time

Of all the other gals I've known
There's none to take your place
'Cause when I get into a jam
They just ain't in the race

So, now that you're back here
Let's take another round
With you here by my side
Babe, the deal just can't go down

Now, if I lose
(If I lose)
Let me lose
(Let me lose)
I don't care
(I don't care)

How much I lose
If I lose a hundred dollars
While I'm tryin' to win a dime?
My baby, she's got money all the time

Now, if I lose
(If I lose)
Let me lose
(Let me lose)
I don't care
(I don't care)

How much I lose
If I lose a hundred dollars
While I'm tryin' to win a dime?
My baby, she's got money all the time

6403. Get Up John

Emmylou Harris
Get Up John

Well, get up John, go down to Jordan
Get up John, prepare the way
Man from Galilee is waitin'
You must meet him there today

Get up John, go tell my people
This will be a Holy day
Tell them of the Jew that's waiting



That the Saviour's on the way

John you've been chosen
John go unafraid
John I'll go with you
John The Baptist, this is the day

Well, get up John, go tell Jerusalem
Saviour's waiting on the shore
Baptize Him in the River Jordan
I'll send a dove from Heaven's door

John you've been chosen
John go unafraid
John I'll go with you
John The Baptist, this is the day

Well, get up John your work is finished
Daylight breaks, the soldiers come
You will die for me tomorrow
Welcome home, your race is run
John you've been chosen
John go unafraid
John I'll go with you
John The Baptist, this is the day...

6404. Get Up Kid - Chords

Get Up Kid 
The Wilders

[Intro]
Am G D D x4
 
[Verse 1]
Am                  G                          D    D
Get up kid you're lying, with your face on the ground
Am                     G                       D    D
Sorry to tell you this, but she wont be back around
Am                     G                        D    D
Nothing went as planned, when your shit hit the fan,
D
Now your standing in the cold
Am                       G         D    D
Let's get on out of here, kid lets roll
 
[Verse 2]
Am                 G          D    D
On another highway, to another town
Am                              G                         D    D
Let's stop here and have a beer, It looks like a friendly crowd
Am             G                   D    D
Hey JB, whatcha doin here in Santa Fe,



Am                         G                       D
He replied, just gettin by, we stopped to hear em play
 
(VIOLIN SOLO)
 
[Verse 3]
Am                       G                     D    D
Eyes stained mean and rusty, It throws lots of sparks
Am                  G                          D    D
One day without warning, It'll leave you in the dark
Am                       G                     D    D
Don't let it get you down, Don't let it beat ya up
Am                             G                       D    D
Turn around, let it know that you've had, just about enough (just about enough)
D                  D
Just about enough (just about enough)
Am                              G                       D    D
Stand up and let him know that you've had, Just about enough (just about enough)
D                  D
Just about enough (just about enough)
 
[Outro]
 
Am G D D x2
 
(single strum, lets resonate)
 
Am G D

6405. Get Your Biscuits In The Oven And Your Buns In The Bed

Get Your Biscuits In The Oven And Your Buns In The Bed
Kinky Friedman

You uppity women I don't understand
Why you gotta go and try to act like a man,
But before you make your weekly visit to the shrink
You'd better occupy the kitchen, liberate the sink.

Chorus:
Get your biscuits in the oven and your buns in the bed
That's what I to my baby said,
Women's liberation is a-going to your head,
Get your biscuits in the oven and your buns in the bed.

Early every morning you're out on the street
Passing out pamphlets to everyone you meet.
You gave up your Maiden Form for Lent
And now the front of your dress has an air scoop vent.

Every single brakeman that's ever come along
Had a little woman always tellin' him that he's wrong.
Eve said to Adam, "Here's an apple you horse"



And Delilah defoliated Samson's moss.

Chorus

Mean-hearted harpies are breaking all the laws
Tearing up their girdles and a-burning up their bras,
Now the air is dirty and the sex is clean
And your coffee makes my hair turn green.

So damn emancipated in your mind and your body,
Gonna have to cancel all your lessons in karate.
If you can't love a male chauvinist
You'd better cross me off your shopping list.

Chorus

6406. Gethsemane

Richard Thompson - Gethsemane 

Among the headstones you played as boys
Crypts and tombs like a roomful of toys
Just up the river from a smoke and the noise
Gethsemane

And there's war-whoops and secret signs in the trees
Estuary smells coming up on the breeze
Oh, perfect endless days like these
Oh, Gethsemane, Gethsemane

Sailboat on the cadie, push bike on the quay
In your eyes there's fire, in your hand destiny

Oh, be something, be something fine, fine

Down the river, into the noise and the smoke
Being daring with the staring, uncaring folk
Laugh with you, laugh at you, you'll never get the joke
Gethsemane

And they broke your spirit there in the marines
And flushed your head down inside the latrines
Frozen in the sacrament, derailed in your teens
Never saw the enemy, oh, Gethsemane

And those bosses betrayed, soon let you go
The fire in your eyes, how could they know?

Oh, be something, be something fine, fine

Now you got your own boys hell bent for leather
Dead before they're 18, or bitter old men forever
They never saw the halo moon rise over the river



Of Gethsemane

Now there's a pain in your head, puts lead in your shoes
Better get it seen to, it's gonna be bad news
How did the perfect world get so confused?
Oh, Gethsemane, oh, Gethsemane

Who sucked out the freedom days without end?
Under the weight of it all you must bend

Oh, be something, be something fine
Be something, be something fine, fine, fine

6407. Gettin By - Chords

Gettin By
Steve Earl - Gettin By

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
C             Dm
 Hi, Buckaroos  Steve Earle again
F                      G                      C
  Trying my best to be Jerry Jeff Walker once more
C                         Dm
Don't ask me how I did it  just did it like you knew it
G                                         C
  Hey been down that road once or twice before
 
[Chorus]
            F            G                C
Just gettin by on gettin by's my stock in trade
F                 C
Livin' it day to day
F               G                    C
 just pickin up pieces wherever they fall
F                G                Am                   F
 just lettin' it roll lettin' the high times carry the low
C               G                   C
 Just livin' my life easy come easy go
 
[Verse 2]
C                              Dm
 Just last week I was thinkin'   ah, it's record time again
F                  G                   C
 I could see Danny Goldberg pacin' the floor
C                           Dm
 Oh, Danny, don't you worry   something's bound to come out
G                                          C
 We've been down this road once or twice before
 



[Chorus]
            F            G                C
Just gettin by on gettin by's my stock in trade
F                 C
Livin' it day to day
F               G                    C
 just pickin up pieces wherever they fall
F                G                Am                   F
 just lettin' it roll lettin' the high times carry the low
C               G                   C
 Just livin' my life easy come easy go
 
[Instrumental]
C     Dm
F  G  C
C     Dm
G     C
F  G  C  F
C  F  G  C
F  G  Am F
C  G  C
 
[Verse 3]
C                     Dm
 Income tax is overdue  what else is new
F                   G                  C
 Been busted  and I only get busted no more
C                      Dm
 I'll catch it all later Something bound to come out
G                                C
I've been down this road once or twice before
 
[Chorus]
            F            G                C
Just gettin by on gettin by's my stock in trade
F                 C
Livin' it day to day
F               G                    C
 just pickin up pieces wherever they fall
F                G                Am                   F
 just lettin' it roll lettin' the high times carry the low
C               G                   C
 Just livin' my life easy come easy go
            F            G                C
Just gettin by on gettin by's my stock in trade
F                 C
Livin' it day to day
F               G                    C
 just pickin up pieces wherever they fall
F                G                Am                   F
 just lettin' it roll lettin' the high times carry the low
C               G                   C
 Just livin' my life easy come easy go
C               G                   C
 Just livin' my life easy come easy go



6408. Gettin' Back To Norma - Chords

Gettin' Back To Norma
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Ray Griff

C
Well I left one early mornin' 
                                       F
When the dew was like a blanket on the grass
G7
And I said goodbye to Norma 
                               C
In a note without a forwarding address
Well my life seemed kinda dull 
                                              F
Compared to all the things I'd heard and read about
     G7
Well there wasn't much excitement in our town 
                    C
So I decided to get out
Well that ol' grey dog 
                                           F
Was kind enough to carry me away for seven skins
            G7
Lawd and we rolled into Chicago 
                                               C
Just in time to catch the rain and the howlin' winds
Well the cottage streets and overtones 
                                     F
Of sex and violence ripped me to the core
           G7
Lawd and I stood the mass confusion 
                                   C
For a while but I can't take it anymore
                  F
Gotta get back to Norma 
                     C
And the world I left behind
                  G7
Gotta get back to Norma 
                       C
And the Norma frame of mind
Well I'm a goin' home to mockin' birds 
                        F
Picnics on a Sunday afternoon
            G7
Lawd and my lust for life is over 
                                   C
And the air has all gone out of my balloon
Well I've had my fill of unruly nights 
                             F
Women that are classified as broads



          G7
And I'm a goin' home to sweet Norma 
                          C
Get a little closer to my Lord
                  F
Gotta get back to Norma 
                     C
And the world I left behind
                  G7
Gotta get back to Norma 
                       C
And the Norma frame of mind

6409. Gettin' By

Jerry Jeff Walker - Gettin' by
Composer: Nina Simone

Ahh buckaroos scamp walker time again
I'm trying to slide one by you once more
Don't matter how you do it you see just do it like you know it
I've been down this road once or twice before

Just gettin' by on gettin' bys my stock in trade living it day to day
Pickin' up the pieces wherever they fall
Just letting it roll letting the high times carry the low
Just living my life easy come easy go

Last week i was thinking it's record time again
And i could see mike making faces in this floor
Ahh mike don't you worry something's bound to come out
Besides i've been down this road once before

Just gettin' by on gettin' bys my stock in trade living it day to day
Pickin' up the pieces wherever they fall
Just letting it roll letting the high times carry the low
Just living my life easy come easy go

Just gettin' by on gettin' bys my stock in trade living it day to day
Pickin' up the pieces wherever they fall
Just letting it roll letting the high times carry the low
Just living my life easy come easy go

Income tax overdue now i think she is too
Been busted and i'll probably get busted some more
But i'll catch it all later can't let 'em stop me now
I've been down this road once or twice before

Just gettin' by on gettin' bys my stock in trade living it day to day
Pickin' up the pieces wherever they fall
Just letting it roll letting the high times carry the low
Just living my life easy come easy go



Just gettin' by on gettin' bys my stock in trade living it day to day
Pickin' up the pieces wherever they fall
Just letting it roll letting the high times carry the low
Just living my life easy come easy go
Living my life easy come easy go

6410. Gettin' By

Steve Earle - Gettin' By
Jerry Jeff Walker

[Verse 1]
Hi buckaroos
Steve Earle again
Trying my best to be Jerry Jeff Walker once more
Don't ask me how I did it
Just did it like you knew it
I've been down this road once or twice before

[Chorus]
Just gettin' by on gettin' by is my stock-in-trade
Living it day-to-day
Just picking up the pieces wherever they fall
Just lettin' it roll
Lettin' the high times carry the low
Just living my life easy come, easy go

[Verse 2]
Just last week I was thinking
Ah, it's record time again
I can see Danny Goldberg passing the floor
Oh Danny, don't you worry
Something's bound to come out
We've been down this road once before

[Chorus]
Just gettin' by on gettin' by is my stock-in-trade
Living it day-to-day
Just picking up the pieces wherever they fall
Just lettin' it roll
Lettin' the high times carry the low
Just living my life easy come, easy go

[Verse 3]
Income tax is overdue
What else is new
Been busted and I only get busted no more
I'll catch it all later
Something bound to come out
I've been down this road once or twice before

[Chorus]
Yeah just gettin' by on gettin' by is my stock-in-trade



Living it day-to-day
Just picking up the pieces wherever they fall
Just lettin' it roll
Lettin' the high times carry the low
Just living my life easy come, easy go

6411. Gettin' Down The Road - Chords

Gettin' Down the Road (Hillbillies) - Infamous Stringdusters
Appears on: We'll Do It Live
 
Capo 3
(without capo D = F, C = Eb, G = Bb, Am = Cm)

VERSE:
    D                           C       G
She looked at me with eyes that longed
             D  C G
For company
D                                      C     G
Little bits of light shone through her hair
              D  C G
And on to me
    D                  C     G
Desire made me want to stay
                       D  C G
And that's how it goes
    D                        C 
Now I've got a bill and they say
     G         D  C G
They gotta close

PRE-CHORUS:
      G          D          G              D
And I never stay around and get to see the town
       G                    D               Am
I just shake my head as the wheels start to roll

CHORUS:
                    D      C        D      
'Cause I'm gonna be gettin down the road
C      D          C       D
'Cause I know its time to go
    C         Am                     G
I'm gonna get up and get on down the line
             D      C        D      
I'm gonna be gettin down the road
C      D          C       D
'Cause I know its time to go
    C         Am                     G
I'm gonna get up and find me a peace of mind

Hillbillies night club just another roadside bar



A bunch of red clay dirt and the inside of a car
Mountain silhouette in the evening outside of Boone
Well the day I rode along I'll play a little tune

That's a picture of a day when you live the lonesome way
But I wouldn't trade it for a pot of gold

'Cause I'm gonna be gettin down the road
'Cause I know its time to go
I'm gonna get up and get on down the line
I'm gonna be gettin down the road
'Cause I know its time to go
I'm gonna get up and find me a peace of mind

Jam

6412. Gettin' Happy

Dolly Parton - Gettin' Happy 
(Dolly Parton)

Without a love to call my own my life was incomplete
It seems I couldn't help but think that love was not for me
But my life took on a different twist when I met me a man that I couldn't resist
I didn't know what all I'd missed, and I'm a gettin' happy
Oh, I'm a gettin' happy
Yeah, I'm a gettin' happy - all my lonely days are gone
I'm a gettin' happy - no more lonely nights alone
I got someone to call my own and now my life is like a song
And he helps me sing along - I'm a gettin' happy
Oh, I'm a gettin' happy
Oh, people used to talk of love and I couldn't understand
About the fire and the desire in lovin' a good man
Oh, but now I know just what they meant since I met me a man that was Heaven sent
Wonder where the sadness went, cause I'm a gettin' happy
Oh, I'm a gettin' happy
I'm a gettin' happy - all my lonely days are gone
I'm a gettin' happy - no more lonely nights alone
I got someone to call my own and now my life is like a song
And he helps me sing along - an' I'm a gettin' happy
Oh, I'm a gettin' happy - whoo!
Yeah, I'm gettin' happy - all my lonely days are gone
I'm a gettin' happy - no more lonely nights alone
I got someone to call my own, now my life is like a song
Got someone to sing along and I'm a gettin' happy
Oh, I'm a gettin' happy
Hey, hey I'm a gettin' happy - all my lonely days are gone
I'm a gettin' happy - no more lonely nights alone
'Cause I'm a gettin' happy



6413. Gettin' Old

Gettin' Old (Gary Ferguson and Charlie McGettigan)

When they say you're looking well you're getting old
When the day is hot as hell you're feeling cold
When you go on an ocean cruise
And you can't tie up your shoes
And you can't quite hold your booze you're getting old

When you can't hear what they say you're getting old
When your plumbing every day is uncontrolled
When you wonder who they are
And you're 50 over par
There's a line behind your car you're getting old

Chorus: You're gettin' old You're getting old
Your clothes are all smellin' like blue mold
You can never find your keys
And you're really hard to please
You fart when you meant to sneeze, You're gettin' old
Break:
Chorus: You're getting old, you're getting old
When you bore your kids to death with the jokes you've told
You can't cut your toenails
Cos your belly's like a whale's
When you give too much details You're getting old

When your bones begin to creak You're getting old
You don't think before you speak you're gettin' old
When you're half way up the stairs
And you're wondering why you're there
When your sex life's really rare you're getting old

6414. Getting In My Way

Dolly Parton - Getting In My Way 

I wish I could forget you, but I won't
I wish I loved another, but I don't
It's just the same, day after day
Your memory keeps getting in my way
But I'm hoping I will be alright
But I don't even sleep at night
I close my eyes I see your face
Your memory keeps getting in my way
I don't know why I can't forget you
I don't see why I should let you
Keep messing up my mind with all those thoughts of yesterday
Your memory keeps getting in my way
It's easy for someone to lie
I'm saying I'll forget you and I'll try
Here's hoping that I will someday



Your memory keeps getting in my way
I don't know why I can't forget you
I don't see why I should let you
Keep messing up my mind with all those thoughts of yesterday
Your memory keeps getting in my way

6415. Getting Over You

Getting Over You - Larry Sparks

I told myself so many times that you still love me
In a vain attempt to keep my courage strong
But somehow I can't make myself believe it
'Cause the way you're acting lately proves I'm wrong

The cards are on the table the writing's on the wall
I can see you're gonna leave me and the tears are gonna fall
It's time I started doing anything I have to do
To help myself start getting over you

There's not a thing that I can do to change the future
And I sure can't change your mind 'cause I've tried
So I might as well admit I'm gonna lose you
'Cause that leavin' kind of looks there in your eye

Larry Sparks; Blue Mountain Memories

6416. Getting Used To Losing You - Chords

Getting Used To Losing You
Buck Owens

Capo 1st. Fret
D G D
Getting used to losing you is not an easy thing to do
 A7 D 
For anyone can see I'm missing you
 G D
I still hurt the same old way and it grows worse day by day
 A7 D
For I lie each time I say I'm getting used to losing you.

 G D
I walk down the same old street meeting friends we used to meet
 A7 D
Trying not to let them know that I'm so blue
 G D
But I'm afraid my heartaches show yes I'm afraid they know
 A7 D



But I lie each time I say I'm getting used to losing you.

 G D
Getting used to losing you is not an easy thing to do
 A7 D
For anyone can see I'm missing you
 G D
I still hurt the same old way and it grows worse day by day
 A7 D
For I lie each time I say I'm getting used to losing you..

6417. Ghost

Ghost
WRITTEN BY Z. LUPETIN & LIZ BEEBE
MUSIC BY DUSTBOWL REVIVAL

Ooh (x4)

It could never be
You and me
I've been waiting
With the dogs looking for you

I moved into this house
And you're all I think about
Make me shiver
I feel you touching me too

I felt the smoke
Wrap around me as I woke
I can feel you pulling me to the darkness

I don't know if I can go
I'm afraid of what's below
How do I know you'll be waiting for me

It ended all too soon
We bad no honeymoon
I burned my dress
In the backyard slowly

I've been trying to move on
They said that you were gone
But the divers never found your body

Ooh (x4)
I want you babe
Now you're haunting me
I'm bere in limbo
And I'm fading slowly
You whisper in my ear
I know you're not really here



You keep calling
Come with me
Come with me
Come come come with me!

One night I knew
I was alone with you
You were hovering above me at midnight

You lead me to the lake
I felt my heart break
Black water is ripping me
Into the light

I felt the smoke
Wrap around me as I woke
I can feel you pulling me to the darkness
T don't know if I can go
I'm afraid of what's below
How do I know you'll be waiting for me
Oob, oob, oob, sob
I want you babe
Now you're haunting me
I'm bere in limba
And I'm fading slowly
You whisper in my ear
I know you're not really bere
You keep calling
Come with me
Come with me
Come come come with mel
Ooh (x7)

Come with me
Come with me
Come come come with me!

(repeat)

6418. Ghost In The Bottle

Ghost in the Bottle
Kitchen Dwellers - Ghost in the Bottle

Must have been the rust on the bolts
Holding that license plate
Stops me in my tracks
And I can hear you crying yesterday
I turn back the days
As I unwind the screws
And everyone echoes
Baby boy, you're bound to lose



But I don't need them
They were never mine
Heard him saying

That the ghost of Charlie Russell
Paints up that Montana sky
And the ghost in the bottle
Well I left him behind

Thousand miles of that old blacktop
Stretched out in front of me
And I've got everything I've ever owned
Loaded down in this old SUV
I drowned a ghost in the canyon
Thrown off a rocky ledge
My days are running out on me
And I'm getting close to the edge

Can't be certain
That you never tried
Heard her saying

That the ghost of Charlie Russell
Paints up that Montana sky
And the ghost in the bottle
Well I left him behind
And we might be the worst opponents
Or we might be the best friends
One more drink and I might have to go my darling
But I'm riding my way out on the wind

6419. Ghost In The Music

Nanci Griffith - Ghost In The Music

Down at the station the tracks are cold
The wheels of thunder, they roll no more
And the heart of America cries for the souls
Who won't be rollin' home
The dragon weeps with empty eyes,
The whistle sighs no more in the night 

It rests in the lines, like a ghost in the music,
The soul of America's pride
Toil of our fathers with foreign hands,
They laid the tracks and they opened the plains
They fought the mountains and they merged our seas
They set America free

Tell me
Where is the blaze of the hobo's caldron?
The refuge for these poor and these fallen?
It rests in the lines, like a ghost in the music,



The soul of America's pride

Foreign father 
American son, father see what your son has done
He's torn up the mountains
And reshaped the plains
The dreams he dreams aren't the same
To the fallen ones who may still be askin,
"Who'd take time to stir these ashes,
Who'll hear the lines of a ghost in the music
And kindle America's pride?"

Tell me
Where is the blaze of the hobo's caldron?
The refuge for these poor and these fallen?
It rests in the lines, like a ghost in the music,
The soul of America's pride.

6420. Ghost In This House

Alison Krauss - Ghost In This House 

I don't pick up the mail, I don't pick up the phone,
I don't answer the door, I just soon be alone
I don't keep this place up, I just keep the lights down,
I don't live in these rooms, I'm just rattled around

I'm just a ghost in this house,
I'm just a shadow upon these walls,
As quietly as a mouse,
I haunt these halls,
I'm just a whisper of smoke,
I'm all that's left of two hearts on fire,
That once burned out of control,
You took my body and soul,
I'm just a ghost in this house

I don't care if it rains, I don't care if it's clear,
I don't mind stayin near, There's another ghost here,
He sits down in your chair, And he shines with your light,
And he lays down his head, On your pillow at night

I'm just a ghost in this house,
I'm just a shadow upon these walls,
I'm living proof of the damage heartbreak does,
I'm just a whisper of smoke,
I'm all that's left of two hearts on fire,
That once burned out of control,
You took my body and soul,
I'm just a ghost in this house

That once burned out of control,
You took my body and soul,



I'm just a ghost in this house

6421. Ghost Of A Chance - Chords

Ghost Of A Chance
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Jim Rushing and Carl Jackson

C                               F
He lies all alone in his bed he thinks of the weekend they met
        G7                                         C     Dm G7
His old heart will never forget their world when romance
C                                 F
He'd answer if someone should ask that somehow she slipped through his grasp
G7                                                 C      D7
His future is linked to the past by the ghost of a chance
G7           C                       F    Em
He hears her voice as she enters the room
    Dm                      G7                      C    D7 G7
She offers her soft hand to him in the light of the moon
             C                      F    Em Dm
He holds her close they sway to the tune
      F                       G7                      C
For a while he is lost in the dance with a ghost of a chance
                                              F
He's moved by the gown that she wears and the single red rose in her hair
       G7                               C     Dm G7
In his mind he places it there all over again
      C                                   F
These moments in time hold him fast these memories out of his past
      G7                                   C      D7
Won't die as long as he has the ghost of a chance
Repeat #2
      F                       G7                      C
For a while he is lost in the dance with a ghost of a chance

6422. Ghost Of Another Man - Chords

Ghost Of Another Man
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Roger Bowling, George Richey, Frank Dycus

G                           D7            C                  G
He's living in that big old house that he knows was built by me
             B7       Em        A7                 D7
He's playing with the baby that belongs to her and me
   G                D7             Em   C            G
At night he loves a woman that was held by these two hands
   C         D7     G       C           D7               G



It must be a living hell to live with a ghost of another man

                  D7       C             G
My name is in the sidewalk out by the patio
                  B7               Em            A7            D7
He can't help but see what's still there with me everywhere he goes
G                        D7               Em     C             G
He'd gladly walk through hell and back to forget what he can't stand
   C         D7     G       C           D7               G
It must be a living hell to live with a ghost of another man
 
C                                 G    D7      G
Surely I must haunt him when they turn out the lights
          D7           G            A7               D7
I'm right there in the bedroom with him and her each night
       G                  D7        Em    C                   G
And he wonders if he just loved her oh as good as I loved her then
   C         D7     G       C           D7               G
It must be a living hell to live with a ghost of another man

   C         D7     G       C           D7               C  G
It must be a living hell to live with a ghost of another man

6423. Ghost Riders In The Sky

(Ghost) Riders in the Sky
Johnny Cash
Bluegrass Alliance

An old cowboy went riding out
One dark and windy day
Upon a ridge he rested
As he went along his way

When all at once a mighty herd
Of red eyed cows he saw
Plowin' through the ragged skies
And up the cloudy draw

Their brands were still on fire
And their hooves were made of steel
Their horns were black and shiny
And their hot breath he could feel

A bolt of fear went through him
As they thundered through the sky
For he saw the riders coming hard
And he heard their mournful cry

Yippie-yi-o
Yippie-yi-yay
Ghost riders in the sky



Their faces gaunt
Their eyes were blurred
Their shirts all soaked with sweat
He's riding hard to catch that herd

But he ain't caught 'em yet
'Cause they've got to ride forever
On that range up in the sky
On horses snorting fire

As they ride on, hear their cry
As the riders loped on by him
He heard one call his name
'If you wanna save your soul

From hell a-riding on our range
Then, cowboy, change your ways today
Or with us you will ride
Trying to catch the devil's herd
Across these endless skies

Yippie-yi-o
Yippie-yi-yay
Ghost riders in the sky
Ghost riders in the sky
Ghost riders in the sky

6424. Ghost Story

Ghost Story

I've seen how you tremble whenever he walks through your mind
Stirring up memories that cloud up your eyes
Where the light of our love ought to shine
I know that he hurt you and hurt you so bad he must have been going insane
Now I finally learned how to hold you together when somebody mentions his name
He's just a ghost story so don't let him scare you he's not really there like he seems
And tonight when I hold you I'll hold you so close
I'll love him right out of your dreams

I'm sure that he's called you and told you that our love can't last
But don't you believe him cause honey he's wrong he's never been right in the past
So don't let him haunt you and tell you those lies he just can't admit that you're free
The next time he calls you just hand me the phone and see if he'll say that to me
He's just a ghost story
He's just a ghost story

6425. Ghost Train Four-Oh-Ten



Marty Stuart - Ghost Train Four-Oh-Ten

Think I'll go down to the depot, those trains don't run no more.
Take a ticket and start walkin', down to the old Gulf shore.
I'm lookin' for a train, that runs silent with the wind.
Haulin' satchels back from nowhere, Ghost Train Four-O-Ten!

Big money took my cotton, left me busted down to scratch.
Well, my woman couldn't take the hard times, she never comin' back.
Ain't no use in me stayin', send word to my next of kin.
I'm leavin', yes I'm leavin', on Ghost Train Four-O-Ten!

Well, I've seen it in my dreams, I've heard it in my mind
Somewhere between 8-O-6, just past the 12-O-9,
A tortured soul is all it takes, to ride it to the end
Black steel bound for nowhere, Ghost Train Four-O-Ten!

Gamblers, thugs and thieves, and the likes of me
No questions asked or answered
How it is, is how it be
No particular destination, headin' back where it's just been,
Haulin' tear-stained weary travelers,
on Ghost Train Four-O-Ten!
Ghost Train Four-O-Ten!

6426. Ghost Trains - Chords

Ghost Trains

(Capo on 4)

Intro.: (Am) x 4 bars

It was (Am)early in the fall and a-blowin' up a squall
From the (F)trestle you could hear the weirdest (E)moans
With a (Am)mighty lonesome cry came a whistle from the sky
And it (F)chilled the very marrow in my (E)bones

Then a (Am)loud rushin' roar like you never heard before
Turned the (F)blood to icy water in my (G)veins
As I (F)watched with rising fear something (Bb)strange was drawin' near
And I (E)saw in the clouds ghost (Am)trains

(Chorus)
(Am)Ghost trains, ghost trains, what a fearful sight
The (F)Cannonball and Number Nine were (G)racin' through the (C)night
Just as they (F)passed me by I heard the (E)engineer (Am)cry
"Give her (D)coal ! give her coal ! shovel it (G)on"

(Bridge)
You could (C)see the fireman grinnin' in the (F)engine that was winnin'
But I knew (E)before the finish they'd be (Am)gone
Well, he (E)knew before the finish they'd be (Am)gone



(Verse)
You could (Am)see the drivers roll as they shoveled on the coal
And the (F)black smoke came pourin' from the (E)stacks
As they (Am)thundered through the sky I am here to testify
You could (F)hear the wheels a-clickin' on the (E)tracks

Through the (Am)smoke and the steam you could see the headlights gleam
Now I (F)have no proof but still the fact re-(G)mains
You may (F)doubt it but I swear there were (Bb)cinders in my hair
When I (E)saw in the clouds, ghost (Am)trains

(Chorus)
(Am)Ghost trains, ghost trains, what a fearful sight
The (F)Cannonball and Number Nine were (G)racin' through the (C)night
Just as they (F)passed me by I heard the (E)engineer (Am)cry
"Give her (D)coal ! give her coal ! shovel it (G)on"

(Bridge)
You could (C)see the fireman grinnin' in the (F)engine that was winnin'
As I (E)watched I saw them fade into the (Am)dawn.
As he (E)watched he saw them fade into the (Am)dawn ----

6427. Ghosts

Trampled By Turtles - Ghosts

We never could shake it
Like there's nothing to lose
All the hearts that were breaking
We pretended we knew

There's blood on the hillside
The roots hold the landslide
Through pain and in young skies
I waited for you

There were ghosts in the forest
And they're calling to you
"Aw please just don't bore us
Whatever you do"

Never brighting by daylight
Never frighting by dark night
If I just keep it inside
I swear that it's true

Through breakers at low tide
Rough places and long rides
I'm constantly shaking
With the echos of love



6428. Ghosts (on That Train)

Broken Compass Bluegrass
Ghosts (on That Train)
written by MEI LIN HEIRENDT

You promised me forever with you
Then you turned around and made me blue
And now I can see right through
The man I thought you were wasn't true

The day we finally said I do
You really made my think that I loved you
On your hand one day I saw, so fine
A shiny new band that wasn't mine

Ghost is still wearing your hat on his head
Ghost is still bearing that ring painted red
And no matter how far it runs away
There's still a ghost on that train

You snuck away in the middle of the night
Leaving me without one goodbye
I'd like you to know I didn't cry
 Cause all you ever told me were lies

That train you hopped on had something wrong
I knew it wouldn't take it very long
For my loosened bolts to come undone
and catch Steering you liar off the tracks

Ghost is still wearing your hat on his head
Ghost is still bearing that ring painted red
And no matter how far it runs away
There's still a ghost on that train

As that lonesome locomotive began to fall
I didn't regret it at all
I believed it was written in the stars
Your actions shouldn't get you very far

That train it never really stopped
It's like you refused to get off
Your soul was stuck to your sin
You never guessed the danger you'd be in

Ghost is still wearing your hat on his head
Ghost is still bearing that ring painted red
And no matter how far it runs away
There's still a ghost on that train..



6429. Ghosts In The Wind

Richard Thompson - Ghosts In The Wind 

Call my name?
Did you call my name in the night?
In the whispers and sighs
In the whispers and sighs of the night

Ah, ghosts in the wind
Yeah, ghosts in the wind

Now this old house moves
This old house moves and moans
The tongues of the night
The tongues of the night stir my bones

Ah, ghosts in the wind
Oh, ghosts in the wind

When will my sore heart ever mend

I'm empty and cold
I'm empty and cold like a ruin
The wind tears through me
The wind tears through me like the ruin

Ah, ghosts in the wind
Oh, ghosts in the wind

When will my sore heart ever mend

Ghosts in the wind
Ah, ghosts in the wind

6430. Ghosts Of Highway 20

Lucinda Williams - Ghosts of Highway 20

I know this road like the back of my hand
Same with the stations on the FM band
Farms and truck stops, firework stands
I know this road like the back of my hand

Southern secrets still buried deep
Brooding and restless 'neath
The cracked concrete
If you were from here you would
Defend me to the death



Along with the ghosts of highway twenty
I went through hell when I was younger
Deep in the well you'll see the hunger
To find the strength I've got within me
To wrestle with the ghosts of highway twenty

Been sixty years, I don't want for nothing
But my tears they keep on coming
And my fears continue to haunt me
Along with the ghosts of highway twenty

Who I am now is who I was then
I knew some how I'd come back again
No doubt about it, I'm next of kin
To all the ghosts along highway twenty

Run down motels and faded billboards
Used cars for sale and rusty junkyards
This two lane blacktop will never let me
Let go of the ghosts along highway twenty

And I have seen the signs that say
We're closing in on the final days
But I got nothing to repent
My saving grace is with the
Ghosts of highway twenty

Every question, every breath
Every exit leaves a little death
In it's wake a memory
That will wander with the
Ghosts of highway twenty

And I have seen the signs that say
We're closing in on the final days
But I've got nothing to repent
My saving grace is with the
Ghosts of highway twenty

My saving grace is with the
Ghosts on highway twenty
My saving grace is with the
Ghosts on highway twenty

6431. Ghosts Of Mississippi

The Steeldrivers - Ghosts Of Mississippi

Late one night behind corn whiskey
I fell asleep with a guitar in my hand
I dreamed about the ghosts of Mississippi
And the blues came walkin' in like a man



Without a word I passed that guitar over
He tuned it up like I'd never seen
A crooked smile was his expression
Then he closed his eyes and began to sing

(chorus)
Oh Lord why have you forsaken me
Got me down in Mississippi where I don't want to be
Oh Lord why have you forsaken me
Got me down in Mississippi where I don't want to be

(repeat chorus)

When I woke up I looked into the mirror
I saw no reflection for a while
But as my eyes came into focus
I recognized that crooked smile

(repeat chorus)

Late one night behind corn whiskey
I fell asleep with a guitar in my hand
I dreamed about the ghosts of Mississippi
And the blues came walkin' like a man

(repeat chorus)

6432. Giant - Chords

Giant 
The Lil' Smokies
 
[Intro]
G G C G Em D C G x2
 
[Verse 1]
 
G
Hands the size of dinner plates
C                G
Legs the size of trees
      Em              D
Well he was the folklore with a pulse
C            G
A fairy tale conceived
G                      C                     G
Nearly every night for twenty years he suited up
Em                D              C                 G              C
Yeah the neon lights, TV shows and doctors full of drugs
 
 
[Chorus]
 



C          G         D             C
Im alright, I guess you didn't even ask
C           G         D            C
Tonight I'm wondering why I even do this
C           G        D            Em
If you could just pour me a hunndred drinks
 
Em Em
 
C          G         D          G
I might sleep like a giant
 
 
G G C G Em D C G
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G                           C                        G
Theres no need for a costume when you look like Halloween
Em                       D               C                G
And there's no place to hide your face when your job is to be seen
G                              C                     G
Pinned between two worlds that once were so clearly defined
Em              D               C                 G
His fame became the barrier and outgrew him in size
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C          G         D             C
Im alright, I guess you didn't even ask
C           G         D            C
Tonight I'm wondering why I even do this
C           G        D            Em
If you could just pour me a hunndred drinks
 
Em Em
 
C          G         D          G
I might sleep like a giant
Am        Em         Bm         Bm
I might sleep like a giant
 
 
[Bridge]
 
C C Bm Bm C C Bm Bm Am Am Bm Bm Em A G C
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
D               G             C            G
A martyr for the masses and a self-made spectacle
Em                 D           C              G
At a certain point it becomes hard to let it go
G                    C                  G



A job of forty hearts was done by one and it grew tired
Em               D              C                G                G              C
He stayed at home mostly alone and the hills of Caroline
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C          G         D             C
Im alright, I guess you didn't even ask
C           G         D            C
Tonight I'm wondering why I even do this
C           G        D            Em
If you could just pour me a hunndred drinks
 
Em Em
 
C          G         D          G
I might sleep
Am     G        C
I might sleep
Em      D        G
I might sleep
D
like a giant
 
 
[Outro]
 
D G C G

6433. Gift Of Love - Chords

Gift Of Love
Recorded by David Ball
Written by Frank Dycus and David Ball

G
I heard that nothing in life is free
          Em               C
A gift of love you gave to me
D7
It matters now not what they say
A7                                D7
Every night with you is Christmas day
              G                C
Wrapped up in ribbons silk and lace
                            G
The look of love is on your face
                D7
An angle from a dream has set me free
A7             D7               G  C
With a gift of love she gave to me
 



G
There's one old saying that I believe
               Em           C
It's better to give than to receive
D7
So all the love you give so true
A7                             D7
I'd like to give right back to you
           G               C
So hold me in your love so strong
D7                       G
It's in your arms loving on 
                          A7
I see the flame is on the rise
D7                     G
I see the fire in your eyes
 
Repeat #1,2
G               D7
An angle from a dream has set me free
A7             D7               G
With a gift of love she gave to me

6434. Gift Of Love - Chords

Gift Of Love 
The Bluegrass Cardinals
 
[Intro]
E A B7 E
B7 E
 
 
[Verse 1]
                  E7            A
Whipoor wills and daffodils and pretty things
B7                              E               B7
All the works of nature that we see each spring
E              E7          A
All the pretty colors at a rainbows end
      B7                             E
Could never match the beauty on your face I've seen
 
[Chorus]
               B7                   E
You brought me laughter you gave me joy
               F#7                        B7
You brought me pleasure like a kid with a Christmas toy
                E       E7        A
You brought the sunshine from up above
    B7         E              B7           E
And that's not all you brought you gave me love
 



 
[Instrumental]
E A B7 E
B7 E
A B7 E
B7 E
 
 
[Verse 2]
             E7               A
Honeysuckles morning glories 'round my door
B7                            E
Honey bees that gather nectar and much more
              E7                 A
Smiling faces childrens laughter skies above
B7                                 E
All that I could ask from them you gave me love
 
 
[Chorus]
               B7                   E
You brought me laughter you gave me joy
               F#7                        B7
You brought me pleasure like a kid with a Christmas toy
                E       E7        A
You brought the sunshine from up above
    B7         E              B7           E
And that's not all you brought you gave me love
 
 
[Outro]
    B7         E              B7           E
And that's not all you brought you gave me love

6435. Gifted Hand - Chords

Gifted Hand
Recorded by Gene Watson
Written by Doug Crider and William C. Spencer III

G                  G7                C        Am         C
The artist draws a portrait with the likeness strong and true
    D7                                           G
The potter spins his wheel with a talent held by few
                   G7             C        Am      C
And you are all so blessed with a gift God gave to you
    D7                                                             G  D7
You took a weathered heart of stone and did what no one else could do
          G
You found love in the water of a spring long dry
          C           Am              C
You broke through the hard shell of a man
             D7



You breathed life into his soul 
                                        C       D7          G
That was cold as if he'd died I've been touched by a gifted hand 
           C    D7             G
I've found love in your gifted hand
                  G7         C       Am        C
Words live on the pages when written down with tears
  D7                                        G
A castle built of stone can last a thousand years
             G7                C      Am       C
And you have forged a chain of silver pure and strong
     D7                                                G    D7
That will bind our hearts together until this world is gone
Repeat #2

6436. Gilgarry Mountain (Whiskey In The Jar)

Gilgarry Mountain (Whiskey In The Jar)
Traditional

As I was a going over Gillgarry Mountain,
I spied Colonel Farrell and his money he was countin'.
First I drew me pistol and then I drew me rapier,
Sayin' stand and deliver for I am your bold receiver.

Chorus:
Well shirigim duraham da
Wack fall the daddy oh, wack fall the daddy oh
There's whiskey in the jar.

He counted out his money and it made a pretty penny,
I put it in me pocket to take home to darling' Jenny.
She sighed and swore she loved me and never would deceive me
But the devil take the women for they always lie so easy.

I went into me chamber all for to take a slumber
To dream of gold and girls and of course it was no wonder.
Me Jenny took me charges and she filled them up with water,
Called on colonel Farrell to get ready for the slaughter.

Next morning early before I rose to travel,
There came a band of footmen and likewise Colonel Farrell.
I goes to draw me pistol for she'd stole away me rapier,
but a prisoner I was taken I couldn't shoot the water.

They put me into jail with a judge all a writin'
For robbing Colonel Farrell on Gilgarry Mountain.
But they didn't take me fists so I knocked the jailer down,
And bid a farewell to this tight fisted town.

I'd like to find me brother the one that's in the army,
I don't know where he's stationed in Cork or in Killarney.
Together we'd go roving o'r the mountains of Killkenney,



And I swear he'd treat me better than me darling' sporting Jenny.

There's some takes delight in the carriages and rolling,
Some takes delight in the hurley or the bowlin'.
But I takes delight in the juice of the barley,
Courting pretty maids in the mourning oh so early.

6437. Gillian - Chords

Gillian 
The Waifs

Intro:
(Use hammer-ons throughout whole song for an authentic sound)
 
C   C/B   Am  G   F   G   C
 
C   C/B   Am  G   F   G   C
 
C  C/B Am G    F      G        C
Oh Gillian, you're up with the sun 
            C/B         Am    G     F      G        C
And you've done one hundred things before half past nine 
        C/B       Am G F    G        C
By the time most folk, are up and gone 
   C/B     Am      G       F    G      C
You'll be starting on one hundred and one 
 
 
 F                              C    G
There's not enough hours in the day 
 F      C                      G       C
To do all the things that she's got to do 
         F        G
When the daylight fades 
         C   C/B Am
And the night invades 
F             G    C
   She's only just begun 
 
 
Weary as you lay at night waiting for the sun
Planning out tomorrow now before this day is done
Gillian you work too hard
But don't try and slow her down  She'll tell you
idleness is good for none, work's how I get my fun
iIdleness is good for none, work's how I get things done
 
 
Gillian, you're the one, you're the one
Shining in my life, you're my eternal sun
I'm trying to thank you now
For what I've become



But I've only just begun
 
 
Your influence has been profound and I'm proud to be your son
Your blood is my blood
We are forever bound
You're the inspiration to the way I live my life
Gillian, if you weren't my mother
I'd make you my wife

6438. Gilligan's Island

Gilligan's Island
Television Theme

Just sit back and you'll hear a tale
A tale of a fateful trip
That started from this tropic port
Aboard this tiny ship

The mate was a mighty sailing man
The skipper brave and sure
Five passengers set sail that day
For a three hour tour
A three hour tour

(Thunder)

The weather started getting rough
The tiny ship was tossed
If not for the courage of the fearless crew
The Minnow would be lost
The Minnow would be lost

The ship set ground on the shore of this
Uncharted, desert isle
With Gilligan...
The Skipper, too...
The millionaire...and his wife...
The movie star
The professor and Mary Ann
Here on Gilligan's Isle

So this is the tale of our castaways
They're here for a long, long time
They'll have to make the best of things
It's an uphill climb

The first mate and his skipper, too
Will do their very best
To make the others comfortable
In the tropic island nest



No phone, no lights, no motor car
Not a single luxury
Like Robinson Crusoe
It's primitive as can be

So join us here each week, my friends
You're sure to get a smile
From seven stranded castaways
Here on Gilligan's Isle

6439. Gimme All The Love You Got

Gimme All The Love You Got
Dailey & Vincent

[Intro]
Gimme All The Love You Got
Gimme All The Love You Got
Gimme All The Love You Got
Gimme All The Love You Got

[Instrumental]

[Verse]
I m goin  down the road I've never been down before
I m so deep in love, darling I'm all yours
The moment we kissed I thought please don't stop
Honey, Gimme All The Love You Got!

[Chorus]
Gimme All The Love You Got
Come on baby, don't hold back
Jump in ready or not
Gimme All The Love You Got
Gimme All The Love You Got
Gimme All The Love You Got
Gimme All The Love You Got

[Instrumental]

[Verse]
I've been hurt before, was a little gun shy
But I'm all in with you  til the day I die
 Cause this gambling man knows he's hit the jack pot
Honey, Gimme All The Love You Got!

[Chorus]
Gimme All The Love You Got
Come on baby, don't hold back
Jump in ready or not
Gimme All The Love You Got
Gimme All The Love You Got
Gimme All The Love You Got



Gimme All The Love You Got

[Instrumental]

[Bridge]
When it comes to you I can't get enough
Your heart and mind, that s some powerful stuff

[Chorus]
Gimme All The Love You Got
Come on baby, don't hold back
Jump in ready or not
Gimme All The Love You Got
Gimme All The Love You Got
Gimme All The Love You Got
Gimme All The Love You Got
Gimme All The Love You Got

[Instrumental]

6440. Gimme Peace

Tom T Hall - Gimme Peace

[Verse 1:]
Let me sit on your porch, let me drink a beer
Let me scratch that hound dog's ear
Let me rock in your rocking chair

[Chorus:]
Gimme peace, gimme peace, gimme peace

[Verse 2:]
Show me your garden, I love to hoe
Let me walk in a fertile row
I got some seeds that I'd like to sow

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
And when that evening sun goes down
Drive me into your hometown
Let me buy your friends a round

[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
Let me drink water from your well
Tell me a story that you'd like to tell
I think you'll find that I'll listen well

[Chorus]



[Verse 5:]
When you've had all of me that you can take
Say so long with a strong handshake
Don't get to drinkin' and ask me to stay

[Chorus]

[Verse 5:]
And when that evening sun goes down
Drive me into your hometown
I'll catch that next truck outward-bound

[Chorus]
[Outro:]
You can find out what time that bus leaves for cincinnati

6441. Gimmeakiss

Gimmeakiss
The Avett Brothers

Gimme a dance, gimme a chance, gimme your hands
Give me just a little bit of your sweet romance
Give me your hands

I know what they say about me
Hell, I started most of them rumors myself, you see
So give 'em to me

It won't take long for me to tell you who I am
You hear my voice right now, well that's pretty much what I am

So gimme a smile, gimme a while, gimme a mile
Give me just a little bit of your sweet denial
Just give me a smile

I know what you said about me
I figure maybe I had a breach in judgement, I forgive you, see
So give 'em to me

It won't take long for me to tell you what I am
You hear my voice right now, well that's pretty much what I am

I'm bailin' on my life
Cause I'm wailing on my life
So please just gimme a kiss

Well, I know you're waiting for a ring
Ease up little lady, see, I'm not promising anything

So gimme a chance, gimme a dance, gimme your hands
Give me just a little bit of your sweet romance
Just give me your hands



I know what they say about me
Hell, I started most of them rumors myself, you see
So give 'em to me

It won't take long for me to tell you who I am
Well, you hear this voice right now, well that's pretty much all I am

I'm bailin' on my life
Cause I'm wailing on my life
So please just gimme a kiss
The Avett Brothers

Gimme a dance, gimme a chance, gimme your hands
Give me just a little bit of your sweet romance
Give me your hands

I know what they say about me
Hell, I started most of them rumors myself, you see
So give 'em to me

It won't take long for me to tell you who I am
You hear my voice right now, well that's pretty much what I am

So gimme a smile, gimme a while, gimme a mile
Give me just a little bit of your sweet denial
Just give me a smile

I know what you said about me
I figure maybe I had a breach in judgement, I forgive you, see
So give 'em to me

It won't take long for me to tell you what I am
You hear my voice right now, well that's pretty much what I am

I'm bailin' on my life
Cause I'm wailing on my life
So please just gimme a kiss

Well, I know you're waiting for a ring
Ease up little lady, see, I'm not promising anything

So gimme a chance, gimme a dance, gimme your hands
Give me just a little bit of your sweet romance
Just give me your hands

I know what they say about me
Hell, I started most of them rumors myself, you see
So give 'em to me

It won't take long for me to tell you who I am
Well, you hear this voice right now, well that's pretty much all I am

I'm bailin' on my life
Cause I'm wailing on my life
So please just gimme a kiss



6442. Gin and Juice - Chords

Gin and Juice
Hayseed Dixie

*****************************************************
Play this song with bar chords to get the best sound.
*****************************************************
    A      D5

E---5------x--
B---5------x--
G---6------7--
D---7------7--
A---7------5--
E---5------x--

Intro:  A A  D5 D5  A A  D5 D5

Verse 1:
     A                    D5
With so much drama in the LBC
             A                  D5
It's kind of hard being Snoop D O double G
      A              D5
But I, some how some way
                    A                   D5
Keep coming up with funky ass s**t like every single day
     A                       D5
May I, kick a little somethin for the G's
   A                     D5
And make a few ends as I breeze through, you know it's
A                         D5                  A                   D5
Two in the mornin and the party still jumpin' cause my mama aint home
      A                          D5
I got b***hes in the living room gettin it on
    A                     D5
And they aint leavin till six in the mornin
A                 D5
So what you wanna do, 
        A                             D5
I got a pocket rull of rubbers and my homeboys do too
   A                       D5
So turn off the lights and close the doors
 
        A              D5
But for what, we don't love them w***es
            A                       D5
Yeah, so we gonna smoke an ounce to this
    A                        D5                      A       D5
G's up, hoes down, while you motherf**kers bounce to this

Chorus:



            A                              D5                       A
and I'll be Rollin down the street, smokin indo, sippin on gin and juice
                   D5  N/C
Laid back, with my mind on my money and my money on my mind
A                              D5                       A
Rollin down the street, smokin indo, sippin on gin and juice
                   D5   N/C
Laid back, with my mind on my money and my money on my mind

Verse 2:   same chords

Now that, I got me some seagram's gin
Everybody got their cups but they ain't chipped in
Now this types of s**t happens all the time
You gotta gets yours before I gotta get mine
Everything is fine when you're listenin to the D O G
I got the cultivatin music that be captivatin me
Who hears the words that I speak
As I take me a drink to the middle of the street
And get to macin to this b***h named Shady
She used to be the homeboy's lady
Ain't even freeze when I tell that b***h please
Raise up off this nuts cause you gets none of these
At ease, as I mob with the Dog Pound, feel the breeze

Chorus:

6443. Ginseng Sullivan

Ginseng Sullivan - Norman Blake

About three miles from the back town yard
The river curves on down
Not far south of the town depot
Sullivan's shack was found
Up on the higher ground.

You could see him every day
Just walking down the line
With his old brown sack across his back
Long hair down behind
Speaking his worried mind.

   It's a long way from the delta to the North Georgia hills
   A tote sack full of ginseng won't pay my travelling bills
   I'm too old to ride the rails I'll bum the road alone
   So I guess I'll never make it back to home
   My muddy water Mississippi Delta home.

The winters here they get too cold
The damp it makes me ill
Can't dig no roots on the mountain side
With the ground froze hard and still



Gotta stay at the foot of the hill.

But next summer
things turn right
The companies will pay high
I'll make enough money to pay my bills
Bid these mountains goodbye
Then he said with a sigh.

6444. Ginseng Sullivan - Chords

Ginseng Sullivan
Author: Norman Blake

[D] About three miles from the Batelle yard
From the reverse curve on [G] down
[D] Not far south of the town depot
[G] Sullivan's shack was [Bm] found
[A] Back on the higher [D] ground.
[D] You could see him every day
walking down the [G] line
With an [D]old brown sack across his back
And his [G] long hair down [Bm] behind
[A] Speaking his worried [D] mind.

Chorus:
[D] It's a long way to the delta
From the [G] North Georgia hills
A tote sack full of [D] ginseng
Won't pay no travelling [G7] bills
Now, [C] I'm too old to [D] ride the rails
Or [Em] thumb the road [A] alone
So I [D] guess I'll never [G] make it back to [D] home
My [D] muddy water [G] Mississippi [A] delta [D] home.

[D] The winters here, they get too cold
The damp it makes me [G] ill
Can't [D] dig no roots in the mountain side
With the [G] ground froze hard and [Bm] still
Gotta [A] stay at the foot of the [D] hill.
[D] But next summer, when things turn right
The companies will pay [G] high
I'll [D] make enough money to pay my bills
and [G] bid these mountains good[Bm]bye
[A] Then he said with a [D] sigh:

Chrous:



6445. Girl

Vince Gill - Girl

Girl, you can trust me with your heart
We've got a chance for a brand new start
Part of your past was so cold and dark
Girl, you can trust me with your heart

Girl, I will never turn away
Give you my word I will always stay
I promise to honor and obey
Girl, I will never turn away

Let's throw caution to the wind
Take what comes around the bend
Girl, you will never hurt again
It's the safest place you've ever been

Girl, I'm asking for your hand
Down on my knees with this golden band
I swear, I will be a gentle man
Girl, I'm asking for your hand

Let's throw caution to the wind
Take what comes around the bend
Girl, you will never hurt again
It's the safest place you've ever been

Let's throw caution to the wind
Take what comes around the bend
Girl, you will never hurt again
It's the safest place you've ever been

I swear, I will be a faithful man
Girl, you can trust me till the end

6446. Girl At The Crossroads Bar

Girl At The Crossroads Bar
Bluegrass Cardinals

I walked out tonight for a ramble round
I didn't mean to stay, just to view the town
When I saw her smilin' from a far
As she walked into that crossroads bar

Well I walked inside and sat me down
Ordered sweet red wine and I drank it down
She came and set beside me there
With a dark brown eyes and the red, red hair

I told her that I love her true



Anything you want I'll surely do
Said a man like you don't get too far
With a girl like me at the crossroads bar

I like smokey lights and a lonesome song
And I won't do right if I can do you wrong
You want the moon to burn behind the darkest star
And you won't find love at the crossroads bar

Come all my friends and take my advice
Keep your love at home with your lovely wife
You're better off than you think you are
And you won't find love at the crossroad bar

6447. Girl Behind The Bar

Girl Behind the Bar 
Country Gentlemen

As I walked in the wayside tavern 
The smell of drink was in the air 
I threw my money on the counter 
This pretty maid was standing there
 
My thoughts they drifted so far from me 
As I looked upon her lovely face 
I knew she was my kind of woman 
No one could ever take her place, 
 
I said when workin' hours are over 
I would just love to see you home 
She said Young man that is my pleasure 
And soon we found ourselves alone
 
And then our arms went 'round each other 
I felt a knife stick in her back 
She turned and saw her lover running 
And said his name was Barnum Jack, 
 
She did not know her lover followed 
She did not know he was around 
Until the fatal death had struck her 
And now she sleeps beneath the ground
 
I sit alone tonight in prison 
My thoughts are of the one so fair 
That I met that night in the wayside tavern 
When the smell of drink was in the air



6448. Girl Crush

Little Big Town - Girl Crush

[Verse 1]
I got a girl crush, hate to admit it but
I got a heart rush, ain't slowin' down
I got it real bad, want everything she has
That smile and the midnight laugh she's givin' you now

[Chorus]
I wanna taste her lips, yeah, 'cause they taste like you
I wanna drown myself in a bottle of her perfume
I want her long blonde hair, I want her magic touch
Yeah, 'cause maybe then, you'd want me just as much
I got a girl crush, I got a girl crush

[Verse 2]
I don't get no sleep, I don't get no peace
Thinkin' about her under your bed sheets
The way that she's whisperin', the way that she's pullin' you in
Lord knows I've tried, I can't get her off my mind

[Chorus]
I wanna taste her lips, yeah, 'cause they taste like you
I wanna drown myself in a bottle of her perfume
I want her long blonde hair, I want her magic touch
Yeah, 'cause maybe then, you'd want me just as much
I got a girl crush

[Outro]
I got a girl crush, hate to admit it but
I got a heart rush, it ain't slowin' down

6449. Girl From River Run - Chords

Girl From River Run 
Steve Martin & Steep Canyon Rangers
 
[Intro]
A7   D
 
[Verse 1]
D
There's a girl who lives outside the town
                      A7
In a house set in the sun
D
She's the one they have their eyes set on
A7                        D
She's the girl from River Run
D
All the young men in their senior year



                    A7
Can't imagine compromise
D
By the fall, they're walking down the aisle
A7                     D     D7
With this darling as a prize
 
 
[Chorus]
G                    D
Every man from every neighbor town
  G                          D
Intends to make his feelings known
    D
But not a word from me was ever heard
 A7                       D
About the girl from River Run
 
 
[Banjo Solo]
D
    A7
D
A7  D
 
 
[Verse 2]
D
Many came to graduation day
                  A7
She went off to LSU
D
Everybody stood and waved goodbye
    A7                  D   D7
But I had been accepted too
 
 
[Chorus]
G                    D
Every man from every neighbor town
  G                          D
Intends to make his feelings known
    D
But not a word from me was ever heard
 A7                       D
About the girl from River Run
 
 
[Fiddle Solo]
D
    A7
D
A7  D
 
 
[Verse 3]
D



Teddy had a fine Mercedes-Benz
                             A7
His dad, a man from New York State
   D
He courted her with everything he's got
    A7               D    D7
She never did reciprocate
 
 
[Chorus 2]
G                    D
David was the finest athlete
G                          D
Handsome, strong and Kappa Phi
D
They went dancing at the junior prom
   A7                          D
He took her home, she said goodbye
 
 
[Key Change]
A7   D Eb E
 
 
[Verse 4]
E
Then, she set aside her youthful ways
                         B7
Though she's only twenty-one
E
At a lecture, I ran into her
B7                          E   E7
And we laughed and had some fun
 
 
[Chorus 3]
   A                           E
We walked outside and meant to get some air
    A                          E
She said to me, "Where are you from?"
   E
"A country place you probably don't know of
  B7                       E
A little town called River Run"
 
 
[Outro]
E
   Then, a smile broke across her face
                               B7
She missed the people from her home
E
Two years later, I was married to
     B7                      E
That darling girl from River Run



6450. Girl From The Canyon - Chords

Keith Whitley
Girl From The Canyon
By Keith Whitley - Josh Williams

Capo 3 (Key of F)

    D
The girl from the canyon smiled a smile that brought me home
G
As sick and bleedin' as I was she took me on her own
D
Brought me to the canyon where the sun poured down like rain
    G                                     E                Bm
Her smilin' eyes and the mountain light I thought myself insane

These hills have seen me runnin' till my horse could hardly stand
Hidin' by day in the mountains movin' with the moon on the land
I'm tryin' to find my freedom in a world that wants me dead
The girl from the canyon took and healed my wounds instead

Chorus:
    G 
The girl from the canyon she don't need to know what I've done
    D
She laughed with me in the moonlight till the morning brought the sun
    G                         Em
The girl from the canyon, the girl from the canyon
    G       C    D
She was the only one

An outlaw is a hunted one with a price upon his head
We're all outlaws in a way that is what she said
And so I left the canyon when I was strong enough to ride
The girl from the canyon she was ridin' by my side.

Chorus

She was the only one

6451. Girl From The North Country

Girl From The North Country
Country Gentlemen - Flatt & Scruggs

If you're traveling in the north country fair
Where the wind blows cold on the borderline
Remember me to the one who lives there



For she once was a true love of mine.

Well if you're going in a snowflake storm
Where the rivers freeze and summers end
Will you see that she has a coat so warm
To protect her from the howling wind.

Please see for me if her hair hangs low
And flows in ringlets 'round her breasts
Please see for me if her hair hangs low
For that's the way I remember her best.

Well I wonder if she'll remember me you know
Many times I've often prayed
In the stillness of my night
In the brightness of my day.

6452. Girl From West Virginia

Girl from West Virginia
Doyle Lawson

She told me that her name was Jenny
She lived in a cabin on the hill
In a coal mining town in West Virginia
I love jenny and I guess I always will

I thought I would always want to ramble
I thought I would never settle down
Well I meet her in the hills of West Virginia
In the heart of a coal mining town

I like the sound of the coal trucks
Back in the hills a hauling coal
With the beautiful mountains all around me
West Virginia you have won my heart and soul

I thought I would always want to ramble
I thought I would never settle down
Well, I meet her in the hills of West Virginia
In the heart of a coal mining town

I thought I would always want to ramble
I thought I would never settle down
Well I meet her in the hills of West Virginia
In the heart of a coal mining town

In the heart of a coal mining town



6453. Girl I Left Behind

Girl I Left Behind

I've always been a rambler
my fortune's been quite hard
I've always loved the women
drink whiskey and play cards
My parents treated me kindly
as they had no boy but me
My mind was bent on rambling
at home I couldn't a gree

There was a wealthy farmer
who lived in the country by
He had a beautiful daughter
to whom I cast an eye
She was so tall and handsome
so pretty and so fair
There never was a girl in this wide world
to her I could compare

I asked if it made any difference
if I crossed o'er the plain
She said I'd made no difference
if you return again
She said that she'd prove true to me
until I proved unkind
So we shook hands and parted
and I left that girl behind

I traveled out one morning
to the salt works I were bound
And when I reached the salt works
I viewed the city all around
Where the work and money were plentiful
and the girls treated me kind
But the only object of my heart
was the one I left behind

I rambled out one evening
down on the public square
The mail had just arriven
I met the carrier there
He handed me a letter
which caused me to understand
That the girl I left in Tennessee
had married another man

I read a few lines further
and I found out it was true
My heart was filled with tumult
I didn't know what to do
My heart was filled with trouble
and trouble was on my mind
I'm goin' to drink and gamble
for the girl I left behind



6454. Girl I Left In Sunny Tennessee

Girl I Left In Sunny Tennessee
David Davis & The Warrior River Boys

On one morning bright and clear
My old homestead I drew near
It's a village down in sunny Tennessee
I was speeding on a train
That would carry me back again
To that girl I loved in sunny Tennessee

You could hear those children singing
As she bid farewell to me
Far across the fields of cotton
My old homestead I could see
But as the moon rose in the glory
There I told the saddest story
To that girl I loved in sunny Tennessee

It has been but quite a few years
Since I kissed away her tears
As I left her at my dear old mother's side
And each day we've been apart
She's grown nearer to my heart
As the night I asked of her to be my bride

As the train run in at last
Those familiar scenes I passed
When I kissed my mother at the station door
When the crowd gathered round
Tears on every face I found
But I missed the one who I'd been waiting for

As I whispered "Mother dear
Where is Mary?" "She's not here."
All the world seems lonely, sadness came to me
As she pointed to a spot
In the little churchyard lot
Where my sweetheart sleeps in sunny Tennessee

6455. Girl I Use To Know - Chords

Girl I Use To Know
Written and recorded by David Ball
 
G7
I don't much like summer nights
C



Palm trees blowing in the breeze
         D7
And I've got no use for a full moon
         G7          D7
Shinning down on the sea
   G7
It brings to mind another time
      C
And a girl I used to know
     D7                   G7          C
That loved me and held me then let me go
 
G7
I don't go near the water now
                      C
Cause I'm afraid I'll surly drown
      A7
And I have a sea of heartaches
                 D7
That took a hold and pulled me down
    G7
The ocean waves brings back yesterdays
        C
And the girl I used to know
     D7                   G7          C
That loved me and held me then let me go
 
G7
I don't go near the water now
                      C
Cause I'm afraid I'll surly drown
      A7
And I have a sea of heartaches
                 D7
That took a hold and pulled me down
     G7
Wish I'd forget some mistakes
    C
The way she turned the lamp down low
    D7                   G7          C
And loved me and held me then let me go

6456. Girl In The Blue Velvet Band

Bill Monroe - Girl in the Blue Velvet Band

One night while out for a ramble
The hour was just about nine
I met a young maiden in Frisco
On the corner of Geary and Pine

On her face there was beauty of nature
And her eyes just seemed to expand



Her hair was so rich and so brilliant
Entwined in a blue velvet band

We strolled down the street together
In my pocket she placed her small hand
She planted the evidence on me
The girl in the blue velvet band

I heard the scream of the siren
And the girl in the blue velvet band
She left me to face all the trouble
With a diamond that was worth ten grand

They sent me to San Quentin for stealing
God knows I'm an innocent man
The guilty one now she lie's dying
The girl in the blue velvet band

Last night when bed-time was ringin
Standing there close to the bars
I fancied I heard a voice calling
Far out in the ocean of stars

I'll be out in a year and I'm leaving
But I'll carry the name of a man
That served ten years in prison
For the girl in the blue velvet band

And when I get out I'll endeavor
To live in some other land
And I'll bid farewell to old Frisco
And the girl in the blue velvet band

6457. Girl In The Valley

Girl In The Valley
Dailey & Vincent

Verse 1:
Just across the mountains in a valley down below
Lived a girl I met back years ago
Her eyes shined like diamonds her hair was of gold
But that was before she left me all alone

Chorus:
How she lives in my memories today
Oh how I miss her warm and touching ways
And someday I hope she'll want to go
Back to the mountains and the valley down below

Verse 2:
One day she came to me and said I have to go
My family is moving I thought you'd want to know



But I'll never forget you and your smiling face
And the way that you held me with your warming grace

6458. Girl Like You - Chords

Girl Like You
Recorded by Tompall and the Glaser Brothers 
Written by Tompall Glaser

C                 G7    C                         F      C
There's a jukebox in my ear playing so loud I can hardly hear
                     G7                     C
And it's a telling a story bout a girl like you
                   G7     C                    F          C
And each selection that I make tells me how my heart will break
               G7                    C
For falling in love with a girl like you
          G7                            F               C
Well it's just an old machine without a heart but oh so mean
                                            G7
Says I probably spend my whole life feeling blue
     C           G7       C                            F        C
I'll just put in one more dime and play that same song one more time
                G7                     C
Cause I want to hear about a girl like you
          G7                            F               C
Well it's just an old machine without a heart but oh so mean
                                            G7
Says I probably spend my whole life feeling blue
        C             G7    C                      F     C
I guess that I should go on home but I can't stand to be alone
                  G7                      C
Cause I'll always dream about a girl like you

6459. Girl Next Door

Girl Next Door
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI) 

I've been dreaming 'bout the girl next door
The color of her hair and the dress she wore
It'll happen again and it's happened before
Swept away by the girl next door
 
CHORUS:
      Swept away, away and there's nothing I can do
      Ooooh, ooooh, swept away by the girl next door
 
We were climbin' in the big oak tree



She fell out and skinned her knee
It tore me up the way she looked at me
'Cause I love the girl next door
 
CHORUS
 
Where is the time?
Where did it go?
Still wonder why
Still wanna know
 
I have sailed across the sea
Traveled all around the world
All the wonders I have seen
Can't hold a candle to the next door girl
 
CHORUS

6460. Girl Of My Dreams

Girl of my Dreams
Mac Wiseman

Oh I first met you down by Lover's Lane 
You were just like an angel my little blue eyed Jane 
We walked along we sang a song 
The words we sang in tune 
It'd be like heaven here on earth to be again with you 
 
For you were the girl of my dreams 
But it seems that my dreams will never come true 
 
At night, we'd sit out on the old porch swing 
The stars were shining brightly while softly you would sing 
You would sing of happy days gone by 
You made me happy too 
It'd be like heaven here on earth to sing again with you 
 
Once you said you loved me do that you would be my own 
But now you've gone so far away and left me all alone 
Another man has won your hand 
And took your love from me 
But you still linger in my heart and in my memory

6461. Girl Of The North Country

Girl Of The North Country
Bob Dylan



Well, if you're travelin' in the north country fair,
Where the winds hit heavy on the borderline,
Remember me to one who lives there.
She once was a true love of mine.

Well, if you go when the snowflakes storm,
When the rivers freeze and summer ends,
Please see if she's wearing a coat so warm,
To keep her from the howlin' winds.

Please see for me if her hair hangs long,
If it rolls and flows all down her breast.
Please see for me if her hair hangs long,
That's the way I remember her best.

I'm a-wonderin' if she remembers me at all.
Many times I've often prayed
In the darkness of my night,
In the brightness of my day.

So if you're travelin' in the north country fair,
Where the winds hit heavy on the borderline,
Remember me to one who lives there.
She once was a true love of mine.

6462. Girl On The Greenbriar Shore

Girl On The Greenbriar Shore - Carter Family

'Twas in the year of '92,
In the merry month of June,
I left my mother and a home so dear
For the girl I loved on the greenbriar shore

My mother dear, she came to me
And said "Oh son, don't go, "
"Don't leave your mother and a home so dear
To trust a girl on the greenbriar shore "

But I was young and reckless too,
And I craved a reckless life
I left my mother with a broken heart
And I choosed that girl to be m' wife

Her hair was dark and curly too
And her loving eyes were blue;
Her cheeks were like the red red rose
The girl I loved on the greenbriar shore

The years rolled on and the months rolled by
She left me all alone
Now I remember what mother said
Never trust a girl on the greenbriar shore



6463. Girl On The Street

Rodney Crowell - Girl on the Street

[Verse 1]
She spied me through the traffic and was on me in a flash
Some soft soaked out-of-towner and an easy mark for cash
In contrast to her ragged cloak of filth and disrepair
Was a dark-eyed mystic beauty and a raven shock of hair
With what was feral frantic motion, her every move was laced
With the kind of desperation born of demons not yet faced
Quite clearly she was hounded by some not-to-distant-past
That was feasting on each moment like it just might be her last

[Chorus]
The girl on the street was once somebody's daughter
Yeah, the girl on the street was once somebody's friend
The girl on the street, one more lamb led to the slaughter
Where for three dimes and a quarter she gets nothing in the end

[Verse 2]
She hit me up with hunger, first things first you know
But a little too coquettish for my sympathies to show
She offered up her favors with a nod below the belt
And a parting shot at pity for the cards that she'd been dealt
"Its dope," said I, "Be truthful, its right there in your eyes
You know that stuff will kill you it's a loaded pack of lies"
She rolled her sleeve and slapped her vein and spat out "Three months clean
Don't pretend you know me, man. just cough up something green"

[Chorus]
The girl on the street was once somebody's daughter
The girl on the street was once somebody's friend
The girl on the street found you tailor made to order
And for three dimes and a quarter you get nothing in the end

[Verse 3]
So with the loose change in my pocket I let myself off light
When I could have helped her find some food and shelter for the night
Compassion for the dope sick twenty-something whore
Hit way too close to home for me to open up that door
So please don't say, "Go easy, so what if you came up short?"
I might have made a difference if I had only had the heart

[Chorus]
The girl on the street was once somebody's daughter, yeah
The girl on the street was once somebody's friend
The girl on the street, in spite of everything you taught her
Gone for three dimes and a quarter and you still lose her in the end



6464. Girl She Used To Be

Girl she used to be
Chatham County Line

Know her when she was just so tall
Back when she was belle of the ball
Now she is a woman all but grown
Know her when she was just so tall
Back when she was belle of the ball
Now she is a woman all but grown
Who knows the things are rising on

She's a woman now
Somehow I'm gonna get her back
The girl she used to be

Met again in our college years
Back when the moral had no fear
She once placed flowers in her hair
But now a shade of gray is all that's there

She's a woman now
Somehow I'm gonna get her back
The girl she used to be

Love the sense of first good walk
She is the reason I first could talk
Hold her hand when she gets scared
And for a moment the child is there

She's a woman now
Somehow I'm gonna get her back
The girl she used to be

She's a woman now
Somehow I'm gonna get her back
The girl she used to be

6465. Girl With Her Hair Hanged Down - Chords

Girl With Her Hair Hanged Down - John Hartford 

                F                              
Falsetto: Well, I love the little girl with her
  Bb             F
hair all hanging down.

 F                     Bb            F
Just  you and me and that dang-burn cat
                     Bb      F
Only I am going to sing about you
             Bb        F



And not them dang-burn cats
               C    F
Or at least try not to

Instrumental:

Well they got their long claws too
And they jump on me, and they jump on you
Just me and you and those dang-burn cats
Just me and you and those dang-burn cats

Instrumental:

Well yesterday was my darkest fear
Before I got up, I just disappeared
I looked all around, wasn't there no more
See my hat this close to the floor

Instrumental:

Falsetto:  Well I love the little girl with her 

hair all hung down.

6466. Girl With The Short Brown Hair

Cornmeal - Girl With The Short Brown Hair
Album: Live In Chicago Vol. 1

I've got a girl with short brown hair
That says that she will be true
She'll never leave me for another man
Even when she is blue
She makes my bed and my dreams come true
And loves me with all of her might (all through the night)
I've got a girl with short brown hair
I've got a girlfriend tonight

Up on the hill where the cool wind blows
O'er the light of the valley down below
She professes her love with a kiss of her lips
Holds me tight and won't let go
She takes my hand and walks with me
Under the pale moonlight
I got a girl with the short brown hair
I got a girlfriend tonight

Chorus:

Well I see it in her eyes as bright as the skies
A love that will never seem to fade
She makes time stand still and her laughter always will
Be with me till the end of my days



Chorus:

She takes my hand and walks with me
Under the pale moonlight
I got a girl with the short brown hair
I got a girlfriend tonight

6467. Girl You Came And Eased My Mind - Chords

Girl You Came And Eased My Mind
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Charlie Black

C                          D7
Girl you came and eased my mind
             F                      C
And you were kind in your own happy way
       Am        D7       G
Did we fly right past the sorrows 
       A#    F        C
Did we laugh away the hours
     F           C    D7         G
On a front porch on a summer night
   C                       D7
We did oh we left a lonely world
           F                      C
My smiling girl you were always a different one
          Am     D7       G
And you'd always leave me grinnin'
       A#         F        C
It was then while you were winnin'
   F          C      D7                          G
My confidence I must confess stole away my loneliness
F                 D7                                G
I remember days a minute long with a thousand crazy memories
       C                              D7
It was you that I could count upon to drop my weary head down on
F                         C
You were my understanding long haired girl
                             D7
Times when I was feeling low and my world was turning cold
F                      C          D7                 G
You'd touch me and I'd know I was indeed a fortunate soul
F                     D7
I remember winds that caught your hair
                          G
And the smile that always found you there
C                          D7                G
Girl you came and eased my mind and you were kind



6468. Girl You Sure Know How To Say Goodbye - Chords

Girl You Sure Know How To Say Goodbye
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

F                  G7             C
Girl you sure know how to say goodbye
                                   F            C
You kissed me and you said I was a gentleman to you
                                  G7
You said I was a person you could trust
C                                 F                 C
You told me that you love me in a way that couldn't die
F                  C      G7      C
Girl you sure know how to say goodbye
    F                            C
You kissed me in a way you never did when love was right
                                  G7
Girl you sure know how to say goodbye
C                                      F             C
I stood and watched you walk away  and I didn't even cry
F                  C      G7      C
Girl you sure know how to say goodbye
                                 F               C
You gave me that old pep talk as you cried on my sleeve
                                        G7
You said that you'd come running day or night
C                                 F                    C
You said that I could call on you throughout my lonely life
F                  C      G7      C
Girl you sure know how to say goodbye
Repeat #2

6469. Girl, You Sure Know How to Say Goodbye

Tom T Hall - Girl, You Sure Know How to Say Goodbye

You kissed me and you said I was a gentleman to you
You said I was a person you could trust
You told me that you loved me, aw, in a way couldn't I
Girl, you sure know how to say goodbye
You kissed me in a way you never did when love was right
Girl, you sure know how to say goodbye
I stood and watched you walk away, you know honey, I didn't even cry
Girl, you sure know how to say goodbye

--- Instrumental ---

You gave me that old pep talk as you cried on my sleeve



You said that you'd come runnin' day or night
You said that I could call on you throughout my lonely life
Girl, you sure know how to say goodbye
You kissed me in a way you never did when love was right
You hypnotised the hurt right out of me
I stood and watched you walk away, ah honey, and I couldn't even cry
Girl, you sure know how to say goodbye

6470. Girlfriend Is Better

Yonder Mountain String Band - Girlfriend Is Better

I . . . who took the money?
who took the money away?
i . . . it's always showtime
here at the edge of the stage
i, i, i, wake up and wonder
what was the place, what was the name?
we wanna wait, but here we go again...

i . . . takes over slowly
but doesn't last very long
i . . . no need to worry
everything's under control
o - u - t but no hard feelings
what do you know? take you away
we're being taken for a ride again
i got a girlfriend that's better than that
she has the smoke in her eyes
she's moving up, going right through my heart
she's gonna give me surprise
better than this, know that it's right
i think you can if you like
i got a girlfriend with bows in her hair
and nothing is better than that

down, down in the basement
we hear the sound of machines
i, i, i'm driving in circles
come to my senses sometimes
why, why, why, why start it over?
nothing was lost, everthing's free
i don't care how impossible it seems

somebody calls you but you cannot hear
get closer to be far away
only one look and that's all that it takes maybe that's all that we need
all that it takes, all that it takes
all that it takes, all that it takes
i got a girlfriend that's betther than that
and she goes wherever she likes. (there she goes...)

i got a girlfriend that's better than that



now everyone's getting involved
she's moving up going right through my heart
we might not ever get caught
going right through (try to stay cool) going through, staying cool
i got a girlfriend that's better than that
and nothing is better than you

i got a girlfriend thats better that this
and you don't remember at all
as we get older and stop making sense
you won't find her waiting long
stop making sense, stop making sense... stop making sense, making sense
i got a girlfriend that's better than that
and nothing is better that this
(is it?)

6471. Girls In Saigon City

Tom T Hall - Girls In Saigon City
Composer: Tom T. Hall

There's a place called Da Nang Village
Cross the ocean far away
In deep concern for one young woman
That's where I abide today

Today I got a dear-John letter
From that young woman in the USA
When I was called I knew I'd lose her
It don't matter anyway

There are girls in Saigon City
Waiting there with open arms
On my leave I may go see them
In this other world called Vietnam

Stateside girls should take this warning
Be faithful cause you can't tell
On the streets of Saigon City
They have many things to sell

There are girls in Saigon City...

6472. Girls In Saigon City - Chords

Girls In Saigon City
Recorded by Tom T. Hall

(Capo on 3)



Intro.:  / (Em)  / (G) (A) / (D)  / (D)

There's a (D)place called Da Nang Village cross the (Em)ocean (G) (A)far a-(D)way
In deep concern for one young woman that's where (Em)I (G) a-(A)bide to-(D)day
Today, I got a dear-John-letter from that young (Em)woman (G) in the (A)US-(D)A
When I was called I knew I'd lose her it don't (Em)matter (G) (A)any-(D)way

There are (G)girls in Saigon (D) City waitin' there with open (A)arms
On my (G)leave I may go (D)see them in this other world called (A) Viet-(D)nam

Inst.:  / (Em)  / (G) (A) / (D)  / (D)

Stateside (D)girls should take this warnin' be (Em)faithful (G) 'cause (A)you can't (D)tell
On the streets of Saigon City they (Em)have many (G) (A)things to (D)sell

There are (G)girls in Saigon (D) City waitin' there with open (A)arms
On my (G)leave I may go (D)see them in this other world called (A) Viet-(D)nam (G) (D) (A) (
D)

6473. Girls Talk

Linda Ronstadt - Girls Talk

There are some things you can't cover up with lipstick and powder
Thought I heard you mention my name can't you talk any louder
Don't come any closer
Don't come any nearer
My vision of you can't come any clearer
Oh I just wanna hear girls talk

Got a loaded imagination being fired by girls talk
It's a more or less situation inspired by girls talk
But I can't say the words you want to hear
I suppose you're gonna have to play it by ear right here and now

Girls talk 
And they wanna know how girls talk 
And they say it's not allowed girls talk 
If they say that it's so don't they think that I know by now
That the word up on everyone's lips stick that you're dedicated
You may not be an old fashioned girl but you're gonna get dated
Was it really murder were you just pretending
Lately I have heard you are the living end

Girls talk 
And they wanna know how girls talk 
And they say it's not allowed girls talk 
And they think they know how girls talk
if they say that it's so don't they think that I know by now

But I can't say the words you want to hear
I suppose you're gonna have to play it by ear right here 



There are some things you can't cover up with lipstick and powder
Thought I heard you mention my name can't you talk any louder
Don't come any closer
Don't come any nearer
My vision of you can't come any clearer
Girls talk
And they think they know how girls talk
And they say it's not allowed girls talk
And they think they know how girls talk
Girls talk, girls talk

6474. Girls Women and Ladies - Chords

Girls Women and Ladies
Recorded by Ed Bruce
Written by Ed Bruce, Patsy Bruce, Ron Peterson

C              F              C
There was only me and her and him    
F                                                 G7
The bar was giving last call so I thought I'd move on in 
C               F                  C
And I was slick and feeling like a man     
 F
So I took the stool between 'em                                       
G7       C
And ordered one more round for me and her  and him
                            F               C
I placed my arm across the back of her bar stool              
 F                                             G7
And I don't remember what I said but at the time it sounded cool
                C              F               C
She pushed her drink away and never looked at me          
F
She just paid her tab tipped the man                           
G7          C
And left me sitting there alone  with him                     
F                 G7                C
And he said there's girls and there's women and there's ladies
         F                 G7               C
There's yeses and there's no's and there's maybes        
 F           G7                  C                     F
There's teasing and pleasing they start learning when they're babies         
G7                              C
There's girls there's women and there's ladies
                                 F               C
Well he pushed his old straw hat back and he grinned            
 F                                     G7
And he said ain't they all a mystery Sonny it's a sin                
C              F                     C
But they're all sitting on the world we're trying to win           
 F
Ah but you know I love a mystery                                         



G7      C
So let's drink another round to you and me  and them 

Repeat #3          

F                 G7                C
There's girls and there's women and there's ladies        
 F         G7               C
There's yeses and no's and there's maybes        
F           G7                  C                     F
There's teasing and pleasing they start learning when they're babies            
G7                      C
I love all girls and women and the ladies

Repeat last verse

6475. Git Along - Chords

Git Along 
Fruition

[Intro]+[Riff]
 
e/--2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2--2-2-2-2-2-2-2--2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-------2-2-2-2-2-2-2--/
B/--3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3--3-3-3-3-3-3-3--3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-------3-3-3-3-3-3-3--
/
G/--2-2-2-2-4-2-2-2-2-2--2-2-2-2-4-2-2--2-2-2-2-4-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-------2-2-2-2-2-2-2--
/
D/--------------4-4-2-0--------------4--------------4-4-2-0-4-4-4-4-2-0-0-----0-4-4-4-4-2-0-0--/
A/------------------------------------------------------------------------0-2------------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
 
[Verse]
D*
Sitting at the station, on a bright summers day
D*
Watching all the people as they're sitting in the shade
D*
Waiting for the Greyhound, to take them away
D*
But I only got five dollars so I guess I'm a gonna stay
 
 
[Chorus]
G                              D
I ain't got no problem just a being where I'm at
G                                        D                       A
Well I guess I could be somewhere else, but I don't care about that
D*
So leave me where I'm sitting, or come and join the song
D*
cause no matter what my friends I'm still gonna git along



D*
Oh Lord I'm still gonna git along
 
 
[Verse]
D*
Them birds are singing in the trees and the sky is clear and hot
D*
The wind keeps on blowin up big black clouds of exhaust
D*
And I can't think of a better day just to be right where I am
D*
Well I'm satisfied with whichever way the cards are gonna land
 
 
 
[Chorus]
G                              D
I ain't got no problem just a being where I'm at
G                                        D                       A
Well I guess I could be somewhere else, but I don't care about that
D*
So leave me where I'm sitting, or come and join the song
D*
cause no matter what my friends I'm still gonna git along
D*
Oh Lord I'm still gonna git along
 
 
 
[Verse]
D*
I ain't got no one to want me, I ain't got no place to go
D*
I don't need no one to validate the things I think I know
D*
I'ma sit here grinning let that sun come burn my skin
D*
I don't give a damn about the oddscause I know I'm a bound to win
 
 
 
[Chorus]
G                              D
I ain't got no problem just a being where I'm at
G                                        D                       A
Well I guess I could be somewhere else, but I don't care about that
D*
So leave me where I'm sitting, or come and join the song
D*
cause no matter what my friends I'm still gonna git along
D*
Oh Lord I'm still gonna git along



6476. Git Along Little Dogies

Git Along Little Dogies - Nickel Creek 

As I was walking one morning for pleasure
I spied a cowpuncher riding along
His hat was throwed back and his spurs were a-jingling
And as he approached he was singing this song 

Whoopee ti yi yo, git along little dogies
It's your misfortune and none of my own
Whoopie ti yi yo, git along little dogies
You know that Wyoming will be your new home 

Early in the springtime we round up the dogies
Mark 'em and brand 'em and bob off their tails
Round up the horses, load up the chuck wagon
Then throw the little dogies out on the long trail 

Whoopee ti yi yo, git along little dogies
It's your misfortune and none of my own
Whoopie ti yi yo, git along little dogies
You know that Wyoming will be your new home 

Night comes on and we hold 'em on the bedground
The same little dogies that rolled on so slow
We roll up the herd and cut out the stray ones
Then roll the little dogies like never before 

Whoopee ti yi yo, git along little dogies
It's your misfortune and none of my own
Whoopie ti yi yo, git along little dogies
You know that Wyoming will be your new home 

Some boys go up the long trail for pleasure
But that's where they get it most awfully wrong
For you'll never know the trouble they give us
As we go drivin' them dogies along 

Whoopee ti yi yo, git along little dogies
It's your misfortune and none of my own
Whoopie ti yi yo, git along little dogies
You know that Wyoming will be your new home 

Whoopee ti yi yo, git along little dogies
It's your misfortune and none of my own
Whoopie ti yi yo, git along little dogies
You know that Wyoming will be your new home
You know that Wyoming will be your new home

6477. Give A Little Bit Back - Chords



Give A Little Bit Back 
Ginger Boatwright

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
G             C                 G
  Sometimes I close my eyes and see
           D                 G
A field of corn   from long ago
               C               G
Little sister, Daddy, Mom, and me
Em                           D
Workin' side by side, row by row
 
G             C              G
  With golden tassels wavin' tall
              D                  G
We'd fill our sacks   at harvest time
G           C                G
  And I can still hear daddy call
         D                   G
Remember now    leave some behind
 
 
[Chorus]
                  C
Give a little bit back
                  G
From whatcha been given
                 D
Leave a little behind
               G
For those with none
                    C
It's the law of the land
                G
And a lesson in livin'
                 D
To keep what you got
                  G
Give a little bit back
 
 
[Bridge]
    D
And every year
G
Wild geese flew
C                                G
  Right to that field at harvest time
D
Somehow they
G D    Em
Always knew
A                           D
  Daddy'd leave some ears behind



 
 
[Verse 2]
G             C                      G
  The seasons change and young girls grow
         D                  G      D
To roll away     on morning trains
G             C                G
  I waved goodbye, how could I know
    Em                          D
I'd never look in Daddy's eyes again
 
G         C            G
  Today I met a ragged man
             D                  G    D
Who asked if I    could spare a dime
G            C             G
  I placed a dollar in his hand
           D                     G
As Daddy's words  ran through my mind
 
 
[Chorus]
                  C
Give a little bit back
                  G
From whatcha been given
                 D
Leave a little behind
               G
For those with none
                    C
It's the law of the land
                G
And a lesson in livin'
                 D
To keep what you got
                  G
Give a little bit back
 
 
[Outro]
                 D
To keep what you got
                      G
You give a little bit back

6478. Give A Little Love

Rodney Crowell - Give a Little Love

[Verse 1]
Both of us talking, ain't nobody giving an inch



Such a shame
The beat of our hearts, they're just so far apart
That we can't even feel the pain

[Pre-Chorus]
So tell me how long can we go on this way?
Not another day
Well, you know, it's so sad
To watch a good love go so bad, just thrown away

[Chorus]
(Give a little love)
Give a little love
Give a little love
(Give a little love)
Give a little love
Give a little love

Verse 2]
Both of us talking, ain't nobody listening at all
It's such a sin
It's time we start facing this love we are wasting
Ain't never gonna come back again

[Pre-Chorus]
Ooh, just tell me how long can we go on this way? (This way)
Not another day (Not another day)
You know it's so sad (So sad)
To watch a good love go so bad, just thrown away
Ooh

[Bridge]
(Give some love)
Ooh, got to let her know
(Take some time)
Ooh, you got to give her some time
Give a little love

[Chorus]
(Give a little love)
Give a little love
(Just a little love)
Give a little love
(Give her some love)
Give a little love
(Just a little love)
Give a little love
(Ooh, give a little love) Ooh, ooh

[Verse 3]
Changing like the weather
It's so hard to stay together
It's hard to give that much all the time
We've got to stop and give back
We're on the wrong track
We're coming to the end of the line



[Pre-Chorus]
Ooh, just tell me how long can we keep holding on?
Not another day (Not another day)
You know it's so wrong (So wrong)
To let a love that was so strong just slip away
Ooh, got to give a little love
To get a little love
We're gonna have to make up our minds, ooh
Take a little, make a little time
To put our hearts together tonight

[Chorus]
(Give a little love)
Give a little love
(Just a little love)
Give a little love
(Give a little love)
Give a little love
Give a little love
(Ah, just give a little love)
Give a little love
Give a little love
(Oh, just a little love)
Give a little love
Give a little love

[Outro]
Ooh, you've got to give a little love
To get a little love
We're gonna have to make up our minds, ooh
Take a little, make a little time
To put our hearts together tonight

6479. Give A Shit

Give a Shit
Greensky Bluegrass - Give a Shit

Yesterday I say goodbye to all the questions
Without answers without a reason why
I put my heart before the voice
To drive a message home, it couldn't get no worse

Ruined in back with these broken eyes
I'm looking forward to tomorrow
My pain is my humble disguise
'Cause I don't really give a shit

What if the captain sinks before the ship?
And I don't want to be in charge of this
Sounding like it's unsafe here still
But I would take gold for every second, of living
'Cause I'd have a billion



But wait in twelve days I'd have a million more

Ruined in back with these broken eyes
I'm looking forward to tomorrow
My pain is my humble disguise
'Cause I don't really give a shh

I bread a broken victory
Chasing an empty dream
I'm losing sleep counting fantasies
I soiled all the songs I've been repeating
Stitched all the pieces tight to give the narrative life

Ruined in back with these broken eyes
I'm looking forward to tomorrow
My pain is my humble disguise
If you win at first but you don't try

Succeed, succeed again
And that's the honest' truth
Ruined in back with these broken eyes
Looking forward to tomorrow
My pain is my humble disguise
'Cause I don't really give a shit

6480. Give Back the Key to My Heart

Give Back the Key to My Heart 

Take my picture off the wall it don't matter to me at all
Throw it down or just let it fall so that you can watch me crawl
Take back your T.V. it don't mean that much to me
But before the room goes dark give back the key to my heart

Give back the key to my heart
Give back the key to my heart

I'm sure that I'll be the one to stand accused of what's been done
While your old friend cocaine avoids the slightest blame
He drained the life from your face and then he slowly took my place
But before what's over starts give back the key to my heart

Give back the key to my heart
Give back the key to my heart

Give back the key to my heart
Give back the key to my heart

Take my picture off the wall it don't matter to me at all
Throw it down or let it fall so that you can watch me crawl
Take back your T.V. it don't mean that much to me
But before the room goes dark give back the key to my heart



To my heart

[Repeat: x13]
Give back the key to my heart 

Dear

6481. Give Her My Best - Chords

Give Her My Best
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall
 
C                            F
I don't wanna fight about it we've been friends too long
G7                        F     G7          C
Someone ought to tell you buddy you've been wrong
                                 F
You know that I stepped aside so you and she could wed
D7                                  G7
You've spent half your married life in someone else's bed
C                                      F
Just tell her that you met someone you used to know before
                 G7                 C
Give her my best you never gave her yours
                               F
There's nothing I can tell you that you don't already know
G7                              F      G7        C
You two people made your choice a long long time ago
                                  F
I'm not bitter it just hurts when someone lets you down
D7                            G7
I just feel she ought to know that I am still around
C                                F
She might need to talk to me and that's what friends are for
                 G7                 C
Give her my best you never gave her yours
                               F
I wonder if you know the way I feel about her now
G7                                         F        G7       C
You're like the dog that sleeps on hay and keeps it from the cow
                               F
She's not mine but if she were she wouldn't be alone
D7                                        G7
For what it's worth she's worth more love than you have ever shown
C                                  F
You've got my word I wouldn't know what happens behind your door
                 G7                 C
Give her my best you never gave her yours



6482. Give Him One More As He Goes

Give Him One More As He Goes - Carter Family

My sweetheart is a shy little miss
And one I fondly adore
And when you ask her for a kiss
She'll give you just one and no more

She'll give you just one and no more
She'll give you just one and no more
And when you ask her for a kiss
She'll give you just one and no more

Her dad was feelin old man
He always had a feelin for me
I can tell you when this feelin began
When his daughter I first went to see
I was bidding my sweetheart good night
In the usual manner you know
When a voice from the house said stick him towse ?
And give him one more as he goes

And give him one more as he goes
And give him one more as he goes
When a voice from the house said stick him towse ?
And give him one more as he goes
It was over the garden wall in a manner I'll tell you not slow
He exclaimed with a swear and his foot smote the air
And I'll give him one more as he goes

And I'll give him one more as he goes
And I'll give him one more as he goes
He exclaimed with a swear and his foot smote the air
And I'll give him one more as he goes

6483. Give It Away

Tom T Hall - Give It Away

[Verse 1]
Well I woke up this morning I had something on my face
It was still there when I brushed my teeth still there when I shaved

[Chorus]
I showed it to my neighbor and he broke into a grin, I gave it away, I gave it away
Smiles don't cost money give it away, give it away
Maybe all you have is just a kind word you can say give it away, give it away

[Verse 2]
I woke up this morning with a song in my heart
I hummed it all through coffee and it gave my day a start
I took my song to work with me and I sang it for my friend



[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Don't think people do not care I know they care a lot
Don't be bashful of somebody give it all you've got

[Chorus]

6484. Give It Time - Chords

Give It Time 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
G F C
G F C
 
[Verse 1]
C
I was going through the drawer at an old antique store
                                F
When a note on a page caught my eye
G
Words, they were sad, made my insides feel bad
                                  C
Like it spoke from the man that I adore
C
He was moving on, he spent most of his nights gone
                        F
And I knew our love was ending
G
To this very day, I still get tears in my eyes
F       G             C      C7
For the words that he never said
 
[Chorus]
        F
Give it time, write some letters
        C
Give it time, you'll feel better
G           F              C   C7
Soon I will fade from your mind
F
Give it time, no more sleepless nights
C
Give it time, you'll find the one that's right
G                        F        C
You think that you still need me, give it time
 
[Verse 2]
C
And if you think that it won't last



                                   F
You're probably just livin' in the past
G
And if you need someone to help you get through the night
                                 C
Go out there, go ahead, find the light
C                                                         F
And if you need some place to go, you're with me we'll go slow
G
To this very day, I still get tears in my eyes
F       G             C     C7
For the words that he never said
 
[Chorus]
        F
Give it time, write some letters
        C
Give it time, you'll feel better
G           F              C   C7
Soon I will fade from your mind
F
Give it time, no more sleepless nights
C
Give it time, you'll find the one that's right
G                        F        C
You think that you still need me, give it time
 
[Outro]
G F C
G F C

6485. Give It Up and Give In

Give It Up and Give In
Downhill Bluegrass Band

Have you wandered alone
down life's crooked way
have you lived without love
oh for nights and for days
Now did you you search for the answers,
did you question yourself
was it all wasted tears
have you cried all those years
for nothing at all

Give it up and give in
don't you fight it no more
Turn around turn around
don't you open that door
It will bring you over
to the other side
and when the fire comes down



there'll be no one around
to show you the way

All mans crumbling works
will be counted as lost
and around and round
all your ships will be tossed
And the sea will eat you
and swallow you down
Now was it all wasted tears
have you cried all those years
for nothing at all

6486. Give It Up Or Let Me Go - Chords

Give It Up or Let Me Go

(E) A
 Well I told you pretty baby such a long time ago
If I found you with another I'd walk right out 1.)this 2.)your door
 D A 
Wo Oh you might call me crazy one thing you should know
 E
Ah honey if you want me to love you
 D A
You've got to give it up or let me go
 A
I know it's useless to be jealous It would tie you if I tried

When I think of you messing around my back
 D 
Brings some pain I just can't hide
 A E 
Wo baby I've been true to you and if I can make that sacrifice
D A
Honey you can do it too

Oh, play that guitar, Tommy
 A
Well you come home drunk and nasty You won't tell me where you've been

Just when thing are nice and sweet You go back out agian
D A 
Why did you want to mess up a good thing
 E D A 
I'm gonna find me another man one who wants to give me everything

Oh yea, Emalee wants to find that thing

Go to chorus, "Give it up now, y'all", go to lead
"Speed it up, Marty" Wo repeat 1st verse, lead again,
D A
Give it up or let me go



6487. Give Me A Little Old Fashioned Love

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Give Me A Little Old Fashioned Love

Give me a little old fashioned love
The kind that lingers through the years
The kind that's made by God up above
Just give me a little old fashioned love

Now you can have the girls with rosy cheeks
The ones that coo like turtle doves
I just want a simple girl that's sweet
So give me a little old fashioned love

Now you can have the girls that's dressed so nice
From their head down to their little feet
But if you want some real good advice
The old fashioned girls just can't be beat

Give me a little old fashioned love
The kind that lingers through the years
The kind that's made by God up above
Just give me a little old fashioned love

Now you can have the girls with worldly ways
That's had a dozen so called love affairs
But they'll never make me their slave
I want a simple girl that's on the square

Give me a little old fashioned love
The kind that lingers through the years
The kind that's made by God up above
Just give me a little old fashioned love

6488. Give Me A Reason

Linda Ronstadt - Give Me A Reason

Just give me a reason why we fuss and fight
Give me a reason why I have to spend these lonely nights
Is there a reason why you fall for other girls
When I thought I was the number one, baby, in your world

Give me a reason why you make me cry
Is there a reason why I have to spend these lonely nights
Tell me the reason why you tour around the world
And why in God's name you want to make me into your clown



Even though, baby, you did me wrong now, baby
The feeling inside of me, baby is, oh, so strong
I've tried in a million ways to make you happy
But I keep on wondering, do you love me

Give me a reason
I need a reason
Is there a reason

If I give you the chance I know you would leave me now, baby
After all we've been through, our plans about tomorrow
You've broken my heart, baby, you've ruined my soul
Is there a chance for me, tell me or let me go

Give me a reason why we fuss and fight
Is there a reason why I have to spend these lonely nights
Tell me the reason why you fall for other girls
When I thought I was the number one, baby, in your world

Just give me a reason why you make me cry
Is there a reason why I have to spend these lonely nights
Tell me the reason why you tour around the world
And why in God's name do you make me into your clown

6489. Give Me A Reason - Chords

Give Me A Reason 
Head for the Hills
 
[Verse 1]
          Em     C                   G
Give me a reason - to get you off my mind
          Em           C                                     G
Could you hurry up and help me out with knowing you can't be mine
          Em                 C                      G
I'm still thinkin you're the lady for this heart of mine
     Em                    C                                  G
Oh I should have asked you while I had you, can we go back in time?
 
 
[Verse 2]
                Em   C                   G
If I set out to walk - I'd walk for many years
       Em                  C
I'd go round the world and back again it'd be no trouble here
                         C                             G
Would I find you sitting lonely or would you be gone again?
        Em                C                                   G
Would I find you standing in the doorway and whisper "come on in"?
 
 
[Chorus]
     C                                          G



Oooh why'd you go? Why'd you run off to another town?
                       Em       C                   G
I have sinned and I've sorrowed - I have let myself down
     Em              C                              G
If I could but do it all again I'd leave behind the sin
        Em                  C                   G
I would preach it clear and loudly up above the town
        Em                    C                                G
Oh that cheating beats on the devil's drum and leaves a bitter end
    C                                          G
Ooh why'd you go? Why'd you run off to another town?
 
[Instrumental]
 
 
[Verse 3]
                            Em       C                          G
Did you hear it through the willows? - Did it carry through the wind?
        Em               C                               G
Did you hear me shouting from the mountains sorry for my sins
      Em            C                          G
All I ask of you my darling forgive my lusting hand
        Em              C                             G
I would search my world over just to hear you say you can
 
 
[Chorus]
     C                                          G
Oooh why'd you go? Why'd you run off to another town?
     Em            C             Am
Oooh why'd you go? Why'd you run off?
       C
Oh and why'd you leave me wandering searching hoping stumbling
Am                                     D
for your forgiving heart that can't be found?
        C
All the frames are filled with empty
            C                            Em
and all the memories left within me keep fading
                     D
I must find your new town
 
 
       G         Em     C                   G
I cant find me a reason - to get you off my mind
          Em           C                                     G
Could you hurry up and help me out with knowing you can't be mine
          Em                 C                      G
I'm still thinkin you're the lady for this heart of mine
     Em                C                                  G
Oh I should have asked while I had you, can we go back in time?
 
 
[Outro]
     C                                          G
Oooh why'd you go? Why'd you run off to another town?
     C                                          G



Oooh why'd you go? Why'd you run off to another town?
     Em            C             Am G C
Oooh why'd you go? Why'd you run oooooooff
           G
To another town?

6490. Give Me Back My Fifteen Cents

Give Me Back My Fifteen Cents
Doc Watson

I left my home in Tennessee,
Thought I'd learn to travel,
But then I met a pretty little girl
And soon we played the devil
I loved that gal and she loved me
And I thought we'd live together
But then we tied that fatal knot
And now I'm gone forever.

Chorus: Gimme back my fifteen cents,
Gimme back my money;
Gimme back my fifteen cents
And I'll go home to Mammy.

Twas fifteen cents for the preacher man
A dollar for the paper,
Then dear old mother-in-law moved in
And, Lordy, what a caper!
I fiddled a tune for her one day
And she called me a joker
Then that old sow got mad at me
And hit me with a poker.

I worked in town and I worked on the farm,
But there's no way t'suit'em
They're both so dad-burn mean t'me
Somebody oughta shoot'em.
I'm tired of looking at my mother-in-law
I'd like t'see m'Granny,
Gonna leave the state of Arkansas
And go back home t'Mammy!

6491. Give Me Flowers While I'm Living

Give Me Flowers While I'm Living
Flatt & Scruggs

In this world today while we're living



Some folks say the worst of us they can
But when we are dead and in our caskets
They always slip some lilies in our hand

    Won't you give me my flowers while I'm living
    And let me enjoy them while I can
    Pleae don't wait till I'm ready to be buried
    And then slip some lilies in my hand

In this world is where we need our flowers
A kind word to help us get along
If you can't give me flowers while I'm living
Then please don't throw them when I'm gone

6492. Give Me Heaven - Chords

Give Me Heaven 
Recorded by Jimmy Newman 
Written by Randy Lee

C
Treat me mean and treat me bad 
        F
Make me lonely make me sad
          C
But don't forget 
           G7             C     F G7
To give me heaven once in awhile
          C
Here's my heart tear it apart 
        F
Make my tears like raindrops start
          C
But don't forget 
           G7             C      F  C
To give me heaven once in awhile
              F
You kept your love from me so long 
            C
It's been a hurtin' price to pay
            D7
But I don't mind if I can't just be sure
     G7
I'll have your love someday
        C
Make me blue and make me cry 
          F
But don't ever say goodbye
         C
Oh don't forget 
           G7             C
To give me heaven once in awhile
repeat #3,4



6493. Give Me Jesus

Give Me Jesus 
Newfound Road
Writer(s): Sherrill Jennings

AND IN COME JESUS
Well Let Me Tell You About A Story
About A World Gone Mad
It's A Real Life Story
And It's So So Sad
And Then In Comes Jesus
And Everybody's Glad
Well Let Me Tell You People
You Got To Get Down On Your Knees
Your Gonna Tell Him Every Thing In Your Life
You Know That's So Key
Then He'll Forgive You
And You'll Always Be Free
Yeah

O Yeah And You'll Always Be Free
And In Come Jesus
He'll Wash Your Sins Away
And You Can Have A Good Life
And Be Happy Every Day
Yeah He'll Forgive You
And You'll See Him All The Way
Yeah
Yeah And You'll See Him All The Way
And When You Were Young
He Sat You On His Back
He Gave You Everything Your Needed
You Lay Down In Talk Grass
And Now Your Older

6494. Give Me Jesus - Chords

Give Me Jesus
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Fernando Ortega

C                     Am
In the morning when I rise
       F       C
In the morning when I rise
       Em             F
In the morning when I rise 
        G7 C



Give me Jesus 

        Em Am         F  C
Give me Jesus give me Jesus
        F             C
You can have all this world
Am      F  G7 C
Give me J-e-s-us

             Am
And when I am alone 
    F         C
And when I am alone
    Am        F
And when I am alone 
        G7 C
Give me Jesus

Repeat #2

G7       C         Am
And when I come to die
    F              C
And when I come to die 
    Em             Am
And when I come to die 
G7      F  G7 C
Give me J-e-s-us

Repeat #2

        Em Am         F  C
Give me Jesus give me Jesus
        F             C
You can have all this world
    A#7               Am
You can have all this world
        F             Em
You can have all this world
Am      F  G7 C
Give me J-e-s-us

6495. Give Me Jesus - Chords

Give Me Jesus
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Fernando Ortega

C                     Am
In the morning when I rise
       F       C
In the morning when I rise
       Em             F



In the morning when I rise 
        G7 C
Give me Jesus 

        Em Am         F  C
Give me Jesus give me Jesus
        F             C
You can have all this world
Am      F  G7 C
Give me J-e-s-us

             Am
And when I am alone 
    F         C
And when I am alone
    Am        F
And when I am alone 
        G7 C
Give me Jesus

Repeat #2

G7       C         Am
And when I come to die
    F              C
And when I come to die 
    Em             Am
And when I come to die 
G7      F  G7 C
Give me J-e-s-us

Repeat #2

        Em Am         F  C
Give me Jesus give me Jesus
        F             C
You can have all this world
    A#7               Am
You can have all this world
        F             Em
You can have all this world
Am      F  G7 C
Give me J-e-s-us

6496. Give Me Just A Little Bit More Time - Chords

Give Me Just A Little Bit More Time
Recorded by Marty Stuart
Written by Albert E. Brumley

C
I'm busy every day as I travel on my way
        F                   C



To that city far beyond the sky
                    
And there is not a doubt that time is running out
   G7              D7      G7
As harvest time is drawing nigh
       C
Lord I need a little time to gather in the grain
F                           C
Before I leave this world behind
I'm ready when you call me
                   G7          C
But give me just a little more time
Lord give me just a little more time
F                          C
Give me just a little more time
So many precious souls are lost in sin
   G7
So many may be left behind
  C
I gotta lot of things that I need to do
  F                         C
Before I leave this world behind
                         
I'm ready when you call me
                   G7          C
But give me just a little more time
Well I need a little time to labor for my Lord
F                         C
Before the final judgment day
And I need a little time to preach the Holy Word
       G7
To the sinner man along life's way
      C
Every moment that I have to tarry here below
     F                      C
I'll try to make my lamp to shine
I'm ready when you call me
                   G7          C
But give me just a little more time
     
Well give me just a little more time
F                          C
Give me just a little more time
So many precious souls are lost in sin
   G7
So many may be left behind
  C
I gotta lot of things that I need to do
F                           C
Before I leave this world behind
I'm ready when you call me
                   G7          C
But give me just a little more time
      
Lord give me just a little more time
F                          C
Give me just a little more time



 
So many precious souls are lost in sin
   G7
So many may be left behind
  C
I gotta lot of things that I need to do
F                           C
Before I leave this world behind
I'm ready when you call me
                   G7          C
But give me just a little more time
I'm ready when you call me
                   G7          C
But give me just a little more time

6497. Give Me Just One More Day Lord - Chords

Give Me Just One More Day Lord
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Earl Montgomery and Melba Montgomery

G
In thy holy name won't you give me just another day 
D7                               G
There's some things I need to do before I pass away 

I have some friends that wants to live right 

But now they're goin' wrong 
D7                                            G
Give me just one day Lord then I'll be comin' home
 

Brother James from down the road won't pray in church next Sunday 
D7                                         G
Give me just one day Lord give me just one day 

When I tell him what you can do he'll still be prayin' Monday 
D7                                         G
Give me just one day Lord give me just one day
 
Repeat #1

You raised money Reverend Brown preachin' Revelations
D7                                         G
Give me just one day Lord give me just one day
 
When I tell them what You can do then he'll make all donations 
D7                                         G
Give me just one day Lord give me just one day
 
Repeat #1



6498. Give Me More, More, More (Of Your Kisses)

Lefty Frizzell
Give Me More, More, More (Of Your Kisses)

[Verse 1]
When my gal and I go on a date
We always come in kinda late
When I say goodnight at her front door
I always beg for one kiss more

[Chorus 1]
Give me more, more, more of your kisses
I want more, more, more tender kisses
And when I finally go
You can hear the rooster crow
Oh please give me one more tender kiss

[Piano Solo]

[Verse 2]
Now I'll admit I lose some sleep
By staying out so late
But when I kiss my gal goodnight
The sleep will have to wait

[Chorus 2]
Give me more, more, more of your kisses
I want more, more, more tender kisses
The neighbors all raise Cain
And I know that it's a shame
But I've got to have another tender kiss
[Fiddle Solo]

[Verse 3]
Now all the neighbors in her block
Have offered things, you see
They'll even pay the wedding bills
To just get rid of me

[Chorus 3]
Yelling more, more, more of your kisses
I cry for more, more, more tender kisses
And when I leave her door
You can hear me beg for more
Oh, please give me one more tender kiss

6499. Give Me My Flowers While I'm Living - Chords



Give Me My Flowers While I'm Living 
Flatt & Scruggs

C                               G7
In this world today while we're living 
                                    C
Some folks say the worst of us they can
                                F
But when we are dead and in our caskets
     C                G7             C
They always slip some lilies in your hand
 
                                       G7
Won't you give me my flowers while I'm living 
                              C
And let me enjoy them while I can
                                       F
Please don't wait till I'm ready to be buried 
    C              G7           C
And then slip some lilies in my hand
 
                                   G7
In this world is where we need our flowers 
                           C
A kind word to help us get along
                                       F
If you can't give me flowers while I'm living
     C            G7                  C
Then please don't throw them when I'm gone
 
                                       G7
Won't you give me my flowers while I'm living 
                              C
And let me enjoy them while I can
                                       F
Please don't wait till I'm ready to be buried 
    C              G7           C
And then slip some lilies in my hand

6500. Give Me Roses While I Live

The Carter Family - Give Me Roses While I Live

[Verse 1]
Wonderful things of folks are said
When they have passed away
Roses adorn their narrow bed
Over the sleeping clay

[Chorus]
Give me the roses while I live
Trying to cheer me on
Useless are flowers that you give
After the soul has gone



[Verse 2]
Let us not wait to do good deeds
Till they have passed away
Now is the time to sow good seeds
While here on earth we stay

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Kind words are useless when folks lie
Cold in a narrow bed
Don't wait till death to speak kind words
Now should the words be said

[Chorus][x3]

6501. Give Me The Highway

Vince Gill - Give Me the Highway

Give me the highway
Lord knows I love to roam
Give me the highway
Well, I can hear the lonesome whistle moan

White lines, neon signs
Have always been my home
Give me the highway
'Cause I was born a rollin' stone

Down every road I travel
Lord, to you might look the same
But maybe you might tell me
Every town's got a different name

I'd like to find a woman
That won't hell-bent to tie me down
Someone to be content
To go anywhere I'm bound

Give me the highway
Lord knows I love to roam
Give me the highway
Well, I can hear the lonesome whistle moan

White lines, neon signs
Have always been my home
Give me the highway
'Cause I was born a rollin' stone

Give me the highway
Lord knows I love to roam



Give me the highway
Well, I can hear the lonesome whistle moan

White lines, neon signs
Have always been my home
Give me the highway
'Cause I was born a rollin' stone
Give me the highway
'Cause I was born a rollin' stone

6502. Give Me The Love

Give Me The Love - String Cheese Incident

Give me the love I have
For all my enemies
Give me the love I have
For those I cannot please

Give me the love that knows
All the love there is
Give me the love that knows
All that love can give

That's all I ask of you
That's all I need from you
That's all I ask of you

From the sun that separates
From all the doubt
That have plagued my coming in
And my going out

May there be a bed of mercy
To lay my anger down
To feel the emptiness
Where there is no sound

That's all I ask of you
That's all I need from you
That's all I ask of you
That's all I need from you

6503. Give Me The Roses While I Live

Give Me The Roses While I Live
Carl Story - Ralph Stanley - Jimmy Martin

Wonderful things of folks are said



When they have passed away
Roses adorn the narrow bed
Over the sleeping clay

   Give me the roses while I live
   Trying to cheer me on
   Useless are flowers that you give
   After the soul is gone

Kind words are useless when folks lie
Cold in a narrow bed
Don't wait till death to speak kind words
Now should the words be said

Let us not wait to do good deeds
Till they have passed away
Now is the time to sow good seeds
While here on earth we stay

6504. Give Me The Willow

Give Me The Willow (Larry W. Jones 08/29/2007) 

Give me the willow, dear, that cries for you
I want it to know that I'm crying too
Give me the willow, dear, that cries for you
And I'll plant it in my garden of blue
Willows are always weeping and lonely
Planted beside a stream that's lonely too
Give me the willow, dear, that cries for you
My dreams of you are all alone and blue
Give me the willow, dear, that cries for you
Let me cry like that lonely willow too
Give me the willow, dear, that cries for you
And I'll plant it in my garden of blue
- instrumental -
Willows are always weeping and lonely
Planted beside a stream that's lonely too
Give me the willow, dear, that cries for you
My dreams of you are all alone and blue
Years have passed since I begged you to return, dear
How long can I last with these tears for you
Give me the willow, dear, that cries for you
And I'll plant it in my garden of blue
Dear, I'll plant it in my garden of blue

6505. Give Me Wings



Give Me Wings
Bill Monroe
Writer/s: Gerald Evans Jr.

I've been looking around
There's a whole new world I see
And so many things that I can do
With your strength in me

# Now I ask you to hear
As I sing of brighter days
For I need to have you very near
Come and find the way#

* Give me the wings
Of an eagle
I will soar into the sky
Give me strength
To hold a brother's hand
As he's passing by
Give me the eyes
Of tomorrow
Let me see what I can find
If you lead me
I will follow now*
Give me wings to fly@

You've been watching me grow
As you gently lead me on
It's your love and power that I know
Guides and keeps me strong
(repeat# to @)

High above the clouds
I can see the beauty down below
And I know you're holding me
I'll never fly alone
Alone
(repeat * to *)
Give me to reach the sky
Moving up I'm rising high
Give me wings to fly

6506. Give Me Your Hand

Give Me Your Hand - Jimmy Martin

As an army we're marching toward heaven
So it's best that together we stand
We may not have the same rank or title
But we're soldiers so give me your hand

Oh, I care not what church you belong to
Just as long as for God you may stand



If your heart today is as my heart
You're my brother so give me your hand

You may not come to our great cathedral
But belong to some small praying band
But if you love my Chirist, the Redemer
You're a Chiristian, so give me your hand

* Refrain

We are bound for that beautiful city
Where before the white throne we shall stand
And we'll be as one there together
Hallelujah, so give me your hand

* Refrain

6507. Give Me Your Hand - Chords

Give Me Your Hand         
Recorded by J.D. Crowe, Doyle Lawson, Paul Williams
Written by Jimmy Martin and Paul Williams

C
As an army we're marching toward heaven
                              G7
So it's best that together we stand
       C
We may not have the same rank or title
                      G7           C
But we're soldiers so give me your hand

Oh I care not what church you belong to
                                G7
Just as long as for God you may stand
        C
If your heart today is as my heart
                     G7           C
You're my brother so give me your hand

You may not come to our great cathedral
                                 G7
But belong to some small praying band
       C
But if you love my Christ our Redeemer
                      G7           C
You're a Christian so give me your hand

repeat #2

We are bound for that beautiful city
                                       G7
Where before the white throne we shall stand



          C
And we'll all be as one there together
              G7           C
Hallelujah so give me your hand

repeat #2

6508. Give Me Your Love And I'll Give You Mine

Give Me Your Love And I'll Give You Mine
Carter Family

Just at the close of a bright summer day
Just as the twilight had faded away
Soft on the breeze like the coo of a dove
Someone was singing an old song of love

   Tell me you love me and say you'll be true
   I love nobody in this world but you
   Your heart and my heart in love will entwine
   Give me your love and I'll give you mine

Come along with me to the quiet shady nook
Where flowers bloom at the side of the brook
Nature is sleeping, the birds are at rest
I'll place a wild rose on your beautiful breast

I've something to ask you while you're by my side
A question of love, of groom and of bride
And if you refuse me my heart it will pine
Give me your love and I'll give you mine

6509. Give Mother My Crown

Give Mother My Crown
Lester Flatt

She labored so hard in this world below she didn't have things that most mothers know
Raising her children on a widow's small pay washing and ironing since dad passed away
I wanna go to heaven when this life is o'er I wanna be with Jesus on eternity shore
But if I've a crown coming when rewards go around
Please blessed Jesus give mother my crown

[ fiddle - dobro ]

I didn't realize it when I was a lad just how great a burden my mother had
Adoption was offered but mama said no
She raised us and taught us the right way to go
I wanna go to heaven...



6510. Give My Heart A Rest

Rodney Crowell - Give My Heart A Rest

I've tried to make the most out of a hopeless situation
But turning something wrong into something right
But everything I do brings out the worst in you
Seems we always wind up gettin' in a fight
I tell our friends again it's just a phase we're going through
It's the kind of trouble you know that won't ever last
But the farther down I go and the more I think I know
We've headed down a rough and rocky path
So if you love me like you say you really love me why you wanna put me to the test
Yeah if you don't want me it won't disappoint me I just wanna give my heart a rest
I try to rise above the petty gossip of this town
I try to keep my nose clean and my eyes open wide
But people talk so much it's hard to stay in touch
With the way you really feel down deep inside
Oh the sound of rolling thunder keeps on calling out to me
Way out on the highway is the place I wanna be
It's hard to make it work when I feel just like a jerk
And the past's the only future that I see
So if you love me like you say...
Yeah I just wanna give my heart a rest
Yeah I just wanna give my heart a rest

6511. Give My Love To Rose

Ernest Tubb
Give My Love To Rose

I found him by the railroad track this morning 
I could see that he was nearly dead
I knelt down beside him and I listened
 just to hear the words the dyin' fellow said
He said they let me out of prison out in Frisco 
for ten long years I paid for what I done
I was trying to get back to Louisiana 
to see my Rose and get to know my son

Give my love to Rose, please, won't you, Mister
Take her all my money, tell her buy some pretty clothes
Tell my boy that daddy's so proud of him
And don't forget to give my love to Rose

Won't you tell them I said thanks for waitin' for me
Tell my boy to help his mom at home
Tell my Rose to try to find another 
cause it ain't right she should live alone



Mister here's the bag with all my money 
it won't last them long the way it goes
God bless you for finding me this morning 
now don't forget to give my love to Rose

Give my love to Rose, please, won't you, Mister
Take her all my money, tell her buy some pretty clothes
Tell my boy that daddy's so proud of him
And don't forget to give my love to Rose
Please, don't forget to give my love to Rose

6512. Give One Heart

Linda Ronstadt - Give One Heart

Love I am told is the deepest mystery
Harder to fathom than any sea
More precious than all the earth and sky
But nobody can tell you why
Give one heart
Get back two
That's the paradox of I love you
So when you give your heart
You get one too
That's the paradox of I love you
If it is love for which you've cried
You know how it feels on moon's dark side
If your baby love's you right
You can have skyrockets any old night
Give one heart
Get back two
That's the paradox of I love you
So when you give your heart
You get one too
That's the paradox of I love you
And you can't stop saying it
I love you
Can't stop saying it
I love you
Keep on saying it saying it
I won't stop until you say it too
Love can be gentle soft and tame
Or so rough you wouldn't know its name
Shy and wild like a runaway child
Storms of love always end up mild
Give one heart
Get back two
That's the paradox of I love you
So when you give your heart
You get one too
That's the paradox of I love you
Give your heart
Get back two



That's the paradox of I love you
So when you give your heart
Get one too
That's the paradox of I love you

6513. Give That Boy a Hand

Railroad Earth - Give That Boy a Hand 

Sometimes livin'll put a grin on your face
Steppin' in brown stuff, it aint no big disgrace
You must have had angels, who worked overtime
Just when ya throw the towel in, it all works out fine

Everybody, everybody, everybody give that boy a hand
Couldn't happen, couldn't happen, couldn't happen to a better man

So roll from your board room, rock on your porch
Crack me one open, light up your torch
Call it a wrap boy, ride in that herd
Oh, by the way my friend . . .
I won't say a word

Everybody, everybody, everybody give that boy a hand
Couldn't happen, it couldn't happen, couldn't happen to a better man

Aw yeah!

I'm ridin' a back road, with it all open wide
It gives me a laugh, & a smile inside
All of those miles, with you my old friend
Lost for so long, found in the end

Everybody, everybody, everybody give that boy a hand
Couldn't happen, couldn't happen, it couldn't happen to a better man

Aw yeah!

6514. Give That Man A Road

Give That Man A Road
Gillian Welch - Give That Man A Road

[Verse 1]
Saw a man standing at the crossroads
With a tear on his face
There was a man' waiting' for intervention
And a' moment of grace
[Chorus]



You're gonna give that' man a road he can walk on
Give that man a road to Jesus
You're gonna give that man a road he can walk on
Give that man a road to Jesus
[Verse 2]
Was a man down in the dark of the valley
With a chain on his hand
There was a man meant to walk in the sunshine
Be the light of the land
[Chorus]
You're gonna give that man a road he can walk on
Give that man a road to Jesus
You're gonna give that man a road he can walk on
Give that man a road to Jesus
[Verse 3]
I'm gonna push onward in my journey
To the promised land
I'm gonna shout glory to king Jesus
Upon rocks and sand
[Chorus]
You're gonna give that man a road he can walk on
Give that man a road to Jesus
You're gonna give that man a road he can walk on
Give that man a road to Jesus

6515. Give Them All To Jesus - Chords

Give Them All To Jesus
Recorded by Cristy Lane
written by Phil Johnson and Bob Benson Sr.

C                               Dm
Are you tried of chasing pretty rainbows
G7                                  C
Are you tired of spinning round and round
                                    Dm
Wrap up all the shattered dreams of your life
    G7                            C     G7
And at the feet of Jesus lay them down
          C                 F                Dm
Give them all give them all give them all to Jesus
                         G7            C
Shattered dreams wounded hearts broken toys
                            F                Dm
Give them all give them all give them all to Jesus
    G7                            C
And He will turn your sorrow into joy
                                 Dm
He never said you would only see sunshine
G7                              C
He never said there would be no rain
                                    Dm
He only promised us a heart full of singing



       G7                               C    G7
That's the very thing that once brought pain
          C                 F               Dm
Give them all give them all give them all to Jesus
                         G7            C
Shattered dreams wounded hearts broken toys
                            F                Dm
Give them all give them all give them all to Jesus
    G7                            C
And He will turn your sorrow into joy

6516. Give Them The Roses Now - Chords

Give Them The Roses Now
Recorded by The Wilburn Brothers
Written by James Rowe

C
Wonderful things of folks are said 
G7                    C
When they have passed away
Roses are torn the narrow bed 
G7                C
Over the sleeping clay
F                 C
Give me the roses while I live 
          D7       G7
Trying to cheer me on
C
Useless to flowers that you give 
G7                C
After the soul is gone
Faults are forgiven when folks lie 
G7                 C
Cold in the narrow bed
        
Let us forgive them  ere they die 
G7                      C
Now should the words be said
Repeat #2

6517. Give This Message To Your Heart

The Osborne Brothers - Give This Message To Your Heart 
(Charlie Louvin - Ira Louvin)

Give this message to your heart
Read my letter one more time
Don't let me tear our world apart



Please don't read between the lines
Give this message to your heart.

I don't know what made me lie to you
Most of all I just don't know why I cheated on you
Give me the chance that I'd give you
Give this message to your heart.

--- Instrumental ---

It's hard to ask you to forgive
For you have more than done your part
But if you don't then I can't live
Give this message to your heart.

I don't know what made me lie to you
Most of all I just don't know why I cheated on you
Give me the chance that I'd give you
Give this message to your heart...

6518. Give Us A Happy Home - Chords

Give Us A Happy Home
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Wayland Patton and Michael White

C                                F           G7
He's been wounded already in the struggle of life
C                    F        G7
Battered by a raging storm of strife
D7          G7           D7
Caught in a whirlwind of heartbreak and pain
            Dm             G7
And blinded by its drivin' rain

    C                  F             G7
The innocent victim of crimes of the heart
   C                               F    G7
He witnessed his young world being torn apart
   D7         G7        D7
He can't understand why mommy and daddy
     Dm                       G7
Have forsaken the family they had

      Am            G7           F
So he whispers this prayer every evening
      Am            G7      D7
As he kneels by his bedside alone
    F         C                   D7                  G7    Am
Put mommy and daddy back together again and give us a happy home
D7               G7    C
Please give us a happy home



                          F                      G7
At night he can hear them in their room down the hall
    C                  F                   G7
The anger rang clearly through his bedroom walls
   D7       G7              D7
He silently listened tucked snug in his bed
               Dm        G7
To each bitter word they said

    C                      F             G7
Now he and mom each have a room of their own
   C                             F           G7
He sees dad on weekends and they talk on the phone
    D7             G7          D7
His questions need answers but all they will say
               Dm        G7
Is you'll understand why someday

Repeat #3

      Dm                            Am
Oh he tries to act just like he's a man
    E7                C
And hold all the hurt inside
A7       D7                G7     D7   Am
But it's hard for a little boy to understand
D7               G7      C
Grown-up reasons for goodbye

Am            G7           F
So he whispers this prayer every evening
      Am            G7      D7
As he kneels by his bedside alone
    F         C                   D7                  G7    Am
Put mommy and daddy back together again and give us a happy home
D7               G7    Am  Em D7 G7 C
Please give us a happy home

6519. Give Us Rain - Chords

Give Us Rain
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Bill Joe Foster

C                F           G7              C
Grandpa raised a family on a worn out cotton farm
                      F             G7         Am
Borrowed money on his word he never did nobody harm
    F              A#7                G7             C
Sometimes he'd get discouraged when a dry spell came around
                   F                     A#7
He's go out in the cotton field and he'd kneel down on the ground



        C    F      D7      G7     C
Give us rain on the dry old ground today
                      G7             Am
Give us rain wash the troubled times away
  F              C                G7         Am
I believe you're faithful I'm not meaning to complain
    A#7                F            C
But Lord we sure could use a little rain
A#7                F            C
Lord we sure could use a little rain

               F         G7              C
I moved to the city when I turned twenty-two
               F              G7            Am
I saw a way of living that my grandpa never knew
      F                 A#7         G7                C
I'm a different kind of farmer in a different kind of field
                  F         A#7
Planting words of hope in a ground as hard as steel

Repeat #2

                          F              G7            C
There's a crop of thirsty people in this dry old dusty town
                      F               G7                 Am
They grow up fast and wither when the scorching sun came down
F                   A#7            G7                C
Although there is a difference the need is still the same
                    F                 A#7
Just like grandpa's cotton field they need a little rain

Repeat #2

A#7                F            C
Lord we sure could use a little rain
A#7                F            C
Lord we sure could use a little rain

6520. Give Yourself To Love - Chords

Give Yourself To Love 
Kate Wolf

KIND FRIENDS ALL GATHERED ROUND THERE'S SOMETHING I WOULD SAY 
THAT WHAT BRINGS US TOGETHER HERE HAS BLESSED US ALL TODAY 
LOVE HAS MADE A CIRCLE THAT HOLDS US ALL INSIDE 
WHERE STRANGERS ARE AS FAMILY AND LONELINESS CAN'T HIDE

YOU MUST GIVE YOURSELF TO LOVE IF LOVE IS WHAT YOU'RE AFTER 
OPEN UP YOUR HEART TO THE TEARS AND LAUGHTER 
AND GIVE YOURSELF TO LOVE GIVE YOURSELF TO LOVE

I'VE WALKED THESE MOUNTAINS IN THE RAIN, I'VE LEARNED TO LOVE THE WIND 



I'VE BEEN UP BEFORE THE SUNRISE TO WATCH THE DAY BEGIN 
I ALWAYS KNEW I'D FIND YOU THOUGH I NEVER DID KNOW HOW 
BUT LIKE SUNSHINE ON A CLOUDY DAY YOU STAND BEFORE ME NOW

SO GIVE YOURSELF TO LOVE IF LOVE IS WHAT YOU'RE AFTER 
OPEN UP YOUR HEART TO THE TEARS AND LAUGHTER 
AND GIVE YOURSELF TO LOVE GIVE YOURSELF TO LOVE

LOVE IS BORN IN FIRE, IT'S PLANTED LIKE A SEED
LOVE CAN T GIVE YOU EVERYTHING BUT IT GIVES YOU WHAT YOU NEED 
LOVE COMES WHEN YOU ARE READY LOVE COMES WHEN YOU'RE AFRAID 
IT WILL BE YOUR GREATEST TEACHER, THE BEST FRIEND YOU HAVE MADE

SO GIVE YOURSELF TO LOVE IF LOVE IS WHAT YOU'RE AFTER
OPEN UP YOUR HEART TO THE TEARS AND LAUGHTER 
AND GIVE YOURSELF TO LOVE GIVE YOURSELF TO LOVE

6521. Given All I Can See - Chords

Given All I Can See 
Chris Hillman
 
[Intro]
C/G  G D G (2x)
 
      C         G     D   G
Given all I can see
      C         G     D   G
Given all I can feel
      Em
Given all that's before me
    D           G
It seems so unreal
  C         G          D
I pray my heart to be still
 
     (Add bass/drums)
      C              G     D   G
Will righteous still stay
      C                G     D   G
When evil strikes this land
      Em
All those that will follow
      D           G
Those promises and lies
C                G                  D
We've been given all we need to survive
 
 
     C            G      D           G
So clearly I can see my heart and my soul
   C            G       C          D
Forever I will see the mercy   and grace



          C
Given all      I can see [repeat intro guitars]
 
 
[Bridge]
Em   D   G    C   G   D
 
Pause Music ...(Guitar 1 only)
 
      C         G     D   G
Given all that I need
      C         G            D   G
Given all that's high and low
(Enter rest of band)
   Em
I stand it all
D                 G
Hear the trumpets call
C            G               D
Seven angels sing before the fall
        C              G   D    G
And the love that's so true
  C          G    D    G
I hold up my hand
       Em               D              G
In the glory that waits each and every man
     C                   G          D
That drives the darkness from this land
 
 
     C            G      D           G
So clearly I can see my heart and my soul
   C            G       C           D
Forever I will see the mercy... and grace
                 G      D           G
So clearly I can see my heart and my soul
   C            G       C           D
Forever I will see the mercy... and grace
                C
Given all I can see    [repeat intro guitars]
 
[Outro] repeat intro two times

6522. Given More Time

Given More Time - Vince Gill 

It's been a long day tell me how you've been
Sorry it's so late but here we go again
We're sitting here together
Your hand in mine I could stay here forever
Given more time



Given more time to laugh and dance
Given more time to have the chance
To show you this is where I want to be
But that old clock up on the wall
It don't even care at all
Lord I wish I was given more time
For you and me

Honey how was your day
Did you spend it on the run
I know the kids are okay
Thanks for getting things done
In a few more hours the sun's gonna shine
I wish I had the power to be given more time

Given more time to laugh and dance
Given more time to have the chance
To show you this is where I want to be
But that old clock up on the wall
It don't even care at all
Lord I wish I was given more time
For you and me

But that old clock up on the wall
It don't even care at all
Lord I wish I was given more time
For you and me
Lord I wish I was given more time
For you and me

Given more time to laugh and dance
But that old clock up on the wall
It don't even care at all
Lord I wish I was given more time
For you and me

Given more time to laugh and dance
More time to have the chance
To show you this is where I want to be
But that old clock up on the wall

6523. Givet Up Or Let Me Go

Dixie Chicks - Give It Up Or Let Me Go

Well I told you pretty baby
Such a long time ago
If I found you with another
Well I'd walk right out your door

Woah you might call me crazy
There's one thing you should know
Oh honey if you want me to love you



Got to give it up or let me go

I know it's useless to be jealous
I couldn't tie you if I tried
When I'm thinking you're messin'
Around my back

It sure brings a pain I just can't hide
Oh baby, I've been true to you
And if I can make that sacrifice
Honey, you can do it too

Well, you come home drunk and nasty
You won't tell me where you've been
Just when things are nice and sweet
Your going back out again

Why do you want to mess up a good thing?
I'm gonna find me another man
One that wants to give me everything

Well I told you pretty baby
Such a long time ago
If I found you with another
Well, I'd walk right out the door
Woah, you might call me crazy
There's one thing you should know

Oh honey if you want me to love you
Got to give it up or let me go

Give it up or let me go

6524. Givin' Momma Reasons to Pray

Chris Stapleton
Givin' Momma Reasons to Pray

[Verse 1]
I hit the road out of high school
With a guitar in my hand
I fell in love with the sound of a honky tonk band
Daddy looked me in the eye
Said, "Son, you're gonna throw your life away
You're just givin' mama reasons to pray"

[Verse 2]
I fell in love with a barmaid
I guess you live and learn
Oh, how I felt the whiskey burn
And all the while I was thinkin'
"This ain't how I was raised"
But I kept givin' mama reasons to pray



[Chorus]
Mama always believed in me
She knew the kind of man that I could be
But every time I'd get on track
The devil made me stray
And I'd be givin' mama reasons to pray

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Verse 3]
I held my mama's dyin' hand
On a Tuesday afternoon
It was the coldest day that we ever had in June
She pulled me close and she whispered
The last thing I heard her say
Was "Son, stop givin' mama reasons to pray"
[Chorus]
Mama always believed in me
She knew the kind of man that I could be
But every time I'd get on track
The devil made me stray
And I'd be givin' mama reasons to pray
Oh, I'm not givin' mama reasons to pray

6525. Givin' Up the Fight

Givin' Up the Fight
Adrienne Young - Givin' Up the Fight

Well baby, I thought I was always ready 
To take your hand, climb up and ride away
But the good things in this life grow slow and steady
And I was trying to fit forever in a day
Oh and now I sense there's so much here between us
Needs faith and space and time to make it right
So I am letting go
So that love can grow
Well baby I am giving up the fight

All the while I spent lost in restless wander
For a person, place or thing to make me whole
Is now a memory that I can gently ponder
As a lesson in relinquishing control
'Cause as simple as it sounds I'm finally learning
Well that everything I need is here inside
So just let it go, let's let our love grow
Yeah baby I am giving up the fight

You belong, just as I do
To the dark and to the light
Right or wrong, it's just two points of view
So baby I am giving up the fight



So amazed at all the blessings of our table
At the miracles of love that we've been shown
Well as side by side we sit so young and able
To heed lessons learned and those we've yet to know
'Cause when two hearts reach a deeper understanding
Well their love it can survive the blackest night
So just let it go
Let's watch our love grow
Well baby I am giving up the fight

You belong, just as I do
To the dark and to the light
Right or wrong, it's just two points of view
Oh baby I am giving up the fight

You belong, just as I do
Both to the dark and to the light
Right or wrong, it's just two points of view
So baby I am giving up the fight
The fight
The fight
Yeah baby I am giving up the fight

6526. Giving My Soul Back To Him

Giving My Soul Back To Him
Russell Moore & IIIrd Tyme Out

There's love
There's love in his sweet word
There's peace
There's peace to feel within
There's life
There's life he gave this world
So I'm giving my soul back to him

There's the image of him in everyone
He gave us his love with he gave us his son
So wash in the blood and cleanse your soul from sin
God gave you life that never will end

* Refrain

I wandered lost from my savior's arms
Caught in the sea and couldn't calm the storm
Then God gave me place that only he could aend
Now I'm back on the track and I'll never leave again

* Refrain



6527. Glad

Swingin' Utters - Glad

Some sang their songs like flying on uppers
So sweet and smug that I lose my supper
Some mumble psalms of solace and virtue
Hang by their palms and choke on the cud they chew
I'm glad we met, so sad you left
Sometimes the sweetest things turn sour
Love songs are cheap and only get cheaper
They prey on the meek who only get meeker
Cliches sung by stars, looks so good on paper
Each bar fed to you, a communion wafer
I'm glad we met, so sad you left
Sometimes the sweetest things turn sour
Don't even think of being average
'Cause you're so much more to me than adequate
I'm hanging on to every word you speak
I'll burn the torch until you come to me
I'm glad we met, so sad you left
Sometimes the sweetest things turn sour
The time we spent was heaven sent
Opened my eyes and stole my hours

6528. Glad - Chords

Glad 
The Wood Brothers
 
[Intro]
E   A   E   A x4
 
 
[Verse 1]
       E  A           E    A
Lead shoes is what I use 
 
          E    A            E    A *
When I'm runnin' away from you 
 
              E  A            G#7
And a golden rose that always knows 
 
            A **                 B **          E
'S good to see you but I'll be glad to see you go 
 
E   A   E   A x2
 



 
[Verse 2]
          E        A           E     A
"I have missed you" is what I say 
 
          E     A             E     A *
When I'm wishin' you'd stay away
 
            E  A           G#7
And a cold wind starts to blow 
 
           A                   B                  E   G#7
'S good to see you but I'll be glad to see you go 
 
        A                   B               E    E6
Good to see you but I'll be glad to see you go 
 
 
[Bridge]
      E      G#7      C#m  B         A     G  F#  F
I'm glad to see you go      Go-oh go 
 
       E       G#7  C#m           B         A
I'm tryin' to be a mountain   but it's not easy 
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
 
 
[Verse 3]
         E  A7         E    A7
Run and hide is what I do
 
           E   A7          E     A7 *
When I'm tryin' to start anew 
 
                E     A7          G#7
And a knock on my door scares me so 
 
            A                   B                 E  G#7
'S good to see you but I'll be glad to see you go 
 
         A                   B                 E  G#7
Good to see you but I'll be glad to see you go  Yeah
 
              A                   B                E  E6
It's good to see you but I'll be glad to see you go 
 
 
[Bridge]
     E       G#7     C#m  B         A    G  F#  F
I'm glad to see you go       Oh-oh go 
 
      E       G#7   C#m             B        A
I'm tryin' to be a mountain   but it's not easy  
 
 



[Outro]
 
E   A   E   A x4

6529. Glad I'm Gone

Glad I'm Gone
The Steeldrivers - Glad I'm Gone
Chris Stapleton

Hey now, boys, have you heard the news?
That little gal of mine, she finally cut me loose
So I'm callin' around and roundin' up the troops
I guess it's time I finally cooked my goose

I got a hankerin' for a drink in my hand
Jack Daniels and a Coca-Cola
Play me a shuffle or two to lighten up the mood
Bob Will on an old Rock-Ola
I need the neon lights to shed some neon light
On why what we had went wrong
She ain't sad, and that's two of us, glad I'm gone

I guess I wasn't the man that she deserved
But I wasn't the first to hear her last words
And as bad as it was I really wish her the best
'Cause she's already looking for her next ex

I got a hankerin' for a drink in my hand
Jack Daniels and a Coca-Cola
Play me a shuffle or two to lighten up the mood
Bob Will on an old Rock-Ola
I need the neon lights to shed some neon light
On why what we had went wrong
She ain't sad, and that's two of us, glad I'm gone

I got a hankerin' for a drink in my hand
Jack Daniels and a Coca-Cola
Play me a shuffle or two to lighten up the mood
Bob Will on an old Rock-Ola
I need the neon lights to shed some neon light
On why what we had went wrong
She ain't sad, and that's two of us, glad I'm gone

I need the neon lights to shed some neon light
On why what we had went wrong
She ain't sad, and that's two of us, glad I'm gone



6530. Glad To Let Her Go - Chords

Glad To Let Her Go
Written and recorded by George Jones

C
You took her from my side  
                          G7
The day you took her from me
                              
And you thought that it would hurt my pride
                                    C
But there were things you failed to see

You thought you stole away her love
      C7                F
But I want the world to know
                             C
Yes it's true she turned her back on me
G7                        C
But I was glad to let her go
  
                              F
Yes you thought that you were foolin' me
                          C
And even though it wasn't right
       D7
Let me thank you for you set me free
                        G7
From a lot of sleepless nights

C
My love for her had died
                     F
Yes it was over long ago
                         C
And it's true she walked away with you
G7                        C
But I was glad to let her go

                           F
Yes you knew that you were cheating me
                          C
And even though it wasn't right
       D7
Let me thank you for you set me free
                        G7
From a lot of sleepless nights

C
My love for her had died
                     F
Yes it was over long ago
                         C
Yes it's true she walked away with you
G7                        C
But I was glad to let her go



6531. Glancing Love

The Incredible String Band - Glancing Love 

You used to lie out in some Persian garden
You strode cat lithe the streets of New York
You saw me silent eyed aching in the front row

Heart of fire
To ease your cool desire
Heartless love come and lie beside me
And I'll try to find your glancing love

You flashed cruising through the glances
Cast by chances of romances
With nonchalance you cast your gown
Writhing to the ground wildest dream
You stretched away unseen

You used to lie out in some Persian garden
You strode cat lithe the streets of New York
You seemed so serene as you glided from the screen

Angel eyes
I eased back amongst the sighs
Heartless love come and lie beside me
And I'll try to find your glancing love

6532. Glasgow Girl

Rodney Crowell - Glasgow Girl

I'm stuck out on the Ring Road, tonight the stars are crossed
If I don't find my way around soon, I'm sure to end up lost
Sheffield has that certain mix of danger and despair
I need to roll these windows down and breathe the cold night air
I said goodbye to Camden Town as night was falling fast
In a borrowed, beat up step van and a tank of petrol gas
And I'm riding on the wrong side like some blue Yank flyboy clown
I'm trying to read these road signs while I'm staring headlights down
Glasgow Girl, skin like milk, hair black silk
And eye's like cobalt pearl
The Glasgow Girl assured me she liked my Texas drawl
And if I ever passed that way again I should be sure to call
I tracked her down to Aberdeen, and I'm trying to get up north
Across the Scottish lowlands far beyond the Firth of Forth
Glasgow Girl, skin like milk, hair black silk
And eye's like cobalt pearl
The Roman's built these roads to last another thousand years



And I'm riding around in circles like it starts and ends right here
The raindrops on my windshield now have turned to ice and snow
I'm stuck out on the Ring Road with a million miles to go
Glasgow Girl, skin like milk, hair black silk
And eye's like cobalt pearl
Skin like milk, hair black silk
And eye's like cobalt pearl

6533. Glass Hearts

Desert Rose Band - Glass Hearts

Can't you see through this heart of mine
I want it to be right this time
Glass hearts will break 
'Cause they're made of sand

I handled her so carefully
Love so fragile can't you see
Glass hearts will break 
'Cause they're made of sand

I just can't leave well enough alone
Can we make it can we make it
I don't want to be the shattered on
Is she thinking of another one

Two people walking down the avenue
She needs him he needs her too
I got to find my own true love ways
I don't want to walk a one way walk
I don't want to talk a one way talk
I want to live through the sand hand in hand

Only love can set you free
I opened up so she can see
My glass heart will break
'Cause it's made of sand

I just can't leave well enough alone
Can we make it can we make it
I don't want to be the shattered on
Is she thinking of another one

I don't want to set my soul on fire
Caught up in this wild desire
My glass heart will break
'Cause it's made of sand
My glass heart will break
'Cause it's made of sand
My glass heart will break
'Cause it's made of sand



6534. Glass Of Wine

Glass Of Wine
Traditional

1. Come little girl let's go get married
My love is so great how can you slight me
I'll work for you both late and early
And at our wedding my little wife you'll be

2. Oh Willie dear, let's both consider
We'll both too young to be married now
When we're married we're bound together
Let's stay single just one more year

3. He went to the bar where she was dancing
A jealous thought came to his mind
I'll kill that girl my own true lover
For I let another man beat my time

4. He went to the bar and he called her to him
Said: Willie dear, what you want with me?
Come and drink wine with the one that loves you
More than anymore else you know, said he

5. While they were in the bar a-drinking
That same old thought came to his mind
He killed the girl his own true lover
He gave her poison in a glass of wine

6. She laid her head over on his shoulder
Said: Willie dear, please take me home
That glass of wine that I've been drinking
Has gone to my head and done me wrong

7. He laid his head over on the pillow
Let me read you the Lord let me tell you one line
Molly, I'm sorry to tell you
We both drank poison in a glass of wine

8. They told their arms around each other
They cast their eyes into the sky
Oh God, oh God, ain't this a pity
That the both true lovers are bound to die?

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - On The Road

6535. Glendale Train



Glendale Train 
NRPS

CHORUS :
Somebody robbed the Glendale train 
This mornin' at half past nine 
Somebody robbed the Glendale train 
And I swear, I ain't lyin  
They made clean off with sixteen G's 
And left two men a-lyin cold 
Somebody robbed the Glendale train 
And they made off with the gold 
 
Now Charlie Jones was the engineer  
He had twenty years on the line 
He kissed his wife at the station gate 
This morning at six thirty five 
Everything went fine, 'til half past nine 
When Charlie looked up and he saw 
There was men on horses, men with guns  
And no sign of the law, and 
 
Amos White was the baggage man and dearly loved his job 
The company they rewarded him  
With a golden watch and fob 
Well Amos he was a-markin  time 
When the door blew off his car 
They found Amos White in fifteen pieces, 
Fifteen miles apart, and 
 
I said somebody robbed the Glendale train 
And they made off with the gold

6536. Gliding Bird

Emmylou Harris - Gliding Bird

Gliding bird gliding through the sky
I'm wondering why I can't be why I can't be as free
Gliding bird gliding all day long
Sing your secret song away from all these faces that I see
Is where I want to be

My feet are so tired
They walked too many miles
If I run so wild like heaven's child
I'll learn to fly someday

Gliding bird riding in the sun
Rainbow colors run
I hear the wind
I hear its mournful call

Gliding bird high above the sea



Is it longing to be free
Your voice is silent
But your wings tell all

6537. Globe

Billy Strings & Fences
Globe

I want a lock of your hair
I'm pretty sure it cures disease
All you gotta do is lay your hands on me
Until the illness leaves
I want us to be happy
Live better than our families
All we gotta do is lay beside the creek
Until we grow a tree

We're swimming in the rivers and
We're driving on the roads
We're always moving forward like a fly
Upon a globe

I swear I'll try to believe
You love me just how God made me
A lack of faith, a man with no belief
Who passes in his sleep
And I'll be your Kentucky
Pressed in your book, a dried-up leaf
All you gotta do is promise to read me
Though chapters may be brief

We're swimming in the rivers and
We're driving on the roads
We're always moving forward like a fly
Upon a globe

When I wake up with a fever
It must have been a dream I can't recall
It always feels like the rain is coming down
As soon as I come up
When I'm freezing through the evening
Your heart is burning like an anthracite
It quickens me in spite of
All Decembers' wrath
Throughout the aftermath

Swimming in the rivers and
We're driving on the roads
We're always moving forward like a fly
Upon a globe
We're swimming in the rivers and
We're driving on the roads



We're always moving forward like a fly
Upon a globe

When you cross the stream
Well you do so to find me
And walk along the salmon like psalm
And the steps you take
My break me without warning
And remind me of the sorrow in the song

Swimming in the rivers and
We're driving on the roads
We're always moving forward like a fly
Upon a globe
We're swimming in the rivers and
We're driving on the roads
We're always moving forward like a fly
Upon a globe

6538. Glory

Glory
Steven F. Brines, Sam Bush
New Grass Revival

I won't sit and talk about the old days
They only rust when you put them into words
I won't pretend that they weren't few and poor days
Laughin at myself because it hurts

Chorus:
It was glory
Lovin like we did
It was glory
Leavin like a kid
And if our hearts are blind now
From the things we had to see
Unspoiled by our wisdom is the glory
That was we

I get nervous around some people
Who always try to re-explain the past
I never felt the need to make you someone else
It don't matter that we didn't last

Chorus:

There's still nights its hard for me to get to sleep
Thinkin of your face I used to know
But say that it wasn't so and only erase me
And I can't find the words inside my throat

Chorus:



6539. Glory Amen - Chords

Glory Amen
The .357 STring Band

[Verse 1]
Am
Every time I sing, I sing for the Lord 
              E    Am
Glory Glory Glory Amen 
Am
The Holy Ghost keeps this cold heart warm 
              E     Am
Glory Glory Glory Amen 
 
[Chorus]
 
     Am          C           Am               E           Am
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah worthless fuckers hallelujah 
     G           Am               E         Am
Hallelujah, Hallelujah worthless fuckers hallelujah 
 
[Verse 2]
    Am
And everyone who lives, lives in fear of the lord
             E      Am
Glory Glory Glory Amen
    Am
And anyone who known'it ain't gonna live too long
             G      Am
Glory Glory Glory Amen
 
[Chorus]
 
     Am          C           Am               E           Am
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah worthless fuckers hallelujah 
     G           Am               E         Am
Hallelujah, Hallelujah worthless fuckers hallelujah 
 
[Verse 3]
Am
Every time I sing, I sing for the Lord 
              E    Am
Glory Glory Glory Amen 
Am
The Holy Ghost keeps this cold heart warm 
              E     Am
Glory Glory Glory Amen 
 
[Chorus]
 
     Am          C           Am               E           Am
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah worthless fuckers hallelujah 



     G           Am               E         Am
Hallelujah, Hallelujah worthless fuckers hallelujah 
 
[Verse 4]
    Am
And everyone who lives, lives in fear of the lord
             E      Am
Glory Glory Glory Amen
    Am
Because anyone who known'it ain't gonna live too long
             E      Am
Glory Glory Glory Amen
 
[Chorus]
 
     Am          C           Am               E           Am
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah worthless fuckers hallelujah 
     G           Am               E         Am
Hallelujah, Hallelujah worthless fuckers hallelujah 
 
[Bridge]
Am                                               E
Yes I do believe in what I cannot see, I'm gonna go down, drown myself in glory. 
Am                                               E
Yes I do believe in what I cannot see, I'm gonna go down, drown myself in glory. 
Am                                               E
Yes I do believe in what I cannot see, I'm gonna go down, drown myself in glory. 
Am                                               E
Yes I do believe in what I cannot see, I'm gonna go down, drown myself in glory. 
Am                                               E
Yes I do believe in what I cannot see, I'm gonna go down, drown myself in glory. 
Am                                               E
Yes I do believe in what I cannot see, I'm gonna go down, drown myself in glory. 
 
[Verse 5]
Am
No-one ever lies with your eyes on the lord
             E     Am
Glory Glory Glory Amen
Am
Tap your Sunday shoes to these gospel hardened blues
             E     Am
Glory Glory Glory Amen
 
[Chorus]
 
     Am          C           Am               E           Am
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah worthless fuckers hallelujah 
     G           Am               E         Am
Hallelujah, Hallelujah worthless fuckers hallelujah 
 
[Verse 6]
Am
Yes I do confess there's evil thoughts within my breaths
             E     Am
Glory Glory Glory Amen
Am



But I won't lose to sin like my wicked brother did
             E     Am
Glory Glory Glory Amen
 
[Chorus]
 
     Am          C           Am               E           Am
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah worthless fuckers hallelujah 
     G           Am               E         Am
Hallelujah, Hallelujah worthless fuckers hallelujah  
 
[Outro]
Am                                               E
Yes I do believe in what I cannot see, I'm gonna go down, drown myself in glory. 
Am                                               E
Yes I do believe in what I cannot see, I'm gonna go down, drown myself in glory. 
Am                                               E
Yes I do believe in what I cannot see, I'm gonna go down, drown myself in glory. 
Am                                               E
Yes I do believe in what I cannot see, I'm gonna go down, drown myself in glory. 
Am                                               E
Yes I do believe in what I cannot see, I'm gonna go down, drown myself in glory. 
Am                                               E
Yes I do believe in what I cannot see, I'm gonna go down, drown myself in glory.

6540. Glory And Power

Desert Rose Band - Glory and Power

Here's a story about an angry man
Never knew about love 
And there's that part of every man
That understands what I'm speaking of

He thought the world of her and never knew why
She would always turn away
Just when she needed him
She'd walk away and cry
She knew that there was
Nothing she could say, to him

Can you hear me, can you see me
All that I have dies within me 
Heartbreaking forsaking
The glory and power of love

Maybe I'm angry and I don't know why
I never have the words to say 
And every time that you walk away and cry
We never seem to find our own way

Diamonds and rubies are a girl's best friend
But what do they really need



A mighty warrior with an ear that bends
A heart of gold that will never bleed, I can say

Can you hear me, can you see me
All that I have dies within me 
Heartbreaking forsaking
The glory and power of love

I can say

Can you hear me, can you see me
All that I have dies within me 
Heartbreaking forsaking
The glory and power of love

Can you hear me, can you see me
All that I have dies within me 
Heartbreaking forsaking
The glory and power of love

6541. Glory Bound Train

Carolina Blue - Glory Bound Train

[Chorus]
I'm gonna ride that glory-bound train
I'm gonna ride that glory-bound train
I've got my ticket ready
It came from the cavalry
The day they nailed him to the cross

[Verse 1]
Now, old Satan can't stop me, I'm on my journey home
I used to be his follower, 'till I found out I was wrong
So, then I got down on my knees, and I began to pray
Then Jesus came into my heart, and now I can say:

[Chorus]
I'm gonna ride that glory-bound train
I'm gonna ride that glory-bound train
I've got my ticket ready
It came from the cavalry
The day they nailed him to the cross

[Verse 2]
Now, Jesus is the engineer, no sin can enter in
To this train I'm on
This train is bound for glory, for the ones it's born to give
I can almost hear the saints of God a-welcomin' me home



6542. Glory Days

Glory Days
Avett Brothers

I had a friend was a big baseball player
Back in high school
He could throw that speedball by you
Make you look like a fool boy
Saw him the other night at this roadside bar
I was walking in, he was walking out
We went back inside sat down had a few drinks
But all he kept talking about was
Chorus:
Glory days well they'll pass you by
Glory days in the wink of a young girl's eye
Glory days, glory days
Well there's a girl that lives up the block
Back in school she could turn all the boy's heads
Sometimes on a friday i'll stop by
And have a few drinks after she put her kids to bed
Her and her husband bobby well they split up
I guess it's two years gone by now
We just sit around talking about the old times
She says when she feels like crying
She starts laughing thinking about
Chorus
My old man worked 20 years on the line
And they let him go
Now everywhere he goes out looking for work
They just tell him that he's too old
I was 9 nine years old and he was working at the
Metuchen ford plant assembly line
Now he just sits on a stool down at the legion hall
But i can tell what's on his mind
Glory days yeah goin back
Glory days aw he ain't never had
Glory days, glory days
Now i think i'm going down to the well tonight
And i'm going to drink till i get my fill
And i hope when i get old i don't sit around thinking about it
But i probably will
Yeah, just sitting back trying to recapture
A little of the glory of, well time slips away
And leaves you with nothing mister but
Boring stories of glory days
Chorus (repeat twice)
Assorted all rights, oh yeahs, come on nows, hoots, etc til fade

6543. Glory Hallelujah Now I'm Satisfied - Chords

Glory Hallelujah Now I'm Satisfied
Recorded by Carl Story and his Rambling Mountaineers



Written by Carl Story and Marshall Pack
  
G                                 C            G
One day He came into my life when I was out in sin
                             A7            D7
He lifted all my burdens and made me whole again
  G                               C            G
I cannot hide this feeling that's burning deep inside
                                   D7           G
It's bubbling over in my heart and now I'm satisfied 
 
C                                  G
Hallelujah hallelujah Glory to His name
                                    A7           D7
He'll change you in a moment you'll never be the same
G                                    C           G
Lift your voice and sing aloud stand up and testify 
                 D7           G
Glory hallelujah now I'm satisfied
 
                             C           G
Many live I know for free on some philosophy
                                    A7              D7
And some believe that they are save by doing golden deeds
    G                               C              G
You must repent and be baptized and join the sanctified
                                  D7           G
Then you'll gladly tell the world yes I'm satisfied
 
Repeat #2
                                C              G
When I leave this trouble world for my port of call
                                     A7            D7
I'll stand before the Master in that great eternal hall
    G                                C             G
And when I hear Him say to me you're welcome at my side
                                    D7            G
I'll thank You for these very words Lord I'm satisfied
 
Repeat #2

6544. Glory Hill In The Sky - Chords

Glory Hill In The Sky
Recorded by Jimmie Davis
Written by Jimmie Davis and Billy Joe Norris

G                       C                   G
Lord I'm just a pilgrim wondering down here below
                                 A7               D7
If I can't go with You Lord then Lord where can I go
  G
I know You made the valleys low



    C                  G
You made the mountains high
                                  D7          G
Oh Lord build me a cabin on Glory Hill In The Sky
                                    C                  G
Oh Lord build me a mansion that the storms cannot blow down
                               A7         D7
Give me a snow white garment a harp and a crown
    G                           C               G
And let me walk with Jesus down by the river of life
                                     D7          G
And Lord build me a mansion on Glory Hill In The Sky
                            C             G
They crucified my Savior on dark mount Calvary
                         A7                D7
He died for poor sinners just like you and me
     G
They thorned His head and pierced His hands
    C              G
But He would never cry
                                        D7          G
His Father built Him a mansion on Glory Hill In The Sky
Repeat #2 
                                     D7          G
And Lord build me a mansion on Glory Hill in The Sky

6545. Glory Of True Love - Chords

Glory Of True Love
JOHN PRINE

A D
Oh the glory of true love
 A
Is a wild and precious thing
 E
It dont grow on old magnolias
E7 A
Or only blossom in the spring
 D
No the glory of true love
 A
Is it will last your whole life through
 E
Never will go out of fashion
E7 A
Always will look good on you

CHORUS 1:
 D
You can climb the highest mountain
 A
Touch the moon and stars above



 E
But ole faithfuls just a fountain
E7 A
Compared to the glory of true love

Long before I met you darlin
Lord I thought I had it all
I could have my lunch in London
And my dinner in St.Paul
I got some friends in Albuquerque
Where the governor calls me "Gov"
You can give em all to Goodwill
For the glory of true love

CHORUS 1

CHORUS 2:
Glory glory glory glory
You cant never get enough
Time alone will tell the story
Of the glory of tru love

CHORUS 2

6546. Glory To His Name - Chords

Glory To His Name
Recorded by The Yeomans
Written by  Elisha A. Hoffman and John H. Stockton 

G                       C         G
Down at the cross where my Savior died 
                                    D7
Down where for cleansing from sin I cried 
G                         C       G
There to my heart was the blood applied 
      D7     G
Glory to His name 

C            G                 D7
Glory to His name glory to His name 
G                         C       G
There to my heart was the blood applied 
      D7     G
Glory to His name

                          C          G
Oh precious fountain that saves from sin 
                            D7
I am so glad I have entered in 
G                        C        G
There Jesus saves me and keeps me clean 
      D7     G



Glory to His game

Repeat #2

                         C        G
Come to this fountain so rich and sweet 
                                   D7
Cast thy poor soul at the Savior's feet 
G                      C       G
Plunge in today and be made complete 
      D7     G
Glory to His name
 
Repeat #2

6547. Glory To The Lamb

Glory To The Lamb - Carter Family

   Oh glory oh glory oh glory to the lamb
   Hallelujah I am saved and I'm so glad I am
   Oh glory oh glory oh glory to the lamb
   Hallelujah I am saved and I'm so glad I am

On Monday I am happy on Tuesday full of joy
Wednesday I've got the faith the devil cant destroy
On Thursday and Friday walking in the light
Saturday I've got the victory and Sunday's always bright

I fell in love with Jesus and he fell in love with me
That's the very reason I've got the victory
I'm happy when it's raining I'm happy when it shines
I'm happy now with Jesus I'm happy all the time

6548. Glory Train - Chords

Glory Train                         
Recorded by Ricky Nelson
Written by Baker Knight

C
I want to ride that glory train 
                                    G7
I want to ride ride ride that glory train
    C                        F
Yes all I want to do when my life on earth is through
   C                 G7              C
Is to get aboard and ride that glory train



                                           F                     C
Ah there's a railroad train that's leaving just rolling down the track
                                 D7                   G7
And the passengers aboard it boy they're never coming back
       C                                   F               C
It's a glory train that's leaving it's the train I long to ride
                                          G7           C
To that home way up in heaven where God's children all abide

Repeat #1

                               F                 C
Hear the thunder of engine get aboard her if you can
                                  D7               G7
For the final destination is that far off promised land
          C                         F               C
Where the Master will be waiting in His home way up above
                                              G7            C
Just to fill our hearts with gladness and His great eternal love

Repeat #1 

                                         F                C
When you get down to the station and the train's about to leave
                                D7            G7
You be sure to have a ticket if you really do believe
         C                           F               C
That the Master's waiting for you in His home way up above
                                              G7            C
Just to fill our hearts with gladness and His great eternal love

6549. Glory Train - Chords

Glory Train
Recorded by Wanda Jackson

C
God's glory train is coming 
                         G7
She's rolling around the bend
C                         F
Don't waste your time you better get in line 
          G7               C
You'll be last one He will send

If your burdens gets to heavy
                              G7
And you're walking on a rocky road
C                     F
See the Lord above He holds a whole lotta love
      G7                  C
For a sinner with a heavy load



       F                 C
Get on board God's glory train
                                              G7
There's nothing to lose and there's heaven to gain
             F               C
Don't cost a dime for you to go
                              G7              F   C
Christ died on the cross as a ticket for your soul

              F                     C
Gather up the passengers and get on board
                             G7
We're on our way to meet the Lord
C          F                    C
Don't wait around till it's too late
                                    G7               C
He's gonna send this train right on through heaven's gate

You know the devil's been busy changing 
F               G7
America's morality 
          C                     F
Trying to keep us blind for the peace we'll find
      G7                   C
If we turn to the Lord and see

That a dollar won't buy peace for the soul
                                            G7
Lust hate and anger holds you back from the goal
C                  F
Get on board we're starting to roll
      G7                            C
We're pulling away from the devil's power

Repeat #4,3

6550. Glory-Land Way

Glory-Land Way

I'm in the way, the bright and shining way
I'm in the glory-land way
Telling the world that Jesus saves to- day
Yes I'm in the glory-land way

I'm in the glory-land way (glory-land way)
I'm in the glory-land way (glory-land way)
Heaven is nearer and the way groweth clearer
For I'm in the glory-land way

List to the call, the gospel call today
Get in the glory-land way
Wand'rers, come home, O hasten to obey



And get in the glory-land way

Onward I go rejoicing in His love
I'm in the gloryland way
Soon I shall see Him in that home above
Oh, I'm in the glory-land way

6551. Gloryland

Ralph Stanley - Gloryland

If you have friends in Gloryland
Who left because of pain
Thank God up there, they'll die no more
They'll suffer not again
Then weep not friends
I'm going home
Up there we'll die no more
No coffins will be made up there
No graves on that bright shore
The lame will walk in Gloryland
The blind up there will see
The deaf in Gloryland will hear
The dumb will talk to me
The doctor will not have to call
The undertaker - no
There'll be no pain up there to bear
Just walk the streets of gold
We'll need no sun in Gloryland
The moon and stars won't shine
For Christ himself is light up there
He reigns of love divine
Then weep not friends
I'm going home
Up there we'll die no more
No coffins will be made up there
No graves on that bright shore

6552. Gloryland - Chords

Gloryland 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
INTRO:
D  D
 
VERSE:
G
  Woke up in a fever



C                G
To a world gone wrong
 Em              C               D
Lord, will this nightmare never end?
 
 G
Scenes of ruination
 C           G
Everywhere I go
 Em                D             G
Locked out at the gates of Gloryland
 
 
VERSE:
 G
Shots in the alley
 C              G
Blood down the hall
 Em              C                D
Every inch of ground is a barrow land
 
G
A lost tribe of strangers
 C                 G
Scratching at the door
 Em                D             C
Locked out at the gates of Gloryland-and
 
 
CHORUS:
 G                Bm
Locked out, just knocking
        C             G
At the gates of Gloryland
 Em               C            D
Stuck out in the wilderness again
 
      G           Bm
Have mercy Saint Peter
           C                  G
Won't you hurry up and let us in
              Em
'Cause we're locked out
 C                        D       G  D  D
Knocking at the gates of Glor-oryland
 
 
VERSE:
G
 People going crazy
 C               G
Whole world's insane
Em                   C
And it's getting harder
         D
I'll be damned (I'll be damned)
 



 G
Flood water rising
 C           G
With poison rain
Em
Locked out
        D             C
At the gates of Gloryland
 
Yeah I'm
 
 
CHORUS:
 G                Bm
Locked out, just knocking
        C             G
At the gates of Gloryland
 Em               C            D
Stuck out in the wilderness again
 
      G           Bm
Have mercy Saint Peter
           C                  G
Won't you hurry up and let us in
              Em
'Cause we're locked out
 C                        D       G   D   Em   C   D
Knocking at the gates of Glor-oryland
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
G Bm C G Em C D
G Bm C G Em C D  D
 
 
VERSE:
      G
Aww, there's a raging fever
C                    G
Oh that's a going around
 Em           C                 D
Leaving only footprints in the sand
 
 G
Hey, and every man's a prisoner
 C             G
Doing his own time
 Em                D             C
Locked out at the gates of Gloryland
 
 
CHORUS:
 G                Bm
Locked out, just knocking
        C             G
At the gates of Gloryland
 Em               C            D



Stuck out in the wilderness again
 
      G           Bm
Have mercy Saint Peter
           C                  G
Won't you hurry up and let us in
              Em
'Cause we're locked out
 C                        D       G
Knocking at the gates of Glor-oryland
 
               Em
Because we're locked out
 C                        D       G  D  D  G
Knocking at the gates of Glor-oryland

6553. Gloryland March - Chords

Gloryland March
Recorded by the Masters Family
Written by Johnny Marks and Johnnie Masters
 
C
There is an army that is marching onto victory
                          G7
The Captain is a Man from Galilee

They've all been saved and their souls set free
                           C
By the blood of the Man on Calvary

So won't you join in His army and be saved today
            C7        F
Get on your knees and pray
                                   C
Have please the wrong to right and join in the fight
    D7         G7        C
And get in the Gloryland march

F                       C
Glory hallelujah we are marching on
      G7                    C
As we sing this song and it won't be long
F                              C
The Man of Galilee will set us everyone free
   D7         G7        C
So get in the Gloryland march

Blessed is the army that will follow God
                                      G7
Fighting for the kingdom as we onward trod

Waiting for the morning when we leave the sod



                                          C
Do live and be forever in the presence of God

He will give us power over mend our sins 
            C7        F
We'll shout and enter in
                                   C
You'll hear the victory ring we've found a Savior King
   D7         G7        C
So get in the Gloryland march

Repeat #3 x2

6554. Gloryland Way - Chords

Gloryland Way
Recorded by Carl Smith
Written by J.S. Torbelt
 
C                  F                  C
I'm in the way the bright and shining way 
                     G7
I'm in the Gloryland way
C                      F           C
Telling the world that Jesus saves today 
           G7        C
I'm in the gloryland way
 
F                    C
I'm in the Gloryland way 
                     G7
I'm in the Gloryland way
C                      F         C
Heaven is near and the way goeth clear 
               G7        C
For I'm in the Gloryland way
 
                    F           C
This to the call of gospel holy day 
                     G7
Get in the Gloryland way
C                      F         C
Wanderers come home oh hasten to obey 
               G7        C
And get in the Gloryland way
Repeat #2
              F              C
Onward I go rejoicing in His love 
                     G7
I'm in the Gloryland way
C                    F            C
Soon I shall see Him in that home above 
           G7        C



I'm in the Gloryland way
 
Repeat #2

6555. Glow

Glow
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1: Kelly Clarkson]
You're the only one, only one I got my eyes on
I don't need, I don't need but a second, then I'm gone
But when the snow starts falling, Christmas ain't far and I feel it
In my heart, in my bones, you're the secret I hold, can you keep it?

[Pre-Chorus 1: Kelly Clarkson]
If you ever need me, if you find yourself alone
Christmas is a season, lights like you glow all year long

[Chorus: Kelly Clarkson & Chris Stapleton]
Nothing has changed, I still wish you could be
Wrapped up in my arms, spending Christmas with me
When it gets cold is when I notice the most
With all the lights on the trees, even Christmas can't compete with your glow

[Verse 2: Chris Stapleton with Kelly Clarkson]
Oh, records spinning as I'm drRaming about how to get you alone
A little winR, slow dancing, making memories with mistletoe
Did you know that I've thought about telling you a hundred times before?
And I'm standing here handing you my heart 'cause I couldn't wait anymore

[Pre-Chorus 2: Kelly Clarkson & Chris Stapleton]
I could make you laugh, I would never let you down
My list in the past, for Santa isn't different now

[Chorus: Kelly Clarkson & Chris Stapleton]
Nothing has changed, I still wish you could be
Wrapped up in my arms, spending Christmas with me
When it gets cold is when I notice the most
With all the lights on the trees, even Christmas can't compete with your glow

[Bridge: Kelly Clarkson, Both]
(Glow, glow)
(Glow, glow)
Did you know, did you know Christmas can't compete with your
(Glow, glow)
Did you know, did you know, did you know, did you know
(Glow)
Did you know, did you know
Just so you know

[Chorus: Kelly Clarkson & Chris Stapleton]
Nothing has changed, I still wish you could be



Wrapped up in my arms, spending Christmas with me
When it gets cold is when I notice the most
With all the lights on the trees, even Christmas can't compete with your glow

[Outro: Kelly Clarkson & Chris Stapleton]
It's a shame you can't see
Even Christmas can't compete with your glow

6556. GLYP (Good Looking Young People)

G.L.Y.P. (Good Looking Young People)
Front Country

Don't look me in the eye
Oh, but you can't turn away
I know your weakness, a pretty face
I know you like this, and you're gonna stay

Pick up, pick up your gold
You're done sitting at the table
Just look around you, nobody looks the same
Just look around here, it's a young man's game

Good looking young people, we are

Don't have to be afraid
A change is gonna come
We're gonna make it a pretty place
It won't be perfect but it's okay

Give up, give up the reins
To the new generation
We're looking at you, standing on the runway
Here's looking at you, as we're flying away

Good looking young people, we are
And that's all that matters

Good looking young people, we are

6557. Go Against The Wind - Chords

Go Against The Wind
Written and recorded by Eddy Raven

G                 C
Met a girl out in Monterey
        Am                      G
She had raven hair and eyes for me



                              Em
She kissed me soft oh but she loved me hard
    Am                         D7
She tried to make me something I could never be
               C
Now there's an airplane on the runway
          B7           G
That's me on my way out
Am               D7               G
Heading for some place I've never been
      C
And I never said goodbye
        B7                    G
I never stopped to wonder why
Am                 C  D7          G
Sometimes you just go against the wind
                                   C
Now some guys they always take the easy way
           Am            C
They never rock the boat never make no waves
                     Em
But me I never could see it like that
         Am                  D7
Life's a little too short to play it so safe
Repeat #2
Am                            D7
I'm just a dreamer travellin' light
Am                         D7
Another rebel on a one-way flight
 
C                      G
Screamin'  through the night

6558. Go Along Mule

Go Along Mule
Uncle Dave Macon - Old Crow Medicine Show

I've got a mule
He's such a fool
He never paid no heed
I lit a fire beneath his tail
And then he showed some speed.

The mule refused to vote for me
Upon the courthouse steps
He learned I was a Republican
And he's a Democrat.

Oh go along mule
Don't you roll them eyes
You can change a fool
But a doggone mule



Is a mule until he dies.

Go along mule
Don't you roll them eyes
You can change a fool
But a doggone mule
Is a mule until he dies.

I drove down to the graveyard once
Where people rest divine
But when a black cat crossed my path
I surely changed my mind.

A cowslip ain't no kinda slip
To slip upon a cow
That's why a catfish never answers
To a cat's meow.

Oh go along mule
Don't you roll them eyes
You can change a fool
But a doggone mule
Is a mule until he dies.

Go along mule
Don't you roll them eyes
You can change a fool
But a doggone mule
Is a mule until he dies.

6559. Go Amanda

Steve Earle - Go Amanda

[Verse 1]
Take your red dress, leave the hanger
Lose the sadness, use the anger
You might need it 'fore you get there

[Chorus]
Oh, Amanda
You don't have to say goodbye
Just go Amanda
Ain't no way you didn't try
Whoa all right

[Verse 2]
Tell your sister, tell your brother
Take a picture to your mother
You've been living undercover

[Chorus]
Oh, Amanda



You don't have to say goodbye
Just go Amanda
Ain't no way you didn't try
Whoa all right
Oh, Amanda
You don't have to say goodbye
Just go Amanda
Ain't no way you didn't try
Whoa all right

6560. Go Amanda - Chords

Go Amanda
Steve Earl - Go Amanda
Steve Earle/Sheryl Crow
Cd- Jerusalem

Capo on 3rd Fret

G                   C         G
Take your red dress, leave the hanger
        C       G
Lose the sadness, use the anger
D                 G                 
You might need it 'fore you get there

chorus

Oh, Amanda
C                 G
You don't have to say goodbye

You just go Amanda
C                G
Ain't no way you didn't try
    D  G
Wo, oh
    D     G
All right
                 C          G
Tell your sister, tell your brother
               C       G
Take a picture to your mother
D                  G
You've been livin' undercover

chrous x 3
G
Oh, Amanda
Oh, Amanda

C-G-CC-G



6561. Go And Do The Same

Go And Do The Same 
Claire Lynch
Writer(s): Claire Lynch, Pamela Brown Hayes

Long ago a man did travel from jerusalem to jericho
He fell along a band of robbers left him for dead beside the road
The only soul who had compassion
Was stranger to God's chosen race
Was one who had the heart of Jesus
And saved this man from the wretched fate
One man stopped and helped his neighbor in his suffering and pain
Now i hear the words of our dear Savior saying
GO AND DO THE SAME
I see a man in desperation out on the street most everyday
But like so many other people
I turn my head the other way
Who will show the hand of mercy
Who'll give him shelter from the cold
Then i'm reminded of the story that Jesus told so long ago
How one man stopped to help his neighbor in his suffering and pain
Now i hear the words of our dear Savior saying
GO AND DO THE SAME
And when i asked who is my neighbor this world of suffering and pain
Oh i hear the words of our dear Savior saying
GO AND DO THE SAME

6562. Go And Say Goodbye

Blue Dogs - Go And Say Goodbye

You ask me to read this letter that you wrote the night before
And you really should know better 'cause she's worth a whole lot
More
Brother you know you can't run away and hide
Is it you don't want to see her cry is that why
You won't go and say goodbye
Then you said the fault was yours and you really were to blame
Was as if to close the doors and to hide away in shame
Brother you know you can't run away and hide
Is it you don't want to see her cry is that why
You won't go and say goodbye
Then you said the fault was yours and you really were to blame
Was as if to close the doors and to hide away in shame
Yes and why tell me why can't you see that it's not right
It's a lie, it's a lie, don't hide your sorrows in the night
Brother you know you can't run away and hide
Is it you don't want to see her cry is that why



You won't go and say goodbye
Then you said the fault was yours and you really were to blame
Was as if to close the doors and to hide away in shame
And I know the pain is double, but for her it's even worse
You must face her with her trouble, though it's hurting like a curse
Brother you know you can't run away and hide
Is it you don't want to see her cry is that why
You won't go and say goodbye
Then you said the fault was yours and you really were to blame
Was as if to close the doors and to hide away in shame
Brother you know you can't run away and hide
Is it you don't want to see her cry is that why
You won't go and say goodbye
Then you said the fault was yours and you really were to blame
Was as if to close the doors and to hide away in shame
Go and say good, go and say good, go and say goodbye

6563. Go Away - Chords

Go Away   
Recorded by Lorrie Morgan
Written by Stephony Smith, Cathy Majeski, Sunny Russ

C         F
Touche touche
                                   C
You're right there's nothing I can say
                    D7
I'm a swishy washy girl
                       G7
But it's a wishy washy world

                   C
Go away  no wait a minute
                 F
I want out but I want in it
                       G7
I'm all confused but I admit it
                  C
Go away no wait a minute

               F
Se 'La Vie 'La Vie
                                 C
That's what you get when you get me
                              D7
I have the right to change my mind
                          G7
At least a couple hundred times

Repeat #2

F



I need some help I'm not quite myself
C                        C7
And lately I'm a nervous wreck
         F
My whole world has changed
                            D7
The reason I'm strange is I love you
                           G7
And baby that scares me to death

Repeat #2

F                       G7
I'm all confused but I admit it
                  C
Go way  no wait a minute

6564. Go Away from My Window

Linda Ronstadt - Go Away from My Window

Go away from my window
Go away from my door
Go away from my bedside
And bother me no more
And bother me no more

I'll go and tell my brothers
I'll tell my sister too
The reason why my heart is broke
Is on account of you
Is on account of you

I'll give you back your letters
I'll give you back your ring
But I'll never forget my own true love
As long as songbirds sing
As long as songbirds sing

Go away from my window
Go away from my door
Go away way way from my beside
And bother me no more
And bother me no more

6565. Go Away Little Girl - Chords

Go Away Little Girl
Recorded by Leroy Van Dyke



Written by Carole King and Gerry Goffin

C
Go away little girl
Go away little girl
    D7    G7        D7  G7        C
I'm not supposed to be alone with you
  Am
I know that your lips are sweet
                        D7
But our lips must never meet
  G7        E7      A7       D7        G7   Em
I belong to someone else and I must be true
   C
Go away little girl
Go away little girl
     D7         G7        D7     G7       C
It's hurting me more each minute that you delay
             F
When you are near me like this
Dm              Em
You're much too hard to resist
A7    Dm               G7                  C
So go away little girl before I beg you to stay
Go away oh please don't stay
It'll never work out
             F
When you are near me like this
Dm              Em
You're much too hard to resist
   Am F
So go away little girl
Dm        Em
Call it a day little girl
A7           Dm               G7                  C
Oh please go away little girl before I beg you to stay

6566. Go Away, Stop, Turn Around, Come Back

Go Away, Stop, Turn Around, Come Back

I don't wanna lose you,
I know you think I do.
I know I must confuse you,
I swear I don't mean to.
When I say I love you,
You know just what I mean.
My thoughts not quite in heaven,
Somewhere in between.

Go away, stop, turn around, come back.
Go away, stop, come back.
Go away, stop, turn around, come back.



Go away, stop, come back.

I don't want to offend you,
Wrong to be that way.
Don't know where to send you,
Here or far away.
Let's just say it's over,
Time to move along.
Wait it's Tuesday evening,
Our favorite show is on.

Go away, stop, turn around, come back.
Go away, stop, come back.
Go away, stop, turn around, come back.
Go away, stop, come back.

Go away, stop, turn around, come back.
Go away, stop, come back.
Go away, stop, turn around, come back.
Go away, stop, come back.

When I say I love you,
You know just what I mean.
My thoughts not quite in heaven,
Somewhere in between.
I don't wanna lose you,
I know you think I do.
I know I must confuse you,
I swear I don't mean to.

Go away, stop, turn around, come back.
Go away, stop, come back.
Go away, stop, turn around, come back.
Go away, stop, come back.

Go away, stop, turn around, come back.
Go away, stop, come back.
Go away, stop, come back.

6567. Go Fall Asleep Now

John Hartford - Go Fall Asleep Now

Tomorrow takes its toll on me
But what care I, if it should be
Last cigarette and cup of tea
And by the night no longer see your face
I fall asleep now

When the blinding son comes by
The night man heaves his weary sigh
The railroad whistles mournful cry
Will call to me but now I try to rest



And fall asleep now

The papers blow in silence down
The empty streets of dusty towns
There is no traffic coming down
To stop at green lights turning now to red
Go fall asleep now

My tired body rolls its way
Down underneath the bed, clothes stay
Pretending it can't move this way
And escaping from the coming day
He'll try, try and fall asleep now

Don't think about the distant 'morn
When once again the world is born
And from your side I must be torn
So curl up close and I'll keep you warm
Come here and go to sleep now

6568. Go Home

Go Home
Flatt & Scruggs

While drinking alone in a tavern one day
My eyes they hardly could see
I heard a kind voice ringing so loud and clear
And here is what the voice said to me

Go home ( go home ) go home ( go home )
And kneel by your bedside and pray
Go home ( go home ) go home ( go home )
God will answer your prayer today

I staggered across the room to the door
I almost fell on the floor
I'm sure there was laughter but I could not hear
For the words that still ring in my ears

God sobered my mind and He saved my soul
And he erased my thoughts from all fear
Then back to the tavern I preached of these words
The words that still ring in my ear

The crowd started leaving with heads bowed so low
As the bartender picked up the key
As he locked the door he murmured these words
Was the same words that God spoke to me



6569. Go Home Little Girl

The Lonesome Sisters - Go Home Little Girl

Go home, go home little girl
Go home before I hurt you
I can't help doin' the things that I do
So go home and find someone to love you

You came to me because that you love me
But I can't give a love same as you
I will love you for tonight
But when dawn brings daylight
I will leave and I'll only hurt you

Can't you see that I don't want to hurt you
Why cling to me the way that you do?
I want you to go if you stay don't you know
Loving me can only hurt you

So go home, go home little girl
Go home before I hurt you
I can't help doin' the things that I do

So go home and find someone to love you

6570. Go In Peace

Sturgill Simpson - Go in Peace

[Verse 1]
When he woke up, he saw the faces of the mighty Cherokee
They'd found Shamrock and him passed out together
Underneath the forest canopy
Saw his tomahawk and skins, and they knew he was Shawnee
So to see the Chief he now must go, one and all they did agree

[Verse 2]
The old man stared into his soul, though he was blind as he could be
Said, "If you're looking for your woman, it is here you shall find she"
Said, "A man McClure had traded her for horses, on which he used so he could flee"
Dood said, "She wasn't his to trade, hR stole her away and he shot mR"
Then the old man whispered softly, "Her you now must go and see"

[Verse 3]
When she saw him, she cried tears of joy and he saw his soul in eyes blue as sea
Chief didn't need no eyes to know he was hers and she belonged to he
He said, "I'm sorry for your troubles, she must go back home with thee"
Said, "Get your mule," and waved his palm
Said, "You both now may go in peace"
So Dood climbed back up on ol' Shamrock
He and Juanita went home happily



6571. Go My Way

Go My Way
Tony Rice - Go My Way

Go my way and I'll be good to you
Go my way and your dreams will all come true
In the sunset the wild waves are callin'
My shadow is followin' you
Go my way and I'll take you by the hand
Believe in me and I'll do the best I can
I can't be anything but just what I am
I can't help it if I'm in love with you
Why must I sail my ship alone without a friend
My thoughts are on you
I dare not ask again
Go my way it's the only way to go
If things aren't workin' out you'll be the first to know
Come on along and together we'll go
Please love me and say that you'll be mine
Why must I sail my ship alone without a friend
My thoughts are on you
I dare not ask again
Go my way it's the only way to go
If things aren't workin' out you'll be the first to know
Come on along and together we'll go
Please love me and say that you'll be mine

6572. Go On

Go On
By Sage Cook
Elephant Revival

Go on, go on, go on and find your light, now
Go on, it's alright
We all feel something similar
Sometimes

And don't wait, don't fear
And don't work too hard; don't worry
 Cause you're here, you're here
Through ever-shifting shades of now
Somehow

It's love
It's love
It's love that keeps me high enough
And the drugs and sex, oh, they've lost respect and sacredness



And it's sad and true
 Cause most things can hurt or help
It's up to us, oh 
It's up to us, oh 

I know, I know we're here to sow some words and hope
They'll grow, they'll grow in boundless fertile hearts and endless fields
We'll know,  cause most things can hurt or help
It's up to us

Go on, go on
Go and do those things you've always wanted to
my friend
When the morning comes our dreams don't have to end
It's true
I'll be there when I can
For you my friend
I'll be there when I can

6573. Go On Ahead And Go Home

Iris Dement - Go On Ahead And Go Home

[Verse]
Go on ahead and go home
Go on ahead and go home
Boy, you've done your best
Time you took your rest in the sheltering loam
Go on ahead and go home
Go on ahead and go home
The spirits of the dead will meet you up ahead
You won't be alone
Go let your mama see you smile
Go let your mama see you smile
Mama's going to wait however long it takes
But it's sure been awhile
Go let your mama see you smile
Go let your mama see you smile
She's standing in the sun saying
"Boy, your works been done a long, long mile"
Down where the cotton grows tall
Down where the cotton grows tall
Where the bramble rose and blue hydrangea grows
Beside the old mare's stall
Down where the cotton grows tall
Down where the cotton grows tall
And a fragrant delta breeze shakes the cypress trees
Down deep in the Fall
In the deep of the night, In the deep of the night
By the river so still where sorrows come to heal
And wrongs are made right
Down in the deep of the night
In the deep of the night



On a creaking porch swing, the ancient ones sing
"Everything is alright"

6574. Go On Downtown

Go On Downtown (Revival Outtake)
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
Got clothes in my closet, new shoes to wear
Got all that I wanted and more than my share
The man who loves me is more than a dream
So why am I feeling so lowdown and mean?
[Verse 2]
I gave up on smoking two years ago
And I ain't been drinking for a month now or so
I tell everybody, nothing to hide
While I keep the Devil locked deep down inside
[Chorus]
But tonight I'll be out there running around
Tonight by the light of the moon on the ground
Tonight while the neighbors are sleeping so sound
Tonight I'll slip off and I'll go on downtown
[Verse 3]
We used to get crazy, jumping off cars
Burned up the highway, closed down the bars
Now we're all married, some moved away
And when we get together, there's nothing to say
[Chorus]
So tonight I'll be out there running around
Tonight by the light of the moon on the ground
Tonight while the neighbors are sleeping so sound
Tonight I'll slip off and I'll go on downtown

6575. Go On Downtown - Chords

Go on Downtown - Robert Earl Keen
Album: The Live Album

(Capo 5th)
Intro: G5, F, C
G5               F                        C
Got clothes in my closet, new shoes to wear
C G5
All that i've wanted, i've more than my share
G5                 F  C
The woman who loves me, she's more than a dream
C                                     G5
so why am I feeling so low down and mean?



G5                F                 C
I gave up on smokin' two years ago
C G5
and I ain't been drinkin for a month now or so.
G5             F                 C
I tell everybody, I've nothin' to hide
C G5
while I keep the devil locked deep down inside.

C9       G5                 D             G5
But tonight I'll be out there runnin' around.
C9       G5 D
Tonight by the light of the moon on the ground.
C9       G5                       D G5
Tonight while the neighbors are sleepin' so sound.
C9       G5                 D                     G5
Tonight I'll slip off and I'll go on downtown.

We used to get crazy and jump in our cars
and burn up the highways, and close down the bars.
Now we're all married, and some moved away.
And when we get together, there's nothin' to say.

The lights are all down, the moon's hangin' high
And the stars are all shinin' way up in the sky
If anyone's askin' where I'll be found,
it's home in the mornin', but tonight I'm downtown.

6576. Go On Home

Go On Home
Bearfoot

Didn't your daddy teach you right
Don't go and break his heart tonight
Didn't your daddy teach you right
Go on home
Go on home

I see that sparkle in your eyes
You're up to nogood
Girl, and don't lie
It ain't none of my businees
What you do
Just go on home
Go on home

Didn't your daddy teach you right
Don't go and break his heart tonight
Didn't your daddy teach you right
Go on home
Go on home



You're sitting after midnight all alone
And there ain't nobody calling
On your little telephone
You're laying there just wondering
What went wrong

I'm telling you now girl
You stayed out way too long
Didn't your daddy teach you right
Don't go and break his heart tonight
Didn't your daddy teach you right
Go on home
Go on home

I see you moving in close to him
Oh God girl not again
It ain't none of my business
What you do
Just go on home
Go on home
Didn't your daddy teach you right
Don't go and break his heart tonight
Didn't your daddy teach you right
Go on home
Go on home
Go on home
Go on home

6577. Go On Home

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Go On Home

You're watching your watch and I know what's on your mind
There's someone home waiting and you're way over time
What should be so right is as wrong as can be
Go on home you don't belong here with me

I love you yes I love you I love only you
But the one home who's waiting why he loves you too
He's worried and he's wondering just where can you be
Go on home you don't belong here with me

Go on home you don't belong here with me
Though I want you and I need you desperately
But to hide here in the darkness is as wrong as can be
Go on home you don't belong here with me

Go on home you don't belong here with me
Though I want you and I need you desperately
But to hide here in the darkness is as wrong as can be
Go on home you don't belong here with me



6578. Go On Your Way

Go on your way
Downhill Bluegrass Band

Go on your way and I'll go mine
Follow them cracks, see, it runs back in time
What if and if only
You beat that drum slowly

Dress you self in satin and I'll dress in black
When we reach that junction there's no turning back
Tweak that sound up loud
It helps me keep my head in clouds

My heart keeps burning while your gaze is dead
I got thousand movie pictures running through my head
oh now the music is gone
still my hands clap along

Draw up a grid now let's see what we got
lost and forsaken fits right into that spot
and what else have we learned
lets sum up what we earned
and what did we earn

Go on your way and I'll go on mine
I follow the crack that runs back in time
I'll might meet find you again somewhere along
that line that stretches runs out from where
right turned into wrong

Go on your way
I'll be fine
I'm not afraid
I know I'll find mine
what if and if only

6579. Go Out And Find Somebody New

Go Out And Find Somebody New

I've tried so hard to make you happy
There's just one thing left to do
But if I can't ever make you happy
Go out and find somebody new

I love you like the trees love sunshine
God knows how much I love you



But if I can't ever make you all mine
Go out and find somebody new

I've tried so hard to make you love me
Just like other sweethearts do
But if I can't ever make you love me
Go out and find somebody new

I know I'll miss you so much darling
I know my heart will break in two
I know I want you to be happy
Go out and find somebody new

6580. Go Rest High On That Mountain

Alison Krauss - Go Rest High on That Mountain
Vince Gill

I know your life on earth was troubled
And only you could know the pain
You weren't afraid to face the Devil
You were no stranger to the rain

Go rest high on that mountain
Son your work on earth is done
Go to Heaven a shoutin'
Love for the Father and the Son

Oh, how we cried the day you left us
We gathered round your grave to grieve
Wish I could see the angels' faces
When they hear your sweet voice sing

So go rest high on that mountain
Son, your work on earth is done
Go to Heaven a shoutin'
Love for the Father and the Son

So go rest high on that mountain
Son, your work on earth is done
Go to Heaven a shoutin'
Love for the Father and the Son

Go to Heaven a shoutin'
Love for the Father and the Son

6581. Go Rest High On That Moutain - Chords



Go Rest High On That Moutain
Vince Gill - Go Rest High On That Moutain 2

(Capo @ 1st Fret)

INTRO:  G    D    G

[G]I know your life on earth was troubled
[G]Only [C]you could know the [G] pain
[G]You weren't [C]afraid to face the [G] devil
[G]You're no [D]stranger to the [G] rain

Chorus:

[C]Go rest [G] high [C]on that [G] mountain
[G]Son, your [C] work on earth is [G]done
[C]Go to [G] heaven [C] a [G] shoutin'
[G]Love for the Father [D] and the [G] Son

Bridge:  Repeat Chorus Progression

Verse 2:

[G]Oh how we cried that day you left us
[G]Gathered [C]  round your grave to [G]grieve
[G]Wish I could [C]see the angels [G] faces
[G]When they hear [D]your sweet voice [G] sing

Chorus: (Repeat last two lines of chorus to close}

6582. Go Spread The Gospel

Go Spread the Gospel
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

He was just a country preacher, pronouncing benediction 
His message had been simple, A child could understand
He looked out from the pulpitClosed his tattered Bible
Said, Bow your heads, close your eyes, and take your neighbor's hand
 
CHORUS 1:
And now (go) go spread the gospeluse as (few) few words as possible
They'd rather see a sermon than to hear one any day
Let your (life) life be a beaconShine your (light) your light for Jesus
Go spread the gospelas we leave this place

Vs2)
He said, When you get down to itit's not that complicated
We're all His discipleslike Peter, James, and Paul..
No, we're not great physiciansand we can't feed the masses
But we can tell the world about the Man who did it all.
 
CHORUS 2:
Now, (Go) go spread the gospeluse as (few) few words as possible



They'd rather see a sermon than to hear one any day
We can (all) all be a witness.to His (grace) grace and forgiveness
Go spread the gospelas we leave this place

BRIDGE:
Go tell the greatest story of the cross and all the glory
Of a risen savior and an empty grave (let's all go)

Chorus 1

Tag) 
Let's all go spread the Gospel as we leave this place

6583. Go Tell Aunt Rodie

Go Tell Aunt Rodie

Go tell Aunt Rodie
go tell Aunt Rodie
Go tell Aunt Rodie
the old gray goose is dead

It's the one she's been saving
the one she's been saving
The one she's been saving to make a feather bed

She died last Friday
she died last Friday
She died last Friday with an achin' in her head

Old grander's weeping
old grander's weeping
Old grander's weeping because his wife is dead

The goslin's are mourning
the goslin's are mourning
The goslin's are mourning because their mother's dead

6584. Go Tell It On The Mountain

Dolly Parton - Go Tell It On The Mountain 
Little Big Town

Go tell it on the mountain over the hills and everywhere
Go tell it on the mountain that Jesus Christ is born
While shepherds kept their watch o'er silent flocks by night
Behold throughout the heavens there shown a holy light
Go tell it on the mountain...
The shepherds feared and trembled when low above the earth



Rang out the angel chorus that hailed our Saviour's birth
Go tell it on the mountain...

[ piano ]

Go tell it on the mountain...
Go tell it on the mountain...

6585. Go There Alone

Go There Alone
Lindsay Lou - Go There Alone

[Verse 1]
Nobody knows what the soul understand
We ain't gonna find out with a heavy hand
We push back and push back until that pushing back
Is all that we know and the matter of the fact

[Chorus]
You gotta go
You gotta go there
Don't mistake the kingdom for the king upon the throne
Love is not a marriage and a house is not a home
You gotta go there alone

[Verse 2]
Rushing down the road at a hundred miles an hour
We watch our own destruction with a crooked smile
Wide open eyes and all we are is blind
But if we can hear the music we'll be alright
And confidence will guide us like the footprints of stone
And clarity may step in with her freedom song

[Chorus]
You gotta go
You gotta go there
Don't mistake the kingdom for the king upon the throne
Love is not a marriage and a house is not a home
You gotta go there alone

[Chorus]
You gotta go
You gotta go there
Don't mistake the kingdom for the king upon the throne
Love is not a marriage and a house is not a home
You are not what you think and you are the unknown
You still have everything that you have overgrown
You gotta go there alone
You gotta go there alone
You gotta go it alone



6586. Go To Sleep

The Avett Brothers - Go To Sleep 
Emotionalism

Lay back, lay back, go to sleep my man
Wipe the blood from you face and your hands
Forgive yourself if you think that you can
Go to sleep, go to sleep my man

Twenty-one days lost at sea I fought
For twenty-two years non-stop I've talked
Through the desert, pissed drunk, and confused I walked
I spit a tooth in the palm of my hand

Lay back, lay back, go to sleep my man
Wipe the blood from you face and your hands
Forgive yourself if you think that you can
Go to sleep, go to sleep my man

Well the wind and the trees are ganging up on me
They sing my funeral song in harmony
Well I just want to walk home on the drunk I need
But they keep singing and singing and singing to me...
La, La, La, La, La, La (I hear them singing)
La, La, La, La, La, La (Singing for me)
La, La, La, La, La, La (Oh!)

Well I wish things were different, true, and deep
But everything that's so shallow is everything about me
If only I could just take all my money and leave
I hope the people on the ground will understand
I hope the people out there will understand

Lay back, lay back, go to sleep my man
Wipe the blood from you face and your hands
Forgive yourself if you think that you can
Go to sleep, go to sleep my man
La, La
Go to sleep, go to sleep my man
La, La
Go to sleep, go to sleep my man

6587. Go With God

Go with God
Steve Ivey

[Verse 1]



It's easy to get a little sidetracked
Walkin' this narrow path I'm on
Temptation can be so alluring
Just one look away and I'm gone

[Chorus]
So I'm gonna go with God everywhere I go
I want to know His love deep inside my soul
Yeah, choose you this day who you wanna lead your way
As for me, I'm gonna go with God, come on

[Verse 2]
I tried to be my own person
Handle anything, bring it on
Anyway, where's God when you need Him?
Well, I found out really quick when I got lost

[Chorus]
So I'm gonna go with God everywhere I go
I want to know His love deep inside my soul
Yeah, choose you this day who you wanna lead your way
As for me, I'm gonna go with God, here we go

[Chorus]
I'm gonna go with God everywhere I go
I want to know His love deep inside my soul
Yeah, choose you this day who you wanna lead your way
As for me, I'm gonna go with God
Well now, choose you this day who you wanna lead your way
As for me, I'm gonna go with God

[Outro]
So I'm gonna go with God everywhere I go
I want to know His love deep inside my soul
Yeah, choose you this day who you wanna lead your way
As for me, I'm gonna go with God, come on

6588. Go Your Way

Alison Krauss - Go Your Way

Drawing water from the well
Spilling over on the grass
Walking home, my heart is filled with pain
Woe is me

Go your way, my love
Go your way, my love

As I wander through the trees
Picking off the windy leaves
Thinking where you may be sleeping now
I wanna die



Go your way, my love
Go your way, my love

As I sit mending your clothes
That you will never ever wear
Cooking daily for you, I do prepare
But woe is me

Go your way, my love
Go your way, my love

Go your way, my love
Go your way, my love

Is there war in some far land?
And have you gone to lend your hand?
And do you lie, broken and dying now?
I wanna die

Go your way, my love
Go your way, my love

Drawing water from the well
Spilling over on the grass
Walking home, my heart is filled with pain
Woe is me

Go your way, my love
Go your way, my love
Go your way, my love
Go your way, my love

6589. Go-Go Boots Are Back

Steve Earle - Go-Go Boots Are Back

Go go boots are back and I think that's outtasite
The kids don't call  em that, but they're go go boots alright
I was just a little boy the first time they come around
But my sister had her some and she wore em uptown
And she did the dirty dog and the boogaloo all night
Go go boots are back and I think that's outtasite
Lava lamps were fun, but I never wanted one
 Cause I had a little psychedelic thing of my own
Is it really any wonder that I never finished school?
 Cause I'm wanderin' the hallways and I'm grinnin' like a fool
And I never needed any kind of artificial light
Go go boots are back and I think it's outtasite
Wrap yourself around me like a circle round the sun
Take me up the country where the crimson waters run
The road goes on forever and a circle never ends
Everything that goes around comes back around and then



Mirror shades are in and I'm wearin'  em again
They keep the mornin' out and the mystery in
Quick, tell me if my eyes are brown or if they're blue
 Cause when you look inside, all you're gonna see is you
But you'll know where I'm goin' and where you been alright
Go go boots are back and I think it's outtasite

6590. Goat - Chords

Goat 
Railroad Earth

G         C G
G       F   C
G         C G
G       F   C   2x
 
[Verse]
F                                C
clock tickin' on the chained man walkin'
F            C      G
headin' up a county road
F                        C
out of town . . into the desert
F                          C   G
carryin' the weight of the old scapegoat
 
G         C G
G       F   C
 
[Verse]
F               C
too much talk & rumor
F             C        G
someone gotta take the blame
F                              C
take the scarlet thread on the neck
F                                 C   G
walk it out of town . . somewhere far away
 
G       C G
G      F    C
 
[Verse]
F               C
too much fear & trouble
F          C     G
somebody's gotta go
F                        C
take the weight on their back
F                           C   G
walk it outta town like the old scapegoat
 



[Chorus]
       Dm                                G
when u go . . . take the fear & violence with you
       Dm                                 C
when u go . . . take the writing from the wall
Cm
let's walk this goat around
G
let's get him loaded down
Gm                               D
let's run this goat right out of town
F      C              G
o . .  fore the sun go down
 
G       C G
G      F    C
 
[Verse]
F                    C
too much loot in the palace
F        C     G
somebody gotta pay
F               C
   with a naked neck 
F                                       C     G
take the sharp off the knife, bleed the sins away
 
G       C G
G      F    C
 
[Verse]
F                     C
too much blood in the river
F        C     G
somebody gotta go
F                       C
 take the hate on their back
F                          C     G
off the rocky cliff to the abyss below
 
[Chorus]
       Dm                                G
when u go . . . take the fear & violence with you
       Dm                                 C
when u go . . . take the writing from the wall
Cm
let's walk this goat around
G
let's get him loaded down
Gm                               D
let's run this goat right out of town
 
[Chorus]
       Dm                                    G
when u go . . . take the sin & darkness with you        
       Dm                                    C
when u go . . . we'll fire our guns into the air



Cm
let's walk this goat around
G
let's get him loaded down
Gm                               D
let's run this goat right out of town
F      C              G
o . .  fore the sun go down
 
G       C G
G      F    C
 
[Verse]
F                    C
one last look at the scapegoat
F            C      G
baggy-eyed & loaded down
F                     C
shaggy-bearded, sad & broken
F                  C         G
the old goat falls without a sound

6591. God Ain't Finished With Me Yet - Chords

God Ain't Finished With Me Yet
Recorded by The Bellamy Brothers
Written by David Bellamy

C
You look at me like I ain't got the right 
                              F
To sing these songs about the Lord 
     G7
Well I'm the first one to realize 
                               C
That I may not deserve all His rewards 
Yeah I've gambled with the devil more than once 
                                 F
But that don't mean he's won the bet 
   G7
So won't you try to be patient  
                           C
God ain't finished with me yet 
I've rubbed everyone the wrong way 
                                    F
And I've never gone back to make it right 
     G7
I've shunned the light of Jesus 
                                C
Crawled on my belly through the night 
I can feel His love within me 
                                    F
Just as sure as the falling rain is wet 



   G7
So won't you try to be patient
                           C
God ain't finished with me yet 
Some people change their lives overnight
                          F
And I guess that I should to 
      G7
Cause I know if I died tomorrow 
                                C
I'd have a lot of explaining to do 
But a slow change is better than no change
                   F
So please don't forget 
     G7
Just try to be patient
                           C
God ain't finished with me yet 
I lived my life the hard way 
                                  F
So long it seemed unnatural to go straight 
    G7
But He sparred my butt so many times 
                                    C
And I always used to chalk it up to fate 
But now I know it's something more 
                                 F
And I'm leaving my old life of regret 
   G7
So won't you try to be patient
                           C
God ain't finished with me yet 
Yeah a slow change is better than no change
                   F
So please don't forget
     G7
Just try to be patient
                           C
God ain't finished with me yet

6592. God Ain't No Stained Glass Window

Kathy Mattea - God Ain't No Stained Glass Window

There's so much I don't know, there's so much I don't know
I don't understand why the summer's so hot
I don't understand why an apple core rots
And I have no idea when I'll see a rainbow
But there's one thing I do know
I know that God ain't no stained glass window
And I believe there is a Holy Ghost
I know that God ain't no stained glass window
'Cause He never keeps His window closed



There's so much I don't see, there's so much I don't see
I don't see how hair can turn silver gray
I don't see why my prayers can't get answered right away
I don't see why some folks keep a load in their mind
With a sharp axe to grind
And I don't understand why the truth takes a twist
I don't understand why there is loneliness
I don't know why they claim only man has a soul
But there's one thing I do know
I know that God ain't no stained glass window
And I believe there is a Holy Ghost
I know that God ain't no stained glass window
'Cause He never keeps His window closed
No, He never keeps His window closed

6593. God Ain't No Stained Glass Window - Chords

God Ain't No Stained Glass Window
Recorded by Johnny Cash  written by Mark Germino

F          G7           C
There's so much I don't know
F          G7           C
There's so much I don't know
  F          G7            C
I don't understand why the summer's so hot
  F          G7           C
I don't understand why an apple core rots
      F       G7             C
And I have no idea when I'll see a rainbow
            F              G7
But there's one thing I do know

            C            G7            F
I know that God ain't no stained glass window
      C                G7     F
And I believe there is a Holy Ghost
  C                      G7            F
I know that God ain't no stained glass window
C        F     G7               C
Cause He never keeps His window closed

F          G7           C
There's so much I don't see
F          G7           C
There's so much I don't see
  F             G7       C
I don't see how hair can turn silver grey
  F                G7                C
I don't see why my prayers can't get answered right away
  F                  G7           C
I don't see why some folks keep a load in their mind
       F            G7



With a sharp axe to grind

      F          G7            C
And I don't understand why the truth takes a twist
  F          G7              C
I don't understand why there is loneliness
  F          G7                  C
I don't know why they claim that some men have no soul
            F              G7
But there's one thing I do know

Repeat #2

      F     G7               C
No He never keeps His window closed

6594. God Be With You Till We Meet Again - Chords

God Be With You Till We Meet Again
recorded by Jim Reeves
written by J.E. Rankin and W.G. Tomer 

G                       D7    G
God be with you till we meet again 
C                            G
By His counsels guide uphold you
D7                      G
With his sheep securely fold you 
                        D7    G
God be with you till we meet again
 
                     C
Till we m-eet till we m-eet 
        G              D7
Till we m-eet at Jesus feet
        G             C
Till we m-eet till we m-eet 
       G                D7    G
God be with you till we meet again
 
                        D7    G
God be with you till we meet again 
C                              G
Need his wings protecting hide you
D7                   G
Daily manna still provide you 
                        D7    G
God be with you till we meet again
 
Repeat #2



6595. God Bless America This Christmas - Chords

God Bless America This Christmas
Recorded by The Bellamy Brothers
Written by David Bellamy

G                        D7                G 
Well it's almost time to head home for the holidays
               D7            G 
See our lovin' families once again
C                               G
Celebrate the wondrous birth of Jesus
A7                            D7 
God made our blessing and our friends
       G            D7            G 
Let us all give Him thanks to the Savior
                   D7                     G
Let's pray for our cause that's right and just
    C                                 G
And ask the Lord to watch out for Old Glory
          D7           G 
God bless America this Christmas
                     D7               G 
Now on the radio ol' Elvis sings Blue Christmas
                      D7        G
Let's play it for the boys in Afghanistan
C                                G 
When you trim the tree with your children
          A7                     
And don't forget there's men and women
     D7 
In a lot of foreign lands
      G               D7                G
While daddy's playin' Santa Clause with Sally
                     D7               G
And momma's wrappin' toys for brother Russ
      C                             G
Let's all keep in mind the price of freedom
          D7           G
God bless America this Christmas
        D7                    C                G
Singin' Silent Night Deck the Halls and Silver Bells
       D7                    C                  D7 
By the dawns early light our flag will still be there
          G               D7              G
Where the boundary of our nation has been raveled
             D7                  G
Slowly we'll repair the tattered thread
C                                        G 
Show them what the stars and stripes are made of
    A7                    D7   
And on with sacred banner evil will not tread
            G              D7                G



So when you hear the bells ring on Christmas morning
                          D7             G
And the greatest story of all is told to us
         C                                 G
And just remember why we have the right to worship
          D7           G    
God bless America this Christmas
          D7           C  
God bless America this Christmas
 G
Amen

6596. God Bless Her ('Cause She's My Mother)

The Louvin Brothers - God Bless Her ('Cause She's My Mother)

I'm thinking of a little lady
She bears her load without a fret
The one who rocked me in my cradle
And through the years, she loves me yet
The roses on her cheeks are fading
And when they pass her on the street
Could break my heart to see them mock her
Although she may not dress so neat
She was the first to ever love me
The first to hold me to her breast
God bless her 'cause she is my mother
And she'll be the last one I'll forget

Her ways may seem a bit old fashioned
And some may laugh when passing by
I'm not ashamed to call her mother
My love for her I'll ne'er deny
Each lock of ?? sorrow
As day by day she's growing old
Her tender smile each day grows sweeter
Each day she's closer to God's hold
She was the first to ever love me
The first to hold me to her breast
God bless her 'cause she is my mama
And she'll be the last one I'll forget

6597. God Bless The Child - Chords

God Bless the Child
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Arthur Herzog and Billie Holiday

G                     C



Them that's got shall get
     G                C
Them that's not shall lose
       Dm    G        Dm          G   C
So the Bible said and it still is news
               F
Momma may have papa may have
    Bm            E7                   Am  D7
But God bless the child that's got his own
               G
That's got his own
                    C
Yes the strong gets more
          G         C
While the weak ones fade
Dm            G          Dm       G
Empty pockets don't ever make the grade
C              F
Momma may have papa may have
    Bm            E7                   Am  D7
But God bless the child that's got his own
               G
That's got his own
Em                       A7
Money you've got lots of friends
F#                 Bm  B7
Crowding round the door
Em                        A7
When you're gone spending ends
Bm         E7      Am  D7
They don't come no more
     G         C
Rich relations give
         G         C
Crust of bread and such
    Dm           G
You can help yourself
    Dm             G
But don't take too long
 
C              F
Momma may have papa may have
    Bm            E7                   Am  D7
But God bless the child that's got his own
               G
That's got his own

6598. God Bless The Soldier

Rhonda Vincent - God Bless The Soldier

I met a soldier on the base at Fort Hood
I said 'how do you do it?'



He said 'there's bad with the good
And no matter how tough it gets
The soldier stands strong
Keeping our family flag and country free
And righting the wrong

I met a soldier she was thanking me
At first it was strange to hear
Then I started to see
What it meant to have someone
Appreciate her sacrifice
And everything she gives for us
Defending our rights

God bless the soldier
As they walk the streets
Let them know how much it means
To have them keep our country free

When you meet a soldier stand and salute
Take a moment to show your love
For everything that they do
Don't be afraid give them your praise
For this is the stranger that is willing
To give their life for you

God bless the soldier

6599. God Bless The Soldier - Chords

God Bless The Soldier
Written and recorded by Rhonda Vincent

G                      D7           G
I met a soldier on the base at Fort Hood
                                        D7           G
I said how do you do it he said there's bad with the good
                  C                                G
And no matter how tough it gets the soldier stands strong
            D7                                            G
Keeping our family flag and country free and righting the wrong

                        D7       G
I met a soldier she was thanking me
                                       D7         G
At first it was strange to hear then I started to see
                      C                      G
What it meant to have someone appreciate her sacrifice
         D7                                   G
And everything she gives for us defending our rights

              C                        G
God bless the soldier as they walk the streets



                  D7
Let them know how much it means 
                      G
To have them keep our country free

                        D7          G
When you meet a soldier stand and salute
                                         D7              G
Take a moment to show your love for everything that they do
          C                    G
Don't be afraid give them your praise
                D7
For this is the stranger that is willing 
                       G
To give their life for you
D7               G
God bless the soldier

6600. God Bless The USA

God Bless The USA
Wayne Taylor

If tomorrow all the things were gone I'd worked for all my life
And I had to start again with just my children and my wife
I'd thank my lucky stars to be livin' here today
'Cause the flag still stands for freedom and they can't take that away

chorus:
And I'm proud to be an American where at least I know I'm free
And I won't forget the men who died, who gave that right to me
And I'd gladly stand up next to you and defend her still today
'Cause there ain't no doubt I love this land
God bless the USA

From the lakes of Minnesota, to the hills of Tennessee
Across the plains of Texas, from sea to shining sea
From Detroit down to Houston and New York to LA
Well, there's pride in every American heart
And it's time we stand and say that

chorus:[2x]
I'm proud to be an American where at least I know I'm free
And I won't forget the men who died, who gave that right to me
And I'd gladly stand up next to you and defend her still today
'Cause there ain't no doubt I love this land
God bless the USA



6601. God Bless the USA - Chords

God Bless the USA
Written and recorded by Lee Greenwood

C
If tomorrow all the things were gone
    F
I'd worked for all my life
      Dm
And I had to start again
             A#7             G7
With just my children and my wife
    C
I'd thank my lucky stars
      Em
To be livin' here today
          Dm
Cause the flag still stands for freedom
         Am                 F
And they can't take that away
        G7
And I'm proud to be an American
         F                C
Where at least I know I'm free
      G7
And I won't forget the men who died
    F                  C
Who gave that right to me
             Am       Em
And I gladly stand up next to you 
      F              Em
And defend her still today
            Dm               C
Cause there ain't no doubt I love this land
    F         G7  C
God bless the U-S-A
         
From the lakes of Minnesota
       F
To the hills of Tennessee
           Dm
Across the plains of Texas
     A#7            G7
From sea to shining sea
     C
From Detroit down to Houston
    Em
And New York to LA
             Dm
Well there's pride in every American heart
         Am                  F
And it's time we stand and say
Repeat #3,4,3,4



6602. God Came Through Bellville Georgia - Chords

God Came Through Bellville Georgia
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                     Em           F                 C
I'll tell you all the story that I think you'll understand
F                 C
Travelin' through Georgia ramblin' cross the land
                       Em        F                 C
I passed the Bellville depot and somethin' said to me
     F                G7                   C
Stop here son there's something you should see
                     Em            F     C
I stopped awhile and rested on the depot steps
         F               C
The tall pines waved and in the breeze the air was clear and fresh
                       Em          F             C
That Georgia winter sunshine was a warmin' up my back
      F           G7              C
And I saw a train comin' down the track
 
                 F         C
God came through Bellville Georgia
F             G7             C
He was ridin' on the noonday train
             Em      F               C
All power to Him and praise His Holy Name
             Am         Em
He never got off of the train
C            G7         C
He never got off of the train
                          Em         F            C
I've never had a day like that since I have been alive
   F            C
My body full of feelin' there was vision in my eyes
                         Em                F            C
I've traveled this world over just to meet that certain train
      F                 G7           C
And I know my life will never be the same
                             Em          F                C
Well I don't know where He's going but I know He likes to ride
F                    C
Across the hills and valleys through the prairies through the skies
                       Em            F                C
And I know the time is coming if the world don't ever change
F           G7              C
Everybody's gotta meet that train
repeat #3
He never does
                        Am
He never got off of the train
C            G7          C



He never got off of that train

6603. God Came Through Bellville, Georgia

Tom T Hall - God Came Through Bellville, Georgia

[Verse]
I'll tell you all the story that I think you'll understand
Travelin' through Georgia ramblin' cross the land
I passed the Belleville depot and something said to me
Stop here son there's something you should see
I stopped awhile and rested on the depot steps
The tall pines waved and in the breeze the air was clear and fresh
That Georgia winter sunshine was a warming up my back
And I saw a train coming down the track
God came through Belleville, Georgia
He was ridin' on the noonday train
All power to him and praise his holy name
He never got off of the train he never got off of the train
I've never had a day like that since I have been alive
My body full of feeling there was vision in my eyes
I've traveled this world over just to meet that certain train
And I know my life will never be the same
Well, I don't know where he's going but I know he likes to ride
Across the hills and valleys through the prairies through the skies
And I know the time is coming if the world don't ever change
Everybody's gotta meet that train God came through Belleville
He never does he never got off of the train he never got off of that train

6604. God Can - Chords

God Can
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Randy Swift

G
Who can take the beggar man off the streets 
                                      
Give him clean cloths and food to eat 
C              G
God can I know God can
Who can take the heart turned bitter and cold
                                         
Make it brand new so it shines like gold 
C              G
God can I know God can
Em                Bm
God can take away all your pain
C                 G



Make the sunshine chase the rain
Em        G                 C
Yesterday today forever the same
G                        D7       G
All you gotta do is just call His name
Who can put the family back together again 
                                                 
That let their guard down and the devil crept in 
C              G
God can I know God can
Who can reach down to the trembling hand 
                                                   
Of a child that's abused and they can't understand 
C              G
God can I know God can
 
Em                Bm
God can take away all your pain
C                 G
Make the sunshine chase the rain
Em        G                 C
Yesterday today forever the same
G                        D7       G
All you gotta do is just call His name
          Em                Bm
I know my God can take away all your pain
C                 G
Make the sunshine chase the rain
Em        G                 C
Yesterday today forever the same
G                        D7       G
All you gotta do is just call His name

6605. God Did Good

God Did Good
Junior Sisk - God Did Good

[Verse 1]
He didn't do too bad when he made the stars that shine
He didn't do too bad when he turned water into wine
And he did just fine when he made the ocean blue
But best of all is when he made our love, so true

[Chorus]
God did good when he made you
Oh, the miracle that he can do
He understood just what it is a lonely heart needs
God did good when he made you for me

[Verse 2]
I was all alone when he heard my humble prayer
The answer came when I saw you standin' there



And of all life's blessings, I can't cease to be amazed
But for one is when he sent your love my way

[Chorus]
God did good when he made you
Oh, the miracle that he can do
He understood just what it is a lonely heart needs
God did good when he made you for me
God did good when he made you for me

6606. God Don't Like It

God Don't Like It
Sister Rosetta Tharpe - Larry Keel Experience

Some say they done cut whisky out, but you can have a little wine
Most everybody gets on a drunk by drinkin' this ol' moonshine
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
It's them that's gonna change

Some of our members gets on a drunk, they speak their sober minds
And when they raise the devil, they put all the blame on 'shine
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
It's them that's gonna change

Some of our preachers just as bad as the members about this ol' moonshine
They'll try to make love with every woman they meet, just fine and drinkin' 'shine
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
It's them that's gonna change

Then some of our children are naked, and the mothers never go
But the fathers make that mighty bitey row for the women of the 'shine and shows
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
It's them that's gonna change

They say that yellow corn makes the best kind of 'shine
Well, they better turn that corn to bread and stop that makin' 'shine
For God don't like it and I don't either
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
It's them that's gonna change

I know you don't like this song, just because I speak my mind
But I'll sing this song just as much as I please, because I don't drink 'shine
Now, God don't like it and I don't either



Now, God don't like it and I don't either
Now, God don't like it and I don't either
It's them that's gonna change

6607. God Fearing Gypsies

Little Big Town - God Fearing Gypsies

[Verse 1]
The golden days of being young in the summer are gone
I'm still golden
But I'm older
And I feel like I'm feelin' it now
Both ends of the candle I've been burning are goin' out
I'm still burnin'
But I'm learnin'
How to burn a little slower now

[Chorus]
Father Time
Mother Mary Jane
Jack and Jesus
Sunshine and rain
Just a little, goes a long, long way
Long live the God-fearing gypsies
That live as hard as they pray

[Verse 2]
If you're a son of a son
With the hand-me-down neon dreams
And your Sunday best is
Your best pair of Levi's jeans
If you drink like you'rR twenty-one
Love likR you're seventeen
Raisin' babies and a little hell in between

[Chorus]
And Father Time
Mother Mary Jane
Jack and Jesus
Sunshine and rain
Just a little, goes a long, long way
Long live the God-fearing gypsies
That live as hard as they pray

[Bridge]
If you're taking the long way
Enjoy the ride and make it sweet
If you're learning the hard way
It'll be alright, you can take it from me

[Chorus]
And Father Time



Mother Mary Jane
Jack and Jesus
Sunshine and rain
Just a little, oh, a little goes a long, long way
Long live the God-fearing gypsies
That live as hard as they pray

[Outro]
Oh, here's to the God-fearing gypsies
That live as hard as they pray
Mm
Oh-oh-oh

6608. God Gave Noah The Rainbow Sign

God Gave Noah The Rainbow Sign - Kathy Kallick
Flatt & Scruggs - Carter Family

I've gotta home in that rock don't you see
I've gotta home in that rock don't you see
I've gotta home in that rock just beyond the mountain top
Hide thee old rock of ages clef for me

God gave Noah the rainbow sign don't you see
God gave Noah the rainbow sign don't you see
God gave Noah the rainbow sign no more water but for next time
Hide thee old rock of ages clef for me

Poor old Lazarus poor as I don't you see
Poor old Lazarus poor as I don't you see
Poor old Lazarus poor as I when he died he had a room on high
Hide thee old rock of ages clef for me

East and west the fire will roll hide thy me
East and west the fire will roll hide thy me
East and west the fire will roll how will it be for my poor soul
Hide thee old rock of ages clef for me

When this world's all on fire hide thy me
When this world's all on fire hide thy me
When this world's all on fire let thy bosom be my pillow
Hide thee old rock of ages clef for me

6609. God Gave You To Me - Chords

God Gave You To Me
Written and recorded by Ralph Stanley

C           F                 C



You tell me darlin' that it's over
           D7              G7
Why you're leavin' I can't see
     C        F              C
They told you lies and you believed them
                     G7              C
It's not right cause God gave you to me
 
     F                               C
I've walked the floor sweetheart and wondered
       D7             G7
If you found somebody new
    C         F               C
And will they always make you happy
             G7             C
And love you darlin' like I do

            F                 C
You tell me darlin' that it's over
           D7              G7
Why you're leavin' I can't see
     C        F              C
They told you lies and you believed them
                     G7              C
It's not right cause God gave you to me
 
     F                               C
I've walked the floor sweetheart and wondered
       D7             G7
If you found somebody new
    C         F               C
And will they always make you happy
             G7             C
And love you darlin' like I do
               
             G7             C
And love you darlin' like I do

6610. God Guide Our Leader's Hand

God Guide Our Leader's Hand
Recorded by Jimmy Martin 
Written by Tex Climer, Paul Williams, Jimmy Martin

Oh dear God please watch and guide our greatest leaders
Of all nations So that they may understand
That old war with these mighty destructive weapons 
Could destroy us all upon this earth and land

We are living in the days the bible tells us 
That all evil will destroy this earth and man 
And with hate and evil destroying each other's nation 
Oh dear God please watch and guide our leader's hand



Repeat #1

When you feel this old earth begin to tremble 
And you hear the mighty roaring in the sky 
From the blinding flash of fire and destruction 
From the mighty destructive weapons we must die

Repeat #1

God tells us these wars will come upon us 
That all evil will destroy this earth and man
We should pray for a great worldwide revival 
Instead of trying to see who's the strongest man

Repeat #1

6611. God Had A Son In Service - Chords

God Had A Son In Service
Recorded by Carl Story
Written by Carl Story and Lowell Blanchard
 
C                 F              C
Many years ago we know the story true
                            D7              G7
God had a Son in service He died for me and you
   C                             F            C
He hung a gold star in heaven He wanted us to know
                                G7        C
His Son is laid to death for us long long ago
 
                                F                C
Yes God had a Son in service He died for you and me
                                G7           C
Yes God had a Son in service He died at Calvary
 
                  F            C
Many years ago He died at Calvary 
                               D7               G7
He bore our sins so bravely He died for you and me
    C                               F               C
Yes God had a Son in service in the battle field of sin
                             G7               C
He wore the scars of trouble forgotten to the end
 
Repeat #2 x2,1,2



6612. God Holds The Future In His Hands - Chords

God Holds the Future in His Hands
Recorded by Rickey Skaggs
Written by William S. Monroe

C
Dread not the things that are ahead
                              G7
The burdens great the sinking sands
    C
The thorns that o'er the path are spread
                     G7     C
God holds the future in His hands

God holds the future in His hands
                        G7
And every heart He understands
   C
On Him depend He is your friend
                    G7     C
He holds the future in His hands

We know not what tomorrow hides
                           G7
Of sun or storm or good or ill
   C
We only know His dear hand guides
                   G7     C
And He will be our Father still

Repeat #2

His hand created earth and sky
                                G7
The zephyrs and the storms that rage
    C
And years to come and years gone by
                  G7   C
To Him are but an open page

Repeat #2

Live close to Him and trust His love
                               G7
Assured that while on earth we roam
    C
Whate'er may come He bends above
                      G7     C
To guide His children safely home

Repeat #2



6613. God I'm Missing You

Rodney Crowell - God I'm Missing You

I heard a siren
And you came to mind
You were the pretty part of us
I'm what's left behind
The equation's remainder
The last standing sign
God, I'm missing you
You're mouth's still so soft
Your countenance fair
Time stretches to shape you
Right out of thin air
But it can't hold the image
If I blink you're not there
God, I'm missing you
Are you gone forever?
Are you gone for good?
Or have I gone crazy
Wishing you would?
Come 'round the next corner
Step off of that train
Your old black umbrella
Fades half in the rain
God, I'm missing you
You're every curled rose bud
Entranced in my eye
Each turned a cold collar
And your gaze slides by
The sanded down moon
In a tar paper sky
God, I'm missing you
The night's down to nothing
The stars have withdrawn
The horizon splits open
That silvery dawn
The ghost of your breathing
Won't leave me alone
God, I'm missing you
Are you gone forever?
Are you gone for good?
Or have I gone crazy
Just wishing you would?
Come 'round the next corner
Step off of that train
Your old black umbrella
Fades half in the rain
God, I'm missing you
God, I'm missing you
God, I'm missing you



6614. God Is Alive Magic Is Afoot

God Is Alive Magic Is Afoot
Chris Thile

God is alive
Magic is afoot
God is alive
Magic is afoot
God is alive
Magic is afoot
Alive is afoot
Magic never died
God never sickened
Many poor men lied
Many sick men lied
Magic never weakened
Magic never hid
Magic always ruled
God is afoot
God never died
God was ruler
Though his funeral lengthened
Though his mourners thickened
Magic never fled
Though his shrouds were hoisted
The naked God did live
Though his words were twisted
The naked Magic thrived
Though his death was published
Round and round the world
The heart did not believe
Many hurt men wondered
Many struck men bled
Magic never faltered
Magic always led
Many stones were rolled
But God would not lie down
Many wild men lied
Many fat men listened
Though they offered stones
Magic still was fed
Though they locked their coffers
God was always served
Magic is afoot
God rules
Alive is afoot
Alive is in command
Many weak men hungered
Many strong men thrived
Though they boasted solitude
God was at their side
Nor the dreamer in his cell
Nor the captain on the hill
Magic is alive
Though his death was pardoned
Round and round the world



The heart would not believe
Though laws were carved in marble
They could not shelter men
Though altars built in parliaments
They could not order men
Police arrested Magic
And Magic went with them
For Magic loves the hungry
But Magic would not tarry
It moves from arm to arm
It would not stay with them
Magic is afoot
It cannot come to harm
It rests in an empty palm
It spawns in an empty mind
But Magic is no instrument
Magic is the end
Many men drove Magic
But Magic stayed behind
Many strong men lied
They only passed through Magic
And out the other side
Many weak men lied
They came to God in secret
And though they left him nourished
They would not tell who healed
Though mountains danced before them
They said that God was dead
Though his shrouds were hoisted
The naked God did live
This I mean to whisper in my mind
This I mean to laugh with in my mind
This I mean to mind to ser 'til
Service is but Magic
Moving through the world
And mind itself is Magic
Coursing through the flesh
And flesh itself is Magic
Dancing on a clock
And time itself the magic length of God

6615. God Is Always The Same - Chords

God Is Always The Same
Recorded by Jimmy Martin
Written by Jimmy Martin and Paul Williams
 
C
I heard some neighbors talking
                                     G7
About the bible and the things it contains
          C
About the healing God done in Jerusalem



                      G7       C
And they say it don't happen today
 
 
God is always the same dear brother
F             C
He don't ever change
 
Yesterday now and forever
G7                C
God is always the same
 
 
Many afflicted were healed there
                              G7
And the devil cast out by the score
         C
Now that same Jesus still lives friends
          G7      C
Today and forever more
 
Repeat #2
 
Jesus told His apostles
                          G7
I'm leaving but I'll come again
   C
Go forward and preach the gospel
              G7         C
And save this world from sin
 
Repeat #2

6616. God Is Everywhere - Chords

God Is Everywhere
Recorded by The Blackwood Brothers 

C                G7          C
I wake up in the morning the sun is shining bright
    F          C         D7                G7
The dew on the meadow is glistening in its light
    C                           F
The birds are sweetly singing a song beyond compare
    C               F            C      G7   C
And then I know for certain that God is everywhere

F             C          F                 C
In the valley of despair He'll be there to cheer
F               C          G7               C
On the mountain of delight He will still be near
F           C    G7     C
On His holy word God is everywhere



F      C      G7            C    G7
He's a beacon and He's everywhere

  C                       G7               C
I see the trees around me so silently they grow
     F           C           D7             G7
Then softly from nowhere the winds began to blow
    C                       F
And all I see around me are dooly oh so rare
  C              F              C      G7   C
I see this and I know then that God is everywhere

repeat #2

F           C    G7     C
On His holy word God is everywhere
F      C      G7            C
He's a beacon and He's everywhere

6617. God Is God

Steve Earle - God Is God

[Verse 1]
I believe in prophecy
Some folks see things not everybody can see
And once in a while, they pass the secret along to you and me
And I believe in miracles
Something sacred burning in every bush and tree
We can all learn to sing the songs the angels sing
And I believe in God and God ain't me

[Verse 2]
I've traveled around the world
Stood on mighty mountains and gazed across the wilderness
Never seen a line in the sand or a diamond in the dust
And as our fate unfurls
Every day that passes, I'm sure about a little bit less
Even my money keeps telling me it's God I need to trust
And I believe in God and God ain't us

[Verse 3]
God, of my little understanding, don't care what name I call
Whether or not I believe doesn't matter at all
I receive the blessings
Every day on Earth's another chance to get it right
Let this little light of mine shine and rage against the night
Just another lesson
Maybe someone's watching and wondering what I got
Maybe this is why I'm here on Earth and maybe not
And I believe in God and God is God



6618. God Is Good - Chords

God Is Good
Recorded by Paul Overstreet
Written by Paul Overstreet and Don Moen

G7     C            Am
God is good all the time 
         F
He put a song of praise 
        G7
In this heart of mine 
       C            Am
God is good all the time
            F
Through the darkest night 
    G7
His light will shine
       F
God is good 
        G7           C   F C
He's so good all the time
Repeat #1
          G7                  Am
If you're walking through the valley
            F           Am    G7
And there's shadows all around
      Em           Am
Do no fear He will guide you
        F                 G7
He will keep you safe and sound
       Dm                G7
He has promised to never leave you
    Dm                  F       G7
Nor forsake you and His Word is true
Repeat #1
        G7           Am
We were sinners so unworthy
        F              Am  G7
Yet for us He chose to die
             Em            Am
He filled us with His Holy Spirit
           F              G7
Now we can stand and testify
         Dm          G7
That His love is everlasting
        Dm                F     G7
And His mercies they will never end
Repeat #1
 
         Am           Em
Though I may not understand
        G7                 Dm



All the plans You have for me
   G#              D#
My life is in Your hands
                Dm      C
And through the eyes of faith
      F       G7
I can clearly see
Repeat #1

6619. God Is Good God Is Love - Chords

God Is Good God Is Love
Recorded by Brush Arbor
Written by James Rice

G      C    G      C
God is good God is love
G           D7             G  C
And I don't deserve either one
G         C
I've done wrong
     G             C
I've been away too long
        G      D7       G  F
But for me God sent His Son
    G                    Am
The bible told me for my sins I should die
    C                           G    F
But God sent His Son to pay the price
G                          D7
Choose this day who you're gonna serve
      C         D7           G
Cause God don't grade on the curve
repeat #1
   G                          Am
We all have sinned so there's none without blame
    C                             G   F
But God loves you and me just the same
G                   D7
Receive Him now and don't hesitate
    C            D7     G
For tomorrow may be too late
repeat #1 x2

6620. God Is Just A Prayer Away - Chords

God Is Just A Prayer Away
Recorded by Blackwood Brothers
Written by G. Paulson



C
When your burden seems so heavy
                                   Dm G7
And you dread the dawn of each new day
     C                            F
Just lift up your eyes and please remember
     G7                   C   D7 G7
That God is just a prayer away

C
When you know that you've been sinful
                                 Dm  G7
And the future is looking mighty gray
    C                                F
One glance at the sky and they'll convince you
     G7                   C
That God is just a prayer away

F                                   C
How can you go through life without Him
        D7                      G7
Tell me who are you and why you doubt Him 
            C                           F
So think of this as you travel down the highway
     G7                   C
That God is just a prayer away

repeat #3

     G7                   C
That God is just a prayer away

6621. God Is Love

God Is Love
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

Those folks who say that God is dead
Must see through vision dim
By vain desires and worldly sin
And God is dead to them
But my eyes searched as did my soul
Till I could plainly see
His crowning glory all around
No God's not dead to me

Chorus:
He lives in purple mountain tops
In valleys so serene
I hear him in a robin's song
And in a rippling stream
He lives in great majestic pines



That reach the clouds above
He's in the smile of a little child
Oh truly God is love

The beauty of a blushing rose
His gracious touch has shown
And by his hand the velvet shy
With tiny gems was strewn
A thousand ways his magic touch
Displays his works of art
He has a dwelling place with me
He lives within my heart

Chorus
He lives in purple mountain tops
In valleys so serene
I hear him in a robin's song
And in a rippling stream
He lives in great majestic pines
That reach the clouds above
He's in the smile of a little child
Oh truly God is love

Those folks who say that God is dead
Must see through vision dim
By vain desires and worldly sin
And God is dead to them
But my eyes searched as did my soul
Till I could plainly see
His crowning glory all around
No God's not dead to me

Chorus:
He lives in purple mountain tops
In valleys so serene
I hear him in a robin's song
And in a rippling stream
He lives in great majestic pines
That reach the clouds above
He's in the smile of a little child
Oh truly God is love

The beauty of a blushing rose
His gracious touch has shown
And by his hand the velvet shy
With tiny gems was strewn
A thousand ways his magic touch
Displays his works of art
He has a dwelling place with me
He lives within my heart

Chorus
He lives in purple mountain tops
In valleys so serene
I hear him in a robin's song
And in a rippling stream
He lives in great majestic pines



That reach the clouds above
He's in the smile of a little child
Oh truly God is love

6622. God Is Watching - Chords

God Is Watching
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Mickey Harris and Louise Tomberlain

C                                 F        C
As you travel onward through this world of sin
                                 D7       G7
And your heart is heavy from the load within
           C                      F         C
Bring your cares to Jesus he will save your soul
                                G7       C
He will wash your sins away and make you whole

                             F        C
God is watching over all the children here
                         D7                G7
He will stand beside you though the way be drear
          C                     F          C
When your load is heavy and you just can't win
                                   G7      C
He will lift your burden if you'll let Him in

                                 F         C
When you feel like no one really cares for you
                                   D7      G7
And you feel like quitting He will see you through
     C                             F       C
Well just look upward while you're on your knees
                                 G7           C
Pray your prayers to Jesus and I think you'll see

                             F        C
God is watching over all the children here
                         D7                G7
He will stand beside you though the way be drear
          C                     F          C
When your load is heavy and you just can't win
                                   G7      C
He will lift your burden if you'll let Him in

6623. God Isn't Real



Robbie Fulks - God Isn't Real

[Verse 1]
A world filled with wonder, a cold fathomless sky
A man's life so meager, he can but wonder why
He cries out to Heaven its truth to reveal
The answer: only silence, for God isn't real

[Chorus 1]
Go ask the starving millions under Stalin's cruel reign
Go ask the child with cancer who eases her pain
Then go to your churches if that's how you feel
But don't ask me to follow, for God isn't real

[Verse 2]
He forms in his image a weak and foolish man
Speaks to him in symbols that few understand
For a life of devotion, the death blow he deals
We'd owe Him only hatred, but God isn't real

[Chorus 2]
Go tell the executioner of the power he can't defy
Go tell his shackled victim of the mercy on high
Then go to your churches, go beg, pray, and kneel
But don't ask me to follow, for God isn't real
No, no matter how He should be, God isn't real

6624. God Keeps The Wild Flowers Blooming - Chords

God Keeps The Wild Flowers Blooming
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Bobby Abshire
 
G                              C                  G
I been working all day long on some old forgotten place
                                                      D7
A place where mom and papa rest beneath the cold cold clay
           G                                C             G
Though the tears may fill my eyes there's a smile upon my face
                                   D7                   G
I see God remembered mom and daddy put flowers on their grave

                                     C              G
And there's wild flowers blooming on mom and papa's graves
                                          D7
There's no tame ones ever brought here anymore
        G                                    C               G
For the family they've all gone I've been in prison much too long
                                        D7                G     C  G
But God keeps the wild flowers blooming on mom and papa's grave

Spoken:
                 C                                         G
You know I still remember just as though it was only yesterday



                                                                     D7
All the hell that my mom and dad went through to live on from day to day
        G                      C                       G
But the love they both gave us oh it was surely heaven sent

And all the heartaches that I know I've caused 'em 
D7                    G
God knows I'll always regret

Repeat #2

                                       D7             G
God keeps the wild flowers blooming on mom and papa's grave

6625. God Knows What

God Knows What
Alecia Nugent - God Knows What

Long after the last train rolled out of town
I had to find out if the world was round
So I left Louisiana, big city bound
Looking for god knows what

Mama gave me her bible and choked back the tears
Said, girl, it so easy to get lost out there
Every night I'll remember you in my prayers 
While you're looking for god knows what

God knows what I was after
God knows what was on my mind
Every step I took fell faster
Everything I left behind
Turned into the greener pastures
What will I find after all this time 
Coming back from god knows what

Pride tastes bitter and dreams got hard
It's tough to admit but at least that's a start
Took along way around but that old backyard
Beats the devil out of god knows what

God knows what I was after
God knows what was on my mind
Every step I took fell faster
Everything I left behind
Turned into the greener pastures
What will I find after all this time 
Coming back from god knows what

I was after
God knows what was on my mind
Every step I took fell faster



Everything I left behind
Turned into the greener pastures
What will I find after all this time 
Coming back from god knows what

God knows what (god knows what)
God knows what

6626. God Loves A Drunk

Richard Thompson - God Loves a Drunk 

Will there be any bartenders up there in Heaven?
Will the pubs never close, will the glass never drain
No more D.T.'s and no shakes and no horrors
The very next morning you feel right as rain

'Cause God loves a drunk, the lowest of men

Like the dogs in the street and the pigs in the pen
But a drunk's only trying to get free of his body
And soar like an eagle high up there in heaven
His shouts and his curses they are just hymns and praises
To kick-start his mind now and then

O God loves a drunk, come raise up your glasses, Amen

Does God really care for your life in the suburbs?
A dull little life full of dull little things
Bring up the babies to be just like Daddy
And maybe you'll be there when He gives out the wings

But God loves a drunk, although he's a fool
How he wets in his pants and he falls off his stool
And he can't hear the insults and whispers go by him
As he leans in the doorway and he sings Sally Racket
He can't feel the cold rain beat down on his body
And soak through his clothes to the skin

O God loves a drunk, come raise up your glasses, Amen

Will there be any pen-pushers up there in Heaven?
Does clerking and wage-slaving win you God's love
I pity you worms with your semis and pensions
If you think that'll get you to the kingdom above

But God loves a drunk, although he's a clown
You can't help but laugh as he gags and falls down
But he don't give a cuss for what people think of him
He screams at his demons alone in the darkness
He's staying alive for just one more pint bottle
Won't you throw him a few pennies, friend



God loves a drunk, for ever and ever, Amen

6627. God Loves His Children

God Loves His Children
Flatt & Scruggs

I was a stranger brother right in sin
Didn't even have the love of God within
But now I've found Him and I'm glad to say
I love my saviour more everyday

God loves His children brother yes I know
He will protect you anywhere you go
Just call the point He will get you there
God will protect you brother anywhere

Brother take warning while yet you have time
Don't let old Satan lead you on down the line
Just tell old Satan to stay out of your way
God loves His children brother everyday

I'm glad I've found and I'm on my way
I'm going to follow Jesus everyday
Nothing can change me and I'm glad to say
God loves His children brother everyday

6628. God Made Her Special - Chords

God Made Her Special
Recorded by Wayne Kemp
Written by Wayne Kemp and Danny Walls
[3/4 time]

G7                                   C
(God made her special especially for me)
                          F
She's a woman I know that He must have made
    G7                                  C
And we know that heaven never made a mistake
                              F
For He made her so perfect as only God can
   G7                              C
He created a woman for this lonely man
                     F
Each morning the sun refuses to shine
     G7                                         C
Till she opens her blue eyes and tells me she's mine
                                     F



There's no darkness in my world when she's standin' by
    G7                              C
Yes God made her special and I know why
    F                    C
Yes God made her special and He made her for me
      F                     C              G7
Cause I think He wanted the whole world to see
C                             F
Now I know that one day He'll need her again
G7                                          C
But I hope that He'll let her be mine until then
Repeat #3

6629. God Moves In A Windstorm - Chords

God Moves In A Windstorm
Blue Highway

Capo 4th Fret

Do the Chorus after each verse

(G) God sent Jonah to the Ninevah land,
To preach the gospel to the (D) wicked men
(G) Tell them to repent of their wicked ways
Or I'll overthrow the city in (D) forty (G) days

Chorus
God moved through the windstorm
He (D) rode in a (G) windstorm
God moved through the windstorm
And he (D) troubled everybody in their (G) mind

Jonah went down to the seashore,
To make up his mind which (D) way to go
(G) Boarded the ship and paid his fare
And God got angry with (D) Jonah down (G) there

Jonah went down from the side of man
Called on Jesus to (D) be his friend,
(G) Disobeyed God and he had to pray
The Lord sent a storm on the (D) water that (G) day

They cast poor Jonah overboard,
God sent a whale and (D) swallowed him whole,
(G) He went on down to the Ninevah land
And laid poured poor Jonah on a (D) bed of (G) sand

Jonah rose up from the sand,
Went on walking to the (D) Ninevah land
(G) Preached the gospel at his command,
Repent, repent you (D) wicked (G) men



On recording they repeat the Chorus two more times, voices only.
If you wish to end like them, practice vocals along with recording.
They do great harmony.- Blue Highway 

Capo 4th Fret

Do the Chorus after each verse

(G) God sent Jonah to the Ninevah land,
To preach the gospel to the (D) wicked men
(G) Tell them to repent of their wicked ways
Or I'll overthrow the city in (D) forty (G) days

Chorus
God moved through the windstorm
He (D) rode in a (G) windstorm
God moved through the windstorm
And he (D) troubled everybody in their (G) mind

Jonah went down to the seashore,
To make up his mind which (D) way to go
(G) Boarded the ship and paid his fare
And God got angry with (D) Jonah down (G) there

Jonah went down from the side of man
Called on Jesus to (D) be his friend,
(G) Disobeyed God and he had to pray
The Lord sent a storm on the (D) water that (G) day

They cast poor Jonah overboard,
God sent a whale and (D) swallowed him whole,
(G) He went on down to the Ninevah land
And laid poured poor Jonah on a (D) bed of (G) sand

Jonah rose up from the sand,
Went on walking to the (D) Ninevah land
(G) Preached the gospel at his command,
Repent, repent you (D) wicked (G) men

On recording they repeat the Chorus two more times, voices only.
If you wish to end like them, practice vocals along with recording.
They do great harmony.

6630. God Moves On The Water

God Moves on the Water
Larkin Poe - God Moves on the Water

[Verse 1]
Year of nineteen hundred and twelve
April, the fourteenth day
Great Titanic struck an iceberg
The people had to run and pray



[Chorus]
God moves (Moves)
Moves (Moves)
God moves (Moves)
And the people had to run and pray (Ooh, ooh, ooh)

[Verse 2]
The rains came down in twenty-six
Louisiana up Arkansas way
The rich and poor, the mother and child
The people had to run and pray

[Chorus]
God moves (Moves)
Moves (Moves)
God moves (Moves)
And the people had to run and pray (Ooh, ooh, ooh)

[Verse 3]
When the streets of San Francisco
Buckled like a horseshoe belt
And the fires raged and the buildings fell
Oh, the pain that those good folks felt

6631. God Must Be A Cowboy At Heart - Chords

God Must Be A Cowboy At Heart
Written and recorded by Dan Seals

G        C             G
Campfire coffee from a tin cup in my hand   
C                                G
It sure warms the fingers when it's cold               
C        G
Playing an old guitar a friend I understand   
A7                               D7
It sure smoothes the wrinkles in my soul
G               C                G
Sleeping in the moonlight with a blanket for a bed   
C                               G
It leaves a peaceful feeling in my mind                  
C               G     D7   Em
Waking up in the morning with an eagle over head         
G           D7             G
Makes me long to fly away before my time
                                         C
And I Think God must be a cowboy at heart       
 D7                        G     D7
He made wide open spaces from the start        
 G                                   C
He made grass and trees and mountains and a horse to be a friend    
D7                              G



And trails to lead old cowboys home again     
C                           G
Night life in big cities is all right for a while   
C                                    G
It sure makes you feel good when you're there        
C                           G      D7     Em
But the country's so pretty it goes on and on for miles   
A7                            D7    G
It takes away my troubles and my cares 

Repeat #3

6632. God Put A Rainbow In The Clouds

Rhonda Vincent
God Put a Rainbow in the Clouds
Carl Story

When God shut Noah in the grand old ark
he put a rainbow in the clouds
When thunders rolled and the sky was dark
God put a rainbow in the clouds

God put a rainbow in the clouds
(God put a rainbow in the clouds)
When it looked like the sun wouldn't shine anymore
God put a rainbow in the clouds

[Instrumental]

Away down yonder in Egypt's sand
God put a rainbow in the clouds
Just to lead his children to the promised land
God put a rainbow in the clouds.

God put a rainbow in the clouds
(God put a rainbow in the clouds)
Well, it looked like the sun wouldn't shine anymore
God put a rainbow in the clouds.

[Instrumental]

When they put old Daniel in the lion's den
God put a rainbow in the clouds
Just to prove his promise to the sons of men
God put a rainbow in the clouds.

God put a rainbow in the clouds
(God put a rainbow in the clouds)
Well, it looked like the sun wouldn't shine anymore
God put a rainbow in the clouds.



6633. God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen

God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen - Jerry Douglas

God rest ye merry gentlemen, let nothing you dismay
Remember Christ our savior was born on Christmas day
To save us all from Satan's power when we were gone astray

O tidings of comfort and joy, comfort and joy
O tidings of comfort and joy

In Bethlehem, in [Incomprehensible] this Blessed Babe was born
And laid within a manger upon this blessed morn
The which His mother Mary did nothing take in scorn

O tidings of comfort and joy, comfort and joy
O tidings of comfort and joy

From God our Heavenly Father a blessed angel came
And unto certain shepherds brought tiding of the same
How that in Bethlehem was born, the Son of God by name

O tidings of comfort and joy, comfort and joy
O tidings of comfort and joy

The shepherds at those tidings, rejoiced much in mind
And left their flocks a-feeding in tempest, storm and wind
And went to Bethlehem straightway, the Son of God to find

O tidings of comfort and joy, comfort and joy
O tidings of comfort and joy

6634. God Save The Queen Of The Honky Tonks - Chords

God Save The Queen Of The Honky Tonks
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Wayne Kemp and Mack Vickery

C
God save the queen of the honky tonks
    G7                          C  G7
And keep her away from men like me
  C                                 F        D7
I can't forget the first one that I took her to
    G7                                     C      G7
The place that I called home to her seemed strange
    C                                 F            D7
The simple things that I loved in her began to disappear
        G7                          C     G7



And her old fashioned ways began to change
   C
So God save the queen of the honky tonks
                       D7          G7
Forgive a fool like me who put her there
      F                 G7
She's out there in some honky tonk 
   F               G7
An angel that some devil wants
                               C
So keep her away from men like me
                                        
She picked up the glass she thought was Coke 
    F               D7
And as she drank it down
       G7
Like a fool I laughed when she almost choked 
      C               G7
And I ordered another round
    C
She watched me close and caught on fast 
     F                   D7
Till she thought she fit in
    G7
But heaven knows she don't belong 
                  C
With that kind of men
Repeat #2
    G7                               C
Yes God save the queen from men like me

6635. God Saw My Need - Chords

God Saw My Need
Recorded by the Statler Brothers
Written by Don Reid

G                        D7
I grew up reciting bible verses
                           G
Committing everyone to memory
         Em                C       G
But like Nicodemus when he met the teacher 
        A7                           D7
I could finally see the pharaohcy in me
  
       G                 D7
I have always believed I believed in
                              G
The right things to do and to say
         Em               C       G       C
But like Paul I was traveling and blinded
       G                 D7            G



Till I saw the light the truth and the way

                C          G
In the darkness God saw my need
                 Em          D7
Saw my sorrow my lust and my greed
         G            C          G
Just one touch of His hand I was free
               D7         G
In my darkness God saw my need

                                   D7
I could name you every book in the bible
                                           G
And I knew all the pretty words it took to pray
         Em              C                    G
But like Zacchaeus I was short on things that mattered
          A7                              D7
Still the Lord stopped in at my house one day

        G                          D7
Ah it's a thin thin line between a good man
                            G
And one who knows he's been saved
     Em          C               G     C
Like Lazarus I'm now a friend of Jesus
         G               D7            G
And this body is all I'm taking to the grave

Repeat #3  x2

6636. God Sent An Angel - Chords

God Sent An Angel
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Doyle Lawson, Leroy Drumm, Pete Goble
[3/4 time]

C                                 C7
I was troubled in my mind and had reached my darkest time 
        F                      C
When my life and my spirit was low
                              C7
I walked out on a span of the bridge made by man 
           D7                   G7
And looked down at the water so cold 

  C                            C7
I stood shivering there on the edge of despair
        F                   C
Knowing well I was going to fall 
         F                      C
With the end drawing near I had no mortal fear 



                G7           C
For I had never known Him at all
 
        G7      C  C7       F    G7            C
But God sent an an-gel that only my eyes could see
       F                        C
He was dressed all in white and surrounded by light
                     G7            C
Oh thank God for the love shown to me 

                            C7
For the rest of my days God will show me the way 
          F                    C
Since His messenger entered my life 
                           C7
I'm a part of His plan for salvation of man
     D7                    G7
As I walk in his circle of life
 
      C                         C7
Never more will I doubt what my life's all about 
       F                    C
And no more will I suffer despair
         F                C
I've got proof He's alive for He let me survive 
                       G7          C
And I know He's made a home for me there

repeat #2 Cause God sent...
 
       F                        C
He was dressed all in white and surrounded by light
                     G7            C F C
Oh thank God for the love shown to m--e

6637. God Shall Wipe All Tears Away

Rhiannon Giddens - God Shall Wipe All Tears Away

In the land of fadeless day
Lies the city four-square
It shall never pass away
And there is no night there
God shall wipe away all tears
There's no death, no pain, nor fears
And they count not time by years
For there is no night there
All the gates of pearl are made
In the city four-square
All the streets with gold are laid
And there is no night there
And the gates shall never close
To the city four-square



There life's crystal river flows
And there is no night there
There they need no sunshine bright
In that city four-square
For the Lamb is all the light
And there is no night there

6638. God Still Has a Plan

The Isaacs - God Still Has a Plan 

You blink your eye and suddenly the kids are grown and gone.
Picture echoes memories filling up the empty hearts.
Everybody is busy, getting on with their own life.
You can fill like you're forgotten, like you've been left behind.
But God still has a plan for you, even though it feel sometimes your better days are through.
As long as you're still here, there's still a work for you to do.
God still has a plan for you.
God still has a plan for you.

6639. God Understands - Chords

God Understands   
written and recorded by Marty Robbins    [ 3/4 time ]
 
C                  C7              F
God understands He knows all about us
                C                     G7
He knows of our hopes He knows of our plans
                C       C7          F
He's willing to help if we will but follow
             C        G7       C
He knows all about us God understands
 
                        C7           F   
I walk with the Lord in sunshine and darkness
            C                 G7 
I cannot forsake His word and command
              C         C7            F   
Temptation is great His love is still greater
             C        G7       C   
He knows all about us God understands
 
                     C7           F   
I know of His love I know all its meaning
              C                   G7
I know of the power He's given to man
                 G      C7            F   
Without faith in God my life would be worthless



             C        G7       C  
He knows all about us God understands
 
                         C7          F
When trouble appears and life has no meaning
                 C                            G7  
Be washed and be cleansed in the blood of the Lamb
                 C        C7            F 
He's trusted and tried so cast Him your worries
             C        G7       C     
He knows all about us God understands

6640. God Walks The Dark Hills

Iris Dement - God Walks the Dark Hills

[Verse 1]
God walks the dark hills
The ways, the by ways
He walks through the billows
Of life's troubled sea
He walks through the cold dark night
The shadows of midnight
God walks the dark hills
Just to guide you and me

[Chorus]
God walks the dark hills
To guide my footsteps
He walks everywhere
By night and by day
He walks in the silence
On down the highway
God walks the dark hills
To show me the way

[Verse 2]
God walks in the storm
The rain and the sunshine
He walks on the billows
On through glimmering light
Helps us walk up the mountain so high
Cross our rivers through valleys
God walks the dark hills
Because he loves you and me

[Chorus]



6641. God Who Never Fails

Ralph Stanley - God who never fails
Composer: David Marshall

I won't go to a burnin hell
If I believe in what the bible tells
I'll conquer that old devil if I pray
He offers just brimstone and fire
A lowdown thief a cheater and a liar
But the Lord will give you love and treat you well

There's too many miles on me
To change my ways I cannot see
Before I die it can't be far away
I believe in the God that never fails
Delivered Jonah from the belly of the whale
Give me that old time religion that's for me

I have a promise from God above
The one who gave me this book of love
Says he'll never leave me or forsake me
And when the devil's at my back door
I'll raise my hand and kneel on the floor
I pray that the Lord will lead me through

6642. God Will Take Care Of You - Chords

God Will Take Care of You
Recorded by the Oak Ridge Boys
Written by Civilla D. Martin and W. Stillman Martin

C
Be not dismayed whatever betide
G7                    C
God will take care of you

Beneath His wings of love abide
G7                    C    C7
God will take care of you

F             C
God will take care of you
G7                             C
Through every day o'er all the way
             Dm      E7
He will take care of you
F             C     G7  C
God will take care  of you

No matter what may be the test
G7                    C
God will take care of you



Lean weary one upon His breast
G7                    C
God will take care of you

Repeat #2

             Dm      E7
He will take care of you
F             C     G7  C
God will take care  of you

6643. God Won't Get You

Dolly Parton - God Won't Get You

Sometimes in my sleep I hold you close against my skin
Wakin'up I wish that I could sleep and dream again
'cause only in my dreams can I know how it might have been
But cheaters never win, Their Heartaches never end
But sometimes I get crazy as lovers often do
Trying to please him and wondering if she's pleasin'you
Though they have ever right to any part of us they choose
I still live just for you and our secret rendezvous

Chorus:
Torn between two lovers on the jukebox
I'm thinkin'how I could have wrote that song
Wonderin'if God loves us when we're cheatin?
Oh, but why he lets us feel things if it's wrong
And I guess I should be singin' "Rock of Ages"
"Amazing Grace" and some of those good songs
But my cheatin'heart will tell on me tomorrow
If you think that God won't get you, well you're wrong
Thou shalt not commit, it's written in the ten
The spirit's always willin? but the flesh is weak again
And you're as close to heaven as I might ever fly
And angel in disguise
A wrong that feels so right

Chorus:
Torn between two lovers just keeps playing
I don't want to be right if lovin'you is wrong
I'm wonderin'if God loves us when we're cheatin?
Oh, but why we have to feel things if i's so wrong
I guess I should be singin' "Rock of Ages"
"Amazing Grace" and some of those good songs
But my cheatin'heart will tell on me tomorrow
If you think that God won't get you, well you're wrong
My cheatin'heart will tell on me tomorrow
If you think that God won't get you, well you're wrong



6644. God's Coloring Book

Dolly Parton - God's Coloring Book 
Country Gentlemen

Today as I was walking
In the fields just down the way
I sat down on a fallen log
To pass the time away
And as I looked around me
The more that I did look
the more I realize that I am viewing
God's coloring book
I saw a golden ray of sunlight
A silver drop of dew
A soft, white floating cloud
Sailing cross the sky 'a blue
A yellow dandelion
Pretty evergreen
And some red and orange flowers
Growing wild along the stream
And the more I look around me
And the more that I do look
The more I realize that I am viewing
God's coloring book
The greyness in an old man's hair
The pink in baby's cheeks
The blackness in a stormy sky
The brown in fallen leaves
And the multicolored rainbow
Stretched out across the sky
And the purple haze at sunset
Just before the night
And the more I look around me
And the more that I do look
The more I realize that I am viewing
God's coloring book
Then I turn my face toward the sky
And say a silent prayer
Though God doesn't speak to me
I see him everywhere
He is all around me
He's everywhere I look
And each new day is but a new page
In God's coloring book
Tag:
Each new day is but a new page
In God's coloring book
Hmmmmmm



6645. God's Golden Key

The Lonesome Sisters - God's Golden Key 

We all must resign to our heavenly path
Our world here is small, full of joy full of wrath
silvery gleams moonlit the sea
and awaiting in heaven is God's Golden key.

God's golden key we all hope to hold
it's a shining example of rewards untold
we try to open the door in this life here below
but only God's golden key will unlock our new home

God's golden key we all hope to hold
it's a shining example of rewards untold
we try to open the door in this life here below
but only God's golden key unlocks our new home

6646. God's Gonna Ease My Troublin' Mind

God's Gonna Ease My Troublin' Mind

Troublin' mind, troublin' mind
Troublin' mind, Troublin' mind
Troublin' mind, troublin' mind
God's a-gonna ease my troublin' mind

Mary and Martha, Peter and John,... (Ã■3)
They had trouble all night long

Down by the graveyard stood and tall,... (Ã■3)
There laid the long rail as well as the short

If you get there before I do,... (Ã■3)
You tell my friends I'm comin' too

6647. God's Hand - Chords

God's Hands
Recorded by the Oak Ridge Boys
Written by David Reece

C                    G7        C
God's hands made the earth and everything
      G7                             C          G7
God's hands made the flowers and the birds that sing
      C                            C7      F
God's hands made the mountains and ev-e-ry tree
                  C        G7        C



From a handful of love God made even me

                     G7         C
God's hands hold the waters and make them flow
      G7                              C             G7
God's hands hold the seasons from the springtime to snow
    C                             C7        F
His hands hold our life span from cradle to grave
                           C       G7            C
These same hands nailed at Calvary hold power to save

      G7                             C
God's hands rule the heavens and the vast universe
       D7                 G7
He has power to bless and power to curse
    C                          C7       C
His hands lifted me out of sin from all sin
                      C         G7            C
He has now blessed my way God's hands leadeth me

6648. God's Highway

God's Highway

There's a highway up in heaven and the streets are all pure gold
There'll be shouting there forever in the home land fo the soul
I shall meet with all my loved ones and the saints gone on before
On that highway up in heaven on that peaceful golden shore

Oh, I'll walk down heavens highway some sweet day
And I know I'll hear my blessed savior say
Welcome to your home in heaven that I have prepared for you
For your cares and worries now on earth are through

I'll be singing with the angels in those mansions there on high
Be at home with my dear Savior, never more to say goodbye
Then again I'lll see my monm and daddy who went on before
Walk through glory shouting, singing on God's highway ever more

*Refrain

6649. God's Own Singer

God's Own Singer
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Straight backed chair and a table
Where he sits when he's able
To walk over from bedridden misery



To record from his thoughts
On a worn out table cloth
Where he'd been while his mind breaks sleeplessly
Though his body's bent with age
You know, he's still out on that stage
Entertaining all his friends
That pause to greet him at the door
Forty nine years out on the road
Many nights he'd saved a soul
Now he sits and waits to claim his own reward
God's own singer of songs is going home
Though he's poor, might be the richest one you know
All this pain will set him free
Wash his soul and cleanse him clean
God's own singer of songs is going home
God's own singer of songs is going home

6650. God's Plan

God's Plan
Desert Rose Band
Hill-Hillman

The night never looked as dark as this
When the world slipped through you fingertips
I held you close, the tears pouring down
With thought of him spinning around

A spark of life like the wind to a flame
Who can stand and who's to blame
Who are we when we fail to cope
In the bad times is where we find our hope

We cannot answer and we'll never know
What is the basic question grows and grows
It's a lifelong mystery, buried in the sand
It's all a part of God's plan

So hold me tight through this lullabye
There's always tomorrow and the answer is life
Who are we when we fail to cope
In the bad times is where we find our hope

We cannot answer and we'll never know
What is the basic question grows and grows
It's a lifelong mystery, buried in the sand
It's all a part of God's plan



6651. Godawful Things

Godawful Things
Lake Street Dive

Only a devil could be so bold to break a heart like yours
No no, so cold but you've been there before
You're in a state of disrepair, you're an answer to
My prayers
Well well, I'll be there

[Chorus]
Thank the good Lord
For those godawful things
That brought you, brought you right back to me
Thank the good Lord
For those godawful things
That brought you, brought your right back to me

Only an angel can know there's love to find behind closed doors
In time you'll know when you're ready for more
Though you have not a lot to say, let me roll the
Stone away
Through you I am saved

[Chorus]
Thank the good Lord
For those godawful things
That brought you, brought you right back to me
Thank the good Lord
For those Godawful things
That brought you, brought you right back to me

Well, thank the good Lord
For those godawful things
That brought you, brought you right back to me
Well, now now thank the good lord
For those godawful things
That brought you, brought you right back to me
Now thank the good Lord
For those godawful things
That brought you, brought you right back to me

Well thank the good Lord
For those godawful things
That brought you, brought you to me
Brought you to me

6652. Goddamn Lonely Love - Chords

Goddamn Lonely Love 
Tyler Childers
 



[Intro]
G
Am   C   G  x2
 
 
[Verse 1]
         Am         C        G
I've got greens and I've got blues
      Am                        C                           G
Every day there's a little less difference between the two
        Am       C          G
I belly up and I disappear
       Am                              C                        G
Well I ain't really drowning cause you see the beach from here
 
 
[Chorus]
        D
I could take a greyhound home
       Am
when I got there it'd be gone
             C                             G
along with everything that home is made up of
             Am
So I'll take two of what you're having
              C
and I'll take all of what you got
              G
to kill this goddamn lonely
      D        G
goddamn lonely love
 
 
[Interlude]
 
Am   C   G  x2
 
 
[Verse 2]
       Am        C                 G
Sister listen to what your daddy says
          Am                    C               G
Don't be ashamed of things that hide behind your dress
      Am     C                G
Belly up and arch your back
       Am                    C                   G
Well I ain't really fallin asleep I'm fadin to black
 
 
[Chorus]
          D
You could come to me by plane
         Am
but that wouldn't be the same
            C                        G
as that old motel room in Texarkana was
             Am



So I'll take two of what you're having
              C
and I'll take all of what you got
              G
to kill this goddamn lonely
      D        G
goddamn lonely love
 
 
[Interlude]
 
Am   C   G  x2
 
 
[Bridge]
 
Em                C                  G
Stop me if you've heard this one before
                D
A man walks into a bar
    Am                C                     G
And leaves before his ashes hit the floor
Em                C                  G
Stop me if you've heard this one before
                D
A man walks into a bar
    Am                C                     G
And leaves before his ashes hit the floor
Em           C              G
Stop me if I ever get that far
               D
the sun's a desperate star
     Am               C
that burns like every single one before
 
 
[Outro]
        D
I could find another dream
          Am
one that keeps me warm and clean
           C                                G
but I aint dreamin any more girl I'm waking up
             Am
So I'll take two of what you're having
              C
and I'll take everything you got
              G
to kill this goddamn lonely
      D        G
goddamn lonely love
                   Am             C              G
All I got is this goddamn lonely, goddamn lonely love
                   Am             C              G
All I got is this goddamn lonely, goddamn lonely love
 
 



 
[Tab] (Excludes strumming)
 
   G                 Am      C         G
e/-3-------------------------------------/
B/-3-----0h1p0-------1-------------------/
G/-0-----------2--0--2-------0----0----0-/
D/-0-----------------0h2-----0h2--2p0--0-/
A/-2-----------------0-----2-3----3----2-/
E/-3-----------------------------------3-/

6653. Goddamned Saint

Goddamned Saint - Nickel Creek 

Once upon softer times
I met a man
Who'd made some records I admired
Though he wrote like a sinner
As far as I could understand
From the front pew of my choir
But now I watched
As he walked the walk
Like a goddamned saint

And one of the walls I'd built
Around what I thought I felt came tumbling down
And a trickle of light shone in
From somewhere I hadn't been
Since I'd been told to quit poking around
As if God himself were saying
"Go on, it'll be okay
You've got a goddamned saint with you now"

Thus upon softer times
We bared our souls
In the good old-fashioned hope
Of changing one another
I recited parables
And he listened with an openness
I heard
As clear as any words
He could've preached or prayed

Do not fear this world
And it will bring you strength
To lay down your sword and shield
And the other three walls I'd built
Around what I thought I felt came tumbling down
And a torrent of light shone in
He said, "Are you coming, friend?"
I said what the hell and went poking around
Like a goddamned saint



Who lives to seek
And seeks to test what they believe
But then times got harder
I find my choir has ceased to think
And my thoughts have ceased to sing
'Cause I won't even have a drink
With anyone who disagrees
Like I've forgotten
That the well I'm drawing from
Springs from disagreements
With people who believe
That we can only change someone as much
As we're willing to be changed

6654. Goddamned Saint (Reprise)

Goddamned Saint (Reprise) - Nickel Creek 

And the shiny, new walls I've built
Around what I think I feel tower over the ground

And I look down my nose to see
A kid like I used to be
Praying in the dark to keep from poking around
And I find myself wanting to say
"Go on, it'll be okay"
"You've got a goddamned saint with you now"

And the shiny, new wall comes tumbling down

6655. Gods Got It - Chords

Gods Got It
 
Old Crow Medicin Show - Gods Got It

A
Well if you want it God's got it
A             C         D
He's got everything you need
D
If you want it God's got it
D             C         A
He's got everything you need
A
If you want it God's got it
A           C         D
He got everything you need



D      
He got every everything
D      C   A
A poor man needs

D                     A
Walking around like a vagabond
D                    A
Troubles are on your back
D                   A
Looking for money, looking for friends
D                  C      A
And you don't know who to ask

{Chorus}

A
i believe in the Lord above
D
I believe in the righteous i believe in love
A
I believe in the the fire burning in my soul
A                                    
I believe that his light is going to make me whole

6656. Gods Highway - Chords

Gods Highway 
The Stanley Brothers
 
[Chorus]
A     D
Lord, draw me a map of God's highway,
E                             A
it's the only road that leads home.
D                   A
Noone can travel it for me,
A
please Jesus don't leave me alone.
 
[Verse]
A
no radar, speed traps to watch for,
             E                  A
and there'll be, no ice on that road,
D                        A
there's only one highway patrol man,
A
he'll help me deliver my load.
 
[Chorus]
A     D
Lord, draw me a map of God's highway,



E                             A
it's the only road that leads home.
D                   A
Noone can travel it for me,
A
please Jesus don't leave me alone.
 
[Interlude]
A
 
[Verse]
A
Good friends I've known that crossed over,
E                   A
came upon no detour signs,
D                              A
I'm awaiting for the final inspector,
A
Mr. I'll be there on time.
 
[Chorus]
D                                A
Lord, draw me a map of God's highway,
         E                    A
it's the only road that leads home.
D                       A
Noone can travel it for me,
A
please Jesus don't leave me alone.
A                                 D    A
please Jesus don't leave me alone.

6657. Gods Plan - Chords

Gods Plan 
Desert Rose Band
 
C               Dm7
 
The night never looked
   G       C
As dark as this
         Am
When the world slipped
G            F
Through our fingertips
C          Dm7
I held you close
    G             C
The tears pouring down
     Am            G
With thoughts of him
F



Spinning around
C          Dm7
A spark of life
         G         C
Like the wind to a flame
Am      G
Who can stand
    F
And who's to blame
C           Dm7
And who are we
        G       C
When we fail to cope
      Am
In the bad times
   G                 F
Is where we find our hope
Bb           F
We cannot answer
Bb           F
We'll never know
Bb          F
What is the basic question
C         F     Eb
Grows and grows
Bb               F
It's a life long mystery
C             Bb
Buried in the sand
           C
It's all a part
         F
Of God's plan
C           Dm
So hold me tight
             G    C
Through this lullaby
        Am        G
There's always tomorrow
        F
And the answer is life
C           Dm7
And who are we
        G       C
When we fail to cope
       Am
In the bad times
   G                 F
Is where we find our hope
Bb           F
We cannot answer
Bb           F
We'll never know
Bb          F
What is the basic question
C         F     Eb
Grows and grows



Bb              F
It's a lifelong mystery
C             Bb
Buried in the sand
           C
It's all a part
         F
Of God's plan
 
SOLO
 
Bb              F
It's a lifelong mystery
C             Bb
Buried in the sand
           C
It's all a part
         F
Of God's plan
Bb         C
It's all a part
         F
Of God's plan
Bb        C
It's all a part
         F    F Fsus C F
Of God's plan

6658. Godsend

Todd Snider - Godsend

Kimbrough
Trailer door, drink one more
Life goes on
Hotel walls and wake up calls
Another sleepless dawn
First days smoke, the waitress jokes
And more coffee
Godsend, Godsend
Send me an angel to love
Bachelor life, you got two ex-wives
And a beer can pile
Nightclub world, ashtray girl
She's got a crooked smile
Forty years, no lost tears
I'm still waiting
Godsend, Godsend
Send me an angel to love
Godsend, Godsend
Send me an angel to love
Red beer sign, fools in line
Weekend crowd



Drain the cup to loosen up
And laugh out loud
I'll survive, stay alive
And keep praying up above
Godsend, Godsend
Send me an angel to love
Godsend, Godsend
Send me an angel to love
Send me an angel to love
Send me an angel to love, to love

6659. Godspeed (Sweet Dreams)

Dixie Chicks - Godspeed (Sweet Dreams)
Dixie Chicks

Dragon tales and the water is wide
Pirates sail and lost boys fly
Fish bite moonbeams every night
And I love you

Godspeed little man, sweet dreams little man
Oh my love will fly to you each night on angel's wings
Godspeed, sweet dreams

The rocket racer's all tuckered out
Superman's in pajamas on the couch
Goodnight moon we'll find the mouse
And I love you

Godspeed little man, sweet dreams little man
Oh my love will fly to you each night on angel?s wings
Godspeed, sweet dreams

God bless mommy and matchbox cars
God bless dad and thanks for the stars
God hears amen wherever we are
And I love you

Godspeed little man, sweet dreams little man
Oh my love will fly to you each night on angel's wings
Godspeed
Godspeed
Godspeed sweet dreams

6660. Goin Where I've Never Been Before

Goin Where I've Never Been Before



Goin where I'm goin where I ain't never been before
Goin where I ain't never been before
Goin where I ain't never been before

Little gal good gal you ain't no part of me
Little gal you ain't no part of me
Little gal you ain't no part of me

Goin where goin where the climate suits my clothes
Goin where the climate suits my clothes
Goin where I ain't never been before

6661. Goin' Across The Sea

Goin' Across the sea
Yonder Mountain String Band

I'm goin'across the sea
I'm goin'across the line
I'm goin'across the ocean
Gonna see that gal of mine

Chorus:
Won't you come and go?
Come right off and go
Leave this word of sorrow
and troubles here below.

Like my momma told me
It has come to pass
Drinkin'and a-gamblin'
gonna be my ruin at last.

[ Chorus ]

I rambled through Kentucky
I gambled all through Spain
I'm headin'back to Virginia
to gamble my last game.

[ Chorus ]

I wish I had a nickel
I wish I had a dime
I wish I had a sweet little girl
to press and call her mine.

[ Chorus ]

I'm goin'across the sea
I'm goin'across the line
I'm goin'across the ocean
gonna see that gal of mine



6662. Goin' Away Party

Goin' Away Party
(Cindy Walker)

I'm throwin' a goin' away party a party for a friend of mine
So put me somewhere off in a corner with a glass and bottle of your party wine
Don't worry it won't be a loud party I feel too low to get too high
It's just a sad goin' away party for a dream I'm telling goodbye
I'm throwin' a goin' away party a party for a friend of mine
Nobody's coming but a heartache and some tears will drop in now most anythime
Don't worry it won't be a loud party dreams don't make noise when they die
And Joe since sets a goin' away party go away and let me cry
And Joe since sets a goin' away party go away and let me cry

6663. Goin' Back

Richard Thompson - Goin' Back

I think I'm goin' back
To the things I learned so well in my youth,
I think I'm returning to
The days when I was young enough to know the truth

Now there are no games
To only pass the time
No more coloring books,
No Christmas bells to chime
But thinking young and growing older is no sin
And I can play the game of life to win

I can recall a time,
When I wasn't afraid to reach out to a friend
And now I think I've got
A lot more than a skipping rope to lift

Now there's more to do
Than watch my sailboat glide
Then everyday can be my magic carpet ride
And I can play hide and seek with my fears,
And live my life instead of counting my years

Let everyone debate the true reality,
I'd rather see the world the way it used to be
A little bit of freedom, all we're left
So catch me if you can
I'm goin' back

I can recall,



I can remember

I can recall,
I can remember

I can recall,
I can remember

6664. Goin' Back To Dixie

John Hartford - Goin' Back to Dixie

I'm going back to Dixie, no more I'm gwine to wander
My heart's turned back to Dixie, I can't stay here no longer
I miss the old plantation, my home and my relation
My heart turns back to Dixie and I must go

I'm going back to Dixie, I'm going back to Dixie
I'm goin' where the orange blossoms grow
For I hear the children calling, I see the sad tears falling
My heart turns back to Dixie and I must go

I loaded fields of cotton, I've worked upon the river
I use to think if I got off, I'd go back there no never
But times have changed the old man, his head is bending low
His heart's turned back to Dixie, and he must go

I'm going back to Dixie, I'm going back to Dixie
I'm goin' where the orange blossoms grow
For I hear the children calling, I see the sad tears falling
My heart turns back to Dixie and I must go

I'm travelin' back to Dixie, my step is slow and feeble
I pray the Lord will help me, lead me from all evil
Should my strength forsake me then kind friends come and take me
My heart turns back to Dixie, and I must go

I'm going back to Dixie, I'm going back to Dixie
I'm goin' where the orange blossoms grow
For I hear the children calling, I see the sad tears falling
My heart turns back to Dixie and I must go

6665. Goin' Back To Georgia - Chords

Goin' Back To Georgia - Nanci Griffith

INTRO:
         E    A     E    A    B7   B7    E    B7
(female)



            E               A       
Oh the city snow makes your brown eyes shine
            E                        A
We've gotta look real hard to find a reason to cry
B7                                              E         B7
New York, New York is a friend to the traveling kind
               E                 A  
And I'm coming around from years of hard times
            E                         A
He's chased me down through the towns and the miles 
B7                                           E         B7
Once stilled by love he was bound to roll on by
                     
***Chorus:        
           A                  E            A  E
And if you feel my love won't leave you
            Dbm    A                 B
And if your sorrow -   has been your share
           E         A              E     A  E
If you are traveling -  back to Georgia
        B7        (no chord)    E          
Won't you take  -   me with you there
*****
***Instrumental:
       E    A     E    A    B7   B7    E    B7
(male)
            E               A  
Well I'm long gone darling, lonesome blue
            E                        A
I been thinking of leaving, I been thinking of you
B7                                                    E         B7
But that big city singing, man I like the way that it shines 
            E               A  
Iwas half a mile from Canada waiting on a train
            E                        A
Wondering and wishing I could disappear again
B7                                                        E      B7
I been killed by love still it takes me to the end of the line
-CHORUS-
(female)
            E               A  
I've been troubled by a love untrue
            E                        A
Its a fool who will drown in his fountain of youth
B7                                                 E      B7
I can see that now as I'm walking and talking with you
(male)
            E               A  
I been blinded by the sun, wasted in the rain
            E                        A
Scattered in America, and I'm scatterin' again
B7                                                            E     B7  
But if you're going south darling, I guess I'm traveling with you



6666. Goin' Back To Harlan

Goin' Back To Harlan
Emmylou Harris

There were no cuckoos, no sycamores
We played about the forest floor
Underneath the silver maples, the balsams, and the sky
We popped the heads off dandelions
Assuming roles from nursery rhymes
Rested on the riverbank and grew up by and by
And grew up by and by

Frail my heart apart
And play me a little "Shady Grove"
Ring the bells of Rhymney
'Til they ring inside my head forever
Bounce the bow
Rock the gallows
For the hangman's reel
And wake the devil from his dream
I'm going back to Harlan
I'm going back to Harlan
I'm going back to Harlan

And if you were Willie Moore
And I was Barbara Allen
Or Fair Ellen all sad at the cabin door
A-weeping and a-pining for love
A-weeping and a-pining for love

Frail my heart apart
And play me a little "Shady Grove"
Ring the bells of Rhymney
'Til they ring inside my head forever
Bounce the bow
Rock the gallows
For the hangman's reel
And wake the devil from his dream
I'm going back to Harlan
I'm going back to Harlan
I'm going back to Harlan

I'm going back to Harlan
I'm going back to Harlan
I'm going back to Harlan

6667. Goin' Back To Old Kentucky

Goin' Back To Old Kentucky

I'm goin' back to old Kentucky
There to see my Linda Lou



I'm goin' back to old Kentucky
Where the skies are always blue

When I left old Kentucky
Linda kissed me and she cried
I told her that I wouldn't linger
I'd be back by and by

I'm goin' back to old Kentucky
There to see my Linda Lou
I'm goin' back to old Kentucky
Where the skies are always blue

Linda Lou she is a beauty
And pretty brown eyes I loved so well
I'm goin' back to old Kentucky
Never more to say farewell

I'm goin' back to old Kentucky
There to see my Linda Lou
I'm goin' back to old Kentucky
Where the skies are always blue

Now Linda Lou you know I love you
I long for you each night and day
When the roses bloom in old Kentucky
I'll be coming back to stay

I'm goin' back to old Kentucky
There to see my Linda Lou
I'm goin' back to old Kentucky
Where the skies are always blue

I'm goin' back to old Kentucky
There to see my Linda Lou
I'm goin' back to old Kentucky
Where the skies are always blue

6668. Goin' Down In Style

Robert Earl Keen - Goin Down In Style 

I left Houston, Texas on a Gulf Coast Hurricane
I was blown down by tornadoes, washed up by the rain
Well, my pappy wasn't happy with me, he told me to go
So I stole my daddy's Cadillac and I headed down the road
I had a grin from ear to ear with each and every mile
I'm headed for the border man, I'm goin' down in style

Well, I hit Corpus Christi and the wind was at my back
I drove them women crazy in my daddy's Cadillac
I'd cruse them down the boulevard, treated them like queens
I took them all the places that they wanted to been seen



And when I had to leave them, I'd tell them with a smile
I'm headed for the border, man I'm goin' down in style

Well, you've got to take your chances if they ever come along
Close your eyes and listen to that great big engine wind
And it down really matter whether you are right or wrong
'Cause when you cross the border, yeah, you leave this world behind

I stomped down on the pedal, I set the cruise control
Five hundred raging horses blew on by the state patrol
Yeah, there sirens were screaming, Lord, the lights were flashing red
A dozen more were waiting at the road block up ahead
I scattered them like chickens, I heard one of them cry
"He's headin' for the border man, he's goin' down in style"

Yeah, when you cross the border you ain't ever coming back
And there ain't no redemption when the cops are on your tail
The closest thing to heaven is the great big Cadillac
The city lights of Houston or the fiery gates of hell
They nabbed me on the hill that overlooks the Rio Grandee

I'm feeling just like Moses looking at the promise land
They hauled me back to Houston, they threw me into jail
My momma started crying when my daddy paid the bail
I'm sorry I'm not there to hear the outcome of my trial
I'm headed for the border man, I'm goin' down in style

6669. Goin' Down To Sing In Texas

Iris Dement - Goin' Down To Sing In Texas

[Verse 1]
I'm going down to sing in Texas
Where anybody can carry a gun
But we will all be so much safer there
The biggest lie under the sun
Go ahead and shoot me if it floats your little boat
But I'll live by my conscience even if that's all she wrote
I'm going down to sing in Texas
Where anybody can carry a gun

[Verse 2]
It's been way too long comin'
But I want to thank Dixie Chicks
They found out what it's like to be a woman
And defy the establishment
Merle Haggard, Willie Nelson any gun in a cowboy hat
Would have walked away unscathed
Takin' a stand like that
Well, it's been way too long coming
But I want to thank Dixie Chicks

[Verse 3]



I'm so glad Jesus drove those moneychangers out of the church
He did not mince his words for fear that their feelings might get hurt
He spoke truth to power
He stood up for the poor
The church today wouldn't even let him through the door
I'm so glad Jesus drove those moneychangers out of the church

[Verse 4]
I know a couple of Muslims and they seem like pretty decent folks to me
I'd take anyone of them over that evangelist I'm watchin' on T.V
You wanna ban something?
I gotta plan
Let's ban hate from every corner of our land
Well, I know a couple of Muslims and they seem like pretty decent folks to me

[Verse 5]
What's the deal with all these war criminals who get to walk around free
Like that president who lied about WMD
Hundreds of thousands of people are lying in their graves
Celebrities are calling him
The sweet new friend they made
But what's the deal with all these war criminals out walkin' around free

[Verse 6]
I just wanna say "Thank you" to those brave women in the squad
Every day their lives are jeopardized by that hate monger and his mob
But when you care about something that's bigger than you
Even the fires of hell ain't too much to go walking through
And I just wanna say "Thank you" to those brave women in the squad

[Verse 7]
Ain't we all just a little bit tired of greedy people gettin' a free pass?
Hoarding obscene amounts of wealth riding on everybody else's back
Hey Mr Bezos! I'm talking to you!
That flimsy veil you're wearing is so easy to see through
Aren't we all just a little bit tired of greedy people gettin' a free pass

[Verse 8]
How many more people of color are we gonna let be gunned down by police?
How many more perpetrators are we gonna sit back and watch walk free?
You took a knee to stand up for your rights
I just want you to know that I'm right there by your side
How many more people of color are we gonna let be gunned down by police?

[Verse 9]
I know I'm just a pilgrim, I'm only passing through
It's a choice I'm making tryin' to be true
I don't know if there's a judgment day or a master plan
But I wanna be ready if before the Lord I stand
And I know I'm just a pilgrim, only passing through

[Verse 10]
I'm goin' down to sing in Texas where anybody can carry a gun
But we will all be so much safer there
The biggest lie under the sun
Go ahead and shoot me if it floats your little boat
But I'll live by my conscience even if that's all she wrote



I'm going down to sing in Texas where anybody can carry a gun
I'm going down to sing in Arkansas where anybody can carry a gun
I'm going up to sing in Michigan where anybody can carry a gun
My momma told me "You can run to the rocks and try to hide your face"
"But those rocks will cry out there ain't no hiding place"
So I'll go on down and sing in Texas where anybody can carry a gun

6670. Goin' Gone

Kathy Mattea - Goin', Gone
Nanci Griffith

[Verse 1]
There's a lighthouse in the harbor
Giving guidance with it's light
But I had no one to return to
As I wandered through the night

[Verse 2]
From the first time that I saw you
Standing silent by the shore
I knew my search was over
And I would look for love no more

[Chorus]
Deep in the waters of love, I am falling
Sinking like a stone
Deep in my heart, I can hear love callin'
Goin' once, goin' twice, goin' gone
Goin' once, goin' twice, goin' gone

[Verse 3]
There's a ship on the horizon
Makin' it's way against the wind
From the place where I stand watching
I swear my ship is coming in

[Chorus]
Deep in the waters of love, I am falling
Sinking like a stone
Deep in my heart, I can hear love callin'
Goin' once, goin' twice, goin' gone
Goin' once, goin' twice, goin' gone
Sinking like a stone
Deep in my heart, I can hear love callin'
Goin' once, goin' twice, goin' gone
Goin' once, goin' twice, goin' gone

[Tag]
Sinking like a stone



6671. Goin' Gone - Chords

Goin Gone
Kathy Mattea - Goin Gone
Written by Patrick Alger, Bill Dale and Fred Koller
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Untasted Honey"

Capo 3

Intro:  D   D   G   G   D   D   G   G

G                              D
   There's a lighthouse in the harbor
G                           D
   Giving guidance with its light
F#m                         G
      But I had no one to return to
Em                           A
   As I wandered through the night

G                             D
   From the first time that I saw you
G                         D
   Standing silent by the shore
F#m                        G
      I knew my search was over
Em                              A
   And I would look for love no   more

G                     D
Deep in the waters of love I am falling
G              D
Sinking like a stone
G                     D           Bm
Deep in my heart I can  hear love callin'
      G           Bm          G
Goin' once, goin' twice, goin gone
                  A           D
Goin' once, goin' twice, goin gone

G                           D
   There's a ship on the horizon
G                             D
   Makin' its way against the wind
F#m                                G
      From the place where I stand watching
Em                           A
   I swear my ship is coming in.

G                     D
Deep in the waters of love I am falling
G              D
Sinking like a stone



G                     D           Bm
Deep in my heart I can  hear love callin'
      G           Bm          G
Goin' once, goin' twice, goin gone
                  A           G    G    D    D
Goin' once, goin' twice, goin gone
G              D
Sinking like a stone
G                     D           Bm
Deep in my heart I can  hear love callin'
      G           Bm          G
Goin' once, goin' twice, goin gone
                  A           D
Goin' once, goin' twice, goin gone

6672. Goin' Home - Chords

Goin' Home
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Harlan Howard

C
I'm goin' home  I've been gone so doggone long
                                 G7
Now at last the ramblin' fever's gone
I'm goin' home  I know that momma cried with joy
                                  C
To see her wandering boy a-movin' home
I'm goin' home  I left in search of happiness
                                  G7
I have to admit without very much success
I'm goin' home  I've got holes in both my shoes
                                  C
And a bad case of blues I'm goin' home
          F                               C
I'm goin' home  I'm walkin' ridin' when I can
  D7
I said I'd be a wealthy man 
                                          G7
But things don't always work out like you plan 
          C
I'm goin' home  I'll make it back there with my friends 
                            G7
Many will ask me where I've been
I'm goin' home  I've got holes in both my shoes
                                  C
And a bad case of blues I'm goin' home



6673. Goin' Home for Christmas

Goin' Home for Christmas

My family called me on the phone and said
'Grandpa would you come home?'
We'd love to have you here on Christmas day
We know you won't get on a plane
But grandpa you can ride a train
You can see the scenery along way'

Going home for Christmas
Coming on a train
Got my big red knapsack loaded down
Going home for Christmas
Coming on a train
Soon, I'll be rolling into town

I know everybody there will be happy
And they'd be down to meet me
When they hear the whistle sound
I know my one-horse stage will be waiting
On the choo-choo bringing Santa Claus to town

Going home for Christmas
Coming on a train
Got my big red knapsack loaded down
Going home for Christmas
Coming on a train
Soon, I'll be rolling into town

Going home for Christmas
Coming on a train
Got my big red knapsack loaded down
Going home for Christmas
Coming on a train
Soon, I'll be rolling into town

Going home for Christmas
Hey, so good to see you all

6674. Goin' Nowhere Blues

Robert Earl Keen - Goin' Nowhere Blues 

In the corner of the barroom
Lives the ghost of Langston Hughes
He's takin' notes and smokin' cigarettes
Sippin' slowly on his booze
Got them goin' nowhere blues

And on the stage beneath the spotlight
Woody Guthrie sings the news



He's always ready for the good fight
Never thinkin' that he' ll lose
Got them goin' nowhere blues

Through the back way in the alley
Sellin' all you should refuse
Looks like Jane has finally given in
Hey, what the hell it ain' t no use
Got them goin' nowhere blues

Out the front around the corner
Martin Luther shines your shoes
He's preachin' justice and equality
I guess Martin's payin' dues
He's got them goin' nowhere blues

On the other side it's a free ride
You' ve got money you can burn
When the ground shakes and the earth breaks
Which way you gonna turn'
Are you ever gonna learn'

In the poolroom on the table
Swillin' wine and smashin' cues
They locked him up last night for fighting
Cesar Chavez blew a fuse
He's got them goin' nowhere blues

All the members of the union
All the farm and labor crews
They used to be meet here by the dozens
They disappeared in ones and twos
Got them goin' nowhere blues

So you wonder why they come here
They come here to look for clues
Passin' time until they live again
To fight these going nowhere views
Leave these goin' nowhere blues
To fight these goin' nowhere views

6675. Goin' Nowhere Fast

Marty Stuart - Goin' Nowhere Fast
Written by Marty Stuart

There's just too much confusion, to get what's really going on
The truth is lying out there, and it's covered up in stone
I get a funny feeling that's been rolling 'round in me
I think it's time to tell you that it's time for me to leave
It's been fun, it has been a gas
But it's goin' nowhere fast



Somebody call my number and get me on the phone
Lately I've been talking to myself, when I had me all alone
Thinking I should start a fire and burn a bridge back into town
It must be time to go back home
'Cause I miss having me around
It's almost real, it could've been a blast
But it's goin' nowhere fast

I'm on a roll so I'll keep rolling
Gaining ground on my control
While I need someone to lean on, a tender hand to hold
As I scramble cross the beckon call of my own heart's command
I'll fade and disappear into a sea of sinking sand
Like a dark horse running from the past
I'm goin' nowhere fast
I'm a dark horse running through the past
I'm goin' nowhere fast

6676. Goin' On Down

Goin' on Down
Jordan Tice

Goin' on down and i'm comin' back again
Goin' on down and i'm comin' back again
Oh i'm goin down so far then i'm wishin' i was where you are and i'm
Comin' back again
Oh i'm comin' back again

Road i'm travelin' is wearing real thin
Road i'm travelin' is wearing real thin
Ain't leavin' behind where i been
I'm just goin up and then back again and its wearin'
Real thin
Oh its wearin' real thin

Ole restlessness is tellin' me to leave it all behind
Ole restlessness is tellin' me to leave it all behind
But when i hear him out what i find
Is ole restlessnRss don't have a plan in mind
It just says leave it all bRhind
Oh leave it all behind

Goin on down and i'm comin' back again
Goin on down and i'm comin' back again
Oh i'm goin down so far then i'm wishin' i was where you are and i'm
Comin' back again
Oh i'm comin' back again



6677. Goin' Out Of My Head

Ray Stevens - Goin' out of My Head

Well, I think I'm goin' out of my head
Yes, I think I'm goin' out of my head
Over you, over you
I want you to want me, I need you so badly
I can't think of anything but you
And I think I'm goin' out of my head
Yes, I think I'm goin' out of my head
Over you, over you
I see you each morning
But you just walk past me, you don't even know that I exist
Goin' out of my head over you
Out of my head over you, out of my head day and night
Night and day and night, wrong or right
I must think of a way into your heart
There's no reason why my being shy should keep us apart
And I think I'm goin' out of my head
Yes, I think I'm goin' out of my head
Goin' out of my head over you
Out of my head over you, out of my head day and night
Night and day and night, wrong or right
I must think of a way into your heart
There's no reason why my being shy should keep us apart
And I think I'm goin' out of my head
Yes, I think I'm goin' out of my hRad
Goin' out of my head over you
Out of my head ovRr you, out of my head day and night
Night and day and night, wrong or right
Night and day and night

6678. Goin' Steady

Goin' Steady
Red Knuckles & the Trailblazers

Oh, me and my baby are Goin' Steady,
We ain't married but we're gettin' ready
To tie the knot, and I'm gonna make her my own.
Now that I've found her I'm gonna keep her;
Finders keepers, losers weepers,
She's my baby, she's Goin' Steady with me.
Well, I've been honky tonkin' 'round
Nearly all my life,
But now I've got a steady babe
And I'm gonna make her my wife.
All you Rovin' Ramblers can leave her alone!
Don't even try to date her on the phone!
'Cause she's my baby, she's Goin' Steady with me.

Well, now, sweet baby, that we're Goin' Steady,



I'll pull up and ask your daddy
What he thinks, if you and I are wed.
'Cause I love you and you love me,
We're both as happy as we can be,
And I hope your daddy will let you go steady with me.
We'll get the ring, then be on our way
To see the preacher man,
And when I say: "I do, sweetheart!"
I'll slip the ring on your lovin' hand
Ev'ry thing's gonna turn out fine,
I'll be yours and you'll be mine,
'Cause you're my baby, you're Goin' Steady with me.

6679. Goin' To Chicago Blues

Doc Watson & Merle Watson 
Goin' To Chicago Blues

Oh, well, I waked up this morning
Going to Chicago blues
Waked up this morning
Going to Chicago blues
And that city don't need
Another bad funky girl like you

Hurried down sunshine
Show me what tomorrow brings
Hurried down sunshine
Show me what tomorrow brings
Yesterday, it was rainin'
Well, today rains the same old thing
Alright, now

Evil, haunted woman
There's nothing bad that you won't do
Evil, haunted girl
There's nothing bad that you won't do
You got a handle on my money
And I gotta put up with you
Alright, now

Waked up this morning
Going to Chicago blues, Lordy, Lord
Waked up this morning
Going to Chicago blues
And that city don't need
Another bad funky girl like you



6680. Goin' To The Fair

Goin' To The Fair
Steven F. Brines, Sam Bush
New Grass Revival

Goin' to the fair
The neon lights are shining like a gypsy with flowers in her hair.
She moves her hips in circles
beneath the paint and the sparkles
as the cries of her young lovers fill the air,
at the fair.

Chorus:
It's two for a dollar
won't you step inside
Guess your age, guess your weight
or you can take a ride.
and mount up on the big wheel
and ride her to the sky.
If she's gone tomorrow
Well, didn't you have yourself a time.

Going to the fair
the cotton candy humming like the sigh of a woman in your ear.
More than just the August
heat is walking loose upon the street
and if you ever feel it you'll be there,
at the fair.

Well there's still got to be a little time to dream.
She ain't pretty, she's as pretty as she needs
There's nothing wrong with getting lost on purpose for a while.
We'll all be old soon enough living on memories of a smile.

Chorus:

6681. Goin' Up

Goin' Up

Goin up I'm goin' way up
Just to see my Savior there
Goin up I'm goin' way up
Let Him free my soul from sin

There's a man who is standing at the pearly gates
And I know He'll let me in
For I'm goin' there to see my Savior
Let  Him free my soul from sin

Oh I want to be ready when He calls for me
I want to wear a long white robe



I want to wear those golden slippers on my feet
When He calls me I must go

6682. Going 'round This World

Going 'round This World

I'm going to Chatanooga baby mine
Going to Chatanooga baby nine
Going to Chatanooga from there on to Cuba
Going to Chatanooga baby mine

Going round this world baby mine
Going round this world baby mine
Going round this world with a banjo pickin' girl
Going round this world baby mine

Gonna write me a letter baby mine
Write me a letter baby mine
Write me a letter gonna tell that you're better
Gonna write me a letter baby mine

6683. Going Across the Mountain

Going Across the Mountain
The Lonesome Sisters

    Going across the mountain
    Oh fair ye well
    Going across the mountain
    Hear my banjo tell

Going across the mountain
Join the boys in blue
When this war is over
I'll come back to you

Got my rations on my back
My powder it is dry
Going across the mountain
Crissie don't you cry

Waitin' 'fore it's good daylight
If nothin happens to me
I'll be way down yonder
In old Tennessee

'Spect you'll miss me when I'm gone
But I'm going through



When this fightin's over
I'll come back to you

6684. Going Across The Sea

Going Across The Sea
Traditional, arr. Walt Koken
Kenny & Amanda Smith

Once I had an old banjo 
I strung it up with hinder twine
 Was  Trouble on my mind 
The only tune that it would play 

I'm going across the sea 
Won't you come with me 
Come with me my pretty litle girl 
How happy we will be

Once I had a fiddle fine 
With lot's of rosin on the bow 
The only rune that it would play 
Was  Won't you come and go 

Won't you come and go 
Come and go with me 
Come with me my prety little girl 
I'm going across the sea

I wish I had that banjo still 
I'd string it up with binder twine 
I wish I had that pretty litde girl 
To love me all the time

Going across the sea 
Gone forever more 
Fare you well my pretty little girl 
I'm going across the sea
Going across the sca 
Gone forever more 
One more kiss my pretty little miss 
I'm going across the sea

6685. Going Across The Sea

Going Across The Sea
Traditional, arr. Walt Koken
Kenny & Amanda Smith



Once I had an old banjo 
I strung it up with hinder twine
 Was  Trouble on my mind 
The only tune that it would play 

I'm going across the sea 
Won't you come with me 
Come with me my pretty litle girl 
How happy we will be

Once I had a fiddle fine 
With lot's of rosin on the bow 
The only rune that it would play 
Was  Won't you come and go 

Won't you come and go 
Come and go with me 
Come with me my prety little girl 
I'm going across the sea

I wish I had that banjo still 
I'd string it up with binder twine 
I wish I had that pretty litde girl 
To love me all the time

Going across the sea 
Gone forever more 
Fare you well my pretty little girl 
I'm going across the sea
Going across the sca 
Gone forever more 
One more kiss my pretty little miss 
I'm going across the sea

6686. Going Ape over You

Going Ape over You

Stand on my head if you want me to
Walk on my hands like a monkey do
I might as well to be in the zoo
'Cause you got me going ape over you
Swing by my tail 'cept I ain't got none
You make my heart go doodle-dee-dum
Give me a 'nanner and peanuts too
'Cause you got me going ape over you
Yeah you make me grin from ear to ear just like a chimpanzee
You've got a way of bringing the Tarzan out in me
We'll build a house up in a tree
Play kissy face just you and me
Sing a song of love di-deeddle-dee-doo
'Cause you got me going ape over you
Stand on my head if you want me to



Walk on my hands like a monkey do
I might as well to be in the zoo
'Cause you got me going ape over you
Yeah you make me grin from ear to ear just like a chimpanzee
You've got a way of bringing the Tarzan out of me
We'll build a house up in a tree
Play kissy face just you and me
Sing a song of love di-deeddle-dee-do
'Cause you got me going ape over you
Yeah you've got me going ape over you
Skiddley-oh-bote-'n, you've got me going ape over you
Skiddley-oh bote-'n doo-oo-ooo

6687. Going Back To Georgia

Nanci Griffith - Going Back to Georgia

Oh the city snow makes your brown eyes shine
We've gotta look real hard to find a reason to cry
New York, New York is a friend of the traveling kind
And I'm coming around from years of hard times
He's chased me down through the towns and the miles 
Once stilled by love he was bound to roll on by

And if you feel my love won't leave you 
And if your sorrow has been your share
If you are traveling back to Georgia
(oo  ooo back to Georgia)
Won't you take me with you there

Well I'm long gone darlin', lonesome blue
I been thinking of leavin', I been thinkin' o you 
But that big city singin' man, I like the way that it shines

I was half a mile from Canada waitin' on a train
Wonderin' and wishin' I could disappear again
I been killed by love still it takes me to the end of the line

And if you feel my love won't leave you 
And if your sorrow has been your share
If you are traveling back to Georgia
(oo  ooo back to Georgia)
Won't you take me with you there

Well, I been troubled by a love untrue
He's a fool who'll drown in his fountain of youth
I can see that now as I'm walkin' and talkin' with you 
Well, I been blinded by the sun, washed in the rain
Scattered in America, I'm scatterin' again
But if you're goin' south darlin, I guess I'm travelin' with you

And if you feel my love won't leave you 
And if your sorrow has been your share



If you are traveling back to Georgia
(oo  ooo back to Georgia)
Won't you take me with you there

And if you feel my love won't leave you 
And if your sorrow has been your share
If you are traveling back to Georgia
(oo  ooo back to Georgia)
Won't you take me with you there
Take me with you...

Oh....won't you take me home

6688. Going Back To Harlan

Emmylou Harris - Going back to Harlan
Composer: Anna McGarrigle

There where no cuckoos, no sycamores
We played about the forest floor
Underneath the silver maples, the balsams and the sky
We popped the heads off dandelions
Assuming roles from nursery rhymes
Rested on the riverbank
And grew up by and by, and grew up by and by.

Frail my heart apart
And play me a little shady grove
Ring the bells of rhymney
Till they ring inside my head forever
Bounce the bow, rock the gallows
For the hangman's reel
And wake the devil from his dream
I'm going back to Harlan.
I'm going back to Harlan.
I'm going back to Harlan.

And if you were Willie Moore
And I was Barbara Allen
Or Fair Ellen all sad at the cabin door
A-weepin' and a-pinin', for love.

A-weepin' and a-pinin', for love

------------------------------------------------------

& Mary Black

There where no cuckoos, no sycamores
We played about the forest floor
Underneath the silver maples, the balsams and the sky
We popped the heads off dandelions
Assuming roles from nursery rhymes



Rested on the riverbank
And grew up by and by, and grew up by and by

Frail my heart apart
And play me a little shady grove
Ring the bells of rhymney
Till they ring inside my head forever
Bounce the bow, rock the gallows
For the hangman's reel
And wake the devil from his dream
I'm going back to Harlan
I'm going back to Harlan
I'm going back to Harlan

And if you were Willie Moore
And I was Barbara Allen
Or Fair Ellen all sad at the cabin door
A-weepin' and a-pinin', for love
A-weepin' and a-pinin', for love

6689. Going Back To Harlan

Going Back To Harlan
Flatt & Scruggs

Shady Grove, my little miss
Shady Grove, my darling
Shady Grove, my little miss
I'm going back to Harlan

Every time I go this road
It's always dark and cloudy
Every time I see that girl
I always tell her howdy

* Refrain

If you see my little miss
If you see my darling
If you see my little miss
Tell her I'm going to Harlan

* Refrain

6690. Going Back To The Blue Ridge Mountains

Going Back To The Blue Ridge Mountains

   Going back to the Blue Ridge mountains



   Going back gonna leave today
   Going back to the Blue Ridge mountains
   Honey baby I'm going away

You can't be my little darling
You can't be my little pet
You have caused me lost of troubles
Honey baby I'm going away

You have caused me lost of trouble
You have had your little way
Now I'm fed up with you plenty
Honey baby I'm going away

6691. Going By Again

Going By Again
Penuy Jones (Little Wise Owl Music, ASCAP)
Kenny & Amanda Smith

See you once and I'll see a million more 
Your look lingers after you've closed the door 
I can't erase the way you looked at me

I think times made a deal with my heart 
That I can love you even from afar 
Love you if only in my dreams

chorus: 
There you go again runnin' through my mind 
Do you ever tire or weaken 
Should your feet become fleeting 
I will chase until I find you 
Going by again

Sit for hours, sit for days, sit with me 
And don't you know where I go there you'll be 
I can't help but take you along

I'll be the author and you will be my muse 
And every song I sing they'll all be for you 
Every word and every sound

repeat chorus (2x)

6692. Going Down - Chords

Going Down
Allison Moorer



 
[INTRO]
B7
G#m A B7
G#m A B7
 
[VERSE 1]
        B7     F#m                E                  B
Up 'til now my lucky stars shined brightest in the sky
      A             E           B7
I was living in the lap of the gods
                            F#m        E                   B7
But Miss Fortune turned the tables and turned out all the light
            A            E                   B7
Now there's no chance in hell I'll beat the odds
 
 
[CHORUS]
          D E        B7
I'm going down going down
          D E            B7
Down down down I'm going down
 
 
[VERSE 2]
        B7    F#m             E                B7
Up 'til now I never looked at what was in the cards
       A                E                      B7
Played fast and loose I didn't, didn't give a damn
                   F#m                E                  B7
But a joker who is wild like me can't beat the old graveyard
        A       E                  B7
If he's staring   at a dead man's hand
 
 
[CHORUS]
          D E        B7
I'm going down going down
          D E            B7
Down down down I'm going down
 
 
[INSTRUMENTAL]
G#m A B7
G#m A B7
D   E B7
D   E B7
 
 
[VERSE 3]
        B7        F#m             E                B7
Up 'til now the thought of losing didn't cross my mind
        A        E                       B7
It felt good, so good to gamble with my soul
                 F#m              E              B7
But what was I a-thinking why'd I lay it on the line
     A          E                    B7



Everybody, everybody one day has to fold
 
 
[CHORUS]
          D E        B7
I'm going down going down
          D E            B7
Down down down I'm going down
          D E        B7
I'm going down going down
            D      E         B7
I lost this round, I'm going down
 
 
[OUTRO]
G#m A B7
G#m A B7
G#m A B7

6693. Going Down The Road Feeling Bad

Rhiannon Giddens - Going Down the Road Feeling Bad
Carolina Chocolate Drops

I'm going down this road feeling bad
I'm going down this road feeling bad
I'm going down this road feeling bad, lord, lord
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

I'm down in the jailhouse on my knees
Down in the jailhouse on my knees
Down in the jailhouse on my knees, lord, lord
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

They feed me on corn bread and beans
They feed me on corn bread and beans
They feed me on corn bread and beans, lord, lord
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

Got two dollar shoes on my feet
Got two dollar shoes on my feet
Two dollar shoes they hurt my feet, lord, lord
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

It takes a ten dollar shoe to fit my foot
It takes a ten dollar shoe to fit my foot
It takes a ten dollar shoe to fit my foot, Great God
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

I'm going where the weather fits my clothes
I'm going where the weather fits my clothes
I'm going where the weather fits my clothes, lord lord
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way



6694. Going Down The Road Feeling Bad

Doc Watson & Merle Watson
Going Down The Road Feeling Bad

Oh, it's going down the road feeling bad
Bad luck's all I've ever had
Going down the road feeling bad, Lord, Lord
And I ain't' a-gonna be treated this a-way

Got me way down in jail on my knees
This old jailer he sure is hrd to please
Feed me corn, bread and peas, Lord, Lord
And I ain't gonna be treated this a-way

Sweet mama, won't you buy me no shoes
Lord, she's left me with these lonesome jailhouse blues
My sweet mama won't buy me no shoes, Lord, Lord
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

And these two-dollar shoes they hurt my feet
The jailer won't gi'me enough to eat
Lord, these two-dollar shoes they hurt my feet, Lord, Lord
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

I'm going where the climate suits my clothes
Lord, I'm going where these chilly winds never blow (hmmhmm)
Going where the climate suits my clothes, Lord, Lord
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

Yes, I'm going down the road feeling bad, Lord, Lord
Lord, I'm going down this road feeling bad
Bad luck is all I've ever had (it sure is)
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

6695. Going Down, Down, Down

Going Down, Down, Down

I'm going down, down, down
Going down, down, down
Got nobody to love me now
I'm sorrow bound, bound, bound
Since you left this town
Since you left I'm going down, down, down

I never thought my life would be so lonely
I never thought my head could hang so low
I love you my dearling and you only



Don't know where you are but now I've got to go

* Refrain

For oh so many were your reasons
Could it be you never gave us time
In your heart if you desier a new love
If so that your heart is not with mine

* Refrain

6696. Going Going Gone - Chords

Going Going Gone
Written and recorded by Marty Stuart

G            C             G
Just another stranger in a lonesome town
                                D7
One more lonely night without a home
        G                 C               G
I can't sleep for looking back on all the wasted years
             C           D7          G
I've lived a life that's going going gone
                   C                  G
When I was young I gave myself to the reckless life
                                   D7
Met trouble along the way at every turn
       G                  C                G
Always searching for some peace to feed my restless soul
      C               D7               G
Never cared 'bout the bridges I always burn 
Repeat #1
                    C               G
The fields of discontent have never let me down
                                     D7
And the mirror tells a story all its own
        G                     C          G
There's just one thing that I know about tomorrow
          C            D7           G
When it's all said and done I'll be alone
Repeat #1
 
                C           D7          G
Oh I've lived a life that's going going gone

6697. Going Going Gone - Chords



Going Going Gone
Written and recorded by Marty Stuart

G            C             G
Just another stranger in a lonesome town
                                D7
One more lonely night without a home
        G                 C               G
I can't sleep for looking back on all the wasted years
             C           D7          G
I've lived a life that's going going gone
                   C                  G
When I was young I gave myself to the reckless life
                                   D7
Met trouble along the way at every turn
       G                  C                G
Always searching for some peace to feed my restless soul
      C               D7               G
Never cared 'bout the bridges I always burn 
Repeat #1
                    C               G
The fields of discontent have never let me down
                                     D7
And the mirror tells a story all its own
        G                     C          G
There's just one thing that I know about tomorrow
          C            D7           G
When it's all said and done I'll be alone
Repeat #1
 
                C           D7          G
Oh I've lived a life that's going going gone

6698. Going Home

Bill Monroe - Going Home
Foghorn Strinband

I'm going home (I'm going home)
For my reward (for my reward)
Away up there (away up there)
To see my Lord (To see my lord)
He promised me (He promised me)
In the by and by (in the by and by)
A precious home (a precious home)
Up in the sky.

[Chorus]
I'm gonna live right (I'm gonna live right)
To see my Lord (to see my Lord)
And the other friends (and the other friends)
Who've gone before (who've gone before)
It'll be like home (it'll be like home)
When we all get there (when we all get there)



With Mother and Dad (with Mother and Dad)
And the angels fair .

The time will come (the time will come)
Be ready to go (be ready to go)
What the Lord has planned (what the Lord has planned)
We'll never know (we'll never know)
Don't take a chance (don't take a chance)
And lose your soul (and lose your soul)
Hear the angels play (hear the angels play)
On the harps of gold.

[Chorus]

6699. Going Home - Chords

Going Home 
Tyler Childers

[Verse]
E
Police are piddlin'
                                              A
Pullin' people over for nothin' but a borin' night
                E
With nothin' to do
 
And my eyes are wide
                                                              A
And my hands are kinda shakin' for some trouble that I got in to
                     E
And my tags are overdue
 
 
[Chorus]
               B7               A     E
But buddy I'm goin' home right now
 
 
[Verse]
E
There's tolls both ways
                                                        A
And I'm the only person who came to watch me play last night
                   E
I got a cut of the door
 
It's about this time
                                                           A
I start recallin' how my mother said I didn't wanna be an artist
                    E
'Cause artist's are poor
 



 
[Chorus]
              B7                A     E
But buddy I'm goin' home right now
 
 
[Bridge]
B7
I got enough gas
 A
Just to get me back
        E                                                 A
And I know that she's patiently waitin' on her wanderin' boy
 B7                         A
Every time she crosses my mind
    E                                                      A
My heart goes dancin' like the world is playin' Soldier's Joy
 
 
[Chorus]
              B7               A     E
So buddy I'm goin' home right now
 
 
[Verse]
E
This here's a picture
                                                A
From Chatham county reunion, she's wearin' my favorite dress
               E
It makes me a mess
 
And it's hard on the road
                                                         A
When every mile I'm drivin' she's starin' at me from the dash
                 E
In my favorite dress
 
 
[Chorus]
              B7               A      E
So buddy I'm goin' home right now
 
 
[Bridge]
B7
I got enough gas
 A
Just to get me back
        E                                                 A
And I know that she's patiently waitin' on her wanderin' boy
 B7                         A
Every time she crosses my mind
    E                                                      A
My heart goes dancin' like the world is playin' Soldier's Joy
 
 



[Chorus]
B7                             A     E
So buddy I'm goin' home right now

6700. Going Home - Chords

Going Home
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Troy Seals and John Schneider

G
Well I got a lot of friends on the west coast

A lot of good memories

I want you to know that I won't forget

Everything you've done for me
                  C     D7      G
But it's been too long  way too long
          D7                  G
T-t-t-too long yeah I'm going home

New York Detroit and Chicago you are something else

Treated me just like kinfolks

But I swear I can't help myself
                   C        D7      G
Yeah it's been too long way way too long
          D7                  G
T-t-t-too long yeah I'm going home

     D7
Well I'm gonna write a letter gonna send a telegram

Tell everybody that's wondering boy
                                                G
He's packing his things right now and I m going home
            C                                      G
There'll be picking there'll be singing when I get home
        D7
Well my heart has done got heavy
                                            G
Gonna load it in my old Chevy and I'm going home

When your soul is a-running dry a country boy can tell

There's only one way to quench you're thirst

And that's a-drinking at the family well
                   C         D7      G
Well it's been too long yeah way too long



          D7                  G
T-t-t-too long yeah I'm going home

Well I need a night or two on the back porch

Just there among the stars

Gonna free my mind for a little while

Of the honky tonks and bars
                   C         D7      G
Yeah it's been too long well way too long
          D7                  G
T-t-t-too long yeah I'm going home

Repeat #3

6701. Going Home - Chords

Going Home 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
G  D G
 
[Verse 1]
                              C             G
I've been on this earth for a long time you know
                                               D
I've seen some heartaches, i've been down that road
G                    C               G
Since i met Jesus He helps me travel on
                      D         G
I'm off on that road, i'm going home
 
 
[Chorus]
                    C     G
I'm going home, i'm going home
                                 D
The lord has built a mansion for me
                 G          C            G
I'm leaving this world, i'm leaving this world
                      D         G
I'm off on that road, i'm going home
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                         C          G



This road is not easy to travel you know
                                       D
There are some mountains and valleys below
G                    C               G
Since i met Jesus He helps me travel on
                      D         G
I'm off on that road, i'm going home
 
 
[Chorus]
                    C     G
I'm going home, i'm going home
                                 D
The lord has built a mansion for me
                 G          C            G
I'm leaving this world, i'm leaving this world
                      D         G
I'm off on that road, i'm going home
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
                         C                G
When my life is over, my work on earth is done
                                                 D
I'll be there with my Saviour, i'll see my loved ones
  G                         C               G
I know they are waiting for me around God's throne
                      D         G
I'm off on that road, i'm going home
 
 
[Chorus]
                    C     G
I'm going home, i'm going home
                                 D
The lord has built a mansion for me
                 G          C            G
I'm leaving this world, i'm leaving this world
                      D         G
I'm off on that road, i'm going home
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  D G
 
 
[Outro]
                    C     G
I'm going home, i'm going home
                                 D
The lord has built a mansion for me
                 G          C            G
I'm leaving this world, i'm leaving this world



                      D         G
I'm off on that road, i'm going home

6702. Going Home Shoes

The Lonesome Sisters - Going Home Shoes

I lay awake and sleep when I rise
Come and go the train a mechanical tide
Work everyday but all that I own
Is the dream of a bridge that will lead me home

On holy ground all things become new
And there I'll stand in my going-home shoes
Longing rolls down my window pane
All green and gold a beautiful rain
Streets wear jewels of shattered glass
Waiting for the saints to pass

On holy ground all things become new
And there I'll stand in my going home shoes

6703. Going Home To Stay

Going Home To Stay

Going to my home in the mountains
The mountains is where I want to be
You know I've never been happy
Since I left those hills of Tennessee

Went away from home to save my mind
Forty years and I feel like eighty-nine
Going back home going to stay
Where me and my guitar will sing and play

Going up in holler
Head up a moonshine still
I'll be so happy when I get there
Gonna dance all over them hills

Don't know why I ever left there
Must have been out of my mind
For staying away from the mountains
When I wanted to go back all the time



6704. Going Like Wildfire

Going Like Wildfire

Your charms are closing in on my just like a prairie fire
It looks like very soon your gonna be my one desire
You really sold me with your smile and personality
You're giong like wildfire with me

Wildfire you're going like wildfire
No matter where or how I've done, there you are
Sweeping on and getting closer darling can't you see
You're going like wildfire with me

When I took one first look at you I knew enough was said
Was like a brick wall tumbled down and hit me on the head
You've got me walking on a cloud I don't know A from Z
You're going like wildfire with me

* Refrain

I've even gone along so far to think of rice and rings
To choose a honeymoon night the balls and all those things
They can't be very far ahead if only you'll agree
You're going wildfire with me

* Refrain

6705. Going Midwest - Chords

Going Midwest 
Steep Canyon Rangers

Capo on 1st fret.
[Intro]
A
D       A
E   D   A
 
[Chorus]
    A
I'm going midwest, babe, thought that you should know
    D                                              A
I'm going midwest, babe, thought that you should know
        E                 D                     A
There's no need to even tell me now you can't go
 
 
[Verse 1]
          A
I used to love that breeze playing 'round your summer dress
          D                                                        A
I used to love that breeze playing 'round and 'round your summer dress



  E
I hope that's the way
     D                    A
I'll always remember you best
 
 
[Verse 2]
A
Snow on the highway's falling down bright and clean
    D                                               A
The snow on the highway's falling down bright and clean
        E
There's no starting over
             D                          A
There's just moving from a dream to a dream
 
 
[Interlude]
A
D       A
E   D   A
 
 
[Verse 3]
A                                       A7sus4
Farther and farther, farther away from me
D                                      A
Pushing me back like waves out on the sea
    E
I'm going midwest, babe
        D                A
That's where I ought to be
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
Bm      A
Bm      A
Bm      A
Bm      A
 
 
[Verse 4]
A
So I thank you for treating a stranger kind
D                                                 A
I'd like to thank you for treating your stranger kind
E                 D                     A
Now I know just what it was you had in mind
 
 
[Chorus]
           A                                                 A7sus4
'cause I'm going midwest, babe, thought that you should know
    D                                              A
I'm going midwest, babe, thought that you should know
        E                 D                     A
There's no need to even tell me now you can't go



        E                 D                     A
There's no need to even tell me now you can't go
 
 
[Outro]
E   D   A

6706. Going Out The Same Way You Came In - Chords

Going Out The Same Way You Came In
Recorded by Big Tom McBride

C                                       G7
Oh we're going out the same way we came in
                                          C
Don't matter who you know or where you've been
                                         F
Makes no difference who you are Skid Row Joe or superstar
       C             G7                C
You're going out the same way you came in

                                      F
We are born into this world without a thing
       C                            G7
And we leave it just as naked as we came
        C                           F
You may drive a Coup de Ville own a mansion on a hill
           C                  G7               C
Don't mean nothing when Saint Peter calls your name

                                          G7
Oh you're going out the same way you came in
                                 C
Someone will notify your next of kin
                                            F
Some will weep and some will moan some will spit upon your stone
           C             G7                C
But you're going out the same way you came in

                                      F
Oh they lay you out in all your fancy clothes
            C                                G7
And they'll figure out just who and what you own
         C                                F
Then the lawyers line their nest and your kinfolk gets the rest
       C             G7                C
Oh you can't take it with you when you go

                                          G7
Oh you're going out the same way you came in
                                                 C
Makes no difference who you know or where you've been
                                         F



Makes no difference who you are Skid Row Joe or superstar
       C             G7                C
You're going out the same way you came in

repeat last verse

                          G7                C
Yeah you're going out the same way you came in

6707. Going Round This World

Going Round This World

I'm going to Chatanooga baby mine
Going to Chatanooga baby nine
Going to Chatanooga from there on to Cuba
Going to Chatanooga baby mine

Going round this world baby mine
Going round this world baby mine
Going round this world with a banjo pickin' girl
Going round this world baby mine

Gonna write me a letter baby mine
Write me a letter baby mine
Write me a letter gonna tell that you're better
Gonna write me a letter baby mine

* Refrain

6708. Going Somewhere To Forget - Chords

Going Somewhere To Forget
Recorded by David Ball
Written by Jim Weatherly and David Ball

G                         G7               C
Hello  yes I'm calling to arrange a little trip
              G                                   D7
Somewhere far away from here by train or plane or ship
G                                G7                C
I'd like to leave today it don't have to be first class
                G         D7                          G
No it's not for pleasure  but I'll tell you since you asked

                       C                                      G
I'm going someplace to forget someplace her memory won't show up
                       D7                         G
So far everywhere I've been hasn't been quite far enough



                     C                             G
Is there a rocket to the moon I haven't been there yet
                          D7                          G
I just need to leave real soon I'm going someplace to forget

                                                       C
No  there's not much luggage just this old suitcase of mine
                    G                              D7
Things that make me think of her I've got to leave behind
G                                     C
Yes  I'll be returning  when  I don't know
                  G                    D7               G
It all depends on how long it takes my heart to let her go

Repeat #2

                          D7                          G
I just need to leave real soon I'm going someplace to forget

6709. Going Through The Big D - Chords

Going Through The Big D
Recorded by Mark Chesnutt
Written by Ronnie Rogers, Mark Wright, Jon Wright

G                                 D7                G
Six short months we went together decided it should be forever
                  C                 A7                      D7
Two paychecks are better than one a diamond ring and it was done
G                                         D7         G
Bought her a house like I said I would in subdivided neighborhood
                           C                      A7
The fuse got short and the nights got long it was over long gone
         D7                      G
Before I knew where I was headed to

I'm goin' through the big D and don't mean Dallas
D7                       G
I can't believe what the judge had to tell us
                           C
I got the Jeep she got the palace
    G                           D7         G
I'm goin' through the big D and don't mean Dallas

                                 D7               G
Things like this are never final I'm still payin' on the vinyl
                C                 A7                     D7
Flooring in the laundry room it's multi-colored and waterproof
       G                                       D7             G
It's a little bit tough to face my friends the ones that said I jumped in
                    C                        A7             D7
The river of love a little too soon that was August this is June 
                     G



And it's a different tune

repeat #2

I'm goin' through the big D and don't mean Dallas
D7                       G
I can't believe what the judge had to tell us

I got the Jeep she got the two bedroom mortgage is due
                  C
Sidin' light blue palace 
    G                           D7         G
I'm goin' through the big D and don't mean Dallas

                                D7         G
I'm goin' through the big D and don't mean Dallas

6710. Going To Georgia

Going to Georgia 

Had a dream the other night
when everything was still
Thought I saw my Georgia belle
comin' down the hill

Goin' to Georgia, Goin' there to stay
Goin' to Georgia, Wor'y my life a way

Beefsteak when I'm hungry
whiskey when I'm dry
Cornbread when I'm hard up
sweet heaven when I die

Going to Georgia, marry if I can
When I leave ol' Georgia, I'll be a single man

Going to Atlanta, just to look around
If things don't suit me, I'll find another town

My foot's in my stirrup, my bridle's in my hand
I'm courting you darling to marry if I can

My children are hungry I'm sick in my bed
My husband's a drunkard I wish I was dead

6711. Going To See My Baby



Going To See My Baby

I'm going to see my baby because I'm nearly crazy
I'm going to see my darling baby now
She's gone from me maybe, my curly hearded baby
But she will always keep a solemn vow

My curly hearded baby she's gone from me now
She's gone from my home in Tennessee
Her love was like the sunshine her fact was like the roses
She's gone oh she's gone now from me

She left me in the springtime although she was pining
Pining for the love that we had know
She was sweet as the sunshine that shone down from heaven
But now she's gone and left me all alone

* Refrain

I had her as a baby young and sweet and lovely
But now she's living on a far off shore
She left me oh so lonely for her on earth I'm grieving
Some day we'll meet and never part no more

* Refrain

6712. Going To The Country

Pokey LaFarge - Going to the country

Going to the country
Where the city cannot touch me
No sound of passing cars
No drunks from closing bars
You see the stars each night
Far from those city lights
And you fall asleep to the sound of peace and quiet
In the city
My heart
Its feels contained
I want to set it free again
Out on some prairie wind
Jack hammers in my brain
Are slowly driving me insane
So I'm going to the country
Oh I'm going to the country
In the city
I get the feeling something isn't right
There's gunshots every night
Dead bodies beneath the street light
And there's no jobs that pay
So we can afford to get away
And go to the country
Mmm going to the country



Yes
And in the country
I will think of you
And that city life we knew
Everyday the danger grew
And how you tried to care
But you got used to living scared
Wasting all your days
Amongst the fear of baseball craze
Deaf to the sound
Of another building falling down
Blind to the black man's blood
Being covered up with mud
And the mississippi flood keeps on rising
Well I'm going
Yes I'm going
Oh I'm going to the country
Well I'm going
Yes I'm going
Now I'm going
Oh I'm going
Mmm
Going to the country
Going to the country
I'm going to the country
Oh I'm going to the country

6713. Going To The Races

Going To The Races
Country Gentlemen

I'm going to the races
To see my pony run
And if I win any reenbacks
We're sure gonna have some fun

They say we can't get married
They say I'm not worthy of you
they don't know what they're talking about
they don't know what we've gone through

* Refrain

Now when you see me coming
Better raise your window high
And when you see me leaving little girl
Hang down your head and cry

* Refrain

Now when you go a-courtin'
There's something you should do



That long tail blouse that you wear
Don't do a thing for you

* Refrain

6714. Going to Write Me a Letter

Going to Write Me a Letter

Gonna write me a letter
Gonna send it on the foam
Gonna send it to my baby
Gonna beg him to come home

He wanted me for to marry
My papa he said no
Said that he didn't like him
Told him that he would have to go

He's gone he's gone

I led him down to the water
Watched him sail away on a boat
Left me there broken-hearted
Broken-hearted and all alone

He's gone he's gone

Gonna write me a letter
Gonna send it on the foam
Gonna send it to my baby
Gonna beg him to come home

He's gone he's gone

6715. Going Up Home To Live In Green Pastures

Going Up Home To Live In Green Pastures
David Grisman - Larry Sparks

Troubles and trials often betray those
On in the weary body to stray
But we shall walk beside the still waters
With the Good Shepherd leading The Way

Those who have strayed were sought by The Master
He who once gave His life for the sheep
Out on the mountain still He is searching
Bringing them in forever to keep



Going up home to live in green pastures
Where we shall live and die never more
Even The Lord will be in that number
When we shall reach that Heavenly Shore

We will not heed the voice of the stranger
For he would lead us to despair
Following on with Jesus our savior
We shall all reach that country so fair

Going up home to live in green pastures
Where we shall live and die never more
Even The Lord will be in that number
When we shall reach that Heavenly Shore

6716. Going Up The Country

Going Up The Country
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Alan Wilson

Going up to the country, baby do you wanna go
Going up to the country, tell me do you wanna go
We're going to some place that we've never been before

We're going, we're going where the water tastes like wine
We're going, we're going where the water tastes like wine
Gonna jump in that the water, and stay there all the time

Gonna leave the city, got to get away
Gonna leave the city, got to get away
All that fussing and fighting man, you know we sure can't stay

So baby pack your leaving trunk we got to get away
Just exactly where we're going you know i cannot say,
But we might even see the usa (in a chevrolet)
It's a brand new game you know i want to play

No use of you running, screaming and crying
You got a home girl, long as i got mine

6717. Going Where The Lonely Go - Chords

Going Where The Lonely Go
written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
C               F
Rollin with the flow 



                C
Going where the lonely go 
             G7
Anywhere the lights are low 
                C
Going where the lonely go
 
                    F
Making up things to do
 
Not running in all directions 
          C
Trying to find you 
                     G7
I'm rolling with the flow 
                C
Going where the lonely go 
 
                 F
I've got to keep going 
            C
I can't lay down
                   G7
Sleep won't hardly come 
                             C
When there's loneliness all around 
                  
                 F
I've got to keep going
                     C
Traveling down this lonesome road 
                     G7
I'm rolling with the flow 
                C
Going where the lonely go

repeat #3 & 4

6718. Gold

Gold
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1]
Oh, the night is growing colder
And the stars have lost their shine
And I have been forsaken
By everything I thought was mine
For in the darkest hour
When the final story's told
No matter how bright I glittered, baby
I could never be gold



[Verse 2]
You gave up your finest treasure
For the one you saw in me
But how could I know the measure
Of all you needed me to be?
Though I came with sweet intentions
More my pockets could not hold
No matter how bright I glittered, baby
I could never be gold

[Verse 3]
I finally gave up counting
The ways you said I let you down
When I fell into that river of no return
And you watched me drown
Oh I could sparkle like a diamond
Have silver line my soul
But no matter how bright I glittered, baby
I could never be gold

[Verse 4]
You looked so high and low for heaven
I tried so hard to show the way
But though I flew on wings of angels
My feet were always made of clay
I could come trailing clouds of glory
But you saw nothing to behold
No matter how bright I glittered, baby
I could never be gold

No matter how bright I glittered, baby
I could never be gold

6719. Gold

Gold
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1]
Oh, the night is growing colder
And the stars have lost their shine
And I have been forsaken
By everything I thought was mine
For in the darkest hour
When the final story's told
No matter how bright I glittered, baby
I could never be gold

[Verse 2]
You gave up your finest treasure
For the one you saw in me
But how could I know the measure
Of all you needed me to be?



Though I came with sweet intentions
More my pockets could not hold
No matter how bright I glittered, baby
I could never be gold

[Verse 3]
I finally gave up counting
The ways you said I let you down
When I fell into that river of no return
And you watched me drown
Oh I could sparkle like a diamond
Have silver line my soul
But no matter how bright I glittered, baby
I could never be gold

[Verse 4]
You looked so high and low for heaven
I tried so hard to show the way
But though I flew on wings of angels
My feet were always made of clay
I could come trailing clouds of glory
But you saw nothing to behold
No matter how bright I glittered, baby
I could never be gold

No matter how bright I glittered, baby
I could never be gold

6720. Gold And Roses - Chords

Gold And Roses 
The Black Lillies

[Verse]
C                             G
Ten thousand feet above them deep dark waters 
          C                 Em
There's a land like I ain't never seen 
        C                       G
There's silver and gold midst a wild rose garden 
C                           G
Shining on the hillside for me 
C              G
I set out from Eastern Kentucky 
     C                      Em
Said farewell to family and home 
     C                G
Then I headed west to seek my fortune, 
C                       G
Figured I could make it alone 
 
[Chorus]
                   Em                      G



But there ain't no gold and there ain't no roses 
               C                           Em
There ain't no sunshine and there ain't no rain 
     C                   G
Only darkness, toils and troubles 
         D                         C
Steal my life's blood down in this vein 
         Em          D        G
Steal my life's blood vein by vein 
 
[Verse]
C                            G
I fell in with a stranger in Kansas City 
        C                     Em
He said "Son, now I'm a Union man. 
       C                      G
I've a fine team of mules and rations for the winter; 
C                            G
Traveler, I sure could use a hand." 
C                             G
When springtime broke on that western prairie 
        C                    Em
To them red rock hills I was bound 
        C                      G
Now I'm digging for gold in an old rock garden 
    C                     G
And nothing of worth I've found 
 
[Chorus]
                    Em                      G
But there ain't no gold and there ain't no roses 
               C                           Em
There ain't no sunshine and there ain't no rain 
     C                   G
Only darkness, toils and troubles 
         D                         C
Steal my life's blood down in this vein 
         Em          D        G
Steal my life's blood vein by vein 
 
[Bridge]
C                        G
Come on now baby can you save my soul 
         C                             G
Traveled all across the country got to find that gold 
C                                G
One more shot of whiskey 'fore I ask your man 
    C                         G
For sixty-four dollars, got a brand new plan 
C                       G
Me and ol' Frisco gonna climb up over town 
      C                              G
Dig a hole in the mountain, we ain't coming down 
C                      G
Take a look around and see what we can find, 
C                                    G
I hope you like silver - we've got a brand new mine.... 



 
[Chorus]
                    Em                      G
Well there ain't no gold and there ain't no roses 
               C                    Em
There ain't no sunshine and I don't care 
        C                 G
Goodbye darkness, so long troubles, 
            D                    C
One hundred thousand will buy my share, 
            Em           D       G
One hundred thousand will buy my share

6721. Gold Dust Woman

Warren Haynes - Gold Dust Woman

Rock on gold dust woman
Take your silver spoon
Dig your grave

Heartless challenge
Pick your path and I'll pray

Wake up in the morning
See your sunrise loves to go down
Lousy lovers pick their prey
But they never cry out loud
Cry out

Did she make you cry
Make you break down
Shatter your illusions of love
And is it over now do you know how
Pick up the pieces and go home.

Rock on ancient queen
Follow those who pale
In your shadow

Rulers make bad lovers
You better put your kingdom up for sale
Up for sale

Well did she make you cry
Make you break down
Shatter your illusions of love
And is it over now, do you know how
Pickup the pieces and go home.

Well did she make you cry
Make you break down
Shatter your illusions of love



And now tell me
Is it over now, do you know how
Pickup the pieces and go home
Go home
Go home

Pale
Shadow
Of a woman
Pale
Shadow
Of a dragon
Dust woman

Pale
Shadow
Of a woman
Black widow
Pale
Shadow
She's a dragon
Gold dust woman
Woman, woman

6722. Gold Heart Locket - Chords

Gold Heart Locket 
Sam Bush
 
[Verse]
E
All night long I've been riding riding, I
                          B
should have been there by now, but these
F#m
old county roads got a lot of deep holes and the
A                  E
rain keeps pouring down
 
E
the bridge is washed out and the rising rising
                         B
waters of the river rush by and I'm
F#m
up to my fenders in mud and to my witness above
A                     E
I'm really stuck this time
 
[Chorus]
I've got a
A
gold heart locket on a silver chain
E



clinched tight in my fist in the pouring rain and the
B
only road back home again is
F#m
all but washed away
 
 
A
I'm going to cross that river tonight no
E
matter what it takes although I might die
B                        F#m
trying my true love will remain in a
A                      B      E
gold heart locket on a silver chain
 
[Verse]
E
open it up and she's lovely lovely
              B
eyes of hazel green, but I
F#m
close it up fast because the rain gets past and lays a
A                E
tear down on her cheek
 
E
I promised her once that I would never ever
                B
break her heart again, so
F#m
Lord take me there, in a silent prayer, with her
A            E
locket in my hand
 
[Bridge]
F#m
the last thing I remember I was
A              E
fearing for my life. She was
F#m
calling out my name from over
A            E
on the other side.
F#m
I reached out to hold her but the
A                  E
break was just too strong. Now the
B
silence just gets colder as the
F#m         E
river rages on
 
[Verse]
E
All night long I've been riding riding, I
                          B



should have been there by now, but these
F#m
old county roads got a lot of deep holes and the
A                  E
rain keeps pouring down
 
E
the bridge is washed out and the rising rising
                         B
waters of the river rush by and I'm
F#m
up to my fenders in mud and to my witness above
A                     E
I'm really stuck this time
 
[Chorus]
I've got a
A
gold heart locket on a silver chain
E
clinched tight in my fist in the pouring rain and the
B
only road back home again is
F#m
all but washed away
 
A
I'm going to cross that river tonight no
E
matter what it takes although I might die
B                        F#m
trying my true love will remain in a
A                      B      E
gold heart locket on a silver chain

6723. Gold Hill Line

Gold Hill Line - Leftover Salmon

Ridin' this road in the middle of the night
ridin' on that gold hill line
headin' up this mountain in the starlight
can't wait to see that sweetheart of mine

there used to be a train that ran through this town
on a cold and shiny steel rail
and the road that ran through the hills and valleys
they called the Switzerland Trail

chorus:
Oh I'm ridin' on that Gold Hill Line
My thoughts take me back to the time
When they were ridin' on that Gold Hill Line



Back then there were no city lights
beyond the still night air
and the wind that whispered through those pines
was the only sound that you could hear

well I'm rollin' by those fallen mines
that grow where the trains used to go
I'm flyin' by those highway signs
That good 'ol place that I know

CHORUS
REPEAT THE FIRST VERSE (LINES 1-4)
CHORUS

6724. Gold Mine

Gold Mine

Verse 1:
Well, you can't say that you are mine no more
We're history, I'm walkin' right out the door
Well you can have your men and your liquor too
But without me baby whatcha gonna do
Baby you lost a gold mine when you lost me

Verse 2:
I was faithful and I shared everything I owned
I was always there when you cried about bein' alone
But I ain't no chump and you're gonna find
That those men that you've been seeing are the hurtin' kind
And I don't need you runnin' on back to me

Bridge:
Well the smile that you wear's gonna disappear
When you see that I was right
Well you'll rue the day that busted me 
til I walked right out of your life

Verse 3:
Well there's plenty of women that can keep me satisfied
Well and I don't need your cheatin' or your foolish lies
Well I ain't gonna miss none of your embrace
So go shake that thing in someone else's face
Baby you lost a gold mine when you lost me

Verse 4:
Well folks have got to reap just what they sow
And you got something coming to you don't you know
You'll get no more love and no sympathy
From that lonesome fool that starts with me
Baby you lost a gold mine when you lost me



6725. Gold Mine In The Sky - Chords

Gold Mine In The Sky
Recorded by Gene Autry
Written by Nick Kenny and Charles Kenny

[D] There's a Gold mine in the sky, [D7] far a-[G] way
We will [D] find it, you and I, some sweet [A] day
There'll be [D] Clover just for you, [D7] down the [G] line
Where the [D] skies are always [A] Blue, [A7] pal of [D] mine.

Take your [G] time, old mule, I know you're growin' [D] lame
But you'll pasture [D7] in the stars
[E] When we [E7] strike that [A] claim
And we'll [D] sit up there and watch [D7] the world roll [G] by
When we [D] find that long lost [A] Gold mine in the [D] sky.

Far a-[G] way, far a-[D] way
We will find that [D7] long lost Gold [E] mine some sweet [A] day
And we'll [D] say hello to friends [D7] who said good-[G] bye
When we [D] find that long lost [A] Gold mine in the [G] sky.

TAG: Far away (far away), far away (far away), in the sky.

6726. Gold On The Rainbow

Gold On The Rainbow

They say there is gold on the rainbow
But it seems so hard for me to find
All my thoughts still are lingering back there
With that dear one I've left behind

Oh my dream girl still love you
But where, oh where can you be
They say there is gold on the rainbow
I'm afraid there's no gold there for me

Through this whole world I'll keep on wandering
Tho' my thoughts will always be of you
They have taken you from me ny darling
But they can't take my memories of you

* Refrain



6727. Gold Watch And Chain

Emmylou Harris - Gold Watch And Chain
Ralph Stanley - Carter Family

Oh I'll pawn you my gold watch and chain love
And I'll pawn you my gold wedding ring
I will pawn you this heart in my bosom
Only say that you'll love me again

Darling, how could I stay here without you
I have nothing to ease my poor heart
This old world would seem sad, love, without you
Tell me now that we never will part

Oh I'll pawn you my gold watch and chain love
And I'll pawn you my gold wedding ring
I will pawn you this heart in my bosom
Only say that you'll love me again

Take back all the gifts you have given
A diamond ring and a lock of your hair
And a card with your picture upon it
It's a face that is false but is fair

Oh I'll pawn you my gold watch and chain love
And I'll pawn you my gold wedding ring
I will pawn you this heart in my bosom
Only say that you'll love me again

Oh, the white rose that blooms in the garden
It grows with the love of my heart
It broke through on the day that I met you
It will die on the day that we part

Oh I'll pawn you my gold watch and chain love
And I'll pawn you my gold wedding ring
I will pawn you this heart in my bosom
Only say that you'll love me again
Only say that you'll love me again

6728. Golden - Chords

Golden - Infamous Stringdusters
Written by: Jim James (My Morning Jacket)
Appears on: Undercover, Vol. 2

Capo on 1
Tuning: EBEGBe = E-minor Tuning (tune 4th & 5th string 1 step up)

Intro:

e/--------------------------------------------------------------------------/



B/--0-----0------2-----2------2-----2------4-----4------4-----4----5-----5--/
G/------1---1--------1---1--------2---2--------2---2--------4---4------4---4/
E/----0------------0------------2------------2------------4----------4------/
B/----0------------0------------0------------0------------0----------0------/
E/----0------------0------------0------------0------------0----------0------/

e/--------------------------------0---------0-------------------------------/
B/--5-----5------7-----7------------7---------7-----------------------------/
G/------6---6--------6---6------6-----6---6-----6---------------------------/
E/----5------------5----------0---------0-----------------------------------/
B/----0------------0----------0---------0-----------------------------------/
E/----0------------0----------0---------0-----------------------------------/

F                           Fsus4
Watchin' a stretch of road, miles of light explode
F(2 fr.)                 F*
Driftin' off a thing i'd never done before

F                         Fsus4
Watchin' a crowd roll in, out go the lights it begins
F(2 fr.)                F*               F6sus2
A feelin' in my bones i never felt before

Fmaj7    F6sus2    Fmaj7    F6sus2

Bb            C            F                 Dm
People always told me that bars are dark and lonely
    Bb            C                     F
And talk is often cheap and filled with air

Bb                  C
Sure sometimes they thrill me
    F                  Dm
But nothin' could ever chill me
         Bb                C              F
Like the way they make the time just disappear

(repeat intro)

F                           Fsus4
Feelin' you are here again. hot on my skin again
F(2 fr.)                F*               
Feelin good a thing i'd never known before

F                          Fsus4                          
What does it mean to feel, millions of dreams come real
F(2 fr.)                 F*               F6sus2              
A feelin' in my soul i'd never felt before

Fmaj7    F6sus2    Fmaj7    F6sus2

    Bb         C           F                  Dm
And you always told me, no matter how long it holds me 
      Bb             C                F 
If it falls apart or makes us millonaires

       Bb               C



You'll be right here forever
         F               Dm
We'll go thru this thing together
       Bb              C                   F
And on heaven's golden shore we'll lay our heads

(repeat intro)

Fmaj7    F6sus2    Fmaj7    F6sus2
    
Fmaj7    F6sus2    Fmaj7    F6sus2

6729. Golden Cradle

Emmylou Harris - Golden Cradle

Sweet babe, a golden cradle holds Thee
Soft Thy mother's arms enfold Thee
Fairest flowers are strewn before Thee
Sweet birds warble over Thee.

So sleep my babe and dream away sorrow
Peace until you wake tomorrow
I will guard Thine infant slumber
Angels watch Thy number...

6730. Golden Days

Golden Days - Hot Buttered Rum

(chorus:)
Look what is going on around, you will find
Open your eyes (and now) you can see
This world is headed for catastrophe
We need the gold to turn to green (x2)

(x2)
The river is a flowing, from the mountains to the trees
The river is a flowing; it flows through you and flows through me

Why worry now?
It will work out somehow
Is anybody listening?
Can't you hear me cry out loud?

(chorus)

People of the world got to live in peace and harmony
People of the world - there's just one love, not another



People of the world live in peace and harmony
People of the world - one love, not another

(chorus 2:)
Yesterday is gone
Tomorrow may never come
Life happens here and now
So listen to your heart, it will show you how

(x2)
The ocean is a breaching (breathing); it's a living organism
The ocean is alive; it lives in me and me in you

(chorus 2)

Look what is going on around, you will find
Open your eyes, now you can see
Better days will be reality
When the gold has turned to green
We need the gold to turn green
Our golden ways will turn to green
These Golden Days will turn to green...

6731. Golden Embers

Golden Embers
Mandolin Orange - Golden Embers

[Verse 1]
Just like an old friend, kinder than expected
That Cadillac came and gave our girl a ride
Loss has no end,
it binds to our connection
We don't speak of it, we don't even try

[Chorus]
If you could help me to share the trouble
That you've got
burnin' in you,
then you can help me
And in our time together, her memory will ever
Shine
like golden embers in the night

[Verse 2]
I miss the old hymns; when she used to sing
The sparrows spread their mortal wings
Now they've all lighted with the silence of strings
Like notes on the pages, she breathed life into all things

[Chorus]
If you could help me to share the trouble
That you've got burnin' in you, then you can help me



And in our time together, her memory will ever
Shine like golden embers in the night

[Bridge]
Just like an old friend, reach out to me
Bathe me in the light of understanding

[Chorus]
And try to help me to share the trouble
That you've got burnin' in you, then you can help me
And in our time together, her memory will ever
Shine like golden embers in the night

6732. Golden Hour - Chords

Golden Hour 
Kacey Musgraves

[Intro]
F#m9 G#m F#m9 G#m
 
[Verse 1]
           F#m9                          Emaj7
All that I know is you caught me at the right time
               F#m9
Keep me in your glow
                         E          E7
'Cause I'm having such a good time with you
 
[Chorus]
F#m9/B
Baby, don't you know?               
B7                    F#m9
That you're my golden hour
G#m              F#m9
The colour of my sky
G#m                    Aadd11       B
You've set my world on fire
      E                                    A
And I know, I know everything's gonna be alright
 
[Verse 2]
              F#m9                             Emaj7
I used to get sad and lonely when the sun went down
         F#m9
But it's different now
                             E             E7
'Cause I love the light that I've found in you
 
[Chorus]
F#m9/B
Baby, don't you know?               
B7                    F#m9



That you're my golden hour
G#m              F#m9
The colour of my sky
G#m                   Aadd11   B
You've set my world on fire
      E                                    A
And I know, I know everything's gonna be alright
 
[Bridge]
C#m          C                E    F#
You make the world look beautiful, ooh
Bm                          A
I thought I'd seen it all before
            Am
But looking through your eyes, it looks like paradise
 
[Chorus]
F#m9/B
Baby, don't you know?               
B7                    F#m9
That you're my golden hour
G#m              F#m9
The colour of my sky
G#m                    Aadd11       B
You've set my world on fire
      E                                    A
And I know, I know everything's gonna be alright
      E                                    A
And I know, I know everything's gonna be alright
           G F#m E
Golden hour

6733. Golden Loom

Emmylou Harris
Golden Loom (Studio Outtake - 1975)

[Verse 1]
Smoky autumn night, stars up in the sky
I see the sailing boats across the bay go by
Eucalyptus trees hang above the street
And then I turn my head, for you're approaching me
Moonlight on the water, fisherman's daughter, floating in to my room
With a golden loom

[Verse 2]
First we wash our feet near the immortal shrine
And then our shadows meet and then we drink the wine
I see the hungry clouds up above your face
And then the tears roll down, what a bitter taste
And then you drift away on a summer's day where the wildflowers bloom
With your golden loom



[Verse 3]
I walk across the bridge in the dismal light
Where all the cars are stripped between the gates of night
I see the trembling lion with the lotus flower tail
And then I kiss your lips as I lift your veil
But you're gone and then all I seem to recall is the smell of perfume
And your golden loom

6734. Golden Ring

Golden Ring
Bobby Braddock / Rafe Van Hoy
Wayne Taylor

In a pawn shop in Chicago,
On a sunny summer day.
A couple gazes at the wedding rings,
There on display.
She smiles and nods her head,
As he says: "Honey that's for you.
"It's not much, but it's the best,
"That I can do."

Golden ring, (Golden ring.)
With one tiny little stone,
Waiting there, (Waiting there.)
For someone to take to it home.
By itself, (By itself.)
It's just a cold metallic thing.
Only love can make a golden wedding ring.

In a little wedding chapel,
Later on that afternoon,
An old upright piano,
Plays that old familiar tune.
Tears roll down her cheeks,
And happy thoughts run through her head.
As he whispers low:
"With this ring, I thee wed."

Golden ring, (Golden ring.)
With one tiny little stone,
Shining ring, (Shining ring.)
Now at last it's found a home.
By itself, (By itself.)
It's just a cold metallic thing.
Only love can make a golden wedding ring.

In a small two room apartment,
As they fought their final round,
He says: "You won't admit it,
"But I know you're leavin' town."
She says: "One thing's for certain,



"I don't love you any more."
And throws down the ring,
As she walks out the door.

Golden ring, (Golden ring.)
With one tiny little stone,
Cast aside, (Cast aside.)
Like the love that's dead and gone.
By itself, (By itself.)
It's just a cold metallic thing.
Only love can make a golden wedding ring.

In a pawn shop in Chicago,
On a sunny summer day.
A couple gazes at the wedding rings,
There on display.

Golden ring.

Note: Recorded by Tammy Wynette and George Jones, among others.

6735. Golden River

Golden River

I hate to see night shadows fall, I hate to see a moon above
For it brings me dreamds of happy days gone by
When my darling Lola Lee strolled along the shore with me
And we watched the golden river glide on by

Golden river, golden river, you took my love from me
On your waves of golden hue, you carried her away with you
And broke my heart a million, million ways

Now I sit and wonder why I feel so blue and cry
As I watch the moonclimb slowly in the sky
It was on a night like this when she gave me her last kiss
Climbed in her birch canoe and sailed away

* Refrain

6736. Golden Rocket

Golden Rocket

From old Montana down to Alabam'
I've been before and I'll travel again
Your triflin' women can't keep a good man down
You dealt the cards but you missed a play



Now hit the road and be on your way
I'm gonna board the golden rocket and leave this town

I was a good engine a-running on time
But baby I'm switchin' to another line
So honey never hang your signal out for me
I'm tired of running on the same old track
Bought a one-way ticket and I won't be back
This golden rocket's gonna roll my blues away

Hear that lonesome whistle blow
That's your cue and by now you know
That I got another true love a-waitin' in Tennessee
This midnight special's a-burnin' the rail
So woman don't try to follow my trail
This golden rocket's a-rollin' my blues away

That old conductor he seemed to know
That you done me wrong I was feelin' low
For he yelled alound We're over that Dixon line
The brakeman started singin' a song
Said "You're worried now but it won't be long"
This golden rocket is leavin' your blues behind

Then the porter yelled with his southern drawl
Let's rise and shine, good mornin' ya all
And I sprang to my feet to greet the new born day
As I kissed my baby in the station door
That whistle blew like it never did before
Of the golden rocket that rolled my blues away

6737. Golden Sky - Chords

Golden Sky 
Dead Horses

[Verse 1]
                          A
Sometimes I wish I was a leaf
                          Dbm
Sometimes I wish I was a tall tree
                          D        A      E D Dbm Bbm
Sometimes I wish I was a deep sea swimmer
 
[Verse 2]
                          A
Sometimes I wish I was a rock
                         Dbm
Sometimes I wish I was a tall corn stock
                         D           A     E D Dbm Bbm
Sometimes I wish to be anything I'm not
 
[Chorus]



Dbm               D
We must not lose sight
A                 E
We must not lose sight
         Dbm           D
Of that golden golden sky
        A               E  D Dbm Bbm
Or the mirrors in your eyes
 
[Verse 3]
                             A
Sometimes I wish to be your favorite vinyl
                       Dbm
Water boiling on your tea kettle
                               D            A     E D Dbm Bbm
These feelings move around but never never settle
 
[Verse 4]
                          A
Sometimes I wish to be a walking stick
                                Dbm
Sometimes I think that I don't even exist
                          D               A    E D Dbm Bbm
Sometimes I just want to tell you all of this
 
[Chorus]
Dbm               D
We must not lose sight
A                 E
We must not lose sight
         Dbm           D
Of that golden golden sky
        A               E  D Dbm Bbm
Or the mirrors in your eyes
 
[Solo]
A Dbm
D A  E D Dbm Bbm
(x2)
 
[Verse 1]
                          A
Sometimes I wish I was a leaf
                          Dbm
Sometimes I wish I was a tall tree
                          D        A      E D Dbm Bbm
Sometimes I wish I was a deep sea swimmer
 
[Chorus] (x2)
Dbm               D
We must not lose sight
A                 E
We must not lose sight
         Dbm           D
Of that golden golden sky
        A               E  D Dbm Bbm
Or the mirrors in your eyes



 
[Ending]
A

6738. Golden Slippers

Golden Slippers

Oh, my golden slippers are laid away
Cause I don't spect to were'em till my wedding day
And my long tall coat that I love so well
I will wear up in the chariot in the morn
And my long white robe that I bought last June
I'm gonna get changed cause it fits too soon
And the old grey horse that I used to drive
I will hitch him to the chariot in the morn

Oh, them golden slippers
Oh, them golden slippers
Golden slippers I'm gonna wear
Because they look so near
Oh, them golden slippers
Oh, them golden slippers
Golden slippers I'm a gonna wear
To walk the golden street

Oh, my ol' banjo hangs on the wall
Cause it ain't been turned since way last fall
But the folks all say we'll have a good time
When we ride up in the chariot in the morn
There's old Brother Ben and his sister Luce
They will telegraph the news to Uncle Bacco Juice
What a great camp meeting there will be that day
When we ride up in the chariot in the morn

* Refrain

So, its goodbye, children, I will have to go,
Where the rain don't fall and the wind don't blow
And your ulster coast, why, you will not need
When you ride up in the chariot in the morn
But your golden slippers must be nice and clean
And your age must be just sweet sixteen
And your white kid gloves you will have to wear
When you ride up in the chariot in the morn

* Refrain



6739. Golden Streets Of Glory

Dolly Parton - Golden Streets Of Glory 

Glory to His name, oh, holy, holy
There's a city where the streets are paved in gold
A land where the milk and the honey flow
And a mansion which for me
'Cause my bible tells the story
I just hope my feet are clean enough
To walk upon the golden streets of glory
Green meadows where the little children play
No sorrow there, just one long happy day
And none will litter there except the pure and the holy
I just hope my feet are clean enough
To walk upon the golden streets of glory
And when I've reached my journey's end
And if I'm worthy to go in
Golden streets of glory, I walk on
And the golden streets of my new home
Will lead me up to the master's throne
With the angel band I'll sing
Glory to His name, oh, holy, holy
I just hope my feet are clean enough
To walk upon the golden streets of glory
Hallelujah, I just hope my feet are clean enough
To walk upon the golden streets of glory
And when I've reached my journey's end
And if I'm worthy to go in
Golden streets of glory, I'll walk on
And the golden streets of my new home
Will lead me up to the master's throne
With the angel band I'll sing
Glory to His name, oh, holy, holy
I just hope my feet are clean enough
To walk upon the golden streets of glory
Hallelujah, I just hope my feet are clean enough
To walk upon the golden streets of glory

6740. Golden Times

Golden Times 
Matt Axton ft. Dead Winter Carpenters

Born under a good sign
Keep you smiling all your days
Only living the good life
No troubles in your way

Sun keep on shining
On everything you hold dear
The darkness doesn't matter
Because the sun is always near



Open your eyes
Open your mind
These are golden times
Hold the light
Let it shine
These are golden times

Friends sharing laughter
Keep your grinning all the time
Let loose nothing matters
Living free and feeling fine

I will stay here forever
Always standing by your side
It can't get much better
Feeling good and living right

Open your eyes
Open your mind
These are golden times
Hold the light
Let it shine
These are golden times

Born under a good sign
Keep you smiling all your days
Only living the good life
No troubles in your way

Drink deep from the water
Fill it up and never stop
In the end all that matters
Is that your trail is true

Open your eyes
Open your mind
These are golden times
Hold the light
Let it shine

These are golden times

6741. Golden Vanity

Golden Vanity

There was a little ship, and she sailed upon the sea
And the name of the ship was the Golden Vanity
And she sailed upon the low and lonesome low
And she sailed upon the lonesome sea

Oh we had not been out for two weeks or three



When we were overtaken by the Turkish Revolli
As she sailed upon the low and lonesome low
As she sailed upon the lonesome sea

In a fatal mistake, our little cabin boy
Said, what will you give me if I would them destroy
If I sink them in the low and lonesome low
If I sink them in the lonesome sea

Well the man that them destroys, our captain then replied
Five thousand pounds, and my daughter for his bride
If he sinks them in the low and lonesome low
If he sinks them in the lonesome sea!"

So the boy he smote his breast, and he dove into the sea
And he swam till he came to the Turkish Revolli
As she sailed upon the low and lonesome low
As she sailed upon the lonesome sea

Oh he had a little tool, it was made for the use
He bored nine holes in her hull all at once
And he sunk her in the low and lonesome low
And he sunk her in the lonesome sea

Now, captain, pick me up, our cabin boy he cried
Oh, captian, pick me up, for I'm weary with the tide
And I'm sinkin' in the low and lonesome low
And I'm sinkin' in the lonesome sea

Well I will not pick you up, our captain then replied
I'll shoot you, I'll drown you, I'll sink you in the tide
And I'll sink you in the low and lonesome low
And I'll sink you in the lonesome sea

Well the mate he picked 'em up and on the deck he died
Oh they wrapped him in his hammock which was so long and wide
As they sailed upon the low and lonesome low
As they sailed upon the lonesome sea

Oh they wrapped him in his hammock, It was so long and wide
Oh they throwed him over-board and he drifted with the tide
As they sailed upon the low and lonesome low
As they sailed upon the lonesome sea

6742. Golden Wings Of Time

Golden Wings Of Time (Larry W. Jones 11/29/2006) 

The western sun is setting, quickly setting
As evening shadows come to claim their own
Eyes that no longer see are not regretting
The golden way she raised a cowboy's son
Oh, asleep is she who sincerely loved me



Not for what I was, but should have been
Autumn leaves and those that fall in Winter
Can they ever turn from gold to green again
In her easy ways she loved me completely
Summer days were of the warmest kind
No other love could come to me as sweetly
As she who's flown on golden wings of time
On a poor cowboy's wages she raised a son
And taught us both what true love means
Now she's gone like the western setting sun
Like a lovely swan on time's golden wings
In her easy ways she loved me completely
Summer days were of the warmest kind
No other love could come to me as sweetly
As she who's flown on golden wings of time

6743. Goldmine

Goldmine
I Draw Slow

Oh, my heart
Never be the same again
Not even in the arms of other men
Because an old time song with an old time feel
Well it was written for my heart to steal

And oh, my love
Only wanna hear your voice
But I sell myself cause I have no choice
For an old time song: an old time air
Well I paint my face and I curl my hair

[Chorus:]
But I could be your goldmine
Your little goldmine
Build your walls around me
Make me into sweet wine
Bittersweet wine
Drunk just how you found me
I could be your goldmine
Your little goldmine
Build your walls around me
Make me into sweet wine
Bittersweet wine
Drunk just how you found me

Underneath a road sign
Everyone passes through
I'm your little goldmine
I'm gonna bring it all back to you

Oh, my room



Never gonna take you there
Cause my wicked life hangs in the air
But for an old time song on a fiddle played
No honest girl is gonna pay your way

And oh, my love
I'm never gonna know for sure
You won't leave my side for a girl who's pure
For an old time song: an old time key
You can spend my money foolishly

[Chorus]

Underneath a road sign
Everyone's passing through
But I'm your little goldmine
I'm gonna bring it all back to you

[Chorus]

Underneath a road sign
Everyone passes through
But I'm your little goldmine
I'm gonna bring it all back to you

6744. Gone

Dierks Bentley - Gone

[Verse 1]
My buddies think I'm on the lake
Boss thinks I've been sick for days
And mama's probably on her way
'Cause I ain't picked up the phone

[Pre-Chorus]
I've been a million places
But they're all up in my head
Over-drinking, overthinking ever since you left

[Chorus]
I've been gone, I've been gone
I've been sittin' on the couch watching TV all day long
All day long, I've been tryin' to figure out how a good thing went wrong
Faster than that freight train, farther than that airplane
Sadder than a country song
Headed down that highway, anywhere but my way
Ever since you moved on, I've been gone

[Verse 2]
Took a trip down memory lane
Checked into hotel heartbreak
Passed rock bottom on the way



Without leaving my living room

[Pre-Chorus]
I've been a million places
But they're all up in my head
Over-drinking, overthinking ever since you left

[Chorus]
I've been gone, I've been gone
I've been sittin' on the couch watching TV all day long
All day long, I've been tryin' to figure out how a good thing went wrong
Faster than that freight train, farther than that airplane
Sadder than a country song
Headed down that highway, anywhere but my way
Ever since you moved on, I've been gone
Yeah, I've been gone

[Bridge]
All the clothes are on the floor
All the mail's by the door
All the whiskey bottles in my bed
All the dishes in the sink
All the gas is in the tank
All the neighbors probably think I'm dead

[Chorus]
I've been gone, I've been gone
I've been sittin' on the couch watching TV all day long
All day long I've been tryin' to figure out how a good thing went wrong
Faster than that freight train, farther than that airplane
Sadder than a country song
Headed down that highway, anywhere but my way
Ever since you moved on, I've been gone

[Outro]
I've been gone
Gone

6745. Gone (That'll Be Me)

Gone (That'll Be Me)

That'll be me you'll see walking away
That'll be me you'll see for the last time today
That'll be me you'll see for not very long
'Cause that'll be me you'll see 
That'll be gone

Remember how you warned me
'Bout all your leavin' plans
Well I know this might seem unexpected
So prepare yourself
The best you can



That'll be me you'll see walking away
That'll be me you'll see for the last time today
That'll be me you'll see for not very long
'Cause that'll be me you'll see 
That'll be gone

Think back on when you threatened
And never left no doubt
Although this could be kinda sudden
I'm sure you can figure it all out

That'll be me you'll see walking away
That'll be me you'll see for the last time today
That'll be me you'll see for not very long
'Cause that'll be me you'll see 
That'll be gone

Yeah, that'll be me you'll see 
That'll be gone

6746. Gone (That'll Be Me) - Chords

Gone (That'll Be Me)
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G                    C           G
That'll be me you'll see walking away
                     C                     G
That'll be me you'll see for the last time today
                                      C
That'll be me you'll see for not very long
           G         D7             G
That'll be me you'll see that'll be gone
D7               G
Remember how you warned me 
D7                    G
Bout all your leavin' plans
       B7                     Em
Well I know this might seem unexpected 
A7                               D7
So prepare yourself the best you can
repeat #1
D7                     G
Think back on when you threatened 
D7                G
And never left no doubt
  B7                         Em
Although this could be kinds sudden 
    A7                         D7
I'm sure you can figure it all out
repeat #1
C          G         D7             G



That'll be me you'll see that'll be gone

6747. Gone A Long Time - Chords

Gone A Long Time Live
Billy Strings

[Intro]
C F C Am C G C
 
[Verse 1]
C
Headin' South to Georgia, four shows in a row
F                                                     C
Didn't get no sleep last night, the way these drivers roll
Am                        C
Heaven seems so far away, I believe it in my soul
        G           C
I'll be gone a long time
 
[Instrumental]
C F C Am C G C
 
[Verse 2]
C
Heard my baby laughing, like a Jackal in the night
F                                                C
Looked in through the window, and I saw an awful sight
Am                          C
He took off my overcoat and she turned out the light
        G           C
I'll be gone a long time
 
[Instrumental]
C F C Am C G C
 
[Verse 3]
C
Jaybird seen a little worm, wiggling on the ground
F                                                      C
Guess there ain't no hiding place, no matter where I'm found
Am                            C
Just came from Traverse City, now I'm Withlacoochee bound
        G           C
I'll be gone a long timR
 
[Instrumental]
C F C Am C G C
 
[Verse 4]
C
Jesus took the water and turnRd it into wine
F                                                C



Me I take them pretty girls, and try to make 'em mine
Am                        C
I tell 'em not to worry, that I'll see 'em down the line
        G           C
I'll be gone a long time
 
[Instrumental]
C F C Am C G C
 
[Verse 5]
C
Well, I just keep a rolling to the rhythm of the band
F                                                C
If you think I'm lucky boys, you just don't understand
Am                             C
That I'll pick this old guitar till my fingers turn to sand
        G           C
I'll be gone a long time
 
[Outro]
        G           C
I'll be gone a long time

6748. Gone And Left Me Blues

Gone And Left Me Blues

My weary heart for you is crying
Getting old and paying for its dues
For you have left me oh so lonely
I've got those gone and left me blues

You know that we should be together
Though I'm the one that's been untrue
Please take me back and say you love me
I got those gone and left me blues

I might have known that you'd be leaving
I knew you'd borne your walking shoes
Why did you break those vows of promise
And bring about those awful blues

Don't say that you have gone forever
The nights are much to lonely now
Alone I hope that you'll return dear
I've got to get you back some how

6749. Gone And Set Me Free



Gone and Set Me Free 
Lonesome River Band

There's a plane leavin' for Georgia 
And I've got leavin' on my mind 
Bought a one way ticket to Atlanta 
Don't think I'll be back for some time 
 
CHORUS: .  
There's a fog settin' in on the mountains 
In the air there's a cool autumn breeze 
My old heart is achin' 
For the woman that has gone and set me free 
 
She broke my heart in Carolina 
I'm leavin' my sweet home in the pines 
It's a road that leads to nowhere 
But I've still got leavin' on my mind 

My old heart is achin' 
For the woman that has gone and set me free

6750. Gone Away From Me - Chords

Gone Away From Me 
Holly Williams
 
Intro - Am / Amadd9 / C / Csus2 / F x 2
 
Am    Amadd9   C           Csus2 F
I grew up in a town with one red light
Am       Amadd9    C       Csus2      F
How that train would rattle me in the middle of the night
    Am      Amadd9 C    Csus2   F
But I slept like a baby in that bed
F                  G                     Am / Amadd9 / C / Csus2 / F
Cause mama kept me warm and she kept me fed
 
 
Am   Amadd9    C       Csus2     F
July 3rd was a dreaded friend of mine
     Am      Amadd9     C      Csus2      F
We'd all go down to the family plot in the Louisiana pines
Am      Amadd9  C     Csus2    F
Staring at that little baby's grave
F             G                Am / Amadd9 / C / Csus2 / F
Stella was as young as she was brave
 
             F                C
And what I'd give to go there again
                G                    Am
Kiss my daddy's face, hold my mama's hand
             F                    C
Little did I know soon they would be



                   G                   Am / Amadd9 / C / Csus2 / F
Lying right beside her, gone away from me
               Am / Amadd9 / C / Csus2 / F
Gone away from me
 
     Am     Amadd9  C        Csus2     F
They always made us kneel by grandpa's grave
Am   Amadd9 C      Csus2  F
Mama was a-wailing asking God if he was saved
  Am    Amadd9   C      Csus2 F
I never liked to see my daddy cry
F                  G                 Am / Amadd9 / C / Csus2 / F
I guess I'll never know how grandpa died
 
             F                C
And what I'd give to go there again
                G                    Am
Kiss my daddy's face, hold my mama's hand
             F                    C
Little did I know soon they would be
                   G                   Am / Amadd9 / C / Csus2 / F
Lying right beside her, gone away from me
               Am / Amadd9 / C / Csus2 / F
Gone away from me
 
    Am     Amadd9 C     Csus2      F
You barely even see the tombstones now
    Am        Amadd9   C    Csus2     F
The trees are grown up everywhere and no one keeps the grounds
Am        Amadd9 C       Csus2     F
Strangers live inside my childhood home
F                         G              Am / Amadd9 / C / Csus2 / F
And I can't believe that daddy's really gone
 
             F                C
And what I'd give to go there again
                  G                     Am
Kiss his withered face, hold her gentle hand
                   F                  C
But there ain't no way that will ever be
                      G
They lie beneath that old tree,
                Am / Amadd9 / C / Csus2 / F
Gone away from me (Gone away from me)
                Am / Amadd9 / C / Csus2 / F
Gone away from me
                Am / Amadd9 / C / Csus2 / F
Gone away from me (Gone away from me)
 
     Am     Amadd9  C         Csus2   F
Well I grew up in a town with one red light



6751. Gone Away With A Friend

Gone Away With a Friend
Artist: Ralph Stanley

I looked into the face of an old saint of God, 
I thought your race has ended, your lifes crown you've won, 
Seperated for the present, but soon to live again,
And he's only gone away with a friend,
Chorus:
Gone away with a friend, someone closer than a brother
with somebody who loves you more than children, dad or mother
And he holds your very soul in the palm of his hand
Let it read on my tombstone, gone away with a friend.
He's a constant companion through life's joy and pain, 
All my hopes and cares I hold in his dear name
And when my soul breaks free from these ties that hold me here
I'm going away with Jesus no other friend so dear
Chorus

6752. Gone Before You Met Me

Gone Before You Met Me - Alan Jackson 

I had a dream last night
I was floating down that black water
Kick back on the Mississippi
On a raft with ol' Tom Sawyer
He got restless down around Memphis
That's where he left me
Said I'm one rambling man
I was gone before you met me

And there I was back in my hometown
That's just how dreams go
Thumb in the air wanted out of there
Heading my own road
Well I hitched a ride with this beatnik guy
Said looks like you read me
My name is Jack Kerouac
I was gone before you met me

You got your homeboys, your hang-around-boys
You fix that roof but your roots to the ground-boys
Pink house, the white fence
Pretty little woman, two point five
Kids, dang right, it's a good life
With boys like me your bound to run the wild side
Like the restless wind you'll never catch me
I was gone before you met me

And just before I awoke
I had a bad nightmare



I was on some lost highway and you were nowhere near
Someone took your hand I wasn't that man
Girl, it sure did hit me
I was cussing fate but it was too late
You were gone before you met me

Yeah, I smelled that coffee
I heard you singing in the kitchen
Walking in got a kiss, you said the sink still dripping
Thank God I'm still driven

You got your homeboys, your hang-around-boys
You fix that sink but your roots to the ground-boys
Blue house, the white fence
Sweet little woman, rocking that good
Miss dang right, it's a fine life
His restless heart found a heart I can call mine
I was smart enough to let love catch me

So Tom and Jack just ramled on without me
'Cause I was gone before you met me
Gone gone, gone before you met me
Gone before you met me

6753. Gone But Not Forgotten

Gone But Not Forgotten
Hot Rize

Since first we met somehow I knew
It wouldn't last our whole life through
Now sure enough years later on
I look for you and you are gone 

 Gone but not forgotten
You're still in my memory
Gone but not forgotten
I'll stay right here till you come home to me. 

 One rainy night and a no good fight
When I woke you were outta sight
Now after all that we've been through
I thought I'd hear just once from you. 

 I search for you most every day
More sorry now than words can say
Maybe you don't live in this world
But you'll still be my only girl.



6754. Gone Country

Alan Jackson - Gone Country 

She's been playing in a room on a strip
For ten years in Vegas
Every night she looks in the mirror
But she only ages
She's been reading about Nashville and all
The records that everybody's buying
Says 'I'm a simple girl myself
Grew up on Long Island'
So she packs her bags to try her hand
Says this might be my last chance
She's gone country, look at them boots
She's gone country, back to her roots
She's gone country, a new kind of suit
She's gone country, here she comes
Well the folk scene is dead
But he's holding out in the village
He's been writing songs speaking out
Against wealth and privilege
He says 'I don't believe in money
But a man could make him a killin'
Cause some of that stuff don't sound
Much different than Dylan
I hear down there it's changed you see
They're not as backwards as they used to be'
He's gone country, look at them boots
He's gone country, back to his roots
He's gone country, a new kind of suit
He's gone country, here he comes
He commutes to LA
But he's got a house in the valley
But the bills are piling up
And the pop scene just ain't on the rally
He says 'Honey I'm a serious composer
Schooled in voice and composition
But with the crime and the smog these days
This ain't no place for children
Lord it sounds so easy it shouldn't take long
Be back in the money in no time at all'
He's gone country, look at them boots
He's gone country, back to his roots
He's gone country, a new kind of suit
He's gone country, here he comes
Yeah he's gone country, a new kind of walk
He's gone country, a new kind of talk
He's gone country, look at them boots
He's gone country, oh back to his roots
He's gone country
He's gone country
Everybody's gone country
Yeah we've gone country
The whole world's gone country



6755. Gone Crazy

Alan Jackson - Gone Crazy 

Here I am all alone again tonight
In this old empty house
It's hard to learn what you don't think you need
You can't live without
Never leave the sound of the telephone
But ever since you left
I've been gone
Gone carzy, goin' out of my mind
I've asked myself the reasons,
at least least thousand times
Goin' up and down this hallway
Tryin' to leave the pain behind
Ever since you left, I've been gone
I never saw your face this many times
When you were really here
The things you said I never understood
Are now crystal clear
I never spent this much time at home
But ever since you left,
I've been gone
Gone carzy, goin' out of my mind
I've asked myself the reasons,
at least least thousand times
Goin' up and down this hallway
Tryin' to leave the pain behind
Ever since you left, I've been gone

6756. Gone Enough

Gone Enough
Stillhouse Junkies

You left so suddenly
Though I knew you would eventually
The writing was on every wall in town
Turns out now that you're gone
This moving on is goin' wrong
It still feels like it did with you around

CHORUS
You ain't gone enough for me, 
Though I'm longing to be free
Every time I turn around I see your face
Hear your voice and feel your touch
And though you never cared that much



Darlin', you're long gone 
But you ain't gone enough for me

In the morning when I wake
All the things that you forgot to take
Are sitting in the corner on the floor 
Everybody's telling me
I'm addicted to your memory
You ran out but you never shut the door 

It's a month now since you left
And I'm practically bereft from wishin'
Things with us had never hit the skids
Wonderin' what might have been
If I could just go back and try again
To do all of those things I never did

6757. Gone Fishin'

Tom T. Hall - Gone fishin'
Composer: Nick Kenny - Charles Kenny

Gone fishin' there's a sign upon my door
Gone fishin' I ain't workin' anymore
There's a hoe out in the sun where I left a row half done
I say hoein' ain't no fun I ain't got no ambition

Gone fishin' by a shady wady pool
Gone fishin' out of work and out of school
I don't want to be annoyed by Reagan or by Freud
Gone fishin' instead of just wishin'

I don't want to be annoyed by Reagan or by Freud
Gone fishin' instead of just wishin'

I'll make you an offer
I'll catch 'em you clean 'em you fry 'em and I'll eat 'em
Gone fishin'
Closed for the holidays
And they are Monday Tuesday Wednesday
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

6758. Gone For Good - Chords

Gone For Good
Recorded by Gene Watson and Rhonda Vincent
Written by Jimmy Melton

G                         D7



You used to kiss me every afternoon
C                           G
When you walked through the door
                            D7
You'd smile and tell me all about your day 
C                        G
But you don't do that anymore

             C
We no longer take the time 
                   G
To talk the way we should
                   D7
If we keep letting things go bad
C               D7       G
They'll soon be gone for good

                 C                     G
What's not going on here is tearing us apart
           A7                                    D7
Building a wall of doubt that stands between our hearts
                      C                         G
We can't go like this forever it's time we understood
   G7              C             D7                       G
If we keep letting things go bad they'll soon be gone for good

                          D7
You used to reach out and touch me 
C                    G
In the middle of the night
                    D7
Now we sleep facing different walls
C                       G
Silent wars are hard to fight

                     C
But that's just what can happen
                       G
And I was so afraid it would
                   D7
If we keep letting things go bad
C               D7       G
They'll soon be gone for good

Repeat #3
 
                      C                         G
We can't go like this forever it's time we understood
   G7              C             D7                       G
If we keep letting things go bad they'll soon be gone for good

6759. Gone Gone Gone (Done Moved On)



Alison Krauss - Gone Gone Gone (Done Moved On) 

Some sunny day, baby
When everything seems okay, baby
You'll wake up and find that you're alone
'Cause I'll be gone

Gone, gone, gone
Really gone
Gone, gone, gone
'Cause you done me wrong

And everyone that you meet, baby
As you walk down the street, baby
Will ask you why you're walkin' all alone
And why you're on your own

And just say I'm gone
Gone, gone, gone
Gone, gone, gone
'Cause you done me wrong
Oh, now, come on, yeah!

And if you change your way, baby
You might get back to stay, baby
You better hurry up if you don't wanna be alone
Or I'll be gone

Gone, gone, gone
Really gone
Gone, gone, gone
'Cause you done me wrong
You done me wrong, now, now!

Some sunny day, baby
When everything seems okay, baby
You'll wake up and find that you're alone
'Cause I'll be gone

Gone, gone, gone
Really gone
Gone, gone, gone
'Cause you done me wrong

You done me wrong
You done me wrong
Well, well, well, well
Well, well, well, yeah

6760. Gone Gone Gone - Chords

Gone Gone Gone
The Brothers Comatose
 



[Intro]
A               G       D
A               G       D
A               G       D
        A
Well I'm gone, yeah I'm gone, yeah I'm gone
 
 
[Verse 1]
A                                  G                  D
Inside of this outside of that hey that could ease my mind
      A                        G                     D
Then I wander that old highway bummin' nickels for a dime
     A                                G               D
I've traveled down the road big black cloud a chasin' me
     A                                 G                D
And I bang on these old guitar strings until my fingers bleed
 
 
[Bridge]
         A          G                D               A
Well I'm gone, 400 miles on down the road before too long
         G                  D                 A
Same old tune but different words to this old song
         G                D              A
Well I'll travel down the road until I'm gone, yeah I'm gone, yeah I'm gone
 
 
[Chorus]
F#m                  D                     A
Can't you hear the sound of the big trucks whine (I can hear em' callin me)
F#m                     E
Travelin' down a little further down that road
         G                               D
It don't matter where I've gone it don't matter where I goooo
         A               G            D
Well I'm gone gone gone, gone gone gone
A               G          D
Gone gone gone, gone gone gone
A               G          D
Gone gone gone, gone gone gone
    A
I'm gone, yeah I'm gone, yeah I'm gone
 
 
[Instrumental]
A                  G         D
A                  G         D
F#m                D         A
F#m                E         G      D
 
 
        A                G          D
Well I'm gone gone gone, gone gone gone
A               G         D
Gone gone gone, gone gone gone
A               G         D



Gone gone gone, gone gone gone
         A
Well I'm gone, yeah I'm gone, yeah I'm gone
 
 
[Bridge]
A                 G                  D               A
Well I'm gone, 400 miles on down the road before too long
         G                  D                 A
Same old tune but different words to this old song
         G                 D             A
Well I'll travel down the road until I'm gone, yeah I'm gone, yeah I'm gone
 
 
[Outro]
G       D       A
(Repeat and fade out)

6761. Gone Green

Brad Paisley - Gone Green (feat. Emmylou Harris) 

Well he traded in his dumb old Ford
For a new smart car with an extension cord
Now he's saving gas and got a cheaper note
But he's got no way to haul his boat
It's the little things we take for granted
When we sacrifice to save the planet
The darndest thing I've ever seen
That old redneck has done gone green
Down the road, old man McGower
You know he runs his house on the solar power
Now his lights are bright and the music plays
Sort of dark and quiet on the cloudy days
It's the little things we take for granted
When we sacrifice to save the planet
The darndest thing you've ever seen
This old redneck has done gone green
The life we knew is coming to a halt
Sad but true, and it's our own fault
We put our own crimson necks right in the noose
We got strung out on that black dinosaur juice
Not long ago someone told me
To quit using paper, stop killing trees
She said soon there won't be no more books
I swear to God on a stack of nooks
It's the little things we take for granted
When we sacrifice to save the planet
The darndest thing I've ever seen
My redneck world has done gone green
The whole dang place has done gone green



6762. Gone Home

Gone Home (They Have Gone Home)
Flatt & Scruggs - Ricky Skaggs

All of my friends that I loved yesterday
Gone home (they have gone home) gone home (they have )
The songbirds that sing in the dell seem to say
Gone home (they have gone home) gone home (they have )

   They've joined the heavenly fold
   They're walking the streets of pure gold
   They left one by one as their work here was done
   Gone home (they have gone home) gone home (they have)

Life here is lonely since they've gone before
Gone home (they have gone home) gone home (they have )
The old weeping willow that stands by the door
Sadly says (they have gone home) gone home (they have )

The trumpet will sound on that Great Judgment day
Gone home (they have gone home) gone home (they have )
We'll see all our friends that have gone on that way
Gone home (they have gone home) gone home (they have )

6763. Gone Home - Chords

Gone Home
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs  written by Bill Carlisle
[3/4 time]
 
G                       C            G
All of my friends that I loved yesterday
     D7
Gone home (they have gone home)
     G
Gone home (they have gone home)
                                C             G
The song bird that sings in the dale seems to say
     D7
Gone home (they have gone home)
     G
Gone home (they have gone home)

        C                   G
They've joined the heavenly fold
                                   D7
They're walking on streets of pure gold
     G                        C             G



They left one by one as their work here was done
     D7
Gone home (they have gone home)
     G
Gone home (they have gone home)

                          C              G
Life here is lonely since they've gone before
     D7
Gone home (they have gone home)
     G
Gone home (they have gone home)
                            C             G
The old weeping willow that stands by the door 
      D7
Sadly sings (they have gone home)
     G
Gone home (they have gone home)

Repeat #2

                               C              G
The trumpet will sound on that great judgment day
     D7
Gone home (they have gone home)
     G
Gone home (they have gone home)
                                    C            G
We'll see all our friends that have gone on that way
     D7
Gone home (they have gone home)
     G
Gone home (they have gone home)

Repeat #2

6764. Gone On

Gone On
Robert Earl Keen - Gone On

Had a girl long ago
She was fast and I was slow
I tried to love her
She gone on
I wrote her letters, called her freinds
They say that true love never ends
I'm here to tell ya
She gone on
(Chorus)
It's like a racetrack everyday
Movin' it on up or get outta the way
Don't wait too late to pull me along



(Instrumental)
I had a buddy, we had a few
He liked to talk about the ring-dang-do
It liked to kill him
He gone on
We got together the other year
He found religion, I found a beer
???? to tell ya
He gone on

6765. Gone Out Of My Mind - Chords

Gone Out Of My Mind
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Bob Morrison, Gene Dobbins, Michael Huffman

C                             F
Your love just came to visit  your memory came to stay
       G7                     F                   G7
It's a shame that being gone  don't mean you went away
C                     E7             C
For it won't be over  till the day I find
F                  G7             C
That one of us has gone out of my mind
G7                            F   C
Either I'll forget or I'll go cra-zy
G7                           F         G7
One way or another I'm gonna leave you behind
C                            E7          C
I know that I'll be tortured by your memory
     F             G7             C
Till one of us has gone out of my mind
 
                            F
I'll give up on loving you  or else I'll go insane
   G7                             F                  G7
It really makes no difference  as long as there's no pain
C                             E7         C
I know it's just a matter of  misery and time
     F             G7             C
Till one of us has gone out of my mind
Repeat #2
     F             G7             C
Till one of us has gone out of my mind

6766. Gone To Carolina

Gone To Carolina 
Seldom Scene



 
CHORUS : 
What difference does a mile 
Or two make anyhow 
When we've got this love to bind us 
I can close my eyes, and be with you right now 
So I'm gone, to Carolina 
So I'm gone, to Carolina 
 
I know you've got to leave, don't let me keep you 
From livin' out your dreams 
I just want to hold you on the other side 
Of this, goodbye today, I'll be waiting   
  
Another lonesome day, it's almost over 
Soon you'll be on your way 
And I'll get to hold you in my arms 
You can't be very far so while I'm waiting

6767. Gone To Hell In A Basket

Tom T Hall - Gone To Hell In A Basket

[Verse 1:]
I fished the everglades for a while
Lookin' through the darkness at those alligators' eyes
Three days in the sun boys ah it made me well
But back in Nashville they're just a givin' me hell
Singing he's gone to hell in a basket
One of those hand woven caskets
You got a deep question please don't ask it
But I've gone to hell in a basket
Them air boat boys have got their nerve
Right now they're eatin' all of 'em terrible preserves
Singing my new song for a six pack of beer
Back in Music City this is all you can hear

[Chorus:]
He's gone to hell in a basket

[Verse 2:]
Okefenokee ain't so much they say the grass ain't so tough
These saw grass neighbors know what life's all about
Meanwhile back in Nashville they're still wearin' me out
With he's gone to hell in a basket

[Chorus:]
What you say he's gone to hell in a basket
Yeah, I know he's gone to hell in a basket



6768. Gone To Stay

Sturgill Simpson - Gone to Stay

[Verse 1]
Baby, when I'm gone
You know I think about you
You're growing up so fast
And I'm gettin' older too
And I've made mistakes
Yeah, I'm living proof of that
All the wasted days
Can't ever get 'em back

[Pre-Chorus 1]
Check my bags, board again
It's a lonely flight from where I've been

[Chorus]
Can't turn money back to time
Take it from me, darling of mine
And I've been doubting it these days
The river, it runs
Only one way
And when it's gone (When it's gone)
It's gone to stay

[Verse 2]
Baby, when I'm gone
You're learnin' how to live
Remember not to take so much
So you have something left to give
Just think of me in the love that I leave behind
Let it grow around you
Like a tie that binds

[Pre-Chorus]
Half disconnected on the phone
I face the crowd, but I sleep alone

[Chorus]
Can't turn money back to time
Take it from me, darling of mine
And I've been doubting it these days
The river, it runs
Only one way
When it's gone (When it's gone)
It's gone to stay

6769. Gone To The West

Gone To The West
Robin & Linda Williams



He says he has no more to say
He says he can no longer stay
In these bleak and bitter winter nights
Where love and hope have taken flight

Out in California they sleep out every night,
In the morning the big orange sun shines bright;
You can hardly count the blessings of the day;
And there's no memory of yesterday

Well, the north wind blasts down the cold steel tracks
Roaring like a high ball express
In the dark blue dawn of tomorrow he'll be gone
Gone, gone to the West.

He says, "Not even you can hold me down
To this sad and broken town."
He told me, "Let the memories go
Oh, you're a fool to hold on so."

Out in California the lights are coming on
As the sun sinks and day is done
While shadows fall on these empty streets
Where yesterday our hearts once beat.

Well, the north wind blasts down the cold steel tracks
Roaring like a high ball express
In the dark blue dawn of tomorrow he'll be gone
Gone, gone to the West.

[Break]

Well, the north wind blasts down the cold steel tracks
Roaring like a high ball express
In the dark blue dawn of tomorrow he'll be gone
Gone, gone to the West.
(Oh, gone, gone to the West. Yea, gone, gone to the West.)

6770. Gone Too Soon - Chords

Gone Too Soon 
Sarah Jarosz
 
Am/G
 
e/-----/
B/--1--/
G/--0--/
D/--2--/
A/-----/
E/--3--/
 



        Am
Here we are
      Dm
Close again
     F               Am
Your eyes as blue as winter
         Am
What I'd give
        Dm
Just to hold on
        F             Am
To this moment for forever
 
[Chorus:]
 
F                  Am        Am/G
You and I and this bottle of red
F                      Am   Am/G
Getting lost under the moon
F                Am            Am/G     Bb
When the morning comes I'll be gone too soon
         Am
Gone too soon
 
Am  Am/G   F (x2)
 
         Am
When you sing
          Dm
It's like silver
         F               Am
When you touch me I'm on fire
    Am
Unexpected
        Dm
Left me breathless
        F           Am
Oh I'll never love another
 
 
[Chorus:]
 
F                  Am        Am/G
You and I and this bottle of red
F                      Am   Am/G
Getting lost under the moon
F                Am            Am/G     Bb     Am
When the morning comes I'll be gone too soon
 
Am  Am/G   F (x2)
 
        Am
Here we are
      Dm
Close again
    F                    Am
Our hearts beat for each other



         Am
What I'd give
        Dm
Just to hold you
F                 Am
Right here for forever
 
 
[Chorus:]
 
F                  Am        Am/G
You and I and this bottle of red
F                      Am   Am/G
Getting lost under the moon
F                Am            Am/G     Bb
When the morning comes I'll be gone too soon
         Am
Gone too soon
 
 
Am  Am/G   F (x2)

6771. Gone, Gone, Gone

Gone, Gone, Gone
Emmylou Harris

In our struggle just to get by
Many times the burden's been heavy
Still we carried on side by side
And when we're gone, long gone
The only thing that will have mattered
Is the love we shared
And the way we cared
When we're gone, long gone
And when we are walking together in glory
Hand in hand through eternity
It's the love that will be remembered
Not wealth, not poverty
And when we're gone, long gone
The only thing that will have mattered
Is the love we shared
And the way we cared
When we're gone, long gone
When we're gone, long gone
The only thing that will have mattered
Is the love we shared
And the way we cared
When we're gone, long gone
In our struggle just to get by
Many times the burden's been heavy



6772. Gone, Gonna Rise Again

Kathy Mattea - Gone, Gonna Rise Again

I remember the year that my granddad died
Gone, gonna rise again
They dug his grave on the mountainside
Gone, gonna rise again
I was too young to understand
The way he felt about the land
But I could read his history in his hands
Gone, gonna rise again
Corn in the crib and apples in the bin
Ham in the smokehouse and cotton in the gin
Cows in the barn and hogs in the lot
You know, he never had a lot
But he worked like a devil for the living he got
These apple trees on the mountainside
He planted the seeds just before he died
I guess he knew that he'd never see
The red fruit hanging from the tree
But he planted the seeds for his children and me
High on the ridge above the farm
I think of my people that have gone on
Like a tree that grows in the mountain ground
The storms of life have cut them down
But the new wood springs from the roots in the ground
Gone, gonna rise again
Gone, gonna rise again
Gone, gonna rise again

6773. Gonna Be A Long Time

John Butler - Gonna Be A Long Time

Well everybody's lookin for something they can't find
Walking straight ahead blind folded production line
Onyl taking time for one type of shoe shine
Don't look left/right now you got a street fine
Everybody lookin for just a little more
Working late nights trying to fight off the day glow
Waiting for the come-around but it is a no show
Driving in the fast lane lookin for the slow-mo...
Oh whats in store I don't know anymore
Oh what's inside 'cos I can't hide from it now more
Oh what you see well it's not me anymore
Oh I don't know well I don't know man anymore
Because I tell you once I tell you twice, gonna be a long time
But you don't take no ones advice, gonna be a long time you



Where were you, you weren't listenin, gonna be a long time
Gonna be a long time
So now your face down, face lookin like a frying pan
Hitting up the clubs trying to feel like a real man
Beating your chest just like you're king kong but you're just a gui-tar no-string no-song
Feeling free like ya don't even know it, man you're towing the line hoping you just don't blow it
Man ya stuck in the mainframe trying to win the big game so much potential it even makes it 
more of a shame, shame, shame
Here we go again, same old shit just another name
Looking at the destiny there in your palm
But now you got your strings but you got no song
So sing, sing, sing - shake it like a chicken wing
It's not what you get it's about what you bring-bring-bring
So bring it, bring it to the table, not because you have to 'cos you're willing and you're able!
Oh what's in store I don't know anymore
Oh what's inside 'cos I can't hide from it no more
Oh what you see well it's not me anymore
Oh I don't know, I don't know anymore because I tell you once I tell you twice, gonna be a lon
g time
But you don't take no one's advice, gonna be a long time
You, where were you, you weren't listening, gonna be a long time
Gonna be a long time

6774. Gonna Be Moving - Chords

Gonna Be Moving
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
 
    G
This old world is no place for livin'
            G
Not enough care, not enough givin'
             C                              G
Sometime clouds of sin and sorrow hide the way
               G
But this life of stormy weather
                          G
Ain't gonna be my home forever
            D                     G
Gonna be movin' - one of these days
 
[Chorus]
           G
I'm gonna be movin' - movin' away
           C                    G
Gonna be movin' - one of these days
          G
When I leave this life behind me
                                       Em
Troubles and cares are never gonna find me
  G       D                       G



Gonna be movin' - one of these days
 
[Verse 2]
   G
There won't be any time for cryin'
          G
No more sickness, toil or dyin
         C                           G
Joy awaits me in that mansion far away
           G
When I rest from all my labor
           G
The Lord's gonna be my next door neighbor
            D                    G
Gonna be movin' - one of these days
 
[Chorus]
    G
I'm gonna be movin' - movin' away
            C                    G
Gonna be movin' - one of these days
         G
When I leave this life behind me
                                        Em
Troubles and cares are never gonna find me
  G          D                  G
Gonna be movin' - one of these days

6775. Gonna Buy Me A Jukebox - Chords

Gonna Buy Me A Jukebox
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Glenn Sutton

C                              G7
I'm gonna buy me a jukebox and put it in the den
                                   C
And decorate the walls all barroom style
                               C7              F
I'm gonna hire a bartender and invite all your friends
     G7                               C
Then maybe you'll stay home once in a while

                                 G7
I've tried so hard to change you but you keep drifting back
                                        F             C
To all the things you used to do on the wrong side of track
                                  C7                    C
So I've made up my mind right now here's what I'm gonna do
      G7                                                 C
Gonna fill our house with things that bring happiness to you

Repeat #1



                                      G7
If you can't beat 'em join 'em you've heard that said before
                                        F                    C
And I guess I'd better join you cause I keep coming back for more
                                     C7                  F
And I'd rather take you like you are and lose to someone new
  G7                                                  C
I guess it's love what makes me do the silly things I do

Repeat #1

     G7                               C
Then maybe you'll stay home once in a while

6776. Gonna Come Back As A Country Song

Gonna Come Back As A Country Song

Let me just say for the sake of conversation
If it's hard to think as reincarnation
But don't you go crying for me when I'm gone
Told them I'm gonna come back as a country song
Chorus:
I'll be playing all night in every hunky town bar
In the middle of a fiddle and a steel guitar
I'm hoping when the good Lord calls me home
I'm gonna come back as a country song.
I don't have to Heaven and me
Watching the.. for eternity!
So go ahead and put it on my headstone
Yeah, I'm gonna come back as a country song
Chorus:
I'll be playing all night in every hunky town bar
In the middle of a fiddle and a steel guitar
I'm hoping when the good Lord calls me home
I'm gonna come back as a country song.
So here I am tonight
And I'm practicing for the after life
Cause when I'm nothing but a pile of bones
I'm gonna come back as a country song.
Chorus:
I'll be playing all night in every hunky town bar
In the middle of a fiddle and a steel guitar
I'm hoping when the good Lord calls me home
I'm gonna come back as a country song.

6777. Gonna Die Young



Dierks Bentley - Gonna Die Young

[Verse 1]
I can feel my heart beat now, beating like a popgun, pow
Gone crazy, knocked out by the hottest thing this side of the sun
She knows just how to move, shoot the blood pressure through the roof
Fogging up the kissing booth, she's one in a million, I'm a million to one
Hot dang, honey, like poison

[Chorus]
Oh my, I'm gonna die, send my soul to the by and by
I can't breathe, I'm gonna be pushin' up a daisy 'fore the old gets me
She's so fine, matter of time, sooner than later gonna flat line
The way she moves me probably gonna die young
The way she moves me probably gonna die young

[Verse 2]
Tick tock and the world turns 'round, there's only one way out
All I know is since she came to town
It's a fast forward, baby, merry go round
Got a hearse on my tail and he's waving me down

[Chorus]
Oh my, I'm gonna die, send my soul to the by and by
I can't breathe, I'm gonna be pushin' up a daisy 'fore the old gets me
She's so fine, matter of time, sooner than later gonna flat line
The way she moves me probably gonna die young
The way she moves me probably gonna die young

[Bridge]
Oh, come on, you're killing me girl
It feels good
Oh my, I'm gonna die, send my soul to the by and by
Hot little angel's gonna watch me fly

[Outro]
Oh my, I'm gonna die, send my soul to the by and by
I can't breathe, i'm gonna be pushing up a daisy 'fore the old gets me
She's so fine, matter of time, sooner than later gonna flat line
The way she moves me probably gonna die young
The way she moves me probably gonna die young
The way she moves me probably gonna die young
The way she moves me probably gonna die young
Yeah, yeah
Oh, the way she moves me probably gonna die young

6778. Gonna Dig A Hole In The Ground

Gonna Dig A Hole In The Ground

Oh John, john, john1
You better not fool around
Go get a pick and a shovel
Gonna dig a hole in the ground



Set me down in my easy chair
To rest my weary bones
My body's full of aches and pain
My better days are gone

Carry me down in the Cedar Gove
Where the honey suckle blooms
Lay me down in the yellar clay
Beside my lover's romb

* Refrain

Fifty-one years of married life
Twenty-one single at home
Lord ninety-nine years upon this earth
Twenty-seven of them all alone

John, you can have my one-eyed mule
He'll work and till the ground
You'll need him to haul me to my grave
Before the sun goes down

* Refrain

6779. Gonna Drink Milwaukee Dry - Chords

Gonna Drink Milwaukee Dry
Recorded By Charlie Walker
Written by Curly Putman

G                      C
They make it here they break it here
D7               G
Milwaukee is the place for beer
                   C
My baby's gone and I'm alone
    D7                       G
She got a Birmingham bus and went back home
                    C
And didn't even say goodbye
   D7
So tonight I'm gonna try
                   G
To drink Milwaukee dry
    C
She never should'a left me
                                          G
She should'a known I couldn't stand up to it
    C
You might say I done her a little bit wrong
      D7
But I didn't mean to do it



   G
So why do I worry about the past
                  C
What's done by is by
    D7
And tonight I'm gonna try
                   G
To drink Milwaukee dry
                       C
Play me songs make 'em blue
D7                            G
Bartender bring me barrels of brew
                        C
Call the man where they make it at
    D7                     G
And tell him to send every can he can
                         C
And keep 'em working overtime
      D7
Cause tonight I'm gonna try
                   G
To drink Milwaukee dry
Repeat #2 
    D7
And tonight I'm gonna try
                   G
To drink Milwaukee dry

6780. Gonna Ease My Worried Mind - Chords

Gonna Ease My Worried Mind
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Owen W. Priester, Jr.

C
I'm going downtown and get a jug of wine
                                 C7
Find an easy loving momma with a million dollar smile
          F               C
I'm gonna ease my worried mind
           G7                                       C
Well we're going out stepping gonna ease my worried mind

My woman was a-lippin' with the blues on my mind
                            C7
I'm going honky tonking and have a good time 
          F               C
I'm gonna ease my worried mind
      G7                                    C
I'm a-walking the dog gonna ease my worried mind 

My baby done me wrong I'm about to lose my mind
                    C7



I don't care if the sun don't shine
          F               C
I'm gonna ease my worried mind
     G7                                       C
They light at night I'm gonna easy my worried mind

They say ever dog gonna have its day
                  C7
This is mine I'll be on my way
          F               C
I'm gonna ease my worried mind
      G7                                   C
Gonna do it up right gonna ease my worried mind
      
      G7                                   C
Gonna do it up right gonna ease my worried mind

6781. Gonna Find Me a Bluebird - Chords

Gonna Find Me a Bluebird
Written and recorded by Marvin Rainwater
 
C     C7        F                          C
Gonna find me a bluebird let him sing me a song
                      G7      F     G7   C
Cause my heart's been broken  much  too  long
      C7         F                           C
Gonna chase me a rainbow through a heaven of blue
                      G7      F      C
Cause I'm all through crying  o-ver  you
 
      C7    F                C
There was a time my love was needed 
           G7        F           C
My life completed my dreams came true
     C7       F                C
Then came the time my life was haunted 
          G7     F    G7   C
My love unwanted all  for  you
 
C     C7        F                          C
Gonna find me a bluebird let him sing me a song
                      G7      F     G7   C
Cause my heart's been broken  much  too  long
      C7         F                           C
Gonna chase me a rainbow through a heaven of blue
                      G7      F      C
Cause I'm all through crying  o-ver  you



6782. Gonna Fix You

Gonna Fix You
Dustbowl Revival

What's that you say no we're never gonna be ok
I respectfully disagree she was laughing too
I already heard you run away from trouble like a black
Tailed bird
I'll be running after you
But you got to choose

Do you want me by your side
She said no honey don't you make me cry
Maybe that's my magic trick
She said you're sick and you make me blue
I'm gonna fix you oooh, oooh, I'm gonna fix you oooh aaah
I'm gonna fix you

My shrink said you've done it now
You can't fix nobody not really nohow
Now isn't that what you do? He said fair point
The human heart is such
It's deep inside you can't push it too much
The closer I get the farther she gets away
But I got to say

Do you want me by your side
She said no honey don't you make me cry
Maybe that's my magic trick
She said you're sick and you make me blue
I'm gonna fix you oooh, oooh, I'm gonna fix you oooh aaah
I'm gonna fix you
Did you have enough of those guys
You don't know me, You don't know me
I could be one of the nice guys
Is that what I want that what I want
O-O-O

Oooh, oooh, I'm gonna fix you oooh aaah
I'm gonna fix you
Not my first rodeo, Peter tried that tactic long ago
He tried hard but I tried harder, and that's my favorite
Line
I got that work ethic, constant like the crackle in the
TV static
I don't know why but it's gonna be all right
I'll say one last time

Do you want me by your side
She said no honey don't you make me cry
Well maybe that's my magic trick
She said you're sick and you make me blue
I'm gonna fix you oooh, oooh, I'm gonna fix you oooh aaah
I'm gonna fix you oooh, oooh, I'm gonna fix you oooh aaah
I'm gonna fix you



6783. Gonna Fix You - Chords

Gonna Fix You 
The Dustbowl Revival

[Intro]
A Bm F#m E
A Bm E E
 
[Verse 1]
 
A          Bm       F#m
What's that you say
         E               A
no we're never gonna be ok
     Bm            E
I respectfully disagree
                 A
she was laughing too
    Bm          F#m
I already heard
                  E                           A
you run away from trouble like a black tailed bird
        Bm            E
I'll be running after you
               D
But you got to choose
 
 
[Chorus]
               E            A
Do you want me by your side
                  Bm                F#m
She said no honey don't you make me cry
                E     A
Maybe that's my magic trick
                Bm                   F#m   E
She said you're sick and you make me blue
N.C.               A
I'm gonna fix you
Bm    F#m  E               A
oooh, oooh, I'm gonna fix you
 Bm   E                      A
oooh aaah I'm gonna fix you
 
 
[Verse 2]
                      Bm          F#m
My shrink said you've done it now
                E                 A
You can't fix nobody not really nohow
    Bm                  E
Now isn't that what you do?



                   A
He said fair point
          Bm            F#m
The human heart is such
            E                          A
It's deep inside you can't push it too much
             Bm                  E
The closer I get the farther she gets away
             D
But I got to say
 
 
[Chorus]
               E            A
Do you want me by your side
                  Bm                F#m
She said no honey don't you make me cry
                E     A
Maybe that's my magic trick
                Bm                   F#m   E
She said you're sick and you make me blue
N.C.               A
I'm gonna fix you
Bm    F#m  E               A
oooh, oooh, I'm gonna fix you
Bm   E                      D
oooh aaah I'm gonna fix you
 
 
[Bridge]
              E              F#m
Did you have enough of those guys
Bm                 D                  F#m
You don't know me, You don't know me
           E               A
I could be one of the nice guys
   F#m                            E        A
Is that what I want that what I want O-O-O
Bm    F#m  E               A
oooh, oooh, I'm gonna fix you
Bm   E                      A
oooh aaah I'm gonna fix you
 
 
[Verse 3]
            Bm     F#m
Not my first rodeo
                 E            A
Peter tried that tactic long ago
         Bm               E
He tried hard but I tried harder
                       A
and that's my favorite line
           Bm         F#m
I got that work ethic
                  E                    A
constant like the crackle in the TV static



             Bm                 E
I don't know why but it's gonna be all right
                  D
I'll say one last time
 
 
[Chorus]
               E            A
Do you want me by your side
                  Bm                F#m
She said no honey don't you make me cry
                E     A
Maybe that's my magic trick
                Bm                   F#m   E
She said you're sick and you make me blue
N.C.               A
I'm gonna fix you
Bm    F#m  E               A
oooh, oooh, I'm gonna fix you
Bm   E                      A
oooh aaah I'm gonna fix you
 
 
[Outro]
Bm    F#m  E               A
oooh, oooh, I'm gonna fix you
Bm   E                      A
oooh aaah I'm gonna fix you

6784. Gonna Float Down A River

Gonna Float Down A River (Larry W. Jones 02/26/2007) 

Gonna float down a river
Float down it all day long
Cause my love's an Indian giver
And she done me wrong
Gonna float down to the ocean
Sail out across the blue
Cause my heart has the notion
That I'm through with you
I remember the time when love words were spoken
My heart was sublime, and grey days were few
But now the words don't rhyme and the song is broken
Love words unspoken, because of you
- instrumental -
Gonna float down a river
Float down it all day long
Cause my love's an Indian giver
And she done me wrong
Gonna float down to the ocean
Sail out across the blue
Cause my heart has the notion



That I'm through with you

6785. Gonna Get A Life - Chords

Gonna Get A Life
Recorded by Mark Chesnutt
Written by Frank Dycus and Jim Lauderdale

G                       D7
Gotta find something to ease my mind 
                    G
Gotta get it off of you
                             D7
You tear at my heart strings one more time 
                            G
With what you're puttin' me through

                D7
I'm not much on hanging around 
                        G
Where I'm not wanted at all
                      D7
I'm not gonna be your lovesick clown 
                          G
Waitin' for your beck and call

                                           C
I'm gonna get a life that's what I'm gonna do
            D7                   G
So startin' now you can find one too
                                        C
I'm gonna get a life like I should have done
            D7                          G
A long time ago before you wrecked this one

                             D7
This'll be the last time you spin your wheels 
                   G
Leaving like a maniac
                         D7
You don't care about the way I feel 
                          G
There's no need in coming back

Repeat #3 x2

                     D7
Yeah I'm gonna get a life 
                    G
Before the gettin's done



6786. Gonna Get There Someday

Dierks Bentley - Gonna Get There Someday

[Verse 1]
Well its been a year and there so much to tell
Been doing alright in spite of myself
Just wish I could stop feeling bad when I pray

[Chorus 1]
But I know I'm going to get there someday

[Verse 2]
Got that job I was dreaming about
Sometimes its tough traveling around
But who I want to be still seems so far away

[Chorus 1]

[Verse 3]
Glad I told you all I meant to
While I had the chance
Cause every moment I had with you
Made me who I am
By the way, I met someone new
And wouldn't you know, she's a whole lot like you
Still I ain't ready to settle down in one place

[Chorus 1]

[Verse 4]
Well I guess I'll be moving on
I'll just leave these daisies by your stone
And momma, I still miss you every day

[Chorus 1]

6787. Gonna Get There Soon

Gonna Get There Soon
Martha Adcock

1. In the shelter of the mountain I will rest my weary burdens
I will cling to the rock of my soul
I will stay right there with Jesus and I'll live for Him alone
For He washed away ma sins and made me whole

Ch. Gonna get there soon gonna be a river to cross
Gonna get there soon ain't gonna let my soul be lost



Gonna get there soon whatever the cost
Then I'll follow Him I'll get across

2. There is lightning on the mountain there is thunder in the hills
There is fury in the heaven but my Lord is ever still
There is storm upon the waters and I can't see through the clouds
But I know He shows the way and always will

Ch.

3. Jesus always brings the sunshine and He leads us to the day
He will keep us from the darkness He protect us when we stray
If we trust His hand to guide us and entreat Him when we pray
He will surely lift us up and show the way

Ch.

Then I'll follow Him I'll get across

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - The Classic Country Gents Reunion

6788. Gonna Get There Soon - Chords

Gonna Get There Soon      
Recorded by The Country Gentlemen
Written by Martha Adcock

G
In the shelter of the mountain I will rest my weary burdens
                               D7
I will cling to the rock of my soul
       G                                                 Em
I will stay right there with Jesus and I'll live for Him alone
                      G        D7      G
For He washed away my sins and made me whole

                                C        G
Gonna get there soon gonna be a river to cross
                                     D7
Gonna get there soon ain't gonna let my soul be lost
                G                 C
Gonna get there soon whatever the cost
                          D7   G
Then I'll follow Him I'll get across

                                              
There is lightning on the mountain there is thunder in the hills
         D7                        C            G
There is fury in the heaven but my Lord is ever still
                                                           Em
There is storm upon the waters and I can't see through the clouds
                        G       D7     G
But I know He shows the way and always will



repeat #2

                                         
Jesus always brings the sunshine and He leads us to the day
        D7                           C                  G
He will keep us from the darkness He protect us when we stray
                                                         Em
If we trust His hand to guide us and entreat Him when we pray
                    G         D7       G
He will surely lift us up and show the way

repeat #2

          C               D7   G
Then I'll follow Him I'll get across

6789. Gonna Have A Funky Good Time

Gonna Have A Funky Good Time (Doin' It To Death)
James Brown
The Duhks

Gonna have a funky good time
Gonna have a funky good time
Gonna have a funky good time
Gonna have a funky good time
Take em' up
Gotta take you high, high, higher
Gotta take you higher

Gonna have a funky good time
Gonna have a funky good time
(Let me hear you Vietnam)
Gonna have a funky good time
(Play it, Jordan)
Gonna have a funky good time
Take em' up
Gotta take you high, high, higher
Gotta take you higher
Gonna have a funky good time
Gonna have a funky good time
(Let me hear you say it now!)
Gonna have a funky good time
(Can't hear you, louder!)
We're gonna have a funky good time
Take em' up
Gotta take you high, high, higher
Gotta take you higher

Me and you
Put em' up
Me and you



Put em' up
Put them quick
Bring me that licker stick

Mr. Parker! Mr. Parker! Two time
All the way
All the way
All the way
All the way
All the way
All the way
All the way
Yeah
Say (yeah)
Yeah

We're gonna have a funky good time
Gonna have a funky good time
Gonna have a funky good time
Gonna have a funky good time
Take em' up
Gotta take you high, high, higher
Gotta take you higher
Yeah!

6790. Gonna Have Love - Chords

Gonna Have Love
--Buck OWens & Red Simpson--

/ single strum
KEY: Bb / Tune down 1/2 step / PLAY: B
 /

INTRO: B F B B 
VERSE:
N/C B E B
My baby called me, just today
 F
Said she's comin' back to stay
 B E B
Without my baby, I nearly lost my mind
 /
 F B B
But I'm gonna have love, one more time

CHORUS:
N/C B E B
I'm a gonna have love, one more time
 F
All of my blues, I'm gonna leave behind
 B E B
Baby's comin' back, and ev'rything is fine



 / / / /
 B E B F B B
And I'm gonna have love, love, love one more time
 /

GUITAR SOLO: N/C B E B F B F B B

VERSE:
N/C B E B
Well I've been hurtin' since she's been gone
 F
But I'm thru hurtin' from now on
 B E B
I'm gonna hold to my baby, like a clingin' vine
 /
 F B B
And I'm gonna have love, one more time

CHORUS:
N/C B E B
I'm a gonna have love, one more time
 F
All of my blues, I'm gonna leave behind
 B E B
Baby's comin' back, and ev'rything is fine
 / / / /
 B E B F B B
And I'm gonna have love, love, love one more time

TAG:
 / / / 
 B E B F B 
And I'm gonna have love, love, love one more time

6791. Gonna Have Myself A Ball

Gonna Have Myself a Ball 
Lonesome River Band

REFRAIN: 
Well don't give me that song and dance, I don't care at all 
I'm goin' back to Birmingham, gonna have myself a ball
 
Now you hand me that same old line, you just won't let me  be
Now I hear that same old song and dance 
And that you're leavin' me
 
So leave me now if you want to, I don't care what you do 
You've played your little game so long, I can play it too
 
You've talked around all over town about what you're gonna do
It's just a little different now honey I'll be leaving you
  



Gonna have myself a ball
Gonna have myself a ball

6792. Gonna Hurry As Slow As I Can - Chords

Gonna Hurry As Slow As I Can 
Dolly Parton

[Intro]
F Dm x2
 
[Verse]
F
You found someone else
            Dm
And you're sending, sending me away
F                        Bb
Oh I hate so badly but I know
       C
I know I can't stay
 
[Pre-Chorus]
    F
You tell me that I must go
      Bb          Bbm
I'll try to understand
 
[Chorus]
     F           Dm
Well I'm gonna leave
     F         Dm
And I'm gonna hurry
Bb              C         F      F7
Just, just as slow as I can
 
[Bridge]
      Bb                   F
Well I'm gonna cry, cry myself, cry myself to death
      C                   F
Just crying, crying over you
      Bb                  F          Dm
Well I, I feel sorry, so sorry for myself
      G                                   C
But I've, I've got to leave, I know it's true
 
[Pre-Chorus]
       F                Dm
Oh the little ring you gave to me
   Bb                     Bbm
I took it, took it from my hand
 
[Chorus]
       F          Dm



'Cause I'm gonna leave you
     F         Dm
And I'm gonna hurry
Bb             C        F
Just, just as slow as I can
 
[Outro]
F Dm x3
 
Very easy to play with capo on 5th fret
F = C
F7 = C7
Dm = Am
Bb = F
Bbm = Fm
C = G
G = D

6793. Gonna Lay Down My Old Guitar

Gonna Lay Down My Old Guitar
Doc Watson - Louvin Brothers

   I'm gonna lay down my old guitar
   Gonna lay down my old guitar
   Oh I wish I could tie it to my side
   And take it along with me

There's no one to cry for me   
There's no one to cry for me
I've wandered so far away don't you see
And there's no one to cry for me

I'm sick in a lonesome bed
I'm sick in a lonesome bed
There's no one to hold my aching head
And I'm sick in a lonesome bed

I'm telling this world goodbye   
I'm telling this world goodbye
I'm telling the world and my dear little girl
I'll soon tell them all goodbye

6794. Gonna Lay Me Down Beside My Memories - Chords

Gonna Lay Me Down Beside My Memories
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Ray Griff



G
I wish I could wakeup feeling the way I used to
C                                     G
Full of myself and ready to start the day
  C                             G              E7
I wish I could turn my head and find you in my bed
A7                                     D7
Instead of that empty pillow where you lay
  G
I wish I could call your name and hear you answer
C                                           G
Look into your eyes and listen to your warm laugh
    C                          G                   E7
But of all those times we knew are over for me and you
A7                       D7              G
And there's only one way I can bring 'em back
                                C
Gonna lay me down beside my memories
      D7                                 G
Gonna turn my thoughts to how it used to be
                    
Gonna hold you in my mind reach out 
    C                  A7
And touch old lonesome times
      D7                        G
Gonna lay me down beside my memories
I wish we could sit down and do us a little talking
C                                            G
Run through the past and sort out a thing or two
    C                       G                      E7
But you don't agree one bit you just wanna call it quits
   A7                     D7             G
So there's only one thing left for me to do
Repeat #3 x2

6795. Gonna Make Her Mine

Gonna Make Her Mine
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - Gonna Make Her Mine

[Verse 1]
Well, up the road a mile or two, at the head of Long Branch Holler
Lives a girl that caught my eye the first time that I saw her
She's a beauty queen, a living dream, a rose among the pines
When the sun comes up tomorrow, I'm gonna make her mine

[Chorus]
She's the beauty of the holler, old man Foster's daughter
She's the only one for me till the end of time
She's all I think about, then I finally ask her out
There ain't no doubt about it, I'm gonna make her mine

[Verse 2]



Well, it's never been a secret, I admit I'm kinda shy
But I won't let it stop me now, I'm gonna have to try
I'll never get another chance, so I'll just let it fly
When the sun comes up tomorrow, I'm gonna make her mine

[Chorus]
She's the beauty of the holler, old man Foster's daughter
She's the only one for me till the end of time
She's all I think about, then I finally ask her out
There ain't no doubt about it, I'm gonna make her mine

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
She's the beauty of the holler, old man Foster's daughter
She's the only one for me till the end of time
She's all I think about, then I finally ask her out
There ain't no doubt about it, I'm gonna make her mine

6796. Gonna Move On Out

Dale Ann Bradley - Gonna Move On Out
Album: Cumberland River Dreams

I've a mansion waiting there
That Jesus has prepared
And I'm gonna move on out of here.

Well this old house is falling down
It's seen too many storms now
Too many fears
Time has made a change
My flight has been arranged
And I'm gonna move on out of here.

The Lord has blessed this house with age
It's stood the test for many a years
But now it's growing old
It's time for me to go
And I'm gonna move on out of here

{Chorus}
Gonna move on out of here I know
I'm going where the milk and honey flow
I've a mansion waiting there
That Jesus has prepared
And I'm gonna move on out of here

(Repeat Chorus)

I've a mansion waiting there
That my Jesus has prepared
And I'm gonna move on out of here



6797. Gonna Paint The Town

Gonna Paint The Town
Foghorn Stringband - Ralph Stanley

She's came from the hills of Kentucky
With waving long black hair
And lips as sweet as warm red wine
No others can compare

Chorus
I'm going honky tonking
Everything's turned upside down
But when I find that gal of mine
We're really Gonna paint this town

They say we can't get married
They say I'm not worthy of you
They don't know what they're talking about
They don't know what we've gone through

* Refrain

Now when you see me coming
Better raise your window high
And when you see me leaving lawd, lawd
Hang down your head and cry

* Refrain

6798. Gonna Rise and Shine

Gonna Rise and Shine
Alan Bibey & Grasstowne

[Verse 1]
Each mornin' in the army, just about daylight
We heard the bugle call us, get up, rise and shine
But there will be a mornin', a day that has no night
When Heaven's trumpet calls us, we're gonna rise and shine

[Chorus]
I'm gonna rise, rise, I'm gonna rise and shine
Rise, rise, I'm gonna rise and shine
I'm redeemed and I'll be
Set to go and ready
When the trumpet calls me, I'm gonna rise and shine

[Verse 2]



Now Jesus preached the gospel, nearly three years time
Submitted to His Father's will, was crucified and died
But death could not hold Him, He left the grave behind
When His Father told Him, "You're gonna rise and shine."

[Chorus]
I'm gonna rise, rise, I'm gonna rise and shine
Rise, rise, I'm gonna rise and shine
I'm redeemed and I'll be
Set to go and ready
When the trumpet calls me, I'm gonna rise and shine

[Verse 3]
Now brother, hear my warnin', don't be one of the blind
Take the call from Jesus; Heaven's on the line
On resurrection morning, be in the Book of Life
When the trumpet calls you, you're gonna rise and shine

[Chorus]
I'm gonna rise, rise, I'm gonna rise and shine
Rise, rise, I'm gonna rise and shine
I'm redeemed and I'll be
Set to go and ready
When the trumpet calls me, I'm gonna rise and shine

6799. Gonna Row My Boat

Gonna Row My Boat

Gonna row my boat, At the lord's command
While I Trust my soul, to his guiding hand
 Gonna Rest a while, gonna row some more
Gonna anchor safe, on the golden shore 

Gonna row my boat, on the crystal sea
And the Lord will row, Right along with me
Gonna shout and sing, gonna rock and roll
Gonna row my boat, just to please my soul

Gonna row my boat, on the restless foam
while I keep my eyes, on the lights of home
gonna row right on, through the pearly gates
Then I'll row on through to the jordan waves

Gonna row my boat, on the gentle swell
While the angels play on the golden bell
Gonna sail along in the sacred breeze
Gonna reach that shore, where with god I'll meet



6800. Gonna Settle Down

Gonna Settle Down
Del McCoury Band - Flatt & Scruggs

Tonight I'm all alone no place to call my own
Don't have no one to love me anymore
I'm gonna pack up my grip and take a long long trip
Back to the one that I love so

   Oh I long to go back to my darling
   Back to the one I love so well
   I know she'll be my wife and we'll settle down for life
   Cause she's the one that means the world to me

I can't forget the day I left and went away
You told you me I'd be sorry some old day
I found it to be true so I'm heading back to you
Sweetheart I'm tired and I want to settle down

When I get back to her my rambling days are over
We'll build a little cottage on the hill
We'll think of days gone by sweetheart just you and I
And there we'll live so happy ever more

6801. Gonna Take A Lot Of River

Gonna Take a Lot of River
Oak Ridge Boys - Gonna Take a Lot of River

I ain't gonna ride no rail or hitchhike down no highway
I aint' going nowhere feeling the way I do
Because my baby's long gone and nothings going my way
I'm gonna let this muddy water just wash away my blues.

Chorus:
Gonna take a lot of river,
To keep this broken heart afloat,
Gonna take a lot of river
Running all the live long days,
Gonna take the Mississippi, the Monongahela and the Ohio,
Gonna take a lot of river
To wash these blues away.

Well, I wish I was tug boat pushing and pulling them barges along
Moving on the water with a heart made of iron and steel
There wouldn't be no women that could ever take my loving and do me wrong
I could work all day with nothing in the world to feel.

Chorus:
Gonna take a lot of river
To keep this broken heart afloat
Gonna take a lot of river



Running all the live long days
Gonna take the Mississippi, the Monongahela and the Ohio
Gonna take a lot of river
To wash these blues away.

Is she in new orleans
Is she a cajun queen
I wonder what she's doing now
But if I know her she's got rings and furs, struggling along somehow.

Chorus:
Gonna take a lot of river
To keep this broken heart afloat
Gonna take a lot of river
Running all the live long days
Gonna take the Mississippi, the Monongahela and the Ohio
Gonna take a lot of river
To wash these blues away.

Gonna take a lot of river
To keep this broken heart afloat
Gonna take a lot of river
Running all the live long days
Gonna take the Mississippi, the Monongahela and the Ohio
Gonna take a lot of river
To wash these blues away...

6802. Gonna Take It

John Butler - Gonna Take It

Smile your lovely smile
And tell me of tomorrows for a while
And hold my hand
And tell me, tell me, tell me you understand
'Cos I know your name
And there ain't no one else
I'd trust now with this shame
So, So Good woman, open up your heart
And I will take it back to the begginning
I will
Yes I am, gonna take it
Gonna take it
Gonna take it
Right back from the start
Gonna take it
Gonna take it
Gonna take it, right back from the start
'Cos i am weary and I am torn
Been fighting a war that started before yes I was born
And now before it tears my heart clean apart
This is my proclamation
This is me



She said taste the spice
Don't just hang it up in the corner
Where you think it looks nice
And ah say what needs to be said
'Cos your health man is your wealth
And you're a long time dead
Yes I am, gonna take it
Gonna take it
Gonna take it
Right back from the start
Gonna take it
Gonna take it
Gonna take it, right back from the start
Gonna take it
Gonna take it
Gonna take it, right back from the start
Gonna take it
Gonna take it
Gonna take it, right back from the start

6803. Gonna Take Me Away From You - Chords

Gonna Take Me Away From You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Darrell Edwards
[3/4 time]

C
For so long I have waited while your heart hesitated
    G7                             C
Now there's only one thing left to do

Your hearts so divided that I finally decided
      G7                C
Gonna take me away from you

      F                 C
Gonna take me away from you
     F             C               G7
So I can't see the things that you do
       C                       F             C
It may not make much sense but in my heart's defense
      G7                C
Gonna take me away from you

With every click of the track my mind will go back
       G7                     C
To the wonderful love we once knew

But it's all over now I'll forget you somehow
       G7                C
When I take me away from you



Repeat #2

      F                 C
Gonna take me away from you
     F             C               G7
So I can't see the things that you do
       C                       F              C
With a heart full of pain I'll catch that old train
        G7                C
That'll take me away from you

6804. Gonna Try To Make Her Stay

Tim O'Brien - Gonna Try To Make Her Stay

(*Tim O'Brien, Jimmy Stewart)
Gonna wash the dishes and scrub the floor*
All kinds of things I never did before
I thought she wasn't comin home no more
But she called me up today
She told me how to gather up her stuff
She's comin over later to pick it up
She borrowed her boyfriend's pickup truck
But I'm gonna try to make her stay
[
Chorus:]
My baby's comin back today
I'm gonna try to make her stay
It's ten o'clock now and I've got til four
When she comes walkin through that door
She'll forget about him, she'll want me more
I'm gonna try to make her stay
My cash is short and my credit's low
I guess I'll go to the goodwill store
To get a new suit of pre-owned clothes
I want to look my best today
Evidently I'm quite a slob
It's a little late now to get that job
But I'd beg, I'd borrow, maybe even rob
If I could make her come back to stay

Chorus

Bridge:
When she told me she was leavin
I guess I did not quite believe
If she tells me now I'm dreamin
That's when I'll get down on my knees and say please
Just give me one more chance
To try to save our sweet romance
I'd even tell her I could learn to dance
I'm gonna try to make her stay
It's ten o'clock now and I've got til four



When she comes walkin through that door
She'll forget about him, she'll want me more
I'm gonna try to make her stay

6805. Gonna Walk That Line

Gonna Walk That Line 
Special Consensus
 
I never been too good at doing right 
I done mostly wrong, most all my life 
I never found a place to settle down 
But baby I do believe I've found it now 
 
CHORUS: 
Gonna walk that line, gonna tote that barge 
Gonna lift that bale, honey I'll work hard 
Do anything that you want me to 
Baby I'm gonna walk that line for you 
 
The straight and narrow's never been my path 
Everlasting love never seemed to last 
Always been a hound dog out on the prowl 
But baby I'm just your puppy dog now 

Baby I'm gonna walk that line for you

6806. Gonna Write Me A Letter

Rhiannon Giddens - Gonna Write Me A Letter

[Verse 1]
Gonna write me a letter
Gonna send it by the foam
Gonna send it to my baby
Gonna beg him to come home

[Verse 2]
Said he wanted me for to marry
My pa, he said no
Said that he didn't like him
Said that he would have to go

[Chorus]
He's gone
He's gone
He's gone

[Verse 3]



So I followed him to the water
Watched him sail away on the foam
Now he's left me here brokenhearted
Brokenhearted and all alone

[Chorus]
He's gone
He's gone
He's gone
He's gone

[Verse 5]
Gonna write me a letter
Gonna send it by the foam
Gonna send it to my baby
Gonna beg him to come home

[Outro]
Come home
Come home
Come home
Come home
Come home
Come home
Come home

6807. Gonzo Compadres

Jerry Jeff Walker - Gonzo Compadres

Chorus:
They call us the gonzos, the gonzo compadres
Los cinco caballeros, mirado las estrellas
And they call us the gonzos, the gonzo compadres
Los gatos con queso, and we love our mommies
We live by the mountains, we live by the sea
We live by our wits, we live to be free
We never take prisoners, we take no requests
What we do mostly is what we do best

Chorus
We laugh and we cry and we sing and we dance
We fly through the air by the seat of our pants
With Captain Pendejo, tequila in hand
We fall to our knees and kiss the ground when we land

Chorus
We're brave companeros, we ride beyond fences
We take to the road, taking leave of our senses
Adios amigos, so long senoritas
Your salty tears flavor our margaritas
Chorus



6808. Good 4 U

Good 4 u - Spotify Sessions
Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway

[Intro]
(Ah)

[Verse 1]
Well, good for you, I guess you moved on really easily
You found a new girl and it only took a couple weeks
Remember when you said that you wanted to give me the world?
(World)
And good for you, I guess that you've been workin' on yourself
I guess that therapist I found for you, she really helped
Now you can be a better man for your brand new girl (Girl)

[Chorus]
Well, good for you
You look happy and healthy, not me
If you ever cared to ask
Good for you
You're doin' great out there without me, baby
God, I wish that I could do that
I've lost my mind, I've spent thR night
Cryin' on the floor of my bathroom
You're so unaffectRd, I really don't get it
But I guess good for you

[Verse 2]
Well, good for you, I guess you're gettin' everything you want (Ah)
You bought a new car and your career's really takin' off (Ah)
It's like we never even happened
Baby, what the fuck is up with that? (Ah)
And good for you, it's like you never even met me
Remember when you swore to God I was the only
Person who ever got you? Well, screw that, and screw you
You will never have to hurt the way you know that I do

[Chorus]
Well, good for you
You look happy and healthy, not me
If you ever cared to ask
Good for you
You're doin' great out there without me, baby
God, I wish that I could do that
I've lost my mind, I've spent the night
Cryin' on the floor of my bathroom
You're so unaffected, I really don't get it
But I guess good for you

[Break]
(Ah-ah-ah-ah)



(Ah-ah-ah-ah)
(Ah-ah-ah-ah)
(Ah-ah-ah-ah)

[Bridge]
Maybe I'm too emotional
Your apathy's like a wound in salt
Maybe I'm too emotional
Or maybe you never cared at all
Maybe I'm too emotional (Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh)
Your apathy is like a wound in salt
Maybe I'm too emotional (Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh)
Or maybe you never cared at all

[Chorus]
Well, good for you
You look happy and healthy, not me
If you ever cared to ask
Good for you
You're doin' great out there without me, baby
Like a damn sociopath
I've lost my mind, I've spent the night
Cryin' on the floor of my bathroom
You're so unaffected, I really don't get it
But I guess good for you

[Outro]
Well, good for you, I guess you moved on really easily

6809. Good And Gone

Good and Gone
Larkin Poe - Good and Gone

[Verse 1]
Can you see the way before us?
Sing hallelujah, the joy we found
Can you see the pain beneath us?
Sing hallelujah, lay it in the ground

[Chorus]
When I'm gone, good and gone
Don't you grieve, just sing along

[Post-Chorus]
Nah, nah, nah
Nah, nah-nah-ah-ah
Nah, nah-nah, nah
Good and gone
Good and gone
Good and gone

[Verse 2]



When you walk among the gravestones
See hallelujah, it's all around
When you feel the chill in your bones
It's hallelujah that you have found

[Chorus]
When I'm gone, good and gone
Don't you grieve, just sing along

[Post-Chorus]
Oh-ah, nah, nah
Nah, nah-nah-ah-ah
Nah, nah-nah, nah
Ah-ooh-ooh-ooh
Oh-ah, nah, nah
Nah, nah-nah-ah-ah
Nah, nah-nah, nah
Ah-ooh-ooh-ooh
Nah, nah-nah, nah
Ah-ooh-ooh-ooh
Nah, nah-nah, nah
Good and gone
Good and gone
Good and gone

6810. Good As Ever

Good As Ever
U.S. Works Progress Administration
Glen Phillips

Maybe I was switched at birth
Or a doctor dropped me on my fontanel
It might explain a couple things
But probably not, at least not very well

I'm doing fine now
Good as ever
Never been better
Shut my mind down
Pulled that lever
Make me forget

A bassinet with heavy blankets
Maybe I'd be set afloat
And a lovely barren princess
She would pluck me like a flower from my little boat

I'm doing fine now
Good as ever
Never been better
Shut my mind down
Pulled that lever



Make me forget
So I won't regret it

Razor blades with tiny cuts
And the milk of kindness you bleed off
I feel too much and I'm sick of feeling
Help me hit bottom, not the ceiling
Maybe it's a kind of genius
Finding fault in everything
If I had a palace in utopia
I'd obsess on the cracks beneath the sink

I'm doing fine now
Good as ever
Never been better
Shut my mind down
Pull that lever
Make me forget
Make me forget

Good as ever
Never been better
Make me forget

6811. Good As Gold

Good As Gold
B. Danoff

Ch. Good as gold and fine as diamonds
Worth it's weight and waiting for
God love will get you through the worst of times
Better than good times will get you through no love

1. I've been rich and I've been poor
Rich is better at the store
Poor is easy when you're looking for the treasure
I've been in and out of love affairs
Up and down those dark sweet stairs
Rich or poor don't matter in the pleasure
Love has no measure

Ch.

2. I was young and she was older
I was shy and she was bolder
I would hold her in the night till we were sleepin'
She taught me when she taught me how
She left me then and I know now
Love's the only thing worth keepin'
It doesn't cheapen

Ch.



THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - Good As Gold

6812. Good As Gold - Chords

Good As Gold
Recorded by Porter Wagoner and Dolly Parton
Written by Paul Martin

C                      F           C
I'll agree that we may never own a mansion
                                        G7
And the furniture in our house might be old
              C                                   F
But we've got something that's worth so much more than money
               C         G7                C
We've got each other and that's as good as gold

                                                F
Of course we dream of all the things enjoyed by others
          C                            G7
And we've married without even wedding rings
         C                           F
Yet they envy us so often we've been told
               C         G7                C
We've got each other and that's as good as gold

                   F                C
I'd love to rush into the house and tell you
                                        G7
That we've got oil in our backyard so I been told
         C
But in a way I'm glad we've not
              F
We're so much richer with what we've got
               C         G7                C
We've got each other and that's as good as gold

                                                F
Of course we dream of all the things enjoyed by others
          C                            G7
And we've married without even wedding rings
         C                           F
Yet they envy us so often we've been told
               C         G7                F   C
We've got each other and that's as good as gold

6813. Good As Gone



The Incredible String Band - Good As Gone - 2010 Remastered Version 

A strange thought just crossed my mind paid the rains back in kind.
Twas the thought of sweet May coming on.
The days are running so slow, my heart is aching to go,
and my feet surely itch for the road.

Mm the long hot summer.
Oh now the summer long.

I have been tied to this land since the day I was planned,
By the need to feed mmm my body and my mind;
Look you can work 'till you're grey, waste your whole life away;
What security then do you find?

Mm the long hot summer.
Oh now the summer long.

I don't have no one to cheat, don't have no one to beat,
You know, I just need some room to uncurl,
I don't have no aim in view, just some dreams to pursue,
As I wallow around in the world.

Things I must do places to see,
Things I must do, now I've nothing now to hold me here,
And I'll take the southward road.

6814. Good As Gone

Little Big Town - Good as gone

There's a cold feelin'
Runnin' up and down my spine
It seems to say "we're just wastin' time"

Like its a bad movie
One I wish I'd never seen
The plot gets old, do you know what i mean?
Don't try to tell me it ain't what it is

(Chorus:)
I'm good
I'm good at seein' the signs
I'm good at readin' between the lines
No use in hangin' on
'Cause you're good to go
And baby I'm good as gone

On a lost highway
I don't know how I got where I am
Take the next splitsville exit ramp
It's like a cheap vacation
One I thought we planned very well
Now we've checked out the lovely love hotel



Don't try to tell me it ain't what it is.

(Chorus:)
I'm good
I'm good at seein' the signs
I'm good at readin' between the lines
No use in hangin' on
'Cause you're good to go
And baby I'm good as gone

6815. Good As Gone - Chords

Good As Gone
Recorded Tony Booth
Written by Dennis Knutson and Jim Shaw
 
C
Even though she lays beside me
        F              C
She's a thousand miles away
 
And her eyes keep trying to tell me
                            G7
What her lips can't seem to say
 
      C
And I love to feel her near me
      F                  C
But I know it won't last long
   F              C
As love goes from good as gold
G7          C
The good is gone
 
 
Hands that used to know me
     F               C
Have forgotten who I am
 
Arms that used to hold me
                     G7
Only want me now and then
 
   C
My world around me crumbles
   F                 C
As right goes slowly wrong
    F              C
And love goes from good as gold
G7          C
The good is gone
 
            G7          F    C



The good is gone almost over now
        D7            G7
Once so strong hardly know her now
      C
And I love to feel her near me
      F                  C
But I know it won't last long
   F              C
As love goes from good as gold
G7          Am
The good is gone
   F              C
As love goes from good as gold
G7          C
The good is gone

6816. Good At What I Do

Good At What I Do
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
Ooh, ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh, ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh

[Verse 1]
Am I good at what I do? Do I live up to the kings?
Will my words go on forever when my voice no longer sings?
Is it all up in my head, or is it all up to you?
I don't really know if I'm good at what I do

[Verse 2]
Am I good at how I love? Can you feel it in these walls?
Do I show it in the springtime? Does it warm you in the fall?
Even when I'm far away, does it keep us close enough?
I don't really know if I'm good at how I love

[Chorus]
Oh, but I could talk about your glory days
What makes you come alive and what I wouldn't change
But I can't talk about myself the way I talk about you
'Cause I don't really know if I'm good at what I do

[Verse 3]
I can see past all the thorns in another person's heart
I can hand out second chances, walk through the hardest part
Hold a mirror to my face, I'll point out what you don't see
The brave silhouette of who I wish that I could be
[Chorus]
Oh, but I could talk about your glory days
What makes you come alive and what I wouldn't change
But I can't talk about myself the way I talk about you
'Cause I don't really know if I'm good at what I do



[Outro]
Ooh, ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh, ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh, ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh, ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh, ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh, ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh

6817. Good Baby

Good Baby
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
Good baby, good baby, why do you cry?
Are you cold and tired or hungry and sad?
Good baby, good baby, tears upon your breast
Hush now, your mama is trying to rest

[Verse 2]
Good baby, good baby, don't be afraid
Daddy knows all the places where the lions have laid
Deep as a mountain, down in the pine
Good baby, good baby, always true and kind

[Verse 3]
Who will rock the cradle? Who will sing a song?
All the time she's walkin' with red shoes on
I'll rock the cradle, I'll sing a song
Good baby, good baby, when she's dead and gone

[Verse 4]
Good baby, good baby smiling at the mouth
Days will be warmer as we fly south
Down to the river, dark as a plow
Good baby, good baby, you're my baby now

[Outro]
Good baby, good baby, you're my baby now

6818. Good Blood

Good Blood
Della Mae - Phoebe Hunt

[Chorus]
I just wanna have good blood with you
Take away the pain I'm going through



You can't' make' me dance and' I won't sing
To prove to you' my soul is clean
I just wanna have good blood with you

[Verse 1]
Lately I've been feeling, running, tired
Thinking of the days we were on fire
But I won't beg and I won't plead
You won't see me on my knees
I just wanna have good blood with you

[Chorus]
I just wanna have good blood with you
Take away the pain I'm going through
You can't make me dance and I won't sing
To prove to you my soul is clean
I just wanna have good blood with you

[Verse 2]
Lately I've been feeling running round
Lost up in the clouds I hit the ground
But I won't lie and I won't steal
To prove to you that this is real
I just wanna have good blood with you

[Bridge]
This is all I ask of you
After all that we've been through

[Chorus]
I just wanna have good blood with you
Take away the pain I'm going through
You can't make me dance and I won't sing
To prove to you my soul is clean
I just wanna have good blood with you

[Chorus]
I just wanna have good blood with you
Take away the pain I'm going through
You can't make me dance and I won't sing
To prove to you my soul is clean
I just wanna have good blood with you

[Outro]
You can't make me dance and I won't sing
To prove to you my soul is clean
I just wanna have good blood with you

6819. Good Brown Gravy

Good Brown Gravy
Joe Diffie - Guy Clark



I can't get rich; I can't make a living
But I sure do something for the neighborhood women
I wake up every morning with em knocking at my door;
You can't keep 'em waiting when they're begging for more

"Back! Back!" I hollered to my hound
"You're supposed to keep 'em from coming around!"
I used to think they were after me
But they're just after my recipe, for
Good brown gravy, good brown gravy, I said
Good brown gravy, Mmm, good brown gravy

Well, you can sop it with a biscuit, you can eat it from a pan
You can lick it off your fingers when it's running down your hand
If I could get a backer I could cause a big commotion
I could put it on the market, call it "Biscuit Lotion."

"Back! Back!" I hollered to my hound
"You're supposed to keep 'em from coming around!"
I used to think they were after me
But they're just after my recipe, for
Good brown gravy, good brown gravy, I said
Good brown gravy, Mmm, good brown gravy
Well, Granny told my momma 'bout the power that it had;
Good Brown Gravy is the way she got my dad
They tried to get me in the Army, tried to get me in the Navy
Just to get the secret of my good brown gravy

"Back! Back!" I hollered to my hound
"You're supposed to keep 'em from coming around!"
I used to think they were after me
But they're just after my recipe, for
Good brown gravy, good brown gravy, I said
Good brown gravy, good brown gravy
Good brown gravy, good brown gravy
I mean good brown gravy!

6820. Good Bunch Of Biscuits

Good Bunch of Biscuits
Jim & Jesse

Back in the days when I was a lad
There was only one thing that could make me glad
A good bunch of biscuits a good batch of biscuits
Mama could make mighty good gravy
And there was never no buts nor maybes
We'd get biscuits a good bunch of biscuits

Papa didn't cuss but just a little bit
But if mama didn't cook 'em he'd throw a big fit
Pass me them biscuits those High Life biscuits
And us little kids all sixteen of us



If mama didn't make 'em you could hear us fuss
I want another biscuit a good bunch of biscuits

Three times a day seven days a week
We just couldn't resist it
Clean up the plate that was our fate;
We didn't leave a solitary biscuit
I don't see how mama ever did make 'em
Enough to keep up with the way we ate 'em
A good bunch of biscuits a fine bunch of biscuits

I love a man sop red-eyed gravy
With a biscuit so light it'll drive you crazy
A good bunch of biscuits a good bunch of biscuits
Most of us kids had our fingernails nipped
It was caused by grabbin' them hot-fried biscuits
Goodness gracious they're good biscuits

I turned eighteen I got me a wife
Oughtta be slapped for it the rest of my life
But I got biscuits a fine bunch of biscuits
If I ever get rich we'll have a lot more
But I'll keep eatin' just like I was before
Goodness gracious they're good biscuits

A good bunch of biscuits a fine bunch of biscuits
Goodness gracious I got biscuits

6821. Good Christian Men Rejoice - Chords

Good Christian Men Rejoice 
The Louvin Brothers

[Verse 1]
C                  G7
Good Christian men rejoice
     C                  G7
With heart and soul and voice
C       G7      C       Am
Give ye heed to what we say
C    Am
News news
G7              C
Jesus Christ is born today
       G7    C        Am
Ox and ass before Him bow
    G7           C
And He is in the manger now
Am        E7     C  G7
Christ is born today
C         G7     C
Christ is born today
 



[Verse 2]
                   G7
Good Christian men rejoice
     C                  G7
With heart and soul and voice
C      G7      C       Am
Now ye hear of endless bliss
C   Am
Joy joy
G7               C
Jesus Christ was born for this
        G7         C        Am
He hath opened the heavenly door
    G7             C
And man is blessed evermore
Am         E7       C   G7
Christ was born for this
C          G7       C
Christ was born for this
 
[Verse 3]
                   G7
Good Christian men rejoice
     C                  G7
With heart and soul and voice
C      G7       C        Am
Now ye need not fear the grave
C     Am
Peace peace
G7               C
Jesus Christ was born to save
          G7      C         Am
Calls you one and calls you all
   G7           C
To gain His everlasting hall
Am         E7      C   G7
Christ was born to save
C          G7      C
Christ was born to save

6822. Good Corn Liquor

The Steeldrivers - Good Corn Liquor

Well the sun don't shine
On a moonshine still
Copper line hiding in the side of a hill
It'll get you there
It'll get you there quicker
Fruit jar full of that good corn liquor

Now when I was young
About five or six



Daddy lost a job and my mama took sick
And times got tough
And mama got sicker
Daddy started running that good corn liquor

Well the sun don't shine
On a moonshine still
Copper line hiding in the side of a hill
It'll get you there
It'll get you there quicker
Fruit jar full of that good corn liquor

I remember that night
It was a blood red moon
And daddy was doing what he had to do
When a shot rang out
And the sheriff pulled the trigger
And daddy stopped running that good corn liquor

Well the sun don't shine
On a moonshine still
Copper line hiding in the side of a hill
It'll get you there
It'll get you there quicker
Fruit jar full of that good corn liquor

6823. Good Country Girls - Chords

Good Country Girls 
Pokey LaFarge
 
[Intro]
G F C A D
 
[Verse 1]
G           E           A           D
Wintertime, springtime, summertime, fall
        G              E      A       D
There's one thing that I like most of all
    G       F#            F              E
The seasons change but my love stays the same for them
D                    D
  Good country girls
 
[Verse 2]
G         E           A            D
Red hair, black hair, blonde hair, brown
        G              E             A      D
You can tell a country girl from the one in town
       G       F#          F           E
If she says hello when you walk in the door
     D
She's a good country girl



 
[Chorus]
       B7
In the summertime when the weather is fine
    E
The country girls are picking peaches
A
Doing their best in a flowered dress
          D                                     D
While the city girls soak up sun on the beaches
 
[Verse 3]
    G          E            A          D
You don't need fortune, you don't need fame
  G                 E        A        D
A country girl will love you just the same
    G     F#       F        E
You don't money to get some honey from a
D                    D
  Good country girls
 
[Interlude x2]
G E A D
G E A D
G F# F E D
D
G E A D
G E A D
G F# F E D
D
B7
E
A
D
G E A D
G E A D
G F# F E D
D
 
[Verse 4]
G            E        A    D
Mississippi, Alabama, Tennesse
         G         E          A         D
Have the prettiest girls that I've ever seen
G        F#             F          E
New York City ain't got nothing on these
D                     D
  Good country girls
 
[Verse 5]
G          E              A          D
Back roads driving twenty miles from town
  G           E                   A       D
I ain't got a worry cause there's no one around I said
G      F#           F           E
I feel good and you know that I should with my
D                    D



  Good country girls
 
[Chorus]
       B7
In the summertime when the weather is fine
    E
The country girls are picking peaches
A
Doing their best in a flowered dress
          D                                     D
While the city girls soak up sun on the beaches
 
[Verse 3]
    G          E            A          D
You don't need fortune, you don't need fame
  G                 E        A        D
A country girl will love you just the same
    G     F#       F        E
You don't money to get some honey from a
G      F#      G     E
  Good country girl
A      D       G     E
  Good country girl
A      D       G      E
  Good country girl I said
A      D       G
  Good country girl
 
[Outro]
G F# F E D F# G

6824. Good Dog

The Incredible String Band - Good Dog 

This dog is no puppy dog
She's strange as the trees
She's brown as the mountain
And white as the breeze

She walks on the water
Without any boots
Her eyes arc as fine
As the music of flutes

But she will not sweep chimneys
Nor will she pluck corn
But she is the best little dog
That ever was born

I have lain in the womb
Of the rocks, cold and chill
While she speaks in my heart



With the voice of the hill

And when I am risen
And ready to run
She will laugh without laughter
To welcome the sun

But she will not learn language
Nor will she bear scorn
But she is the best little dog
That ever was born

The water God offered me
The ring of his rings
To buy the dog from me
To teach the poor kings

The ring's on my finger
The dog runs behind
Since watery palaces
Would never suit her mind

But as yet she can't fly well
Nor play on the horn
Still she is the best little dog
That ever was born

6825. Good Egg

Good Egg
Dustbowl Revival

Woo Hoo
Woo Hoo
Woo Hoo
He bakes all my cakes
And he brings me gin at dawn
My man knows I'm right
Even when I'm wrong
He looks good with his shirt off
Even better with it on
And when I'm feeling down and out
He cures me with his song
And I can bring him home to Mama
And I don't even have to beg
He's just my kind and he's just my style
He's a real good egg
Woo Hoo
Woo Hoo
Woo Hoo
You know, I don't have to worry about him telling me no lies And he ain't looking at nobody el
se cause he's blind in
Both eyes



He likes to wear his cowboy boots even at Sunday mass
And when my man he kisses me it's like a
Firecracker blast
Yeah when he throws his arms around my waist I get a
Shiver right down my leg
Well he's just my kind and he's just my style
He's a real good egg
Woo Hoo
Woo Hoo
Woo Hoo
But when he's gone you know I can't sleep at night
When he's gone, every day turns black as night
I ain't feeling alright
Well honey won't you come and turn on my light
Have you seen those coal gray eyes, just burning up in his head
Have you seen those big strong arms you know they
Carry me off to bed
And he don't have to do nothing more except everything
I just said
He's just my kind and he's just my style
He's a real
Oh he's a real
I said he's a real good egg

6826. Good Enough

Molly Tuttle - Good Enough

[Verse 1]
Couldn't sleep last night
Too many demons floating 'round my head
But with the morning light
Your warmth pushed away my dread

[Chorus]
There comes a time to say, "That's good enough"
I'm finally learning how to let some doors stay shut
It gets so hard but I'm not giving up
Comes a time to say, "That's good enough"

[Verse 2]
I've gotta let this go
This doubt inside me with every road I take
There's things I'll never know
But I'll go my own way

[Chorus]
There comes a time to say, "That's good enough"
I'm finally learning how to let some doors stay shut
It gets so hard but I'm not giving up
Comes a time to say, "That's good enough"

[Guitar Solo]



[Verse 3]
I'll take this day by day
With a little laughter, a smile to get me through
Maybe I'm not okay
Not today, but I'm here with you

[Chorus]
There comes a time to say, "That's good enough"
I'm finally learning how to let some doors stay shut
It gets so hard but I'm not giving up
Comes a time to say, "That's good enough"

6827. Good Enough For Nothing - Chords

Good Enough For Nothing
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Tommy Hill and Red Sovine

C
You put me down to all our friends 
                    F
Each time they come around
    G7
You make me feel just like a heel 
                        C
I've had all that I can stand

Looks like we won't make it 
                       F
I'm not beggin' you to stay
G7
Here's your suitcase 
                                C
The bus stop is just two blocks away

        F
I ain't good enough for nothin' 
       C
That's all I've heard you say
        D7
I'm not even gonna have the blues 
G7
When you walk away

          C
I'm gonna celebrate your leavin' 
                         F
With a peaceful night at home
        G7
I ain't good enough for nothin' 
                      C
Leave ol' good enough alone



You're walkin' high wavin' me goodbye 
                       F
With a smile upon your face
G7
And I want to keep you 
                  C
In my memory that way

You're a happy soul that's searchin' 
                    F
So for the midnight sun
          G7
While ol' good enough for nothin' 
                          C
Has things mighty good at home

Repeat #3,4

6828. Good Excuse

John Butler - Good Excuse

All around I see raining
Things don't seem to go my way
Got a dark cloud that's hanging
And it seems to follow me
Oh won't you just wake up
Feel the humming
This cruel world is killing you
Better start running
Catch up with your life, catch on up
Before the whole thing is through
Have you once? Have you twice?
Have you even considered
It be really good for you
To go out and go on
Take another better look around
You are just another white boy
Thinking you're so hardcore
Take step outside see what's shaking in the real world
Go take a step outside see what's shaking in the real world
But you don't know
How my heart laments
I really got a good excuse
To complain
My parents got divorced
Can't heal the pain
And now there is only cheap regrets
I guess that's just the way it be
Is it the world or how I see me
Boy now you are really, really bugging
Yes you are bugging me



Can't you just shut right up
Your cup is overflowing, overflowing
And you think it is indeed
You don't even know what side
You are fighting for
Boy won't you turn your game boy off
Start pretending
It's you against the world
I am sick and I am tried of hearing
I really got a good excuse to complain
My parents got divorced
Can't heal the pain
And now there is only cheap regrets
I guess that's just the way it be
Is it the world or how I see me
Go take a step outside see what's shaking in the real world

6829. Good For Nothing Blues - Chords

Good For Nothing Blues

Chorus:
 G D
I wash my face in funky water pick my teeth with a rusty spoke
 D G
Hide your dishes and your daughters anything that might get broke
 G C C/B Am
I prefer your condemnation to your suckin' sympathy
 G D G
Baby good for nothing's good enough for me

 G D 
I was born without a daddy and the gutter was my home
 D G
And when momma died the only thing she left me was alone
G C C/B Am 
There ain't nothin' in the world that I ain't fool enough to try
 G D G
I'm hard to hurt and too damn mean to die

Chorus

Yeah I don't need nobody girl I get by by myself
And you sure don't need me more than you don't need nobody else
Cause unless you need a hurtin' place where your heart used to be
Darling you don't want no part of me

Chorus

I prefer your condemnation to your suckin' sympathy
Baby good for nothing's good enough for me



6830. Good Fortune

Todd Snider - Good Fortune

May some good fortune come to you
May some good fortune come to you
She's always thinking up something when I'm feeling down
She knows just what to say to pull me through
Looking like Booker T and the MGs sound
There ain't nothing my girl can't do
Not to change the subject but have you seen my shoes?
I think I left them here the last time I played
Sometimes I feel like all I ever get to do is lose
Sometimes I feel like I've got it made
May some good fortune come to you
May some good fortune come to you
People say that life is precious
And you have make to make the most of it
But nobody's proven either thing
When you stand back and you look
At the long and the short of it
What else is there to do but sing?
But may some good fortune come to you
May some good fortune come to you
You think there's a kid in this entire town
Dreaming of growing up to be a bum
I didn't think you did but we both know how
That is exactly what some will become
Enough about me, let's talk about you for a minute
Okay, maybe that's enough but getting back to me
You know my all time favorite movie is
That one where those two cops who cannot stand each other
Later under pressure, learn to work together
Become great partners even better friends
And then that one says something funny and the movie ends
And may some good fortune come to you

6831. Good God A Woman

David Rawlings
Good God A Woman

[Verse 1]
Here's a story, started on the first day
On the first day, there was darkness all around
Till the boss man shout 'let there be sunshine'
Yes the big man said let that light shine down

[Chorus]



Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!

[Verse 2]
On the next day, he built the endless skyway
And on the same day, he made the oceans blue
Then the big man decided he'd make dry ground
And on the third day, the trees and flowers he grew

[Chorus]
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!

[Verse 3]
It took two days to make the stars and moon shine
Bright wing birds and all the fishes too
It was hard work to fill the skies and the oceans
By the sixth day, I figured he was through
[Chorus]
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!

[Verse 4]
That's when the big man made the little man
And all the animals, but he'd save the best for the last
'Cause the boss man knew the little man would be lonesome
So he robbed one rib bone and he worked while the little man asked

[Chorus]
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!

[Verse 5]
And on the last day, the boss was mighty tired
As he looked around up and down the line
But a big smile spread across his broad face
When he saw a woman and he saw that it was fine

[Chorus]
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!
Is there more? (Good God a woman) Almost done!

6832. Good Golly Miss Molly - Chords

Good Golly Miss Molly
Recorded by Little Richard
written by Robert Blackwell and John Marascalco



G
Good golly Miss Molly sure like to ball
                C                  G
Good golly Miss Molly sure like to ball
                          D7
When you're rocking and a-rolling
C                       G
Can you hear your momma call

From the early early morning till the early early night

You can see Miss Molly rocking at the house of blue lights
                C                  G
Good golly Miss Molly sure like to ball
                          D7
When you're rocking and a-rolling
C                       G
Can you hear your momma call

My momma 'n' poppa told me son you better watch your step

If I knew my momma 'n' poppa I'd have to watch my dad myself
                C                  G
Good golly Miss Molly sure like to ball
                          D7
When you're rocking and a-rolling
C                       G
Can you hear your momma call

Repeat #1

I am going to the corner gonna buy a diamond ring

Would you pardon me kiss me ting-a-ling-a-ling
                C                  G
Good golly Miss Molly sure like to ball
                          D7
When you're rocking and a-rolling
C                       G
Can you hear your momma call

6833. Good Good Love

Rodney Crowell - Good Good Love

If you want a good good love
Hold on when the times are bad
'Cause if you jump ship when trouble hits
Good for nothin' is all you'll have
You gotta anchor down in the winds of doubt
You can't give in and you can't bail out
If the water's high hold your head above
And hang on for that good good love



When love sets sail it's always a sunny day
And when the skies are blue it's so easy to make love stay
But when the clouds roll in and the ship begins to strain
You gotta try a little harder
Go on, test the water
'Cause the air is so much sweeter
After a real good rain
If you want a good good love
Hold on when the times are bad
'Cause if you jump ship when trouble hits
Good for nothin' is all you'll have
You gotta anchor down in the winds of doubt
You can't give in and you can't bail out
If the water's high hold your head above
And hang on for that good good love
Now a few dark days don't mean that love has died
'Cause just above the storm you know the sun always shines
And you can't say love is true until it's tried
So there ain't no need to fret
You're gonna get just a little wet
But you won't go under with the thunder
If you let the faith hold you high
If you want a good good love
Hold on when the times are bad
'Cause if you jump ship when trouble hits
Good for nothin' is all you'll have
You gotta anchor down in the winds of doubt
You can't give in and you can't bail out
If the water's high hold your head above
And hang on for that good good love

6834. Good Hearted Woman

Good Hearted Woman
Yonder Mountain String Band

A long time forgotten
Are dreams that just fell by the way.
And the good life he promised
Ain't what she's living today.
But she never complains
Of the bad times or bad things he's done, Lord.
She just talks about the good times they've had
And all the good times to come.

She's a good-hearted woman
In love with a good-timin' man.
She loves him in spite of his ways
That she don't understand.
Through teardrops and laughter,
They'll pass through this world hand in hand,
A good-hearted woman
Lovin' her good-timin' man.



He likes the night life,
The bright lights, and good-timin' friends.
When the party's all over,
She'll welcome him back home again.
Lord knows she don't understand him,
But she does the best that she can.
'Cause she's a good-hearted woman;
She loves her good-timin' man.

She's a good-hearted woman
In love with a good-timin' man.
She loves him in spite of his ways
That she don't understand.
Through teardrops and laughter,
They'll pass through this world hand in hand,
A good-hearted woman
Lovin' her good-timin' man.

6835. Good Imitation Of The Blues

Good Imitation Of The Blues 

You called it quits
And hung up the phone
Now go love the one you choose
And my friends say i should be happy
If i'm happy
This is a good imitation of the blues
You've threatened to leave one too many times
I'm getting out a travelling shoe
And now that you are gone
I'm gonna be walking home with this good imitation of the blues
My friends all say you're no good without me
They tell me that's good for you
They say that i'm just doing fine this good imitation of the blues
You've threatened to leave one too many times
I'm getting out a travelling shoe
And now that you are gone
I'm gonna be walking home with this good imitation of the blues

6836. Good Intentions

Glen Phillips - Good Intentions

[Verse 1]
It's hard to rely on my good intentions
When my head's full of things that I can't mention
It seems that I usually get things right



But I can't understand what I did last night
And it's hard to rely on my own good senses
When I miss so much that requires attention
I have to laugh at myself sometimes
And I can see that I'm not blind

[Chorus]
There's little relief
Give us reprieve
Oh
For all the things I've left behind
I'm positive that I'm not blind

[Verse 2]
I'm not afraid things won't get better
But it feels like this has gone on forever
You have to cry with your own blue tears
Have to laugh with your own good cheer
And it's hard to rely on my good intentions
When my head's full of things that I can't mention
Seems I usually get things right
But I can't understand what I did last night

[Chorus]
There's little relief
Give us reprieve
Oh
Imagining the world outside
I'm positive that I'm not blind

[Bridge]
I can't be hard on you
'Cause you know I've been there too
Learned a lot of things from you

[Chorus]
Oh, life gives little release
Give us reprieve
Oh
When everyone is cold as ice
I clench my fists and close my eyes
Imagining the world outside
And I can see that I'm not blind

6837. Good King Venceslav

Good King Venceslav

Good king Venceslav look out
On the feast of Stephen
When the snow lay 'round about
Deep and crisp and even
Brightly shone the moon that night



Though the frost was cruel
When a poor man come inside
Geth' ring wait a fuel

6838. Good Kisser

Good Kisser
Lake Street Dive

[Refrain]
If you're gonna tell them everything
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser
Tell 'em all the things you told me
In your desperate whisper
If you're gonna tell them everything
Don't leave out the good part
Tell 'em the way that you broke my heart
When you told me that you missed her

[Hook]
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser

[Verse]
You know I'm not proud of the thing that we did
Didn't walk out, just the way that you wanted it
After it all, I stood up tall
I kept my mouth shut so you wouldn't fall
Now everybody's talking 'bout me
'Cause you would dirty me up just to get yourself clean
Get yourself clean

[Refrain]
If you're gonna tell them everything
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser
Tell 'em all the things you told me
In your desperate whisper
If you're gonna tell them everything
Don't leave out the good part
Tell 'em the way that you broke my heart
When you told me that you missed her

[Hook]
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser (Ooh)
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser (Ooh)
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser, yeah (Ooh)
Tell 'em I'm a good (A good)
A good (A good)
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser

[Bridge]
Should I have been wasting my time on you at all?
(Nah, nah, nah)



Should I have seen the bright red writing on the wall?
Well, I've still got time
You've got your story, and you know I've got mine

[Hook]
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser (Ooh)
(Now everybody's talking 'bout me)
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser (Ooh)
('Cause you would dirty me up just to get yourself clean)
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser (Ooh)
(Now everybody's talking 'bout me)
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser (Ooh)
('Cause you would dirty me up just to get yourself clean)
Tell 'em I'm a good (A good)
A good (A good)
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser

[Outro]
Tell 'em I'm a good (A good)
Tell 'em I'm a good (A good)
Tell 'em I'm a good kisser

6839. Good Lord Willing

Little Big Town - Good Lord Willing

Long about midnight
Up on Chigger Hill
Making mischief in the moonlight
Just looking for a thrill
Then the lights are coming on and they're flashing blue
And they're running and they're gunning after you-know-who
Grinding out the gears in my pickup truck
Trying to get away so we dont get busted

CHORUS:
Flying 90 miles an hour
Like a wild bat out of hell
(singing) hallelujah with a rebel yell
Dancing with a little danger
Fast and hard I'm gonna ride
Praying I'm just gonna make it out alive
Good lord willing and the creek don't rise
Good lord willing and the creek don't rise
Long about sunrise
Cuddled up with Audra May
She never said she had a boyfriend
Oh boy, it's me who's going to pay
Cause he's standing out the window and he's fighting mad
Looking like I might have stolen everything he had
Red-faced, cussing, yeah he's blowing a fuse
Tough luck brother, when you snooze you lose



[Chorus]

[Chorus]
Good lord willing and the creek don't rise
Good lord willing and the creek don't rise
Good lord willing and the creek don't rise
Good lord willing and the creek don't rise

6840. Good Love After Bad

Alison Krauss - Good Love After Bad

I just begin to believe again
I get so taken in
When you love me the way you do
And then you turn around and take it all away again
I keep playing the game
But my love is going bad
I can't seem to win back what I had
Some day I'm gonna quit this - this is mad
Throwing good love after bad
Well it's hard to just call it a day
Turn and walk away
When you know you could draw the hand any minute
That depended if you stayed and played
It's hard to let it go
When you want it so bad
Even when you know
It could make you so sad
Some day I'm gonna quit this - this is mad
Throwing good love after bad
Sometimes when you hold me near
Close is not quite close enough
All the rest of the world could disappear
And all I would need is your sweet love
Sometimes when you hold me near
Close is not quite close enough
All the rest of the world could disappear
All I would need is your sweet love
I just begin to believe again
I get so taken in
When you love me the way that you do
And then you turn around and take it all away again
I keep hanging in
But my love is going bad
I can't seem to win back what I had
Some day I'm gonna quit this - this is mad
Throwing good love after bad
Some day I'm gonna quit this - this is mad
Throwing good love after bad



6841. Good Love Gets Better With Time

Good Love Gets Better With Time
Larry Stephenson Band

WHY ARE YOU UNHAPPY
WHAT COULD BE ON YOUR MIND
DO YOU THINK THAT SOMETHING IS MISSING
WELL I KNOW WHAT YOU'RE ON GONNA FIND

(CHORUS)
SOME DAY YOU'LL SEE THAT
GOOD LOVE GETS BETTER WITH TIME

(BREAK )
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WORRY
WHERE I'VE MADE MY STAND
YOU CAN CLAIM LOVE FOR AMUSEMENT
ARE YOU READY TO SHOW ME YOUR HAND

(CHORUS)
SOMEDAY YOU'LL SEE THAT
GOOD LOVE GETS BETTER WITH TIME

AS WE GROW OLD TOGETHER
AS THE YEARS GO BY
YOU WILL FIND THAT LOVE JUST GETS RICHER
WORTH IT ALL WHEN YOU STAND SIDE BY SIDE

(CHORUS)
SOMEDAY YOU'LL SEE THAT
GOOD LOVE GETS BETTER WITH TIME

6842. Good Lovin'

Good Lovin'
Rudy Clark and Art Resnick
Bluegrass Generals

/ C F G F C F G F / :
I was feelin' so bad
I asked my family doctor just what I had
I said, Doctor - Doctor - Mr. M.D. - Doctor
Now can you tell me what's ailin' me - Doctor
He said

{Refrain}
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah



Yes, indeed, all I, I really need
Good lovin' - Gimme that good, good lovin'
Good lovin' - All I need is lovin'
Good lovin' - Good, good lovin', baby
Good lovin'

/ C F C F C - / C F C F C - / D7 - - - G7 - - - / As verse /

Honey please, squeeze me tight - squeeze me tight
Don't you want your baby to be alright - be alright
I said baby - baby - now it's for sure it's for sure
I got the fever, yeah, you got the cure - got the cure
Everybody

{Refrain}
Good lovin', Good lovin'
Good lovin' - All I need is lovin'
Good lovin' - All I want in lovin'
Good lovin' - Lovin' early in the morning
Good lovin' - Lovin' late at night
Good lovin' - Love, love
Good lovin' - Love love love love love
Alternate Key Signature is G:
GCDC etc
A A7 D D7
Melody starts on G (key of G

6843. Good Lovin' Grace

Jerry Jeff Walker - Her Good Lovin' Grace

At the start of each day
I dread what I face
And the race that is runnin' outside
I jump back in bed
And I cover my head
But that only blocks out the light
No my trouble's still there
You know it hangs in the air
I know things are comin' my way
There's things I must do
But I hide in my room
And I hope that it all goes away
Come on mama won't you come here quick
I feel like I'm going insane
I need the good lovin' grace
Of your sweet smilin' face
There'll be light in my life once again
Now I'm biting my lip
You know I'm losin' my grip
I feel like I'm slippin' away
She comes along
She'll be hummin' a song



Like sunlight she can brighten my day
Ain't it so good just to see her now
Walkin up the street
You know that she's comin to love you
And lovin' you, that's just what you need
To set you free
Yeah the good lovin' grace
Of her sweet smilin' face
Will put light in my life once again

6844. Good Luck Charm - Chords

Good Luck Charm 
The Mastersons

[Verse 1]
C
Don't it make you sad
C
Wide awake and politicians make me mad
C
And I can't take it
F           C
Take it any longer
 
C
I can't close my eyes
C
Doesn't stop the tears from fallin' truth be told
            F                              C
It's a long road and I don't know where to go
 
[Chorus]
G                 F
You can come with me
Am      Dm
Hold my hand
                   C
I could sure use a good luck charm
 
[Verse 2]
C         Am
Sing sing sing with me
C
La de da da da da di di di
        F                        C
It gets louder when we sing it together
C
In the great divide
C
When the television makes you want to run and hide
    F                                    C
Now don't you see what they're trying to do



 
[Chorus]
G                 F
You can come with me
        Dm
Hold my hand
                   F
I could sure use a good luck charm
G            F
Oh come what may
         Dm
Stand by me
                 F
We can all use a good luck charm
 
[Interlude]
C F C F C
 
[Verse 3]
C
Big big big bad wolf
C
He's comin' for your children and your pocket book
       F                        C
And he doesn't want to hear our song
C
So sing sing sing with me
C
la de da da you tell me
      F                                           C
Whose house is fallin' down when we're standing together
 
[Chorus]
G                 F
You can come with me
     Dm
Hold my hand
                   F
I could sure use a good luck charm
G            F
Oh come what may
         Dm
Stand by me
                 F
We can all use a good luck charm
 
F
Sing sing sing with me
F
Sing sing sing with me

6845. Good Man Like Me



Good Man Like Me - Dierks Bentley
The Del McCoury Band

Now that old car, ain't gonna last
You ride all day and I'll buy the gas
The more I work, the more you spend
Tell me, honey baby, when will this all end?

Her bags are packed, my nerves are racked
She got a one way ticket, ain't comin' back
Oh baby, baby
Where you gonna find a good man like me?

Take a look at this house, turned upside down
I hung the clothes on the line
They blowed down to the ground
Tryin' to eat my own cookin' but it's awful bland
I'm tellin' you right now things are out of hand

Her bags are packed, my nerves are racked
She got a one way ticket, ain't comin' back
Oh baby, baby
Where you gonna find a good man like me?

Her bags are packed, my nerves are racked
She got a one way ticket, ain't comin' back
Oh baby, baby
Where you gonna find a good man like me?
Where you gonna find a good man like me?

6846. Good Morning Beautiful

Brad Paisley - Good Morning Beautiful 

Good mornin beautiful
how was your night
mine was wonderful
with you by my side
and when i open my eyes
and see your sweet face
its a good mornin beautiful day
i couldnt see the light
i didnt know day from night
i had no reason to care
since you came along
i can face the dawn
cause i know youll be there
Good mornin beautiful
how was your night
mine was wonderful
with you by my side
and when i open my eyes
and see your sweet face
its a good mornin beautiful day



i never worry
if its rainin outside
cause in here with you girl
the sun always shines
Good mornin beautiful
how was your night
mine was wonderful
with you by my side
and when i open my eyes
and see your sweet face
its a good mornin beautiful day
Good morning beautiful day
good mornin beautiful
its a beautiful day
good mornin beautiful
good morning
good morning beautiful
what a beautiful day
good morning beautiful

6847. Good Morning Country Rain - Chords

Good Morning Country Rain
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Eddy Raven

C                    G7
Good morning country rain
     F                    C
It's good to be back home again
                     F
Magic that I can't explain
G7                   C
Good morning country rain
                       F
Like a warm and tender kiss
G7                   C
In the early morning mist
                           F
While the fog hangs on the cane
G7                   C    F
Good morning country rain
Repeat #1
 
                     F
I have often sat for hours
G7                       C
Watching dew fall on the flowers
                  F
Oh I hope I never change
G7                   C    F
Good morning country rain
Repeat #1



                      F
Many times I think of you
G7                           C
And all the troubles we been through
                    F
It can drive a girl insane
G7                   C    F
Good morning country rain
Repeat #1

6848. Good Morning To You

Good Morning To You

I peddled my papers for five long years
The news of the day was my worry and care
With worry and tears till I felt I was through
When a sweet voice whispered, Good morning to you

She smiled at me sweetly and bid me good day
Then she left me happy my heart in a daze
I wondered if angels could be so true
As the one who had said, Good morning to you

I went back to my papers next morning st five
My heart in a flutter no sleep in my eye
But my hopes took a tumble, me heart lost its pride
When she came into view, a gent by her side

The nearer she came the madder I got
I swore I would kill him right there on the spot
But I lost all my anger and felt like a cad
When she presented her charming old dad

Then I went over to her fell on my knees
But stars, dots, and dashes were all I could see
I tried to propose like other men do
But all could say was, Good morning to you

She smailed at me sweetly and gave me her hand
Said, Come on my darling for I understand
Instead of me answering the parson I do
I popped up and said, Good morning to you

6849. Good News

Emmylou Harris - Good News

Darkness falls and you withdraw 



Your humour disappears 
It's been this way for years 
It's nothing new 
Come around and don't look down 
You'll never see the sun 
You'll never see the one 
Who's loving you 

You've got to hold your head up, darling 
Never let them see 
When you're sad, you look a lot like me 

You've got to want to win my darling 
Or you're bound to lose 
I wish for once that I could bring you good news, good news 

Now I don't care for sad affairs, 
The outcome's up to you 
If tears are overdue, then let them fall 

Come around and don't look down 
You'll never see the sun 
You'll never see the one 
Who's loving you 

You've got to hold your head up, darling 
Never let them see 
When you're sad, you look a lot like me 

You've got to want to win my darling 
Or you're bound to lose 
I wish for once that I could bring you good news, good news 

You've got to want to win my darling 
Or you're bound to lose 
I wish for once that I could bring you good news, good news 

Good news

6850. Good News Blues

Good News Blues
Todd Snider - Good News Blues
Yonder Mountain String Band

Well, my woman left me and I'm so glad she did
You know, my old gal left me and I'm glad she took the kids
Now I've got less mouths to feed and more room to sleep in my bed

I got the good news blues, I'm smiling on a rainy day
I got the good news blues, I sung all my troubles away
Ain't got no achin' bones, Ain't got no bills to pay



You see these politicians just tell you what they think we want to hear
You know it's here one day and then it's right out that other ear
You know they promise us whiskey and won't even give us a beer

I got the good news blues, I'm smiling on a rainy day
I got the good news blues, I sung all my troubles away
Ain't got no achin' bones, Ain't got no bills to pay

6851. Good Night

Linda Ronstadt - Good Night

Now it's time to say goodnight
Goodnight, sleep tight
Now the sun turns out his light
Goodnight, sleep tight
Dream sweet dreams for you
Dream sweet dreams for me
Close your eyes and I'll close mine
Goodnight, sleep tight
Now the moon begins to shine
Goodnight, sleep tight
Dream sweet dreams for you
Dream sweet dreams for me
Close your eyes and I'll close mine
Goodnight, sleep tight
Now the moon begins to shine
Goodnight, sleep tight
Dream sweet dreams for you
Dream sweet dreams for me
Goodnight
Goodnight baby

6852. Good Night, New York

Nanci Griffith - Good Night, New York

My mother came to America
Sailed through the harbor of hopes and of dreams
Back in the Thirties with the streets paved in gold
And the sky laced with moonbeams
Mothers and daughters, fathers and sons
Here in the free world, we're the lucky ones
All of my yearning, all of my hunger
Maybe we're learning sometimes I wonder
Good night, New York
Before the Kennedy's, before the Beatles
Before the Vietnam War
Back to a time when anything was possible



Having less meant knowing more
Brothers and sisters, uncles and aunts
Here in the free world, for that second chance
All of my yearning, all of my hunger
Maybe we're learning sometimes I wonder
Good night, New York
My mother came to America
She sailed through the harbor of hopes and of dreams
And here in her future, I hope I've not failed her
'Cause nothings the way that it seems
All of my yearning, all of my hunger
Maybe we're learning sometimes I wonder
Good night, New York

6853. Good Ol' Boy (Gettin' Tough)

Steve Earle - Good Ol' Boy (Gettin' Tough)

I got a job, but it ain't nearly enough
A twenty thousand dollar pickup truck
Belongs to me and the bank and some funny-talkin' man from Iran
I left the service, got a G.I. loan
I got married, bought myself a home
Now I hang around this one-horse town and do the best that I can
It's gettin' tough
Just my luck
I was born in the land of plenty
Now there ain't enough
Gettin' cold
I've been told
Nowadays it just don't pay
To be a good ol' boy
Been goin' nowhere down a one-way track
I'd kill to leave it, but ain't no turnin' back
Got the wife and the kids and what would everybody say?
My brother's standin' on a welfare line
And any minute now, I might get mine
Meanwhile it's the I.R.S. and the devil to pay
Gettin' tough
Just my luck
I was born in the land of plenty
Now there ain't enough
Gettin' cold
I've been told
Nowadays it just don't pay
To be a good ol' boy
I hit the beer joint every Friday night
Spend a little money lookin' for a fight
It don't matter if I lose or win
'Cause Monday I'm back on the losin' end again
Gettin' tough
It's just my luck
I was born in the land of plenty now there ain't enough



It's gettin' cold
I've been told
Nowadays it just don't pay to be a good ol' boy

6854. Good Ol' Boy (Gettin' Tuff) - Chords

Good Ol' Boy (gettin' Tuff)

Steve Earl - Good Ol' Boy (gettin' Tuff)

"Steve Earle"
"Good Ol' Boy"   (Gettin' Tuff)
"Transcribe" sanoma at onewest.net
(1)
(Bb)I got a job but, it ain't nearly enough,
(Bb).A twenty thousand dollar pickup truck.
(Ab)Belongs to me and the bank and some
(E)funny talkin' man from(Bb)Iran.
(2)
I left the service got a g.I. loan.
I got married bought myself a home.
Now I hang around this one horse town,
Doin' the best I can.
(3)
Gettin' tuff(Bb)(Eb)*single strums*
Just my luck(Bb)(Eb)*single strums*
(Bb)I was born in the land of plenty,
(Bb)now there ai'nt(F)enough.
Gettin'cold,
I been told.
(Eb)Now days it just don't(F)pay to be aGood ol'(Bb)boy.
(4)
Ain't goin' nowhere on a one way track,
I cant believe it ain't no turnin' back.
Got the wife and the kids,
What would everbody say?
My brothers standin in a wellfare line
Any minute now it might get mine,
Meanwhile it's the I.R.S.
And the devil to pay.
(repeat 3)
(5)
I hit the beer joint every Friday night.
Spend a little money,lose a friday fight.
It don't matter If I lose or win,
Cause monday morning i'm back on the losin end again.
(repeat 3)



6855. Good Ol' Boys

Good Ol' Boys - Waylon Jennings

Just the good ol' boys
Never meanin' no harm
Beats all you've ever saw
Been in trouble with the law since the day they was born.

Well, they're straight'nin' those curves
And they're flat'nin' them hills
Someday the moutain might get 'em, but the law never will

(chorus:)
Makin' their way,
The only way they know how,
That's just a little bit more than the law will allow

Just good ol' boys,
Wouldn't change if they could,
Fightin' the system like a true modern day Robin Hood

(chorus)

6856. Good Old American Guest

Good Old American Guest

Well I'm longing to ride on a freight train 
Put a slouch hat down low on my ears
I'm yearning to leave this old town 
On the flight and loose all my troubles and cares
In this day of airplanes and highways 
Hey the slow way is sometimes the best
I'm longing to ride on a freight train 
And be a good old American guest
Yes I want to live on the land that 
I've loved and I've labored for
And spend a few days headed west
I'm longing to ride on a freight train 
And be a good old American guest

Well the pressures of life they got to me 
And they got down and deep in my soul
I'm tired of the rat-race 
want to go back to the slow pace
And hear a fast train rattle and roll
I want to live out my days like a hobo 
And take myself that long-needed rest
Hey, hey I'm longing to ride on a freight train
And be a good old American guest
Yes I want to live on the land that 
I've loved and I've labored for



And spend a few days headed west
I'm longing to ride on a freight train 
And be a good old American guest
Oh, yes I'm longing to ride on a freight train 
And be a good old American guest

6857. Good Old Electric Washing Machine

John Hartford - Good Old Electric Washing Machine

Well i sure do miss that goold old electric washing machine
The one that wea in't got round here no more
And i sure do miss that big round tub and them stomping swinging ousnds
And i miss them groovy puddles on the floor

Cause the new one just goes
Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
But the old one went.......

Well i cry when i see that brand new automatic washing machine
Cause i'm sentimanetal for that old machine still yet
Cause that old one really looked like a rel live washing machine
But the new one just looks more like a television set

Cause the new one just goes
Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
But the old one went.......

6858. Good Old Fashioned Cry - Chords

Good Old Fashioned Cry
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones, Johnny Mathis, Virginia Franks
 
G              C              G
When I feel so lonesome and I think that I
         D7                               G
Can't go on without you there's no use to try
               C                  G
Then I tell my heart the things I need to do
C       G               D7                 G
Run and hide and have a good old fashioned cry

C                              G
When my memories start talkin' back to me
                                     D7
And I almost feel the lips that said goodbye
G           C                    G
Then I tell myself the thing for me to do



C          G               D7                 G
Is run and hide and have a good old fashioned cry

                 C               G
Sometimes when I feel I've taken my last step
      D7                                    G
And I can't make one more move without your help
               C                   G
Then I tell my heart the thing for me to do
C          G               D7                 G
Is run and hide and have a good old fashioned cry

repeat #2

C       G               D7                 G
Run and hide and have a good old fashioned cry

6859. Good Old Fashioned Love

Tom T Hall - Good Old Fashioned Love

There are some things in this world that I don't understand
I guess I'm not what you'd call a modern hippie man
I cut my hair and shine my shoes the way my daddy does
And I'll be satisfied with you and good old fashioned love
Good old fashioned love a girl that walks the line
I'll prove my love to you each day if you'll always be mine
A pretty song a pretty night the moon and stars above
Oh I'll be satisfied with you and good old fashioned love

[ steel - guitar ]

Well I suppose the new mode clothes are good enough for them
But sometimes I can hardly tell ha the women from the men
They talk of trips they say the hip what are they thinking of
Well I'm just satisfied with you and good old fashioned love
Good old fashioned love...
And I hope you're satisfied with me and good old fashioned love

6860. Good One Gone - Chords

Good One Gone 
Hot Buttered Rum

[Verse 1]
Dm                G                 Dm                     G
Throwing pebbles, watching willows, waiting for the day to break.
Dm                G                        Dm                    G
Lighting matches, watching the smoke rise, waiting for the world awake.  And the



C                 F                G                        G
Day is here, that much is clear. I guess things keep moving on.
    Dm                G                    Dm                        G
I'm throwing pebbles, here by the sunrise, thinking  bout a good one gone.
Dm                 G
  Another good one gone.
 
[Prechorus]
Dm                  C                    Dm          C           G
We built a highway, we built a railroad, we took the bull by the horns.
Dm                   C             G       Dm             C
We drank the nectar, we picked the garden, we thought the dance would go
 
[Chorus]
G             F             C   D
On and on and on and on and on, we thought the dance would go
G             F             Dm
On and on and on and on and on
 
G             F             C   D
On and on and on and on and on, we thought the dance would go
G             F             Dm
On and on and on and on and on
 
[Verse 2]
Dm                     G                      Dm                   G
Watching my footsteps, counting my breathing, Seeing things to and from.
Dm               G                   Dm                    G
Loving my woman, loving my children, letting things go and come.
     C                    F                          G              F
This kind of living, this losing and giving, Make it harder to hold on
    Dm               G                   Dm                        G
I'm loving my woman, loving my children, thinking  bout a good one gone.
Dm                 G
  Another good one gone.
 
[Prechorus]
Dm                  C                    Dm          C           G
We built a highway, we built a railroad, we took the bull by the horns.
Dm                   C             G       Dm             C
We drank the nectar, we picked the garden, we thought the dance would go
 
[Chorus]
G             F             C   D
On and on and on and on and on, we thought the dance would go
G             F             Dm
On and on and on and on and on
 
G             F             C   D
On and on and on and on and on, we thought the dance would go
G             F             Dm
On and on and on and on and on
 
[Solos]
G   F   C   D
G   F   Dm
 



[Chorus]
G             F             C   D
On and on and on and on and on, we thought the dance would go
G             F             Dm
On and on and on and on and on
 
G             F             C   D
On and on and on and on and on, we thought the dance would go
G             F             Dm
On and on and on and on and on
 
G             F             C   D
On and on and on and on and on, we thought the dance would go
G             F             Dm
On and on and on and on and on
 
G             F             C   D
On and on and on and on and on, we thought the dance would go
G             F             Dm
On and on and on and on and on
 
[Outro] Vamp on chords
G   F   C   D
G   F   Dm

6861. Good Ones And Bad Ones - Chords

Good Ones And Bad Ones
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Joe Chambers and Larry Jenkins 
[3/4 time]

C
Some come from heaven and some crawl from hell
                                    G7
And the good fight the bad for your soul

But it's hard to tell the lie from the truth
                               C
When you find one that easy to hold

There's no way of knowing which one you been loving
                          C7           F
Till you leave 'em or you lose her for good
       G7
And by then it's too late you just mark it up to fate
                        C
Either way you end up a fool

       F                 C
It's a fine line between heaven and hell
         G7                           C
When the good makes you feel like you should



       F                 C
It's a fine line between heaven and hell
         G7                         C
When the bad makes you feel just as good

A good one will love you for all that she's worth
                            G7
A bad one will take you for more

A good one will cherish the key to your heart
                            C
And a bad one a key to your door

A good one will love you for richer or poorer
                   C7       F
But that makes the bad even worse
       G7
A good one will love you till death do you part
                                C
And a bad one makes sure you go first

Repeat #3

6862. Good People

Little Big Town - Good People

They say you are who you hang with
It's no coincidence I wanna hang with you
Rise and fall together, travel is better in twos
Sometimes it feels like a magnet
The way that crazy always sticks with its own kind
Don't believe in ESP
But you can read my mind

[Chorus](x2)
Good people know
Good people know
Good people
A good friend would bail you out of jail
But a better one would be handcuffed to you
Everyone's a winner when all the winners loose

[Chorus] (x2)

[Bridge]
They can always spot another one when they're nearby
No matter where you land you're gonna find

[Chorus](x2)
We're guilty by association
Keeping company with ornery company
Running round with rogues and rounders



Cause we believe

[Chorus](x2)+[Bridge]
[Chorus](x2)

6863. Good Problem

Good Problem
Josh Turner - Good Problem

There's a bunch of good women in this big old world
But when I've met you I've found the perfect girl
But it ain't easy, bein' your man
Dealing with these feelings, I do the best I can

'Cause I can't eat and I can't sleep
'Cause I can't believe how you're loving me
It's a fulltime job but I'm alright with that
Loving you, that's a good problem to have

Been saving up for a big screen tv
But I'll spend it all on a wedding ring
I'm gonna lose my freedom, we'll walk down the aisle
But I'll be free to love you and get lost in your smile

But I can't eat and I can't sleep
'Cause I can't believe how you're loving me
It's a fulltime job but I'm alright with that
Loving you, that's a good problem to have (Sure is)

You know I can't eat, I can't get no sleep
I can hardly believe how you're loving me
It's a fulltime job, I'm alright with that
Loving you, that's a good problem to have

Girl, loving you, that's a good problem to have

6864. Good Ride Cowboy

Good Ride Cowboy - Garth Brooks

From the hills of Kaycee, Wyoming
Where life's wooly and wild
Came a Air Force brat in a cowboy hat
And that Copenhagen smile
From buckin' broncs to honky tonks
He always sang a cowboy's song
We were much too young, havin' too much fun
As we all sang along



We sang Life's a Highway
There's only one way you're gonna get through it
When she starts to twist be more like Chris
Pull your hat down tight
And just LeDoux it!
When that whistle blows 
And that crowd explodes
And them pickup men are at your side
They tell you good ride cowboy, good ride

From gold buckles to gold records
Once again he was spinnin' 'round
Took the whole world on
And he turned us on to that Western Underground
And from Bareback Jack to This Cowboy's Hat
The songs were stronger than his pain
He would not slow down from town to town
Like children running thru the rain

We sang Life's a Highway
There's only one way you're gonna get through it
When she starts to twist be more like Chris
Pull your hat down tight
And just LeDoux it!
When that whistle blows 
And that crowd explodes
And them pickup men are at your side
They tell you good ride cowboy, good ride

We sang Life's a Highway
There's only one way you're gonna get through it
When she starts to twist be more like Chris
Pull your hat down tight
And just LeDoux it!
When that whistle blows 
And that crowd explodes
And them pickup men are at your side
They tell you good ride cowboy, good ride

When we cross that river Jordan, 
With St Peter on the other side
Singin' Good Ride Cowboy, Good Ride!
Say Good Ride Cowboy, Good Ride!

6865. Good Side

Good Side
Front Country

Like an optical illusion
You might have to close your eyes
And open them again to



Try and see it right

I been known to judge some
You know I been judged too
I been wrong and then some
But I ain't wrong about you

Take a lot of pictures
Snap em in your head
Hold em in your hands
Then do it all again

Tell me what's the best one
Oh, tell me how to be
Be your perfect version
Of your favorite me

But get me from my good side
See me how I am
I am more than my pride
Shaking in this skin

Don't keep me in the shadows
Oh, where I like to hide
Cause we all have a good side
In a different light

Oh we all have a good side
In a different light

6866. Good Souls

Lucinda Williams - Good Souls

Keep me in the hands of saints
With the better angels
With the good souls

Keep me in' the' hands of saints
Keep' me with the good souls
With the' better angels

Keep me with all of those
Who help me find strength
When I'm feeling weak

Keep me with all of those
Who help me stay strong
And guide me along

Keep me with all the ones
Who have a hand at my back
When I've strayed from the path



Keep me
Yeah, keep me
Keep me

Keep me in the hands of saints
Keep me with the good souls
With the better angels

Keep me with all of those
Who help me find strength
When I'm feeling hopeless
Who guide me along
And help me stay strong and fearless

Keep me with all the ones
Who have a hand at my back
When I've strayed from the path
Who help me get home

Keep me
In the hands of saints
Keep me with the good souls
With the better angels

Keep me
Yeah, keep me
Yeah, keep me
Please keep me
Please, please, please keep me
Yeah, keep me
With the better angels
With the good souls
In the hands of saints

Keep me with the good ones
Who help me find strength
You guide me along

Keep me with the good souls
You have a hand at my back
When I've strayed from the path

Keep me with the better angels
Yeah, keep me with the good souls
In the hands of saints

Keep me with all the ones
Who help me to home
Who guide me along
When I'm feeling hopeless
Who help me stay fearless
And help me stay strong
Keep me with the good souls
Keep me with the good souls

Yeah, keep me, keep me



6867. Good Thing Going

Rhonda Vincent - Good Thing Going

Been working hard to keep our lives in check
Most times everything just seems a wreck
The house is turned upside down
The daughter's boyfriend hangs around
But all-in-all when you do an evaluation

We've gotta good thing going you and me
It's hard to see how lucky
Between bills, jobs, and family
We've been through things both good and bad
Once lost everything we had
But our love always seems to see us through
We've gotta good thing going me and you

I know you thought of leaving once or twice before
It's not the life you intended or your cut out for
A wife that's home to cook and clean
Well hunny that sure ain't me
But we made it work and it deserves a celebration

We've gotta good thing going you and me
It's hard to see how lucky 
Between bills, jobs, and family
We've been through things both good and bad
Once lost everything we had
But our love always seems to see us through
We've gotta good thing going me and you

You called today and said let's take a break
From the day-to-day and ever constant rat race
Well your call was just in time
I thought I was gonna lose my mind
Now we're on our way to some rest and relaxation

We've gotta good thing going you and me
It's hard to see how lucky
Between bills, jobs, and family
We've been through things both good and bad
Once lost everything we had
But our love always seems to see us through
We've gotta good thing going me and you

We've been through things both good and bad
Once lost everything we had
We've gotta good thing going me and you



6868. Good Thing Going - Chords

Gotta Good Thing Going
Written and recorded by Rhonda Vincent

G                                      C
Been workin' hard to keep our lives in check
D7                         G
Most times everything just seems a wreck
The house is turned upside down
               C
And daughter's boyfriend hangs around
    A7                            D7
But all in all when you do an evaluation
            G                        C
We've got a good thing goin' you and me
     D7                            C              G
It's hard to see how lucky between bills jobs and family
We've been through things both good and bad
              C
And once lost everything we had
        D7
But our love always seems to see us through
      C                D7           G
We've got a good thing goin' me and you
                                         C
I know you've thought of leavin' once or twice before
             D7                          G
It's not the life you intended or you're cut out for
                                     C
A wife that's home to cook and clean honey that sure ain't me
          A7                                 D7
But we've made it work and it deserves a celebration
repeat #2
                                       C
You called today and said let's take a break
         D7                           G
From the day to day and ever constant rat race
Well your call was just in time 
          C
I thought I was gonna lose my mind
          A7                               D7
Now we're on the way to some rest and relaxation
repeat #2
We've been through things both good and bad
              C
And once lost everything we had
      D7                            G
We've got a good thing goin' me and you

6869. Good Thing Windin' Down



Tyler Childers - Good Thing Windin' Down

Don't hold me
If you don't mean it
'Cause I'm tired of waistin' my time on things set on leavin'
Don't kiss me
If it really hurts you
Though I can't see how you could change after all that we've been through

I reckon it's time for a good thing to wind on down
But it kills me to see
That you don't give a damn about me
Oh I'd die for the chance we could be
Like we were when the summer was right
But you can't bring back days
Or nights that you've done danced away
I keep hopin' that maybe you'll stay
Don't leave me here lonely tonight

In my dreams
We're always laughin'
But I wake up to find that that very rarely happens
So go on and leave me
If it'd really please you
You'll be hard pressed to find you a man that will treat you like I do

But I reckon it's time for a good thing to wind on down
But it kills me to see
That you don't give a damn about me
Oh I'd die for the chance we could be
Like we were when the summer was right
But you can't bring back days
Or nights that you've done danced away
I keep hopin' that maybe you'll stay
Don't leave me here lonely tonight

6870. Good Things - Chords

Good Things
Recorded by David Houston
Written by Billy Sherrill, Norro Wilson, Carmol Taylor

C
When I wake up early in the morning
                                     F          C
The first thing on my mind is loving you um hum hum

When I see a honeybee kissing on the flowers
                                       F                      C
I feel good cause it makes me think of you and the things you do
 
I got what I want and I'm proud of it

I'll tell the world I sure do love it



            F                G7        C
Baby you've made good things happen to me

F
Good things happen in the morning
C
Good things happen in the evening
D7                              G7
Everything you do makes me feel fine
F
Ever since the day I found you
C
It's good just good being around you
F                          G7                 C
And the very best thing of all is that you're mine

When I go to bed late in the evening
                                    F          C
The last thing on my mind is loving you um hum hum

No teardrops stain my pillow
                                 F                       C
I just lay there and dream sweet dreams of you all night through
 
Oh woman of mine I'm you warmin'

I like loving early in the mornin'
            F                G7        C
Baby you've made good things happen to me

repeat #2 

     F                      G7                 C
Yeah the very best thing of all is that you're mine
     F                      G7                 C
Yeah the very best thing of all is that you're mine

6871. Good Things Happen

Dierks Bentley - Good Things Happen
Jason Carter

[Chorus 1]
The world is cold but I don't care
When you have flowers in you hair
I see color and I hear sound
And good things happen when you're around

[Verse 1]
I work hard for not much pay
So I can know you'll be okay
'Cause I need to live where love abounds
And good things happen when you're around



[Chorus 2][x2]
So won't you wait for me
I'll be home soon
Wait for me
I'll only be a day or two

[Chorus 1]

6872. Good Things Happen To Bad People

Richard Thompson - Good Things Happen To Bad People 

Sweet thing, believe me
You'll never deceive me
You stared me down without blinking
That's when I really started thinking

You must have been running around
You must have been running around
'Cause you were smiling

Your friends say you're antsy
For something fancy
Like a caged bird that's broken free
You want to fly high and mess on me

Well I know you've got a secret or two
Your hair's in a brand new 'do
And you're so happy

Good things happen to bad people
Good things happen to bad people
But only, but only, for a while
You cried the day I walked you down the aisle
And I know you've been bad
From the way you smile

Mona Lisa what a teaser
What's that strange cologne I'm smelling
You know more than you're telling

Well I know you been running around
I know you been running around
'Cause you're so happy

Good things happen to bad people
Good things happen to bad people
But only, but only, for a while
You cried the day I walked you down the aisle
And I know you've been bad
From the way you smile
[x2]



6873. Good Things Outweigh The Bad - Chords

Good Things Outweigh The Bad
Recorded by Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs
Written by Josh Graves and Jake Lambert
[3/4 time]

G                                C            G
I've been sitting here thinking  back over my life
                        A7              D7
All of the good things  the trouble and strife
                 G                          C
Well my share of heartache yes so many I've had
                      G            D7           G
But I still think the good things  outweigh the bad

                    C                         G
Well I've rocked my babies at night when they cried
                         A7        D7
I've seen the teardrops  turn into smiles
                  G                             C
And that's when I realize all the bad luck I've had
                   G            D7           G
And I know all the good things  outweigh the bad

                          C           G
Well I never have riches  no money to spare
                            A7         D7
Just a sharecropper's wages is my only fare
              G                       C
Yes making my living just working the land
                      G            D7           G
But I still think the good things  outweigh the bad

Repeat #2

                            C                  G
Yes I've worked the cotton  in the heat of the day
                            A7                D7
And then paid the landlord  nearly all that I made
               G                          C
Well I've seen high water take all that I had
                      G            D7           G
But I still think the good things  outweigh the bad

Repeat #2

6874. Good Til Now



Gillian Welch - Good Til Now

Balled out wasted and I feel I'm going down
Balled out wasted and I feel I'm going down
Good bye darling, I've been good 'til now

I went walking with a girl as pure as milk
I went walking with a girl as pure as milk
Standing on the corner sweating through her yellow silk

Rocks in my pockets and the devil on my back
Rocks in my pockets and the devil on my back
You won't even come across the tracks

Balled out wasted and I feel I'm going down
Balled out wasted and I feel I'm going down
Good bye darling, I've been good 'til now

6875. Good Time

Alan Jackson - Good Time 

"Good Time"
Work, work all week long
Punchin' that clock from dusk till dawn.
Countin' the days till Friday night
That's when all the conditions are right.
For a good time
I need a good time.
Yea, I've been workin' all week
And I'm tired and I don't wanna sleep
I wanna have fun
It's time for a good time
I cashed my check, cleaned my truck
Put on my hat, forgot about work
Sun goin' down, head across town
Pick up my baby and turn it around
Good time,
Aahh, I need a good time
I've been workin' all week
And I'm tired and I don't wanna sleep
I wanna have fun
Time for a good time
HEY!
Pig in the ground, beer on ice
Just like ole Hank taught us about
Singin' along, Bocephus songs
Rowdy friends all night long
Good time
Lord, we're having a good time,
Yea, I've been workin' all week
And I'm tired and I don't wanna sleep
I wanna have fun
It's time for a good time



Whew
Heel toe dosey doe
Scootin' our boots, swingin' doors
B & D Kix and Dunn
Honkin' tonk heaven, Double shotgun
Good time,
Lord, we're havin' a good time
Cause I've been workin' all week
And I'm tired and I don't wanna sleep
I wanna have fun
It's time for a good time
Shot of Tequila, beer on tap
Sweet southern woman set on my lap
G with an O, O with a D
T with an I and an M and an E
And a good time
Shhheww, good time
I've been workin' all week
And I'm tired and I don't wanna sleep
I wanna have fun
It's time for a good time
Ahh, turn it up now.
A Shot of Tequila.
Beer on tap.
A good looking woman.
To set on my lap.
A G with an O, an O with a D
A T with an I an M with an E
That spells good time
A good time
Ohh, I've been workin' all week
And I'm tired and I don't wanna sleep
I wanna have fun
Time for a good time
Twelve o'clock, two o'clock three o'clock four
Five o'clock we know were that's gonna go
Closing the door, shuttin' em down
Head for that Waffle House way across town
Good time
Ohh, we're havin' a good time.
Ohh, I've been workin' all week
And I'm tired and I don't wanna sleep
I wanna have fun
It's time for a good time
Ohh, I've been workin' all week
And I'm tired and I don't wanna sleep
I wanna have fun
It's time for a good time
Ohh, I've been workin' all week
And I'm tired and I don't wanna sleep
I wanna have fun
It's time for a good time
Ohh, yea, a good time.
I need a good time.
Yea, a good time.



6876. Good Time Charlie's Got the Blues

Good Time Charlie's Got the Blues
Chris Hillman

Everybody's gone away,
Said they're movin' to L.A.
There's not a soul I know around,
Everybody's leavin' town

Some caught a freight, some caught a plane
Find the sunshine leave the rain
They said this town will waste your time
Guess they're right ---- it's wasting mine

[Chorus:]

Some gotta win, some gotta lose
Good Time Charlie's got the blues
Good Time Charlie's got the blues

why'know my heart keeps tellin' me
You're not a kid at 33
why'play around why'lose your wife,
why'play too long, you lose your life

Got my pills t'ease the pain,
Can't find a thing to stop the rain
I'd love t'try and settle down, 
But everybody's leavin' town

Chorus

6877. Good Time Charlie's Got the Blues - Chords

Good Time Charlie's Got the Blues  
recorded by Leon Russell
written by Danny O' Keefe
 
C                                            F
Everybody's gone away said they're moving to LA
                          G7                         C
There's not a soul I know around everybody's leavin' town
                                                                      F
Some caught a freight some caught a plane find the sunshine leave the rain
                                  G7                                      C
They said this town'll waste your time I guess they're right it's wastin' mine
 
                          F     G7                          C



Some gotta win some gotta lose  good time Charlie's got the blues
G7                          C
Good time Charlie's got the blues
 
                                                     F
My heart keeps telling me you're not a kid at thirty-three
                              G7                                   C
You play around you lose your wife you play too long you lose your life
                                                               F
I got my pills to ease the pain can't find a thing to stop the rain
                           G7                           C
I'd love to try and settle down but everybody's leavin' town
 
                          F     G7                          C
Some gotta win some gotta lose  good time Charlie's got the blues
G7                          C
Good time Charlie's got the blues

6878. Good Time For Going Home

Good Time for Going Home 
Blue Moon Rising

Packed mysuit case in the hotel room this morning 
Shaved my face andt hen threw on my clothes 
Wentout to start the car and scrape the windshield 
I guess last night it got a little cold 
 
But the sun is shinin' and the birds are singin' 
On a Carolina mornin' bright and clear 
I can't wait to pull into the driveway 
And  hold you and the babies to me near 
 
CHORUS:  
It's a good time a good time for goin' home 
It's a good time for goin' home 
One more day away, would be one day too long 
It's a good time for goin' home 

I had a blowout just outside of Charlotte 
My bad luck I didn't, have a spare 
But an old man in a pickup truck stopped by to lend a hand 
He was passing by and couldn't leave me there 
 
I thanked him but he wouldn't take no money 
He just said to pass the favor on 
And to hold you and the kids a little tighter 
'Cause you  don't know when you'll 
find your self alone 
 
BRIDGE:
They say the grass is greener on the other side 
But my own yard looks better to me all the time 



It's a good time for goin' home

6879. Good Times

Good Times

Now, I won't think about tomorrow
When the happy times are gone away
And good times can't last forever
But the good times are here today

And I won't talk about believin'
If you won't beg me to stay
I wanna live just for the moment
And everything is going my way

And I won't think about tomorrow
When the happy times are gone away
The good times can't last forever
But the good times are here today

I'm not gonna save any money
I'm gonna spend every dime I can
And I'll buy you everything with money can buy
While the good times are here at hand

And I won't think about tomorrow
When the happy times are gone away
Well, the good times can't last forever
But the good times are here today

6880. Good Times

Good Times

Now, I won't think about tomorrow
When the happy times are gone away
And good times can't last forever
But the good times are here today

And I won't talk about believin'
If you won't beg me to stay
I wanna live just for the moment
And everything is going my way

And I won't think about tomorrow
When the happy times are gone away
The good times can't last forever



But the good times are here today

I'm not gonna save any money
I'm gonna spend every dime I can
And I'll buy you everything with money can buy
While the good times are here at hand

And I won't think about tomorrow
When the happy times are gone away
Well, the good times can't last forever
But the good times are here today

6881. Good Times Around The Bend

Good Times Around The Bend
Nershi
String Cheese Incident

Gonna pick myself up off the ground
When that old feeling comes around again
I've had enough of feeling down
There's something I've lost that must be found again

Chorus:
Sometimes it seems like such a hard life
But there's good times around the bend
There rollercoaster's got to roll to the bottom
If you want to climb to the top again

Driving down the highway in the rain
Look out of my window and see that southbound train
It's headlights still shining in my brain
Stayed right alongside me just to ease my pain

Chorus

Well the snow is gone and the springtime's here
And the rivers song is buzzing in my ears
Sit and watch the treetops sway
Here comes a breeze to blow my cares away

Chorus

6882. Good To Be Alive - Chords

Good To Be Alive 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
 
[Intro]



D    D    A    D    x 2
 
        D                               A                   D
Life is like a hurricane, it brings the wind, it brings the rain
                                         A                   D
Mud and bone, and tangled vine, pick the grape and drank the wine
 
[Chorus]
           G   D            G/B   D
Laissez Le Bon Temps... Bon Temps Roule
A                        D
Breathing in and out an- other day
           G   D            G/B   D
Laissez Le Bon Temps... Bon Temps Roule
     A             D
It's good to be a- live
 
[Solo]
D    D    A    D    x 2
 
            D                                A                 D
Roll in the clover bare your feet, bees will sting but honey's sweet
                                         A              D
Chickens run but angels fly, 'cuz God is holding up the sky
 
[Chorus]
           G   D            G/B   D
Laissez Le Bon Temps... Bon Temps Roule
A                        D
Breathing in and out an- other day
           G   D            G/B   D
Laissez Le Bon Temps... Bon Temps Roule
     A             D
It's good to be a- live
 
[Solo]
D    D    A    D    x 2
 
[Bridge]
      G                                  D              G
Shiny hearses long and black, don't come with a luggage rack
          D                               A                    D
You can't take it when you go, so let the good, the good times roll
 
[Chorus]
           G   D            G/B   D
Laissez Le Bon Temps... Bon Temps Roule
A                        D
Breathing in and out an- other day
           G   D            G/B   D
Laissez Le Bon Temps... Bon Temps Roule
   A                  D
Je Suis Vivant... Vi- vant
 
[Solo]
D    D    A    D    x 2
 



[Bridge]
      G                                  D              G
Shiny hearses long and black, don't come with a luggage rack
          D                               A                    D
You can't take it when you go, so let the good, the good times roll
 
[Chorus]
           G   D            G/B   D
Laissez Le Bon Temps... Bon Temps Roule
A                        D
Breathing in and out an- other day
           G   D            G/B   D
Laissez Le Bon Temps... Bon Temps Roule
     A             D
It's good to be a- live -----
 
[Outro]
D    D    A    D    x repeat times to fade

6883. Good To Love You Lady

Emmylou Harris
Good to Love You Lady
Jerry Jeff Walker

[Verse 1]
Now here comes Texas rolling through my mind
There ain't nothing to it, mama, don't be crying
It's just one of those things that everyone goes through

Just an old time feeling, don't mean no harm
So roll me in your loving arms
Everybody needs a little help from time to time

If I could change anything, then I wouldn't be me
And I wouldn't have you and it's plain to see
I need all of the help that I can get

Everybody's got 'em some kind of past now
And here comes that old snake in the grass now
Lord, it's good to be in Tennessee with you

[Chorus]
It's good to have you, lady, on my side through it all
It's good to see you lady, when that rain starts to fall
It's good to love you lady, Lord, that's the best of all

[Fiddle and Pedal Steel Solos]

[Verse 2]
Now here come Texas rolling through my mind
There ain't nothing to it, mama, don't be crying
It's just one of those things that everyone goes through



And everybody's got 'em some kind of past now
And here comes that old snake in the grass now
Lord, it's good to be in Tennessee with you, oh yes

[Chorus]
It's good to have you, lady, on my side through it all
It's good to see you lady, when that rain starts to fall
It's good to love you lady, Lord, that's the best of all
Everybody shuffle

Ah, it's good to have you, lady, on my side through it all
It's good to see you lady, when that rain starts to fall
It's good to love you lady, Lord, that's the best of all
One more

Ah, it's good to have you, lady, on my side through it all
It's good to see you lady, when that rain starts to fall
It's good to love you lady, Lord, that's the best of all
Play it

[Outro]
Yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee, yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee-oo
Yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee-oo
Yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee, yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee-oo
Yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee-oo, bah-dum-bah
Yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee, yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee-oo
Yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee-oo
Yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee, yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee-oo
Yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee-oo
Yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee, yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee-oo
Yo-del-yo-del-lay-ee-oo

6884. Good To Me

Good To Me - Kathy Kallick

I've walked away from you at least a hundred times
The last one was the keeper, this I know
That love was killing me in a way no one could see
I moved away so slowly on broken bones
Forget about the healing because the hollow place inside
Is a reservoir of sadness where a cold wind blows
Now every chance I get I think of how it used to be
I know I had my reasons
Now I can hold my head up high or I can crawl away and die
There's just no victory in being right
All the wrong you did to me, all the crazy deals we made
These are the things I cherish in the dead of night
I've got a blind spot looking back, can't feel the knife held to my back
Heart pounding out of my chest I think of going back
Now every chance I get I think of how it used to be
I know I had my reasons, but from here and now
Man, you sure look good to me



6885. Good To You

The Avett Brothers - Good to You 

I know you were needing more of me than I gave
when we heard that your cousin had crashed and passed away
I hate it when I talk without thinking
I will do what you are needing me to do

I wanna be good to you
I wanna be there for you
And when I come home, will you still want me to?

When your best friend got married I was off and gone
You said it wasn't a problem, that there was nothing wrong
with putting my work, my art, and my songs
before spending time at the wedding
As I listened over the phone-line, you talked and you sounded so sad
Alone in a room full of strangers, some dude saying I treat you bad
Who is this guy and what does he know?
Apparently more than I do

I wanna be good to you
I wanna be there for you
And when I come home, will you still want me to?
And when I come home, will you still want me to?

When you were born I promised myself I'd always be there for you
To help you feel safe and never alone, no matter what life put you through
Time passed by, I lost my way, and didn't find it for years
A strong young woman now stands in her place
The child has disappeared
Now that I'm home, do you still want me here?

I wanna be good to you
I wanna be there for you
I wanna be good to you
And when I come home, will you still want me to?
And if I come home, will you still want me to?

6886. Good Understanding

Dolly Parton - Good Understanding 
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writer Dolly Parton

When we married we agreed that we'd both do as we please
Just as long as we done each other right
Through the years our love has grown now our love is twice as strong



Cause we've got a good understanding
Yes we've got a good understanding and a love that has never been demanding
We both love each other so and that's all we need to know
Cause we've got a good understanding
It's been your unselfish love that has always helped me up
When temptation reached out its hand to see
And when I could have gone wrong I would think of you at home
And I'd think about our good understanding
Yes we've got a good understanding...

6887. Good Vibration

Brett Dennen - Good Vibration

[Intro]

[Verse 1]
When I was a child I was a champion;
Daydreamer;
Stuck on an endless trail; down an endless well
I loose myself

[Verse 2]
Words on a page weren't around enough
I'd drown them out
Wouldn't leave a mark if I disappeared
Would it last a year?

[Pre-Chorus]
Once in a while, I feel a part of something
One thing...is everything

[Chorus]
I feel a good vibration
Didn't know I was aching to...
Feel a good vibration
And the sky is painted blue...painted blue
Woo-ooo-oo-ooo, woo-ooo-oo-ooo

[Verse 3]
Seven teenagers on a camping trip
Not like this, not quite so dark
And the stars reflected on the lake
I was wide awake

6888. Good Way To Get The Blues

Good Way To Get the Blues 
Grass Cats



 
Well I see your runnin' 'round with Rebecca 
Prob'ly figure, what have you got to lose 
But if you stay with her long enough you'll find out   
She's a good way to get the blues 
 
Now I've had my time with her and I know better 
And I hate to be the one to break the news 
That you won't be having long before you got them   
She's a good way to get the blues 
 
CHORUS: 
She'll make you think, that you're her only man 
She'll lead you on, take everything she can 
But if I had to pick a heartache 
She'd be the one I'd choose 
'Cause if you're gonna have to get 'em 
She's a good way  to get the blues 
 
Don't say that you weren't warned about her 
She's like a bomb but still you light the fuse 
And I guess I did the same 'cause I remember   
She's a good way to get the blues 
  
But if I had to pick a heartache 
She'd be the one I'd choose, 
'Cause if you're gonna have to get 'em 
(If you're gonna have to get 'em) 
She's a good way to get the blues

6889. Good While It Lasted

Good While It Lasted - Acoustic Syndicate

I've seen this same old thing before
I was young and beautiful once
Similar misconceptions
Of things known and yet unknown

Dependency offers validation
To those who can not stand alone
I guess I should be happy
With our time until now

But it was good while it lasted
No regrets, nothing to mourn
Nothing lasts forever
We find out who we are

Now I hear the reasons
Why I should not stay for more
It's not unfamiliar to me
You know it happened once before



Seems that I can'²t get the message
Though the hints are loud and clear
It's still not like it used to be
I guess I'm not wanted here

But it was good while it lasted
No regrets, nothing to mourn
Nothing lasts forever
We find out who we are
But it was good while it lasted
No regrets, nothing to mourn
Nothing lasts forever
We find out who we are

6890. Good Woman - Good To Me

Rodney Crowell - Good Woman - Good To Me

Yeah!
She knows the secrets of the wind
She knows the music of the stars
She knows the way that I got here
Runs through the alleys and bars
She's a good woman
Good woman
She's a good woman
She's good to me
She ain't affecting my money
She says it doesn't exist
She says we can't argue with the way of the future
And then she blows me a kiss
She's a good woman
Good woman
She's a goo woman
She's good to me
She says she doesn't want to change me
Likes me the way that I am
Says she don't want me to be something I'm not
Some kind of measurable sham
She likes to sleep with me naked
Her passion matches her wit
I guess you know who's really running the show
She's got them legs that won't quit
Oh!
She's a good woman
Good woman
She's a good woman
She's good to me
She's a good woman
And she's good to me



6891. Good Woman Bad

Good Woman Bad
Josh Turner - Good Woman Bad

She was out last night till way past ten
Same thing all over again but with my best friend
Why'd she wanna make me so mad
I treat that bad woman good
Lord I need a good woman bad

Now when I asked her to go to sunday school
She went and called me a damned old fool
Now I don't understand
Why'd she wanna make me so sad
I treat that bad woman good
Lord I need a good woman bad

Here she comes
There she goes

Well I saved my money and I bought her a car
She got it stolen outside the bar
She looks good but she might not be
The kind of woman that im likley to need

Well I don't know why I let her walk on me
She's impolite as she can be
Now I'm startin to think
Hey maybe I've been had

I treat that bad woman good
Lord I need a good woman bad
I treat that bad woman good
Lord I need a good woman bad
I treat that bad woman good
Lord I need a good woman bad

6892. Good Woman Blues

Good Woman Blues 
IIIrd Time Out

My name you will find on the tail of my shirt 
I'm a Tennessee hustler, never do work 
Kiss a different woman with the drop of each dew  
Always singing these good woman blues 

Good woman blues Lord 



you never let me down 
Too many women always around 
I strike like lightening then I'm bringing good news 
Always singing these good woman blues 

I'd been making music back in Tennessee 
All the women there Lord, they think the world of me 
Warm red wine, and sunny good news 
Always singing these good woman blues 
 
Well I strike like lightning then I'm bringing good news 
Always singing these good woman blues

6893. Good Woman's Love

Good Woman's Love
New Grass Revival

I was a rover on land and on sea
Till a good woman's love made a new man of me
Life had no meaning it was so imcomplate
Till a good woman's love put me back n my feet

Still I hope when I go home in the evening
And she'd waiting there
And I know that no matter what happen
She'll always care
Snd when the night come and the moonshine above
I'm a man with the dream and a good woman's love

6894. Good Year - Chords

Good Year 
Chris Hillman & Herb Pedersen
 
[Intro--Fiddle]
A E E A
A E D A
 
 
[Verse 1]
D                       A
Heaven knows we've seen tough times
E                                   A
This past year seemed to swallow us in
A                                       D
But you held on to me and we held on to Him
D                       E
Darling wipe away those tears



 
 
[Verse 2]
A          D                              A
We've seen trouble come in many different clolors
A        D                           A
From the darkest black to a shade of blue
A  D                  E            A
So you picture me and I'll picture you
D           E
Having us a good year
 
[Chorus]
D                  A
Down the backroads through the memories
D                A
Let the darkness appear
E             A
Hold me under send the thunder
A                 D
I got a way outta here
E
oooooooooooh
E               A
It's gonna be a good year
 
 
[Verse 3]
A   D                                     A
You feel like you're caught in a spinning whirlwind
A   D                     E            A
The storms of life can be sometimes so severe
A                                                   D
Hold my hand and I'll walk you through the days up ahead
D                            A
Cause we are going to have a good year
 
 
[Instrumental-Mandolin and Pedal Steel Guitar and Electric Guitar]
A D A
A D E
A A D
D D A
D A A
D E A
D E A
D D A
D D A
 
 
[Verse 4]
D                 A
Every moment is a blessing
D                                E              A
Those who've gone before tell us hope is in the air
D                      E           A
So we'll count all the steps up to heaven



D                       A
One for each day of the year
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Down the backroads through the memories
D                E
Let the darkness appear
D             A
Hold me under send the thunder
D                 A
I got a way outta here
E
oooooooooooooh
E               A
It's gonna be a good year
E               A
It's gonna be a good year
 
 
[Outro--Fiddle]
E D A
A D D
A
e

6895. Goodbye

Emmylou Harris - Steve Earle
Goodbye

[Verse 1]
I remember holding on to you
All them long and lonely nights I put you through
Somewhere in there, I'm sure I made you cry
But I can't remember if we said goodbye

[Chorus]
But I recall all of them nights down in Mexico
One place I may never go in my life again
Was I just off somewhere or just too high?
But I can't remember if we said goodbye

[Verse 2]
I only miss you every now and then
Like the soft breeze blowing up from the Caribbean
Most Novembers I break down and cry
'Cause I can't remember if we said goodbye

[Chorus]
But I recall all of them nights down in Mexico
One place I may never go in my life again



Was I just off somewhere or just too high?
But I can't remember if we said goodbye

[Outro]
No I can't remember if we said goodbye
Goodbye goodbye

6896. Goodbye

Linda Ronstadt
Goodbye

I'll never forget you
I'll never forget how we promised one day
To love one another forever that way
We said we'd never say 
Good-bye

But that was long ago
Now you've forgotten, I know
No use to wonder why
Let's say farewell with a sigh
Let love die

But we'll go on living
Our own way of living
So you take the high road
And I'll take the low
It's time that we parted
It's much better so
But kiss me as you go
Good-bye

But we'll go on living
Our own way of living
So you take the high road
And I'll take the low
It's time that we parted
It's much better so
But kiss me as you go
Good-bye
Good-bye
Good-bye

6897. Goodbye

Goodbye
Sim Redmond Band



I wanted to give you my heart 
I wanted it right from the start 
I wanted to give you my love 
I thought it was sent from above 
I wanted to give you the sun, 
the moon, the stars up in the sky 
I wanted to give you the land the sea 
so endlessly I tried

Chorus:
but I cant try no more its been too many years
and I cant cry no more its been too many tears
and now it's time for me to finally say

I wanted to give you my life 
I wanted to treat you right 
I wanted to give you my hand 
I wanted to understand now 
what in the world am I to do 
if loving you wont work 
I wanted to give you everything 
but everything just hurts

Chorus:
but I cant try no more its been too many years
and I cant cry no more its been too many tears
and now it's time for me to finally say goodbye, 
goodbye, goodbye, goodbye

I wanted to give you my heart 
I wanted it right from the start 
I wanted a love that would feel so real 
it would never fall apart

6898. Goodbye

Jimmy Martin - Goodbye

Saviour bless us as we part
Fill our souls with love divine
Comfort every troubled heart
May we feel that we are there

Goodbye goodbye
If on earth we meet no more
Goodbye goodbye
May we meet on heaven's shore

If on earth we meet no more
Let us meet at God's right hand
Where we shall each other greet
Mid the glories of that land



Goodbye goodbye...

6899. Goodbye Baby - Chords

Goodbye Baby
Written and recorded by Jack Scott

F       Am
Goodbye baby bye bye
F       Am
Goodbye baby bye bye
F       Am
Goodbye baby bye bye
G7                  C
I'm gonna leave you now
F       Am
Goodbye baby bye bye
F       Am
Goodbye baby bye bye
F       Am
Goodbye baby bye bye
G7             C
Johnny's going away
         F            Am
You were wrong pretty baby bye bye
   F               Am
Oh so wrong pretty baby bye bye
    F               Am
Yes so wrong pretty baby bye bye
G7               C
Please don't you cry
Am
Oh oh 
F       Am
Goodbye baby baby bye bye
F       Am
Goodbye baby baby bye bye
F       Am
Goodbye baby baby bye bye
G7                  C
I'm gonna leave you now
   F       Am
Oh goodbye baby bye bye
F       Am
Goodbye baby bye bye
F       Am
Goodbye baby bye bye
G7             C
Johnny's going away
        F           Am
Take my hand pretty baby bye bye
         F           Am
One more time pretty baby bye bye



        F           Am
Take my hand pretty baby bye bye
G7               C
Hope you'll understand
Am
Oh oh
F       Am
Goodbye baby
F       Am
Goodbye baby
F     Am
(Good bye bye)
F     Am
(Good bye bye)

6900. Goodbye Barcelona - Chords

Goodbye Barcelona 
Pokey LaFarge
 
Capo 2nd Fret
 
[Intro]
 
C Am G
C Am E
Am Dm E
Am Dm E
 
[Verse]
 
     Am
Last night I dreamt you were a glass of rioja
                                    Dm
Wine we drank on the first night we met
 
If you could cross my tongue and trace through my veins
    E                                        Am
You could have gone with me on the morning I left
 
Am
Oh la meva maca senorita
                                         Dm
You danced the sardana bare feet on the floor
                                Am
And when you get tired lay your head on my chest
E                                     Am
Please hear my song don't you cry no more
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G      C



Oh my heart is a bird that sings while you're gone
                            G
La-da-da-da-da da-da-da-da-da
 
The loneliest song that you've ever heard
                            C
La-da-da-da-da da-da-da-da-da
 
    F
Goodbye Barcelona so glad I've been shown ya
                                       C     C7
I'm going I'm leaving the land of the sun
F
For the far north where I don't want to go
                            G
Where the rain it stops for no one
                             C     Am    G    C    Am    E
But I'm bringing a bottle of rum
 
 
[Verse]
 
Am
I was just thinking about my return
                                         Dm
Temptation like oranges lies ripe on the vine
                      Am
Sagrada Familia grows taller each year
E                                             Am
Like my love for you that grows stronger with time
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G      C
Oh my heart is a bird that sings while you're gone
                            G
La-da-da-da-da da-da-da-da-da
 
The loneliest song that you've ever heard
                            C
La-da-da-da-da da-da-da-da-da
 
    F
Goodbye Barcelona so glad I've been shown ya
                                       C     C7
I'm going I'm leaving the land of the sun
F
For the far north where I don't want to go
                            G
Where the rain it stops for no one
                             Am     E    Am    E
But I'm bringing a bottle of rum
 
 
[Solo]
 



Am Dm
 
Am E
 
Am G
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G      C
Oh my heart is a bird that sings while you're gone
                            G
La-da-da-da-da da-da-da-da-da
 
The loneliest song that you've ever heard
                            C
La-da-da-da-da da-da-da-da-da
 
    F
Goodbye Barcelona so glad I've been shown ya
                                       C     C7
I'm going I'm leaving the land of the sun
F
For the far north where I don't want to go
                            G
Where the rain it stops for no one
                             C    Am   G
But I'm bringing a bottle of rum
 
 
[Outro]
 
C Am G (Repeat to Fade)

6901. Goodbye Booze - Chords

Goodbye Booze
Old Crow Medicin Show - Goodbye Booze

CAPO 2

(G)

Well she tore my clothes
                (C)
She swelled my head 
            (D)              (G)
So goodbye booze i'm goin to bed 
              (C)                  (G)
I had a good time, but we couldn't agree 
                 (D)               (G)
So you see what booze has done for me 



           (C)
Oh goodbye booze 
         (G)
Forever more 
            (D)               (G)
My boozin' days will soon be o'er
              (C)                   (G)
I had a good time, but we couldn't agree
                  (D)              (G)
So you see what booze has done for me 

Well she slammed my head 
She broke my heart 
So goodbye booze its time we part 
I had a good time 
But we couldn't agree 
So you see what booze has done for me 

So goodbye booze 
Forever more 
My boozin' days will soon be o'er 
I had a good time 
But we couldn't agree 
So you see what booze has done for me 

Well she whipsered low, how sweet it sounds 
Won't don't you take another ride on the merry go round 
Oh I had a good time, but we couldn't agree 
So you see what booze has done for me 

So goodbye booze 
Forever more 
My boozin' days will soon be o'er 
I had a good time, but we couldn't agree 
So you see what booze has done for me

6902. Goodbye Bottle Of Whiskey - Chords

Goodbye Bottle Of Whiskey 
Steep Canyon Rangers

[Intro]
G G G G
G G G G
 
[Chorus]
G    G                G
It's good bye to that gal of mine
G                  G      G
Where ever she may be
     G                      G
It's good bye bottle of whiskey
         D                 G



You have been the death of me
 
[Bridge]
 
G G G G
G G G G
 
[Verse]
 
G         C          C              G             G
Well that jukebox it just wont stop playing in my head
           C                                C                         G     G
There anit nothing better then to get drunk like that and pick a song
C                   C             G                     G
And this poker just wont keep the pieces in their pit and
F                       D         G      G
Guess that's why i will always be alone
 
[Chourus]
 
     G                G
It's good bye to that gal of mine
G                  G       G
Where ever she may be
     G                  G
It's good bye bottle of whiskey
         D                 G
You have been the death of me
 
[Bridge]
 
G G G G
G G D G
G G G G
G G D G G
 
[Verse]
 
       C                  C
Well i spent the new moon,better days
G                         G
Thankfull for the thing's that make ya think
C                C               G      G
Runs on a steady stream of alcohol
C                  C
She didnt need the queen of hearts
      G                 G
And i played the ace of spades
    F                   D               G    G
And since then i havent had any luck at all
 
[Chorus]
     G                G
It's good bye to that gal of mine
G              G      G
Where ever she be
     G                  G



It's good bye bottle of whiskey
         D                 G
You have been the death of me
 
[Bridge]
 
G G G G G
G G G G G
G G G G G
G G G
 
[Verse]
 
C                C                 G                 G
There are nights i wish i died and prayed to see the day
         C              C                G       G
Seen the bottom of them big dirty towns
          C                 C             G                        G
But since she's up and left me there's no need for me to change my ways
    F                       D                 G         G
and i guess i wont tell the honey he's in the ground
 
[Chorus]
 
          G                G
Well it's good bye to that gal of mine
G                  G       G
Where ever she may be
     G                  G
It's good bye bottle of whiskey
         D                 G
You have been the death of me
 
[Outro]
 
G G G G G
G D C G

6903. Goodbye Cleveland

Robert Earl Keen - Goodbye Cleveland 

I been down this street once or twice
i played the bars and the blues
never took noone's advice
to me its all yesterday's news
and we would drink an old flannery
we were drinkin' and drinkin' some more
the clock struck a quarter to three
the cops busted right in the door

(Refrain)
Goodbye Clevland



turn down the rock and roll
turn out the light
Goodbye Clevland
Goodbye, Good luck and goodnight
she had the rock and the roll
born with the brass and the style
they took her heart and her soul
she ain't been back in a while
theres Blind Blake and Willie McTell
outburn and outburn and can
there's bankers and wankers in hell
who'd give it all back just to sell

(Refrain)
I buried my ma and my pa
i left you some cash on the shelf
i'm goin' down south 'till I thaw
i'll be better off by myself
Goodbye Clevland
Turn down the rock and roll turn out the lights
Goodbye Clevland
Goodbye, Goodluck, and Goodbye Cleavland
turn down the rock and roll, turn out the lights
goodby clevland ... good bye, goodluck and goodnight
good bye, goodluck and goodnight

6904. Goodbye Comes Hard For Me - Chords

Goodbye Comes Hard For Me
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Tommy Collins

C                                C7          F
I just remembered something that I forgot to do
    G7                                  C     F          C
The bedroom door needs painting and the walls are fading too
                               C7                 F
Angie's bike needs fixing that all takes time you see
                   C           G7                     C
And I know I'm not fooling you goodbye comes hard for me

                                            C7            F
So I'll just check for things once more and look in every room
  G7                                        C        F         C
I must have dropped my comb somewhere and a man must stay well groomed
                                        C7             F
It seems I have the right to stay but I know you don't agree
                     C            G7                     C
When it's goodbye to all our love goodbye comes hard for me

G7                              C           F       C
Goodbye comes hard for me and I hoped you'd grab my sleeve
  D7                                          G7



I thought that you might change your mind and ask me not to leave
   C                                C7                   F
My face is wet I've cried I guess I loved you now you're free
                     C            G7                     C
When it's goodbye to all our love goodbye comes hard for me

                                    C7                   F
My face is wet I've cried I guess I loved you now you're free
                     C            G7                     C
When it's goodbye to all our love goodbye comes hard for me

6905. Goodbye Cowgirl

Tom T Hall - Goodbye Cowgirl
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Goodbye cowgirl
The trail ends here
Goodbye cowgirl
The tracks of all the dreams that we were chasin' disappear
We take different trails I prepare the rails
To some city lights where there's simple life

Goodbye cowgirl
Set your stair of style
Goodbye cowgirl
You got to ride the many rough and dusty rocky miles
I was the enemy in your camp you see
I was restless in nights by the campfire light

Goodbye cowgirl
Watch that western star
Goodbye cowgirl
Ride around the mountains do not push yourself too far
I will remember you what else could I do
Life's like rodeos open and they close

6906. Goodbye Earl

Dixie Chicks - Goodbye Earl

Mary Anne and Wanda were the best of friends
All through their high school days
Both members of the 4H club, both active in the FFA
After graduation
Mary Anne went out lookin' for a bright new world
Wanda looked all around this town and all she found was Earl

Well, it wasn't two weeks after she got married that



Wanda started gettin' abused
She'd put on dark glasses and long sleeved blouses
And makeup to cover a bruise
Well, she finally got the nerve to file for divorce
She let the law take it from there
But Earl walked right through that restraining order
And put her in intensive care

Right away Mary Anne flew in from Atlanta
On a red eye midnight flight
She held Wanda's hand and they worked out a plan
And it didn't take 'em long to decide
That Earl had to die

Good bye, Earl
Those black-eyed peas 
They tasted alright to me, Earl
You feelin' weak? 
Why don't you lay down and sleep, Earl
Ain't it dark wrapped up in that tarp, Earl

The cops came by to bring Earl in
They searched the house high and low
Then they tipped their hats and said, "Thank you ladies
If you hear from him let us know"
Well, the weeks went by and spring turned to summer
And summer faded into fall
And it turns out he was a missing person who nobody missed at all

So the girls bought some land at a roadside stand
Out on highway 109
They sell Tennessee ham and strawberry jam
And they don't lose any sleep at night 
'Cause Earl had to die

Good bye, Earl
We need a break, let's go out to the lake, Earl 
We'll pack a lunch, and stuff you in the trunk, Earl
Well, is that alright? Good! Let's go for a ride, Earl, hey
Ooh hey hey hey 
Ah hey hey hey
Well, hey hey hey

6907. Goodbye Easy Street

Jerry Jeff Walker - Goodbye Easy Street

Well the sun went down
On Easy Street
She's been closed down for the winter
She stopped to take a rest
Or maybe push us from the nest
It's just a dance that the shadows do



Chorus:
And it's goodbye, goodbye Easy Street
Once you say goodbye, it is goodbye
And it's goodbye, goodbye Easy Street
This is goodbye, this is goodbye
At the carnival
In the sweet summer time
You get sick from eating too much candy
And the leaves they change
And you change your train
It's just a dance that the shadows do

Chorus
Like a bell that must be rung
Or a song that should be sung
Or a story that's never ending
She'll hold you to her breast
Then she'll put you to the test
It's just a dance that the shadows do

Chorus

6908. Goodbye Eyes

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Goodbye Eyes

If this is our last dance
Let's take it slowly
Let's let our hearts break
Just for old time's sake
For old time's sake

I don't want to be the one
To say the night is over
I don't want to be the one
To say goodbye
Let's face the music
There's no turning back
Just take my hand

If this is our last dance
Let's take it slowly
Let's let our hearts break
Just for old time's sake
For old time's sake

Baby let me waltz away
The memories of hard times
Let me wipe away
The tears from your eyes
Can we be tender
Just one more time



We have tonight

If this is our last dance
Let's take it slowly
Let's let our hearts break
Just for old time's sake
For old time's sake

For old time's sake (For old time's sake)
Let me walk you home to your door
For old time's sake (For old time's sake)
Let's have one more night together
For old time's sake (For old time's sake)
Let me waltz you around across the floor
For old time's sake (For old time's sake)

6909. Goodbye For A While

Goodbye for a While - Blue Highway
(Shawn Lane/Cat Town Music, BMI) 

V1) My best friend even when it didn't show 
You knew that you could ask and I would go anywhere for you 
Our time together here has come and gone 
I place some of your favorite flowers on a stone 
For you 

Ch) I recall your smile and kindness you have shown 
And how you made any place feel like a home 
I was proud to walk with you every mile 
So long my friend 
Goodbye for a while 

V2) Time's supposed to ease the pain we feel 
But the memories after years are still so real 
Of you 
You'll be right here with me until the day 
We meet again and I won't ever fail to say 
To you 

CH) That I sure love your smile and kindness you have shown 
And how you make any place feel like a home 
And I'll be proud to walk with you every mile 

So long my friend 
Goodbye for a while

6910. Goodbye Girl



Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway - Goodbye Girl

[Verse 1]
She's headin' down the mountain
Footloose and fancy-free
On her way to Boston where the city meets the sea
With nothing but an ocean, she'd like to see the world
Sail around the ocean, gotta be goodbye girl

[Chorus]
Goodbye girl, got everything she needs
Goodbye girl
Goodbye girl, she knows she's gonna be
Goodbye girl

[Verse 2]
Her mama used to tell her "Don't rush to settle down"
"If you got the urge for goin', let it take you town to town"
"The world is your oysters, so you better find those pearls
"And I will always love you, farewell and goodbye, girl"

[Chorus]
Goodbye girl, go chasin' down a dream
Goodbye girl
Goodbye girl, you're always gonna be
My goodbye girl

[Verse 3]
You say you'd like to know her and she thinks you're alright
But you'll be a hundred miles from here this time tomorrow night
So if you'd like to join her, she'll take you for the world
But you gotta love leavin' when you're with goodbye girl

[Chrous]
Goodbye girl, nothing's gettin' between
With a goodbye girl
Goodbye girl, she's always gonna be
Goodbye girl

[Outro]
Goodbye girl
She's always gonna be goodbye girl

6911. Goodbye Good-Lookin'

Robbie Fulks - Goodbye, Good-Lookin'

[Verse 1]
Well it's hard to tell what's on an angel's mind
But a suitcase means the same thing every time
One minute she loved me
The next she was gone
Goodbye, good-lookin', so long



[Verse 2]
She had forty-karat eyes and a figure fit to kill
She had legs that would not quit; they're walkin' still
Too good to let go of
Too hard to hold on
So goodbye, good-lookin', so long

[Chorus]
I may be blue forever after
But life can't always be diamonds and dreams, love and laughter

[Verse 3]
And when I think of her, I know I'll smile
Yeah, the earth sure looked like heaven for a while
But one blink of those blue eyes
And my heaven was gone
So goodbye, good-lookin', so long

[Chorus]
I may be blue forever after
But life can't always be diamonds and dreams, love and laughter

6912. Goodbye Goodbye

Goodbye Goodbye - Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen

If they had their way
I'd be living how they wanted me to live
If they had their way
They'd be takin' more than what I have to give

I'd be three steps back
If I went where they wanted me to go
Down the same old path
Winding up with nothing more to show

I'm letting it go
I gotta move on
I'm making my way
Hell, I'm already gone

The next page is turned
And I'm ready to be looking out for me
There's so much to learn
About this life and how it's gonna be

I'm finding myself
Digging deep doing what I need to do
There's no one else
Keeping me from what I know is true

I'm letting it go
I gotta move on



I'm making my way
Well I'm already gone

I'm letting it go
I gotta move on
I'm making my way
And I'm already gone

6913. Goodbye In Telluride

Dierks Bentley - Goodbye in Telluride

[Verse 1]
Baby, you ain't gotta wait forever
Before you go and break my heart
If you're thinking that we shouldn't be together
Just leave me in the dark a little longer

[Pre-Chorus]
Do it on the highway, do it on the drive way
Chevrolet backing out
But not here in this cafe booth with you
Don't ruin this perfect town

[Chorus]
Say it's over over on the west coast somewhere
In the middle of the city, new years eve time square
If you gotta let me go I'm gonna be alright
Just don't tell me goodbye here in Telluride
No, don't take me down low when we're up this high
Don't you tell me goodbye here in Telluride

[Verse 2]
Ever since we touched down in Colorado
I could tell something wasn't right
'Cause you look at those snow capped mountain
You won't look into my eyes
[Pre-Chorus]
Do it in a text, better yet in a letter
You can leave my pillow case
You can wreck me back in Tennessee
Anywhere but this place

[Chorus]
Say it's over over on the west coast somewhere
In the middle of the city, new years eve time square
If you gotta let me go I'm gonna be alright
Just don't tell me goodbye here in Telluride
No, don't take me down low when we're up this high
Don't you tell me goodbye here in Telluride

[Interlude]



[Pre-Chorus]
Do it on the highway, do it on the drive way
Chevrolet backing out
But not here in this cafe booth with you
Don't ruin this perfect town
Don't say it's over underneath this sky so blue
Don't say it's over, have a little mercy girl, won't you?

[Chorus]
Say it's over from your window seat on our flight home
Maybe once we get back do it over the phone
If you gotta let me go I'm gonna be alright
Just don't tell me goodbye here in Telluride
No, don't take me down low when we're up this high
Don't you tell me goodbye in Telluride
Don't you tell me goodbye in Telluride

6914. Goodbye In Telluride

Goodbye in Telluride

[Verse 1]
Baby, you ain't gotta wait forever
Before you go and break my heart
If you're thinking that we shouldn't be together
Just leave me in the dark a little longer

[Pre-Chorus]
Do it on the highway, do it on the drive way
Chevrolet backing out
But not here in this cafe booth with you
Don't ruin this perfect town

[Chorus]
Say it's over over on the west coast somewhere
In the middle of the city, new years eve time square
If you gotta let me go I'm gonna be alright
Just don't tell me goodbye here in Telluride
No, don't take me down low when we're up this high
Don't you tell me goodbye here in Telluride

[Verse 2]
Ever since we touched down in Colorado
I could tell something wasn't right
'Cause you look at those snow capped mountain
You won't look into my eyes

6915. Goodbye Is All We Got Left To Say - Chords



Goodbye Is All We Got Left To Say
Steve Earl - Goodbye Is All We Got Left To Say

(1)
(D)I could tell it when I(G)woke up this morn(D)in'
(D)Cause I can tell it when a(A)heartaches(D)comin'.
(D)It's not that I'm in a(G)hurry to leave(D),yet
(D)I'd call you up but there's(G)nothin' I can(D)do.
(G)Talkin' won't(A)Do any good(D)way.
(D)Goodbye is(A)all we got left to(D)say.
(2)
I was thinkin',it don't get any better.
So maybe you could just write me a letter.
I could open it up when I'm stronger.
Another ten or twelve years maybe longer.
I guess i just don't feel like laughin' today.
Goodbye is all we got left to say.
(3)
Don't try to call me cause i've taken my phone out.
Cause if it rings i'll know what it's about.
Don't you worry 'bout me cause I'm alll right.
Maybe you'll run into me somewhere some night.
But if you do just keep goin' your way.
Goodbye is all we got left to say.
Goodbye is all we got left to say.

6916. Goodbye Is All We Have

Goodbye Is All We Have
Alison Krauss & Union Station

'm soaring the sky, I can hear the birds
And man they don't lie
How you gonna catch me, When I'm this high

I'm moving on
I got the words to a brand new song
How you gonna catch me, when I'm this gone

(Chorus:)
Gone tomorrow here today
Just in case you got somethin' to say
I'll be leaving with the rest if goodbye
Is all we have

I disconnected the phone
Told the neighbors I'll be heading home
As soon as the light hits the morn

I'm heading north
Gonna see what this heart's really worth
I guess it's time to be on my own

(Chorus:)



Gone tomorrow here today
Just in case you got somethin' to say
I'll be leaving with the rest if goodbye
Is all we have

I sure would love to see you tonight
Maybe try to end this fight
If I don't hear you knockin on my door
Then I'll know for sure

(Chorus:)
Gone tomorrow here today
Just in case you got somethin' to say
I'll be leaving with the rest if goodbye
Is all

(Chorus:)
Gone tomorrow here today
I'll be leaving with the rest if goodbye
Is all we have

6917. Goodbye Kisses - Chords

Goodbye Kisses
Recorded by Cowboy Copas
Written by Lefty Frizzell and Lloyd Copas

C                      G7
Goodbye kisses goodbye love affair
                           C
Goodbye happiness my heart cries despair
                           C7              F
Goodbye to all my dreams I watch them walk away
             C       G7          C
They're gone forever forever far away

                         G7
Hello loneliness come in Mr. Blue
                                        C
Don't let it make you sad when I cry in front of you
                           C7                 F
Just make yourself at home within this lonely room
                  C              G7            C
We had so much in common you and I and old man blue

C                      G7
Goodbye kisses goodbye love affair
                           C
Goodbye happiness my heart cries despair
                           C7              F
Goodbye to all my dreams I watch them walk away
             C       G7          C
They're gone forever forever far away



6918. Goodbye Lefty - Chords

Goodbye Lefty
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
G                  D7      G
I'd love to hear a jukebox play
             C        G
I love you a thousand ways
      C              G                  D7
Or if you've got the money I've got the time
           G        D7      G
I'd walk a mile for Mom and Dad
                   C       G
And the good times that we had
          C
Look what thoughts will do
         G        D7     G
When you sing old pal of mine
 
        D7
But the old old man is gone
            C             G
There'll be no more Lefty songs
    C                G         D7
How much he meant to me nobody knows
               G         D7    G
The long black veil that Alice wore
                        C       G
Like words he sang some years before
C             G     D7                  G
She loved him too   that's the way love goes

6919. Goodbye Little Darlin'

Goodbye Little Darlin'

Lately you treat me so cold
And turning your back when you speak
You always give me the cold shoulder
And the only kiss you give me is on the cheek

So goodbye little darlin' I'm leavin'
I'll never again walk thru your door
I can tell by the way that you treat me
That you don't love me anymore

You never put your arms around me
And hold me the way you used to do



I can't stay any more, I'm not wanted
It's all over darlin' me and you

* Refrain

6920. Goodbye Maggie

Goodbye Maggie
(Charles Monroe)
Recorded by the Monroe Brothers in 1938,
reissued on "Feast Here Tonight" RCA AXM2-5510.
Also recorded by the Blue Sky Boys and by the Lilly Brothers.

By a cottage in the twilight stood a soldier and a maid.
Solemn words were being spoken for his company today.
Down her cheeks, the teardrops flowing. Here at last she bid him stay.
Sad but firmly comes an answer: "Maggie dear, I'm called away."

cho: Goodbye, Maggie. (Goodbye, Maggie.)
Goodbye, darlin'. (Oh, my darlin',)
I will think (I will think)
Of you each day. (of you each day.)
It's decreed (It's decreed)
That I must leave you. (leave you now)
Maggie dear, I'm called away.

Next, the tramp of mortal footsteps leading by her cottage door,
And a soldier smiling bravely leaves her home he'd see no more.
See him wave his hand at parting. Hear him sigh and softly say,
"Dry your tears, my little darlin'. Maggie dear, I'm called away."

There has been a fearful conflict. Victory has been nobly won,
And a youthful soldier's dying ere his life has well begun.
"Comrades," he is feebly saying, "I shall never live till day.
If you're spared, you'll see my darlin'. Tell her I was called away."

6921. Goodbye Mary

Goodbye Mary
Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway

[Verse 1]
Goodbye Mary, I must go
Where I'm bound I don't know
Here's a ticket and my mother's golden ring
Golden ring, ring
Here's a ticket and my mother's golden ring

[Verse 2]



Oh, Thomas, you're a liar
You betray me with desire
You promised to build a rocker soon
A rocker soon, soon
You promised to build a cradle soon

[Verse 3]
Worried Mary, rest your head
Take the train like I said
Change in Scottsville for the old Red River Line
River line, line
Change in Scottsville for the old RRd River Line

[Verse 4]
Damn you, Thomas and the rRst
It's more than distress
The doctor says the baby's too far along
Too far along, 'long
The doctor says the baby's too far along

[Verse 5]
Weary Mary, don't despair
If you should stumble on the stairs
Or ride careless down the rocky road
The rocky road, road
Ride careless down the rocky road

[Verse 6]
I've tried all but in vain
Wicked Thomas, curse your name
But in the old toolshed there is a wire
There is a wire, wire
In the old toolshed there is a wire

[Verse 7]
Dearest Mary, now I write
I've heard of your plight
I'll pray every day upon your soul
For your soul
I'll pray every day upon your soul

[Verse 8]
Dearest Thomas, from my cell
I'm calmed down, but please will
You put pretty flowers on her grave?
On her grave, grave
Put pretty flowers on her grave
Will you put pretty flowers on her grave?

6922. Goodbye Michelangelo

Goodbye Michelangelo
Steve Earle



[Verse 1]
Goodbye Michelangelo
Ain't no trouble where you go
Ain't no pain to burn you blind
Just enough to draw a line

Goodbye maestro, fare thee well
Gone to heaven, been to hell
Maybe just New Mexico
Goodbye Michelangelo

[Verse 2]
So long my captain, adios
Sail upon the sea of ghosts
Chase the white whale to the end
Bring the story back again

I'm bound to follow you some day
You have always shown the way
So we knew where we had to go
Goodbye Michelangelo

[Instrumental verse]

[Bridge]
Oh, Susanna don't you cry
He'll find you by and by
Just like you did before
This ain't forever, it's just

[Verse 3]
Goodbye 'till it comes my time
I won't have to travel blind
Taught me everything I know
Goodbye Michelangelo

6923. Goodbye My Friend

Linda Ronstadt - Goodbye My Friend

Oh we never know where life will take us
I know it's just a ride on the wheel
And we never know when death will shake us
And we wonder how it will feel

So goodbye my friend
I know I'll never see you again
But the time together through all the years
Will take away these tears
It's okay now
Goodbye my friend



I've seen a lot things that make me crazy
And I guess I held on to you
We could've run away and left well maybe
But it wasn't time and we both knew

So goodbye my friend
I know I'll never see you again
But the love you gave me through all the years
Will take away these tears
I'm okay now
Goodbye my friend

6924. Goodbye My Love

Roy Acuff - Goodbye my love (i heard a silver trumpet)
Composer: Fred Rose

Goodbye my love it's time to go I heard a silver trumpet blow
It's calling me to fight the foe and so goodbye my love

The world is ours to wander free neath heaven up above

Goodbye my love it's time to go I heard a silver trumpet blow...

Goodbye my love now don't you cry we'll be together by and by

We'll keep ol' glory waving high and so don't cry my love
No matter where on earth I'd go it's you I'm thinking of

Goodbye my love it's time to go I heard a silver trumpet blow...

6925. Goodbye Old Friend

The Devil Makes Three - Goodbye Old Friend

Ah,
Ah,
Ah,

I need you, and I want you 
'cause I know you from before
I hate you, and I fear you
but I hold open the door

I see you, and you see me
and we know what knows be done
So we draw knives, and lock eyes
'cause it does no good to run



Goodbye old friend
Farewell, it seems
We'll dance again in my dreams

I've missed you, you know that's true
And I've re-traced every scar
My head sings, and the steel rings
'Cause we've traveled oh so far

And I chased you, to embrace you
Like the Sun chases the Moon
I burn you, you burn me,
But I know I'll see you soon

I've watched you, I've seen you
I've known that you were there
and I've held you, and you loved me,
but our lives cannot be spared

I trust you, and despise you,
shadowed your every move
Scorned you, and warned you,
Befriended everyone you've used...

6926. Goodbye Old Pal

Bill Monroe - Goodbye Old Pal [Take 2]

Along about round-up time, in Texas way out West 
I lost a friend and a pal, boys, I laid him down to rest 

I weeped and moaned over his grave and to me boys, it was sad 
'Cause I knew down beneath that mound lay the best pal I ever had 

Oh-de-lady-ay, de-oh-lady-oh, de-ladie-ey

My best pal was my old paint horse, now he's gone to rest 
I laid him down beneath that mound in in Texas away out West

Where the cactus blooms over his grave and the coyotes cry
I know he sleeps in perfect peace beneath the Texas sky

Oh-de-lady-ay, de-oh-lady-oh, de-ladie-ey

Dear old pal, it breaks my heart to leave you here alone
Now I'll go and ride the range on the Texas roan

But my love for you, old pal, it shall linger on
I will always think of you, although you're dead and gone

Oh-de-lady-ay, de-oh-lady-oh, de-ladie-ey

Oh-de-lay-hee, hoo



6927. Goodbye Song

Jim Lauderdale - Goodbye Song

It's been hard to let you go
It's all part of life I know
Had enough of' holding' on
It's time to' sing that goodbye song
[Chorus]
Well, I've been' sitting here wasting time
Hoping you might change your mind
Wishing for a love that's dead and gone
And I'm gonna sing that goodbye song
Goodbye, goodbye pretty lady
Pretty girls are everywhere
Think it's time I had my share
Don't really know where we went wrong
All I know is this goodbye song
[Chorus]
Well, I've been sitting here wasting time
Hoping you might change your mind
Wishing for a love that's dead and gone
And I'm gonna sing that goodbye song
Goodbye, goodbye pretty lady
Goodbye, goodbye pretty lady

6928. Goodbye Song - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Goodbye Song

A                 D      A
It's been hard to let you go
A                E      A          
It's all part of life I know
A             D       A
Had enough of holding on
A                       E       A
It's time to sing  that goodbye song
A                           D
Well I've been sitting here wasting time
E                A
Hoping you might change your mind
A                          D
Wishing for  a love that's dead and gone
    E
And I'm gonna sing that goodbye song
   D       E            A 
Goodbye goodbye pretty lady
A                D     A         



Pretty girls are everywhere
A                 E      A
Think it's time I had my share
A                       D       A
Don't really know where we went wrong
A                  E       A
All I know is this goodbye song
A                           D
Well I've been sitting here wasting time
E                 A
Hoping you might change your mind
A                          D
Wishing for a love that's dead and gone
E
And I'm gonna sing that goodbye song
    D       E           A
Goodbye goodbye pretty lady
    D       E          A
Goodbye goodbye pretty lady

SOLO

A                           D
Well I've been sitting here wasting time
E                 A
Hoping you might change your mind
A                          D
Wishing for  a love that's dead and gone
    E
And I'm gonna sing that goodbye song
A                           D
Well I've been sitting here wasting time
E                 A
Hoping you might change your mind
A                          D
Wishing for  a love that's dead and gone
    E
And I'm gonna sing that goodbye song
    D       E           A
Goodbye goodbye pretty lady
    D       E          A
Goodbye goodbye pretty lady

From Jim Lauderdale "Whisper"
BMG Records 1997
Harlan Howard Songs/Might Nice Music/Laudersongs

6929. Goodbye Story

Cadillac Sky - Goodbye Story 
Album: Gravity's Our Enemy

Hey, lady, can I pour you something? Hate to say it, honey, you're a mess



I see that mascara running, looks like somebody up and left
Did he leave you for another woman, go out for cigarettes
Ten to one you didn't see coming, nothing 'bout love is a real safe bet
So, dry your eyes now darlin'
You sure ain't by yourself
This world's gonna kiip on turning
Everybody's got a goodbye story to tell
See Chet sittin' in the corner, wife ran off with a rodeo clown
And that's Marcy playing quarters, got knocked up and her man blew town
Pontiac running at the speed of sound

*REPEAT CHORUS*

Eveybody's got a goodbye story to tell
Here's a shot and another napkin
Y'all act so surprised
Love long enough it's bound to happen
Forever's some fool's paradise
So, I give everybody the same advice
So, driy your eyes now darlin'
But it ain't gonna help
This world's gonna kiip on turning
Everybody's got a goodbye story to tell
So, pick yourself up darlin'
And throw another penny in the well
This world's gonna keep on turning
Everybody's got a goodbye, everybody's got a goodbye story
Everybody's got a goodbye story to tell

6930. Goodbye Sweetheart Goodbye - Chords

Goodbye Sweetheart Goodbye
Written and recorded by Cowboy Copas
 
G                     D7
I'm going away for to leave you
                      G
I'm going away for to leave you
          G7          C
I'm going away for to leave you
    D7                 G
Goodbye sweetheart goodbye
 
                    D7
The train is at the station
                    G
The train is at the station
           G7   C
No use for me a waiting
    D7                 G
Goodbye sweetheart goodbye
 
                      D7



I saw you through the window
                      G
I saw you through the window 
           G7          C
He had his arms around you
    D7                 G
Goodbye sweetheart goodbye
 
                    D7
I'll go down to the ocean
                G
And if I take a notion
          G7           C
I'll jump right in the ocean
    D7                 G
Goodbye sweetheart goodbye
 
                   D7
The girl I love so dearly
                    G
Was pretty as could be
           G7      C
The girl I love so dearly
    D7                 G
Has turned her back on me
 
                      D7
I'm going away for to leave you
                      G
I'm going away for to leave you
          G7          C
I'm going away for to leave you
    D7                 G
Goodbye sweetheart goodbye

6931. Goodbye Time

Goodbye Time
Conway Twitty - 501 Central

It's your life, you say you need a change
Don't all the dreams we've seen come true mean anything?
You say it's different now and you keep staring at the door
How can you walk away? Don't I matter anymore?

If being free is worth what you leave behind
And if it's too late for love to change your mind
Then it's goodbye time

If we had known our love would come to this
We could have saved our hearts the hurt of wasted years
Well, it's been fun, what else can I say?
If the feelings gone, words won't stop you anyway



If being free is worth what you leave behind
And if it's too late for love to change your mind
Then it's goodbye time

6932. Goodbye To Lehigh

Goodbye to Lehigh
Henhouse Prowlers

New York state 1957
To a little boy the closest thing to Heaven
Waiting for the train
He even knows the brakeman's name
Hey dad I think that I can see the engine

Route 81 was built right down the line
Concrete slabs as flat as they were wide
More buses now than trains
No more tracks or switching lanes
The more things change, the less they stay the same

Well it's goodbye to Lehigh
Hello to Greyhound
People used to say she was the fastest thing around
The whistle isn't moanin
The engine can't be found
The Erie Lackawana isn't running through this town

Stand aside and wave the last goodbye
Son I know I said big boys don't cry
I take him by the hand
He knows I understand
As we watch the last few cars go rumblin' by

6933. Goodbye To The Ground - Chords

Goodbye To The Ground
Allison Moorer

[INTRO]
Am D Am D
Am   D
Am   D
 
 
[VERSE 1]
      Am        D
Can I beg can I borrow



      Am               D
Can I steal one more tomorrow
           Am           D
The day is done another wasted
       Am               D
Why do I spend them all waiting
 
 
[CHORUS]
       Dm          G
As the last shadow falls
        Am             D    Am D
Hear my prayer hear my call
 
 
[VERSE 2]
        Am            D
What is here what was never
          Am                  D
What will last what's gone forever
           Am            D
Twists and turns then it splinters
        Am             D
One day sweet next day bitter
 
 
[CHORUS]
         Dm         G
Shifting sands underneath
         Am        D
Knock me off of my feet
 
 
[INSTRUMENTAL]
Am D Am D
G  Dm Asus4 A
Am D
Am D
 
 
[VERSE 3]
       Am                D
Take a breath then take another
         Am        D
One last step take cover
        Am              D
Time is short unfurl my fingers
        Am                   D
Shine a light where darkness lingers
 
 
[CHORUS]
       Dm          G
All is lost all is found
        Am         D
Say goodbye to the ground
 



 
[OUTRO]
Am D Am D
C Em Am

6934. Goodbye To The Plains

Goodbye To The Plains - Carter Family

Goodbye to the pals of the prairie
Goodbye to the pals of the plains
Goodbye to the dash and the danger
Goodbye to the heartaches and pains

Goodbye to my faithful old pony
Take care of him, boys, when I go
I'm riding away on life's roundup
Away to where the sun sinks low

Goodbye to the whoop-rushing cattle
Goodbye to the clanking of spurs
Goodbye to the laugh and the chatter
Goodbye to the wildlife and steers

Goodbye to the dawning's first blushes
That fair in the east faintly glow
I'm riding away on life's roundup
Away to where the sun sinks low

Goodbye to the girls and the boys
Goodbye to all of my friends
Goodbye to the dear girl, my sweetheart
For I know this is my end

For the pale rider comes with his summons
And I'm willing and ready to go
For I'm riding away on life's roundup
Away to where the sun sinks low

6935. Goodbye Waltz

Goodbye Waltz - John Hartford
Laurie Lewis

See that boat go down the sky
Goodbye, goodbye
See that boat go down the sky
Goodbye, goodbye
See that boat go down the sky



Till it's just a speck at the edge of my eye
It is so hard to say goodbye
Goodbye

See that boat go down the sky
Goodbye, goodbye
See that boat go down the sky
Goodbye, goodbye
See that boat go down the sky
Till the shades of night are drawing nigh
And the wind dies out in the western sky
Goodbye

6936. Goodbye Wheeling

Goodbye Wheeling 
Lonesome River Band
 
Well I've been dealin' around Wheelin' 
West Virginia, just a little too long 
But I gotta be leavin', 'cause one deceivin' 
Free wheelin' woman done me wrong 
 
CHORUS: 
And it's goodbye Wheeling, West Virginia 
I don't guess I'll settle down 
Since she don't need me, Lord, I can't see me  
Any  longer hangin' 'round this old town
 
'Cause I've got a feelin', that I've been concealin' 
Many thoughts about travelin' on 
'Cause things ain't agroovin', so I better be movin' 
When you wake up in the morning big Wheeling 
I'm gonna be gone gone gone 
 
'Cause I've got a feelin', that-I've been concealin' 
Many thoughts about travelin' on 
'Cause things ain't agroovin', so I better be movin' 
When you wake up in the morning big city 
I'm gonna be gone gone gone 
 
Gone gone gone gone gone gone

6937. Goodbye's All We've Got Left

Steve Earle - Goodbye's All We've Got Left

[Verse]
I could tell it when I woke up this morning



'Cause I can smell it when a heartache's coming
It's not that I'm in a hurry to lose you
I'd call you up, but there's nothing that I can do

[Chorus]
Talking won't do any good anyway
Because goodbye is all we've got left to say

[Verse]
I don't think it's going to get any better
So maybe you could just write me a letter
And I could open it up when I'm stronger
Another ten or twelve years, maybe longer

[Chorus]
I guess I just don't feel much like bad news today
Goodbye is all we've got left to say

[Verse]
Oh now, don't try to call me because I'm taking my phone out
And if it rings then I'll know what it's about
And don't you worry about me 'cause I'm all right
Maybe you'll run into me somewhere some night

[Chorus]
And if you do just keep going your way
Goodbye is all we've got left to say
Goodbye is all we've got left to say

6938. Goodbye's Kickin' In - Chords

Goodbye's Kickin' In 
Brothers Osborne
 
Capo 2nd fret
If you don't want to use a capo transpose +2 steps.

[Intro]
Em  D  A  Am
 
[Verse 1]
    Em
The echo of the front door slam
D
Drowns out I don't give a damn
A                         Am
Wasn't losin' sleep at all
Em
Heard that song a hundred times
    D
And ninety-nine I didn't mind
    A                            Am
But this time, it just set me off



 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
          C                     A
I've been gettin' over you just fine
    G                                   B
But somehow somethin' must've flipped a switch tonight
 
 
[Chorus]
          Em
Like that first cigarette (Aha)
          D
Like that second shot of whiskey (Aha)
     A
Then chase it with regret
          C   Bm            Em
Yeah, the goodbye's kickin' in
Em
Went from feelin' right
         D
Just the right amount of tipsy
       A
To the wishing you were with me
          C   Bm           Em
Yeah, the goodbyes kickin' in
 
 
[Post-Chorus]
         D
YRah, yeah
  A       C   Bm           Em
Yeah, the goodbyRs kickin' in
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em
I keep lookin' at my phone
D
Thinkin' you will, but bettin' you won't
A                               C
Be the one who breaks down first
Em
Had one too many two drinks ago
D
It just hit me, I'm alone
A                     B
It's about to go from bad to worse, burn
 
 
[Chorus]
          Em
Like that first cigarette (Aha)
          D
Like that second shot of whiskey (Aha)
     A
Then chase it with regret



          C   Bm            Em
Yeah, the goodbye's kickin' in
Em
Went from feelin' right
         D
Just the right amount of tipsy
       A
To the wishing you were with me
          C   Bm           Em
Yeah, the goodbyes kickin' in
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
Em  D  A  C D Em
D  A
 
[Bridge]
A
I'm sayin' goodbye
C
Sayin' goodbye
D
Sayin' goodbye
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
          C                     A
I've been getting over you just fine
                                          B
But somehow somethin' must've flipped the switch tonight
 
 
[Chorus]
          Em
Like that first cigarette (Aha)
          D
Like that second shot of whiskey (Aha)
     A
Then chase it with regret
          C   Bm            Em
Yeah, the goodbye's kickin' in
Em
Went from feelin' right
         D
Just the right amount of tipsy
       A
To the wishing you were with me
          C   Bm           Em
Yeah, the goodbyes kickin' in
 
 
[Outro]
          C   Bm           Em
Yeah, the goodbyes kickin' in
A  Am D Em  D  A



6939. Goodbye, Barcelona

Pokey LaFarge - Goodbye, Barcelona

Last night I dreamt you were a glass of rioja
Wine we drank on the first night we met
If you could cross my tongue, and trace through my veins
You could have gone with me on the morning I left
Oh, la meva maca senorita
You danced the sardana, bare feet on the floor
And when you get tired lay your head on my chest
Please hear my song, don't you cry no more

Chorus:
Oh, my heart is a bird that sings while you're gone
La-da-da-da-da, da-da-da-da-da
The loneliest song that you've ever heard
La-da-da-da-da, da-da-da-da-da
Goodbye, Barcelona, so glad I've been shown ya
I'm going, I'm leaving the land of the sun
For the far north where I don't want to go
Where the rain it stops for no one
But I'm bringing a bottle of rum
I was just thinking about my return
Temptation like oranges lies ripe on the vine
Sagrada Familia grows taller each year
Like my love for you that grows stronger with time

Chorus
Solo
Chorus

6940. Goodbye, Old Pal

Goodbye, Old Pal

It was long about a round up time in Texas away out west
I lost a friend, a pal, boys, I laid him down to rest
I weeped and mourned over his grave, to me boys it was sad
Cause I knew down down beneath that mound lay the best pal ever had

My best pal was my old pinto horse and now he's gone to rest
I laid him down beneath that mound in Texas away out west
Well the cactus blooms before his grave and the city
I know he sleeps in perfect peace beneath the Texas sky

Dear old pal, it breaks my heart to leave you here alone
Now I'll go and ride the range on the Texas road
But my love for you old pal, it shall linger on



I will a always thik of you although You're dead and gone

6941. Goodnight Goodbye (Hope Not Forever)

Pokey LaFarge - Goodnight, Goodbye (Hope Not Forever)

[Verse 1]
The night is over
Hope we see another day
Stay here and love me
Before it's too late
In our last borrowed hours
Tell me what we'd do
If we had more time
Together, me and you

[Pre-Chorus]
You're the last face I'll see
The last voice I'll hear
Cheers to our memories
Hey, nothing says goodbye like a stiff drink and a tear
Baby

[Chorus]
Baby, it's goodnight, goodbye, hope not forever
Oh, it's goodnight, goodbye, hope not forever
HRy, it's goodnight, goodbye, hope not forevRr
Oh, it's goodnight, goodbye, hope not forever
Yeah

[Verse 2]
The night is over
It's no time to be alone
Could even be the end of
The world as we know
Stay here and love me
I'll love you just the same
We'll sing that one song
We may never sing again

[Pre-Chorus]
If we're the last ones on Earth
The last voices we hear
Cheers to our memories
Hey, nothing says goodbye like a stiff drink and a tear
Nothing says goodbye like a stiff drink and a tear

[Chorus]
Baby, it's goodnight, goodbye, hope not forever
Oh, it's goodnight, goodbye, hope not forever
Hey, it's goodnight, goodbye, hope not forever
Oh, it's goodnight, goodbye, hope not forever
Yeah



(Goodnight, goodbye)
(Goodnight, goodbye)

[Outro]
It's the end of the night, it's the end of the show
Could even be the end of the world as we know
So let's get together and sing this song like it may be the last
It's goodnight, goodbye, hope not forever
Yeah, it's goodnight, goodbye, hope not forever
Hey
[Whistling]

6942. Goodnight Irene

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Goodnight Irene
Composer: Huddie William Ledbetter (aka Lead Belly) - John A. Lomax

Irene goodnight, Irene goodnight
Goodnight Irene, goodnight Irene
I'll see you in my dreams.

Last Saturday night I got married
Me and my wife settled down
Now me and my wife have parted
I wanna take a little stroll downtown.

Irene goodnight, Irene goodnight
Goodnight Irene, goodnight Irene
I'll see you in my dreams.

Sometimes I live in the country
Sometimes I live in the town
Sometimes I take a great notion
To jump in the river and drown.

Irene goodnight, Irene goodnight
Goodnight Irene, goodnight Irene
I'll see you in my dreams.

Wait your rambling, wait your gambling
Stop staying out late at night
Stay home with your wife and family
And stay fireside bright.

Irene goodnight, Irene goodnight
Goodnight Irene, goodnight Irene
I'll see you in my dreams.

Irene goodnight, Irene goodnight
Goodnight Irene, goodnight Irene
I'll see you in my dreams.



6943. Goodnight Irene - Chords

Goodnight Irene
Recorded by Red Foley
Written by Ledbetter & Lomax

CHORUS
[D] Irene, Good-[A] night
Irene, Good-[D] night
Goodnight Irene,
Good-[G] night Irene,
I'll [A] see you in my [D] dreams.

[D] Last Saturday night I got [A] married
Me and my wife settled [D] down
Me and my wife have [G] parted
Gonna [A] take another stroll down [D] town.

REPEAT CHORUS

Sometimes I live in the country
Sometimes I live in town
Sometimes I take a fool notion
To jump in the river and drown.

REPEAT CHORUS

Stop ramblin', stop [A] gamblin'
Stop stayin' out [A7] late at [D] night
Go home to your wife and [G] family
And [A] stay by the fireside [D] bright.

REPEAT CHORU

6944. Goodnight My Darling

Cornmeal - Goodnight, My Darling 
Album: Slow Street

Goodnight My Darling, goodnight my only love
I'm caught in the darkness behind the barrel of a gun
And you who watch me suffer only to watch me bleed
Carry in your hip pocket the memory of me

On a wedding day in December, all the church was full
And the people they got restless waiting for (their call)
And like a silent storm that floats in from the sea
You carry your death march under a flag of me
And I bleed



For you my love
Yes its true my love

Well the judge won't have patience for anything you loose
At the end will be followed by the choices that you choose
So I watch the darkness sweep over the hills
My hands are tainted with the pill that you use

You who stand on the corner smiling in all your tears
Hang the last pieces by the thread of all these years
You place you self among them from the recklessness above
All I can taste inside me is the bitterness of love
And I bleed

For you my love
Yes its true my love

Goodnight My Darling, goodnight my only love
I'm caught in the darkness behind the barrel of a gun
And you who watch me suffer only to watch me bleed
Carry in your hip pocket the memory of me

For you my love
Yes its true my love

For you my love
Yes its true my love

6945. Goodnight Old World

Emmylou Harris - Goodnight Old World

Sometimes I feel like 
I'm drownin' in teardrops
My eyes are so tired of 
The trouble I've seen

Then you fell from the heavens 
Right into this sad place
Remembering God for awhile in your dreams
And you look to me now 
So I greet the new day
With the eyes of a child 
And the wonder you bring

So goodnight old world
We'll see you tomorrow
We rise with the sun
And fall with the sparrow
But here is this child
To soften the sorrow
Goodnight old world



Old world goodnight

You fell from the heavens 
Right into this sad place
Remembering God for a while in your dreams
And you look to me now 
And I greet the new day
With the eyes of a child 
At the wonder you bring

So goodnight old world
See you tomorrow
We rise with the sun
Fall with the sparrow
But here is this child
To soften the sorrow
Goodnight old world
Old world goodnight

Goodnight old world
Old world goodnight

6946. Goodnight To Mother's Dream

Nanci Griffith - Goodnight to Mother's Dream

Flippin' bottle caps through the ring around the moon
All alone on a Saturday night with the stars in bloom
I am a vision of my mother's dream come true
Built this house out in the hills
All by my own will
I've got love enough for two
But it's just me and this old moon

[Chorus:]
And the sailors on the water
They all want the captain's daughter
They want her beauty and her youth
To grace their bow out on the sea
Me, I'm getting older and I'm plain
As plain can be
Got a bank full of mother's dreams
Maybe mother just didn't see
That love would be the only thing
Her daughter would ever need

Oh, I am the heart not taken
The one thought not worth breakin'
I am the late blooming rose
With only her mother's dream to hold
On this less travelled road
Who really knows
Maybe the hearts not taken



Are truly made of gold

I'm gonna flip one more bottle cap up at the moon
I've got an early call with so much work to do
But, when I go inside I'm gonna let my back door slam
Mother, to tell you the truth
I would trade your dream away
Just to hear some loved one say
I love you, too

[Chorus]

Say goodnight to the moon
I'll say I love you to the moon
And to my mother too
'Buenos suenos' to the moon

6947. Goof Balls

Goof Balls
Keller & The Keels - Goof Balls

Yet another late night drive
Tell me brother, can you keep it between the lines?
Got so far to go, feel like we're going slow
Don't even bother to read the signs
Kickin' like a chicken it just gettin' it and a-flickin' it
Doin' what you can just to stay awake
Dippin' it and sippin' it, tailgate birdie flippin' it
Flashing over the trucker with the stinky brakes
Because we're hepped up on goofballs
Gotta look out for each other
Hepped up on goofballs
Them sisters and the brothRrs
Hepped up on goofballs
We own this latR night road
Hepped up on goofballs
Hauling the motherload
Boop-a-chicka boop-a-chicka boop-a-chicka
We he he he
Boop-a-chicka boop-a-chicka boop-a-chicka
We he he
Boop-a-chicka boop-a-chicka boop-a-chicka
We he he he
Boop-a-chicka boop-a-chicka boop-a-chicka
We he he
Yet another mindless cruise
One with the wheel as we pay our dues
Still so far to go, feels like we're going slow
One mile closer to the snooze
Rockin' it, never stoppin' it, Cap'n Kirk and Spock'n it
Transforming the road into the holodeck
Crunchin' it and punchin' it, casually lunchin' it



Doin' what you can to avoid the wreck
Because we're hepped up on goofballs
Gotta look out for each other
Hepped up on goofballs
Them sisters and the brothers
Hepped up on goofballs
We own this late night road
Hepped up on goofballs
Hauling the motherload

6948. Gordon's Still - Chords

Gordon's Still 
The Hackensaw Boys
 
[Intro]
D       C       D       C       D
 
[Verse]
D
Many years ago when my grandpa was young
C                                       D
He ran a whiskey still up on the wooded hill
D
It was Prohibition days and there wasn't no corn around
C                                                 D
If you knew my grandpa, you knew're that corn was bound
 
[Chorus]
G                                   D
He'd just lie there in the juniper, while the fire burns bright
C                                             D
Watching them jugs a filling, in the pale moonlight
G                                   D
He'd just lie there in the juniper, while the fire burns bright
C                                             D
Watching them jugs a filling, in the pale moonlight
 
[Instrumental]
D       C       D       C       D
 
[Verse]
D
He said get you good dry hardwood, hickory, ash, or oak
C                                                       D
If you use green or rotten wood, they'll get you by the smoke
D
Grandad he made whiskey, Great Grandad did too
C                                       D
They been making whiskey back, since 1792
 
[Chorus]
G                                   D



He'd just lie there in the juniper, while the fire burns bright
C                                             D
Watching them jugs a filling, in the pale moonlight
G                                   D
He'd just lie there in the juniper, while the fire burns bright
C                                             D
Watching them jugs a filling, in the pale moonlight
 
[Instrumental]
D       C       D       C       D
 
[Chorus]
G                                   D
He'd just lie there in the juniper, while the fire burns bright
C                                             D
Watching them jugs a filling, in the pale moonlight
G                                   D
He'd just lie there in the juniper, while the fire burns bright
C                                             D
Watching them jugs a filling, in the pale moonlight
 
[Instrumental]
D       C       D       C       D

6949. Gosh I Miss You All The Time

Gosh I Miss You All The Time
Jim & Jesse

When whippoorwill are calling
Night is gently falling
That when I miss you most
When I'm feeling lonely
Thinking of you only
That's when I miss you most

I'm deep in meditation
Searchin all creation
For the one that's so divine
I'll miss you when its day light
I'll miss you when its midnight
Gosh I miss you all the time

When church bells are ringing
Nightingales are singing
Thats when I'll miss you most
When I'm feeling lonely
Thinking of you only
Thats when I'll miss you most

* Refrain

When old friends get together



In any kind of weather
I feel like I'm left behind
I miss your arms a stealing
Around me so appearling
Gosh, I miss you all the time

* Refrain

JIM AND JESSE - The Story

6950. Gospel In Review

Gospel in Review
Henhouse Prowlers

Folks say there was a man named Jesus
And that there is little doubt
That he had a way of thinking
Every person should try out
But not long after this mans words
Across the land began to spread
Influential men of power
Started twisting what he said

Don't judge your neighbor
Unless you're looking in the mirror
It doesn't matter one bit
If they didn't come from here
Feed the hungry
You might be hungry one day too
Not every person
On this planet is as fortunate as you

Now it's two-thousand years later
And some say it's getting worse
These men are only getting louder
And increasingly perverse
So lets take a moment to make sure it's not all misconstrued
'Cause it never hurts to go back to a subject and review

Don't judge your neighbor
Unless you're looking in the mirror
It doesn't matter one bit
If they didn't come from here
Feed the hungry
You might be hungry one day too
Not every person
On this planet is as fortunate as you

You don't have to be a Christian
To take on this point of view
Let us not forget that Jesus was a Muslim prophet too
Did you know that's really true?



You can be a Hindu, Vegan, Cath-o-lic, or Arthropod
You don't even have to believe in a higher power God

Don't judge your neighbor
Unless you're looking in the mirror
It doesn't matter one bit
If they didn't come from here
Feed the hungry
You might be hungry one day too
Not every person
On this planet is as fortunate as you

Now as the song comes to a close
And we all go along our ways
It's important to remember
There are coming better days

If we all just take a moment
To remember what is best
We are all just human beings
No ones better than the rest

6951. Gospel Plow

Gospel Plow
Hackensaw Boys

I Ain't never been to heaven, but I've been told
It's a first class city, and the streets are gold
Keep your hand on that plow, hold on
Hold on, right on, right on
Keep your hand on that plow
Hand on that plow
Hand on that plow, hold on

Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
All my prophets dead and gone
Keep your hand on that plow, hold on
Hold on, right on, right on
Keep your hand on that plow
Hand on that plow
Hand on that plow, hold on

Mary wore three links of chain
Every link had Jesus name
Keep your hand on that plow, hold on
Hold on, right on, right on
Keep your hand on that plow
Hand on that plow
Hand on that plow, hold on

I got my hand on the gospel plough



Ain't got nothin' for my journey now
Keep your hand on that plow, hold on
Hold on, right on, right on
Keep your hand on that plow
Hand on that plow
Hand on that plow, hold on

6952. Gospel Plow

Gospel Plow

Well I got my hands on the gospel plow
And I wouldn't take nothin' for my  journey now
Keep your hands on that plow of  God

Hold on hold on
Keep your hands on that plow hold on

Well Matthew Mark Luke and John
All those prophets are dead and gone
Keep your hands on that plow of God

I never been to heaven but I've been told
The streets up there are made of gold
Keep your hands on that plow of God

6953. Gospel Plow - Chords

Gospel Plow
Recorded by The Nashville Bluegrass Band
Written by Bob Dylan

G             F            G
Well I got my hands on the gospel plow
                    F              G
And I wouldn't take nothin' for my journey now
                       D7      G
Keep your hands on the plow of God
     F  G
Hold on hold on
                       D7        G
Keep your hands on the plow hold on

             F    G
Well Matthew Mark Luke and John
             F         G 
All those prophets are dead and gone
                       D7      G
Keep your hands on the plow of God



     F  G
Hold on hold on
                       D7        G
Keep your hands on the plow hold on
 
                F          G
I never been to heaven but I've been told
               F         G
The streets up there are made of gold
                       D7      G
Keep your hands on the plow of God
     F  G
Hold on hold on
                       D7        G
Keep your hands on the plow hold on
 
Repeat #1

6954. Gospel Ship

Gospel Ship - Carter Family

   I'm going to take a trip in that old gospel ship
   I'm a-going far beyond the sky
   I'm gonna shout and sing 'til heaven rings
   When I hid this world goodbye

I have good news to bring, and that is why I sing
All my joys with you I'll share
I'm going to take a trip in that old gospel ship
And go sailing through the air

I can scarcely wait, I know I won't be late
I'll spend my time in prayer
And when the ship comes in, I'll leave this world of sin
And go sailing through the air

If you are ashamed of me, you ought not to be
Yes, you'd better have a care
If too much fault you find, you will sure be left behind
While I'm sailing through the air
When I bid this world goodbye

6955. Gospel Ship - Chords

Gospel Ship
Recorded by the Carter Family
Written by A.P. Carter



C
I'm going to take a trip in that good old gospel ship       
                         G7
I'm going far beyond the sky 
C
I'm gonna shout and sing till heaven rings              
                G7        C
When I bid this world goodbye

I have good news to bring and that is why I sing
                          G7
All my joys with you I'll share
C
I'm going to take a trip in that good old gospel ship       
               G7          C
And go sailing through the air

Repeat #1

I can scarcely wait I know I won't be late
                      G7
I'll spend my time in prayer
C
And when the ship comes in I'll leave this world of sin
               G7          C
And go sailing through the air

Repeat #1
 

If you are ashamed of me you ought not to be
                        G7
Yes you'd better have a care
C
If too much fault you find you will sure be left behind
                  G7          C
While I'm sailing through the air

Repeat #1

6956. Gospel Shoes

Mandolin Orange - Gospel Shoes

Some set their heads to swimming, nothing to lose
Drift about their good times, slivers in their boots
Some walk the straight and narrow, only passing through
Trading this world over for a pair of gospel shoes

Gospel shoes are laced with shackles and chains
Fitted for the poor runners of the race
Now every hand is folded shape of a gun
Target's ever changing but the war it rages on



So the armies march onward for the mother and the son
As this world of screaming color is bleached in the blood

Freedom was a simple word so reverent and true
A long time ago, it meant the right to choose
Who you love and how to live, now it's so misused
Twisted by the politics of men in gospel shoes

So the armies march onward for the mother and the son
As this world of screaming color is bleached in the blood
Our mother she is crying, her broken heart is blue
'Cause we're too busy dying to love this life we lose

She's growing weary of the lying
She's tired of all this fighting in the name of gospel shoes

6957. Got A Heartsick Feeling - Chords

Got A Heartsick Feeling
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Cindy Walker

G                                                C
I got a heartsick feeling and I'm telling you no lie
                   G                             D7
I'm so lost and so lonesome I could lay down and die
                   G                            C
Cause my baby done left me she left me high and dry
                  G       D7                 G
I got a heartsick feeling and it's making me cry
               C                        Em     G
Keep traveling down tears like mountain streams
     Em        C                              D7
Keep traveling down all your good for nothing dreams
                   G                   C
Cause my baby done left me she told me goodbye
                  G       D7                 G
I got a heartsick feeling and it's making me cry
                  C                        Em     G
So keep traveling down tears like mountain streams
         Em        C                              D7
And keep traveling down all your good for nothing dreams
                   G                   C
Cause my baby done left me she told me goodbye
                  G       D7                 G
I got a heartsick feeling and it's making me cry



6958. Got A Letter From My Kid Today

Got A Letter From My Kid Today

Got a letter from my kid today
They let me read a line or two
I lost my teddy bear, I can't remember where
Daddy is he there with you?

In the letter he goes on to say
I'm so excited daddy dear
I found a little pup, I washed and brushed him up
Tell me can I keep him here?

Daddy here's my puupy's picture
Don't you think he looks like me
We could be so happy
Only, without you it's lonely.

That's the letter from my kid today
Gee it makes me kinda blue
I know exactly how the kid is feeling now
'Cause I get mighty lonely too.

--- Instrumental ---

Daddy here's my puupy picture
Don't you think he looks like me
We could be so happy
Only, without you it's lonely.

That's the letter from my kid today
Gee it makes me kinda blue
I know exactly how the kid is feeling now
'Cause I get mighty lonely too...

6959. Got Lonely Too Early (This Morning)

Got Lonely Too Early (This Morning)

Got lonely too early this mornin'
Long about 3:30 am
Woke up in a big empty bed room
The TV had gone off again

Got lonely too early this morning
Hey, lonely was laying like dirt
Got lonely too early this morning
Before I was ready to hurt

I try to stay clear, call her ol' friends
Stopping to thinking of you
I try not to bother you, darling



'Cause I know that you don't want me too

Try to look over me calling this morning
I know it's on wrong time of day
But I just had to talk to somebody
You know I can't find nothing to say

But baby, it got lonely too early this morning
A long about 3:30 am
Woke up in a big empty bed room
The TV had gone off again

Got lonely too early this morning
Hey, hey, lonely was laying like dirt
Got lonely too early this morning
Before I was ready to hurt

6960. Got Lonely Too Early This Morning - Chords

Got Lonely Too Early This Morning
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C
Got lonely too early this morning
F               C
Long about 3:30 am

Woke up in a big empty bed room
    D7              G7
The TV had gone off again

C
Got lonely too early this morning
F                          C
Hey lonely was laying like dirt
F                         C
Got lonely too early this morning
G7                    C
Before I was ready to hurt

I try to stay clear of all our old friends
F                       C
Start me to thinking of you

I try not to bother you darling
        D7                          G7
Cause I know that you don't want me too

C
Try to look over me calling this morning
F                            C
I know it's on wrong time of day
F                         C



But I just had to talk to somebody
G7                               C
You know I can't find nothing to say

repeat #2,3

6961. Got Lucky Last Night

Jerry Jeff Walker - Got Lucky Last Night

Well I was down at the Cotton Club last night
With a couple of my buddies drinking beer
We were lookin' for something I ain't never seen
Boys, I'm grinnin' from ear to ear
When I see her long legs come walking in the door
And her high heels clicking on the floor
I knew right then I'd be headin' in
To something I ain't never seen before
That's right I got lucky last night, that's right
Yea, I'm telling you true, it could happen to you
I got lucky last night
Well I took my hands out of my pants
And walked up and asked her to dance
Oh, we two-stepped, we three-stepped
'Fore you even know it, we were tighter than old Jimmy J's pants
Ain't nothing to learn, one slide or a turn
With a big move over to the side
Where we don't have to shout, and we can both figure out
How we're gonna get away from here light
That's right lucky last night, that's right
Yea, I'm telling you true, it could happen to you
I got lucky last night
Oh, that's right, that's right
I got lucky last night, that's right
I'm telling you true, it could happen to you
I got lucky last night
Well this lovely lady with keys to a car
Whispered she didn't live far
I said who cares, she said how come chum
We don't skate out of this bar
So we dosi-doed, we grand right and left
And grabbed two six-packs from the bar
While some fool sang Goodnight Irene
I mean we both gone in the car
Son, that's right, I got lucky last night, that's right
I'm telling you true, it could happen to you
But it happened to me, yessiree
That's right, lucky last night, that's right
Ain't no reason or rhyme, it just happens sometime
You got lucky that's right, oh last night, that's right
I got lucky last night, that's right
I'm telling you true, it could happen to you
I got lucky last night



6962. Got Me Fooled

Got Me Fooled
Lake Street Dive

I hear you calling my name
Every night, it's the same damn thing
Is it just one thing you want from me?
I'm getting tired of this game

Everyone says the same damn thing
All your sweet talk sounding cheap
When I don't get what I need
My heart starts slowing its beat

Why don't you take me dancing Saturday with some drinks in the bar room?
Or maybe we could just stay home instead with some tapes and some Thai food
The thing is baby what I'm trying to stay is you ain't thinking this through
If you really want me, then you got me fooled

You know I hate to complain
But everyone wants the same damn thing
So when I give you a try
I get the same tired lines
I got to ask myself why

6963. Got My Heart Set On You - Chords

Got My Heart Set On You
Recorded by John Conlee
Written by Bud Reneau and Dobie Gray

C
Ever since the day I met you 
E7
I feel like I'm walking on air
    F
And lately I'm convinced it's no coincidence 
  G7
I run into you everywhere
C
And though I've heard your love is taken
E7
I gotta believe what's in your eyes
      F
Would I be out of line if I suggested a time
       G7
And we get together one of these nights
       C            E7



Got my heart set on you 
       F                 C
You're everything I ever wanted
       Am           E7           F
Got my heart set on you it can't be anything 
              G7
But love baby I'm bettin' on it
C
I don't wanna give you the wrong impression 
E7
I'm not the kind who rushes in
         F
But baby every time I see you before I even leave you 
      G7
I can hardly wait to see you again
Repeat #3
 
    Am                 G7
Now I don't mean to be comin' on strong 
   F                   C
Or taking anything for granted
    Am                        G7
But love is a thing that just comes along
    D7
You don't understand how it got outta hand
           F                    G7
But you're in it right from the start
repeat #3

6964. Got No Place To Go

John Hartford - Got No Place to Go

There's a big hill
Behind the water wheel
And I got no place to go

Tumble down
Rumble bound
'Cause I got no place to go

All alone
Got no home
Got no place to go

So the rain may come again
It's the same old refrain
What's your name?
Please explain, have you got no place to go?

All alone
Got no home
I got no place to go



Stumble on
Sing a along
I got no place to go

So the rain may come again
It's the same old refrain
What's your name?
Please explain, have you got no place to go?

So the rain may come again
It's the same old refrain
What's your name?
Please explain, have you got no place to go?

6965. Got Over

Got Over
Dustbowl Revival

Sometimes it seems
Like all of your bad dreams
Are so much more real
Than going to the grocery store
Sitting on the kitchen floor Listening to The Lion's Roar
Eating all the ice cream
At two in the morning on a Tuesday

I thought I got over
I thought I got over
I thought I got over
Over it
Ain't it funny
She was sitting right there
Just putting up her blonde hair
Said we're out of eggs and bread
She said I'll go get it
It's just a five minute drive There was a flat bed Flying through the red light
I thought I got over
I thought I got over
I thought I got over
Over it

Oooh

I heard the phone ring
Thought someone was selling me something
They said come down to the corner
I could hear the sirens wailing
I tried to avert my sight
From all the flashing light We had a fight last night
But we were laughing in the morning
I thought I got over



I thought I got over
I thought I got over
Over it
I can still see your smiling face
But I lost all trace when I lost you babe
And I woke up and the sun still rose
And I reached out for you and your pillow was so cold

I went to see that guy the guy who ran the red light
Took him out for coffee, said don't worry I'm not crazy
I just gotta talk it out cause I just can't figure it out
What you were thinking, he said I wasn't thinking at all

Oooh

I thought I got over
I thought I got over
I thought I got over

Over it

6966. Got Over - Chords

Got Over 
The Dustbowl Revival

[Intro]
Eb    Ab    Cm    Bb
 
[Verse]
             Eb                      Ab
Sometimes it seems  Like all of your bad dreams
            Cm                           Bb
Are so much more real  Than going to the grocery store
               Eb                               Ab
Sitting on the kitchen floor   Listening to The Lion's Roar
               Cm                        Bb
Eating all the ice cream   At two in the morning on a Tuesday
 
[Chorus]
                Ab      Bb            Cm                     Ab          Bb
I thought I got over  I thought I got over   I thought I got over  Over it
 
[Verse]
         Eb                      Ab
Ain't it funny   She was sitting right there
                    Cm                      Bb
Just putting up her blonde hair  Said we're out of eggs and bread
                     Eb              Ab
She said I'll go get it  It's just a five minute drive
            Cm                           Bb
There was a flat bed  Flying through the red light
 



[Chorus]
                Ab      Bb            Cm                     Ab          Bb
I thought I got over  I thought I got over   I thought I got over  Over it
 
Eb     Ab     Cm     Bb
Oooh   Oooh   Oooh   Oooh
 
[Verse]
            Eb                             Ab
I heard the phone ring  Thought someone was selling me something
          Cm                                Bb
They said come down to the corner   I could hear the sirens wailing
           Eb                           Ab
I tried to avert my sight   From all the the flashing light
         Cm                             Bb
We had a fight last night   But we were laughing in the morning
 
[Chorus]
                Ab      Bb            Cm                     Ab          Bb
I thought I got over  I thought I got over   I thought I got over  Over it
 
 
[Bridge]
Cm                          Ab                   Eb                    Bb            G
       I can still see your smiling face   But I lost all trace when I lost you babe
Cm                           Ab
       And I woke up and the sun still rose
      Eb                                      Bb
And I reached out for you and your pillow was so cold
 
[Instrumental]
Ab   Cm   Ab    Bb   Ab   Cm   Ab    Bb  Eb   Eb
 
[Verse]
          Eb               Ab
I went to see that guy the guy who ran the red light
                  Cm                   Bb
Took him out for coffee, said don't worry I'm not crazy
             Eb                              Ab
I just gotta talk it out cause I just can't    figure it out
                         Cm                                                    Bb
What you were thinking, he said I wasn't thinking at all
 
Ab      Bb   Cm      Ab         Bb
Oooh         Oooh    Oooh       Oooh
 
[Chorus]
                Ab      Bb            Cm                     Ab         Bb      Ab
I thought I got over  I thought I got over   I thought I got over  Over it

6967. Got Syrup In My Front Pan



Got Syrup In My Front Pan

Got syrup in my front pan, hot sap in my flue, 
Been boiling all night darling ,just for you.
You don't have to listen, but i'd like it if you wanta, 
To my sticky sappy love song full of double entendre
And you don't have to take that flight to Rhwanda, 
'cause i'll give you more huggin' than a green anaconda
Got syrup in my front pan ,hot sap in my flue, 
Throwin' big hardwood in my firebox, it's true
Van Morrison sang about tupelo honey, 
But it's not the kind of sweet stuff that makes us any money
And Janet left his planet, dammit Janet that wasn't funny
Van had more wild nights, but his days stopped being sunny
I've got syrup in my front pan, hot sap in my flue, 
Got fire coming out my smokestack, darlin' it's true
I've been boilin' for a month, it ain't even march, 
I got smoke in my eyes and my throat's gettin' parched
But if you would just come on down to the arch, 
I'd take a spike in the face from Kirraly, Karch
Got syrup in my front pan, hot sap in my flue, 
I'll explain that Karch Kirraly lyric if I need to (he was a volleyball player)
'cause I can't put words together like Bob Bernstein, 
And I don't have the golden voice of Richard Ruanne
My throat's always scratchy, i'm 60 years old, 
I sound like Tom Waits with a real bad cold
Got syrup in my front pan , hot sap in my flue, 
Been boilin' darlin' the whole night through
You are my love, you are my gal, 
But i'm lost in space, open the pod door ,Hal
And i'm not trying to put the blame on you dear, 
But you left your manchild in the sugarhouse with too much beer
Got syrup in my front pan, hot sap in my flue, 
You know my stack temperature's 602
Late at night, under the covers, 
You don't get nothin' fancy, i'm your grade B lover
There's two dogs between us, we ain't said three words, 
I'm watching Red Green reruns, you're flinging angry birds
Got syrup in my front pan, hot sap in my flue 
And i'm boiling, boiling, boiling, boiling, did I say boiling a time or 2?
You can still take that flight to Rwuanda, 
I'll get you to the airport in our old rusty Honda
You'll find out Africa don't have no anacondas, 
I'm not Henry, Jane or Peter, but I couldn't be more Fonda you
Got syrup in my front pan, hot sap in my flue. 
I'm still boiling, darling, boiling the whole night through
This song's coming to and end, I hope it didn't cause you tension, 
'cause i'm always on the sticky end of marital dissention
To the folks in front, this is a good time to mention, 
I might be needing me a ride back home to Benson
I've got syrup in my front pan, hot sap in my flue

6968. Got The All Overs For You - Chords



Got The All Overs For You
Written and recorded by Freddie Hart

C                                        F
Love's vibrations I can feel them when I hold you
       G7                           C
I just tremble and my passion rises high
                                           F
For the flavor of your sweet lips keeps me hungry
           G7                            C
And it's a hunger that only you can satisfy

        F                          C
Got the all overs for you all over me
           G7                      C
And it's a feeling made for lovers only
       F                                 C
It's a blessing heaven sent and meant to be
        G7                         C
Got the all overs for you all over me

        F                          C
Got the all overs for you all over me
           G7                      C
And it's a feeling made for lovers only
       F                                 C
It's a blessing heaven sent and meant to be
        G7                         F  G7
Got the all overs for you all over m--e
         C
All over me

6969. Got To Have Room To Change My Mind - Chords

Got To Have Room To Change My Mind
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Steve Wariner

C                          Dm           F
You have heard me say I've gotta be free
             G7                 C
You say that you can't live without me
                          Dm               F
But I can't belong to somebody all the time
                 G7                C
I've got to have room to change my mind
                             Dm
That don't mean that I don't love you
         G7        F                     C
It don't mean that you're not special to me
                             
It just means that right now 
   Dm                       F
Oh I'm not the settlin' kind



                 G7                C
I've got to have room to change my mind
                     Dm      F
I don't ever want to hurt you
           G7            C
That's one thing I won't ever do
                            Dm
If you could look inside of me 
                      F
I know that you could see
                 G7                C
I've got to have room to change my mind
                             Dm
That don't mean that I don't love you
         G7        F                     C
It don't mean that you're not special to me
                             
It just means that right now 
   Dm                       F
Oh I'm not the settlin' kind
                 G7                C
I've got to have room to change my mind
F                G7                C
I've got to have room to change my mind

6970. Got What He Wanted

Got What He Wanted
Hollingsworth
String Cheese Incident

Chorus:
Got what he wanted, but not what he needs
Turn it around
and it all looks the same
He's halfway in, but all the way out
Turn it around what's it all about

Working so hard to find what is true
Everyday it's all I can do
I seem to get lost inside my head
But if it comes from the heart I can't be mislead

Chorus
Walking through the walls with my eyes half closed
What I feel is all that is real 
If I could only clear this haze
And make my way through this maze

Bridge
Yesterday, everything seemed so complete
Yesterday, never nothing wrong
But today, I'm working twice as hard



Chorus

Bridge

Chorus

6971. Gotta Get A-Goin' - Chords

Gotta Get A-Goin 
The Sweetback Sisters

[Intro]
E
 
[Verse 1]
E
Gotta get a-goin'  I'm really hurryin'
         E
'cause I gotta get a-goin'  I'm really worryin'
         B
'cause I gotta get a-goin'  I'm really hurryin'
        E
Just as fast  as my feet   carry me   down the street
 
 
[Verse 2]
E
Gotta get a-goin'  I'm really hurryin'
         E
'cause I gotta get a-goin'  I'm really worryin'
         B
'cause I gotta get a-goin'  I'm really hurryin'
      E
Gonna wear   out my shoes   'cause there's no   time to lose
 
 
[Bridge]
  E
I just sent a wire to the one I admire
A
Told him the answer is yes
          F#7
Well, I'm gonna see my honey but I haven't got the money
      B
For a ticket on a fast express
N.C.
And so I
 
 
[Verse 3]
E
Gotta get a-goin'  I'm really hurryin'



         E
'cause I gotta get a-goin'  I'm really worryin'
         B
'cause I gotta get a-goin'  I'm really hurryin'
      E
Gonna fol-low the sun   to the one   that I love
 
 
[Intstrumental]
E        A
F#  F#7  B
E
B        E
 
 
[Bridge]
        E
Well, I just sent a wire to the one I admire
    A
And told him the answer is yes
          F#7
Well, I'm gonna see my honey but I haven't got the money
      B
For a ticket on a fast express
N.C.
And so I
 
 
[Verse 4]
E
Gotta get a-goin'  I'm really hurryin'
         E
'cause I gotta get a-goin'  I'm really worryin'
         B
'cause I gotta get a-goin'  I'm really hurryin'
      E
Gonna fol-low the sun   to the one   that I love
 
 
[Verse 5]
E
Gotta get a-goin'  I'm really hurryin'
         E
'cause I gotta get a-goin'  I'm really worryin'
         B
'cause I gotta get a-goin'  I'm really hurryin'
      E
Gonna fol-low the sun   to the one   that I love
 
 
[Outro]
E
Gotta get a-goin'
E
Gotta get a-goin'
E      A  E
Gotta!



6972. Gotta Get Back Home - Chords

Gotta Get Back Home 
Fruition
 
[Intro 1]
D
(Free)
 
[Intro 2] (Starts 0:12)
/ D           / D          / A          / G          / D          //
                5/4          4/4
 
[Verse 1]
D                                     A
  If I could get right, right back to you,
               G                   D
honey, I would fly, honey, I would fly.
D                                       A
  Then again, why would I right where I am?
                     G                          D
Just wanna bring you by, wish I could bring you by.
 
[Interlude]
/ D            / A          / G          / D          //
  5/4            4/4
 
[Verse 2]
D                            A
  The sun beats down gracefully
                G                         D
and the music's on fire yeah, the music's on fire.
D                                            A
  Even if it takes all night for me to come around,
             G                  D
I will never tire, I will never tire.
 
[Chorus]
               Em                     D
Gotta get back   home, gotta get back   home,
               Em                     D
gotta get back   home, gotta get back   home.
 
[Interlude]
/ D            / A          / G          / D          /
  5/4            4/4
/ D            / A          / G          / D          //
  5/4            4/4
 
[Verse 3]
D                                             A
  Got myself a Stetson, shades to cover these eyes,
               G                      D



try to move in stride, try to move in stride.
D                                            A
  One more night to kick back on the mountainside,
                      G                             D
 cause in the morning I drive, yeah, in the morning I drive.
 
[End-Chorus]
               Em                     D
Gotta get back   home, gotta get back   home,
               Em                     D
gotta get back   home, gotta get back   home.
               Em                     D
Gotta get back   home, gotta get back   home,
               Em                     D
gotta get back   home, gotta get back   home.
 
[Outro]
/ D          / A          / G          / D          /
  5/4          4/4
/ D          / A          / G          / D          //
  5/4          4/4

6973. Gotta Lotta Lonesome

Gotta Lotta Lonesome 
Carson Peters and Iron Mountain 

Well I've gotta lotta lonesome up in here
It all started on the day you disappeared
I didn't know my eyes could cry so many tears
Well I've gotta lotta lonesome up in here

I didn't see it coming, you left out of the blue
You took off a running when you found somebody new
Well you left me here all alone with a heart broke right in two
And I can't believe you're gone while I'm still here in love with you

Well I've gotta lotta lonesome up in here
It all started on the day you disappeared
I didn't know my eyes could cry so many tears
Well I've gotta lotta lonesome up in here

What's a man to do when his world's been torn apart
Missing you with the blues and one ole broken heart

Well I've gotta lotta lonesome up in here
It all started on the day you disappeared
I didn't know my eyes could cry so many tears
Well I've gotta lotta lonesome up in here
Yeah I've gotta lotta lonesome up in here



6974. Gotta Sell Them Cows

Gotta Sell Them Cows 
(Larry W. Jones 09/24/2007) 

When I was almost five my Daddy would strive
To learn me about the birds and bees in life
Son, you cain't go around lookin' at the ground
And be real careful now 'bout hookin' a wife
Go and have your fun but listen son
The whole money world is full of lies
You've gotta sell them cows before they die
And the milk before it dries
Now ol' cowboy Bill with some time to kill
He rode way out on the Chisholm trail alone
His old pony quit when he bit the bit
And ol' cowboy Bill had to walk back home
It was then he said to his trail boss Fred
Don't be surprised when I tell my goodbyes
You've gotta sell them cows before they die
And the milk before it dries
Now, cowboy Vance went to the big barn dance
With both his cowboy boots all shined as well
He saw Mary Lou and fell in love, it's true
The rest of the story only he can tell
Mary Lou, his wife, led him a life of strife
And cowboy Vance forgot the dance and cried
You've gotta sell them cows before they die
And the milk before it dries
Now son, the lesson learned is don't get burned
Before the page is turned you've gotta get wise
You've gotta sell them cows before they die
And the milk before it dries

6975. Gotta Travel On

Bill Monroe - Gotta Travel On
Jim & Jesse - Osborne Brothers

I've laid around and played around this old town too long
Summers almost gone, yes, winters coming on
I've laid around and played around this old town too long
And I feel like I've gotta travel on

High sheriff and police riding after me
Riding after me, yes, coming after me
High sheriff and police riding after me
And I feel like I've gotta travel on



I've laid around and played around this old town too long
Summers almost gone, yes, winters coming on
I've laid around and played around this old town too long
And I feel like I've gotta travel on

Poppa writes to Johnny but Johnny can't come home
Johnny can't come home, no, Johnny can't come home
Poppa writes to Johnny but Johnny can't come home
'Cause he's been on the chain gang too long

I've laid around and played around this old town too long
Summers almost gone, yes, winters coming on
I've laid around and played around this old town too long
And I feel like I've gotta travel on

Want to see my honey, want to see her bad
Want to see her bad, oh, I want to see her bad
Want to see my honey, want to see her bad
She's the best gal this poor boy's ever had

I've laid around and played around this old town too long
Summers almost gone, yes, winters coming on
I've laid around and played around this old town too long
And I feel like I've gotta travel on

And I feel like I've gotta travel on
And I feel like I've gotta travel on
And I feel like I've gotta travel on

6976. Gov Did Nothin'

John Butler - Gov Did Nothin'

Way on down where they've been forgotten
City just sinking with the whole world watching
Wading waist deep in water, living on my roof in the land of forgotten
Hey, to the deaf giant with the big muscles why ya moving so slow
Con, conquer and dividing, hole in the bucket got nothing to show
G be Indiana-Jones-ing
Digging up the east stealing dinosaur bones-ing
Hey, he don't dream of stopping
Chasing his tail trying to find Bin Laden
Hell, is what he living
It's not what you can get, it's about what ya giving
Hey and I know you won't admit it
Ya stepped in the puddle and you know what was in it
Another storm coming, you better cover head
Sh!t gonna hit the fan, gov did nothin'
Oh my god, the gov did nothin'
Now I don't wish to offend
No I don't wish to start a fight
But do you really think that the gov would do nothing
If all those people were white



Hey, don't tell me you know the answer
Stranger than fiction and it don't need romancing
Hey and he think they're the sinners
He caught up in the race and he think he the winner
Forgotten, for way too long

6977. Grab A Beer

Dierks Bentley - Grab A Beer

[Verse 1]
If it's five o'clock and you're ready to rock, you grab a beer
If the week's been long then your hand belongs a cold beer
If you're at the game, buddy who can blame you, grab a beer
If you're out on your boat grab a fishing pole and some beer
Come on

[Chorus]
It's on, pop that top, I like it ice cold, I drop it if it's hot
From New York City down to Little Rock, I said everybody grab a beer
Let's dance, I'm ready to play cause nothing feels better at the end of the day
The East Coast baby all the way to LA, I said everybody grab a beer
Grab a beer, come on

[Verse 2]
Well, if you're at the bar, many you know where you are, you grab a beer
And if you meet a girl better make it plural, grab two beers
And if she ain't that hot and they're all out of shots, grab a beer
And if she wants to be bad buddy grab a cab and some beers
Alright

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Oh come on now, sing with me
I love cold beer
Ice it down, we're gonna drink it up
I love cold beer
I got a cooler full in the back of my truck
I love cold beer
You can drink it at home or down by the lake
I love cold beer
Oh, what's that they say? Less filling. Tastes great

[Chorus]

[Verse 4]
Aw, toss me one now; it don't matter what kind
Beer over here, I said everybody grab a beer
Beer over here, everybody grab a beer
Toss a beer over here, everybody grab a beer
Mmm, what's your name? You need a beer? I got one to spare
Aw good thing I made it plural, everybody grab a beer



6978. Grace Of A Woman

Grace Of A Woman
Elephant Revival

Sometimes it seems as though
The very best of what a man can know
Is the grace of a woman
He can love his lonely heart
Only 'till he earns again
For the grace of a woman
He can live in solitude
But only until that day is through, come
The grace of a woman

Whoa oh oh oh oh
Whoa oh oh oh oh
Whoa oh oh na na na na
Whoa oh oh oh oh
Whoa oh oh oh oh
Whoa oh oh oh yah yah yah yah yah yeah

A woman can sacrifice
To bring about another's life
Mmmm, the grace of a woman
She can have the healin' touch
How a man can hold in so much
Mmmm, the grace of a woman

Whoa oh oh oh oh
Whoa oh oh oh oh
Whoa oh oh na na na na
Whoa oh oh oh oh
Whoa oh oh oh oh
Whoa oh oh oh yah yah yah yah yah yeah

6979. Grace Of A Woman

Grace Of A Woman
Elephant Revival

Sometimes it seems as though
The very best of what a man can know
Is the grace of a woman.
He can love his lonely heart,
Yet only till he yearns again
For the grace of a woman.
He can live in solitude
But only until the day is through



Comes the grace of a woman

Wah ah oh oh oh oh

A woman can sacrifice
To bring about another's life
The grace of a woman.
She can have a healing touch,
How a man can hold in so much.
The grace of a woman.

Wah ah oh oh oh oh

From a mother yes you came
Though its the fathers carried name.
The grace of a woman.
So Mother Nature here we are,
The greatest teacher of us all.
The grace of a woman.
From your soils flowers grow,
Like a bed of roses,
The grace of a woman

Wah ah oh oh oh oh

6980. Grace's Song

Jim Lauderdale - Grace's Song

Under the shadows where there was light once
A little smile grows shows just enough
Of an example simply explaining
Hope over fear sounds real good to those gathered here

Grace's song is playing now anything is possible
Mercy waits outside the door listen close here she comes walking in

Yes we've been waiting to hear celebrating
For time to stand still and see us all shine some
Yes it gets better dust has to settle
Shook my head out on the sound long enough to look around

Grace's song is playing...

[ guitar ]

When someone gets graceful nature gets playful
Hope over the fear sounds real good to those gathered here
Grace's song is playing now anything is possible
Mercy waits outside the door to brighten up every sad house

Grace's song is playing now anything is possible
Mercy waits outside the door listen close here she comes walking in



I want to listen to play

6981. Gracefully Facedown

The Devil Makes Three - Gracefully Facedown

Lately things have been going my way consequently I've been drinking nearly every day
It's hard to keep your head up when they're knocking you down so I been making that ol' go r
ound
Drinkin bottle shelf bourbon to ease my mind seems to work all right till closing time
but you know you're gonna come down every night and there ain't no way you'll feel satisfied
ain't that hard to figure where to begin it's friday night so I'm rushing in
Like a fool I get it anywhere I can

Well I've been having a hard time, walking a straight line
Seeing two of every single neon sign
You'll find me downtown gracefully face down
Just wishing I could feel all right

Well lately I've been walking round with eyes closed it seems like I've been headed down the 
wrong road
Thought I'd find my way by now but I still got lost somehow
Y'see shots fall down from heaven above, you might lose a friend you might fall in love
but you know you're gonna come down every night and there ain't no way you'll ever feel sati
sfied
six in the morning till your dying day it's straight bad news and bills to pay
but come five o'clock you're feeling good again

Well I've been having a hard time, walking a straight line
Seeing two of every single neon sign
You'll find me downtown gracefully face down
Just wishing I could feel all right

Well i've been so high I hit my head on the ground sit up on the floor see the room spin round
but when you squint real hard through the bottom of the bottle things really don't look so bad
You dring cheap malt liquor from a forty ounce bottle fifth of bourbon some pills if you've got 
em
but you know you're gonna come down every night and there ain't no way you'll ever feel sati
sfied
There's years of my life I don't remember at all like one proud evening I can barely recall
There was a sticky situation in a bar room bathroom stall

Well I've been having a hard time, walking a straight line
Seeing two of every single neon sign
You'll find me downtown gracefully face down
Just wishing I could feel all right

6982. Graduation Day



Chris Stapleton
Graduation Day

[Verse 1]
I hear those tear drops
How you like those hard knocks
Taste your own medicine, how's it goin' down?
Honey how's it feel to walk a mile in my shoes
Ain't it a trip when karma comes around?

[Chorus]
Boy you wrote the book on heartbreak school
Had a PH.D. in making me your fool
Now you're callin' me cryin' I wanted to say
Congratulations boy it's graduation day

[Post-Chorus]
And people say
Shoop, shoop, shoop
Ain't gonna be a fool no more (Shoop, shoop, shoop)
Hey shoop, shoop, shoop
It's graduation day

[Verse 2]
Boy life's a playground some people gonna push you down
It ain't no fun when someone picks you last
There ain't no you and me, here's my commencement speech
No chance in hell I'll ever take you back
[Chorus]
Boy you wrote the book on heartbreak school
Had a PH.D. in making me your fool
Now you're callin' me cryin' I wanted to say
Congratulations boy it's graduation day

[Post-Chorus]
And people say
Shoop, shoop, shoop
Ain't gonna be a fool no more (Shoop, shoop, shoop)
Hey shoop, shoop, shoop
It's graduation day

[Bridge]
I don't wanna hear you talkin'
Hey baby just keep on walkin'
I can tell you're missin' me (Missing me, missing me)
Boy that chapter's history (History, history)
Don' expect no sympathy (Sympathy, sympathy)
All your pain and misery

[Chorus]
Boy you wrote the book on heartbreak school
Had a PH.D. in making me your fool
Now you're callin' me cryin' I wanted to say
Congratulations boy it's graduation day
[Post-Chorus]
And people say
Shoop, shoop, shoop
Ain't gonna be a fool no more (Shoop, shoop, shoop)



Hey shoop, shoop, shoop
It's graduation day
And people say
Shoop, shoop, shoop
Hey shoop, shoop, shoop
It's graduation day

6983. Grain Of Salt - Chords

Grain Of Salt
Recorded by David Ball
Written by Monty Criswell and David Ball

G7            C        F            C
You caged the wild man that raged inside me
F               C  G7  Am                      Dm
Took a hellbent cowboy made his hands sure and steady
G7                 C          F                C G7 Am
But today when you walked out what was I gonna do
                  Dm            G7              C
But reach for the closest thing I could hold on to
                     F                         C
Yeah I'm taking this heartache with a grain of salt
                  G7                       C
A little lime and tequila as the teardrops fall
              F                C           E7     Am
And I'm gonna sit here until I chase every memory off
    D7          Dm        G7              C
I'm taking this heartache with a grain of salt
G7             C       F               C
Sittin' in the shadows as the sun goes down
F              C      G7   Am          Dm
A little loose change will buy another round
G7               C       F                           C  G7 Am
Oh come tomorrow morning there'll be a high price to pay
                  Dm            G7                         C
Oh but that's all right because tonight I ain't feeling no pain
Repeat #2
F              C        F       C           Em     Am
Yeah I'm gonna sit here until I chase every memory off
D7          Dm        G7              C
Taking this heartache with a grain of salt

6984. Grand Canyon

Kathy Mattea - Grand Canyon

I've seen you calm the waters raging in the rivers of my mind
Your spirit blows a breeze into my soul



And I've felt the fire that warms the heart
Knowing that it comes from you
Then I've let it turn as cold as a stone

Oh, sometimes I feel like I'm as close as your shadow
Sometimes I feel like I'm looking up at you
From the bottom of the Grand Canyon, so small and so far
From the Grand Canyon with a hole in my heart
And I'm a long way from where I know I need to be
And there's a Grand Canyon between you and me

I've had the faith that gave me
Strength for moving any mountainside
I've felt the solid ground beneath my feet
But I've had the bread of idleness
While drinking from a well of doubt
And it shakes the core of all I believe

Oh, sometimes I feel like I'm as close as your shadow
Sometimes I feel like I'm looking up at you
From the bottom of the Grand Canyon, so small and so far
From the Grand Canyon with a hole in my heart
And I'm a long way from where I know I need to be
And there's a Grand Canyon between you and me

There's a Grand Canyon between you and me
Sometimes I feel like I'm as close as your shadow
Sometimes I feel like I'm looking up at you
From the bottom of the Grand Canyon, so small and so far
From the Grand Canyon with a hole in my heart
And I'm a long way from where I know I need to be
And there's a Grand Canyon between you and me
And there's a Grand, Grand Canyon between you and me

6985. Grand Canyon - Chords

Grand Canyon
Kathy Mattea - Grand Canyon
Written by: Wayne Kirkpatrick
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Walking Away A Winner"

Intro: G C
       G C
       F C
       F C
       G C
       G C
       F C Dm F C G C

     G
I've seen you calm the waters raging
C                G  C
In the rivers of my mind



     G                             C    G   C
Your spirit blows a breeze into my soul
         G
And I've felt the fire 

That warms the heart
C                     G    C
Knowin' that it comes from you
          Dm                       C     G  C
Then I've let it turn as cold as a stone

    G
Oh, sometimes I feel like I'm
   Dm
As close as your shadow
G
    Sometimes I feel like I'm
F                 G
    Lookin' up at you

>From the bottom of the
F        C
Grand Canyon
   G            C
So small and so far
         F     C
>From the Grand Canyon
       G          C
With a hole in my heart
          G             Dm
And I'm a long way from where I know
F         G
I need to be
               F     C
When there's a Grand Canyon 
  G             C
Between you and me

Interlude:       G C
                 G C
                 F C Dm F C F C
     G
I've had the faith that gave me strength
    C              G   C
For moving any mountainside
     G                                C    G  C
I've felt the solid ground beneath my feet
         G
But I've had the bread of idleness
      C                    G  C
While drinking from a well of doubt
       Dm                         C     G   C
And it shakes the core of all I believe

   G
Oh, sometimes I feel like I'm 
   Dm



As close as your shadow
G
   Sometimes I feel Like I'm 
F                G
   Lookin' up at you

>From the bottom of the
F        C
Grand Canyon
   G            C
So small and so far
         F     C
>From the Grand Canyon
       G          C
With a hole in my heart
          G             Dm
And I'm a long way from where I know
F         G
I need to be
               F     C
When there's a Grand Canyon 
  G             C
Between you and me
          F     C        G             C
There's a Grand Canyon between you and me

Interlude:   G  C  G  C  F  C  G  C
   G
Oh, sometimes I feel like I'm 
   Dm
As close as your shadow
G
   Sometimes I feel Like I'm 
F                G
   Looking up at you

>From the bottom of the
F        C
Grand Canyon
   G            C
So small and so far
         F     C
>From the Grand Canyon
       G          C
With a hole in my heart
          G             Dm
And I'm a long way from where I know
F         G
I need to be
               F     C
When there's a Grand Canyon 
  G             C
Between you and me
               F            C        F             C
When there's a grand, Grand Canyon between You and me

Ending:       G C



              G C
              F C Dm F C F C

6986. Grand Canyon Line

Grand Canyon Line
Michael Hurley

On the Grand Canyon Line I was ridin', ridin' along!
On the Grand Canyon Line I was singin' those songs
On the Grand Canyon Line I was ridin' along
Couldn't go back to Texas, I know I done wrong

I passed the state bank and no money I had
Wasn't that I really meant to be bad
I robbed the state bank with a tremblin' hand
With the pistol and the money, through the big door I ran

On the Grand Canyon Line I was ridin', ridin' along!
On the Grand Canyon Line I was singin' those songs
On the Grand Canyon Line I was ridin' along
Couldn't go back to Texas, I know I done wrong

Sitin' all alone in a boxcar's four walls
Just cause of a break in the rich man's laws
I thought about my sweetheart and I started to cry
When I get caught by my neck I will die

The boxcar did open and a posse walked in
The sheriff said, "Now, grab him, boys, I think that's him!"
They took me to a jailhouse and now I must die
Five hours to live, how the time flies

On the Grand Canyon Line I was ridin', ridin' along!
On the Grand Canyon Line I was singin' those songs
On the Grand Canyon Line I was ridin' along
Couldn't go back to Texas, I know I done wrong

6987. Grand Ole Opry Show

Grand Ole Opry Show
Author: Randolph E. Ginter

I've Been Waiting For Sometime
To Get A Chance To Go
I Have Never Made It There 
The Grand Ol' Opry Show
If I Miss One Saturday
Because I'm out of town(not around)



I'll Go Ask The Neighbor Gal
If she'll tape the hoedown
(Chorus)
Grand Ol' Opry
It's My Favorite Show
Country Music
On The Radio
Fiddle Playin
Can I get a pass
Banjo( or Dobro) Pickin
Playin My Bluegrass
I have listened to the show
Since I have been a boy
I could always visualize
Me & Buck & Roy
I wish I could get a chance
If only for one night
To be there on that famous stage
Now That would be a sight
(Chorus)
Grand Ol' Opry
It's My Favorite Show
Country Music
On The Radio
Fiddle Playin
Can I get a pass
Banjo (or Dobro) Pickin
Playin My Bluegrass
Sonny likes to pick those tunes
And Bobby likes to sing
Ricky likes to harmonize
And Charlie the Bowstring
It is just my heritage
That I want you to know 
Bluegrass and my Daddy's Roots
And me and my banjo(or Dobro)

6988. Grand Ole Opry Song

Grand Ole Opry Song
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Jimmy Martin

Come and listen to my story if you will I'm gonna tell
About a gang of fellars down at Nashville
First I'll start with old Red Foley doing his Chatanooga Shoe
We can't forget Hank Williams with his Good Lord Lovesick Blues

It's time for Roy Acuff go to Memphis on his train
Minnie Pearl and Rob Brassfield with Lazy Jim Day
Turn on your radio I know that you will wait
Hear Little Jimmy Dickens sing 'Take An Old Cold Water and Wait'

There'll be guitars and fiddles and banjo pickin' too



Bill Monroe singing out them Old Kentucky Blues
Ernest Tubb's number Two Wrongs Won't Make a Right
At the Grand Ole Opry every Saturday night

There is Uncle Dave Macon his gold tooth and plug hat
Cowboy Copas singing Tragic Romance
Signed Sealed and Delivered with Sam and Curt McGee
And the master of ceremony is the Mr.George D. Hay

There is Lonzo and Oscar a-poppin' bubble gum
George Morgan singing Candy Kisses yum yum
Got a hole in my bucket bringing in that Georgia mail
We'll play the Bluegrass Breakdown and dance to the Chicken Reel

You can talk about your singers in all kinds of way
But none could sing the old songs like Bradley Kincaid
With his old hound dog Buitar and the famous 'Blue tail fly'
Stringbean and Hank Snow and fiddlin' Chubby Wise

6989. Grandfather Mountain

Railroad Earth - Grandfather Mountain 

High up in the Blue Ridge Mountains
Still and lying on his back
Our ancient host, Grandfather Mountain
Many million years and counting
Laying on his back, counting stars
Up in the sky, above his head

Eyes and nose of solid granite,
They're the oldest eyes upon the
Planet, watching ages come and go

A cloud comes by and sits his upon nose
He blows it down the ancient valley
Towards the busy town

Tell me old man, what are you dreamin'?
Tell me old man, how are you today
Tell me old man, what are you dreamin'?
Tell me old man how are you today
Hey, hey, hey!

Find a day and cross the
Swinging bridge and climb his
face and feel the grace the
blowing breeze and shining sun

While you're here and have a minute,
Take the view and glory in it
Year by year floating by Grandfather Mountain



Tell me old man, what are you dreamin'?
Tell me old man, how are you today?
Tell me old man, what are you dreamin'?
Tell me old man, how are you today?
Hey, hey, hey!

Just watching the years fade away
Just watching the years fade away
Just watching the years wash away
Just watching the years wash away

Just watching the years wash away
Just watching the years fade away

Tell me old man, what are you dreamin'
Tell me old man, how are you today
Tell me old man, what are you dreamin'
Tell me old man, how are you today
Hey, hey, hey!

Just watching the years fade away
Just watching the years fade away
Just watching the years wash away
Just watching the years wash away

Just watching the years wash away
Just watching the years fade away

6990. Grandfather's Clock

Doc Watson 
Grandfather's Clock

My grandfather's clock was too large for the shelf
So it stood ninety years on the floor
It was taller by half than the old man himself
And it weight not a penny's weight more
It was bought on the morn that my grandpa was born
And was always his treasure and pride
But it stopped short never to go again
When the old man died

Ninety years without slumbering (tic tac tic tac)
His life's seconds numbering (tic tac tic tac)
But it stopped short never to go again
When the old man died

At watching its pendulum swing to and fro
Many hours he had spent as a boy
As he grew into manhood the clock seemed to know
For it shared every sorrow and joy
And it struck twenty-four as he entered the door
With his beautiful and blushing bride



But it stopped short never to go again
When the old man died

My grandfather said that of those he could hire
Not a servant so faithful he'd found
For it wasted no time and it had but one desire
At the close of each week to be wound
Yes it kept in its place but not a frown upon its face
And its hands never hung by its side
But it stopped short never to go again
When the old man died

Then it rang an alarm in the dead of the night
An alarm that for years had been dumb
And we knew that his spirit was pluming for flight
That his hour for departure had come
Yes the clock kept the time
With a soft and muffled chime
As we stood there and watched by his side
But it stopped short never to go again
When the old man died

6991. Grandma Harp - Chords

Grandma Harp
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                F             C
Grandma's maiden name was Zona Villines
                                            G7
And there's ninety years to tell about in a few short lines
C              F              C
Born in Newton County down in Arkansas
     D7                  G7
Then in 1901 she married grandpa
   C                F               C
We laid her soul to rest one Sunday morning
              F                   C
And everybody knew she'd done her part
                         F             C      A7
Don't get set to hear no hidden family legend
       D7             G7              C
Just a song about the life of Grandma Harp
           F         C
Just think about the times that she lived through
                                G7
And to think about the changin' world she saw
C            F                   C
Now some how she reared a decent family out of poverty
D7                                  G7
And for seventy years she loved the same ole grandpa
C         F                         C
To me her passin' brought a closin' chapter



                      F                 C
To a way of life that I loved within my heart
                              F                 C      A7
I just mean to say I think we owe her something special
          D7             G7              C
If just a song about the life of Grandma Harp
repeat #1,2

6992. Grandma Loved That Old Man

Rodney Crowell - Grandma Loved That Old Man

My grandfather wore big suspenders
A grey fedora hat, a shine on his shoes
Tobacco stains on his chin, gin on his breath
And starch in his shirt
He always had change in his pockets
A watch in his vest, tie-tacked to his chest
His was crap-shootin' crazy
A hungover, lazy, wrestling match fan
I'll never forget how my grandma loved that old man
He was a night watchman down on Canal Street
A salty old bird, a man a few words
He was Friday night vain, he walked with a cane
Smoked Prince Albert in a can
I'll never forget how my grandma loved that old man
She was strong in her spirit, strong in her heart
Loved that old man right from the start
Sometimes I did wonder how much she could take
She was pushed to the limit but she never did break
Her life followed one simple plan, grandma loved that old man
His tree trunks were whitewashed, sidewalks were clean
Beer joints were crawling with Merchant Marines
He went to his grave with a barber shop shave and his dice in his hand
I'll never forget how my grandma loved that old man
I'll never forget how my grandma loved that old man
I'll never forget how much grandma loved that old man

6993. Grandma Whistled

Tom T Hall - Grandma Whistled

[Verse 1:]
Everybody has their music that they like to sing and play
Everybody had a song they like to sing along life's way
I have never heard my favorite music on the radio
For my song was silenced many years ago
I can see my grandma sittin' on the front porch with a churn
Her face was brown and wrinkled from the lessons she had learned



Sometimes when I'm tired and weary I can hear that music yet

[Chorus:]
Grandma whistlin' "What A Friend We Have In Jesus"

[Whistles]

[Verse 2:]
Well, us younger folks were known for all the hell that we could raise
I must admit we had some good times in the good old days
Wake up in the early morning and sometimes my head would hurt
But my grandma always whistled while she worked
Now there's folk and rock'n roll and country music all around
And that modern gospel singing makes a mighty pretty sound
But the sweetest sound of all is in my memory I guess

[Chorus]

[Whistles]

[Verse 3:]
They say some girls can't whistle but my grandma really could
In those old Kentucky hard times oh it sounded awfully good
With a song to pass the time with and the love she had for me
She will live forever in my memory
Now they say that they have music in that home beyond the sky
Now there's one song I'll request if I should get there by and by
Well, there may be many singing but I know who'll be the best

[Chorus]
[Whistles to fade]

6994. Grandma Whistled - Chords

Grandma Whistled
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall
 
C                              F                     C
Everybody has their music that they like to sing and play
                                                    G7
Everybody has a song they like to sing along life's way
       C                             F          C
I have never heard my favorite music on the radio
                         G7         C
For my song was silenced many years ago
      F                             C
I can see my grandma sittin' on the front porch with a churn
                                                         G7
Her face was brown and wrinkled from the lessons she had learned
          C                              F               C
Sometimes when I'm tired and weary I can hear that music yet
                  F      C                 G7  C
Grandma whistlin' What A Friend We Have In Jesus



                                             F                  C
Well us younger folks were known for all the hell that we could raise
                                                    G7
I must admit we had some good times in the good ole days
        C                            F                   C
Wake up in the early morning and sometimes my head would hurt
                      G7                 C
But my grandma always whistled while she worked
            F                                C
Now there's folk and rock'n roll and country music all around
                                                     G7
And that modern gospel singin' makes a mighty pretty sound
        C                              F        C
But the sweetest sound of all is in my memory I guess
                  F      C                 G7  C
Grandma whistlin' What A Friend We Have In Jesus
                                         F              C
They say some girls can't whistle but my grandma really could
                                                       G7
In those ol' Kentucky hard times oh it sounded awfully good
       C                                  F                C
With a song to pass the time with and the love she had for me
                      G7        C
She will live forever in my memory
         F                                C
Now they say that they have music in that home beyond the sky
                                                               G7
Now there's one song I'll request if I should get there by and by
           C                         F                  C
Well there may be many singin' but I know who'll be the best
                  F      C                 G7  C
Grandma whistlin' What A Friend We Have In Jesus

6995. Grandma's Hands

Sarah Jarosz - Grandma's Hands

Grandma's hands clapped in the church on Sunday morning
Grandma's hands played the tambourine so well
Grandma's hands used to issue a warning
She'd say
"Billy
Don't run so fast
Might fall on a piece of glass
Might be six there in that grass!"
Grandma's hands

grandma's hands soothe the look of a mother
grandma's hands used to ache sometimes and swell
Oh Grandmas' hands used to life her face into the sheets
Say
"baby, grandma understand
That you really love that man



Put yourself in Jesus' hands"
Grandma's hands

Grandma's hands used to hand me pieces of candy
Grandma's hands used to pick me up each time I fell
Grandma's hands really came in handy
She'd say
"Baby, don't you whip that boy
What you gonna spank him for?
he didn't drop no apple core"
But I don't have Grandma any more
If I get to heaven I'll look for
Grandma's hands
Grandma's hands

6996. Grandma's Homemade Christmas Card

Grandma's Homemade Christmas Card

The family once received a homemade Christmas card
And everyone was thrilled to read the verse inside
'Cause every line was printed where the print should be
And grandma's name was neatly signed with pride

It simply read my prayers and thoughts are with you
And all my Christmas wishes are for real
And I'm just good enough at poetry to make it rhyme
And also to let you know the way I feel

Grandma's homemade Christmas card from long ago
Hangs proudly in the tree top with the tinsel snow
It's the only Christmas card that we keep from year to year
Yep, grandma's homemade Christmas is always here

6997. Grandma's Homemade Christmas Card - Chords

Grandma's Homemade Christmas Card
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                                                  F
The family once received a homemade Christmas card
    C                        G7               C
And everyone was thrilled to read the verse inside
                                       Am              Dm
Cause every line was printed where the print should be
              C                           G7    C
And grandma's name was neatly signed with pride

               F                                    C



It simply read my prayers and thoughts are with you
           G7                       C
And all my Christmas wishes are for real
                        Am                Dm
I'm just good enough at poetry to make it rhyme
            C                      G7   C
And to also let you know the way I feel

                             F                  C
Grandma's homemade Christmas card from long ago
                     G7                       C
Hangs proudly in the tree top with the tinsel snow
         Am                          Dm                    C
It's the only Christmas card that we keep from year to year
G7   C                                           F    C G7 C
Yeah grandma's homemade Christmas card is always here

6998. Grandmother's Song

Steve Martin - Grandmother's song

Be courteous, kind, and forgiving
Be gentle and peaceful each day
Be warm and human and grateful
And have a good thing to say
Be thoughtful and trustful and childlike

Be witty and happy and wise
Be honest and love all your neighbors
Be obsequious, purple and clairvoyant

Be sure to stop at stop signs
And drive fifty-five miles an hour
Pick up hitchhikers foaming at the mouth
And when you get home get a master's degree in geology

Be pompous, obese, and eat cactus
Be dull and boring and omnipresent
Criticize things you don't know about
Be oblong and have your knees removed

(Ladies only) Never make love to Bigfoot
(Men only) Hello, my name is Bigfoot
(Everyone) Put a live chicken in your underwear
Go into a closet and suck eggs

6999. Grandpa (Tell Me '■Bout the Good Old Days)



The Isaacs - Grandpa (Tell Me 'Bout the Good Old Days) 

Grandpa
Tell me 'bout the good old days.
Sometimes it feels like
This world's gone crazy.
Grandpa, take me back to yesterday,
Where the line between right and wrong
Didn't seem so hazy.

Did lovers really fall in love to stay
Stand beside each other come what may
was a promise really something people kept,
Not just something they would say
Did families really bow their heads to pray
Did daddies really never go away
Whoa oh Grandpa,
Tell me 'bout the good old days.

Grandpa
Everything is changing fast.
We call it progress,
But I just don't know.
And Grandpa, let's wonder back into the past,
And paint me a picture of long ago.

Did lovers really fall in love to stay
Stand beside each other come what may
Was a promise really something people kept,
Not just something they would say and then forget
Did families really bow their heads to pray
Did daddies really never go away
Whoa oh Grandpa,
Tell me 'bout the good old days.

Whoa oh Grandpa,
Tell me 'bout the good ole days.

7000. Grandpa - Chords

Grandpa
Recorded by the Judds
Written by Jamie O'hara 

C                          F
Grandpa  tell me about the good old days
             C                             G7
Sometimes it feels like  this world's gone crazy
C                        F
Grandpa  take me back to yesterday
                      C            G7             C
When the line between right wrong  didn't seem so hazy

              F



Lovers really fall in love to stay
                  C
Stand beside each other come what may
               G7
Promise really something people kept
                              C
Not just something they would say  
                F
Families really bow their heads to pray 
            C
And daddy's really never go away
         F       G7                         C
Wooo ooh grandpa tell me about the good old days

                       F
Grandpa  everything is changing fast
           C                          G7
We call it progress  but I just don't know
C                         F
And grandpa  let's wander back into the past
               C        G7      C
And paint me a picture  of long ago

              F
Lovers really fall in love to stay
                  C
Stand beside each other come what may
               G7
Promise really something people kept
                              C
Not just something they would say and then forget
                F
Families really bow their heads to pray 
            C
And daddy's really never go away
         F       G7                         C
Wooo ooh grandpa tell me about the good old days

7001. Grandpa Get Your Guitar - Chords

Grandpa Get Your Guitar
Seldom Scene

[Verse 1]
A                                  D
In a cabin on a hill just east of Asheville
A                                E
My love for words and melody was born
A                          A7
My father's father played for me,
        D
with a Martin box across his knee
A                          F#m



And he mixed his songs with hot licks,
     E               A
And sips of barley corn
 
[Verse 2]
 
A                                       D
Well, I worshipped every foot of ground he walked on
A                                 E
I spent seven boyhood summers by his side
A                           A7
It was up and down tobaccer rows,
        D
Till the evening sun was sinking low
A                       F#m
And we'd join around the table,
       E              A
in the glow of supper time
 
[Chorus]
A                                      D
And I'd say,  Grandpa get your guitar, let's sit out in the backyard,
A                          B or B7                          A
You can sing the one about going home to that mansion in the sky
A                 A7           D                   A           F#m                A
Way down after sunset, you can take me up to my bed, laugh and call me sleepy head and si
ng
E         A
me a lullaby 
 
[Verse 3]
 
A                                     D
There's a weather beaten rocker on the front porch
A                                      E
And a spiderweb now hanging  cross the door
A                    A7
A million dusty memories,
     D
that pull me back across the years,
A                           F#m
Swear I can hear his broke hands,
E                 A
walking cross the floor
 
[Bridge]
 
A        D            A
When we meet again up yonder
A
On that shining blissful day
A           D               A
Gonna wrap my arms around him
      B7          E
And then I'm gonna say,
 
Repeat Chorus



 
[Tag]
A
Grandpa get your guitar
      E           A
And sing me a lullaby

7002. Grandpa Was A Carpenter

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Grandpa Was a Carpenter

Oh, grandpa wore his suit to dinner nearly every day
No particular reason, he just dressed that way
Brown necktie with a matching vest and both his wingtip shoes
He built a closet on our back porch and put a penny in a burned-out fuse

[Chorus]
Grandpa was a carpenter, he built houses, stores and banks
Chain-smoked camel cigarettes, and hammered nails in planks
He would level on the level, he shaved even every door
And voted for Eisenhower, cause Lincoln won the war

Well, he used to sing me "blood on the saddle" and rock me on his knee
And let me listen to the radio before we got TV
Well, he'd drive to church on Sunday and he'd take me with him too
Stained glass in every window, hearing aids in every pew

[Chorus]

Well, my grandma was a teacher, she went to school in bowling green
Traded in a milking cow for a singer sewing machine
Well, she called her husband "mister," and she walked real tall and proud
She used to buy me comic books after grandpa died

[Chorus]

7003. Grandpa Was A Farmer - Chords

Grandpa Was A Farmer
Recorded by The Marksmen
Written by Mark Earle Wheeler 

C
Grandpa was a farmer when I was a kid
 G7
He never made no money but he loved what he did
 C
He'd get up in the morning and go milk the cow
 G7 C



Get out his old team of mules and go to the fields and plow

He took us to church on Sunday he taught us how to pray
 G7 C
And I remember the things he used to say

 F C
He'd say young'uns don't forget where you came from
 G7
And don't forget how God's been good to you
 F C
Be proud to be raised in the country
 D7 G7
Stand up for the old red white and blue

 C G7 C
It won't hurt to get a little dirt on your britches
 C7 F
When you go out into the woods and pray
 C
Young'uns don't forget where you came from
 G7 C
Where I'm going and when you meet me there someday

I walked the fields he planted the day he passed away
 G7
I thought of how we'd meet again on one glorious day
 C
But until then I'll keep working tending to his fields
 G7 C
Hoping I can do things the way my grandpa did

Repeat #2,3

 G7 F C
Where I'm going and when you meet me there someday

7004. Grandpa's Barn - Chords

Grandpa's Barn - Norman Blake

Capo up if you like.

C x32010
F x3321x
                    
C                  AM            F          G           
Like a battle worn shoulder, its faithfully stood
  C        AM            F         G
A modest creation, built mostly of wood
    C         AM              F           G
But time and neglect, they've taken their toll
        F         G            F             C



And now grandpa's barn, stands forgotten and old.

C                   AM              F           G
The roof has turned brown, from the rust on the tin
    C           AM                      F        G
Any day now the whole thing, could come tumbling in
    C           AM             F         G
The hinges have rusted, on the big oaken doors
    F                   G            F             C 
And johnson grass grows through, the cracks in the boards.

C                    AM            F           G
In the mainger hangs single trees, harness and such
         C               AM            F           G
Where he left them there covered, with cobwebs and dust
            C              AM             F      G
There's his old slick fork saddle, he was once a cowboy
       F              G             F            C
It's a shame what the years and the mice will destroy.

C                      AM            F          G
There's a chill in the loft now, its silent and stale
      C              AM       F            G
Where grand children play, in sweet clover bails
      C              AM            F           G
Where raindrops were lullabies, on dark stormy days
    F                G         F            C
For little girls and kittens, asleep in the hay.

C              AM           F         G
I remember the sound, of an old man's laughter
    C         AM           F           G
But now all I hear, is the wind in the rafters
       C           AM            F             G
And it speaks of a sadness, that times passing brings
          F         G            F             C
And makes faded old memories and tobacco juice stains.

C                  AM           F          G
But old barns they vanish, like castles of sand
      C           AM            F            G
Their glory fades quickly, like youth from a man
      C              AM              F             G
For a season they'll bloom, shinning fruits of his toll
        F            G                  F         C
Then in times deadly grip, they crumble back into soil.

C            AM           F            G  
Abandoned it stands, like ancient grey ghost
C             AM        F            G
Surrounded by weeds and rotten fence posts
      C            AM           F               G
Its a bitter sweet relic, of an old man and his farm
            F            G               F               
I close the gate for the last time, as I leave grandpa's 
C
barn.



7005. Grandpa's Mandolin

Grandpa's Mandolin
IIIrd Tyme Out

Looking through old memories in my cedar closet stashed away
I found the old mandolin Grandpa used to play
I picked it up and held it close thinking 'bout those years ago
And all the great music Grandpa made

Weathered worn but never frail with calloused hands he gently played
To bring an easy feeling to a hard working day
When times were tough as they could be he never once complained to me
He'd just let the music sooth the the pain

When Grandpa played the mandolin the family gathered 'round
To sing the old time songs generations handed down
I remember every single phrase from every song he played
Wish I could sing a song with Grandpa today

I recall 1961 the year Grandpa passed away
The family gathered 'round once more to sing Amazing Grace
Now this mandolin's reminding me of what my Grandpa taught to me
That music makes the world a better place

7006. Grandpa's Way Of Life

Grandpa's Way Of Life 
Spinney Brothers

He drank his coffee from a saucer 
Rolled his smokes from an old tin can 
He could play Sally Goodin on the fiddle 
Yeah he was Grandma's kind of man 
 
Spent six days, a week behind the plow mule
turnin  acres into rows 
Yeah he'd even get up early Sunday morning 
And put on his only Sunday clothes 
 
CHORUS: 
And I wonder how things got so complicated 
You know it's hard to find a good old Barlow/Randall knife 
I'd love to throw computers cellphones out the window 
And go back, to Grandpa's way of life 
 
In the thirties, he tried to give up farming
sold electric power door to door 
He swore he'd never buy a German auto



after he got back in forty four 
 
His hands and words were stronger than iron 
Yeah, son you could take that to the bank 
And every year when we brought in the harvest 
Well Grandpa always knew just who to thank 
 
CHORUS  except  "Randall" instead of  "Barlow" 
and  "cellphones" instead of  "computers" 
 
He could fix anything with baling wire and duct tape 
He called them God's essential tools 
He never had much use for the TV 
All except for Walter Cronkite's evening news 
 
He only had an eighth grade education 
No diploma hanging just for show 
But when it came to teaching me a lesson 
He'll always be the smartest man I know 
 
And I wonder how things got so complicated 
I'd love to hear his fiddle play tonight 
I'd throw my computer out the window 
And go back to Grandpa's way of life  
I'd just go back to my Grandpa's way of life

7007. Granny Wontcha Smoke Some Marijuana

John Hartford - Granny Wontcha Smoke Some Marijuana

When it gets dry and you wanna get high
I gotta clean them seeds just one more time

Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana
Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana

Now I used to sit around and sing about booze
Now I sing about whatever I use

Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana
Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana

Now you get the milk and I'll get the cookies
We'll get high and do the boogie

Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana
Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana



Hey Moe, light that bowl
Smoke it down short and eat the roach

Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana
Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana

Gramps sittin' in the den smokin' a Havana
Granny's out lookin for some marijuana

Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana
Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana

Crying, down on my knees
Get away granny, get away please

Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana
Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana

Well, we used to get high and listen to The Beatles
It ain't much fun now that it's legal

Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana
Granny wontcha smoke some, granny wontcha smoke some
Granny wontcha smoke some marijuana

7008. Grapefruit Moon

Nanci Griffith - Grapefruit Moon

Grapefruit moon, one star shining
Shining down on me
I heard that tune and now I'm pining
Honey, can't you see?

Every time I hear that melody
Something breaks inside
And the grapefruit moon, one star shining
Can't turn back the tide

Never had a destination
Could not get across
And you became my inspiration
Oh, but what a cost

Every time I hear that melody



Something breaks inside
And the grapefruit moon, one star shining
It's more than I can hide

Now I'm smoking
Cigarettes and strive for purity
And I'll slip
Just like the stars into obscurity

Every time I hear that melody
It puts me up a tree
And the grapefruit moon, one star shining
Is all that I can see

7009. Grapes On The Vine

Grapes On The Vine
Rice Brothers

There are songs that birds don't sing to people
There are secrets you keep right through to the end
There are heros they hide until forever
And I'm singin' this song for one of them

He's the man that you passed on the road there
The one with his life on the loose
Goin' either somewhere or nowhere
Goin' without me without you

For he is this world's constant orphan
Travelin' out his long time
Livin' on apples from orchards
And dyin' from grapes on the vine

You can find him in big city winters
Out where the mission bell crys
And sorrow echos through the suburbs
And tries to close all his eyes

And dream of his railroad existance
As if it were some kind of dream
As if the extent of the distance
Were what his heart would go him

You can find him in Pittsburg at Christmas
You can find him in Buffalo in June
And he knows all the back roads between them
Like a Gypsy he pulls a broom

And it's route twenty-two all over again
Stake it well down and try to look like sombody's friend
Look strong at the men smile for the girls
Puzzle at the rest of the world



7010. Grass Valley

Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway - Grass Valley

[Verse 1]
I remember when I first drove with my dad up to Grass Valley
Four hours north of San Francisco, just outside Nevada City
The road winding through those dried brown hills of gold country
Was ten years old and happy
Out of school a week early
We drove past the welcome sign, people playing near the pines
Heard the music floating from a stage
Pitch dark town and walked around
My heart opened to the sound
I didn't know it then, but my life turned a page

[Chorus]
Standing 'round jamming to the sound of Little Annie
Baptized in the campgrounds of Grass Valley

[Verse 2]
Deadheads and tie-dye array
Dog music devotees
Like nothing I had ever heard or seen
It was jamgrass for the hippies
Old stuff from the fifties
Just about nothing in between
I stood and tried to play along
Boy, I only knew a couple songs
While bolder kids sat in with the bands
I watched and envied from afar
Head bowed down over my guitar
Praying to catch that magic in my hands

[Chorus]
Standing 'round jamming to the sounds of Little Annie
Baptized in the campgrounds of Grass Valley
[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Some years have passed, now I'm back here in the foothills of gold country
Same songs being played, the singing in the shade of the pine trees
A shy kid with a mandolin, I could see her on the sideline staring at me
She looks just like I did the first time that I came to Grass Valley

7011. Grass Won't Grow On A Busy Street - Chords

Grass Won't Grow On A Busy Street
Recorded by Jeannie Seely



Written by Ray Pennington

G
The wind and I have a lot in common
It seems we're always in a race with time
C                              G
We never know just where we're goin'
               D7            G
Or think about what we leave behind
            D7             G
Grass won't grow on a busy street
                                      D7
You can't take the bitter and make it sweet
You can't draw water from a well that's dry
                                   
Rain won't fall from a clear blue sky
                           G
Grass won't grow on a busy street
Now love will bloom in any season
But I found out some time ago
   C                       G
My heart just beats in one direction
                    D7           G
I won't give a true love time to grow
Repeat #2
I never was a little baby
If you don't believe me ask my dad
C                           G
Anything I do I do it right boys
                           D7               G
When I'm good I'm good but when I'm bad I'm bad
Repeat #2 x2

7012. Grave In The Valley

Grave In The Valley

There's a grave in the bend of the valley
Where the shadows sweep over so still
There my darling is sleeping so peaceful
In a grave at the foot of the hill

On the night when I'm lonely and thinkin'
Of my sweetheart who's now gone away
I go back to the place where she's sleeping
I'm just longing to see her some day

God gave us the joy that we wished for
Just a few nights together to be
Then he carried her to heaven's bright portal
There where she will be waiting for me

For I often go back to the valley



Where the willows weep over her head
There to be just once more with my darling
By her side though I know she is dead

7013. Grave On The Green Hillside

Grave On The Green Hillside - Carter Family

There's a little grave on the green hillside that lies to the morning sun
And the way worn feet often wander there when the cares of the day are done
We sometimes sit in the twilight fall and talk of a far off land
And we sometimes feel in the twilight there the touch of a vanished hand

   Grave on the green hillside grave on the green hillside
   In the years to come we will calmly sleep in a grave on the green hillside

And this land is full of these little graves in the valleys plains and hills
There's angel too for each little grave an angel procession fills
I know not how but I sometimes think that they lead us with gentle hand
And a whisper falls on a willing ear from the shore of a far off land

And these little graves are but wayside marks that point to a far off land
And they speak to the soul of a better day of a day that's near at hand
Though we first must walk through the chartless fields yet Christ will be our guide
We will reach the shore of a far off land through a grave on a green hillside

7014. Graveyard

The Devil Makes Three - Graveyard

I wanna tell you a story
Ain't got no characters in it but me
I wanna sing you a sad song
Most of it I don't expect you to believe
It starts off just-a whiskey and wine
Oh some miles of travel and some real good times
But it ends in a dark corridor
Where there ain't no windows
And there ain't no doors
Yeah, that's me

Just-a drinking off this bottle
And-a drifting out to sea
Yeah that's me
Just-a sitting here staring
And-a shaking like a leaf
Well that's me
Just-a leaning on my shovel
In this graveyard of dreams



Yeah that's me
Just-a leaning on my shovel
In this graveyard of dreams

I wanna take you to a shipwreck
A thousand miles underneath the black sea
It looks like everybody's sleeping
But look close they are dead indeed
I wanna lead you to an armchair
Deep back in the files of my mind
I wanna sit you in a candle's light
Where I've been spending all of my time
Well that's me

Just-a drinking off this bottle
Is it drinking off of me?
Now that's me
Just-a sitting here staring
And-a shaking like a leaf
Oh that's me
Just-a leaning on my shovel
In this graveyard of dreams
Yeah that's me
Just-a leaning on my shovel
In this graveyard of dreams

7015. Graveyard Blues

Gillian Welch - Graveyard Blues

A company girl of tender age
A company girl of tender age
I came to know my mother's trade

We're up at dark on the line
We're up at dark and on the line
Where morning cracks and spindles wide

Each night I hear her cough and curse
Each night I hear her cough and curse
Through restless eyes a bedside nurse

Now by her side, I'll end the chill
Now by her side, I'll end the chill
I'll lay her down in a potters field

I'd rather die and blow away
I'd rather die and blow away
Than take my rest in a company grave
I'd rather die and blow away



7016. Graveyard Blues - Chords

Graveyard Blues
Balsam Range
 
[Intro]
A  D  A  G  D  A  A  A
 
 
[Verse 1]
A
I wake up to another day
 
Sun won't shine, sky's full of gray
            D              A
I've got to go, lace up my shoes
              G          D               A
I've got them low, down, cold, graveyard blues
A
We were wed, was in the spring
 
Flowers bloomed, the birds did sing
           D             A
Of life to come, I never knew
                   G          D               A
That I'd have them low, down, cold, graveyard blues
 
 
[Interlude]
A  D  A  G  D  A  A  A
 
 
[Verse 2]
A
So fair and kind, she brought me joy
 
Soon she gave a baby boy
             D              A
But from our home, fate did remove
                 G          D               A
And brought them low, down, cold, graveyard blues
A
With broken hearts, we labored on
 
Day after day, here on this farm
              D                    A
We marked the spot with a stone so smooth
                G          D               A
And fought them low, down, cold, graveyard blues
 
 
[Interlude]
A  D  A  G  D  A  A  A



 
 
[Verse 3]
A
My darling died of a broken heart
 
From her child, she could not part
           D                   A
I laid her down, in an earthen tomb
              G          D               A
She shed them low, down, cold, graveyard blues
 
A  A
 
[Outro]
A
Upon that spot, I often gaze
 
And place new flowers on their graves
        D                A
Nothing left on earth to lose
            G          D               A
Except them low, down, cold, graveyard blues
               G          D               A
I'll lose them low, down, cold, graveyard blues

7017. Graveyard Shift

Graveyard Shift 

Key of G
G
I work the Graveyard Shift 
Stay up all night long
C
I work the Graveyard Shift
 G
Stay up all night long
D
Wake up someday
 G
And find your good gal gone

If you don't treat your baby right
If you don't treat your baby right
She'll come see me
Some lonely night

When the sun goes down and the Moon is gone
That's when I come around, don't you think I won't
On the Graveyard Shift, stay up all night long
You'll wake someday,
And find your good gal gone



I drive a Cadillac rides just like a dream
I drive a Cadillac rides just like a dream
All the pretty gals 
They wanna ride with me

Cause I got what all the women want
Say I got what all the women want
I never say I do
When I really don't

When the sun goes down and the Moon is gone
That's when I come around, don't you think I won't
On the Graveyard Shift, stay up all night long
You'll wake someday,
And find your good gal gone

7018. Gravitational Forces

Robert Earl Keen - Gravitational Forces 

One, two, three
Stone cold, when I look up to the sky, baby
I feel freedom
and it's all gold
Like a sun up in the sky
That's the feeling

Slingshot, boomerang, set me free
Wind it up
wind it up
one, two, three
Slingshot, boomerang, set me free
Wind it up
wind it up
one, two, three

We're dipping in neon lights
We're living this dream tonight
We're riding this wild young life
And we don't have to try, try, try
Try, try, try

Wind it up
wind it up
one, two, three
Wind it up
wind it up
one, two, three
Wind it up, wind it up, wind it up, wind it up
Wind it, wind it, wind it up
one, two, three



Stone cold, when I look up to the sky, baby
I feel freedom
and it's all gold
Like a sun up in the sky
That's the feeling

Slingshot, boomerang, set me free
Wind it up
wind it up
one, two, three
Slingshot, boomerang, set me free
Wind it up
wind it up
one, two, three

Wind it up, wind it up, wind it up, wind it up
Wind it up, wind it up, wind it up, wind it up
Wind it, wind it, wind it, wind it...
Wind it up
Wind it up
one, two, three
(One, one, one)

7019. Gravity

The Infamous Stringdusters 
Gravity

I saw you from a distance
Swing from the high line
All that was before you
Vanished in a moment's time
We thought the race was a long war
We didn't know that we'd win it
We thought the good times were yet to come
We didn't know we were in it

Oh, gravity
Oh, gravity
Don't let go
Don't let go

Pull back the curtain
Climbed up on the sky line
I can see forever
Out beyond the end of time
We thought the game was a long one
We didn't know that we'd won
We thought the path was a straight line
We didn't know we were on it

Oh, gravity
Oh, gravity



Don't let go
Don't let go

What couldn't go wrong
If you hold on
Hold on to me

Oh, gravity
Oh, gravity
Oh, gravity
Don't let go
Don't let go
Don't let go
Don't let go

7020. Gravity

Gravity
Alison Krauss & Union Station

I left home when I was seventeen
I just grew tired of falling down
And I'm sure I was told
The allure of the road
Would be all I found

And all the answers that I started with
Turned out questions in the end
So years roll on by
And just like the sky
The road never ends

And the people who love me still ask me
When are you coming back to town
And I answer quite frankly
When they stop building roads
And all God needs is gravity to hold me down

7021. Gravity - Chords

Gravity
Written by: Infamous Stringdusters, Sarah Siskind
Appears on: Laws of Gravity, Laws of Gravity Live 

Riff during the Intro, Interlude 1, and Outro, is the following played in tandem with the chords:

   G                     C                    G                     C 
e/-3-------------2-3-2-0-0-----------0------/-3-------------2-3-2-0-0-----------3------/
B/-0-------------0-0-0-3-1-----------3------/-0-------------0-0-0-3-1-----------1------/



G/-0-------------0-0-0-0-0-----------0------/-0-------------0-0-0-0-0-----------0------/
D/-0-------------0-0-0-0-2-----------2------/-0-------------0-0-0-0-2-----------2------/
A/-2-------------2-2-2-2-3-----------3------/-2-------------2-2-2-2-3-----------3------/
E/-3-------------3-3-3-3--------------------/-3-------------3-3-3-3--------------------/

[Intro]
G C G C

[Verse 1]
G
Saw you from a distance
C
Swingin' from the high line
G
All that was before you
C
vanished in a moment's time

[Build Up 1]
D                                   Am
   We thought the race was a long run
          C
We didn't know that we'd win it
D                                          Am
   We thought the good times were yet to come
          C                   G
We didn't know we were in it

[Chorus]
C     Em    G
Ohhhh Gravity
C     Em
Ohhhh Gravity
          D
Don't let go
          C
Don't let go

[Interlude 1]
G C G C

[Verse 2]
G
Pulled back the curtain
C
Climbed up on the sky line
G
I could see forever
C
Out beyond the end of time

[Build Up 2]
D                                   Am
   We thought the game was a long one
          C
We didn't know that we'd won it
D                                        Am



   We thought the path was a straight line
          C                    G
We didn't know we were on it

[Chorus]
C     Em    G
Ohhhh Gravity
C     Em
Ohhhh Gravity
          D
Don't let go
          C
Don't let go

[Interlude 2]
Em G C C (x4)

[Bridge]
Em                  G
   What could go wrong
            Em
If you hold on
            C     G
Hold on to me...

[Chorus]
C     Em    G
Ohhhh Gravity
C     Em    G
Ohhhh Gravity
C     Em    
Ohhhh Gravity
          D
Don't let go
          C
Don't let go
          D
Don't let go
          C
Don't let go

[Outro]
G C G C

7022. Gravity of the Situation

Nanci Griffith - Gravity of the Situation

We blew past the army motorcade 
and it's abnormal load haulage 
The gravity of the situation 
came on us like a bit of new knowledge 
The bubbliest bubble bath 



broke down on the bank 
The gravity of the situation 
is why our old thought bubbles sank 
humble and gracious 
The gravity of the situation 
a fat hungry English crow 
picking at a badger carcass 
The gravity of the situation 
is hard to focus and harness 
We met Bill Lowery 
at the Queen's Hall 
The gravity of the situation 
became apparent to us all

7023. Gravity Rides Everything

Iron Horse - Gravity Rides Everything

Oh gotta see, gotta know right now
What's that riding on your everything?
It isn't anything at all
Oh gotta see, gotta know right now
What's that writing on your shelf
In the bathrooms and the bad motels?
No one really cared for it at all
Not the gravity plan
Early, early in the morning
It pulls all on down my sore feet
I wanna go back to sleep
In the motions and the things that you say
It all will fall, fall right into place
As fruit drops, flesh it sags
Everything will fall right into place
When we die, some sink and some lay
But at least I don't see you float away
And all the spilt milk, love and weight
It all will fall, fall right into place
Oh gotta see, gotta know right now
What's that riding on your everything?
It isn't anything at all
Oh gotta see, gotta know right now
What's that writing on your shelf
In the bathrooms and the bad motels?
No one really cared for it at all
Not the gravity plan
Early, early in the morning
It pulls all on down my sore feet
I wanna go back to sleep
In the motions and the things that you say
It all will fall, fall right into place
As fruit drops, flesh it sags
Everything will fall right into place
When we die, some sink and some lay



But at least I don't see you float away
And all the spilt milk, love and weight
It all will fall, fall right into place

7024. Greasy Creek

Greasy Creek

I came down from Kentucky, a place called Greasy Creek
That cornbread and buttermilk was all I had to eat
I have served my country, work for Uncle Sam
But cornbread and buttermilk made me what I am

Oh give me that cornbread and buttermilk, a country boy's delight
I eat it every morning and I eat it every night
Some people like friend chicken, others like their ham
But cornbread and buttermilk made me what I am

My daddy raised some 'taters beans and cabbage too
He always raised plenty of corn to make his mountain dew
Daddy had some horses and cattle on the farm
But cornbread and buttermilk never did no harm

* Refrain

7025. Greasy Grit Gravy - Chords

Greasy Grit Gravy

Capo 1
E B7 
Mama mama, me oh my
B7 E 
I don't want no catfish eyes
E A
I don't want no lizard spleens
 B7 E
Gimme greasy grit gravy and gizzard greens

Chorus:
E B7
Greasy grit gravy and gizzard greens
B7 E
Big fat pie and mobo beans
E A 
Make you wanna split your jeans
 B7 E
Eatin' greasy grit gravy and gizzard greens



Hey Marie will you be mine
I'm gonna take you out to dine
We're gonna live beyond our means
Eatin' greasy grit gravy and gizzard greens

I kissed my wife and sold the baby
A goin' off to join the navy
All they eat on submarines
Is greasy grit gravy and gizzard greens

Chorus

Dobro

Me and little English Alice
We went down to Buckingham Palace
Walked in on the King and Queen
Eatin' greasy grit gravy and gizzard greens

Chorus

Doctor doctor help me please
I'm neurotic as I can be
I keep doin' it in my dreams
Oh greasy grit gravy and gizzard greens

Dixie Bell she's southern fried
She don't want no champagne wine
You wanna get into her jeans give her
Greasy grit gravy and gizzard greens

Chorus

7026. Great Atomic Power - Chords

Great Atomic Power 
Jalan Crossland
 
[Intro]
Gm
 
[Chorus]
G
Are you ready for the great atomic power
         G                               D7
Will you rise to meet your savior in the air
         G                 G7            C               Cm
Will you shout or will you cry when that fire ring swung high
        G             D7           G
Are you ready for the great atomic power
 
[Verse 1]
       Gm



Do you fear this man's invention that they call atomic power
      Gm                             A               C7
We're all in great confusion knowing not the time or hour
       Gm
That a terrible explosion will ring down upon the land
         Gm                            D7               Gm
Wreaking horrible destruction blotting out the works of men
 
[Chorus]
G
Are you ready for the great atomic power
         G                               D7
Will you rise to meet your savior in the air
         G                 G7            C               Cm
Will you shout or will you cry when that fire ring swung high
        G             D7           G
Are you ready for the great atomic power
 
[Interlude]
G
G D7
G G13 C* C13
G D7 G
 
[Verse 2]
             Gm
There's just one way to escape and be prepared to meet the lord
         Gm                                  A             D7
When the mushroom of destruction comes it'll be a chilling sword
        Gm
They're staying right beside you, another taste of death
     Gm                           D7                Gm
Your soul will rise to safety and eternal peace and rest
 
[Chorus]
G
Are you ready for the great atomic power
         G                               D7
Will you rise to meet your savior in the air
         G                 G7            C               Cm
Will you shout or will you cry when that fire ring swung high
        G             D7           G
Are you ready for the great atomic power
 
[Interlude]
Gm
Gm A D7
Gm
Gm D7 Gm
G
G D7
G G7 C Cm
G D7 G
 
[Verse 1]
       Gm
Do you fear this man's invention that they call atomic power



      Gm                             A               D7
We're all in great confusion knowing not the time or hour
     Gm
That terrible explosion will ring down upon the land
         Gm                            D7               Gm
Wreaking horrible destruction blotting out the works of men
 
[Chorus]
G
Are you ready for the great atomic power
         G                               D7
Will you rise to meet your savior in the air
         G                 G7            C               Cm
Will you shout or will you cry when that fire ring swung high
        G             D7           G
Are you ready for the great atomic power
         G                 G7            C               Cm
Will you shout or will you cry when that fire ring swung high
        G             D7           G
Are you ready for the great atomic power

7027. Great Balls Of Fire

Great Balls of Fire
Jerry Lee Lewis
New Grass Revival (1972)

You shake my nerves and you rattle my brain
Too much love drives a man insane
You broke my will, oh what a thrill
Goodness gracious great balls of fire

I learned to love all of Hollywood money
You came along and you moved me honey
I changed my mind, looking fine
Goodness gracious great balls of fire

You kissed me baba, woo.....it feels good
Hold me baba, learn to let me love you like a lover should
Your fine, so kind
I'm a nervous world that your mine mine mine mine-ine

I cut my nails and I quiver my thumb
I'm really nervous but it sure is fun
Come on baba, you drive me crazy
Goodness gracious great balls of fire

Well kiss me baba, woo-oooooo it feels good
Hold me baba
I want to love you like a lover should
Your fine, so kind
I got this world that your mine mine mine mine-ine



I cut my nails and I quiver my thumb
I'm real nervous 'cause it sure is fun
Come on baba, you drive me crazy
Goodness gracious great balls of fire

I say goodness gracious great balls of fire oooh

7028. Great Big Wall In China

Great Big Wall In China
Abigail Washburn

You can tell a flower to bloom
On the other side of the moon
But for you and me it's hard to see her glory in the sun
Even if she climbs high into an ashen sky
A fading light far out of sight
will signal her blooming day

So a spaceship we must build
Set off from our window sill
The journey's long to carry on, especially in the dark
Even if we ask a distant star where the blooming flowers are
She may shoot us back on her jumbled ray
To the land from whence we came
but from space we'll see

They built a great big wall in China
Built it up to the pearly gates
I wanna land right beside her
Hither come what may

The storyteller stands
Upon the city gate and says,
I too have seen a coming dream
I talked to stars,
got close to mars,
got shot back to where we are
I wish all could see what I have seen
The trembling light of a distant flower in the night

They built a great big wall in China
Built it up to the pearly gates
Gotta take down the banner boys
Hope it's not too late

7029. Great Compromise - Chords



Great Compromise
John Prine

D
a little girl who was almost a lady
 G D
had a way with all the men in her life
 A
every inch of her blosoms in beauty
 G D
she was born on the forth of july

and she lived in an aluminum house trailer
and she worked in a juke-box saloon
and she spent all the money i'd give her
just to see the ol' man in the moon

CHORUS:
 D
I used to sleep at the foot of old glory
 G D
and awake in the dawns early light
 G D
but much to my surprise when i opened my eyes
 A D
i was a victim of the great compromise
------
we used to go out on saturday evening
to the drive in on route fourty one
and it was there that I first discovered
she was doin' what she'd already done

she said 'johny would you get me some popcorn
and she knew i had to walk pretty far
and as soon as i walked through the moonlight
she'd hopped into a foreign sports car

CHORUS

and you know, i could'a beat up that fella
but it was her that hopped in to his car
as many times as i'd fought to protect her
well this time she'd gone too far

and some folks call me a coward
'cause i left her at the drive in that night
but i'd rather have names thrown at me
than to fight for a thing that aint right

CHORUS

now she writes all the fellas love letters
sayin' please come and see me real soon
and there's a growin' line up in the bar-room
to spend a night in that sick womans room

and sometimes i get awful lonesome
and i wish she were my girl instead



but she won't let me live with her
she makes me live in my head

CHORUS

7030. Great Grand-dad

Great Grand-dad

Great grand-dad when the land was young
Barred the door with a wagon tongue
For the times was rough, and the redskins mocked
He said his prayers with a shot-gun cocked

He was a citizen tough and grim
Danger was duck soup to him
He ate corn pone and bacon fat
Great grandson would starve on that

Great grand-dad was a busy man
Cooked his grub in a fryin' pan
He picked his teeth with a hunting knife
And he wore the same suit all his life

Twenty-one children came to bless
The old man's home in the wilderness
Doubt this statement if you can
Great grand dad was a busy man

Twenty-one boys and how they grew
Tall and strang on the bacon too
Slept on the floor with the dogs and cats
And hunted in the woods in their coon-skin caps

Twenty-one boys and not one bad
They never got fresh with their great grand-dad
For if they had, he'd have been right glad
To tan their hides with a hickory gad

He raised them rough but he raised them well
When their feet took hold on the road to hell
He straightened them out with an iron ramrod
And filled them full of the fear of God

They grew strong in heart and hand
Firm foundation of our land
Twenty-one boys and a great grand-son
He's a terrible time with that one



7031. Great High Mountain

Ralph Stanley - Great High Mountain

Once I stood at the foot
Of a great high mountain
That I wanted so much to climb
And on top of this mountain was a beautiful fountain
That flowed with the waters of Life
I fell down on my knees
At the foot of this mountain
I cried, "Oh Lord, what must I do"
I want to climb this mountain
I want to drink from this fountain
That flows so clear to my view
Then I heard a sweet voice
From the top of this mountain
Saying, Child put your hand in mine
I started climbing slowly, watch your step at the edges
And take one step at a time
I started climbing upward takin one step at a time
The higher I got the harder I climbed
I'm still climbing upward
And my journey almost ended
I'm nearin' the top and you ought to see the view
Oh, the water flows freely
There's enough to make you free
So friend if you're thirsty
Climb this mountain with me
---
.

7032. Great Is Thy Faithfulness

Steven Curtis Chapman - Great Is Thy Faithfulness

[Verse 1]
Great is Thy faithfulness
O God my Father
There is no shadow of turning with Thee
Thou changest not
Thy compassions they fail not
As Thou hast been
Thou forever will be

[Chorus]
Great is Thy faithfulness
Great is Thy faithfulness
Morning by morning new mercies I see
And all I have needed Thy hand hath provided
Great is Thy faithfulness
Lord unto me



[Verse 2]
Pardon for sin
And a peace that endureth
Thine own dear presence to cheer
And to guide
Strength for today
And bright hope for tomorrow
Blessings all mine, with ten thousand beside

7033. Great Is Thy Reward

The Isaacs - Great Is Thy Reward 

I was hungry and you gave me to eat
I was thirsty and you gave me a drink
I was naked and you clothed me again
I was a stranger and you took me in

And they said Lord when did we do
These righteous things for You
And He said brothers you must help each other
If you wanna make it through

In as much as you've done to the least of these
You've done unto Me
There is no small service in the eyes of the Lord
Great is thy reward, great is thy reward

I was imprisoned and you came to me there
I was sick and you showed me you cared
By doing these things that I've asked you to do
You'll inherit the kingdom that's awaiting you

And they said Lord when did we do
These righteous things for You
And He said brothers you must help each other
If you wanna make it through

In as much as you've done to the least of these
You've done unto Me
There is no small service in the eyes of the Lord
Great is thy reward, great is thy reward

In as much as you've done to the least of these
You've done unto Me
There is no small service in the eyes of the Lord
Great is thy reward, great is thy reward



7034. Great Judgement Morning

Great Judgement Morning - George Jones
[feat. Connie Smith, Waylon Jennings, Jessi Colter, Ricky Skaggs, Travis Tritt, Marty Stuart]

I dreamed that the great judgment morning
Had dawned, and the trumpet had blown;
I dreamed that the nations had gathered
To judgment before the white throne;
From the throne came a bright, shining angel,
And he stood on the land and the sea,
And he swore with his hand raised to Heaven,
That time was no longer to be.

Refrain:
And, oh, what a weeping and wailing,
As the lost were told of their fate;
They cried for the rocks and the mountains,
They prayed, but their prayer was too late.

The rich man was there, but his money
Had melted and vanished away;
A pauper he stood in the judgment,
His debts were too heavy to pay;
The great man was there, but his greatness,
When death came, was left far behind!
The angel that opened the records,
Not a trace of his greatness could find.

The widow was there with the orphans,
God heard and remembered their cries;
No sorrow in heaven forever,
God wiped all the tears from their eyes;
The gambler was there and the drunkard,
And the man that had sold them the drink,
With the people who gave him the license,
Together in hell they did sink.

The moral man came to the judgment,
But self-righteous rags would not do;
The men who had crucified Jesus
Had passed off as moral men, too;
The soul that had put off salvation,
"Not tonight; I'll get saved by and by,
No time now to think of religion!'■
At last they had found time to die.

7035. Great Speckled Bird

Lucinda Williams - Great Speckled Bird
Mac Wiseman - Roy Acuff

What a beautiful thought I'm thinking 



Concerning a great speckled bird 
Remember her name is recorded 
On the pages of God's Holy Word 

All the other birds are flocking 'round her 
And she is despised by the squad 
But the great speckled bird in the Bible 
Is one with the great church of God 

All the other churches are against her 
They envy her glory and fame 
They hate her because she is chosen 
And has not denied Jesus' name 

Desiring to lower her standard 
They watch every move that she makes 
They long to find fault with her teachings 
But really they find no mistake 

She is spreading her wings for a journey 
She's going to leave by and by 
When the trumpet shall sound in the morning 
She'll rise and go up in the sky 

In the presence of all her despiser's 
With a song never uttered before 
She will rise and be gone in a moment 
Till the great tribulation is over 

I am glad I have learned of her meekness 
I am proud that my name is on her book 
For I want to be one never fearing 
The face of my Savior to look

When He cometh descending from heaven 
On the cloud that He writes in His Word 
I'll be joyfully carried to meet Him 
On the wings of that great speckled bird

7036. Greatest Friend

The Incredible String Band - Greatest Friend 

The greatest friend I have in life
Has brought me here to dwell
Awhile among your green, green hills
And by the watery well

The water from that wondrous well
Has made my eyes to see
And loosed my tongue to sing with joy
That such a friend can be



The greatest friend I have in life
Was hidden long from me
Above the mountains, cold and wide
Beneath the sacred tree

That sacred tree whose bark I touched
Whose leaves did tell to me
The ancient tales that made me sure
My friend would come to me

My greatest friend a song has given
To sing where I may go
To sing among the green, green hills
And where the waters flow

The waters from that wondrous well
That make my eyes to see
And make my mind to ever show
My greatest friend to me

7037. Greatest Gift Of All - Chords

Greatest Gift Of All
Written and recorded by Freddie Hart

F           C             G7               C
Love is the greatest  the greatest gift of all

                           F
I love everything that God created 
         C              D7                G7
From the largest things right down to the small
            C                 F
But when he gave me you right away I knew 
            C             G7               C
Love is the greatest  the greatest gift of all

                             F
Thought I had all life could offer 
         C           D7            G7
But everything I had now seemed so small
          C                       F
When I compare them to the joy of loving you
            C             G7               C
Love is the greatest  the greatest gift of all

                     F
There is no way to explain it 
           C       D7             G7
But you'll know it the minute you fall
         C                  F
For that feeling that comes from loving
            C        F           C



Love is the greatest love is the greatest
F           C        G7      F  C
Love is the greatest gift of a--ll

7038. Greatest One Of All - Chords

Greatest One Of All
Recorded by Melba Montgomery
Written by George Riddle

C                                         F
Although the heartaches one can know in a lifetime
          G7                              C
There are many that can cause a great downfall
                                 F
But I know for sure I have in my possession
    G7                             C
The saddest bluest greatest one of all
    F                              C
The greatest one of all of all the heartaches
      D7                                 G7
Was a guilt from you reminding me you're gone
         C                                    F
You must surely be the world's champion heart breaker
      G7                              C
Cause you left me the greatest one of all
                                         F
I should think for you to have a special title
    G7                                C
And hang your picture in some shining hall
                                          F
You're an expert when it comes to causin' heartache
    G7                              C
And you gave me the greatest one of all
    F                              C
The greatest one of all of all the heartaches
      D7                                 G7
Was a guilt from you reminding me you're gone
         C                                    F
You must surely be the world's champion heart breaker
      G7                              C
Cause you left me the greatest one of all

7039. Greatest Show On Earth

Greatest Show on Earth
Davisson Brothers Band

When it's all over and the storm clouds part



We'll be pickin' up the pieces of all our broken hearts
They'll be no strangers just one big church and it's gonna be the greatest show on earth

All I've ever known was the open road 
They say it's gonna be a long time before these wheels can roll
You better look out highway cause I'll be comin' in hot
As god as my witness I'll scream it from a mountain top 

When it's all over and the storm clouds part
We'll be pickin' up the pieces of all our broken hearts
They'll be no strangers just one big church and it's gonna be the greatest show on earth 

Across the ocean worlds away
We carry each other every single day
We're gonna rock like thunder we're gonna cry like rain
With sisters and brothers again one day

When it's all over and the storm clouds part 
We'll be pickin' up the pieces of all our broken hearts 
They'll be no strangers just one big church and It's gonna be the greatest show on earth

When it's all over and the storm clouds part
Yeah It's gonna be the greatest show on earth
When it's all over and the storm clouds part
We'll be pickin' up the pieces of all our broken hearts
They'll be no strangers just one big church  and it's gonna be the greatest show on earth 
Yeah it's gonna be the greatest show on earth

7040. Greatest Sorrow Of All

Greatest Sorrow Of All (Larry W. Jones 03/15/2007) 

Sometimes you feel glad
Sometimes you feel sad
Sometimes life isn't worthwhile
Things can make you so mad
Some things just don't add
And then sorrow replaces a smile
There are sorrows we know
Through the years as we go
Some of them we can't explain
Like, why do sorrows cling
And sunshine never bring
A red rose instead of the rain
There's sorrow when you're lonely
And when you're far from home
There's sorrow when a mother's only
Son decides it's time to roam
There's sorrow when sweethearts quarrel
And all those tears start to fall
But when you lose someone sweet as laurel
That's the greatest sorrow of all
- instrumental -



There's sorrow when you're lonely
And when you're far from home
There's sorrow when a mother's only
Son decides it's time to roam
There's sorrow when sweethearts quarrel
And all those tears start to fall
But when you lose someone sweet as laurel
That's the greatest sorrow of all

7041. Greed Kills More People Than Whiskey

Tom T Hall - Greed Kills More People Than Whiskey

I was standin' outside of a hotel in Houston blinkin' my eyes in the bright morning sun
A feller next to me said where are you headed
I told him to Nashville cause that's where I'm from
I said I had one or too many last evening brother I damn near fell off of my steed
He said yeah whiskey gets 'em and whiskey gets many
But listen son nothin' kills people like greed
I said huh and I turned to him and he was a cowboy
Bout fifty years old in a big western hat
Sir if you said that greed killed more people than whiskey
If my taxi don't come tell me more bout that

( ac. guitar )

He said I knew a guy who made millions on millions
Then he turned right around and made millions on that
He had crude oil and blue chips and good barns and feed lots
He could touch an old steer and just turn into fat
And he coveted the money that other folks lived on
He never spent nickels he thought he could keep
It was money that made him a night hawk and a worrier
And soon it was money that robbed him of sleep
And they buried him deep in a west Texas graveyard
They put up a tombstone of all he had done
And I am the man that he fired for a few beers
But I'm sure feeling good in the west Texas sun

( ac.guitar )
I shook hands with that man and I crawled in the taxi
And I thought of the two things that I keep doing wrong
The man said that the greed killed more people than whiskey
And I'm sittin' here hung over writin' a song

7042. Green Acres

Green Acres
Vic Mizzy



[Television Theme Song]

D A
Green Acres is the place to be
A7 D
Farm livin' is the life for me
 G
Land spreadin' out so far and wide
A D
Keep Manhattan, just gimme that countryside

2. (Key change Optional)
G D
New York is where I'd rather stay
D G7 
I get allergic smelling hay
 C
I just adore a penthouse view
D G
Darling, I love you, but give me Park Avenue

D
The chores!
 A
The stores!
D
Fresh air!
 A
Times Square!
D D7
You are my wife
G G7
Goodbye, city life
A A7 D
Green Acres, we are ther

7043. Green And Gray

Green and Gray (Green And Grey)
Chris Thile

[Verse 1]
I'm in a room full of people hanging on one person's breath
We would all vote him most likely to be loved to death
I hope he still wants it but it might remind him of when
He aimed for the bullseye and hit it nine times out of ten

[Verse 2]
That one time his hand slipped and I saw the dart sail away
I don't know where it landed but I'm guessing between green and gray
Well I thought nothing of it but it still haunts him like a ghost
With all eyes upon him except two that matter the most



[Chorus]
He says
Green is the color that everyone sees all around me
Gray is the color I see around her she's just a blur
The more the crowd cheers the less I can hear
And they don't really care what I play
It might be for her but for now it's between green and gray

[Verse 3]
We paid and we cheered now we're gone and to us that feels right
But for him every one of those evenings turns into a night
With another hotel room where he lays awake to pretend
That he's doing fine with his notebook and Discman for friends

[Chorus]
He says
Green is the color that everyone sees all around me
Gray is the color I see around her she's just a blur
Night after night what I hear what I write
Fills the room and my head starts to sway
It might be for her but for now it's between green and gray

[Verse 4]
"I want you to love me" he whispers unable to speak
And he wonders aloud why feelings so strong make the body so weak
Then he awoke now he's scared to death somebody heard
If it was you and you know her please don't say a word

7044. Green Back Dollar

Jerry Jeff Walker - Green Back Dollar

Some people say I'm a no count, others say I'm no good
But I'm just a natural born travelin man
Doin what I think I should, Oh yeah
Doin what I think I should

Chorus
And I don't give a damn about a greenback dollar
Spend it fast as I can
For a wailin song, and a good guitar
The only thing that I understand, Poor boy
The only thing that I understand
When I was a little babe, my mama said hey son
Travel where you will, and grow to be a man
And sing what must be sung, poor boy
Sing what must be sung

Chorus
Now that I'm a grown man, I've travelled here and there
I've learned that a bottle of brandy and a song
The only ones who ever cared, poor boy
The only ones who ever cared



Chorus

7045. Green Drop

Green Drop - Hot Buttered Rum

[portions in Twi, the language of the Ashanti people of central Ghana; the transcription is pho
netic only, as there is no written language for Twi]

My head is filled with stream way visions of river-bound chords
The music we'll play on the rocks on this green drop kind of day
I've got myself a lover; she's my banjo pickin' friend
We're alive in the moment, whoa, on this green drop kind of day
My joy is not my own, it's part of bigger whole
We laugh, a thousand angels sing, and pass it on to other souls

Love what you say, and what you eat, and what you play
On this green drop kind of day
Love what you say, and what you eat, and what you play
On this green drop kind of day

His head is filled with ancient rhythms, a slow moving train
American girls come around on this green drop kind of day

Me ni jay nyeah me dia, a yay fah who ka se ay mo [my joy is not my home...]
Sa wu sray um pepe a bofo nyum so [when you laugh...]
Twa so ka fro fro swo [and pass it on to...]

O do nyi wo ka, nyi wo di, nyi who yay [love what you say...]
On this green drop kind of day
Love what you say, and what you eat, and what you play
On this green drop kind of day
O do nyi wo ka, nyi wo di, nyi who yay
On this green drop kind of day

Ã¢  I know some dirty songs,Ã¢ ' she said, and he knew they'd get along
The stop lights flash, the cars scream, on this green drop kind of day
They bought themselves a bottle of rum and laughed Ã¢  til 3 am
They shared a taxi home, whoa, on this green drop kind of day

My joy is not my own, it's part of bigger whole
We laugh, a thousand angels sing, and pass it on to other souls

(2X)
Love what you say, and what you eat, and what you play
On this green drop kind of day
O do nyi wo ka, nyi wo di, nyi who yay
On this green drop kind of day

I love what I say, what I eat, and what I play on this green drop kind of day
Green drop kind of day



7046. Green Eyes And A Heart Of Gold - Chords

Green Eyes And A Heart Of Gold 
The Lone Bellow
 
[Chorus]
 D
Green eyes and a heart of gold
         D
All the moneys gone and the house is cold
          G
And it's alright, it's alright, it's alright, it's alright
 
[Verse 1]
    D
You wear your faded old dress
     A
The night of the 4th of July
     D
The darkness kept your silhouette
                  A
When light flash crossed the sky
              G
One crash at a time
              G
One crash at a time
 
[Chorus]
 D
Green eyes and a heart of gold
         D
All the moneys gone and the house is cold
          G
And it's alright, it's alright, it's alright, it's alright
 
[Verse 2]
       D
We are broke in New York City
     A
The F-train takes us home
    D
Oh what our ways may look like
                 A
Back where we're from
      Bm
It's harder than we thought it'd be
       A
We're losing blood with every beat
 
     Bm
Our song is not a dying dream
            G
You're not alone, you're not alone



 
[Chorus]
 D
Green eyes and a heart of gold
         D
All the moneys gone and the house is cold
          G
And it's alright, it's alright, it's alright, it's alright
 
               D
One crash at a time
 
[Bridge/Breakdown] D G
 
[Chorus]
 D
Green eyes and a heart of gold
         D
All the moneys gone and the house is cold
          G
And it's alright, it's alright, it's alright, it's alright
 
[Verse 3]
   D
You wear your faded old dress
   D
The night of the 4th of July
     G
Your face a lovely song where
     G
The fireworks crash
        D
We are broke in New York City
    D
The F-train takes us home
    G
Oh what our ways may look like a wreck
                  G
Back where we're from
 
[Chorus]
 D
Green eyes and a heart of gold
         D
All the moneys gone and the house is cold
          G
And it's alright, it's alright, it's alright, it's alright

7047. Green Fields

Green Fields
Laurie Lewis



We used to live just on the outskirts of town
When I was a little girl
The bright skies and the forest
And the green fields were my world
Then we moved away into the city
And left the fields of home behind
And now when solitude's so hard to find
My memories take me back in time

Chorus

Where are my green fileds now
No nowhere around
So I'll steal away with my memories
And in green fields I'll lay me down

Now I've got concrete for my front yard
And it's the same way out in back
But still it fills my heart with happiness
To see green grass push through the cracks

(Chorus)

Well I guess I share the same timeworn dreams
With folks in cities everywhere
To find a little place on God's green Earth
And live in peace and quiet there

(Chorus)

7048. Green Green Grass Of Home

Green Green Grass Of Home
J. Putman

1. The old home town looks so same
As I step down from the train
And there to meet me is my mama and papa
Down the road I look and there runs Mary
Hair of gold and lips like cherries
It's good to touch the green green grass of home

Ch. Yes they'll all come to meet me
Arms reaching smiling sweetly
It's good to touch the green green grass of home

2. The old house is still standing
Though the paint is cracked and dry
And there's that old oak tree that I used to play on
Down the lane I walked with my sweet Mary
Hair of gold and lips like cherries
It's good to touch the green green grass of home



3. Then I awake and look around me
There's four grey walls that surround me
Then I realised, realised that, that I'd only been dreaming
For there's a garden and there's a sad old park grave
On and on we'll walk at day break
Then again I'll touch the green green grass of home

Ch. Yes they'll all come to see me
'neath the shade of that old oak tree
As they lay me 'neath the green green grass of home

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - New Look, New Sound

7049. Green Grow The Lilacs

Green Grow The Lilacs
Blue Sky Boys

In once had a sweetheart but now I have none
The way he has done me I care not for one
The way he has done me contented I'll be
For he loves another much better than me

Green grow the lilacs all sparkling with dew
I'm lonesome for my darling since parting from you
The next time I meet him I hope to prove true
And change the green lilacs to red, white and blue

I passed by his window both early and late
The look that he gave me it made my heart ache
The look that he gave me was harmful to see
For he loves another much better than me

* Refrain

Wrote him a letter with rosey red lines
He sent me an answer all twisted entrines
Keep your love letters and I'll keep mine
Write to your sweetheart and I'll write to mine

* Refrain

7050. Green Grow The Rashes, O

Green Grow The Rashes, O
Robert Burns

There's naught but care on every hand,
In every hour that passes, O.



What signifies the life o' man
An 't were na for the lasses, O.

Chorus:
Green grow the rashes, O
Green grow the rashes, O
The sweetest hours that e'er I spend,
Are spent amang the lasses, O

The warly race may riches chase,
An' riches still may fly them, O;
An' though at last they catch them fast,
Their hearts can ne'er enjoy them, O.

Gie me a canny hour at e'en,
My arms about my dearie, O
An' warly cares an' warly men
May all gae tapsalteerie O.

For you sae douce, you sneer at this,
Ye're naught but senseless asses, O!
The wisest man the warl' e'er saw,
He dearly lo'ed the lasses, O.

Auld Nature swears the lovely dears
Her noblest work she classes, O :
Her 'prentice han' she tried on man,
And then she made the lasses, O.

7051. Green Heart

Green Heart
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
I met her years ago one summer
She was working at a church camp up the Boulder River
It was the first time I felt that aching wonder
It was the first time I felt I want to quiver
I went home for summer football
She went back to Fallon County
She was the only thing I thought about
Every minute every day
I tried to write her letters
I tried to keep her near me
But every time she wrote back
She was was farther away

[Verse 2]
I played my last game in a loss against White Sulphur
I went home that night
And I got ready for a ride
Packed some clothes and some blankets in a thirty gallon garbage bag



Was out before the daylight
With the barn door open wide

[Chorus]
From Stanford down through Harlow
Past Baker to the North Dakota line
I rode my sorrel gelding
And I'll follow this green heart of mine

[Verse 3]
Big ponderosas the sweetness of the cottonwoods
Beauty of a sunrise over miles and miles of sage
Antelope and mule deer, white tail, and a touch of fear
A sea of prairie grasses
And a thousand birds of prey

[Verse 4]
Found pasture for my horse just out of Baker
Took a room there for the night
Washed some clothes, shaved my face
I bought some roses at a florist there next morning
Asked for directions and I rode out to her place

[Verse 5]
I found her house and tied my pony to a tree
Ran fingers through my hair
As I walked to the door
There she stood, I could see it wasn't good
She gave a nervous laugh
Said, "what did you come here for?"

[Chorus]
From Stanford down through Harlow
Past Baker to the North Dakota line
I rode my sorrel gelding
And I'll follow this green heart of mine

[Verse 6]
Stopped at a ranch on Powder River
I'd spend the night there on my way through
I called my father
Said "bring the horse trailer
I wish to God I'd listened to you"

[Verse 7]
Nineteen days across Montana
There was frost on every morning in that damn November wind
All of my life to do without her
And 400 miles just to turn back again

7052. Green Light



Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours
Green Light

I turn your hole card upside down
I caught you cheatin' and runnin' around
There's a smile upon your face
For another takes my place
And now at last dear the truth I'd found

Babe, there's a green light you're free to go
You'll take a high road I'll take the low
Now here's your coat and shoes
And don't forget your blues
You're on canoe now you'll have to row

Babe, there's a green light so shift your gear
I know you fooled me for all these years
I'll hold my head up high
And forget you by and by
And there'll be laughter instead of tears

Babe, there's a green light kick up your heels
There'll come a day you know how it feels
To have your aces trump
And be taken for a chump
Now there's a green light so spin your wheels

Babe, there's a green light kick up your heels
There'll come a day you know how it feels
To have your aces trump
And be taken for a chump
Now there's a green light so spin your wheels

7053. Green Light On The Southern

Green Light On The Southern
Norman Blake

Standing on the side track at the south end of town 
On a dry hot dusty August day the steam pipe blowin' down 
The foreman with his long oil can oiling the old valve gear 
Waiting for the fast mail train the semifore to clear.

The engineer in his old I cab, his gold watch in his hand 
Looking at the water glass and letting down the sand 
Rolling out on the old main line, taking up the slack 
Gone today, but so they say, tomorrow he'll be back.

Oh, if I could return 
To those boyhood days of mine 
And the green light on the southern 
Southern railroad line.

Creeping down the rusy rails of the weed-grown branch line 



Section houses gray and white by the yard limit sign 
The hoggers call the old high ball, no more time to wait 
Rollin' down to Birmingham with a ten car local freight.

The whistle screams with a hiss of steam, the headlight gleams clear 
The driver's roll and the green and gold getting mighty near 
Handing up the orders to the engine crew on time 
It's the Alabama Great Southern A.G.S. railroad line.

7054. Green Lights

Sarah Jarosz - Green Lights

I hear your voice out in the darkness
Somewhere across the fresh-cut lawn
We're running barefoot through the wet grass
Nowhere to be until the dawn

(La-da-da...)

Up overhead the stars are burning
Gravity's bending time and space
The galaxies are slowly turning
And we're both standing face to face

Green lights and open road
The skies of endless blue
That's the feeling I get with you

(Ah-ah-ah...)

And all the corners of the universe
That light could fall to
I'm standing next to you

Green lights and open road
The skies of endless blue
That's the feeling I get with you...

I hear your voice out in the darkness

7055. Green Pastures

Green Pastures
Ralph Stanley
Emmylou Harris

Troubles and trials often betray those
Causing the weary body to stray



But we shall walk beside the still water
With the good shepherd leading the way

   Going up home to live in green pastures
   Where we shall live and die never more
   Even the Lord will be in that number
   When we have reached that heavenly shore

Those who have strayed were sought by the master
He who once gave his life for the sheep
Out on the mountain still He is searching
Bringing them in forever to keep

We will not heed the voice of the stranger
For he would lead us on to despair
Following home with Jesus our savior
We shall all reach that country so fair

7056. Green Pastures In The Sky - Chords

Green Pastures In The Sky
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs - Larry Sparks
Written by Osburn Thorpe 

C                                  A#
The Shepherd leads me out to green pastures
          C      G7           C
Where the clear  sweet waters flow
                        A#         C
Though evil shadows are all around me 
                G7           C
I'm not afraid  He's there I know

                             A#
The storms may come and rage around me
        C      G7       C
I'm not alone  He is my shield
                    A#           C
And when I'm weary  alone and forsaken
                G7       C
He lifts me up  He is so real

                                        A#
Though I may stray into fields that are barren
              C         G7    C
Where danger awaits me  I may go
                        A#       C
The Master will search  until He finds me
                     G7       C
He'll guide me back  into the fold

                                      A#
I'm one of His sheep He will love and protect me



       C     G7               C
When I call  He's there close by
                            A#        C
The day draws near for that final journey
                       G7     C
To that green pasture  in the sky

7057. Green Rolling Hills

Kathy Mattea - Green Rolling Hills
Emmylou Harris

[Chorus]
Oh the green rolling hills of West Virginia
Are the nearest thing to Heaven that I know
Though the times are sad and drear
And I cannot linger here, they'll keep me
And never let me go

[Verse 1]
My Daddy said "Don't ever be a miner
For a mine's grave is all you'll ever own
There's hard times everywhere
I can't find a dime to spare
These are the worst times I've ever known"

[Chorus]
But the green rolling hills of West Virginia
Are the nearest thing to Heaven that I know
Though the times are sad and drear
And I cannot linger here, they'll keep me
And never let me go

[Verse 2]
So I'll move away into some crowded city
In some northern factory town, you'll find me there
Though I'll leave the past behind
I'll never change my mind
These troubled times are more than I can bear

[Chorus]
But the green rolling hills of West Virginia
Are the nearest thing to Heaven that I know
Though the times are sad and drear
And I cannot linger here, they'll keep me
And never let me go

[Instrumental break]

[Verse 3]
Someday I'll go back to West Virginia
To those green, rolling hills I love so well
Oh someday I'll go home when I know I'll right the wrong



And these hard times will follow me no more

[Chorus]
Oh the green rolling hills of West Virginia
Are the nearest thing to Heaven that I know
Though the times are sad and drear
And I cannot linger here, they'll keep me
And never let me go
Though the times are sad and drear
And I cannot linger here, they'll keep me
And never let me go
[Instrumental: Wildwood Flower]

7058. Green Rolling Hills - Chords

Green Rolling Hills 
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Utah Phillips, Alice Gerrard, Hazel Dickens 
 
C                 G7            C
The green rolling hills of West Virginia
        F                              G7
Are the nearest thing to heaven that I know
       C                                 F
Though the times are sad and drear and I cannot linger here
        C           G7           C
They'll keep me and never let me go

                    G7        C
My daddy said don't ever be a miner
      F                                G7
For a miner's grave is all you'll ever own
          C                       F
Cause the hard times everywhere I can't find a dime to spare
C                   G7              C
These are the worst times I've ever known

Repeat #1

                  G7                C
So I'll move away into some crowded city
        F                                    G7
In some northern factory town you'll find me there
            C                          F
Though I'll leave the past behind I'll never change my mind
      C                  G7              C
These troubled times are more than I can bear

Repeat #1

                G7           C
Someday I'll go back to West Virginia
       F                             G7



To the green rolling hills I love so well
    C                          F
Yes someday I'll go home and I know I'll right the wrong
      C                   G7           C
These troubled times will follow me no more

                             F
Yes someday I'll go home and I know I'll right the wrong
      C                   G7           C
These troubled times will follow me no more

7059. Green Room Baby

Green Room Baby 
By Jesse Dunn (Dead Winter Carpenters)

Baby's on the balcony, silhouette wavin'
Curly hair hangin' down
Me, I'm on the stage, I'm big city dreamin'
I'm watching them lights spin around
She's a green room baby, standing out in the crowd

She's a green room baby
Fiercely alive
Living her life on the road
She's a green room baby
As cool as they come
She's seen more than the average Joe
She's a green room baby
Living her life on the road

Seattle come, Seattle go
Then it's right down the line to the City of Roses
No cry, no moan
She's a green room baby
Don't ya know, don't ya know

Tahoe come, Tahoe go
Then it's right down the river to Reno we go
She don't cry, she don't moan
She's a green room baby
Don't ya know

The band's flyin' high and the show's wrapping up
We're headed for another town
My baby's backstage, she's sleepin' away
She's dreaming to her daddy's sound
She's a green room baby
She loves it when them lights go down

She's a green room baby
Fiercely alive
Living her life on the road



She's a green room baby
As cool as they come
She's seen more than the average Joe
She's a green room baby
Living her life on the road

She's a green room baby
Green room baby
Green room baby
Green room baby
She's my green room baby
Green room baby
Green room baby
Green room baby
She's my green room baby
She loves it when them lights go down
She's a green room baby
She loves it when them lights go down

7060. Green Snakes - Chords

Green Snakes
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Elton Williams and Jimmie Peters

G                             C                   G
One fool on a stool is what I heard the bartender say
                                                     D7
I never thought my own life would ever turn out this way   
                    G        C                   G
Green Snakes on the ceiling  walking walls I can see  
                                D7                   G
One fool on a stool and on this stool sits this fool me
        
                     C              G
One fool on a stool  one drink to a hand
                                                     D7
No thread for your needle no ma'am I ain't seen your man     
   G                           C           G
Anything you want to tell me I got no time for  
                       D7            G
Just order your drink  make room for more

                              C                   G
One fool on a stool is what I heard the bartender say
                                                     D7
I never thought my own life would ever turn out this way   
                    G        C                   G
Green Snakes on the ceiling  walking walls I can see  
                                D7                   G
One fool on a stool and on this stool sits this fool me



7061. Green, Green Grass of Home

Green, Green Grass of Home

The old hometown looks the same as I step down from the train
There to meet me is my mama and papa
Down the lane I look and there runs Mary
Hair of gold and lips like cherry
It's good to touch the green green grass of home

The old house is still standing though the paint is cracked and dry
There's the old oak tree that I used to play on
Down the lane I walk with my sweet Mary
Hair of gold and lips like cherry
It's so good to touch the green green grass of home

Yes, they'll all come to meet me arms outreached smiling sweetly
It's so good to touch the green green grass of home

Then I awake and look around me at the four gray walls that surround me
And I realized that I was only dreaming
For there's a guard and there's that sad old padre
Arm in arm we'll walk at daybreak
And again I'll touch the green green grass of home

Yes, they'll all come to see me in the shade of that old oak tree
And they lay me 'neath the green green grass of home

7062. Green, Yellow And Red

Rodney Crowell - Green, Yellow and Red

Driving down on Highway 16
I thought I heard somebody scream
There was something on the windshield
I couldn't see a doggone thing
That's when I heard the siren sing
No time to wonder what he said
Green, yellow, yellow to red
Time to count those voices in my head
Green, yellow, yellow to red
Got a jug full of wine and butter for my bread
Green, yellow, yellow to red
Don't drive so fast, these brakes are bad
In through the outside, out through the in
Around the curve into a spin
I went over the edge at Leopard's Bend
Who's gonna help you now, my friend?
No time to wonder what he said



Green, yellow, yellow to red
Time to count those voices in my head
Green, yellow, yellow to red
Got a jug full of wine and butter for my bread
Green, yellow, yellow to red
So don't drive so fast, these brakes are bad
Driving down on Highway 16
I thought I heard somebody scream
There was something on the windshield
I couldn't see a doggone thing
That's when I heard that siren sing
It's time to wonder what he said
Green, yellow, yellow to red
Time to count those voices in my head
Green, yellow, yellow to red
Got jug full of wine and butter for my bread
Green, yellow, yellow to red
So don't drive so fast, these brakes are bad

7063. Green-eyed Boy

Dolly Parton - Green-eyed Boy 

I flew off to the wild blue yonder
'Cause I had a dream
And I had to go
But I'm filled with a sense of wonder
From the love I shared
With a green-eyed boy
Lips as sweet as mountain honey
A body warm as home made wine
But he had no dreams
And no means for money
But he had me just anytime
Chorus:
Take me back, If just in memory
Fill my cup again with joy
The fire still burns in the old rock chimney
And I still burn for that green-eyed boy
Now he was pretty
With chiseled features
Like the movie stars in the magazines
My first love and the son of a preacher
I fantasized me was James Dean
But the world outside kept pulling at me
Offered me fame, respect, and gold
Designer clothes and a fancy mansion
Expensive cars, so I chose those
Repeat Chorus Twice
Ooh, ooh, how I love that green-eyed boy
Ooh, ooh, ooh, and I still miss
That green-eyed boy
Fade:



Do you think about me
When the nights are long and cold
Do you ever miss me
Do you my green-eyed boy

7064. Greenbrier County

Tim O'Brien - Greenbrier County

I was traveling through Greenbrier County
Where the strangest sign I did see
Black dust men from the mine filled barroom
Back to the whistle blows at the limestone quarry
The doves and the crows, they live there together
Each man wears his work on his shirt and his face
I've heard what folks say about birds of a feather
But in Greenbrier County, the stone and the coal
They stick just the same
If you're born here in Greenbrier County
That old man at the bar said to me
You can live like a worm in the mountain
Or you can singe and burn under the white sun's fury
Half the men here in Greenbrier County
Wear stone chalk over a leathery hide
All the rest are pale as moonlight
When they wash away the dark of the mine
The doves and the crows, they live there together
Each man wears his work on his shirt and his face
I've heard what folks say about birds of a feather
But in Greenbrier County, the stone and the coal
They stick just the same
If you're ever in Greenbrier County
Measure out each man's crooked stride
Dust may seem like a small thing to carry
Until your body caves under the hard mountainside
The doves and the crows, they live there together
Each man wears his work on his shirt and his face
I've heard what folks say about birds of a feather
But in Greenbrier County, the stone and the coal
They stick just the same

7065. Greencastle Blues

Todd Snider - Greencastle Blues

[Verse 1]
There was a time when I was handsome
There was a time when I had money to burn
There was a time when where I landed



Was the least of my, was the least of my concerns
But it hurts to lean back in these handcuffs
Like nine kinds of shame turned to rage
As a younger man I might have put up a fight
But I feel like such a fool at my age

[Chorus]
Some of this trouble just finds me
No matter where I turn
So how do you know when it's too late?
How do you know when it's too late?
How do you know when it's too late to learn?

[Verse 2]
You know the number one symptom of heart disease
The number one symptom of heart disease is sudden death
It's like time stands still forever until it starts shaking around on you
Shaking around like some crazy old hooker on meth
And you know me I can't take no preaching
Not on Sunday or no other day
But I feel like I oughta be praying or something
And I have no idea what to say

[Chorus]
Some of this trouble just finds me
Most of this trouble I earn
How do you know when it's too late?
How do you know when it's too late?
How do you know when it's too late to learn?

[Verse 3]
I've learned nothing out here on this highway
But I have been passed by
And I have passed my more than my share of cars
And I do remember my younger days
When I was so certain that driving even faster
Was gonna get me far
So there's nothing left for me to learn here
Just this half full of half empty cup
Less than an ounce of possession man
I could do that kind of time standing up

[Chorus]
Most of this trouble just finds me
No matter where I turn
How do you know when it's too late?
How do you know when it's too late?
How do you know when it's too late to learn?

7066. Greenland Whale Fisheries

Greenland Whale Fisheries
Traditional



'Twas in eighteen hundred and fifty-three
And of June the thirteenth day,
That our gallant ship her anchor weighed,
And for Greenland bore away, brave boys,
And for Greenland bore away.

The lookout in the crosstrees stood
With spyglass in his hand;
There's a whale, there's a whale,
there's whalefish he cried
And she blows at every span, brave boys
She blows at every span.

The captain stood on the quarter deck,
And a fine little man was he;
Overhaul, overhaul! Let your davit tackles fall,
And launch your boats for sea, brave boys
And launch your boats for sea.

Now the boats were launched and the men aboard,
And the whale was full in view.
Resolved was each seaman bold
To steer where the whalefish blew, brave boys
To steer where the whalefish blew.

We stuck the whale the line paid out,
But she gave a flourish with her tail,
The boat capsized and four men were drowned,
And we never caught that whale, brave boys,
And we never caught that whale.

To lose the whale, our captain said,
It grieves my heart full sore,
But oh! to lose (those) four gallant men
It grieves me ten times more, brave boys
It grieves me ten times more.

The winter star doth now appear,
So, boys we'll anchor weigh;
It's time to leave this cold country
And homeward bear away, brave boys
And homeward bear away.

Oh Greenland is a dreadful place
A land that's never green
Where there's ice and snow, and the whalefishes blow
and the daylight's seldom seen brave boys
But the daylight's seldom seen.

7067. Greenlight On The Southern



Greenlight On The Southern

Standing on the sidetrack at the south end of town
on a hot dry dusty august day the steam pipe pouring down
the fireman with his long oil can oiling the old valve gears
waiting for the semaphore the fast mail train to clear

The engineer in the old high cab his gold watch in his hand
looking at the waterglass and letting down the sand
rolling out on the old main line taking up the slack
gone today so they say but tomorrow he'll be back

oh if I could return
to those boyhood days of mine
and the greenlight on the southern southern railroad line

creeping down the rusty rails of the weed grown branch line
the section houses gray and white by the yard limit sign
the hoggers call the old high ball no more time to wait
rolling down to birmingham with a 10 car load for freight

the whistle scream with a hiss of steam the headlight gleams clear
the drivers roll on the green and go getting mighty near
handing up the orders to the engine crew on time
it's the Alabama great southern AGS railroad line

7068. Greenville

Emmylou Harris - Greenville
Lucinda Williams

Don't wanna see you again or hold your hand
'Cause you don't really love me, you're not my man
You're not my man, oh you're not my man
Go back to Greenville, just go on back to Greenville

You scream and shout and you make a scene
When you open your mouth you never say what you mean
Say what you mean, oh say what you mean
Go back to Greenville, just go on back to Greenville

You drink hard liquor, you come on strong
You lose your temper someone looks at you wrong
Looks at you wrong, oh looks at you wrong
Go back to Greenville, just go on back to Greenville

Out all night playin in a band
Looking for a fight with a guitar in your hand
A guitar in your hand, oh a guitar in your hand
Go back to Greenville, just go on back to Greenville

Empty bottles and broken glass
Busted down doors and borrowed cash
Borrowed cash, oh the borrowed cash



Go back to Greenville, just go on back to Greenville

Looking for someone to save you
Looking for someone to rave about you
To rave about you, oh to rave about you
Go back to Greenville, just go on back to Greenville

7069. Greenville Trestle High

Doc Watson 
Greenville Trestle High

I remember as a boy
How I'd wander and enjoy
I'd watch the trains as they'd go by
And the whistle's lonely sound
You could hear for miles around
As they rolled across that Greenville trestle high

But the whistles don't sound like they used to
Lately not many trains go by
Hard times across the land
Mean no work for the railroad man
And the Greenville trestle now don't seem so high

On the river bank I'd stand
With a cane pole in my hand
Watch the freight trains up against the sky
With black smoke trailing back
As they moved along the track
That runs across that Greenville trestle high

But the whistles don't sound like they used to
Lately not many trains go by
Hard times across this land
Mean no work for the railroad man
And the Greenville trestle now don't seem so high

When the lonesome whistles wind
I get ramblin' on my mind
Lord, I wish they still sounded that way
As I turned to head for home
Lord, she'd rumble low and long
Towards the sunset at the close of day

No, the whistles don't sound like they used to
Lately not many trains go by
Hard times across the land
Mean no work for the railroad man
And the Greenville trestle now don't seem so high

No, the Greenville trestle now don't seem so high



7070. Greenwich Village Folk Song Salesman

Tom T Hall - Greenwich Village Folk Song Salesman
Jim & Jesse

Nancy:
[Verse 1]
I met him in a Greenwich village coffee nook
(Greenwich?)
He was selling folk songs and little dirty books
The place was full of happy hop'd up hippies at the time
All mornin' long he hadn't made a dime

Both:
[Chorus]
He was a Greenwich village folk song salesman
You should have heard the bag he was in
He was a Greenwich village folk song salesman
He'd jump up and sing one now and then

Lee:
[Post-Chorus]
I've got songs about Detroit and Vietnam
And new one about the economic opportunity program
(What's that?)
(I don't know, I didn't write this.)

Nancy:
[Verse 2]
He had a little banjo with an alligator strap
He'd sing a song at the drop of your hat
He had one song there that Johnson should have heard
To the tune of the Great Speckled Bird

Both:
[Chorus]
He was a Greenwich village folk song salesman
His beard was a dark shade of green
(Ugh)
He was a Greenwich village folk song salesman
And now and then he'd jump up and he'd scream

Lee:
[Post-Chorus]
I've got songs about Detroit and Vietnam
And new one about the economic opportunity program
(I can't even pronounce that!)

Nancy:
[Verse 3]
Well I told him I had to soon be on my way
Way back to Music City US of A
He said if you'd see Lee and Nancy my friend



Tell 'em I've got fifteen songs for them

Both:
[Chorus]
He was a Greenwich village folk song salesman
You should have heard the bag he was in
(What a bag x3)
He was a Greenwich village folk song salesman
He'd jump up and sing one now and then
(Oh yes!)
He was a Greenwich village folk song salesman
You should have heard the bag he was in

(What a bag x3)
He was a Greenwich village folk song salesman
He'd jump up and sing one now and then

7071. Grey Funnel Line

Grey Funnel Line
Cyril Tawney

Don't mind the rain or the rolling sea.
The weary night never worries me,
But the hardest time in sailor's day
Is to watch the sun as it dies away.
Here's one more day on the Grey Funnel Line.

The finest ship that sails the sea
Is still a prison for the likes of me.
But give me wings like Noah's dove,
And I'd fly up harbour to the one I love.
Here's one more day on the Grey Funnel Line.

Of Lord if dreams were only real,
I'd have my hands on that wooden wheel,
And with all my heart I'd turn her round,
And tell the boys that we're homeward bound.
Here's one more day on the Grey Funnel Line.

I'll pass the time like some machine,,
Until blue water turns to green
Then I'll dance on down that walk ashore,
And sail the Grey Funnel Line no more.
And sail the Grey Funnel Line no more.

7072. Grey Walls



Richard Thompson - Grey Walls 

I took my darling down
I took my darling down
To that big grey house down the lane
And then the doctor said
He said it's in her head
She's never going to be right again
I kissed my love goodbye
She didn't blink an eye
They took her down the hall
She never looked back at all

Behind grey walls
Somewhere there's a soul
Behind grey walls
She's out of control
Crying out for help
No one can hear
O Lord have pity on her
O Lord have pity on her

My darling walks the floor
My darling walks the floor
She walks every minute that she can
I heard my darling say
I heard my darling say
She don't know who I am
Cigarette burns down her arm
Said she tried to do herself harm
Tied her arms in the back
Trussed her up like a sack

Behind grey walls
Somewhere there's a soul
Behind grey walls
She's out of control
Crying out for help
No one can hear
O Lord have pity on her
O Lord have pity on her

I saw my darling's face
I saw my darling's face
It looked so pale in the distance
She stared out from her room
Into the dying gloom
And I saw her poor tears glisten
Pills to keep her calm
More punctures than a junkie in her arm
Tied her down on the bed
Seventy volts through her head

Behind grey walls
Somewhere there's a soul
Behind grey walls
She's out of control
Crying out for help



No one can hear
O Lord have pity on her
O Lord have pity on her

7073. Greycoat Soldiers - Chords

Greycoat Soldiers 
Norman Blake - Gary Brewer
 
[Intro]
Em D A C Asus G
 
[Verse]
          G                    D
Where the cold, clear mountain spring did roll
    C                      G
The green beech tree hung  cross the road
C               Bm
Iron rim wagons caught the sun
D           C        Em
Back in the year of sixty-one.
 
 
    G                  D
Now Sherman's army marched around
    C              G
In 64, he burned Georgia down
C                Bm
Settings wings to the feet
D       C         Em
Of every living soul he'd meet
 
 
[Chorus]
Em          D            A
Graycoat Soldiers have gone
         G  D        Em
Marching in a ragged war
G                D      C      Em
Young wives and babies cried alone
     C                     Asus
For fathers, they saw no more
 
[Verse]
            G                   D
Well, they tore up rails and wrecked the bridge
     C                       G
Down by the hill they call Mission Ridge
C                 Bm
Hell it raged for days and nights
D         C                  Em
An end it seemed was not in sight
 



 
            G                         D
Well they loaded up the cannon with nails and chains
    C                      G
A noise that would drive a man insane
C             Bm
Rifles rang sharp and loud
D        C                Em
In that battle above the clouds
 
 
[Chorus]
Em          D            A
Graycoat Soldiers have gone
         G  D        Em
Marching in a ragged war
G                D      C      Em
Young wives and babies cried alone
     C                     Asus
For fathers, they saw no more
 
[Verse]
      G                       D
Now they're all gone to the rocks and the hills
        C                 G
And the green grave yard on the hill
C                Bm
And no one does recall the day
D        C             Em
Corporal Johnson rode away.
    G                  D
And cast iron markers they stand there
 C             G
Guarding the battleground with care.
C                Bm
Cannons rest all in a row
D            C                 Em
Prepared to meet some ghostly foe
 
[Chorus]
Em          D            A
Graycoat Soldiers have gone
         G  D        Em
Marching in a ragged war
G                D      C      Em
Young wives and babies cried alone
     C                     Asus
For fathers, they saw no more

7074. Griddle In The Middle

Griddle In The Middle



An old stove with a griddle in the middle

Four black burners that are not too little
Old-timey like a banjo and a fiddle
An old stove with a griddle in the middle

I like the sound of a mid-fifties Martin
Singing a song I can really put my heart in
Hank Williams or Jimmy Martin
When Rock and Roll was just getting started

Why can't they do it like they used to do
A gaberdine shirt with saddle shoes
It was good enough for me and good enough for you
If you were made in the fifties too
If you were made in the fifties too.

When I was reading Maurice Sendak
You could listen to the King and Bird back to back
Daddy was working on the cold hard facts
And Mama was an artist, she didn't need to look back

There was a boy with a D.A. on the front porch slide
Tryin' to duck and cover with no place to hide
Kerouac was trying to get a ride
And the whole cold war got blamed on the other side

There were greasers and bucks in a launderette
Drinking coca-cola round a chrome dinette
A platinum blond in a red corvette
That's about as fifties as you can get

Why can't it be the way it used to be
With a ponytail and cuffed dungarees
It was good enough for you and good enough for me
Hey, I was made in the fifties too
I was made in the fifties too.

Turn up the flame underneath the griddle
Pancakes bubble from the side to the middle
Eggs frying and a steaming kettle
On an old stove with a griddle in the middle
.
Why can't we do it like they used to do
When the poets were beat and the jazz was cool
It was good enough for me and good enough for you
Hey, we were made in the fifties too
We were made in the fifties too

7075. Grievous Angel

Emmylou Harris
Grievous Angel



[Verse 1]
Won't you scratch my itch sweet Annie Rich
And welcome me back to town
Come out on your porch or I'll step into your parlour
And I'll tell you how it all went down
Out with the truckers and the kickers and the cowboy angels

[Chorus]
And a good saloon in every single town
And I remember something that you once told me
And I'll be damned if it did not come true
Twenty thousand roads I went down, down, down
And they all lead me straight back home to you

[Verse 2]
We flew straight across that river bridge
Last night half past two
The switch-man waved his lantern goodbye and good day as we
Went rolling through
Billboards and truck-stops pass by the grievous angel
And now I know just what I have to do
Cause I headed West to grow up with the country
Across those prairies with those waves of grain
And I saw my devil, and I saw my deep blue sea
And I thought about a calico bonnet from Cheyenne to Tennessee
The news I could bring I met up with the king
On his head an amphetamine crown
He talked about unbuckling that old bible belt
And headed out for some desert town
Out with the truckers and the kickers and the cowboy angels
[Chorus]

[Outro]
Twenty thousand roads I went down down down
And they all lead me straight back home to you

7076. Gringo Honeymoon

Robert Earl Keen - Gringo Honeymoon 

We were standin' on a mountain top
Where the cactus flowers grow
I was wishin' that the world would stop
When you said we'd better go

We took a rowboat 'cross the Rio Grande
Captain Pablo was our giude
For two dollars in a weathered hand
He rowed us to the other side

CHORUS:
And we were dreamin' like the end was not in sight



And we dreamed all afternoon
We asked the world to wait so we could celebrate
A gringo honeymoon

We stepped out onto the golden sand
The sun was high and burning down
Rented donkeys from an old blind man
Saddled up and rode to town

Tied our donkeys to an ironwood tree
By the street where the children play
We walked in the first place we could see
Servin' cold beer in the shade

CHORUS:
We were drinkin' like the end was not in sight
And we drank all afternoon
We asked the world to wait so we could celebrate
A gringo honeymoon

Met a cowboy who said that he
Was running from the DEA
He left a home, a wife, a family
When he made his getaway

We followed him on down a street of dust
To his one room run-down shack
He blew a smoke ring and he smiled at us
I ain't never goin' back

CHORUS:
We were flyin' like the end was not in sight
And we soared all afternoon
We asked the world to wait so we could celebrate
A gringo honeymoon

He said there's one last place that you should go
He took us to the town's best bar
He knew a crusty caballero
Who played an old gut string guitar

And he sang like Marty Robbins could
Played like no one I've known
For a while we knew that life was good
It was ours to take back home

CHORUS:
We were singin' like the end was not in sight
And we sang all afternoon
We asked the world to wait so we could celebrate
A gringo honeymoon

We were standin' on a mountain top
Where the cactus flowers grow
I was wishin' that the world would stop
When you said we'd better go



7077. Gringo In Belize

Jerry Jeff Walker - Gringo in Belize

Well he came down on vacation, 'cause he liked the tropic sun
Margaritas and the music, made it all seem fun
He bought a piece of heaven on the Carribean seas
He's a happy little camper in Belize
He began to build a condo, but the labor cost was high
His partner stole his money, that left him high and dry
His land is still a mudhole, where you sink up to your knees
And he's just another gringo in Belize

Chorus:
He's a planner, he's a dreamer, he's a sordid little schemer
Seems to think that money grows on trees
He's a whiner, he's a loser, he's a pothead, he's a boozer
He's just another gringo in Belize
Well he used to have a girlfriend that now he can't afford
Since one of his investments got busted at the border
He wasted all his money paying bribes and fines and fees
And he's just another gringo in Belize
Oh, he sold his motorcycle, somebody stole his boat
They ran it on the reef and now the damn thing just won't float
The only thing's that free is mud, mosquitoes and the breeze
And he's just another gringo in Belize

Chorus
Now he'll drink a beer for breakfast, he'll chase it with rum punch
He's smoking up his dinner, he's a snorting up his lunch
He's been wasted on the mainland, now he's stoned out in the Cayes
And he's just another gringo in Belize

Chorus
He's just another gringo in Belize
Sounds like a pretty good goddamned life to me

7078. Grit And Grace

Grit and Grace
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
There's holes in my heart, scars on my soul
Nights I fell apart, and days I lost control on the inside
Waitin' for the storm to subside, somehow scrapin' by
Climbin' every hill, too stubborn not to try
And never lost the will to wonder
When I'd hear the still beyond the thunder



[Chorus]
With one part moxie, another part mettle
I found mercy refusin' to settle for a hidin' place
In sacrifice and second-guessin'
Findin' strength in every blessin'
Through all the tears and fears I had to facR
I supplied the grit, God supplied thR grace

[Verse 2]
Clawed tooth and nail through heartache and hell
Prayed to prevail, and one day live to tell another story
One that had a happy endin' for me
Parted with my pride, learned how to trust
With mercy as my guide, all the doubts, they turned to dust in the chapter
Of who I grew to be ever after

[Chorus]
With one part moxie, another part mettle
I found mercy refusin' to settle for a hidin' place
In sacrifice and second-guessin'
Findin' strength in every blessin'
Through all the tears and fears I had to face
I supplied the grit, God supplied the grace

[Chorus]
With one part moxie, another part mettle
I found mercy refusin' to settle for a hidin' place
In sacrifice and second-guessin'
Findin' strength in every blessin'
Through all the tears and fears I had to face
I supplied the grit, God supplied the grace
Oh, I supplied the grit, God supplied the grace

7079. Gritenme Piedras Del Campo

Linda Ronstadt - Gritenme Piedras Del Campo

Soy como el viento que corre
Alrededor de este mundo
Ando entre muchos placeres
Pero no es suyo ninguno

Soy como el pájaro en jaula
Preso y hundido en tu amor
Aunque la jaula sea de oro
No deja de ser prisiÃ³n

Hablén me montes y valles
Griténme piedras del campo
Cuando habÃan visto en la vida
Querer como estoy queriendo
Llorar como estoy llorando



Morir como estoy muriendo

A veces me siento un sol
Y el mundo me importa nada
Luego despierto y me rio
Soy mucho menos que nada

En fin soy en éste mundo
Como la pluma en el aire
Sin rumbo voy por la vida
Y de eso tu eres culpable

7080. Groovin' Slowly

John Butler - Groovin' Slowly

Beautiful woman, so sexy
Come shake that bottom over, over to me
Feel that one drop, feel that skank
Brother B playing that Hip Hop
It better than a, money in the bank
Lights are low, moon is high
I want you to know
That you're the brightest star in my sky and
I'm groovin' slowly
With my woman
Groovin' slowly
With my wo-man
DJ play that music
All night long
Play that funky kingston
You know it's our, our favourite song
Feel that back beat
Feel that groove
Got my baby on the dancefloor
She doin all her, her favourite moves
I want you to know girl
I want you to feel
I want to show you
That my love is real
I want you to see girl
You're the brightest star that shines
Even though there is no forever
I'm gonna love you 'til the end of time
'Cos I'm groovin' slowly with my woman
Groovin' slowly with my woman
I said that, na na na
Groovin' slowly with my woman, groovin' slowly
Beautiful woman, so sexy
Come shake that bottom over, over to me girl
Feel that one drop, feel that skank
Brother B playing that Hip Hop
It better than a, money in the bank



And lights are low, moon is high, I want you to know
That you're the brightest star in my sky and I'm
I'm groovin' slowly with my woman
Groovin' slowly with my woman
I said that, ba da da
Groovin' slowly with my woman, I'm groovin' slowly
Yes, you're the one and I'm the one
So we can be together and do what we like
So be the moon and I'm the sun
And you could be the sky and I will be what they want
This should have been upon the fire
And everyone would proper be to fool who lie
I sent a lie, I told your friends
I'll be the one for you until the very end

7081. Gross

Richard Thompson
Gross

[Verse 1]
Molly spilled your secrets
All over my couch
You act so cold these days
But say my name when I'm not around

[Pre-Chorus]
Kiss my face
Shut me out
Then you say
I'm too loud

[Chorus]
Babe, I was blue
All 'cause of you
That's so gross, man
How I let you have my hand
Oh, my worst plan was
To let you in again, again

[Verse 2]
Molly told my friend
You played her my songs and you cried about them
Were the tears all for show?
Did you hear my words?
[Pre-Chorus]
Listen up
Or spill your guts
Shut me out
And let me down

[Chorus]
Babe, I was blue



All 'cause of you
You're so gross, man
How I let you have my hand
Oh, my worst plan was
To let you in again, again
Oh, my worst plan was
To let you in again, again

7082. Ground Hog

Ground Hog

Shoulder up your gun and whistle up your dog
Shoulder up your gun and whistle up your dog
We're off to the woods for to catch a ground hog
Ground hog, ground hog

Too many rocks and too many logs,... (Ã■2)
Too much trouble to hunt ground hogs,...

He's in here boys, the hole's wore slick,... (Ã■2)
C'mon, Sam with your forked stick,...

Stand back, boys, and let's be wise,... (Ã■2)
I think I see his beady little eyes,...

Here comes Sam with a ten foot pole,... (Ã■2)
Twist that whistle pig outta his hole,...

Work, boys, work just as hard as you can tear,... (Ã■2)
The meat'll do to eat and the hide'll do to wear,...

Up come Sal with a snigger and a grin,... (Ã■2)
Ground hog grease all over her chin,...

The children screamed and the children cried,... (Ã■2)
"I love that ground hog cooked or fried!",...

You eat up the meat then you save the hide,... (Ã■2)
Makes the best shoestring that ever was tied,...

Look at them fellers, they're about to fall,... (Ã■2)
Eatin' till their britches won't button at all,...

Little piece of cornbread laying on the shelf,... (Ã■2)
If you want any more you can sing it yourself,...

7083. Ground On Down



Ground on Down
Old School Freight Train

I believe in a few things
God the devil and love
Cause I've looked up from the bottom
And I've stared down from above

I have faith in a few things
Divinity and grace
But even when I'm on my knees
I know the devil prays

And you're working your way
From the ground on down

I hate to say I love you
Because it means that I
Will be with you forever
Or will sadly say goodbye

I love to say I hate you
Because it means that I
Will live my life happily without you
Or will sadly live a lie

And you're working your way
From the ground on down

Life is short
And if your lookin' for extension
With your time
You had best do well

Cause there's good deeds
And there is good intention
They're as far apart
As heaven and hell

And you're working your way
From the ground on down

7084. Groundhog

Groundhog

Way down yonder in the forks of the branch
Way down yonder in the forks of the branch
The old sow whistles and the little pigs dance
Groundhog, groundhog

Well come on Grandpa get your dog
Come on Grandpa get your dog
We're going up the holler to catch a groundhog



Groundhog, groundhog

Well yonder comes Jimmy with a ten foot pole
Yonder comes Jimmy with a ten foot pole
Twist that groundhog out of his hole
Groundhog, groundhog

Well come on Pappy bring your gun
Come on Pappy bring your gun
We got that groundhog on the run
Groundhog, groundhog

Well yonder comes Sally with a snicker and a grin
Yonder comes Sally with a snicker and a grin
Groundhog grease all over her chin
Groundhog, groundhog

7085. Groundhog - Chords

Groundhog 
Doc Watson

[Verse 1]
G                                           Em
Shoulder up your gun, and whistle up your dog,
G                           C               D
Shoulder up your gun, and whistle up your dog,
G                                Em
Off to the woods for to catch a groundhog.
G    D       G
Oh, groundhog!
 
[Verse 2]
G                                   Em
Run here, Sally, with a ten-foot pole,
G                       C        D
Run here, Sally, with a ten-foot pole
G                                Em
To twist this whistle-pig out of his hole.
G    D       G
Oh, groundhog!
 
[Verse 3]
G                                    Em
Here comes Sal with a snicker and a grin,
G                      C               D
Here comes Sal with a snicker and a grin,
G                                Em
The groundhog gravy all over her chin.
G   D       G
Oh, groundhog!
 
[Verse 4]



G                                   Em
Now, look out, fellas, I done gone wild,
G                    C        D
Look out, fellas, I'm a-goin' wild,
G                                Em
Gonna eat that hog before he strikes a boil.
G   D       G
Oh, groundhog!
 
[Verse 5]
G                                   Em
Ya eat up the meat and save the hide,
G                    C        D
Eat up the meat and ya save the hide,
G                                Em
The best durn shoestring that ever was tied.
G   D       G
Oh, groundhog!

7086. Groundhog Blues

Groundhog Blues

Hunt up the matting, whistle up the dog
Hunt up the matting, whistle up the dog
Going to the new ground to get a groundhog
Groundhog, groundhog, groundhog, groundhog

I dug down and it wasn't very deep
I dug down and it wasn't very deep
There laid a whistle-pig sound asleep
Groundhog, groundhog, groundhog, groundhog

I took me a pole and I twist him out
I took me a pole and I twist him out
Good gracious alive, ain't a groundhog stout !
Groundhog, groundhog, groundhog, groundhog

I took him home and I tanned his hide
I took him home and I tanned his hide
He made the best shoe-strings ever was tied
Groudhog, groundhog, groundhog, groundhog

I cut him up and put him on to bile
I cut him up and put him on to bile
Good gracious alive, you could smell him for a mile
Groundhog, groundhog, groundhog, groundhog



7087. Grow Bananas

Greensky Bluegrass 
Grow Bananas

There's no work to be found, everybody's higher on the ground
Since the jobs all went abroad across the sea
Well the union trumped the unions, now the little guy is frozen
We're not standin' in the streets with signs anymore, what the hell for?

You know what I mean is, can't stay in pan handle country
Grow bananas in another land, and ease the travelin' through

What Hartford said wasn't true, they all know what you do
Chuck says it's all downhill since Hoover
Traps and trees can be enough to eat, nobody's neighbors got to cheat
Or steal another gallon of that Texas tea, black gold that is

You know what I mean is, I can't stay in pan handle country
Grow bananas in another land, and ease the travelin' through

Who can copyright tomatoes, stop the medicine where it grows
Maybe corporate farmers will sell it over the counter
I heard a tropic breeze is nicer, nothin' tastes like curried lobster
Some people run away from democracy, to be more free

You know what I mean is, can't stay in pan handle country
Grow bananas in another land, and ease the travelin' through
Grow bananas in another land, and ease the travelin' through

7088. Grow Together

Grow Together
Greensky Bluegrass

No matter how far we've come
Still the same thing on my mind
That we can grow old together
If we can find the time

You've got a hold on me now
It's makin' me feel weak somehow
'Cause when I've gotta go
I worry 'bout comin' home

Will you keep me still?
Even if I'm gone until
You're feelin' so alone
Wondering where I have gone

No matter how far we've come
Still the same thing on my mind
That we can grow old together



If we can find the time

But if you lose my love
And can't recall what we become
When we dare to dream
Evergreen Ada Jeanne

And what our lives are worth
Captured and measured since our birth
And when I'm looking back
It's so clear now what I've lacked

No matter how far we've come
Still the same thing on my mind
That we can grow old together
If we can find the time

I felt prepared to learn
That all I knew of love could be wrong
And when a heart is full
Somehow it yields the space for more

Without a breath to spare
I'll give more than I can bare to
Because what you have given me
Reveals the man I hope to be

No matter how far we've come
Still the same thing on my mind
That we can grow old together
If we can find the time

That we can grow old together
If we can find the time
If we can find the time

Still the same thing on my mind
Same thing on my mind
That we can grow old together
If we can find the time

No matter how far we've come
Still the same thing on my mind
That we can grow old together
If we can find the time
That we can grow together

7089. Guantanamera

Guantanamera
Jose Marti

Yo soy un hombre sincero,



De donde crecen las palmas
Yo soy on hombre sincero,
De donde crecen las palmas,
Y antes do morirme quiero,
Echar mis versos del alma.

Chorus:
Guantanamera,
Guajira Guantanamera,
Guantanamera,
Guajira Guantanamera.

Mi verso es de un verde carlo,
Y de un carmin encendido,
Mi verso es de un verde carlo,
Que busca en el monte amparo.

Chorus

I am a truthful man from this land of palm trees,
Before dying I want to share these poems of my soul
My verses are light green
But they are also flaming red.

(the next verse says)
I cultivate a rose in June and in January
For the sincere friend who gives me his hand
And for the cruel one who would tear out this heart
With which I live
I do not cultivate thistles or nettles
I cultivate a white rose

Qultivo la rosa blanca
En junio como en enero
Qultivo la rosa blanco
En juno como en enero
Para el amigo sincero
Que me da da su mano franca.

Chorus

Y para el cruel que me arranca
El corazon que vivo
Y para el cruel que me arranca
El corazon que vivo
Cardo ni ortiga cultivo
Cultivo la rosa blanco.

Chorus

Con los pobres de la tiera
Quiero yo mi suerte echar
Con los pobres de la tiera
Quiero yo mi suerte echar
El arroyo de la sierra
Me complace mas que el mar



Chorus

7090. Guaranteed

Todd Snider - Guaranteed

[        . ]
Hey, hey hey ...
Satisfaction guaranteed
I want what you promised me
I want satisfaction, satisfaction
I want satisfaction guaranteed
Now power tie, no power lunch
I wouldn't tell you a lie, I got this knock out punch
When I'm channel surfing USA
Watching those hours roll by
I know I may be throwing my time away
But at least I'm remotely in control
I get my satisfaction
Satisfaction guaranteed
Indecision may or may not be my problem, I can't say
Dollar bills buy nervous laughter, it's all too loud for me
Happily here ever after, Mister you just wait and see
I want satisfaction, satisfaction
Satisfaction guaranteed
I say, stand back world, I'm standoffish
And I have made my wish on a satellite dish
I say, viva satellite, viva satellite
Satisfaction guaranteed
I want what you want from me
I want satisfaction, satisfaction
I want my satisfaction guaranteed
Hey, hey hey ...

7091. Guardian Angel - Chords

Guardian Angel 
Tim O'Brien

[Verse 1]
F                  C
I guess there's no time
     F       C
When I can't recall
     F       C          G            Am
That picture hanging up there on the wall
F                  C
Of a little girl walking
F                 C



By a snake in the grass
 F       C          G                 Am
And her Guardian Angel is guiding her past
 
[Verse 2]
F                  C
Well, I lost a big sister
     F       C
When the picture was new
F       C          G            Am
Nineteen fifty-six just before I turned two
 
F                  C
I took part of my memory,
     F       C
Added stories and things
F       C          G            Am
I made her my Angel, she has her own wings
F       C          G                 C
I made her my Angel, she has her own wings
 
[Chorus]
F                      Am
She would have held my hand,
F                        Am
She would have called my name
F       C          G                 Am
Too young to remember I miss her the same
F           C      G              C
My Guardian Angel, I miss her the same
 
[Verse 3]
F                  C
Don't know much about her
      F           C
There's not much to know
F       C          G                 Am
Just six years of living then she had to go
F                  C
My parents they grieved
      F            C
Somehow they moved on
F       C          G                 Am
And I grew up knowing my sister was gone
 
[Verse 4]
F              C
I found an old letter
      F                C
That my mom wrote that year
F       C          G                 Am
And each time I read it I shed a new tear
F                   C
It helps me to feel some
        F               C
Of what my parents felt then
F       C          G                 Am



I think of my own kids and feel it again
F       C          G                 C
I think of my own kids and feel it again
 
[Chorus]
F                     Am
I would have held her hand
F                   Am
I know I called her name
F       C          G                 Am
My Guardian Angel I miss her the same
F                     Am
She would have held my hand
F                     Am
She would have called my name
F       C          G                 Am
Too young to remember her, miss her the same
F       C          G              C
My Guardian Angel, I miss her the same
 
[Verse 5]
F                  C
I guess there's no time
F            C
When I can't recall
F             C          G            Am
The picture a hanging up there on the wall

7092. Guerres De Clocher

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Guerres de clocher

J'ai trouvé un nid pour me poser avec ma boite portée
C'est drette Ã  ras d'une cour Ã  scrap au fond du chemin forestier
Y'a pas d'point d'eau mais du brÃ»lot o'est Ã  l'entrée d'la zec
Y'a ben des énormes tuyaux afin d'en faire des calvettes
Y'a une grosse crisse de pelle Ã  neige pour la plugger su' son truck
Une pépine au fond d'la cour sur un voyage de garnotte
Si Ã§a Ã§a m'inspire pas mais dis-moé qu'est-ce qui f 'ra
Si Ã§a n'nourrissait pas ma plumR j'en garderais ben l'amRrtume
Ã■'fait qu'lÃ  j'ai piné ma réguine juste drette Ã  ras d'une pépine
Quoi de plus poétique qu'une belle pelle mécanique
C'est pas cordé entre deux campeurs parmi les baby-boomers
Que j't'aurais pondu d'quoi d'potable encore moins l'oeuvre capitale
Ã■'fait qu'lÃ  moi pis ma p'tite femme on vit d'un pick-up caravane
Belle reculade en mode nomade mais elle a rentre Ã  l'hôpital
Soigner l'malheur le mal Ã  l'Ã¢me la populace prise du vertige
Et l'soir venu sans coq-Ã -l'Ã¢ne elle rentre Ã  son sujet d'maitrise
Parc' que oui c'est vrai je n'suis pas sain d'esprit
Et que si je m'ermite ainsi c'est pas tant l'agoraphobie
C'plutôt en toute simplicité qu'osti que l'monde me fait chier
Pis qu'icitte dans ma cour Ã  scrap y'a pas d'tv pour me l'rappeler
J'ai peine Ã  croire soda y'a ben du tawin au Canada



Ã■a dort au gaz r'gard'-moé Ã§a Ã§a travaille pas pour la NASA
C'est sÃ»r qu'si Ã§'a jamais eu faim Ã§a ira pas chercher plus loin
EnlÃ¨ve leu' don' leu' baloney Ã§a s'enlÃ¨vera ben l'doigt d'dans l'nez

7093. Guess I Got It Wrong

Robbie Fulks - Guess I Got it Wrong

[Verse 1]
Stick and frame, a patch of earth
Some china plates, a band of gold
A few shared things of little worth
And now they're all that's left to hold

[Verse 2]
She hides her tears, I do my best
As I pull slowly from the drive
Young in love, we lay undressed
Now we can't meet each other's eyes

[Chorus]
Sad goodbyes, shattered dreams
Darker skies I don't think I've seen
I thought love was just one sweet song
Guess I got it wrong

[Verse 3]
Houston tollway to I-10
Never looked this bleak before
Why's the feeling never strong as when
You can't have her anymore?

[Chorus]
Sad goodbyes, shattered dreams
Darker skies I don't think I've seen
I thought love was just one sweet song
Guess I got it wrong

7094. Guess I'll Hang My Tears Out To Dry

Linda Ronstadt - Guess I'll Hang My Tears Out To Dry

The torch I carry is handsome
It's worth its heartache in ransom
And when the twilight steals
I know how the lady in the harbor feels

When I want rain I get sunny weather
I'm just as blue as the sky



Since love is gone can't pull myself together
Guess I'll hang my tears out to dry

Friends ask me out
I tell them I'm busy
I must get a new alibi
I stay at home and ask myself where is he

Guess I'll hang my tears out to dry
Dry little teardrops
Hanging on a string of dreams
Fly little memories

My little memories
Remind him of our crazy schemes
Somebody said just forget about him
So I gave that treatment a try

Strangely enough I got along without him
Then one day he passed me right by
Oh well I guess I'll hang my tears out to dry

7095. Guess We Thought the World Would End - Chords

Guess We Thought The World Would End
Recorded by Bobby Helms

G                    D7          G
Guess we thought the world would end

                        D7
We never thought of the future
                       G
The past we didn't let in
                         C
Time stood still while I held you
         G           D7          G
Guess we thought the world would end

                           D7
All of it was wrong and we knew it
                    G
We didn't try to pretend
                      C
We only lived for the moment
         G           D7          G
Guess we thought the world would end

C                            G
We never thought of the heartaches
D7                     G
We'd bring to somebody else
C                        G



Blinded by love for each other
A7                    D7
We only thought of ourselves

G             D7
You belong to another
                 G
We'll never love again
               C
For a moment I held you
         G           D7          G
Guess we thought the world would end

                              C
Time stood still while I held you
         G           D7          G
Guess we thought the world would end

7096. Guide Me Home My Georgia Moon - Chords

Guide Me Home My Georgia Moon 
The Osborne Brothers

[Intro]
B  F#  B
 
[Chorus]
B        F#              B
Guide me home my Georgia moon
B                        F#
To the one that loves me so
B                        E       C#m
From her arms I won't be leaving soon
B        F#             B
Nor from you my Georgia moon
 
 
[Verse 1]
  B                       B7
I left my home in Georgia
        E
For the lights of New York town
       B                 B7
But my pockets soon were empty
       F#
And my luck it sure is down
    B               B7
I'm looking at that southern moon
            E
Through the glow of neon lights
        B
If that Georgia gal will have me
E        B     F#    B



Then I'm on my way tonight
 
 
[Verse 2]
       B                        B7
It's a long long way to Georgia
       E
Just a few steps at a time
    B                    B7
I'm walking on down that highway
           F#
Toward the Mason and Dixon Line
   B                     B7
My stomach sure is empty
         E
It ain't had a thing in days
        B
But the Georgia moon keeps shining
E        B        F#   B
And I'll be there in a day
 
 
[Chorus]
B        F#              B
Guide me home my Georgia moon
B                        F#
To the one that loves me so
B                        E       C#m
From her arms I won't be leaving soon
B        F#             B
Nor from you my Georgia moon
 
 
[Verse 3]
B                     B7
Down the lane a figure
           E
Dressed in rags one evening lay
B               B7
Stumbled up the pathway
       F#
And he fell beside the gate
    B                B7
The folks all came a-running
       E
Saying Johnny's home to stay
    B                     E    B       F#   B
And as she held me in her arms I could only say
 
 
[Chorus]
B        F#              B
Guide me home my Georgia moon
B                        F#
To the one that loves me so
B                        E       C#m
From her arms I won't be leaving soon



B        F#             B
Nor from you my Georgia moon

7097. Guide Me Lord - Chords

Guide Me Lord
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Johnny Gimble

C                              F
I was born in sin and lost but Jesus paid the cost
    G7                         C
And pardoned me from all iniquity 
                            F
So till I see His face I'll daily ask His grace
   G7                                  C
To guide me on the path He planned for me

                                       F
Guide me lord through the day guide me Lord this I pray
        G7                           C
Through all hardships temptation and strife
                                         F
Guide me lord through Thy might guide me Lord by Thy light
     G7                           C
That Thy will might be done in my life

                             F
God loved us everyone and He gave His only son
G7                                   C
To save our souls from sin He gladly died
                                F
So trust in Him today and He'll wash your sins away
     G7                              C
Then daily He will be your light and guide

Repeat #2

G7       C
Guide me Lord

7098. Guiding Light

The Hillbilly Moonshiners Bluegrass Band - Guiding Light

All day permanent red
The glaze on my eyes
When I heard your voice
The distance caught me by surprise again



And I know you claim that you're alright

But fix your eyes on me
I guess I'm all you have
And I swear you'll see the dawn again

Well I know I had it all on the line
But don't just sit with folded hands and become blind
'Cause even when there is no star in sight
You'll always be my only guiding light

Relate to my youth
I'm still in awe of you
Discover some new truth
That was always wrapped around you

Don't just slip away in the night
Don't just hurl your words from on high

Well I know I had it all on the line
But don't just sit with folded hands and become blind
'Cause even when there is no star in sight
You'll always be my only guiding light

If we come back and we're broken
Unworthy and ashamed
Give us something to believe in
And you know we'll go your way

'Cause I know I had it all on the line
But don't just sit with folded hands and become blind
'Cause even when there is no star in sight
You'll always be my only guiding light
And I know I had it all on the line
But don't just sit with folded hands and become blind
'Cause even when there is no star in sight
You'll always be my only guiding light

7099. Guilty

Guilty
Randy Newman

Yes, baby, I been drinkin'
And I shouldn't come by I know
But I found myself in trouble
And I had nowhere else to go

Got some whisky from the barman
Got some cocaine from a friend
I just had to keep on movin'
Til I was back in your arms again



Guilty, baby I'm guilty
And I'll be guilty the rest of my life
How come I never do what I'm supposed to do
How come nothin' that I try to do ever turns out right?

You know, you know how it is with me baby
You know, I just can't stand myself
And it takes a whole lot of medicine
For me to pretend that I'm somebody else

7100. Guilty As Sin - Chords

Guilty As Sin
Written and recorded by Mel Street

C
In lovin' arms with tender kisses
    F                 C
She helps me start my day
And lets me know that she loves me
                   G7
In so many special ways
          C
She don't talk about last night
       F                C
Or the places that I've been
                         F
Lord she loves me like a saint
                     C
But I'm as guilty as sin
        F
Yes the devil knows my weakness
       C
On the other side of town
When temptation gets the upper hand
                       G7
My resistance tumble's down
   C
My conscience tells me treat her right
      F            C
But I lose control again
                         F
Lord she loves me like a saint
                     C
But I'm as guilty as sin
I hope she never has to suffer
       F              C
Lord I hope she never knows
Bout the wild side of my life
                   G7
The part she never chose
           C
But I'm so thankful that she's waiting there



     F           C
When I come home again
                        F
Yes she loves me like a saint
                     C
But I'm as guilty as sin
Repeat #3,4
                        F
Yes she loves me like a saint
                     C
But I'm as guilty as sin

7101. Guilty As They Come

Rodney Crowell - Guilty as They Come

I know it happens every time
That I go honkytonking 'round
I find my share in some corners
That I can't talk my way around
I know I've done it all before
I'll probably do it once again
The first time I feel downhearted
I need some ol' good-timin' friend
I'm tryin' to tell it like it is
There's nothing wrong in what I've done
If it's a sin to feel lonesome
Then I'm as guilty as they come
One dance and one drink, babe
That's all that I have had
Well, I'm feeling good, baby
'Cause I ain't been bad
I'm tryin' to tell it like it is
There's nothing wrong in what I've done
If it's a sin to feel lonesome
Then I'm as guilty as they come
I'm tryin' to tell it like it is
There's nothing wrong in what I've done
If it's a sin to feel lonesome
Then I'm as guilty as they come
If it's a sin to feel lonesome
Then I'm as guilty as they come

7102. Guitar

Guitar (For Guy Clark)
Chatham County Line

[Verse 1]



Just an old guitar swinging in the window of a five and dime
And I knew we'd be together for the rest of time
So I ran home and begged on both my knees
From my folks to set it free
There's a feeling in this world I can't describe
Like only the bird knows how it feels to fly
And when that guitar hit my hand
It was flying I understand
Runnin around thick as thieves
Was the story of that old guitar and me
A boy so easy inspired
By wood and glue, steel and wire

[Chorus]
Now, I hope this old guitar remembers the song
The one that kept me holding on
Hold her right you'll hear that sound
My old friend won't let you down

[Verse 2]
I think back now to those younger days
Dreamed to stand in the lights of a stage
Got a closet full of worn out shoes
From doin' just what I said I'd do
For some day I will turn to dust
As sure these old strings turn to rust
And I trust my fate will bring
Another set of hands to make this old girl sing

[Chorus]
Now, I hope this old guitar remembers the song
The one that kept me holding on
Hold her right you'll hear that sound
My old friend won't let you down
My old friend won't let you down

7103. Guitar For Guy Clark - Chords

Guitar For Guy Clark 
Chatham County Line

[Intro]
G  A  D Dsus2 D  Em  Bm  A Asus2 A Asus4 A Asus2 A
 
 
[Verse 1]
        G                          A                    D     Dsus2 D
Just an old guitar swinging in the window of a five and dime
      Em                    Bm                 A   Asus2  A
And I knew we'd be together for the rest of time
     G             A                 D      Dsus2 D
So I ran home and begged on both my knees
        Em        Bm      A  Asus2 A  Asus4 A  Asus2 A



From my folks to set it free
          G                     A          D     Dsus2 D
There's a feeling in this world I can't describe
     Em7                  Bm             A   Asus2  A
Like only the bird knows how it feels to fly
    G                A       D     Dsus2 D
And when that guitar hit my hand
       Bm       G     A  Asus2 A  Asus4 A  Asus2 A
It was flying I understand
G             A         D     Dsus2 D
Runnin around thick as thieves
        Em                Bm         A   Asus2  A
Was the story of that old guitar and me
  G       A         D     Dsus2 D
A boy so easy inspired
            Bm    G          A  Asus2 A  Asus4 A  Asus2 A
By wood and glue, steel and wire
 
 
[Chorus]
       G             A                   D     D
Now, I hope this old guitar remembers the song
    G                A       D    D
The one that kept me holding on
         Bm           G          A     A
Hold her right you'll hear that sound
 G                  A
My old friend won't let you down
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  A  D Dsus2 D  Em  Bm  A Asus2 A Asus4 A
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                         A        D     Dsus2 D
I think back now to those younger days
Em                      Bm           A   Asus2  A
Dreamed to stand in the lights of a stage
      G              A         D     Dsus2 D
Got a closet full of worn out shoes
               Bm      G        A  Asus2 A  Asus4 A  Asus2 A
From doin' just what I said I'd do
    G               A        D     Dsus2 D
For some day I will turn to dust
   Em             Bm               A   Asus2  A
As sure these old strings turn to rust
      G        A         D     Dsus2 D
And I trust my fate will bring
               Bm                 G        A  Asus2 A  Asus4 A  Asus2 A
Another set of hands to make this old girl sing
 
 
[Chorus]
       G             A          D     D
Now, I hope this old guitar remembers the song
    G                A       D    D



The one that kept me holding on
         Bm           G          A     A
Hold her right you'll hear that sound
 G                  A        D    D
My old friend won't let you down
 G                  A
My old friend won't let you down
 
 
[Outro]
G  A  D Dsus2 D  Em  Bm  A  A  G  A  D  D Bm  G  A  A  A  A   D

7104. Guitar Heroes

Richard Thompson - Guitar Heroes

I can't go out with my friends on a Saturday night
My guitar's like a woman and you know I've got to treat her right
I've got to practice all night and day
I've got to play the way my heroes play
I've got to learn how the do it the Django way

O my teacher says they're going to kick me out of school
'Cause I'm nothing but a bebop, twang-headed rock and roll fool
If I don't do my homework I've got to go
But they can't teach me what I've got to know
How do I make my guitar sound like Les Paul?

I'll do the washing up later, let me practice if I choose
But how does Chuck Berry make it bounce right out of the grooves?

My girlfriend says she's going to dump me any day soon
If I don't stop strumming my guitar and get out of my room
If I don't get a life she's going to look elsewhere
She says, there's some normal boys out there
I said, I'll catch you up when I've cracked this James Burton tune

My Mum and Dad say they're going to put me out in the street
I'm excommunicated till I get a job and get on my feet
They say I'm not making a contribution
But I'm still searching for a musical solution
I've got to know how the Shadows get that beat

Well I played and I played till my fingers bled
I shut out all the voices but the voice in my head
Now I stand on stage and I do my stuff
And maybe it's good, but it's never good enough
To tell you the truth, I always hid it
I still don't know how my heroes did it
I still don't know how my heroes did it
Guitar Heroes



7105. Guitar Man

David Rawlings
Guitar Man

[Verse 1]
Oh, hear the band
Oh, clap your hands
Go tell your friends
Here comes the guitar man
Guitar

[Verse 2]
Been hurt getting down
Work getting round
Love that sound
Come from the guitar town
Guitar

[Instrumental]

[Verse 3]
The man, he burns bright
Standing in the spotlight
Wait every night
To take guitar out
One more! Guitar

[Verse 1]
Oh, hear the band
Oh, clap your hands
Go tell your friends
Here comes the guitar man
Guitar

7106. Guitar Picking President

Jimmy Martin - Guitar picking president

Doodley do do doodley do do do doodley do

They've got the country records spinnin' yeah they're pickin' and a grinnin'
Why it's even gone to college so I hear
Hey if it keeps a gettin' bigger the way I've got it figured
We just might have a guitar pickin' president next year

I can almost hear it now when we pick the Wildwood Flower
And congress sings a good ole country song
Chruscheff wouldn't be so bad Lord he wouldn't get so mad



If they'd let him bring his balalaika along

Doodley do do doodley do do do doodley do

Now if this record makes a hit and I can sell enough of it
And I can round me up just a little help
I'll just make a speech or two and show 'em what country folks can do
And I just might run for president myself

I can almost hear it now when we pick the Wildwood Flower ...

Doodley do do doodley do do do doodley do

They've got the country records spinnin' yeah they're pickin' and a grinnin'...
We just might have a guitar pickin' president next year

Doodley do do doodley do do do doodley do

7107. Guitar Polka - Chords

Guitar Polka
Recorded by Rosalie Allen with Chet Atkins
Written by James B. Harris and Al Dexter

C
A cowboy rode one day down to old Monterey
                      G
Across the sleepy Rio Grande
He met a lovely gal a senorita pal
                              C
With eyes that seemed to understand
                                G
While sweet guitars were softly playing
                                C
Across the floor they soon were swaying
                          G
Me like a-you she kept on saying
                                C
As she would gently squeeze his hand
D7         G
She say me like to talk we take a little walk
           C
She say me like to kiss 
His heart would skip and miss
          D7               G
T'was the nearest thing to heaven
   D7       G
To have and hold her tight 
Until the morning light 
         C
T'was to sweet to last
But not of loves soon past
                  G



He rode away from old Monterey
    D7                G
And left her alone to pine
           C               G
He's going back across the border
                        C
To see the gal of yesterday
                               G
And they will dance the guitar polka
                        C    G
When he returns to Monterey
Repeat last verse
                        C
When he returns to Monterey

7108. Guitar Slinger

Vince Gill - Guitar Slinger

Well, I'm a funky low-down easy guitar slinger
Big drinker and honky-tonk and western swinger
When it comes to love then I ain't no beginner
I will drive girls crazy with just one finger

Well my daddy said "Son you're just wastin' time
You're never ever gonna make one thin dime"
It wasn't hard for me to see all I was ever gonna be
Was a guitar slinger

Well, I was living the life of a guitar slinger
Womens and wine and whiskey for dinner
Oh, I knew I was in trouble the first time I seen her
I went and married that contemporary Christian singer.
Yes I did

Well now I run for home when it's closing time
I read my Holy Bible and I walk the mile
I can't wait to see what my baby's gonna do to me
A little guitar slinger

Well, there's a few licks left in this guitar slinger
Even though half of my stuff's in the Cumberland River
Well, now all I really need is just one six stringer
Yeah, I might have slowed down a little but buddy, I can still bring her.

Hell I'ma gonna show her when it's party time
See everybody dancin' and we'll feel so fine
If y'all just show up and shift for me I swear I'll play for free
I'll be your guitar slinger
Yeah I'll be your little guitar slinger baby



7109. Guitar Town

Emmylou Harris - Guitar Town
Steve Earle

Hey pretty baby are you ready for me 
It's your good rockin' daddy down from Tennessee 
Well I'm just outta Austin bound for San Antone 
With the radio blastin' and the bird dog on 
There's a speed trap up ahead South of town 
But no local yokel's gonna shut me down 
Cause me and the boys got this rig unwound 
And we've come a thousand miles from the guitar town 

Nothin' ever happened round my home town 
And I ain't the kind to just hang around 
But I heard someone callin' my name one day 
And I followed that voice down the lost highway 
Everybody told me you can't get far 
Now I'm smokin' into Texas with the hammer down 
And a rockin' little combo from the guitar town 

Hey pretty baby don't you know it ain't my fault 
Love to hear the steel belts hummin' on the asphalt 
Wake up in the middle of the night in a truck stop 
Stumble in the restaurant, wonderin' why I don't stop 
Well I gotta keep rockin' while I still can 
Got a two-pack habit and a motel tan 
When my boots hit the boards it's a brand new hand 
Put my back to the risers and make my stand 
Hey pretty baby won't you hold me tight 
I'm loadin' up and rollin' out of here tonight 
One of these days I'm gonna settle down 
And I'll take you back with me to the guitar town

7110. Guitars Cadillacs

Dwight Yoakam - Guitars, Cadillacs

Girl, you taught me how to hurt real bad
And cry myself to sleep
And showed me how this town can shatter dreams
Another lesson 'bout a naive fool
Who came to Babylon
And found out that the pie
Don't taste so sweet
Now it's guitars, cadillacs, hillbilly music
Lonely, lonely streets that I call home
Yea, my guitars, cadillacs, hillbilly music



It's the only thing that keep me hangin' on
Ain't no glamour in this tinsle land
Of lost and wasted lives
Painful scars are all that's left of me
I wanna thank-you girl for teachin' me
Brand new ways to be cruel
Like findin' mine now I guess I'll just leave
And it's guitars, cadillacs, hillbilly music
Lonely, lonely streets that I call home
Yea, my guitars, cadillacs, hillbilly music
It's the only thing that keep me hangin' on
Oh it's guitars, cadillacs, hillbilly music
Lonely, lonely streets that I call home
Yea, my guitars, cadillacs, hillbilly music
It's The only thing that keep me hangin' on
It's the only thing that keep me hangin' on
It's the only thing that keep me hangin' on

7111. Guitars Cadillacs - Chords

Guitars Cadillacs
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G
Girl you taught me how to hurt real bad 
D7
And cry myself to sleep
                                        G
You showed me how this town can shatter dreams
                                 D7
Another lesson bout a naive fool that came to Babylon
                                          G     D7
And found out that the pie don't taste so sweet
         G                 D7
Now it's guitars Cadillacs hillbilly music
                                 G    D7
And lonely lonely streets I call home
        G                 D7
Yeah my guitars Cadillacs hillbilly music
                                          G
It's the only thing that keeps me hanging on
There ain't no glamor in this tinseled land 
D7
Of lost and wasted last
                                         G
And painful scars are all that's left of me
Oh but thank you girl for teaching me 
D7
Brand new ways to be cruel   
                                                G    D7
And if I can find my mind now I guess I'll just leave
Repeat #2 x2
D7                                        G



It's the only thing that keeps me hanging on
D7                                        G
It's the only thing that keeps me hanging on

7112. Guitars Whiskey Guns & Knives

Guitars, Whiskey, Guns & Knives
Chris Stapleton

Guitars, whiskey, guns and knives
Three's a crowd, one more's a fight
Four good ways to wreck your life
Guitars, whiskey, guns and knives
Before I got this Martin box
Before I put my guns in hock
Every night was on the rocks
Before I got this Martin box
Guitars, whiskey, guns and knives
Three's a crowd, one more's a fight
Four good ways to wreck your life
Guitars, whiskey, guns and knives
A shot of brown and a glass of ice
Will loosen up your fingers nice
Songs that give the girls a thrill
Son, that's a kind, can get you killed
Guitars, whiskey, guns and knives
Three's a crowd, one more's a fight
Four good ways to wreck your life
Guitars, whiskey, guns and knives
Well, guitars, whiskey, guns and knives
Three's a crowd, one more's a fight
Four good ways to wreck your life
Guitars, whiskey, guns and knives
Oh, guitars, whiskey, guns and knives

7113. Gulf Coast Highway

Nanci Griffith - Gulf Coast Highway [Baroque String Mix]
Emmylou Harris

Gulf Coast Highway
He worked the rails
He worked the rice fields
With their cool dark wells
He worked the oil rigs in the
Gulf of Mexico

The only thing we've ever owned
Is this old house here by the road



And when he dies he says he'll catch
Some blackbird's wing

Then he will fly away to Heaven come
Some sweet blue bonnet spring
She walked through springtime
When I was home

The days were sweet
The nights were warm
The seasons change, the jobs would
Come, the flowers fade

This old house felt so alone
When the work took me away
And when she dies she says, she'll
Catch some blackbirds wing
Then she will fly away to Heaven come
Some sweet blue bonnet spring

Highway 90
The jobs are gone
We tend our garden
We set the sun
This is the only place on earth
Blue bonnets grow
Once a year they come and go
At this old house here by the road

And when we die we say, we'll
Catch some blackbirds wing
Then we will fly away to Heaven come
Some sweet blue bonnet spring

And when we die we say, we'll
Catch some blackbirds wing
We will fly away together come
Some sweet blue bonnet spring

7114. Gulf Coast Highway - Chords

Gulf Coast Highway
Recorded by Emmylou Harris with Willie Nelson
Written by Daniel Flowers, Danny Flowers, James H. Brown Jr.,
James Hooker and Nanci Griffith

C                     F          C
Gulf Coast Highway he worked the rails
                                               F
He worked the rice fields with their cool dark wells
              Am              G7          C
He worked the oil rigs in the Gulf of Mexico
         F               C                 G7                C



The only thing he's ever known is this old house here by the road

            Am                 G7                     C
And when he dies he says he'll catch some blackbird's wing
        F           C                G7                C
He will fly away to heaven come some sweet blue bonnet spring

                               F          C
She walked through spring time when I was home
                                    F
The days were sweet our nights were warm
            Am                   G7               C
The seasons change the jobs will come the flowers fade
             F             C              G7           C
And this old house felt so alone when the work took me away

             Am                   G7                     C
And when she dies she says she'll catch some blackbird's wing
         F           C                G7                C
She will fly away to heaven come some sweet blue bonnet spring

                   F        C
Highway ninety the jobs are gone
                              F
We tend our garden we set the sun
            Am            G7                 C
This is the only place on earth blue bonnets grow
       F                  C              G7                C
Once a year they come and go at this old house here by the road

            Am               G7                     C
And when we die we say we'll catch some blackbird's wing
      F           C                G7                C
We'll fly away to heaven come some sweet blue bonnet spring

            Am               G7                     C
Yes when we die we say we'll catch some blackbird's wing
      F           C                G7                C
We'll fly away to heaven come some sweet blue bonnet spring

7115. Gulf Of Mexico - Chords

Gulf Of Mexico
Steve Earl - Gulf Of Mexico

Acapella:
Come and gather 'round me people and a tale to you I'll tell
Of my father and his father in the days before the spill
With an endless sky above 'em and a restless sea below
And every blessin' flowing from the Gulf of Mexico

G    F  C                                        F                C 
From my Granddad with the shrimp boats, from the time that he was grown



       G                                       F              C
And he scrimped and saved and bought himself a trawler of his own
G  F   C                             F                 C
He was rough and he was ready and he drank when he was home
       G                               F           C
And he made his family's living on the Gulf of Mexico

Chorus:
        F  C
We were rolling
        F  C
We were rolling
         C         F
Past the deep blue water
       G     C
He was rolling

Well my Daddy drove a crew boat hauling workers to the rigs
He was sick of mending nets and couldn't stand the smell of fish
He drew a steady paycheck, 20 years at Texaco
When he died they spread his ashes on the Gulf of Mexico

Chorus

As for me, I think of nothing any grander than the day
That I stepped out on the drillin' floor to earn a roughneck's pay
Then one night I swear I saw the devil crawlin' from the hole
And he spilled the guts of hell out in the Gulf of Mexico

Chorus

7116. Gulf Stream Dreaming

Gulf Stream Dreaming
Hugh Prestwood (Carers BMG Music Publishing/Hugh Prestwood Music, BMT)
Kenny & Amanda Smith

Before I upped and joined the navy 
Got in hot water once or twice 
Now I sail this Artic Ocean
breaking ice

Left my sweetheart back in Mobile 
She writes me almost everyday 
She says the tears she cried could
fill up Mobile Bay

chorus: 
And I've been Gulf Stream dreaming 
Tide is rolling in from Mexico 
And the sunlight's gleaming
On an Alabama beach as white as snow



She says in Mobile it's the springtime 
The azaleas are in bloom 
About the closest I can get is her perfume
Someday this parting will be over 
When I get back home I'll start 
Let that Gulf Stream water melt
my cold, cold heart

repeat chorus (2x)

7117. Gum Tree Canoe

Gum Tree Canoe
John Hartford

On the Tom Big Bee River so bright I was born
In a hut made of husks of the tall yellow corn
It was there that I first met my Julah so true
And I rowed her around in the gum tree canoe 

    Sing row away row o'er the waters so blue
    Like a feather we'll float in my gum tree canoe
    Sing row away row o'er the waters so blue
    Like a feather we'll float in my gum tree canoe 

All day in the fields of soft cotton I'd hoe
And think of my Julah and sing as I go
I'd catch her a bird with a wing of true blue
And at night row her around in the gum tree canoe

With my hand on my banjo and my toe on the oar
I would sing her a song to the river's soft roar
While the bright stars shone down on my Julah so true
And they danced in her eyes in the gum tree canoe 

One day the old river took us so far away
That we couldn't get back so we thought we'd just stay
We spied a tall ship with a flag of true blue
And she took us in tow in the gum tree canoe

7118. Gumboots

Gumboots
Paul Simon - Cabinet

I was having this discussion
In a taxi heading downtown
Rearranging my position
On this friend of mine who had



A little bit of a breakdown
I said "Hey, you know breakdowns come
And breakdowns go
So, what are you going to do about it?
That's what I'd like to know"

You don't feel you could love me
But I feel you could

It was in the early morning hours
When I fell into a phone call
Believing I had supernatural powers
I slammed into a brick wall
I said "Hey, is this my problem?"
I said "Hey, is this my fault?"
Well, that's the way it's going to be
I'm going to call the whole thing to a halt

You don't feel you could love me
But I feel you could
You don't feel you could love me
But I feel you could

I was walking down the street
When I thought I heard this voice say
Say, "Ain't we walking down the same street together
On the very same day"
And I said "Hey senorita"
I said "That's astute"
I said "Why don't we get together
And call ourselves an institute?"

You don't feel you could love me
But I feel you could
You don't feel you could love me
But I feel you could, yeah

7119. Guns Are The Tongues

Richard Thompson - Guns Are The Tongues

Carrie ran a murderous crew
Dedicated through and through
And the chance to prove 
they never squandered
And they liked to kill so clean
Save the innocent, kill the mean
But from time to time, 
a bullet wandered

Carrie kept her souvenirs
Kept her scrapbook down the years
Of her brave boys, how she cried to read it



And a few fell by the way
Or lost the stomach for the fray
So young blood was always needed

Carrie noticed him right away
The way his whole body would sway
Like a trawler boy
Finding his legs ashore
They said he was just nineteen
A head case but his record was clean
Just the kind
They were looking for

Carrie watched him through the crack
As they teased him behind his back
They called him Little Joe
'Cos he scraped the ceiling
And when he was the worse for wear
She took him up the stair
And soon he fell
For her brand of healing

She said, I'll lie like a rose on your pillow
Let me twine the laurel in your hair
I want to smell my love on your fingers

If you want to be mine, Little Joe
You must harden your mind, Little Joe
We've got to fight for what is ours
Bring peace to the grave of my brother
Bring peace to the grave of my father
Dry the old eyes of my mother
Little Joe

There's a roadblock down the way
Thick with soldiers night and day
They'll hear the noise
All the way to Glengarry
If you show you've got the stuff
That you're sworn and brave enough
Then you'll stand tall
In the eyes of your Carrie

And I will lie like a rose on your pillow
And I'll twine the laurel in your hair
I want to smell revenge on your fingers

Guns are the Tongues, Little Joe
The only words we know
The only sound that'll reach their ears
Bring peace to the grave of my brother
Bring peace to the grave of my father
Dry the old eyes of my mother
Little Joe

Now Little Joe would've jumped clear
But for the awful fear



Of scraping his knees there on the gravel
The car was a rolling bomb
Blew all to Kingdom Come
They marvelled how far
His boots had travelled

Another hero snatched from my pillow
I used to twine the laurel in his hair
I want to smell sacrifice on my fingers

Guns are the Tongues, Little Joe
The only words we know
The only sound that'll reach their ears
Bring peace to the grave of my brother
Bring peace to the grave of my father
Dry the old eyes of my mother
Little Joe

7120. Guns Or Butter

Guns Or Butter - Hot Buttered Rum

Well, guns or butter, what's it going to be?
Feed our poor and hungry or invent new enemies?
You might call me crazy, but it seems real clear to me -
Less guns, more butter

Oh guns or butter what are we going to do?
Teach our kids to read or invade Timbuktu?
You know they call me crazy for thinking like I do -
Less guns, more butter

Our president, he loves his little toy soldiers
So much he sends them out to hell and back
Our government, it can take the whole world over
But it don't mean that much to me if I'm living in a shack

Oh, guns or butter, what more can I say?
If you're thinking like I do I sure could use some help today
Just to let them know a little game and one we want to play -
Less guns, more butter
Well, that's what I said ...

Our darn president loves his little toy soldiers
So much he sends them out to hell and back
Our government, it can take the whole world over
What's it it gonna mean if I'm still living in a shack

Ohhhh, guns or butter?
What more can I say?
If you're thinking like I do, I sure could use some help
Just to let them know



(x8)
Oh, I've got to let them know
Woah ... less guns, more butter

7121. Gunsmoke Trail - Chords

Gunsmoke Trail
Recorded by Tex Ritter
Written by Glenn Spencer and Rex Koury

G                            C
Gunsmoke trail oh tell me of days gone by
        G                        D7
Though alone you still wind your way
        G                               C                 C7
All the ghostly horsemen ridin' as they speed the eastern mail
     D7                                     G      C        G
It's up to you to see them through gunsmoke trail (gunsmoke trail)

C                                   G
The gunsmoke now has faded from the blazing 44
    D7                           G
The stagecoach is rusting on the hill
    C                                  G
The wagon wheels you used to feel will sing their song no more
    A7                      D7
The sound of the caravan is still
 
G                             C
Gunsmoke trail no traveler to care where you go
         G                     D7
Sands of time are hard in your way
       G                             C             C7
Bet if heaven ever let you you could tell a rugged tale
       D7                                  G     C  G
That's why I hate to see you fade gunsmoke trail

                                     C             C7
Bet if heaven ever let you you could tell a rugged tale
       D7                                  G      C        G
That's why I hate to see you fade gunsmoke trail (gunsmoke trail)

7122. Guts And Teeth - Chords

Guts And Teeth - Old Man Markley

C   C7   F   Fm   C   C7   F   Fm   (first part played up the neck)

        C                               C7                     



I still see my actions ripple, Grinding hope stones into sand, 
       F                              Fm
Losing too much kills the lion, Makes mice of many men
C                                 C7                   
  I watched you suffer too, Stuck steadfast to beliefs,
F                       Fm
  And I'm apart from it,   But woe is me

Am                                  F                        
And after all underneath, Ain't we all just guts and teeth?,
               Am                                F
     Ain't we all just reflections?,   Moving in separate directions
       C                 F               C
In our heads, out of our minds and out of time... 

 Chord progression repeats...

7123. Guts N' Teeth

Guts N' Teeth
Old Man Markley

I still see my actions ripple
Grinding hope stones into sand
Losing too much kills the lion
Makes mice of many men
I watched you suffer too
Stuck steadfast to beliefs
And I'm apart from it
But woe is me
And after all underneath
Ain't we all just guts and teeth?
Ain't we all just reflections?
Moving in separate directions
In our heads, out of our minds and out of time...
... has left a crow's foot brand
Shook me up and beat my hand
Taught me some humility
Left little opportunity
But in the seconds between breath
All my pride means so much less
And it is time that I confess
I'm a part of what went wrong
After all underneath
Ain't we all just guts and teeth?
Ain't we all just reflections?
Moving in separate directions
In our heads, out of our minds and out of time
Picking up where we last left it
Trying hard to hide your eyes
Shards of shambled nouveau riche
In the pieces of your life
Backwards ain't no way of living



In a world synced up with sinning
Hard hearts need forgiving
Well, it's the only chance we've got
Underneath
Ain't we all just guts and teeth?
Ain't we all just reflections?
Moving in separate directions
In our heads, out of our minds and out of time

7124. Guysboro Train

Guysboro Train
S. Rogers

1. There's no train to Guysboro so the man says
So it might be a good place to be
I sit in the station and count out my change
And I wait for the Guysboro train

2. I sit in your kitchen and talked about woes
And I sung of your withering days
Shattered your temple brought on your fall
Now I wait for the Guysboro train

Ch. I ride for all time
On the Guysboro line
I go by the north county rail
North sure's begun
The man I've become
And rides on the Guysboro train

3. No train to Guysboro now ain't that a shame
Though I know there will be one in time
The house that's alone will soon be gone
Razed for the Guysboro line

4. People they're simple like mayflowers sweet
Both grown by the north county rain
The interval is dear but will soon disappear
Under the Guysboro train

Ch.

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - Good As Gold

7125. Gwen - Chords

Gwen  
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet



Written by Ricci Mareno and Jerry Gillespie

 C     G7     F    C
Gwen  congrat-ula-tions
F          C                      G7                  C
You took a man who was strong and made him do wrong tonight
       G7           F   C
Gwen  I fought temp-ta-tion
F       C                      G7               C
But the fire in my soul burned out of control tonight
 F                   Dm
You were the spider I was the fly
F                      Dm             C
You weaved your web so well I couldn't run
F             Dm
I got a woman waiting at home
F                   Dm             G     G7
And she believes in me what have I done  what have I done
 C     G7        F    C
Gwen  how can I face her
F    C                   G7              C
When I let you win and I fell into sin tonight
 F                   Dm
You were the spider I was the fly
F                      Dm             C
You weaved your web so well I couldn't run
F             Dm
I got a woman waiting at home
F                   Dm             G     G7
And she believes in me what have I done  what have I done
 C     G7        F    C
Gwen  how can I face her
F    C                   G7              C
When I let you win and I fell into sin tonight

7126. Gypsy

Sarah Jarosz - Gypsy

I saw a gypsy today
She was beautiful
I couldn't look away
She was yellow and gray
The colors of the day
A bit too gorgeous
And not much to say

Stars on her little white wrists
Silken ribbons
Flowing from her hips
A smile that stopped time
Bittersweet as wine
She's lost and she's fine



Taking her time
I saw a gypsy today

Across the way
I heard someone say
Pick up a penny
Have luck for a day
But I picked that coin up
And I ain't found no luck
Just wanderin' and stuck
In the mud and the muck
But I saw a gypsy today

7127. Gypsy - Chords

Gypsy 
Kitchen Dwellers

[Verse 1]
 
Am     C           Em            F
In my dreams, I'm dancing with a gypsy woman,
 Am        C           Em        F
Who up and left me on a cold grey morning.
Am         C            Em          F
    And its life, kind of like the feeling
              Am          C              Em     F
When you're outside with a hangover, and no sunglasses.
 
[Chorus]
 
G                               F
   Aww she sure looks pretty,
C              G                    F
    In that painted dress and them golden earrings.
G                            F
But I'll keep my distance...
C           G             F               G
   For fear of losing a fragment, of my soul,
           Am  C  Em      F
Let's get on home.
Am  C  Em      F
         Get on home.
 
 
[Solo]
Am C Em F x2
 
[Verse 2]
Am    C           Em            F
Leaving town to put my feet down in the sand,
Am    C           Em            F
And pickin' a banjo in this old timey string band.



Am    C           Em            F
See her there dressed up in silk and sashes,
Am    C           Em            F
Stained down with wine and my cigarette ashes.
 
[Chorus]
 
G                               F
   Aww she sure looks pretty,
C              G                    F
    In that painted dress and them golden earrings.
G                            F
But I'll keep my distance...
C           G             F               G
   For fear of losing a fragment, of my soul,
           Am  C  Em      F
Let's get on home.
Am  C  Em      F
         Get on home.
 
[Solo]
 
[Verse 3]
Am    C           Em            F
Watch her dancing like bright lights on the water.
Am    C           Em            F
Thrown down from an old Coleman lantern.
Am    C           Em            F
And in the smoke, she got eyes to look right through me,
Am    C           Em            F
And I'm much obliged to say misfortune never knew me.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G                               F
   Aww she sure looks pretty,
C              G                    F
    In that painted dress and them golden earrings.
G                            F
But I'll keep my distance...
C           G             F               G
   For fear of losing a fragment, of my soul,
           Am  C  Em      F
Let's get on home.
Am  C  Em      F
         Get on home.
 
[Solo]
Am C Em F x4
 
[Intro riff]
Am C Em F
Am  C  Em      F
 
Pluck...
 



Am  C  Em      F
Am  C  Em      F
 
[Verse 4]
Am  C  Em      F
In my dreams, I'm haunted by a gypsy woman,
Am  C  Em      F
Who up a left me on a cold grey morning.
Am  C  Em      F
And its like the winters here so god damn lonely.
Am  C  Em      F
My heart echoes like a canyon baby.
 
[Chorus]
G                           F
But she's gotta get back to Denver,
C                       G                       F
Because she ain't a fan of this damn Montana weather.
G               F
And I'll still see her...
C                      G                  F
And I know she's taken a fragment, of my soul,
Am  C  Em      F
Lets get it on home.
Am  C  Em      F
Get on home.
 
[Intro Riff]

7128. Gypsy Davie

Doc Watson & Merle Watson
Gypsy Davie

Oh, the Gypsy Davie came a-ridin' along, singin' so loud and gaily
With his old guitar and a lusty song, he charmed the heart of a lady
The heart of a pretty little lady

"How old are you, my pretty little miss? How old are you, my lady?"
"Come next week. I'll be sixteen. I've a husband and a baby
A man and a pretty little baby"

"Oh, would you leave your house and land, your husband and your baby?
Would you leave them all behind to go with the Gypsy Davie
Ride along with the Gypsy Davie?"

She dressed in silks and rings of gold and shoes of Spanish leather
Then she got on a pony fine and they rode off together
And they rode off together

That night when the man of the house came home, asking for his lady
Well, the only answer that he got: "She's gone with the Gypsy Davie
Rode away with the Gypsy Davie"



He called for his boots and he called for his hat, his pistol, and his saddle
Then he sprang on his very best horse and after them did travel
And after them did travel

When he saw the man who'd wronged him so, his wrath was hotly kindled
Then he thought of his lady's tender love, and his anger slowly dwindled
His anger slowly dwindled

"Oh, would you leave your house and land, your true love and your baby?
Oh, would you leave us all behind to go with the Gypsy Davie
With the likes of the Gypsy Davie?"

"I care not for your house and land, and you can have my baby
Yes, I'll leave you all behind to go with the Gypsy Davie
For I love this Gypsy Davie"

When the silks and the gold and the rings were gone, old Davie would not tarry
He says, "You're not a Gypsy girl and you I cannot marry
You I cannot marry"

As a beggar now she's dressed in rags. In her heart, she's still a lady
Tonight she'll cry herself to sleep thinkin' about her baby
True love and her baby

7129. Gypsy Joe And Me

Dolly Parton - Gypsy Joe And Me 

We might have slept in a rail yard or camped by the river bank
We fed ourselves from the fruit of the land
And quenched our thirst with rain
We never did allow no roots to grow beneath our feet
Life just had no pattern for Gypsy Joe and me

All we had was each other and the rags upon our back
The closest thing to a home we new was some abandoned shack
But we had all we needed and the rest we didn't need
Life was free and simple for Gypsy Joe and me

Now Gypsy was my little dog, I found by the road in a ditch
And so I named him Gypsy, cause that name just seemed to fit
Oh and Joe he was my man, the flower of my soul
Thou he never said he loved me, I just always seemed to know

While standing by the highway, thumbin' for a ride
The speeding wheels of a passing car, took Gypsy's life
I lost him where I found him and his loss was misery
Now there's no more Gypsy, there's just Joe and me

Well the winter came and the snow did fall
And the night was cold and still
And the rags we wore were not enough



And Joe he caught the chill
And he told me how he loved me
And in my arms he went to sleep
Now there's no more Gypsy, no more Joe, there's just me

While standin' here on the edge of this bridge
Lookin' down I see
The face of Joe and Gypsy, lookin' back at me
And somewhere in the distance I can hear them callin' me
Tonight we'll be together again
Gypsy, Joe and me

7130. Gypsy Love Songs

Richard Thompson - Gypsy Love Songs 

Tropical night, Malaria moon
Dying stars of the silver screen
She danced that famous Gypsy dance
With a hole in her tambourine

I was young enough and dumb enough
I swallowed down my Mickey Finn
She'd hijacked a few hearts all right
I went into a tailspin

Don't sing me, don't sing me, don't sing me
No more gypsy love songs
Don't sing me, don't sing me, don't sing me
No more gypsy love songs
Don't stir it up again

I put my arm around her waist
Says she, young man, you're getting warm
The room was going somewhere without me
And she laughed as she read my palm

Don't sing me, don't sing me, don't sing me
No more gypsy love songs
Don't sing me, don't sing me, don't sing me
No more gypsy love songs
Don't stir it up again

Stillborn love, passionate dreams, pitiful greed
And the silver tongues of the tinker girls
Who throw their book of life at you
But don't know how to read

She was third generation Transylvanian
I was the seventh son of a seventh son
I begged the band don't play that tune
Please don't beguine the begun



When I awoke, she'd cut and run
She stole my blueprints and my change
Just a horseshoe and a note on the bed
And all it said was--strange

Don't sing me, don't sing me, don't sing me
No more gypsy love songs
Don't sing me, don't sing me, don't sing me
No more gypsy love songs
Don't stir it up again

7131. Gypsy Rover

Gypsy Rover
Child 200

The gypsy rover came over the hill
Down through the valley so shady,
He whistled and he sang 'til the greenwoods rang,
And he won the heart of a lady.

Chorus:
Ah-de-do, ah-de-do-da-day,
Ah-de-do, ah-de-da-ay
He whistled and he sang 'til the greenwoods rang,
And he won the heart of a lady.

She left her father's castle gates
She left her own fine lover
She left her servants and her state
To follow the gypsy rover.

Her father saddled up his fastest steed
And roamed the valleys all over
Sought his daughter at great speed
And the whistling gypsy rover.

He came at last to a mansion fine,
Down by the river Claydee
And there was music and there was wine,
For the gypsy and his lady.

"He is no gypsy, my father" she said
"But lord of these lands all over,
And I shall stay 'til my dying day
With my whistling gypsy rover."

7132. Gypsy Songman



Jerry Jeff Walker - Gypsy Songman
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
I'm Gypsy Songman, yes sir, would you like to hear a song
Well I'll pick it for you now and play it all night long
If the blues is all you see
This song is what you need
Gypsy Songman passing by

[Verse 2]
And my whole life is a song and I'll share it with you now
Just a-pickin' and a-singin', I'll get by somehow
A dime would help me, please
A smile is all I need
Gypsy Songman passing by

[Verse 3]
Kids come a-runnin' as I pass by, they all want to see
"Hey Gypsy Songman, play a song for me"
Their eyes glued on the strings
Dancin' as I sing
Gypsy Songman passing by

[Verse 4]
I've got as stage on every corner, a hall on every street
My hat is my coin box, this song is what you need
Now's a-swapping time
This song is for your dime
Gypsy Songman passing by

[Verse 5]
Well as I leave you now, please remember me this time
I'm a man who sang a song for your nickels and your dimes
Today you saw me play
As I stopped along the way
Gypsy Songman passing by

7133. Gypsy Woman

Gypsy Woman 
Steve Bonafel
 
CHORUS :
Hey, little gypsy woman  
Waits on tables with a smile
Hey little gypsy woman 
I sure need a friend right now 
 
She smiles, she speaks 
She works all day on her feet, 
She knows a man of the road 
And somehow makes him feel at home 
 



She's got a boy at home 
She does her best to raise him wise and strong
Beside her money, she's earned her friends 
She'll come back next week, and do it all again   
  
There's no science, there's no creed 
To explain what some call destiny
Someday I'm gonna sweep her off her feet 
I'll build her a castle, and she'll be my queen

H - 7134. Had A Little Time

Jim Lauderdale - Had A Little Time

It's better not to hurry and have it all right now
And wait for many kisses coming from your mouth
You said I shouldn't worry it's good to have a break
I don't know how much more of that I can take

I hoped I prayed it started gettin' late
I had a little time had a little time
I'm hopin' that you'll join me while I'm hanging on the vine
Had a little time had a little time
Wondering if you're ever gonna realize

Since I was just a young'un drinking my coco down
I knew I had it coming when you moved to town
I'm not like Rip Van Winkle I can't sleep through it all
Reincarnated as the guy that you make fall

You'll laugh you'll cry I'll see you by and by
When you have a little time have a little time
I'm hopin' someday you'll join me while I'm hangin' on the vine
I'd walk I'd drive just get me there alive

[ guitar ]

I'd walk I'd drive just get me there alive
When you have a little time have a little time
Hope someday you'll join me while I'm waitin' on the vine
Had a little time had a little time
Wonder if you're ever gonna realize
Had a little time had a little time
Hope someday you'll join me while I'm waitin' on the vine
Hangin' on the vine had a little time
Wonderin' if your ever gonna realize

7135. Had It Not Been For The Train



Russell Moore & IIIrd Tyme Out - Had It Not Been for the Train

Had it not been for the train
Would ever know of Jesse James
Would his riches been so easily claimed
Had it not been for the train

Had it not been for the train
Would Roy Aickoff had missed the hall of fame
Orange bloom special wouldn't mean a thing
Had it not been for the train

And would big John Henry be a steal driving man
And would cowboys all be riding on that open range again
Without freight yards and boxcars
Would a hobo even have a place to stay

Had it not been for the train
Had it not been for the train

Had it not been for the train
Nobody'd ever know the man in black's name
An eight wheel moving on just wouldn't be the same
Had it not been for the train

Would we havR a song to sing about that Georgia mail
Or the wreck of 97 if it hadn't jumpRd the rail
And would you get that lonesome feeling
When an old steam whistle blows that sad refrain

Had it not been for the train
Had it not been for the train

7136. Had It Not Been You

Had It Not Been You

The girl's wouldn't look anything like they do
Can't imagine my life without dresses and shoes
Or never taking a sunset from a front porch swing
Or make any sense of the pleasure love brings
I'd been alone for sure
Had it not been you

I wouldn't reach for your arms
When my dreams don't come true
Never sit holding hands
On a crowded church pew
I wouldn't smile when my fingers run through your hair
Or laugh when we race to the top of the stairs
I'd get old for sure
Had it not been you

You know there are times



That I can't wait to pick up the phone
When you're callin'
And the three little voices
That always chime in right along
When we're talkin'

Oh I never would see through

eyes of truth
And my heart
would have overlooked
a view that some just talk of
and never find
In a lifetime

It's hard to describe
in just words how I feel
when I hold stand beside you
But I make it known
It's just time that I kill
When I'm alone and without you
I will love all through the night
If you love me
As long as I wake up each morning
I'll know I'm the only one around
For a lifetime

I'd never have taken in a sunset from the front porch swing
Or make any sense of the pleasure love brings
I'd been alone for sure
Had it not been you

7137. Hag's Dixie Blues No. 2

Hag's Dixie Blues No. 2
(Merle Haggard)

I got the blues for Mississippi I got the blues for Tennessee
Anywhere south there'd be Dixon line it's where I long to be
When I get a lonesome feeling down in my rambling shoes
Head down stream towards New Orleans cause I got the Dixie blues.

Talk about Memphis, talk about the town
Thinkin' 'bout my southern belle
Talk about Chicago where the cold wind blows
There ain't got chance and well.

I got the blues for Georgia Carolina's callin' me
I'm gonna pack my grip and I'll be gone like a southwind blowing free
When I get a lonesome feeling down in my rambling shoes
I head down stream towards New Orleans cause I got the Dixie blues, yes.

--- Instrumental ---



Talk about Memphis, talk about the town
Thinkin' 'bout my southern belle
Talk about Chicago where the cold wind blows
There ain't got chance and well.

When I get the blues for Georgia Carolina's callin' me
I'm gonna pack my grip and I'll be gone like a southwind blowing free
When I get a lonesome feeling down in my rambling shoes
I head down stream towards New Orleans cause I got the Dixie blues, yes...

7138. Hai Sai Oji-san

Richard Thompson - Hai Sai Oji-san

Haisai ojisan haisai ojisan
Yuubi nu sangou bin gwaa nukutonna
Nuku tora wanni wakiran na
Ari ari waraba ee waraba
Sangou bin nu ataishi wan ninkai
Nukutondee iyun na ee waraba
Anse ojisan
Sagou binshi fusuku yamise era
Issubin wan ni kwimiseemi

Haisai ojisan haisai ojisan
Tushi guru natakutu tujigwa fusanu
Unjyu inagun wa ya kwimi sourani
Ari ari waraba ee waraba
Iyaa warabi nu kusabukkwiti
Tuji gwa tume yunna ee waraba
Anse ojisan
Hatati ya amatee sanjyu sugitee
Shiragi kamitee kara tujitu meyumi

Haisai ojisan haisai ojisan
Ojisan kanpati magi sa yoi
Mimiji kanpati taiwan hagi
Ari ari waraba ee waraba
Tiburu nu hagi tushi deekiyaa duu
Watta gwansun muru deekiyaa
Anse ojisan
Wan nin seikei shimiyaai
Ama kuma kanpati ii yugayaa

Haisai ojisan haisai ojisan
Ojisan hiji gwa nu ukasayoi
Teenjyu nu enchu nu hiji duyaru
Ari ari waraba ee waraba
Iyaa ya hiji hiji wara yushiga
Hiji gwa nu ashigaru mutee yundou
Anse ojisan
Wan nin makiran achaa kara



Enchu nu hiji gwaa tatee yugaya

Haisai ojisan haisai ojisan
Yoshihara inagun nu kabasa yoi
Unjyun itidou mensore
Ari ari waraba ee waraba
Tiiji nakajima wan ditou
Ojisan ya amanu kabu nushidou
Anse ojisan
Mee niti yoshihara kuma toutee
Wan nee chibaraa sa yoo gari yusa
Iyaa ya churaa sa yogarire

7139. Haircut - Chords

The Waifs
 
C  Em  Am  F  G
 
C
See this is more than a haircut
Em
Im wearing on my head
Am
Thought Id dye it red
F                 G
Got it cut off instead
C
Or maybe I could sell 
Em
my long blonde locks
Am
Youre always after something 
F            G
Somethin Im not
 
**************************
CHORUS:  (same chords)
 
You see Im dark underneath
Im darker by far
Im as dark as hell
You know who you are
 
**************************
 
My eyes
I wish they were green
My skin so damn brown
But the sun it dont see
And fingernails I coulda
Stuck them on
The hair on my lip



I shoulda waxed it off
 
 
You know my lips could do
with a little more pout
The mole on my chin
I could do without
And my cheek bones they never
Sat real high
I'll get some bone put in
They can take it from my thigh
 
 
CHORUS *****************************
 
So now when I make love
I make love to myself
I got no disease
And its good for my health
I got my hands in my pants
Down my Calvin Kleis
I dont need you no more baby
I can come everytime
 
CHORUS *****************************
 
Baby dont ever show
Your face here again
To me
Or any of my friends
Coz Im glad I found out
what youre all about
When I finally fell down
off my cloud
When you ran away
You broke my heart
You kept my Kerouac books
And that ol' guitar
 
CHORUS *************
 
 
You see its more than a haircut
Im wearing on my head
Thought Id dye it red
But I got it cut off instead.

7140. Hairy Ass Hillbillies

Jerry Jeff Walker - Hairy Ass Hillbillies

This song it was written down
In a pea green windowless room



Four o'clock and the TV's dead
Wired up with nothin' to do
I drunk all my whiskey I smoked all my beer
I'm already gone I just got here
An old hairy ass hillbilly
Still up and hangin' on
Made me think of a Similar time
In the Tropicannibal motel
Takin' showers 'bout every hour
'Cause I wasn't really feelin' well
Well in walked the Alabama Leanin' Man
His ol' buddy Billy Swann
Two old hairy ass hillbillies
Still up and hangin' on

[Chorus]
Takes a friend to make you laugh
A slap on the back someone who knows
Right where you're at
A friend in town who just heard you're around
Came by see how you're gettin' along
Most people go out to clubs
Just to see an electric dildo
A human jutebox who loves to play
Every single song they know
But they don't care if you blow your soul
They usually stand up and tell you so
And leave that hairy ass hillbilly
Still up and hangin' on
So wherever you may be tonight
I wish you luck
You may be with a friend of yours
And may your friend be your lady love
But if you gotta go and do a show
And afterwards you got no where to go
You're just a hairy ass hillbilly
Still up and hangin' on

Chorus

7141. Half A Chance - Chords

Half A Chance
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

C              F                  C
Give me half a chance to make you love me
               F                  G7
Give me half a chance to make you stay
C              F                 C
Give me half a chance before you leave me
F      C                 G7            C
Half a chance before you turn and walk away



G7                           F
I'm holding on just like you told me
G7                          Am
I put my heart right on the line
G7                           F
You know your love it really sold me
      Dm            G7                 C
But I never had the chance to make you mine
Repeat #1 Just give me...
G7                            F
You said you'd never say it's over
G7                                    Am
Well I guess my heart can't beat your pride
G7                           F
You said I'll always be your lover
           Dm          G7                  C
But you're gone and my tears still haven't dried
Repeat #1 Just give me...
F      C                 G7            C
Half a chance before you turn and walk away

7142. Half A Day Away

The Isaacs - Half a Day Away 

You dropped me off for my first day of school.
Six yrs old and had to learn new rules.
I didn't know what I was walking into,
I turned around and waved goodbye to you.
When you left I remember you, told me when the lunch bell rings at noon;
And I'm through with twinky number two,
I'd be half a day away from you.

Half a day away from you,
mum you always know what to do.
Soon I won't be missing you and feeling so blue,
half a day away from you.

INSTRUMENTAL

Twenty years and half a million miles,
lotta tears and bout as many smiles.
Gettin by with life the way I do, gettin paid to sing and play for you.
I bought a twinky at an old truck stop.
Got a dial tone when my quarter dropped.
I said, "Hey mumma, when the call went through,
I'm only half a day from you.

Half a day away from you.
Mumma's always know what to do.
Soon I won't be missing you and feeling so blue,
half a day away from you.
Half a day away from you.



7143. Half A Heart

Marty Stuart - Half a Heart

Your heart's changing, our love is growing cold
Something tells me I'll be moving on
Some day, you'll see. just what you did to me
You'll want my love again, but I'll be gone

Half a heart ain't strong enough to hold me 
I won't stand in your way
You don't love me no more my darlin'
Now I've got no reason to stay

Teardrops fallin' inside this lonely room
While you're out running round all over time
When the party's all over and your friends have let you down
You'll call for me, but I won't be around.

Half a heart ain't strong enough to hold me 
I won't stand in your way
You don't love me no more my darlin'
Now I've got no reason to stay
I've got no reason to say

7144. Half A House - Chords

Half A House
Recorded Floyd Tillman and Merle Haggard
Written by Floyd Tillman
  
C                               C7              F
They say a house is just half a house without a woman
    C                                   G7
And now I guess that old saying must be true
          C                C7             F
When I go home it ain't no home without a woman
             C             G7                   C
Cause my old house is just half a house without you

              C7                          F
Well like the world without a sound to go around 
        A7                                 D7        G7
Welcome home I still hear the echo of that faded old sound
            C              C7               F
Just like a ship in desert sands what can I do
             C             G7                   C
Cause my old house is just half a house without you



Repeat 

F            C             G7                   C
Cause my old house is just half a house without you

7145. Half A Man

Half a Man

If I only had one arm to hold you 
Well better yet if I had none at all
Then I wouldn't have two arms that ache 
For you there'd be one less mem'ry to recall
If I only had one ear to listen to 
The lies that you told to me
Then I more closely resemble 
The half a man that you've made of me
If I only had one leg to stand on 
Then how much how much truer picture you'd see
'Cause then I more closely resemble 
The half a man that you've made of me

7146. Half A Mind - Chords

Half A Mind
Recorded by Ernest Tubb
Words and music by Roger Miller

CAPO: 1st FRET KEY: G# PLAY: G
[G] I don't [D] love you like I [G] used to do ...[G7]
But [C] I'm a-[C7] fraid to tell you [G] so ...[G7]
[C] I've got [C7] half a mind to [G] leave [Em] you
But [D] only [D7] half the heart to [G] go.

Words to tell you just don't come to me
Guess my courage is too slow
I've got a half a mind to leave you
But only half the heart to go.

Now time may prove that you're not to blame
But now's the time I need to know
I've got half a mind to leave you
But only half the heart to go

7147. Half A Pound Of Silver



Half A Pound Of Silver
Stillhouse Junkies

Rolling thunder and pouring rain
It's enough to drive a man insane
Sleeping under this broken train
Three lonely months out from the heartland
Takes you apart until there
Ain't no way to put it back again

Just about dried up in '93
Living hard but we were living free
Digging under this company
Come morning, wakin' to the whistle
Night fallin', whiskey calling
Wasting time waitin' for the end 

CHORUS
They tell me half a pound tomorrow
Never beat an ounce today
Half the time you borrow
No one's giving it away

Tell me, friend, now if you had the time
Would you spend it all on something fine
Or keep on waiting for what's in line
I'd give up everything I found here
Just for a hope that I can hold on to for another day

Last train leavin', I'm climbing on
Come the winter it'll be all gone
Gamblers, ghosts, and forgotten songs
All lost to a half a pound of silver
And it weighs like iron on this mind today, no matter what you say

7148. Half As Much

Emmylou Harris - Half As Much

If you love me half as much as I love you 
You wouldn't worry me half as much as you do 
You're nice to me when there's no one else around 
You only build me up to let me down 

If you missed me half as much as I miss you 
You wouldn't stay away half as much as you do 
I know that I would never feel so blue 
If you only loved me half as much as I love you 

If you love me half as much as I love you 
You wouldn't worry me half as much as you do 
You're nice to me when there's no one else around 
You only build me up to let me down 



If you missed me half as much as I miss you 
You wouldn't stay away half as much as you do 
I know that I would never feel so blue 
If you only loved me half as much as I love you

7149. Half Breed - Chords

Half Breed
Recorded by the Canadian Sweethearts
Written by John D. Loudermilk
  
G                                C                   G
Your pappy was a trader and your mammy was an Indian maid boy
                                 C                   G
Your pappy was a trader and your mammy was an Indian maid boy
                            C                       G
We know all about it and we don't want a half breed around boy
                    D7                  G
Tomorrow by sunrise ya better be out of town boy
           C                           G                  C
Half breed their hot on your trail boy half breed but you better not run
G          C                                               G
Half breed you'd better get a gun boy better get a gun and stand boy
C                        G
You better get a gun and stand 
                  C                        G
A man is a man as long as he can stand and think straight
                  C                        G
A man is a man as long as he can stand and wake boy
                         C                      G
So don't let 'em dog you no don't let 'em don't let 'em boy
                         D7                     G
You're a human being and you're just as good as them boy
Repeat #2

7150. Half Day Away

The Isaacs - Half Day Away 

You dropped me off for my first day of school
Six years old and had to learn new rules
I didn't know what I was walking into
I turned around and waved goodbye to you

When you left me, I remembered you
Told me when the lunch bell rings at noon
And I'm through with Twinkie number two
And I'd be half a day away from you



Half a day away from you
Mom, you always know what to do
Soon I won't be missing you and feeling so blue
Half a day away from you

Twenty years and half a million miles
A lot of tears and 'bout as many smiles
Gettin' by with life the way I do
Gettin' paid to sing and play for you

I bought a Twinkie at an old truck-stop
Got a dial tone when my quarter dropped
I said, "Hey, mama" when the call went through
"I'm only half a day away from you"

Half a day away from you
Mama's always know what to do
Soon I won't be missing you and feeling so blue
Half a day away from you
Half a day away from you

7151. Half Heaven Half Heartache - Chords

Half Heaven Half Heartache 
Recorded by Gene Pitney
Written by Aaron Schroeder, Wally Gold, George Goehring 

C
My arms reach out for you I kiss you tenderly
             Am
But when you touch my lips 
F              G7
You're kissing him not me why must it be
C                     F              Fm
Half heaven half heartache my lovin' you darlin' love
C                           G7
Can't you forget that other love you knew hmm
            C                     E7              C
Within your angel eyes a world of dreams are there
    Am                  F           G7
Yet I'll keep wondering if they are mine to share 
Oh it's just not fair
C                     F              Fm
Half heaven half heartache my loving you darlin' love
C                        Dm     G7 C
Oh let my love be strong enough to take away the heartache
   F              Fm                   C      G#
To make my life a heaven on earth with you-ou-oo-ou
C                     F              Fm
Half heaven half heartache my loving you darlin'
C                        Dm     G7 C
Oh let my love be strong enough to take away the heartache
    F              Fm                   C      G#    C



And make my life a heaven on earth with you-ou-oo-oo-ou

7152. Half Life

Half Life
Glen Phillips

Count down the rings, pick up the phone
But she's sure to know, you're not alone
More on the side, less at the home
Dust and dry earth, where a garden should grow

It's your decision now, give love or just get out
Don't bring another half life to this house

So why did you come here, what did you want
You did something right, just look what you've got
You can fake it at work, you fake it for friends
But not for the children or the woman you wed

It's your decision now, give love or just get out
Don't be another half life in this house
You'll be another half life in this house

And I know you've got it in you to
Let it go, just let her into you
There's dirt on your nails and blood on the floor
You play for the angles, you play what you know

It's your decision now, dig in or get the hell out
Don't be another half life to this house
You'll be another half life in this house
Don't bring another half life in this house
But I know you've got it in you
Just let 'em into you
Just let 'em into you

7153. Half Mile Down

Half Mile Down
Old Crow Medicine Show - Half Mile Down

They come down from Washington City 
To our Blue Ridge Mountain home 
And across that crooked river 
To the valley down below 

I was swimmin' in that water 
When they came up to the shore 



Sayin' sorry son this won't be 
Dry land here anymore 

Chorus: 
Yes and my home town 
Is a half mile down 
It's a half mile o' water 
All around, all around 
My home town is a half mile down 

First they started their surveyin' 
And makin' up their plans 
To flood that peaceful valley 
Just to build Watauga dam 
Oh they brought in their bulldozers 
And pushed our homes away 
And they handed me a shovel 
And sixty cents a day 

Chorus: 
Singin' my home town 
Is a half mile down 
It's a half mile o' water 
All around, all around 
My home town is a half mile down 

So they stripped out all the timber 
And they leveled all the land 
And they drilled and dynamited 
'Til they blew the mountains in 
I tore down my old homeplace 
And I dug up Daddy's grave 
And I relocated Momma to 14 miles away 

Now I look down on the water 
That rose up on that day 
By the banks of the old Watauga 
Where I once used to play 

Yes I look out on that water 
Where they made their big mistake 
And covered up our hometown 
'Neath the godforsaken lake 

Chorus: 
Singin' my home town 
Is a half mile down 
It's a half mile of water 
All around, all around 
My home town 
Is a half mile down 
It's a half mile of water 
All around, all around 
My home town is a half mile down



7154. Half Mile Down Guitar Lead - Chords

Half Mile Down Guitar Lead

Old Crow Medicin Show - Half Mile Down Guitar Lead

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     SONG NAME - Band Name
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
this is as close as i could tell, it gets a little hard for me to tell willies exact picking towards the
 end of the solo, 
but he is probably the only one that could tell you were missing anything if you play it this way
. 
if anyone has any tweaks please share.

strumming played over this is G C G D C G

Tuning: standard
                     
e/---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/--3-------0--1/3--3--0--3--3h5--3------------------------------------------/
G/-----0h2---------------------------4--2--0------0--2--0--0-----------------/
D/--------------------------------------------0h2--------------2--0----------/
A/---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------------------/

e/---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G/--------------2--2--2--2h4--2----------------------------------------------/
D/-----------0-------------------4--3--0-------0--2--0-----------------------/
A/--0--2--3-------------------------------1/2-----------0--2--0--------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------3-----------/

************************************

/ /   slide up
/ \   slide down
/ h   hammer-on
/ p   pull-off
/ ~   vibrato
/ +   harmonic
/ x   Mute note
/ b   Bend
/ pb  Pre-bend
/ br  Bend release
/ pbr Pre-bend release
/ brb Bend release bend

************************************



7155. Half Moon Rising - Chords

Yonder Mountain String Band - Half Moon Rising (Live)

Capo 2
 G C D Em C G
There's a house somewhere I know where's the fire's burn all night long
 G C D Em D C
There's a swing outside on the porch where I feel I could rock away the dusk 
until the dawn
 Am G
And even though the wind may be howlin'
Am C D
Stars are bright and they push me on and on

Chorus:
 C G D Em
There's a half moon risin' in the south eastern skies
 C G D G
There's a cold wind blowing across the great divide
 C G D Em 
And the stars they guide my way across the night
 C G D G D
There's a half moon rising, pushin' me on to another mountain top
D G D
Push me on, no I'll never stop, push me on home
 C G D G C D Em
There's a half moon rising in the south eastern skies tonight

Now the shoes on my feet, those soles broken down and my coat is tattered and worn
And the hunger in my belly, and the fever in my head will vanish 'ere my first glimpse of home
And even though the rain may now be fallin'
The passion is deep and pushes me on

Chorus

There's a still at dawn like the sound of your loves breath as she lies sleeping
Down below me now in the valley is the only piece on earth that I ever want to know
And her lips are as soft as I remember
She alone has brought me back on home

Chorus

7156. Half Of Me is Gone - Chords

Half of Me is Gone
Recorded by George Jones 
Written by Dallas Frazier

G                                        D7
I walked a thousand miles last night and never left my room
                                        G
My tremblin' hands kept waitin' for the phone



                                    C
I counted every crack that's in the ceilin' and the wall
            D7                 G
Without you baby half of me is gone

                           D7
I realize the many times I was unfair
                                   G
And darlin' hurtin' you I know was wrong
                                      C
I hope that you'll forgive me for the fool I was
                    D7                 G
And find it in your heart to come back home

Repeat #1

                                            D7
Well nothin' been the same since you walked out that door
                                     G
My loneliness is more than words can say
                                      C
Night and day the only thought that's on my mind
                 D7                G
Is having you to come back home to stay

Repeat #1

            D7                 G
Without you baby half of me is gone

7157. Half Of My Mistakes

Blue Dogs - Half Of My Mistakes

Half of my mistakes I made stone cold sober
Half of my mistakes I made at closing time
Half the time I never saw it coming till it was over
Half of my mistakes I made with love on the line

Half of my mistakes I swear I should've known better
Half of my mistakes were made just among friends
You get a little distance on it, truth gets clearer
Half of my mistakes, hell I'd probably make 'em again

If I had it all to do over, I'm sure I'd win and lose just as much
But I'd spend a lot less time on right and wrong
And a lot more time on love
Half of my mistakes I made cause I was moving too quickly
Half of them were made cause my heart moved too slow

Nobody can tell you a damn thing if you ain't listening
Half of my mistakes I made because I couldn't let go
If I had it all to do over, I'm sure I'd win and lose just as much



But I'd spend a lot less time on right and wrong
And a lot more time on love

If I had it all to do over, I'm sure I'd win and lose just as much
But I'd spend a lot less time on right and wrong
And a lot more time on love
Half of my mistakes I'd give anything to change how it ended
Half of my mistakes, God I wouldn't change a single thing

You can lean to hard on regret, but I don't recommend it
Cause half the good things in my life came from half of my mistakes
Cause half the good things in my life came from half of my mistakes
Half of my mistakes, Half of my mistakes, Half of my mistakes
Half of my mistakes, Half of my mistakes, Half of my mistakes

7158. Half Of What We Know

Crooked Still 
Half Of What We Know

Your lonesomeness I know
And your garden will not grow
You can weed it all you want, you're still too slow
If it wasn't for the sun, all the roses would've won
And you pin up on my blouse a blue ribbon

Your lonesomeness I know
It was mine not long ago
But I see it in your eyes, all dark with woe
'Cause the stills have all run dry
Pretty women passed you by
They're lying in a pile waiting to die

And what if I never gave you keys to the kingdom fine
And what if I never made you walk that crooked line
And what if my love was raging-then would you be mine?
'Cause only half of what we know comes true in time
Half of what we know comes true

Your lonesomeness I see, but I know it's not for me
And the mountains all have crumbled to the sea
And the mermaid finds you there, puts flowers in your hair
And thus begins your nautical affair

And what if I never gave you keys to the kingdom fine
And what if I never made you walk that crooked line
And what if my love was raging-then would you be mine?
'Cause only half of what we know comes true in time
Half of what we know comes true

Your lonesomeness I feel
I can see it when we kneel at the altar where the ocean bites your heels
But the beach is turning black and the sand storm holds me back



And I lost you when you tumbled through the cracks

And what if I never gave you keys to the kingdom fine
And what if I never made you walk that crooked line
And what if my love was raging-then would you be mine?
'Cause only half of what we know comes true in time
Half of what we know comes true in time
Half of what we know comes true in time
Only half of what we know comes true

7159. Half Over You - Chords

Half Over You
recorded by George Jones
written by  K. Staley
 
C                         F                  C
I've seen rock bottom and I've sailed to the top
                       G7
Now I'm somewhere in between
  C                              C7              F
I believe that it's over but sometimes I'm still blue
                    C            G7        C
There's no place so lonely being half over you
 
      F                             C
Don't feel much like climbing cause I don't want to fall
                                        G7
Here in the memory I don't feel much at all
     C                        C7         F
I've almost accepted the fact that we're through
                    C            G7        C
There's no place so lonely being half over you
 
                           F              C
I wasn't this bad off when first you were gone
                        G7
Cause misery kept me company
    C                           C7         F
And then I remember the heights we've been to
                    C            G7        C
There's no place so lonely being half over you
 
Repeat #2
Tag:

F                   C            G7        C
There's no place so lonely being half over you



7160. Half The Way - Chords

Half The Way
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Bobby Wood and Ralph Murphy
 
C            Em           Am           G7
Half of your love is just not what I'm after 
F            Em            G7
Part of your world is just not what I need
F            Em           Am           G7
Some of your time is like one glass of water 
Dm             Em          G7
Just leaves me thirsty for wine 

   C          G7     Am               Dm            G7
So fill me up to the top oh don't you stop till I'm overflowing
C    G7     Am
Love is the seed and babe  
  Dm          E7              Am             C      G7
I need you to keep it growing stronger every day oh no  
                       C
Don't take me half the way (don't take me half the way) 
G7                     C
Don't take me half the way (don't take me half the way)  

        Em          Am          G7
Never before have I settled for second 
F         Em          G7
All of my life I have hungered for more
F         Em             Am             G7
Now I can see where your sweet love can lead me 
Dm           Em          G7
This is what I've waited for  

Repeat #2

C            Em           Am           G7
Half of your love is just not what I'm after no
F            Em            G7
Part of your world is just not what I need
F             Em               Am            G7
Now I can see where your sweet love can lead me
Dm           Em          G7
This is what I've waited for  

Repeat #2

7161. Halfway Down

Halfway Down - Patty Loveless
Jim Lauderdale



Raindrops on the treetops
Waiting there to fall
I know how they're feeling
But I'm only, yes I'm only, halfway down

Fighting with the devil
Harder all the time
Sinkin' to his level
But I'm only, yes I'm only, halfway down

Halfway down, just a getting started
Yes I'm beginning on my journey now
But I've only gotten halfway down
Halfway down, just a little farther
Well I believe you better catch me now
'Cause I'm only going halfway down

Sippin' shallow water
Sharks out for the kill
Almost hittin' bottom
But I'm only, yes I'm only, halfway down

Halfway down, just a getting started
Yes I'm beginning on my journey now
But I've only gotten halfway down
Halfway down, just a little farther
Well I believe you better catch me now
'Cause I'm only going halfway down
Yeah I hope you better catch me now
'Cause I'm only going halfway down
Yes I'm only going halfway down
Yes I'm only going halfway down

7162. Halfway Home Cafe

Halfway Home Cafe - Ricky Skaggs

I was pourin' coffee for table number one
I couldn't help but hear him what was going on
It got my attention when I heard a young man's voice
Saying sheriff I'll be going now if its alright with you boys
Those years I spent in prison stole to much time from me
I won't waste another minute if I'm really free.

Chorus:
I'm goin' home my family's waitin' for me goin' home
I'm amazed that they still love me
They forgive me for the bitter seeds I've sown
Heaven knows I've been away to long
So now I'm going home.

A burger and a special for table number eight
I was bustin' number seven when I heard her young heart break



He told her it was over they could never meet again
That he found a taste of courage twisted on his wedding band
Her tears began to fall but they could not touch his heart
I heard him say 'I'm sorry But it was all wrong from the start.'

Chorus:
I'm goin' home my family's waitin' for me goin' home
I'm amazed that they still love me
They forgive me for the bitter seeds I've sown
Heaven knows I've been away to long
So now I'm going home.

There's a million other stories from the Halfway Home Cafe
It's a never ending saga and they're played out every day
But this one's finally over the foods all put away
And the coffee pot stands empty at the Halfway Home Cafe
But over in the corner at table number three
Sits a father and a runaway well it looks that way to me
I said 'I hate to interrupt you but its really gettin' late'
The young girl looked up smilin she said 'Mister that's ok.'

Chorus:
I'm goin' home my family's waitin' for me goin' home
I'm amazed that they still love me
They forgive me for the bitter seeds I've sown
Heaven knows I've been away to long
So now I'm going home.
Hhmmm, I'm goin' home...

7163. Halfway Home Cafe - Chords

Halfway Home Cafe
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written Paul Overstreet and John Barrarco

C                        G7
I was pouring coffee for table number one  
Am                C        F
I couldn't help but hear him what was going on
C                          G7
It got my attention when I heard a young man's voice      
 Am                    G7          F
Saying sheriff I'll be going now if it's alright with you boys      
G7                                Am
Those years I spent in prison stole too much time from me        
F             C      Dm            G7
I won't waste another minute if I'm really free         
F                                  C
I'm goin' home my family's waiting for me at homeI'm amazed that they still love meAm          
            
G7                F   G7
They forgive me for the bitter seeds I've sown
Am                G7            F



Heaven knows I've been away too long   
G7            C
So now I'm going home                           
G7
A burger and a special for table number eight      
Am            C            F
I was busing number seven when I heard her young heart break
   C                               G7
He told her it was over they could never meet again        
Am               G7                 F
That he found a taste of courage twisted on his wedding band
    G7                                 Am
Her tears began to fall but they could not touch his heart 
 F                 C                Dm                 G7
I heard him say I'm sorry but it was all wrong from the start

Repeat #2         

 G7                             Am
There's a million other stories from the Halfway Home Cafe
       G7                            F                G7
It's a never ending saga and they're played out every day         
C                      G7
But this one's finally over the foods all put away        
Am                C            F
And the coffee pot stands empty at the Halfway Home Cafe  
 C                     G7
But over in the corner at table number three       
Am           G7              F
Sits a father and a runaway well it looks that way to me         
G7                             Am
I said I hate to interrupt you but it's really getting late   
 F                    C                Dm            G7
The young girl looked up smiling she said mister that's ok

Repeat #2

7164. Halfway Loved - Chords

Halfway Loved
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Wayne P. Walker and Max Powell

C             G7       C
I'd rather be loved by many
    F                             C
And make believe that everyone is true
     F                                   C
Than think that I'd be more than halfway happy
                   G7               C
If I let myself be halfway loved by you
                G7           C
I'd rather have sweethearts aplenty



  F                           C
A new one almost every day or two
  F                                  C
I know that I'd be more than halfway sorry
                   G7               C  C7
If I let myself be halfway loved by you
F                              C
Half a love is all you've ever offered
                          D7        G7
Ask any heart you've left broken in two
    C         G7       C
I'd rather be safe and lonely
    F                                       C
And give up half the dreams that might come true
    F                                   C
The chance I'd have to take is just not worth it
                   G7               C
If I let myself be halfway loved by you
              G7       C
I'd rather be safe and lonely
    F                                       C
And give up half the dreams that might come true
    F                                   C
The chance I'd have to take is just not worth it
                   G7               C
If I let myself be halfway loved by you

7165. Halfway Tree - Chords

Halfway Tree 
The East Pointers
 
[Intro]
D  E  F#m  E  x2
 
 
[Verse 1]
  D      E
A lonely oak stands,
F#m      E
Past the red sand,
D          E      F#m  E
Where only ghosts walk
 
 
[Verse 2]
   D          E
On blueberry plains,
  F#m    E
A barren land waits,
    D       E        C#m
For you and I to get lost
 



 
[Chorus]
D/F# E     F#m     E
Meet me at Halfway Tree
D/F#  E       F#m  E
Heart in your hand
D/F# E      F#m     E
Bask in our revelry
D/F#  E       C#m
We'll go dancing
D/F#  E        F#m
We'll keep dancing
 
 
[Instrumental]
D  E  F#m  E
 
 
[Verse 3]
      D       E
We'll fall at our feet,
F#m       E
While the world sleeps,
D        E             F#m
Speak without making a sound
 
 
[Verse 4]
D       E
Shadows in night,
      F#m     E
We'll hide in plain sight,
D     E     C#m
Never to be found
 
 
[Chorus]
D/F# E     F#m     E
Meet me at Halfway Tree
D/F#  E       F#m  E
Heart in your hand
D/F# E      F#m     E
Bask in our revelry
D/F#  E      C#m
We'll go dancing
D/F#  E        F#m
We'll keep dancing
 
 
[Instrumental]
C#m  E  F#m  C#m  E  F#m  A   x4
C#m  E  F#m  C#m  E  F#m  E  D  E  F#m  E
 
 
[Verse 5]
  D      E
A lonely oak stands,



F#m      E
Past the red sand,
      D     E      F#m  E
Where only ghosts walk
 
 
[Verse 6]
     D        E
Lets waltz on our graves,
F#m   E
Dream wide awake,
    D         E              C#m
And shoot the moon before it drops
 
 
[Chorus]
D/F# E     F#m     E
Meet me at Halfway Tree
D/F#  E       F#m  E
Heart in your hand
D/F# E      F#m     E
Bask in our revelry
D/F#  E     C#m
We'll go dancing
 
 
[Chorus]
D/F# E     F#m     E
Meet me at Halfway Tree
D/F#  E       F#m  E
Heart in your hand
D/F# E      F#m     E
Bask in our revelry
D/F#  E     C#m
We'll go dancing
D/F#  E        F#m
We'll keep dancing
 
 
[Outro]
D  E  F#m  D  E  F#m  A   x2
D  E  F#m    x4

7166. Hall Of Fame - Chords

My Home Ain't In The Hall Of Fame
By Robert Earl Keen
Written by Joe Dolce

Capo 3 (Key of F)

F# - 244322



Chorus: 
   D          G              D 
My home ain't in the hall of fame
        Bm                             F# G 
You can go there but you won't find my name
       G             A       D            G  
And my songs don't belong on top forty radio
     G                 D     G   A  D
I ll keep the old back forty for my home

D                      G            A                D  
Ain t no truck drivin  man, Baby, I hitch-hike all I can
      Bm                   E7                       A 
Hey I know the highway, it takes me where I need to go
  D               G            A                  D
I got a sunburned thumb, yeah, I'm just a highway bum
Bm                    E7                A
Playin  my guitar and fall in love some more

 Chorus

 Some friends I left behind, you know some have left me cryin 
And some have stayed right up there by my side
It's good to have a home, sometimes it's good to be alone
You know it sure feels good just to keep your good friends high
 
Chorus

7167. Hall Of Shame - Chords

Hall Of Shame
Recorded by Melba Montgomery
Written by George Riddle

C
Should they ever build a hall of shame 
    F                   C
For those that can't be true
    F                    C
Someone should give them your name 
   D7                G7
To see what they can do
   C
To place you there among the rest 
    F                     C
Who have cheated in loves game
       F             C
They'd surely find a place for you 
        G7      C
In this hall of shame
   G7
It certainly is no honor 
      C



Not a thing to be proud of
    D7
But after all the part you've done 
G7
You destroyed our love
  C
I worship you but to my regret 
     F                    C
Your feelings weren't the same
  F                    C
I know that you'd feel right at home 
        G7      C
In this hall of shame
For all the heartaches I have known 
  F                  C
I must say you're to blame
  F             C
I know you'd be elected 
D7              G7
To this hall of shame
  C
A broken heart some memories 
    F              C
You left for me to claim
        F              C
There's just one place where you belong 
       G7      C
In the hall of shame
repeat #3,4

7168. Hallelu - Chords

Hallelu 
The Devil Makes Three
 
[Intro]
D D D A D G A D
 
[Verse 1]
D
Nothing is wrong here so I'm climbing up the walls
D                                    A
Trying to kill this silence with gun blasts and alcohol
          D                                     G
I've been laughing, I've been crying, I've been living, I've been dying
         A                                  D
They say tell the truth, they're lying, Hallelu
 
[Chorus]
    G        D                                            A
Hallelu, Hallelu, praise the lord and pass the ammunition too
    D                                G
They say Jesus is coming, he must be walking, he sure ain't running



            A                                D
Who can blame him, look how we done him, Hallelu
 
[Verse 2]
D
What will it take to have this place on bended knee
D                             A
You run to the forest, you can bet I'll burn the trees
D                                   G
I will poison the water 'cause it's only getting hotter
       A                                D
And we came for sons and daughters, Hallelu
 
[Chorus]
    G        D                                            A
Hallelu, Hallelu, praise the lord and pass the ammunition too
    D                                G
They say Jesus is coming, he must be walking, he sure ain't running
            A                                D
Who can blame him, look how we done him, Hallelu
 
[Solo]
D D D A D G A D
 
[Verse 3]
D
Trials and tribulations, that's just bread and wine
D                                 A
Getting my hands dirty, that does not take off the shine
        D                                        G
On this farm to get your filling, there's got to be a little killing
        A                          D
So I am ready and I'm willing, Hallelu
 
[Chorus]
    G        D                                            A
Hallelu, Hallelu, praise the lord and pass the ammunition too
    D                                G
They say Jesus is coming, he must be walking, he sure ain't running
            A                                D
Who can blame him, look how we done him, Hallelu
         G                                 D
If you're waiting on salvation you'll need candles and libations
            A                         D
Train ain't coming in the station, Hallelu
     G                               D
They say Jesus is coming, he must be walking, he sure ain't running
        A                                    D
Who can blame him, look how we done him, Hallelu
 
[Outro]
    G        D        A        D
Hallelu, Hallelu, Hallelu, Hallelu



7169. Hallelujah

Hallelujah
Allison Moorer

I couldn't let him go
I hold on, so I guess I know
Consequences come around the call
Maybe I'm a little late
Learning it's alright to ?
Sometimes either fly or fall

Wings are hard to find
Thank God I found mine in time

Hallelujah
Hallelujah
Hallelujah

What I brought is all I keep
It ain't a lot but it's mine you see and
All that's worth havin' anyway
The first step's the toughest one
And even though it's done I
I still have plenty left to take

And faith is hard to find
Thank God I found mine in time

Hallelujah
Hallelujah
Hallelujah
Hallelujah

Hallelujah
Hallelujah
Hallelujah
Hallelujah

7170. Hallelujah

Hallelujah
Leonard Cohen

Now I've heard there was a secret chord
That David played, and it pleased the Lord
But you don't really care for music, do you?
It goes like this
The fourth, the fifth
The minor fall, the major lift
The baffled king composing Hallelujah

Hallelujah, Hallelujah



Hallelujah, Hallelujah

Your faith was strong but you needed proof
You saw her bathing on the roof
Her beauty and the moonlight overthrew you
She tied you
To a kitchen chair
She broke your throne, and she cut your hair
And from your lips she drew the Hallelujah

Hallelujah, Hallelujah
Hallelujah, Hallelujah

You say I took the name in vain
I don't even know the name
But if I did, well really, what's it to you?
There's a blaze of light
In every word
It doesn't matter which you heard
The holy or the broken Hallelujah

Hallelujah, Hallelujah
Hallelujah, Hallelujah

I did my best, it wasn't much
I couldn't feel, so I tried to touch
I've told the truth, I didn't come to fool you
And even though
It all went wrong
I'll stand before the Lord of Song
With nothing on my tongue but Hallelujah

Hallelujah, Hallelujah
Hallelujah, Hallelujah

(Repeat to fade)

7171. Hallelujah - Chords

Hallelujah 
Reeltime Travelers
 
G                               C             G
Four hundred thousand miles of broke down truck
G                               D             G
I crawled outta Nashville on a broken down luck
G                      C               G
Fallin to rust at the hems and the seams
G                            D              G
She's painted the color of broken down dreams
G                       C           G
Rust in her race wears thin as a dime
G                      D        G



My 58 Apache gets to work on time
 
G                        C        G
Singing Hallelujah, Hallelujah Baby
                                D
Hallelujah she's a rolling on home
G                             C          G
You're singing Hallelujah, Hallelujah Baby
G                   D       G
Hallelujah standing all alone
 
Fiddle solo
G                       C           G
Now the TV papers are standin in line
G                              D                   G
To be the first to sell the story of the end of time
G                           C              G
Got peeling paint on the doors and the sides
G                              D         G
In all the passin colors of Oklahoma skies
G                              C             G
She's the color of my heart, color of my jeans
G                              D              G
She's a two door picture of a broken down queen
 
G                          C             G
You're singing Hallelujah, Hallelujah Baby
G                      D         G
Hallelujah she's a rolling on home
G                           C            G
You're singing Hallelujah, Hallelujah Baby
G                   D       G
Hallelujah standing all alone
 
Fiddle Solo
G                              C            G
Aw white's just a hundreds of colors I'm told
G                                          D             G
And it's easy to be blind to the all the treasures we hold
G                         C          G
Get up to the mountains, I get up high
G                            D                 G
And I take a look around before it all passes by
G                            C          G
Keep it in my heart now, see to my dreams
G                                    D                      G
And I'll tell it to their cities in their biggest city scenes
 
G                        C        G
Singing Hallelujah, Hallelujah Baby
                                 D
Hallelujah she's a rolling on home
G                           C            G
You're singing Hallelujah, Hallelujah Baby
G                        D
Hallelujah standing all alone
 



Fiddle Solo
G                                    C        G
Four hundred thousand miles of broke down truck
G                               D             G
I crawled outta Nashville on a broken down luck
G                              C        G
Falling to rust at the hems and the seams
G                           D               G
She's painted the color of broken down dreams
G                       C           G
Rust in her race wears thin as a dime
G                      D        G
my 58 Apache gets to work on time
G                      C
it's 1958 heart rings true
G                                          D             G
and it's hard to tell the color, but it's always been blue
 
G                  C      G
Hallelujah, Hallelujah Baby
G                    D           G
Hallelujah she's a rolling on home
G                      C                 G
You're singing Hallelujah, Hallelujah Baby
G                   D       G
Hallelujah standing all alone
G                   D       G
Hallelujah standing all alone

7172. Hallelujah I'm Ready

Bill Monroe - Hallelujah I'm Ready 
Ricky Skaggs

Hallelujah (I'm ready) I'm ready (Hallelujah)
I can hear the voices singing soft and low
Hallelujah (I'm ready) I'm ready (Hallelujah)
Hallelujah I'm ready to go

In the darkness of night not a star was in site
On a highway that leads down below
But Jesus came in and saved this soul from sin
Hallelujah I'm ready to go

Sinners don't wait before it's too late
He's a wonderful Savior you know
Well I fell on my knees and he answered my pleas
Hallelujah I'm ready to go



7173. Hallelujah In My Heart

Hallelujah In My Heart 
Carlene Carter - Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

Oh Lord, I stand before you
A past I can't deny
A sinner from the old school
Repent before you die
I tried to run
I tried to hide
I tried so hard to stray
But your love has found
It's way around
And grace has paved the way

No more to roam
I've found my home
Hallelujah in my heart

Salvation sweet awaits us
Beyond a shining light
A chance for you and me
To really do it right
And so it goes
You reap what you sow
My oats were wild and green
Now faith has found
Its way around
And does salvation bring

No more to roam
I've found my home
Hallelujah in my heart

7174. Hallelujah Side

Hallelujah Side

Once a sinner far from Jesus
I was perishing with cold
But the blessed Savior heard me when I cried
Then He threw His robe around me
and He led me to His fold
And I'm living on the hallelujah side

Oh, glory be to Jesus, let the hallelujahs roll
Help me ring the Savior's praises far and wide
For I've opened up tow'rd heaven
all the windows of my soul
And I'm living on the hallelujah side

Tho' the world may sweep around me



with her dazzle and her dreams
Yet I envy not her vanities and pride
For my soul looks up to heaven
where the golden sunlight gleams
And I'm living on the hallelujah side

Not for all earth's golden millions
would I leave this precious place
Tho' the tempter to persuade me oft has tried
For I'm safe in God's pavilion
happy in His love and grace
And I'm living on the hallelujah side

Here the sun is always shining
here the sky is always bright
'Tis no place for gloomy Christians to abide
For my soul is filled with music
and my heart with great delight
And I'm living on the hallelujah side

And upon the streets of glory
when we reach the other shore
And have safely crossed the Jordan's rolling tide
You will find me shouting "Glory"
just outside my mansion door
Where I'm living on the hallelujah side

7175. Hallelujah, I'm Ready - Chords

Hallelujah, I'm Ready
Traditional

Chorus:

Halle(C)lujah (I'm ready) I'm (G) ready (hallelujah).
I can hear the voices singing soft and (D7) low.
Halle(C)lujah (I'm ready) I'm (G) ready (hallelujah).
Hallelujah I'm (D) ready to (G) go.

In the (G) darkness of night not a (C) star was in (G) sight,
On a highway that leads down (D7) below.
But (G) Jesus came in and (C) saved my soul from (G) sin,
Hallelujah I'm (D7) ready to (G) go.

Chorus

Sinners don't wait until it's too late,
He's a wonderful Saviour you know.
Well I fell on my knees and he answered my pleas,
Hallelujah I'm ready to go.

Chorus



As performed by Ricky Skaggs on the CD "Family and Friends"

7176. Hallelujah, Love Him So

Dixie Chicks - Hallelujah, I Love Him So

Lemme tell you 'bout a boy I know
He's my baby and he lives next door
In the morning when the sun comes up
He brings me coffee in my favorite cup

That's how I know
Hallelujah, I just love him so
When I'm in trouble and I have no friends
I know he'll go with me until the end

Everybody asks me how I know
I smile and tell them that he told me so
That's how I know, yes I know
Hallelujah, I just love him so
When I call him on the telephone
And I tell him that I'm all alone

By the time I count from one to four
I hear him knockin' on my door
In the evenin' when the sun goes down
And there ain't nobody else around
He kisses me and he holds me tight
And tells me "Dixie, everything's alright"

That's how I know, yes I know
Hallelujah, I just love him so
When I call him on the telephone
And I tell him that I'm all alone
By the time I count from one to four
I hear him knockin' on my door

7177. Halley Came to Jackson

Halley Came to Jackson 
The Rarely Herd

Late one night when the wind was still
Daddy brought the baby to the window sill
To see a bit of heaven shoot across the sky
The one and only time Daddy saw it fly

It came from the east just as bright as a torch
The neighbors had a party on their porch



Daddy rocked the baby, Mother said "amen"
When Halley came to visit in nineteen ten

Now back then Jackson was a real small town
And it's not every night a comet comes around
It was almost eighty years since its last time through
So I bet your mother would've said "amen" too

As its tail stretched out like a stardust streak
The papers wrote about it every day for a week
They wondered where it's going and where it's been
When Halley came to Jackson in 1910

Now Daddy told the baby sleeping in his arms
To dream a little dream of a comet's charms
And he made a little wish as she slept so sound
In nineteen eighty-six that wish came 'round

It came from the east, just as bright as a torch
She saw it in the sky from her daddy's porch
As heavenly sent as it was back then
When Halley came to Jackson in nineteen ten
Late one night when the wind was still

7178. Halloween Is

Tom T Hall - Halloween Is
Composer: Tom T. Hall

How would you like to be scared right out of your socks
Whether or not you're wearin' socks
How would you like to be frightened out of your room
With some big scary somethin' out of the gloom

That's what Halloween is it's a fright'ning time
Ghosts and goblins a runnin' around and spookin' you out of your mind
Sometimes I get dressed up and I go frighten them where they live
Trick or treat that's what Holloween is

One time I saw a ghost on top of my barn
I was alarmed he was on my barn
I ran right up and said ghost trick or treat
And I almost scared that ghost right out of his sheet

That's what Halloween is it's a fright'ning time...

When Halloween comes we're gonna make people scream
We're gonna be ugly and we're gonna be mean
We're gonna go trick or treatin' every chance
And we'll frighten all of our neighbors out of their pants

That's what Halloween is it's a fright'ning time...



7179. Halo

Halo
Abigail Washburn

Dark is the night
Gray is the day
It's cold outside
but his halo lights my way

He says to me
I wanna light you up
I wanna light you up
in the dark and the day
My halo's bright
Follow the way

It's hard to see
It's hard to say
I'm without knowing
but his halo lights my way

The water is wide
This side I can't stay
I don't know where I'm going
but his halo lights my way

7180. Halo 'Round The Moon - Chords

Halo 'round The Moon
Steve Earl - Halo 'round The Moon

Steve Earle
Halo  Round The Moon

Capo 2 

A
There's a halo round the moon

So I know it ain't to blame
D                      A
I knew what love could do

But I loved her anyway

But I let her slip away
D                     A
Now I'm all alone and blue



That's just the price I gotta pay
E                      A
There a halo round the moon

There's a ghost that haunts this town 
Ask anyone you see
He drags his chains around
No spell can set him free
They say he looks a lot like me
And if you ask him why he's bound
He'll just say he lost the key
There's a ghost that haunts this town

There's no shelter from the storm 
Not the lighting or the rain
Love would know no charm
If it wasn't for the pain
It will all be swept away
No matter what you do 
No matter what you say
There's a halo round the moon

7181. Hand Back Down - Chords

Hand Back Down 
The Devil Makes Three
 
[Intro]
B A# E7
B A# E7
B A# E7
C# F#
 
 
[Verse 1]
           B          A#            E7
Headlights burn like torches on the way to a war
   B            A#                E7
Tell me what it was that we were fighting for
B           A#               E7
Who is this god to which we sacrifice
          C#                            F#
I say whatever he wants, we better give it to him twice
 
 
[Chorus]
             E
You want to help me
                     B
Give me a hand back down 
              E
'Cause I'm feeling a little rough 



                  F# A
Around the edges now  
 
 
[Verse 2]
B       A#            E7
Highway apostles, take me in your arms
B                A#             E7
Living in these alleys gonna to do me some harm
     B           A#         E7
I'm outside the truck stop talking in tongues
  C#                             F#
Sermons for the deaf, selling salvation for the dumb
 
 
[Chorus]
                E
You want to help me
                     B
Give me a hand back down
           E
'Cause I'm feeling a little rough 
                  F# A
Around the edges now  
                E
If you want to help me
                     B
Give me a hand back down
           E
'Cause I'm feeling a little rough 
                  F# A
Around the edges now
 
 
[Bridge]
             C#m                         F#
Ten years of rolling, it's been a hell of a ride
             C#m                                   F#
I learned that getting what you want don't leave you satisfied
 
 
[Solo]
B A# E7
B A# E7
B A# E7
C# F#
 
 
[Verse 3]
B         A#      E7
Runaway eyes and bullet proof glass
B            A#      E7
Fearing the future running towards the past
   B           A#              E7
Chained to the counter in some terrible town
            C#                            F#
I'd like to take you all away, we'd never get off the ground



 
 
[Chorus]
                E
You want to help me
                     B
Give me a hand back down
           E
'Cause I'm feeling a little rough 
                  F# A
Around the edges now  
                E
If you want to help me
                     B
Give me a hand back down
           E
'Cause I'm feeling a little rough 
                  F# A B
Around the edges now

7182. Hand In Hand - Chords

Hand In Hand 
Larry Sparks

[Intro]
A     E      B7       E
 
[Verse]
         B7          E
Darling, we belong together
          B7            E
and we've come, to understand
          A                E
love like ours, goes on forever
        B7            E
you and I go, hand in hand
 
[Chorus]
         A                E
we don't worry, cause our hearts know
          B7                  E
you're my woman, and I'm your man
      A               E
as we face, each new tomorrow
        B7            E
you and I go, hand in hand
 
[Verse]
     B7              E
Long ago, we made a promise
         B7               E
with two golden, wedding bands



        A                  E
we'd be faithful, true and honest
         B7                   E
and we'd always, walk hand in hand
 
[Chorus]
         A                E
we don't worry, cause our hearts know
          B7                  E
you're my woman, and I'm your man
      A               E
as we face, each new tomorrow
        B7            E
you and I go, hand in hand

7183. Hand In Hand With Jesus

Hand In Hand With Jesus

Once from my poor sin-sick soul
Christ did every burden roll
Now I walk re- deemed and whole
Hand in hand with Je- sus

Hand in hand we walk each day
Hand in hand along the way
Walking thus I cannot stray
Hand in hand with Jesus

In my night of dark despair
Jesus heard and answered prayer
Now I'm walking free as air
Hand in hand with Jesus

When the stars are backward rolled
And His home I shall behold
I will walk those streets of gold
Hand in hand with Jesus

From the straight and narrow way
Praise the Lord I cannot stray
For I'm walking every day
Hand in hand with Jesus

7184. Hand Me Down Heart - Chords

Hand Me Down Heart
Recorded by Clay Walker
Written by Lonnie Wilson and Zack Turner



C                      F
Baby I ain't gonna lie this ain't my first ride
     G7                                       C
I've saddled up and bruised my hide a time or two
                    
It's true I'm not a brand new man 
          F
I've been around the block and back again
         G7                                          C
But I've already been broken in yeah I'm the one for you
Well if you don't mind a hand me down heart 
I've got just the thing for you
It's been used and it's been bruised 
       G7
But it still beats like new
           C
It's got a few burned valves it's a little worn out 
                        F
But baby it'll love you true
                       C
So if you don't mind a hand me down heart 
G7               C
I've got one for you
Well I've seen a few miles and years 
     F
I've cried a few thousand tears
    G7                                        C
But honey let me calm your fears and leave no doubt
Cause when you got a rebuilt heart 
    F
You only use the very best parts
         G7                                   C
And it's guaranteed to start loving you right now
repeat #2
 
It's got a few burned valves it's a little worn out 
                        F
But baby it'll love you true
                       C
So if you don't mind a hand me down heart 
G7               C
I've got one for you

7185. Hand Me Down My Walking Cane

Hand Me Down My Walking Cane
Norman Blake

I got high, lord I got in jail
Lord I got high, and I got in jail
I got high and I got in jail, had nobody for to go my bail
My sins, they have overtaken me



Hand me down my wallkin' cane
Lord hand me down my walkin' cane
Hand me down my wallkin' cane
I'm a gonna leave on the morning train
My sins, they have overtaken me

Well, the beans was tough, and the meat was fat
Oh the beans was tough, and the meat was fat
Well the beans was tough, and the meat was fat
Oh good God, I couldn't eat that
My sins, they have overtaken me

Well it's come on Ma, and go my bail
Lord come on Mom, and go my bail
Come on Mama and go my bail
Get me outta this Nashville jail
My sins, they have overtaken me

Well if I die in Tennessee
Lord if I die, in Tennessee
Boy if I die in Tennessee
Ship me back by C.O.D.,
My sins, they have overtaken me

So hand me down, my bottle a' corn
Oh hand me down that bottle a' corn
Hand me down my bottle a' corn
Gonna get drunk just sure as you're born
My sins, they have overtaken me

Hand me down my wallkin' cane
Lord hand me down my walkin' cane
Oh hand me down my wallkin' cane
I'm a gonna leave on the morning train
My sins, they have overtaken me

7186. Hand Of Kindness

Richard Thompson - Hand of Kindness 

Well, I wove the rope and I picked the spot
Well, I struck out my neck and I tightened the knot
Oh, stranger, stranger, I'm near out of time
You stretch out your hand, I stretched out mine

Oh, maybe just the hand of kindness
Maybe just the hand of kindness
Maybe just a hand
Stranger will you reach me in time, in time

Well I scuppered the ship and I bent the rail
Well, I cut the brakes and I ripped the sail



And they called me a Jonah, it's a sin I survived
Well, you stretched out your hand, I stretched out mine

Maybe just the hand of kindness
Well, maybe just the hand of kindness
Oh, maybe just a hand
Stranger will you reach me in time, in time

Oh, shoot that old horse and break in the new
Oh, the hung are many and the living are few
I see your intention, here's my neck on the line
You stretch out your hand I stretched out mine

Well maybe just the hand of kindness
Oh, maybe just the hand of kindness
Well, maybe just a hand
Stranger will you reach me in time, in time

Oh, maybe just the hand of kindness
Well, maybe just the hand of kindness
Well, maybe just a hand
Stranger will you reach me in time, in time

7187. Hand Song - Chords

Hand Song 
Nickel Creek
 
VERSE 1:
    B                   C
The boy only wanted to give Mother something
    G                      D
And all of her roses had bloomed.
B                     C
Looking at her as he came rushing in with them
G                        D
Knowing her roses were doomed,
Am            B               Em
All she could see were some thorns buried deep
    Am              B            Em         D
And tears that were cried as she tended his wounds
 
CHORUS:
        G           C    Em  D
And she knew it was love       
       G             C          Em  D
It was one she could understand  
       G           C
He was showing his love,
    Em            D         G  C  Em  D
And that's how he hurt his hands.        
 
VERSE 2:



B                        C
He still remembers that night as child
G               D
On his mother's knee
B                            C
She held him close and she opened her bible
    G                   D
And quietly started to read,
    Am       B          Em
And seeing a picture of Jesus he cried out,
Am           B        Em              D
"Momma, he's got some scars just like me."
 
CHORUS:
       G           C    Em  D
And he knew it was love       
       G            C          Em  D
It was one he could understand  
       G           C
He was showing his love,
    Em            D         G   C  Em  D
And that's how he hurt his hands.        
 
VERSE 3:
B                              C
Now the boy's grown and moved out on his own
 G                     D
When Uncle Sam comes along.
  B                         C
A foreign affair, but our young men were there
    G                     D
And luck had his number drawn.
   Am          B              Em
It wasn't that long till our hero was gone
   Am        B                Em             D
He gave to a friend what he learned from the cross.
 
CHORUS:
         G           C    Em  D
And they knew it was love       
       G              C          Em  D
It was one they could understand  
       G           C
He was showing his love,
    Em             D         G   C  Em  D
And that's how he hurt his hands.

7188. Hand To Mouth

Hand to Mouth
The Flying Burrito Brothers
Roberts-Hillman



Hand to mouth, I've been livin' from hand to mouth
Days are gettin' longer, nights are gettin' colder
Since you've been gone
Hand to mouth, I've been livin' from hand to mouth
Don't you worry, honey, don't you worry
Somehow I get along

Movin' is my little game, I never felt the taste of fame
Been on the road since I was just a child
Workin' here, then I'm gone, never in one place too long
It's enough to drive a poor man wild

I've been livin' from hand to mouth
I've been livin' from hand to mouth
Don't you worry, honey, don't you worry
Somehow I get along

I'm sorry for the times you've cried
They were the times I've laughed and lied
I really didn't know how much I cared
And now I wish to spend more time
To keep your love and ease your mind
There's nothing quiete the same when it's not shared

7189. Hand-Me-Down Tune

The Avett Brothers - Hand-Me-Down Tune 
Emotionalism

Hand-Me-Down Tune
I dreamt of a suit a suit so fine I dressed my words in
Sewn and tailor made with song in mind made of melody
Stitched by threads of notes with perfect pitch, perfectly composed
Sound in tune and key, a code of rhythm, and harmony
But when I awoke my coat was worn and my words were plain
Each song that I sang all the notes were wrong and poorly played
Both my sleeves had holes, my knees were patched, my shoes needed soles
No clever disguise no way to hide my offensive tone

But I, I wish for you more than I can give, than I can do
Yeah you, you deserve the best an anthem not my hand-me-down tune
Yeah you, you deserve the best an anthem not my hand-me-down tune

7190. Handful Of Friends - Chords

Handful Of Friends
Recorded by Leroy Van Dyke
Written by Don Carroll



Em                 C
Our love has faded away
Em                    G7
How wrong I was yesterday
      Am                         F
I let love slip right through my hands
        G7                  C
Just to please a handful of friends
Em                        C
They said that you were a bad girl
Em                           G7
Loose talk kept my mind in a whirl
     Am                               F
So I walked out on our dreams and our plans
        G7                  C
Just to please a handful of friends
               G7
But they don't know 
     F                C
That I still love you so
      G7     F                     G7
And I wonder if you'd even care to know
Em                     C
If you will but let me atone
Em                           G7
I'll prove I've a mind of my own
          Am              F
If you'll come back to me again
            G7                C
I'm a gonna drop a handful of friends
          Am              F
If you'll come back to me again
            G7                C
I'm a gonna drop a handful of friends

7191. Handguns

Handguns
Greensky Bluegrass

Shoulda been a farmer
And blamed it on the weather
With a tired back and soiled hands' to' show for my' efforts
Burned and dry
All of these questions
What's' it worth?
Does it last?
Is this wrong?

Handguns make less mistakes
Without love to feel anything
Handguns we borrowed in case
This works and we can't pay for it



I've been foolish
All the way running
With a broken glass that can't hold
What I've come for
I don't recall
Why I didn't question
What we had when I left
Was I wrong?

Handguns make less mistakes
Without love to feel anything
Handguns we borrowed in case
This works and we can't pay for it

Coulda been better
Without any reason
With less words to misuse
More time to finish
There's no mistaking
There isn't any question
How could I?
And why?
Has this become wrong?

Handguns make less mistakes
Without love to feel anything
Handguns we borrowed in case
This works and we can't pay for it

Handguns
Without love
We borrowed in case
We can't pay for this

Handguns make less mistakes
Without love to feel anything
Handguns we borrowed in case
This works and we can't pay for it

7192. Handle With Care - Chords

Handle With Care
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Kent Westberry and Jimmy Dickens

C                                 G7
Handle with care please treat her gently
                                 C
Don't break her heart like I did before
                     C7      F
Don't do what I did  I was unfair
                C          G7          C



Please love her for me but handle with care
                               G7
Hold her forever don't let her go
                                               C
You might lose her like I did a long long time ago
                        C7          F
I've hurt her so deeply left her in despair
                C          G7          C
Please love her for me but handle with care
                     C7      F
Don't do what I did  I was unfair
                   C          G7          C
Oh please love her for me but handle with care

7193. Handmade Cross

Handmade Cross

I was walkin through the darkness on a cold and lonely night
The shadows gripped at everything and held them from my sight
The trees gave way to moonlight on the hills beyond my gaze
And my eyes caught sight of something there in the foggy midnight haze

The air was damp the night was cold and quiet deathly still
I climbed up through the grey moonlight and stood upon that hill
What I'd seen from down below before me now did lay
It was a handmade cross with stones around to mark a six foot grave

The cross was rough and made of wood a worn and weathered pine
Bound together tightly with bits of wire and twine
The weeds grew up between the stones that marked that narrow grave
And I wondered who so long ago had in this ground been laid

We know now what became of him, but not from where he came
Were his last days filled with loneliness with sorrow or with pain
And who was left behind to grieve and make this humble tomb
And who has come before me to his place of final doom

How did he make his way in life will in death he do the same
Was his soul possessedof goodness of sorrow or of shame
And does this cross above him mean he was a christian man
Or did he believe this earthly death for him would mean the end

I stood there in the silence and felt a deathly chill
Wonderin' if my own short life could end upon some hill
With noone left behind to make a place for me to lay
With a handmade cross and stones around to mark a six foot grave



7194. Handmics Killed Country Music

Handmics Killed Country Music
Sam Bush

[Verse 1]
I used to listen to the [?] when I was just a child
Order on his J200 we drive the whole [?]
Mister played the twenty-eight
Ernest had his [?]
Some of us can still recall [?]
In a long kinda sixties
T.V's making stars
They took some good old country boys
Incase the big guitars
When the camera started rolling
They were out there all alone
With nothing to hold on to
For the handheld microphone

[Chorus]
Country boy keep on strumming
Don't put down your guitar
In your heart you know they ain't worth it
Just to be a TV star
Remember whale and genies
And the way it used to be
Hand mics killed country music
And that's what's killing me

[Verse 2]
Last night I had a dream
That all those old guitars
And the boys who used to play them
In the dance halls in the bars
[?] Johnny Cash, and Lefty too
They knew you have the whole of guitar
If you wanna [?] the blues

[Chorus]
Country boy keep on strumming
Don't put down your guitar
In your heart it just ain't worth it
Just to be a TV star
Remember Jimmy Rogers
And the way it used to be
Hand mics killed country music
And that's what's killing me
Hand mics killed country music
And that's what's killing me

7195. Hands - Chords



Hands
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Sandy Mason and Bill Backer

C
Hands we've got hands 
Hands for bakin' hands for buildin'
F
Hands for love and holdin' children
C           G7
Hands la da da 
C
Hands we've got hands
Hands to wave and hands to pray
F
Hands to wipe the tears away
C           G7
Hands la da da la da da
F                          C
So take my hand and I will lead you
F                          G7
To see the mirrors of your soul
Am                           F
Just touch my hand and I can teach you
D7                          G7
The most important thing of all of all
C
Hands we've got hands
Hands to hold other hands
F
And walk much better through this land
C           G7
Hands la da da la da da
Repeat #3,4,1,2

7196. Hands Can Say A Lot Beneath The Table - Chords

Hands Can Say A Lot Beneath The Table
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Arthur Leo Owens
 
C                C7                   F
The man who sits across from me don't know it
      C                               G7
But tomorrow he'll be looking for his mind
C                     C7            F
I'll bet that he'd go crazy at this table
      C              G7              C
If he knew what your hand is telling mine
 
F                              C
And as they unlock beneath the table
                                          G7
When lips can't say what they want you to know



C             C7               F
And as they unlock beneath the table
C                      G7            C
And yours just told me all I need to know
 
                  C7              F
He couldn't be suspicious and not show it
        C                                 G7
There's no telling what he'd do if we got up
C                C7             F
He doesn't know about the conversation
       C               G7               C
That's been going on beneath this table cloth
 
F                              C
And as they unlock beneath the table
                                          G7
When lips can't say what they want you to know
C             C7               F
And as they unlock beneath the table
C                      G7            C
And yours just told me all I need to know
     
                            G7            C
And your hands just told me all I need to know

7197. Hands On The Wheel

Jerry Jeff Walker - Hands on the Wheel

At a time when my world, seemed to be swinging
Reeling out of control
There were some believers
Deceivers, a few in-betweeners
Who seemed to have no place that they could go
It's the same old song
It's right when you're wrong
Living's just something to do
With no place to hide
I looked into your eyes
And I find myself in you
I've looked to the stars
Busted up some bars
My life nearly went up in smoke
With my hands on the wheel
Of something so real
Yeah I feel like I'm heading home
Now in the shape of an oak, down by the river
You see an old man and a boy
They're setting sails, spinning tales
Probably fishing for whales
With a lady that they both enjoy
It's the same old tune



It's the man in the moon
It's the way that I feel
Since I found you
With no place to hide
I looked into your eyes
And I find myself in you
I've looked to the stars, busted up some bars
I saw my life as a joke
With my hands on the wheel, of something so real
Yeah I feel like I'm heading home
And I feel like I'm heading home

7198. Hands On The Wheel - Chords

Hands On The Wheel Live 
Billy Strings

[Verse 1a]
     G                               C
At a time when the world seems to be spinnin'
G                 D
Hopelessly out of control
        G                                  C
There's deceivers and believers and old in-betweeners
     G            D           G
That seem to have no place to go
 
[Verse 1b]
              D                   C              G
Well it's the same old song, it's right and it's wrong
    Em             C                D
And livin' is just something that I do
         G                                  C
And with no place to hide, I looked in your eyes
    G       D         G
And I found myself in you
 
[Chorus 1]
  D                    C                G
I looked to the stars, tried all of the bars
    Em          C          D
And I've nearly gone up in smoke
       G                                       C
Now my hand's on the wheel of somethin' that's real
    G           D         G
And I feel like I'm goin' home
 
[Verse 2a]
G                                   C
In the shade of an oak, down by the river
G                    D
Sat an old man and a boy
G                                             C



Settin' sails, spinnin tales, and fishin' for whales
       G         D       G
With a lady that we both enjoy
 
[Verse 2b]
              D               C                    G
Well it's the same damn tune, it's the man and the moon
    Em             C           D
And livin' is just something I do
         G                                  C
And with no place to hide, I looked in your eyes
    G       D         G
And I found myself in you
 
[Chorus 2]
     D                      C                G
Well I looked to the stars, tried all of the bars
    Em          C          D
And I've nearly gone up in smoke
        G                                       C
With my hand's on the wheel of somethin' that's real
    G           D         G
And I feel like I'm goin' home
 
[Outro]
G G G G C G D G G
 
************************************
 
I think Billy uses this little run throught the song at the end of some of the versus.
 
e/------------------/
B/------------------/
G/------------------/
D/----------0-------/
A/--0-1-2-3---------/
E/------------------/

7199. Handsome John - Chords

Handsome John 
Todd Snider

[Intro]
C F G C
 
[Verse 1]
C                                   F
I Didn't Know Him As Well As I Tell Everyone I Did
      C                            G
Hell He Was Nearly Fifty And I Was Only A Kid
    C
But Even Way Back In Those Missing Years



            F                   Dm
When He Was Still Just Catching On
          C      G                    C
There Was Nobody Better Than Handsome John
 
 
[Chorus]
F  C    F                   C         G
Oh Boy, Look No Further For Your Real Mccoy
C
Here Comes The Singing Mailman
     F            Dm    C G C
From Maywood, Illinois, Oh Boy
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                                 F
The Next Time I Saw Him He Walked Off To Paradise
C                                      G
In A Way That I Would Say That I Still Take For Advice
           C                       F          Dm
For With A Plain Spoken Word And A Simple Melody
C                G               C
You Can See This World With Dignity
 
 
[Chorus]
F  C    F                   C         G
Oh Boy, Look No Further For Your Real Mccoy
C
Here Comes The Singing Mailman
     F            Dm    C G C
From Maywood, Illinois, Oh Boy
 
 
[Verse 3]
C                                 F
The Last Time I Saw Him He Danced Off To Lake Marie
C                                   G
When I Realized I Was Crying Out In Tears Of Victory
           C                       F              Dm
For With A Few Still Missing And A New One Coming On
          C      G                    C
There Was Nobody Better Than Handsome John
 
 
[Chorus]
F  C    F                   C         G
Oh Boy, Look No Further For Your Real Mccoy
C
Here Comes The Singing Mailman
     F            Dm    C G C
From Maywood, Illinois, Oh Boy



7200. Handsome Molly

Handsome Molly
Flatt & Scruggs - Stanley Brothers

Well I wish was in London
Or some other seaport town
Step my foot in a steamboat
And sail the ocean round

   Sailing round the ocean
   Sailing round the sea
   I'd think of Handsome Molly
   Wherever she may be

I saw her at church last Sunday
She passed me on by
I knew her mind was changing
By the roving of her eye

Her hair as black as a Raven's
Her eyes were black as coal
Her teeth shown like lilies
Out in the morning cold

Now do you remember Molly
When you give me your right hand
Said if you ever married
I'd be your man

Now you've broke your promise
Go marry whom you please
My heart is broken
'Til I get some ease

7201. Hang Down Your Head

Lucinda Williams - Hang Down Your Head

Hush a wild violet
Hush a band of gold
Hush you're in a story
I heard somebody told

Tear the promise from my heart
Tear my heart today
You have found another
Oh, baby, I must go away

So hang down your head for sorrow
Hang down your head for me
Hang down your head tomorrow
Hang down your head, Marie



Hush my love the rain now
Hush my love so true
Hush my love a train now
Well it takes me away from you

So hang down your head for sorrow
Hang down your head for me
Hang down your head
Hang down your head
Hang down your head Marie

So hang down your head for sorrow
Hang down your head for me
Hang down your head
Hang down your head
Hang down your head, Marie

7202. Hang In There Girl - Chords

Hang In There Girl
Written and recorded by Freddie Hart

C             C7                                  F        Dm
Hang in there girl don't let go of me girl Lord I need you   
      G7                                                  F    C    Dm G7
Be my night and day girl be my every way girl just let me love you
     C                           C7           F        Dm
Hang in there girl got a big big love you can lean on
       G7                                             C
All of me belongs to you so do what you wanna do just make yourself at home

       F                                        Em      C
If I'm jealous of you and if I'm selfish too so what so why not
         F
All that I look forward to begins and ends with you
D7                             G7  Dm G7
You're the only life that I've got
            C                               C7             F   Dm
And it's so good to be alive I'm a man satisfied thanks to you
     G7                                                        C  G7
Hang in there girl you're all I've got in the world to hang on to

           C                               C7             F   Dm
Oh it's so good to be alive I'm a man satisfied thanks to you
     G7                                                        F  G7
Hang in there girl you're all I've got in the world to hang on to
     F        C
Hang in there girl



7203. Hang Me, Oh Hang Me

Hang Me, Oh Hang Me
Punch Brothers
Writer/s: OSCAR ISAAC, T BONE BURNETT

Hang me, oh hand me
I'll be dead and gone
Hang me, oh hang me
I'll be dead and gone
Wouldn't mind the hanging
But the layin' in a grave so long, poor boy
I been all around this world

I been all 'round cape Gigardeau
Parts of Arkansas
All around cape Giradeau
Parts of Arkansas
Got so god damn hungry
I could hide behind a straw, poor boy
I been all around this world

Went up on a mountain
There i made my stand
Went up on a mountain
There i made my stand
Rifle on my shoulder
And a dagger in my hand, poor boy
I been all around this world

So hang me, oh hang me
I'll be dead and gone
Hang me, oh hang me
And i'll be dead and gone
I wouldn't mind the hanging
But the layin' in a grave so long, poor boy
I been all around this world

Put the rope around my neck
And hung me up so high
Put the rope around my neck
Hung me up so high
Last words i heard 'em say
Won't be long now for you die, poor boy
I been all around this world

So hang me, oh hang men
I'll be dead and gone
Hang me, oh hang me
I'll be dead and gone
I wouldn't mind the hanging
But the layin' in a grave, poor boy
I been all around this world



7204. Hang On

Hang On
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
We once were luminous lovers, just you and I
We shone as brightly as the stars in the summer sky
My light was only s'posed to shine on another guy
So lover, hang on

[Verse 2]
I've grown accustomed to the role of the crying one
You brought me to another world where the crying's done
And now the other man's cryin' has just begun
So lover, hang on

[Chorus]
Hang on, hang on
Until then I whisper to my lover
Tell him I'll be back again another day
Hang on, hang on
Until then I whisper to my lover
Tell him I'll be back again another day

[Verse 3]
Our night of luminous love was just a start
We're a brand new binary star, put us on the charts
Lover, hang on, first I've gotta go and break a heart
So lover, hang on

[Bridge]
Hate goodbye
Gotta go, baby
Hey that's life
Know that I hate it
Hate goodbyes
Hate long waiting
Ain't no fire like the one that I'm saving
Our night of luminous love was just a start
(Summer's gone, winter's waiting)
We're a brand new binary star, put us on the charts
(Want you to know I hurt back, baby)
Lover, hang on, first I've gotta go and break a heart
(Ain't no fire like the one that I'm saving)
Ain't no fire like the one that I'm savin' for good, baby

[Chorus]
Hang on, hang on
Until then I whisper to my lover
Tell him I'll be back again another day
Hang on, hang on
Until then I whisper to my lover
Tell him I'll be back again another day

Hang on, hang on
Until then I whisper to my lover



Tell him I'll be back again another day
Hang on, hang on
Until then I whisper to my lover
Tell him I'll be back again another day

7205. Hang Out A Light For Me

Dave Evans
Hang Out A Light For Me

The Line In Between
There's a line in between two dates on a stone.
It's the time we have spent in this old world.
Surrender your soul with a record so clean
All the Master will judge from that line in between.
 
Oh mother, she lived her life everyday
Unbelieving in God in her own special way
Left nothing behind unloved or unclean
Just her own little marks with the line in between.
 
[chorus:]
Oh the line in between is all we have left
From the time that we are born well will answer til death.
Be assured my friend we all will redeem
Our own special marks with the line in between.
 
Oh the line in between on these stones I have read
for each one is a soul now apart from the dead.
Someday they'll arise to meet the Master again.
Till that beautiful life with the line in between
 
I believe I was born to deliver this song
So if I should go first oh will you carry on?
I'll leave nothing behind if you know what I mean.
Just a message for all from this line in between.
 
Repeat chorus/ Repeat last line twice

7206. Hang Out The Front Door Key

Hang Out The Front Door Key

Percy Wilson Gay left his wife one day
Then she'd always says'be home on time'
Don't have me a-waitin' here when dinner time comes near
Be here when we set down to dine

He promised her he would, then he swore he'd be good



Percy never could quite settle down
For when his work was thru he'd find a friend or two
They would just play around the town

He called her on the telephone
This is what he'd sing to her alone
Hang out the front door key love
Hang out the front door key

Don't wait up for me love I may be out 'til three
I'm with a very sick friend love who'd do the same for me
So leave a light in hte fall tonight
And hang out the front door key

One nigtht when he got home he found himself alone
Where she had gone he knew not where
Although it served him right he had an awful fright
To think he could not find her there

She called him up and three said'yes dear this is me'
How does it seem to be at home all alone
I'm with some freinds of mine, having so good a time
I don't know just when I'll be home

On the table he found a little note
He poened it and this is what it wrote
Hang out the front door key love
Hang out the front door key

Set upb awhile for me love just as I have for thee
I'm with a very sick friend love who thinks a lot of me
Your little wife's gonna like night life
So hang out the front door key

7207. Hang Them All

Tom T Hall - Hang Them All

[Verse 1:]
There's a murderer in your town, Mister
There were seven unsolved last year
There's a murderer in your town, Mister
How long has he been living here

[Chorus:]
If they hang 'em all they get the guilty
If they hang 'em all they cannot miss
If they hang 'em all they get the guilty
Been a lot of problem solved like this

[Verse 2:]
There's a thief in your town, Mister
This morning my milk was gone



There's a thief in your town, Mister
How long has this been going on

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
There's a cheater in your town, Mister
Last night I saw him in a bar
There's a cheater in your town, Mister
Is that the kind of people you are

[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
There's a hypocrite in your town, Mister
I think I caught him in a lie
There's a hypocrite in your town, Mister
Are you gonna let that go by

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
If they hang 'em all they get the guilty
If they hang 'em all they cannot miss
If they hang 'em all they get the guilty
Been a lot of problem solved like this
If they hang 'em all they get the guilty

7208. Hang Up My Gloves - Chords

Hang Up My Gloves
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

G                           C
I'm gonna hang up my gloves throw in the towel
    G
And walk right out door
          C
I'm gonna find me a brand new baby
                         G
Who don't wanna fight no more

                                   C
You won the winning round when you brought me down
   G
In front of everybody I knew
          C                 G
I'm gonna hang up my gloves throw in the towel
    D7                        G
And let 'em give the round to you

                           C
Well our love's a fighting arena



        G
And our friends have a ring side view
         C
Well the Friday night fight
      G                   C                       G
Can't hold a light to the way I have to fight for you

                         C
Well I fought my best to win your love
  G
I threw every punch I knew
             C                 G
So I'm gonna hang up my gloves throw in the towel
    D7                        G
And let 'em give the round to you

Repeat #1,2

                                 C
Well it's a life long fight both day and night
     G
Just keeping you around the house
    C
But now I understand you got a corner man
                        G
Now I'm a gonna put you out

                        C
Well I hung on the rope till I give up hope
      G
Cause you just can't be true
          C                 G
I'm gonna hang up my gloves throw in the towel
    D7                        G
And let 'em give the round to you

Repeat #1,2

          C                 G
I'm gonna hang up my gloves throw in the towel
    D7                        G
And let 'em give the round to you

7209. Hang Your Head In Shame

Doc Watson - Hang Your Head in Shame

Does your conscience ever bother you
When somebody calls my name
Tries to think of all that I've gone through
And hang your head in shame

Someone came along and took my place



Then you gave me all the blame
You should go somewhere and hide your face
And hang your head in shame

When you said I was the only one
Was it just your little game
Now look back at all the harm you've done
And hang your head in shame

I should hate you but I love you still
In my heart I kept the flame
You'll be sorry, darling, yes you will
And hang your head in shame

I should hate you but I love you still
In my heart I kept the flame
You'll be sorry, darling, yes you will
And hang your head in shame

Yeah, and hang your little head in shame

7210. Hangin' Around - Chords

Hangin' Around 
The SteelDrivers

[Intro]
 Am  C  G  Am  C  G
 
[Verse 1]
G
If you're ever having one of those days
C
Where everything is going every way but your way
        Am                              C
And you feel like your world is falling down
                   G
I'll be hangin' around
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
If you need someone to listen while you talk
C
I'll always be right here like those pictures on the walls
       Am                               C
And as long as you don't ever take them down
                    G
I'll be hangin' around
 
 
 
[Chorus 1]



C
Like that old shirt in the closet that you won't ever throw away
Em
I'll be there when you need me, anytime night or day
C                                       Csus2/B                          Am
And you may not always see me, but even the sun can hide behind a little cloud
                     G
And I'll be hangin' around
 
 
[Fiddle Solo]
G  Am  C  Am  C  G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
Don't you shed a tear because I'm gone
C
As long as this world's turning, you won't ever be alone
        Am                                     C
And I'd rather see you smile than see you frown
                G
I'll be hangin' around
 
 
[Chorus 2]
C
Like that old shirt in the closet that you won't ever throw away
Em
I'll be there when you need me, anytime night or day
C                                       Csus2/B                    Am
And you may not always see me, but even the sun can hide behind a little cloud
                        G
And I'll be hangin' around
 
             Am                    C
Oh I'll always be up here smilin' down
                G
I'll be hangin' around
 
 
[Outro]
Am  C  G

7211. Hangin' In And Hangin' On - Chords

Hangin' In And Hangin' On
Recorded by David Ball
Written by Gary Nicholson, Terry McBride, Ray Herndon and Marvin Thomas

C                      F
Hangin' in and hangin' on
                         C



Once we let go then it's gone
                         G7
With some faith and some trust
                           F
There's still a future for us
        G7             C
Hangin' in and hangin' on
          G7         F           C
Lately it seems like our ship is sinkin'
             G7         F
The only way out is overboard
       C              G7
But if this love goes down 
     F         C
Well I'm going with it
                         Am
Cause I still believe in us
F            G7         C
Darlin' I'll never give up
Repeat #1
  Am                   F          C
I want you to know I'm in this forever
               G7         F
No matter what we must go through
                G7            C
I'll do what it takes to keep you
                       F
Hangin' in and hangin' on
                         C
Once we let go then it's gone
                         G7
With some faith and some trust
                           F
There's still a future for us
        G7             F
Hangin' in and hangin' on
                         C
Once we let go then it's gone
                         G7
With some faith and some trust
                           F
There's still a future for us
        G7             C
Hangin' in and hangin' on

7212. Hangin' On

Emmylou Harris
Hangin' On

It's true you have me twisted around your finger
It seems that's where I belong
You know how to hold me to thrill me and control me



Just enough to keep me a hanging on ah-ha-ah
Just enough to keep me a hanging on

My heart is like a yo-yo on a string
I'm tied to you right or wrong
My love keeps a growing cause your love keeps a showing
Just enough to keep me a hanging on ah-ha-ah
Just enough to keep me a hanging on

A love that's strong as mine will make me do most anything
Like hiding tears and heartaches and dreaming silly dreams
You've got me where you want me you keep stringing me along
Just enough to keep me a hanging on ah-ha-ah
Just enough to keep me a hanging on

7213. Hangin' On Alone - Chords

Hangin' On Alone
Recorded by Jeannie Seely
Written by Larry Gatlin
 
C              F          C
You hurt me so many times before
                                   G7
And I wanted to walk right out the door
      C                  F              C
But I meant every word I told you in my vow
                                 G7              C
And I just can't bring myself to walk out on you now
 
        F                       C
Hangin' on (hangin' on) hangin' on (hangin' on)
                                   G7
But how long can I keep hangin' on alone
  C                 F                C
I wish you'd try to help me make our house a home
  F       C       G7                C
Until you do I'll just keep hangin' on 
 
        F                       C
Hangin' on (hangin' on) hangin' on (hangin' on)
                                   G7
But how long can I keep hangin' on alone
  C                 F                 C
I wish you'd try to help me make this house a home
  F       C       G7                C
Until you do I'll just keep hangin' on
  F       C       G7                C
Until you do I'll just keep hangin' on



7214. Hanging By A Thread

Nickel Creek - Hanging By A Thread 

There's a kind of emptiness that can fill you
There's a kind of hunger that can eat you up
There's a cold and darker side of the moonlight
And there's a lonely side of love

With you here
Baby I am strong
No sign of weakness
With you gone
Baby I am hanging by a thread

There's a certain kind of pain that can numb you
There's a type of freedom that can tie you down
Sometimes the unexplained can define you
And sometimes the silence is the only sound

With you here
Baby I am strong
No sign of weakness
With you gone
Baby I am hanging by a thread

With you here
Baby I am strong
No sign of weakness
With you gone
Baby I am hanging by a thread

7215. Hanging Up My Heart

Emmylou Harris - Hanging Up My Heart

[Chorus]
Well I'm hanging up my heart, in the lodge in the bunkhouse
I don't wanna be wounded by the wrong kind of love
No more rodeo dances, no more howling at the moonlight
I'm gonna give 'em up, and I'm hanging up my heart

Late in the night, been working every day to keep you satisfied
It just ain't right to hear you say to me, you would let love slide

[Chorus]

If I were you, I'd try to understand and see my point of view
If I were you, I'd never be the one who treats me like you do

If I were you, I'd never have said goodbye, tore my world apart
If I were you, I'd never have played the game, you fooled me from the start



Well I'm hanging up my heart, in the lodge in the bunkhouse
I don't wanna be wounded by the wrong kind of love
No more rodeo dances, no more howling at the moonlight
I'm gonna give 'em up, and I'm hanging up my heart
Yes, I'm gonna give 'em up, and I'm hanging up my heart.

7216. Hanging Your Life On The Wall

Hanging Your Life on the Wall
Guy Clark

[Guy Clark]
I used to be Juanita's old boyfriend
We sure gave 'em some stories to tell
Now I can't even find her picture
Looks like I'm finally through fooling myself

[Ramblin' Jack Elliot]
I used to be an ex-bull rider
Living on the edge of life itself
Now I can't even find my buckle
Looks like I'm finally through fooling myself

[Chorus: Guy Clark & Ramblin' Jack Elliot]
So hang on just as long as you can
Get up whenever you fall
Shake it off, boys, and go round again
Don't be hanging your life on the wall

[Ramblin' Jack Elliot]
Well you know that old dog of mine, Caesar
He was my road manager
And he could tell time and he could drive a Volvo
But I never should have let him drive that day

[Guy Clark]
I used to be forever chasing fire trucks
I sure could raise me some hell
I don't know why I like to do that kind of stuff
I guess I wasn't through fooling myself
[Ramblin' Jack Elliot]
I used to have a smoking little fastball (yeah he did)
I sure could show 'em some stuff
Now I can't even make it on the church team anymore
I guess I'm finally through fooling myself

[Chorus: Guy Clark & Ramblin' Jack Elliot]
Hang on just as long as you can
Get up whenever you fall
Shake it off, boys, and go round again
Don't be hanging your life on the wall

Hang on just as long as you can



Get up whenever you fall
Shake it off, boys, and go round again
Don't be hanging your life on the wall

Shake it off, boys, and go round again
Don't be hanging your life on the wall

Yeah I used to be an ex-bull rider

7217. Hangman

Marty Stuart - Hangman
(Co. written with Johnny Cash)

I killed another man today, it's hard to believe
Well I lost count at thirty and I've grown to numb to grieve
The bottle helps me cope, when I lay down at night
And when the dope rolls through my veins, it all fades out of sight.

Hangman, hangman, that's my stock and trade
Hangman, hangman, sending bad men to their graves
Well who killed who, I ask myself, time and time again
God have mercy on the soul of this hangman

There's a woman down the street, named Rosalie McFall
She don't ask me any questions, when I come to call
Her body keeps me warm, her words are soft and kind.
She holds me in her arms till the bad dreams leave my mind

Hangman, hangman, that's my stock and trade
Hangman, hangman, sending bad men to their graves
Well, who killed who, I ask myself, time and time again
God have mercy on the soul of this hangman
God have mercy on the soul of this hangman

7218. Hangman - Chords

Hangman 
Cadillac Sky
 
E
 
Am                             Em
My heart is sick and sweating out of control
       F                  C                G
My blood is a river running cold
Am                         Em
Old friend you look so inviting dancing there
          F                C                    G



God help me youre my only friend
 
F                 C             G                  F
Aint no hangman gonna get a rope around me
                  C             G               F
Aint no hangman gonna get a rope around me
 
Am                          Em
When I was young I used to call out your name
            F              C              G
Youd come when no one else came
Am                                Em
Soon you would take me up and high we would climb
         F                      C               G
You let me fall into a life like mine
 
F                 C             G                  F
Aint no hangman gonna get a rope around me
                  C             G               F
Aint no hangman gonna get a rope around me
 
F          Dm
Deliver me from myself
F           Dm
Deliver me from myself
F            Dm
Deliver me from myself
 
F                 C             G                  F
Aint no hangman gonna get a rope around me
                 C              G               F
Aint no hangman gonna get a rope around me
 
F                 C             G                  F
Aint no hangman gonna get a rope around me
                  C             G               F
Aint no hangman gonna get a rope around me
 
No chords
Aint no hangman gonna get a rope around me

7219. Hangman's Boogie - Chords

Hangman's Boogie
Recorded by Cowboy Copas
written by Larry Cassidy

C
I've gotta be a leaving when the moon goes down
    F                            C
I'm gonna be a swinging when the sun comes round
   G7
My days are numbered there's no future for me



     C                          G7
They caught me rustling they're gonna hang me

C
I'm gonna do the boogie with the drop me beat
F                             C
Just a corny rhythm where you swing your feet
    G7
I'm gonna be dancing in the strangest way
          C                       G7       C
Doing the hangman's boogie at the break of day

      F                       C
Swing high (swing high) swing low (swing low)
       D7               G7
It's a doggone pity but I gotta go

C
My baby says she loves me but I know she lied
   F                              C
My lawyer said he'd spring me but he must have died
        G7
They're gonna be sorry when I'm far away
          C                       G7       C
Doing the hangman's boogie at the break of day

To do this little boogie you just hang around
    F                                 C
You start it with the rhythm then you swing on down
    G7
The music gets hotter then you let it go
     C                          G7
Everybody's watching you're the star of the show

C
So if you want to learn it here's the thing to do
     F                              C
Just shoot your loving momma if her hearts untrue
        G7
They'll have you dancing in the same old way
          C                       G7       C
Doing the hangman's boogie at the break of day

      F                       C
Swing high (swing high) swing low (swing low)
       D7                 G7
It's a one way ticket but man what a show

C
I hear the warden coming so I'll say goodbye
  F                              C
I hear the music playing and the time is nigh
    G7
I'm gonna be dancing in the strangest way
          C                       G7       C
Doing the hangman's boogie at the break of day



7220. Hangover Blues

Hangover Blues - Amythyst Kiah & Her Chest of Glass

[Verse 1]
Woke up this morning feeling bad
Had the worst hangover that I ever had

[Chorus]
And I know' that' my baby had' it going on, yeah
And if I' did it all over again, I'd do the same damn thing anyhow
And if I did it all over again, I'd do the same damn thing anyhow, yeah
Mmm-mmm, mmm
Mmm-mmm, mmm
Mmm-mmm, mmm

[Verse 2]
Eyes are like switchblades
Breath of cigarettes
Lord knows I'd like to look, but I was scared today

[Chorus]
And I know that my baby had it going on, yeah
You had my hands and knees and loins shaking, and me end up speechless every time, yea
h
You had my hands and knees and loins shaking, and end up speechless every time, yeah
Mmm-mmm, mmm
Mmm-mmm, mmm
Mmm-mmm, mmm
And I know that my baby had it going on
And if I did it all over again, I'd do the same damn thing anyhow
And if I did it all over again I'd do the same damn thing anyhow
Same damn thing anyhow
Same damn thing anyhow

7221. Hangover Tonight

Hangover Tonight
Chris Stapleton

Well it might be me, might be the whiskey
We might be loving, we might be tipsy
Tomorrow morning might hurt real bad
So lets make tonight last 
We've been hanging around this place (hanging around)
Hanging on to the hope and the way this whiskey tastes (whiskey tastes)
Waiting, Wishing that you'd say
 Hell with being sober, I wanna hangover tonight 
It's getting stronger (stronger), how can this be wrong girl (wrong girl)



All night long, girl, I wanna hangover tonight
Well I might make a move and it might be risky
I'll take one more shot if you'll take one with me
Get a little closer in a cab outside
Lets take a ride (ride with me baby)
We've been hanging around this place (hanging around)
Hanging on to the hope and the way this whiskey tastes (oh yeah)
Waiting, Wishing that you'd say
 Hell with being sober, I wanna hangover tonight  (hangover, hangover)
Feeling's getting stronger (stronger), how can this be wrong girl
All night long, girl, I wanna hangover tonight
Feeling's getting stronger (stronger), how can this be wrong girl
All night long, girl, I wanna hangover tonight. (hangover )
Can't get enough of you (Enough of you, enough of you)
I want too much of you (much of you, much of you)
I wanna feel you closer, Yeah, I want to hangover
That hangover 
We've been hanging around this place (hanging around)
Hanging on to the hope and the way this whiskey tastes (whiskey tastes)
Waiting, Wishing that you'd say
 Hell with being sober, I wanna hangover tonight 
Feeling's getting stronger (stronger), how can this be wrong girl
All night long, girl, I wanna hangover tonight
Feeling's getting stronger, how can this be wrong girl
All night long, girl, I wanna hangover tonight. (I wanna feel you closer)
I wanna hangover tonight
I wanna hangover tonight
I want too much of you
The whiskey's getting stronger, girl
Oh I can't get enough of you

7222. Hangtown Ball

Railroad Earth - Hangtown Ball 

My name is Abraham Bell
I came west in 49
I came for riches and gold
Here I met the end of the line
Have yourselves a Hangtown ball, dancin to the banjo
Have yourselves a Hangtown ball
Listen to the wind tonight, you'll hear me calling
Calling

My name is Tom Quinn
It was gamblin' did me in
The bullets went wild and loose
They put me in the Hangtown noose

Have yourselves a Hangtown ball, dancin' to the banjo
Have yourselves a Hangtown ball
Listen to the wind tonight, you'll hear me calling
Calling



My name is Jud McKee
Two other men and me
For murder and robbery
We went swingin' from the old oak tree

Have yourselves a Hangtown ball, dancin' to the banjo
Have yourselves a Hangtown ball
Look up in the moon tonight, you'll see me falling
Fallin'

Every day's another day to send another on his way
The Devil's running loose in old Hangtown
Every day's another day to beg for mercy, kneel and pray
Before they string you up and drop you down

Rob each other, Kill each other
Father Brother Sister Mother
The Devil's running loose in old Hangtown.
Everyday's another day to beg for mercy, kneel and pray
before they string you up and drop you down

My name is Gideon Black
I came to get my life back
But my life here came to no good
It ended in the hangman's hood

Here lies old Jack Snow
A meal for the for the peckin crow

My name is Elias Cole
I was tried by a drunken mob
For a shooting in the Jackal Saloon
I went swinging by the light of the moon

Have yourselves a Hangtown ball, dancin' to the banjo
Have yourselves a Hangtown ball
Look up in the moon tonight
You'll see me falling, fallin'

Have yourselves a Hangtown ball, dancin' to the banjo
Have yourselves a Hangtown ball. gettin full of liquor
Have yourselves a Hangtown ball, swingin with the ladies
You'll hear me calling, Calling

My name is Abraham Bell
I came west in 49
I came here full of hope
I ended in the hangman's rope

Have yourselves a Hangtown ball, dancin' to the banjo
Have yourselves a Hangtown ball. gettin full of liquor
Have yourselves a Hangtown ball, swingin with the ladies
Have yourselves a Hangtown ball



7223. Hank And Lefty

Emmylou Harris - Hank and Lefty

Daddy had a 1949 ford
When I was just about ten years old
We would listen to Hank and Lefty on the radio
"Why Don't You Love Like You Used to Do?"
And "Just Look What Thoughts Will Do."
Old Hank and Lefty raised my country soul.

Chours:
Now I learned how to sing and shuffle my shoes
Listin to Hank sing the "Lovesick Blues."
We never met Ol' Hank but we was awful close
Cut my teeth on "Always Late."
And "I Love You a Thousand Ways."
Ol' Hank and Lefty raised my country soul.

--- Instrumental ---

Daddy said the hair on his neck would crawl
When old Hank sang about the light he saw
Hank sure put a whole lot of heart in the songs he wrote
Everytime daddy got a little bit tight
"Mom and Dad's Waltz" would make him cry
Old Hank and Lefty raised my country soul.

Chours:
Now I learned how to sing and shuffle my shoes
Listin to Hank sing the "Lovesick Blues."
We never met Ol' Hank but we was awful close
Cut my teeth on "Always Late."
And "I Love You a Thousand Ways."
Ol' Hank and Lefty raised my country soul.

Old Hank and Lefty raised my country soul.
Old Hank and Lefty raised my country soul...

7224. Hank Williams Said It Best

Hank Williams Said It Best 

[Verse 1]
One man's hawk is another man's dove
One man's hug is another man's shove
One man's rock is another man's sand
One man's fist is another man's hand
One man's tool is another man's toy



One man's grief is another man's joy
One man's squawk is another man's sing
One man's crutch is another man's wing
One man's pride is another man's humble
One man's step is another man's stumble
One man's pleasure is another man's pain
One man's loss is another man's gain
One man's can is another man's grail
One man's anchor is another man's sail
One man's right is another man's wrong
One man's curse is another man's song

[Chorus]
For every father's daughter, for every mother's son
The only thing the same is that it ain't for anyone
Hank Williams said it best, he said it a long time ago
Unless you have made no mistakes in your life
Be careful of stones that you throw

[Verse 2]
One man's deuce is another man's ace
One man's back is another man's face
One man's reason is another man's rhyme
One man's dollar is another man's dime
One man's tree is another man's post
One man's angel is another man's ghost
One man's rain is another man's drought
One man's hope is another man's doubt
One man's false is another man's fair
One man's toupee is another man's hair
One man's hand is another man's stub
One man's feast is another man's grub
One man's dread is another man's dream
One man's sigh is another man's scream
One man's water is another man's wine
One man's daughter leave another man crying

[Chorus]
For every father's daughter, for every mother's son
The only thing the same is that it ain't for anyone
Hank Williams said it best, he said it a long time ago
Unless you have made no mistakes in your life
Be careful of stones that you throw

[Verse 3]
One man's famine is another man's feast
One man's pet is another man's beast
One man's bat is another man's ball
One man's art is another man's scrawl
One man's friend is another man's foe
One man's Joseph is another man's Joe
One man's hammer is another man's nail
One man's freedom is another man's jail
One man's road is another man's rut
One man's if is another man's but
One man's treasure is another man's trash
One man's landing is another man's crash



One man's word, another man's lie
One man's dirt, another man's sky
One man's skin is another man's color
One man's killer is another man's brother

[Chorus]
For every father's daughter, for every mother's son
The only thing the same is that it ain't for anyone
Hank Williams said it best, he said it a long time ago
Unless you have made no mistakes in your life
Be careful of stones that you throw

7225. Hank Williams' Ghost

Hank Williams Ghost
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
In the early mornin' hours
Just before you're wide awake
Before you summons all your powers
To cover up your big mistake
When all the coulda, woulda beens
Collide with shoulda knowns, yeah
And all your rage and angst hillbilly sins
Have an odor all their own

[Chorus]
Aw, but it's alright, it's okay
You'll learn to look the other way
Life is short, life is long (Hey)
Now get your guitar and sing this song
Da-da-da-da-da-da
Da-da

[Verse 2]
Now you're kickin' back the covers
Yeah, now you're ready to make your stand
You never ever really ever really ever thought
That you were quite like all the others
No, you had promise in your hands
And you studied truth and honor
Oh, but you did not pass the test
Oh, up in Heaven, you're a goner
Seems you're as human as the rest

[Chorus]
Well, it's alright, it's okay
Yeah, you'll learn to stand some other way
Like on your knees or on your back (Hey)
Take one last breath and fade to black
Da-da-da-da-da-da
Da-da, da-da



Da-da-da-da-da

[Bridge]
Nobody said it would be easy
Nobody said it had to be this hard
Oh, this hard
Hey, mmm

[Verse 3]
And when you're floating o'er the mountain
With the living world below
They're so full of hope and they're so full of wanting
Most of which they'll never know
But you have heard the angels singing
Hell, they're singing to you yet
Oh, take the gifts that they are bringing
They may be all that you get

[Chorus]
Well, it's alright, it's okay
Yeah, you'll be a saint some other day
Fare thee well (Fare thee well), adios (Oh)
Yeah, we hurt the ones we love the most
(We hurt the ones we love the most)
And we blame it on Hank Williams' ghost

7226. Hank Williams, You Wrote My Life

Hank Williams, You Wrote My Life
Moe Bandy

Chorus:
You wrote Your Cheatin' Heart about
A gal like my first ex-wife.
You Moaned The Blues for me and for you.
Hank Williams, You Wrote My Life.

The Cold, Cold Heart and a doubtful mind,
I have known a few myself.
And the gal that loved me Half As Much
As she loved somebody else.

Chorus

I've heard that blue old whipporwill, too
And the Lonesome Whistle whine.
I know that feelin' so cold, so real
When The Blues Come Around at midnight.

We've never met, I know and yet
I know you well, My Friend,
And if ever I, get to heaven on high
I hope you'll shake my hand.



Chorus

7227. Hannah - Chords

Hannah 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
G7   C
 
[Verse 1]
C
Working all day in the rain and the cold
F                      C
Days like today make a man get old
F                  C
Hannah my love my sweet turtle dove
    D7                      G7
How often do you need to be told?
 
[Chorus]
   C
Oh Hannah, sweet hannah wont you open the door, open the door
F                       C
Hannah Hannah won't you change your manner?
        D7                           G
This is old Bill Johnson   don't you love me no more
   C
Oh Hannah, Oh hannah wont you open the door, open the door
   G                                   C
Oh Hannah, Oh hannah wont you open the door?
 
[Instrumental]
C
F  C
F   C
D7  G
C
G      C
 
[Verse 2]
      C
I got frostbit feet and my nose is like a beet
  F                        C
I smell chicken stew and I want some too
F                 C
Hannah my love my sweet turtle dove
         D7                     G
is there somebody sittin' at my place by the stove
 
[Chorus]
   C



Oh Hannah, oh hannah wont you open the door, open the door
F                             C
Hannah sweet Hannah won't you change your manner?
        D7                           G
This is old Bill Johnson   don't you love me no more
C
Hannah, Oh hannah wont you open the door, open the door
   G                                   C
Oh Hannah, Oh hannah wont you open that door?
 
 
[Verse 3]
C
I paid your rent when you didn't have a cent
F                        C
Been good to you and you know that its true
F                 C
Hannah my love my sweet turtle dove
    D7                      G7
How often do you need to be told?
 
[Outro]
   C
Oh Hannah, hannah wont you open the door, open the door
G
Hannah, Oh hannah  (knocks)  open that door girl!

7228. Hannah Hunt - Chords

Hannah Hunt 
I'm With Her

[Verse 1]
G
A gardener told me some plants move
                           D
But I could not believe it
Am                 C
Till me and Hannah Hunt
             Am        C
Saw crawling vines and weeping willows
      Am                C                      G
As we made our way from Providence to Phoenix
 
[Verse 2]
   G
A man of faith said
                                           D
Hidden eyes could see what I was thinking
Am                     C
I just smiled and told him
         Am           C
That was only true of Hannah



       Am                C                     G
And we glided on through Waverley and Lincoln
 
[Chorus]
D                      Am
Our days were long our nights no longer
C                  G
Count the seconds, watching hours
D                     Am
Though we live on the US dollar
C              G                          D
You and me, we got our own sense of time
 
[Verse 3]
    G
In Santa Barbara, Hannah cried,
                                D
"I miss those freezing beaches"
Am            C
I walked into town
            Am                 C
To buy some kindling for the fire,
       Am                C                     G
Hannah tore the New York Times up into pieces
 
[Chorus]
D                         Am
If I can't trust you then damn it, Hannah
C                  G
There's no future, there's no answer
D                     Am
Though we live on the US dollar
C              G                          D
You and me, we got our own sense of time
 
[Chorus]
D                         Am
If I can't trust you then damn it, Hannah
C                  G
There's no future, there's no answer
D                     Am
Though we live on the US dollar
C              G
You and me, we got our own sense of time
 
[Outro]
   Dm                     F
If I can't trust you then damn it, Hannah
C                  G
There's no future, there's no answer
D                     Am
Though we live on the US dollar
C              G                          D
You and me, we got our own sense of time



7229. Hanshin Tigers

Hanshin Tigers
Sim Redmond Band

Hanshin Tigers, ichiban, come on, you know they're ichiban.

7230. Happiness

Jim Lauderdale
Happiness

Bells all ring
In perfect tune
And every night
A lover's moon

In my heart
A symphony
Throughout out the night
For you and me

Happiness
Is loving you
As I found out
What can I do

I can't face
Another dawn
Without your love
I can't go on

Without your love
The sun would burn
Instead of shine
I've come to learn

The stars at night
Don't light the sky
Since you've been gone
And said goodbye

Happiness
Is loving you
As I found out
What can I do

I can't face
Another dawn



Without your love
I can't go on

I hope the same
Applies to you
And you'll come back
When you feel blue

You're all I need
I know it's true
As I found out
By losing you

Happiness
Is loving you
As I found out
What can I do

I can't face
Another dawn
Without your love
I can't go on

Happiness
Is loving you
So I believe
I know it's true

7231. Happiness

Alison Krauss - Happiness

With your love I was complete
Like a haven safe from harm
Till the bitter stole the sweet
I was perfect in your arms

A precious while
I had your smile
Till it all fell apart
With one change of heart

The pain and regret will fade
But a fact of love will still remain
You can't always trust happiness

Love like a sweet parade
Till the saddest part when the music fades
You can't always trust happiness

If a single star I see
Ever made a wish come true
It would bring you back to me



But the best my heart can do

Is to love again
I don't know when
Still it's worth all I fear
The heartaches and the tears

Love like a lesson learned
When we pass the point of no return
You can't always trust happiness

There in love's steady glow
Hides the power to hurt us so
You can't always trust happiness

7232. Happiness Is A Good Place To Visit

Jerry Jeff Walker - Happiness Is a Good Place to Visit, but It Was So Sad in Fayetteville

If there's anything in this world you want
Better go for yourself
Learn to pick it up with your own two hands
Don't count on somebody else
If there's a dream that you are working on
Don't be surprised
If any old thing that you're counting on
Just suddenly dies
Got to plan in advance what you know you'll need
And carry it up on your back
Got to keep the things you need really close at hand
And tote them in your bag
When you're alone be ready for rain to fall
On a sunny day
If ends just meet be ready to go outside
And break a leg
You may as well get it straight before you start
You've got a general plan
To walk a road here to there but be prepared
To dig it where you land
If lady luck supposed to come across
She won't come through
If there'e the slightest doubt things could go wrong
It's bound to fall on you
Oh I know it's nice to think that things work out
And we'll all make our goal
But I think a man is wise to only count upon
What his own two hands can hold
If by some chance your world should turn on you
Come a tumblin down
You'll be at the place that I was at
When I wrote this song



7233. Happiness Is My Belief - Chords

Happiness Is My Belief
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Jean Chapel

C                   F
Happiness happiness is my belief
C                   G7
Happiness brings us only relief
     C                     F
From trouble that's always just underneath
C                   G7      C
Happiness happiness is my belief
           F               C
Now do you believe me (yes sir)
              F               C
Do you really believe me (yes sir)
               F
Now you really believe me (yeah)
  C                   G7     C
I couldn't be happier than I am
(Tell us more a little bit more)
                    F
I saw a man walkin' down the road
          C              G7
He seemed hardly able to carry the load
  C                       F
I stopped and asked if he needed a lift
             C                       G7        C
He said it's been three days since a meal I've sniffed
                       F
We traveled on till we found a place
    C                 G7
You should-a seen the look on his face
          C                     F
Cause the food on his plate was piled up high
      C                  G7           C
I was paid double when I saw that man cry
Repeat #2
(Tell us more a little bit more)
                          F
One day an ole car with a family of six
       C                       G7
Had an ole flat tire they were tryin' to fix
  C                           F
I stopped and asked if they'd traveled long
         C                  G7                    C
And that tire looked better than the one they put on
                           F
My heart went out to these people I met
    C                        G7
The look on their faces I'll never forget



    C                                F
And I said here's twenty dollars and that left me two
      C                   G7                  C
But I feel like a million when these things I do
Repeat #2

7234. Happiness Jones - Chords

Happiness Jones 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
D  D  D  D
 
[Verse 1]
D7
  All of my wisdom came from all of my toughest days
D7                             A7     G#7
I never learned a thing being happy
G7
  All of my suffering came I didn't appreciate it
                             D7
I never learned a thing bein happy
       A7                        G7
But to know how it feels now an then
        A7                   G7
I got a happiness jones my friend
 
a happiness jones
 
[Interlude]
D7  D7  D7  D7
 
[Verse 2]
D7
All of my answers came drivin my self insane
                                   A7      G#7
Yeah I had a dragon to tame to get happy
G7
  All of my peace and quiet came from puttin out fires
                                  D7
Yeah I kept a spark alive to get happy
         A7                           G7
That old dragon, well he comes back mad
        A7                   G7
I got a happiness jones so bad
                    F
I got a happiness jones
 
[Pre-Chorus]
F          E   Eb
  Oh whoa
 



[Chorus]
D7                          G7
Happy happy happy happiness jones
D7                          G7
Happy happy happy happiness jones
D7                          G7
Happy happy happy happiness jones
            E7
And I'm not sick, I'm not alone
            G7
Well we all got it, a happiness jones
 
[Guitar solo]
D   A   G#
G     D
 
[Verse 2]
D7
All of those words I wrote in the storm to rock my boat
                                                  A7  G#7
All that were stuck in my throat when I was happy
G7
  And all of those songs I was singin, yeah when my boat was sinkin
                                     D7
Yeah the next thing I'm thinking I'm happy
  A7                       G7
I might as well change my name
   A7                     G7
To happiness jones my friend
           F7
Happiness jones
 
[Pre-Chorus]
F          E  Eb
  Oh whoa
 
[Chorus]
D7                           G7
Happy happy happy happiness jones
D7                           G7
Happy happy happy happiness jones
D7                           G7
Happy happy happy happiness jones
            E7
And I'm not sick, I'm not alone
            G7
Well we all got it, a happiness jones
D7    D/E   D/F   D/F#
Happy happy happy happy
D/G   D/G#  D/A
Happy happy happy happy
 
Happy Happy



7235. Happy - Chords

Happy 
Holly Williams
 
[Intro]
G Em/C G
 
[Verse]
 
G
Everybody says it will be OK
                                         Em/C G
But I don't know when that day will come
G
Will it come?
G
All my friends they're trying to take me out set me up
                   Em/C                D
Get me a little drunk and have some fun
 
[Chorus]
      Em                         C                      Gb9                 D
But the truth is I don't really care who these people are or what they have to say
      Em                           C                   Gb9
And the truth is you're all I wanna see, when I get home tonight
                          D
And you're not there with me
            G                     Em/C                 G     Em/C  G
You're the only one who makes me, only one who makes me happy
 
 
[Verse]
G
I've been sleeping too late with the curtains drawn, the lights ain't on
                      Em/C             D
Damn this old heartbreak, I'll give anything
     G
To be by your side and feel alive again, remember where we've been
                 Em/C                              D
At the riverbanks, throwing stones against the wind
 
 
[Chorus 2]
 
        Em                             Em/C
Well the truth is, I loved you all the same
                        G                                  D
That night I broke your heart and the day you cursed my name
            Em                        Em/C
Yeah and the truth is, I never really knew
                      G                            D
You were everything to me, until it was much too late
            G                     Em/C                 G       Em/C   G
You're the only one who makes me, only one who makes me happy
 
 



[Bridge]
 
        Em/C                     G
Well I threw it all away and I can't go back
D                                             Em/C
Yeah I built these fires and left ashes in my path
      G                                          D
And I know you'll never come 'round here no more
                                    Em/C
But what I'd give to have you back again
                    G      Em/C  G
Oh to have you back again
G                                                                 Em/C
Everybody says it'll be OK but I don't know when that day will come
G
Will it come?
 
[Outro]
 
G Em/C G

7236. Happy And Sad - Chords

Happy And Sad 
Kacey Musgraves

[Verse 1]
Gsus4     Gmaj7        C
It's not you, it's the glow of the party The way that you've got me
Gsus4  Gmaj7
lit up inside
         C
It's the song that they're playin', the words that you're sayin'
Bm
It's never felt so right
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
    Em
And I'm the kind of person who starts getting kinda nervous
         C                     C/D
When I'm having the time of my life
 
 
[Chorus]
G                       Gmaj7                C
Is there a word for the way that I'm feeling tonight?
                          G
Happy and sad at the same time
           Gmaj7                    C
You got me smiling with tears in my eyes
 
I never felt so high



Em                           C
No, I've never been this far off of the ground
Em                                Dsus2              G      C
And they say everything that goes up must come down
                       G       C
But I don't wanna come down
 
 
[Verse 2]
Gsus4           Gmaj7  C
So is there a way to stop all this thinkin', just keep on drinkin'?
Gsus4                Gmaj7
'Cause I don't wanna wake up
             C
When they're turnin' the lights on and it turns out the joke's on me
Bm
'Cause it feels so right
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Em
And I'm the kind of person who starts getting kinda nervous
         C                     C/D
When I'm having the time of my life
 
 
[Chorus]
G                       Gmaj7                C
Is there a word for the way that I'm feeling tonight?
                          G
Happy and sad at the same time
G          Gmaj7                    C
You got me smilin' with tears in my eyes
 
I never felt so high
Em                           C
No, I've never been this far off of the ground
Em                                Dsus2              G      C
And they say everything that goes up must come down
                       G       C
But I don't wanna come down
 
 
[Bridge]
F                            Em
I don't mind at all, no, I'm used to fallin'
    Dsus4                       D
I'm comfortable when the sky is gray
         F                      Em
But when everything is perfect, I start hidin'
         Esus4                          E         A   Amaj7     Dsus2
'Cause I know that rain is comin' my way, my way
 
 
[Chorus]
                                     A
'Cause I'm happy and sad at the same time



           Amaj7                    Dsus2
You got me smilin' with tears in my eyes
                F#m
I never felt so high
                            D
No, never been this far off of the ground
                                  D          D/E        A       Dsus2
And they say everything that goes up, goes up must come down
                       A      Dsus2
And I don't wanna come down
                       A      Dsus2       A
No, I don't wanna come down

7237. Happy Anniversary - Chords

Happy Anniversary 
recorded by Roy Rogers
written by Bill Eldridge and G. Stewart

Intro:
G          C     D7       G
My darling Happy Anniversary
 
                                        C
I've watched the gold in your hair turn silver
        D7                                 G
And the sparkle in your eyes dim more each day
                                     C
And the clutch of your hands getting weaker
          D7                         G
All these things say it wasn't yesterday
 
                 D7       G
So darling Happy Anniversary
       D7               G
You've made my life for me
                  D7          G
Once again thanks for the memory
           C     D7       G
My darling Happy Anniversary
 
                               C
The paper we signed has turned yellow
    D7                               G
Its crumbling edges tend to tell its age
                            C
Its meaning we will cherish forever
           D7                            G
But in the book of our lives it's just a page
 
                 D7       G
So darling Happy Anniversary
       D7               G



You've made my life for me
                  D7          G
Once again thanks for the memory
           C     D7       G
My darling Happy Anniversary
           C     D7       G
My darling Happy Anniversary

7238. Happy Anniversary Baby - Chords

Happy Anniversary Baby
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Rory Bourke
 
G D7
I wake up in the morning and I tiptoe down the hall
                                            C                  G
Past the kid's room to the kitchen take the fryin' pan off the wall
                                        D7
Then I fix his favorite breakfast and I put it on a tray
                                        C    D7  G
Hurry back to where's he sleepin' and I kiss him awake
          Am   D7
Happy anniversary
G             C       G
Baby you been good to me 
      C                               D7
And I thank the Lord you came into my life
          Am   D7
Happy anniversary
G               C
You're all I'll ever need 
                Am    D7               G
And it makes me happy knowing I'm your wife
    D7
Ten years ago this morning seems like only yesterday
                                        C            G
A little girl came down the aisle but a woman walked away
                              D7
If I had to do it over oh I'd do it all the same
                                              C  D7        G
Cause I love you now like I loved you then in sunshine and rain
Repeat #2 x2

7239. Happy Birthday Dear Heartache - Chords

Happy Birthday Dear Heartache
Recorded by Barbara Mandrell
Written by Archie Jordan and Mack David



C           Am     Dm  G7
It's just a year today
Dm             G7      C   G7
One year since he went away
C        E7            F    Dm
So happy birthday dear heartache
                G7    C   G7
You're one year old today
C               Am     Dm   G7
There'll be the cake tonight
Dm         G7        C    G7
One candle I'm gonna light
C        E7            F    Dm
So happy birthday dear heartache
               G7      C
Old love still burns tonight
F                  Fm
When he walked out I felt my heart break
Em                      A7
That's when you came to me dear heartache
F           Fm         C   A7
You made my heart your home
D7                      Dm   G7
Now look how big you've grown
C               Am       Dm  G7
Looks like each guest is here
Dm            G7               C    G7
The blues the memories and the tears
C        E7            F    Dm
So happy birthday dear heartache
               G7         C   F
Same time same place next year
C        E7            F    Dm
So happy birthday dear heartache
               G7         C
Same time same place next year

7240. Happy Birthday To Me - Chords

Happy Birthday To Me
Hank Lockin

Capo: 1
A D A
Today has been my birthday and tonight I should be glad
 D A B E
But you weren't here to share it and inside I've hurt so bad
 A D A
I didn't want your presence just your kiss and company
 D A E A
And your lips to softly whisper happy birthday to me



A D A
But I came home all by myself and lit the candle
 E
Made a wish for you and love that used to be
 A D A
I unwrapped the tiny package that I bought myself
 D A F A
Then I sang happy birthday to me

Piano: D-A-E-A

A D A
I thought for sure you sent me at least a birthday card
 D A B E
But the postman didn't even stop when he passed by my yard
 A D A
You could have telephone and ease a lot of misery
 D A E A 
Instead I called myself and said happy birthday to me

A D A
Then I came home all by myself and lit the candle
 E
Made a wish for you and love that used to be
 A D A
I unwrapped the tiny package that I bought myself
 D A F A
Then I sang happy birthday to me

7241. Happy Days And Auld Lang Syne

Richard Thompson - Happy Days and Auld Lang Syne

He said, Dear, I'm leaving, right there in the hallway
As the party roared on all around
And her head wouldn't turn, O she couldn't look at him
In a whirlpool she quietly drowned
And she said to herself, I won't cry, I won't grieve
But I'll laugh and I'll flow with the wine
With the fast love of strangers we'll sing Sweet Bye and Bye
Happy Days and Auld Lang Syne

How I wish I knew
All the old songs they're singing
Such comfort they're bringing
To a heart that's as empty as mine
O it lifts you so high
Does the Sweet Bye and Bye
Happy Days and Auld Lang Syne

And she said, I'll be wearing my smile like a mask
And I'll care for each stranger I kiss
And no-one will know that I'm wounded and cheated



So close to my moment of bliss
And sometimes you never connect with a song
Till it's telling the way that you feel
Putting words to your story, all the pain and the glory
How can it be written so real

How I wish I knew
All the old songs they're singing
Such comfort they're bringing
To a heart that's as empty as mine
O it lifts you so high
Does the Sweet Bye and Bye
Happy Days and Auld Lang Syne

7242. Happy For Us In The Down

Happy For Us in the Down
Hackensaw Boys - Happy For Us in the Down

[Verse 1]
The wind on the side of the house
Kept me up all night
I can't explain, oh what can I say
Man I felt out of sight
Going alone was going so slow
Soon I felt I might
Have to give in
Begin to begin
To change my ways tonight
Change my ways tonight
[Chorus]
I am thinking of you often
I wonder why it is so
We feel the need to go
All the way good
All the way bad
All the way joyful
And all the way sad
What I want is to see you smile
To never see you frown
And to be sad with you in the up
And happy for us in the down
Happy for us in the down
[Verse 2]
When you were a girl
The stories that filled your head
Your front yard was an island
The black sea was under your bed
Your folks were pretty normal
They had their good days and bad
Your momma was a carpenter
Your father a stay at home dad
[Chorus]



I am thinking of you often
I wonder why it is so
We feel the need to go
All the way good
All the way bad
All the way joyful
And all the way sad
What I want is to see you smile
To never see you frown
And to be sad with you in the up
And happy for us in the down
Happy for us in the down
Happy for us in the down

7243. Happy Groundhog Day

Tom T. Hall - Happy groundhog day
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I missed your thankgsivings I didn't do much
Watched football on TV and I lost twenty bucks
Did you go to Georgia well Georgia is in
They had a nice meal at the Holiday Inn

I missed you on Christmas and so did my friends
I know you were busy and I understand
I sent you a card with a good snoopy joke
Ain't it a pity that we didn't have snow

I missed you on New Years my doesn't time fly
That Auld Lang Syne song sure gets in my eye
Heard you had a party and some people went
You were the light of the party again

Well springtime is coming it makes me a fool
I thought I would call you while everything's cool
I know it sounds crazy but I wanted to say
I hope that you have a happy Groundhog Day

7244. Happy Holidays Y'all

Robert Earl Keen - Happy Holidays Y'all 

There is a Barbie doll in the gravy boat up on mom's TV set
An angel made of Styrofoam holds Rita's cigarette
Santa waves an empty beer in his plastic hand
Everyone is here again, it's Christmas time again

You know the kids are in their sleepin' bags with every kind of toy



And Ken and Kay have hit the hay in dad's new La-Z-Boy
Fran has got a cozy spot beneath the Christmas tree
Sittin' in his underwear, drunk as he can be

Last night, we stuffed our stockings and hung the mistletoe
When Santa Claus came knocking, he looked like Uncle Joe
Someone put the coffee on and find the Tylenol
Merry Christmas everyone, happy holidays y'all

Of course, old dad got mom a flannel robe and Ken, a socket set
Mom got Kay a super value pack of Nicorette
And Kay got Ken a Nordic Track and a new guitar for me
Ken got sister Spanish speaking lessons on CD

Last night, we all sang Jingle Bells and opened up our hearts
This morning, our house looks like hell or possibly Wal-Mart
Someone clean the gravy boat and dress the Barbie doll
Merry Christmas everyone, happy holidays y'all

We're makin' mimosas on the deck and packin' the U-Haul
Merry Christmas everyone, God bless us one and all

7245. Happy Holidays Y'all - Chords

Happy Holidays Y'all
Written by: Robert Earl Keen
Artist: Robert Earl Keen
CD: Walking Distance

Key of D (played in C, capo on 2nd fret)

Intro:
(G) (ascending bass to C)

(C)There is a Barbie doll in the gravy boat up (F)on mom's TV set
(C)An angel made of Styrofoam holds (D)Rita's (G)cigarette
(C)Santa waves an empty beer (F)in his plastic hand
(C)Everyone is here again, it's (G)Christmas time again

You know the kids are in their sleepin' bags with every kind of toy
And Ken and Kay have hit the hay in dad's new La-Z-Boy
Fran has got a cozy spot beneath the Christmas tree
Sittin' in his underwear drunk as he can be

chorus 1
(F)Last night we stuffed our stockings and (C)hung the mistletoe
(F)When Santa Claus came knocking, he (D)looked like Uncle (G)Joe
(C)Someone put the coffee on and (F)find the Tylenol
(F)Merry Christmas (C)everyone, (G)Happy Holidays (C)ya'll

Of course old dad got mom a flannel robe and Ken a socket set
Mom got Kay a super value pack of Nicorette
And Kay got Ken a Nordic Track and a new guitar for me



Ken got sister Spanish speaking lessons on CD

chorus 2
(F)Last night we all sang "Jingle Bells" and (C)opened up our hearts
(F)This morning our house looks like hell or (D)possibly Wal-(G)Mart
(C)Someone clean the gravy boat and (F)dress the Barbie doll
(C)Merry Christmas everyone, Happy (F)Holidays y'all
(F)We're makin' mimosas on the deck and (C)packin' the U-haul
(C)Merry Christmas everyone, God (G)bless us one and (C)all

7246. Happy Hour - Chords

Happy Hour
Written by Steve Gillette and David MacKechnie 
Recorded by Ted Hawkins

G          C
Welcome to happy hour blinking on the neon sign
D7
She won't mind if I stopped for just one 
  C                           D7
I could still make it home in time
   G                                    G7
As my eyes grow accustom to the smoke a dimmed lights
  C                         D7
I see the juke-box near the door

There she is in another mans arms 
C                       D7
Slow dancing across the floor

           C                             G
So this is happy hour two drinks for the price of one
                    D7                C              G
People laughing and having fun what a great place to be
           C                      G
Welcome to happy hour they gather here everyday
                       D7                                G
Cheating is one of the games they play this time it's on me

                                 G7
You're dancing and your eyes are closed
  C                      Am
I wander what world your in
D7
What will you tell me when you get home
C                         D7
Where will you say you've been

       G                               G7
At the sound of laughter of his pretty words
     C                      D7
Take away whatever made you blue



When the fun is over what will you do 
     C                              D7
When there's nothing left of us but you

           C                             G
So this is happy hour two drinks for the price of one
                    D7                C              G
People laughing and having fun what a great place to be
           C                      G
So this is happy hour they gather here everyday
                       D7                                G
Cheating is one of the games they play this time it's on me

           C                      G
Welcome to happy hour they gather here everyday
                        D7
Cheating is one of the games they play
       C              G             C
What a great place to be welcome to happy hour
                   G
Two drinks for the price of one
                    D7
People laughing and having fun 
                  G
This time it's on me

7247. Happy I'll Be

Happy I'll Be

Jesus come and hold my hand
While I walk this rocky road
Travellin' to a better land
Where my friends will meet me I know

   Oh I'll soon (yes I'll soon) be on my way (be on my way)
   Seems every time (seems every time) I kneel to pray
   I hear my friends a'callin me
   In the home above (in the home above) happy I'll be

I'm so tired and all alone
But I must keep travellin' on
I'll keep goin' until I die
I'll meet my friends (I'll meet my friends) up there on high

When I reach that home on high
And bid my troubles on earth goodbye
I'll be glad this life is o'er
This rocky road (this rocky road) I'll walk no more



7248. Happy In Prison

Happy In Prison - Carter Family

   I am happy in a prison
   Yes, I'm happy anywhere
   In my soul my savior's risen
   Of 10,000 he is fair

Glory, glory, hallelujah
Sinners lay your burdens down
Glory, glory, hallelujah
For a cross receive a crown

When the food is low and failing
And the children bare for clothes
I look up to father's healing
For I know my savior knows

Any cost, a fire is burning
And its coming draweth nigh
But I'm happy, always happy
Though in prison I must die

7249. Happy Little Home in Arkansas

Happy Little Home in Arkansas
Norman Blake - Happy Little Home in Arkansas

[Verse 1]
There's a neat little cottage where the grass is ever green
And the streams from the Boston mountains flow
Where the woods with music ring
And the mockingbird does sing
At my happy little home in Arkansas

[Chorus]
Come and see me, neighbor
Come along
I'll be there to greet you one and all
'Tis the finest country found
And I'll show you all around
At my happy little home in Arkansas

[Verse 2]
We'll go stroll through the orchard when the fruit is on the tree
By the brook where those gentle breezes blow
You're welcome any day
If you want to come and stay



At my happy little home in Arkansas

[Chorus]
Come and see me, neighbor
Come along
I'll be there to greet you one and all
'Tis the finest country found
And I'll show you all around
At my happy little home in Arkansas

[Verse 3]
We'll go out upon the mountain, see the gushing springs
We'll view those plantations far below
There is happiness to spare
Natural beauty everywhere
At my happy little home in Arkansas

[Chorus]
Come and see me, neighbor
Come along
I'll be there to greet you one and all
'Tis the finest country found
And I'll show you all around
At my happy little home in Arkansas

7250. Happy Mother's Day

Happy Mother's Day
Gillian Welch

[Chorus]
Oh, it's happy Mother's Day
From your daughter far away
Loving wishes, hugs and kisses
Happy, happy Mother's' Day

[Verse 1]
I' am thinking of' you now
And I'll try to tell' you how
Much I love you and I miss you
On this happy Mother's Day

[Verse 2]
Oh, mom, I hope you know
That I always love you so
Not just the one day when we all say
Happy, happy Mother's Day

[Chorus]
Oh, it's happy Mother's Day
From your daughter far away
Hugs and kisses, loving wishes
Happy, happy Mother's Day



[Outro]
Oh, it's happy Mother's Day

7251. Happy New Year

Happy New Year
Todd Snider - Happy New Year

happy new year everybody
happy birthday country joe
i resolve to do like i always do
theres an overweight man with an overweight woman on a sofa just watching tv
hes yelling his opinion at the television she looks up from her food and agrees
they got two bumper stickers on there pick up truck
they keep the pick up parked outside
one sticker says "what would jesus do?"
the other bumper sticker says "power of pride"
i was thumbing through the stations on my own television
when i came across a guy on the religous station
singing "somebodys coming" sounding whiter than me somehow
wow
it took me back in time thru dwindling joy
to when i was such a guilt ridden catholic boy
im evangelical agnostic now

i dont know what we're doing here
you don't "KNOW" what were doing here
now christians dont walk out on me just yet
you know whose name im yelling as im clutching my chest
the one my dad told me to and his told him to 
and i probably pray as much or more than you do
believe? shit, every word i sing
but believing and knowing, those are two different things
and if your trying to change the way a strangers life will have to go
i believe this is where i wanna stick to what i know
which is nothing you know, nothing for sure so
just chill til the next episode
now back to the lecture at hand
seems like my neighbor wants to kill what he cant understand
i say we cant just kill what we dont understand 
but i turn on my tv and see that oh yes we can
we can and we have since then dawn of man
for countless gods whose only real seeming plan
was to see to it that clinging to life was our fate
and you gotta admit that lifes pretty great
but
can we deny that its killing us?
ill be here all week
happy new year everybody
happy birthday country joe
i resolve to do like i always do
i aint hurtin you



if life is anything its embarrassing
a rusty nail thru a careless shoe
you cant help but sit around and wonder sometimes
why there's never anything the poor nail can do
or think about how unfair it is 
that the shoe is only going where it has to too
if you aint the dumb kid out running around
you kinda gotta do what your born to do
hey

happy new year everybody
specifically happy birthday to you country joe
i resolve to do like i always do
and i only ever make it a day or two

7252. Happy On My Way

Happy On My Way
Doyle Lawson
Bill Monroe

I want to thank Jesus for the way that I feel
I'm so full of religion I just can't be still
I want to sing it and shout it and let the people know
That I'm saved by his mercy and I'm ready to go

   (That's why I'm Happy) Yes I'm happy happy on my way
   (Rejoicing and singing) His praises everyday
   For Jesus is near me and there he will stay
   (That's why I'm happy) Yes I'm happy happy on my way

I just can't see why you sinners go on
Livin' in sorrow doin' so wrong
Hidin' your face from the savior above
Denying yourself his wonderful love

What a wonderful feeling just to know I am saved
And the Savior will guide me 'til I enter the grave
And then he will greet me at heaven's open door
And I'll live in glory with Him forever more

7253. Happy Or Lonesome

Happy Or Lonesome - Carter Family

Come back to me in my dreaming
Come back to me once more
Come with the love light beaming
Like in the days of yore



I wonder if you still love me
And if your heart is still true
When the spring roses are blooming
Then I'll come back to you

   Somewhere a heart is breaking
   Calling me back to you
   Memories of loved ones waiting
   Each happy home and you
   
   Absence makes my heart fonder
   Is it the same with you
   Are you still happy I wonder
   Or do you feel lonesome too

When the sun is sinking
In the golden west
And the birds and flowers
They have gone to rest

Come tell me that you still love me
And that your heart is still true
When the spring roses are blooming
Then I'll come back to you

7254. Happy People

Little Big Town - Happy People

[Verse 1]
Happy people don't cheat
Happy people don't lie
They don't judge, or hold a grudge, don't criticize
Happy people don't hate
Happy people don't steal
Cause all the hurt sure ain't worth all the guilt they feel

[Chorus]
If you wanna know the secret
Can't buy it, gotta make it
You ain't ever gonna be it
By takin' someone else's away
Never take it for granted
You don't have to understand it
Here's to whatever what puts a smile on your face
Whatever makes you happy, people

[Verse 2]
Happy people don't fail
Happy people just learn
Don't think they're above the push and shove
Just wait their turn



They always got a hand, or a dollar to spare
Know the golden rule or what you're goin' through
Even if they never been there

[Chorus]
If you wanna know the secret
Can't buy it, gotta make it
You ain't ever gonna be it
By takin' someone else's away
Never take it for granted
You don't have to understand it
Here's to whatever what puts a smile on your face
Whatever makes you happy, people

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
These days ain't always easy to find
They're the ones that you want standing by your side
No time for greed, if they need some, give 'em a slice
And we'll all be happy people

[Outro]
Well, life is short
And love is rare
And we all deserve to be happy while we're here

7255. Happy Rovin' Cowboy - Chords

Happy Rovin Cowboy
Recorded by: Sons Of The Pioneers
[Theme song of Hank Williams, Sr.]
Writer: Bob Nolan

CHORUS
[G] Hear my song as I [C] ride along
I'm a [G] Happy Rovin' [D] Cowboy
[G] Herdin' the dark clouds [C] out of the sky
[G] Keepin' the [D] heavens [G] blue.
[G] I aint got a wife to [C] bother my life
I'm a [G] Happy Rovin' [D] Cowboy
Let me [G] make my bed where the [C] varmints prowl
[G] Beneath the [D] sky of [G] blue.

CHORUS
I aint got a dime; I'm just spendin' my time
I'm a Happy Rovin' Cowboy
Let me ride that long trail down to the end
Where the skies are always blue.

CHORUS

Hear my song as I ride along



I'm a Happy Rovin' Cowboy
Herdin' the dark clouds out of the sky
Keepin' the heavens blue.
I aint got a dime; I'm just spendin' my time
I'm a Happy Rovin' Cowboy
Let me sing my song till they call me home
To that land beyond the blue.

7256. Happy Sunny Side Of Life

Happy Sunny Side Of Life
Country Gentlemen

There's a sunny side where no ills betide
There's a road that we must go
There is pleasant vales verdant hills and dales
Where sweet flowers ever grow

   Oh the happy (happy) sunny (sunny) pretty rolling dales
   Where the sweetest gladness ever there prevails
    (sweetest joy and gladness ever there prevails)
   Where the sunshine lingers on the hill
    (sunshine ever lingers on the grand majestic hills)
   On the sunny side of life
    (on the happy sunny side of life)

There's shady dells where no gladness dwells
And the clouds obstruct the view
But a brighter way like the light of day
Is awaiting now for you

Let us sing a song as we go along
Let us banish care and strife
That the world might know as we onward go
There's a sunny side of life

7257. Happy To Be Here

Todd Snider - Happy To Be Here

[Verse 1]
All of my neighbors are all up in arms
About something they saw on TV
Seems some politician got busted for somethin'
That won't make any difference to me
Now I'm sure it's all true and I'm tired of this too
But I can't pray for someone to fall
I let all them people do what people do
I'm just happy to be here at all



[Verse 2]
I'm happy to be here to vote randomly
On who ought to take the next dive
I'm eager to see what the downfall will be
And all the hilarity on Saturday Night Live
You know, mostly it's all scandal TV these days
That's where the real money must fall
Down from the smog of some Hollywood haze
I'm just happy to be here at all

[Chorus]
I'm happy to be here
I'm happy to be
Happy

[Verse 3]
Just happy to be here to see how it goes
If everything blows into space
I've been walking my tennis shoes right through my toes
Trying to keep up with the rest of the race
Mostly I stare out my window these days
Watching my dog chase her ball
I'll do my job here, whatever it pays
I'm just happy to be here at all

7258. Happy To Drive

Happy To Drive
Clint Sherman & Carson Peters

I met her somewhere between
DTX and Tennessee
A bright eyed girl who fell for me
Beneath the tall East Texas trees
North on 49 I'²d go
Through the timber wood that lined the road
Four bald tires and a tank on "E"
I'd roll on through the night

No, I never drove alone
I'²d see her where the moonlight shone
Smiling behind my highlight beams
I sure was happy to drive

Turnpike songs and zydeco
Ringing in the year with a long drive home
Blasting out my radio
Got no sleep but felt alive
Hearts burning like a river boat queen
She'd be proud to marry me
Lay claim of that shotgun seat
I'd sure be happy to drive



So I'²ll drive
On through the night
I'²ll trace those highway lines
She'll be on my mind

I can'²t lie, I wouldn't mind
To have her little hand in mine
We can see the world from behind a dash
Wheels spinning, hearts thumping fast and
As the road winds and bends
I'²m praying this ride never ends
She can stay right here by my side
I'd sure be happy to drive
Oh, I would drive

7259. Happy To See The Day

Dave Evans - Happy To See The Day 

I'm happy to see the stars in the sky.
I'm happy to see the day.
I'm happy to see the people I know.
I'm happy to hear what they say.

I'm happy to see that I am alive.
I'm happy to run the race.
I'm happy to know that I'm not alone
I'm happy to feel your embrace.

I was such a lonely man.
I didn't see

I never seemed to understand.
What I could be

But then I saw your loving face.
Oh You gave it free

And you led me to a better place.
Gave it all to me

And then I knew I'd turn around.
I saw the light

I once was lost but now I'm found.
You made it right

I have a place where I can go.
Oh The Isle of White

Where life is good and Love will grow.
Midsummer Night



Yes life is good and Love won't go away.
It never go, It never go away

I'm happy to know that Love is around.
I'm happy to know that it's free.
I'm happy to be with people I love.
I'm happy to know they love me.

I was such a lonely man.
I didn't see

I never seemed to understand.
What I could be

But then I saw your loving face.
Oh You gave it free

And you led me to a better place.
Gave it all to me

And then I knew I'd turn around.
I saw the light

I once was lost but now I'm found.
You made it right

I have a place where I can go.
Oh The Isle of White

Where life is good and Love will grow.
Midsummer Night

Yes life is good and Love won't go away.
It never go, It never go away

I'm happy to see the stars in the sky.
I'm happy to see the day.
I'm happy to see the people I know.
I'm happy to hear what they say.

I'm happy to see that I am alive.
I'm happy to run the race.
I'm happy to know that I'm not alone
I'm happy to feel your embrace.

7260. Happy Together

Happy Together
by the Turtles

1.
Em



Imagine me and you, I do
 D
I think about you day and night, it's only right
 C 
To think about the girl you love and hold her
tight
 B
So happy together

2. 
 Em
If I should call you up, invest a dime
 D 
And you say you belong to me and ease my
mind
 C 
Imagine how the world could be, so very fine
 B
So happy together

Chorus
E Bm E
I can't see me lovin' nobody but you
 G
For all my life
E Bm 
When you're with me, baby the skies'll be
E G
 blue For all my life

3.
Me and you and you and me
No matter how they toss the dice, it has to be
The only one for me is you, and you for me
So happy together
Chorus
I can't see me lovin' nobody but you
For all my life
When you're with me, baby the skies'll be blue
For all my life

3.
Me and you and you and me
No matter how they toss the dice, it has to be
The only one for me is you, and you for me
So happy together
Vocal interlude
E Bm E 
ba-ba-ba-ba ba-ba-ba-ba. ba-ba-ba
 G 
 ba-ba-ba-ba 
E Bm E 
ba-ba-ba-ba ba-ba-ba-ba. ba-ba-ba 
 G
 ba-ba-ba-ba 

3



Me and you and you and me
No matter how they toss the dice, it has to be
The only one for me is you, and you for me
So happy together
Em B Em
So happy together
Em B Em
How is the weather
Em B Em
So happy together
Em B Em
We're happy together
Em B Em
So happy together

Happy together
So happy together
So happy together
So happy together
Em B Emajor ending chord
So happy togethe

7261. Happy Tracks - Chords

Happy Tracks
Recorded by Kenny Price
Written by Ray Pennington
 
C
I know that you've heard people say many many times
    F                                                                 C
You don't pass through this world but once you get yours and I'll get mine
                                                  F
But I've got a philosophy I believe I'd rather go by
C                  F              G7                C
And if you'll just listen you may want to give it a try
Leave a lotta happy tracks as you go down life's road
F                                         C
Leave a lotta happy tracks everywhere you go
                                            F
Leave a lotta happy tracks and keep this in mind
C                   F             G7             C
Others will have to follow in the path you leave behind
As you walk the tangle streets of life notice your fellow man
    F                                               C
And when he gets in trouble just lend him a helping hand
                                                F
Sow good seeds in your fields of life as you go along
C                    F                     G7           C
Let others reap your happiness a long time after you're gone
Repeat #2
Don't ever use a good friend for a personal gain
   F                                                C



To gain wealth and lose one friend would only be in vain
                                                        F
Let your happy tracks be many leave them everywhere you go
C                   F                G7             C
Others will have to harvest each and every seed you sow
Repeat #2

7262. Happy Trails

Nickel Creek - Happy Trails

Some trails are happy ones
Others are blue
It's the way you ride the trail that counts
Here's a happy one for you

Happy trails to you
Until we meet again
Happy trails to you
Keep smiling until then

Who cares about the clouds when we're together?
Just sing a song and bring that sunny weather

Happy trails to you
'Til we meet again

Who cares about the clouds when we're together?
Just sing a song and bring that sunny weather

Happy trails to you
'Til we meet again
'Til we meet again

7263. Happy Trails

The Avett Brothers - Happy Trails (Live) 

Happy Trails to you
Until we meet again
Happy trails to you
keep smiling on till then

Who cares about the clouds when we are together
just sing a song about sunny weather

Happy trails to you
Until we meet again
Happy trails to you



keep smiling on till then

Some trails are happy one, other trails are blue
Its the way you write that counts
heres a happy one for you

Happy trails to you
till we meet again

7264. Happy With The One I've Got - Chords

Happy With The One I've Got
Recorded by David Ball
Written by Wood Newton and Rand Bishop
 
C
We landed in St. Louis on a wing and a prayer
     F
That thunderstorm had given us both a big scare
G7
Trying to calm my nerves with Long Island Iced Tea
    Am                     F
The Sky Line Lounge out on concourse C
 
        C
She was charming she was beautiful
 
In her blue collar suit
    F
She said she liked my accent my Lucchese boots 
  G7
I couldn't get a flight till 9 the next day
        Am                    F
She was gettin' real close to sweeping me away
 
            G7
Yes she was awful sweet she was all over me
  C
I wondered how far it would go
      D7
I was tempted I'll admit more than a little bit
F                    G7
After all who'd ever know 
         C
When the waitress asked sir would you
     F
Like another one
 
G7                 F
What she meant was mind breaking 
       G7              F
When I look down at my ring
       G7             F



I said no thank you I better not
    C              G7       C
I'm happy with the one I've got
 
 
I guess I was staggered by the sobering thought
   F
It wasn't a question of gilt or getting caught
G7
Till that night I didn't know what I'd do
      Am
But a waitress's simple question
       F
Got me facing the truth
 
    C
I'm somebody's lover I'm somebody's friend
    F
I'm somebody someone can trust till the end
  G7
I know because of what I prove to myself
     Am                    F
In a real life story I can never tell
 
Repeat #3,4
 
                   G7       C
I'm happy with the one I've got
                   G7       C
I'm happy with the one I've got

7265. Happy Woman Blues

Lucinda Williams - Happy Woman Blues

Tryin' hard to be a happy woman
But sometimes life just overcomes me
Everyday I'm workin' just to pay my dues
Lay down at night, my mind is so confused
Goin' down south with the New York City blues

Gotta hit the road before I blow a fuse
I might buy me a Cadillac or a Chevrolet
I don't care what model as long as it takes me away

I've been hiding my heart in a trunk
Can you come see me when my ship has sunk
You can give me lovin', that I can't refuse
And love is the one thing that's sure to cure my blues
Goin' down the road with a heave heart

Tryin' to find lightness in the dark
Tryin' to live my life, tryin' to get satisfied



My mind is in the city but my heart is in the countryside

Tryin' hard to be a happy woman
But sometimes life just overcomes me
Everyday I'm workin' just to pay my dues
Lay down at night, my mind is so confused
Lay down at night, my mind is so confused

7266. Happy, Happy Birthday Baby

Dolly Parton - Happy, Happy Birthday Baby 
(M. Sylvia & G. Lopez)

Happy, happy birthday baby
Although you're with somebody new
Thought I'd drop a line to say
That I wish this happy day
Would find me beside you
Happy, happy birthday baby
No, I can't call you my baby
Seems like years ago we met
On a day I can't forget
Cause that's when we fell in love
Do you remember
The names we had for each other
I was your pretty
You were my baby
Oh, how could we say goodbye
Hope I didn't spoil your birthday
I'm not acting like a lady
So I'll close this note to you
With good luck and wishes too
Happy happy birthday baby

7267. Harbor For A Lonely Heart - Chords

Harbor For A Lonely Heart
Recorded by Sammy Kershaw
Written by Jenny Yates and Kostas Lazarides

G           C                  G
One day she saw with eyes wide open 
    Am      D7               G
She did not know much at the start
                   C
And in her time of need 
    Am          C            D7     G
She cried for a harbor for a lonely heart
  



         C             G
Too many years in many places 
    Am   D7             G
Too many lines and many parts
                   C
A search in hungry eyes 
         Am          C            D7     G
Saw only traces of a harbor for a lonely heart
D#                 G
Calling out to the heavens 
D#                    G
From the voice in her soul
D#                     A#7
In the silent night it beckons 
  D7        A7         D7
A star that guides her home
    G      C                G
The moon reflecting off the waters 
Am       D7                  G
Lights a pathway through the dark
                   C
And held in unseen hands 
    Am           C            D7     G
She drifts for a harbor for a lonely heart
Repeat #3,4
               C
Held in unseen hands 
         Am           C            D7     G
Lord she drifts for a harbor for a lonely heart

7268. Harbor Of Love

Harbor Of Love
Bill Monroe - Stanley Brothers

There's coming a time on the great judgement morning
When the Savior will welcome you home
Will you be prepared for the journey to heaven
On the great ship that carries God's chosen ones home

   Oh the waters' so deep on the river of Jordan
   And the lite shines so bright from heaven above
   And the midnite is past a new day is dawning (from heaven on high)
   Oh the great ship will anchor in the harbor of love.

If you're wandering in sin away from God's teaching
Won't you ask him to show you the way
Fall down on your knees in the chapel next Sunday
And meet all your friends in heaven some day



7269. Harbour of Love

Ralph Stanley - Harbour of Love

[Verse 1]
There's coming a time on the great judgement morning
When the Savior will welcome you home
Will you be prepared for the journey to heaven
On the great ship that carries God's chosen ones home

[Chorus]
Oh the waters' so deep on the river of Jordan
And the light shines so bright from heaven above
And the midnight is past a new day is dawning in heaven on high
Oh the great ship will anchor in the harbor of love

[Verse 2]
If you're wandering in sin away from God's teaching
Won't you ask him to show you the way
Fall down on your knees in the chapel next Sunday
And meet all your friends in heaven some day

[Chorus]
Oh the waters' so deep on the river of Jordan
And the light shines so bright from heaven above
And the midnight is past a new day is dawning in heaven on high
Oh the great ship will anchor in the harbor of love

7270. Hard Act To Follow - Chords

Hard Act To Follow
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Gary Nicholson and David Chamberlain

C
My leading lady is gone 
F        G7         C
And it's hard to go on
F                    C
Without the part she played 
   Dm                   G7
My life's just an empty stage

              F           C
Cause she's a hard act to follow 
  F                G7          C
I thought I'd find somebody by now
          F           Am
But she's hard act to follow 
    Dm                  G7          C
Her leavin' brought the whole house down

She was so right for the part 



    F                 G7      C
The way she fit right into my heart
F                  C
After the love she gave 
Dm             F        G7
Who could ever take her place

Repeat #2

F                    C
Without the part she played 
   Dm                   G7
My life's just an empty stage

Repeat #2

  F           Am
A hard act to follow 
    Dm                  G7          C   G7 C
Her leavin' brought the whole house down

7271. Hard Ain't It Hard

Hard Ain't It Hard

First time I seen my true love
He was walkin' by my door
The last time I saw his false hearted smile
Dead on his coolin' board

It's hard and it's hard ain't it hard
To love one that never did love you
Hard and it's hard ain't it hard great God
To love one that never will be true

There is a house in this old town
That's where my true love lays around
Takes other women right down on his knee
Tells them a tale that he won't tell me

Don't go to drinkin' and to gambling
Don't go there your sorrows to down
This hard-liquor place is a low-down disgrace
The meanest damn place in this town

7272. Hard Bargain

Emmylou Harris - Hard Bargain



I'm a bit run down, but I'm okay
Just feel like callin' it a day
But you send me back to the start
You drive a hard bargain

Each time I'm headin' for nowhere
Doomed and determined to go there
It seems I never get far
You drive a hard bargain
You drive a hard bargain

How's a girl supposed to fail
With someone like you around them?
I've tried and tried to no avail
You just can't seem to let me down
You drive a hard bargain
You drive a hard bargain

How's a girl supposed to fail
With someone like you around them?
I've tried and tried to no avail
You just can't seem to let me down
You drive a hard bargain
You drive a hard bargain

So I'll keep on playin' that old song
'Cause for all I know it's where I belong
When the world is breaking my heart
You drive a hard bargain

You send me back to the start
You drive a hard bargain
You drive a hard bargain

I'm a bit run down, but I'm okay

7273. Hard Candy Christmas

Dolly Parton - Hard Candy Christmas 

Hey, maybe I'll dye my hair
Maybe I'll move somewhere
Maybe I'll get a car
Maybe I'll drive so far that I'll lose track
Me, I'll bounce right back
Maybe I'll sleep real late
Maybe I'll lose some weight
Maybe I'll clear my junk
Maybe I'll just get drunk on apple wine

(chorus)
Me, I'll be just fine and dandy
Lord it's like a hard candy Christmas



I'm barely getting through tomorrow
But, still I won't let sorrow bring me way down.

(repeat chorus)
Hey, maybe I'll learn to sew
Maybe I'll just lie low
Maybe I'll hit the bars
Maybe I'll count the stars until dawn
Me, I will go on
Maybe I'll settle down
Maybe I'll just leave town
Maybe I'll have some fun
Maybe I'll meet someone and make him mine
(chorus) 2x

7274. Hard Game of Love

Hard Game of Love

In the hard game of love I'm the last one to fall
But I gave it my heart and I gave it my all
I didn't know that she played a game with no rules
So I climbed aboard the old ship of fools

 And it's a lonesome old world, my sweetheart is gone
I can't sleep at all. And I pray for the dawn
It's the last time I'll hurt, it's the last time I'll cry
When I lay down tonight, gonna lay down and die

In the still of the night as the lonesome wind blows
My sanity wanes; it comes and it goes
I feel like a child in a house all alone
Whose mother and dad will never come home

7275. Hard Hat And A Hammer

Hard Hat And A Hammer - Alan Jackson 

Lace-up boots and faded jeans
A homemade sandwich, a half jug of tea
Average Joe, average pay
Same ol' end and same ol' day

But there's nothing wrong with a hard hat and a hammer
Kind of glue that sticks this world together
Hands of steel and cradle of the Promised Land
God bless the working man

All week long making a living



Life keeps takin', he keeps giving
Behind the scene, below the grade
Hardly noticed but part of everything

But there's nothing wrong with a hard hat and a hammer
Kind of glue that sticks this world together
Hands of steel and cradle of the Promised Land
God bless the working man

He gives his life then fades away
Another young man takes his place
Average Joe, average pay
Same ol end, same old' day

But there's nothing wrong with a hard hat and a hammer
Kind of glue that sticks this world together
Hands of steel and cradle of the Promised Land

No, there's nothing wrong with a hard hat and a hammer
Kind of glue that sticks this world together
Hands of steel and cradle of the Promised Land
God bless the working man

The working man
Oh, the working man and woman

7276. Hard Hearted

Hard Hearted
Jim & Jesse

   Hard hearted heart breaker
   Dream stealer, love maker
   Hard hearted heart breaker
   How many hearts have you broken today

How many hearts have you broken today
How many lives have you caused to go wrong
How many hearts have you broken in two
Just because your heart has proved untrue

How many lies have you told other guys
Just like the ones you told to me
Honey, someday you'll learn that the tide will have to turn
Just keep on breaking hearts and you will see

7277. Hard Life



Hard Life - Derek Johnson
Monroe Crossing

It's a hard life, Doing what you do.
It's a hard life, Trying to make it through.
It's a hard life, It's sad but it's true.
It's a hard life, But I'm glad I'm living it with you

When that bad news comes to town
Turns your whole world upside down
There is nothing you can say
To keep them troubled times away

Well the world turns round and round
And all that spinning knocks you down
For a while it goes away
To come around another day

It comes right in with a crashing sound
Feels like there aint no quiet ground
Cover your ears and scream away
I'll catch you on the ricochet

7278. Hard Line

Hard Line
The Infamous Stringdusters - Hard Line

Tell me what you're thinking, what is on your mind
Tell me what's the reason for drawing such a hard, hard line
Tell me what it gets you, and is it worth the cost
What have you won, what have you lost

I sit here and listen to the tone of what you say
Sounds like your defenses are only getting in your way
Everything is coming from a crooked point of view
The truth can't be just what you choose

Is there some kind of way we can talk it out
And head for higher ground
Find our way out of the flood of lies
Before we both drown
Or will it all come crashing down

Let's all have a conversation across the great divide
Listen to the voices coming from the other side
Don't give up believing in what you think is right
Let's all help someone else to see the light

Is there some kind of way we can talk it out
And head for higher ground
Find our way out of the flood of lies
Before we both drown
Or will it all come crashing down



Is there some kind of way we can talk it out
And head for higher ground
Find our way out of the flood of lies
Before we both drown
Or will it all come crashing down
Or will it all come crashing down
Or will it all come crashing down

7279. Hard Livin'

Railroad Earth - Hard Livin' (Live) 

Many come together, put your hand on me.
Not feelin mama, and then a blind man sees.
Been sleep walkin', then he turns to me.
OH YEAH

I'm workin' on a new thing, workin' on a sunday mornin',
Were gonna be forgiven, of that hard livin'

This steam rollin', heading for a crack,
Cruise controller blowing rigt on past.
Sleep walkin', put your hand on me.
OHHH

I'm workin' on a new thing, workin' on a sunday morning,
Were gonna be forgiven, of that hard livin'

And the lonely ones, they're happy to see.
When you hear him call your name?
Carrying a heavy load, carrying a heavy load.
When the bullets that protect you, come raining down on your head.
You're feeling like you almost God,
Carrying a heavy load, carrying a heavy load.

Ah don't cry mama, it's gonna be okay.
So sorry, that it went that way.
Like a stray sheep, heard you calling me.
Iiiiiii can see. *unsure*

I'm workin' on a new thing
Workin' on a sunday morning,
Were gonna be forgiven, of that hard livin'.
Workin' on a sunday morning
Were gonna be forgiven, of that hard livin'.
I'm workin' on a new plan.
I'm workin' on a new plan!
Feel like I'm being forgiven, of that hard hard hard livin', hard livin'.



7280. Hard Livin'

Hard Livin' [Live On SNL]
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1: Chris Stapleton]
I used to love to look for a fight
I'd get drunk and shoot out the lights
I was known to get outta hand
Get outta hand

[Sturgill Simpson]
A rough and rowdy honky tonk man

[Chorus: Chris Stapleton]
Never thought it would happen to me
But this hard livin' ain't as easy as it used to be

[Verse 2 Chris Stapleton]
I looked a lot, but I've never found
A woman that could settle me down
I been known to have a good time

[Sturgill Simpson]
No, I could never walk the line

[Chorus: Chris Stapleton]
Never thought it would happen to me
But this hard livin' ain't as easy as it used to be
Woo!

7281. Hard Livin' - Chords

Hard Livin'
Recorded by Keith Whtiley
Written by David Halley

C
Well you can call out the sheriff and the highway patrol

Cause there's a fool on the road careenin' out of control
     F                                      C
Hard liquor fast women I just can't let 'em be
       G7                                       C
Lord I wish hard livin' didn't come so easy for me

Well I keep my motor runnin' got my beer on the ice

And my idea of heaven is a pair of dice
F                                   C
Seven come eleven set this poor boy free
       G7                                       C
Lord I wish hard livin' didn't come so easy for me



F
Bright lights Saturday night
        C                      F
I had a couple and I'm feeling alright
                          Dm
My cupcake can shimmy and shake 
D7                    G7
Spend more money than anybody makes

     C
Well give me a shot of that octane juice
    
You know there ain't no cure for the honky tonk blues
F                                      C
Because if they come then I develop an immunity
      G7                                    C
And I wish hard livin' didn't come easy for me

F
Out on the town just a foolin' around
    C                             F
Hey I got my mind on the lost and found
                      Dm
Step up no need to be shy
D7                                 G7
All right the pretty woman got her ticket to ride

             C
Well when my tires are flat and I'm out of gas

I promise myself I'll let the next one pass
       F                                   C
Lord I wish that a promise didn't break so easily
      G7                                    C
And I wish hard livin' didn't come easy for me

      G7                                    C
Hey I wish hard livin' didn't come easy for me

7282. Hard Living

Hard Living
Chris Stapleton

I used to love to look for a fight
I'd get drunk and shoot out the lights
I was known to get out of hand
A rough and rowdy honky tonk man
That was all that would happen to me
This hard living ain't easy as it used to be
I looked enough that I could have found
A lover that could settle down



I was known to have a good time
No, I could never walk the line
That was all that would happen to me
This hard living ain't easy as it used to be
It was hard, hell what happened to me?
This hard living ain't easy as it used to be

7283. Hard Love

Hard Love
Tony Rice - Hard Love

Well, I remember growing up like it was only yesterday
Mom and Daddy tried their best to guide me on my way
But the hard times and the liquor drove the easy love away
And the only love I knew about was hard love
Well, it was hard love every hour of the day
When Christmas to my birthday was a million miles away
And the fear that came between them drove the tears into my play
There was love in daddy's house but it was hard love
Well, I recall the gentle courtesy you showed me as I tried
To dissemble in politeness all the love I felt inside
And for every song of laughter there was another song that cried
This ain't no easy weekend, this is hard love
Well, it was hard love every step of the way
Hard to be so close to you and hard to turn away
And when all the stars and sentimental songs dissolved the day
There was nothing left to sing about but hard love
So I love you for your courage and your gentle sense of shame
I love you for your laughter and your language and your name
Though I knew it was impossible but I love you just the same
Though the only love I gave to you was hard love
Well, it was hard love, it was hard on you, I know
When the only love I gave to you was love I couldn't show
You forgave the heart that loved you, as your lover turned to go
Leaving nothing but the memory of hard love
Now I'm standing in this phone booth with a dollar and a dime
Wondering what to say to you to ease your troubled mind
For the Lord's Cross might redeem us but our own just waste our time
And to tell the two apart is always hard love
So I'll tell you that I love you even though I'm far away
I'll tell you how you've changed me as I live from day to day
How you've helped me to accept myself and I won't forget to say
Love is never wasted even when it's hard love
Well, it's hard love but it's love all the same
Not the stuff of fantasy but more than just a game
And the only kind of miracle that's worthy of the name
For the love that heals our lives is mostly hard love



7284. Hard Luck Ace - Chords

Hard Luck Ace  
Recorded by Lacy J. Dalton
Written by Aaron Anderson and Lacy J. Dalton

C                              F  C
On a cold and foggy evening in 1959
                D#7             C
Waylon Jennings nearly lost his life
                                      F             C
The Big Bopper talked the outlaw into giving up his seat
                 A#7              C
With Buddy Holly on that midnight flight
 
         F                                C
Well the paper said it must have been the snowstorm
   F                           C
Or that the pilot made a grave mistake
         F                  D#7           F               C
Well the rest all died that night but the lone wolf he survived
                       A#7               C
And I say hat's off to another hard luck ace
 
                                 F         C
We were on the road with Haggard back in '85
                        D#7            C
The year they wrote The Amber Waves of Grain
                           F               C
The Okie from Muskogee was speaking for us all
                           A#7               C
When he wrote that song to bring the farmers aid

    F                                   C
But just last month I heard that he got tired
    F                                C
And went away to rest and write some place
     F                  D#7         F           C
Tell Merle we're on his side ç¥■ause he and Mama Tried
                       A#7               C
And I say hat's off to another hard luck ace
 
F                            C
Some of them are with us and some of them are gone
A#7                                  G7
Some of them are out there somewhere barely hanging on
F                         C
Each one is a treasure no one can take his place
                       A#7               C
And I say hat's off to another hard luck ace
 
                              F            C
I remember meeting Janis in a bar in Santa Cruz
                  D#7          C
With a dealer she pretended to ignore
                                            F                  C
She was swiggin' southern comfort and every time her glass ran low



                   A#7                 C
The man behind the bar poured out some more
 
      F                                 C
And I saw the dealer slip her something quickly
        F                                C
Do you 'pose he knew she had no time to waste
             F                D#7      F                  C
And when she stumbled for the door and revved up that old Porsche
                         A#7               C
Well I said hat's off to another hard luck ace
 
                  F             C
They say Hank Jr. fell off of a mountain
                D#7             C
Said he'd never walk or sing no more
                                     F                      C
Well the devil made the deal but you don't cheat the man of steel
                     A#7         C
And Hank just had to even up the score
 
    F                          C
Now some called it a family tradition
F                                 C
Others say that he just fell from grace
                F            D#7           F            C
Well you should see Bocephus now Lord he'd do his daddy proud
                       A#7               C
And I say hat's off to another hard luck ace

Repeat #5

             F                 C
Hat's off to another hard luck ace
F         C
Hard luck ace

7285. Hard Luck In Heaven

Hard Luck in Heaven

While on this old earth Lord I've suffered I've cried
Things don't work out Lord as hard as I've tried
I'll have up in glory a crown for my prize
But knowin' my luck Lord it'll be the wrong size

    Hard luck in Heaven please say it ain't so
    Cause down here on earth Lord it's all that I know
    When I'm in my mansion will the roof leak there too
    Hard luck in Heaven please say it ain't true

I've always been hard luck it's always been true
So I'm not expecting any different from you



When I get my wings Lord they won't fit me right
I'll be flappin' in circles o'er the city of light

Now Lord please forgive me for thinkin' this way
But hard times just haunt me each night and each day
When the angels start singing and they hand out the harps
Knowing my luck Lord mine'll be tuned too sharp

7286. Hard Luck Joe

Hard Luck Joe 
Blue Moon Rising
 
Mister can you spare a buck, for a man in need 
I won't lie to you, I got a habit I need to feed 
But I ain't always been this way, I used to work hard every day 
For a family and a home that I love so 
But now I'm sank so low 
 
I make no excuses for what I've become 
There's only me to blame for all the wrong I've done 
The devil never made me fall, he offered and I took it all  
Liquor, drums and woman 'round me everywhere 
And I had my share 
 
CHORUS : 
If I had friends they'd call me Hard Luck Joe 
Once I had it all, now I got nowhere to go 
A cardboard box in an alley can get colder than my soul 
If  I had friends they'd call me Hard Luck Joe 
  
I don't blame my kids for sayin' that I'm dead 
'Cause the idea of a daddy died inside their heads 
When every birthday came and went
without a card or a nickel spent 
I dug my own grave years ago and crawled inside 
And noone cried 

Son thank you for the dollar, and for goodness sake 
Remember me so you don't make the same mistakes 
Take my memory everywhere, if you get time then say a prayer 
What's that you say, you didn't catch my name 
Well some things never change 
  
Oh, if I had friends they'd call me Hard Luck Joe

7287. Hard Luck Joe - Chords



Hard Luck Joe
Recorded by Johnny Duncan
Written by Bobby Goldsboro

C                                  F   Fm
I'm an empty pocket I'm a worn out shoe
             C    Am    D7              G7
I've learned everything I ever tried to do
C                   C7           F    Fm
I'm a broken bottle I'm a fallen star
           C    Dm      G7       C  G7
Doesn't anybody need an old used car
C                                        F   Fm
I never been too lucky I never heard the boss
          C        Am D7          G7
I'm not a has been    I'm-a never was
C                   C7             F    Fm
I'm a drop of water I'm a grain of sand
         C    Am Dm        G7      C
Never anybody    to lend a helpin' hand
F             Dm              Em              G7  C
Hard luck Joe you all know me I live in every town
F               Dm            Em       Dm     G7
I never seem to get a break I just get pushed around
C                                    F  Fm
I'm a burned out candle I'm a broken toy
                      C        Am D7                G7
I heard the jeers and laughter    of every girl and boy
C                  C7               F   Fm
All I am is wasted I live a life of pain
                   C    Am Dm    G7     C
Hard luck Joe they call me all I see is rain
F             Dm              Em              G7  C
Hard luck Joe you all know me I live in every town
F               Dm            Em       Dm     G7
I never seem to get a break I just get pushed around

7288. Hard Luck Stories - Chords

Hard Luck Stories 
Richard & Linda Thompson
 
G        C                        G
They say running into you is like running into trouble
    C               F
You bend my ear and I see double
C                   G                 C
You're everybody's idea of a waste of time
                           G
You still come around  cos I used to listen
    C                   F
But I run a steamship I don't run a mission
C                    G                           C    G
Don't be mistaken in thinking you're a friend of mine



 
Chorus:
      C         F            C          F
Those hard luck stories it's all I ever get from you
C         F              C                 G         C
Hard luck stories you're going to drive me out of my mind
C         F            C          F
Hard luck stories it's all I ever get from you
C         F              C                 G         C     Bb  F  C
Hard luck stories you're going to drive me out of my mind
 
Well the boss won't give you change of a penny
Everybody's got money but you haven't any
If I cared about you I'd say it was a crying shame
Your wife ran away, she left you on Sunday
She cried when she left you, she was laughing on Monday
She should have known better and never gone and changed her name
 
Chorus
 
Why don't you grow up, why don't you settle down
Why don't you get a job, why don't you leave town
Even a chicken has to do what it has to do.
You don't like one thing, you don't like another
You don't like anything that looks like bother
Everyone don't like something, and we all don't like you
 
Chorus

7289. Hard Luck Woman

Hard Luck Woman
Garth Brooks - Hard Luck Woman

If never I'd met you
I'd never have seen you cry
If not for our first "Hello"
We'd never have to say goodbye
If never I held you
My feelin's would never show
It's time I start walkin'
But there's so much you'll never know

I keep telling you hard luck woman
You ain't a hard luck woman

Rags, a sailor's only daughter
A child of the water
Too proud to be a queen

Rags, I really love you
I can't forget about you
You'll be a hard luck woman



Baby, till you find your man

Before I go let me kiss you
And wipe the tears from your eyes
I don't wanna hurt you, girl
You know I could never lie

I keep telling you a hard luck woman
You ain't a hard luck woman
You'll be a hard luck woman
Baby, till you find your man

Rags, a sailor's only daughter
A child of the water
Too proud to be a queen

Rags, I really love you
I can't forget about you
You'll be a hard luck woman
Baby, till you find your man
You'll be a hard luck woman
Baby, till you find your man

You'll be a hard luck woman
Baby, till you find your man

Hard luck woman
Hard luck woman
Hard luck woman
Hard luck woman

7290. Hard On Me

Richard Thompson - Hard on Me 

Hard on me, hard on me
Why do you grind me small?
Hard on me, hard on me
At every fence I fall

I bite my rage
I stop my breath
I shake my cage
I swim with emptiness

Hard on me, hard on me
Like they were hard on you
Hard on me, hard on me
So I can stumble too

My circuits seize
My senses jam
I don't know who to please



Trapped inside the Wicker Man

You're so hard on me
You're so hard on me
You're so hard on me

Hard on me, hard on me
Why do you grind me small?
Hard on me, hard on me
At every fence I fall

Unzip my heart
Unbraid my veins
Unstitch my wantonness
And loosen up my reins

Before I dare
Go on that hill
In dumb despair
Unfreeze my will

You're so hard on me
You're so hard on me
You're so hard on me
You're so hard on me

7291. Hard On My Heart

Hard On My Heart

It's a shame I fell in love with a knocked out beauty queen
She's hard to hold for a simple man like me
When it comes her cocktail hour it's my Miller time
I can't come up to her lifestyle and she can't come down to mine

She's hard on my heart but easy on my eyes
She cast a spell I'm in heaven's hell lord, I'm hypotized
I'm just like a sparrow flying where the eagles fly
She's hard on my heart but easy on my eyes

Her long blonde hair keeps flowing like a river wide
Sometime it's hard to stay afloat and ride
But when I put my arms around her, she makes it all worth while
She tames my restless spirit at the same time, she drives me wild

* Refrain

7292. Hard Road



Lucinda Williams - Hard Road

How long have you been hangin' around
Your eyes fixed to the cement ground
Your heart is warm, your hands are cold
You know the truth, but the story gets old
You stood on the corner for a long time
People passin' by you gave you nickels and dimes
They think you're one of the nameless
Cause you got no record and you ain't famous

[Chorus]
Oh, bill, I know how you're feelin'
Your heart's on fire and your head is reelin'
But with the spirit to guide you
And a friend beside you
You know you'll win
If you're only willin'

The sun's so hot and my heart is thumpin'
Let me buy you a beer or somethin'
You've been travellin' a hard road
Sit down, bill, lighten your load
If you need a friend, give me a call
I got your picture on my wall
From one compadre to another
I love you, bill, as I would my brother

[Chorus: x2]

7293. Hard Rock Bottom - Chords

Hard Rock Bottom

G       C       D
G       C       D
G       C       D
G       C   (D)   G

           G         D        C  
Since the day I was led to temptation
           G         D        C      
And in weakness did let your love down
           G         D        C  
I have prayed that with time and compassion
        Am  C  D
You'd come around

            G           C         D
And I keep waiting for you to forgive me
            G           C         D
You keep saying you can't even start
        G           C             G              D
And I feel like a stone you have picked up and thrown



        C           D             G
To the hard rock bottom of your heart
        C           D             G 
To the hard rock bottom of your heart

No w this home we have build is still standing

It's foundation is on solid ground

Do we roll up our sleeves and repair it

Or Burn it down

Dm                C    
We just can't block it out
Dm          C    
We got to talk it out
Dm         C                    G
Until our hearts get back in touch 
Dm                G    
Well I need your love I miss it
Dm          G                Am    C   D 
I can't go on like this it hurts too much

7294. Hard Rocking Chair

Hard Rocking Chair

Oh darling I can't stay here
Oh darling I can't stay here
For there's nothing here but a hard rocking chair
Oh darling I can't stay here

I wish I had her tied to my side
I wish I had her tied to my side
If I had her by my side
we'd run away and hide
I wish I had her tied to my side

I wish I was a birdie in the spring
I wish I was a birdie in the spring
Like a birdie in the spring
I could hear my darling sing
I wish I was a birdie in the spring

So darling you know you done me wrong
So darling you know you done me wrong
You done me wrong
I'm leaving you this song
So darling you know you done me wrong

I wish I was a little turtle dove
I wish I was a little turtle dove



Like a little turtle dove
I'd fly to the one I love
I wish I was a little turtle dove

7295. Hard Row to Hoe

Ricky Skaggs - Hard Row to Hoe

I won't need you to want me just the way I wanted you
And I feel pretty foolish when you've found somebody new
I think it's fair to warn you girl, you can't treat love that way
Love's gonna get you someday

Love's gonna get you someday
And pay you back for all the times you left it in disgrace
And when you least expect it, love will put you in your place
Love's gonna get you someday

I know mine's not the first love to be put up on the shelf
In fact it's not the first one that you put up there yourself
I'm only sorry I won't be around to see your face
Love's gonna get you someday

Love's gonna get you someday
And pay you back for all the times you left it in disgrace
And when you least expect it, love will put you in your place
Love's gonna get you someday

When I think of all the hearts that I do find to hurt
I guess it's only fair now that the tables have been turned
Speaking from experience, I think it's safe to say
Love's gonna get you someday

Love's gonna get you someday
And pay you back for all the times you left it in disgrace
And when you least expect it, love will put you in your place
Love's gonna get you someday

Love's gonna get you someday
And pay you back for all the times you left it in disgrace
And when you least expect it, love will put you in your place
Love's gonna get you someday
Love's gonna get you someday

7296. Hard Time Killin' Floor Blues

Hard Time Killin' Floor Blues
Skip James - Lucinda Williams



Hard times is here and everywhere you go
Times are harder than ever been before

You know that people, they are are driftin' from door to door
But you can't find no heaven, I don't care where they go

People, if I ever can get up off of this old hard killin' floor
Lord, I'll never get down this low no more

When you hear me singin' this old lonesome song
People, you know these hard times can last us so long

You know, you say you had money, you better be sure
Lord, these hard times gon' kill you, just drag on slow

7297. Hard Time Killing Floor Blues

Hard Time Killing Floor Blues
Larkin Poe - Hard Time Killing Floor Blues

[Verse 1]
Hard times are here and everywhere you go
Times are harder than ever been before
Ohh, oh, huh-uh-huh-ahh
Ohh, oh, huh-uh-huh-uh-huh

[Verse 2]
People are driftin' from door to door
They can't find no heaven, I don't care where they go
Ohh, oh, huh-uh-huh-ahh
Ohh, oh, huh-uh-huh-uh-huh

[Verse 3]
You say you got our money, well, you better be sure
These hard times'll kill you dead, and there ain't no cure
If I can get up off of this hard time killin' floor
Lord, I'll never get down that low no more
Ohh, oh, huh-uh-huh-ahh
Ohh, oh, huh-uh-huh-uh-huh
Ohh, oh, huh-uh-huh-ahh
Ohh, oh, huh-uh-huh-uh-huh

[Instrumental]

[Verse 4]
Hard times are here and everywhere you go
Times are harder than ever been before
These hard times'll drive you from door to door
Sing this song, I ain't gonna sing no more
Sing this song, I ain't gonna sing no more
Sing this song, I ain't gonna sing no more



7298. Hard Time Killing Floor Blues

Chris Thomas King - Hard Time Killing Floor Blues

[Verse 1]
Hard time here and everywhere you go
Times is harder than ever been before

[Verse 2]
And the people are driftin' from door to door
Can't find no heaven, I don't care where they go

[Bridge]
Mmm-hmm, mm-hm
Mmm-hmmm, mm-mm

[Verse 3]
You say you had money, you better be sure
These hard times will drive you from door to door

[Outro]
Uh-huh, uh-huh
Uh-huhh, uh-huh
Mmm-hmm, mm-hm
Mmm-hmmm, mm-hm

7299. Hard Times

Hard Times - Armchair Boogie

We're out here all alone, this big ol' world is our only home
What do you do, if you find yourself lost
You can find a friend, you can find a bucket
You can find a piece of wood and just chuck it
If you're real lucky, you can find a soul

So you look for a woman or you look for a man
Look for a dog or some sort of plan
To get out of this mess you sat yourself down in (Down in!)
Get yourself a chicken, get yourself a goat
Get yourself a river boat and go float
Then you'll find a little piece of mind

Well the hard times and deadlines pushin' me through to the good times
Got a cheap old car, empty bottle of gin
Someday I'm gonna wake up
I'm gonna fill up and sip on my cup
'Cos goddamn we gotta push on through 'til May



Well the world seems fucked, but I'm doing fine
Guess we'll all be out in a matter of time
But time ain't matter as a matter of fact, so what the hell am I gonna do with that
Yeah I wanna go fast, but I don't wanna die
I wanna go slow, oh, but baby I'll find just another way to head on down the line

Well the hard times and deadlines pushin' me through to the good times
Got a cheap old car, empty bottle of gin
Someday I'm gonna wake up
I'm gonna fill up and sip on my cup
'Cos goddamn we gotta push on through 'til May

Well the hard times and deadlines pushin' me through to the good times
Got a cheap old car, empty bottle of gin
Someday I'm gonna wake up
I'm gonna fill up and sip on my cup
'Cos goddamn we gotta push on through 'til May

7300. Hard Times

Hard Times
Desert Rose Band
Brandford-Hillman-Wildes

Hard times can't hold us down forever
Hard times are gonna fade away
Hard times we can't let them stop us darlin'
There will be a better day

Tell me you love me, these days I need you more than ever before
Don't give up on me
Nobody else could ever love you more than I do
We all need someone, someone to believe in
This life that we are sharing built on love and trust
If it takes a lifetime I will never stop my trying
To build a better life for us

Hard times can't hold us down forever
Hard times are gonna fade away
Hard times we can't let them stop us darlin'
There will be a better day
There will be a better day

High as the wild birds fly
Wild and free that's how I dream
I got to keep on dreaming
We can have what we cannot see tomorrow
On the highest mountain

On the highest mountain we can watch those wild birds fly
We can drift away, find our own blue sky
As long as you are with me I'll never stop dreaming



Hard times can't hold us down forever
Hard times are gonna fade away
Hard times we can't let them stop us darlin'
There will be a better day
There will be a better day
There will be a better day

7301. Hard Times

David Rawlings
Hard Times

[Verse 1]
There was a Camptown man, used to plow and sing
He loved that mule and the mule loved him
And when the day got long as it does about now
I'd hear him singing to his muley cow
Calling, "Come on my sweet old girl
I'd bet the whole damn world
We're gonna make it yet to the end of the row"

[Chorus]
Singing, hard times ain't gonna rule my mind
Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind, Bessie
Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind no more

[Verse 2]
Said it's a mean old world, heavy in need
That big machine is just picking up speed
They were supping on tears; they were supping on wine
We all get to heaven in our own sweet time
So come on all you Asheville boys
Turn up your old-time noise
Kick 'til the dust comes up from the cracks in the floor

[Chorus]
Singing, hard times ain't gonna rule my mind, brother
Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind
Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind no more
[Verse 3]
But the Camptown man doesn't plow no more
I seen him walking down to the cigarette store
I guess he lost that knack; he forgot that song
Woke up one morning and his mule was gone
So come on you ragtime kings
Come on you dogs and sing
Pick up the dusty old horn and give it a blow

[Chorus]
Playing hard times ain't gonna rule my mind, honey
Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind, sugar
Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind no more



7302. Hard Times

Chris Jones - Hard Times
Album: Moonstruck & No Looking Back

I look around me and, I discover
Everyone's life's in a mess
We're all looking for the perfect lover
But most of us are willing
To settle for less (in these)

Hard times for hearts that need, hard times indeed
Hard times for hearts that need, hard times indeed

I watch the girls
Watch them selves in the mirror
I guess they've got nothing better to do
In their faces a trace of the fear
Or the certainty that happiness
Is just for the few (in these)

Hard times for hearts that need, hard times indeed
Hard times for hearts that need, hard times indeed

So let them live inside their illusions
I've got something else to pull me through
You are the one who helps me lose this confusion
And gives me something
To hold onto (in these)

Hard times for hearts that need, hard times indeed
Hard times for hearts that need, hard times indeed
(Hard times for hearts that need, hard times indeed ...)

7303. Hard Times

Hard Times
Music by Carter Staniey 
Lyric By Carl Jackson & Marty Stuart
Larry Cordle & Lonesome Standard Time

Chorus
Since she's been gone I've been goin thru these hard times
Since she's been gone I've been troubled all the time
Since she's been gone I've been walkin  a fine line
'tween holdin it together and losin my mind

Tonight I'll lie awake again and listen to that lonesome wind
Tellin' me that somehow I'll get over her in time



Things seem to just keep gettin' worse Can't describe the way it hurts
To face another day without my baby by my side

Repeat Chorus

Lost my job down at the factory bossman said he couldn't see
Payin' me to sit around and worry over you
There's a stack of bills that I can't pay that's gettin' higher every day
It's sad to be a victim to the low and lonely blues

Repeat Chorus(2)

7304. Hard Times

Emmylou Harris - Hard Times (Come Again No More)

Let us pause in life's pleasures and count its many tears
While we all sup sorrow with the poor.
There's a song that will linger forever in our ears,
Oh, hard times, come again no more

'Tis the song, the sigh of the weary.
Hard times, hard times, come again no more.
Many days you have lingered all around my door.
Oh, hard times, come again no more.

While we seek mirth and beauty and music light and gay.
There are frail forms fainting at the door
Though their voices are silent, their pleading looks will say,
Oh, hard times, come again no more.

'Tis the song, the sigh of the weary.
Hard times, hard times, come again no more.
Many days you have lingered all around my door.
Oh, hard times, come again no more.

There's a pale drooping maiden who foils her life away
With a worn out heart, whose better days are o'er.
Though her voice it would be merry, 'tis sighing all the day,
Oh, hard times, come again no more.

'Tis the song, the sigh of the weary.
Hard times, hard times, come again no more.
Many days you have lingered all around my door.
Oh, hard times, come again no more.

'Tis the song, the sigh of the weary.
Hard times, hard times, come again no more.
Many days you have lingered all around my door.
Oh, hard times, come again no more



7305. Hard Times

Hard Times - The Grascals
Osborne Brothers

My boss thinks that I'm his tool and I guess that he is right
Uses me like the shovel in my hand
But if this shovel was as strong, it would'nt hold a doughnut nut
I guess that's why that I'm important to that man

Hard times, hard times
Knockin', knockin', knockin', knockin' on my door
Hard times, hard times
But I don't care very much anymore
Hard times, hard times

I think I'd give anything if I didn't have to work
I get so tired that I just can't take a breath
But I'm smart enough to know that I'm not so very smart
If I don't work I guess I'll drink myself to death

Hard times, hard times
Knockin', knockin', knockin', knockin' on my door
Hard times, hard times
But I don't care very much anymore
Hard times, hard times

Now once I whiled my hours thinking deep and simple thoughts
Thirsting for a way to be a great big man
But all my thirsting for these things, I have now learned how to quench
With a drink of water from an old tin can

Hard times, hard times
Knockin', knockin', knockin', knockin' on my door
Hard times, hard times
But I don't care very much anymore
Hard times, hard times

Hard times, hard times
Knockin', knockin', knockin', knockin' on my door
Hard times, hard times
But I don't care very much anymore
Hard times, hard times, hard times

7306. Hard Times

Tyler Childers 
Hard Times



I bought a house at the mouth of the holler
A ring at the pawn shop, and a crib for the kid
I heard some word there was work up in Hindman
I'm going tomorrow and hope that there is

My sweat and my wages they don't seem to weight out
I'm gettin' more aches than I'm gainin' in gold
Whoever said you could raise you a family
Just a'workin' your ass off knee deep in coal?

Well the sign at the church says I'll reap what I'm sowin'
But I ain't lost sleep, it'll come in due time
If the Lord wants to take me I'm here for the taking
'Cause hell's probably better than tryin' to get by

You can see me on the front page
It'll be out tomorrow
A boy in his 20's, shot down in his prime

For trying to hold up the Texaco station
They'll say I was desperate
They're probably right

I bought a house at the mouth of the holler
A ring at the pawn shop, and a crib for the kid
I heard some word there was work up in Hindman
I'm going tomorrow and hope that there is

7307. Hard Times Come Again No More

Hard Times Come Again No More
Nanci Griffith

Let us pause in life's pleasures and count the many tears
While we all sup sorrow with the poor
There's a song that will linger forever in our ears
Oh, hard times come again no more

   It's a song a sigh of the weary
   Hard times hard times come again no more
   Many days you have lingered around my cabin door
   Oh hard times come again no more

Though we seek mirth and beauty and music bright and gay
They are frail forms a-waiting by our door
Though their voices are silent, their pleading seems to say
Oh, hard times come again no more

It's a sigh that is wafted across the lowly plains
It's a wail that is heard upon the shore
It's a dirge that is murmured across the lonely grave
Oh hard times come again no more



7308. Hard Times Come Again No More

Hard Times Come Again No More
Nanci Griffith

Let us pause in life's pleasures and count the many tears
While we all sup sorrow with the poor
There's a song that will linger forever in our ears
Oh, hard times come again no more

   It's a song a sigh of the weary
   Hard times hard times come again no more
   Many days you have lingered around my cabin door
   Oh hard times come again no more

Though we seek mirth and beauty and music bright and gay
They are frail forms a-waiting by our door
Though their voices are silent, their pleading seems to say
Oh, hard times come again no more

It's a sigh that is wafted across the lowly plains
It's a wail that is heard upon the shore
It's a dirge that is murmured across the lonely grave
Oh hard times come again no more

7309. Hard Times Come And Go - Chords

Hard Times Come And Go 
Pokey LaFarge
 
Intro/Outro:
A Gm A Dm X1
 
Dm Gm A7 Dm  X4
Whoooooaaaaa
 
Verse:
Dm
We were brothers, just like Kane and Abel.
      Gm            A7          Dm
Hard times come and go so we're told.
Dm
You took my money, left the pennies on the table.
      Gm            A7          Dm
Hard times come and go so we're told.
 
 
Chorus:
          Gm                     A7



They're a snake in the grass, an owl in the trees,
             Dm                                 Gm
and they'll swoop down upon you, and bring you down to your knees.
    A7                      Dm              Gm    A7         Dm
I recall these words I was told. Hard times come, hard times go.
Dm                                  Gm
But now they're harder than they've ever been before,
             A7                        Dm
and I don't know if I can take them anymore.
 
Dm Gm A7 Dm (Strum quickly)
 
Verse Two:
We were partners, just like Bonnie and Clyde.
Hard times come and go so we're told.
But I turned around, and you was not by my side.
Hard times come and go so we're told.
 
Chorus, Intro Chords, Solo (good luck with that),
Kazoo Verse, Kazoo Chorus, Chorus, Outro

7310. Hard Times, Pass Me By

Hard Times, Pass Me By
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
All you good time rounders you got nothing else to lose
Wasting all your money on women and on booze
There's hard times coming, I can't get you on the phone
If you heard the news I sent, you'd put that bottle down

[CH]
Hard times, hard times, pass me on by
I'll could be a better man just gimme time to try
I've had my share of trouble, more than I could say
Hard times, hard times, stay away from me

[Verse]
Everything I did last night is waiting at the door
Meeting in the morning, come to settle up the score
The bottle is a short road that ends with a hole
In the bottom of that hole is where my troubles ought to go

[CH]

[Verse]
Everybody already knows you can buy fancy clothes
But a new suit can't hide when you're troubled inside
I've never been so drunk/ that I could lose these blues/
If I could put em in a trunk/ I'd mail them back to you
[CH]



7311. Hard To Be A Husband To Be A Wife

Brad Paisley - Hard To Be A Husband To Be A Wife 

You wouldn't believe the number of times I've heard somebody say
How come some guy, some handsome prince, hasn't swept you away
But I take off on that tour bus, a different city every night
And doing what I love to do makes it hard to be a wife
You wouldn't believe the number of times I've been asked that myself
Folks can't understand why a heart like mine is still on the shelf
But I'm married to my music and I have been most my life
That makes it hard to be a husband
It makes it hard to be a wife
Cause I'd rather play the Grand Ole Opry
Than go out to dinner and a movie
Right now I'm not thinkin' bout a family of my own
Cause the band's on stage and I'm late for my show
There's folks who think my life is lacking
Cause my time at home is usually spent packing
You might assume that I don't' have a clue what love's about
Oh, but I know love
Of that I have no doubt
Cause you wouldn't believe the way it feels to hear somebody say
Your song sure means a lot to me
It got me through a real tough day
And if hearing words like that means giving up my social life
Then I've got all the friends I need on that front row
And I've got all the friends I need on that back row
And we can't see those folks unless we're never home
And that makes it hard to be a wife
And hard to be a husband
And hard to be a wife

7312. Hard To Handle

Joe Diffie - Hard To Handle

Baby, here I am, I'm the man on the scene
I can give you what you want but you got to come home with me
I have got some good old loving and I got some more in store
When I get to throwing it on you, you got to come back for more
Toys and things, they come by the dozen
That ain't nothing but drug store loving
Hey, little thing, let me light your candle
'Cause mama, I'm sure hard to handle now, get around
Yeah, I'm hard to handle now
Action speaks louder than words and I'm a man of great experience
I know you got another man but I can love you better than him
Take my hand, don't be afraid, I'm gonna prove every word I say



I'm advertising love for free, so you place your ad with me
Won't you come along and dine by the dozen?
That ain't nothing but ten cent loving
Hey, little thing, let me light your candle
'Cause mama, I'm sure hard to handle now, get around
Yeah, I'm hard to handle now, oh baby
Baby, here I am, I'm the man on your scene
I can give you what you want but you got to come home with me
I have got some good old loving but I got some more in store
When I get to throwing it on you, you got to come back for more

7313. Hard To Let Go

Hard To Let Go - Kathy Kallick

The passing of time
Death and loss of what was mine
The thing about change, there's no reason or rhyme
If change don't kill you you're bound to be fine
CHORUS:
It's hard to let go, hard to let go
Hard to let go of the past
Old photos in a book
Time for just one more look
Those group shots in plain frames
Faces with long forgotten names
It's hard to let go, hard to let go
Hard to let go of the past
It's hard to let go when you're holding fast
Hard to let go of the past
An old stand of oak
With brnaches burnt and bent and broke
I'm looking out through the green new growth
With hands and heart and eyes wide open
CHORUS

7314. Hard To Love - Chords

Hard To Love
Old Crow Medicin Show

            A
Well, it's hard to love and not be loved
A                           D
It's hard to please your mind
 A
When you've broken the heart of many a poor boy
E                              A
But you'll never break this heart of mine



A
Can't you see that lonesome ship that sails
                            D
That sails from shore to shore
A
If I was on that lonesome ship
A    E           A
I'd sail away no more

7315. Hard To Tell

Hard To Tell
Old Crow Medicine Show - Hard To Tell
David Rawlings

Now the way things look around this town
Better find a pretty woman before the sun goes down
If you need a place to lay your head
Find a pretty little woman in a pretty big bed

You make like a fool, you stumble around
Better find you a woman before you buy another round
In like a lamb and out like a lion
One minute your laughin' the next you're cryin'

Chorus:
Its hard to tell, hard to tell
You gotta get a woman its hard to tell
Can't be sure, can't be sure
Is she gonna be your pretty little girl?
Your pretty little girl

Better cut your hair, comb that mop
Shine them shoes, wear tails and top
Trim that 'stache, don't be slow
You gonna need it where you got to go

Hit that trail ride that roan
and buck that limb when you get her back home
Buckle up boys don't think twice
and love that woman with all your might

(Chorus)

Now she don't call and she don't write
You're home with your mother every Saturday night
You see her on the town, she don't see you
You oughta quit courtin' and take up booze

You gotta make it look like a big for-tune,
got Callico shorts and alligator shoes
There ain't no woman gonna waste her time,



waiting for a poor boy to drag her down

(Chorus)

7316. Hard Travelin

Mandolin Orange - Hard Travelin

Way down on Music Row, is there anyone who knows
Who might lend a helping hand
Cuz I could stand a better show
Hard traveling down the road
I'm feeling bad boys, I'm feeling low

Well night after night, show after show
So many kind faces, will never know
Hard traveling down the road
I'm feeling bad boys, I'm feeling low

Over by the window, laying on the couch
I'll toss and turn, a stranger in someone else's house
Hard traveling down the road
I'm feeling bad boys, I'm feeling low

Well that whiskey'll never hold you like a dead girl can
When the nights get lonely it can be your only friend
Hard traveling down the road
I'm feeling bad boys, I'm feeling low
I'm feeling bad boys, I'm feeling low

7317. Hard Travelin'

Hard Travelin' - Flatt And Scruggs (Hard Traveling)

I've been a havin' some hard travelin' I thought you know
I've been a havin' some hard travelin' way down the road
I've been a havin' some hard travelin' hard ramblin' hard gamblin'
I've been a havin' some hard travelin' Lord
Well I've been a ridin' them fast rattlers I thought you know
I've been a ridin' them blind passengers way down the road
I've been a ridin' them dead ends and flat wheelers kickin' up cinders
I've been a havin' some hard travelin' Lord

[ banjo - dobro ]

Well I've been a layin' in a hard rock jeil I thought you know
I've been a layin' there ninety days way down the road
Mean old judge said to me it's ninety days for vagrancy
I've been a havin' some hard travelin' Lord



I've been a workin' at Pittsburgh Steel I thought you know
I've been a dumpin' that red hot slag way down the road
I've been a blastin' I've been firin' I've been a pourin' that red hot iron
I've been a havin' some hard travelin' Lord

[ banjo - fiddle ]

I've been a hittin' some hard harvest and I thought you know
North Dakota to Kansas City way down the road
Cuttin' that wheat stackin' that hay tryin' to make about a dollar a day
I've been a havin' some hard travelin' Lord
I've been a workin' on Lincoln Highway I thought you know
I've been a hitchin' on 66 way down the road
Heavy load and worried mind lookin' for woman that's hard to find
I've been a havin' some hard travelin' Lord

7318. Hard Worker

Hard Worker
The Avett Brothers

I'm a hard hard worker everyday
I'm a hard hard worker, I'm workin' everyday
I'm a hard hard worker, and I'm savin' all my pay
If I ever get some money put away
I'm gonna take it all out to celebrate
I'm a hard hard worker everyday

Well, I woke up early this morn'
And I woke up early this morn', morn', morn'
Yeah I woke up early this morn'
And I got up early to sing
And I got up early to sing
I got up early to sing
Cause I'm a hard hard worker, I'm workin' everyday
I'm a hard hard worker, and I'm savin' all my pay
If I ever get some money put away
I'm going to take it all out to celebrate
I'm a hard hard worker everyday

Well, I give my thanks to the lord
And I give my thanks to the lord, lord, lord
Lord please give me some more
And I got way down on my knees
Sayin' "Lord can ya' help me if ya' please, please, please
Can ya' save me from this workin' man's disease???

Load in
Load out
Get down
Get out
Drive home
Too late



My mind stays crooked
And my back stays straight
I'm a hard hard worker everyday
I'm a hard hard worker and I'm savin' all my pay
If I ever get some money put away
I'm going to take it all out to celebrate
I'm a hard hard worker everyday
I'm a hard hard worker everyday
I'm a hard hard worker everyday

7319. Hard Working Man

Marty Stuart - Hard Working Man

What will become of the working man, With honest sweat on his brow
Is the nation that raised him to build it, gonna turn its back on him now
Take away his pride and dignity, give his job to some foreign land
Here's a question that needs a straight answer
What will become of the hard working man

In better times in old America, we sang the Working Man Blues with such pride
Many who worked 40 hours week after week have been let go, pushed off to the side
And I'll tell ya, nothing is sadder, than the soul of a hard working man
With no means to help out his family, and nothing to do with his hands

What will become of the working man. With honest sweat on his brow
Is the nation that raised him to build it, gonna turn its back on him now
Take away his pride and dignity, give his job to some foreign land
Here's a question that needs to be answered,
What will become of the hard working man

Here's a question that needs to be answered
What will become of the hard working man.

7320. Hard Year Blues

Tim O'Brien - Hard Year Blues

I tried to tell you that we'd make it through somehow 
You wouldn't listen and I wouldn't blame you now 
I ain't got money but I sure got bills to pay 
I roll my cigarettes a little smaller every day 

Chorus: 
It's been a long hard year 
That wouldnt be so bad 
Darlin, if I only had you near 

My kids need new shoes 



But I ain't no money machine 
All my overtime is gone for gasoline 
On a car that's running down 
Getting me to work in town 
Meanwhile you're running around 
My heart is wearing a frown 

Chorus 

I read the news in the papers everday 
Hard times a comin and I guess they're here to stay 
I ain't got money I've just got some bills to pay 
I roll my cigarettes a little smaller everyday 

Chorus 

If I had you near

7321. Hard-Core Troubadour

Steve Earle - Hard-Core Troubadour

[Verse]
Girl, don't bother in locking door
He's out there hollering
"Darling, don't you love me no more?"
You always let him in before now, didn't you?
He's just singing the same old song that he always sang before
He's the last of the hard-core troubadours

[Verse]
Now girl, better figure out which is which
Wherefore art thou Romeo, you son of a bitch?
You'd just as soon fight as switch now, wouldn't you?
He's come to make love on your satin sheets
Wake up on your living room floor
He's the last of the hard-core troubadours

[Chorus]
And now he's the last of the all night do right
Stand beneath your window till daylight
He's the last of the hard-core troubadours
Baby, what you waiting for?

[Verse]
Girl, figure out what you're gonna do
When he moves on again and he leaves you alone and blue
But you knew he is just passing through now, didn't you?
And now you can't just say this is the last time, baby
Like you always did before
He's the last of the hard-core troubadours



7322. Hard-core Troubadour - Chords

Hard-core Troubadour
Steve Earl - Hard-core Troubadour
Album: I Feel Alright

Intro:
/----------------------/
/---3-3-3--5-3-1--3----/
/---4-4-4--5-4-2--4----/
/----------------------/
/----------------------/
/----------------------/

Bridge 1:
/---------------/   
/---0-1-3-1-0---/
/---0-2-4-2-0---/      Em D
/---------------/     
/---------------/
/---------------/

Intro/Bridge 2:

  G    C    G    Em D

Verse 1:
 G                C          D                        
   
Girl, well it's too late to lock your door
G                           C                 D       
  G        
He's out there hollerin', "Darlin, don't you love me
no more"
            C      D               G              Em D
You always let him in before, now didn't ya'   
C                      D                    G         
    C        
He's just singing the same old song that he always
sang before
C                     D                        
He's the last of the hard-core troubadours

G+BRIDGE (2X)

Verse 2:
 G            C           D                  
Girl, better figure out which is which
G                   C         D        G           
Wherefore art thou Romeo you son of a b**ch
       C            D         G                       
   Em D   
You'd just as soon fight as switch, now wouldn't ya'  



  
C                    D                          G     
                  C    
He come to make love on your satin sheets, wake up on
your living room floor
C                     D                         
He's the last of the hard-core troubadours

G+BRIDGE (2X)

Chorus 1:
C                    D                       
He's the last of the all-night, do-right, 
G                   C                         
stand beneath your window 'til daylight,
C                     D               Em          
He's the last of the hard-core troubadours
D                                      
Tell me what you're waitin' for

Guitar Solo:
/----------------------------------------------/
/------6-6-6-6-5-3-5-3-0-0-0-1-6-6-6-6-5-3-5---/
/------0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0---/     
Em D
/------0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0---/    
/----------------------------------------------/
/----------------------------------------------/

Verse 3:
G             C               D                       
        
Girl, better figure out what you're gonna do
G                   C           D          G          
         
When he moves off again and he leaves you lonely and
blue
     C              D                                
Em D
You knew he's just passin' through, now didn't ya'   
C                                    D                
      G             C
You can just tell yourself it's the last time baby,
like you always did before
C                     D                         
He's the last of the hard-core troubadours

G+Bridge (2X)

Ending:
         /---------------/   
         /---0-1-3-1-0---/
    G    /---0-2-4-2-0---/       G
         /---------------/     
         /---------------/
         /---------------/



7323. Harder Before It Gets Easier - Chords

Harder Before It Gets Easier 
The David Wax Museum
 
[Intro]
C D G G D D G G x2
 
[Verse]
C            D       G       D              G
You've been sobbing so hard you can barely breathe
C            D       G       D              G
You've been sobbing so hard you can barely breathe
C            D       G                    D              G
You've been stitching your heart on the outside of your sleeve
C            D       G                    D              G
You've been stitching your heart on the outside of your sleeve
Em                 B             C            G
You've been wrung out and then doused with grief
Em                 B        C              G
In the ocean of time this moment will be brief
         D
Will be brief
 
[Chorus]
G  D  G         D7         G     D               G     D7
Oh I know it's gonna get harder before it gets easier
G  D  G         D7         G     D                 G       D7
Oh I know it's going to get harder before it gets eaaaasiiier
G              D7             G
Knock, knock, fate was at the door
G              D7             G
Knock, knock, too loud to ignore
G              D7             G
Knock, knock, we were unprepared
G              D7             G     D      G
Knock, knock, fate it does not caaaaaaaaaare
 
Vamp: G
 
[Verse]
C       D   G            D            G
Muddled position of our hearts will shift
C        D      G   D         G
Position of our hearts will shift
C        D     G         D          G
Someday this burden of loving will lift
      C     D   G   D         G
This burden of lo-ving will lift
          Em                           B          C           G
And the difference between wrong and right will close like a fist
     Em            B        C            G
But now judgments passed on us will be swift



            D
Just like this
 
[Chorus]
G  D  G         D7         G     D               G     D7
Oh I know it's gonna get harder before it gets easier
G  D  G         D7         G     D                 G       D7
Oh I know it's going to get harder before it gets eaaaasiiier
G              D7             G
Knock, knock, fate was at the door
G              D7             G
Knock, knock, too loud to ignore
G              D7             G
Knock, knock, we were unprepared
G              D7             G     D      G
Knock, knock, fate it does not caaaaaaaaaare
 
[Solo]
C D G G D D G G x4
 
[Bridge]
 (percussion only)
A baby is born in a mud hut
 
A baby is born in a mud hut
 
With a worm fastened to his gut
 
With a worm fastened to his gut
     Em                B           C            G
Yes, most doors open briefly and then they are shut
     Em         B         C               G
The circle of life is a wheel that gets stuck
      D
In a rut
 
[Outro]
 (a capella)                                          D7
Oh I know it's gonna get harder before it gets easier
G  D  G         D7         G     D                 G       D7
Oh I know it's going to get harder before it gets eaaaasiiier
G              D7             G
Knock, knock, fate was at the door
G              D7             G
Knock, knock, too loud to ignore
G              D7             G
Knock, knock, we were unprepared
G              D7               G
Knock, knock, fate it does not care
G              D7             G
Knock, knock, fate was at the door
G              D7             G
Knock, knock, too loud to ignore
G              D7             G
Knock, knock, we were unprepared
G              D7             G     D      G
Knock, knock, fate it does not caaaaaaaaaare



G     D      G
Caaaaaaaaaare
(a capella)
Caaaaaaaaaare

7324. Harder I Fall

Harder I Fall 
Cherryholmes

I can see your shadow running right ahead of me 
And I reach out my hand 
You were gone 
But your voice is still an echo in my head 
And I reach out again  
 
CHORUS :  
I will travel this road to the end 
Pushing ahead 'til I see you again 
I'll follow your beckoning call 
The farther I go, the harder I fall 

I feel your presence caress me like the wind  
Blowing gently off the sea 
It's a dream, you seem to be just always out of sight 
You leave me behind 
 
I can see 
By the way that your heart teases me 
That I will always mean nothing 
Yet I go forever in search of 
Whatever you might have for me

7325. Harlan County

Marty Stuart - Harlan County

Way down in Harlan County
On a cold and lonesome night
A tormented man with a gun in his hand
Went searching for his wife

When he found her in another's arms
She began to scream and cry
As he put the gun to his own head
Said,"It's time for me to die"

Her lover begged forgiveness
From that woman's man



I swear to you she never wore
A ring upon her hand

Her husband took a letter
From his canvas overcoat
Then before their eyes he killed himself
And here is what he wrote

7326. Harlan Man

Del McCoury - Harlan Man
Steve Earle

I'm a Harlan Man 
Went down in the mine when I was barely grown 
It was easy then 
Cause I didn't know what I know now 

But I'm a family man 
And it's the only life that I've ever known 
But I'm a Harlan Man 
Just as long as my luck and lungs hold out 

I'm a mountain man 
Born in east Kentucky and here I'll stay 
And if it's the good Lord's plan 
I'll wake up in the mornin' and find 

I'm lookin' at the end 
Of another long week and I can draw my pay 
Cause I'm a Harlan Man 
Never catch me whinin' cause I ain't that kind 

I'm a union man 
Just like my daddy and all my kin 
I took a union stand 
No matter what the company said 

I got me two good hands 
And just as long as I'm able I won't give in 
Cause I'm a Harlan Man 
A coal minin' mother til the day I'm dead

7327. Harlan Road

Tyler Childers - Harlan Road

[Verse 1]
Funny how she calls tonight



I need her more than ever
I've been down in low cotton
As lonesome as can be
And I think about her often, boys
And even when I'm sober
I read over the love notes
The ones she wrote for me

[Pre-Chorus]
And if she want one night
Well that'd be just fine, well

[Chorus]
Somebody fetch my walkin' cane
I'm gonna get my baby
I'm gonna run to meet her
'Neath the shadow of the pines
She's gonna hop that coal train
She'll get off on Harlan Road
Love me 'til the morning comes
And leave me like a dream

[Verse 2]
And I'd run to her through tobacco fields
And over 'cross the clover
I'd wade a mile of briar patch, boys
Just to touch her skin
And I reckon I'm the foolish kind
To beckon to her callin'
But I can't seem to help myself
Let that woman win

[Pre-Chorus]
And if she wants one night
I'm gonna get what's mine, well

[Chorus]
Somebody fetch my walkin' cane
I'm gonna get my baby
I'm gonna run to meet her
'Neath the shadow of the pines
She's gonna hop that coal train
She'll get off on Harlan Road
Love me 'til the morning comes
And leave me like a dream

[Bridge]
Buddy, all I know
Is I can't win for losing
Either lay here in this lonely room
Or let her have her way
Buddy, all I need
Is one night where she don't leave
And this one just might be the night
She decides to stay

[Chorus]



Somebody fetch my walkin' cane
I'm gonna get my baby
I'm gonna run to meet her
'Neath the shadow of the pines
She's gonna hop that coal train
She'll get off on Harlan Road
Love me 'til the morning comes
And leave me like a dream
Love me 'til the morning comes

7328. Harlem River Blues

Steve Earle - Harlem River Blues

[Chorus]
Lord, I'm going uptown
To the Harlem River to drown
Dirty water gonna cover me over
And I'm not gonna make a sound

[Verse 1]
I'm on a roll, mama, I gotta go
Gotta get there while I still can
Troubled days are behind me now
And I know they're gonna let me in

[Verse 2]
When you see me walking up the FDR drive
With a-singing and a-clapping my hands
Tell my mama I love her, tell my daddy I tried
Give my money to my baby to spend

[Chorus]
'Cause Lord, I'm going uptown
To the Harlem River to drown
Dirty water gonna cover me over
And I'm not gonna make a sound

[Verse 3]
Good times come and they go
Even a good man'll break
HR'll let his troubles bury him whole
Even though he knows what's at stake

[Verse 4]
So I'm taking no chances
Carrying over while I'm still good in His grace
And I'm no fool, mama, I know the difference
Between tempting and choosing my fate

[Chorus]
So Lord, I'm going uptown
To the Harlem River to drown



Dirty water gonna cover me over
And I'm not gonna make a sound

7329. Harley

Kathy Mattea - Harley

There was a motorcycle mama and her man
With a wind-burnt tan and a Harley
Roarin' through Bakersfield when her water broke
They pulled into a hospital and for a little joke
They named him Harley
They bought a sidecar and
A small bandana band
And they loved their Harley

Slidin' sideways up the coast cruisin' Highway One
The sidecar came undone... No one noticed
Thrashing through a golden meadow
It came to rest right where a farmer's wife cried
"Jesus Christ has answered all our prayers"
And they named him Harley
Because of a tatoo
That claimed his name was true
And they loved their Harley

He was raised upon a farm
Cradled in the arms
Of Beulah and Barney
But then at a restless age
They unlocked his cage
And he became a carney

There was a motorcycle daredevil deluxe
Jumpin' fifty trucks at the fairgrounds
A middle-aged hippie couple way up in the stands
Heard the crowd chanting loud
The name of this young man
And they called him Harley
And that hippie couple smiled
Could this be their long-lost child
So they met Harley
Convinced him of the news
When they compared tatoos
And they loved their Harley

7330. Harmonica Talk



Jerry Jeff Walker - Harmonica Talk

This song is called harmonica talk
Pick up your soul, let your rhythm rock
First you roll left, then you roll right
Watching them blues jumping out of sight
When I wrote this song it was one of them days
One of them days that never pays
Looked about the house, looked upside down
My old guitar could not be found
So I grabbed my harp and played my best
Saw them blues jump away from my chest
This song is called harmonica talk
Pick up your soul, let your rhythm rock
First you roll left, then you roll right
Watching them blues jumping out of sight

7331. Harmonize

Harmonize - Rising Appalachia
 
Tell me what makes you weary
Tell me what lights up your eyes
I'll meet you there in the middle
We'll lay down and harmonize
 
Tell me what makes you peaceful
Tell me what you fantasize
I'm taking notes in the moonlight
We'll lay down and harmonize
  
I'm Awake For, I'm Awake for you
I'm Awake For, I'm Awake for you 
I'm Awake For, I'm Awake for you
I'm Awake For, I'm Awake for you
 
Tell me what keeps you honest
Tell me what keeps you inspired
I'll always come in the morning
We'll lay down and harmonize
 
Tell me what moves you ready
Tell me what moves your insides
I'll bring the soul bring the steady
We'll lay down and harmonize
 
We'll lay down and harmonize
I'm Awake for, I'm Awake for You
I'm Awake for, I'm Awake for You
I'm Awake for, I'm Awake for You
I'm Awake for, I'm Awake for You



7332. Harmony

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Harmony
Composer: Bob Carpenter - Jeff Hanna

Long ago the brothers fought
But still the tears are shed
So here we stand no wiser than before
Still the hunter rules the hearts of men

Whether I'm right or I'm wrong
Too weak or strong
Sure seems plain to me
Too young or old
Too shy or bold
We all need help
Just to move the stone

Those special favors to light the road
Songbird when you comin' home
On the highway the going's tough
It's harmony that splits the dark

How long (Sha-la-la-la-la-lala)
Sing it sweet need the harmony
Brother it's taken too long
(Sha-la-la-la-la-lala)
What makes it shine is the harmony

If I'm right or I'm wrong
Too weak or strong
Whether I flop or I steal the show
If we sink or we swim
We lose or win
What's yours and mine is the harmony

Those special favors you're on your own
Songbird when you comin' home
On the highway the going's rough
It's harmony that splits the dark

How long (Sha-la-la-la-la-lala)
Sing it sweet need the harmony
Brother it's taken too long
(Sha-la-la-la-la-lala)
What makes it shine is the harmony

It's the harmony
Sweet harmony
What makes it shine is the harmony
It's the harmony
(Sha-la-la-la-la-lala)
Swee-e-e-e-e-et harmony



Harmony
It's taken too long (Sha-la-la-la-la-lala)
What makes it shine is the harmony
It's the harmony (Sha-la-la-la-la-lala)
Harmony
Swee-e-e-e-e-et harmony

7333. Harold's Super Service

Harold's Super Service

All aboard America here comes the freedom train
All aboard America here comes the freedom train

The freedom train is rolling down two hundred years of track
Two hundred years of glory never to turn back
The train is called America your ticket is a dream
That left the torture of freedom for all the world to see
She left the station in Lexington in 1776
And rode to Philadelphia where the liberty bell was fixed
George Washington was the engineer, John Adams shovelled coal
And Franklin punched the tickets, Tom Jefferson added soul
All aboard America here comes the freedom train

She rode to New Orleans the battle of 1812
With old Hickory at the throttle she drove the British out
The freedom train's a fine train the toppest of the world it seemed
Her whistle blows for liberty with a mighty head of steam
Wheels of fortune sweaty Pittsburgh rolled across the Mississippi'
From Texas to Missouri to one real exciting trip
Then bang of track was broken smashed by a cannonball
That blew in great divided will the nation stand or fall
All aboard America here comes the freedom train

There's much more to this story like Wilson and Roosevelt
They left the train to Truman who stoked it mighty well
Then old Dwight D Eisenhower or LBJ we sing
Two brothers know as Kennedy and Martin Luther King
And still the train rolls forward over history's rugged trail
Straightin' by the journey and the land beneath her rail
And you and I roll along and stoke the freedom fire
For we tand to all Americans hold old honor can't be hired
All aboard America here comes the freedom train

7334. Harold's Super Service - Chords

Harold's Super Service
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Robert Wayne Edrington



G
Now me I work at Harold's Super Service
                                 D7
We specialize in service all the way
            G                          C
And there's only one thing that really bugs me
     D7                                     G
This big ol' boy in his stripped down model A

At Harold's Super Service we do grease jobs
                                   D7
We fix thirty or forty flats every day
    G                               C
And just about the time we get real busy
     D7                                        G
Here comes that guy in his stripped down model A

He said gimme fifty cents worth of regular 
                              D7
Check my oil too if you don't mind
         G                        C
Put some air in my tire won't you mister
D7                               G
Check my windows too if you have time

Last night I dreamed I died and went to heaven
                                    D7
To that mighty Super Service in the sky
      G                        C
I was satisfied of pumping gas forever
        D7                         G
For the angels in the sweet by and by

Now the pearly gates was just around the corner
                                      D7
I could see the new ones coming every day
          G                              C
Now I was changing plugs on Moses' magic carpet
        D7                                       G
When up through the clouds there came this model A
 

He said gimme fifty cents worth of regular 
                              D7
Check my oil too if you don't mind
         G                        C
Put some air in my tire won't you mister
D7                              G
Wash my windows too if you have time

7335. Harper Valley P.T.A.



Harper Valley P.T.A. - Tom T Hall

I want to tell you all a story 'bout a Harper Valley widowed wife
Who had a teenage daughter who attended Harper Valley Junior High
Well her daughter came home one afternoon and didn't even stop to play
She said, "Mom, I got a note here from the Harper Valley P.T.A."

The note said, "Mrs. Johnson, you're wearing your dresses way too high
It's reported you've been drinking and a-runnin' 'round with men and going wild
And we don't believe you ought to be bringing up your little girl this way"
It was signed by the secretary, Harper Valley P.T.A.

Well, it happened that the P.T.A. was gonna meet that very afternoon
They were sure surprised when Mrs. Johnson wore her mini-skirt into the room
And as she walked up to the blackboard, I still recall the words she had to say
She said, "I'd like to address this meeting of the Harper Valley P.T.A."

Well, there's Bobby Taylor sittin' there and seven times he's asked me for a date
Mrs. Taylor sure seems to use a lot of ice whenever he's away
And Mr. Baker, can you tell us why your secretary had to leave this town?
And shouldn't widow Jones be told to keep her window shades all pulled completely down?

Well, Mr. Harper couldn't be here 'cause he stayed too long at Kelly's Bar again
And if you smell Shirley Thompson's breath, you'll find she's had a little nip of gin
Then you have the nerve to tell me you think that as a mother I'm not fit
Well, this is just a little Peyton Place and you're all Harper Valley hypocrites

No I wouldn't put you on because it really did, it happened just this way
The day my Mama socked it to the Harper Valley P.T.A.
The day my Mama socked it to the Harper Valley P.T.A.

7336. Harper Valley P.T.A. - Chords

Harper Valley P.T.A. 
Recorded by Jeannie C. Riley
Written by Tom T. Hall

G
I wanna tell you all a story 'bout a Harper Valley widowed wife
          C
Who had a teenage daughter who attended Harper Valley Junior High
         G
Well her daughter came home one afternoon and didn't even stop to play
         C                              D7                G
She said mom I got a note here from the Harper Valley P.T.A.

     
The note said Misses Johnson you're wearing your dresses way too high
     C
It's reported you've been drinking 

And a running round with men and going wild
       G
And we don't believe you ought to be a bringing up 



Your little girl this way
       C                       D7                G
It was signed by the secretary Harper Valley P.T.A. 

           
Well it happened that the P.T.A. was gonna meet that very afternoon
          C
They were sure surprised when Misses Johnson 

Wore her miniskirt into the room
           G
And as she walked up to the blackboard 

I can still recall the words she had to say
             C                                   D7                G
She said I'd like to address this meeting of the Harper Valley P.T.A.  

Well there's Bobby Taylor sitting there 

And seven times he's asked me for a date
       C
Misses Taylor sure seems to use a lot of ice whenever he's away
           G
And Mister Baker can you tell us why your 

Secretary had to leave this town
              C
And shouldn't widow Jones be told to keep 
    D7                                  G
Her window shades all pulled completely down
 
      
Well Mister Harper couldn't be here 

Cause he stayed to long at Kelly's Bar again
           C
And if you smell Shirley Thompson's breath 

You'll find she's had a little nip of gin
         G
Then you have the nerve to tell me you think 

That as a mother I'm not fit
             C
Well this is just a little Peyton Place 
    D7                           G
And you're all Harper Valley hypocrites  

  
No I wouldn't put you on because 

It really did it happened just this way
           C                     D7                G
The day my Mama socked it to the Harper Valley P.T.A.  
           C                     D7                G
The day my Mama socked it to the Harper Valley P.T.A.



7337. Harvest

Harvest
Neil Young

Did I see you down in a young girl's town
With your mother in so much pain?
I was almost there at the top of the stairs
With her screamin' in the rain.

Chorus:
Did she wake you up to tell you that
It was only a change of plan?
Dream up, dream up, let me fill your cup
With the promise of a man.

Did I see you walking with the boys
Though it was not hand in hand?
And was some black face in a lonely place
When you could understand?

Chorus

Well I see you give more than I can take?
Will I only harvest some?
As the days fly past will we lose our grasp
Or fuse it in the sun?

Chorus

Dream up, dream up, let me fill your cup
With the promise of a man.

7338. Harvest Moon

Harvest Moon
Neil Young
AJ Lee & Blue Summit

Come a little bit closer
Hear what I have to say
Just like children sleepin'
We could dream this night away

But there's a full moon risin'
Let's go dancin' in the light
We know where the music's playin'
Let's go out and feel the night



Because I'm still in love with you
I want to see you dance again
Because I'm still in love with you
On this harvest moon

When we were strangers
I watched you from afar
When we were lovers
I loved you with all my heart

But now it's gettin' late
And the moon is climbin' high
I want to celebrate
See it shinin' in your eye

Because I'm still in love with you
I want to see you dance again
Because I'm still in love with you
On this harvest moon

Because I'm still in love with you
I want to see you dance again
Because I'm still in love with you
On this harvest moon

7339. Harvest Moon Wedding

Harvest Moon Wedding (Larry W. Jones 01/02/2007) 

It was a harvest moon wedding
That we saw when September played its tune
At that harvest moon wedding
Was when I fell in love with you
We could feel love that was spreading
So we made our plans right then
It would be a harvest moon wedding
When September played its tune again
I could hardly wait for September
But when it finally played its tune
I guess you forgot to remember
You took away the harvest moon
I went to another harvest moon wedding
Just to see what I had been deprived of
I saw you at your harvest moon wedding
And I saw I'd lost my harvest moon love
I could hardly wait for September
But when it finally played its tune
I guess you forgot to remember
You took away the harvest moon
I went to another harvest moon wedding
Just to see what I had been deprived of
I saw you at your harvest moon wedding
And I saw I'd lost my harvest moon love



7340. Harvest of '55

Harvest of '55
Spring Creek Bluegrass Band

They came one week, and left the next
Then all the stalks were bare
The most beautiful' sounds' your ears ever' heard came from our fields out' there
From my back porch, I could see through the haze and hear 30 some old souls, their loud pra
ises raised
To the God who had freed their kin before and now all crossing over Jordan's white shore
The words were clear but I could tell, the mournful songs their hÐµarts knew well
And all the hymns of Ðµndless joy, to show this whole world it could not destroy
The faith they had in God above, singing loudly of their saviors love

Not much else can I recall, of how they came and went each fall
But in my heart they're planted deep, those haunting melodies repeat
Of when they came one week, and left next week, and all the stalks were bare

7341. Harvest Time

The Lonesome River Band - Harvest Time 

Cool and cloudy nights upon Boll Mountain, Alabama
Flashing through my mind was Big Homer's reputation
The clouds rolled by and then I saw the shadow of a lady

I was stealing corn from Homer Lawson's field
A man who really didn't give a damn
It was Homer's lovely daughter Julie Ann

The rattle of the cornstalks and the bark of Homer's hound dog
They say he shot ol' Mountain Joe for just one ear of corn
I smelled the perfume in her hair as she sat down beside me

Made me hug the ground and lie dead still
And laughed the day they laid him in the ground
Whispered, "Papa's running moonshine again"

Well, I can hear the breaking of the sticks
From someone's footsteps
I thank God for cloudy nights and Alabama's whiskey stills
But shaky legs just can't get up and run
And harvest time in Homer Lawson's field

And as I lay there breathless, the next thing I expected
I thank God for cloudy nights and Alabama's whiskey stills
Was a blast of hell from Homer Lawson's gun
And harvest time in Homer Lawson's field



7342. Harvey Bodine

Brad Paisley - Harvey Bodine 

Harvey Bodine
Died at 11:09
And he left behind
A miserable wife.
And at 11:14
His heart came back on the screen.
Thanks to that defib machine,
He came back to life.
Oh but those five minutes were heaven.
A peace unlike he'd ever known.
And as he came back to the living
He thought "Please God, don't make me go
Back to life."
They told him what happened.
How that green line had flattened.
Oh, Harvey just started laughing.
He said, "You're telling me I died."
(You're telling me I died?)
Oh, and he thought about that woman.
How she treated him for years.
All a-yellin' and a-screamin'
And the nagging and the tears
And the way it wasn't really all that bad
When he lost his life.
Because those five minutes were heaven.
A peace unlike he'd ever known.
And now he was back with the living
And he found himself reaching for the phone.
He called his lawyer, he called his priest
Told 'em bout how they restarted his heart
How his wedding vows were technically
'Til death do us part.
You'll probably judge me
Then so be it.
But you know boys, here's how I see it
Harvey Bodine
Died at 11:09
And he left behind
A miserable wife.
Oh, but at 11:14
My heart came back on that screen.
Thanks to that defib machine,
I've come back to life.



7343. Has He Got A Friend for Me

Richard Thompson - Has He Got a Friend for Me 

Saturday night and I'm all alone
No ring on the door bell, no ring on the phone
And nobody wants to know anyone lonely like me

Your boy friend's good looking, he's got it all there
He looks like God made him with something to spare
You look good together, scurrying off down the street

Has he got a friend, has he got a friend for me
Has he got a friend, has he got a friend for me

He's got the haunt of the sea in his eyes
He wouldn't notice me passing by
I could be in the gutter, or dangling down from a tree

If you know someone who is graceful and wise
Doesn't mind girls who are clumsy and shy
I don't mind going with someone that I've never seen

Has he got a friend, has he got a friend for me
Has he got a friend, has he got a friend for me

7344. Has It Been That Bad For You - Chords

Has It Been That Bad For You
Written and recorded by Johnny Bush
 
C                                    F
Sometimes I think you hate to see me smile
    G7                               C    G7
Why do you make me feel my love's on trial
C                                  F
I could understand if I had been untrue
G7                            C  G7
Baby has it been that bad for you
 
    C                               F
The chill between us cuts me to the bone
          G7                           C    G7
Don't you know my heart belongs to you alone
C                                       F
What have I done please tell me what to do
G7                            C
Baby has it been that bad for you
 
     F                                    C
This love of ours could stand the test of time
                  D7                G7
If yours was only half as strong as mine



C                G7              F
As for me you're way too much to lose
G7                            C
Baby has it been that bad for you
  
Repeat last verse
 
G7                            C
Baby has it been that bad for you

7345. Haskell Town

Haskell Town
Stillhouse Junkies

On the farm in Haskell town
Pa grew corn and worked the ground
We had Kansas in our blood
I grew up strong and lean

Wilson won back in  16
Said he'd keep our sailors free
Then a German submarine
Sent the world to war

CHORUS
When the long shadows come 
I won't be the only one 
Standing here with my head in my hands
I've been luckier than some
But the race isn't won
Had to throw out my best laid plans
Here in Haskell town

Signed up quick and signed up fast
Farm and Kansas in my past
Shipped me out to Fort Riley
Army Infantry 

All my kin and all our pride
All our guns and bullets flyin'
Couldn't keep that thing inside
The broken bodies

Forty dozen men at first
From our cook it grew much worse
Hundred thousand millions more
Won't escape our fate

A century from now will tell
A part of history from hell
Wasted lives and tragedy
All from Haskell town



7346. Hasta Luego My Love - Chords

Hasta Luego My Love
Recorded by David Ball
Written by Jennifer Kimball, Tommy James, Terry McBride

G           C       D7              C       G    C D7 C
I know it's getting late I hear the mission bells
G          C     D7                C       G   C D7 C
Parting is bittersweet but this is not farewell
D7            C        G    D7            C
As I give you one last kiss just remember this
D7         G         C
We'll meet again senorita 
D7      G            C
I won't forget lying here in your arms
D7          G          C
You make it so hard to leave ya 
Am    D7       G    C D7 C
Hasta Luego my love
G           C          D7                C       G  C D7 C
We knew the time would come we'd have to say goodbye
G             C     D7              C     G    C D7 C
I'll hold you in my dreams each and every night
D7          C     G      D7         C
I know as I walk away my heart will say
Repeat #2
 
D7              C   G   D7    C
I will miss you mi amor yo te quiero
D7         G         C
We'll meet again senorita 
D7      G            C
I won't forget lying here in your arms
D7          G          C
You make it so hard to leave ya 
Am    D7       G
Hasta Luego my love
               C           D7             G
La la la la la la la la la Hasta Luego my love 
               C           D7             G
La la la la la la la la la Hasta Luego my love 
               C           D7             G
La la la la la la la la la Hasta Luego my love 
               C           D7             G
La la la la la la la la la Hasta Luego my love

7347. Haste Make



Haste Make
Mandolin Orange - Haste Make

Ease my mind and climb into my bed
May you find no rest here
For I am but a boy brought to bring you joy
And you to bring the same to me I fear
Haste make me good company
Ease my mind and hold fast to my hand
I'm a good man, you'll see
Oh but how in my short days could such a face
Find its way to lean upon my cheek
Haste make me good company
Ease my mind and tell me I am right
If just for one night you believe
For the fool in me will find the kindness you withhold
Even old this fool could never leave
Haste make me good company

7348. Haste Make Hard Hearted Stranger - Chords

Haste Make Hard Hearted Stranger 
Mandolin Orange

D
I'd follow you down in a hole
 
G                  D
and lie with the best of men
 
D                               A
and try to hold my head in the clouds
 
D
but one heartbeat can seem like a lifetime
 
G                                    D
in the arms of some devil you used to know
 
Bm                      G                 Bm             G
and with that lost cause crying down the path that I've led
 
D                       A                       D
I'll be the hard-hearted stranger to share your bed
 
Hey, hey is it me they say was wrong
my, my if I could take it all away
back to some better day I would
With eyes of a great pretender burning in my head
I'll be the hard-hearted stranger to share your bed
 
with red on that horizon and blue skies at my back
there's a whole world of trouble I've yet to find
I'm free but I'm lonely, wishing I was easy



With a devil softly singing "take my hand"
I'll be the hard-hearted stranger to share your bed

7349. Hasten Down The Wind

Linda Ronstadt - Hasten Down The Wind

She tells him she thinks she wants to be free
He tells her he doesn't understand
She takes his hand
And tells him nothing's working out the way she planned

She's so many women
He can't find the one who was his friend
He's hanging on to half a heart
But he can't have the restless part

So he tells her to hasten down the wind
Now he agrees he thinks she ought to be free
Now she says she'd rather be with him
Oh it's just a whim

That she's designed to keep him out there on that limb
She's so many women
He can't find the one who was his friend
He hanging on to half a heart

But he can't have the restless part
So he tells her to hasten down the wind
He tells her to hasten down the wind
He tells her to hasten down the wind

7350. Hasten Jason

Cornmeal - Hasten Jason
Album: Feet First

Chorus
Hasten Jason get the basin, fill it up and put your face in, take the soap that's on the rope it's 
hanging from the door, use the Johnson's no more tears and kindly wash behind your ears, o
ops slop, get the mop yer spillin' on the floor

Now when I was a boy, my only pride and joy
As a shovel meant for digging up the ground
Twas in my Sunday shirt, I's digging in the dirt
My momma made me lay that shovel down

She said,
Chorus



Now when I got a little older
I started digging coal down in a mine
When I got home my mom would look me over
She said get back out and wash off some of that grime

She said,
Chorus

Well now I am a man, and I've come to understand
The reason momma used to scold me so
I've got a boy of my own and whenever I come home
He's covered up in dirt from head to toe

I say,
Chorus

7351. Hat Full Of Feathers

Tom T Hall - Hat Full Of Feathers

[Verse 1:]
I was almost full grown gettin' wide in the shoulders
Rubbin' my horns on a tree
When I noticed that ladies had big eyes for cowboys
They weren't noticin' me
I bought me a Stetson and all of the trappin's
Hung out where cowboys all gathered
I copied their style and their slow way of talkin'
Walked like I was chaffed by the leather
I tasted the smiles of the rodeo queens
And I lied about rides that I'd made
Then a honker from Jasper I'd been lustin' after
Said I'll be out to watch you today
Oh the riggin' was borrowed but the fear was my own
It was me and all hell tied together
Too damn scared to fall boys I won it all
And that's how I got my first feather

[Chorus:]
A feather for ev'ry event that I've won
I will be a contender forever
An all around cowboy I outrode 'em all
And I got me a hat full of feathers

[Verse 2:]
Well I feathered my hat through a lot of hard miles
Swapped bruises in a lot of good towns
Lord how many cowboys and ladies and bronks
Have left me laid out on the ground I don't know
I've had ev'ry bone broken and son I ain't jokin'
It's painful to be wired together
I ain't quiet so proud as I was awhile ago



But I got me a hat full of feathers

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
A feather for ev'ry event that I've won
And all of the storms I have weathered
An all around cowboy holdin' my own
With a shabby ole hat full of feathers

7352. Hat Trick - Chords

Hat Trick
Recorded by Tracy Byrd
Written by Glenn Sutton and Jim Weatherly

C             G7     C       F                  C
You packed up all my clothes and put 'em by the door
F                   C                               G7
Is this your way of telling me I don't live here anymore
       C                     F           G7       C
You've gone and called a cab and told me where to go
    F                   C               G7              C
Two hearts that used to be on fire have just gone up in smoke
    F            C            G7                    C
Now I ain't no magician can't change the way things are
F                C                          G7
I can't make you love me if it's not in the cards
F              C              F        G7      Am
I can't wave a magic wand and make you want me near
    F          C                     G7         C
But I can do a hat trick I'll put it on and disappear
            G7    C         F                    C
Now I ain't gonna crawl and I won't jump through hoops
F                   C                      G7
To try and make you love me like I used to do
       C           G7      C        F      G7      C
You've pulled this stunt before and I kept holdin' on
    F                  C                   G7                 C
But this time when you close the door look around and I'll be gone
    F            C            G7                    C
Now I ain't no magician can't change the way things are
F                C                          G7
I can't make you love me if it's not in the cards
F              C              F        G7      Am
I can't wave a magic wand and make you want me near
    F          C                     G7         C
But I can do a hat trick I'll put it on and disappear
   F               C                     G7         C
So I'll just do my hat trick I'll put it on and disappear



7353. Hate How Happy She Is

Hate How Happy She Is - Cadillac Sky

Saw a picture in the paper
My baby, and her husband to be
Ceremony is on Sunday
Honeymoon in Waikiki
She was smiling like a float in a parade
Happiness written all over her face

I knew someday she'd move on
man it didn't take her long
How'd it come to this?
She's in Heaven, I'm in Hell
I'd love to wish her well
but I hate how happy she is
How happy she is

I knew she wouldn't break down
after we broke up
But I thought she'd take a moment
to shed a tear or two for us
She don't seem to miss me at all
and it's driving me up the wall

I knew someday she'd move on
man it didn't take her long
How'd it come to this?
She's in Heaven, I'm in Hell
I'd love to wish her well
but I hate how happy she is
How happy she is

Why can't she be
(why can't she be)
As miserable as me
(miserable as me)

I knew someday she'd move on
man it didn't take her long
How'd it come to this?
She's in Heaven, I'm in Hell
I'd love to wish her well
Come to think of it

Spiteful as it sounds
I hope it all comes crashing down
right on top of her and him

She's in Heaven, I'm in Hell
I'd love to wish her well
but I hate how happy she is



How happy she is

7354. Hatin' Somebody

Hatin' Somebody
Osborne Brothers - Hatin' Somebody

I may never like your shoes
You may never like mine
We may never be all cheers drinkin' beers
Arm in arm singin' Auld Lang Syne
But maybe we can meet somewhere in the middle
Like strings 'tween a fiddle and a bow
You need a paddle on the left, paddle on the right
'Cause we're all in the same damn boat

Hatin' somebody ain't never got nobody nowhere
It's a bad seed to sow, it's a dead end road when ya go there
Makin' any headway that way ain't got no prayer
Hatin' somebody ain't never got nobody nowhere

We're all going somewhere
When we ain't here no more
We're all going somewhere
And we're all going through the same door

Now wakin' up and puttin' that smile on
Beats the hell out of waking up dead
That ain't how grandpa was
But it is what he always said
Stick a stubborn hillbilly
In the middle of the city
Gotta learn how not to throw stones
He didn't live long enough to hear this song
But he lived long enough to know

Hatin' somebody ain't never got nobody nowhere
It's a bad seed to sow, it's a dead end road when ya go there
Makin' any headway that way ain't got no prayer
Hatin' somebody ain't never got nobody nowhere

Hatin' somebody ain't never got nobody nowhere
It's a bad seed to sow, it's a dead end road when ya go there
Makin' any headway that way ain't got no prayer
Hatin' somebody ain't never got nobody nowhere

We're all going somewhere
When we ain't here no more
We're all going somewhere
And we're all going through the same door
We're all going somewhere
When we ain't here no more
We're all going somewhere



And we're all going through the same door

7355. Haul Me Up

Richard Thompson - Haul Me Up 

Oh, haul me up, please help me I'm drowning
Haul me up to where I can breathe
Haul me up where the air is sweeter
Stretch out a hand, a hand, brother please

Well, I'm walking in a sea of molasses
Every step I take oh, it sucks me down
The more I fight, the more that it grips me
If I sink much further, I'm looking to drown

Haul me up, I'm lost in confusion
Haul me up, I'm up to my knees
Haul me up, I'm stuck in the quicksand
Stretch out a hand, a hand, brother please
Haul me up

Oh, haul me up, please help me I'm drowning
Haul me up to where I can breathe
Haul me up where the air is sweeter
Stretch out a hand, a hand, brother please

Now here comes Jezebel, sweet as the morning
Holds out a cup and I'm tempted to drink
Six thousand voices ringing in the rafters
Now how can I dream when I can't even think?

Haul me up, now the banshees are wailing
Haul me up, now the sirens are singing
Haul me up, now the furies are screaming
Oh, stretch out a hand, a hand, brother please
Oh, haul me up

Haul me up, please help me I'm drowning
Haul me up to where I can breathe
Haul me up where the air is sweeter
Stretch out a hand, a hand, brother please

But now I'm fighting but this disease has got me
But what is this sickness that has no name?
Who are these friends that kill me with kindness?
I don't know the rules but I'm trapped in the game

Haul me up, I'm lost in confusion
Haul me up, I'm up to my knees
Haul me up, I'm stuck in the quicksand
Stretch out a hand, a hand, brother please



Haul me up, now the banshees are wailing
Haul me up, oh now the sirens are singing
Haul me up, now the furies are screaming
Stretch out a hand, a hand, brother please
Oh, haul me up, haul me up, haul me up, haul me up

7356. Haunted Heart - Chords

Haunted Heart 
Dan Tyminski

[Intro]
Em
ooooh ooooh ooooh oooooh
 
[Verse 1]
Em
Love songs playing backwards, whiskey'■ pours itself
Em
Standing'■ all alone, but don't ever by yourself
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Em
You can hear the train rolling, rolling, rolling
Em
There's'■ nothing on those tracks
Em
You'■ can feel the wind blowin' blowin'
Em                           N.C.
And the full moon fades to black
 
[Chorus]
C                           Em
It's'■ the story of a ghost, from a man who's grown apart
C                                  D
He's a bad dream in the day and a nightmare in the dark
C                                    Em
And'■ if you start to fall better be careful just how far
Em          C                  D                     Em
There's an echo of an empty soul in the hell of a haunted heart
 
Em
ooooh ooooh ooooh oooooh
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em
Roses have no pedals all they have are thorns
Em
See the scarecrow crying in a row of corn
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Em



You can hear the train rolling, rolling, rolling
Em
There's'■ nothing on those tracks
Em
You'■ can feel the wind blowin' blowin'
Em                           N.C.
And the full moon fades to black
 
 
[Chorus]
C                           Em
It's'■ the story of a ghost, from a man who's grown apart
C                            D
He's a bad dream in the day and a nightmare in the dark
C                                    Em
And'■ if you start to fall better be careful just how far
Em          C                  D                     Em
There's an echo of an empty soul in the hell of a haunted heart
 
[Bridge]
Am                             Em
The Devil spreads it's wings the angels shows it's horn
Am                        Em
Not one ray of sunshine everyday another storm
Am                             Em
The smoke rings in the heavens fire in the sky
Am                                B
Not where I was born but it's where I'm gonna die
 
[Chorus]
C                           Em
It's'■ the story of a ghost, from a man who's grown apart
C                            D
He's a bad dream in the day and a nightmare in the dark
C                                    Em
And'■ if you start to fall better be careful just how far
Em          C                  D                     Em
There's an echo of an empty soul in the hell of a haunted heart
Em                 N.C.
hell of a haunted heart

7357. Haunted Heart - Chords

Haunted Heart
Recorded by Sammy Kershaw
Written by Buddy Brock and Kim Williams

C
Go down a road called yesterday 
Take a left on the lost highway
           F               C
And make a right on memory lane 
            G7           C



Drive until you feel the pain
At the river of tears take one last turn 
Cross the bridge that just won't burn
          F                    C
A rundown house is love's graveyard 
                         G7         C
That's where you'll find my haunted heart
           F                   C
My haunted heart can't rest in peace 
                         G7
It's buried with her memory
              F               C
It's a living hell here after dark 
          G7             C
All alone with a haunted heart
Late at night a slamming door 
Shadows move cross the floor
          F              C
Footsteps fall on silent stairs 
                G7           C
I hear her call but no one's there
Her photograph hangs by the bed 
A grim reminder love is dead
           F                   C
The love I killed just won't depart 
                   G7            C
It's a living hell in my haunted heart
repeat #3
                     G7             C
I said I'm all alone with a haunted heart

7358. Have A Drink On Me - Chords

Have A Drink On Me
Recorded by Mac Wiseman
Written by Peter Buchanan and Lonnie Donegan
 
D7                         G
Hey hey everybody drink on me
Well in eighteen eighty down a dusty road
C                                      D7 G
Along came a miner with a big fat load
He was caked in dirt from his head to his foot
    C                                     D7 G
His hair so black that it looked like soot
Well he reined in his mule and hitched him to the rail
C                                          D7 G
He said old fella it's the end of the trail
Well he ambled on down to the old saloon
C
He said I know it's early and it ain't quite noon
D7                         G
Hey hey everybody drink on me



Have a drink have a drink have a drink on me
Em
Everybody have a drink on me
D7                         G
Hey hey everybody drink on me
Have a drink have a drink have a drink on me
Em
Everybody have a drink on me
D7                         G
Hey hey everybody drink on me
Well I just got a letter from down in Tennessee
C
It said my uncle died and left an oil well to me
D7                         G
Hey hey everybody drink on me
I've been diggin' all my life and I nearly got to hell
C
But my uncle dug potatoes and he struck an oil well
D7                         G
Hey hey everybody drink on me
Repeat #3
Well black gold yellow gold I guess it's all the same
C
Take my tip and give up the mining game
D7                         G
Hey hey everybody drink on me
Well sell your shovel and your old long johns
C
You can make a fortune writing Adam Faith songs
D7                         G
Hey hey everybody drink on me 
Repeat #3
D7                         G
Hey hey everybody drink on me

7359. Have A Feast Here Tonight

Have A Feast Here Tonight
(Rabbit In The Log)
Bill Monroe

There's a rabbit in the log and I ain't got my dog
How will I get him I know
I'll get me a briar and twist it in his hair
That way I'll get him I know

I know ( yes I know )
I know ( I surely know )
That's how I'll get him I know
I'll get me a briar and twist in his hair
That way I'll get him I know

I'll build me a fire and I'll cook that old hare



Roll him in the flames and make him brown
Have a feast here tonight while the moon is shining bright
And find me a place to lie down

To lie down ( to lie down )
To lay down ( to lay down )
Find me a place to lie down
Have a feast here tonight while the moon is shining bright
And find me a place to lie down

I'm going down the track and my coat ripped up my back
Soles on my shoes are nearly gone
A little ways ahead there's an old farmer's shed
That's where I'll rest my weary bones

Weary bones ( weary bones )
Lazy bones ( lazy bones )
That's where I'll rest my weary bones
A little way's ahead there's an old farmer's shed
That's where I'll rest my weary bones

7360. Have A Little Faith

Have a Little Faith
The Infamous Stringdusters - Have a Little Faith

[Intro]
Mmm
Uh
Uh huh
[Verse 1]
Leave a little space for somethin' special
To ease your heart
Now take a little time for somethin' real
To warm your soul
Show a little faith in humankind
For your children
Don't let the fear the world is spreading
Take all control
Don't let it, no
[Chorus]
Have a little faith
(Faith)
Have a little faith
(Faith)
Won't you have a little faith
That we'll be fine?
Have a little faith
(Faith)
Have a little faith
(Faith)
Won't you have a little faith
In yours and mine?



Have a little faith
And we'll be fine
[Bridge]
Yes, we will
Goin' be fine
Mmhmm
Goin' be fine
[Verse 2]
Find a little moment
Of reflection
Recall the day
Think about it
Take a little break
From all the noise we hear
With our eyes
Most of the time
Shine a little light on
[?] beauty
That you can touch
That are right here before you
And take it your prize
Go live your life

7361. Have I Loved You Too Late

Have I Loved You Too Late
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

You went away and left me long time ago
And now you're knockin' on my door

I hear you knocking but you can't come in
I hear you knocking, go back where you've been
I begged you not to go, but you said goodbye
And now you tell me all your lies
I hear you knocking, but you can't come in

I hear you knocking, go back where you've been

You better get back to your use to be
'Cause your kind of love ain't good for me

I hear you knocking, but you can't come in
I hear you knocking, go back where you've been
I told you way back in Fifty Two
That I would never go with you
I hear you knocking, but you can't come in
I hear you knocking, go back where you've been



7362. Have I Loved You Too Late - Chords

Have I Loved You Too Late
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Randall Hilton 
  
D7       G        Bm              C        G
You were somebody special in this heart of mine
      D7                     G    D7
But I never really knew till today
       G              Bm           C        G
Then I heard you were leavin' with somebody else
       D7                            G
Then I wondered have I loved you too late
 
      C                G
Is it too late to ever hold you
                 A7        D7
With more than a passing embrace
      G                                   C
I was blind I was foolish but I cared all along
   D7                           G
Oh darling have I loved you too late
 
D7         G                Bm       C             G
There were times there were others I turned to for love 
           D7                     G    D7
Through it all I kept seeing your face
       G              Bm           C        G
Then I heard you were leavin' with somebody else
       D7                        G
Then I knew I'd made a bitter mistake
 
      C                G
Is it too late to ever hold you
                 A7        D7
With more than a passing embrace
      G                                   C
I was blind I was foolish but I cared all along
   D7                           G
Oh darling have I loved you too late
 
      D7                           G
Oh my darling have I loved you too late

7363. Have I Stayed Away Too Long - Chords

Have I Stayed Away Too Long 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro]
F F C C F Bb F
 



[Verse 1]
C    F        C        F
Have I stayed away too long?
F    Bb                F
Have I stayed away too long?
F    Bb
If I came home tonight
Bb        F           Bb
would you still be my darling?
Bb      F        C        F
Or have I stayed away too long?
 
 
[Chorus]
F   Bb
I'm just outside of town
Bb   F
I'll soon be at your door
F  Bb                          F
Or maybe I'd be wrong to hurry back
F   C                F
I'd best keep out of town
F   C            F
And worry you no more
F                C                 F
Or maybe someone else has made you care?
 
 
[Verse 2]
F    Bb                    F
Have all of my dreams gone wrong?
F  Bb                    F
My beautiful dreams gone wrong?
F         C    F
If I came home tonight
F     Bb              F
Would you still be my darling?
F                C        F
Or have I stayed away too long?
 
 
[Break]
C  C  C  F
Bb Bb F  F
C  C  F  F
 
 
[Chorus]
F   Bb
I'm just outside of town
Bb   F
I'll soon be at your door
F  Bb                          F
Or maybe I'd be wrong to hurry back
F   C                F
I'd best keep out of town
F   C            F



And worry you no more
F                C                 F
Or maybe someone else has made you care?
 
 
[Verse 3]
F                   C        F
Our love light that shone so strong
F     Bb                       F
Sweet love light that shone so strong
F    Bb                           F             Bb
If I came home tonight would that same light be burning?
Bb      F        C        F
Or have I stayed away too long?

7364. Have I Told You Lately

Have I Told You Lately

Have I told you lately that I love you
Could I tell you onece again aomehow
Have I told with all my heart and soul how I abore you
Well, Darling, I'm telling you now

This heart would break in two if you refuse me
I'm no good without you anyhow
This world would end today if I should lose you
Oh, Darling, I'm telling you now

Have I told you lately that I love you
When the stars are shining in the sky
Have I told you how the nights are long when I'm not with you
Oh, Darling, I'm telling you now

7365. Have Mercy

Steve Earle - Have mercy
Composer: Steve Earle

He was standin' on the corner a hundred dollar bill in his hand
Said I could feed a lotta these people with this but that ain't the business at hand
Ain't but one reason for a white boy to be over on this side of town
He gave that money to the man and he bought a little mercy for now

Have mercy on me have mercy on me
I'm a sinner Lord can't you see have mercy on me

Old Joe don't know how it got started I guess it was the fire in her eyes
He loved his wife and children and he wasn't into telling all these lies



But she gave herself so freely in that room at the top of the stairs
He'd go to her in hopes he'd find a little mercy there

Have mercy on me have mercy on me...

Tears were made to fall hearts made to break
Sometimes it feels like they just want to know
How much you can take

She was all alone that evening what was she thinking about
Her mind was made up and I guess it was the only way out
There's a pistol in a pawn shop window made of cold blue steel
She took it home to find out how warm a little mercy could feel

Have mercy on me have mercy on me...
Have mercy on me have mercy on me...
God knows that mercy ain't free have mercy on me

7366. Have Mercy

Have Mercy - Steep Canyon Rangers

Chorus
One more kiss then walk away
Set me free from your embrace
Have mercy
Too many hearts will have to break
For you and I to live this way
Have mercy, have mercy on me

I couldn't bear to see her crying
Abandoned and alone
After all the lies I told you
She's still the truest love I've known

Chorus

Solo

From the moment I first saw you
Couldn't make myself say no
Now I'm too weak to deny you
So I beg you, let me go

Chorus

Solo

Bridge
One more life
One more love betrayed
Just one more time



Chorus x2

7367. Have Thine Own Way - Chords

Have Thine Own Way - Country Gentlemen 

 (G)            (C)  (G)
Have thine own way lord,
                (D)
have thine own way.

Thou art the potter,
          (G)
I am the clay.
             (C) (G)
Mold me and make me,
           (C)
after thy will,
             (G)      (D)        (G)
While I am waiting, yeilded and still.

Have thine own way, Lord
have thine own way.
Search me and try me,
master today.
Whiter than snow lord
wash me just now..
as in my presence, humbly I bow.

Have thine own way, lord
have thine own way.
Wounded and weary,
help me I pray.
Powere all power,
surely is thine,
touch me and heal me, saviour divine.

7368. Have This Love On Me - Chords

Have This Love On Me
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Johnny Russell

G                                                       D7
There you stand holding her like you know you shouldn't do 
                                           G
She belongs in my arms she don't belong to you
 
But it seems (but it seems) all my dreams (all my dreams) 



                  C
Of love can never be so my friend (so my friend)
      G                       D7                     G
So my friend (so my friend no no) have this laugh on me 
 
C                     G
Take her and love her like I plan to do
C                     A7            D7
But pray no other can ever take her love from you
      G
Maybe time (maybe time)
                                                C
We'll be kind (we'll be kind) and erase her memory
                                  G
So my friend (so my friend) oh my friend (oh my friend)
   D7                    G
Oh oh have this laugh on me 
 
C                     G
Take her and love her like I plan to do
C                     A7            D7
But pray no other can ever take her love from you
      G
Maybe time (maybe time)
                                                C
We'll be kind (we'll be kind) and erase her memory
                                  G
So my friend (so my friend) oh my friend (oh my friend)
   D7                    G
Oh oh have this laugh on me 
 
C                   G
(Have this laugh on me)

7369. Have You Come To Say Goodbye

Have You Come To Say Goodbye
Carl Story - Lester Flatt

Have you come to say goodbye my darling
Was the love you promised just a lie
Why go on pretending any longer
Tell me have you come to say goodbye

Now as I gaze into your eyes tonight dear
You act so cold and strange i wander why
Could it be that you know longer want me
Tell me have you come to say goodbye

You may forsake me but I'll always love you
And I'll never let you leave my mind
My life will never be the same without you
Tell me have you come to say goodbye



7370. Have You Ever

Have You Ever
Brandi Carlile

Have you ever wandered lonely through the wood?
And everything it feels just as it should
You're part of the life there, part of something good
If you've ever wandered lonely through the woods
Ooooh
If you've ever wandered lonely through the woods.

Have you ever stared into a starry sky?
Lyin on your back you're askin' why?
What's the purpose, I wonder who am I
If you've ever stared into a starry sky
Ooooh, aaaah, aaooaaooh
Have you ever stared into a starry sky

Have you ever been out walking in the snow
Tried to get back where you were before
You always end up not knowing where to go
If you've ever been out walking in the snow
Ooooh, aaaah, aaooaaooh, ooooh, aaooaaooh
If you'd ever been out walking, you would know

7371. Have You Ever Been A Fool - Chords

Have You Ever Been A Fool
Recorded by Jake Penrod

C
Have you ever been a fool
                       G7
Have you ever tried to break all the rules
 
And did you find out how it feels
 
To lose a love that's real
                     C
Have you ever been a fool
 
 
Have you ever played the part
                      G7
Of the one who breaks everybody's heart
 
Till the day you break your own
 



And you wind up all alone
                     C
Have you ever been a fool
 
                       F
Have you ever been too blind
                         C
To see the hurt you left behind
                           D7
All the damage that you've done
                           G7
All the while you had your fun
 
                     C
Have you ever looked around
                                 G7
And watched your castles as they tumble to the ground
 
Then you'll know just what it's like
 
To feel like me tonight 
                     C
Have you ever been a fool
 
Repeat #3,4

7372. Have You Ever Been Lonely (Have You Ever Been Blue)

Ernest Tubb 
Have You Ever Been Lonely (Have You Ever Been Blue)

Have you ever been lonely?
Have you ever been blue?
Have you ever loved someone
Just as I love you?

Can't you see that I'm sorry
For each mistake I've made
Can't you see I've changed, dear
Can't you see I've paid

Be a little forgiving
And take me back in your heart
How can I go on living
Now that we're apart

If you knew what I've been through
Then you'd know why I ask you
Have you ever been lonely?
Have you ever been blue?

Be a little forgiving
And take me back in your heart



How can I go on living
Now that we're apart

If you knew what I've been through
Then you'd know why I ask you
Have you ever been lonely?
Have you ever been blue?

7373. Have You Ever Looked Into Your Heart - Chords

Have You Ever Looked Into Your Heart
Recorded by Jerry Vale
Written by Billy Barberis, Bobby Weinstein, Teddy Randazzo

G        C                G
Have you looked into your heart
    D7             Am    D7  Am
Did you find a memory or two 
D7                        Em
Even though the flame has died
D7                    Am    C
Maybe there's a spark inside
         D7               G
Have you looked into your heart
         C                         G
Have you searched through all your dreams
    D7              Am       D7 Am
Did you ever find a trace of me 
D7                        Em
Even though you say we're through 
D7                       Am  C
That I'm not the one for you 
         D7               G    C G
Have you looked into your heart
B7               A7
When the evening shadows 
     Em   B7        Em
Fall upon my window pane
  A7       Em     A7
I find I'm crying over and over 
                  D7   G
And over and over again 
C                G
Since we've been apart 
    D7               Am     D7   Am
All I do is pray for your return 
D7                       Em
Take a look and you will see
D7                    Am    C
Maybe there's a place for me
         D7               G
Have you looked into your heart
     C                G



Ever since we've been apart 
    D7               Am     D7   Am
All I do is pray for your return 
D7                       Em
Take a look and you will see
D7                    Am    C
Maybe there's a place for me
         D7               G
Have you looked into your heart

7374. Have You Ever Seen The Rain - Chords

Have You Ever Seen The Rain
Songwriters: J. C. FOGERTY     A

Someone told me long ago
There's a calm before the storm,
I know
It's been comin for some time.

When it's over, so they say,
It'll rain a sunny day,
I know
Shinin down like water.

[Chorus]
I want to know, have you ever seen the rain
I want to know, have you ever seen the rain
Comin down on a sunny day

Yesterday, and days before,
Sun is cold and rain is hard,
I know
Been that way for all my time.

'Til forever, on it goes
Through the circle, fast and slow,
I know
It can't stop, I wonder.

7375. Have You Found It Yet - Chords

Have You Found It Yet
Recorded by Jeannie Seely
Written by Hank Cochran and Red Lane

G            C         D7                       G
I can't seem to forget that look of leaving you wore
            C          D7             G



As you left I wondered if I'd see you anymore
                  C          D7            G
You said you were leaving to find a way to forget
       Am     D7       G
I just wonder have you found it yet
                     Am          D7
I just wonder if you found it yet
G                                         Am         D7
Wonder if you'll be returning there'll be no regrets
G
When your freedom fire stops burning
                  B7        C                   G
The world will be our world we'll be happy I'll bet
       Am     D7       G
I just wonder have you found it yet
                     Am          D7
I just wonder if you found it yet
G                                         Am         D7
Wonder if you'll be returning there'll be no regrets
G
When your freedom fire stops burning
                  B7        C                   G
The world will be our world we'll be happy I'll bet
       Am     D7    G
I just wonder yes I wonder
     Am     D7       G
Oh I wonder have you found it yet

7376. Have You Heard About The Old Hometown

Have You Heard About The Old Hometown
Mountain Heart - Have You Heard About The Old Hometown

[Verse 1]
I remember, oh so well
A little mom and pops and motel
Sunday mornings they used to sell
Breakfast at half price
On that corner was a church of god
That there was an old car wash
Now they're just empty parking lots
Where you best not go at night

[Verse 2]
Started twenty years ago
Well, the times got tight
And the wheels turned slow
Started letting all the workers go
Said they couldn't keep the lights on
Things got bad and then got worse
You know it's hard to earn a dollar
When there ain't no work
People got hungry and my people hurt



Back where I call home

[Chorus]
And they said you heard about the old hometown?
Have you heard about the old hometown?
Closing the doors and shutting them down
Have you heard about the old hometown?

[Verse 3]
My family went to work in the field
Made their liquor from a moonshine steel
Ate whatever they could kill
Yeah, somehow they carried on
People like me just moved away
And said I'll make my way back someday
But my folks they all still say
Boy you best stay gone, stay gone

[Chorus]
And they said you heard about the old hometown?
Have you heard about the old hometown?
Closing the doors and shutting them down
Have you heard about the old hometown?

[Chorus 2]
Living on faith and love, living on faith and love
Scratching by, no they won't give up
Living on faith and love
Yeah, you wouldn't believe it if you saw it now
And have you heard about the old hometown?

7377. Have You Lost Your Love For Me - Chords

Have You Lost Your Love For Me
Recorded by Jim and Jesse
Written by F. Giddens, Junior Giddens, Leroy Giddens

G                     D7               G
Have you lost all the love you had for me
                      C                 G
Dear what is wrong we can't seem to get along
                                D7
Cause everything I do makes you blue
  G                         C                    G
I don't believe you love me for it's so plain to see
                      D7               G
Have you lost all the love you had for me 

         C                          G
Have you lost all the love that you ever had for me
                           D7
Or have you found somebody new
  G                           C                          G



I wish that you would tell me that would mean so much to me
                      D7               G
Have you lost all the love you had for me
 
                       C                  G
I will set you free if you don't care for me
                           D7
I don't want to be in your way
   G                        C                          G
So won't you please tell me that would mean so much to me
                      D7               G
Have you lost all the love you had for me

         C                          G
Have you lost all the love that you ever had for me
                           D7
Or have you found somebody new
  G                           C                          G
I wish that you would tell me that would mean so much to me
                      D7               C G
Have you lost all the love you had for m-e

7378. Have You Seen Her Face - Chords

Have You Seen Her Face Live 
Chris Hillman
 
[Instrumental]
G   Em  B  E7   A   D   G
G   Em  D  E7   A   D   G
 
 
[Verse 1]
G                 Em
Have you seen her face
    B    E7          A      D      G
her eyes reflect the colors in the sky
G               Em          B     E7
A warm familiar place to be swept into
E7   A   D           G           C      D
Whenever she's close by makes me wonder why
 
 
[Chorus]
G   Am C          G
Run by don't turn back
G     Am             C           D
Can't hide from that look in her eye
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                   Em      B          E7
Must be the way she walks a style made up



A          D       G
to capture all she needs
G                         Em
No time to spend on loose talk
Em      B         E7        A
If your luck runs right she might
A   D   G       C           D
see you tonight anything in sight
 
 
[Instrumental]
G   Em    B    E7
A   D     G
 
 
[Chorus]
G   Am C          G
Run by don't turn back
G     Am             C           D
Can't hide from that look in her eyes
 
 
[Verse 3]
G                              Em
You'll find your locked in her spell
Em      B          E7
all the sights and sounds
E7   A      D       G
Your senses will be found
G                   Em
That only time will tell
Em       B        E7    A       D
how much love can be to wait so patiently
C        D
Wait and see
G   Am C          G
Run by don't turn back
G     Am             C           D
Can't hide from that look in her eyes

7379. Have You Seen My Dear Companion

Have You Seen My Dear Companion

Oh have you seen my dear companion
For he was all this world to me
They say a strange girl has betrayed me
And that he cares no more for me

Don't you remember the day last summer
The sun so warm the skies so blue
The little birds did sing so sweetly
The day I feel in love with you



Oh have you seen my dear companion
For he was all this world to me
But now the stars have turned against me
And so he cares no more for me

Oh when the dark falls on the mountain
When all the world has gone to sleep
I will go down by the fair bright waters
And there I'll set me down and weep

Oh have you seen my dear companion
For he was all this world to me
I hear he's gone to some far country
And that he cares no more for me

I wish that I were some swallow flying
I'd fly to a high and lonesome place
There join those little birds in their crying
Remembering you and your dear face

Oh have you seen my dear companion
Oh have you seen my dear companion
Oh have you seen my dear companion
For he was all this world to me

7380. Have You Someone (In Heaven Awaiting)

Ricky Skaggs - Have You Someone (In Heaven Awaiting)
Stanley Brothers

Have you someone in heaven awaiting?
Expecting you on that beautiful shore
Be ready to join that great band of angels
When they welcome you into that heavenly door

Come sinners take heed while Jesus is waiting
Please never be caught in the pathway of sin
For Jesus may call you home in the morning
When the heaven's gates open will you enter in?

Have you someone in heaven awaiting?
Expecting you on that beautiful shore
Be ready to join that great band of angels
When they welcome you into that heavenly door

The Savior will hear the prayer of the sinner
No matter how dark, no matter how late
He'll welcome you home to a heavenly mansion
Take a straight narrow way to that heavenly gate

Have you someone in heaven awaiting?
Expecting you on that beautiful shore



Be ready to join that great band of angels
When they welcome you into that heavenly door

7381. Have You Someone In Heaven A'waiting

Have You Someone In Heaven A'waiting

Have you someone in heaven a'waiting
Expecting you on that beautiful shore
Be ready to join that great band of angels
Where they welcome you into that heavenly door

Come sinners take heed while Jesus is bleeding
Please never be caught in the pathway of sin
For jesus may call you name in the morning
When heaven's gates open will you enter in

* Refrain

The vision will hear the prayer of the sinner
No matter how dark no matter how late
He'll welcome you home to the heavenly mansion
Take a straight narrow way to that beautiful gate

* Refrain

7382. Have You Someone In Heaven Waiting - Chords

Have You Someone In Heaven Waiting
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs and Tony Rice
Written by Carter Stanley

C                F         C
Have you someone in heaven awaiting
                                G7
Expecting you on that beautiful shore
            C               F       C
Be ready to join that great band of angels
                         G7               C
When they welcome you in-to that heavenly door

                             F        C
Come sinners take heed while Jesus is pleading
                                         G7
Please never be caught in the pathway of sin
              C        F           C
For Jesus may call you home in the morning
                             G7             C
When the heaven's gates open will you enter in



Repeat #1

                         F             C
The Savior will hear the prayer of the sinner
                                 G7
No matter how dark no matter how late
                  C         F        C
He'll welcome you home to a heavenly mansion
                           G7               C
Take a straight narrow way to that heavenly gate

Repeat #1

7383. Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas

Vince Gill - Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas

Have yourself a merry little Christmas
Let your heart be light
From now on, our troubles will be out of sight
Have yourself a merry little Christmas
Make the Yuletide gay
From now on, our troubles will be miles away
Here we are as in olden days
Happy golden days of yore
Faithful friends who are dear to us
Gather near to us once more
Through the years we all will be together
If the fates allow
So hang a shining star upon the highest bough
And have yourself a merry little Christmas now

Have yourself a merry little Christmas
Let your heart be light
From now on, our troubles will be out of sight
Have yourself a merry little Christmas
Make the Yuletide gay

From now on, our troubles will be miles away
Here we are as in olden days
Happy golden days of yore
Faithful friends who are dear to us
Gather near to us once more
Through the years we all will be together
If the fates allow
So hang a shining star upon the highest bough
And have yourself a merry little Christmas now



7384. Haven't I Always - Chords

Haven't I Always
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Hank Cochran
 
C                            F  G7
Who will take you back again
        C        G7
Haven't I always
C                             F  G7
Who forgive for all your sins
          C     G7
Haven't I always
 
C             G7     C
Who's waiting by the telephone
F
Hope and pray that you'd come home
G7
And who did it honey all alone
          C      G7
Haven't I always
 
C                        F  G7
Who wants you back again
        C       G7
Haven't I always
C                             F  G7
Who forgive for all your sins
          C
Haven't I always

7385. Hay Unos Ojos

Linda Ronstadt - Hay Unos Ojos

Hay unos ojos que si me miran
Hacen que mi alma tiemble de amor
Son unos ojos tan primorosos
Ojos más lindos no he visto yo.

Â¡Ay!, quien pudiera mirarse en ellos 
Â¡Ay!, quien pudiera besarlos más 
Gozando siempre de sus destellos 
Y no olvidarlos nunca jamás.

Y todos dicen que no te quiero
Que no te adoro con frenesÃ
Y yo les digo que mienten, mienten
Que hasta la vida darÃa por ti.



7386. Hayloft

Nickel Creek - Hayloft

My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
You better run

My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun

It started with the hayloft a-creakin'
Yeah, it just started in the hayloft
With his long johns on, Pop went a-creepin'
Out to the barn, out to the hay

Young lovers and they are not sleeping
Young lovers in the hayloft
With his gun turned on, Pop went a-creepin'
Out to the barn up to the hay

My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
You better run

My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun

Hayloft
Hayloft

My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
You better run.

My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun

It started with the hayloft a-creakin'
Yeah, just started in the hay
With his long johns on, Pop went a-creepin'
Out to the barn, out to the hayloft

Young lovers with their legs tied up in knots
Young lovers with their legs tied up in knots
With his long tall gun, Pop went a-creepin'
To blow their hayloft bedheads straight off



My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
You better run

My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun

My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
You better run

My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun
My daddy's got a gun

Hayloft
Hayloft
Hayloft

7387. Haywire

Haywire
Josh Turner - Haywire

First time I saw her in them cut off jeans
I knew that I'd be in for a treat
Next thing I knew she had me tongue-tied
She had me shakin' from my head to my feet
Never should'a underestimated her eyes
Her smile or them long, long legs
Now she's got me down on my hands and knees
And all I can is beg

Haywire
She's got me goin' haywire
I'll never get tired
Never seen a woman do what she can do
Inspired
She's got my soul feeling inspired
And full o' desire
She's hotter than fire
She's got me going haywire
Haywire

Every time we take a little ride in my truck
She likes the country turned way up
Do a little dancin' on a long dirt road
She likes to show me the definition of love
Take a little dip in the river at night



Way out under the stars
Fresh air is good for a country girl
And that country girl is good for my heart

Haywire
She's got me goin' haywire
I'll never get tired
Never seen a woman do what she can do
Inspired
She's got my soul feeling inspired
And full o' desire
She's hotter than fire
She's got me going haywire
Haywire

Haywire
She's got me goin' haywire
I'll never get tired
Never seen a woman do what she can do
Inspired
She's got my soul feeling inspired
And full o' desire
She's hotter than fire
She's got me going haywire
Haywire

She's hotter than fire
She's got me going haywire
Haywire

7388. He Ain't Never Done Me Nothing But Good

He Ain't Never Done Me Nothing But Good
By The Isaacs

Oh, He ain't never done me nothing
Done me nothing but good
Nothing but good
Oh, He ain't never done me nothing
Done me nothing but good
Nothing but good
Why Job was a righteous man the devil could not doubt it
He surely loved the savior there was no doubt about it
Satan cursed his body from his feet to his head
Then he told him all of his children and cattle were dead
Then Job's wife said why don't you curse your god at night
And Job said woman you speak like a foolish child
Oh, He ain't never done me nothing
Done me nothing but good
Nothing but good
Oh, He ain't never done me nothing
Done me nothing but good
Nothing but good



Well I gave my heart to Jesus and took him as my savior
And cast my life to the chosen one and started out for heaven
Soon I was forsaken my friends left me one by one
But the good lord walked beside me and never left me alone
He fed me when I was hungry and cheered me when I was sad
And he has been the dearest friend this child has ever had
Oh, He ain't never done me nothing
Done me nothing but good
Nothing but good
Oh, He ain't never done me nothing
Done me nothing but good
Nothing but good
History tells of polycarp who died for the gospels' sake
They built a fire around his feet and tied him to a stake
But the fire could not consume him so they pierced him with a sword
The blood ran down, put out the fire, but still he praised the Lord
Now all these years I've served him
He's done me nothing but good
Well I won't repent and I won't recant,
Just tell me why I should
Oh, He ain't never done me nothing
Done me nothing but good
Nothing but good
Oh, He ain't never done me nothing
Done me nothing but good
Nothing but good

7389. He Bore It All

He Bore It All
Dailey & Vincent

Matthew 11:28
From the new international version
 Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest"

[Chorus]
He bore it all for me (Yes, he bore it all)
He bore it all for me (He bore it all for me)
When I was lost, a painful cross
He bore it all for- yes for even me

[Verse 1]
He took the blame for me
He took the blame for me
Counted my wrongs as forgotten and gone
He took the blame for me

[Chorus]
He bore it all for me (Yes, he bore it all)
He bore it all for me (He bore it all for me)
When I was lost, a painful cross
He bore it all, he bore it all for me



[Verse 2]
He paid the price for me (Yes, he paid the price)
He paid the price for me
A price so high for failure and lies
He paid the price for me

As he bored the pain for me
As he bored the pain for me
Spoke not a word not a cry was ever heard
He bore the pain for me

[Chorus]
He bore it all for me (Yes, he bore it all)
He bore it all for me (He bore it all for me)
When I was lost, a painful cross
He bore it all, he bore it all for me

He bore it all for me (Yes, he bore it all)
He bore it all for me (He bore it all for me)
When I was lost, a painful cross
He bore it all for- yes for even me

He bore it all for me (Yes, he bore it all)
He bore it all for me (He bore it all for me)
When I was lost, a painful cross
He bore it all for- yes for even me
He bore it all for me, yes he bore it all for even me

7390. He Can Be Found - Chords

He Can Be Found
Recorded by The Louvin Brothers
Written by Ella Barrett and Faye Cunningham

C                    G7
He can be found in a mother's smile
C                      F         G7
He can be found in the eyes of a child
C                          G7
He can be found He is everywhere 
C                            G7      C
When we kneel in prayer each plea He hears

   G7                  F           C
He can be found in the air that we breath
Am                  G7         F
He'll always hear a heart that grieves 
C                                G7
He can be found on life's stormy seas
C               G7         C
He can be found in you and me



                       G7
He can be found in the hearts of great men
C                      F           G7
He will reach down for one who has sinned
C                                        G7
The peasant's daughter or the rich man's son
C                       G7           C
All who believe and who will let Him come

Repeat #2

7391. He Comes Like Rain - Chords

He Comes Like Rain
(Utah Phillips)

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of: A
 A D
He comes like rain. Like wind he goes,
 A E
Wasting no one's time or tears.
 A D
He bears the pain and takes the blows
 A E7 A
As he walks out his lonely years.
 D A
Although the wealthy share the spoils,
 E
Still the good times pass him by.
 A D
They say he is too old to toil,
 A E7 A
And yet he's still too young to die.
 
The road unwinds into the night.
He lifts his bindle and moves on,
And dark against the fading light,
His frail form dwindles and is gone.

 D A
Perhaps he'll pass this way again,
 E7
And maybe not, for no one knows.
 A D
It doesn't matter where or when.
 A E7 A
He comes like rain. Like wind he goes.
 A D
Perhaps he'll pass this way again,
 A E
And maybe not, for no one knows.
 A D
It doesn't matter where or when.



 A E7 A
He comes like rain. Like wind he goes.

7392. He Dark The Sun

Linda Ronstadt - He Dark The Sun

It was not so long ago, maybe just a year or so
When I was lonely and when looking for someone
Way down south in New Orleans just a-lookin' for a dream
And that's when I found him that's where it all begun

He was there on that night said for you I know I'm right
I'll be with you until my race is run
He walked into my life with his cold evil eyes
And with the length of his mind, he dark the sun

Well, my memory cannot speak and, oh Lord, I'm feeling weak
But I blame it on the fact that I was young
Though I know it may sound strange, there is no way I can change
What my fate has laid out for me now is done

He was there on that night, said for you I know I'm right
I'll be with you until my race is run
He walked into my life with his cold evil eyes
And with the length of his mind he dark the sun

And with the length of his mind he dark the sun

7393. He Did It All For Me

He Did It All For Me
Oak Ridge Boys - He Did It All For Me

Once a man whom we know as the Son of God
Hung upon a cruel tree
He suffered pain as no mortal man
He took my place, He did it all for me.

When I step just inside those gates - those gates
of pearl
And the master's face I see
I:ll gladly kneel at his nail-scarred feet
Oh praise the Lord, He did it all for me

He did it all for me
Each drop of blood was shed for even me
When the savior cried, bowed his head and died
Oh praise the Lord, He did all for me



Oh praise the Lord, He did it all for me.

7394. He Didn't Have To Be

Brad Paisley - He Didn't Have To Be 

When a single mom goes out on a date with somebody new
It always winds up being more like a job interview
My momma used to wonder if she'd ever meet someone
Who wouldn't find out about me and then turn around and run
I met the man I call my dad when I was five years old
He took my mom out to a movie and for once I got to go
A few months later I remember lying there in bed
I overheard him pop the question and prayed that she'd say yes
And then all of a sudden
Oh, it seemed so strange to me
How we went from something's missing
To a family
Lookin' back all I can say
About all the things he did for me
Is I hope I'm at least half the dad
That he didn't have to be
I met the girl that's now my wife about three years ago
We had the perfect marriage but we wanted somethin' more
Now here I stand surrounded by our family and friends
Crowded 'round the nursery window as they bring the baby in
And now all of a sudden
It seemed so strange to me
How we've gone from something's missing
To a family
Lookin' through the glass I think about the man
That's standin' next to me
And I hope I'm at least half the dad
That he didn't have to be
Lookin' back all I can say
About all the things he did for me
Is I hope I'm at least half the dad
That he didn't have to be
Yeah, I hope I'm at least half the dad
That he didn't have to be
Because he didn't have to be
You know he didn't have to be

7395. He Died A Rounder At 21

He Died A Rounder At 21
Junior Sisk - He Died A Rounder At 21



[Verse 1]
He drank whiskey for his liver
He smoke cigarettes for his lungs
He loved the women for his ego
He died a rounder at 21
He never worked down at the sawmill
He couldn't stand that bright sunshine
He lived 21 years in his life
It was a thousand in his time

[Verse 2]
It was a night when the blues had hit him
He must've drank three fists of rum
He got mad as hell when I told him
"You'll never live past 21."
Well, if a man ever hit me hardRr
I don't know where or when
HR picked me up off of the bar floor
He said, "I'd like to be your friend."

[Verse 3]
The other night I overheard him talking
To an old man at the bar
He said, "Oh, daddy, I love you
I just don't like where you are
Tell mama to turn my light on
And turn down my feather bed
I'll be 21 tomorrow."
But tomorrow, he was dead

[Verse 4]
There were 21 miles to the graveyard
And 21 roses red
This is the story of a rounder
Who, at 21, he was dead
He drank whiskey for his liver
He smoked cigarettes for his lungs
He loved the women for his ego
He died a rounder at 21
He died a rounder at 21
He died a rounder at 21

7396. He Don't Care

He Don't Care
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

He don't care how the country looks
(Don't care about the country and how it looks)
And he don't care about readin' them books
(Don't care about readin', readin' no books)
He don't care about the way he walk
(Walk)



He don't care about the he talk
(Talk)
He don't know what's up or down
(Down)
Is he wearin' a smile for frown?

He's stoned
(He's stoned, he's a dead-on stoner)
Just stoned
(He's stoned, he's a dead-on stoner)
He's stoned
(He's stoned, he's a dead-on stoner)
Just stoned
(Just stooooooooned)
Just stoned

Is that stoplight green or red?
(Is that stoplight green or red?)
He may be alive and he may be dead
(May be alive and he may be dead)
We don't care about his funky clothes
(Clothes)
And we don't care if his navel shows
(Shows)
People stop, they turn around
(Round)
Is he wearin' a smile for frown?

He's stoned
(He's stoned, he's a dead-on stoner)
Just stoned
(He's stoned, he's a dead-on stoner)
He's a stone
(He's stoned, he's a dead-on stoner)
Just stoned
(Just stooooooooned)
He's stoned
Just stoooooooooooooooned

And when he's talkin', he don't talk loud
(When he's talkin', he'll talk loud about it)
Because he's livin' in a bright pink cloud
('Cause he's livin', livin' in a cloud)
People laugh about his ways
(Ways)
He's been up for five whole days
(Days)
People try to put him down
(Down)
Is he wearin' a smile for frown?

He's stoned
(He's stoned, he's a dead-on stoner)
He's a stone
(He's stoned, he's a dead-on stoner)
He's a stooooned
(He's stoned, he's a dead-on stoner)



Just stoooooooooooooned
(Just stooooooooned)
Just stoned
"He's stoned ladies and gentlemen
Very stoned
He likes to take aspirin and mix it with Coca Cola
He's a stoned guy
He'll smoke a banana every now and then
Yeah
He is never not stoned
You try that sometime
He's got a different colored headband for every day of the week
The stoned man
You know you live by the stone and you die by the stone"

7397. He Don't Deserve You Anymore

He Don't Deserve You Anymore - Vince Gill
(originally by Buck Owens)

When I found you, darling
Then he saw his big mistake
Saw what he was losin'
Felt his heart begin to break.

Please don't let him talk you back
The way he's done before
Why he's had a hundred chances
He don't deserve you anymore.

Let his eyes do the cryin'
Let his feet walk the floor
Let his heart do the breakin'
Like he's let yours break before.

Let his lips do the sighing
Let his heartaches start to sore
Let his arms do the aching
He don't deserve you anymore.

He took you for granted
And he only brought you shame
It was never his intention
To let you share his name.

The lonely hours you've waited now
Won't happen anymore
For it's his turn to feel the hurt
He don't deserve you anymore.

Let his eyes do the crying
Let his feet walk the floor
Let his heart do the breaking



Like he's let yours break before.

Let his lips do the sighing
Let his heartaches start to sore
Let his arms do the aching
He don't deserve you anymore...

7398. He Forgot It Was Sunday - Chords

He Forgot It Was Sunday
Words and music by John Prine

NOTE:CAPO on II
INTRO:
 G C D G C Am D G
E/---/-3-2-/-2-0-/-0--/-2-0-/-0------/-3-2-/-2-0-/---/---/-----/-------
B/---/-----/-----/----/-----/----3-3-/-----/-----/---/-3-/-----/-------
G/---/-----/-----/----/-----/--------/-----/-----/-2-/---/-4-2-/-0-----
D/---/-----/-----/----/-----/--------/-----/-----/---/---/-----/-------
A/---/-----/-----/----/-----/--------/-----/-----/---/---/-----/-------
E/---/-----/-----/----/-----/--------/-----/-----/---/---/-----/-------

 G C
1.The motel lights were blinkin'
2.We used to tell each other lies
3.The only song I ever knew

 D G
1.On my chartreuse four-door Lincoln
2.With our orange plastic button eyes
3.Was Moonlight Bay on the Avenue

 C
1.On the dock the fish were stinkin'
2.In a former life on a motel chair
3.These are tales from the Devil's Chin

 D G
1.I simply didn't have a care.
2.I was Charlie Parker's Teddy Bear
3.Charlie I could've been a contender

 C
1.And the old men sit 'round the cracker barrels
2.Yeah, me and Bird we'd stay up late
3.And the old men sit 'round the cracker barrels

 D G
1.The children hum their Christmas Carols
2.I used to watch him contemplate
3.The children hum their Christmas Carols

 C



1.The train tracks all run parallel
2.While his horn would sit by the window and wait
3.The train tracks all run parallel

 D G
1.But they'll all meet up one day
2.Till it was time for him to blow it
3.But they'll all meet up one day

CHORUS:
 G C
 On a dusty pew in a vestibule
 D G
 Sits the Devil playing pocket pool
 C Am
 He's waiting for the next poor fool
 D G
 Who forgot that it was Sunday

INSTRUMENTAL AFTER 2ND VERSE AND CHORUS:

 G C D G C Am D G
E/---/-3-2-/-2-0-/-0--/-2-0-/-0------/-3-2-/-2-0-/---/---/-----/-------
B/---/-----/-----/----/-----/----3-3-/-----/-----/---/-3-/-----/-------
G/---/-----/-----/----/-----/--------/-----/-----/-2-/---/-4-2-/-0-----
D/---/-----/-----/----/-----/--------/-----/-----/---/---/-----/-------
A/---/-----/-----/----/-----/--------/-----/-----/---/---/-----/-------
E/---/-----/-----/----/-----/--------/-----/-----/---/---/-----/-------

ENDING:
 Am D G Am D G
 He forgot that it was Sunday

7399. He Had It On His Mind - Chords

He Had It On His Mind
Recorded by Roy Drusky
Written by Vic McAlpin and Roy Drusky 

G7                             C
(All the time he had it on his mind)
                                     F
I never thought he'd try to take you from me
  C                                   G7
A lifelong friend would never be that kind
   C                                F
He made believe that he could never want you
     G7                            C
When all the time he had it on his mind
   F                          C
He had it on his mind all the time
         G7                            C
But kept telling me desire had made me blind



                                        F
As a friend he couldn't see how I could love you
     G7                            C
When all the time he had it on his mind
                                F
To think of times I trusted you together
    C                               G7
Now tomorrow the wedding bells will chime
   C                                 F
To you and our best friend I'll be a stranger
      G7                            C
Cause all the time he had it on his mind
   F                          C
He had it on his mind all the time
         G7                            C
But kept telling me desire had made me blind
                                        F
As a friend he couldn't see how I could love you
     G7                            C
When all the time he had it on his mind
    G7                            C
Yes all the time he had it on his mind

7400. He Holds The Lantern - Chords

He Holds The Lantern (While His Mother Chops The Wood)
Recorded by Tex Morton
Written by Alan L. Grey, Arthur Terker, Roy Jordan

G                       C
I know the best hearted fellow 
     D7                   G
He'd even give his oldest shirt a way
                              C
The neighbors all know he's a kind hearted fellow 
    D7                           G
And here's what you'll hear them say
                               C                G
He holds the lantern while his mother chops the wood
                             D7
He holds the lantern just as any good son should
G                          C               G
He's mighty handy and he's always standing by
           C                         D7                  G
When she's through chopping one load he'll get her a new supply 
                               D7
And when she is exhausted he's equal to the test
                                  G
He lays right down beside her and helps his ma to rest
                         C
While she is axing he is busily relaxing
             G                 D7               G
He holds the lantern while his mother chops the wood



                               C                G
He holds the lantern while his mother chops the wood
                            D7
He holds the lantern and he surely does it good
G                        C                 G
She hacks and hacks away until her back is sprained
          C                     D7                       G
While her son holds the lantern so her eyes will not get strained
                                  D7
You'll never find him stopping to take a holiday
                                G
Cause when it comes to chopping every day is Mother' Day
                                C
While she's perspiring her dear son is most inspiring 
             G                 D7               G
He holds the lantern while his mother chops the wood
                               C                G
He holds the lantern while his mother chops the wood
                              D7
While she is pantin' he pants too that's understood 
G                            C               G
He's tender hearted when she chops he almost cries 
               C                  D7                   G
He can't stand seeing mother work so he just shuts his eyes
                                       D7
He's big and strong and healthy and he weighs two fifty net 
                                G
But moving those big muscles is what he ain't done yet
                                   C
But he's sure respected her and to show he's not neglectin' her
             G                 D7               G
He holds the lantern while his mother chops the wood

7401. He Is Coming To Us Dead

He is Coming to Us Dead

One morning when the office had opened
a man quite old in years
Entered the express office
showing signs of grief and fear
When the clerk approached him
his trembling voice did say
I'm waiting for my boy, sir
he's coming home today

You have made a small mistake
and you must surely know
This is the express office, sir
and not a town depot
If your boy is coming home
this cold rainy day
You'll find him with the passengers



at the station just over the way

You do not understand me, sir
the old man shook his head
He's not a-coming as a passenger
but by express instead
He's coming home to mother
the old man gently said
He's coming home in a casket, sir
he's coming to us dead

Just then a whistle pierced the ears
the express came in on time
The old man rose in a breathless haste
and quickly rushed outside
Then a long white casket
was lowered to the ground
The scene was filled with the grief and tears
of those who gathered around

Don't handle that box roughly, boys
it contains our darling Jack
He went away as you boys are
see the way he's coming back
He broke his poor mother's heart
her saying's all come true
She said, this is the way that he'd come back
when he joined the boys in blue

7402. He Is Near

He Is Near

T Was Christ My Lord who came to share
My greatest joy my deepest care
I cast on him my every fear
Content to know that he is near

My saviour's love  Counts not the cost
He paid the price  Upon the cross
Redeemed am I There is no fear
For Christ my lord is always near

Alone with Christ Our midst the throne
No tempter's snake shall lead me wrong 
I found a friend Whose love is true
I walk with him My Journey through

I m glad each day  though billows roll
There's not to dread He keeps my soul
It's sweet to know when life is o er
I ll live with him Forevermore



7403. He Knocked Me Right Out Of The Box - Chords

He Knocked Me Right Out Of The Box
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Harlan Howard

C                              F
He knocked me right out of the box
      G7                           C
I'm a walkin' to the bench kickin' rocks
                                     F
I might as well hang up my glove and my socks
   G7                          C
He knocked me right out of the box
                                    F
Thought the game was in the bag and all I had to do
    G7                           C
Was coast along for just another inning or two
                                    F
Then he stepped up to the plate and with one mighty swing
   G7                               C
He won the game my baby's heart and I guess everything
Repeat #1
                             F
He sent me to the showers my head was in a spin
      G7                             C
And I don't think I'll ever play the game of love again
                         F
But if I ever do you can bet without a doubt
  G7                         C
I ain't gonna think I've won until the final out
Repeat #1
   G7                          C
He knocked me right out of the box

7404. He Knows What I'm Crying About - Chords

He Knows What I'm Crying About
Recorded by Jeannie Seely
Written by George Jones

G
You think I'm not going through
          C                  G
All these things I'm telling you
                                    D7
But believe me what I say is really true
               G
Cause he's the one who left me here



         C              G
He's the one who didn't care
                      D7     G
And he knows what I'm crying about
I gave him my very best
       C                G
He was wrong to give me less
                                        D7
And destroy the love I tried so hard to hold
           G
He made me shed a million tears
     C                     G
I've just wasted all these years
                     D7     G
So he knows what I'm crying about
   C                     G
He knows what I'm crying about
I bear the shame he's to blame  
        D7
There's no doubt
         G
He never even tried to say 
   C                 G
Or accept the love I gave
                     D7     G
So he knows what I'm crying about
                     D7     G
Oh he knows what I'm crying about

7405. He Leadeth Me

He Leadeth Me 
Claire Lynch

He leadeth me! O blessed thought,
O words with heav'nly comfort fraught;
Whate'er I do, where'er I be,
Still 'tis Christ's hand that leadeth me. He leadeth me! He leadeth me!
By His own hand He leadeth me;
His faithful follower I would be,
For by His hand He leadeth me.

Sometimes 'mid scenes of deepest gloom,
Sometimes where Eden's bowers bloom,
By waters still, o'er troubled sea,
Still 'tis His hand that leadeth me.

Lord, I would clasp Thy hand in mine,
Nor ever murmur or repine;
Content, whatever lot I see,
Since it is Your that leadest me.

He leadeth me He leadeth me by His own hand He leadeth me His faithful follower i will be fo



r by His hand He leadeth me

And when my task on earth is done,
When, by Thy grace, the vict'ry's won,
E'en death's cold wave I will not flee,
Since Thou in triumph leadest me.

He leadeth me He leadeth me for by His own hand He leadeth me His faithful follower i will b
e for by His hand He leadeth me
He leadeth me He leadeth me for by His own hand He leadeth me His faithful follower i will b
e for by His hand He leadeth me
Writer(s): Claire Lynch, William Thomas Vorndick

7406. He Left Me Love

Dolly Parton - He Left Me Love 
(Porter Wagoner)

He left me love enough to last a lifetime
A lifetime filled with loving memories
And so I have no reason to search for new love
Time could never take his love from me
And my mind is filled with memories, sweet and tender
My heart is filled with love he left for me
And each thought of him just makes love grow sweeter
He left me love to last eternally
I just close my eyes and I still see him
And in dreams, he loves me just like he used to do
He even wakes me with a tender kiss every mornin'
A kiss that lingers on my lips the whole day through
And my mind is filled with memories, sweet and tender
And my heart is filled with love he left for me
And each thought of him just makes love grow sweeter
He left me love to last eternally
Oh, yes, he left me love

7407. He Left The Road

thompson verlon 
he left the road

Chorus

G D
He was just like you He was just like me
C G
He had his elbow out the window rollin' free.
In the blink of an eye in the shiftin' of a load
in the middle of Proud Mary he left the road.



(1)
He saw the moments of his life pass before his eyes
Every sin he ever sinned and the day he was baptized
He saw his mother and his father beautiful and young
And every girl he'd ever kissed aw, especially that one.

CHORUS

(2)
He saw a long dark tunnel with a beautiful light
He didn't know where he was but he knew it felt right.
He saw the wreck on the highway way down below
He was somewhere between body and soul.

CHORUS...minus the last line ('he left the road').....with slow finger picking

(3)
His momma at the ironing board and his daddy at the mill
They both stopped what they were doing and they both felt a chill.....
again...some slow finger picking and finish

7408. He Lives

He Lives 

I serve a risen Saviour, He's in the world today
I know that He is living, whatever men may say
I see His hand of mercy, I hear His voice of cheer
And just the time I need Him He's always near

He lives, He lives, Christ Jesus lives today
He walks with me and talks with me
Along life's narrow way
He lives, He lives, Salvation to impart
You ask me how I know He lives?
He lives within my heart

In all the world around me I see His loving care
And though my heart grows weary I never will despair
I know that He is leading, thro' all the stormy blast
The day of His appearing will come at last

He lives He lives Christ Jesus lives today
He walks with me and talks with me
Along life's narrow way
He lives He lives Salvation to impart
You ask me how I know He lives?
He lives within my heart

Rejoice, rejoice, O Christian Lift up your voice and sing
Eternal hallelujahs to Jesus Christ, the King
The Hope of all who seek Him, the Help of all who find
None other is so loving, so good and kind



He lives He lives Christ Jesus lives today
He walks with me and talks with me
Along life's narrow way
He lives He lives Salvation to impart
You ask me how I know He lives?
He lives within my heart

7409. He Lives In Me - Chords

He Lives In Me
Recorded by Doyle Lawson  
Written by Frances P. Simpson

C
Oh I'm just not myself although I look the same
    F
The portrait that I used to be is in a different frame
  C
I feel this sudden strength but I'm as helpless as a child
    G7             F                  G7
And you may see me grinnin' like it's goin' out of style

    C
The things I used to treasure just get in the way
    F
The people I once hated I Love them more each day
    C
The frown I'm used to wearin' has been turned upside down
      G7         F                 G7
Since Jesus came into my heart and turned my life a round

   C
He lives in me (He lives in me)
   F
He lives in me (He lives in me)
   G7                              F
He bought me with a price now I no longer am my own
   G7          F          G7
My life is His Kingdom my heart is His throne
   C
He lives in me (He lives in me)
   F
He lives in me (He lives in me)
    G7                                        C
The King of all Heaven and earth is living in me
 
    
Now even when I'm tempted good and evil are at war
    F
The battle's getting longer than it's ever been before
   C
Oh I know where my strength lies I can't do it on my own



     G7        F                    G7
Then I get reinforcements cause I'm never left alone

Repeat #3 x2 

        G7                                        C
Yes the King of all Heaven and earth is living in me

7410. He Looked Beyond My Faults - Chords

He Looked Beyond My Faults 
Recorded by The Oak Ridge Boys
Written by Dottie Rambo

Fm          C    Fm C         F   G7 C    F C
He looked beyond my fault and saw my need

G7      C                        F             Fm
Amazing grace shall always be my song of praise
           C     G7   C              D7  G7
For it was grace that bought my liberty
         C                        F          Fm
I do not know just why He came to love me so
            C    Fm C         F   G7 C    F C
He looked beyond my fault and saw my need

  Dm    G7 C    F         Em   Dm      C
I shall forever lift mine eyes to Calvary
   Dm   G7  Am          F     C        D7  G7
To view the cross where Jesus died for me
         C        F                    C       Am   C
How marvelous the grace that caught my falling soul
   Fm       C                 F   G7 C
He looked beyond my fault and saw my need

7411. He Made It Alright - Chords

He Made It Alright   
Recorded Doyle Lawson   

C
When this world was lost in shame 

For our redemption Jesus came
                               Am
He made it alright (He made it alright)
D7                  G7
Alright (He made it alright)



       C
Dieing there upon the cross  

This Man of sorrow bore our loss
                               Am
He made it alright (He made it alright)
  C
Alright (He made it alright)

He made it alright (He made it alright)

Oh what a Savior (bless His name)
                           Am
From darkness He led (from darkness He led 
   D7                            G7
Us to the light from darkness to light)

             C
Oh wonderful love (wonderful love)

Of grace and favor (since He came)
                               Am
He made it alright (He made it alright)
  C
Alright (He made it alright)

Man such love has never known 

Till Jesus suffered for His own
                               Am
He made it alright (He made it alright)
D7                  G7
Alright (He made it alright)

     C
Then when Jesus bowed His head

Forgive them were the words He said
                               Am
He made it alright (He made it alright)
  C
Alright (He made it alright)

Repeat #3,4

Now in Him we are secure 

A promised life we will endure
                               Am
He made it alright (He made it alright)
D7                  G7
Alright (He made it alright)

        C
Safe at home with Him to be

To spend a glad eternity



                               Am
He made it alright (He made it alright)
  C
Alright (He made it alright)
  
Repeat #3,4

           F
He made it alright (He made it alright)

Oh what a Savior (bless His name)
                 Dm
From darkness He led from darkness He led 
          G7                C
Us to the light wondrous to light

             F
Oh wonderful love (wonderful love)

Of grace and favor (since He came)
                               Dm
He made it alright (He made it alright)
  F
Alright (He made it alright)

                               Dm
He made it alright (He made it alright)
G7  F
Alright

7412. He Made Me Free - Chords

He Made Me Free
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Darrell Edwards
[3/4 time]

C                    G7           C               F
I had drifted for so long with my life so full of wrong
         C                                   G7
That the Lord should have turned His back on me
       C                  G7        C               F
But He took the trembling hand of a lost and lonely man
          C                  G7                C    F  C
Broke the chains from mortal shame and made me free
                     G7          F                 C
Yes He took away the sin from my soul where it had been
                                        G7
And He helped my blinding eyes again to see
        C          G7               C              F
Yes and now I understand the beauty of salvation's plan
           C                  G7               C
Out on the cross You paid the cost and made me free



                      G7          C              F
I had sunk so deep in shame never calling on His name
        C                              G7
All the joys of life had turned to misery
         C               G7            C                  F
But then He gave me back control of my lost and wandering soul
            C              G7                C    F  C
Removed the fears dried my tears and made me free
                     G7           F               C
Yes He took away the sin that had stained me deep within
                                          G7
And He gave me back the fate that I might see
        C              G7                C              F
Now I'm so glad I understand the promise of salvation's plan
           C                  G7               C
Out on the cross You paid the cost and made me free

7413. He Made The Tree - Chords

He Made The Tree 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
 
[Intro]
G // G7 // C // // G // D // G //
 
[Verse]
G
You made the life from the darkness
G                    D          G
and the stars to out number the sands
G                              C
you were born into the world a baby
G                  D                   G
and still held the whole world in your hands
 
[Chorus]
C                      G
you made a hill called Calvary
C                        G
where you made a way for me
G                           G7            C
you made the man that drove nails in your hands
G        D        G
you even made the tree
 
[Verse]
G
you sent the rain and the sunshine
G                 D           G
and the tree grew sturdy with time
G                              C
and like you it didn't bend or waiver
G                              D               G



as you bore the weight of this worlds sins and mine
 
[Chorus]
C                      G
you made a hill called Calvary
C                        G
where you made a way for me
G                           G7            C
made the man that drove nails in your hands
G        D        G
you even made the tree
 
G                           G7            C
made the man that drove nails in your hands
G        D        G
you even made the tree

7414. He Moves Through The Fair

Kathy Mattea - He Moves Through The Fair
Tim O'Brien

My young love said to me, 'My mother won't mind
And my father won't slight you for your lack of kine'
He went away from me and this he did say
'It will not be long, love, till our wedding day'
He went away from me and he moved through the fair
And slowly I watched him move here and move there
He went his way homeward with one star awake
As the swan in the evening moves over the lake
The people were saying no two were e'er wed
But one has a sorrow that never was said
And I smiled as she passed with her goods and her gear
And that was the last that I saw of my dear
I dreamt last night that my young love came in
He came in so sweetly, his feet made no din
He stepped up beside me, and this he did say
'It will not be long love, till our wedding day
It will not be long love, till our wedding day'

7415. He Must Have Loved Me A Lot - Chords

He Must Have Loved Me A Lot
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Ida D. Gaskin
[3/4 time]

G           D7           G
He left the splendors of heaven for me



                   G7          C
And He took on the likeness of man
D7
He came to live in an ungodly world
                                 G
Though spotless the lamb knew no sin

             D7               G
All heaven's foundations were shaken that day
                 G7                C
But for changing His mind He could not
                            G           C
Though He knew exactly what He would go through
   G            D7         G
Oh He must have loved me a lot

    C        D7           G
And how many tears have I brought to His eyes
     C             G          D7
I've hurt him more often than not
G                      C
Still infinite mercy responds to my cry
   G            D7         G
Oh He must have loved me a lot

                    D7          G
He went through the sham of the trial alone
                        G7            C
Through the darkness of death and the grave
D7
He went through the pain of denial and scorn
                          G
The outcast and beggar to save

             D7       G
If I had the power to turn back the time
                G7           C
Make amends for the things I forgot
                       G           C
A lifetime of goodness could never atone
   G            D7         G
Oh He must have loved me a lot

Repeat #2 x2

                D7         C
Oh He must have loved me a lot
           G
Loved me a lot

7416. He Never Came Back



He Never Came Back

An old Jane about 49 came in to view the town
She registered up at Smith's Hotel as Miss Ada Brown
She said she was just 25 and that she was in love
With a young lad about 16, she called him her turtledove

The wedding day at last arrived, the birds did merrily sing
He touched her up for a hundred to go out and buy the ring

   He never came back, no, he never came back
   He's been gone for a year or more
   That sassy young thing better have that ring
   When we meet on that beautiful shore

I went down to a restaurant as hungry as a bear
And a raving thief I did, I grabbed the bill of fare
The waiter said, now what for you, a piece of steak, I said
He taken my order and bowed his head and slowly walked away

7417. He Never Failed Me - Chords

He Never Failed Me - The Isaacs

          A                            D
I've been walkin through the vally so troubled
      D                    A
And I prayed Lord please, make the way
     D                            G
Then He reached me just before I stumbled
            A                    D
And He gave me strength to face another day

     G                D
I raised my hands to Heaven
       D                   A
Lord, You gently wiped my tears away
           G
There has never been a time
      D
When you've failed me
         D             A           D
Lord, I thank you for touching me today

        A                                D
Dear Lord, I thank you because youre my consilation
     D 
When my friends and all my loved ones
      A
They let me down
            D                   G
You're the only one that I can turn to
         A                        D         
And when I need You, Lord You're always around



 G                D
I raised my hands to Heaven
       D                   A
Lord, You gently wiped my tears away
           G
There has never been a time
      D
When you've failed me
         D             A           D
Lord, I thank you for touching me today
           G 
There has never been a time
      D 
When you've failed me
         D             A           D 
Lord, I thank you for touching me today
              D             A           D
Dear Lord, I thank you for touching me today

7418. He Never Got Enough Love

Lucinda Williams - He Never Got Enough Love

His mama ran off when he was just a kid
So he never really knew her at all
Just a picture of a girl in a sad blue dress
Hanging beside a cross on the wall
His daddy used to drive those eighteen wheelers
Now he drives the bottle deep into the night
He was always saying son, you're just no good
You'll never do anything right

He never got enough love in all his life
He wasn't brought up right he never got enough love
The screams and the bruises and the broken bottles
These were things he understood
From busted chairs to a broken heart
He got away as soon as he could

When he was just eighteen he got his very own gun
Shot a kid near a liquor store one night
He was all mixed up he never understood why
He was only lookin' to prove his daddy right
He never got enough love in all his life
He wasn't brought up right he never got enough love
He never got enough love in all his life
He wasn't brought up right he never got enough love



7419. He Never Got The Picture - Chords

He Never Got The Picture
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Allan Phillips and Bobby Reed

G7          C                               F
He lays her picture on the table then he'll reach and pick it up
  G7                                C            G7
Between each sip of whiskey just to have another look
   C                              F                Dm
He always sits there by the phone expecting her to call
           C             G7         C   C7
I guess he never got the picture at all
       
F       A#7      F               C        G7       C
She was once his whole world now all that he's got left
    F       A#7        F              C          G7
Are whiskey soaked old memories and a faded photograph
   C                                  F              Dm
It seems his mind blocks out the time too painful to recall
         C             G7         C
Cause he never got the picture at all
                           F
He gazes at the photograph like he don't understand
   G7                                       C             G7
It seems as though he doesn't know that she loves another man
    C                              F              Dm
And image that he holds so high of her will never fall
         C             G7         C   C7
Cause he never got the picture at all
F       A#7      F               C        G7       C
She was once his whole world now all that he's got left
    F       A#7        F              C          G7
Are whiskey soaked old memories and a faded photograph
   C                                  F              Dm
It seems his mind blocks out the time too painful to recall
         C             G7         C   F
Cause he never got the picture at all
      C             G7         C
No he never got the picture at all

7420. He Rambled

He Rambled
David Davis & The Warrior River Boys

My mother raised three grown sons, Buster, Bill, and I
Buster was the black sheep of our little family
Mother tried to break him of his rough and rowdy ways
Finally had to get the judge to give him ninety days

And didn't he ramble, ramble



He rambled all around, in and out the town
And didn't he ramble, ramble
He rambled till the butchers cut him down

He rambled in a gambling game, he gambled on the green
The gamblers there showed him a trick that he had never seen
He lost his roll and jewelry, he like to lost his life
He lost the car that carried him there and somebody stole his wife

He rambled in a swell hotel, his appetite was stout
And when he refused to pay the bill, the landlord kicked him out
He reached a brick to smack him with and when he went to stop
The landlord kicked him over the fence right in a barrel of slop

7421. He Reached Down

Iris Dement - He Reached Down

[Verse 1]
A certain man one day did go down to Jericho
Fallin' among thieves along the way
Well they stripped him then they fled
Leaving him for dead
Lying on the side of the road
And then the priest came passing by
He crossed over to the other side
Then the Levite came and he did just the same
When the Samaritan heard his cry
He just could not pass on by
He dressed his wounds and he carried to the nearest inn

[Chorus]
Well he reached down, he reached down
He got right there on the ground
He reached down, he reached down
And he touched the pain

[Verse 2]
He paid the keeper the amount that was due
If you need more he said I'm good for that too
He reached down, he reached down
And he touched the pain
And then the Scribes in the Pharicese
Brought the adultress in for Jesus to see
Lord, she's sinned, now the law says she must be stoned
If there's a one of you that's without sin
Said you can cast the first stone in
One by one they left, leaving Jesus and the woman alone

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Well no accusers are left that I see



And Woman, neither do I condemn thee
He reached down, he reached down
And he touched the pain
In the (Bible??) a story is told
About a traveler at the end of life's road
He's at the gates of the Kingdom and the Master says "Come on in"
For I was hungry and you gave me meat
I was cold you put shoes on my feet
When I was in prison there was you who come to see about me

[Chorus]

[Outro]
When you're debted to the least of these
He said you were doin' it unto me
You reached down, you reached down
And you touched my pain

7422. He Really Loves You

He Really Loves You - Garth Brooks 

Five o'clock traffic, all four lanes are down to a crawl
He's sitting there knowing that he's going nowhere at all
Then finally he sees the wreck
And says a prayer for whoever they are
Then everything changes the second he sees it's her car

He really loves you
And God knows it's true
And it's something he'd say
And he'd tell you each day
It was the way that He knew
But to some of us guys, you don't realize
How to say it is just not what we do
And it's so hard to see, but take it from me
He really loves you

Down on the shoulder, he's running as fast as he can
Dying to hold her, he's truly a desperate man
And he falls to his knees at the wreck
Up close it all looks so much worse
Same color, same model, but the car in the crash isn't hers

He really loves you
And God knows it's true
And it's something he'd say
And he'd tell you each day
It was the way that He knew
But to some of us guys, you don't realize
How to say it is just not what we do
And it's so hard to see, but take it from me
He really loves you



I come home tonight like everything is alright
But nothing's changed, but it's simply not true
Been there today, and you'd see the way
He really loves you

7423. He Remembers Her - Chords

He Remembers Her
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Chet Hinesley and Doug Stone

C                              Dm
The calls are made at night he longs to hold her tight
      G7                                 C  G7
Still keeps her picture right beside his bed
        C                  Dm
Now and then a day goes by when he doesn't cry
G7                                  C
But then he struggles with tomorrow again
 
F    Dm      G7   Am       Dm     G7
He remembers her  just the way we were
Am        G7    C       F              G7
Every one tells me that time heals the hurt
    Am              C           F          Dm
But time's stealing memories so I'm making sure
G7                C  Am Dm G7
That he remembers her
 
  C                         Dm
I talked about the way they used to laugh and play
G7                           C  G7
Kid around and pray together too
     C                      Dm
I've got a sparing mind but more and more I find
  G7                            C
Reminding him reminds me of her too
 
F    Dm      G7   Am       Dm     G7
He remembers her  just the way we were
  Am             G7 C    F         G7
I tell him their stories again and again
   Am         C            F              G7
Of how much I love her how much she loved me
 
Repeat #2 So he remembers her ... 
 
             C
He remembers her



7424. He Rode All The Way To Texas - Chords

He Rode All The Way To Texas
recorded by Dolly Parton, Emylou Harris, Linda Rondstat
written by John Starling
Seldom Scene
 
C
A light shines from my window
F                       G7
Just can't sleep no more Lord it hurts 
               C
So much to be alone
 
But the real men never do admit
F                          G7
It's them that might be wrong 
                                      C
At least that's what he told me in his song
 
 
He rode all the way to Texas
F                 C    G7
On an old freight train
                              C
Didn't miss the girl he left behind 
 
He rode all the way to Texas
F             C    G7
Didn't shed a tear letting you know
                       C
That's he's the moving kind
 
 
The freedom that he's sings about
F                   G7
Guess I'll never know
                                        C
Just can't shake the guilt or kill the pain
 
But he lets me ride when the lights turn low
F                      G7
Get on board the radio and take a ride
                 C
To Texas on his train
 
Repeat #2
G7                                         C
He's letting you know that he's the moving kind



7425. He Set Me Free - Chords

He Set Me Free
Recorded by The Louvin Brother
Written by Albert E. Brumley

G
Once like a bird in prison I dwelt
C                           G
No freedom from my sorrow I felt
 
But Jesus came and listened to me
                    D7     G
And glory to God He set me free
 
C                  G
He set me free yes He set me free
                          A7         D7
And He broke the bonds of prison for me
G                  C        G
I'm glory bound my Jesus to see
                    D7     G
For glory to God He set me free
 
 
Now I am climbing higher each day
C                       G
Darkness of mine has drifted away
 
My feet are planted on higher ground
                     D7       G
And glory to God I'm homeward bound
 
repeat #2
 
Goodbye to sin and things that confound
C                          G
Not all the world can turn me around
 
Daily I'm working I'm praying too
                     D7    G
And glory to God I'm going through
 
repeat #2

7426. He Stands Real Tall - Chords

He Stands Real Tall
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Cal Veale

G                C        G
Folks know I'm a poor boy poor as I can be



    C                 G         C             G
But they all know I'm happy and they all envy me
                      C         G
I get to thinkin' I'm kinda big although I'm kinda small
    C               G           D7                      G
But when good folks respect you it makes you stand real tall
  C                  G              D7                       G
Although I'm wearing ragged clothes you'll find their always clean
   C                  G             A7                 D7
My wife works hard to keep 'em nice proudest girl I've seen
  G                C                G
A little girl that loves me I'm the luckiest man of all
C                 G             D7                         G
Find a man that's loved so much you'll find he stands real tall
                   C            G
I won't get rich a farmin' I'll do the best I can
  C                  G                C                G
I ain't got much but what we've got I got it from this land
                       C           G
We've almost saved the money gonna pay it off next fall
    C            G             D7                         G
And any man that has this much you'll find he stands real tall
   C                  G               D7               G
It isn't clothes that make a man it's what you'll find inside
      C              G               A7                   D7
Don't judge a man or think he's weak because you seen him cry
  G            C       G
A man can be a big man even though he's small
C                 G           D7                         G
Find a man that's loved a lot you'll find he stands real tall
C                G           D7                         G
Find a man who's loved a lot you'll find he stands real tall

7427. He Still Hears - Chords

He Still Hears        
Recorded by Flatt Lonesome
Written by Dolton Robertson

C                              F                  C
When the days can seem so long and the nights are longer still
   Dm                                           G7
In times like these you can question God's good will
     C                   F                C
Your heart is hurting so and you lost the strength to stand
     Dm             G7                C
Just cry out to the Lord He hears you still

                       F                C
He still hears when it seems you're all alone
         Dm              F                   G7
He still hears when your bread has turned to stone
C                              F                Dm



God will work according to His perfect all-wise will
     C              G7                C
Just cry out to the Lord He hears you still

                                F               C
When your heart is growing cold and the fire is all but out
    Dm                                  G7
And life's hard winds bring on an empty chill
     C                      F                  C
Just stir the coals again rebuild the fire the storms have quenched
    Dm             G7                C
And cry out to the Lord He hears you still

Repeat #2 x2
 
                    G7                F    Fm C
Just cry out to the Lord He hears you still

7428. He Stopped Loving Her Today

He Stopped Loving Her Today
George Jones - Dave Rawlings Machine

[Verse 1]
He said, "I'll love you til I die"
She told him, "You'll forget in time"
As the years went slowly by
She still preyed upon his mind
He kept her picture on his wall
Went half crazy now and then
But he still loved her through it all
Hoping she'd come back again

[Verse 2]
He kept some letters by his bed
Dated 1962
He had underlined in red
Every single 'I love you'
I went to see him just today
Oh but I didn't see no tears
All dressed up to go away
First time I'd seen him smile in years

[Chorus]
He stopped loving her today
They placed a wreath upon his door
And soon they'll carry him away
He stopped loving her today
[Bridge]
You know she came to see him one last time
Oh, and we all wondered if she would
And it kept runnin' through my mind
This time, he's over her for good



[Chorus]
He stopped loving her today
They placed a wreath upon his door
And soon they'll carry him away
He stopped loving her today

7429. He Stopped Loving Her Today

James King - He Stopped Loving Her Today 
Wayne Taylor

He said, "I'll love you till I die"
She told him, "You'll forget in time"
As the years went slowly by
She still preyed upon his mind

He kept her picture on his wall
Went half-crazy, now and then
He still loved her through it all
Hoping she'd come back again

Kept some letters by his bed
Dated 1962
He had underlined in red
Every single 'I love you'

I went to see him just today
Oh, but I didn't see no tears
All dressed up to go away
First time I'd seen him smile in years

He stopped loving her today
They placed a wreath upon his door
And soon they'll carry him away
He stopped loving her today

You know, she came to see him one last time
Oh, and we all wondered if she would
And it kept running through my mind
This time he's over her for good

He stopped loving her today
They placed a wreath upon his door
And soon they'll carry him away
He stopped loving her today

7430. He Taught Me To Yodel - Chords



He Taught Me To Yodel
Recorded by Margo Smith
Written by Tom Emerson, Paul Roberts, Esther Van Sciver

G
I went across to Switzerland 

Where all the yodelers be
D7
To try to learn to yodel 

With my yodel-oh-ee-dee

G
I climbed a big high mountain 

On a clear and sunny day
A7
There I met a yodeling guy 
     D7
In a little Swiss chalet

G                     C
He taught me to yodel yodel-oh-ee-dee
D7                    G
Diddly-odel-oh-ee-dee diddly-odel-oh-ee-dee
                      C
He taught me to yodel yodel-oh-ee-dee-ay-dee
D7                       G
Yodel-oh-ee-dee-yodel-oh-dee

So now I wanna teach you 

How to yodel just like me
D7
It's easy when you're singing

To go yodel-diddly-oh-oh-dee

G
First take a deep breath

Then you exhale one two three
A7
Then you'll hear a yodel 
       D7
If you listen close to me

G                         C
Yeah this is how to yodel yodel-oh-ee-dee
D7                    G
Diddly-odel-oh-ee-dee diddly-odel-oh-ee-dee
                     C
This is how to yodel yodel-oh-ee-dee
D7                             G
Diddly-odel-oh-ee-dee-yodel-oh-dee



7431. He Thinks I Still Care - Chords

He Thinks I Still Care
Recorded Connie Francis
Written by Dickey Lee and Steve Duffy

C         G7      C
He thinks I still care

               F              C
Just because I asked a friend about him
               G7                 C
Just because I spoke his name somewhere
                        C7        F
Just because I rang his number by mistake today
C         G7      C
He thinks I still care

               F                  C
Just because I haunt the same old places
                          G7           C
Where the memories of him lingers everywhere
                               C7     F
Just because I'm not the happy girl I used to be
C         G7      C
He thinks I still care
 
    F                              C
But if he's happy thinking I still need him
                                     G7
Then let that silly notion bring him cheer
F                              C
Oh but how could he ever be so foolish
        D7                       G7
Tell me where did he get such an idea

C                  F               C
And just because I asked a friend about him
                   G7                 C
And just because I spoke his name somewhere
                                 C7     F
Just because I saw him then went all to pieces
C         G7      C
He thinks I still care
          G7      F   C
He thinks I still c-are

7432. He Thought He'd Die Laughing - Chords



He Thought He'd Die Laughing
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Joe Poovey and Gene McCaslin

G                    C         G
His mind was numb by alcoholic beverages
    C           D7            G
And his courage quite what it should be
            C                    D7               G
But he just happened to pick the wrong ole boy to brag to
          A7                                        D7
He didn't know the home he was wreckin' belonged to me
        G                  C               G
Well he bought a round and related all his good times
        C                D7                G
With my wife and all the places where they hid
            C                 D7              G
But when he bragged about his plan to take my children
           C                D7       C D7       G
He said he thought he'd die laughing     and he did
           C           D7              G
The sudden shock of realization when I told him who I was
          C                D7            G
Brought a sobering look of fear into his eyes
            C             D7         G
I struck so quick that he had no indication
       A7                                      D7
He was tried convicted and sentenced by my own hand
           G           C              G
He was the only guilty party not by a long shot
  C                          D7                      G
I remember now the countless times when she left the kids
           C                  D7                 G
But he was one man who really had his last laugh on me
           C                D7      C D7       G
He said he thought he'd die laughing    and he did
           C                D7      C D7       G
He said he thought he'd die laughing    and he did

7433. He Took White Roses From Her Hair

He Took White Roses From Her Hair
The Carter Family

   Oh Willie my darling come back
   I will ever be faithful and true
   Oh Willie my darling come back
   I'll forever be faithful to you

I remember once that he said
He loved me better than his life
He called me his darling his wife
Then asked me to be his own bride



Oh darling he said I am sure
Your heart is made of a stone
He took a white rose from my hair
Then left me a standing alone

 The next fateful day Willie was dead
He was found in the pond near the mill
Oh the clear precious waters so fair
That flows from the branch of the hills

His blue eyes were forever closed
And damp was his golden hair
And close to his pale lips was found
The white rose he took from my hair

7434. He Took Your Place

He Took Your Place
Flatt & Scruggs

Upon the rugged cross of Calvary
Was there my blessed Savior cried
Forgive them for they know not what they do
Oh, sinner friend, for thee he died

   His hands are gently knocking on your door
   Outside he's pleading to come in
   His heart is breaking as he waits for you
   To wash you free from every sin

Someday he's coming back to claim his own
We'll fly to Heaven's golden shore
A crown of life he gives on that glad day
With him we'll live forever more

Those cruel thorns they pierced my Savior's head
The blood was flowing down his face
In shame, forsaken there he hung and died
Oh, sinner friend, he took you place

7435. He Touched Me

The Isaacs - He Touched Me 

Shackled by a heavy burden
Neath a load of guilt and shame
Then the hand of jesus touched me
And now I am no longer the same



He touched me, oh he touched me
And oh the joy that floods my soul
Something happened and now I know
He touched me and made me whole

Since I met this blessed savior
Since he cleansed and made me whole
I will never cease to praise him
Ill shout it while eternity rolls

He touched me oh he touched me
And oh the joy that floods my soul
Something happened and now I know
He touched me and made me whole

7436. He Understands My Tears

The Isaacs - He Understands My Tears 

He understands my tears

It's hard to believe he still loves me
Knowing how wrong I have been
When all I can say is, "I'm sorry"
When all I can feel is my sin

He understands when all I can do is cry
He feels the hurt that no one can see down inside
And when the words get in the way
I know he stills hears
For he understands my tears

You may not believe that I'm broken
For all you can see is my smile
Oh but he hears the heart that's unspoken
And he gives me strength through each trial

He understand when all I can do is cry
He feels the hurt that no one can see down inside
And when the words get in the way
I know he still hears
For he understands my tears

Oh and when the words get in the way
I know he still hears
For he understands
When no one else can
He understands my tears



7437. He Walked All the Way Home

Larry Sparks - He Walked All the Way Home

In the grim and final hour of the War between the States
He had enough dying, all the grief that he could take
From the Appamattox Courthouse, where the deed was sadly done
There was no place left for him to go but home

He walked all the way home to Southampton County
To carry all he owned and try to forget
Wearing sadness like a mantle for the friends he lost in vain
He walked all the way home to start his life again

In the end he knew the reasons but so many had been lost
For years to come the fallen would sleep beneath the cross
What he held in angry silence, time could never burn away
It was just the saddest price he'd ever pay

He walked all the way home to Southampton County
To carry all he owned and try to forget
Wearing sadness like a mantle for the friends he lost in vain
He walked all the way home to start his life again

When he stopped to take some water at a little roadside place
A pretty southern widow sadly looked into his face
As they talked a while his blue eyes seemed to ease her broken heart
One day he came back and took her home

He walked all the way home to Southampton County
To carry all he owned and try to forget
Wearing sadness like a mantle for the friends he lost in vain
He walked all the way home to start his life again

He walked all the way home to start his life again

7438. He Walks With Me

He Walks With Me

I come to the garden alone
While the dew is still on the roses
And the voice I hear falling on my ear
The son of God discloses

And he walks with me and he talks with me
And he tells me I am his own
And the joy we share as we tarry there
None other has ever known

He speaks and the sound of his voice is so sweet
The birds hush their singing
And the melody that he gave to me



Within my heart is ringing

And he walks with me and he talks with me
And he tells me I am his own
And the joy we share as we tarry there
None other has ever known

7439. He Was A Friend Of Mine

He Was A Friend Of Mine
Shorty George
Country Gentlemen

He was a friend of mine
He was a friend of mine.
Never had no money to pay his fine
He was a friend of mine.

He died on the road, (twice)
Never had no money (to) pay for his board,
He was a friend of mine.

He never done no wrong, (twice)
He was just a poor boy, a long way from home,
He was a friend of mine.

I stole away and cried, (twice)
Never had no money and I can't be satisfied,
He was a friend of mine.

He was a friend of mine, (twice)
When I hear his name
You know I just can't keep from crying,
He was a friend of mine.

7440. He Was Mine

Emmylou Harris - He Was Mine

You ask me if I've met your baby
I have to say
It's been some time now
Seems like yesterday
He was mine
For a while
We had good times
We went in style
But now he's yours
Treat him kind



Yes I remember well when
He was mine
You say he means the world to you
Well yes I can tell
You'll make each other happy
I wish you well
He was mine
For a while
We had good times
We went in style
But now he's yours
Treat him kind
Yes I remember well when
He was mine
Yes I remember well when
He was mine
He was mine
He was mine
He was mine
He was mine

7441. He Was My Brother - Chords

He Was My Brother
Paul Simon (aka Paul Kane)

He was my brother
Five years older than I
He was my brother
Twenty-three years old the day he died

Freedom writer
They cursed my brother to his face
Go home outsider
This town's gonna be your buryin' place

He was singin' on his knees
An angry mob trailed along
They shot my brother dead
Because he hated what was wrong

He was my brother
Tears can't bring him back to me
He was my brother
And he died so his brothers could be free
He died so his brothers could be free

Capo 2nd fret
-------------

Intro:
------
D C



e:/-----2-----0-----/-0h2---0h2-------/-----0-----------/-3-----3---2-----/
B:/-----3-----------/-----------3-----/-----1-----1-----/-1---------------/
G:/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/-----0-----------/-0---------------/
D:/-0-------0-------/-0-------0-------/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/
A:/-----------------/-----------------/-3-------3-------/-3-------3-------/
E:/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/
/ / / / / / / /

D
E:/-----2-----0-----/-0h2---0h2-------/-----2-----0-----/-0h2---0h2-----2-/
B:/-----3-----------/-----------3---3-/-----3-----------/-----------3-----/
G:/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/
D:/-0-------0-------/-0-------0-------/-0-------0-------/-0-------0-------/
A:/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/
E:/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/
/ / / / / / / /

Verse 1
-------

D C
E:/-----2-----2-----/-0h2-------2-----/-----------------/-----------------/
B:/-----3-----------/-------3-------0-/-----1-----1-----/-----1-----1-----/
G:/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/-------0---------/-----0-----------/
D:/-0-------0-------/-0-------0-------/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/
A:/-----------------/-----------------/-3-------3-------/-3-------3-------/
E:/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/
/ / / / / / / /
He was my

D Bm G
E:/-----2-----------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/
B:/-----3-----3-----/-----3-----2-----/-3---------3-----/-----------0-----/
G:/-----2-------2---/-----4-----------/-------4---------/-------0---------/
D:/-0-------0-------/-----4-------4---/-----4-------4---/-----0-------0---/
A:/-----------------/-2-------2-------/-2-------2-------/-----------------/
E:/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/-3-------3-------/
/ / / / / / / /
brot....h.....er five years

A
E:/-3---------------/-----------------/-0---------------/-----------------/
B:/-----------0-----/-------2---3-----/-------3---2-----/-------2---3-----/
G:/-------0---------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/
D:/-----0-------0---/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/
A:/-----------------/-0-------0-------/-0-------0-------/-0-------0-------/
E:/-3-------3-------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/
/ / / / / / / /
older than I

(strum a bit) D C
E:/-0---------------/-----2-----------/-0h2-------2-----/-----------------/
B:/-------3---2-----/-----3-----3-----/-------3---------/-----1-----1-----/
G:/-----------------/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/-------0---------/
D:/-----2-------2---/-0-------0-------/-0-------0-------/-----2-------2---/
A:/-0-------0-------/-----------------/-----------------/-3-------3-------/
E:/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/



/ / / / / / / /
He

D Bm
E:/-----------------/-----2-----------/-----------------/-----------------/
B:/-----1-----1-----/-----3-----3-----/-----3-----2-----/-3---------3-----/
G:/-----0-----------/-----2-------2---/-----4-----------/-------4---------/
D:/-----2-------2---/-0-------0-------/-----4-------4---/-----4-------4---/
A:/-3-------3-------/-----------------/-2-------2-------/-2-------2-------/
E:/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/
/ / / / / / / /
was my bro...th.......er

G A
e:/-----------------/-3---------------/-----------------/-----------------/
B:/-----------0-----/-----------0-----/-------2---3-----/-2---------------/
G:/-------0---------/-------0---------/-----------------/-2---------------/
D:/-----0-------0---/-----0-------0---/-----2-------2---/-2---------------/
A:/-----------------/-----------------/-0-------0-------/-0---------------/
E:/-3-------3-------/-3-------3-------/-----------------/-----------------/
/ / / / / / / /
twenty three years old The day he
died

Play intro between each verse... And strum/pick a bit more each time..
Play the rest of the verses..

Last verse
----------

D C
e:/-----2-----2-----/-0h2-------2-----/-----------------/-----------------/
B:/-----3-----------/-------3-------0-/-----1-----1-----/-----1-----1-----/
G:/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/-------0---------/-----0-----------/
D:/-0-------0-------/-0-------0-------/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/
A:/-----------------/-----------------/-3-------3-------/-3-------3-------/
E:/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/
/ / / / / / / /
He was my

D Bm G
e:/-----2-----------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/
B:/-----3-----3-----/-----3-----2-----/-3---------3-----/-----------0-----/
G:/-----2-------2---/-----4-----------/-------4---------/-------0---------/
D:/-0-------0-------/-----4-------4---/-----4-------4---/-----0-------0---/
A:/-----------------/-2-------2-------/-2-------2-------/-----------------/
E:/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/-3-------3-------/
/ / / / / / / /
brot....h.....er tears can't

A
e:/-3---------------/-----------------/-0---------------/-----------------/
B:/-----------0-----/-------2---3-----/-------3---2-----/-------2---3-----/
G:/-------0---------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/
D:/-----0-------0---/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/-----2-------2---/
A:/-----------------/-0-------0-------/-0-------0-------/-0-------0-------/
E:/-3-------3-------/-----------------/-----------------/-----------------/



/ / / / / / / /
bring him back to me

Play the next A bar then... Strum lots

D C D Bm G A D
He he was my brother and he died so his brothers could be free

Bm G A (intro)
Oh God, he died so his brothers could be free

(And finish with a big strum on D)

7442. He Was On To Somethin'

Ricky Skaggs - He Was on to Somethin'

The moon ain't yellow and the moon ain't blue
It ain't made of cheese and it don't have a thing to do
With me and you

Your mind ain't straight and your heart can't break
Tears don't roll and lips don't taste
Like cherry wine, sugar and honey dew

But honey, when you tell me that you love me true
I believe in you and ooh
Your love makes everything come true

'Cause love makes a blue moon turn gold
Makes a heart break, makes a tear roll
When God made love, I betcha He knew
That He was on to somethin', so He made you

Midnight really ain't the middle of the night
It's easier to the left or a little bit to the right
It's ever so slight

The sun don't move and it can't go down
Never comes up and it don't roll around
In Heaven all day, the sun don't roll around

But honey, when you tell me that you love me true
I believe in you and ooh
Your love makes everything come true

Love makes the sun come up and go down
'Cause love makes the world go around
When God made love, I betcha He knew
That He was on to somethin', so He made you

Love makes the world go around
Makes the sun come up and go down



When God made love, I betcha He knew
That He was on to somethin', so He made you
Yeah, He was on to something so He made you

7443. He Went To Paris

He Went To Paris
Jimmy Buffett

He went to Paris lookin' for answers
To questions that bothered him so
He was impressive, young and aggressive
Savin' the world on his own
But the warm summer breezes
The French wines and cheeses
Put his ambition at bay
The summers and winters
Scattered like splinters
And four or five years slipped away

Then he went to England, played the piano
And married an actress named Kim
They had a fine life, she was a good wife
And bore him a young son named Jim
And all of the answers and all of the questions
He locked in his attic one day
'Cause he liked the quiet clean country livin'
And twenty more years slipped away

Well the war took his baby, the bombs killed his lady
And left him with only one eye
His body was battered, his whole world was shattered
And all he could do was just cry
While the tears were a-fallin' he was recallin'
Answers he never found
So he hopped on a freighter, skidded the ocean
And left England without a sound

Now he lives in the islands, fishes the pilin's
And drinks his Green Label each day
Writing his memoirs, losin' his hearin'
But he don't care what most people say
Through eighty-six years of perpetual motion
If he likes you he'll smile and he'll say
'Jimmy, some of it's magic, some of it's tragic
But I had a good life all the way'

He went to Paris lookin' for answers
To questions that bothered him so



7444. He WilI Listen To You

He WilI Listen To You 

Intro

When the weight of this world crashes down on you 
God will listen to you 
When the sky turns black and your thoughts turn blue 
He will listen to you

Chorus
He will listen to you-ooh 
Always listen to you 
He understands how his children feel 
And he will listen to you

Solo

When your river Of tears cannot be contained 
God will listen to you 
Like a drowning man in the pouring rain 
He will listen to you

Repeat Chorus
Solo

When the light explodes in a world gone wrong 
God will listen to you 
When your heart beats strong with a grateful song 
He will listen to you

Repeat Chorus

He understands how his children feel 
And he will listen to you

Outro

7445. He Will Listen To You - Chords

He Will Listen To You 
Nickel Creek

[Intro](Verse Chords)(Chorus Chords)
          A                            D       A
When the weight of this world crashes down on you
          E         A
God will listen to you
          A                          D           A
When the sky turns black and your thoughts turn blue
         E         A
He will listen to you



 
[Chorus]
A        D         A
He will listen to you-ooh
F#m     E         A   E  A
Always listen to you
                        D        A
He understands how his children feel
             E         A
And he will listen to you
 
[Solo]
A  D A  E A E  A  D A  E A
 
[Verse]
           A                    D       A
When your river of tears cannot be contained
          E         A
God will listen to you
         A                  D       A
Like a drowning man in the pouring rain
         E         A
He will listen to you
 
[Chorus]
A        D         A
He will listen to you-ooh
F#m     E         A   E  A
Always listen to you
                        D        A
He understands how his children feel
             E         A
And he will listen to you
 
[Solo]
A  D A  E A E  A  D A  E A
 
[Verse]
          A                   D           A
When the light explodes in a world gone wrong
          E         A
God will listen to you
           A                          D       A
When your heart beats strong with a grateful song
         E         A
He will listen to you
 
[Chorus]
A                        D       A
He understands how his children feel
             E         D    F#m   E A
And he will listen to you
 
[Outro]
A  D A  E A E  A  D A  E A (repeat and fade)



7446. He Will Never Let Me Down - Chords

He Will Never Let Me Down 
Recorded by The Oak Ridge Boys
Written by James S. Wetherington

C                          C7
He will never let me down (no never)
F
He will never let me down (no never)
C                                      G7
When I'm troubled He will never let me down
C                          C7
He will never let me down (no oh oh)
F
He will never let me down  
          C       G7                   C
High from Calvary He will never let me down

God is a God of might and wisdom He is the God of love
                                              G7
Crucified but now He has risen raised from up above
C
He rules the stars and the sun and the moon 
F
And the seasons of the year 
C                                F         G7 C
While He's the master of my soul I'll have no fear

Repeat #1

I read about what He did for Daniel there in the lions den
                                                    G7
After He had told the king just what His dreams had been
C                                     F
He told the king that his time was up and it was very near
C                                F      G7 C
Well old Daniel had a mighty God he had no fear

                           C7
He will never let me down (no never)
F
He will never let me down (no never)
C                                      G7
When I'm troubled He will never let me down
C                          C7
He will never let me down (no oh oh)
F
He will never let me down  
          C       G7              C
High from Calvary will not let me down



7447. He Will See You Through

Rhiannon Giddens - He Will See You Through

When your path is full of worry
He will see you through
When you feel alone on your journey
He will see you through
Amen
Amen
Amen
Amen
Amen, amen
When you think the world's gone crazy
He will see you through
When it looks like the end of days
He'll surely see you through
All your silver, all your gold
Won't shine brighter than your soul
Amen
Amen, amen
All your silver, all your gold
Won't shine brighter than your soul
Amen
Amen, amen
Amen, amen

7448. He Will Set Your Fields On Fire

He Will Set Your Fields On Fire
Bill Monroe

There's a call that rings from the throne it springs
To those now gone astray
Saying "Come ye men from your load of sin
There at the altar lay"
Many do not heed that the chains of greed
that their conscience never tire
Be assured my friend if you still offend
He will set your fields on fire

Now if you don't from sin retire
He will set your fields on fire
You have heard Jesus' call
And in death your soul must fall
Now my friend if you desire
You may join the heavenly choir
And rejoice with him free from every sin
When He sets this world on fire



You have heard his voice seen His soul rejoice
That trusted in his grace
You have blushed with sin as He knocked within
But still you hide your face
From the blessed Lord and His own true word
But still you say retire
Leave the downward path kindle not His wrath
Or He'll set your fields on fire

7449. He Wont Give In - Chords

He Wont Give In 
Kathy Mattea
 
INTRO: C  Am    F   C G Am   G   C7 C
 
CHORUS:
N.C.          Am
He won't give in
   C                                 G
No matter what you say, he says he's mine
             Bb         C     ~          Am
You might as well go away, he won't give in
             F      C
So don't you even try
              Am                G       C
He won't give in, so you better say goodbye
 
 
N.C.    C
My baby loves me
             G                  C                F
He's not the kind that likes to cheat, my baby's true to me
          Am          G            C
It's not difficult to see, my baby wants me
    G                C
One look and you can see
        F         G       C
My baby saves it, all for me
 
 
CHORUS:
N.C.          Am
He won't give in
   C                                 G
No matter what you say, he says he's mine
             Bb         C     ~          Am
You might as well go away, he won't give in
             F      C
So don't you even try
              Am                G       C
He won't give in, so you better say goodbye



 
 
N.C.      C
I used to worry
        G               C               F
I had a boy, I swear he loved to see me worry
                   Am          G               C
He brought out the bad side in me, now it's so easy
       G           C
Loving someone who takes pride 
   F      G    C
In loving only me
 
 
CHORUS:
N.C.          Am
He won't give in
   C                                 G
No matter what you say, he says he's mine
             Bb         C     ~          Am
You might as well go away, he won't give in
             F      C
So don't you even try
              Am                G       C
He won't give in, so you better say goodbye
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL: C  Am    C    G    Bb  C  Am    F  C
 
 
OUTRO:
   ~          Am                G        C
He won't give in, so you better say good night

7450. He Would Know

Dolly Parton - He Would Know 
(Dolly Parton)

In my mind I've made love to you often
But only in my mind can it be so
'Cause there's someone at home that's countin' on me
And if I did, I'm sure that he would know
Yes, he would know, yes, he could tell
For, he has loved me long enough to know me very well
And if I lied, he'd see it in my eyes
I know my guilt would show and he would know
But I must admit you're someone very special
And it would be so easy to let go
Makin' love to you could be so easy
But if I did, I'm sure that he would know
Yes, he would know, yes, he could tell
For, he has loved me long enough to know me very well



And if I lied, he'd see it in my eyes
I know my guilt would show and he would know
My conscience just won't let me make love to you
I know it would be sweet, but I just can't
When I go home to him I must be able
To look him in the eyes and say I ain't
'Cause he would know, yes, he could tell
For, he has loved me long enough to know me very well
And if I lied, he'd see it in my eyes
I know my guilt would show and he would know
He would know

7451. He' Got The Whole World

Vince Gill - He's got the whole world

He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole wide world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
                                   
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole wide world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
               
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole wide world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
                                                 
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole wide world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
                  
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole wide world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
                  
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole wide world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
           
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole wide world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
               
He's got the whole world in His hands



He's got the whole wide world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands
He's got the whole world in His hands

He's got the whole world in His hands

7452. He'd Still Love Me - Chords

He'd Still Love Me
Recorded by Lynn Anderson
Written by Glenn Sutton and Hugh X. Lewis

G                      C             G
You're here to tell me just how much he loves you
                      D7
And he'll do anything you want him to
        C                             G
And you think he'll follow you to the end of the world
      A7                                 D7
But before you pack your bags I'd better warn you girl
G                C                 G
Other girls have been in love with him
                                     D7
And the only chance you'll ever have is very slim
        C                                        G         C
And you think your dreams would all come true if he were free
         G   C         G    D7              G
But he's not and if he were he'd still love me
     D7                                 C                      G
He'd still love me because he remembers the little things I've done
     A7                                     D7
Like ironing shirts and pressing suits when he had only one
    G                                   C
And knowing this you're still expecting me to set him free
      G                  D7              G D7
But I won't and if I did he'd still love me
    G                                   C
And knowing this you're still expecting me to set him free
      G                  D7              C  G
But I won't and if I did he'd still love me

7453. He'll Be The One - Chords

He'll Be The One
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Steve Wariner
 
G7  C                  G7
The hurt shows on your face



          F                        C   G7
There's a trickle of sweat on your brow
    C                  G7
And pain is all he has given you
        F                     C   G7
And you manage to make it somehow
 
   C                          G7
So take my advise and take my hand
         C         C7        F
And I'll make everything all right
     G7                     Dm
Then he'll be the one who's hurt
          G7           C    G7
While I'm loving you tonight
 
C                       G7
He don't know what he's done
   F                        C     G7
By being rude to someone so sweet
    C              G7
And he has taken a winner
    F                 C   G7
And changed it into defeat 
 
   C                          G7
So take my advise and take my hand
         C         C7        F
And I'll make everything all right
     G7                     Dm
Then he'll be the one who's hurt
          G7           C
While I'm loving you tonight
 
    G7                     Dm
Yes he'll be the one who's hurt
          G7           F    C
While I'm loving you tonight

7454. He'll Have To Go - Chords

He'll Have To Go
Eddy Arnold. 

(D)Put your sweet lips a little (G)closer to the (D)phone,
Let s pretend that we're together all a(A)lone,
I ll tell the (D)man to turn the (D7)juke box way down (G)low,
and you can (D)tell your friend there (A)with you,
He'll have to (D)go,

Whisper to me tell me (G)do you love me (D)true,
or is he holding you the way I (A)do?
Tho love is (D)blind make up your (D7)mind I've got to (G)know,



Should I (D)hang up, or will you (A)tell him, He'll have to (D)go,

Middle Section
You can't (G)say the words I want to hear,
while your (D)with another man,
If you (G)want me answer, yes or no,
darling (D)I will under(A)stand,

Put your (D)sweet lips a little (G)closer to the (D)phone,
Let s pretend that we re together all a(A)lone,
I'll tell the (D)man to turn the (D7)juke box way down (G)low,
and you can (D)tell your friend there (A)with you,
He'll have to (D)go.

7455. He'll Have To Stay - Chords

He'll Have To Stay
Recorded by Skeeter Davis
Written by Joe Allison, Audrey Allison, Charles Grean 
[3/4 time]

C                        F                C
I am glad you've finally called me on the phone 
                                       G7
I've been waiting here tonight but not alone 
              C                C7              F
You broke the date that we had made just yesterday 
            C                  G7                 C   G7
Now there's someone else who's here he'll have to stay 
       C             F              C
I have found another love I know is true 
                                        G7
And he holds me much more tenderly than you 
       C                   C7              F
Loving you's not worth the price I have to pay 
        C               G7                  C
Someone else is in your place he'll have to stay 
       F
Once I loved you with all my heart 
    C
But now I must say no 
    F
You broke my heart too many times 
   C                  G7
So now you'll have to go 
      C                F                C
I can hear the jukebox playing soft and low 
                                         G7
And you're out again with someone else I know 
            C                  C7                   F
My love was blind I'm not your kind that's all I'll say 
           C                  G7                 C
So you can hang up I'm in his arms he'll have to stay 



Repeat #2

7456. He'll Take You In

He'll Take You In
IIIrd Tyme Out

Let not your heart be troubled for He will take you in
His invitation stand forever more
He's right there where you let Him to take you by the hand
And lead you to that everlasting shore

   He'll take you in He'll take you in and give you shelter from the storm
   He'll take you in He'll take you in and there your mortal life transform
   How can you be so down and out you should jump right up and shout
   He'll take you in He'll take you in He'll take you in

Let not your soul be weary for He will strengthen you
Even in the weakest times you'll find
Him reaching out his arms to lift you up again
You know He'll take you in every time

You'll be walking on the water with your feet on hallowed ground
If you have the faith to follow in His will
You'll be one with the Spirit the Father and the Son
He'll deliver you sanctified and sealed

7457. He'll Understand And Say Well Done

Ernest Tubb 
He'll Understand And Say Well Done

Give when you give the best of your service
Telling the world that the Saviour has come
Be not dismay if man don't believe you
He'll understand and say well done

Oh, when I come to the end of my journey
Weary of life and the battle is won
Caring the staff and the cross of redemption
He'll understand and say well done

Oh, when I come to the end of my journey
Weary of life and the battle is won
Caring the staff and the cross of redemption
He'll understand and say well done



7458. He's A Go Getter

Dolly Parton - He's A Go Getter 
(Dolly Parton)

He's a go getter, go getter
When his wife gets off from work, he'll go get her
Now I've got a neighbor that lives down the road a ways
His wife holds down a steady job, he don't turn his hand all day
I know that most of you will know the kind I'm talkin' about
The kind that rather than have to work, he'd rather do without
But he's a go getter, a go getter
When his wife gets off from work, he'll go get her
There's a group of men in the court house yard any time that you go by
Playin' checkers and tradin' odds and makin' jokes about their wives
They wait all week for pay day and they hold the money's plenty
And the wife that's worked those long hard hours never gets a penny
But he's a go getter, a go getter
When his wife gets off from work, he'll go get her
Yes he's a go getter, a go getter
When his wife gets off from work, he'll go get her
He's a go getter, a go getter
When his wife gets off from work, he'll go get her

7459. He's A Heartache

Janie Fricke - He's A Heartache

Well, you can't deny how good he looks
Couldn't find another on the cover of a book
Believe me
Well, I've almost loved him once or twice
But don't be fooled by his innocent smile
He's clever as the devil and just as wild
He's crazy
But a little crazy's kinda nice
He's a heartache
Lookin' for a place to happen
Lookin' for a little action
Livin' for the moment not for lovin'
He's a heartache
Lookin' for a place to happen
Temporary satisfaction
If you try to hold on he's gone
Well, I might as well tell someone else
I know I'll never have him to myself
Not likely
But I wouldn't mind just one more night
If he wants to hold you, let it be
Don't pass up the opportunity
To know him
You won't forget him all your life



7460. He's A Jolly Good Fellow - Chords

He's A Jolly Good Fellow
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Billy Sherrill and Glenn Sutton

G                 C
He's a jolly good fellow 
   G                            D7
He can laugh the loudest of 'em all
G                 C
He's a jolly good fellow 
         G          C        G       D7       G
But that jolly good fellow's world's about to fall
                                      D7
Tonight he's out with all his friends downtown
                                        G
I bet it's never crossed his mind you'd slip around
                               G7         C
He's the life of the party but if he only knew
                       G      D7               G
When he's holding that bottle I'm here holding you
Repeat #1
                                      D7
He's feeding that old jukebox all his dimes
                                G
Talking with the boys about the good old times
                  G7           C
Buying booze like it was going out of style
                         G              D7                G
Se let's don't spoil his party cause he ain't got long to smile
Repeat #1
                    C        G       D7       G
Yes that jolly good fellow's world's about to fall

7461. He's Alive

Dolly Parton - He's Alive 

The gates and doors were barred
And all the windows fastened down
I spent the night in sleeplessness
And rose at every sound
Half in hopeless sorrow
And half in fear the day
Would find the soldiers breakin' through
To drag us all away
And just before the sunrise
I heard something at the wall



The gate began to rattle
And a voice began to call
I hurried to the window
Looked down into the street
Expecting swords and torches
And the sound of soldiers' feet
But there was no one there but Mary
So I went down to let her in
John stood there beside me
As she told me where she'd been
She said they've moved Him in the night
And none of us know where
The stone's been rolled away
And now His body isn't there
We both ran towards the garden
Then John ran on ahead
We found the stone and empty tomb
Just the way that Mary said
But the winding sheet they wrapped Him in
Was just an empty shell
And how or where they'd taken Him
Was more than I could tell
Oh something strange had happened there
Just what I did not know
John believed a miracle
But I just turned to go
Circumstance and speculation
Couldn't lift me very high
'Cause I'd seen them crucify Him
Then I saw Him die
Back inside the house again
The guilt and anguish came
Everything I'd promised Him
Just added to my shame
When at last it came to choices
I denied I knew His name
And even if He was alive
It wouldn't be the same
But suddenly the air was filled
With a strange and sweet perfume
Light that came from everywhere
Drove shadows from the room
And Jesus stood before me
With His arms held open wide
And I fell down on my knees
And I just clung to Him and cried
Then He raised me to my feet
And as I looked into His eyes
The love was shining out from Him
Like sunlight from the skies
Guilt in my confusion
Disappeared in sweet release
And every fear I ever had
Just melted into peace
He's alive yes He's alive
Yes He's alive and I'm forgiven
Heaven's gates are open wide



He's alive yes He's alive
Oh He's alive and I'm forgiven
Heaven's gates are open wide
He's alive He's alive
Hallelujah He's alive
He's alive and I'm forgiven
Heaven's gates are open wide
He's alive He's alive He's alive
I believe it He's alive
Sweet Jesus

7462. He's All I Need - Chords

He's All I Need
Recorded by Jeannie Seely
Written by Hank Cochran and Glenn Martin

C
The pain was just a temporary thing
                                    C7
He came into my life just like a dream
         F                              G7
He could never be what you have been to me
                                      C
He's done all you were but he's all I need
He does the same things that you used to do
                                            C7
Somehow it's not the same as it was with you
      F
Since things have been so bad
          G7
He's been so good for me
                                     C
He's not all you were but he's all I need
     E7                               F
He's all I need to make it through my night
         D7
And when things seem wrong
                   G7               Dm   G7 F 
He's all I need to make things seem alright
C
He could never take the place of you
But he knows I don't even want him to
   F
In time I've learned to love him
             G7
I hope he'll still love me
                                     C
He's not all you were but he's all I need
G7                                   C   A#7 C
He's not all you were but he's all I need



7463. He's All I Need - Chords

He's All I Need 
Carson Peters

Key:G
Capo:no capo

[Verse 1]
             G      C                  G walk up into C
I don't need silver, and I don't need gold
                 G              Em                  D       C
I don't need the things of this world to satisfy my soul
           G     C               G walk down into Em
But I need Jesus, and all he can give
        C         D               C walk down into G
He's my salvation, and he's why I live
 
 
[Chorus]
G          C                D
He's all I need when trials come
           G                            Em
He's all I need when there's nowhere to turn
                C                          D
And when I'm in trouble or I'm caught in a storm
                 G
He takes care of me
           C                        D
He's all I need when that time will come
                  G                          Em
When I cross that river when my life here is done
                    C                             D
And I've fought the battle and the victory's been won
         C walk into G
He all I need
 
 
[Verse 2]
             G       C                 G walk up into C
I don't need fortune, and I don't need fame
               G          Em                D walk up into C
I don't really care if anyone ever knows my name
              G     C                G walk down into Em
'Cause I know Jesus, and Jesus knows me
                    C                        D
And that's all that matters 'cause he is the master
                 C walk down into G
And he's my everything
 
 
[Chorus]
G          C                D



He's all I need when trials come
           G                            Em
He's all I need when there's nowhere to turn
                C                          D
And when I'm in trouble or I'm caught in a storm
                 G
He takes care of me
           C                        D
He's all I need when that time will come
                  G                          Em
When I cross that river when my life here is done
                       C                             D
And when I've fought the battle and the victory's been won
         C walk into G
He all I need
 
 
[Chorus]
G          C                D
He's all I need when trials come
           G                            Em
He's all I need when there's nowhere to turn
                C                          D
And when I'm in trouble or I'm caught in a storm
                 G
He takes care of me
           C                        D
He's all I need when that time will come
                  G                          Em
When I cross that river when my life here is done
                       C                             D
And when I've fought the battle and the victory's been won
         C walk into G
He all I need

7464. He's Back And I'm Blue

Desert Rose Band - He's Back and I'm Blue

You turn away, you won't look at me
You seem to think that I just can't see
I was hoping he was out of your heart
But he's still calling you
Now he's back and I'm blue

I forgot about yesterday
Those memories seemed so far away
All it took was just a whisper to start
The flame burning anew
Now he's back and I'm blue

Ooh, that old feeling
Filling up your dreams again



Oh, it comes stealing
Taking you away

I guess there's nothing left for me to do
I can't stop him from living in you
'Cause the past can only pull us apart
Still you carry it through
Now he's back and I'm blue

Oh, that old feeling
Filling up your dreams again
Ooh, it comes stealing
Taking you away 

You turn away, you won't look at me
You seem to think that I just can't see
I was hoping he was out of your heart
But he's still calling you
Now he's back and I'm blue
Now he's back and I'm blue
Now he's back and I'm blue

7465. He's Coming Back To Earth Again

He's Coming Back To Earth Again

I walked into a church one day
While traveling on my way
I gave my heart to Jesus then
He's coming back to earth again

He's coming back to earth again
To claim his children here
And if we will abide in him
He'll take us home where there's no fear

My path seems brighter as I go
And I want the world to know
His precious blood your soul will cleanse
He's coming back to earth again

* Refrain

Dear friend's I'm singing every day
Take this straight and narrow way
Let Jesus in turn from your sin
He's coming back to earth again

*Refrain



7466. He's Coming Back To Earth Again - Chords

He's Coming Back To Earth Again
Recorded by Don Reno and Red Smiley
Written by Don Reno

G               C          G
I walked into a church one day
      C         A7    D7
While traveling on my way
          G        C     G
I gave my heart to Jesus then
            A7      D7    G
He's coming back to earth again

            D7            G
He's coming back to earth again
   C         A7       D7
To claim His children here
          G     C       G
And if we will abide in Him
              A7         D7         G
He'll take us home where there's no fear

                       C    G
My path seems brighter as I go
      C        A7       D7
And I want the world to know
             G          C         G
His precious blood your soul will cleanse
            A7      D7    G
He's coming back to earth again

repeat #2

                          C     G
Dear friend's I'm singing every day
          C            A7     D7
Take this straight and narrow way
          G       C         G
Let Jesus in turn from your sin
            A7      D7    G
He's coming back to earth again

repeat #2

7467. He's Coming To Us Dead

Norman Blake - He's Coming to Us Dead
Dry Branch Fire Squad

[Verse 1]
One morning when the office had opened



A man quite old in years
Stood beside the express office
Showing signs of grief and tears

[Verse 2]
When the clerk approached him
His trembling words did say
'I'm waiting for my boy, sir
He's coming home today'

[Verse 3]
'Well you have made a sad mistake
And you must surely know
That this is the telegraph office, sir
And not a town depot'

[Verse 4]
'If your boy is coming home'
The clerk with a smile smile did say
'You'll find him with the passengers, sir
At the station just all thR way'

[Verse 5]
'You do not understand me, sir'
The old man shook his hRad
'He's not a-coming as a passenger
But by express instead'

[Verse 6]
'He's coming home to mother'
The old man gently said
'He's coming home in a casket, sir
He's coming to us dead'

[Verse 7]
Just then a whistle pierced their ears
The express came on time
The old man rose in a breathless haste
And quickly rushed outside

7468. He's Everything To Me - Chords

He's Everything To Me
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
F Bb F  F C F
 
 
[Verse 1]
                          Bb                F
When I was in trouble, my ways were dark as night,
                                 G                 C



But Jesus brought me comfort, He brought me to the light;
   F                        Bb              F
He took away my sorrow, and made my burdens light,
           C        F
He is everything to me.
 
 
[Chorus]
                                   Bb           F
If it wasn't for the Lord, tell me what would I do?
C                F
What would I do? What would I do?
                                    Bb           F
If it wasn't for the Lord, tell me, what would I do?
           C        F
He is everything to me.
 
 
[Instrumental]
F Bb F  F C F
 
 
[Verse 2]
                               Bb                  F
He's water in dry places, He's bread in a starving land;
                              G               C
He is my rock and shelter, He holds me by the hand;
     F                                Bb            F
When all the world forsekes me, close by my side he stands
           C        F
He is everything to me.
 
 
[Chorus]
                                   Bb           F
If it wasn't for the Lord, tell me what would I do?
C                F
What would I do? What would I do?
                                    Bb           F
If it wasn't for the Lord, tell me, what would I do?
           C        F
He is everything to me.
 
 
[Instrumental]
F Bb F  F C F
 
 
[Verse 3]
                           Bb            F
When my life is ended, and I must surely die,
                              G               C
Then He will be my gateway up to that home on high;
F                             Bb             F
In that golden city, there'll be no more goodbyes,
           C        F
He is everything to me.



 
 
[Outro]
                                   Bb           F
If it wasn't for the Lord, tell me what would I do?
C                F
What would I do? What would I do?
                                    Bb           F
If it wasn't for the Lord, tell me, what would I do?
           C        F
He is everything to me.

7469. He's Gettin' It Done

He's Gettin' it Done
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

[Chorus]
Well look there he's getting after it
He's working for glory he's got a job to do
And he's getting it done

[Verse 1]
Well the good lord has done called him out
To be a preacher
He'll tell all he meets how to make it home

[Chorus]
Well look there he's getting after it
He's working for glory he's got a job to do
And he's getting it done

[Verse 2]
Well he's got an obligation to avoid temptation
Telling his family that they better make things right

[Chorus]
Well look there he's getting after it
He's working for glory he's got a job to do
And he's getting it done

[Verse 3]
Well God's a friend that you can count on
Oh it may not be long till he splits the sky
And calls his children home

[Chorus]
Well look there he's getting after it
He's working for glory he's got a job to do
And he's getting it done
He's got a job to do
Lord he's getting it done



7470. He's Gone

He's Gone
Song by Grateful Dead

Rat in a drain ditch, caught on a limb, you know better but I know him
Like I told you, what I said, steal your face right off your head

Now he's gone, now he's gone, Lord he's gone, he's gone
Like a steam locomotive, rollin' down the track
He's gone, he's gone and nothin's gonna bring him back, he's gone

Nine mile skid on a ten mile ride, hot as a pistol but cool inside
Cat on a tin roof, dogs in a pile
Nothin' left to do but smile, smile, smile

Now he's gone, now he's gone, Lord he's gone, he's gone
Like a steam locomotive, rollin' down the track
He's gone, he's gone and nothin's gonna bring him back, he's gone

Goin' where the wind don't blow so strange
Maybe off on some high cold mountain chain
Lost one round but the price wasn't anything
A knife in the back and more of the same

Same old, rat in a drain ditch, caught on a limb
You know better but I know him
Like I told you, what I said
Steal your face right off your head

He's gone, now he's gone, Lord he's gone, he's gone
Like a steam locomotive, rollin' down the track
He's gone, he's gone and nothin's gonna bring him back, he's gone
Like a steam locomotive, rollin' down the track
He's gone, he's gone and nothin's gonna bring him back, he's gone

Ooh, nothin's gonna bring him back
Ooh, nothin's gonna bring him back
Ooh, nothin's gonna bring him back
Ooh, nothin's gonna bring him back
Ooh, nothin's gonna bring him back
Ooh, nothin's gonna bring him back
Ooh, nothin's gonna bring him back
Ooh, nothin's gonna bring him back (he's gone for good)
Ooh, nothin's gonna bring him back
Ooh, nothin's gonna bring him back

7471. He's Gone - Chords



He's Gone
Written by: Robert Hunter & Jerry Garcia
Appears on: Silver Sky (Deluxe Edition) 

Intro

E-----------------------------------------------------------
B-----------------------------------------------------------
G-----------------------------------------------------------
D---------2------------2--------------2-----------2---------
A-------------2--2--2------2h4p2---------2--2--2------------
E---0-----------------------------0-------------------------
 
E
Rat in a drain ditch, Caught on a limb,
A                   B      E
You know better but I know him.

Like I told you, what I said,
Steal your face right off your head.

SN Bass  E  F#  G#   [on   (E).....(F#)Now  (G#)He's  ]

         A  E           A  E  E7        A          B
Now he's gone, now he's gone, Lord he's gone, he's gone.
       A                 B
Like a steam locomotive, rollin' down the track
     A           E              B         A           E
He's gone, gone, nothin's gonna bring him back...He's gone.

Nine mile skid on a ten mile ride,
Hot as a pistol but cool inside.
Cat on a tin roof, dogs in a pile,
Nothin' left to do but smile, smile, smile!!!!

Now he's gone, now he's gone Lord he's gone, he's gone.
Like a steam locomotive, rollin' down the track
He's gone, gone, nothin's gonna bring him back...He's gone.

B               D                  A
Goin' where the wind don't blow so strange,
B                 D                  A
Maybe off on some high cold mountain chain.
D                      A            G
Lost one round but the prize wasn't anything,
  D            Dm       A           B
A knife in the back and more of the same.

Same old, rat in a drain ditch, caught on a limb,
You know better but I know him.
Like I told you, what I said,
Steal your face right off your head.

Now he's gone, now he's gone Lord he's gone, he's gone.
Like a steam locomotive, rollin' down the track
He's gone, gone, nothin's gonna bring him back...He's gone.

Ooh, nothin's gonna bring him back.



7472. He's Got A Way With Women - Chords

He's Got A Way With Women
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Steve Wariner

C                     F
I'm not known to be a talker
D7                  G7
I just can't be the pushy kind
C                        F
But I know a real smooth operator
           C
He's got a way with women 
G7               C
He got away with mine
F                       C
I stood and watched him put it on her
F       D7      G7
He used all the standard lines
F                           C
She must have really fallen for them
F          C
He's got a way with women 
G7               C
He got away with mine
F                        C
I don't think she really loves him
F          D7        G7
I'm hoping she'll be back in time
F                    C
All I can do is wait for her
F          C
He's got a way with women
G7               C
He got away with mine
F          C
He's got a way with women 
G7               F   C
He got away with mine

7473. He's Got To Catch Me First - Chords

He's Got To Catch Me First
Written and recorded by Freddie Hart

G                                              C
Oh there's a great big jealous man looking for me
    D7                                       G



And he's got blood in his eyes it's plain to see
                           G7             C
Every time he mentioned my name is with a curse
          D7
Yeah he's really out to get me 
                                G
But I know he's got to catch me first

                                                C
Well I guess I had a little too much party last night
  D7                                                G
I met a pretty woman and we were gettin' it on just right
                                      G7                   C
I didn't know she was married must've worn her ring in her purse
          D7
Yeah he's really out to get me 
                                G
But I know he's got to catch me first

            C                                               G
Oh but when you're at a party and everybody's partying with you
    C                                                      D7
You do a lotta somethin' but who remembers doin' what with who
         G                       G7               C
Well his plans may be to tar and feather me maybe worse
          D7
Yeah he's really out to get me 
                                G
But I know he's got to catch me first

repeat #3

          D7
Yeah he's really out to get me 
                                G
But I know he's got to catch me first

7474. He's Holding On To Me

Ron Block - He's Holding on to Me 
Album: Faraway Land

I can see you walking out
I'm not try believe it
There's no way that this can be for real,
I'm dreaming
I can see the water in your eyes
you don't have to do this
There has got to be a better way
i know it

Back up the day now
What did i do to get us to this point



Me losing you in this moment I feel it
Deep in my chest i can't breathe

I can't let go
broken yet holding on
To you, to us, this love is too strong for me to let go
Broken yet holding on

Afraid everything is over now
The rain clouds is passing
Still I'm tryna wonder how i lost you
Are you really over me?
You said so, don't believe it
You were where i wanna be I love you
Hhguj
Back up the day nhhh
What did i do to get us to this point
Me losing you in this moment I feel it
Deep in my chest i can't breathe

I can't let go
Broken yet holding on To you to us
This love is too strong for me to let go
Broken yet holding on
Broken yet holding on

We said, we'll never give up In hard times
When we hit bottom
We'll try to find the broken pieces of love (pieces of love) ooh oohh

I can't let go
broken yet holding on
To you to us
this love is too strong for me to let go
Broken yet holding on
Broken yet holding on

holdin on

7475. He's In Control

He's In Control
Austins Bridge
Blue Mafia

If you've started a journey
Down a long dusty road
If your heart's been searchin'
For a place to call home
If sin and affliction ooooh
Has lead you to grieve
My friend be encouraged
By these words that I speak



Chorus
Be not you weary
While on this journey
For you will reap
If you faint not
If dark clouds should rise
And thunder roll
Look to the Master
For He's in control

Vs-2)
If heartache and trouble
Is all you've known
Peace and contentment
Has left you alone
But there's One who's waiting (waiting)
With His arms open wide
And He gently whispers
Heed these words of mine
Chorus

Instrumental

Repeat Chorus

Look to the Master for He's in control

7476. He's Just On My Mind - Chords

He's Just On My Mind
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Justin Trevino, Ron Williams, Leona Williams

C                       C7                    F
Just because you see me smile don't think I'm happy
     C                                     G7
If I act like things are alright it's just pretend
     C             C7        F
If I walk away and never say goodbye at all
    C                 G7         C
I'm alright he's just on my mind again
                       C7                 F
If the telephone don't ring but I'm there talking
     C                           G7
If nobody's at my door and I say come on in
     C                C7              F
If I drive around the block in my own drive way
    C                 G7         C
I'm alright he's just on my mind again
    G7                     C
Sometimes I go crazy in my mind
       D7                                  G7



But at least I've got him with me one more time
   C               C7              F
So excuse me for a moment but he's made his way back in
    C                 G7         C
I'm alright he's just on my mind again
Repeat #3

7477. He's My Dreamboat - Chords

He's My Dreamboat
Recorded by Connie Francis
Written by John D. Loudermilk

C                                        F
He's my dreamboat asleep in English class
                  Fm
He's my dreamboat mowing his folk's grass
C                 G7                     C   G7
He's my dreamboat with the dreamy dreamy eyes
        C                           F
He's my dreamboat working on his car
                  Fm
He's my dreamboat strumming his guitar
C                 G7                     C
He's my dreamboat with the dreamy dreamy eyes
         F       Fm           C       Bm    A7
Well now I dream of dreamboat in everything I do
Dm                                D7           G7
And I know that darling dreamboat dreams of me too
C                                      F
He's my dreamboat coffee in a Dixie cup
                  Fm
Darling dreamboat that crazy silly nut
C                 G7                     C
He's my dreamboat with the dreamy dreamy eyes
                                         F
He's my dreamboat asleep in English class
                  Fm
He's my dreamboat mowing his folk's grass
C                 G7                     C
He's my dreamboat with the dreamy dreamy eyes

7478. He's My Guide - Chords

He's My Guide
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by George Shuffler

G                       C



When I'm down and so in strife 
      G            D7
He is always by my side 
     G                 C
If I falter or run and hide 
      G         D7      G
He is there and He's my guide 

  G7      C
I need no compass to show my way 
        G              D7
He will lead me day by day 
        G           C
If I'll only in Him abide 
      G         D7      G
He is there and He's my guide 

                             C
When my heart is filled with pain 
        G                D7
And old Satan comes back again 
       G                   C
I just run for the mountainside 
      G            D7      G
Jesus leads me and He's my guide 

Repeat #2

C     G        D7      C             G
Jesus loves me He's my guide He's my guide

7479. He's Standing By - Chords

He's Standing By
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Mildred A. Burk, Ross Burk, Red Sovine

C                F                   C
I hear a song  although the night is silent 
                                          G7
I see a star  though dark clouds hide the sky
         C      F                          C
I feel a touch  though all my friends have left me
                 G7                 C
I'm not alone  I know He's standing by

                    F                 C
He's standing by  I feel His presence with me
                               G7
Like Moses when he climbed Mt. Sinai
              C      F                C
He's standing by  He knows how much I need Him
                  G7                 C



He loves me so  I know He's standing by

               F            C
I went away  into a far off country
                                     G7
In pain and want  He heard my lonely cry
              C     F                 C
He brought me back  He put a new robe on me
                    G7                 C
It cost His life  I know He's standing by

Repeat #2
                  G7                 C
He loves me so  I know He's standing by

7480. He's Trying To Tell You Something

He's Trying To Tell You Something
(Tim Stafford and Steve Gulley, 2003)

V1) Didn't get home till after eight
Supper's cold but he already ate
Missed you too, and by the way
About this Friday's dinner date

V2) His hair's not as gray as it used to be
He's looking good for forty-three
There's always some new friend to see
She's thinking,  Where does this leave me? 

CH) He's trying to tell you something
You may have to open your heart to see
He's trying to tell you something
And girl you know it as well as me

V3) When she was a girl of seventeen
He was the sweetest thing she'd seen
But times they change and people too
And she's left wondering if it's true

Br) This feeling won't go away
She don't know quite what to say
But one thing is for sure

CH) He's trying to tell you something
You may have to open your heart to see
He's trying to tell you something
And girl you know it as well as me



7481. He's Waiting There - Chords

He's Waiting There 
Carl Story
 
[Verse 1]
     G
Some people like the pleasure
    C                  G
and some don't seem to care
     G
They call but give me Jesus
  D                 G
I know he's waiting there
 
 
[Chorus]
             C                  G
He's waiting there and he loves me
                         D
The one who died on Calvary
           C                  G
Each heavy load he'll help me bare
                                                 D       G
I know he's (waiting)(waiting)(waiting)(waiting) waiting there
 
 
[Instrumental]
D G
G
 
 
[Verse 2]
    G
Now when you feel forsaken
    C                    G
The world feels dark and bad
     G
Just call on holy Jesus
  D                 G
I know he's waiting there
 
 
[Chorus]
             C                  G
He's waiting there and he loves me
                         D
The one who died on Calvary
           C                  G
Each heavy load he'll help me bare
                                                 D       G
I know he's (waiting)(waiting)(waiting)(waiting) waiting there
 
 
[Instrumental]
D G
G



 
 
[Verse 3]
    G
Now brother take this hornet
        C             G
There's sin most everywhere
   G
So put your trust in Jesus
            D       G
I know he's waiting there
 
 
[Chorus]
             C                  G
He's waiting there and he loves me
                         D
The one who died on Calvary
           C                  G
Each heavy load he'll help me bare
                                                 D       G
I know he's (waiting)(waiting)(waiting)(waiting) waiting there
 
 
[Instrumental]
D G
G
 
 
[Verse 4]
     G
Soon i will get ready
    C              G
And to your art be fair
     G
He's watching out from heaven
            D       G
I know he's waiting there
 
 
[Chorus]
             C                  G
He's waiting there and he loves me
                         D
The one who died on Calvary
           C                  G
Each heavy load he'll help me bare
                                                 D       G
I know he's (waiting)(waiting)(waiting)(waiting) waiting there
 
 
[Instrumental]
D G
G
 
 
[Outro]



             C                  G
He's waiting there and he loves me
                         D
The one who died on Calvary
           C                  G
Each heavy load he'll help me bare
                                                 D       G
I know he's (waiting)(waiting)(waiting)(waiting) waiting there

7482. Head

Railroad Earth - Head 

All the world is lying, sleeping
Everyone in bed
Me, I'm still out flying
Tryin' to turn on my own head

Tryin' to turn on my own head
Turn on my own head
Me, I'm still out flying
Tryin' to turn on my own head

All the world is in darkness
Every light is dead
Me, I'm still out flying
Tryin' to turn on my own head

Tryin' to turn on my own head
Tryin' to turn on my own head
Me I'm still out flying
Tryin' to turn on my own head

All my world is in ruin
Every dream is dead
Me, I'll be out flying
Tryin' to turn on my own head

Tryin' to turn on my own head
Tryin' to turn on my own head
Me, I'll be out flying
Tryin' to turn on my own head

Tryin' to turn on my own head
Tryin' to turn on my own head
Me, I'll be out flying
Tryin' to turn on my own head

[Incomprehensible]

Tryin' to turn on my own head
Tryin' to turn on my own head
Tryin' to turn on my own head



7483. Head For The Sun

Head for the Sun - Jim Lauderdale

It's snow and sleet and rain
As I look out the door
The wind she howls in pain
Like she can't take no more

The days go by so slow
Hobbled by on a cane
I'll get up soon and go
No sense to still remain

Chorus
Head for the sun
Head for the sun
Head for the sun
Some day

I'll ride the evening line
That rolls through all my dreams
The whistle sounds so fine
From northern Caroline

[chorus]

I'll hop the space
Between the track
And I'll dance between the rails
I'll wrap my pack
In gunny sack
While the frosty midnight pales

I'll hop the space
Between the track
And I'll dance between the rails
I'll wrap my pack
In gunny sack
While the frosty midnight pales

The days go by so slow
Hobbled by on a cane
I'll get up soon and go
No sense to still remain

[chorus]
Head for the sun
Some day



7484. Head Full Of Doubt, Road Full Of Promise

Head Full of Doubt, Road Full of Promise
Avett Brothers

[Verse 1]
There's a darkness upon me that's flooded in light
In the fine print they tell me what's wrong and what's right
And it comes in black and it comes in white
And I'm frightened by those that don't see it

[Verse 2]
When nothing is owed or deserved or expected
And your life doesn't change by the man that's elected
If you're loved by someone, you're never rejected
Decide what to be and go be it

[Chorus]
There was a dream and one day I could see it
Like a bird in a cage I broke in and demanded that somebody free it
And there was a kid with a head full of doubt
So I'll scream til I die and the last of those bad thoughts are finally out

[Verse 3]
There's a darkness upon you that's flooded in light
And in the fine print they tell you what's wrong and what's right
And it flies by day and it flies by night
And I'm frightened by those that don't see it

[Chorus]
There was a dream and one day I could see it
Like a bird in a cage I broke in and demanded that somebody free it
And there was a kid with a head full of doubt
So I'll scream til I die and the last of those bad thoughts are finally out
[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
There was a dream and one day I could see it
Like a bird in a cage I broke in and demanded that somebody free it
And there was a kid with a head full of doubt
So I'll scream til I die and the last of those bad thoughts are finally out

[Outro]
There's a darkness upon me that's flooded in light
In the fine print they tell me what's wrong and what's right
There's a darkness upon me that's flooded in light
And I'm frightened by those that don't see it

7485. Head Full Of Nothin'

Jerry Jeff Walker - Head Full Of Nothin'

Just standin' on the shoulder



Of a road I did not know
Turn my guitar case over
I'm gonna let my good side show
We made love on the porches
And the back roads of Mexico
We must of burned out all our torches
In about a week or so

Chorus:
But, I think at last I am free
Holdin' up the down side part of me
Sun's full of yellow
Sky's full of blue
Been on my vacation 'bout a full year or two
Just a high hobo in the breeze
My pocket full of hand
My head's full of nothin'
Boot's full of holes
Holes full of sand
It's gettin' on into the afternoon
The rides are comin' slow
I'd sure like to be in Texas, Boys
I'd settle for El Paso

Chorus:
But, I think at last I'm free
Holdin' up the down side part of me
Sun's full of yellow
Sky's full of blue
Been on my vacation 'bout a full year or two
Oh, what's that yonder comin'
See it comin' on down the road
Big semi comin' my way
Got a trailer full of load
Cab full of driver
Window full of breeze
Big sign on the side of it sayin'
"Sorry, sucker, no riders, please."

Chorus:
But, I think at last I'm free
Holdin' up the down side part of me
Sun's full of yellow
Sky's full of blue
Been on my vacation 'bout a full year or two

7486. Head Hung Down

Head Hung Down
Dailey & Vincent

I woke up this mornin' in the pourin' rain
Underneath the trestle of a northbound train



Gotta get back home, I've been away too long
I'm afraid my baby gonna do me wrong

I can still see her standin' in the bright sunshine
Her blue eyes shinin' like diamonds in a mine
But I've been stranded in this one-horse town
Standing on the corner with my head hung down

Got in a little trouble in Greenwood Town
The sheriff and his brother tried to run me down
I told 'im "I'm just goin' back to Tennessee
I have a little woman waitin' there for me"

I can still see her standin' in the bright sunshine
Her blue eyes shinin' like diamonds in a mine
But I've been stranded in this one-horse town
Standing on the corner with my head hung down

When the sheriff grabbed me, well, I broke his arm
He said, "I'm gonna send you to the parchment farm."
When I asked the judge, "Hey! What did I do wrong?"
"Well son, you stayed in Mississippi one day too long."

I can still see her standin' in the bright sunshine
Her blue eyes shinin' like diamonds in a mine
But I've been stranded in this one-horse town
Standing on the corner with my head hung down

I can still see her standin' in the bright sunshine
Her blue eyes shinin' like diamonds in a mine
But I've been stranded in this one-horse town
Standing on the corner with my head hung down
Standin' on the corner with my head hung down
All right! Mighty fine!

7487. Head Hung Low - Chords

Head Hung Low 
Carl Anderson

[Intro]
Em Bm C   G D
 
[Verse 1]
Em                  Bm
I'm standing on the edge again
C                   G        D
Trying to fight the feeling
Em                 Bm
Wondering where it is you've been
C                                   G        D
Which prayers have made it past the ceiling
 



 
[Chorus]
Em       G
Oh my brother,
C               G         D
there's so much ground to cover
Em          G               C         G
I can't see nothing with my head hung low
Em          G
Lord if you hear me
C         G        D        Em
Go on and light my way back home.
          G               C         G
Can't see nothing with my head hung low
 
G  G
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em               Bm
Tired of all the battling
C                      G        D
It's dark from all the sieges
Em                Bm
There are times I though I'd win
C                     G       D
Even victories can be deceiving.
 
 
[Chorus]
Em    G
Oh my brother,
C               G         D
there's so much ground to cover
Em          G               C         G
I can't see nothing with my head hung low
Em          G
Lord if you hear me
C         G        D        Em
Go on and light my way back home.
            G               C         G
I can't see nothing with my head hung low
 
 
[Bridge]
        Am        G              C
With my head hung low, trying to find a better way
        Am        G               C
with my head hung low, struggling through another day
        Am         G              C
with my head hung low, trying to find a better way
D
Find a better way
 
 
[Instrumental]
Em  G  C  G



Em  G  C  G
Em  G  C  G
Em  G  C  G
 
G  G
 
 
[Verse]
Em                  Bm
I'm standing on the edge again
C                   G       D
Trying to fight the feeling
 
 
Am                G      C
With my head hung low
Am                G      C
With my head hung low
Am                G      C
With my head hung low
Am                G      C
With my head hung low
Am                G      C
With my head hung low
Am                G      C
With my head hung low
Am                G      C
With my head hung low
Am                    G             C
With my head, with my head, with my head
 
 
Am   G   C
Ohhhhhhh
Am   G   C
Ohhhhhhh
 
[Instrumental Loop then fade]
Am   G   C

7488. Head Of That Woman - Chords

Head Of That Woman 
Yonder Mountain String Band

[Verse 1]
          Am               D7
First she calls me up, she puts me down
G
Next thing you know I got a friend in the town
Am                         D7
Just one thing I'd like to understand
G



What's going on in the head of that woman? 
    Am        D7      G
All right, uh huh, oh-oh 
 
 
[Verse 2]
   Am                          D7
We go out dancing, I'm talking suits and gowns
    G
She tells me to lead but she spins me around
  Am                             D7
I guess I should've seen she was leading the band
G
What's going on in the head of that woman?
    Am        D7      G
All right, uh huh, oh-oh
 
 
[Chorus]
B
She spends my money like it grows on a tree
C
Something new comes along and it's something she needs
B
Says if I can't get it, someone else can
D7
I got me a hell of a woman
 
 
[Verse 3]
Am              D7
Sweet as honey, pretty as a peach
        G
But her love's on the shelf and it's out of my reach
  Am                        D7
I tried to hold her but she slips through my hands
G
What's going on in the head of that woman?
    Am        D7      G
All right, uh huh, oh-oh
 
 
[Chorus]
B
She spends my money like it grows on a tree
C
Something new comes along and it's something she needs
B
Says if I can't get it, someone else can
D7
I got me a hell of a woman
 
 
[Verse 4]
    Am                     D7
She goes out early and she comes home late
         G



But it'd be much better if I leave it to fate
  Am                      D7
I one day hope that I can understand
G
What's going on in the head of that woman
    Am        D7       Am        D7       Am        D7      G
All right, uh huh, all right, uh huh, all right, uh huh, oh-oh 
 
 
[Outro]
   G                   F#    G
e/------------------/--2-2-2-3-------------------------------------------/
B/------------------/--2-2-2-3-------------------------------------------/
G/---------------0--/--3-3-3-4-------------------------------------------/
D/---------0-2-0----/--4-4-4-5-------------------------------------------/
A/---0-1-2----------/--4-4-4-5-------------------------------------------/
E/-3----------------/--2-2-2-3-------------------------------------------/

7489. Head Of The Holler

Head Of The Holler

Have you ever been to the head or the holler
That's where the big dogs romp and waller
The women there are long and lean
And some I fear are apt to be mean

Roll on head out
You'll like it there's no doubt
There ain't no better place to be
Than the head of the holler in Kentucky

The first time I went to the head of the holler
I wore a bow tie and a snow white collar
When daylight came come crawlin' in
And the best thing I wore was a silly grin

The next time I went to the head of the holler
I saw more moon that I could swaller
I flew like a bird and a tryin to sing
'Til I fell from a tree and broke one wing

Now my gal lives in the head of the holler
Her love shines like a silver dollar
She feeds me butter staight from the churn
And her ma and pa don't give a durn

I'm a going back to the head of the holler
You can go too if you want to follow
But don't you fool with that gal of mine
I'll cut you down like a lonesome pine



7490. Head Over Heels

Head Over Heels
Flatt & Scruggs

I think I'll go across the ocean
If I don't change my notion
I've just got to forget you if I can 

   I'm feeling so blue
   I don't know what to do
   Because I'm
   head over heels in love with you 

Every day is sad and lonely
For I'm thinking of you only
I just can't sleep when I lay down 

Oh I'd like to be forgiven
But this life ain't worth living
If have to sit and worry over you 

Oh the nights are long and dreary
All I do is sit and worry
I just can't bear the thought of losing you

7491. Head Over Heels In Love With You - Chords

Head Over Heels In Love With You
Recorded by Porter Wagoner
Written by Lester Flatt
 
G
I think I'll go across the ocean
 
If I don't change the notion
                 D7              G
I've just got to forget you if I can
    C                 G
I'm feeling so blue I don't know what to do
                  D7                 G
For I'm head over heels in love with you
 
 
Every day is sad and lonely
For I'm thinking of you only
             D7             G
I just can't sleep in early down
    C                 G



I'm feeling so blue I don't know what to do
                  D7                 G
For I'm head over heels in love with you
 
Oh I'd like to be forgiven
But this life ain't worth living
                   D7         G
If have to sit and worry over you
    C                 G
I'm feeling so blue I don't know what to do
                  D7                 G
For I'm head over heels in love with you
 
Oh the nights are long and dreary
All I do is sit and worry
                      D7                 G
I just can't bear the thought of loosing you
    C                 G
I'm feeling so blue I don't know what to do
                  D7                 G
For I'm head over heels in love with you

7492. Head South

Head South
Darrell Scott

[Verse 3]
Head south in the morning
Just take off with no warning
Tell your boss you need a change of scene
Head south if you're feeling your homesick heart is reeling
And get yourself a bowl of butter beans

[Chorus 1]
Anywhere east of the Rio Grande
Gets you a cane pole in your hand
Fry a mess of fish up on the bank
Cross that Mason-Dixon line, leave your cares and worries behind
Sit out under a willow tree and think

[Verse 2]
Head south, are you listening
You don't know what you're missing
From Virginia shores to the Gulf of Mexico
Head south to Kentucky, Blue Ridge Mountains if you're lucky
From the Florida Keys to the banks of the Ohio (Ohio)

[Chorus 2]
You will feel the heart of Texas swing Dixieland down in New Orleans
Delta blues on the side of the riverbank
Country soul down in Tennessee
And that mountain music's all right by me



Hot jambalaya you're in the land of Hank

[Verse 3]
Head south good God almighty
Ain't the thought of it exciting
Crab cakes cornbread crawfish and barbeque
Head south, horn of plenty, for the few and the many
All the south is missing man is you
I said all the south is missing man is you
Ba-doo-da, ba-doo-da

7493. Head To Toe - Chords

Head To Toe 
Pokey LaFarge

[Intro]
F Dm F D C F
 
[Chorus]
             F
From head to toe (head to toe)
F        D
I really love you (I really love you)
               C
I want you to see (want you to see)
C                                                           F
So listen up while I tell you that I want you to know that I believe (I believe)
        D
you got something (that speciall something)
                G                     C                                   F
But there ain't nothing (ain't nothing)no, gonna make me wanna to let you go
 
 
[Verse]
 
F                                     E        Am
It's not just your body that makes me feel the way I do
                              D
Cause ya know there's so many ways to tell, baby
G        C              F
I love you, but at this time (at this time)
                     D
Nothing else come to mind (come to mind)
             G         C
So I'll just say it my way
                        F
I love you from head to toe
 
 
[Solo]
 
F D C F D C F Am G C F Dm C F



 
F D G C F D G C F
 
C Am G F D G C F
 
 
[Chorus]
 
             F
From head to toe (head to toe)
         D
I really love you (really love you)
             G                 C
I want you to see (want you to see)
C                                                            F
So listen up while I tell you that I want you to know that I believe (I believe)
        D
you got something (that special something)
D                        C                                                F
But there ain't nothing (ain't nothing) no, gonna make me want to let you go
 
 
[Verse]
 
Am                                    E              Am
It's not just your body that makes me feel the way I do, why?
                             D
Cause ya know there's so many ways to tell, baby
G                       F
I love you, but at this time (at this time)
                      D
Nothing else comes to my my mind
D                      C
So I'll just say it my way
                        F
I love you from head to toe
                     D
(gonna say it again)
D                   C
I'll just say it my way
C
I love you from head to toe
 
[Outro]
 
F D C

7494. Headed For A Heartache - Chords

Headed For A Heartache
Recorded by Gary Morris
Written by Kent Blazy



Em               G                                 Em
I'm headed for a heartache better stop before it's too late
                   C             D7        C
It's a chance that I gotta take  because I fell in love
                 G                        Em
I'm headed for a hard time that girl just blows my mind
               C              D7                   G
I'm blinded by love this time and I'm headed for a heartache
C                  G
I shoulda listened my friends all warned me
D7                                 Em
They swore she'd take my heart and run
C                   G                   Em
She was so tempting I didn't heed their warning
    A7
Now she's got me where I wanna be
   D7
My trouble's just begun
                 G                                 Em
I'm headed for a heartache better stop before it's too late
                   C             D7        C
It's a chance that I gotta take  because I fell in love
                 G                        Em
I'm headed for a hard time that girl just blows my mind
               C              D7                   G
I'm blinded by love this time and I'm headed for a heartache
    C                G
The moment I met her I wanted to love her
D7                                 Em
But I told myself I better take it slow
C                   G               Em
Well she was a lady not a one night lover
        A7
Well it may not last cause I'm falling fast
   D7
My heart's running out of control
                 G                                 Em
I'm headed for a heartache better stop before it's too late
                   C             D7        C
It's a chance that I gotta take  because I fell in love
                 G                        Em
I'm headed for a hard time that girl just blows my mind
               C              D7                   G
I'm blinded by love this time and I'm headed for a heartache

7495. Headed For The Hills

Headed for the Hills
Jim Lauderdale

Well I forded the river
I paid all my bills
Gave a gift to the giver



Now I'm headed for the hills

I paid back my borrows
Likewise all my dues
I'll be gone tomorrow
Nothing here I can use

Headed for the hills
Headed for the hills
I can't hear 'em calling
Headed for the hills

Once I had a a woman
Deaf and mute and blind
Only one could hear me
When I tried to speak my mind

Once I had a fiddle
Once I had a bow
There's nothing on the griddle
But I paid back all I owed

Headed for the hills
Headed for the hills
I can't hear 'em calling
Headed for the hills

Can't roll off to glory
Much less Arkansas
Or freedom teritory
Till you satisfy the law

No love, lock and chain
Provides me the key
No blood-soaked law of Cain
Can set my spirit free

Headed for the hills
Headed for the hills
I can't hear 'em calling
Headed for the hills

Last thing I got to do
One thing before I go
To say my love for you
Was all the love I know

If you don't forget me
I'll do the same for you
Forever in your memory
To pay back all that's due

Headed for the hills
Headed for the hills
I can't hear 'em calling
Headed for the hills



Headed for the hills
Headed for the hills
I can't hear 'em calling
Headed for the hills

I can't hear 'em calling
Headed for the hills

7496. Headin' South

Headin' South
Artist: The Boys From Indiana

You been cheatin', you been lyin', you been weepin', you been cryin'
For so long I've tried to live with you in vain.
You been moanin', you been grievin', but this time this boy is leavin'
And tonight I'm headin' South on that old train.
Chorus:
I can hear the whistle blowin', and I know just where I'm goin'
I can hear the rattlers callin' through the rain.
Too much takin' and no givin', this old life ain't worth livin'
And tonight I'm headin' South on that old train.
You been ravin', you been howlin', you been sittin', you been prowlin"
From now on someone else will play your game.
You been trackin', you been playin', but no more cause I ain't stayin'
And tonight I'm headin' South on that old train.
Chorus 
Repeat Chorus
Repeat last line of Chorus

7497. Heading Back to Arkansas

Heading Back to Arkansas

Pretty girls that treat you nice
Headin' back to Arkansas
Kiss 'em once they'll kiss you twice
Headin' back to Arkansas
Had a place to sleep at night
Headin' back to Arkansas
I had shoes that fit me right
Headin' back to Arkansas

    Cross the mountains like a crow
    Where I'll fly she'd never know
    Where my frozen heart will thaw
    Headin' back to Arkansas
    Headin' back to Arkansas



Goin down the railroad track
Got a biscuit in my pack
You can hear a mountain song
You'll go dancin' all night long

Peaches growin on the trees
Melons taller than your knees
Singin' while you do your chores
Neach the oak and sycamore

7498. Heading Back To You

Heading Back To You
Dale Ann Bradley / Vicki Simmons/Pam Perry

Verse 1
Well I look forward fo the songs I sing
But sometimes, babe, they don't mean a thing
All too soon the bright lights dim and fade
With each and every passing mile
I can hear your voice, I can see your smile
I'm thinking about all the love we've made

Verse 2
You know my first love used to be the road
But now my head's a hurting and the coffee's cold
No way to count the towns that I've been through
Now you're in my heart and on my mind
My favorite way to pass the time
Is looking forward to heading back to you

Chorus 1
Well I miss your face in the moonlight
And the way you sofily brush against my skin
I can't wait until you hold me close and do those things you do
I'm looking forward to heading back to you

Bridge
Now the city limit sign is right before me
And in a minute or two, I'll turn off this road
I'll see your eyes and know that I'm not draming
I'll tell you al the things to let you know

Chorus 2
Like, I've missed your face in the moonlight
And the way you softly brush against my skin
I can't wait until you hold me close and do those
things you do
I'm looking forward to heading back to you
Heading back to you..heading back to you
Heading back to you..heading back to you



7499. Headlight

Headlight
Della Mae

[Verse 1]
Walkin' in the footsteps of a woman I don't know
And though we've been movin' slow, we've gotten somewhere
Walkin' in the footsteps of a woman I haven't met
But I've seen her on the internet, cryin'

[Pre-Chorus]
And if it hasn't happened to you
It will happen to your sister
And if it hasn't happened to her
It will happen to another

[Chorus]
So be a headlight in this dark night
They might not believe you, but I do
You are a headlight in this dark night
They might not believe you, but I do

[Verse 2]
Walkin' in the footsteps of a woman who's endured
The silence of the sisters who look nothin' like her, yeah
Walkin' in the footsteps of a woman who speaks the truth
No need to be rude, just sit back and listen

[Pre-Chorus]
And if it hasn't happened to you
It will happen to your sister
And if it hasn't happened to her
It will happen to another

[Chorus]
So be a headlight in this dark night
They might not believe you, but I do
You are a headlight in this dark night
They might not believe you, oh, but I do (Oh)

[Bridge]
Don't let them ask you why
Don't let them ask you why
Oh, why you didn't speak up
Oh, why
Don't let them ask you why
Don't let them ask you why
Oh, why you didn't speak up
Oh, why

[Chorus]
You are a headlight in this dark night



They might not believe you but I do
You are a headlight in this dark night
They might not believe you, oh, but I do
You are a headlight in this dark night
They might not believe you, but I do

7500. Headlock On My Heart

Dolly Parton - Headlock On My Heart 
(Dolly Parton)

Backstory:
Tabloid prediction:  Dolly Parton will announce she's falling madly in love with a 300 pound pr
ofessional wrestler.  She'll write a song about their relationship titled "Headlock on My Heart" 
and feature her massive muscleman in the video.
Dolly:  Now this actually came out in this magazine.  Now, you folks I'm sure buy these every 
week at the supermarket, right?  And you know they never put anything in these magazines t
hat's not true, right?  So I figured since I was gonna fall in love anyhow, why wait?  So I went 
out and I found me a 300 pound wrestler and I sat down and I wrote a song called "Headlock 
on My Heart" and I did a video.  As a matter of fact, in the same magazine on a page opposit
e, there was a picture of Hulk Hogan.  Now, I love Hulk Hogan.  My Daddy's crazy about him,
 so I called Hulk, I said "Would you do this?"  'Cause the song is a fantasy, and it's about a gu
y named Starlight Starbright.  He said "Aw sure, I'd do anything with you, Dolly!"  I said "Well,
 thanks, Hulk, I ought to hug your neck!"  So wouldn't that be something if me and Hulk really 
wound up getting married?  Watch this video...

Song:
The first time that I saw him
Was in a wrestling magazine.
Then I watched him on TV,
Then I bought a ringside seat.
His name was Starlight Starbright,
The greatest in the land.
He sprinkled stardust in my eyes
I was his biggest fan.
He's got a headlock on my heart.
It was a takedown from the start.
He's a master of the art.
He's got a headlock on my heart.
Spoken:
Referee:  300 pounds of magic right here in the ring tonight.
Starlight Starbright:  Wrestling

7501. Headmaster (70s TV Theme)

Linda Ronstadt - Headmaster (70s TV Theme)

Only a man
And he walks like a man along the path



Full of hills to climb without pause
Climb them because he's a man

Yes he's only a man
And he'll give you a hand up the path
Through the fields to climb if you will
Climb them until you're a man

So hold out your hand to a friend
And help him to stand on his own
And find a path through the hills
To climb if he will
Climb them until he's a man

7502. Heads You Win Tails I Lose - Chords

Heads You Win Tails I Lose 
Dan Tyminski

[Intro]
E
 
[Verse 1]
E
Standing on the corner of Heartache and Main
D          A                E
Indecision weighing down on me
E
I could stay or I could go but I'm a loser either way
  D                       A           E
I guess that's just the way it has to be
 
[Verse 2]
E
I've been man enough to tell you that I'm sorry when I'm wrong
    D          A                  E
You never will admit it when I'm right
E
Maybe you will finally forgive me when I'm gone
      D               A            E
But I won't be there when you apologize
 
[Chorus]
A
Heads you win, tails I lose
E
I can't get the upper hand no matter what I do
            A
You'll always be the winner and I'll always be the fool
A                C           E
Heads you win,       tails I lose
 
E     D A E     D A E  A   E  A       C    E



 
[Verse 3]
E
It used to make you happy just to have me for your own
      D              A            E
I was everything you wanted me to be
E
Now you sit upon your high horse like a princess on her throne
D                        A               E
Staring down your nose, finding faults in me
 
[Verse 4]
E
Standing on a mountain, I can see for miles around
        D                A          E
And the truth is slowly coming into view
E
Well, you want to take me high but you always keep me down
            D               A                 E
There just ain't no way, no hope, no pleasing you
 
[Chorus]
A
Heads you win, tails I lose
E
I can't get the upper hand no matter what I do
            A
You'll always be the winner and I'll always be the fool
A                C           E
Heads you win,       tails I lose
 
[Tag]
            A
You'll always be the winner and I'll always be the fool
A                C           E
Heads you win,       tails I lose

7503. Healin' Stream - Chords

Healin' Stream 
Larry Gatlin

[Verse 1]
G                                          Em Bm  Em
There's a healing stream, that's flowing do--------wn
       C          G  D
From a high place above
               G                          Em  Bm  Em
It's a healing stream, where heart aches dro------wn
         C   D             G
It's the healing stream of love
 
[Chorus]



           E                     A
So if your heart's been broke in two
               D              G
And you need a new heart from above
            E            A
Dear friend all I say to you
                   C                        G       D         G
Is just wade right out in the middle of the healing stream of love
 
[Verse 2]
G
Well I've been to the stream
               Em Bm Em
That's flowing do-----wn
     C                      G   D
So I know what I'm speaking of
               G                              Em Bm Em
It was in that stream, where my heart aches dro-------wned
        C   D             G
In that healing stream of love
 
[Chorus]
           E                     A
So if your heart's been broke in two
               D              G
And you need a new heart from above
            E            A
Dear friend all I say to you
                   C                        G       D         G
Is just wade right out in the middle of the healing stream of love
 
[Outro]
            E            A
Dear friend all I say to you
              C                        G       D         G
Is wade right out in the middle of the healing stream of love

7504. Healing Kind

Healing Kind
Ronnie Bowman

Staring out the window at the sinking sun
Another painful day is done
If I could convince myself I was over you now
I'd find a way to go on somehow

But the pain just grows stronger everyday
I think of you and I'm on my way
Down memory lane with your hand in mine
Guess, I'm just not the healing kind

Another December and the cold winds blow



And nights without you are so long
I stare at our picture through the firelight's glow
And where you are right now I just don't know

And the pain just grows stronger everyday
I think of you and I'm on my way
Down memory lane with your hand in mine
Guess, I'm just not the healing kind
Yes, I'm just not the healing kind

7505. Hear Jerusalem Calling

Hear Jerusalem Calling
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

Come a little closer, sit a while with me,
and I wanna tell you about a man from Galilee
Baptized by John the Baptist born of virgin birth
He was a man that knew no sin while here upon this earth

Hear Jerusalem Callin' Jesus is His name 
The wind is cryin' holy tryin' to explain
Tell me river of Jordan did you ever know
That the son of God was walkin' on your shores
That the son of God was walkin' on your shores

He was tempted by the devil he offered Him the world
But He would not trade the souls He saved for diamonds gold and pearls
Hell could not hold Him He took away the key
He broke the bonds of sin when He died upon the tree

CHORUS

Brother will you join me sister will you go
I'll take you to a healing stream where living waters flow
Make your preparations you must be born again
That's the way that you can stay free from a world of sin

CHORUS

7506. Hear Jerusalem Moan

Hear Jerusalem Moan

Well I got a home on the other shore
Don't you hear Jerusalem moan
I know I'll live there forever more
Don't you hear Jerusalem moan



    Don't you hear Jerusalem moan, don't you hear Jerusalem moan
    Thank God there's a Heaven and a ringin' in my soul
    and my soul set free
    Don't you hear Jerusalem moan

Well now Sister Mary she wears a chain
Don't you hear Jerusalem moan
And on every link is a Jesus' name
Don't you hear Jerusalem moan

The devil wears a hypocrite shoe
Don't you hear Jerusalem moan
you don't watch out he's gonna step 'em on you
Don't you hear Jerusalem moan

Now the Methodist preacher is a mighty fine man
Don't you hear Jerusalem moan
Showin' us the way to the promised land
Don't you hear Jerusalem moan

7507. Hear Me Out

Hear Me Out
(Jonas Kjellgren)
Downhill Bluegrass Band

It seems like we've been down this road before
Now I've heard your stories a thousand times and more
Again, you try to make me change my mind
You never look so sad as when you think you're left behind

Hear me out now hear my plea
Let me go now set me free
The night is still, the tables turned
All is said and ali the bridges burned
And this time I won't let you make me cry
I'm walking out with my head up high

I've heard some people say they grow apart
I guess our love was never really rooted in our hearts
While I was seeking shelter from a storm
You were glad to find someone to hold and keep you warm

Repeat chorus

7508. Hear the Voice of My Beloved

The Isaacs - Hear the Voice of My Beloved 



Hear the Voice of my beloved
gently call at close of day
Come my love, oh come and meet me
Rise, oh rise, and come away.

Winter's dark will soon be over
And the rains are nearly done
Flowers bloom and trees are budding
Time for singing has begun.

I have waited through the shadows
For my Lord to call for me
Now the morning breaks eternal;
In his light, his face i see

Now the morning breaks eternal
And atlast his face i see.

When you see the fig tree budding,
You will know the summer's near.
When you hear the words i've spoken,
You will know my coming's near.

Keep on listening my beloved,
For my coming's very near.

7509. Hear The Whistle Blow A Hundred Miles

Hear The Whistle Blow A Hundred Miles
Flatt & Scruggs

Lord, you ought to been uptown
And seen that train come down
You could hear the whistle blow a hundred miles
A hundred miles, a hundred miles
A hundred miles, a hundred miles
You could hear the whistle blow a hundred miles

Oh, I'm walking these ties
With tears in my eyes
I'm trying to read a letter from home
From my home, from my home
From my home, from my home
I'm trying to read a letter from my home

If this train runs right
I'll be home Saturday night
I'm five fundred miles away from my home
Away from home, away from home
Away from home, away from home
I'm five fundred miles away from home

You could hear the whistle blow a hundred miles



7510. Hear The Willow Cry

Hear The Willow Cry
Chris Stapleton

[Chorus]
Won't you bury me beneath the tree
Where my family lies, where my family lies?
Let the fog lay low on the mountain high
Hear the willow cry, hear the willow cry

[Verse 1]
Ain't no redemption for the things that I have done
The devil owns you once the bullet's left the gun
All I can think of with this rope around my neck
Is I'd be much abliged if you grant me one request

[Chorus]
Won't you bury me beneath the tree
Where my family lies, where my family lies?
Let the fog lay low on the mountain high
Hear the willow cry, hear the willow cry

[Verse 2]
My soul turned black as coal when I walked the streets at night
'Cause in my heart, I knew that somethin' wasn't right
And I went crazy when I found her with that man
But I felt better once the blood was on my hands

[Chorus]
Won't you bury me beneath the tree
Where my family lies, where my family lies?
Let the fog lay low on the mountain high
Hear the willow cry, hear the willow cry

[Chorus]
Won't you bury me beneath the tree
Where my family lies, where my family lies?
Let the fog lay low on the mountain high
Hear the willow cry, hear the willow cry
Hear the willow cry, hear the willow cry

7511. Hear The Willow Cry - Chords

Hear The Willow Cry - The Steeldrivers

Capo 2

Intro follows Chorus



(Chorus)
Em                            B7
Won't you bury me beneath the tree
                D                    A 
where my family lies where my family lies 
                Em                  B7
let the fog lay low on the mountain high
                D                   Em 
hear the willow cry hear the willow cry 

C                           G               
Ain't no redemption for the thing that I have done
D                           Am
the devil owns you once the bullet 's left the gun
C                            G
all I can think of with this rope around my neck 
Am                            B7
is i'd be much abliged if you grant me one request 

Won't you bury me beneath the tree 
where my family lies where my family lies 
let the fog lay low on the mountain high 
hear the willow cry hear the willow cry 

My soul turned black as coal when I walked the streets at night 
'cause in my heart I knew that something wasn't right 
and I went crazy when I found her with that man 
but I felt better once the blood was on my hands 

Won't you bury me beneath the tree 
where my family lies where my family lies 
let the fog lay low on the mountain high 
hear the willow cry hear the willow cry 

Won't you bury me beneath the tree 
where my family lies where my family lies 
let the fog lay low on the mountain high 
hear the willow cry hear the willow cry 

hear the willow cry hear the willow cry

7512. Hear The Wind Blow

Hear The Wind Blow
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

Down in the valley the valley so low hang your head over hear the wind blow
Hear the blow hear the wind blow hang your head over hear the wind blow
Roses love sunshine violets love dew angels in heaven know I love you
If you don't love me love who you please put your arms round me give my heart ease
Give my heart ease love give my heart ease
Put your arms round me give my heart ease



Write me a letter send it by mail send it in care of the birmingham jail
Birmingham jail love brimingham jail send it in care of the birmingham jail
Build me a castle forty feet high so I can see her as she rides by
As she rides by love as she rides by so I can see her as she rides by
Down in the valley the valley so low hang your head over hear the wind blow

7513. Heart And Soul

Heart and Soul

    Heart and soul mind and body
    We were as close as close can be
    Heart and soul mind and body
    Now I feel pain in every part of me

We found love and whirlwind romance
The feeling was right and the passion strong
Love was a thrill and satisfying
How could we know it would somehow end

Your feelings changed you found another
Some things about me you can't accept
I tried to change but I can't forget her
We grew apart and then love soon left

7514. Heart And Soul - Chords

Heart And Soul - Seldom Scene

D(Capo 3rd Fret)(F)

D               A    G  A          D
When Old Days Find Me On A Somber Note
          G         D    A              
It Starts To Rain Today, Man Things Are Gonna
G A
Float
D                  A
You Can't Run From Trouble
   G      A          D
It Always Tracks You Down
   G        D        A     G A
Somehow, Someway, Somedayayay  Cause There's

            (Chorus)
D         A       G       A        D
One Road Ending, Another Takes You Back
G              D          A      



Heart And Soul Begging To Somehow Make You
G A
Whole
D        A       G        A        D
One Road Ending, Another Takes You Back
G               A         D
Heart And Soul, Heart And Soul
              (Break)
             (Verse 2)
So I Count My Blessings,
I Put On My Walkin Shoes
As Though I'd Walk Away
If I Had To Choose
When Old Days Find Me
On A Somber Note
I'll Let It Rain And Say
Somehow I'll Stay Afloat
Cause There's (Repeat Chorus)
               (Break)
                (Repeat Chorus)
                 (Ending Break)

7515. Heart First - Chords

Heart First
Recorded by Jeanne Pruett
Written by Johnny Wilson, Kim Morrison, Scott Phelps
 
G              Em     C                  G
I've had other lovers before we met each other
           C                      G
And I know better than to jump in blind
    C                     G
The mountain might be too steep
        C                  G            Em
And the river might be too deep there's danger there
    C            Em                  D7   C     G
But I don't care tonight I'm falling free heart first
             C         G         Em
Falling into love with you heart first
C                Em      D7  C     G
I can see you're falling too heart first
                  C        Em                     C
Letting all those feelings through together we're falling
D7    G
Heart first
 
                 Em      C              G
We're taking our chances that's the way romance is
          C                      G
We may be crazy but we can't say no
      C            G           C              G
We're ready to try again throw caution to the wind



   Em                  C
So close your eyes and hold on tight
Em                    D7 C     G
Tonight we're falling in heart first
Repeat #2 
 
C     G                  C         G         Em
Heart first falling into love with you heart first
C                Em      D7  C     G
I can see you're falling too heart first
                C        Em                     C
Letting all the feelings through together we're falling
D7    G
Heart first 
Repeat #2

7516. Heart In A Cage

Chris Thile - Heart In a Cage

Well I don't feel better
When I'm fucking around
And I don't write better
When I'm stuck in the ground
So don't teach me a lesson
Cause I've already learned
Yeah the sun will be shining
And my children will burn

the heart beats in its cage

I don't want what you want
I don't feel what you feel
See I'm stuck in a city
But I belong in a field

He gets left left left left left left left

Now it's three in the morning and you're eating alone

the heart beats in its cage

All our friends, they're laughing at us
All of those you loved you mistrust
Help me I'm just not quite myself
Look around there's no one else there
I went to the concert and I fought through the crowd
Guess I got too excited when I thought you were around

I get left left left left left left left

I'm sorry you were thinking I would steal your fire.



the heart beats in its cage
the heart beats in its cage
the heart beats in its cage

7517. Heart Is The Hero - Chords

Heart Is The Hero 
The Wood Brothers
 
Capo 5th fret

[Intro]
G  F C

[Verse 1]
C
I told my head
F                     C
"Why you gotta get so grey?
               E          Am
Why you always get in the way?
    F                         C
Why can't you just let things go?"
 
 
[Verse 2]
F       C
Told my heart
F                     C
"Sorry what I put you through
               E          Am
The trouble is me and not you
            F                C
You are the wisest one I know"
 
 
[Chorus]
    G
The heart is humble
E
Heart is strong
Am           G       F
Heart is the hero of every song
          Am           C       F     C
Well, the heart is the hero of every song
 
 
[Verse 3]
  F       C
I held my breath
F                       C
Hopin' I could stop the time
              E             Am



And all those stories in my mind
F                   C
Only a fool would believe
 
 
[Verse 4]
C
I told my ears
      F                            C
"Just listen to the rhythm and thR rhyme
                           E          Am
Won't you listen like your vRry first time
       F                   C
So the music can just play me?"
 
 
[Chorus]
           G
'Cause the heart is humble
E7
Heart is strong
Am           G       F
Heart is the hero of every song
          Am           C       F     C
Yeah, the heart is the hero of every song
          Am           C
Well, the heart is the hero
 
 
[Harmonica & Piano Solo]
C  F  C   E Am
F  C  F  C   E Am
F  C
 
 
[Verse 5]
N.C.
Now I beat my drum
N.C.
And listen to the space between
    C             E          Am
And feel it right down to my feet
         F                    C
'Til I'm dancin' with the melody
 
 
[Verse 6]
F       C
Told my heart
F                      C
Thank you for bein' so true
                   E        Am
Now I'm putting my trust in you
      F                         C
And remember to remember is the key
 
 



[Chorus]
           G
'Cause the heart is humble
E
Heart is strong
Am                   F     C
Heart is the hero of every song
          Am           F             C
Yeah, the heart is the hero of every song
 
 
[Outro]
          Am           F             C
Yeah, the heart is the hero of every song
          Am           C   F C
Well, the heart is the hero

7518. Heart Like A Wheel

Linda Ronstadt - Heart Like A Wheel

Some say the heart is just like a wheel
When you bend it, you can't mend it
But my love for you is like a sinking ship
And my heart is on that ship out in mid-ocean

When harm is done no love can be won
I know it happens frequently
What I can't understand oh please God hold my hand
Why it had to happen to me

And it's only love and it's only love
That can wreck a human being and turn him inside out

Some say the heart is just like a wheel
When you bend it you can't mend it
But my love for you is like a sinking ship
And my heart is on that ship out in mid-ocean

7519. Heart Made Of Stone

Heart Made Of Stone (Larry W. Jones 12/04/2007) 

I never let love plant seeds very deep
I told my heart it was useless to try
For looking back on the loves I had known
Seeds that were planted just withered and died
Then you came along and you caught my eye
You planted love's flower in a heart made of stone



The garden that you tended was once left alone
With old seeds of love scattered to places unknown
You planted love's flower in a heart made of stone
- instrumental -
I thought I could hide but that was only my pride
I told my heart that all true love had died
I was just too afraid to again let love live
I started to roam and never looked for a home
Then you came along with so much true love to give
You planted love's flower in a heart made of stone
The garden that you tended was once left alone
With old seeds of love scattered to places unknown
You planted love's flower in a heart made of stone
You planted love's flower in a heart made of stone

7520. Heart Mender - Chords

Heart Mender
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Richard Leigh and Milton Blackford

C             Em                    Dm      G7
I should have known that love would make me blue
C          Em               Dm      G7
I couldn't stop myself from wantin' you
F             Em             Dm            G7
And all those lies like lullabies how they hypnotize me
F              C                  Dm          G7
And now you're gone but what went wrong still mystifies me
C            Dm    G7     C                         Am
How I need a heart mender someone went and broke my heart
             Dm    G7                C
How I need a heart mender to mend my heart
              Em                Dm          G7
Just when you think you found a love that's true
C                Em                 Dm       G7
That's just when love will turn its back on you
F              Em               Dn  G7
It seems right now I don't know how I'll forget it
F             C               Dm      G7
But time will heal the hurt I feel it hurt just let it
C            Dm    G7     C                         Am
How I need a heart mender someone went and broke my heart
             Dm    G7                C
How I need a heart mender to mend my heart
             Dm    G7     C                         Am
How I need a heart mender someone went and broke my heart
             Dm    G7                C
How I need a heart mender to mend my heart
             Dm    G7     C                         Am
How I need a heart mender someone went and broke my heart
             Dm    G7                C
How I need a heart mender to mend my heart



7521. Heart Of A Lonely Girl

Dierks Bentley - Heart of a Lonely Girl

[Verse 1]
Twenty seven days i've been out on the road
I'm a nervous wreck, I gotta get back home
There's a young bride waiting for me all alone
Lord, how she misses me
I can see her sitting in the kitchen chair
In a cotton dress with her long black hair
But a woman ain't pretty if a man ain't there
That i can't afford to be

[Chorus]
It's a shame, it's a shame
She won't be the one to blame
Oh the hurtinest thing in the whole wide world
Is the heart of a lonely girl

[Verse 2]
Like a red-tail fox to a blue tick hound
She's the hottest thing for miles around
All them other boys in our hometown
Got tricks hid up their sleeves
Now it ain't her that i don't trust
She's pretty and pure as diamond dust
But lonesome is this lonesome girl
She can't help for what she needs

[Chorus]
It's a shame, it's a shame
She won't be the one to blame
Oh the hurtinest thing in the whole wide world
Is the heart of a lonely girl
The heart of a lonely girl
The heart of a lonely girl
It's the hurtinest thing in the whole wide world
The heart of a lonely girl

[Verse 3]
Daddy was a rambler just like me
I guess the apple don't fall too far from the tree
When i ask why momma had to go that day
Well he don't know and she won't say

[Chorus]
It's a shame, it's a shame
She won't be the one to blame
Oh the hurtinest thing in the whole wide world
Is the heart of a lonely girl

[Outro]



Yeah, it's a shame, it's a shame
She won't be the one to blame
Yeah the hurtinest thing in the whole wide world
Is the heart of a lonely girl
Yeah the hurtinest thing in the whole wide world
Is the heart of a lonely girl

7522. Heart Of A Miner

Nanci Griffith - Heart Of A Miner

Well, it's harvest time out on this Amarillo highway
Daydreamin' the South of France
I could whistle you out waltzin' there
Would you still say you can't?
Heart of a miner here takin' her last chance

[Chorus:]
Heart of a miner, kept her feelings buried deep
Heart of a miner, could there be something she needs?
Just a treasure that could hold her
That's not fool's gold

What could the miner do when her heart was made of crystal?
She used to keep it on the shelf
Now she dreams of you high up in your mountains
It was that treasure that you held
Look at this lonely miner here who finally fell

[Chorus]

Tell me he's not fool's gold
It's still harvest time out on this Amarillo highway
Just a lonely miner still a thousand miles from home

7523. Heart Of Glass - Chords

Heart Of Glass 
Twisted Pine
 
[Intro]
C
 
[Verse 1]
C                              A
Once I had a love and it was a gas
                               C
Soon turned out had a heart of glass
                                    A



Seemed like the real thing, only to find
                              C
Mucho mistrust, love's gone behind
 
                               A
Once I had a love and it was divine
                               C
Soon found out I was losing my mind
                                           A
It seemed like the real thing but I was so blind
                              C   C7
Mucho mistrust, love's gone behind
 
 
[Chorus]
F
In between
                                C
What I find is pleasing and I'm feeling fine
                                 F
Love is so confusing, there's no peace of mind
                               D
If I fear I'm losing you, it's just no good
    G
You teasing like you do
C
Ooh!
 
 
[Interlude]
C
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                              A
Once I had a love and it was a gas
                              C
Soon found out had a heart of glass
                                    A
Seemed like the real thing, only to find
                              C   C7
Mucho mistrust, love's gone behind
 
 
[Chorus]
F
Lost inside
                        C
Adorable illusion and I cannot hide
                                       F
I'm the one you're using, please don't push me aside
                              C
We could've made it cruising, yeah
 
 
[Interlude]
F    C



F    C
F
Da da da, da da da da
C
Da da da, da da da da
F
Da da da, da da da da
    D
Oh, riding high
   G
On love's true bluish light
C
Ooh, oh   Ooh, oh
C
Ooh, oh   Ooh, oh
 
 
[Verse 4]
F                              A
Once I had a love and it was a gas
                              C
Soon found out to be a heart of glass
                                    A
Seemed like the real thing, only to find
                              C   C7
Mucho mistrust, love's gone behind
 
 
[Chorus]
F
Lost inside
                        C
Adorable illusion and I cannot hide
                                       F
I'm the one you're using, please don't push me aside
                              C
We could've made it cruising, yeah
 
 
[Chorus]
F
In between
                                C
What I find is pleasing and I'm feeling fine
                                 F
Love is so confusing, there's no peace of mind
                               D
If I fear I'm losing you, it's just no good
    G
You teasing like you do
 
 
[Outro]
C
Ooh, oh   Ooh, oh
C
Ooh, oh   Ooh, oh



C
Ooh, oh   Ooh, oh
C
Ooh, oh   Ooh, oh

7524. Heart Of Gold - Chords

Heart of Gold
Neil Young

Em C D G
I wanna live, I wanna give
Em C D G
I've been a miner for a heart of gold
Em C D G
It's these expressions I never give
Em G
That keep me searchin' for a heart of gold
C G
And I'm gettin' old
Em G
That keep me searchin' for a heart of gold
C G
And I'm gettin' old

 Em C D G / / / Em - G - / C - - G / Em - G - / C - - G /

I've been to Hollywood, I've been to Redwood
I crossed the ocean for a heart of gold
I've been in my mind, it's such a fine line
That keeps me searching...
Keep me searchin' for a heart of gold
You keep me searchin' and I'm growin' old
Keep me searchin' for a heart of gold
I've been a miner for a heart of gold
Ahh

Ending chorus progression
/ Em - D Em / / / Em - G - / C - - G

7525. Heart Of Indochine

Nanci Griffith - Heart of Indochine

I am on a Riverboat on the Saigon River
Where the music's too loud
While I try to have my dinner
Stories I've been told of 1954



When the bodies washed ashore from that distant war
My friend Michael came in '68
The bodies still floating with the dinner boats sailing
Beside all those souls of the American war

Oh, deliver me to the river of souls
In the heart of Indochina
Deliver me to a River at Peace
In this twenty-first century

All those souls that floated free
In these dark war's waters
All the souls now swim together
The French the Viet Minn

Those American boys
The souls of the Saigon River
At peace in Indochina

I am in a caffe in Ho Chi Minn City
My friend Bobby Muller is sitting with me
This traffic is maddening
In his wheelchair he's napping

I wonder at times, does he walk in his dreams?
Later I walked all the way from Tu Do Street
To the banks of the river with the dinner boats sailing
Beside all of the souls, of a River in Peace

Oh, deliver me to the river of souls
In the heart of Indochina
Deliver me to a River at Peace
In this twenty-first century

All those souls that floated free
In these dark war's waters
All the souls now swim together
The French the Viet Minn

Those American boys
The souls of the Saigon River
At peace in Indochina

Hoa binh, hoa binh
(Peace in Vietnamese)
Peace in the heart of Indochina

7526. Heart of Stone

Tyler Childers - Heart of Stone

[Verse 1]
There's a full moon shining through her bedroom window



Shedding light on them damp and dirty sheets
Hear the floor creak, listen to her heart beat
Louder than a six-string has ever thought to ring
She's a bad sign, Lord, she's a damn sight
Better than a long night sleeping all alone
When the moon makes way to let the day break
Brother, she will leave you strung out on your own

[Chorus]
Times get hard
She keeps rising

[Verse 2]
She's a hot mess
Busting out her sun dress
Leave it for tomorrow
Throw it on the ground
Feel her hips sway
Listen to her eyes say
She don't need a damn thing
Tryin' to weigh her down

[Chorus]
Heart of stone
Hotter than fire

[Verse 3]
She's a heartbreak
Hittin' like a hard rain
Washing out the creek bank
Takin' what she please
Hear her heels click
Leaving like a bad trip
Leaves you feeling breathless
Staggering to your feet

7527. Heart Of Stone - Chords

Heart Of Stone
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Dwight Yoakam and Kostas

C             F             C
This heart of stone sure is missing you
        G7                               C
Sure is wishing you were back where love belongs
              F                C
This heart of stone has not forgotten you
                G7                            C
But broke while trying to pretend that it was strong
G7                             C
Memory have made its will grow tired and weak
G7                            C



Silently it turned from being bold to meek
F                           C
Till finally it gave into a sad defeat
D7                              G7
Aching more and more with every fragile beat
repeat #1
G7                                C
Loneliness has slowly stripped it of its pride
G7                              C
Leaving just an empty well here behind
F                           C
Without a hope of anyway it could survive
D7                              G7
Stranded there alone and simply left to die
repeat #1
                G7                            C
But broke while trying to pretend that it was strong

7528. Heart Of Texas - Chords

Heart Of Texas
Recorded by Billy Joe Shaver and Waylon Jennings
Written by Billy Joe Shaver

G
The heart of Texas is where I was born
                                                 C
By twist of fate the lone star state's where I'm coming from
                    G
God almighty's been good to me
Where I grow'd up learning about the Alamo
                                                 C
With a swelling pride down deep inside me saying go man go
                   G
You can be all you want to be
          D7
Yeah it's right there where the best is
C                               G
Smack dab in the heart of Texas thank you Ma'am
Papa run off before I was born
                                                C
Mama picked cotton just to raise us kids in the Texas sun
                  G
We grew up in the cotton fields
So I learned how to work and I learned how to fight
                                                      C
I learned how to put a bunch of words together as the years rolled by
              G
God gave me a way to go
When my sweetheart listened to the songs I played
                                                          C
She said I love you honey but there ain't much money in a serenade
                    G



I need a man with a real job
          D7
Now she's back there where I left her
C                                 G
God knows I still think about her now and then
        D7
But she knows these clothes I'm wearing
       C                                     G
Is the kind that shirt tails always flapping in the wind
I made my music from coast to coast
                                                  C
Been over the water couldn't get no hotter then I dang near froze
             G
Remember the Alamo
The road was long but the heart is strong
                                         C
I was Texas born and raised and Texas is still my home
         G
Texas is home sweet home
          D7
Yeah it's right there where the best is
C                               G
Smack dab in the heart of Texas thank you man
         D7
Where my songs are always playing 
C                                      G
And them good ol' Texas gals say honey where you been
          D7
Yeah it's right back there where the best is
C                               G
Smack dab in the heart of Texas thank you man

7529. Heart Of The Country - Chords

Heart Of The Country 
Kathy Mattea
 
CAPO: 4th Fret
 
INTRO: G  C  (4x)  G
 
         D             Em
Making a living on the road
C                   G
Playing those honky-tonks
    D                 G
And searching for the gold
 
 
          D                 Em
We've all paid our share of dues
C                     G
Singing those country blues



  D                 G
Until the bars have closed
 
 
           D                    Em
Heading up north to a one-night-stand
        C                     G
There's nothing like a Yankee fan
          D                     G
To make a southern girl feel at home
 
 
                 D               Em
Catch a midnight flight to San Antone
          C                  G
It really turns those Texans on
            D             G
To feel the magic in the song
 
 
CHORUS:
                 C  G            C            G
It's coming from my heart to the heart of the country
                 C           G       Am    G        F             D
You know there's nothing I'd rather do for you than sing you this song
                 C  G            C            Em
It's coming from my heart to the heart of the country
           Am            G          C              D
If you can feel what I'm feeling, I know you gotta sing
           Am            G          C              D      G   C   G  C    G
If you can feel what I'm feeling, I know you gotta sing along
 
 
       D                 Em
We got ten more shows to play
        C             G
Between Detroit and L A
           D                 G     C  G
It doesn't matter where you are
 
 
              D                Em
The road goes on and people change
    C                    G
But one thing stays the same
          D                G
They know all the words by heart
 
 
CHORUS:
                 C  G            C            G
It's coming from my heart to the heart of the country
                 C           G       Am    G        F             D
You know there's nothing I'd rather do for you than sing you this song
                 C  G            C            Em
It's coming from my heart to the heart of the country
           Am            G          C              D



If you can feel what I'm feeling, I know you gotta sing
           Am            G          C              D      G
If you can feel what I'm feeling, I know you gotta sing along
 
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL: G  C G   C G   C G Am G F  D
 
 
CHORUS:
                 C  G            C            Em
It's coming from my heart to the heart of the country
           Am            G          C              D
If you can feel what I'm feeling, I know you gotta sing
           Am            G          C              D      G
If you can feel what I'm feeling, I know you gotta sing along
 
 
CHORUS:
                 C  G            C            G
It's coming from my heart to the heart of the country
                 C           G       Am    G        F             D
You know there's nothing I'd rather do for you than sing you this song
                 C  G            C            Em
It's coming from my heart to the heart of the country
           Am            G          C              D
If you can feel what I'm feeling, I know you gotta sing
           Am            G          C              D      G   C   G  C    G
If you can feel what I'm feeling, I know you gotta sing along
 
 
OUTRO:    (## fade to end ##)
       C G    C G    C G Am G F  D   C G    C G

7530. Heart Over Mind

Heart Over Mind
Jim & Jesse
Writer/s: MEL TILLIS

I love you so much that I can't leave you
Even though my mind tells me I should
But then you make me think you really love me
And all my thoughts of leavin' do no good

Chorus:
You've got me, heart over mind. Worried all the time
Knowin' you will always be the same, you'll keep hurting me I know
But I still can't let you go, cause my heart won't let me love for you change

Friends tell me they see you out with others
And in my heart I try hard to forget
But then you make me think that you still want me



And I still hope theres some chance for us yet

7531. Heart Shaped Bruise

Emmylou Harris
Heart Shaped Bruise

[Verse 1]
Tell me now
Or are you only teasing?
I felt the cold hard facts of life
Five degrees from freezing
Does it amuse you to always hurt me so?
I try my best it's not enough
Should I give up and let you?

[Chorus 1]
What more is there to take from me?
There's nothing else to give you, dear
There's nothing more that I can lose
Except this Heart Shaped Bruise

[Chorus 2]
It will fade
From purple to violet
It will fade
Just as the day dissolves into twilight

[Verse 2]
Tell me now
Or am I only dreaming?
You said that you'd be mine for life
And now you say you're leaving
If I could hold you once more before you go
When I approach you just lash out
Should I give up and let you?
[Chorus 1]

[Chorus 2]

7532. Heart That Time Forgot - Chords

Heart That Time Forgot
Recorded by Sammy Kershaw
Written by Sterling Whipple and Tony Martin

G7   C                               G7
Just when I feel like a night on the town
                             Dm



Old friends haven't seen you around 
F                  G7
You seem out of my life
             C                                G7
And you walk in on the arm of the new man you found
                               Dm  F                G7
There's no way that I can slip out except out of my mind

         Am            D7           G7
They say time can heal every broken heart
     Am              D7               G7
Well time's had time enough to do its part
   F               G7               C  G7
By now I should be over you but I'm not
F       C            G7              C
I'm the man with the heart that time forgot

G7     C                                    G7
I look away but clear cross this loud smoky room
                         Dm
I swear I can smell your perfume 
F                     G7
Just like rain on the wind
           C                                      G7
Your voice plays in my heart like an old favorite tune
                            Dm   F          G7
No matter how long it's too soon to see you again

         Am            D7           G7
They say time can heal every broken heart
     Am              D7               G7
Well time's had time enough to do its part
   F               G7               C  G7
By now I should be over you but I'm not
F       C            G7              C
I'm the man with the heart that time forgot

F       C            G7              C
I'm the man with the heart that time forgot

7533. Heart That Was Broken For Me

The Heart That Was Broken For Me

There came from the skies
In the days long ago
The Lord with a message of love
The world knew Him not
He was treated with scorn
This wonderful Gift from above

   They crowned Him with thorns
   He was beaten with straps



   He was wounded and nailed to the tree
   But the pain in His heart
   Was the hardest to bear
   The heart that was broken for me

He came to His own
To his owners He loved
The sheep that had wandered astray
They heard not His voice
But the Friend of mankind
Was halted and driven away

I will take up my cross
I will walk by His side
For the pathway of duty I see
I will follow my Lord
And abide in His heart
The heart that was broken for me

7534. Heart That Wont Stop Loving You - Chords

Heart That Wont Stop Loving You
Balsam Range
 
E  A
 
A
You walked away from me and this child
                        E
I dried her tears last night
 
Gently I rocked her while I quietly cooed
                                    A
With a heart that won't stop loving you
 
A
I've got a heart that won't stop loving you
                        E
I'm feeling helpless, I do
 
Why did you leave, I'm so confused
            D                E           A    (A  E  A)
I've got a heart that won't stop loving you
 
A
Deep in the night our baby screamed
                         E
She sought for mommy to come
 
I told her I hoped that daddy will do
                                         A
I've got a heart that won't stop loving you
 



CHORUS
 
A
Now here you stand pleading with me
                     E
You ask if I can forgive
 
My mind is shouting not to try to
                                A
But my heart won't stop loving you
 
CHORUS
 
A
What will it change if I take you back
                       E
How can I know you'll try
 
I can't let go of the good times we had
                              A
Tell me, have your feelings died
 
A
I've got a heart that won't stop loving you
                        E
I'm feeling helpless, I do
 
Why did you leave, I'm so confused
            D                E           A    (A  E  A)
I've got a heart that won't stop loving you
E
Why did you leave, I'm so confused
                                     A    E  A  E  A
I got a heart that won't stop loving you

7535. Heart To Heart - Chords

Heart To Heart
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Paul Kennerley and Emmylou Harris

G              D7         G
Heart to heart we'll hold together 
        C    D7           G
Hand in hand we'll find a way
       Em                 G
Oh the storms of life may blind us 
             C                G
But with the loving vows that bind us
                       D7         G
Heart to heart hand in hand we'll stay
                D7       G
Side by side forever and always 



       C        D7            G
Day by day till our lives are done
           Em              G
This sweet love is ours to treasure 
    C                   G
Far beyond all time and measure
                    D7     G  C
Side by side day by day as one
    D7                       C
The years cannot take what's between you and me
      A7                          D7
We'll stand here together for the whole world to see
         G     D7             G
Heart to heart there'll be no other 
        C        D7          G
Hand in hand for our love is true
       Em                 G
Oh the words that we have spoken 
          C             G
Will be a promise never broken
                       D7        G
Heart to heart hand in hand with you

7536. Heart To Heart Talk - Chords

Heart to Heart Talk
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Lee Ross 

G                                     C
How foolish can you be to be ruled by jealousy
G                             D7
Could you throw away what was planned
              G                        C
Why don't you ask your heart ask it if we should part
G                 D7                     G
I need to tell my heart exactly where we stand
 
D7 G                           D7
So let's have a heart to heart talk
C                        G
Let's have an arm in arm walk
   D7                   G
My darling let's try to see eye to eye
    D7                          G
And let's have a heart to heart talk
 
                                      C
How foolish can you be to be ruled by jealousy
G                             D7
Could you throw away what was planned
              G                        C
Why don't you ask your heart ask it if we should part



G                 D7                     G
I need to tell my heart exactly where we stand
 
D7 G                           D7
So let's have a heart to heart talk
C                        G
Let's have an arm in arm walk
   D7                   G
My darling let's try to see eye to eye
    D7                          G
And let's have a heart to heart talk

7537. Heart Trouble

Heart Trouble 
Larry Sparks.pdf

I'm lookin' for a place my dear 
Where they doctor broken hearts 
I've got another one for pawn, the one you tore apart 
I know that it's beyond repair, another total loss 
I trusted it to the wrong one, now I'll pay the cost 
 
CHORUS : 
Heart trouble, there's nothing a doctor can do 
Heart trouble, the cost from  lovin' you 
I tried to get you out of my blood 
Still the pressure goes double 
Knowin' that all the time you're my heart trouble 

There's nothin' on the medicine shelf 
That'll ever ease my pain 
Through a broken heart there's no sunshine 
But there's always rain 
The scar you left on my heart doubt he'll ever mend 
It'll be like a jigsaw puzzle, puttin' it together again

7538. Heart Up In The Sky - Chords

Heart Up In The Sky

Old Crow Medicin Show - Heart Up In The Sky

Heart up in the sky

amazing song

capo on 2(chords listed are just finger placement in relation to capo)



intro
Am F C
Am F C
Am F C
Am G C

            Am     F              C
Well ol joe woke up at quarter to five
                    Am     F             C
Cause the girls need milkin lest they go dry
                 Am         F          C
He'd done it for 45 years so it was no suprise
                Am               G               C
Til he walked outside to see his heart up in the sky
                 Am     F           C   
It shined like a quarter in a babys hand
                 Am  F             C   
On the fourth of july near the rio grande
                Am      F            C
It shined like a diamond in a jar of sand
                 Am                  G            C
And it made joes poor field look like it was born again
         
         F        G       C
I put my heart up in this sky
  F         G      C
I pushed it way up high
       F        G        Am       F          C                G            C
I just wondered what the people'd do if they seen my heart up there in the blue
         F        G      C
I put my heart up in the sky
         F      G        C
And cant really tell you why
       F        G        Am       F          C                G            C   
I just wondered what the people'd do if they seen my heart up there in the blue
                       
                       Am     F               C
Well he reached for his heart, liked to had a stroke
               Am                      F                 C
Called for his wife who thought it was just some sort of joke
                        Am                    F                C
Like when he called the preacher up cause the hens laid triple yokes
              Am                       G              C
But up in the sky was a heart that was taller than an oak
          Am F                    C
Forty feet up and it was ten feet wide
                  Am      F             C
Was pumpin like a mad man swept up in a tide
             Am                F        C
And when his wife she came out from the inside
                Am   G               C
She fell to her knees and she almost died

         F        G       C
I put my heart up in this sky
  F         G      C
I pushed it way up high



       F        G        Am       F          C                G            C
I just wondered what the people'd do if they seen my heart up there in the blue
         F        G      C
I put my heart up in the sky
         F      G        C
And cant really tell you why
       F        G        Am       F          C                G            C   
I just wondered what the people'd do if they seen my heart up there in the blue           

           G                     F
They had a doctor called in from town
   C                           G
He showed up in a chevy with a black bag and a frown
            G                       F                         
Said theres nothing you could do to bring that heart back down
                    Am                G
Cause Its a healthy heart that ol joe found

         F        G       C
I put my heart up in this sky
  F         G      C
I pushed it way up high
       F        G        Am       F          C                G            C
I just wondered what the people'd do if they seen my heart up there in the blue
         F        G      C
I put my heart up in the sky
         F      G        C
And cant really tell you why
       F        G        Am       F          C                G            C   
I just wondered what the people'd do if they seen my heart up there in the blue

7539. Heart With A View / Blackhaw - Chords

Heart With A View
Recorded by Blackhawk 

G                    C     D7
I said I'd always be around
        Em                 Am     D7  G
I never thought I'd be the one to lie
                      C   D7
But I guess I let her down
        Em            Am      D7  C
Now she sees a way to say goodbye
                     D7 Am
The curtains torn in two
       G              C         D7
Like a window you can see right through
  G            Em              C     G
A heart with a view it's clear to see
    Em                 G        C
She don't love me like she used to
G           Em            C



She set her sights on somebody new
            D7           G
She's got a heart with a view
                             C   D7
I closed my eyes and she was gone
          Em                Am D7  G
I guess I always saw things my way
                       C   D7
And it didn't take her long
        Em            Am       D7   C
Nothing I could do to make her stay
                        D7  Am
Now I'm lonely standing here
         G                  C   D7
Watching all my dreams just disappear
Repeat #2
                     D7 C
The curtains torn in two
       G              C         D7
Like a window you can see right through
Repeat #2
C           D7           G
She's got a heart with a view

7540. Heart Wrenching Lovesick Memories - Chords

Heart Wrenching Lovesick Memories
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent  
Written by Tonya Lowman

C                               F
The Lord knows I've tried to forget you
     C                      G7
Here lately I've been doing fine
     C                   F
Last night I had a dream about you
      C             G7        C
Now I can't get you out of my mind 
    F                               C
I'd love to close my eyes and dream forever
                                   G7
If I knew you would always be with me
     F                           C
I've prayed in every way to face tomorrow
F         C               G7           C
And these heart wrenching lovesick memories
                               F
In my dreams you whispered you miss me
     C                               G7
Your eyes spoke to mine and said you care
        C                    F
And you swore to me upon the good book
   C           G7           C



To cherish the love that we share
Repeat #2 x2
F         C               G7           C
And these heart wrenching lovesick memories

7541. Heart You've Been Tendin - Chords

Heart You've Been Tendin'
Tyler Childers - Heart Youve Been Tendin

[Chorus]
Em
All that you'll take, all that you'll take
Em
All that you'll take, all that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'
 
[Verse 1]
Em
Ain't no way to fake it, no way around it
Em                         G        G/F#
No time to tarry and there ain't no excuse
       Am
And it ain't that hard when you get down to it
     D
Only tool that you'll need, only one that you'll use
 
 
[Chorus]
Em
All that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'
Em                                   G           G/F#
At the start of the endin' you'll be cast in the wild
Am
You'll either go through like you know what you're doin'
   D
Or run around aimless and scared like a child
Em
All that you'll take, all that you'll take
Em
All that you'll take, all that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em
Now hearts ain't well when they're left in the window
Em                         G           G/F#
Without any shade from the sun beatin' down
         Am
And they ain't maintained and kept in water
             D
But it's the only thing that you'll take to the ground
 
 



[Chorus]
Em
All that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'
Em                                   G           G/F#
At the start of the endin' you'll be cast in the wild
Am
You'll either go through like you know what you're doin'
   D
Or run around aimless and scared like a child
Em
All that you'll take, all that you'll take
Em
All that you'll take, all that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'
 
 
[Verse 3]
Em
It'll show in your stride and the songs you've been singin'
      Em                    G              G/F#
It'll give you some pride a little further along
            Am
When you've left it all
        D
You can help someone else get back to their home
 
 
[Chorus]
Em
All that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'
Em                                   G           G/F#
At the start of the endin' you'll be cast in the wild
Am
You'll either go through like you know what you're doin'
   D
Or run around aimless and scared like a child
Em
All that you'll take, all that you'll take
Em
All that you'll take, all that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'

7542. Heart You've Been Tendin'

Heart You've Been Tendin' - Tyler Childers

All that you'll take
All that you'll take
All that you'll take
All that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'

Ain't no way to fake it
No way around it
No time to tear it
And there ain't no excuse



And it ain't that hard
When you get down to it
Only tool that you'll need
Only one that you'll use

All that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'
At the start or the endin' you'll be cast in the wild
You'll either go through like you know what you're doin'
Or run around aimless and scared like a child

All that you'll take
All that you'll take
All that you'll take
All that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'

Now hearts they can wilt
When they're left in the window
Without any shade
From the sun beatin' down

And they ain't maintained and kept in water
But it's the only thing that you'll take to the ground

All that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'
At the start or the endin' you'll be cast in the wild
You'll either go through like you know what you're doin'
Or run around aimless and scared like a child

All that you'll take
All that you'll take
All that you'll take
All that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'

It'll show in your stride and the songs you been singin'
It'll give you some pride and then further along
When you've left it all
It can help someone else get back to their home

All that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'
At the start or the endin' you'll be cast in the wild
You'll either go through like you know what you're doin'
Or run around aimless and scared like a child

All that you'll take
All that you'll take
All that you'll take
All that you'll take is the heart you've been tendin'

7543. Heart's Desire

Heart's Desire
The Gibson Brothers (Country)



[Verse 1]
Hidden behind a door
A little room in solitude
It's where I am more and more
Protecting you from my mood
I gave it my all and lost
I showed my hand, you shook your head
I knew there might be a cost
I had a dream and now it's dead

[Chorus]
You can't blame a heart for trying
I can't make you feel my fire
You can't blame a heart for trying
I can't change your heart's desire

[Verse 2]
I've learned I can't move your heart
To make it bleed, to meet my needs
We'll never be whole, just part
And now I'm lost without a lead

[Chorus]
You can't blame a heart for trying
I can't make you feel my fire
You can't blame a heart for trying
I can't change your heart's desire

[Chorus]
You can't blame a heart for trying
I can't make you feel my fire
You can't blame a heart for trying
I can't change your heart's desire
You can't blame a heart for trying
I can't make you feel my fire
You can't blame a heart for trying
I can't change your heart's desire

7544. Heart, I Wish You Were Here

Robbie Fulks - Heart, I Wish You Were Here

[Verse]
Her kisses so divine
Her body so warm by mine
Her love is a gift so dear
Oh heart, I wish you were here
Never knew when you left somehow
Never needed you more than now
If only while she lies near
Oh heart, I wish you were here



[Verse 2]
What a fool I was the last time
I put you on the line
For now you've gone away and left
This empty body behind
But if you'd come back to me
She'd treat you so tenderly
And her love would erase your tears
Oh heart, I wish you were here

[Instrumental]

[Verse 2]
What a fool I was the last time
I put you on the line
For now you've gone away and left
This empty body behind
But if you'd come back to me
She'd treat you so tenderly
And her love would erase your tears
Oh heart, I wish you were here

7545. Heartache Highway - Chords

Heartache Highway
Recorded by Clay Walker
Written by Kent Blazy, Kim Williams, Clay Walker

C                                       Dm
The sun's reflecting off the city limit sign
F                                       C
I better keep moving before I change my mind
                              Dm
Looking in the rearview mirror 
       Am          Dm             F
Coming home didn't make it clearer
                                G7
I didn't wanna hear her say goodbye
C                 Em               F                  C
Heartache highway why didn't I say what she wanted to hear
             Dm             F          C
Why must the most important words go unspoken
                  Em                   F               C
Heartache highway now it's too late to ever change her mind
          Dm                         G7               C
Oh it's a hell of a road when you're leaving heaven behind
                                Dm
Memories of her dance in my headlights 
F                              C
As I'm ridin' my pain into the night
                            Dm
Headin' for the next horizon 
Am           Dm              F



Watchin' the full moon risin'
                              G7
Gotta keep on driving goin' nowhere 
repeat #2 On this heartache highway...
          Dm                         G7               C
Oh it's a hell of a road when you're leaving heaven behind

7546. Heartache Remover - Chords

Heartache Remover
Recorded by Tony Booth

G                              D7
Walked into a package store on Fifth Avenue
                                         G
Looking for an easy way to chase away my blues
                                       G7               C
Said mister will you help me please it hurts so much to lose her
D7                                     G
I need a bottle of your best heartache remover
    C                              G
She put a stain upon my heart that I can't take away
     A7                        D7
I've tried so hard to hold her but she wouldn't stay
    G                     G7                  C
She left so many memories I've got to try and lose sir
D7                                     G
I need a bottle of your best heartache remover
                                     D7
No I've never had to live without my baby until now
                                            G
But I guess I'll have to try and find a way somehow
                                        G7             C
I'm pretty sure you've got the cure for what I'm going through sir
D7                                     G
I need a bottle of your best heartache remover
Repeat #2
    D7                                     G
Yes I need a bottle of your best heartache remover

7547. Heartaches

The Country Gentlemen - Heartaches

Heartaches
Heartaches
My loving you meant only heartaches
Your kiss was such a sacred thing to me
I can't believe it's just a burning memory



Heartaches
Heartaches
What does it matter how my heart breaks?
I should be happy with someone new
But my heart aches for you

7548. Heartaches And Teardrops

Heartaches and Teardrops 
Cedar Hill
 
I worked my fingers, clean to the bone 
Tryin' to make her, a happy home 
But all she gave me, was a troubled mind 
Heartaches and teardrops, they're left behind 
 
CHORUS: 
Heartaches and teardrops, no peace of mind 
Since she has left me, that's all I'll find 
But I can't hide, from, can't run away 
Heartaches and teardrops, they're here to stay 
 
Heartaches are many, teardrops like rain 
I played for true love, you we're playing the game 
Now I've been cheated, lied to and scorned 
Your love is colder, than a winter storm  
  
Maybe somewhere, on down the line 
You'll find another, who's not so kind 
And maybe then, you'll understand 
The lonesome feelin's, of a broken man 
    
Heartaches and teardrops, they're here to stay

7549. Heartaches Are Free

Dwight Yoakam - Heartaches Are Free

Buddy, you might think
That I've lost my mind
But mister, I'd pay twice
To do it one more time.
It cost a thousand tears
And wore out my knees
But buddy, that's okay
The heartaches are free.
You probably thought I'd used
Up every brain I had



But mister, once you've tried
You'll swear that it ain't bad.
It cost a thousand tears
And'll wear out your knees
But buddy, that's okay
The heartaches are free.
Hey man, if she takes a notion
To sell you a hit of potion
Waste no time
And boss, if you need a reason
To pay for all her teasin'
Well, just take mine.
It cost a thousand tears
And'll wear out your knees
But buddy, that's okay
The heartaches are free.
--- Instrumental ---
Hey man, if she takes a notion
To sell you a hit of potion
Waste no time
And boss, if you need a reason
To pay for all her teasin'
Well, just take mine.
It cost a thousand tears
And'll wear out your knees
But buddy, that's okay
The heartaches are free.
Yeah, I can guarantee
The heartaches are free...

7550. Heartaches By The Number

Dwight Yoakam - Heartaches By The Number
(H. Howard)

Heartache Number One was when you left me
I never knew that I could hurt this way
Heartache Number Two was when you came back again
You came back and never meant to stay
Chorus:
Now I've got heartaches by the number
Troubles by the score
Every day you love me less
Each day I love you more
Now I've got heartaches by the number
A love that I can't win
But the day that I stop counting
That's the day my world will end
Heartache Number Three was when you called me
And told me you was coming home to stay
With hoping heart I waited for your knock on the door
I waited but you must have lost your way
Chorus:



Now I've got heartaches by the number
Troubles by the score
Every day you love me less
Each day I love you more
Now I've got heartaches by the number
A love that I can't win
But the day that I stop counting
That's the day my world will end
Ah, the day that I stop counting
That's the day my world will end

7551. Heartaches In Heartaches

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Heartaches in heartaches
Composer: Andrew Gold

Long ago it seemed to me I had it made
I had a little money, I had my little honey
One day her feelings strayed to another guy
And I lost everything but a hurt her memory brings.

Heartaches in heartaches, teardrops on teardrops
That's all I've known since she went and turned me down
Heartaches in heartaches, teardrops on teardrops
Since my baby left me in this town.

Any man can claim to have his share of sadness
That's the way they made it and they ain't gonna change it
Since my baby left I been workin' overtime
And there's no vacation, such a mean sensation.

Oh, heartaches in heartaches, teardrops on teardrops
That's all I've known since she went and turned me down
Heartaches in heartaches, teardrops on teardrops
Since my baby left me in this town.

Oh.

Heartaches in heartaches, teardrops on teardrops
That's all I've known since she went and turned me down
Heartaches in heartaches, teardrops on teardrops
Since my baby left me in this town.

Oh, heartaches in heartaches, teardrops on teardrops
That's all I've known since she went and turned me down
Heartaches in heartaches, teardrops on teardrops
Since my baby left me in this town.



7552. Heartbeat

Heartbeat 
The Rarely Herd

She travel many mile was gone to have a child.
Knew her life would never be the same
She layed that precious child
In a manger all the while,
Crying out that Jesus is His name.
And everyone around could hear her say

Oh Listen to His heartbeat such a different heartbeat
It sounds like one I've never heard at any other time
Oh listen to His heartbeat, such a special heartbeat
Every beat just seems to be the hope of all mankind

Soon He was a man with words of life began,
Walking shores of Galilee that day
He cleansed lives of their sins, the blind could see again
The lame could walk, and the dumb could talk
And everyone would say

Oh Listen to His heartbeat such a different heartbeat
It sounds like one I've never heard at any other time
Oh listen to His heartbeat, such a special heartbeat
Every beat just seems to be the hope of all mankind

They lead Him up a hill, the earth grew dark and still,
As they nailed Him to a rugged tree
The blood came streaming down to a thirsty ground.
The whole world hussed, at His final beat.

They came to the tomb, with all their lives in ruin.
In their heart crying bitter tears
Oh but every thing had changed,
And the stone been rolled away
And someone said, what is that I hear

Oh Listen to His heartbeat such a different heartbeat
It sounds like one I've 'only' heard just one other time
Oh listen to His heartbeat, such a special heartbeat
Every beat just seems to be the hope of all mankind

7553. Heartbeat Of America

Billy Strings 
Heartbeat Of America

Well I was walking down the street just the other day
I had a double headed nickel and a bill to pay
There was bubblegum a'blistered on the hot cement
And I was waiting like patience on a monument



Well I rolled a little spliff and tightened up my shoes
And I went to the corner where I lit the fuse
Disgusted by the loneliness I couldn't lose
I sat and wrote a little verse to the 'rona blues

I said I always wanna do the things I used to do
But everybody got a job and works enough for two
We could have a little party at the end of the day
But everybody had a family and moved away
So I'm sitting with a paper soakin' on my tongue
And feeling better than I did back when I was young
Now I'm seeing music that nobody else can see
With all the colors like a symphony surrounding me

7554. Heartbeats Accelerating

Linda Ronstadt - Heartbeats Accelerating

Love, love, where can you be?
Are you out there looking for me?
Love, love, where can you be?
Love, I am waiting
Heartbeat's accelerating

Will you come along the still?
From the river, o'er the hill?
Love, love, where can you be?
Love, I am waiting
Heartbeats accelerating

Will you come on a Saturday night?
Maybe then the time will be right
Love, love, where can you be?
Love, I am waiting
Heartbeat's accelerating

When you steal into my room
What earthly body will you assume?
Love, love where can you be?
Love, I am waiting
Heartbeat's accelerating

Will you come on a Saturday night?
Maybe then the time will be right
Love, love, where can you be?
Love, I am waiting
Heartbeat's accelerating

Love, love, where can you be?
Are you out there looking for me?
Love, love, where can you be?
Are you out there looking for me?
Love, I am waiting



Heartbeat's accelerating
Love, I am waiting
Heartbeat's accelerating

7555. Heartbreak Drinking Tour

Dierks Bentley - Heartbreak Drinking Tour

[Verse 1]
You wanted the West Coast
So I gave it a try
I told you it ain't my speed
So you told me goodbye
I couldn't stay in LA
I wasn't ready to go home
Grabbed my guitar and my suitcase
Cranked it up and hit the road

[Chorus]
And had some long necks in Las Vegas
Had some Tucson Tanqueray
Cuervo Gold in Silver City
Sipped some wine in Santa Fe
Girl, it just might take all fifty
Just to get you off my mind
On my heartbreak drinking tour
Gettin' over you one town at a time
Yeah, one town at a time

[Verse 2]
Four nights in different hotels
Didn't do the trick for me
Thank god I had a long way
Left to get to Tennessee
I'd pull off another exit
Shut down another bar
Yeah, I've come a long way, baby
But I never got too far on

[Chorus]
April rain in Amarillo
Two Texola whiskey shots
VRB in OK City
I got lit in Little Rock
Girl, it just might take all fifty
Just to get you off my mind
On my heartbreak drinking tour
Gettin' over you one town at a time
Yeah, one town at a time

[Bridge]
Had some long necks in Las Vegas
Had some Tucson Tanqueray



Cuervo Gold in Silver City
I sipped some wine in Santa Fe
Yeah

[Chorus]
April rain in Amarillo
Two Texola whiskey shots
VRB in OK City
I got lit in Little Rock
And now I'm ninety miles from Nashville
And I'm finally feelin' fine
On my heartbreak drinking tour
Gettin' over you one town at a time

[Outro]
Yeah, one town at a time
One town at a time
Getting over you one town at a time

7556. Heartbreak Express - Chords

Heartbreak Express 
Written and recorded by Dolly Parton

C                                         F       C
Packing my suitcase writing a tearstained goodbye note
           F                   G7                       C
Staying so long to a love gone wrong and that's all she wrote
                                       F      C   F
Leaving behind what once was mine with sad re-gr-ets
             C                        G7                    C
But it's all gone now and I'm leaving town on my heartbreak express

                                                 F         C
Walking in the rain with a heart full of pain to the train depot
         F                          G7                 C
The only thing that's gonna keep me warm now is my overcoat
                                       F      C    F
Lost and lonely waiting in line at the ticket d-e-sk
              C                     G7                      C
Hey Mr. would you give me a one-way ticket on my heartbreak express

          F                C
I'm gonna roll on down the line
          D7                                G7
I'm gonna go so far I'm gonna get it off my mind
F                                                   C   F
It hurts to know it ain't enough when you give your b-e-st
                C                    G7                       C
Get a ticket to ride and I'm leaving tonight on my heartbreak express

                                                       F          C
Oh I couldn't hold a candle to the flaming beauty that caught his eye



                F                           G7                   C
It's killing me now but I won't stay around and let him watch me die
                                                       F              C     F
Oh it just goes to show that you never do know cause I never would've gue-ssed
                    C                           G7                    C
I'd be sitting here now on a train sorrow bound called the Heartbreak Express

          F                C
I'm gonna roll on down the line
          D7                                G7
I'm gonna go so far I'm gonna get it off my mind
F                                      C    F
Maybe someday somewhere someway I will for-get
                     C                                 G7             C
But there's no going back so roll on down my track you old heartbreak express

                                        G7                C
Feeling alone while a low whistle moans on the heartbreak express

7557. Heartbreak Game

Tim O'Brien - Heartbreak Game

It's not as if I didn't know better, 
her innocent look and a scented letter 
It looked like love but it felt like a memory 
Sometimes a young girl wants a ticket out 
and a gambler on a roll looks good no doubt 
But if you think you're winnin' 
you don't even know the game you're in 

Chorus: 
It's read 'em and weep, it's a sad old song 
You take your chances just the same 
Don't it serve me right how it all went wrong 
Bettin' on a hard luck heart in a heartbreak game 
Bettin' on a hard luck heart in a heartbreak game 

It's not as if she never loved me, 
but times get rough and the rooms get lonely 
And a girl learns fast that there's a lot of different things called love 
I got burned bad but I'm still in this game 
It's a dirty deal but nobody's to blame 
The odds are good lady luck will be back again 

Chorus 

Bridge: 
Sometimes you gotta bet your aces low 
Sometimes you gotta let a good hand go 

Chorus 2x 



Bettin' on a hard luck heart in a heartbreak game

7558. Heartbreak Highway - Chords

Heartbreak Highway
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Don Pfrimmer, Lonnie Wilson, Brent Mason
 
C
Arms were hot and sweaty hope my heart is ready
F       G7         C
Here to go  coming fast

Check the rippling river memories getting clearer 
F     G7            C
Right there  let it pass
 
D7                       G7
Driving myself crazy I'm losing control
D7                          G7    C
Looks like I'm headed for a rocky road
F                                   C
Heartbreak highway fast lane to the blues
F                                 G7
Each turn I take leads me back to you
       F         G7       C
I just love when I'm with you
 
 
Wrong way going over I've already been there
F     G7               C
Can't see  through the rain
 
Truck stop coffee's bitter last night dripped forever 
F     G7               C
Can't see  through the pain
 
  D7                          G7
I still see you with me every time I lay down
D7                              G7           C
That leaves a burning bridge to turn my life around
F                                   C
Heartbreak highway fast lane to the blues
F                                 G7
Each turn I take leads me back to you
       F         G7       C
I just love when I'm with you
 
D7                               G7
Something's starting shaking and falling apart
D7                              G7          C
If something's breaking up it's gotta be my heart
F                                   C



Heartbreak highway fast lane to the blues
F                                 G7
Each turn I take leads me back to you
       F         G7       C
I just love when I'm with you
 
F                                   C
Heartbreak highway fast lane to the blues
F                                   C
Heartbreak highway leads me back to you 
F                                   C
Heartbreak highway fast lane to the blues
F                                   C
Heartbreak highway leads me back to you

7559. Heartbreak Hill - Chords

Heartbreak Hill
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Paul Kennerley and Emmylou Harris

C
Long long time ago when we were young 
                F           C
You swore to me I'll be the one

I'll be the one you love but we had to part
                                 F              C
You asked me to wait for you and keep you in my heart
F              C
Keep you in my heart

F                                            C
Night after lonely night I'm waiting for you still
                              G7                 C
High above the lights of town here on Heartbreak Hill

Now maybe I'm the foolish kind to hold you so long
                            F              C
Have you found another love am I still the one

Am I still the one for you but you're far away
                            F          C
Do you ever dream of coming back to me someday  
F          C
Back to me someday

Repeat #2

              G7            C                  G7              C
On Heartbreak Hill alone at night I'm thinking how you held me tight
            F         C            G7                  C
And one day if I ever will see you again on Heartbreak Hill



Oh Lord if I only could go back in time I know
                                  F             C
I'd hold you in my arms again and never let you go

Never let you go my love or leave you far behind
                                     F           C
High upon this lonely hill where you swore to be mine 
F               C
You swore to be mine

Repeat #2 x2

G7                 C
Here on Heartbreak Hill 
G7                 C
Here on Heartbreak Hill

7560. Heartbreak Hotel

Doc Watson - Heartbreak Hotel

Well since my baby left me
Well I found a new place to dwell
Well it's down at the end of Lonely Street
That Heartbreak Hotel, where I'll be

I'll be just so lonely baby, 
Well I'm so lonely,
I'll be so lonely I could die.

Although it's always crowded, 
You still can find some room 
For broken hearted lovers 
To cry there in the gloom, and be so 

They'll be just so lonely baby 
They'll be just so lonely, 
Well they're so lonely they could die.

Now, the bell hop's tears keep flowin',
And the desk clerk's dressed in black.
Well they've been so long on Lonely Street
They'll never, never look back, and they'll be

They'll be just so lonely, baby 
Well they're so lonely 
Well they're so lonely they could die.

Well now, if your baby leaves you, 
You've got a tale to tell. 
Well just take a walk down Lonely Street 
To Heartbreak Hotel, where you will be



You'll be so lonely baby, 
Well you'll be lonely,
You'll be so lonely you could die.

Although it's always crowded, 
You still can find some room. 
For broken hearted lovers 
To cry there in the gloom, and be so

They'll be just so lonely baby 
Well they're so lonely, 
Well they're so lonely they could die

7561. Heartbreak Hurricane

Ricky Skaggs - Heartbreak Hurricane

I'm mighty quiet for thunder,
Shut the shutters on my car.
She  had me eatin from her hand,
The first night in the dark.
I did not see the danger, 
Not 'til she blew in,
'Til she left me shakin' like a dry leaf,
In a high lonesome wind.
 
Heartbreak hurricane.
She's gone but not forgotten,
Lord, I still call her name.
Despite the devastation,
Sweet memories remain,
In the wake of a heartbreak hurricane.
 
Instrumental break.
 
I know it may sound crazy,
But every now and then,
I have a yearning that someday,
She'll blow my way again
I know her name spells trouble,
And I know my heart's at stake,
For a chance to win her love,
It's a chance I'm glad to take.
 
Heartbreak hurricane,
She's gone but not forgotten,
Lord, I still call her name.
Despite the devastation,
Sweet memories remain,
In the wake of a heartbreak hurricane.
 
Despite the devastation,



Sweet memories remain,
In the wake of a heartbreak hurricane.

7562. Heartbreak Hurricane - Chords

Heartbreak Hurricane
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
written by Jim Rushing and Larry Cordle

G
A mighty clap of thunder
          F              G
Shook the shutters on my heart
    C
She had me eating from her hand
    G
The first night in the dark

I did not see the danger
    F                   G
The night that she blew in
     C
Till she left me shaking like a dry leaf
     D7
In a high lonesome wind

     G                     F               C
Heartbreak hurricane she's gone but not forgotten
       G
Lord I still call her name
C                             G          Em
Despite the devastation sweet memories remain
       A7        D7         G
In the wake of a heartbreak hurricane
 

I know it may sound crazy
          F       G
But every now and then
  C
I have a yearning that someday
       G
She'll blow my way again

I know her name spells trouble
      F                  G
And I know my heart's at stake
      C
For a chance to win her love
       D7
It's a chance I'm glad to take

repeat #3



7563. Heartbreak Kind

Linda Ronstadt - Heartbreak Kind

Lying alone at night
Listen to the rain that's falling down
You're calling out your baby's name
Ah but she just ain't around
Sleep don't come at all
You can't ease a troubled mind
Yeah they call it love
Ah but it's the heartbreak kind

Rumors whispered low
There's been talk around the town
Phone don't ring no more
Friends they say don't come around
Suspicion running high
But she says everything's just fine
She tells you that it's love
Ah but it's the heartbreak kind

There's darkness all around
As the evening shadows fall
Time keeps dragging by
But she ain't coming home at all
You tell yourself she still cares
But pretty soon you're gonna find
You thought it was a lasting love
Ah but it's the heartbreak kind
You thought it was a lasting love
Ah but it's the heartbreak kind

7564. Heartbreak Mountain

Buck Owens - Heartbreak Mountain

Well, I'm goin' up on Heartbreak Mountain
Yeah, I'm goin' up on Heartbreak Hill
I'm goin' up on Heartbreak Mountain
'Cause I've lost my will to live
It was six o'clock yesterday mornin'
When my sweet baby packed up to leave
It was six o'clock yesterday mornin'
And I ain't done nothin' but grieve
Well, I'm goin' up on Heartbreak Mountain
Yeah, I'm goin' up on Heartbreak Hill
I'm goin' up on Heartbreak Mountain
'Cause I've lost my will to live



Well, I cried and I begged and I pleaded
For my sweet baby not to go
Like the leaf that's caught in a whirl wind
Where she's gone now I'll never know
Well, I'm goin' up on Heartbreak Mountain
Yeah, I'm goin' up on Heartbreak Hill
I'm goin' up on Heartbreak Mountain
'Cause I've lost my will to live
Now why does a man let a woman
Turn him into a hollow shell
And walk up and leave him behind her
Like a ship at sea with no sail

7565. Heartbreak Number Nine

Heartbreak Number Nine
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

Well I thought I had a love forever
That she was the one for me
Life was sweet, I had everything
We were happy as could be
But today she took me by surprise
With a note up on my door
And the words she wrote
Still haunt my mind "Sayin'
I don't love you anymore."

Blow blow whistle blow
Engineer let those big wheels roll
Farther on down the track
I don't know where I am bound
I just got to get out of this town
Where she stops nobody knows
So blow whistle blow

Now I've lived and learned
And let me say "Take it from me
Cause I've been there"
That true love it don't come easy
And sometimes it just ain't fair

So before you give your heart away
And you lay it on the line
Make sure you've got a one way ticket
On ole heart break number nine

So before you give your heart away
And you lay it on the line
Make sure you've got a one way ticket
On ole heart break number nine

Blow blow whistle blow



Engineer let those big wheels roll
Farther on down the track
I don't know where I am bound
I just got to get out of this town
Where she stops nobody knows
So blow whistle blow

Where she stops nobody knows
So blow whistle blow

7566. Heartbreak Town

Dixie Chicks - Heartbreak Town
Composer : Darrell Scott

Hugged your friends
Kissed your mama goodbye
Baby in your arms and a tear in your eye
Twelve hundred miles and you never asked why
From me

Me and the baby and you side by side
We all knew we was in for a long hard ride
Nowhere to run and nowhere to hide it seemed
We honked the horn when we crossed the
State line
Woke up the baby and she started to cry
She must've known
What we were going to find

This ain't nothin' but a heartbreak town
Square people in a world that's round
And they watch you dancin' without the sound
It ain't nothin' no nothin'
You take your number and you stand in line
And they watch to see how high you're gonna climb
Pat on the back and better luck next time
It ain't nothin' no it ain't nothin' but a heartbreak town

Stardust well it's a funny thing
It can make you cuss
It can make you sing
And the need to touch it gets hard to explain some days
I've seen 'em rise
I've seen 'em fall
Some get nothin'
And lord some get it all
Some just run
While others crawled away
Hold my hand baby don't let go
I've got some front money
And I've got a next show
And I'm, I'm gonna need you



Down this yellow brick road

This ain't nothin' but a heartbreak town
Square people in a world that's round
And they watch you dancin' without a sound
It ain't nothin' no it ain't nothin' no
You take your number and you stand in line
And they watch to see how high you're gonna climb
Pat on the back 'n' better luck next time
It ain't nothin' no it ain't nothin'
But a heartbreak town
Town
Heartbreak town

7567. Heartbreaker

Dolly Parton - Heartbreaker 

Here I sit all alone, thinkin' 'bout what I should have known
You made me think that I could need you
You weaved your magic spell and I believed you
Lookin back on you and me, promises that will never be
I truly thought we were lovers
But now I find that I'm just like all the others

Heartbreaker, wish that I had seen that love was blind
Sweet little love maker, takin my heart and leave me behind
Heartbreaker couldn't you be
Just a little more kind to me

Played with fire, felt its burn
I would have thought that I would have learned
I melted every time you kissed me
Every time you'd leave I thought that you would miss me

Heartbreaker, wish that I had seen that love was blind
Sweet little love maker, takin' my heart and leave me behind
Heartbreaker couldn't you be
Just a little more kind to me

7568. Heartbreaker's Alibi

Rhonda Vincent - Heartbreaker's Alibi

I thought I'd take a quick ride
To ease my worried mind.
But lonesome was the blacktop,
So I pulled off to the side.
As I drove into the parking lot,



I couldn't believe my eyes.
Oh there's that pretty Jenny
With that man of mine.

-CHORUS-
And it's another heartbreaker's alibi.
It's another coldhearted, dirty lie.
They'll be a long trail of tears left behind.
But my eyes have been opened,
Now she's the one who's blind.

He had no time to call me,
'Cause he never stayed at home.
He refused to take me with him,
He'd rather go alone.
Well, he didn't wanna hold me,
And he had no time to talk,
About our pain and troubles,
Now he's the one in fault.

And it's another heartbreaker's alibi.
It's another coldhearted, dirty lie.
They'll be a long trail of tears left behind.
But my eyes have been opened,
Now she's the one who's blind.

And it's another heartbreaker's alibi.
It's another coldhearted, dirty lie.
They'll be a long trail of tears left behind.
But my eyes have been opened,
Now she's the one who's blind.

Yes my eyes have been opened,
Now she's the one who's blind.

7569. Heartbreakin' Old Achin' Blues - Chords

Heartbreakin' Old Achin' Blues
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Mickey Harris and Rhonda Vincent

C
On the road so far from home
                              G7
It's a lonesome night I'm all alone
            F               C
I ain't got nothin' left to lose
                           G7         C
Except these heartbreakin' old achin' blues
              F                   C
She's waitin' there I can see her now
                            G7
Two years today we took our vows



       F                             C
It's a hard hard life but I'm tryin' to
                         G7         C
Lose these heartbreakin' old achin' blues
When I close my eyes I can see her there
                                 G7
Her ruby lips and her dark brown hair
       F               C
As her face comes into view
                               G7         C
Can't keep these heartbreakin' old achin' blues
Repeat #2 
              F                   C
She's waitin' there I can see her now
                            G7
Two years today we took our vows
            F                  C
I'm heading home and soon I'll lose
                    G7         C
These heartbreakin' old achin' blues
                    G7         C
These heartbreakin' old achin' blues

7570. Heartbroke

Steve Earle - Heartbroke
Ricky Skaggs

[Verse 1]
Well who wouldn't notice the fire in your eyes?
Or the bitter direction of impending goodbyes?
I'm fallen and folded, I'm wilted in place
At the sight of you standing there with them streaks down your face

[Chorus]
Heartbroke
Running from the reason that your heart broke
Don't give up on believing in me
Heartbroke
You kept me from leaving with my heart broke

[Verse 2]
Pride is a bitch and a bore when you're lonely
Sheer madness prevails upon reason to yield
But all is not lost, it is only mistaken
That's small consolation, babe, but I know just how you feel

[Chorus]
Heartbroke
Running from the reason that your heart broke
Don't give up on believing in me
Heartbroke
You kept me from leaving with my heart broke



7571. Heartbroke - Chords

Heartbroke
recorded by Ricky Skaggs
written by Guy Clark
 
G
Well who wouldn't notice the fire in your eyes 
       D7                    G
Or the bitter direction of impending goodbyes 
 
I'm falling I'm folded  I'm welded in place 
       D7                         G
At the sight of you standing with streaks down your face 
 
             Am
You got your heart broke
   D7               G
Go running from the reason 
         Am
Get your heart broke 
      D7
Don't give up on believing in me 
Am         D7
Heartbroke who kept me from leaving
        G
With my heartbroke 
 
     
Well pride when you're rich is a bore when you're lonely 
      D7                    G
Sheer madness prevails upon reason to yield 
 
But all is not lost  it is only mistaken 
  D7                      G
A small consolation but I know just how you feel 
 
             Am
You got your heartbroke
   D7               G
Go running from the reason 
         Am
Got your heartbroke 
      D7
Don't give up on believing in me 
Am          D7
Heartbroke  who kept me from leaving
        G
With my heartbroke 
 
 
Well  nobody said it was going to be easy 
   D7                          G



We all have our weak sides and need soft good touching 
 
Nobody said that it would not be worth it 
    D7         G
But human conditions can give you as such 
 
             Am
You got your heartbroke
   D7               G
Go running from the reason 
         Am
Get your heartbroke 
      D7
Don't give up on believing in me 
Am          D7
Heartbroke  who kept me from leaving
        Am
With my heartbroke 
D7
You kept me from leaving
        G
With my heartbroke 
D7           G
You got your heartbroke

7572. Heartbroken - Chords

Heartbroken
Recorded by Cowboy Copas
Written by Clyde Pitts
 
C    Fm     C              A7
Heartbroken because you're gone
D7                  G7           C    G7
Don't you know that you're doing wrong
C    Fm     C          A7
Heartbroken I love you so
   D7               G7            C
It broke my heart into to see you go
 
G7
I shed these tears when I know you're not here
      C   F      C
Where you should be
G7
I want to die like the fool sits and cry 
     D7                 G7
When you don't care for me
C    Fm     C          A7
Heartbroken I love you still
D7                G7           C
And it's plain to see I always will
 



G7
I shed these tears when I know you're not here
      C   F      C
Where you should be
G7
I want to die like the fool sits and cry 
     D7                 G7
When you don't care for me
C    Fm     C          A7
Heartbroken I love you still
D7                G7           C
And it's plain to see I always will

7573. Heartless Mind

Sturgill Simpson - Heartless Mind

[Verse 1]
Should I stay? I believe
If I was wise I would leave
Love's a house that might be haunted
Don't tell me this was what you wanted

[Verse 2]
Build me up just to tear me down
Sometimes I wonder why I'm still around
You needed shelter, that's what I gave
And summer comfort became a cage

[Chorus]
I got a restless feeling that I'm wasting my time
You got a mindless heart, you got a heartless mind
Before you use me, try to treat me kind
You got a heartless mind, you got a heartless mind (Yeah)

[Verse 3]
Memories runnin' like a jet
Am I that easy to forget?
How could this ever turn out well?
Blind man playing William Tell

[Chorus]
I got a restless feeling that I'm wasting my time
You got a mindless heart, you got a heartless mind
Before you use me, try to treat me kind
You got a heartless mind, you got a heartless mind (Yeah)
You got a heartless mind, you got a heartless mind (Yeah)
Oh, oh



7574. Hearts Against the Wind

Linda Ronstadt - Hearts Against the Wind

Hearts that love where no love grows
Are gifts with no return
They know the coldest wind that blows
Where once a fire burned

So blow
Hearts against the wind
They just blow
Hearts that never break they just won't mend
Without breaking again

So blow
Hearts against the wind
They just blow
Hearts that never break they just won't mend
Without breaking again

7575. Hearts Aren't Made To Break - Chords

Hearts Aren't Made To Break  
Recorded by Lee Greenwood
Written by Roger Murrah and Steve Dean
 
G7    C                G7            F
Oh it tears me up when you go all to pieces
                     C                G7
Your cryin' eyes say you've been hurt enough
C                 G7             F
Tryin' hard don't always make it easy
      Dm                    G7                    C
Cause hearts aren't made to break they're made to love
Lately all I do is think about you
     F                               G7
It's weighin' like a stone inside my mind
C
I know I've taken you for granted
    F                              G7
And left your heart hangin' on the line
Repeat #1
Your love is finally gettin' to me
F                               G7
I can't believe the things I've done
C
And still you're standin' here beside me
F                         G7
The fool and the faithful one
Repeat #1
   Dm                    G7                    C
Oh hearts aren't made to break they're made to love



7576. Hearts Content - Chords

Hearts Content 
Brandi Carlile
 
C         Em        Am       Em
maybe you thought I hung the moon
F        (C)              F        G
maybe you thought we were Johnny & June
C        Em             Am      Em
maybe we thought it was just us two
F        G         C
maybe we spoke too soon
 
 
C        Em         Am         Em
we never lie and we don't tell tales
F           (C)             F     G
we bite our tongues and our fingernails
C          Em          Am         Em
we fall in love and we don't fall out
F        G        C
maybe we speak to soon
 
 
(Chorus)
C         Em7     Am
here's to you and me
    Em   F
and in between
   C      G
we draw a line
 
but we can't
C   Em7        Am
see where it's bent
   Em          F
we scratch our heads
    C    G
and race against
           C       Em    Am    Em    F   G  C
the hearts content
 
C        Em          Am       Em
maybe we hurt who we love the most
F          C          G
maybe it's all we can stand
C        Em               Am       Em
maybe we walk through the world as ghosts
         F         G          C
break my own heart before you can
 
Chorus



 
C        Em           Am    Em
maybe we know how the story ends
F              C          G
maybe it's not even about us
C       Em         Am     Em
we both retreat to opposing sands
    F          G          C
and love lives on without us
 
C           Em
one thing I know for sure is
Am        G      F
love will find a way
Am        G      F
love will find a way
 
Chorus
end on C

7577. Hearts Like Ours - Chords

Hearts Like Ours 
Sharon White & Ricky Skaggs

[Intro]
A  Asus4  A  x3
 
[Verse 1]
N.C.           D                    A
Like a rolling river we keep on and on
                   E                      A
Sometimes just the two of us out there on our own
            C             G   A
Through the fire, through the storm
      G  D           E                A
We'll be safe here inside each others arms
 
[Chorus]
N.C.   G    D                A
Hearts like ours, strong and true
      E                   A
So in love, that's me and you
       D G D          F#m
Tender words, sweet desire
          D             E                   A
True love songs still belong to hearts like ours
 
[Break]
C   C   A   A   G  D  E   A
 
[Verse 2]
N.C.      D                    A



Out in forever, high above the stars
                E                            A
Love is shining down on us, right here where we are
        C                A
For the world to plainly see
   G  D            E            A
Every day just the way love can be
 
[Chorus]
N.C.   G    D                A
Hearts like ours, strong and true
      E                   A
So in love, that's me and you
       D G D          F#m
Tender words, sweet desire
          D             E                   A
True love songs still belong to hearts like ours
     G    D             E                   A
True love songs still belong to hearts like ours
 
[Outro]
N.C. A  G  D   E   A

7578. Hearts Made of Stone - Chords

Hearts Made Of Stone     
recorded by Red Foley
written by Rudy Jackson and Eddie Ray
 
G              C                 G
Hearts made of s-tone will never break
                 D7                   G
For the love you give they just won't take
                 C                     G
You can ask them pl-ease please please break
                D7                G
And all of your l-ove is there to take
 
              C                     G
Yes hearts of st-one will cause you pain
                  D7                             G
Although you love them they'll stop you just the same
                 C                     G
You can ask them pl-ease please please break
                D7                G
And all of your l-ove is there to take
 
                                                  C
But they'll say no no no no no no no no everybody knows
              D7                       G
I thought you knew hearts were made of stone
  
              C                     G



Yes hearts of st-one will cause you pain
                  D7                             G
Although you love them they'll stop you just the same
                 C                     G
You can ask them pl-ease please please break
                D7                G
And all of your l-ove is there to take
 
                                                  C
But they'll say no no no no no no no no everybody knows
              D7                       G
I thought you knew hearts were made of stone

7579. Hearts On Fire - Chords

Hearts On Fire
Recorded by Eddie Rabbitt
Written by Eddie Rabbitt, Even Stevens, Dan Tyler

C                                            Dm
We shouldn't be together tonight but here we are 
                                                      C
I shouldn't taste the thrill of your kiss here in the dark
                               C7              F
Cause were not free to be this free or go this far 

          C                 F
Hearts on Fire  burning for each other
      C                               G7
Going down in flames somewhere in the night
         C                     F
Stealing love again when we're together
              C                G7             Am
It's too late now we can't put out  hearts on fire
 
C                                                Dm
You shouldn't feel this good in my arms  but you do
                                                        C
I shouldn't whisper these things in your ear  but their true
                        C7                F
So wrong or right  I'll stay tonight with you   

Repeat #2

7580. Hearts Overflowing - Chords

Hearts Overflowing - Herb Pedersen
written by Mike Brewer



A                     F#m
Fill your cup lift it up
   D           A
To hearts overflowing
A                         F#m
Drink to me and here's to we
   D          A
In love evergrowing
       E        D              A
When I need you I'm out in the rain
       E       D          E
When I see you I light up again
A                        F#m
Diamonds things a golden earings
    D                     A
Are all I could beg or borrow
A                    F#m
I would take   throw away
    D                         A
For one of your todays or tomorrows 
       E        D              A
When I need you I'm out in the rain
       E       D            E
When I see you I light up again

SOLO

A                   F#m
Fill my cup lift me up
   D          A 
To hearts overflowing
A                         F#m
Drink to me and here's to we
   D         A
In love ever growing
       E        D              A
When I need you I'm out in the rain
       E       D            E
When I see you I light up again

E  C#m  A   E   E  C#m   A   E  fade out in the KEY OF E 

>From Rice, Rice, Hillman, Pedersen
Rounder Records 1999
Talking Beaver Music(BMI)

7581. Hearts To Stone

Hearts to Stone 
Blue Moon Rising
 
Well I kneel here alone in this hallway 
Holdin' a picture in my hand 



A blow like that can knock me down 
And I wonder how I find the strength to stand
 
Well she spoke of the way we've been livin' 
Lately it's been nothing more 
She thought that her leavin' wouldn't hurt me 
Well you ought to see my teardrops hit the floor 
 
CHORUS : 
Where is the girl 
Who claimed my heart and soul 
And where is the boy who once loved her 
Did they grow up, and turn their hearts to stone 
 
Well tonight I'll be lonely without her 
Facin' a pain without end 
The voice of my darling will haunt me 
As I pray that she might love me once again 
  
Turn their hearts to stone

7582. Heartsong

Dolly Parton - Heartsong

Chorus:
A heartsong melody play like a symphony
The sweetest music I have ever known
A song of joy and pain
The mountain angels sing
A bittersweet refreign of my Smokey Mountain Home, heartsong
Farmer's daughter if you will
And I often wonder still
In memories where I rammbled as a child
Makes me cry and makes me laugh
My reflections on the past
And the family, friends, and faith that shaped my life
Ragged clothes and hand-me-downs
Just enough to go around
But the sweetest things in life are always free
Like the songs the birds would sing
And the sweet new grass of spring
And the sacred blossoms on the dogwood tree

Repeat Chorus

And I recall the thrill and joy
Of a Smokey Mountain boy
I remember my first kiss and my first love
And the songs I'd song and write
And the dreams I'd clutch so tight
And the loved ones that gave me that extra shove
And in that little house 'a prayer



Where I spent many hour
Prassin' God and liftin' up His name
And asking Him to lead and to keep watch over me
As I headed up that rocky road to fame
And now this, Smokey Mountain girl has been all around the world
But it makes no difference just how far I roam
I still cling to that part that is so dear to my heart
My faith in God and memories of home
Repeat Chorus

7583. Heartstrings

Heartstrings
Alison Krauss

Way up north where the snow flies and the sun don't hardly shine
If it weren't for my true love
I'd a long a go lost my mind
I'd long a go lost my mind

There are good folks here and good folks there most everywhere I go
But the land of my heart is down
Where the snow white cotton grows
Where the snow white cotton grows

   When the river runs over from meltin' snow
   We will take to the higher ground
   When the water goes down again
   We'll saddle our old Paint
   We'll be homeward bound
   Me and my love will be homeward bound

Heartstrings hang tighter than the roots of a live oak tree
Holdin' thru tornado winds
Tougher than timber stronger than steel
They'll guide me back southward again
They'll guide me back southward again

7584. Heat Of The Morning

Heat of the Morning 
Cherryholmes
 
I walk in a daze to the heat of the morning
The letter you wrote still lay by my bed
I felt in my heart that dagger of sorrow
How I've wanted to die from words that I read
 
CHORUS: 



Last night I heard a lonesome dove crying
Where will I go oh what will I do
I'm left here alone,, 
In the heat of the morning
Forsaken by love unwanted by you
 
All of my dreams have been so deceitful
Sweet songs of the night
Are now bitter and cruel
The  morning sunlight is just a reminder
That I'm starting an other day without you 

I'm  left here alone,, 
In the heat of the morning
Forsaken by love unwanted by you
Forsaken by love unwanted by you

7585. Heather And Billy

Heather and Billy - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Steve Gulley/Daniel House Music, BMI-Gulleys Curve Music, BMI)

1) Heather and Billy only had one son of their own
But you hardly ever saw him playing all alone
Some were abandoned, some abused, some neglected, others used
But every Monday's child felt at home, never alone

2) Sad-eyed Samantha, she's only six years old
But she tells you things a kid should never know
How she cried herself to sleep, and prayed the Lord her soul to keep
It's a wonder she's standing here today, God made a way

Br) Never thinking of themselves, just how to care for someone else
A quiet home just never was their style
Can't say they had a vision, or something more proufound
Truth is they just couldn't turn  em down

3) Heather and Billy, they're just like me and you
But look a little closer and you'll learn a thing or two
How to love, how to grieve, How to make yourself believe
When Billy says we're gonna make it through, we always do

7586. Heaven

Heaven
Dale Ann Bradley - Red Allen
Seldom Scene

In childhood I heard of a heaven



I wondered if it could be true
That there were sweet mansions eternal
Somewhere up there beyond the blue
I wondered if people really go there
Then one day sweet Jesus came in
And I had a vision of heaven
My soul through all heaven I'll spend

Heaven (happy home above)
Heaven (land of peace and love)
Oh, it makes me feel like traveling on
Heaven (supernal), Heaven (eternal)
I'm so glad it's real

Then I got a vision of heaven
My soul overflowing with love
My heart like the Savior's is broken
For friends that will miss that home above
Then a voice from the hills of Judea
Still ringing words of sweet belief
Worlds of attraction don't thrill me
My soul has a change of relief

* Refrain

7587. Heaven

Heaven
Bearfoot

I saw heaven in your eyes,
won't you take me there with you?
There's nowhere on the Earth I'd rather be.
You be right when I am wrong,
I'd be strong where you are not,
and hold it all together at the seams.
Love is the Earth set in motion,
love is the space between time,
where I wanna be if you'll be there with me.
Love is the Earth set in motion,
love is the space between time,
where I wanna be if you'll stay here with me.
In the softest morning light,
laying across my bed at night,
your body's so resplendent in my dreams.
If it hurts I'll take the blame,
if you'll do for me the same.
Hold on tight, set each other free.
Love is the Earth set in motion,
love is the space between time,
where I wanna be if you'll be there with me.
Love is the Earth set in motion,
love is the space between time,



where I wanna be if you'll stay here with me.
I saw Heaven in your eyes,
won't you take me there with you?
There's nowhere on the Earth I'd rather be.
'Cause love is the Earth set in motion,
love is the space between time,
where I wanna be if you'll be there with me.
Love is the Earth set in motion,
love is the space between time,
where I wanna be if you'll stay here with me.

7588. Heaven - Chords

Heaven
Recorded by Seldom Scene
Written by Seldom Scene

G              C          G 
In childhood I heard of a heaven
  C                       G
I wondered if it could be true
                               C
That there were sweet mansions eternal
    G                         D7 
Somewhere up there beyond the blue

  G           C             G
I wondered if people really go there
     C                        G
Then one day sweet Jesus came in
                      C  
And I got a vision of heaven
   G                D7          G
My soul through all heaven I'll spend

Heaven (happy home above)
C
Heaven (land of peace and love)
D7            G
That makes me feel like traveling on
                 C
Heaven (eternal) Heaven (supernal)
D7               G
I'm so glad it's real

             C         G     
Then I got a vision of heaven
   C                     G
My soul overflowing with love
                              C
My heart like the Savior's is broken
    G                              D7
For those that will miss that home above



       G              C        G 
Then a voice from the hills of Judea
C                            G
Still ringing words of sweet belief
                         C
Worldly attraction don't thrill me
   G          D7        G
My soul has a change of relief

repeat #3

7589. Heaven - Chords

Heaven
Brett Dennen
 
Verse 1
F                      Bb
Beyond the rules of religion
Dm                  Am
The cloth of conviction
Bb             F   Dm
Above all the competition
      Gm              C
Where fact and fiction meet
 
 F                    Bb
There's no color lines, casts or classes
Dm                          Am
There is no fooling the masses
Bb                 F    Dm
Whatever faith you practice
Gm                C
Whatever you believe
 
Chorus
Dm       Bb   C
Heaven. Heaven.
Dm             Bb     C
What the hell is Heaven?
Bb        C             F
Is there a home for the homeless?
Bb        C             F
Is there hope for the hopeless?
 
Verse 2
F                       Bb
Throw away your misconceptions
Dm                    Am
There's no walls around heaven
Bb               F          Dm
There's no codes you gotta know to get in



Gm                  C
No minutemen or border patrol
 
F                    Bb
You must lose all earthly 
possession
Dm                 Am
Leave behind your weapon
Bb              F    Dm
You cannot buy your salvation
Gm              C
There is no pot of gold
 
(chorus)
 
Bridge
Am                  Dm
Heaven ain't got no prisons
Gm                  Dm
No government no business
Am                   Dm
No banks or politicians
Bb               C
No armies and no police
 
Verse 3
F                       Bb
Castles and cathedrals crumble
Dm                     Am
Pyramids and pipelines tumble
Bb              F     Dm
The failure keeps you humble
Gm                        C
Leads us closer to peace

7590. Heaven Ain't Goin Nowhere - Chords

Steve Earl - Heaven Aint Goin Nowhere

[Verse 1]
Dm
River Jordan is deep and wide
Am           G       Am
Heaven ain't goin' nowhere
Dm
Perilous crossing to the other side
Am       G            Em       Am
I reckon heaven ain't goin' nowhere
Am  G   Em Am
Mmmmmmmmmmmm
Am           G      Am
Heaven ain't goin' nowhere
 



[Verse 2]
Dm
Glory and my hard road to travel, I'm told
Am           G       Am
Heaven ain't goin' nowhere
Dm
Back bent double by a ponderous load
Am       G            Em      Am
I reckon heaven ain't goin' nowhere
Am  G   Em Am
Mmmmmmmmmmmm
Am           G      Am
Heaven ain't goin' nowhere
 
[Verse 3]
  Dm
I work all day so I sleep alright
Am           G      Am
Heaven ain't goin' nowhere
  Dm
I raise a little hell on a Saturday night
Am       G            Em      Am
I reckon heaven ain't goin' nowhere
Am  G   Em Am
Mmmmmmmmmmmm
Am           G      Am
Heaven ain't goin' nowhere
 
[Verse 4]
      Dm
Don't worry about putting nothing away
Am           G      Am
Heaven ain't goin' nowhere
Dm
Money's no good come Judgment Day
Am       G            Em       Am
I reckon heaven ain't goin' nowhere
Am  G   Em Am
Mmmmmmmmmmmm
Am           G      Am
Heaven ain't goin' nowhere
Am  G   Em Am
Mmmmmmmmmmmm
Am           G      Am
Heaven ain't goin' nowhere

7591. Heaven Ain't Goin' Nowhere

Steve Earle - Heaven Ain't Goin' Nowhere

[Verse 1]
River of Jordan is deep and wide
(Heaven ain't goin' nowhere)



Perilous crossing to the other side
(I reckon heaven ain't goin' nowhere)
(Mmm mmm, mmm mmm mmm)
(Heaven ain't goin' nowhere)

[Verse 2]
Glory and my hard road to travel, I'm told
(Heaven ain't goin' nowhere)
Back bent double by a ponderous load
(I reckon heaven ain't goin' nowhere)
(Mmm mmm, mmm mmm mmm)
(Heaven ain't goin' nowhere)

[Verse 3]
I work all day so I sleep alright
(Heaven ain't goin' nowhere)
Raise a little hell on Saturday night
(I reckon heaven ain't goin' nowhere)
(Mmm mmm, mmm mmm mmm)
(Heaven ain't goin' nowhere)

[Verse 4]
Don't worry about putting nothing away
(Heaven ain't goin' nowhere)
Money's no good come Judgment Day
(I reckon heaven ain't goin' nowhere)
(Mmm mmm, mmm mmm mmm)
(Heaven ain't goin' nowhere)
(Mmm mmm, mmm mmm mmm)
(Heaven ain't goin' nowhere)

7592. Heaven Ain't Ready For You Yet - Chords

Heaven Ain't Ready For You Yet
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Paul Kennerley

G
When they carried you into the parlor
     C                         G
Your wounds were the worst I'd seen
                          Em
Cold as snow as your body trembled
D7
Cradled in the arms of morphine
G
All the kinfolk cried out loud
     C                  G
Good Shepherd save this man
                       Em
But you whispered with icy breath
      D7                       C
It is not in His hands and you said



                          G
Heaven ain't ready for me yet and you looked at me
C                             G                      C
Give me your heart and take a breath and you held my hand
                                 D7
Now I've seen your face now that we've met
                 G   C
I shall not slip away

G
Momma said to me daughter
         C                 G
You must nurse your cousin well
                           Em
So I cared for you through days and nights
         D7
But your fever I did not quell
    G
For weeks I watched you suffer pain
        C              G
That no laudanum could ease
                  Em
All I had left to do is pray
          D7                          C
Lord have mercy on him please and you said

repeat #2

    G
Now winter's lights has cooled the air
   C                    G
At last your strength's returned
                      Em
You talk to me of the life you spent
    D7
And of the life you've earned
       G
You'll waste no time on vengeance
          C             G
You've no wish to fight again
                         Em
To find peace you say in God we trust
    D7                 C
But little faith in man

repeat #2

7593. Heaven At Seventeen

Swingin' Utters - Heaven at Seventeen

You reached for heaven at seventeen



You caught the clap from some teenage queen
You took a tablet and hit it again and that's all right
Sometimes you took the deck too far
Some say you took it all way too hard
The mediocrity in moderation was way too tight
Did you ever stop to think of what was real?
Did you compromise your time just to cop a feel?
You think that the time flew by
Twenty years ago come July
You're getting older but not so wise and that's all right
You go for words that you cannot reach
Spew antiseptic allegories
A walking diuretic of dictionary rhymes
Don't you even know your dreams are not for real?
Don't you ever find it hard to forge what you feel?
Just quit your bitching and confess
Time of your life just came and went
You're gonna drown in shallowness
In the empty sea of frat boys and dunces
You reached for heaven at seventeen
You caught the clap from some teenage queen
Woke up from your suburban daydream, opened your eyes

7594. Heaven Blues

Lucinda Williams - Heaven Blues

Gonna make it right, gonna make it right up in heaven
(Repeat four times)

Gonna see my mother, gonna see my mother up in heaven
(Repeat four times)

I'll understand, I'll understand when I get to heaven
(Repeat four times)

Gonna talk to god, gonna talk to god up in heaven
(Repeat four times)

Gonna make my heaven, gonna make my heaven, gonna make my own heaven
(Repeat four times)

Gonna make make it right, gonna make it right when I get to heaven
(Repeat four times)

7595. Heaven Bound

Heaven Bound
The Oak Ridge Boys



[Chorus]
Now I know just where I'm going
Heaven bound, Heaven bound
I'm ready, Lord, for that sweet someday
Now I know just where I'm going
Heaven bound, Heaven bound
I'm ready, Lord, and I'll be on my way

[Verse]
Oh, I feel good every day
'Cause I'm walking down the narrow way
Passing through (Passing through)
I'm Heaven bound
Got me a ticket now and I'm gonna ride
The glory train 'cause you know that I'm
Going home (Going home)
I'm Heaven bound

[Chorus]
Now I know just where I'm going
Heaven bound, Heaven bound
I'm ready, Lord, for that sweet someday
Now I know just where I'm going
Heaven bound, Heaven bound
I'm ready, Lord, and I'll be on my way

[Bridge]
I'm getting ready, no time for looking around
Soon I'll be leaving, I'm going home, I'm Heaven bound

[Chorus]
Now I know just where I'm going
Heaven bound, Heaven bound
I'm ready, Lord, for that sweet someday
Now I know just where I'm going
Heaven bound, Heaven bound
I'm ready, Lord, and I'll be on my way

[Outro]
Now I know just where I'm going
Heaven bound, Heaven bound
I'm ready, Lord, for that sweet someday
Now I know just where I'm going
Heaven bound, Heaven bound
I'm ready, Lord, and I'll be on my way
Now I know just where I'm going
Heaven bound

7596. Heaven Bound Train - Chords

Heaven Bound Train    
Written and recorded by Carl Story



G
Heaven bound train heaven bound train 
                         D7
I'm on that heaven bound train
G
Heaven bound train heaven bound train 
            D7           G
I'm on that heaven bound train

Safe and sanctify safe and sanctify   
                         D7
I'm on that heaven bound train
G
Safe and sanctify happy now and by   
            D7           G
I'm on that heaven bound train

repeat #1

I'll meet you by and by I'll meet you by and by 
                         D7
I'm on that heaven bound train
G
I'll meet you by and by in that home on high
            D7           G
I'm on that heaven bound train

repeat #1 x2

7597. Heaven Had A Dance Floor

Little Big Town - Heaven Had a Dance Floor

[Verse 1]
Why are songs never long enough to hold you?
Why do nights and the mirror lights fade so soon?
It's last call, confetti falls, but we don't move, we don't move
We won't stop the needle when it drops in the groove, in the groove

[Chorus]
Keep the records spinning
'Till the end of time
Holding on and wishing
Underneath the lights
You and me together
Swaying back and forth
We could stay forever if heaven had a dance floor
'Round and 'round, on and on with you
If Heaven had a dance floor

[Verse 2]
Shiny and golden



The DJ, he knows all thR magic
I'd go tonight if I knew you and I'd be dancing, dancing
It's last call confetti falls, but wR don't move, we don't move
We won't stop the needle when it drops in the groove, in the groove

[Chorus]
Keep the records spinning
'Till the end of time
Holding on and wishing
Underneath the lights
You and me together
Swaying back and forth
We could stay forever if Heaven had a dance floor
'Round and 'round, on and on with you
If Heaven had a dance floor

[Chorus]
Keep the records spinning
'Till the end of time
Holding on and wishing
Underneath the lights
You and me together
Swaying back and forth
We could stay forever if Heaven had a dance floor
'Round and 'round, on and on with you ('Round and 'round)
'Round and 'round, on and on with you
If Heaven had a dance floor
On and on with you

7598. Heaven Is My Woman's Love - Chords

Heaven Is My Woman's Love
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by S. K. Dobbins

G                    D7
Heaven is my woman's love
                       G
Gently rising with the sun
                               D7
She gives me cause to face the day
                              G
And brings me joy when day is done

                     D7
Heaven is my woman's love
                    G
Heaven is the way I live
                              D7
She gives me all the love she can
                               G
And then somehow finds more to give



                          D7
And when I see her in the morning light
                          G
I feel the same as in the dark of night
                         D7
She is my everything and I'm proud of
                         G  D7 G  D7
The heaven of my woman's l--o--v--e

G                    D7
Heaven is my woman's love
                        G
Gently reaching out for me
                        D7
All she wants is what I am
                            G
Searching not for what I'll be

                     D7
Heaven is my woman's love
                      G
Happiness is what she gives
                              D7
As long as she's with me I'll find
                   G
Heaven every day I live

Repeat #3,4

7599. Heaven Light Is Shining

Heaven Light Is Shining

Some have mothers who are gone are gone
Some have mothers who are gone are gone
Way up yonder in that new bright world
That heaven light is shining on me

Oh, that heaven light shining yes its shining on me
Oh, that heaven light shining yes its shining on me
Way up yonder in that new bright world
That heaven light is shining on me

Some have fathers who are gone are gone
Some have fathers who are gone are gone
Way up yonder in that new bright world
That heaven light is shining on me

* Refrain

Some have children who are gone are gone
Some have children who are gone are gone
Way up yonder in that new bright world



That heaven light is shining on me

* Refrain

7600. Heaven On Time

Cornmeal - Heaven On Time
Album: Tales From Magic Stone Mountain
words and music by Chris Gangi

I hope to get to heaven on time. Been down too long on old #9
It seems like I've been here before, I've been knockin' on heaven's door
I hope to get to heaven on time

Out in the hills of the Carolina mines,
Out past the lilac where the river runs dry
I've seen the end of my days pass me by,
And I've been out too long and I'm too old to fly
I hope to get to heaven on time

I hope to get to heaven on time. Been down too long on old #9
It seems like I've been here before, I've been knockin' on heaven's door
I hope to get to heaven on time

Spent my days riding coal trains down the rails
I've lived my life by the good book and all it's tales
Worked so hard that there's nothing left to spare
And I've been down too long
And I've seen that white light shine
I hope to get to heaven on time

I hope to get to heaven on time. Been down too long on old #9
It seems like I've been here before, I've been knockin' on heaven's door
I hope to get to heaven on time

Since the day I was born till I'm buried in the ground
I watched that river run them folk from town to town
And I saved my faith (I sing this song)  fore coming hours bring me down
As that river rolls, I still can't see the signs
I hope to get to heaven on time

I hope to get to heaven on time. Been down too long on old #9
It seems like I've been here before, I've been knockin' on heaven's door
I hope to get to heaven on time

7601. Heaven Only Knows

Heaven Only Knows
Emmylou Harris



[Verse 1]
Every night it's the same
I feel your heart turn cold as rain
And know that you'll be gone again
I hear the front door close
You say you got to go downtown
I guess there's someone else you've found
So why you're still coming round
Heaven only knows

[Chorus]
Heaven only knows just why loving you should make me cry
Make me feel like I could die, that's the way it goes
Heaven only ever sees how love's made a fool of me
I guess that's how it's meant to be, but heaven only knows

[Verse 2]
I've heard it said that talk is cheap
But still your words they cut so deep
Lay me crying in my sleep
And the pain just grows
I don't know who's right or wrong
But all we had is dead and gone
So why you keep me hanging on
Heaven only knows

[Chorus]
Heaven only knows just why loving you should make me cry
Make me feel like I could die, that's the way it goes
Heaven only ever sees how love's made a fool of me
I guess that's how it's meant to be, but heaven only knows

[Verse 3]
I'm going to turn and walk away
There's nothing left for me to say
It wouldn't change things anyway
Oh, I suppose
The love I gave was always true
I don't know what else to do
And how I'll ever get over you
Heaven only knows

[Chorus]
Heaven only knows just why loving you should make me cry
Make me feel like I could die, that's the way it goes
Heaven only ever sees how love's made a fool of me
I guess that's how it's meant to be, but heaven only knows

7602. Heaven Only Knows - Chords

Heaven Only Knows
Written and recorded by Freddie Hart



G
(For today) she is an angel 
                           D7
(The next day) heaven only knows
                                              G
(She'd find out) and I'm happy until away she goes
           
(But she's changin') like the weather 
                              D7
(First she's warm) then she's cold
                                       
(And time makes up the difference) 
            G
Heaven only knows
              C
(She's got a) sweet personality 
G
(I know it all) just how she is with me
D7                                     G
(She's the one) it's very plain to see because it shows
   C
(I love her so) from now to eternity 
        G
(I want her) she's still in love with me
D7                                                 G
(Now and then) she's still the mystery heaven only knows
         
(For today) she is an angel 
                           D7
(The next day) heaven only knows
                                              G
(She'd find out) and I'm happy until away she goes
           
(But she's changin') like the weather 
                              D7
(First she's warm) then she's cold
                                       
(And time makes up the difference) 
            G
Heaven only knows
              C
(She's got a) sweet personality 
G
(I know it all) just how she is with me
D7                                     G
(She's the one) it's very plain to see because it shows
   C
(I love her so) from now to eternity 
        G
(I want her) she's still in love with me
D7                                                 G
(Now and then) she's still the mystery heaven only knows



7603. Heaven Or Hell

Steve Earle - Heaven or Hell

[Verse]
I'm rolling down a blacktop highway
Hole in my chest 'cause my heart's in your hands
I know it ain't OK, but I can't stop wanting you
I do the best that I can
I'm staring in a highbeam headlight
Burning your name on the back of my brain
I swear I hear you calling
I might have to turn around 'cause I'm going insane

[Chorus]
I love you, baby, but i just can't tell
This kinda love comes from heaven or hell
Heaven or hell
Heaven or hell

[Verse 2]
New moon against a long dark midnight blue
Ain't a star any brighter than you
I look in your eyes and I see that spark inside
And it's all I can do to keep telling myself
There ain't no way you're gonna do me like you did then
I'm standing my ground on feet of clay
Oh no, here I go again

[Chorus]
I love you, baby, but i just can't tell
This kinda love comes from heaven or hell
Heaven or hell
Heaven or hell

[Bridge]
There ain't nothing nobody can say
There ain't nothing nobody can do
Get down on their knees and pray
Oooh

[Chorus]
I love you, baby, but i just can't tell
This kinda love comes from heaven or hell
Heaven or hell
Heaven or hell

7604. Heaven Or Hell

Heaven Or Hell 
Carson Peters and Iron Mountain 

I was living for now



fearless and carefree
Totally blind
but I thought I could see
Til He took my hand
and He opened my eyes
For that is when
I realized

That Heaven or hell is just a heartbeat away
We know not the hour or even the day
So are you prepared or do you need to pray
Cause Heaven or hell is just a heartbeat away

Now I'd much rather sing
About the love that I feel
The joy in my heart
That lets me know God is real
But we must prepare
To face the cold hard truth
It's either Heaven or hell
And it's all up to you

Cause Heaven or hell is just a heartbeat away
We know not the hour or even the day
So are you prepared or do you need to pray
Cause Heaven or hell is just a heartbeat away
Yeah, Heaven or hell
It's just a heartbeat away

7605. Heaven Seemed So Near

Heaven Seemed So Near 
IIIrd Tyme Out - Stanley Brothers

heaven seemed so near
darling while you were here
now that your gone
i'm so alone
i can't seem to hold back my tears

last night as the stars were shining so bright
i strolled in the moonlight alone
and it broke my heart
to think of our past
and its just not the same since your gone

Chorus
heaven . . .

and maybe someday
sweetheart we can share
the dreams we have cherished so long
but while your away



i'll blue night and day
and I wait here for you to return

Chorus
heaven. . .

7606. Heaven Sent

Heaven Sent (Apple Music Sessions)
Chris Stapleton - Steeldrivers

[Chorus]
I know our days are heaven sent
Lord knows I know not where they went
Shake my head and I wonder how
I'll ever get to heaven now

[Verse 1]
Angel came one winter dawn
You shoulda seen what she had on
Wind was whistlin' like a train
She left again just like she came

[Chorus]
I know our days are heaven sent
Lord knows I know not where they went
Shake my head and I wonder how
I'll ever get to heaven now

[Verse 2]
I move around a lot these days
Honky tonks and broad freeways
The same things I've always done
But I'm older now and I get tired some

[Chorus]
I know our days are heaven sent
Lord knows I know not where they went
Shake my head and I wonder how
I'll ever get to heaven now

[Bridge]
Those who think they hold the cards
I send out my kind regards
Those who love and those who care
Well, I'll meet you down the road somewhere

[Chorus]
I know our days are heaven sent
Lord knows I know not where they went
Shake my head and I wonder how
I'll ever get to heaven now



[Chorus]
I know our days are heaven sent
Lord knows I know not where they went
Shake my head and I wonder how
I'll ever get to heaven now

[Outro]
I'll ever get to heaven now

7607. Heaven Was A Drink Of Wine - Chords

Heaven Was A Drink Of Wine
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Sanger D. Shafer

C                              F                          C
That psychoed-out psychologist asked me about my drinking ways
      F                                                            C
Every question that he asked me all related back unto my childhood days
    F
But if the truth was known I never took to drinking long
        C                                             G7
Long as she was mine   but when she left me I went to hell
                          C    F
And heaven was a drink of wine

C                                          F
That good doctor said to look at all those ink-spots 
                     C
And tell me what you see
        F                                                        C
Could I help it if they all looked like big ole broken hearts to me
F                                                               C
All my friends and kin will tell you ole Hag ain't the drinking kind
                               G7                             C    C7
But when she left me I went to hell and heaven was a drink of wine         

F                                          C
Get back get back get on back and leave me alone
          F                                             G7
Can't you see that you can't help a man that's this far gone 
C               F                            C
Hey good doctor I've got something you can't find in my mind
                               G7                             C
But when she left me I went to hell and heaven was a drink of wine
 
                G7                    C    F    C
Hey good doctor heaven was a drink of wine



7608. Heaven's Bright Shore

Heaven's Bright Shore
Song by Alison Krauss & Union Station

Out on the hills of glory land
So happy and free at God's right hand
They tell of a place of marvelous grace
On heaven's bright shore
Pilgrims on earth someday will go
To live in that home forever more
Trusting in Him who died for sin
And rose from the grave

On heaven's bright shore (on heaven's bright shore)
There's gonna be no more dyin' (over there)
Not one little grave (not one little grave)
In all that fair land (that wonderful land)
Not even a tear will dim the eye
And no one up there will say goodbye
Just singing His praise through endless days
On Heaven's bright shore (on heaven's bright shore)

When I must cross that rolling tide
There'll be someone on the other side
Welcoming me to that fair land, made perfect by love
When I walk up the milky white way
I'll see that home coming in a ray
How great it must be for angels to see
A pilgrim reach home

On heaven's bright shore (on heaven's bright shore)
There's gonna be no more dyin' (over there)
Not one little grave (not one little grave)
In all that fair land (that wonderful land)
Not even a tear will dim the eye
And no one up there will say goodbye
Just singing His praise through endless days
On Heaven's bright shore
Just singing His praise through endless days
On Heaven's bright shore

Source: Musixmatch
Songwriters: Roscoe Reed

7609. Heaven's Door

Heaven's Door
Wayne Taylor

Lord please lead me toward the pathway, where my mother and father stay. I won't worry abo
ut tomorrow I'll just live my life for today.
My dear savior he gives me reason to be all that I can be, washed me clean and took my sorr



ow, when he died upon that tree.

chorus:
Will the souls that went before me lead me to the peaceful shore, will I walk beside still water
s and lay my hands on heaven's door.

Lord bless all the little children, when they look up to the sky, let them walk on clouds of freed
om, and walk the pathway with you and I.

When my life on earth is over, and my journey comes to an end, when I see my dear savior, y
es I know he'll let me in.

chorus:
Will the souls that went before me lead me to the peaceful shore, will I walk beside still water 
and lay my hands on heaven's door.

chorus:
Will the souls that went before me lead me to the peaceful shore, will I walk beside still water 
and lay my hands on heaven's door.
will I walk beside still water and lay my hands on heaven's door.

7610. Heaven's Flame

Jim Lauderdale - Heaven's Flame

Even when I saw it coming from a million miles away
No one started running don't don't don't get caught in heaven's flame
There's a fire that burns within her how can heaven be her name
Turns the saint to sinner don't don't don't get caught in Hheaven's flame
Heaven's flame heaven's flame

[ guitar ]

Flaming red lips of fire eyes that burn right through
With just a kiss I might expire there's nothing I can do
Well in all of God's creation you will never see the same
This won't be my salvation don't don't don't get caught in heaven's flame
Heaven's flame heaven's flame
Heaven's flame heaven's flame

7611. Heaven's Flame - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Heaven's Flame  
written by Jim Lauderdale 

D
Even when I saw it coming
            
From a million miles away
G      C    G   D



No one started running
F     A     Bb        G                   D
Don't don't don't get caught in Heaven's flame
D
There's a fire that burns within her

How can Heaven be her name
G         C     G   D
Turns the saint to sinner
F     A     Bb        G                  F     G 
Don't don't don't get caught in Heaven's flame
F        Bb  F G    F       Bb   F G
Heaven's flame     heaven's     flame

SOLO

G
Flaming red lips of fire
                      A
Eyes that burn right through
G
With just a kiss I might expire
                      A
There's nothing I can do
        D
Well in all of God's creation

You will never see the same
G              C  G    D
This won't  be my salvation
F     A     Bb        G                  F   G
Don't don't don't get caught in Heaven's flame
F    Bb  F G       F     Bb     F G         D
Heaven's flame     heaven's     flame

From Jim Lauderdale "Planet Of Love"
Reprise Records 1991
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)
Coolwell Music(ASCAP)

7612. Heaven's Gate

Heaven's Gate
Della Mae

The shackles I wear not made from a chain
They make but a whisper in the dead of night
Without a sound I find myself bound
To wander the place where I was alive

And you, my friend, have come on an errand
I know that you have a story like I did
But no one can know, if you don't show



The pain in your heart and the cry at your lips

I m not from this place, I traveled from far
I came here after they ended the war
Tried to forget but when I closed my eyes
I saw blood on my hands and a gun on the floor

So it was here I put a knife to my breast
And here I will remain evermore
But you can go on, fix what is wrong
If you keep from the demons who knock at your door

Won't you come back and see me again?
Won t you come back someday?
I've tried, and I've tried to make my way from here
But I'm stuck at heaven's gate
Stuck at Heaven's gate

I know that you are not meant for my fate
You haven t a heart that is made of stone
You re warm and free, listen to me
I am a specter, and you are my son

Won't you come back and see me again?
Won t you come back someday?
I've tried, and I've tried to make my way from here
But I'm stuck at heaven's gate

7613. Heaven's Just A Prayer Away

Dolly Parton - Heaven's Just A Prayer Away 

If you're trying to reach Heaven
you talk to Jesus, you talk to Him every day.
'Cause Jesus knows, He knows that you are coming
and Heaven's just a prayer away.
If you go, if you go to church on Sunday
you get down on your knees and pray
and give your heart and your soul to Jesus.
Heaven's just a prayer away.
You are just one prayer from Heaven
as you travel down life's highway.
Just when you think that you can't make it,
well, Heaven's just a prayer away.
Of, if you go, if you go to church on Sunday
you get down on your knees and pray
and give your heart and give your soul to Jesus.
Heaven's just a prayer away.
Heaven's just a prayer away.
Away.



7614. Heaven's Just A Sin Away - Chords

Heaven's Just A Sin Away
recorded by The Kendalls 
written by Jerry Gillespie
 
G                           C
Heaven's just a sin away oh oh just a sin away
G                           A7               D7
I can't wait another day  I think I'm giving in
G                               C
How I long to hold you tight oh oh be with you tonight
G                                        D7          G
But that still don't make it right cause I belong to him
 
   C                      G
Oh way down deep inside I know that it's all wrong
         C                           D7
But your eyes keep tempting me and I never was that strong
G                     C
Devil's got me now oh oh gone and got me now
G                          A7               D7
I can't fight him anyhow I think he's gonna win
G                           C
Heaven's just a sin away oh oh just a sin away
G                            D7               G
Heaven help me when I say  I think I'm giving in

7615. Heaven's Lullaby - Chords

Chris Hillman - Heaven's Lullaby

When there's a tear in your eye
                    Bm
And words that are lost

When we have to say goodbye
D               G           D
Know there's a place in our heart
     Em            Bm
Even though we're apart
                    A    D
We call it heaven's lullaby
D           G            D
When you're alone in the night
    En               Bm
The world's closing in
G                  D       A
You've just got to hold on tight



D       G             D
Call my name I'll be there
        Em      Bm
You can go anywhere
              A    D
In a heaven's lullaby
                G
The whole world stops
         A       D
When you shed a tear
       G       A      D
Then a rainbow will appear
         G      A     Bm
All the angel's up on high
          Em         A
Sing a heaven's lullaby

SOLO

D           G         D
Spread your wings and fly
Em       Bm
Into my heart
G               D        A
Forever we will hold tonight
D       G              D   
We both know that it's real
Em           Bm
Timeless and still
              A    D
In a heaven's lullaby
                G
The whole world stops
         A       D
When you shed a tear
       G       A      D
Then a rainbow will appear
         G      A     Bm
All the angel's up on high
          Em         A
Sing a heaven's lullaby

7616. Heaven's My Home

The Duhks - Heaven's My Home 

When I was born
My Daddy said I was broken
The beginning of the end
Of a life I hadn't chosen
He taught me how to give up
He taught me how to work the system
But I never had the time



I never had the luxury

Life's hard, I've always known that
I've never been handed no welcome mat
When I die, please don't cry
'Cause heaven's my home anyhow

Shining my shoes
Seems like time for wasting
'Cause this bright sun
Is the only shine I need
They say you only live once
And the lot you get's for keeping
But glory's gonna come
And make a new man out of me

Life's hard, I've always known that
I've never been handed no welcome mat
When I die, please don't cry
'Cause heaven's my home anyhow

When I was born
My face was like the angels
I took my father by the hand
He said life won't be hard now

No, life's hard, I've always known that
I've never been handed no welcome mat
When I die, please don't cry
'Cause heaven's my home anyhow

Life's hard, I've always known that
I've never been handed no welcome mat
When I die, please don't cry
'Cause heaven's my home anyhow

When I die
When I die
When I die
Please don't cry

Life's hard, I've always known that
I've never been handed no welcome mat
When I die, please don't cry
'Cause heaven's my home

7617. Heaven's On Fire

Heaven's on Fire
Hayseed Dixie

I look at you and my blood boils hot, I feel my temperature rise
I want it all, give me what you got, there's hunger in your eyes



I'm getting closer, baby hear me breathe
You know the way to give me what I need
Just let me love you and you'll never leave
Chorus:
Feel my heat takin' you higher, burn with me, Heaven's on fire
Paint the sky with desire, angel fly, Heaven's on fire

I got a fever ragin' in my heart, you make me shiver and shake
Baby don't stop, take it to the top, eat it like a piece of cake
You're comin' closer, I can hear you breathe
You drive me crazy when you start to tease
You could bring the devil to his knees

chorus

Oho Heaven's on fire, oho Heaven's on fire, oho

I'm getting closer, baby hear me breathe
You know the way to give me what I need
Just let me love you and you'll never leave

chorus repeats out

7618. Heaven's Plan

Lefty Frizzell
Heaven's Plan

[Verse 1]
Little girls were made to kiss
Little boys were meant to kiss them
Little girls were made' to' miss
Little boys were' meant to miss 'em

[Chorus]
You're the only' one I'm dreaming of
I'll do anything to win your love
Because I know
It's Heaven's plan

[Verse 2]
Little girls were made to squeeze
Little boys were meant to squeeze 'em
Little girls were made to please
Little boys were meant to please 'em

[Chorus]
You're the only one I'm dreaming of
I'll do anything to win your love
Because I know
It's Heaven's plan

[Verse 3]



Darling, I love you so
More than you'll ever know
Some day I'll make you mine
You make me feel so fine

[Verse 1]
Little girls were made to kiss
Little boys were meant to kiss them
Little girls were made to miss
Little boys were meant to miss 'em

[Chorus]
You're the only one I'm dreaming of
I'll do anything to win your love
Because I know
It's Heaven's plan

[Outro]
I know
It's Heaven's plan
It's Heaven's plan

7619. Heaven's Radio

Heaven's Radio

There's a wonderful invention called the radio
You can hear it every where you chance to go
But the static in the air sometimes makes it hard to hear
But it is not so with heaven's radio

   Heaven's radio on the other shore
   For my precious savior always listens in
   It's the same old radio that was used long time ago
   For my precious savior always listens in

Daniel in the lions den with this power should surely win
For my precious savior always listens in
And I know without a doubt honest prayers will bring you out
For my precious savior always listens in

Well He set the Hebrews three from the fiery furnace free
For my precious savior always listens in
He will rescue you today in that same old fashioned way
For my precious savior always listens in

7620. Heavenly Bodies - Chords



Heavenly Bodies
Recorded by Earl Thomas Conley
Written by Elaine Lifton, Glorida Nissenson, Lee Ritenour
 
G                 Am
Way up in the sky moon and planets fly
C                 D7                  G
Comets streak and shooting stars fall down
                      Am
I'm just sitting here sipping on my second beer
    C             D7            G
And doing my star gazing on the ground
                                                     D7
Where all those heavenly bodies come out at night to play
                                         G
Heavenly bodies that just take my breath away yeah baby
                                          C
I'm gonna sit here from now until closing time
     G                      D7                G
Just working on making your heavenly body all mine
                       Am
Pretty blondes walk by sexy smiles say hi
    C              D7                    G
But how's a man to choose the one that's right
                     Am
Then my eyes saw you and my body knew
       C             D7        G
That I just found my angel for tonight
Repeat #2
                            D7                  C  G
Just working on making your heavenly bodies all mi-ne

7621. Heavenly Days

Rodney Crowell - Heavenly Days

Heavenly Days
Look at that sky
It could've been rainin'
It could've been dry
It could've been cloudy
It could've been clear
It could've been sunshine
It could've been drear
It could've been so many ways
Heavenly Days
Havenly Days
So what do we do?
Dare to be different
Dare to be true
Bury the treasure
Like we've always done
Or crawl from the wreckage
And walk in the sun



Fannin' the flame 'til it's a blaze
Heavenly Days
Heavenly Days
Look at us now
We're comin' up roses
And takin' a bow
Tennessee tomboy
Feminine girl
Takin' a ride
On the top of the world
Nobody's master
Nobody's slave
Heavenly Days
It's your place in line
It's your right of birth
It's your light to shine
Down on God's green earth
It's your brother's hand
It's your sister's smile
It's your father's plan
For your mother's child
And it's comin' in waves
Heavenly Days

7622. Heavenly Light Is Shining On Me

Heavenly Light is Shining On Me

Some have mothers who are gone are gone
Some have mothers who are gone are gone
Way up yonder in that new bright world
Oh the heaven light is shining on me

Oh the heaven light is shining (yes it's) shining on me
Oh the heaven light is shining (yes it's) shining on me
Way up yonder in that new bright world
Oh the heaven light is shining on me

Some have fathers,... brothers,... children,... (etc.)

7623. Heavenly Sunlight - Chords

Heavenly Sunlight
Recorded by John Hartford
Written Henry Jeffreys Zelley

C                             G7
Walking in sunlight all of my journey
         C                          G7



Over the mountains through the deep vale
C                            G7
Jesus has said I'll never forsake thee
        C           G7        C
Promise divine that never can fail

         F                 C
Heavenly sunlight heavenly sunlight
                            G7
Flooding my soul with glory divine
     C            G7
Hallelujah I am rejoicing
            C       G7       C
Singing His praises Jesus is mine

                  G7
Shadows around me shadows above me
C                           G7
Never conceal my Savior and Guide
          C                  G7
He is the light in Him is no darkness
         C       G7           C
Ever I'm walking close to His side

repeat #2

                              G7
In the bright sunlight ever rejoicing
            C               G7
Pressing my way to mansions above
            C                  G7
Singing His praises gladly I'm walking
           C        G7          C
Walking in sunlight sunlight of love

repeat #2

                  G7
Hallelujah I am rejoicing
            C       G7       C
Singing His praises Jesus is mine

7624. Heavenward Bound - Chords

Heavenward Bound 
The Country Gentlemen

[Intro]
A E A
 
 
[Verse 1]
                            D            A



By many long years this all world i have traveled
                                B             E
No thoughts of the day when the trumpet shall sound
A                            D              A
Wandering so aimless and the wicked path of sin
                                        E          A
But since i've seen the light i've been heavenward bound
 
 
[Chorus]
          D                          A
There's a land in the sky, i want to go there when i die
         A
When the call comes from heaven and the souls shall rise
             E          A
Then i'll be heavenward bound
 
 
[Instrumental]
A D A
A B E
 
A D A
A E A
 
 
[Verse 2]
                          D         A
I was wandering away from my Jesus' sight
                        B              E
When a light from above opened my eyes wide
        A                             D              A
And the lord reached out his hand and said: "Come on sinner"
                                        E          A
And since i've seen the light i've been heavenward bound
 
 
[Chorus]
          D                          A
There's a land in the sky, i want to go there when i die
         A
When the call comes from heaven and the souls shall rise
             E          A
Then i'll be heavenward bound
 
 
[Outro]
          D                          A
There's a land in the sky, i want to go there when i die
         A
When the call comes from heaven and the souls shall rise
             E          A
Then i'll be heavenward bound



7625. Heavy - Chords

Heavy 
Carl Anderson

[Intro]
Em  G  C  Am
 
[Verse 1]
Em                        G
  Sure been nice, knowing you
                       C
Know there's been some good times
                       Am
Sure there's been some bad times too
Em                                          G
  It's easy feelin restless sometimes these days
                        C
Think I'll drive out to Texas
                             Am
Straight past the border and back into Santa Fe
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D
Maybe I'll see you maybe I won't
 
 
[Chorus]
      Em                             C
Well, don't you come around with the devil on your breath
G                          D                  Am
  Don't you know I hate to see you like that, man
           Em                             C
If you got something to say why don't you get it off your chest
G                 D                  Am
  Ain't no use in carrying all that around
                  C
It's only goin to make you heavy
C
  Make you heavier
 
 
[Riff]
Em  G  C  Am
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em                    G
  Every night I say a prayer
                  C
One day I'm gonna wake up
                Am
You're gonna be standing there
Em                                    G
  But I ain't got no time to waste on you
                     C



Don't you know I got places to go
                     Am
Don't you know I got things to do
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D
Maybe I'll see you maybe I won't
 
 
[Chorus]
      Em                             C
Well, don't you come around with the devil on your breath
G                          D                  Am
  Don't you know I hate to see you like that, man
           Em                             C
If you got something to say why don't you get it off your chest
G                 D                  Am
  Ain't no use in carrying all that around
                  C
It's only goin to make you heavy
C
  Make you heavier
 
 
[Riff]
Em  G  C  Am
Em  G  C  Am
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D
Maybe I'll see you maybe I won't
 
 
[Chorus]
      Em                             C
Well, don't you come around with the devil on your breath
G                          D                  Am
  Don't you know I hate to see you like that, man
           Em                             C
If you got something to say why don't you get it off your chest
G                 D                  Am
  Ain't no use in carrying all that around
                  C
It's only goin to make you heavy
C
  Make you heavier
 
 
[Outro]
Em



7626. Heavy Is The Head

Darrell Scott
Heavy Is the Head

[Chorus 1: Chris Cornell]
Heavy is the head that wears the crown
Heavy is the head that wears the crown

[Verse 1: Zac Brown]
Black dog drinks from the water trying to cool his tongue
Like the king, finds no peace, his work is never done
Night falls, smoke on the water, darkness closes in
Cold white hand in the deep will drown you for your sins

[Chorus 2: Zac Brown]
It's a life long expedition
Second guessing your decisions
Trying to find out what's been missing
Pages keep on filling

[Bridge: Zac Brown]
Crying out "Go and wake the king"
Call to arms for those who kiss the ring
Stand your ground, the walls are coming down
It's do or die! Do or die!

[Chorus 1: Chris Cornell]
Heavy is the head that wears the crown
Heavy is the head that wears the crown
[Verse 2: Zac Brown]
Mad man, blood on the altar, The Queen will have his head
His ghost will shake those rattling chains long after he's dead
No soul knows his trouble high upon his throne
Loved by few and judged by many, he bears that weight alone

[Chorus 2: Chris Cornell]
It's a life long expedition
Second guessing your decisions
Trying to find out what's been missing
And the pages keep on filling

[Bridge: Chris Cornell]
Crying out "Go and wake the king"
Call to arms for those who kiss the ring
Stand your ground, yeah the walls are coming down
It's do or die! Do or die!

[Chorus 1: Chris Cornell]
Heavy is the head that wears the crown
Heavy is the head that wears the crown
Heavy is the head that wears the crown



7627. Heavy Rain

Cabinet - Heavy Rain 
Album: This Is Cabinet - Set II

Batten down the hatches and close the door
There's a heavy rain a falling
Way down in the hollow of a tree
I can hear that blackbird cawing
Prepare for trouble, get ready for strife
When you hear that thunder roar
Are you willing to survive with a devil at your door?
I got bit by a dog in Tennessee
You could see that his eyes were raging
If you turn your back on me
You better get your boots a blazing
When you hear the trees want to creak and moan
You see the leaves are falling
Pick up your feet and get ready to run
There ain't no time for stalling
There's a heavy rain
That gonna flood up this plain

7628. Heavy Traffic Ahead

Heavy Traffic Ahead
Bill Monroe

On Saturday night when our work is done
We load our music up on the run

   Heavy traffic ahead, heavy traffic ahead
   We got to ramble ramble there's heavy traffic ahead

We pull out of Nashville right on time
The Blue Grass special heads down the line

We traveled around from state to state
The Bluegrass boys are never late

Late in the evening about sundown
You know we've come from some other town

We do our work with a good will
On Friday night we head for Nashville

7629. Heckle And Jeckle - Chords

Heckle And Jeckle
Recorded by George Jones



Written by Max D. Barnes and Max T. Barnes

C                              F
Well you and me baby know what love's all about
   G7                         C             G7
It sure wasn't easy oh but we figured it out
   C                   F
No matter what happens we'll see it through
G7                                           C
Baby don't you see there ain't no me without you
G7    F    C                 F
We're like Heckle and Jeckle Jeckle and Hyde
G7                    C
Frankie and Johnny oh Bonnie and Clyde
                           F
Just like Laurel and Hardy Bartles and James
G7                                        C
One without the other baby just ain't the same
                           F
We've held it together and together we'll stand
G7                           C            G7
You and me against the world hand in hand
  C                            F
A team of wild horses couldn't pull us apart
G7                               C
Forever joined together heart to heart
repeat #2
          Am                    C
Just like birds of a feather we fit like a glove
        F                         G7
When we snuggle together like two bugs in a rug
      F    C                 F
We're like Heckle and Jeckle Jeckle and Hyde
G7                                   C
Frankie and Johnny Willie and Waylon Bonnie and Clyde
                           F
Just like Laurel and Hardy Bartles and James
G7                                        C
One without the other baby just ain't the same
      F    C                 F
We're like Heckle and Jeckle Jeckle and Hyde
G7                                 C
Frankie and Johnny Kenny and Dolly Bonnie and Clyde
                           F
Just like Laurel and Hardy Bartles and James
G7                                        C
One without the other baby just ain't the same

7630. Helen

Helen
501 Central



Helen the night I met you
It seemed that my heart went your way
Love was the word that told the story
I wish you were here with me today

You told me that I need not worry
That you would always be mine
Helen my darling please tell me
A place in your heart I'll always find

Helen my darling I love you
I love you with all of my heart
Darling don't ever forsake me
Say that we never will part

* Refrain

The time we are wastin' my darling
Is making my heart ache with pain
But our lives are so far apart dear
I guess I'm just hoping in vain

* Refrain

7631. Helen Of Troy, PA - Chords

Helen Of Troy Pa 
Darrell Scott
 
There are 2 main "hooks" or riffs in this song, which I've named Hook 1 and Hook 2.
 
Hook 1: appears at the start and end of the song, and has the following chords:
/D   /D   E/ /C Em Am D/
In this, the / / indicate 4 beats (a full measure), so the D takes an entire measure, and then th
e D and E
share a measure, and the decending 4 chords all share a single measure.
Hook 2: occurs after every chorus, and includes a riff over the D chord for 4 bars.
 
**note from commenter: Drop D tuning, The first Em in the hook is actually an A7sus4 shape 
X-0-2-0-3-0 and the second ending chord
 in that intro (hook 2?) is some kind of Bm variant played 0-2-0-0-3-0
 
[Intro]
Guitar solo
 
[Hook 1]
D   D  Em   C Em G Em
D   D  Em   C Em G Em
 
[Verse]
N.C.       D
It was the first time we really took a chance
            D



To view the world behind our fathers' backs
            D                            A
We left our parents playing rummy by the cottage porch light
          C               Em               G            D
And went walkin' down to Helen's on that sweet summer night
        C         Em      A
And we flipped a coin to see
           C        Em        A
Who would have to knock when she
              D
Opened up her door,
     C    Em A
and asked us in...
 
 
D  N.C.
   Helen of Troy, Pennsylvania
 
[Hook 2]
D  D  D   D
 
[Verse 2]
        D
She was twice the age of me and Tony
       D
Brown eyed, recently divorced, and lonely
        D                                  A
And we lied about our high school football team
       C           Em               G        D
Number one in the state because of Tony and me
         C     Em       A
And she sensed our awkwardness
       C      Em           A
And unzipped her calico dress
               D
And called us over to kiss her
C    Em    A
One at a time (one at a time boys, can you hear me)
 
 
D  N.C.
   Helen of Troy, Pennsylvania
 
[Hook 2]
D  D  D  D
 
[Verse 3]
        D
Well we rocked to the drone of large mosquitoes
          D
Rhythm of moths against drumhead screen
      D
Syncopation of Frigidaire motor
         C                         A
With her bobtail cat looking at us, real mean
 
 



D  N.C.
   Helen of Troy, Pennsylvania
 
[Hook 2]
D  D  D  D
 
[Hook 2]
D  D  D  D
 
[Solo]
 
[Bridge]
D
She went to the kitchen, to get us something to drink
D
And me and Tony washed ourselves in the bathroom sink
D
Doin' the chicken-neck, the high-five, and the monkey noise
 
[Outro]
           C      Em              A       D
Glad to be happy, healthy, heterosexual boys
       C          Em      A
And we drank her herbal tea (red zinger I do believe)
N.C.
And good golly miss molly-ed all the way home
 
 
D   N.C.
    Helen of Troy, Pennsylvania
 
[Hook 2]
D  D  D  D
D  D  D  D
 
[Hook 1]
D   D  Em   C Em G Em
D   D  Em   C Em G Em
D   D  Em   C Em G Em
D   D  Em   C Em G Em

7632. Helena

Nickel Creek - Helena

Helena, don't walk away
Before you give me back my heart
If it were mine, it would be yours to take
I'm sorry I've let down my guard, oh Helena

You looked so sweet
I should have seen
While I was playing for fun



You were playing for keeps

You win, I lose, is there some way
You can leave me in your debt
So my girl and I can live to die another day
On that day I won't forget you, Helena

You look so sweet waiting for me
While I wait for her to give me any reason to leave
Don't waste your pretty sympathy
She's gonna be just fine

And Helena, so will we
So will everything in time, mmm

Helena, don't walk away
Did you hear one word I said?
Oh well, I never really liked us anyway
And I forgot her, I'll forget you, Helena

You're not that sweet and neither is she
Go ahead and tell her anything you want
'Cause Helena, guys like me never sleep alone at night
I don't need your sympathy 'cause I'll always be just fine

Yeah, I'll always be just fine
Yeah, I'll always be just fine
La la la, la la la, la la la, la la

7633. Hell Bent On A Heartache

Hell Bent On A Heartache
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Ain't love funny?
Ain't love strange?
I say love is a dangerous game
Shows no mercy
It has no rules
It's all the same for the kings and fools

[Chorus]
And I'm hell bent on a heartache
I should know better, but I guess I don't
I keep on learning the hard way
Every time I turn around, I make the same mistake
'Cause I'm hell bent on a heartache
Hell bent on a heartache

[Verse 2]
Seems I'm always getting burned
Just you wait until the table is turned



Love's a gamble, love's a curse
Love's a bitch, but it could be worse

[Chorus]
And I'm hell bent on a heartache
I should know better, but I guess I don't
I keep on learning the hard way
Every time I turn around, I make the same mistake
Yes, I'm hell bent on a heartache
Hell bent on a heartache

[Bridge]
Don't get me wrong
I believe in love
Sometimes that's just not enough

[Chorus]
'Cause I'm hell bent on a heartache
I should know better, but I guess I don't
I keep on learning the hard way
Every time I turn around, I make the same mistake
Oh, I'm hell bent on a heartache
Hell bent on a heartache

7634. Hell I'd Go - Chords

Hell I'd Go 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Intro]
/D       /Bb       /G    E  /D       /
/E7      /E7       /D    B7 /E   A   /
/Em7     /A        /F#m7 B  /D   B7  /E   A   /
 
[Verse 1]
D
Hell, I'd go
        Bb
If they came down and got me
           G         E
They could be little green men, yeah
D
That wouldn't stop me
E7
Buzzin' through the galaxy
D         B7     E        A
Who could beat a ride for free?
 
[Verse 2]
    D              Bb
For all I know I'm just the perfect fellow
G       E      D
Not too white, not too yellow



E7
Get me on that big space ship
D          B7    E       A
This could be my hippest trip!
Em7        A
Hey you, UFO guy
Fm7             B
Put me first on standby
    D         B7        E          A
I'm traveling light, my attitude's right
 
[Verse 3]
     D
I've seen 'em at night
Bb
Don't you call me crazy
          G      E
They were in the sky
D
Lookin' quite amazin'
      E7
Doin' figure eight's around the moon
D          B7      E        A
Why'd they have to leave so soon?
 
[Verse 4]
D
Count me in
  Bb
I ain't no hesitater
     G           E
I'll jump right aboard
    D
And write home later
     E7
Say: "How are you folks at home?"
 D      B7      E      A
"I just got the bug to roam!"
Em7        A
Hey you, UFO guy
Fm7               B
How you make that thing fly?
     D       B7      E           A
Say, I won't tell, I won't say a thing
 
[Instrumental]
/D       /Bb       /G   E   /D       /
/E7      /E7       /D   B7  /E   A   /
/Em7     /A        /F#m7 B  /D   B7  /E   A  /
 
[Verse 5]
D
Pluto, Saturn
  Bb
Aurora Borealis
      G       E
We'll hit 'em all



      D
We'll land in Dallas
E7
There'll be a big parade for me
     D        B7         E        A
I'll make the news, just wait and see
 
[Verse 6]
     D
I'll tell 'em about my galactic flight
       G       E        D
We was buzzin' left and whizzin' right
   E7
So put your brakes on where you be
    D          B7     E       A
And plunk that saucer down by me
Em7             A
Hey you, skinny space man
          Fm7             B
Can't you see that I'm on the lam?
     Em7            A
Come on, you flyin' saucer
Fm7        B
Make me an offer
     D        B7
I'll book the flight
    E       A
The time is right
 
[Outro]
Em7                 A
Wee doh n doh n doh doh doh
Fm7                 B
Wee doh n doh n doh doh doh
  Em7               A
I got my bags and I got my shots
   Fm7             B
So come on shorty, read my thoughts!
Em7                 A
Wee doh n doh n doh doh doh
Fm7                 B
Wee doh n doh n doh doh doh
Fm7                 B
Wee doh n doh n doh doh doh
Fm7                 B
Wee doh n doh n doh doh doh

7635. Hell I'd Pay

Hell I'd Pay
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]



I wish, I wish I knew the words to say
I wish, I wish I knew the hell id pay
Trouble on my way

[Verse]
I wish, I wish I knew what bell to ring
I wish, I wish I knew what note to sing
Worried  bout what to bring

[Chorus]
Ease the turbines on this plane
Quell my dull low pain
Date my restless mood
With alcohol and food

[Verse]
I wish, I wish I knew the way to go
I wish, I wish I knew how to go slow
Running from show to show

[Verse]
I wish, I wish I knew the words to say
I wish, I wish I knew the hell I'd pay
Trouble on my way
[Chorus]
Ease the turbines on this plane
Quell my dull low pain
Date my restless mood
With alcohol and food

7636. Hell Of A Funeral (A Dying Business)

Hell Of A Funeral (A Dying Business)
F. Ebb / N. Martin

Spoken:
Funeral Directors of America, I am very deeply honored standing here;
Receiving this token of your esteem, "The Funeral Director of the Year."
Now I've been asked by all the delegates--and members of the board,
To tell you of the funeral that won me this award.
It was handled with taste and dignity, that much I can say for it;
And I'm sure it will take the family twenty years to pay for it!

Chorus:
It was a helluva fun'ral, It was a helluva fun'ral
The finest fun'ral ever booked:
I had some high school juniors who passed around petunial
And lilies everywhere you looked.
It was a helluva fun'ral, I say one helluva fun'ral
Oh, how I wish that you were there;
I had ten drum majorettes doubling on the castanets
It really was a lively affair
It really was a lively affair.



It was a helluva fun'ral, It was a helluva fun'ral
The national guard showed up for me;
And during the oration, they went into formation
And formed the letters R. I. P.
It was a helluva fun'ral, I say one helluva fun'ral
I gave it all my loving care;
The band was on its toes playing "Mexicali Rose",
It really was a lively affair.
It really was a lively affair.

A tisket a tasket, Tell us about the casket

Spoken:
Well, I'll tell you 'bout the casket, my good friends
It would-a made your poor eyes pop
It was sterling silver all around and a real formica top.
(Formica top, it had a formica top).

Well, I'll tell you 'bout the widow, my good friends,
The widow was in navy blue
With a gown designed by Balenciaga, I supplied that too.
(He sold the widow widow's weeds too).

I held the first funereal raffle, though I don't much like to boast
And I gave away a Chevrolet to the person who cried the most.
(He gave away a brand new Chevrolet). I won it myself!

There were eighteen jugglers by the grave to demonstrate their art
And when they were done, I fired a gun to let the hoot-e-nanny start.
(He fired a gun and the hoot-e-nanny begun).

I was serving beer and prtzels, 'til the hot pastrami came;
And I sold some souvenier hankies with the dear departed's name.
(He was sellin' hankies with the dear departed's name).

As a fitting finale we had the Rockettes from New Your's Music Hall;
As you can see, my very good friends
All in all, all in all:

Sung:
It was a helluva fun'ral, I say one helluva fun'ral
No other burial could compare;
It was all done up deluxe 'n' I made forty thousand bucks,
It really was a lively affair. It really was a swingin' affair!

7637. Hell On Wheels - Chords

Hell On Wheels 
The SteelDrivers
 
[Intro]
G      Bb  C  x2
G



 
[Verse]
G
She's already running wild and she can't even drive
G
She's more like a shot of whiskey in her daddy's eyes
              Bb      C                         G
They call her hell on wheels here comes hell on wheels
G
Daddy never could say no, momma rang her hands and cried
G
Hollerin' don't do no good when she made up her mind
              Bb      C                         G
They call her hell on wheels here comes hell on wheels
 
 
[Bridge]
      F                     G
Every boy in seven counties tryin' to track her down
F                                     G
She's more famous for them shorts who needs an old prom gown
      F                                     G
She's slipping out behind the house they're footin thru the weeds
      Abm            Am           Bbm            B
She's halfway to the honky tonk only the sheriff sees that little
 
 
[Chorus]
Bb      C                         G
Hell on wheels here comes hell on wheels
 
 
[Instrumental]
A               C   D   A
A               C   D   A
 
 
[Verse]
      G
She's got the whole First Baptist Church right down their knees
      G
It'll take the Lord to save a cause the Devil's got the lead
G
It won't be no sweet sixteen the way these cards are stacked
G N.C.                              G N.C.
Pray all you want you preacher it's too damn late for that
              Bb      C                         G
They call her hell on wheels here comes hell on wheels
 
 
[Bridge]
F                           G
Every boy in seven counties tryin' to track her down
F                                     G
She's more famous for them shorts who needs an old prom gown
      F                                     G
She's slipping out behind the house they're footin thru the weeds



      Ab             Am           Bb             Bm
She's halfway to the honky tonk only the sheriff sees that little
 
 
[Outro]
Bb      C                         G
Hell on wheels here comes hell on wheels
              Bb      C                         G
They call her hell on wheels here comes hell on wheels
            G
That little hell on wheels
            G
That little hell on wheels
            G
That little hell on wheels
Gm   C   G

7638. Hell Stays Open All Night - Chords

Hell Stays Open All Night
Recorded by George Jones
written by Bobby L. Harden 

C                                  F
She said hello and I said Hon it's me
           C                                     G7
She said I might have known  and I said oh listen please  
        C                      F
Leaving you for her was wrong  please let me come back home
         C                      G7                 C
This old town's closed down and I have no place to go
                                       F
And she said hell stays open all night long  
C                      G7
Hell never closes it's open from dawn till dawn  
       C                                        F
When I slammed the door to heaven I should have known
C          G7             C
Hell stays open all night long
                                    F
She said good-bye  don't call me anymore
    C                                G7
For the one that I love now is at my door
    C
Someone has took your place 
        F                             C
This is something you'll just have to face  
                             G7                   C
As far as I'm concerned when you have no place to go 
                                   F
Remember hell stays open all night long  
C                      G7
Hell never closes it's open from dawn till dawn  



       C                                        F
When I slammed the door to heaven I should have known
C          G7             C
Hell stays open all night long

7639. Hell To Pay - Chords

Hell To Pay 
Lake Street Dive
 
[Intro]
 
C7 / Bmaj7 B / A E / Eflat5
 
[Verse 1]
 
C7
I know you're just passing through,
Bmaj7                B
And Boston's just a sigh along
A                  E   Eflat5  E
Your way up to Vermont.
C7
But if there's not a time of day
Bmaj7                B
You have to be there stay with me
A                  E   Eflat5
For as long as you want.
C#m                       F#              E7
When this whole thing is over there'll be Hell to pay.
B Bflat5 B Bflat5 B Bflat5 B
(break)
 
[Verse 2]
 
C7
I know you're just passing through,
Bmaj7                B
It's not like I'm the one for you
A                  E   Eflat5  E
And you are not my man.
C7
But if nobody else comes up
Bmaj7                B
Then let's pretend that we're in love
A                  E   Eflat5  E
For as long as we can.
C#m                F#         / B  B/A#  G#m  G#m/F#  /
And if it lasts a minute or an hour or a hundred days
C#m                       F#              E7
When this whole thing is over there'll be Hell to pay.
B Bflat5 B Bflat5 B Bflat5 B
(break)



 
[Solo]
C#m F#  / B B/A# G#m G#m/F# /
C#m F#  / B B/A# G#m G#m/F# /
C#m F#  / B B/A# G#m G#m/F# /
C#m F# E7
B Bflat5 B Bflat5 B Bflat5 B
 
[Verse 3]
C7
No matter how I prep myself
Bmaj7            B
I cannot be prepared for Hells
A                     E   Eflat5  E
I built with my own hands.
C7
But when this whole thing goes that way
Bmaj7                B
It's comforting to say that it
A                  E   Eflat5  E
Was always in the plan.
C#m              F#            / B      B/A#   G#m    G#m/F# /
You go back to Brooklyn because I could never make you stay,
C#m                   F#              / B      B/A#     G#m     G#m/F# /
With all those people looking and their staring eyes and what they say,
C#m              F#       / B    B/A#     G#m    G#m/F# /
Let's go out to dinner and abacinate this passing day.
C#m                      F#               E7
When this whole thing is over there'll be Hell to pay.
E7
Hell to pay.
E7
Hell to pay.

7640. Hell To Sunday

Hell to Sunday
Kitchen Dwellers - Hell to Sunday

I get lonesome, sad and lie, I'm riding nameless
Arizona highway, car ride out of desert storm
This fire is kept alive by cowboy poets, stokin' up my soul
This is ashes on the wind
You chase me up and down, from Hell to Sunday
And it don't matter where I go
Push me down here, run me 'round, little darlin'
And I won't bother you no more
And the measure of a man, you won't find on plotted land
'Cause you're lonesome on the highway, and you're restless sitting at home
Walk away from loving hate, and run down that interstate
For it's hard telling your story when your woman knows you're lyin'
Oh, I see it in her eye
You chase me up and down, from Hell to Sunday



And it don't matter where I go
Pin me down here, on the ground, little darlin'
And I won't bother you no more
This time around, and I'm still hoping I can find
The things that I've been searching for, they ain't the things I need
And if I go and sign life away on the dotted line
While steppin' out the doorway, Hell I thank them for the ride
Oh, I thank you for the ride
You chase me up and down, from Hell to Sunday
And it don't matter where I go
Push me down here, run me 'round, little darlin'
And I won't bother you no more

7641. Hell Yeah

Hell Yeah
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
The first time you came around
I knew that I wanted you
I didn't want to let it out
I was playing it cool, playing it cool
The second time you came around
I could tell it wasn't getting through
I really tried to spell it out
What I wanted to do, wanted to do

[Pre-Chorus 1]
It's a shame, it's a shame, it's a shame that you can't see
I'm aflame for you, if you would only ask me

[Chorus]
I'd say  Hell yeah 
I'd say  Hell yeah 
I'd say  Hell yeah 
Hell yeah

[Verse 2]
I keep hoping that you'll come around
I'm hoping that you'll take the bait
Cause I can really put it out
But you're making me wait, making me wait
The next time you come around
I'm gonna give it to you straight
Gonna let it all out
No more walking away, walking away

[Pre-Chorus 2]
I'm a fool, I'm a fool, I'm a fool for playing it cool
When I'm aflame for you and if you ever want to

[Chorus]



I'd say  Hell yeah 
I'd say  Hell yeah 
I'd say  Hell yeah 
Hell yeah

[Verse 3]
If you wanna see me soon, you know the answer
Wanna come up to my room, you know the answer
If you wanna grab a bite, you know what I'd say
If you wanna fly a kite, you know what I'd say
If you wanna spend the night, you know what I'd say

[Chorus]
I'd say  Hell yeah 
I'd say  Hell yeah 
I'd say  Hell yeah 
Hell yeah

7642. Hell's Bells

Hell's Bells
Hayseed Dixie - Hell's Bells

I'm a rolling thunder, a pouring rain
I'm comin' on like a hurricane
My lightning's flashing across the sky
You're only young but you're gonna die
I won't take no prisoners, won't spare no lives
Nobody's putting up a fight
I got my bell, I'm gonna take you to hell
I'm gonna get you, Satan get you
Hell's bells
Yeah, hell's bells
You got me ringing, hell's bells
My temperature's high, hell's bells
I'll give you black sensations up and down your spine
If you're into evil you're a friend of mine
See my white light flashing as I split the night
'Cause if God's on the left, then I'm stickin' to the right
I won't take no prisoners, won't spare no lives
Nobody's puttin' up a fight
I got my bell, I'm gonna take you to hell
I'm gonna get you, Satan get you
Hell's bells
Ah, hell's bells
You got me ringing, hell's bells
My temperature's high, hell's bells
Hell's bells, Satan's comin' to you
Hell's bells, he's ringing them now
Hell's bells, the temperature's high
Hell's bells, across the sky
Hell's bells, they're takin' you down
Hell's bells, they're draggin' you around



Hell's bells, gonna split the night
Hell's bells, there's no way to fight, yeah
Hell's bells

7643. Hell, I'd Go!

Hell, I'd Go!
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

Hell, I'd go
If they came down and got me
They could be little green men, yeah
That wouldn't stop me
Buzzin' through the galaxy
Who could beat a ride for free?

For all I know I'm just the perfect fellow
Not too white, not too yellow
Get me on that big space ship
This could be my hippest trip!

Hey you, UFO guy
Put me first on standby
I'm traveling light, my attitude's right

I've seen that night
Don't call me crazy
They were in the sky
Lookin' quite amazin'
Doin' figure 8s around the moon

Count me in
I ain't no hesitater
I'll ride aboard
And write home later
Say: "How you folks at home?
I just got the bug to roam!"

Hey you, UFO guy
How you make that thing fly?
Say, I won't tell, I won't say a thing

Aloha, Saturn
Aurora Borealis
We'll hit 'em all
We'll land in Dallas
There'll be a big parade for me

I'll make the news, just wait and see
I'll tell 'em about my galactic flight
We was buzzin' left and whizzin' right
So put your brakes on where you be
And plunk that saucer down by me



Hey you, skinny space man
Can't you see that I'm on the lam?
Come on, you flyin' saucer
Make me an offer
I'll book the flight
The time is right

I got my bags
And I got my shots
So come on, shorty
Read my thoughts!

7644. Hellbender

Billy Strings 
Hellbender

In the cold early morning in the hills of Kentucky
I woke to the sound of the rain
And the girl from last evening laid silently sleeping
Though I couldn't remember her name
My head was a pounding and the sweat poured
Around me like the faucet that she left on high
With a chip on my shoulder I'm another day older
And I swear I could break down and cry

I Never once made a dollar, which I didn't gamble
Or scramble to burn at both ends
I've raged all night long, in the hour before dawn
On spirits and bitters and blends
What's left of my day might be crimson or
Grey but never again black and white
With a chip on my shoulder I'm another day older
And I swear I could break down and cry

I'm a fool with my money and I'm a fool with
My drinking I'm sinking to bottom of the well
Adding fuel to the fire like my wildest desire
Is to spend the next lifetime in hell
I could cruise down to Hades, in a
Snow white Mercedes and a devilish look in my eye
With a chip on my shoulder I'm another day older
And I swear I could break down and cry

There's a hard place on one side and a
Rock on the other, no corners to cut in this maze
Only one way to do it, just to grin and bear through it
I've been drinking up the courage for days
So I'll drain every cup and keep stacking them up
Till the sun stumbles out of the sky
With a chip on my shoulder I'm another day older
And I swear I could break down and cry



I'll keep on this way till my last dying day
It's a blessing I've tried to disguise
With a chip on my shoulder I'm another day older
And I swear I could break down and cry

[Two verses only performed live once]
There's a worm in the bottle, and I'm racin' full throttle
He'll only go down when it's dry
With a chip on my shoulder, I'm another day older
And I swear I could break down and cry

And the weeks like this, I drink like a fish
And occasionally eat like a bird
And I'm not well done [?], just a shootin' my second
And I'm already shootin' the third

7645. Hellhound on My Trail

Hellhound on My Trail
Larkin Poe - Hellhound on My Trail

Got to keep movin', got to keep movin'
Blues fallin' down like hail, blues fallin' down like hail
And these days keeps worryin' me
Like a hellhound on my trail
Hellhound on my trail
Hellhound on my trail

7646. Hello

John Butler - Hello

Hello, Hello, whats going through your head
Hell there boy better get it read 
You used to be so real
And all of your love everybody did feel
But now your turning into a fake
And all our hearts yeah you do break
Cause of all those drugs you do take
One big asshole of you it does make
Sticking all that shit up your nose
Hell man that's where all your money goes
Then you start ripping off your friends
Hell yeah man that's where my story ends
Going around to your Mum and Dads
Sticking all their valuables into bags
Going around to the hockshop
So once again man you can go and get ripped off



But what your looking for inside
It's up jumped gone and died
Don't your see your wrongs
They can't all be right
Can't you see your days
They've turned into night
Can't you see the sun
Can't you see the moon
Can't you see that Karma will be coming for you
Hello!
Ripping off your friends
Now I don't mind just a little indulgence
But you gotta do it with a conscience
Now all your into is drugs
Talking your shit man hanging with thugs
Speed equals confidence imagine that
But you be acting like a spoiled brat
Thinking that everythings your way
Getting what you want but you don't have to pay
Don't listen to a word anyone say
Your gonna wind up in the lockup some day ~
Hello!

7647. Hello Central Give Me Heaven - Chords

Hello Central Give Me Heaven
Recorded by the Carter Family

C                     G7
Hello central give me heaven
                       C
For I know my mother's there
                             G7
And you'll find her with the angels
                   C
Over on the golden stair

                         G7
She'll be glad it's me a speaking
                          C
Won't you call her for me please
                     G7
For I surely want to tell her
                           C
That we're sad without her here

F                     C                    
Hello central give me heaven
G7                     C 
For I know my mother's there
                           G7
You will find her with the angels
                   C



Over on the golden stairs

                       G7              
Poppa dear is said and lonely
                          C
Sobbed the tearful little child
                      G7
Since momma's gone to heaven
                      C
Poppa dear you do not smile

                        G7
I will speak to her and tell her
                         C
That we want her to come home
                        G7
You just listen while I call her
                         C
Call her through the telephone

                      G7
I will answer just to please her
                              C
Yes dear heart I'll soon come home
                        G7
Kiss me momma it's your darling
                        C
Kiss me through the telephone

7648. Hello Central, Give Me Heaven

Hello Central, Give Me Heaven

Hello central give me heaven
For I know my mother's there
And you'll find her with the angels
Over on the golden stair

She'll be glad it's me a speaking
Wont you call her for me please
For I surely want to tell her
That we're sad without her here

   Hello central give me heaven
   For I know my mother's there
   You will find her with the angels
   Over on the golden stair

Poppa dear is said and lonely
Sobbed the tearful little child
Since momma's gone to heaven
Poppa dear you do not smile



I will speak to her and tell her
That we want her to come home
You just listen while I call her
Call her through the telephone

I will answer just to please her
Yes dear heart I'll soon come home
Kiss me momma it's your darling
Kiss me through the telephone

7649. Hello City Limits

Hello City Limits
Red Allen - Billy Strings

   Hello, city limits, I see your sign
   Left all my worries way behind
   Left all my troubles and heartaches there too
   Hello, city limits, I'm starting out brand new

I need a change of scenery, I need it real bad
To help me forget all the hard times I've had
I've got a feeling I'll find a love that's true
Well, hello city limits, I'm starting out brand new

I haven't told a soul just where I'm gonna be
Cause I don't want the blues to catch up with me
I may decide to change my name too
Hello city limits, I'm starting out brand new

7650. Hello Darlin'

Hello darlin'
Nice to see you
It's been a long time
You're just as lovely
As you used to be

How's your new love
Are you happy?
Hope you're doin' fine
Just to know means so much to me

What's that darlin'
How am I doin'?
I'm doin' alright
Except I can't sleep
And I cry all night 'til dawn



What I'm tryin' to say is that
I love you and I miss you
And I'm so sorry
That I did you wrong

Look up darlin'
Let me kiss you
Just for old time's sake
Let me hold you in my arms
One more time

Thank you darlin'
May God bless you
And each step brings you closer
To the things you seek to find

Goodbye darlin'
I got to go now
I got to try to find a way
To lose these memories
Of a love so warm and true

And if you should ever
Find it in your heart
To forgive me
Comeback darlin'
I'll be waiting for you

7651. Hello God

Dolly Parton - Hello God 
(Dolly Parton)

Hello God, are you out there?
Can you hear me, are you listenin' any more?
Hello God, if we're still on speakin' terms
Can you help me like before?
I have questioned your existence,
My resistance leaves me cold
Can you help me go the distance?
Hello God, hello, hello
This old world has gone to pieces
Can we fix it, is there time?
Hate and violence just increases
We're so selfish, cruel and blind
We fight and kill each other
In your name, defending you
Do you love some more than others?
We're so lost and confused
Hello God, are you out there?
Can you hear us, are you listenin' any more?
Hello God, if we're still on speakin' terms
Can you help us like before?



Oh, the free will you have given
We have made a mockery of
This is no way to be livin',
We're in great need of your love
Hello God
Hello God, can you grant us
Love enough to make amends
(Hello God) Is there still a chance
That we could start again
Hello God, we've learned our lesson
Dear God, don't let us go
More than ever
Hello God, hello, hello
Hello God, we really need you
We can't make it without you
(Hello God) We beseech you
In the name of all that's true
Hello God, please forgive us
For we know not what we do
Hello God, give us one more chance to prove ourselves to you
Hello, God; hello, God

7652. Hello Goodbye

Lake Street Dive
Hello? Goodbye!

It feels good to be over you, but it felt good to be under you
so maybe it's just you that feels good.
I feel like I should be over you, and good girls do what they should do
so maybe I'll just do what I should.

I should tell my mind to stop remembering.
I should make my i¬■ngers stop their trembling.
And when I pass your doorway I should just walk right by.

When you say hello, I'll say goodbye.

7653. Hello Goodbye - Chords

Hello Goodbye 
Sean Watkins
 
D Em G A (x2)
 
D       Em           G    A
She came up and said hello
D          Em                    G     A
my name is Kate and i liked your show



              Bm      A       D
and there was nothing i could say
      G         Em      G
but thanks come again
           D
she didn't know
            Em            G        A
that we got married in my head
                 D
there were Christmases and dogs
    Em                 G    A
and our kids' hair was red
       Bm         A
and as years flew by
  D      G       Em     G
i gazed into her eyes
         D         Em  G  A   D
and said goodbye

7654. Hello Heart - Chords

Hello Heart
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Melba Montgomery and Billy Yates

C                                    F
Hello heart well I'm glad you came a knocking
         C                                             G7
Oh I can see that pretty little honey's got you back a rocking
               C                          F
Well ain't you something now you got me a jumping
             C                    G7          C
Oh where you been good to see you again hello heart

                                                          G7
Well I know it's been a long time since the hugging and a kissing
                                            C
And I'd nearly forgot just what we'd been a missing
                                              G7
Now it's good to be together oh it never felt better
                                            C
You gave me a scare I thought you were gone forever

Repeat #1

                                                     G7
You say you did a lotta hurting and you took a lotta aching
                                            C
But you never told me how close you came to breaking
                                                   G7
Now it's time for some healing she knows how we're feeling
                                                C
Her loving is enough to give us both what we're needing



Repeat #1

                               G7          C
Where you been good to see you again hello heart

7655. Hello Heartache

Hello Heartache
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
For a while the world had a smile
And love like a sweet country mile
Making all my dreams come true
There's a shadow following me
One that will never let me be
And it turned my world a familiar shade of blue

[Chorus]
Hello heartache, welcome home
I guess you've come around again
So I won't be alone
Oh, friends can't stay away for very long
So hello heartache, welcome home

[Verse 2]
Sit right down next to me
We're both at home in misery
Waiting on the phone that never rings
We've done all this before
Stared at the floors and walked the walls
Me and you we can get through anything

[Chorus]
Hello heartache, welcome home
I guess you've come around again
So I won't be alone
Oh, friends can't stay away for very long
So hello heartache, welcome home

Oh, friends can't stay away for very long
So hello heartache, hello heartache, hello heartache
Welcome home

7656. Hello I Am Your Heart

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Hello, I Am Your Heart



Hello, I am your heart
And you got me broken one too many times 
Oh, hello, this is your heart speaking
And you got me hurt boy one too many times

Going away on a little vacation
I'll be gone quite a while
You won't have you no love making
You'll just have that ten cent smile
Goodbye, this is your heart leaving
I wish you the best of luck
While I'm healing up

Oh hello this is your heart
I just telephoned to see how you're getting by
Oh hello this is your heart calling
Well, I've got to run now but I'll drop you a line

I'm having fun on my little vacation
I may be gone a while
You won't have you no love making
You'll just have that ten cent smile
Hello this is your heart
I wish you the best of luck
While I'm healing up

Oh goodbye
Goodbye

7657. Hello I Love - Chords

Hello I Love You
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Roger Cook and Charles Cochran

C   G7       F        C   G7    F    C
You take the darkness out of my night
G7                F          C  G7    F
You've shown your sweet love on me so bright
  G7       C      F   G7      C    F
I won't be lonely you fill my heart
   G7             C                D7          G7
My blue days have gone forever now we'll never part
        F       C G7    F    C
Hello I love you  hello again
G7         F        C G7       F
You are my sunshine   shine on again
G7          C      F  G7       C     F
This is the moment my life was bored
          G7          C
Won't you lay with me darling forever 
         D7      G7
Stay and keep me warm



                              C
Until the morning light shines
G7      F        C G7    F    C
Hello I love you   hello again
G7         F        C G7       F    C
You are my sunshine   shine on again
G7      F       C G7    F    C
Hello I love you  hello again
G7         F        C G7       C    F
You are my sunshine   shine on again
G7      F        C G7    C
Hello I love you   hello again

7658. Hello I'm An Old Country Song - Chords

Hello I'm an Old Country Song
Recorded Dale Watson
Written by Chris Wall and Dale Watson

C            G7          C
Hello I'm an old country song 
  F                      C
I ain't been around in a while 
                      G7          C
But it ain't like I'd really been gone 
         D7                           G7
I'm more like an old suit that's just gone out of style 
      C               G7       C
Hey I heard you found somebody new 
        F                     C
Someone younger more hip more alive 
F                    C         F
Not much to say so I just lift away 
       C             G7    C
Till I slid off your radio dial 
    F                C
I'm here if you ever want me 
       G7                         C
An old friend you forgot that you had 
         F              C
If those yearnings ever haunt you 
F       C        G7         C
Lend an ear I'll give you a hand 
                     G7          C
We've been through a lot you and I 
      F                          C
We've cursed we've laughed we've cried 
        F                        C
Through love and divorce and the horrors of war 
         D7                           G7
When the young ones were born and the old folks they died 
C               G7           C
Sometimes I hit too close to home 



        F                            C
And the truth ain't what you want to hear 
          F                            C          F
We're old friends you and I I wouldn't tell you a lie 
C          G7           C
Even if it spared you a tear 
Repeat #3
                G7         C
Perhaps I'm too sad and forlorn 
  F                      C
A product of some bygone age 
             G7          C
A little too haggard and worn 
        D7                            G7
Since I kicked out the footlights and walked off the stage 
C                  G7         C
I thought I'd just drop you a line 
            F                  C
And let you know hey I'm still around 
          F                 C         F
If you're ever in need just listen to me 
        C             G7          C
And say hello to that old country song 
Repeat #3
 
                G7          C
Say hello to an old country song

7659. Hello In There

Hello In There
John Prine - David Rawlings
Emmylou Harris

We had an apartment in the city,
Me and Loretta liked living there.
Well, it'd been years since the kids had grown,
A life of their own left us alone.

John and Linda live in Omaha,
And Joe is somewhere on the road.
We lost Davy in the Korean war,
And I still don't know what for, don't matter anymore.

Chorus:
You know that old trees just grow stronger,
And old rivers grow wilder ev'ry day.
Old people just grow lonesome
Waiting for someone to say, "Hello in there, hello."

Me and Loretta, we don't talk much more,
She sits and stares through the back door screen.
And all the news just repeats itself



Like some forgotten dream that we've both seen.

Someday I'll go and call up Rudy,
We worked together at the factory.
But what could I say if asks "What's new?"
"Nothing, what's with you? Nothing much to do."

Chorus

So if you're walking down the street sometime
And spot some hollow ancient eyes,
Please don't just pass 'em by and stare
As if you didn't care, say, "Hello in there, hello."

7660. Hello Jesus - Chords

Hello Jesus  
Recorded by The Reno Brothers
Written by Ronnie Reno
  
G
Hello Jesus I love Your Momma
                       D7
By the way I love Your Dad
      G
Hello Jesus I wanna join Your family
                D7            G
I need the love You've always had
 
 
I've been walking down the wrong road
                                D7
Would-a been so easy to walk it right
             G
Just stepped off of the edge of the shoulder 
              D7                      G
But thanks to Jesus You showed me the light
 
                         
Hello Jesus I love Your Momma
                       D7
By the way I love Your Dad
      G
Hello Jesus I wanna join Your family
                D7            G
I need the love You've always had
 
 
Wish I'd been there when You were taken
                         D7
I'd-a hung there by Your side
             G
I might have stopped them they might have killed me



             D7               G
But at least I'd-a saved Your pride
 
                        
Hello Jesus I love Your Momma
                       D7
By the way I love Your Dad
      G
Hello Jesus I wanna join Your family
                D7            G
I need the love You've always had
 
                D7            G
I need the love You've always had

7661. Hello Mary Lou

Hello, Mary Lou
Seldom Scene

Hello, Mary Lou, good-bye heart
Sweet, Mary Lou, I'm so in love with you
I know, Mary Lou, we never part
So hello, mary lou, good-bye heart

Passed me by one sunny day
Frashed those gib broun eyes my way
I know I wanted you forever more
Now I'm not one that gets around
Swear my feet stuck to the ground
And though I never did meet you before

* Refrain

I saw your lips,I heard your voice
Bleave me, I just had no choice
Wild horsed couldn't make me stay away
I thought about a moonlight night
Arms around you good and tite
That's all I had to see for me to say

* Refrain

7662. Hello Mary Lou - Chords

Hello Mary Lou (goodbye Heart)
By Statler Brothers
Seldom Scene



Capo 1
Intro: G

G
You passed me by one sunny day
 C 
Flashed those big brown eyes my way
 G D7
And oo I wanted you forever more
 G
Now I'm not one that gets around
 C
I swear my feet stuck to the ground
 G D7 G C
And though I never did meet you before

Chorus:
 G C
I said Hello Mary Lou, (Goodbye heart) Goodbye Heart
 G D7 G
Sweet Mary Lou, I'm so in love with you (Im in love with Mary Lou)
 Fm
I knew Mary Lou, We'd never part
 A D7 G
So Hello Mary Lou, Goodbye heart

G
I saw your lips I heard your voice
 C
Believe me I just had no choice
 G D7
Wild horses couldn't make me stay away
 G
I thought about a moonlit night
 C 
Arms about good an' tight
 G D7 G
That's all I had to see for me to say

Repeat Chorus

Instrumental: G-C-G-D7-G-Fm-A-D7-G
(Same Chord progression as the chorus)

Repeat Chorus

G Fm
I knew Mary Lou, We'd never part
 A D7 G
So Hello Mary Lou, Goodbye heart

7663. Hello Mr. Heartache



Dixie Chicks - Hello Mr. Heartache

Hello mr. Heartache I've been expecting you
Come in and wear your welcome out
The way you always do
You never say if you're here to stay
Or only passin' through
So hello Mr. Heartache
I've been expecting you

When I don't feel like company
You make yourself at home
Even though you know
I'd rather be alone
Love walked out on me
And didn't even close the door
Next thing I know I'm starin'
At your shadow on the floor

So hello Mr. Heartache
I've been expecting you
Come in and wear your welcome out
The way you always do
You never say if you're here to stay
Or only passin' through
So hello Mr. Heartache
I've been expecting you

I wish that I could say it's nice
To see you back again
We're not exactly strangers
But we're not exactly friends
You know you're not invited but
You keep on comin' round
The last thing that I need is you
To kick me when I'm down

So hello Mr. Heartache
I've been expecting you
Come in and wear your welcome out
The way you always do
You never say if you're here to stay
Or only passin' through
So hello Mr. Heartache
I've been expecting you

I've been expecting you
I've been expecting you
I've been expecting you

7664. Hello Mrs Johnson - Chords

Hello Mrs Johnson
Tom T. Hall



(A) WELL HELLO MRS. JOHNSON YOU SELF-RIGHTEOUS WOMAN
SUNDAY SCHOOL   (D) TEACHER WHAT BRINGS YOU OUT SLUMMIN'
DO YOU RECKON THE (A) PREACHER WOULD APPROVE WHERE YOU  (D)
ARE
SITTIN' HERE  (A) VISITIN' WITH A (E) BACK-SLIDDIN' CHRISTIAN
IN A NEIGHBORHOOD  (A) BAR

(A) YES THAT'S MY BOTTLE AND YES THAT'S MY GLASS
AND I SEE YOU'RE EYE  (D) BALLIN' THIS PRETTY YOUNG LASS
AIN'T NONE OF YOUR   (A) BUSINESS BUT YES SHE'S WITH  (D)  ME
AND I DON'T NEED NO  (A) SERMON YOU SELF-RIGHTEOUS (E) WOMAN
JUST LET US  (A) BE

(A) WELL THE LORD KNOWS I'M  (D) DRINKIN' AND RUNNIN' A  (A) ROUND
AND I (D) DON'T NEED YOUR LOUD MOUTH  INFORMIN' THE  (E) TOWN
(Tacet) WELL THE LORD KNOWS I'M (D) SINNIN' AND SINNIN' AIN'T (A)RIGHT
BUT ME AND THE  (E) GOOD LORD'S GONNA HAVE US A GOOD TALK
LATER TO (A) NIGHT

(Instr)

(A) WELL GOODBYE MRS. JOHNSON YOU SELF-RIGHTEOUS BITTY
I DON'T NEED YOUR  (D) LOUD MOUTH AND I DON'T NEED YOUR PITY
SO GO BACK TO WHAT (A) EVER YOU HYPOCRITES  (D) DO
AND WHEN I SPEAK TO  (A) HEAVEN BE NICE AND I'LL  (E) PUT IN
A GOOD WORD FOR  (A) YOU

(CHORUS)
BUT ME AND THE  (E) GOOD LORD'S GONNA HAVE US A GOOD TALK
LATER TO (A) NIGHT

7665. Hello My Name Is Coal

Kathy Mattea - Hello, My Name Is Coal

I'm from West 'by God' Virginia 
And the high Kentucky hills,
I'm dirty but I'm honest 
I pay a poor man's bills.
I'm prosperity and poverty,
I'm loved, reviled, misunderstood,
I'm hope in a hopeless place.

Hello, my name is coal 
And around here I'm the king,
Some say I'm a savior,
Some say death is what I bring.
I've broke miner's backs and hearts 
And I've wrestled for their souls.
Let me introduce myself 
Hello, my name is coal.



Some men call me 'black gold', 
You might have heard of me.
My body is the mountain,
My breath is kerosene.
You might think I'm outta date,
Why do men still dig me 
All around the globe? 

Hello, my name is coal,
And around here I'm the queen.
Some say I'm cheap and easy 
Oh, but they still bow to me.
Be careful, I'll break up your home 
And I'll steal away your soul.
Hello, my name is coal.

They curse me now for what I am,
But not that long ago 
They sang my praises everywhere 
Hello, my name is coal.

7666. Hello My Name Is Coal - Chords

Hello My Name Is Coal 
Kathy Mattea

         Dm                             G
I'm from West 'by God' Virginia and the high Kentucky hills
    Dm                      C                G
I'm dirty but I'm honest, I pay a poor man's bills
          Dm                        G
I'm pros- perity and poverty, I'm a scoundrel and a saint
    Dm              G                    C         G        Dm
I'm loved, reviled, misunderstood, I'm a hope in a hopeless place
 
[Chorus]
     G                           Dm
Hel- lo, my name is coal, and a- round here I'm the king
G                               Dm                    Am
Some say I'm a savior, some say death is what I bring
Dm                                           G
I've broke miner's backs and hearts and I've wrestled for their souls
Dm            G                 C      G       Dm     Dm
Let me intro- duce myself, hel- lo, my name is coal  
 
[Inst]
F G Dm Dm
 
Dm                                 G
Some men call me 'black gold', you might have heard of me
   Dm                       C                  G
My body is the mountain, my breath is kerosene
Dm                                          G



You might think I'm out of date, but if I'm out of style and old
    Dm               G          C  G         Dm
And why do men still dig me all a- round the globe?
 
[Chorus]
     G                           Dm
Hel- lo, my name is coal, and a- round here I'm the queen
     G                               Dm                   Am
Some say I'm cheap and easy, oh but, they still bow to me
   Dm                                        G
Be careful, I'll break up your home and I'll steal away your soul
     Dm                G            C      G       Dm     Dm
It's dangerous to lust for me, hel- lo, my name is coal  
 
[Inst]
F F G G
 
     Dm                              G
They curse me now for what I am, but not that long ago
          Dm         G                 C G          Dm     Dm
They sang my praises everywhere, hello my name is coal  
 
[Outro]
Dm Dm Dm Dm Dm C G Dm

7667. Hello New Orleans

Robert Earl Keen - Hello New Orleans 

Standin' here, beside this freeway, wishing I was high
Wondering why she said she loved me, then she said goodbye
I'm down to my last dollar in these faded old blue jeans
So adios to Amarillo, hello New Orleans

Her hair was made of summer sunlight, the moon lit in her eyes
Her voice would ride the wind at midnight across the starry skies
Love is blind, that's what they tell me in all those magazines
So adios to Amarillo, hello New Orleans

We talked about our lives together, we talked about our plans
We walked through rain and windy weather across the shifting sands
She took the car, that's how I know, this ain't no crazy dream
So adios to Amarillo, hello New Orleans

I'll eat my fill of jambalaya and crawfish etouffe
I'll drink the Mississippi dry, laissez les bon temps rouler
I'll trade her memory in on one of those Cajun queens
So adios to Amarillo, hello New Orleans
So adios to Amarillo, hello New Orleans



7668. Hello Out There - Chords

Hello Out There
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Kent Westberry and Wayne P. Walker
 
C                          F      G7
(Hello out there hello out there)
C
Hello out there are you sure that the girl
                        G7
In your arms belongs to you
F         G7
Hello out there I know the one that I love 
                          C           G7
Is out there tonight with someone new
   C
So if you're out tonight holding someone 
              F
So tight well hello out there
                   G7
I just want you to know 
                        C    G7
You might be holding my baby
C
Hello out there if you're dancing tonight 
                                   G7
With the girl that you see for the first time
F         G7
Hello out there please don't hold her so close 
                         C       G7
She just might happen to be mine
   C
So won't you look for me 
                           F
It could very well be well hello out there
                   G7
I just want you to know 
                        C
You might be holding my baby

7669. Hello Stranger

Hello Stranger
Hazel Dickens - Emmylou Harris
Norman Blake - Flatt & Scruggs

Now hello stranger put your loving hand in mine
Hello stranger put your loving hand in mine
You are a stranger
But you're a pal of mine

Now get up rounder let a working may lay down



Get up rounder let a working man lay down
You are a rounder
But you're all out and down

Every time I ride that six and fourth street car
Every time I ride that six and fourth street car
I can see my baby
From here behind these bars

She bowed her head she waved both hands at me
She bowed her head she waved both hands at me
I'm prison bound
I'm longing to be free

Oh I'll see you when your troubles are like mine
Oh I'll see you when your troubles are like mine
Oh I'll see you
When you haven't got a dime

Weeping like a willow and mourning like a dove
Weeping like a willow and mourning like a dove
There's a girl in the country
That I really love

7670. Hello Trouble

Desert Rose Band - Hello Trouble
Ernest Tubb

Woke up this mornin', happy as could  be
I looked out my window, what's that I  see
Coming' up the sidewalk, just as plain as day
Well here comes trouble that I never thought 
I'd see since you went away.

Hello  trouble come on in
Well you talk about heartaches 
Where in the world you been
Well, I ain't had the miseries 
Since you been gone
Well  hello trouble, trouble, trouble
Welcome home.

We'll make a pot of coffee 
And you can rest your shoes
And you can tell me them sweet lies 
And I'll listen to you
Well it's just a little part of, 
Part of the life we'd live
But I'd rather have a little bit of trouble 
Than to never know the love you give.

Hello  trouble, come on in



Well you talk about heartaches, 
Where in the world you been
Ain't had the miseries since you been gone
Well  hello trouble, trouble, trouble
Welcome home.

Hello trouble, trouble,  trouble
Welcome home.

7671. Hello Walls

Hello Walls
Trampled By Turtles

Verse 1:
Hello walls (hello, hello)
How'd things go for you today?
Don't you miss her
Since she up and walked away?
And I'll bet you dread to spend another
Lonely night with me
But lonely walls I'll keep you company

Verse 2:
Hello window (hello, hello)
Well, I see that you're still here
Aren't you lonely
Since our darlin' disappeared? 
Well look here is that a teardrop
In the corner of your pane?
Now don't you try to tell me that's it's rain

Bridge:
She went away
And left us all alone
The way she planned
Guess we'll have to learn
To get along
Without her if we can

Verse 3:
Hello ceiling (hello, hello) 
I'm gonna stare at you a while
You know I can't sleep
So won't you bear with me a while?
We must all stick together
Or else I'll lose my mind
I gotta feelin' she'll be gone
A long, long time.
(Hello, hello walls)



7672. Hello We're Lonely - Chords

Hello We're Lonely
Recorded by Tom T. Hall and Patti Page
Written by Tom T. Hall

C           F              C
Hello we're lonely there's no one around
G7                              C
We're the only empty barroom in town
                  F              C
I'm that friendly bartender that you always hear about
    D7                                     G7
And I'm that waitress that you flirt with  when you try to make out
C                                          F
There's no one here to tell their troubles to me
       G7         C
Hello  we're lone-ly
    F                              C
Now I wonder where Chuck Taylor is cause he comes here every night
D7                                G7
Betty Ann should be here  she and Freddy had a fight
C                                 F
When Billy Joe gets off from work he'll stop for two or three
       G7         C
Hello  we're lone-ly
               F                         C
Put some money in that jukebox play some old Hank Williams songs
D7                              G7
And I'll freshen up my make up  cause they'll come before to long
C                                         F
Without lonely people I wonder where we'd be
       G7         C
Hello  we're lone-ly
     F                                C
Well we might as well close up oh gee what a day it's been
D7                                 G7
That he mixes up a double and I'll play that song again
C                                         F
On nights like this we're in the mood for having two or three
       G7         C
Hello  we're lone-ly
            F              C
Hello we're lonely there's no one around
G7                              C
We're the only empty barroom in town

7673. Hello World - Chords



Hello World 
JigJam

[Intro]
Em D Em D
 
[Verse]
 Em                         Am
Rise, rise before the sun meets your eye
                Em
Rise upon that twilight
                       Am
The dawn is here your mind is clear
 Am          Em
As the sky above
                    Am
Above me are those chirping sounds
                      Em
Birds singing little turnarounds
                     Am          G            C
My head's in the clouds and I'm not coming down
            D
Ohhh ooh ooh
                      C
I don't want to come down
             D
Oooh ohhh oohh
             C     D     Em
And I'm hanging upside down
 
[Verse]
                   Am
Down this path of leaves I walk
                          Em
Walking eyes don't know where to look
                     Am
You broken mind is colorblind
                    Em
And you forget to breathe
                       Am
Breathe in deep this air that's free
                  Em
Just as free as you and me
                        Am
The sun is flowing you start knowing
                  C
All that you can be
             D
Oooh ooh ooh
                 C
All that we can be
              D
Oooh ooh oohh
 
The sun is shining
 
[Chorus]
 C        G                D



Hello, world how'd you do?
 Em
(How do you do?)
 C          G               D
AnothRr day just me and you
 Em
(brand new day)
        C                    G              D
Oh and I change you changR we change too
      Em                   C
Like all the seasons do
        D                 Em
Hello, world how'd you do?
 
 Am     Em     Am
 
[Verse]
 Em                      Am
Life, life encaptures me right here
                       Em
And other folks from far and near
                Am              Em
Surrounded by beauty gives us hope
                  Am
Hope can run for miles and miles
                   Em
Or as simple as a baby's smile
           Am
Oh such a feeling
                  C
That can let you see
            D
Oooh ooh ooh
                 C
It can let you see
           D
Oooh ooh oohh
 
People calling
 
[Chorus]
 C        G                D
Hello, world how'd you do?
 Em
(How do you do?)
 C          G               D
AnothRr day just me and you
 Em
(brand new day)
        C                    G              D
Oh and I change you changR we change too
      Em                   C
Like all the seasons do
        D                 Em
Hello, world how'd you do?
 
 Em     Em     Em



 
 Em        Am
Oooh ooh ooh
 Em        Am
Oooh ooh oohh
 Em        Am
Oooh ooh ooh
 Em        Am
Oooh ooh oohh
 Em        Am
Oooh ooh ooh
 Em        Am
Oooh ooh oohh
 Em        Am
Oooh ooh ooh
 Em        Am
Oooh ooh ooh
 
 
     Em
And I change, I change too
     Am
And you change, You change too
     Em
And we change, We change too
     Am
Oooh we all change with you
     Em
You won't change with me
     Am
And I can't change with you
 
     Em
Oooh ooh oohh ooh ooh oooh
 
[Chorus]
 C        G                D
Hello, world how'd you do?
 Em
(How do you do?)
 C          G               D
AnothRr day just me and you
 Em
(brand new day)
 C        G                D
Hello, world how'd you do?
 Em
(How do you do?)
 C          G               D
AnothRr day just me and you
 Em
(brand new day)
 
        C                    G              D
Oh and I change you changR we change too
      Em                   C
Like all the seasons do



        D                 Em
Hello, world how'd you do?

7674. Hello You Who

Hello You Who
Elephant Revival

Hello you who moves with me in a dance.
Hello you who moves me like the sea.
Hello you who shows me what our fears are made of,
Who love me Love loves me just to be.

I'll hold you, hold me closely.
All that I can give you, know I want to.
All I have to offer, it's all for you.
I'll hold you, hold me closely.

Goodbye to those starless skies, empty eyed, sorrow cries,
 no not goodbye. 
Hello to the dawning of the star inside our turning around,
Your sunshine eyes.
I love you Love love you just to be.

7675. Hello...Goodbye

Hello...Goodbye
Sean Watkins - Hello...Goodbye

She came up and said hello
My name is kate and i liked your show
And there was nothing i could say
But thanks come again
She didn't know
That we got married in my head
There were christmases and dogs
And our kids' hair was red
And as years flew by
I gazed into her eyes
And said goodbye

7676. Hells Bells

Hells Bells

[Verse 1]



I'm a rolling thunder, pouring rain
I'm coming on like a hurricane
My lightning's flashing across the sky
You're only young, but you're gonna die

[Pre-Chorus]
I won't take no prisoners, won't spare no lives
Nobody's putting up a fight
I got my bell, I'm gonna take you to hell
I'm gonna get you, Satan get you

[Chorus]
Hell's bells
Yeah, hell's bells
You got me ringing
Hell's bells
My temperature's high
Hell's bells

[Verse 2]
I'll give you black sensations up and down your spine
If you're into evil, you're a friend of mine
See my white light flashing as I split the night
'Cause if good's on the left, then I'm sticking to the right

[Pre-Chorus]
I won't take no prisoners, won't spare no lives
Nobody's putting up a fight
I got my bell, I'm gonna take you to hell
I'm gonna get you, Satan get you

[Chorus]
Hell's bells
Oh, hell's bells
You got me ringing
Hell's bells
My temperature's high
Hell's bells

[Guitar Solo]

[Chorus]
Hell's bells, Satan's comin' to you
Hell's bells, he's ringing them now
Those hell's bells, the temperature's high
Hell's bells, across the sky
Hell's bells, they're taking you down
Hell's bells, they're dragging you under
Hell's bells, gonna split the night
Hell's bells, there's no way to fight, yeah

7677. Help



Dolly Parton - Help
(John Lennon/Paul McCartney)

Help, I need somebody
Help, not just anybody
Help, I need somebody
Please, please help me
When I was younger, so much younger than today
I never needed anybody's help in anyway
But now those days are gone and I'm not so self assured
No I finally changed my mind and I opened up the door
Help me, if you can I'm feelin' down
And I do appreciate you being 'round
Won't you help me get my feet back on the ground
Won't you please, please help me
And now my life has changed in so many ways
My independence seemed to vanish in the haze
But every now and then I feel so insecure
I know that I need your light, I never done before
Help me, if you can I'm feelin' down
And I do appreciate you being 'round
Won't you help me get my feet back on the ground
Won't you please, please help me
Help me, help me, ooh
When I was younger, so much younger than today
I never needed anybody's help in anyway
But now those days are gone and I'm not so self assured
No I finally changed my mind and I opened up the door
Help me, if you can I'm feelin' down
And I do appreciate you being 'round
Won't you help me get my feet back on the ground
Won't you please, please help me
Help me, if you can I'm feelin' down
And I do appreciate you being 'round
Won't you help me get my feet back on the ground
Won't you please, please help me
Help me, help me, ooh

7678. Help Along The Way

Dave Evans - Help Along The Way 

There was a time in my life when I
Didn't know where I would go but I
Kept my mind focused on things that would move me along
To the place where I needed to be
I know you're with me...
And together we'll walk to the place where my life Where my Life
Will be lived and enjoyed and be guided by lights for me For me
My life is blessed by the presence
Of love and respect from the people I know People I know
My life has always been nothing but love. Yes it's Love it's pure love from above yes it's love
All through the years that I've lived Years that I've lived



There's been people who showed me where I need to go
I need to go
They are the ones who gave nothing but love. Yes it's Love it's pure love from above yes it's l
ove from above it's pure love.
How do I repay the loan Repay the loan
To people who helped me atone Helped me atone
For all the mistakes that I'm sure I have made The mistakes I have made yes mistakes I have
 made.
They gave me the power to grow. Power to grow
They made me their Vincent Van Gogh Vincent Van Gogh
And they never ask for a cheer or parade.. They were never afraid, they were on a crusade, t
hey were never repaid, they were love heaven-made, growing up Jersey made.

There was a time in my life when I When I
Didn't know where I would go but I But I
Kept my mind focused on things that would move me along
To the place where I needed to be Where I needed to be
I know you're with me... Thank God you're with me
And together we'll walk to the place where my life Where my Life
Will be lived and enjoyed and be guided by lights for me For me
My life is blessed by the presence
Of love and respect from the people I know People I know
My life has always been nothing but love. Yes it's Love it's pure love from above yes it's love

All through the years that I've lived Years that I've lived
There's been people who showed me where I need to go
I need to go
They are the ones who gave nothing but love. Yes it's Love it's pure love from above yes it's l
ove
I Know You're with meee

7679. Help Is On The Way

Help Is On The Way
Doyle Lawson

A woman in the bible days, her last meal: almost gone
But God sent Elijah, to make His word known
He said woman don't you worry, for God sent me today
And before you even asked Him, help was on the way

Just hold on a little longer, help is on the way
A brighter day is coming for those who believe and pray
Help won't help tomorrow if you give up today
Just hold on a little longer, help is on the way

Troubles of this life come by, and burdens get you down
You think no one is listening, you think no one's around
Just remember what his word says, "trust Him and obey"
Keep you eyes towards the heavens, cause help is on the way

Just hold on a little longer, help is on the way
A brighter day is coming for those who believe and pray



Help won't help tomorrow if you give up today
Just hold on a little longer, help is on the way

7680. Help Is On The Way - Chords

Help is on the Way - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

[A]A woman in the [A7]Bible days her [D]last meal was almost gone    
But [E]God sent Elisha to [D]make His Word [A]known 
He said[A] woman don't [A7]worry for [D]God sent me today
And [E]before you even asked Him, [D]help was [E]on the [A]way

CHORUS
Just[A] hold on a little[A7] longer [D] help is on the way
A [E]brighter day is coming for [D]those who believe and [A]pray
[A]Help won't help [A7]tomorrow if [D]you give up today
Just hold [E]on a little longer, [D]help is [E]on the [A]way

[A]Troubles of this life [A7]come [D]burdens get you down
You [E]think no one is listening you [D]think no one s [A]around
Just [A]remember what His [A7]word says [D]trust Him and obey
Keep your [E]eyes toward the heavens cause [D]help is [E]on the [A]way

CHORUS

7681. Help Me

Larry Stephenson - Help Me

Lord, Help me walk
Another mile, just one more mile,
I'm tired of walkin' all alone.

Lord, Help me smile
Another smile, just one more smile,
I know I just can't make it on my own.

I never thought I needed help before,
I thought that I could do things by myself.
Now I know I just can't take it any more.
With a humble heart, on bended knee,
I'm beggin' You, please, Help Me.

Come down from Your golden
Throne to me, to lowly me,
I need to feel the touch of Your tender hand.

Remove the chains of darkness
And let me see, Lord let me see,



Just where I fit into your master plan.

I never thought I needed help before,
I thought that I could do things by myself.
Now I know I just can't take it any more.
With a humble heart, on bended knee,
I'm beggin' You, please, Help Me.

7682. Help Me Along

Pokey LaFarge - Help Me Along

[Verse 1]
If you help me along, I will promise to love you
Help me along and I promise to tell you
How I feel all along, I'll keep nothing else from you
Help me along and I'll help you as well

[Chorus]
And I'm going to love you
And I'm willing to share
And I'm dying to take you
Everywhere

[Verse 2]
If I help you all along, will you try to forgive me?
Holding your arm as I follow your lead
If I help you along, will you try to live with me?
I will make sure you have all the things that you need

[Chorus]
And I'm wanting to show you
That I'm willing to share
And I'm going to love you
Everywhere

[Verse 3]
And I'll go to wherever you're going to
I'll go to wherevRr you are
And I'll love you whenRver you say the word
I'll show you forever isn't far (Away)

[Chorus]
And I'm going to love you
And I'm willing to share
And I'm dying to take you
Everywhere

[Verse 4]
If you'll let me belong to you for richer or poorer
Let me belong to you for all that you're worth
Though the ties may unravel for the worse or for better
You should know that I'll travel to the ends of the earth



[Chorus]
And I'm wanting to show you
That I'm willing to share
And I'm going to love you
Everywhere

[Outro]
If you need help and your hand is empty
I'll give you my help by holding your hand
And I'll need you too, I'll just need you to let me
Show you my love in the palm of your hand

7683. Help Me Climb That Mountain - Chords

Help Me Climb That Mountain 
Lynn Morris
 
   D
I only know you well enough
   G                D
To call you by your name
 
I don't know the way
    A                   D
To stop these tremblin' hands
 
Please, take me in your arms, Lord
     G            D
And hold me for a while
                           A            D
I'm so tired, and want so much to understand
 
 
Chorus
 
D
Help me climb that mountain
           G                D
I've been blind for way too long
 
Cleanse me in your fountain
                            A
Lord, I know that I've been wrong
     D
I'm calling on you now, Lord
       G       D
Please hear my song
         G         D
Help me climb that mountain
             A              D
And I'll be home before too long
 



D
Oh, the trials and the heartaches
           G          D
They don't matter any more
 
And the price has never
A                 D
been Too great to pay
 
But if the road grows steeper
        G             D
I won't make it on my own
                       A               D
I'll be lost among the fools along the way
 
 
Chorus
 
D
Help me climb that mountain
           G                D
I've been blind for way too long
 
Cleanse me in your fountain
                            A
Lord, I know that I've been wrong
     D
I'm calling on you now, Lord
       G       D
Please hear my song
         G         D
Help me climb that mountain
             A              D
And I'll be home before too long
 
        G          D
Help me climb that mountain
            A               D
And I'll be home before too long

7684. Help Me Hold On - Chords

Help Me Hold On
Recorded by Travis Tritt
Written by Travis Tritt and Pat Terry

G                                 C
Baby close that suitcase you been packin'
G                              C
Just sit down and talk to me a while
  Am                                 C
I know you tried to tell me what was lackin'
      Am                               D7



But I guess I must have missed it by a mile
     G                                  C
Well this time girl I swear to you I'll listen
G                               C
Help me understand where I went wrong
     Am                          C
It's hard to find myself in this position
Am                                   D7
Scared that I'd go crazy once you're gone
             G             C
Help me hold on to what we had
                  Am        D7     G
Once our love was strong it can be again
                                   C
You said it takes two to make love last
                   Am       D7           G
You were right all along so help me hold on
                                 C
What have I got to do to make it better
G                                 C
What have I got to do to make you see
     Am                            C
That even though I promised you forever
  Am                             D7
I never knew how hard that would be
  G                            C
I realize I took your love for granted
         G                                         C
But I've learned that love worth having don't come free
    Am                                  C
And I'll pay any price it takes to keep you
Am                              D7
Satisfied and staying here with me
repeat #3 
D7           G             C
Help me hold on to what we had
                  Am        D7     G
Once our love was strong it can be again
                                   C
You said it takes two to make love last
                   Am       D7           G
You were right all along so help me hold on
                   Am       D7           G
You were right all along so help me hold on

7685. Help Me Lord

Paul Williams feat. The Victory Trio - Help Me Lord 
Album: Going To Stay In The Old-Time Way

Help me Lord to live each day as I go along the way
By the truth, that is recorded in your word
Give me joy I've never had



Lift me up when I am sad
Help me Lord, this I pray, help me Lord

When this world is pressing me
Help me Lord thy face to see
Help me stay my mind on thee and on thy word
I will trust dear Lord in thee
Give me souls for victory
Help me Lord, this I pray, help me Lord

Life down here is hard to bear and there's trouble everywhere
Many pleasures of this world I can't afford
Keep me free from every sin
Let thy peace abide within
Help me Lord, this I pray, help me Lord

I am traveling day by day to that home not far away
Where my loved ones wait for me in one accord
As I go, Lord, let me sing
Ever make my praises ring
Help me Lord, this I pray, help me Lord

When this world is pressing me
Help me Lord thy face to see
Help me stay my mind on thee and on thy word
I will trust dear Lord in thee
Give me souls for victory
Help me Lord, this I pray, help me Lord

7686. Help Me Lord - Chords

Help Me Lord
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Brian Faust

G                   C            G
I have a friend who walks beside me
                    D7
All along the weary way
       C        G
And as oft as I desire Him
               D7       G
He is there to show the way

Help me Lord to bear my burdens
        C            G
Help me Lord today I cry

And He answered I am near thee
               D7       G
I will help but you must try

                   C      G



When I am bold and go without Him
                      D7
I am sure to lose the way
      C                G
And I fall down in the chasms
                 D7       G
And it's there I start to pray

Repeat #2
 
                   C       G
So now I walk with my dear Savior
                           D7
And the way glows brighter still
     C             G
As I learn to walk beside Him
              D7      G
And to do His blessed will

Repeat #2
 

And He answered I am near thee
               D7       G
I will help but you must try

7687. Help Me Make It Through The Night

Help Me Make It Through The Night
Kris Kristofferson - Tyler Childers

Take the ribbon from your hair
Shake it loose, let it fall
Lay it soft against my skin
Like the shadow on the wall

Come and lay down by my side
Till the early morning light
All I'm taking is your time
Help me make it through the night

I don't care what's right or wrong
I won't try to understand
Let the devil take tomorrow
'cause tonight I need a friend

Yesterday is dead and gone
And tomorrow's out of sight
And it's sad to be alone
Help me make it through the night

I don't care what's right or wrong
I won't try to understand



Let the devil take tomorrow
'cause tonight I need a friend

Yesterday is dead and gone
And tomorrow's out of sight
And it's sad to be alone
Help me make it through the night

I don't want to be alone
Help me make it through the night

7688. Help Me Not To Complain - Chords

Help Me Not To Complain
Recorded by The Oak Ridge Boys

F  C       Am           D7  F  G7 C   F
Oh Lord oh Lord help me not to complain

G7      C
Help me not to complain of my earthly life
        F                   D7            G7
Help me see what I have and not what I've got
           C           Fm          F
Help me be thankful to Thee for my health and my home
        C          Am           Dm  F  G7   C  F G7
Help me thank Thee Lord for I'm one of Your own

C            F           G7 F  C    G7
Help me Lord help me not to complain
       C      Em       F
Tis so many I pray for those broken and lame
   C       Am           D7  F  G7 C    Am C
Oh Lord oh Lord help me not to complain
F  C       Am           D7  F  G7 G#   C
Oh Lord oh Lord help me not to complain

7689. Help Me Now

Jerry Jeff Walker - Help Me Now

Hear me now and use your love to listen well
'Cause I'm trying to tell you why I know
It's time for me to go
I drifted into the city to sing my songs of the gypsy life
Be free, be kind, be strong
I sang at walls and you came down to hold my head
When the concrete beat me down
And we rested high in a nest in the wall



Forgetting it all
So help me now, I do believe I am sinkin' down
Yes, I'm back on the ground and I've found
I'm bound to travel on
You've only asked me to let you know whenever I had to go
I'm trying to let you know I'll soon be gone
I want it clear and my thoughts in here
So you'll know you're not to blame
It's those cats upstairs who handle my songs
How they string me along
Lovin' someone is to love someone
Forever is the moment you're in
A woman's a world a man can rest inside
It's a love that's sown with dreams
That the city keeps tearin' on down
And can't you see what you are lovin' in me
Is my will to be free
So help me now to understand
I'm a free born man and I do love you so
But now it's time for me to go

7690. Help Me To Be More Like Him - Chords

Help Me to Be More Like Him 
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent 
Written by Linda Grimes and Rex Wiseman
[3/4 time]

G7  C                       F            C
God grant me the courage to walk in your footsteps
       Am           D7         G7
Of the one that you sent long ago
C                     F           C
Always beside me as I come to the crossroad
       Am         G7           C
Gently showing me which way to go

                               F            C
At times when I stumble let me lean on Your mercy
       Am          D7       G7
Put me back on the pathway again
C                 F            C
Wherever I'm goin whatever I'm doin'
Am         G7           C
Help me to be more like Him

G7                  F           C
Open my eyes to the road that's before me
  Am             D7           G7
I know you'll be there at the end
C                    F             C
God every day I fall short of Your glory
       Am         G7           C



Please help me to be more like Him

                         F                 C
I look all around me and this old world is changing
  Am             D7          G7
I don't know how long I must stay
    C                      F            C
But with Your hand upon me I'll do Your work Lord
    Am          G7         C
And try to show others the way

                           F               C
When the day finally comes when the angles come for me
   Am         D7          G7
To be with my loved ones again
     C                          F        C
Till I'm safe in the arms of my almighty Savior
Am         G7           C
Help me to be more like Him

Repeat #3

                     F             C
God every day I fall short of Your glory
Am         G7           Am  D7
Help me to be more like Him
       F          G7           C
Please help me to be more like Him

7691. Help Me To Hold On

Help Me To Hold On
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
On the corner of Division Street the weather's gettin' cold
The wind whips by the buildings and they say it's gonna snow
He sits there on a curbside as sad as sad can be
It really doesn't matter now what brought his misery

[Chorus]
He says, "Help me to hold on, don't let me let go
Lord, it's the only prayer that I know
It surely ain't much, but I'm down so low
Help me to hold on, don't let me let go"

[Verse 2]
These apartments sure are drafty now, not safe by any means
Especially for a young girl who's barely 17
Bad choices and a bad man confused inside her head
She's about to pull the trigger, but then she prays instead

[Chorus]



"Help me to hold on, don't let me let go
Lord, it's the only prayer that I know
It surely ain't much, but I'm down so low
Help me to hold on, don't let me let go"

[Bridge]
It's so easy to judge, but if you look down deep inside
You too might remember a time when you cried

[Chorus]
"Help me to hold on, don't let me let go
Lord, it's the only prayer that I know
It surely ain't much, but I'm down so low
Help me to hold on, don't let me let go
Yeah, help me to hold on, don't let me let go"

7692. Help The People - Chords

Help The People
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Earl Montgomery and George Jones

D7        G             C                G
Won't somebody help the people who ain't loving
                  C                D7
Help them find an old love like we do
G               C                G
Heaven help the people who ain't loving
C           G         C           G      D7          G
They're not living if they're not loving like me and you
                 C             G          C              G
I go to bed each night looking forward to another lovely day with you
A7                                              D7
Knowing that an aging love like ours is staying true
G                C                    G
And I'm proud to know that you're the only woman 
C               G
That I need and understand
    C                 G      D7      G
And tomorrow we'll be loving hand in hand
repeat #1
                      C                 G
I know that I've been blessed with good things 
           D7                G
As much as anyone could ever be
        A7                                              D7
And our love multiplies itself with each passing day we see
G             C           G
And that only adds to the happiness we look forward to each today
    C               D7                G
And nothing in this world can make it go away
repeat #1



7693. Help Wanted

Buddy Miller - Help Wanted

Help wanted baby can't you see the sign
I need you to come here and ease my mind
Come on darlin you could really treat me kind
Help wanted baby I'm solid blue
Ain't nobody else knows what to do
I've been looking for a (sweet little) heartache like you
I been down to nothing but the blues
Ain't nobody else but you can set me lose
Help wanted all the signs are plain to see
You're the only one who can rescue me
I need your love and it's an emergency
Help wanted baby I been way down
I think I need you to hang around
You could give me a ride right outta this lonesome town

7694. Help You

Trampled by Turtles - Help You

I think about you baby
And I can't breathe at all
(I) stall without you baby
An engine 'til I fall
And I fell so hard
This time

All you wanted was a man
That could help you baby
Help you baby
But I can't help at all
Though I tried
The best I can

Past my prime now daily
I have to sit and think
Turn out the lights and maybe
I'll have another drink
There's still a spark in your eyes

All you wanted was a man
That could help you baby
Help you baby
But I can't help at all
Though I tried
The best I can



Whispering winds come gently
And ease me to my feet
But there's blood in the air
And nice cars on the street
Just find a good place to hide

All you wanted was a man
That could help you baby
Help you baby
But I can't help at all
Though I tried
The best I can

I tried the best I can
I tried the best I can

7695. Help Yourself

The Devil Makes Three - Help Yourself

Even the devil was an angel 'fore he tried to rush the throne
lord they threw him in hell there all alone
now he makes a castle out of the sinner's bones
you'd be angry too, if you could never go home

Well now, I ain't no preacher no preacher man's son
I done some bad things but I like to have my fun
A thousand ways to heaven, a thousand ways to hell
well I say, the good lord helps those that help themselves

so help yourselves now

Old man Nicodemus could not hear his heart bleed
he saw that Jesus had some tricks up his sleeve
he said "Oh man Jesus I can't do things your way
but I see you work for somebody big, so I'm Backin' your play"

Old man Nicodemus, his pockets they were deep
and on the day that they decided to put Jesus to sleep
Jesus could not care for money now or any such thing
Old Nicodemus paid to have Jesus just buried like a king.

Well now, I ain't no preacher no preacher man's son
I done some bad things lord I like to have my fun
A thousand ways to heaven, a thousand ways to hell
well I say, the good lord helps those that help themselves

so help yourselves now

Our father art in heaven hallowed be thy name
told Noah build a boat, on the driest of days
And everybody in the neighborhood thought old Noah was insane



I guess when the waters receded now the truth was plain

Well now, I ain't no preacher no preacher man's son
I done some bad things but I like to have my fun
There's a thousand ways to heaven, a thousand ways to hell
well I say, the good lord helps those that help themselves

so help yourselves now

Moses was a great man, parted the waters of the red sea
down the road to Egypt he made sure the slaves were free
well he could speak to god, so they say, yes indeed
well the noise of his voice woulda made our poor ears bleed

Moses he had an army I tell ya all his own
They stood in circles outside his very home
And when the Pharaohs got to killin' they left ol' Moses alone
but the Romans drove those nails through Jesus' bones

Well now, I ain't no preacher no preacher man's son
I done some bad things lord I like to have my fun
Why they got Jesus now and not Moses? Who can tell
but they do say, the good lord helps those that helps themselves

So help yourselves now

7696. Helping Me Get Over You - Chords

Helping Me Get Over You
Recorded by Travis Tritt with Lari White
Written by Travis Tritt and Lari White

C                         F
You ask who's lying in my bed 
                        C
Is it really love we're making
                        F
My heart's hanging by a thread 
                               G7
She's the only reason it ain't breaking
       C             F
Do you ever cross my mind 
G7                        Am
Darling fact is you still do
                         Dm
That's the reason she is here 
                       G7
Wiping your old memory clear 
                          C
She's helping me get over you
                    F
Helping me get over you 
G7            C



One kiss at a time
                                   D7
Cause all the pain that we've been through 
                            G7
Still weighs so heavy on my mind
                      F
Getting past the love we lost 
G7                        Em
That's a lonely bridge to cross
Am                     Dm
So I did what I had to do 
                       G7
I had to find somebody new 
                          C
Who's helping me get over you
C                      F
I know you'd never ask his name 
                     C
In your heart I know you wonder
                             F
I'm not much good at playing games 
                                   G7
I'm just tryin' to keep from going under
              C       F
There's no forever in his eyes 
G7                        Am
It's not the love that we once knew
                     Dm
Oh and it might be a sin 
                       G7
But tonight I've got a friend 
                    C
Helping me get over you
repeat #3,4
                               Dm
Oh I did the best that I could do 
                       G7
I had to find somebody new
                    C
To help me get over you

7697. Helpless

Molly Tuttle - Helpless

[verse: molly tuttle]
there is a town in north ontario
with dream, comfort, memory to spare
and in my mind, i still need a place to go
all my changes were there
blue, blue windows behind the stars
yellow moon on the rise
big birds flying across the sky



they're throwing shadows on our eyes

[chorus: molly tuttle & old crow medicine show]
leave us helpless, helpless, helpless
babe, can you hear you me now?
the chains are locked and tied across the door
baby, sing with me somehow

[verse: molly tuttle & old crow medicine show]
blue, bluR windows behind the stars
yellow moon on thR rise
big birds flying across the sky
they're throwing shadows on our eyes

[chorus: molly tuttle & old crow medicine show]
leave us helpless, helpless, helpless
helpless, helpless, helpless
helpless, helpless, helpless
helpless, helpless, helpless
[instrumental break]

[chorus: molly tuttle & old crow medicine show]
helpless, helpless, helpless
helpless, helpless, helpless
helpless, helpless, helpless
helpless, helpless, helpless

7698. Helpless - Chords

Helpless
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Bob Morris
 
C        F                               C      
Helpless that's what I'd be without your lips 
         G7              C    G7
And your arms to hold me tight
C        F          
Helpless that's what I'd be 
             C           
Without that dream of you 
G7            C
With me every night
 
G7                    C
I feel so weak inside when you're not around
D7                                   G7
When you're near I feel like I could tie

The whole world down
C        F                            C
Helpless oh can't you see that I'd be helpless
G7                    C



Without you here with me 

G7                    C
I feel so weak inside when you're not around
D7                                   G7
When you're near I feel like I could tie

The whole world down
C        F                            C
Helpless oh can't you see that I'd be helpless
G7                    C
Without you here with me

7699. Helplessly Hoping

Helplessly Hoping
Stephen Stills

Helplessly hoping
Her harlequin hovers nearby
Awaiting a word
Gasping at glimpses
Of gentle true spirit
He runs, wishing he could fly
Only to trip at the sound of good-bye

Wordlessly watching
He waits by the window
And wonders
At the empty place inside
Heartlessly helping himself to her bad dreams
He worries
Did he hear a good-bye? Or even hello?

Chorus:
They are one person
They are one person
They are two alone
They are three together
They are for each other

Stand by the stairway
You'll see something
Certain to tell you confusion has its cost
Love isn't lying
It's loose in a lady who lingers
Saying she is lost
And choking on hello

Chorus



7700. Hemingway's Whiskey

Hemingway's Whiskey
Kenny Chesney - Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
Hemingway's whiskey
Warm and smooth and mean
Even when it burns
It'll always finish clean
He didn't like it watered down
He took it straight up and neat
If it was bad enough for him
You know it's bad enough for me
Hemingway's whiskey

[Verse 2]
Ah, it's tough out there
A good muse is hard to find
Living one word to the next
One line at a time
There's more to life than whiskey
There's more to words than rhyme
Sometimes nothing works
Sometimes nothing shines
Like Hemingway's whiskey

[Bridge]
Sail away, sail away
Three sheets to the wind
Live hard, die hard
This one's for him
[Verse 1]
Hemingway's whiskey
Warm and smooth and mean
Even when it burns
It'll always finish clean
He didn't like it watered down
He took it straight up and neat
If it was bad enough for him
You know it's bad enough for me
Hemingway's whiskey

[Refrain]
Hemingway's whiskey
Hemingway's whiskey

7701. Hemlocks And Primroses



Hemlocks And Primroses - Ralph Stanley

Thinking of you while out for a ramble
Down by a cold frosty stream
Set down on a bed of hemlocks and primroses
And gently I fell into a dream

I dreamed I saw a pretty fair maiden
Such beauty I'd never saw before
Her dress was bound round with hemlocks and primroses
So green was the mantel she wore

Her hair was of a dark brown color
Her teeth was as ivory so white
Her eyes they shined like sparking diamonds
Or stars than shine on a cold frosty night

I drew her near then I awakened
With two empty arms and you on my mind
Heaven seemed so near while I was dreaming
It hurts to know you left me behind

7702. Henriette

Henriette
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Who you fooling now with your bookish smarts?
Quotin' Jamie Joyce, make me feel
Make me feel like a total arse
Got it down like a practiced part, like a perfect art

[Verse 2]
Talk to me at night with your voice oily
Think you can't be broke, what a joke
What a joke, callin' me doily
Think I like when you dress boyly
And makeup coyly

[Chorus]
I never loved you, Henriette
I never liked my sobriquet
I never read your serviette
I never loved you, Henriette

[Verse 3]
When we went our ways, left your gourd behind
And I never cared for rows, and I got
And I got sort of bored, besides
Of your nose, and your peephole eyes
And your spurious sighs

[Chorus]



I never loved you, Henriette
I never liked my sobriquet
I never read your serviette
I never loved you, Henriette

[Post-Chorus]
Henriette
Sobriquet
Serviette (Oh, no, no, no)
I never loved you, Henriette

7703. Henry - Chords

Henry
New Riders of the Purple Sage

Verse 1:
G F G
Every year along about this time it all goes dry
 F G
Nothin' 'round for love or money that'll get you high
C G
Henry got the truck and said he'd drive to Mexico
 F G
See if he could come back haulin' twenty keys of gold

Verse 2:
Now the road to Acupulco is very hard indeed
And it isn't any better if you haven't any weed
Henry's drivin' hard and straight on twisty mountain roads
Fifty people waitin' back in Oakland for his load

Chorus:
 D C G
And now he's rollin' down the mountain goin' fast, fast, fast
 D C G
And if he blows it this one's gonna be his last
 C G
He's gone to Acupulco, to score the golden keys
C G F G
Henry keep your brakes on for this corner if you please

Verse 3:
Henry got to Mexico and turned his truck around
Talkin' with the man who had it growin' from the ground
Henry tasted, he got wasted, couldn't even see
How he's gonna drive like that is not too clear to me

Repeat chorus

Verse 4:
Sunday afternoon Tijuana is a lovely town
The bullfights bring the tourists and their money flowin' down



The border guards are much too busy there at five o'clock
Henry's truckin' right on through, he hardly even stopped

Repeat chorus

7704. Henry Clayton Parker

Henry Clayton Parker
Junior Sisk - Henry Clayton Parker

[Verse 1]
He's never been inside a church for one day in his life
But Henry Clayton Parker saw the light
A man of little [?] to his [?]
He always knew the wrong way from the right

[Chorus]
Some look for religion, gathered beneath the cross
Kneelin' at the altar, they find their peace with God
There's more than just one way to be safe from Henry's point of view
You don't have to be inside the church you got the church in you

[Verse 2]
He believRd salvation was somethin' that you earned
On Sunday mornings, HRnry could be found
Readin' from the Bible to the people passin' by
In apartments in the middle of the town

[Chorus]
Some look for religion, gathered beneath the cross
Kneelin' at the altar, they find their peace with God
There's more than just one way to be safe from Henry's point of view
You don't have to be inside the church you got the church in you

[Verse 3]
Well, let me tell you, brother, you're in a holy place
Anywhere you're talkin' to the Lord
You can live like any, it don't matter where you pray
Heaven knows you'll get your just reward

[Chorus]
Some look for religion, gathered beneath the cross
Kneelin' at the altar, they find their peace with God
There's more than just one way to be safe from Henry's point of view
You don't have to be inside the church you got the church in you

[Chorus]
Some look for religion, gathered beneath the cross
Kneelin' at the altar, they find their peace with God
There's more than just one way to be safe from Henry's point of view
You don't have to be inside the church you got the church in you



7705. Henry Lee

Crooked Still 
Henry Lee

Lie down, lie down, love henry lee and stay with me this night
You will have my candle and coal, my fire's burning bright
My fire's burning bright!

I won't lie down, I can't lie down and stay all night with you!
There's a lady ten times fairer than you in barnards hall for me
In barnards hall for me!

He's leaning o'er her soft pillow to give her a kiss so sweet;
But her little, thin knife held keen and sharp
She's wounded him full (for?) Deep
She's wounded him full (for?) Deep!

Oh, I will lie down, I must lie down.I welcome it said he!
There's no lady in barnards hall that I love better than thee!
I love no better than thee!

Well live my lord. Lord henry she said
For an hour, two or three
And all the cards about my waist I freely give to thee
I'd freely give to thee!

Well all them cards about your waist will do no good for me!
Love don't you see my own cards flash (flesh?) Come twinkling at my knee
Come twinkling at my knee!

She took him by his long yellow hair
She dragged him by his feet!
She threw him down a cold
Dark well some fifty fathoms deep
For fifty fathoms deep!

Lie down, lie down you pretty little bird
Lie down along my knee
No girl who would murder her own true love
Would kill a little bird like me
Would kill a little bird like me!

Oh, I wished I had my bending bow, my arrow in my string!
I'd shoot my dart right through your heart so you no longer sing
So you no longer sing!

I wished you had your bending bow
Your arrow in your string!
I'd fly on back to barnards hall
You'd always hear me sing
You'd always hear me sing!



I'd fly on back to barnards hall
You'd always hear me sing
You'd always hear me sing!

7706. Henry Martin

Henry Martin
Child 250

There were three brothers in merry Scotland
In Scotland there lived brothers three
And they did cast lots which of them should go, should go, should go
For to turn robber all on the salt sea

The lot it fell first upon Henry Martin
The youngest of all the three
That he should turn robber all on the salt sea
For to maintain his two brothers and he

He had not been sailing but a long winter's night
And part of a short winter's day
When he espied a rich lofty ship
Come a bibing down him straight away

Hello, hello, cried Henry Martin
What makes you sail so high
I'm a rich merchant ship bound for fair London town
Won't you please for to let me pass by

O no, o no, cried henry martin
That thing it never can be
For I have turned robber all on the salt sea
For to maintain my two brothers and me

So lower your topsail and bail up your mizzen
Bring yourself under my lee
Or I shall give you a fast flowing ball
And your dear bodies drown in the salt sea

Then broadside and broadside and at it they went
For fully two hours or three
Til Henry Martin gave to her the death shot
Heavily listing to starboard went she

The rich merchant vessel was wounded full sore
Straight to the bottom went she
And Henry Martin sailed away
... on the salt sea

Sad news, sad news to old England came
Sad news to fair London town
There was a rich vessel and she's cast away
And all of her merry men drowned



7707. Henry Walker

Henry Walker
The Del McCoury Band

We're seeking information
About a man who's living here
His name is Henry Walker
Now don't you fret and fear
His crime is cold blood murder
He's wanted by the law
We'll take him back to face his crime
It's the worst you ever saw

Well we know Henry Walker
He lives way back in the woods
Where he hunts and traps and fishes
And his living ain't too good
But if you aim to catch him
You better learn his hunting ground
He'll hide just like an old white hare
And you know he can't be found

Chorus:
Yes the cold was splitting timber
With a crack like a 44
And the wind was whistling through the lonesome pines
It bit right through my parka
And froze me to the core
As the wolves were howling on the timberline

We reached ol' Henry's cabin
By noon of second day
He must have heard us coming
For he up and he ran away
We camped by the rocky rapids
While the moon was shining bright
We heard ol' Henry laughing
Way out in the night

We tracked him for a week or more
Through the swamp and through the hills
Till a rifle roared I cried "My God
My partner has been killed"
I propped him by an ol' jack pine
And swore a solemn vow
"Lookout Henry Walker
It's you and me right now"

So then I started thinking
He could not be found
Then one day by a frozen lake
Like a fox he went to ground



And he tried to run
But the ice was thin
And he fell on through
I watched him as he sank and swore
"I'll put a curse on you"

I dragged my frozen partner
Through the ice and through the snow
I lost three fingers and a toe
To the frostbite don't you know
Though the years have come, the years have gone
I think about those times
When Northern lights are dancing
It makes me feel like crying

Chorus:
As the wolves were howling on the timberline
As the wolves were howling on the timberline

7708. Hepped Up On Goofballs - Chords

Hepped Up On Goofballs 
Keller Williams
 
Tuning: D A F C G D
 
D           C    A     G
Yet another late night drive
 
D                        C                   G
Tell me brother, can you keep it between the lines
 
A                C   A                      G
We got so far to go, feels like we're going slow
 
A          C         A        G
Don't even bother to read the signs
 
Kickin' like a chicken it hittin' and
A-flickin' it
Doin' what you can just to stay awake
Dippin' it and sippin' it, tailgate birdie
flippin' it
Flashing over the trucker with the stinky brakes
 
chorus:
              A
Because we're hepped up on goofballs
 
C                       G
Gotta look out for each other
Hepped up on goofballs
The sisters and the brothers



Hepped up on goofballs
We own this late night road
 
A
Hepped up on goofballs
 
                  G
Hauling the motherload
(tacet)
boop-A-chicka boop-A-chicka boop-A-chicka
 
D
we he he he
 
C                           G
boop-A-chicka boop-A-chicka boop-A-chicka
 
D
We he he
 
C                           G
boop-A-chicka boop-A-chicka boop-A-chicka
 
D
We he he he
 
C                           G
boop-A-chicka boop-A-chicka boop-A-chicka
 
D
We he he
 
 
Yet another mindless cruise
One with the wheel as we pay our dues
Still so far to go, feels like we're going slow
One mile closer to the snooze
 
Rockin' it, never stoppin' it, Cap'n Kirk
and Spock'n it
Transforming the road into the holodeck
Crunchin' it and punchin' it, casually lunchin' it
Doin' what you can to avoid the wreck
 
 
Chorus
 
Yet another 10 weeks away from home
Market's smothered, cussin' out the dead cell phone
Not so far to go, we're through with goin' slow
I know what it is like to be a rolling stone
 
Alfalfa and Spanky all dressed up looking swanky
Hallucinatin' on the back of a diesel mack
Singin' it and ringin' it, ?show up engine
tingin' it?
Politely slice through eternal black



 
Chorus

7709. Her And The Banks

Tyler Childers - Her and the Banks

[Verse 1]
Hair like the sun and eyes just as green
As the ridge line we'd walk, scannin' the trees
For the wave of a tail, a shake of the leaves
Lord, I'd give the whole world for a sight of those things

[Verse 2]
Hands just as soft as skin on the fruit
That breaks down the branch 'neath the bluest of moons
Lord, we'd eat 'til we's sick and grab all we could hold
Then we'd run through the yard with the fruit that we'd stole

[Chorus]
And her love makes me feel like I'm home
Keeps me good comp'ny wherever I go
When I'm smilin', it's her and the banks
The Big Sandy River that colors my face

[Verse 3]
Love just as strong as Lawrence County shine
It'll mow you right down, it'll make you go blind
I would ruin my life and use up all my pay
Just to have her tonight, just her and the banks

[Chorus]
Her love makes me feel like I'm home
Keeps me good comp'ny wherever I go
When I'm smilin', it's her and the banks
The Big Sandy River that colors my face

7710. Her And The Car And The Mobile Home

Dolly Parton - Her And The Car And The Mobile Home 
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writers Dave Kirby, Don Stock

Well my wife and I were happy in our trailer
But she didn't dig my runnin' around all night
Well I warned you a couple of times about leavin'
Oh but you just laughed and took it kinda light
Well I should've paid attention to her warnin'
When she told me she'd leave if I didn't change



Cause when I come home about sunup this mornin'
Well I detected somethin' mighty strange
Her and the car and the mobile home are gone boys
I was takin' off while you was a carryin' on
Now things are really shot I came home to an empty lot
Yeah me and the car and the mobile home was gone
Yeas her and the car and the mobile home was gone
Well the neighbors all around me were a laughin'
And it made me feel about ten inches tall
Ha I knew you didn't think that I'd really leave you
Ah not to mention takin' home and all
Well talk about somebody be-wildered
I bet you didn't know what to do nor where to go
I found a little consolation in my wardrobe that you left scattered on the patio
Her and the car and the mobile home...
(Yeah they was gone with everything else
Except a few old western suits she'd left scattered there on the patio
And they had mud on 'em where she'd stomped around on 'em
Stepped on them Wagon wheels busted the spokes out
You know that real nice lavander suit one that she said I looked good in
Said I looked like Tom Jones that's it hangin' over in that tree
She took that piece of chalk wrote across the front of the coat
have a good time darling you know when you're hot you're hot)

7711. Her Eyes Were Watching God

Her Eyes Were Watching God
Adrienne Young - Her Eyes Were Watching God

To prey upon a kind and generous heart
To turn away from and leave a mark
To go too far just to make youself feel better
But you could not steal her song

Her eyes were watching god
Never felt any pain at all
From gravel to gold she walks
She's not long for this world
She's not long for this

To plant the smallest seed
That bears the bitterest fruit
To still believe the sweetest truth
Hold up the lie till the sun shines through it
Don't you let them steal your song

Your eyes are watching god
No need to feel any shame at all 
From gravel to gold we walk
You're not long for this world
You're not long for this

Moving towards the light



Peace follows the fight

Our eyes are watching god
No need to feel any pain at all
From gravel to gold we walk
We're not long for this world
We're not long for this

7712. Her Hair Was Red

Her Hair Was Red
Emmylou Harris & Rodney Crowell

I walked across the bridge to the island
And sat down in the grass by the old homestead
I listened to the song of the cicadas
And thought about the one whose hair was red

This is where she gave birth to my father
Back when she was just a newlywed
You wouldn't know it looking at this picture
That her eyes were blue, her hair was red

You wouldn't know she traveled far and wide
You wouldn't know she lived here all her life

There's so much you'll never know about her
So much left to say that's left unsaid
But I had this picture in my memory
And her eyes were blue, her hair was red

Yes, her eyes were baby blue and her hair was red

7713. Her Hello Was My Goodbye - Chords

Her Hello Was My Goodbye
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Quinn Garton

G7       C
She only smiled and said hello 
         Em        A7
But your eyes were stars aglow
      Dm       G7           C      G7
And I knew her hello was my goodbye
              C
She held your hand a bit too long 
     Em          A7
As I stood there lookin' on



    Dm            G7                    C
And I watched you I watched you fall in love

           F
Was it the time was it the place 
   C
Or was it her pretty face
     G7                              C
That held you like a moth around the flame
F
Though it's hard to realize 
      C              Am
Still I know my eyes don't lie
    Dm               G7                C   G7
The fact remains you love her just the same

     C
In a twinkle of an eye 
Em             A7
My dream world fell from the sky
Dm         G7               C   G7
I knew her hello was my goodbye

       C
I know you'll try hard to explain 
    Em               A7
But won't you please fail me the pain
Dm         G7               C
I knew her hello was my goodbye

7714. Her Life's A Song

Her Life's A Song - Alan Jackson

She loves the music, tells the tales of her heart
And she listens closely to the beats and the parts
She likes the songs that make her cry
And ones that pick her up and make her high.
She likes the hip-hop, she loves to rock it ,
She's got the country in her iPod on her pocket.
She loves the guitar, she likes the fiddle,
She even likes the ones where they're just talking rhyme and riddles.
And she sings along when she's driving home going all alone,
Her life's a song.
And she likes the songs that take her back and make her want,
Sometimes she just wants to dance and move on
She taps her feet and sheds a tear
Plays air guitar and raises a beer.
She likes the hip-hop, she loves to rock it ,
She's got the country in her iPod on her pocket.
She loves the guitar, she likes the fiddle,
She even likes the ones where they're just talking rhyme and riddles.
And she sings along when she's driving home going all alone,



Her life's a song.
At times she sings I know just how she feels
A broken heart on a love song that kills.
She likes the hip-hop, she loves to rock it ,
She's got the country on her iPod in her pocket.
She loves the guitar, she likes the fiddle,
She even likes the ones where they're just talking rhyme and riddles.
And she sings along when she's driving home going all alone,
Her life's a song.
She likes the hip-hop, she loves to rock it ,
She's got the country on her iPod in her pocket.
She loves the guitar, she likes the fiddle,
She even likes the ones where they're just talking rhyme and riddles.
And she sings along when she's driving home going all alone,
Her life's a song.
Yeah, her life's a song.

7715. Her Love Was Meant For Me

Richard Thompson - Her Love Was Meant for Me

Gypsy thing? twists my love life
She's my soul and destiny
Three times I turned the queen of hearts
But her love was meant for me

Cupid shoots just like a baby
Her Romeo won't let her be
Shoot them darts in my direction
Her love was meant for me

As a kid, I saw rainbows
But life, it turns you upside down
It shakes the money out of your Wranglers
Leave you heaving on the ground

Oh I've followed all the prophecies
From sea to shining sea
She came to me walking backwards
Her love was meant for me

Now she's mine, I plan to keep her
So put your eyes back in their sockets
Your holes of the upholstery
Put your hands back in their pockets

Oh she doesn't look at you, brother
The way she looks at me
Like a razor through a scarecrow
Her love was meant for me

Don't need a ticket for the future
The apocalypse is free



Armageddon's in the mirror
Her love was meant for me (love was meant for me)
Her love was meant for me

7716. Her Love Won't Turn On A Dime

Lonesome River Band - Her Love Won't Turn On a Dime

Throw your wallet in the river
Cause her heart don't see dollar signs
In a material world she's a down to earth girl
Her love won't turn on a dime

Any roses you send will go wilted
And a big box of chocolates will grow stale
If you're trying to show her, how much you love her
Just hug her and boy you can't fail

Throw your wallet in the river
Cause her heart don't see dollar signs
In a material world she's a down to earth girl
Her love won't turn on a dime

You can book her a cruise to the islands
You can by her that five carat ring
Oh but she'd rather have your time on her hands
Cause to her boy that means everything, and

Throw your wallet in the river
Cause her heart don't see dollar signs
In a material world she's a down to earth girl
Her love won't turn on a dime

Words from your heart
Can be any, friend
Far as she's concerned
Is worth more in the end

You can, throw your wallet in the river
Cause her heart don't see dollar signs
In a material world she's a down to earth girl
Her love won't turn on a dime
In a material world she's a down to earth girl
Oh her love won't turn on a dime
Won't turn on a dime

7717. Her Name Is - Chords



Her Name Is
Recorded by George Jones
Written By Bobby Braddock

G                                 C
Oh I love her and just can't live without her 
         D7                             G
And I've got the urge to tell the world about her 
                                          C
But our love's a secret and can't see the light of day 
      D7                               G
But I went and wrote this love song anyway 

            G7             C
Her name is   her eyes are  
    D7                         G
Her hair is just like  and she measures  
                                        C
But someday I'll fill in the lines when she and I are free 
    D7                              G
And we'll walk in the sunshine  and me 
 
                              C
Oh it really is a scandal and disgrace 
   D7                                 G
To have to call your woman what's her face
                                             C
But her husband thinks he owns her heart and soul for life 
          D7                               G
And he'll kill the man who messes with his wife 
 
Repeat #2

                                        C
Yes someday I'll fill in the lines when she and I are free 
    D7                              G
And we'll walk in the sunshine  and me 
 
Her name is

7718. Her Sweet Love's Calling Me

Her Sweet Love's Calling Me

Thirty days now I've been gone out here in this world alone
But I can hear her sweet love's calling me
We're a thousand miles apart but she's here in my heart
Cause I can hear her sweet love's calling me

Her sweet love's calling me
And her lonely arms keep reaching for someone that she needs
The teardrops are falling on my cheeks
Cause I can hear her sweet love's calling me



I remember how she cried the day I said good-bye
Now I can hear her sweet love's callling me
I don't know why I ever roamed leaving love like her's at home
But I can hear her sweet love's calling me

7719. Here And Heaven

Chris Thile - Here & Heaven (Here And Heaven)

With a hammer and nails and a fear of failure
We are building a shed
Between here and heaven between the wait
And the wedding for as long as we both shall be dead

To the world beyond the boys and the girls
Trying to keep us calm
We can practice our lines 'til we're deaf and blind
To ourselves, to each other

Where it's fall, not winter, spring
Not summer, cool not cold
And it's warm not hot have we all forgotten that
We're getting old

With an arrow and bow and some seeds left to sow
We are staking our claim
On ground so fertile we forget who we've hurt along
The way and reach out for a strange hand

To hold someone strong but not bold enough
To tear down the wall
'Cause we're not lost enough to find the stars aren't crossed
Why align them? Why fall hard?

Not soft into fall, not winter, spring
Not summer, cool not cold
And it's warm not hot have we all forgotten
That we're getting old

7720. Here And Now

Here and Now
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

My daddy worked this land like his dad and his before
Handed down from dad to son since 1894
Every generation built on what's been left behind
I say thank you great granddaddy every year at harvest time



Cause if it weren't for then and there
There'd be no here and now
The sacrifice of those before us
Forgotten quick somehow
It's good to be reminded
Where our roots first took ground
If it weren't for then and there
There wouldn't be a here and now

I love to see old glory waiving at the courthouse square
Brave people down through history fought and died to keep it there
In jungles, shores, and deserts- places all around this world
When their country called they answered to keep that flag up there unfurled

Cause if it weren't for then and there
There'd be no here and now
The sacrifice of those before us
Forgotten quick somehow
It's good to be reminded
Where our roots first took ground
If it weren't for then and there
There wouldn't be a here and now

When my time on earth is over and I draw my final breath
May I think about my savior and his atoning death
And when I walk the streets of glory and see him face to face
I'll thank him for the cross, where he died and took my place

Cause if it weren't for then and there
There'd be no here and now
The sacrifice of those before us
Forgotten quick somehow
It's good to be reminded
Where our roots first took ground
If it weren't for then and there
There wouldn't be a here and now

7721. Here Between

Here Between
Lindsay Lou - Here Between

[Verse 1]
Another wasted day
Tirelessly packed away and folded without care
Who knew when the weather turned
We would end up underground and unprepared
Don't think I didn't try
Don't think I didn't try to do it right
But I could never recognize
Hardship from a dream I might despise
I might despise
Oooh Oooh Oooh Oooh



[Verse 2]
What makes it all worthwhile
What drives and ignites this act of happening-in-style
I'm always short a dollar and a day
Trailing behind a hundred miles
But you're the Northern Sky
And I couldn't get much higher just to breath you in
And kiss you on your back as we sleep into the morning
The morning
Oooh Oooh Oooh Oooh

[Bridge]
I'll never write a song
I'll never write another song as long as I am sane
As long as we are here between what used to be
And what could never be again
Be again
Oooh Oooh Oooh Oooh
Oooh Oooh Oooh Oooh
Oooh Oooh Oooh Oooh

7722. Here Come The 80's

Rodney Crowell - Here Come The 80's

[Verse 1]
Dead on a course so full of crossroads
Full of runarounds and little loopholes
Dodging taxes, running outta gas
Don't blame the White House when we can't live fast
Around the corner there is a new day
Here come the 80's, we'll find a new way

[Verse 2]
We'll find some new friends, we'll find some old friends
We'll free some has-beens around the next bend
Get on the phone now, spread the power
We're out of power another hour
Don't fool around, you ain't got to go down, hey
Here come the 80's, here come the 80's

[Verse 3]
Run out of first legs, ain't got no second wind
We're standin' up now for the third time
And out on the grapevine, there's fear that our time has come
Out of the old world, into the new world
We will not run away, we will not go away

[Verse 4]
Turn on your hotline, break out your bread line
No time for fine lines, they're ain't no two time
Too many bylines, sure ain't no high side



To save your bloodline, don't ever fly blind
Dawn on a new age, then turn a new page
Here come the 80's, here come the 80's

[Verse 5]
Down on the farm now, they gave us corn to grow
Straight into town now, they gave us winding roads
They gave us courage behind a whiskey glass
Behind a whiskey glass, they gave us time to pass
High on a mountain there is a fountain
It will not make us young, it will not make us young
Well there's a new day, there is a new way
Here come the 80's, here come the 80's

7723. Here Come The News

Here Come The News
Gillian Welch - Here Come The News

What can I do?
What can I do?
I have to prove myself to you
You treat me' like' a child
Just like' a child
You want to feed me' 'til I smile
Friends wanna know
They wanna know
Why they don't see me anymore
Here come the news
Here come the news
I've got the big old highway blues
I'm out in the rain
I'm in the rain
Oh, with a need I can't explain
Words that I have said
The words I've said
You use against me in the end

7724. Here Comes Geordie

Richard Thompson - Here Comes Geordie 

Here comes Geordie, back in town again
Here comes Geordie, strutting down the lane
Girls all want to toy with his affection
The boys all say he loves his own reflection

Hey now, Geordie, sing us all a song
Whoa there, Geordie, where's your mother tongue?



That don't sound like Tyneside to me
Geordie, are you from Jamaicee?

Here comes Geordie in his private plane
Got to save the planet once again
Good old Geordie, righteous as can be
Chop down the forest just to save a tree

Good old Geordie went to buy a hat
Geordie says, "My head won't fit in that"
It's so swollen, much to my surprise
They're all too small, there's nothing in my size

And here comes Geordie acting in a play
He's no Gielgud or Olivier
Stiff as cardboard, isn't it a drag?
Can't act his way out of a paper bag

Here comes Geordie, back in town again
Here comes Geordie, strutting down the lane
Girls all love him, think he is the end
The boys all say the mirror's his best friend

Here comes Geordie, good old Geordie
Here comes Geordie, good old Geordie

7725. Here Comes Goodbye

Alison Krauss - Here Comes Goodbye 

I can hear those lonesome midnight sighs in your sleep
I can hear the freight train's whistle cry, it's tellin' me
It's telling me, "Oh darlin' can't you see?
Here comes that same old line, here comes goodbye"

Here comes goodbye, tonight
Put a hold on all your lies, it's just not right
It comes as no surprise, this time
Any fool would realize, here comes goodbye

Better take some time to talk it over again with me
Better get all your things together now if you leave
It's killin' me, oh darlin' can't you see?
Here comes that same old line, here comes goodbye

Here comes goodbye, tonight
Put a hold on all your lies, it's just not right
It comes as no surprise, this time
Any fool would realize, here comes goodbye

I can hear your footsteps movin' slowly across my floor
I can see your shadow look back at me outside my door
What'cha waitin' for? Oh darlin' I know for sure



Here comes that same old line, here comes goodbye

Here comes goodbye, tonight
Put a hold on all your lies, it's just not right
It comes as no surprise, this time
Any fool would realize, here comes goodbye
Any fool would realize, here comes goodbye

7726. Here Comes My Baby Back Again - Chords

Here Comes My Baby Back Again
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Bill West and Dottie West
 
C
Here comes more tears to cry 
D7
Here comes more heartaches by
G7                      C
Here comes my baby back again
 
 
Here comes more misery 
D7
Here comes old memories 
G7                      C
Here comes my baby back again
 
C7          F     G7
My arms are open wide 
   F        C
To let more hurt inside 
G7                      C
Here comes my baby back again
 
C7         F    G7
He's sorry once again 
     F         C
Once more I'll understand 
G7                      C
Here comes my baby back again
 
C7          F     G7
My arms are open wide 
   F        C
To let more hurt inside 
G7                      C
Here comes my baby back again
 
C7         F    G7
He's sorry once again 
     F         C
Once more I'll understand 



G7                      C
Here comes my baby back again

7727. Here Comes My Girl

Here Comes My Girl
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
Acoustic Syndicate

You know sometimes, I don't know why
But this old town just seems so hopeless
I ain't really sure but it seems
I remember the good times
Were just a little bit more in focus

But when she puts her arms around me
I can somehow rise above it
Yeah, man when I got that little girl
Standing right by my side
You know, I can tell the whole wide world
To shove it, hey

Here comes my girl
Here comes my girl
Yeah, and she looks so right
She is all I need tonight

Every now and then I get down to the end of the day
I'll just stop, ask myself
Why I've done it?
It just seems so useless to have to work so hard
And nothing ever really seem to come from it

And then she looks me in the eye and says
"We're gonna last forever and ever"
And you know I can't begin to doubt it
No, 'cause it just feels so good and so free and so right
I know we ain't never going to change our minds about it, hey

Here comes my girl
Here comes my girl
Yeah, and she looks so right
She is all I need tonight

Watch her walk

Yeah every time, it seems like there ain't nothing left no more
I find myself having to reach out and grab hold of something
Yeah, I just catch myself wondering, and waiting, and worrying
About some silly little thing that don't add up to nothing

And then she looks me in the eye, and says
"We're gonna last forever and ever"



And you know I can't begin to doubt it
No, 'cause it just feels so good and so free and so right
I know we ain't never gonna change our minds about it, hey

Here comes my girl
Here comes my girl
Yeah, and she looks so right
She is all I need tonight
That's right
That's right

7728. Here Comes Santa Claus - Chords

Here Comes Santa Claus
Recorded by Gene Autry - Dan Hicks
Written by O. Haldeman 
 
C
Here comes Santa Claus here comes Santa Claus
G7
Right down Santa Claus lane
 
Vixen and Blitzen and all his reindeer
C
Pulling on the rein
 
F                 C
Bells are ringing children singing
F      G7        C
All is merry and bright
   F                       C
So hang your stockings and say your prayers
F                 G7      C
Cause Santa Claus comes tonight
 

Here comes Santa Claus here comes Santa Claus
G7
Right down Santa Claus lane
 
He's got a bag that is filled with toys
        C
For the boys and girls again
 
F                       C
Hear those sleigh bells jingle jangle
   F      G7        C
Oh what a beautiful sight 
F                    C
So jump in bed cover up your head
F                 G7      C
Cause Santa Claus comes tonight 



Here comes Santa Claus here comes Santa Claus 
G7
Right down Santa Claus lane

He doesn't care if you're rich or poor
   C
He loves you just the same

F                       C 
Santa Claus knows we're all Gods children
     F          G7    C
That makes everything right
F                        C 
So fill your hearts with Christmas cheer
F                 G7      C
Cause Santa Claus comes tonight 

Here comes Santa Claus here comes Santa Claus 
G7     
Right down Santa Claus lane
 
He'll come around when chimes ring out
          C  
That it's Christmas morn again

F                   C                   
Peace on earth will come to all
   F       G7         C      
If we just follow the light
F                          C 
So lets give thanks to the Lord above
F                 G7      C
Cause Santa Claus comes tonight 

Repeat #1,2

7729. Here Comes That Rainbow Again

The Highwaymen - Here Comes That Rainbow Again

The scene was a small roadside cafe
The waitress was sweeping the floor
Two truck drivers drinking their coffee
And two Okie kids by the door
"How much are them candies?" they asked her
"How much have you got?" she replied
"We've only a penny between us"
"Them's two for a penny," she lied
And the daylight grew heavy with thunder
With the smell of the rain on the wind
Ain't it just like a human?
Here comes that rainbow again
One truck driver called to the waitress



After the kids went outside
"Them candies ain't two for a penny"
"So what's it to you?" she replied
In silence they finished their coffee
Got up and nodded goodbye
She called, "Hey, you left too much money"
"So what's it to you?" they replied
And the daylight was heavy with thunder
With the smell of the rain on the wind
Ain't it just like a human?
Here comes that rainbow again
Ain't it just like a human?
Here comes that rainbow again

7730. Here Comes The Freedom Train

Here Comes the Freedom Train

All aboard America here comes the freedom train
All aboard America here comes the freedom train

The freedom train is rolling down two hundred years of track
Two hundred years of glory never to turn back
The train is called America your ticket is a dream
That left the torture of freedom for all the world to see
She left the station in Lexington in 1776
And rode to Philadelphia where the liberty bell was fixed
George Washington was the engineer John Adams shoveled coal
And Franklin punched the tickets Tom Jefferson added soul
All aboard America here comes the freedom train

She rode to New Orleans the battle of 1812
With old Hickory at the throttle she drove the British out
The freedom train's a fine train the toppest of world it seemed
Her whistle blows for the liberty with a mighty head of steam
Wheels of fortune sweaty Pittsburgh rolled across the Mississippi
From Texas to Missouri to one real exciting trip
Then bang of track was broken smashed by a cannonball
That blew in great divided will the nation stand or fall
All aboard America here comes the freedom train

Will Annistage stepped into the cab and the wheels began to roll
Freedom train must never stop Republic never fall
To the bloody fields of Gettysburg the tear show in his eyes
She drove the train with fury the freedom train survive
Again the train rode westward to California shores
To the deserts and prairies even stronger than before
From Atlantic to Pacific she drove the rail with pride
She traveled a track to glory with the good Lord on her side
All aboard America here comes the freedom train

There's much more to this story like Wilson and Roosevelt
They left the train to Truman who stoked it mighty well



Then old Dwight D Eisenhower or LBJ we sing
Two brothers known as Kennedy and Martin Luther King
And still the train rolls forward over history's rugged trail
Straightening by the journey and the land beneath her rail
And you and I roll along and stroke the freedom fire
For we stand to all Americans hold old honor can't be hired
All aboard America here comes the freedom train

7731. Here Comes The Night

Dwight Yoakam - Here Comes The Night
(Bert Berns)

I can see her right out my window
Walkin' on the street, my girl with another guy
His arms around her like it used to be with me
Hey man, it makes me want to die
Yeah, yeah, yeah
Here it comes
Here comes the night
Here comes the night
Whoa, whoa, whoa, yeah
There they go it's funny how they look so good together
Wonder what is wrong with me
Why can't I accept the fact that she's chosen him
And simply let them be
Whoa, whoa, whoa
Here it comes
Here comes the night
Here comes the night
Whoa, whoa, whoa, yeah
Oh, she's with him, he's turning out the lights
And now he's holding her the way I used to do
I can see her closing her eyes and telling the lies
Exactly like she told me too
Whoa, whoa, whoa
Here it comes
Here comes the night
Here comes the night
Whoa, whoa, whoa, yeah
Here it comes
Here comes the night
Here it comes
Here comes the night
Here it comes
Here comes the night
Here it comes
Oh, here comes the night



7732. Here Comes The World Again - Chords

Here Comes The World Again
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Steve Karliski, Larry Kolber 
Dallas Frazier and Warren Robb 

G                      G7            C
I feel the morning sun come creeping through the blinds
          D7                                G
Once more I have to leave the shelter of my sleeping mind
                     G7          C
And face another day without you by my side
               G                   D7                  G
But what can I do when there is no you and no place to hide

                   C      G
And here comes the world again 
                  D7
Once more all the hurt begins

I think I'm over you 
                        C      G
But then here comes the world again

                           G7       C
When you were here with me each day brought something new
            D7                          G
Cause every moment meant a moment spent in loving you
                          G7              C
But now that love is gone there's nothing left for me
                G                    D7                G
And there is no way to hold back the day or your sweet memory

Repeat #2 x3

7733. Here Goes Nothing

Here Goes Nothing

Rodney Crowell - Here Goes Nothing

Here Goes Nothing

[Verse 1]
If only I could see myself through your eyes for a day
I wonder just how I might fare when love comes into play
I know that I don't give as much as I so often take
I guess its just old habit keeps me putting on the brake

[Verse 2]
If only I could see it all less darkly through the glass
A world yet unimagined soon must surely come to pass



And when, instead of shadow, light comes shining through
Perhaps I'll find forgiveness for the things I can't undo

[Chorus]
Here goes nothing, I've got nothing left to lose
I'm a man in search of meaning, use me any way you choose
If it serves some grRater purpose by fate or simplR deed
Thy will be done in your name, I'll go anywhere you lead
Here goes nothing, I've got nothing left to lose

[Post-Chorus]
Ooh ya ya oh
Ooh ya ya ya ya yay
Ooh ya ya oh my Lord
Ooh ya ya ya ya yay

[Verse 3]
If only I could take it in from somewhere out in space
Some other worldly port of call, some future time and place
Where the things that really matter have no tether to the past
And in each and every moment I'm a free man born at last

[Chorus]
Here goes nothing, unlike every time before
This time it could be different, this time there could be more
This time the stars could fall in line for reasons yet untold
A gift of one more second chance to come in from the cold
Where, by providence and mercy, lost and ragged souls are blessed
I hope someday to be there Lord among your honored guests
Here goes nothing, here goes nothing, here goes nothing
I've got nothing left to lose

[Post-Chorus]
Ooh ya ya oh
Ooh ya ya ya ya yay
Ooh ya ya oh my Lord
Ooh ya ya ya ya yay
Ooh ya ya oh
Ooh ya ya ya ya yay
Ooh ya ya oh my Lord
Ooh ya ya ya ya yay

7734. Here I Am

Here I Am
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1:]
I am standing by the river
I will be standing here forever
And though you're on the other side
My face, you still can see
Why won't you look at me?



[Chorus:]
Here I am
Here I am

[Verse 2:]
I am searching through the canyon
It is your name that I am calling
Though you're so far away
I know you hear my plea
Why won't you answer me?

[Chorus]
Here I am
Here I am
Here I am
Here I am

[Verse 3:]
I am in the blood of your heart
The breath of your lung
Why do you run for cover?
You are from the dirt of the earth
And the kiss of my mouth
I have always been your lover

[Chorus]
Here I am
Here I am
Here I am
Here I am

[Verse 4:]
I am the promise never broken
And my arms are ever open
In this harbor calm and still
I will wait until
Until you come to me

[Chorus]
Here I am
Here I am
Here I am
Here I am

7735. Here I Am - Chords

Here I Am 
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
C               G            Am                  Em
Here I am on my way, down another road I've have paved



     F                         C                       G
With every good intention I've saved and hearts that I broke
       C          G             Am                Em
As for me I got scars for every mile travelled so far
         F           C
And some blood on my hands, here I am
 
[Verse 2]
       C          G            Am                Em
With a song in my heart and an attitude from the start
       F           C                   G
I took everybody apart to see how they work
       C             G            Am
I got friends that I owe, I ain't naming names
           Em              F    Fm       C
Cause they know where they stand, here I am
 
 
[Chorus]
       F         Fm          C
Here I am, here I am, here I am
 
 
[Verse 3]
          C               G
If I went back where I've been
      Am                   Em
And I knew what I know now then
          F              C                       G
Well, I'd probably do it again 'cause I'm just a man
       C          G               Am         Em
At the end of the day I ain't got nothing to say
 
 
[Chorus]
       F         Fm          C
Here I am, here I am, here I am
       F         Fm          C
Here I am, here I am, here I am

7736. Here I Am - Chords

Here I Am 
Marty Stuart & His Fabulous Superlatives
 
(capo 1st fret)
 
[Intro]
C  Bb  F
 
[Verse 1]
C                          Bb  F
Dreamed about ya last night baby,



C                               F
While you were lookin for your man,
C                          Bb  F
My heart said I had to tell you,
Ab    Bb     C
Baby here I am
 
[Verse 2]
C                                  Bb  F
And I don't look much like prince charmin,
C                        F
With Mississippi on my hands,
C                           Bb  F
But if you want someone to hold you,
Ab    Bb     C
Baby here I am,
 
[Chorus]
C                               G
You know no one will love you better,
Bb                          C
No one can move you like I can,
C                        G
I ain't afraid to say forever,
           Ab           Bb
So if you wanna man, I mean a man,
           C
Well baby here I am,
 
[Instrumental]
C  G  Bb  F  C  G  Ab  Bb  C
 
[Chorus]
C                               G
You know no one will love you better,
Bb                          C
No one can move you like I can,
C                        G
I ain't afraid to say forever,
           Ab           Bb
So if you wanna man, I mean a man,
        Ab       Bb       C        C  Bb  F
If you wanna man,   Baby here I am,
      C        C  Bb  F
Baby here I am,
C                          Bb  F
Dreamed about ya last night baby,

7737. Here I Am - Chords

Here I Am 
Marty Stuart & His Fabulous Superlatives
 



(capo 1st fret)
 
[Intro]
C  Bb  F
 
[Verse 1]
C                          Bb  F
Dreamed about ya last night baby,
C                               F
While you were lookin for your man,
C                          Bb  F
My heart said I had to tell you,
Ab    Bb     C
Baby here I am
 
[Verse 2]
C                                  Bb  F
And I don't look much like prince charmin,
C                        F
With Mississippi on my hands,
C                           Bb  F
But if you want someone to hold you,
Ab    Bb     C
Baby here I am,
 
[Chorus]
C                               G
You know no one will love you better,
Bb                          C
No one can move you like I can,
C                        G
I ain't afraid to say forever,
           Ab           Bb
So if you wanna man, I mean a man,
           C
Well baby here I am,
 
[Instrumental]
C  G  Bb  F  C  G  Ab  Bb  C
 
[Chorus]
C                               G
You know no one will love you better,
Bb                          C
No one can move you like I can,
C                        G
I ain't afraid to say forever,
           Ab           Bb
So if you wanna man, I mean a man,
        Ab       Bb       C        C  Bb  F
If you wanna man,   Baby here I am,
      C        C  Bb  F
Baby here I am,
C                          Bb  F
Dreamed about ya last night baby,



7738. Here I Am - Chords

Here I Am 
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
C               G            Am                  Em
Here I am on my way, down another road I've have paved
     F                         C                       G
With every good intention I've saved and hearts that I broke
       C          G             Am                Em
As for me I got scars for every mile travelled so far
         F           C
And some blood on my hands, here I am
 
[Verse 2]
       C          G            Am                Em
With a song in my heart and an attitude from the start
       F           C                   G
I took everybody apart to see how they work
       C             G            Am
I got friends that I owe, I ain't naming names
           Em              F    Fm       C
Cause they know where they stand, here I am
 
 
[Chorus]
       F         Fm          C
Here I am, here I am, here I am
 
 
[Verse 3]
          C               G
If I went back where I've been
      Am                   Em
And I knew what I know now then
          F              C                       G
Well, I'd probably do it again 'cause I'm just a man
       C          G               Am         Em
At the end of the day I ain't got nothing to say
 
 
[Chorus]
       F         Fm          C
Here I am, here I am, here I am
       F         Fm          C
Here I am, here I am, here I am



7739. Here I Am I'm Drunk Again

Here I Am I'm Drunk Again

I said I'd never do it again
I swore my ways I would mend
But you cheated, dear, and thats a sin
Here I am I'm drunk again

I'm drunk because you are gone
At the bar I'm standing all alone
Drowning my sorrow deep within
Here I am I'm drunk again

I don't like this life of mine
Drunking whisky, beer and wine
Dear I know this is the end
Here I am I'm drunk again

* Refrain

7740. Here I Am In Love Again

John Hartford - Here I Am in Love Again

I try to keep from wanting you
I thought this feeling soon would end
Then I could get on with this life I live
But here I am in love again

I started to call you twice today
I even wrote a note I didn't send
I tried not to think of when I brushed your hand
Here I am in love again

Here I am what can I do
I started out to be your friend
I never meant to feel this way
Here I am in love again

I've tried to get you off my mind
But its so hard now to pretend
The more I try the more I find
Here I am in love again

Here I am what can I do?
I started out to be your friend
I never meant to feel this way
Here I am in love again



7741. Here If You're Ready

Tim O'Brien - Here If You're Ready

Hay there lady
I couldn't help but see you across the room
I wanted to go and talk to you
But you had something else to do
That's why I waited a little longer
Before I tried to make my move
'cause girl I have nothing to prove
I just want to be with you ya baby
That's why I'm
Here if you're ready
I'm not gonna waste my time
A love like this is hard to find
I can't get you off of my mind
I gave ya my number and time we could meet
And girl I'm not afraid to let my feelings show
I just wanna get you all alone
And maybe I could take you home
And we could chill for a minute
And get to know eachother a little bit more
Turn off the lights and close the door
No one could ever love you more
Your curves were jumpin' out-I had to close my mouth
That's why I'm here
And I'm not gonna waste my time (here if your ready)
A love like this is hard to find (here if your ready)
And I can't get you off my mind
Now you gotta let me know
Baby if you want me
Don't be afraid to tell me
If you want to get together
Then let your feelings show
Girl you wanna sex me
Girl, you know sometimes you confuse me
I don't know if you wanna be
Together or just friends
But you gotta let me know something
'cause I'm not gonna keep
Waiting around for ya
And girl, if you want me
You gotta let me know
Or you gotta let your feelings show
Baby I'm here (i'm here if your ready)
I'm not gonna waste my time
Love like this is hard to find (i'm here if your ready)
I can't get you off of my mind
Here if your ready
Baby, I'm here if you ready
I'm not gonna waste my time
A love like this is hard to find (i'm here if your ready)
I can't get you off my mind
Here if your ready
Swing it girl let's
Girl you wanna sex me



Girl, why don't you let
You really turn me on
Girl that's why I'm sayin'
Baby you're the bomb
Ooo baby you're the bomb
You really turn me on
Girl you wanna sex me
Girl, why don't you let
You really turn me on
I think we could swing it
Girl that's why I'm sayin'
Baby you're the bomb
Ooo baby you're the bomb
Girl you wanna sex me
Girl, why don't you let
You really turn me on
I think we could swing it
Girl that's why I'm sayin'
Baby you're the bomb

7742. Here In Arkansas

Here in Arkansas

Robert Earl Keen - Here in Arkansas

[Verse 1]
The north wind blows a prairie fire
Across the open plain
A light shines on a granite stone
Where someone carved my name
[Chorus]
Sister, find the preacher-man
Daddy, call the law
Things have gotten out of hand
Here in Arkansas
[Verse 2]
An icy ring around the moon
A fire across the sky
They buried me this afternoon
And left me here to die
[Chorus]
Sister, find the preacher-man
Daddy, call the law
Things have gotten out of hand
Here in Arkansas
[Verse 3]
Sheriff Clark, Reverend, Friend
Missus Worthington
Told my family that I'd be the end
To all they've done
[Chorus]
Sister, find the preacher-man



Daddy, call the law
Things have gotten out of hand
Here in Arkansas
[Verse 4]
Mother raised the children
Daddy worked the farm
I was born the seventh son
Of the seventh-born

7743. Here In California

Lucinda Williams - Here in California
AJ Lee & Blue Summit

When I was young, my mama told me
She said child, take your time
Don't fall in love too quickly before you know your mind
She held me round the shoulders
In a voice so soft and kind
She said love can make you happy and love can rob you blind

[Chorus]
Here in California
Fruit hangs heavy on the vine
There's no gold-I thought I'd warn ya
And the hills turn brown in the summertime

Now I may learn to love you
But I can't say when
This morning we were strangers, and tonight we're only friends
I'll take my time to know you, I'll take my time to see
There's nothing I won't show you if you take your time with me

[Chorus]

It's an old, familiar story, an old, familiar rhyme
To everything there is a season, to every purpose there's a time
A time to love and come together, a time we look long for a mate
A time for questions we can't answer, though we ask them just the same

7744. Here In Frisco - Chords

Here In Frisco
By Merle Haggard
 
G                               C
It's four a.m. in New York City three a.m. in Dallas
    G              Em            Am      D7
The night is still early here in Frisco



Em                  G         C
Market Street still going the same old shows are showing
    G         Em   Am  D7       G
And I'm still all alone here in Frisco
 
                                          C
They say it's raining in Chicago but it's cold and clear in Denver
     G               Em           Am     D7
Been windy all night long here in Frisco
Em               G            C
Trolley cars are clinging the big bay town is swinging
    G         Em   Am   D7      G
And I'm still all alone here in Frisco
 
    C                             G
The way I feel tonight I won't be staying long
           Em                  A7              D7
But when I leave I'll leave my heart just like in the famous song
Em               G            C
Trolley cars are clinging the big bay town is swinging
    G         Em   Am  D7       G
And I'm still all alone here in Frisco
 
Tag:
     
    G         Em   Am  D7       G
And I'm still all alone here in Frisco

7745. Here In The Real World

Alan Jackson - Here In The Real World 

Here In The Real World
Cowboys don't cry, and heroes don't die
Good always wins, again and again
Love is a sweet dream that always comes true
Oh, if life were like the movies, I'd never be blue
CHORUS
But here in the real world
It's not that easy at all
'Cause when hearts get broken
It's real tears that fall
And darlin' it's sad but true
But the one thing I've learned from you
Is how the boy don't always get the girl
Here in the real world
I gave you my love, but that wasn't enough
To hold your heart when times got rough
And tonight on that silver screen
It'll end like it should
Two lovers will make it through
Like I hoped we would
repeat



REPEAT CHORUS
No, the boy don't always get the girl
Here in the real world

7746. Here Is Where The Loving Is At

Emmylou Harris
Here Is Where the Loving Is At

[Verse 1: Tanya Blount Trotter]
Just hold me to the words I say
And don't go lookin' somewhere else instead
I'll take good care of your cold and your head
'Cause here is where the loving is at

[Verse 2: Michael Trotter Jr. & Tanya Blount Trotter]
I'll hang a light on the front of the porch
Or maybe I'll stand in the front door
[Michael Trotter Jr., Tanya Blount Trotter, & Emmylou Harris]
In my hand is a lighted torch
'Cause here is where the loving is at

[Chorus: Tanya Blount Trotter]
Oh, you bet your penny I'd rather go blind
Than to see my life without you, it wouldn't be right
When the morning comes I'll be by your side

[Verse 3: Emmylou Harris]
And if the sun refuses to shine
And all you got left is a watch that don't tell time
[Michael Trotter Jr., Tanya Blount Trotter, & Emmylou Harris]
I'll pledge my love to you, I'm yours and you are mine
'Cause here is where the loving is at

[Chorus: Tanya Blount Trotter]
Oh, you bet your penny I'd rather go blind
Than to see my life without you, it wouldn't be right
Oh, when the morning comes I'll be by your side
[Michael Trotter Jr. & Tanya Blount Trotter, & Emmylou Harris]
And when the sun refuses to shine
And all you got left is a watch that won't tell time
I'll pledge my love to you, I'm yours and you are mine
'Cause here is where the loving is at
Here is where the loving
'Cause here is where the loving is at
Here is where the loving
'Cause here is where the loving (the loving) is at



7747. Here On Earth

Dierks Bentley - Here On Earth

[Verse 1]
Standing here on this cold ground
Tears falling down in the dirt
This world keeps spinning round and round but
You're lying still in the dirt
Don't wanna swim in this darkness
Drown in a whiskey sea
But there's no making sense of the senseless while this
Pain is killing me

[Chorus]
There's not a stone in my heart i've left unturned
Not a piece of my soul that i ain't searched
The only answer i found for all this hurt
Is there ain't not answer here on earth

[Verse 2]
I ain't the best of believers
Ain't at the front of the church
I've read the words of the teacher but i
Still struggle with what it's all worth cause

[Chorus]
There's not a stone in my heart i've left unturned
Not a piece of my soul that i ain't searched
The only answer i found for all this hurt
Is there ain't not answer here on earth

Verse 3]
I wish that i could be stronger
I wanna have that kind of faith
But even if i did, i still wonder cause
Nothing would change

[Bridge]
You're gone, you're gone, you're gone, you're gone, you're gone
Cause you're gone, you're gone, you're gone, you're gone, you're gone
Please help me believe
I'm on my knees
Help me believe

[Chorus]
There's not a stone in my heart i've left unturned
Not a piece of my soul that i ain't searched
The only answer i found for all this hurt
Is there ain't not answers here on earth
Down here on earth
There's no answers here on earth
Here on earth
Here on earth



7748. Here Rattler Here - Chords

Here Rattler Here 
Carolina Chocolate Drops

[Intro]
C          G          C   (2X)
 
 
[Verse 1]
C                                               G
Well, Rattler was a good old dog as blind as he could be
                                                       C
But every night at suppertime I believe that dog could see
 
 
[Chorus]
    C                                     G
Oh, here Rattler here, here. Here Rattler here
                                              C
Call old Rattler from the barn, here Rattler, here
 
 
[Intstrumental]
C          G          C   (2X)
 
 
[Verse 2]
      C                                                       G
Well, Rattler treed the other night, and I thought he treed a coon
                                             C
When I come to find out, he's barkin' at the moon
 
 
[Chorus]
    C                                     G
Oh, here Rattler here, here. Here Rattler here
                                              C
Call old Rattler from the barn, here Rattler, here
 
 
[Intstrumental]
C          G          C   (2X)
 
[Verse 3]
        C                                         G
Well my Grandma had a muley cow, muley when she's born
                                                   C
It took a jaybird forty years, to fly from horn to horn
 
 
[Chorus]
    C                                     G



Oh, here Rattler here, here. Here Rattler here
                                              C
Call old Rattler from the barn, here Rattler, here
 
 
[Intstrumental]
C          G          C   (2X)
 
 
[Verse 4]
        C                                              G
Well my Grandma had a yellow hen, she set her eggs you know
                                                      C
Set her on some buzzard eggs, she hatched out one old crow
 
 
[Chorus]
    C                                     G
Oh, here Rattler here, here. Here Rattler here
                                              C
Call old Rattler from the barn, here Rattler, here
 
[Intstrumental]
C          G          C   (2X)
 
[Verse 5]
     C                                                G
Well if I had a needle and thread, as fine as I could sew
                                                       C
I'd sew my true-love to my coat, and down the road I'd go
 
 
[Chorus]
    C                                     G
Oh, here Rattler here, here. Here Rattler here
                                              C
Call old Rattler from the barn, here Rattler, here
 
 
[Intstrumental]
C          G          C   (2X)
 
 
[Chorus]
    C                                     G
Oh, here Rattler here, here. Here Rattler here
                                              C
Call old Rattler from the barn, here Rattler, here
 
[Chorus]
    C                                     G
Oh, here Rattler here, here. Here Rattler here
                                              C
Call old Rattler from the barn, here Rattler, here



7749. Here She Comes Again - Chords

Here She Comes Again 
Chris Hillman
 
G        C      G    C
Here she comes again
              F             C
Although I've fallen once before
  C/B         Am        Em
I just can't help myself
        F                 G
And I'm goin' for it once more
 
 
And she'll win again
I know she'll take my heart and soul
She'll leave me lyin' there
        F                 C  Bm
And I'm goin' for it once more
 
Chorus:
Am                   D    Am                      D
You can think it all out, say you'll never do it again
F
When your lovin' baby move a little closer
G
No sense tryin' to pretend
 
LEAD: same as Chorus
 
Here she comes again
Now I know I'll fall into her arms
I just can't help myself
And I'm goin' for it once more
 
Chorus
 
Verse 1

7750. Here She Comes, Here We Go

Dierks Bentley - Here She Comes, Here We Go

[Verse 1]
Here she comes, down the road
Rattling the gravel with the radio
Kicking out, some loud, honky tonk song
Here we go, buckle up



Put us both together in a pick up truck
Going to be, memories, all night long
Might get wild I know
But here she comes, here we go

[Chorus]
Ready or not
When she pulls the trigger I'm a load of buckshot
One little kiss
It's a match to the fuse, the last bell at school
A kick to the bull at the rodeo
Here she comes, here we go

[Verse 2]
Here she comes, with a plan
Said she heard about a joint with a country band
Where they play, George Strait, that's all
Here we go, walking in
She's making every hat in the whole place spin
Around, checking out, that walk
Girls wish she'd just stay home
But here she comes, here we go

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Here she comes, with that look
That says she'd rather be alone and that's all it took
Here we go, out to that spot
Where we turn on the radio and the headlights off
Now she's moving in real close
Here she comes, here we go

[Chorus][x2]

7751. Here She Goes

The Steeldrivers - Here She Goes

Autumn sadness, all around me
Falling to the ground, like a misty morning breeze
I guess her heart turned, like the trees have
And the southern wind is telling her to leave

Oh, woah, it's getting cold
And I know it's gonna take my soul, when she goes
When she goes

It's been years since I've seen her happy
I lost her trust with every one thing I did wrong
I can't say that, I can blame her
If I were honest, I would say she stayed too long



Oh, woah, it's getting cold
And I know she's gonna take my soul, when she goes
Oh, when she goes

I put on my Sunday jacket
Go to the lawyer down on East Tom Bigby Street
After so long, we've collected
Long as she's happy, I think I'd do anything

Oh, woah, it's going cold
And I know, she's gonna take my soul, when she goes
When she goes
And here she goes

7752. Here Till Here Is There

The Incredible String Band - Here Till Here Is There 

Where will you go when days grow
Short and winds grow cold and green leaves are shaken?

There was a road as once I saw
Wound with bright ivies and trumpeting haws
Of whitest sand embroidered with flowers
That very few had taken

Where will you stay while rivers run
And days eat days and white stars are pining?

In hopes more true in hearts more gay
In love that is stronger and brighter than day
In hands that heal in thoughts that play
In all eyes shining

Why do we talk of go and stay?
(Of go and stay)
We will all be here till here is there

7753. Here Today And Gone Tomorrow

Here Today And Gone Tomorrow
Chris Hillman - Louvin Brothers

Here today and gone tomorrow
Our love would always be a hidden love affair
I know you love me but you're just a wandering
Today I love you but tomorrow I may not care

For absence never makes the heart grow fonder



I get lonesome for some one's company
Here today and gone tomorrow
And my loving you is just fantasy

When you're gone I wished we'd never met
For your memory remains within my heart
Here today and gone tomorrow
We can't be happy so I think it's best we part

* Refrain

7754. Here Today And Gone Tomorrow - Chords

Here Today And Gone Tomorrow 
James King

[Verse 1]
D                     G         D
I got on a greyhound bus in Oklahoma
                G               D
An old man up ahead was talking wild
                         G                 D
He was laying down the tracks to his life story
     G                             A  A7
Of things he could remember as a child
 
[Verse 2]
D                  G                     D
He talked about a girl he'd been in love with
                     G                 D
And spoke of her as though she were a queen
    G                                   D
He said her skin was soft as southern sunshine
                        G              D
And she had the bluest eyes he'd ever seen
 
[Verse 3]
D             G                D
On and on he rambled with his stories
                     G             D
I heard him say his age was sixty-three
                      G                  D
His skin was dry and brown like ancient leather
   G                                 A  A7
I swear he looked a hundred years to me
 
[Verse 4]
D                   G                D
He spoke about the days when he had money
              G            D
And a woman took him for a ride
                     G             D
He said I gave her everything she wanted



                        G         D        D7
But some of them ain't ever satisfied
 
[Chorus 1]
      G              D
Here today and gone tomorrow
    G                                    D       D7
In search of greener pastures they can't find
      G              D
Here today and gone tomorrow
                   G           D
Shatted lives are always left behind
 
[Verse 5]
D                       G              D
The miles were slipping by and he grew quiet
                          G            D
I was spellbound by the stories he had told
                  G             D
I knew as I grew near my destination
     G                       A             A7
I'd heard a bit of history unfold
 
[Verse 6]
D                   G              D
As we pulled into Chicago he was silent
                     G                  D
The driver called a stop turned on the light
                     G                    D
But not a sound was made we couldn't wake him
                        G             D         D7
The old man made the crossing in the night
 
[Chorus 2]
      G               D
Here today and gone tomorrow
     G                            D         D7
He slipped away as quickly as he came
       G              D
Here today and gone tomorrow
                    G             D
And Lord we didn't even know his name
 
[Tag]
D               G            D
Lord we didn't even know his name
      G               D
Here today and gone tomorrow

7755. Here Today Gone Tomorrow - Chords

Here Today Gone Tomorrow
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent



Written by The Easter Brothers

G                               C 
I keep watching for the dawn of tomorrow
           G                             D7
When we'll see our blessed Savior in the sky
            G                        C
And all the trouble of today will be over
             G              D7                 G
And God will wipe all these teardrops from our eyes

                               C 
We're here today we'll be gone tomorrow
         G                    D7  
And this life won't even be a memory
      G                        C
We're here today we'll be gone tomorrow
            G               D7         G   
There we'll praise the Lord throughout eternity

                                         C
Today we're getting ready for that final journey
        G                              D7
And are making plans to move to my new home
           G                                       C
Soon those eastern skies will bloom with clouds of glory
        G               D7               G
And the sounding of His trumpets will be gone

7756. Here Today Here Tomorrow - Chords

Here Today Here Tomorrow  
Recorded by Leroy Van Dyke
Written by Kent Blazy and Jim Dowell
 
G            Bm   C                        Bm
You say your love has been the leaving kind
    Am                C    D7
And just like all the rest I'll leave you in time
G            Bm    C
You say your heart couldn't stand the pain
Bm             C             G
If I take your love and walk away
 
D7          G    Bm    C        D7
But I'll be here today and here tomorrow
G           Bm        C
Give me one chance to prove I'm right
           G    Bm    C        Bm
As I'll be here today and here tomorrow
    C     Am            D7           G
And every night for the rest of your life
 



              Bm     C                   Bm
I know you're afraid to lose a love again
    Am              C    D7
But if you run from love how you ever gonna win
G         Bm            C
Somewhere along the way you gotta learn to trust
        Am      Bm     C               G
There's nothing we can do without your love
 
D7            G    Bm    C        D7
Cause I'll be here today and here tomorrow
G           Bm        C
Give me one chance to prove I'm right
           G    Bm    C        Bm
As I'll be here today and here tomorrow
    C     Am            D7           G
And every night for the rest of your life

7757. Here Today, Gone Tomorrow

Here Today, Gone Tomorrow
Hazel Dickens

Last week I played with a tiny baby
I thought how soon he'd be a man
But today for the last time, mama rocked his cradle
His fevered brow, her loving hand

Oh here today, and gone tomorrow
That's how life in this world is
Oh here today and gone tomorrow
There's a better world than this

Daddy worked hard to raise a family
Then his time to retire had come
We gathered here for a celebration
But God called him; his work is done

Oh here today, and gone tomorrow
That's how life in this world is
Oh here today and gone tomorrow
There's a better world than this

Oh the bluebirds sing out in my garden
Warm summer days are here to stay
But autumn came and winter followed
My flowers died, the birds flew away

Oh here today, and gone tomorrow
That's how life in this world is
Oh here today and gone tomorrow
There's a better world than this



7758. Here Tonight

Here Tonight
The Flying Burrito Brothers

It's ten P.M. and I should have made the road tonight
The moon was out and the clouds came in and took it's light
My suitcase is over there somehow I just don't care
'Cause I don't want to be anywhere but here tonight

The rains came down and I should have made an early plane
Where I'd rather be if it can't be seen then I can't explain
It's so warm in here and I want to hold you near
And there is no pain or fear right here tonight

With tomorrows dawn I will carry on what I've set aside
It's not a matter of my faith or of my pride
It just seems so insane to strike out through the rain
When it's so easy to remain right here tonight

It just seems so insane to strike out through the rain
It's so easy to remain right here tonight

7759. Here We Are

Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell
Here We Are

Did you say that you've been searching
For a place you've never been?
Well, here it is
Here it is

And you've been down there on the bottom
And looking out for friends
Here I am
Here I am

We've both grown tired
Of running after rainbows
Here we are
Darling, here we are

When it feels like you've been drifting
And you don't know where you've been
Come on in
You can come on in

And if all you've seen are backdoors



That lead you out of town
Turn around
You can turn around

We've both grown tired
Of running after rainbows
Here we are
Darling, here we are
We've both grown tired
Of running from each other
Here we are
Darling, here we are

Here we are
Here we are

7760. Here We Are Making Love Again - Chords

Here We Are Making Love Again
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Ronald Saucer and Mike Schrimpf

G                  F
Here we are makin' love again
C                      G
Here we are the way we were back then
                              F
Here we are with a world that never ends
C                  Em          D7
Here we are makin' love makin' love
       C                G
Makin' love makin' love again
    Em                      G
Why can't you and I just be friends
C                                 G
Just think of what we said we had to do 
Em                          G
Every time we try it's just pretend
         C                            D7
You keep holdin' on to me I'm needin' you
Em                              G
Try to put you from my mind and then
C                                     G
I see that smile that always turns me on
    Em                        G
You call me up and here we go again
          C                  Am    D7       G
Well it's been awhile but it ain't been too long
Repeat #1 Well here...
Em                             G
I thought you and I could pull away
C                                   G
Break the ties that help us both so long



Em                                 G
I keep thinkin' more and more each day
    C                Am    D7       G
Who cares if what we do is right or wrong
repeat #1

7761. Here We Go

Here We Go
Kitchen Dwellers

Here we go again
How long has it been?
Flying high above the road
Eastbound and safe and sound

Shots are fired
Nobody speaks aloud
Flying high above the road
Eastbound and safe and sound

Here we go again
Another city I've never been
Flying high above the road
Eastbound and safe and sound

I can barely read from left to right
When it comes to you I can't even try
I'm begging baby please
I'm begging baby please, just give me a sign

Here we go again
How long has it been?
Flying high above the road
Eastbound and safR and sound

Shots are fired
Nobody speaks aloud
Flying high abovR the road
Eastbound and safe and sound

I can barely read from left to right
When it comes to you I can't even try
I'm begging baby please
I'm begging baby please, just give me a sign

I can barely read from left to right
When it comes to you I can't even try
I'm begging baby please
I'm begging baby please, just give me a sign

I try to open my eyes
I try to open my eyes



But you made me blind
Yeah, you made me blind

7762. Here Without You - Chords

Here Without You - 3 doors down

Intro:  Am G
Am 
A hundred days have made me older,
  G          Am F G
Since the last time that I saw your pretty face,
Am
A thousand lies have made me colder,
G Am F G
And I don't think I can look at this the same,
Am       G
And all the miles that separate,
G
Disappear now when I'm dreamin' of your face.
C                       G
I'm here without you baby,
          Am
But you're still on my lonely mind,
               F         G                               C
I think about you baby and I dream about you all the time,
C                   G
I'm here without you baby,
              Am
But you're still with me in my dreams,
FG                         Am    G       Am   F  G
And tonight girl, it's only you and me, yeah

The miles just keep rolling as the people leave their way to say hello,
But this life is overrated, but I hope it gets better as we go
Bridge:
Am
Everything I Know, 
C
And everywhere I go,
G      F
It gets hard but it won't take away my love,
Am        C
And when the last one falls, G                     F                     C   G Am F G x 2
When it's all said and done, 
it gets hard but won't take, away, my love,

I'm here without you baby, but your still on my lonely mind, 
I think about you baby and I dream about you all the time,
I'm here without you baby, but your still with me in my dreams,
F           G C   G      Am        F       G       Am
But tonight girl, it's only you and me, yeah, it's only you and me



7763. Here You Are

Here You Are
The Greencards - Here You Are

I've been looking everywhere
Holding out for you out there
And like an arrow through my heart
Here you are
I've had some lovers in my years
A love has its own ideas
I got a history hangin' 'round
Means nothing now
I feel your breath
On my lips when I close my eyes
I feel your skin
On my skin [Incomprehensible]
It's a warmth deep inside
It's a touch that never lies
It's a home to the soul going on
I feel your breath
On my lips when I close my eyes
I feel your skin
On my skin [Incomprehensible], ooh
I've been looking everywhere
Holding out for you out there
And like an arrow through my heart
Here you are

7764. Here You Come Again

Dolly Parton - Here You Come Again 

Here you come again
Just when I've begun to get myself together
You waltz right in the door
Just like you've done before
And wrap my heart 'round your little finger
Here you come again
Just when I'm about to make it work without you
You look into my eyes
And lie those pretty lies
And pretty soon I'm wonderin' how I came to doubt you

All you have to do is smile that smile
And there go all my defenses
Just leave it up to you and in a little while
You're messin' up my mind and fillin' up my senses
Here you come again



Lookin' better than a body has a right to
And shakin' me up so that all I really know
Is here you come again ...
And here I go

[break]

All you have to do is smile that smile
And there go all my defenses
Just leave it up to you and in a little while
You're messin' up my mind and fillin' up my senses
Here you come again
Lookin' better than a body has a right to
And shakin' me up so that all I really know
Is here you come again ...
And here I go (here you come again)
Here I go
Here I go (here you come again)
And here I go
Here I go (here you come again)
Here I go
Here I go (here you come again)
Here I go

7765. Here's A Quarter Call Someone Who Cares - Chords

Here's A Quarter Call Someone Who Cares
Written and recorded by Travis Tritt

G                              C        G
You say you were wrong to ever leave me alone
                                     D7
Now you're sorry you're lonesome and scared
        G
And you say you'd be happy
             C              G
If you could just come back home
                           D7          G
Well Here's a quarter call someone who cares
     C                         G
Call someone who'll listen and might give a damn
                         D7
Maybe one of your sorted affairs
    G
But don't you come round here
        C               G
Handing me none of your lines
                      D7          G
Here's a quarter call someone who cares
                                 C          G
Well I thought what we had could never turn bad
                            D7
So your leaving caught me unaware



        G
But the fact is you've run
          C          G
Girl that can't be undone
                         D7          G
So here's a quarter call someone who cares
Repeat #2
C             G            D7          C   G
Yeah here's a quarter call someone who cares

7766. Here's Hopin'

Kathy Mattea - Here's Hopin'

By the way you watch the sunset, I can tell
Soon you'll saddle up that ol' strawberry roan
Bid goodbye to the goodnight lovin' trail
And set off to blaze a new trail of your own
I know you'll travel light, like you always do
But you'll always take a part of me with you

Here's hopin' there's an open road before you
Here's hopin' that your aim is always true
And when you're tryin' to outrun that setting sun
Here's hopin' that you do

I know you'll try to hold to higher ground
And stay one day ahead of the storm
But when another blows and the rain keeps pouring down
May you find a place to keep you safe and warm
They say, every cowboy finds a home, somewhere
But friend, until your travels take you there

Here's hopin' there's an open road before you
Here's hopin' that your aim is always true
And when you're tryin' to outrun that setting sun
Here's hopin' that you do

If the trail looks bad and you need to double back
Here's hopin' that you do

7767. Here's Hopin' - Chords

Here's Hopin'
Kathy Mattea - Heres Hopin
Album: Willow in the Wind
Written by: Mark D. Sanders - Bob Regan

Record is in A#



Intro

    A                          E          A
1. By the way you watch the sunset I can tell
              D                            A
Soon you'll saddle up that ole strawberry roan
A                       E             A
Bid goodbye to the goodnight loving trail
    B7                                    E
And set off to blaze a new trail of your own
   D                                   A
I know you'll travel light, like you always do
     F#m                  Bm              E
But you'll always take a part of me with you

Chorus:
         A                 D                A
Here's Hopin', there's an open road before you
        F#m               D              E
Here's Hopin', that your aim is always true
      D                      A                F#m
And when you're trying to outrun that setting sun
Dm        A           E       A
Here's hopin' ....  that you do

   A                      E               A
2. I know you'll try to hold to higher ground
          D                     A
And stay one day ahead of the storm
A                                   E                 A
But when a northern blows and the rain keeps pouring down
B7                                          E
May you find a place to keep you safe and warm
  D                            A
They say every cowboy finds a home somewhere
     F#m                Bm               E
But friend until your travels take you there

go to chorus then tag

Tag:
         D                  A              F#m
If the trail looks bad you need to double back
Dm        A        E       A
Here's hopin'.... that you do.

7768. Here's Looking At You Kid

Brett Dennen - Here's Looking at You Kid

[Verse]
I was under the arc of a jet plane cobweb
Trying to get a message to you



I was making great time over the grapevine
Wrestling the shackles of youth

[Pre-Chorus]
Don't make up apologies
Found some trouble when there wasn't any

[Chorus]
I had the time of my life
I never want it to end
I wish that I could go back to the very beginning
And do it all over again

[Refrain]
Here's looking at you, k-k-k-k-k-k-kid
Here's looking at you, kid

[Verse]
There is magic and unrest, a milit'ry complex
What I do, I would do it for free
You're painfully earnest and thanks for your service
You really made something of me

7769. Here's To The Nights

Here's to the Nights
Chris Stapleton

Here's to falling on your face
Getting back up and winning the race
Here's to taking it to extremes
Never losing faith in our crazy dreams
Here's to having no fear
Here's to right now, right here
Here's to the nights we won't remember
With the friends we won't forget
May me think of them forever
As the days that were the best
May we makR some noise togethRr
Make a beautiful mess
Say we did it all
Here's to reaching for the stars
Hanging out in castles or hanging in the yard
Here's to leaving no foolish deed undone
Moving to the beat of our own crazy drum
Here's to living our lives
Here's to right here, right now
Here's to the nights we won't remember
With the friends we won't forget
May me think of them forever
As the days that were the best
May we make some noise together
Make a beautiful mess



Say we did it all
Here's to making memories, making mistakes
Taking all the blues and making them break
Here's to us being crazy fools
Here's to me, here's to you
Here's to the nights we won't remember
With the friends we won't forget
May me think of them forever
As the days that were the best
May we make some noise together
Make a beautiful mess
Say we did it all
Here's to the nights we won't remember
With the friends we won't forget
May me think of them forever
As the days that were the best
May we make some noise together
Make a beautiful mess
Say we did it all
We did it all
We did it all
We did it all

7770. Here's To Your Dreams

John Hartford - Here's to Your Dreams

Here's to your dreams
May they never completely come true
May they always be there
Just to make pretty pictures for you

Leave you breathless and warm
To excite you and come back again
And to warm up your soul
From a heartache that shouldn't have been

I had a dream that should never have ever come true
A dream that I live with each waking breath just for you
A picture of love that drove me to work on my scheme
But I came in to find that it couldn't live up to the dream

A question of time
A passion that knows I must try
A question of how
To know pain as sad as goodbye

Here's to your dreams
May they never completely come true
So you'll always have dreams
The way I have sweet dreams of you
Not destroy all the love
From a feeling that shouldn't come true



7771. Here, There and Everywhere

Emmylou Harris
Here, There and Everywhere

[Verse 1]
Here making each day of the year
Changing my life with one wave of his hand
Nobody can deny that there's something there

[Verse 2]
Running my hands through his hair
Both of us thinking how good it can be
Someone is speaking but he doesn't know she's there

[Bridge]
I want him everywhere and if he's beside me
I know I need never care
But to love him is to meet him everywhere

[Verse 3]
Knowing that love is to share
Each one believing that love never dies
Watching his eyes and hoping I'm always there
To be there and everywhere
Here, there and everywhere

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
I want him everywhere and if he's beside me
I know I need never care
But to love him is to meet him everywhere
[Verse 3]
Knowing that love is to share
Each one believing that love never dies
Watching his eyes and hoping I'm always there
To be there and everywhere
Here, there and everywhere

7772. Hermano Migrante

Tim O'Brien - Hermano migrante

[Verse 1]
En mi tierra natal, andando por la sierra
Cuestionando leyendas propagadas sin fin
Una pena inquietante al gÃ¼erito me sigue
Â¿Como era la gente que ya estaba aqui?



[Verse 2]
Estados Unidos, su pasado apesta
Desde siempre detesta admitir la verdad
Nuestra tierra querida se fundÃ³ con mentiras
Hijo, solo es nuestra, por saber bien robar

[Verse 3]
Por nacer en otro lado, dicen no eres de aqui
Mientras sin tus esfuerzos ni podrian vivir
Gritan  Calla migrante! Esperanza no hay!
Do your work without papers. Keep us fed and go die.'

[Verse 4]
Yo te veo migrante, me conmueve tu lucha
Aguantando torturas, en mi tierra natal
Sociedad descarada, ni le entra a la mente
Que este gran continente es tu tierra ancestral

7773. Hero

Sturgill Simpson - Hero

[Verse 1]
Decided to write a song for my hero
Considering he's done so much for me
He's the one that pulled me up when I fell down so low
He's the one that led me through the darkness when I could not see
Never met a man more gentle or any humbler
Never once heard him raise his voice or saw him mad
But I watched him break his back on the coal and lumber
To give her everything she never had

[Chorus]
'Cause when it all comes down to zero
There's nothing more this life could ever give
And I know I'll never find another hero
Not another one like him

[Verse 2]
He was born on a summer day in some dark holler
Way back in the hills of Perry County
But grew up poor and he never saw a dollar
But a dollar ain't no good in a coal camp anyway

[Chorus]
'Cause when it all comes down to zero
There's nothing more this life could ever give
And I know I'll never find another hero
Not another one like him

[Bridge]
And if I'm half the man he was when I die



I don't know if I could ask for too much more
Taught me you only need one hand to count your real friends in this life
You find true love you better take both arms, hold on 'til you're sore

[Chorus]
'Cause when it all comes down to zero
There's nothing more this life could ever give
And I know I'll never find another hero
Not another one like him

[Outro]
Decided to write a song for my hero
Considering he's done so much for me

7774. Hero Of The Day

Iron Horse - Hero Of The Day

Mama they try and break me
The window burns to light the way back home
A light that warms no matter where they've gone
They're off to find the hero of the day
But what if they should fall by someone's wicked way
Still the window burns
Time so slowly turns
And someone there is sighing
Keepers of the flames
Do ya feel your name?
Can't you hear your babies crying?
Mama they try and break me
Still they try and break me
Scuse me while I tend to how I feel
These things return to me that still seem real
Now deservingly this easy chair
But the rocking stopped by wheels of despair
Don't want your aid
But the first I've make
For years can't hold or feel
No, I'm not all me
So please excuse me
While I tend to how I feel
But now the dreams and waking screams
That ever last the night
So build the wall, behind it
Crawl and hide until it's light
So can't you hear your babies cryin' now?
Still the window burns
Time so slowly turns
And someone there is sighing
Keepers of the flames
Can't you hear your names?
Can't you hear your babies crying?
But now the dreams and waking screams



That ever last the night
So build the wall, behind it
Crawl and hide until it's light
So can't you hear your babies cryin' now?
Mama they try and break me
Mama they try and break me
Mama they try and break me
Mama they try
Mama they try
Mama they try and break me
Mama they try and break me
Mama they try and break me
Mama they try
Mama they try

7775. Hero's Death

Hero's Death

'Twas on an autumn evening, an old man bent with age
He landed in a city from off of the dusty sage
Is this the express office sir ? I've come to meet my son
They told me that the train was due at this place at half past one

You've made a slight mistake, sir, I'd like for you to know
This is the express office, and not the town deport
You do not understand me, sir, with trembling lips his said
He's not coming to me as a passenger, but he's coming to me dead

Just then a whistle pierced the air, "the express", some one cried
And with a feeble tremblijhng step, the old man passed outside
Just then a casket in a box was lowered to the ground
It was an eager, anxious crowd that quickly gathered 'round

Don't handle it so roughly boys, for that's our darling Jack
He left us just as you are now, Look how he's coming back
It's broken his poor mother's heart as partings always do
Think God he died a hero's death while with the boys in blue

7776. Heroes

Acoustic Syndicate - Heroes
Artist: Acoustic Syndicate
Album: Rooftop Garden

Today he draws a breath
Wonders why he does
Reflected images he
Wonders if it ever was.



From the rhythm of his own heart beating
His assurance to trust.

He has reached out his love to them
He's always searching for the truth.
From full color animation
To black and white, cold and aloof

But today, that does not matter
There's no need for proof.

New reason for being.
Seeing isn't always believing
And his thoughts flow
To his heroes.

From the heat of the sun to the pouring rain
Their medicine is his pain.
In his blood it flows
Because of his heroes.

To dream of diamonds
Only to wake in their dust
Consumed and wanting it all
Consumed by lust

It wears on the beauty inside
Its as sleepless as rust

To be there, to listen and to love,
An offering of what's right.
Your foundation's strong when your walls
Come crashing down.

How do you put up a fight?

You are all the colors of the rainbow,
You're a complete ray of light.

In the middle of the night
With your light on
How I pray that you are well.

All this time working the fields,
You nursed and healed us.
You let us think for ourselves.
I was thinking that I never told you

You are my heroes.

So, here's to you, my heroes,
I love you.



7777. Heroes

Heroes - Isaacs

Momma combs his hair and Daddy helps him brush his teeth
Day after day for thirty years the same routine
The special needs he lives with make life seem so unfair
But he thanks God every day cause he knows Mom and Dad are there

(chorus) He's a hero and she's a hero
It doesn't matter that nobody knows their name
They keep on giving to make life worth living
Might go unnoticed but they're heroes just the same

They tried for many years to have a baby of their own
But God knew a little girl who didn't have a home
Someone else's burden was their blessing in disguise
And now she's got a Mom and Daddy there to hold her when she cries

(chorus)

Every single parent who must carry twice the load
And those who sacrifice to raise a child that's not their own
They dedicate their time to make a difference in someone else's life
And in my eyes

(chorus)

They might go unnoticed but they're heroes just the same.

7778. Herschel's Song

Herschel's Song
Hackensaw Boys - Herschel's Song

I am only eighteen, Herschel is my name
Like my daddy before me, I'm marching off today
I'm marching off today
Ask me why I'm going, my friends all did the same
I am but a child, playing old man's games
Playing old man's games
I got a girl, Liza is her name
In mind I go to her, the vision is the same
The vision is the same
Gonna kill me some Yankees, my sergeant says I must
I know it's them or me, my sergeant's words I trust
My sergeant's words I trust
Preachers taught me mercy, Jesus said turn your cheek
Daddy taught me how to fight, for fear I would grow weak
For fear I would grow weak
Shrapnel took my eyes away, I can no longer see
In my mind I go to her, the vision is so sweet
The vision is so sweet



The vision is so sweet
The vision is so sweet

7779. Hes Making A Fool Out Of You - Chords

Hes Making A Fool Out Of You 
Holly Williams
 
       G                   D
I see clearly, I'm on the outside
           Em7                      Cadd9
I've been watching you fall from the start
    G                         D
I can't believe it, how'd you get here
Em7                           Cadd9
I remember you when you were smart
Am                                 D
It's not that you've lost all that now
     Cadd9                           D
But blind is the love that leaves no room for doubt
 
 
      Cadd9               G
He's making a fool out of you
      Cadd9               G
He's making a fool out of you
      Cadd9                Em7
He's making a fool out of you
D                  Cadd9
But you're still smiling
 
 
        G                         D
Have you forgotten, all that you taught me
      Em7                       Cadd9
Never lay down your heart for a lie
G                              D
It's gonna hurt you when your eyes open
     Em7                            Cadd9
And you shed all those tears you've denied
Am                     D
Everyone needs someone else
      Cadd9                          D
But love only grows when you don't lose yourself
 
 
      Cadd9               G
He's making a fool out of you
      Cadd9               G
He's making a fool out of you
      Cadd9                Em7
He's making a fool out of you
D                  Cadd9



But you're still smiling
 
 
        G                         D
Have you forgotten, all that you taught me
      Em7                       Cadd9
Never lay down your heart for a lie

7780. Hesitation Blues

Hesitation Blues
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Well, nickel is a nickel, I said, dime is a dime
I need a new gal, she won't mind
Tell me how long do I have to wait?
Can I get you now, I said, must I hesitate?

The eagle on the dollar says "in God we trust"
You say you want a man
You want to see that dollar first
Tell me how long do I have to wait?

Can I get you now, I said, must I hesitate?
Well, If the river was whiskey, said, I was a duck
You know I'd swim to the bottom
Lord, and never come up
Tell me how long

Well, rocks in the ocean, said, fish in the sea
Knows you mean the world to me
Tell me how long do I have to wait?
Can I get you now, Lord, must I hesitate?

Well, the hesitation stalker's got them hesitation shoes
You know, Lord, I got them hesitation blues
Tell me how long do I have to wait?
Can I get you now, Lord, must I hesitate?
Said, can I get you now, how long must I hesitate?

7781. Hey

Norman Blake - Hey

Hey
Have you lost your sense of place?
Hold a brush to your white toothpaste
Does the mirror look a little strange?
You satisfied with making do



(Don't think so, yeah)
Should we pull the parachute?
(Don't think so)
I will land on my feet but I probably won't leave the house for awhile and it feels like forever si
nce you held me like I was a human being
And I am a human being
Blind in an alleyway
Assuring you I'm fine
Blind in an alleyway
Positive I'm fine
Fine
Molly Mayhem
On your doorstep
At three AM
Fight and you run and you run
And it's likely over now
Fight and you run and you run
And you want it over now
Over now
Over now
This is the nineteenth round
And you know it
This is not the right crowd
And you know it

7782. Hey Adam

Mandolin Orange - Hey Adam

Hey Adam, our secret's safe
But I hope the world will learn
Go tend to Eve in the garden, crying
But pay attention to these words

If it ain't fear that holds us
It's fear that tears us down
Down and I have come to tell you now

That our Father loves you always

Well you may spend a lifetime and many more by her hand
Reassuring the blind ones calling our love sin
Well many flames are rising 
And many hearts will die
Well I am lying in your shadow but I know you'd rather lay by my side

Well our Father loves you always

Some grow weak in anger
Few grow weak in pain
Whose eyes are holding, tell me
Whose mind is sane?



Hey Adam, our secret's safe
But I hope the world will learn
Go tend to Eve in the garden, crying
Please hear these words

Our Father loves you always

7783. Hey Baby

Hey Baby
Dustbowl Revival

Hey hey hey baby
Where you going tonight
Hey hey hey baby
You're looking out of sight
Don't love' me' out of spite
Just' love me if it feels right
I' mean all night

Hey hey hey baby
You're out looking for trouble
Hey hey hey baby
That man will give you double
You're living in a bubble
If you don't think he's trouble
He's gonna give you double

CHORUS
Hey hey hey hey!
I said hey baby!
Hey hey hey hey!
I said hey baby!
Don't love me out of spite
Just love me if it feels right
I mean all night

Hey hey hey baby
I heard he broke your heart
Hey hey hey baby
You need a brand new start
Cause loving you's an art
He broke your heart
You need a brand new start
Hey hey hey baby
I'll be your real good thing
Hey hey hey baby
I ain't no midnight fling
I'll make your heart sing
I ain't no midnight fling
Cause I'm a real good thing

Hey hey hey hey!



I said hey baby!
Hey hey hey hey!
I said hey baby!
Don't love me out of spite
Just love me if it feels right
I mean all night

7784. Hey Baby

Marty Stuart - Hey Baby

Hey baby 
Don't you cry
I'm gonna wipe those little
Teardrops dry

Hey baby 
Don't be sad
I know he hurt you 
But it ain't so bad

You won't ever have to be alone again
I will always love you till the very end

Hey baby
Don't be blue
I will always take care of you

You won't ever have to be alone again
I will always love you till the very end

Hey baby 
Don't you cry
I'm gonna wipe those little
Teardrops dry

Hey baby
Hey baby
Hey baby

7785. Hey Boys

Hey Boys
Mitch Jayne / Rodney Dillard / Roy Dean Webb / Herb Pedersen

When I was a young man lived along the Merrimac
Washed in the river when the water ran clean
I waited for the day I could buy me a Cadillac
And see a lot of things that I never have seen



Hey, hey, hey boys I think I'm getting old
Sittin' by the fire when the weather gets cold
I don't care down around the farm
And another little drink won't do us any harm

Rare back talk about your politics
Fight about religion and worry about war
I'll sit spittin' in the fireplace
And pour a little cider when your throat gets sore

Hey, hey, hey boys I think I'm getting old
Sittin' by the fire when the weather gets cold
I don't care down around the farm
And another little drink won't do us any harm

Instrumental (Pedal Steel Guitar + Fiddle)
Hey, hey, hey boys I think I'm getting old
Sittin' by the fire when the weather gets cold
I don't care down around the farm
And another little drink won't do us any harm

Hey, hey, hey boys I think I'm getting old
Sittin' by the fire when the weather gets cold
I don't care down around the farm

And another little drink won't do us any harm
And another little drink won't do us any harm

7786. Hey Brother

Dan Tyminski
Hey Brother (Extended Version)

[Verse 1]
Hey brother, there's an endless road to rediscover
Hey sister, know the water is sweet, but blood is thicker
Oh, if the sky comes falling down
For you, there's nothing in this world I wouldn't do

[Verse 2]
Hey brother, do you still believe in one another?
Hey sister, do you still believe in love, I wonder?
Oh, if the sky comes falling down
For you, there's nothing in this world I wouldn't do

[Hook]
What if I'm far from home? Oh brother, I will hear you call!
What if I lose it all? Oh sister, I will help you hang on!
Oh, if the sky comes falling down, for you
There's nothing in this world I wouldn't do

[Verse 3]



Hey brother, there's an endless road to rediscover
Hey sister, do you still believe in love, I wonder?
Oh, if the sky comes falling down
For you, there's nothing in this world I wouldn't do

[Hook]
What if I'm far from home? Oh brother, I will hear you call!
What if I lose it all? Oh sister, I will help you hang on!
Oh, if the sky comes falling down, for you
There's nothing in this world I wouldn't do

7787. Hey Bébé

Rhiannon Giddens - Hey Bébé

Hey bébé, don't you turn away
Hey bébé, I got something to say to you
Hey bébé, you chase the blues away
Hey bébé, you know I love to dance with you
Hey bébé, listen to what I say
Hey bébé, I'ma tell you something true
Hey bébé, I been waitin' for this day
Hey bébé, I think I'm in love with you

Man, you're so smooth when your hips start to move
I love to feel you hold me when you deepen the groove
I get hypnotized when I look in your eyes
I feel my heart a-thumpin' and I can't help but cry

Hey bébé, don't you turn away
Hey bébé, I got something to say to you
Hey bébé, you chase the blues away
Hey bébé, you know I love to dance with you

Man, you're so smooth when your hips start to move
I love to feel you hold me when you deepen the groove
I get hypnotized when I look in your eyes
I feel my heart a-thumpin' and I can't help but cry

Hey bébé, listen to what I say
Hey bébé, I'm-a tell you something true
Hey bébé, I been waitin' for this day
Hey bébé, I know I'm in love with you

7788. Hey Child

Sturgill Simpson - Hey Child

[Verse 1]



Hey, child, you've got blood
On your doorstep
Long eyes, cheap talk
Strange voices
How long can you hold
Hold down your resistance?
Hey, child, you don't know
No, baby, you don't know your own existence

[Pre-Chorus]
And in the ruins of the nights that we went
Writin' numbers on our arms
But when you wake up to find there's nothin' left
Don't you know your future's almost gone?

[Chorus]
Hey, child, you better get right on you
Hey, child, you got so many better things to do

[Verse 2]
Hey, child, you've got dogs
Dogs that guard your weakness
Pull in all your wounded men
Oh, baby, don't you know that they're useless?

[Pre-Chorus]
Your lamp is burnin' low, and the streets are cold and wet
You're just a face without a name
But when you wake up and find there's nothin' left
Oh, honey, baby, ain't it a shame?

[Chorus]
Hey, child, you better get it right on you
Hey, child, you got so many better things to do

[Outro]
Hey, child, no, you ain't found it yet
Hey, child, you better quit placin' all those bets
Hey, child, no, no, no, no, no
Hey, child, you're gonna get it right on you
Hey, child (Woah)

7789. Hey Dixie

Dixie Chicks - Hey Dixie

[CHORUS:]
Hey Dixie
I can hear you calling
Hey Dixie
I can hear you calling me
Hey Dixie 
I can hear you 



I can hear you calling
Hey Dixie 
I can hear you calling me

L.A. New York bound
Sure does bring me down
Seems like something's talking to me
Saying you've been here too long
Singing that same ol song 
Got to get it on
Down in Dixie

[CHORUS]

Music in the streets 
Flowers smelling sweet
Something I can get so close to
Yeah, the sunshine is shining bright
(Something something) in the night
Singing songs
Down in Dixie

[CHORUS]

Good times waiting there
Honeysuckles in the air
Love is free down by the river
That Texas moon filled sky
Ya know it's gonna make me high
Got to get it on 
Down in Dixie

[CHORUS]

7790. Hey God

Vince Gill - Hey God

Hey God I just lost a dear old friend
Hey God I hope he's in your angel band
Hey God you know he believed in you
Just help me understand why you do the things you do

Hey God send me down some comfort please
Hey God I'll be down here on my knees
Hey God will we ever comprehend
The forgiveness and grace that lies waiting in the end

Oh there's anger and tears
For all of the years that your children won't have you to hold
Oh my heart had been broken
The angels have spoken still I wish I could watch you grow old



Hey God I know he didn't die alone
Hey God tell my old friend welcome home
Hey God please hear me when I pray
Pray for a little peace 'til we meet again someday
Pray for a little peace 'til we meet again someday

7791. Hey Good Lookin'

Roy Acuff - Hey good lookin'
Composer: Hank Williams

Hey hey good lookin' whatcha got cookin'
How's about cookin' something up with me
Hey sweet baby don't you think maybe
We could find us a brand new recepie

I got a hot rod Ford and a two dollar bill
And I know a spot right over the hill
There's soda pop and the dancin's free
So if you wanna have fun come along with me
Hey hey good lookin' whatcha got cookin'
How's about cookin' something up with me

I'm free and ready so we can go steady
How's about saving all your time for me
No more lookin' I know I've been tooken
How's about keeping steady company

I'm gonna throw my datebook over the fence
And find me one for five or ten cents
I'll keep it till it's covered with age
Cause I'm writing your name down on every page
Hey hey good lookin' whatcha got cookin'
How's about cookin' something up with me

7792. Hey Hey

Todd Snider - Hey Hey

Got a girl in the Georgia hills
Saves my money so I pay my bills
Broke a bottle, took my pills
Got me to sleep

She makes a thing out of me
Knows the world that I want to see
Heaven knows she needs to be
One promise I keep



Golden haired, halo-eyed
Walkin' like she ain't satisfied
Sayin' things that most girls hide
Sometimes she's rude

Two bloody Mary's she's full of grace
Laughin' all over her pillow case
Man the girl can rock the place
When she's in the mood

Hey hey hey, hey hey
Hey hey hey, hey hey

She don't talk down to me
She takes my temper patiently
She listens to me constantly
I'm always falling apart

She don't like it when I'm not home
I hate it when I got to leave her alone
The girl was born with a jealous bone
And a runaway heart

Hey hey hey, hey hey
Hey hey hey, hey hey
Hey hey hey, hey hey
Hey hey hey, hey hey hey hey ..

Got a girl in the Georgia hills
Saves my money so I pay my bills
Broke a bottle, took my pills
Got me to sleep

She makes a thing out of me
Knows the world that I want to see
Heaven knows she needs to be
One promise I keep

7793. Hey Hey Bartender

Hey Hey Bartender
Osborne Brothers

Hey hey hey bartender
come and set me up another round
Hey hey hey bartender
got a lot of troubles I must drown

Well I guess you guess it's love
it's love it's love it's love it's love bartender
Yes I guess you guess this love has got me down
I tried I tried bartender Lordy Lordy Lordy how I tried



She Lied she lied bartender
Lordy how that woman went and lied
Well I guess it's best somehow but now I'm alone
I'm alone I'm alone bartender and I see you see it hurts to be alone

7794. Hey Hey Hey

Hey Hey Hey - Kathy Kallick
Stanley Brothers

I saw you last night in my dreams love
I awoke as the clock was strikin' four
But I didn't think that I'd meet you
And now as you walk through the door

   Come sit here with me, little darlin'
   And allow me to say
   I love you sweetheart I love you
   Hey hey hey hey

As you stood there before me I wondered
If I'd ever get you off of my mind
And the tears filled my eyes when you vanished
With your golden curls that hung down behind

Won't you come back to me in my dreams love
Some dark night when I'm here all alone
Would you tell me sweetheart that you love me
Some dark night when I'm here all alone

7795. Hey Ho Jorge

Hey Ho Jorge
Keller Williams - Hey Ho Jorge

(Heyyy)
Hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
Hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
Hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
Hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
I say hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
Hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
I say hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
Hey ho Jorge
What's my problem?
What's my deal?
I just wanna play the bass
And let you know what I feel
What's my problem?



What's my deal?
I wanna get in your face
And let you know that what I feel is real
What's my problem?
What's my deal?
Just want to be with you
And grow a beard like Larry Keel
What's my problem?
What's my deal?
I am a hungry man
And this funk is my meal
Because, I eat the funk
I eat the funk x 7
Why bother?
Why should I care?
I don't think I've been right
Since I cut my hair
Why bother?
Why should I care?
I get low, you know?
And I fall into a stare
Why bother?
Why should I care?
What gives me the right
The left, wind, and the wear?
Why bother?
Why should I care?
I like my funk well done well done
And never rare
Because, I eat the funk
I eat the funk (x 7)
Hey Keller! (Yesss)
Shut the fuck up
(Wait... What?)
Hey Keller! (Yesss)
Shut the fuck up
(Why?.. What? Wait)
Hey Keller! (Yesss)
Shut the fuck up
(Why? Why would you say that?)
Hey Keller! (Yesss)
Shut the fuck up
Fuck you band, I eat the funk
I eat the funk (x 7)
I say hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
I say hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
I say hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
Hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
Hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
I say hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
I say hey ho Jorge (Hey ho Jorge)
I Eat the funk



7796. Hey Jezebel

Allison Moorer - Hey Jezebel

Don't you look pretty
Dressed to the nines
Comfortably sitting
On your gold mine
Blood red and blonde
Lipstick and curls
A high-heeled don juan
Come to mess up my world

All of the ladies
Are watching their backs
The boys thinking maybe
They might stand a chance
Bet every bar you walk in's the same
They don't know who you are
But they sure know your name

Hey Jezebel leave mine alone
Ain't no bombshell wrecking my home
He's all I got he's all I want
Jezebel find someone else
Leave mine alone

Why'd you come calling
On this side of town
A woman who's fallen
And keeps going down
I won't compete with your dirty work
So get back to the street
Before you get hurt

Hey Jezebel leave mine alone
Ain't no bombshell wrecking my home
He's all I got he's all I want
Jezebel find someone else
Leave mine alone

This southern belle is tough as nails
Leave mine alone

7797. Hey Joe

Osborne Brothers - Hey Joe!

Hey Joe!
Where'd ya find that pearly girlie
Where'd ya get that jolly dolly
How did ya rate that dish I wish was mine
Hey Joe!



She's got skin that's creamy dreamy
Eyes that look so lovey-dovey
Lips as red as cherry berry wine
Now listen Joe, I ain't no heel
But oh buddy let me tell you how I feel
She's a honey, she's a sugar pie
I'm warnin' you I'm gonna try to steal her from you
Hey Joe!
Though we've been the best of friends
This is where that friendship ends
I gotta have that dolly for my own.

(Hey Joe!)
(Hey Joe!)

Hey Joe!
Come on let's be buddy buddies
Show me you're my palsy-walsy
Introduce that pretty little chick to me
Hey Joe!

Quit that waitin', hesitatin'
Let me at 'er, what's the matter
You're as slow as any Joe can be
Now come on Joe let's make a deal
Let me dance with her to see if she is real
She's the cutest girl I've ever seen
An' I tell ya face to face I mean to steal her from you
Hey Joe!

We'll be friends until the end
But this looks like the end my friend
I gotta have that dolly for my own
I've gotta have that dolly for my own
(Hey Joe, Hey Joe)

7798. Hey Jude

John Hartford - Hey Jude

Hey Jude, don't make it bad
Take a sad song and make it better
Remember to let her into your heart
Then you can start to make it better

Hey Jude, don't be afraid
You were made to go out and get her
The minute you let her under your skin
Then you begin to make it better

And anytime you feel the pain, hey Jude, refrain
Don't carry the world upon your shoulders



For well you know that it's a fool who plays it cool
By making his world a little colder

Hey Jude, don't let me down
You have found her, now go and get her
Remember to let her into your heart
Then you can start to make it better

So let it out and let it in, hey Jude, begin
You're waiting for someone to perform with
And don't you know that it's just you, hey Jude, you'll do
The movement you need is on your shoulder

Hey Jude, don't make it bad
Take a sad song and make it better
Remember to let her under your skin
Then you'll begin to make it
Better better better better better better, oh

Na na na na-na-na-na, na-na-na-na, hey Jude...

7799. Hey La La - Chords

Hey La La
Recorded by Ernest Tubb
Words and music by Ray Price and Leonard McRight

[D] Oh, come hear my story, I'll tell it to [A7] you
My heart is all broken, I'm sad and I'm [D] blue
I just lost my darling, her name was La [A7] La
As pretty as a picture and oh, twice as [D] fair.

[D] Hey! La La, Oh! La La, my true La [A7] La-aa
Hey! La La, Oh! La La, my true La [D] La.

A grave on the hillside all covered with snow
A heart broken lover with head bending low
With tears in his eyes, he placed a red rose
On the grave of his darling up there in the snow.

REFRAIN

Oh! God up in heaven, please tell her for me
My hopes are all shattered, oh! say can't you see
Just tell her I'm waiting to meet her up there
I'll look at her picture and send her a prayer.

7800. Hey Little Girl



Hey, Little Girl
The Country Gentlemen

Hey little girl, hey (there)

Little girl, oh walking down new speed
All dressed, your clothes so' fine
Little' girl, you look' so proud
When I see you on' the town
Hey little girl, hey (there)

Little girl, you cute little girl
I wonder what you'd say
Would you bribe and smile at me?
If you look my way
Hey little girl, hey (there)

Little girl, would you think I'm too bold?
If I'd ask your name
Even if you would not say I would like you just to say
Hey little girl, hey there

7801. Hey Little Girl

Hey Little Girl

Hey little girl, you don't have to hide nothin' no more,
Oh, you didn't do nothin' that hasn't been done before.

Little girl thought she wouldn't get caught, you see,
She thought she's get away with goin' out on me.

Oh, other girls do it, you didn't think of nothin' new,
You went out on me, so what, other girls do too.

You can leave little girl, 'cause I don't want you around no more,
And if you come knockin' you won't get past my door.

Oh, you got nothin' to hide and everybody knows it's true,
Too bad little girl 'cause it's all over for you.

7802. Hey Lonesome

Hey Lonesome
Claire Lynch

Hey lonesome who broke your heart into
Hey lonesome who left you with the blues

I never will forget the day



That you threw my dreams away
When I told you there'd come a day
For all your wrongs to end you'd pay

Hey lonesome who does it feel to lose
Hey lonesome who left you with the blues

You didn't care what I went through
you left me here to cry
you knew my love for you was true
But still you said good bye

Hey lonesome you're gonna wear out your shoes
Hey lonesome who left you with the blues

I tried to tell you when you left
That you'd be back someday
But I've done found me some one else
And here is all I've got to say

Hey lonesome who broke your heart into
Hey lonesome who left you with the blues

7803. Hey Lonesome - Chords

Hey Lonesome
Recorded by The Bluegrass Album Band
Written by Jimmy Martin and Sam Humphrey

C                F                  C
Hey lonesome who broke your heart into
                 G7                C
Hey lonesome who left you with the blues

  F
I never will forget the day
C
That you threw my dreams away
     F
When I told you there'd come a day
    C                            G7
For all your wrongs to end you'd pay

C                F               C
Hey lonesome who does it feel to lose
                 G7                C
Hey lonesome who left you with the blues

    F
You didn't care what I went through
    C
You left me here to cry
    F



You knew my love for you was true
    C                  G7
But still you said goodbye

C                   F                   C
Hey lonesome you're gonna wear out your shoes
                 G7                C
Hey lonesome who left you with the blues

  F
I tried to tell you when you left
     C
That you'd be back someday
    F
But I've done found me someone else
            C               G7
And here is all I've got to say

C                F                  C
Hey lonesome who broke your heart into
                 G7                C
Hey lonesome who left you with the blues

7804. Hey Me, Hey Mama

Hey Me, Hey Mama
Sierra Ferrell

Papa's in the kitchen
Mama's in the field
Murder in the hen house, mud flung high upon the hill

Oh, rooster in the dooryard, just leaning on the horn
With the wind so sweetly blowing through the ripening corn

Hey me
Hey Mama
Where you been
For so long, for so long?
Hey me
Hey Mama
Where you been?
Where you been for so long?

There's something outrageous 'bout that evening sky
Just this side of dangerous, that look in your eye

Knew you were crazy, always knew you could be cruel
Still, I would do just about anything in the world for you

Hey me
Hey Mama
Where you been



For so long, for so long?
Hey me
Hey Mama
Where you been?
Where you been for so long?

Left me standing in the corner with my head hanging down
Punch-drunk, busted up, and reeling like a rodeo clown

You always seem to hit me like a lightning from above
Guess, I just wasn't ready for such a heavy-handed love

Hey me
Hey Mama
Where you been, oh, now
For so long, for so long?
Hey me
Hey Mama
Where you been?
Where you been for so long?

7805. Hey Mister That's Me Up On The Jukebox

Linda Ronstadt - Hey Mister That's Me Up On The Jukebox

Hey mister, that's me up on the jukebox
I'm the one that's singing this sad song
Well, I'll cry everytime that you slip in one more dime
And let the boy sing the sad one, one more time

Southern California that's as blue as the boy can be
Blue as the deep blue sea
Won't you listen to me now
I need your golden gated cities like a hole in the head
Just like a hole in the head, I'm free

Hey mister, that's me up on the jukebox
I'm the one that's singing this sad song
Well, I'll cry everytime that you slip in one more dime
And let the boy sing the sad one, one more time

I do believe I'm headed home
Hey mister, can't you see that I'm as dry as a bone
I think I'll spend some time alone
Yes, unless you've found a way of squeezing water from a stone

Let the doctor and the lawyer do as much as they can
Let the springtime begin
Let the boy become a man
I done wasted too much time just to sing you this sad song
I done been this lonesome picker a little too long

Hey mister, that's me up on the jukebox



I'm the one that's singing this sad song
Well, I'll cry everytime that you're up and slip in one more dime
And let the boy sing the sad one, one more time

Well, I've been spreading myself thin these days
Don't you know
Good-bye

7806. Hey Mr. Freight Train

Hey Mr. Freight Train
Author: Frank Poindexter

Hey Mr. Freight Train
You're right on time again
It's always good to see you, Sir
You're one of my best friends
Hey Mr. Freight Train
I feel like a part of you
I hope that there is something some time
I can do for you
There's that old familiar odeur
Of that freight train number nine
I'm in that same old empty boxcar
That I've rode in every time
You can see my initials
Scratched on all of these four walls
Mr. Freight Train, you're a friend of mine
And your whistle is my call
Hey Mr. Freight Train...
If I had to pay my fare
For every ride I've made
I'd have to have more money
Than I'd ever even made
But I ain't worried none at all
Mr. Freight Train is my friend
As long as this ol' boxcar's empty
He will always let me in
Hey Mr. Freight Train...

7807. Hey Now - Chords

Hey Now 
Sturgill Simpson

[Chorus]
C
Hey now, hey now, hey now, hey now, hey baby
 



you been on my mind
F
Hey baby
             C
you been on my mind
                 G
I been down this road
N.C.            C
bout a thousand times
 
[Verse 1]
C
Oh, I'd walk the desert
C
I'd swim the sea
 
just to have you right next to me
F
Hey baby,
              C
you been on my mind
                  G
I been down this road
N.C.           C
bout, a thousand times
 
[Verse 2]
 
C
Hey now, hey now, hey now, hey now, hey darlin
 
I'm sad and blue
F
Hey darlin
           C
I'm sad and blue
            G
settin here alone
N.C.          C
poutin over you
 
[Verse 3]
C
Well, I'd face an army of a million men
 
whoop King Kong just to see you again
    F
Hey baby,
               C
you been on my mind
                 G
I been down this road
N.C.            C
bout a thousand times
 
[Verse 4]
C



Hey now, hey now, hey now, hey now, hey baby
 
I see you in my dreams
F
Baby
              C
See you in my dreams
             G
Oh be a good girl
               C
Come on home to me
 
C
Hey now, hey now, hey now, hey now
 
hey now, hey now, hey now, hey now, hey now, hey now

7808. Hey Porter

Marty Stuart - Hey Porter

Hey Porter, hey Porter, would you tell me the time
How much longer will it be 'til we cross that Mason-Dixon line
When we hit Dixie would you tell that engineer to ring his bell
And ask everybody that ain't asleep to stand right up and yell 
Hey Porter, hey Porter, what time did you say
How much longer will it be 'til I can see the light of day
When we hit Dixie would you tell that engineer to slow it down
Better still just stop the train 'cause I'd like to look around

Hey Porter, hey Porter, it's gettin' light outside
This old train is puffin' smoke and I have to strain my eyes
But ask that engineer if he would blow his whistle please
I smell frost on cotton leaves and I feel that southern breeze

Hey Porter, hey Porter, get my bags for me
I need nobody to tell me now that we're in Tennessee
Go tell that engineer to make that lonesome whistle scream
We're gettin' close to home so take it easy on the steam

Hey Porter, hey Porter, please open up the door
When they stop this train, I'm gonna get off first 'cause I can't wait no more
Tell that engineer I said thanks a lot and I didn't mind the fair
Gonna set my feet on southern soil and breathe that southern air

Hey Porter, hey Porter, would you tell me the time
How much longer will it be 'til we cross that Mason-Dixon line
When we hit Dixie would you tell that engineer to ring his bell
Ask everybody that ain't asleep to stand right up and yell



7809. Hey Pretty Boy

Todd Snider - Hey Pretty Boy

[Verse 1]
Nobody cares about the music business
Nobody sounds like they're telling the truth
Oh, when they're talking about it
I don't want to talk about it
I like to talk about chicks and cars and partying hard
I like chicks and cars and partying hard

[Verse 2]
Say what you want about old Bocephus
He may be crazy but he's laughing all the way to the bank and shit
Old Bocephus, he's got all kind of of hit
They always singin' 'bout chicks and cars and partying hard
I like chicks and cars and partying hard

[Chorus]
Hey pretty boy (Hey pretty boy)
Go back to Franklin (Go back to Franklin)
Hey pretty boy (Hey pretty boy)
Go back to Franklin (Go back to Franklin)
Nobody here wants to talk about publishing, man
Pretty boy

[Verse 3]
I didn't come down here to make connections
I come down here to get my big old titty baby drunk
And take her home
It makes her horny when I play her The Stones
They're always singing about chicks and cars and partying hard
They're like chicks and cars and partying hard

[Chorus]
Hey pretty boy (Hey pretty boy)
Go back to Franklin (Go back to Franklin)
Hey pretty boy (Hey pretty boy)
Go back to Franklin (Go back to Franklin)
Nobody here wants to talk about distribution

7810. Hey Ring-A-Ding - Chords

Hey Ring-A-Ding
Recorded by Connie Francis
Written by Eddie Curtis

G               D7                      G
Hey ring-a-ding what are you doing this evening
                                   D7
Hey ring-a-ding what are you doing tonight
G       D7                C                  Cm



Hey Mr. Ring-a-Ding dandy you're as sweet as sugar candy
G               D7                 G      C  G
Hey ring-a-ding what are you doing tonight

                D7              G
Hey ring-a-ding I wish you were near me
                                D7
Hey ring-a-ding I wish you were mine
     G          D7
Well now you've got the ring-a-ding kissing
C           Cm
This little girl's been missing
G               D7              G    C G
Hey ring-a-ding I wish you were mine

C                                 G
You've got the ring-a-ding hugger wake up
A7                               D7
You've got the ring-a-ding lover love

G               D7                G
Hey ring-a-ding I am dreaming and scheming
                             D7
Hey ring-a-ding I'll get you somehow
G       D7                C            Cm
Hey Mr. Ring-a-Ding dandy you'll be my sugar candy
G               D7        G   C G
Hey ring-a-ding let it be now

                     D7
Hey Mr. Ring-a-Ding  you'll be my sugar candy
G                     C            Cm
Hey ring-a-ding dandy you'll be my sugar candy
G               D7        G   C
Hey ring-a-ding let it be now
G               D7        G   C G
Hey ring-a-ding let it be now

7811. Hey Spikedriver

Kane's River - Hey Spikedriver 
Album: Same River Twice

Take this 9 pound hammer back to the captain
let him swing it like john henry all day long
he can take this sorry deal, let him see just how it feels
i'm going to lay my hammer down and be long gone
Hey spikedriver, you're gonna miss me when i'm gone
hey spikedriver, can't you hear my lonesome song
i'm going to lay my hammer down and be long gone
I've been working too long on this railroad
tell the walking boss i ain't coming back
i'm going to move on down the line, back home to caroline



i ain't going to let this railroad break my back
Hey spikedriver, you're going to miss me when i'm gone
hey spikedriver, can't you hear my lonesome song
i'm going to lay my hammer down and be long gone
Every night i hear that big spike hammer ringing
cold, steel rails are always on my mind
i can still feel every blow from every spike i drove below
still haunted by the life i left behind
Hey spikedriver, you're going to miss me when i'm gone
hey spikedriver, can't you hear my lonesome song
i'm going to lay my hammer down and be long gone
i'm going to lay my hammer down and be long gone

7812. Hey Stranger

Mandolin Orange - Hey Stranger

Hey stranger
There's danger down the line
You'll find heartache and trouble
And all your good time
Rowdy ways
I'll tell you no lie
There's no burden greater in life
As soon as you pick yourself up just to say
Hey to your loved ones
Who'll all turn away
Don't go living with trouble in mind
There's no burden greater in life
Hey stranger
If ever you decide
Giving in to the bottom will ease your weary mind
And heavy heart
You'll see in time
There's no burden greater in life
As soon as you pick yourself up just to go
Home to your loved ones
You'll find a locked door
Don't go making mistakes like mine
There's no burden greater in life
Don't go living with trouble in mind
There's no burden greater in life

7813. Hey Thats No Way To Say Goodbye - Chords

Hey Thats No Way To Say Goodbye 
John Boutte
 
[Intro]



C# D# G# D#
 
[Verse 1]
G#
I loved you in the morning
Your kisses deep and warm
Fm
Your hair upon the pillow like a
Sleepy golden storm
C#
Many loved before us and I
Know that we are not new
G#
In city and in forest
They loved like me and you
Fm
Now it's come to distances
And both of us must try
C#                              D#
Your eyes filled with sorrow, hey
                          G#    D#
That's no way to say goodbye
 
[Verse 2]
G#
I'm not looking for another
As I wander through my time
Fm
Walk me to the corner, our
Steps will always rhyme
C#
My love will go with you when
Your love stays with me
G#
That's a way life changes
Like the shoreline of the sea
Fm
Let's not talk of love or change
Things we can't untie
C#                              D#
Your eyes filled with sorrow, hey
                            G#    D#
That's no way to say goodbye
 
[Solo]
G# Fm C#
G# Fm C# D# G# D#
 
[Verse 3]
G#
I'm not looking for another
As I wander through my time
Fm
Walk me to the corner, our
Steps will always rhyme
C#
My love will go with you when



Your love stays with me
G#
That's a way life changes
Like the shoreline of the sea
Fm
Let's not talk of love or change
Things we can't untie
C#                              D#
Your eyes filled with sorrow, hey
                            G#    D#
That's no way to say goodbye

7814. Hey, Good Lookin'

Ernest Tubb
Hey, Good Lookin'
(originally by Hank Williams)
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Say hey good lookin' whatcha got cooking 
how's about cooking something up with me
Hey sweet baby don't you think maybe 
we could find us a brand new recepie

I got a hot rod Ford and a two dollar bill 
and I know a spot right over the hill
There's soda pop and the dancin's free 
so if you wanna have fun come along with me

Say hey good lookin' whatcha got cooking 
how's about cooking something up with me

I'm free and ready so we can go steady 
so how's about saving all your time for me
No more lookin' I know I've been tooken 
how's about keepin' steady company

I'm gonna throw my datebook over the fence 
and find me one for five or ten cents
I'll keep it till it's covered with age 
cause I'm writin' your name down on every page

Say hey good lookin' whatcha got cooking 
how's about cooking something up with me

7815. Hey, Hey, Hey

Hey, Hey, Hey 



Hey, Hey, Hey
Hey, hey, hey, your lover was a tough act to follow
Hey, hey, hey, you've had too many months of sorrow
There are times it seems like everyone else's worry
There are those who think you've been livin' in a hurry
Nobody knows how long you've been selfless and patient
Living in the desert, dying of thirst and starvation
Well, well, well, you're gonna have to take care of your self now
So that you can take care of everybody else now
Hey, hey, hey, your lover left pretty big shoes to fill
Well, well, well, there are times when you lost the will
Everyone around you thinks they know what would be best now
You seem to be the last one to choose your destiny now
Hey, hey, hey, well, well, well
After all you've been through, you can just tell 'em to go
to hell
Anyone who knows you knows a part of you dies too
You've earned the right to fall in love when you decide to
Hey, hey, hey, it's hard to find somebody who's just right now
Well, well, well, doesn't have to be the love of your life now
Probably not the love of your life now
But it's probably gonna save your life now

7816. Hey, Lucky Lady

Dolly Parton - Hey, Lucky Lady 
(Dolly Parton)

Lucky lady, lucky lady, I was once the lucky lady
I was happy with my baby, I was such a lucky lady
Hey, lucky lady, lucky lady, you are now the lucky lady
Are you happy with my baby, you know you're a lucky lady, you lucky lady
Lucky lady, that's what I was, I was lucky to have his love
All a woman could wish for, he was that and so much more
He was mine and how I loved him before your hands ever touched him
Long before your temping eyes lured my baby from my life
Hey, hey, Lucky lady, lucky lady, you are now the lucky lady
Are you happy with my baby, you know you're a lucky lady
Lucky lady, lucky lady, I was once the lucky lady
I was happy with my baby, you know you're a lucky lady, you lucky lady
Is it love or is it pleasure, do you know you've found a treasure
Are you only having fun, do you know the prize you've won?
If you don't want something lasting, if it's just the time you're passing
Lucky lady, give him up 'cause I do love him very much
Lucky lady, lucky lady, I was once the lucky lady
I was happy with my baby, I was such a lucky lady
Hey, lucky lady, lucky lady, you are now the lucky lady
Are you happy with my baby, you know you're a lucky lady, you lucky lady
Hey, hey, Lucky lady, lucky lady, you are now the lucky lady
Are you happy with my baby, you know you're a lucky lady



7817. Heyday - Chords

Heyday 
Lonesome River Band
 
Capo: 2 fret
 
[Intro]
Em  D/F#  G  G*
 
[Verse 1]
D
State champs, seventy-eight,
D
Still painted on my water tank,
G
I sure miss those Friday nights,
D
Underneath the stadium lights,
Em
My home crowd,
      G
I can see them now,
D
Man, we were proud.
 
 
[Verse 2]
D
Now there's run down factories where they all worked,
D
Empty row houses om my outskirts,
G
Take a ride down main street,
D
Imagine who I used to be,
   Em                    G
No interstate could ever take away,
   D
My heyday.
 
 
[Chorus]
Bm                          G     A D   Dsus2
I'm a little sleepy but I'm still alive,
Bm               G  A   D     D
Still good for a Sunday drive,
Bm                       G  A  D
Folks pass through and I wanna say,
              Em              G
You should've seen this place,
      D
In my heyday.



 
 
[Verse 3]
D
Rusty rails, remember when,
D
Freight cars came rollin' in,
    G
And rolled out full of stuff we made,
    D
The trains don't stop here nowadays,
     Em             D/F#  G   G*
Most towns would be ghost towns,
               D     Dsus2
But I'm still around.
 
 
[Chorus]
Bm                          G     A D   Dsus2
I'm a little sleepy but I'm still alive,
Bm               G  A   D     Dsus2
Still good for a Sunday drive,
Bm                       G  A  D
Folks pass through and I wanna say,
              Em              G
You should've seen this place,
      D
In my heyday.
 
 
[Instrumental]
Bm  G A D   Dsus2
Bm  G A D   Dsus2
Bm  G A D
Em  G  D
 
 
[Bridge]
Em         D/F#
Boarded up storefronts,
          G             Gadd9*
Might not seem like much.
 
 
[Chorus]
N.C.                        G     A D Dsus2 D
I'm a little sleepy but I'm still alive,
Bm               G  A   D  Dsus2
Still good for a Sunday drive,
Bm                       G  A  D
Folks pass through and I wanna say,
              Em              G
You should've seen this place,
      D
In my heyday.
 
 



[Outro]
                  Em              G  D
Man you should've seen this place,
D
State champs, seventy-eight,
D*
Still painted on my water tank.

7818. Hiawathas Lullaby - Chords

Hiawathas Lullaby 
Mandolin Orange

[Intro]
F Am F Dm A7 D G7 C7 F A# F
 
[Chorus]
                 F Am F                           Dm A7
Hiawatha's lullaby   theres the moon and here am I
D                    G7                   C7             F A# F
Like the waters I am blue Underneath the blue melancholy sky
 
[Verse one]
                  F Am F                            Dm A7 D
Hiawatha's lullaby           Wake every  lazy streams
        D7            G7               C7                  F   A# F
Wake up every flower bed every sleepy head in your land of dreams
 
[Verse]
Dm
The mellowy moon light
Gm
  caressing the breeze
G7                       C7
 long fellowy moon light
         Fm      Cdim
a book of memories
 
[Chorus]
                 F Am F                           Dm A7
Hiawatha's lullaby   theres the moon and here am I
D                    G7                   C7             F A# F
Like the waters I am blue Underneath the blue melancholy sky
 
[Solo]
F Am F Dm A7 D G7 C7 F A# F Dm Gm G7 C7
 
[Verse 2]
Dm
The mellowy moon light
Gm
  caressing the breeze
G7                       C7



 long fellowy moon light
         Fm      Cdim
a book of memories
 
[Chorus]
                 F Am F                           Dm A7
Hiawatha's lullaby    theres the moon and here am I
D                    G7                   C7              Am
Like the waters I am blue Underneath the blue melancholy sky

7819. Hickory Wind

Gillian Welch - Hickory Wind (Gram Parsons cover)
Emmylou Harris

In South Carolina there are many tall pines
I remember the oak tree that we used to climb
But now when I'm lonesome, I always pretend
That I'm getting the feel of hickory wind

I started out younger at most everything
All the riches and pleasures, what else could life bring?
But it makes me feel better each time it begins
Calling me home, hickory wind

It's hard to find out that trouble is real
In a far away city, with a far away feel
But it makes me feel better each time it begins
Calling me home, hickory wind

Keeps calling me home, hickory wind

7820. Hickory, Walnut, & Pine

Hickory, Walnut, & Pine
The Po' Ramblin' Boys

[Verse 1]
Heard saws on the mountain, saw the trucks rumble by
Filing past like a funeral line
Those' big' iron trailers were' piled up high
With hickory, walnut and' pine

[Chorus]
Call it progress or a shame, well you can't stop a train
As it's barrelin' on down the line
They'll cut down the trees and they'll name your new streets
Hickory, walnut and pine



[Verse 2]
The mountain top's flattened, the hickory's gone
The streams run black as a cuss
My father's been out in the barn more and more
Since the mining went bad and then worse

[Verse 3]
I heard his old saw, I heard his old plane
I heard his cough worsen with time
Now I stand where he lays in a box that he made
Out of hickory, walnut and pine

[Instrumental]

[Verse 4]
My children have left for the big city jobs
I'll remain my fate to unwind
And I'll dream of the day when the wind called my name
Through hickory, walnut and pine

[Chorus]
Call it progress or a shame, well you can't stop a train
As it's barrelin' on down the line
They'll cut down the trees and they'll name your new streets
Hickory, walnut and pine

Call it progress or a shame, well you can't stop a train
And you can't stop the passing of time
They'll cut down the trees and name your new streets
Hickory, walnut and pine
Hickory, walnut and pine
Hickory, walnut and pine

7821. Hicks' Farewell

Doc Watson - Hicks' Farewell

My time is swiftly rolling on
When I must faint and die;
My body to the dust return
And there fergotten lie.
Let persecution rage around
And Antichrist appear;
My silent dust beneath the ground;
There's no disturbance there.

To call poor sinners to repent
And seek their Savior dear.
My brother preachers, boldly speak
And stand on Zion's wall.
Confirm the drunk, confirm the weak
And after sinners call.



My loving wife, my bosom friend,
The object of my love,
The time's been sweet l've spent with you,
My sweet and harmless dove,
My little children near my heart
My warm affections know.
From each the path will I attend.
O from them can I go?!

O God, a father to them be
And keep them from all harm,
That they may love and worship Thee
And dwell upon Thy charm.
How often you have looked fer me
And often seen me come.
But now I must depart from thee
And nevermore return.

My loving wife, don't grieve fer me,
Neither lament nor mourn;
Fer I will with my Jesus be
And dwell upon his charm.

VERSION number two
--------------------------
The time is swiftly rolling on
When I must faint and die,
My body to the dust return
And there forgotten lie.
Let persecutions rage around,
Let Antichrist appear;
Beneath the cold and silent ground
There's no disturbance there.

Through heats and cold I've toiled and went
And wandered in despair;
To call poor sinners to repent
And seek the Savior dear.

My brother preachers, boldly speak
And stand on Zion's wall.
Confirm the strong, revive the weak,
And after sinners call.

My little children, near my heart,
And nature seems to bind,
It grieves me sorely to depart
And leave you here behind.

Oh Lord, a father to them be
And keep them from all harm
That they may love and worship Thee
And dwell upon Thy charm.

My loving wife, my bosom friend,
The object of my love,
The time's been sweet I spent with thee,



My sweet, my harmless dove.

Though I must now depart from thee
Let this not grieve your heart,
For you will shortly come to me
Where we shall never part.

7822. Hid In Your Heart - Chords

Hid In Your Heart 
The East Pointers

[Intro]
Em G6 Cadd9 x2
 
[Verse 1]
Em             G             Cadd9
We were always lovers in the dark
Em            G
Shadows crawl beneath us I
Cadd9
Didn't have your whole heart
              Am
Was it out of love?
              C
Was it out of fear?
                Am
Can you give me something
               C
To let me know you're here
 
Cadd9
 
[Chorus]
Em
Lie-l-l-lie
G6          Cadd9
Lie-l-l-lie low
                          Am
Why'd you have to tear us apart?
                          C
Why'd you have to tear us apart?
 
Em
Lie-l-l-lie
G6          Cadd9
Lie-l-l-lie low
                             Am
Secrets that you hid in your heart
                             C
Secrets that you hid in your heart
 
Em G6 Cadd9 x2



 
[Verse 2]
Em
In the morning
G            Cadd9
I watch your bones shake
Em          G
Hours after midnight when your
Cadd9
Demons awake
              Am
Was it out of love?
              C
Was it out of fear?
               Am
And now you're gone
                    C
There ain't nothing left here
 
Cadd9
 
[Chorus]
Em
Lie-l-l-lie
G6          Cadd9
Lie-l-l-lie low
                          Am
Why'd you have to tear us apart?
                          C
Why'd you have to tear us apart?
 
Em
Lie-l-l-lie
G6          Cadd9
Lie-l-l-lie low
                             Am
Secrets that you hid in your heart
                             C
Secrets that you hid in your heart
 
[Bridge]
Em G6 Cadd9 x4
 
Em             G             Cadd9
We were always lovers in the dark
 
[Chorus]
Em
Lie-l-l-lie
G6          Cadd9
Lie-l-l-lie low
                          Am
Why'd you have to tear us apart?
                          C
Why'd you have to tear us apart?
 
Em



Lie-l-l-lie
G6          Cadd9
Lie-l-l-lie low
                             Am
Secrets that you hid in your heart
                             C
Secrets that you hid in your heart
 
[Outro]
Em G6 Cadd9
Ooooh
Em G6 Cadd9
Ooooh
Em G6 Cadd9
Ooooh
Em G6 Cadd9
Ooooh

7823. Hide - Chords

Hide
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Liz Anderson
[3/4 time]

C                F
Never again will I hold you so close to me
G7                       C
For now you love someone else
                     F
Where can I go to be free from your memory 
G7                      C
Where can I hide from myself
 
            F                    C
Where can I hide and your memory won't find me
F                            C
Hide till the heartaches are gone
F                       C
Where nothing will ever remind me
G7                         C
And I'll be alone from now on
                 F
Now I'm so weary so tired of living
G7                      C
I couldn't forget about you
                     F
Here's the river may heaven forgive me
G7                            C
Of what you have forced me to do
            F                    C
Here I will hide and your memory won't find me
F                             C



Hide where the heartaches are gone
F                       C
Where nothing will ever remind me
G7                         C
And I'll be alone from now on
G7                         C
And I'll be alone from now on

7824. Hide And Seek

Billy Strings 
Hide And Seek

A twisted game of hide and seek
The stench of darkness and defeat
Another day without relief
Leaves me broken

Curtains falling all around
Echoes up from underground
Screaming out without a sound
Leaves me breathless

Well it's a dark time I do believe
A cold winds a blowin' at my door
Incredible light I'm gonna find
Where I don't have to worry anymore

A feast for eyes deprived of peace
Internal pressure no release
Pain eternal my disease
Neverending

Paralyzed and drowned in thought
All the things that I have lost
My salvation can't be bought
Drains me empty

Well it's a dark time I do believe
A cold winds a blowin' at my door
Incredible light I'm gonna find
Where I don't have to worry anymore

I wasn't ready to believe
Constant failure to achieve
Nothing hidden up my sleeve
I remember

Well it's a dark time I do believe
A cold winds a blowin' at my door
Incredible light I'm gonna find
Where I don't have to worry anymore



It's a dark time I do believe
A cold winds a blowin' at my door
Incredible light I'm gonna find
Where I don't have to worry anymore

7825. Hide It Away

Richard Thompson - Hide It Away (Voltage Enhanced) 

I sigh when people pass by and I hide it away
I wipe a tear from my eye and I hide it away
When I need you the most
I hold the ghost of you inside

So I keep the flame and go on my way
Laugh at the game and I hide it away
Hide it away, hide it away

I break down on the street and I hide it away
Can't speak, can't move my feet and I hide it away
I smile through the mask of my face
But deep and wide is the hurt inside

So I live to love some other day
Laugh at the game and I hide it away
Hide it away, hide it away

When I need you the most
I hold the ghost of you inside

So I keep the flame and go on my way
Laugh at the game and I hide it away
Hide it away, hide it away, hide it away

7826. Hide Me Oh Blessed Rock of Ages

Hide Me Oh Blessed Rock of Ages

Oh thy blessed rock of ages
Trusting now dear Lord in thee
Keep me til my journey's ended
Til they blessed face I'll see

    Hide me oh blessed rock of ages
    Til they face I'll see
    When the storms around me



7827. Hide Me Rock Of Ages

Osborne Brothers - Hide me rock of ages
Composer: Bobby Osborne - Sonny Osborne

Oh Thou blessed rock of ages
Trusting now dear Lord in Thee
Keep me till my journey's ended
Till Thy blessed face I see

Hide me oh blessed rock of ages
Till Thy blessed face I see
When the storms around me rages
Rock of ages hide Thou me

When my journey is completed
And there's no more work to do
Saviour guide my weary spirit
Happy land beyond the blue

Hide me oh blessed rock of ages...

Rock of ages hide Thou me
Hide Thou me

7828. Hide Me, Rock Of Ages

Hide Me, Rock Of Ages - Dailey And Vincent 

Oh, thou blessed rock of ages
Hiding my dear soul indeed
When the storm around me rages
Rock of ages hide thou me

Hide me, oh, blessed rock of ages
'Till Thy blessed face I see
When the storm around me rages
Rock of ages, hide thou me

When my journey is completed
And there's no more work to do
Jesus guide my weary spirit
Happy land beyond the blue

Hide me, oh, blessed rock of ages
'Till Thy blessed face I see
When the storm around me rages
Rock of ages, hide thou me

Hide me, oh, blessed rock of ages
'Till Thy blessed face I see
When the storm around me rages
Rock of ages, hide thou me



Rock of ages, hide thou me

7829. Hide Thou Me

Iris Dement - Hide Thou Me

[Verse]
Sometimes I feel discouraged
And think my work in vain
I'm tempted oft' to murmur
To grumble and complain
But then I think of Jesus
And all he'd borne for me
Then I cry, oh rock of ages
Hide thou me

[Verse]
Oh rock of ages
Hide thou me
No other refuge
Can save but thee
Through this old world
I've wandered so far, far from thee
Then I cry, oh rock of ages
Hide thou me

[Verse]
Oh rock of ages
Hide thou me
No other refuge
Can save but thee
Through this old world
I've wandered so far, far from thee
Then I cry, oh rock of ages
Hide thou me

7830. Hide Thou Me - Chords

Hide Thou Me
Recorded by The Oak Ridge Boys
Written by L.R. Tolbert and Theo Harris

C           G7   C
Sometimes I feel discouraged
      F                       C
And I think that my work's so much in vain
                        G7      C  A7
You know I'm tempted so oft' to murmur 



        D7             G7
To Lord grumble and complain
    C              G7          C  C7
But when oh when I think of my Jesus
        F                                E7
And the things He's done for you and for me
       F                  C A7  D7   G7   C
Then I cry to the rock of a-ges hide thou me 

   G7      C C7  F         C
Oh rock of a-ges hide thou me
            G7    C A7       D7          G7
There is no other refuge can save oh but thee
        C        G7
Through this old world 
     C    C7             F                         E7
I've wandered my Lord so far oh so far so far from thee
       F                    C A7  D7   G7   C
Then I cried to the rock of a-ges hide thou me

7831. Hideaway

Hideaway
Laurie Lewis

I can see the sad expression you were trying to disguise
You gave away your secrets with that look that's in your eyes
You don't have to tell me what you did it comes as no surprise
You don't have to give your heart to hideaway

   Hideaway, hideaway
   In my arms you'll find a safer place to stay
   If you're looking for a refuge where you can hold the world at bay
   Come to me if you just need a hideaway

It seems each time you'd meet somebody you were sure your dreams came true
You never stopped to think she might not be so good for you
You make the same mistakes but I'll be here to tell your troubles to
When it's over come to me and hideaway

7832. Hideaway Hotel

Hideaway Hotel
(Steve Gulley, Tim Stafford)

Verse
I live out on the highway, not the greatest side of town
Since they built the new road, not as many come around
A lot of folks down on their luck, just working for a dime



Peeling paint and neon signs that work most of the time

I've seen pushers, pimps and preachers, by the hour or the day
They come to rent some peace of mind, or give it all away
some come here to hide, some to just be gone
Chances are if you come here, you're doing something wrong

Chorus
I don't have turndown service, but I got an empty pool
I deal in matters of the heart, just a halfway house for fools
I know how to be discrete with all my clientele
I live for you to use me, I'm the Hideaway Hotel

Verse
I've got little bars of soap and slots for razor blades
Sanitized for your protection, you've really got it made
I've got cable television, with a modern day decor
There's a bible in the nightstand, but that's not what you're looking for

You won't find me in AAA, or on the intenet
I just provide a service, what you see is what you get
Sometimes I give you things that you can't get at home
I'm the temple of addiction, a haven for lost souls

Outro
I'm right here when you need me, I'm the Hideaway Hotel

7833. Hidee Hidee Ho #11

Rhiannon Giddens - Hidee Hidee Ho #11

How could she reject me?
Send me on my way?
How could she suspect me
Of leading her astray?
I met her accidentally
And I asked to see her home
She told me she wouldn't mind
And we commenced to roam
Hidee hidee ho (making love wherever we go)
Hidee hidee hee (making love, just you and me)
Hidee hidee hoo (making love, just me and you)
Hee
I took out my pen knife
And showed it at this rake
He looked at me as if to say
You're making a mistake
I do not frighten easily
Yet no weapons I possess
No matter what you thinkin', son
You, you better second guess
Hidee hidee ho (making love wherever we go)
Hidee hidee hee (making love, just you and me)



Hidee hidee hoo (making love, just me and you)
Hee
Hidee hidee ho (making love on the highway bump)
Hidee hidee hee (making love in a pile of rope)
Hidee hidee hoo (making love on the driveway ramp)
Hee
Hidee hidee ho (making love wherever we go)
Hidee hidee hee (making love, just you and me)
Hidee hidee hoo (making love, just me and you)
Hee

7834. Hiding

Hiding - Sean Watkins

What are you hiding from me? What are you hiding
Beneath the leaves that color you, and all the things that make you what you feel?
The sun ain't inviting I know, the sun ain't inviting
But I've sat beneath the bridges and I've watched the water pass between my toes

You wonder who to follow, and you lie about your heart
There's no need to buy tomorrow, when there's no place to start

So where are you hiding from me? Where are you hiding?
My little troll beneath the bridge, well I've counted down from ten and here I am

Well you wonder who to follow, and you lie about your heart
Well there's no need to buy tomorrow, when there's no place to start

I saw a bird fly its cage out of the darkness
Well its wings could take it anywhere, but I watched as it flew back from where it came

You wonder who to follow, and you lie about your heart
Well there's no need to buy tomorrow, when there's no place to start

7835. High Above The Power Lines - Chords

High Above The Power Lines 
John Cowan

[Verse 1]
Bb
Child of the Forest
Bb
Concrete and Steel
Bb
Child of the TV
Bb
In an Automobile



 
Bb
You know your tribes name
Bb
but you cannot say your own
Bb
So part of you keeps reaching out
Bb
to the part of you that's flown
 
[Chorus]
Ab    Eb       Bb
High above the Power lines
Ab    Eb       Bb
High above the Power lines
Bb   Ab        Eb Gb Eb Bb
High above the power lines
 
[Verse 2]
 
Now listen
Bb
An old man fidgets
Bb
with the remote control
Bb
Pictures a world
Bb
that just ain't there anymore
 
Bb
In the sweet clean air
Bb
upon the cool green land
Bb
Deep in his dreams
Bb
control slipping from his hand
 
[Chorus]
         Ab    Eb       Bb
And he's High above the Power lines
Ab    Eb       Bb
High above the Power lines
Ab    Eb       Bb
High above the Power lines
Yes he is
Bb   Ab        Eb Gb Eb Bb
High above the Power lines
 
[Bridge]
Eb
Your world is coming
F
Can't you hear it crying
Gm
Deep in the jungle



          Ab
burned by greed and by lying
 
Eb
You've no place to change
F
You can only keep on trying
Gm
Keep looking up
         Ab
til your spirit's flying
 
[Chorus]
Ab    Eb       Bb
High above the Power lines
Ab    Eb       Bb
High above the Power lines
Ab    Eb       Bb
High above the Power lines
Bb   Ab        Eb Gb Eb Bb
High above the Power lines
 
[Outro]
Bb
Mmm High above
Bb
Mmm High above
Bb
You gotta keep on trying
Bb
Gotta keep on flying
Bb
Let your soul and spirit rise to sky above the power lines
Bb
Keep reaching up
Bb
Keep reaching up
Bb
Ohh

7836. High And Dry - Chords

High and Dry
Recorded by Joe Sun
C                                        F
I finally come to my senses and you were gone home
G7                                    C
Thirsty and dying just me and my wine alone
                                        F
And all I can see is what used to be of you and I
C                      G7             C
A room full of dust in memories of us high and dry
F            C           G7



High and dry high and dry
 
C                                        F
I turn up my glass and think of the past and your kiss
G7                                       C
But a half empty bed is the emptiest bed that there
 is 
                                            F
If I drink enough then maybe our love won't make me cry
C                       G7                 C
Then maybe I will but I know I'll still be high and dry
F            C           G7
High and dry high and dry
C                                                          F
So I'll pick up the phone to make sure your home then I'll run to your door
G7                                           C
Praying to God that you'll give me your love just once more
                                                          F
If you'll try one more time then I promise that I'm gonna make it right
C                                     G7              C
Cause I can't live each night for the rest of my life high and dry
F            C           G7
High and dry high and dry
Spoken:
C                                          F
So you finally came to your senses and you find you're alone
G7                                                   C
But it's too late for love and the love we shared is gone
                               F
And I'm truly looking back and wondering why
C                          G7                C
This room full of dust and memories of us is high and dry
F            C           G7
High and dry high and dry

7837. High And Lonesome

High and Lonesome
Robert Plant And Alison Krauss

Take me down, down to the river
Lift me high, up on the flood
And there will be no turning back
And I must find my love
I must find my love
I must find my love

Well, now, meet me in the bottom
With the serpents and the vine
And I must shout out loud
Will she still be mine?
Will she still be mine?
Will she still be mine?



I shall not rest upon the highway
I will not tire nor despair
I shall conspire, I will be there
I'll make a deal, I'll dance in hell
I'll sing out loud and louder yell
I will open every, every door, yeah

Unconversated, out in the wild words
With the lion and the dove
And if I should lose my mind
There, I must find my love
There, I must find my love
There, I must find my love

Leave me high, high on the mountain
With the naked and the free
And if I should bare my soul
Would she still care for me?
Would she still care for me?
Would she still care for me?
Would she still care for me?

I shall not rest upon the highway
I will not tire nor despair (I will not tire nor despair)
I shall conspire, I will be there
I'll make a deal, I'll dance in hell
I'll sing out loud and louder yell (I'll sign out loud and yell)
I will open every door, oh

I'm lost out on the ocean
And I will calm the seven seas
So all alone, so high and lonesome
Does she still think of me?
Does she still think of me?
Does she still think of me?

7838. High And Mighty

Dolly Parton - High And Mighty 

Intro:
He is high and mighty
He is high and mighty
He is there and ever waiting
Reaching out to you and me
1st Chorus:
He is high and mighty
Oh, mighty is His power
Mighty is His love
He is high and mighty
He is there with the answers
Let us lift Him up



God loves you, did you know that?
Ain't it good to know he cares
If you're burdened down with troubles
Just go to Him in prayer
Say God, I'm just a seeker
I'm empty, scared and lost
Then lay your burdens down
At the foot of the cross
He said ye shall know the truth
And the truth shall set you free
He will guide and lead you
And fulfill every need
Nothing is impossible
If you have faith enough
So if you've lost direction
Stop and just look up
2nd Chorus:
'Cause He is high and mighty
Ooh, mighty is His power, mighty is His love
He is high and mighty
He is life everlasting
Let us lift Him up
Interlude:
High and mighty
He is high and mighty
I believe, I do believe
That His love has set me free
I believe, I believe, I believe
3rd Chorus:
He is high and mighty
Oh, mighty is His power, mighty is His love
He is high and He's mighty
It's a wonderful feeling
Let us lift Him up
He said if I be lifted up
He said if I be lifted up
What did He say?
He said if I be lifted up
I'll draw all the men unto me
Let's lift him higher, higher
Higher and higher each day
Let's lift Him up
'Cause He is high and He's mighty
And He has washed my sins away
'Cause He's high and He's mighty

7839. High And Mighty - Chords

High And Mighty 
Keller Williams
 
A    G       E     G  Repeat 4x
oh oh oh uhhhhhh



 
A                          G      D              A
The roots grow down to the river, seed from long ago.
 
A                   G                     D       G    A
And when I say from long ago, I mean from ever so long ago.
 
E
Yo
 
 
A                      G           D                     A
Roots grow down to the river, they go to bank a sideways tree.
 
A                      G                  D        G          A
Big old witness to the Civil War, getting ready to float down stream.
 
 
 
E                 G                  A
But that's right, ready to float down stream.
 
E            G                 A      E
Not tonight, hanging on to the dream.
 
A        G                   D                      A
You say, don't ya come at me like your all high and mighty.
 
A      G       D                 G  G#  A (walk it up)
I say, mighty, no, but defiantly high.
 
A        G          D                            A
You say, we should, pack and move away from this place.
 
A      G       D                        G  G#  A (walk it up)
I say, let me, uncork another bottle of wine.
 
 
 
A    G    E     G  Repeat 4x
oh oh oh uhhhhhh
 
 
 
A                      G                  D                    A
Roots grow down to the river, where your grandmamma said don't go.
 
A                                G              D             G   A
She said, "You might fall in the water, and get sucked in the undertow."
 
E
No
 
A                      G         D                              A
Roots grow down to the river, so quite you can hear that snake cough.
 
A                                     G                       D            G          A



Then your granddaddy picked it up and cracked it like a whip, snapped it's head clean off.
 
 
 
E                 G                  A
But that's right, ready to float down stream.
 
E            G                 A      E
Not tonight, hanging on to the dream.
 
A        G                   D                      A
You say, don't ya come at me like your all high and mighty.
 
A      G       D                 G  G#  A (walk it up)
I say, mighty, no, but defiantly high.
 
A        G          D                            A
You say, we should, pack and move away from this place.
 
A      G       D                        G  G#  A (walk it up)
I say, let me, uncork another bottle of wine.
 
 
 
(Instrumental I can not do...and prefer to listen to Keller do instead)
 
 
 
E                 G                  A
But that's right, ready to float down stream.
 
E            G                 A      E
Not tonight, hanging on to the dream.
 
 
 
A                      G          D               A
Roots grow down to the river, and right under this here house.
 
A                             G                     D                     G          A
And the one next door and the one down the road and the one that's goanna be knocked do
wn.
 
A                      G           D                     A
Roots grow down to the river, they go to bank a sideways tree
 
A                       G         D                G         A
Big old witness to the Civil War, getting ready to float down stream.
 
 
 
E                 G                  A
But that's right, ready to float down stream.
 
E            G                 A      E
Not tonight, hanging on to the dream.
 



A        G                   D                      A
You say, don't ya come at me like your all high and mighty.
 
A      G       D                 G  G#  A (walk it up)
I say, mighty, no, but defiantly high.
 
A        G          D                            A
You say, we should, pack and move away from this place.
 
A      G       D                        G  G#  A (walk it up)
I say, let me, uncork another bottle of wine.
 
 
 
A    G    E     G  Repeat 4x
oh oh oh uhhhhhh

7840. High Away Gone

High Away Gone
Della Mae

[Chorus- Celia Woodsmith]
I'm going up on the mountain, say
High away from the valley
I'm going up on the' mountain,' say
High away and' gone

[Verse 1- Celia Woodsmith, Kimber Ludiker, Jenni Lyn Gardner, & Courtney Hartman]
Well, if you keep on digging' the lane (high away from the valley)
Oh, blow off the top and turn it to sand (high away and gone)
Oh that mess she's in, I told her draw (?) (high away from the valley)
But he'll give you a little and take the whole (high away and gone)

[Chorus- Celia Woodsmith, Celia Woodsmith, Kimber Ludiker, Jenni Lyn Gardner, & Courtne
y Hartman]
I'm going up on the mountain, say
High away from the valley
I'm going up on the mountain, say
High away and gone

[Chorus- Celia Woodsmith, Celia Woodsmith, Kimber Ludiker, Jenni Lyn Gardner, & Courtne
y Hartman]
I'm going up on the mountain, say
High away from the valley
I'm going up on the mountain, say
High away and gone

[Verse 2- Celia Woodsmith, Kimber Ludiker, Jenni Lyn Gardner, & Courtney Hartman]
Well my brother, what will you do (high away from the valley)
When that land you love is blackened through (high away and gone)
When that song you sing breaks your back (high away from the valley)
When the lungs you breathe with turn to black (high away and gone)



[Chorus- Celia Woodsmith, Celia Woodsmith, Kimber Ludiker, Jenni Lyn Gardner, & Courtne
y Hartman]
I'm going up on the mountain, say
High away from the valley
I'm going up on the mountain, say
High away and gone

[Chorus- Celia Woodsmith, Kimber Ludiker, Jenni Lyn Gardner, & Courtney Hartman]
I'm going up on the mountain, say
High away from the valley
I'm going up on the mountain, say
High away and gone

[Verse 1- Celia Woodsmith, Jenni Lyn Gardner]
Oh my sister, what would you say (high away from the valley)
The coal won't buy your bread today (Oh, high away and gone)
When the man you love is in the mine (Ooh, high away from the valley)
When black Mariah says it's time (Oh, high away and gone)

[Chorus- Celia Woodsmith, Kimber Ludiker, Jenni Lyn Gardner, & Courtney Hartman]
I'm going up on the mountain, say
High away from the valley
I'm going up on the mountain, say
High away and gone

[Chorus- Celia Woodsmith, Kimber Ludiker, Jenni Lyn Gardner, & Courtney Hartman]
I'm going up on the mountain, say
High away from the valley
I'm going up on the mountain, say
High away and gone

7841. High Blood Pressure

High Blood Pressure - Jerry Douglas
(feat. Keb' Mo')

I get a High Blood Pressure
When you call my name, uh
I get a High Blood Pressure
When you call my name, uh.
I get a High Blood Pressure
Baby, when you by my side, uh
I get a High Blood Pressure
Baby, when you by my side, uh
Yes, I get a High Blood Pressure
When you here with me, oh yeah
I get a High Blood Pressure
I can hardly speak, oh yeah.
I get a High Blood Pressure
Yeah, baby when you're in my arms, uh
I get a High Blood Pressure
Yeah, baby when you're in my arms.



And I get to jump up and down in my ring
Hard get to jump up and down as a spring
Chills run up and down my spine
It's true,
My face gets all sweat and it's all because of you.

And, I get a High Blood Pressure
Cause my eyes go mad.

And my heart gets to jump
It's a terrible swing
My heart get to pump up and down my pain
Chills run up and down my spine
It's true,
My face gets all sweat and it's all because of you.

I get a High Blood Pressure
'Cause I'm your man! Oh, yeah
Call a doctor, somebody!
Give my medicine.
I get a High.
Oh, yeah
Well I get a little.
Baby when you, uhmm
I-I-I get a High Blood Pressure
Baby, when you call my name.

7842. High Cost Of Living - Chords

High Cost Of Living
Louvin Brothers

(A) The landlord wants his money,
The grocery (A7) bill is (D) due,
My pocket book is (A) always (F#m) flat,
And (B7) boy I'm tellin' (E7) you;

My (A) clothes are gettin' ragged,
My shoes are (A7) gettin' (D) thin,
Just lend an ear and (A) I'll ex- (F#m) plain,
This (B7) awful (E7) fix I'm (A) in.

CHORUS:
(A) It's the high, high, high, (A7) cost of (D) livin',
Oh (A) tell me what a workin man can (E7) do,
It's the (A) high, high, high, cost of (D) livin',
I'm (A) in the red and (E7) feelin mighty (A) blue.

No T-bone steaks no pork chops,
And no more chocolate pie,
I can't afford those luxuries,
Cause prices are too high;



I use to drive a Cadillac,
Until the other day,
The finance company came along,
And took my car away.

REPEAT CHORUS:

My little wife she told me,
And just the other day,
Throw out your chest and tell the rest,
That Junior's on the way;

Now since we can't postpone the stork,
A helpin hand I'll need,
Oh tell me how I can afford,
Another mouth to feed.

REPEAT CHORUS:

7843. High Country Funk - Chords

High Country Funk - Infamous Stringdusters

There are no lyrics so imagine each chord or slash is a beat, not necessarily a strum (they pl
ay quite a bit with syncopation throughout).
 
The C# isn't quite on the beat, but you should be able to hear where it hits relative to the C.

main progression
G / / / G / / / G / / / C / Bb /
G / / / G / C / D / / / G / / /

Breakdown jam:
G (sometimes with stops)

then:
C / / / C / C# / (several times)
C / / / D / / / (hold and then back to the main progression)

7844. High Dad In The Morning - Chords

High Dad In The Morning - John Hartford 

    G                   C          D7    G
Now Pop Dillard played High Dad In The Morning

He played this old tune he learned as a boy
  C   G



High Dad
 G
He........his daddy you know, growed up in Burns, Tennessee
      C     D7    G
High Dad In The Morning
                                   C     G
They were living in East St Louis, High Dad
                                       
We were all playing music in the parlor

He'd come in late after working in the stock yards
     C      D7    G
High Dad In The Morning

Douglas and I had been up all night picking our banjos
When we oughter been asleep
High Dad.....
We'd drop off about the time he'd come in...High Dad

He'd wake us up, get his fiddle
We'd get out banjos, facing each other with him in the middle
We'd pick just as loud and hard as we could
He played some tunes, and a whole bunch of others,
High Dad.....

Then he'd look at us with eyes big as dinner plates
He'd be so exicted
He's say, boys we been playing notes that's never been played before...Yeah...

 G    C     D7    G
High Dad In The Morning

Instrumental:

7845. High Fashion Queen

Chris Hillman - High Fashion Queen
Flying Burrito Brothers
Steve Earle

There's a place everyone of us can go to 
Maybe you have been there once or twice 
Where all your friends just look at you and whisper 
And they want to give you nothing but advice 

When you walk in they all know what you're after 
And the higher that you get the more they'll see 
In a dark room filled with music, wine, and laughter 
Your eyes keep searching for her constantly 

Is it that one in the corner with her eyes filled with tears 
Or is she the one who's having fun drinking too much beer 
Every night it's the same sad old procedure 



The doorman winks at you on your way out 
'Cause deep inside he knows just what you're after 
And he's got something you can't live without 

There's nothing new that can be said about dirt 
And there's nothing left inside your heart but the same old hurt 
Of an old love's fancy life that left you stranded in a dream 
Ain't you glad you're a high fashion queen 
Ain't you glad you're a high fashion queen

7846. High Flyin' Dream

High Flyin' Dream
Adrienne Young - High Flyin' Dream

Well I got me a working man with dirty nails and calloused hands
And a big old heart pushin' 18 wheels
Yeah his blood beats as red as mine
It ain't cold and blue or hard to find
He knows what he wants he ain't afraid to say

Well we met north of Tennessee
It was my guitar he and me
It's been a road of ups and downs and compromise
Lord I never thought it would be so rough
To fall in love but it's worth the guff
'Cause a forest begins with an acorn size

And one high flyin' dream
Somewhere safe somewhere home and somewhere free
For love, family
We're paying down these dues
Together win or lose
My baby and me and one high flyin' dream

Sometimes when I am on my own
And my thoughts drift back to the life alone
That I led before my man asked me to stay
Oh I thank the good lord up above
For the wonder joy and dream of love
I know nothing on this earth could block our way

To one high flyin' dream
Somewhere safe somewhere home and somewhere free
For love, family
We're paying down these dues
Together win or lose
My baby and me and one high flyin' dream

Gravity can't stop two hearts from soaring out of time

It's my high flyin dream
Somewhere safe somewhere home and somewhere free



For love and family
We're paying down these dues
Together win or lose
My baby and me and one high flyin' dream

7847. High Horse

High Horse
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Get up on your high horse, woman
Get up on your high horse now
And get up on your high horse, woman
I'll make it up to you somehow

Moonlit shadow, she starts a trippin' firelight
Jumpin' the trees lyin' across the right of way
Silvery mornin' it glistens down the valley
But she don't stop 'til we ride the night away

Get up on your high horse, woman
Get up on your high horse now
Get up on your high horse, woman
I'll make it up to you somehow

Blonde braids tangle at the misty break of mornin'
Catchin' light through a dusty window pane
Lost in lust, in denial of the warnin'
She digs her heels in this stallion's flank again

Get up on your high horse, woman
Get up on your high horse now
Get up on your high horse, woman
I'll make it up to you somehow

Get up on your high horse, woman
You paid the price, you get to play
Get up on your high horse, woman
You're gonna ride to the break of day

To the break of day
To the break of day
To the break of day

Get up on your high horse, woman
Get up on your high horse now
Get up on your high horse, woman
I'll make it up to you somehow

Get up on your high horse, woman
You paid the price, you get to play
Get up on your high horse, woman
You're gonna ride to the break of day



7848. High Horse - Chords

High Horse 
Kacey Musgraves

[Intro]
F  Dm  Am  Em
 
[Verse 1]
      F
Oh, I bet you think you're John Wayne
     Am                      G
Showing up and shooting down everybody
        F
You're classic in the wrong way
       Am                      G
And we all know the end of the story
        Dm                         Am
'Cause everyone knows someone who kills the buzz
      Em
Every time they open up their mouth
      Dm                         Am
Yeah, everyone knows someone who knows someone
                   Em
Who thinks they're cooler than everybody else
 
[Chorus]
                   F
And I think we've seen enough, seen enough
              Am                       Em
To know that you ain't ever gonna come down
                  F
So, why don't you giddy up, giddy up
    Am                         Em
And ride straight out of this town
              F      Dm      Am  G
You and your high horse
              F      Dm      Am  G
You and your high horse
 
[Verse 2]
  F                            G
I bet you think you're first place
          Am                    G
Yeah, someone should give you a ribbon
    F                      G
And put you in the hall of fame
             Am                               G
For all the games that you think that you're winning
 
[Pre-Chorus]
        Dm                         Am
'Cause everyone knows someone who kills the buzz



      Em
Every time they open up their mouth
      Dm                         Am
Yeah, everyone knows someone who knows someone
                   Em
Who thinks they're cooler than everybody else
 
[Chorus]
                   F
And I think we've seen enough, seen enough
              Am                       Em
To know that you ain't ever gonna come down
                  F
So, why don't you giddy up, giddy up
    Am                         Em
And ride straight out of this town
              F      Dm      Am  G
You and your high horse
              F      Dm      Am  G
You and your high horse
 
[Instrumental]
Dm  Am  Em       Dm   Am  Em
 
[Bridge]
          Dm                        Am                     Em
Darling, you take the high horse and I'll take the high road
          Dm                         Am              Em
If you're too good for us, you'll be good riding solo
 
[Chorus]
                   F
And I think we've seen enough, seen enough
              Am                       Em
To know that you ain't ever gonna come down
                  F
So, why don't you giddy up, giddy up
    Am                         Em
And ride straight out of this town
              F      Dm      Am    G
You and your high horse
              F      Dm      Am    G
You and your high horse
F       Dm      Am
High horse
 
[Outro]
G                         F      Dm    Am
You ain't ever gonna come down
G                         F
You ain't ever gonna come down



7849. High Life

Brad Paisley - High Life (feat. Carrie Underwood) 

I can still remember when
Grandpa died and our ship came in
Daddy said he left momma and him more money than they'd ever seen
And just like that we were thousandaires
Had a brand new boat and a Frigidaire
And all us kids in our underwear were jumping on a trampoline
A bunch low lives living the high life
Money burning a hole right through the pockets of holey jeans
Grandpa's with Lord now, but we got a new Ford now
And we can watch the Big Orange now on a 57 inch TV, that's right
Money was gone by mid-July and we went back to just getting by
'Til momma slipped on a patch of ice outside of Chick-Fil-A
Now we knew they was a Christian bunch
So we didn't ask for all that much
Settled out of court for ten thousand bucks
And free chicken 'til I die a day
A bunch low lives living the high life
Money burning a hole right through the pockets of holey jeans
Momma's got a limp now but we all get to swim now
Cause we got an above ground sitting out by the trampoline
We walked, we rolled, we lived it up until it started running thin
We began looking for a way to spend that will again
I heard a song a couple months ago, was Carrie Underwood on the radio
Reminded me of a poem my brother wrote back in second grade
I know she didn't steal it but so what? We lawyered up and we sued her butt
These days we figured we'd pretty much get paid to go away
A bunch low lives living the high life
Money burning a hole right through the pockets of a holey jeans
This song's another one now, know I get a hot tub now
Set it next to the above ground sitting out by the trampoline
It's gonna run out some day
And that ain't gonna be a fun day
But as long as it ain't a Sunday
We can go to Chick-Fil-A and eat
[Spoken:]
Man I love those Waffle fries (I know)
That Chick-Fil-A has got some good waffle fries (I'd say, that's right)
Maybe I'll get a diet Coke, I don't know (I wish they had beer, it'd be perfect)
I like the little trays that the food comes on (I like the Polynesian sauce)

7850. High Lonesome

High Lonesome 
Lonesome River Band
 
I saw this guy and girl tonight 
Reminded me of you and I in better days 
Then I saw him steal a kiss, I realize you're all I miss
And that's all it takes 



 
CHORUS : 
I get that heart achin' on the edge of breakin  
A never ending road that's twistin'
taking me back to where we were back then 
I get that high lonesome, low down and then some 
Whiskey drinkin' what was I thinkin'
Why I ever left you feelin' again 
 
It's been forever since I've seen ya 
The grass still isn't any greener on the other side 
Someone told me live and learn 
Play with fire and you'll get burned 
And I did and I'm payin' the price   
 
I tell myself, I'm over you  
And I wake up to the cold hard truth again and again 
 
I get that whiskey drinkin' what was I thinkin' 
Why I ever left you feelin' again

7851. High Lonesome

High Lonesome
Longview - High Lonesome

High in a tree on the top of the hill
By the light of the lonesome ol' moon
I hear the call of a lone whippoorwill
Singing his mournful tune

Way off in the night blows the long freight train
With a roar and a ramble of wheels
My poor heart is breaking with every refrain
'Cause it sounds just like the way I feel

And its high lonesome
High lonesome heartbroken and blue
High lonesome
Lil' darling, I'm lonesome for you

Do you ever get weary roamin' around?
Do you think of the sweet love we knew?
Do you ever get lonesome the way I am now?
Lil' darling, I'm lonesome for you

And its high lonesome
High lonesome heartbroken and blue
It's a high lonesome
Lil' darling, I'm lonesome for you
Its high lonesome
Lil' darling, I'm lonesome for you



7852. High Lonesome - Chords

High Lonesome 
Trout Steak Revival

[Intro]
C F Am G x4
 
[Verse]
C                F
I set out about five years back
Am                   G
Travelin all across this countryside
C             F
Half beaten, not broken
Am            G
I'll keep my eyes open wide
C                F
I'll walk the hills of Appalachia
Am                     G
Smell the sweet grass in Tennessee
C                F
I've tasted salt down in Carolina
Am                    G
Seen the waves crash in Chincoteague
 
[Chorus]
C          G
High lonesome is what I
Am               F
Been living for way too long
C        G
No money in my pocket
Am          F
No money to hear these songs roll on
 
[Instrumental]
C F Am G x2
 
[Verse]
C                 F
Dusty dreams in New Mexico desert
Am                G
To the foothills of the mountains high
C                      F
Across the plains and their windswept barrens
Am                G
Worn out train on the Western sky
 
[Chorus]
C             G
High lonesome is what I
Am               F



Been living for way too long
C        G
No money in my pocket
Am          F
No money to hear these songs roll on
 
[Instrumental]
C F Am G x2
 
[Verse]
C                    F
My fortune's changed in Colorado
Am             G
I met my baby and I knew for sure
C                     F
My ramblin days were done for good
Am                    G
Now I'm certain that I'll have no more
 
[Chorus]
C             G
High lonesome is what I
Am               F
Been living for way too long
C        G
No money in my pocket
Am          F
No money to hear these songs roll on
 
[Outro]
C             G
High lonesome is what I
Am               F
Been living for way too long
C        G
No money in my pocket
Am          F
No money to hear these songs roll on
 
[Instrumental]
C F Am G x3
C F Am G C x1

7853. High Lonesome Blues - Chords

High Lonesome Blues
The .357 STring Band

Tuning:E A D G B E
Capo:no capo

[Intro]
D     G  D  A7   D  G D  E A D



 
[Verse 1]
D
Well what good is freedom?
        G                 D
Gettin drunk on whiskey and rum
                                          A7
When you ain't got nobody to welcome you home
         D
I don't like this kind of livin
        G                D
Gettin tired of all my sinnin
            Em        A          D
Darlin, I'm ready to come back home
 
[Chorus]
         G                D
Well I'm walkin lonesome highways
         G                   E
and I'm singin highlonesome songs
     D
Said what good does it do me?
    G                     D
All my friends see right through me
            Em        A          D
Darlin, I'm ready to come back home
 
[Verse 2]
D
Well maybe I've done rambled
   G                 D
My brains have been scrambled
                            A7
and now I'm sittin here all alone
     D
But every place I've rambled
           G                 D
makes me think of all I've gambled
            Em        A          D
Darlin, I'm ready to come back home
 
[Chorus]
         G                D
Well I'm walkin lonesome highways
         G                   E
and I'm singin highlonesome songs
     D
Said what good does it do me?
    G                     D
All my friends see right through me
            Em        A          D
Darlin, I'm ready to come back home
 
[Intrumental]
D  G  D  A7  D  G  D   Em A D
 
[Chorus]



         G                D
Well I'm walkin lonesome highways
         G                   E
and I'm singin highlonesome songs
     D
Said what good does it do me?
    G                     D
All my friends see right through me
            Em        A          D
Darlin, I'm ready to come back home
 
[Verse 3]
D
Well what good is freedom?
        G                 D
Gettin drunk on whiskey and rum
                                          A7
When you ain't got nobody to welcome you home
         D
I don't like this kind of livin
        G                D
Gettin tired of all my sinnin
            Em        A          D
Darlin, I'm ready to come back home

7854. High Lonesome Sound

High Lonesome Sound
Alison Krauss - Vince Gill

When ever my soul is lonely
When ever I'm feeling blue
I start thinkin' 'bout my blue-eyed darlin'
My heart starts pinin' for you

I wanna hear that high lonesome sound
'Cause my sweet baby ain't around
When my life's got me down
I wanna hear that high lonesome sound

When I'm lost in this ocean of darkness
Not knowing which way I should turn
And my eyes are filled with the sadness
Of knowing you'll never return

Vince Gill; High Lonesome Sound

7855. High Lonesome Sound



High Lonesome Sound
Peter Rowan
New Grass Revival - Sam Bush Band

Well, get your Mama, get your Papa,
Get your sister, get your brother,
Aunt Lucy'sa gonna show Uncle John,
How to do the boogie-woogie,
While the kissin' cousins dosie-do,
Until the break of dawn.

Y'all come with one another,
Just to do a little pickin',
Everybody now gather round.
The camp fire's burnin'
An' tonight my heart is yearnin',
For the sight of that old camp ground.

And that high lonesome sound,
When that evenin' sun goes down.
We're gonna dance right off the ground,
When I hear the fiddle play that high lonesome sound.

Yeah, come on over, baby,
Now, I'm sure we're gonna have some fun,
Enjoyin' the country view.
Toe-tappin' syncopated,
Music playin' loud,
An' the girls are lookin' mighty pretty too.

Look at ol' Grand Pappy,
He's feelin' kinda snappy,
It seems like he just don't care.
He's over 93,
He's as spry as you or me,
Just dancin' to the music in the air.

It's that high lonesome sound,
When that evenin' sun goes down.
I'm gonna dance right off the ground,
When I hear the fiddle play that high lonesome sound.

Yeah, well yonder comes a mandolin.
And the banjo's right in tune.
Yeah, the bull thud is slappin' leather.
I'm howlin' at the moon.

Hey, Mr Fiddle Man, play us all a little jam.
Yeah, that's the wing on rose sample,
Give us a hint that they're ridin' on the back of a mule.

It's that high lonesome sound,
When that evenin' sun goes down.
I'm gonna dance right off the ground,
When I hear the fiddle play that high lonesome sound.

When I hear the fiddle play that high lonesome sound



7856. High Muddy Water

High Muddy Water
Wakefield / Herald / Yeltin

Chorus:
Yes. now I'll swim ashore
Fro I must make it;
Although I'm up to my neck
In high muddy water.

Now the waters are deep and wide
Can't hold out long this way,
I I could spend the time
Perhaps I'd find a way

Chorus

Now I see a distant star
And I hear a restless sound
And somehting seems to say:
"Well, I'm bound for higher ground."

Chorus

Now the sun has risen vain
But I'm safe at last my friend
Deep water was my pain
But now I've reached the end

So now I'll swim ashore,
And I know I'll make it.
Although I'm up to my neck
In high muddy water

7857. High Noon

Tony Rice - High Noon (Do Not Forsake Me)

Do not forsake me, oh my darlin'
On this, our weddin' day
Do not forsake me, oh my darlin'
Wait, wait along

I do not know what fate awaits me
I only know I must be brave
And I must face a man who hates me
Or lie a coward, a craven coward
Or lie a coward in my grave



Oh, to be torn 'twixt love and duty
S'posin' I lose my fair-haired beauty
Look at that big hand move along
Nearin' high noon

He made a vow while in state prison
Vowed it would be my life or his'n
I'm not afraid of death but oh
What will I do if you leave me?

Do not forsake me, oh my darlin'
You made that promise as a bride
Do not forsake me, oh my darlin'
Although you're grievin', don't think of leavin'
Now that I need you by my side

Wait along, (wait along) wait along
Wait along, wait along
(Wait along, wait along, wait along, wait along)

7858. High Note

High Note
Osborne Brothers - High Note

Tangled up in sheets when we get three sheets to the wind
That's the way we roll and, baby, here we go again
Overlookin' let's try one more time don't ever work
By sunrise this cloud nine ride will crash back down to earth

While we're up here, let's just fly
While I'm smilin', you go your way and I'll go mine
Before the smoke clears, let's agree that's all she wrote
Let's say goodbye, say goodbye on a high note

We know what comes next when this burn one rose is gone
No laughing just for hashin' how and where it all went wrong
So why don't we just leave this thing to one night and the road
Let's do what we do best and drop that mic and go

While we're up here, let's just fly
While I'm smilin', you go your way and I'll go mine
Before the smoke clears, let's agree that's all she wrote
Let's say goodbye, say goodbye on a high note

Before we wind up the sun on, it's sober
Let's ride the high like a roller coaster
Just before the joyride's over
Let's say goodbye, say goodbye, say goodbye

But while we're up here, let's just fly
While I'm smilin', you go your way and I'll go mine



Before the smoke clears, let's agree that's all she wrote
Let's say goodbye, say goodbye on a high note
Let's say goodbye, say goodbye on a high
Say goodbye, say goodbye, say goodbye
Say goodbye, say goodbye, say goodbye
Say goodbye, say goodbye, say goodbye
Say goodbye, say goodbye, say goodbye
On a high note, a high note

7859. High Note - Chords

High Note 
Dierks Bentley feat. Billy Strings
 
[Intro]
C     F C
 
[Verse 1]
C
If they ever drop the big one, I got me a plan
                               G
I won't be in no bunker eatin' peaches from a can
        C                                              F
I'll be holed up in the basement with two very special guests
      C                                    G
A big ol' stack of Flatt and Scruggs and a bag of Willie's best
 
 
[Chorus]
      F        C
Goin' out on a high note
                                G
A blaze of glory lit in my left hand
          F        C    F
I'm goin' out on a high note
       C           G             C
Like a tenor in an old hillbilly band
 
 
[Verse 2]
C
Now it ain't Armageddon, but the weekend's finally here
                                        G
Yeah some folks wanna rock and roll and drink a downtown beer
       C                                             F
Oh but me and my sweet baby just crossed the great divide
      C                             G
We're rollin' like a banjo straight into Telluride
 
 
[Chorus]
      F        C
Goin' out on a high note



                                G
A blaze of glory lit in my left hand
          F        C    F
I'm goin' out on a high note
       C           G             F
Like a tenor in an old hillbilly band
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
F  C  F  C
G   F   C  F
C    F C    F
 
 
[Bridge]
C
Ain't gonna run, ain't gonna hide
C
I'm just gonna take a ride
C
Yeah I'll be fine on judgement day
                   F   C
With a G-Run and a J
 
 
[Chorus]
          F        C
I'm goin' out on a high note
                                G
A blaze of glory lit in my left hand
          F        C    F
I'm goin' out on a high note
       C           G             C F
Like a tenor in an old hillbilly band
       C           G             C
Like a tenor in an old hillbilly band
            F     C   F N.C.
Yeah that's my plan
 
 
[Outro-Jam]
C      F C
F C

7860. High On A Hilltop

High On A Hilltop - Grascals
Osborne Brothers

High on a hilltop overlooking a city
I can see the bright lights as they gleam
And somewhere you're dancing in some dingy bar room
And the lure of the gay life takes the place of our dream



High on a hilltop my heart cries oh Lord
Forgive her she know not the way
And give me the power to believe and some day
High on a hilltop together we'll pray

I can vision a rounder with a life so smooth
And a promise of riches for you
But you see not the danger cause you're silly with booze
And high on a hilltop I see a devil win you

7861. High On A Hilltop

High On A Hilltop - Grascals
Osborne Brothers

High on a hilltop overlooking a city
I can see the bright lights as they gleam
And somewhere you're dancing in some dingy bar room
And the lure of the gay life takes the place of our dream

High on a hilltop my heart cries oh Lord
Forgive her she know not the way
And give me the power to believe and some day
High on a hilltop together we'll pray

I can vision a rounder with a life so smooth
And a promise of riches for you
But you see not the danger cause you're silly with booze
And high on a hilltop I see a devil win you

7862. High On A Mountain

High On A Mountain
Del McCoury Band

As I looked at the valleys down below
They were green just as far as I could see
As my memory returned oh how my heart did yearn
For you and the day that used to be

   High on a mountain top wind blowing free
   Wondering about the days that used to be
   High on a mountain top standing all alone
   Wondering where the years of my life have flown

Oh I wonder if you ever think of me
Or if time has blotted out your memory
As I listen to the breeze blow gently through the trees



I'll always cherish what you meant to me

7863. High On A Mountain Top

Marty Stuart - High on a Mountain Top
Del McCoury Band - Hot Rize

As I look at the valleys down below
They are green just as far as I can see
As my memories return, oh how my heart did yearn
For you and the days that used to be 

High on a mountain top, standing all alone
Wondering where the years of my life have flown
High on a mountaintop, wind blowing free
Thinking about the days that used to be

Well, I wonder if you ever think of me
Or has time erased your memory
As I listen to the breeze 
Whisper gently through the trees
I wonder if you ever think of me

High on a mountain top, standing all alone
Wondering where the years of my life have flown
High on a mountaintop, wind blowing free
Thinking about the days that used to be

High on a mountain top, standing all alone
Wondering where the years of my life have flown
High on a mountaintop, wind blowing free
Thinking about the days that used to be

High on a mountain top
Thinking about the days that used to be
And I wonder if you ever think of me

7864. High On A Riverbed

Glen Phillips - High On A Riverbed

Why try
When everything I do feels half right?
I wander through my life
Everything I say seems half right
Sometimes I'm standing here
High on a riverbed
And light breaks through
And everything feels good for a while



High on a riverbed
Where am I
When everything I do feels half right?
How can I be satisfied
Writing words from someone else's lies?
Sometimes I'm standing here
High on a riverbed
And light breaks through
And everything feels good for a while
High on a riverbed
Light breaks through
I see myself sometimes
Vision is a mystery half blind
I keep missing all the time
Seeing what I could be if I...
If I...
Sometimes I'm standing here
High on a riverbed
And light breaks through
And everything feels good for a while

7865. High On The Mountain - Chords

High On The Mountain
Ola Belle Reed
 
[Intro]
G F G
G F G
C G F C
G F G
 
[Chorus]
G         F        G            C
High on a mountain wind blowing free
G                  F                 G
Thinking about the days that used to be
G         F        G            C
High on a mountain standing all alone
G                   F                     G
Wondering where the years of my life have flown
 
[Interlude]
G F G
G F G
C G F C
G F G
 
[Verse 1]
     G             F              G
As I looked at the valleys down below
          G             F              G
They were green just as far as I could see



      G        F         G                C
As my memory returned oh how my heart did yearn
    G           F                 G
For you and the days that used to be
 
[Chorus]
G         F        G            C
High on a mountain wind blowing free
G                  F                 G
Thinking about the days that used to be
G         F        G            C
High on a mountain standing all alone
G                   F                     G
Wondering where the years of my life have flown
 
[Interlude]
G F G
G F G
G F G C
G F G
 
[Verse 2]
     G             F             G
Oh I wonder if you ever think of me
      G                F            G
Or if time has blotted out your memory
     G             F           G                  C
As I listen to the breeze call gently through the trees
     G              F                 G
I'll always cherish what you meant to me
 
[Chorus]
G         F        G            C
High on a mountain wind blowing free
G                  F                 G
Thinking about the days that used to be
G         F        G            C
High on a mountain standing all alone
G                   F                     G
Wondering where the years of my life have flown
 
[Interlude]
G F G
G F G
G F G C
G F G
 
[Chorus]
G                               C
High on a mountain wind blowing free
G                  F                 G
Thinking about the days that used to be
G                                C
High on a mountain standing all alone
G                   F                     G
Wondering where the years of my life have flown



7866. High Plains Jamboree

Robert Earl Keen - High Plains Jamboree 

She was a honky tonker and he was a family man
And she showed him her gold teeth when he'd hold her little hand
And they met out on the highway at the Paradise Motel lounge
On Saturday nights, when things weren't right
Between him and his wife in town

They're just another couple on a high plains jamboree
Playing out them sad songs, they understand
Just another couple making juke box memories
Walking into troubles hand in hand

She weren't no maid of cotton and he weren't no hell of a man
So they must have loved each other like only the lonely can
'Cause they slow-danced through the neon like a sorrow through a song
Then they carried the tune to the motel room
And they played it all night long

They're just another couple on a high plains jamboree
Playing out them sad songs, they understand
Yeah, just another couple making juke box memories
Walking into troubles hand in hand
I said, they walking into troubles hand in hand

7867. High Powered Love

Emmylou Harris - High Powered Love

I've been running low on inspiration
Tired of that physical intrigue
There's nothing left to imagination
Living in a world that treats love so carelessly

Don't want no smooth talkin' lover
I can't play the role
It just leaves me cold

I need a high powered love
I wanna feel that lightning streak
High powered love
Got to be down in the heart with me

Sometimes it's hard to keep believing
Too many pretty faces all skin deep
Is there anyone left with teeth just a little uneven
And won't spend more time with a mirror than me



If you're just looking for a good time
A notch on your gun
I ain't the one

I want a high powered love
Got to have intensity
High powered love
Don't start the fire if you can't take the heat

I can't turn back I'm on a mission
I know there's someone out there for me

I need a high powered love
One that'll defy gravity
High powered love
Got to be strong and keep on lifting me

Higher, higher, higher
Higher, higher, higher
High powered love
High powered love

Higher, higher, higher

7868. High School Yearbook

High School Yearbook
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Ever think about your high school friends
All the kids that you knew back when
If you'd pass'em on the street today
You just might see they've gone a different way

Lovely Linda was a friend of mine
Dressed to kill she always looked sure fine
We all thought she was a star back then
Now she's entertaining businessmen

But she's doin' what she wants to

Macho Johnny from around the block
Always had that funky walk
Now he's wearing little sister clothes
Wrapped up in a world of pantyhose

But he's doin' what he wants to
Gonna have a good time (gonna have a good time)
Wooh oh

Little Four-Eyes was the teacher's pet
Stacks of books and his chemistry set



Now he's a rancher down in ol' Brazil
Mixes powders making little pills

But he's doin' what he wants to
Cause it makes him feel fine
Paid for the ticket
Might as well take a ride
The rest of them were born to tears
Or hiding fears and never broke away

Wimpy Andy was a punching bag
Screamed and hollered he was such a drag
Now you hear him on the radio
Sings songs and playing rock & roll
Rock & roll, rock & roll, rock & roll

Doin' what he wants to
Gonna have a good time
Paid for the ticket
Might was well take a ride, take a ride

Well he's doin' what he wants to (doin' what he wants to)
Gonna have a good time
Doin' what he wants to (doin' want he wants to)
Gonna have a good time (have a good, have a good time)
Doin' what he wants to
He's gonna have a good time
Hey

7869. High Sierra

Emmylou Harris - High Sierra

[Chorus]
I've been higher than the high sierra
Lower than death valley must be
I've been right, mostly wrong
Wrong about you, right about me

The way I feel, can't explain
So much passion turned to pain
The sun still shines most of the time
Did you know the sun shines when it rains

[Chorus]

I've been cussed and I've been praised
And I've been nothing these days
But I'll come back, time will see
If I'm wrong about you, right about me

[Chorus]



7870. High Sierra - Chords

High Sierra
Harley Allen

Chorus:
D A G D
I've been higher than the High Sierra
G D C A
Lower than Death Valley must be.
D A G D
I've been right, mostly wrong
G D A D
Wrong about you, right about me.

The way I feel, I can't explain
So much passion turned to pain
The sun still shines most of the time
Did you know the sun shines when it rains

Chorus

I've been cussed and I've been praised
And I've been nothing much these days
But I'll come back, time will see
If I'm wrong about you, right about me

Chorus

Repeat last Chorus line two times

7871. High Steel And Memories - Chords

High Steel And Memories
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Robb Warren and Shafer Sanger

G
The boss man and the boys
            C             D7               G  D7 G
Down at the job have been lettin' me slide by
             Am
And this old hard hat that I'm wearin'
      D7                             G   D7
Can't hide the tears falling from my eyes

          G
While I'm hanging steel in Dallas
C            D7            G   D7  G



Forty floors above Park Avenue
        Am
From up here things look just like toys
      D7                          G   D7
And I realize how much I meant to you

       G
Well I might move out to Denver
  C             D7             G   D7
A city that's already one mile high
  Am
I lie a lot about leaving
        D7                              G
And the boys all know I'm not afraid to climb

So I'll just stay here in Dallas
C              D7               G   D7 G
Chained to the place you set me free
      Am
Cause loving you is forever
    D7                                    G
But having you is a thing that just can't be

            C
Your memory climbs
                  G
High steel in the sky
             A7
These days I just don't care
   Am          D7
If I live or die

  G
I just threw down a Winston
           C         D7            G    D7 G
Watched it fall 'til it was out of sight
          Am
Then your memory hit me in the chest
      D7                            G
And I wondered how it would feel to fly

7872. High Steppin'

High Steppin'
The Avett Brothers

I'm a high steppin', high bettin'
Love givin', I'm a love gettin'
I'm a stranger, I love stretchin' out my wheels
Overnightin' on the desert strip
Makin' time and losin' grip
Drivin' circles in the canyons of my mind



I'm an outsider lookin' in
I got a perfect square for a circle of friends
It's the four of us against the rest of you
But really I am all alone
I'd sell 'em out to save my own
I told them that but they don't buy the truth

I'm a high steppin', high bettin'
Love givin', I'm a love gettin'
I'm a stranger, I love stretchin' out my wheels
Overnightin' on the desert strip
Makin' time and losin' grip
Drivin' circles in the canyons of my mind

Well it's warfare out there, folks
You're either working for success
Or to be rich or, God help us, famous
Or you're working against the clock just to stay afloat
Got your nose all scraped up from the grindstone
You're digging for diamonds and only finding rhinestones
Meanwhile it's August and the tax man has never heard of summer vacation
You're either working on yourself or you're lookin' after babies
Takin' care of your old man or your old lady
And the direct line to the hospital just says "Leave a message"
See, you can only live one day at a time
Only drive one hot rod at a time
Only say one word at a time
And only think one thought at a time
And every soul is alone when the day becomes night
And there in the dark if you can try to see the light
In the most pitch black shape of the loneliest shadow
Well then you ought to sleep well
'Cause there's hope for sure
Well I don't know about all that being true but
I do know this

The best beggars are choosers
The best winners are losers
The best lovers ain't never been loved
And first place ain't easy
The hardest part is believing
The very last word is love

I'm a high steppin', high bettin'
Love givin', I'm a love gettin'
I'm a stranger, I love stretchin' out my wheels
Overnightin' on the desert strip
Makin' time and losin' grip
Drivin' circles in the canyons of my mind

7873. High Steppin' - Chords



High Steppin'
Avett Brothers - High Steppin

[Intro]
A
 
 
[Chorus]
A
I'm a-high steppin', high bettin'
 
Love givin', I'm a-love gettin'
                                          D
I'm a stranger, I love stretchin' out my wheels
E
Overnightin' on the desert strip
 
Makin' time and losin' grip
                                      A
Drivin' circles in the canyons of my mind
 
 
[Verse 1]
 A
I'm an outsider lookin' in
 
I got a perfect square for a circle of friends
                                         D
It's the four of us against the rest of you
E
But really I am all alone
 
I'd sell 'em out to save my own
                                           A
I told them that but they don't buy the truth
 
 
[Chorus]
A
I'm a-high steppin', high bettin'
 
Love givin', I'm a-love gettin'
                                           D
I'm a stranger, I love stretchin' out my wheels
E
Overnightin' on the desert strip
 
Makin' time and losin' grip
                                      A
Drivin' circles in the canyons of my mind
 
 
[Interlude]
N.C.
Well it's warfare out there, folks
 
You're either working for success
 



Or to be rich or, God help us, famous
N.C.
Or you're working against the clock just to stay afloat
 
Got your nose all scraped up from the grindstone
 
You're digging for diamonds and only finding rhinestones
N.C.
Meanwhile it's August and the tax man has never heard of summer vacation
 
You're either working on yourself or you're lookin' after babies
 
Takin' care of your old man or your old lady
N.C.
And the direct line to the hospital just says "Leave a message"
 
See, you can only live one day at a time
 
Only drive one hot rod at a time
N.C.
Only say one word at a time
 
And only think one thought at a time
 
And every soul is alone when the day becomes night
N.C.
And there in the dark if you can try to see the light
 
In the most pitch black shape of the loneliest shadow
 
Well then you ought to sleep well
N.C.
'Cause there's hope for sure
 
Well I don't know about all that being true but
 
I do know this
 
 
[Verse 2]
D                     A
The best beggars are choosers
D                     A
The best winners are losers
D                E                 A
The best lovers ain't never been loved
D                      A
And first place ain't easy
D                 A
The hard part is believing
D                      E
The very last word is love
 
 
[Chorus]
A
I'm a-high steppin', high bettin'



 
Love givin', I'm a-love gettin'
                                           D
I'm a stranger, I love stretchin' out my wheels
E
Overnightin' on the desert strip
 
Makin' time and losin' grip
                                      A
Drivin' circles in the canyons of my mind

7874. High Steppin' Proud

Tom T Hall - High Steppin' Proud

[Verse 1:]
I was a high steppin' proud man one time king
Of the sidewalk fed all the girls a line
You came along and love laid a heavy hand on me
High steppin' proud man went down to his knees
For a while I enjoyed just bein' under your thumb
But after a while the nerve of love grew numb
Then I knew my heart was changing cryin' out long and loud
To once again become a man high steppin' proud

[Chorus:]
High steppin' proud man down on my knees
Beckon to your every wish and your every need
Oh I know it won't be long before I break those vows
And once again become a man high steppin' proud

[Verse 2:]
There's a lot of things in life I'm glad I didn't miss
And your good good love rates mighty high on the list
But my restless spirit and a weddin' band don't get along somehow
Especially since I long to be high steppin' proud

7875. High Steppin' Proud - Chords

High Steppin' Proud
Recorded by Tom T. Hall
Written by Hillman Hall

C            F                      C
I was a high steppin' proud man one time
                     F                   C
King of the sidewalk fed all the girls a line
F                                            C
You came along and love laid a heavy hand on me



                        G7               C
High steppin' proud man went down to his knees
                      F                     C
For a while I enjoyed just bein' under your thumb
                      F                  C
But after a while the nerve of love grew numb
     F                                                C
Then I knew my heart was changing cryin' out long and loud
                           G7            C
To once again become a man high steppin' proud
              G7
High steppin' proud man down on my knees
                                         C
Beckon to your every wish and your every need
                                  F             C
Oh I know it won't be long before I break those vows
                            G7            C
And once again become a man high steppin' proud
                                F                 C
There's a lot of things in life I'm glad I didn't miss
                              F                  C
And your good good love rates mighty high on the list
    F                                                         C
But my restless spirit and a weddin' band don't get along somehow
                              G7            C
Especially since I long to be high steppin' proud
Repeat #3

7876. High Tech Redneck - Chords

High Tech Redneck
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Byron Hill and Zack Turner

G
He got 13 channels of wrestling 
 
Coming in strong from a satellite send 
D7
Two hundred function remote control 
G
A big screen TV with stereo 
 
C
Football baseball NASCAR too 
G
With picture in a picture and it's all in view 
D7
And if it comes on just a little too late 
         G
With his VCR's he can get it on tape 
 



He's a high tech redneck  
               D7
Mayberry meets Star Trek 
     G                C
He's bumpkin but he's plugged in  
       D7        G
He's a high tech redneck  
 

He's got 20 sub-woofers in the bed of his truck 
 
A thousand watts of power and he keeps it cracked up 
D7
He ain't into hip hop he ain't into rap 
           G
He like to rattle them speakers with a Ronnie Milsap 
  
C
CD's and cassettes and digital tape 
G
A CB and radar and scamming short waves 
    D7
And if he needs to talk to his honey at home 
          G
He just a dials-up a number on his telephone  
  
Repeat #3

7877. High Timberline

High Timberline
Jim Lauderdale

I went out walking up high timberline
Snow fell like kisses, the air sweet as wine
Calling me back to the days you were mine
So close to heaven, up high timberline
So close to heaven up high timberline
Way up on high timberline

Remember my love, do this for me
For I think of you all the time
Whenever the wind howls lonesome and free
From the peaks of the high timberline

Like a vision of angels the higher I climb
A mare and a stallion with traces so fine
Stepping like dancers in three-quarter time
The ghost of white horses of high timberline
The ghost of white horses of high timberline
Way up on high timberline

Remember my love, do this for me



For I think of you all the time
Whenever the wind howls lonesome and free
From the peaks of the high timberline

I love you and I always will
Although we for evermore part
Sierra Nevada remembers us still
Holds our love deep in her heart

For shame that the sun showed its face on the day
You and the rose on your cheeks slipped away
But the promises love made between us still shine
When we rode white horses up high timberline
Dancing white horses up high timberline
Way up on high timberline

7878. High Time - Chords

High Time 
Kacey Musgraves
 
[Chorus]
      G    Am
It's high time
           C                        D
To slow my roll, let the grass just grow
           G
And lean way back
       G     Am
It's a fine time
              C                 D
To let it all go, I've been too low
             G
So it's high time
 
[Verse]
                Am      D
Been missing my roots
                       G
I'm getting rid of the flash
                 Am            D
Nobody needs a thousand dollar suit
                      G
Just to take out the trash
             C   D       G       Em
Ain't gotta be alone to feel lonely
                        Am                               D
I'm gonna turn off the phone, start catching up with the old me
 
[Chorus]
      G    Am
It's high time
           C                        D



To slow my roll, let the grass just grow
          G
And lean way back
           G     Am
And it's a fine time
              C                 D
To let it all go, I've been too low
             G
So it's high time
 
[Bridge]
Bm                    Am
You've been all wrong, just wanna feel alright
Bm                                  D
Tomorrow it might come crashing down, but for tonight
 
[Chorus]
      G    Am
It's high time
           C                        D
To slow my roll, let the grass just grow
           G
And lean way back
           G     Am
And it's a fine time
              C                 D
To let it all go, I've been too low
             G
So it's high time
          C                            D
I'm gonna let it all go, I've been too low
             G
So it's high time

7879. High Water

Trampled by Turtles - High Water

It survives
I think it's nice
To drive around till you're blind

Young and old
Scared or bold
You're what you want with your time

I wanna go sorry
Well I, I'm sorry too

Right or wrong
Which side I'm on
The earth won't ever let it slide



Lonesome man
He's got a plan
To end it all before his time

I wanna go sorry
Well I, I'm sorry too.

7880. Higher And Higher

Dolly Parton - Higher And Higher 
(Gary Jackson/Carl Smith)
Fruition

All your love lifting me higher
Than I ever been lifted before
So keep it up, quench my desire
Then I'll be at your side forevermore

You know your love keeps on lifting me higher
Higher and higher
I said your love keeps on lifting me
Higher and higher

Now once I was downhearted
This little loneliness my foes and friend
But when you came, he soon departed
And he never showed his face again

You know your love keeps on lifting me higher
Higher and higher
I said your love keeps on lifting me
Higher and higher

I'm so glad I finally found you
Yes that one in a million girl
And now with my loving arms around you
I can stand up and face the world

You know your love keeps on lifting me higher
Higher and higher
I said your love keeps on lifting me
Higher and higher

7881. Higher Calling

Trampled by Turtles - Higher Calling

I told her I would always love her
Sure I said I would meet her there



There's no price put on my head tonight

And all I got is all you left me
Nothing here is worth a dime
Still seems better not to come around

She called my name
She called my name
Way up high in the air
And if I hear from that girl on the mountain
Know I'll meet her there

It's time like this I still remember
Fill my day and my lonely nights
Where the blue sky meets the cold hard ground

The door's broke down be calm and hurry
You'll never bring me back alive
There's no invitation left for me

She called my name
She called my name
Way up high in the air
And if I hear from that girl on the mountain
Know I'll meet her there

I tell you that I always love her
Sure I say I'll meet you there
Don't look for me when I'm gone

And all I got is all you left me
Nothing here is worth a dime
Still seems better not to come around

She called my name
She called my name
Way up high in the air
And if I hear from that girl on the mountain
Know I'll meet her there
Yea you know I'll meet here there

7882. Higher Ground

Iris Dement - Higher Ground

[Intro]
No voice has inspired me more than my mother's
She showed me that music is a pathway to higher ground

[Verse 1]
I'm pressing on the upward way
New heights I'm gaining every day
Still praying as I'm onward bound



Lord, plant my feet on higher ground

[Chorus]
Lord, lift me up and let me stand
By faith on Heaven's table land
A higher plain than I have found
Lord, plant me feet on higher ground

[Verse 2]
My heart has no desire to stay
Where doubts arise and fears dismay
Though some may dwell where these abound
My prayer, my aim, is higher ground

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
I want to scale the utmost heights
And catch a gleam of glory bright
But still, I'll pray until Heaven I've found
Lord, lead me on to higher ground

[Chorus][x2]

7883. Higher Ground

Iris Dement - Higher Ground

[Intro]
No voice has inspired me more than my mother's
She showed me that music is a pathway to higher ground

[Verse 1]
I'm pressing on the upward way
New heights I'm gaining every day
Still praying as I'm onward bound
Lord, plant my feet on higher ground

[Chorus]
Lord, lift me up and let me stand
By faith on Heaven's table land
A higher plain than I have found
Lord, plant me feet on higher ground

[Verse 2]
My heart has no desire to stay
Where doubts arise and fears dismay
Though some may dwell where these abound
My prayer, my aim, is higher ground

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]



I want to scale the utmost heights
And catch a gleam of glory bright
But still, I'll pray until Heaven I've found
Lord, lead me on to higher ground

[Chorus][x2]

7884. Higher Mountains

Higher Mountains
Emmylou Harris & Rodney Crowell

You're out there among the stars
It never will seem right
If I could get to where you are
I'd there be there tonight

Were you just a dream I had?
How am I to know?
I can't hold you in my arms
And I can't let you go

Higher mountains, deeper valleys
Longer rivers stand between us now
I could climb that jagged peak, I could cross that great divide
If I knew that you'd be waiting for me on the other side

The days pass my window now
Oh, but nights like these are rough
I can feel you in my heart
But that's not close enough

If I could hear you breathe again
The comfort of your sigh
I'd gladly trade tomorrow in
On one more last goodbye

Higher mountains, deeper valleys
Longer rivers stand between us now
When I rise above the seas
(When you rise above the earth)
And the Firmaments collide
(And the Firmaments collide)
When I pass through Heaven's gateway
Let me enter as your bride
(Yes you will enter as my bride)
Bluebonnets in my hair
(That I will gather for you there)
That you'll gather for me there

You're out there among the stars



7885. Higher Rock (Martha Scanlan)

Higher Rock (Martha Scanlan) - Reeltime Travelers

Mary weeped over me
Mary weeped over me
Turned on dime, suddenly
When you reach for the higher rock
Then you reach for Me.

Shackle and chain can't settle me
Shackle and chain can't settle me
Been strung up on a dogwood tree
When you reach for the higher rock
Then you reach for Me.

Gilded cage is a treachery
Gilded cage is a treachery
Heart of gold that holds the key
When you reach for the higher rock
Then you reach for Me.

7886. Higher Than Man

Higher Than Man
by Ron Block 
from the album Faraway Land

They threw her down at Jesus' feet
Accused her of adultery
"Moses says to stone her dead,
We want her sentence read."

They tried to trap Him in the Law
Deny the love that came from God
Moses says to stone her dead,
But mercy says forgive

Judged by the letter of the Law she was condemned
Measured by a standard which is higher than man

Jesus knelt there in the dust
Wrote ther ules of selfless love
"I want the stoning to begin
By one who's never sinned."

Jesus knelt there in the sun
Accusers left her one by one
He said "Woman, where'd they go?"



She said, "Lord, I don't know."

Judged by the letter of the Law they were condemned
Measured by a standard which is higher than man

This ain't a war of flesh and blood
Armed with mercy, perfect love
We don't throw those judgment stones
We love and love alone

Judged by the letter of the Law they were condemned
Measured by a standard which is higher than man

7887. Higher Than The Wall

The Steeldrivers - Higher Than The Wall

There are walls made of paper
And walls made of stone
And some that are made out of livin' alone
I built a wall no one could break down
And locked up my heart where it couldn't be found

You saw past my shackles and let love unfold
Showed me the truth from the lies I'd been told
My heart was a prisoner
Like no heart at all
'Til your love reached higher than the wall

Higher than the wall
1000 feet tall
High above the darkness
Where the blue shadows fall
You love reached higher where it's 
Better and brighter
Yea your love reached higher than the wall

Now I'm wearin' freedom instead of those chains
Empty reminders don't cause me no pain
It's all gone away like the leaves in the fall
Cause your love reached higher than the wall

Higher than the wall
100 feet tall
High above the darkness
Where the blue shadows fall
Your love reached higher where it's
Better and brighter
Yeah your love reached higher than the wall



7888. Highland Street Incident

Todd Snider - Highland Street Incident

Some guy said to some other guy behind closed doors
'I don't even know how long I've been awake anymore'
'But I know what we're out of and you do too'
'Look around we're down to nothing but me and you'
We lost everything we stole and everything we had
It's not that bad though, it's not that bad
We will be buying our shit back when your cousin gets out
That's only going to be a couple weeks from now
You know what I'm thinking 'cause you're thinking it too
It was harder to imagine than it was to do
In spite of all of your worry last night went Ok
That man just threw his money up and ran away
Did we get arrested ? No we did not
We didn't shoot anyone , we didn't get shot
We didn't hurt anyone, at least not a lot
And we got what we wanted, we got what we wanted
You're right I could kill someone, I don't care
But that ain't the way it's going down tonight I swear
We'll just walk on up to Highland Street behind the bar
In the back through the alley where they park the cars
It will go down just as easy as it did last night
We'll be back here in an hour hidin' out of sight
Did we get arrested ? No we did not
We didn't shoot anyone, we didn't get shot
We didn't hurt anyone, at least not a lot
And we got what we wanted, we got what we wanted
Hey, stand right here behind me, buddy, this is the place
Hold the blue bandana up to cover your face
Yes, this is loaded but that's only for security
I ain't shootin' anyone that ain't shootin' at me
Shut up, I think I hear somebody coming man
Shut up, I think I hear, shhhhhh
Run man run
Run man run
Only gonna be two or three weeks from now 'til your cousin gets out
Run man run
Run man run
Run

7889. Highlander's Farewell

Highlander's Farewell
Keith Arneson & Wayne Taylor
Lonesome Sisters

Oh the sweet memory when we met in the heather, how the sun light would dance on your ha
ir,
where I pledged you my love, I would be ever faithful when you needed my most I'd be there.
Now I'm a soldier and my love for old Scotland, tells me that I must march away.



Don't ask me to choose between you and my country cause you know deep inside I can't sta
y.

For the time I'm away I will miss you my darling, I'll see you at night in my dreams.
When I come home want you say you'll be waiting, in the high Scottish heather so green.
The bag pipes will play as we march into battle where death will claim many brave men.
There I will long to see you and old Scotland and to walk in the highlands again

Chorus:
So it's farewell to you and to Bonnie old Scotland, we're sailing to far distant shores
I promise you this, when the Great War is over, I will love you no less, I'll love more

As the fighting raged on, he was mortally wounded, and he laid on the cold bloody ground.
He said take me back home to my sweet Bonnie Scotland where the heather will do me surro
und.
When they carried him home, death was nearly upon him, as she kissed his great soldier she
 loved.
They buried him there in the midst of the heather, as the highlands looked down from above,

Chorus:
So it's farewell to you and to Bonnie old Scotland, I'm sailing to far distant shores.
But if you listen close it's your name I'll be calling, when the wind whistles through the wild m
oor,
when the wind whistles through the wild moor.

7890. Highlight Of My Life

Dolly Parton - Highlight Of My Life 

Darlin' you're the highlight of my life
You're the one that makes it all worth while
You're the one that taught me how to smile
Darlin' you're the highlight of my life
You're a part of every dream I dream
You're my love, my life, my everything
I'll never love another how could I
When darlin' you are the highlight of my life
Darlin' you're the highlight of my life
You're the one that makes it all worth while
You're the one that taught me how to smile
Darlin' you're the highlight of my life
You're the one I always think about
And you're the one I couldn't live without
And you've always been my guiding light
Darlin' you're the highlight of my life
Darlin' you're the highlight of my life
You're the one that makes it all worth while
You're the one that taught me how to smile
Darlin' you're the highlight of my life
Darlin' you're the highlight of my life



7891. Highway

Highway
Claire Lynch

California coastlines
With its never-ending sunshine
And its Anita's breeze
Sounds so good to me

I might head out to the Rockies
Got an old friend there from college
We stay up all night
And talk about old times

Well I couldn't make him love me
And so the story ends
Say a bittersweet good bye
And turn these wheels into the wind

Highway
You don't know where you're going
You're just rollin' from sea to sea
Highway
You don't know about love
I guess you could say
You're a lot like me
Highway

If you feel the need to slow down
We can search out any small town
Hear the church bells chime
While we have the time

Then it's back to painted white line
Chasing daylight in the nighttime
Looking up ahead and trying to forget

But my heart has got to move on
This much I know is true
I don't have a destination??
I'll leave that up to you

Highway
You don't know where you're going
You're just rollin' from sea to sea
Highway
You don't know about love
I guess you could say
You're a lot like me
Highway

But my heart has got to move on



This much I know is true
I don't have a destination
I'll leave that up to you

Highway
You don't know where you're going
You're just rollin' from sea to sea
Highway
You don't know about love
I guess you could say
You're a lot like me
Highway

7892. Highway - Chords

Highway 
Gibson Brothers

[Intro]
E
 
[Verse]
E                               A                         E
Well, my daddy went away had to go and get his pay on the highway
E      A                                             E
But He never came back, he must got off track on the highway
E      B7                           A                    E
Now my mom wont let me go like that old so and so on the highway
 
 
[Verse]
E                                  A                      E
Well I'm lookin' down below lordie Lord I wanna go on the highway
E      A                                                      E
Way up in the mountain air all I do is dream and stare at the highway
E         B7                  A                     E          B7
I'm gonna run downhill, gonna find my thrill on the highway
 
 
[Chorus]
E           B7
Car lights, so bright
E                 A
That's where I'll be tonight
       B7                  E
On the highway, on the highway
 
 
[Instrumental]
E A E A E B7 A E  E A E A E B7 A E
 
 
[Verse]



E                               A                        E
Find a future find a girl gonna see the big world on the highway
E      A                                                  E
It's a little bit dumb but I'm gonna ride my thumb on the highway
E       B7                            A                           E          B7
When my mama goes to sleep I pray the Lord my soul to keep on the highway
 
 
[Chorus]
E           B7
Car lights, so bright
E               A
That where I'll be tonight
       B7                  E
On the highway, on the highway
 
 
[Instrumental]
E A E A E B7 A E  E A E A E B7 A E B7
 
 
[Chorus]
E           B7
Car lights, so bright
E               A
That where I'll be tonight
       B7                  E
On the highway, on the highway
 
 
[Outro]
E

7893. Highway 14 Blues - Chords

Highway 14 Blues

Hwy 14 Blues E 4/4 slow or fast. 12 bar. ck August 27, 2019
rev may 5/2020

/: E7 E13sus / E7(no3) E13sus/ E7 E13sus/ E7(no3) E13sus /
/ A7 A13sus / A7(no3) A13sus /E7 E13sus / E7(no3) E13sus/
/ B7 / C7 B7 /E7 E13sus / E7(no3) E13sus : /

Got the Highway 14 blues. It's taken my life from me.
The Highway 14 blues. Show me. Where could she be?
Hwy 14, drive my happiness back to me.
There's nooks and there's crannies, all along the way.
It's filled with sad stories. It's a long highway.
Hwy 14, show me the truth. Take me there.
This Hwy 14, it's just getting me down.
Well the long night is leaving and here come the Sun. All of this
searching and still found no-one. Hwy 14, you hold the keys.



Ending - /: E7 E13sus / E7(no3) E13sus : /
It's life in the fast lane. Took my baby from me.
Life in the fast lane on Hwy 14
Life in the fast lane. Took my baby from me.
Life in the fast lane on Hwy 14.

7894. Highway 17

Rodney Crowell - Highway 17

I put away fifteen grand doing one-night stands mostly liquor stores and fillin' stations
Me and this peepin' Tom by the name of J.D. Swan and any number of his odd blood relation
s
This was armed robbery 1957 and mostly our getaways were clean
Then I'd pay off the boys and bury my bread out on Highway 17
I had five kids and a wife with one dress and a yard full of cars that wouldn't running
My two oldest boys they were on to my noise they despised what their daddy done
But I did my thing the best I could maing plans by the light of day
And then night would fall and it was time to call and I was always on my way
Now J.D. he was crazy and he was inbred he drank whiskey like it was goin' out of style
You know I should have seen it coming the writing was on the wall he was getting just a little t
oo loose and wild
Annd he made his mistake out on Airline Drive, you know those North Houston cops are quic
k
They blew a hole in J.D. the size of Dallas and put a lump on my head with the brunt of a nig
htstick
You know 5-10 in Huntsville ain't no good times boys but I walked that line do you know what
 I mean
'Cause my mind was snug on that hole I dug out on Highway 17
I said my mind was snug on that hole I dug out on Highway 17
So I served my time only way I knew how thinking big and making plans
All about the way I was gonna change the world when I get my hands on that 15 grand
You know C.W. and Herschel my two oldest boys they took care of their momma and their littl
e sisters the best way that they could
Dealing dimes and stealing hubcaps you know pretty soon they were doing good
So I walked out those prison gates a free man on the first day of November 19 and '63
I kissed my wife and I hugged my babies but they didn't seem the same to me
You know the boys looked on they were already grown it was written across their eyes and th
eir faces
I'm the perfect sample of a bad example gone forever from their graces
But baby six long years and a lot can change many miles beyond your wildest dreams
But a six-lane wide modern interstate ride out on Highway 17
Lord they sunk my ship 'neath a concrete strip out on Highway 17
Man they broke my back they built a concrete track out on Highway 17
Well, you know it ain't funny but they buried my money out on Highway 17

7895. Highway 40 Blues



Ricky Skaggs - Highway 40 Blues

Well these Highway 40 blues
I've walked holes in both my shoes
Counted the days since I've been gone
And I'd love to see the lights of home

Wasted time and money too
Squandered youth in search of truth
But in the end I had to lose
Lord above I've paid my dues
Got the Highway 40 blues

The highway called when I was young
Told me lies of things to come
Fame and fortune lies ahead!
That's what the billboard lights had said

Shattered dreams my mind is numb
My money's gone stick out my thumb
My eyes are filled with bitter tears
Lord I ain't been home in years
Got the Highway 40 blues

You know I've rambled all around
Like a rolling stone from town to town
Met pretty girls I have to say
But none of them could make me stay

Well I've played the music halls and bars
Had fancy clothes and big fine cars
Things a country boy can't use 
Dixieland, I sure miss you
Got the Highway 40 blues

7896. Highway 52

Highway 52
Jason Carter

well moma said " Son before you go
There's something I want you to do
Promise me that you won't go wrong
As you travel down Highway 52 "

I am sittling on the banks of the Ohio river
Sun rise kisses the dew
Fox hounds run and the steam boat roll
I'm sitting there on highway 52

High in the hills old West Virginia
Kentucky painted so blue
My road maps out, my shoes are made for walking
I'll be walking down old highway 52



From the old Queen City to New Boston town
Ironton and old Hanging rock
I've made ever stop, I've played every station
While travelin' there on Highway 52

So tell me my love, oh tell me my darlin'
What are you going to do
If you don't love me or care about me
I'll be headin' on down highway 52

* Refrain

You when it comes time for me to go
I'll hang up my old walkin' shoes
For the last old ride in that big white car
As they haul me down old highway 52

* Refrain

7897. Highway 52 - Chords

Highway 52
Written and recorded by Dave Evans
 
G               C                   G
Well momma said son don't you leave me
                                Em
There's something I want you to do
G                   C        G
Promise me that you won't go wrong
                   D7       G
As you travel down Highway 52

                                C    G
I'm sitting on the banks of the Ohio river
                    Em
Sun rise kisses the dew
G                      C           G
Fox hounds run and the steam boats roll
                     D7       G
I'm sitting there on Highway 52

                  C           G
High in the hills old West Virginia
                    Em
Kentucky painted so blue
   G                C                  G
My road maps out my shoes are made for walking
                         D7       G
I'll be walking down old Highway 52

                           C          G



From the old Queen City to New Boston Town
                         Em
Iron ore and old hanging rock
     G                   C            G
I've made ever stop I've played every station
                         D7       G
While travelin' there on Highway 52

                      C          G
So tell me my love oh tell me my darlin'
                      Em
What are you going to do
   G                    C          G
If you don't love me or care about me
                        D7       G
I'll be headin' on down Highway 52

repeat #3

                           C     G
You when it comes time for me to go
                            Em
I'll hang up my old walkin' shoes
        G                     C         G
For the last old ride in that big white car
                         D7       G
As they haul me down old Highway 52

repeat #3

                     D7       G
I'm walking down old Highway 52

7898. Highway 61 Revisited

Highway 61 Revisited
Bob Dylan

Oh God said to Abraham, "Kill me a son"
Abe says, "Man, you must be puttin' me on"
God say, "No." Abe say, "What?"
God say, "You can do what you want Abe, but
The next time you see me comin' you better run"
Well Abe says, "Where do you want this killin' done?"
God says, "Out on Highway 61."

Well Georgia Sam he had a bloody nose
Welfare Department they wouldn't give him no clothes
He asked poor Howard where can I go
Howard said there's only one place I know
Sam said tell me quick man I got to run
Ol' Howard just pointed with his gun
And said that way down on Highway 61.



Well Mack the Finger said to Louie the King
I got forty red white and blue shoe strings
And a thousand telephones that don't ring
Do you know where I can get rid of these things
And Louie the King said let me think for a minute son
And he said yes I think it can be easily done
Just take everything down to Highway 61.

Now the fifth daughter on the twelfth night
Told the first father that things weren't right
My complexion she said is much too white
He said come here and step into the light he says hmm you're right
Let me tell the second mother this has been done
But the second mother was with the seventh son
And they were both out on Highway 61.

Now the rovin' gambler he was very bored
He was tryin' to create a next world war
He found a promoter who nearly fell off the floor
He said I never engaged in this kind of thing before
But yes I think it can be very easily done
We'll just put some bleachers out in the sun
And have it on Highway 61.

7899. Highway Call - Chords

Highway Call 
Dickey Betts
 
     G               C
I'll always love the home road
G            D
Precious memories
G                   C
Swimming hole where we use to go
D                    G
Swam in our old blue jeans 
      G                  C
When granddaddy told his story
G                    D
He always made it so real 
G                   C
We'd drift away and then one day
  D                 G
I found myself in morey
G       C                              G
Highway call there's something in your song
G       C                        G
Highway call you keep me rollin' on 
 
SOLO
 



    G               C
Sometimes I feel so all alone
G                      D
That ain't no place to be
G                  C
Wish I had my feet under her table 
      D                  G
And a little child on my knee
G       C                              G
Highway call there's something in your song
G       C                        G
Highway call you keep me rollin' on 
    C               G
You keep me rollin' on
    C               G
You keep me rollin' on

7900. Highway Forty Blues

Highway Forty Blues

With these Highway 40 blues
I've walked holes in both my shoes
Counted the days since I've been gone
And I'd love to see the lights of home
Wasted time and money too
Squandered youth in search of truth
But in the end I'd have to lose
Lord above, I've paid my dues
I've got them Highway 40 blues. 

 The highway called when I was young
It told me lies of things to come
Fame and fortune lies ahead
That's what the billboard light had said
Shattered dreams my mind is numb
Money's gone stick out my thumb
My eyes are filled with bitter tears
Lord, I ain't been home in years
I got them Highway 40 blues. 

 You know I rambled all around
Like a rolling stone from town to town
Met pretty girls I'd have to say
But none of them could make me stay
I've played the music halls and bars
Had fancy clothes and big fine cars
Things a country boy can't use
Dixie land I sure miss you
I've got them Highway 40 blues.



7901. Highway Forty Blues - Chords

Highway Forty Blues
Ricky Skaggs - Highway Forty Blues

   (D)                       Em     A                            D
1. Well these Highway Forty Blues, I've walked holes in both my shoes.
2. The highway called when I was young, Told me lies of things to come.
3. You know I've rambled all around, Like a rolling stone from town to town.

   (D)                               Em   A                                 D
1. Counted the days since I've been gone, And I'd love to see the lights of home.
2. Fame and fortune lies ahead, That's what the billboard lights had said.
3. Met pretty girls I have to say, but none of them could make me stay.

   (D)                    G     A                             D           Bm
1. Wasted time and money too,  Squandered youth in search of truth,
3. Shattered dreams, my mind is numb, My money's gone, stick out my thumb.
3. Well I've played the music halls and bars, Had fancy clothes and big fine cars,

   (Bm)                     E                             A
1. But in the end I had to lose, Lord above I've paid my dues
2. My eyes are filled with bitter tears, Lord I ain't been home in years,
3. Things a country boy can't use, Dixie Land I sure miss you,

(A)                    D    F-C-G-D                      
Got the Highway Forty Blues.

7902. Highway Gambler

Highway Gambler 
Hillbenders

Highway gambler, livin' on the road 
Taillights and lucky dice won't keep you from the cold 
Highway gambler, sleepin' in the rain 
Take another shot and pray that God 
Will help to ease your pain 
 
CHORUS: 
You had a high school sweetheart, made her a wife 
Fifty grand a year, workin' on the railroad line 
Whiskey train pulls in, you took it for a ride
Highway gambler, live a life of sin 
Waitin' at the station Lord to ride that train again 
 
Highway gambler, left your old home town 
A picket fence and a residence 
ain't enough to tie you down 



Highway gambler, don't throw it all away 
Lay it down, head back to town 
with dreams of yesterday 
 
Highway gambler, found a only friend 
Waitin' at the station Lord to ride that train again

7903. Highway Halo - Chords

Highway Halo
Old Crow Medicin Show - Highway Halo

Driving rain,
C#m    B    A   
Narrow shoulder,
E     B    A
Break down lane,
C#m      B    E
Marching forward,
A             E
Gone where I do not know,
C#m             A
One eye on the open road,
 E            B           A
Stepping out in the great unknown,
       E  B  A    E
With a highway halo.

Shaky faith,
Lilly Kimball
Patron saint,
Traveling minstrel,
Let her dusty wings unfold,
Forgive her bad luck soul,
Put her in a purple robe,
And a highway halo.

Passing train,
Sound like silver,
Broken chain,
Shine like gold,
Fortunes just a painted stone,
Gone where those hobos roam,
Crown king of a jungle thrown,
With a highway halo.

Gone where it suits my soul,
Can't you hear my big wheels roll,
You can light up the darkest road,
With a beam of eternal glow,
With a highway
With a highway
With a highway halo



7904. Highway Headin' South

Dolly Parton - Highway Headin' South 
(Porter Wagoner)

Chorus:
Oh, on a highway headed south somewhere to Dixie
Where the cotton blooms in the spring and the snow don't fly
I'm gonna rest these chillin' bones in the Southern sunshine
And live where the weather's warm until I die
North Dakota, you got my better years
Montana, you got five years of my life
But the earth's sub-zero wind will never touch me again
A Southern girl can't live on snow and ice

Repeat Chorus

When I cross the Dixie line, I'll throw away my coat
And my goose-down underwear will have to go
I'll never live again where the weather chills you to the bone
I'm tired of livin' like an Eskimo

Repeat Chorus

On a highway headed south somewhere to Dixie
Where the cotton blooms in the spring and the snow don't fly
I'm gonna rest these willin' bones in the Southern sunshine
And live where the weather's warm until I die
Repeat Chorus & Fade

7905. Highway Hypnosis

Billy Strings 
Highway Hypnosis

I'm burning, I'm smoking
Got to keep these wheels a-turning
The hot road underneath me
This cataclysmic journey
White lines and traffic signs
Ain't nothin' I ain't missin'
I can't stand in the drivin' daze
I'm constantly road trippin'

Gone like the wind
Oh, I'll see your face again
Passing through your town before you know
I gotta do my time
With this old guitar of mine



White line fever leads me to the show

Well, the road of life I travel on, I move along so freely
Mesmerized and satisfied with the beauty that has found me
I travel on and sing my song to anyone who'll listen
Forever mindful of the gift that I been given

Gone like the wind
Oh, I'll see your face again
Passing through your town before you know
Well, I gotta do my time
With this old guitar of mine
White line fever leads me to the show

Well, the car, she is against me and I'm runnin' for my money
I need to have a hobby, my guitar, and my sweet honey
News travels fast, my friend, but I keep traveling faster
Angels, they watch over me to keep me from disaster

Gone like the wind
Oh, I'll see your face again
Passing through your town before you know
Well, I gotta do my time
With this old guitar of mine
White line fever leads me to the show

7906. Highway Of Despair

Highway of Despair 
Blue Moon Rising

She took my love, and threw it down 
Like a crumpled piece of paper, on the ground 
I'd go back home, but she's not there 
So I'm doomed to walk the Highway of Despair 
 
CHORUS : 
This highway's paved, with agony 
And every exit leads you into misery 
No one promised, life would be fair 
But it's lonely on the Highway of Despair 
 
I hope her new love, pays heed to me 
'Cause I'm just a  shell of what a man should be 
Let everyman, of her beware 
'Cause she puts you on the Highway of Despair 
 
I'll never know her love again 
She's too busy livin' her new life of sin 
Drinkin' and dancin' without a care 
While I'm doomed to walk the Highway of Despair 
  
No one promised, life would be fair 



But it's lonely on the Highway of Despair

7907. Highway Of Heartache - Chords

Highway Of Heartache 
Darin & Brooke Aldridge

C
The other side my heart was breaking
       G7             C
In the sadness of the dawn
 
God only knows the toll it's taking
          Am G7        C
What do I do my baby's gone
 
 
Lonesome road stretches before me
                              C7
Paved with tears and broken souls
       F          C
It's a highway of heartache
       G7             C
Woo is me that I must go
 
 
Known as days the path of sorrow
        G7               C
I've no choice I must be brave
 
For love so deep is only falter
       Am  G7          C
By the darkness of the grave
 
 
Lonesome road stretches before me
                              C7
Paved with tears and broken souls
       F          C
It's a highway of heartache
       G7             C
Woo is me that I must go
 
 
Lonesome road stretches before me
                              C7
Paved with tears and broken souls
       F          C
It's a highway of heartache
       G7             C
Woo is me that I must go
 
       Am G7          C



Woo is me that I must go

7908. Highway Of Regret

Highway Of Regret - Ralph Stanley

   Ain't talking, just walking
   Down that highway of regret
   Heart's burning, still yearning
   For the best girl this poor boy's ever met

I never thought this thing could happen
I never thought you'd be untrue
Or go away with another
And break a heart that worshipped you

It makes no difference where I wander
You never seem to leave my mind
Your face is always there before me
I think about you all the time

7909. Highway Of Sorrow

Highway Of Sorrow
Bill Monroe

I once had a darling wife kind, true and sweet
Life was so bright and gay everything complete
But I fell for another who led my life astray
So I'll live in sorrow till my dying day

   Down the highway of sorrow I'm traveling alone
   I've lost all my true friends I've lost a happy home
   I'm heading for destruction I'm on the wrong track
   Down the highway of sorrow there's no turning back

I went back to my darling I got down on my knees
I begged her with tear rimmed eyes to give my poor heart ease
But she was hurt so deeply she could not forgive
So I'll live in sorrow as I long as I live

7910. Highway Of Sorrow - Chords

Highway Of Sorrow 
Doc Watson



[Intro]
Bb F Bb
 
[Chorus]
         Bb                    Eb        Bb
Down the highway of sorrow I'm traveling alone
Bb                                              F
I've lost all my true friends I've lost a happy home
    Bb                      Eb               Bb
I'm heading for destruction I'm on the wrong track
         Bb                        F          Bb
Down the highway of sorrow there's no turning back
 
[Verse 1]
     Bb                            Eb             Bb
Once I had a darling wife. She was kind, true and sweet
    Bb                                  F
Our home, it was happy, and life was so complete
    Bb                     Eb            Bb
But I fell for another who led my heart astray
    Bb                          F       Bb
Now I must live in sorrow till my dying day
 
[Chorus]
         Bb                    Eb        Bb
Down the highway of sorrow I'm traveling alone
Bb                                              F
I've lost all my true friends I've lost a happy home
    Bb                      Eb               Bb
I'm heading for destruction I'm on the wrong track
         Bb                        F          Bb
Down the highway of sorrow there's no turning back
 
[Solo]
Bb Eb Bb
Bb F
Bb Eb Bb
Bb F Bb
 
[Verse 2]
   Bb                         Eb             Bb
I went back to my darling and got down on my knees
    Bb                                                       F
And then I begged her through my tears to give my poor heart ease
    Bb                     Eb               Bb
But she was hurt so deeply she could not forgive
   Bb                       F         Bb
So life will be a sorrow as long as I live
 
[Chorus]
         Bb                    Eb        Bb
Down the highway of sorrow I'm traveling alone
Bb                                              F
I've lost all my true friends I've lost a happy home
    Bb                      Eb               Bb
I'm heading for destruction I'm on the wrong track
         Bb                        F          Bb



Down the highway of sorrow there's no turning back

7911. Highway One - Chords

Highway One 
The Waifs

G       F                    C
Highway one twelve hour drive
G        F                    C
Got me a place I can call mine
 
Got me a space where I can breathe
 
Got my gardens, I got my trees
 
G,F,C,G,F,C
 
G             F              C
And if you're ever out this way
G             F               C
and you can still recall my name
G             F               C
you know i'm not that hard to find.......yeah I live on
G             F              C
Highway one twelve hour drive.....and we're gonna be
 
CHORUS
 
Eating fish from a coal fire
 
Sleeping outside
 
Til the fire's coal
 
Or til it gets too cold
 
 
(continue same chords)

7912. Highway Patrol - Chords

Highway Patrol
Recorded by Junior Brown
Written by Red Simpson, Dennis Payne, Ray Rush

G
I got a star on my car and one on my chest
A gun on my hips and the right to arrest



        C
I'm the guy who's the boss on this highway
   G
So watch out what you're doin' when you're drivin' my way
       D7
If you break the law you'll hear from me I know
      G                             D7         G
I'm a workin' for the state I'm the Highway Patrol
Well you'll know me when you see me cause my door's painted white
My siren a-screamin' and my flashin' red lights
  C
I work all day and I work all night
       G
Just a-keepin' law and order tryin' to do what's right
     D7
If I write you out a ticket then you'd better drive slow
           G                    D7         G
I'm just a-doin' my job I'm the Highway Patrol
        C
I'm the Highway Patrol the Highway Patrol
   G                  D7        G
My hours are long and my pay is low
         C
But I'll do my best to keep you drivin' slow
           G                    D7         G
I'm just a-doin' my job I'm the Highway Patrol
  
If you're drivin' too fast like you shouldn't do
You can bet your boots I'm comin' after you
       C
If you wanna race then get on a race track
      G
Cause when you try to run away I'm gonna bring you back
    D7
I'm here to keep all the speeder's drivin' slow
           G                    D7         G
I'm just a-doin' my job I'm the Highway Patrol
Repeat #2
           D7                              G
I'm just a-doin' my job I'm the Highway Patrol

7913. Highway Patrolman

Highway Patrolman - Bruce Springsteen
Aoife O'Donovan

My name is Joe Roberts
I work for the state
I'm a sergeant out of Perrineville
Barracks number 8
I always done an honest job
As honest as I could
I got a brother named Franky



And Franky ain't no good

Now ever since we was young kids
It's been the same come down
I get a call on the short-wave
Franky's in trouble downtown
Well if it was any other man
I'd put him straight away
But when it's your brother
Sometimes you look the other way

Me and Franky laughin' and drinkin'
Nothin' feels better than blood on blood
Takin' turns dancin' with Maria
As the band played "Night of the Johnstown Flood"
I catch him when he's strayin'
Like any brother would
Man turns his back on his family
Well he just ain't no good

Well Franky went in the army, back in 1965
I got a farm deferment
Settled down, took Maria for my wife
But them wheat prices kept on droppin'
'Til it was like we were gettin' robbed
Franky came home in '68
And me, I took this job

Yeah we're laughin' and drinkin'
Nothin' feels better than blood on blood
Takin' turns dancin' with Maria
As the band played "Night of the Johnstown Flood"
I catch him when he's strayin'
Teach him how to walk that line
Man turns his back on his family
He ain't no friend of mine

Well the night was like any other
I got a call 'bout quarter to nine
There was trouble in a roadhouse
Out on the Michigan line
There was a kid lyin' on the floor lookin' bad
Bleedin' hard from his head
There was a girl cryin' at a table
And it was Frank, they said

Well I went out and I jumped in my car
And I hit the lights
Well I must of done a hundred and ten
Through Michigan county that night
It was out at the crossroads
Down round Willow bank
Seen a Buick with Ohio plates
Behind the wheel was Frank
Well I chased him through them county roads
'Til a sign said Canadian border five miles from here
I pulled over the side of the highway



And watched his tail lights disappear

Me and Franky laughin' and drinkin'
Nothin' feels better than blood on blood
Takin' turns dancin' with Maria
As the band played "Night of the Johnstown Flood"
I catch him when he's strayin'
Like any brother would
Man turns his back on his family
Well he just ain't no good

7914. Highway Paved With Pain

Highway Paved With Pain 
Lonesome River Band
 
The most tragic thing in life, is a darling loving wife 
One who'll meet you every night when you come home 
When you're loving her at night, her arms hold you tight 
Don't you know what it means to be alone 
 
CHORUS: 
I'm dreamin' of the past, of our love that didn't last 
When the stars come out and my tears they fall like rain 
You gave me your love so true 
But I cheated dear on you 
I'm on this highway paved with pain 

Once I had a darling wife, I  treasured more than life 
Well then I ran around and broke her heart well 
I started drinking, lost the way 
Now my lonely heart burns with pain 
 
I'm on this highway paved with pain oh Lord

7915. Highway Shoes

Sturgill Simpson - Highway Shoes

[Verse 1]
Well it's about that time again
Gotta meet up with my old friend
Get on up and pay my due
It's the only way I kick these blues
Gotta put on the highway shoes

[Verse 2]
I don't mind the rain is slow
Anytime is a good time to go



Put down the phone turn off the news
That didn't gone it ain't no use

[Chorus]
Gotta put on your highway shoes
Just put on your highway shoes
Come along and ride before wind go in
Come along and ride because is life unfair

[Verse 3]
Move around and take a chance
Cross the pond and do a double dance
Stay up all night and have a ball
That belongs to road
Well I could hear it call

[Chorus]
Gotta put on your highway shoes
Just put on your highway shoRs
Come along and ride beforR wind go in
Come along and ride because is life unfair

[Outro]
If you ever end up then you gotta go
The only way is on the road
If you ever end up then you gotta go
The only way is on the road (Highway shoes)
If you ever end up then you gotta go
The only way is on the road (Highway shoes)
If you ever end up then you gotta go
The only way is on the road (Highway shoes)

7916. Highway Side

Highway Side
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
I'm drivin' Route 24
To a job that's such a chore
Pass a man who looks a lot like me
He's surely got a hard luck story
I wonder, how did he get there?
As I see him in the rearview mirror
Well somethin' tells me he and I are the same

[Chorus]
Walkin' on a thin white line
Watchin' all the cars go by
Hopin' for a northbound ride
Down on the highway side

[Verse 2]



Hitchhikin' Route 24
God, I wish I knew what's in store
Pass a man who looks a lot like me
Except he's on easy street
I wonder, how did he get there?
As I see him in his rearview mirror
Well somethin' tells me he and I are the same

[Chorus]
Walkin' on a thin white line
Watchin' all the cars go by
Hopin' for a northbound ride
Down on the highway side

7917. Highway Song

Leftover Salmon - Highway Song

I got some time
I guess I'll just settle on in for the ride
Clearin' my mind
Reachin' out through the inside

Haulin' into a new town
Just another stop along the way
Later on when the sun goes down
It's time for us to play

Tires singin' between white lines
Now I know it won't be long
Moment by moment, they're passin' us time
Just another highway song

So many miles away
From the one I need the most
Beyond any words I can say
So far and yet so close

Trading scenes outside the windows
Glimpses into other lives
Where we're headed, I just don't know
I'm just watchin' the world go by

Tires singin' between white lines
Now I know it won't be long
Moment by moment, they're passin' us time
Just another highway song

New emotions inside my mind
Left me wond'ring where to turn
Always lookin' for a sign
Crossin' rivers while bridges burn



Tires singin' between white lines
Now I know it won't be long
Moment by moment, they're passin' us time
Just another highway song

I got some time
I guess I'll just settle on in for the ride
Clearin' my mind
Reachin' out through the inside

Just another highway
Just another highway
Just another highway
Just another highway

Just another highway
Just another highway
Just another highway
Just another highway
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah

7918. Highway To Heaven

Highway To Heaven
By Don Reno
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

There's a highway to heaven
That I'm traveling every day
It's highway that's guarded
By Jesus all the way

chorus
It's a highway supernal
That I'm traveling every day
it's a highway that's guarded
by Jesus all the way

Chorus
it's a highway supernal
Never ending it's goal
And it leads to many mansions
Where there's rest for the soul

Mother traveled this highway
Leasing signs from day to day
And she taught me of this highway
So I'would not go astray

I will travel this highway
Till the Savior takes me home
To His mansion in glory
where his light has ever shown



7919. Highway To Hell

Highway to Hell

Livin' easy
Lovin' free
Season ticket on a one way ride
Askin' nothin'
Leave me be
Takin' everythin' in my stride
Don't need reason
Don't need rhyme
Ain't nothin' that I'd rather do
Goin' down
Party time
My friends are gonna be there too
I'm on the highway to hell
On the highway to hell
Highway to hell
I'm on the highway to hell
No stop signs
Speed limit
Nobody's gonna slow me down
Like a wheel
Gonna spin it
Nobody's gonna mess me around
Hey satan
Payin' my dues
Playin' in a rockin' band
Hey mumma
Look at me
I'm on the way to the promised land
I'm on the highway to hell
Highway to hell
I'm on the highway to hell
Highway to hell
Don't stop me
I'm on the highway to hell
On the highway to hell
Highway to hell
I'm on the highway to hell
(Highway to hell) I'm on the highway to hell
(Highway to hell) highway to hell
(Highway to hell) highway to hell
(Highway to hell)
And I'm goin' down
All the way
I'm on the highway to hell



7920. Highway To Hell - Chords

Hayseed Dixie
Highway To Hell

************
    D/F#

E---2--
B---3--
G---2--
D---0--
A---0--
E---2--
************
Intro:   A A A      D/F# D/F# G        D/F#  D/F# G 
         D/F# D/F# G         D/F# A A        2X

Verse 1:
A A A            D/F#  D/F#  G
      Living easy,            living free 
D/F#  D/F#  G     D/F#  D/F#  G    D/F#  A  A      
                  Season ticket on  a one-way ride 
A A A                D/F# D/F# G
      Asking nothing,           leave me be 
D/F# D/F# G     D/F#  D/F#  G        D/F#  A  A
                Taking everything    in    my    stride 
A A A                   D/F#  D/F#  G  
      Don't need reason,             don't need rhyme 
D/F#  D/F#  G     D/F#  D/F#  G    D/F#  A  A
                  Ain't nothing   I would rather do 
A A A            D/F#  D/F#  G
      Going down,              party time 
D/F#  D/F#  G     D/F#  D/F#  G     D/F#  A  A         D/F#
                  My friends are   gonna be there too 

Chorus:
           A          D     
I'm on the highway to hell 
           A          D     
I'm on the highway to hell
           A          D     
I'm on the highway to hell
           A          D
I'm on the highway to hell 

Verse 2:
A A A               D/F#  D/F#  G
      No stop signs,             speed limit 
D/F#  D/F#  G     D/F#  D/F#  G    D/F#  A  A
                  Nobody's gonna    slow   me   down 
A A A              D/F#  D/F#  G
      Like a wheel,              gonna spin it 
D/F#  D/F#  G     D/F#  D/F#  G     D/F#  A  A
                  Nobody's gonna     mess  me  round 
A A A           D/F#  D/F#  G
      Hey Satan,               payed my dues 



D/F#  D/F#  G     D/F#  D/F#  G    D/F#  A  A
                  Playing in a           bluegrass band 
A A A           D/F#  D/F#  G
      Hey Momma,               look at me 
D/F#  D/F#  G     D/F#  D/F#  G     D/F#     A  A             D/F#
                 I'm on my way     to the promised land        YeeHaa

Chorus:
           A          D          
I'm on the highway to hell 
           A          D
I'm on the highway to hell
           A          D
I'm on the highway to hell
           A          D
I'm on the highway to hell  

Don't stop me 
           A          D          
I'm on the highway to hell    6 more times
                            D
And I'm going down, all the way down 
                           A
I'm on the highway to hell

7921. Highwayman

The Highwaymen - Highwayman

[Verse 1: Willie Nelson]
I was a highwayman
Along the coach roads I did ride
With sword and pistol by my side
Many a young maid lost her baubles to my trade
Many a soldier shed his lifeblood on my blade
The bastards hung me in the spring of '25
But I am still alive

[Verse 2: Kris Kristofferson]
I was a sailor
I was born upon the tide
And with the sea I did abide
I sailed a schooner around the Horn to Mexico
I went aloft and furled the mainsail in a blow
And when the yards broke off they said that I got killed
But I am living still

[Verse 3: Waylon Jennings & All]
I was a dam builder
Across a river deep and wide
Where steel and water did collide
A place called Boulder, on the wild Colorado
I slipped and fell into the wet concrete below



They buried me in that gray tomb that knows no sound
But I am still around
I'll always be around
And around, and around, and around
And around, and around, and around...

[Verse 4: Johnny Cash & All]
I fly a starship
Across the Universe divide
And when I reach the other side
I'll find a place to rest my spirit if I can
Perhaps I may become a highwayman again
Or I may simply be a single drop of rain
But I will remain
And I'll be back again
And again, and again, and again
And again, and again...

7922. Highways

Tom T Hall - Highways
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Highways take me ev'rywhere I want to go with one exception standing
That road leads into the quiet places in the shadows of your mind
The beaten path of common words can only lead us to misunderstanding
I believe that I can see the love for you that is a greater kind

Highways take me over the mountains
Into the valleys and out through the plains
Wanting to be in your heart's understanding
I travel each highway in vain

Highways only take me into places where the average of the crowd goes
Where they affix the standard on the language and emotions of the love
Highways never reach above the ground and cannot know the things a cloud knows
In a million volumes they have never written to express my love

Highways take me over the mountains...
Highways take me over the mountains...

7923. Highways - Chords

Highways
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                             F
Highways take me everywhere I want to go 
     G7            C



With one exception standing
                  F            G7
That road leads into the quiet places 
                       C
In the shadows of your mind
                   F
The beaten path of common words 
    G7                      C
Can only lead us to misunderstanding
               F             G7
I believe that I can see the love 
                          C
For you that is a greater kind
F                C        G7
Highways take me over the mountains
                 F                   C
Into the valleys and out through the plains
F                     C
Wanting to be in your heart's understanding
G7                       C
I travel each highway in vain
                           F
Highways only take me into places 
          G7                   C
Where the average of the crowd goes
                     F               G7
Where they affix the standard on the language 
                    C
And emotions of the love
         F                     G7
Highways never reach above the ground 
                             C
And cannot know the things a cloud knows
     F                         G7
In a million volumes they have never 
                      C
Written to express my love
Repeat #3 x2

7924. Highways Run Forever - Chords

Highways Run Forever
Written and recorded by Johnny Lee

C                    Am
Them highways run forever
        F                           C
It just seems like they never gonna end
G7          C                     Am
Making me a livin' just making me old
  F
I bet I can tell you some stories 
                       G7



That you've never been told
F               C
Highways run forever 
        Em                          F
It just seems like they never gonna end
          C
And every time I turn around 
F              G7      C
I'm on another highway again
                                               Am
I've been livin' out of motels never knowing a soul
    F                                         C
Sometimes this life worth livin' it sure gets old
G7           C                         Am
Met a lot of women seen a lot of lyin' eyes
      F                              G7
And I made some happy I've made some cry
         F               C
And them highways run forever 
        Em                          F
It just seems like they never gonna end
              C
Oh yeah every time I turn around 
F              G7      Am       F
I'm on another highway again oh yeah
      C
Every time I turn around 
F              G7      C
I'm on another highway again
 
F               C
Highways run forever 
        Em                          F
It just seems like they never gonna end
          C
And every time I turn around 
F              G7      Am       F
I'm on another highway again oh yeah
      C
Every time I turn around 
F              G7      C
I'm on another highway again

7925. Hill Country Girl

Hill country girl
Yonder Mountain String Band

Cool, cool me down river Pedernales
My heart's a-burning for that hill country girl
Look and I'll find along the Pedernales
The answer, no question, my hill country girl



Chorus:
The kiss on her lips is cool as the water
Sweeter than blue bonnets, sweeter than spring
The light in her eyes has left me believin'
Can't help but lovin' that hill country girl

What can I do river Pedernales
What can I say to my hill country girl
Here's where I stand along the Pedernales
Come take my hand, my hill country girl

7926. Hill Country Rain

Jerry Jeff Walker - Hill Country Rain
Todd Snider

Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo

[Verse 1]
Sometimes I just wake up hummin'
Feelin' like the world is right
I want to jump right up and walk outside
Take in the morning light
I feel the music runnin' through me
It makes me want to dance
Clap my hands and dance

[Verse 2]
Sometimes it just takes my lady
To smile and make my day complete
When she's touching me
I'm feelin' free and easy to be me
Lucky to be alive
Walkin' outside
Feelin' alright

[Verse 3]
People they tell me
Say I'm livin' too fast
Slow down now, buddy
Take it easy let some of life pass
But I don't know no other way
I've got to live it day0to-day
And if I die before my time
When I leave
I'm leaving nothing behind
Lord knows I'm tastin' every single grape on the vine

[Chorus]
I got a feeling



Somethin' that I can't explain
It's like dancin' naked
In that high hill country rain
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo

[Bridge]
I ain't worried about tomorrow
I'll get by best I can
All I need is my will to live
It makes me laugh, wanna to sing and dance
And clap my hands
Clap my hands, yeah
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo

[Chorus]
Oh I got a feeling
It's somethin' that I can't explain
It's like dancin' naked
In that high hill country rain
Oh I got a feeling
It's somethin' that I can't explain
It's like dancin' naked
In that high hill country rain
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo

[Outro]
Sometimes I just wake up hummin'
Feel like the world is right
Wanna jump right up and walk outside

7927. Hillbilly Blood

Hillbilly Blood
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Hillbilly blood, runnin' through my veins
Black cold soul and a mountain of pain
Jug of white lightning crossin' my lips
Hillbilly blood don't give a shit

[Verse 2]
Hillbilly blood, the river runs red
Finger on the trigger and a pound of lead



Chopper in the air, searchin' my land
A copperhead bites I don't give a goddamn

[Chorus]
All the tongues at the tent revival
Been spittin' in the devil's eye
There ain't livin', there's just survival
Doesn't matter if you do or die
The way it is, is the way it was
Hillbilly blood, hillbilly blood

[Verse 3]
Hillbilly blood, thick as the night
Fog lays heavy on the mornin' light
Pike County Sheriff trackin' my scent
Nobody gonna know wherR it went

[Chorus]
All the tongues at thR tent revival
Been spittin' in the devil's eye
There ain't livin', there's just survival
Doesn't matter if you do or die
And the way it is, is the way it was
Hillbilly blood, hillbilly blood

7928. Hillbilly Cat Fight

Hillbilly Cat Fight
Lonesome River Band

[Chorus]
It was a hillbilly cat fight
Scritching and scratching with them claws
It was a hillbilly cat fight
In the hill of dark and song

[Verse 1]
Brought my baby from the city
Just to show or just have pretty
The rose of mountains are in summer time
It was the fourth of July pick and clicking
With the boom band speaking
They calling up the corner of my eye

[Chorus]
It was a hillbilly cat fight
Scritching and scratching with them claws
It was a hillbilly cat fight
In the hill of Arkansas

[Verse 2]
Said she wants a Disney castle
Turns she really wasn t



Want it maybe take her for a ride
My city warm and started fussin 
They stood up and started cursing
All it was the fur began to fly

[Chorus]
It was a hillbilly cat fight
Scritching and scratching with them claws
It was a hillbilly cat fight
In the hill of Arkansas

[Verse 3]
Just as wine fill the air
Hands on each others hair
Arranged down in peg
Of the ground
That lady s please behind herself
There won't be nothing that be left
There's enough of this boy to go around

[Chorus]
It was a hillbilly cat fight
That city woman broke out her claws
It was a hillbilly cat fight
Back in the hills of Arkansas

It was a hillbilly cat fight
Somebody shoot her call the law
It was a hillbilly cat fight
Back in the hills of Arkansas
In the hills of Arkansas
Back in the hills of Arkansas
Welcome back there
You hear?

7929. Hillbilly Fever - Chords

Hillbilly Fever  
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by George Vaughn

G                                     C                G
When you walk up to a jukebox and you slip that nickel in
                                         A7               D7
You can bet your bottom dollar when that record starts to spin
              G                          C             G
You'll hear a fiddle and a guitar with a honky tonkin' sound
                                  D7             G
It's that hill billy fever that's spreadin' all around

          C              G
Hillbilly fever's goin' around
                                 D7



Good ole mountain music's got me down
            G                                 C        G
It's got me robbin' candles throwin' rice and slippin' around
          D7             G
Hillbilly fever's got me down

                                        C                  G
When you get that jumpy feelin' and you don't know what is wrong
                                           A7                 D7
Don't you worry 'bout it brother there's a brand new mountain song
               G                               C              G
That's got the whole dang country rockin' with that big apple beat
                                   D7                   G
It's that hillbilly breakdown that shake's you off your feet

          C              G
Hillbilly fever's goin' around
                                 D7
Good ole mountain music's got me down
          G                            C             G
I spent a Sunday down in Tennessee and here's what I found
          D7            G
Hillbilly fever's goin' around

                                             C                      G
When that love bug starts around you and you don't know you've been stung
                                    A7                 D7
Then you go and see a doctor and he says poke out your tongue
        G                                C                G
When he looks into that canyon tells you brother I've got news
                                            D7               G
You're the victim of sweet daddy and you've got the lovesick blues
          
          C             G
Hillbilly fever's goin' around
                                 D7
Good ole mountain music's got me down
             G                           C            G
I stopped in Chattanooga got a shine and I heard this sound
          D7            G
Hillbilly fever's goin' around

          C             G
Hillbilly fever's goin' around
                                 D7
Good ole mountain music's got me down
          G                                    C                G
I'm gonna one foot two foot slew foot drag and then I'll hoe it down
          D7            G
Hillbilly fever's goin' around

7930. Hillbilly Girl With The Blues - Chords



Hillbilly Girl With The Blues  
Written and recorded by Lacy J. Dalton 
 
G                   C
Friends I know darn well 
         G                    C
That I'm heading straight for hell
     G                              D7
If I keep on living the crazy way I do
      G              C
But I really have to say 
     G                C
I've come a long long way
      G         D7            G
For a hillbilly girl with the blues

          C
So if you think my song's too rough 
       G
Please recall the roads been tough
                                                D7
And don't judge me darling until you've worn my shoes
       G              C          G             C
I have never tried to hide how I really feel inside
           G         D7            G
I'm just a hillbilly girl with the blues

                         C            G            C
Someday some I'll settle down in some quite little town
      G                                        D7
And I won't look back till I leave these blues behind
          G           C                 G                 C
I'm gonna play my old guitar praise the Lord and pass the jar
          G             D7              G
I'm gonna sing myself a little piece of life

                     C
Don't you know these city lights 
                   G
Can really blind a country girl
                                      D7
People often think she's too green to refuse
             G                  D7
Well there's nothing worse than neon 
         C                  A7
When the morning sun shines through
     G         D7        C         D7
To a hillbilly girl to a hillbilly girl 
     G         D7            C
To a hillbilly girl with the blues
         G
With the blues



7931. Hillbilly Goddess

Hillbilly Goddess
Alecia Nugent - Hillbilly Goddess

He met her at a tractor pull just a year ago in May,
Pony tail and John Deere cap no makeup on her face, 
She turned and smilesd and winked at him she knew he liked her style,
A few months down a country road they were walking down the isle
They moved into a double wide in back of daddys farm,
When it comes to snobs like Martha Stewart she dont give a darn 
She aint afaid to make a bed sheet curtain part of her decor 
Because to him it looks like paradise when he walks through the door 
She dont care about the South of France or a bottle of champigne 
Shes just as happy drining punch in Paris, Tennessee,
That diamond ring upon her hand is kind of small and lost,
She may not be a glamour queen her life is full is simple dreams to him she is his everything 
his hillbilly goddess,
To her a day of shopping aint a blessing its a curse,
Instead of Dulche and Gabana Smith and Weston is in her purse,
She dont no fancy restruants the girl knows how to cook,
The only use she's got for suchi is baiting up a hook,
To him she looks live Venus in her camoflauge pajamas,
Thinks she deverves a monument in Athens Alabama
Brads got Angelina but to him he has got the hottest,
This country girls no glamour queen her life is full of simple dreams to him she is his everythi
ng this hillbilly goddess

7932. Hillbilly Hell - Chords

Hillbilly Hell

Capo 2
Intro.: (D) x 4 measures

My (D)friends and my (G)mother (A) they all like my (G)songs
(D)They said, (D/C#) "Boy, (Bm)Nashville (A) (G) is where you be-(A)long"
And (D)I agreed the music world (G)probably needed (A)me
(D)Well, Music City here I (A)am
But I (G)don't think any-(A)body gives a (D)damn

(Chorus)
In the (D)cold cold heart of Tennes-(G)see
There's (D)ten thousand dreamers just like (A)me
With a (D)song and a guitar and a (G)message to tell
(D)Come to find heaven in (A) hillbilly (D)hell

An-(D)other day a (G)watchin' (A) the Cadillacs go (G)past
(D)Writin' (D/C#)songs (Bm)in my (A)head (G)while I'm a pumpin' (D)gas
(D)Eatin' beans and wearin' jeans and (G) sleepin' in my (A)car
I (D)hope the folks back home will under-(A)stand
It's gonna (G)take a little (A)longer than I (D)planned



(Chorus)

Yeah, in the (D)cold cold heart of Tennes-(G)see
There's (D)ten thousand dreamers just like (A)me
With a (D)song and a guitar and a (G)message to tell
(D)Come to find heaven in (A) hillbilly (D)hell --

Outro.: -- / (D) / (D) / (G) (A) / (D) -----

7933. Hillbilly Highway

Steve Earle - Hillbilly Highway
Ricky Skaggs

[Verse 1]
My granddaddy was a miner
But he finally saw the light
He didn't have much, just a beat-up truck
And a dream about a better life
Grandmama cried when she waved goodbye
Never heard such a lonesome sound
Pretty soon the dirt road turned into blacktop
Detroit City bound

[Chorus]
Down that Hillbilly Highway
On that Hillbilly Highway
That old Hillbilly Highway
Goes on and on

[Verse 2]
Now he worked and saved his money
So that one day he might send
My old man off to college
To use his brains and not his hands
Grandmama cried when he said goodbye
Never heard such a lonesome sound
Daddy had himself a good job in Houston
One more rolling down

7934. Hillbilly Highway - Chords

Hillbilly Highway
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Jimbeau Hinson and Steve Earle
Dailey & Vincent
 
G                                        C       G
My granddaddy was a miner but he finally saw the light



             
He didn't have much just a beat up truck 
                    C      G
And a dream about a better life
      
Grandma cried when she waved goodbye 
                     C        G
I never heard such a lonesome sound
                                                       C    G
Pretty soon the dirt road turned into blacktop Detroit City bound
C         G    C     G       C       G    C     G
Down that h-illbilly highway on that h-illbilly highway
C        G    C                         G
That old h-illbilly highway goes on and on
                                                  C        G
Now he worked and saved his money so that one day he might send
                                              C       G
My daddy off to college to use his brains and not his hands
Grandma cried when he said goodbye 
                     C        G
I never heard such a lonesome sound
                                                     C       G
But daddy had himself a good job in Houston one more rolling down
Repeat #2  That old hillbilly...
 
                                                       C      G
Now granddaddy's rolled over in his grave the day that I quit school
                                                           C     G
I just sat around the house playin' my guitar daddy said I was a fool
                                                       C        G
My mama cried when I said goodbye I never heard such a lonesome sound
           
Now I'm standin' on this highway and if you're goin' my way
         C         G
You know where I'm bound
Repeat #2  x2 That old hillbilly...

7935. Hillbilly Hollywood

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Hillbilly Hollywood

I can still remember my first guitar 
Bright and shiny like a brand new car 
Even took it with me when I went to school 
And I practiced every day till I got real good 

I learned every lick on the radio 
From Wabash Cannon to Go Johnny Go 
I majored in rhythm with a minor in blues 
Then I hit the road with my blue suede shoes 

[Chorus]
And I dreamed of seeing my name in lights 



Grand Ole Opry on a Saturday night 
Standing where my heroes stood 
Hillbilly Hollywood 

I played some bars where you never want to go 
From Oklahoma City down to Tupelo 
My ears would be ringing like an old fire bell 
When I'd lay me down in some cheap hotel 

[Chorus]

And I pray before too long 
They will hear my song 

And I dreamed of seeing my name in lights 
Grand Ole Opry on a Saturday night 
Standing where my heroes stood
I dreamed grand old Opry on a Saturday night standing
Hillbilly Hollywood
Hillbilly Hollywood 
Hillbilly Hollywood

7936. Hillbilly Poetry

Hillbilly Poetry
Stillhouse Junkies

Billy Holmes was just a simple man 
Lived his life according to a simple plan
Made himself a living with his own two hands
Never worried  bout the things he didn't understand 
Down at the roadhouse on a July night
Met a little lady, it was love at first sight
Thought about her every night and every day
But he never could find a single word to say

Billy's tongue was tied up like a hog
He never was the kind to give no monologue
But he knew he had to tell her how she made him feel
Or she'd be gone just like his thirties and his sex appeal
Called up his buddy looking for advice
He had a college education and been married twice
Said  don't you worry bout no rhymin' or no metaphors,
Talk about the things you know cause there ain't nothin' more 

CHORUS
So he said, baby 
You're like quittin' time at the copper mine
Like a two for one special on a Friday night
It's plain to see them fancy words 
Never had a way with me
So I'm fillin' up my notebook with
Hillbilly poetry



Billy did the best he could but it was gettin' tough
He was running out of what was never quite enough
And when he started to repeat what he'd already said
He wished he'd had a little more than what was in his head
He wasn't getting the reaction he was hopin' for
Figured any second she'd be headin' for the door
But then she reached across the table, took him by the hand  
Said  you just shut your mouth and listen to me, country man  

CHORUS
She told him, sugar 
You're like the perfect find at the five-and-dime 
Or a double-wide with a new hot tub inside
It's plain to see them fancy words 
Never meant that much to me
And I kinda like the sound of your
Hillbilly poetry

7937. Hillbilly Ride

Cornmeal - Hillbilly Ride
Album: Feet First

I'm Lonesome------------
I'm lonesome as the whistle blows.
Travelin' through this picture show
Trapped between the lights on this stage
The Days are long and they linger on.
Spent my night with the coming dawn
And I know that something's got to change

But the pain keeps me lit like a candle in the night
I hold it there and I know it just ain't right
And there ain't nothing left here by my side 
On this Hillbilly Ride

I'm Lonesome------------
Lonesome as the sight
Of a full moon on the rise
Fading on the valley down below.
The wind is cold and blowing strange
Time falls fast and I know it's late
There's nothing but this road to call me home.

But the pain keeps me lit like a candle in the night
I hold it there and I know it just ain't right
And there ain't nothing left here by my side 
On this Hillbilly Ride

I'm Lonesome-------------
I'm lonesome as the sound Of a train that barrels on
Down upon the station in the rain



The lights are low as the twilight fades
Standing in the corner of the neon shade
Wrapped around the memory of her face

But the pain keeps me lit like a candle in the night
I hold it there and I know it just ain't right
And there ain't nothing left here by my side 
On this Hillbilly Ride

7938. Hillbilly Rock

Marty Stuart - Hillbilly Rock [*]

It comes from Mississippi, and down in Alabam'
Creepin' like a fever all across the land
From deep in the Delta on the Louisiana shore
The people got to have it, they want to hear some more 
It's the Hillbilly Rock, beat it with a drum
Playin' them guitars like shootin' from a gun
Keepin' up the rhythm, steady as a clock
Doin' a little thing called the Hillbilly Rock

Some say it came from Memphis down in Tennessee
Or it drifted in from Georgia 'bout 1953
Just as long as it's greasy, as long as it's fast
As long as it's pumpin', honey, it's gonna last

It's the Hillbilly Rock, beat it with a drum
Playin' them guitars like shootin' from a gun
Keepin' up the rhythm, steady as a clock
Doin' a little thing called the Hillbilly Rock

Way back in old Kentucky where the bluegrass grows
Through the Carolinas on them dirt red roads
Burnin like a fire runnin' wild in the woods
From Arkansas to Texas, it sounds so good

It's the Hillbilly Rock, beat it with a drum
Playin' them guitars like shootin from a gun
Keepin' up the rhythm, steady as a clock
Doin' a little thing called the Hillbilly Rock

So when the heat starts to risin' and you gotta blow some steam
Take a ride down the river, you'll see just what I mean
The juke joint's jumpin', when that cat goes on
The whole place is shakin', there's a something goin' on

It's the Hillbilly Rock, beat it with a drum
Playin' them guitars like shootin from a gun
Keepin' up the rhythm, steady as a clock
Doin' a little thing called the Hillbilly Rock
Doin' a little thing called the Hillbilly Rock
Doin' a little thing called the Hillbilly Rock



7939. Hillbilly Rock - Chords

Hillbilly Rock 
recorded by Marty Stuart 
written by Paul Kennerley
 
G
It comes from Mississippi and down in Alabam
 
Creeping like a fever all across the land 
 
From deep in the Delta on the Louisiana shore
 
The people got to have it they wanna hear some more
 
       C
It's a Hillbilly Rock beat it with a drum
G
Playing that guitar like shooting from a gun
C
Keeping up the rhythm steady as a clock
D7                                        G
Doing a little thing called the Hillbilly Rock
 
Some say it came from Elvis down in Tennessee
Or It drifted here from Georgia bout 1953
Just as long as it's greasy as long as it's fast
As long as it's pumping honey it's gonna last
 
Repeat #2 
 
Way back in ole Kentucky where the blue grass grows
Through the Carolinas on the dirt red roads
Burning like a fire running wild in the woods
From Arkansas to Texas it sounds so good 
 
Repeat #2
 
So when the heat starts to rise and you got a full head of steam
Take a ride down the river and you'll see just what I mean
The juke joint's jumping when that cat goes on
The whole place is shaking there's something going on 
 
Repeat #2
 
Tag:
D7                                        G
Doing a little thing called the Hillbilly Rock
D7                                        G
Doing a little thing called the Hillbilly Rock



7940. Hillbilly Willy

Dolly Parton - Hillbilly Willy 
(Dolly Parton)

Now Little Will was from the hills way back in the sticks
He got his reputation from turning on them country chicks
He drove a souped up hot rod car buddy he could really
Knock those little girls off their feet yeah
Hillbilly Willy
He'd talk that ole sweet lovers talk with a hillbilly drawl
Willy wasn't much for looks he was only five feet tall
But when he talked that ole sweet talk he drove those little girls silly
They stood in line waiting for their time to court
Hillbilly Willy
Then this country cyclops who measured six foot nine
Came up to Little Will and said, "You stole that little girl of mine"
Then there was a awful brawl boy it was a dilly
When the fighting stopped there on top stood
Hillbilly Willy
Now the moral of the story is to be a lover you gotta be tough
Even if you're just five feet tall you gotta be able to strut your stuff
Now to all you lovers in radioland, if your love life's a little chilly
Bear in mind the rough, tough kind like
Hillbilly Willy
Just bear in mind the rough, tough kind like
Hillbilly Willy

7941. Hills And Hollers - Chords

Hills And Hollers
Adrienne Young

Capo 3rd Fret
 
       G                                  C
Well I feel like a stranger in my own hometown.
        G                                                                         Em
There's traffic in the air where there used to be the sound
   G                                                     C
Of tall trees growin' and kids runnin' wild;
   G                                         Em
Or maybe I was lookin' through the eyes of a child.
       C
But I swear 
 
 
There used to be
D               G



Hills and hollers here,
    Em                      C
Wild turkey and the white tailed deer,
D              G
Creeks runnin' crystal clear,
Em                                   C
Water on its way to the Gulf of Mexico,
D                G
Moonshine on the mountaintop,
Em                                       C
Daddy sawin' fiddle like he never gonna stop,
D              G
Lord, if these hills could talk
Em                    C
They'd say sing me a song that goes
 G  D Em  C
 Oh,      Mama leave the light on.
G  D Em  C      N.C.
Oh,      shine like the sun on the shadows of history. 
 
 
                  G                    C
They laid the first paved road back in '45.
        G                                            Em
Now you gotta have wheels if you're gonna survive.
      G                         C
Black top over gravel, gravel over mud;
          G                                                 Em
Seems the oil in our veins runs thicker than the blood.
      C
But I swear 
 
There used to be
 
D               G
Hills and hollers here,
    Em                        C
Wild turkey and the white tailed deer,
D              G
Creeks runnin' crystal clear,
Em                                   C
Water on its way to the Gulf of Mexico,
D                G
Moonshine on the mountaintop,
Em                          C
Daddy sawin' fiddle like he never gonna stop,
D              G
Lord, if these hills could talk
Em                             C
They'd say sing me a song that goes
 G  D Em  C
 Oh,        Mama leave the light on.
G  D Em  C           N.C.
Oh,            shine like the sun on the shadows of history. 
 
Repeat chorus as desired.



7942. Hills And Home

Hills and Home
Longview

Headin back to the hills and home
This old country never more to roam
This travellin' life is not for me
I'm heading back to the hills and home

Like many other wanderin lads
I went away my fortune to see
It's all the same but now I know
My fortune's here among the hills and home

I can smell the mountain laurels bloomin'
Along the road that leads up to my home
That stand of oak out behind the shed
Makes me long for the hills and home

There's a light shining from the window
The smoke is curlin from the chimney top
Mom and dad about their evening chores
I'll soon be back among the hills and home

7943. Hills For The Head

Hills For The Head
Bryan Sutton

Traveling east on 40
I got my girls and a herringbone
And when I see that ridge come into view

I know I'²m almost home
Where old time friends and family
Welcome in their native son
They remind me of where I've been
And point me where I'²ve yet to run

I need an ocean for my soul
Ground for my bed
I need a home for the heart
I need these hills for the head

Now every June we'll gather there
Music, friends, and all
We share laughs and tunes
Howl at the moon and we hike up to the falls



Well how important is that pilgrimage
An annual reprieve
We need that hillside gathering
Like the thin air that we breath

An ocean for my soul
Ground for my bed
I need a home for the heart
I need these hills for my head

Well I guess I'll just keep rambling
Running from here to there
But I count the days and dream of the ways
I can get up and clear the air
Well you folks are kind to listen
And I sure don'²t mean to be rude
But if you don'²t mind I'll take my time
And go gain some altitude

I need an ocean for my soul
Ground for my bed
I need a home for the heart
I need these hills for my head

An ocean for my soul
Ground for my bed
I need a home for the heart
I need these hills for the head

7944. Hills For The Head - Chords

Hills For The Head 
Bryan Sutton

[Intro]
D A D
G A D
G A Bm
G A D
 
[Verse 1]
D         A       D
Traveling east on 40
       G           A      D
Got my girls and a herringbone
           G        A          Bm
And when I see that ridge come into view
  E7              A
I know I'm almost home
      D        A           D
Where old time friends and family
        G        A      D
Welcome in their native son



     G            A          Bm
They remind me of where I've been
             G          A      D
And point me where I've yet to run
 
[Chorus]
          G     A      Bm
I need an ocean for my soul
A             D
Ground for my bed
         G    A       Bm
I need a home for the heart
             A             D
I need these hills for the head
 
[Instrumental]
D A D
G A D
G A Bm
G A D
 
[Verse 2]
    D     A          D
Now every June we'll gather there
    D     A          D
Music, friends, and all
         G          A
We share laughs and tunes
     Bm                 E7             A
Howl at the moon and we hike up to the falls
         D         A       D
Well how important is that pilgrimage
   G    A   D
An annual reprieve
    G        A        Bm
We need that hillside gathering
         G        A       D
Like the thin air that we breath
 
[Chorus]
   G     A      Bm
An ocean for my soul
A             D
Ground for my bed
         G    A       Bm
I need a home for the heart
             A             D
I need these hills for the head
 
[Instrumental]
D A D
G A D
G A Bm
E7 A
D A D
G A D
G A Bm



G A D
 
[Verse 3]
       D          A         D
Well I guess I'll just keep rambling
G            A       D
Running from here to there
      G         A         Bm
But I count the days and dream of the ways
      E7                   A
I can get up and clear the air
         D         A       D
Well you folks are kind to listen
      G          A          D
And I sure don't mean to be rude
       G         A          Bm
But if you don't mind I'll take my time
       G         A    D
And go gain some altitude
 
[Chorus]
          G     A      Bm
I need an ocean for my soul
A             D
Ground for my bed
         G    A       Bm
I need a home for the heart
             A             D
I need these hills for the head
 
   G     A      Bm
An ocean for my soul
A             D
Ground for my bed
         G    A       Bm
I need a home for the heart
             A             D
I need these hills for the head
 
[Outro]
D A D
G A D

7945. Hills Of Alabam' - Chords

Kathy Mattea - Hills of Alabam'
(Claire Lynch/Mark Fair)

CAPO: 3rd Fret
 
  G      N.C.    C
Tomorrow brings another town
                G



We'll be on our way
                       C
We'll hit the road and have a song
                            G
Then there'll be nothing to say
    Bm       Em
For hours on end
 
CHORUS:
                    C        G
And, god, won't you send me away
       D           Em
To the hills of Alabam'
            C                 G             D
I've been a long way and I've longer yet to go
           C             G
And if you can't take me home
          B7                Em
Hear this weary traveller's plea
           Am       C    F  G      Am   C F G
Bring only songs of love to me
 
          N.C.        C
The night time finds another place
                  G
With the same sad smile
                        C
And the highway shows a lonely face
                      G
There's just too many miles
         Bm       Em
Too many hours to spend
 
 
CHORUS:
                    C        G
And, god, won't you send me away
       D           Em
To the hills of Alabam'
            C                 G             D
I've been a long way and I've longer yet to go
           C             G
And if you can't take me home
          B7                Em
Hear this weary traveller's plea
           Am       C    F  G
Bring only songs of love to me
 
INSTRUMENTAL: G7  C   G   C   G  D  Em   C D C D G
 
                 C
Tomorrow brings another town
                G
We'll be on our way
                       C
We'll hit the road and have a song
                            G



Then there'll be nothing to say
    Bm       Em
For hours on end
 
 
CHORUS:
                    C        G
And, god, won't you send me away
       D           Em
To the hills of Alabam'
            C                 G             D
I've been a long way and I've longer yet to go
           C             G
And if you can't take me home
          B7                Em
Hear this weary traveller's plea
           Am       C    F  G     Am   C F G
Bring only songs of love to me_____________

7946. Hills Of Home

Hills of Home
Hazel Dickens

There ain't much that's left here that ain't all run down
Gone are the echoes of old familiar sounds
Families have scattered parted and gone
Left a lot of good things to wither away back home

Can't you feel those hills around you
Can't you feel that touch of home
Don't you wish you'd never gone
There are some things memories can't bring home
Hills of home hills of home
Families scattered off and gone
These old hills that have been passed by
Well they've seen their share of leavin' in their time

Old familiar dirt roads winds through the piney glade
Where all the longings of childhood dreams were made
Where we passed the mossy mounds where I could run and play
Never a care to cross my mind all the livelong day

7947. Hills Of Home - Chords

Hills Of Home
written and recorded by Hazel Dickens

C                                 F                  C



There ain't much that's left here that ain't all run down
                       D7           G7
Gone are the echoes of old familiar sound
C                      F          C
Families are scattered parted and gone
                             G7               C
Left a lot of good things to wither away back home
                F           C
Can't you feel  those hills around you
          G7                 C
Can't you feel that touch of home
                    F           C
And don't you wish  you'd never gone
                               G7          C
There are some things memories can't bring home
               F        C
Hills of home  hills of home
                   G7      C
Families scattered off and gone
                F                     C
These old hills that have been passed by
                                         G7       C
Well they've seen their share of leaving in their time
                             F                 C
Old familiar dirt roads wind through the piney glade
                         D7                    G7
Where all the longing of childhood dreams were made
C                                F                     C
Where we passed the mossy mounds where I could run and play
                              G7               C
Never a care to cross my mind all the livelong day
Repeat #2 & 3
                                        G7       C
Yes they've seen their share of leaving in their time

7948. Hills Of My Home - Chords

Hills Of My Home 
The Honey Dewdrops
 
            G   C         G
Hills of my home I see so clearly
Em                C                D
Running from down south and way up north
Em        C         G
Committed now to my memory
            G          C        G
Hills of my home ain?t there no more
 
G C G
 
  G           C            G
Machines have sat atop the mountains



          Em     C               D
What they did we allowed them to do
   Em         C            G
We closed our eyes all the while
            G       C           G
Now there?s nothing left in our view
C                        Em    G
Did we care for what was given us?
C                      G
Are we better off than before?
C                         G
How long can this crop sustain us?
       G         C               G
In the end where will we have to turn?
 
Instrumental:
C  G  C  G  C  G  C  G
 
    G              C          G
You say we?ve been put to the purpose
        Em        C                 D
What we gave gone on to the greater good
        Em         C           G
But the giving was never about us
            G              C               G
The greater good was never for the greater good
               G                C              G
And if there?s money ?neath the ground I never seen it
     Em        C             D
They took everything we ever had
    Em           C                 G
The soil and the streams above the coalfields
          G        C             G
Are but a scar now upon a broken land
C                        Em    G
Did we care for what was given us?
C                      G
Are we better off than before?
C                        G
How long can this crop sustain us?
       G         C               G
In the end where will we have to turn?
 
Outro:
G C D G
Em C
G C G

7949. Hills Of Roan County

Ralph Stanley - Hills of Roan County

In the beautiful hills, way back in Roane Country



There's where I roamed for many long years
There's where my heart's been tending most ever
That's where the first step of misfortune I made
I was about thirty years when I courted and married
Amanda Gilbraith I then called my wife
But her brother stabbed me for some unknown reason
Just three months later I'd taken Tom's life
For twenty five years this whole world I rambled
I went to old England to France and to Spain
But I thought of my home way back in Roan Country
I boarded a steamer and came back again
I was captured and tried in the village of Kingston
Not a man in the county would speak one kind word
When the jury came in with the verdict next morning
A lifetime in prison was the words that I heard
When the train pulled out poor mother stood weepin
And sister she sat alone with a sigh
And the last words I heard was Willie God bless you
Was Willie God bless you, God bless you, good bye
Sweet Martha was grave but Corey was better
There's better and worse, although you can see
Boys when you write home from the prison in Nashville
Place one of my songs in your letter for me

7950. Hippie Boy

Hippie Boy
Flying Burrito Brothers

I was walking down the street the other day
A sight came before my eyes
It was a little hippie boy
I must have been twice his size

His appearance typefied his strange breed
Gaudy clothes, long stringy hair hanging down
I'd seen perhaps a thousand
In my early trips to town

As he walked on beside me on down the block
I noticed no unpleasing smell
He might have been on the weed or even LSD
But if he was I couldn't tell

So we walked together that way through this neighborhood
Finally he turned around to me and he
He said "friend you know we're a million miles apart
But you know something?
We can enjoy the sunshine and the weather
So why don't we put our differences aside
And just talk to each other?
You see this box beneath my arm?
To you it's plain, it has no charm



But to someone dearest to my heart
This box has played a tragic part

This little one can't tell you himself
About his life and how he died
But if anyone else could speak for him,
I guess I'm qualified
This boy was in Chicago, he didn't know why he was there
He was with his family and friends and he didn't really care
You might have been one of those who saw
The struggle there on your television screen
The tragic thing is so much else happened

That no one else could have seen
A stranger handed this boy a dollar
To do a simple chore
To carry a package to a nearby hotel

And when he returned he'd get two more
But when he came back he sort of lost his way walking through the crowd
One of them things you ask yourself,
How the Lord allowed

But when he was found he was like he is now,
Dreaming sweet and still
And in his little hand was a crumpled dollar bill
Now you can take that dollar
Get four cents on it, compound it quarterly at any downtown bank

So they can back some hot new tank or atom bomb
Well, what I'm going to tell you now, you can stay or you can leave
You kind of listened to my story so far but just one more thing
It's the same for any hippie, bum or hillbilly out on the street

Just remember this little boy and never carry more than you can eat
Now could you help us sing this song, please

There will be peace in the valley for him now we pray
I will think of the little hippie boy that way

7951. Hirem Pawnitof / Fairies' Hornpipe

Hirem Pawnitof / Fairies' Hornpipe

It's of a famous highwayman a story I will tell
His name was Hirem Pawnitof, in bread street he did dwell
Through all the storms of his career few troubles he had missed
His tale was wrote from ear to ear, and he looked like this:

Throughout the land his gallant band in many a song did star
With Biceps dead, and Pretty Boy fled, and Boothill claimed Bill Star
Though the best are gone, he still rides from Leeds to Carter Bar
Weedy and few his motley crew



And here they are:

His purse was lined with empty air, his wherewithall was low
The last good swag to pad his lag was 40 years ago
His motley band were out of hand, their breakfast they had missed
Then travellers two hove into view
And he challenged them like this.

The stranger turned to his lady fair
A smile played on his lips
What's the deal, are they for real
they've been taking too many trips
No gold need we, we travel free, here's something we won't miss
A treasure map from Gabby the Flap
And he gave it him like this:

His glasses perched upon his nose the map he carefully sussed
Each robber's eye filled with surprise, there's gold in it for us
The strangers waved the band goodbye but they did not see them go
Hirem got his compass out, said follow me lads, Westard Ho

Then had not gone but 20 yards when a pieman they did spy
They smacked their lips with hunger keen - my kingdom for a pie
The peddlar twinkled once or twice
Not one word did he say
With snake-like eyes he shouted 'pie'
and he struck him on the head with the tray

At that moment Hirem Pawnitof attained enlightenment.

Come on said Hirem laughing much
Let's see what's down this road
His troop were dropping, wearily stooping
men of no fixed a bode
Just then a milkmaid Hirem spied
their hearts were filled with bliss
Like long lost friends who meet again
they fondly kissed like this
I need a man around the place
the milkmaid breathed with charm
And Hirem twirled his long mustache and took her by the arm
The last we heard they all lived there
doing what the law allows
They all ate breakfast every day, happily growing cows.

7952. His And Hers - Chords

His And Hers
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Paul Craft

C                               G7
In the carport two cars his and hers



                                     C
On the towel rack two towels his and hers
                   C7           F
In the bedroom the bed with two pillows still wet
         G7                          C   G7
With the teardrops they shed his and hers
    C                             G7
The kids ride their bikes his and hers
                                      C
Say their prayers every night his and hers
                        C7             F
And it's plain from the start when the day comes too hard
        G7                              C   G7
It will break two little hearts his and hers
       C                           G7
In the courtroom two sides his and hers
                                 C
It's a question of pride his and hers
               C7         F
What a pity we say to see marriage today
G7                          C
Going separate ways his and hers
    G7                         C
Why did it have to be mine and yours
    G7                         F    C
Why did it have to be mine and yours

7953. His Chosen Time

His Chosen Time
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
Pulling down the rafters as they backed out of the hole
It's dangerous but the boss wants every last bit of that coal
It's gravy time if it's not your own life on the line
Sometimes on safety it pays to pay the fines
Crandall Canyon Utah
Nine miners died

[Chorus]
It was an act of God
Nothing to do with me
Said Mr. Murray
Who owned the mine
I'm a Christian man
I hope they all believed God took those miners at his chosen time
As his chosen time

[Verse 2]
He said it was an earthquake out of his control
Carla May Montoya's husband's never coming home
The seismic university is pleading not confirmed



A penny saved is not a penny earned

[Chorus]
It was an act of God
Nothing to do with me
Said Mr. Murray
Who owned the mine
I'm a Christian man
I hope they all believed God took those miners at his chosen time
As his chosen time

It was an act of God
I'm a Christian man
God took those miners at his chosen time
At his chosen time

7954. His Eye Is On The Sparrow

His Eye Is on the Sparrow
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
Abigail Washburn

Why should I feel discouraged, why should the shadows come,
Why should my heart be lonely, and long for heaven and home,
When Jesus is my portion? My constant friend is He:
His eye is on the sparrow, and I know He watches me;
His eye is on the sparrow, and I know He watches me.

I sing because I'm happy,
I sing because I'm free,
For His eye is on the sparrow,
And I know He watches me.

"Let not your heart be troubled," His tender word I hear,
And resting on His goodness, I lose my doubts and fears;
Though by the path He leadeth, but one step I may see;
His eye is on the sparrow, and I know He watches me;
His eye is on the sparrow, and I know He watches me.

I sing because I'm happy,
I sing because I'm free,
For His eye is on the sparrow,
And I know He watches me.

Whenever I am tempted, whenever clouds arise,
When songs give place to sighing, when hope within me dies,
I draw the closer to Him, from care He sets me free;
His eye is on the sparrow, and I know He watches me;
His eye is on the sparrow, and I know He watches me.

I sing because I'm happy,
I sing because I'm free,
For His eye is on the sparrow,



And I know He watches me.

7955. His Island - Chords

His Island 
Pert Near Sandstone

[intro]
Dm    G C     Dm     G F x2
 
[verse 1]
Dm
Never be the same since that moment,
                  G           C
never play the game the same way,
Dm
never be the thing that you wanted,
               G      F
never gonna win, you don't say,
Dm
take a look around, all alone,
                        G        C
doesn't make a sound when he's gone,
Dm
he can pull you in, in the mornin',
            G       F    G
push you away the same day. Hun and still, you still go after him,
 
[chorus]
Dm                F       Am             G
Look out for his island, you can't ever swim there and,
Dm             Am               F               G
he will only hold up there and be content with sin,
Dm                  F       Am                    G
look out, as far as I know, you can't join a one man show,
Dm                   Am                                   G
you have swum these waters and know where these currents flow,
 
[break]
Dm    G C      Dm     G F x2
 
[verse 2]
Dm
Every guy is great when you meet'em,
                 G      C
perfect gentlemen, on each mark,
Dm
what you can't see won't be revealed,
                   G   F
only time can show a mans heart,
Dm
once you find out what he's about,
                   G     C



it could be too late to get out,
Dm
he can pull you in to his web,
                       G       F    G
and leave you tangled up in his mast, while you spin, and you spin, and you spin, and you spi
n,
 
[chorus]
Dm                F       Am             G
Look out for his island, you can't ever swim there and,
Dm             Am               F               G
he will only hold up there and be content with sin,
Dm                  F       Am                    G
look out, as far as I know, you can't join a one man show,
Dm                   Am                                   G
you have swum these waters and know where these currents flow,
 
[solo]
Dm    G C      Dm     G F x4
 
[verse 3]
Dm
Turn around and run darlin run,
                 G        C
head on back to where it begun,
Dm
stars will fall on you every night,
                     G         F
just beause they're new, they ain't right,
Dm
take your time girl wait patiently,
                  G            C
dont just grab the first thing you see,
Dm
he can drag you down to his level,
                 G    F      G
make you forget all that you had, what you had girl, had girl, had girl, had.
 
[chorus]
Dm                F       Am             G
Look out for his island, you can't ever swim there and,
Dm             Am               F               G
he will only hold up there and be content with sin,
Dm                  F       Am                    G
look out, as far as I know, you can't join a one man show,
Dm                   Am                                   G
you have swum these waters and know where these currents flow,

7956. His Name Was Judas - Chords

His Name Was Judas 
Larry Sparks
 



[Intro]
Dm
 
[Chorus]
                        A             Dm
His name was Judas, his Lord he did betray
                              A
With a kiss upon his cheek he gave his Lord away
Dm
He was forgiven, he could not bear the shame
                                  G
So he hung himself in the potters field
              Dm
Judas was his name
 
 
[Verse 1]
                     C               G
He was there when He walked upon the water
       Dm            A            Dm
He was there when He fed the multitude
                                    C          G
He was there when He gave life to a man's only daughter
       Dm                        A                 Dm
He was one of the twelve, he was one of the chosen few
 
 
[Chorus]
                        A             Dm
His name was Judas, his Lord he did betray
                              A
With a kiss upon his cheek he gave his Lord away
Dm
He was forgiven, he could not bear the shame
                                  G
So he hung himself in the potters field
              Dm
Judas was his name
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm A Dm  Dm G Dm
 
 
[Verse 2]
                          C             G
He was there the night he promised to redeem him
       Dm               A                  Dm
And he knew that he had left the fold that day
                     C             G
He sold his soul for thirty silver pieces
       Dm                             A               Dm
And he led the soldiers to Him in the garden where He prayed
 
 
[Chorus]
                        A             Dm



His name was Judas, his Lord he did betray
                              A
With a kiss upon his cheek he gave his Lord away
Dm
He was forgiven, he could not bear the shame
                                  G
So he hung himself in the potters field
              Dm
Judas was his name
 
 
[Outro]
                                  G
So he hung himself in the potters field
              Dm
Judas was his name

7957. His Promised Land - Chords

His Promised Land
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Lisa Shaffer and Rhonda Vincent

C
When my way was long and all hope was gone
                       G7
I saw eternity growing near 
C
I reached out to take God's hand
He gave me strength and helped me stand
                                G7           C
To walk the stairway leading to His promised land 
         F                            C
Promised land promised land so softly sings the Angels Band
                                              G7    C G7
My soul is filled with perfect peace and love divine
           C
Come in my child and take your place a table filled by God's embrace
                      G7                  C
I journey to my final home sweet promised land
Tears will never fill my eyes I've reached my home up in the sky
                                              G7
This perfect place of splendid beauty I shall remain
C
No more struggles no more strife God give to us eternal life
                               G7           C
Open your heart and journey to His promised land 
Repeat #2
                      G7                  C
I journey to my final home sweet promised land



7958. His Tomb Is Empty Now

His Tomb Is Empty Now
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
My Savior died upon a cross for things He had not done
The Lamb of God on Calvary, redemption for us won
They placed my Lord in Joseph's tomb with seals and guards about
An angel came down to the tomb and turned my Savior out

[Chorus]
He rose, He rose from Earth's domain upon Golgotha's brow
He lives on high beyond the sky, His tomb is empty now

[Verse 2]
And Mary came at early dawn to seek where Jesus laid
His clothes were there, but He was gone; the storm was rolled away
The angel said to Mary there, "Why seek Him among the dead?
Go tell the world He is not here; He's risen like He said."

[Chorus]
He rose, He rose from Earth's domain upon Golgotha's brow
He lives on high beyond the sky, His tomb is empty now
He rose, He rose from Earth's domain upon Golgotha's brow
He lives on high beyond the sky, His tomb is empty now

[Outro]
He lives on high beyond the sky, His tomb is empty now

7959. His True Love Said Goodbye - Chords

His True Love Said Goodbye
Written and recorded by Johnny Tillotson

C       G7     C
I saw a little sparrow
               G7     C
With teardrops in his eyes
    F                C     F
His little heart was broken
    C         F        C
His true love said goodbye
      G7    C
I can still remember
               G7     C
The love light in his eyes
    F             C      F
But now it's gone forever



    C         F        C
His true love said goodbye
    F
And just like him
           C
I feel the pain he's going through
    F
For when you said goodbye how you made my heart cry
    C                   G7
Now I feel the same way too
   C     G7      C
So now I pray to heaven
          G7       C
To heaven please I cried
      F                 C      F
Don't leave me like the sparrow
    C         F        C
His true love said goodbye
              F        C
His true love said goodbye

7960. Hit 'em Up Style

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Hit 'em Up Style

While he was scheming
I was beamin' in the beamer, just beamin'
Can't believe that I caught my man cheatin'
So I found another way to make him pay for it all

So I went
To Neiman-Marcus on a shopping spree
And on the way I grabbed Soley and Mia
And as the cash box rang I threw everything away

Hey ladies
When your man wanna get buckwild
Just go back and hit 'em up style
Put your hands on his cash
And spend it to the last dime for all the hard times

Oh, when you go then everything goes
From the crib to the ride and the clothes
So you better let him know that
If he messed up, you gotta hit 'em up

There goes the dreams we used to say
There goes the time we went away
There goes the love I had but you cheated on me
And that's worth that now

There goes the house we made a home



There goes you'll never leave me alone
There goes the lies you told
This is what you owe

While he was braggin'
I was coming down the hill and just draggin'
All his pictures and his clothes in the bag and
Sold everything else till there was just nothin' left

And I paid
All the bills about a month too late
It's a shame we have to play these games
The love we had just fades away, fades away

Hey ladies
When your man wanna get buckwild
Just go back and hit 'em up style
Put your hands on his cash
And spend it to the last dime for all the hard times

Oh, when you go then everything goes
From the crib to the ride and the clothes
So you better let him know that
If he messed up, you gotta hit 'em up

Hey ladies
When your man wanna get buckwild
Just go back and hit 'em up style
Put your hands on his cash
And spend it to the last dime for all the hard times

Oh, when you go then everything goes
From the crib to the ride and the clothes
So you better let him know that
If he messed up, you gotta hit 'em up

7961. Hit It On The Head

Cabinet - Hit It on the Head 
Album: Leap

When you're down and out and feeling mighty low
If you're sick and tired and scared and lost
There's no place left for you to go
It's time to hit it on the head and go
Are you scared about the things you don't yet know
Well you can never see what's coming next
Get on up and just give it a go
It's time to hit it on the head and go
When your down and out
If you're down and out
Don t be down
Have you been hiding from the ones who love you most



Have you been staying out late
Getting home feeling like a ghost
It's time to hit it on the head and go

7962. Hit Parade Of Love

Hit Parade Of Love (Hitparade Of Love)
Rhonda Vincent

From what I've been a hearing dear you've really got it made
You've got a lot of fellers on your lover's hit parade
If I can't be your number one I don't know what I'll do
Gonna be plumb up to the top I'm so in love with you

   On the hit parade of love I know I'll never stop
   I've got a long long way to climb before I reach top
   But if I do get there soon I'd really have it made
   Then I'll know I'm number one on your lover's hit parade

Now it's your heart I'm after 'cause it's so nice and kind
Another one to take your place would sure be hard to find
So put your arms around me dear and be my turtle dove
Then I'll feel like I'm number one on your hit parade of love

Now if we work together like all good lovers should
We can make a go of it everything will turn out good
We will can so much fun we'll really have it made
Then I'll know I'm number one on your lover's hit parade

7963. Hitch Hiking Girl - Chords

Hitch Hiking Girl
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Ray King

C                   F
I was rolling along minding my business
  C                           G7
I didn't have a worry in this world
     C                   F
Then on up ahead on that big open road
   G7                             C
My lights picked up a hitchhiking girl

                            F
Then it all happened with a hiya hon'
      C                        G7
Can I give you a lift down the road
      C                       F



Can't take you too fast gotta learn to take it slow
     D7             G7
I've got on a heavy load

C
She said that's alright big boy

Take all the time you need
F                         C
And by the way my name is Pearl
     F                       C
So I pulled in my rig at the next truck stop
     G7                    C
Just me and my hitchhiking girl

                      F
Then it started again with a G-bend
C                       G7
Oh you sure are big and strong
    C                             F
She purred like a kitten and then I was admittin'
     D7                           G7
That this affair just couldn't be wrong

        C
Then my troubles became double with a friendly embrace
F                          C
Man she really had me in a whirl
       F                  C
When I woke up at dawn my wallet was gone
    G7                    C
And so was my hitchhiking girl

                         F
Then it all ended with a what the
    C                        G7
Boy she really took me for a ride
C                        F
Can't eat today might as well be on my way
     D7               G7
Just me and my busted pride

     C
So I headed out once more too broke to be poor
      F                             C
But a lesson I've learned from this girl
            F                       C
Now you can take it from me and the ICC
      G7                       C
Don't ever trust a hitchhiking girl

7964. Hitchcock



The Lil' Smokies - Hitchcock

I wonder what it's like to exist
In the minds of mice and many
Because I can feel this feeling start to slip
So quickly you were able

(Chorus)
'Cause now we pass each other just like ships out in the night
The feeling and the memory slowly go
These sturdy words and melodies I've released from my lips
Help tell the tale of how to let one go
Help tell the tale of how to let one go
And the smoking coal adjacent to this rift
Behind the shadowed stables
Well this for me was hard to witness
But I'll exonerate if able

Chorus

7965. Hitchcock Railway

Hitchcock Railway
Claire Lynch

Two train tickets into LA
One round trip the other way
I get the feeling where a feather falls
I get the feeling when tomorrow calls
We'll be calling for love

Home trip, ticket to sail away
Hand grip, Hitchcock railway
Soft ride, made for comfort
Been tried, guaranteed password

Hitchcock railway
Don't you fail to pay
I'm gonna ride, I'm gonna testify
Save my soul, renew your mind

Good stop, good day
Hitchcock railway

Free fare, conductor's coming
Prepare, better start running
On time, hold that foodline
Stateline, I've been convicted

Goodstop, good day
Hitchcock railway

Gonna buy myself a ticket
I'll be on that train tonight



On that loving train
That train of freedom

7966. Hitchhiker

Hitchhiker

If you're riding down the road and you come across an old man
holding out his thumb in the wind.
Clothes are old and dirty, that doesn't matter, it's his eyes that tell you where he's been.
If you're not afraid to take your chances on a stranger, he might have some company to lend.
Pull off to the side, let the old man have a ride. He'll tell you all the crazy things he's seen.
I'm an old hitchhiker, highway is the only home I know.
Where you headed, I don't mind. I ain't been there in some time,
but it's just exactly where I wanna go.

I can tell you how I started in the circus as a barker calling people in from far and wide.
They never did regret the dollar that it cost them, we always left 'em feeling good inside.
We were headed for Montana when we hired us a dancer, her beauty it was more than I can 
say.
Then one summer night she set my soul on fire, Lord, I wish that she was here with me today
.
I'm an old hitchhiker, wonder what's awaiting round the bend.
I don't know what I might see, I don't need no guarantee,
just a ride from here to there and back again.

I was only seventeen when I took the open highway, took it for my teacher and a friend.
I've been thirty years of thumbing, some might call it bumming,
it's better than just crying in the wind.
If you're driving down the road and you come across an old man,
holding out his thumb in the rain.
You can pull off to the side, let the poor boy have a ride,
he can tell you all the crazy things he's seen.
I'm an old hitchhiker, looking to the far side of the hill.
Some people say I'll settle down, build a home in some small town.
But in my heart I know I never will, I'm an old hitchhiker.

7967. Hitchhiking To California

Alan Bibey & Grasstowne - Hitchhiking to California

V1) I left home again this mornin'
Not knowing where you are or what I'm gonna do
Girl, you left me without warning
Lord, I wish I could be with you

Ch) Hitchhiking to California
I've got the rambling blues
Hitchhiking to California



Woman, how I wish I could be with you

V2) I hear the whistle of the freight train
Going by me as the missin' you moves in
Now I'm on this lonesome two lane, Lord
Til I'm in your arms again

Chorus

V3) Last I heard you were heading west bound
Talked to your mama and she said that's all she knew
There's just one thing left to do now
Ride my thumb all the way to you

Chorus twice

7968. Hits And The Joint Turned Brownhits And The Joint Turned Brown

Yonder Mountain String Band
Hits And The Joint Turned Brownhits And The Joint Turned Brown

Bob Marley and his reggae band (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Playin' reggae music all over the land (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, sweet momma (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, pretty baby (Two hits and the joint turned brown)

Now you're tryin' to light your roach while you're drivin' down the street
(Two hits and the joint turned brown)
But it's too small to smoke and it's too big to eat
(Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, sweet momma (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, pretty baby (Two hits and the joint turned brown)

Now it's gonna be a long night, we're gonna feel all right
(Two hits and the joint turned brown)
'Cause we rolling homestyle tonight (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, sweet momma (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, pretty baby (Two hits and the joint turned brown)

Fill the air with fine Colorado weed (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Two hits, two hits, swear it's all you need (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, sweet momma (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, pretty baby (Two hits and the joint turned brown)

Bob Marley and his reggae band (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Playin' reggae music all over the land (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, sweet momma (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, pretty baby (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, sweet momma (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, pretty baby (Two hits and the joint turned brown)



7969. Ho Honey Ho

Ho Honey Ho

Apples in the summer time
Peaches in the fall
If I don't get the girl I love
Won't hae none at all

Going to Rocky Island
Going when I'm gone
See my Candy darling
Ho honey ho

Get up on the mountain
Sow a little cane
Make a barrel of sorghum
Sweetin' ole Liza Jane

* Refrain

Back clouds a risin'
Sure sign of rain
Get your old gray bonnet
See little Liza Jane

* Refrain

7970. Hobo

Blue Dogs - Hobo

I've been walking down this railroad
I've been laying on the tracks
Yes and if I need this railroad
I won't bring it back??

I got me a penny
And a dirty dish
I got me a daisy
I keep between my teeth

I been laying on the flatcar
I been laying in the sun
It's better than a boxcar
When I'm the only one

Always seek a doctor
Please let me stay on



I said I'll always seek a doctor
I won't do you no harm

7971. Hobo Bill's Last Ride

Hobo Bill's Last Ride

Riding on an east bound freight train speeding thru the night
Hobo Bill a railroad bum was fighting for his life
The sadness of his eyes revealed the torture of his soul
He raised a weak and weary hand to brush away the cold

No warm lights flicker 'round him no blankets there to fold
Nothing but the howling wind and the driving rain so cold
When he heard a whistle blowing in a dreary kind of way
The hobo seemed contented for he smiled there where he lay

Outside the rain was falling on that lonely boxcare door
But the little form of Hobo Bill lay still upon the floor
While the train sped thru the darkness and the raging storm outside
No-one knew that Hobo Bill was taking his last ride

It was early in the morning when they raised the Hobo's head
The smile still lingered on his face but Hobo Bill was dead
There was no mother's longing to soothe his weary soul
For he was just a railroad bum who died out in the cold

7972. Hobo Blues

Hobo Blues
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Sometimes I win
And sometimes I lose
Sometimes I can't keep myself
From singin' these a-walkin' blues
Well, I've been raised up, misdirected
Lost and lookin' for some kind of sign

[Chorus]
I don't know whose life life you're livin'
But it sure ain't mine

[Verse 2]
Nine days on a riverbank
Nine days in the key
Nine days with an aching head
My legs, they just won't stand



I've been drownin' in the gutter
Blinded by the railroad wine

[Chorus]
I don't know whose life life you're livin'
But it sure ain't mine

[Verse 3]
People keep on tellin' me I got somethin' to lose
One too many holes in the soles of my shoes
Walkin' 'round this old town
Heavy with my hobo blues

[Instrumental Bridge]

[Verse 4]
The roof is a-leakin' and my floors are all of board
My pickup won't run some for to carry me no load
You've been handin' me a nickle, well I turn around
And you roll me for a dime

[Chorus]
I don't know whose life life you're livin'
But it sure ain't mine

[Verse 5]
Sometimes I win
And sometimes I lose
Sometimes I can't keep myself
From singin' these a-walkin' blues
Well, I've been raised up, misdirected
Lost and lookin' for some kind of sign

[Chorus]
I don't know whose life life you're livin'
But it sure ain't mine
Lord, I don't know whose life life you're livin'
But it sure ain't mine

7973. Hobo Cartoon

Sturgill Simpson - Hobo Cartoon

Wish I was riding the steam train, right out of the pages of time
Down through the ol' Roaring Twenties, to the fall of 1929
Back in heyday of railroads, before airplanes fluttered and flew
Color me in like a cartoon hobo doing what bums used to do

Songs from the great Jimmie Rodgers
Hearing ol' Bing Crosby croon
This is a song of how things used to be
And a script of a hobo cartoon



Show me hopping a freight train, somewhere south of the yard
Make it a Santa Fe boxcar, paint all rusty and hard
Sketch out an old hobo jungle, make the old days come alive on the page
Build a rough shack, down by thR track, weather it heavy with agR

Songs from the great Jimmie Rodgers
Hearing ol' Bing Crosby croon
This is a song of how things used to be
And a script of a hobo cartoon

Sometimes things are great to remember, some are too good to forget
Things back then were so different, some things we think of them yet
Songs from the great Jimmie Rodgers
Hearing ol' Bing Crosby croon
This is a song of how things used to be
And a script of a hobo cartoon

7974. Hobo Rockstar

Hobo Rockstar
Deadly Gentlemen

The good time here's not bad, but I've had better
My woman is out to get me
I love her, I'm going to let her
I'm bound to leave town
I'm a hobo rockstar
Traveling by track with my balls in the boxcar

I went to the train depot
Wow, what a freak show
Hobos and dope ho's, pimps and gamblers
And gimps and panhandlers
Around that rickety train track
I hopped the 2:10, faded and never came back
I admit it, I did it, I committed a crime
But life's too short to give a woman a minute of time

The good time here's not bad, but I've had better
My woman is out to get me
I love her, I'm going to let her
I'm bound to leave town
I'm a hobo rockstar
Traveling by track with my balls in the boxcar

Where were you mama when my train left town?
Hanging around my front porch in pain let down?
Probably hoping to God that I was dead in a hearse cart
I'm alive and thriving
I'm wicked I've got a cursed heart
And two balls bigger than a freight train can carry
But I'm only one man
You women will have to share me



The good time here's not bad, but I've had better
My woman is out to get me
I love her I'm going to let her
I'm bound to leave town
I'm a hobo rockstar
Traveling by track with my balls in the boxcar

Coming up from the South I was all soft
The cold up in the North will freeze two balls off
But I maintain that freezing in Maine's same
As sweltering in the Delta or sunny Tennessee
Any stinkhole with a hat rack and a drinkhole
Is ten times better than going back to where I come from, see

The good time here's not bad, but I've had better
My woman is out to get me
I love her, I'm going to let her
But I'm bound to leave town
I'm a hobo rockstar
Traveling by track with my balls in the boxcar

7975. Hobo's Lullaby

Emmylou Harris - Hobo's Lullaby (Woody Guthrie cover)

Go to sleep you weary hobo
Let the towns drift slowly by
Can't you hear the steel rail humming
That's a hobo's lullaby

Do not think about tomorrow
Let tomorrow come and go
Tonight you're in a nice warm boxcar
Safe from all the wind and snow

I know the police cause you trouble
They cause trouble everywhere
But when you die and go to heaven
You won't find no policemen there

I know your clothes are torn and ragged
And your hair is turning grey
Lift your head and smile at trouble
You'll find happiness some day

So go to sleep you weary hobo
Let the towns drift slowly by
Don't you feel the steel rail humming
That's a hobo's lullaby



7976. Hobo's Meditation

Hobo's Meditation

I have often dreamed of a far off place
Where a hero's welcome would be waiting for me
Where the crowds will cheer when they see my face
And a voice keeps saying this is where I'm meant to be

I'll be there someday, I can go the distance
I will find my way if I can be strong
I know every mile will be worth my while
When I go the distance I'll be right where I belong

Down an unknown road to embrace my fate
Though the road may wander, it will lead me to you
And a thousand years would be worth the wait
It may take a lifetime but somehow I'll see it through

And I won't look back, I can go the distance
And I'll stay on track, no, I won't accept defeat
It's an uphill slope but I won't lose hope
Till I go the distance and my journey is complete

But to look beyond the glory
Is the hardest part
For a hero's strength
Is measured by his heart

Like a shooting star I can go the distance
I will search the world, I will face its harms
I don't care how far I can go the distance
Till I find my hero's welcome waiting in your arms

I will search the world
I will face its harms
Till I find my hero's welcome
Waiting in your arms

7977. Hobo's Meditation

Emmylou Harris - Hobo's Meditation
Written by Jimmie Rodgers
1933 Peer International Corp

Last night as I lay on the boxcar
Just waiting for a train to pass by
What will become of the hobo
Whenever his time comes to die



There's a Master up yonder in heaven
Got a place that we might call our home
Will we have to work for a living
Or can we continue to roam

Will there be any freight trains in heaven
Any boxcars in which we might hide
Will there be any tough cops or brakemen
Will they tell us that we cannot ride

Will the hobo chum with the rich man
Will we always have money to spare
Will they have respect for the hobo
In that land that lies hidden up there

Will there be any freight trains in heaven
Any boxcars in which we might hide
Will there be any tough cops or brakemen
Will they tell us that we cannot ride

Will the hobo chum with the rich man
Will we always have money to spare
Will they have respect for the hobo
In that land that lies hidden up there

7978. Hobo's Meditation - Chords

Hobo's Meditation
By Merle Haggard  written by Jimmie Rodgers  [3/4 time]
 
C            G7       C
Tonight as I lay on a boxcar 
F                                C
Just waiting for a train to pass by
F                       C
What will become of the hobo 
D7                          G7
Whenever that time comes to die
 
C                 G7        C
Has the Master up yonder in heaven 
F                                  C
Got a place that we might call our home
F                          C
Will we have to work for a living 
D7        G7          C
Or can we continue to roam
 
                  G7                C
Will there be any freight trains in heaven 
F                             C
Any boxcars in which we might hide



F                                C
Will there be any tough cops and brakemen 
D7                          G7
Will they tell us we cannot ride
 
C             G7                 C
Will the hobo chum with the rich man 
F                            E7
Will we always have money to spare
F                            C
Will they have respect for a hobo 
                 G7             C
In the land that lies hidden up there
 
Repeat #3 & 4

7979. Hobo's Prayer

Marty Stuart - Hobo's Prayer

Under bridges, beneath trestles in the boxcars of dead trains
Livin' to beat the cold of the pouring driving rain
A silent society moves out in the night
Ragged rebels, homeless hobos and those like me who've lost the light

St. Peter is a prophet to all the hobo world
An expert on everything from caviar to girls
I met him west of Memphis on the eighth of July
He handed me a can of beans and a rusty knife

And he said "Everything out here ain't what it seems
And when you're down to nothing, just go ahead and dream
Face the fact that you're circle in a world full of squares
Trading sorrows for tomorrows, now that's the hobo's prayer"

Mother Mary is a lady from down in New Orleans
She's seen a lot of living since she was seventeen
She said, "I'm bona fide and worldly wise, with original parts
'Cept for what set me to traveling, I'm talking about my heart"

She said, "I can spot a broken heart from twenty miles away
So are you passing through or have you come to stay
You're running from a woman" she said with a grin
"So what've you got to say" and I said, "I am a pilgrim"

Where everything out here ain't what it seems
When I'm down to nothing, I just go ahead and dream
And face the fact that I'm a circle in a world full of squares
Trading sorrows for tomorrows, that's the hobo's prayer
Trading sorrows for tomorrows, that's the hobo's prayer



7980. Hobo's Prayer - Chords

Hobos Prayer
Marty Stuart - Hobos Prayer
Tuning: Down one semi-tone
Capo: None

        D           
Under bridges, beneath trestles, in the boxcars of dead trains
 Bm
Livin' to beat the cold, of the pourin' drivin' rain
    D
A silent society moves out in the night
        Bm                                    C  F                 D
Ragged rebels, homeless hobos, and those like me, who've lost the light.

        D
Saint Peter is a prophet, to all the hobo world
     Bm 
An expert on everything, from caviar to girls
   D
I met him west of Memphis, on the eighth of July
     Bm                       C      F    D
He handed me a can of beans, and a rusty knife.

               F#m           G                   D
And he said "Everything out here ain't what it seems
     F#m                  G          D              A
And when you're down to nothin' just go ahead and dream
              D
And face the fact that you're a circle, in a world full of squares,
          F            C                           D
Tradin' sorrows for tomorrows, that's the hobo's prayer.

Mother Mary is a lady, from down in New Orleans
She's seen a lot of livin', since she was seventeen,
She said "I'm bona fide and worldly wise, with original parts,
'Cept for what set me to travellin', I'm talkin' about my heart"

She said "I can spot a broken heart from twenty miles away.
So are you passin' through, or have you come to stay?"
"You're runnin' from a woman", she said with a grin,
"So what've you got to say?" And I said: "I am a Pilgrim"

Where everything out here ain't what it seems
And when I'm down to nothin' I just go ahead and dream
And face the fact that I'm a circle, in a world full of squares
Tradin' sorrows for tomorrows, and that's the hobo's prayer.



7981. Hobos Found Dixie Bound

Hobos Found Dixie Bound (Larry W. Jones 07/01/2007) 

Slow freight train rollin' Makin' a drowsy sound
In the boxcars sleepin' Are hobos Dixie bound
Wobblin', rockin', rollin' Freight train on its way
Hobos found Dixie bound Down to Mobile Bay

Engineer at the throttle Conductor in the caboose
Hobos sharin' a bottle Tryin' to take a snooze
Wobblin', rockin', rollin' Freight train on its way
Hobos found Dixie bound Down to Mobile Bay

No more cold and rain Past the Mason Dixon line
Hobos goin' home again Where Dixie sun will shine
Wobblin', rockin', rollin' Freight train on its way
Hobos found Dixie bound Down to Mobile Bay

Dixie has the sunshine No more skies of grey
Hobos on the Dixie line Sleepin' in the hay
Wobblin', rockin', rollin' Freight train on its way
Hobos found Dixie bound Down to Mobile Bay

Wobblin', rockin', rollin' Freight train on its way
Hobos found Dixie bound Down to Mobile Bay

7982. Hobos In The Roundhouse

Hobos In The Roundhouse
 
      G                     C            G
From seven to seven, every night of the week
         G                          Am7        D
Fixin' trains in the roundhouse, I work on my feet
    C                                             G  C  G
And I told my children, I hope the bedbugs don't bite
              G                      D           G   C  G
And I've got hobos sleeping in the roundhouse tonight.
 
 
      G                      C          G
From Akron to Hinckley and Prairie de Chein
          G                           Am7                D
They are soldier and lawyers and I believe what they're sayin'
          C                              C             G  C  G
And I'll roust them at four and they'll head down the line
   G                        D            G  walk to C
My hobos sleepin' in the roundhouse tonight.
 
 
  C                                       G  C  G
Goodnight, my hobos, rest your vagabond heads



         C                            C         D
On your old knapsack pillows in your gunnysack bed
       C                 C              G  C  G
For a few stolen hours, you'll be all right
    G                      D            G  C  G
My hobos sleepin' in the roundhouse tonight.
 
 
            G                  C          G
Well, they hired a new man to work as a guard
       G                      Am7           D
Every mornin' at sunrise he checks out the yard,
         C                                              G  C  G
But for now, I don't trust him, though he seems pretty nice
              G                      D           G  C  G
'Cause I got hobos sleepin' in the roundhouse tonight.
 
 
      G                     C           G
Well, I asked my Savior, "What should I do?
        G                      Am7             D
If I'm caught helping hobos my job could be through."
    C                        C             G  C  G
And I heard the answer, so clear and so bright,
         G                       D            G  walk to C
"Are My hobos sleeping in your roundhouse tonight"
 
 
  C                                       G  C  G
Goodnight, my hobos, rest your vagabond heads
         C                            C         D
On your old knapsack pillows in your gunnysack bed
       C                               G  C  G
For a few stolen hours, you'll be all right
    G                      D           G
My hobos sleepin' in the roundhouse tonight.
 
Goodnight, boys.

7983. Hoecake Fritters

Hoecake Fritters
The Del McCoury Band
on Del & Woody 

[Verse 1]
Corn liquor corn liquor down in the holler
Bust your jug for a buffer and a quarter
Greenback greenback greenback a dollar
Darling won't you come and hold a collar
Hoecake hoecake hoecake fritters sweet molasses onions and butter

[Verse 2]



Johnny sold an oak bar hidden
Davey broke out a wind glass eating momma s gravey
Davey Davey poor little Davis got choked down on chicken and gravy
Hoecake hoecake hoecake fritters I ain't gotta work just for hoecake fritters

[Verse 3]
Out in the West where the hills get bigger
I used to dance in a cut choir figure
All ups and up figure is a figure
Think I got my place and I got the chiller
Hoecake hoecake hoecake fritters I ain't gotta work for just hoecake fritters

[Verse 4]
I ain't no cat I ain't no quitter well I can't live on hoecake fritter
I got wives and kids and I got quite a litter starving slow to death eating hoecake fritters

7984. Hoedown for My Lowdown Rowdy Ways

Hoedown for My Lowdown Rowdy Ways 
Jason Carter 

I'm gonna throw a little hoedown for my lowdown rowdy ways

They got money at the sawmill, and a company car
Stealing the the storeroom, for my au revoire
Sittin' in the churchhouse, I pine for better days
I'm gonna throw a little hoedown for my lowdown rowdy ways

Got my picture in the paper, copping a plea
Got a brand new lawyer, the court appointed me
Tell my wife and children, I'm home in ninety days
I'm gonna throw a little hoedown for my lowdown rowdy ways

Buddy heed my warning, when you're the talk of the town
Funny when you feel the pressure, to go settling down
The devil meted out the measure, Â¾ time I say
I'm gonna throw a little hoedown for my lowdown rowdy ways

7985. Hoedown In Motown

Hoedown In Motown - The Grascals

I was born and raised down in the south
You know it as soon as I open my mouth
All those cotton fields have blown away
Unless you're rich there ain't no reason to stay

I'm up in each road in this factory
Leaving her back home is killing me



I told my baby I'm a homesick man
She said I'll bring you up some Dixieland

There'll be a hoedown in Motown tonight
She's gonna bring some southern sun to these northern skies
We'll make sweet tea and some good fried chicken
Ohh, it's gonna be so finger liking
There'll be a hoedown in Motown tonight

All my buddies say I'm country square
Told her I used to get locked up in here
I said, you know there are some real cool cats
But when they see you they forget all that

They all listen to that hip hop rap
There ain't n way you can dance to that
When you get out that on violin
You're gonna show more some fiddling

There'll be a hoedown in Motown tonight
She's gonna bring some southern sun to these northern skies
We'll make sweet tea and some good fried chicken
Ohh, it's gonna be so finger liking
There'll be a hoedown in Motown tonight

We'll make sweet tea and some good fried chicken
Yeah, it's gonna be so finger liking
There'll be a hoedown in Motown tonight
There's gonna be this hoedown in Motown tonight

7986. Hokey Pokey (The Ice Cream Song)

Richard Thompson - Hokey Pokey (The Ice Cream Song)

My mammy told me, "Isabelle, now don't stay out too late
One day, they'll throw you out of school
So get yourself a steady date"
But Georgie meets me every night, we go out and we have a bite
Eyes of blue and money too, he's a-rattling the garden gate
And I can hardly wait

When Georgie's on a spree, all the girls are jealous of me
'Cos I'm the one, he spends his money on
He'll spend it one, two, three
Driving in his Chevrolet, I'm perfect company
He's the king and I'm his queen, when Georgie's on a spree

We don't see bad company, we mix it with the best
Rubbing shoulders with the rich and no time for a rest
When I see something that I need
My Georgie buys the street for me
When we've tired of the Ritz, he's got a little nest
We'll put him to the test



When Georgie's on a spree, all the girls are jealous of me
'Cos I'm the one, he spends his money on
He'll spend it one, two, three
Driving in his Chevrolet, I'm perfect company
He's the king and I'm his queen, when Georgie's on a spree

One day Georgie hung his head and sadly he did say
"Little girl, I'm leaving you, I have to go away
But I'll be back in a week or two and I'll be thinking just of you
Sit beside your telephone until that lucky day
When I come home to stay"

When Georgie's on a spree, all the girls are jealous of me
'Cos I'm the one, he spends his money on
He'll spend it one, two, three
Driving in his Chevrolet, I'm perfect company
He's the king and I'm his queen, when Georgie's on a spree
He's the king and I'm his queen, when Georgie's on a spree

7987. Hold Everything Till I Get Home - Chords

Hold Everything Till I Get Home
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Red Hayes and Buddy Dee

C                    F
Hold everything till I come home
   C                   G7
No matter how long I'm gone
C                   F
Don't be tempted by the money and booze
C              G7      C
Nobody's gonna fill my shoes

G7                      C
When I get back I won't even knock
D7                               G7
Cause the same ole keys fits the same ole locks
F                    C
Hold everything till I come home
   G7                  C
No matter how long I'm gone

                     F
Hold everything till I come home
   C                   G7
No matter how long I'm gone 
C                     F
Don't try to sell our little old shack
C            G7         C
Just keep it till I get back



G7                      C
Just keep everything in apple shape
D7                     G7
If you feel too frisky just put on the brake
F                    C
Hold everything till I come home
   G7                  C
No matter how long I'm gone

                     F
Hold everything till I come home
   C                   G7
No matter how long I'm gone
C                                F
Just meet 'em at the door with a 44
C              G7        C
And tell 'em I might get sore

G7                          C
If they ask for a date just show 'em the gate
D7                             G7
And if they don't like it tell them they're to late
F                    C
Hold everything till I come home
   G7                  C
No matter how long I'm gone

                F
Hold everything I'm a-coming home
   C                G7
No matter how far I roam
C                   F
When I return we're gonna be alone
C                 G7        C
We'll forget I've ever been gone

G7                 C
When I get back if you've been sweet
D7                         G7
We won't have much time to eat
F                    C
Hold everything till I come home
   G7                  C
No matter how long I'm gone

7988. Hold Fast To The Right

Hold Fast To The Right

Kneel down by the side of your mother, my boy
You have only a moment I know
But stay till I give you this parting advice
It is all that I have to be stow 



   Hold fast to the right, hold fast to the right
   Wherever your footsteps may roam
   Oh forsake not the way of a salvation my boy
   That you learn'd from your mother at home 

You leave us to seek your employment, my boy
By the world you have yet to be tried
But in the temptations and trials you meet
May your heart to the Savior confide 

I gave you to God in your cradle, my boy
And I've taught you the best that I knew
And as long as His mercies permit me to live
And I shall never cease praying for you 

You will find in your satchel, a Bible, my boy
It's the book of all others the best
It will help you to levee and prepare you to die
And will lead to the gates of the blest

7989. Hold Her Down

Glen Phillips - Hold Her Down

[Verse 1]
Take her arms and hold her down
And hold her down, and hold her down, and hold her down
'Til she stops moving
Take her arms and hold her down
And hold her down, and hold her down, and hold her down
'Til she stops kicking

[Chorus]
And they don't know her but what the fuck?
They've got nothing else they can do
And there's no reason but still they come
And I'd have a hard time facing you
This crime, I've seen what a man can do
Take her arms and hold her down
And hold her down, and hold her down, and hold her down
'Til she stops screaming
Take her arms and hold her down
And hold her down, and hold her down, and hold her down
'Til she stops breathing

[Chorus]
And they don't know her but what the fuck?
They've got nothing else they can do
And there's no reason but still they come
And I'd have a hard time facing you
This crime, I've seen what a man can do



[Interlude]
I would've died from all the hell that you've been through

[Instrumental Break]

[Outro]
Take the night back, all they've stolen
All we took from you
Take the night back, all they've stolen
All we took from you

7990. Hold Me - Chords

Hold Me
Written and recorded by Dolly Parton
 
C                      F          C
It's you that I run to whenever I need to 
        G7          C
Darling you console me
                               F              C
When trouble surrounds me when bad times have found me
                    G7            C       F       C
Just reach out your arms and hold me hold me hold me

F
Darling please treat me in your arms of safety
C                            F
Reach out your arms and hold me hold me
     
When my feelings are showing when my tears are flowing
     C         G7                 C       F       C
Just reach out reach out and hold me hold me hold me

                C7           F            C
You know all of my needs you fill them completely
              G7          C
You know that you control me
                 C7         F           C
I depend on your loving without you I'm nothing
                  G7            C       F       C
So reach out your arms and hold me hold me hold me

F
Darling please treat me in your arms of safety
C                            F
Reach out your arms and hold me hold me

When life is demanding when I need understanding
C         G7                 C       F       C
Reach out reach out and hold me hold me hold me 

Hold me



7991. Hold Me - Chords

Hold Me
Recorded by Barbara Mandrell
Written by G. Ray

C        F                  C
Hold me  let me be a little girl again
E7                      F
Don't want a lover now  I need a friend
      G7
And a warm safe place to be
C        F             G7           C
Hold me  don't want to talk I don't want to smile
E7                  F
I only want to hide and rest awhile
    G7            C
And have you hold me
                                E7
I don't want to think about the world outside your arms
F             A7             D7 G7
Everything it calls on me to d--o
C                            E7
I'm all out of giving let me take just for a minute
F                             G7
Sometimes I need to be a baby too  and have you...
Repeat #1,2,2

7992. Hold Me - Chords

Hold Me
Recorded by Jeannie Seely
Written by Hank Cochran
 
C                                           D7
You've gotta take me in your arms honey and hold me
G7                            C
Play like you like me all the time
                                            D7
You've gotta take me in your arms honey and hold me
G7                       C
Just love my body not my mind
 
         F                           C
Cause my mind just might run off and leave you
       D7
And go back to the things that used to be
   C                              D7
So when it starts to go do like I told you



G7                             C
Take me in your arms honey and hold me
                                            D7
You've gotta take me in your arms honey and hold me
G7                            C
Play like you like me all the time
                                            D7
You've gotta take me in your arms honey and hold me
G7                       C
Just love my body not my mind
 
         F                           C
Cause my mind just might run off and leave you
       D7
And go back to the things that used to be
   C                              D7
So when it starts to go do like I told you
G7                             C
Take me in your arms honey and hold me
                                            D7
You've gotta take me in your arms honey and hold me
G7                            C
Play like you like me all the time
                                            D7
You've gotta take me in your arms honey and hold me
G7                       C
Just love my body not my mind
 
G7                       C
Just love my body not my mind

7993. Hold Me In Your Arms (And Let Me Fall)

Brad Paisley - Hold Me In Your Arms (And Let Me Fall) 

Chorus
Hold me in your arms just see how it feels
Don't make me wait forever just because you know I will
Don't leave me hangin', wishin',
waitin', just hopin' that you'll call
Darlin' hold me in your arms and let me fall
You've got reservations, well darlin' so do I
But mine are at a restaurant six-thirty Friday night
I swear you won't regret it if you agree to go
Just do me one small favor before you tell me no
Repeat chorus
When you go out shopping you try on brand new clothes
To see if something fits or not there's just one way to know
Why's it any different when someone asks you out
You might as well just try me on before you turn me down
Repeat chorus
Tag
Yeah darlin' hold me in your arms and let me fall



7994. Hold Me In Your Arms - Chords

Hold Me In Your Arms
Recorded by Gena Roberts
Written by Chuck Cusimano

C                                                  C7
You told me you were leaving you were only passing through
    F                C        D7                    G7
Two years we've been together time passes fast it's true
C                                                 C7
I know I'll never hold you dear leaving's in your heart
F               C    G7                   C
Hold me in your arms while my world falls apart
G7                             C
Goodbye is so hard to say it's final and it's done  
D7                                  G7
I know you won't be coming back and I'm the lonely one
C                                              C7
So let me hug you tightly before the teardrops start
F               C    G7                   C
Hold me in your arms while my world falls apart
                                                     C7
You told me not to love you that you weren't staying long
    F                C              D7             G7
But I can't help the way I feel the feeling's just begun
C                                                    C7
I'll try and stand here bravely and watch your plane depart
F               C    G7                   C
Hold me in your arms while my world falls apart
G7                             C
Goodbye is so hard to say it's final and it's done  
D7                                  G7
I know you won't be coming back and I'm the lonely one
C                                               C7
So let me hold you tightly before the teardrops start
F               C    G7                   C
Hold me in your arms while my world falls apart
F               C    G7                   C
Hold me in your arms while my world falls apart

7995. Hold Me Tight - Chords

Hold Me Tight
The .357 STring Band

Tuning:E A D G B E
Capo:no capo



 
Duet with Rachel Brooke.
 
[Intro] D
 
[Verse]
D            D7
Hold me tight
G                            D
This is going to be the last night
D                      D7
Let the time go on and on,
G                           D
stay with me until the last song
 
D                               D7
Baby I hear you, but I can't go home,
          G                 D
but I can stay for one more song
D                                    D7
We both know it's over, I wish we belonged,
       G              A        D
But my feelings just ain't as strong
 
 
[Chorus]
A            A7               G                     D
I don't want to be here and I don't want to let you go
A              A7                G          D
The best thing that I can do is let you go home,
D                                          D7
'Cause I'm no good, you know I'll drag you down
           G                  A      D
It takes a big man to let the sun go down
 
 
[Verse]
D                              D7
I don't know what I'm going to say, Honey,
G                       D
I don't even know how I feel
D                              D7
Maybe one day if things ever change
G                          D
I could show you something real
 
D                                       D7
You think this is real, I wish you were right,
    G                  D
our love's made you so glad
D                                   D7
You just can't face it, all I do is fake it
     G      A        D
each time I hold you tight
 
 
[Chorus]



A                  A7         G                     D
I don't want to be here and I don't want to let you go
A               A7           G          D
I know the best thing is for me to go home
D                         D7
This ain't no heartbreak, just people letting go
             G              A        D
I think it's time we take a separate road

7996. Hold My Hand

Hold My Hand
 
Raven is the color of her long, curly hair
Red is the dress that she knows how to wear
Bluest eyes I've ever seen - maybe just a touch of green
Oh, she could steal most any woman's man
This'd be a real good time to hold my hand

She walked up and said, 'Hello, it's been awhile'
Don't think I didn't notice the nervous in your smile
Wasn't that long ago you were a whole lot more than friends
This would be a real good time to hold my hand

[Chorus]
Don't let this moment linger
Now would be a real good time
To reach out with your fingers
And get 'em tangled up with mine
Let her know for sure
That I'm more than just a soft place to land
This'd be a real good time to hold my hand

If I'm your future and she's your past
If it's over with her and our love's gonna last

Don't let this moment linger
Now would be the time
To reach out with your fingers and get them tangled up with mine
Let her know for sure that I'm more than just a soft place to land
Oh, this would be a good time
This'd be a real good time to hold my hand

7997. Hold On

Sam Bush - Hold On

Hold on to me when you're fallin'
When you're fallin' down to the ground



Hold on to me when you feel like
When you feel like you can't go on

Don't be afraid when they refuse you
Playin' with a broken heart, this ain't a game
Don't be ashamed to reach out and touch my helping hand
It's so easy to be, to be free

All you got to do is hold on to me when you're fallin'
Hold on to me when you're fallin' down
Hold on to me when you're fallin' down to the ground

Hold on to me when you're fallin'
Hold on to me when you're fallin'
Hold on to me when you're fallin'

Reach out to me when you're cryin'
When you're cryin' out in the rain
Reach out to me when you feel like
When you feel like you can't stand the pain

Don't be ashamed to hold your head up
Walking through this crowded world ain't no big thing
Don't be afraid to reach out and touch the friendly skies
It's so easy to do, take your cue

All you got to do is hold on to me when you're fallin'
Hold on to me when you're fallin' down
Hold on to me when you're fallin' down to the ground

Hold on to me when you're fallin'
Hold on to me when you're fallin' down
Hold on to me when you're fallin' down to the ground

Hold on to me when you're fallin'
Hold on to me when you're fallin'
Hold on to me when you're fallin'

Hold on to me when you're fallin'
Hold on to me when you're fallin'
Hold on to me when you're fallin'
Hold on to me when you're fallin'

7998. Hold On

Hold On
Greensky Bluegrass

I know everything for all that I know
But there's always two sides to the way to the bulk of the stories go
Sometimes things better off less spoken, should be shouted, written down & quoted

These hands can't hold the time



Better use them wisely while they're still all mine
Hold on and hope for the best
Hold on and hope for the best

Seems like a voices that'll sing to me
All come here through to tell me the things I couldn't see
When my eyes have woken to the things I've broken
I'll be gone distracted by something else

These hands can't hold the time
Better use them wisely while they're still all mine
Hold on and hope for the best
Hold on and hope for the best

[Jam]

Think I'll pause here awhile instead
To reflect on what I've done and the things I never said
And when I'm good and acquainted with the problem
I'll continue down the way that I started

These hands can't hold the time
Better use them wisely while they're still all mine
Hold on and hope for the best
Hold on and hope for the best

7999. Hold On

Chris Stapleton
Hold On

[Verse 1]
Only heartbreak on the six o'clock news
They ought'a call it the six o'clock blues
Seems like' this' whole world's goin'' wrong
There ain't no kind of love' song

[Chorus]
We gotta hold on, we gotta hold on
There ain't nothing that a little love can't get us through
We gotta hold on, when it feels like hope is gone
There is a remedy for you and me
We gotta hold on to each other, yeah

[Verse 1]
People say, "Let it go"
That's just the way it is, don't ya know?
But I don't see how it can do any harm
To keep reachin' out with open arms, yeah, yeah

[Chorus]
We gotta hold on, we gotta hold on
There ain't nothing that a little love can't get us through



We gotta hold on, when it feels like hope is gone
There is a remedy for you and me
We gotta hold on to each other, yeah
Oh, to each other now, now
[Bridge]
Everybody (Everybody) understands (Hold on)
Everybody needs a helpin' hand
Oh, everybody, yeah (Everybody)
They understand now
Everybody needs, everybody needs a helpin' hand, y'all

[Chorus]
We gotta hold on, we gotta hold on
There ain't nothing that a little love can't get us through
We gotta hold on, when it feels like hope is gone
There is a remedy for you and me
We gotta hold on to each other (Hold on)
Yeah (Hold on) oh, to each other, yeah
Hold on (Hold on) hold on (Hold on)
Oh, to each other, yeah

8000. Hold On

Hold On
Desert Rose Band
Pedersen

She got dealt such a dirty deal
Tried to learn just how to feel
By listening to the anger
She thought she was the cause

Above the darker side and the dead of night
Heard the screams of another fight
Oh how does all this come out right
Without a sense of loss

When the child from within cries out
She should be told what it's all about
Sometimes parents argue
People disagree

They don't know who is wrong or right
So they hide their pain
And wait for night to fall
And hide in slumber no-one says a word

Remember things that you can do
Before your baby's gone
Let 'em know who loves them
To help them carry on

The passing of their childhood



It happens way too fast
Let 'em hold on, hold on
Hold on and make it last

Twenty-one and on the run
She grew to fast to have some fun
Her eyes contain the sadness
Of a woman twice her age

She reaches for someone to hold
A dreadful tale that should be told
Has anyone around her
To help her turn the page

Remember things that you can do
Before your baby's gone
Let 'em know who loves them
To help them carry on

The passing of their childhood
It happens way too fast
Let them hold on, hold on
Hold on and make it last
Let them hold on, hold on
Hold on and make it last

8001. Hold On

Hold On
Emmylou Harris

[Verse]
What happened to your mother's love?
What happened to your daddy's pride?
You know you always had enough
You know they were right by your side

What happened to that ball of fire
When you got out on that open road?
Now nothing but your own desires
Will lighten up this heavy load

[Chorus]
Hold on
Hold on
Hold on

[Verse]
I know you didn't plan for this
But that's the way it always starts
Just lookin' for a little kick
Instead you bought a broken heart



And now you have to build a bridge
That only you can walk across
Wear the truth until it fits
Pay the price and bear the loss

[Chorus]
Hold on
Hold on
Hold on

[Verse]
Once you were a little kid
Working on a great big plan
You threw away the simple joys
And now you have to take a stand

A battle's raging in your head
You wish you didn't have to fight
Just hold onto my hand instead
Another day goes by tonight

What happened to your mother's love?
What happened to your daddy's pride?
They're way down deep inside your blood
To help you through this lonely ride

[Chorus]
Hold on
Hold on
Hold on

8002. Hold On

Hold On - Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen

We've got to hold on
We've got to hold on
We'²ve got to hold on to each other
And hold on to what we have

We've got to hold on
We've got to hold on
We'²ve got to hold on to each other
Hold on to what we have

We can lean on each other
And brave the road ahead
We can fill each other all the way up
If we hold on to what we have

Might be blinded by the present, ha
Maybe hindered by the past
We can make it through these hard, hard times



If we hold on, we'²ll make it last

We've got to hold on
We'²ve got to hold on
We've got to hold on to each other
Hold on to what we have
C'²mon, banjo man

Yeah
There is peace in our embrace
And a passion in our heart
Ain't nothin'² that can stop us now
If we hold on in to our path

Oh, there's so much time to fall in love
Never time to pretend
There's some folks makin'² time for givin'² up
Let's just hold on '²til the end

We've got to hold on
We'²ve got to hold on
We've got to hold on to each other
Hold on to what we have

Yeah, we'²ve got to hold on
We've got to hold on
We've got to hold on to each other
Hold on to what we have

We'²ve got to hold on
We'²ve got to hold, hold on
We've got to hold on to each other
Hold on to what we have
Everybody now

We'²ve got to hold on
We've got to hold on
We'²ve got to hold on to each other
Hold on to what we have

We've got to (hold on) hold on to what we have
We'²ve got to (hold on) and make it last
Just (hold on) hold on to our heart
Just (hold on) hold on today
We've got to (hold on) hold to what we have
We've got to hold on
(We'²ve got to hold on to what we have) yeah-eh, yeah-eh, yeah
Yes, sir, ha-ha-ha

I think that'²s gonna be, fun for people to hear, you know?
Yeah, it's not like, we'²re going for any kinda perfection
Think The Academy will forgive, yeah



8003. Hold On

Hold On
Longview

Cause without need
Those shallow roots grow fast
It won't last

Silver shining through
Sensations all brand new
Go at your chosen speed
So long

Hold On
Hold On
Hold On
Hold On

Walk the line so clear
Come without fear
Same injustice here
Go on Go on

Hold On, Hold On, Hold On, Please
Hold On, Hold On, Hold On, Please
Hold On, Hold On, Hold On, Please
What you are still remains to see

Hold On
Hold On

8004. Hold On (To The Love I Got) - Chords

Hold On (To The Love I've Got)
Recorded by Barbara Mandrell
Written by Norro Wilson, Carmol Taylor, Tammy Wynette

G7
I'm gonna hold on to the love I've got
     C                          A7
In a hundred million years I'll never stop
              F
Cause there's nothin' in the world 
           G7                  C   F C
That could keep me from lovin' you
Well I'm livin' when I'm lovin' 
                              D7
And I'm lovin' every time I'm with you
          G7
Just like walkin' in the sunshine 
                         C   G7
Lord you make me feel so fine



       C
And as long as we're livin' 
                      D7
And lovin' the way we want to
  G7                                     C
I know I'm gonna be the best loved woman alive
          G7
I'm gonna hold on to the love I've got
  C
I couldn't care less if they like it or not
   F                                          G7
As long as you're satisfied with the things I do
Repeat #1
                                            D7
The thrills I feel I know are real when you touch me
      G7 
And I wake up every mornin' 
                                 C    G7
With your arms wrapped around me tight
        C                                    D7  
And the feelin' I feel is exactly the way it should be
          G7                                         C
Cause the love we've got keeps growin' every day and night
 
Repeat #3,1
           F
No there's nothin' in the world 
           G7                  C   F C
That could keep me from lovin' you
Repeat #1,2,2

8005. Hold On - Chords

Hold On 
Laurel Canyon Ramblers
 
[Solo 1]
E   B   E
 
[Chorus 1]
E
Hold on, little darling,
B    A           E
Hold on, to your heart
E         A              E            B7
All these heartaches and sorrows will pass
E
Hold on, little darling,
E    A
Hold on to your heart
E              B7               E
Hold on to the things that will last
 



 
[Verse 1]
E
You'e cried little darlin
A
While the tears you've been cryin'
E                                B7
Just remember these words that I say
E                                A           E
Your heart that's broken will be mended with time
E                 B7           E
Will be mended to love another day
 
 
[Chorus 2]
E
Hold on, little darling,
B    A           E
Hold on, to your heart
E         A              E            B7
All these heartaches and sorrows will pass
E
Hold on, little darling,
E    A
Hold on to your heart
E              B7
Hold on to the things that will last
 
 
[Colo 2]
E    B     E     A
E    B     E     A
 
 
[Verse 2]
E
Please think, little darlin'
E      A           E
Of the one by your side
E   A                       B7
The one who is faithful and true
E
The one who will gladly
E         A           E
Lift your burdens and cares
E               B7            E
The one who had always loved you
 
 
[Solo 3]
E      A      E     B
E      A      E E/B/E
 
 
[Chorus 3]
E
Hold on, little darling,



B    A           E
Hold on, to your heart
E         A              E            B7
All these heartaches and sorrows will pass
E
Hold on, little darling,
E    A
Hold on to your heart
E              B7               E
Hold on to the things that will last
E              B7               E
Hold on to the things that will last
 
 
[Outtro]
E     B     E

8006. Hold On Me - Chords

Hold On Me 
Twisted Pine

[Intro]
D   E   G  Gm  D
 
[Verse]
D
Waking up this early
E
  ain't easy to do
G
I just wanna keep
Gm                 D
  keep dreaming of  you
D                E
Every atom every molecule
G               Gm                    D     D7
  Inside of me     missing you like a fool
 
[Chorus]
                  G
When someone says "love"
Gm       D     D7
Think of me
                     G
If your heart's ever sore
        Gm       D    D7
save it all for me
           G                      Gm
I've never known a love with it's own
      D    E    G                            D
gravity             but you've got a hold on me
 



[Interlude]
D   E   G  Gm  D
 
[Verse]
D
Whenever you go you know
E
  I'm gonna come along
G
  Chasing nothing
Gm                    D
  ramble rollin' roll along, ooh
D                          E
Whatever happens I've got    waltzin' shoes
G                    Gm                  D     D7
  So I'm gonna keep     keep dreaming of you
 
[Chorus 2]
                  G
When someone says "love"
Gm       D     D7
Think of me
                     G
If your heart's ever sore
        Gm       D    D7
save it all for me
           G                      Gm
I've never known a love with it's own
      D    E    G
gravity
 
[Bridge]
   Bm               Bb
Believe me, it's sublime
         Bm          D
oh every turn, every time
     Bm                   Bb
send shivers, all down my spine
        D              E                A
just to think, just to know that you're mine
 
[Instrumental]
D   E   G  Gm  D
 
[Chorus]
                  G
When someone says "love"
Gm       D     D7
Think of me
                     G
If your heart's ever sore
        Gm             D
save it all for- [N.C] me
           G                      Gm
I've never known a love with it's own
      D    E    G                            D
gravity             but you've got a hold on me



8007. Hold On My Love

Buddy Miller - Hold On My Love

Hold on my love don't let me go
Our hearts are one hold on my love
I can't hear the voice
That's calling you away
To a distant shore
Where I'll join you someday
Hold on my love don't let me go
Our hearts are one hold on my love
You can't leave me now
In this world all alone
The sound of the wind is my only friend
Traveling through our home

8008. Hold On Tight (Let It Go) - Chords

Hold On Tight (Let It Go)
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs and Sharon White
Written by Don Schlitz and Paul Overstreet

G                                      D7              G
Well I know that I'm in trouble when I think I know it all
                            D7            G
My pride always takes a bow just before I fall
           C                           G
But you're just as right as me and I'm just as wrong as you
                                      D7              G
We're in this love together and we're bound to see it through
           C            G
So hold on tight let it go
    C              G                                  D7
Our love is always strongest when we let our weakness show
         C                      G                   C G C
We don't have to give in to the prideful winds that b-l-o-w
              G     D7     G
If we hold on tight let it go
                             D7              G
A careless word in anger can wound another's heart
                                     D7              G
In self-defense a wall is built that keeps us worlds apart
            C                                  G
Well I'm as much to blame as you and you're as innocent as me
                                       D7                 G
There's one locked door between us and forgiveness is the key
Repeat #2
C       G            Em



Hold on tight to the love that lives inside us
A7                   D7
Don't hang on to the feelings that divide us
Repeat #2
 
C             G     D7     G
If we hold on tight let it go
D7     G
Let it go

8009. Hold On Tight - Chords

Hold On Tight
Ricky Skaggs - Hold On Tight
Ricky Skaggs & Sharon White

Keys = Bb - G - A - D

Intro: Bb - Bb - Bb - Bb

               Bb                              F7              Bb  
(SW) Well I Know That I'm In Trouble When I Think I Know It All
                            F7            Bb
My Pride Always Takes A Bow Just Before I Fall
           Eb                          Bb
(RS) But You're Just As Right As Me And I'm Just As Wrong As You
                                      F7              Bb 
(Both) We're In This Love Together And We're Bound To See It Through

Chorus

        Eb                       Bb
(RS) Hold On Tight  --  (SW) Let It Go
    Eb             Bb                                 F7
(Both) Our Love Is Always Strongest When We Let Our Weakness Show
         Eb                     Bb                 Eb
(RS) We Don't Have To Give In To The Prideful Wind That Blows
                      Bb      F7                 Bb - Bb - G - G 
(SW) If We Hold On Tight  --  (Both) Let It Go

          G                          D7              G
(RS) A Careless Word In Anger Can Wound Another's Heart
                                             D7                G
In Self Defence A Wall Is Built That Keeps Us Worlds A-part
            C                                  G
(SW) Well I'm As Much To Blame As You And You're As Innocent As Me
                                           D7              G 
(Both) There's One Locked Door Between Us And For-giveness Is The Key

Chorus (Key = G)

        C                        G
(SW) Hold On Tight  --  (RS) Let It Go



    C              G                                  D7
(Both) Our Love Is Always Strongest When We Let Our Weakness Show
         C                      G                  C
(SW) We Don't Have To Give In To The Prideful Wind That Blows
                      G       D7                 G - G 
(RS) If We Hold On Tight  --  (Both) Let It Go

Bridge

                A                 D 
(Both) Hold On Tight  --  To The Love That Lives Inside Us
        E7                   A
Don't Hang On To The Feelings That Divide Us

                G                        D  
(Both) Hold On Tight  --  (RS) Let It Go
    G              D                                  A7
Our Love Is Always Strongest When We Let Our Weakness Show
                 G                      D                  G
(RS) We Don't Have To Give In To The Prideful Wind That Blows
                D                         A7             D   G  
Hold On Tight  --  (Both) Hold On Tight Let It Go
                      D                         A7
(SW) If We Hold On Tight  --  (Both) Hold On Tight
                 D            D              D   
(RS) Let It Go  --  (Both) Let It Go  --  Let It Go

8010. Hold On To God - Chords

Hold On To God
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G
Hold on hold on hold on to God 
    C                  G
And not the way of the world
Hold on hold on and put your trust 
   A7              D7
In His everlasting word
     G
Hold on hold on hold on to God 
   C                        G
In this life's storm tossed sea
     C              G       C
Yeah cling to Jesus His lifeline 
   G       D7     G
It will salvation bring
                        C          G
Satan shall lead down a pathway of sin 
                        D7
Away from your heavenly home
     G                  C          G
With many great wonders many great signs 



          D7      G
Deceiving all but strong
repeat #1,2
                 C          G
Be not misled by miraculous deeds 
                             D7
Performed in the name of the lamb
    G                    C            G
For He shall return as a thief in the night 
             D7       G
To claim His own once again
Repeat #1,2
     C              G       C
Yeah cling to Jesus His lifeline 
   G       D7     G
It will salvation bring

8011. Hold On Woman - Chords

Hold On Woman
Recorded by Jeanne Pruett
Written by Sharon R. Higgins 

C
Hold on woman hold on to your man
      G7
Don't turn him loose or take that 
        C
Wedding ring off of your hand
 
He's dreaming now but he'll wake up 
     C7              F
Just like little boy blue
        G7
Hold on woman keep holding on 
                   C
To what belongs to you
 
 
He thinks he's stopped loving you
 
He wants you not to love him too
                                       G7
And nothing you can do will change his mind
   Dm           G7                Dm           G7
He wants you to set him free he's blinded temporarily 
                                       C
He'll see this girl for what she is in time 
 
Hold on woman hold on to your man
      G7
Don't turn him loose or take that 
        C



Wedding ring off of your hand
 
He's dreaming now but he'll wake up 
     C7              F
Just like little boy blue
        G7
Hold on woman keep holding on 
                   C
To what belongs to you

8012. Hold Over Me

Hold Over Me
Sierra Ferrell

[Verse 1]
Nobody's Gonna hold over me
Yes I know the story about the birds and the bees
I'm' tired' of seeing your' ring around my cellar door
Yes I' know baby, sometime baby I can be a bore
You know that travelling was my friend when you're with me
[Verse 2]
Nobody's gonna, hold over me
By the interstates and Freeways, how they sound like the sea
I wish that all of you, would just go away
Well I want my man, my good time to stay
Oh nobody's gonna hold over me

[Verse 3]
Nobody's gonna hold over me
Yes I know the story about the birds and the bees
I wish that all of you, would just go away
See I want my man, my good time to stay
Oh nobody's gonna hold over me

Hold over me
Hold over me

8013. Hold That Tear - Chords

Hold That Tear
Recorded by David Houston
Written by Billy Sherrill and Curly Putman

G                                                G7
You've got that look of almost cryin' in your eyes
C                            G
Once again I almost made you cry
D7



Bitter words were spoken 
    B7                    E7
And your heart was almost broken
A7                               Am D7
Angry words that often make love die

       G                                    G7
But if we'll forgive each other one more time
C                                          G
If you'll let me take you in these arms of mine
   D7                        B7        E7
To keep tears from your eyes I'll apologize
     A7           D7                G    C G
With every single word my heart can find

 
Hold that tear wait right here 
       C
Till I find the words to tell you
          G
That will keep your heart from breakin' 
          A7                  D7
That will stop your eyes from cryin'

          G
Hold that tear don't cry it 
         C
And I'll swear if you'll just try it
            G             D7          G C G
That you'll never have to cry it over me

D7        G
Hold that tear don't cry it 
         C
And I'll swear if you'll just try it
            G             D7          C  G
That you'll never have to cry it over me

8014. Hold That Woodpile Down - Chords

Hold That Woodpile Down 
Doc Watson & Merle Watson
 
[Chords]
[G6     322000]
 
[Intro]
G  G  G6  G  G  D7  G
G  G  G6  G  G  D  G
G  G  G   G  G  G  G
G  A7  D7
G  C   D7  G
 



[Verse 1]
G                         G6    G
I went to see my love the other night,
         D7       G
Hold the woodpile down,
G                    G6          G
Everything wrong and nothing was right,
A7       D7       G
Hold the woodpile down.
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                        G6      G
She hit me with love and made me glad,
         D7       G
Hold the woodpile down,
G                                    G6        G
I kissed her once, she said;  You're going for that? ,
A7       D7       G
Hold the woodpile down.
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Lord, I was a travelling, travelling,
   A7                     D7
As long as the world goes round,
    G                            C
The pretty girls shine and don't hold the line,
A7       D7       G
Hold the woodpile down.
 
 
[Interlude]
G  G  G6  G  G  D7  G
G  G  G6  G  G  D  G
G  G  G6  G  G  D  G
G  G  G6  G  A7  D7  G
G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G                       G6    G
When I went to town the other night,
         D7       G
Hold the woodpile down,
G                        G6         G
Heard a little noise and seen a big fight.
A7       D7       G
Hold the woodpile down.
 
 
[Verse 4]
G                          G6       G
There's a lot of policemen running around.
         D7       G
Hold the woodpile down,



G                  G6        G
So the big load of moonshine comes down.
A7       D7       G
Hold the woodpile down.
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Lord, I was a travelling, travelling,
   A7                     D7
As long as the world goes round,
    G                            C
The pretty girls shine and don't hold the line,
A7       D7       G
Hold the woodpile down.
 
 
[Interlude]
G
G
G
A7  D7
G  C  D  G
G
 
 
[Verse 5]
G
I went down in the packing house and stole a ham.
         D7       G
Hold the woodpile down,
G                     G6     D
Nobody don't know how mean I am,
A7       D7       G
Hold the woodpile down.
 
 
[Verse 6]
G                        G6             G
I took it right home and laid it on the shelf,
         D7       G
Hold the woodpile down,
G                G6         G
I'm so mean I'm afraid of myself
A7       D7       G
Hold the woodpile down.
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Lord, I was a travelling, travelling,
   A7                     D7
As long as the world goes round,
    G                            C
The pretty girls shine and don't hold the line,
A7       D7       G
Hold the woodpile down.



 
 
[Interlude]
G  G  G6  G  G  D7  G
G  G  G6  G  G  D  G
G  G  G6  G  G  G  G
G  A7  D7
G  C   D7
G
 
 
[Verse 7]
G                          G6         G
The Bookkeeper swallowed a nickel one day,
         D7       G
Hold the woodpile down,
G                         G6      G
Like that drove him crazy so they say,
A7       D7       G
Hold the woodpile down.
 
 
[Verse 8]
G                                       G6   G
Just listen and I'll tell you what it's all about.
         D7       G
Hold the woodpile down,
G                      G6     G
Goes a nickel in and a nickel out.
A7       D7       G
Hold the woodpile down.
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Lord, I was a travelling, travelling,
   A7                     D7
As long as the world goes round,
    G                            C
The pretty girls shine and don't hold the line,
A7       D7       G
Hold the woodpile down.
 
 
[Outro]
G  C   D7
G

8015. Hold The Light

Dierks Bentley - Hold The Light

[Verse 1]



If it wasn't known, that our love will carry on
I will be the wind that echo's on the canyon wall
One more day with you, to walk around our neighbourhood
We will never know like it was understood

[Chorus]
We never say goodbye
Just let me hold the light

[Verse 2]
If you've given up, I will call an end to this
I will be your rock from our perch
If you walk the ridge, you will find the marks, the scars
Kneel down by the tree, under the city stone

[Chorus]
We never say goodbye
Just let me hold the light
We never say goodbye
I'll see you on this side
Or the other way
The desert sun kisses the sky
Baby hold the light
And keep it in your eyes
And promise that you dream with me
Beyond the walls of time
And when we laid aside
Just look up at the light

[Outro]
Just let me hold the light
Just let me hold the light

8016. Hold To A Dream

Tim O'Brien - Hold To A Dream

I'm happy to raom, I can find my way through the mountains
To the ocean foam
But if I had a map to show me the way to your heart dear
I'd follow it home
I'm makin' my way through the dim lit streers of the old town
Nowhere to go
Wonderin' if the scenes runnin' in my head will ever slow down
I miss you so
Chorus
Hold to a dream, carry it up and down
Follow a star, search the world around
Hold to a dream, carry it close to me
I'm frozen in time, you alone can set me free
The rain outside is beatin' down, I'm here at home
And all alone
We used to stay so warm inside, now a night like this



It chills my bones
Chorus
I miss you darlin', it's more and more I'm thinkin'
Thinkin' of you
Late at night lyin' in my sleep I'm dreamin'
Dreamin' of you
Chorus

8017. Hold To A Dream - Chords

Hold to a Dream
New Grass Revival

D A G A
I'm happy to roam I can find my way to the mountains and the ocean foam.

(Riff 1)

A D G A
But if I had a map to show me the way to your heart dear I'd follow it home.

(Riff 2)

D A G A
Making my way through the dim lit streets of the old town - nowhere to go.

(Riff 1)

A D G A
Wanderin' with the sea wind in my hair I never slow down - I miss you so.

(Riff 2)

CHORUS:

Bm A G Em D
HOLD TO A DREAM - CARRY IT UP AND DOWN
Bm A G Em D
FOLLOW A STAR - SEARCH THE WORLD AROUND
Bm A G Em D
HOLD TO A DREAM - CARRY IT CLOSE TO ME
D
I'M FROZEN IN TIME
A G F#m Em D Riff 1 Riff 2
YOUR LOVE WILL SET ME FREE.

D A G A
The rain outside is beating down, I'm here at home - all alone.

(Riff 1)

A D G A
We used to stay so warm inside, now a night like this - It chills my bones.



(Riff 2)

-CHORUS-

Solo 1(banjo) - Riff 1 - Solo 2 (banjo) - Riff 2 - Solo 3 (violin)

D A G A
I miss you darlin' more and more, I'm thinkin' - Thinkin' of you.

(Riff 1)

A D G A
Late at night lying in my sleep, I'm dreamin' - Dreamin' of you.

(Riff 2)

-CHORUS- (2x)

8018. Hold To God's Unchanging Hand

Hold To God's Unchanging Hand
Stanley Brothers

Time is filled with swift transition
Naught of earth unmoved can stand
Build you hopes on things eternal
Hold to God's unchanging hand

   Hold to God's unchanging hand
   Hold to God's unchanging hand
   Build you hopes on things eternal
   Hold to God's unchanging hand

Trust in Him who will not leave you
What so ever years may bring
If by earthly friends forsaken
Still, more closely to Him cling

When your journey is completed
When the valley you pass through
Fair and bright the home in glory
Your enraptured soul will view

8019. Hold To God's Unchanging Hand - Chords

Hold To God's Unchanging Hand
Recorded by Doyle Lawson, Paul Williams, J.D. Crowe
Written by Roy Acuff



C
Time is filled with swift transition
                            G7
Naught of earth unmoved can stand
C
Build your hopes on things eternal
              G7         C
Hold to God's unchanging hand

Hold to God's unchanging hand
                         G7
Hold to God's unchanging hand
C
Build your hopes on things eternal
              G7         C
Hold to God's unchanging hand

When your journey is completed
                         G7
When the valley you pass thru
C
Fair and bright the home in glory
                G7        C
Your enraptured soul will view

Hold to God's unchanging hand
                         G7
Hold to God's unchanging hand
C
Build your hopes on things eternal
              G7         C
Hold to God's unchanging hand

8020. Hold To My Unchanging Love - Chords

Hold To My Unchanging Love
Written and recorded by Jeanne Pruett 
 
C
When you're tempted by a woman
G7                               C
Who could thrill you through and through
     F                          C
Just think of all the love I've given
          F     G7       C
Love I've saved only for you

Hold to my unchanging love

Hold to my unchanging love
                           
Don't go looking for another



        F    G7       C
Hold to my unchanging love
 
 
There are many who long to hold me
G7                        C
Some have promised me the world
F                           C
I'm not fooled by all their wooing
       F       G7      C
I just want to be your girl

Repeat #2 x2

8021. Hold Whatcha Got

Hold Whatcha Got
Jimmy Martin

   Hold whatcha got, I'm a-coming home baby
   Hold whatcha got, and I don't mean maybe
   Been a-thinking about you and I'm on my way
   Don't sell the house, and don't wreck the car
   Stay there, honey, right where you are
   Hold whatcha got, I'm a coming home to stay

Well  in my mind I can see
That's a pretty good sign that I need you
That's why I can't wait to get back home
So squeeze yourself real good and tight
I'll be there before daylight
If you hold whatcha got, I'm a coming home to stay

Well  when I get back, honey, I ain't leaving
I been too long, a little too much grieving
When I get back this time I'm going to stay
Well we won't fuss and we won't fight
This time things is gonna be all right
If you hold whatcha got, I'm a-coming home to stay

8022. Holdin' Heaven - Chords

Holdin' Heaven
Recorded by Tracy Byrd
Written by Thom McHugh and Bill Kenner

F                        C
I'm face to face with an angel 
F                           C



How'd you get those eyes so blue
         F
You're a vision in white 
           C           Am
And I been waitin' all night
D7                          G7
Just to have one dance with you 
    D7                       G7
Now all my dreams are comin' true
F           C            G7     C
I'm holdin' heaven in my arms tonight 
F          C               G7
Everything about you is so perfectly right
F               C           G7      Am
I've never been there but I think I might 
F          C            G7     C
Be holdin' heaven in my arms tonight
F                      C
I'm not sure where you came from 
F                          C
But I thank my lucky stars above
F                    C         Am
And I got the chance to have a dance
D7                       G7
But one dance just ain't enough 
D7                     G7
I think I'm fallin' in love
Repeat #2 x2
F           C            G7     C
I'm holdin' heaven in my arms tonight

8023. Holdin' On

Barbara Mandrell - Holdin' on (To the love I got)

I'm gonna hold on to the love I've got
In a hundred million years, I'll never stop
'Cause there's nothing in the world
That could keep me from loving you

Well, I'm living when I'm loving
And I'm loving every time I'm with you
Just like walking in the sunshine
Lord, you make me feel so fine

And as long as we're leaving
And loving the way we want to
I know I'm gonna be
The best loved woman alive

I'm gonna hold on to the love I've got
I couldn't care less if they like it or not
As long as you're satisfied



With the things I do

I'm gonna hold on to the love I've got
In a hundred million years, I'll never stop
'Cause there's nothing in the world
That could keep me from loving you

Thrills I feel, I know are real
When you touch me
And I wake up every morning
With your arms wrapped around me tight

And the feeling I feel
Is exactly the way it should be
'Cause the love we've got
Keeps growing every day and night

I'm gonna hold on to the love I've got
I couldn't care less if they like it or not
As long as you're satisfied
With the things I do

I'm gonna hold on to the love I've got
In a hundred million years, I'll never stop
'Cause there's nothing in the world
That could keep me from loving you

No, there's nothing in the world
That could keep me from loving you

8024. Holdin' On To You

Brad Paisley - Holdin' On To You 

I'm holdin' on to you
When I close my eyes
You're still in my arms
And we never said goodbye
And it's all that I can do
To go on with my life
But that's supposed to be the reason
Why I'm here tonight
In a downtown restaurant with a friend of a friend
Well she sure likes to talk and I ain't heard a single word she's said
Chorus
Oh, but every now and then I nod
And I pretend to pay attention
And I say things like, "uh huh"
And, "yeah, you're right" and "are you kiddin'"
And I laugh when it seems
Like the right thing to do
It's hard to hold a conversation
Holdin' on to you



I'd give anything
Just to hear your voice
Or see you look at me and smile
Oh but what I miss the most
Is holdin' on to you
'Cause here I am tonight
Starin' at a woman
Who's the last thing on my mind
Chorus
When I close my eyes
You're still in my arms
And we never said goodbye

8025. Holding

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Holding
Composer: Jackson Browne

I'm standing here and hoping for you
Holding my door open for you now
Ask just what you will of me
I'll bend just like a willow tree
And now I'm holdin'
Holdin' my door open to the wind

Well seven times she came to me
And each time seemed the same to me
She knows just what to ask me now
And I can't help but wonder how
And now I'm holdin'
Holdin' my door open before the wind

I wrote my name upon the sands
With questioningly weary hands
The tide arose and answered me
And washed my name into the sea
And now I'm holdin'
Holdin' my door open before the wind

8026. Holding

Yonder Mountain String Band - Holding
John Hartford

Well you asked was I holding
I said no I'm not holding
I thought you was holding, it's true
But here I'm not holding
And since you're not holding



My dear, what on Earth will we do

Now you know when I'm holding
There's no need you holding
And you know the same about me
And if you run out before I run out
You can always get some from me

Now if you ain't got none
And if I ain't got none
We can go find some other head
Find out if they're holding
Get down and start rolling
And smoke what they're holding instead

8027. Holding Her and Loving You - Chords

Holding Her And Loving You
Recorded by Earl Thomas Conley 
Written by Walt Aldridge and Tom Brasfield

G                      C               G   C
It's the third hardest thing I'll ever do
        G     D7      G
Leaving here  without you
                       C               G   C
And the second hardest thing I'll ever do
           G    D7    G
Is telling her  about you
Am
She's been good to me
G
When things were going rough
Am     D7
How can I tell her now good ain't good enough
   G                      C           G   C
Oh the hardest thing I've ever had to do 
           G    D7         G
Is holding her  and loving you
                          C             G     C
If she'd give me one good reason I'd be gone
          G     D7        G
She ain't done  one thing wrong
                           C               G     C
So don't expect me just to walk out of the door
             G    D7             G
I still love her  but I love you more
Am
She's been good to me
G
When things weren't going right
Am                   D7
She made my days long before you made my nights



G                      C           G   C
The hardest thing I've ever had to do 
           G    D7         G
Is holding her  and loving you
                            C           G   C
Yeah the hardest thing I've ever had to do
           G    D7         G
Is holding her  and loving you
                            C           G    C
Girl the hardest thing I've ever had to do
           G    D7         G
Is holding her  and loving you

8028. Holding On To Nothin'

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Holding On To Nothin'
Dolly Parton - Dale Ann Bradley

We're holding on with nothin' left to hold on to
I'm so tired of holding on to nothin'
The years have shown no kindness
For the hard times that we've been through
We've squeezed the life from every dream and still go on bluffin'
With really nothing left to hold on to

Oh, why do we keep holding on with nothing left to hold on to
Let's be honest with each other that's at least that we can do
I feel guilty when they envy me and you
We're holding on with nothing left to hold on to

We were young and foolishly mistaken
Victims of a passion much too strong to be denied
With only tears to show for all the years that we've been fakin'
God only knows how long how hard we've tried

Oh, why do we keep holding on with nothing left to hold on to
Let's be honest with each other that's at least that we can do
I feel guilty when they envy me and you
We're holding on with nothing left to hold on to
We're holding on with nothing left to hold on to

8029. Holding Pattern - Chords

Holding Pattern 
Nickel Creek

[Intro]
Bm / A / D / D /



Bm / A / D / D /
Bm / A / D / D /
Bm / A / D / D /
 
[Verse 1]
Bm          A                 D
Washing my hands through the night
        _           Bm  A   D  _
Can't sleep for the si-rens
          Bm          A
Screaming one man's freedom's
  D          _             Bm  A   D
Another's fever that keeps ri-sing
  _               Bm          A
Along with this sneak-attack sun
        D           _              Bm               A
But I promise, hon, I can make the coffee strong enough
           D          _
To get us to the wine
 
 
[Chorus]
     Bm  A  D  _      Bm      A  D  _
In a ho--o--o--olding pattern
 
 
[Verse 2]
  Bm          A            D      _        Bm  A  D  _
Remembering when we could land in any old weather
         Bm             A             D          _            Bm        A  D
Singing, nothing's so wrong that the right song can't make it    better
      _           Bm        A                D
But when will the aerosols fly through the stage lights
 _                Bm         A       D               _
Towards the front row of my next audience, I wonder
 
 
[Chorus]
     Bm  A       D      _
In a ho--olding pattern
Bm   A          D  _
Circling around
          Bm  A       D      _
Won't you ho--old me darling
           Bm  A         D    _
Till the whee--ls touch down?
 
 
[Instrumental]
Bm / A / D / D / x8
 
 
[Verse 3]
Bm           A
Here in your arms
         D           _           Bm  A   D  _
A chorus of alarms sounding like vespers



     Bm          A
Your lips to my ears
          D          _           Bm    A     D
Don't forget we're alone in this    together
  _      Bm          A
Glory to every true love
      D
As it once was
_        Bm            A             D         _
As it is now and just might have to be forever
 
 
[Chorus]
     Bm  A       D      _
In a ho--olding pattern
Bm   A          D
Circling around
      _          Bm  A        D      _
Hold me and I'll ho--old you darling
           Bm  A         D   _
Till the whee--ls touch down
 
 
[Instrumental]
Bm / A / D / D / x2
 
 
[Outro]
     Bm  A  D  _  Bm  A  D  _       (Bm)
In a ho--o--o--o--o---o--o--o--lding pattern
 
 
[Instrumental]
Bm / A / D / D / x2
 
 
[Outro]
   Bm  A       D      _
So ho--old me darling
          Bm     A     D
While the world burns down

8030. Holding Things Together

Merle Haggard - Holding Things Together (2007)
Vince Gill

[Verse 1]
Holding things together ain't no easy thing to do
When it comes to raisin' children, it's a job that's meant for two
Alice, please, believe me, I can't go on and on
Holding things together with you gone



[Verse 2]
Today was Angie's birthday, I guess it slipped your mind
I tried twice to call you, with no answer either time
But the postman brought a package I'd mailed some days ago
I just signed it "Love, from Mama" so Angie wouldn't know

[Verse 3]
Holding things together ain't no easy thing to do
When it comes to raisin' children, it's a job that's meant for two
Alice, please, believe me, I can't go on and on
Holding things together with you gone

[Outro]
Alice please, believe me, I can't go on and on
Holding things together with you gone

8031. Holding Things Together - Chords

Holding Things Together
Words and music by Merle Haggard
 
G       D7     G
Holding Things Together
              G7       C
Ain't no easy thing to do
                         G
When it comes to raising children
                      D7
It's a job  meant for two
 
G     D7       G
Alice please believe me
           G7     C
I can't go on and on
               G        D7
Holding things together 
         G
With you gone
 
          D7      G
Today was Angie's birthday
           G7           C
I guess it slipped your mind
                 G
I tried twice to call you
                     D7
But no answer either time
 
        G       D7        G
But the postman brought a present
         G7        C
I mailed some days ago
                           G



I just signed it love from mama
   D7             G
So Angie wouldn't know
 
Repeat #1 & 2

8032. Holding Up The Sky - Chords

Holding Up The Sky Acoustic 
Buddy Miller

[Intro]
G D Am D
G D Am D
 
[Verse]
 
G                             D
When the night has stayed too long 
    Am          D
And tears won't keep 
G                            D
When the sun beats down too strong 
    Am        D
Our love runs deep 
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        Cadd9                  D
And our love will hold up the sky 
         Em                  C
When the rain comes down too hard 
       Cadd9               D
It's a cord that will not untie 
       Em                 C
It's a promise the angels guard 
        Cadd9           D           Em     C
It will always be your name written on my heart 
    D      C     D
You are inside my heart 
 
 
Mandolin solo (same chords as intro)
G D Am D
G D Am D
 
[verse]
 
G                          D
Baby our love was meant to be
      Am         D
It's from God's hand



G                          D
Even when dreams turn to memories
     Am        D
Our love will dance 
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        Cadd9                  D
And our love will hold up the sky 
         Em                  C
When the rain comes down too hard 
       Cadd9               D
It's a cord that will not untie 
       Em                 C
It's a promise the angels guard 
        Cadd9           D           Em     C
It will always be your name written on my heart 
    D      C     D
You are inside my heart  
 
 
Mandolin solo (same chords as intro)
 G D Am D
 G D Am D

8033. Hole In My Ace In The Hole

Hole In My Ace In The Hole (Larry W. Jones 02/27/20070 

I thought I had an ace in the hole
I thought I knew how to roll with the flow
So I took a gamble on a sure thing, as they say
But then I had to scramble just to get away
I know I played my cards right
But there was one thing I didn't know
She left me crying in the night
I had a hole in my ace in the hole
Sometimes love is like a one way street
But there's two ways that love can go
By the time I knew I felt the pain
It was like money down the drain
Through a hole in my ace in the hole
- instrumental -
Sometimes love is like a one way street
But there's two ways that love can go
By the time I knew I felt the pain
It was like money down the drain
Through a hole in my ace in the hole
Well, I thought I was a big time broker
But in love I was on the dole
Now I know I was just the big joker
With a hole in my ace in the hole



8034. Hole In My Head

Dixie Chicks - Hole in my head
Composer: Jim Lauderdale - Buddy Miller

Hole in my head
hole in my head
I need a boy like you like a hole in my head
I need a boy like you like a hole in my head
Let's just say we will and then don't instead

Wild goose chase
Wild goose chase
You're gonna take me boy on a wild goose chase
You're gonna take me boy on a wild goose chase
You better find somebody to take my place

You took my imagination and stomped it inthe ground
Now I can only think about you
chasin' the tracks that you left around

Hole in my head
hole in my head
Oh I need a boy like you like a hole in my head
I need a boy like you like a hole in my head
You make me feel so bad that I wish I was dead

Let the games begin
Yeah here I go again
I'm never gonna win

It must have knocked me crazy
it must have hit me hard
People must think I'm lazy
Like my shuffle's short
of playing a card

Wild goose chase
Wild goose chase
Oh I need a boy like you
like a wild goose chase
I need a boy like you
like a wild goose chase
You better find somebody to take my place

Let the games begin
Yeah here I go again

I need a boy like you (I need a boy like you)
I need a boy like you (I need a boy like you)

I need a boy like you
Like a hole in my head



Hole in my head
Hole in my head

Hole in my head
Hole in my head

Like a hole in my head

I need a boy like you (I need a boy like you)
I need a boy like you (I need a boy like you

8035. Hole In My Head

Jim Lauderdale - Hole in My Head

Hole in my head, hole in my head
I need a girl like you like a' hole' in my head
I' need a girl like you like' a hole in my head
Let's just say we will and then don't instead
Wild goose chase, wild goose chase
You're going to take me girl on a wild goose chase
You're going to take me girl on a wild goose chase
You better find somebody to take my place
You took my imagination and stomped it in the ground
Now I can only think about you, chase the tracks you left around
Hole in my head, hole in my head
I need a girl like you like a hole in my head
I need a girl like you like a hole in my head
You make me feel so bad I wish I was dead
It must have knocked me crazy, it must have hit me hard
People must think I'm lazy, like my shuffle's short a playing card
Wild goose chase, wild goose chase
I need a girl like you like a wild goose chase
I need a girl like you like a wild goose chase
You better find somebody to take my place
Let the games begin, yeah here I go again
I don't see how I'm going to win
I need you girl like a hole in my head

8036. Hole In My Head

Hole in My Head
Dixie Chicks

[Chorus 1]
Hole in my head
Hole in my head
I need a boy like you like a hole in my head
I need a boy like you like a hole in my head



Let's just say we will and then don't instead

[Chorus 2]
Wild goose chase
Wild goose chase
You're going to take me boy on a wild goose chase
You're going to take me boy on a wild goose chase
You better find somebody to take my place

[Verse 1]
You took my imagination and stomped it into ground
Now I can only think about you
Chasing the tracks that you left around

[Chorus 1]
Hole in my head
Hole in my head
I need a boy like you like a hole in my head
I need a boy like you like a hole in my head
You make me feel so bad that I wish I was dead

[Chorus 3]
Let the games begin
I'm never going to win

[Verse 2]
It must have knocked me crazy
It must have hit me hard
People must think I'm lazy
Like my shuffle's short
Of playing a card

[Chorus 2]
Wild goose chase
Wild goose chase
I need a boy like you like a wild goose chase
I need a boy like you like a wild goose chase
You better find somebody to take my place

[Chorus 3]
Let the games begin
Yeah here I go again

[Outro]
I need a boy like you (I need a boy like you)
I need a boy like you (I need a boy like you)
I need a boy like you
Like a hole in my head
Hole in my head
Hole in my head
Hole in my head
Hole in my head
Like a hole in my head
I need a boy like you (I need a boy like you)
I need a boy like you (I need a boy like you)



8037. Hole In My Head - Chords

Jim Lauderdale   Hole In My Head   
written by Jim Lauderdale & Buddy Miller

G                                G7  G
Hole in my head hole in my head
         C7                                   G G7 G
I need a girl like you like a hole in my head
          D
I need a girl like you like a hole in my head
           G
Let's just say we will and then don't instead
G                                 G7 G
Wild goose chase wild good chase
                C7                               G  G7 G
You're going to take me girl on a wild goose chase
                D                       
You're going to take me girl on a wild goose chase
           G      
You better find somebody to take my place
Em             G            Em      G  
You took my imagination and stomped in  the ground
Em              G
Now I can only think about you
F                    D7
Chase the tracks you left around
G                               G7 G
Hole in my head hole in my head
         C7                                   G G7 G
I need a girl like you like a hole in my head
         D
I need a girl like you like a hole in my head
             G 
You make me feel so bad I wish I was dead

SOLO

Em           G
It must have knocked me crazy
Em           G
It must have hit me hard
Em          G
People must think I'm lazy
        F                  D7
Like my shuffle's short a playing card
G                                G7  G
Wild goose chase wild good chase
         C7                                 G  G7 G
I need a girl like you like a wild goose chase
         D
I need a girl like you like a wild goose chase
           G 



You better find somebody to take my place
C
Let the games begin
   G
Yea here I go again
        D
I don't see how I'm going to win
           G
I need you girl like a hole in my head

>From Jim Lauderdale  "Whisper"
BMG Records 1997
>From Buddy Miller "Your Love And Other Lies"
Hightone Records  1995
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)
Tinkie Tunes/Martha Road Music(ASCAP)

8038. Hole In My Pocket - Chords

Hole In My Pocket 
The Brothers Comatose

[Intro]
N.C.
What we gonna do, what we gonna do
What we gonna do when the money comes through
What we gonna say, what we gonna say
What we gonna say when the money goes away
 
[Verse 1]
G
There's a hole in my pocket where all my money goes
C
There's a hole in my pocket where all my money goes
C                            D
Money means problems and I got a lots of those
F    C                   G
Ooh ooh what am I gonna do
 
[Verse 2]
G
What's gonna happen on the first of the year
C
I said what's gonna happen on the first of the year
C                        D
The government money is gonna disappear
F    C                   G
Ooh ooh what am I gonna do
 
[Chorus]
G
What we gonna do, what we gonna do
G                                     F



What we gonna do when the money comes through
G
What we gonna say, what we gonna say
G             F           C           G
What we gonna say when the money goes away
 
[Instrumental]
G        F   C   G
G        F   C   G
 
[Verse 3]
G
There's a hole in my pocket (there's a hole in my pocket)
G
Where all my money goes (where all my money goes)
G
There's a hole in my pocket (there's a hole in my pocket)
G
Where all my money goes (where all my money goes)
G
I spent every penny (I spent every penny)
D                    F   C
Buying baby clothes, ooh ooh
 
 
[Chorus]
G
What we gonna do, what we gonna do
G                                     F
What we gonna do when the money comes through
G
What we gonna say, what we gonna say
G             F           C           G
What we gonna say when the money goes away
G             F           C           G
What we gonna say when the money goes away
G             F           C           G
What we gonna say when the money goes away

8039. Hole In My Pocket - Chords

Hole In My Pocket 
The Brothers Comatose

[Intro]
N.C.
What we gonna do, what we gonna do
What we gonna do when the money comes through
What we gonna say, what we gonna say
What we gonna say when the money goes away
 
[Verse 1]
G



There's a hole in my pocket where all my money goes
C
There's a hole in my pocket where all my money goes
C                            D
Money means problems and I got a lots of those
F    C                   G
Ooh ooh what am I gonna do
 
[Verse 2]
G
What's gonna happen on the first of the year
C
I said what's gonna happen on the first of the year
C                        D
The government money is gonna disappear
F    C                   G
Ooh ooh what am I gonna do
 
[Chorus]
G
What we gonna do, what we gonna do
G                                     F
What we gonna do when the money comes through
G
What we gonna say, what we gonna say
G             F           C           G
What we gonna say when the money goes away
 
[Instrumental]
G        F   C   G
G        F   C   G
 
[Verse 3]
G
There's a hole in my pocket (there's a hole in my pocket)
G
Where all my money goes (where all my money goes)
G
There's a hole in my pocket (there's a hole in my pocket)
G
Where all my money goes (where all my money goes)
G
I spent every penny (I spent every penny)
D                    F   C
Buying baby clothes, ooh ooh
 
 
[Chorus]
G
What we gonna do, what we gonna do
G                                     F
What we gonna do when the money comes through
G
What we gonna say, what we gonna say
G             F           C           G
What we gonna say when the money goes away
G             F           C           G



What we gonna say when the money goes away
G             F           C           G
What we gonna say when the money goes away

8040. Hole In The Ground

Hole In The Ground
Larry Cordle & Lonesome Standard Time

It's a dirty job but the money's clean
we breathe rock dust to make long green
Five generations have went down
In a hole in the gorund

Deep in a hill, dark as a tomb
Many men have met their doom
They know the risk but still go down
in a hole in the ground

Chorus: Hole in the ground, hole in the ground
Digging lik a mole in a hole in the ground
Sun's gonna shine when I get out
Out of this hole in the ground

A man does what he has to do
When the choices are so few
He has to grub a livin' out
Of a hole in the ground

Before I take my dyin' breath
Make sure when I go to rest
They put me anywhere but down
In another hole in the ground

Repeat Chorus

8041. Hole In The Wall

Alan Jackson - Hole In The Wall 

There's a hole in the wall
Where a nail used to be
A nail that held a picture of
The one that once held me
Now that wall's tellin' me
What I don't wanna hear
I'm tired of the word "fool"
Ringin' in my ears
Oh I guess a saner man



Would simply paint it
But I'm not sane and after all
It's my wall, ain't it
I've got this hammer in my hand
And when I'm through
There'll be a hole in that wall
Big enough to drive a truck through
When you lose the greatest love
You've ever had
A little hole in the wall
Is enough to drive you mad
Oh I guess a saner man
Would simply paint it
But I'm not sane and after all
It's my wall, ain't it
I've got this hammer in my hand
And when I'm through
There'll be a hole in that wall
Big enough to drive a truck through
Oh I've got this hammer in my hand
And when I'm through
There'll be a hole in that wall
Big enough to drive a truck through

8042. Holiday

Holiday
Hayseed Dixie - Holiday

Say, hey!
Hear the sound of the falling rain
Coming down like an armageddon flame (Hey!)
The shame
The ones who died without a name
Hear the dogs howling out of key
To a hymn called "Faith and Misery" (Hey!)
And bleed, the company that lost the war today
I beg to dream and differ from the hollow lies
This is the dawning of the rest of our lives
On holiday!
Hear the drum pounding out of time
Another protester has crossed the line (Hey!)
To find the money's on the other side
Can I get another amen? (Amen!)
There's a flag wrapped around a score of men (Hey!)
A gag, a plastic bag on a monument
I beg to dream and differ from the hollow lies
This is the dawning of the rest of our lives
On holiday!



8043. Holiday Woman - Chords

Holiday Woman
Written and recorded by Johnny Duncan
 
G7                          C
I wish your hair was not so long
                             F
I wish your eyes were not so blue
      Dm                    G7
Maybe nights wouldn't be so long
                         C
Baby when I held without you
 
G7                      C
I just love the way you smile
        C7             F
Reaches way down in my soul
                Dm                G7
But I wish your kisses weren't so wild
                              C
I wish you weren't so warm to hold
 
        D7    G7                 C
Holiday woman from the nighttime world (holiday woman)
        D7 G7            Am        G7      C
Holiday woman why must I love your kind of girl
 
 
I'd like to keep you all alone
                            F
Cause you've got sweet sexy legs
            Dm              G7
I'd like to have you for my own
                                C
Love your nights and share your days
 
G7                        C
But sometimes I wish that I
G7        C                 F
Had never known your tender touch
      Dm              G7
Maybe then I wouldn't miss
                        C
All your love I need so much
 
        D7    G7               C
Holiday woman from the scarlet world (holiday woman)
        D7 G7            Am        G7      C   F C
Holiday woman why must I love your kind of girl
        D7    G7                 C
Holiday woman you're a good time girl (holiday woman)
        D7 G7           Am       G7       C
Holiday woman won't you come and share my world



8044. Holidays In The Sun

Holidays In The Sun
Hayseed Dixie - Holidays In The Sun

A Cheap holiday in other peoples misery!
I don't wanna holiday in the sun
I wanna go to new Belsen
I wanna see some history
'Cause now i got a reasonable economy
Now I got a reason, now I got a reason
Now I got a reason and I'm still waiting
Now I got a reason
Now I got reason to be waiting
The Berlin Wall
Sensurround sound in a two inch wall
Well I was waiting for the communist call
I dared to ask for sunshine, and I got World War three
I'm looking over the wall and they're looking at me!
Now I got a reason, Now I got a reason
Now I got a reason and I'm still waiting
Now I got a reason
Now I got a reason to be waiting
The Berlin Wall
They're staring all night and
They're staring all day
I had no reason to be here at all
But now i gotta reason it's no real reason
And I'm waiting at Berlin Wall
I'm gonna go over the Berlin Wall
I don't understand this thing at all
I gonna go over and over the Berlin Wall
I'm gonna go over the Berlin Wall
I'm gonna go over the Berlin Wall
Claustrophobia there's too much paranoia
There's too many closets oh when will we fall?
And now I gotta reason
It's no real reason to be waiting
The Berlin Wall

8045. Hollow

Trampled by Turtles - Hollow

Little did we know, that the world was dying
That the birds outside, they never sing for us
Winter time is slow, and the pain she'll be crying
My blood runs cold, they never sing for us



Hollow, hollow I'm empty

Guess we'll go outside, and face the slaughter
Of a dead end life, and a world getting smaller
Shortly you'll be here, my little darling
All the birds can crow, and the winter doesn't matter

Hollow, hollow I'm empty

8046. Hollow Heart

Billy Strings 
Hollow Heart

You move around like running water
It seems like you might never settle down
Well, I spent a lifetime waiting for you
While you were runnin' 'round the town

You'll always have a place with me, Dear
A place inside this hollow heart of mine
But it's all right, my little darling
Ain't ready to just keep steppin' down the line

Well, I had a dream that I was dying
I was bleeding while the rain was pouring down
When you appeared inside my dream, Dear
You just left me lyin' on the ground

Won't come home and say you're sorry
You just come on in and crawl your ass in bed
But it's all right, my little darling
You're crawling over someone else, instead

Them pretty eyes are always roving
And I guess you never will be true
This love of ours is a disaster
But I keep holdin' on to you

Seasons come and go while waiting
And my hollow heart is empty all the time
But it's all right, my little Darling
And you'd rather just keep steppin' down the line
But it's all right, my little Darling
And you'd rather just keep steppin' down the line

8047. Hollywood Ending



Hollywood Ending - Nickel Creek 

Our story roars to life
A hundred miles from the county line
With the glowing horizon
Where our hero dreams of building
By the light of the star-studded hills
We'd all be happy to die on

Angels in her corner
Cables disappearing over
All of the disbelief that we've been suspending
Wishing away the winter
With three coins in a concrete river
Angels, deliver our Hollywood ending

She feels but cannot see
The desert for the mighty trees
Dreamed up by our fathers
Who watered without rain
As more and more heroes came
To feast on their own hunger

Angels in their corners
Cables disappearing over
All of the disbelief that we've been suspending
As summer buys out winter
With three coins from a concrete river
Angels deliver us our Hollywood ending
Our Hollywood ending

Now our hero spends her nights
Above the striving and the strife
Of the shimmering valley
And we've followed her until
We're on the same star-studded hill
With the same hole in our finale

Painted into a corner
Angels disappearing under
The weight of the disbelief that we've been suspending
Another year of summer
With nobody to hear us wonder
Who's gonna deliver us from our Hollywood ending now

Our Hollywood ending now
Our Hollywood ending now
Our Hollywood ending

8048. Holy Ghost Fire

Holy Ghost Fire
Larkin Poe - Holy Ghost Fire



[Verse 1]
Lost myself and I lost my soul
Thumb stuck out on the side of the road
Eye at the keyhole, no one's home
Who's gonna help me carry my load?

[Pre-Chorus]
All I got in my pocket: holes (Holes)
All I got on my back: bones (Bones)
Stick a fork in a socket, let's rock

[Chorus]
Burn
Burn, baby, burn with that holy ghost fire
From your fingers to your frets, gonna testify
Sing
Sing, baby, sing, let your sorrow pass by
Lift our voices with the smoke, risin' higher
Burn with that holy ghost fire

[Verse 2]
Stargaze child in a neon night
Burns so bright, can't see the light
Let it go, gotta close your eyes
The thunder rolls and lightin' strikes

[Pre-Chorus]
All I got in my pocket: holes (Holes)
All I got on my back: bones (Bones)
Stick a fork in a socket, let's rock

[Chorus]
Burn
Burn, baby, burn with that holy ghost fire
From your fingers to your frets, gonna testify
Sing
Sing, baby, sing, let your sorrow pass by
Lift our voices with the smoke, risin' higher
Burn with that holy ghost fire

8049. Holy Hymn - Chords

Holy Hymn 
The Honey Dewdrops
 
[Verse]
C         D            C        G
 When you walk in the wilderness
              C         D         C          G
 Through the valley of tears and hills of unrest
C        D               C        G
 Hear a bird sing their song with ease
    C         D       C           G



 I hope that holy hymn sets you free
 
 
C         D          C        G
Winds will pass thru the walls of time
C         D          C        G
Storms come and go with no rhythm or rhyme
C         D          C        G
May your ghost be allowed to roam
C         D          C        G
And a river of grace guide you safely home
 
[Chorus]
C        D       G           Em
When a light whispers to the mind
C        D       G           Em
Thru the wild night darkened skies
C        D       G           Em
Let it shine Let it shine
 
 
 
C         D          C        G
Clear a path to the highest peak
C         D          C        G
Like a stone sit still where the waters run deep
C         D          C        G
In the fields where fear may grow
C         D          C        G
May you find a peace in what you don't know
 
[Chorus]
C        D       G           Em
When a light whispers to the mind
C        D       G           Em
Thru the wild night darkened skies
C        D       G           Em
Let it shine Let it shine
 
 
C D G Em
C D C D C D C D
C D G Em
C D C G
 
 
 
C         D          C        G
When you walk in the wilderness
C         D          C        G
Through the valley of tears and hills of unrest
C         D          C        G
Hear a bird sing their song with ease
C         D          C        G
I hope that holy hymn sets you free
C         D          C        G
Oh may that holy hymn sets you free



 
C         D          C        G

8050. Holy Now - Chords

Kathy Mattea - Holy Now

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
             G
When I was a girl, each week
                    D
On Sunday, we would go to church
                  C
And pay attention to the priest
                      G
And he would read the holy word
 
                   G
And consecrate the holy bread
                   D
And everyone would kneel and bow
               C
Today the only difference is
              G
Everything is holy now
 
 
[Refrain]
        Em          D
Everything, everything
              C
Everything is holy now
 
 
[Riff]
G
 
 
[Verse 2]
              G
When I was in Sunday school
                D
We would learn about the time
                C
Moses split the sea in two
               G
Jesus made the water wine
 
               G
And I remember feeling sad



                    D
That miracles don't happen still
          C
But now I can't keep track
                      G
'Cause everything's a miracle
 
 
[Refrain]
        Em          D
Everything, Everything
               C
Everything's a miracle
 
 
[Bridge]
D    G               C
Wine   from water is not so small
                   F           C
But an even bigger magic trick
                    G
Is that anything is here at all
D  G                 C
So   the challenging thing becomes
                F          C
Not to look for miracles
                        D
But finding where there isn't one
 
 
[Verse 3]
                    G
When holy water was rare at best
                 D
It barely wet my fingertips
                  C
But now I have to hold my breath
                       G
Like I'm swimming in a sea of it
 
                G
I used to see a world half there
                     D
Heaven's second rate hand-me-down
                     C
But I walk it with a reverent air
                     G
'Cause everything is holy now
 
 
[Refrain]
        Em          D
Everything, everything
              C
Everything is holy now
 
 



[Instrumental]
G  D  C  G
G  D  C  G
 
 
[Bridge]
D     G               C
Read    a questioning child's face
                   F           C
And say it's not a testament
               G
That'd be very hard to say
D   G             C
See   another new morning come
                   F         C
And say it's not a sacrament
                   D
I tell you that it can't be done
 
 
[Verse 4]
                 G
This morning, outside I stood
                 D
And saw a little red-winged bird
              C
Shining like a burning bush
               G
Singing like a scripture verse
 
                   G
It made me want to bow my head
                D
I remember when church let out
                C
How things have changed since then
                     G
 Cause everything is holy now
 
                G
It used to be a world half-there
                     D
Heaven's second rate hand-me-down
                     C
But I walk it with a reverent air
                     G
'Cause everything is holy now
 
 
[Outro]
        Em          D
Everything, everything
              C
Everything is holy now
        Em          D
Everything, everything
              C



Everything is holy now
Em        D              C
Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah holy now
              C
Everything is holy now
C
Holy now
C
Ooohh

8051. Holy Well - Chords

Holy Well 
Tim O'Brien

[Chorus]
Am                  G     C
Let's go down to the holy well
  G             C
Down among the heather
 Am                    G     C
Hear the water make a gentle sound
      G                C
We'll heal our souls together
 
 
[Verse 1]
           Am                C
Where the water flows from a deeper place
   .    G               C
And it starts it's life anew
         Am             C
We'll plant our wishes there with love
  G                   C
Let our dreams come true
 
 
[Chorus]
Am                  G     C
Let's go down to the holy well
  G             C
Down among the heather
 Am                    G     C
Hear the water make a gentle sound
      G                C
We'll heal our souls together
 
 
[Verse 2]
        Am                C
We'll linger there for a quiet hour
        G                   C
By the grasses flowers and ferns



      Am                C
Just put your ear down to the ground
       G            C
Let simple thoughts return
 
 
[Verse 3]
   Am            C
It isn't all the far away
         G                C
Just a few steps from the road
     Am               C
But we can leave our burdens there
        G             C
We can lighten up our load
 
 
[Chorus]
Am                  G     C
Let's go down to the holy well
  G             C
Down among the heather
 Am                    G     C
Hear the water make a gentle sound
      G                C
We'll heal our souls together
 
 
[Verse 4]
  Am             C
Hand in hand and side by side
     G              C
And heart by loving heart
      Am                C
Sit quiet there in the misty shade
     G              C
And let the healing start
 
 
[Chorus]
Am                  G     C
Let's go down to the holy well
  G             C
Down among the heather
 Am                    G     C
Hear the water make a gentle sound
      G                C
We'll heal our souls together

8052. Home

Billy Strings 
Home



Alone for a while with myself
I feel so at home in the shade
Alone for the first time in my head
I feel so at ease there instead

Maybe I should leave my home
Maybe I could slip away

A home is a heartache, they tell me
Come in, leave your shoes at the door
The phone never rings quite on time here
The paint is a dried pool on the floor

Maybe I could finish this
Turn my back and walk away
Maybe I could slip away

At home there's a fire you've left burning
The frosted designs outline the pane
And the cold winter nights keep on turning
Stealing memories of sunshine and of rain

Maybe I could break this down
Turn around and face the day
Maybe I could slip away

Alone for a while with myself
I feel so at home in the shade
Alone for the first time in my head
I feel so at ease there instead

Maybe I should leave my home
Maybe I could slip away

8053. Home

Home
Davisson Brothers Band

All I ever wanted in life was to run the roads and chase the lights
We'²d drink and stay high as kites old back roads country nights
We'd dream about the city life leaving that old holler behind

We made our plans took to town left our roots there in the ground
Drifted out above our raisin'² got kicked around but we never caved
We made our way to where we were going
Did it our own way without ever knowing every mile and every road
And everywhere we'd go it'd bring us Home

There ain'²t a road can keep me from Home
It'²s in my heart and everywhere I roam
You can chisel it in stone



When it's time to lay down my bones
Take me Home

We chased the dream we bled it dry nothing funny about how time flies
You don'²t understand the sacrifice when it's too late to say goodbye
You told me boy you better go cause if don'²t you'll never know
I'²d trade the miles for one more night
You and me in that front porch light back Home

There ain't a road that can keep me from Home
It's in my heart and everywhere I roam
You can chisel it in stone
When it'²s time to lay down my bones

Take me Home
Take me Home
West Virginia country roads
The only place me and my brothers know
And when I die it'²s where I want to go
Ohh ohh take me Home

There ain't a road that can keep me from Home
It'²s in my heart and everywhere I roam
You can chisel it in stone
When it's time to lay down my bones
Take me Home

(There ain'²t a road that can keep me from Home)
(It's in my heart and everywhere I roam)
(You can chisel it in stone)
(When it'²s time to lay down my bones)
(Take me Home)

(There ain't a road that can keep me from Home)
(It's in my heart and everywhere I roam)
(You can chisel it in stone)
(When it'²s time to lay down my bones)
(Take me Home)

(There ain'²t a road that can keep me from Home)

8054. Home

Home
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Home still rocks my soul
Steals my dreams each night
I never thought I'd be turnin back
To a light that burns so bright

   I'm goin back where my heart still lives
   Back to my dear old friends



   When they reach out with welcome arms
   It'll be my journey's end

I still remember the night
We sang sweet country songs
We laughed at the good times, cried at the bad
And life just rolled along

8055. Home

Dierks Bentley - Home

West, on a plane bound west
I see her stretching out below
Land, blessed mother land
The place where I was born

Scars, yeah she's got her scars
Sometimes it starts to worry me
Cause lose, I don't wanna lose
Sight of who we are

From the mountains high
To the wave crashed coast
There's a way to find
Better days I know

It's been a long hard ride
Got a ways to go
But this is still the place
That we all call home

Free, nothing feels like free
Though it sometimes means we don't get along
Cause same, no we're not the same
But that's what makes us strong

From the mountains high
To the wave crashed coast
There's a way to find
Better days I know

It's been a long hard ride
Got a ways to go
But this is still the place
That we all call home

Brave, gotta call it brave
To chase that dream across the sea
Names, and they signed their names
For something they believed

Red, how the blood ran red



And we laid our dead in sacred ground
Just think, wonder what they think
If they could see us now

It's been a long hard ride
Got a ways to go
But this is still the place
That we all call home

It's been a long hard ride
And I won't lose hope
This is still the place
That we all call home

8056. Home

Home - The Grascals

Turn your head and look down the road
There's a story to be told of home
No one with more love to share
Mom and dad are waiting there, home

I was taught some long ago
To keep your eyes upon the goal, home
When you die, if you live right
You spend each and every night, home

No one with more love to share
I've got love who's waiting there, home
Now when we finish with this song
We'll back up and get along home

8057. Home

Emmylou Harris
Home

There is a place I was born
It is a place I've never seen
Don't even know where it is
Don't even know my name

Where is home, where is my home?
I'm searching far and wide

It's a bastard song
It is the feeling that everything's wrong
We are alive, we that have wings



We have devices can do anything, I say

Where is home, where is my home?
I hear my spirit cry

If you're out of transmission, way out on the road
If you're out of commission I can, give you the code
Darkness is coming and it's in your command
Time to be moving, time

There is a town I was born
Now there's a place I've got to call home

Where is home, where is my home?
I'm searching far and wide, oh yeah
Where is home, where is my home?
I hear my spirit cry
It's in the clear blue sky

8058. Home - Chords

Home

(Capo on 4)

Intro.: /(G)(D)/(Em)(C)/ x 2

(G) Lookin' out of my (D)window pane, (Em) tears mingling (C)with the rain
(G) I'm so lonesome, (D)I could cry just (Em)like old (C)Hank
(G) Staring down on the (D)city street, (Em) feeling empty and (C)incomplete
(G) There's a place I (D)need to be to (Em)fill my (C)tank

A (C)place I can go where I can be free where I can be happy and just --- be me

(G) Home, (D) where the (Em)warm winds blowing and the (C)rivers flowing a-(G)long (D)
Like a (Em)lazy bum in the (C)mid-day sun
And I've (G) gone (D) (Em)fishin' with my pole at the (C)fishin' hole
Where (C)I can lay down my heavy load, and (D)know that I am always welcome

Solo: /(G)Home (D)/(Em)(C)/

(G) I left home I was (D)17, (Em) I had a lot of am-(C)bitious dreams
(G) See a lot of those (D)dreams come true, I've (Em)had good (C)luck
(G) I'm not complaining (D)that's for sure, (Em) I got a lot to be (C)thankful for
(G)One of those things is the (D)magic door that (Em) opens (C)up
(C)Back to the time when I was a kid to the sound of the crickets and the Carry Dees
It's called (G) home (D) on the (Em)front porch swinging and (C)fern pots hanging
(G) Home (D) with the (Em)church bells ringing and (C)voices singing
(G) Old (D)songs that's (Em)in my mind like a (C)stitch in time
Where the (C)tea is sweet and the love's complete (D)for me, I wanna go

Solo: /(G) Home (D)/(Em)(C)/



(Am) I often think about (G)where I (D)have been
(Am)Where I am going and (C)lots a-(D)bout when I think about
(G) Home, (D) where the (Em)soul find comfort and the (C)heart find pleasure
(G) Home, (D) where the (Em)depths of love (C)is hard to measure
It's (G) home, (D) I (Em)hear you callin', I (C)hear you callin'
I'll (C)never be lost as long as I know there's a (D)place like that where I can go
Where (C)I can restore my weary soul on the (D)mountain slopes of the south "Blue Smoke"
Of (G)home, (D) (Em) (C) home sweet (G) (D) home (Em) (C)
(G) Home (D) (Em)back to the hills of the (C)Whip-poor-wills
(G) Home (D) with the (Em)fire flies blinking and the (C)night stars twinklin'
(G) Home, (D) honeysuckle vine and (Em)musky fine (C)wine at
(G) Home, (D) where the (Em)??? (C)???
(G) Home, (D) with (Em)family and friends and (C)joy that never end
(G) Home, (D) there's (Em)no place like (C)it, no place like it, (G)home

8059. Home - Chords

Home 
Pixie and The Partygrass Boys

[Intro]
D A E D A E
D A E D A E
 
D  A  E   D  A  E   D  A  E   D  A  E
Ho-o-ome, Ho-o-ome, Ho-o-ome, Ho-o-ome
 
E F# A E
E F# A E
 
[Verse]
         E                    F#
Before I met you I was a lost soul
  A                       E
A wanderer so far from my home
              E                  F#
my heart was broken my feet were sore
   A             E
I felt so very alone
 
         A                   E
But the mountains called my name
          A                F#
and they left me in your embrace
     A                                E
you shared with me with part of your home
          A               B
and now together we will roam
 
[Chorus]
                  D              A           E
When you call my name go on and call it out loud
                D                   A                     E



I can see your face in the darkest night in the thickest crowd
            D                A               E
your in my heart your in my head your in my soul
              D            A     E
and when I'm with you baby I am home
 
          D             A             E
yes I am home yes I am home yes I am home
          D             A             E
yes I am home yes I am home yes I am home
          D             A             E
yes I am home yes I am home yes I am home
          D             A             E
yes I am home yes I am home yes I am home
 
[Verse]
               E                     F#
Just like the river or a bottle of whiskey
        A                E
oh you wash my troubles away
               E                  F#
just like the mountains and the desert
   A                        E
I know that you're here to stay
       A                   E
but I know we both must wander
                A                      F#
this world's so big there's so much to see
       A                    E
and I know that my spirit won't faulter
         A                           B
because home is where you're next to me
 
[Chorus]
                 D              A           E
When you call my name go on and call it out loud
                D                   A                     E
I can see your face in the darkest night in the thickest crowd
            D                A               E
your in my heart your in my head your in my soul
              D        A         E
and when I'm with you baby I am home
 
          D             A             E
yes I am home yes I am home yes I am home
          D             A             E
yes I am home yes I am home yes I am home
          D             A             E
yes I am home yes I am home yes I am home
          D             A             E
yes I am home yes I am home yes I am home
 
[Solo]
[Verse]
E F# A E
E F# A E
A E A F#



A E A B
 
[Chorus]
D A E D A E
D A E D A E
D A E D A E
D A E D A E
 
                  D              A           E
When you call my name go on and call it out loud
                D                   A                     E
I can see your face in the darkest night in the thickest crowd
            D                A               E
your in my heart your in my head your in my soul
              D        A         E
and when I'm with you baby I am home
 
          D             A             E
yes I am home yes I am home yes I am home
          D             A             E
yes I am home yes I am home yes I am home
          D             A             E
yes I am home yes I am home yes I am home
          D             A             E
yes I am home yes I am home yes I am home
 
D  A  E   D  A  E   D  A  E   D  A  E
Ho-o-ome, Ho-o-ome, Ho-o-ome, Ho-o-ome

8060. Home Again - Chords

Home Again 
Horseshoes And Hand Grenades

[Intro]
D  G  D  G
D  G  D  G
D  G  D  G
D  G  D  G
 
[Verse 1]
D               G
Boy said to his father
             D                 G
Why are your hands as tough as wood?
              D                   G
He said I'm a one eyed man livin' in a blind land
         D                   G
Boy, you know they worked me good
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
   D   A        G



So why don'tcha get on home
G
Why don'tcha get on home
  D
Again
 
 
[Chorus]
              G
Tain't it the truth
     Em           Bm
That you can't go home again
                    G
But it travels with you
Em         G
Makes me a better man
 
 
[Instrumental]
D  G  D  G
D  G  D  G
 
 
[Verse 2]
  D               G
A boy said to his mother
            D                G
Why is your face so soft and warm?
                 D                   G
She said for the boys and girls in a hardcore world
         D                  G
Then she wrapped him in her arms
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
     D   A        G
Said why don'tcha get on home
G
Why don'tcha get on home
  D
Again
 
 
[Chorus]
              G
Tain't it the truth
     Em           Bm
That you can't go home again
                    G
But it travels with you
Em         G
Makes me a better man
 
 
[Instrumental]
D  G  D  G
D  G  D  G



 
 
[Verse 3]
  D               G
A boy said to his sister
           D                 G
If you get lost just call my name
                D                       G
She said that's what I'll do, then I'll wait for you
           D                 G
If you get lost, just do the same
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
   D   A        G
So why don't we get on home
G
Why don't we get on home
  D
Again
 
 
[Chorus]
              G
Tain't it the truth
     Em           Bm
That you can't go home again
                    G
But it travels with you
Em         G
Makes me a better man
 
 
[Instrumental]
D  G  D  G
D  G  D  G
D

8061. Home Again In My Heart - Chords

Home Again In My Heart
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

A
One in a million is a lonely town two hundred people 
 D
trying to keep me down I've taken all I can 
 A
I aint lookin' back small town boy in a back yard lot 
I can't make a livin' with the luck I've got 
 D A
I'm gonna leave it all I aint lookin' back
 F#m D A



FIRST CHORUS: That's the way I remember 
 F#m D E
seemed to me when I was young 
 A D 
but I can still see the leaves slowly fall to the ground 
 A D
and the snow on the trees as the winter comes down 
F#m Bm A D A 
still I go home a-gain in my heart

A
My father worked hard on the railroad tracks 
 D
37 years cut across his back he gave it all he had 
 A
for what he believed like every other kid that came 
before I grew up believing there was something more 
 D A
and I still believe I still believe
 F#m D A

LAST CHORUS: That's the way I remember 
 F#m D E
it seemed to me when I was young 
A D
but I can still see the lightning on a warm summer night 
 A D
and the rain on the window when I close my eyes 
 F#m Bm
I can still hear us laughing on the front porch 
 E A 
in the dark there are days when I know 
 D A
that I've traveled so far that I'll never find the road 
 D F#m Bm A D
leading back to the start still I go home a-gain 
 A F#m Bm A D A
in my heart still I go home a-gain in my heart 

in my heart in my heart

8062. Home And The Banjo - Chords

Home And The Banjo 
Wood & Wire

[Verse]
                            F                      C
I don't know where I should be, bluegrass has gone MP3
               Bb                                     F
Old Tommy went AC/DC, and I don't know where I should be
                                                             C



And I don't know where I can go, where they're going to have JD Crowe
               Bb                                   F
Playing on the radio, I just don't know where I can go
 
 
[Chorus]
           Bb                 C
I can't go home, I can't keep roaming
           Dm      C       Bb
Can't keep loaning my days away
                Am                 C
The old home is gone, everything I love
    Dm     C         Bb        C
Has turned the other way
 
 
[Verse]
                            F                             C
Well I don't where I should play, and I think it's pretty safe to say
                     Bb                                           F
That old sandbox has blown away, I just don't know where I should play
                                               C
Quite trying to connect, dust a record off and put it on the deck
                Bb                                  F
Kick back to my ways well said, and quite trying to connect
 
 
[Chorus]
           Bb                 C
I can't go home, I can't keep roaming
           Dm      C       Bb
Can't keep loaning my days away
                Am                 C
The old home is gone, everything I love
    Dm     C         Bb        C
Has turned the other way
 
 
[Verse]
             F                       C
Every crease unfolds, growing up and getting old
                     Bb                        F
Realizing everything I's told, as every crease unfolds
                                                                C
No matter where it goes from here, you bet your bottom buck I'm going to stear clear
                               Bb                                                F
They're going to build a phone right into your ear, no matter where it goes from here
 
 
[Chorus]
           Bb                 C
I can't go home, I can't keep roaming
           Dm      C        Bb
Can't keep loaning my years away
                Am                 C
The old home is gone, everything I love
    Dm     C         Bb        C       F



Has turned the other way

8063. Home Away From Home

Pokey LaFarge - Home Away from Home

Right across the Ohio River you can get your kicks
All the young people are doing it
Down on Bardstown Road we can get some girls
Just bring along your blues and make your money down here
Come on and see what I'm talking about
Forget what it means to be down and out
When we see you comin' we'll surely jump and shout
Yes, we'll have a regular, sure gonna have a regular
Good ole time down at the derby ball

Chorus:
Yes, we're gonna have a good time, it's true
Oh, you're gonna see
In that big little city down there in Louisville, what is that to me?
It's my home away from home
Come on and take a walk on down to memory lane
You ain't gonna find me down on 4th and Main
I'm following the ghost of Clifford Hayes
On down to Carpet Alley where his jug band played
Do the Nanny Goat Strut on down to Market Street
The trolley hop, sho' nuff, man that's the place to be
Sunset on the river is a sight to see
Watchin' the barges moving slowly
Just like a duck on a millpond

Chorus
Trust me from experience
Fun times, I've had a million
Whether falling love down in the Louisville summer
Or walking hand in hand through the Tyler Park tunnel
If life keeps throwing you backwards, man
You know you gotta come on down there to the southern land
Where there's a big little city where the bluegrass grows
It's got some small town charm just like the bourbon flows
You know the bourbon's gonna flow like wine
Chorus

8064. Home Away From Home

Brett Dennen - Home Away from Home 
Album: Let's 

Once I was a man with a chisel in my hand



Breaking up the rocks with the sun burning my neck
Then I was the sun throwing down the light of day
Thinking I was hot, but a cloud got in my face
So I became a cloud casting shadows, dark and gray
'Til a gust of wind came and blew my ass away
Then I was a wind, but I couldn't move the rocks
Like the chisel and the man who were bustin' in the blocks

Rocky mountain hook
Give myself a look
God, I wanna go
To my home away from home
Rocky mountain hook
Yellow sun below
Lord, I wanna go
To my home away from home

I can be what I wanna be
I can fade by the apple tree
Wanna do what I wanna do
Wastin' time with some point of view
I can be what I wanna be
Take me home and set me free
Wanna do what I wanna do
Remember me as I remember you

Once I was a man with a chisel in my hand
Breaking up the rocks with the sun burning my neck
Then I was the sun throwing down the light of day
Thinking I was hot, but a cloud got in my face
So I became a cloud casting shadows, dark and gray
'Til a gust of wind came and blew my ass away
Then I was a wind, but I couldn't move the rocks
Like the chisel and the man who were bustin' in the blocks

Rocky mountain hook
Yellow sun below
Lord, I wanna go...
To my home away from home
Rocky mountain hook
Yellow sun below
Lord, I wanna go...
To my home away from home

I can be what I wanna be
I can fade by the apple tree
Wanna do what I wanna do
Wastin' time with some point of view
I can be what I wanna be
Take me home and set me free
Wanna do what I wanna do
Remember me as I remember you

Home away from home
Home away from home
Lord, I wanna go...
To my home away from home



Home away from home
Home away from home
Lord, I wanna go...
To my home away from home

Lord, I wanna go...
To my home away from home...

8065. Home Away From Home - Chords

Home Away From Home
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Carl Belew and Van Givens

C
I spent too many sleepless nights alone
              G7
In unfamiliar rooms
And though I haven't reached the breakin' point  yet
                            C
I know that it could happen soon
I'm like a ship caught in a storm 
                              F
That's just about to break in two
                         G7
And I know there's not a home  away from home 
            C
We're goin' home to
        D7
There's not a home away from home 
                                     G7
There's just a place to lay the body down
    D7
And while the body's restin' my head sits up 
                     G7   
And keeps on looking round for you
     C
I've almost reached the point of no return 
                     G7
I can see the end in sight 
And if you planned to rescue me 
                    C
I know it better be denied
Cause if the sun comes into view 
                           F 
And I wake up and find you gone
                         G7
I know I'll never find a home  away from home
            C 
We're goin' home to
repeat last verse  Yeah if the sun ...



8066. Home By The Sea

Home By The Sea

There's a lonely cottage by the sea side
Where the water lillies through the shore
It was there I passed my happy childhood
With a loved one that's gone before

   Then give me back my dear old home
   That old home by the sea
   And I never will wander far away
   From my home my dear old cottage home
   Yodel

Many years have passed since there I wandered
But the old cottage has been forgot
And my heart in fancy oft returned
To that dear old familiar spot

Yes my heart is like the humming sea shell
That tells of its birth where ere it roams
I will sing of my cottage by the sea shore
Of my home my dear old cottage home

8067. Home Far Away

Home Far Away - Ralph Stanley

   Oh lord have mercy on this weary soul of mine
   May I walk in your light everyday
   And when I've crossed that deep silent river
   I'll be happy in that home far away

I wandered away from the straight and the narrow
Driftin' like a ship lost at sea
No lighthouse to guide my weary footsteps
Til Jesus answered my plea

The lights are bright no longer I'm blinded
From the bondage of sin I'm free
He lifted me up to join salvation
I'll live on eternally

8068. Home For Pete's Sake



Dolly Parton - Home For Pete's Sake 

I became a woman of the world cause I was fed up with the farm
And I thought pretty clothes and city lights
Running round both day and night could do no harm
A party girl I mixed for bout myself into a fix for running wild
So I wrote my dad and mom asked if I could come back home to have my child
I received the letter from the folks back home and they said things were fine
They went on to say that Pete the boy I broke up with was about to lose his mind
But I couldn't hardly read the rest the words were being bloted by my tears
I'm feelin' so ashamed he loved me then he feels the same he still cares
So I'm going home for Pete's sake it was I who broke his heart in the first place
If he'll try me one more time for then I've made up my mind
And in the morning I'm going home for Pete's sake
Yes for Pete's sake my baby's and mine

8069. Home For Sale - Chords

Home For Sale
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G             D7              G
Home for sale that's much too large 
               D7            G
Too many rooms big ole empty yard
         C                    G
Far more space than the owner needs 
               D7          G
Price includes all the memories
              D7            G
Home for sale restored like new 
             D7           G
Just a place two lives outgrew
            C                 G
A change in heart forces move away 
                   D7             G
Would like to keep but just can't stay
F                C                  G
Listen close and you might hear the sound
F                    C                G
Of what you think is rainfall leaking down
F           C                   G
The roof is fine set aside your fears 
Am                        D7
It's just a few remaining tears
G             D7           G
Home for sale not all that old 
                 D7              G
A family's dream stands dark and cold
       C                 G
Scenic views that go for free 
                D7           G
Of all the love that used to be
              D7              G



Home for sale that's much too large

8070. Home For The Holidays

Vince Gill - Home for the holidays
Composer: Robert Allen - Al Stillman

Oh, there's no place like home for the holidays,
'Cause no matter how far away you roam
When you pine for the sunshine of a friendly face
For the holidays, you can't beat home, sweet home.

I met a man who lives in Tennessee
And he was headin' for Pennsylvania
And some home made pumpkin pie
From Pennsylvania folks a travelin' down
To Dixie's sunny shore
From Atlantic to Pacific, gee
The traffic is terrific.

Oh, there's no place like home for the holidays,
'Cause no matter how far away you roam
If you want to be happy in a million ways
For the holidays, you can't beat home, sweet home.

Oh, there's no place like home for the holidays,
'Cause no matter how far away you roam
If you want to be happy in a million ways
For the holidays, you can't beat home, sweet home.

I met a man who lives in Tennessee
And he was headin' for Pennsylvania
And some home made pumpkin pie
From Pennsylvania folks a travelin' down
To Dixie's sunny shore
From Atlantic to Pacific, gee
The traffic is terrific.

Oh, there's no place like home for the holidays,
'Cause no matter how far away you roam
When you pine for the sunshine of a friendly face
For the holidays, you can't beat home, sweet home.

Sweet home, You can't beat home sweet home.

8071. Home From The Forest

Home From The Forest - Tony Rice



All the neon lights were flashin' and the icy wind did blow
The water seeped into his shoes and the drizzle turned to snow
His eyes were red his hopes were dead and the wine was runnin' low
Then the old man came home from the forest

His tears fell on the sidewalk as he stumbled in the street
A dozen faces stopped to stare but no one stopped to speak
For his castle was a hallway and a bottle his only friend
And the old man stumbled in from the forest

Up a dark and dingy staircase the old man made his way
His ragged coat around him as upon his cot he lay
And he wondered how it happened that he ended up this way
Gettin' lost like a fool in the forest

And as he lay there sleepin' a vision did appear
Upon his mantle shining the face of one so dear
Who'd loved him in the springtime of a long forgotten year
When the wildflowers did bloom in the forest

She touched his grizzled fingers and she called him by his name
And then he heard the joyful sound of children at their games
In an old house on a hillside in some forgotten town
Where the river runs down from the forest

With a mighty roar the big jets soar above the canyon streets
And the common con but life goes on for the city never sleeps
And to an old forgotten soldier the dawn will come no more
For the old man has come home from the forest

8072. Home In San Antone - Chords

Home In San Antone
Recorded by Bob Wills & His Texas Playboys
Words and music by Floyd Jenkins (aka Fred Rose)

CAPO: 3RD FRET KEY: F PLAY: D
[D] Haven't got a wor-[D7] ry, [G] haven't got a care
[D] Haven't got a thing to call my [A] own
[D] Though I'm out of mon-[D7] ey, [G] I'm a millionaire
[D] I still have my [A] home in San An-[D] tone. ...[D7]

[G] When I greet my neighbors with a [Gm] hi ya-[G] all
[D] I'm wealthy as a king upon a [A] throne
[D] You can have your man-[D7] sion, [G] or your cottage small
[D] I'll just take my [A] home in San An-[D] tone.

Travelled o'er the country, on my merry way
Been in crowds and felt I was alone
When I feel like braggin', I just up and say
I'm a native son of San Antone.

There's a sweet somebody by the Alamo



Someday she's gonna be my very own
And we'll buy a highchair in a year or so
For our little Home In San Antone

8073. Home In San Antonio

Home In San Antonio
Quebe Sisters Band 

Haven't got a worry
Haven't got a care
I haven't got a thing to call my own
Though i'm out of money
I'm a millionaire

I still have my home in san antone
When i greet my neighbor with a "hi y'all"
I'm wealthy as a king upon a throne
You can have your mansion or your cottage small
I'll just take my home in san antone

Traveling around the country
On my merry way
I've been to crowds and felt i was alone
But when i feel like braggin
I just up and say
I'm a native son of san antone

There's a sweet somebody by the alamo
Someday she's going to be my very own
And we'll buy a high chair in a year or so
For our little home in san antone

8074. Home In Tennessee

Home In Tennessee

   Oh yes I'm going back to my home in Tennessee
   Back to the girl that's waiting in the cotton fields to see
   There's a mother and a dad that's waiting patiently
   And the place I'm longing for tonight's my home in Tennessee

I'll sail the skies in airplane to a place called Bunkers Hill
I'll drop from the clouds in a parachute and oh boys what a thrill
My song shall fall in no mans land and I'm in the great prairie
But the place I'm longing for tonight's my home in Tennessee

I've been to Frisco's Golden Gate also Bangor, Maine
I've been to the Rocky Mountains and back down again



And up to old New York saw the Statue of Liberty
But the place I'm longing for tonight's my home in Tennessee

8075. Home In Your Heart

Home In Your Heart
Elephant Revival

Falling down,
Spin me  round.
No one said this would be easy now,
But you've gotta keep moving somehow.

Drifting  round,
Cold river bound.
Someone said to me one day,
 Head on down to the waters and stay awhile. 

Go down to the soul of the river,
Go where love found you there,
Feel deep down them goosebumps and shivers,
Go where the mouth of the river runs wide.

And don't push that river,
let the river move you along.
There's Home in your heart when there's heart in your home.
Don't force nothing, and something will come around,
Light as a feather when you're homeward bound.

You said it's sown, from the smoke how it rose,
You dance along, all your words turn to prose,
but you're not bow no shameful regret,
You set your sails and move full speed ahead.

Don't push that river,
Let the river move you along.
There's Home in your heart when there's heart in your home.
Don't force nothing and something will come around,
Light as a feather when you're homeward bound,
Light as a feather when you're home.

Falling down,
Spin me  round.
No one said this would be easy now,
But you've gotta keep moving somehow.

Don't push that river,
Let the river move you along.
There's Home in your heart when there's heart in your home.
Don't force nothing and something will come around,
Light as a feather when you're homeward bound,
Light as a feather when you're home.



8076. Home Is Where A Kid Grows Up - Chords

Home Is Where A Kid Grows Up 
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
G                  C           G
It may be down the south in Alabama
                D7                   G
Or maybe just a little old one horse town
                   C                    G
It could be on the back streets of Chicago
                      D7                       G
But if it's home it's still the greatest place around

                                 
Home's where a kid grows up 
    C                  G
And spends his younger days

Home is where I long to be 
   C              D7
No matter how far away

G                   C                      G
There may be an old sweetheart still there waiting
                   D7                  G
Can't tell I might even find a few old friends
                  C                 G
I know my mom and dad would like to see me
                           D7           G
And know I want so much to go back home again

 repeat #2,1

8077. Home Is Where I'll Ever Be

Home Is Where I'll Ever Be
Hit & Run Bluegrass

Butter on my bread, sugar in my tea
Supper in the evening, I'm happy as can be
Coffee in the morning and lunch about mid-day
Cooking in the kitchen, lord, for I've come home to stay

Chorus
Homes is where I'll ever be, I'll ramble round no more
Hung my pack up on a hook and closed the open door
threw away my walking shoes and cane so happily
For now that I've returned again, home is where I'll ever be



Whiskey when I'm thirsty, water when I'm dry
Cold beer when I'm hard up: it's still gonna get me by
I'll work hard in the day time and sleep a bit at night
Go to church on Sunday, Heaven's gate is in side

Chorus

Now I'm through with walking, I've got some brand new shoes
keep 'em shined up every day so I won't get the blues
I'll ramble 'round no more because the road is not my home
Happy now to stick around, I feel no urge to roam

Chorus

8078. Home Is Where The Heart Is

Home Is Where the Heart Is
David Grisman

Nestling in the pine trees in the mountains
Down along the road I love it still
There I know my dear old mother's waiting
Waiting and I know she always will

Home is where the heart is they tell me
Many, many try to travel that lonesome road
They'll never find a pal as true as mother
They'll never find a place as sweet as home

Now many years ago I left my old home
Started out out to ramble all around
If ever I return to where I came from
I'll build a little home and settle down

Home is where the heart is they tell me
Many, many try to travel that lonesome road
They'll never find a pal as true as mother
They'll never find a place as sweet as home

Home is where the heart is they tell me
Many, many try to travel that lonesome road
They'll never find a pal as true as mother
They'll never find a place as sweet as home

8079. Home Is Where The Hurt Is

Dierks Bentley - Home is where the hurt is



Called you up about an hour ago
No one answered guess you weren't home
Since you left I've had a lot of time to think

Been a month of Mondays since I took a drink
Poured what I had stashed down the kitchen sink
Bein angry it ain't no way to live
Takin more than I'll ever give
I only wish this pain would go away

Cause home is where the hurt is
Still tryin to find myself
Stuck here in the middle of lonesome
Wishin I was somewhere else
And this achin heart wasn't filled with bitterness
So alone
Cause home is where the hurt is

Silence he ain't a stranger now
I've come to know him well somehow
Too often dreams echo with the shadows

All I know is I need a friend
Waitin on the bitter end
Bein angry ain't no way to be
Can you believe what's become of me
And all I want is to feel your skin again

Home, Home
Home is where the hurt is
I'm so alone
Home is where the hurt is
The heart is gone
Home is where the hurt is

8080. Home Is Where The Hurt Is

Dolly Parton - Home Is Where The Hurt Is 
Writers Marge Barton, Johnny  McRae

We're well known in every honky tonk in town
Not a night goes by that we don't make the rounds
People wonder why we choose to live this way
Why don't they ever stay at home I hear them say
But home is where the hurt is cause love doesn't live there anymore
Home is where the hurt is that's why we don't stay at home much anymore
What was once our happy home has come to be
A place to fuss and fight and disagree
Our lonely house with wall to all regret
And these bright lights somehow help us to forget
Cause home is where the hurt is...
That's why we don't stay at home much anymore



8081. Home Is Where The Road Goes - Chords

Home Is Where The Road Goes 
Wild Ponies

[Intro]
Am   C   Am   C
 
[Verse 1]
 Am                           F
Colorado mountains rise like waves against the beaches
        C            G
Of the West Kansas plains
 F        G
October blooms
   Am                           F
I look at you and see you are looking out the window
    C                    G
At lines that mark the rains
     F         G
And here with you
 
 
[Chorus]
 F  C     G     Am                      F
Moving through looking ahead into the rearview
    C     G
Moving through
                   Am
Home is where the road goes
 
C   Am   C
 
 
[Verse 2]
     Am                    F
The lady on the radio goes on and on about finding
 C                       G
Love without losing yourself
 F       G
Here we are
  Am                             F
Virginia is for lovers and the south will rise again
 C                           G
T-shirts on the truck stop shelf
 F          G
Gas up the car
 
 
[Chorus]
 F  C     G     Am                      F
Moving through looking ahead into the rearview
    C     G



Moving through
                   Am
Home is where the road goes
 
 
[Instrumental]
F   G   C   Am
F   G
 
 
[Verse 3]
 Am
Snowflakes in the headlights
          F
Makes me feel a little stoned
          C               G
Leaving tracks along the way
 F         G
Empty and cold
 F
Put your warm hand on my knee
     C                      F            G
And look at me and tell me all will be okay
 F       G
This is home
 F       G
This is home
 
 
[Chorus]
 F  C     G     Am                      F
Moving through looking ahead into the rearview
    C     G
Moving through
                   Am        C
Home is where the road goes
                   Am        C
Home is where the road goes
 
Am

8082. Home Is Wherever You Are

Ricky Skaggs - Home Is Wherever You Are

I've traveled every highway
Down every dusty road
Beneath the silver moonlight
I counted every star that shone.

I've seen all special places
Everybody wants to see
But there's no magic in the place dear



If you're not there with me.

Home is wherever you are
Home is here in your arms
With you love is safe and warm
Home is wherever you are.

I've sung most every love song
Even wrote some of my own
I was born to be a dreamer
And played this guitar till I'm gone.

But of all that I'm still learning
One thing I know is true
If home is where your heart is
Then my home's here with you.

Home is wherever you are
Home is here in your arms
With you love is safe and warm
Home is wherever you are.

Home is wherever you are
Home is here in your arms
With you love is safe and warm
Home is wherever you are.

8083. Home On The Range

Home on the Range
Nickel Creek

Oh give me a home where the buffalo roam
Where the deer and the antelope play
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word
And the skies are not cloudy all day

Home, home on the range
Where the deer and the antelope play
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word
And the skies are not cloudy all day

Oh give me a land where the bright diamond sand
Flows leisurely down the stream
Where the graceful white swan goes gliding along
Like a maid in a heavenly dream

Home, home on the range
Where the deer and the antelope play
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word
And the skies are not cloudy all day
Oh often at night, when the heavens are bright



Have I stood there amazed and asked as I gazed
From the light of the glittering stars
If their glory exceeds that of ours

Home, home on the range
Where the deer and the antelope play
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word
And the skies are not cloudy all day

8084. Home Remedy - Chords

Home Remedy 
Adrienne Young

A E D E
A E F#m E
 
A           E      D                 E
It's a home remedy when you put your arms around me
A          E              D      E
I know the working day is through
A                E       D            E
You're the right recipe never failing to astound me
A    E                D   E
Time proven tried and true
 
F#m     A        F#m     A
Passion flowers, love in bloom
F#m    A    D                E
Solar power lighting up the room
D                 A        F#m           A
You're a soulful feeling, and my natural high
D           A              E                D  E
A touch of healing in the night, feels so right
 
A           E      D                 E
Like a home remedy when you put your arms around me
A          E              D      E
I know the working day is through
A                E       D            E
You're the right recipe never failing to astound me
A    E                D   E
Time proven tried and true
  
F#m              A        F#m        A
You brought your laughter, I gave my trust
F#m            A             D               E
You showed me patience and a healthy dose of lust
D          A      F#m            A
Can't advertise it, can't box it up
D          A                 D            E
But I have tried it and I'll never get enough of the
F#m        A       D     E



Things we say without a sound
D           A       E          A  E
The way you turn my world around
 
A           E      D                 E
It's a home remedy when you put your arms around me
A        E                D   E
This old world is shining new
A                 E      D                E
You're the right recipe, never failing to astound me
A    E                D   E
Time proven tried and true
  
A           E      D                 E
Like a home remedy, oh baby put your arms around me
                A     E               D  E
(Sweet mystery) time proven tried and true
 A           E      A              E    D  A
Like a home remedy, you're my home remedy
E         A                 E      A
Tried and true, like a home remedy

8085. Home Run Man

Home Run Man 
Bill Emerson
 
CHORUS: 
Two strikes against me, before I even start 
I swung twice but I missed, I'm gonna win your heart 
You're doin' all the pitchin' 
And the game is in your hands
I'm gonna make a home run, clear the fences if I can 
 
I've been sittin' on the sidelines 
In your crazy game of love
And the curves you have thrown me, just won't fit my glove 
You're a big league pitcher, when you take your stand 
But there's just one thing you should know 
I'm a home run man 

You lead the league in broken hearts 
A prize you love to claim, 
But there's, lots of good old boys 
Who've tried to change your name 
I've been chose to pinch hit, you're gonna understand 
And in this crazy game of love, I'm a home run man



8086. Home So Fine - Chords

Home So Fine
Written and recorded by Earl Thomas Conley

G                    Em
Home so fine a green mountain climb
  C                  D7
A lot of things have changed with time
      G
Since you were mine
                                 Em 
Them pretty little shacks on the mountain's back
     C                      D7
They laid 'em down and they put 'em in a stack
             G
It seemed so unkind
                              Em
There was a country road that I loved so
      C                     D7  
Where me and my folks would come and go
            G
Through the balance of time
                             Em
Had a covered bridge on that old road
     C                             D7 
They tore 'em both down cause they couldn't hold a load
       G 
Of ten thousand pounds
Em               D7           C                G  
Home so fine you were mine at least till I was grown
                       Em
It just goes to show a man don't know
  D7                   G
A good thing till it's gone
                               Em
There was a water hole where I used to go
    C                     D7
And dream all day with my fishing pole
      G 
And a pin hook line
                   Em
And then one day a new highway
C                               D7
Came through the valley now the water won't lay
       G
A foot deep at a time
Em               D7           C                G  
Home so fine you were mine at least till I was grown
                       Em
It just goes to show a man don't know
  D7                   G
A good thing till it's gone



8087. Home Sweet Home

Home Sweet Home
John Howard Payne and Henry Rowley Bishop

Mid pleasures and palaces though may roam
Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home

charm from the sky seems to hallow us there
Which, seek thro' the world, is never met with elsewhere.

Chorus:
Home Home Sweet, sweet home
There's no place like home
There's no place like home.

An exile from home, splendor dazzles in vain
Oh, give me my lowly thatched cottage again
The birds singing gaily, that come at my call
Give me them, with that peace of mind, dearer than all

To thee , I'Il return, overburdened with care
The heart's dearest solace will smile on me there
No more from that cottage again will roam
Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home

8088. Home Sweet Home

Emmylou Harris
Home Sweet Home

[Verse]
I live out here in the wind and the pouring rain
Somewhere between 14th Avenue and Main
In the summer heat, winter's freezing snow
You see I got nowhere else to go

[Chorus]
Got no home sweet home
Into this world, some are bound to roam
And it's a long hard road we've known
On the way to home sweet home

[Verse]
People pass by, they don't see me here
And if they do, they wish I would disappear
I guess they know way down deep in their bones
It could be them out there looking for a home

[Chorus]
For a home sweet home
Into this world, some are bound to roam
And it's a long hard road we've known



On the way to home sweet home

[Verse]
Oh to have a place to lay my head
A crumb or two for my daily bread
Perhaps someday a kind soul will come along
Help me to find my way back where I belong
[Chorus]
Back to a home sweet home
Into this world, some are bound to roam
And it's a long hard road we've known
On the way to home sweet home

[Outro]
Sweet home
All God's children lookin' for a home
And it's a long hard road we've known
All the way to home sweet home

8089. Home Sweet Home - Chords

Home Sweet Home
Recorded by David Houston
Written by Billy Sherrill and Larry Butler
 
G                           D7
Woke up this morning with a smile
                             G
And watched her sleeping for awhile
    
And I thank the Lord above me
C
For sending her to love me
A7
Deep in this heart of mine
                    D7
I have to thank Him one more time
      G                       D7
Cause in the bedroom down the hall
                        B7
I hear our newborn baby call
E7                    Am
And then I rediscover how much I really love her
           D7              G
And I'm so thankful for it all
 
     B7    C
Home sweet home 
          G            E7             A7
Makes you wonder why a man would ever roam
D7                      G    B7    C   A7
When he's got himself a home sweet home
G    D7    G



Home sweet home
 
                          D7
I hate to leave her every day
                          G
She seems a million miles away
 
And my heart would keep on hurtin'
C
But there's one thing for certain
A7
Our love will keep on growing
                 D7
And I'll make it home just knowing
G                            D7
I'll find her waiting at the door
                              B7
And she'll be in my arms once more
E7                         Am
Once again I'll rediscover how much I really love her
             D7         G
Just like so many times before
 
              B7    C
Then I'm home sweet home
          G            E7             A7
Makes you wonder why a man would ever roam
D7                      G    B7    C    A7
When he's got himself a home sweet home sweet
G    D7    C   G
Home sweet home

8090. Home Sweet Home Revisited

Home Sweet Home Revisited

The ol' home town is sure in trouble
It's looks like it must have doubled
It's city-size since I been gone
The papers all are full of killing
Two million people willing
To die for something they've never known
The city streets of drunks junk and stone
A heaven made in hell they call their home

Now it's gone like the life of a child
When it turn its back on your mind
Tommorrow has no home sweet home
Look what they've done to mine
It's just faded into time

Grandfather's watch he gave me
Is just another memory



I have kept the way it always was
And ever since he died, it just wont run
I always knew I was his favorite one

* Refrain

And that old house we used to live in
The root is falling in
Like every other one along the Hook
It took 20 years to pay and 10 to rot
That's says it's all just a better off forgot

* Refrain

8091. Home To Houston

Steve Earle - Home to Houston

[Verse 1]
When I pulled out of Basra, they all wished me luck
Just like they always did before
With a bulletproof screen on the hood of my truck
And a Bradley on my back door
I wound her up and I shifted down
I offered this prayer to my Lord

[Chorus]
I said, "God, get me back home to Houston alive
And I won't drive a truck anymore"

[Verse 2]
Yes, early in morning, I'm rolling fast
I'm hauling nine thousand gallons of high-test gas
Sergeant on the radio hollering at me
Said, "Look out up ahead here come a R P G"

[Chorus]
If I ever get home to Houston alive
Then I won't drive a truck anymore

[Verse 3]
Well, I've driven the big rigs for all of my life
And my radio handle's strain
Down steep mountain roads on the darkest of nights
I had ice water in my veins
And I come over here because I just didn't care
Now I'm older and wiser by far

[Chorus]
If I ever get home to Houston alive
I won't drive a truck anymore

[Verse 4]



Yeah, great God Almighty, what was wrong with me?
I know the money's good, but buddy, can't you see?
You can't take it with you and ain't no lie
I don't want to let them get me, I'm too young to die

8092. Home To Houston - Chords

Home To Houston
Steve Earl - Home To Houston

Capo on 1st 

(Little Intro)
D-G-D-A-D

D                    G          D 
When I pulled out of Basra they all wished me luck 
                      A         D   A
Just like they always did before 
       D           G             D    
With a bulletproof screen on the hood of my truck 
                 A       D
And a Bradley on my back door 
      G         A      D           G
And I wound her up and shifted her down 
                   A            D  A     
And I offered this prayer to my lord 
        D          G            D
I said  God get me back home to Houston alive 
                    A        D
and I won't drive a truck anymore  
G
Early in the mornin' and I'm rollin' fast 
Haulin' nine thousand gallons of high test gas 
Sergeant on the radio hollerin' at me 
E                             A
Look out up ahead here come a R.P.G. 
D         G           D                    
If I ever get home to Houston alive 
                     A        D
Then I won't drive a truck anymore 

(Just repeat the above chord changes for the rest of the song)

I've driven the big rigs for all of my life 
And my radio handle's  Train  
Down steep mountain roads on the darkest of nights 
I had ice water in my veins 
And I come over here  cause I just didn't care 
Now I'm older and wiser by far 
If I ever get home to Houston alive 
Then I won't drive a truck anymore 
G



Great God A'mighty what was wrong with me 
I know the money's good but buddy can't you see 
You can't take it with you and that ain't no lie 
E                                    A
I don't wanna let  em get me I'm too young to die 
D         G           D
If I ever get home to Houston alive 
                     A        D
Then I won't drive a truck anymore

8093. Home To Texas - Chords

Home To Texas
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by David Hurd
 
C
You can keep the house and the money honey both cars
 
Now you're free to spend your nights
   Dm                G7
In all your favorite bars
C                       F                    Fm
I'm no longer angry I'm just telling you the facts
C             A7         D7       G7    C
I ain't going crazy baby I'm just going back
 
        F                    C
Home to Texas like a rolling stone
                                 Dm              G7
I found out the hard way that my house is not my home
        F                             C
Back to Texas and the other life I've known
        G7                C
Back in Texas I was never alone
 
 
I've spent six years trying to live up to your dreams
                               Dm            G7
Trying to keep you happy there way beyond my means
    C                         F               Fm
The party is finally over and all my bags are packed
     C                  A7
I'll leave you with the things you love
D7        G7        C
Right now I'm going back
 
        F                    C
Home to Texas like a rolling stone
                               Dm                   G7
Someone else can take my place here in the twilight zone
        F                             C
Back to Texas and the other life I've known



        G7                C
Back in Texas I was never alone
 
 
There's 4.2 million people in these cities by the bay 
                             Dm            G7
Just one fool too many every minute that I stay
C                              F               Fm
That's why I'm going somewhere I don't have to act
C             A7                    D7      G7    C
Like somebody I can't be and that's why I'm going back
 
        F                    C
Home to Texas like a rolling stone
                              Dm            G7
Right back to Texicallie I'll do much party bowl
        F                             C
Back to Texas and the other life I've known
        G7                C
Back in Texas I was never alone
           G7                C
No back in Texas I was never alone

8094. Home To You

Home To You - Peter Rowan

It's tired and I'm getting late
I try to speak, but I can't relate
The DJ says I need my rest
But like a storm lost bird, I can't find my nest.
I've got to get home to you
Home to you, home to you
The stranger smokes smiles and wants to speak
And says do you remember the corner on Beacon Street
And the glimpse of life that I have seen
Fading faintly in my dreams
I've got to get home to you
Home to you home to you
I'm lying on my bed and I can't sleep
I've been on the road about three weeks
She says, "You're not smiling, you must be sad
Yes, this lonesomeness is the worst I've had
I've got to get home to you
Home to you home to you
The truth, The lies, And the alibis
Every day we do and die
But the path was lost in the falling snow
As we danced our days out here below.
I've got to get home to you
Home to you home to you



8095. Home Town

Home Town

When I was young I couldn't see
How much the old town had meant to me
But it's too late to mourn and cry
As long as I live this old town will never die

It ain't fair in our home town
When people tear our buildings down
This old town won't be the same
Seems as tho it's an awful shame

The family church house is torn down too
And we've all been wondering what will we do
To find another would be kind of hard
But we will all cherish pleasant memories serving God

8096. Homecoming

Rhonda Vincent
Homecoming

There'll be a homecoming some morning
When Jesus calls us away
I'll see mother and daddy
Lord I am ready
For Heaven's homecoming day

Precious ones have gone on before
our Lord waits for no man
Salvation will gain us
a ticket to see them
and a place in God's final plan

There'll be a homecoming some morning
When Jesus calls us away
I'll see mother and daddy
Lord I am ready
For Heaven's homecoming day

He will come like a theif in the night
To take us to Heaven on high
There we'll gather once more
With those we adore
In a place where we never shall die

There'll be a homecoming some morning



When Jesus calls us away
I'll see mother and daddy
Lord I am ready
For Heaven's homecoming day
(key change)
There'll be a homecoming some morning
When Jesus calls us away
I'll see mother and daddy
Lord I am ready
For Heaven's homecoming day

8097. Homecoming

Rhonda Vincent
Homecoming

There'll be a homecoming some morning
When Jesus calls us away
I'll see mother and daddy
Lord I am ready
For Heaven's homecoming day

Precious ones have gone on before
our Lord waits for no man
Salvation will gain us
a ticket to see them
and a place in God's final plan

There'll be a homecoming some morning
When Jesus calls us away
I'll see mother and daddy
Lord I am ready
For Heaven's homecoming day

He will come like a theif in the night
To take us to Heaven on high
There we'll gather once more
With those we adore
In a place where we never shall die

There'll be a homecoming some morning
When Jesus calls us away
I'll see mother and daddy
Lord I am ready
For Heaven's homecoming day
(key change)
There'll be a homecoming some morning
When Jesus calls us away
I'll see mother and daddy
Lord I am ready
For Heaven's homecoming day



8098. Homecoming '63

Keith Whitley - Homecoming '63

Homecoming '63
I was so proud you went with me
Everyone turned their head when we walked in
They said look at that perfect pair
As you blushed from all their stares
And my chest swelled up with pride 
Grinning from ear to ear inside
An hour full of dance and fun
An hour later and I gunned 
My '57 off to heaven
Backseat lovin', girl, you were somethin'

Homecoming '63
You hit home with the love you gave to me
You turned me on to ecstasy
Homecoming '63

What a night that was for us
I remember plain as day, the touch
I felt when I felt your love melt in my arms
And that old and pleated backseat bed
I pleaded with you and instead
Of the usual no, you said yes, you let go

Homecoming '63
You hit home with the love you gave to me
You turned me on to ecstasy
Homecoming '63

Homecoming '63

8099. Homecoming '63 - Chords

Keith Whitley - Homecoming '63

INTRO: G D C D
   G
Homecoming 63
           D
I was so proud you went with me
       C                                        D
Everyone turned their head, when we walked in.
            G
They said look at that perfect pair,
        D



As you blushed from all their stares.
          C
And my chest swelled up with pride,
        D
Grinning from ear to ear inside.

Faster
        G
An hour full of dance & fun,
    D
An hour later and I got
   C
My 57, off to heaven,
  D
Back seat lovin,Girl you were something.

Chorus
  G                   D
Homecoming 63
                    C                                     D
You were home, with the love you gave to me
                G            D
Turn me on, to ecstasy.
C                                     G D C D
Homecoming 63

    G
What a night that was for us,
     D
I remember plain as day the touch,
    C                               D
I felt when I let,   your love, melt in my arms.
                G                                           D
And that old beated back seat bed,  I pleaded with you and instead,
    C                                   D          
You chose,  no use,  and yes, you let go.          Chorus

8100. Homecoming '63 - Chords

Keith Whitley - Homecoming '63
Capo 3

INTRO: D Bm G  A 
D
Homecoming 63
           Bm
I was so proud you went with me
G                            
Everyone turned their head
A 
When we walked in
           D
They said look at that perfect pair



   Bm
As you blushed from all their stares
    G
And my chest swelled up with pride
 A
Grinnin' from ear to ear inside

    D
An hour full of dance and fun
    Bm
An hour later and I gunned
   G
My 57, off to heaven
  A
Back seat lovin' girl you were something

Chorus:
 D
Homecoming 63
         Bm         
You hit home with the love you gave to me
        G            
Turn me on to ecstasy
A  G        D
Homecoming 63

D
What a night that was for us
     Bm
I remember plain as day the touch
G                         A
I felt when I felt, your love
A
Melt in my arms
          D                   
In that Rolled and pleated back seat bed
    Bm
I pleaded with you and instead
         G                  A
Of your usual no, you said yes you let go

Chorus:

D          A  D
Homecoming 63

8101. Homecoming - Chords

Homecoming
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Carl Jackson

C                 Dm     C    F



There'll be a homecoming some morning
C          D7       G7
When Jesus calls us away
         F                C         F
I'll see mother and daddy Lord I am ready
    C        G7         C
For heaven's homecoming day

         G7        F       C
Precious ones have gone on before
    G7   F            C
Our Lord waits for no man
F                        C         Am
Salvation will gain us a ticket to see them
      C        G7          F  C
And a place in God's final plan

Repeat #1

        G7          F            C
He will come like a thief in the night
   G7         F         C
To take us to heaven on high 
      F                      C             Am
There we'll gather once more with those we adore
     C             G7          F C
In a land where we never shall die

Repeat #1 x2

8102. Homecoming In Heaven - Chords

Homecoming in Heaven                
recorded by George Jones
written by Willie Nelson, Paul Buskirk, Walt Breeland, Claude Gray

C                          F              C
My years have been many my loved ones are gone
                           G7
And I miss them more every day
    C                     F        C
I'm ready to move to that heavenly home
                    G7        C
And I yearn for the day I can say
 
          G7                        F             C
Take this ring from my finger these shoes from my feet
     G7                  C         G7
Take all of my worldly possessions away
     C                   F           C
Just leave me my Bible a date I must keep
                   G7         C
It's homecoming in heaven for me



 
                              F             C
I'll kiss my old mother shake hands with my dad
                              G7
I know they'll remember their boy
      C                   F          C
We'll all be so happy and I'll be so glad
                   G7        C
As our cup runneth over with joy
 
Repeat #2

8103. Homecoming Party - Chords

Homecoming Party 
Old Crow Medicine Show

C
Leave my suitcase by the car I'll bring it in in the mornin'
G                    C               F
Stack my guitar case just inside the door
Dm
Pet the dog too tired to wag his tail
                                    G
Check the mail and walk on down the hallway
                          C
I've got to fix these old floor boards
                   G               Am
Wash up at the sink, glance in the mirror
            G                  F                  Em             Dm
Who is that man who ain't been here in three long weeks or maybe more?
         G
All this gettin' off the road has got me ragged to the bone and coming home
                            C
There ain't no homecoming party
 
Pop a yellow pill, the kind for sleepin' through
                                                          F
The sound of wakin' children when the daylight starts to show
         Dm
And it's silent up the carpet stairs and peek into the nursery
          G                                  C
Where the little ones are dreamin' sweet and low
                                         Am
I can hear 'em cryin', "daddy where you been?
            C               F                      C        Dm
And did you bring me back a present from a distant sunny shore?"
         G
All this gettin' off the road has got me ragged to the bone and coming home
                            C
There ain't no homecoming party
        Am                  F
Oh it's 10, 000 places and 20, 000 faces



     G                                C
And half a million miles I'm bound to row
        Am                     F
And I'm weary and wasted, and all that I can taste is
    Dm                              G  G7
One lonesome tear on the tip of my tongue
C                                                                     F
She must've left the light on I'll just slip into the bed and let it burn
Dm
And when our bodies touch I'l pull away and not disturb her
        G                               C
Even though I long for love so much it hurts
                                Am
And maybe we won't argue in the mornin'
         C                F             C           Dm7   Dm
We'll be makin' love and just let that old calendar turn
        G                                                              G7
All this gettin' off the road has got me ragged to the bone and coming home
                   G     C
Sure ain't no homecoming party
 
 
G Am G Dm D G C G Am G Dm Gm G C G Am G Dm

8104. Homegrown Tomatoes

Blue Dogs - Homegrown Tomatoes
Guy Clark

There's nothin' in the world that I like better than
Bacon, lettuce and home grown tomatoes
Up in the morning and out in the garden
Lord get you a ripe one, don't get a hard 'un

Plant 'em in the spring eat 'em in the summer
All winter without 'em's a culinary bummer
I forget all about the sweatin and the diggin
Every time I go out and pick me a big'un

Home grown tomatoes, home grown tomatoes
What'd life be without home grown Tomatoes
There's only two things that money can't buy:
That's true love and home grown tomatoes

You can go out and eat'em that's for sure
But there's nothin a home grown tomato won't cure
You can put em in a salad, put em in a stew
You can make your own, your very own tomato juice

You can eat em with eggs, you can eat em with gravy
You can eat em with beans, pinto or navy
Put em on the side, put em on the middle
Home grown tomatoes on a hot cake griddle



Home grown tomatoes, home grown tomatoes
What'd life be without home grown Tomatoes
There's only two things that money can't buy:
That's true love and home grown tomatoes

8105. Homegrown Tomatoes - Chords

Homegrown Tomatoes
Written and recorded by Guy Clark

C
Ain't nothin' in the world that I like better
     F
Than bacon & lettuce and homegrown tomatoes
G7
Up in the mornin' out in the garden
C                  G7          C
Get you a ripe one don't get a hard one
C
Plant 'em in the spring eat 'em in the summer
    F
All winter without 'em's a culinary bummer
  G7
I forget all about the sweatin' and diggin'
C                       G7            C
Every time I go out and pick me a big one

Homegrown tomatoes home grown tomatoes
F
Wha'd life be without homegrown tomatoes
G7
Only two things that money can't buy
    C                    G7        C
And that's true love and homegrown tomatoes

Well you can go out to eat and that's for sure
         F
But it's nothin' a homegrown tomato won't cure
G7
Put 'em in a salad put 'em in a stew
        C                  G7
You can make your very own tomato juice
        C
You can eat 'em with eggs eat you can eat 'em with gravy
F
Eat 'em with beans pinto or navy
G7
Put 'em on the side put 'em in the middle
      C                     G7      C
Put a homegrown tomato on a hotcake griddle

Repeat #2



If I's to change this life that I lead
     F
Well I'd be Johnny tomato seed
      G7
Cause I know what this country needs
     C                     G7             C
It's homegrown tomatoes in every yard you see
  
When I die don't bury me
F
In a box in a cemetery
G7
Out in the garden would be much better
   C                     G7        C
If I could be pushin' up homegrown tomatoes

Repeat #2

8106. Homeless

Desert Rose Band - Homeless

She started out a rodeo queen, 
Future looked just fine
Fell in love with a boy in school, 
Married an assembly line
They were huntin' down the American dream
Wonderin' where it'd gone
When they found themselves 
To be fair game lost their home

He was laid off on a Friday night went out
Drinkin' with his friends
She stayed in the car with the kids all night, 
He never came back again
Oh what was she to do, 
Where was she to go
Is home really were the heart is 
When the heart can't feel at home

Homeless, her and her family
Homeless, is this the way of livin' free
And her house is an abandoned car 
At the side of the road
Homeless, will she find where that road goes

Her time is now so precious, 
She hunts for work and food
Their clothes are torn and tattered, 
So her kids stay out of school
She looks for hope under every can 
"At the sound of the tone



Just leave a message. We'll call you back" 
But they know she's not at home

Homeless, her and her family
Homeless, is this the way of livin' free
And her house is an abandoned car 
At the side of the road
Homeless, will she find where that road goes

In this land of milk and honey 
We share with all who need
Except the ones outside our door, 
The ones we cannot see
It's the proud, the true, 
The faithful left out in the cold
It's people just like you and me 
At the end of the road

Homeless, her and her family
Homeless, is this the way of livin' free
And her house is an abandoned car 
At the side of the road
Homeless, will she find where that road goes
Homeless, will she find where that road goes

8107. Homeless

Ray Lawrence Jr. - Homeless 

Well they say it takes love
to make a house a home.
It's one of the finest things
worth more than gold.
Well you never can get enough
of that sweet sweet lovin'.
If you ever lose that love
you'll be left out in the cold

Now I'm homeless, cause there aint no love
in my house of memory since she left me
It's just a shelter, a place to hang my hat
well at least I've got a bed
but no loving, like there used to be

I once had a woman
Oh how she could make love
There was nothin' better
but now it's gone
NOW I HAVE ME A SHOPPING CART (spoken)
full of our memories
Now I have to ask myself
what the hell I did wrong



If I could just bring back
some of her love to me.
Do you think that maybe
I might have a home.
IT'S BEEN GETTING KIND OF LONELY (spoken)
Now that she's not with me
Now all that I have left
is the streets that I roam

sing 2X's

Well they say it takes love
to make a house a home
there was nothin' better
but now it's gone

8108. Homeless Child

Homeless Child
Old School Freight Train

Nowhere here
To call my home
No one near
To call my own
All that's left
Is for me to roam
Somebody please
Help me hang on

Homeless child
Homeless child
What is left
For the homeless child

There is no night
And there is no day
It is all
One shade of gray
Some will pass
And some will stay
Is this the end
Or just one more day

Homeless child
Homeless child
What is left
For the homeless child

Sure not much
But it's my best
I just need
Some place to rest



If you could just
Let me be your guest
I won't burden you
For very long

Homeless child
Homeless child
What is left
For the homeless child

8109. Homeless Man

Homeless Man
Blue Highway
(Wayne Taylor/Forty WAT Music, BMI)

They called him Skeet, his name was Bill
Corporal William Howard Campbell
They never knew and never will
He did his time with the 101
They took a simple country boy
And taught him how to use a gun
After four long years in service
Two tours in Vietnam
The country that he served so well
Doesn't seem to give a damn
That he's a homeless man
He has a son, lives in L.A
He hasn't spoke to him in twenty years
He just don't know what to say
He had a loving wife, she was his right hand
Till the nightmares and the memories
Became more that she could stand
Now he has everything he owns
In a worn-out shopping cart
He's never begged for anything
He just doesn't have the heart
He's just a homeless man
Now in this land of plenty
Where so many have it all
He sleeps in an alley half a block from city hall
They found him there one cold November night
Though he'd won so many battles
This time he'd lost the fight
No one seemed to care that he was gone
They laid him in a pauper's grave
With a tiny little stone
As a young man and his mother
Sat alone and cried
Holding the Silver Star medallion
Someone found there by his side
He was a homeless man
He was just a homeless man



8110. Homeless Man Blues

Homeless Man Blues - Hot Buttered Rum

He wakes up
He combs his hair
It's six in the morning
So I stare
He puts on his socks
And then he puts on his shoes
Rolls up his bed
He is ready to cruise

(chorus:)
Homeless man blues
Homeless man
What else can we do?

Asleep on the lawn
[He's] underneath the palm
His shoes in a plastic bag
They're laid by his side
But his head he hides
It's a noisy, noisy traffic jam

(chorus)

It's cold
He's getting old
Well how long can he stay in this way?
He can't help feeling scared
It's not fair [though]
To be without a home
All alone
With the blues of a homeless man

Now he's holding up a sign
He's asking for a dime
He'll work for food or a bed
How about just a smile
To brighten up his day
[But you] step on the gas instead

[last verse improvised on occasion]

8111. Homesick

Homesick



[Verse 1]
I've gotten used to being gone
Silhouettes and unmade beds
And more and more when I'm alone
I think of you
I'm getting tired of going nowhere
But it's all I ever do
Well, I can turn this thing around
Guess I don't want to

[Pre-Chorus]
I turn the key, open up the door
I set my suitcase down on the hardwood floor
And I call your name, and I climb the stairs
Then I realize that you're not there

[Chorus]
And I get homesick
I get homesick
I get homesick
For anywhere but home

[Verse 2]
I think I used to have the answers
Oh, but now I just don't know
Well, that question still hangs on
Why'd I let you go? Why'd I let you go?

[Pre-Chorus]
I turn the key, open up the door
I set my suitcase down on the hardwood floor
And I call your name, and I climb the stairs
Then I realize that you're not there

[Chorus]
And I get homesick
I get homesick
I get homesick
For anywhere but home

[Bridge]
Oh, I keep wishing I'll lose my mind time and time again
There's a picture running through my head
Of me and you up there
[Chorus]
I get homesick
I get homesick
I get homesick
For anywhere but home
Anywhere but home
I get homesick, I
I get homesick, oh, yes, I do
I get homesick
For anywhere but, anywhere but home
[Outro]
Oh, but anywhere but home
'Cause I miss you



Oh, oh

8112. Homesick - Chords

Homesick 
Marty Stuart

[Chorus]
C                   F    C
I'm so homesick I'm going crazy
                         G
And I don't know what to do
C                   C5   F
Too ashamed to cry, too sick to die
C           G       C
Homesick to be with you
 
 
[Verse 1]
C   F      C
Oh, I'm so homesick
            F          C
All I do is roam these streets
                 C5             F
I can't sleep at night. I can't eat a bite
          C        G       C
Cause I'm tortured without you
 
 
[Chorus]
C                   F    C
I'm so homesick I'm going crazy
                         G
And I don't know what to do
C                   C5   F
Too ashamed to cry, too sick to die
C           G       C
Homesick to be with you
 
 
[Verse 2]
C              F      C
A prescription from a doctor
                F         C
With a long and drawn out name
                        C5       F
There ain't a drug they make can ever take
   C      G       C
away from me this pain
 
 
[Chorus]
C                   F    C



I'm so homesick I'm going crazy
                         G
And I don't know what to do
C                   C5   F
Too ashamed to cry, too sick to die
C           G       C
Homesick to be with you

8113. Homesick Angel

Cadillac Sky - Homesick Angel 
Album: Blind Man Walking

As pure as a kiss from the lips of god
A red rose bloomin out a canyon rock
Through a hole in the clouds she fell one day
And left her home on high so far away

From the day she came into this world
There were tears in the eyes of that baby girl
We tried everything to heal the hurt
But she never could find peace on earth

So goodbye farewell homesick angel
May heaven shores be a sight for your sore eyes
Oh I wish you well homesick angel
Yeah I just wish we'd had more time

From a hillside grave a preacher writes
Who could blame that girl for rushing back
Who amongst once had seen that place
Would ever wanna step foot outside those gates

So goodbye farewell homesick angel
May heaven shores be a sight for your sore eyes
Oh I wish you well homesick angel
Yeah I just wish we'd had more time

God is god and I'm just a man
So I guess I'll never understand
But the fire inside that lights my faith
Is a smile I see upon her face
When I hold her again that day

So goodbye farewell homesick angel
May heaven shores be a sight for your sore eyes
Oh I wish you well homesick angel
Yeah I just wish we'd had more time
Yeah, I just wish we'd had more time



8114. Homesick For Heaven - Chords

Homesick For Heaven
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs and the Whites
Written by Kelly Willard 

G                D7          G
Lately I've been longing for heaven
C                           G
Lately I've been wanting to go
C                               G
To the place where tears are forgotten
A7                              D7
To the land where living waters flow
G                         D7           G
Oh they tell me there are pleasures eternal 
                    C
Joy in His presence complete
                                 G
It must be that I'm homesick for heaven
               D7             G
And it's Jesus I'm longing to see
D7            G
Home-sick for heaven
    C              G           D7
I'm homesick but I haven't any home
   C                             G
It must be that I'm homesick for Je-sus
                   D7           G
Cause I'm homesick where ever I roam
                   D7            G
In this world I've known earthly pleasures
C                                   G
But they only seem to last a little while
C                              G
Even when I've gathered all my treasure
A7                               D7
They only seem to bring a little smile
G                          D7       G
But they tell me there's a heavenly store house
                                       C
Eyes that's never seen nor ears that's heard
                                             G
All the things He has in store for those who love Him
                     D7           G
All His children who stand on His word 
Repeat #3
   C       G        D7           C  G
Oh yes I'm homesick where ever I ro-am

8115. Homestead On The Farm



Flatt & Scruggs - Homestead on the farm
Composer: Alvin P. Carter

Well I wonder how the old folks are at home
I wonder if they'll miss me when I'm gone
I wonder if they pray for the boy who went away
And left his dear old parents all alone

Now you can hear the cattle lowing in the lane
You could almost see the fields of blue grass canes
You could almost hear them cry as they kissed their boy goodbye
I wonder how the old folks are at home

Just the village and the homestead on the farm
And the mother's love there to cheer you from all harm
A sweetheart brave and true a place you love so dear
Just the village and the homestead on the farm

Now you can hear the cattle...

8116. Hometown - Chords

Hometown 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
A   D   A E A
 
[Verse 1]
                  A
On the verge of a breakdown
            D
Back in her hometown
                    A
Never thought she'd settle down
                E
In a place like this
 
                   A
Cold coffee on the back porch
                     D
Wooden chair rocking back and forth
                       A
Now she wonders how it all went down
E               A
Back in her hometown
 
 
[Verse 2]
            A
Most people never left
                       D
Found a job and filled in the rest
                    A



Never got around to leaving the nest
                      E
Holding on to not let go
 
                   A
But that path just wasn't for her
                            D
She got out faster than the fireworks
                   A
Never took time to slow it down
          E               A
Now she's back in her hometown
 
 
[Chorus]
        D                         A
Looking out at the cedars and the oaks
    D                               A      E
The mourning dove sings beneath the sky of blue
                      A
All the thoughts that led her out
                  D
On that road, without a doubt
               A
Somewhere they fizzled out
          E               A
Now she's back in her hometown
 
 
[Instrumental]
A   D  A E A
 
 
[Verse 3]
             A
What makes a life complete?
                       D
Roads traveled and the people you meet?
               A
Or is just the silence
                   E
Of the times in between?
 
                          F#m
Her mind is racing as she sits alone
                      D
In the place that she used to call home
             A
Memories are all around
E               A    Bm
Back in her hometown
 
 
[Chorus]
A       D                          A
Looking out at the light above the hills
    D                      A      E



Her mama sings beneath the sky of blue
                      A
All the thoughts that led her out
                  D
On that road, without a doubt
               A
Somewhere they fizzled out
E               A
Back in her hometown
 
 
[Outro]
A  D
               A
Somewhere they fizzled out
E               A
Back in her hometown

8117. Hometown Blues

Emmylou Harris - Hometown Blues

Baby can't wait baby gotta go
Gotta do a number on the late night show
Do a little song do a little dance
Wanna make the best of her big chance.

Don't really matter if she don't or if she do
Tryin' to make the best of the hometown blues.

I got a friend got a little girl
Said she's the best in the whole wide world
Said it so good said its unreal
Might not last but it's no big deal.

Don't really matter if she don't or if she do
Tryin' to make the best of the hometown blues.

Baby, save me, save me, save me
With your sweet smile
Honey, I really need your love
To help me kill a little bit o time.

All of the girls run with the crowd
They go wild when the lights go down
They got a little money live in a dream
Wanna be the queen of their little scene.

Don't really matter if she don't or if she do
Tryin' to make the best of the hometown blues.

Baby, save me, save me, save me
With your sweet smile



Honey, I really need your love
To help me kill a little bit o time.

All of the girls run with the crowd
They go wild when the lights go down
They got a little money live in a dream
Wanna be the queen of their little scene.

Don't really matter if she don't or if she do
Tryin' to make the best of the hometown blues.

Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh
Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh

8118. Hometown Blues - Chords

Hometown Blues 
Steve Earle

[Intro]
G G G G D A D A D7 G G7 C C7 G G D D G G
 
[Verse]
G
I wish I'd never come back home
                                    D     A D A D7
It don't feel right since I've been grown
G            G7        C                    C7
I can't find any of my old friends hanging around
      G                 D                  G
Won't nothing bring you down like your hometown
 
 
[Verse]
G
I spent some time in New Orleans
                          D     A D A D7
I had to live on rice and beans
G                 G7             C               C7
I hitched through Texas when the sun was beating down
      G                 D                  G
Won't nothing bring you down like your hometown
 
 
[Chorus]
C
Home is where the heart is
           G
Ain't that what they always say?
A/C#
My heart lies in broken pieces
D          A        D7
Scattered along the way



 
 
[Verse]
G
So don't think about me when I'm gone
                        D     A D A D7
I don't mind traveling alone
G               G7          C                 C7
You are the sweetest little thing that I ever found
      G                 D                  G
Won't nothing bring you down like your hometown
 
 
[Solo]
G G G G D A D A D7 G G7 C C7 G G D D G G
 
 
[Chorus]
C
Home is where the heart is
           G
Ain't that what they always say?
A/C#
My heart lies in broken pieces
D          A        D7
Scattered along the way
 
 
 
[Verse]
   G
So don't think about me when I'm gone
                        D     A D A D7
I don't mind traveling alone
G               G7          C                 C7
You are the sweetest little thing that I ever found
      G                 D                  G
Won't nothing bring you down like your hometown
             G                 D                  G
Sugar, won't nothing bring you down like your hometown

8119. Hometown Boys

Dierks Bentley - Hometown Boys

[Verse 1: HARDY]
I got a text with a pic of a big fish
From a buddy I used to go to school with
I'm still cool with
Like most of them guys from way back when
He said Caleb's got a kid on the way now
That County Road 27's all paved now
Remember when we used to stay out there makin' dust clouds?



It got me thinkin' 'bout

[Chorus: HARDY]
Them hometown boys
Ridin' 'round, makin' all that noise
Be there in five in a 4x4
Settlin' down with them girls next door
Still wild as a whiskey shot
Straight out the bottle in the parki'g lot
Man, I got a lot of love
'Cause I wouldn't be me without 'em
'Bout time somebody sang a song about
Them hometown boys, yeah
YRah, this one's for them hometown boys
ComR on, Dierks

[Verse 2: Dierks Bentley, HARDY]
Never too old to wear a turned-around ball cap
Still pissed 'bout a touchdown call back
Whether I'm in love or in jail
You can bet the first ones I'm gonna tell are

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley, HARDY]
Them hometown boys
Ridin' 'round, makin' all that noise
Be there in five in a 4x4
Settlin' down with them girls next door
Still wild as a whiskey shot
Straight out the bottle in the parkin' lot
Man, I got a lot of love
'Cause I wouldn't be me without 'em
'Bout time somebody sang a song about
Them hometown boys, yeah
Somebody sing a song about them hometown boys

[Bridge: Matt Stell & HARDY]
Yeah, they got my back and they got some dirt on me
They got some secrets I know they're gonna keep
Yeah, we're all gonna change, but we'll always be
We'll always be
We'll always be hometown boys
We'll always be hometown boys

[Chorus: Matt Stell]
Yeah, this one's for my hometown boys
Ridin' 'round, makin' all that noise
Be there in five in a 4x4
Settlin' down with them girls next door
Still wild as a whiskey shot
Straight out the bottle in the parkin' lot
Man, I got a lot of love
'Cause I wouldn't be me without 'em
'Bout time somebody sang a song about
Them hometown boys, yeah
Somebody sing a song about them hometown boys



8120. Hometown Girl

Hometown Girl
Josh Turner - Hometown Girl

She grew up around here on that southwest side
Where the corn grows up to the road side
Went to high school here, got that Panther pride
She'll be cheering them on every Friday night

She couldn't hide her beauty with a baseball cap
Couldn't help but shine with a heart like that
New York called when she turned 21
But she never forgot where she came from

I need a pretty little homegrown hometown girl
With a ribbon tying back those waterfall curls
I've been looking all over, all over the world
For a pretty little homegrown hometown girl

Her mamma's mamma was born right here
And her roots run deeper than that old town square
She's a good girl but she's not uptight
She can rise and shine and she can hang all night

I need a pretty little homegrown hometown girl
With a ribbon tying back those waterfall curls
I've been looking all over, all over the world
For a pretty little homegrown hometown girl

She's got an old soul, she's the salt of the earth
When she gives her love she knows what it's worth
There's a lot of pretty girls out there to me
But there's nothing like the one right across the street

I need a pretty little homegrown hometown girl
With a ribbon tying back those waterfall curls
I've been looking all over, all over the world
For a pretty little homegrown hometown girl

I need a pretty little homegrown hometown girl

8121. Hometown Heroes

Marty Stuart - Hometown Heroes

Ah Henry, you sure bought 
That whole James Dean thing
Right down to the end



Drinking beer, banging gears 
On the outside looking in
It was a desperate time on small town stage
With no prize comin' for the coming of age
So you burned with a passion 
And you burned with a rage
Till the fire done pulled you in

And, me I was just a green-eyed kid 
And you were two years older than me
As I look back on those days my friend
You were what we all wanted to be
Henry, you were quick with a smile
Good with a wheel, cool with the women
As you made your spiel
Like we were all gonna rise in flash of steel
In some teenage fantasy

So look out you hometown heroes
Look out you homecoming queens
There's a bad kid comin' to the party tonight
And he's coming apart at the seams

Now your old man still stares 
At the streets sometimes 
With that lost look in his eyes
And your sad momma wakes in the heat of the night
And thinks about her baby and cries
Now the all-night crew's all settled down
It's been thirteen years in the same old town
The sun comes up and the rain falls down
On that hillside where you lie

So look out you hometown heroes
Look out you homecoming queens
There's a bad kid comin' to the party tonight
And he's coming apart at the seams

So look out you hometown heroes
Look out you homecoming queens
There's a bad kid comin' to the party tonight
And he's coming apart at the seams

So look out you hometown heroes
Look out you homecoming queens
There's a bad kid comin' to the party tonight
And he's coming apart at the seams

8122. Hometown Streets

Nanci Griffith - Hometown Streets

Everybody packs their goals



And sails away for better shores
I have seen times
My sails have held a brilliant shine
I hear tell that dreams come true
Along these crowded avenues
But, my peace of mind
Is a place I go when I close my eyes

[Chorus:]
I need a hometown street where the boys are pretty
And a friend is still a friend
I need a hometown street where the love you're given
Surely comes back 'round again
Hometown streets are paved in gold

With faces that you've always known
But, you'll never see them
Until you pack your dreams and leave them
The one I loved has moved away
It's hot in this city
Hey, it's always late
Here in this place
Love doesn't get the time of day

[Chorus:]

I can't remember
What I came here for
I'm gonna pull up my anchor
And sail for shore

[Chorus:]

8123. Homeward Bound

Homeward Bound
Alison Brown

I'm sitting in the railway station.
Got a ticket to my destination.
On a tour of one-night stands my suitcase and guitar in hand.
And ev'ry stop is neatly planned for a poet and a one-man band.
Homeward bound,
I wish I was,
Homeward bound,
Home where my thought's escaping,
Home where my music's playing,
Home where my love lies waiting
Silently for me.
Ev'ry day's an endless stream
Of cigarettes and magazines.
And each town looks the same to me, the movies and the factories
And ev'ry stranger's face I see reminds me that I long to be,



Homeward bound,
I wish I was,
Homeward bound,
Home where my thought's escaping,
Home where my music's playing,
Home where my love lies waiting
Silently for me.

Tonight I'll sing my songs again,
I'll play the game and pretend.
But all my words come back to me in shades of mediocrity
Like emptiness in harmony I need someone to comfort me.
Homeward bound,
I wish I was,
Homeward bound,
Home where my thought's escaping,
Home where my music's playing,
Home where my love lies waiting
Silently for me.
Silently for me.

8124. Honest Work

Honest Work
Todd Rundgren

I'm not afraid to bend my back
I'm not afraid of dirt
But how I fear the things I do
For lack of honest work
My family is lost to me
They could not bear the hurt
To see the state their boy is in
For lack of honest work

I hold no blame for anyone
'twas I who did arrange
To pay my union dues so i'd
Not have to learn or change
And when I was replaced, 'twas i
Who started down the hill
And drank away my savings 'til
I couldn't stop myself

The prophets of a brave new world
Captains of industry
Have visions grand and great designs
But none have room for me
They see a world where everyone
Is rich and smart and young
But if I live to see such things
Too late for me they come



I know I'm not the only one
To fall beneath the wheel
Such company can not assuage
The loneliness I feel
So many are resigned to be
Society's debris
But I will be remembered for
The life life took from me

For I'm not afraid to bend my back
I'm not afraid of dirt
But how I fear the things I do
For lack of honest work
Oh, how I fear the things I do
For lack of honest work

8125. Honest Work - Chords

Honest Work Acoustic Live 
Tyler Childers

[Verse 1]
G
Let's pack our bags and go to Florida for the winter
G7
And meet ourselves some real nice folks
C                                D
A little on the older side, little on hope
G
Hold their hands as they walk across the street
G7
Help  em wipe their goddamn ass and
C                                   D
When they're all fast asleep, steal their medicine cabinet
 
C                               D
Make it back home for the kids to go to school
        G                                    C
Make enough damn dough to burn a wet bank mule
      G                         D
I'm in between jobs with nothin' to do
C          D            G
Girl it's vacation time
 
[Verse 2]
 
G
It's honest work I man it's honestly a hassle
G7
Folks get madder than fire
C                                                 D
If they catch you in the witchin' hour, tryin' to steal their copper wire
G



But if we get it, got a cousin at the scrapyard
G7
Aunt Betty raised a goddamn saint
C                                    D
He always offers top dollar, he's always givin' me a fair shake
 
        C                               D
We oughta save a little while we're still around
             G                                    C
We gotta keep ourselves busy while we're comin' down
        G                               C
And it sure beats diggin' underneath the ground
C           D        G
Savin' vacation time
 
[Verse 3]
 
G
It ain't hard I taught Junior how to do it
G7
And he's touched in the head doc chow
C                                         D
Blames it on the drug use honey but what does he know anyhow
G
Takes a little honest work
G7
But pretty much cooks itself
C                                              D
I got a buddy on the mountain havin' trouble keepin' it on the shelf
 
         C                                      D
And if we turn a profit don't ya worry boo
                G                               C
We'll put a couple good snorts back for me and you
G                                   D
It'll keep ya tweakin' keep ya goin' through
               C      D G
Til we get vacation time

8126. Honestly

Yonder Mountain String Band
Honestly

Still waiting out for you
Nothing you can't renew
Still looking out at you
And we're long past due

You're walking out the door
Not stepping overboard
Letter I can't keep
You never go to sleep



Baby you been in my mind
Baby won't you see
Baby you been on my mind
Since you went away from me
Since you went away

Won't you run back to me

Honey I been feelin blue
Blue is all I see
Nothin that I hear is you
Since you shut your heart to me
Since you closed the door

Won't you run back to me
Won't you run back to me
Baby I been walking low
Walking through the floor
Longer than you'll ever know
When you turned away from me
When you walked away

Won't you run back to me

You know that I been holding back
Hiding in the streets
You know that I hold onto you
Hold you like my dreams hold me
Everywhere a dream

Won't you run back to me
Won't you run back to me

Won't you run back to me
Won't you run back to me
Won't you run back to me
Won't you run back to me

8127. Honey

Honey
recorded by Bobby Goldsboro
written by Bobby Russell
 
C
See the tree how big it's grown
 But friend it hasn't been too long
   G7
It wasn't big
 I laughed at her and she got mad
                                      C
The first day that she planted it was just a twig



Then the first snow came
And she ran out to brush the snow away
      G7
So it wouldn't die
Came running in all excited
Slipped and almost hurt herself
      C
And I laughed till I cried
She was always young at heart
                                 G7
Kinda dumb and kinda smart and I loved her so
And I surprised her with a puppy
                                 C
Kept me up all Christmas Eve two years ago
And it would sure embarrass her
       
When I came in from working late
      G7
Cause I would know
That she'd been sitting there and crying
                        C
Over some sad and silly late late show
           G7
And honey I miss you
              C
And I'm being good
                   G7
And I'd love to be with you
          C
If only I could
She wrecked the car and she was sad
And so afraid that I'd be mad
    G7
But what the heck
Though I pretended hard to be
Guess you could say she saw through me
    C
And hugged my neck
I came home unexpectedly
And caught her crying needlessly
       G7
In the middle of the day
And it was in the early Spring
When flowers bloom and Robins sing
    C
She went away
            G7
And honey I miss you
              C
And I'm being good
                   G7
And I'd love to be with you
          C
If only I could
 
One day while I was not at home
 While she was there and all alone



    G7
The angels came
 Now all I have is memories of Honey
                         C
And I wake up nights and call her name
 Now my life's an empty stage
                                    
Where Honey lived and Honey played
    G7
And love grew up
And a small cloud passes overhead
And cries down on the flower bed
     C
That Honey loved
And see the tree how big its grown
But friend it hasn't been to long
   G7
It wasn't big
I laughed at her and she got mad
                                      C
he first day that she planted it was just a twig

8128. Honey (Open That Door)

Ricky Skaggs - Honey (Open That Door)
Composer: Mel Tillis

CHORUS:

Honey, Honey
Honey won't you open that door
this is your sweet daddy don't you love me no more?
it's cold outside let me sleep on the floor
honey won't you open that door

VERSE ONE

I honky-tonked around Dallas
got in a poker game
somebody must've been a-cheatin'
I lost everything but my name
well i walked halfway to memphis
finally got back home
i'd have been better off where i was
'cause here's where things went wrong

BACK TO CHORUS

I went downtown to see 'ol bob
thought he was my friend
the landlord said that bob's not here
"The Police done hauled him in!"
I ran right back to little honey's house



i got me a rockin' chair
"now honey if you don't open that door
I'm gonna rock on away from here"

BACK TO CHORUS

AFTER CHORUS:

Honey (Honey)
Honey (Honey)
Honey (Honey)
Honey (Honey)
Honey won't you open that door?

8129. Honey - Chords

Honey 
The Lone Bellow
 
[Verse 1]
  D                      G
Honey, I never call you honey
  G                 D
Unless somebody's watching
  D                    G
I know it drives you crazy
 D                          G
Baby, I reach out for your hand, I know
 G                   D
You probably try to let it go
 D                  G           D
Get by all on your own, baby
 
 
[Chorus 1]
 D                                 G
Walk it out in the middle of the street now
 A
In the middle of the night
  G                            G
Where we used to go, when we didn't know
  D
Better
 
 
[Verse 2]
  D                      G
Honey, I never call you honey
  G                  D
Unless I'm feeling lonely
 D                 G
Or I'm just being lazy
 D                         G



Baby, you like to let the nighttime come
 G                   D
You're not afraid to be alone
 D                       G
You know that drives me crazy, baby
 
 
[Chorus 2]
 D                                 G
Walk it out in the middle of the street now
 A
In the middle of the night
  G                            G
Where we used to go, when we didn't know
  D
Better
 
 D                                 G
Walk it out in the middle of the street now
 A
In the middle of the night
  G                            G
Where we used to go, when we didn't know
  D
Better
 
 
[Bridge]
             D
I got the headlights off and the radio on
        G
Every window is down, here comes that song
            D
We used to sing so loud at the top of our lungs
         G                            Em
Put the pedal to the floor, let the darkness come
 
             D
I got the headlights off and the radio on
        G
Every window is down, here comes that song
            D
We used to sing so loud at the top of our lungs
         G                            Em
Put the pedal to the floor, let the darkness come
 
             D
I got the headlights off and the radio on
        G
Every window is down, here comes that song
            D
We used to sing so loud at the top of our lungs
         G                            Em
Put the pedal to the floor, let the darkness come
 
Em
Oh, oh



 
Em
Let the darkness come
 
 
[Outro]
 D                                 G
Walk it out in the middle of the street now
 A
In the middle of the night
  G                            G
Where we used to go, when we didn't know
  D
Better
 
 D                                 G
Walk it out in the middle of the street now
 A
In the middle of the night
  G                            G
Where we used to go, when we didn't know
  D
Better

8130. Honey Babe Blues

Honey Babe Blues - Doc Watson
Rising Appalachia

   Well I ain't got no honey baby now
   I guess she didn't love me anyhow
   Well it's oh me and oh my
   Ain't got no honey baby now

Well she left me on that early morning train
I'll never see my girl again
Well it's oh me and oh my
Ain't got no honey baby now

Now good girl you ain't no gal of mine
My honey babe done traveled down the line
Well it's oh me and oh my
Ain't got no honey baby now

I'll see you when your troubles are like mine
When you haven't got a nickel or a dime
Well it's oh me and oh my
Ain't got no honey baby now



8131. Honey Baby

Honey Baby
Gillian Welch - Honey Baby

Our love was sweetest in the spring
And when you gave a wedding ring
I gave to you this golden vow
I've' got no sugar baby now
I've got' no honey baby now
I've got no honey baby now
Before they caught us in a lie
We crossed our hearts, prepared to die
We crossed our hearts, prepared to die
Down where the cold waters flow
Down where the rushes overgrow
That's where my baby's sleeping, oh
I got no sugar baby now
I've got no honey baby now
I've got no honey baby now
We went to jail without a shout
The night they came to find us out
The night they came to find us out
But all your money set you free
And saved you from the gallows tree
And saved you from the hanging bough
I've got no sugar baby now
I've got no honey baby now
I've got no honey baby now

8132. Honey Be

Honey Be - Hot Buttered Rum

Well you may not be the only one for me
There may be other fish in the sea
You may not be my perfect cup of tea
But you are the one that I need
Yeah, you are the one that I need

You are the honey for this bee
I left the hive, I know, but now I see
You are my honey, I'm your bee

(chorus:)
So, honey, let me be your honey bee
(I want to be your honey bee)
Honey, let me be your honey bee
(C'mon, let me be your honey bee)
Honey, let me be your honey bee
(I want to be your honey bee)
Honey, let me be your honey bee



Well all of my days are going fine
Livin' out this rock n' roll dream of mine
Let the broken pieces fall behind
I always make the most of my life
Gotta always make the most of this life

You are the honey for this bee
I left the hive I know, but now I see
You are my honey, I'm your bee

(chorus)

(bridge:)
Though I want to spend the night with you, I know I should say no
This little hummingbird told me so
Though I want to spend my life with you, I think I should let go
Let's get on with the show
Let's get on with the show

I may not be your future destiny
There may indeed be other fish in the sea
I may not make your perfect of cup
But I can only be me, yeah, I can only be me

And you are the honey for this bee
I left the hive I know, but now I see
You are my honey, I'm your bee

(chorus)

(a capella chorus)

8133. Honey Bee

Lucinda Williams - Honey Bee

[Chorus]
Oh, my little honey bee
I'm so glad you stung me

You've become my weakness
Now I've got your sweetness
All up in my hair
Honey bee, I swear
We make quite a pair
Oh, my little honey bee

[Chorus]

Buzz around your hive now
You're in overdrive now
Give me such a thrill
Honey bee be still



Oh, my little honey bee

[Chorus]

Now I've got your honey
All over my tummy
Honey bee, it's heaven
Twenty-four seven
Oh my little honey bee

[Chorus]

You've become my weakness
Now I've got your sweetness
All up in my hair
Honey bee, I swear
We make quite a pair
Oh, my little honey bee

8134. Honey Chile

Lucinda Williams - Honey Chile

You will never win wonderful charm
But I love to hold ya in my arms
Only you can fill me like you do
So hold that kiss for a long long while
You know why I love you honey child

I love to hear you whisper low
You know you really thrill me so
Only you can fill me like you do
So please don't put me on that shelf
You know I can not help myself
I am happy with my baby boy
You ain't nothing but a bundle of joy
Only you can fill me like you do
Bend your legs and pigeon toes
You know why I love you goodness knows

You will never win wonderful charm
But I love to hold you in my arms
No one can fill me like you do
So hold that kiss for a long long while
You why I love you honey chile

I am happy with my baby boy
You ain't nothing but a bundle of joy
Only you can fill me like you do
Bend your legs and pigeon toes
You know I love you goodness knows



8135. Honey Chile - Chords

Honey Chile 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
INTRO:
D
D C G F D  D
 
VERSE:
           C                     G                       D
Where the sun beats down like a hammer on a town called Lonely
         C                    G                       D
And the kudzu swallows everything that stands in her way
            Am                      G                      D
I feel the wind blow strong and it won't be long for they break me
 
      Am    G
Come Sunday
 
 
CHORUS:
F D                C                 G             F
 Lord, I feel I'm lost and lonesome lonely for my one and only
 D         D
Honey chile
 
 
VERSE:
            C                   G                         D
Well it was 12 years back by a road shack where the boys cut cane
       C                         G                     D
First taste so sweet knocked me off of my feet like a freight train
        Am                  G                     D
Now I'm all broke down not even The Southern can save me
 
      Am    G
Come Sunday
 
 
CHORUS:
F D                C                 G             F
 Lord, I feel I'm lost and lonesome lonely for my one and only
 D          D
Honey chile
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
Am  G   D
   Ooh ooh
Am7  G   D
    Ooh ooh
Am7 Am  G   D   Bm     Am G G



       Ooh ooh oooooh //
 
Bm  A G  D A Bm
   //    / / /
Bm  Am G  G
   //    //
Bm  A G  D A Bm
   //    / / /
 
BREAK:
 Bm                 Am G
Ain't going down easy
 G                D    A        Bm
Good lovin' is a hard habit to break
 
Bm                    A G
I'm taking her with me
 G                D    A        Bm
Good lovin' is a hard habit to break
 
 Bm                      Am G
Black water can't hold me
  G                D    A        Bm
Good lovin' is a hard habit to break
 
Bm                             A
I'm gunning for a town called Lonely
 G            A
Come Sunday, come Sunday
 
 
CHORUS:
 D                C                 G             F
Lord, I feel I'm lost and lonesome lonely for my one and only
 D         D
Honey chile
 
 
OUTRO:
           C                     G                       D
Where the sun beats down like a hammer on a town called Lonely
         C                    G                       D
And the kudzu swallows everything that stands in her way
            Am                      G                      D
I feel the wind blow strong and it won't be long for they break me
 
         C  D
Come Sunday

8136. Honey Do List

Honey Do List
Junior Sisk - Honey Do List



[Chorus]
I want you to undo your "I do," to him
And let me be the one to change your name
Honey do this, honey do that, I want to love your love again
'Cause I wanna be your honey on your do list again

[Verse 1]
Just leave me a letter, honey, a list of things to do
I'll clean everything in sight to sign it, "I love you"
He can't be that much better, and love you like I do
You'll never make another wish, 'cause I made them all come true

[Chorus]
I want you to undo your "I do," to him
And let me be the one to change your name
Honey do this, honey do that, I want to love your love again
'Cause I wanna be your honey on your do list again

[Verse 2]
You'll never have to wonder why I'm running late
'Cause my heart is set on you, I love you more each day
I'll raise you pretty flowers and buy you a diamond ring
One bigger than the one you got from old What's-His-Name

[Chorus]
I want you to undo your "I do," to him
And let me be the one to change your name
Honey do this, honey do that, I want to love your love again
'Cause I wanna be your honey on your do list again

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
I want you to undo your "I do," to him
And let me be the one to change your name
Honey do this, honey do that, I want to love your love again
'Cause I wanna be your honey on your do list again

8137. Honey Honey

Honey Honey
Larkin Poe - Honey Honey

[Verse 1]
I'm as American as apple pie
I'm kickin' down the door
'Cause I got plenty in my pocket
You know that I want more and more
I'll smoke it down to ashes
With the empty light on
I like it like that



[Verse 2]
You can call me crazy
You can tell me that I'm good, God-awful
If you knew the state I'm in
Would you even bother
By the alter with the rattlesnake
The venom and the faith
We like it like that

[Chorus]
You got your stars on, USA
We're findin' freedom on the freeway
Changin' lanes, 'cause we are drivin'
For the blacktop, say a prayer
To little Jesus on the dashboard
Close your eyes, you're gonna get a free ride

[Verse 3]
Leavin' from the White House
Feelin' presidential
Take a ride in my motorcade
Motion is in retrograde
Pedal to the metal
'Cause the Devil cut the brakes
Do you like to go fast?

[Verse 4]
Beggin' for a car crash
Red and white and blue
Guess you could say we're complicated
But whatcha gonna do?
It's not like we could give it up
It's not like we would try
Do you like to go fast?

8138. Honey I'm Ramblin' Away

Honey I'm Ramblin' Away
Lonesome River Band

CHORUS: 
Made up my mind my darling 
Made up my mind today 
I'm feelin' the way and there's no use to stay 
Honey, I'm ramblin' away 
 
Made up my mind, I'm leavin' goin', away to stay 
I've decided it's best and you know all the rest 
Honey, I'm ramblin' away 
 
Once I believed sincerely 
That you'd be mine someday 
But I'll do what I do for me and for you 



Honey, I'm ramblin' away 
 
All I'd, hoped for honey was just, to hear you say 
That to me you'd be true but now I'm so blue 
Honey, I'm ramblin' away 
 
Well I'm feelin' the way and there's no use to stay 
Honey, I'm ramblin' away

8139. Honey In The Rock

Honey In The Rock

Oh my brother, do you know the Savior
Who is wondrous kind and true?
He's the Rock of your salvation
There is honey in the Rock for you

   Oh, honey in the Rock (oh, honey in the Rock)
   Sweet honey in the Rock (sweet honey in the Rock)
   Oh it tastes just like honey in the Rock
   Oh taste and see if the Lord is good
   Oh it tastes just like honey in the Rock

Have you tasted that the Lord is gracious?
Do you walk in the way that's new?
have you drank from the living fountain?
There is honey in the Rock for you

Oh, there's honey in the Rock my brother
There is honey in the Rock for you
Leave your sins fur the Blood to cover
There is honey in the Rock for you

8140. Honey Jar - Chords

Honey Jar 
The Wood Brothers
 
  D7             G7
e/--------------------------/
B/--------------------2/3---/
G/--------------------3/4---/
D/---------3----------2/3---/
A/5--5-3-5---5-3------4/5---/
E/----------------3-3-------/
Play this 7 times per verse, twice per line and on last line strike
the D and mute it til the singer's done, then play the riff once
 



D7                          G7                        D7      G7
Standing on the back of that train with your open arms
D7                    G7                           D7      G7
Looking at the big sky listening to the smoke alarm
          D7                                G7                              D7      G7
If you're wondering what happened well your heart must have jumped the track 
             D5                                                           D7      G7
You put your lips out in the wind and you hope you get some kissing back
 
*Chorus 1*
 
      E7
Every night you get the same old dream
           G7
There's a spoon full of honey where your heart should be
 
(slow it down and make it super lazy, put some funk on it)
            D5             Am      C     D5   Am   C
And there's honey dripping off of your spoon
D5             Am      C    D5     Am     C
Honey dripping off of your spoon
D5             Am      C    D5     Am     C
Honey dripping off of your spoon
D5             Am      C    D5     Am     C
Honey dripping off of your spoon
 
*Verse 2*
(Exactly the same as the first verse, in the guitar part at least)
 
     D7                      G7                  D7      G7
Yeah white skin freckles big heart candy green eyes
I bet you wish you had your red-headed woman back sometime
Yeah the last thing you got was a left handed letter
        D5                                                  D7     G7
And you opened up the seal like you didn't even know better
 
*Chorus 2*
(again, exactly the same as 1st time)
 
       E7
Every night you get the same old dream
           G7
There's a spoon full of honey where your heart should be
 
            D5             Am      C     D5   Am   C
And there's honey dripping off of your spoon
D5             Am      C    D5     Am     C
Honey dripping off of your spoon
D5             Am      C    D5     Am     C
Honey dripping off of your spoon
D5             Am      C    D5     Am     C
Honey dripping off of your spoon
 
 
*Bridge*
(keep it slow)
 



E7
And don't you know the spoon's getting low
G7
You worry and you wonder just where all the honey goes
E7
And you're hoping and you're praying real hard
G7
If you will it you can wish it if heaven has a honey jar
 
(Then go back into main verse riff and repeat a lot for solo. Not figuring it out cause
this is blues, make your own, have fun, go nuts, D is a really easy key)
 
(After 16/32 bars, just strum chords once for-
 
         D7                                G7                             D7          G7
Yeah you wondered what happened well your heart must have jumped the track
              D7                          G7                             D7          G7
You put your lips out in the wind and you hope you get some kissing back
 
*Chorus 3 to end*
       E7
Every night you get the same old dream
           G7
There's a spoon full of honey where your heart should be
 
(now just repeat main riff til the end)
            D7                         G7
And there's honey dripping off of your spoon
D7                          G7
Honey dripping off of your spoon
D7                          G7
Honey dripping off of your spoon
D7                          G7
Honey dripping off of your
                      D7                          G7
Heaven is a honey jar
                      D7                          G7
Yeah it's a honey jar
D7                          G7
Honey dripping off of your spoon
D7                          G7
Honey dripping off of your spoon
D7                          G7
Honey dripping off of your spoon
D7                          G7
Honey dripping off of your
e/-------------------/
B/----------6--------/
G/--7-7-5-7----------/
D/--7-7--------------/
A/-------------------/
E/-------------------/



8141. Honey Just Allow Me One More Chance

Flatt & Scruggs - Honey just allow me one more chance

Honey just allow me one more chance to get along with you
Honey just allow me one more chance do anything with you
Well I'm a walkin' down the road with my head in my hand
I'm lookin' for a woman needs a worried man
One kind favor I ask of you allow me just one more chance

Honey just allow me one more chance to ride your aeroplane
Honey just allow me one more chance to ride your passenger train
Well I'm lookin' all over for a gal like you
I can't find nobody so you'll have to do
One kind favor I ask of you allow me just one more chance

Honey just allow me one more chance to get along with you
Honey just allow me one more chance do anything with you
Well I'm lookin' for a woman that well no man
Lookin' for a needle that's lost in the sand
One kind favor I ask of you allow me just one more chance

8142. Honey Now

Gillian Welch - Honey Now

I can't be called
Begged or bought
If you want to be my
Johnny on the spot

[Chorus]
Honey now now now
Honey now now now
You know later won't
Do me no good anyhow
Honey now now now

Front door's shut
Back door too
Blind's pulled down
What you gonna do

[Chorus]

You take your time
And get me sore
Tell me what you want
To keep waiting for

[Chorus]

Now now now



Now now now
Now now now
You know later won't
Do me no good anyhow
Honey now now now

8143. Honey On My Tongue - Chords

Honey On My Tongue 
Steep Canyon Rangers

[Verse 1]
C F C F C F C F C
             F
You're gonna leave
             C
I better get used to that
                  F
I thought I might watch your back
        C
All the time
         F
You introduced me to
               C
The whole wide world, who
              F
Lights up the way I do
                 C
When you walk up smiling
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
F C F C F C F C
              F
Open me right up
                C
Find the joy of way too much
                 F
Find the pain in never enough
              C
Dancin' their dance
       F
Arm in arm
         C
Circling 'round this room
               F
Like the sun a'chasing the moon
                 C
Yeah you open me up
 
 
[Chorus]



          G          C
I'm in my bare feet, standing in the clover
F                 C
I got you buzzing around my head
        G       C
I don't care if I get stung
      F                   C
For a little bit of honey on my tongue
      F                   C
For a little bit of honey on my tonguR
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
F C F C F C F C
                 F
You can't keep a secret
                     C
Or leavR a keepsake on the shelf
             F
Every little bit of yourself
            C
You give it away
              F
Is it mine to tell
                   C
That you oughta go carefully
                F
Baby leave that care to me
              C
Run along and play
 
 
[Chorus]
          G          C
I'm in my bare feet, standing in the clover
F                 C
I got you buzzing around my head
        G       C
I don't care if I get stung
      F                   C
For a little bit of honey on my tongue
 
      G          C
In my bare feet, standing in the clover
F                 C
I got you buzzing around my head
        G       C
I don't care if I get stung
      F                   C
For a little bit of honey on my tongue
      F                   C
For a little bit of honey on my tongue
      F                   C
For a little bit of honey on my tongue
 
F C F C



 
 
[Outro]
             F
You're gonna leave
             C
I better get used to that
                  F
I thought I might watch your back
        C
All the time

8144. Honey Won't You Open That Door - Chords

Honey Won't You Open That Door
recorded by Ricky Skaggs
written by Mel Tillis
 
C                                       G7
Honey  honey  honey won't you open that door
 
This is your sweet daddy don't you love me no more
 
It's cold outside you make me sleep on the floor
                          C
Honey won't you open that door
 
   
I honky-tonked around Dallas
                 F
I got in a poker game
                           C
Well somebody musta been a cheating
  D7                     G7
I lost everything but my name
 
       C
Well I walked half way to Memphis
                   F
I finally got back home
                          C
But I'd a been better off where I was
                   G7          C
Cause here's where things went wrong
 
Repeat #1

I went right down to see old Bob
                    F
I thought he was my friend
                        C
The landlord said that Bob's not here
    D7                     G7



The police done hauled him in
 
       C
I went right back to little honey's house
                   F
I got me a rocking chair
                        C
Said Honey if you don't open that door
                  G7        C
I'm gonna rock on away from here
 
Repeat #1

8145. Honey, I Love You

Honey, I Love You
Dustbowl Revival

I've never met no one like you
Every word you say, it's the truth
Still waiting for you to call my bluff
Tears streaming down your face screaming, that's
Enough

Must be something in your past
Ain't no way this can last
Oh Oh, singing, oooh honey I love you

You said honey can't you trust me
Never trust nothing comes this easily
I'm so sick of living so, sick and lowdown
Better start living you said above the ground

Must be something wrong
No this ain't that kind of song
Ooh oh, singing, oooh honey I love you

I can feel the weather change
Got a big umbrella
You stay the same
There's gonna be rain in your shoes
Got a big umbrella
Got room for two
Ooh hoo hoo
Ooh hoo hoo

Tell me tell me what should I do
I've never met no one like you
You said honey do just, what you feel
But I've got a hurt inside
It is never gonna heal

I can help you out



Ain't that what love's all about
Oooh, singing oooh oooh honey I love you
And I'm singing oooh, oooh honey I looove you

8146. Honey, Just Allow Me One More Chance

Honey, Just Allow Me One More Chance - Flatt And Scruggs

Honey just allow me one more chance to get along with you
Honey just allow me one more chance do anything with you
Well I'm a walkin' down the road with my head in my hand
I'm lookin' for a woman needs a worried man
One kind favor I ask of you allow me just one more chance
[ fiddle ]
Honey just allow me one more chance to ride your aeroplane
Honey just allow me one more chance to ride your passanger train
Well I'm lookin' all over for a gal like you
I can't find nobody so you'll have to do
One kind favor I ask of you allow me just one more chance
[ dobro ]
Honey just allow me one more chance to get along with you
Honey just allow me one more chance do anything with you
Well I'm lookin' for a woman that well no man
Lookin' for a needle that's lost in the sand
One kind favor I ask of you allow me just one more chance

8147. Honey, Won't You Open That Door - Chords

Honey, Won't You Open That Door
Ricky Skaggs - Honey, Won't You Open That Door

Key of C

(C) Honey, honey, honey won't you open that (G7) door
This is your sweet daddy, don't you love me no more
It's cold outside, let me sleep on the floor
Honey won't you open that (C) door

(C) I honkytonked around Dallas
I got in a (C7) poker (F) game
Somebody must-a been a (C) cheatin'
I (D7) lost everything but my (G7) name
Well I (C) walked half way to Memphis
I finally (C7) got back (F) home
But I'd been better off (C) where I was
'Cause here's where (G7) things went (C) wrong

(C) Honey, honey, honey won't you open that (G7) door
This is your sweet daddy, don't you love me no more



It's cold outside, let me sleep on the floor
Honey won't you open that (C) door

(C) I went right down to see old Bob
I thought he (C7) was my (F) friend
The landlord said that (C) Bob's not here
The (D7) police done hauled him (G7) in
I (C) ran right back to little honey's house
I got me a (C7) rockin' (F) chair
Now Honey if you don't (C) open that door
I'm gonna rock on (G7) away from (C) here

(C) Honey, honey, honey won't you open that (G7) door
This is your sweet daddy, don't you love me no more
It's cold outside, let me sleep on the floor
Honey won't you open that (C) door
(C) Honey, honey, honey won't you open that (G7) door
This is your sweet daddy, don't you love me no more
It's cold outside, let me sleep on the floor
Honey won't you open that (C) door
(C) Honey, honey, honey won't you open that (G7) door
This is your sweet daddy, don't you love me no more
It's cold outside, let me sleep on the floor
Honey won't you open that (C) door

Honey...won't you open that door?

8148. Honeycomb

Honeycomb
recorded by Jimmy Rodgers
written by Bob Merrill
 
C
It's a darn good life and it's kinda funny
        F
How the Lord made the bee and the bee made the honey
    G7
The honeybee looking for a home
C
Made my honeycomb
 
 
Then they combed the world and they gathered all
       F
Of the honeycomb up in one sweet ball
    G7
The honeycomb from a million trips
               C
Made my baby's lips
 
F
Honeycomb won't you be my baby



C
Honeycomb be my own
      G7
Got a hank o' hair and a piece o'bone
           C
And made a walking talking honeycomb
 
F
Honeycomb won't you be my baby
C
Honeycomb won't you be my own 
       G7
What a darn good life
                         C
When you got a wife like honeycomb

 
And the Lord says now that I made a bird
          F
I'm gonna look all round for a little ol' word
     G7
That sounds about sweet like turtledove
      C
And I guess I'm gonna call it love
 
 
And He roamed the world looking everywhere
        F
Getting love from here love from there
    G7
And He put it all in a little ol' part 
             C
Of my baby's heart
  
F
Honeycomb won't you be my baby
C
Honeycomb won't you be my own 
       G7
What a darn good life
                         C
When you got a wife like honeycomb

8149. Honeymoon Feeling - Chords

Honeymoon Feeling
Recorded by Roy Clark 
written by Ronald Hellard and Gary S. Paxton

C                Gm
I still get that honeymoon feeling
      F                  Fm
After all these years my heart goes reeling



C              Am                D7     G7
Every time you touch me it's the living end
C                Gm
I still get that honeymoon feeling
F                      Fm                C
I can still hear those wedding bells ringing
              Am              F         G7      C
Every time we love I get that honeymoon feeling again
                   Gm            F              Fm
It seems like only yesterday you walked into my life
    C               Am                  D7          G7
And answered all my prayers and made my dreams come true
    C                Gm                   F             Fm
And even though it's been some time since I made you my wife
C           Am            F       G7        C
Every day I find I'm even more in love with you
repeat #1
                    Gm              F           Fm
I'm thankful that I wake up with an angel by my side
    C               Am              D7   G7
You make my world a better place to be
    C                    Gm               F                 Fm
And though were far from newlyweds you're still my brushing bride
    C               Am                 F        G7       C
But most of all I'm glad you show just how much you need me
repeat #1

8150. Honeymoon On A Rocket Ship - Chords

Honeymoon On A Rocket Ship
Recorded by Hank Snow
Words and music Johnny Masters

[D] I know somewhere out in the world
There [D7] is a gal for [G] me
I'd [A] like to find and make you mine
How happy [A7] we would [D] be ...
We wouldn't need a moonlit night
To [D7] sit outdoors and [G] spoon
'Cause [A] I would buy a rocket ship
And take you [A7] to the [D] moon.

[A7] We would have our honeymoon
[D] On the rocket ship
[E] We would fly from [E7] star to star
[A] On our wedding [A7] trip
[D] You could make your wedding gown
Out [D7] of a big moon-[G] beam
[A] Sprinkle stardust in your hair
You'd be a [A7] perfect [D] dream.

We'd sit on top of the universe with no one else around
I'd reach right up and pick the stars and make you a pretty crown.



I'd place it on your little head and kiss your smiling lips
As we glided out through space upon the rocket ship

CHORUS

Then we'd go strolling arm in arm along the milky way
We would visit every planet on our wedding day
We would laugh and love sweetheart and you could be my wife
We would find the land of love out there in paradise.

We would have our honeymoon, on the rocket ship
We would fly from star to star, on our wedding trip
I'd take my old guitar along and we could softly croon
On our journey through the sky and headed for the moon.

8151. Honeymoon With The Blues

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Honeymoon With The Blues

Wedding bells rang out today but not for me
They rang for somebody else in my old used to be
Had to catch a train I couldn't stand the news
I'm on a honeymoon with the blues

I thought her invitation was an answer to my note
Saying I was sorry for the unkind words I spoke
But it's just a one way ticket that I can't refuse
To a honeymoon with the blues

So roll on eight wheel driver take me far far away
A thousand miles or more would be just fine
The blues and I are celebratin' our wedding day
And we have no special or particular place in mind

I know that we're not headed for Niagara Falls
But any destination would just lead me to four walls
Well, I spend weary nights wearing out my shoes
On my honeymoon with the blues

Never thought I'd take this trip without a girl of my dreams
Shoes and drives what I've had in mind
So Mister Engineer, won't you turn on the steam
Leaving all my dreams away behind

Say porter, I'd like to order drinks for two
I know that I'm alone but then that's nothing new
While I'm celebratin' here's a drink for you
On my honeymoon with the blues
I'm on a honeymoon with the blues



8152. Honeysuckle - Chords

Honeysuckle 
Larry McNeely
 
[Verse 1]
G               F       C           G
Bright morning sunshine warm on her face
G          F          G
Barefoot child of the hill
G            F            C             G
Love in her heart for the way that you live
G           F                 G
Hope in her mind she always will
 
[Chorus]
        C           G
Honeysuckle you're divine
        C               G
Honeysuckle please be mine
        G               F          C             G
I won't rest till the day that you say you'll be mine
 
[Verse 2]
G            F    C                    G
Long silver hair blowing back from the breeze
G            F           G
Yellow hair child of the wind
G       F            C           G
Walking ahead as she moves to be free
G       F              G
Never sees where she's been
 
[Chorus]
        C           G
Honeysuckle you're divine
        C               G
Honeysuckle please be mine
        G               F          C             G
I won't rest till the day that you say you'll be mine
 
[Chorus]
        C           G
Honeysuckle you're divine
        C               G
Honeysuckle please be mine
        G               F          C             G
I won't rest till the day that you say you'll be mine
 
        G               F           C             G
I won't rest till the day that you say you'll be mine x3 (Stop chords on the last one)



8153. Honk If You Honkytonk

Honk If You Honkytonk 
George Strait

Well, I got a bumper sticker
On the back of my truck
There ain't another like it
'Cause I had it made up
I can tell who's behind me
They give themselves away
Lay on their horn when they read this phrase.

Chorus:
Honk if you honky tonk
Don't if you don't
But, if you do
Don't you love to
Honk if you honky tonk?

Well, me and Friday night go hand in hand
Ice cold beer and a kickin' band
A girl on my arm that won't let go
She caught my little sign about a mile ago.

Chorus:
Honk if you honky tonk
Don't if you don't
But, if you do
Don't you love to
Honk if you honky tonk?

--- Instrumental ---

Well, just the other day I was cruisin' through town
Sheriff pulled me over, I thought I had it now
I rolled down my window, he said with a grin
'I want one of them stickers or I'm gonna run you in.'

Chorus:
Honk if you honky tonk
Don't if you don't
But, if you do
Don't you love to
Honk if you honky tonk?

Chorus:
Honk if you honky tonk
Don't if you don't
But, if you do
Don't you love to
Honk if you honky tonk?



Honk if you honky tonk....

8154. Honky Cat

Honky Cat

When I look back, boy I must have been green
Boppin' in the country fishin' in the stream
Lookin' for an answer tryin' to find a sign
Until I saw those city lights honey I was blind
They said

* Get back Honky cat better get back to the woods
Well I quit those days and my red neck ways and
Oh, the change is gonna do me good.

Well I read some books and I read some magazines
About those high class ladies down in New Orleans
All the folks back home said I was a fool
They said believin' the Lord is the golden rule
You better

** Get back honky cat livin' in the city ain't where it's at
It's like tryin' to find gold in a silver mine
It's like trying to drink whisky from a bottle of wine

They said
Stay at home boy you gotta chance the fun
Livin' in the city boy is gonna break your heart
How can you stay when your heart says no how can you stop
When your feet say go

* Refrain

** Refrain

8155. Honky Tonk Baby - Chords

Honky Tonk Baby 
Highway 101

[Intro]
A7
 
[Chorus]
     D
Come on and be my honky tonk baby
             A7
Say you will tonight



     D                       G
Come on and be my honky tonk baby
    D               A7                 D
You can't go wrong, if you just get it right...
 
[Verse 1]
        D
You can shut off the tv and hang up the phone
       D
I feel like cutting up and carrying on
      D
Let's go dancing to the hillbilly beat
        D
There's good rock music just down the street...
 
[Chorus]
     D
Come on and be my honky tonk baby
             A7
Say you will tonight
     D                       G
Come on and be my honky tonk baby
    D               A7                 D
You can't go wrong, if you just get it right...
 
[Verse 2]
    D
You can call in sick and stay out till dawn
      D
Worry bout it later honey let's get gone
   D
Go half crazy close down the place
        D
There's good rock music just down the street...
 
[Chorus]
     D
Come on and be my honky tonk baby
             A7
Say you will tonight
     D                       G
Come on and be my honky tonk baby
    D               A7                 D
You can't go wrong, if you just get it right...
 
[Tag]
    D               A7                 D
You can't go wrong, if you just get it right...
 
[Outro]
        D



8156. Honky Tonk Blues

Linda Ronstadt - Honky Tonk Blues
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Kathy Kallick - Emmylou Harris

Well I left my home down on the rural route
I told my pa I was going stepping out
And get the honky tonk blues
Yea the honky tonk blues
Hey Lord, I got, I got the honky tonk blues

Well I stepped into every place in town
This city life has really got me down
I got the honky tonk blues
Yea the honky tonk blues
Hey Lord, I got, I got the honky tonk blues

Well I went out last night, I wore out my shoes
Woke up this morning wishing I couldn't lose
Those jumping honky tonk blues
Yea the honky tonk blues
Hey Lord, I got, I got the honky tonk blues

I'm gonna tuck my worries underneath my arm
And scat right back to my Pappy's farm
And leave the honky tonk blues
Yea the honky tonk blues
Hey Lord, I got, I got the honky tonk blues

Well I'm gonna tuck my worries underneath my arm
And scat right back to my Pappy's farm
And lose the honky tonk blues
Yea the honky tonk blues
Hey Lord, I got, I got the honky tonk blues
Hey Lord, I got, I got the honky tonk blues
Hey Lord, I got, I got the honky tonk blues, yeah

I've been on the road too long
It's getting lonely out here
Night after night after night after night
Let's go home first
Honky tonk blues
Honky tonk blues

8157. Honky Tonk Christmas

Alan Jackson - Honky Tonk Christmas 

"Pretty Paper" is playing on the jukebox
And mistletoe is hanging above the bar
I want to thank you for this
broken heart that I got
Merry Christmas Girl



Wherever in the world you are
It's going to be a honky tonk Christmas
For these silent nights at home are killing me
It's going to be a honky tonk Christmas
But I'll be over you by New Year's Eve
"Blue Christmas" turn it up I wanna hear it
So I can unwrap all them Mem'ries in my mind
Hey Joe!! pour me some Christmas spirit
If I make it through December I'll be fine
It's going to be a honky tonk Christmas
For these silent nights at home are killing me
It's going to be a honky tonk Christmas
But I'll bi over you by New Year's Eve
Yeah I'll be over you by
New Years Eve

8158. Honky Tonk Crazy ( I've Always Been )

Keith Whitley 
Honky Tonk Crazy ( I've Always Been )

Hey, I still got a honky-tonk heart
I still drink a beer or two while leanin' on the bar
When I'm steppin' out with you, I'm a two-stepping fool
Hey I still got a honky-tonk heart

Honey, yeah this is me and I'm a-callin' from work to see
If my sweet little sugar wants to go out dancin' tonight
I've been cooped up in this big high rise
And I'm so glad it's Friday night
I can't wait for the thrill of the music and the neon lights

Hey, I still got a honky-tonk heart
I still drink a beer or two while leanin' on the bar
When I'm steppin' out with you, I'm a two-stepping fool
Hey I still got a honky-tonk heart

Ain't nothin' like a Texas mood
Twin fiddles and an old saloon
And cowboys whirlin' girls around the floor
Yeah we'll be talking all night long
There's no such thing as too much fun
I guarantee we'll be the last ones out the door

Hey, I still got a honky-tonk heart
I still drink a beer or two while leanin' on the bar
When I'm steppin' out with you, I'm a two-stepping fool
Hey I still got a honky-tonk heart

Yeah I still got a honky-tonk heart



8159. Honky Tonk Crazy - Chords

Keith Whitley - Honky Tonk Crazy

A7    D             D7      G             Em   A 
women you better get up and run while you can don't waste  
                       D  A7 D                 D7 
your sweet time loving me   your starting to think that  
      G           Em                 A 
i'm your kind of man but there's a danger in where you  
       D 
can't see 
                         
 
                       chrous 
  G                B7          Em   G                  A 
i've always been honky tonk crazy i'm someone that's best 
        D D7   G                B          Em     G 
left alone cause when i get honky tonk crazy i only feel 
  A           D 
right doing wrong.   
 
                      (INSTRUMENTAL) 
 
            A7   D            D7    G              Em 
verse two: i'll take you and make YOU love smokey ole bars  
   A                           D    A7  D 
cheap whiskey and sad country songs    till there's nothing 
  D7          G       Em       A                      D  D7 
left of the lady you was and then like a cry i'll be gone 
 
                       repeat chrous..... 
  G                B7          Em      G        A       
cause when i get honky tonk crazy i only feel right doing  
  D 
wrong.

8160. Honky Tonk Crowd

Marty Stuart - Honky Tonk Crowd

When I was a baby, my sweet momma told me
Go around this world and see all that you can see
Find a good woman, get a job and settle down
But I could not stay away from the lights of town

I had to go where the music is loud
I fell in with the honky tonk crowd



So let the jukebox play, let's dance all night
When you get down on the floor you know you've got it right
Where there's a neon light, that's where I'll be found
Cause, I feel right at home with the honky tonk crowd

There's was debutante in Dallas, that nearly blew my mind
She was raised on caviar and real fine wine
She didn't like Hillbilly music, that was more than I could take
I left that lovely little cowgirl waiting in the Lone star state

Cause I had to go where the music is loud
I'm right at home with the honky tonk crowd

So let the jukebox play, let's dance all night
When you get down on the floor you know you've got it right
Where there's a neon light, that's where I'll be found
Well, I feel right at home with the honky tonk crowd
Where there's a neon light, that's where I'll be found
Cause I feel right at home with the honky tonk crowd

And that's when I woke up

8161. Honky Tonk Flame

Tyler Childers - Honky Tonk Flame
Sturgill Simpson

I was out of my mind the first night we met
I was feeling lonely and blue
I'd just moved to the country to get me some rest
The city can put a hurtin' on you
Especially a fella from eastern Kentucky
Without a penny or a worth to his name
Wasting his life on a burnin' desire
And chasing that honky tonk flame

You were soft on the eyes and a Hymn on the hearing
Leaving me helpless of lines
To get you to listen to the way I was feelin'
And the plans I had made for our night
Hold on now buddy won't ya wait up a minute
You're mistaken if you think I'm the same
As them skirts you've been chasin' all over town
Along with that honky tonk flame

I'm a woman with a love so true
Truth of the matter I'd give it to you
You just got to slow down, quit actin' that way
Burnin' your barn in this honky tonk flame

You were sweet to the touch
And a touch for the takin'
The minute I learned how to breathe



Finally found out that the love of a woman
Who loved me was all that I'd need
Still on the road cause I ain't good for nothin'
Except writing the songs that I sing
Beating them strings like they're owing me money
And chasing that honky tonk flame

But I got me a woman with a love so true
Darlin' to me but that's missus to you
All I did was slow down and quit actin' insane
Burnin' my barn in this honky tonk flame

8162. Honky Tonk Hardwood Floor

Tim O'Brien - Honky Tonk Hardwood Floor

he fiddles're squeekin' the guitars're speakin' the piano plays a jelly-roll
The man on the drum is out from dumb and the bassman he plays from his soul
The tables're quakin' and your nerves're shakin' but you keep on beggin' for more
You keep a havin' your fun you lucky son of a gun on a honky tonk hardwood floor
On a honky tonk hardwood floor on a honky tonk hardwood floor
You keep a havin' your fun you lucky son of a gun on a honky tonk hardwood floor

[ guitar ]

There's a waitress handy and she don't sell candy and she don't sell soda pop
And there's a fat bartender who's there to serve you if you really wanna blow your top
If you got no money then there's a little honey she's a thing that you adore
You keep a havin' your fun you lucky son of a gun on a honky tonk hardwood floor
On a honky tonk hardwood floor...

[ piano ]

Your payday's Saturday you're broke on Sunday come Monday you're feelin' saur
You got big black eyes that you pick up from little from a little guy the night before
So you swear off off to drinkin' but when you get to thinkin'
Bout the goodtimes you had oh Lord
So keep a havin' your fun you lucky son of a gun on a honky tonk hardwood floor
On a honky tonk hardwood floor...

8163. Honky Tonk Healing - Chords

Honky Tonk Healing
Recorded by David Ball
Written by David Ball and Tommy Polk

G                                            C
I did some honky tonk healing to get me over you
                  G                                  D7



It took some neon nurses around the clock to pull me through
G                                                  C
I was in critical condition my heart was broken in two
                  G        D7                  G
Due to honky tonk healing  I'm feeling good as new

              C                    G
Thank you for calling is all I can say
                                                      D7
Cause your get well wishes dear are just a little too late
G                         C                       G
Did you think that I'd be laid up heartbroken and blue
                 D7                            G
And missing your kissing well honey here's the news

Repeat #1

             C                           G
Drop by some evening if you can catch me home
                                              D7
We'll share a few memories if that's what you want
G                      C                            G
Don't be expecting the same fool you left crying in vain
                   D7                             G
It's been a smooth operation they removed all the pain

Repeat #2

C                      G        D7                  G
Yeah due to honky tonk healing  I'm feeling good as new

8164. Honky Tonk Heart - Chords

Honky Tonk Heart
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Joanna Neel and Lonnie Wilson

C                            F
Hey I still got a honky tonk heart
G7                                               C
I still drink a beer or two while leanin' on the bar
                                     F            D7
When I'm steppin' out with you I'm a two-stepping fool
     G7                       C    G7
Yeah I still got a honky tonk heart

C                               F
Honey yeah this is me and I'm a calling from work to see
      G7                                         C      G7
If my sweet little sugar wants to go out dancin' tonight
          C
I've been cooped up in this big high rise 
    F



And I'm so glad it's Friday night
        G7                                            C
I can't wait for the thrill of the music and the neon lights

repeat #1

Ain't nothin' like a Texas mood 
     F
Twin fiddles and an old saloon
    G7                                C    G7
And cowboys whirlin' girls around the floor
     C
Yeah we'll be talking all night long 
        F
There's no such thing as too much fun
  G7                                       C    G7
I guarantee we'll be the last ones out the door

C                            F
Hey I still got a honky tonk heart
G7                                               C
I still drink a beer or two while leanin' on the bar
                                     F            D7
When I'm steppin' out with you I'm a two-stepping fool
     G7                       C
Yeah I still got a honky tonk heart
 
     G7                       C
Yeah I still got a honky tonk heart

8165. Honky Tonk Heart - Chords

Honky Tonk Heart 
Highway 101

[Verse]
       C        F    C                         F      C
Well I met you in a bar and you looked like a movie star
         G                       C
When we touched, I could feel a spark
                 F       C                F              C
I was young and foolish too, my friends warned me about you
         G                         C
But I believed in your honky tonk heart
 
[Chorus]
     C       F              C
Our song of love is almost ended
        F       C        G
I can feel us driftin' apart
C                 F
I won't play 2nd fiddle
        G                       C



To the beat of your honky tonk heart
 
[Verse]
         C       F         C           F              C
Well we used to feel the same but now one of us has changed
        G                           C
Oh the night life isn't my life anymore
        C    F       C                   F    C
What matters most to me is a home and a family
               G                               C
But you can't find that behind those swingin' doors
 
[Chorus]
     C       F              C
Our song of love is almost ended
        F       C        G
I can feel us driftin' apart
C                 F
I won't play 2nd fiddle
        G                       C
To the beat of your honky tonk heart
 
[Bridge]
      G                       F     C
Go on back to the bar where I found you
      G                             C
Go on back to your so-called second home
C   C#   D                                   G
You feel better with your good-time friends around you
    D                            G
And I'll be here but I won't be alone
 
[Chorus]
     C       F              C
Our song of love is almost ended
        F       C        G
I can feel us driftin' apart
C                 F
I won't play 2nd fiddle
        G                       C
To the beat of your honky tonk heart

8166. Honky Tonk Heart - Chords

Honky Tonk Heart
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Ralph Smith

C                                     G7
Your honky tonk heart would rather be where
                                           C
The jukebox is playing and smoke fills the air
 



Where the dim lights are burning
                      F
And the wine flows so free
                C           G7        C
Your honky tonk heart can't belong to me
 
                                            G7
Now you could have diamonds and sweethearts galore
                                       C
But you'd rather dance on a honky tonk floor
                                              F
And drink the red wine that you love from the start
                  C               G7         C    G7
Just another transfusion for your honky tonk heart
 
    C                                        G7
Now I learned to love you and I've waited so long
                                         C
But you'll never change and I know I was wrong
                                   F
Your honky tonk heart can never be mine
                C         G7        C
It belongs to a bar and a tall neon sign
 
                                      G7
Where broken hearts gather to try and forget
                                   C
A world full of sorrow remorse and regret
 
Darling that's where I found you
                       F
And that's where we'll part
                    C            G7         C
You're a honky tonk angel with a honky tonk heart
F                   C            G7         C
You're a honky tonk angel with a honky tonk heart

8167. Honky Tonk In Dallas - Chords

Honky Tonk In Dallas
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Mel Tillis and Wayne P. Walker
 
C                            F
I met her at a honky tonk in Dallas
  G7                                  C
A little place that's just outside of town
                              F
Over one too many beers we discussed it
      G7                             C
And decided that we'd like to settle down
                                      F
So I bought a golden band and got the license



    G7                                     C
And found the preacher just to make things right
       F                      C
But it ended all too soon I'm on a one man honeymoon
           D7                             G7
And that's how I'm gonna spend my wedding night
          C                             F
Cause she didn't let the ink dry on the paper
     G7                          C
Till everything I own was in her name
                                     F
No she didn't let the ink dry on the paper
         G7                          C
And that honky tonk in Dallas was to blame
Repeat #2,3
         G7                          C
Yes that honky tonk in Dallas was to blame

8168. Honky Tonk Man

Dwight Yoakam 
Honky Tonk Man
(originally by Johnny Horton)

[Chorus:]
Well I'm a honky tonk man and I can't seem to stop
I love to give the girls a whirl to the music of an old juke box
But when my money's all gone, I'm on the telephone singing
Hey, hey, mama can your daddy come home

Now I'm living wild and dangerously
But I've got plenty of company
When the moon comes up and the sun goes down
I can't wait to see the lights of town

[Chorus:]
'Cause I'm a honky tonk man and I can't seem to stop
I love to give the girls a whirl to the music of an old juke box
But when my money's all gone, I'm on the telephone singing
Hey, hey, mama can your daddy come home

A pretty little girl and a jug of wine
Well that's what it takes to make a honky tonk time
With the juke box moaning those honky tonk sounds
I can't wait to lay my money down

[Chorus:]
'Cause I'm a honky tonk man and I can't seem to stop
I love to give the girls a whirl to the music of an old juke box
But when my money's all gone, I'm on the telephone singing
Hey, hey, mama can your daddy come home



8169. Honky Tonk Man

Honky Tonk Man
Red Knuckles & the Trailblazers

Well I'm a honky tonk man and I can't seem to stop
I love to give the girls a whirl to the music of an old juke box
But when my money's all gone, I'm on the telephone singing
Hey, hey, mama can your daddy come home

Now I'm living fast and dangerously
But I've got plenty of company
When the moon comes up and the sun goes down
that's when i want to lay my money down

'Cause I'm a honky tonk man and I can't seem to stop
I love to give the girls a whirl to the music of an old juke box
But when my money's all gone, I'm on the telephone singing
Hey, hey, mama can your daddy come home

A pretty little girl and a jug of wine
Well that's what it takes to make a honky tonk time
With the juke box moaning those honky tonk sounds
that's when I wanna see the lights downtown

'Cause I'm a honky tonk man and I can't seem to stop
I love to give the girls a whirl to the music of an old juke box
But when my money's all gone, I'm on the telephone singing
Hey, hey, mama can your daddy come home

8170. Honky Tonk Mood

Chris Stapleton
Honky Tonk Mood

[Verse 1]
Woman left me with the blues
And I know just how I got 'em
I see a fifth of Jimmy Beam
I'm gonna drink it to the bottom
I ain't tryna hurt nobody
I ain't prone to give a damn
I got me nothin' left to lose
I'm in a honky-tonk mood

[Chorus]
I'm in a honky-tonk mood
That's where I'll be all night
If anybody's lookin' for me



Look for a neon light, oh
I'm playin' here tonight
And then I'm playin' here tomorrow
I got a whiskey and a tune
I'm in a honky-tonk mood

[Verse 2]
If I get to gettin' loud
Don't you worry 'bout it, boys
'Cause gettin' over this heartache
Is gonna make a little noise
If I start to dancin' 'round
Don't try and pull me off the floor
I'm just a-kickin' up my boots
I'm in a honky-tonk mood
[Chorus]
I'm in a honky-tonk mood
That's where I'll be all night
If anybody's lookin' for me
Look for a neon light, oh
I'm playin' here tonight
And then I'm playin' here tomorrow
I got a whiskey and a tune
I'm in a honky-tonk mood
I got a whiskey and a tune
I'm in a honky-tonk mood

8171. Honky Tonk Moon - Chords

Honky Tonk Moon
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Pat Gallagher and Rosie Flores
 
C             E7         Am   C
I came here a little bit lonely
F         G7          C
Expecting more of the same
           E7    Am       C
When I saw you I suddenly knew
  F               G7          C
I would not leave here like I came
 
                            F
And it must be a honky tonk moon
C                       Dm   G7
Our special night to go crazy
C                       F
I hope it won't end too soon  
        C           G7         C
You and me and this honky tonk moon
 
                  E7        Am    C
We're growing too close for dancing



       F              G7         C
And we can't blame it all on the wine
            E7  Am          C
I know that you feel like I do
    F             G7        C
And love's just a matter of time
 
Repeat #2 
 
                            F
And I hope it won't end too soon
            C           G7         C
For you and me and this honky tonk moon

8172. Honky Tonk Music

Jerry Jeff Walker - Honky Tonk Music

Every night I play the places
Neon lights and smilin' faces
People laugh and talk away the evenings while I play
Ask myself, "Why do I do it?"
Guess there must be somethin' to it
Getting' paid for doin' something I'd be doin' anyway

[Chorus]
And I'm just playing that honky tonk music
That's the kind I like to play
Just playing that honky tonk music
That's the kind I like to play
Wish that I could have a dollar
For every drunk that I've heard holler
Every barroom brawler I've seen
Just sleepin' off his fight
And all the stories I've been told
Guess I'd have me a pot of gold
Even if half the stories told
Had turned out to be right

Chorus
Seen a lot of women lied to
And sometimes I've even tried to
When the night is gettin' late
And the ladies look so good
I've been in bars I didn't care for
I asked myself "What was it there for?"
All in all I wouldn't changes things
Even if I could
Chorus



8173. Honky Tonk Myself To Death - Chords

Honky Tonk Myself To Death
recorded by George Jones
written by Max D. Barnes and Max T. Barnes
 
C
Well I don't know why you left me
    F                     C
But I do know that you're gone
                                                   G7
Colder nights you've turned my life into a sad old song
    C                    F
And one way or another I gotta get me over you
    C                              G7             C
And I think there's only one thing left for me to do
 
     F
Lord I don't wanna die of a broken heart
     C                   F
That would be too sad or drive my car off a cliff
    C                            G7
You see that would just hurt too bad
    C
And if I tied a rope around my neck
                  F
I couldn't get my breath
   C                            G7        C
So I think I'll just honky tonk myself to death
 
 
Well I might get a little bit crazy
    F                  C
But I don't wanna go insane
                                                              G7
Young Wendy and Dan's old whiskey well it might just kill the pain
    C                                        F
I'm gonna find the highest barstool and I'll climb up to the top
     C                           G7              C
Yeah I think I'll just drink and two-step till I drop
 
repeat #2
tag:

And if I tied a rope around my neck
                  F
I couldn't get my breath
   C                            G7        C
So I think I'll just honky tonk myself to death

8174. Honky Tonk Night Time Man - Chords



Honky Tonk Night Time Man
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

G
I'm a honky tonk night time man I can't stand no light
      C                                          G
I'm a honky tonk night time man I can't stand no light
         D7                                             G
I get my rest in the daytime I make my running round at night

I had the blues this morning I had the blues all day today
          C                                          G
I had the blues this morning I had the blues all day today
             D7                                         G
But when the sun goes down I'm gonna tuck my blues away away
 

And when my heart starts beating when the sun starts sinking low
        C                                                G
Lord my heart starts beating when the sun starts sinking low
         D7                               G
When the shadows fall I know it's time to go

Repeat #1

8175. Honky Tonk Nights

Honky Tonk Nights - Del Mccoury Band

[Verse 1]
Listen to the rain, it's callin out her name
It sounds just like the falling of my tears
But I know just what to do for getting over you
With my new friend, whiskey, wine and beer

[Chorus]
Honky-tonk nights
That's my new life
I'm a whiskey drinking fool sitting on an old bar stool
But the good news is your memory's fadin' fast

[Verse 2]
Mr. Jukebox, my old friend, play that song again
The one about the good love that went bad
Brother beer will numb the pain, cousin wine will do the same
Daddy whiskey tucks me in and says goodnight

[Chorus]
Honky-tonk nights
That's my new life
I'm a whiskey drinking fool sitting on an old bar stool
But the good news is your memory's fadin' fast
Honky-tonk nights
That's my new life



I'm a whiskey drinking fool sitting on an old bar stool
But thÐµ good news is your memory's fadin' fast
[Outro]
The good nÐµws is your memory's fadin' fast
The good news is your memory's fadin' fast
The good news is your memory's fadin' fast
The good news is your memory's fadin' fast
The good news is your memory's fadin' fast

8176. Honky Tonk Season - Chords

Honky Tonk Season
Recorded Charlie Walker
Written by Dallas Frazier

G                                   C
Today's the first day of honky tonk season
          G                           D7
I'm gonna take in every honky tonk in town
           G                            C
I've got a license to drink for lots of reasons
               G              D7            G
And honky tonk season will be open all year round

                         
Although your clothes were never packed 
         C              G
You left me a long time back
                                  D7
But kept on fooling me by hanging round
   G                            C             G
Up until your hungry eyes could find a better prize
              C              D7               G
You found him last night and then you shot me down

Repeat #1

                                    C                 G
They said if I was smart I wouldn't try to touch your heart
                                        D7
Because I'd have to climb a barbed wire fence
         G                         C                        G
Well the fool found out last night all the other fools were right
                         C       D7                  G
I've got the brains of a buffalo nickel and thirteen cents

Repeat #1

C              G              D7            G
And honky tonk season will be open all year round



8177. Honky Tonk Song - Chords

Honky Tonk Song
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Frank Meyers and Billy Yates

C                                F                 C
I saw those blue lights flashin' over my left shoulder
                F      C                        G7
He walked right up and said get off that riding mower
       C                         F                 C
I said sir let me explain before you put me in the tank
            F     C               G7                C
She took my keys away and now she won't drive me to drink

                    F                C
I need a honky tonk song a cold cold beer
                              G7
A hardwood floor a smoky atmosphere
                 F                           C    F
A pocket full of change to last me all night long
        C               G7                   C
I gotta hear old Hank a moanin' a honky tonk song

                                         F                  C
He didn't show me much compassion when I tried to walk that line
                F         C                             G7
As he put those handcuffs on me I said give me one more try
         C                            F               C
He never even cracked a smile when he threw me in the car
                 F         C                 G7               C
So I said sir if you don't mind oh would you drop me off in a bar

                    F                C
I need a honky tonk song a cold cold beer
                              G7
A hardwood floor a smoky atmosphere
                 F                           C    F
A pocket full of change to last me all night long
        C               G7                   C
I gotta hear old Hank a moanin' a honky tonk song

F       C               G7                   C
I gotta hear old Hank a moanin' a honky tonk song

8178. Honky Tonk Songs

Dolly Parton - Honky Tonk Songs 



As I sit here tonite the jukebox's playin
the song about the wild side of life
as I listen to the words they are saying
it brings memories when I was a trusted wife
It was not God who made Honky Tonk Angels
as you said in the words of youre song
too many times married men think, they're still single
and that's why many a poor girl do go wrong
It's a shame that all the blame is on us women
it's not true that only you men feel the same
from the start most every heart that's ever broken
was because there always was a man to blame
It was not God who made HTA
as you said in the words of youre song
too many times married men think, they're still single
and that's why many a poor girl do go wrong

8179. Honky Tonk Stardust Cowboy - Chords

Honky Tonk Stardust Cowboy

 C F C
in his cowboy boots, rinestone suits, and flashy guitars
 C F C G7
he makes the rounds of the bars in town trying to be a hillbilly star
 C F C C
he'll sing all night if you treat him right, buy him a beer or two
 C F C G7 C
oh let the honky tonk stardust cowboy sing to you

 C F C
he sings the country tunes of bygone days
 C C C G7
faded love, san antone rose, I love you a thousand ways
 C C7 F C
no matter what may be your request, he'll sing along and do his best
 C F C G7
oh let the honky tonk stardust cowboy keep on siiiiiingin'
C F C G7 C

 C F C C C
some times in his mind a dream unwinds where he's called to fame
 C F C G7
a brighter light shines in his eyes when he's singin' on the opry stage
 C F C C
oh but life goes on youll find him at home with a dream that turned out wrong
 C F C G7 C
but the honky tonk stardust cowboy sings his song

bridge



8180. Honky Tonk Tequila

Honky Tonk Tequila - Hot Buttered Rum

Well I've been going down to the other side of town
Where there's a gentleman who plays the dobro for free
I asked him to teach me all that he preached to me
He said, "first, you're going to have a drink with me"

With his dobro on his knee, he looked across at me
He said, "there's a rumor about Hank Williams I should tell you
For several years of his life, he had a Mexican wife
She mixed him a very special brew"

(chorus:)
So I'm drinking that honkytonk tequila and I'm beginning to feel
That someday you may be an uncle to my kid (my first born son)
When he wants an explanation for his daddy's reputation
Don't you tell him about all the things we did
Don't you tell him about all the things we did

Well, the man said, "always abide by the melody inside
Some sing it high, some sing it low
No matter where you sing, don't forget one thing
That this ain't no dog and pony show"

(chorus x2)

Though it wasn't part of the plan
I'm now playing in the band
A better life? I really couldn't say
At night I sing the blues
For the girl I had to lose
She couldn't take my honktyonk ways

(chorus x2)

8181. Honky Tonk Troubles - Chords

Honky Tonk Troubles
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Wayne P. Walker and Irene Stanton
 
C
I've got honky tonk troubles every pay day
                                   G7
Money's gone I don't know where it went
     C
I've got honky tonk troubles every pay day



                      G7              C
I can't get home with more than fifty cents

                                      F             C
I work all week and take my lunch and try to save a dime
                           G7
Don't know why I bother anymore 
C                                 F                C
Friday finally rolls around and I get my take home pay
                         G7             C
But I just can't make it by that tavern door

Repeat #1

                                       F                    C
Groceries due the kids need shoes they ain't had none since June
                                         G7
And they were hand me downs at Christmas time
    C                              F              C
The wife I took the wife I got she still good and true
                         G7        C
Though I nearly make her loose her mind

Repeat #1

                             F                   C
Grandpa died and how I cried until they read the will
                                     G7
And I found out just what it left to me
   C                                 F                 C
He owned the all night place in town that never closes down
               G7             C
I found out he owned it secretly 

 
I've got honky tonk troubles every pay day
                                           G7
Wish I'd took the wife and kids and headed south
     C
I've got honky tonk troubles every pay day
                      G7             C
All my buddies want a drink upon the house

                      G7             C
All my buddies want a drink upon the house

8182. Honky Tonk Waltz - Chords

Honky Tonk Waltz
Recorded by Ray Stevens
Written by Paul Craft

C                  F                C



A honky tonk waltz the juke box was playin'
         G7                      C
As I was swayin' that darlin' of mine
G7                C     F        C
Just a honky tonk waltz C twenty-seven
                    G7                      C   F C
Ah but it felt like heaven in three quarter time
 
                       Am F
Then a stranger walked by 
               C
That's when it happened
               Am F
She caught his eye
          G7
He came a-tappin' askin' to share
 
             C     F     C
A honky tonk waltz was a suggestion
             G7                         C
But from her expression I knew from the start 
G7                C     F                 C
That a honky tonk waltz played our love's ending
        G7                     C    F C
And the beginning of my broken heart
 
                       Am F
Then a stranger walked by 
               C
That's when it happened
               Am F
She caught his eye
          G7
He came a-tappin' askin' to share
 
             C     F     C
A honky tonk waltz was a suggestion
             G7                         C
But from her expression I knew from the start 
G7                C     F                 C
That a honky tonk waltz played our love's ending
        G7                     C    F C
And the beginning of my broken heart

8183. Honky Tonk Women

Honky Tonk Women
by The Rolling Stones - Leftover Salmon

 G C Csus4 C
I met a gin soaked, bar-room queen in Memphis
 G A D Dsus4 D
She tried to take me upstairs for a ride



 G C Csus4 C
She had to heave me right across her shoulder
 G D G
'Cause I just can't seem to drink you off my mind

{Refrain}
 D G
It's the honky tonk women
 D G
Gimme, gimme, gimme the honky tonk blues

I laid a divorcee in New York City
I had to put up some kind of a fight
The lady then she covered me with roses
She blew my nose and then she blew my mind
{Refrain to fade}
(Melody starts on B

8184. Honky Tonker

Marty Stuart - Honky Tonker

Well, every evening when the news is over
And the moon is a climbing high
I crank up my old pickup trick
And baby down the road I fly
Just to find a spot down in the parking lot
Of a place they call Big Jeans
Then I walk on in and the night begins
In the same familiar scene

I'm a honky tonker
And I feel all right
Yeah, I'm a honker tonker
I'm a neon light

Well, my momma told me and my poppa told me
"Son there's more to life than beer
Why ain't you more like your brother Drew
He's a petroleum engineer
Why don't you cut your ties with all them old bar flies
And try to straighten up your life
You need to quit that drinkin' 
Start a thinkin' 'bout a house, some kids and a wife"

But daddy, I'm a honky tonker
Yeah, and you can't dig that
I'm a honky tonker
I'm a juke joint cat

Yeah they tell me I'm lazy baby tell me I'm crazy
Tell me I'm not so smart
Just the same ole sins I say it's self-defense



Well, I sure got a happy heart
All right, all right

Well, every evening when the news is over 
And the moon is a climbing high
I crank up my old pickup truck 
And baby down the road, baby down the road I fly

I'm a honky tonker
Honey, that's my style
Said I'm a honky tonker
Yeah, I'm a deuces wild
Wild, wild, wild, wild, wild
I'm a honky tonker
And I can't help that
Yeah, I'm a honky tonker
Just a juke joint cat
Honky tonkin'
That's just fine
Yeah, honky tonkin'
Baby gonna walk no line 
No, no, no

8185. Honky Tonkers Don't Cry - Chords

Honky Tonkers Don't Cry
Written and recorded by Dale Watson

G                        C         G
Honky tonkers don't cry  we ain't allowed
                                              D7
We have to have a good time even when we feel down
                     G     C                    G
And if a tear should fall  it's gonna land on a smile
                     D7                  G   G7
Always having a ball honky tonkers don't cry
C           G     C                     G
Cryin' in a beer  is commonplace around here
C                     G     A7                 D7
But when the sun goes down  nobody's wearing a frown
                        G     C     G
That's the life that we live  every night
                           D7                  G
That's the way that it is  honky tonkers don't cry
C           G     C                     G
Cryin' in a beer  is commonplace around here
C                     G     A7                 D7
But when the sun goes down  nobody's wearing a frown
                        G     C     G
That's the life that we live  every night
                           D7                  G
That's the way that it is  honky tonkers don't cry



8186. Honky Tonkin I Do Best - Chords

Honky Tonkin I Do Best
Marty Stuart - Honky Tonkin I Do Best

(into riff?)

Verse 1
A
Well I was born for Saturday night
Looking for trouble, and ready to fight
D
I was made to be wild and free
A
Where it's loud and bright, that's where I'll be
E
And I might change some day I guess
A                       E    A
But honky tonkin's what I do best

Chorus
D
I can juke all night without taking a breath
Get out on the floor and dance myself to death
                                             E5
I'm a wide-eyed, certified, bonafide general mess
A                       E    A
And honky tonkin's what I do best

(guitar): D /A / E5 /A /E / A /LET (A) HANG

Verse 2
A
Never had much luck with society
A
My mamma used to say, he don't belong to me
D
But deep down I think daddy understood
A
He always made me feel like I was worth some good
E
Sister moved to New York, and she's a big
Success (I'm so impressed) 
A                       E    A
But honky tonkin's what I do best
A                    E    A
Honky  tonkin's what I do best

( CHORUS )

D
Oh I can juke all night without taking a breath
Get out on the floor dance myself to death



D                                            E5
I'm a wild-eyed, certified, bonafide general mess
A                       E    A
And honky tonkin's what I do best
A                   E    A
Honky tonkin's what I do best
A                                       E    A
Yeah, I said howwwwwwwnky tonkin's what I do best

(outro) AAA /DDD/ PAUSE E5,E5,E5,/ A

8187. Honky Tonkin'

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Honky Tonkin'
Hank Williams

When you are sad and lonely and have no place to go
Call me up, sweet baby, and bring along some dough
And we'll go honky tonkin', honky tonkin'
Honky tonkin', Honey Baby
We'll go honky tonkin' 'round this town.

When you and your baby have a fallin' out
Just call me up sweet mama and we'll go steppin' out
And we'll go honky tonkin', honky tonkin'
Honky tonkin', Honey Baby
We'll go honky tonkin' 'round this town.

We're goin' to the city to the city fair
If you go to the city then you will find me there
And we'll go honky tonkin', honky tonkin'
Honky tonkin', Honey Baby
We'll go honky tonkin' 'round this town.

When you are sad and lonely and have no place to go
Call me up, sweet baby, and bring along some dough
And we'll go honky tonkin', honky tonkin'
Honky tonkin', Honey Baby
We'll go honky tonkin' 'round this town.

8188. Honky Tonkin's What I Do Best

Marty Stuart - Honky Tonkin's What I Do Best

Well I was born for Saturday night
Looking for trouble and ready to fight
I was made to be wild and free
Where it's loud and bright, that's where I'll be
And I might change some day I guess



But honky tonkin's what I do best 
I can juke all night without taking a breath
Get out on the floor, dance myself to death
I'm a wild-eyed, certified, bonafide general mess
And honky tonkin's what I do best

I never had much luck with society
My momma used to say "he don't belong to me"
But deep down I think daddy understood
He always made me feel like I was worth some good
Sister moved to New York and she's a big success (I'm so impressed)
But honky tonkin's what I do best

I can juke all night without taking a breath
Get out on the floor, dance myself to death
I'm a wild-eyed, certified, bonafide general mess
And honky tonkin's what I do best
Honky tonkin's what I do best
Yeah, I said honky tonkin's what I do best
Honky tonkin's what I do best

8189. Honky Tonky Mama

Honky Tonky Mama

If you go down to the bottom
Better watch the way you act
If you fool around them honkies
You will never make it back.

When you get in trouble
The best you can do is lose
For them honky tonky moma's
They'll give you the honky blues.

I went down to the bottom
Just a week ago today
Met a honky tonky baby
And I couldn't get away.

Lost all my money
And brand new padded shoes
For them honky tonky moma's
They had them honky blues.

I drank a half of pint a liquor
And a half a pint of gin
Saw my honky tonky mama
Foolin' around some other men.

Really felt mistreated
My baby I was about to lose
Got jealous of my baby



I had them old honky tonky blues, sure did.

--- Instrumental ---

She's a honky tonky mama
Got her honky tonky way's
She got me in trouble
Now I'm servin day's.

Big policmen got me
Would not turn me lose
Took me down to the station
Locked me in the county blues, good mornin' judge.

When I go back to the bottom
Gonna watch my p's and q's
Or them honky tonky mama's
Will be givin' me the blues.

Gonna have protection
I think I have paid my dues
I'll find me a honky tonky moma
And give her back these old honky tonky blues.

I'll find me a honky tonky moma
And give her these old honky tonky blues.

I'll find me a honky tonky moma
And give her these old honky tonky blues...

8190. Honky-Tonk Blues

Richard Thompson - Honky-Tonk Blues 

Well, I left my home down on the rural route
I told my paw, "I'm going steppin' out
And get the honky tonk blues", yeah, the honky tonk blues
Well Lord, I got 'em, I got the honky tonk blues

Well, I went to a dance and I wore out my shoes
Woke up this mornin' wishin' I could lose them
Jumpin' honky tonk blues, yeah, the honky tonk blues
Well Lord, I got 'em, I got the honky tonk blue

Well, I stopped into every place in town
This city life has really got me down
I got the honky tonk blues, yeah, the honky tonk blues
Well Lord, I got 'em, got the honky tonk blues

I'm gonna tuck my worries underneath my arm
And scat right back to my pappy's farm
And leave these honky tonk blues, yeah, the honky tonk blues
Well Lord, I got 'em, I got the honky tonk blues



When I get home to my Ma and Pa
I know they're gonna lay down the law
About the honky tonk blues, them jumpin' honky tonk blues
Lord, I'm sufferin' with the honky tonk blues

8191. Honky-Tonk Somewhere

Honky-Tonk Somewhere - Garth Brooks 

Help me, 911 operator, got a Friday night emergency
I need nursin' cause I'm hurtin' from a long week workin'
And I'm thirstin' for a remedy

I need a red-head, brunette, or blonde
Angel have mercy that will put me through intensive care
There's gotta be a honky-tonk somewhere

Hang on, don't hang up on me lady
Gotta take me to the promised land
Cause I'm dying to see something like a jukejoint jumpin'
To the thumpin' little five piece band

I need a red dirt n swingin'
Anything that's country
Karaoke, I don't care
There's gotta be a honky-tonk somewhere

There's gotta be a honky-tonk somewhere
There's gotta be a honky-tonk
Girl you gotta get me there

I've tried the phone at the road
Mapped Siri, where's the party at
That ain't got me anywhere
There's gotta be a honky-tonk somewhere

Last call, answer operater
I'm afraid I'm runnin' out of time
I know I sound broken but I just keep hopin'
for an open glowin' neon sign

Maybe this is crazy but I'm thinkin' baby
Maybe later you could meet me there
There's gotta be a honky-tonk somewhere

There's gotta be a honky-tonk somewhere
There's gotta be a honky-tonk
Girl you gotta get me there

I've tried the phone at the road
Mapped Siri, where's the party at
That ain't got me anywhere



There's gotta be a honky-tonk somewhere
Out there's gotta be a honky-tonk somewhere

8192. Honky-Tonked to Death

Honky-Tonked to Death

[Verse 1]
I guess her love began to die when I found swinging doors
And every night I stayed out late, it died a little more
I let temptation lead me on to love that's laid to rest
It didn't die of natural cause, it was honky-tonked to death

[Chorus]
I honky-tonked away the things in life that meant the most
Just like a line in that old song, I threw away the rose
I walked upon her lovin' heart till there was nothing left
Love didn't die of natural cause, it was honky-tonkÐµd to death

[Verse 2]
She couldn't count those lonÐµly nights, nor all the tears she cried
I couldn't count the roams I'd done, nor all the times I lied
I was blinded by those neon lights and put love on the shelf
It didn't die of natural cause, it was honky-tonked to death

[Chorus]
I honky-tonked away the things in life that meant the most
Just like a line in that old song, I threw away the rose
I walked upon her lovin' heart till there was nothing left
Love didn't die of natural cause, it was honky-tonked to death

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
I honky-tonked away the things in life that meant the most
Just like a line in that old song, I threw away the rose
I walked upon her lovin' heart till there was nothing left
Love didn't die of natural cause, it was honky-tonked to death
Love didn't die of natural cause, it was honky-tonked to death

8193. Honky-Tonked to Death

Honky-Tonked to Death
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - Honky-Tonked to Death

[Verse 1]
I guess her love began to die when I found swinging doors
And every night I stayed out late, it died a little more
I let temptation lead me on to love that's laid to rest



It didn't die of natural cause, it was honky-tonked to death

[Chorus]
I honky-tonked away the things in life that meant the most
Just like a line in that old song, I threw away the rose
I walked upon her lovin' heart till there was nothing left
Love didn't die of natural cause, it was honky-tonkRd to death

[Verse 2]
She couldn't count those lonRly nights, nor all the tears she cried
I couldn't count the roams I'd done, nor all the times I lied
I was blinded by those neon lights and put love on the shelf
It didn't die of natural cause, it was honky-tonked to death

[Chorus]
I honky-tonked away the things in life that meant the most
Just like a line in that old song, I threw away the rose
I walked upon her lovin' heart till there was nothing left
Love didn't die of natural cause, it was honky-tonked to death

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
I honky-tonked away the things in life that meant the most
Just like a line in that old song, I threw away the rose
I walked upon her lovin' heart till there was nothing left
Love didn't die of natural cause, it was honky-tonked to death
Love didn't die of natural cause, it was honky-tonked to death

8194. Hood River Roll On - Chords

Hood River Roll On
(U. Utah Phillips)
Performed by Jody Stecher/Kate Brislin

Intro: same as verse
[G] [C] [G] 
The rusty pot bubbles, the bottle goes 'round
 [D]
Did you hear about Blackie? He flagged the westbound
 [G] [D]
The young ones drift off to get drunk in their dreams
 [G] [C] [G]
The old men sip coffee and stare through the steam

Chorus
[G] [D]
Hood River, roll on
 [C] [G]
There's so much to remember
 [G] [C]
The old times are gone
 [D] [G] 



Hood River, roll on

The fire's knocked down, the balloons are all packed
They're coughin' and flappin' along the steel track
The young kid remembers the old man's advice
He shakes out his bedroll and rolls it up nice
Chorus

The box rumbles up on a black cinder grade
Some tumble inside, and the others just wave
'Til scattered by smoke or the crunch of the shack
But no one looks up and nobody looks back

Chorus

May your long apple valleys stay green through the fall
And your magic white mountain watch over us all
Lead your old apple knockers in out of the snow
Let your rubber tramps ride where the trains never go

Chorus

Repeat: The old times are gone...Hood River, roll on
Instrumental break follows verse chords
Repeat: The old times are gone...Hood River, roll on (2x)

8195. Hooked On A Feeling - Chords

Hooked On A Feeling
Recorded by B. J. Thomas
Written by Mark James

G                         G7             C
I can't stop this feeling deep inside of me 
                        G            D7
But girl you just don't realize what you do to me 
G                        G7
When you hold me in your arms so tight 
        Em            G7
You let me know every thing's alright 
C       D7          G
Ah  I'm hooked on a feeling 
G7        C
High on believing 
D7             G            D7
That you're in love with m--e
 
     G                 G7                          C
Your lips are sweet as candy the taste stays on my mind 
                 G           D7
Girl you keep me thirsty for another cup a wine 
G                G7                          C
I got it bad for you girl but I don't need a cure 



                 G                       D7
I'll just stay addicted and hope I can endure 
 
G                      G7
All the good love when we're all alone 
        Em           G7
Keep it up girl yeah you turn me on  
Repeat #2
G                      G7
All the good love when we're all alone 
        Em            G7
Keep it up sugar yeah you turn me on 
Repeat #2

8196. Hooked On Bluegrass

Hooked On Bluegrass
Junior Sisk - Hooked On Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
I finally found my drug of choice and I know I'll never quit
I'm hooked on bluegrass music and I might as well admit
I crave it several times a day, can never get too much
I feel good when I hear it so I use it as a crutch

[Verse 2]
I thought about my habit and I've yet to find a flaw
The price is alright, you can't OD, and it ain't against the law
Anything you love this much I guess could be a sin
So just in case, I turn to bluegrass gospel now and then

[Chorus]
I wake up every morning and hear my radio
Come to life with music from my favorite bluegrass show
I know that I'm addicted now, but it's the path I choose
I'm hooked on bluegrass music, it's the only drug I use

[Verse 3]
I love to go where other addicts meet and congregate
To share my drugs with others with whom I can relate
We might party all day long for three days, maybe four
Be strung out Monday morning when it's back to work we go

[Chorus]
I wake up every morning and hear my radio
Come to life with music from my favorite bluegrass show
I know that I'm addicted now, but it's the path I choose
I'm hooked on bluegrass music, it's the only drug I use

[Verse 4]
Today there are some dealers that change the recipe
But I still like it better back the way it used to be
If that old sound I grew up with should ever be outgrown



A few of us old timers could still make it on our own

[Chorus]
I wake up every morning and hear my radio
Come to life with music from my favorite bluegrass show
I know that I'm addicted now, but it's the path I choose
I'm hooked on bluegrass music, it's the only drug I use

8197. Hooked On Music - Chords

Hooked On Music
Written and recorded by Mac Davis

C
Well it was New Years Eve I was 14 at the time

I was celebrating 4 AM with them hoodlum friends of mine
          F
I heard a boy named Elvis Presley
                                        C
Singing That's Alright Mama on the radio  and it turned me on
       G7                                                C
I been hooked on music  hooked on music from that moment on

Well all my friends thought I had one brick less than a load

Cause I'd stop the car and I'd jump out and start dancing in the road
             F
When I heard Jerry Lee Lewis singing 
                             C
Whole Lot of Shaking Going On  it turned me on
           G7                                                C
And I been hooked on music  hooked on music from that moment on

          F
Wella I'd steal them fancy hubcaps
                                C
Off them cowboy's pickup trucks fender skirts and mud-flaps
                            F
Anything to make a buck I'd sell 'em right back to 'em
                             D7
Out behind the rodeo just to make a little money
                              G7
To treat my little honey to a rock and roll show

      C
And I hung around that skating rink where Buddy Holly played

I could not believe one man could have such fun
                                F
And still get paid then I heard that local DJ playing
                                   C
That'll Be The Day it turned me on  said turned me on



       G7                                               C
I been hooked on music hooked on music from that moment on

       F
Well I finally got some tickets to see Elvis live and hot
       C
And my girlfriend almost jumped my bones going back to the parking lot
F
I knew that it was not my great physique good looks and charm
     D7                            G7
That left that Texas teenybopper's nail-prints in my arm

     C
So I bought myself a guitar and I wrote me a lady's song

And I could change the name to fit my latest flame

And that sucker never came out wrong 
    F
I'd sit back and sing it soft and low
                                                  C
Watch 'em as it slowly turned 'em on I'd turn 'em on
       G7                                               C
I been hooked on music hooked on music from that moment on

       G7                                               C
I been hooked on music hooked on music from that moment on

8198. Hookup Scene - Chords

Hookup Scene 
Kacey Musgraves

[Verse 1]
            G
This hookup scene
                    G/F#
Ain't all that it's made out to be
                      Cmaj7
You get your fill and leave empty
                 G
More lonely than before
        G
And you lay beside
                  G/F#
Somebody you know isn't right
                    Cmaj7
I make believe it's love then I
                      G
Start lookin' for the door
 
 
[Chorus]



           Cmaj7     G
If you've got someone to love
           Cmaj7   Em D
And you've almost given up
        G     Am         Em                Cmaj7
Hold on tight despite the way they make you mad
       Cmaj7              Am                  D          Cmaj7    G
'Cause you might not even know that you don't have it so bad
 
 
[Verse 2]
  G
A pretty face might get you far
                   G/F#
But still it can't replace
                                 Cmaj7
The kind of real connection that I crave
                       G
The kind we don't have anymore
               G
And I get in my head
              G/F#
Analyzing what I had
                    Cmaj7
It's a chapter that ain't coming back
                    G
I could have learned to love it more
 
 
[Chorus]
           Cmaj7     G
If you've got someone to love
           Cmaj7   Em D
And you've almost given up
        G     Am         Em                Cmaj7
Hold on tight despite the way they make you mad
       Cmaj7              Am                  D          Cmaj7
'Cause you might not even know that you don't have it so bad
 
 
[Bridge]
Cmaj7    Am
Oh, oh-oh
Cmaj7   Am
Oh, oh-oh
 
 
[Chorus]
              Cmaj7       G
If you've got someone to love
           Cmaj7        Em  D
And you've almost given up
        G     Am           Em              Cmaj7
Hold on tight despite the way they make you sad
         Cmaj7            Am             B          Em     A
'Cause I wish I would've known we didn't have it so bad, hmm
      Cmaj7        Am           D          Cmaj7



I wish I would've known I didn't have it so bad
 
 
[Outro]
 Cmaj7   Am
Oh, oh-oh
 Cmaj7   Am
Oh, oh-oh
Cmaj7   G-

8199. Hootenanny Express - Chords

Hootenanny Express
Recorded by the Canadian Sweethearts
Written by Bob Reagan

F                           C
Climb aboard the Hootenanny ride aboard the Hootenanny 
         G7                                          C
From the coast way through the mountains through the green valleys
F                           C
Climb aboard the Hootenanny find the dreams that I've been dreaming
         G7                  C
When you ride the Hootenanny Express
Hear the lonesome sound of the outward bound
                          Am
That rolls on through the moonlight
C                        F
I'm free as the wind and gone again
C             G7       C
When the town rolls in sight
Repeat #1
Hear the clickity clack of the railroad track
                      Am
That seems to call my name
C                            F
And the same old track keeps calling back
C           G7     C
That I'm on my way again
Repeat #1

8200. Hootenanny Granny - Chords

Hootenanny Granny  
Recorded by Jim Lowe
Written by Fred Hertz and Charles Grean

C         F                C
I took my granny to a hootenanny



        G7                     C         Am
Now her silver hair is hanging down down down
       C                 F           G7
At the age of 93 she can sing in any key
         C                 G7                  C
She's my hootenanny granny with a banjo on her knee
When the hootenanny came to town 
F                            C
I took my gray haired granny down
                                G7
Much to my surprise she dug the scene
    C                           F
She traded in her walking stick for a banjo and a pick
    G7                                    C
And improvised six choruses of Good Night Irene
Repeat #1
She picked the Cotton Fields in G 
F                             C
And then she rocked the Lemon Tree
                                       G7
She sang the Foggy Dew from night till dawn
    C
The Kingston Trio is the rage 
    F
But add it up they're not her age
          G7                                       C
She's the one who knows where all the flowers have gone
She helped Michael row the boat to shore 
F                              C
And when they hollered out for more
                                     G7
She sang a verse from Blowing in the Wind 
    C
She helped John Henry lay some tracks
       F
Walked along with Reverend Black 
          G7                                        C
While the crowd was walking out she sang Walk Right In
          F                C
I took my granny to a hootenanny
        G7                     C         Am
Now her silver hair is hanging down down down
       C                  F              G7
At the age of 93 now it's Peter Paul and she
         C                 G7                  C   F C
She's my hootenanny granny with a banjo on her knee

8201. Hop High My Lula Gal

Hop High My Lula Gal

Where did you get them high top shoes
And the dress that you wear so fine



Got my shoes from a railroad man
And the dress is from a driver in the mine

    Oh hop high hop high
    Hop high my lula gal

I'll pawn you my watch and I'll pawn you my chain
I'll pawn you gold wedding ring
To pay my little lulu's fine
I'll pawn you my wagon and my team

Where have you been my pretty little girl
Where have you been so long
I've been in the pen with those rough and rowdy men
And honey I'm goin' back again

8202. Hopalong Peter

Hopalong Peter
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

[Verse 1: David Grisman]
Old Uncle Peter, he got tight
Started up to heaven one stormy night
The road being rough and him not well
He lost, his way and he went to ...

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Hopalong Peter where you goin'?
Hopalong Peter where you goin'?
Hopalong Peter won't you bear in mind
I ain't comin' back 'til the gooseberry time

[Verse 2: David Grisman]
Old mother Hubbard and her dog were Dutch
A bow-legged rooster and he hobbled on a crutch
The hen chewed tobacco and the duck drank wine
The goose played the fiddle on the pumpkin vine

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Hopalong Peter where you goin'?
Hopalong Peter where you goin'?
Hopalong Peter won't you bear in mind
I ain't comin' back 'til the gooseberry time

[Verse 3: David Grisman]
Down in the barn yard playin' seven up
The old tomcat and the little yellow pup
The old mother Hubbard she's a pickin' out the fleas
The rooster in the cream jar up to his knees

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Hopalong Peter, where you goin'?



Hopalong Peter, where you goin'?
Hopalong Peter, won't you bear in mind
I ain't comin' back 'til the gooseberry time

[Verse 4: David Grisman]
I've got a sweet gal in this old town
If she weighs an ounce she weighs seven hundred pounds
Every time my sweet gal turns once around
The heels of her shoe makes a hole in the ground

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Hopalong Peter, where you goin'?
Hopalong Peter, where you goin'?
Hopalong Peter, won't you bear in mind
I ain't comin' back 'til the gooseberry
Hopalong Peter, where you goin'?
Hopalong Peter, where you goin'?
Hopalong Peter, won't you bear in mind
I ain't comin' back 'til the gooseberry time

8203. Hope For Me Yet

Dierks Bentley - Hope For Me Yet

[Verse 1]
Girl, I've made a name everybody writes off
An open-road hard case, a honky tonk lost cause
The fate I'm looking at there ain't know way around
A long and lonely path I'm destined to go down

[Chorus]
Yeah, there ain't much of nothing in me
Left to be saved, but, baby, I bet
If you could love somebody like me
There might be hope for me yet
Hope for me yet

[Verse 2]
Always living fast, only thinking short-term
I never could get past a bridge I didn't burn
I'm just a worn-out pair of boots and a beat-up old guitar
A handful of country tunes and a hard-luck kind of heart

[Chorus]
Yeah, there ain't much of nothing in me
Left to be saved, but, baby I bet
If you could love somebody like me
There might be hope for me yet

[Bridge]
Girl, you just might be that outside chance for me
Yeah, you're the one good shot at redemption that I've got
Yeah, there ain't much of nothing in me



Left to be saved, but, baby, I bet
If you could love somebody like me
There might be

[Chorus]
Yeah, there ain't much of nothing in me
Left to be saved, but, baby, I bet
If you could love somebody like me
There might be hope for me yet
Hope for me yet
There's hope for me yet

8204. Hope Of A Broken Heart - Chords

Hope Of A Broken Heart
Recorded by Cowboy Copas
Written by Lois Mann and Lloyd Copas
 
C            G7             C    G7
You broke my heart when you went away
      C       D7         G7
I was blue so sad and so lonely
  C       G7      C      G7
I cried I cried I hid my pride
   C         D7         G7
To keep your love yet I lost you
 
       C
Like a child without a toy
    F
You took life's only joy
     D7                G7
When you said you were through
      C
Now a broken heart will mend
       F          D7
With a lover or a friend
   G7                          C
Oh darling please don't let it end
 
             G7             C    G7
You broke my heart when you went away
      C       D7         G7
I was blue so sad and so lonely
  C       G7      C      G7
I cried I cried I hid my pride
   C         D7         G7
To keep your love yet I lost you
 
       C
Like a child without a toy
    F
You took life's only joy



     D7                G7
When you said you were through
      C
Now a broken heart will mend
       F          D7
With a lover or a friend
   G7                          C
Oh darling please don't let it end

8205. Hope She Falls In Love

Blue Dogs - Hope She Falls In Love

So you think you've found the one that fits you
You said you'd never fall in love
Ah but then you see her and hits you
Like a bolt of lightning from above

Some I'm walking watching a dream
Falling apart before their eyes
Just remember as bad as it may seem
Love never really dies

Ain't nobody gonna take that away
Ain't nobody gonna tell you what to do
The only thing you can do is stay
And hope she falls in love with you
And hope she falls in love with you

Wanna let her know that you love her
And you call her on the phone
Gotta tell her there's no one above her
Can't let her think that she's alone

And you keep on pushing to make it work out
And you keep on trying to make her feel
That you're in love there ain't no doubt
The love you're feeling is so real

Chorus
And you keep on pushing to make it work out
And you keep on trying to make her feel
That you're in love there ain't no doubt
The love you're feeling is so real

8206. Hope You Like the New Me

Richard Thompson - Hope You Like the New Me 



I stole your style, hope you don't mind
I must try to be all I can be
It suits me more than it ever suited you
Hope you like the new me

And I stole your laugh so bright and breezy
It stops parties in mid-air
It makes me feel more devil may care
Hope you like the new me
Hope you like the new me

We all need friends to lean on
Any time, any place, anywhere
Feel free to lean on me
But please, don't do it right now
Yes, I'm much too busy right now

And I stole your walk, the one with purpose
It says there is no mountain I can't climb
It fools people all of the time
Hope you like the new me

And I stole your jokes, just the good ones
How the gang all laughed with glee
I also stole the way that you tell them
Hope you like the new me
Hope you like the new me

To steal is to flatter, what a compliment to pay
All those things that I stole from you
Well, I might give them back someday
Yes, I really might someday

And I stole your wife, hope you don't mind
She was looking bored, don't you think?
Soon have her back in the pink
Stop by and see us for tea

And I stole your soul when you weren't looking
I reached inside and cut it free
It suits me more than it's ever suited you
Hope you like the new me
Hope you like the new me

8207. Hope You're Feelin' Me (Like I'm Feelin' You)

Marty Stuart - Hope You're Feelin' Me (Like I'm Feelin' You)

No one could hold me, no one could control me
But now my future is up to you
Your lovin' can shape me, make me or break me
Oh, I hope you're feelin' me like I'm feelin' you



This feeling is crazy and only you can save me
From this love thing that I've got for you
Your love is a potion, Lord, and I need a notion
Oh, I hope you're feelin' me like I'm feelin' you

All these changes got me goin' in circle
First I turn away, then turn right back to you
Well, I need your lovin' to keep me from sinkin'
Oh, I hope you're feelin' me like I'm feelin' you

Wanna win when I gamble, no need to ramble
I doubled my lovin' when I gave it to you
I gotta do it with you, I can't do it without you
Oh, I hope you're feelin' me like I'm feelin' you

All these changes got me goin' in circle
First I turn away, then turn right back to you
Well, I need your lovin' to keep me from sinkin'
Oh, I hope you're feelin' me like I'm feelin' you
Yes, I hope you're feelin' me like I'm feelin' you

8208. Hopefully (I'll Be Out Of My Mind) - Chords

Hopefully (I'll Be Out Of My Mind)
Written and recorded by Jeanne Pruett
 
G                 D7          G
I had two cups of coffee this morning
                G7          C      Am
Before a single tear filled my eyes
     C                   G
So I know your memory is dimming
      A7                             D7
Cause today I've only prayed once to die
 
       G           D7       G
You're losing this hold you have on me
            G7         C        Am
You see I'm forgetting with time
C               G           C
One more day of hurting for you
      G                       D7        G
Hopefully (hopefully) I'll be out of my mind
 
               D7           G
Two years is a long time to want you
                     G7       C
Without you in these two arms of mine
                      G
Desire still fills my body
    A7                           D7
But maybe I'll lose that with my mind
 



          G     D7      G
Then when day becomes tomorrow
                           G7         C
And my heart beats for the very first time
                       G       C
With love maybe I will know it
      G                       D7        G
Hopefully (hopefully) I'll be out of my mind

8209. Hopeless Romantic - Chords

Hopeless Romantic
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Billy Vera

G
Sometimes on Sundays I sit by the TV
                    Am
Watching sad movies alone
And when it comes to the part
          D7                G
Where the little dog dies I cry
Sometimes I think I was born just a little behind
               Am
Or ahead of my time 
                           D7
I live in a dream world of caring and sharing
    Am            D7     G
And good guys and nobody lies
      Am       D7
I'm a believer 
         Am                D7
And much more than anything
             G
I believe in you 
               Am    D7
You're not a deceiver
           Am                     D7
And if you told me the ocean went dry
               G   D7
I'd believe in you
   G
So call me a hopeless romantic
                  D7   G
Cause I can still believe
            D7   G     Am        D7
I can still believe in true love
    Am         D7               G  D7  Em  D7
And hopeless romantic still can find a way
        C    Bm   Am   D7    G
To make true love last these days
Have you ever noticed while telling a tall tale
                          Am



The look on the face of a child
                                D7
She accepts without question as though it was gospel
        Am        D7         G
They're only like that for a while 
 
So call me a hopeless romantic
                  D7   G
Cause I can still believe
            D7   G     Am        D7
I can still believe in true love
    Am         D7               G  D7  Em  D7
And hopeless romantic still can find a way
        C    Bm   Am
To make true love last   
          C    Bm   Am
To make true love last
         C    Bm   Am   D7      G
To make true love last  these days
      Am         D7           G
For a hopeless romantics like me

8210. Hopeless Romantics

Steve Earle - Hopeless Romantics

[Verse 1]
You can love most of the people most of the time
Now and again if you're looking, I'm sure you will find
Someone is helplessly hoping someday they'll finally find the one
Hopeless romantics keep hoping that someday will come

[Verse 2]
Used to be you could be sure that a warrior was true
Nowadays everyone knows that it's cool to be blue
Constantly circling close to the flame and then stopping on a dime
Hopeless romantics will go down in flames every time

[Bridge]
Hopeless romantics drop everything and run
When they find a broken heart
Always afraid that they're missing someone
With time on their hands and a missing part

[Verse 3]
So one of these nights when you're sitting at home all alone
And you've finally admitted you're lonely right down to the bone
You might as well get on out in it, 'cause you've got everything to lose
Hopeless romantics are always at home with the blues

[Outro]
And a broken heart
Find the missing part



Hopeless romantics are usually hopelessly true

8211. Hopeless Vows

Swingin' Utters - Hopeless Vows

My bastard brother's hopeless vow
Of leaving to another town
Has once again soaked deep into
The cold and rotting ground
He never shared his lovesick bed
Or listened to a word they said
He hoards the beer and wine and bread
Christ, I wish he was fucking dead
Bury yourself in blame
Drown yourself in flame
Burn the bottle that beckons you
To betroth yourself to shame
Give yourself a break
Break the ones you hate
Hate those that have fed off of you
And your pathetic plate
I've left it up to the gods above
Don't believe in, ain't seen or heard from
And nearly sick to death of this
Not ignorance nor in bliss
With a family of parasites
And feckless friends with shameless eyes
The endless miles caught up with me
The face of my own kind

8212. Hopelessly Yours - Chords

Hopelessly Yours
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Don Cook, Curly Putman, Keith Whitley
[3/4 time]

G            D7       C          D7
I love you I hate you forget you but I'm afraid to
    G           D7           C        D7
You loved me or did you I'll never be sure
    C               D7         G             C
But one thing's for certain in spite of this hurting 
G           D7         G
Forever I'm hopelessly yours 

                 D7          C         D7
From laughing to crying from living to dying



     G         D7           C            D7
From Heaven to heartaches I know I can't cure
    C               D7         G             C
But one thing's for certain in spite of this hurting 
G           D7         G
Forever I'm hopelessly yours 

  D7                      C  G
I cry on the slightest of mo-tions  
        A7                       D7
Cuz I'm just going through these emotions
 
Repeat #1
 
               D7         G
I'll always be hopelessly yours 
D7         G
Hopelessly yours

8213. Hoping That You're Hoping

The Louvin Brothers - Hoping That You're Hoping

Every minute of the day I'm thinking about you
And without you, life is just a crazy dream
Every breath I take, I'm hoping that you're hoping
That I'm hoping you return to me

Then you remember, dear, when you said
If I ever stop loving you, you'd rather be dead
Well dear, I don't know what on earth changed your mind
No matter who is holding you, your heart is still mine

Every time I think about the way you cuddled up
And snuggled up and filled me with your charm
I get dizzy in the head and then it's seaming 
I'm dreaming I'm locked in your loving arms

Every minute of the day I'm thinking about you
And without you, life is just a crazy dream
Every breath I take, I'm hoping that you're hoping
That I'm hoping you return to me

Can you remember, dear, when you said
If I ever stop loving you, you'd rather be dead
Well dear, I don't know what on earth changed your mind
No matter who is holding you, your heart is still mine

Every minute of the day I'm thinking about you
And without you, life is just a crazy dream
Every breath I take, I'm hoping that you're hoping
That I'm hoping you return to me



8214. Hoping That You're Hoping - Chords

Hoping That You're Hoping
Recorded by The Louvin Brothers   
Written by Betty E. Harrison

C F    C                     G7
E-very minute of the day I'm thinking about you
                                     C
And without you life is just a crazy dream
  F    C                                    G7
E-very breath I take I'm hoping that you're hoping 
                                 C
That I'm hoping you'll return to me
G7               D7
Can you remember dear when you said
                                             G7
If I ever stopped loving you you'd rather be dead
                               D7
Well dear I don't know what on earth changed your mind
                                                G7
No matter who's holding you your heart is still mine
C F    C                              G7
E-very time I think about the way you cuddled up 
                                        C
And snuggled up and filled me with your charm
  F   C                               G7
I get dizzy in the head and then it's seeming that I'm dreaming
                          C
I'm locked in your loving arms
Repeat #1,2,1

8215. Hoping To Say

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Hoping to say
Composer: David Hanna

In a package that comes in the mail everyday
I received my headache and failed to relay
All the things that I'm constantly hoping to say
To those who we all hold so dear.

I once had the knack but it didn't last long
The last time I had that, it wasn't that strong
It's clear to me now that it's all turned out wrong
For those who we all hold so dear.

Oh-ho, and it's making me cry
Oh-ho, they won't let me get high.



I can remember when things weren't so tough
Just a few worries but still not enough
They soon began building and too much to tell
To those who we all hold so dear.

Oh-ho, and it's making me cry
Oh-ho, they won't let me get high.

8216. Hopkinsville

Hopkinsville
Darrell Scott

If you can't find work, work finds you
You know daddy didn't raise no welfare fool
Said there's a lot worse things a boy could do
Than straddle an iron beam

So I build this bridge 'til it's complete
And I'll take the steel toes off my feet
And give myself a one way seat
On that train to Hopkinsville

I'm going back to Hopkinsville
I'm going back, you know I will
Only 21 working days
Until I'm with my love in Hopkinsville

On my day off I pull the blinds
So the foreman won't see my taste for the wine
And I drink until the sun don't shine
And I sit and drink some more

I might call the boys and deal a hand
I may go to town to hear a country band
And lie about what we got planned
When we get off of that bridge

I'm going back to Hopkinsville
I'm going back you know I will
Only 21 working days until
I'm with my love in Hopkinsville

This welding hood is mighty dark
You can see the sun and the welding sparks
And it sounds good singing ole Joe Clark
Long as nobody else can hear

And it fits my head, fits my face
And it holds my welding gloves in place
It's been known to hide the trace
Of a lonely man crying



I'm going back to Hopkinsville
I'm going back you know I will
Only 21 working days until
I'm with my love in Hopkinsville
(That's right)

8217. Hornets

Hornets
Song by Aoife O'Donovan
I'm With Her

There ain't nothin' left for me here
I gotta get out
Spent the better part of 29 years just tryin' to get out
Got no one runnin' after me
Pray these two feet carry me south

Then, out of the corner of my eye
You're lookin' at me
I've got ... painted on my thigh
You're weak in the knees
Let's leave town by the frontage road
Follow the sound of the blackest road south

Would that you were gone away and I was gone with you
I'd sit myself right down, and I'd lace up my travelin' shoes
If I lose you down the road, would you look over your shoulder?
I'll be there to have and hold you

We've only travelled 17 miles
You wanna turn back
Don't leave your little girl in the wild
The sky's turnin' black
Play tug-o-war til the mornin' comes
Find the road
Stick out your thumb
Hold it there
If no one comes, just run

Got no one runnin' after me
Pray these two feet carry me

Would that you were gone away and I was gone with you
I'd sit myself right down, and I'd lace up my travelin' shoes
If I lose you down the road, would you look over your shoulder?
I'll be there to have and hold you

My rations runnin' low and I'm alone when I hit the state line
Turnin' back is the only way to go
Back to what's mine
I'll die in the bed that I was born in



Gone from this world without warnin', babe

Would that you were gone away and I was gone with you
I'd sit myself right down, and I'd lace up my travelin' shoes
If I lose you down the road, would you look over your shoulder?
I'll be there to have and hold you

Would that you were gone away and I was gone with you
I'd sit myself right down, and I'd lace up my travelin' shoes
If I lose you down the road, would you look over your shoulder?
I'll be there to have and hold you

8218. Horseshoe

Horseshoe - Hot Buttered Rum

If the horseshoe hadn't been turned upside down
Maybe my luck wouldn't have run out
This place where I dwell wouldn't be overrun
With a lurking shadow of fright

This house full of spirits is waking me up
To a bad dream in the middle of the night
Where are the angels this dying city
Darkness clouds the light

Nearer and nearer the reckoning day
Desperately hopeless but bearing the weight
Weary defeated, the song still remains
New hope arises to open the gate

This house full of spirits is waking me up
To a bad dream in the middle of the night
Where are the angels this dying city
Darkness clouds the light

Bring on the night
Wash it away
Ak-Beh-Lo
Comes a new day

This house full of spirits is washing away
All the bad dreams that wake me in fright
Saint Michael's Angel watch over us now
Dreaming candle burn through the night

8219. Horseshoe Lake



Todd Snider - Horseshoe Lake

It won't work this morning, I can't punch in
There's too many questions under my skin
My back is aching, I'm so confused
I can't help feeling like I'm being used
I did like they told me, I settled down
Now I'm going crazy, working downtown
What do I do here, why do I stay?
Who are all these people, I check in with every day
I need room to think this over
I need a ride out to Horseshoe Lake
I wanna feel like it makes a difference
What difference one man makes
They say that one man makes the money
One man makes the time
I need time to think this over
I've got to make up my own mind
I don't need a psychic, I don't need a shrink
I need time away from all of this, I need a drink
How did I get here, where will I go?
Why am I so haunted by anything that I don't know?
I need room to think this over
I need a ride out to Horseshoe Lake
I wanna feel like it makes a difference
What difference one man makes
They say that one man makes the money
One man makes the time
I need time to think this over
I've got to make up my own mind
I need room to think this over
I need a ride out to Horseshoe Lake
I wanna feel like it makes a difference
What difference one man makes
They say that one man makes the money
One man makes the time
I need time to think this over
I've got to make up my own mind

8220. Hoss Race - Chords

Hoss Race 
Tim O'Brien
 
[Intro]
Bass line is walking on the chord of  B
 
[Verse 1]
E7
I hear those horses runnin
                               B
I hear all the men a shoutin, don't you, don't you
E7
I hear the pistol firin'



                          B
I see the flags a flyin, don't you,
F#7
Out of the gate they're headin west
  E7                                    B
I think my horse might be the best one don't you
 
[Verse 2]
     E7
Well Bookie's had him six to one
                                          B
But I know that horse can really run now don't you, don't you
E7
I don't often feel this way
                               B
I think it's my lucky day now don't you, don't you
   F#7
My baby cried, Don't go to the track
   E7                                     B
I think she'll smile when I get back now don't you
 
[Instrumental]
E7  B  E7  B  F#7  E7  B
 
[Verse 3]
     E7
He's on the outside and he's gainin
                              B
I see every nerve a strainin don't you
E7
I hear my heart a poundin
                             E7
I like the way it's soundin don't you
F#7
Think this time I picked a winner
E7                                     B
Think I'll eat a steak for dinner now don't you,
 
[Verse 4]
E7
Your mare's lookin mighty squirrel
                                      B
I see my gelding's passed the sorrel don't you, don't you
E7
Takin the lead he's out of sight
                                      B
I'd say that rider's ridin right now don't you
F#7
Around the corner in the stretch
   E7                                D
I think I'll go collect my bets now don't you
 
[Instrumental]
E7  B  E7  B  F#7  E7  B
 
[Verse 5]
E7



I'm not much of gamblin man
                                          B
But I'll take my winnings when I can now don't you, wouldn't you
E7
Take my baby on the town tonight
                                  B
I think we'll be livin right now don't you
F#m
Be broke again tomorrow morn'
        E7                                  B
That's when I read my ra-cin..form...now...don't you

8221. Hot Blood

Lucinda Williams - Hot Blood

Just a shakin' in my knees, just a cold chill
Don't know what it is, just call it a thrill
Just a lump in my throat, just hot blood
Don't know what it is, some call it love
Well I saw you out in your car
You had the top down, you were drivin' real slow

Well I saw you in the grocery store
Buyin' tomatoes for a casserole

Well I saw you in the laundrymat
Washin' your clothes, gettin' all the dirt out

Well I saw you with your car broke down
Fixin' your flat with a tire iron

8222. Hot Burrito #1

Hot Burrito #1
Flying Burrito Brothers

You may be
Sweet and nice
But that won't keep you warm at night
'Cause I'm the one
Who showed you how
To do the things you're doing now
He may feel all your charms
He may hold you in his arms
But I'm the one
Who let you in
I was right
Beside you then



Once upon a time
You let me feel you deep inside
And nobody knew
Nobody saw
Do you remember the way you cried
I'm your toy I'm your old boy
But I don't want no one but you
To love me
No I wouldn't lie
You know I'm not that kind of guy

Once upon a time
You let me feel you deep inside
And nobody knew
Nobody saw
Do you remember the way you cried
I'm your toy I'm your old boy
But I don't want no one but you
To love me
No I wouldn't lie
You know I'm not that kind of guy

8223. Hot Burrito #2

Emmylou Harris - Hot Burrito No. 2
(Hot Burrito #2)

Yes, you loved me and you sold my clothes
I love you, but that's the way that it goes
So it goes
Yes, you know how I feel
So it goes
It just couldn't be real
And we know it's wrong
And I don't think it's gonna go on
When I come home carrying my shoes
I've been waiting to tell you some news
And you want me home all night
And you don't want another fight

But you better love
Find some love
You better love me, Jesus Christ

Yes, you loved me and you sold all my clothes
I love you, baby, but that's the way that it goes
So it goes
I guess you know how I feel
So it goes
Yes, it couldn't be real

And you want me home all night



You just don't want another fight
But you better love
Find some love
Love me baby, Jesus Christ

8224. Hot Child in the City

Hot Child in the City
The Coal Porters

Danger in the shape of somethin' wild
Stranger dressed in black, she's a hungry child
No one knows who she is or what her name is
And I don't know where she came from or what her game is

Hot child in the city, hot child in the city
Runnin' wild and lookin' pretty, hot child in the city

So young to be loose and on her own
Young boys, they all want to take her home
She comes downtown, the boys all stop and stare
When she comes downtown
She walks like she just don't care

Hot child in the city, hot child in the city
Runnin' wild and lookin' pretty, hot child in the city

Come on down to my place, baby, we'll talk about love
Come on down to my place, woman, we'll make love

Hot child in the city
Hot child in the city (She's kinda dangerous)
Hot child in the city (A young child)
She's runnin' wild and lookin' pretty
(A young child, runnin' wild)
Hot child in the city (A hot child in the city)
Hot child in the city (Hot child in the city)
Hot child in the city (Hot child in the city)
The Coal Porters

Danger in the shape of somethin' wild
Stranger dressed in black, she's a hungry child
No one knows who she is or what her name is
And I don't know where she came from or what her game is

Hot child in the city, hot child in the city
Runnin' wild and lookin' pretty, hot child in the city

So young to be loose and on her own
Young boys, they all want to take her home
She comes downtown, the boys all stop and stare
When she comes downtown
She walks like she just don't care



Hot child in the city, hot child in the city
Runnin' wild and lookin' pretty, hot child in the city

Come on down to my place, baby, we'll talk about love
Come on down to my place, woman, we'll make love

Hot child in the city
Hot child in the city (She's kinda dangerous)
Hot child in the city (A young child)
She's runnin' wild and lookin' pretty
(A young child, runnin' wild)
Hot child in the city (A hot child in the city)
Hot child in the city (Hot child in the city)
Hot child in the city (Hot child in the city)

8225. Hot Corn, Cold Corn

Hot Corn, Cold Corn

   Hot corn cold corn bring along the demijohn
   Hot corn cold corn bring along the demijohn
   Hot corn cold corn bring along the demijohn
   Fare thee well Uncle Bill see you in the morning yes sir

Well it's upstairs downstairs out in the kitchen (3x)
See you Uncle Bill just a raring and a pitching yes sir

Well it's old Aunt Peggy won't you fill 'em up again (3x)
Ain't had a drink since the lord knows when yes sir

Well yonder comes the preacher and the children are a crying (3x)
Chickens a running and the toenails a flying yes sir

8226. Hot Country Knights

Dierks Bentley - Hot Country Knights

[Intro]
H-O-T C-O-U-N-T-R-Y K-N-I-G-H-T-S
H-O-T C-O-U-N-T-R-Y K-N-I-G-H-T-S

[Verse 1]
Here come the Fords, here come the Chevys
A couple Bubbas, a few Bettys
Everybody's here and everybody's ready for a good time

[Chorus]
It's gonna be a hot country night



Everybody's cuttin' loose with their jeans on tight
Sun down, moon up, moon couldn't get any fuller
Ain't nothin' cooler than these hot country nights

[Post-Chorus]
Ah, tell 'em, Trevor
[Verse 2]
We got some beer, we got some whiskey
We got some moonshine, we got some whiskey
We can write a new chapter in the book of whiskey history, let's try

[Chorus]
It's gonna be a hot country night
Everybody's cuttin' loose with their jeans on tight
Sun down, moon up, moon couldn't get any fuller
Ain't nothin' cooler than these hot country nights

[Post-Chorus]
Aw, give it to 'em, Rayro

[Verse 3]
Hey, pretty baby, you're an eleven
It musta hurt when you fell from the sky
Fold up them wings 'cause tonight I'm gonna teach you how to soar

[Chorus]
It's gonna be a hot country night
Everybody cuttin' loose with their jeans on tight
Sun down, moon up, moon couldn't get any fuller
It's gonna be a hot country night
Yeah, it can't be wrong when it feels this right
To measure how much fun we're havin' you would need a big ruler
There ain't nothin' cooler
Than these hot country nights

[Outro]
H-O-T C-O-U-N-T-R-Y K-N-I-G-H-T-S
H-O-T C-O-U-N-T-R-Y K-N-I-G-H-T-S

8227. Hot for Teacher

Hot for Teacher
David Grisman

Spoken:
"Oh wow, man !"
"Wait a second man. Whaddaya think the teacher's gonna look like this year ?"
"My butt, man !"

T-T-Teacher stop that screaming, teacher don't you see ?
Don't wanna be no uptown fool
Maybe I should go to hell, but I'm doin' well
Teacher needs to see me after school



I think of all the education that I missed
But then my homework was never quite like this
Got it bad, got it bad, got it bad
I'm hot for teacher
I got it bad, so bad
I'm hot for teacher

Spoken:
"Hey, I heard you missed us, we're back !"
"I brought my pencil"
"Gimme something to write on, man"
I heard about your lessons, but lessons are so cold
I know about this school
Little girl from cherry lane, how did you get so bold ?
How did you know that golden rule ?

I think of all the education that I missed
But then my homework was never quite like this
Got it bad, got it bad, got it bad
I'm hot for teacher
I got it bad, so bad
I'm hot for teacher

"Oh man, I think the clock is slow"
"I don't feel tardy"
"Class dismissed

8228. Hot Hands

Hot Hands
Lindsay Lou - Hot Hands

I love it when you take me and you hold me
With your hot hands
And I don't even have to try
You know that you have got me
Where you want me
Well I love it when you give me them there eyes
Like a child who earned his prize
Like your first two wheel ride
Like a man who understands his worth
Ahh
I can't always control my emotions
Reactions
I love when you know when to be wry
All alone and in the dark
I feel your spark
How'd what we love become another day at work
Ahh



8229. Hot In Herre

String Cheese Incident - Hot in Herre

[Instrumental]
[Intro]
Uh, uh; uh, uh; uh, uh; uh
With a little bit of uh, uh; with a little bit of uh, uh
Get a little bit of uh, uh; with a little bit of uh, uh
With a little bit of uh, uh; with a little bit of uh, uh
Get a little bit of uh, uh; with a little bit of uh, uh
Hot in, so hot in here, so hot in

[Verse 1]
I was like, good gracious ass is bodacious
Flirtatious, tryna show patience
Looking for the right time to shoot my steam
Looking for the right time to flash them keys
And I'm, I'm leaving, please believe in
Me and the rest of my heathens
Check it, got it locked at the top of the Four Seasons
Penthouse, rooftop, birds I'm feeding
No deceiving, nothing up my sleeve, no teasing
I need you to get up up on the dance floor
Give that man what he's asking for
And uh, and I feel like busting loose
And I feel like touching you
And can't nobody ever stop the juice
So, baby, tell me what's the use?
I say

8230. Hot Water Pipe - Chords

Hot Water Pipe
Written and recorded by David Ball

C
Well ice is hanging on a telephone wire
                   G7  
Not a word about a fire
C                              F 
Every blanket we got is on the bed
     C               G7                  C
It's gonna be a cold one the weather man says
 
         
Now this old place is drafty and cold
                       G7
It's going down to ten below



C                         F 
It's gonna be a cold cold night
  C                       G7           C 
I hope it don't freeze up my hot water pipe
 
 
Hot water pipe hot water pipe
                                     G7
Don't want the cold to turn you into ice
     C                    F
It's gonna be a cold cold night
  C                       G7           C  
I hope it don't freeze up my hot water pipe
 
 
Now when that north wind comes down south
                                    G7
It takes a while for things to thaw out
C                       F
You'll get by you'll be alright
C                 G7             C
Just don't let it freeze up your pipe
 
Repeat #3
 
                          G7           C 
I hope it don't freeze up my hot water pipe

8231. Hot Wired

Hot Wired
The Del McCoury Band

[Verse 1]
My baby got a talent, she don't like to talk about
It sent her daddy to the pen and he still ain't got out
It runs in the family like some kind of burnin' fire
Her kin didn't get a free ride and it don't matter where they are

[Verse 2]
She hotwired my hot plate, she hotwired my coffee pot
I do believe she's hotwired dang near everything I got
She climbed upon a ladder, hotwired a ceilin' fan
When she came back down to earth again she hotwired her man

[Chorus]
Hotwired
Hotwired
Hotwired
Wired her man, hotwired

[Verse 3]
She walked out in the barn one day and hotwired the cows



If you don't believe me, you oughta try to milk her now
She hotwired the doorbell, now it sounds just like a train
If you hold your finger on it, it might hotwire your brain

[Verse 4]
She might hotwire your Chevy, she might hotwire your Ford
If she ever gets to heaven she might hotwire the Lord
When she laid her hands upon me, man, you should've seen the spark
When that hotwirin' woman went and hotwired my heart

[Chorus]
Hotwired
Hotwired
Hotwired
Hotwired

[Interlude]

[Verse 5]
Better not let her change your strings on your old flat top guitar
She'll done have you 'lectrified like some kind of rock and roll star
Can't wait to plug it in, can't wait to turn it on
We'll get this whole house rockin' like the doggone Rolling Stones

[Verse 6]
Blue lights startin' flashin', I said girl you gone too far
When the police wasn't lookin', she went and hotwired a police car
Well her daddy's doin' eight to ten, but he left his tool behind
Everynight his lovely daughter's like some hotwire in my mind

[Chorus]
Hotwired
Hotwired
Hotwired
Hotwired
Hotwired
Hotwired
Hotwired
Hotwired

8232. Hotter Than Mojave In My Heart

Iris Dement - Hotter Than Mojave in My Heart

[Verse]
Well, I've heard 'em say there's one for everybody
And I just knew somehow that you'd be the one for me
Because making love with you's not just a hobby
No, it's the flame that burnt the forest down in me

[Chorus]
And darling, was it day or was it nighttime?
Were them whippoorwills a-moaning through the trees?



Through the trees?
I don't remember just what you said
But ooh, right from the start
You made me hotter than Mojave in my heart

[Verse]
Well baby, I could stay this way forever
Just passing time at ninety-nine degrees
Because loving you's my favorite kind of weather
Oh, forever let the flame burn down in me

[Chorus]
And I'll not prepare my heart for the change of season
And I'll whip old Winter Wind there if she blows, if she blows
Well, God bless the day that you came along
And you tipped my apple cart
And you made me hotter than Mojave in my heart

[Chorus]
And I'll not prepare my heart for the change of season
And I'm gonna whip old Winter Wind there if she blows, if she blows
God bless the day that you came along
And you tipped my apple cart
And you made me hotter than Mojave in my heart

[Outro]
Now it's hotter than Mojave in my heart

8233. Hound Dawg - Chords

Hound Dawg 
Retrograss
 
  D
You aint nothin but a hound dawg
 
Cryin all the time.
                G           D
You aint nothin but a hound dawg
                D
Cryin all the time.
 
Well, you aint never caught a rabbit
               G           D
And you aint no friend of mine.
 
   D
When they said you was high classed,
 
Well, that was just a lie.
                    G         D
When they said you was high classed,
 



Well, that was just a lie.
               A
You aint never caught a rabbit
              G           D
And you aint no friend of mine.

8234. Hound Dog Song

Hound Dog Song
(You Gotta Quick Kickin' My Dog Around)

Traditional

Once me & Lem Briggs and ol' Bill Brown,
We took us a load of corn to town.
My old Jim dog, the ornery cuss,
He just naturally follered us.

As we drove past the general store,
A passel of yaps came out the door.
Old Jim stopped to smell of a box,
They shot at him a bunch of rocks.

Chorus:
Everytime I go to town,
The boys keep kickin' my dog around.
It makes no difference if he is a hound,
They've gotta quit kickin' my dog around.

They tied a can to his tail,
And ran him past the county jail.
That plumb naturally made me sore.
Lem, he cussed, and Bill he swore.

Well, me Lem Briggs and old Bill Brown,
Lost no time in hoppin' down.
We whupped them town ducks up on the ground
For kickin' my old Jim dog around.

Chorus

Jim seed his duty thar and then.
He lit right into those gentlemen.
He sure messed up the courthouse square,
with rags and meat and hide and hair.

Chorus

Notes: Campaign song of James Beauchamp "Champ" Clark, senator from
Missouri, during his campaign for U.S. President in 1912. See "Champ
Clark", as well as the fiddle tunes "Sally Ann" and "Great Big Taters
in Sandy Land".



8235. Hounds

Hounds
Della Mae

Where do you go when the light is low
When your ship is sinking
When the storm explodes
When your heart it lingers
On one sad kiss
When the sun is red
Through the mist

I've sailed with "The Anne"
For twenty years
From the blue of the Indies
To the waters of Wales
Now she is swollen
Her sails are torn
The water is rising
Together we mourn

And the hounds of heaven rise
From their place by the fire
They re chasing me down
But it ain't my time
They re chasing me down
But it ain't my time

Strange how you see
Your life complete
In the few moments
Before you greet
The force that made the ribbon of sky
That holds us up
In the darkest night

And the hounds of heaven rise
From their place by the fire
They re chasing me down
But it ain't my time
They re chasing me down
But it ain't my time

I am a seeker of fortune
I am an honest man
I m tied to my morals
By a steady hand
I ll bow my head
Into the sea
Let the waves
Wash over me



And the hounds of heaven rise
From their place by the fire
They re chasing me down
But it ain't my time
They re chasing me down
But it ain't my time

8236. Hour Of Gold

Emmylou Harris - Hour Of Gold

I have seen your soul turn black
And then retreat
To that dark place where no one else may follow
I waited here for your returning
To roll your cigarette
And wash your bloodied feet

You have heard the silent running
Of my dreams
Broke me from the grip of grief and fever
With the sound of your voice speaking my name
And a kiss
That I will feel forever

In the hour of gold, the hour of lead
WG did forge our wedding bed
On a hard and holy road
We lay down our head
In tha hour of gold, the hour oi lead 

I have watched you riding on 
The wall of death
And when il finally breaks you and you fall 
I will tear this dress of muslin that you gave me 
To bind the fatal wound 
And catch your last sweet breath

In the hour of gold, the hour of lead
We did forge our wedding bed
On a hard and holy road
We lay down our head
In the hour of gold, the hour of lead 

But the world will be my witness when 
They excavate my heart 
And find the image of your face 
Imprinted there like some Shroud of Turin 
That neither time Nor tundra could erase

In the hour of gold, the hour of lead
We did forge our wedding bed
On a hard and holy road



We lay down our head
In the hour of gold, the hour of lead

8237. Hourglass

Hourglass - Acoustic Syndicate

Sometimes I feel
On shaky ground
I feel much better
When you are around
And the Earth, how it shakes beneath my feet
It'²s hard to walk around
On one simple street
You and me
The Earth, the sky, and the sea around the sun, today
Catching sand from the hourglass
Funny how it slips away
These clothes, they don't fit me just right
Something'²s astray
The common thread's all frayed
And I used to sing dance and clown
As I do now
When you are around
All caught up
In what has come to pass, will it last
Or fade away?
Catching sand from the hourglass
Funny how it slips away
Catching sand from the hourglass
Funny how it slips away
Funny how it slips away
Funny how it slips away
It's true, it'²s true I must confess
The cheap shots to your tenderness
Can you show me where it hurts?
And your eyes look deep into my soul
Stop me in my tracks
Knowing where to go
You and me
The Earth, the sky and the sea around the sun
If only for today
We'²ll catch the sand from the hourglass
Never let it slip away
We'll catch the sand from the hourglass
Never let it slip away
We'²ll catch the sand from the hourglass
Never let it slip away
We'll catch the sand from the hourglass
Never let it slip away



8238. House At Pooh Corner - Chords

House At Pooh Corner
Kenny Loggins
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Christopher Robin and I walked along
Under branches lit up by the moon
Posing our questions to Owl and Eeyore
As our days disappeared all too soon
But I've wandered much further today than I should
And I can't seem to find my way back to the wood, so

/ D Em F#m Bm / G A D - / : / Bm - F#m - / G - - A /

{Refrain}
Help me if you can I've got to get
Back to the house at Pooh Corner by one
You'd be surprised, there's so much to be done
Count all the bees in the hive
Chase all the clouds from the sky - Chase the clouds away
Back to the days of Christopher Robin and Pooh

/ D - G A / / Bm - G A / F#m - D - /
/ F#m - Bm - / G A Bm - C - A - /

Winnie the Pooh doesn't know what to do
Got a honey jar stuck on his nose
He came to me asking help and advice
And from here no one knows where he goes
So I sent him to ask of the Owl if he's there
How to loosen a jar from the nose of a bear

{Refrain}

It's hard to explain how a few precious things
Seem to follow throughout all our lives
After all's said and done I was watching my son
Sleeping there with my bear by his side
So I tucked him in, kissed him, and as I was going
I swear that old bear whispered, "Boy, welcome home"

Believe me if you can, I've finally come
Back to the house at Pooh Corner by one
What do you know, there's so much to done
Count all the bees in the hive
Chase all the clouds from the sky - Chase the clouds away
Back to the days of Christopher Robin and - Back to the days
Back to the ways of Christopher Robin and - Back to the ways
Back to the days of Pooh
Oo-oo-ooh, oo-oo-ooh

... / G A Bm - / / / / / / G A D - /



[Optional - modulate last chorus up 3 semitones.]

8239. House Build

Tim O'Brien - House Build

Well, let me have a ruler and a saw and a board
And I'll cut it
I'll climb up the ladder with a hammer and nail
And I'll nail it
Well, we worked so hard to build a little house
Together
In the snow or the rain or the ice cold wind
Whenever
No matter
What the weather
We're together
Well, let me have a ruler and a saw and a board
And I'll cut it
I'll climb up the ladder with a hammer and nail
Now nail it
Well, we worked so hard to build a little house
Together
In the snow or the rain or the ice cold wind
Whenever
No matter
Any weather
We're together

8240. House Carpenter

Nickel Creek - House Carpenter
Doc Watson

Well met, well met, said an old true love
well met, well met, said he
i just returned from the salt, salt sea
and its all for the love of thee

come in, come in, my own true love
and have a seat by me
its been three-fourths of a long, long year
since together we have been

i cant come in and i cant sit down
for ive only a moments time
they say youre married to a house carpenter
and your heart will never be mine



i couldve married the kings daughter fair
and she wouldve married me
but i have forsaken, her crowns of gold
and all for the love of thee

now will you forsake your house carpenter
and come along with me
ill take you where, the grass grows green
on the banks of the deep blue sea

then she picked up her darling little babe
and kisses she gave it three
saying stay right here you darling little babe
and keep your pop company

they had not been on the ship two weeks
im sure it was not three
til this true love began to weep and to mourn
and she wept most bitterly

saying are you weeping for my silver and my gold?
saying are you weeeping for my store?
or are you weeping, for your house carpenter
whose face youll never see no more?

i am not weeping for your silver and your gold
i am not weeping for your store
no i am weeping, for my darling little babe
whose face ill never see no more

they had not been on the ship three weeks
im sure it was not four
when there came a leak, in the bottom of the ship
and sank them for to rise no more

8241. House Carpenter / Jerusalem Ridge

House Carpenter / Jerusalem Ridge
Punch Brothers - House Carpenter / Jerusalem Ridge

"Well met, well met," said an old true love
"Well met, well met," said he
"I have just returned from the salt, salt sea
And it's all for the love of thee"
"Come in, come in," said his old true love
"And have a seat by me
It's been three quarters of a long, long year
Since together we have been"
I can't come in and I can't sit down
For I've only a moment's time
They say you've married a house carpenter
So your heart will never be mine



I could have married the king's daughter fair
And she would have married me
But I have forsaken her crowns of gold
And it's all for the love of thee
So, will you forsaken your house carpenter
And go along with me?
I'll take you where the grass grows green
On the banks of the deep blue sea
So she picked up her darling little babe
And kisses, she gave it three
Saying "Stay right here, you sweet little babe
And keep your papa company"
They hadn't been on ship two weeks
I'm sure it was not three
Till his true love began to weep and to mourn
And she wept most bitterly
Saying are you weepin' for my silver and my gold
Or are you weepin' for my store?
Or are you weepin' for that house carpenter
Whose face you'll never see no more?
I am not weepin' for your silver or your gold
I am not weepin' for your store, no
I am weepin' for my darlin' little babe
Whose face I'll never see no more

8242. House Fire

House Fire - Tyler Childers

You could set my house on fire, baby
You can turn it into cinder and smoke
'Cause this house is mighty cold and I feel like
Melting all the snow away

You see these boots I'm wearing?
They're tough enough to go
And they will take many roads to reach you
Honey, won't you light the way?

You could set my house on fire, baby
You can turn it into cinder and smoke
'Cause this house is mighty cold and I feel like
Melting all the snow away

You see this train I'm riding?
It's burning up the coal
And its wheels are bound to roll right by you
Honey, won't you jump my train?

You could set my house on fire, baby
You can turn it into cinder and smoke
'Cause this house is mighty cold and I feel like
Melting all the snow away



You could set my house on fire, baby
You can turn it into cinder and smoke
'Cause this house is mighty cold and I feel like
Melting all the snow away

You could set my house on fire, baby

8243. House Of Blue Lights

House Of Blue Lights
recorded by Asleep At The Wheel
written by Don Raye and Freddy Slack
 
C
Lace up your boots and we'll truck on down
 
To a knocked out shack on the edge of town
       F
There's an eight beat combo that just won't quit
       C
Keep a-walking' 'til ya see a blue light lit
        G7
Fall in there and we'll see some sights
            C
Down at the house the house the house of blue lights
 
C
There's fryers  broilers  and Detroit bar-b-que ribs
                     F
But the treat of the treat
                            C
Is when they serve up those fine egg beats
             G7
You'll wanna spend the rest of your brights
            C
Down at the house the house the house of blue lights
 
 
We'll have a time and we'll some rug
 
While we dig those tunes like they should be dug
       F
It's a real homecoming' for all those cats
     C
Just boogie past the welcome mat
        G7
Fall in there and we'll see some sights
            C
Down at the house the house the house of blue lights



8244. House Of Cards

House Of Cards
Leftover Salmon - House Of Cards

[Verse 1]
Will these be the days we remember back before
We lost control of our country, the big money, and the dogs of war
"We should've seen it coming" when their first words out the door
Were trash the air and the water, we don't need them anymore

[Verse 2]
Elections stolen, the networks toe the line
It seemed like business as usual, not many called it a crime
All the pawns in place, they wRren't wasting time
But out herR in the streets, people marching, singing, carrying signs

[Chorus 1]
Singing oh this is not normal and this has got to end
This is not who we are, love is gonna win again

[Verse 3]
Big corporations are telling us what to do
It's oil, money, and weapons, they don't care about you
But we see what they're doing, not everybody's confused
Gaslighting down this dead-end street, singing these US Blues

[Verse 4]
Surrealist newscasts are streaming every night
I can't help feeling, something, well it just ain't right
We're taking ten steps backwards and fifty steps to the side
But our truth ain't fiction, we won't live a lie

[Chorus 2]
Foxes in a hen house, dog's outta the yard
Fences all collapsing here, in this house of cards

[Verse 5]
How'd we get here my brother, how does the story end
With idiocracy rising, how do we come back again
Back into a future, we're all believing in
Where everybody matters, love's gotta win again

8245. House Of Earth

Lucinda Williams - House of Earth

Come to my House of Earth
If you would like for me to



Give your old time feelings back
Come here to my house of good rich earth
If you would like me to teach
Your wife a thing or two

Come here to this illegal place for joys
And teach your wife this way to grow new boys
I'll take you by your hand
And show you whirls
Of these same feelings that grow pretty girls

I'll wash your feet a couple of times a day
Till all of your old time sorrow melts away
You'll leave some drops of honey on my couch
I'll leave a couple dollars in your pouch
My House of Earth is the richest land in town
I pity those dead ones that at me frown
So come to my House of
Earth and learn it's worth
A few green folded bills to learn of birth

I kiss you in such odd unnatural ways
Your wife will then find
Out that kissing pays
Two times a day, I'll wash you in my tub
Ten times a day, I'll pat your skin and rub

Call me a prostitute and a whore too
I'll do these tricks your wife refuses to
I swear by all my Bibles you won't regret
I've never seen a man who's sorry yet

I love you once to teach you all your life
The things to do when you are with your wife
Your wife should be quite glad
And proud of me
For waking both of you up to these things
You see

My House of Earth runs down with wine and rum
Lots of different ways that you can come
And if you do come, I will be glad to see you
And if you don't come
I'm glad you don't need me

I'll furnish red hot kisses and the hole
That wakes a sleeping sickness in your soul

8246. House Of Gold

Bill Monroe - House of Gold
Larry Sparks 
Darrell Scott feat. Tim O'Brien



People steal, they cheat and lie
For wealth and what it will buy
But don't they know on Judgment Day
That gold and silver will melt away

I'd rather be in a dark grave
And to know that my poor soul was saved
Than to live in this world in a house of gold
And deny my God and doom my soul

What good is gold and silver too
If your hearts not pure and true
Sinner hear me when I say
Fall down on your knees and pray

8247. House Of Love

Vince Gill - House of love
Composer: Wally Wilson - Kenny Greenberg - Greg Barnhill

Ooh, oh....

Well, I bet you
Any amount of money
He'll be coming back to you
Ooh, I know there
Ain't no doubt about it
Sometimes life is funny
You think you're
In your darkest hour
When the lights are coming on
In the house of love

Ooh, house of love

You've been up all night
Thinking it was over
He's been out of sight
At least for the moment

But when something this strong
Ooh, gets a hold on you
The odds are ninety-nine to one
It's got a hold on him too

Well, I bet you
Any amount of money
He'll be coming back to you
Ooh, I know there
Ain't no doubt about it
Sometimes life is funny
You think you're



In your darkest hour
When the lights are coming on
In the house of love

When the lights are coming on
In the house of love

Now when the house is dark
And you're all alone inside
You've gotta listen to your heart
Put away your foolish pride

Though the storm is breaking
And thunder shakes the walls
Love with a firm foundation
Ain't never, never, never gonna fall

Well, I bet you
Any amount of money
He'll be coming back to you
Ooh, I know there
Ain't no doubt about it
Sometimes life is funny
You think you're
In your darkest hour
When the lights are coming on
In the house of love

In the house of love
When the lights are coming on
In the house of love

Though the storm is breaking
And thunder shakes the walls
Love with a firm foundation
Ain't never, never, never gonna fall

Well, I bet you
Any amount of money
He'll come back to you
Ooh, I know there
Ain't no doubt about it
Sometimes life is funny
You think you're
In your darkest hour
When the lights are coming
Lights are coming on

Well, I bet you
Any amount of money, baby
He'll come back to you
Back to you, back to you

Ooh, I know there
Ain't no doubt about it
Sometimes life is funny
You think you're



In your darkest hour
When the lights are coming on
In the house of love

Ooh, yeah
Ooh, I know there
Ain't no doubt about it
Sometimes life is funny

8248. House Of Love - Chords

House Of Love
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Kenny O'Dell

G7        C                 A7
Why don't you and I build a house of love
         D7                     G               G7
Just the two of us is all we'll need to warm it up
        C                      A7
Make it yours and mine part of me and you
       D7
Let it always be where we come running to
F   G7    C         G7                C
Why don't you and I  build a house of love

                        F   C Dm
Let's fill it up to the brim
            G7      C
Oh light it up with loving and keep it shining
          Am         C          D7              G7
Where the late night hours will find us in each other's arms

           C                    A7
Then we'll hide away and you'll be all mine
       D7
And we won't come out until we're satisfied
F   G7    C         G7                C
Why don't you and I  build a house of love
F     G7   C         G7                C   F C
Let's just you and I  build a house of love

8249. House Of Memories - Chords

House Of Memories
by Merle Haggard
 
G7          C         F        C
My house of memories  is all I own 



F         C       G7              C
I live in misery  now that you're gone 
G7           C       F               C
A constant reminder  of what used to be 
F            C   G7             C
Is torturing me  in my house of memories 
 
              F             A#       F
My house is a prison  where memories surround me 
                          C                         F 
There's no place to hide  where you're memory won't find me
            C         F        C    F  
My house of memories  is all I own 
        C      G7             C
I'm all alone  in my house of memories 
 
              F             A#       F
My house is a prison  where memories surround me 
                          C                         F 
There's no place to hide  where you're memory won't find me
            C         F        C    F  
My house of memories  is all I own 
        C      G7             C
I'm all alone  in my house of memories

8250. House Of Mercy

Sarah Jarosz - House of Mercy

In the middle of the night again
Still water and the birds don't sing
Cold gin in the back room humming
Medicating for the trouble that's coming

Walls rattle like a diesel freighter
Blood races like a wave
This house wasn't meant for strangers
But you come knocking anyway

I can hear you knocking on the door
I won't leave it open for you anymore
I can hear you knocking on the door
Knocking on the door of the house of mercy

Don't try to change my mind
That knock gets louder all the time
Don't try to wear me down
You'll never get inside this house

Underneath that shirt you're wearing
Strained muscles and a heart of stone
Double crossing like a wild chameleon
You make me want to be alone



I can hear you knocking on the door
I won't leave it open for you anymore
I can hear you knocking on the door
Knocking on the door of the house of mercy

Don't try to change my mind
That knock gets louder all the time
Don't try to wear me down
You'll never get inside this house

I can hear you knocking on the door
I won't leave it open for you anymore
I can hear you knocking on the door
Knocking on the door of the house of mercy

8251. House Of Sand - Chords

House Of Sand
Written and recorded by Freddie Hart

G             C                        G
Your house of sand it won't stand very long
                                            D7
There's no foundation there to build loving on
      G          C               G
And I stood just about all I can stand
C           G            D7              G
And I can't live in your lonely house of sand

                        C                  G
Built a house of love I thought would last forever
                                           D7
But you told me you couldn't love just one man
    G                         C              G
You took my house of love and tore it all to shambles
C     G                   D7                 G
And replaced it with your crumbling house of sand

Repeat #1 x2

C          G            D7              G
No I can't live in your lonely house of sand

8252. House Of Stone - Chords

Mandolin Orange - House of Stone
 
[Intro] G   G/F#  Em     C    Cmaj7  G   G/F# Em  C C/B Am7 F#*  G      Fmaj7



       /***-  - / **** / * *   * * / ***- - /  *  -  -   *   * / **** / ****
 
[Verse]
G                                      G - G/F# -
It's a churchyard auction, a sight to see,
          Em
where the eyes are big, and the odds are lean.
     C                         Cmaj7
The pockets all are empty, the chances all are gone,
               G                           G - G/F# - Em
but there's a free bet yet on a house of stone,
C - C/B - Am7     F#*      G
mmm- mmm- mmm  a house of stone.
 
     G                           G - G/F# -
Now some may sing sounds of hallelujah
     Em
and dream about a mansion of gold
        C                  Cmaj7
but to each be true, and to each be known
     G                                    G - G/F# - Em
My dreams all are resting on a house of stone,
C - C/B - Am7     F#*      G
mmm- mmm- mmm  a house of stone. 
 
[Instr] G   G/F#  Em     C    Cmaj7   G   G/F# Em  C C/B Am7 F#*  G      Fmaj7
       /***-  - / **** / * *   * *  / ***- - /  *  -  -   *   * / **** / ****
 
          G                                  G - G/F# -
Say that devil's a sly one with many kind friends.
     Em
His riches are boundless, they know no end.
 C                      Cmaj7
Down in the valley, the shadow's grown,
            G                                         G - G/F# - Em
but in the light high o'er Calvary, sits a house of stone,
C - C/B - Am7     F#*      G
mmm- mmm- mmm  a house of stone. 
 
[Finale]
 G  G/F#   Em   C  C/B  Am7  F#*   G
 -   -   /  *   -   -    *    *  / * (hold)

8253. House Of The Rising Sun

House Of The Rising Sun

There is a in New Orleans
They call the rising sun
Its been the ruin of many poor girls
And me, oh lord, I'm one

My mother she's a tailor



She sews those new blue jeans
My husband he's a gambling man
Drinks down in New Orleans

My husband he's a gambler
He goes from town to town
The only time he's satisfied is when
He drinks his liquor down

Go tell my baby sister
Never do like I have done
Shun that house in New Orleans
They call the rising sun

One foot on the platform
The other's on the train
I'm going down to New Orleans
To wear that ball and chain

Going back to New Orleans
My race is almost run
I'm going to spend the rest of my life
Beneath that rising sun

8254. House Together

House Together
Lindsay Lou - House Together

[Verse 1]
We'll put a house together and we'll start with the pillows
 Cause you always need somewhere to lay your head
And we'll rise up from the wreckage of the days rejected
Take what we suspected was our jam and bread

[Chorus]
Oh my dear what more do I need
Oh my dear do you see something I don't see

[Verse 2]
We'll put a house together with open windows
 Cause you need a breeze above you when you lay in bed
And we'll be tight and thrifty with our humble earnings
Keep the fire burning and our bellies fed

[Chorus]
Oh my dear what more do I need
Oh my dear do you see something I don't see

[Verse 3]
Give me a deep sea glow
Give me some soil and seed to sow
Space to breath



Give me a single place to be
Honey if miles were minutes
We'd have a whole day in the sun
Just to be happy

[Verse 4]
We'll be apart and together always and never
We'll be worse and better, we'll be everything
Sometimes love with feed us
Sometimes need will lead us
And teach us to bend instead of breaking

[Chorus]
Oh my dear what more do I need
Oh my dear do you see something I don't see

[Chorus]
Oh my dear what more do I need
Oh my dear that's what I need

8255. House Where Love Lives

Dolly Parton - House Where Love Lives 

A squeaky gate a welcome lock a big shaggy dog that lives out back
And some might even call it a shack but this is the house where love lives
The paint is peelin' off of the cells the mailbox is full of bills
And it's no mansion on the hill but this is the house where love lives
There's a little boy who looks just you with freckles on his nose and eyes of blue
A little girl almost two and everybody says she looks just like you
So thank you dear for loving me though I know rich we'll never be
But that doesn't matter to you and me cause we live in the house where love lives
[ steel ]
So thank you dear for loving me though I know rich we'll never be
But that doesn't matter to you and me cause we live in the house where love lives
We live in the house where love lives

8256. Housing Project

John Hartford 
Housing Project

A song is a room, however happy or sad, wherein you or I might dwell while either singing it o
r listening to it. 
And each song has its own lights, its own wallpaper, its own furniture, and its own doors and 
windows peculiar to itself

And some are dark jail cells with isolated experience, while others pulsate with sunlight and fl
owers, and the warm, tender juice of love. 



Some songs leave one dizzy in their gaudiness, and some are just white and severe, and eac
h is a neverending thing, 
that I might come back to again and again and again at any chosen time

Take this as a sort of invitation to a sort of housing project, 
an invitation to visit together some of the rooms that I've created mostly by accident, 
and together we'll live in them for two, three or maybe even four minutes at a time

8257. Houston (I'm Coming To See You)

Houston (I'm Coming To See You)
Glenn Campbell - NewFound Roas

Home is where I'm goin'
No matter how long it takes
And I've been livin' high 'n' free, love
It's time for me to try another way

I think I'll send her a postcard
So she can meet my plane
Well I don't know what I'll say to her
I've caused her so much pain

Houston, I'm-a comin' to see you
Houston, has it really been that lo-hong
I know I've been away
But I'm just callin' to tell you I'm leavin' today

Sittin' here in San Francisco
Lord I'm tryin' to get more pay
You know it's good to hear your voice again
You say the words I like to hear you say

Now I'm tryin' to read your letter
It's been almost a year
It did me good to get away from you
Now I'm wishin' you were here

Houston, I'm-a comin' to see you
Houston, has it really been that long
I know I've been away
But I'm just callin' to tell you I'm leavin' today-hay-ay

Houston, I'm-a comin' to see you
Houston, has it really been that long
Houston, Houston, Houston (Yeah, I'm a comin' to see you)
Houston, has it really been that long
Houston, Houston, Houston
(Yeah, I'm a comin' to see you) Houston



8258. Houston - Chords

Houston
Recorded by Dean Martin
Written by Lee Hazelwood
Flatt & Scruggs

G                              C
Well it's lonesome in this old town
     G            C
Everybody puts me down
      G              C
I'm a face without a name
       G
Just a walking in the rain
                      D7      G
Going back to Houston Houston Houston   
                          C
I got holes in both of my shoes
           G                   C
Well I'm a walking case of the blues
      G            C
Saw a dollar yesterday
        G
But the wind blew it away
                      D7      G
Going back to Houston Houston Houston   
 
                           C
I haven't eaten in about a week
       G                    C
I'm so hungry when I walk I squeak
  G             C
Nobody calls me friend
     G
It's sad the shape I'm in
                      D7      G
Going back to Houston Houston Houston
                      D7      G
Going back to Houston Houston Houston
   
                               C
I gotta girl waiting there for me
        G                    C
Well at least she said she'd be
        G                   C
I gotta home and a big warm bed
      G
And a feather pillow for my head
              G       D7      G
Going back to Houston Houston Houston   
Repeat #1
                      D7      G
Going back to Houston Houston Houston



8259. Houston Again - Chords

Houston Again
Recorded by David Ball
Written by Russell Brown and David Ball
 
C
I don't wanna go to Houston again
                   G7
I used to go there now and then
 
I met a little girl named Mary Lou
                  C
Prettiest thing I ever knew
 
 
Her daddy's a big time cattle man
                              G7
Said he liked me a lot and he wanted grand 
 
Children he could bounce around on his knee
                           C
Him and Mary Lou got their eyes on me
 
 
I don't wanna go to Houston town  
                         F
I'm a rambling man can't settle down
                     C
If I go back they'll rope me in
   G7                          C
No I don't wanna go to Houston again
 
  G7                C
I gotta be outta my mind
G7                          C
I'm heading straight for my ruin
G7                      C
Driving down Interstate 45
D7                     G7
I'd better turn around soon
 
Repeat #1,2,3
   G7                          C
No I don't wanna go to Houston again

8260. Houston Means I'm One Day Closer To You - Chords



Houston Means I'm One Day Closer To You 
Larry Gatlin & The Gatlin Brothers

[Intro]
D G
 
[Chorus]
G
Houston
                                         C
Houston means that I'm one day closer to you
           D
Oh, honey, Houston
                       C          D              G
Houston means the last day of the tour and we're through
D           G
Well honey, you and God in Heaven above
                   C
Know I love what I do for a livin', I do
        D
Ah, but Houston
                       C       D         G
Houston means that I'm one day closer to you
 
[Verse]
      G
Yeah, singin' at the world's biggest rodeo show
      C
Was a great time for me and the guys
        D
Ah, but when I'm away from you, honey
       G             D
Time always never flies
    G
And sleepin' all alone in that holiday hotel
C
Sure makes a cowboy blue
    D
But here I am in Houston
                          G  D
And I'm one day closer to you
 
[Chorus]
G
Houston
                                         C
Houston means that I'm one day closer to you
           D
Oh, honey, Houston
                       C          D              G
Houston means the last day of the tour and we're through
D           G
Well honey, you and God in Heaven above
                   C
Know I love what I do for a livin', I do
        D
Ah, but Houston
                       C       D         G



Houston means that I'm one day closer to you
 
[Instrumental]
D G E
 
[Chorus]
      A
Yeah, Houston
                                         D
Houston means that I'm one day closer to you
           E
Oh, honey, Houston
                       D          E              A
Houston means the last day of the tour and we're through
E           A
Well honey, you and God in Heaven above
                   D
Know I love what I do for a livin', I do
        E
Ah, but Houston
                       D       E         A
Houston means that I'm one day closer to you
             E
Yeah, honey, Houston
                       D       E         A    D A E A
Houston means that I'm one day closer to you

8261. How 'Bout You

How 'Bout You?
Yonder Mountain String Band

Don't tie me up and take my time
Waiting years and wondering why
I love old songs and what they know
Just turn 'em up and let 'em go

I ask myself what I need
Homesick blues and melodies
This old tune's what I desire
It's hot as hell it burns like fire, burns like fire

Chorus:
How 'bout you? How 'bout you?
I wonder where you're going to
Flyin' by and out of view
I'll keep looking, how 'bout you?

I love old lights from the radio
Nowadays I just don't know
There's less and less for me to prove
Just more folks to prove it to, to prove it to



[ Chorus ]

Telephones won't let me be
They never sound like what I need
Up all night and listenin' to
The things you say and never do, never do

[ Chorus ]

8262. How About You

How About You
Jessie Winchester
New Grass Revival

Why feel sorry for the blind man
His soul is a bird on the wing
While you might have eyes like a eagle
And never see one blessed thing

And why feel sorry for the lame man
And fret that he'll maybe fall down
While you might have legs like a race horse
And never get onefoot on the ground

Chorus:
He's all right
He's makin do
He'd doing fine
How  bout you
Yes, he s all right
He's makin do
He's doing fine
How 'bout you

Now save all of your tears up for that someone
Who is lost, but he won't cry out
Why he might have a voice like an angel
And nothing to sing about

Chorus:

(3 x) I'm all right - I'm all right
I'm makin do - I'm just tryin to make my way on through
I'm doin fine - I'm doin fine
How 'bout you - How..........Â........

8263. How Am I Doin'



Dierks Bentley - How Am I Doin'

[Intro]
It's strange to hear your voice
I did not expect for you to call
You wonder how I'm doing
How I'm holding up
Since you did me wrong

[Chorus]
Well how am I doing since you did what you done to me?
I can't lie I sometimes cry when I think of how it used to be
I keep my friends with me, I stay busy and I don't get much sleep
Baby, that's how I'm doing since you did what you done to me

[Verse 1]
Well now wait one minute, I
Failed to mention
Those tears I cried, are tears of joy
Cause' it was no fun there
Under your thumb and
Now that we're done I'm
Getting right every night
With every single ever-loving girl in sight, so

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]
Well when all my friends heard what a
You know what you were they
Took me out on the town
But then I heard our song and
I dance along but
It felt all wrong cause
She was sweet, she let me lead
She never took her ever-loving eyes off me so
[Chorus]
[Bridge]
Well I don't know what you were thinking
Running round on me
Now you say you're sorry
Well honey I agree...so

[Verse 3]
How are you doing since you did
What you done to me
Girl don't lie you know you cry
Cause' you know how good it used to be
Yeah, tell me does the thought of
Losing my true love make it hard to sleep, baby
How are you doing since you did
What you done to me

[Outro]
Yeah how are you doing, now that you know
How I'm doing since you did
What you done to me



8264. How Are Things In Clay Ky - Chords

How Are Things In Clay Ky
written by Harold & Don Reid
sung by the Statler Brothers

Intro:
C / / / 2 / / / 3 / / / 4

Verses:
 C7 F C
How are things in Clay, Kentucky? Bet you thought I'd never care
 G7 C G
There was a time when I felt lucky just to be away from there
G7 C C7 F C
I've had all of what I wanted, but what I want, I just can't find
 G7 C G7 C
& how things are in Clay, Kentucky, has been lately on my mind

A7 D D7 G D
All alone in New York City, searchin' for that pot of gold
 A7 D A
Now I'm at the end of all my rainbows, & all at once I'm feelin' old
 A7 D D7 G D
I count the tires of how I'm livin', of what I am & what I'm not
 A7 D A7 D
& the only gold in New York City is in a Salvation Army pot

B7 E E7 A E
I'm gettin' blue for the bluegrass & how the old folks are at home
B7 E B
Just let me do the talkin', 'cause I know you're all alone
B7 E A E
I hear kids back there playin'; I won't be, don't notice me
B7 E B7 E
Jesus knows I still love you, but I just had to call & see

G7 C C7 F C
How things are in Clay, Kentucky. Bet you thought I'd never care
 G7 C G
There was a time when I felt lucky just to be away from there
G7 C C7 F C
I've had all of what I wanted, but what I want, I just can't find
 G7 C Am C G7 C
& how things are in Clay, Kentucky, has been lately on my mind
 G7 C Am C G7 C
& how things are in Clay, Kentucky, has been lately on my mind

Coda: same as intro



8265. How Beautiful Heaven Must Be

How Beautiful Heaven Must Be

We read of a place that's called heaven
It's made for the pure and the free
These truths in God's Word He hath given
How beautiful heaven must be

How beautiful heaven must be ( must be )
Sweet home of the happy and free
Fair heaven of rest for the weary
How beautiful heaven must be

In heaven no drooping nor pining
No wishing for elsewhere to be
God's light is forever there shining
How beautiful heaven must be

* Refrain

Pure waters of life there are flowing
And all who will drink may be free
Rare jewels of splendor are glowing
How beautiful heaven must be

* Refrain

The angels so sweetly are singing
Up there by the beautiful sea
Sweet chords from their gold harps are ringing
How beautiful must be

* Refrain

8266. How Big A Fire - Chords

How Big A Fire
Recorded by Jeannie Seely
Written by Hank Cochran

G                     Em       A7
How big a fire must I build to melt your heart
D7                            G        D7
Tell me won't you please so I can start
   G               Em          A7
To work to void no goal is not too smart
          C           D7                 G
How big a fire must I build to melt your heart
                      Em               A7
Don't make me pay for what someone did before
       D7                    G            D7
I just want to prove my love nothing more



         G                Em             A7
But it's hard when you're working in the dark
          C           D7                 G
How big a fire must I build to melt your heart
C          D7            G
Love words I speak don't turn your head
          C           G        A7             D7
Sometimes I wonder if you ever heard anything I said
     G             Em         A7
Take me in or just tell me to depart
          C           D7                 G    Dm
How big a fire must I build to melt your heart
G         C           D7                 G
How big a fire must I build to melt your heart

8267. How Blue

How Blue 
Carson Peters and Iron Mountain

Vs1)
How blue can you make me
How long 'til I heal
How can I go on loving you when you're gone
How blue can I feel

Vs1)
Oh honey why did you leave me
Ain't you got a heart left in your chest
I swear to you that I'm dying
Cause my mind won't let my body rest

Chorus 2

Vs2)
If I sink any lower I'll go under
If I cry anymore I'll go blind
Oh there ain't no relief for this missing you grief
How long can you torture my mind

Chorus 3

Tag)
How can I go on loving you when you're gone
How blue can I feel

8268. How Bout Never



How Bout Never
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Dave Lindsey and Brent Ronen
 
G
Well hello there was a big surprise
   D7
To hear you on the phone
 
I guess I'm doing fine you know
                          G
You're right it's been so long
 
 
To say that you've been missing me
     C
That I've been on your mind
      D7
You'd love to get together
                      G
If I'll just make the time
 
              C
Well how bout never  
               G
Would never be ok
    D7
I'd really like to see you 
        G
But I'm busy every day
       
C
Well I hope it's soon enough
               G
Cause it's the visiting I can do
              D7
Well how bout never  
                  G
Is never good for you
 
 
To say you dream about me
     D7
Ever since we've been apart
 
Like nothing ever happened 
                        G
Like you never broke my heart
 
 
But now I'm finally over you
   C
My hurts come to an end
   D7
So if you didn't hear me
                 G
I'll say it once again
 



Repeat #3,4
         D7
How bout never
                  G
Is never good for you

8269. How Can I (Help You Forgive Me) - Chords

How Can I (Help You Forgive Me)
Recorded by Porter Wagoner and Dolly Parton
Written by Porter Wagoner and Tom Pick

C                             G7
As morning breaks and I awake my eyes open wide
                                    C
To see the sunlight melting all the dreams I had last night
                                     F
A memory flashes through the cobwebs of my tangled mind
   G7                                                C
In search the clues for what to do to leave the past behind

        G7            C
How can I help you forgive me
        G7        C
How can I ever forget you
                                 
Wild thoughts of you run through my mind 
     F
Like rivers to the sea
        G7            C
How can I help you forgive me

                                    G7
Darkness falls and lonely calls and I'm alone again
                                C
Wishing I could turn around and see you walkin' in
                               F
Then I lay me down to weep and wonder what to do
   G7                                          C
To let you know I love you so I never meant to hurt you

Repeat #2 x2

8270. How Can I Be Sure

Ernest Tubb 
How Can I Be Sure

You only want to break my heart once more



With promises that you'll keep every vow
You told me that you loved me so so many times before
So how can I be sure you love me now

Sometimes I dream I'm in your arms embrace
And oh how happy you once made me there
But every time I trust in you another takes my place
So how can I be sure you really care

You count me in then count me out again
You play with me just like a toy and yet
You make my heart believe in you then leave that same old pain
So how can I be sure you won't forget

I'm only sure I'll never love anew
Your memory is in my heart to stay
And foolish me I'll still be here with open arms for you
For how can I be sure you'll stay away

8271. How Can I Live Without You

How Can I Live Without You?
Leftover Salmon

You can still come and bring me coffee in the morning
You can still come and make me chicken fried steak
You can live your life with whomever you please to
As long as someone takes good care of me
You know I don't mind

How can I live without you
if it means I gotta get a job?
How can I live without you
if it means I gotta get a job?

You can still come and bring me those fancy pastries
You can still come and crawl into my bed
You can live your life with whomever you please to
As long as someone takes good care of me
You know I don't mind

How can I live without you
if it means I gotta get a job?
How can I live without you
if it means I gotta get a job?

8272. How Can I Miss You When You Won't Go Away



How Can I Miss You When You Won't Go Away?
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

I've talked to your mother and I've talked to your dad
They say they've tried but it's all in vain
I've begged and I've pleaded, I even got mad
Now we must face it, you give me a pain

How can I miss you when you won't go away?
Keep telling you day after day
But you won't listen, you always stay and stay
How can I miss you when you won't go away?

Your never ending presence really cramps my style
I dream that it won't always be the same
At first I was attracted but after a while
Have you ever heard of the hard-to-get game?

How can I miss you when you won't go away?
I keep telling you day after day
But you won't listen, you always stay and stay
How can I miss you when you won't go away?
And I mean it, too

Out of three billion people, why must it be me?
Oh, why, oh, why won't you cut me loose?
Just do me a favor and listen to my plea
I'm not the only chicken on the roost

How can I miss you when you won't go away?
I keep telling you day after day
But you won't listen, you always stay and stay
How can I miss you when you won't go away?

8273. How Can I Tell You

Molly Tuttle - How Can I Tell You

[Verse]
How can I tell you that I love you?
I love you, but I can't think of right words to say
I long to tell you that I'm always thinking of you
I'm always thinking of you, but my words just blow away
Just blow away

[Chorus]
It always ends up to one thing, honey
And I can't think of right words to say

[Verse]
Wherever I am, girl, I'm always walking with you
I'm always walking with you, but I look and you're not there
Whoever I'm with, I'm always, always talking to you
I'm always talking to you, I'm sad that you can't hear



Sad that you can't hear

[Chorus]
It always ends up to one thing, honey
When I look and you're not there

[Verse]
I need to know you, need to feel my arms around you
Feel my arms around you like a sea around a shore
Each night and day, I pray in hopes that I might find you
Hopes that I might find you 'cause heart's can do no more
Can do no more

[Chorus]
It always ends up to one thing, honey
Still I kneel upon the floor

[Verse]
How can I tell you that I love you?
I love you, but I can't think of right words to say
I long to tell you that I'm always thinking of you
I'm always thinking of you

8274. How Can I Unlove You

Lynn Anderson - How Can I Unlove You

[Verse 1]
How can I unsay the things I said to you?
How can I undo the things that we used to do?
Tell me, how can I unfeel the way I feel for you?
How can I-I-I-I unlove you?

[Verse 2]
How can I untie the hold that you got on me
When you won't unchain my heart and set me free?
I can't unremember every memory
So how can I-I-I-I unlove you?

[Chorus]
I'll never, never uncry
The tears that I cried when you said goodbye, no
I'll never, never unmiss
The thrill that I missed when we used to kiss

[Verse 1]
How can I unsay the things I said to you?
And how can I undo the things that we used to do?
Tell me how, can I unfeel the way I feel for you?
How can I-I-I-I unlove you?

[Chorus]
Whoa, I'll never, never uncry



Tears that I cried when you said goodbye, no
I'll never, never unmiss
The thrill that I missed when we used to kiss, whoa

8275. How Can It Be Wrong (When It Feels So Right) - Chords

How Can It Be Wrong (When It Feels So Right)
Recorded by Barbara Mandrell and David Houston
Written by Norro Wilson, Danny Walls, Sammy Lyons

G
You run to meet me and I reach out my arms
                                          G7
When I hold you close it makes me feel so warm
    C                               G
And we'll slip away and be together tonight
                           D7          G
How can this be wrong when it feels so right
Even though I love you I can't call you mine
                                       G7
So we'll love each other a little at a time
   C                               G
So kiss me once more then I'll say goodnight
                           D7          G
How can this be wrong when it feels so right
    C
How can it be wrong when it feels so right
And we'll both go home to another tonight
    G                                           D7
And we'll hide our feelings and hold each other tight
                                       G
How can this be wrong when it feels so right
    D7                                 G
How can this be wrong when it feels so right

8276. How Can It Be Wrong If It Grows Wild - Chords

How Can It Be Wrong If It Grows Wild 
Songs From The Road Band

Intro: G   D   C   D   G   D   G D C
 
       G                     D
Little old brown corn barely made an ear.
   C                         D
It looked even worse than it did last year.
      G                          D
Every season brings death, every day brings fear
     G            D        C



that I'll have to sell the farm.
 
CHORUS
        Am             C
How can it be wrong if it grows wild?
      G                     D
It'll ease your mind, it'll make you smile.
              Am                      C
I'll have the farm paid off in just a little while.
        G               D
How can it be wrong, if it grows wild?
 
G   D   C   D   G   D   G D C
 
G                        D
Desperate times call for desperate plans.
     C                     D
I've always tried to be an honest man.
G                       D
Tryin' to make a livin' workin' the land.
       G    D       C
It's a hard life to live.
 
CHORUS
CHORUS CHORDS x6 (solos)
 
  G              D
I almost had the debt paid off,
         C               D
when the farm got raided by the cops.
     G                       D
They didn't find me but they took my crops
         G        D      C
and they say that it's a crime.
 
CHORUS
 
        Am             C
How can it be wrong if it grows wild?
      G                     D
It'll ease your mind, it'll make you smile.
            Am                       C
I'll have a brand new crop in just a little while.
        G            C
How can it be wrong, if it grows wild?
    D
How can it be wrong?
            G        D C   G
if it grows wild.

8277. How Can Our Cheating Be Wrong - Chords



How Can Our Cheating Be Wrong
Recorded by Jack Greene
written by Dallas Frazier

C
Like two common thieves caught stealing 
                      F      C
We've been blamed for having feeling
        F           C           D7   G7
Darling how can our cheating be wr-ong
   C         G7    C                           F       C
We both have obligations but there at war with our temptations
F                   C         G7 C
Darling how can our cheating  be wrong
    G7                            F             C
Our love is not accepted we're condemned and disrespected
    F                    C                   D7           G7
But they'd never felt or shared one precious moment we've known
           C       G7       C
There's no way for words to smother 
                       F        C
The love we're feeling for each other
F                   C         G7 C
Darling how can our cheating  be wrong
    G7                            F             C
Our love is not accepted we're condemned and disrespected
    F                    C                   D7           G7
But they'd never felt or shared one precious moment we've known
           C       G7       C
There's no way for words to smother 
                       F        C
The love we're feeling for each other
F                   C         G7 C
Darling how can our cheating  be wrong

8278. How Can You Sing

How Can You Sing
Front Country

How can you say
It's all been done
Under the moon
Under the sun?
How can you say
You're over it
When we haven't even
Started yet?

How can i stay
Give up the fight
When no one's wrong
And nothing's right?
How can i stay



When there's no sound
Just the silence of tears
That never hit the ground?

How can you sing, if you can't cry?
It's like claiming to see while closing your eyes
How can you feel anything, if you hold it inside?
How can you sing, if you never learn to cry?

How can i pray
If I don't mean
The things i say
When i'm on my knees?
How can i pray
When everything hurts and
Nothing's working
Oh, nothing's working?

How can you sing, if you can't cry?
It's likR claiming to see while closing your eyes
How can you feel anything, if you hold it insidR?
How can you sing, if you never learn to cry?

Ooooooooo

8279. How Close They Must Be

Dolly Parton - How Close They Must Be 
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writer Porter Wagoner

On a park bench on sunny afternoon sat a young boy and a girl bout seventeen
As we stood so closely by watched them hold each other's hand
On their faces love had written we're making plans
Then he said to her you're my guiding light
Then she said to him you make my whole world seem so bright
Then we saw their books of braille and that neither one could see
Then I thought how close they must be
Such tenderness my eyes have never seen two young lovers both just in their
teens
Though their world gives them no light they see more than you and me
Don't you know how close they must be
Then a car stopped just a few steps away
And a voice said Jim and Jeannie it's time to go
With their hands still clutched so tight helping each other to the car
Can you imagine just how close they are
Don't you know how close they must be



8280. How Come I Ain't Dead

Tim O'Brien - How Come I Ain't Dead

I begged her not to go, said I could not live without her
She said don't be dramatic, you'll survive
She drove away, the sky turned gray
I cried all night about her
I'm still breathin' but her leavin' hurts more
Each day I'm alive

If I can't live without her, how come I ain't dead
Six feet down in the cold, cold ground
With a stone above my head
But somethin's wrong 'cause now she's gone
And I live on instead
If I can't live without her, how come I ain't dead

I wake up every mornin' scared to open up my eyes
Don't know if I'll be there in the mirror
But there I am, a broken man
I look somewhat surprised
I'm grateful for another day
But amazed that I'm still here

If I can't live without her, how come I ain't dead
Six feet down in the cold, cold ground
With a stone above my head
But somethin's wrong 'cause now she's gone
And I live on instead
If I can't live without her, how come I ain't dead

Saint Peter's waitin' for me outside the pearly gates
But I'm waitin' on the angel band, I guess they're runnin' late

If I can't live without her, how come I ain't dead
Six feet down in the cold, cold ground
With a stone above my head
But somethin's wrong 'cause now she's gone
And I live on instead
If I can't live without her, how come I ain't dead

8281. How Come You Do Me

How Come You Do Me

How come you do me like do do do
How come you do me like do
How come you do me like do do do
When I ain't done nothing to you

Ashes to ashes and it's sand to sand
I'm giving you my warning that



I ain't no monkey man
How come you do me like do do do
How come you do me like do

* Refrain

Ashes to ashes and it's dust to dust
Show me a woman that a man can trust
How come you do me like do do do
How come you do me like do

* Refrain

8282. How Come You're Being So Good To Me

John Hartford - How Come You're Being So Good to Me

You scratch my back and wash my socks
You answer the door when the preacher knocks
You scrub the floor and fill my belly
With peanut butter and apple jelly

You change the kids at half past three
How come you're being so good to me?
How come you come each time I call
When I get hung up in the hall?

How come you come each time I yell
Down inside my lazy spell?
How come you come each time I scream?
How come you are being so good to me?

Every time the roof caves in
Like a toothpastR ad you sit and grin
And if you're mad it sure don't show
When I announce I gotta go

You fill my pipe before I leave
How come you are being so good to me?
How come you come each time I groan?
And carry me home when I get stoned?

How come you move when I say go?
How come you hop when I say toad?
How come you cook when I say eat?
How come you a being so good to me?

You cut the wood and slop the hogs
And dig post holes and feed the dogs
Patch up holes in your cotton sack
Drive the truck to town and back

While I decorate your window with my be rusty feet



How come you a being so good to me?
How come you come each time I call
When I get hung up in the hall?

How come you come each time I yell
From down inside my lazy spell?
How come you come each time I scream?
How come you a being so good to me?

8283. How Could I Dream Such A Dream

How Could I Dream Such A Dream

I dreamed you were lying close beside me
And I dreamed no one else had your heart
In this dream you said you loved me
And told me that we'd never part

Oh how could I dream such a dream
How peaceful there while I sleep
But I awoke how strange it did seem
I was lost in a world so deep

You'll never know just how much I love you
And that you're in my prayers every night
But tonight you're in the arms of another
And I know what I'm feeling ain't right

8284. How Deep In Love Am I - Chords

How Deep In Love Am I
Recorded by Johnny Lee
Written by Bob McDill

Am                           C
I say that I'll be all right in a day or two
  F               C                  G7                 Am
I say it's just a passin' thing this thing I've got for you
                                  C
I tell myself it's nothin' then I see you walk by
     F        C                G7              Am
Down inside I ask my heart how deep in love am I
     C                              F
Deep enough to need a lifetime or a hand to shallow ground
    C                                   G7              C
I'm chest high in a sea of love and the waters won't go down
                                 F           C    F
Deep enough to need a savior but there ain't one around
   C                            G7             Am



It won't be long before I'll be deep enough to drown
                                    C
And I say that I'll forget you this thing I feel will fade
F              C                G7       Am
I'll hang on a little while and it'll go away
                                    C
But each night in the darkness when I turn out the light
F           C                G7              Am
All alone I ask my heart how deep in love am I
Repeat #2 x2

8285. How Deep Is Your Love

Little Big Town - How Deep Is Your Love

I know your eyes in the morning sun
I feel you touch me in the pouring rain
And the moment that you wander far from me
I wanna feel you in my arms again
And you come to me on a summer breeze
Keep me warm in your love then you softly leave
And it's me you need to show
How deep is your love?
How deep is your love
How deep is your love
I really mean to learn
'Cause we're living in a world of fools
Breaking us down
When they all should let us be
We belong to you and me
I believe in you
You know the door to my very soul
You're the light in my deepest, darkest hour
You're my savior when I fall
And you may not think I care for you
When you know down inside that I really do
And it's me you need to show
How deep is your love?
How deep is your love
How deep is your love
I really mean to learn
'Cause we're living in a world of fools
Breaking us down
When they all should let us be
We belong to you and me
I believe in you
And you come to me on a summer breeze
Keep me warm in your love then you softly leave
And it's me you need to show
How deep is your love?
How deep is your love
How deep is your love
I really mean to learn



'Cause we're living in a world of fools
Breaking us down
When they all should let us be
We belong to you and me

8286. How Did You Find Me Here - Chords

How Did You Find Me Here
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Merle and Theresa Haggard
[3/4 time]

C
How did you find me how did you know
                                F
I'd be here in this hole in the ground
G7
I can't even see out over the edge
                            C
Looking up from all the way down

I thought I'd been left here to die
                     F
When I saw your face appear
G7
What a surprise
                    C
How did you find me here

F                                          C
I thought I could do it all of it all by myself
                            G7          F
I thought I could win every round  then I hit rock bottom
                                                G7
And the blues I got 'em you lifted me out of my fear
                    C
How did you find me here 

Repeat #3 

Thank you Lord

8287. How Do I Get Off The Moon - Chords

How Do I Get Off The Moon
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Donny Kees, Randy Boudreaux, Kerry Phillips

G       Em                G



We took off like a rocket ship
     Em              G
To a place that we'd never been
    C       G                     C
You took me higher and higher and higher
                         D7
I never thought it would end
       Bm                  C
Then I woke up to find you left me behind
            G   D7        Em
Now what am I supposed to do
        G      D7            G    D7
Tell me how do I get off the moon
        G      Em          C             D7
Tell me how do I get these stars from my eyes
    G      Em    C          D7
And how do I get on with my life 
C             A7                 G         D7    Em
How do I hold someone new when I can't let go of you
        G      D7            G
Tell me how do I get off the moon
  Em               G             Em                   G
I never planned on leaving guess you never planned to stay
    C                   G     C
And after we've come so far together
Am                      D7
How could you just walk away
    Bm                        C
And leave me out here in this cold atmosphere
G        D7    Em
Lost without a clue
D7      G      D7            G    D7
Tell me how do I get off the moon
        G      Em          C             D7
Tell me how do I get these stars from my eyes
    G      Em    C          D7
And how do I get on with my life 
C             A7                 G         D7    Em
How do I hold someone new when I can't let go of you
        G      D7            G
Tell me how do I get off the moon
C                   A7                G          D7      Em
You made it look so easy girl now the least that you can do
        G      D7            G    C
Tell me how do I get off the moon
        G      D7            G
Tell me how do I get off the moon

8288. How Do I Make You

Linda Ronstadt - How Do I Make You

You're a doll



Your eyes see all
And how do I make you
How do I make you
How do I make you
want to see me?

You're so young
But your feelings are deep
And how do I make you
How do I make you
How do I make you feel for me

You put your head on my pillow
And you're fast asleep
And how do I make you
How do I make you
How do I make you
Dream about me?

Ooh, ooh, baby
The world's a wall of ice
You're gonna need someone
To treat you warm
And keep you nice

I like the way you dance
The way you spin
And how do I make you
How do I make you
How do I make you
Spin for me?

You put your head on my pillow
And you're fast asleep
And how do I make you
How do I make you
How do I make you
Dream about me?
Dream about me?

8289. How Do You Do That - Chords

How Do You Do That
Recorded by Ed Bruce
Written by Ed Bruce and Donnie Blanz

C
At the door at five a.m.
Off to bust my back again
    G7                      C      G7
And here you are kissing me goodbye
C
Suddenly the day at hand



Doesn't seem to be so bad
    G7                         C
And once again you make things alright
              F
How do you do that
                                            C
You find diamonds in the drops of rain that fall
                 F
While I just get wet
                                 C
You let the sun shine through it all
                 G7
It's a wonder to me
              C
How do you do that
You call to say honey hurry home
You've thought about us all day long
    G7                         C
And baby tonight we're staying in
We'll count the stars on a moonless night
Watch the shadows by candlelight
    G7                                 C
And you'll love me like the first time again
Repeat #2 x2
                   G7
You're a wonder to me
              C
How do you do that

8290. How Do You Know

The Infamous Stringdusters 
How Do You Know?

How do you make love stay?
If you got love, can you give it away?
How do you let love grow?
If you think you're in love, tell me, how do you know?

Is it still there in the morning
When the night goes on too long?
Does it come on without warning
Even when you're all alone?

How do you let love be?
If you got love you can leave it with me
How do you let love go?
If you think you're in love, tell me, where would it go?

It'll be here in the morning
Steady as a stone
Does it come on without warning?
Do you wonder if you're wrong?



How do you set love free?
If you got love, you can give it to me
How do you know it's true?
If you think you're in love, tell me, what do you do?

Do you feel it in the morning
When the evening glow is gone?
It'll come on without warning
It was with you all along

How do you make love stay?
If you got love can you give it away?
How do you help love grow?
If you think you're in love, tell me, how do you know?
If you think you're in love, tell me, how do you know?
If you think you're in love

8291. How Do You Say Goodbye To Sixty Years - Chords

How Do You Say Goodbye To Sixty Years 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
 
[Intro]
C   Dm   C   Dm
 
[Verse 1]
            C
He looked whittled down like the edges of a worn out blade
 
In that suit and tie he looked so out of place
F
Standin' there off too himself just looking down
        C
at the flowers that covered up that red clay mound
   Dm                             G
I asked him Grandpa are you gonna be alright?
    Dm7                             G
He looked at me and wiped away them sad old eyes
 
[Chorus]
         C                              F         G             C
He said: How do you say goodbye, to the only gal that you ever loved?
                                                    F      G                 C
How do you sleep at night when you're the only one left to pull those covers up
           E7                                 Am                   G                 D
And when I wake up in the morning, how will I face the day knowing that she won't be here
               F                           G                               C        Dm
You know it's just a part of life, but son how do you say goodbye to sixty years?
 
[Interlude]
C   Dm
 



[Verse 2]
        C
It took every ounce of strength for him to walk away
                        G
And I'd never seen him look that weak until that day
               F
He said you'll always be that blue-eyed angel in my mind
   C                      G                C
It broke my heart when he said "I won't be far behind"
   Dm                                G
I hugged his neck and then I opened that car door
   Dm                                   G
Before he sat down he turned around and said once more
 
[Chorus]
         C                               F        G             C
He said: How do you say goodbye, to the only gal that you ever loved?
                                           F               G                 C
How do you sleep at night when you're the only one left to pull those covers up
           E7                                 Am                    G                D
And when I wake up in the morning, how will I face the day knowing that she won't be here
               F                           G                                F
You know it's just a part of life, but son how do you say goodbye to sixty yeeears -
                                                Dm7                               G
Of holdin' hands, livin' life and making plans, never thinking that she would go first
              Dm                           G                                C      Dm
You know it's just a part of life, but son how do you say goodbye to sixty years?
          C         Dm   C
To sixty years...

8292. How Do You Talk To A Little Baby Goat - Chords

How Do You Talk To A Little Baby Goat
By Tom T Hall

D                    G                     A                    D
How do you talk to a little baby goat, you can't go meow like a cat
     D                G                    D        A          D
When you go meow to a little baby goat, he can't go meow right back
A      D                     G                     A                      D
No you have to say baaa to a little baby goat, you can't say hello like a man
    D                     G                 D             A    D
You have to say baaa to a little baby goat, that's all he understands

How do you talk to a little baby goat, you can't go cackle like a hen
When you go cackle to a little baby goat, it doesn't mean a thing to him
No you have to say baaa to a little baby goat, you can't say hello like a man
You have to say baaa to a little baby goat, that's all he understands

How do you talk to a little baby goat, you can't go quack like a duck
When you go quack to a little baby goat, it just doesn't mean very much
And so you can't go meow cackle quack to a goat, you can't say hello like a man
You can't go meow cackle quack to a goat, remember you have to say baaa



8293. How Does It Feel

Dolly Parton - How Does It Feel 
(Dolly Parton)

I know that you're out there
Knowing that there's someone out here thinkin' of you
In your heart and in your mind
I know there is no doubt that someone loves you
And I know that you know
That I'll be waiting here when you have need of me
And when the world has chained you down
I know you know my love will set you free
How does it feel to know that someone loves you
How does it feel to know that someone's always thinkin' of you
Oh and how does it feel to know that someone puts no one above you
How does it feel to know that someone loves you, someone loves you
I have come to know and love you
Like I've never known or loved another
Words have not been made
That could describe these feelings we have for each other
And I would go to any length
To let you know at all times that I care
'Cause I want you to know
That any time you reach for me you'll find me there
How does it feel to know that someone loves you
How does it feel to know that someone's always thinkin' of you
Oh and how does it feel to know that someone puts no one above you
How does it feel to know that someone loves you, someone loves you
Someone loves you, how does it feel to know it
Someone loves you, how does it feel to know that someone
Loves you, someone loves you, how does it feel, how does it feel
How does it feel to know that someone loves you
Somebody loves you, how does it feel, how does it feel
How does it feel to know that someone loves you
Someone loves you, somebody loves you
Somebody loves you, how does it feel to know it
Somebody loves you

8294. How Does Your Garden Grow

Richard Thompson - How Does Your Garden Grow?

You and your big ideas
Taking your time with me
Faithful as I faltered
Steady as I stumbled
A lifeline tossed in a boiling sea



Whose dream was that -
To parcel up my soul and pass the hat?
That's not a style that suits you much
You lack that tender touch
That brings them back for more
Drove your old man out the door
When you tried it on before

You and your big ideas
And now the scars don't show
How does your garden grow?

8295. How Far Am I From Canaan

How Far Am I From Canaan?
Emmylou Harris

I am standing on the Jordan
Gazing 'cross the stormy tide
There I'll rest my every burden
'Til all doubts and fears, Lord, subside

Oh yes, I can hear the angels singing
I can see, Lord, them around the throne
Well, I can hear, I hear the saints, child, oh, singing
Hallelujah, Hallelujah now, now 'tis done, oh, yes

Tell me, how far am I from Canaan?
Lord, how far am I from Canaan?
Well, where the angels singing and joy bell ringing in glory
Lord, how far am I from Canaan?

Lord over there we shout troubles over
Lord over there we shout troubles over
Well, where the angels singing and joy bell ringing in glory
Lord, how far am I from Canaan?

Lord up there I'll lead my mother
Lord up there I'll lead my mother
Well, where the angels singing and joy bell ringing in glory
Lord, how far am I from Canaan?

Lord, when I get on home, my Savior I'll join
Well, I'll shout, God knows I'm gonna dwell, child
Where with the angels singing
Lord, knows I wanna know how far am I from Canaan?

8296. How Far Down Can I Go - Chords



How Far Down Can I Go
Lefty Frizzell

How Far Down Can I Go
(D) I have hurt all that love me, (G) they don't under(D) stand
My life is out of (A) control
(D) All that matters is this (G) bottle in my (D) hand
How far down (A) can I (D) go?

(D) Tonight .it is a bottle, (G) tomorrow, what (D) then?
Anything that brings on a happy (A) glow
(D) Once I loved somebody (G)I wish I could (D) again
How .far down (A) can I (D) go?

I steal those dimes (G) for a small glass of (D) wine
My hands get to trembling(A) so
(D)I have brought many tears (G) to my mama's (D) eyes
How far.down (A)can I (D) go?
How far down(A) can I (D) go?

8297. How Far I'd Fall For You

How Far I'd Fall For You
The Infamous Stringdusters - Wayword Sons
Greensky Bluegrass

I think I just seen my first miracle
I think I just got blowed away
A non-believers unbelievable
A dream come true, but who's to say

Like an angel sent from up on high
You looked at me, right then I knew
A flash of something caught my eye
I knew how far I'd fall for you

I thought in this life I'd seen everything
The ups the downs the in-betweens
The good the bad just about everything
30 years in faded jeans

I ain't never met no one from heaven yet
It just don't happen all the time
But now there you are and all that's left of me
Is gonna be real hard to find

8298. How Far Is Heaven

How Far Is Heaven



How far is Heaven let's go to night.
I want my Daddy to hold me tight.
A little girl was waiting for her Daddy one day,
It was time to meet him when she heard her 
Mommy say,
Come to Mommy darling please do not cry,
Daddy's gone to Heaven way up in the sky
Chorus 
How far is Heaven when can I go 
To see my Daddy he's there I know
How far is Heaven lets go to night
I want my Daddy to hold me tight
He was called so suddenly and 
couldn't say goodbye
I know that he's in Heaven we'll
Meet him bye and bye
The little girl trembled her tears
She could not hide
She looked up toward Heaven and 
then she replied
Chorus

8299. How Far Our Love Goes - Chords

How Far Our Love Goes
Recorded by T.G. Sheppard
Written by Curly Putman, Jan Crutchfield, Buddy Killen
 
G                                           E7
Baby just relax and let my hands under your head
Am             C              Am    C             D7
You want me as much as I want you   I see it there
   G                                                E7
So let me reach across and turn the lights way down low
      C                            D7                    G
Don't hold back good lovin' let it show how far our love goes
                                            E7
Baby lay your head upon my chest hold on to me
Am                  C                 Am   C              D7
Don't hold back the feelin's that you feel let's set them free
      G                                                    E7
Let's take tonight and make tonight the best let's take it slow
    C                               D7                    G
And there'll be no doubt we finally know how far our love goes
      C
Let's make this moment last because we know the very best 
              D7
It won't last long
      C
Let's take it just as far as we can take it
                         D7
Let me know it fits that strong
G                                                 E7



Darlin' reach across and turn the lights way down low
    C                               D7                    C  G
And there'll be no doubt we finally know how far our love goes

8300. How Far To Little Rock

Ralph Stanley - How Far To Little Rock

Hello, stranger
(Why, hello there, stranger)
Ah, could you tell me how far it is to Little Rock?
(Well no sir I couldn't, buddy, but they's a devil of a big'n down here in Pap's old field)
Hello, stranger
(Why, hello again, stranger)
Your corn looks awful little and yellow
(Ah, I planted the little yellow kind this year)
Well, you must not be figuring on much more than half a crop, are ya?
(That's exactly right, I'm raisin' on the shares, 50/50)
You couldn't be very far from a fool
(Couldn't be what?)
Very far from a fool
(That's right, son, just this microphone here between us)
Hello, stranger
(Why, hello there, stranger)
How did your potatoes turn out?
(Son, you'll have to speak a little louder, I don't hear too well out of this left ear)
I said how did your taters turn out!
(Oh, my taters. They didn't turn out a'tall, the old sow rooted them out)
Hello, stranger
(Hello, there, stranger)
Would you head that cow there for me?
(Buddy, she's got a head)
Well, turn her, then
(The hairy side's turned out)
Well, would you speak to her?
(Good morning, old heifer)
Hello, stranger
(Why, hello there, stranger)
Why don't you cover your house?
(Well, when it's raining I can't, buddy, and when the sun is shining it don't leak)
Hello, stranger
(Hello, there, stranger)
How far did you say it was to Little Rock?
(Buddy, ain't you found out how far it is yet?)
I can't, I can't find out a'tall
(Well, I'm sure glad to tell you, buddy, it's three lengths of a fool. If you don't believe it, lay do
wn and measure it sometime)



8301. How Good It Feels

How Good It Feels
Lake Street Dive

I'm having so much fun on my own, I wanna tell somebody
I'm having so much fun all alone, I wanna let somebody know
How good it feels to be alone

I'm having so much fun by myself, I want the whole world to know
That I don't need anybody else to row my boat
And how good it feels to have nobody to make
Conversation with
How good it feels to have nobody to keep up
Relations with
How good it feels to be alone
How good it feels to be alone

Oh but I get so afraid when it's late at night
I stare up at the sky, begging for light
And then the cold comes over me, and I know that
This ain't right
I remember
Nobody should be living alone

And how good it feels to have somebody to make conversation with
How good it feels to have somebody to keep up relations with
How good it feels to have a friend
Be together again
How good it feels to have you
How good it feels

8302. How Great Is Our God

How great is our god
Bluegrass worship band

The splendor of a King, clothed in majesty
Let all the earth rejoice
All the earth rejoice

He wraps himself in Light, and darkness tries to hide
And trembles at His voice
Trembles at His voice

How great is our God, sing with me
How great is our God, and all will see
How great, how great is our God

Age to age He stands
And time is in His hands
Beginning and the end
Beginning and the end



The Godhead Three in One
Father Spirit Son
The Lion and the Lamb
The Lion and the Lamb

Name above all names
Worthy of our praise
My heart will sing
How great is our God

How great is our God, sing with me
How great is our God, and all will see
How great, how great is our God

8303. How Great Thou Art

Steven Curtis Chapman - How Great Thou Art
Osborne Brothers - Jeannie Kendall

[Verse 1]
O Lord my God, When I in awesome wonder
Consider all the worlds Thy Hands have made;
I see the stars, I hear the rolling thunder
Thy power throughout the universe displayed
When through the woods, and forest glades I wander
And hear the birds sing sweetly in the trees
When I look down, from lofty mountain grandeur
And hear the brook, and feel the gentle breeze

[Chorus]
Then sings my soul, My Savior God, to Thee
How great Thou art, How great Thou art
Then sings my soul, My Savior God, to Thee
How great Thou art, How great Thou art!

[Verse 2]
And when I think that God, His Son not sparing;
Sent Him to die, I scarce can take it in;
That on the Cross, my burden gladly bearing
He bled and died to take away my sin

[Chorus]
Then sings my soul, My Savior God, to Thee
How great Thou art, How great Thou art
Then sings my soul, My Savior God, to Thee
How great Thou art, How great Thou art!



8304. How Happy I Am

The Incredible String Band - How Happy I Am 

Oh, Lord how happy I am,
Oh, Lord how happy I am,
I won't feel sad 'till the whiskey's gone.
Oh, Lord how happy I am.

Oh, when I met my first woman,
you know, she was nice and kind as can be.
Now she go walking out all over towwn,
and she do just what she please.
Well, if she thinks I'm sitting here
An' I'm waiting for her to come home,
She wanna come a little closer to me right now,
and I'll tell you how happy I am.

Now, a whole lot of women in this world,
They making trouble for all you men;
They're strutting around all over town,
And then walking back home again;
Well, if you think that she's got you down,
And she's started to count to ten,
Just look at her with one eye closed,
And sing to her again.

8305. How High The Moon

Emmylou Harris - How High The Moon

Somewhere there's music, how faint the tune 
Somewhere there's heaven, how high the moon 
There is no moon above and love is far away too 
Till it comes true 
That you love me and I love you 

Somewhere there's music, how near how far 
Somewhere there's heaven, that's where you are 

[Chorus]
The darkest night would shine if you would come to me soon 
Until you will, I'll still my heart, how high the moon 

Somewhere there's music, how faint the tune 
Somewhere there's heaven, how high the moon 

[Chorus: x2]



8306. How I Got To Memphis

Tom T Hall - How I Got To Memphis

If you love somebody enough you'll follow wherever they go
That's how I got to Memphis that's how I got to Memphis
If you love somebody enough you'll go where your heart wants to go
That's how I got to Memphis that's how I got to Memphis
I know if you'd seen her you'd tell me cause you are my friend
I've got to find her and find out the trouble she's in
And if you tell me she' not here you can follow the trail of my tears
That's how I got to Memphis that's how I got to Memphis
She'd get mad and she used to say that she'd come back to Memphis some day
That's how I got to Memphis that's how I got to Memphis
I haven't eaten a bite or slept for three days and nights
That's how I got to Memphis that's how I got to Memphis
I've got to find her and tell her that I love her so
I'll never rest till I find out why she had to go
So thank you for your precious time forgive me if I start to cryin'
That's how I got to Memphis that's how I got to Memphis

8307. How I Long To Be In The Mountains

How I Long to Be in the Mountains 
Lonesome River Band

Well I started out one day for the mountains 
The city life had taken its toll 
The air is crisp and clean in the mountains 
And when I'm down that's where I want to go 
 
CHORUS: 
How I long to be in the mountains 
With clouds above, and valleys below 
Life sure is sweet in the mountains for me 
And when I'm down it's where I want to go 
 
A man can see all day from the mountain 
His spirit's lifted up to the sky 
Whenever you stand high on a mountain 
Your troubles fade away by and by

8308. How I Miss My Darling Mother

How I Miss My Darling Mother

In my memory there's a little mountain homestead
And the flowers are still growing on the lawn
Now each time I go back home the tears start falling
How I miss my darling since she's gone



She's gone to join a happy band of angels
To sing for endless ages at God's throne
The best friend I ever had is now with Jesus
How I miss my darling Mother since she's gone

There'll never be another friend like Mother
No one can do the things for me she done
Nor can fill the vacant place she left here
How I miss my darling mother since she's gone

8309. How I Wanted To

Richard Thompson - How I Wanted To 

When we parted just like friends
We never tied loose ends
I could never say the words
That would make amends

Oh, how I wanted to, oh, how I wanted to
To say I loved you, to say I loved you
Oh, how I wanted to

From my blue room did you creep
A love too rare to keep
Well, I heard your step
And I turned my head to weep

Oh, how I wanted to, oh, how I wanted to
Say I loved you, say I loved you
Oh, how I wanted to

Oh, how I wanted to, oh, how I wanted to
Say I loved you, to say I loved you
Oh, how I wanted to

Now hearts do what hearts will
And my nights are sleepless still
Well, I never was the one to speak my fill

Oh, how I wanted to, oh, how I wanted to
To say I loved you, ah, to say I loved you
Oh, how I wanted to

Oh, how I wanted to, oh, how I wanted to
Say I loved you, just say I loved you, oh
Oh, how I wanted to



8310. How I'm Going Out

Dierks Bentley - How I'm Going Out

[Verse 1]
Someday somebody's gonna stop and look
Or scratch their head and say
'What happened to him? It's been a while since I heard that name'
The story goes
I told one last joke, bum one more smoke
And then paid my tab and just disappeared one day

[Pre-Chorus]
I've kicked around this old town long enough to see
The one's who left to soon
And the ones who didn't know when to leave

[Chorus]
And when it's my turn to jump off this carousel
I'm gonna ride on that white horse and run like hell
Be thankful for the friends I've made
The hungry years, the glory days
Give 'em one more song and lay this guitar down
That's how I'm going out

[Verse 2]
When I go
I'll be another page torn away, a memory made
Another ghost on music road
But I can say I gave it hell, I rang the bell
But I'll know when there's no more dreams to chase

[Chorus]
And when it's my turn to jump off this carousel
I'm gonna ride on that white horse and run like hell
Be thankful for the friends I've made
The hungry years, the glory days
Give 'em one more song and lay this guitar down
That's how I'm going out
That's how I'm going out
And when it's my turn to jump off this carousel
I'm gonna ride on that white horse and run like hell
No slowing down, no looking back
Let the credits roll and fade to black
Give 'em one more song and lay this guitar down
Give 'em one more song and lay this guitar down
That's how I'm going out

[Outro]
Someday somebody's gonna stop and look
Or scratch their head and say
'What happened to him? It's been a while since I heard that name'



8311. How I've Tried

How I've Tried
Larry Sparks

You only wanted me for your pastime
Someone to tell your troubles to
I tried so hard to make you happy
It made no difference dear to you

Now you don't want to love me anymore
I've tried so many times before
I've tried and tried, oh how Ie've tried
I've tried you were never satisfied

It hurt me so when you left me
I never thought you'd be untrue
Or go away with another
And leave me lonsome and blue

8312. How Is This World Better Now

How Is This World Better Now
Adrienne Young - How Is This World Better Now

Well the air cut my face like a knife, so cold
As you struggled to hang onto life, eyes bold
Oh angels of mercy show some courtesy
To this sweet soul
Take me, why didn't you take me

There were worlds come alive in your eyes
There were passions uncompromised
There were struggles I know
We would've learned from

Sprung like a spring
Sunbold and green
You crowned my world
Alone at night
No more was I a love soaked girl
Can you give me a reason
That isn't treason to all things good
Take me, why don't you take me

There were worlds come alive in your eyes
There were dreams still unrealized
There were struggles I know we learned from
You had so much life to live
You had so much good love to give
Tell me how is this world better now
God tell me how is this world better now



I could drift a thousand years
Floating on this sea of tears
But I know you would rather have me go outside and play
So I look towards the heavens and I pray

May your worlds come alive in my eyes
May your dreams all be realized
And may every struggle I learn from
I have so much life to live
I have so much good love to give
Tell me how is this world better now
Can you tell me how is this world better now
That you are gone

8313. How Lonely Can You Get

How Lonely Can You Get

Have you ever been so lonely so blue you could die
When the one you love no longer cares for you
When your trouble mind keeps bothering you won't leave you alone
When you know its all over love's grown cold

How lonely oh how lonely how lonely can you get
I'd give this wide world over If we had never met
I woudn't have these lonely night days of sad regret
Don't mind being lonely but how lonely can you get

I've tried to tell me my troubled mind to live and just forget
But I don't find that so easy and never will I guess
I'm locked up in a dream world with dreams and loneliness
And every day I ask myself how lonely can you get

8314. How Lonely Looks

Vince Gill - How Lonely Looks

I've sung along with a thousand songs
That talked about goodbye
Of letting go of what you love so
Trying to sleep at night

'Bout how you'd cry when you decide
To final walk away
Babe, I swear I never thought
I'd ever see this day

So this is how lonely looks
And how that final feels



Funny how it only took
Goodbye to make it real

I never knew that losing you
Would tear my world apart
Who could've known I'd be alone
With just my broken heart

So this is how lonely looks
And how that final feels
Funny how it only took
Goodbye to make it real

So this is how lonely looks
And how that final feels
Funny how it only took
Goodbye to make it real

So this is how lonely looks
And how that final feels
Funny how it only took
Goodbye to make it real

8315. How Long

How Long
Uncle Earl - How Long

I got a man and a bulldog too. Man don't love me but the bulldog do.
How long. Oh, how long.

My old man, his suit is red. When he dies, gonna kill me dead.
How long. Oh, how long.

My old man, he wears blue. When he dies, gonna kill me too.
How long. Oh, how long.

My old man, he's dressed in white. When he dies, gonna be all right.
How long. Oh, how long.

I got a man in a bluegrass band. Loves me like no other can.
How long. Oh, how long.

I got a man, he picks the five. Loves me right, oh man alive.
How long. Oh, how long.

My old man, he's long and tall. He got somethin' make a panther squall.
How long. Oh, how long.

I got a man in every state. Some are good. Some are great!
How long. Oh, how long.



8316. How Long - Chords

How Long 
Sierra Hull
 
Capo: 3 fret
 
[Intro]
Am
 
[Verse 1]
Am
Throw down the anchor,
D      C            Am
Waters only getting deeper,
    Am
You swallow the anger,
D                        C              Am
Pride is strong but your body's getting weaker.
 
 
[Pre-Chorus 1]
   D                   C
At night you pray, you always say,
    D                  Am
You think the day will come,
     D                      C
Then morning breaks, you're still afraid,
   D
To do what must be done.
 
 
[Chorus]
Am
How long?
    D                    C
How far? How bad does it have to get?
Am
How long?
    D                       C
How come you ain't ready to go there yet,
   D                        C
As much as I love you and I wanna help,
        D                     D
There's some things you gotta do for yourself ,
Am  C            D
How long? is too late,
       C         Am
Is too gone? how long?
 
 
[Interlude]
Am  C   D



Am  C   D
 
 
[Verse 2]
Am                         D
Can you see the lighthouse,
C                    Am
Shining on you right now,
Am                            D
Hold your breath and jump out,
      C                Am
Don't look back, don't ask how.
 
 
[Pre-Chorus 2]
    D               C
You pray tonight to see a sign,
   D            Am
Up in the stars above,
    D                      C
But now it's time, they're all aligned,
      D
Don't pass the moment up.
 
 
[Chorus]
Am
How long?
    D                    C
How far? How bad does it have to get?
Am
How long?
    D                       C
How come you ain't ready to go there yet,
   D                        C
As much as I love you and I wanna help,
        D                     D
There's some things you gotta do for yourself ,
Am  C            D
How long? is too late,
       C         Am
Is too gone? how long?
 
 
[Interlude]
Am  Am7  D   D7
Am  Am7  D   D7
 
 
[Bridge]
    Am                 Am7
The flame has flickered long enough,
D                   D7
Black smoke filling up your lungs,
        Am          Am7
If your gonna do it,
Am7



Do it now,
          D             D7
Cause the ship is going down, down, down.
    Am                  C
The flame has flickered long enough,
D                   C
Black smoke filling up your lungs,
        Am          C
If your gonna do it,
C
Do it now,
          D
Cause the ship is going down, down, down.
 
 
[Instrumental]
Am  C  D  C
Am  C  D  C
Am  C  D  C
Am  C  D  C
Am  C  D  C
Am  C  D  C
Am  C  D  C
Am  C  D
 
 
[Outro]
Am  C
How long?
    D                    C
How far? How bad does it have to get?
Am  C
How long?
    D                       C
How come you ain't ready to go there yet,
   D                        C
As much as I love you and I wanna help,
        Bm                     D
There's some things you gotta do for yourself ,
Am  C            D
How long? is too late,
       C
Is too gone? how long?
Am  C  D  C
Am  C  D  C
D

8317. How Long - Chords

How Long 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

[Verse 1]



C
You were on your own I was on the road
                Am                    C
You were awful lonesome I was awful cold
            Am                         F
You wanted love songs but that's not enough
        C            G            F
So how long must we punish each other
         C       G         C
For the sin of falling in love
 
 
[Verse 2]
C
You were on the phone I was on the floor
                 Am                      C
And the boy was staring out the kitchen door
               Am                       F
He hears our fighting and he takes it rough
         C            G          F
So how long must we punish each other
         C       G         C
For the sin of falling in love
 
 
[Bridge]
C                         F
Well there's a whole lot worse that a man can do
                  C
There's greater crimes for women too
                  F              G               C
Than to give the holy power of love a place to stand
                   F
Now we're looking back through a sack of wool
                       C
There's a boy with a stack of reasons to know
     F                                       G
Why we can't forgive each other a Woman and Man
 
 
[Verse 3]
                 C
You were in the air I was in the sea
                Am                         C
Boy was in a basket with friends on the beach
                     Am                     F
It don't take much asking to receive that stuff
         C            G          F
So how long must we punish each other
         C       G         C
For the sin of falling in love
 
[Outro]
           Am                       F
Whoa how long must we punish each other
         C       G          C
For the sin of falling in love



8318. How Long - Chords

How Long 
Iris DeMent
 
Capo on the 3rd fret
 
[Intro]
G  C  G  C
 
[Verse 1]
G                B
 Someone asked a question once
   C
of Martin Luther King
G                A
How long do you stay the course
    C                D
and dream the dream?
G             B
 But it seems evil's won
    C
and greed is on the throne
G                      D
 And you feel like the silenced voice
     C          C/B  G
in a wilderness all alone
    Am        C     Cm
How long? How long?
 
[Chorus]
              G                       C
He said, till justice rolls down like water
     G                       C
Till justice rolls down like water
G                       C
Justice rolls down like water
    Am            C
And righteousness flows
              G   C   G  D
like a mighty stream
 
[Verse 2]
G                   B
 A little boy about ten years old
     C
Sits watching his TV
G           A
 He's alone most every night
     C             D
till two or three
G               B
Though his mama works two jobs



    C
She still can't make ends meet
G                    D
He sees the fat cats lie and steal
         C      C/B     G
But they always go scot-free
             Am        C     Cm
He says, how long? How long?
 
[Chorus]
          G                       C
Till that justice rolls down like water
     G                       C
Till justice rolls down like water
     G                       C
Till justice rolls down like water
    Am                   C
And righteousness starts flowing
              G   C   G  D
like a mighty stream
 
[Instrumental]
G  B  C  C
G  D  C  G
 
[Verse 3]
G                 B
Power, greed, and profit
C
They will never feed the soul
G           A
These three shovels have dug us
 C                D
a deep, dark hole
G                B
Compassion, understanding,
    C
And living one for all
G           D
And all for one is what it's
      C              C/B        G
gonna take for us to break this fall
       Am        C    Cm
Oh how long? How long?
 
[Chorus]
              G                       C
He said, till justice rolls down like water
     G                       C
Till justice rolls down like water
     G                       C
Till justice rolls down like water
         Am                   C
And that righteousness starts flowing
              G  C  G  D
like a mighty stream
 



[Outro]
G   B  C  C
G   D  C  Bm Am G

8319. How Long Blues

How Long Blues - Del McCoury Band

Long ol' train cruel engineer
They took my baby and left me here
And how long will I keep these lonesome blues

How long how long
Has that evening train been gone
How long how long baby how long

Mean ol' blues come down on me
They're all around me they're all I see
But how long will I keep these lonesome blues

Cruel engineer can't you see
I need my baby back with me
Then I'd be rid of these mean ol' lonesome blues

8320. How Long Does It Take

Osborne Brothers - How long does it take (to be a stranger)
Composer: Dallas Frazier - Sanger D. Shafer

How long does it take to learn to love you
Just long enough to look into your eyes
How long does it take to be a stranger
Just long enough for you to say goodbye

Just long enough for you to love another
Just long enough for you to break my pride
How long does it take to be a stranger
Just long enough for you to say goodbye

Just long enough for you to love another...

8321. How Long Have I Been Waiting For You

How Long Have I Been Waiting For You
Jonathan Edwards



How long have I been waiting for you
How long have you been on your way
How long has our love been decided
Only forever don't you ever go away

Waiting is a game that I was getting good at
Sitting and watching was becoming my style
But today, I have found I can love again and will
You'll be staying in my heart for a long, long while

How long have I been waiting for you
How long have you been on your way
How long has our love been decided
Only forever don't you ever go away

How long have I been waiting for you
How long have you been on your way
How long has our love been decided
Only forever don't you ever go away

Only forever don't you ever go away

8322. How Long Have I Been Your Fool

The Steeldrivers - How Long Have I Been Your Fool

How many times have I believed your lying lips
who kissed me in the dark,
How long have I been holding to a love
who's been abandoned by your heart?
When did it start?
How Long Have I Been Your Fool?!
How Long Have I Been Your Fool?!
Tell me how could you be so cruel,
How Long Have I Been Your Fool?!

We used to give each other
all we had, but our bodies and our souls.
So, how did change your mind
Stop on a dime, let everything we have turned cold
Honey, I don't know....
How Long Have I Been Your Fool?!
How Long Have I Been Your Fool?!
Tell me how could you be so cruel,
How Long Have I Been Your Fool?!

I don't need two reasons why
I already know you got me wrong
But before we say goodbye
Baby, just you tell me HOW LONG
then I'll go.

Last night, you didn't even called



I guess you've passed the point of tryna to hide.
And thinking 'bout the thought of you with someone new
Is killing me inside,
So I just cry.

How Long Have I Been Your Fool?!
How Long Have I Been Your Fool?!
Tell me how could you be so cruel,
How Long Have I Been Your Fool?!

8323. How Long Is Forever This Time - Chords

How Long Is Forever This Time
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Carl Belew, Tommy Blake, Art Bishop

F       C       G7           C
(Oh how long is forever this time)
                    G7         C
You say that you'll love me forever
                        G7        C
And you say that you'll always be mine
           C7                        F
Now you're back and I can't help but wonder
       C          G7        C
Oh how long is forever this time
                         G7         C
Though my heart tells me I should believe you
                       G7         C
When I look through my memories I find
                       C7                F       C
Our love's filled with pain please don't hurt me again
                  G7        C
Oh how long is forever this time
     F                         C
Each time that you leave me my tears fall like rain
      D7                       G7
Yet I ask you to come back and hurt me again
F                                             C
One day you'll come back and you'll really be mine
                  G7        C
Oh how long is forever this time
                  G7        C
Oh how long is forever this time

8324. How Long Is This Train - Chords

How Long Is This Train 
Dan Tyminski



 
Intro
 
D - D/F# - D/G
D/B - D/F# - D/G   (2x)
 
D/G
 
 
Dsus2     D/F#     D/G
How long is this train son
   D/B        D/F#    D/G
I heard his fragile voice
  A               D/F#              D/G
I didn't want to listen but there really was no choice
           D         D/F#  D/G           D/B  D/F#   D/G
It seems like it goes on forever and I waited for so long
     A                    D/F#                 D/G                 Dsus2
The old man's breath came slow and smelled of whiskey in the dawn
 
      A             Dsus2         D/B    D/F#     D/G
On a cold November morning in the gentle mist of rain
    Dsus2            A7sus4               D/B   D/F#     D/G   A (single not to...)
There's just so many reasons that people wait to meet a train
 
D/B - D/F# - D/G
 
          Dsus2  D/F#   D/G           D/B      D/F#   D/G
And as I waited for my sister to come down the metal stairs
     A             D/F#               D/G
He told me that his son had not been home in fifteen years
      Dsus2  D/F#      D/G        D/B    D/F#      D/G
And I barely seemed to notice the tears behind his face
          A             D/F#            D/G                   Dsus2
But his wishes were no strangers to the people in this place
 
Dsus2
 
     A                   Dsus2  D/A   D/B        D/F#       D/G
The old man stood there waiting for a young man dressed in blue
           C          Bm7          Em       D/F#     A  Asus4
Then he handed him a neatly folded flag and said for you
 
             Dsus2  D/F#    D/G         D/B    D/F#   D/G
He said your son he died a hero in the service of this flag
     A              D/F#          D/G
The old man took it gently put it in his paper bag
       Dsus2    D/F#   D/G            D/B       D/F#      D/G
Then I left him in the rain there but I'd still hear his voice
   A               D/F#             D/G                       Dsus2
I try hard not to listen but there really is no choice
 
        A          Dsus2          D/B    D/F#     D/G
On a cold November morning in the gentle mist of rain
        Dsus2        A7sus4              D/B     D/F#    D/G
There's just so many reasons that people wait to meet a train
 



D/G
 
 
Dsus2   D/F#      D/G
How long is this train son
      D/B      D/F#     D/G
I can hear the pouring rain
       A            D/F#           D/G              D
I'm still reminded of him when I hear a passing train

8325. How Long Must You Keep Me A Secret - Chords

How Long Must You Keep Me A Secret
Recorded by Leroy Van Dyke
Written by Barry Mann and Larry Kolber

C                                              G7
You hold me close you kiss my lips you call me darlin'
                                      C
But you belong to him and it hurts me so
F                                  C
Long ago you swore that you didn't love him anymore
    G7                         C
But when are you gonna let him know
    F                       C
How long must you keep me a secret
G7                          C  C7
When will you tell him bout me
    F                       C
How long must you keep me a secret
   Am      D7           G7       C
Oh darlin' when are you gonna be free
                                               G7
You met me on the darkest streets we steal our moments
                                           C
Afraid someone will come and we'll have to part
F                              C
When will it be time for me to show the world you're mine
     G7                        C
Stop keepin' me hidden in your heart
Repeat #2
D7          G7       C
When are we gonna be free

8326. How Long To Stop Loving You - Chords

How Long To Stop Loving You
Lefty Frizzell



 G C G
How long would it take to count all the stars?
 D G
How long would it take to climb up to Mars?
 C
How long has this old world stood so true?
 G D G
Well that's how long it would take me to stop loving you

How long has the sea had water so deep?
How long has the mountain stood so steep?
How long has it been since the world was new?
Well that's how long it would take me to stop loving you

How long is forever and a day?
How old it time dear can you say?
How long has God's love been so true?
Well that's how long it would take me to stop loving you

8327. How Long Will It Take (To Stop Loving You)

Lefty Frizzell
How Long Will It Take (To Stop Loving You)

[Verse 1]
How long would it take to count all the stars
How long would it take to climb up to Mars
How long has this old world stood so true
Well, that's how long it'd take me to stop loving you

[Verse 2]
How long has the sea had water so deep
How long has the mountain stood so steep
How long has it been since this world was new
Well, that's how long it'll take me to stop loving you

[Verse 3]
How long is forever and a day
How old is time dear, can you say
How long has God's love been so true
Well, that's how long it would take me to stop loving you

8328. How Many Biscuits Can You Eat - Chords

How Many Biscuits Can You Eat
Recorded by Mac Wiseman

G
How many biscuits can you eat this morning this morning



                                   D7
How many biscuits can you eat this morning this morning
    G                         C
How many biscuits can you eat 49 and a ham of meat
     G           D7           G
This morning for breakfast so soon
Well there ain't no use of me working so hard this morning this morning
                                              D7
There ain't no use of me working so hard this morning this morning
G
There ain't no use of me working so hard 
C
But I got a woman in a rich folks yard
     G            D7            G
This morning this morning right now
She killed me a chicken and saved me a wing this morning this morning
                                                    D7
She killed a chicken and she saved me the wing this morning this morning
    G
She killed a chicken and she saved me a wing
    C                                    G
She thinks I'm a-working I ain't doin' a thing this morning
    D7           G
For breakfast so soon

8329. How Many Hearts

How Many Hearts
Pat Flynn
New Grass Revival (1986)

Another sad sunrise
She can close her eyes
Talkin to herself
Wishin she was someone else
Someone just a little stronger
Who could hold out a little longer

Another game today
This takes two to play
One to sit and wait
And one to be out late
One that has to stay
One has to go away
One heart to sacrifice
Two to pay the price
As fast as someone pulls
The roses from the ground
There never seems to be
Enough to go around

Chorus:
How many hearts are still waitin



For something so true and fine
Love are you hesitating
Will you be unkind
How many hearts are still fallin
The night is the longest time
Love can you hear them callin
When will you be mine

All of the precious time
The years that fill your mind
The words that mean so much
The one you need to touch
You don't want to think about it
Or what you're gonna do about it

Pictures on the wall
Shadows in the hall
Sweet and lonesome tune
The night that fills the room
Lonely and so demanding
You need a little understanding
Use your imagination
To deal with the situation
Wonder how so much can change overnight
Lovers turn to strangers
In the morning light

Chorus:

Standing under the stars tonight
There's a song that runs through my mind
Like the sound of someone leaving someone behind
All over the world tonight
We will look into each other's eyes
In search of someone we might recognize

Chorus:
How many hearts are still waitin
For something so true and fine
Love are you hesitating
Will you be unkind
How many hearts are still fallin  How many hearts are waitin
The night is the longest time  How many hearts are waitin
Love can you hear them callin
When will you be mine
When will you be mine

8330. How Many Lifetimes Will It Take - Chords

How Many Lifetimes Will It Take
Written and recorded by Dottie West

G        F#              G



How many times does your heart break 
C        B7           E7
How many tears do you cry
A7                    D7    C
How long does it take to forget 
                       D7
A love that just won't die

G        F#             G
How many nights are you lonesome 
C        B7           E7
How many days are you blue
C                          G       Em
How many lifetimes will it take me oh
   D7            G
To ever get over you

     D7
I've tried everything 
     G
From wine to someone new
    A7
But nothing or no one 
    D7
Can take the place of you

C                          G       Em
How many lifetimes will it take me oh
   D7            G
To ever get over you
C                          G       Em
How many lifetimes will it take me oh
   D7            C  G
To ever get over you

8331. How Many Miles - Chords

How Many Miles 
The Waifs

Verse 1
Ab                         Db                    Ab
It was way after midnight, before you crossed my mind
                                                     Db
But I thought of you til the sun broke through and I watched that road 
Eb
unwind
Ab                                     Db        Ab
Funny how that road, was just like the trail we made
                       Db                     Eb               Ab
Every little twist and turn and bump left me feeling worn and frayed
 
Chorus



Db                     Ab
How many miles did we wander
Db                              Ab
How many nights did we drive on through
Db                              Ab
Travelled the road like rolling thunder
Db                          Eb                      Ab
And none of them lead to anywhere that we wanted them to
 
Verse 2
But it wasn't always rough - there was some smooth travelling too
And when the sun came up I was high on a mountain in the morning new
You always told me if I opened my eyes, I would see forever
Maybe I did, maybe that's how I knew that we were never destined to be together  [Chorus]
 
Verse 3
Sometimes hurting someone is the kindest thing that a person can do
What more can I say, I'm sorry if I caused your heart to bleed
You were always so kind and gentle and warm and I tried so hard to be that way in return
But you never asked me what I wanted, you just told me what you thought I need [Chorus]

8332. How Many Moons

Claire Lynch - How Many Moons

How many moons will rise before you fall?
How many phones will ring before you call?
How do you do when you do without me at all?
Without me at all  

I ain't one for hangin'  round unless I'm waiting for a train
My momma taught me just enough to get out of the rain
But now the train is gone, it's pourin'
I'm still waitin' for you darlin'
I couldn't move if I wanted to
I ain't crazy, I'm just crazy over you

How many moons will rise before you fall?
How many phones will ring before you call?
How do you do when you do without me at all?
Without me at all  

No one's ever said that I have the patience of a saint
Well, I don't know just what I am but I do know what I ain't
And I ain't waitin' any longer for this ache to grow any strong
It's just about to break me in two
Goin' crazy, cuz I'm crazy over you

You know time will stop for no one
Time as such is free
But I'd wait forever if I knew you still loved me

How many moons will rise before you fall?



How many phones will ring before you call?

How do you do without me at all?
Without me at all ...
Without me at all.

8333. How Many Times

How Many Times
Laurie Lewis

   How many times must we fight
   It goes on 'til past midnight
   Day after day night after night
   How many times must we fight

You always say that I'm to blame
But you should hang your head in shame
Just because you've got the upper hand
This life I live is hard to stand

Your heart is surely made of stone
People like you should live alone
Oh you've kicked this old heart of mine around
A thousand times you let it down

8334. How Many Times Have You Broken My Heart

Gillian Welch - How Many Times Have You Broken My Heart?

Time after time you've proven untrue
Leavin' me home to cry over you
Each time you come back say I'm your sweetheart
But how many times dear you've broken my heart?

Night after night I've cried over you
Hopin' and prayin' someday you'd be true
You took my world tore it apart
How many times have you broken my heart?

You promised darlin' to be just mine
But now I know that was one of your lies
You've been untrue right from the start
But how many times have you broken my heart?

Night after night I've cried over you
Hopin' and prayin' someday you'll be true
You took my world tore it apart
How many times have you broken my heart?



Night after night I've cried over you
Hopin' and prayin' someday you'll be true
You took my world tore it apart
Oh how many times have you broken my heart?

You took my world tore it apart
How many times have you broken my heart?
How many times have you broken my heart?

8335. How Mountain Girls Can Love

The Stanley Brothers - How Mountain Girls Can Love
Ricky Skaggs

   Get down boys, go back home 
   Back to the girl you love 
   Treat her right, never wrong 
   How mountain girls can love 

Riding the night in the high cold winds 
On the trail of the old lonesome pine 
Thinking of you, feeling so blue 
Wondering why you left me behind 

Remember the night we strolled down the lane 
Our hearts were gay and happy then 
You whispered to me as I held your close 
You hoped this night would never end

8336. How Much Can A Lonely Heart Stand - Chords

How Much Can A Lonely Heart Stand
Recorded by Skeeter Davis
Written by Sandra Rhodes
 
F                                C
Just how much can a lonely heart stand
                Em         F     G7         C
You left me one morning my world came to an end
                    Em           F           C
You said you didn't love me that it was only pretend
              Am                                  C
Now my lonely pillow is just a place for tears to land
         F                       C
Just how much can a lonely heart stand
                Em        F          G7            C
Now my heart is broken it seems that it will never mend
                    Em     F                     C



These teardrops are tokens they were all in your plan
                Am                               C
Now life has no meaning yet no one seems to understand
         F                       C
Just how much can a lonely heart stand
                Am                           C
I went out last night to see if I could live again
              Em      F               C
That's when I saw you kissing my best friend
                    Am                            C
You walked right on by me and you gently held her hand
         F                       C
Just how much can a lonely heart stand
         F                       C
Just how much can a lonely heart stand

8337. How Much I've Lied

Emmylou Harris - How Much I've Lied

Darling, there is something I must tell you, you must know.
But it's so hard to say the words I feel.
This fancy that I'm on has been going on too long.
It's time we stopped pretending things are real.
'Cause I've been living deep in sin.  I've been living blind.
And I don't know just what's right or wrong.
To take a chance on losing you was such a silly thing to do.
The chance I might wake up and find you gone.

Blue, so blue, my love is burning blue.
Any brighter flame would be a lie.
Blue, so blue, my love still burns for you,
But I know that I'll only make you cry.

A thief can only steal from you.  He cannot break your heart.
He'll never touch the precious things inside.
So one like you should surely be miles and miles away from me,
Then you'd never care how much I've lied.
So try to understand the pain.  It takes so long when I explain.
Please, don't you forget how much I've lied.

8338. How Much Is That Doggie In The Window - Chords

How Much Is That Doggie In The Window
Recorded by Patti Page
Written by Bob Merrill
[3/4 time]

C                              G7



How much is that doggie in the window
                         C
The one with the waggley tail
                               G7
How much is that doggie in the window
                            C
I do hope that doggie's for sale
                          G7
I must take a trip to California
                             C
And leave my poor sweetheart alone
                            G7
If he has a dog he won't be lonesome
                                C
And the doggie will have a good home 
Repeat #1
                              G7
I read in the paper there are robbers 
                                   C
With flashlights that shine in the dark
                             G7
My love needs a doggie to protect him
                             C
And scare them away with one bark
                          G7
I don't want a bunny or a kitty
                           C
I don't want a parrot that talks
                              G7
I don't want a bowl of little fishies
                               C
He can't take a goldfish for a walk
Repeat #1

8339. How Much Is That Hound Dog In The Window - Chords

How Much Is That Hound Dog In The Window
Recorded by Homer and Jethro
Original words and music by Bob Merrill
[3/4 time]

C                                 G7
How Much Is That Hound Dog In The Winder
                             C
I do hope that fleabag's for sale
                                  G7
How Much Is That Hound Dog In The Winder
                            C
The one with the long mangy tail
                                G7
I'll give you two-bits for that hound dog
                            C
The one with the sad achin' heart



                                  G7
Fer he looks so much like my girl friend
                        C
I can't hardly tell 'em apart
  
                          
Ooh-ooh ooh-ooh ooh-ooh ooh-ooh
                      
What kind of a dog is that
                 
That is a hot-dog Homer
                 
Boy you sure mustard that up
                      G7
I must take a trip to Louisianer
                             C
Leave her and that hound dog alone
                            G7
While I'm eatin' shrimp and jamboliar
                            C
They'll be home a-gnawin' a bone
                           G7
I don't want a monkey or a baboon
                         C
I don't want a muley old cow
                            G7
I don't want a crappie or a catfish
                      C
A catfish could never me-ow
                                  G7
How Much Is That Hound Dog In The Winder
                                C
With the basketball nose on his face
                           G7
You know what a basketball nose is
                         C
It dribbles all over the place

8340. How Proud I Would Have Been - Chords

How Proud I Would Have Been
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Joe Poovey

G                                         C
How proud I would have been to share your life of sin
            D7                     G
But you saw someone new I wouldn't do for you
                                 C
I wouldn't mind at all to let my morale's fall
            D7                               G
I'd like to try again how proud I would have been
                                      C



Don't think that I'm above selling my soul for love
              D7                         G
And if that's what it cost then take the price tag off
                                      C
Without your love I'll be a whole lot less than me
            D7                               G
I'd like to try again how proud I would have been
  C                          G
A sinners just an angel that slipped and fell
    C                               D7
For one like you I'd play a sinners part so well
    G                                C
I'd stoop to any length to gain your love it seems
            D7                               G
I'd like to try again how proud I would have been
Repeat #3

8341. How Sad Texas Can Be

How Sad Texas Can Be (Larry W. Jones 03/22/2007) 

How sad Texas can be
When you're all alone
With only a fond memory
Left in old San Antone
I walk at least a mile
Down to San Antone's old square
Thinking of her smile
When she was mine down there
How sad Texas can be
When mariaches play
Songs not meant for me
Of someone's wedding day
Like a dream that cannot sleep
Like a picture on the wall
Like a love I cannot keep
I picture tears begin to fall
How sad Texas can be
Through a cowboy's misty eyes
This cowboy did not see
Through a senorita's lies
How sad Texas can be
When you're left all alone
How sad Texas can be
For a cowboy in San Antone

8342. How She Could Sing The Wildwood Flower - Chords



How She Could Sing The Wildwood Flower
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Anna McGarrigle, Emmylou Harris, Kate McGarrigle 
 
C                               F
How she could sing the Wildwood Flower
      C                          G7
The orphan girl he would love so long
       C                                 F
In the end he knew she'd been his finest hour
    C               G7          C
And all he has left of her is a song
He first saw her standing by a cabin door
                                       G7         C
Her song was ringing out in a voice so strong and sure
To the lonesome valley he'd bring her there to be his bride
                                 G7             C
Where they would live and work together side by side
She was his sunshine she was his moon and morning star
                                 G7            C
His words would ring true on the chords of her guitar
But he was driven and lost to her for days and days
                                 G7            C
Till the lonesome valley finally drove her far away
Repeat #1
We all cling to as the years keep rolling on
                        G7                   C
One single promise of a love that's past and gone
And that lonesome valley we all walk it by ourselves
                               G7            C
Where the Wildwood Flower is a story we will tell
Repeat #1
                                F
How she could sing the Wildwood Flower
    C            G7          C
All we have left of her is a song

8343. How She Could Yodel - Chords

Hank Snow - How She Could Yodel

D A

 A
Come listen to my tale 'bout a pretty little girl
 Dsus2
That I chanced to meet on the prairie
 D
T'was a night in June by the western moon
 A
That I met my charming Mary
Her eyes were as bright as the stars that night
 D
When she smiled my heart did bubble



 E 
She couldn't make love or turtle dove
 A
But, oh boy, She Could Yodel.

Chorus: (Yodel)
 A D A
Oodelaia Oolaio Oloadeolaite
 E
She yodeled a yodel as sweet as it could be
 A 
Her heart was as pure as pretty yellow gold
 D
But love meant nothin', she was too cold
 E A
But boy, oh boy, oh boy How She Could Yodel.

A
Well, I said to myself, you silly little elf
 Dsus2
I'll win her heart, that's settled
 D
I tried to hiss that pretty little miss
 A
But, oh my, how she battled
She called me names made me feel so ashamed
 D
Then she said my fire is nobel
 E
Then she turned me down, didn't want me around
 A
But, oh boy, how she yodeled.

Chorus: (Yodel)
 A
Next night on the trail I heard a big wail
 Dsus2
She changed her mind, felt sorry
 D
Her yodel, you see, was meant for me
 A
And she said, you had me worried
I've rode out tonight to make things right
 D
And I hope you will forgive me
 E
When I said, why yes, she took a deep breath
 A
And, oh boy, how she yodeled.

Chorus2: (Yodel)
 A D A
Oodelaia Oolaio Oloadeolaite
 E
She yodeled a yodel as sweet as it could be
 A 
Her heart was as pure as pretty yellow gold



 D
And it turned to warm from icy cold
 E A
But boy, oh boy, oh boy how she did yodel.
A
Well, then we got married and what do you think
 Dsus2
We're as happy as the birds in the treeses
 D
Her love is so true and I'm tellin' you
 A
Her heart no more it freezes

In a cradle of pine there's a baby devine
 D
And he never, never grumbles
 E
He's our own little pet and we can't talk yet
 A
But I wish you could hear him yodel.

Chorus: (Yodel)
 A D A
Oodelaia Oolaio Oloadeolaite
 E
He yodels a yodel as sweet as it could be
 A
He's our own little pet and we love him, you bet
 D 
It don't mean a thing that he can't talk yet
 E A
But he's spendin' his time just learning the way to yodel.

Dsus2
E/-----0------/
B/-----3------/
G/-----2------/
D/-----0------/
A/-----X------/
E/-----X------/

8344. How The Story Ends - Chords

How The Story Ends
written by Kris Kristofferson.

C F C
THIS COULD BE OUR LAST GOOD NIGHT TOGETHER; WE MAY NEVER PASS THIS
 G7 C F C
F C
WAY AGAIN; JUST LET ME ENJOY IT TILL IT'S OVER, OR FOR EVER; PLEASE
 G7 C
DON'T TELL ME HOW THE STORY ENDS.



C F C
SEE THE WAY OUR SHADOWS COME TOGETHER; SOFTER THAN YOUR FINGERS ON
 G7 C F C
F C
MY SKIN; SOMEDAY THESE MAY BE ALL WE REMEMBER OF EACH OTHER, PLEASE
 G7 C
DON'T TELL ME HOW THE STORY ENDS.
F C D7
NEVER'S JUST AN ECHO OF FOREVER; LONESOME AS A LOVE THAT MIGHT HAVE
G G7 C F C
F C
BEEN; LET ME GO ON LOVIN' AND BELIEVIN' TILL IT'S OVER; PLEASE
 G7 C
DON'T TELL ME HOW THE STORY ENDS.
(REPEAT)
NEVER'S JUST AN ECHO OF FOREVER; LONESOME AS A LOVE THAT MIGHT HAVE
BEEN; LET ME GO ON LOVIN' AND BELIEVIN' TILL IT'S OVER; PLEASE
DON'T TELL ME HOW THE STORY ENDS

8345. How The Time Flies - Chords

How The Time Flies
Recorded by Jerry Wallace
Written by Thomas J. Coe 
 
G           Em     C
(Dickey-doo dickey-doo
           D7
Dickey-doo lacka-day-ay)
G                  Em
How the time flies when I'm near you
C                 D7
When I'm near you how the time flies
G                 Em
Seems like heaven when I'm near you
C                 D7
When I'm near you how the time flies
G
Wonder why when we're alone
    Em
The hours always pass so fast
  C
A kiss or two and then you're gone
D7
Gee the time just doesn't last
G
If the night would never pass
Em
And the sun would never rise
C
Not one moment would we waste
    D7
But golly how the time it flies



G                  Em
How the time flies when I'm near you
C                 D7           G
When I'm near you how the time flies
            Em     C
(Dickey-doo dickey-doo
           D7
Dickey-doo lacka-day-ay)
G                  Em
How the time flies when I'm near you
C                 D7           G
When I'm near you how the time flies
C            G
How the time flies

8346. How To Grow A Woman From The Ground

Chris Thile - How to Grow a Woman From the Ground
Chris Thile

I caught a string full of fish down by the damn
I'll drag them back to the field they should be dead by then
Wipe the sweat off my neck and tally ho the plow
I'm gonna grow a woman from the ground

The night was a chalkboard with a fingernail moon
If the fish ain't dead yet they will be pretty soon
Kinda like the feeling at an old folks home
Even though you love them you can't wait for them to go

I'll call her Angelina she's a teacher I once had
A halo of honey wrapped around her head
And she always used to give me some when I was a kid
I told her that I loved her and then I went and hid

I'll take you into town and I'll show you off
And there's room on your dress for a corsage
And I'll open up every door for you

I opened up my almanac and in my head I read
Cut your wrist on the fins of the fish and drain all you can
So I rolled up my sleeves and then began to draw lines just as deep as the days are long

I sewed up my wrist and sewed the ground with my blood
Staind up my clothes pretty good and I turned that dirt to mud
I couldn't help but close my eyes and lay my body down 
'Cause I heard it takes forever to grow a woman from the ground

I bleed for you now and I'm skinny as a rail
And I'll be so obliged to keep you nice and warm and safe
and won't you be so proud of me



8347. How To Make A Man Lonesome - Chords

How To Make A Man Lonesome
Recorded by Clay Walker
Written by Kim Williams and Randy Boudreaux

G     Am                    Bm
Three weeks in Phoenix with one night to go
       C                           D7
You're looking too good and you're standing too close
     Am                       Bm
That song on the jukebox your dance with me smile
       C                             D7
Got me thinking of someone I haven't seen in a while
         G                      C       Am
You sure know how to make a man lonesome
      G                      D7
I see so much of my woman in you
         G                      C       Am
You sure know how to make a man lonesome
        G            D7           G
But she knows how to keep her man true
      Am                            Bm
Yes I know that it's early why am I leaving so soon
          C                         D7
Well it's too warm in here and it's me not the room
        Am                                Bm
And the way that you're starin' I've seen that look before
       C                  D7
You're making me want her all that much more
repeat #2
D7       G                      C       Am
You sure know how to make a man lonesome
        G            D7           C   G
But she knows how to keep her man true

8348. How To Talk To A Little Baby Goat

Tom T Hall - How To Talk To A Little Baby Goat

[Verse 1:]
How do you talk to a little baby goat?
You can't go, "Meow" like a cat
When you go, "Meow" to a little baby goat
He can't go, "Meow" right back

[Chorus:]
No you have to say, Baa to a little baby goat
You can't say, Hello like a man



You have to say, Baa to a little baby goat
And that's all he understands

[Verse 2:]
How do you talk to a little baby goat?
You can't go, "Cackle" like a hen
When you go, "Cackle" to a little baby goat
It doesn't mean a thing to him

[Chorus:]
So you have to say, Baa to a little baby goat
You can't say, Hello like a man
You have to say, Baa to a little baby goat
And that's all he understands

[Verse 3:]
How do you talk to a little baby goat?
You can't go, "Quack" like a duck
When you go, "Quack" to a little baby goat
It just doesn't mean very much
And so you can't go, "Meow cackle quack" to a goat
You can't say, Hello like a man
You can't go, "Meow cackle quack" to a goat
Remember you have to say, Baa

8349. How Will I Ever Be Simple Again

Richard Thompson - How Will I Ever Be Simple Again 

Oh, she danced in the street with the guns all around her
All torn like a rag doll, barefoot in the rain
And she sang like a child, toora-day toora-daddy
Oh, how will I ever be simple again

She sat by the banks of the dirty gray river
And tried for a fish with a worm on a pin
There was nothing but fever and ghosts in the water
Oh, how will I ever be simple again

War was my love and my friend and companion
And what did I care for the pretty and plain
But her smile was so clear and my heart was so troubled
Oh, how will I ever be simple again

In her poor burned-out house I sat at her table
The smell of her hair was like cornfields in May
And I wanted to weep and my eyes ached from trying
Oh, how will I ever be simple again

So graceful she moved through the dust and the ruin
And happy she was in her dances and games
Oh, teach me to see with your innocent eyes, love
Oh, how will I ever be simple again



Oh, how will I ever be simple again

8350. How Will I Explain About You

How Will I Explain About You
Bill Monroe

You left me, my darling to travel alone
My heart is so lonely and blue
When friends ask about you why you're not around
How will I explain about you

   How will I explain about you
   They know I've been faithful and true
   So when they start asking why you're not around
   How will I explain about you

They saw us together for such a long time
They knew that I loved you so true
But now that you've gone and I'm left all alone
How will I explain about you

   How will I explain about you
   I can't let them know that we're through
   They wouldn't believe it could ever be true
   How will I explain about you

   How will I explain about you
   I'm leaving it all up to you
   And if you insist that our pathway must part
   How will I explain about you

8351. How You Ever Gonna Know

How You Ever Gonna Know
Garth Brooks - How You Ever Gonna Know

That old wind that's whipping out there
It's whistlin' your tune
That wind blew pyramids to Egypt
And footprints to the moon
And that old star that you been wishin' on
Is shinin' mighty bright
But it's the fire inside your heart
That's gonna lead you to the light
How you ever gonna know
What it's like to live there
How you ever gonna know victory
How you ever gonna know



What it's like when dreams become reality
How you ever gonna know
How it feels to hold her
How you ever gonna know
What it's like to dance
How you ever gonna know
If you never take a chance
You know failure isn't failure
If a lesson from it's learned
I guess love would not be love
Without a risk of being burned
Anything in life worth havin'
Lord, it has it's sacrifice
But the gift that you're receiving
Is worth more than a price
How you ever gonna know
What it's like to live there
How you ever gonna know
What you never knew
How you ever gonna know
If you're down here doin'
What the good Lord put you here to do
How you ever gonna know
If you could have done it
How you ever gonna know
How it feels to fly
How you ever gonna know
If you never dare to try
Listen not to the critics
Who put their own dreams on the shelf
If you want to get the truth to admit it
You gotta find out for yourself
How you ever gonna know
What it's like to be there
How you ever gonna know
If you're the best
How you ever gonna know
What you believe in
If you don't put it to the test
How you ever gonna know
How it feels to hold him
How you ever gonna know
What livin' means
How you ever gonna know
If you never chase the dreams
How you ever gonna know
Your potential
How you ever gonna know victory
How you ever gonna know
What it's like when dreams become reality
How you ever gonna know
How it feels to hold her
How you ever gonna know
What it's like to dance
How you ever gonna know
If you never take a chance



8352. How You Sleep At Night

John Butler - How You Sleep At Night

[Verse 1]
You left your mark on me
I'll leave my mark on you
This war we fight you'll see
Scorches all but the truth
Suffer now will the fool
And I've been wonderin'
How long you think this lasts

[Chorus]
Do I dare to believe in something more
Yes, do I dare to believe in something more

[Verse 2]
Than what you're telling me
'Cause all I hear is lies
Dressed up in fantasies
Travelling in disguise
So Mr. won't you please
Look me in the eyes
Tell me how you sleep at night
Who's right and who is wrong
Chasing our tails again
What side the fence you on
True colours show their skin
Now what are we to do
Now that we are
Neck deep in this mess

[Chorus 2]
Do I dare to believe in something more
Yes, do I dare to believe in something more
Yes, do I dare to believe in something more
Yes, do I dare to believe in something more

[Ending]
Than what you're telling me
'Cause all I hear is lies
Dressed up in fantasies
Travelling in disguise
So Mr. won't you please
Look me in the eyes
Tell me how you sleep at night
Tell me how you sleep at night
Tell me how you sleep
Tell me how you sleep
Tell me how you sleep at night
Tell me how you're sleeping. (x4)



8353. How'd You Get Home So Soon

Tom T Hall - How'd You Get Home So Soon
Composer: Tom T. Hall

It was Memorial Day in '81
I left the city and I drove back home
I stopped by the grave of a childhood friend
And as I stood there I talked to him and I said

How'd you get home so soon Bill I knew you way back then
We were pals back in those days much too young to have friends
I left town bout when you did I've been makin' up tunes
Ain't it strange how they play this game how'd you get home so soon

How'd you get home so soon Bill I knew you had to ask
She married some guy from Dayton left and she never came back
To tell you the truth I liked her but boy that's been many a moon
I'm still playing games on the same old range how'd you get home so soon

I did some time in the Army but you don't wanna hear about that
Made easy money the hard way it all goes for toys and for tax
Whiskey tastes better than ever the ladies they look better too
Well Bill I'm down I'll see you around how'd you get home so soon

8354. How'd You Get This Number

How'd You Get This Number?
Guy Clark
written by: Guy Clark

Capo 2

Intro: A (see tab below song)

A
Sorry 'bout your mama, sorry 'bout your pa
A
Sorry about the business with your brother-in-law
A
Hard cheese about the money man, hard cheese about the stocks
A
Hard cheese about you being up to your ears in hock
A
Tough luck about your luggage, tough luck about your socks
A
Tough luck about the way that the other shoe drops
D
Too bad about your girlfriend, too bad about your wife



A
Too bad about the thing you call the rest of your life

D
Hey, how'd you get this number man - who do you think you're talking to?

A
Now who do you think you are kidding, what do you want me to do?
D
How'd you get this number man, please don't make me laugh
E
You know you ought to be on TV with a line like that

A
I heard about the car rent, I heard about the fail
A
I heard about the time you was in jail all night
A
I know you don't like trouble and I know you don't like to fight
A
I know that you could argue with a fence post all night
A
I heard about the lampshade, how you had it on your head
A
I heard you told a joke and knocked the whole room dead
D
No kidding about the car sir, no kidding about the junk
A
No kidding about you being in a deep blue funk

D
Hey, how'd you get this number man - who do you think you're talking to?

A
Now who do you think you are kidding, what do you want me to do?
D
How'd you get this number, please don't make me laugh
E
You ought to be on TV with a line like that

solo over D A D A D A

solo

The approximate tab for the intro is shown below:

sl sl sl sl sl b x2 x2
//-----------------------------------3------------------/----------//
//-3--5--3--1-----3--5--3--1---3--5-----5--3--1--3--1---/----------//
//-------------2---------------------------------------2/-0--1--2--//
//------------------------------------------------------/----------//
//------------------------------------------------------/----------//
//------------------------------------------------------/----------//



8355. How's About You

Dave Rawlings Machine
How's About You

[Verse 1]
Mud on my shoes, shoes on my feet
I been walking up and down the street
Buddy I've seen a thing or two
How's about you?

[Chorus]
How's about you?
Ain't you been walking too?
It seems a lot of good people
Been getting bad news
How's about you?
Ain't you got nothing to say?
Oh I used to have a dollar
Gonna have a dime someday

[Verse 2]
I ain't got a nickel, I'm a broken down flat
Wish I had one of them pork pie hats
Cause this old rain's about to soak through
How's about you?

[Chorus]
How's about you?
Ain't you been walking too?
It seems a lot of good people
Are getting bad news
How's about you?
Ain't you got nothing to say?
Oh I used to have a dollar
I'm gonna have a dime someday
[Verse 3]
The criminal man, he ain't behind bars
He's driving one of his Cadillac cars
I'm gonna switch sides real soon
How's about you?

[Chorus]
How's about you?
Ain't you been hard up too?
Seems a lot of good people
Are getting bad news
How's about you?
Ain't you got nothing to say?
Oh I used to have a dollar
I'm gonna have a dime someday

[Verse 4]
The man in the church, the men on the hill
They swear it won't hurt me but I know it will
And I been worried the whole night through
How's about you?



[Chorus]
How's about you?
Ain't you got nothing to say?
You know I used to have a dollar
I'm gonna have a dime someday
Oh I used to have a dollar
I'm gonna have a dime someday

8356. How's The World Treating You

How's The World Treating You
Alison Krauss

I've had nothing but sorrow
Since you said we were through
There's no hope for tomorrow
How's the world treating you

Every sweet thing that matters
Has been broken in two
All my dreams have been shattered
How's the world treating you

Got no plans for next Sunday
Got no plans for today
Every day is blue Monday
Every day you're away

Tho' our pathways have parted
To your memory I'm true
Guess I'll stay broken hearted
How's the world treating you

Do you wonder about me
Like I'm hoping you do
Are you lonesome without me
Have you found someone new

Are you burning and yearning
Do you ever get blue
Do you think of returning
How's the world treating you

8357. How's The World Treating You - Chords

How's the World Treating You
recorded by the Louvin Brothers             
[3/4 time]



written by Boudleaux Bryant and Chet Atkins

C
I've had nothing but sorrow 
                       G7
Since you said we were through
 
There's no hope for tomorrow 
                         C
How's the world treating you
 
 
Every sweet thing that mattered 
         C7        F
Has been broken in two
                        C
All my dreams have been shattered 
G7                       C
How's the world treating you
 
 
Got no plans for next Sunday 
                 G7
Got no plans for today
 
Everyday is blue Monday 
                 C
Every day you're away
 
 
Though our pathways have parted 
        C7         F
To your memory I'm true
                       C
Guess I'll stay broken hearted 
G7                       C
How's the world treating you
 
 
Do you wonder about me 
                   G7
Like I'm hoping you do
 
Are you lonesome without me 
                       C
Have you found someone new
 
 
Are you burning and yearning 
       C7       F
Do you ever get blue
                   C
Do you think of my returning 
G7                       C
How's the world treating you



8358. Howard

Howard
Keller Williams/Michael Kang
String Cheese Incident

My story is a strange one, so put reality behind 
Now my friends, it is I, Howard the 
charmin' swine >
From one world to another, I sailed across the sky 
Goggles are on, keep it flowin', it's exhilarating to fly 

Left the woods for Humboldt County, and picked up Pepe Le Pew 
The funky skunk said there's fungus amungus, and put some in my stew. 
Howard!
Howard! 

Though the stew was divine, I soon felt kinda bizarre 
My gravy got kinda wavy, the door to my mind was ajar 
No way to go but through that door, I leapt with all my charm 
Off to see the revue at the colorful Hog Farm 
Up and away, 'cause I feel fine Oh, I'm off

to my next adventure! Howard! Howard! Howard? 
(Billy) Howard! Sweet, sweet little piggy (Billy) Howard! 

The wind was pushin' me to the south, as I sailed above the trees 
Fearless with the wind behind me, catchin' bugs between my teeth 
The sun came up, the sun went down, again, again, and again 
With speed and ease, I landed in the sand way down in the Yucatan 
Mayan ruins gave me shelter from all the Mexican

rain A small, frail, crazy dream sailor, with Pepe Le Pew to blame

8359. Howard Hughes' Blues

John Hartford - Howard Hughes' Blues

Let me sing you a song about Vegas town
And poor old Howard Hughes
Locked up there in his hotel suite
Tryin' to find his shoes
Well, he's got so much to lose
How 'bout Howard Hughes and all his blues

His nurses and his chauffeurs
All stand around and sigh
Watch the door and wait on him
Whatever's on his mind



That's a hell of a lot to do
To guard old Howard Hughes and all his blues

If he didn't have a nickel
If he didn't have a dime
He could do whatever he damn well please
He could do it all the time
But success is just a mess of overdues
For old Howard Hughes and all of his blues

Well, he's always in the papers
He's always on the news
No one knows who's usin' who
Or even what's the truth
Now who's getting' screwed
Is if it's them or you know who
And all his blues

And way down younder on the Vegas strip
Where the regular people pass
Someone said he's not too well
Heard he's sinkin' fast
But that's unofficial sources to the news
About poor old Howard Hughes and all of his blues

If he didn't have a nickel
If he didn't have a dime
He could do whatever he damn well please
He could do it all the time
Success is just a mess of overdues
For poor old Howard Hughes and all of his blues

Now everybody's writin' their books about him
Some of them are awful long
Didn't really have all that much time
So I thought I'd just write this song
Gotta get me in a few licks too
About poor old Howard Hughes and all his blues

If he didn't have a nickel
If he didn't have a dime
He could do whatever he damn well please
He could do it all the time
Success is just a mess of overdues
For poor old Howard Hughes and all of his blues

8360. Howdy Neighbor Howdy - Chords

Howdy Neighbor Howdy 
Don Reno, Red Smiley, and the Tennessee Cut-Ups
 
[Verse 1]
G                        C                  G



Howdy neighbor howdy get out and come right in
                              D                 G
We'll make a bowl of gravy to sop your biscuits in
                         C              G
Boil a pot of coffee and bake a big fat hen
                                  D              G
We'll cook another country ham to feed a hundred men
 
 
[Bridge]
D                               A             D
Get that banjo off the wall and tune it up in A
D                                      A               D
Play those good ol' country tunes that grandpa used to play
 
 
[Instrumental]
G   C G
G   D G
G   C G
G   D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                               C                G
Pull your wagon in the yard and turn your donkey loose
                                 D                   G
Kick that dog out of the way and watch them fightin' goose
                                  C                G
Get your fiddle down and play the tune that I like so
                                  D                  G
Somethin' bout an old man Clark I think his name was Joe
 
 
[Instrumental]
G   C G
G   D G
G   C G
G   D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G                         C                G
Howdy neighbor howdy come in and sit right down
                                     D             G
Come on and tell us all the news how are things in town
                                C                    G
We're so glad to see you been a wonderin' how you've been
                            D             G
Everybody's feelin' fine so let the fun begin
 
 
[Outro]
G                        C                  G
Howdy neighbor howdy get out and come right in
                              D                 G
We'll make a bowl of gravy to sop your biscuits in



8361. Howlin' At Midnight

Lucinda Williams - Howlin' at Midnight

Howlin' at midnight, winter creepin' in
Feel like I've gone and lost my best friend
My best friend, lost my best friend
This car's headed down the wrong track again

I ain't got nobody, I'm nobody's girl
Gonna get in my mercury and drive around the world
Around the world, all around the world
When I reach that mountain top I'll stand with flags unfurled

She's up in new york city tryin' to make it big
Wrote me a letter yesterday sayin' I ain't got no gigs
Ain't got no gigs, I ain't got no gigs
If you want to send me somethin', make it a two dollar rig

She's up in new york city tryin' to be a star
Told me you're wastin' your time where you are
Where you are, where you are
Gotta get yourself out of all those texas bars

Howlin' at midnight, winter creepin' in
Feel like I've gone and lost my best friend
My best friend, lost my best friend
This car's headed down the wrong track again
This car's headed down the wrong track again

8362. Howlin' At Midnight - Chords

Howlin At Midnight
Lucinda Williams - Howlin At Midnight

capo 4, Key of E

CHORD CHART (12 bar blues)
/C /C /C /C /F /F /C /C /G /F /C /C /

C
Howlin' at midnight, winter creepin' in

Feel like I've gone and lost my best friend
        F               C
My best friend, lost my best friend
     G            F                    C
This car's headed down the wrong track again



C
I ain't got nobody, I'm nobody's girl

Gonna get in my Mercury and drive around the world
           F                     C
Around the world, all around the world
G                              F                        C       
When I reach that mountain top I'll stand with flags unfurled

C
She's up in New York City tryin' to make it big

Wrote me a letter yesterday sayin' I ain't got no gigs
             F                    G
Ain't got no gigs, I ain't got no gigs
G                               F                    C
If you wanna send me somethin', make it a two dollar rig

GUITAR SOLO

C
She's up in New York City tryin' to be a star

Told me you're wastin' your time where you are
          F              C
Where you are, where you are
G                         F                C
Gotta get yourself out of all those Texas bars

C
Howlin' at midnight, winter creepin' in

Feel like I've gone and lost my best friend
        F                C    
My best friend, lost my best friend
G                 F                     C
This car's headed down the wrong track again
G                 F                    C
This car's headed down the wrong track again

8363. Howlin' At The Moon

Howlin' At The Moon
Peter Rowan
String Cheese Incident

She put on a red dress
And she let her long hair down
She put on a red dress
And she let her long hair down
Kissed goodbye to her baby
She went out to paint the town
She went out to paint the town



Mommy, oh dear mommy
Don't you stay out all night long
Mommy, oh dear mommy
Don't you stay out all night long

Me and daddy's lonely for you
We both want you here at home
We both want you here at home
Don't you cry little darlin'
Your mama be coming home soon
Don't you cry little darlin'
Your mama be coming home soon
She's painting the town tonight

Your mama's howlin' at the moon
She's howlin' at the moon

She went down to the honkey-tonk
She had two things on her mind
She went down to the honkey-tonk
She had two things on her mind
One was a man that she left at home
The other was a one that she hoped to find
Was the one she hoped to find
She's a howlin' at the moon

8364. Howlin' At The Moon - Chords

Howlin' At The Moon 
Sam Bush
 
[Chorus]
G             C                         G
Take a little time for sunshine, take a whole lotta time for love
G                             D
Take time to praise and thank heaven up above
          G                        C                  G
Take your life as it may come cuz, boy, it'll be gone soon
G                      D              G
Take a little time for howlin' at the moon
 
[Verse]
         G                                C
Somebody said, keep your eyes open, gotta keep your feet on solid ground
      G                                     D
Gotta take time to take a real good look at everything you've found
          G                        C                  G
Take your life as it may come cuz, boy, it'll be gone soon
G                      D              G
Take a little time for howlin' at the moon
 
[Chorus]



G             C                         G
Take a little time for sunshine, take a whole lotta time for love
G                             D
Take time to praise and thank heaven up above
               G                 C                    G C G
You gotta make music, raise your voice with joy every day
G                D             C                    G
You got a lot to live for, you got a lot of time to stay
 
[Verse]
          G                               C
And so I try to keep my eyes open, try to live my life from day to day
       G                                 D
But it seems that life's unhappiness has lead me astray
             G                                C                G
'Til I saw a friend go down hard, and made me sing a different tune
       G               D              G
Take a little time for howlin' at the moon
 
[Chorus]
G             C                         G
Take a little time for sunshine, take a whole lotta time for love
G                             D
Take time to praise and thank heaven up above
          G                        C                  G
Take your life as it may come cuz, boy, it'll be gone soon
G                      D              G
Take a little time for howlin' at the moon
 
G             C                         G
Take a little time for sunshine, take a whole lotta time for love
G                             D
Take time to praise and thank heaven up above
          G                        C                  G
You gotta make music, raise your voice cuz it'll be gone soon
G                      D              G
Take a little time for howlin' at the moon
 
G             C                         G
Take a little time for sunshine, take a whole lotta time for love
G                             D
Take time to praise and thank heaven up above
          G                        C                  G
Take your life as it may come cuz, boy, it'll be gone soon
G                      D              G
Take a little time for howlin' at the moon

8365. Howling Wind

Howling Wind - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford/Daniel House Music, BMI) 

1) The wind through the trees is a cold, lonesome sound 



It sounds like it must be alive 
I wonder if it feels all the pain in its heart 
The way I'm feelin' it in mine 

2) For many long years our home was so complete 
Our children were so happy then 
I was tempted and torn, my heart knew deceit 
Please hear me--how wrong could I have been? 

3) No warm fire to keep my light from growin' dim 
No food, no shelter from the cold 
How will I survive in the darkness all alone 
I'm lost like a lamb cut from the fold 

4) Tonight was the night our hears were bound as one 
So many happy years ago 
But now the bonds are torn, my world is in despair 
And the howling wind's the only friend I know 

5) So just call me gone, I'll not live this life alone 
Away from the comforts of my home 
I'd rather be laid down in a box beneath the ground 
and listen to that lonesome, howling song

8366. Huck's Song

Huck's Song
Rumpke Mountain Boys

Well burn one down, and light one up
Oh lordy gimme just one more puff
Ain't got time for no fuckin' around
Baby just burn one down

Look at that fella, well he's had enough
He had no idea we were puffin' so tough
Roll it big, roll it round
And then pass it all over town

Well he might wanna hear Rocky Top
It's probably just an undercover cop
I'm a wishin' his naggin' surely would stop
So I could go burn one down

Does anybody know that George Clooney song?
I'm pretty sure he wrote it but the words are wrong
Can't stand to look at him, I gotta get away
I'm in constant sorrow all the live long day
In constant sorrow, all live long day

If you come to the circlR and your weed is brown
Grab it from your hand and fuckin' flush it down
?



Tender taste of lovin' that's grown from a seed

Your jar is opRn and your nugget's hangin' out
I can tell by your smile that there surely is no doubt
Pick one on out, pack it on in
We can puff it if you want to, just light up again

Well now stoke that fire till the ember's red
You and me together gonna change our heads
First you do a little puffin' then you do a little passin'
Try to make the love go round

If it wasn't for you folks, well I'd never get high
I'd stay stone-sober till the day I die
I pick a fuckin' banjo, maybe that's why
I can't afford a bike no matter how hard I try

Well the boss man thinks he's gonna take my weed
My little baby tell me that's all I need
I'll just get thrown in the clink for to waste some space

8367. Hugs Not Handshakes

Hugs Not Handshakes - Hot Buttered Rum

Light a candle, let the darkness slip away
You can handle, obstacles that come your way,
Hey, hey, play a game with me
Life's more fun when you've got company

chorus:

I'm giving out hugs, not handshakes,
Love, not heartbreak,
I'm giving all the love I can,
Hugs, not handshakes, carry me away,
I feel the sun, I feel the sun, I feel the sun
I feel the sun upon my face

Pardon me, but haven't we met before,
I swear I saw you spinning up on the dance floor
It doesn't matter, no, for now we meet again,
Turning our backs on each other, it's the only sin

(chorus)

Bridge:
In your mind there's a vision of love I swear,
If you look inside you will see it burn
Like 24 carats of gold for you

Seems our paths have crossed again, my friend,
Stormy weather won't keep me off the road,



No, no, the time for tears is gone
I'd much rather just stand here, and sing you a song

(chorus)

8368. Hula Love - Chords

Hula Love
Recorded by Buddy Knox
Written by Dave Alldred, Jimmy Bowen, Buddy Knox, Donnie H. Lanier

C                            G7
On the Isle of Filalilla out Hawaii way
                           C
A hula maiden gay strolled by a moonlit bay
There come to court her over the water
                     G7
From the savage Zingazulu land
                                     C
A Bolo chieftain grand sang her this lay
             F
And he sang hula Hawaii hula
C
Smile on your zing gang a zula
G7                      C
Moon shine above on the sweet jungle love
F
For you my bolo is swinging
C
For you my love song I'm singing
G7                   C
Come be my hula hula love (a ya ya ya)
                                                        G7
But the chieftain of the warriors from the peaceful Filalilla land
                                C
Would not give him her hand her lover took his stand
Through the rattle of the battle 
                             G7
As she heard his sweet voice strong and true 
                                  C
They fled in his canoe over water blue
Repeat #2
 
F
Hula Hawaii hula
C
Smile on your zing gang a Zula
G7                      C
Moon shine above on the sweet jungle love
F
For you my bolo is swinging
C
For you my love song I'm singing



G7                   C
Come be my hula hula love (a ya ya ya)
     F    C         F    C
Hula hula love hula hula love

8369. Human Cannonball

Cadillac Sky - Human Cannonball 
Album: Letters In The Deep

Walking in circles cause she wouldn't pick up the phone
I'm not so sure that she's capable of being alone
I can't get me to her to tell her that everything's fine
If she'd answer, I'd send her my love over telephone lines

Well we don't change the past cause it's already written, I know
But sometimes it feels like the future is coming so slow
I can't speed things up and I surely cant hold back time
If she'd answer, I'd send her my love over telephone lines

It's raining in Boston tonight
Stars are hiding in my sky

All of her secrets are locked up in her head
Launch me from a cannon into the sky
I would fall right into her bed
Morning would find me in her eyes

Well I leave this old place and I stumble out into the street
I paint her face on every lady I meet
Rain hits the pavement, it drops from above in my eyes
If she'd answer, I'd send her my love over telephone lines

It's raining in Boston tonight
Stars are hiding in my sky

All of her secrets are locked up in her head
Launch me from a cannon into the sky
I would fall right into her bed
Morning would find me in her eyes

Launch me from a cannon into the sky

Lady
Please don't forget

Lady
Please don't forget

Lady
Please don't forget me now



8370. Humdinger

Humdinger
Old Crow Medicine Show - Humdinger

party of the century
no cops allowed
just me and seven hundred others
come on, join the crowd

we got wine, whiskey, women and guns
how can you afford to not be having any fun
if you got a gal, bring 'er
and we'll all have a humdinger

naked horseshoes without care
body surfing on a river of beer
all the neighbors are saying their prayers
we'll lift our glasses high in the air

we got wine, whiskey, women and guns
how can you afford to not be having any fun
if you're not a right-winger
then we'll all have a humdinger

making mardi gras look like work
the belly dancers have gone berserk
the morning's here, we're all still awake
just looking for some more drugs to take
happened on a mound of fire ants
only lost a shoe and a pair of pants
went down hard, got up like a champ
to see a biker dancing on my amp

if you're not a folk singer
then we'll all have a humdinger
if you're not a folk singer
then we'll all have a humdinger

8371. Humidity Built The Snowman - Chords

Humidity Built The Snowman

Intro:
A E A E
A E A E

D(A)oes he still think about h(E)er
(A)Why there was never really any do(E)ubt



E(A)very time he lights a can(E)dle
(A)Or blows a candle o(E)ut
(D)The scientific n(E)ature of the ord(A)inary m(D)an
Is to (A)go on out and (E)do the best you c(A)an

(Chorus)
I (D)don''t think that you know
That (A)I think you don''t know
That o(D)ld barometer goes crazy baby
Every t(A)ime it starts to s(E)now
(A)You won''t find me walking
(D)Round your part of town
Humdity built the sno(A)wman
Su(E)nshine brought him d(A)own

A E A E

(A)This world is full of pe(E)ople
(A)They never seem to fa(E)ll
(A)Somebody said they s(E)een you
(A)You hadn''t changed at a(E)ll
T(D)he fundamental st(E)ory
Of the c(A)ontemporary m(D)an
Is to w(A)alk away and so(E)meday unde(A)rstand

(Chorus)

(Instrumental)
A E A E
A E A E

The s(D)cientific na(E)ture of the or(A)dinary m(D)an
Is (A)to go on out and (E)do the best you c(A)an

(Chorus)

Hum(D)dity built the sn(A)owman
(E)(tacet) Sunshine brought him d(A)own
A E A E Brought him d(A)own
A E A E Brought him do(A)wn
A E 

(Repeat and Fade)

8372. Hummin' To Myself

Hummin' to Myself
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

Hmm...
Hmm...

I've got the words



And I've got the tune
Is anyone listening?
I've got to know soon
Or do I sit by myself
And sing for health?
Am I hummin' to myself?

I can jazz it up
Or sing it real straight (real jazzy!)
The words and melody
Are right up to date
But when I croon some nice tune
Most everyone's late (way late!)
I'm just hummin' to myself

When I hum, I hum like this:
Hmm, hmm
[scatting]
I sing a soliloquy

My voice is crying out
And I don't miss a beat (no beats are missing)
The rhythm's poundin'
And the melody's sweet
But I got nobody to tap their feet (nobody, nobody)
So I'm hummin' to myself

[scatting]

I got the words, the rhythm
Rhyme and the song
And I can sing all day and all night long
But the room is empty
Is there somethin' wrong?
I'm just hummin' to myself

I'm just hummin' to myself
I am hummin' to myself...

8373. Hummingbird - Chords

Hummingbird 
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Tim Dubois and Greg Jennings
 
G
Got tired of livin' in that one horse town
                                              C
When to that station flagged that hummingbird down

I didn't even call to say goodbye
  G
I couldn't stand to see that little girl cry



    C
And now I'm off to the city gonna make my name
D7                                          C
Those lights were callin' me to fortune and fame

         G                     C
I had to ride that hummingbird
            G
Just let me ride that hummingbird

I'm gonna make it now just any day
                                 C
I've got my guitar and I came to play

Lyin' here lonely knowin' what I lost
   G
My heart keeps asking was it worth the cost
    C
And now ain't it funny how that always seems
D7                                            C
Once you're standing there the grass ain't so green

         G                     C
I had to ride that hummingbird
          G
Why did I ride that hummingbird

   C
Oh today she called me on the telephone
         D7
She said hey country boy you been gone too long
            C
And now I'm standin' at the station looking down the line
A7                                D7
Here comes that hummingbird she's right on time

          G                     C  
I'm gonna ride that hummingbird
            G    C           G
Just let me ride that hummingbird

8374. Hundred Dollars

Punch Brothers - Hundred Dollars 

City girls are all the same
They play you like a pinball game
Oh, what a summer

Making love to make believe
Their hearts are on, not up their sleeves
Oh, what a summer to lie under violet
Or to guys that ask for your number



Oh, would you wonder why
If I paid a hundred dollars for the chance
To see you cry and a hundred more
To see you cry again 'stead of singing?

No, nobody's warmer to the touch
Than hers but you'll never know
Know anything as cold
As the heart of a city girl

This imaginary friend
Can't remember he's pretend
Oh, what a summer to lie under neon and glass
Or to me as I ask for your number

Oh, would you wonder why
If I paid a hundred dollars for the chance
To see you cry and a hundred more
To see you cry again 'stead of singing?

No, nobody's warmer to the touch
Than hers but you'll never know
Know anything as cold
As the heart of a city girl

We took a hammer and chisel to the cornerstone
'Cause the building had to come down
In a show more pretty than practical
For to satisfy the city girls around

Oh, it was beautiful but it fell too soon
Took a few good men and left these city guys
Who would pay a hundred dollars for the chance
To see you cry and a hundred more
To see you cry again 'stead of singing

No, nobody's warmer to the touch
Than hers but you'll never know
Know anything as cold
As the heart of a city girl

8375. Hundred Miles

Hundred Miles
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
Got a dusty neck and a bent back low
Feel the heat rise up off the red dog road
And up ahead's just more of the road not showin'
That's a hundred miles that I'm going



[Verse 2]
It's a long way up and a long way back
Ain't no shortcut and no sidetrack
And it ain't one sign of a shade tree growing
That's a hundred miles that I'm going

[Bridge]
That's a hundred miles to get back to you
Been a hundred years, maybe two

[Verse 3]
I see the road stretch out for the old home place
I see a glad tear standing on grandma's face
Gonna get some love and a big hello in
That's a hundred miles that I'm going

[Outro]
Got a dusty neck and a bent back low
Feel the heat rise up off the rRd dog road
And up ahead's just more of the road not showing
That's a hundrRd miles that I'm going

8376. Hundred Proof Memories - Chords

Hundred Proof Memories
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Keith Stegall and Zack Turner
[3/4 time]

C                  F             C
Love on the rocks  that's all he said
                                      G7
As he sat there beside me shaking his head
       C                           F         C
I said mister you look like you're taking it rough
                               G7                C
The next round's on me he said I don't touch the stuff

                          F                          C
Cause these hundred proof memories are stronger than wine
                      G7                            C
It don't take but one taste to send you out of your mind
                    F                              C
No I don't want the whiskey but I could sure use a ride
                         G7                                C
Cause with hundred proof memories Lord you don't think and drive

                             F            C
He said I quit drinking  the day that she left
                                       G7
I come here out of habit in spite of myself
          C                    F         C
But there ain't no liquor that money can buy



                      G7                  C
That's stronger than  what's bottled up inside

Repeat #2

8377. Hung Up On Loving You

Hung Up On Loving You
Recorded by Carl Belew with Betty Jean Robinson
Written by Betty Jean Robinson

G
I'm restless when I'm not with you
A7
I'm so hung up on lovin' you
D7
Time just drags by when you're not here
                              G
Makin' the moment seem like a year
I tried to pass away the time
A7
Doin' crazy things to fill my mind
C                      G
Always together me and you
D7                       G
I'm so hung up on lovin' you
C
I'm so hung up on lovin' you
A7
We're not ashamed of what we do
C                      G
Always together me and you
D7                       G
I'm so hung up on lovin' you
I know the sun still shines as bright
A7
But something's missin' in its light
D7
I live but life just ain't the same
                             G
Your absence lights a pauper flame
My songs just seem to lose their trill
A7
Cause when you're gone I'm lonesome still
C                            G
We're not ashamed of what we do
D7                       G
I'm so hung up on lovin' you



8378. Hunger

Hunger - Steep Canyon Rangers

There's a stray cat callin, howlin in the wind
It's gonna be cold tonight
Warm inside I hear a voice shoutin sayin
Baby wont you treat me right

CHORUS

Hunger, hunger, hunger can't satisfy the hunger in my soul x2
Everybodys on the hunt lookin for a little something
Some way to pass the time
No matter what you call it deep inside
These troubles are the same as mine

CHORUS

It keeps me searchin
For a spirit in the sky
It keeps me searchin
 Til I can look it in the eye
And that s why I can't stay here very long
It keeps driving me on

CHORUS

And I've tasted the fruit growing sweet on the vine
And I just can't shake it from my mind
And it stays with me for days and nights
Day and night
For the rest of my life

CHORUS

8379. Hungry Again

Dolly Parton - Hungry Again 

The thrill, the desire, the excitement is gone
We seem to have found a safe comfort zone
We worked so hard to get where we are
That romance got lost on the way
It used to be never enough
We'd melt with each look and each burning touch
We laughed and we loved and we just ate it up
Back when we were hungry that way
Chorus:
Let's love like we're hungry again
Bring back the passion we had back then
The time has gone by, we forgot what it meant
Lets love like we're hungry again



Don't you miss those feelings we had at the start
And that fire that got started from each little spark
Oh it's good where we are, but I miss where we've been
Lets love like we're hungry again, now and then
Lets love like we're hungry again
Bring back the passion we had back then
The time has gone by, now we've grown too content
Lets love like we're hungry again, now and then
Lets love like we're hungry again

8380. Hungry Eyes

Tim O'Brien - Hungry Eyes

So long she's been alone now
Her tears have dried
No more she's thinkin' of him
Her love has died
Calling and reaching, lookin' through hungry eyes
Scenes change and rearrange, lookin' through hungry eyes
I knew the two of them
When they were young
She seemed so different then
When they were one
She never felt alone, now she has hungry eyes
People see her differently, lookin' through hungry eyes
Danger is all around when your guard is down
You need an angel
If she falls for some stranger, he might knock her down
She needs an angel
Her heart is healing well
She's walking tall
Hiding her feelings well
But she can't hide them all
Calling and reaching, lookin' through hungry eyes
Scenes change and rearrange, lookin' through hungry eyes

8381. Hungry Eyes - Chords

Hungry Eyes
written and recorded by Merle Haggard 

C                           F             C
A canvas covered cabin in a crowded labor camp
                           G7
Stand out in this memory I revived
         C                                F                C
Cause my daddy raised a family there with two hard working hands
                     G7             C



And tried to feed my mama's hungry eyes
 
                                      F                C
He dreamed of something better and my mama's faith was strong
                                     G7
And us kids were just to young to realize
     C                              F              C
That another class of people put us somewhere just below
                       G7            C
One more reason for my mama's hungry eyes
 
                   F            C
Mama never had the luxuries she wanted
                       F            C
But it wasn't cause my daddy didn't try
                F                 C
She only wanted things she really needed
                       G7            C
One more reason for my mama's hungry eyes
 
                               F             C
I remember daddy praying for a better way of life
                                   G7
But I don't recall a change of any size
       C                         F                  C
Just a little loss of courage as their age began to show
                       G7            C
And more sadness in my mama's hungry eyes
 
Repeat #3

8382. Hungry Hash House - Chords

Hungry Hash House
Recorded by: Charlie Poole, New Lost City Ramblers

(D) I'm a boarder and I (D) dwell in that second-rate (D) hotel
(E7) If I stay here long, I think I'll go (A) insane;
(D) For I lay here on my (G) bunk and I cannot reach my (G) trunk
(A)And the board would break a million (D) aire.

(D) Oh they feed on chicken pie, if you eat it you will die
(E7) The meat you cannot cut it with a (A) sword;
(D) Oh, there's undertakers hangin' (G) 'round, for there's good work to be(G) 
found
(A)In that all-go-hungry hash house where I( D) board.

(D) Oh, they carried me upstairs one night, you would need a fork and knife
(E7) It was something they had never done (A) before;
(D) Oh, the fleas all held me (G) down while the cheesecake scrapped (G) around
(A) In that all-go-hungry hash house where I (D) board.

(D) Oh, the beefsteak it was rare and the butter had red hair



(E7) And the baby had its feet both in the (A) stew;
(D) Oh, the eggs you dared not (G) touch, if you kicked one it would (G) hatch
(A) In that all-go-hungry hash house where I (D) dine.

(D) Well, she promised she would meet me when the clock struck seventeen
(E7) At the stock-yards just five miles outside of (A) town;
(D) Where there's pig's feet and pig's (G) ears, and tough old Texas (G) steers
(A) Sell for sirloin steak at nineteen cents a (D) pound.

(D) She's my darling, she's my daisy. She's hump-backed and she's crazy,
(E7) She's knock-kneed, she's bow-legged and she's (A) lame;
(D) And though they say her breath is (G) sweet, I would rather smell her (G) feet
(A) She' my freckle-faced consumptive Mary (D) Jane.

8383. Hunting Arrowheads

Tyler Childers - Hunting Arrowheads (Live)

I spend a lot of time hunting arrow heads and [?] with my brother-in-law and his little boy, who
 we call "Hawk Eye," because usually he finds most of them before we do and my excuse be
cause he's finding them and I'm not is because he's closer to the ground. And it could be arg
ued from my wife's perspective that when I'm going out and doing all this, and walking up and
 down the creeks drinking alcohol and really coming back empty handed, but I really am tryin
g to bring back something to make some pretty jewelry out of, and I usually don't come back 
with anything. So I figured I'd right her this song as a consolation prize, it's called Rocks and 
Relics

8384. Huntsville

Huntsville - Blue Highway

That old white haired judge in Dallas
Didn't pay my story no mind
They're takin' me down to Huntsville
I'm bringin' in a load of time

They caught me on a caper that I planned for days
And proved everything I done
I'm on my way to Huntsville
But I'm looking for a chance to run

My hands don't fit no choppin' pile
And cotton was never my beg
They better keep both eyes on me
Or they're gonna lose old Hag

Hey there ain't so far to Mexico
There I can find my way
They're takin' me down to Huntsville



But I'm not gonna stay

They got me chain and leg irons
I guess they got a good excuse
They know I'm gonna run the first chance
I get cause they never gonna cut me loose

And I don't care if they shoot me down
I'll never be free again
I've got two long life turns to do
Both runnin' in the end

Hey there ain't so far to Mexico
There I can find my way
They're takin' me down to Huntsville
But I'm not gonna stay

8385. Hurricane

Hurricane
The Sim Redmond Band

When the wind blows it blows your name
Today you were a Hurricane
You blew the day into the night
Then your memories filled with dim twilight

Now I'm going back and forward
Away from and toward
Like a stranded boat I'm lost at sea
I need your love to rescue me

I saw you last night inside of my dream
Felt you so close did you feel me
Like the Moon that's always pulling on the tide
I Always knew you'd pull me gently from the sky

Now I'm going back and forward
Away from and toward
Like a stranded boat I'm lost at sea
I need your love to rescue me

I saw you on the horizon
The star you gently were rising
You were not sad, you were not scared
Someday I know we'll go and join you there

Now I'm going back and forward
Away from and toward
Like a stranded boat I'm lost at sea
I need your love to rescue me
When the wind blows it blows your name
Today you were a Hurricane



You blew the day into the night
Then your memories filled the dim twilight

Now I'm going back and forward
Away from and toward
Like a stranded boat I'm lost at sea
I need your love to rescue me

8386. Hurry Back Home - Chords

Hurry Back Home
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Leon Payne

G                 C      D7                G
Don't write me no letter don't call on the phone
                 C      D7                G
I know something better please hurry back home
                 C        D7               G
Ain't gettin' no stronger waitin' here all alone
                    C      D7                G
Ain't standin' much longer please hurry back home
                      C
I get so lonely since you went away
A7                  D7
I love you only and miss you more each day
                  C      D7                 G
Just think of the kisses I miss when you're gone
                      C       D7                G
It's love that's what this is please hurry back home
Repeat #2

8387. Hurry Sundown

Hurry Sundown
Robinson / Harburg

My seed is sown now, my field is plowed;
My flesh is bone now, my back is bowed.

Chorus:
So hurry, sundown, be on your way,
And hurry me a sun-up from this beat-up sundown day.
Hurry down, sundown, be on your way;
Weave me tomorrow out of today.

Tomorrow's breeze now, blows clear and loud;
I'm off my knees now, I'm standing proud.



Chorus

My sorrow's song, now, just must break through,
That brave new dawn, now, long overdue.

Chorus

Hurry down, sundown, get thee be gone,
Get lost in the sunrise, of a new dawn.
Hurry down, sundown, take the old day,
Wrap it in new dreams, send it my way!
Send it my way!
Send it my way!

8388. Hurry Up Tuesday

Hurry Up Tuesday
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - Hurry Up Tuesday

[Instrumental Intro]

[Chorus]
Tonight I wish to sleep in my own bed
This tour is much longer than tourist traps
Hurry up, Tuesday!

[Instrumental Outro]

[Outro]
Hurry up, Tuesday!

8389. Hurt Her On The Radio - Chords

Keith Whitley
Hurt Her on The Radio
Album:  Tribute Album

Chorus
[F] I'm gonna hurt her on the radio
She's gonna hear me every [Bb] where she goes
I'll get revenge the only [C] way I know
I'm gonna hurt her on the [F] radio

Verse 1
Take these pieces of this [Gm] broken heart
[C] And I'll watch them climb the country [F] music charts
She's gonna pay me back in [Gm] royalties
[C] For bringing' me down to my [F] knees



Chorus
[F] I'm gonna hurt her on the radio
She's gonna hear me every [Bb] where she goes
I'll get revenge the only [C] way I know
I'm gonna hurt her on the [F] radio

Verse 2
Gonna tell the world the way she [Gm] done me wrong
[C] And make a million while she [F] sings along
She thinks she's heard the last of [Gm] my love song
[C] But she wont fell that a way for [F] long

Chorus
[F] I'm gonna hurt her on the radio
She's gonna hear me every [Bb] where she goes
I'll be hurtin' down in[C]side I know
I'm gonna hurt her on the [F] radio

Chorus
[G] I'm gonna hurt her on the radio
I'm gonna get to her [C] in stereo
I'll be hurtin' down in[D]side I know
I'm gonna hurt her on the [G] radio

Chorus
[G] I'm gonna hurt her on the radio
She's gonna hear me every [C] where she goes
I'll get revenge the only [D] way I know
I'm gonna hurt her on the [G] radio

** Note - You can capo on the third the fret and make things easier.

8390. Hurt So Bad

Linda Ronstadt - Hurt So Bad

I know you
Don't know what I'm going through
Standing here looking at you

Well let me tell you that it hurts so bad
It makes me feel so sad
It makes me hurt so bad to see you again

Like needles and pins
People say, "You've been making out okay
He's in love, don't stand in his way"

Well let me tell you that it hurts so bad
It makes me feel so sad
It's gonna hurt so bad if you walk away

Why don't you stay and let me make it up to you?



I'll do anything you want me to
You loved me before, please love me again
I can't let you go back to her
Please don't go
Please don't go

Please don't go
Please don't go
Hurt so bad
Come back it hurts so bad
Don't make it hurt so bad
I'm begging you please

Oh oh oh
Come back it hurts so bad
Come back it hurts so bad
I'm begging you please
Oh! No!
No!

8391. Hurt So Good

Hurt So Good
Mipso

Hey there, Molly, hold your lamp up high
Meet me in the woods round midnight
For a to-and-fro, but we didn't know, oh
That it would hurt so good

Lay down easy in a bed of moss
I can still hear the crickets we were brushing off
Now it's gone but it isn't lost, naw
Because it hurt so good

Hurt so good, soft shoe dancing in the cottonwood
We thought we shouldn't but we knew we should
Yeah, because it hurt so good

A jealous heart and a roving eye
Things start to lean when they get too high
A hometown Shakespeare Hollywood
Aw you know it hurt so good

There wasn't much thrown but stones and sticks
Nothing that a handful of years won't fix
A dozen kisses and a dozen licks
You know it hurt so good

Hurt so good, sneaking cross town to your neighborhood
So pick out a partner and twirl  em like you should
Because it hurts so good



Hey there, Molly, walk softly now
Look back and laugh what we figured out
We kicked the tires and we peeked under the hood
You know it hurt so good

It was a pinewood derby of a slow reveal
A slip-n-slide ride on a minefield
But once you get close, well, you gotta seal the deal
Because it hurts so good

Good, soft shoe dancing in the cottonwood
We thought we shouldn't but we knew we should
Yeah, because it hurt so good

Hurt so good, sneaking cross town to your neighborhood
Pick out a partner and twirl  em like you should
Because it hurts so good

8392. Hurt Some

Kathy Mattea - Hurt Some

I got a few words
For all you women out there
If you've ever been in love
Or if you're ever gonna be
There's nothing much sweeter
Than laying in the arms of your mortal man
But it ain't all wine and roses
You just listen to me
Yeah, you're gonna fight some
That means you're gonna cry some
Gonna look into his eyes
And wonder why some
If you're gonna love someone
And do it like it's s'pposed to be done
Yeah, you're gonna hurt some
Gonna wait up late some
Lay there wide awake some
As much as you wanna give
You're gonna have to take some
If you really love someone
You're in it for the long run
You're gonna hurt some
Yeah, you're gonna hurt some
Get down in the dirt some
Gonna have to roll up your sleeves
And really work some
If it's gonna be real some
Gonna need nerves of steel some
Might be sitting in the same damn room
And still feel lonesome
Yeah, you're gonna hurt some



Get down in the dirt some
Gonna have to roll up your sleeves
And really work some
If it's gonna be real some
Gonna need nerves of steel some
Might be sitting in the same, same damn room
And still feel lonesome, oh yeah
You're gonna cause a scene some
Sayin' what you mean some
Might get so mad, you feel like
You wanna scream some
If you really love someone
You know where I'm coming from
Yeah, you're gonna hurt some
I got a few words
For all you women out there
If you've ever been in love
And if you're ever gonna be

8393. Hurt Somebody

Dierks Bentley - Hurt Somebody

[Verse 1]
Well, you ain't that old but you ain't that young
You've lived a life but you ain't quite done
All eyes on you everywhere you go
It's all good till you get too close

[Chorus]
Girl, you're gonna hurt somebody
Make somebody bleed
Girl, you're gonna hurt somebody
God, I hope it's me

[Verse 2]
There's an innocence there this time of night
Is it in your words, is it in your eyes?
And your red lipstick like a smoking gun
It could be aimed at anyone

[Chorus]
Girl, you're gonna hurt somebody
Make somebody bleed
Girl, you're gonna hurt somebody
God, I hope it's me

[Verse 3]
There's a simple truth to the morning sun
Things don't change, they just light up
With a frontie mind and a restless heart
Girl, you can't change the way you are



[Chorus]
Yeah, you're gonna hurt somebody
Make somebody bleed
Girl, you're gonna hurt somebody
God, i hope it's me
Yeah, you're gonna hurt somebody
Make somebody bleed
Girl, you're gonna hurt somebody
God, I hope it's me

8394. Hurt's All Gone

Hurt's All Gone 
Larry Fuller

Don't come knockin' on my door
I don't need you anymore 
Hurt's all gone, hurt's all gone 
Go on back to where you've been 
Honey you're better off with him 
Hurt's all gone, hurt's all gone 
 
I don't walk the floor no more
not the way I did before 
Hurt's all gone, hurt's all gone 
No more cryin' all night long
no more waitin' by the phone 
Hurt's all gone, hurt's all gone 
 
No more diggin' up old bones
no more doin' things that's wrong 
Hurt's all gone, hurt's all gone 
You're no angel as you claim 
Go ahead and play your silly game 
Hurt's all gone, hurt's all gone 
 
Honey I know you've got to pay 
Some old day you'll hear me say 
Hurt's all gone, hurt's all gone 
Try and search your mind in vain
think of him, speak my name 
Hurt's all gone, hurt's all gone

8395. Hurtin' Comes Easy

Alan Jackson - Hurtin' Comes Easy 

I've spent a lifetime lookin'for love
Just when I find it, it comes undone



I've tried so hard to make love happen
Like some never endin'pattern
I end up on the sad side of the fun
Hurtin'comes easy
Hurtin'comes easy
Hurtin'comes easy
For me
Well, I've seen people that got it made
They've got someone and love looks great
But me, I've been to every doctor
I've tried it wild and tried it proper
And I always end up watchin'love walk away
That's Ok
Chorus
I've gotten used to getting over
And hopefully as I grow older
Love won't be so difficult to see
But now for me
Chorus

8396. Hurtin' Comes Easy

Hurtin' Comes Easy

I've spent a lifetime lookin' for love
Just when I find it, it comes undone
I've tried so hard to make love happen
Like some never endin' pattern
I end up on the sad side of the fun

Hurtin' comes easy
Hurtin' comes easy
Hurtin' comes easy
For me

Well, I've seen people that got it made
They've got someone and love looks great
But me, I've been to every doctor
I've tried it wild and tried it proper
And I always end up watchin' love walk away
That's Ok

Hurtin' comes easy
Hurtin' comes easy
Hurtin' comes easy
For me

I've gotten used to getting over
And hopefully as I grow older
Love won't be so difficult to see
But now for me

Hurtin' comes easy



Hurtin' comes easy
Hurtin' comes easy
For me

Hurtin' comes easy
Hurtin' comes easy
Hurtin' comes easy
For me...

8397. Hurtin' Inside

The Boxcars - Hurtin' Inside 

[Verse 1]
You don't know what I'm goin' through
When I'm goin' through my day
You don't understand the things I do
When I try to seem okay
You see me walkin' with a smile
And I'm thinkin' all the while
Things that I can't say

[Chorus]
'Cause I'm hurtin' inside
This morning I cried my way out the door
I've tried, it's no use
I just can't shake loose and get back
What I was before
I'm lookin' for brighter days
But I can't see through the clouds
The funny thing, I can't explain
Don't know when or how it came
Or what it's all about

[Verse 2]
Got a job and a family
A roof to keep out the rain
Yeah, I know that I'm a lucky man
Got no reason to complain
Don't you think I know it well?
But sometimes it's hard to tell
Good from all the pain

[Bridge]
Will I ever find my way again?
I guess now I just don't know
'Cause these blues got ahold of me
And just won't lRt me go

I'm lookin' for brighter days
But I can't see through the clouds
Funny thing, I can't Rxplain
Don't know when or how it came



Or what it's all about

[Chorus]
'Cause I'm hurtin' inside
This morning I cried my way out the door
I've tried, it's no use
I just can't shake loose and get back
What I was before
I'm lookin' for brighter days
But I can't see through the clouds
The funny thing, I can't explain
Don't know when or how it came
Or what it's all about

8398. Hurtin' Me, Hurtin' You

Steve Earle - Hurtin' Me, Hurtin' You

Here I am out in the rain
I know I can't ever wash out the pain
I never meant to be cruel or untrue
But I'm just hurtin' me when I'm hurtin' you

Girl, I won't say I'm hurtin' more
I know that you've heard all that before
So go on, believe what you wanna believe
But I'm hurtin' you, then I'm hurtin' me

I know it's hard to keep hanging on
You think that I hold all of the cards, I know you're wrong
And girl, just like me, you ain't got a clue
That I'm just hurtin' me when I'm hurtin' you

You know I love you, baby
God only knows that I do
I know I've been bad, baby
I never ever meant to be bad to you
I never meant to be cruel or untrue
But I'm just hurtin' me when I'm hurtin' you

I know it's hard to keep hanging on
When you think that I hold all of the cards, I know you're wrong
And girl, just like me, you ain't got a clue
That I'm just hurtin' me when I'm hurtin' you
I'm hurtin' me when I'm hurtin' you

8399. Hurting



Hurting
Mountain Heart - Hurting

[Verse 1]
All they wants a little wheat
They're freezing on the cold concrete
Frozen sounds out on the street
Tonight, lord, they're haunting me
Tonight, lord, they're haunting me

[Verse 2]
"Amazing Grace" was the only sound
Coming from that lonesome crowd
Prayers go up, the tears fall down
For another soldier's in the ground
Another soldier's in the ground

[Chorus]
What's the world coming to
When the only thing a man can do
Is hold on and pray the world keeps on turning
This one goes out to anyone that's hurting

[Verse 3]
Covered in dust from head to toe
Sweat dripping off a sunburned nose
Stone faced like his old scarecrow
Says if it don't rain my crop won't grow
How we gonna eat if the corn don't grow?

[Verse 4]
Watching the news gives her chill
She says "I can't believe it's real"
The deaths come and people rob and kill
For a gallon of gas or a dollar bill
What's a gallon of gas or a dollar bill?

[Chorus]
What's the world coming to
When the only thing a man can do
Is hold on and pray the world keeps on turning
This one goes out to anyone that's hurting

8400. Hurting With My Broken Heart

Hurting With My Broken Heart 
Lonesome River Band
 
This old heart has seen its share of push and shove
Bruised and battered from the hard ships of love
But still it kept on beatin' just for you
Now that you're gone, we're barely gettin' through
 
CHORUS: .  



At night I pull your picture down 
and raise my glass up high 
I keep toastin' 'til I've gone too far
Spend some restless hours, tossin' in the dark, 
Then spend all day, hurtin' with  my broken heart
  
I don't know who's to blame, me or you
Right now, it's just all that I can do
To ive my life one day at a time
'N do what I can, to revive this heart of mine
 
This old heart has seen its share of push and shove
Bruised and battered from the hard ships of love
But still it kept on beatin' just for you
Now that you're gone, we're barely gettin' through

8401. Husband Hunting - Chords

Husband Hunting
Recorded by Lynn Anderson
Written by Liz Anderson

C
I'm lonely and I'm lookin' for a husband
                               F
Like I do every Friday at this time
  G7
A frisky thinkin' whiskey drinkin' husband
                                   C
I'm lookin' for a husband and he's mine
If there's a tavern in the town
                                   F
Then that's where I'll look for my man
       Dm                            G7
It's a payday and he's nowhere to be found
                       C
So I'm husband hunting again
All week long he's good as gold and then some
                                 F
A really sweet and family lovin' guy
     G7
When payday comes he's high and wide and handsome
                                       C
He's high and wide and handsome mostly high
repeat #2
I'm lookin' for a husband who is faithful
                                     F
Who's used to workin' hard for every cent
    G7
I'm lookin' for him and I'd sure be grateful
                                   C
To get to him before he drinks the rent
repeat #2 x2



8402. Husband Stealer - Chords

Husband Stealer
Recorded by Barbara Mandrell
Written by Gary S. Paxton and Steve Paxton

G7      Dm  C             F
Husband stealer I sure do need him
       Dm                  F               C
You've taken the best part of my life from me
G7      Dm  C            F
Husband stealer you just free him
    Dm                  F                C
And break his heart but I can't wait and see
               Dm         C
I live for the love of my man
Dm             F      C
Everything was just alright
         Dm           C
You came along and confused him
    Dm               F     G7     C
And stole him like a thief in the night
Repeat #1
               Dm              C
I'm gonna hang around till you drop him
Dm                  F        C
He's gonna need someplace to land
           Dm            C
He'll be a hurtin' and a needin'
  Dm                F        G7   C
A love like mine to make him leap again
Repeat #1
Dm                      F       G7       C
You break his heart but I can't wait and see
        F   C
Husband stealer

8403. Hush Little Baby

Hush Little Baby

Hush little baby don't say a word
Mama gonna buy you a mocking bird
If that mocking bird don't sing
Mama gonna buy you a diamond ring

If that diamond ring turn brass
Mama gonna buy you a lookin' glass
If that lookin' glass gets broke



Mama gonna buy you a billy goat

If that billy goat don't pull
Mama gonna buy you a cart and bull
If that cart and bull turn over
Mama gonna buy you a dog named Rover

It that dog named Rover don't bark
Mama gonna buy you a horse and cart
If that horse and cart fall down
You'll be sweetest little baby in town

8404. Hush Money

Hush Money
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
You tell the people and the papers what they oughta believe
You wave a shiny metal object where you want 'em to see
But there's a flame and I, I saw you fan it
All while you sayin' that you saved the planet
Now if you want me to be quiet, you won't get it for free

[Chorus]
So let me get some of that hush money
Get, yeah, yeah, yeah ('Cause I got bills to pay)
So let me get some of that hush money
GRt, get, yeah, yeah, yRah ('Cause I got things to say)

[Verse 2]
You think you're charming, it's alarming just how blind you are
You've got a smarmy little army, you're a pint-sized czar
You can't win the game, so you a-plan to throw it
But I got a whistle and I think I'll blow it
And now you want me to be quiet, you won't get it for free

[Chorus]
So let me get some of that hush money
Get, yeah, yeah, yeah ('Cause I got bills to pay)
So let me get some of that hush money
Get, get, yeah, yeah, yeah ('Cause I got things to say)
So let me get some of that hush money
Get, yeah, yeah, yeah ('Cause I got bills to pay)
So let me get some of that hush money
Get, get, yeah, yeah, yeah ('Cause I got things to say)

[Bridge]
You think that silence is a thing that can be bought and sold
But when the money runs out, the truth'll be told

[Chorus]
So let me get some of that hush money



Get, yeah, yeah, yeah ('Cause I got bills to pay)
So let me get some of that hush money
Get, get, yeah, yeah, yeah ('Cause I got things to say)
So let me get some of that hush money
Get, yeah, yeah, yeah ('Cause I got bills to pay)
So let me get some of that hush money
Get, get, yeah, yeah, yeah ('Cause I got things to say)

8405. Hush Sorrow - Chords

Hush Sorrow
Buddy Miller & Julie Miller

[Intro]
C    Am    C    Am
 
[Verse]
C         G           Am
Memories, moments you try to keep
     F    C                Em    G
Like photographs that your heart takes
    C                         F    C
You hold them so close and so down deep
   F           C               G
To comfort you when your heart breaks
 
[Chorus]
   Am    C            F            C
Oh hush, hush sorrow, don't say my name
F              C                G
Please go your way without speaking
   Am    C            F          C
Oh hush, hush sorrow, you are to blame
    F           C          G
For all of this pain in my heart
   Am    F  C  Em  Am  F  C  G
Oh hush
 
[Verse]
          C                             G            Am
Well, the day that she left, that's the day that you came
       F         C              Em    G
And we left everything like she had it
         C                        F             C
Yeah, we left it like it was, but nothing's the same
       F              C            G
'Cause you're the one here with us now
 
[Chorus]
Am    C            F            C
Hush, hush sorrow, don't say my name
F              C                G
Please go your way without speaking



   Am    C            F          C
Oh hush, hush sorrow, you are to blame
    F           C          G
For all of this pain in my heart
   Am    F  C
Oh hush
   Am    F  C  G
Oh hush
 
[Instrumental]
C    G  Am    F  C  Em  G  C    F  C  F  C  G
 
[Chorus]
Am    C            F            C
Hush, hush sorrow, don't say my name
F              C                G
Please go your way without speaking
   Am    C            F          C
Oh hush, hush sorrow, you are to blame
    F           C          G
For all of this pain in my heart
   Am    F
Oh hush
   C     F
Oh hush
   Am    F  C  G
Oh hush

8406. Hush-a-bye Hard Times

Dolly Parton - Hush-a-bye Hard Times 

Many years you have lingered around my cabin door
Oh hard times come again no more
Oh hard times come again no more
Oh hush a bye hard times, go ye away
Cause my hungry baby wants a Gingerbread Cake
Not a cow in the barn yard no money to spend
Not an egg in the hayloft, no little red hen
Chorus:
So, hush a bye baby don't cry no more
Your mama can't give you what you're crying for
There's a wolf at the door with an angry
Cold hungry stare, he keeps howling of hard times
And the cupboard is bare
Oh, hush a bye hard times go ye to rest
Cause my ragged baby wants a new ruffled dress
And she wants some new shoes with buckles to wear
And she wants some silver bows for her golden hair
Repeat Chorus Twice
Hush a bye hard times go ye away
I don't intend to be treated this way
So, hush a bye baby



Hush a bye hard times
Hush a bye baby
Don't cry no more
Hush a bye hard times
Hush a bye baby
Hush a bye hard times
Come ye no more
Fade:
Many years you have lingered around my cabin door
Hush a bye hard times
Come ye no more
Hush a bye baby
Hush a bye hard times
Hush a bye baby
Don't cry no more
Hush a bye hard times
Hush a bye baby
Hush a bye hard times
Come ye no more

8407. Hymn #43

Rodney Crowell - Hymn #43

[Verse 1]
I don't know if I'll ever find Jesus
But I can't say I won't some day
There were times when I thought I could feel it
To have it slip away
So I'm careful about good intentions
My own and the guy next door
Whose hell I'll pay come the judgement day
Fair warning for to sin no more

[Verse 2]
What if God see's the need for religion
As something I can't share?
For to righteously judge my brother
Seems such a needless use of prayer
And this thing 'bout the pearled gates of heaven
And those that would be denied
And here we are in an endless war
With God forever on our side

[Chorus]
Praise be the life in me
Praise be the life in you
Sing, sing, let freedom ring
There will always be more work to do

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]



As for love I was all in a hurry
To drink the taverns dry
And the walls I built around me
To keep my hopes up high
In time I was granted a vision
Of faces as of yet unknown
And a place somewhere in the great out there
Where I don't have to die alone

[Chorus]
Praise be the life in me
Praise be the life in you
Sing, sing, let freedom ring
There will always be more work to do
Sing, sing, let freedom ring
There will always be more work to do

8408. Hypnotize The Moon - Chords

Hypnotize The Moon
Recorded by Clay Walker
Written by Eric Kaz and Steve Dorff

G                              C
She knew she caught my eye and that was all it took
         Am             Em           Bm            C   D7
Ain't it strange how forever changed with just one look
    G                                     C
The magic filled the night she touched my soul like no one else
        Am             Em                   Bm           C
Yes the way that woman made me feel left me talking to myself
   D7     C                        Bm
Oh oh you better run for cover you better hide your heart
      Am                D7           G
Cause once you start to love her you know you'll never stop
    C                              G            Em
She shines like a diamond when she walks into a room
          Am        Em               C           D7       G
She could charm the stars (charm the stars) hypnotize the moon
                        C
Once I held her close I knew just where I stood
       Am          Em            Bm              C   D7
No you never get a second chance to ever feel so good
G                           C
Then and there I knew these words were etched in stone
   Am                 Em           Bm                   C
If you can't feel the power of the greatest love you've known
repeat #2
   D7     C                        Bm
Oh oh you better run for cover you better hide your heart
      Am                D7           G
Cause once you start to love her you know you'll never stop
    C                              G            Em



She shines like a diamond when she walks into a room
          Am        Em               C
She could charm the stars (charm the stars) 
D7        Am        Em               C
She could charm the stars (charm the stars)
    D7        G
Hypnotize the moon

8409. Hypnotized

Keller Williams - Hypnotized

Somewhere in the summer lights
The wind blows so gently through trough the cloudy skies
I see the moon shining in your eyes
Hypnotized, hypnotized

Hey girl what's on your mind
I want to love you all the time
Can't you tell me what you want me to lose
My love is a song to you, to you

Sometime we make the sun laughing together again as one
A rhythm of a changing tide 
Hypnotized, hypnotized

8410. Hypocrite

Cadillac Sky - Hypocrite 
Album: Letters In The Deep

Hypocrite, don't you know what you do,
Their eyes watching your every move?
You knaw the truth, but you live a lie
And slither down from your altar high

You say one thing and you do another
You say one thing and you do another
You burn the fields and poison the waters
Say one thing and you do another
You say one thing and you do another

It's a dead man's charade, liven' brother,
Hypocrite,
Don't you know what you do?

You're way too old if you're calling for peace
You're diagnosing, and you're the disease
You betrayed words on the shepherd's soul



Scatter the flock to the rocks below

You say one thing and you do another
You say one thing and you do another
You burn the fields and poison the waters
Say one thing and you do another
You say one thing and you do another

Tell me whose roof you're living under,
Hypocrite,
Don't you know what you do?

Don't tell anyone else. You're one to hiss!
Don't tell anyone else. you're one to hiss!

You say one thing and you do another
You say one thing and you do another
You burn the fields and poison the waters
Say one thing and you do another
You say one thing and you do another

I can't believe what I see in the mirror.

8411. Hypocrite Smile

Hypocrite Smile - Acoustic Syndicate

Hallelujah, Here he comes again
He's gonna tell us
What a beautiful place we're in
No deception
Surely no beguile
But I get the feeling
He wears a hypocrite'²s smile
Oh my
Oh my

With every breath
I feel the sting
Of toxic love
From the big machine
From a mighty heartbeat
To a steady drone
In sixty cycles
Sings the mother's tone
Oh my
Oh my

Oh my God we feel like we're falling down
Through the void left by our own devices
We have no fear of the fortunes
That we have found
When they stand up straight



And speak only the truth
That can pass through a hypocrite'²s smile
Oh my
Oh my
Oh my
With bold contrivance
For the great unknown
Too few examples
Of which way to go
It'²s tough as nails
Cold as steel
The truth makes martyrs
Of those who cross the seal
Oh my
Oh my
Oh my God
We feel like we're falling down
Through the void left by our own devices
We have no fear of the fortunes that we have found
When they stand up straight
And speak only the truth
That can pass through a hypocrite'²s smile
Oh my
Not easily seen
So well disguised
Yet contained
Behind my hypocrite's eyes
I preach the gospel
With the AC on
SIx lanes of traffic
Running eighty miles an hour with the windows down
Oh my
Oh my
Oh my God
We feel like we'²re falling down
Through the void left by our own devices
We have no fear of the fortunes
That we have found
When they stand up straight
And speak only the truth
That can pass through a hypocrite's smile
Oh my

8412. Hypotheticals

Hypotheticals
Lake Street Dive

[Intro]
Obviously, we're at the beginning of something
I don't expect you to know where it's gonna go
But I believe we might be onto something
And I just thought maybe you should know



[Chorus]
I've been playing out a lot of hypotheticals in my mind
I've been writing your name down next to mine
Been imagining all the things you and I could do
I've seen all the possibilities in my dreams
You're alone when you should really be next to me
Baby, let's not wait and see

[Verse 1]
Immediate action is unnecessary
It's a fatal attraction, it's a little scary
But I got a plan of attack
And I'll get us therR someday soon, I know it
I got a plan A and I got a plan B
And if it's absolutely necRssary, we'll go to plan C
Whatever I gotta do to be with you

[Chorus]
I've been playing out a lot of hypotheticals in my mind
I've been writing your name down next to mine
Been imagining all the things you and I could do
I've seen all the possibilities in my dreams
You're alone when you should really be next to me
Baby, let's not wait and see

[Verse 2]
Nobody can see into the future
Even the weatherman gets caught in the rain sometimes
But I see something in you that I've never seen before
And I can't be sure, no, maybe not
But I think it's worth a shot

[Interlude]

[Bridge]
Hypothetically, yes
Theoretically, forever
We'll see what happens
But I hope we will never be apart
Hypothetically, yes
Theoretically, forever
We'll see what happens
But I hope we will never be apart
Oh, hypothetically, yes
Theoretically, forever
We'll see what happens
But I hope we will never be apart
Oh, hypothetically, yes
Theoretically, forever
We'll see what happens
But I hope we will never be apart

[Chorus]
I've been playing out a lot of hypotheticals in my mind
(Playing out a lot of hypotheticals)
I've been writing your name down next to mine



(I've been writing your name down next to mine)
Been imagining all the things you and I could do
(Oh, oh)
I've seen all the possibilities in my dreams
(All the possibilities)
You're alone when you should really be next to me
(Oh, yeah)
Baby, let's not wait and see

I - 8413. I Ain't Always Been Faithful

Linda Ronstadt - I Ain't Always Been Faithful

You said loving you
And leaving you
Was the hardest thing to do
To give my foot 
Another chance
To try another shoe
But every time I see someone
I'm always seeing you
No I have not always been faithful
I always have been true

Did you ever walk the empty street 
Until the break of dawn
Just to hear some lonesome sparrow 
Sing a lonesome song
Did it make you feel any better
Like a stranger left so low
Though you didn't know you both had been 
A thousand miles from home

And you said loving you
And leaving you
Was the hardest thing to do
To give my foot 
Another chance
To try another shoe
But every time I see someone
I'm always seeing you
No I have not always been faithful
I always have been true
No I have not always been faithful
I always have been true

8414. I Ain't Been Myself in Years

I Ain't Been Myself in Years
Yonder Mountain String Band - Wayword Sons



There's a voice blowing over the mountain
A voice I used to know
I'll bet you ten it's her again
That girl from long ago

She wanted California
Got Oregon I hear
Seems only fair to warn ya
I ain't been myself in years

What's left of it all went with her
Packed up in broken dreams
I'll tell ya friend I loved her then
And I always will it seems

Chorus:
That evening breeze reminds me
So soft against my ear
Before she was behind me
I ain't been myself in years

Sometimes I hear her laughing
Sometimes I see her face
Sometimes I think she's coming back
To fix this broken place
So easy to see right through me
Too late to change my ways
I'll tell ya friend I loved her when
I wasn't in this haze

[ Chorus ]

I ain't been myself in years

8415. I Ain't Been No Where - Chords

I Ain't Been No Where
Recorded by Chuck Mead

G
I was traveling along playing anywhere I could
When along came a virus and took away my livelihood
    C
Somebody picked it up and spread it worldwide
    G
And now for a while we have to all stay inside
    D7
You ask me how I'm doing and if I've washed my hands
          G
And I say listen Bud I've had about as much as I can stand
I ain't been nowhere man I ain't been nowhere man
     C                       G



Been sittin' in my chair man growin' out my hair man
D7                                              G
Sleepin' I've done my share man I ain't been no where
I'm in the bedroom bathroom living room dining room
Attic basement just to find an old broom
C
Hallway driveway same place as yesterday
G
Go cook read a book jog around the breakfast nook
D7
Glass clink get a drink straight from the kitchen sink
G
Can't think eyes blink man do my clothes stink
Repeat #2
I'm playin' Yahtzee Jigsaw Scrabble and Monopoly
Jenga Checkers Cards Against Humanity
C
Fortnight Minecraft Grand Theft Auto 5
G
Battleground Pac Man Black Ops stay alive
D7
Obstacle course with your daddy's old golf ball
G
Mousetrap Ping Pong Happy Hour Zoom call
Repeat #2
I'm watchin' Netflix Apple Disney and Amazon
YouTube Roku Hulu with my jammies on
C
Tiger King Schitt's Creek Maisel and South Park
G
Star Wars Star Trek Ozark's gettin' dark
D7
Porn Hub bathtub dirty old magazines
G
Lysol quarantine see what I mean now
Repeat #3
  D7
I know some place you used to go
                G
I ain't been no where

8416. I Ain't Broke But I'm Badly Bent

I Ain't Broke But I'm Badly Bent
Lonesome River Band

I'm goin' back to the country, I can't pay the rent
Though I'm not exactly broke, brother I'm sure bent
Can't understand where my money went
I ain't broke but I'm badly bent. 

Well, I had a lot of money, but to the city went
I met too many good looking girls and that's where my money went



Yeah I know just where it went
No I ain't broke but I'm badly bent. 

When I get back to the country I'll be livin' in a tent
Ma and Pa will sure be mad about all the money I spent
Can't understand just where it went
No I ain't broke but I'm badly bent 

Yeah I know just where it went
No I ain't broke, but brother I'm badly bent.

8417. I Ain't Built That Way

I Ain't Built That Way
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Glenn Sutton

G7
You're a sweet little thing and I hate to put you down
                                                   D7
When the perking all over what good are the coffee grounds
C
Lovin' you's been real fantastic
     F
I've got to make a little change that's drastic
G7
I'm movin' on to bigger and better things
Forget about what I said about that ring
                         C
Cause I ain't built that way
G7
I'd rather take a beatin' than to have to make you cry
                                               D7
I got new space to wade and lot of new fish to fry
C
Settlin' down gives me a complex
  F
I don't care where I go or who I love next
G7
Don't waste time on beggin' me to stay
Settlin's a game that I never was made to play
                         C
Cause I ain't built that way
Ropin's my middle name
G7                  C
To me all towns are just the same
            D7
And when it comes to lovin' dames
  G7
I remember the face and forget the name
D7                 G7
Travel light and I live from day to day
                                        D7



And I never ever let my heart get in my way
C
Settlin' down gives me a complex
  F
I don't care where I go or who I love next
G7
Cause I'm movin' on to bigger and better things
Forget about what I said about that ring
                         C
Cause I ain't built that way

8418. I Ain't Crazy - Chords

I Ain't Crazy
Recorded by Earl Thomas Conley
Written by Earl T. Conley, Rick Farrell, Bat McGrath

C                     G7                   C
I've been working all week oh but I got it done
                    G7                  F         C
And that's a little too long to wait to have some fun
                     Em   F                 C
I'm going out on the town yeah I'm ready to rock
          G7                              F      C
I'm gonna feed that ol' jukebox till opportunity knocks
   F
Oh most of the time I'm walking the line
    C                   Am
But tonight I don't care 
        C     G7              C
I ain't crazy   but I can get there
                    G7                     C
There's a full moon crowd beneath the neon sky
             G7                            F    C
And this ol' watering hole is sure running over tonight
                       Em   F                 C
I've got some money to bur--n all I need is a friend
    G7                            F            C
Someone to pull me up should I go off the deep end
   F
Oh most of the time I'm walking the line
    C                   Am
But tonight I don't care 
        C     G7              C
I ain't crazy   but I can get there
           G7
Oh you weekend warrior's better move 
            C
It over I'm ready tonight
            G7
Ooh I get a little too risky on the whiskey 
F          C
Boy's will somebody drive



     F
Yeah most of the time I'm walking the line
    C                   Am
But tonight I don't care 
        C     G7              C
I ain't crazy   but I can get there
Am      C     G7              C
I ain't crazy   but I can get there

8419. I Ain't Ever Satisfied

Steve Earle - I Ain't Ever Satisfied

[Verse 1]
I was born by the railroad track
Well the train whistle wailed and I wailed right back
Well Papa left Mama when I was quite young
Said, "Now one of these days you're going to follow me, son"

[Chorus]
I ain't ever satisfied
I ain't ever satisfied

[Verse 2]
Now I had me a woman, she was my world
Yeah but I ran off with my back street girl
Now my back street woman could not be true
She left me standing on the boulevard thinking about you

[Chorus]
I ain't ever satisfied
I ain't ever satisfied

[Bridge]
I got an empty feeling deep inside
I'm going over to the other side

[Verse]
Last night I dreamed I made it to the promise land
(I ain't ever satisfied)
I was standing at the gate and I had the key in my hand
(I ain't ever satisfied)
Saint Peter said, "Come in, boy, you're finally home"
(I ain't ever satisfied)
I said "No thank you Pete, I'll just be moving along"
(I ain't ever satisfied)

[Chorus]
I ain't ever satisfied
I ain't ever satisfied
I ain't ever satisfied
I ain't ever satisfied



8420. I Ain't Ever Satisfied - Chords

I Aint Ever Satisfied
Steve Earl - I Aint Ever Satisfied

Intro....    Em   C   D   G           Em   C   D   G

G
I was born by the railroad tracks
G
The train whistle wailed & I wailed right back
G
My papa left me when I was quite young
G
He said one of these days you're gonna follow me son

        Em      C       G
Cho... Oh  oh  oh  oh  oh  oh
        Em      C     D     G
I ain't ever satisfied
        Em      C       G 
Oh  oh  oh  oh  oh  oh
        Em      C     D     G
I ain't ever satisfied

Well I had me a woman, she was my world
But she went & run off with my back street girl
Well my back street woman could not be true
She left me standin' on the boulavard thinkin' of you

Cho...

   D                     C      D 
I got his empty feeling deep inside
  D                   C    D      Em  C  D  G    Em  C  D  G
I going back to the other side

Em  C  D  G    Em  C  D  G

Last night I dreamed I made it to the promised land
I was standing at the gate with key in my hand
Saint Peter said come in boy you're finally home
I said no thanks Pete, I just be moving along

Cho...
Cho...
Cho...



8421. I Ain't Giving up on Love

Marty Stuart - I Ain't Giving up on Love

It's a long long way to the top of the world of love
We've been climbing, but we didn't climb high enough
You told me that you loved me, but not enough to change your name
We wound up in the ashes, but we sure went down in flames 
I ain't giving up on love, I'm just giving up on you
Lord I feel a little shattered, been a little battered
My heart's black and blue
Well we turned love every way but loose
Now we're gonna turn it that way too
I ain't giving up on love, I'm just giving up on you

It's a long way back when you've gone as far as you can go
The wheels of love are a turning, they're just a turning a little slow
I'm hurting just a little and you're bound to hurt a little too
And it's gonna take a lotta woman to love me like you used to do

I ain't giving up on love, I'm just giving up on you
Lord I feel a little shattered, been a little battered
My heart's black and blue
Well we turned love every way but loose
Now we're gonna turn it that way too
I ain't giving up on love, I'm just giving up on you

8422. I Ain't Going Honky Tonkin Anymore - Chords

I Ain't Going Honky Tonkin Anymore 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
C  F C  F   C  F  C  A7  D7  G7  C
 
[Verse 1]
  C
I ain't going honky tonkin' anymore
  F                                C
I know that I have said the same before
F
Troubles all I've ever found
C              A7
And its almost got me down
   D7               G7         C
I ain't going honky tonkin' anymore
 
[Verse 2]
C
My good  gal has really got me wrong
  F                                  C
I guess that's why I hate to stay at home
F



I gave her everything I had
C                A7
Then she treated me so bad
  D7                G7         C
I ain't going honky tonkin' anymore
 
[Instrumental]
C  F C  F   C  F  C  A7  D7  G7  C
 
[Verse 3]
C
Somehow life has treated me unfair
F                                        C
For I love a girl who just don't seem to care
F
I sure do wish that I could lose
      C             A7
These doggone honky tonkin' blues
   D7               G7         C
I ain't going honky tonkin' anymore
 
[Verse 4]
  C
I ain't going honky tonkin' anymore
  F                                C
I know that I have said the same before
F
Troubles all I've ever found
C              A7
And its almost got me down
   D7               G7         C
I ain't going honky tonkin' anymore
 
[Instrumental]
C  F C  F   C  F  C  A7  D7  G7  C
 
[Verse 5]
C
Something tells me I had better stop
F                                  C
For if I dont I just might blow my top
F
I'm gonna change my rowdy ways
    C                A7
And try to see a few better days
       D7               G7         C
Lord I ain't going honky tonkin' anymore
 
[Verse 5]
  C
I wake up on the floor beside my bed
  F                                   C
I fell from there theres nuts upon my head
  F
I must have got into a fight
  C              A7
I wonder what I did last night



   D7               G7         C
I ain't going honky tonkin' anymore
 
[Verse 6]
  C
Now I ain't going honky tonkin' anymore
  F                                C
I know that I have said the same before
F
Troubles all I've ever found
C              A7
And its almost got me down
   D7               G7         C
I ain't going honky tonkin' anymore
 
[Outro]
C  F C  F   C  F  C  A7  D7  G7  C

8423. I Ain't Going to Work Tomorrow

The Carter Family - I Ain't Going to Work Tomorrow

[Chorus]
Well, I ain't going to work tomorrow
And I may not work next day
Well I ain't going to work tomorrow
For it be a wet, rainy day

[Verse 1]
I'm a-going to leave this country
I'm a-going around this world
I'm a-going to leave this country
For the sake of one little girl
Well, she told me that she loved me
And it give my poor heart grief
Now she's got her back turned on me
And she's courting whoever she please
Well, I lost my money in gambling
And I lost my name, you see
I am nobody's darling
And nobody cares for me

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]
Don't you hear my banjo ringing
Don't you hear this mournful sound
Don't you hear those pretty girls laughing
Standing on the cold, cold ground
I'll hang my head in sorrow
I'll hang my head and cry
I'll hang my head in sorrow
As my darling passes by



[Chorus]

8424. I Ain't Gonna Work Tomorrow

I Ain't Gonna Work Tomorrow
Flatt & Scruggs

I'm a'going to leave this country
I a'going around this world
I'm going to leave this country
For the sake of one little girl

Well she told me that she loved me
And it caused my poor heart grief
Now she's got her back turned on me
And she's courting whoever she please

Well I lost my money at gambling
And I lost my name you see
I am nobody's darling
And nobody cares for me

Don't you hear my banjo a'ringing
Don't you hear it's mournful sound
Don't you hear those pretty girls laughing
Standing on the cold frosty ground

Well I'll hang my head in sorrow
I will hang my head and cry
I'll hang my head in sorrow
As my darling passes by

I ain't gonna work tomorrow
And I may not work next day
I ain't gonna work tomorrow
For it be a wet rainy day

8425. I Ain't Got Nobody - Chords

I Ain't Got Nobody (and Nobody Cares for Me)

INTRO: PLAY OVER THE LINE BELOW
 D Db5 E E7 D A D

Now, I ...ain't got no-bod- y, and nobody cares for me!

VERSE ONE
 D



There's a sayin' goin' round
E A D
I began to think it's true
 D
It's awful hard to love someone
 E E7 A
when they don't care about you.

VERSE TWO
D
Once I had a lovin' gal
E A D
sweetest little thing in town
E
Now she's done and left me
E7 A
laud she'd done turned me down

BRIDGE
 D Db5 E E7 D A D
Now, I ...ain't got no-bod -y, and nobody cares for me.
 D Db5 E E7
That's why I'm sad and lone-ly,
 E A
Won't somebody come and take a chance with me?
 D D7 G
I'll Sing you love songs, honey, all the time,
E E7 A
If you'll be that lovin' momma of mine,
 D Db5 E E7 D A D
Cause I ...ain't got no-bod- y, and nobody cares for me!
 
INSTRUMENTAL : PLAY OVER THE LINES BELOW

 D D7 G
I'll Sing you love songs, honey, all the time,
E E7 A
If you'll be that lovin' momma of mine,
 D Db5 E E7 D A D
Cause I ..ain't got no-bod- y, and nobody cares for me!
 
VOCALS
 D D7 G
I'll Sing you love songs, honey, all the time,
E E7 A
If you'll be that lovin' momma of mine,
 D Db5 E E7 D A D
Cause, I .ain't got no-bod-y, and nobody cares for me!

8426. I Ain't Holding On Any Longer

I Ain't Holding On Any Longer - Larry Sparks



Well I ain't holding on any longer
Holding on to memories of the past
Well I ain't holding on any longer
I know I just ain't gonna last

    I can't go on the way I'm livin
    Can't stand the pain that I've gone through
    So I ain't holdin' on any longer
    Cause little gal I see I'm through with you

Well now you can get just what you wanted
And maybe just a little extra too
Take the money in the bank I don't need it
For it's gone like the love we once knew

    So I'll take this and you take that baby
    You take that and I'll take this that's fine
    Ain't no use to hold on I know it's over
    So you go your way I'll go mine

8427. I Ain't Leavin'

Balsam Range - I Ain't Leavin' 

Verse 1
Where I come from the main street is a dirt road
And the place I live is out of the way
So, everybody always wants to ask me
Why I haven't packed my things and moved away
Well, I've been around enough to know what's out there
And I'm strong enough to say that I don't care

Chorus
I ain't leaving, I'm hangin' tough
Till the Good Lord calls me up
I'll be here until my dyin' day
All I need is with you by my side
A couple 'o kids and a simple life
Wouldn't want it any other way
Well, I'm holding to the things that I believe in
I ain't leavin'

Verse 2
Baby, I know sometimes life ain't easy
And it's a struggle just to make ends meet
And though we try and try our simple way of livin'
Won't lead us to a life on Easy Street
But it don't matter how hard the road ahead gets
I ain't ever gonna call it quits

Ending
I ain't leaving, I'm hangin' tough
Till the Good Lord calls me up



I'll be here until my dyin' day
All I need is with you by my side
A couple 'o kids and a simple life
Wouldn't want it any other way
Well, I'm holding to the things that I believe in
Baby, I've got everything that I'm needin'
I ain't leavin'

8428. I Ain't Leavin' - Chords

I ain't Leavin'        Balsam Range

Intro: G  G/F#  Em  C   D   x2
G                                            G/F#                      Em
Where I come from the main street is a dirt road
C                                                         D
And the place I live is out of the way
G                            G/F#                      Em
So everybody always wants to ask me
C                                                                               D
Why I haven t packed my things and moved away
               Em                                                               A7 
Well I've been around enough to know what's out there
                Em                                             D      
And I'm strong enough to say that I don't care

            G                      C                                 G                 C              
I ain't leavin I'm hanging tough till the good lord calls me up
    G               C                         D
I ll be here until my dying day
            G                      C                 G                             C              
All I need is you by my side, a couple kids and a simple life
    G                         C                    D
I wouldn t want it any other way
                  G          D           C          G       A7          D                                      
Well I'm holding to the things that I believe in
            G             C     G    C   G     C    D
I ain't leavin

Baby I know sometimes life ain't easy
And it's struggle just to make ends meet
I know we try and try a simple way of living
Won t lead us to a life on easy street
But it don't matter how hard the road ahead is

8429. I Ain't Living Long Like This

Emmylou Harris - I Ain't Living Long Like This
Flying Burrito Brothers - Rodney Crowell



You looked for trouble and you found it son
Straight down the barrel of a lawman's gun
You'd try to run but you don't think you can
You make one move and you're dead man, friend
I ain't living long like this
I can't live at all like this, can I baby

He slipped the handcuffs on behind my back
Then he left me freezing on a stel rail track
They got 'em all in the jailhouse, ain't they bay
I ain't living long like this
grew up in Houston off of Wayside drive
Son of a charhop in some all night dive
Dad drove a stock car to an early death
All I remember was a drunk man's death
I ain't living long like this
I can't live at all like this can I baby

We know the story how the wheel goes round
Don't let 'em take you to the man downtown
Can't sleep at all in the jailhouse,baby
I ain't living long like this
You live for angel, she's a roadhouse queen
Make Texas ruby look like Sandra Dee
You want to love her but you don't know how
You're at the bottom of the jailhouse now
I ain't living long like this
I can't live at all like this, can I baby

You know the story 'bout the jailhouse rock
Go on and do it, but just don't get caught
They got 'em all in the jailhouse, ain't they baby
I ain't living long like this

8430. I Ain't Mad I'm Just Leavin' - Chords

I Ain't Mad I'm Just Leavin'
Recorded by George Hamilton IV
Written by Johnny Russell

G                                      D7
Well my old shirt pocket's filled with everything I own
                                         G
An old toothbrush three cigarettes and a dirty four-tooth comb
                                            C
My pocketbook is flat and I got no rattlin' change
  D7                                                         G
I came to this town with nothin' looks like I'm leavin' with same
            C                          G
But I ain't mad (I ain't mad) I'm just leavin' (I'm just leavin')
                                D7                    G
And I don't see anybody sittin' there by the roadside grievin'



                                        D7
I had me a girl when I first hit town I tell you she was nice
                                          G
I met this cat he became a friend started givin' me advice
                                                      C
He said that I should treat her mean and she'd always stay
    D7                                                      G
Now here's ole meanie comin' out of town and he married her today
repeat #2
                                      D7
I'd write home but mom can't read besides I'm out of stamps
                                       G
You don't see much to write home about sleepin' in a hobo camp
The wind blows cold through these worn out jeans 
                          C
Keepin' warm means movin' fast
  D7                                                      G
I had a good thing a goin' for me but my good times never last
repeat #2

8431. I Ain't Never

Ricky Skaggs - I Ain't Never

Well, I ain't never, I ain't never seen nobody like you
No, no, no, never have I ever seen nobody like you
You call me up and say to meet me at nine
I have to hurry, hurry but I'm there on time.

I walk a right up and knock on your door
The landlord says she ain't a here no more
I ain't never oh darling seen nobody like you
Hoo, hoo, but I love you, yeah, I love you I love you just the same.

Well you tell me sweet things that you don't mean
You've got me a livin' in a hunted dream
You make me do things I don't wanna do
My friends say Skaggs what's wrong with you.

I ain't never, oh darling, seen nobody like you
Hoo, hoo, but I love you, yeah, I love you, I love you just the same
I love you just the same, I love you just the same

8432. I Ain't Playing Pretty Polly

Rhiannon Giddens - I Ain't Playing Pretty Polly

[Verse 1]
When I was a young boy, my papaw played me songs



He'd sing that Pretty Polly, and I'd listen all night long
Those sounds went straight into my soul, sitting on his cabin floor
But I ain't playing Pretty Polly anymore

[Verse 2]
When Granny was a young girl, she had to hold her own
She told my little sister, don't get with a man alone
Down in the Willow Garden, wasn't some old metaphor
So I ain't playing Willow Garden anymore

[Chorus]
I ain't playing Pretty Polly or Rosalie McFall
I ain't playing Knoxville Girl, no, none of them at all
No more tales of women killed by drunken violent men
They don't deserve their stories told, I won't raisR my voice again
I ain't playing Pretty Polly anymore

[Verse 3]
CausR I know some stories, men like my Uncle Clyde
He spent seven decades at my Aunt Myrtle's side
Kentucky teens who fell in love in 1934
They had to leave the mountains to find work in Baltimore
She tended their young family while he fought for them in the war
And she still holds his picture and looks for him at the door
Though she just turned 100 and he passed 12 years before
So I ain't playing Pretty Polly anymore

[Chorus]
I ain't playing Pretty Polly or Rosalie McFall
I ain't playing Knoxville Girl, no, none of them at all
No more tales of women killed by drunken violent men
They don't deserve their stories told, I won't raise my voice again
And I ain't playing Pretty Polly anymore

[Outro]
I ain't playing Pretty Polly anymore
I ain't playing Pretty Polly anymore

8433. I Ain't Song

The Highwaymen - I Ain't Song (acoustic demo)

Clint Black's moved out to Hollyweird
He's in love and that's a fact
Done found hisself a movie star
Gonna show him how to act
You better grin, Kris, or I'll shoot ya
(Laughter)
Have you seen Tanya Tucker
Hangin' in there, hangin' tough?
Heard Dolly Parton's still got
Much more than enough
But if you knew county ladies



That I've seen go dancin' past
Should forget about Madonna
Before they blow their country class, now
Travis Tritt's got all the talent
At least it seems that way to me
He's a little brash and cocky
But he's got a right to be
Billy Ray, he keeps right on dancin'
Out of tune and out of time
He drives Bubbas up the wall
And the girls out of their mind
Livin' legends are a diein' breed
And there ain't that many left
To tell the truth, I ain't been feelin'
Real hot lately, my damn self
I ain't old, and I ain't bitter
I mad at anyone
(Laughing)
Hope you've taken seriously
What I poked at you in fun
If you've ever been to Nashville
Then I think you might agree
We've seen a lot of changes
Things we never thought we'd see
A rock-'n'-roller with a banjo
Now that I might recall
But a country singer with a briefcase
Beats all I ever saw
(Laughing)
Kristofferson:
I mean, you ask us to swallow a line like, "I ain't mad at anyone"?
(Laughing)
Kristofferson:
"I ain't old and I ain't bitter," I rest my goddam case

8434. I Ain't The One

Allison Moorer - I ain't the one

You're lookin' for someone
Whose got it all to give
You're lookin' for someone
Who won't care how you live
You're lookin' for someone
Who won't need a love from you

I ain't the one, I ain't the one
I ain't the one, I ain't the one

Lookin' for someone
Dry your tears when you cry
Lookin' for someone
Turn his back each time you lie



You lookin' for someone
Who walk on when you walk by

But I ain't the one, I ain't the one
I ain't the one, I ain't the one

I ain't the one who lets you do
What you want to
I ain't the one who sits still
Let's you be untrue

I ain't the one who know I am lovin' you
No matter what you do
I ain't the one, I ain't the one
I ain't the one, I ain't the one

I just keep lookin' further down the road
Try to find yourself someone
Who likes walkin' along
Someone you play with
And leave you dead by the road

I ain't the one, I ain't the one
I ain't the one, I ain't the one
I ain't the one, I ain't the one

8435. I Aint Going To Drag My Feet No More - Chords

I Aint Going To Drag My Feet No More 
Richard Thompson
 
A
I've been gone so long, now ain't it a pity
Bending my back in this hell-hole city
E                      D
Turning my ear from my friends and betters
E                D                  Bm
Up to my neck in unread letters and unwritten laws
 
A                 D            G
Where I come from feeling is a crime
A                                D         G
I thought I could take you in my own good time
A                      D          G
Like a jumped-up fool, now down I climb
      A              F#m     D
And I ain't going to drag my feet no more
    A               F#m         D
I'm running to your side, gonna beat down the door
  A              F#m     D                A
I ain't going to drag my feet no more, no more
 
Well I can't live without you but I've been trying



I've got a short-set fuse and two fists of iron
I did everything a man might do
To stop myself from pining after you but it don't seem to matter no more
 
Penny's in my hand, now I'm going to spin it
Heads you win, don't you think for one minute
That I care for this bed with nobody in it
And I ain't going to drag my feet no more
I'm running to your side, gonna beat down the door
I ain't going to drag my feet no more, no more
 
Instrumental: Em  Bm  D
 
Biding my time is driving me senseless
You worked yourself right under my defences
You got me in a grip that I can't shake
All my feelings are about to break and love never rains, it pours
 
I worked my hands 'till they couldn't spell your name
I rolled and I roared 'till I couldn't see your face
I leaned on the jukebox 'till I couldn't hear your voice
Put my head in the sand, but that won't do it
I swore I was above you, but that won't do it
And I tried and I tried, but that won't do it
And I ain't going to drag my feet no more
I'm running to your side, gonna beat down the door
I ain't going to drag my feet no more, no more

8436. I Aint Holdin Back - Chords

I Aint Holdin Back 
Nora Jane Struthers
 
G                       F
I used to let this body carry me around 
G                       F
I saw my own reflection in the gazes I found
Am                                 C
Now I feel my skin breathing, swear I never felt so strong 
G                                          F
It's like I finally started living in this body when you came along 
 
C               F     C               F          C
I ain't holdin' back, I ain't holdin' back this time 
I ain't holdin' back, I ain't holdin' back this time
 
G                             F
I packed myself in boxes, no writing on the side 
   G                                  F
I stacked them in the darkest corners of my worried mind 
Am                                      C
'Til you came snooping around with your wrecking-ball green eyes 
G                                F



In the light of your love there ain't no place to hide 
 
C               F     C               F          C
I ain't holdin' back, I ain't holdin' back this time 
I ain't holdin' back, I ain't holdin' back this time
 
Am   G    F    Am      G     F
I   don't want to come back down 
I   don't want to come back down
 
G                       F
My heart is swollen; it finally fits just right 
G                        F
My chest is heaving and my mind is reeling 
Am             C
Completely let down my guard 
 G                      F
Boy I'm gonna love you, I'm gonna love you hard 
 
I ain't holdin' back, I ain't holdin' back this time
I ain't holdin' back, I ain't holdin' back this time
I ain't holdin' back, I ain't holdin' back this time
I ain't holdin' back, I ain't holdin' back this time

8437. I Almost Called Your Name - Chords

I Almost Called Your Name
recorded by Freddy Fender
written by Myra Smith and Margaret Lewis
 
G                       D7                    G
We were dancing and she laughed just like you used to
                        D7                    G
She touched my hand and held me just like you used to
       C                          G
And so close to my lips the words came
                     D7                 G
That I almost  yes I almost called your name
 
       C                                 G
Yes I almost called I almost called your name
      D7                            G   G7
In so many ways you're both are the same
         C                              G
The only difference in the two  is that I still of you
                       D7                 G
Yes I kissed her but I almost called your name
 
Repeat #2



8438. I Already Do

I Already Do - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Steve Gulley/Daniel House Music, BMI-Gulley's Curve Music,BMI)

1) He could tell the car was comin' from the dust a mile away
He climbed down off the tractor, without too much to say
A handshake and a promise of riches he'd never seen
He said "My Daddy bought this land when he was seventeen."

2) The man in the suit just smiled and said "I don't think you understand."
If you just sign these papers, you'll be a wealthy man
Buy a mansion on a hilltop, Just enjoy the view
The old man looked out in the distance and said, "I already do"

CH) The wind still blows the fields of corn where we worked when I was young
I still smell the honeysuckle, taste the water on my tongue
In my eyes, the skies are always Carolina blue
You say I could live anywhere I want,
I already do

3) He climbed back on his Farmall, watched big money drive away
He still had things to do and it was way up in the day
He wiped the sweat out of his eyebrows, Cut a chew of King Bee Twist
Never gave another thought to all the things he might have missed

TAG) If you have a life that's simple, someone whose love is true
You hope one day to have it all, but You already do

8439. I Already Loved You - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - I Already Loved You  
written by Jim Lauderdale & Aimee Mayo

D
I've been here before and I know it
G                 C         D
Dreamt of you the day I was born
D
Spent my life not sure where I'm going
     G          C             D
Just hoping I'd find you once more
E               G
Memories of you before we met
E                   G
I knew then I never would never forget
D
I already loved you yes I did

I already loved you
D
I still have a hard time believing
G                 C             D



That it's now and you're really here
D
There's still no denying this feeling
D    G           C         D
It's always been perfectly clear
E                    G
You don't have to do anything
E                            G
Just looking in your eyes is everything
  D
I already loved you yes I did

I already loved you

I already loved you  yes I did

I already loved you

SOLO

E                      G
Some things just can't be explained
E                         G
I knew your soul before I knew your name
D
I already loved you yes I did
D
I already loved you
D
I already loved you yes I did
D
I already loved you I already loved you
D
I already loved you

>From Jim Lauderdale "Onward Through It All"
RCA Records 1999
Careers BMG Music(BMI)
Mighty Nice Music(BMI)
Laudersongs(BMI)

8440. I Always Get Lonesome When It Rains

I Always Get Lonesome When It Rains

Tonight I'm all alone with all my memories
And this old heart of mine miust bear the pain
Now I can hear the raindrops softly falling
And I always get lonesome when it rains.

There's something about the rain that makes me blue
'Cuz when the raindrops fall I think of you
Now I can hear the patter on the pane



And I always get lonesome when it rains.

I'm glad there's no one 'round to hear me cry
Nor to see me walk the floor like I'm insane
Now I can't hide my sorrow no need trying
'Cuz I always get lonesome when it rains.

8441. I Always Get Lucky With You

I Always Get Lucky With You
Wayne Taylor

I've had good luck, and bad luck
And no luck, it's true
But I always get lucky with you
I've been turned on, and turned down
When the bars close at two
But I always get lucky with you

chorus:
I keep two strikes against me
Most all of the time
And when it's down to just a phone call
I'm minus a dime
There's been good days, and bad days
But when the day is through
I always get lucky with you

chorus:
I keep two strikes against me
Most all of the time
And when it's down to just a phone call
I'm minus a dime
There's been good days, and bad days
But when the day is through
I always get lucky with you

8442. I Am A Man Of Constant Sorrow

Alison Krauss - I Am A Man Of Constant Sorrow

I am a man of constant sorrow 
I've seen trouble all my day. 
I bid farewell to old Kentucky 
The place where I was born and raised. 
(The place where he was born and raised )

For six long years I've been in trouble 
No pleasures here on earth I found 



For in this world I'm bound to ramble 
I have no friends to help me now. 

(chorus) He has no friends to help him now 

It's fare thee well my old true lover 
I never expect to see you again 
For I'm bound to ride that northern railroad 
Perhaps I'll die upon this train. 

(chorus) Perhaps he'll die upon this train. 

You can bury me in some deep valley 
For many years where I may lay 
Then you may learn to love another 
While I am sleeping in my grave. 

(chorus) While he is sleeping in his grave. 

Maybe your friends think I'm just a stranger 
My face you'll never see no more. 
But there is one promise that is given 
I'll meet you on God's golden shore. 

(chorus) He'll meet you on God's golden shore

8443. I Am A Pilgrim

Bill Monroe - I Am a Pilgrim

I am a pilgrim and a stranger
Traveling through this wearisome land
And I've got a home in that yonder city, good Lord
And it's not (good Lordy it's not) not made by hand

I got a mother, a sister and a brother
Who have gone to that sweet home
And I am determined to go and see them, good Lord
Over on (good Lordy over on) that distant shore

As I go down to that river Jordan
Just to bathe my weary soul
If I could touch but just the hem of His garment, good Lord
I believe (good Lordy I believe) that it would make me whole

Now when I'm dead, laying in my coffin
All of my friends all gather round
They can say that he's just laying there sleeping, good Lord
Sweet peace (Lordy sweet peace) his soul is found



8444. I Am A Poor Wayfaring Stranger

I Am A Poor Wayfaring Stranger
Traditional

I am a poor wayfaring stranger
A-trav'ling through this land of woe.
And there's no sickness, toil or danger
In that bright world to which I go.
I'm going home to see my father (mother, sister, brother etc.)
I'm going there no more to roam;
I'm just a-going over Jordan
I'm just a-going over home.

I know dark clouds will gather 'round me
I know my way is steep and rough;
But beauteous fields lie just beyond me
Where souls redeemed their vigil keep.
I'm going there to meet my mother
She said she'd meet me when I come
I'm just a-going over Jordan
I'm just a-going over home.

I want to wear a crown of glory
When I get home to that bright land
I want to shout Salvation's story
In concert with that bloodwashed band.
I'm going there to meet my Saviour
To sing His praises forevermore
I'm only going over Jordan
I'm only going over home.

8445. I Am A Rambler

I Am A Rambler
Frank Solivan

[Verse 1]
I am a rambler
Frank Solivan
Em C Em C
Em C Em C
Long Brown hair hanging down
I can't see past my thoughts since I left town
I don't recall the last time it felt so good
I said I'd stay but I won't like I knew I would

Holding tight we danced the kitchen floor
Swaying in our socks and nothing more
Now take me by the hand and lay me down
There's just one more night before I'm lonesome bound

[Chorus]



I am a rambler
Can't keep my feet on the ground wings to fly
They fly me all around almost gone
So don't miss me while I'm here
With time so near for me to go
I am a rambler

[Verse 2]
Fate of a lost soul on the road
No map to guide the way no one to hold
Feeling sometimes swelling up inside
Overwhelmed by the love I can not hide
Well the whiskey ain't working anymore
cause I still think of her with every pour
Now I'm blinded by the lights and last round calls
This rambling life I chose ain't meant for some

[Chorus]
I am a rambler
Can't keep my feet on the ground wings to fly
They fly me all around almost gone
So don't miss me while I'm here
With time so near for me to go
I am a rambler

8446. I Am A Stranger

Jeremy Garrett - I Am A Stranger
Infamous Stringdusters

I am a stranger in this world
And I'm just passing through
I've got a home beyond the blue
Where I will rest when life is through

I am a pilgrim and a soldier
Fighting the good fight of faith
I've got a sword and a shield
To help me on my way

Chorus:
I am a stranger, I am a stranger
I don't belong to this world of sin
I am a stranger, I am a stranger
I'm only here till my journey's end

I've seen the troubles and the trials
That come to every man
I've felt the pain and the sorrow
That only God can understand

But I've also seen the beauty
Of the Savior's grace and love



He gives me strength and courage
To carry on

Chorus

Someday I'll cross that river
And I'll reach that distant shore
I'll see my Lord and my Savior
Who died for me

And I'll join that heavenly chorus
Singing praises to His name
I'll be at home with my Father
Never to roam again

Chorus

I'm only here till my journey's end

8447. I Am A Wanderer

Steve Earle - I Am a Wanderer

[Verse]
I am a wanderer, feet on the ground
Heart on my sleeve and my head in the clouds
Eye on a star above some distant shore
Wandering ever more

[Verse]
I am a refugee torn from my land
Cast off to travel this world to its end
Never to see my proud mountains again
I still remember them

[Verse]
I am a laborer, sign round my neck
"Will work for dignity, trust and respect"
Stand on this corner, so you don't forget
I haven't had mine yet

[Verse]
I am a prisoner pacing my cell
Three steps and back, my corner of hell
Lock me away and you swallow the key
Some day I shall be free

[Verse]
And I'll be a wanderer, feet on the ground
Heart on my sleeve and my head in the clouds
Eye on a star above some distant shore
Wandering ever more



8448. I Am Always Waiting

Dolly Parton - I Am Always Waiting 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writer Dolly Parton

From the start I promised you that I would always be
Waiting here at anytime you ever needed me
I love you then and I love you now as I always will
And I am always waiting willing to forgive
I'll be your shelter from the storm my love will keep you safe and warm
I'm a harbor on your stormy sea you can always come to me for I am always
waiting
My arms are always open wide and I will dry the tears you cried
If you should ever need someone darling let it be me
I will mend your broken heart and I'll replace the missing parts
I am always waiting anytime you need me
I'll be your shelter...
For I am always waiting

8449. I Am America

I Am America
(Bobby Starnes, Tim Stafford)

Verse
I am a bridge in Dallas County that someone had to cross
I am a mine in West Virginia where thirteen lives were lost
I'm a grave in Pennsylvania in the middle of a field
I Am a lady in a harbor with a torch shining still
I am America, I am America

Verse
I am a light in a church house on the North End of town
a Courthouse in Appamattox, on dark and bloody ground
I'm a broken bell in Philly, on Independence Day
I am a diamond in a corn field where the whole world learned to play
I am America, I am America

Verse
I'm a date that lives in infamy, a post war baby boom
I'm a grassy knoll in Dallas, And I've walked on the moon
I am every creed and color, every point of view
I am black and brown and yellow, red, white and blue
I am America, I am America

Verse
We are ground zero, Where some gave all
We are a flag flying free on a tower standing tall



We are the tired, the poor and homeless from your teeming shore
We are every man and woman who yearns for something more
We are America, We are America

8450. I Am Elvis

Keller Williams - I Am Elvis

i'd like to sail around the world in my mind
i'd like to snowboard naked in the morning
jump out of a helicopter freeze my behind
i'd like to ride up on the space shuttle where there's no gravity
i'd like to float down just for fun cos you see
space is the place at least for me

and it's all
in my mind
i live inside my imagination
yes it's all
in my mind
my imagination stays on vacation
and i like to go there 
when i have the time
which is all the time

i'd like to fly across the ocean with no plane
i'd like to walk the runway down the highway
in the pouring rain in the left lane
i'd like to do the moonwalk on top of a speeding bullet train
i'd like to tie a zipline from the space needle to the empire state building
zip down with kurt cobain

in my mind
i live inside my imagination
yes it's all
in my mind
my imagination stays on vacation
and i like to go there 
when i have the time
which is all the time

is there a bridge
between life and the real world
would it be safe to cross
i'd rather join the circus
than be the dude that gets shot out of a cannon
then hurled across three rings

i would land up on my feet
you know i would just like a ninja

i'd like to catch myself some scuba diving
in the shark tank at the aquarium



i'd like to skinny dip with the alligators at the zoo
i enjoy being the president of the united states of america
i'd like to go down niagra falls with nothin but my flip flops 
and an inner tube

cos it's all
in my mind
i live inside my imagination
yes it's all
in my mind
my imagination stays on vacation 
and i like to go there 
when i have the time
which is all the time

i»¿i am elvis
and i'm alive

8451. I Am Going In The Morning

I Am Going in the Morning

    I am going in the morning
    And in glory I shall dwell
    In that home that's free from sadness
    Where we'll never say farewell

Friends this day I hope to meet you
In that home bye and bye
Then we'll live up there forever
In that home beyond the sky

If you live for the Savior
He will walk by your side
And you'll be with him forever
In that happy home on high

8452. I Am Going To Heaven

I Am Going To Heaven
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver 

Verse 1
I've started to a land where
there's everlasting joy
Singing with angel band there
Nothing to annoy
There I'll be with friends and loved ones
With them ever stay



I am going, home to heaven
Some sweet day.

Chorus
Shouting singing, praises ringing
In that happy land
Friends I know there, makes me want to go there
With them on that strand, time is drawing nearer
I've not long to stay
I am going, home to heaven
Some sweet day.

Verse 2
There will be no wars to grieve us
There will be lasting peace
Friends will never have to leave us
Partings will have ceased
Soon my troubles will be over
I will sail away
I am going, home to heaven
Some sweet day

8453. I Am Near the Gate

I Am Near the Gate - Blue Highway
(Shawn Lane/Cat Town Music, BMI) 

Stormy waters in this life come rage around me every day 
But I am near the gate 
No evil fate can come and tempt me off the straight and narrow way 
For I am near the gate 

Ch) I'm near the gate that leads to glory 
That narrow way I'm passing through 
A band of angels stand to greet me 
I am near the gate 

One day this ever changing life will change forever for us all 
I am near the gate 
Each of us will choose the path we're on the day that he will call 
I am near the gate 

When my body lies before the multitude to gather round 
I am near the gate 
I'll be going to a place where angels gather all around 
I am near the gate

8454. I Am On The battlefield For My Lord



I am on the battlefield for my Lord
The Jordanaires

Refrain:
I am on the battlefield for my Lord,
I'm on the battlefield for my Lord;
And I promised Him that I would serve Him till I die.
I am on the battlefield for my Lord.

I was alone and idle,
I was a sinner too,
I heard a voice from heaven
Say there is work to do,
I took the Master's hand,
And I joined the Christian band,
I'm on the battlefield for my Lord. [Refrain]

I left my friends and kindred
Bound for the Promised Land,
The grace of God upon me,
The Bible in my hand,
In distant lands I trod,
Crying, sinner, come to God,
I'm on the battlefield for my Lord. [Refrain]

Now when I met my Savior,
I met Him with a smile,
He healed my wounded spirit,
And owned me as His child,
Around the throne of grace,
He appoints my soul a place,
I'm on the battlefield for my Lord. [Refrain]

8455. I Am Ready

Dolly Parton - I Am Ready 

[Verse 1]
I am ready
Oh, my children
When Jesus knocks at my door
I'll be there come morning
Don't weep for me
I'll be with my Lord

[Verse 2]
There's my bible on the table
Read it to me once more
I can hear God's heavenly angels
Singing me on through heaven's door

[Verse 3]
Hallelujah Lord
I am ready



No more sorrow
Hallelujah, yes
I am ready, I am ready
I am ready to go

[Verse 4]
Oh, Hosanna
Take my hand now
Lead me to the promised land now
I am ready, I am ready
Hallelujah, I am ready to go
Oh, Hosanna
I am ready to go
I can hear God's heavenly angels
Singing me on through heaven's door
Singing me on through heaven's door
And I am ready

8456. I Am Resolved

I Am Resolved - Dailey And Vincent 

I am resolved no longer to linger
Charmed by the world's delight
Things that are higher
Things that are nobler
These have allured my sight

I will hasten to Him
Hasten so glad and free
Jesus, greatest, highest
I will come to Thee

I am resolved to go to the Savior
Leaving my sin and strife
He is the true one
He is the just one
He hath the words of life

I will hasten to Him
Hasten so glad and free
Jesus, greatest, highest
I will come to Thee

I am resolved to follow the Savior
Faithful and true each day
Heed what He sayeth
Do what He willeth
He is the living way

I will hasten to Him
Hasten so glad and free
Jesus, greatest, highest



I will come to Thee

8457. I Am Resolved - Chords

I Am Resolved
Recorded by Dailey and Vincent
Written by Lewis Hartsough and Gary Lanier

C                F
I am resolved no longer to linger
C                      G7
Charmed by the world's delight
C
Things that are higher
F
Things that are nobler
C          G7         C
These have allured my sight

       F             C                  G7
I will hasten to Him hasten so glad and free
C     F                C      G7      C
Jesus greatest highest I will come to Thee

                 F
I am resolved to go to the Savior
C                  G7
Leaving my sin and strife
C
He is the true one
F
He is the just one
C           G7       C
He hath the words of life

Repeat #2
 
                 F
I am resolved to follow the Savior
C                      G7
Faithful and true each day
C                   F
Heed what He sayeth do what He willeth
C         G7     C
He is the living way

Repeat #2



8458. I Am Strong - Chords

I Am Strong - The Grascals

Intro.:   / (D)  / (A)  / (G)  / (D)

(A)I am tired (D) and I am weak, (A) sometimes I ask (Bm) why me (G)
But I have faith (D) and I believe (A) that I am strong (G) (D)

(A)I have mom (D) and I have dad, (A) I am hap-(Bm)-py sometimes (A) sad (G)
But I have hope (D) and I have God (A) and I am strong (G) (F#m) (Em) (D)

(Chorus)
I (Bm)am strong, (A) I am strong (Bm) (A) (G)
Take (Em)my hand, (D) sing (Bm)my song, (A) I am strong (G) (F#m) (Em) (D)

Inst.:   / (D)  / (A)  / (G) (F#m) (Em) / (D)

I (A)am a child (D) and I have dreams (A) that I'll fight (Bm) for you to see (G)
Know in your heart (D) when you see me (A) that I am strong (G) (F#m) (Em) (D)

I (A)wear a mask, (D) I have no hair, (A) I may be sick, (Bm) I may be scared (G)
But I know (D)God he answers (A)prayers and I am (G)strong (F#m) (Em) (D)

(Chorus)
I (Bm)am strong, (A) I am strong (Bm) (A) (G)
Take (Em)my hand, (D) sing (Bm)my song, (A) I am strong (G) (F#m) (Em) (D)
I (Bm)am strong, (A) I am strong (Bm) (A) (G)
Take (Em)my hand, (D) sing my song, (A) I am strong (G) 
Oh, (F#m) I (Em)am (D)strong

(Tag)
(A)Take (Bm)my hand, (D) sing my song, (A) I am strong, (G)
(D) I am strong

8459. I Am The Man Thomas

I Am the Man Thomas
Ralph Stanley
The Devil Makes Three - NewFound Road

I am the Man, Thomas
I am the Man
Look at these nail scars
I carry in my hand

They drove me up the hill, Thomas
I am the Man
They made me carry the cross, Thomas
I am the Man

I am the Man, Thomas
I am the Man



Look at these nail scars
I carry in my hand

They crowned my head with thorns, Thomas
I am the Man
They nailed me to the cross, Thomas
I am the Man

I am the Man, Thomas
I am the Man
Look at these nail scars
I carry in my hand

They pierced me in the side
I am the Man
On the cross i died, Thomas
I am the Man

I am the Man, Thomas
I am the Man
Look at these nails scars
I carry in my hand

They buried me in the tomb, Thomas
I am the Man
In three days I rose, Thomas
I am the Man

I am the Man, Thomas
I am the Man
Look at these nails scars
I carry in my hand

8460. I Am The River Wild

I Am the River Wild
Jeremy Garrett

I am the river wild I flow from the mountains high I carve the valleys deep I shape the land be
neath

I am the river wild I carry the stories of life I witness joy and pain I feel the sun and rain

I am the river wild I'm restless and I'm free I'm always on the move I have no end or start

I am the river wild I'm part of everything I touch the earth and sky I am the river wild

8461. I Am The Road



Hot Rize - I Am The Road

I am the road I am the way
Many walk down and many will stray
Straight and narrow far and wide
You won't be lonesome walk side by side

He's on the corner holding out his hand
He can't seem to find a place to land
Run out of luck and a way out
Now listen brother to what it's all about

I am the road I am the way
Many walk down and many will stray
Straight and narrow far and wide
You won't be lonesome walk side by side

Feeling like shes at her end
Tossed around by a wicked wind
Shes all alone in the middle of the night
Now listen sister we'll find the light

I am the road I am the way
Many walk down and many will stray
Straight and narrow far and wide
You won't be lonesome walk side by side

And we can learn from those gone before
They walked this road till their feet were sore
Showed us a place where we belong
Lets walk this road and sing this song

I am the road I am the way
Many walk down and many will stray
Straight and narrow far and wide
You won't be lonesome walk side by side

I am the road I am the way
Many walk down and many will stray
Straight and narrow far and wide
You won't be lonesome walk side by side

8462. I Am Too

Todd Snider - I Am Too

You know you've kept me down way too long now
I gotta find me a way to get over you somehow
I wanna sing for a woman that I've never seen
Honey, my love is bigger than a limousine
If you've got a heart with guts like mine
You know, honey, I can make that pale moon shine
I don't need some phony disco queen
Honey, my love is truer than a magazine



If you've been lookin' for me
I've been lookin' for you
And if you're lookin' for some trouble, babe, I am too
Yes, I am too
Tell me somethin' that I don't know
Take me to someplace that I can't go
You know I've seen all there is to see
Honey, you can't play those tricks on me
If you've been lookin' for me, babe
I've been lookin' for you
And if you're lookin' for some trouble, babe, I am too
Yes, I am too
If you've been lookin' for me, babe
I've been lookin' for you
And if you're lookin' for some trouble
Honey, my love is like kerosene
I know you know what I mean
So come on, honey, let's twist and shout
I wanna hit this town 'til its teeth come out
If you've been lookin' for me, babe
I've been lookin' for you
And if you're lookin' for some trouble, babe, I am too
Yes, I am too

8463. I Am Weary Let Me Rest

I Am Weary Let Me Rest - Ralph Stanley
John Hartford

   Kiss me mother kiss your darling
   Lay my head upon your breast
   Fold your loving arms around me
   I am weary let me rest

Through the years you've always loved me
And my life you've tried to save
But now I will slumber sweetly
In a cold and lonely grave

Now the light is swiftly fading
Brighter scenes they now do show
I am standing by the river
Angels wait to take me home

8464. I Am What I Am

I Am What I Am

I'm no longer a fugitive



And I'm not on the land
And I'm just around
I am what I am

I do what I do
'Cause I do give a damn
And I'm not a tramp and I'm not a drifter
I am what I am

I won't be a slave
And I won't be a prisoner
I'm just a nephew
To today's Uncle Sam

I believe Jesus is God
And the pig is just ham
And I'm just a seeker, I'm just a sinner
And I'll be what I am

I won't be a slave
And I won't be a prisoner
And I'm just a nephew
To today's Uncle Sam

I believe Jesus is God
And a pig is just ham
And I'm just a seeker, I'm just a sinner
I am what I am

8465. I Am What You Want

I Am What You Want
Sean Watkins - I Am What You Want

[Verse 1]
Come closer right beside me
My love I know you're shy
Come closer  don't deny me
Darling, please don't cry

[Chorus]
The world is wrong
And it won't be long
Till you finally find
That I am what you want

[Verse 2]
I know you
You don't like me
I know I'm not your type
But i swear you'll learn to love me
Darling would I lie



[Chorus]
The world is wrong
And  it won't be long
Till you finally find
That I am what you want
I am what you want

[Verse 3]
So you found a bullet
And now you're finger's  round the trigger
My love my forbidden fruit
Oh I could pull it
But you know your heart is bigger
Darling please don't

[Chorus]
Coz the world is wrong
And it won't be long
Til you finally find
That I am what you want
I am what you want
I am what you want

8466. I And Love And You

The Avett Brothers - I And Love And You 

Load the car and write the note
Grab your bag and grab your coat
Tell ones that need to know
We are headed north

All one foot in and one foot back
But it don't pay, to live like that
So I cut the ties and I jumped the tracks
For never to return

Brooklyn Brooklyn take me in
Are you aware the shape I'm in
My hands they shake my head it spins
Brooklyn Brooklyn take me in

When at first I learned to speak
I used all my words to fight
With him and her and you and me
Oh it's just a waste of time
It's such a waste of time

That women shes got eyes that shine
Like a pair of stolen polished dimes
She asked to dance I said it's fine
I'll see you in the morning time



Brooklyn Brooklyn take me in
Are you aware the shape I'm in
My hands they shake my head it spins
Brooklyn Brooklyn take me in

Three words that became hard to say
I and love and you
What you were then I am today
Look at the things I do

Brooklyn Brooklyn take me in
Are you aware the shape I'm in
My hands they shake my head it spins
Brooklyn Brooklyn take me in

Dumbed down and numbed my time and age
You dreams to catch this world the cage
The highway sets the travelers stage
All exits look the same
Three words that became hard to say
I and love and you
I and love and you
I and love and you
The highway

8467. I Asked For Water (He Gave Me Gasoline)

Lucinda Williams - I Asked for Water (He Gave Me Gasoline)

Oh, I asked him for water, he gave me gasoline
Oh, I asked him for water, he gave me gasoline
I asked him for water, he gave me gasoline

I went down to the depot looked up on the board
I went down to the depot looked up on the board
Saw that train a running but I could not get on board

I asked the conductor can I ride the blinds
I asked the conductor can I ride the blinds
Said girl buy your ticket buy your ticket
Cause this train ain't none of mine

Oh, I asked him for water, he gave me gasoline
Oh, I asked him for water, he gave me gasoline
I asked him for water, he gave me gasoline

8468. I Asked For Water - Chords



I Asked For Water
Lucinda Williams 
written by Chester Burnett

      D7                              A     A7
Oh, I asked him for water, he gave me gasoline
      D7                                 A
Oh, I asked him for water, he gave me gasoline
            E7                       A 
I asked him for water, he gave me gasoline
       D7                                 A    A7
I went down to the depot looked up on the board
       D7                                 A         A7
I went down to the depot looked up on the board
         E7                                     A
Saw that train a running but I could not get on board
  D7                                 A     A7
I asked the conductor can I ride the blinds
  D7                                 A
I asked the conductor can I ride the blinds
          E7 
Said girl buy your ticket  buy your ticket
                               A
Cause this train ain't none of mine

SOLO

      D7                              A     A7
Oh, I asked him for water, he gave me gasoline
      D7                                 A
Oh, I asked him for water, he gave me gasoline
            E7                       A 
I asked him for water, he gave me gasoline

From Lucinda WIlliams "Lucinda Williams"
Chameleon Records 1992 (1988)
Arc Music Corp(BMI)

---9------8------7-----5-------------
-------------------------------------
-9---9--8---8--7---7---6-------------
-------------------------------------
-------------------------------------
-------------------------------------

8469. I Asked My Doctor

I Asked My Doctor
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

I asked my doctor how funky could I get?
Is there a limit to my brain?
I've lost my job but that I don't regret
As a matter of fact I don't regret a thing



My girlfriend told me I had to take a bath
But that seemed a little too funky to me
Beside, I chain-smoke and I haven't got the time
As a matter of fact, I smoke three packs a day

8470. I Asked When

Brett Dennen - I Asked When

Well i dreamed i went out a wanderin'
I heard promises become fables forgotten
I saw bridges stretchin' out across the water
And towers pushing taller
I knew my reality was clearly defined
By the fences put up around my mind
I watched them thicken into walls over time
Taller than any boarder line
I saw civilizations deemed insignificant
I saw people's history tatooed on their skin
I saw families taken from their land
Dynasties shattered and stolen
And i asked when... is a revolution
I asked when... is a revolution
In all the burdens of centuries accrue
That get passed along to every generation's youth
And all the allegories told in lieu of truth
I watched them grow wild and spread like the flu
I saw the rise of an untamed industry
I watched machines paint a paper economy
I saw my own self stand right in front of me
And i didn't do a thing

8471. I Beg You Little Darlin' Not To Cry

I Beg You Little Darlin' Not To Cry 
Darrell Webb

CHORUS: 
Oh I beg you little darlin not to cry 
For the stories that you hear are only lies 
Now I know you're feelin' blue 
But I swear that I've been true 
Oh I beg you little darlin' not to cry 
 
Promise that I'll always love you little girl 
Maybe someday buy you diamonds and pearls 
Do anything you ask me to,  just to prove my heart is true 
Promise that I'll always love you little girl 



 
Little darlin', won't you say that you'll be mine 
Be together 'til the end of time 
You know I'll never make you cry 
For without you I would die 
Little darlin' won't you say that you'll be mine 
 
There's a little mountain cabin in the pines 
Where we can spend the rest of our lives 
If you say you'll marry me, there we'll raise a family 
In that little mountain cabin in the pines 
 
Oh I beg you little darlin', not to cry

8472. I Believe

I Believe
Dailey & Vincent

I Believe

When I see the sunrise in the morning
When I feel the wind blow across my face
When I hear the sound of children playin'
I know it's all part of Gods amazing grace

Chorus:
And I believe there's a place called Heaven
And I believe in a place called Calvary
I believe in a man his name is Jesus
And I believe that he gave his life for me
I was there the day my Mama went to Heaven
I held her hand as she closed her eyes to sleep
I felt the power of ten thousand angels
Take her soul away to be crowned at Jesus feet

Chorus:
And I believe there's a place called Heaven
And I believe in a place called Calvary
I believe in a man his name is Jesus
And I believe that he gave his life for me
And I believe that he gave his life for me

8473. I Believe

Dolly Parton - I Believe 

I believe for every drop of rain that falls, a flower grows
And I believe that somewhere in the darkest night a candle glows



I believe for everyone who goes astray
Someone will come to show the way
Yes I believe, Oh I believe
I believe above the storm the smallest prayer will still be heard
I believe that someone in the great somewhere hears every word
Every time I hear a newborn baby cry
Or touch a leaf or see the sky
Then I know why I believe
Every time I hear a newborn baby cry
Or touch a leaf or see the sky
Then I know why I believe
I believe
Oh I believe

8474. I Believe

Infamous Stringdusters 
I Believe
(feat. Lee Ann Womack)

We don't have much in common
You and me, mmm
But that's alright
We'll never see eye to eye on everything
But we can try
I'm from the middle of nowhere, Tennessee
Where there's a cross at every turn
You're on the other side of the world
You're tryin' to survive
While cities burn
I'm not sure I'll ever know that kind of hurt

They say black, white, left and right
But I believe somewhere in between
We're all sisters and brothers
If we love one another
Then it's all not just a dream
We can live and die in harmony
It's that easy
That's what I believe

I've never spent one single night
Out on the street
I guess I've never gone more than a day
Without somethin' to eat
The truth is I've been blessed
With so much more than I deserve
But tell me, my friends
What's it all really worth?
You'll never have enough if you ain't got love

They say black, white, left, and right
But I believe somewhere in between



We're all sisters and brothers
If we love one another
Then it's all not just a dream
We can live and die in harmony
It's that easy
That's what I believe

We can live and die in harmony
It's that easy
That's what I believe

8475. I Believe - Chords

I Believe 
The Del McCoury Band
 
(Capo'ed at third fret - actual key of C)
 
VERSE 1:
A
Sinner, sinner give up now
C                                   A
The life you're leading in sin's in doubt
A                            G
Better find out what God's a-bout
A                G       A
Be cleansed with-in with-out
 
CHORUS:
A
I believe, I believe there's a God above
C                       A
That He keeps me in His love
A                           G
And Jesus died and shed His blood
A              G     A
On a cross for me in love
 
VERSE 2:
A
Scripture says there's no way
   C                            A
To enter Heaven on the judgment day
A                            G
Except salvation from Him to-day
A            G         A
Fall on your knees and pray
 
CHORUS:
A
I believe, I believe there's a God above
C                       A
That He keeps me in His love



A                           G
And Jesus died and shed His blood
A              G     A
On a cross for me in love
 
VERSE 3:
A
I know He's coming to take us home
C                               A
We fought the battle at times a-lone
A                               G
We've been forgiven, our sins a-toned
A                 G      A
We're heir to His golden throne
 
CHORUS:
A
I believe, I believe there's a God above
C                       A
That He keeps me in His love
A                           G
And Jesus died and shed His blood
A              G     A
On a cross for me in love
 
A
I believe, I believe there's a God above
C                       A
That He keeps me in His love
A                           G
And Jesus died and shed His blood
A              G     A
On a cross for me in love
 
A              G     A
On a cross for me in love
A              G     A
On a cross for me in love
A              G     A
On a cross for me in love

8476. I Believe - Chords

I Believe 
Donna the Buffalo
 
[Chords]
[C/E    xx2010]
 
[Intro]
Am  C
F  C/E  C
Am  C



F  C/E  C
Am  C
F  C/E  C
Am  C
F  C/E  C
 
 
[Verse 1]
Am           C
Is this what got you down?
F  C/E       C
Is that what did you in?
Am           C
Is this what broke your heart?
F  C/E        C
Is that where it began?
 
 
[Interlude]
Am  C
F  C/E  C
 
 
[Verse 2]
Am           C
Is this what fills you up?
F  C/E       C
Is that what makes you whole?
Am           C
Is this what makes you rock?
F  C/E       C
Is that what makes you roll?
 
 
[Verse 3]
Am           C
Is this what pulls you in?
F  C/E       C
Is that what puts you out?
Am           C
Is this what shook the core?
F  C/E       C
Is that what brought you down?
 
 
[Chorus]
Am
I believe, I believe, I believe,
       C
I do believe.
Am
I believe, I believe, I believe,
       C
I do believe.
 
 
[Interlude]



Am  C
F  C/E  C
Am  C
F  C/E  C
Am  C
F  C/E  C
 
 
[Verse 4]
Am           C
Is this what got you down?
F  C/E       C
Is that what did you in?
Am           C
Is this what broke your heart?
F  C/E        C
Is that where it began?
 
 
[Interlude]
Am  C
F  C/E  C
 
 
[Verse 5]
Am           C
Is this what fills you up?
F  C/E       C
Is that what makes you whole?
Am           C
Is this what makes you rock?
F  C/E       C
Is that what makes you roll?
 
 
[Verse 6]
Am           C
Is this what pulls you in?
F  C/E       C
Is that what puts you out?
Am           C
Is this what shook the core?
F  C/E       C
Is that what brought you down?
 
 
[Chorus]
Am
I believe, I believe, I believe,
       C
I do believe.
Am
I believe, I believe, I believe,
       C
I do believe.
 
 



[Instrumental]
Am  C
F  C/E  C
Am  C
F  C/E  C
Am  C
F  C/E  C
Am  C
F  C/E  C
 
 
[Verse 7]
Am           C
Is this what got you down?
F  C/E       C
Is that what did you in?
Am           C
Is this what broke your heart?
F  C/E        C
Is that where it began?
 
 
[Verse 8]
Am           C
Is this what fills you up?
F  C/E       C
Is that what makes you whole?
Am           C
Is this what makes you rock?
F  C/E       C
Is that what makes you roll?
 
 
[Verse 9]
Am           C
Is this what pulls you in?
F  C/E       C
Is that what puts you out?
Am           C
Is this what shook the core?
F  C/E       C
Is that what brought you down?
 
 
[Outro]
Am
I believe, I believe, I believe,
       C
I do believe.
Am
I believe, I believe, I believe,
       C
I do believe.
Am
I believe, I believe, I believe,
       C
I do believe.



Am
I believe, I believe, I believe,
       C
I do believe.

8477. I Believe I'm Entitled To You

Ernest Tubb 
I Believe I'm Entitled To You

Through the years I've prepared feeling sure that you cared
I believe I'm entitled to you
And with you on my mind in my heart I'm inclined
To believe I'm entitled to you

The happy day I found you I built my dreams around you
And I began to pray that they come true
Now I can't live without you and yet somehow I doubt you
Why not turn my grey skies into blue

Through the years I've prepared feeling sure that you cared
I believe I'm entitled to you
And with you on my mind in my heart I'm inclined
To believe I'm entitled to you

The picture that I've painted when we became up acquainted
And I've began to plan to just for two
And you're a gift God gave dear yes you're all I craved dear
An angel came from heaven it was you

Through the years I've prepared feeling sure that you cared
I believe I'm entitled to you
And with you on my mind in my heart I'm inclined
To believe I'm entitled to you

8478. I Believe In A Hill Called Mount Calvary

The Isaacs - I Believe In a Hill Called Mount Calvary (Live)

i believe in the hill called mount calvary
i believe whatever the cost
and when time has surrender and earth is no more
i still cling to the old rugged cross
I believe that this life with its great mystery
surely someday will come to an end
but faith conquer the darkness and death
and will lead me at last to my friend
i believe that Christ who was slain on the cross
has the power to change lives today



for he changed me completely a new life is mine
and that is why by the cross i will stand
oh I believe in hill called mount calvary
i believe whatever the cost
and when time has surrendered
and earth is no more i'll still cling to the old rugged cross
i'll still cling to the old rugged cross

8479. I Believe In A Thing Called Love

I Believe in a Thing Called Love
Hayseed Dixie - I Believe in a Thing Called Love

Can't explain all these feelings that your making me feel
My hearts in overdrive and your behind the steering wheel
Touching you, touching me
Touching you, God you're touching me
I believe in a thing called love
Just listen to the rhythm of my heart
There's a chance we could make it now
We'll be rocking till the sun goes down
I believe in a thing called love
Ooh
I wanna kiss you every minute every hour everyday
You got me in a spin but everything is a okay
Touching you, touching me
Touching you, God you're touching me
I believe in a thing called love
Just listen to the rhythm of my heart
There's a chance we could make it now
We'll be rocking till the sun goes down
I believe in a thing called love
Ooh guitar
Touching you, touching me
Touching you, God you're touching me
I believe in a thing called love
Just listen to the rhythm of my heart
There's a chance we could make it now
We'll be rocking till the sun goes down
I believe in a thing called love
Ohh

8480. I Believe In Being Ready

I Believe In Being Ready
Rising Appalachia

I believe in being ready
I believe in being ready



I believe in being ready
For the time is drawing near
 
Brothers, sisters please get ready
Brothers, sisters please get ready
Brothers, sisters please get ready
For the time is drawing near
 
Oh there'll be signs and wonders
Oh there'll be signs and wonders
Oh there'll be signs and wonders
For the time is drawing near
 
We'll turn round and just start over
We'll turn round and just start over
We'll turn round and just start over
For the time is drawing near
 
I believe in being ready
I believe in being ready
I believe in being ready
For the time is drawing near
 
I believe in being ready
I believe in being ready
I believe in being ready
For the time is drawing near
 
For the time is drawing near
 
For the time is drawing near

8481. I Believe In Love

I Believe in Love
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
I made a promise to myself
Locked it away deep down inside
Told my heart we'd wait it out
Swore we'd never compromise
Oh, I'd rather be alone
Like I am tonight
Than settle for the kind of love
That fades before the morning light

[Verse 2]
Silence stared me in the face
And I finally heard its voice
It seemed to softly say
That in love you have a choice
Today I got the answer



And there's a world of truth behind it
Love is out there waiting somewhere
You just have to go and find it

[Chorus]
I believe in love
I believe in love
A love that's real, love that's strong
Love that lives on and on
Yes, I believe in love

[Violin Solo]

[Chorus]
I believe in love, I believe in love
A love that's real, love that's strong
Love that lives on and on
Yes, I believe in love

[Outro]
Yes, I believe in love

8482. I Believe In Santa Claus

Dolly Parton - I Believe In Santa Claus 
(Dolly Parton)

I believe in Santa Claus
I believe in Santa Claus
I believe there's always hope when all seems lost
And I believe in Santa Claus
I believe in Santa Claus, I'll tell you why I do
'Cause I believe that dreams and plans and wishes can come true
I believe in miracles, I believe in magic too
Oh I believe in Santa Claus and I believe in you
I believe in family, in country and in smiles
I believe in turnin' negatives to positives in life
I believe in lookin' farther up the farther down we get
I believe when someone hurts us we should forgive and forget
And I believe in Santa Claus
I believe in Santa Claus
I believe love should prevail at any cost
And I believe in Santa Claus
I believe in saying what you mean and meaning what you say
I believe a better attitude can make a better way
And I believe in viewing life as a journey that we're on
And lookin' at our troubles as another stepping stone
And I believe that everything in life is what it's meant to be
I believe there is a God somewhere although he's hard to see
I believe I am so therefore I should do all that I can
To be a better piece in the puzzle of God's plan
And I believe in Santa Claus
I believe in Santa Claus



I believe there's always hope when all seems lost
And I believe in Santa Claus
Let the little children sing it
I believe in Santa Claus, I believe in Santa Claus
I believe in Santa Claus, I believe in Santa Claus
Let the whole world sing it with us
I believe in Santa Claus, I believe in Santa Claus
I believe in Santa Claus, I believe in Santa Claus
Let the whole world sing it with us
I believe in Santa Claus
I believe in Santa Claus
I believe there's always hope when all seems lost
I believe in Santa Claus

8483. I Believe In The Old Time Way

I Believe In The Old Time Way
from Back To The Mountains by The Po' Ramblin' Boys

Oh I believe, in the power that can move a mountain
I believe in the old time way
Oh I believe, in the old time singin' and shoutin'
I believe in the old time way

I believe in the power that parted the water
For the children of Israel that day
And if you want to have a bright home in heaven
Believe in the old time way

Oh I believe, in the power that can move a mountain
I believe in the old time way
Oh I believe, in the old time singin' and shoutin'
I believe in the old time way

Now some people say, to pray is useless
There's no need to sing God's praise
But if you want to have a bright home eternal
Believe in the old time way

Oh I believe, in the power that can move a mountain
I believe in the old time way
Oh I believe, in the old time singin' and shoutin'
I believe in the old time way

Oh I believe, in the power that can move a mountain
I believe in the old time way
Oh I believe, in the old time singin' and shoutin'
I believe in the old time way
I believe in the old time way



8484. I Believe In You Darling

Bill Monroe - I Believe in You Darling
Bluegrass Album Band

Oh you said that you loved me that your heart would be true
But now you've gone and left me, I'm so blue
I believed in you darling that your heart would be true
But now you've gone and left me, I'm so blue

Our vows have been broken, you have proven untrue
Another has my sweetheart and the love that I once knew
I believed in you darling that your heart would be true
But now you've gone and left me I'm so blue

Oh the nights are so lonely, dreams of you haunt me so
What's happened little darling I don't know
I believed in you darling that your heart would be true
But now you've gone and left me I'm so blue

8485. I Believe You

Todd Snider - I Believe You

I believe in Karma
I believe in Soul
I believe in Heaven
I believe in Rock n' Roll
I believe in wrestling
I believe in sleep
I know I ought to quit now
But I believe I'm in too deep
I believe in gangster rap
Gays and geeks and ghosts
I believe that we die
Of all the things that we hate the most
I believe that we all learn
To love before we get through
I believe in letting people
Do what people do
I believe in everything
(I believe you)
Yes I do
I believe in everything
I believe in everything, everyone, everybody hey, hey, hey
(I believe you)
I believe that all my friends
Really are my friends
I believe that Jesus Christ
Died for all of my sins
I believe that the devil gets
Exactly what he's due
I believe in the Beatles



I believe in my girlfriend too
People I believe in everything
(I believe you)
Yes I do
I believe in everything
I believe in everything, everyone, everybody hey, hey, hey
(I believe you)
Tell me what you want...
I believe you
I believe in people
White and black and blue
I believe in people
Who don't believe the same way I do
Because I know some day
Love is going to shine its own way through
I believe in letting people
Do what people do
I believe in everything
(I believe you)
Yes I do
I believe in everything
I believe in everything, everyone, everybody hey, hey, hey
(I believe you)

8486. I Believed In You

I Believed In You
(Don Gibson)

Vows were spoken, a heart was broken
I believed in you
You lived a life, said good-bye
I believed in you
Why did you let me believe you were mine
It's seems too funny you knew all the time
You didn't want me, didn't need me
I believed in you
-Solo-
Repeat # 2

8487. I Believed In You Darlin'

I Believed In You Darlin'
Ricky Skaggs

Oh, you said that you loved me, that your heart would be true
But now you've gone and left me, I'm so blue
I believed in you darling, that your heart would be true
But now you've gone and left me, I'm so blue.



Our vows have been broken, you have proven untrue
Another has my sweetheart and the love that I once knew
I believed in you darling, that your heart would be true
But now you've gone and left me, I'm so blue.

Oh, the nights are so lonely, dreams of you haunt me so
What's happened little darling, I don't know
Oh, I believed in you darling, that your heart would be true
But now you've gone and left me, I'm so blue.

Our vows have been broken, you have proven untrue
Another has my sweetheart and the love that I once knew
I believed in you darling, that your heart would be true
But now you've gone and left me, I'm so blue...

8488. I Believed In You Darling - Chords

I Believed In You Darling
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Bill Monroe

G
Oh you said that you loved me that your heart would be true
                        D7             G
But now you've gone and left me I'm so blue
Oh I believed in you darling that your heart would be true
                        D7             G
But now you've gone and left me I'm so blue
    C                              G
Our vows have been broken you have proven untrue
C                               G                D7
Another has my sweetheart and a love that I once knew
     G
Oh I believed in you darling that your heart would be true
                        D7             G
But now you've gone and left me I'm so blue
       
Oh the nights are so lonely dreams of you hold me so
                       D7              G
What's happened little darling I don't know
Oh I believed in you darling that your heart would be true
                        D7             G
But now you've gone and left me I'm so blue
Repeat #2
                        D7             G
But now you've gone and left me I'm so blue



8489. I Belong To Love

I Belong To Love
Larkin Poe - I Belong To Love

[Intro]
Mmm mmm
Mmm mmm mmm
Mmm mmm
Mmm mmm mmm mmm mmm

[Verse 1]
I belong to love and that love belongs to him
And he belongs above like the angels
I got a head of fire and a heart that don't beat no more
Except for when he's near, Lord, and then my heart sounds like war

[Chorus]
And I'd love to be a little less afraid
Of the changes in me that our love has made
'Cause it's hard to be in love again
Again

[Verse 2]
Feed to tie[?] my tongue, when it heals to help me rhyme
Defenses of the heart conspire against us
Come and lie with me beneath the branches of this tree
We will cry our tears together, and we'll see love will rise as trust

[Chorus]
And I'd love to be a little less afraid
Of the changes in me that our love has made
'Cause it's hard to be in love again
It's so hard to be in love again

[Lap steel breakdown]

[Verse 3]
Nobody in the street to heal me as I make this speech
Nobody seems to care, we've built our hearts out of concrete
And the city's locked and bolted out every window, every door
But with God as my witness, I will love you all the more

8490. I Belong To You - Chords

I Belong To You 
Brandi Carlile
 
[Intro]
 
[Verse 1]
 
     Em                                  C



Last night I had the exact same dream as you
  C                G                   D                Em
I killed a bird to save your life, and you gave me your shoes
           C                 G                  C      C/B       Am
You said, "Clip my wings and walk my miles" and I said "I would, too."
            D                       G
Then I woke up, and wasn't going to tell you
 
  G                                C
Today I sang the same damn tune as you
        C               G                   D              Em
It was "Lady in Red", I hate that song, and I know you do, too
    C               G                    C      C/B       Am
You didn't catch me singing along, but I always sing with you
         D                              G
Nice and quietly, cause I don't want to stop you
 
 
[Chorus]
 
  C               D                 Em                 C
I know I could be spending a little too much time with you
     C                    D              B7             Em   E7
But "time" and "too much" don't belong together like we do
   Am7          D               B7                Em    C
If I had all my yesterdays, I'd give them to you, too
            Em   C                Em   C
I belong to you, now. I belong to you
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
  Em                                        C
I see the world the exact same way that you do
   C                  G                  D              Em
We lend our hands and take our stands in tandem when we do
       C               G               C     C/B        Am
When I lied and said I knew the way, I hid my eyes from you
                   D                              G
I still don't know why, I probably didn't want to scare you
 
 
[Chorus]
 
  C               D                 Em                 C
I know I could be spending a little too much time with you
     C                    D              B7             Em   E7
But "time" and "too much" don't belong together like we do
   Am7          D               B7                Em    C
If I had all my yesterdays, I'd give them to you, too
            Em   C                Em   C
I belong to you, now. I belong to you
 
 
[Interlude]
 
  Em                C               Em                       C
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[Verse 3]
 
Em                                  C
I'm gonna die the exact same day as you
       C                        G                  D           Em
On the Golden Gate Bridge, I'll hold your hand and howl at the moon
C                   G               C      C/B       Am
Scrape the sky with tired eyes, and I will come find you
            D                              G
And I ain't scared, cause I am never gonna miss you
 
 
[Outro]
 
            Em   C                G    D/F#
I belong to you, now. I belong to you.
            Em   C                G    D/F#
I belong to you, now. I belong to you.
 
            Em   C                G    D/F#
I belong to you, now. I belong to you.
            Em   C                G    D/F#
I belong to you, now. I belong to you.
            Em   C                G    D/F#
I belong to you, now. I belong to you.
            Em   C                G    D/F#
I belong to you, now. I belong to you.
            Em   C                G    D/F#
I belong to you, now. I belong to you.
            Em   C                G    D/F#
I belong to you, now. I belong to you.
            Em   C                G    D/F#
I belong to you, now. I belong to you.

8491. I Bet You Think About Me

I Bet You Think About Me (Taylor's Version) [From the Vault]
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1: Taylor Swift]
3 AM and I'm still awake, I'll bet you're just fine
Fast asleep in your city that's better than mine
And the girl in your bed has a fine pedigree
And I'll bet your friends tell you she's better than me, huh



[Verse 2: Taylor Swift]
Well, I tried to fit in with your upper-crust circles
Yeah, they let me sit in back when we were in love
Oh, they sit around talkin' about the meaning of life
And the book that just saved 'em that I hadn't heard of

[Chorus: Taylor Swift & Chris Stapleton, Taylor Swift]
But now that we're done and it's over
I bet you couldn't believe
When you realized I'm harder to forget than I was to leave
And I bet you think about me

[Verse 3: Taylor Swift]
You grew up in a silver-spoon gated community
Glamorous, shiny, bright Beverly Hills
I was raised on a farm, no, it wasn't a mansion
Just livin' room dancin' and kitchen table bills

[Verse 4: Taylor Swift & Chris Stapleton]
But you know what they say, you can't help who you fall for
And you and I fell like an early spring snow
But reality crept in, you said we're too different
You laughed at my dreams, rolled your eyes at my jokes

[Chorus: Taylor Swift & Chris Stapleton, Taylor Swift]
Mr. Superior Thinkin'
Do you have all the space that you need?
I don't have to be your shrink to know that you'll never be happy
And I bet you think about me

[Post-Chorus: Taylor Swift, Taylor Swift & Chris Stapleton]
I bet you think about me, yes
I bet you think about me

[Bridge: Taylor Swift & Chris Stapleton, Taylor Swift]
Oh, block it all out
The voices so loud, sayin'
"Why did you let her go?"
Does it make you feel sad
That the love that you're lookin' for
Is the love that you had?

[Verse 5: Taylor Swift]
Now you're out in the world, searchin' for your soul
Scared not to be hip, scared to get old
Chasing make-believe status, last time you felt free
Was when none of that shit mattered 'cause you were with me

[Chorus: Taylor Swift & Chris Stapleton, Taylor Swift]
But now that we're done and it's over
I bet it's hard to believe
But it turned out I'm harder to forget than I was to leave
And, yeah, I bet you think about me
[Post-Chorus: Taylor Swift, Taylor Swift & Chris Stapleton]
I bet you think about me, yes
I bet you think about me



[Outro: Taylor Swift, Taylor Swift & Chris Stapleton]
I bet you think about me when you're out
At your cool indie music concerts every week
I bet you think about me in your house
With your organic shoes and your million-dollar couch
I bet you think about me when you say
"Oh my god, she's insane, she wrote a song about me"
I bet you think about me

8492. I Blew It Off

Punch Brothers - I Blew It Off 

The sun hits the back of my neck through a crack in the windowshade
I blow it off
I blow it off
Cause I keep outside in the eaves in eyes of friends I've never made
So I blow it off
I blow it off

There's nothin' to say
That couldn't just as well be sent
I've got an American shell of twenty-first century stress

Your trouble vibrates the table, interrupts my reverie
I blow it off
I blow it off
Cause if it's that bad it ain't gettin' better face to face with me
So I blow it off
I blow it off

There's nothin' to say
That couldn't just as well be sent
I've got an American shell of twenty-first century stress

Just go ahead, bloody up your knuckles knockin' at my door
I'll blow 'em off
I'll blow 'em off
(The sun hits the back of my neck through a crack in the windowshade)
I'll blow 'em off
I'll blow 'em off
(The sun hits the back of my neck through a crack in the windowshade)
(I keep outside in the eaves in eyes of friends I've never made)
I'll blow 'em off
I'll blow 'em off

Cause there's nothin' to say that couldn't just as well be sent
We've all got an American shell of twenty-first century stress

See the oceans rise and leave the nations cryin' at heaven's door
I blew it off
I blew it off



8493. I Bought The Shoes

Dierks Bentley - I Bought The Shoes

[Verse 1]
Designer names and diamond rings
Are just some of the finer things
I thought it took to keep her satisfied
But a bank account and credit cards
A circle drive through an acre yard
Couldn't fill that lonesome feeling
That she had inside

[Chorus]
I bought her fancy clothes for all occasions
And that new car so she could go
Just any old where she pleased
I bought that golden band she wore
On the hand that closed the door
And I bought the shoes that just walked out on me

[Verse 2]
Leaving early and staying out late
I thought for sure her love would wait
Until the day that I could find the time
But all the that she expected
Were all the things that I neglected
For what she wanted most from me
Would not have cost a dime

[Chorus]

[Outro]
I bought the golden band she wore
On the hand that closed the door
And I bought the shoes that just walked out on me
Yes, I bought the shoes that just walked out on me

8494. I Break Horses, Not Hearts

I Break Horses, Not Hearts
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

from Rustler's Rhapsody soundtrack, Warner Bros. 1985
I'll drink a cold one with you and laugh the night away,
'cause I ride hard when I'm working and I work hard when I play.

But any misconception oughta stop before it starts
I'll be leaving in the morning, girl,



I break horses not hearts.

I've broken records in the roundup, where I've broke a bone or
two,
but I won't ride away tomorrow and leave a broken heart with
you.
tonight can't last forever, soon I'll be long gone from these
parts
you won't hate me when it's over,
I break horses not hearts.

Your smile is so inviting and you're tender to a touch,
and you're walking on the edge cause you're tempting me too
much.
When your home is in the saddle, boots don't fit beneath the
bed,
so when the sun comes up tomorrow, I'll be riding on instead.

Chorus
I've broken records in the roundup . . . .
you won't hate me when it's over
I break horses not hearts
I break horses not hearts

8495. I Buy Her Roses - Chords

I Buy Her Roses
Recorded by Sammy Kershaw
Written by Roger Brown and Glenn Ray

G                            C
Pardon me I need to buy some roses
      D7                                G
Would you wrap them in some paper and a bow
                     G7               C
For a long time I forgot how much she loves them
   D7                                    G
So now everyday I make sure I bring some home

D7        G     G7        C
I buy her roses sweet red roses
       D7                               G
Heaven knows that she deserves the very best
  D7      G     G7     C
I buy her roses pretty roses
      D7                                G
Cause loving her is as good as love can get

D7        G          G7                   C
Yes ma'am and a card with love to someone special
          D7                        G
So she'll never have to wonder if I care
                G7                   C



Than someday if she should come back home again
             D7                     G
They'll be a house of roses waiting there

D7        G     G7        C
I buy her roses sweet red roses
       D7                               G
Heaven knows that she deserves the very best
  D7      G     G7     C
I buy her roses pretty roses
      D7                                G
Cause loving her is as good as love can get

    D7                                 G
Yes loving her was as good as love can get

8496. I Buy The Wine

Lefty Frizzell
I Buy The Wine

[Verse 1:]
Her hands are burned from the torch that she carries
Her closets are full of old dreams she can't wear
I sit beside her but it's you on her mind
It's a party you're giving but I buy the wine
She'll dance with me but it's you that she's holding
And she does her best to hide it from me
But I've always known she can leave me behind
She brings the mem'ries and I buy the wine

[Chorus:]
I buy the wine that makes her unwind
And makes her forget about you
Then in the darkness with our bodies entwined
She cries out a name but Lord it's not mine

8497. I Call It Gone

I Call It Gone 
Melonie Cannon
 
That's a suitcase, and it's all packed up 
Those are boxes of my stuff 
I ve got my cat, here's your key 
Really want to know what's gotten into me 
 
CHORUS:  
Call it walkin', call it good bye talkin'



One foot out the door 
Call it over, not lookin' over my shoulder 
Like every time before 
You can call it movin' on
Call it anything you want, I call it gone  
 
You broke me down, and now I'm done 
Bein'  kept underneath your thumb 
Tried like hell, to make this work 
But you shouldn't have to work at something 
That only makes you hurt 
 
BRIDGE: 
Call it letting go of us, but don't you dare call it love   
We both know that wasn't what I've got from you 
 
'Cause I'm biddin' you so long, I call it gone 
I call it gone, I call it gone

8498. I Call It Home - Chords

I Call It Home
Recorded by Paul Williams and The Victory Trio
 
C                                     F
Somewhere beyond the grave there is a land  
                C                      G7
That Jesus went to prepared by His own hands
            C                        F
And for the save by grace there is a resting place
                  C    G7         C
And in a few more days it will be mine
 
                    C7        F
Some call it heaven I call it home
             C                           G7
Some call it dreamland well let me dream on
             C        C7          F
Some call it paradise somewhere beyond the sky
             C      G7        C
Some call it heaven I call it home
 
                                    F
Someone said you can't go back home again
                    C                          G7
And things will not ever be as good as they've been
                   C                              F
Well I've got good news for you when heaven comes into view
                        C             G7        C
Once glimpse and you'll know the best is yet to come
 
                    C7        F
Some call it heaven I call it home



             C                           G7
Some call it dreamland well let me dream on
             C        C7          F
Some call it paradise somewhere beyond the sky
             C      G7        C
Some call it heaven I call it home

F            C      G7        C
Some call it heaven I call it home

8499. I Call Your Name

I Call Your Name
Lou Reid, Terry Baucom & Carolina

I don'²t drink as much as I used to
I've learned when to get out of the rain
I don'²t sleep anymore since you left me my dear
And I can't stop calling your name

I call your name in the middle of the night
I sit up in my bed wanting to hold you so tight
But when I realize that things are not the same
Maybe then I'll stop calling your name

Our house don'²t seem to be empty
The laughter and scent of you remain
Everything in our room reminds me of you
That'²s why I keep calling your name
I call your name in the middle of the night
I sit up in my bed wanting to hold you so tight
But when I realize that things are not the same
Maybe then I'll stop calling your name

I call your name in the middle of the night
I sit up in my bed wanting to hold you so tight
But when I realize that things are not the same
Maybe then I'²ll stop calling your name

8500. I Came So Close To Failure - Chords

I Came So Close To Failure
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens 
Written by Kenneth E. Hunt and Jimmy Dickens
 
C            G7          C
I came close so close to failure
                G7        C    C7
I came close to losing my home



           F                            C
I know the kids still love me and their mommy
                    G7        C
But I came so close to living alone
       F                             C
I felt small enough to drown in each teardrop
        D7                    G7
But big enough to admit I was wrong
        C
Now I'm trying hard to be the man I oughta be
                    G7        C
But I came so close to living alone
 
                       G7                 C
I didn't know just how much they meant to me
                    G7          C    C7
I guess sometimes a man must be shown
       F                                    C
When I think of what I've done a chill goes through me
                G7        C
I came so close to living alone
Repeat #2

8501. I Came So Close To Living Alone - Chords

I Came So Close To Living Alone
Recorded by Merle Haggard                      
Written by Jimmie Davis and Ken Hunt 

C                G7       C
I came close  so close to failure 
                G7      C
I came close to living alone
           F                            C
I know the kids still love me and their mommy 
                       G7        C
But I came so close to losing my home
 
  F                                  C
I felt small enough to drown in each teardrop 
    D7                        G7
But big enough to admit I was wrong
     F                        C
When I think of what I done a chill goes through me 
                       G7        C
But I came so close to losing my home
 
  F                                  C
I felt small enough to drown in each teardrop 
    D7                        G7
But big enough to admit I was wrong
     F                        C
When I think of what I done a chill goes through me 



                       G7        C
But I came so close to losing my home
 
                   G7        C
I came so close to losing my home

8502. I Came So Close to Losing My Home

I Came So Close to Losing My Home

I came close so close to failure 
I came close to living alone
I know the kids still love me and their mama 
But I came so close to losing my home

I felt small enough to drown in each teardrop
But big enough to admit I was wrong
When I think of what I've done the chill runs through me
'Cause I came so close to losing my home

I felt small enough to drown in each teardrop
But big enough to admit I was wrong
When I think of what I've done the chill runs through me
'Cause I came so close to losing my home
I came so close to losing my home

8503. I Can - Chords

I Can
Recorded by Porter Wagoner and Dolly Parton
Written by Dolly Parton

C            F           C           G7
I can lose myself in the beauty of a song
      F                                  C
I can climb to the top of a cloud in the sky
                       F              C        F
I can soar through the heavens like a graceful eagle
      C              F          G7     C
I can swing from the wings of a butter-fly

                F             C             G7
I can chase the wind down the canyons of my mind
      F                                C
I can catch it in the corner of my memory
                        F              C                G7
I can make it breathe a breath of life into an old love that has died
    F               G7          C
And I can stand and reminisce a while



      F          C     F               C
In my mind I can be anything I want to be
      F          C     F               C
In my mind I can do anything I want to do
  F            G7          C
Except make my mind forget you

             F              C          F
I can take a journey to the end of the rainbow
      C            F        C              G7
I can go there and back and never leave my room
C              F         C           F
I can change a heartache into a tiny snowflake
    C          F            G7           C
And I can take December and turn it into June

Repeat #3

8504. I Can - Chords

I Can
Recorded by Cowboy Copas 
Written by Lee Fykes

C                                  F
If anyone can tell a sad sad story I can
        G7                      C      F
I'm the victim in a losing love affair
   C                                  F
If anyone can say they're a loser now I can
      G7                                   C
Cause in finding love and losin' I've been there
         G7
Old blue memories they still linger
        C
For the one that once was mine
       D7                           G7
And my heart can get a pardon to be free to be free
   C                                  F
If anyone can say they're unhappy now I can
      G7                           C
Cause I'm living in a world of misery
         G7
Old blue memories they still linger
        C
For the one that once was mine
       D7                           G7
And my heart can get a pardon to be free to be free
   C                                  F
If anyone can say they're unhappy now I can
      G7                           C
Cause I'm living in a world of misery



8505. I Can Almost

I Can Almost
Larkin Poe - I Can Almost

[Verse 1: Rebecca Lovell]
I can almost see the train tracks
I can hear the sound
Low and mournful, now my heart's full
I can almost see you again

[Verse 2: Thom Hell]
I can almost see the moonlight
Shining in your golden hair
The wind is blowing, blue eyes glowing
If only I could get back there

[Pre-Chorus: Rebecca Lovell and Thom Hell]
In those days of youth and danger
Hop the freight train, holding [?]

[Chorus: Rebecca Lovell and Thom Hell]
I can almost see you watching
Sitting on the wooden floor
And now you're gone but memories glisten
I can almost see you again
Now you're gone but I'm no different
I can almost see you again

[Breakdown]

[Outro: Rebecca Lovell and Thom Hell]
I can almost see the train tracks
I can hear the sound
Low and mournful, now my heart's full
I can almost see you again
'Cause though you're gone and I know different
I can almost
I can almost
I can almost see you again

8506. I Can Almost See It

Linda Ronstadt - I Can Almost See It

written by J.D. Souther
It hurts to say goodbye
And when the words are going by
The wind can blow them right back in your eye



You can almost see it

Time will let you know
And when you turn around to go
The aching in your heart begins to show
You can almost see it

You can almost see it
You can almost see it
You can almost see it going by

So you take another train
But the tracks all look the same
They run around in circles like a game
You can almost see it

I can almost see it
I can almost see it
I can almost see it going by

8507. I Can Be That Something

I Can Be That Something - Alan Jackson 

I watched him take your heart and walk away
And leave you wondering what mistake you made
And I'd never try to take his place
I guess there's really nothin' I can say

But I can be that whiskey in your bottle
I can be that smile that takes away your tears
I can be the place you just want to run to
I can be that somethin' to get you through

Love can build you up and shut you down
Fill your heart with joy or make it drown
I don't know if I can help you see
It makes you blind sometimes to what you need

But I can be that whiskey in your bottle
I can be that smile that takes away your tears
I can be that place you just want to run to
I can be that somethin' to get you through

Yeah, I can be that whiskey in your bottle
I can be that smile that takes away your tears
I can be that place you just want to run to
I can be that somethin' to get you through
I wanna be that somethin' to get you through



8508. I Can Change

I Can Change
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Hate casts a long shadow
I know that I lie in it
And let it rule my mind from time to time
Escapin' an old battle
That clings on like a vine to me
Whispers dirty lies in my ear

[Pre-Chorus 1]
I know we didn't start this fight
And I won't let it rule my heart tonight

[Chorus]
I can change
I can change
I can still change
I can still change

[Verse 2]
Tracin' an old pattern
Drawing the lines from where I am and from where I wanna be
Forget that old adage
That history continues to keep us from a world we wanna see

[Pre-Chorus 2]
I am scared that I won't get it right
But fear won't rule my heart tonight

[Chorus]
I can change
I can change
I can still change
I can still change

[Chorus]
I can change
I can change
I can still change
I can still change

[Chorus]
I can change
I can change
I can still change
I can still change

[Chorus]
I can change
I can change
I can still change
I can still change



8509. I Can Feel Him Touching You All Over Me - Chords

I Can Feel Him Touching You All Over Me
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Kent Westberry, Max D. Barnes, Harlan Sanders
 
C     G        C        D7           G
I can feel him touching you all over me
 
 
The last time that he held you
                 
Is still welded to your mind
C
And though you try your best to hide
                      D7
Your feelings I'm not blind
G
When I look into your eyes
        G7          C
I'm not sure what I see
          G        C        D7           G D7
But I can feel him touching you all over me
 
G
When I hold you in my arms
           
A part of you is gone
C
Something's missing somewhere
                       D7
I can't put my fingers on
G
Are you sure he's nothing more
     G7         C
Than just a memory
      G        C        D7           G
I can feel him touching you all over me
 
      D7
I can almost feel the love prints
     G  C            G
That he left on your skin
A7
And the torch that you keep burning
D7
In memory of him
    C                    D7
You keep saying that you love me
       G           C
I keep trying to believe
      G        C        D7           G
I can feel him touching you all over me



 
C     G        C        D7           G
I can feel him touching you all over me

8510. I Can Feel You Dancing - Chords

I Can Feel You Dancing 
The Lone Bellow
 
[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
G
Happy birthday, babe
Em
I wanna feel the danger
C                    G
Cigarette, smoke and perfume
 
Fire fightin' the wind
Em
I want the' touch' of a stranger
C                         G
Make' my way across the room
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Dadd9add11      C
Neon lights' are drawing me
G
To the night
Dadd9add11
To the night
 
[Chorus]
C
Heat in my bones
Dadd9add11
Beat on the drum
G                 C
All my money on a feeling
C
A face in the crowd
Dadd9add11
Feet off the ground
G                         C
Two steppin' on the ceiling
C(once)
I can feel you dancing
 
G Em C G
 
[Verse 2]



G
I want the wheels to fall off
Em
Stray cat down the alley
C                        G
Street light shining on your shadow
G              Em
Glory hanging from the heavens
C
Oh, it's crashing
G
Weightless on your shoulder
 
[Chorus}
C
Heat in my bones
Dadd9add11
Beat on the drum
G                C
All my money on a feeling
C
Just a face in the crowd
Dadd9add11
Feet off the ground
G                        C
Two steppin' on the ceiling
C (once)
I can feel you dancing
 
G Em C G
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Dadd9add11        C
Neon lights are drawing me
G
To the night
Dadd9add11
To the night
C
Keep on while the city sleeps
G
Here and now
Dadd9add11
Crack a smile
 
[Chorus]
C
Heat in my bones
Dadd9add11
Beat on the drum
G
All my money on a feeling
C
Just a face in the crowd
Dadd9add11
Feet off the ground
G



Two steppin' on the ceiling
C (once)
I can feel you dancing
 
[outro]
G Em C G

8511. I Can Feel You In His Arms - Chords

I Can Feel You In His Arms
Written and recorded by Johnny Bush

C
It was pride that spoke those bitter words 
     F                C
They came from not my heart
And as I watched you leave 
                  G7
I showed no great alarm
       C
Like a fool I thought that I'd forget 
      F              C
You'd found somebody new
           F
For when I close my eyes 
G7                C
I feel you in his arms
      F
I can feel his arms around you 
      C
Where they have no right to be
F
In my mind I pull you from them 
    C                   G7
And I hold you close to me
                C
Now through the winters of reality 
          F                 C
I'll have naught to keep me warm
             F
Cause when I close my eyes 
G7                C
I feel you in his arms
Repeat #3,4

8512. I Can Fly

I Can Fly
Donna the Buffalo



Maybe
Maybe we could get together
It's a feeling
And I feel it bring me back to life
I can fly
I can fly before too long
I can fly
I can fly right into your arms
There are forces
Forces that bring a person to the ground
But they leave me
They leave me when you're around

Bridge:
All these hopes all of these dreams
Would be just a fantasy
I know it's true
Because you make me believe

8513. I Can Go Back Anytime

I Can Go Back Anytime 
Carrie Hassler

You say that you couldn't ever feel that way again  
You say that the only thing we'll ever be is friends  
And you say that the distance 
between our hearts is just too far  
I can't help but laugh when I know just how wrong you are
 
I can close my eyes and you're standing there  
On a  California beach, the sun in your hair 
I don't have to wonder what it might be like  
I can go back anytime
 
In dreams of you I feel you lying right here next to me  
Don't tell me I'm the only one 'cause I just can't believe  
That you could ever leave me 
 and go and find somebody new  
Every time I close my eyes I'm still right there with you
 
I can close my eyes and it's Fourth of July  
And we're at the lake 'neath the sparklin' sky  
I don't have to wonder what it might be like  
I can go back anytime
 
I can close my eyes and it's mid December  
There's so many things that I can remember  
Like the summer we drove up to South Dakota  
And the night we spent there in Minnesota  
I don't know if you could ever be mine  
But I can go back anytime



8514. I Can Hear Kentucky Calling Me

Osborne Brothers - I can hear Kentucky calling me
Composer: Boudleaux Bryant - Felice Bryant

I can hear Kentucky calling me
Whispering through my halls of memory
The bluegrass fields, a maple hill
I loved her then, I love her still
I can hear Kentucky calling me

Front porch dreamers pickin' old guitars
Boney hound dogs singing to the stars
The sounds and scenes I've left behind
Are ever green upon my mind
I can hear Kentucky calling me

Front porch dreamers pickin' old guitars
Boney hound dogs singing to the stars
Are ever green upon my mind
I can hear Kentucky calling me
I can hear Kentucky calling me

{Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
I can hear Kentucky calling me}

The sounds and scenes I've left behind
Are ever green upon my mind
I can hear Kentucky calling me
I can hear Kentucky calling me

8515. I Can Hear the Angels Singing

I Can Hear the Angels Singing - Del Mccoury Band

I can hear the angels singing
As I walk this rocky road
While my thoughts
Are all of heaven
And my Savior's Blessed Abode

Chorus:
Oh I can hear the angels singing
I can hear my Savior's voice
And I'll soon be singing with them
Through endless ages we'll rejoice



I can hear the angels singing
Of my Saviors's Blessed Love
How he died to build a mansion
For His children up above.

Oh I can hear the angels singing
I can hear my Savior's voice
And I'll soon be singing with them
Through endless ages we'll rejoice

Oh I can hear the angels singing
I can hear my Savior's voice
And I'll soon be singing with them
Through endless ages we'll rejoice

8516. I Can Hear The Angels Singing - Chords

I Can Hear The Angels Singing 
Recorded by Don Reno and Red Smiley
Written by Don Reno

G
I can hear the angels singing
                     D7  
As I walk this rocky road
         G
While my thoughts are all of heaven
                D7      G
And my Savior's Blessed Abode

Oh I can hear the angels singing
              
I can hear my Savior's voice
         
And I'll soon be singing with them
                     D7      G 
Through endless ages we'll rejoice

I can hear the angels singing
                       D7
Of my Savior's Blessed Love
       G
How He died to build a mansion
                 D7  G
For His children up above

repeat #2 x2



8517. I Can Let Go Now

Alison Krauss - I Can Let Go Now
I Can Let Go Now
(michael mcdonald/genevieve music, ascap)

It was so right
It was so wrong
Almost at the same time
The pain and ache
A heart can take
No one really knows
But when the memories cling and take you there
Till you no longer care
You can let go now

It's not right for me
To cling to you
Somehow i just needed time
From what was to be
It's not like me
To hold somebody down
But i was tossed high by love
Almost never came down
Only to land
Where no love is found
And i'm no longer bound
I can let go now

8518. I Can Live Forever - Chords

I Can Live Forever
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Tony Stampley, Johnny Christopher, Harvey Hoy Lindsey

C                    G7
When you're born you enter in
                  C
To a world that's filled with sin
                     G7
But when you die you live again
            C
If you just believe
                      G7
And when this life on earth is through
                       C
We'll all be judged by what we do
                       G7
And the trumpet of the Lord shall sound
                            C
But the grave can't hold me down
                 F                    C
Cause I can live forever when I go to Heaven



                   G7                      C
Lord I can talk to Jesus yes I can see the Lord
               F                     C
Can't you just imagine living in His mansion
                    G7                         C
Walking through His kingdom the kingdom of the Lord
                G7
On the cross of Calvary
               C
Jesus died for you and me
                G7
And if you just believe in Him
                      C
You can live again my friend
                           
Repeat #3
                    G7                         F
Walking through His kingdom the kingdom of the Lord
           C
I can live forever

8519. I Can Love You Better

Dixie Chicks - I Can Love You Better

She's got you wrapped up in her satin and lace
Tied around her little finger
She's got you thinkin' you can never escape
Don't you know your heart's in danger
There's a devil in that angel face
If you could only see the love that you're wastin'

I can love you better than that
I know how to make you forget her
All I'm askin' is for one little chance
'Cause baby I can love you, baby I can love you better

I'm gonna break this spell she's got on you
You're gonna wake up to find
I'm your desire my intentions are true
Hey babe I know it's time
You're gonna see what you mean to me
So open up your eyes 'cause seein' is believin'

I can love you better than that
I know how to make you forget her
All I'm askin' is for one little chance
'Cause baby I can love you, baby I can love you better

I can love you better than that
I know how to make you forget her
All I'm askin' is for one little chance
'Cause baby I can love you, baby I can love



I can love you better than that
I know how to make you forget her
All I'm askin' is for one little chance
'Cause baby I can love you, baby I can love better

I can love you better than that
I know how to make you forget her
All I'm askin' is for one little chance
'Cause baby I can love you, baby I can love

I can love you better than that
I can love you better
I can love you better than that
'Cause baby I can love you, baby I can love better

8520. I Can Make Him Whisper I Love You - Chords

I Can Make Him Whisper I Love You
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Pete Goble

G             C                   G
Lately I have caught myself still thinking
                  C               D7
Of someone that I haven't seen in years
  G              C       G
I lose myself in my imagination
    C             D7
And pretty soon I find myself in tears

G           C                 G
Funny how a gal goes right on hoping 
           C                D7
Even after years of hope is gone
  C                               G
I know by now I've faded from his memory
    C               D7
But in my heart his memory's still so strong

      G                C               G
I can tell myself that he still thinks about me
                      C                  G
And find some comfort thinking that it's true
                     C        G
Right here within my own imagination
  C            D7             G
I can make him whisper I love you

               C                G
After all this time I should be over
                        C                D7
The heartaches that one time caused such pain



    G              C                   G
And by this time I should have found a new love
    C              D7
But years have not extinguished all the flames

   G                C               G
So I'll go right on living with his memory
             C                  D7
Even if it's just for my hearts sake
       C                      G
For as long as I have my imagination
     C               D7
I've got a hope that no one else can take

Repeat #3

  C            D7             G C G
I can make him whisper I love you

8521. I Can Only Think Of One

Dierks Bentley - I Can Only Think Of One

[Verse 1]
Pulling into the fast lane on the leaving side of town
Just me and the dreams I've left undone
There's a whole lot of roads I can point this Chevy down
But I can only think of one

[Chorus]
On this river of concrete slab a man could drive for days
And let his imagination run
There's time for a million memories along the way
But I can only think of one, oh, I can only think of one

[Verse 2]
Summer down in Galveston, underneath the stars
A fire burning on the sand, raging in our hearts
If there's a time in my whole life I've really been in love
I can only, I can only, I can only think of one
I'm not going to back 'til I'm back to where you are
To undo the damage that's been done
There may be a hundred ways to mend this broken heart
But I can only think of one, oh, I can only think of one

[Chorus]

8522. I Can Sail To China - Chords



I Can Sail To China
Recorded by John Conlee
Written by John Grazier

G
You put me on a cloud with your first kiss
Lovin' me was your only wish
      D7                       G
I was feelin' like a king on a throne
Now all there is is a constant pain
The cloud is burstin' it's pourin' rain
       D7                     G
On the emptiness I feel in my soul
                             D7
I could sail to China on the tears I've cried
C                  G
All the way to old Shanghai
            D7         C
In a broken heart on a sea of blue
      G                    D7                   G
I can sail to China on the tears I've cried for you
 
The sky above has turned so dark
And we've drifted so far apart
         D7                            G
We can't even find the time to say goodbye
Now wave so long to what might have been
Say hello to the wind
    D7                        G
And slowly disappear with the tide
Repeat #3                         
 
C     G                    D7                   G
I can sail to China on the tears I've cried for you

8523. I Can See Clearly Now

I Can See Clearly Now
Jimmy Cliff

I can see clearly now the rain is gone
I can see all obstacles in my way
Gone are the dark clouds that had me blind

It's gonna be a bright (bright)
Bright (bright) sunshiny day
It's gonna be a bright (bright)
Bright (bright) sunshiny day

Ooh, yes, I can make it now the pain is gone
All of the bad feelings have disappeared
Here is that rainbow I've been praying for

It's gonna be a bright (bright)



Bright (bright) sunshiny day

look all around, there's nothing but blue skies
Look straight ahead, there's nothing but blue skies

I can see clearly now the rain is gone
I can see all obstacles in my way
Here is that rainbow I've been praying for

It's gonna be a bright (bright)
Bright (bright) sunshiny day
It's gonna be a bright (bright)
Bright (bright) sunshiny day

Bright (bright) bright, bright sunshiny day, yeah
It's gonna be a bright (bright)
Bright (bright) sunshiny day
It's gonna be a bright (bright)
Bright (bright) sunshiny day, yeah
It's gonna be a bright (bright)
Bright (bright) sunshiny day
Bright (bright) bright, bright sunshiny day

8524. I Can See It All - Chords

I Can See It All
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Bobby Helms and Doris Helms

C
A year ago you left me 
     F                          G7
Said there was no reason to stay
     C                               G7
So I stood and watched as you walked away
    C
You didn't even turn around 
C7                F
When you heard my call
      C        G7              C 
I can close my eyes and see it all
      G7                    C
I can see it all and how it happened
    D7                   G7
You gave me no choice to choose
C                           
As I look around 
         F
I see my dreamworld fall
      C        G7              C 
I can close my eyes and see it all
      G7                    C
I can see it all and how it happened



    D7                   G7
You gave me no choice to choose
C                           
As I look around 
         F
I see my dreamworld fall
      C        G7              C 
I can close my eyes and see it all

8525. I Can Stand The Truth

I Can Stand the Truth - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Wayne Taylor-Jason Burleson/Daniel House Music, BMI-Forty WAT Music, BM
I) 

V1) In silence now you're staring out our window 
A picture's worth a thousand words, it's said 
I wish you'd find the strength to say it's over 
But you'd rather play this hurting game instead 

CH) We could stay here all night talkin' 
But it wouldn't change a thing 
All that's holding us together are these two golden rings 
that now lay upon the table 
Lord it's sad to see the proof 
that our love is all but over 
Tell me, I can stand the truth 

V2) You lay the blame on everyone around us 
Tell me it's not your fault we're both so blue 
But I don't see nobody else here at this table 
After all is said and done 
it just comes down to me and you 

tag) Look straight into my eyes now 
You can't argue with the proof 
Just admit it's nearly over 
Honey, I can stand the truth

8526. I Can Still Hear The Music In The Restroom

Tom T Hall - I Can Still Hear the Music in the Restroom

At the liquor store I bought myself and old ticket
Straight to a headache and a way out of my mind
I had a snort or two on my way down to the old watering hole
To get lost in the smoke and the music one more time
I sat down and said hello to a flock of victims
I said "Boys, it's a way of life from which there is no escape"



I was doing fine until the music started
Then I thought I felt a teardrop on my face
I can still hear the music in the restroom
Sad Song, don't care who's heart it breaks
I can still hear the music in the restroom
But it can't see the hurt that's on my face

8527. I Can Still See Him In Your Eyes - Chords

I Can Still See Him In Your Eyes
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Dickey Lee
[3/4 time]

G                      D7        G               G7
We were sitting at the table and we saw your old flame
         C                     G
You grew restless as he passed by
                       D7     G            G7
Though you say you can hardly remember his name
      C         D7          G
I can still see him in your eyes
D7                  C              G
Oh when you whisper sweet words to me
  D7                    G
I don't hear them for I realize
                     D7        G          G7
Should our love grow dim you'd go back to him
      C         D7          G
I can still see him in your eyes
 
                        D7   G               G7
Though you say it's all over between you and him
         C              G
And it's only me you idolize
                        D7       G         G7
Then why is it when you see  him enter the room
      C         D7          G
I can still see him in your eyes
D7                  C              G
Oh when you whisper sweet words to me
  D7                    G
I don't hear them for I reply
                      D7   G                 G7
It's just a matter of time till you leave me behind
      C         D7       Em   C
I can still see him your eyes
      G         D7       G
I can still see him your eyes



8528. I Can Talk To You

I Can Talk to You
New Grass Revival

I got nothin to say
To the one who's tryin to move me
I got nothin to say
To the one who disapproves me
Cause when it all comes down
They won't be around anyway
I can talk to you
That's the thing I wanna do

I got nothin to say
To the one who's try to make me
I got nothing to say
To the one who wants to break me
But I can hear your voice
Cut through all the noise
Quick as a bell
I can talk to you
It wasn't long before I knew
I can talk to you
And I know you'll tell me true
Anytime I talk to you

I got no time for small talk
I got no time for show and tell - oh well
I'm on the bottom line
Just enough time
To know you well
I wanna know you well

I got nothing to say to the one who's tryin to save me
Yeah, I got nothin to say to the one who never forgave me
Cause when it all comes down
They won't be around anyway
And all I got to say is
I can talk to you
That's the thing I wanna do
I can talk to you
I see all the way through
Everytime I talk to you
Tellin it all
I can talk to you
That's all I wanna do
And I know you'll tell me true
Tellin it all to me
I can talk to you
I see all the way through
Talkin to
You



8529. I Can Tell

Lefty Frizzell
I Can Tell

[Chorus:]
I can tell by the sun the time of the day
I can tell by the moon when you go away
But I can tell when I'm holding you there must be someone new
There's a love another love I can tell I'm losing you

[Verse 1:]
I can tell by the moon why you come back each time
If I could reach the stars I'd know your love was never mine
But I can tell by your kisses that it won't be very long
That you'll break my heart again I can feel it coming on
I can tell right from wrong I can tell night from day
When you're on my mind when you're away
But I can tell when I'm holding you there's no love in your heart
And it won't be very long that once again we'll be apart

[Chorus:]
I can tell by the sun the time of the day
I can tell by the moon just when you just go away
But I can tell by your kisses there must be someone new
There's a love another love for I feel I'm losing you

[Outro:]
But I can tell by your kisses that it won't be very long
That you'll break my heart again I can feel it coming on

8530. I Can Tell Tell Tell I Do

I Can Tell Tell Tell I Do (Larry W. Jones 12/11/2007) 

Oh well, well, well, you left me blue
Dear, I can tell, tell, tell that you wanted to
Well, well, well I'll tell myself I don't need you
But i can tell, tell, tell I do
My dreams have all been defeated
Like some sad line out of an old country song
My heart I know has been cheated
Guess I just let you string, string, string me along
- instrumental -
I think of you every second
Of every minute dear, when you're not around
And I just can't help it, that's what I reckon
Since I heard that sad farewell sound
Oh well, well, well, you left me blue
Dear, I can tell, tell, tell that you wanted to
Well, well, well I'll tell myself I don't need you
But I can tell, tell, tell I do
Well, well, well I'll tell myself I don't need you



But I can tell, tell, tell I do
I can tell, tell, tell I do
I can tell, tell, tell I do

8531. I Can Tell You The Time - Chords

I Can Tell You The Time 
Carl Story
 
[Intro]
G    D    G
 
 
[Verse 1]
               G
I remember the time when in darkness I wondered
                                          D
On the mountain of sin  I had traveled so long
                  G
Like the prodigal son all my good I had squandered
                               D         G
But the Savior came in  and He gave me a song
 
 
[Chorus]
                       G
I can tell you now the time, I can take you to the place
                                         D
Where the Lord saved me by His wonderful grace
                       G
But I can not tell you how and I can not tell you why
                                      D      G
But He'll tell me all about it in the by and by
 
 
[Instrumental]
G    D    G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                  G
Just a sinner was I, far away from my Saviour
                                          D
With no hope of reward, at the end of the way
                     G
But the Saviour came down and He gave me His favour
                                   D             G
Now I'm singing His praise, for He saved me that day
 
 
[Chorus]
                       G
I can tell you now the time, I can take you to the place



                                         D
Where the Lord saved me by His wonderful grace
                       G
But I can not tell you how and I can not tell you why
                                      D      G
But He'll tell me all about it in the by and by
 
 
[Instrumental]
G    D    G
 
 
[Outro]
                       G
I can tell you now the time, I can take you to the place
                                         D
Where the Lord saved me by His wonderful grace
                       G
But I can not tell you how and I can not tell you why
                                      D      G
But He'll tell me all about it in the by and by

8532. I Can Turn You Every Way But Loose - Chords

I Can Turn You Every Way But Loose
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Dottie West and Bill West

C
You lived it up turned me down 
    F                 C
Now it's gonna be the other way around
                             A#   G7
I can turn you every way but loose
         C
You take me in then turn me out 
    F                            C
Now we're gonna take it and turn about
               G7            C
I can turn you every way but loose

F
I can turn you every way but loose 
    C
For I can never ever let you go
      G7
Can't stand to see you with someone else 

While I still love you love you so
C
Don't ask me to let you go 
F                  C
Cause honey I just want you to know



               G7            C
I can turn you every way but loose
 
F
I can turn you every way but loose 
    C
For I can never ever let you go
      G7
Can't stand to see you with someone else 

While I still love you love you so
C
Don't ask me to let you go 
F                  C
Cause honey I just want you to know
               G7            C
I can turn you every way but loose

8533. I Can Wait

Steve Earle - I Can Wait

In the blink of an eye
Stars will fall from the sky
No one even notices
If you think it'll help
I can walk out myself
We won't have to go through this
If I pretend to hold you tight
Out on the highway late some night
That's all right
And that is all it takes
Even then my heart breaks
I can wait
I had nothing but time
And this poor heart of mine
Probably could use some rest
When the ghosts are all gone
You can leave your light on
Shining through the loneliness
Just like a beacon in the night
Brighter than any star in sight
That's all right

8534. I Can Wait - Chords

I Can Wait
Steve Earl - I Can Wait



A                  F#m
In the blink of an eye 
                       C#m
Stars'll fall from the sky 
E           A
No one even notices 
A                  F#m
If you think it'll help 
                 C#m
I can walk out myself 
E                    A
And we won't have to go through this 
     D                   E
If I pretend to hold you tight 
               A       A/G#      F#m
And out on the highway late some night 
           C#m   E
That's all right 
A                     F#m
If that's all that it takes 
                 C#m    E
Even if my heart breaks 
        A
Darlin' I can wait 
A                 F#m
I have nothin' but time 
                       C#m
And this poor heart of mine 
E               A
Probably could use some rest 
A                         F#m
When the ghosts are all gone 
                         C#m
You can leave your light on 
E                    A
Shinin' through the loneliness 
            D             E
Just like a beacon in the night 
              A   A/G#    F#m
Brighter than any star in sight 
               C#m   E
But that's all right 
A                 F#m
For as long as it takes 
                   C#m
For that mornin' to break 
E       A
Darlin' I can wait 

SOLO

              D                  E                    
Out where the mountains meet the sky 
           A        A/G#    F#m
Feelin' so lonesome I could cry 
               C#m   E
But that's all right 



A                    F#m
Cause all the signs say 
                C#m
You'll call me someday 
E       F#m          A   F#m  C#m  E  A
Darlin' I can wait 

From Steve Earle "Transcendental Blues"
E-Squared ecords 2000
Sarangel Music(ASCAP)

8535. I Can't Be Myself

I Can't Be Myself - Vince Gill

It's a way of mine to say just what I'm thinking
And to do the things I really want to do
And you want to change the part of me I'm proud of
So I can't be myself, when I'm with you

Oh, you never liked the clothes I wear on Sunday
Just because I don't believe the way you do
But I believe the Lord knows I'm unhappy
'Cause I can't be myself when I'm with you

I can't be myself and be what pleases you
And down deep inside, I don't believe that you'd want me to
And it's not my way to take so long deciding
That I can't be myself, when I'm with you

I can't be myself and be what pleases you
And down deep inside, I don't believe you'd want me to
And it's not my style to take so long deciding
That I can't be myself, when I'm with you
No, I can't be myself, when I'm with you

8536. I Can't Be Myself - Chords

I Can't Be Myself
Written and Recorded by Merle Haggard

C                     G7                C
It's a way of mine to say just what I'm thinking
                       G7             C
And to do the things I really want to do
    F                                 C
And you want to change the part of me I'm proud of
              G7                   C
So I can't be myself when I'm with you



 
                       G7                C
Oh you never liked the clothes I wear on Sunday
                     G7                  C
Just because I don't believe the way you do
    F                            C
But I believe the Lord knows I'm unhappy 
                 G7                   C   C7
Cause I can't be myself when I'm with you
 
F                             C
I can't be myself and be what pleases you
    F                  C                      G7
And down deep inside I don't believe that you want me to
    F                               C
And it's not my way to take so long deciding 
                G7                   C
That I can't be myself when I'm with you
 
Repeat #3

8537. I Can't Be Myself When I'm With You - Chords

I Can't Be Myself When I'm With You
Vince Gill - I Can't Be Myself When I'm With You

Intro: / B7 / E / B7 / E / E / 

E                     B7             E
It's a way of mine to say just what I'm thinking
                     B7               E 
And to do the things I really want to do
         A                             E
And you want to change the part of me I'm proud of
              B7                 E
I can't be myself when I'm with you

E                     B7                E
You never liked the clothes I wear on Sunday
                         B7           E 
Just because I don't believe the way you do
A                                 E
But I believe the Lord knows I'm unhappy
                     B7                 E 
 Cause I can't be myself when I'm with you

A                                E
I can't be myself and be what pleases you
       A         E                F#                B7
Down deep inside I don't believe you really want me to
      A                          E
It's not my way to take so long deciding
              B7                 E



I can't be myself when I'm with you

Inst: / E / E / B7 / E / E / E / B7 / E / A / A / 
      / E / E / E / B7 / E / E /

A                                E
I can't be myself and be what pleases you
       A         E                F#                B7
Down deep inside I don't believe you really want me to
      A                          E
It's not my way to take so long deciding
              B7                 E
I can't be myself when I'm with you

              B7                 E
I can't be myself when I'm with you

8538. I Can't Be True

Dolly Parton - I Can't Be True 
(Dolly Parton)

I can't be true no matter what I do
It's a weakness of mine, nothin' to do with you
So don't expect it of me though I expect it of you
I love you, I do, but I can't be true
Men are my weakness I've got a roving eye
And I've fallen victim to many a smile
I just love the excitement of love when it's new
I'm just a hopeless romantic so I can't be true, I can't be true
I can't be true no matter what I do
It's a weakness of mine, nothin' to do with you
So don't expect it of me though I expect it of you
I love you, I do, but I can't be true, I can't be true
Some play it safe while some like it hot
I guess you could say I never knew when to stop
But when I'm lovin' you, I'll give it all that I got
It might be different with you to know I can't be true
I can't be true no matter what I do
Oh I get around, and I break all of the rules
Now that you know it's true, I'll leave the rest up to you
I'll be good to you, but I can't be true, I can't be true
I can't be true no matter what I do
It's a weakness of mine, its not a weakness in you
So don't expect it of me though I expect it of you
I really love you, I do, but I can't be true, I can't be true
I can't be true no matter what I do
Oh I get around, and I break all of the rules
Now that you know it's true, I'll leave the rest up to you
I'll be good to you, but I can't be true, I can't be true



8539. I Can't Be Your Sweetheart

The Carter Family - I Can't Be Your Sweetheart

[Verse 1]
Last night I told my heart's love
All under the pale blue sky
Eagerly waiting an answer
I plainly could see in her eye
I love you, sweetheart, I love you
And ask you to be my bride
Her face turned pale and she trembled
And sadly to me replied

[Chorus]
I cannot be your sweetheart
I cannot stay by your side
There's one who's waiting off yonder
Who's claiming me his bride
My heart is almost broken
Your vows only add to my pain
I love you, sweetheart, I love you
Though we may never meet again

[Verse 2]
We said goodbye in the moonlight
My heart was turned to a stone
One peaceful hour I was made happy
But now I am sad and lone
Amidst my sorrows forever
Though she may go far away
Wherever she goes I'll love her
And still I can hear her say

8540. I Can't Believe I Lost My Everything - Chords

I Can't Believe I Lost My Everything
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Bun Wilson and Doc Richardson

C                                     F
We had love much more than I had ever dreamed of
         G7                          C
You were mine and in my castle I was king
                                      F
Life was good and what a future lay before us
      G7                                C
Now I can't believe I've lost the whole thing
       F            G7



When a man has everything 
           F         G7       C
I guess he takes too much for granted
         D7
And your love of marriage slipped away
     G7
Like snow drifts in the spring
      C                               F
Now tonight a brand new king is in my castle
      G7                              C
And I can't believe I've lost my everything
       F            G7
When a man has everything 
           F         G7       C
I guess he takes too much for granted
         D7
And your love of marriage slipped away
     G7
Like snow drifts in the spring
      C                               F
Now tonight a brand new king is in my castle
      G7                                C
And I can't believe I've lost the whole thing
                                      F
Now tonight a brand new king is in my castle
      G7                              C
And I can't believe I've lost my everything

8541. I Can't Believe We Were Married - Chords

I Can't Believe We Were Married 
Paul Kelly with Uncle Bill (Australia)
 
Intro G C x2
 
Verse 1
         G                 C       G
We danced in the kitchen on Boxing Day
D                          C              G
  I held you swaying in my arms to Marvin Gaye
C                        G        C        G
Our Christmas ham turned green by New Years Eve
D                       G
   We weren't hungry any-way    
 
Chorus 1
    C            G        C           G
Now sometimes we see each other on the street 
C          G             C   D
Maybe at a hotel or some par-ty 
C          G  C               G
We say hel-lo then we have to go
C       G               C   D



I can't believe we were mar-ried
     Em  D    G
That we were wed
 
Verse 2
G                             C    G
Our houses were a shamble our love conspiracy
D                                  C                       G
Your hand was always down my pants before our guests could leave
         C           G          C               G
They didn't like our drugs, our children or our dogs
D                             G
   The way we made it up each day
 
Chorus 2
C                 G     C              G
Now the kids have grown we talk on the phone 
C                 G                  C  D
If one of them is sick or needs some mon-ey
C             G   C                G
Our words are dry, so measured and polite
C      G                C   D
I can't believe we were mar-ried
     Em  D    G
That we were wed
 
 
Verse 3
G                                    C           G
Now maybe if I'm with someone you'll come into my mind
D                           C              G
   The one I knew with your certain little cries
       C            G        C                G
You're not the only one, but you come rushing in
D                    G
   It's like a party line 
 
Chorus 3
     C           G          C            G
Yeah sometimes we meet each other on the street 
C          G               C  D
Maybe at a concert or some par-ty 
C          G  C             G
We say hel-lo talk about the show
C       G               C   D
I can't believe we were mar-ried
     C         G   C              G
Yeah we say hello, then we have to go
C             G                 C   D
You send your regards to all my family
C                  G                C             G
And the years have changed even the sound of your name
C       G               C   D
I can't believe we were mar-ried
     Em  D   G
That we were wed



8542. I Can't Change Overnight - Chords

I Can't Change Overnight
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Johnny Mathis

Intro:
G       C          D7                G
I can't change overnight from loving you
                     C                   G
There's a love in my heart that I'd been keeping
        D7                  G
I don't know how to give it away to someone new
                   C                G
Oh you just walked away and left me weeping
        C          D7                G
I can't change overnight from loving you
   D7                              G
If I can't walk with you then I'll walk all alone
         D7                               G
Where my feet touch the ground and that's where I'll call home
                  C                    G
Though you say to forget the love that we once knew
        C          D7                G
I can't change overnight from loving you
                 C                 G
Oh I've tried to forget the lips I used to kiss
     D7                             G
Find someone to take the place of a love I still miss
                      C               G
I don't like all this loneliness that I go through
        C          D7                G
I can't change overnight from loving you
   D7                              G
If I can't walk with you then I'll walk all alone
         D7                               G
Where my feet touch the ground and that's where I'll call home
                  C                    G
Though you say to forget the love that we once knew
        C          D7                C  G
I can't change overnight from loving y-ou

8543. I Can't Change The Rhyme - Chords

I Can't Change The Rhyme 
Chris Jones & The Night Drivers

[Intro]
E D C#m



 
[Verse 1]
E                                A               E
This was once a simple love song starting out so sweet
                      A                     E
Then somewhere in the middle I came up incomplete
                          A                   C
The fleeting nature of forever, a conditional pledge
D                   E
Now I find it was a gamble without a lover's hedge
 
[Verse 2]
E                                A            E
I let the words sink in and they sort of made sense
                            A                      E
She'd had different ways to tell me she was on the fence
                           A                            C
Now it's something like acceptance but it's never quite real
D                       E
I still feel her in the background not allowing me to heal
 
[Chorus]
A            B                 A               B
Wind blowing off the lake as I try to clear my head
E                A            E                 B
Reaching for the answers with questions there instead
A                      E             C#m      B         A
(and I'll) Rewrite the ending try to bend the space and time
    E                  A        B       A          E
And I might change the tune but I can't change the rhyme
 
[Instrumental]
E D C#m  E D C#m
 
[Verse 3]
E                               A                E
So I planned to turn the corner I'm not a hanger on
                           A                      E
Still I hear the whispered question is she really gone?
                       A        B                          C
Now I'm staring at the darkness but there's still a little light
D                    E                B        E
Breaking through the sadness it won't leave my sight
 
[Chorus]
A            B                 A               B
Wind blowing off the lake as I try to clear my head
E                A            E                 B
Reaching for the answers with questions there instead
A                      E             C#m      B         A
(and I'll) Rewrite the ending try to bend the space and time
    E                  A        B       A          E
And I might change the tune but I can't change the rhyme
 
[Instrumental]
A  B  A  B  E  A  E  B
 



A                      E             C#m      B         A
(and I'll) Rewrite the ending try to bend the space and time
    E                  A        B       A          E
And I might change the tune but I can't change the rhyme
 
[Outro]
E  D  C#m  E  D  C#m  A  E

8544. I Can't Change The World

Brad Paisley - I Can't Change The World 

A bomb goes off in a far off city
A siren wails right here at home
Well, sometimes life ain't all that pretty
When you're watching it all alone
You build a wall around your feelings
Just another heart afraid to break
And you don't wanna let me in
'Cause, really, what difference can I make?
I can't change the world
Baby, that's for sure
But if you let me, girl
I can change yours
I bet I can change yours
So let Jesus look down on this madness
And let the powers that be just fuss and fight
'Cause everyone needs to pick their battles
And me-I realized
I can't change the world
Baby, that's for sure
But if you let me, girl
I can change yours
I bet I can change yours
And every time you light a flame
You just get burned and you feel like it's all in vain
You feel like
You need to learn that no one's gonna save you
No, no one's gonna save you
But I'm standing here
My heart's on my sleeve
Never gonna let you down
Never ever gonna leave you,
Baby, that's for sure
Whoa, I can't change the world
But I can change yours
I bet I can change yours



8545. I Can't Complain - Chords

Todd Snider - I Can't Complain

Capo 7
 
[Verse]
G
Little out of place, little outta tune 
D                        G
Sorta lost in space, Racin' that moon 
C                     G                                  C
Climbing the walls, of this hurricane, Still over all, I can't complain 
All I wanted was one chance, to let freedom ring
Said I had to get a permit, tags and everything
Never made it through the red tape, got this paper hat
You want fries with that?
 
[Chorus]
G                   G
Got nothin to lose, nothin to gain
C                   G           Am                 D
It's like a one way ticket to cruising the passing lane 
 
[Verse]
I Can't Complain
I was talking with my girl friend, I told her I was stressed
Said I'm going off the deep end, She said give it a rest
We're all waiting in the dug out thinkin' we should pitch
How you gonna throw a shut-out if all you do is b***h
 
[Chorus]
G                   G
Got nothin to lose, nothin to gain
C                   G           Am                 D
It's like a one way ticket to cruising the passing lane 
 
[Verse]
Now I've got a brand new dance, need one more shot
Just need one last chance you know I won't get caught
Gonna take my last stance this time I can't be bought
Then again on the other hand how much have you got?
 
[Chorus]
G                   G
Got nothin to lose, nothin to gain
C                   G           Am                 D
It's like a one way ticket to cruising the passing lane 
 
[Verse]
Little outta place, little outta tune
All lost in space racin that moon
Climbin the walls of a hurricane
Still over all I can't complain
Hey how are you all? I can't complain



8546. I Can't Dance

Tom T Hall - I Can't Dance

[Verse 1:]
I can't dance and I never could, I guess my feet don't match
I've been thinkin' 'bout dancin' with you
But I'm afraid of hurtin' my back
I don't know what you're doin' but I like everything you do
Just for a little bit baby, I'd come out and dance with you

[Chorus:]
But I can't dance and I'm feelin' so good
Some of us can and some of us can't
And some of us wish that we could dance
Some can't dance and I guess I'm just one of the unfortunate few
Just for a little bit, baby, I'd come out and dance with you

[Verse 2:]
My mind is out there with you now but I can't get my body to move
Sittin' here fallin' in love, love, love thinkin' somethin' I can't prove
My soul is willin' and my mind is ready
But it's somethin' that I never could do
Just for a little bit baby, I'd come out and dance with you

[Chorus]

8547. I Can't Dance - Chords

I Can't Dance
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G
I can't dance and I never could 
  C                   G
I guess my feet don't match
I've been thinking bout dancing with you 
    C                      D7
But I'm afraid I'd hurt my back
  G
I don't know what you're doing 
    C                     G
But I like everything you do
Just for a little bit baby 
D7                          G
I'd come out and dance with you
            C                        G
But I can't dance and I'm feelin' so good
Some of us can and some of us can't 



                        D7
Some of us wish that we could dance
G
Some can't dance and I guess 
         C                      G
I'm just one of the unfortunate few
Just for a little bit baby 
D7                          G
I'd come out and dance with you
My mind is out there with you now 
    C                      G
But I can't get my body to move
Sitting here falling in love love love 
C                          D7
Thinking something I can't prove
   G
My soul is willing and my mind is ready 
    C                                 G
But it's somethin' that I never could do
                
Just for a little bit baby 
D7                          G
I'd come out and dance with you
repeat #3

8548. I Can't Do Without You

Jim Lauderdale - I Can't Do Without You

Wait
Won't you think about it?
Stay
Let's try to work it out, 'cause I, can't do without you
Hey
There's promises that people make
Baby here's another one for you
I, can't do without you
I can't imagine me going on without your loving
It'd be a tragedy to let you go and us be nothing
More than a memory for me to spin forever
Trying to forget
So why, don't you just go on down
And try, to give us one more chance
'Cause I, can't do without you
I can't imagine me going on without your loving
It'd be a tragedy to let you go and us be nothing
More than a memory for me to spin forever
Trying to forget
So why, won't you think about it?
Try, and give us one more chance
'Cause I, can't do without you
I, don't wanna do without you
I, don't wanna do without you



I, can't do without you
I, can't do without your love

8549. I Can't Drink

Tom T. Hall - I can't drink
Composer: Tom T. Hall

(Ladies and gentlemen here's Tom T. Hall)

I can't drink because when I drink I break out
Windows and doors and whatever's about
I can't drink when I drink I go running amok
I caught one last week hey they're not good to eat
Oh what the hell I can't drink

I've got buddies galore who can go to the store
And they buy that old stuff by the case
And just like a chicken though he may get fat
It never shows up in his face
It does mine

I can't drink I get rich and good lookin' and I sing
I look like a kite after you've cut the string
I can't drink when I'm sober I hate telephones
Ah but give me two toddies and I call anybody
Ah what the hell I can't drink

I was in an earthquake it was all a mistake
I came to and peeped through a crack
I looked at the wreckage and I said to myself
Oh have I gotta pay for all that

I can't drink because when I do I break out...

Look bartender he didn't say he didn't drink he said he can't
Maybe just one
No one ever 'splained it to me like that

8550. I Can't Even Walk - Chords

I Can't Even Walk
Marty Stuart - I Can't Even Walk
Recorded by Marty Stuart
Written by Colbert Croft and Joyce Croft

G                                G7
I thought that number one would always be me
C                                     G



I thought I could be what I wanted to be
                                B7                C
I thought that I could build on life's sinking in sand 
      G                           D7         G
But I can't even walk without You holding my hand
 
                               G7
I thought that I could do a lot on my own
C                              G
I thought I could make it all alone
                         B7         C
I thought of myself as a mighty big man
      G                           D7         G
But I can't even walk without You holding my hand
 
       C                           G
Lord I can't even walk without You holding my hand
    D7                        G
The mountains to high and the valleys to wide  
C                     B7       C
Down on my knees I've learn to say
       G                           D7         G
Lord I can't even walk without You holding my hand
 
 
I think  that I'll make Jesus  my all in all
C                                     G
When I'm in trouble  on His name I'll call
                                B7         C
If I don't trust in Him  I'd be less than a man
       G                           D7         G
Lord I can't even walk without You holding my hand 
 
Repeat #3

8551. I Can't Forget Her

Dierks Bentley - I Can't Forget Her

[Verse 1]
She found a cowboy
And I hear they settled down somewhere out west
Well I guess it's for the best
Here in Del Rio
Nothing seems to change except the weather
And I can't forget her

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]
There's a senorita
Who waits just over the borderline
For me tonight



And I could hold her
And this tequila could help me love her
But there's still another

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
These endless starlit nights
Remind me of her eyes
This warm prairie breeze
Is like her arms wrapped around me

[Chorus]

[Verse 4]
She found a cowboy
And I hear they settled down somewhere out west
Well I guess it's for the best
But I can't forget her
No I can't forget her

8552. I Can't Get Around To Getting Over You

I Can't Get Around To Getting Over You (Larry W. Jones 12/11/2007) 

I can't take your portrait off the bureau
And I can't take your pillow off the bed
I can't believe you no longer love me
I tell myself I don't believe a shred
I can't take the night light from the window
Dear, I keep thinking you might see its glow
I can't forget how cold the wind did blow
On that day when you said that you would go
I can't get around to getting over you
No matter what I say or what I do
And though it's bound to keep me feeling blue
I can't get around to getting over you
- instrumental -
When you left, you said I should forget you
You said that I would find somebody else
But I can't take back vows of love so true
So I'll just put my heart upon the shelf
I can't get around to getting over you
No matter what I say or what I do
And though it's bound to keep me feeling blue
I can't get around to getting over you
I can't get around to getting over you
No matter what I say or what I do
and though it's bound to keep me feeling blue
I can't get around to getting over you



8553. I Can't Get Away

I Can't Get Away

I've been runnin' from life
I keep runnin' from life
Hey, I'm still runnin' from life
But I can't get away

I'd settle down if I could
'Cause there's one thing well understood
We all know run is no good
We can't get away

I'd run my thoughts in a glass
Take any way up for a blast
Hey, to tried to get rid of the past
But I can't get away

There's no way out of it all
And I've got no use for it all
Yes, I will run till I fall
I can't get away

Everyone wants to be free
We always want to be free
But life won't let us be free
We can't get away

So I'll keep runnin' from life
Hey, always runnin' from life
I'd still keep runnin' from life
I can't get away

I'm runnin' from life
I'm always runnin' from life
I'm still runnin' from life
And I can't get away

8554. I Can't Get Over Me (Not Getting Over You) - Chords

I Can't Get Over Me (Not Getting Over You)
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Wayne P. Walker and Chuck Reed

G                   G7               C
I can't get over me not getting over you
  D7                                  G  D7
I thought that it would be so easy to do



    G                 G7                 C
The love I threw away belongs to someone new
      D7                                 G
And I can't get over me not getting over you
  C
I bought new clothes and found new friends 
        G
Changed all the things I do
    A7
But I'm not really happy 
      D7
I'm a different shade of blue
    G
And now the pain is you 
  G7            C
A long time overdue
      D7                                 G
And I can't get over me not getting over you
  C
I bought new clothes and found new friends 
        G
Changed all the things I do
    A7
But I'm not really happy 
      D7
I'm a different shade of blue
    G
And now the pain is you 
  G7            C
A long time overdue
      D7                                 G
And I can't get over me not getting over you

8555. I Can't Get Over You

I Can't Get Over You
George Jones & Melba Montgomery

[Verse 1]
Oh well, don't let the spinning ever stop, you've got me spinning like a top
Going round and round is all I do
I can't tell the day from night, I don't know the wrong from right
I only know I can't get over you

[Chorus]
I've got an angel on one shoulder the devil on the other
I'm in between, oh tell me what to do
One tells me let you go the other tells me no
I only know I can't get over you

[Verse 2]
You've got me spinning like a top, don't let this spinning ever stop
Just tell me that your love for me is true



My heartaches disappear when you say I love you dear
I only know I can't get over you

[Chorus] x2

8556. I Can't Get Over You

Linda Ronstadt - I Can't Get Over You
Buddy Miller

I've been tryin' for a long, long time
But no matter what I do
When I turn to leave, my heart stays behind
'Cause I can't get over you

I keep movin' on, runnin' hard and fast
But everywhere that I run to
I'm just standin' still, living in the past
'Cause I can't get over you

If memories were like the leaves that fall
The wind would have carried them from my mind
The seasons pass, but they never change
A broken heart can't keep time

I've watched as colors faded in the sun
The colors of my love stay true
I've been letting go now, I'm not holdin' on
I just can't get over you
I just can't get over you

8557. I Can't Get Over You To Save My Life

Lefty Frizzell
I Can't Get Over You To Save My Life

[Verse 1:]
Last night my best friend drove me home
Cause he knows I drink too much since you been gone
He knows I'll mhmm and die

[Chorus:]
I can't get over you to save my life

[Verse 2:]
Suzy and Mary Lord how they tried to cheer me
And honey said honey please don't you cry
I said mhmm let me die



[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Tonight if some old buddy
Don't come by to drive me home and talk to me a while
I might mhmm and die I can't get over you to save my life
Suzy and Mary

[Chorus]

8558. I Can't Get Started

I Can't Get Started

I've flown around the world in a plane
I've settled revolutions in Spain And the North
Pole I have charted Still I can't get started with
You On the golf course, I'm under par Metro

Goldwyn have asked me to star I've got a house, a
Showplace Still I can't get no place with you
'Cause you're so supreme lyrics I write of you, I
Dream Dream day and night of you And I scheme just
For the sight of you Baby, what good does it do?

I've been consulted by Franklin D Greta Garbo has
Had me to tea Still I'm broken-hearted 'Cause I
Can't get started with you

8559. I Can't Get You Off Of My Mind

I Can't Get You Off Of My Mind - Alison Krauss
Hank Williams

[Chorus]
Oh, I can't get you off of my mind
When I try I'm just wastin' my time
Lord I've tried and I've tried
And all night long I've cried
But I can't get you off of my mind.

Didn't think you would leave me behind

But I guess you're the two-timin' kind
Do you think that it's smart to jump from heart to heart
When I can't get you off of my mind.

[Chorus]



You believe that a true love is blind
So you fool ev'ry new love you find
You've got stars in your eyes but they can't hide the lies
Oh, I can't get you off my mind.

[Chorus]

8560. I Can't Give You Anything But Love

I Can't Give You Anything But Love
Hot Strings

Gee, but it's tough to be broke, kid.
It's not a joke, kid, it's a curse.
My luck is changing, it's gotten from 
simply rotten to something worse
Who knows, some day I will win too. 
I'll begin to reach my prime.

Now though I see what our end is,
All I can spend is just my time.

I can't give you anything but love, baby.
That's the only thing I've plenty of,baby.

Dream awhile, scheme awhile
We're sure to find

Happiness and I guess
All those things you've always pined for.

Gee I'd like to see you looking swell, baby.
Diamond bracelets Woolworth doesn't sell, baby.

Till that lucky day you know darned well, baby.
I can't give you anything but love.

Rome wasn't built in a day, kid.
You have to pay, kid, for what you get.
But I am willing to wait, dear, 
Your little mate, dear, will not forget.

You have a lifetime before you.
I'll adore you, come what may.

Please don't be blue for the present, 
When it's so pleasant to hear you say

I can't give you anything but love, baby.
That's the only thing I've plenty of,baby.

Dream awhile, scheme awhile
We're sure to find



Happiness and I guess
All those things you've always pined for.

Gee I'd like to see you looking swell, baby.
Diamond bracelets Woolworth doesn't sell, baby.

Till that lucky day you know darned well, baby.
I can't give you anything but love.

8561. I Can't Go On Loving You

I Can't Go On Loving You - Larry Sparks

The flame of love to ash has burned
My faded love will not return
You want me back I know it's true
But I can't go on loving you

    I can't go on loving you
    Can't stand the pain you put me through
    Torturing my mind with the things you do
    No I can't go on loving you

I wish you happiness sweetheart
It hurts to know we have to part
I'll think of you and the love we knew
Oh I can't go on loving you

8562. I Can't Go On Loving You - Chords

I Can't Go On Loving You
Recorded by Roy Drusky
Written by Hank Mills

G                     C             G
I thought I could but I can't go on lovin' you
                          A7                 Am D7
It hurts too much knowin' you stopped lovin' me
          G           C              G
Don't ask me who's to blame or why I know it's true
  Em   G      D7                 G
I only know I can't go on lovin' you
                       C             G
Slowly but surely your love became a memory
                         A7          Am  D7
And heaven knows I can't live on memories
          G            C             G
Don't ask me where I'm goin' or just what I'll do



  Em   G      D7                 G
I only know I can't go on lovin' you
                       C             G
Slowly but surely your love became a memory
                         A7          Am  D7
And heaven knows I can't live on memories
          G            C             G
Don't ask me where I'm goin' or just what I'll do
  Em   G      D7                 G
I only know I can't go on lovin' you
  Em   G      D7                 G
I only know I can't go on lovin' you

8563. I Can't Go On This Way

I Can't Go On This Way

When you left me you said you'd return dear
You said that you'd be back someday
Oh please let me hear from you darlin'
I just can't go on this ol' way

   I know you never did love me
   But I thought that you would dear someday
   Oh please let me hear from you darlin'
   I just can't go on this ol' way

Remember the good times together
You said that you loved me so true
As I sit here these thoughts hover o'er me
There's a love in my heart dear for you

8564. I Can't Help It

Buddy Miller - I Can't Help It

I can't help it though I try
When the tears come I just cry
You say that love is gone
But mine goes on and on
I can't help it I break down
You don't want me hangin round
You hurt me to the core
But I love you even more
I can't help it no matter what I do
I can't help it I still love you
I can't help it I'm a slave
To this heartache your love gave
I try but it's in vain



And love must take the blame
I'm weary and my mind is weak
My heart is sick with sorrow
I'm too overcome to speak
And I can't face tommorrow
I should be strong by now but I just don't know how
It's more than I can do I can't get over you

8565. I Can't Help It (If I'm Still In Love With You)

Linda Ronstadt - I Can't Help It (If I'm Still In Love With You)
Composer: Hank Williams
Roy Acuff

Today I passed you on the street
And my heart fell at your feet
I can't help it if I'm still in love with you

Somebody else stood by your side
And she looked so satisfied
I can't help it if I'm still in love with you

A picture from the past came slowly stealing
As I brushed your arm and stood so close to you
Suddenly I got that old time feeling
I can't help it if I'm still in love with you

It's hard to know another's lips have kissed you
And held you just the way I used to do
Heaven only knows how much I've missed you
I can't help it if I'm still in love with you
Oh, I can't help it if I'm still in love with you

8566. I Can't Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch)

Dolly Parton - I Can't Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch) 
(Eddie Holland/Lamont Dozier/Brian Holland)

Oh sugar pie, honey bunch
You know that I love you
I can't help myself
I love you and nobody else
In and out my life
You come and you go
Leaving just your picture behind
And I've kissed it a thousand times
When you snap your fingers or wink your eye
I come a running to you
Tied to you like a ball-and-chain



And there's nothing that I can do
Can't help myself
No, I can't help myself
Sugar pie, honey bunch
I'm weaker than a girl should be
I can't help myself
I'm a fool in love you see
I wanna tell you I don't love you
Tell you that we're through
And I've tried
But every time I see your face
I get all choked up inside
When I call your name
Boy it starts the flame
Burning in my heart
Tearin' it all apart
No matter how I try
My love I cannot hide
Sugar pie, honey bunch
You now that I'm weak for you
I can't help myself
I love you and nobody else
Ooh sugar pie honey bunch
I'll do anything you ask me to
I can't help myself
I want you and nobody else
Sugar pie, honey bunch
You know that I love you
I can't help myself
No no no, I can't help myself

8567. I Can't Help Myself - Chords

I Can't Help Myself
Recorded by Eddie Rabbitt
Written by Even (Bruce) Stevens and Eddie Rabbitt

C                                       Em
Thought I was over you  thought I could start a new
        F        G7                               C
I got a new job  new friends on the other side of town
                                    Em
But here you are again  just like a long lost friend
           F                     G7               C
And when I touched your hand  it started all over again
G7           C       F               C
I can't help myself  here comes that feeling
            F       G7                 C
Just like a rag-ing river rushing over me
G7         C            F         C
No I can't help myself  here I go falling
F                G7              C
Head over heels  falling for you again



                                Em
Why does this heart of mine  go crazy every time
       F          G7                         C
When I know down  deep inside you don't love me
                                     Em
But when you're standing there  wind blowing through your hair
         F                     G7               C
Well I'm starting to make  the same old mistake again

8568. I Can't Hold Myself in Line

I Can't Hold Myself in Line

I'm going off of the deep end 
And I'm slowly losing my mind
And I disagree with the way (ha-ha) I'm living
But I can't hold myself in line

You give me no reason for my drinkin' 
But I can't stand myself at times
And you're better off to just leave and forget me 
Cause I can't hold myself in line

Hey, my weakness is stronger than I am
Guess I've always been the losin' kind
Now I'm full speed ahead down the wrong road of life
And I can't hold myself in line

Yeah, and I'm going off of the deep end 
Hey, I'm slowly losing my mind
And I disagree with the way I've been living
But I can't hold myself in line

8569. I Can't Imagine Layin' Down - Chords

I Can't Imagine Layin' Down
Oak Ridge Boys - I Can't Imagine Layin' Down

INTRO:  E   A  (4 times)

VERSE 1:
       E              A             B               E
  It's all that I can do to make it through another day--
      E               C#min            F#              B
  The minutes seem to creep along, the time gets in my way.
 A                                  A#dim         B
  But when my work is done, and the day is almost through,
 A                E                B     (B7) E    A   E   A
  I can't imagine layin' down with anyone but you.



VERSE 2:
    E                  A            B            E
  I don't believe that I can move a mountain any more,
     E                 C#min              F#               B
  Ex-cept for when you dim the lights and lock the bedroom door---
 A                          A#dim           B
  Then I'll do anything you say you want me to,
        A             E                B     (B7) E
  But I can't imagine layin' down with anyone but you.

BRIDGE:
      C#min                          A                   E
  And ev'ry time you touch me, I can feel the very first time.
      C#min                      F#             B    (B7)
  And when you hold my body, you surely hold my mind.

VERSE 3:
      E                 A                 B                  E
  The night-time is for dreamin', and pre-tendin' dreams are real,
      E                           C#min          F#              B
  But there's no dream that could ever touch the way you make me feel,
 A                                A#dim              B    G#
  Darlin', when I'm in your arms, all my dreams come true,
        A             E                B     (B7) E
  And I can't imagine layin' down with anyone but you.

TAG:
        A             E                B      NC  E
  No, I can't imagine layin' down with anyone but you.

OUT: A  E  A  E

8570. I Can't Keep You In Love With Me - Chords

Chris Hillman - I Can't Keep You In Love With Me  
by Ira Louvin & Charlie Louvin 
Vince Gill

G                                     C   
It must have been a awfull hurt that someone did to you
     D                                                  G
That buildt a wall around your heart that I can't break through  
                                  C         
I can't erase I can't replace the bitterness with sweet 
     D7                                     G 
No I can't find my way behind your wall of memory 
G                                      C
If you want me why can't I keep you in love with me 
    D7                                               G
You say your mine but I'm not blind I know you wanna be 
                                               C
And when your holding me no sweeter love could ever be



    D7                                                   G
But when I'm gone somehow I can't keep  you in love with me 
  

SOLO

G                                         C
The worst mistake that you could make the surest way to lose 
      D7                                             G
Would be to listen and believe the lies they tell to you 
                                 C
There is a way you can repay the one who let you down 
    D7                                                G
Let me repair your broken heart don't leave it on the ground
G                                      C
If you want me why can't I keep you in love with me 
    D7                                               G
You say your mine and I'm not blind I know you wanna be 
                                               C
And when your holding me no sweeter love could ever be
     D7                                                  G
But when I'm gone somehow I can't keep  you in love with me 
     Am              D7                                  G
But when I'm gone somehow I can't keep  you in love with me 

 From the "Desert Rose" LP
 Sugar Hill Records 1984
 Acuff Rose Publishing(BMI)

8571. I Can't Let Go

Alison Krauss - I Can't Let Go

Told you, baby, one more time
Don't make me sit all alone and cry
Well, it's over, I know it but I can't let go

I'm like a fish out of water, a cat in a tree
You don't even want to talk to me
Well, it's over, I know it but I can't let go

He won't take me back when I come around
Says he's sorry then he pulls me out
I got a big chain around my neck
And I'm broken down like a train wreck
Well, it's over, I know it but I can't let go

See I got a candle and it burns so bright
In my window every night
Well, it's over, I know it but I can't let go

You don't like to see me standing around
Feel like I been shot and I didn't fall down



Well, it's over, I know it but I can't let go

He won't take me back when I come around
Says he's sorry then he pulls me out
I got a big chain around my neck
And I'm broken down like a train wreck
Well, it's over, I know it but I can't let go

Turn off the trouble like you turn off a light
Went off and left me, it just ain't right
Well, it's over I know it but I can't let go

Around every corner, something I see
Brings me right back how it used to be
Well, it's over, I know it but I can't let go

He won't take me back when I come around
Says he's sorry then he pulls me out
I got a big chain around my neck
And I'm broken down like a train wreck
Well, it's over, I know it but I can't let go

He won't take me back when I come around
Says he's sorry then he pulls me out
I got a big chain around my neck
And I'm broken down like a train wreck
Well, it's over, I know it but I can't let go

It's over, I know it but I can't let go
It's over, I know it but I can't let go

8572. I Can't Let Go

I Can't Let Go (featuring Alison Krauss & Dan Tyminski) - Vince Gill
(feat. Alison Krauss & Dan Tyminski) 

(Chorus) 
I can't find a way to keep pretending 
I'm doing all right on my own 
And I can't find the strength to keep believin' 
That you'll ever come back home 

But I'm tryin' to put this behind me 
I've been cryin' more than you know 
I'd be lyin' to say this won't kill me 
Oh I'm dyin' cause I can't let go 

Repeat Chorus 

Your perfume still lingers all around me 
In our bedroom where I loved you so 
I'd be lyin' to say this won't kill me 
Oh I'm dyin' cause I can't let go 



I'd be lyin' to say this won't kill me 
Oh I'm dyin' cause I can't let go

8573. I Can't Like Myself

I Can't Like Myself 
Gibson Brothers

I hate the way I smile when I could cry 
I hate the way I'm  livin' out your lie 
I play this happy part with you 
It's not the role I's born to do 
I can't like myself, and love you too
 
And I'm hatin' how I look the other way 
I know about the games you like to play 
I won't be bossed if you're not true 
I know what I need to do 
I can't like myself, and love you too 
 
CHORUS:  
Gonna run, gonna run to the mountain high 
And be alone with the big blue sky 
Gonna cry gonna cry 'til the sky ain't blue 
Or I like myself, and I don't love you 
 
I love the way it's playin' in my mind 
The day I leave unhappiness behind 
I need a higher altitude, to fit my new attitude 
I can't like myself and love you too 
 
Or I like myself, and I don't love you

8574. I Can't Lose Something (I Never Had) - Chords

I Can't Lose Something (I Never Had)
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Carl Belew, Tommy Blake, W.S. Stevenson

C
I said I'd forget you 
                          F
That's what I'm trying to do
               G7
But instead of forgetting 
                              C
I'm falling more in love with you
But I try to keep thinking 
                F



Is it really so bad
                 C
For I can't lose something 
G7              C
That I've never had
                         F
And now I know you never loved me 
                                C
Oh that's what makes me feel so sad
                               D7
If I could think that you once loved me 
                          G7
I know I wouldn't hurt so bad
                            C
I should be happy that it's over 
                             F
To see you go should make me glad
                 C
For I can't lose something 
G7              C
That I've never had
                         F
And now I know you never loved me 
                                C
Oh that's what makes me feel so sad
                               D7
If I could think that you once loved me 
                          G7
I know I wouldn't hurt so bad
                            C
I should be happy that it's over 
                             F
To see you go should make me glad
                 C
For I can't lose something 
G7              C
That I've never had

8575. I Can't Lose What I Never Had

I Can't Lose What I Never Had
Larry Cordle & Lonesome Standard Time

When you told me I was losing you and you saw my eyes were dry
You said the end we're coming to had you knotted up inside
The mood was there for making up but I knew where that road led 
So when you reached to take me in your arms
I pulled away and said

Chorus
There never was a heart more in love than mine
But you never put your heart or your feelings on the line
When you say I'm losing you it doesn't hurt so bad



Cause I can't lose what I never had

Then the silence fell across the room like a curtain on a stage
I finally found the courage for the role I had to play
I knew that it was over, I couldn't take it anymore / 
And the only turn with any hope was the handle on the door

Repeat Chorus

8576. I Can't Love You Now

Sarah Jarosz - I Can't Love You Now

I can't love you now
There's no use wonderin' how
Just how long do I have to wait

I can dance your dance
If you'll give this love a chance
Laugh your way into romance, don't be afraid

And time moves on
And leaves me here all alone
Never felt this way before
I can't love you now

The years that lie between
Hold me back in time
And this heart of mine
Hasn't broken yet

We can sing and dance all night
But this heart still aches for a fight
The timings not quite right
Still I dream of you

And time moves on
And leaves me here all alone
Never felt this way before
I can't love you now

But I think I do

8577. I Can't Make It Lord Without You - Chords

I Can't Make It Lord Without You - The Isaacs

capo 3



D G D A D

D                                     G      A
I dont understand the reason for this trial
D                                      A
Heavy burdens, this dark valley I walk through
D                  D7                    G
I can't comprehend right now what God is doing
A     D           G     D       A     D
All I know is I can't make it Lord without you

G   A  D               Am      D7    G          A
All I know is I can't make it Lord without you
D                                  A
I'll be honest I dont know what to do
D                     Am   D7  G
And perhaps its all a mystery unfolding
A     D   G           D       A        D    G   A
All I know is I can't make it Lord without you

D G D A D B

E                                        A      B7
I will just pretend that I have all the answers
E                                       B7
For I'm weary and I need my strength in you
E                                                   A
But if you'll hold my hand right now thats all that matters
B7    E   A             E     B7      E
All I know is I can't make it Lord without you

A   B  E               Bm      E7     A        B
All I know is I can't make it Lord without you
E                                  B7
I'll be honest I dont know what to do
E                     Bm   E7  A
And perhaps its all a mystery unfolding
B     E   A          E       B        E        A B
All I know is I can't make it Lord without you

8578. I Can't Make It Without You - Chords

I Can't Make It Without You
Recorded by Curtis Potter
Written by Daryl W. Hall and Ray Sanders

C                       G7     C
What a good for nothing way to start the day
                     F                 C
That's how it's been since you've gone away
F                    C                               F
Whiskey in my coffee tearstained eyes that once were blue
        C               G7       C



I can't make it without you or a drink or two

  F                              C
I can't make it without you or a drink or two
                    A7         D7               G7
But it always turns out I need more than just a few
F                                  C
At night you'll find me sitting on some barstool
                        G7       C
I can't make it without you or a drink or two

                       G7          C
I'd give most anything to have you back again
                           F                            C
But I'd fall right off the wagon with some old drinking friends
F                                  C                   F
You know all about my weakness you know what I'm going through
        C               G7       C
I can't make it without you or a drink or two

Repeat #2

8579. I Can't Quit Cigarettes

Jimmy Martin - I can't quit cigarettes

Now people are talking throughout the land about giving up smoking or changing brands and 
you know it's got me shock up too.
Cause my doctor gave my lungs a check, and scratched his head, and said by heck ,you bett
er quit them things or soon they bury you.
Since I learned these facts it drives me nuts, I love them things twice as much, even though I 
know it will soon cause regret.
I know I'll be a tobacco slave till the day they put me in the grave, but come what may I'll hav
e to say I can't quit cigarettes.

Puff Puff take another drag
Light another fag
I've tried to stop but I haven't yet
So come what may I'll have to say I can't quit cigarettes.

Now my boss hung up no smoking signs and I thought for sure I'd lose my mind.
So I went to his office and said by George I quit.

He said now you look here this ain't no joke,
You keep this place fogged up in smoke, you can't resign,
Your fired now take your things and get.
He said I never have seen a man who can burn that weed the way you can and just thinking 
about it, shew, makes me sweat.
I said oh well I guess your right but before I leave would you give me a light?
I guess you see what's wrong with me I can't quit cigarettes!

Now my girlfriend said give up them things,
If you don't I'll give you back your ring, cause your getting pale and thin as a walking ghost.



Said I ain't gonna keep on kissing the thing,
That's always reeking of nicotine, so you can make your choice of which one you love the mo
st. Well
I thought this over for a little while and gave her my answer with the sheepish smile,
I know I'll miss her cause she's my favorite 'ette, but I don't need love I'll save a grand I'll by 
me a ton of my favorite brand.
Then I'll be broke, but Oh I'll smoke, I can't quit cigarettes!

Puff Puff take another drag
Light another fag
I've tried to stop but I haven't yet
So come what may I'll have to say I can't quit cigarettes.

8580. I Can't Remember To Forget - Chords

I Can't Remember To Forget
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Billy Graham

D7 G    Em           C           Am
We said goodbye in a soft spring rain
       D7               G  D7
That's why my eyes were wet
  G          Em       C      Am
I laughed to hide the sudden pain
    D7            G
And said I'd soon forget
    B7             Em
Now when we meet I try to be smart
C                       G
Laugh clown laugh is my rule
    Am           D7         G          Em
But behind every smile is a tear in my heart
    A7                      D7
And behind every laugh is a fool
   G          Em         C        Am
My nights are lonely and days are long
  D7                  G  D7
I must forget you and yet
   G      Em      C         Am
No matter now how much it's wrong
  D7                G
I can't remember to forget
     B7             Em
(Now when we meet I try to be smart
C                       G
Laugh clown laugh is my rule)
    Am           D7         G          Em
But behind every smile is a tear in my heart
    A7                      D7
And behind every laugh is a fool
Repeat #3
  D7                G     C  G



I can't remember to forget

8581. I Can't Resist

Rodney Crowell - I Can't Resist

I'm on your new wavelength
I know what you must think
I've never felt like this
I can't resist knowing love like this
I can't resist
In from the outside at last
I've lived alone in your past
I've known no love like this
I can't resist knowing love like this
I can't resist, I love the way you cast your spell
I can't resist, no other ever looked so good
I can't resist the tender way you show your charm
I can't resist
This heart no longer my own
Without no neutral zone
Within your sweet caress
I can't resist knowing love like this
I can't resist knowing love like this
I can't resist

8582. I Can't Resist

Emmylou Harris
I Can't Resist

I'm on your new wavelength
I know what you must think
I've never felt like this
I can't resist knowing love like this
I can't resist

In from the outside at last
I've lived alone in your past
I've known no love like this
I can't resist knowing love like this
I can't resist, I love the way you cast your spell
I can't resist, no other ever looked so good
I can't resist the tender way you show your charm
I can't resist

This heart no longer my own
Without no neutral zone
Within your sweet caress



I can't resist knowing love like this
I can't resist knowing love like this
I can't resist

8583. I Can't Stand Me

I Can't Stand Me

I can't stand me sine I lost you and I can't stand nobody else
I can't stand me since you went away and I gotta get away from myself

I used to be a high-stepper with a lot on the ball my friends all called me Ace
It took  woman like you to bring a good man down
And make me ashamed to even show my face
I can't stand me since I lost you.

Oh when I look in the glass and see a grown man cry it makes me wanna hang my head
I used to feel real proud just to be aie but now I think I'd rather be dead
I can't stand me since I lost you.

I'm gonna find me a river about ten miles wide with a bridge right all way across
I'm gonna drag myself about half way over and then I'm gonna throw me off
I can't stand me since I lost you...

Yeah I gotta get away from myself

8584. I Can't Stand Me - Chords

I Can't Stand Me
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

G                      C
I can't stand me since I lost you
      G                  D7
And I can't stand nobody else
        G              C
I can't stand me since you went away
      G         D7          G
And I gotta get away from myself

                                   C
I used to be a high-stepper with a lot on the ball
   G                     D7
My friends all called me Ace 
          G                         C
It took a woman like you to bring a good man down
            G               D7      G
And make me ashamed to even show my face



Repeat #1

                                      C
Oh when I look in the glass and see a grown man cry
   G                      D7
It makes me wanna hang my head
          G                       C
I used to feel real proud just to be alive
    G               D7        G
But now I think I'd rather be dead

Repeat #1
 
                                C
I'm gonna find me a river about ten miles wide
       G                    D7
With a bridge right all way cross
          G                 C
I'm gonna drag myself about half way over
    G              D7       G
And then I'm gonna throw me off

Repeat #1

                 D7          G
Yeah I gotta get away from myself

8585. I Can't Stand The Rain - Chords

I Can't Stand The Rain 
Lowell George
 
[Intro]
N.C.
 
[Chorus]
                  N.C.
I can't stand the rain against my window,
         N.C.
bringing back sweet memories.
            E              E
Hey, window pane; do you remember
    A                E
how sweet it used to be?
 
[Verse 1]
               D      D
When we were together
     E                   E
everything was so grand.
               G      G
Now that we've parted   there's one sound
F#m-5    B7



  that I just can't stand...
 
[Chorus]
                  E               E
I can't stand the rain against my window,
         A              E
bringing back sweet memories.
                  E               E
I can't stand the rain against my window,
       A                  E
'cause he's not here with me.
 
[Verse 2]
          D         D
With that pillow
          E                E
where his head used to lay
G                        G
  I know you've got some   sweet memories
F#m-5                             B
  but like a window you ain't got nothing to say.
 
[Interlude - Horn Riff]
D      D     E      E
G      G     F#m-5  B
 
[End-Chorus] (Repeat and Fade Out)
                          E                         E
I just can't stand, can't stand the rain against my window
         A              E
bringing back sweet memories.
                  E                    E
I can't stand the rain, what I ve been  saying, oh no no
       A                   E
'Cause he's not here with me, uh

8586. I Can't Stand To Be Alone - Chords

I Can't Stand To Be Alone
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Carl Belew and Clyde Pitts
 
C                           F                   C
The party's almost over and soon you'll have to go
     F                            C             G7
What can I say to make you stay I wonder do you know
    C                            F                  C
How much I need you here with me until the break of dawn
     F           C                         G7  C
I've got so many memories I can't stand to be alone
 
       F
Please tell me that you've lonely too



    C
And then your heart I'll know
       F
You'll let me kiss your warm sweet lips
    C                     G7
And then say it's time to go
       C                          F                C
Please help me pass the time away tomorrow I'll be gone
     F           C                         G7  C
I've got so many memories I can't stand to be alone
 
                                 F                 C
You see I can't erase the past I love her more and more
  F                                C                 G7
I traded her love for a thrill she knew our love was over
     C                             F                 C
I'll have to face the loneliness I know when you are gone
       F                 C                             G7  C
That's why you've got to stay with me I can't stand to be alone

8587. I Can't Stand To Ramble

I Can't Stand To Ramble

I used to get so restless when I stayed at home
Couldn't stand the sight of me alone
And to stay the same was moving backwards more than standing still
To ramble 'round was my greatest thrill. 

    I can't stand to ramble no more
    I'd rather count the flowers growin' at my door
    I'd rather sit and think of places I have been before
    I can't stand to ramble no more. 

 I used to have this driving desire to be out on the road
Now it's just another weary load
And the wanderlust that used to burn is faded to a glow
In a longing for the sweet things that I know. 

 This life's got me goin' places I have been before
I hear the wolves howlin' at my door
I'd like to settle down with the best man that I know
And make some sweet old memories of our own.

8588. I Can't Stand Up Alone

Kathy Mattea - I Can't Stand Up Alone
Tim O'Brien



One of these days I'm gonna take a vacation
To a quiet and a peaceful shore
And I'll cool my feet in those crystal waters
Where I won't have to work anymore
'Cause my burden has got a little heavy
Till I can't stand up all alone
I must lay my head down on one strong shoulder
'Cause I can't stand up all alone
No, you can't stand up all by yourself
You can't stand up alone
You need the touch of a mighty hand
You can't stand up alone
And trouble, I have seen trouble
All around my door
Go away and leave me old man trouble
I don't want your trouble any more
No, you can't stand up all by yourself
You can't stand up alone
You need the touch of a mighty hand
You can't stand up alone
Then a voicR came down just like thunder
And a light all around mR shone
It said, Get up child, take hold of my hand
You can't stand up all alone
Well you can't stand up all by yourself
You can't stand up alone
You need the touch of a mighty hand
You can't stand up alone
Well my burden has gotten so heavy
Till I can't stand up all alone
Gonna go and find me one strong shoulder
I can't stand up alone
Well, you can't stand up all by yourself
You can't stand up alone
You need the touch of a mighty hand
You can't stand up alone
You know you can't stand up all by yourself
You can't stand up alone
You need the touch of a mighty hand
You can't stand up alone
You can't stand up alone
You can't stand up alone
You can't stand up alone

8589. I Can't Stay Here Anymore

I Cant' Stay Here Anymore
IIIrd Tyme Out

(chorus)
you know i can't stay here anymore
i'm leaving this town for sure
you made me out to be a fool



now there's nothing left to do
i can't stay here anymore

there's ru8mour that your running round
it's become the gossip of the town
i can't hold my head anymore
so i'm going out htat door

(chorus)

I've been working hard everyday
trying to make us a better way
it makes no difference what we do
theres just no pleasing you

chorus

chorus

8590. I Can't Stop - Chords

I Cant Stop 
Fruition

[Intro]
D D
 
[Verse 1]
D
Who knows where I'm gonna be, I'm just try and be
             Em
Where I'm at when I'm there
         G                                                                  D
Yeah and I don't mind I'm tryin to find the time and let my kind of madness out
 
 
  D
I try and do the best I can and tryin to be a better man
Em
Sometimes I don't care
      G
But I still can read the times and through the wheels between the lines
             D
When it's my time
 
 
 
[Chorus]
 
            G
But I can't stop
          D
So I just go



        A
Forever yes!
          Bm
You never know
 
          G
Forgotten what it was
               D
I was tryin to show
            A
But I can't stop
            D
So why just go
 
[Verse 2]
 
D
Sometimes the reasons are to clear. Sometimes the reasons disappear
  Em
Until they end
     G                                                                   D
So I climbed a mountain searching certain something has to happen and it don't
 
 
    D                                                                  Em
And who cares why the wind will die and soon the summer sun below your head
             G                                                              D
And when you look back someday anyway so where it was will seem so god damn sweet
 
 
 
[Chorus]
 
            G
But I can't stop
          D
So I just go
        A
Forever yes!
          Bm
You never know
 
          G
Forgotten what it was
               D
I was tryin to show
            A
But I can't stop
            D
So why just go
 
 
[Bridge]
 
G D A Bm
G D A D
 



 
[Verse 3]
 
      D
Don't get me wrong the song has changed but still the sinner means the same
      Em
As it always was
         G                                                       D
Yeah and no dreams ever seemed to be the same when reality isn't yesterday
 
 
      D                                                            Em
And I got a damn good women waiting for me faraway with a sense of love
        G                                                                     D
And I'm out here with the fifth of whiskey wondering what the calm about this world
 
 
[Chorus]
            G
But I can't stop
          D
So I just go
        A
Forever yes!
          Bm
You never know
 
          G
Forgotten what it was
               D
I was tryin to show
            A
But I can't stop
            Bm
So why just go
 
            G
But I can't stop
          D
So I just go
        A
Forever yes!
          Bm
You never know
 
           G
Don't care what it was
               D
I was tryin to show
            A
But I can't stop
            D
So why just go
 
           A
Oh I can't stop
 



[Outro]
 
A7 D

8591. I Can't Stop Calling Your Name

I Can't Stop Calling Your Name

I don't drink as much as I used to
I've learned when to get out of the rain
I don't sleep anymore since you left me my dear
And I can't stop calling your name.

   I call your name in the middle of the night
   I sit up in my bed wanting to hold you so tight
   But when I realize that things are not the same
   Maybe then I'll stop calling your name.

Our house don't seem to be empty
Oh the laughter and scent of you remain
Everything in our room reminds me of you
That's why I keep calling your name.

8592. I Can't Stop Loving You

I Can't Stop Loving You
Wayne Taylor

I can't stop loving you, I've made up my mind
To live in memories of old lonesome times
I can't stop wanting you and it's useless to say
So I'll just live my life in dreams of yesterday

Those happy hours that we once knew
So long ago still make me blue
They say the time heals a broken heart
But time has stood still since we've been apart

I can't stop loving you, so I've made up my mind
To live in memories of old lonesome times
I can't stop wanting you, it's useless to say
So I'll just live my life in dreams of yesterday

8593. I Can't Take A Chance - Chords



I Can't Take A Chance
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Carl Belew, Johnny Mathis, Tommy Blake

G7        C                          F
You don't know how much I'm still in love with you
      G7                             C
And I wonder would it help me if you knew
                                     F
It's my pride that won't let me come around
                   Dm          G7                C
For I can't take a chance that you might turn me down
           G7                                  C
I couldn't stand to know my one last chance is gone
               D7                             G7
And though I'd have to try to face this world alone
            C                               F
Although my love someday could make me come around
                   Dm          G7                C
And make me take a chance that you won't turn me down
           G7                                  C
I couldn't stand to know my one last chance is gone
               D7                             G7
And though I'd have to try to face this world alone
            C                               F
Although my love someday could make me come around
                   Dm          G7                C
And make me take a chance that you won't turn me down

8594. I Can't Take It Like You Can - Chords

I Can't Take It Like You Can
Recorded by Bobby Helms

G
You can laugh and say it's over 
                           C
Don't expect the same from me
                          G
I can't see where it's so funny
                        D7
That our love can never be
G
Broken hearts are never funny
                           C
This one's more than I can stand
                              G
But you're laughing while I'm crying
D7                       G   C  G
I can't take it like you can
                          C
Now I hope he'll make you happy
                      G
Just the way I wanted to



    C
And I hope that he will love you
                        D7
Half as much as I still do
G
And if crying cause you're leaving
                    C
Makes me any less a man
                      G
Sorry that I can't do better
D7                       G   C  G
I can't take it like you can
Repeat #3
I can tell you're touched to see me
                    C
Broken up the way I am
                              G
For you're laughing while I'm crying
D7                       G   C  G
I can't take it like you can

8595. I Can't Tell The Boys From The Girls

I Can't Tell The Boys From The Girls
Lester Flatt

Well I've been a bachelor all my life
I thought the time had come to take a wife
So I moved to the city to find myself a mate
But I get all confused when I start looking for a date

Oh, I can't tell the boys from the girls
And friends it's really messing up my world
They all wear long hair and bouncy curls
And I can't tell the boys from the girls

I walked in a picture show and found a seat
This pretty little thing sat down in front of me
I leaned over and asked her if she'd like some company
But I rearly died when she truned out to be a he

* Refrain

I'm going to leave this city and go home
I guess I'll stay single from now on
But I won't make the same mistake by coming here again
Cause I can't tell difference between the hers and hims

* Refrain



8596. I Can't Tell You Why

Vince Gill - I can't tell you why
Composer: Timothy B. Schmit - Don Henley - Glenn Frey

Look at us baby
Up all night
Tearin' our love apart
Aren't we the same two people
Who lived through years in the dark

Every time I try to walk away
Somethin' makes me turn and stay

I can't tell you why

When we get crazy
It just ain't right
(try to keep your head on, girl)
'cause girl I get lonely too
You don't have to worry
Just hold on tight
(don't get caught in your little world)
'cause I love you

Nothin's wrong as far as I can see
We make it harder than it has to be

I can't tell you why
No, baby, I can't tell you why
I can't tell you why

Every time I try to walk away
Somethin' makes me turn around and stay
I can't tell you why
No, baby, I can't tell you why
I can't tell you why
I can't tell you why... yeah

No, baby
Ooooh, I can't tell you why

8597. I Can't Wake Up to Save My Life

Richard Thompson - I Can't Wake Up to Save My Life 

In my nightmare everything's wrong
I'm waiting for love, but you come along
You smile, you wave, you greet me, ciao
But you seem too happy to see me somehow

Then the sky falls in on my head
Your nails grow long, your eyes turn red



You say, forever dear and a day
You swear that you're never going to go away
And my feet won't move when I run the other way

And I can't wake up to save my life
No I can't wake up to save my life

In my nightmare you forgive me
The cruelest gift you could ever give me
You say that you understand me now
But your eyes say, brother, I'll get you somehow

Then the lightning streaks across the room
You smell like something fresh from the tomb
You squeeze too hard, you insist on kissing
When it seems like half your face is missing
And your hair's turned into reptiles hissing

And I can't wake up to save my life
No I can't wake up to save my life

Things I done make my dreams go bad
Like Borstal boys coming home to dad
What you reap so shall you sow
My feet starting to fail me, go man go

'Cos I can't wake up to save my life
No I can't wake up to save my life
No I can't wake up
No I can't wake up
No I can't

8598. I Can't Win For Losing You - Chords

I Can't Win For Losing You
Recorded by Earl Thomas Conley
Written by Robert Byrne and Rick Bowles
 
G                                          G7
Hey how you been it's good to see you again
                     C
Gee it's been a long time
Am                 G         Em
How's that new man momma and dad
A7                   D7
Since I told you goodbye
G                                         G7
Well I'm still the same still raising cane
                       C
Nobody's worried about me
Am           G            Em
I come and I go just as I please
A7                 D7



Since I set myself free
                    C
But I can't win for losing you 
Am               G
I just can't get over you
Em                   A7
Being foot loose and fancy free 
C              G          D7
Ain't all it's cracked to be
                       C
And the grass ain't no greener 
Am          G
Here on the other side
Em            Am
I might win a heart or two 
D7                  C      G  D7
But I can't win for losing you
G                                        G7
Well I'm on my way there's so much to say
                            C
Lord knows that I've had my time
Am                   G          Em
But girl you can bet I'll never forget
A7                  D7
When you used to be mine
Repeat #3,4

8599. I Cannot Be Your Sweetheart

I Cannot Be Your Sweetheart

Last night I told my heart's love
All under the pale blue sky
Eagerly waiting an answer
I plainly could read in her eyes

I love you sweetheart I love
And ask you to be my bride
Her face turned pale and she trembled
And sadly to me she replied

   I cannot be your sweetheart
   I cannot stay by your side
   One is waiting up yonder
   One that's claiming his bride
   
   My heart is almost broken
   Your vows only add to my pain
   I love you sweetheart I love you
   Though we may never meet again

We said goodbye in the moonlight
My heart was turned to stone



One blissful hour was made happy
But now I'm sad and alone

In this my sorrows forever
Though you may go far away
Where ever you go I'll love you
But still I can hear you say

8600. I Care

I Care - Tom T Hall

When the TV won't work and your toys fall apart
And you have a sad feeling deep in your heart
You wanna go out but it's rainin' out there I want you to know I care
I care I do there's no one like you
When they take you some place and you sit in a chair I want you to know I care
When you tell a big lie and your parents're mean
When being grownup is a faraway dream
When you're fillin' your teeth and cuttin' your hair I want you to know I care
I care I do there's no one like you
I mention your name when I'm sayin' my prayers I want you to know I care
When you have a bad cough and you can't go out
When you sit for a week with that thing in your mouth
When you sleep in the dark and there's something out there I want you to know I care
I care I do there's no one like you and sometimes I act like a grouchy old bear
I want you to know I care I love you too much

8601. I Chased You Till You Caught Me

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
I Chased You Till You Caught Me

I chased you till you caught me you had plans of your own
It didn't come as no surpise and you knew it all alone
Now I guess you think you're a pretty cheek but I've got news for you
It don't really matter to me just who caught who.

Well, it was a long hard race I thought I've finally won
I thought I really played it smart but brother was I dumb
You thought you'd pull to figure out and won my heart and hand
But things were only workin' out accordin' to my plans.

I chased you till you caught me you had plans of your own
It didn't come as no surpise and you knew it all alone
Now I guess you think you're a pretty cheek but I've got news for you
It don't really matter to me just who caught who.

Now you were playin' hard to get just danglin' on a string



I was only holdin' out for a pretty weddin' ring
So you went to the jewelry's to get my big surprise
But you done been there a month before and given them your size.

I chased you till you caught me you had plans of your own
It didn't come as no surpise and you knew it all alone
Now I guess you think you're a pretty cheek but I've got news for you
It don't really matter to me just who caught who.

It don't really matter to me just who caught who...

8602. I Choose You

The Steeldrivers - I Choose You

I choose you every day in a hundred different ways
I make the choice to stay
I can hit the open road, run my life away
But I choose you every day

I see lovers all around me giving up and giving in
They decided that it's over before it begins
Is it easier to stay, or is it easier to go?
I don't have the answers but there's one thing that I know

Is I choose you
Every day in a hundred different ways
I make the choice to stay
I can hit the open road, run my life away
But I choose you every day

People wonder how we made it, how we even came this far
It's a wondrous thing to turn around, see where we are
It's a good thing love forgives, and it's a blessing love is blind
They ask me how we made it, I'd say one day at a time

'Cause I choose you every day in a hundred different ways
I make the choice to stay
I can hit the open road, run my life away
But I choose you every day

I choose you every day in a hundred different ways
I make the choice to stay
I can hit the open road and run my life away
But I choose you everyday
Well I can hit the open road, run my life away
But I choose you every day



8603. I Could Change My Mind - Chords

I Could Change My Mind 
The Johnson Mountain Boys
The Boxcars

[Intro]
C G Em G D G
 
[Verse 1]
G                              C       G
I never cared for weddings or serving champagne
C                         G      A           D
Never thought of silk and laces, flowers, or rings
G                                         C                   G
I've been a Rambler most of my life and I thought that it was fine
C       G           D                G
But for you I could always change my mind
 
[Chorus]
C                            G             Em
I've never been married I've never been in love
        G           D                G
But for you I could always change my mind
 
[Instrumental]
G C G C G A D G C G C G D G
 
[Verse 2]
G                          C                      G
You treated me so friendly everything so nice and kind
C             G           A           D
I find myself thinking of you all the time
G                                   C            G
Weary days and lonely nights you're always in my dreams
C                    G           D            G
My rambling days are over you've ruined me it seems
 
[Chorus]
C                            G             Em
I've never been married I've never been in love
        G           D                G
But for you I could always change my mind
 
[Instrumental]
G C G C G A D G C G C G D G
 
[Chorus]
C                            G             Em
I've never been married I've never been in love
        G           D                G
But for you I could always change my mind



8604. I Could Cry

I Could Cry

Dear when I think about you I could cry
Knowing I have let love go by
I'll just stay at home and always wonder why
Every time I see your picture I could cry

I could cry an ocean of tears
But what good would it do
I'll just keep your memory as years go gy
But when your name's mentioned darling I could cry

I don't know what this cruel world holds for me
But it really doesn't matter now you see
For when day is done and twilight hovers night
Then I miss your arms around me I could cry

8605. I Could Do You Some Good

I Could Do You Some Good 
Balsam Range
 
Hey there girl by the-dance floor, I saw you tappin' your foot 
How come you're not swingin  
Through the neon neighborhood 
You say your man left, for someone else 
You thought he never would 
No need bein' lonely, girl I could do you some good 
 
CHORUS: 
We can laugh and sing and dance and talk the night away 
And If you feel misunderstood, I could do you some 
Oh I could do you some good 
 
I've had my own troubles, I'm back on my own 
Maybe we could share some fun, until our blues are gone 
Hop out on the sawdust floor, scoot them cowgirl boots 
I'd like to dance and hold you 
Girl I could do you some good 
 
Jump into the ragtop Ford, breathe that summer wind  
We can drive away our cares until the dirt road ends 
I'll park beneath, that ol' full moon, and we'll set on the hood 
I'll slip my arm around you, girl I could do you some good

8606. I Could Get Used To This Lovin' Thing



I Could Get Used To This Lovin' Thing

I could get used to this lovin' thing
The way you call my name, in love's embrace
I could get used to you everyday
And your tender ways, I kinda like this lovin' thing

I've had romance a time or two
Infatuation, then I found you
I've had 'em steal my heart and run
And that ain't fun for anyone

I could get used to this lovin' thing
The way you call my name, in love's embrace
I could get used to you everyday
And your tender ways, I kinda like this lovin' thing

I like the way you make me feel
And what I feel, feels like it's real
I never once said I love you
Until I felt the one that's true

I could get used to this lovin' thing
The way you call my name, in love's embrace
I could get used to you everyday
And your tender ways, I kinda like this lovin' thing

Yeah, I could get used to this lovin' thing
The way you call my name, in love's embrace
I could get used to you everyday
And your tender ways, I kinda like this lovin' thing

I could get used to you everyday
And those tender ways, I kinda like this lovin' thing

8607. I Could Have Gone All Night

I Could Have Gone All Night

Oh, I was born a good boy, my mama loved me so
And she gave me every chance she could to make my life a gold
But I fell in with the wrong crowd and the wrong crowd led me on
But I could have gone right just as easy as I went wrong

I went to the places where sin just waits for you
And I fell in with the wrong crowd like sinners always do
Now here I sit in prison just waiting for the day
When they'll lead me through that door and burn my life away

Oh, mama please forgive me, the shame is all my own
For I could have gone right just as easy as I went wrong

Oh, mama please forgive me, the shame is all my own
For I could have gone right just as easy as I went wrong



8608. I Could Never Be Ashamed Of You

Ernest Tubb 
I Could Never Be Ashamed Of You
(originally by Hank Williams)

Everybody says you let me down I should be ashamed to take you round
Makes no difference what you used to do darling I could never be ashamed of you
Maybe you were reckless yesterday but together we can find a brighter way
In my heart I know that you'll come true darling I could never be ashamed of you

All the happiness I've ever known came the day you said you'd be my own
And it matters not what we go through darling I could never be ashamed of you
Maybe you've been cheated in the past and perhaps those memories will always last
Even though you prove to be untrue darling I could never be ashamed of you

8609. I Could Use Another You - Chords

I Could Use Another You
Recorded by Eddy Raven 
Written by Chris Waters, Tom Shapiro, Bucky Jones

G                  C                G
Don't need another drink now (no no no)
                  D7          C
Been drinkin' the whole night long
G             D7      C                G
Don't need no time to think now (no no no)
                    D7       C
Been thinking since you been gone
Em                       D7
What could I use then to make it all right
C                        D7
One thing I'm missing it comes in to mind

G
I could use another you I could use somebody new
           D7                Em               C
That could do what you could do back when you loved me
G
I could use a lover's touch that could move me just as much
                  Em                   C
I could never get enough back when you loved me
Am                             D7          G
Now that we're through I could use another you

                      C             G
Don't wanna go to new places (no no no)
              D7    C



That wouldn't do no good
            D7      C            G
Don't wanna see new faces (no no no)
                       C
Though everyone says I should
Em                        D7
One thing I'm missing and one thing I need
   C                         D7
Is love like the lovin' that you gave to me

Repeat #2 x2

I could use a lover's touch that could move me just as much
                  Em                   C
I could never get enough back when you loved me
Am                             D7          G
Now that we're through I could use another you

8610. I Couldn't Believe It Was True

I Couldn't Believe It Was True
Doc Watson - Bluegrass Cardinals

Last night I came home and I knocked at my door
And I called for my love as I oft had before
I called once again but no answer there came
No sweet lips to greet me no voice called my name

I couldn't believe it was true, oh, Lord
I couldn't believe it was true
My eyes filled with tears and I must have aged 10 years
I couldn't believe it was true

I left myself in and I walked to our bed
I found a note there and a message I read
The truth like a bolt from the blue then the dawn
My sweetheart had left me my darling was gone

* Refrain

The shock was so great I am quivering yet
I'll try to forgive her but I cannot forget
My heart breaking loss is another man's gain
Her happiness I hope will always remain

* Refrain

8611. I Couldn't Care More



I Couldn't Care More

Lately, it seems that the love that you once had in your eyes
Is now all but gone
'cause when i reach to hold you
Your always so cold to me
Darlin' what have i done wrong

We're falling apart right in front of my eyes
And it's something i just can't ignore
Well baby, maybe, you couldn't care less
But darlin', i couldn't care more

Maybe, there been times i hurt you and for that i'm so sorry
What else can i say
Do help us, get back to
The love that we once knew
Oh darlin' don't throw us away

We're falling apart right in front of my eyes
And it's something i just can't ignore
Well baby, maybe, you couldn't care less
But darlin', i couldn't care more

Yeah, baby, maybe you couldn't care less
Oh, but darlin' i couldn't care more

8612. I Couldn't Leave You If I Tried

Rodney Crowell - I Couldn't Leave You If I Tried

The sun is coming up and I'm just going down
Everywhere I look the world keeps turning round
Though I said I never would be satisfied
Baby I lied, I couldn't leave you if I tried

Sometimes I get lost out on this sad old town
And every bridge I cross just turns me upside down
And every stumbling step I take back to your side
Hurts my pride, I couldn't leave you if I tried

Well I could not walk away no matter what I say
I won't be leaving, believe it or don't
You're all that I want
Tears may fall but after all is said and done

Darlin' please believe me you're the only one
And I'll admit mistakes have made me realize
Baby I lied, I couldn't leave you if I tried
I won't be leaving you no matter what I do

I'm gonna see it through to the end and do it again
Years may come and friends may go but that's ok
Darlin' you're the only one I need to stay



I know I said I never would be satisfied
Baby I lied, I couldn't leave you if I tried
I couldn't leave you if I tried

8613. I Couldn't Leave You If I Tried - Chords

I Couldn't Leave You If I Tried
Written and recorded by Rodney Crowell
 
C                                 G7
The sun is coming up and I'm just going down
                                  C
Everywhere I look the world keeps turning 'round
                               G7
Though I said I never would be satisfied
       F               G7             C
Baby I lied I couldn't leave you if I tried
 
                                 G7
Sometimes I get lost out on this sad old town
                                       C
And every bridge I cross just turns me upside down
                                     G7
And every stumbling step I take back to your side
         F                G7             C     C7
Hurts my pride I couldn't leave you if I tried
 
F
Well I could not walk away no matter what I say
                                 D7
I won't be leaving believe it or don't
                  G7
You're all that I want

C                               G7
Tears may fall but after all is said and done
                                     C
Darling please believe me you're the only one
                                     G7
And I'll admit mistakes I've made me realize
       F               G7             C
Baby I lied I couldn't leave you if I tried
 
F
I won't be leaving you no matter what I do
                                  D7
I'm gonna see it through 'til the end
          G7
And do it again

C                                     G7
Years may come and friends may go but that's ok
                              C



Darling you're the only one I need to stay
                               G7
I know I said I never would be satisfied
       F               G7             C
Baby I lied I couldn't leave you if I tried
F          G7             C
I couldn't leave you if I tried

8614. I Couldn't Live In Southern California

Tom T Hall - I Couldn't Live In Southern California

[Chorus:]
I couldn't live in southern California
I don't know nothing I could do
I couldn't live in southern California babe
Not unless I lived there with you

[Verse 1:]
We went down to laguna in the wintertime
Shops were warm the brandy tasted good
You know you said you never could stand tourist
And you wouldn't be a tourist if you could
Do you remember that we saw a rainbow
When it got over the mountains in the way
And even though they said it would be raining
We found ourself that chilly sunny day
The mountains are so high I feel that I could fly
Looking down into the valley below
The clear Kentucky streams they are always in my dreams
I think that is something you should know
I don't think that I could drive the freeways
I get lost and you know how that feels
Someday I think I'd like to paint a seascale
If they ever get the ocean stands still
The old men with the beer talked to the seagulls
The young men in their prime were playin' ball
The coyotes on the prairie chased the rabbits
And we promised that we come back in the fall

[Chorus:]
But I couldn't live in southern California
I don't know nothing I could do
I couldn't live in southern California babe
Not unless I lived there with you

8615. I Couldn't Stand The Thought Of Losing You - Chords



I Couldn't Stand The Thought Of Losing You
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Red Hayes and Al Gore

C                      F                 C
There's so many people breaking up their homes
          D7                         G7
Neighbors callin' one another on the phone
        C                  F         C
Gossips say that our break up is overdue
     F                  G7                C
Oh I couldn't stand the thought of losin' you

     F                                    C
Oh I couldn't stand the thought of losin' you
                                         G7
And with one another's help we'll see it through
           F                                    C
They can't hurt us with their talking that they do
     F                  G7                C
Oh I couldn't stand the thought of losin' you

                          F              C
I just wish that we could make them understand
        D7                                 G7
All the problems that we have are dwelt in hand
        C                 F                  C
And our troubles don't concern our neighbors too
     F                  G7                C
Oh I couldn't stand the thought of losing you

     F                                    C
Oh I couldn't stand the thought of losin' you
                                         G7
And with one another's help we'll see it through
           F                                    C
They can't hurt us with their talking that they do
     F                  G7                C
Oh I couldn't stand the thought of losin' you

8616. I Couldn't Wait Forever

Dolly Parton - I Couldn't Wait Forever 
(Dolly Parton)

I couldn't wait forever
Did you expect me to
I guess you thought I'd never
Find somebody new
I lived on dreams and promises
As long as I could
I couldn't wait forever
The way you thought I would
The lonely nights grew longer



As I prayed for time to fly
I lived on hopes that you'd return
And that's how I got by
The agony of loneliness
Just got too much for me
I couldn't wait forever
Needing love so desperately
So I found new lips to kiss me
New arms to hold me tight
I found new love and happiness
To fill these empty nights
You took my love for granted
Now my heart has found a new home
I couldn't wait forever
Forever's just too long
I couldn't wait forever
Forever's just too long

8617. I Couldn't Win

I Couldn't Win

I couldn't win because she did not love me
She just pretended as she kissed me then
And then about the time I really loved her
She left me and I knew I couldn't win

I'm thankful for the happiness she gave me
I wish that I could fall in love again
I don't blame her I guess I'm just unlucky
But from the start I knew I couldn't win

Tonight I sit here drinking in this tavern
And as I order up the drinks again
I see her smiling sweetly at another
If only he just knew that he can't win

A broken heart she must have had in childhood
Now she's afraid it might happen again
She's really not to blame for all my heartaches
But from the start I knew I couldn't win

8618. I Cried Again

I Cried Again - Jimmy Martin

Teardrops fell the night you said
I love you dear and you were wed
I watched you while you held his hand



Then bowed my head and cried again

   I cried again when I reached home
   There set your picture all alone
   I thought of things that might have been
   And bowed my head and cried again

I took your letters from the shelf
Then read them aloud just to myself
And just before I reached the end
I turned away and cried again

I thought of love I'd been denied
And how to hold it I had tried
And of dreams that we had shared
And days gone by when you cared

   Now here's the reason why I say
   That I must throw your things away
   For they would always bring my pain
   And then I'd have to cry again
   And then I'd only cry again

8619. I Cried All The Way To Kentucky

I Cried All the Way to Kentucky
Alecia Nugent - I Cried All the Way to Kentucky

When I got the word that our Uncle Joe died
I did what we all did, I sat down and cried
Got into my car, headed home for the hills
Back home to Kentucky where the funeral was held

I cried all the way to Kentucky
His memory so sweet to recall
Uncle Joe lived such a good life
Love and respected by all
His jokes were the talk of the county
He knew how to make people laugh
I cried all the way to Kentucky
And then I smiled all the way back

The Preacher said Joe was a wonderful guy
And God has a project for him in the sky
His stories are binging the Angels a smile
To turn us into new ways to cheer us awhile

Joe once brought a skunk into Sunday School class
Had even made grouchy old Deacon Jones laugh
He says it's been fixed and smells like a rose
All of you good christians turn loose of your nose

I cried all the way to Kentucky



His memory so sweet to recall
Uncle Joe lived such a good life
Love and respected by all
His jokes were the talk of the county
He knew how to make people laugh
I cried all the way to Kentucky
And then I smiled all the way back

At helloween night no one meant any harm
When the outhouse was purched upon Grandpa's old barn
I think of those things when I tell Joe goodbye
A smile on my lips and a tear in my eye

I cried all the way to Kentucky
His memory so sweet to recall
Uncle Joe lived such a good life
Love and respected by all
His jokes were the talk of the county
He knew how to make people laugh
I cried all the way to Kentucky
And then I smiled all the way back

I cried all the way to Kentucky
And then I smiled all the way back

8620. I Cried For Us

I Cried For Us

Love it's not I who didn't try
Hard enough, hard enough
And this is why I'm saying goodbye
I've had enough, I've had enough 

    Love you don't see
    The pain in me
    It's plain enough, plain enough
    You're never here to catch the tears
    I cried for us, I cried for us. 

I'll take my share,
But I'll be fair
There's not much stuff, easy enough
And if you choose, I'll break the news
This part is tough, so very tough 

I've tried and tried to put aside
A time to talk, but without luck
So I'll just pin this within your coat
And leave the garden gate unlocked 

And this is why I'm saying goodbye
I've had enough, I've had enough.



8621. I Cross My Heart

Tim O'Brien - I Cross My Heart

[Verse 1: Sammi Cheng]
Hoah, yeah
Holding you here in my arms
Your heart is beating fast
And you want me to tell you
Just how long our love will last
Look in my eyes, hear what I say
I'll be the one who won't walk away

[Chorus: Sammi Cheng, Both]
I cross my heart
Pledge to you, all my love
To have and to hold
From this moment on
Just as long as the stars shine above
I will be true, I promise you
I cross my heart
Hoah, hoo-hoo

[Verse 2: Sammi Cheng, Both]
If I had just one wish
I'd make your dreams come true
'Cause I have everything I need
When I'm loving you
Put your hand in my hand
I want you to know
I'll stand by your side and never let go

[Chorus: Sammi Cheng, Both]
I cross my heart
Pledge to you, all my love
To have and to hold
From this moment on
Just as long as the stars shine above
I will be true, I promise you
I cross my heart

[Chorus: Sammi Cheng, Both]
I cross my heart
Pledge to you (I pledge to you)
All my love
To have and to hold (And to hold)
From this moment on
Just as long as the stars shine through
I will be true, I promise you
I cross my heart
I will be true, I promise you
I cross my heart



[Outro: Sammi Cheng, Both]
I will be true, I promise you
I cross my heart

8622. I Decided - Chords

I Decided 
The Dustbowl Revival

[Chorus]
A             D             A
I decided I'm never growing old
D     A              E
I got tired of doing what I'm told
A                        D     A
Let the ocean water flow by my eyes
D                A              E          A
At least I'll be smiling on the day that I die.
 
 
[Instrumental]
A      D  A    A    E  A   A      D  A    A    E  A
 
 
[Verse]
A                          D      A
I ain't gonne be afraid of father time
      D             A         E
Gonna drink all the wine they got in this joint
A                               D
Let the prettiest girl come and carry me home
                     A               E        A
If I don't answer my phone I must be having a good time.
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D     A     E     A      D     A   E
Oh    ooh   La di dah    Oh    Ooh   La da di da da da dah
D     A     C#          F#m     D  A         E             A
Oh    ooh I do what I'm told  I decided I'm never growing old
F#m   D       E             A
I decided I'm never growing old
 
 
[Instrumental]
A      D  A    A    E  A   A      D  A    A    E  A
 
 
[Verse]
A                       D          A
I had my share of those heartbreak blues
D           A                E
Runnung the sons and feeling falsely accused



A                              D           F#m
I don't need nobody telling me how to wear pants
     D            A
Just give me some friends to keep me company
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D     A     E     A      D     A   E
Oh    ooh   La di dah    Oh    Ooh   La da di da da da dah
D     A     C#          F#m     D  A         E             A
Oh    ooh I do what I'm told  I decided I'm never growing old
F#m   D       E             A
I decided I'm never growing old
 
 
[Instrumental]
A      D  A    A    E  A   A      D  A    A    E  A
 
 
[Bridge]
D                    E
I think I figured it out this time
D                   E
But I just might be out of mind
 
 
 
A             D             A
I decided I'm never growing old
D     A              E
I got tired of doing what I'm told
A                        D     A
Let the ocean water flow by my eyes
D                A              E          A
At least I'll be smiling on the day that I die.
 
 
[Chorus]
A             D             A
I decided I'm never growing old
D     A              E
I got tired of doing what I'm told
A                        D     A
Let the ocean water flow by my eyes
D                A              E          A
At least I'll be smiling on the day that I die.
 
 
[Chorus]
A             D             A
I decided I'm never growing old
      D        A     E
I got tired of doing what I'm told
A                        D     A
Let the ocean water flow by my eyes
D                A              E          A
At least I'll be smiling on the day that I die.



 
 
[Outro]
A                        C#    F#m
Let the ocean water flow by my eyes
   D             A              E          A
At least I'll be smiling on the day that I die.
F#m   D         E             A
I   decided I'm never growing old
F#m   D         E             A
I   decided I'm never growing old
F#m   D         E             A
I   decided I'm never growing old

8623. I Did the Leaving For You

I Did the Leaving For You 
Junior Sisk

All you ever talk about 's how bad you got it here
You say that all I ever do, is sit here drinking beer 
Well if you'd listen to yourself 
You might just drink one too
You say you wanna leave me 
Well here's your chance to follow through 
 
CHORUS : 
I called your mama, so you'd have a place to stay 
And there's some money packed 
inside your old suitcase 
You won't have to worry, or wonder what to do
I packed your bags and did the leaving for you 
 
After twenty years of fightin'
We just couldn't make it work
No matter what I do for you, it only gets worse 
The car is all gassed up, and darlin here's the keys
It's time for me to start over 
And time for you to leave

8624. I Didn't Even Know Your Name

I Didn't Even Know Your Name

Well I was sitting at a roadhouse down on Highway 41
You were wiping off some ketchup on a table that was done
I knew you didn't see me I was in a corner booth
Of course you weren't my waitress mine was missing her front tooth
So I flagged you down for coffee but I couldn't say a thing



But I'm in love with you baby and I don't even know your name.

I'm in love with you baby
I don't even know your name
I've never been too good at all those sexual games
So maybe it's just better if we leave it this way
I'm in love with you baby and I don't even know your name

So I ordered straight tequila a little courage in a shot
And I asked you for a date and then I asked to tie the knot
I got a little wasted
Yeah I went a little far
But I finally got to hug you when you helped me to my car
The last thing I remember I heard myself say
I'm in love with you baby and I don't even know your name

I'm in love with you baby
I don't even know your name
I've never been too good at all those sexual games
So maybe it's just better if we leave it this way
I'm in love with you baby and I don't even know your name

The next thing I remember I was hearing wedding bells
Standing by a women in a long white lacy veil
I raised the veil she smiled at me without her left front tooth
And I said where the Hell am I and just who the Hell are you?
She said I was your waitress
And our last name's now the same
'Cause I'm married to you baby and I don't even know your name

Yeah I'm married to a waitress
I don't even know her name
I've never been too good at all those sexual games
I never thought my love life would quite turn out this way
Hey I'm married to a waitress and I don't even know her name

Get me out of here!

8625. I Didn't Know

I Didn't Know
The Infamous Stringdusters - I Didn't Know

I've been tossing and turning in my bed
The news just keeps replaying in my head
It feels like I'm going off to war
Hearing a story that I've never heard before

I didn't know that there was a sharp and bitter line
I didn't know that I was standing on the easy side
I didn't know that we were going different ways
I didn't know that we were headed for our darkest days



I didn't know that there was a sharp and bitter line
I didn't know that I was standing on the easy side
I didn't know that we were going different ways
I didn't know that we were headed for our darkest days

Once you know the score, what can you say?
How can you just be on about your way?
Is history holding us in place?
A new masquerade that only hides the same old face

I didn't know that there was a sharp and bitter line
I didn't know that I was standing on the easy side
I didn't know that we were going different ways
I didn't know that we were headed for our darkest days

Making it right won't be a simple thing to do
There's no turning back or hiding from the truth
Now that I know

I didn't know that there was a sharp and bitter line
I didn't know that I was standing on the easy side
I didn't know that we were going different ways
I didn't know that we were headed for our darkest days

Making it right won't be a simple thing to do
There's no turning back or hiding from the truth
Now that I know...

8626. I Didn't Know It At The Time

I Didn't Know It At The Time
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I thought that my first love would be my wife
But in junior high she moved away from here
I thought Johnny would always be my best friend
I haven't talked to him, in 15 years
Back when I had those fights with my old man
I never thought he'd be, an old man

[Chorus]
And I didn't know, all those years ago
How the years would go flying by
Thought I knew it all
But I was wrong
And I didn't know it at the time

[Verse 2]
I never thought good jobs were hard to find
'Til I let my pride cost me one
I never thought my whole life would change
'Til I heard the doctor say, I had a son



I never really thought that I was lost
'Til I heard my dying mother sing Old Rugged Cross

[Chorus]
And I didn't know, all those years ago
How the years would go flying by
Thought I knew it all
But I was wrong
And I didn't know it at the time

[Verse 3]
Oh, I Thought I knew it all
Oh, But I was wrong
And I didn't know, I didn't know it at the time
I didn't know, didn't know, didn't know
I didn't know
Oh, I didn't know

8627. I Didn't Know It Was You

Emmylou Harris - I Didn't Know It Was You

She never wanted a baby
It would just complicate her life
But after years of wine and roses
She became somebody's wife
And he had always dreamed of children
So she reluctantly gave in
And when she held her newborn daughter
She felt her life finally begin

She cried, my darling, please forgive me
I've been been lost and I've been blind
Trying to fill the empty places
While you've been waiting all this time
One true thing is all I want
One pure light to shine on through
Oh, my darling, please forgive me
I didn't know it was you

He never thought he would marry
Too many women to explore
And even standing at the altar
He knew, somehow, he wanted more
Until the night he almost lost her
He kneeled beside her bed and cried
For all the love he never gave her
He felt so ashamed inside

He cried, my darling, please forgive me
I've been been lost and I've been blind
Trying to fill the empty places
While you've been waiting all this time



One true thing is all I want
One pure light to shine on through
Oh, my darling, please forgive me
I didn't know it was you

We walk this road in trouble
With an ache inside our souls
We can't hide it with religion
We can't buy it off with gold

And the pleasures we all reach for
They're just masters of disguise
While there is power in the glory
of what lies right before our eyes

Oh dear father please forgive us
We've been lost and we've been blind
Trying to fill the empty places
While you've been waiting all this time
One true thing is all we want
One pure light to shine on through
Oh, dear father, please forgive us
We didn't know it was you

8628. I Didn't Know the World Would Last This Long

John Hartford - I Didn't Know the World Would Last This Long

I stumbled through a yellow field of dying grass
In front of me, some happy people quickly pass
Inhaling deep the air, while love goes flying high
While younger hands in distant windows wave good bye

I forgot to live in oh so many ways
I thought I saw the numbers marked on all the days
I trembled at the warnings of the sad old men
"Beware my son, the earth is coming to an end"

But now a breeze of simple truth blows through my hair
Striking down the fences in my vacant stare
I'm stretching out my arms to fly, I know I am free
I find I'm getting younger now, the more I see

I didn't know the world would last this long
I didn't know I'd ever sing this song
I didn't know how right I could be wrong
And I didn't know the world would last this long

Words of fear go spinning out across the land
To those who need the guidance of a reassuring hand
Spelling out the hope for every newborn babe
Brought into a world so full of war and hate



They'll stumble through the muddy ruts of narrow rules
Hung up on the sidewalk with the ancient fools
While someone's softly singing, now comes walking by
Suddenly they'll find their voice, and then they'll cry

I didn't know the world would last this long
I didn't know I'd ever sing this song
I didn't know how right I could be wrong
And I didn't know the world would last this long

8629. I Die Ten Thousand Times A Day - Chords

I Die Ten Thousand Times A Day
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Leon Payne

C                 G7              C
I come home and I sat down by the door 
                                    G7
I just sat and dream my lonely life away
             C                                       F
I just can't stand a thought that I won't see you anymore
          C       G7               F  C
I guess I die ten thousand times a d-ay

             G7                C
Without soul life comes to its end 
                                    G7
I ceased to live the night you went away
            C                                         F
If you walk through that door then I'll start to live again
          C       G7               F  C
I guess I die ten thousand times a d-ay

               G7                C
I pick up each thing you used to touch
                                    G7
I call to mine each tender word you say
        C                                              F
If I've hurt you it's just because I love you much too much
          C       G7               F  C
I guess I die ten thousand times a d-ay

8630. I Died For The Red White And Blue - Chords

I Died For The Red White And Blue 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro]



A D D E A D
 
[Verse 1]
D                          A            D
Now dry up those eyes, and smile for me darlin'
D                                E        A
And the picture of this world it looks so bad
D                                     A           D
I must go and join by buddies in that battle over yonder
D                               E       A         D
Let us kneel down and pray that someday I'll come back
 
 
 
[Chorus]
D                       A          D
If I never come back to you little darlin'
D                         E           A
If I die over there never more to see you
D                                   A          D
Keep your chin up and be brave, for me, little darlin'
D                                A               D
And remember that I died for the red, white, and blue
 
 
[Instrumental]
D D A A D
 
 
[Verse 2]
D                        A                D
Now some of us must stay beyond that blue ocean
D                     E                 A
Some of us must sleep beneath that cold clay
D                          A             D
We all can't return to our loved ones my darlin'
D                          E       A        D
For wars never were, never will be won that way
 
 
[Instrumental]
D D D D
A A D
 
[Verse 3]
D                                   A        D
If my ticket is one-way 'cross that wild old ocean
D                                 E               A
If after the war you're among the ones dressed in black
D                 A             D
Try not to bitter don't blame nobody
D                           A                  D
Just try to be glad for the ones that's comin' back
 
 
[Chorus]
D



If I never come back to you little darlin'
D                         E           A
If I die over there never more to see you
D                                   A          D
Keep your chin up and be brave, for me, little darlin'
D                                A               D
And remember that I died for the red, white, and blue
 
 
[Outro]
D

8631. I Do All My Crying (On The Inside) - Chords

I Do All My Crying (On The Inside)
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Kim Williams, Randy Boudreaux, Stan Davis
 
C       Dm         G7                   C
For the first time tonight she's walked out
         Dm            G7               C
And each time I almost let that feeling show
    F               G7             C    Am
The only thing that saved me was myself
    D7                              G7
I'm hurting Lord but she will never know
 
C                         F
I do all my crying on the inside
C                    Am          Dm            G7
I won't give her the pleasure of seeing all my pain
    C            Em
She walks by I'm standing tall
F                 Dm                     D7
She won't see one tear drop fall from my eyes
      C           G7            F    C
Cause I do all my crying on the inside
 
  Dm                G7               C
I see her out there dancing with her new love
        Dm       G7                C
Looking over his shoulder right at me
         F                G7
Well I'd like to walk out now
           C               Am
Lord knows I've seen enough
    D7                                 G7
But I can't let her know that I'm that weak
 
Repeat #2
                      Em
When she walks by I'm standing tall
F                 Dm                     D7



She won't see one tear drop fall from my eyes
      C           G7            F    C
Cause I do all my crying on the inside

8632. I Do Believe

The Highwaymen - I Do Believe

[Verse 1]
In my own way, I'm a believer
In my own way, right or wrong
I don't talk too much about it
It's something I keep working on
I don't have too much to build on
My faith has never been that strong
There is a man there in that building
He's a holy man, they say
He keeps talking about tomorrow
While I keep struggling with today
He preaches hellfire and brimstone
And heaven seems so far away

[Chorus]
I do believe in a higher power
One that loves us, one and all
Not someone to solve my problems
Or to catch me when I fall

[Verse 2]
He gave us all a mind to think with
And to know what's right or wrong
He is that inner spirit
That keeps us strong
In my own way, I'm a believer
But not in voices I can't hear
I believe in a lovin' father
One I never have to fear
That I should live life at its fullest
Just as long as I am here

[Outro]
Mmm-mmm, mmm-mm

8633. I Do Cherish You - Chords

I Do Cherish You
Recorded by Mark Wills
Written by Dan Hill and Keith Stegall



C                 Dm
All I am all I'll be
     C                            G7
Everything in this world all that I'll ever need
           C               Dm
Is in your eyes shining at me
         C                                 G7
When you smile I can feel all my passion unfolding
F                 C
Your hand brushes mine 
      F                   C               G7
And a thousand sensations seduce me cause I
  C          Am          Dm
I do cherish you for the rest of my life
          C             G7
You don't have to think twice
  C             Em             Dm
I will love you still from the depths of my soul
     Am        Em
It's beyond my control
            Am         G7          Am
I've waited so long to say this to you
Dm        C           Dm            G7      C
If you're asking do I love you this much  I do
G7    C            Dm
In my world before you 
  C                                G7
I lived outside my emotions didn't know where I was going
           C           Dm
Until that day I found you
        C                           G7
How you opened my life to a new paradise
F                  C
In a world torn by change
           F               C              G7
Still with all of my heart until my dying day
  C          Am          Dm
I do cherish you for the rest of my life
          C             G7
You don't have to think twice
  C             Em             Dm
I will love you still from the depths of my soul
     Am        Em
It's beyond my control
            Am         G7          Am
I've waited so long to say this to you
Dm        C           Dm            G7         C
If you're asking do I love you this much yes I do
Dm        C                         G7      C
If you're asking do I love you this much  I do
Am   F  C
Oh I do



8634. I Do My Cryin' At Night - Chords

I Do My Cryin' At Night 
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Sanger Shafer, Lefty Frizzell, Arthur Owens Sr.

C                                  D7
Darlin' I've got all our friends believin'
         G7                         C
That I'm glad to have you out of my sight
                                 D7
I laugh all day long and say I'm glad you're gone
G7                C
I do my crying at night
                  G7
I do my cryin' at night
                                 C
To keep all my heartaches out of sight
                          D7
It only takes the moon to make me change my tune
G7                C
I do my cryin' at night
                                   D7
You're the missing star in my blue heaven
       G7                               C
That's why the darkness always makes me cry
                               D7
There's a hole in my sky and a big tear in my eye
G7                C
I do my cryin' at night
Repeat #2
G7                C
I do my cryin' at night

8635. I Do My Swinging At Home - Chords

I Do My Swinging At Home
Recorded by David Houston
Written by Billy Sherrill

G              C                  G
Nobody loves a drink anymore than me
              E7              A7
I might buy a round or two or three
G                  C                   G
I've been known to stumble and hit the floor
           A7                                 D7
Oh but I'm never too drunk to make it to your door

G            C               G
Red wine can start my head a swimming
               E7           A7
But I draw the line when it comes to women



G             C                        G
I never met a woman that could make me roam
              D7          G
Cause I do my swinging at home

             C         G           D7           G
She gives me more love better love sweeter love true love
    A7             D7
And that's where I belong
  G                C           B7                 C
I might do a lotta talking but soon you'll see me walking
G             D7          G
Cause I do my swinging at home

             C         G           D7           G
She gives me more love better love sweeter love true love
    A7             D7
And that's where I belong
  G                C           B7                 C
I might do a lotta talking but soon you'll see me walking
G            D7         G               C
I do a lotta swinging a lotta love song singing
G           D7          C  G
But I do my swinging at ho-me

8636. I Do Now

Brad Paisley - I Do Now 

I never knew how people wound up in a bar
In the middle of the day
Broken souls or broken lives
From the choices that they made
I didn't know how much I had to lose
When I threw it all away
But I do now, I do now
Oh, I'd give anything
If I could just go back in time somehow
I wouldn't break your heart,
I wouldn't break those vows
If I could lift that veil and look you in the eye
And say I do now
Standing before God and all our friends
In that little church
Barely listening to a thing that preacher said
Just repeating every word
I didn't have a clue what it all meant
But girl, for what it's worth
I do now, I do now
Oh, I'd give anything
If I could just go back in time somehow
I wouldn't break your heart,
I wouldn't break those vows



If I could lift that veil and look you in the eye
And say I do now
I wouldn't break your heart,
I wouldn't break those vows
If I could lift that veil and look you in the eye
And say I do now

8637. I Don't Believe You Met My Baby

I Don't Believe You Met My Baby (I Don't Believe You've Met My Baby)
Louvin Brothers - Alison Krauss - Jim & Jesse

Last night my dear the day was falling
I went t bed so sad and blue
Then I had a dream of you

I dreamed I was strolling in the evening
Underneath the harvest moon
I was thinking about you

Then we met out in the moonlight
The stars were shining in your eyes
But another was there too

I don't believe you met my baby
You looked at him, you looked at me
I wondered who you were talking to

I shook the hand of your stranger
But I was shaking more inside
I was still wondering to

Your arm was resting on his shoulder
You smiled at him, he smiled at you
His eyes were filled with victory

He said my sister wants to marry
Then my heart was filled with ease
I knew that you would marry me

8638. I Don't Blame You

Ernest Tubb 
I Don't Blame You

I have been a wayward lover and I'm sorry
For I know that you have been so sweet to me
All the bad things I have done now come to haunt me
Every moment some mistake I seem to see



I don't blame you now that you have turned me down
Now that I have full possession of my mind
I have cheated on you every where and how
I don't blame you for I know I'm wrong this time

There's an aching in my heart that seems so heavy
And a yearning for your love is in my soul
I can see the happy days we had together
Now that I have made my future dark and cold

I don't blame you now that you have turned me down
Now that I have full possession of my mind
I have cheated on you every where and how
I don't blame you for I know I'm wrong this time

8639. I Don't Care

I Don't Care - Ricky Skaggs

Now, I don't care
if I'm not the first
love you've known,
Just so I'll be the last.

No, I don't care
if I'm not the first
one you've kissed,
Darling, I'll never ask.

Yesterday's gone,
Love me from now on.
Be true to me,
Forget about the past.

No, I don't care
If I'm not the first
Love you've known,
Just so I'll be the last.

--- Instrumental ---

Yesterday's gone,
Love me from now on.
Be true to me,
Forget about the past.

No, I don't care
If I'm not the first
Love you've known,
Just so I'll be the last.
Darling, I'll never ask...



8640. I Don't Care (Just as Long as You Love Me)

I Don't Care (Just as Long as You Love Me)

Well I don't care if the sun don't shine I don't care if the bells don't chime
Just as long as you love me
And I don't care if the tops don't spin I don't care if the gins won't gin
Just as long as you love me
So darling let it rain let it snow let the cold north wind blow
Just as long as you love me
North or south east or west you know I will stand the test
Just as long as you love me

[Guitar]

Well I don't care if the birds don't sing I don't care if the bells don't ring
Just as long as you love me
I don't care if the world don't turn I don't care if the fire don't burn
Just as long as you love me
So darling let it rain...
Oh darling just as long as you love me

8641. I Don't Care - Chords

I Don't Care 
Steve Earle

[Intro]
D  A  G  D
G  D  A
D  A  G  D
G  D  A  D
 
[Verse]
D              A             G              D
Standing on the corner in the middle of the night
  G            D       A
Begging dollars from people I see
D           A      G          D
Trying to book a ticket on a one way ride
G                A        D
Up out of these dirty streets
 
[Chorus]
D              A  G
And I don't know
D             A  G
where I'm going no more
D            A    G



I don't know,
D            A    D
and I don't care
 
[Verse]
D              A             G              D
Well the rail-cars running though these streets so fast
   G            D       A
I would jump one if they'd just slow down
D           A      G          D
There's killers on the road so it ain't much chance
G                A        D
Of me trying and hitching around
 
D              A             G              D
Ah but if I had a dollar I could find me a game
 G            D       A
And I bet you I could turn it into five
D           A      G          A
And if I had five I'd book a bullet train
G                A        D
And ride it to the end of the line
 
[Chorus]
D              A  G
And I don't know
D             A  G
where I'm going no more
D            A    G
I don't know,
D            A    D
and I don't care
 
[Bridge]
D  A  G  D
G  D  A
D  A  G  D
G  D  A  D
 
[Verse]
D              A             G              D
Well Chicago, Cinicinatti, New York City, Tucumcari
  G            D       A
Amarillo or Los Angeles
D              A             G              D
Saskatoon, Baton Rouge, Miami, Johnson City
G                A        D
Or anywhere in between
 
D              A             G           D
Anywhere but here, anywhere at all
  G            D       A
I'm just looking for a change
D              A             G              D
I don't want to see the sun rising up on
G                A        D
This dirty little town again



 
 
[Chorus]
D              A  G
And I don't know
D             A  G
where I'm going no more
D            A    G
I don't know,
D            A    D
and I don't care

8642. I Don't Care - Chords

I Don't Care
Ricky Skaggs 

E / / / 2 / / /
    A       E       A           E                 B7
Now I don't care if I'm not the first love you've known
A             B7     E
 Just so I'll be the last
    A       E       A           E                B7
Now I don't care if I'm not the first one you've kissed
A              B7    E
 Darling, I'll never ask

Verse:
B                 E
Yesterday's gone, love me from now on
   F#                           B7
Be true to me, forget about the past

    A       E       A           E                 B7
Now I don't care if I'm not the first love you've known
A             B7     E
 Just so I'll be the last

(instrumental, in pattern of above 2 lines)

(verse)

    A       E       A           E                 B7
Now I don't care if I'm not the first love you've known
A             B7     E
 Just so I'll be the last
A              B7    E
 Darling, I'll never ask



8643. I Don't Care - Chords

I Don't Care
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Cindy Walker and Webb Pierce

G   C       G       C           G                 D7
Now I don't care if I'm not the first love you've known
C            D7     G
Just so I'll be the last
   C       G       C           G                D7
No I don't care if I'm not the first one you've kissed
C            D7    G
Darling I'll never ask 
 
D7               G       D7       G
Yesterday's gone love me from now on
   A7                          D7
Be true to me forget about the past
C          G       C           G                 D7
No I don't care if I'm not the first love you've known
C            D7     G
Just so I'll be the last 

D7               G       D7       G
Yesterday's gone love me from now on
   A7                          D7
Be true to me forget about the past
C          G       C           G                 D7
No I don't care if I'm not the first love you've known
C            D7     G
Just so I'll be the last 

C            D7    G
Darling I'll never ask

8644. I Don't Care About Tomorrow - Chords

I Don't Care About Tomorrow
Written and recorded by Marvin Rainwater

G7      C          G7                Em      D7      C
I don't care about tomorrow if I can make it through today
           G7     C     G7                C                 G7
What's the use to go to work now make the money and pay the bills
                  C       G7             A7                 D7
What's the use to pay the bills now on a house where no one lives
        G7        C       G7              C                G7
I don't care if I lose it all now I don't care what people say 
            C          G7                Em      D7      C     G7
And I don't care about tomorrow if I can make it through today
        C                                   G7
I don't care about tomorrow it seems so far away



             C                            A7          D7   C B7 Am
And I've got all the pain and sorrow that I can stand today
  G7              C       G7              C                G7
I don't care if I lose it all now I don't care what people say 
            C          G7                Em      D7      G7
And I don't care about tomorrow if I can make it through today
                  C         G7                 C            G7
What's the use to watch the clock now it's the same time as before
                      C         G7                   A7            D7
There ain't no use to check the doorbell there ain't nobody at the door
               G7     C     G7            C                G7
There ain't no use to go to bed now cause sleeping's outta sight
            C          G7                Em      D7      G7
And I don't care about tomorrow if I can make it through tonight
           C          G7                Em      D7      C
No I don't care about tomorrow if I can make it through tonight

8645. I Don't Care About You

I Don't Care About You
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
How can I tell you that it's too late
That there ain't no point in trying?
How many times have I ignored you
And it ain't even crossed your mind?
That if you feel the urge to see me
Well you best pretend you're blind

[Pre-Chorus]
I don't mean to be unkind
But all the reasons I left you behind
They should be clear now

[Chorus]
I don't care about you anyway, no no no
I don't care about what you got to say, no no no
I don't care about you, and I'd say it to your face
If I knew you could take it

[Verse 2]
Once in a while I hear you talking
And it gets me almost every time
I still feel bad enough about what I've done
To listen to all the things you criticized
But in the end it doesn't matter
Who was wrong or who was right

[Pre-Chorus]
I can finally sleep at night
'Cause all the reasons I left you behind
I just have to remember



[Chorus]
I don't care about you anyway, no no no
I don't care about what you got to say, no no no
I don't care about you anyway, yeah, no no no
I don't care about what you got to say, no no no
I don't care about you, and I'd say it to your face
If I knew you could take it

[Outro]
No, no, no
I don't care about you anyway, no no no
(I don't care about you) What you've got to say, yeah
(I don't care about you) No, no, no
(I don't care about you) Anyway, yeah
(I don't care about you) No, no, no
(I don't care about you) What you've got to say
No, no, no
No, no, no
No, no, no

8646. I Don't Care Anymore

I Don't Care Anymore
Flatt & Scruggs

I don't care, I don't care, I don't care
I don't care what you do anymore
You played with my heart
Right from the start
And I don't care anymore

Now all of my love you denied
You laughed in my face when I cried
You played with my heart
Right from the start
And I don't care anymore

* Refrain

I'm easing the load on my mind
I'm leaving the past all behind
I'm starting a new life without you
And I don't care anymore

* Refrain

8647. I Don't Care If Tomorrow Never Comes



I Don't Care If Tomorrow Never Comes

I don't care if tomorrow never comes.
This world holds nothing for me.
I've been lonely night and day every since you went away,
I don't care if tomorrow never comes.
Chorus:
If tomorrow never comes and the sun don't ever shine,
It won't matter with me.
For when you went away my world ended that day,
I don't care if tomorrow never comes.
My lonely mind wanders back to the days that used to be.
My broken heart cries out for you.
If I can't have you near I can't go on, my Dear.
I don't care if tomorrow never comes.
(break and repeat chorus)

8648. I Don't Care If You Love Me Anymore - Chords

I Don't Care If You Love Me Anymore
Recorded by The Mavericks
Written and recorded by Raul Malo

C                                       G7
Well I work all night and day to try to please you
                                C
To buy the things I never could afford
                                           G7
And now the wells run dry for me so I must leave you
            F           G7         C
But I don't care if you love me anymore
                                         G7
Well you go out on the town with eyes of cheating
                                 C
To see a world you've never seen before
                                          G7
But my heart was always there to take the beating
        F           G7         C
I don't care if you love me anymore
        F                               C
And you never show the slightest bit of heartache
       G7                             C
When I told you I was leaving you for good
         F                             C
Well you tried to justify what you did always
     D7                               G7
Some things are better left than understood
        C                                  G7
Now the world keeps turning when we're not together
                                 C
My troubles have all been washed ashore
                                                  G7
But I'll sail the seven seas and then I'll end up knowing
        F           G7         C



I don't care if you love me anymore
        F                               C
And you never show the slightest bit of heartache
       G7                             C
When I told you I was leaving you for good
         F                             C
Well you tried to justify what you did always
     D7                               G7
Some things are better left than understood
        C                                  G7
Now the world keeps turning when we're not together
                                 C
My troubles have all been washed ashore
                                                  G7
But I'll sail the seven seas and then I'll end up knowing
        F           G7         C
I don't care if you love me anymore
        F           G7         C
I don't care if you love me anymore
        F           G7         C
I don't care if you love me anymore

8649. I Don't Dance With Strangers - Chords

I Don't Dance With Strangers 
Recorded by Becky Hobbs
Written by Jerry Hawkins and Becky Hobbs

G                                Am
The band is playing that old melody
      D7                 E7                  Am        D7
Oh it brings back summer nights and good ole Texas memories
    G                            Am
And I came here to chase away my blues
            D7        E7            Am                D7
Oh the last thing I expected was to meet someone like you
    G                                   G7                 C
But I don't dance with strangers it's a dangerous thing to do
                    D7                C             D7
I just came here to hear the band and have myself a drink or two
    G                                 G7              C
But you're tall dark and lonesome and it's driving me insane
                       Dm           D7                G
But I don't dance with strangers so honey what's your name
                                 Am
Now listen I ain't looking for romance
       D7                 E7                       Am           D7
Oh the last thing that my heart needs now is it to take another chance
    G                                  Am
But what's the harm in once around the floor
           D7          E7             Am           D7
Ooo oh and maybe later on we won't be strangers anymore
Repeat #2



                                      G7              C
And you're tall dark and lonesome and it's driving me insane
                            Dm           D7                G
Yeah but I don't dance with strangers so honey what's your name
C                      Dm           D7                G
But I don't dance with strangers so honey what's your name

8650. I Don't Even Know Your Name

I Don't Even Know Your Name

Well I was sittin' in a road house down on Highway 41
You were wipin' off some ketchup on a table that was done
I knew tou didn't see me I was in a corner booth
Of course you weren't my waitress, mine was missing her front tooth
So I flagged you down for coffee but I couldn't say a thing
But I'm in love with you baby and I don't even know your name
I'm in love with you baby, I don't even know your name
I've never been too good at all those sexual games
So maybe it's just better if we leave it this way
I'm in love with you baby and I don't even know your name
So I ordered straight tequila a little courage in a shot
I asked you for a date and then I asked to tie the knot
I got a litlle wasted yeah I went a litlle far
But I finally got to hug you when you helped me to my car
The last thing I remember I heard myself say
I'm in love with you baby and I don't even know your name
The next thing I remember I was hearin' weddin' bells
Standin' by a woman in a long white lacy veil
I raised the veil she smiled at me withhout her left front tooth
And I said where the hell am I and just who the hell are you
She said I was your waitress and our last name's now the same
'Cause I'm married to you baby and I don't even know your name
Yeah I'm married to a waitress I don't even know her name
I've never been too good at all those sexual games
I never trought my love life would quite turn out this way
Hey I'm married to a waitress and I don't even know her name

8651. I Don't Even Know Your Name

Alan Jackson - I Don't Even Know Your Name 

(Alan Jackson, Ron Jackson, Andy Loffin)
Well I was sitting in a roadhouse down on highway 41
You were wiping off some ketchup on a table that was done
I knw you didn't see me, I was in a corner booth
Of course you weren't my waitress mine was missing her front tooth
So I flagged you down for coffee
But I couldn't say a thing



But I'm in love with you baby and I don't even know your name
I'm in love with you baby, I don't even know your name
I've never been to good at all these sexual games
So maybe it's just better if we leave it this way
I'm in love with you baby and I don't even know your  name
So I ordered straight tequila, a little courage in a shot
I asked you for a date and then I asked to tie the knot
I got a little wasted, yeah I went a little far
But I finally got to hug you when you helped me to my car
The last thing I remember I heard myself say
I'm in love with you baby, I don't even know your name
I'm in love with you baby, I don't even know your name
I've never been to good at all these sexual games
So maybe it's just better if we leave it this way
I'm in love with you baby and I don't even know your  name
The next thing I remember, I was hearing wedding bells
Standing by a woman in a long white lacy veil
I raised the veil, she smiled at me without her left front tooth
And I said 'Where the heel am I and just who the hell are you?'
She said 'I was your waitress and our last name's now the same'
'Cause I;m married to you baby and I don't even know your name
I'm married to a waitress, I don't even know her name
I've never been to good at all these sexual games
I never thought my love life would quite turn out this way
Hey I'm married to a waitress and I don't even know her name

8652. I Don't Fall In Love So Easy

Rodney Crowell - I Don't Fall In Love So Easy

I don't fall in love so easy I don' even know how it feels
I don't fall in love so easy I don't even know if it's real
Too strong don't mean it's for long too deep don't mean it's for keeps
Fast doesn't last
I don't fall in love so easy but I'm fallin' in love with you
I don't give my heart to just anyone I don't even know how to do it
I don't give my hand to just anyone I don't wanna put myself through it
I don't want what I don't want I can't feel what I don't feel
It's sad but it's true
I don't fall in love so easy but I'm falling in love with you
I used to pray some day to change but I found new ways to stay the same
Until you came
I don't fall in love so easy I don't even know where to start
I don't fall in love so easy I don't understand my own heart
It's so hard to drop my guard I don't know how to just let go
But what else can I do
I don't fall in love so easy but I'm falling in love with you
I'm falling in love with you yes I'm falling in love with you



8653. I Don't Feel Like Dancing

I Don't Feel Like Dancing
Hayseed Dixie - I Don't Feel Like Dancing

Wake up in the morning with a head like 'what ya done?'
This used to be the life but I don't need another one
You like cuttin' up and carrying on, you wear them gowns
So how come I feel so lonely when you're up getting down?
So I play along when I hear that special song
I'm gonna be the one who gets it right
You better move when you're swingin' round the room
Looks like magic's solely ours tonight
But I don't feel like dancin'
When the old Joanna plays
My heart could take a chance
But my two feet can't find a way
You'd think that I could muster up
A little soft-shoe gentle sway
But I don't feel like dancin'
No sir, no dancin' today
Don't feel like dancin', dancin'
Even if I find nothin' better to do
Don't feel like dancin', dancin'
Why'd you break it down when I'm not in the mood?
Don't feel like dancin', dancin'
Rather be home with the one in the bed till dawn with you
Cities come and cities go just like the old empires
When all you do is change your clothes and call that versatile
You got so many colors, make a blind man so confused
Then why can't I keep up when you're the only thing I lose?
So I just pretend that I know which way to bend
And I'm gonna tell the whole world that you're mine
Just please understand when I see you clap your hands
If you stick around I'm sure that it'll be fine
But I don't feel like dancin'
When the old Joanna plays
My heart could take a chance
But my two feet can't find a way
You'd think that I could muster up
A little soft-shoe gentle sway
But I don't feel like dancin'
No sir, no dancin' today

8654. I Don't Fit In - Chords

I Don't Fit In 
Caleb Caudle feat. Jerry Douglas, Sam Bush

[Chorus]
            Em
I don't fit in
         B7              C



Not the way that's expected
           G         Em
There's a murder of crows
             B7                   C
Counting the bones they've collected
G           Em
I don't fit in
       B7
Not at all
       C
Not at all
 
 
[Instrumental]
G / Em / B7 / C / C / C /
 
 
[Verse 1]
   C            G
I never minded following all the rules
                   C
That were set for me
                     G
Just so long as they all made sense
                            C
And I could do just as I please
                       G
"You can be yourself", I was told
                         C
It ain't worth the fight
             B7
That kept me up all night
 
 
[Chorus]
            Em
I don't fit in
         B7              C
Not the way that's expected
           G         Em
There's a murder of crows
             B7                   C
Counting the bones they've collected
G           Em
I don't fit in
       B7
Not at all
       C
Not at all
 
 
[Instrumental]
G / Em / B7 / C / C / C /
 
 
[Verse 2]
          C                G



There's shorter roads and lighter loads
                             C
Only thing that you have to do
                     G
Be less of this and more of that
                             C
Till there's little left of you
                       G
I could let the lies slide
                                 C
Right through my two front teeth
           B7
That don't sit right with me
 
 
[Chorus]
            Em
I don't fit in
         B7              C
Not the way that's expected
           G         Em
There's a murder of crows
             B7                   C
Counting the bones they've collected
G           Em
I don't fit in
       B7
Not at all
       C
Not at all
 
 
[Instrumental]
G / Em / B7 / C / C / C /
 
 
[Verse 3]
     C                   G
The deck is stacked, my bags are packed
                     C
One for all my many moods
                          G
I'll change again, get strange again
                      C
What a joy it is to choose
                       G
I'll be satisfied and full of pride
                       C
When my wind has blown
         B7
Into the wild unknown
 
 
[Chorus]
            Em
I don't fit in
         B7              C



Not the way that's expected
           G         Em
There's a murder of crows
             B7                   C
Counting the bones they've collected
G           Em
I don't fit in
       B7
Not at all
       C
Not at all
 
 
[Outro]
G / Em / B7 / C  /
G / Em / B7 / C  /
G / Em / B7 / C  /
G / Em / B7 / C  /
C / B7 / B7 / Em /

8655. I Don't Go Back Anymore - Chords

I Don't Go Back Anymore
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Mike Reid and Troy Harold Seals 
[3/4 time]
 
Spoken:
 
A friend of mine told me 

That you were down here last night

I almost called him a liar but I see he was right

Yeah he was right

G
I'm over my anger but that's about all
     C                                 G
It's hard to recover from that kind of fall

A fool never knows when to give up
    A7                     D7
For years I remember those long nights of love

G                      C
But I don't go back anymore
   D7                              C           G
My heart's locked it's windows and bolted it's door
                                  G7           C
It's like trying to hold back the sea from the shore
G             D7      G



No I don't go back anymore

You're still just as pretty as you were back then
   C                          G
If I didn't know you I'd fall again

So don't smile and tell me that you still care
      A7                     D7
Don't stir up my feelings it just isn't fair

repeat #3

G             D7      G
No I don't go back anymore

Spoken:
 
A friend of mine told me you might be down here tonight

8656. I Don't Have Anymore Love Songs

I Don't Have Anymore Love Songs
(Hank Williams, Jr.)

There's been some things that I've wanted to say a long time
Never have I spent a day without you on my mind
I've tried a lot of song and I need to try one that's new
I don't have anymore love songs to try on you.

We just can't ever get it together it seems
Your arms don't hold me the way that they do in my dreams
And it's hard to make up the things that you never do
I don't have anymore love songs to make up bout you.

I don't have anymore love songs to write for you
Too many I wrote before have never come true
It's hard to make up and play the thing that you do
I don't have anymore love songs to sing for you.

--- Instrumental ---

And I don't have anymore love songs to write for you
Too many I wrote before have never come true
I borrowed this song from Hank Williams Junior it's true
'Cause I don't have anymore love songs to sing for you...

8657. I Don't Have Anymore Love Songs - Chords



I Don't Have Anymore Love Songs
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Hank Williams Jr.

C                                                       F
There's been some things that I've wanted to say a long time
G7                                         C
Never have I spent a day without you on my mind
                                                      F
I've tried a lot of song and I need to try one that's new
C                    G7                   C
I don't have anymore love songs to try on you

                                      F
We just can't ever get it together it seems
G7                                                 C
Your arms don't hold me the way that they do in my dreams
                                                   F
And it's hard to make up the things that you never do
C                    G7                         C
I don't have anymore love songs to make up bout you

F                                            C
I don't have anymore love songs to write for you
G7                                      C
Too many I wrote before have never come true
F                                                C
It's hard to make up and play the thing that you do
                     G7                     C
I don't have anymore love songs to sing for you

F                                                C
And I don't have anymore love songs to write for you
G7                                      C
Too many I wrote before have never come true
F                                                   C
I borrowed this song from Hank Williams Junior it's true
                           G7                     C
Cause I don't have anymore love songs to sing for you

8658. I Don't Have Far To Fall - Chords

I Don't Have Far To Fall
Recorded by Skip Ewing
Written by Donald R. Ewing II and Donald R. Sampson
 
C                            F
Tonight as I lay holding you you whisper
C                                     Dm  G7
Three words I didn't want to hear you say
        C                             F
Cause I don't know how I'm ever gonna answer
    Dm                    G7         C
But I'll tell you how I'm feelin' anyway



 
             F
I don't have far to fall before I reach 
    C                 F
The bottom of my heart
  C       Em       Am           Dm             G7
I already feel the fire burning in the deepest part
             F
I just can't say the words until I'm sure      
C                   F
There's no doubt at all
   Dm              G7                  C
If I'm not in love I don't have far to fall
                                     F
Please don't misunderstand the words I'm saying
C                                   Dm    G7
Hurtin' you is the last thing on my mind
  C                                         F
I just need to know that love is what we're making
Dm             G7             C
Sometimes love takes a little time
Repeat #2
   Dm              G7                  C
If I'm not in love I don't have far to fall

8659. I Don't Have To Crawl

Emmylou Harris - I Don't Have To Crawl
(Rodney Crowell)

When you look at me 
Like you don't know me 
And you talk to me 
Like you've never met me 

I can leave you alone if I try 
If I tried I could tell you goodbye 

If I wanted to 
I could be long gone 
And I don't have to crawl 

Then you call on me 
As if I should run to you 
You make your move 
As if I should follow you 

Well I don't have to be nobody's fool 
I won't make no exception of you 
I don't have to be nobody's fool 
I don't make no exception of you 

I don't have to crawl 



I can just walk away 
No I don't have to crawl 

I don't have to get down on my knees 

I don't have to crawl 
I can just walk away 
No I don't have to crawl

8660. I Don't Have To Dream

Claire Lynch - I Don't Have to Dream 

Spend a lot of lonely nights
Dreaming of you.
Every thought in a million years
It would never come true.
But here you are in reality
Bigger than life.
Vision of heaven
Right infront of my eyes.

And I don't have to dream anymore
I don't have to close my eyes to see.
Baby now that you're here with me
I don't have to dream.

So this is how a story book reads.
Dreams are made up
You swept me right off my feet
Now I'm falling in love
No more wishing on stars
Like I used to.
Have got everything I want

When I hold you
I don't have to close my eyes
Baby now that you're here with me
I don't have to dream.

8661. I Don't Have To Live This Way

I Don't Have to Live This Way
Alison Krauss & Union Station

I been up and down before
Grief won't hold me any more
You're running out of games to play
I don't have to live this way



Thought I loved you for awhile
You were loaded up on style
Talk is cheap but I won't play
I don't have to live this way

[Chorus]
No I won't play the games that you've designed
And I won't wait to listen to your lines
Before you speak another word
I'll repeat it so I'm heard
You're running out of games to play
I don't have to live this way

You won't stay another night
Or did you want another right
Now I've got the eyes to see
You get your kicks by hurting me

[Chorus]

8662. I Don't Have To Wonder

I Don't Have To Wonder
Garth Brooks - I Don't Have To Wonder

Drove to the church
In my suit and tie
But I just couldn't bring myself
To go inside
So I sat alone
In my truck across the street
Watched that chauffeur smokin' cigarettes
By that long white limousine
I could just imagine
What was goin' on in there
Sunlight streamin' through the stained glass
And those flowers in her hair
And in less time than it takes a tear to fall
Those bells rang loud as thunder
As they opened up the doors
Now I don't have to wonder anymore
Laughin' and a cryin'
Tossin' that bouquet
And when you got in that limo
I drove off the other way
And I still don't know
Why things happened like they did
But I parked that old pickup
On that lonesome river bridge
I took your ring from my pocket
And I held it one last time
Watched that diamond sparkle



I drew back and I let her fly
And in less time than it takes to tear to fall
Oh that old ring went under
Lord and now it's gone for sure
No and I don't have to wonder anymore
Well the angels sang like thunder
As I felt myself go under
Now I don't have to wonder anymore

8663. I Don't Hear You - Chords

I Don't Hear You
Buck Owens

Capo 1st. Fret
Intro: G-D7-G

G C
I hear the bluebirds singing,
 G D7
I hear the robins too
 G C
I hear the church bells ringing
 G D7 G
But, I don't hear you.

Chorus:
 C
I see little things marked his and hers
 G D7
A constant reminder we're through
 G C
I hear the rain on my window
 G D7 G
But, I don't hear you.

Instr.... G-C-G-D7-G

G C
I hear the children playing
 G D7
I hear the clock striking two
 G C
I hear the mailman whistling
 G D7 G
But I don't hear you.
Repeat Chorus:
C G D7 C G
Oh, but, I don't hear you...



8664. I Don't Know

I Don't Know

I don't know I love you so
Until the day I left you go
And then the tears began yo flow
I'm sorry dear I didn't know

And darling if you forgive me
And listen to my plea
No matter where you are my dear
I'll come begging on my knees
I know we share a broken heart
Because you loved me from the start
Oh darling free my toroubred soul
I'm sorry dear, I didn't know

I didn't care until the day
But now you've gone so far away
I realize I loved you so 
I'm sorry dear, I didn't know

* Refrain

8665. I Don't Know - Chords

I Don't Know 
J.D. Crowe & The New South
 
CAPO: 4th FRET
 
INTRO:
       G      C        G          D      C        G
E -------------------------/------------------------/
B -1/3-1-0-0-0h1-1-0-----0-/-3-0--------------------/
G -------------------2-0---/-----0/2-2/4-5--5-4-2-0-/
D -------------------------/------------------------/
A -------------------------/------------------------/
E -------------------------/------------------------/
 
VERSE:
            G            C           G
You've told me that you always will love me
                 D         C              G
And that you'll always be standing by my side
        G               C                   G
But it seems that I've heard those words before dear
         D            C               G
And she proved not to be the staying kind
 
 
CHORUS:



         G              C          G
I don't know if I will ever say I love you
         D              C         G
I don't know if I will ever say I do
         G                C                G
For the love I've lost before you hurt so badly
         D                   C                G  G  G
I don't think my heart can stand to lose you too
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
G  C  G    D  C  G
 
 
VERSE:
          G           C                 G
I should know not to fall in love with danger
       D            C                 G
After being broken hearted the first time
             G             C              G
But I don't know if I can ever stop this feeling
          D                C          G
That I'm feeling haunts again deep inside
 
 
CHORUS:
         G              C          G
I don't know if I will ever say I love you
         D              C         G
I don't know if I will ever say I do
         G                C                G
For the love I've lost before you hurt so badly
         D                   C                G  G  G
I don't think my heart can stand to lose you too
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
G  C  G    D  C  G
 
 
VERSE:
            G              C            G
You're the only one who's ever cared about me
           D                  C                 G
Enough to hold me through my dark and troubled time
        G                C                 G
So it scares me now to think that I would lose you
             D              C                G
The one and only thing I'd live for in this life
 
 
CHORUS:
         G              C          G
I don't know if I will ever say I love you
         D              C         G
I don't know if I will ever say I do
         G                C                G



For the love I've lost before you hurt so badly
         D                   C                G  G
I don't think my heart can stand to lose you too

8666. I Don't Know How I'll Live - Chords

I Don't Know How I'll Live 
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Vic McAlpin and Roy Drusky
 
C                                F
Yesterday our love was young and gay
G7                            C
That was just before you went away
                                       F
And now there's only one thing left to say
     G7                                     C
Oh I don't know how I'll live and feel this way
 
   F                            C
If only I could find a way that you're not really gone
     F
That things are just the way they were
    C            G7
And nothing went wrong
    F
But if these blues around me
    C
Are really really here to stay
  G7                                     C
I don't know how I'll live and feel this way
     G7                                     C
Oh I don't know how I'll live and feel this way
 
                                        F
The shadows of a broken heart are at my door
     G7                              C
They seem to know you're not here anymore
                                        F
They're coming in to haunt me night and day
     G7                                     C
Oh I don't know how I'll live and feel this way
 
Repeat #2
     G7                                     C
Oh I don't know how I'll live and feel this way

8667. I Don't Know How You're Livin'



Lucinda Williams - I Don't Know How You're Livin'

I cared for you
Dared to do
What I was never prepared to do
I've talked you down
Driven you around
All but followed you underground

I've defended you
Commended you
I've seen it through to the end with you
I've supported you
Encouraged you
Comforted and consoled you

I don't know how your livin'
I don't know where you are
And you may not be willing
To open up the door

If you should ever wonder
You shouldn't have to ask
'Cause I hope you know brother
I've always got your back

I've paid for you
I've borrowed for you
I've planned all my tomorrows for you
I've believed in you
Grieved with you
I've rolled my sleeves for you

I've fed you
I've clothed you
I've loved you and stood up for you
I've sided with you
I cried for you
I put my knees aside for you

But I don't know how your livin'
And I don't know where you are
And you may not be willing
To open up the door

And if you should ever wonder
Well you shouldn't have to ask
'Cause I hope you know brother
I've always got your back
I've always got your back

8668. I Don't Know When



Alan Bibey & Grasstowne - I Don't Know When

V1
Your memory seems to come around & always on time
Just when I think Ive forgotten you I always seem to find
I see someone that looks like you & you're on my mind again
I know that I'll get over you, trouble is I don't know when

Ch
I don't know when this feeling within will ever go away
I don't know when this hurting will end It seems worse everyday
Just when I think Ive forgotten you it starts all over again
The know that I'll get over you, trouble is I don't know when

V2
I make plans to go out at night but I always stay at home
friends tell me find someone else its not good to be alone
But my friends they don't understand on you it all depends
I know that I'll get over you, trouble is I don't know when

Ch

8669. I Don't Know Why

I Don't Know Why

   I don't know why it is that I love you
   I don't know why it is that I cry
   You have gone and now you love another
   That's why I cry I don't know why.

There was a day a sunny day
When you declared your love for me
But now you've turned from me away
Your childish vows no more I'll see.

When summertime has come and gone
You'll need a friend who's heart is true
You'll find yourself so all alone
And then you'll know what I've gone through.

8670. I Don't Know Why

I Don't Know Why

   I don't know why it is that I love you
   I don't know why it is that I cry
   You have gone and now you love another
   That's why I cry I don't know why.



There was a day a sunny day
When you declared your love for me
But now you've turned from me away
Your childish vows no more I'll see.

When summertime has come and gone
You'll need a friend who's heart is true
You'll find yourself so all alone
And then you'll know what I've gone through.

8671. I Don't Know Why You Don't Want Me

Rodney Crowell - I Don't Know Why You Don't Want Me

[Verse 1]
It's the right time, you know I feel fine tonight
(I don't know why you don't want me)
It's the right place, I've got my new face tonight
(I don't know why you don't want me)
I'm in the right mood, I've got my new shoes tonight
(I don't know why you don't want me)
I've got my new dress, I couldn't hurt less tonight
(I don't know why you don't want me)

[Refrain]
Somebody told you I was so cold and mean
(Who was that talking?)
Somebody wants you and don't want me in between
(She better start walking)
Somebody hurt you, but, baby, she wasn't me

[Verse 2]
Let's find a new name for such an old game tonight
(I don't know why you don't want me)
I'll show you how long that I can go on tonight
(I don't know why you don't want me)
I don't know why you don't want me

[Bridge]
Just when I think that I can make it without you
You come around and say you want me now
You tell me "don't leave" and I want to believe you
Why can't you see just how much I need you?

Refrain]
Somebody told you I was so cold and mean
(Who was that talking?)
Somebody wants you and don't want me in between
(She better start walking)
Somebody hurt you, but, baby, she wasn't me

[Verse 3]
Oh, it's the last chance for a romance tonight



(I don't know why you don't want me)
There'll be no next time if you won't be mine tonight
(I don't know why you don't want me)

[Outro]
I don't know why you don't want me
(I don't know why you don't want me)
I don't know why you don't want me
(I don't know why you don't want me)
I don't know why you don't want me
(I don't know why you don't want me)

8672. I Don't Know You (Anymore) - Chords

I Don't Know You (Anymore)
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Ricci Mareno and Charlie Black

C          G7          F
No I don't know you anymore
C          G7     A#7
Slowly but surely I can feel you 
F                  C
Slippin' away from me girl
           G7     A#7
Slowly but surely I can feel it 
F             G7
Leadin' up to goodbye
C                   F
Though you say it's not true
C                     F
There's a change girl in you
C          G7
No I don't know you
            F
Something's wrong
      C
I can feel it when I hold you baby
           G7          F   C
No I don't know you anymore
           G7   A#7
You try to hide what 
              F                 C
You're really feelin' inside of you girl
              G7
But your eyes tell me 
A#7                F             G7
That you're really longin' to be free

Repeat #2

           G7
No I don't know you



            F
Something's wrong
      C
I can feel it when I hold you baby
           G7          F   C
No I don't know you anymore

8673. I Don't Know You - Chords

I Don't Know You
New Riders of the Purple Sage
(JOHN DAWSON)

E B
I DON'T KNOW YOU
A E
YOU BEEN LATELY ON MY MIND
 B
I DON'T KNOW YOU
A B
YOU BEEN LATELY ON MY MIND
 C#m
WELL YOU CAME INTO MY WORLD AND
 F#
YOU TOOK IT BY SURPRISE
 C#m F# B
THE SUN COULD RISE UP IN THE WEST AND I WOULD BE NO WISER
 E
AND I DON'T KNOW YOU

COME SIT BESIDE ME
I'M NOT SURE IF YOU'RE STILL THERE
COME SIT BESIDE ME
I'M NOT SURE IF YOU'RE STILL THERE
WELL, THE OLD MAN IN THE SKY HE KNOWS WHAT I'M SAYING
I COULDN'T TELL YOU A LIE
BELIEVE WE'VE BEEN PLAYING A GAME
'CAUSE I DON'T KNOW YOU
(repeat 1st verse)

8674. I Don't Know You Well Enough to Say Goodbye

Keith Whitley - I Don't Know You Well Enough to Say Goodbye

I know the way you touch me in the night
Laying closely by my side
And I can see the way you look by candle light
Every time I try to close my eyes



And know you're thinkin' that it might be time for us to say
It's over when we haddly even try
But I don't know you well enough everything I've given up
Not well enough to ever say goodbye

I don't know you when you tell me that you'd leave me
Was it something that I said that made you cry
I guess there's lots of danger I'm not seeing
I don't know you well enough to say goodbye

I know the way you look when things ain't goin' right
There's things you never could disguise
And know you thought I rather let you go to fight
I guess it's time we both apologize

I don't know you when you tell me that you'd leave me...

I don't know you well enough everything I've given up
I don't know you well enough to say goodbye

8675. I Don't Love Nobody

I Don't Love Nobody
Doc Watson

Well I don't nobody nobody loves me
All they want's my money they don't care for me
I want to live single happy and carefree
I don't love nobody nobody loves me

One day I went out walking walking down Johnson street
I met a little old lady she smiled at me so sweet
Said hello my honey how are you today
Just as I started to kiss her these words I heard her say

One day I went out walking walking down Johnson street
I met the same little lady she was dressed up so near
She smiled at me and said hello how are you today
Tipped my hat and said hello and journeyed on my way

8676. I Don't Love You Anymore

I Don't Love You Anymore
The Johnson Mountain Boys

I don't love you anymore not the way I did before
And since you've found someone new I think it's best
I don't cry and walk the floor I don't love you anymore
Trouble is I don't love you any less



I don't love you anymore for I've got no more love to give
You drained my heart of all its love with every sweet caress
I keep saying o'er and o'er I don't love you anymore
Trouble is I don't love you any less

[ steel + el.banjo ]

I held you close to me one time kissed your lips and called you mine
Then another came and thrilled you more I guess
I cried as you walked out the door I don't love you anymore
Trouble is I don't love you any less

I don't love you anymore...
Trouble is I don't love you any less

8677. I Don't Love You Much - Chords

I Don't Love You Much       
recorded by Emmylou Harris   
written by Guy Clark
 
C
I don't love you much do I
     F               G7                   C
Just more than human time can tell that's all
 
I don't love you much do I
   F                             G7
Remember how I kissed you in the hall
 
F                         C
See how it sparkles in my eye
F                       C                G7
I couldn't hide it if I tried and that's right
        C
I don't love you much do I 
     F                  G7                 C
Just more than anything else in this whole world
 
                               
I don't love you much do I 
     F                 G7           C
Just more than all the stars in the sky
                            
I don't love you much do I 
  F                                      G7
I think you hung the moon and that's all right
 
Repeat #2
 
I don't love you much do I
      G7                             C



I can feel it all the way across the room
                                 
I don't love you much do I  
F                                   G7
Like spring doesn't make the flowers bloom
        C
I don't love you much do I  
    F             G7            C
I'd follow you to hell and back again
                                
I don't love you much do I  
     F                               G7
Just watch me light up when you walk in
 
Repeat #2

8678. I Don't Love You Much Do I

Emmylou Harris - I Don't Love you Much Do I?

Don't love you much do I
Just more than human tongue can tell and that's all
I don't love you much do I
Remember how I kissed you in the hall

[Chorus: x2]
See how it sparkles in my eyes
I couldn't hide it if I tried- that's right
I don't love you much do I
Just more than anything else in this whole world
I don't love you much do I
Just more than all the stars in the sky
I don't love you much do I
I think you hung the moon and that's alright

I don't love you much do I
You can feel it all the way across the room
I don't love you much do I
Like the spring doesn't make the flowers bloom
I don't love you much do I
I'd follow you to hell and back again
I don't love you much do I
Just watch me light up when you walk in

[Chorus]

8679. I Don't Mean Maybe



Buddy Miller - I Don't Mean Maybe

I'll be your mister if you be my misses
And I'll trade you huggin' for you tender kissed
I'll be darlin' if you be my baby
'Cause I love you honey and I don't mean maybe
I used to play around like love was a toy
But you made a man out of a little boy
I don't know how but you changed my mind
Now all I want to do is walk that line
I'll be your mister if you be my misses
And I'll trade you huggin' for you tender kissed
I'll be darlin' if you be my baby
'Cause I love you honey and I don't mean maybe
I got a ring let's set a date
We'll get a prRacher and a wedding cake
I don't wanna bR free I wanna get tied down
Marry me girl and let's go to town

8680. I Don't Mind

Sturgill Simpson - I Don't Mind

[Verse 1]
There's a lonely feeling that I carry
That will follow me all my days
I walked out on the heart you were nursing
Turned my back on a love you saved
Well, just when my clouds were drifting
My plan got rearranged
But there ain't no going back now
And ain't no way that I can change

[Verse 2]
I believe that I found God
About the same time that I found you
All that stuff about heaven and angels
Well, I know now that it's all true
But you drift in and out of my dreams now
Like a ship out at sea in a storm
And when I wake up every morning
I roll over to find you still gone
Gone

[Chorus]
I'm alone in a way that I've never been
Since you left me behind
If you think you can ever love me again
Please go ahead, I don't mind
Oh, no

[Verse 3]
It feels like you're so far away now
And I'm stuck out here all by myself



All the things I wish I had told you
Still inside my mind bottled and shelved
In my dreams although I can hear you
There's a darkness that hides you from sight
So I search all around trying to feel you
All I find is a world without light
There's a world I want to leave
And a world where I want to stay
There's a dream that I believe
When I wake up it goes away

[Chorus]
I'm alone in a way that I've never been
Since you left me behind
If you think you can ever love me again
Please go ahead, I don't mind

8681. I Don't Mind

Sturgill Simpson - I Don't Mind

[Verse 1]
There's a lonely feeling that I carry
That will follow me all my days
I walked out on the heart you were nursing
Turned my back on a love you saved
Well, just when my clouds were drifting
My plan got rearranged
But there ain't no going back now
And ain't no way that I can change

[Verse 2]
I believe that I found God
About the same time that I found you
All that stuff about heaven and angels
Well, I know now that it's all true
But you drift in and out of my dreams now
Like a ship out at sea in a storm
And when I wake up every morning
I roll over to find you still gone
Gone

[Chorus]
I'm alone in a way that I've never been
Since you left me behind
If you think you can ever love me again
Please go ahead, I don't mind
Oh, no

[Verse 3]
It feels like you're so far away now
And I'm stuck out here all by myself
All the things I wish I had told you



Still inside my mind bottled and shelved
In my dreams although I can hear you
There's a darkness that hides you from sight
So I search all around trying to feel you
All I find is a world without light
There's a world I want to leave
And a world where I want to stay
There's a dream that I believe
When I wake up it goes away

[Chorus]
I'm alone in a way that I've never been
Since you left me behind
If you think you can ever love me again
Please go ahead, I don't mind

8682. I Don't Mind - Chords

I Don't Mind 
Fruition

[Verse]
Dm                          F
You aint too pleased with me
Dm                           F
I won't get on my knees about it
Dm                  F
Cause I am road dog baby
Dm                              F
And there ain't no two ways about it
 
[Chorus]
C      G         F        Dm
I aint trying to cause no pain
C          G        F          Dm
So I won't take the blame this time
 
C     G    F
I just keep moving
C          G       F          Dm
I might be losing but I don't mind
 
[Verse]
Dm             F
I wear my body out
Dm                      F
Just to make somebody's day
Dm                       F
Cause I am a soul doctor baby
Dm                    F
And my schedules full today
 
[Chorus]



C      G         F        Dm
I aint trying to cause no pain
C          G        F          Dm
So I won't take the blame this time
C          G   F
I just keep moving
C          G      F           Dm
I might be losing but I don't mind
 
[Solo]
C G F Dm
C G F Dm
C G F
C G F Dm
Dm  F
Dm  F
Dm  F
Dm  F
 
[Chorus]
C      G         F        Dm
I aint trying to cause no pain
C           G       F          Dm
So I won't take the blame this time
C          G  F
I just keep moving
C          G      F           Dm
I might be losing but I don't mind
C          G   F
I just keep moving
C          G      F           Dm
I might be losing but I don't mind
C          G      F           Dm
I might be losing but I don't mind
C          G      F           Dm
I might be losing but I don't mind (No I don't mind I don't mind)
C          G      F           Dm
I might be losing but I don't mind (No I don't mind I don't mind)
 
Dm                         F
No I don't mind no I don't mind (fade out)

8683. I Don't Mind Goin' Under - Chords

I Don't Mind Goin' Under
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Dallas Frazier and Arthur Leo Owens

C                                     G7
I guess you heard about my fling with Ruby by now
                                             C
How I've been supporting every honky tonk in town
                                    G7



I'm not proud of what I've done but what else could I do
                                              C
I don't mind goin' under if it'll get me over you
  F                                 C
I don't see how the honky tonks and me could ever part
   G7                                               C
As long as they can keep my mind from talking to my heart
    F                         C
I'd rather be a loser than to be somebody's fool
  G7                                          C
I don't mind goin' under if it'll get me over you
                                 G7
Somebody said they saw me waking up on the street
                                                      C
My best friend lost ten dollars when he bet it wasn't me
                                 G7
Sometimes I don't shave and very seldom shine my shoes
                                              C
I don't mind goin' under if it'll get me over you
Repeat #2
     G7                                          C
No I don't mind goin' under if it'll get me over you

8684. I Don't Mind Saying - Chords

I Don't Mind Saying
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Raymond Page

C            F
I don't mind saying I've been lonesome 
          C
For those kisses that I've known
           G7
Don't mind saying I've been crying 
                     C
Just because I'm all alone
       F
I'd be lying if I told you 
        C
I don't miss you anymore
           G7
Don't mind saying I'd be glad to see you 
                     C
Walking through that door
Don't mind saying I've been missing 
Arms that used to hold me tight
        G7
Knowing how they'd feel around me 
                         C
On these cold and lonely nights
Don't mind saying that I'd like 
To feel your lips so sweet on mine



        G7
For the memory of your loving touch 
                  C
Haunts me all the time
Repeat #1,2,1,2

8685. I Don't Mind The Thorns (If You're The Rose) - Chords

I Don't Mind The Thorns (If You're The Rose)
Recorded by Lee Greenwood
Written by Jan Buckingham and Linda Young

G                          C
Come let me hold you for a while 
                G     Am              D7
All you have to do is smile I'm yours again 
G                              C
I may not like some things you do 
            G             Am                     D7
But they're all a part of you and you're my best friend 

G                D7          Em             G
I don't mind the cold when I have a fire to warm me 
C                G              A7                D7
I don't mind the rain 'cause it makes the flowers grow 
G              D7                 Am        F     C
I can take the bad times when you wrap your love around me 
Am               D7                     G
I don't mind the thorns when you're the rose 

                                 C
Stay we can work the whole thing out 
G                  Am          D7
That's what love's about and I understand 
G                              C
You didn't mean the things you said 
           G       Am              D7
They're so easy to forget when you take my hand 

Repeat #2

          Dm                      G
If it was anybody else I would be gone
D7            Em                                        D7
But you're so beautiful to me oh that I keep on holding on

Repeat #2



8686. I Don't Need It Done

I Don't Need It Done

Honey you sure do it well
But I don't need it done
I know if I did it with you
It'd be a whole lot of fun
I'll send my regrets 
But I won't hedge my bets
I found a real true love 
Now I don't need it done

Baby you sure look fine
But I don't need it done
So I won't waste your time
And I'll just move along
I don't mind waking up all alone
I found me one real true love
Now I don't need it done

I don't need it done
I don't need it done
I found a real true love
Now I don't need it done

It's been one long day all right
Still I don't need it done
You say I could stay all night
Until the morning comes
Well it's not easy but
I've got to give up all you got
I found a real true love 
Now I don't need it done

I don't need it done
I don't need it done
I found a real true love
Now I don't need it done

Said I better let you run

8687. I Don't Need It Done - Chords

I Don't Need It Done
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by John Sieger

G                             C               D7
Honey you sure do it well but I don't need it done
                                                   G
I know if I did it with you it'd be a whole lot of fun
                            C                A7



I'll send my regrets oh but I don't hedge my bets
  D7                                         G
I found a real true love now I don't need it done
                                            D7
Baby you sure look fine but I don't need it done
                                                 G
So I won't waste your time said I better let you run
                          C                        A7
I'll just move along no I don't mind waking up all alone
  D7                                           G
I found one real true love now I don't need it done
                                        C
I don't need it done oh I don't need it done
     D7                                           G
Yeah I found a real true love now I don't need it done
                                        C
I don't need it done oh I don't need it done 
       D7                                         G
Yeah I found a real true love now I don't need it done
D7             G                                            D7
Well it's been one long day all right still I don't need it done
                                                 G
You say I could stay all night until the morning comes
                              C               A7
It's not easy but I've got to give up all you got
       D7                                         G
Yeah I found a real true love now I don't need it done
repeat #3 x3

8688. I Don't Need The Booze

Alan Jackson - I Don't Need The Booze 

If I could have you
I know what I'd do
This time I'd be true
If I had you
If you could be mine
I'd walk that straight line
There'd be no bad times
If I had you
I made the worst mistake
One fool could ever make
Tell me it's not too late
What can I do?
If I could hold you tight
I'd have the world tonight
And everything would be alright
If I had you
Well, I made the worst mistake
One fool could ever make
Tell me it's not too late
What can I do?



If I could hold you tight
I'd have the world tonight
Everything would be alright
If I had you
Everything would be alright
If I had you...

8689. I Don't Need The Booze (To Get A Buzz On)

Alan Jackson - I Don't Need The Booze (To Get A Buzz On)
(Toni Dae/Joy Swines)

I've been known to tie one on and honky tonk til half past three
But the party don't get started til my baby pours her love on me
She's a hundred proof, Lord she's smooth
She makes me moan all night long
So I don't need the booze to get a buzz on
I've tried It all from Tennessee Whiskey
To Ozark Mountain Moonshine
But it's her sweet love that packs the punch
And keeps me higher than a Georgia pine
Mr Southern Comfort don't come in a bottle
I get a double shot of love home grown
So I don't need booze to get a buzz on
My little country girl makes my head whirl and my knees begin to shake
No I can't walk no chalk line I ain't a talking or a thinking straight
I'm hooked on my baby's love there ain't nothing in a jug this strong
And I don't need the booze to get a buzz on
I've tried It all from Tennessee Whiskey
To Ozark Mountain Moonshine
Bu it's her sweet love that packs the punch
And keeps me higher than a Georgia pine
Mr Southern Comfort don't come in a bottle
I get a double shot of love home grown
So I don't need booze to get a buzz on
I wear a Blue Ribbon grin every now and then
But I don't need that to get stoned
I don't need the booze to get a buzz on
No I don't need the booze to get a buzz on

8690. I Don't Need Your Rocking Chair - Chords

I Don't Need Your Rocking Chair
recorded by George Jones
written by Frank Dycus, Billy Yates, Kerry Kurt Phillips
 
G                         C
I don't need your rocking chair
                         G



Your Geritol or your Medicare 
                             D7
Cause I still got neon in my veins
                            G
This gray hair don't mean a thing
 
                       C
I do my rocking on the stage
                               G
You can't put this possum in a cage
                           D7
My body's old but it ain't impaired
                          G
I don't need your rocking chair
 
                               C
I ain't ready for the junkyard yet
                                 G
Cause I still feel like a new Corvette
                                         D7
It may take a little longer but I'll get there
                               G
Well I don't need your rocking chair
 
repeat 1 & 2
 
                           C
Retirement don't fit in my plans
                                   G
You can keep your seat I'm a gonna stand
                       D7
An Eskimo needs a Frigidaire
                         G
Like I need your rocking chair
 
repeat 1 & 2
 
Tag:
                           D7
My body's old but it ain't impaired
                          G
I don't need your rocking chair

8691. I Don't Owe You Nothing - Chords

I Don't Owe You Nothing
Written and recorded by Bobby Helms
 
G                              D7
I don't owe you nothing that's what I can always say
C                  D7                           G
You're the one who cheated you'll be the one to pay
                                   D7



I don't owe you nothing you're the one that was to blame
C            D7                        G
Give back my heart I'll give back your name
 
D7                       G
When the fun is over the years have passed us by
A7                                 D7
That's when you'll think of me and hang your head and cry
    G                                            D7
You know that I don't owe you nothing you're the one that was to blame
C            D7                        G
Give back my heart I'll give back your name
 
D7                       G
When the fun is over the years have passed us by
A7                                 D7
That's when you'll think of me and hang your head and cry
    G                                            D7
You know that I don't owe you nothing you're the one that was to blame
C            D7                        G
Give back my heart I'll give back your name

8692. I Don't Really See You Anymore

I Don't Really See You Anymore
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
I don't really see you anymore
I don't really see you anymore
You used to wait for me outside your door
Now I don't really see you anymore
(La la la la, la la la la, la la la la)

[Verse 2]
I don't really see you anymore
I don't really see you anymore
You used to beg for me from on your floor
Now I don't really see you anymore
(La la la la, la la la la, la la la la)

[Verse 3]
I don't really have that much to say
I don't really have that much to say
But it would still be nice to see you someday
Even though I wouldn't have that much to say
It would still be nice to see you someday

[Outro]
No, I don't really see you anymore



8693. I Don't Reckon It'll Happen Again

Uncle Dave Macon
I Don't Reckon It'll Happen Again

Susie is my cousin, and that's the gospel truth
Three more in the family, Rebekah, Jane' and' Ruth
I'll tell you' the trouble she had with William' Rider
Took the poor girl out and treated her and gave her sour cider (?)
But I don't reckon it'll happen again for months and months and months
But I don't reckon it'll happen again for months and months and months

Sue she went to Sunday School with that Rider man
When the preacher went to preach, she shoo-flied with her fan
When they passed the plate around, she would not give her mite
She had lost her hearing from a gallon (he provide (?))
But I don't reckon it'll happen again for months and months and months
But I don't reckon it'll happen again for months and months and months

Sue she went to supper, she was glad she went
She ate steak fried in butter, poor Billy hadn't a cent
Ah, you William Rider, with cider he did load her
Blew the fool drink like a mule and died with the hydropho-ba
But I don't reckon it'll happen again for months and months and months
But I don't reckon it'll happen again for months and months and months

An Irishman went to turn an elephant around
The elephant took its trunk and slapped old Paddy down
The Irishman said, "You great big ugly brute
If I knew which end your head was on, I'd job you in the snoot"
But I don't reckon it'll happen again for months and months and months
But I don't reckon it'll happen again for months and months and months
They wanted the highway up to Woodsbury Pike
They thought it was going to Hall Hill Road and they all got on a hike
Some was mad and some was glad and some took some offense
But everybody raised a little sand when they had to move the fence
But I don't reckon it'll happen again for months and months and months
But I don't reckon it'll happen again for months and months and months

I went to bed the other night and dreamed that I was dead
I went right up to the pearly gates and to Saint Peter said
"I just came up from Knoxville," He says "I do declare
Come right on in you are the first that ever came from there"
But I don't reckon it'll happen again for months and months and months
But I don't reckon it'll happen again for months and months and months

8694. I Don't Regret A Mile - Chords



I Don't Regret A Mile 
Recorded by Larry Sparks
Written by Rusty Goodman

C                          F                C
I don't regret a mile I've traveled for the Lord
                         D7                  G7
I don't regret the times I've trusted in His Word
     C                         F              C
I've seen the years go by many days without a song
                           G7               C
I don't regret a mile I've traveled for the Lord

                     F                C
I've had many dreams that vanished at dawn
                                      D7                   G7
But enough dreams were true Lord that it keeps me dreaming on
     C                       F                   C
I've prayed many prayers for the answer I waited on
                                          G7               C
You blessed me so many times Lord that it keeps me praying on

Repeat #1

                              F              C
I've had many friends they've left me one by one
                                  D7                        G7
But enough friends were true Lord that it keeps me trusting on
     C                    F               C
I've gone many days in my heart without a song
                                          G7                C
You blessed me so many times Lord that it keeps me trusting on

Repeat #1

8695. I Don't Remember Forgetting

I Don't Remember Forgetting - Ricky Skaggs

I don't remember forgetting
I don't seem to recall
If I neglected to show you I love you
I don't remember at all.

Ten years of thinking we're happy
Now you say that our love is gone
I'm racking my brain but I can't see
I'm wondering where I went wrong.

I don't remember forgetting
I don't seem to recall
If I neglected to show you I love you
I don't remember at all.



Now you say that I've been distracted
Not seing the little things you need
Now I've never been more attracted
How can I make you believe.

I don't remember forgetting
I don't seem to recall
If I neglected to show you I love you
I don't remember at all.

If I neglected to show you I love you
I don't remember at all...

8696. I Don't Remember Forgetting - Chords

I Don't Remember Forgetting
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Billy Foster, Jason Sellers, Lee Ann Womack

G                A7
I don't remember forgetting 
C       D7      G     D7
I don't seem to recall
G                 A7
If I neglected to show you I love you
  C     D7          G
I don't remember at all
D7                          G
Ten years of thinking we're happy
    D7                       G
Now you say that our love is gone
    D7         B7          Em
I'm racking my brain but I can't see
    A7                     D7
I'm wondering where I went wrong
Repeat #1
    D7                     G
Now you say that I've been distracted
    D7                           G
Not seeing the little things you need
    D7         B7        Em
Now I've never been more attracted
A7                   D7
How can I make you believe
Repeat #1
                  A7
If I neglected to show you I love you
  C     D7          G
I don't remember at all



8697. I Don't Remember Loving You - Chords

I Don't Remember Loving You
by John Conlee written by Harlan Howard & Bobby Braddock

C       G7             C
I don't remember loving you
 
And I don't recall the things
                   G7
You say you put me through
    F
You tell me that you've had
         C
A guilty conscience for so long
    F
You say that you walked out on me
        C
You say you did me wrong
                                        G7
Well I just don't see how that could be true
                              C
Cause I don't remember loving you
 
        G7              C
I don't remember loving you
 
You might talk to my doctor
                        G7
He drops by each day at two
  F
I get a funny feeling
       C
When I look into your eyes
F
There's something in your smile
              C
That gives my stomach butterflies
                                  G7
You must look like someone I once knew
                            C
But I don't remember loving you
 
G7                      F
I don't remember loving you
  G7
I heard you mention children
        F                  C
Did you say there's one or two
    F
You say I quit my job
           C
And then I drank myself insane
    F
You say that I ran down the highway
C
Screaming out your name



                                               G7
Well that's not the sort of thing that I would do
                           C
No I don't remember loving you
 
        G7              C
I don't remember loving you
 
I absolutely positively
                   G7
Know that can't be true
    F
But everyone I know here in this place
   C
Is really strange
   F
If you'll hand me my crayons
        C
I'll be glad to take your name
                                  G7
In case I run across that guy you knew
                            C
But I don't remember loving you
 
Repeat #2

8698. I Don't Remember Me (Before You)

Osborne Brothers - I Don't Remember Me (Before You)

Did I stop and watch the sunset fade?
What gave me life and took my breath away?
Did I take a last-call stranger home
So I wouldn't have to wake up alone?

I heard I was a wild one
I feel like a child, son
But I really don't recall
Heard I was a fast one
Always was last one
Waitin' for the other shoe to fall
I've seen pictures
And I've heard stories
'Bout the boy I used to be
But I don't remember me

Was I just another ghost in this town?
Who was I when no one was around?
Did I even know what I was livin' with?
Who are my favorite songs about?

I heard I was a wild one
I feel like a child, son



But I really don't recall
Heard I was a fast one
Always was last one
Waitin' for the other shoe to fall
I've seen pictures
And I've heard stories
'Bout the boy I used to be
But I don't remember me

Was my heart beatin' in my chest?
Was I even alive or dead?

I heard I was a wild one
I feel like a child, son
Heard I was a fast one
Always was last one
Waitin' for the other shoe to fall
I've seen pictures
And I've heard stories
'Bout the boy I used to be
But I don't remember me
No, I don't remember me before you

8699. I Don't See What I Once Saw In You - Chords

I Don't See What I Once Saw In You - James King
Thirty Years of Farming
Banjo Tuned E, Capo 3, Key of G
Also credit:
Tom T. Hall (BMI)

            g            c           g
VERSE 1: HERE I AM IN OUR HOMETOWN TODAY
                         c                       g
DRINKING ICE-COLD LEMONADE AND WALKING AROUND THE PLACE
                          c                       g
I HAD TO SEE IT ONE MORE TIME TO MAKE SURE IT WAS TRUE
                          d7           g
'CAUSE I DON'T SEE WHAT I ONCE SAW IN YOU
             g               c          g
CHORUS: I DON'T SEE WHAT I ONCE SAW IN YOU
                         c                          g
COULD I HAVE BEEN SO MUCH IN LOVE I COULDN'T SEE THE TRUTH
                  c                     g
MY EYES ARE OPEN NOW AND AS I WALK THESE AVENUES
                       d7      g
I DON'T SEE WHAT I ONCE SAW IN YOU

VERSE 2: I SEE THE HOUSE WHERE LOVE COULD NOT EXIST
THE HOUSE IS NOW AS COLD AND EMPTY AS YOUR GOODBYE KISS
LORD, BUT AIN'T IT FUNNY WHAT A FEW SHORT YEARS CAN DO
I DON'T SEE WHAT I ONCE SAW IN YOU



REPEAT CHORUS

VERSE 3: I SEE A MEMORY AT EVERY TURN
AND EVERY STEP I TAKE IS JUST ANOTHER LESSON LEARNED
LOOKING BACK CAN SOMETIMES BE A HURTING THING TO DO
BUT I DON'T SEE WHAT I ONCE SAW IN YOU

REPEAT CHORUS

8700. I Don't Stand A Ghost Of A Chance With You

Linda Ronstadt - I Don't Stand A Ghost Of A Chance With You

I need your love so badly, I love you, oh, so madly
But I don't stand a ghost of a chance with you!
I thought at last I'd found you, but other lovers surround you
And "I don't stand a ghost of a chance with you!"
If you'd surrender just for a tender kiss or two
You might discover, that I'm the lover meant for you
And I'd be true, but what's the good of scheming
I know I must be dreaming

8701. I Don't Trust Me Around You

Dolly Parton - I Don't Trust Me Around You 
(B. Owens)

You're standing much too close to me again
I'd never once touched you
But in my mind I've already sinned
You're making it hard for me to be true
I don't trust me around you
Seems like every place I go I see you there
I can't keep my eyes off you
I just stand and stare
You tempt me more than anyone I ever knew
I don't trust me around you
I don't trust me around you
I belong to someone else
Not once have I been untrue
But when I'm close to you this way I find myself wanting to
I don't trust me around you

8702. I Don't Trust You Anymore



Lefty Frizzell
I Don't Trust You Anymore

[Verse 1:]
I don't trust you anymore
Don't shoot me that old lie
Don't tell me that you're still mine
You're saying things like you said before

[Chorus:]
But I don't trust you anymore

[Verse 2:]
I gave you benefit of doubt
But your love didn't prove out
We've tried so many times before

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
I love you and I always will
And I can't help the way I feel
I trusted you till I learned the score

[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
We agreed when last we tried
We'd be better satisfied
Between our love they closed the door
Cause I don't trust you anymore
Now here you are back once more
With your foot back in the door
I guess you'll win like you have before
But I don't trust you anymore
I've loved you and I always will

[Chorus]

8703. I Don't Wanna Cry - Chords

I Don't Wanna Cry
Recorded by the Gatlin Brothers
Written by Larry Gatlin

G                      B7         C
I don't wanna cry this early this morning
    A7                                D7
But cry I will if you go through with leaving me alone
              G        B7         C
I don't wanna cry this early this morning
                     G                     D7               G
So lay back down and love me and leave the leaving to later on
                G7          C



I don't want to think about tomorrow
     A7                             D7
Lord knows I got my hands full just worrying about today
        G                       C               A7
If it's true that God see every sparrow when it falls
  D7                                           G
I hope he'll see me falling if you up and walk away
              G        B7         C
I don't wanna cry this early this morning
    A7                                D7
But cry I will if you go through with leaving me alone
              G        B7         C
I don't wanna cry this early this morning
                     G                     D7                G
So lay back down and love me and leave the leaving for later on
   C                 G                     D7                C
So lay back down and love me and leave the leaving for later on
              G
I don't wanna cry

8704. I Don't Wanna Die Angry

I Don't Wanna Die Angry
Front Country

Every time we touch, it feels like the first night
And every time we kiss, it feels like the last try
I've been writing you letters tryna make it all alright
But every time we fight, it feels like a goodbye

And it feels like if everything ceased to exist
We'd be left with the memory of this
And I'm not gonna let it go down like that

I don't wanna die angry, so kiss me baby
I don't wanna die angry
I don't wanna live hungry, I wanna love somebody
I don't wanna die angry

There's a photograph that shows up in my mind
We're laying on the grass and it's such a good vibe
And I can remember that moment when we think we're doing alright
And burn it down to ashes every time we fight

And it hurts that I can't keep control of my words
And I can't unhear all that I heard
Come on baby, don't let it go down like that

I don't wanna die angry, so kiss me baby
I don't wanna die angry
I don't wanna live hungry, I wanna love somebody
I don't wanna die angry



And it's hard to say I'm sorry
 Cause I'm a hard headed girl
We are who we are, but let me show you
I still love you, oh yes I do

I don't wanna die angry, so kiss me baby
I don't wanna die angry
I don't wanna live hungry, I wanna love somebody
I don't wanna die angry

8705. I Don't Wanna Lose You Yet - Chords

I Don't Wanna Lose You Yet
Steve Earl - I Dont Wanna Lose You Yet

[1st. Verse]
G    G       Dsus4/D/Dsus2/D      G   G  Dsus4/D/Dsus2/D
Baby, it's a cold, hard world out there,
G    G       Dsus4/D/Dsus2/D      G   G  Dsus4/D/Dsus2/D
Broken-hearted people everywhere;
Em      Em      Bm        Bm
Takin' whatever love they get,
C       C       D7        D7
I don't wanna wind up like that, so

[Chorus]
G               G              Em
Baby throw your arms around my neck,
                Em              Am
Lay your pretty head against my chest,
              Am                 D7
Listen to one heartbeat then the next
                    D7             G  G  Em  Em  Am  Am  D7  D7
'Cause baby I don't wanna lose you yet.

[2nd. Verse]
You know I love you and I know you love me'
It's everything that love's supposed to be,
But I don't wanna look up one day
And find out we let it slip away...

[Chorus]
G               G              Em
Baby throw your arms around my neck,
                    Em           Am
Lay your pretty head against my chest,
              Am                    D7
Listen to one heartbeat then the next
                    D7             G  G  Em  Em  Am  Am  D7  D7
'Cause baby I don't wanna lose you yet.

[Middle]
Em            Em             G          G



Can't tell you nothing 'bout love I guess,
C              C       G         G
That you don't already know,
Em            Em            Bm         Bm
But girl, when you're in my arms like this
C       C            D7      D7
I don't ever want to let you go....

[3rd. Verse]
Baby maybe I'm wrong, but what if I'm right
And everything's depending on us tonight?
maybe we'll pass this way again,
But honey I don't wanna wait till then...

[Chorus]
G               G              Em
Baby throw your arms around my neck,
               Em               Am
Lay your pretty head against my chest,
              Am                 D7
Listen to one heartbeat then the next
                    D7             G  G  Em  Em  Am  Am  D7  D7
'Cause baby I don't wanna lose you yet.

8706. I Don't Wanna Lose Your Love - Chords

I Don't Wanna Lose Your Love
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Joey Carbone

C                                F
You look at me and I can see the feelings gone
     Dm                               G7
What happen to the dreams we plan our future on
    C                             F
You turn away and try to say what we both know
    C            Dm                    G7
But baby I can't let you go let you go away
              C
I don't wanna lose your love
G7            A#7              A7
I don't wanna be the one who's brokenhearted
      Dm            G7             C
Don't take the only love I've ever known
                            G7
I don't wanna lose your love
              A#7              A7
How could you go and stop what we have started
Dm           G7       C
Baby I don't wanna be alone
                                     F
I tried to hide the hurt inside it's plain to see
  Dm                                G7



I never could keep secrets from you anyway
   C                              F
So hard to face I can't erase the thought of you
C              Dm                                    G7
Baby won't you change your mind change your mind and stay
              C
I don't wanna lose your love
G7            A#7              A7
I don't wanna be the one who's brokenhearted
      Dm            G7             C
Don't take the only love I've ever known
                            G7
I don't wanna lose your love
              A#7              A7
How could you go and stop what we have started
Dm           G7       C
Baby I don't wanna be alone

8707. I Don't Wanna Ride The Rails No More

I Don't Wanna Ride The Rails No More - Vince Gill 

Well I've been hopping freight trains all my life
I woke up cold and hungry in the middle of the night
I've been on the wrong end of a drunkard's night
And nowhere to send the letters that I write
And now and then I've seen most every single town
But never stopped quite long enough to ever hang around
'Cause that whistle makes a mighty lonesome sound
It's been on my mind, I'd love to settle down

And I don't wanna ride the rails no more
I wanna know, oh, is love worth dying for?
Hear children playing through an old screen door
No I don't wanna ride the rails no more

The train's pulling up at half past nine
The waitress said, "Hey stranger, how 'bout one more glass of wine?"
We kept talking and we lost our own track of time
The train pulled out, left us there behind

And I don't wanna ride the rails no more
I wanna know, oh, is love worth dying for?
Hear children playing through an old screen door
No I don't wanna ride the rails no more

For the first time in my life I didn't run
I felt your arms around me and my rambling days were done
Something changed deep inside of me
The radio played Love Is All You Need

Oh I don't wanna ride the rails no more
I wanna know, oh, is love worth dying for?



Hear children playing through an old screen door
No I don't wanna ride the rails no more
Oh I don't wanna ride the rails no more
I wanna know, oh, is love worth dying for?
Hear children playing through an old screen door
No I don't wanna ride the rails no more
No I don't wanna ride the rails no more
No I don't wanna ride the rails no more

8708. I Don't Wanna Spoil The Party

Rodney Crowell - I Don't Wanna Spoil The Party

I don't want to spoil the party so I'll go
I would hate my disappointment to show
There's nothing for me here, so I will disappear
If he turns up while I'm gone please let me know
I had a drink or two and I don't care
There's no fun in what I do if he's not there
I wonder what went wrong, I waited for too long
I think I'll take a walk and look for him
Though tonight he's made me sad
I still love him
If I find him I'll be glad
I still love him
I don't want to spoil the party so I'll go
I would hate my disappointment to show
There's nothing for me here so I will disappear
If he turns up while I'm gone please let me know
Though tonight he's made me sad
I still love him
If I find him I'll be glad
I still love him
I had a drink or two and I don't care
There's no fun in what I do if he's not there
I wonder what went wrong, I waited for too long
I think I'll take a walk and look for him
I think I'll take a walk and look for him
I think I'll take a walk

8709. I Don't Wanna Talk About It Now

Emmylou Harris - I Don't Wanna Talk About It Now

God knows how I love you
Like a user needs a drug
And I'll never be free of ya
You are poison in my blood
I tried to swim that river



And get to higher ground
I been three times under
The next one'll see me drown

But I don't want to talk about it now
I don't want to talk about it now
I don't want to talk about it now
I want to go down

God knows why you don't want me
No one would do the things I do
But to my grave it's gonna haunt me
How I got down on my knees for you
You are my obsession
And the reason that I live
You alreday got my soul
There's nothin left to give

But I don't want to talk about it now
I don't want to talk about it now
I don't want to talk about it now
I want to go down

The devil is deep water baby
And I'm in way over my head
But I'd be drawn and quartered
If I could keep you in my bed
I can't break this spell
I know the trouble that I'm in
But If I got out of the mouth of hell
I'd walk right back again

But I don't want to talk about it now
I don't want to talk about it now
I don't want to talk about it now
I want to go down

8710. I Don't Wanna Talk About Love

Nanci Griffith - I Don't Wanna Talk About Love

I don't wanna talk about love
'Cause I've heard it before
And it talks too loud
You can hear it in a disco midnight
Shouting
I don't wanna think about it
Think about it
It comes dressed in its summer clothes
When you're traveling through the heart
Of the winter's cold

I don't wanna talk about changes



Changes come of their own free will
And if you wanna talk about leavin'
Well, you've always walked
And, you always will
Every time you talk about love
You talk about your yesterdays
Yesterday's washing away
With this morning's rain

I don't wanna talk about it
'Cause love has a voice of its own
If all we do is try to out shout it
Then the love is gone

I don't wanna talk about love now
I don't wanna talk about love now
I don't wanna talk about love now
I don't wanna talk about love now

Can't you hear the voice of my heart
It calls your name in the middle of the night
It's always been a quiet voice
When it's breaking
I don't wanna talk about this love
This love was my saving grace
So, can't I just say that I love you
And we'll call it a day?

I don't wanna talk about love now
I don't wanna talk about love now
I don't wanna talk about love now
I don't wanna talk about love now

8711. I Don't Want Control of You

Norman Blake - I Don't Want Control of You

I don't want control of you
Doesn't matter to me
The very heart and soul of you
Are places I wanna see
Every day I look in a different face
Feelings getting stronger with every embrace
I don't want a world of pain
Despair in every tear
Don't want this love to stay the same
But grow with every year
Every day I look in a different face
Feelings getting stronger with every embrace
Tired of situations
That mean nothing to me
You've been an inspirational figure for me
Every day I look in a different face



Feelings getting stronger with every embrace
I don't want control of you
Doesn't matter to me
Don't want this love to stay the same
But grow with every year
And every day I look in a different face
The feelings getting stronger with every embrace

8712. I Don't Want Love

I Don't Want Love
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

"Hey, that's pretty cool
Why don'tcha turn that up?"

Some folks say when you fall in love
You lose your appetite
If love makes you feel that way
Listen to what I say, dear

If love makes you give up steak and potatoes
(That's what you eat?)
Rice, corn, chitlins, and tomatoes
If love makes you give up all those things
I don't want love

If love makes you give up ham and greens
Chicken pot pie and lima beans
If love makes you give up all them things
(Don't want it)
I don't want love

Ooo...

Well, I am here to say to you that
I love my bread and my meat
Take a look at me and it's plain to see
That I'm a man
That loves to eat

So, if love makes you give up steak and tomatoes
Eggs over easy and hash-brown potatoes
If love makes you give up stuff like that
(Oh no)
Heh, I don't want love
No, no, no, no, no, no, no

If love makes you give up corn-dogs and mustard
Cracker Jacks, tootie fruity custard
If love makes you give up onion rings
I don't want love
(Don't want it)



If love makes you give up pizza night
Garlic mashed potatoes, then it's outta sight
(That or nothing!)
If love makes you give up all those things
No no, not me

Well, my baby's awful skinny
And she don't like meat
And she can't stand breakfast in bed
And as for me, well, where's my seat?
'Cause it's time that I was fed

So if love makes you give up saute and pate
And vishyssoise and stuff you have to flambe
If love makes you give up buffalo wings
I don't want love
(No, no!)

No, no
Not me
No sir
No siree
I, I, I, I
I don't want love

Pass the sausage!

8713. I Don't Want My Golden Slippers

Tom T Hall - I Don't Want My Golden Slippers
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I don't want my golden slippers when I reach my heaven's home
I just want to see my Jesus sitting there upon his throne
I don't want no fancy mansions just a place to rest my head
Where I rest in peace eternal when I pay my earthly debt

I don't want my golden slippers when I enter heaven's door
I'll be free to sing his praises where the sun shines evermore
Just a plain and simple cottage down the street from Jesus' door
Where I'll visit with my loved ones who had journeyed on before

I don't want my golden slippers just a plain and simply shoes
I don't want my golden pathways just a country road or two
Love to see the devil tremble when he sees me on my knees
I don't want my golden slippers I'm just longing to be free



8714. I Don't Want My Golden Slippers - Chords

I Don't Want My Golden Slippers
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                                      F                 C
I don't want my golden slippers when I reach my heaven's home
                                    D7             G7
I just want to see my Jesus sitting there upon his throne
        C                             F                C
I don't want no fancy mansions just a place to rest my head
                                     G7             C
Where I rest in peace eternal when I pay my earthly debt
                                       F              C
I don't want my golden slippers when I enter heaven's door
                                           D7             G7
I'll be free to sing his praises where the sun shines evermore
       C                                 F                  C
Just a plain and simple cottage down the street from Jesus' door
                                             G7             C
Where I'll visit with my loved ones who have journeyed on before
                                       F                C
I don't want my golden slippers just a plain and simple shoe
                                       D7                G7
I don't want my golden pathways just a country road will do
        C                             F             C
Love to see the devil tremble when he sees me on my knees
                                         G7            C
I don't want my golden slippers I'm just longing to be free

8715. I Don't Want No Stranger Sleepin' In My Bed - Chords

I Don't Want No Stranger Sleepin' In My Bed
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Bill Emerson and George Jones

C                          F               C
I don't want no stranger's footsteps in my bedroom
F               C                               G7
Pullin' down my window shades and messin' up my spread
        C           F              C
I don't want nobody fluffin' up my pillow
                         G7             C
I don't want no stranger sleepin' in my bed
             G7              C
If I have to cross the world without you
               G7          C
Always keep in mind what I said
F                          C
I don't want nobody's arms around you
                         G7             C
I don't want no stranger sleepin' in my bed
Repeat #1



                     G7           C
I guess that I still need some reassurance
                       G7                 C
To keep those cheatin' thoughts out of my mind
    F                                C
And though you never gave me thought to doubt you
               G7                C
Darlin' let me tell you one more time
Repeat #1
                            G7             C
No I don't want no stranger sleepin' in my bed

8716. I Don't Want To Be A Memory - Chords

I Don't Want To Be A Memory
Recorded by Lee Greenwood
Written by James Pennington and Sonny Lemaire

C
I've been the one you talked to
     F
When things were on your mind
  G7
I tried to be a friend to you
     F                    C
When friends were hard to find
Even been your lover
    F
And gave myself to you
    Dm
But now you're asking something
  G7               C
I just don't wanna do
        F          C
I don't wanna be a memory
G7                     C
Someone you just leave behind
     F
I've always tried to be 
     C                F
Everything you'd ever need
Dm            G7       C
I don't wanna be a memory
I've given you the freedom
         F
When you felt the need to fly
      G7
And a shoulder you can lean on
  F                     C
A place where you could cry
Our time is meant so much
     F
It's more than I can face



   Dm
To think that I could somehow
G7             C
Be someone you replace
Repeat #3 x2

8717. I Don't Want To Get Adjusted

I Don't Want To Get Adjusted
Gaither Vocal Band - Iris Dement

In this world, we have our trials
Sometimes lonesome, sometimes blue
But the hope of life eternal
Makes all old hopes brand new

I don't want to get adjusted to this world, to this world
I've got a home that's so much better
And I'm gonna go there sooner or later
I don't want to get adjusted to this world (to this world)

Lord, I'm growing old and weary
And there's no place that feels like home
Saviour come, my soul to carry
To where I never more shall roam

I don't want to get adjusted to this world, to this world
I've got a home that's so much better
And I'm gonna go there sooner or later
I don't want to get adjusted to this world (to this world)

I've got a home that's so much better
I'm gonna go there sooner or later
I don't want to get adjusted to this world (to this world)

8718. I Don't Want To Go Downtown

Gillian Welch - I Don't Want To Go Downtown

I don't want to go downtown
Ain't got no ribbons for my hair
That band's too loud
And I always see you there

I can get a country station
They always play a few I like
I can dance around 
I don't want to go downtown tonight



Used to be I would wait for Friday
Like some folks wait for Christmas Eve
Now I stay at home
Since you made a fool of me

Maybe some folks seen it comin'
I guess they kept their mouths shut tight
They're laughing now
I don't want to go downtown tonight

I don't want to go downtown
Ain't got no ribbons for my hair
That band's too loud
And I always see you there

I can get a country station
They always play a few I like
I can dance around
I don't have to go downtown 
I don't have to go downtown
I don't have to go downtown

8719. I Don't Want To Hear It

I Don't Want to Hear It 
Blue Moon Rising
 
CHORUS : 
I don't want to hear it right now 
You're always sayin' things to bring me down 
Every time I'm feelin' good, you mess it up somehow 
I don't want to hear it right now 
 
Yousay that I could lose a pound or two 
My clothes don't fit as well as they used to 
My hair is gettin' thinner than a starvin' dog in winter 
That's about the kindest thing I've heard from you 
 
I used to have a lot of self esteem 
Visions of success where in my dreams 
Everytime a dream got off the ground 
You had to go, and shoot it down 
Why do you have to be so doggone mean

8720. I Don't Want To Lose You

I Don't Want To Lose You
The Greencards - I Don't Want To Lose You



To my darlin' one in a far off land
I hope and pray this letter finds its way into your hands
We've had no word, we've had no news
Hope this finds you well
I don't want to lose, I don't want to lose you
Fields are green but the pantry's bad
Some other neighbors have been good enough to share
I can say I'm fine but that's not the truth
I worry all the time
I don't want to lose, I don't want to lose you
Sometimes I dream I am lyin' next to you
And I reach across the bed and wonder
What I'm gonna do
Come home safe, come home soon
Don't you forget
I don't want to lose, I don't want to lose you
I don't want to lose, I don't want to lose you

8721. I Don't Want To Lose You Yet

Steve Earle - I Don't Want to Lose You Yet

[Verse 1]
Baby, it's a cold hard world out there
Brokenhearted people everywhere
Taking whatever love they get
I don't want to wind up like that

[Chorus]
So, baby, throw your arms around my neck
Lay your pretty head against my chest
Listen to one heartbeat then the next
Baby, I don't want to lose you yet

[Verse 2]
You know I love you and I know you love me
It's everything that love's supposed to be
But I don't want to look up one day
And find out we let it slip away

[Chorus]
Baby, throw your arms around my neck
Lay your pretty head against my chest
Listen to one heartbeat then the next
Baby, I don't want to lose you yet

[Bridge]
I can't tell you nothing about love, I guess
That you don't already know
But girl, when you're in my arms like this
I don't ever want to let you go

[Verse]



So, baby, maybe I'm wrong, but what if I'm right?
And everything's depending on us tonight
Maybe we'll pass this way again
But honey, I don't want to wait till then

[Chorus]
So, baby, throw your arms around my neck
Lay your pretty head against my chest
Listen to one heartbeat then the next
Baby, I don't want to lose you yet

8722. I Don't Want To Play House

I Don't Want To Play House
Wayne Taylor

Today I sat alone at the window
And I watched our little girl outside at play
With the little boy next door like so many times before
But something didn't seem quite right today

So I went outside to see what they were doing
And then the teardrops made my eyes grow dim
'Cause I heard him name a game and I hung my head in shame
When I heard our little girl say to him.

chorus:
I don't wanna play house; I know it can't be fun
I've watched mommy and daddy
And if that's the way it's done
I don't wanna play house; It makes my mommy cry
'Cause when she played house
My daddy said good-bye.

chorus:
I don't wanna play house; I know it can't be fun
I've watched mommy and daddy
And if that's the way it's done
I don't wanna play house; It makes my mommy cry
'Cause when she played house
My daddy said good-bye.

8723. I Don't Want to Sober Up Tonight

I Don't Want to Sober Up Tonight

I don't want to sober up tonight
I don't want to act like things are alright
And I don't want to change just to make you think I'm happy



That's my right, I don't want to sober up tonight

I want to keep my mind a little hazy
I don't care if all my friends think I'm crazy
The way I treat myself I might be a little crazy
But that's alright, I don't want to sober up tonight

I'm here to drown another day of misery
I'm in here to spend one night without a mem'ry
And the way I'm drinking now there won't be any memory
But it's alright, I don't want to sober up tonight

I don't want to sober up tonight
I don't want to act like things are alright
I don't want to change just to make you think I'm happy
That's alright, I don't want to sober up tonight

8724. I Don't Want To Sober Up Tonight - Chords

I Don't Want To Sober Up Tonight
written and recorded by Merle haggard
 
G               D7         G
I don't want to sober up tonight
                D7                  G
I don't want to act like things are alright
    C                                                 G
And I don't want to change just to make you think I'm happy
                                 D7         G
That's my right  I don't want to sober up tonight
 
                  D7            G
I want to keep my mind a little hazy
                       D7                G
I don't care if all my friends think I'm crazy
    C                                      G
The way I treat myself I might be a little crazy
                                    D7         G
But that's alright  I don't want to sober up tonight
 
                  D7             G
I'm here to drown another day of misery
                         D7              G
I'm in here to spend one night without a memory
        C                                       G
And the way I'm drinking now there won't be any memory
                                    D7         G
But that's alright  I don't want to sober up tonight
 
Repeat #1



8725. I Don't Want To Talk About It Now

I don't Want to Talk About It Now
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1]
God knows how I love you
Like a user needs a drug
And I'll never be free of you
You are poison in my blood
I tried to swim that river
And get to higher ground
But I've been three times under
The next one'll see me drown

[Chorus]
But I don't want to talk about it now
I don't want to talk about it now
I don't want to talk about it now
I want to go down

[Verse 2]
God knows why you don't want me
No one would do the things I do
But to my grave, it's going to haunt me
How I got down on my knees for you
You are my obsession
And the reason that I live
You already got my soul
There's nothing left to give

[Chorus]
But I don't want to talk about it now
I don't want to talk about it now
I don't want to talk about it now
I want to go down

[Bridge]
I don't want to talk, talk about it

[Verse 3]
The Devil is deep water, baby
And I'm in way over my head
But I'd be drawn and quartered
If I could keep you in my bed
I can't break this spell
I know the trouble that I'm in
But if I got out of the mouth of Hell
I'd walk right back again

[Chorus]
But I don't want to talk about it now
I don't want to talk about it now



I don't want to talk about it now
I want to go down

8726. I Don't Want To Throw Rice

Dolly Parton - I Don't Want To Throw Rice 

She married the one I love today
When my back was turned she took him away
Now while they're all outside, waiting to throw rice
What I want to throw will surely black her eyes
'Cause I don't want to throw rice
I want to throw rocks at her
She took the only love I had
No, I don't want to throw rice
I want to throw rocks at her
It would be a way to hurt her 'cause she hurt me so bad
Well I never stole nothin' in my life
But if I get the chance I'll steal him from his wife
'Cause all is fair in love and war, maybe I'm carryin' this too far
But I feel like tying dynamite to her side of the car
No I don't want to throw rice
I want to throw rocks at her
She took the only love I had
No, I don't want to throw rice
I want to throw rocks at her
It would be a way to hurt her 'cause she hurt me so bad

8727. I Don't Want To Wake You - Chords

I Don't Want to Wake You
Recorded by Lee Greenwood
Written by Peter McCann and Wayland Holyfield

G
While you're lying asleep you're painting a picture
     Em
That I'll always keep in my mind 
C                    D7                    G    F C D7
Stay with that dream good ones are hard to find 
    G
The warmth of your hand your breath on my skin 
        Em
And the rise and the fall of your breast
C                                        G
Takes me away it puts all my troubles to rest
          Bm                      Em
There are so many things I should tell you
      Am          G           D7  C



But a man doesn't always know how
           Bm                        Em
There's an ache and it's breakin' me open
      Am          G              D7
But I don't wanna wake you right now
  G
I open my eyes you're lying beside me
    Em
And keeping me warm in the night
C                                  G     F C D7
I never thought loving could be so right
   G
If I had my way I'd gather my wishes 
    Em
And whisper them all in your ear
C                               G
I never knew heaven could be so near
 
          Bm                      Em
There are so many things I should tell you
      Am          G           D7  C
But a man doesn't always know how
           Bm                        Em
There's an ache and it's breakin' me open
      Am          G              C
But I don't wanna wake you right now
             G
While you're lying asleep you're painting a picture
     D7                     G
That I'll always keep in my mind

8728. I Don't Want You Around Me Anymore

Dolly Parton - I Don't Want You Around Me Anymore 
(Dolly Parton)

You think you're so smart you think that you'd throw my heart
Don't at your feet every time that you walk by
But I, I got news for you cause I don't care for you and
I don't care honey if you love me or not
If you were half as smart as you think you are
The world would be a-standing at your door
But I, I won't be there cause I no longer care and
I don't want you around me anymore
Because you can't have your way you tell me every day
I should grow up stop acting like a child
But I, I think its you that's got some growing to do
And honey I think its gonna take you quite a while
If you were half as smart as you think you are
The world would be a-standing at your door
But I, I won't be there cause I no longer care and
I don't want you around me anymore



8729. I Don't Want Your Ramblin' Letters

I Don't Want Your Ramblin' Letters
Ralph Stanley

   I don't want your rambling letters
   Don't want your picture in a frame
   All I want is you in person
   Won't you let me change your name

Mama said you'd come home soon
Papa warned me not to wait
Sister thinks that you still love me
Hurry home right away

I'm so tired of long distance kisses
Love by mail is all so cold
I just want you in my arms dear
Then our love just can't grow ol

8730. I Done Everything That Hank Did - Chords

Keith Whitley
I Did Everything That Hank Did
Banjo tuned E, Key D, Capo 1

Chorus:

    D                        A        D
I done everything that Hank did, but die
       G                      D  
And it ain't because I didn't try
              G     D
Sometimes it amazes me
                   A
What I get out of life
  D                             A    D
Cause I done everything he did, but die

           G           D
Well  old Hank was my hero
              A 
Since I was a kid
   D          G     D
And I grew up re-living
                 A        D
All the crazy things Hank did

Whiskey drinking honkytonk singing



And staying up all night
Living hard and dying young
Was just a way of life

But I didn't know how dangerous
That old lonesome highway could be
One too many whiskey binges
Brought me to my knees

I saw the light that very night
And old Hank is still the king
But I found out that I
Didnt have to kill myself to sing

Chorus:
  D         G       D
Sometimes it amazes me
                   A
What I get out of life
  D                             A    D
Cause I done everything he did, but die

8731. I Dream A Highway

Gillian Welch - I Dream A Highway

Oh, I dream a highway back to you, love
A winding ribbon with a band of gold
A silver vision, come and rest my soul
I dream a highway back to you

John, he's kicking out the footlights
The Grand Ole Opry's got a brand new band
Lord, let me die with a hammer in my hand
I dream a highway back to you

I think I'll move down into Memphis
And thank the hatchet man who forked my tongue
I lie and wait until the wagons come
And dream a highway back to you

The getaway kickin' up cinders
An empty wagon full of rattling bones
Moon in the mirror on a three hour Jones
I dream a highway back to you

Oh, I dream a highway back to you, love
A winding ribbon with a band of gold
A silver vision, come arrest my soul
I dream a highway back to you

Which lover are you, Jack of Diamonds?
Now you be Emmylou and I'll be Gram



I send a letter, don't know who I am
I dream a highway back to you

I'm an indisguisable shade of twilight
Any second now, I'm gonna turn myself on
In the blue display of the cool cathode ray
I dream a highway back to you

I wish you knew me, Jack of Diamonds
Fire riding, wheeling when I lead 'em up
Drank whiskey with my water, sugar in my tea
My sails in rags with the staggers and the jags
I dream a highway back to you

Oh, I dream a highway back to you, love
A winding ribbon with a band of gold
A silver vision, come molest my soul
I dream a highway back to you

Now, give me some of what you're having
I'll take you as a viper into my head
A knife into my bed, arsenic when I'm fed
I dream a highway back to you

Hang overhead from all directions
Radiation from the porcelain light
Blind and blistered by the morning white
I dream a highway back to you

Sunday morning at the Diner
Hollywood trembles on the verge of tears
I watched the waitress for a thousand years
Saw a wheel inside a wheel, heard a call within a call
I dreamed a highway back to, you

Oh, I dream a highway back to you, love
A winding ribbon with a band of gold
A silver vision, come molest my soul
I dream a highway back to you

Step into the light, poor Lazarus
Don't lie alone behind the window shade
Let me see the mark death made
I dream a highway back to you
I dream a highway back to you

What will sustain us through the winter?
Where did last years lessons go?
Walk me out into the rain and snow
I dream a highway back to you

Oh, I dream a highway back to you, love
A winding ribbon with a band of gold
A silver vision, come and bless my soul
I dream a highway back to you
I dream a highway back to you



Oh, I dream a highway back to you, love
A winding ribbon with a band of gold
A silver vision, come and bless my soul
I dream a highway back to you

8732. I Dreamed About Mama Last Night

Norman Blake - I Dreamed About Mama Last Night

I've just been to heaven with someone so true
I dreamed about mama last night
She read me the bible like she used to do
I dreamed about mama last night
She never closed her eyes and sleep till we were all in bed
And on party nights till we came home she often sat and read
We little thought about it then for we were young and gay
Just how much mama worried when we children were away
We only knew she never slept and when we were out at night
That she waited just to know that we would all come home alright
Why sometimes when we'd stay away till one or two or three
It seems to us that mama heard the turning of the key
For always when we'd step inside she'd call and we'd reply
But we were all too young back then to understand the reason why
Until the last one had returned she'd always keep a light
For mama couldn't sleep until she'd kissed us all goodnight
She had to know that we were safe before she went to rest
But she seemed to fear the world might harm
The ones that she loved the best
And once she said, "When you're grown to women and to men
Perhaps I'll sleep the whole night through, it may be different then"
And so it seemed that night and day we knew a mother's care
That always when we got back home we'd find her waiting there
Then came the night when we were called together 'round her bed
Ã■ Â½The children are all with you nowÃ¢ ', the kindly doctor said
And in her eyes there gleamed again that old time tender light
That told that she'd just been waiting just to know that we were all alright
She smiled that old familiar smile and prayed to God to keep
Her children safe from harm, then she went to sleep
My dream is a treasure that I'll always keep
I dreamed about mama last night

8733. I Dreamed My Baby Came Home - Chords

I Dreamed My Baby Came Home
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Johnny Mathis
 
G                          D7
I went to sleep last night lonely and blue



                   C                G
Tears were falling like the morning dew
                             D7
But when I closed my eyes my loneliness was gone
                             G
Cause I dreamed my baby came home
             C
And you were holding me 
           G        D7      G
Kissing me like you used to do
              C
My heart went crazy 
         G                D7
When you whispered I love you
             G              D7
Yes you were standing there sweet as you could be
                   C               G
Like you had never said goodbye to me
                           D7
For just a little while my loneliness was gone
                             G
Cause I dreamed my baby came home
Repeat

8734. I Dreamed Of A Hillbilly Heaven

Dolly Parton - I Dreamed Of A Hillbilly Heaven

I dreamed I was there in hillbilly heaven
Oh, what a beautiful sight!
And I met all the stars in hillbilly heaven
Oh, what a star-spangled night!

[Spoken:]
Last night, I dreamed I went to hillbilly heaven
And just as I arrived, the old curtain lifted
And there on stage stood, who else, but Roy Aikcuff and Tex Ritter!
They said, "Well, how you doing? Come on in here, I know there's some folks you wanna see
!
Over there's our newest member, your old friend Conway Twitty! Say hello, darlin'!
And there's gentlemen Jim Reeves, singin' with Heaven's choir
Roger Miller, he just got here, he's making everybody laugh
'Course you know Roy Orbison can sing just as high as anybody here
And Ernest Tubb can sing as low!
And Patsy Cline, well, bet she's the best singin' angel here
And Dottie West is probably the prettiest
There's the old peapicker, Ernie Ford, jimmy rodgers, George Morgan, Hank Williams
And the wandering boy, Web Pierce
The old honky-tonker himself Lefty Frizzell
My goodness, what a group!
Would you just listen to Mother Mabel
Over there pickin' the wildwood flower with the angel band?
You know I personally think she's just about God's favorite



And Marty Robbins, well, he's still getting more encores than anybody else up here, just like 
he used to down on earth
Yeah, well, there's Elvis
They still call him the King but we know they're not talking about the real king up here!"
I dreamed I was there
In hillbilly heaven
Oh, what a star-studded night!

[Spoken:]
Then I ask Roy and Tex, I said, "Well, who do you think will be showin' up, say, within the nex
t 40, 50, 60-years?"
They handed me a big tallybook and, in it, I saw names like Johnny Cash, George Jones, Me
rle Haggard, Don Gibson, Mel Tillis, Farren Young, Kitty Wells
Some of the newer ones like Vince Gill and Garth Brooks
'Course they talked about Minnie Pearl, the Judds, Tanya Tucker, Reba McIntyre, Hank Jr.
Oh, of course, Buck Owens, Roy Rodgers, Gene Altry, Randy Travis, and Willie Nelson, ther
e's old Chet!
I said, "Well, where's Porter Wagoner's name?"
Oh, there it is!
And then there was Loretta Lynn, and Tammy Wynette, and Dolly Parton! (gasp)
That's when I woke up!
I dreamed I was there
In hillbilly heaven
Oh, what a beautiful sight!
And I met all the stars in hillbilly heaven
Oh, what a star-spangled night!

8735. I Dreamed Of An Old Love Affair

Ernest Tubb 
I Dreamed Of An Old Love Affair
Dan Tyminski

Just like old time you were here last night
And gone was my worry and care
When I awoke I knew then that I
Had dreamed of an old love affair

I was alone in the darkness, my dear
Many dreams ago you left me there
Sunlight told me you were gone and I
Had dreamed of an old love affair

I've been so lonely since you have gone
I loved you with all of my heart
Heaven was mine when you smiled last night
And said that we'd take a new start

Life seems so useless and empty today
If it's sun or rain I just don't care
Sunlight told me you were gone and I
Had dreamed of an old love affair



8736. I Dreamed Of Highways - Chords

I Dreamed Of Highways
Written and recorded by Hoyt Axton and Renee Armand 

G          C                  G
When I was young I dreamed of highways
             C            G
I never knew I'd find you there
              C            G
You got yours and I've got my ways
         D7    C           G
It's all gone  and I don't care
 
                   C          G
Then come lay down here on my pillow
            C                G
I've got to see you one more time
                C               G
Don't tell lies they're hard to handle
         D7    C            G
It's too late  to change my mind
 
D7                    G
Some words don't come easy
D7                 G
Some don't come at all
  C                   G                D7
I don't think I'll be talking when you leave
 
G                 C                   G
Late last night I thought I heard you crying
                     C               G
I guess you had some trouble in your sleep
             C           G
And the only sound I can rely on
       D7          C                G
Is the song you're singing when you leave
 
Repeat #3,1
          
         D7    C           G
It's all gone  and I don't care

8737. I Drink Swear Steal And Lie

Brad Paisley - I Drink,swear,steal, And Lie 

I was 12 when daddy said to me



Don't take to drinking boy that road don't lead no where
And don't you ever let me hear you swear
Don't you dare
He told me that stealing's a lazy man's way
Something for nothing leaves you hell to pay so don't buy into
it
and then you can look the whole world in the eye
Honey I've tried
But Since I met you girl I've been breaking every rule
I must confess I'm just a back sliding fool
I want to drink from your loving cup
Swear I'll never give you up
Steal all your kisses underneath the moon
I wanna lie here close to you look at what you made me do
Darling you're the reason why
I drink, swear, steal and lie
Last night I threw away the 12 step book
I finally faced the fact that I am hooked on you
There's nothing more that I can do Ain't no use
Cause every time I see your angel face
My halo disappears without a trace I swear
Girl I'd admit I haven't got a prayer
But I don't care
I know this ain't exactly how I was raised
But heaven help me honey I ain't changing my ways
I want to drink from your loving cup
Swear I'll never give you up
Steal all your kisses underneath the moon
I wanna lie here close to you look at what you made me do
Darling you're the reason why
I drink, swear, steal and lie
I want to drink from your loving cup
Swear I'll never give you up
Steal all your kisses underneath the moon
I wanna lie here close to you look at what you made me do
Darling you're the reason why
I drink, swear, steal and lie
Drink, swear, steal and lie

8738. I Dropped Your Name - Chords

I Dropped Your Name
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Terry Skinner and Ken Bell
 
G7             C
I dropped your name in Chicago
             F
A flicker of change starting tomorrow
        Dm                  G7
And the reason I called you tonight
           C
Is just to explain



 
G7               C          G7
You'll be a free man in the morning
C             F
Are you happy now you got what you wanted
     Dm                   G7
Your ticket to freedom is covered with stain
         Dm                    G7
From the tears that I cried in Chicago
                    C
When I dropped your name
 
          F
Oh what a shame when true lovers
             C
Start facing blame on each other
    Am                         C
And they go their own separate ways
            D7     G7
Even though love remains
 
               C
I dropped your name in Chicago
                  F
But I stopped the rain sure as the wind blows
     Dm                       G7
I'll take what you left of my heart
              C
And I'll love again
 
G7               C          G7
You'll be a free man in the morning
C             F
Are you happy now you got what you wanted
     Dm                   G7
Your ticket to freedom is other mistakes
         Dm                    G7
From the tears that I cried in Chicago
                    C
When I dropped your name
 
Repeat #3           
 
              C
It ended last night at your farewell party
               F
The rest of my life I have to get started
Dm           G7
I celebrated alone with champagne
     Dm                  G7
At a party last night in Chicago
                    C
When I dropped your name 
 
     Dm                  G7
At a party last night in Chicago
               C



I dropped your name

8739. I Dug Up A Diamond

Emmylou Harris - I Dug Up a Diamond

I dug up a diamond
Rare and fine
I dug up a diamond
In a deep dark mine
If only I could cling to
My beautiful find
I dug up a diamond
In a deep dark mine

My gem is special
Beyond all worth
As strong as any metal
Or stone in the earth
Sharp as any razor
Or blade you can buy
Bright as any laser
Or any star in the sky

Maybe once in a lifetime
You'll hold one in your hand
Once in a lifetime
In this land
Where the journey ends
In a worthless claim
Time and again
In the mining game

I dug up a diamond
Rare and fine
I dug up a diamond
In a deep dark mine
Down in the darkness
In the dirt and the grime
I dug up a diamond
In a deep dark mine

8740. I Eat Out

Richard Thompson
I Eat Out

I can cook a little
But it's not a lot to shout about



It's kinda mean cuisine
So, I eat out

Hey, they know me at the Greek and the Chink
And the Italian and the Indian, too
And they all say
"Here comes that sad American man again
What are we gonna do?"
Well you can put me at the table
In the corner in the back
Unless you got one in a telephone booth

I'm here and I'm alone again
It's sad but it's the truth
No, I'm not expecting anyone
Is that beyond belief
Give me the menu
Take away the candle
Never mind the aperitif

They got a couple of couples
A trio and a foursome
They even got a party of eight
I'm getting that look
I wish I'd brought a book
Better yet, I wish I'd already ate
Ooh, don't you know that's impolite
What's the matter with you people
Your telling jokes and your holding hands
And you're talking with your mouth's full

Well the waiter comes up and he asks me
"How it is Sir, is everything alright?"
The foods fine but I feel like a fool
'Cause I'm eating alone tonight

Don't say I was here at all
What would all my loved-one's think
I'll take the check, no sweet, no coffee
No after dinner drink

I can cook a little
But it's not a lot to shout about
It's kinda mean cuisine
So, I eat out

8741. I Envy The Wind

Lucinda Williams - I Envy The Wind

I envy the wind
That whispers in your ear
That howls through the winter



That freezes your fingers
That moves through your hair
And cracks your lips
That chills you to the bone
I envy the wind

I envy the rain
That falls on your face
That wets your eyelashes
and dampens your skin
And touches your tongue
And soaks through your shirt
And drips down your back
I envy the rain

I envy the sun
That brightens your summer
That warms your body
And holds you in her heat
That makes your days longer
And makes you hot
And makes you sweat
I envy the sun
I envy the wind, I envy the rain, I envy the sun, I envy the wind

8742. I Expect The Tears To Come

Tom T. Hall - I expect the tears to come
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I'll expect the tears to come
But right now I'm feelin' numb
When I realize what I have done
I expect the tears to come

It was just another day
You packed your things and walked away
Now as I look around this room
I know the tears are comin' soon

And I expect the tears to come...

You were my baby and my friend
The beginning and the end
But I let you get away
I want you back what can I say

I expect the tears to come...



8743. I Fall Back

I Fall Back - Deadly Gentlemen

The beautiful truth lies totally bare,
Will nobody know, will nobody share?
A beautiful dream now lies in blessed shatters,
The more I love you the less it matters.

I fall back to the lows of now
From the height of then
Nothing much to go on
But what might have been
Back to the lows of now
From the height of us
I still taste a kiss
In every bite of dust

Running the table, running the room
I was running the Earth, the sun and the moon
All the stars so high up in heaven and the skies above
Could never really come close to the highs of love

I fall back to the lows of now
From the height of then
Nothing much to go on
But what might have been
Back to the lows of now
From the height of us
I still taste a kiss
In every bite of dust

8744. I Fall Easy - Chords

I Fall Easy
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Roger Lee Helton, Sharon King, Leona Williams

C             F                  C
Don't get too close to me I fall easy
              G7                      C
My heart's an open door for love like yours
        F             C
Whisper to me say you need me
                 G7           F  C
But don't get to close I fall e-asy
          F                      C
I've been hurt a time or two but somehow I made it through
                            D7               G7
And I still believe there's someone just for me
              F                 C
Some day I'll love again I just don't know when
              G7                 F  C



Don't get too close to me I fall e-asy
Repeat #1

8745. I Fall in Love Too Easily

Linda Ronstadt - I Fall in Love Too Easily

I fall in love too easily, I fall in love too fast
I fall in love too terribly hard, for love to ever last
My heart should be well schooled, 'cause I've been fooled in the past
And still I fall in love too easily, I fall in love too fast

I fall in love too easily, I fall in love too fast
I fall in love too terribly hard, for love to ever last
My heart should be well schooled, 'cause I've been fooled in the past
And still I fall in love too easily, I fall in love too fast

8746. I Fall To Pieces

Linda Ronstadt - I Fall To Pieces
Wayne Taylor

I fall to pieces each time I see you again.
I fall to pieces
How can I be just your friend

You want me to act like we've never kissed
You want me to forget, pretend we've never met
And I've tried and I've tried but I haven't yet
You walk by and I fall to pieces

I fall to pieces each time someone speaks your name
I fall to pieces
Time only adds to the flame

You tell me to find someone else to love
Someone who'll love me too 
The way you used to do
But each time I go out with someone new
You walk by and I fall to pieces
Well you walk by and I fall to pieces

8747. I Feel A Cry Coming On - Chords

I Feel A Cry Coming On



G C D7 G
I feel a cry coming on mmm mmm
 C G
Was it sadness in your eyes I saw today
 D7 G
Or did anger make you turn and walk away
 C
Anyhow it made me fall apart
 D7 G
Now that old familiar pain is in my heart
 C
And I feel a cry coming on
 D7 G
Each time I see you again
 C
Or when something reminds me you are gone
 D7 G
Then I feel a cry coming on

 C G
This part of you that's so much part of me
 D7 G
Keeps haunting my dreams constantly
 C
Just when I think that time has eased the pain
 D7 G
I dream of you and start hurting again

 C
And I feel a cry coming on
 D7 G
Each time I see you again
 C
Or when something reminds me you are gone
 D7 G
Then I feel a cry coming on

8748. I Feel Alright - Chords

I Feel Alright (corrected)

Steve Earl - I Feel Alright (corrected)

G   G  C  G   G   G  C  G

 d   u  d  d   d   u  d  d
-3---3---------3---3---------
-3---3-----3---3---3-----3---
-0---------0---0---------0---
-0------3------0------3------
-X-------------X-------------
-3-------------3-------------



Play riff for the first part of each line...  

G             C      G
I was born my papa's son,
C                   F       C     G  G C G   G  G C G
A wanderin' eye and smokin' gun,
G                      C      G
Now, some of you would live through me,
C              F     C        G  G C G   G  G C G
Lock me up and throw away the key,        
        G               C    G
Or just find a place to hide away   
   C                   F  C        G  G C G   G  G C G
And hope that I'll just go away           

           Em     D   C    G  G C G        G  G C G
But I feel alright, I feel alright tonight  

I'll bring you precious contraband,
And ancient tales from distant lands,
Of conquerors and concubines,
And conjurers from darker times,
Betrayal and conspiracy,
Sacrelige and heresy 

I feel alright, I feel alright tonight 

I've got everything you want and need,
Your darkest fear and fondest dream,
I ask you questions, tell you lies,
Criticize and sympathize,
Be careful what you wish for friend,
Because I've been to hell and now I'm back again 

And I feel alright, I feel alright tonight...

8749. I Feel Better - Chords

I Feel Better
Recorded by The Louvin Brothers
Written by Charlie Louvin and Ira Louvin

G                           C            G
Like many times before when I awoke this morning
                                 A7                 D7
It seemed that all the world had turned its back on me
  G                        C               G
I couldn't find nobody who wore a friendly smile
                   D7           G
My burdens finally got me on my knees

                      C             G
But I feel better now since I stole away to Jesus



                  A7             D7
I feel better now way down in my soul
     G                        C                   G
When I awoke this morning the skies looked mighty gray
                      D7      G
But I feel better now since I prayed

                              C               G
Sometimes I get the feeling I never should be tempted
                                   A7            D7
When I think this old world should be a friendly place
    G                           C             G
But then when I get careless or cold and unconcerned
                  D7                G
My Savior lets me know it's time to pray

Repeat #2

                                   C                  G
So when your heart is troubled and burdened down with care
                               A7               D7
And when temptations rise that seem too hard to bear
     G                       C                 G
Just put your trust in Jesus He won't turn you away
                        D7             G
You'll come out smiling every time you pray

Repeat #2

8750. I Feel Better Now

I Feel Better Now

Like many times before when I awoke this morning
It seemed that all the world had turned it's back on me
I couldn't find nobody who wore a friendly smile
My burdens finally got me on my knees

    But I feel I better now since I stole away to Jesus
    I feel better now way down in my soul
    When I awoke this morning the skies looked mighty gray
    But I feel better now since I prayed

Sometimes I get the feeling I never should be tempted
When I think this old world should be a friendly place
But then when I get careless or cold and unconcerned
My Savior lets me know its time to pray

So when your heart is troubled and burdened down with care
And when temptations rise that seem to hard to bear
Just put your trust in Jesus He won't turn you away
You'll come out smiling every time you pray



8751. I Feel Christmas Spirit - Chords

I Feel Christmas Spirit - Isaacs

I FEEL THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT (Joe Isaacs)
performed by THE ISAACS on I FEEL THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT (1995)

Key of B: capo 4, play in G

INTRO
/G /G /G /C /D /D /D /G /G /

  G                                               D
I used to mark the calendar and watch the days go by
        D                                              G
For the pretty little snowflakes to fall down from the sky
     G                                                      D
And when they'd whiten the mountaintops the valleys and the trees
        D                                       G
I could feel the Christmas spirit take ahold of me

  G                                        D
I feel the Christmas spirit blowing in the air
        D                                                 G
There's lots of joy and happiness in the presents that we share
   G                                          C
No other day can take its place throughout my memory
    D                                     G
The world is celebrating with friends and family

INSTRUMENTAL
/G /G /G /D /D /D /D /G /G /G /G /G /D /D /D /D /G /G /

      G                                  D
When I was just a girl at home I waited patiently
   D                                            G
To open up my presents underneath the Christmas tree
     G                                         D
With holly in the window the fireplace burning bright
          D                                 G
The whole world is rejoicing on a Christmas night

  G                                        D
I feel the Christmas spirit blowing in the air
        D                                                 G
There's lots of joy and happiness in the presents that we share
   G                                          C
No other day can take its place throughout my memory
    D                                     G
The world is celebrating with friends and family

INSTRUMENTAL
/G /G /G /D /D /D /D /G /G /G /G /G /D /D /D /D /G /G /



     G                                          D
The children dream of Santa with jingles on the sleigh
   D                                           G
Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer gladly leads the way
      G                                             D
With joy they all are singing I hear them laugh and pray
          D                                         G
Can't you feel the Christmas spirit on this special day

  G                                        D
I feel the Christmas spirit blowing in the air
        D                                                 G
There's lots of joy and happiness in the presents that we share
   G                                          C
No other day can take its place throughout my memory
    D                                     G
The world is celebrating with friends and family

   G                                          C      A
No other day can take its place throughout my memory
    D                                     G
The world is celebrating with friends and family
G
Family, family, family

CODA (Jingle Bells)
/G /G /G /G /C /G /D /G /G /

8752. I Feel Closer To Heaven - Chords

I Feel Closer To Heaven - Third Tyme Out
I Feel Closer To Heaven

*Capo 2nd fret

          A              D          A
I have a new feeling of body within me
          F#m              E           D
Its the blessed truth of knowing I am free.
                                        A
Its the love of my dear Lord, and the power in his
word
                        F#m         E     A
Guarding me from where I am through eternity.

(Chorus) 
             A         D         A
And I feel closer to heaven everyday
          F#m        E            A
And I get one step higher when I pray.

I'm so close to thee I will never stray.



                   E         A
I feel closer to heaven everyday.

Well I know that this old soul has been reborn
And my eyes have opened to the light of dawn.
Darkness had to take its flight, then he filled my
eyes with light.
Thats the reason I am singing this happy song.

(Chorus)

8753. I Feel Closer To Heaven Everyday - Chords

I Feel Closer To Heaven Everyday
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Thelma Wilson

C                     F              C
There's a new feeling abiding within me
                          G7        F
It's the blessed truth of knowing I am free
                                      C
It's the love of my dear Lord and the power in His word 
                        G7          C
Guiding me from where I am to eternity

                 F           C
I feel closer to heaven everyday
          Am       C
And I get one step higher when I pray

I'm so close truly I will never stray
                 G7          C
I feel closer to heaven everyday

                          F             C
Well I know that this ole soul has been reborn
                        G7              F
And my eyes have opened to the light of dawn
                                        C
Darkness had to take its flight then He filled my eyes with light
                          G7              C
That's the reason why I'm singing a happy song

Repeat 2 x2

                 G7          C
I feel closer to heaven everyday



8754. I Feel Like Flying Away

Tom T Hall - I Feel Like Flying Away

[Verse 1:]
I woke up this morning
Feeling so good, feeling much better
Than I thought, I could
Bluebird would you lend me your wings today
I feel like flying away[x2]

[Chorus:]
Fly up to Mexico, maybe to Spain
I've got some good friends who live up in Maine
Fly up to Paris and sample the wine
Ain't that a magnificent line

[Verse 2:]
Oh, forgive me for saying, "I'd always be blue"
I should have known better that sun has come through
My silver lining is turned inside out
There's the sun everyone shouts
Oh, I feel like flying away

[Chorus:]
Fly up to Mexico, maybe to Spain
I've got some good friends who live up in Maine
Fly up to Paris and sample the wine
Ain't that a magnificent line
I feel like flying away

8755. I Feel Like Flying Away - Chords

I Feel Like Flying Away
Recorded by Tom T. Hall
Written by Tom T. Hall and Alan Pace

C              Em      A#7        A7
I woke up this mornin' feelin' so good
Dm                       F           G7
Feelin' much better than I thought I could
C                  Em      A#7        A7
Bluebird would you lend me your wings today
Dm                                  G7     C   A7
I feel like flyin' away I feel like flyin' away
Dm          G7     C
I feel like flyin' away
F                Em
Fly up to Mexico maybe to Spain
Dm                             C
I've got some good friends who live up in Maine
F                   Em
Fly up to Paris and sample the wine



      D7                 G7
Ain't that a magnificent line
   C                         A#7       A7
Oh forgive me for saying I'd always be blue
  Dm                            F            G7
I should have known better that sun has come through
C         Em        A#7           A7
My silver lining is turned inside out
Dm              G7       C
There's the sun everyone shouts
A7 Dm          G7     C
Oh I feel like flyin' away
Repeat #2
C              Em      A#7        A7
I woke up this mornin' feelin' so good
Dm                       F           G7
Feelin' much better than I thought I could
C                  Em      A#7        A7
Bluebird would you lend me your wings today
Dm                                  G7     C   A7
I feel like flyin' away I feel like flyin' away
Dm          G7     C
I feel like flyin' away

8756. I Feel Like Hank Williams Tonight

Jerry Jeff Walker - I Feel Like Hank Williams Tonight

[Verse 1]
Well, I could live my whole life
Without a phone call
The likes of which I got today
It was only my wife
Said hello then goodbye
And told me she's goin' away
Well, I didn't cry
It was all cut and dry
I hung up before I realized
I turned up my stereo
I walked to the window
And stared at the storm clouds outside

[Chorus]
And I play classical music when it rains
I play country when I am in pain
But I won't play Beethoven 'cause the mood's just not right
Oh, I feel like Hank Williams tonight

[Verse 2]
There's no explanation
Not even a reason
No talk of the good times we had
Was it me? Was it her?



I don't know for sure
And that's why I'm feeling so bad

[Chorus]
Hey, I play jazz when I am confused
I play country whenever I lose
Bird's saxophone, it just don't seem right
And I feel like Hank Williams tonight

[Verse 3]
Well, lately, I've been thinkin'
I just might quit drinkin'
Now I don't know all in all
I just might stay home
And get drunk all alone
Punch a few holes in the wall

[Chorus]
'Cause when I'm real high, I play rock and roll
I play country when I'm losin' control
I don't play Chuck Berry quite as much as I'd like
But I feel like Hank Williams tonight
I feel like Hank Williams tonight

8757. I Feel Like Leaving Town - Chords

I Feel Like Leaving Town 
Written and recorded by Marvin Rainwater

C                                                       F
I gotta feeling you been making plans and not including me
                               G7         F               C
I gotta feeling you been doing things I'm not supposed to see
                                                        F
And I just can't help worry when you don't come home at night
                  C                   G7            C
I just can't make myself believe that every thing's alright
                                                           F
Every now and then I see a grin and nothing funny has been said
                                 G7     F                C
If I ever thought you'd laugh at me I'd wish that I were dead
                                                            F
Darling if I found you running round my mind would jump the track
                      C                G7           C
Sometimes I feel like leaving town and never coming back
                                                                F
How it hurts to spend my time alone when my heart cries out for love
                          G7        F                  C
You never leave me if you knew what I've been thinking of
                                                          F
As I sit and watch my years go by I count the things they like   
                      C                G7           C
Sometimes I feel like leaving town and never coming back



F                     C                G7           C
Sometimes I feel like leaving town and never coming back

8758. I Feel Like Singin' - Chords

I Feel Like Singin' 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Intro]
Bb7   A7   Bb7   A7        G7   F7   F13   C7   G7
 
[Verse]
G7                                    C7
There are     people who live for the moment     moment     moment     moment
G7                                    C7
And others who don't seem to get much enjoyment     joyment     joyment     joyment
Bb7              A7      Bb7           A7
Some are always glad     others always sad
G7                                            C7
But lately   (lately)   seems that I been     somewhere in between
G7                           C7
It's a    funny  feeling     love is what I mean
Bb7           A7       Bb7                  A7
Yes I'm so in love     can't tell down from up above
G        F7       F13           C7  G7
Down     down     down     from up above
 
[Chorus]
G7     C7
I feel like singin'     (dweet  dot  do da....)
Bb7                        A7     Bb7                A7
It's love that's where I'm at     love that makes me scat
Bb7    A7     Ab7            G7
Dwee   dwee   dwee    dwee   doo  dah........etc
 
[Verse]
G7                              C7
Yes it's love that's got me     somewhere in between     uh-huh
G7                             C7
And it's love that's made me a pauper or a king
Bb7                    A7      Bb7            A7      Bb7     A7      Ab7     G7
But I don't know which one     but it sure is fun     fun     fun     fun     fuuuuun
G7      C7
I feel like singin'........etc
Bb7                     A7      Bb7                A7       Bb7     A7     Ab7     G7
It's love that makes me sing    love that makes me swing    swing   swing  swing   swing
G7 C7
Aw swing it now
Bb7           A7       Bb7                     Ab7
Yes I'm so in love     can't tell down from up above
 
[Outro]
Ab7



Down     down     down     down. . . . . down     down     down     down
Ab7
Down     down     down     I'm so in love     (he's so in love)     I'm so in love

8759. I Feel So Good

Richard Thompson - I Feel So Good 

I feel so good, I'm gonna break somebody's heart tonight
I feel so good, I'm gonna take someone apart tonight
They put me in jail for my deviant ways
Two years, seven months and sixteen days
Now I'm back on the street in a purple haze

And I feel so good, and I feel so good
Well, I feel so good, I'm gonna break somebody's heart tonight

I feel so good, I'm gonna make somebody's day tonight
I feel so good, I'm gonna make somebody pay tonight
I'm old enough to sin but I'm too young to vote
Society's been dragging on the tail of my coat
Now I've got a suitcase full of fifty pound notes
And a half-naked woman with her tongue down my throat

And I feel so good, and I feel so good
Oh, I feel so good, I'm gonna break somebody's heart tonight

They made me pay for the things I've done
Now it's my turn to have all the fun
Well, I feel so good, I'm gonna break somebody's heart tonight

And I feel so good, I feel so good
Well, I feel so good, I'm gonna break somebody's heart tonight
Oh, oh, oh
I feel so good, I'm gonna break somebody's heart tonight

Break somebody's heart
Break somebody's heart
Break somebody's heart
Oh, break somebody's heart

8760. I Feel The Blues Movin' In

Emmylou Harris - I Feel The Blues Movin' In
(Dell McCoury)

Though the miles are between us 
I thought our love would strengthen 
As it has so many times before 



But something has happened 
I can see it in your eyes 
I can feel my world is crumblin' 
And the blues are at my door 

The last letter that you wrote was 
On a blue piece of paper 
That old feelin's back 
The clouds are movin' in 

The beginning of the end is near 
I feel your love has faded into darkness 
It seems I have no friend 
I feel the blues movin' in 

Oh it's not the words you wrote that made me sad 
And broken-hearted 
That's put me in this sad shape I'm in 
Between the lines are mixed emotions 
And there's teardrops on the paper 
You said that's all I'll write today 
I'll cose for now old friend 

The last letter that you wrote was 
On a blue piece of paper 
That old feelin's back 
The clouds are movin' in 

My state of mind is desperate 
And this hole that I'm sinkin' in 
Gets deeper while I'm diggin' to get out 
Oh please give the right answer to the questions I'm askin' 
Tell me you still love me 
That would turn my world about 

The last letter that you wrote was 
On a blue piece of paper 
That old feelin's back 
The clouds are movin' in

8761. I Feel The Christmas Spirit - Chords

I Feel The Christmas Spirit 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
 
Key E capo 4
 
[Intro]
G7    G7    G7    C
 
C     C
 
[Verse 1]



  C                                               G7
I used to mark the calendar and watch the days go by
                                                  C
For the pretty little snowflakes falling from the sky
                                                            G7
And when they'd whiten the mountaintops the valleys and the trees
                                                C
I could feel the Christmas spirit take ahold of me
 
[Chorus]
  C                                        G7
I feel the Christmas spirit blowing in the air
                                                          C
There's lots of joy and happiness in the presents that we share
   C                                   C7         F
No other day can take its place throughout my memory
    G7                                        C
The world is celebrating with friends and family
 
[Solo]
/  C  /  C  /  C  /  C  /
 
/  G7 /  G7 /  G7 /  G7 /
 
/  C  /  C  /  C
 
[Verse 2]
     C                                        G7
When I was just a boy at home I waited patiently
                                                C
To open up my presents underneath the Christmas tree
                                               G7
With holly in the window the fireplace burning bright
                                            C
The whole world is rejoicing on a Christmas night
 
[Chorus]
                                           G7
I feel the Christmas spirit blowing in the air
                                                          C
There's lots of joy and happiness in the presents that we share
                                                  F
No other day can take its place throughout my memory
    G7                                        C
The world is celebrating with friends and family
 
[Solo]
/  C  /  G7 /  G7  /  G7  /
 
/  C  /  C  /  C  /
 
 
[Verse 3]
    C                                           G7
The children dream of Santa with jingles on the sleigh
                                                C
Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer gladly leads the way



                                                    G7
With joy they all are singing I hear them laugh and pray
                                                    C
Can't you feel the Christmas spirit on this special day
 
[Chorus]
                                           G7
I feel the Christmas spirit blowing in the air
                                                          C
There's lots of joy and happiness in the presents that we share
                                                  F
No other day can take its place throughout my memory
    G7                                        C
The world is celebrating with friends and family
 
[Chorus]
                                               G7
Oh, I feel the Christmas spirit blowing in the air
                                                          C
There's lots of joy and happiness in the presents that we share
                                                  F
No other day can take its place throughout my memory
    G7                                        C
The world is celebrating with friends and family
 
[Outro]
    G7                                        C
The world is celebrating with friends and family
 
[Solo]
/  C  /  C  /  G7 /  C  /  C

8762. I Feel The Same Way As You

I Feel the Same Way as You
The Gibson Brothers (Country)

Have you ever had a lover walk away on you?
Giving every bit of life you had to someone new?
If you can't stop cryin' no matter what you do
Then I feel the same way as you

Do you feel like dying when each day is through?
Do you wanna even more when it comes back new?
If the world won't end when you want it to
Then I feel the same way as you

If it's clear there's nothing here that still feels right
No one to love, no one to hold you tight
Then I think it's fair for me to say that it's true
That I feel the same way as you

Have you ever had pain inside that you can't undo?



Do you ever want to run and hide and you just can't move?
If every thought you have these days turns out blue
Then I feel the same way as you

If it's clear there's nothing here that still feels right
No one to love, no one to hold you tight
If you never thought you'd be the kind to quit the fight
Then I think it's fair for me to say it's true
I feel the same way as you

I feel the same way as you

8763. I Feel You Everywhere

I Feel You Everywhere
Melonie Cannon
Written by Ronnie Bowman & Buddy Cannon

I feel you everywhere
Anywhere I go I see you there
Every time I turn around
I hear that old familiar sound
But you're not really there

Another lonely night
I'll reach out for you in the soft moonlight
As you come walking down the hall
But it isn't you at all
But I feel you everywhere

Chorus:
I see your face up in the clouds
I hear your voice calling loud
My name on the wind
It's never gonna end
'Cause more than every now and then
I feel you everywhere

I should let you go
All my friends they call and tell me so
That I should try my very best
To lay your memory to rest
But what do they know

Repeat chorus

I feel you everywhere

Is it ever gonna end
'Cause I get lonely now and then
And I feel you everywhere
I feel you everywhere



8764. I Fell For The Wine

I Fell For The Wine (Larry W. Jones 11/02/2007) 

I see twenty twenty but as I look behind
I can see that I overlooked those hazard signs
Dear, you told me to watch it many many times
You fell for me darlin' but I fell for the wine
I remember you told me someday I would find
Nothing good to hold to when I crossed that line
Now I'm holding this bottle with you on my mind
You fell for me darlin' but I fell for the wine
Dear, I wish that I had seen more clearly the sign
Instead of wasting dreams on more cheap bottled wine
Then dear, I would have you here in these arms of mine
You fell for me darlin' but I fell for the wine
- instrumental -
Dear, I wish that I had seen more clearly the sign
Instead of wasting dreams on more cheap bottled wine
Then dear, I would have you here in these arms of mine
You fell for me darlin' but I fell for the wine
Darlin', I know you'll find somebody true and kind
He'll give you things that are due for ladies refined
All I could give now is the product of the vine
You fell for me darlin' but I fell for the wine

8765. I Fell in Love

I Fell in Love
The Del McCoury Band

[Verse 1]
Hey, I hit town without a clue
Mindin' my business like I always do
Just my luck I ran smack into you

[Verse 2]
But I never could've known it would be like this
You got the kind of charm that I can't resist
I figure what the harm in a little bitty kiss or two

[Chorus]
Well I fell in love (What you wanna do that for)
I fell in love (What you wanna do that for)
I fell in love
Took me by surprise, put me on the floor
Right between the eyes with a two by four
Just a little taste and I fell in love



[Verse 3]
I was doin' fine out on my own
Never sittin' home by the telephone
Couldn't complain that I didn't have much to do

[Verse 4]
I was a two-fisted man lookin' for a fight
Had a girl on the left, a girl on the right
But you burned me up like a chicken in a barbeque

[Chorus]
Well I fell in love (What you wanna do that for)
I fell in love (What you wanna do that for)
I fell in love
Didn't see you comin' in the view
I was overwhelmed and overdue
I ain't a-gonna sweat it, I fell in love

[Interlude]

[Chorus]
Well I fell in love (What you wanna do that for)
I fell in love (What you wanna do that for)
I fell in love
Tryin' to visualize what's wrong with me
Got me hypnotized I cannot see
Girl you really got it, I fell in love

[Outro]
I fell in love
I fell in love

8766. I Fell In Love Again Last Night - Chords

I Fell In Love Again Last Night
Recorded by the Forester Sisters
Written by Paul Overstreet and Thom Schuyler

C                         F     G7
I fell in love again last night 
C                              F     G7
You keep doing everything just right 
F                     G7
You've got me wrapped around your fingers 
    C                 F
And every morning our love still lingers 
          G7              F
I fell in love again last night 

C                  G7                    C
When you kissed me the way you've always done 
         F                   C
Like the first time you were with me 



       D7         G7     F
And my heart just came undone 
                C       E7                          F  G7
Lying here this morning boy I know you're still the o-n-e 
C                         F    G7
I fell in love again last night 

C                              F    G7
You keep doing everything just right 
F                    G7
You're the reason my heart keeps beating 
    C                F
And every morning it keeps repeating 
          G7              F
I fell in love again last night 

C               G7                C
We were talking about some future plans 
        F                C
And how far we've come together 
D7              G7     F
Since the night it all began 
                        C            E7                  F  G7
Then you reached out to touch me and guess what happened th-en 
C                         F    G7
I fell in love again last night

Repeat #3
           
   G7              F
In love again last night
          G7              C
I fell in love again last night

8767. I Find Jesus - Chords

I Find Jesus
Recorded by the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Written by Jimmy Ibbotson
  
G                 C       G
I walk in silence when He comes 
             C                        G
This feeling when His spirit leads me on 
                             C        G
If a dog should bark and the night is rough 
          A7                 D7
I take it as a sign to climb above 

                 G    C         G
This city to the hill among the clouds 
            C             A7
Where I can see my Savior now 



                      D7            G
He's waiting with His palm to me outstretched 
                    D7          G
His mercy is a balm when I'm perplexed
 
       D7                    G
I find Je-sus in the darkest night 
       C                     G
I find Je-sus in the morning bright 
       D7                    G
I find Je-sus in the face of those 
                 D7                        G
Whose hearts are singing with the Heavenly Host
 
                  C        G
Sometimes when I  feel all alone 
       C                   G
I look a-round and all are gone 
                C      G
Friends that I  rely upon 
         A7              D7
Are busy doing what they want
 
       G          C    G
I look within and I am told
            C             A7
It's Sunday morning in my soul
            D7          G
And there I find a Holy Hall
            D7               G
Where congregations heed the call
 
Repeat #3
 
                    C       G
And when I lay down my last time 
           C               G
And feel a chill run up my spine 
              C           G
And recognize my time has come 
       A7                   D7
I look around He'll lead me home
               
                G       C       G
He'll reach His loving  hand to me 
               C           A7
And then we'll climb to victory 
                 D7              G
Where we'll find kindred spirits there
                 D7             G
Hearts raised in song without a care

Repeat #3



8768. I Flew Over Our House Last Night

Tom T Hall - I Flew Over Our House Last Night

[Verse 1:]
That old Kentucky moon was shinin' bright as day
The stars were twinklin' in the Milky Way
The pilot said, "If you look close, there's Frankfurt on the right"
I flew over our house last night

[Chorus:]
Thirty thousand feet below me, you were fast asleep
Thirty thousand feet above I almost stopped to weep
So close and yet so far away, so wrong and yet so right
I flew over our house last night

[Verse 2:]
For just one second I thought I was back in town
The man your friends all say has only brought you down
The airline hostess asked me, "Sir, are you sure that you're alright?"
I flew over our house last night

[Chorus]

8769. I Flew Over Our House Last Night - Chords

Title: I Flew Over Our House Last Night
Artist: Tom T. Hall
Writer: Tom T. Hall
Album: The Rhymer and Other Five and Dimers

D G
That old Kentucky moon was shinin' bright as day
A G D
The stars were twinklin' in the milky way
G
The pilot said "If you look close, there's Frankfort on the right"
A D D7
I flew over our house last night

G D
Thirty thousand feet below me, you were fast asleep
G D A
And thirty thousand feet above I almost stopped to weep
D G 
So close and yet so far away, so wrong and yet so right
A D 
I flew over our house last night

G 
For just one second I thought I was back in town
A G D
The man your friends all say has only brought you down



G 
The airline hostess asked me sir "Are you sure that you're alright"
A D D7
I flew over our house last night

G D
Thirty thousand feet below me, you were fast asleep
G D A
And thirty thousand feet above I almost stopped to weep
D G 
I wondered did you toss n' turn as I roared out of sight
A D
I flew over our house last night

8770. I Forget You Every Day

I Forget You Every Day

Memory is a gift a man can't live without
And in times we can't control the things we think about
So sometimes I still remember you in every way
But for a little while I forget you every day
Seems like I forget you just in time
Cause it's always just before I lose my mind
I wake up every morning hurting the same old way
But for a little while I forget you every day

Seems like I forget you every day
And it's always just before I lose my mind
I wake up every morning hurting the same old way
But for a little while I forget you every day

8771. I Forget You Everyday - Chords

I Forget You Everyday
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
G             Fm    C         Am
Memories is a gift  man can't live without
D7                                          G          D7
And at times we can't control the things we think about
G                    G7           C
So sometimes I still remember you in every way
    D7                                   G
But for a little while I forget you everyday
            Fm           C       Am
Seems like  I forget you just in time
           D7                           G    D7
Cause it's always just before I lose my mind



  G             G7              C            Cm
I wake up every morning hurting the same old way
                 G       D7              G
But for a little while I forget you everyday
           Fm           C    Am
Seems like I forget you everyday 
         D7                           G    D7
And it's always just before I lose my mind
  G             G7                  C        Cm
I wake up every morning hurting the same old way
                 G       D7               G
But for a little while I forget you everyday

8772. I Forgot More Than You'll Ever Know

Dolly Parton - I Forgot More Than You'll Ever Know 

I forgot more than you'll ever know about her.
You think you know the smile on her lips
The thrill and the touch of her fingertips
But I forgot more than you'll ever know about her.
You think you'll find heaven of bliss
In each caress, in each tender kiss
But I forgot more than you'll ever know about her.
You stole her love from me one day
You didn't care, oh, it hurt me
But you can never steal away memories of what used to be.
You think she's yours, to have and to hold
Someday you'll learn, when her love grows cold
But I forgot more than you'll ever know about her.

8773. I Fought The Law

Nanci Griffith - I Fought the Law (The Crickets cover)
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Breakin' rocks in the hot sun
I fought the law and the law won
I fought the law and the law won

I needed money and I had none
I fought the law and the law won
I fought the law and the law won

[Chorus] 
Left my baby and I feel so bad
I guess my race is run

She's the best thing that I ever had



I fought the law and the law won
I fought the law and the law won
Robbin' people with a zip gun

I fought the law and the law won
I fought the law and the law won
I miss my baby and good fun
I fought the law and the law won
I fought the law and the law won

[Chorus]
Left my baby and I feel so bad
I guess my race is run

She's the best thing that I've ever had
I fought the law and the law won
I fought the law and the law won

8774. I Found A Hiding Place - Chords

I Found A Hiding Place
Recorded by Bill Monroe
Written by Albert E. Brumley
 
C
High on that lonesome road to heavens blessed abode
    F                              C
For many years I was burdened with care

So often lightening flashed and raging billows dashed
   D7                          G7
My sorrow then was so heavy to bear

    C
But since my Jesus came I praise His holy name
   F                                C
He sheds the light of His wonderful grace

And every night and day to Him I steal away
          D7      G7     C
I found a blessed hiding place

I found a hiding place (I found a hiding place)

A blessed hiding place (a blessed hiding place)
         F
I said a hiding place (I said a hiding place)
  C
A blessed hiding place (a blessed hiding place)

There's glory in my soul (there's glory in my soul)

My hallelujah rolls (my hallelujah rolls) 



             D7
But since my Jesus came (but since my Jesus came) 
          G7
I'm under His control (I'm under his control)

            C
He keeps me night and day (He keeps me night and day)

He answers when I pray (He answers when I pray)
             F
And from the raging storm (and from the raging storm)
         C
To Him I steal away (to Him I steal away)

I hear those tempters knock (I hear those tempters knock)
 
I feel no tempt shout (I feel no tempt shout)
                                F     C
Oh in the solid rock (oh in the solid rock)
          G7     C                F      C
I found a hiding place (I found a hiding place) 
 

Just like a wandering Jew that had no place to choose
           F                     C
Each day I had to keep travelin' on

But now I've found the way that leads to endless days
           D7                G7
No more in darkness I wander alone

           C
When Satan would alarm I climb in God's strong arm
         F                  C
And hide away in His loving embrace

For in the solid rock the blessed solid rock
          D7      G7     C
I found a blessed hiding place  

Repeat #3,4

8775. I Found A Letter

Allison Moorer - I found a letter

I found a letter that you wrote me
It said I was your one and only
And you would never ever leave my loving arms
But the truth is all that matters
Your pretty words no longer flatter
'Cause I know they didn't come from your heart



I found your guitar in the closet
I remember when you bought it
And how you serenaded me under the stars
Now there's no one here to play it
You changed your tune, I hate to say it
But the songs didn't come from your heart

In your heart, I believed I'd found the love of my dreams
I hoped my search was through
But now, all I'm finding are memories that remind me
What a fool I was, to think it was true

I found your ring still on my finger
It's been there since we saw the preacher
And swore to him, in front of God, death do us part
It's just a fourteen-carat trinket
But like my promise, I will keep it
Even though it didn't come from your heart
I found a letter that you wrote me

8776. I Found A Stray

Richard Thompson - I Found a Stray 

I found a stray at my back door
She was a hungry shivering soul
Her dress was rags, her shoes were holes
I found a stray at my back door

I washed the dirt from off her face
I tucked her clean into my bed
But I could never wash away
The voices calling in her head

Sometimes a smile played on her lips
That gave me joy where there was none
Until the shadow crossed her face
Like the moon across the sun

Whatever life she had to live
It was a life of moving on
I woke up one day to find
My little stray had come and gone

And she'll be out there on the road
If she's not picked up by the law
Or she'll be lying, nearly dying
At another stranger's door

I found a stray at my back door
She was a hungry shivering soul
Her dress was rags, her shoes were holes
I found a stray at my back door



I found a stray at my back door

8777. I Found Heaven - Chords

I Found Heaven 
 Written and recorded by Mel Street
[3/4 time]

C                            F              C
Your sweet lips invite me to heaven's front door
                  Am         D7         G7
Your arms pull me closer and offer much more
     C                         F            C
It's easy to find reasons that make it seem right
    Am              F         G7        C
But darling I found heaven in your arms tonight
                             F        C
In the corner of your eyes a teardrop appears
                           D7              G7
When you suddenly remember we shouldn't be here
      C                         F            C
These moments we're stealing we know are not right
    Am              F         G7        C       C7
But darling I found heaven in your arms tonight
      F                           C
Those little guilty feelings just brush them from your mind
    F                              C                  G7
You know how much I love you let tonight be yours and mine
C                               F                C
Let me kiss your sweet lips let my arms hold you tight
Am              F         G7        C
Darling I found heaven in your arms tonight
Repeat #3

8778. I Found Love

I Found Love
Earl Scruggs

I was swimming, in a river of darkness
Feel the waters, rushing over my head
Like an angel, you were there to save me
Just one touch, of your gentle hand

Chorus:
Since I found you I can climb a mountain
Since I found you I can swim the tide
You brought me life, you showed me heaven
I found love, when I found you



There were walls, standing all around me
Thought Id never see, the walls come down
But like a miracle, my eyes were opened
My prayer was answered, when you came around
Repeat Chorus

Bridge:
When we look back, on our lifes journey
Lines on our faces will show the miles
Well share the memories, give God the glory
If I can hear your laughter, and see you smile
Repeat Chorus

8779. I Found You Among The Roses

I Found You Among The Roses

Once again dear it's rose time it's June time
All the flowers they bloom as of you
And the robin's sweet song is singing
As I walk here to greet you once more

A year has passed here since I came here
This old love of ours to renew
And I found you among the roses
The day I come back to you

   I found you among the roses
   The day I come back to you
   All my gladness was there in a garden so fair
   Was the happiest moment I knew
   
   Your lips were the color of roses
   I pray them as flowers pray the dew
   It is there dear in your rose garden
   Where I found you

I remember the kiss that you gave me
For your cheeks like the rose flushed red
Twas a kiss dear that meant two for me
For all the harsh words I have said

Red roses a blooming around me
I loved every one of them too
For it was there dear in your rose garden
Where I found you

8780. I Found You Just In Time - Chords



I Found You Just In Time
Recorded by Lynn Anderson
Written by Billy Sherrill and Glenn Sutton

C           Dm      G7  F
I found you just in time
                       Em            
You brought meaning to this life of mine
A7                      D7
And made a broken heart a valentine
                        F             G7
At last my lonely hours are all behind
              Dm      G7  F
You kissed me just in time
                       Em
To fill the longing in these lips of mine
A7                          D7  
Just when I thought the sun would never shine
            G7      C   F C 
I found you just in time
F               Em   
Just in time to save my world
F           G7        C      
Heaven sent you to my door
F                Em  
Just in time two arms reached out
D7                       
Held me close and let me love once more
Dm        G7
Love once more
      A7     Dm   G7  F
Don't let me cry again
                       Em 
Don't ever let me hear goodbye again
A7                  D7      
Cause baby when I almost lost my mind
            G7      C   F  C
I found you just in time

8781. I Get A Kick Out Of You

Dolly Parton - I Get A Kick Out Of You 
(Cole Porter)

I get no kick from champagne
Mere alcohol doesn't thrill me at'all
So tell me why should it be true?
That I get a kick out of you
Some people go for cocaine
I'm sure that if I took even one sniff
That would bore me terrifically too
Still I get a kick out of you
I get a kick every time I see you
Standin' there before me



I get a kick though it's clear to see
You obviously don't adore me, aww
I get no kick in a plane
Flying too high with some guy in the sky
Is my idea of nothin' to do
Still I get a kick out of you
Yes I get a kick out of you

8782. I Get Along Without You Very Well

Linda Ronstadt - I Get Along Without You Very Well

I get along without you very well
Of course I do
Except when soft rains fall
And drip from leaves
Then I recall
The thrill of being sheltered in your arms
Of course I do

But I get along without you very well
I've forgotten you
Just like I should
Of course I have
Except to hear your name
Or someone's laugh that is the same
But I've forgotten you
Just like I should

What a guy
What a fool am I
To think my breaking heart could kid the moon
What's in store
Should I fall once more
No it's best that I stick to my tune

I get along without you very well
Of course I do
Except perhaps in spring
But I should never think of spring
For that would surely
Break my heart in two

What's in store
Should I fall once more
No it's best that I stick to my tune

I get along without you very well
Of course I do
Except perhaps in spring
But I should never think of spring
For that would surely
Break my heart in two



8783. I Get Lonely In A Hurry - Chords

I Get Lonely In A Hurry
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Johnny Mathis

G          C                        G
Well I get lonely in a hurry if you left for a minute
       D7                          G
I'd go crazy inside while you were gone
          C                        G
Yes I get lonely in a hurry if you left for another
        D7                         G
I don't think I could take it very long
                              C
There would be so many little teardrops fall
D7                                    G
I don't think that I could count them all
                               C
And I know a heart could never ache like mine
D7                             G
If I couldn't love you all the time
Repeat #1  Cause I...
                                     C
If you ever took your love away from me I'd die
D7                                   G
I don't think that I'd out live your memories
                                 C
And for sure I know that I would lose my mind
D7                             G
If I couldn't love you all the time
Repeat #1  Cause I...
        D7                         G
I don't think I could take it very long

8784. I Get Lonely When It Rains

I Get Lonely When It Rains
Recorded by Leroy Van Dyke 
Written by Jerry Foster and Bill Rice
 
D7
When the day is dark and the clouds 
                                 G
Have done their best to hide the sun
  D7
I get to feeling low and it doesn't 
                   G
Help to talk to anyone



 
A lonely mood comes over me and
                           C
Hangs like the shadow over head
     D7
It's nothing that I can't explain
                                    G
It's just that I get lonely when it rains
 
    D7
Sometimes I get the urge to take a walk
                          G
And feel the rain upon my face
D7
Turn my collar up and take a road
                         G
That doesn't lead to any place
 
Let my thoughts run free and feel
                                 C
Them flow like the river from my mind
     D7
It's nothing that I can't explain
                                    G
It's just that I get lonely when it rains
 
D7
Funny how the rain can take you back
                              G
And make you think of certain things
   D7
Perhaps you can recall an old romance
                                  G
While staring through your window pane
 
Memories come alive and hang around
                        C
To haunt you on a rainy day
     D7
It's nothing that I can't explain
                                    G
It's just that I get lonely when it rains
 
Repeat #1
     D7
It's nothing that I can't explain
                                    G
It's just that I get lonely when it rains

8785. I Get The Picture - Chords

I Get The Picture
Recorded by Keith Whitley



Written by Don Cook and Fred Koller

C
The moving van is waitin' for the rain to stop
     F           C              Dm
Your agent put a sign up in the yard
  G7
I wondered was there anything that you'd forgot
  F                                   G7
I guess that goodbye's got to be this hard

C
One last look around the rooms that we shared
  F               C            Dm
I knew I couldn't stay here by myself
  A#            Dm                 G7
I saw a box and wondered why you'd left it out
F                                 G7
Right there on the bedroom closet shelf

C
Faded yellow photos of a boy and girl
F              C             Dm
Smiling in the blazing Texas sun
   G7
It must have been the year before your daddy died
   F                                    G7
He tried to warn me then this day would come

          C                  F             G7
I get the picture though the love has gone away
          C                   F           G7
I get the picture though your memory will fade 
          C
I get the picture

Wasn't that the guy you told me you forgot
   F                   C              Dm
Oh what's his name who never made you laugh
      G7
But I never made you smile the way you're smilin' here
       F                       G7
By his side in this faded photograph

C
Last night when I met you at your lawyer's house
  F                 C                   Dm
I wondered bout the guy who dropped you off
A#                 Dm               G7
Guess I'd probably never place this smiling face
F                              G7
If you hadn't left behind this box

repeat #4

G7        C
I get the picture



8786. I Get To

I Get To
Oak Ridge Boys - I Get To

They used to make me go to church, clip on tie, starch the shirt
I never heard the preacher's words slouched down in that pew
These days going to church is something I don't have to do, I get to
I used to have to hang with Dad, wash his car, and cut the grass,
It took all day and I hated that. Till his heart attack last June
These days helping Dad is something I don't have to do, I get to
I get to

I get to wake up early
I get to go to work
I get to make an honest living, put my hands down in the dirt
I get hear Grandma complain about all her little aches and pains
I get to rock my baby girl to sleep, spend my weekends coaching little league
There's a lot of things I don't have to do
I get to

I used to have to say those words, you always seemed to say them first
I dreamt one night you left this earth
I woke up and reached for you
Now I realize I don't have to say "I Love You." I get to
I get to

8787. I Give All My Love To You - Chords

I Give All My Love To You
Written and recorded by Rhonda Vincent with Russell Moore

G                                     C                   G
I never thought I'd find the love I'd searched for all my life
    C                B7        Am               D7
Someone to share and comfort I envisioned in my mind
    G                         C                  G
And when I wasn't looking you appeared before my eyes
     C          B7          Am                  D7
Just you and me forever and today I'll make you mine
    C                 G            C               G
Someone so strong and special that brightens every day
  C           B7       Am              D7
A shoulder to cry on a friend in every way
G            C       G  C              G
Passionately waiting to start my life anew
      C             B7               Am     D7      G
These vows we speak before us I give all my love to you
                    C       G C               G



A loving smile each morning   arms to hold me tight
C                B7             Am                   D7
Lips to kiss the pain away when things don't go just right
    C                G               C                G
Our love will see us to the end when God says we will part
    C                 B7              Am                D7
But until then you'll be the one each day I'll share my heart
    C                 G            C               G
Someone so strong and special that brightens every day
  C           B7       Am              D7
A shoulder to cry on a friend in every way
G            C       G  C              G
Passionately waiting to start my life anew
      C             B7               Am     D7      G
These vows we speak before us I give all my love to you
      C             B7               Am     D7      G
These vows we speak before us I give all my love to you

8788. I Give You To His Heart

Alison Krauss - I Give You To His Heart

The wind is blowing down the quiet river
A shining road to carry you alone
Baby boy, my love will last forever
If you're to live, I must give you up to God

I know our God will guide, protect and keep you
He'll teach you faith and hold you by the heart
Though your mother's heart is broken by your leaving 
Our Father knows just who he is and who you are

I wish that life wasn't always ending up this way
With Heaven's love at stake and hell to pay
But you in God's loving plan might be the missing part
You must live, so I give you to his heart

The wind that blowing down the silent river
A shining road that leaves me all alone
A life for you, is worth losing you forever
Some day we'll stand in God's fair land, forever home.

I wish that life wasn't always ending up this way
With Heaven's love at stake and hell to pay
But you in God's loving plan might be the missing part
You must live, so I give you to his heart

I wish that life wasn't always ending up this way
With Heaven's love at stake and hell to pay
But you in God's loving plan might be the missing part
You must live, so I give you to his heart



8789. I Go Anywhere (To Forget You) - Chords

I Go Anywhere (To Forget You)
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Cindy Walker

G       C                    G
Oh I go anywhere anywhere to forget you
   D7                        C      G
Anyplace to be where there's no memories
     C                    G
I go anywhere anywhere to forget you
D7                             G
To forget how you've forgotten me
                           C
They may tell you how I've changed dear
      G                                   D7
How I follow where the wild crowds always go
     G                         C
They name places where they've seen me
      G               D7                         G
And I guess it's true but here's what you should know
G    C                    G
I go anywhere anywhere to forget you
   D7                        C      G
Anyplace to be where there's no memories
     C                    G
I go anywhere anywhere to forget you
D7                             G
To forget how you've forgotten me
Repeat last verse

8790. I Go Driving

I Go Driving
The Gibson Brothers (Country)

When I go driving down the roads I know by heart
When I go driving I' feel' better in the' dark
In the light it hurts too' much to see what isn't there today
In the dark I can pretend that I'm okay

As I'm riding, I sing songs I know by heart
As I'm riding, I love every single part
Of "Good Ole Boys Like Me"
"Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain"
Is it wrong that I find pleasure in the pain?

See, I'm travelin' back in time to a land of make believe



Where the farms are going strong and my father's still with me
Where the silos in thR shadows and the barns are full of feed
WherR there's hope in farmers' eyes and folks who know their needs
When I go driving

As I'm dreaming, driftin' down those country lanes
Yes, I'm dreaming, thinkin' things can be the same
I'm looking at the past, I'm trying not to stare
Reaching for a life that isn't there

See, I'm travelin' back in time to a land of make believe
Where the farms are going strong and my father's still with me
Where the silos in the shadows and the barns are full of feed
Where there's hope in farmers' eyes and folks who know their needs
When I go driving
When I go driving
When I go driving

Ooh, ooh, ooh

8791. I Go To My Heart

I Go To My Heart (Live)
Avett Brothers

[Verse 1]
What do I get when I find out I have nothing?
Who am I without my name?
How do I stop this emptiness from growing?
The dumb instructions coming from my brain

[Chorus]
I go to my heart, my knees
Begging, "Take me, darling, please
I will follow you, I promise I have changed
I've been gone for years, I know
But I am back for good to show
That I will never stray from you like that again"

[Verse 2]
What do I do when my body lets me down?
Who am I without dark hair and a pair of working hands?
How do I stop this outro that I'm headed for?
Where do I turn when I can't take it anymore?

[Chorus]
I go to my heart, my knees
Begging, "Take me, darling, please
I will follow you, I promise I have changed
I've been gonR for years, I know
But I am back for good to show
That I will never stray from you likR that again"



[Outro]
No, I will never stray from you like that again

8792. I Go To Pieces

Linda Ronstadt - I Go To Pieces

I've been wrong
I've been of no use
I wander these streets alone
Heard every excuse
I go to pieces
Why don't you
Get carried away
I go to pieces
Why don't you

I've know all about
The pain I've caused you
I wish I could run away
What else can I do
Cause I go to pieces
Why don't you
Stick in my side
I go to pieces
Why don't you
Hear anything that I say
Watching you drifting away

I've known all about
Love I've refused
I tried to hide you away
Ain't no use
I go to pieces
Why don't you
Know what it means
I go to pieces
Why don't you
Get carried away
I go to pieces
Why don't you
Why don't you
Why don't you

8793. I Got A Date

I Got A Date
The Nashville Bluegrass Band



Tell me the truth do I look alright
Is my hair sticking up are my pants too tight?
You can lie if you have to, and say I look great (you look great!)
It's been a while since I've done this, i got a date

Do I pull out her chair? Do I open the door?
Do I bring her flowers ... do they do that anymore?
Do I get there early, or fashionably ... late
All the rules have changed, I got a date

Bridge
I can take another shower and get all dressed up again
Go out and get those flowers, but then I don't know where I'm gonna go
For another seven hours till I pick her up at eight
I'm going crazy, I got a date

Verse
What if she don't like me? (what if she does!)
What if I touch her, do I hafta wear gloves?
Does everything we do have to be perfectly safe?
I think I'm thinking too much, it's only a date

Bridge
I can take another shower, I can shine my shoes again
That would kill another hour, but then I don't know where I'm gonna go
For another seven hours till I pick her up at eight
I'm going crazy, I got a date

I'm going crazy, I got a date
All the rules are changed, and I got a date
I think I'll call her up, and tell her I'm sick

8794. I Got A Hole In My Pocket - Chords

I Got A Hole In My Pocket
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Boudleaux Bryant and Felice Bryant

G
I got a hole in my pocket and I can't go to the fair
  C                                             G
I got a hole in my pocket and I can't go to the fair
    D7                                      G
I'm blue cause I had a date to meet my baby there
When I don't show up well what'll my baby do
     C                                    G
When I don't show up well what'll my baby do
       D7                                             G
She'll travel through the tunnel of love with someone new
Oooo Oooo what'll I do my money's all gone
Baby baby it's true
  C                         D7                 G
I got a hole in my pocket I don't know what to do



I got a hole in my pocket and my money just runs on through
  C                                                 G
I got a hole in my pocket and my money just runs on through
      D7                                                G
Can't seem to save a dollar like my baby dolly wants me too
Well I told my baby we could have a little fun tonight
     C                                         G
Well I told my baby we could have a little fun tonight
       D7                                                   G
But it won't be so funny when there ain't a bit of money in sight
Repeat #2 x2
  C                             D7                 G
I got a hole in my pocket and I don't know what to do

8795. I Got A Name

I Got A Name
Jim Croce

Like the pine trees lining the winding road
I've got a name, I've got a name
Like the singin' bird and the croakin' toad
I've got a name, I've got a name
And I carry it with me like my daddy did
But I'm livin' the dream that he kept hid

Movin' me down the highway, rollin' me down the highway
Movin' ahead so life won't pass me by

Like the North wind whistlin' down the sky
I've got a song, I've got a song
Like the whippoorwill and the babies' cry
I've got a song, I've got a song
And I carry it with me and I sing it loud
If it gets me nowhere, I go there proud

Movin' me down the highway, rollin' me down the highway
Movin' ahead so life won't pass me by

And I'm gonna go there free...
Like the fool I am and I'll always be
I've got a dream, I've got a dream
They can change their minds but they can't change me
I've got a dream, I've got a dream
And I know I can share it if you want me to
If you're goin' my way, I'll go with you

Movin' me down the highway, rollin' me down the highway
Movin' ahead so life won't pass me by
Movin' me down the highway, rollin' me down the highway
Movin' ahead so life won't pass me by



8796. I Got Erection

I Got Erection
Hayseed Dixie - I Got Erection

Everytime I walk down the street - erection
When I see a women that I'd like to beat - erection
I think of blood, I think of love - erection
I think of blood, I think of love - erection
Oh, I got erection
Oh, I got erection
Oh, I got erection
Oh, I got erection
When I set a house on fire - erection
Once a liver, now she's a dier - erection
When I dig a hole in the ground - erection
When I hear that hard rock sound - erection
Oh, I got erection
Oh, I got erection
Oh, I got erection
Oh, I got erection

8797. I Got Loaded - Chords

I Got Loaded 
The Wood Brothers

[Verse]
           E
Last night,
C#m     E
I got loaded
C#m               E
 On a bottle of wine
C#m               E        C#m
 On a bottle of wine
 
           E
Last night,
C#m     E
I got loaded
C#m               E
 On a bottle of wine
C#m               E        C#m
 On a bottle of wine
 
 
[Chorus]
 



C#m
But I feel alright
N.C.
I feel alright
        A   B
I feel alright
          E
I feel alright
 
 
[Verse]
 
                     E
The night before last
C#m      E
 I got loaded
C#m               E
 On a bottle of gin
C#m               E       C#m
 On a bottle of gin
 
                     E
The night before last
C#m      E
 I got loaded
C#m               E
 On a bottle of gin
C#m               E       C#m
 On a bottle of gin
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C#m
But I feel alright
N.C.
I feel alright
        A   B
I feel alright
          E
I feel alright
 
 
[Verse]
 
        E
Tonight,
C#m            E
 I might get loaded
C#m               E
 On a bottle of whiskey
C#m               E      C#m
 On a bottle of whiskey
 
        E
Tonight,
C#m            E



 I might get loaded
C#m               E
 On a bottle of whiskey
C#m               E
 On a bottle of whiskey
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C#m
But I feel alright
C#m
I feel alright
        A   B
I feel alright
          E
I feel alright
 
         A   B
I feel alright
E
But I feel alright
         A   B
I feel alright

8798. I Got Mine

I Got Mine
Arr. Pinkney (Pink) Anderson

I went down to a big crap game,
And it certainly was against my will.
I lost every doggone nickel I had
'Cept a greenback dollar bill.
The boys had a bet lying on the floor,
And my buddy's point was nine.
When the police came they got all of them,
But I got mine.

I got mine, let me tell ya now
I got mine.
I grabbed that money and out the back door
I went flying.
Well, ever since the big crap game
I've been livin' on chicken and wine.
I'm the leader in high society
Since I got mine.

I went down to a turkey feast,
And that dinner was certainly fine.
Fifteen minutes 'fore the table was served
All the kinfolk fell in line.
When they brought that gobbler in



Uncle Joe how his eyes did shine.
I mean, talkin' 'bout wrestlin' and grabbin', but
I got mine.

I got mine, let me tell ya now
I got mine.
I grabbed that turkey and out the back door
I went flying.
I tried to make it to a hiding place
But I didn't get there in time.
Somebody grabbed me by the collar, and
I got mine.

I went down to my best girl's house last night
The hour was just about nine.
I wasn't dressed up like Henry Ford,
But I was feeling just as fine.
I caught her on some rascal's lap
And I didn't like that sign.
So, I told that joker what I thought of him,
And I got mine.

I got mine, let me tell ya now
I got mine.
I grabbed my hat and out the back door
I went flying.
That joker grabbed a big shotgun,
And he used it might fine.
I mean, talk about a rascal runnin', but
I got mine.

I know a barber shop down in town
It's over on North Fourth [Norfolk?] Street
It's the only place on Saturday night
The big gamblers can I meet.
Some come in for a haircut
Some come in for a scrap*.
When you see my buddy and me come in,
We means to shoot some craps.
Holler: seven, eleven, won't you come, come, come!!!
If you don't seven, eleven me, dice,
I'm done, done, done
If I see the police before he sees me
I'm gonna run, run, run
'Cause I'm a leader in high society
Since I got mine.

Yes, I'm a leader in high society
Since I got mine.

Notes:
This version comes from a Jim Kweskin recording. The word "scrap" in the
last verse is said to mean "scrape", or in other words, a shave.



8799. I Got Spurs - Chords

I Got Spurs
Recorded by Gene Autry
Joseph J. Lilley and Frank Loesser 
 
Intro:
G7     C               Am         G7          C
Yippee yay there'll be no wedding bells for today

C                F      G7     C
I got spurs that jingle jangle jingle
               F    G7  C
As I go ridin' merrily along
                 F         G7          C
And they sing Oh Ain't You Glad You're Single
                       F    G7       C
And that song ain't so very far from wrong

C7      F            C
Oh Lily Bell oh Lily Bell
                            Am
Though I may have done some foolin' 
        D7          G7
This is why I never fell
 
Repeat #1 x2

C7       F             C
Oh Sally Jane oh Sally Jane
                           Am
Though I'd love to stay forever 
        D7            G7
This is why I can't remain

Repeat #1 x2 

C7      F           C
Oh Mary Ann Oh Mary Ann
                                 Am
Though we've done some moonlight walkin'
        D7              G7
This is why I upped and ran

Repeat #1 x2 
          
                       F    G7       C
And that song ain't so very far from wrong
        F             G7         C
So I'll jingle jangle jingle all along

8800. I Got Stoned And I Missed It - Chords



I Got Stoned And I Missed It 
Tyler Childers
 
[Intro]
                            /     2x    /
e/----3333----3333----3333-----3-----3---------3-/
B/----0000----0000----0000-----0-----0---------0-/
G/----0000----0000----0000-----0-----0---------0-/
D/----0000----0000----0000-----032---0-0-------0-/
A/----2222----2222----2222-----2-----23--------2-/
E/--2h3333--2h3333--2h3333---2h3---2h3-------2h3-/
                                                play G while hammering on 2h3 on E sting serveal times
 
[Verse]
 
G
I was sitting in my basement I just rolled myself a taste
             D                                                     G
Of something green and gold and glorious to get me through the day
 
Then my friend yelled through the transom "Grab your coat and get your hat son
          D                                                   G
There's a nut down on the corner, givin' dollar bills away"
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
       D
But I laid around a bit
       D
Then I had another hit
       D
Then I rolled myself a bauma
       D
Then I thought about my mama
       D
Then I fooled around, played around
       D
Jacked around a while and then
 
 
[Chorus]
G
I got stoned and I missed it
 
I got stoned and I missed it
      D                             G
I got stoned and it rolled right by
 
I got stoned and I missed it
 
I got stoned and I missed it
       D                  G
I got stoned oh me oh my
 
[Verse]
G
Now it took seven months of urging just to get that local virgin
           D                                             G



With the sweet face up to my place to fuck around a bit
 
Next day she woke up rosy and she snuggled up so cosy
     D                                                    G
When she asked me how I liked it Lord it hurt me to admit
 
[Chorus]
G
I got stoned and I missed it
 
I got stoned and I missed it
      D                             G
I got stoned and it rolled right by
 
I got stoned and I missed it
 
I got stoned and I missed it
       D                  G
I got stoned oh me oh my
 
[Verse]
G
Now I ain't makin' no excuses for the many things I uses
         D                                              G
Just to sweeten my relationships and brighten up my day
 
But when my earthly race is over and I'm ready for the clover
         D                                                    G
And they ask me how my life has been I guess I'll have to say
 
[Chorus]
G
I got stoned and I missed it
 
I got stoned and I missed it
      D                             G
I got stoned and it rolled right by
 
I got stoned and I missed it
 
I got stoned and I missed it
       D                  G
I got stoned oh me oh my

8801. I Got You - Chords

I Got You
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C
I've had to buy back damn near everything I own
       F
From a little man whose name is Saul 



                         C
And has a lotta money to loan
I gotta beat up '67 Chevrolet
       F
With a torn up seat that pokes a brand new hole 
                      C
In my back near every day
I got a letter from the folks over at Bell
        F
Just to let me know my next phone call 
                     C
I'd walk outside and yell
      D7
Hey I know my life seems a mess 
                                       G7
But honey things to me still look real swell
           C
Cause I've got you to see me through 
         F               C
I've got you to chase my blues
I've got you to ease my pain 
         F                   C
I've got you girl to keep me sane
   D7
So let them do what they want to do 
         F                             C
Cause it don't matter long as I've got you
I've got the landlord breathing down my neck for rent
      F
Oh he don't give a damn about my kids 
                       C
Or where the money was spent
And after all those years of payin' union dues
        F
It sure didn't seem to count for much 
                       C
When we got our layoff news
I got a note from the man over at the bank
         F
Said the next ten gallons of gas I buy 
                     C
Won't be going in my tank
      D7
Hey I know I might seem near dead 
                                   G7
But honey I think I might just get well
Repeat #3
     D7
Yeah let 'em go right ahead and sue
         F                             C
Cause it don't matter long as I've got you



8802. I Gotta Believe In Something

Rodney Crowell - I Gotta Believe In Something

I can't figure it out as if I ever could
Everything I planned didn't work out like I thought it would
I've had my share of tragedy
I've felt the darkness cover me
Til I can't see
But I gotta believe in something
I gotta believe in something
That there's just plain nothing
Don't sit right with me
I gotta hold on to something
Gotta hold on to something
Even if it's nothin' but a little dream
Some days just breathing is all that I can do
And I curse the disappearance of everything I knew
There's only so many tRars I can cry
I need to point my soul to the light
So I can see
And I gotta believR in somethin'
I gotta believe in something
That there's just plain nothing
Don't seem right to me
I gotta hold on to something
I gotta hold on to something
I can't live with nothing to believe
I can't figure it out as if I ever could
Everything I planned didn't work out like I thought it would
I've had my share of tragedy
I've felt the darkness cover me
Til I can't see
But I gotta believe in something
I gotta believe in something
That there's just plain nothing
Don't sit right with me
I gotta hold on to something
Gotta hold on to something
Even if it's nothing but a little dream
I gotta believe in something
I gotta believe in something
I can't live with nothin' to believe

8803. I Gotta Get Drunk

I Gotta Get Drunk - Devil Makes Three

Well I gotta get drunk, I sure do dread it
'Cause I know just what I'm gonna do
I start to spend my money, call everybody honey
and I wind up singing the blues



I spend my whole paycheck on some old wreck
And brother, I could name you a few
Well, I gotta get drunk, I sure do dread it
'Cause I know just what I'm gonna do

I gotta get drunk, I can't stay sober
'Cause there's a lotta good people in town
Who like to see me holler, and spend my dollar
And I wouldn't think of lettin' them down

There's a lot of doctors tell me
I better start slowin' it down
But there's more old drunks than there are old doctors
So I guess I better have another round

Yeah I gotta get drunk, I can't stay sober
There's a lotta good people in town
Who like to see me holler and spend my dollar
And I wouldn't think of lettin' them down

There's a lot of doctors tell me
I better start slowin' it down
But there's more old drunks than there are old doctors
So I guess I better have another round

I gotta get drunk, I sure do dread it
'Cause I know just what I'm gonna do
I start to spend my money, call everybody honey
And I wind up singing the blues

I spend my whole paycheck on some old wreck,
And brother, I could name you a few
Well I gotta get drunk, I sure do dread it
'Cause I know just what I'm gonna do
Yeah I gotta get drunk, I sure do dread it
'Cause I know just what I'm gonna do

8804. I Gotta Go - Chords

I Gotta Go 
Robert Earl Keen
 
Capo 2
 
Am                F                 C              E
Ain't got time to shoot the breeze, Got no time to blow,
Am               F              E      Am
Excuse me mister if you please, I gotta go
Am                      F                    C               E
Born one mornin' on the day of the dead in a bombed out bungalow
   Am              F                 E         Am
My momma kissed my cheek and said...    I gotta go
 



Chorus:
F       C            G        Am
I gotta go somewhere, I gotta go 
Am          F              E         Am
Wastin' time standing here,   I gotta go
 
 
Am                F          C          E
They put me in an orphanage, West of Tupelo 
Am               F                  E        Am
I told em when I burnt that bridge,   I gotta go
Am           F          C               E
Stole a car, got a gun, Robbed the Hidey-Ho
Am            F            E        Am
I left Memphis on the run... I gotta go
 
Chorus:
F       C            G        Am
I gotta go somewhere, I gotta go 
Am          F             E          Am
Wastin' time standing here,   I gotta go
 
 
Am              F            C                E
Five card stud, deuces wild, Three kings in a row
  Am                  F                E      Am
I turned that diamond deuce and smiled, I gotta go       
Am                       F            C                  E
They tracked my down and took my take, brother don't you know
  Am                     F             E          Am
I told them boys there's some mistake,   I gotta go
 
Chorus:
F       C            G        Am
I gotta go somewhere, I gotta go 
Am          F             E          Am
Wastin' time standing here,   I gotta go
 
 
Am             F                    C                      E
Cold Steel up against my head, they turned the lights down low
   Am              F           E        Am
In case you didn't hear I said...I gotta go
Am                  F               C               E
These are your very last words sir, say em nice and slow,
Am                    F
My last words on this planet were...
 
Chorus x2
F       C            G        Am
I gotta go somewhere, I gotta go 
Am          F             E          Am
Wastin' time standing here,   I gotta go



8805. I Gotta Start Somewhere

I Gotta Start Somewhere
Rhonda Vincent - I Gotta Start Somewhere

I spent some time in Carolina
Thought those mountains out there just might do the trick
Two weeks of sunsets took my breath
But I still remember what I went there to forget

I'm lookin' for a place
To turn my heart around
Where I can hear your name
Without breaking down
What I was lookin' for
Wasn't in the mountain air
But I gotta start somewhere

So I'm gonna take a chance this evening
On someone who just might sweep me off my feet
He holds me close I close my eyes
I see your face
And I realize that I'm

Still lookin' for a place
To turn my heart around

Where I can see your face
Without breaking down
Dancing in his arms
I didn't find the answer there
But I gotta start somewhere

Thought I could drown your memory in a glass
Thoutht time might fix the way I feel
But after all I've tried I'm still

Lookin' for a place
To turn my heart around
Where I can hear your name
Without breaking down
Tonight I'll get on my knees
Pray to find healing there
Lord I gotta start somewhere
I've gotta start somewhere

8806. I Gotta Talk To Your Heart - Chords

I Gotta Talk To Your Heart
Written and recorded by George Jones

G                                                            D7
I've gotta talk to your heart you've got no right to make me cry



The love I've shone for you these years can't be washed away with tears
                        G
I've gotta talk to your heart
                                                        D7
I've gotta make you understand our love is drifting far apart
Won't you please stop where you are let's not carry this too far
                        G
I've gotta talk to your heart
           C
Who was it told you all those lies that brought tears to your eyes
G
You know this never could be
   C
So before you say goodbye give me another try
    G                               D7
And I'll prove they're wrong you'll see
G                                                      D7
I've gotta talk to your heart just gotta make you understand
I've gotta try to change your mind give me just a little time
                        G
I've gotta talk to your heart
           C
Who was it told you all those lies that brought tears to your eyes
G
You know this never could be
   C
So before you say goodbye give me another try
    G                               D7
And I'll prove they're wrong you'll see
G                                                      D7
I've gotta talk to your heart just gotta make you understand
I've gotta try to change your mind give me just a little time
                        G
I've gotta talk to your heart

8807. I Grew Up Today

I Grew Up Today 
Blue Moon Rising

She said I know you must be hurt 
Just sign your name and I'll be on my way 
Don't put it off no longer, it'll just get harder every day 
She said let's try to be adults 
And do this thing you know we gotta do 
I grew up today, more than I wanted to 
 
She said I know we had good times 
They're over now and won't be back again 
It's time to go our separate ways 
Maybe we can still be friends 
She said it's time to act mature 
And face it, like other people do  



I grew up today, more than I wanted to   
 
CHORUS :
Childhood days are past and gone 
So what's the use in holdin' on 
To a love, that's long been dead 
A fire that burned out long ago 
Has been replaced by bitter cold 
And loneliness instead 
She said it's almost over now 
Just sign here on the line, and we'll be through 
I grew up today, more than I wanted to 
 
Oh, I grew up today, more than I wanted to

8808. I Guess He'd Rather Be In Colorado

I Guess He'd Rather Be In Colorado
Bill Danoff / Taffy Nivert

I guess he'd rather be in Colorado.
He'd rather spend his time out where the sky looks like a pearl after the rain.
Once again to see him walkin',
Once again to hear him talkin'
To the stars he makes and askin' them for bus fares.

I guess he'd rather be in Colorado.
He'd rather play his banjo in the morning when the moon is scarcely gone.
In the dawn the subway's comin',
In the dawn I hear him hummin'
Some old song he wrote of love in boulder canyon.

Guess he'd rather be in Colorado.

Guess he'd rather be in Colorado.
Guess he'd rather work out where the only thing you earn is what you spend.
In the end I'm in his office,
In the end a quiet cough is all he has to show.
He lives in New York city.

8809. I Guess I Should Go To Sleep

Pokey LaFarge - I Guess I Should Go to Sleep

1,2,3, 2,2,3
I guess I should go to sleep
Too hard standin' on my own two feet
Been walkin' too long on a dead end street
I guess I should go to sleep



I guess I'll take off my shoes
Head upstairs and then watch the news
That's another way to lose these walkin' blues
I guess I'll take off my shoes
Well upstairs, upstaged, and upset
Keepin' quiet is gonna be my best bet yet
'Cause I ain't managed to say the right thing yet
Well I guess I should go back to bed
Guess I should go to sleep
It's too hard standin' on my own two feet
Been runnin' too long on an endless street
Well I guess I should go to sleep
Sleep
Sleep
Sleep

8810. I Guess I'll Live - Chords

I Guess I'll Live
Recorded by David Houston
Written by Glenn Sutton and Tillman Franks

C                   G7             C
I always thought if I lost you I'd die
     F                G7                  C
Well now the time has come we've said goodbye
  F               G7              C
I know I won't forget but I'll forgive
    F                  G7               C
And if the world don't end I guess I'll live
  F               G7               C
I know now losing you is not gonna kill me
  G7                                C
Although at times I guess I wish it would
  F                  G7                C
I know I'll miss the lips that used to thrill me
        D7                                  G7
But the lesson that I've learned will do me good
    C           G7            C
Any heart could sometimes go astray
  F                  G7                C
I know that I should look at this that way
  F           G7          C
I know I gave all I could give 
   F                  G7               C
So if the world don't end I guess I'll live
   F                  G7               C
So if the world don't end I guess I'll live



8811. I Guess I'm Getting Tired Of Loving You - Chords

I Guess I'm Getting Tired Of Loving You
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Gary Adams

C                        G7
My eyes don't see you anymore
                                     F     C
And my arms don't hold you like they did before
                               G7
My heart don't hurt the way it used to do
                                    C
I guess I'm gettin' tired of loving you
                                G7
My sleep ain't bothered by your dreams
                                   F   C
And my mind ain't filled with your memories
                                 G7
You'll never know the change I'm going through
                                    C
I guess I'm gettin' tired of loving you
        F                                  C         G7
I guess I'm gettin' tired of you being too tired for me
      F
These nights are so long
                            D7                     G7
When there's somewhere else that you'd much rather be
      C                         G7
So go on and live your life the way you choose
                                    C
I guess I'm gettin' tired of loving you
    F                                  C         G7
Yes I'm gettin' tired of you being too tired for me
      F
These nights are so long
                            D7                     G7
When there's somewhere else that you'd much rather be
      C                         G7
So go on and live your life the way you choose
                                    C
I guess I'm gettin' tired of loving you
  G7                                C
I guess I'm gettin' tired of loving you

8812. I Guess It Doesn't Matter Anymore

I Guess It Doesn't Matter Anymore

There you go now, baby, and here am I
Well you left me here so I could sit and cry
Hooey baby how you drove me crazy
Guess it soesn't matter anynmore



Do you remember baby last September
How you help me tight each and every night
Golly gee what have you done to me
Guess it doesn't matter anymore

There's no use in me a-crying
And I've done everything
Now I'm sick of trying
And I've thrown away my nights
Wasted all my days over you

You go your way, baby, and I'll go mine
Now and forever til the end of time
We'll find somebody new
Baby we'll say we're through
You won't matter anymore

* Refrain

8813. I Guess It Never Hurts To Hurt Sometimes

I Guess It Never Hurts to Hurt Sometimes
Oak Ridge Boys - I Guess It Never Hurts to Hurt Sometimes

Sometimes I feel a wave
Of a past break in my mind
And I know it's gone for good
And it makes me want to cry
Is this all we get to keep
As the years go rollin' by
Just a memory
For all the days gone by.

Oh you're always in my heart
And you're often on my mind
I will never let it die
Just as long as I'm alive
Sometimes it makes me sad
That we never said goodbye
Oh I guess it never hurts
To hurt sometimes.

You try and hold on to the moment
But time won't let you stay
But for every step you take
You lose something on the way
You can't look forward to tomorrow
And still hold on to yesterday
Oh I hope that you can hear me
When I'm saying

(Chorus)



8814. I Guess the Lord Must Be in New York City - Chords

I Guess the Lord Must Be in New York City
Written and recorded by Harry Nilison 

C
I'll say goodbye to all my sorrow
                              G7
And by tomorrow I'll be on my way
                                     C
I guess the Lord must be in New York City
                     
I'm so tired of gettin' nowhere
                            G7
Seein' my prayers goin' unanswered
                                     C
I guess the Lord must be in New York City
     C7                                   F    E7 D7
Well here I am Lord knocking on your back door
         G7
Ain't it wonderful to be where I've always wanted to be
                                                      C
For the first time I'll breathe free here in New York City
Repeat 
 
repeat #2

8815. I Guess Things Happen That Way

Emmylou Harris - I Guess Things Happen That Way
Mac Wiseman

Well you ask me if I'll forget my baby
I guess I will some day
I don't like it but I guess things happen that way
You ask me if I'll get along
I guess I will some way
I don't like it but I guess things happen that way

God gave me that man to lean on  then he put me on my own
Heaven help me to be strong now and have the strength to carry on
I don't like it but I guess things happen that way
You ask me if I'll miss his kisses
I guess I will every day
I don't like it but I guess things happen that way

You ask me if I'll find another
I don't know I can't say
I don't like it but I guess things happen that way



God gave me that man to lean on then he put me on my own
Heaven help me to be strong now and have the strength to carry on
I don't like it but I guess things happen that way
I don't like it but I guess things happen that way
I don't like it but I guess things happen that way

8816. I Guess We've Been Together For Too Long

Rodney Crowell - I Guess We've Been Together For Too Long

You and me must be something to see
A-fussing at each other until dawn
We made a mess out of our happiness
Girl, I guess we've been together for too long
His and hers has turned to yours and mine
So I don't have to tell you something's wrong
We made a fool and talked out of school
Girl, I guess we've been together for too long
Well, I guess we've been together
Through all our stormy weather
And now it's time to sail our ship along
His and hers has turned to yours and mine
Girl, I guess we've been together for too long, for too long
Well, I guess we've been together
Through all our stormy weather
And now it's time to give it up for gone
His and hers has turned to yours and mine
Girl, I guess we've been together for too long
And I'm sad to say that it turned out that way
Girl, I guess we've been together for too long
Yes, I guess we've been together for too long

8817. I Guess You Had To Be There - Chords

I Guess You Had To Be There
Recorded by Lorrie Morgan
Written by Jon Robbin and Barbara Lloyd

C                   C7            F
Hello honey how was your day well you're sure in a good mood tonight
          G7                                      C                    G7
Oh by the way I was downtown this afternoon and I saw the most amazing sight
            C           C7           F                     C       Dm
Through the window of a small cafe I saw a man and a woman holding hands
         G7
And they looked so much in love it took my breath away
          C                     G7
Can't you see it don't you understand
                        C            C7            F  Fm



Well I guess you had to be there you really had to be there
                           C                         G7
Some things you just can't explain it's just not the same 
                   F      C   G7
I guess you had to be there
       C                    C7                  F
I just stood there my heart pounding I couldn't move all I could do was stare
       G7                                             C
I kept remembering when we used to look like that two people 
                G7
With so much to share
          C                     C7            F                  C     Dm
They were talking and they were laughing just like we used to do every day
            G7                                C
And then he kissed her so tenderly what's the matter 
                       G7
You don't have much to say
Repeat #2
    F
And as I watched you with your new love
          C                            G7
I haven't seen you that happy in years
              F                     Am
We've drifted so far apart and it's hard to admit it
            Dm                   G7
But there's nothing left for you here
                      C            C7            F  Fm
So I guess you had to be there you really had to be there
                           C                         G7
Some things you just can't explain it's just not the same 
                   F        G7
I guess you had to be there
                   F  Fm    Em Dm C
I guess you had to be there

8818. I Had A Beautiful Time

We met downtown in the barroom
Both of us needing a friend
And you brought me home to your doorstep
And it was there you invited me in

We spent the wee hours dancing
To your favorite home stereo sounds
We talked about what we been needin'
Discussin' our ups and our downs

And I've had a beautiful time
Holding your heart next to mine
I poured out my feelings while you poured the wine
And I've had a beautiful time

If I seem a wee bit uneasy



You really sized me up right
There's somebody home still up waiting
She probably been waiting up all night

And I can't say I found any answers
But you listen while I ride alone
And you been a beautiful lady
And you kept me from being alone

And I've had a beautiful time
Holding your body next to mine
You poured out the feelings and then I poured the wine
And I've had a beautiful time

I've had a beautiful time
Holding your heart next to mine
We poured out the feelings and then we poured the wine
And I've had a beautiful time

You poured out your feelings while we poured the wine
And I've had a beautiful time

8819. I Had A Real Good Mother And Father

Gillian Welch - I Had A Real Good Mother And Father

[Chorus]
I had a real good mother and father
And they surely stood the test
And now they're in bright glory
And are sleeping on the saviors breast

They set a good example for me
And they taught me how to pray
Now I truly converted
And walkin' on the narrow way

I know that if I can not meet them on high
Then how lonely I will be
For what good is my journey
If I miss out on eternity

[chorus]

8820. I Had My Heart Set On You

Rodney Crowell - I Had My Heart Set On You
Emmylou Harris



On our wedding day, did you lie?
Did you know that someday you'd say goodbye?
Now that you're gone, another just won't do
I had my heart set on you

We were so young when we met
Sweet memories linger yet
You were the one who made my dreams come true
I had my heart set on you

As the years come and go, does your heart mind
When you think of the girl you left behind?
I still wear your ring 'cause when I said I do
I had my heart set on you
Oh darling, I had my heart set on you

8821. I Had My Heart Set On You - Chords

I Had My Heart Set On You
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Rodney Crowell and Paul Kennerley

C              G7          C
On our wedding day did you lie 
                      G7                C
Did you know that someday you'd say goodbye
F                    C
Now that you're gone another just won't do 
         G7           C
I had my heart set on you

           G7            C
We were so young when we met 
          G7          C
Sweet memories linger yet
F                    C
You were the one who made my dreams come true 
         G7           C
I had my heart set on you

                       G7                 C
And the years come and go does your heart pine
                      G7              C
When you think of the girl you left behind
  F                          C
I still wear your ring cause when I said I do 
         G7           C
I had my heart set on you

                    G7           C
Oh darling I had my heart set on you



8822. I Had One One Time

I Had One One Time
Josh Turner - I Had One One Time

I sure do like your cadillac
Brings lots of memories back
I always felt like a star
Drivin' around in that car

'Cause I had one one time
Oh I had one one time
You probaly think I'm lyin'
But I had one one time

Have you got a job that you love
Each day you can't wait to get up
You feel proud when you draw your pay
Would you be surprised if I say

I had one one time
Oh I had one one time
Now I hold a cardboard sign
But I had one one time

I bet you've got a good friend
You always hang out on weekends
Since high school you've been thick as thieves
Well I bet you'd never believe

I had one one time
Oh I had one one time
Somewhere along the line
But I had one one time

That beautiful girl beside you is probably your wife
Man, you've got it all, I'd say you live quite a life

I had one one time
Oh I had one one time
Maybe I've lost my mind
But I had one one time

8823. I Hardly Know How To Be Myself

Rodney Crowell - I Hardly Know How To Be Myself

Go out and hear a band at some club downtown
Walk home in the rain and let it soak me down



Smile and shuffle past all the faces at the door
I hardly know how to be myself anymore
I wonder where you are, do I exist for you
That pain that never quits, ever gets you too
I think about my life and what it's headed for
I hardly know how to be myself anymore
I know how to chase the night away
Show no feelings by the light of the day
I know how to keep it all intact
Tears may fall but there's no holding back
Time runs by me like a river cold
It sends a shiver way down in my soul
I see my past just like a mask I wore
I hardly know how to be myself anymore

SOLO

I know how to face the night alone
And keep my distance on the telephone
I know how to get my crying done
Tears may fall, but I don't show no one
I go out and hear a band at some club on down the street
I shake the hands of all the people that I meet
I hope they find just what they're looking for
I hardly know how to be myself anymore
I hardly know how to be myself anymore
I hardly know how to be myself

8824. I Hate It When That Happens To Me - Chords

I Hate It When That Happens To Me
JOHN PRINE

Well I [G]once knew a [D]man who was [B7]going [C]insane
He let [G]love chase him [E7]right up a [A7]tree [D]
It took the [G]police and a [D]fire truck
Just to [B7]bring him back [C]down
Oh, I [G]hate it when that [D]happens to [G]me

[G]It made the front page of the [D]paper
The [B7]gossip tongues [C]wagged
Why they [G]even showed [E7]it all on [A7]TV [D]
Now if he should [G]live [D]forever
He [B7]won't live it [C]down
Oh, I [G]hate it when that [D]happens to [G]me

[D7]Dogs bites [M]an
[G]Man loses girl
Oh what [A7]did he ever do
[D]Wrong in this world? [D7]

{ci:Instrumental:}
#



G D B7 C
G E7 A7 D
G D B7 C
G D G

[D7]Dogs bites Man
[G]Man loses girl
Oh, what [A7]have I every done
[D]Wrong in this world? [D7]

There [G]once was a big [D]buzz [B7]all over [C]town
About a [G]movie where the [E7]killer goes [A7]free [D]
Now, he's [G]got [D]every [B7]one's [C]sympathy
Oh, I [G]hate it when that [D]happens to [G]me
Yes, I [G]hate it when that [D]happens to [G]me

8825. I Have A Dream - Chords

I Have a Dream 
Recorded by Cristy Lane
Written by Benny S. Andersson and Bjoern K. Ulvaeus 

C        G7              C
I have a dream a song to sing
           G7           C
To help me cope with anything
               G7                C
If you see the wonder of a fairy tale
                 G7                 C
You can take the future even if you fail
             G7
I believe in angels
                  F            C
Something good in everything I see
             G7
I believe in angels
                F                 C
When I know the time is right for me
               G7              C
I'll cross the stream I have a dream
         G7           C
I have a dream a fantasy
           G7           C
To help me through reality
            G7                        C
And my destination makes it worth the while
                    G7                     C
Pushing through the darkness still another mile
Repeat #2,1,2
               G7              C
I'll cross the stream I have a dream



8826. I Have Always Loved You

Kathy Mattea - I Have Always Loved You

I have always been on the outside
Looking inside 'till I found you
Never knowin' where my life would lead
What I could believe 'till you broke through
Where on Earth did you come from ?
It's like I've known you all my life because
I have laughed and cried 'till my tears ran dry
I have lived and died a thousand times
I have won and lost at whatever cost
But through it all it's true
I have always loved you
Just the way you smile lights up the day
And I'm blown away just to be with you
The way you touched my life with such tenderness
Words cannot express how you pull me through
And if I could do it all again
I'd still reach for you, my love, my friend
I have laughed and cried 'till my tears ran dry
I have lived and died a thousand times
I have won and lost at whatever cost
But through it all it's true
I have always loved you
When the night comes closing in
You're still the light that shine within
I have laughed and cried 'till my tears ran dry
I have lived and died a thousand times
I have won and lost at whatever cost
But through it all it's true
I have always loved you
I have always loved you

8827. I Have An Aged Mother

I Have An Aged Mother

Last night while I lay sleeping
Last night while in a dream
I saw my dear old mother
Down by a misting stream

   Don't ask me why I'm weeping
   Don't ask me why I pray
   For I've an aged mother
   Ten thousand miles away



A letter here from sister dear
Come home we're all alone
Dear mother's slowly fading
She cant be living long

Yodel
Out in the cold world
Long ways from home

I'm drawing near the old home
Dear sister's at the gate
She's leading me through the doorway
Oh brother you've come to late

   Oh lead me to the casket
   Through back the linen so fine
   That I may kiss her pale white lips
   For I know they'll never kiss mine

I see the pale moon shining
On mother's whitened stone
The rose buds round them twining
Are just me all alone

Yodel
Out in the cold world
Left all alone

8828. I Have Been Blessed

I Have Been Blessed
Mike Compton

When He walks among us all that He does
all of His mercy, all of His Love.
If the pen of the writer
could write everyday,even this
world could never contain just how
I've been blessed.

Warmth in the winter,
Flowers in Spring,
laughter of Summner,
the changing of leaves
Food on my table

And a Good place to sleep
Clothes on my back
and shoes on my feet
I have been Blessed

CHORUS:



I have been blessed,
Gods so good to me.
Precious are His thoughts
of you and me.
No way I could count them,
there's not enough time.
So I'll just thank Him
for being so kind.
God has been good, so good.
I have been blessed.

Arms that will raise,
a voice that can talk,
hands that can touch
and legs that can walk,
ears that can listen,
and eyes that can see.
Oh, I've got to praise Him
as long as I breathe,
I have been blessed.

Father and Mother nurtured and raised

Sisters and brothers, memories made
Our Pastor to lead us
This alter to Pray
Stripes that can heal
the Blood that still saves!
Oh! I have been blessed!

I have been blessed,

God's so good to me,
precious are His thoughts
of you and me.
No way I could count them,
there's not enough time.
So, I'll just thank Him
for being so kind.
God has been good, so good,
I have been blessed.

We live in a country,

the greatest on earth.
Our flag stands for freedom,
and what it is worth.
She stands in the harbor,
Miss Liberty calls.
All have gave some,
but some gave it all.
For me to be blessed

He's my shoulder to lean on
when I am down.
The rock where He leads me
when I'm overwhelmed.



The place where He hides me
under His wings.
He's not just a song.
He's the reason I sing.
I have been blessed.

I have been blessed,

God's so good to me,
precious are His thoughts
of you and me.
No way I could count them,
there's not enough time.
So, I'll just thank Him
for being so kind.
God has been good, so good,
I have been blessed.
God has been good,so good,
I have been blessed.

8829. I Have Been Lonely

I Have Been Lonely (Larry W. Jones 03/08/2007) 

Yes dear, I have been lonely
Yes dear, I have been blue
But I've never loved someone
As much as I love you
You tell me that you're sorry
For each mistake you've made
You tell me that you've changed, dear
But I'm the one who paid
Now, I'll be a little forgiving
But you've got to do your part
If together we go on living
Instead of being apart
You don't know what I've been through
And that's why I'm telling you
Yes dear, I have been lonely
Yes dear, I have been blue
- instrumental -
Now, I'll be a little forgiving
But you've got to do your part
If together we go on living
Instead of being apart
You don't know what I've been through
And that's why I'm telling you
Yes dear, I have been lonely
Yes dear, I have been blue



8830. I Have Found The Way - Chords

I Have Found the Way
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Adgar M Pace and L.A. Green

G                         C                G
I have found the way that leads to endless day
                    D7
Yonder in the Glory-land
        G                  C            G
And the road is bright for Jesus is the light
                  D7      G
And I'll hold His guiding hand

C                G
I have found the way (found the glory way)
                 D7
I have found the way (found the gospel way)
C     G
Glory hallelujah (hallelujah)
       D7        G
I have found the way

                        C           G
I will never fear while Jesus is so near
                        D7
I will bravely meet the foe
      G                  C            G
Happy songs I'll sing in honor to the King
             D7     G
And to glory onward go

Repeat #2

                         C               G
To the journey's end led by the Faithful Friend
                     D7
Never more in sin to roam
   G                           C                G
By the way calls straight I'll reach the Golden Gate
              D7      G
Of the soul's Eternal Home

Repeat #2 x2

8831. I Have Friends

Tom T. Hall - I have friends
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I have friends who won't tell me that I'm out of my mind
Friends who don't mention the passing of time



They were there in the beginning they'll be there in the end
And when I sum it up I'm glad I have friends

I have friends who won't scold me if I drink to excess
When I'm down and I'm moody they don't get upset
And I try to be grateful in the way that I can
For what am I if I don't have friends

I have friends who remember the time I was great
And friends who've forgotten the times I was late
And anyway you said it it's true it's all true
The best friend I have ever had is you

8832. I Have Loved You Girl - Chords

I Have Loved You Girl 
Written and recorded by Earl Thomas Conley

G
I have held you girl 
    C               D7              G
But you ain't never made me feel so good before 
C   D7             G
Mmm  love you some more
And I have kissed you girl 
         C                D7              G
But your lips ain't never tasted quite so sweet and warm 
C   D7         G
Mmm  sweet and warm
And I have loved you girl 
    C             D7               G
But I ain't never really loved you from the heart 
    C       D7          G    A7 G
But tonight   I'm gonna start
        C                  D7              G        D7        Em    D7
Oh with every touch you're painting pretty pictures with your hands
C                 D7               G         Em
Creating precious feelings that my body understands
                                    C                  G
I can almost hear the music playing somewhere soft and low
I have loved you girl 
    D7                    G
Mmm mmm but not like this before
Repeat #3
Yeah I have loved you girl 
    D7                    G
Mmm mmm but not like this before



8833. I Have No Mother Now

I Have No Mother Now
The Lonesome Sisters

I hear the low winds sweeping
Through every bush and tree
Where my dear mother's sleeping
Away from home and me

    Cold in the grave she's lying
    And sorrow shapes my brow
    She's gone from me to Heaven
    I have no mother now

I see the pale moon shining
On mother's white tombstone
With roses o'er entwining
They're just like me and her

    They're just me a weeping
    As sorrow shapes my brow
    She's gone from me to heaven
    I have no mother now

Sad was the hour of parting
In a voice so low and sweet
She said loved ones I'm dying
We must in Heaven meet

    Oh yes we'll meet dear mother   
    On that eternal shore
    And dwell as one in Heaven   
    Where parting comes no more

    Oh yes we'll meet dear mother   
    On that eternal shore
    And dwell as one in Heaven   
    Where parting comes no more

8834. I Have No One To Love Me

I Have No One To Love Me

It was on last Sunday evening
Just about the hour of three
When my darling started to leave me
And sail on the deep blue sea 

He promised to write me a letter,
He promised to write to me;
And I haven't heard from my darling,
Who is sailing on the deep blue sea 



My mother is dead and buried
My father's forsaken me
And I have no one to love me
But the sailor on the deep blue sea 

"Oh, captain, can you tell me,
Can you tell me where he may be?"
"Oh yes, my little maiden,
He's drownded in the deep blue sea" 

Farewell to friends and relations
This is the last you'll see of me,
I'm going to end my troubles
By drowning in the deep blue sea

8835. I Have No One To Love Me (But The Sailor On The Deep Blue Sea)

The Carter Family - I Have No One to Love Me (But the Sailor on the Deep Blue Sea)

[Verse]
It was on last Sunday evening
Just about the hour of three
When my darling started leaving
To sail on that deep blue sea
He promised to write a letter
He promised to write to me
And I haven't heard from my darling
Who sails on that deep blue sea
My mother is dead and buried
My papa's forsaken me
And I have no one to love me
But the sailor on the deep blue sea
Oh, Captain, can you tell me
Can you tell me where he may be
Oh, yes, my little maiden
He's drowned in the deep blue sea
Farewell to friends and relations
It's the last you'll see of me
I'm going to end my trouble
By drowning in the deep blue sea

8836. I Haven't Got The Right To Love You

I Haven't Got The Right To Love You
Seldom Scene

Oh my dear, I hven't got the right to love you
Deep regrets of yesterday still torture me



I wish I didn't have to face this guilty conscience
Like I do each time I see you secretly

I feel that I am stealing part of heaven
Every time I hold you in my arms this way
Cause I know I haven't got the right to love you
While my heart is bound by vows of yesterday

It will be so hard for us to stay apart dear
And condemn this love thats growing day by day
Though I know I haven't got the right to love you
Can I ever tell my heart that its too late

I'd give the world if only I could hold you
Without feeling guilty of an awful crime
Though I know I haven't got the right to love you
In my heart I can held feeling that your maine

8837. I Haven't Seen Mary in Years

Bill Monroe - I Haven't Seen Mary in Years
Billy Strings

While walkin' one day in the country
I saw a gatherin' crowd
And as my footsteps drew me closer
I could smell the sweet fragrance of flowers

It look like a family reunion
Had my eyes not counted the tears
And an old man sat by a graveside
I haven't seen Mary in years

Hold my hand and lead me
Lead me away from here
I just brought these flowers for Mary
I haven't seen Mary in years

When Mary and I were first married
We had such plans for our child
But for no reason I started ramblin'
Like the four winds I just ran wild

If I could live our life over
I'd bring Mary such cheer
Now she's gone where she'll never meet me
I haven't seen Mary in years

Hold my hand and lead me
Lead me away from here
I just brought these flowers for Mary
I haven't seen Mary in years



Then the old man left the graveyard
I walked along by his side
I called out his name but through all his shame
His son, he did not recognize

Hold my hand and lead me
Lead you away from here
How could I know it was Mama
I haven't seen Mama in years

8838. I Hear A Call

I Hear a Call
Emmylou Harris

[Chorus]
I hear a call
Now will I answer
Forsake my all
To serve another
Though darkness falls
Stay a believer
I hear a call
Now will I answer

[Verse 1]
I see a light
Now will I follow
Fill up this life
That grows more hollow
Make joy reside
Where there lives sorrow
I see a light
Now will I follow

[Chorus]
I hear a call
From out of nowhere
And from everywhere I go
I hear a call
Now will I answer

[Verse 2]
I feel a touch
Now will I hold on
Be there with love
For those with no one
With a kindness such
It lives though I'm gone
I feel a touch
Now will I hold on

[Chorus]



I hear a call
From out of nowhere
And from everywhere I go
I see a light
Now will I follow
I feel a touch
Now will I hold on
I hear a call
Now will I answer

8839. I Hear A Choo Choo

I Hear A Choo Choo - Ralph Stanley

   I hear a choo choo coming
   It's coming down the track
   It's taking away my darling
   Never to bring her back

My darling left me this morning
She left me feeling so blue
I'm a going to roll, rock, and ramble
Try to forget all about you

I know I can't forget her
So I won't ever try
I'll go through life a wondering
Until the day I die

8840. I Hear A Sweet Voice Calling

Bill Monroe - I Hear a Sweet Voice Calling
Osborne Brothers

Our little girl taken sick one evening
As she walked home from school
And in her death bed soon bring her
It made us so sad and so blue

Then she called me close to her bedside
And whispered these words soft and low,
"Tell Mommy to come to me quickly,
I want to kiss you both then go"

I hear a sweet voice calling
Way up in heaven on high
God has made room for you daughter,
Oh Mommy and Daddy don't cry



Take care of my little brother
Tell him I've gone to rest
I know his little heart is broken
He's all that you have left

Then she closed her eyes forever
Never to see us no more
Until we meet our darling
On that bright and peaceful shore

8841. I Hear A Sweet Voice Calling - Chords

I Hear A Sweet Voice Calling
Written and recorded by Bill Monroe

[3/4 time]
C G7 C
Our little girl taken sick one evening
 F C
As she walked home from school
 F C
And then her deathbed soon claimed her
 G7 C
It made us so sad and so blue

 G7 C
Then she called me close to her bedside
 F C
And whispered these words soft and low
 F C
Tell mommy to come to me quickly
 G7 C
I want to kiss you both and go
 
I hear a sweet voice calling
 G7 C
Way up in Heaven on high
 C7 F
God has made room for your daughter
 C G7 C
Oh mommy and daddy don't cry

 G7 C
Take care of little brother
F C
Tell him I've gone to rest
 F C
I know his little heart is broken
 G7 C
He's all that you have left

 G7 C
Then she closed her eyes forever



F C
Never to see us no more
F C
Until we meet our darling
 G7 C
On that bright and peaceful shore

Repeat #3

8842. I Hear A Voice Calling

I Hear A Voice Calling
Bill Monroe - Osborne Brothers

   I hear a voice calling
   It must be our Lord (it must be our Lord)
   Its coming from heaven on high
   I hear a voice calling
   I've gained a reward (I've gained a reward)
   For the land where we never shall die

The savior who died, on cruel Calvary
He shed His life blood that the world might be free
So follow His footsteps, up the narrow way
And be ready to meet Him when He calls on that day

The savior has paid a great price for me
He gave His life on Calvary
So I'll follow His footsteps up the narrow way
I'll pay my debt on the great judgment day

Then she closed her eyes forever
Never to see us no more
Until we meet our darling
On that bright and peaceful shore

8843. I Hear Bluegrass Calling Me

Carolina Blue - I Hear Bluegrass Calling Me

[Intro]
I hear bluegrass calling me
I hear bluegrass calling me
Listen to the fiddles
Hear that banjo ring
That's bluegrass calling me

[Verse 1]
From the big state of Kentucky



To the heart of Tennessee
Moving down to the Grand Ole Opry
You can hear those fiddles
And the Osmond Brothers sing
Now that's bluegrass calling me

[Chorus]
I hear bluegrass calling me
I hear bluegrass calling me
Listen to the fiddles
Hear that banjo ring
That's bluegrass calling me

[Verse 2]
Well, I'm not kickin' country music
I still listen Rvery day
But I just like that bluegrass music
And I bRlieve Bill Monroe's here to stay

8844. I Hear My Savior Calling

I Hear My Savior Calling

My friends have gathered here around me
They know I'll soon be on my way
To live up there with Christ forever
That love-ly land far away

I hear my savior now a callin'
He bids me now to come home
I'll stead-ly follow in his footsteps
I know he'll guide me safely home

In this world we're only strangers
We have sinned and all done wrong
But if you'll kneel in prayer my brother
At jour-ney's end he'll call you home

I'm rea-dy now for the journey
I know I'll soon be on my way
Sweet an-gels voices now will guide me
Oh hea-ven can't be far away

8845. I Hear The Mountains

I Hear The Mountains
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]



I left my home to roam the world over
Gone from the place that gave me my start
But a part of me still walks the high ridges
So far away but so near to my heart

[Pre-Chorus]
Now my lessons I've learned
And I long to return

[Chorus]
Ooo, ooo I hear the mountains
I hear the mountains wherever I go
Ooo, ooo off in the distance
I hear the mountains calling me home

[Verse 2]
There is a voice up in the tall timber
I still recall the sweet melody
A joyful noise so warm and familiar
So brilliant and bright and it's calling to me

[Pre-Chorus]
Saying 'Come on home, son'
Your rambling is done

[Chorus]
Ooo, ooo I hear the mountains
I hear the mountains wherever I go
Ooo, ooo off in the distance
I hear the mountains calling me home

Ooo, ooo I hear the mountains
I hear the mountains wherever I go
Ooo, ooo off in the distance
I hear the mountains calling me home

8846. I Hear Them All

I Hear Them All
Dave Rawlings Machine
Old Crow Medicine Show

I hear the crying of the hungry in the deserts where they're wanderin'
Hear them crying out for heaven's own benevolence upon them
Hear our destructive power prevailing, I hear fools falsely hailing
To the crooked words of tyrants when they call
I hear them all, I hear them all, I hear them all

I hear the sound of tearing pages and the roar of burning paper
All the crimes and acquisition turn to air and ash and vapor
In the rattle of the shackle, far beyond emancipators
And the lowliest together in their stall
I hear them all, I hear them all, I hear them all



So while you sit and whistle Dixie with your money and your power
I can hear the flowers growing in the rubble of the tower
I hear leaders quit their lying, I hear babies quit their crying
I hear soldiers quit their dying, one and all
I hear them all, I hear them all, I hear them all

I hear the tender words from Zion, I hear Noah's waterfall
See the gentle lamb of Judah sleeping at the feet of Buddha
And the prophets from Elijah to the Old Paiute Wovaca
Take their places at the table when they're called
I hear them all, I hear them all, I hear them all

I hear them all, I hear them all, I hear them all
I hear them all, I hear them all, I hear them all

8847. I Hear You Knockin'

I Hear You Knockin'

I hear you knockin'
I hear you callin'
I hear you every time you say my name
But it's too late, baby
Your calling is all in vain

I hear you crying
You done the lying
You tried to cheat
Baby, you're to blame
But it's too late, baby
Your crying is all in vain

I packed my suitcase 
I bought my ticket
It won't be long, and I'll be on my way
'Cause I'm a leaving, yeah, I'm a leaving, and
I'm going away to stay

I hear you knockin'
I hear you callin'
I hear you every time you say my name
But it's too late, baby
Your calling is all in vain

I hear you knockin'
I hear you callin'
I hear you every time you say my name
But it's too late, baby
Your calling is all in vain

I hear you knock, knock, knock
I hear you call, call, call



I hear you every time you say my name
But it's too late, baby
Your calling is all in vain

8848. I Hear You Knockin' - Chords

I Hear You Knockin'
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Jay D. Miller

C
I hear you knockin' I hear you callin'
I hear you every time you say my name
         F           G7               C
But it's no use baby calling's all in vain
No use to cryin' you done the lyin'
You tried to cheat baby you're to blame
          F           G7             C
Well it's no use baby cryin's all in vain
            F
I packed my suitcase bought my ticket
            C
It won't be long and I'll be on my way
            F
Cause I'm a leaving yeah I'm a leaving
        G7
And I'm goin' away to stay
C
I hear you knockin' I hear you callin'
I hear you every time you say my name
         F           G7               C
But it's no use baby calling's all in vain
            F
I packed my suitcase bought my ticket
            C
It won't be long and I'll be on my way
            F
Cause I'm a leaving yeah I'm a leaving
        G7
And I'm goin' away to stay
C
I hear you knockin' I hear you callin'
I hear you every time you say my name
         F           G7               C
But it's no use baby calling's all in vain

8849. I Heard It Through The Grapevine



I Heard It Through The Grapevine
Garth Brooks - I Heard It Through The Grapevine

Ooh, I bet you're wondering how I knew
'Bout you're plans to make me blue
With some other guy that you knew before.
Between the two of us guys you know I love you more.
It took me by surprise I must say,
When I found out yesterday.
Don't you know

I heard it through the grapevine
Not much longer would you be mine.
Oh I heard it through the grapevine,
Oh and I'm just about to lose my mind.
Honey, honey yeah.
(Heard it through the grapevine)
(Not much longer would you be mine baby)

I know that a man ain't supposed to cry,
But these tears I can't hold inside.
'Cause losin' you would end my life you see,
'Cause you mean that much to me.
You could have told me yourself
That you love someone else.
Instead

I heard it through the grapevine
Not much longer would you be mine.
Oh I heard it through the grapevine,
Oh and I'm just about to lose my mind.
Honey, honey yeah.
(Heard it through the grapevine)
(Not much longer would you be mine baby)

People say believe half of what you see,
Son, and none of what you hear.
But I can't help bein' confused
If it's true please tell me dear?
Do you plan to let me go
For the other guy you loved before?
Don't you know

I heard it through the grapevine
Not much longer would you be mine.
Oh I heard it through the grapevine,
Oh and I'm just about to lose my mind.
Honey, honey yeah.
(Heard it through the grapevine)
(Not much longer would you be mine baby)
(Yeah yeah yeah)

Honey honey I know (Heard it through the grapevine)
That you're letting me go (Not much longer would you be mine baby)
I heard it through the grapevine (Heard it through the grapevine)
(Not much longer would you be mine baby)
(Yeah yeah yeah)



(Heard it through the grapevine)
(Not much longer would you be mine baby)
(Yeah yeah yeah)

8850. I Heard My Mother Call My Name In Prayer

I Heard My Mother Call My Name In Prayer
Ricky Skaggs

While kneeling by her bedside in a cottage on the hill
My mother prayed her blessings on me there
She was talking there to Jesus while everything was still
and I heard my mother call my name in prayer

   Yes I heard my mother call my name in prayer
   She was pourin out her heart to Jesus there
   Then I Gave my heart to him and he saved my soul from sin
   For he heard my mother call my name in prayer

She was anxious for her boy to be just what he ought to be
And she asked the Lord to take him in his care
Just the words I can't remember but I know she prayed for me
For I heard my mother call my name in prayer

So I gave my heart to Jesus and I'm livin now for him
And someday I'll go and meet him in the air
For he heard my mother praying and he saved my soul from sin
Yes he heard my mother call my name in prayer

8851. I Heard My Mother Weeping

Billy Strings - Longview - Carl Story - Doc Watson
I Heard My Mother Weeping 

The big court room was crowded
While the jury heard my plea
I cried, "Sir, I'm not guilty
Of this crime you're accusin' me"
I guess no one believed me
For they only turned away
To give the judge their verdict
While I bowed my head and prayed

I heard my mother weeping
When the judge said, "Guilty, son
I'll have to give you life now
For this crime that you have done"
She cried, 'Don't take my darlin'
For he means the world to me



He's all I have to live for
I pray you'll set him free"

"His father was a drunkard
Went away, left us alone
I worked to earn my living
I raised our darlin' son
Now if you take him from me
His face no more I'll see
Just put your son in his place
His mother's here with me"

The judge sat there with his head bowed
At first, did not reply
And then I saw him brushing
The teardrops from his eyes
He motioned to the jury
"This sentence can't be done
God bless you, darlin' mother
I still love you and our son"

8852. I Heard My Savior Calling Me - Chords

I Heard My Savior Calling Me
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Rhonda Vincent and Dorothy Johnson

C                                F              C
There was a great revival in our little country church
                                                  G7
People came from miles around to hear about God's word
 C                               F              C
Anointed in the spirit you could feel it in the air
                                    G7               C
My life was changed that night as I bowed my head in prayer
 
           F              C
I heard my Savior calling me
                                        G7
On that blessed night I fell down on my knees
       C                        F                     C
Well I raised my hands to Jesus pure faith has set me free
                                  G7               C
Praise God I've seen the light my Savior's calling me
                                        F             C
I'm so thankful for a Savior that would make the sacrifice
                                               G7
In a selfless loving gesture giving us eternal life
        C                           F            C
It's an offer for the taking listen with an open heart
                                        G7             C
It's a choice that's up to you hear the Savior calling too
Repeat #2 x2



                                     G7                       C
Oh praise God I've seen the light my Savior's calling calling me

8853. I Heard The Angels Singing

I Heard the Angels Singing
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver 
Words - Robert Hunter
Music - David Freiberg

I heard you singing
What were you singing when the people got right?
Were you singing Stand and Deliver?
Or was it Down by the River?
Were you singing a fine old tune like Gone to Glory?

Laying it down with grace and power
Long about the midnight hour

I heard the people all singing
Like they'd never sung before
All over the country
Who could help but stand beside you?

Hello, hello - is there anybody here?
My knuckles are sore from rapping all day
I said: Give me one more chance
I'd do it for you if I had your way
If I had your way

What do I know? What do I see?
Don't know nothing but the name of the game
It's high-card draw with everything wild
You bet your life like anyone's child
What else would you want to do?

I heard the people all singing
Like they never sung before
Singing in key and strumming
Everything they heard from you
Hello, hello, hello, hello ... goodbye

Looking back across the years
Other matters disappear
In the murmur I can hear
Familiar voices loud and clear
Hello, hello, hello, hello ... goodbye

I heard you singing
Like one last song in the middle of the night
Were you singing in tongues of fire
Or was it knots of anger?



Were you singing a fine old tune like
Love Me, Love Me, Love Me Only?
Were you caught btween the curtains
Thinking this was too uncertain?

Remember ... the people were singing
Like they never sung before
All over the country
Did you love the way they loved you?

Ain't no knocker on the last big door
Just push on the panel and walk on in
Hello, hello, is there anybody here
But a two-bit high and a busted mirror?
Hello, hello - is anybody here?
My tongue is so sore from rapping all day

Sunshine in the dead on night
I know that can't be right
Could it be? I don't know
But it never done that thing before
So close to my own back door
It got me wondering what to do
And the only thing was to come and tell you
Because - I heard you singing - I heard you

8854. I Heard The Bluebird Sing To Me

I Heard The Bluebird Sing To Me

I met my boy down in the hills
That gave my lonely heart a thrill
His beauty seemed just like a breath of spring
And when I looked into his eyes
I thought it bright as summers skies
as when I held his hand in mine
I heard the bluebirds sing
They sang of wondering (Wondering what the loves mean)
Will he love me (love me if you'll ask him?)
Will his heart be (heart be true
For him for)
for then and evermore?
And when he's lonely, (lonely is he near him)
When there's sadness
(Sadness will him cheer him)
Will they always
(Always be together)
until the day they part?
I crushed him for years on
Until he'd laid our gathering down
We planned on all the mountains in the spring
All through the long cold winter months
It seemed that spring would never come



And every gloomy winter day
I heard the bluebirds sing
They sang of waiting, (waiting for the flowers)
And of counting, counting every hour
Till the bluebirds, 
(bluebirds chirps his welcome and tips the world each morn)
And though I'm waiting, (waiting for the sunshine)
I keep hating, (hating every storm cloud)
That has gathered, (gathered o'round the mountains)
To keep us for apart 
And when at last spring touched the earth
he buried all the vulner' pulse
Our time together had just floated by
So many years have come and gone
My regret is still as true and strong.
As I found it longer ago
still the bluebird sing
They chirps of loses (loses of my flower)
and of crying (cryin' about my flower)
and of counting (counting every hour)
Till the blue bird 
(opens up my world and his surroundings)
8)I moved the heaven and the earth
Until we would be reunite
I listened up my hole true pulse
I would tolded him this thousand times
though felt in fear of broken hearts
but still the bluebird sing 
I loved you always (always tried to love you)
Do you love me? (love me from the inside)
I do like you(liking is not loving)
Would you dare me? (dearing is too painful)
I will always( always be your garder)
Until the end of lives
We relived each as a friend, as it was the first time.
We planned on a never ending time.
All through this long called hugging time it seems that death would never come
As when I found it longer ago, still the bluebirds sing
They sang of friendschip (friendschip of my flower)
That in honest (honest to each other)
I was loving (loving him for always)
As since the day we've found.
though they'd discovered(discovered of each other)
Mountains will be never(never ending story)
Live's a circle(circle for the storys)
Until the end of pain

8855. I Heard The Bluebirds Sing - Chords

I Heard The Bluebirds Sing 
Jim & Jesse

[Intro]



F
 
[Verse 1]
  F                               Bb
I met a girl out in the hills who gave my lonely heart a thrill,
    F                                   C        C7
Her beauty seemed just like a breath of spring,
    F                             Bb
And when I looked into her eyes I thought of bluish summer skies,
    F                              C                   F
And when I held her hand in mine I heard the bluebirds sing.
 
 
[Chorus 1]
             Bb
They sang of wondering (Wondering if you love her)
         F
Will she marry  (Marry if you'll ask her)
         C7                                        F
Will her heart beat (Heart beat true for him for} then and ever-more,
               Bb
And when she's lonely (Lonely is he near her}
             F
When there's sadness (Sadness will you cheer her)
          C                                               F
Will they always (Always be together) Until in death they part.
 
 
[Interlude]
F  Bb  F  C  F
 
 
[Verse 2]
  F                               Bb
I courted her for months on end until she promised we would wed,
   F                               C        C7
We planned on being married in the spring,
    F                                      Bb
All through the long cold winter months it seemed like spring would never come,
    F                           C                   F
And every gloomy winter's day I heard the bluebirds sing.
 
 
[Chorus 2]
             Bb
They sang of waiting (Waiting for the flowers)
       F
And of counting (Counting every hour)
         C7                                       F
Till the bluebird (Bluebird chirps his welcome) Into the world once more,
                 Bb
And though we're waiting  (Waiting for the sunshine)
        F
We keep hating  (Hating every storm-cloud)
         C7                                                      F
That has gathered  (Gathered over the mountains) To keep us far apart.
 



 
[Interlude]
F  Bb  F  C  F
 
 
[Verse 3]
    F                                              Bb
And when at last spring touched the earth, We were married in the village church,
    F                                     C        C7
Our wedding seemed just like a dream come true,
    F                                  Bb
Tho many years have come and gone, Our love is still as true and strong,
   F                             C                  F
As when I found her long ago and still the bluebird sings.
 
 
[Chorus 3]
           Bb
He sang of loving  (Loving every hour)
         F
That I'm married  (Married to my flower)
          C7                          F
And we're happy (Happy ever after) As since the day we met,
                 Bb
And though we're older  (Older love is sweeter)
        F
We grow fonder  (Fonder of each other)
         C7                                                        F
We'll be sweethearts (Sweethearts close together) Until the end of time.

8856. I Heard You Knocking

I Heard You Knocking
Junior Sisk - I Heard You Knocking

[Verse 1]
Lord, I heard you knocking, a-knocking at my door
Lord, I heard you knocking, like so many times before
I never a good answer, now I know the score
The next time you come knocking, I'll be waiting at the door

[Chorus]
There wouldn't be no sinnin'
If we'd only listen well
There'd only be a Heaven
No such thing as Hell

[Verse 2]
Next time I hear a knock, I'll be sure to ask him then
You know it might be Jesus, he said he'd come again
It might just be your neighbors, a-rappin' at your door
Ask thRm in to set a spell in the namR of the Lord



[Chorus]
There wouldn't be no sinnin'
If we'd only listen well
There'd only be a Heaven
No such thing as Hell
[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
There wouldn't be no sinnin'
If we'd only listen well
There'd only be a Heaven
No such thing as Hell

8857. I Heard You Singing

I Heard You Singing
Chris Thile

[Verse 1]
I heard you singing underneath the moon
Sleepyhead
Go to bed
I hear your footsteps walkin' by my room
I'm okay, here to stay

[Verse 2]
I saw you making angels in the snow
Late at night
Wonder why
I see you laughing till morning looking all aglow
Meant to be
You and me

[Verse 3]
Said all along you wanted to be free
Don't you cry
Learn to fly
I know you're ready for the light to see
Close your eyes
Say goodnight
Count to three
Follow me

[Bridge]
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me my love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Whatcha say, my love?
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me in love



Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Whatcha say, my love?
Follow me

[Refrain]
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me in love
Follow me, fall in love
Follow me, fall in love
Won't you say you're in love?

[Interlude]

[Verse 4]
All of your love is rocking me to sleep
Endlessly
Cradle me
I'll catch you when you fall into a dream
Follow me
Count to three
Say goodnight
Close your eyes
You and me
Meant to be
So go to bed
You sleepyhead



8858. I Hold A Clear Title - Chords

I Hold A Clear Title 
Ralph Stanley
 
[Intro]
G D G
 
[Verse 1]
                             C
I've heard people talk about heaven
       G                   D
and describe its beauty so rare.
   G                 C
So one day i found a title
     G          D            G
To a mansion in that land so fair.
 
 
[Chorus]
  C                       G
I hold a clear title to a mansion
                          D
that Jesus has gone to prepare.
G                     C           G
Fire cannot touch it, rust cannot harm it,
             D          G
and it never needs no repair.
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G  G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                           C
It was given to me without money
       G                   D
But it cost my Saviour his life.
   G                         C
He died on the cross without murmur
          D              G
For me he paid the great price.
 
 
[Chorus]
  C                       G
I hold a clear title to a mansion
                          D
that Jesus has gone to prepare.
G                     C           G
Fire cannot touch it, rust cannot harm it,
             D          G
and it never needs no repair.
 
 
[Instrumental]



G C G  G D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
                             C
My deed is both signed and recorded
    G                       D
The day Jesus saved me form sin.
   G                         C
My name was engraved in gold letters
       G              D            G
in the Lamb's book of life, safe within.
 
 
[Outro]
  C                       G
I hold a clear title to a mansion
                          D
that Jesus has gone to prepare.
G                     C           G
Fire cannot touch it, rust cannot harm it,
             D          G
and it never needs no repair.

8859. I Hold On

Dierks Bentley - I Hold On

[Verse 1]
It's just an old beat up truck
Some say that I should trade up
Now that I got some jangle in my pocket
But what they don't understand
Is it's the miles that make a man
I wouldn't trade that thing in for a rocket
What they don't know is my dad and me-
We drove her out to Tennessee
And she's still here and now he's gone
So I hold on

[Verse 2]
It's just an old beat up box
Its rusty strings across the top
It probably don't look like much to you
But these dents and scratches in the wood
Yeah, that's what makes it sound so good
To me it's better than brand new
You see this here flat top guitar
Has had my back in a million bars
Singing every country song
So I hold on

[Chorus]



To the things I believe in
My faith, your love, our freedom
To the things I can count on
To keep me going strong
Yeah, I hold on, I hold on
Like the stripes to the flag
Like a boy to his dad
I can't change who I am, right or wrong
So I hold on

[Verse 3]
Yeah, baby, looking at you right now
There ain't never been no doubt
Without you I'd be nothing
So if you ever worry about
Me walking out
Yeah, let me tell you something
I hold on
I hold on
Can you hear me, baby?
I hold on
Yea
I hold on...

[Chorus]
To the things I believe in
My faith, your love, our freedom
To the things I can count on
To keep me going strong
I hold on
Yeah, I hold on...
I hold on...

8860. I Hold On - Chords

I Hold On 
Holly Williams
 
G                       C            G
Like a flame that never dies, I hold on for you
  G              C                D
I flicker in the wind but I still burn for you
  Em                C         G
A reflection in the mirror is gone
       Am           D     G
Like a widow to her lover I hold on
 
       G           C               G
Like a leaf in mid October I still change for you
    G                     C                     G
I'd fall on the cold hard ground in the pouring rain for you
  Em              C          G
I used to move on easy I was strong



  Am               D                 G
I know I shouldn't linger but I hold on
 
solo over Verse form
 
    G                    C                 G
So paint a picture of my memory to hold on to
     G                  C              D
Just remember I was the one that you belonged to
   Em               C                G
My heart is pouring out here in this song, 
       Am           D     G
Like a widow to her lover I hold on
    Em              C                G
My heart is pouring out here in this song, 
       Am              D              G
like a song without an ending  I hold on

8861. I Hope

Dixie Chicks - I Hope

Sunday morning, I heard the preacher say
Thou shall not kill
I don't wanna hear nothing else about killing
And that it's God's will

'Cause our children are watching us
They put their trust in us
They're gonna be like us
So let's learn from our history
And do it differently

I hope, for more love, more joy and laughter
I hope, we'll have more than we'll ever need
I hope, we'll have more happy ever afters
I hope, we can all live more fearlessly
And we can lose all the pain and misery
I hope, I hope

Oh, Rosie, her man he gets too rough, yeah
And all she can say, is he's a good man
He don't mean no harm
He was just brought up that way

But our children are watching us
They put their trust in us
They're gonna be like us
It's okay for us to disagree
We can work it out lovingly

I hope, for more love, more joy and laughter
I hope, you'll have more than you'll ever need



I hope, you'll have more happy ever afters
I hope, you can live more fearlessly
And you can lose all your pain and misery
I hope, I hope

There must be a way to change what's going on
No, I don't have all the answers

But I hope, for more love, more joy and laughter
I hope, you'll have more than you'll ever need
I hope, you'll have more happy ever afters
I hope, and we can all live more fearlessly
And we can lose all the pain and misery
I hope, I hope
And we can lose all the pain and misery
I hope, I hope

I hope
I hope
I hope
I hope
I hope
I hope
I hope
I hope
I hope
I hope
I hope
I hope
I hope

8862. I Hope Im Stoned When Jesus Takes Me Home - Chords

I Hope Im Stoned When Jesus Takes Me Home 
Charlie Worsham feat. Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
G       C   G
G   D   G
 
[Chorus]
           G  G7       C              G
I hope I'm stoned when Jesus takes me home
G
Flying high through them clouds
A                       D
Knowing I don't have to ever come down
    G            G7
I'm rolling up a J
        C                G
Just in case today's the day
           G           D              G
I hope I'm stoned when Jesus takes me home



 
 
[Instrumental]
G       C   G
G   D   G
 
 
[Verse 1]
    G               G7            C            G
I believe he put it down here for all of us to use
  D                         G              G7
A little piece of heaven to take away your blues
  C                                  G
I know I'm far from perfect and I'll call a sin a sin
    A7                              D                 D7
But I feel closer to the Lord every time I breathe it in
 
 
[Chorus]
           G  G7       C              G
I hope I'm stoned when Jesus takes me home
G
Flying high up through them clouds
A                       D
Knowing I don't have to ever come down
    G            G7
I'm rolling up a J
        C                G
Just in case today's the day
           G           D              G
I hope I'm stoned when Jesus takes me home
 
 
[Instrumental]
G       C   G
G   D   G
 
 
[Verse 2]
        G               G7              C               G
I can't wait to talk to Moses 'bout the Red Sea and the plagues
     D                                     G                 G7
Bend Jonah's ear to hear about livin' in a whale three whole days
    C                                  G
Get ol' St. Pete to show me the pearly gates and the golden streets
             A                    A7       D               D7
Well you can bet I'll be good and ready to sit down at the feast
 
 
[Chorus]
           G  G7       C              G
I hope I'm stoned when Jesus takes me home
G
Flying high up through them clouds
A                       D
Knowing I don't have to ever come down
    G            G7



I'm rolling up a J
        C                G
Just in case today's the day
           G           D              G
I hope I'm stoned when Jesus takes me home
 
 
[Instrumental]
G#
 
 
[Verse 3]
  G#                             C#            G#
I bet Bob Marley's mansion has a garden in the back
         D#                D#7           G#                 G#7
And he's growin' somethin' special, some celestial homemade hash
      C#                           G#
We'll sit down on his porch, we'll listen to the angel band
     A#7                                    D#7                N.C.
'Til then, I'll sing "I'll Fly Away" with a fat one in my hand
 
 
[Chorus]
           G# G#7      C#             G#
I hope I'm stoned when Jesus takes me home
G#
Flying high up through them clouds
A#7                     D#
Knowing I don't have to ever come down
    G#           G#7
I'm rolling up a J
        C#               G#
Just in case today's the day
           G#          D#             G#
I hope I'm stoned when Jesus takes me home
 
 
[Outro]
            G#               G#7/B#
Yeah, let's roll ourselves a J
        C#               Ddim7
Just in case today's the day
N.C.       G#          D#             C#  G#
I hope I'm stoned when Jesus takes me home

8863. I Hope It Rains At My Funeral

Tom T Hall - I Hope It Rains At My Funeral
Composer: Tom T. Hall

A man with forty acres plowed and planted
Can't send no fourteen year old boy to no school
The only thing I learned in the years I worked on my daddy's farm



Was son you better get them crops in when it turns cool

In the magazines I saw the naked women
I heard about the drinkin' and the bars
If my daddy could've caught me he'd've killed me
He said you might run boy but you ain't gonna get far

I hit town though you might say that it hit me
Next morning there were things I knew more about
The woman who had taken me in said country boy you're alright
The same way I turned her on she turned me out

The first law I broke right away they got me
I helped 'em build the country roads for awhile
They fed me two times a day and knocked me down about four
For thirty days I didn't even crack a smile

Met a nice girl and she said I was her baby
She let me go and would never tell me why
I learned what it means to be somebody's baby
They let you lie in your bed by yourself and cry

The miles were good but the mileage is turnin' my hair grey
I've met some people that knew me and called me friend
Ain't no sense in wantin' my life to live over
I'd find diff'rent ways to make those mistakes again

So lemme say this I never tried to hurt anybody
Though I guess there's a few that I still couldn't look in the eye
If I've got one wish I hope it rains at my funeral
For once I'd like to be the only one dry

8864. I Hope It Rains At My Funeral - Chords

I Hope It Rains At My Funeral
By Tom T. Hall

  D              G                D
A man with forty acres plowed and planted
A                                         D 
Can't send no fourteen year-old boy to no school
    D            G                      D
The only thing I learned in the years I worked on my daddy's farm
      A                                               D
Was, "Son, you better get them crops in when it turns cool."

In the magazines, I saw the naked women
I heard about the drinkin' and the bars
If my daddy could've caught me, he'd a-killed me
He said, "You might run, boy, but you ain't gonna get far."

I hit town or you might say that it hit me
Next mornin' there were things I knew more about



The woman who had taken me in said, "Country boy, you're all right."
The same way I turned her on, she turned me out

The first law I broke, right away they got me
I helped them build the country roads for awhile
They fed me two times a day and knocked me down about four
For thirty days I didn't even crack a smile

Key Change to E
        E             A                  E
I met a nice girl and she said I was her baby
B                                     E
She let me go and would never tell me why
  E                     A                E
I learned what it means to be somebody's baby
B                                            E
They let you lie in your bed by yourself and cry

The miles were good but the mileage is turnin' my hair gray
I've met some people that knew me and call me friend
Ain't no sense in wantin' my life to live over
I'd find different ways to make those mistakes again

So let me say this, I never tried to hurt anybody
Though I guess there's a few that I still couldn't look in the eye
If I've got one wish, I hope it rains at my funeral
For once, I'd like to be the only one dry

8865. I Hope My Lord Will Let Me In - Chords

I Hope My Lord Will Let Me In
Recorded by Ralph Stanley
Written by Randall Hylton

C                                     F
Oh they tell me there's a land called Heaven
          C                         G7
Where the children of God will live again
          C                              F
When they cried around the gates of that city
     C            G7               C
Oh I hope that my Lord will let me in

      F                     C
For I want to be one of His chosen
                                    G7
When the shepherd flock is gathered in
         C                                     F
When the trumpet sounds the pearly gates swing open
     C            G7               C
Oh I hope that my Lord will let me in
 
                                              F



They tell me there's a throne that glows like silver
    C                                       G7
The streets are paved with gold from end to end
        C                           F
I don't want to miss my home that's forever
     C            G7               C
Oh I hope that my Lord will let me in

      F                     C
For I want to be one of His chosen
                                    G7
When the shepherd flock is gathered in
         C                                     F
When the trumpet sounds the pearly gates swing open
     C            G7               C
Oh I hope that my Lord will let me in

                  G7               C
Oh I hope that my Lord will let me in

8866. I Hope My Wife Don't Find Out - Chords

I Hope My Wife Don't Find Out
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Larry Kingston

G                              D7
I finally found a woman that I care for
                                      G
She's taught me what true love is all about
                                C
She's given me a reason now for living 
    D7                             G
And I just hope my wife don't find out
        C
Yes the woman that I love with 
        G
And the woman that I live with
       A7                           D7
Are as different as a whisper and a shout
  G
I finally found somebody 
    C
Who makes my life worthwhile
    D7                             G
And I just hope my wife don't find out
                                      D7
If it wasn't for the kids I guess I'd leave her
                                     G
For we both forgot what happiness is about
                                      C
And to make things even worse I found another
    D7                             G



And I just hope my wife don't find out
        C
Yes the woman that I love with 
        G
And the woman that I live with
       A7                           D7
Are as different as a whisper and a shout
  G
I finally found somebody 
    C
Who makes my life worthwhile
    D7                             G
And I sure hope my wife don't find out

8867. I Hope We Walk The Last Mile Together - Chords

I Hope We Walk The Last Mile Together
Recorded by Carl and Pearl Butler    [3/4 time]
written by Margaret Newsom Holley
Joe Mullins
 
G                            C
I hope we walk the last mile together 
        G                            D7
Hand in hand we can see the promised land 
           G                                  C
We've been through a lot of bad times but our love is forever 
      G                D7        G
And I hope we walk the last mile together 

                                 C
We made our house a home for our little ones 
      G                                            D7
We've known happiness and we've known some sadness too 
      G                            C
We've walked in the sunshine we've fought the stormy weather 
      G                D7        G
And I hope we walk the last mile together 

repeat #1 
 
                                 C
I remember when you first said I love you
         G                            D7
I didn't know that a love could be so strong 
     G                                    C
And today I find you're still mine so let come and go whatever 
      G                D7        G
And I hope we walk the last mile together 

repeat #1



8868. I Hope You Have Learned

I Hope You Have Learned
Butler & Carrigan

I've been away for just a year 
Have you forgotten me my dear 
The judge said I must pay the cost 
I never knew how much I'd lost  
 
CHORUS 
Until they sent me far away 
Where each minute seems a day 
But maybe someday I'll be free 
Will you be waiting there for me  
 
I'm in this cell because of you 
The crime I did, you drove me to 
My jealous heart just could not stand 
To see you with another man  
 
I hope someday, that you will learn 
And broken hearted you'll return 
But listen darlin' please don't wait 
For maybe then will be too late

8869. I Hope You Shed A Million Tears

Rodney Crowell - I Hope You Shed A Million Tears

I gave my heart and soul to you
You done me wrong for years
I hope someday you suffer too
And shed a million tears
Now I can see you clear as day
There on our wedding night
The warm glow of your heart so gay
And your eyes blue shining bright
Your lips were like a rose red wine
The stars alone can yield
My one and only valentine
My lily of the field
Then there came a stranger to our town
A man of worldly charms
Who turned our whole world upside down
And stole you from my arms
Our love was like a sacred scroll
You never did learn to read
I gave to you my heart and soul



And you left it there to bleed
I made a vow to stand by you
Down through our golden years
You broke my heart and left me blue
To shed a million tears
You said goodbye so casually
Oh I took it hard it's true
The bible says forgive you
But that's something I can't do
I loved you like there's no tomorrow
And found out that there's not
Your romeo came passing through
And cupid fired a shot
When the world was ours your heart was mine
And our dreams were one of bliss
The days were like a winding stream
And the nights were like a kiss
So we stood before our savior
True believers in his grace
I gave my very soul to you
And you threw it in my face
I said I'd be right there with you
When we faced our final years
I hope someday you suffer too
And shed a million tears
I hope someday you suffer too
And shed a million tears

8870. I Hope You're Never Happy

Dolly Parton - I Hope You're Never Happy 
(Dolly Parton)

I wish you all the luck I wish you only the best
Satisfaction in love, and true happiness
I wish you blue skies and rainbows, I wish you joy pure and sweet
I wish you all that you wish for, but only if you're with me
I hope you're never happy with anybody but me
I wish you nothin' but trouble if you've decided to leave
I'm just not like those heroes found in books and on TV
I hope you're never happy with anybody but me
I have had you too long, I have given too much
I have loved you too strong to think of giving you up
I've always envied those lovers that wish you well when you leave
And wish you luck with another; but there are others like me
I hope you're never happy with anybody but me
And every face you look into, I hope you're haunted by me
Yes, I'm possessive and jealous; at least I speak honestly
I hope you're never happy with anybody but me
I'm just not like those heroes found in books and on TV
I hope you're never happy, never ever ever happy
Never ever ever happy
With anybody but me



I hope you're never happy with anybody but me
I wish you nothin' but trouble if you've decided to leave
I'm just not like those heroes found in books and on TV
I hope you're never happy with anybody but me
I hope you're never happy with anybody but me
I hope you're never happy
I hope you're never happy with anybody but me
I hope you're never happy

8871. I Hope You've Learned

I Hope You've Learned - Ricky Skaggs

I've been away for just a year
Have you forgotten me, my dear?
The judge said I must pay the cost
I never knew how much I'd lost.

Until they sent me far away
Where each minute seems a day
But maybe someday I'll be free
Will you be waiting there for me?

I'm in this cell because of you
The crime I did you drove me to
My jealous heart just could not stand
To see you with another man.

Until they sent me far away
Where each minute seems a day
But maybe someday I'll be free
Will you be waiting there for me?

I hope someday that you will learn
And brokenhearted you'll return
But listen, darlin', please don't wait
For maybe then will be too late.

Until they sent me far away
Where each minute seems a day
But maybe someday I'll be free
Will you be waiting there for me?...

8872. I Hope You've Learned - Chords

I Hope You've Learned
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Bill Carrigan and Eugene Butler



G
I've been away for just a year 
                         D7
Have you forgotten me my dear
               G      C       G
The judge said I must pay the cost
        D7                G
I never knew how much I'd lost

           C           G
Until they sent me far away 
                          D7
Where each minute seems a day
          G       C       G
But maybe someday I'll be free 
            D7                G
Will you be waiting there for me

I'm in this cell because of you 
                             D7
The crime I did you drove me to
           G          C         G
My jealous heart just could not stand 
           D7           G
To see you with another man

Repeat #2

I hope someday that you will learn 
                         D7
And brokenhearted you'll return
           G       C            G
But listen darling please don't wait 
          D7               G
For maybe then will be too late

8873. I Hung It Up

I Hung It Up
Junior Brown - Leftover Salmon

I used to drink, I used to smoke
I used to be a troublemaker and it ain't no joke
I hung it up, I hung it up
Yeah, well, I hung it up baby
'Cause I'm getting hung up on you

I got some telephone calls from a gal or two
But I hung it up right up 'cause I want to talk to you
I hung it up, I hung it up
Yeah, well, I hung up the telephone
'Cause I'm getting hung up on you



Well, I cut out your picture from your high school book
And I hung it on the wall so I can always take a look
I hung it up, I hung it up
I hung up your picture 'cause I'm getting hung up on you

I took out my car for a Sunday drive
But I ran it through a fence watching you walk by
I hung it up, I hung it up
Now I hung up the car 'cause I'm getting hung up on you

I went fishin' in the river but I snagged my line
It got hung up on a stump cause you were on my mind
I hung it up, I hung it up
I hung it up baby 'cause I'm getting hung up on you

8874. I Hung My Head

Blue Highway - I Hung My Head 

Early one morning with time to kill
I borrowed a rifle and sat on the hill
I saw a lone rider crossing the plain
I drew a bead on him to practice my aim

My brother's rifle went off in my hand
A shot rang out across the land
The horse, it kept running, the rider was dead
I hung my head, I hung my head

I set off running to wake from my dream
My brother's rifle went into the stream
I kept on running into the salt lands
And that's where they found me
My head in my hands

The sheriff he asked me why had I run
Then it came to me just what I had done
And all for no reason, just one piece of lead
I hung my head, I hung my head

Here in the courthouse, the whole town is there
I see the judge high up in his chair
"Explain to the courtroom
What went through your mind
We'll ask the jury what verdict they find"

I said, "I felt the power of death over life
I orphaned his children, I widowed his wife
I beg their forgiveness, I wish I were dead'■
I hung my head, I hung my head

Early one morning with time to kill
I see the gallows high up on the hill



And off in the distance a trick of the brain
I see a lone rider crossing the plain

He's come to fetch me, to see what they've done
We'll ride together to kingdom come
I pray for God's mercy, for soon I'll be dead
I hung my head, I hung my head, I hung my head

8875. I Hung My Head And Cried

Ernest Tubb 
I Hung My Head And Cried

You told me that you cared that you would never lie
I saw you in another's arms and I hung my head and I cried
Hung down my head and cried hung down my head and I cried
I saw you in another's arms and I hung my head and I cried

I prayed to God above to give me wings to fly
To fly away to another world and I hung my head and I cried
Hung down my head and cried hung down my head and I cried
I saw you in another's arms and I hung my head and I cried

8876. I Hurt - Chords

I Hurt
Recorded by Johnny Lee
Written by Jerry Foster and Bill Rice

C                  F              C                      Em
Darkness falls the night has come I have no place to hide
             Am                  D7            G7
For memories wait and every turn they won't be denied
C                    F           G7               C Em
For now I've come to realize how much you mean to me
                 F              Dm               G7
As sadness rolls across my mind like waves on an angry sea
      C
And I hurt
 
                  F              C  G7   C
I held hands with love and trust forever 
F               G7             C
Maybe more than I was meant to feel
                   F             C              E7
Then I fell out of heaven to the bottom side of never
F                   Dm                  G7
Where loneliness is all there is that's real
      C



And I hurt
 
                   F               C                Em
A bird with broken wings will mend given time to fly
                  Am             D7                  G7
And rivers have a crossing place to bridge the other side
C                F             G7               C  Em
Those of us with broken hearts finds a place to be
            F
If time can change the healing power 
Dm                  G7
Then why do willows weep
     C
Oh I hurt

8877. I Just Called to Say I Love You - Chords

I Just Called to Say I Love You
Recorded by Jason Allen
Written by Stevie Wonder 

C                 G7     C     G7
No New Year's Day to celebrate
             C                            Dm
No chocolate covered candy hearts to give away
            D7                Dm
No first of spring no song to sing
                            G7       C
In fact here's just another ordinary day
              G7         C    G7
No April rain no flowers bloom
           C                            Dm
No wedding Saturday within the month of June
            D7              Dm
But what it is is something true
                                  G7            C
Made up of these three words that I must say to you
       Dm        G7    C
I just called to say I love you
       Dm        G7             Am
I just called to say how much I care
       Dm        G7    Am
I just called to say I love you
      Dm               G7           C
And I mean it from the bottom of my heart
                 G7      C    G7
No summer's high no warm July
           C                               Dm
No harvest moon to light one tender August night
          D7                Dm
No autumn breeze no falling leaves
                           G7              C
Not even time for birds to fly to southern skies



             G7      C   G7
No Libra sun no Halloween
          C                                   Dm
No giving thanks to all the Christmas joy you bring
            D7               Dm
But what it is though old so new
                                 G7               C
To fill your heart like no three words could ever do
       Dm        G7    C
I just called to say I love you
       Dm        G7             Am
I just called to say how much I care yes I do
       Dm        G7    Am
I just called to say I love you
      Dm               G7           C
And I mean it from the bottom of my heart
  
           Dm               G7           C
Girl and I mean it from the bottom of my heart

8878. I Just Came Home To Count The Memories - Chords

I Just Came Home To Count The Memories 
Gillian Welch & David Rawlings
 
[Intro]
G
 
 
[Verse 1]
G                                C                         G
I saw roses choking in the grass flaking paint in a broken window pane
                 D               Em                         A D
A mailbox barely standin' by the driveway, I can almost read  the name
  C                                                               G         Em
A swing set and forgotten toys where little girls and boys played happy games
     G                           D                         G            D D7
Everything I ever cared about is gone now but the memories still remain
 
 
[Verse 2]
        G                                 C                               G
And the old man from the house across the street asked how's it goin' and I said fine
                      D                  Em                            D     D7
The expression on his face would make me think that he could almost read my mind
     C                                                                    G    Em
That Johnson boy from down the road was asking if the kids could comR and play
        G                              D                           G
Lord, I wish I could have told him yes but I just said I guess son not today
 
 
[Chorus]
G                             C        D                     G



I just camR home to count the memories I've been counting in my mind
Dm        G       C                 D              G         D
Just came home to count the memories of a better day and time
 
 
[Verse 3]
        G                                        C                          G
All the birds that sang such pretty songs aren't singing like they did when we were here
                              D        Em                    D        D7
Cause there's no happiness in music if somebody isn't close enough to care
     C                                                        G    Em
So I picked arranged daisy from its home in the corner of the yard
   G                          D               D7     G
He loves me, he loves me not, I don't have to wonder anymore
 
 
[Chorus]
G                             C        D                     G       G7
I just came home to count the memories I've been counting in my mind
                  C                 D              G
Just came home to count the memories of a better day and time
Dm        G7      C                 D                     G          D  G
Just came home to count the memories, guess it's time to say goodbye

8879. I Just Can't

I Just Can't 
Yonder Mountain String Band

It's easy to stand still, easy to speed
As long as it's easy, it's all you ever need
Like to say you're sorry, you're not the only one
I'll mind my business, let you rumble on

I just can't
I just won't
I don't care
I just don't

Gone a mile a minute, It's a million-mile day
Wasted disagreement steals my time away
Hope to cross to finish line, leave them in the dust
Ashes to ashes, oblivion and rust

I just can't
I just won't
I don't care
I just don't

You hate staring at the sun
You hate feeling blind
You get nothing done



I just can't
I just won't
I don't care
I just don't

Playing with emotions, make a game of being loud
Your words are hard to bear and what you're all about
We all wonder if you've ever been okay
But nobody's waiting for what you wanna say

I just can't
I just won't
I don't care
I just don't
I just can't (I just can't)
I just won't (I just won't)
I don't care (I don't care)
I just don't

8880. I Just Can't Go On This Old Way

I Just Can't Go On This Old Way

When you left me you said you'd return dear
You said you would be back some day
Oh please let me hear from you darling
I just can't go on this old way

I know you never did love me
But I thought that you would dear someday
Oh please let me hear from you darling
I just can't go on this old way

Remember the good times together
When you said that you loved me so true
As I sit here the stars hover o'er me
there's a love in my heart dear for you

* Refrain

8881. I Just Can't Help Believing - Chords

I Just Can't Help Believing
Recorded by B. J. Thomas
Written by Cynthia Weil and Barry Mann

C
Oh I just can't help believing 
        



When she smiles up soft and gentle
       Dm
With a trace of misty morning 
      G7                         C
And a promise of tomorrow in her eyes

And I just can't help believing 
        
When she's lying close beside me
                                          F
And my heart beats with the rhythm of her sighs
C             F             C
This time the girl is gonna stay 
              F             G7
This time the girl is gonna stay
                     C
For more than just a day

Oh I just can't help believing 
        
When she slips her hand in my hand
       Dm
And it feels so small and helpless 
        G7                            C
That my fingers fold around it like a glove

And I just can't help believing 
           
When she's whispering her magic
                                           F
And her tears are shining honey sweet with love
C             F             C
This time the girl is gonna stay 
              F             G7
This time the girl is gonna stay
                     C
For more than just a day

8882. I Just Can't Leave Your Love Alone - Chords

I Just Can't Leave Your Love Alone
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Joe Sample and Will Jennings

Am         E7
You let me down all over town
F                E7        Am
I guess by now I should be gone
                 Em            E7
Yet here I stand still in your hands
F                          E7   Am    F
Cause you're the best I've ever known
C         A7  D7



I try and try to say good-bye
F                       E7   Am
I just can't leave your love alone
C         A7  D7
And after you what will I do
F                       E7   Am
I just can't leave your love alone
            E7
I walk away most everyday
F                      E7       Am
Don't need a love that hurts me so
                 Em         E7
Then every night you get it right
F                 E7       Am
Until I'm moaning soft and low
C         A7  D7
I try and try to say good-bye
F                       E7   Am
I just can't leave your love alone
C         A7  D7
And after you what will I do
F                       E7   Am
I just can't leave your love alone

8883. I Just Can't Let You Say Goodbye - Chords

I Just Can't Let You Say Goodbye
Recorded by Roy Drusky - Emmylou Harris
Written by Willie Nelson 

G                  D7        G
I had not planned  on seeing you 
              D7          G
I was afraid  of what I'd do
             C      F       C
But pride is strong here am I 
             G    D7          G
I just can't let  you say goodbye

                     D7           G
Please have no fear  you're in no harm 
                   D7         G
As long as you're  here in my arms
              C     F            C
But you can't be so please don't cry 
             G    D7          G
I just can't let  you say goodbye

                    D7        G
What force beneath  your evil mind 
                   D7         G
Can let your lips  speak so unkind
           C        F       C



To one who loves as much as I 
             G    D7          G
I just can't let  you say goodbye

                  D7           G
Why do you stare  your face is pale
                    D7        G
Just like the wind  without a sail
             C      F            C
Please don't go and please don't cry
             G    D7          G
I just can't let  you say goodbye

8884. I Just Couldn't See The Forest

Lefty Frizzell
I Just Couldn't See The Forest

[Intro]
I just couldn't see the forest for the trees

[Verse ]
I was standing in tall timber
With many women on the line
But somehow in the tangle of all those love affairs
I overlooked the only one who cares

[Chorus]
I just couldn't see the forest for the trees
That's what's been wrong with me
You never miss the water till the well runs dry
My sweet love said goodbye now I wish I could die

[Verse 2]
I thought that I I was a swinger
And had the whole world by the tail
But I was wrong because the only thing that's swinging
Is the door that she walked through saying farewell

[Chorus]
I just couldn't see the forest for the trees
That's what's been wrong with me
You never miss the water till the well runs dry
My sweet love said goodbye now I wish I could die

8885. I Just Don't Give A Damn - Chords

I Just Don't Give A Damn
Recorded by George Jones



Written by George Jones and Jimmy Peppers

C                                          F
Now I know whose got to change the way I'm living
C                                         G7
It seem they just don't like me the way I am
C                                   F
Tomorrow I may live the way they're thinking
       C        G7                  C
Ah but tonight  I just don't give a damn
                                    F
I done everything I can to make you happy
          C                              G7
But every word I spoke you always put me down
C                                     F
Tomorrow my arms may ache and want to hold you
       C        G7                  C
Ah but tonight  I just don't give a damn
F                              C          G7      C
Tonight I just don't care what happens to you and me
            F       C              D7            G7
I wanted to get you on my side but you always disagree
       C                                F                C
If you should ever want to call me I'll be on my side of town 
                             G7                   C
But don't call tonight cause I still don't give a damn
                                    F
Oh tomorrow morning I might wake up lonely
       C        G7                F  C
Aw but tonight  I just don't give damn

8886. I Just Don't Know What To Do With Myself

Linda Ronstadt - I Just Don't Know What To Do With Myself

I just don't know what to do with myself
Don't know just what to do with myself
I'm so used to doing everything with you
Planning everything for two
And now that we're through
I just don't know what to do with my time
I'm so lonesome for you it's a crime
Going to a movie only makes me sad
Parties make me feel as bad
When I'm not with you
I just don't know what to do
Like a summer rose needs the sun and rain
I need your sweet love to ease all the pain
I don't know just what to do with myself
I don't know just what to do with myself
Baby if your new love ever turns you down
Come back I will be around
Just waiting for you



I don't know what else to do
Like a summer rose needs the sun and rain
I need your sweet love to ease all the pain
I don't know just what to do with myself
I don't know just what to do with myself
Baby if your new love ever turns you down
Come on back I will be around
Just waiting for you
I don't know what else to do
No no no 
I don't know what else to do
I'm just so crazy for you
No no no no
I don't know what else to do
I don't know what else to do

8887. I Just Don't Like Loving You - Chords

I Just Don't Like Loving You
Recorded by The Malpass Brothers
Written by Christopher Malpass

G
I walked into the living room 
                 C                  G
She was standing there with her suitcase
 
I crossed the lines she had drawn
                            D7
Tears were running down her face
     G                                C
With gentle words I pleaded if you'll stay
                 G
I'll make it all alright
 
But she said I'll never leave you
   D7                          G
If I don't pack my bags and go tonight
 
              C
She said I've always been your woman
                     G
You've never been my man
D7
You don't give me any love
                                G
While I give you all the love I can
   C
So tonight I'm gonna leave you
                          G   C
Gonna walk right out that door
                   G    D7            G
Cause I just don't like loving you anymore



 
 
As she stepped out on the front porch
  C                             G
A million things ran through my mind that day
 
The little things I should have said and done
                     D7
Too late to make her stay
       G
As she climbed into that yellow cab
    C                              G
The blue skies around me turned to gray
 
With a broken heart two empty arms
    D7                                       G
And tear filled eyes I watched love die that day
  
Repeat #2
                  D7            G
I just don't like loving you anymore

8888. I Just Don't Love The Man - Chords

I Just Don't Love The Man 
Highway 101

[Intro]
E
 
[Verse 1]
   E
My friends all tell me, girl, he's a keeper
          F#
Don't you let him slip through your hands
       A                      B                     E
He's a real good catch, but I   just don't love the man
 
          E
He's good-lookin', he's smart, he's got a kind heart
        F#
And his future is so perfectly planned
       A                       B                       E
He's a real sweet lover, but I   just don't love the man
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D                    C#m
  I can't explain it logically
D                     C#m
  There just ain't no chemistry
D                      C#m
  It even came as a surprise to me



        C                     B
Cause I   really like him a lot
 
 
[Chorus]
N.C.  E
But I just don't love the man
      F#
And I still don't understand
  A                    B                   E
I know I should, but I just don't love the man
 
 
[Instrumental]
E     F#
A  B  E
 
 
[Verse 2]
   E
My heart sees clearly all of the mysteries
        F#
That my mind can't understand
       A                         B                    E
And my heart says watch it girl,   you don't love the man
 
         E
It's not him, it's not me, it's just the wrong recipe
    F#
And I'd be a fool to pretend
    A                    B                   E
And say that I do when I just don't love the man
 
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D                           C#m
  At first I thought he was heavensent
D                         C#m
  But there's a missing ingredient
D                      C#m
  Now I finally put my finger on it
      C                 B
And I   I hate to admit it
 
 
[Chorus]
N.C.  E
But I just don't love the man
      F#
And I still don't understand
      A                           B                   E
But I show it when I don't, and I just don't love the man
 
 
[Outro]
     E      F#



No I don't
  A                   B                   E
I know I should but I just don't love the man
  A                   B                   E
I know I should but I just don't love the man

8889. I Just Got Wise

I Just Got Wise - Ralph Stanley

   Oh how I once longed for your loving
   Your cheating I couldn't realize
   But now that I've found out you're stepping
   I'm through with you baby I've got wise

I know now you never cared about me
I think you've been lying all the time
Go back to that wild crowd your used to
You go your way and I'll go mine

You asked me to meet you on the corner
You told me that we had things to do
And after I stood there and waited
You never showed up and I'm so blue

8890. I Just Had A Bar Of Soap - Chords

I Just Had A Bar Of Soap
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Larry Kingston and Pete Drake

Intro: 
C             F
No Joe thanks please no drinks
  G7                C
I just had a bar of soap
 
              F          C
My baby and I just had a quarrel
                          G7        C
In fact I guess you could call it a fight 
  F                            C
I said some things and later I regretted 
  D7                                    G7
I called her names that I knew were not right
 
    C                F         C
She said get out and stay away forever
       F                                C



And it grabbed me like a rope around my throat
  F                             C
I felt so bad about the names I called her
    G7                               C
I'm gonna wash my big mouth out with soap
 
              F                        C
Don't give me none of the of the usual tonight sir
      G7                         C
Cause I just had a fight with my wife
       F
And if I go home just like I am
       C              F
She'll take me back I hope
   C          F
No Joe thanks please no drinks
  G7                C
I just had a bar of soap
                 F            C
That cafe on the corner looks inviting
                    G7             C
But I'm gonna force myself to walk ahead
    F                          C
I'm gonna be just like I am to show her
    D7                          G7
How sorry I am for the things I said
 
      C                 F             C
Gonna stop in Joe's and find myself a corner
   F                           C
To sit and call myself you big dope
    F                               C
And excuse me if you see my blowing bubbles
      G7                                  C
Cause I just washed my big mouth out with soap
 
Repeat #3
 
              F
No Joe thanks please no drinks
  G7                C
I just had a bar of soap

8891. I Just Lost My Favorite Girl - Chords

I Just Lost My Favorite Girl 
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Don Adams

G                                C           G
In a barroom I'm standin' with a drink in my hand
                        D7
Trying to hide from the world



G                         C         G
Drink dulls my memory and so here I stand
               D7       G
I just lost my favorite girl
                             C       G
I'll stay till I'm no longer able to stand
                              D7
And drink till my head's in a whirl
G                         C       G
I'm living the life of an ungodly man
               D7       G
I just lost my favorite girl
                      A7        D7
Last call I heard the bartender say
        A7                   D7
I guess I must go out in the world
     G                 C            G
With no place to go to here I can't stay
               D7       G
I just lost my favorite girl
                      A7        D7
Last call I heard the bartender say
        A7                   D7
I guess I must go out in the world
     G                 C            G
With no place to go to here I can't stay
               D7       G
I just lost my favorite girl
               D7       C D7 G
I just lost my favorite girl

8892. I Just Need You For Tonight - Chords

I Just Need You For Tonight
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Jerry Wallace, Terry Skinner, Ken Bell
 
G
Oh she looked just like an angel  
    C                            G
But I could see the devil in her eyes
 
And before I knew what hit me
      C                           G
I was sittin' at her table buying drinks
    D7      G
And tellin' lies
 
When I said I had my freedom
                                         C   G Am
She sit back and slowly pushed her drink away
    D7
And when she turned to face me



                            G
This is all the lady had to say
 
                                 
I don't want your love forever 
       Am
I just need you for tonight
        D7
I don't want someone to hold me down
     G
Just hold me good and tight
                                    
I don't need an obligation 
          Am
Change of love don't work out right
        D7
I don't want your love forever
                    C     G
I just need you for tonight
 
 
Well I said I hear you talking
  C                                 G
Believe me I've been down that road before
 
And I said I understand
      C                               G
And I reached into my pockets for the keys
    D7             G
And headed for the door
 
And as the sunlight cast its shadows
                                            C
On the pillow where last night she laid her head
   Dm
So much for wishful thinking
                  D7                  G
I guess that lady meant just what she said
  
Repeat #3,4

8893. I Just Remembered That I Didn't Care

I Just Remembered That I Didn't Care
Chris Stapleton

This is my bar and you know it
You never came in here before I showed it to you
And now I see you walking through that door
With a dress that I've been waiting for
And I know what you're trying to do
And I know what you want me to say
Funny, I was thinking about you yesterday



Oh, I just remembered that I didn't care
Oh, I just remembered that I didn't care
I used to worship the ground you walked on
And you walked all over me
And you looked me in the eye and said goodbye
And you did it so casually
And I know what you're trying to do
'Cause I see who you're talking to
And you send your pretty little eyes my way
But oh, I just remembered that I didn't care
Oh, I just remembered that I didn't care
You can try, you can try
But I'm way to high to fight it anyway
Oh, I just remembered that I didn't care, I didn't care
And I don't want someone, who don't want someone
Who wants someone all the way
And I don't want someone, who don't want someone
Who don't want someone to ever get away
Oh, I just remembered that I didn't care
Oh, I just remembered that I didn't care
You can try, you can try
But I'm way to high to fight it anyway
Oh, I just remembered that I didn't care, I didn't care
Oh, I just remembered that I didn't care
Oh, I just remembered that I didn't care

8894. I Just Steal Away And Pray - Chords

I Just Steal Away And Pray
Recorded by the Osborne Brothers
Written by Albert E. Brumley 
James King Band

G                 D7            G
I just steal away somewhere and pray
 
                                
Every time I do a deed I shouldn't do
      D7                            G
Every time I say a word I shouldn't say
                                    C
Let me tell you what I'd do it will bring a blessing too
     G              D7        G
If I steal away somewhere and pray

                         C
I just steel away I just steal away
      G                               D7
And I ask my blessed Lord to lead the way
       G                 C
I just steal away I just steal away
       G              D7        G
I just steal away somewhere and pray



I'm sure God will hear and answer all my prayers
       D7                              G
When I ask Him for Thy blessings every day
                                          C
When I'm burdened down with grief it will bring my soul relief
     G              D7        G
If I steal away somewhere and pray

                         C
I just steel away I just steal away
      G                               D7
And I ask my blessed Lord to lead the way
       G                 C
I just steal away I just steal away
       G              D7        C  G
I just steal away somewhere and pray

8895. I Just Think I'll Go Away

I Just Think I'll Go Away - Ralph Stanley

It makes no difference where I wander
No matter what I say or do
I can't outlive this memory of you
I cry dear when I think of you

   Somehow you wouldn't let me love you
   The plans we've made have gone astray
   Instead of being blue and lonely
   I just think I'll go away

It seems we both could have been happy
If things had only turned out right
From now on each day I'll think about you
I'll dream of you dear every night

8896. I Just Think I'll Go Away - Chords

I Just Think I'll Go Away  
Recorded by Keith Whitley with Ralph Stanley
Written by Carter Stanley

C                              G7
It makes no difference where I wander
                        C
No matter what I say or do
                             G7
I can't out live this memory of you



                                  C
And I'll cry dear when I think of you

                            G7
Somehow you wouldn't let me love you
                            C
The plans we made have gone astray
                          G7
Instead of being blue and lonely
                     C
I just think I'll go away

                                 G7
It seems we both could have been happy
                              C
If things had only turned out right
                                G7
From now on each day I'll think about you
                                 C
And I'll dream of you dear every night

                            G7
Somehow you wouldn't let me love you
                            C
The plans we made have gone astray
                          G7
Instead of being blue and lonely
                     C
I just think I'll go away

Repeat #1,2
 
G7                   F   C
I just think I'll go away

8897. I Just Wanna Feel Something

I Just Wanna Feel Something
Sam Bush

[Chorus]
I just wanna feel something
Make the music right
I just wanna feel something
Lay down the rhythm tight

[Verse 1]
You play the down beat
I'll play the back
As long as we're together
We're on the right track

[Chorus]



I just wanna feel something
Before I get too old
I just wanna feel something
'Cause I despite my soul
But you sing the half heart
I'll sing the low
As long as we're together
No matter where we go
I just wanna feel something
Oohh
Ooh
I just wanna feel something
Don't you wanna feel it too
I just wanna feel something
I wanna feel it with you
'Cause love all around us
Don't you know it's we
As long as we're in the [?]
That's the way it's supposed to be

I just wanna feel something
Wanna feel it tonight
Well I just wanna feel something
I wanna feel it till it's right
Ooh
Ohh
Ohh

8898. I Just Want Somebody to Love Me - Chords

I Just Want Somebody To Love Me
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Everett Corbin

C                        F
I just want  somebody to love me
           C            G7
Someone to care  for me alone
       C                 F
I just want  somebody to hold me
       C        G7     C
And to kiss me  on and on
 
        G7                   C
I don't want them  to let me go
        F                 G7
To ever leave me  here to cry
       C                 F
I just want  somebody to love  me
           C     G7        C
To love me till  the day I die
 
        G7                   C



I don't want them  to let me go
           F                     G7
For I'd be lonely  oh lonely and blue
       C                 F
I just want  somebody to love me
           C     G7            C
To love me like  I'd love them too
F          C     G7            C
To love me like  I'd love them too

8899. I Just Want To Be Alone - Chords

I Just Want To Be Alone
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Bill Irwin
 
G     D7  C           G                     D7
So if I'm not in your arms not kissing your lips
                  C   G D7
I just want to be alone
 
        G                           C
I don't want to go anywhere with anyone but you
      A7                                            D7
And I won't do anything without you I've nothing to do
  G                     G7
I won't try to hide the tears I cry
        C
I'm the only one who'll see
      D7                   G          D7        G
While I wait to be in your arms where I want to be
 
      D7  C           G                     D7
So if I'm not in your arms not kissing your lips
                  C   G D7
I just want to be alone
 
   G                                   C
So much in love I'm trying to keep the world from my door
        A7
I don't hate them I don't know them
                               D7
You're all the world I need anymore
  G                     G7
I won't try to hide the tears I cry
        C
I'm the only one who'll see
      D7                        C     D7        G
While I wait to be in your arms where I want to be
 
      D7  C           G                     D7
So if I'm not in your arms not kissing your lips
                  C   G



I just want to be alone

8900. I Just Want To Feel The Magic - Chords

I Just Want To Feel The Magic
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Rory Bourke and Mel McDaniel
 
G                     D7             G
A miracle man of love found me yesterday
C              G     D7
Left me with a smile you and a better way
G                      D7            G
Cast a spell around me oh no I won't mind
C                 G               D7               G
Spin your web and bind me to this love I search to find
 
D7   G                           D7              C
Oh I just want to feel the magic plum down to my soul
                           G
Thanks to the man with the ready made plan
    A7                D7
For putting you in control 
  G                     C     D7                      G
I just want to feel the magic honey put your touch on me
 
                        D7             G
I'm a slave to desire a burden in your mind
     C               G            D7
I'll never break the spell of the web you spun so fine
    G                                         D7       G
I'm bewitched by the love you give I want you all to myself
  C                  G     D7                  G
I love your touch of magic don't want anything else
 
Repeat #2
 
                                   D7            G
The life that I've been living was mostly out of place
      C             G      D7
Throw your arms and rescue rule my nights and days
G                      D7                   G
Now it's all behind me love growing all the way
    C                          G
You make things right with the touch of your hand
        D7                     G
There's only one thing left to say
 
Repeat #2 x2



8901. I Just Want To Look At You One More Time

I Just Want to Look at You One More Time

I just wanna look at you one more time
I always like to know how much I leave behind
Let this be the picture that I'll always have in mind
I just wanna look at you one more time

If I can't do you right I'll never do you wrong
That's why I think it's best for me to move along
I won't ever be myself unless I'm free to roam
Give me one last moment here and I'll be gone

And I just wanna look at you one more time
I always like to know how much I leave behind
Let this be the picture that I'll always have in mind
I just wanna look at you one more time

I just wanna look at you one more time
I always like to know how much I leave behind
Let this be the picture that I'll always have in mind
I just wanna look at you one more time

8902. I Just Want To Love You Forever - Chords

I Just Want To Love You Forever
Recorded by Johnny Lee
Written by Donald Hare
 
C                        Dm
I remember the night she walked out again
F                                    C
I played the fool and you played the friend
                    Dm
In my confusion you helped me to see
    F                           C
The look in your eyes they were saying to me
 
                           Dm
I just want to love you forever (forever)
    F              C
And ever so let my love in
                           Dm                  F
I always knew that we'd be together (together) forever
         C
And ever again
 
                      Dm
I made up my mind the night that she left
       F                                    C
That a gambler don't win and a winner don't bet
                          Dm



You cut the cards and you dealt me a dream
F                                          C
You drew the king of hearts and I drew the queen
 
Repeat #2
 
                   Dm
Well I found out a long time ago
F                                    C
Love don't come easy love don't come slow
                            Dm
You picked me up when I was down on my knees
F
You gave your love to me girl
                         C
And that's all I'll ever need
 
Repeat #2 x2

8903. I Just Want To Thank You

The Isaacs - I Just Want To Thank You 

I stand here before you unworthy my Lord but You know that better than I
You bought my salvation on Calvary's hill and Lord I'm not asking you why
for my understanding is sorely in need as a mortal, I can't comprehend
why a King would leave Heaven and die on the Cross for the sin of a poor wretched man
Lord I just want to thank You for taking me in
for bearing my burden and forgiveness of sin
for the precious communion of the Father and Son
Lord I just want to thank you for all You have done
In the midst of the darkness You came as a light now I walk where it's brighter than day
In the midst of the desert, You set my feet right when You heard my feeble efforts to pray
Lord I needed no grandeur to call on Your name, no money to pay for my sin
Just a beggar was I but You loved me the same. You were waiting to welcome me in
And I just want to thank You for taking me in
for bearing my burden and forgiveness of sin
for the precious communion of the Father and Son
Lord I just want to thank You for all You have done
Lord I just want to thank You

8904. I Just Want To Thank You Lord - Chords

I Just Want To Thank You Lord
Recorded by Larry Sparks
Written by Judy Marshall          
[3/4 time]
 
C                                       F                 Dm



I just want to thank you Lord for every time you heard me pray
               G7                         C    G7
I just want to thank you for always being there 
              C                     F                       Dm
When I was so down and out you came along and made me wanna shout
               G7        F              C
I just want to thank you Lord thank you Lord
 
                                                F         Dm
If I had a thousand lives to live I'd give them all to my Lord
             G7                     C
He's been so good to me that is the least I could afford
G7             C
He's made good times outnumber the bad 
              F                  Dm
He's been the best friend I ever had
               G7        F              C
I just want to thank you Lord thank you Lord
 
                                                    F               Dm
I just wanna thank you Lord for every time that you heard me when I pray 
            G7
And I wanna thank you for always being there
                                                              C  G7
I've been down and out that's you've always been close beside me
                 C                             F
And there's been time's Lord when you the only friend 
                   Dm
Only friend that I have 
     G7                                     F         C
So I wanna take just a minute to thank you  thank you Lord     

Repeat #1

Dm             G7        F              C
I just want to thank you Lord thank you Lord

8905. I Just Want You - Chords

I Just Want You
Recorded by Keith Whitley and Lorrie Morgan
Written by Max D. Barnes and Troy Seals

C         G
Honey I'm home
C                               G
Oh it seems like I've been gone forever

It feels so good
C                G
In the arms that holds my world together

Am



I'm tired and hungry
      D7
But I don't want to eat
Am
My body is aching
      D7
But I don't want to sleep
            C                G
I just want you  I just want you

Em               D7
I'm no good with pretty words
     C
That take your breath away
        Am                            D7
But its straight from my heart that I say
            G   D7 C                G  D7 C
I just want you     ooo I just want you

             G
Here in this room
      C                                 G
We've always found the feelings we were after

Darling one more time
C                              G
Finding them again is all that matters

Am                     D7
Lying beside you makes everything right
Am                         D7
Holding the one I love the rest of my life
            C                G
I just want you  I just want you

Em           D7
I don't need pretty words
   C
To take my breath away
          Am                               D7
Cause its straight from you heart when you say
            G   D7 C                G   C
I just want you     ooo I just want you
            G   D7 C                G   C
I just want you     ooo I just want you
            G   D7 C                G
I just want you     ooo I just want you

8906. I Just Want You To Know

I Just Want You To Know
Gillian Welch



[Verse 1]
Don't you know when you're sad
And all your sweet dreams are bad
A little sunshine and your garden will grow
I just want you to know

[Verse 2]
And when you're down, what you need
Is a good friend, call on me
'Cause I could find you wherever you go
I just want you to know

[Verse 3]
Now, sometimes I don't talk about it
But you're wrong to ever doubt it
'Cause my love is so strong
And I've been here for so long

[Verse 4]
You don't know how I feel
And that my love for you is real
And when you cry, you don't cry alone
I just want you to know

[Outro]
I just want you to know
I just want you to know

8907. I Just Wanted To See You - Chords

I Just Wanted To See You
Lucinda Williams   

C       Am   

  C                  
I drove my car in the middle of the night
  Am                       
I just wanted to see you so bad
    C                       
The road was dark but the stars were bright
  Am                       
I just wanted to see you so bad
Dm                       Bb
It didn't matter what my friends would say
Dm                   F
I was gonna see you anyway
  C                         F
I just wanted to see you so bad
  C                         F
I just wanted to see you so bad
C
You were staying in a big hotel



  Am
I just wanted to see you so bad
C
I didn't know you very well
  Am
I just wanted to see you so bad
Dm                        Bb
We'd always talked on the telephone
Dm                          F
But I'd never been with you all alone
C                           F
I just wanted to see you so bad
C                F          C
I just wanted to see you so bad

SOLO

C
I got off on the seventh floor
   Am
I just wanted to see you so bad
C
I couldn't have asked for anything more
  Am 
I just wanted to see you so bad
Dm                 Bb
I saw your face so clear and bright
Dm                            F
I must have been crazy but it sure felt right
C                           F
I just wanted to see you so bad
C                           F
I just wanted to see you so bad
C                           F
I just wanted to see you so bad
C                        F  C
I just wanted to see you so bad

SOLO

From Lucinda WIlliams "Lucinda Williams"
Chameleon Records 1992 (1988)
Lucy Jones Music(BMI) 1988

8908. I Just Wanted to See You So Bad

Lucinda Williams - I Just Wanted to See You So Bad
Emmylou Harris & Rodney Crowell

I drove my car in the middle of the night
I just wanted to see you so bad
The road was dark but the stars were bright
I just wanted to see you so bad



It didn't matter what my friends would say
I was gonna see you anyway
I just wanted to see you so bad
I just wanted to see you so bad

You were staying in a big hotel
I just wanted to see you so bad
I didn't know you very well
I just wanted to see you so bad

We'd always talked on the telephone
But I'd never been with you all alone
I just wanted to see you so bad
I just wanted to see you so bad

I got off on the seventh floor
I just wanted to see you so bad
I couldn't have asked for anything more
I just wanted to see you so bad

I saw your face so clear and bright
I must have been crazy but it sure felt right
I just wanted to see you so bad
I just wanted to see you so bad

I just wanted to see you so bad
I just wanted to see you so bad

8909. I Just Wish I Could Love That Much Again - Chords

I Just Wish I Could Love That Much Again
Recorded by Jan Howard

C         F               G7       F        C
I've only loved one time  and that was long ago
               F            G7          F       C
I thought that he was mine  and then he hurt me so
           F          G7        F      C
I cried so very long  then once he was gone
             F             G7       F        C
And when the pain had gone I had no heart at all

      F            G7             C
And I wish I could love that much again
    G7                               C
And have that same old feeling I had then
  F             G7           C
I wouldn't care if I lose or win
       G7                          C
I just wish I could love that much again

     F            G7             C



Oh I wish I could love that much again
    G7                                C
And have the faith in life that I had then
   F               G7             C
No matter what the cost be in the end
       G7                          C
I just wish I could love that much again

  F             G7           C
I wouldn't care if I lose or win
       G7                          C
I just wish I could love that much again

8910. I Keep Callin'

I Keep Callin' 
Blue Moon Rising
 
I saw, the writing on the wall 
Had to brace myself before the fall 
She'd stay out a little later every night 
And one night, she didn't come back home at all 
 
CHORUS : 
I keep callin', but she don't answer 
I keep searchin' everywhere 
I've been prayin', that she'd be stayin' 
But she's found another love 
and she's not there 
 
Now it's lonely in our bed alone 
Listenin' for the ringin' of the phone 
She's out there with another man 
And the thought of them just cuts me to the bone 
  
Oh she's found another love and she's not there

8911. I Keep Changin'

Jerry Jeff Walker - I Keep Changin'

[Verse 1]
Spent some time up in Oregon, I spent some time up in Maine
All the ones who knew me then, I said now they don't know my name
But there comes a time you know you realize that there's never really anyone
Who knows you all the time
Yodel-ee-del-ay-ee-tee
Yeah you know I'm gonna be free



[Verse 2]
Last time I was Memphis-bound, I say Memphis, Tennessee
Met some friends and we played my songs, now that's makin' good kind of music by me
But you know my life is always changin' lines just to suit some melody
I'm hummin' all the time
Yodel-ee-del-ay-ee-tee
Yeah you know I'm gonna be free

[Verse 3]
Every place I've ever been I've just simply sung my thoughts
People pick up on what suits 'em best and that's me after I'm gone
There ain't nobody in this whole round world gonna ever really know my mind
Or know me all the time
Yodel-ee-del-ay-ee-tee
Yeah you know I'm gonna be free

[Outro]
Yeah I'm gonna be free if I have to step outside and catch a train
In the rain

8912. I Keep Forgetting

Vince Gill - I Keep Forgetting

If I see you on the street and start to cry
If it looks like I'm so lonesome I might die
If you can hear my heart just breaking right in two
Remind me once again who left who

I keep forgetting
That I don't need you now
It slips my mind
That's I'm the one who said we were through
I just can't seem to remember
It was me who walked out the door
I keep forgetting
I don't love you anymore

If your phone should ring in the middle of the night
If missin' you's a feelin' I can no longer fight
If I beg you please just give me one more try
Remind me I'm the one who said goodbye

I keep forgetting
That I don't need you now
It slips my mind
That's I'm the one who said we were through
I just can't seem to remember
It was me who walked out the door
I keep forgetting
I don't love you anymore

I keep forgetting



I don't love you anymore
Keep forgetting

8913. I Keep It Hid

Linda Ronstadt - I Keep It Hid

Deep down inside
I know I still love him
But he'll never know
Cause I'll never tell

I'll confide that I'm thinking of him
And wishing him well
I can't walk up to him and say to him

Baby, what you been doing
I still love you like I did
You know, nothing's really changed here
But being the way I am
I keep it hid

Lately I've seen
That look in his eyes
That just breaks my heart
He needs me so
To lean on at this moment
Oh why can't I walk up to that old love of mine and say

Baby, what you been doing
I still love you like I did
You know, nothing's really changed here
But being the way I am
I keep it hid

Maybe someday I'll throw off my foolish pride
This ain't so good
Watching him die this way
Cause he's the same guy inside
Oh why can't I walk up to that old love of mine and say

Baby, what you been doing
I still love you like I did
You know, nothing's really changed here
But being the way I am
I keep it hid

8914. I Killed Sally's Lover



I Killed Sally's Lover
Avett Brothers

Somebody get my shotgun
Somebody get my blade
Sally's been layin' with another man
And he's sleeping in my place
Somebody get my shotgun
Gonna shoot him sure as rain
You can run as fast as you want to boy 
I'll kill you just the same

Somebody get my pocket blade
Gonna cut him don't you know
You can try to hide all you want to boy
There ain't nowhere to go
Somebody get my shotgun
Somebody get my blade
Sally's been layin' with another man 
And he's sleeping in my place

Now Sally don't go thinkin' 
That you got off so clean
I'd kill you too if I had the nerve
But I just ain't that mean
So I go and get my murder tools
I throw them in the lake
Gonna steal me an automobile

And drive so far away
Now I am a fugitive
I'm always on the run
Sally told the policeman
Exactly what I'd done
I went and got my shotgun
I went and got my blade
Killed poor Sally's lover
And I put him in the grave.

Now all you ramblin' fellas
You listen close to me
That woman she gonna bring you pain
Your heart is gonna bleed
But it ain't worth the trouble
The sufferin' or the grief
A bleeding heart is better than the penitentiary

I killed ppor Sally's lover
One dark and dreary day
Sally got another
And I got sent away
Somebody get my shotgun
Somebody get my blade
Sally's been laying with another man 
And I set him in his grave



8915. I Knew I Could Fly

Rhiannon Giddens - I Knew I Could Fly

I didn't know why
I knew I could fly
I knew I could fly
You see what you see
You think you see me
You think you see me
You think you see me
I follow the stars
I carry my scars
I carry my scars
I know what I hear
I won't live in fear
I won't live in fear
I won't live in fear
I sit by the stream
I'm counting my dreams
I'm counting my dreams
My face to the sun
My battle half-won
My battle half-won
My battle half-won
My battle half-won

8916. I Knew Love

Nanci Griffith - I Knew Love

I knew love
When it still meant forever
When a feeling shared didn't always have to hurt
And a promise that was made would go unbroken
I knew love
When it was more than just a word

I knew a time
When hope was all you needed
And if you cared you found a way to make things work
When life was what two people shared together
Oh, I knew love
When it was more than just a word

[Chorus:]
I knew love
When I could still believe
It was the greatest power in the world



I knew love
When it was more than just a word

I knew hearts
When they made it all so easy
And sad goodbyes were seldom ever heard
When I wouldn't have to read this note that says you're leaving
I knew love
When it was more than just a word

[Chorus]

I knew love when it was more than just a word

8917. I Knew The Moment I Lost You - Chords

I Knew The Moment I Lost You
Recorded by Bob Wills and by Merle Haggard
Written by Bob Wills and Tommy Duncan

C                                  F
A man may have his trials and tribulations 
       G7                           C
And at times he feels so low and so blue
                                   F
But from now on I will be entirely different 
      G7                     C
And I knew the moment I lost you
 
                                  F
Well to all my worries and my disappointments 
         G7                           C
There is still a little light shining through
                                      F
Still within my heart I know there is another 
      G7                     C
And I knew the moment I lost you
 
                                   F
There is nothing we can do to get along now 
       G7                         C
That's been proved unto me and to you
                            F
So why not let's be fair to each other 
      G7                     C
For I knew the moment I lost you
 
                                            F
If there's something I have done you've not forgiven
     G7                              C
Just remember that I'm human same as you
                              F
Why not let's consider our mistakes dear  



      G7                     C
For I knew the moment I lost you

8918. I Knew This Day Would Come - Chords

I Knew This Day Would Come

(No Capo, Drop D tuning)

Intro.
 (D)
E: /---------------/---
B: /---------------/---
G: /---------------/---
D: /---0-----------/---
A: /-----4-0-------/---
E: /---------4-5-0-/-0-

He'd just turned forty-(D)-seven when she was only (G)twenty-two
She'd turned his life (A)to heaven from the hell that he'd been (D)through
All her friends said she was crazy she must have lost her (G)mind
She said age makes no (A) difference and it didn't at the (D)time

Through the years she was (D) his comfort oh but anyone could (G)see
That he was growing (A)older and she was growing (D) free
She came in late one morning he said hold me one last (G) time
You don't need to say it's (A)over I've known it all (D)the time
I knew this day would (D)come, oh, but we sure gave love a (G)whirl
Now the age that made no (D) difference makes all the difference in the 
(A)world
I can't hold back the (D)seasons I curse the rising (G)sun
I already know your (D)reasons (A) for I knew this day would (D)come (B)

She said I found a (E)young man, he's only half my (A)age
He says age makes no (B) difference it's the heart that (E)sets the stage
The old man listened quietly then he said, "You know (A)someday"
He'll come in late one (B) morning and it'll be your time (E) to say

(Tag)
"I knew this day (E)would come, (B) I knew this day would (E)come" ----

8919. I Knew You When

Linda Ronstadt - I Knew You When

Yeah yeah ueah yeah
Yeah yeah yeah ye-ah
I knew you when you were lonely
I knew you when you were only



A boy all alone without love
I knew you when
I knew you when
You were sad and all alone

You didn't have anyone
That you could call your own
I knew you when
Your heart belonged to only me

But that was many tears ago
Now your love is just a memory
Yeah yeah yeah ye-ah

I knew you when you were lonely
I knew you when you were only
A boy all alone without love

I knew you when
I knew you when
We used to have a lot of fun
But someone came and offered more

Now I'm the lonely one
I knew you when
I was just a scared little girl
I used to be your only love

Before you came up in the world
Yeah yeah yeah yeah
Yeah yeah yeah ye-ah

I knew you when you were lonely
I knew you when you were only
A boy all alone without love

8920. I Know

I Know
Oak Ridge Boys - I Know

Some people say, that this old time religion
is just a thing of the past,
But in this modern age that we're livin',

It's the only thing that will last.

Now you may think I'm a little old fashioned,
Well friend, that's alright with me,
'Cause I'm so glad that I am a Christian,

And from sin I have been set free.



I know, I know, there's no doubt about it
He's real in my heart, and I'm gonna shout it,
I know, I know, my sins are forgiven

And I'm on my way to a place thats called heaven.

Not long ago, at an old fashioned meeting,
I knelt on my knees there in prayer.
He lifted my burdens and shackles fell from me,

And his presence was so real everywhere.

Now that the load I carry is lighter,
and He's changed the grey skies to blue,
My steps are now higher for I have this assurance,

that His sweet love will carry me through.

Come go with me to that land over yonder,
He's prepared for the pure and the true,
It's a place where sickness and death can not enter,

I'm going, brother, how about you?

Maybe today, maybe tomorrow,
He'll return in robes of pure white,
I'm packing up now, getting my things together,

Who knows, He might come tonight.

8921. I Know A Man Who Can - Chords

I Know A Man Who Can
recorded by George Jones
written by Jack Campbell and Jimmie Davis

G7      C
I can't take a heart that's broken
        F     C          G7               C  G7  
Make it over  again  but I know a man who can
    C
And I can't take a soul that's sinned
    F                          C   
And make it white  whiter than snow
    G7               C
But I know a man who can

F                        C
Some call him Savior the redeemer of all men
F                    C               G7
I call him Jesus for He's my dearest friend
       C



If you feel no one can help you
         F              C
And your life is out of hand
     G7               C
Well I know a man who can

                                F               C
I can't walk upon the waters or calm the raging sea
    G7               C  G7
But I know a man who c-an
    C
And I can't cause blind eyes to be open
         F                   C
Make the lame to rise up and walk again
       G7               C
Oh but I know a man who can

repeat #2

8922. I Know All About It

Lucinda Williams - I Know All About It

You've been living on the jazz side of life
Carrying your pain in your back pocket and a sharp edge knife
And somebody told me there's a man you've been seeing
But I know he ain't your lover and I know he ain't your friend

And I can tell by the way you look
You ain't been treating yourself right girl, yeah you been whooped
And if I could I would come to your side
But I know you wouldn't want me to, it would only hurt your pride

Why do you act like you don't know me at all
Why do you, why do you turn your face to the wall
Girl don't try to run away like that
I know about the pain and all of that jazz

You lean against the bar with that look on your face
The leather's worn on your boots and your blouse is tattered lace
You pawn your guitar and you bus it again
Your Chevy's broken down and you're looking for a ride with him

You lie in your bed and stare at the plaster peeling and
Wonder where your spirit went and that wild abandoned feeling
Something you always knew about, something you almost forgot
Hidden in a place somewhere deep down in your heart

Why do you act like you don't know me at all
Why do you, why do you turn your face to the wall
Girl don't try to run away like that
I know about the pain and all of that jazz
I know about the pain and all of that jazz



I know all about it
I know all about it, girl
I know all about it
I know all about it, girl

I know all about it
I know all about it, girl
I know all about it
I know all about it

8923. I Know An Ending When It Comes

I Know An Ending When It Comes
Emmylou Harris
(Hank Cochran)

I never thought that you'd be leaving me
And even now it's so hard to believe
But even the blind at times can see the sun
And at least I know an ending when it comes.

I may have missed a lot of things you said
I know most of them went right overhead
But with all my heart I know this song's been sung
And at least I know an ending when it comes.

--- Instrumental ---

How long ago did you start leaving me
How long have I lived with a memory
I may have missed it when you first begun
But at least I know an ending when it come

I never thought that you'd be leaving me
And even now it's so hard to believe
But even the blind at times can see the sun
And at least I know an ending when it comes.

Oh, at least I know an ending when it comes...

8924. I Know Better

I Know Better
The Grascals - I Know Better

[Verse 1]
Well, I sit here on a lonely night
While the cold rain is fallin'



But I should be gettin' over you instead
Oh, if you think you're not the reason
For the reason I ain't callin'
Then you better think about the things you've said
Too much stormy weather
Makes me want to call you up and talk about forever
But I know better, ooh

[Chorus]
You're a lesson learned, a page that's turned
And I don't plan on reading it again
'Cause we've paid the cost of loved and lost
And I don't want to go back where I've been
Where I've been isn't love that you left
No forgive and forget
Just let go and get back together
'Cause I know better

[Verse 2]
Well, I can see a ray of hope
Just over my blue shoulder
You can bet it ain't you standing there
Oh, I'm tired of pretendin'
'Cause pretendin' gets me nowhere
I was crazy thinkin' that you ever cared
But that's why I'll never
Put my hopes and dreams we had back when we were together
'Cause I know better, ooh

[Chorus]
You're a lesson learned, a page that's turned
And I don't plan on reading it again
'Cause we've paid the cost of loved and lost
And I don't want to go back where I've been
Where I've been isn't love that you left
No forgive and forget
Just let go and get back together
'Cause I know better

8925. I Know Better Now - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - I Know Better Now  
written by Jim Lauderdale

D                       F#m
Oh I must have left some stones unturned
   G        A       D
Or could be quite a few
D                      F#m         G            A
There's a lot I've overlooked and  never knew
             D                      F#m              
There's some things you learn while getting burned
G               A      D



Don't feel good at the time
D               F#m    Em   G
Playing by your set of rules
   D            F#m           Em7    A
Pretending that you'll never lose
D          F#m     Em7
But I know better now
D      F#m     Em7
I know better now
D       F#m     G         A      D    Em  D Em
It just took a while to figure out
D                           F#m
There's so much to take for granted
     G       A      D
When life is going well
                        F#m              G   A
And when the tides will turn no one can tell
    D                   F#m
Some wise men knew who played the blues
     G          A      D
That no one has hardly heard
D                F#m       Em   G                      
The high cost of fooling yourself
D         F#m            Em7   A
Not mentioning everyone else
D          F#m     Em7
But I know better now
D      F#m     Em7
I know better now
D       F#m     G         A      D      
It just took a while to figure out
C          D   C           A
Some mysteries hang on the breeze

SOLO

          D              F#m
And we'll all go to some big hotel
      G      A          D
Where weary hearts can rest
            F#m     Em   G        D           F#m           Em7  A
Getting and giving more of the faith and the hope and the love
D          F#m     Em7
But I know better now
D      F#m     Em7
I know better now
D       F#m     G         A      D      
It just took a while to figure out

>From Jim Lauderdale 'The Hummingbirds'
Dualtone Records 2002
Laudersongs/Mighty Music Music(BMI)



8926. I Know But Tell Me - Chords

I Know But Tell Me
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Carl Belew, Tommy Blake, W.S. Stevenson

C
I know you smiled at him 
             F
And then you made the light grow dim
  G7                            C
I know but tell me no it didn't happen
I try again to understand 
             F
That he just tried to hold your hand
  G7                            C
I know but tell me no it didn't happen
  F
I know before I ask you 
    C
The answer you must give
    D7
For if you say it happened 
     G              G7
I no longer want to live
    
           C
You didn't know just what to do 
             F
When he told you I was untrue
  G7                            C
I know but tell me no it didn't happen
Repeat #3,4

8927. I Know How It Feels

I Know How It Feels
Larry Cordle

I've never been to heaven, not the one on high
But I have been to heaven just the same
Taken by an angel off to paradise
In her arms she carried me away
Well I may never see it but I know that it's real
I've never been to heaven but I know how it feels

BANJO-FIDDLE

And I've never been a gambler but I lost it all
The moment that she turned and walked away
Taking foolish chances with my baby's love
A loser at my own two-timing game
I know it was a long shot still I spun the wheel



I've never been a gambler but I know how it feels

MANDO-GUITAR

And I've never been to prison, behind them cold gray walls
But I am a prisoner just the same
Longing for my freedom I hear the highway call
But I'm held here by her memories ball and chain
Well I may not be locked up behind concrete and steel
I've never been in prison but I know how it feels
No I may not be locked up behind concrete and steel
I've never been in prison but I know how it feels

8928. I Know I'll Have A Better Day Tomorrow - Chords

I Know I'll Have A Better Day Tomorrow 
Written and recorded by Reba McEntire

C                                 F        C
Well I can't make it through this world by myself
                                            G7
I need heaven's help to make it through the day
         C
And if I go to bed tonight 
    F
And remember to say my prayers
            C             G7    C
I know I'll have a better day tomorrow

             G7
Cause You've done what You said You'd do
           F                C
And You've given me lots of love
                                  G7
I've never known such peace since I met You
       C
I'm so proud to be Your child 
        F
And I'm doing the best I can
                C             G7    C
And I know I'll have a better day tomorrow

       G7
You've done what You said You'd do
           F                C
And You've given me lots of love
                                  G7
I've never known such peace since I met You
       C
I'm so proud to be Your child 
        F
And I'm doing the best I can
                C             G7    C



And I know I'll have a better day tomorrow

F           C             G7    C
I know I'll have a better day tomorrow

8929. I Know Love Is All I Need

Rodney Crowell - I Know Love Is All I Need

So I'm an orphan now out here on my own
And it's hard to know where I belong
It comes as no surprise, it happens to us all
Just like the sun will rise night will fall
I know love is all I need
I know love is all I need
I know love is all I need
That's all I know
An image I recall a picture on the wall of my mother on her wedding day
Young and naive nothing up her sleeve
But the things that just got lost along the way
And I know love is all I need
I know love is all I need
I know love is all I need
That's all I know
There's a voice I hear it comes in loud and clear
It's my father's voice teaching me
He says to be a man you've got to be true to your word
And when you make a stand you'll be heard
And I know love is all I need
I know love is all I need
I know love is all I need
That's all I know
I can see it in my children
I can feel it with my wife
And I know it with these friends I have
So important to my life
I had a dream last night
I saw my mom and dad
They were happy now and I was glad
They had a brand new house that they'd just moved in
And when I awoke they were gone again
But I know love is all I need
I know love is all I need
I know love is all I need
That's all I know

8930. I Know My Baby Loves Me In Her Own Peculiar Way



I Know My Baby Loves Me In Her Own Peculiar Way
Ernest Tubb
(R. Shepard, Don Canton)

Well, I got a gal that's different
And though I know she's true
She's never really happy
till she's got me feelin' blue
But I know my baby loves me
In her own peculiar way.

Well I loaned her my apartment
When I was out of town
But when I came back home
I found she'd burned the building down
but I know my baby loves me
in her own peculiar way

She took a course in cooking
and filled my heart with glee
till I detected poison
in a cake she baked for me
but I know my baby loves me
in her own peculiar way

She went down to the corner
to catch a picture show
said I'll see you later
but that was twenty years ago
I know my baby loves me
In her own peculiar way

8931. I Know One - Chords

I Know One
John Prine with Emmylou Harris (Jack Clement)

Intro G D A D
When [D]all your [A7] loves have [D]ended
When all your friends have [A7] flown
Who'll be around to want you
When all your loves have [D]gone
[D] Only a [A7] fool [D] would do it
[D]After the [D7 ] way you ve [G] done
But how many fools would have [D] you
[A] I know [D] one [D7]
[G] This fool keeps wonderin why
[A7] He fell in love at all
[G] But you might need this fool
[D] Around in case you [A7] fall
[D] After the [A7]party's [D]over
[DJ And you ve had your [D7] fill of [G] fun
If you need a fool to forgive [D]you
[A] I know [D]one [D7]



Instrumental D G D A D D7 G D A D

[G] You never know , you might be lonely
[A7] When all your loves have missed
[G] It wouldn't hurt to keep an extra
[D] Fool on your [A7]list.
[D] After your[A7] heart's been [D]broken 
[D] And you need a [D7] place to [G]run
If you'll take a fool who [D] loves you
[A] I know [D] one [D7 ] 
I know one 
I know one

8932. I Know What I Know

I Know What I Know
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

[Verse 1]
I know that God so love this world
That he gave his only son
And who soever believes in him
Will be in heaven when our days are done

[Chorus]
Well I'm so glad that I know what I know
And in whom I have believed
The everlasting gospel saved my soul
And gave me eternal peace

[Verse 2]
I know he was born of a virgin birth
Crucified between two thieves
One made fun of God's only son
The other one he believed

[Chorus]
I'm so glad that I know what I know
And in whom I have believed
The everlasting gospel saved my soul
And gave me eternal peace

[Verse 3]
They took his body down from the cross
In a borrowed tomb he laid
He didn't need a permanent home
He only used it 3 days

[Chorus]
I'm so glad that I know what I know
And in whom I have believed
The everlasting gospel saved my soul



And gave me eternal peace

The everlasting gospel saved my soul
And gave me eternal peace

8933. I Know What It Means To Be Lonesome

I Know What It Means To Be Lonesome
Ricky Skaggs - Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Osborne Brothers

   I know what it means to be lonesome
   And I know what it means to be blue
   I know what it means to be lonesome in dreams
   When there is no one at home for you

Well my baby left me this morning
As the clock was striking four
The sweet smiling face of my darling
I may never see any more

Well I've cried and I've cried since we parted
No one knows what I have been through
You know I'd give all I own just to have you back home
I'm lonesome, lonesome for you

8934. I Know What Lies Ahead

I Know What Lies Ahead
The Oak Ridge Boys

This road I'm on is strait and narrow
But it leads to a better home
It was laid by Christ one day at Calvary
While He suffered all alone
This road may lead over many high mountains
And valleys dark and low
But I'll walk each day with sweet assurance
And I'll safely reach my home

Ahead there's joy and gladness
And rest for the weary soul
Ahead there's peace and contentment
Everybody will be happy and whole
I'll be at home with Jesus
Where tears will never be shed
Though often this road gets rough and rocky
Still I know what lies ahead



While on this road I get so weary
And often my feet would stray
But a gentle hand still leads me onward
And helps me find the way
As I climb each hill and cross each valley
By His hand I'm daily lead
But I won't look back gonna keep on walking
For I know what lies ahead

8935. I Know What You're Talking About

The Louvin Brothers - I Know What You're Talking About

Everybody is talking about something
You can hear it as the crowd passes by
Some are talking of their wealth and their mansions
Others talk of their troubles and strife
I don't know how to talk to a rich man
When compared, I'm a beggar, no doubt
But if you're talking about that old time religion
Then I know what you're talking about

If you're talking about that old time religion
Then I know what you're talking about
About the kind that will make you love your neighbor
When old Satan would say 'turn him out'
About the kind that will comfort you in sorrow
And it never fails to make you shout
Well if you're talking about that old time religion
Then I know what you're talking about

I like to talk about the time Jesus saved me
When my poor soul was sinking in sin
I like to talk about the way he has kept me
Through the shadows and the storm and the rain
I like to talk about the day of His coming
When I'll see his sweet face in the cloud
Well if you're talking about that old time religion
Then I know what you're talking about

If you're talking about that old time religion
Then I know what you're talking about
About the kind that will make you love your neighbor
When old Satan would say 'turn him out'
About the kind that will comfort you in sorrow
And it never fails to make you shout
Well if you're talking about that old time religion
Then I know what you're talking about



8936. I Know Where I'm Going

I Know Where I'm Going
Fred Hillerman

I know where I'm going, and I know who's going with me
I know why love , and I know who I will marry
I need no robes of silk, nor shoes of fine green leather
As long as she is with me, when we stroll across the heather

Feather beds are soft and painted rooms are bonny
But I know she cleave them all, for her loving Winsom Johnny
All her wit and grace, like a starry cluster shine
Giving light and beauty to this simple soul of mine

I know where I'm going, and I know who's going with me
And I know why love and the Dear knows who I'll marry

8937. I Know Who Holds Tomorrow

Alison Krauss - I Know Who Holds Tomorrow 

I don't know about tomorrow
I just live from day to day
I don't borrow from its sunshine
For its skies may turn to grey
I don't worry o'er the future
For I know what Jesus said
And today I'll walk beside Him
For He knows what is ahead

Many things about tomorrow
I don't seem to understand
But I know who holds tomorrow
And I know who holds my hand

Every step is getting brighter
As the golden stairs I climb
Every burden's getting lighter
Every cloud is silver-lined
There the sun is always shining
There no tear will dim the eye
At the ending of the rainbow
Where the mountains touch the sky

I don't know about tomorrow
It may bring me poverty
But the one who feeds the sparrow
Is the one who stands by me
And the path that is my portion
May be through the flame or flood
But His presence goes before me
And I'm covered with His blood



8938. I Know Who I'll Be Seeing In New Zealand

Tom T Hall - I Know Who I'll Be Seeing In New Zealand

[Chorus:]
I know who I'll be seeing in New Zeland
If I ever return and I want to
I know who I'll be seeing in New Zeland
If I ever get back and I hope I'll do, I'll see you

[Verse 1:]
Looking out the window at the blue New Zeland sky
Watching all the quiet gentle people going by
Far away from what they call the meddlin' crowd
Dreaming in the land of the long white clouds

[Chorus]

[Verse 2:]
Rebeca, I love you and I want you to know
I think about you almost everywhere I go
You have what has been described as improbable charm
I hope the future keeps you happy and warm

[Outro:]
I know who I'll be seeing in New Zeland, I'll see you

8939. I Know Whose Tears - Chords

I Know Whose Tears 
Joe Newberry and Mike Compton

[Verse 1]
D
If I were hanged on the highest hill
          G                     D
If I were hanged on the highest hill
D
If I were hanged on the highest hill
             G          Asus4     D
I know whose love would soothe me still
D
If I were slain in a foreign land
          G                  D
If I were slain in a foreign land
D
If I were slain in a foreign land
             G          Asus4    D
I know whose touch would take my hand



 
[Chorus]
  D                                              A7
Mother, my first companion, mother, my truest friend,
  D                       G          D
Mother, way up in heaven, we'll meet again
 
[Verse 2]
D
If I were killed in the battle's strife
          G                      D
If I were killed in the battle's strife
D
If I were killed in the battle's strife
             G           Asus4    D
I know whose cries would mourn my life
D
If I were drowned in the salt sea
          G               D
If I were drowned in the salt sea
D
If I were drowned in the salt sea
             G           Asus4      D
I know whose tears would come down to me
 
[Chorus]
  D                                              A7
Mother, my first companion, mother, my truest friend,
  D                       G          D
Mother, way up in heaven, we'll meet again
 
[Verse 3]
D
If I were dead in the cause of right
          G                D
If I were dead in the cause of right
D
If I were dead in the cause of right
             G         Asus4      D
I know whose lamp would pierce the night
D
If I were damned both body and soul
          G                D
If I were damned both body and soul
D
If I were damned both body and soul
             G         Asus4                   D
I know whose prayer, sweet prayers would make me whole
 
[Refrain]
  D                                              A7
Mother, my first companion, mother, my truest friend,
  D                       G          D
Mother, way up in heaven, we'll meet again
 
[Chorus]
  D                                              A7



Mother, my first companion, mother, my truest friend,
  D                       G          D
Mother, way up in heaven, we'll meet again

8940. I Know You

I Know You
The Incredible String Band
Writer/s: McKechnie

I know you
through and through
Saw you kiss the flowers
For hours and hours
Saw you colour the flowers
For hours and hours

You and all the ones I've known
Shall wear my crown
Winged we were before time was
How we've flown, how we've flown

I love the others
My sisters and brothers
I love them all the more

Now that I've found you I love them all
The more.

8941. I Know You

Paul Williams 
I Know You

I'll never leave 'cause I need you for me
I'll never turn you away
I'll always want you to stay
I know you, I know your tears
I've seen you cry

How many times have I seen you this way
After all we've been through you should know
There's no reason that I'd ever go
I know you, I know your face

I've walked alone in the sun
Walks that would end in a run
Runs at a maddening pose that would end in
Your arms, my love



I'll never leave 'cause I need you for me
Need you to hold me this way
Need you to want me to stay
I know you, I know your love

8942. I Know You By Heart

Dolly Parton - I Know You By Heart 
F/ Smokey Robinson
(G. Merrill/S. Rubicam/D. Pitchford)

Everybody wants to find a love
Somebody, somebody who will always care
We get locked up in our own worlds
With feelings and secrets we're afraid to share
But all I have to do is see you smile
And maybe, just maybe if I brush your hand
Something happens I cannot explain
And somehow, oh somehow I can understand
I, I think you're gonna find
Gonna find you
Gonna find you
I'm reading your mind
I know you by heart
And you're so much a part of me
I know you by heart, yes I do
It's no wonder I can love you the way that I do
I can finish any sentence you start
I know you, I know you by heart
I know everytime you're gonna call
I pick up the phone before it ever rings
And when you need some lovin' I'll be there
Beside you anticipating everything
Oh it's like I always said
You're the one I want
All I want is you
I'm inside your head
I know you by heart
Girl, you're so much a part of me
I know you by heart, yes I do
It's no wonder I can love you the way that I do
I can finish any sentence you start
I know you, I know you by heart
It's no wonder I can love you the way that I do
I can finish any sentence you start
I know you, I know you by heart
I know you by heart
And you're so much a part of me
I know you by heart, I know you, I know you, I know you
It's no wonder I can love you the way that I do
I can finish any sentence you start
I know you, I know you by



8943. I Know You Don't Love Me No more - Chords

I Know You Don't Love Me No more - John Hartford

    G                     C
I know you don't love me no more
                                G
So I try to stay away from your door
                         C
I'll try not to call you no more
                   D7            G
Cause I know you don't love me no more

You know why I am lonesome for you
You know that I still love you
And I know that you've found someone new
That's why you don't love me no more

How many times have we tried?
How many times have you lied?
How many times have I cried?
Cause I know you don't love me no more

I've wasted so many nights
Calling you time after time
'Cause darling you're still on my mind
But I know you don't love me no more.

How you longed to be free
When did you grow tired of me?
Why was I too blind to see?
That you don't love me no more.

There's no need to see you again
I know we could never be friends
Looks like that we've reached the end
'Cause I know you don't love me no more

I know you don't love me no more

8944. I Know You Know

I Know You Know
Punch Brothers

You call me, why do you call me
And why do I answer, when I know
Oh I know you were crying
Why are you crying



And how can you say that, when you know
Oh you know, that you were the sun giving up behind the golden gate
Now you're the bum begging up and down the lower hate

Oh you know, that you were the band going out to play one more song

Now you're the giant out on second 'cause you thought he was gone
I call her, why do I call her
And why does she answer, when she knows
Oh she knows I was laughing
Why am I laughing,
Oh and how can I say that, when I know
Oh I know, that I was a fire-escape party over union square
Now I'm a cab driver fucking* over every fare
Oh I know, that I was a young Dylan tossing off the perfect verse
Now I'm another damn yankee can't toss to first- (woohoohoo)

Lord I can't toss it to first (woohoohoo)
Oh I can't toss it to first

Oh we know that we were the band going out to play one more song
Now you're the giant out on second 'cause you thought he was gone

8945. I Know You Rider

I Know You Rider
Seldom Scene - Greensky Bluegrass

I know you rider, gonna miss me when I'm gone
I know you rider, gonna miss me when I'm gone
Gonna miss you little momma from a-rolling in your arms

I'm going down the road where I can get more decent care
I'm going down the road where I can get more decent care
Going back to my used to be rider cause I don't feel welcome here

I know my baby sure is bound to love me aome
I know my baby sure is bound to love me aome
Cause he throws his arms around me like a circle around the sun

I laid down last night trying to take a rest
I laid down last night trying to take a rest
But my mind kept rambling like the wild geese in the West

I'm going down to the river set in my rockin' chair
I'm going down to the river set in my rockin' chair
And if the blues don't find me, gonna rock away from here

Loving you baby just as easy as rolling off a log
Loving you baby just as easy as rolling off a log
But if I can't be your woman, I sure ain't gonna be your dog

I will cut your wood baby I will make your fire



I will cut your wood baby I will make your fire
And I will tote your water, baby, from that Fresno Bar

Sun gonna shine in my back yard some day
Sun gonna shine in my back yard some day
And the wild gonna rise up, baby, blow my blues away

8946. I Know You're Married

Rodney Crowell - I Know You're Married

I know you're married
(I just want to steal your heart away)
I know he loves you
(I just want to steal your heart away)
I know you're locked inside the vows that you have said
You don't need guys like me to try and turn your head
I know you're married
But I just want to steal your heart away
I know you're happy
(I just want to steal your heart away)
You don't look lonely
(I just want to steal your heart away)
I know you think that you've got promises to keep
You don't need guys like me to knock you off your feet
I know you're married
But I just want to steal your heart away
I know you fit my plans like my hand fits this glove
I plan to make my stand, so I can have your love
I know you're married
I know you're married
I know you're married
But I just want to steal your heart away
I don't believe you'll likely cast a role tonight
I know you don't believe that you could tell a lie
I know you tell yourself that you found love so fine
That you think no one else could ever change your mind
I know you're married
I know you're married
I know you're married
But I just want to steal your heart away
Hey I just want to steal your heart away
Hey I just want to steal your heart away

8947. I Know You're Married - Chords

I Know You're Married
recorded by Dolly Parton & Porter Wagoner
written by Don Reno and Mack Magaha



 
C
You know I love you and I always will
                            G7       C
I know you're married but I love you still
 
 
The day I met you my heart spoke to me
                    D7           G7
It said to love you through eternity
C
Not knowing that you were another's bride
                             G7      C
I vowed I'll always be close by your side
 
C
You know I love you and I always will
                            G7       C
I know you're married but I love you still
 
 
You broke a heart dear that would die for you
                            D7        G7
I'd give this world dear to belong to you
C
The game is over now and we've both lost
                            G7      C
A broken heart will have to pay the cost
 
C
You know I love you and I always will
                            G7       C
I know you're married but I love you still

8948. I Know You're Married But I Love You Still

I Know You're Married but I Love You Still
Dolly Parton / Porter Wagoner

You know I love you and I always will
I know you're married but I love you still
The day I met you my heart spoke to me
It said to love you through eternity
Now knowing that you were another's bride
I vowed I'll always be close by your side

You know I love you and I always will

I know you're married but I love you still
You broke a heart dear that would die for you
I'd give this world dear to belong to you
The game is over now and we've both lost
A broken heart will have to pay the cost



You know I love you and I always will
I know you're married but I love you still

8949. I Know You're Not An Angel - Chords

I Know You're Not An Angel
Recorded by Red Sovine 
Written by Red Sovine and Elmo Linn

C
You take in all the nightspots 
    C7                F
Run around with other guys
                   C
The glitter of the nightlife 
                     G7
Is reflected in your eyes
  C
I know your heart is fickle 
         C7                  F
And your past is filled with shame
                     C
I know you're not an angel 
      G7                C
But I love you just the same
  F
I know they're talkin' bout you 
        C
And the things they say are true
  F
I know I shouldn't love you 
        C             G7
I can't help it but I do
Repeat #2,3,2

8950. I Know Your Memory Well - Chords

I Know Your Memory Well
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Larry Randal Kingston and Harlan A. Sanders
 
C                 F            C
My eyes no longer look for new horizons
    G7                            C
The future lost my interest years ago
                        F            C
My heart has learned to live without surprises
        G7                                C
So I'll play it safe and stay with what I know



         F              C
And I kn-ow your memory well
       G7
I know loving you was heaven
  C
I know losing you was hell
                           F
Like a blind man knows the darkness
       C                  F
Like a prisoner knows his cell
  C         G7     C
I know your memory well
               F                 C
Time sometimes for me is hard to measure
      G7                          C
Cause I spend mine reliving yesterday
                         F                  C
Where the line is thin between the pain and pleasure
      G7                                   C
But I walk that line with your memory everyday
Repeat #2
            G7     C
I know your memory well

8951. I Know, I Know

I Know, I Know
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

I AM ON A JOURNEY TO A LAND SO BRIGHT AND FAIR
WHERE THERE IS A PLACE PREPARED FOR ME
IT STARTED AT AN ALTER DOWN ON MY KNEES IN PRAYER
JESUS CAME AND SET ME FREE

I KNOW, I KNOW
I KNOW, I KNOW
JESUS CAME AND SAVED MY SOUL
NOW ON I'M ON MY WAY TO HEAVEN
WHERE THE MILK AND HONEY FLOW

I KNOW, I KNOW
I KNOW, I KNOW
IF YOU HAVEN'T MET THE SAVIOR
OR PERHAPS YOU'VE LOST YOUR WAY
TAKE SOME GOOD ADVICE FROM ME
JUST LET THE SPIRIT LEAD YOU TO THE RUGGED CROSS TODAY
YOU'LL FIND BLESSED VICTORY



8952. I Leaned Over Backwards For You - Chords

I Leaned Over Backwards For You
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Harlan Howard

C    G7                        C
I've turned the other cheek so often
        G7                         C
That my heart has become black and blue
      G7                            C
So my conscience won't hurt when we part dear
         F           G7            C
For I've leaned over backwards for you
    G7                      C
But I've leaned as far as a man can lean
    D7                     G7
Run along to your somebody new
      C                           F
After he breaks your heart you'll remember
                  G7            C
How I leaned over backwards for you
    G7                          C
I'd known for so long you don't love me
    G7                    C
And that you had somebody new
       G7                               C
I just stayed cause I thought you might need me
      F           G7            C
Yes I leaned over backwards for you
    G7                      C
But I've leaned as far as a man can lean
    D7                     G7
Run along to your somebody new
      C                           F
After he breaks your heart you'll remember
                  G7            C
How I leaned over backwards for you

8953. I Learn the Hard Way

Trampled By Turtles - I Learn the Hard Way

[Verse 1]
I learn the hard way
Or no way at all
You're out in the hallway
Braced for the fall
Let's just be together
Just me and you
We'll follow the weather
We'll know what to do



[Verse 2]
I'm not in a hurry
I always think twice
I try not to worry
And I try not to fight
But you got me shakin'
I can't sleep at all
I'm sure I'll get better
When it wears off

[Bridge]
The water is rising
There's nothing out there for us

[Verse 3]
It's loud in the city
Let's head out of town
The horizon is gritty
And I can't hear a sound
We'll take a long drive
On a warm summer night
I know you can't save me
And I know that's all right

8954. I Leave A Light On

I Leave A Light On - Alan Jackson 

I do alright, most of the time
I've learned to move on, I've learned to get by
But sometimes I can't find the reason to be free
So I leave a light on for your memory

I leave a light on for your memory
So it will be easy to come back to me
When it's late and I'm alone, I need some place to be
I leave a light on for your memory

You found a new love and I'd like to believe
That you're really better off without me
The good days have slipped away but I sometimes dream
So I leave a light on for your memory

I leave a light on for your memory
So it will be easy to come back to me
When it's late and I'm alone, I need some place to be
I leave a light on for your memory
Yeah, when it's late and I'm alone, I need some place to be
I leave a light on for your memory



8955. I Left My Gal In The Mountains

I Left My Gal In The Mountains

I left my gal in the mountains left her standing in the rain
Went down to the railroad caught myself a midnight train
I beat my way into Georgia landed in a gambling town
Got myself into trouble shot a county sheriff down

The jury read the verdict murder in the first degree
The judge said take this prisoner to the penitentiary
They put the handcuffs on me put me on a pullman tain
Took me to Atlanta boys and tied me to a ball and chain

I left my gal in the mountains left her standing all alone
Last night I dreamed I got a letter saying honey won't you come back home
She said she was sad and lonely told me that her love was true
Then I dreamed I wrote her a letter saying honey I'm coming back to you

When I woke up this morning lying in Atlanta jail
No one here to love me no one to go my bail
Them prison bars all around me a guard walking by my door
My heart is sad and lonely boys cause I'll never see my gal no more

8956. I Left You Some Kisses On The Door

Tom T Hall - I Left You Some Kisses On The Door

Your mama says I can't see you the judge says that it's right
We can't be together cause me and mommie fights
But you're my little girl and daddy loves you more and more
And I left you some kisses on the door
I came by to see you but mommie just said no
I knocked but mommie saw me as she peeked through the hole
I only wanna hold you honey mommie thinks it's war
But I left you some kisses on the door

( guitar )

You know your daddy worries honey but it's not mama's fault
You do what your mommie says you know that she's the boss
No matter what I gave you mommie thought you needed more
But I left you some kisses on the door
Hey you're my little angel babe and it don't make much sense
To only get to watch you play through that old schoolyard fence
Someday you'll come to me sweetheart that's all I'm waitin' for
Cause I left you some kisses on the door

8957. I Left You Some Kisses On The Door - Chords



I Left You Some Kisses On The Door
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G                                  C                    G
Your mom says I can't see you the judge says that it's right
                                         D7
We can't be together cause me and mommie fight
G                                   C                  G
But you're my little girl and daddy loves you more and more
           C        G      D7     G
And I left you some kisses on the door
                         C                G
I came by to see you but mommie just said no
                                                      D7
I knocked but mommie saw me as she peeked through the hole
G                           C                  G
I only wanna hold you honey mommie thinks it's war
           C        G      D7     G
But I left you some kisses on the door
                                      C               G
You know your daddy worries honey but it's not mama's fault
                                                     D7
You do what your mommie says you know that she's the boss
G                                C                  G
No matter what I gave you mommie thought you needed more
           C        G      D7     G
But I left you some kisses on the door
                                    C                  G
Hey you're my little angel babe and it don't make much sense
                                                          D7
To only get to watch you play through that old schoolyard fence
G                                    C                      G
Someday you'll come to me sweetheart that's all I'm waiting for
             C        G      D7     G
Cause I left you some kisses on the door

8958. I Let A Good Woman Go

I Let A Good Woman Go 
Blue Highway

CHORUS: 
Well I let a good woman go 
I let a good woman go   
Made the one mistake that a man can make  
I let a good woman go  
 
She walked out the door a-cryin' 
She walked out the front door cryin' 
Spoke my name then moaned like I was dyin' 
She walked out the door a-cryin' 
 
Well I hear 'em in my head 
They go runnin' through my head 



All the words I wish I would have said 
They go runnin' through my head 
 
At night when I'm all alone 
I call her on the telephone 
Just to hear her say, that she ain't home  
I call her on the telephone

8959. I Let The Stars Get In My Eyes - Chords

I Let The Stars Get In My Eyes
Recorded by Goldie Hill
written by Slim Willet

G
I let the stars get in my eyes 
                        D7
I let the moon steal my heart
You've been gone so long I couldn't stay at home
What could I do but give to him my love 
                                                  G 
So dear to him now he's the only one I'm thinking of
Too many miles too many days 
                      D7
Too many nights I was alone
His love was so grand when he held my hand 
                                     G
You know how the moonlight lures you on
Repeat

8960. I Lie When I Drink - Chords

I Lie When I Drink
Written and recorded by Dale Watson 

G                         D7
Oh I lie when I drink and I drink a lot
      C                          D7  C D7
Don't believe me when I've had a few
     G                    D7
Oh I lie when I drink and I drink a lot
  C          D7               G
I only drink when I'm missing you
 
       D7                         G
I walk in the bartender rolls his eyes
       D7                              G
At the same time the waitress she just smiles
               



He's heard the truth about you
               D7
She's heard it too but slightly skewed
C               D7                  G
I ain't lying I broke your heart in two
Repeat #1
   D7                                    G
At closing time I'm the last one out the door
          D7                       G
I tip the waitress the bartender I ignore
                             D7
I yell I'm never coming back that always makes 'em laugh
C            D7              G
They know me I won't keep my word
Repeat #1   Cause I lie... 
  C          D7               G
I only drink when I'm missing you

8961. I Like Beer

I Like Beer - Tom T Hall

In some of my songs i have casually mentioned
The fact that i like to drink beer
This little song is more to the point
Roll out the barrel and lend me your ears

(Chorus:)
I like beer. it makes me a jolly good fellow
I like beer. it helps me unwind and sometimes it makes me feel mellow (makes him feel mello
w)
Whiskey's too rough, champagne costs too much, vodka puts my mouth in gear
This little refrain should help me explain as a matter of fact i like beer
(he likes beer)

My wife often frowns when we're out on the town
And i'm wearing a suit and a tie
She's sipping vermouth and she thinks i'm uncouth
When i yell as the waiter goes by

(Chorus)

Last night i dreamed that i passed from the scene
And i went to a place so sublime
Aw, the water was clear and tasted like beer
Then they turned it all into wine

I like beer. it makes me a jolly good fellow
I like beer. it helps me unwind and sometimes it makes me feel mellow (makes him feel mello
w)
Whiskey's too rough, champagne costs too much, and vodka puts my mouth in gear
Aw, this little refrain should help me explain as a matter of fact i love beer
(yes, he likes beer)



8962. I Like Being Left Alone

Robbie Fulks - I Like Being Left Alone

I like being left alone
I like chocolate pie, clear blue sky
A glass of Côtes du Rhône
I like summer, I like fall
I like music, but most of all
I like being left alone
Talkin' about sales reps
Talkin' about the government
Talkin' about the children
I'm talkin' about you, you, you
My time is like a sweet plum
Everybody wants some
I'd rather be lonesome
I'd rather be blue
I like being left alone
Keeping well away from the P.D.A
The traffic and the telephone
I don't care how little, how much I earn
If I could get one thing in return
I just like being left alone
We don't have to sit and hold hands
You've already got the gold band
You say I'm talking like an old man
And maybe that's true
What's the harm to sit and think some
Add words of little wisdom
You can paint the town crimson
I'll just stay blue

8963. I Like It

Dixie Chicks - I Like It

Some people think I'm crazy
But try to understand
I get satisfaction
Out of everything I can
The losers and the winners
The laughter and the tears
The noises of the day to day
Is music to my ears
And I like it
Yeah I like it, whooa

Gonna live it up this time



And dance like the song is never ending
Gonna get so high tonight
You won't be able to bring me down
Cause I like it
Yeah, I like it

Driving down the highway
The wind is in my hair
And if I hit a traffic jam
I swear that I won't care
Living the lows
Makes the highs that much higher
And the sun will shine through
The smoke and fire of love
Whooa, love
Whooa

Gonna ride this merry-go-round
And dance like the night is never ending
Gonna get so high on life
You won't be able to bring me down
Cause I like it
Yeah, I like it
Oh, baby, I like it
Whooa, I like it

A sea couldn't wash away
The happiness I've come to find since love
Has taught me how to break
Break these chains that hold me back

Noisy streets and the sleepy bars
And the neon signs and the rusty cars
How many nights have I wondered how
One goes through life without seeing the beauty of love
Whooa, the beauty of love
Whooa

Gonna live it up in this town
And dance like the song is never ending
Gonna get so high tonight
You won't be able to bring me down

And I like it
Yeah, I like it
Whooa, baby, I like it
Oh, yeah, I like it

8964. I Like It When You re Home

I Like It When You re Home
Della Mae



[Verse 1]
So many things to say I did
But I got money in my pocket and you in my head
Got the last ticket on the highway to home
And I don't need anybody else anymore

[Chorus]
And I said "Baby, baby
You know I like it when you're home."
And I said "Baby, baby
You know I like it, oh I like it, oh yeah I like it when you're home."

[Verse 2]
Sunny days are here and the sky is blue
We don't need anybody to tell us what to do
Get into sunset, we can sit in the yard
And watch the clouds as eternity stars

[Chorus]
And I said "Baby, baby
You know I like it when you're home"
And I said "Baby, baby
You know I like it, oh I like it, oh yeah I likR it"

[Bridge]
You're gone for the spring
Lord, how did it gRt this way
But now I'm home now baby
Maybe we can waste this
Maybe we can waste this
Beautiful, beautiful day
Beautiful, beautiful day
Beautiful, beautiful day

[Verse 3]
You know I'm hoping to take the day off
Drive north baby, and find a little spot
Come on darling, we'll sit by a lake
If this is what love is, we're gonna make it

[Chorus]
And I said "Baby, baby
You know I like it when you're home"
And I said "Baby, baby
You know I like it, oh I like it, oh yeah I like it"

[Chorus]
Baby, baby
You know I like it when you're home
And I said "Baby, baby
You know I like it, oh I like it when you're home"



8965. I Like My Chicken Fryin' Size - Chords

I Like My Chicken Fryin' Size
Written and recorded by Merle Travis

C                      A7          D7                   G7        C
Well I like my chicken fryin' size when they're hangin' around my pen
                        A7        D7               G7
Young and tender not so wise like some old stewing hen
C                         F      D7                  G7
Because she's done seen a lot of ever rooster in the flock
     F               C      D7        G7               C
So I like my chicken fryin' size when I get my skillet hot
                       A7          D7           G7       C
Well I like my chicken fryin' size chicken just can't be beat
                         A7           D7                    G7
Nothing in the world can satisfy like that good old chicken meat
C                            F    D7                    G7
Now the south has brought to fame that frying chicken's name
    F                  C      D7             G7            C
But any little chicken fryin' size is pretty well near the same
                       A7     D7             G7          C
Well I like my chicken fryin' size and I bet that you'll agree
                         A7         D7               G7
I heard a little chicken passing by sure looks heavenly
C                       F    D7                      G7
From the day that I was born until Gabriel blows his horn
     F                  C      D7           G7                  C
If I don't like chicken fryin' size brother roasting ears ain't corn
Repeat #1

8966. I Like The Christian Life

I Like The Christian Life

My buddies tell me that I should have waited
They say I'm missing a whole world of fun
But I am happy and I sing with pride
I like the christian life

I won't lose a friends by heeding God's call
For what is a friend who'd want me to fall
Otheres find pleasure in things I despise
I like the christian life

My buddies shun me since I turned to Jesus
But I am happy though it burdens my soul
And I'll try to lead them to walk in the night
I like the christian life



8967. I Like The Christian Life - Chords

I Like The Christian Life
Written and recorded by the Louvin Brothers 
[3/4 time]

F C        G7        C
I like the Christian life

           G7           C
My buddies tell me that I should have waited 
             G7        D7             G7
They say I'm missing a whole world of fun 
C        G7        C           F
But I am happy and I sing with pride 
  C        G7        C
I like the Christian life
 
  G7                     F             C
I won't lose a friend by heeding God's call 
    G7                     F           G7
For what is a friend who'd want you to fall 
C           G7           C          F
Others find pleasures in things I despise 
  C        G7        C
I like the Christian life
 
           G7            C
My buddies shun me since I turned to Jesus 
            G7        D7             G7
But I still love them they burden my heart
C           G7           C           F
I'll try to lead them to walk in the light
  C        G7        C
I like the Christian life

Repeat #2

8968. I Like the Way You Cook

Tim O'Brien - I Like the Way You Cook

I like the way you cook, the whole production
How you serve it up, the whole seduction of the
Color and the smell, the presentation of the
Texture on the tongue, I get impatient
To taste a little more, little more, little more, a little more

I like to watch you stir, I like the motion of your
Side to side, the locomotion of your
Up and down, you got me groovin'
To every little lick, I watch you stir
A little more, little more, little more, little more, a little more



I know I could learn if you showed me how
I'd put on the apron, start right now
I'd measure the spices, do all the prep
Just to be there beside you step by step

I like the way you talk, you're in the kitchen
Stirrin' up the sauce, you're reminiscin'
You move across the floor, you know I'm watchin'
I read between the lines, I want to watch
A little more, little more, little more, little more, a little more

8969. I Like To Feel Pretty Inside

Tom T Hall - I Like To Feel Pretty Inside

[Verse 1:]
A mink wears a mink coat the whole year around
Even when he is not going to town
A skunk has a stripped coat, it's pretty he thinks
Although we all know he stinks
An elephant has hide as hard as a rock
A zebra has stripes and the leopard has spots
Sometimes I'm sad when I look at my hide
But I'd rather feel pretty inside

[Chorus:]
I like to feel pretty inside, don't you?
I like being kind and I like being true
I like to like me when I close my eyes
I like to feel pretty inside, oh, I like to feel pretty inside

[Verse 2:]
If a mink wore a fur coat the whole year around
If he had to wear it when he went to town
If a skunk had a red coat and smell like a rose
Do you think he'd turn up his nose?
If elephants have fur as likely as not
A leopard would have stripes and the zebra have spots
I guess it would be great to have a new hide
But I'd rather feel pretty inside

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
I like to feel pretty inside, don't you?
I like being kind and I like being true
I like to like me



8970. I Like To Feel Pretty Inside - Chords

I Like To Feel Pretty Inside
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                            F          C
A mink wears a mink coat the whole year around
                D7           G7
Even when he is not going to town
  C                             F         C
A skunk has a striped coat it's pretty he thinks
            G7          C
Although we all know he stinks
                        F         C
An elephant has hide as hard as a rock
                          D7          G7
A zebra has stripes and a leopard has spots
C                        F          C
Sometimes I'm sad when I look at my hide
                    G7       C
But I'd rather feel pretty inside
               F        C
I like to feel pretty inside don't you
  G7                    C
I like being kind and I like being true
                       F          C
I like to like me when I close my eyes
               G7       C
I like to feel pretty inside
F    C            G7       C
Oh I like to feel pretty inside
                               F          C
If a mink wore a mink coat the whole year around
                          D7         G7
If he had to wear it when he went to town
     C                        F              C
If a skunk had a red coat and smelled like a rose
                  G7          C
Do you think he'd turn up his nose
                         F         C
If elephants have fur as likely as not
                                   D7         G7
A leopard would have stripes and a zebra have spots
  C                          F          C
I guess it would be great to have a new hide
                    G7       C
But I'd rather feel pretty inside
repeat #3

8971. I Like To Hear 'em Preaching - Chords

I Like To Hear 'em Preaching
Recorded by Jimmy Martin



Written by Jimmy Martin and Paul Williams

C                            F               C
I like to hear  em preaching I like hear  em pray
                              D7                  G7
I like to hear  em talk about the good ol' gospel way
     C                          F                 C
They read it from the bible and they all began to shout
                                   G7                 C
And I'm convinced that's one thing that we can't live without

                    F                   C
I was a nonbeliever I didn't believe in God
                         D7              G7
I was always sinning and on this earth I trod
      C                    F        C
Since I'm bound in sinners I'm not alone
                          G7              C
Salvation is the only way that we can get home

Repeat #1

                             F            C
I sit way back in the church and I bow my head
                                 D7              G7
And when they start to praying I do just as they bid
     C                          F                 C
Well I never even close my eyes I listen to their prayers
                                G7          C
And since that time I found out God is everywhere

Repeat #1
 
                                     F               C
There's people who look for bargains downtown in the stores
                             D7                 G7
Denying God in His glory and all that He stands for
  C                               F                  C
I don't know about deductions but there's one that I know
                             G7            C
Well God's your only bargain as you onward go  

Repeat #1

8972. I Like To Sleep Late In The Morning

Jerry Jeff Walker - I Like To Sleep Late In The Morning
David Bromberg

[Verse 1]
Some gal told me today
"Boy you're wasting your life away"
Said "It's a bad way you spend your time



"Boy you're never gonna make a dime"

[Chorus]
I like to sleep late in the morning
I don't like to wear no shoes
Make love to the women
While I'm living
Get drunk from a bottle of booze

[Verse 2]
No this can't go on
To get up each day at dawn
Get a job and do it right
You're back to bed every single night

[Chorus]
But I like to sleep late in the morning
I don't like to wear no shoes
Make love to the women
While I'm living
Get drunk from a bottle of booze

[Verse 3]
A lot's waitin' for me
Straight is how how I could be
Smiling all the time
I got my hair cut and my shoes shined

[Chorus]
But I like to sleep late in the morning
I don't like to wear no shoes
Make love to the women
While I'm living
Get drunk from a bottle of booze

[Verse 4]
A gal told me today (What'd she say?)
"Boy, you're wasting you life away" (Oy vey)
She said "It's bad, bad the way you spend your time
"You're never gonna make a dime"

[Chorus]
But I like to sleep late in the morning
I don't like to wear no shoes
Make love to the women
While I'm living
Get drunk from a bottle of booze
[Outro]
Yeah I like to sleep late in the morning
I don't like to wear no shoes
Make love to the women
While I'm swimming
Get drunk from a bottle of booze
I like to sleep late in the morning
I don't like to wear no shoes
Make love to the women
While I'm swimming



And then get drunk from a bottle of booze

8973. I Like Trains

I Like Trains
The Grascals - I Like Trains

[Verse 1]
Now I remember when those bright
And shiny rims I'm talking about them
C and those tracks but I remember that
Old train and rolling down the main I'd
Watch her from the front door of our shack
Well I said some day I rise across those
Upcross highs and see all the place out in
The wide now I've been up and down and
I've seen every town it takes a big black train
To free my mind

[Chorus]
All the boxes come as they
Rebel as they cross the rail ends small towns
They all look the same with those big rims are
Rolling that long some whistle blowing I'll ride
Them all the time cause I like trains

[Verse 2]
That whistle cross my mind cause every time it
Winds something in the sense come on let's
Ride now the lonesome in my soul it begs me
Come and go it's the only thing that keeps me
Satisfied well I guess I'll be the same as long as
There's a train or till I get to hop on board right
Now I'm making time out on that Southern line
Just made my own guitar in my mood

[Chorus]
All the boxes they carry they
Rebel as they cross the rail ends small towns
They all look the same with those big rims are
Rolling that long some whistle blowing I'll ride
Them all the time cause I like trains well I ride
Along all the time cause I like trains

8974. I Live For Him He Died For Me - Chords

I Live For Him He Died For Me
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Louis Thomas Botkin, Kevin R. Denny, Mike Rogers 



C               G7            C
I have a friend whose name is Jesus
                G7             C
He's the Son of God my guiding light
                       F              C
And I've read the Book that tells His story
               G7      C    C7
How He gave me eternal life

     F               C
On a hill where they nailed Him
     G7            C  C7
To a cross at Calvary
         F                 Am
Shed His blood said Father forgive them
  F        C   G7          C
I live for Him He died for me

               G7         C
I know one day I'll go to meet Him
        G7                     C
See His face touch His healing hands
            F             C
But for now I'll toil and labor
                     G7        C     C7
Till all that's lost will understand

Repeat #2

C7       F                 Am
Shed His blood said Father forgive them
  F        C   G7          C
I live for Him He died for me

8975. I Live In The Past

Bill Monroe - I Live in the Past

The day's are so lonely the night are so long
Our home is a prison since you are gone
And I'll always wonder why our love didn't last
With no hope for tomorrow I'll live in the past

A door that won't knock a phone that don't ring
The postman goes by and he don't leave a thing
A pain in my heart and tears in my eyes
My sweetheart has gone I'm left here to cry

I'm the biggest pretender you ever could see
I pretend you still love me false love couldn't be
And then I remember and I know that its true
For your with another and I know I've lost you



I'll just go on dreaming sweet dreams of the past
Of when you still love me and I thought it would last
But life is so short and time moves so fast
I'll never forget you as I live in the past

8976. I Live On A Battlefield

Nanci Griffith - I Live on a Battlefield

I live on a battlefield
Surrounded by the ruins of a love we built
And then destroyed between us, the smoke has cleared
As I stumble through the rubble, I'm dazed and seein' double 
And I'm truly mystified

[Chorus:]
My new home is a shell-hole
Filled with tears and muddy water
And bits of broken heart
All around there is desolation
And scenes of devastation 
Of a love being torn apart
I live on a battlefield
I live on a battlefield

I live on a battlefield
The one where not one single drop of blood has spilled
Is no less horrifying, sweet memories
Of a bygone situation
Now shattered, Lord and battered
Lies scattered all around

My new home is a shell-hole
Filled with tears and muddy water
Yes, and the bits of broken heart
All around, there is desolation
And scenes of devastation 
Of a love being torn apart
I live on a battlefield
I live on a battlefield
I live on a battlefield

Everything that can and has gone wrong
( I live on a battlefield )
It's gonna take spine to carry on
( I live on a battlefield )
Like a drownin' man comin' up for air
( I live on a battlefield )

I'm lookin' for another survivor
But I can't see one anywhere



My new home
(My home, is filled with muddy water )
All around
(All around, there's bits of broken heart)
My world
(My world )
Is one of desolation, and scenes of devastation
There is no consolation, for a love been torn apart

I live on a battlefield 
I live on a battlefield, battlefield 
I live on a battlefield 
(My home, is filled with muddy water) 
I live on a battlefield, battlefield
I live on a battlefield
(All around, there's bits of broken heart)
I live on a battlefield, battlefield
I live on a battlefield,
(My home, is filled with muddy water )

8977. I Long For The Hills

I Long For The Hills
Hot Rize

I saw a man a - walkin'
His hands were in his pocket
His head was hangin', lookin' at his feet 

Well he looked up and saw me
And asked me for a quarter
Or if I knew a good cheap place to eat 

Well I just shrugged my shoulders
Said, "If I could help you brother
I wouldn't be out walkin' on the street 

With nothin' more to say
Just turned and walked away
Hopin' for a richer man to meet. 

   I long for the old home
   I long for the hills
   Swingin' on the front porch
   Lord knows I ain't had my fill. 

Well I left home at fifteen
With a guitar and a dream
And a heart that needs learnin' more of life 

I never had a job long
I never was the kind
To settle down forever with a wife 



I may have met some men
That you read about in books
And there were times that I was livin' right 

But I ain't got much to show
Here livin' on skid row
No one to help this old man through the night.

8978. I Long To See The Old Folks

I Long to See the Old Folks 
Stanley Brothers

How I long to see the old folks
Back home down on the farm
Hear the whippoorwills call at twilight
There I'm safe and secure from all harm 
 
CHORUS:  
Oh I see the lamplight shinin'
To light my way back home 
How I long to see the old folks
How I long to be back home
 
There's a cabin way down in old Virginia
Where the mockingbirds sing all day long 
Where the bees feed on the wildflowers 
Two old folks are waiting alone
 
There s a brook runnin' through the old plantation
Neath the shade trees where I played as a lad
Where the cool southern breeze played the music
At the old home with Mother and Dad

8979. I Look for Love

Rodney Crowell - I Look for Love

Why did she wear that dress tonight?
Why did she bring that stranger
She looks put out in party lights
Which leaves us all in danger
When she drops her perfumed hanky
I look for love (repeat 4 times)
I hate the way they carry on
These fashion consultations
Do all the wires we sing along
Require such insulation



Fused with fear or charged with anger
I look for love (repeat 4 times)
No innocence I can claim
No treasure of stolen hearts
In the mirror I look the same
A toy soldiers with missing parts
She's adding up those second looks
While he collects advances
Like thumbing through those dirty books
They estimate their chances
When the parking lot is empty
I look for love (repeat 4 times)

8980. I Lost It

Lucinda Williams - I Lost It

I think I lost it
Let me know if you come across it
Let me know if I let it fall
Along a back road somewhere

Money can't replace it
No memory can erase it
And I know I'm never gonna find
Another one to compare

Give me some love to fill me up
Give me some time give me some stuff
Give me a sign give me some kind of reason
Are you heavy enough to make me stay
I feel like I might blow away
I thought I was in heaven
But I was only dreaming

I think I lost it
Let me know if you come across it
Let me know if I let it fall
Along a back road somewhere

Money can't replace it
No memory can erase it
And I know I'm never gonna find
Another one to compare

I just wanna live the life I please
I don't want no enemies
I don't want nothing if I have to fake it
Never take nothing don't belong to me

Everything's paid for nothing is free
If I give my heart
Will you promise not to break it



I think I lost it
Let me know if you come across it
Let me know if I let it fall
Along a back road somewhere

Money can't replace it
No memory can erase it
And I know I'm never gonna find
Another one to compare

Money can't replace it
No memory can erase it
And I know I'm never gonna find
Another one to compare

8981. I Lost My Job Of Loving You

Buddy Miller & Jim Lauderdale - I Lost My Job Of Loving You

All sorts of things
Get in the way
To cross that line
Into the blue
I lost the job of loving you

Hugh, hugh, hughhh, hugh, hugh
Hugh, hugh, hughhh, hugh, hugh
And guitar solo

A man will live
And make mistakes
I'll have to live with what I made
It kills it that
I'm such a fool
I lost the job of loving you

I got the time to second guess
I get by on less and less
So many days
To think it through
I lost the job of loving you

Hugh, hugh, hughhh, hugh, hugh
Hugh, hugh, hughhh, hugh, hugh

I lost the job of loving you
I lost the job of loving you
I lost the job of loving you
I lost the job of loving you



8982. I Love

Tom T Hall - ...I Love

I love little baby ducks
Old pickup trucks
Slow moving trains
And rain
I love little country streams
Sleep without dreams
Sunday school in May
And hay
And I love you, too!
I love leaves in the wind
Pictures of my friends
Birds of the world
And squirrels
I love coffee in a cup
Little fuzzy pups
Bourbon in a glass
And grass
And I love you, too!
I love honest open smiles
Kisses from a child
Tomatoes on the vine
And onions
I love winners when they cry
Losers when they try
And music when it's good
And life
And I love you, too!

8983. I Love

I Love
Tom T. Hall

[Verse 1]
I love little baby ducks, old pick-up trucks
Slow movin' trains and rain
I love little country streams, sleep without dreams
Sunday school in May and hay

[Chorus]
And I love you too

[Verse 2]
I love leaves in the wind, pictures of my friends
Birds of the world and squirrels



I love coffee in a cup, little fuzzy pups
Bourbon in a glass and grass

[Chorus]
And I love you too

[Verse 3]
I love honest open smiles, kisses from a child
Tomatoes on the vine and onions
I love winners when they cry, losers when they try
Music when it's good and life

[Chorus]
And I love you too

8984. I Love

I Love
Larry Groce

I love the sky that gives away the light of day.
I love the rain that falls without my askin'.
I love the land that nurtures me when I fall down.
I love them trees that rise above this sandy ground.

I love the bird that sings for me before the dawn.
I love the dog that plays without suspectin'.
I love the cat that looks for me when I am gone.
I love the deer that stands beside his speckled fawn.

Ooh...

I love the eyes that look at me and not my clothes.
I love the hands that reach out without grabbin'.
I love the face that looks ahead and not behind.
I love the heart that understands the body and the mind.

Ooh...

I love the man who does not tell me what I am.
I love the man who knows his way is only one.
I love the man who don't know all the answers yet.
I love that man who thinks a better world will come.

I love that man who thinks a better world will come.

Ooh...



8985. I Love A Rainy Night

Eddie Rabbit
I Love A Rainy Night

Well, I love a rainy night
I love a rainy night
I love to hear the thunder
Watch the lightning
When it lights up the sky
You know it makes me feel good

Well, I love a rainy night
It's such a beautiful sight
I love to feel the rain
On my face
Taste the rain on my lips
In the moonlight shadow

Showers washed
All my cares away
I wake up to a sunny day
'Cos I love a rainy night
Yeah, I love a rainy night
Well, I love a rainy night
Well, I love a rainy night

Ooh-ooh

I love a rainy night
I love a rainy night
I love to hear the thunder
Watch the lightning
When it lights up the sky
You know it makes me feel good

Well, I love a rainy night
It's such a beautiful sight
I love to feel the rain
On my face
To taste the rain on my lips
In the moonlight shadows

Puts a song
In this heart of mine
Puts a smile on my face every time

'Cos I love a rainy night
Yeah, I love a rainy night
Ooh, I love a rainy night
Yeah, I love a rainy night

Ooh-ooh

[Instrumental Interlude]

Showers washed



All my cares away
I wake up to a sunny day
'Cos I love a rainy night
Yeah, I love a rainy night
Well, I love a rainy night
I love a rainy night
Well, I love a rainy night
You can see it in my eyes
Yeah, I love a rainy night
Well, it makes me high
Ooh, I love a rainy night
You know I do, yeah, yeah
I love a rainy night

I love a rainy night
You can see it in my eyes.

8986. I Love God's Way Of Living - Chords

I Love God's Way Of Living
Recorded by White Mountain Bluegrass
Written by Ira Louvin and Charlie Louvin 

G
I was on the sea of death drifting onward to distress
                                  D7
Didn't think I needed Jesus in my soul
           G
I couldn't bear to lose my pride thought that I was satisfied
                        D7                 G
Praise His holy name He found and saved my soul

Oh I love (oh yes I love) God's way of living
                                   D7
I'm so thankful I accepted when He called
        G
He will keep me out of jail He has saved my soul from hell
                    D7             G
I love God's way of living best of all (best of all)

                      
Many times I went in debt for the drink I could not quit
                                       D7
And old Satan urged me on to break the law
        G
Tore my little home apart broke my dad and mothers heart
                        D7             G
Now I love God's way of living best of all

Oh I love (oh yes I love) God's way of living
                                   D7
I'm so thankful I accepted when He called
        G



He will keep me out of jail He has saved my soul from hell
                    D7             G
I love God's way of living best of all (best of all)

8987. I Love How You Love Me - Chords

I Love How You Love Me
Recorded by Bobby Vinton
Written by Larry Kolber and Barry Mann 

G7              C                       Am
I love how your eyes close whenever you kiss me
             F                            G7
And when I'm away from you I love how you miss me
           C                             Am
I love the way you always treat me tenderly
            F           G7             C
But darling most of all I love how you love me
 
G7              C                      Am
I love how your heart beats whenever I hold you
               F                         G7
I love how you think of me without being told to
           C                              Am
I love the way your touch is always heavenly
            F           G7             C
But darling most of all I love how you love me
G7         C                              Am
I love the way your touch is always heavenly
            F           G7             C
But darling most of all I love how you love me
               Am                    F
I love how you hug me I love how you squeeze me tease me please me
             G7                     C
Love how you love me I love how you love me
 
  Am
I love how you love me  
  F
I love how you love me
  G7           C
I love how you love me

8988. I Love It Loud

I Love It Loud
Hayseed Dixie

Stand up, you don't have to be afraid, get down - love is like a hurricane



Street boy, no I never could be tamed, better believe it
Guilty 'til I'm proven innocent, whiplash, heavy metal accident
Rock on, I wanna be President, 'cos (I love it)

Chorus:
I love it loud, I wanna hear it loud, right between the eyes
Loud, I wanna hear it loud, I don't want to compromise

Turn it up, hungry for the medicine, two fisted to the very end
No more treated like aliens, we're not gonna take it

No lies, no more alibis, turn it up, it's got me hypnotized
Rock on, I won't be tranquilized, 'cos (I love it)

chorus repeats 2x

Headlines jungle is the only rule, front page roar of the nation cool
Turn it up, this is my attitude, take it or leave it

chorus repeats out [both lines 'I love it loud, ...']

8989. I Love Lucy Brown - Chords

I Love Lucy Brown
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Dallas Frazier

C                  C7                F
They tell me Homer Jones was huntin' bears
       C                                   G7
When a big ole grizzly killed his favorite hound
    C                C7               F
The grapevine says a mob has plans of burning down our town
             C        G7                C
But it don't worry me cause I love Lucy Brown
  G7                          F               C
I sifted many hearts before I found a perfect pearl
   D7                                        G7
To hold my hand while travelin' through this world
   C                C7              F
So let the sun come up and shine or let the sun go down
         C        G7                C
It don't worry me cause I love Lucy Brown
                  C7             F
Received a letter from the folks today
C                                 G7
Locusts eat the corn crops to the ground
    C             C7                  F
The morning paper said that beef went up ten cents a pound
             C        G7                C
But it don't worry me cause I love Lucy Brown
Repeat #2
                  G7                C



It don't worry me cause I love Lucy Brown

8990. I Love My Job

I love my job
Yonder Mountain String Band

I get up every morning at the crack of dawn
I jump in my pickup and poof, I'm gone
'Cause I drive like a fool, like some bat out of hell
To get to work for some two-dollar bill

Chorus:
I love my job, I love my job
Just sign my paycheck, I love my job

Bossman chews my ass if I'm late
Hot cup of coffee, it's a quarter to eight
Hey, whistle's blowing boys, quit standing still
Work like a dog for that two-dollar bill

[ Chorus ]

Two dollar boy, two dollar shoes
Blue collar boy's got the blue collar blues

[ Chorus ]

Oh Lord mighty, is it lunch break yet
Cold meatloaf sandwich and a cigarrette
Bossman: why on earth ain't you done;
You sorer than hell cause you ain't working none

[ Chorus ]

Now two boy, two dollar shoes
Blue collar boy's got the blue collar blues

[ Chorus ]

Well the company ladder, it's a long hard climb
And I love my job right about quitting time
I'm on my way up, but I'm too broke to tell
'Cause I work like a fool for some two-dollar bill

[ Chorus ]

Now two boy, two dollar shoes
Blue collar boy's got the blue collar blues

Just sign my paycheck, I love my job



8991. I Love My Tribe

I Love My Tribe
Donna the Buffalo

See the world from the shape that I'm in
See the love that put me here
Like a square peg trying to bend
Got to make it through that circle again
Wasted time on the worries I keep
I trust the signs only now and then
I put my faith yeah in those I believe
Yeah I believe in the love of a friend

Chorus:
You might say it's like sitting in the front seat
Driving in your favorite car
Well mine was stolen it was not broken
Now I'm looking for another one
I love my tribe (yeah, yeah)
I love my tribe (yeah, yeah)
I love my tribe (yeah, yeah)
I love my tribe
Straight ahead now I'm blowing off steam
Straight up yeah shooting from the inside
Lookout oh yeah I'm picking up steam
Wide open with the heartache of a lifetime

Bridge:
Winding up the road
I'm searching for a gear that climbs
Well no brakes are gonna stop
This heart from beating out of time

8992. I Love Nickels And Dimes

Robbie Fulks - (I Love) Nickels and Dimes

I got a spring in my footstep
Hot dog, I'm looking all right
I got a burning feeling
Way down in my pocket tonight
Shakin' in my pants like thunder
Don't they just sparkle and shine
Traveling everywhere I go
And I love, love, love nickels and dimes
Some, they like folded money
Clipped tight like their fat neckties
Quarters they can take to the laundry



But I think they're just a bit outsized
Ooh, I gotta stick my hand down
I gotta touch 'em from time-to-time
Coolest little things I know
And I love, love, love nickels and dimes
Shiny as a red-hot coal
Smooth as a riverbed stone
My gal, she clutches a roll
Until I get her back home
Then she gives me five-cent kisses
Ooh, and I like that kind
I can get a whole lot more
And I love, love, love nickels and dimes

8993. I Love No One But You - Chords

I Love No One But You 
The Stanley Brothers
 
[Intro]
G G G G
D D G G
 
[Verse 1]
G
Now tonight as I write this note to you
G       D            G
There's sorrow in my heart
G
I hate to say goodbye my dear
G        D
But it's better that we part
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Don't think that I've grown tired of you
G  C              G
Or found somebody new
G
For you were all I've ever had
G     D               G
And I love no one but you
 
 
[Instrumental]
G G G G
C C G G
G G D G
D D G G
 
 
[Verse 2]



G
Now when you read this note my dear
G C                G
I hope you'll understand
G
And think of the one that loves you best
D                   G
This broken hearted man
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Don't think that I've grown tired of you
G  C              G
Or found somebody new
G
For you were all I've ever had
G     D               G
And I love no one but you
 
 
[Instrumental]
G G G G
C C G G
G G G G
D D G G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G   C           G
Now that I have loved and lost
G C                G
I hope you're satisfied
G
It'll be so hard to go through this world
D                     G
With a broken heart inside
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Don't think that I've grown tired of you
G  C              G
Or found somebody new
G
For you were all I've ever had
G     D               G
And I love no one but you
 
 
[Instrumental]
G G G G
C C G G
G G G G
D D G G
 
 



[Chorus]
G
Don't think that I've grown tired of you
G  C              G
Or found somebody new
G
For you were all I've ever had
G     D               G
And I love no one but you

8994. I Love Only You

I Love Only You
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: SCHLITZ, DON / LOGGINS, DAVID

I like to drink my beer
Spend time with the boys
After work, to down a few
Is something I enjoy
And sometimes I stay out too late,
Yes I know it's true
But I love only you.

And I like to take life easy
Work out in the yard
Sleep late on the weekends
After an all-night game of cards
And drivin' my old Chevy
On a Sunday afternoon
But I love only you
I like my old guitar

And I'd like to be a star and shine on you
I'd like to write a song
The whole world could sing along about

I love only you
I like my old memories
The girls I used to know
Some of them still have a place
My mind likes to go

Of all the ones I've cared for
Lord knows that's been a few
But I love only you
Ah, Honey, I love only you.



8995. I Love The Blues And The Boogie Woogie - Chords

I Love The Blues And The Boogie Woogie
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Darrell Statler

C                   F                    C
Hot dang I love the blues and the boogie woogie
                    F                    C
Hot dang I love the blues and the boogie woogie
   D#                      F
It puts you in a groove it makes you move
       D#                         F         G7
It's a darn right thrill that you can't sit still
    C               F                    C
Hot dang I love the blues and the boogie woogie
                      F        C                G7
They play good boogie woogie a down at Rambling Rose
   C                 F              G7
On Saturday nights I go dancin' and steppin' on pretty girls toes
        C              F             C                 G7
Well my body begins to tingle when I hear those bluesy songs
         C           F                 G7
When the band starts winding up Lord I know where my heart belongs
repeat #1
                                F           C                    G7
Well if you want some real good living then girl come along with me
     C                     F                    G7
I've gotta feeling you can have some fun if you let your soul run free
     C                 F               C                   G7
They build a fire with music when they play country rock'n roll
         C                   F
Well you feel like you never felt before 
         G7
Cause it burns right through your soul
repeat #1
                    F                    C
Hot dang I love the blues and the boogie woogie
                    F                    C
Hot dang I love the blues and the boogie woogie
                    F                    C
Hot dang I love the blues and the boogie woogie
                    F                    C
Hot dang I love the blues and the boogie woogie

8996. I Love The Hymns They Sang At Mother's Grave - Chords

I Love the Hymns They Sang at Mother's Grave 
Written and recorded by Carl Story
 
G                              D7             G
When the cold wind through the pines begin to blow 
                                       D7



And the shadows beam across my path to fall
      G                              C
And I seem to lose the spirit of the grave
       D7                                   G
Then I sing the hymns they sang at mother's grave
 
                         D7               G
Oh I love the hymns they sang at mother's grave
                                            D7
And I'll always sing them on life's darkest days
         G                                C
It's the only thing I find that can bring cheer
        D7                             G
To that awful sight that is so sad and gray
 
                        D7             G
Oh my father's life was broken on that day
                                        D7
With his head bowed down I saw him walk away
       G                                C
God in heaven only knows the times I've cried
          D7                          G
Since the hour that my darling mother died
 
                         D7               G
Oh I love the hymns they sang at mother's grave
                                            D7
And I'll always sing them on life's darkest days
         G                                C
It's the only thing I find that can bring cheer
        D7                             G
To that awful sight that is so sad and gray

                         D7             G
Oh I love the hymns they sang at mother grave

8997. I Love The Way That You've Been Lovin' Me - Chords

I Love The Way That You've Been Lovin' Me
Recorded by Roy Drusky
Written by Ricci Mareno and Gordon Galbraith

 D7                  G7                 C
(I love the way that you've been lovin' me)
                                 F
I know this may not come as a surprise
    G7                             C
You surely must have seen it in my eyes
A7                        Dm
Darlin' it's plain as can be
           D7                          Dm G7
I love the way that you've been lovin' me
C                                           F



There's so much that my heart would like to say
    G7                                C
And though my lips have never found a way
A7                        Dm
Each touch explains tenderly
  D7                G7                 C
I love the way that you've been lovin' me
F          G7         C
Others may search for heaven
    F       G7           C
But darlin' I just can't see
F            G7         C     Am
Why I should search for heaven
D7                          Dm G7
When heaven is mine constantly
       C                              F
Though I've become a prisoner of your love
  G7                                C
I swear by all the stars that shine above
A7                 Dm
I never want to be free
  D7                G7                 C
I love the way that you've been lovin' me
A7                 Dm
I never want to be free
  D7                G7                 C
I love the way that you've been lovin' me

8998. I Love This Town

Nanci Griffith - I Love This Town

I love this town like an unmade bed
I love this town of the living dead
I love this town gonna paint it red
If I can spare a minute

I love this town where curtains twitch
Where this door scratches next door's itch
It's a pantomime at fever pitch
And we can all be in it

People here are large as life
They know the whole world and his wife
From a razor's edge to a kitchen knife
They'll be glad to help you

I love this town of hidden charms
Where no one means you any harm
And if you sleep through false alarms
No one here would blame you

I love this town on the beaten track



Where nothing slips between the cracks
Her rent's arrears his heart attack
Now isn't that a shame

Everyone's friendly to your face
And everybody knows their place
As long as you respect their space 
You won't have to worry 

The town hall clock is calling out
It's rush hour on the roundabout
Now I know without a doubt
It's the place for me

I love this town the dirty streets
It's a merry-go-round with broken seats
Where silk and lace and satin sheets
Are only dirty washing

I love this town down on its knees
It's going under by degrees
Still we can do just as we please
As long as no one's watching

I love this town, I love this town
I love this town, I love this town

8999. I Love To Do What I Love To - Chords

I Love To Do What I Love To
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Bobby Fisher and Chris Blake

C
Down in old Mexico  
F                        C
Where I was running from life
                        G7
I brought the love of a lady 
                        C
And went to pay for the night
        
She laughed and said keep your money
F                   C
It just wouldn't be right 
                     G7
I must have looked unbelieving
                     C
Then she said with a smile
                           
I love to do what I love to 
F                C
And that gets me through



                   F C
I take life like a river 
D7               G7
Running easy and smooth
                    C
I love to do what I love to 
F                       C
I like to live with the truth
             F
I love to do what I love to do 
G7                C
And I love loving you
                       
Before I knew I ask her 
F                   C
To come away in the night
                      G7
And on a farm in west Texas 
                  C
We can make a new life
                            
After all of them hard times 
F               C
She stood by my side
                    G7
And here's what she told me 
                C
Each time I ask why
Repeat #2
G7              C
Life was easy together 
F                    C
As the years slipped away
                   G7
And I cried like a baby 
                     C
By the bed where she lay
                                
I said honey how will I make it 
F               C
If He calls you away
                    G7
I can still see her smiling face 
                     C
I can still hear her say
                           
Just do what you love to do
F                       C
And you know you'll get through
                 F C
Take life like a river 
D7               G7
Running easy and smooth
                C
And do what you love to 
F                 C
And live with the truth



                 F
Just do what you love to do 
G7                 C
Like I love loving you
                 F
Just do what you love to do 
G7                 C
Like I love loving you

9000. I Love To Sing - Chords

I Love To Sing
recorded by Vernon Oxford 

C                                  F
I love to sing sing sing I love to sing
C                              G7
Sing about the beauty in God's plan
         C                         F
I love to sing sing sing  I love to sing
C         G7          C
Singing a song I understand
                                   F
Early in the morning at the first dawning
  C                    G7
I hear the beauty in a song
         C                            F
When the birds start singing when the hills start ringing
C            G7            C
Inviting the world to sing along
                                    F
The majestic mountains overflowing fountains
C                            G7
God paints a picture of pure love
         C                      F
In every flower blooming by the hour
C             G7          C
Kissed by the sunshine up above
                            F
What a revelation of God's creation
C                               G7
Singing about the beauty in the land
C                             F
Great expectation what a real sensation
C            G7                 C
He holds the world right in His hand

 Repeat #1



9001. I Love To Tell The Story - Chords

I Love To Tell The Story 
recorded by Emmylou Harris
written by Katherine Hankey and William Fisher
 
C                           F              C
I love to tell the story of unseen things above
   G7            C                      G7
Of Jesus and His glory of Jesus and his love
                   C       Am                E7
I love to tell the story because I know 'tis true
   F            C           G7               C
It satisfies my longings as nothing else can do 
 
G7                 C        F                   C
I love to tell the story  'twill be my theme in glory
                     F        C     G7      C
To tell the old  old story of Jesus and his love 
                              F           C
I love to tell the story 'tis pleasant to repeat
     G7                C                         G7
What seems each time I tell it  more wonderfully sweet
            
                   C      Am                  E7
I love to tell the story  for some have never heard
    F          C              G7             C
The message of salvation from God's own holy word 
G7                 C       F                    C
I love to tell the story  'twill be my theme in glory
                     F        C     G7      C
To tell the old  old story of Jesus and His love 
 
                              F                 C
I love to tell the story  for those who know it best
     G7            C                             G7
Seen hungering and thirsting to hear it like the rest
                       C        Am                E7
And when  in scenes of glory  I sing the new  new song
      F              C            G7            C
Twill be the old old story that I have loved so long 
  
  G7              C        F                    C
I love to tell the story  'twill be my theme in glory
                      F       C     G7      C
To tell the old  old story of Jesus and his love 
                      F       C     G7       C
To tell the old  old story of Jesus and his love

9002. I Love You

Emmylou Harris
I Love You



A man carried metal
Carried gold
More than he could handle
More than he could hold

It weighed him down
To a sand shallow grave
Where his bones were beaten
By a heat wave

While here it rains all night
And it blows a sweet breeze
I think I'll call you up
And say please, baby, please

I love you
I love you
Yeah, I love you
Yeah, I love you

Ah the dream machine
Makes it hard to see
If I could stand outside myself
And watch it come to me

I'd make the dream
Filter down to my fingers
And rip at the fool's head
And follow your scent that lingers
'Cause I love you
Yeah, I love you
I love you
Yeah, I love you

Till the crash and
The booming of the white bomb
Come sure, come soon
Come leave just one song

One song, one beat
One dust, one end, one for all
One stone for the marking
For the dream when it falls

When I love you
When I love you
Yeah, I love you
Oh yeah, I love you
I love you

9003. I Love You A Thousand Ways



Lefty Frizzell
I Love You A Thousand Ways

[Chorus]
I love you I'll prove it in days to come
I swear it's true darling you're' the' only one
I think' of you of the past and' all our fun
I love you I'll prove it in days to come

[Verse 1]
You're my darling you've been true
I should have been good to you
You're the one that's in my heart
While we're apart

[Chorus]
I'll be true I'll prove it to you some day
I love you in my heart you'll always stay
I've been so blue and lonesome all these days
I love you I'll prove it a thousand ways

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
I'll be nice and sweet to you
And no more will you be blue
I'll prove I love you every day
All kinds of ways

[Chorus]
So darling please wait please wait until I'm free
There'll be a change a great change made in me
I'll be true there never will be blue days
I love you I'll prove it a thousand ways

9004. I Love You Because

I Love You Because
Jim Reeves - Roy Acuff

I love you because you understand, dear
Every single thing I try to do
You're always there to lend a helping hand, dear
I love you most of all because you're you

No matter what the world may say about me
I know your love will always see me through
I love you for the way you never doubt me
But most of all I love you 'cause you're you

I love you because my heart is lighter
Every time I'm walking by your side
I love you because the future's brighter
The door to happiness, you open wide



No matter what the world may say about me
I know your love will always see me through
I love you for a hundred thousand reasons
But most of all I love you 'cause you're you

9005. I Love You Best Of All - Chords

I Love You Best Of All 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro]
A D E A
 
[Chorus 1]
A          D      A       E7
I love the silver in your hair
E                     A
I love the gold that lingers there
D                  A
I love to see your sweet smiling face
B7                                E7
For there is no-one can take your place
A           D         A     E7
I love your eyes your fingertips
E                   A
I love to kiss your dear sweet lips
D                  A
I love to hold you close to my heart
B7             E7          A
For I love you the best of all
 
 
[Verse 1]
A             D             A
Springtime is here with the flowers
D                A
You are my every dream
A           D             A
Gather the sweet scented flowers
B7                      E7
Down by the old village stream
 
 
[Verse 2]
A             D             A
Your eyes are bright as the sunshine
D                          C#7
Your lips are sweet as the dew
D                          A
Promise that you'll always love me
B7            E7             A
And I promise I'll always be true



 
 
[Chorus 2]
A          D      A       E7
I love the silver in your hair
E                     A
I love the gold that lingers there
D                  A
I love to see your sweet smiling face
B7                                E7   A7
For there is no-one can take your place
D           G         D     A7
I love your eyes your fingertips
A                   D
I love to kiss your dear sweet lips
G                  D
I love to hold you close to my heart
E7                 A7      D
For I love you the best of all
E7                 A7      D
For I love you the best of all

9006. I Love You For Sentimental Reasons

Linda Ronstadt - I Love You for Sentimental Reasons

I love you for sentimental reasons
I hope you do believe me
I'll give you my heart
I love you

And you alone were meant for me
Please give your loving heart to me
And say we'll never part
I think of you every morning

Dream of you every night
Darling I'm never lonely 
Whenever you're in sight
I love you for sentimental reasons

I hope you do believe me
I've given you my heart
I think of you every morning
Dream of you every night

Darling I'm never lonely 
Whenever you're in sight
I love you for sentimental reasons
I hope you do believe me
I've given you my heart



9007. I Love You I Love You - Chords

I Love You I Love You
Recorded by Barbara Mandrell and David Houston
Written by Norro Wilson and Danny Walls

G           C             G
If you only knew how much I love you
                   A7             D7
I wouldn't have to tell you every day
        G                       C
If your eyes could only see the love inside of me
      G          D7           G
You'd believe me every time I say
  D7        G
I love you  I love you
         C                                   D7
And this heart of mine can't help but let it show
                       G
(I love you I love you I love you I love you)
       C             D7               G   F
And my eyes tell you what you want to know
  G            C      G
I wish I could say in some other way
                        A7            D7
That your sweet love is all I'll ever need
      G                      C
There may be other words but all I've ever heard
        G          D7                G
Are the words that mean the world to me
  D7        G
I love you  I love you
         C                                   D7
And this heart of mine can't help but let it show
                       G
(I love you I love you I love you I love you)
       C             D7               G
And my eyes tell you what you want to know

9008. I Love You like I Love Myself

Tim O'Brien - I love you like I love myself

All my friends say I'm a fool
I can't still stand that new boy hangin' around
Every night, honey, you're, you're not on the dancefloor
I know he is back in town
And Marguerita, I want you so much
Can't handle myself



Tryin' to find me another love
But I just turn out to be foolin' myself, 'cause honey
I want you
I love you like I love myself
And I don't need nobody else
I love you like I love myself
And I don't need nobody else
Hey, didn't see you hangin' around in the aprÃ¨s-ski
And I didn't see you downtown
I know your rock'n'roll fancy playboy kind of boyfriend
And I hate to see him back in town
Hey, Marguerita, I want you so much
Can't handle myself
Oh, I tried so hard to find me another love
But I just fooled myself, 'cause
I want you
I love you like I love myself
And I don't need nobody else
I love you like I love myself
And I don't need nobody else
'Cause when you're near
I can hear you moan
As long as you're hangin' round
I don't feel down
Hey!
I love you like I love myself
And I don't need nobody else
I love you like I love myself
And I don't need nobody else
Hey!
I love you like I love myself
And I don't need nobody else
I love you like I love myself
And I don't need no, I don't need nobody, child
Cha, cha!
Prrrr!
I love you like I love myself
And I don't need nobody else (Hey, mama)
I love you like I love myself
And I don't need nobody else (Prrrr, cha!)
I love you like I love myself
And I don't need nobody else
(C) Eric Strack van Schijndel

9009. I Love You More

Jim Lauderdale - I Love You More

I love you more than I can show
I love you more than you could know
I'm overwhelmed, but I can't tell
I love you more than I let on
It's just a dream that gets me by



It's just the thing that I hold high
It might not mean my hope was wrong
I love you more than I let on
There's really nothin' else to lose
You won't ever have to choose
I'll just have to keep on keepin'
How I feel, stay my secret
There's really nothin' else to lose
You won't ever have to choose
I'll just have to keep on keepin'
How I feel will be my secret
I love you more than I can show
I love you more than you could know
I'm overwhelmed, but you can't tell
I love you more than I can show
I love you more than you could know
I love you more

9010. I Love You Mostly - Chords

I Love You Mostly
by Lefty Frizzell 
Written by Frizzell/Adams

Intro: G C

I love [C7]you [F]mostly
Cause your so [C]kind and true
Seems theres nothing [G7]you couldnt do 
To prove your love for [C]me.
I love [C7]you [F]mostly
For your sweet [C]tenderness
And the softness of [G7]your caress,
Brings nothing by [C]happiness

As [F]long as we're together,
My [C]life will be comp[C7]lete.
Ill [F]love you forever,
Well I [C]lay my heart at your [G7]feet

I love [C7]you [F]mostly
For your sweet [C]tenderness
And the softness of [G7]your caress,
Brings nothing by [C]happiness

Instrumental: C F C G7 C

As [F]long as were together,
My [C]life will be comp[C7]lete.
Ill [F]love you forever,
Well I [C]lay my heart at your [G7]feet

I love [C7]you [F]mostly



For your sweet [C]tenderness
And the softness of [G7]your caress,
Brings nothing by [C]happiness

9011. I Love You Only

Osborne Brothers - I Love You Only 

I love you only for what you are
You may have been a queen or a fallen star
I love you only though you may be
The poorest girl on earth you're still an angel for me.

I'd climb the highest hill to prove that I love you so
I'd even shouted loud enough the world would know
I love you only though you may be
The poorest girl on earth you're still an angel for me.

--- Instrumental ---

I'd climb the highest hill to prove that I love you so
I'd even shouted loud enough the world would know
I love you only though you may be
The poorest girl on earth you're still an angel for me.

I love you only...

9012. I Love You So Much It Hurts - Chords

I Love You So Much It Hurts
John Prine/Floyd Tillman

Intro
(F) (B7) (C) (A7)
(D7) (G) (C) (G)

I love you (C)so much it hurts me
Darlin', th(D)at's why I'm so blue
I'm so afr(G)aid to go to bed at night
Afraid of losing y(C)ou (G)
I love you s(C)o much it hurts me
And there's no(D)thing I can do
I want to h(F)old you, my d(B7)ear
Fore(C)ver and e(A7)ver
I love you (D7)so much it hu(G)rts me s(C)o (G)

Instrumental
(C) (D) (G) (C) (G)



I love you s(C)o much it hurts me
And there's no(D)thing I can do
I want to h(F)old you, my d(B7)ear
Fore(C)ver and e(A7)ver
I love you (D7)so much it hu(G)rts me s(C)o
I want to h(F)old you, my d(B7)ear
Fore(C)ver and e(A7)ver
I love you (D7)so much it hu(G)rts me s(C)o

9013. I Love You Still

I Love You Still - Avett Brothers

Two am, the night is clear and cool
To be out at this hour, decent folk would tell me I'm a fool
But leaving Jenny's arms feels like a sin
I want to run back to her bed and hold her 'til the sun comes up again

Have I changed your life?
I love you still and I always will

Four am, the night is over soon
Her eyes, they shine like diamonds, they glow just like the stars in her old room
And I know we make each other mad sometimes
But love is behind all of it, and we'll still be in love when pain subsides

Now I hope I've changed your life
I hope you can be forever with me

Three years and counting
The three best years of my life
But don't confuse our love with memories
You know the best is yet to come

Two am, and I'm on my way home
I think of no one but you
I sing my song for you and you alone

And I'm glad you changed my life
Now I love you still
And I love you still
And I love you still

9014. I Love You Too Much

Steve Earle - I Love You Too Much

[Verse 1]
Ooh pretty baby, what you doing to me?



The way your kisses burn right through me
I don't think I can last much longer
I get weaker and my love gets stronger
I don't think that my heart can take it
One little slip of a word might break it
Well, believe me, baby, this ain't no crush
I think maybe I love you too much

[Chorus]
Baby, baby, baby, oh baby, ooh baby
Baby, I love you too much
Baby, baby, baby, oh baby, ooh baby
Baby, I love you too much

[Verse 2]
I tell myself that this ain't no big thing
Then you give another little tug on that heartstring
Well, you cut me, darling, and I'm still bleeding
Just touch me, baby, that's all I'm needing
You must think that I'm easy, don't you?
'Cause I've got scars that I've never shown you
Well, every inch of me burns for your touch
I think maybe I love you too much

[Chorus]
Baby, baby, baby, oh baby, ooh baby
Baby, I love you too much
Baby, baby, baby, oh baby, ooh baby
Baby, I love you too much

9015. I Love You Yet

I Love You Yet
 
I've waited oh so long but now you are gone
I m left in this world all alone
This memory of you and I'll never forget
Oh darling, I still love you yet

   I'll never hurt you dear, even though you dont care
   I'll just keep your love in my heart
   and I'll never forget the first time we met
   Oh darling, I still love you yet

When I look into those blue eyes
I just can't forget all those lies
For you promissed to love and never forget
Oh Darling I still love you yet

I hope you ll be true even though we are through 
For me I'm so lonesome and blue
for I have no regret and your love I can't forget
Oh darling I still love you yet



9016. I Loved You Better Than You Knew

I Loved You Better Than You Knew

Our hands are clasped while as forever
Perhaps we'll never meet again
I loved you as I loved no other
This parting fills my heart with pain

   As through this weary world I wander
   My thoughts alone will be of you
   In memory I will see you ever
   I loved you better than you knew

You asked and freely I'll forgive you
The happy past I must forget
And while I wander lone in silence
I hope that you'll be happy yet

Perhaps when I am gone forever
You'll sometimes sit and think of me
And wonder if I'm dead or living
Perhaps I'll think the same of you

9017. I Loved You Once

Ernest Tubb 
I Loved You Once

I'll not let you worry me nor will I shed a tear
For you don't know the meaning of a vow
You're too free with kisses that I used to hold so dear
I loved you once but I don't need you now

Not so long ago you whispered words of love so true
And I believe you meant them until now
Now my eyes are open and my heart is close to you
I loved you once but I don't need you now

Once I loved you dearly and I never had a doubt
And my heart would love you it ain't doubt
Fires of love you started now are slowly dying out
I loved you once but I don't need you now

So I'll not let you worry me nor will I shed a tear
For you don't know the meaning of a vow
You're too free with kisses that I used to hold so dear
I loved you once but I don't need you now



9018. I Loved '■Em Every One

I Loved 'Em Every One
Recorded by T.G. Sheppard written by Phil Sampson

Em
I've known some painted ladies 
C
Who sparkled in the light 
D7                                Em
Country girls who loved a lover's moon
                            C
Some I've never really knew though I always wanted too 
D7                        Em
Some I only met once in a room
 
 
Some said they liked my smile 
C
Others of them stayed a while 
D7                      Em
While some left me in a run
                     C
This is the only way only way I know to say 
D7                Em
I loved 'em every one 
 
         
Big little short or tall
C
Wish I coulda kept 'em all 
D7
Ooh I loved 'em every one 
Em
Like to thank 'em for their charms 
C
Holding me in their arms 
D7                       Em
And I hope they had some fun
                     
Here's to the ladies 
C
In saloons and living rooms 
D7                              Em
Summer nights that lasted until dawn 
                       C
Here's to the memories everyone's a part of me 
D7                    Em
Ooh I loved 'em every one 
Repeat #3



9019. I Made A Lover's Prayer

Gillian Welch - I Made A Lover's Prayer

I made a lover's prayer
I made a lover's prayer
Then watched the sky
Then wanted to cry
It's only you and I
And how I try
I made a lover's prayer

I made a lover's prayer
I made a lover's prayer
Help me rise above
What I'm thinking of
Just a little more love
Just a little more love

I made a lover's prayer
I made a lover's prayer
I made a lover's prayer

9020. I Made A Mess Of This Town

I Made a Mess of This Town
Scott Miller

I made a mess of this town
Now every sidewalk crack
Either knocks me down
Or breaks somebody's back

And every face I see
As I look around
Says "It's time to leave
You made a mess of this town."

With a spring in my step
And a song on my lips
I came and found out
How big this town really is

Confusing lovers and confusing friends
Making the same mistakes again and again
Til all the guys at the bar, well they stay where they are
And all the girls on the block, well you know how girls talk

And all the lights on the street, incandescent and mean



'Cause the word got around, "You made a mess of this town"
This town
There's some people you meet
And then there's people you know
Some keep you on your feet
And some don't let them go

That's why I sit at the bar and I dream of the day
That I get the means to mean what I say
I'm gonna leave this town in a cloud of dust
With a fifty cent lighter and a whiskey buzz

And then there'll be a day when I come back around
And when they ask why I'll say it's 'cause
I made a mess

9021. I Made Her Bad - Chords

I Made Her Bad
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Harold Lowry

C                          F
Tonight in a barroom she's sitting
          C                         G7
While the lights are turned down so low
    C                           F
She drinking her wine and she's laughing
     C          G7            C
At a story some dumb ass just told
  F        G7
I made her bad 
     F      G7       C    G7
With all my running around
C   F     G7
She was a good girl 
    F G7      C
But I let her down
                                       F
In the wee hours of the morning she'll stagger
         C                                 G7
From the front door of the bar where she's been
  C                             F
A strange man will be walking beside her
          C           G7         C
She'll be smiling and looking at him
  F        G7
I made her bad 
     F      G7       C    G7
With all my running around
C   F     G7
She was a good girl 
    F G7      C



But I let her down

9022. I Made Her That Way - Chords

I Made Her That Way
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Dale Ward
  
G             D7                G
See that girl over there by the jukebox
                D7             G
Hear the lonely songs that she plays
         C                          G       C
Well you ask me if I know why she's lonesome
         G        D7            G
I know a little I made her that way

    C                       G
But I knew her when she was happy
                                 D7
And I love you was all she could say
      C                          G     C
But a lot of times I let her get lonely
         G        D7            G
I know a little I made her that way

                     D7             G
Well you ask me if I know how she's living
                        D7             G
And did I know her head was dizzy from wine
      C                             G   C
Yes I know that she was everybody's baby
         G          D7           G
I know a little for once she was mine

    C                       G
Yes I knew her when she was happy
                                 D7
And I love you was all she could say
   C                              G     C
So you ask me if I know why she's crying
         G        D7            G   C
I know a little I made her that way
         G        D7            C   G
I know a little I made her that way

9023. I Made The Prison Band - Chords



I Made The Prison Band
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Tommy Collins, Jimmy Bryant, Ernest Ball

G
Deep inside this lonely prison 
          D7
Where the pleasures are so few
Where the walls are strong 
                                  G
And the days are long and there's nothin' new
I learned to play the guitar 
                           C
Now I'm a doin' the best I can
                   G
I guess I could be worse 
                   D7     G
Because I made the prison band
           D7     G
I made the prison band
                D7
Now there's ole bashful Bill on the doghouse bass 
C                   G
Willie on the steel guitar
He hails from Pocatello 
                               D7
Where he dragged a pretty mean bar
    G
And back on the drum there's two-time Tom 
                  C
Our in-shot tempo man
                       G
The boys call me their singin' MC 
                 D7     G
Since I made the prison band
           D7     G
I made the prison band
I've been plannin' a break since Christmas 
          D7
I had the details all worked out
But now I know that I ain't a gonna go 
               G
And there's no doubt
I had my try-out Sunday 
                           C
And the outcome changed my plans
                         G
I gotta rehearse for the Friday night show 
                 D7     G
Cause I made the prison band
           D7     G
I made the prison band
repeat #3,4



9024. I Made This For You

Chris Thile - I Made This for You

Oh sweet little boy lovely wife
Fell a dumb's chicken heard the night
Oh parents who bring out the sticks
Neighbours blessing that faithful night
And anyone trying to hear
Through the den of a boar and sheer
And everyone's singing la-la-la
Fingers stuck in whats left of your ears
For not giving as good as you get
They get some c-c-come of it yet
Though you may not be holding your bed

As God is my witness
I made this for you
I made this for you

I made this for you

Fall shine through the
Mellow tone in the night
Timeless smiling through the
Dead of mauling with the
A piece of construction paper covered in
Pasting glitter stuck to it
You stay home as you wait for the part
That's the finish dissecting of faith

For one of for him and which good heart
Of sinners like us know what's better than pain

God help us
God down this
As we leave the front pages in bed
With the war raging on in our heads
I could write a swath a few melody of
Cause it's something that I just read
But I don't wanna fight fire with fire
And I don't want to preach for the choir
Giving just as much hell as I get
To people that probably like if I melt

So whether these days leave you laughing or crying
If your doing you best to be kind
This land is as much yours as mine

As God is my witness
I made this for you
I made this for you
I made this for you



9025. I Make Money

Jerry Jeff Walker - I Make Money

[Chorus]
I makes money, money don't make me
That's the way I am and it's plain to see
Get right for yourself
They can't put you on a shelf
Live and let live
You know it's plain enough
There ain't a dollar in the world
Can make me change my stuff
I met lots of men who told me when
They finally make their first million
They're gonna live like kings
Gonna try everything
They're gonna flatter pretty women
If they know how to do it
Why not get to it
Instead of waiting all your life
'Cause life is only doing
What you think is worth pursuing
Instead of waiting all the time

Chorus
If you find yourself waiting
And you know you're hesitating
Get your butt off the ground
It ain't your money or your honey
And you know it's kind of funny
When it's all boiled down
If you want to be the man
And you know you certainly can
Then do it, do it, do it, do it, do it
Clothes don't make the man
Money won't help you stand
Any truer than you're doin'
So you'll never find the endin'
Of sittin' and pretending
You're gonna do it sometime
You keep knocking on wood
Doing exactly what you should
Trying to save enough dimes
Build 'em up higher
So you can retire, to your castle in the blue
But you find it's all behind and it's probably slipped your mind
And you're too pooped to toot
Chorus

9026. I Makes Money (Money Don't Make Me)



Jerry Jeff Walker - I Makes Money (Money Don't Make Me)

[Chorus]
I makes money, money don't make me
And that's the way I am and it's plain to see
Get it right for yourself
Can't put you on a shelf
Live and let live, you know it's plain enough
There ain't a dollar in this world to make me change my stuff

[Verse 1]
Now I've met lots of men
Who told me when
They finally make their first million
They're gonna live like kings
Gonna try everything
And flatter pretty women
If they know how to do it
Why not get to it
Instead of waiting all their life?
'Cause your life is only doing
What you think is worth pursuing
Instead of waiting all the time

[Chorus]
I makes money, money don't make me
And that's the way I am and it's plain to see
Get it right for yourself
Can't put you on a shelf
Live and let live, you know it's plain enough
There ain't a dollar in this world to make me change my stuff

[Verse 2]
If you find yourself waiting
And you know you're hesitating
Get your butt off the ground
It ain't money or your honey
And you know it's kind of funny
When it's all boiled down
If you want to be the man
And you know you certainly can
So do it man, you do it, do it, do it, do it
Yeah, clothes don't make the man
And money won't help you stand
Any truer than you're doin'

[Chorus]
I makes money, money don't make me
And that's the way I am and it's plain to see
Get it right for yourself
Can't put you on a shelf
Live and let live, you know it's plain enough
There ain't a dollar in this world to make me change my stuff

[Verse 3]
No you'll never find the ending
Of sittin' and pretending
You're gonna do it sometime



You keep a-knocking on wood
Doin' exactly what you should
Trying to save enough dimes
You build 'em up higher
So you can retire
To your castle in the blue
But you find it's all behind
'Cause it's probably slipped your mind
And you're too pooped to toot

[Chorus]
I makes money, money don't make me
And that's the way I am and it's plain to see
Get it right for yourself
Can't put you on a shelf
Live and let live, you know it's plain enough
There ain't a dollar in this world to make me change my stuff

9027. I May Never

I May Never
Uncle Earl

I may never see them again
I may never see them again
I love to see the fall come around
All the colors there on the ground
I man never see them again

I may never hear them again
I may never hear them again
Put on my old grey winter coat
Sing the sad summer songs I wrote
I may never hear them again

I may never feel them again
I may never feel them again
Tuck me into a warm feather bed
Think of things I should'a said
I may never feel them again

I may never love them again
I may never love them again
Snow will cover the ground while we sleep
Spread it's dark and coldness deep
I may never love them again

9028. I Met Jesus in a Bar - Chords



I Met Jesus In A Bar - Jim Lauderdale

G                      Am
I met Jesus in a bar
 D                       G
I guess you just can't fall too far
                            Am
I was pouring whiskey in an empty heart
 D                  G
When I met Jesus in a bar
G                                                   Am
Man or angel, son of God, he did not tell me who he was, but I knew
D                                                  G
In that least expected place, I saw heaven in his face and couldn't move
                                      G7
We sat there for hours, I could feel the grace and power,
            C                    Am 
and I said things I've never told a soul
D                                                  G
I asked for forgiveness, He said I've already done this, don't you know

I met Jesus in a bar,I guess you just can't fall too far
I was pouring whiskey in an empty heart
when I met Jesus in a bar.

I started crying in my hands and when I looked up again he was gone.
Then I walked the long way home for the first time knowing I was not alone.
Some meet him on the highway, some meet him on a Sunday on the back row of a church
I can only tell you my way was in a place where people go to hurt.

I met Jesus in a bar. I guess you just can't fall too far.
I was pouring whiskey in an empty heart.When I met Jesus in a bar. 
I was pouring whiskey in an empty heart When I met Jesus in a bar

9029. I Might Take You Back Again

I Might Take You Back Again
Kentucky Colonels - Bluegrass Album Band

   Go now don't wait
   Please don't hesitate
   Lovin' you was my great sin
   And I might take you back again

For a long time the world stood still
I loved you then and I always will
But to me you've been untrue
There is nothing I can do

Well here you are you're back again
I know that I just can't win
You broke my heart most every day
And now you best be on you're way



9030. I Miss A Lot Of Trains

I Miss A Lot Of Trains 
Tom T Hall - Iris Dement

 When the train pulls in the station you'll be waiting by the track
You're having trouble sleepin' nights you want me to come back
But that old train will roll on by you'll know I never came
Cause I sleep good and miss a lot of trains

I sleep good and I miss a lot of trains
That oneway track to no man's luck I'll never ride again
I used to lie awake like you calling out your name
Now I sleep good and I miss a lot of trains

You're standing in the station I can see you in my mind
You think that I'll forgive again but you're so wrong this time
Your sleepless eyes and selfish heart are waiting there in vain
While I sleep good and miss a lot of trains

I sleep good and I miss a lot of trains...

9031. I Miss The Biggest Part Of Me - Chords

I Miss The Biggest Part Of Me
Recorded by Isla Grant

C                                   F
You've gone so far away and left me all alone
   G7                                      C
My nights have turned so lonely dear since you've been gone
                                             F
I know I'm always on your mind I know you'll call me everyday
           C               G7               C
I miss the biggest part of me each time you go away

                                              F
Little things don't mean the same when you're not here with me
    G7                                 C
And memories we once shared just won't let me be
                                      F
I recall your tender smile the loving things you'd say
           C               G7               C
I miss the biggest part of me each time you go away

      G7                               C
Every minute that you're gone oh how I miss you so
           G7             D7               G7
I know you hurt the way I do each time you have to go



        C                               F                 D7
And the love that burns within my heart forever more will stay
           C               G7               C
I miss the biggest part of me each time you go away

repeat #3

9032. I Miss You - Chords

I Miss You 
Kacey Musgraves

[Intro]
C
 
[Verse 1]
C              E7           F                   G     G7
Oh my God it's you, I never thought I'd see you here.
C                 E7                  F                     G
Looks like all is well, like you're having a hell of a good time.
    G7
Me? Not gonna lie.
 
[Hook 1]
        C
Got the sunshine on my shoulders
      E7
Got a fistful of four leaf clovers
     F
Yeah my cup runneth over
Fm
My sky is blue
     C
Been kissed by Lady Luck,
    E7
The stars are all lined up,
      F                   Fm
Every arrow that I aim is true
                C
But I miss you.
 
[Instrumental]
C E7 F G Fm
 
[Verse 2]
C                 E7              F                  G    G7
You can have your cake and eat it too, I should have known
      C
Cause what good is good anyway
    E7                               F
And having it all is just a state of mind
         G      G7
And I, I got no reason to cry



 
[Hook 1]
        C
Got the sunshine on my shoulders
      E7
Got a fistful of four leaf clovers
     F
Yeah my cup runneth over
Fm
My sky is blue
     C
Been kissed by Lady Luck,
    E7
The stars are all lined up,
      F                   Fm
Every arrow that I aim is true
                C
But I miss you.
 
[Instrumental]
C E7 F Fm
 
[Hook 2]
     C
Been kissed by Lady Luck,
    E7
The stars are all lined up,
      F                   Fm
Every arrow that I aim is true.
        C
I got a big smile on my face
    E7
The best one I can fake
       F                         Fm
I'm as happy as half a heart can do
                 C
But I miss you.
 
[Outro]
C E7 F Fm C

9033. I Misunderstood

Richard Thompson - I Misunderstood 

She said, "Darling I'm in love with your mind
The way you care for me, it's so kind
Love to see you again, I wish I had more time"

She was laughing as she brushed my cheek
Why don't you call me, angel, maybe next week
Promise now, cross your heart and hope to die



But I misunderstood, but I misunderstood, but I misunderstood
I thought she was saying good luck, she was saying goodbye
But I misunderstood, but I misunderstood, but I misunderstood
I thought she was saying good luck, she was saying goodbye

Things I tried to put shine in her eyes
Wire wheels and shimmering things
Wild nights when the whole world seemed to fly

She said, "The thing that's so unique
When we're together, we don't have to speak
We'll always be such good friends, you and I"

Oh, but I misunderstood, but I misunderstood, but I misunderstood
I thought she was saying good luck, she was saying goodbye
But I misunderstood, but I misunderstood, but I misunderstood
I thought she was saying good luck, she was saying good
I thought she was saying good luck, she was saying good
I thought she was saying good luck, she was saying goodbye

Oh, she was saying goodbye, oh, she was saying goodbye
Oh, she was saying, saying, saying
Oh, she was saying goodbye, oh, saying goodbye
And she was saying goodbye, oh, saying goodbye

9034. I Must Be Doin' Something Right - Chords

I Must Be Doin' Something Right
Recorded by Roy Drusky
Written by Ben Peters

D7           G                         G7                C
I can't give her all the things that I wish that I could give
    G        C             G               D7     A7 D7
And Lord she knows there's not much change in sight
          G                       G7            C
She could walk out any time for a better way to live
     G               D7              G    Am D7
So I guess I must be doing something right
       G                           G7             C
If she wanted to be free she could have most everything
     G        C    G             D7   A7 D7
With me she's only had an uphill fight
       G                           G7             C
But if my love was a song it's the only one she'd sing
     G               D7              G
So I guess I must be doing something right
D7        G     B7        Em  G        C              G
I must be doing something right when I hold her every night
                  C       G
When her arms are wrapped around me 
                         D7
And we love with all our might



            G         B7   Em  D7
Then I give thanks to Him above 
         C                       G
Cause He blessed this house with love
C    G              D7              G    C
So I know I must be doing something right
      G              D7              C    Am G
Yes I know I must be doing something right

9035. I Must Be Out Of Your Mind - Chords

I Must Be Out Of Your Mind
Recorded by Johnny Bush
Written by Glenn Sutton and Carl Jackson
 
C              G7    Am                F
I stare at the phone pretend that it's ringing
       C                 G7         C   G7
Making believe that it's you on the line
     C          G7      Am      F
Just calling to say you love me again
    C         G7          C   G7
But I must be out of your mind
 
  C              G7         Am               F
I go through the mail every day since you've gone
     C            G7           C    G7
Just knowing that someday I'll find
  C           G7            Am            F
A letter that tells me that you're coming home
    C         G7          C
But I must be out of your mind
 
G7        C           F
I must be out of your mind
   C                          D7         G7
My heart won't admit it's the end of the line
         C        G7           Am           F
And it's crazy to think you'll come back in time
      C         G7          C
Cause I must be out of your mind
 
G7        C           F
I must be out of your mind
   C                          D7         G7
My heart won't admit it's the end of the line
         C        G7           Am           F
And it's crazy to think you'll come back in time
      C         G7          C   F
Cause I must be out of your mind
C         G7          F    C
I must be out of your mind



9036. I Must Be Somebody Else You Know

I Must Be Somebody Else You Know 
Steep Canyon Rangers

I used to be the kind of guy, that didn't love a lot  
I took all the love they offered me with ease 
And it didn't make much a difference 
If they love me or not 
'Cause I'd love 'em for awhile, then I'd leave 
 
CHORUS: 
Yeah, I can't believe it's really me, hurtin' like I do 
Just because you've left me all alone 
I seen it happen many times, to other guys I knew 
Surely I must be somebody else you know 

When I first met you darlin' 
You impressed me more than some 
And I should have atook a warnin', way back then 
Now I can't ahelp but think my day had to come 
And like the other guys, I don't want you back again 
 
Well, surely I must be somebody else you know

9037. I Must Belong Somewhere

David Rawlings
I Must Belong Somewhere

Leave the bright blue door on the whitewashed wall
Leave the death ledger under City Hall
Leave the joyful air in that rubber ball today

Just leave the lilac print on the linen sheet
Leave the birds you killed at your father's feet
Let the sideways rain in the crooked street remain

Leave the whimpering dog in his cold kennel
Leave the dead starlet on her pedestal
Leave the acid kids in their green fishbowls today

Leave the sad guitar in its hardshell case
Leave the worried look on your lover's face
Let the orange embers in the fireplace remain

Cause everything it must belong somewhere
A train off in the distance, bicycle chained to the stairs
Everything it must belong somewhere



I know that now, that's why I'm staying here

Leave the ocean's roar in the turquoise shell
Leave the widower in his private hell
Leave the liberty in that broken bell today

Just leave the epic poem on its yellowed page
Leave the gray macaw in his covered cage
Let the traveling band on the interstate remain
Cause everything it must belong somewhere
Sound stage in California, televisions in Times Square
Yeah, everything it must belong somewhere
I know that now, that's why I'm staying here
Well I know that now, that's why I'm staying here

Leave the secret talks on the trundle bed
Leave the garden tools in that rusted shed
Leave those bad ideas in your troubled head today

Just leave the restless ghost in his old hotel
Leave the homeless man out in that cardboard cell
Let the painted horse on the carousel remain

Cause everything it must belong somewhere
Just like the gold around her finger or the silver in his hair
Yeah, everything it must belong somewhere
I know that now, that's why I'm staying here
Oh I know that now, that's why I'm staying here

In truth the forest hears each sound
Each blade of grass as it lies down
The world requires no audience
No witnesses, no witnesses

Leave the old town drunk on his wooden stool
Leave the autumn leaves in their swimming pool
Leave the poor black child in his crumbling school today
Leave the novelist in his daydream tomb
Leave the scientist in her Rubik's cube
Let the true genius in the padded room remain

Leave the horse's hair on the slanted bow
Leave the slot machines on the riverboat
Leave the cauliflower in the casserole today

Just leave the hot bright trash in the shopping malls
Leave the hawks of war in their capitols
Let the organ's moan in the cathedral remain

Cause everything it must belong somewhere
They locked the Devil in the basement, threw God up into the air
Yeah, everything it must belong somewhere
You know it's true, I wish you'd leave me here
Now you know it's true, why don't you leave me here?



9038. I Must Have Done Something Bad - Chords

I Must Have Done Something Bad
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Red Lane
[3/4 time]

C                              C7             F
I must have done something bad sometime in my life
                  C        G7
And I paid for it time and again
C                                     C7                 F
But this time you've hurt me so bad I could lay down and die
                        C    G7                  C
And the pain grows each day  ten times ten times ten

                                         C7             F
If I thought my hand was against you why I'd cut off my arm
                     C          G7
And I'd walk off and leave it behind
C                                          C7          F
If I thought that you needed money why I'd sell my own soul
             C              G7           C
And I'd even steal from the poor and the blind

                               C7           F
I can't understand how ice can glitter like fire
               C           G7
Why you had me fooled all alone
C                                C7                  F
I gave you all that I had then I searched around for more
                 C          G7             C
And now I've got nothing at all and you're gone

                               C7             F
I must have done something bad sometime in my life
                  C        G7         C
And I paid for it time and again  and again

repeat #3

9039. I Narrowed This Triangle Down To Two - Chords

I Narrowed This Triangle Down To Two
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Naomi Martin

C                      F               C
You laughed at me each time I said I'd do it



                       D7           G7
I know you thought I'd never have a break
F                              C
But today she crossed to close up to me
    G7                                 C
And then what happened really happened fast 
 
                F               C
Almost before I knew what I was doing 
                         D7               G7
I snatched that hair you run your fingers through
    F                                 C
And then before the crowd had time to gather 
  F             G7               C
I narrowed this triangle down to two
 
  F                              C
I narrowed this triangle down to two
                       D7               G7
With pleasure now I'll give her back to you
         F                      C
Cause as I felt the anger in me dying
    G7                           C
Somehow I knew my love was dying too
 
                    F          C
It's kind of you to offer me a lawyer
                   D7               G7
But now for once I won't be needing you
    F                                C
And I don't think the judge is gonna thank me
           G7                             C
Cause I've narrowed this triangle down to two
 
 Repeat #3
 
              G7                             C
And I've just narrowed this triangle down to two

9040. I Need A Good Woman Bad - Chords

I Need A Good Woman Bad
Recorded by Earl Thomas Conley
Written by Earl Thomas Conley and Tom Brasfield

G                           Em  
Make the best of some bad romances
        G        D7     G          D7
Held on much too long   to past mistakes
       Em                        C
Always holding out for something better
                     G       D7              G 
Seems I'm either too early   or a little too late



                  D7    G 
And I need a good woman bad
                  Em    D7           G
To laugh when I'm happy cry when I'm sad
             Em            C                 D7
I know she's out there somewhere waiting for me
  Em     G    D7    G
I need a good woman bad
          Em       D7        G
One I can have without being had
              Em          C   
If that ain't too much to ask 
         G    D7    G
I need a good woman bad
                          Em
I'm no stranger to taking chances
   G               D7       G     D7
In fact that don't bother   me at all
             Em                 C
Cause I'm so tired of one night stand's love
            G       D7             G  
I'm finally ready   for a lifetime fall
                  D7    G 
And I need a good woman bad
                  Em    D7           G
To laugh when I'm happy cry when I'm sad
             Em            C                 D7
I know she's out there somewhere waiting for me
  Em     G    D7    G
I need a good woman bad
          Em       D7        G
One I can have without being had
              Em          C   
If that ain't too much to ask 
         G    D7    G
I need a good woman bad

9041. I Need Attention Bad

Ernest Tubb 
I Need Attention Bad

Well, I took you to the station to leave on your vacation
But ever since the day I've been sad
The days and nights are lonely keep thinkin' of you only
I need attention bad

It's your lovin' I'm a missin' I need a little kissin'
But just to hold you tight would make me glad
I need my arms about you I can't live without you
I need attention bad

Now there's lots of gals to dance with plenty to romance with



But none can match the love that I've had
I need a little pettin' lots more than I'm gettin'
I need attention bad

I never thought your leavin' would cause me this much grievin'
Your gone away has almost drove me mad
So baby quit your funnin' and come on home a runnin'
I need attention bad

Now there's lots of gals to dance with plenty to romance with
But none can match the love that I've had
I need a little pettin' lots more than I'm gettin'
I need attention bad

I'm not just jokin' I need attention bad

9042. I Need Jesus - Chords

I Need Jesus
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Willie Henderson and Willie Henderson Jr.
 
C           G7     F            C
Well I need Jesus  you need Him too
             G7         F         C
Along Life's highway to carry you through
                       A#7                F
When you're in trouble don't know what to do
             C     Am    D7          G7        C
Well call on Jesus Jesus Jesus He'll carry you through
 F               C
(He'll carry you through)
                   G7          F              C
Well sometimes I'm forsaken my load's hard to bear
                  G7            F          C
And I feel myself stumble neath my load of care
                             A#7            F
Then I ask Him this question oh my Lord how long
                      C       Am      D7
Then I hear His voice whisper whisper whisper
     G7               C     F                C
Soon you'll be coming home (You'll be coming home)
            G7     F            C
Well I need Jesus  you need Him too
             G7         F         C
Along Life's highway to carry you through
                       A#7                F
When you're in trouble don't know what to do
             C     Am    D7          G7        C
Well call on Jesus Jesus Jesus He'll carry you through
 F               C
(He'll carry you through)



9043. I Need More Time - Chords

I Need More Time 
The Del McCoury Band
 
[Intro]
 
A    C     D     A
I need more time
     A
Yes, I
  C
I need
        D    A
I need more time
 
[Verse 1]
A
I'd sit down on a riverbank
    C
And wet my fishing line
    D                                    A
And spend the whole day looking for your perfect valentine
    F                                       C
I'd climb that hill that's called out to me since I was a kid
    D
And live the way I said I would
    A
But somehow never did
 
[Chorus]
A    C     D     A
I need more time
     A
Yes, I
     C     D     A
I need more time
 
[Verse 2]
A                                     C
I'd take my dad's old pickup truck as far as it would go
D                        A
Maybe up to Calgary to see that rodeo
F                                    C
I'd stop in some little cafe with a waitress, bless her heart
    D
I'd leave a hundred dollar tip
    A
Hey that would be a start
 
[Chorus]
     A
But I



     C
I need
        D
I need more time
     A   C     D    A
Yes, I need more time
 
[Verse 3]
A                                  C
So if you wake and find me sitting downstairs in the dark
D                          A
Staring out at nothing, listening to and old dog bark
F                                     C
Just come lay down beside me till the dawn comes breaking through
D                                              A
I forget about all those other dreams when it comes to holding you
 
[Chorus]
 
A   C    D    A
I need more time
     A
Yes, I
     C
I need
        D      A
I need more time
     A
Yes, I
     C
I need
        D      A
I need more time
     A
Yes, I
     C  D      A
I need more time

9044. I Need Somebody Bad Tonight

Rhonda Vincent
I Need Somebody Bad Tonight

[Intro]
Lord I need somebody bad tonight
Cause I just lost somebody good

[Verse]
I came here to find someone, my tears will take his place
Just for a while tonight then I'll be gone
I hold him in my arms, close my eyes and see his face
I won't recall his name when I get home



[Chorus]
Lord I need somebody bad tonight
It's hurtin' more than I believed it would
Lord I need somebody bad tonight
Cause I just lost somebody good

[Verse]
I came here to find someone, my tears will take his place
Just for a while tonight then I'll be gone
I hold him in my arms, close my eyes and see his face
I won't recall his name when I get home

[Chorus]
Lord I need somebody bad tonight
It's hurtin' more than I believed it would
Lord I need somebody bad tonight
Cause I just lost somebody good
Cause I just lost somebody good

9045. I Need Somebody To Love Me - Chords

I Need Somebody To Love Me
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by John Adrian

C
Is there someone in the night who can make me feel right
                               G7
I've been feelin' wrong for so long
                                                   C
Is there someone out there with a dream that I can share
         F
Is there someone who will care if I'm gone or if I'm here
                              C
Who can help me set my spirit free
    G7                            C
I'm lonely and I need somebody to love me
I've got tender lovin' words no woman's ever heard
                             G7
The women I tried turned out wrong
                                                        C
They were noisy they were fast all the kinds that never last
        F
In this big and lonesome world there's just got to be a girl
                                     C
Who can help me to solve love's mystery
    G7                            C
I'm lonely and I need somebody to love me
F                                       C
I never had a woman waitin' on me at my door
    F                   D7
And it's got me feelin' bad you see
                         G7



And I just can't take anymore
       C
So I'm askin' anyone who had to watch the mornin' sun
                   G7
Tryin' hard not to cry
                                                           C
What you feel ain't nothin' new I've been cryin' just like you
      F
Maybe me and you should try to help each other fly
                               C
We can be what lovers ought to be
    G7                            C
I'm lonely and I need somebody to love me
    G7                            C
I'm lonely and I need somebody to love

9046. I Need The Prayers

Bill Clifton - I Need The Prayers
Artist: Bill Clifton - Blue Sky Boys
Album: Clifton And Company
Larry Stephenson Band

I need the prayers of those I love
While traveling o'er life's rugged way
That I may true and faithful be
And live for Jesus every day

I want my friends to pray for me
To bare my tempted soul above
And intercede with God for me
I need the prayers of those I love

I need the prayers of those I love
To help me in each crying hour
To bare my tempted soul to him
That he may keep me by his pow'r

I want my friends to pray for me...

9047. I Need To Know Now - Chords

I Need To Know Now
Written and recorded by Bobby Helms
 
G                         C
I need to know now if you care
           G             D7
To keep me waiting is so unfair



    G
Now all the women that's after me
  C
I think I outta let 'em be
    G D7           G
But I need to know now
       D7                  G
If you care I need to know now
 
C
There's a pretty little momma
G              G7
Knocking at my door
C
Didn't you just say you love me
D7
For her I'm home no more
   G
Oh love love me true
C
That's all I want from you 
    G D7           G
But I need to know now
       D7                  G
If you care I need to know now
 
 
Now the love's that's in the heart of me
C
That's the way your's outta be but
G D7           G
I need to know now
       D7                  G
If you care I need to know now
 
If you can't decide here's what I'll do
C
String along till I can choose
    G D7           G
But I need to know now
       D7                  G
If you care I need to know now
 
Repeat #2

9048. I Need To Talk To You - Chords

I Need To Talk To You    
Recorded by Reba McEntire
Written by Linda Davis, Marcus Franklin Johnson, Tim Owens
 
Am        G7            F      C
The whole town would be talking



   Am          G7  C         F  C
If someone saw You here with me
    Am          G7       F
I'm telling You I'd understand
                        G7
If You feel You need to leave

     Am   G7           F
This room rents by the hour
       Am          G7        F
Oh but I've got it all night long
     Am     G7              F              C
This is the first time that I've asked You here
             Dm                        G7
It ain't the first time that I've done wrong

          C       F
I need to talk to You
          C                   F
I need to know Your words are true
           Dm      C
Don't just tell me show me 
Dm                 F
Give me all that I need
          Dm   G7 C
I need to talk to You

Am          G7           F
Those pills there on the nightstand
Am        G7      F
They help make me believe
         Am  G7         F
That the man I'm laying down with
       Dm        G7
Really cares for me

     Am       G7     F
This book You see me holding
Am        G7          F
I usually hide in the drawer
Am           G7      F       C
I've done my best to put You away
        Dm        F      G7
I can't hide from You anymore

Repeat #3

   F             G7         F         G7
Oh I've spent my whole life regretting
F             G7         C
Each day that I've spent before
     F           C        Dm               Am
It's time that I face the things that I've done
       Dm                      G7
Oh and that's what I came here for

          C       F



I need to talk to You
          C                   F
I need to know Your words are true
           Dm      C
Don't just tell me show me 
Dm                 F
Give me all that I need
          Dm   G7 Am
I need to talk to You

          F    G7 C
I need to talk to You

9049. I Need You Lord - Chords

I Need You Lord 
NewFound Road

Capo III

G                    C            G
I need you lord like flowers needs sunshine and the rain
G                        C                G
I need you just like the seasons need the winter and the spring
G                    C              G
though i'm not very much lord I need you to see me through
G                             C                  G
cause you can make it without me lord but I cant make it without you
G                       C                G
I need you lord til the rivers all run dry
G                    C        G
I need you til' the sun falls from the sky
G                    C                G
and I need you lord til I follow this through
G                             C                  G
cause you can make it without me lord but I cant make it without you
 
 
Like a child found his mommas hand to hold to
 
lord thats just exactly how I am without you
 
I must follow in your footsteps no matter what others do
 
cause you can make it without me lord but I cant make it without you
 
I need you lord til the river all run dry
 
I need you til the sun falls from the sky
 
and I need you lord til I follow this through
 
cause you can make it without me lord but I cant make it without you 2x



9050. I Need You Now

I Need You Now

If I ever needed you I need you now
I can't remember when I've ever been so blue
If I ever needed love I need it now
I feel So all alone I don't know what to do

No day or night goes by when I don't have my cry
I feel like I could die from wanting you
I can't ease my aching heart darling you know how
If I ever needed you I need you now

Repeat #2

9051. I Need You Strong for Me - Chords

I Need You Strong for Me 
Recorded by Kristy McNichol 
Written by David Shire and Carol Connors

C                            G7
Don't go changing your life  now
Am                      Em
Just cause I'm changing mine
     F               Em  Am
It's time that I was free
      Dm       D7         G7
But I need you strong for me
 
C
Don't go giving up hope now
Am                    Em
We'll keep doing just fine
     F                     Em  Am
I'll make you proud you'll see
      Dm       D7         G7
But I need you strong for me
 
F                        G7       Am
Life has its changes and love its seasons
    Dm                   G7          C
And heartaches come like they always do 
    Am
But when I try to break you
   Dm                  D7
Oh please don't let it shake you
                                  G7



Hold back cause I'm holding on to you
 
C                              G7
Keep on dreaming those dreams  babe
     Am                           Em
They got us through it time after time
       F                 Em  Am
I just need some room to grow
    F              Em Am
You know I have to go
        F                   Em  Am
But I'm not that afraid you see
     Dm       G7         C    F      C
So I need you strong for me   for me me

9052. I Needed You

I Needed You

I needed you when I met you
You were just playing around
While I painted dreams of our everlasting love
You were just painting the town

Then when you said it was over
I found the heart good and true
Now that it's too late you've discovered
You needed me like I needed you

9053. I Never Cared for You

Alison Krauss - I Never Cared for You
Emmylou Harris

The sun is filled with ice, and gives no warmth at all
And the sky was never blue
The stars are raindrops searching, for a place to fall
And I never cared, for you

I know you won't believe these things I tell you
I know, you won't believe
Your heart has been forewarned all men will lie to you
And your mind, cannot conceive
Now all depends on, what I say to you
I know, you're doubting me
So I've prepared these statements far from true
Take heed, and disbelieve

The sun is filled with ice, and gives no warmth at all



The sky was never blue
Stars are raindrops searching, for a place to fall
And I, never cared for you

The sun is filled with ice, and gives no warmth at all
And the sky, was never blue
The stars are raindrops searching, for a place to fall
And I, never cared for you
And I, never cared for you
And I, never cared, for you

9054. I Never Did Know - Chords

I Never Did Know          
Recorded by David Ball
written by David Ball and Dean Dillon

C                       F               C
Pour that glass just as full as you can pour it
               G7           C
Cause I got an aching in my heart
                            F               C
And talk that trash just as long as you can talk it
         G7              C
My whole world is coming apart

G7                        F          C
Dance me round in circles till I get dizzy
F       C                G7
Make my head spin like a top
C                F         C
I may act like a fool gone crazy
            G7               C
But I never did know when to stop

G7                       F               C
I never did know when to quit once I got started
  F              C                 G7
I Got a habit of taking things too far
   C                       F               C
So pour that glass just as full as you can pour it
              G7              C
Cause I loved her with all my heart

                              F                C
Slide these quarters down the slot in that old jukebox
        G7         C
Feed it all it can hold
                     F                 C
Wear that record out spin it till it's red hot
     G7               C
Then give her another go



Cause.... repeat #3

9055. I Never Go Around Mirrors

Keith Whitley - I Never Go Around Mirrors
Sturgill Simpson

I can't stand to see a good man go to waste
One who never combs his hair or shaves his face
A man who leans on wine over love that's told a lie
Oh, it tears me up to see a grown man cry

So I never go around mirrors
I can't stand to see me without you by my side
No, I never go around mirrors
Because I gotta heartache to hide

I can't stand to be where heartaches hang around
It's so easy for the blues to get me down
To see a grown man crawl is more than I can stand
And I look into the eyes of half a man

So I never go around mirrors
I can't stand to see me without you by my side
No, I never go around mirrors
Because I gotta heartache to hide
And it tears me up to see a grown man cry

9056. I Never Had A Sister

I Never Had A Sister
Darrell Scott

I never had a sister
Me and four brothers made up the family
It was high school that I missed her
To tell me what the other girls never saw in me

I got married when I was twenty
More like sister really
And less like a lover
But it didn't last too long
We sang our black swan song
She moved to Florida and I ran for cover

I sometimes had a mother
Seems like she left me too when she left the old man
She'd come back with my baby brother
They tried to hold to something that they never really had



So twice a month at her mobile home manor
Forced to face each other by acourt decree
I learned to love my mother
When I finally figured out that she loved me

I never had a savior
Though I'd pray to beat the devil
Through the lightning and the thunder
A temporary change of behavior
I'd lift my prayer's up to the ceiling
But the cracks would make me wonder

Now I wander through the woods by the river
And make my altar out of earth, stone and wood
There's one thing 'bout a savior
If you ain't lost, a savior can't do you any good
If you ain't lost, a savior can't do you any good

9057. I Never Had The One I Wanted

Ernest Tubb 
I Never Had The One I Wanted

I never had the one that I wanted
Never wanted the one that I had
For the one that I had was a good girl
And the one that I wanted was bad

They say that the grass always looks greener
And I guess that's the nature of a man
To let passion have its way
Never thinking what he'll pay
And it's hard oh ain't it hard to understand

I never had the one that I wanted
Never wanted the one that I had
For the one that I had was a good girl
And the one that I wanted was bad

What makes a man want to flirt with danger
Like a child that's playing with a fire
Must the most luscious peach
Be always out of reach
And the things you can't have you desire

I never had the one that I wanted
Never wanted the one that I had
If I ever get back to the good girl
I'll never go back to the bad



9058. I Never Knew Life

I Never Knew Life
The Del McCoury Band

Searching this world for the meaning of life
I opened up an old bible one night
The Word of God moved me to my knees to pray
I stood up a new man the old me had passed away

Chorus:
I never new life
Until I was born again
I never new love
Til' I let my dear savior in
I thought I had done some livin' but now I believe
I never new life
Til' I met the one
Who died for me

The blood that stained Calvary's Hill long ago
Still has the power to save a lost soul
Flowing with mercy for someone like me
Living a lie til the truth finally set me free

9059. I Never Knew Lonely

Vince Gill - I Never Knew Lonely

No other lover ever really cared
When I've reached out for you, you've always been there
Now I'm so far away and, baby, I'm scared
I never knew lonely 'til you

You are my rock and the strength I need
To keep me sane in this life that I lead
Now I'm not with you and my broken heart bleeds
I never knew lonely 'til you

Never knew lonely could be so blue
Never knew lonely could tear you in two
Never loved someone like I love you
Girl, I never knew lonely 'til you

And I can't make up for the times I've been gone
I'll prove I love you in the words of this song
Back in your arms, girl it's where I belong
I never knew lonely 'til you



Never knew lonely could be so blue
Never knew lonely could tear you in two
Never loved someone like I love you
Girl, I never knew lonely 'til you

Never loved someone like I love you
Girl, I never knew lonely 'til you

9060. I Never Knew Love - Chords

I Never Knew Love
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Larry Boone and William Robinson

C                G7         Am   C
I never knew the power of a song 
       F               G7
Till I heard the music playin' 
        F            C  F
The day momma passed on
C               G7            Am    C
Never knew what innocence was about
         F                 G7
Till the first time I laid eyes on the face
     F        C
Of a new born child
  G7         Am   F         C    F    C
I never knew love no I mean real love
  G7         Am           D7
I never knew that kind of love
     G7               F C
Till this moment with you 
             G7                   Am   C
I never understood the meaning of home
       F                G7
Till I pulled into that old dirt drive
      F              C    F
After being gone too long
C                  G7              Am   C
I didn't know what serenity really was 
       F                  G7
Till I stopped one day to listen to
     F            C
That river gently run
Repeat #3 
F              G7              C
I've known the hunger before tonight for other loves
F          G7                  Am   C
I felt the yearning I felt the fire
   Dm    C     F             G7
In their touch but this goes deeper 
        Em              Am
Than anything I've ever known



C         D7    Dm         C     F  G7
Beyond my heart clear down to my soul
C                 G7           Am    C
I never knew what beauty could behold
         F            G7
Till you looked at me and I could see
   F      C       F           C
Forever unfold oh you made me whole
Repeat #3 
Dm         G7    F  C
Till I was loved by you

9061. I Never Knew You

The Avett Brothers - I Never Knew You 

Well I guess it's kinda funny how
I loved you so way back when.
You say I wouldn't know you now,
Well I didn't even know you then.

We take (we take)
a lot (a lot)
and no one here can stop
that train (that train)
before (before)
it gets to where it's goin'.
And aaaahhh

Well I guess it's kinda funny how
I loved you so way back when.
You say I wouldn't know you now,
Well I didn't even know you then

I heard (I heard)
About (about)
the company you're keeping
And from (and from)
someone (someone)
Who didn't have much interest
in keeping us apart.

Well I guess it's kinda funny how
I loved you so way back when.
You say I wouldn't know you now,
Well I didn't even know you then

And so I go out friday night and talk to anyone I can.
If they can see me they can hear me run my mouth.
I tell them all I'd love to see you once again
Or maybe just run into you hanging out,
hanging out.



You know (you know)
I lie (I lie)
So it comes as no surprise
When I (When I)
Can't hide (Can't hide)
Don't really want to reunite.

Well I guess it's kinda funny how
I loved you so way back when.
You say I wouldn't know you now,
Well I didn't even know you then.

So I guess it's kinda funny how
I loved you so way back when.
You say I wouldn't know you now,
Well, I didn't even know you then.
No, I didn't even know you then.
No, I didn't even know you then.

9062. I Never Know

I Never Know

I never knew how much I miss you
I never knew all the tears that I'd cry
Day after day I learn my lesson
You meant forever when you said good-bye

Last night I went out walkin'
By the cafe where I first met you
I sat there in the shadows
Watching young lovers do what we used to do

I keep a letter you wrote me
Sayin' that we'd never part
One day when I find another
I'll tear it to pieces like you did my heart

9063. I Never Loved But One

I Never Loved But One

Onward to the eastern skies
With blueing effort kiss the seas
I sigh in place for those blue eyes
That have hope and love for me

   For they obey have stolen away
   That heart that truly once was mine



   Like some lone bird without a mate
   My weary heart is desolate

   I look around but cannot trace
   One welcome word or smiling face
   In gazing crowds I am alone
   Because I never loved but one

Come up closer to me now
Your chestnut hair's been touched with snow
But still it is the same dear face
I loved so well long years ago

   The same as on that winter night
   You bent to me and kissed my brow
   Happy hours of trusting love
   Oh well they're all over now
   
   And I must sail the whitening foam
   Till I can see the foreign home
   Til I forget that lasting face
   I ne're can find a resting place
   
   I look around but cannot trace
   One welcome word or smiling face
   In gazing crowds I am alone
   Because I never loved but one

9064. I Never Loved Someone The Way I Love You

I Never Loved Someone The Way I Love You
Garth Brooks - I Never Loved Someone The Way I Love You

You're a no good heart breaker
You're a liar, you're a cheat
And I don't know why
I let you do these things to me
My friends keep telling me
You ain't no good (she's no good)
But oh, they don't know
That I'd leave you if I could

I guess that I'm uptight
And I'm stuck like glue
Cause I ain't never (never)
I ain't never, (never)
I ain't never, no, no
Loved someone the way that I love you

Some time ago I thought
You had run out of fools
But I was so wrong
You got one that you'll never lose



The way you treat me is a shame (it's a shame)
How could ya hurt me so bad
When, you know that I'm the best thing
That you ever had
Kiss me once again

Don'cha never, never say that we we're through
Cause I ain't never (never)
Never (never)
Never, no, no
Loved someone the way that I love you

I can't sleep at night
And I can't even fight
I guess I'll never be free
Since you got, your hooks, in me

Whoa, oh, oh
Yeah! Yeah!
Yeah! Yeah!

(One more time)
Yeah! Yeah!
Yeah! Yeah!

(Never never no no)
(Treat me this way)
(Never never never)
(This way. Never, never)
(No no, never never)
(No no, never never)
(No no, never)

9065. I Never Met A One Like You - Chords

I Never Met A One Like You 
Hot Rize

[Intro]
D D D D  G G G D  G G D Bm  A D G D
 
[Verse]
D                    D              D                D
I got these hands of leather in the lumber mills and mines.
G                G         G              D
All along those skid rows back up in the pines.
G                   G       D                 Bm
It's hard to make a dollar whatever it is you do.
A                        D
I've been around and in all these towns
G                           D
And I never met a one like you.
A                     A



Pretty lady
G                        D
Won't you stay and talk awhile
A                     A
Lady
G                      D
Please stay and talk awhile
G             G                D               Bm
The night is falling and I'm falling for your smile
A                             D
And I've never met a one like you
 
D D D D  G G G D  G G D Bm  A D G D
 
[Verse]
D                      D       D                 D
Swing you a nine pound hammer under the burning sun.
G                 G                G                D
All the smacks I ever drew there never was an easy one.
G              G                D                Bm
Working with John Henry you'll see what a man can do.
A                        D
I've been around and in all these towns
G                           D
And I never met a one like you.
A                     A
Pretty lady
G                        D
Won't you stay and talk awhile
A                     A
Lady
G                      D
Please stay and talk awhile
G             G                D               Bm
The night is falling and I'm falling for your smile
A                             D
And I've never met a one like you
 
 
D D D D  G G G D  G G D Bm  A D G D
A A G D  A A G D  G G D Bm  A D G D
 
[Verse]
D                            D          D                D
When I'm tired of rocks and gravel or hauling grain and seed.
G              G                G                D
Come payday I might come in to town for what I need.
G                G          D               Bm
Drink a beer or whiskey, I might get lonely too.
A                        D
I've been around and in all these towns
G                           D
And I never met a one like you.
A                     A
Pretty lady
G                        D
Won't you stay and talk awhile



A                     A
Lady
G                      D
Please stay and talk awhile
G             G                D               Bm
The night is falling and I'm falling for your smile
A                             D
And I've never met a one like you
G             G                D               Bm
The night is falling and I'm falling for your smile
A                             D
And I've never met a one like you

9066. I Never Picked Cotton - Chords

I Never Picked Cotton
recorded by Roy Clark
written by Charlie Williams and Bobby George

G
I never picked cotton

Like my mother did and my brother did
       
And my sister did and my daddy died young
D7                G
Working in a coal mine
 
        
When I was just a baby
 
Too little for the cotton sack
 
I played in the dirt while the others worked
          D7                        G
Till they couldn't straighten their backs
 
 
And I made my self a promise
 
When I was old enough to run
 
That I'd never stay a single day
D7               G
In that Oklahoma sun
 
repeat #1
 
Folks said that I grew up early
 
And the farm couldn't hold me then
 
So I stole ten bucks and a pick up truck



    D7                G
And I never went back again
 
 
And it was fast cars and whiskey
 
Long legged girls and fun
 
I had everything that money could bring
    D7                   G
And I took it all with a gun
 
repeat #1
 
It was Saturday night in Memphis
 
When a redneck grabbed my shirt
 
And he said go back to your cotton sack
  D7                    G
I left him lying in the dirt
 
 
And they'll take me in the morning
 
To the gallows just outside
 
And in the time I've got there ain't a hell of a lot
  D7                    G
I can look back on with pride
 
G
I never picked cotton

Like my mother did and my brother did
       
And my sister did and I'll never die young
D7                G
Working in a coal mine

9067. I Never Really Knew You - Chords

I Never Really Knew You
Recorded by Vince Gill with Sarah Evans
Written by Vince Gill

G                                     D7
Well I never really knew you till you said goodbye
                                      G
You said it's finally over here's the reasons why
                                          C
You said you've heard enough of all those little lies
  D7                             G



I never really knew you till you said goodbye
                                           D7
Well I thought I made you happy but you've proved me wrong
                                    G
I thought I was the one that really turned you on
                                C
When I came home tonight all my things were gone
        D7                     G
I guess gettin' over me didn't take you long
repeat #1 x2
                                         C
You said you'd heard enough of all those little lies
  D7                             G
I never really knew you till you said goodbye
     D7                             G
No I never really knew you till you said goodbye

9068. I Never Really Missed You (Till You Were Gone) - Chords

I Never Really Missed You (Till You Were Gone)
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Johnny Cunningham and Chris Dodson
 
C
Each morning when I'd wake up
   F             C
To start another day
                      Am
You were always there beside me
        D7                  G7
To make sure things went my way
        C
All the secret thoughts you shared with me
        F                        C
And the hard times you pulled me through
                 G7         Am     G7
But I never once stopped to realize
       F         G7           C  F C
If you would say what I would do
 
F  G7 C            F                        C
Oh I  never really missed you till you were gone
   F G7    C                F
If I could live my life all over
    C                Dm   G7
I'd sing a different song
     C     E7     F                        C  G7 Am C
Oh I never really missed you till you were gone (gone)
    F                   C
Too late I learned that what I had 
           F      G7  C
Was what I wanted all along
 



Repeat #2

9069. I Never Shall Forget The Day

Iris Dement - I Never Shall Forget the Day

[Verse 1]
Long years ago when out in sin
I had no hope no peace within
Down on my knees in agony
I prayed to Jesus and He gladly set me free

[Chorus]
I never shall forget the day
And all the burdens of my soul were rolled away
It made me happy, be glad and free
I'll sing and shout it, God means everything to me

[Verse 2]
Now I can feel, him at my side
My fewer steps, he comes to guide
When trials come, he comforts me
To faith in him or sin I have a victory

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Oh, sinner come to Jesus now
At His dear feet just humbly bow
Confess to Him your every sin
He'll save and cleanse you, give you peace and joy within
[Chorus]

9070. I Never Will Marry

I Never Will Marry
Carter Family

One morning as I rambled all down the seashore
The wind it did whistle, and the waters did roar
I heard a fair damsel make a pitiful sound
It sounded so lonesome in the waters around 

   I never will marry, or be no man's wife
   I expect to live single all the days of my life
   The shells in the ocean shall be my death bed
   The fish in deep water swim over my head 

She plunged her fair body in the waters so deep



She closed her blue eyes in the waters to sleep
My love's gone and left me, the one I adore
She's gone where I never will see her anymore

9071. I Once Had A Love (The False Bride)

I Once Had A Love (The False Bride)
Traditional

I once had a love and I loved her so well
And I hated all others who spoke of her ill
And now she's rewarded me well for my love
For she's gone and she's wed another

And I saw my love up to the church go
With bride and bridesmaidens she made a fine show
And I followed on with my heart full of woe
For she's gone and she's wed another

I saw my love as she sat down to dine
I sat down beside her and poured the wine
And I thought on the lass who should have been mine
She's gone and she's wed another

All the men in the forest they ask it of me
"How many strawberries grow in the salt sea?"
And I answer them with a tear in my eye
"How many ships sail in the forest?"

So dig me a grave and dig it so deep
And cover it over with flowers so sweet
And I'll lay me down for to take a long sleep
And maybe in time I'll forget her

9072. I Once Loved

I Once Loved - Kathy Kallick

I once loved a cowboy, not a lot to say
Alone on the range for most of the day
Then he'd jump on his horse and just ride away
Leave all questions and answers dangling
I once loved a diplomat, he had a way with words
He'd listen real hard and repeat all that he'd heard
With a passion for gossip and all things absurd
And a talent for side-step angling

CHORUS:
Love is a challenge, love is a test



Love is the balance of all that you love best
There's love of the moment and love for all time
There's love beyond all reason and rhyme
I once loved a dancer, graceful and slim
Smooth and romantic, everybody loved him
Best in the spotlight with all other lights dim
And the crowds and the music jangling

CHORUS

Now I love the silence and I love the light
The sound of my heartbeat alone in the night
I love the way music and food and dance are just right
With the absence of all that entangling
'cause love is possessive, love is unkind
Love can be jealous and steal all of your time
Love is a weapon and love is a shield
Love is always just the way you feel
CHORUS

9073. I Only Cry When You Go

I Only Cry When You Go
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
Here you are, come to tell me you're leaving
Because I'm cold and I don't understand
But you're wrong if you think I'm unfeeling
And I'm tough like a man

[Chorus]
'Cause when you go, then my tears'll start falling
You don't see, so, honey, how could you know?
Though you call me a hard-hearted woman
Well, it just isn't so
But I only cry when you go

[Verse 2]
When I tried not to show any weakness
I thought it best, now I guess I was wrong
'Cause you think that I won't need you to lean on
And you think that I'm strong

[Chorus]
But when you go, then my tears'll start falling
You don't see, so, honey, how could you know?
And though you call me a hard-hearted woman
Well, it just isn't so
But I only cry when you go

[Outro]
Though you call me a hard-heartRd woman



It just isn't so, oh
But I only cry when you go

9074. I Only Exist

I Only Exist - Dierks Bentley
Composer: Ralph Stanley

   No I'm not living I only exist
   How much longer can I go on like this
   You broke my heart and tortured my mind
   I've lost you darling you're long gone this time

My home is broken you wrecked my young life
You left me here alone to cry
These tears that are flowing will soon dry away
And some day darling I know you will pay

I knew you were no good right from the start
My friends all told me you'd break my heart
When your roaming and rambling days are through
You'll pray for a love like I had for you

9075. I Only Exist - Chords

I Only Exist    
recorded by the Stanley Brothers
written by Jimmie Stanley and Joyce Morris
 
G          C              G
No I'm not living  I only exist
                                 D7
How much longer can I go on like this
             C                      G
You broke my heart  and tortured my mind
                       D7                    G
I've lost you darling  you're long gone this time
 
                      C                G
My home is broken you wrecked my young life
                           D7
You left me here  alone to cry
                     G             C        G
These tears that are falling  will soon dry away
                      D7             G
And some day darling  you'll have to pay
 
Repeat #1
                         C              G



I knew you were no good  right from the start
                                            D7
My friends all told me  that you'd break my heart
                      G         C        G
When your roaming and rambling  days are through
                        D7             G
You'll pray for a love  like I had for you
 
Repeat #1

9076. I Only Make You Happy When I Cry - Chords

I Only Make You Happy When I Cry
Written and recorded by Justin Trevino
 
C                               F
You must really love to tear me down
    G7                                C   Dm
And pry these hurtful tears out of my eyes
   C                         F
So why do I keep coming back around
        G7                         C
Seems I only make you happy when I cry
 
    D7                                      G7
Why can't I break these chains that keep me bound to you 
     C                            F
It's because I can't imagine love with someone new
D7                                  G7
And so I walk around with teardrops in my eyes
      Dm              G7           C
Seems I only make you happy when I cry
 
                                  F
My love for you is slowly killing me
    G7                                C   Dm
And life with you is a painful way to die
   C                                      F
My heart's grown used to holding this misery
        G7                         C
Seems I only make you happy when I cry
 
D7                                      G7
Why can't I break these chains that keep me bound to you 
     C                            F
It's because I can't imagine love with someone new
D7                                  G7
And so I walk around with teardrops in my eyes
      Dm              G7           C
Seems I only make you happy when I cry
  
        G7                         C
Seems I only make you happy when I cry



9077. I Only See You - Chords

I Only See You
Recorded by Ray Tombs
Written by Ginny Peters and Clifford G. Snyder

G                                   D7
In a room full of people I only see you
                                            G
With conversation all around me I only hear you
                          G7               C
Your eyes draw me to you across the crowed room
     G                   D7         G
In a room full of people I only see you
                                                        C
Is this infatuation this wild beating I'm feeling in my heart
   D7                                                        G
Is this what poets write about is the way love's supposed to start
I've known love before but what I'm feeling now 
   G7                     C
Is something that's brand new
     G                   D7         G
In a room full of people I only see you
                                  G7              C
When the party's all over and the night is almost through
            G                       D7                  G
When I need someone just to love me may that someone is you
                                                            D7
When they play all the slow songs I want to dance them with you
                                                           G
When they turn down the lights low I want to be there with you
                                      G7             C
And when the party's all over and the night's almost through
            G                       D7                  G
When I need someone just to love me may that someone is you
 
Repeat #2
C    G                   D7         G
In a room full of people I only see you

9078. I Only Think About You When I'm Drunk

Tom T. Hall - I only think about you when i'm drunk
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Well I don't think about you when I'm bowlin'
I don't think about you when I'm playin' golf
I don't think about you when I go out huntin'
And when I'm tryin' to catch a bass you don't cross my mind at all



I don't think about when I'm hungry
I don't think about you when my doughnut's done
I don't think about you when I'm lonely
No I only think about you when I'm drunk

When I get out of this jail I'm gonna go straight
I'll go straight back to that bar and tell my frinds they'd better not wait
Cause I ain't gonna be drinking anymore
Hey I know I've said that once or twice before
Well I'm tired of having two drinks and seeing my ship of happiness sunk
And I only think you about you when I'm drunk

Well I don't think about you when I'm cookin'
I don't think about you when I'm makin' bed
And I don't think about you when I'm moppin'
And when I think to making love well you might as well be dead
I don't think about you when I'm readin'
I don't think about you when I see your junk
I don't think about you on your birthday
I only think about you when I'm drunk

So when I get out of this jail I'm gonna go straight...

9079. I Only Want You For Christmas

Alan Jackson - I Only Want You For Christmas 

The snow is falling   It's Christmas Eve
Presents are wrapped Under the tree
Is there one for me?
I only want you for Christmas, baby
I don't need nothing else
I only want you for Christmas, baby
Tie a ribbon 'round yourself
Oh, tie a ribbon 'round yourself
I ain't gonna write no letter  Send north to the pole
Cause what I'm wanting this year Saint Nick don't need to know
Oh pick it Rudolph   Go about it Frosty
I only want you for Christmas, baby
I don't need nothing else
I only want you for Christmas, baby
Tie a ribbon 'round yourself
Oh, tie a ribbon 'round yourself
So put on your Christmas stockings I'll find that mistletoe
Let's get into the the holiday spirits
And honey ho ho ho ho ho ho ho ho
I only want you for Christmas, baby
I don't need nothing else
I only want you for Christmas, baby
Tie a ribbon 'round yourself
I only want you for Christmas, baby
I don't need nothing else



I only want you for Christmas, baby
Tie a ribbon 'round yourself
Oh, tie a ribbon 'round yourself
Spoken:
Wooo oooo (train noise)  Oh I had a bicycle   I had a train too
Woooo I only want you

9080. I Only Wish You Knew

I Only Wish You Knew 
JD Crowe
 
CHORUS : 
I wonder how I can ever make you love me 
And help you see all the love I have for you 
I know somehow, that we belong together 
And somehow, I only wish you knew 
 
I see your blue eyes how they cry 
Everytime he says goodbye 
I know it hurts more than you would ever say 
I'd like to hold you in my arms 
Where I can keep you safe from harm  
And show you that I would love you everyday 
  
If he would just stay a way 
Long enough for me to say 
All the things that I'd like to say to you 
But he's back once again
And I know you'll take him  
With open arms just like you always do  
 
And somehow, I only wish you knew

9081. I Overlooked An Orchid - Chords

I Overlooked an Orchid 
Recorded by Carl Smith
Written by Carl Story, Shirl Lyn, Carl Smith, James King Band
 
C                           F              C
The orchid is a flower that blooms so tenderly
                                  G7
To thrill the fairest lady of the land
   C
If placed beside a blushing rose
    F              C
the rose could not compare
                    G7         C



But how was such as I to under-stand
 
C                             F                C
I over looked an orchid while search-ing for a rose
                                  G7
The orchid that I over looked was you
    C
The rose that I was searching for
    F             C
has proved to be untrue
                 G7               C
The orchid now I find my dear was you
 
C                            F                     C  
The rose has lost it's color but the orchid is the same
                                  G7
And I'm alone to face these lonely years
 C                     
I didn't see the orchid 
  F                 C   
I was looking for a rose
                  G7                C
And now I pay the price with bitter tears
 
repeat #2

9082. I Owe The World To You - Chords

I Owe The World To You
Written and recorded by Tommy Cash
[3/4 time]
 
C                   F           C
Your sweet love has made me the man that I am
G7                          F              C
Your smiles and your kisses are my helping hand
                   F       C
And as long as you love me I'll always be true
              G7       C   G7
For I owe the world to you
C
Yes I owe the world to you yes I do
                   D7           G7
With you love it's always brand new
    C                          F         C
And there's no loneliness just pure happiness
              G7       C
Yes I owe the world to you
                        F             C
There were times when I thought about just giving up
      G7                           F             C
And a world full of nothing just a string of bad luck
              F     C



Then you came along right out of the blue
              G7       C
Now I owe the world to you
Repeat #2
    C                          F         C
And there's no loneliness just pure happiness
              G7       C
Yes I owe the world to you

9083. I Pray My Way Out Of Trouble

Osborne Brothers - I pray my way out of trouble
Composer: Loretta Lynn - Teddy Wilburn

Many times my mind is wrapped up in trouble
And my heart gets so heavy too
Sometimes when I sink so low I touch bottom
I kneel down to reach out and he pulls me through

I pray my way out of trouble
And I ask my dear Lord to help me each day
I pray my way out of trouble
And the dear nail scared hand wipes my teardrops away

The smallest prayer from the world's bigger sinner
Brings a smile to his sadden face
So I just go to him any time I'm in trouble
Wash my heart in the waters of my Saviour's grace

I pray my way out of trouble...

9084. I Prayed for an Angel - Chords

I Prayed for an Angel
Recorded Jack Scott
Written by Laura Veronica
 
C                     Em            F
I prayed for an angel    He sent me you 
          C        D7            G7
And to my surprise    a devil in disguise
C                    Em                 F
I worship the ground    that you walked upon
              C      G7                           C
I gave you my love   oh but just look what you've done
 
               F                           C
Right from the start you've been trouble I see
              D7                      G7



It may have a hand in what you did to me
                C     Em            F
Surly you are a devil    I know now that's true
             C      G7                  C
Cause only a devil    could do what you do
 
           Em     F
(You are a devil   I know that's true
             C       G7                 C
Cause only a devil    could do what you do
F               C      G7           C
I prayed for an angel    He sent me you

9085. I Pressed Through The Crowd

I Pressed Through the Crowd
Artist: Charlie Sizemore

Like a prodigal son
I wandered in darkness
The clutches of sin
They clung to my soul
My burdens were heavy
My sins were so many
But when I touched Jesus
He made me whole
(Chorus)
I pressed through the crowd
Reached out and touched Jesus
The sweet holy spirit
Came into my soul
I knew I'd been changed
My sins all forgiven
'Cause when I touched Jesus
He made me whole
Like the woman who tried
Many physicians
When she touched Jesus
Was healed on that day
My sickness was different 
My sins were so many
When I touched Jesus
He washed them away
(Repeat Chorus)

9086. I Promise To Love You

Jerry Jeff Walker - I Promise to Love You



Jerry Jeff Walker
For your birthday, I thought that I'd give you
A little something from me
A gift you would treasure, something you'd always keep
At first I thought maybe some jewelry
With lots of diamonds or gold
But any man with deep pockets can go and buy one of those
Chorus:
No, I wanted something, something that money can't buy
A gift I could give you, and it would last for all time
So I wrote you this love song, one I hoped that you'd like
And I've wrapped it in a promise, to love you all of my life
These days it's so easy to buy things, no effort needed at all
Anything you desire, all you do is make a call
But I wonder how often it's happened, once you've brought it home
That shiny new trinket now leaves you cold and alone
Chorus:
So I wanted something, something your money can't buy
A gift I could give you that would last for all time
So I wrote you this love song, one I hoped that you like
Then I wrapped it in a promise, to love you all of my life
Yes I promise I'll love you, for the rest of my life

9087. I Push Right Over

Robbie Fulks - I Push Right Over

[Verse 1]
My eyes say no
But I push right over
Built wide and six feet high
But I push right over
Just get me in a room that's dark
And you're looking at an easy mark
One little kiss trips my heart
And jump-starts my motor

[Chorus 1]
Way down I'm a soft touch
I push right over
You don't need to say much
Because I push right over
So baby, go dim that light
And start pushing with all your might
And hold on tight
And I'll push right over

[Bridge]
Blue eyes and face so pretty
One look and I hit the floor
I'm begging you, stay here with me
I'm never gonna need you more



9088. I Quit - Chords

I Quit
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Max D. Barnes and Vince Gill

G                       D7
When your said you were leaving 
                  G
I said here we go again
                      D7
I ain't even breaking even 
                          G
In this game I just can't win
                      D7
The cards are stacked against me 
                  G
Your aces beat my twos
                            D7
Seems like bad luck travels with me 
                   G
Like I was born to lose
  C             G
I quit I've had enough 
   D7                    G
Of falling in and out of love
    C                       G
I'm done I'm through that's it 
     D7               G
If I can't have you I quit
                 D7
You were my only sunshine 
                      G
In a world of pouring rain
                   D7
So this will be my last time 
                        G
I can't go through this again
repeat #3
    C                       G
I'm done I'm through that's it 
     D7               G
If I can't have you I quit

9089. I Ran Out Of Time - Chords

I Ran Out Of Time
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Dale Morris



C                             F           C
I wanted an education just to finish high school
                                                 G7
I didn't want to be like Willie he's an educated fool
  C                                   F            C
I quit school for the factory where I wanted to be boss
                                        G7             C
But like school it's complicated and my ambitions were lost
G7     C                          F               C
Then I wanted to be a soldier and help to win the war
                                              G7
But I didn't believe in what we were fighting for
       C                         F                C
Then I wanted to be married to a fine up-standing girl
                                          G7           C
But her parents they let me know I didn't fit in their world
G7     C                            F         C
Well I just left this party where I had a bad trip
                                         G7
I was just experimenting I was trying to forget
         C                                    F           C
And as I sit here on this bridge Lord it's so dark I feel blind
                                                 G7         C
You know I wanted so many things Lord but I just ran out of time
G7       C                                    F           C
And as I sit here on this bridge Lord it's so dark I feel blind
                                                 G7         F  C
You know I wanted so many things Lord but I just ran out of time

9090. I Reached For The Wine

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
I Reached For The Wine

My eyes are perfect but now I see I'm blind
Because I didn't notice all those danger signs
I tried and tried to tell you oh so many times
You should reach for your baby but I reached for the wine

Remember I told you that someday you would find
Just you and your bottle at the end of the line
You'd still be here in my arms and not just on my mind
If you'd reach for your baby like I reached for the wine

If I could reach you just one more time
I'd show you I love you much more than the wine
Many nights my pillow feels these arms of mine
For they couldn't reach you cause I reached for the wine

I'm sure you'll find someone who will be kind and true
That's the things I wanted but I wanted them from you
Our love could have lasted until the end of time



If I'd reach for you baby like I reached for the wine

If I could reach you...
My arms couldn't reach you cause I reached for the wine

9091. I Really Don't Want To Know

Dolly Parton - I Really Don't Want To Know 
(Don Robertson/Howard Barnes)
Gillian Welch

How many arms have held you
And hated to let you go
How many, how many I wonder
But I really don't want to know

And how many lips have kissed you
And set your soul aglow
How many, how many I wonder
But I really don't want to know

So always make me wonder
And always make me guess
Even if I ask you
Darlin', don't confess

No you just let that remain your secret
'Cause darlin' I do love you so
How many, how many I wonder
But I really don't want to know

How many, how many I wonder
But I really don't want to know

9092. I Really Got The Feeling

Dolly Parton - I Really Got The Feeling 

I really got the feeling that I'll love you for a long long time
I felt it from the moment we met you didn't ask me my sign
I love my daddy but it really don't matter what my daddy might say
I really got the feeling that I'll love you 'til my dying day
You're a gentle man
And a gentle man is getting mighty hard to find these days
And you're a tender man
And you're man enough to show your love and tender ways
I really got the feeling that I'll love you for a long long time
I felt it from the moment we met you didn't ask me my sign
I love my daddy but it really don't matter what my daddy might say



I really got the feeling that I'll love you 'til my dying day
I love those silly things you do
You make me feel once more like an innocent child of two
I really got the feeling that I'll love you for a long long time
I felt it from the moment we met you didn't ask me my sign
I love my daddy but it really don't matter what my daddy might say
I really got the feeling that I'll love you 'til my dying day
I really got the feeling got the feeling
I really got the feeling got the feeling
I really got the feeling that I'll love you 'til my dying day

9093. I Really Had A Ball Last Night

Emmylou Harris - I really had a ball last night
Composer: Wayne Kemp

Well, I really had a ball last night
I held all the pretty boys tight
I was feelin' single, seein' double
Wound up in a whole lotta trouble
But today I'll face the big fight
But I really had a ball last night

When I came home from work this morning
My baby was feelin' low
And he told me what was on his mind
Then he told me where I could go

Well, I didn't go where he told me to
'Cause the water was cold in the lake
Now there's something fishy 'bout this whole deal
I don't see where I made my mistake

Well, I really had a ball last night
I held all the pretty boys tight
I was feelin' single, seein' double
Wound up in a whole lotta trouble
But today I'll face the big fight
But I really had a ball last night

When I woke up this morning
Like me, the sun was high
Well, I started walking the long way home
Just to think of an alibi

Well, I couldn't think of a darn gawn thing
That hadn't already been said
So I guess I better just play it by ear
For I'm already dead

Well, I really had a ball last night
I held all the pretty boys tight
I was feelin' single, seein' double



Wound up in a whole lotta trouble
But today I'll face the big fight
But I really had a ball last night

Yes, today I'll face the big fight
But I really had a ball last night

9094. I Recall A Gypsy Woman

I Recall A Gypsy Woman

Silver coins that jingle jingle
Fancy shose that dance in time
Oh the secrets of her dark eyes
They did sing a gypsy thyme

Yellow clover in tangled blossoms
In a melted silky green
Where she held me to her bosom
Just a boy of seventeen

I recall the gypsy woman
Silver spangles in her eyes
Ivory skin against the moonlight
And the taste of lifes sweetwine

Soft breezes blow from fragrant meadows
Stir the darkness in my mind
Oh gentle woman you sleep beside me
A little gnome who haunts my mind

Oh gypsy lady I hear your laughter
And the dance is in my head
While my tender wife and baby
Slumber softly in their bed

* Refrain

9095. I Reckon

John Hartford - I Reckon

Who's this demon they call commercial
Whose eyes blink and little bells ring as it gathers in the pot
And stares balefully at it's audience of struggling young artists
We're all thinkin' commirsh come here I reckon

Who's this demon called commercial walkin' in the shiny black grooves
Molder classify and restricting those that are already restricted



And caged within a melody I reckon

Had I not made this record I still woulda made these songs
I'da sung them to my family my friends
And softly to myself I reckon

These are some of things that have drifted by my eyes
Seeped into my ears now passed from my mouth

Let the demon have mercy I reckon

9096. I Remember

Dolly Parton - I Remember 
(Dolly Parton)

I remember, I remember
I remember momma and daddy most of all
I remember meadows and fields of golden wheat
I remember song birds and sugar cane so sweet
I remember lots of things that often I recall
But I remember momma and daddy most of all
I remember ginger bread my momma used to bake
I remember home-made toys that Daddy used to make
Yes, I remember many things that often I recall
But I remember momma and daddy most of all
I remember momma and daddy most of all
In our little country home they filled with love
I remember momma and daddy most of all
And all the things they did to make life happier for us
Yes I remember lots of things that often I recall
But I remember momma and daddy most of all
I remember candy that daddy used to bring
I remember songs my momma used to sing
Oh I Remember many things that often I recall
But I remember momma and daddy most of all
I remember momma and daddy most of all
And how they taught us children right from wrong
I remember momma and daddy most of all
How they used to hope and pray they'd live to see us grown
Oh I remember many things that often I recall
I remember momma and daddy most of all
I remember, I remember
I remember momma and daddy most of all
Most of all

9097. I Remember Joe



Nanci Griffith - I Remember Joe

Oh, your golden lights of America,
Joseph sought your prairies and your buffalo.
And the humming of the rails down through Kansas,
They brought Joseph in from Baltimore.
The Cavalry, the Indians, and an old dan were his only friends.
Then the old dan died and the Indians' plight
Made the Cavalry young Joe's enemy.

Oh, the outlaws spilled the blood across the
Kansas plains back in the '70s.
Joseph took a badge for America
To defend you from your fantasies.
Joseph wore that badge across the Kansas
Prairies to save the railroads.
But the heroes that we made, well, they were
Ruthless soldiers who'd kill for gold.

With a broken heart for the frontier plains,
Joseph sat a-rocking in his front-porch swing.
That old tin badge is tarnished now,
You know it was just a young man's dream.
And old man's tales are hard to reach when you
Don't believe in your American Dream.
The Indians, the buffalo and old Joe Mason,
They died from memory.

Oh, your golden lights of America,
Joseph sought your prairies and your buffalo.
And the humming of the rails down through
Kansas, they brought Joseph in from Baltimore.
The Cavalry, the Indians, and an old dan...
Forsaken old man.

Oh, your golden lights of America.

9098. I Remember You

Emmylou Harris - I Remember You
Steve Earle

When I'm walkin' these streets
And I'm countin' my steps
And I'm draggin' my feet
Cause I ain't ready yet
To start all over again
Cause every time that I do
I remember you

Well you broke my heart
And it healed alright
Now we're far apart
And I don't lie awake at night



But every once in a while
Right out of the blue
I remember you

Well, you never write, and I never call
And I don't miss you tonight, I'm just curios that's all
Do you still have dreams? Did they all come true?
Does it every seem like you'll never make it through?
And do you ever miss me the way that I do
When I remember you?

9099. I Ride An Old Paint

I Ride An Old Paint
Arr. Arlo Guthrie

I ride an old paint, I lead an old dan
I'm goin' to Montana to throw the hoolihan
They'll feed in the coulees, and water in the draw
Their tails are all matted, and their backs are all raw

Chorus:
Ride around little dogies, ride around real slow
For they're fiery and snuffy are rarin' to go

Old Bill Jones had a daughter and a son
One went to college, the other went wrong
His wife, she got killed in a poolroom fight
But still he's a-singin' from mornin' till night

Chorus

When I die, take my saddle from the wall
Place it on my old pony, lead him out of his stall
Tie my bones to my saddle and turn our faces to the West
And we'll ride the prairie we love the best

Chorus

Repeat First Verse

Chorus

9100. I Ride In Your Slipstream

Richard Thompson - I Ride In Your Slipstream 

I ride in your slipstream
I wear your reflection



I echo your heartbeat
In the wind

You might say we're lovers
You might say we're strangers
You think you don't know me
But you're wearing my ring

Good road, bad road
Just don't mean a thing
Good dream, bad dream
Just don't mean a thing

Down in the while of the wheels you'll hear me sing
I'm like a TV eye in the sky but I'm right behind you
I'm like your signed confession but I'm right behind you
I'm like the child you never were but I'm right behind you

Let's ride
I ride in your slipstream
But don't try to touch me
Just trust me to love you, I love you

I ride in your slipstream
I ride in your slipstream
I ride in your slipstream

9101. I Rise I Fall - Chords

I Rise I Fall
Recorded by Johnny Tillotson
Written by Paul Hampton

C        Am        F           G7        C
I rise I fall with each little thing you do
           Am       F           G7      C
You hurt I hurt I'm that much a part of you
F               G7         E7        Am
And when you're happy baby I'm happy too
          F           G7      C  G7
Since I'm that much a part of you
C        Am        F           G7         C
I rise I fall with each little breath you take
          Am        F          G7        C
You cry I cry cause I feel the same heartache
F               G7           E7          Am
And when you're smiling baby I'm smiling too
          F           G7      C
Since I'm that much a part of you
F             Em      F                C
Your lips are my lips my heart is your heart
F            Em              D7            G7
Never let us be further than just a breath apart



C        Am        F           G7        C
I rise I fall with each little thing you do
           Am       F           G7      C
You hurt I hurt I'm that much a part of you
F               G7            E7        Am
Everything that you feel baby I feel it too
          F           G7      C
Since I'm that much a part of you
          F           G7      C   Am  C
Since I'm that much a part of you

9102. I Run To You

The Infamous Stringdusters 
I Run To You

So many miles, so far from home
All of those nights I woke up alone
When every face tells me I don't belong
It's always been you that keeps me hanging on

Anywhere our story leads
Feels Like gravity
I run to you
Take me there
Take me far away
No, I'm not afraid
I run to you
Whoa, Whoa, I run to you

So careless and wild, a leaf on the wind
Most of my life, it never made sense
Just another lost soul with nothing to lose
Until the day that I found you

Anywhere our story leads
Feels Like gravity
I run to you
Take me there
Take me all the way
No, I'm not afraid
I run to you
Whoa, Whoa, I run to you

Anywhere our story leads
Feels Like gravity
I run to you
Whoa, Whoa, I run to you



9103. I Run To You - Chords

I Run To You
Marty Stuart - I Run To You

(Capo on 1)

Intro.:  /(G)(Em)/(D7) /(G)(C)/(G)

I run to (G)you when I'm (G7/F)lone-(C)ly
I run to (D7)you when I'm feeling (G)blue
Each step I take, leads me to you (G7/F)on-(C)ly
When I need (G)love, (Em) (D7) I run to (G)you (C) (G) (D7)

This (G)world, is sometimes (D7)cold and (G)hard (G7/F)to (C)bear
What would I (G)do, sweet-(D7)heart, if you weren't (G)there (D7)
When (G)things go (D7)wrong, and my (G)dreams (G7/F)fall a-(C)part
You lift me (G)up, (D7) you touch my (G)heart (C) (G)

I run to (G)you when I'm (G7/F)lone-(C)ly
I run to (D7)you when I'm feeling (G)blue
Each step I take, leads me to you (G7/F)on-(C)ly
When I (G)need love, (D7) I run to (G) you (C) (G)

Solo:  (C)/(G) /(D) /(G)(C)/(G)

No one (G)else, in this (D7)world, could (G)take (G7/F)your (C)place
I feel the (G)love, (D7) in your em-(G)brace (D7)
And I (G)long in my (D7)heart, for (G)you (G7/F)to (C)feel
Eternal-(G)ly, (D7) my love (G)is real (C) (G)

I run to (G) you when I'm (G7/F)lone-(C)ly
I run to (D7)you when I'm feeling (G)blue
Each step I take, leads me to you (G7/F)on-(C)ly
When I need (G)love, (Em) (D7) I run to (G) you (G7/F)

(Tag)
(C) When I need (G)love, (Em) (D7) I run to (G)you

Outro.:  / (Bb6) / /(G7)(C)/(G)(Bb6)/(G7)(C)/(G) -----

9104. I Said (Paradise Reprise)

I Said (Paradise Reprise) 

When I was a boy my family would travel
Inta' Western Kentucky where my parents were born
To a lost little town there that's often remembered
So many times that my memory drew warn

And daddy won't me take me back to Mulingburg County
Down by the green river where Paradise lay
He said, 'I'm sorry my son but yer too late in askin'



Mr. Peabodys' coal trains hauled it away'

Well, sometimes we travel right down the green river
To the abandoned old prison down by Gadry Hill
Where the air smelled like snakes, we'd shoot off pistols
Ahh, but empty pop bottles is all we would kill

And daddy won't me take me back to Mulingburg County
Down by the green river where paradise lay
He said, 'I'm sorry my son but yer too late in askin'
Mr. Peabodys' coal train has hauled it away'

Well, the coal company came with the worlds largest shovel
They tortured the timber and stripped all of the land
Lord, they dug for their coal 'til the ground was forsaken
Then wrote it all down as a the 'Progress Of Man'

So daddy won't you take me back to Mulingburg County
Down by the green river where Paradise lay
He said, 'I'm sorry my son but yer too late in askin'
Mr. Peabodys' coal trains hauled it away'

When I die let my ashes float down the green river
Let my soul roll on up to the Rochester Dam
I'll be halfway to heaven with Paradise waitin'
Just 5 miles away from wherever I am

Ohh, and daddy won't you take me back to Mulingburg County
Down by the green river where Paradise lay
He said, 'I'm sorry my son but yer too late in askin'
Mr. Peabodys' coal train has hauled it away'

He said, 'I'm sorry my son but yer too late in askin'
Mr. Peabodys coal train has hauled it away
Oh, Mr. Peabodys' coal train has hauled it away'

9105. I Said All That To Say All This - Chords

I Said All That To Say All This
Recorded by George Jones

C
Last night when I said it was getting colder 

I thought you'd take the hint
                                                  
Well I wanted my arm around your shoulder 
       G7
That's what I really meant

       F
When I asked if I could drive you home   
G7



I didn't want to be alone
           C                   F
We've been friends a long long time 
       G7
Oh why can't you see what's on my mind

  F
I said all that to say all this 
            C
I want your touch and I need your kiss
      G7
Honey if I even had half the nerve 
         C
I'd give in and swallow desert

            F
Every other thing that you do to me 
            C
You make my head spin and my knees go weak
     G7
I've fallen in love and I can't resist 
                           C
I said all that to say all this

Baby I'm standing on the edge 

All I need is a little push
         
But it's hard to speak my heart so 
       G7
I keep beating around the bush

       F
When I said I need someone like you  
G7
Couldn't you see where it was leading too
           C                F
You're the only one who can do it 
        G7
Where I thought you'd see right through it

repeat #3 and 4

9106. I Sang Dixie

I Sang Dixie
Rhonda Vincent

I sang Dixie as he died
The people just walked on by as I cried
The bottle had robbed him of all his rebel pride
I sang Dixie as he died



He said way down yonder in the land of cotton
Old times there ain't near as rotten as they are
On this damned old L.A. street
he drew a dying breath
laid his head against my chest
Please Lord take his soul back home to Dixie

I sang Dixie as he died
The people just walked on by as I cried
The bottle had robbed him of all his rebel pride
So I sang Dixie as he died

He said listen to me son while you still can
Run back home to that Southern land
Don't you see what life here has done to me
Then he closed those old blue eyes
And fell limp against my side
No more pain, now he's safe back home in Dixie

I sang Dixie as he died
The people just walked on by as I cried
The bottle had robbed him of all his rebel pride
So I sang Dixie as he died
I sang Dixie as he died

9107. I Sang Dixie - Chords

I Sang Dixie
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C
I sang Dixie as he died 
The people just walked on by as I cried
               F                           C
The bottle had robbed him of all his rebel pride 
          G7       C
I sang Dixie as he died
                                        
He said way down yonder in the land of cotton
F
Old times there ain't near as rotten 
        C                         G7
As they are on this damned old LA street
C
Then he drew a dying breath 
F
Laid his head against my chest
       C             G7                C
Please Lord take his soul back home to Dixie
repeat #1
                  
He said listen to me son while you still can 
F



Run back home to that southern land
          C                              G7
Don't you see what life here has done to me
C
Then he closed those old blue eyes 
F
And fell limp against my side
        C             G7                C
No more pain now he's safe back home in Dixie
repeat #1
          G7       F   C
I sang Dixie as he died

9108. I Sang The Song - Chords

I Sang The Song 
Mac Wiseman feat. John Prine

[Intro]
F  Am7  G   C
 
[Verse 1]
          C      F       C
I could hear the highway callin'
        F                   C
Long before the road ran through
             F                Am7
Dreams are free and not much else is
           G             C
What else can a poor boy do?
 
[Verse 2]
          C         F         C
Calais, France, the Cliffs of Dover
        F             C
Name a city, I been there
       F                Am7
Women laughin', babies cryin'
            G             C
Sounds the same most anywhere
 
[Verse 3]
          C     F         C
Baptized in the old South River
             F               C
Three times forward I been blessed
       F               Am7
Just another young hillbilly
                 G                       C
Who would have thought, who could have guessed?
 
[Instrumental]
C   F C   F   C   F   Am7   G   C



 
[Verse 4]
        C         F     C
Gordon Lightfoot, A.P. Carter
        F                  C
Mother Maybelle, June and John
           F                Am7
It ain't braggin' if you've done it
          G                 C
Name the tune, I sang the song
 
[Verse 5]
            C        F      C
And now I'm old, no way to hide it
          F                C
Wouldn't care to truth be told
        F                Am7
Once a man and twice a child
            G             C
Well, I've got a hand to hold
 
[Instrumental]
C   F C   F   C   F   Am7   G   C
 
[Verse 6]
          C      F       C
I could hear the highway callin'
        F                   C
Long before the road ran through
             F                Am7
Dreams are free and not much else is
           G              C
What else can a poor boy do?
             F                Am7
Dreams are free and not much else is
           G             C
What else can a poor boy do?
 
[Outro]
G  C

9109. I Saw A Man At The Close Of Day

I Saw a Man at the Close of Day
Doc Watson - Dry Branch Fire Squad

I saw a man at the close of day
standing by a grocery door
His eyes were sunken his lips were parched
And I viewed him o'er and o'er

His little son stood by his side
And unto him he said



Oh father mother is sick at home
And sister cries for bread

He turned around went in at the door
He staggered up to the bar
And faltering on to the landlord sayin'
Just give me one dram more

A year or so I passed thereby
And a crowd stood round the door
When I asked the reason one replied
The drunkard is no more

Just then a hearse moved slowly by
No wife nor children near
They had gone before this foul murder
And left this world of care

Come all you jolly dram drinkers
By this a warning take
And quit the overflowing bowl
Before it is too late

9110. I Saw Him Walk Out Of The Sky - Chords

I Saw Him Walk Out Of The Sky
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Dee Gaskin
  
G
I've been searching so long for the words to describe 
                          D7
The dream I was given one night 
      G
But I found none sufficient to tell what I felt 
               D7              G
When I saw Him walk out of the sky 

I dreamed we had gathered at the old meeting house 
                              D7
My family my dear friends and I 
       G
We had gone there to worship at the close of the day 
               D7              G
When I saw Him walk out of the sky 

    C                            G
The church door was open and the singing began 
                                    D7
Then the loud sound of thunder drew nigh 
  G
I looked out through the night and the Heavens grew bright 
               D7              G



Then I saw Him walk out of the sky 

I wanted to shout oh look He's returned
                              D7
But my lips could not utter a sound 
  G
I wanted to tell them to look toward the sky 
                  D7         G
And behold what I saw coming down 

       C                         G
Oh the brightness around Him can not be described
                                D7
And the wonders untold though I tried 
       G
It's a dream I will treasure as long as I live 
               D7              G
When I saw Him walk out of the sky 

   
It's a dream I will treasure as long as I live 
               D7              G
When I saw Him walk out of the sky

9111. I Saw Mommy Kissin' Santa Claus

I Saw Mommy Kissin' Santa Claus
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

I saw Mommy kissin' Santa Claus
Underneath the mistletoe last night
(Underneath it, underneath it)
She did not see me creep
Down the stairs to have a peep
She thought that I was tucked up
In my bedroom, fast asleep

Then I saw Moma kissin' Santa Claus
Underneath his beard of snowy white
And oh, what a laugh it would have been
If my Daddy had walked right in and seen
Mommy kissin' Santa Claus last night

[Instrumental]

Yeah, I saw Moma kissin' Santa Claus
Underneath the mistletoe last night
I watched'm dancin' all around the tree
Singin' songs they never sang to me
Santa even sounded kinda pop
But you had to like the wway that dude could scat

Yeah, I saw Moma scoodlR ah day



Scoodle etc (scatting)
UndernRath the mistletoe last night
And oh what a scene it would have been
If my daddy woulda walked right in
Seein' Moma kissin' Santa
Santa kissin' Moma
Moma kissin' Santa Clause last night
Night
Night-night!

9112. I Saw Mother With God Last Night

Flatt & Scruggs 
I Saw Mother With God Last Night

I saw mom with God last night
I was mad when God took you, from me
But last night I could plainly see
That He saved you from lots of misery

A smile upon your face told me
You were happy as you could be
I'm a gonna ask God if He'll save a place for me

Mother, dear sweet precious mother, mother
(Sweet precious mother)
I saw you with God last night

He was holdin' to your hand
Showin' you around in the Promised Land
I saw you with God last night

Gonna write two letters to the heaven's blue
One to God, and one to you
I'm a gonna thank Him for bein' so nice to you

I've been cryin' since you went away
But not one tear I've shed today
'Cause I know now you're happy up there
In the heaven's blue

Mother, dear sweet precious mother, mother
(Sweet precious mother)
I saw you with God last night
He was holdin' to your hand
Showin' you around in the Promised Land
I saw you with God last night



9113. I Saw The Light

Ernest Tubb 
I Saw The Light - Emmylou Harris

I wandered so aimless life filled with sin
I wouldn't let my dear Saviour in
Then Jesus came like a stranger in the night
Praise the Lord I saw the light

I saw the light, I saw the light
No more darkness, no more night
Now I'm so happy no sorrow in sight
Praise the Lord I saw the light

Just like a blind man I wandered alone
Worries and fears I claimed for my own
Then like a blind man that God gave back his sight
Praise the Lord I saw the light

I saw the light, I saw the light
No more darkness, no more night
Now I'm so happy no sorrow in sight
Praise the Lord I saw the light

I was a fool to wander and stray
For straight is the gate and narrow the way
Now I have traded the wrong for the right
Praise the Lord I saw the light

I saw the light, I saw the light
No more darkness, no more night
Now I'm so happy no sorrow in sight
Praise the Lord I saw the light
Praise the Lord I saw the light

9114. I Saw The Light

Bill Monroe - I Saw the Light

I saw the light, I saw the light
No more darkness, no more night
Now I'm so happy, no sorrow in sight
Praise the Lord, I saw the light

I wandered so aimless I filled with sin
I wouldn't let my dear Savior in
Then Jesus came like a stranger in the night
Praise the Lord, I saw the light

I saw the light, I saw the light
No more darkness, no more night
Well, I'm so happy, no sorrow in sight



Praise the Lord, I saw the light

Just like a blind man I wandered alone
Worries and fears I claimed for my own
Then like the blind man that God gave back his sight
Praise the Lord, I saw the light

I saw the light, I saw the light
No more darkness, no more night
Now I'm so happy, no sorrow in sight
Praise the Lord, I saw the light

I was a fool to wander and astray
Straight is the gate and narrow the way
Now I have traded the wrong for the right
Praise the Lord, I saw the light

I saw the light, I saw the light
No more darkness, no more night
Now I'm so happy, no sorrow in sight
Praise the Lord, I saw the light

9115. I Saw You Today - Chords

I Saw You Today
Recorded by Sammy Kershaw 
Written by Bobby Braddock

G               C            G
Despite all the distance and time
        Em           D7          C
And the changes that I have gone through
    G             C           G
You never strayed far from my mind
      Am                     D7
And I never stop hoping once more I'll see you

       G         C   G  Am
Then I saw you today 
       D7          G   D7 Em D7
In the backyard at play
C         D7         E7
Baby blue eyes blond hair in the wind
      Am           F              G        E7  Am
She's you all over again although you went away
  D7        G
I saw you today

          C         G
I used to wish on a star
    Em        D7        C
And I used to send up a prayer
   G            C          G



To Heaven where I know you are
     Am                     D7
That someday I'd see you up there or somewhere

       G       C   G  Am
Then I saw you today 
       D7          G   D7 Em D7
In the backyard at play
C         D7         E7
Baby blue eyes blond hair in the wind
      Am           F              G        E7  Am
She's you all over again although you went away
  D7                G
I saw you I saw you today

9116. I Saw Your Face In The Moon

I Saw Your Face In The Moon

I saw your face in the moon honey
You threw a smile at me
You pretended that you were happy
But in those loving eyes I could see

You were having blue thoughts of by gone
Days you and I once knew
But I could see you smile
And you faded with the blue
When I saw your face in the moon honey
When I saw your face in the moon

9117. I Saw Your Ghost - Chords

I Saw Your Ghost 
The East Pointers

[Intro]
C Em D Bm
 
[Chorus]
             C
I saw your ghost
              Em
It wasn't a dream
                D
I heard your voice
             Bm
Talking to me:
                 C



 I'm here with you
               Em
You'll be alright
                          D
You're gonna get through this
                   Bm
Just hold on tonight 
 
[Verse]
                    C
Underneath a Full moon,
                       Em
Floating off the pavement
                 D
Out of my dimension
                    Bm
I could not explain it
 
[pre-Chorus]
        C                                   D
As the sirens called for silence on the road, the road
       C                                   Bm
You held my hand it wasn't my time to go, no
 
[Chorus]
             C
I saw your ghost
              Em
It wasn't a dream
                D
I heard your voice
             Bm
Talking to me:
                 C
 I'm here with you
               Em
You'll be alright
                          D
You're gonna get through this
                   Bm
Just hold on tonight 
 
[Verse 2]
                    C
Blinding lights, a halo
                  Em
Was it hallucination?
                         D
Or a little glimpse of heaven
                        Bm
I could not explain a soul
 
[pre-Chorus]
        C                                   D
As the sirens called for silence on the road, the road
       C                                   Bm
You held you my hand it wasn't my time to go, no



 
[Chorus]
              C
I saw your ghost
                Em
It wasn't a dream
                 D
Off in the distance
                  Bm
Walking towards me
            C
I'm not alone
              Em
I'll be alright
                      D
I have to keep breathing
                   Bm
and hold on tonight

9118. I Say Nothing

I Say Nothing
Sean Watkins - I Say Nothing

I wonder should
I pull my courage out and say it
Would you be scared
And think different of me now
Would that break it
Every time you call
Though we talk so long
I say nothing at all
Is it just me
Has my mind been running wild
Through a dreamland
Where you might care
More for me than you show
Am i stupid
Every time i call
Though we talk so long
I say nothing at all
I'm more naive
Than i would like to be
Were you joking
Did i miss cues
Miss my most important lines
Of the whole scene
Every time you call
I'm against the wall
I fight myself
Every time you call
I'm agains the wall
I say nothing at all



Every time i call
Though we talk so long
I say nothing at all

9119. I Scare Myself

I Scare Myself
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

I scare myself
Just thinking about you
I scare myself
When I'm without you
I scare myself
The moments that you're gone
I scare myself
When I let my thoughts run

And when they're runnin'
I keep thinking of you
And when they're runnin'
What can I do?

I scare myself
And I don't mean lightly
I scare myself
It can get frightenin'
I scare myself
To think what I could do
I scare myself
It's some kinda voodoo

And with that voodoo
I keep thinking of you
And with that voodoo
What can I do?

But it's oh so, so, so different
When we're together
And I'm oh so so much calmer, I feel better
For the stars have crossed our paths forever
And the sooner that you realize it, the better

Then I'll be with you
And I won't scare myself
And I'll know what to do
And I won't scare myself
And then I'll think of you
And I won't scare myself
And then my thoughts'll run
And I won't scare myself

Then I'll be with you



And I won't scare myself
And I'll know what to do
And I won't scare myself
And I'll think of you
And I won't scare myself
And my thoughts will run
And I won't scare myself...

9120. I See

Tom T. Hall - I see
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I see a boy and a girl in a pickup truck
Snuggle together and so much in love
Smiles on their faces they sure look pleased I see
I see an old man cuttin' fireplace wood
Big red jacket and big red hood
Here on the highway the smoke smells good I see

I see a little dog on the side of the road
Long been dead and long been cold
I see a little boy bout five years old I see
I see a young man his shoes full of holes
Working in a carwash and his hands are cold
And that was me sometime ago I see

I see a mobile home on the side of the hill
Surrounded by what it looks like daffodils
Some that survive the wintry chill I see
I see an eighteen wheeler turned upon the side
They said fire broke out and the driver died
Ambulance took him for his last ride I see
I look at the sky nothing to see
I want to know and I want to believe
I feel the heart beat inside of me and I see

9121. I See A Bridge - Chords

I See A Bridge
Written and recorded by Charlie Louvin and Ira Louvin

C                       Am        G7       C      F        C
I see a bridge a way to cross the river of strife river of strife
                                  F                    C
I'm not smart I'm not strong many deeds I've done were wrong
                      Am                  D7     G7
And my heart is often drear when troubles appear
             C                             F               C



But when the night is dark and long oh how peaceful is the dawn
                        Am        G7       C      F        C
I see a bridge a way to cross the river of strife river of strife

         F                         C
When the valley I must cross is so dark I lose my way
         F                   D7           G7
When the river is so wide my courage fails
        C                                 F               C
I see a bridge straight and wide spanning o'er the raging tide
                        Am        G7          C      F           C
I see a bridge a way to cross all trouble and strife trouble and strife

Spoken:
F
As I journey through this life its days and its nights
  C                                 F
I know I must cross dark and lonely valleys

When at times the path is so dim I can hardly find my way
    D7              G7
And great rivers of trials and tribulations
                      C
Will cross the narrow road that I feebly travel
                          F                       C
But I will feel no danger for I'm never alone nor forsaken
                                     Am
With faith I shall look up and see a bridge
               G7     C                 F      C
Yet there will always be a way provided for my escape

Repeat #2

9122. I See An Angel Everyday - Chords

I See An Angel Everyday
Written and recorded by Billy Parker

G                             G7                      C
I've never been to heaven and walked those streets of gold
                   G                                   D7
I haven't seen the pearly gates or heard them call the roll
     G                            G7                 C
I've never heard an angel band or trumpets when they blew
                   G             D7             G
But I see an angel everyday when I come home to you
     D7                     C                   G
They say an angel's body is one thing you can't touch
    A7                                 D7
But they don't know about the one that touches me so much
G                             G7                    C
They say angels can't be seen but I know that's not true
               G             D7             G



I see an angel everyday when I come home to you
                                G7               C
An angel's not supposed to wear cowboy boots and jeans
                  G                                  D7
Or ride around in pickup trucks they fly around with wings
G                                G7            C
Someone left the gates to heaven open wide one day
                  G             D7               G
And I'm the lucky man who found the one that got away
Repeat #2
C              G             D7             G
I see an angel everyday when I come home to you

9123. I See God

I See God
Larry Stephenson

Yes I see God where the mountains touch the sky
And I see God, when the Eagle starts to fly
I see God in a little boys smile
I see God, and he makes my life worthwhile

Yes I see God, when the bridegroom meets his bride
I see God, In a fathers loving eyes
I see God when a mother starts to cry
I see God, in a love that never dies

I see God, where the people meet to pray
I see God, in the things they do and say
I see God, when the little children play
I see God, and I know he's near always
Yes I see God, Yes I see God

9124. I See How You Are

I See How You Are
Donna the Buffalo

From the minute that you were pulling me in
Started counting with your heart in mine
I had a feeling you were in deep water
Said it was about time
Oh but how I can see you now
I wasn't able when you came around
You didn't show it but still somehow
Picked me up just to let me down
Seems as if you can't get in touch with your heart
Seems like you don't know where to start



Even though you can play at the game
Winners make losers everybody's the same
I see how you are
I don't care what you say
You don't try like you should
And you don't know how you're torturing me
Just a rhinestone on your pocket
Just a lyric in your favorite song
You've gotta launch pad why can't you rock it
When you're rockin' it all night long

9125. I See You

Dolly Parton - I Still Lost You 

Nothing new, nothing different, nothing better, nothing more
Nothing else to give you I didn't give before
I gave my love completely, my heart was always yours
It wouldn't do, I still lost you
You want to give it one chance; Don't know why we should
We'd never get that far again or make the love that good
We had our chance, we blew it; And I'll never understand
Careless fools, I still lost you
You want to fan the flames of love, stir up passion's fire
Conjure up familiar lusts, stir up past desires
What we had then, we don't have now; And I would just compare
I refuse, I still lost you
Too late for starting over, it hardly ever works
Too many missing pieces, too much water, too much hurt
I already lost you once, and that makes matters worse
What's the use, I still lost you
Oh you want to fan the flames of love, stir up passion's fire
Conjure up familiar lusts, stir up past desires
What we had then, we don't have now; And I would just compare
I refuse, I still lost you
Oh what's the use, I still lost you
I lost you

9126. I See You

I See You - The Duhks

I see you, for everything you are
In this sea of people, you're the shining star
They fade away, fade away

Hear the trumpets blaze, let the carnival begin
Take over the streets like the strongest gust of wind and
Celebrate, celebrate



Luminous I see you, glorious and strong
Your laughter is the sweetest song
If I could only hear you sing all day  sing all day

If we should meet up, somewhere on a cloud
Let it rain beneath us, let the sun shine above
Let us float away  fade away

Not even time could make us fade away
Not even distance could lead our heart astray
Nothing, nothing, nothing could come between
Not even time could make us fade away
Not even distance could lead our heart astray

9127. I See You

I See You
Front Country

I hear you
I believe you
I see you

If you're having to fight your way back home
And' every' problem feels like' only yours alone
Oh i wish i' could tell you how to be okay
But at least i can tell you, that i'm here today

If everyone's talking through your tears
They tell you they're listening but no one really hears
Keep on breaking the silence, they'll come around
In our pain and this sadness there is common ground

I hear you
I believe you
If you ever needed me to
I see you

Taking off the blindfold feels so hard
When suddenly the light shows all the scars
And i can see the breaking of your heart
Inside your chest, and there's tenderness...
Oh, tenderness, i'll tend to this tenderness...

And i'll hear you
Oh, i'll believe you
If you ever needed me to
Well, i see you



9128. I Shall Be At Home With Jesus - Chords

I Shall Be At Home With Jesus
Recorded by J.D. Crowe
Written by Jennie Wilson and James David Vaughan

C
Years of time are swiftly passing
                         G7
Bringing nearer heaven's goal
C
Soon I'll be at home with Jesus
       G7          C
While eternal ages roll

Oh how precious is the promise
                            G7
That with gladness fills my soul
C
I shall be at home with Jesus
       G7          C
While eternal ages roll

After leaving earthly pathways
                         G7
Which my weary feet have pressed
C
I shall stray by life's fair river
        G7             C
Finding holy peace and rest

Repeat #2

After last farewells are spoken
                            G7
I shall meet dear ones I've known
C
In the presence of our Savior
        G7               C
When we stand before His throne

Repeat #2

9129. I Shall Be Released

I Shall Be Released
Bob Dylan - Chatham County Line

They say ev'rything can be replaced,
Yet ev'ry distance is not near.
So I remember ev'ry face
Of ev'ry man who put me here.



Chorus:
I see my light come shining
From the west unto the east.
Any day now, any day now,
I shall be released.

They say ev'ry man needs protection,
They say ev'ry man must fall.
Yet I swear I see my reflection
Some place so high above this wall.

Chorus

Standing next to me in this lonely crowd,
Is a man who swears he's not to blame.
All day long I hear him shout so loud,
Crying out that he was framed.

Chorus

9130. I Shall Not Be Moved

Rhiannon Giddens - I Shall Not Be Moved

I shall not, I shall not be moved
I shall not, I shall not be moved
Like a tree planted by the water
I shall not be moved
I shall not, I shall not be moved
I shall not, I shall not be moved
Like a tree planted by the water
I shall not be moved
Climbing Jacob's Ladder, I shall not be moved
Climbing Jacob's Ladder, I shall not be moved
Like a tree planted by the water
I shall not be moved
On my way to Heaven, I shall not be moved
On my way to Heaven, I shall not be moved
Like a tree planted by the water
I shall not be moved
On my way to freedom, I shall not be moved
On my way to freedom, I shall not be moved
Like a tree planted by the water
I shall not be moved
On my way to justice, I shall not be moved
On my way to justice, I shall not be moved
Like a tree planted by the water
I shall not be moved
On my way to freedom, I shall not be moved
On my way to freedom, I shall not be moved
Like a tree planted by the water
I shall not be moved
I shall not, I shall not be moved



I shall not, I shall not be moved
Like a tree planted by the water
I shall not be moved

9131. I Shall Not Be Moved - Chords

I Shall Not Be Moved 
Larry Sparks

[Intro]
G D G  C G  G D G
 
[Chorus]
                  C
I Shall Not Be, I Shall Not Be Moved,
                  G
I Shall Not Be, I Shall Not Be Moved;
       C                           G
Like A Tree That's Standing By The Waters,
        D      G
I Shall Not Be Moved.
 
 
[Verse 1]
                           C
I'm sanctified and holy, i shall not be moved
                           G
I'm sanctified and holy, i shall not be moved
       C                   G
Like A Tree Planted By The Waters
        D      G
I Shall Not Be Moved.
 
 
[Chorus]
                  C
I Shall Not Be, I Shall Not Be Moved,
                  G
I Shall Not Be, I Shall Not Be Moved;
       C                           G
Like A Tree That's Standing By The Waters,
        D      G
I Shall Not Be Moved.
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G C G  G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                           C
I'm on my way to heaven, i shall not be moved
                           G



I'm on my way to heaven, i shall not be moved
       C                   G
Like A Tree Planted By The Waters
        D      G
I Shall Not Be Moved.
 
 
[Chorus]
                  C
I Shall Not Be, I Shall Not Be Moved,
                  G
I Shall Not Be, I Shall Not Be Moved;
       C                           G
Like A Tree That's Standing By The Waters,
        D      G
I Shall Not Be Moved.
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G C G  G D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
                                    C
I don't expect to turn back Lord, i shall not be moved
                                    G
I don't expect to turn back Lord, i shall not be moved
       C                   G
Like A Tree Planted By The Waters
        D      G
I Shall Not Be Moved.
 
 
[Chorus]
                  C
I Shall Not Be, I Shall Not Be Moved,
                  G
I Shall Not Be, I Shall Not Be Moved;
       C                           G
Like A Tree That's Standing By The Waters,
        D      G
I Shall Not Be Moved.
 
 
[Outro]
G D G

9132. I Should Be On Top Of The World - Chords

I Should Be On Top Of The World 
Fruition

Song is in 6/8 time



[Intro]
A D GM D
 
 
[Verse]
         E                A          D
I should be on top of the world, baby
      Em                        A          D D7 D
Yeah, I should be on top of the world, baby
              G                  Gm
I'm under the redwood trees, in a hammock, cool breeze
                 D
Yeah, I should be
              Bm             Em         A
On top of the world, but I'm oh so down
                   D      Gm D
'Cos my baby ain't around
 
 
[Verse]
             Em     A
And I should have
                                 D           Em
I should've played things a little differently
                     A
Yeah, I should have
                                              D D7 D
I Should've played things a little differently ummm ummmm
              G
Coulda had a night to ourselves
G
Not answering to no one else
      D             Bm
Yeah, I should have, should've played it differently
 
 
[Chorus]
        Em         E  A
Now I'm oh so down
                         D
'Cos my baby ain't around, 
    Bm
no noo
     Em                      A                               D   Gm  D
'Cos I went on a bender, and she don't love me tender, no no no, no
 
 
[Solo]
Em A D
Em Bm D A
D Dm Gm G
Gm D Bm Em D
A D Gm D
 
 
[Verse]



      Em
She's tired of my rollercoaster ride
   F#m
It takes up most of what I put aside
Em
All the shit that I just cannot hide
        F#m
Now I'm drownin' in no sense of pride  Yeah!
 
 
[Chorus]
        Em          A
Now I'm oh so down
                         D
'Cos my baby ain't around,
   Bm
no no no 
     Em                      A                               D   Gm  D
'Cos I went on a bender, and she don't love me tender, no no no, no, no
 
 
[Verse]
            E    A
But I won't cry
                 B             D           A
there ain't no tears left in my eye
    Em          A
No, I won't cry
                                  D              Dm D
 there ain't no tears left in my eye, no no no
           G                            Gm
I'm runnin out of plans, I can't even understand
       D                     Bm
how to move on, move on, and start to look up
 
 
[Chorus]
         E          A
'Cos I'm oh so down
              D
'Cos my baby my baby ain't around, no no
   Bm
no 
     Em                      A
'Cos I went on a bender, and she don't love me tender,
     Em                                F#m             F
Yes I went on a bender, and she don't love me tender,
     Em              E        A                              D
 I went on a bender, and she don't love me tender, no no no
Gm         D
nooo



9133. I Should Have Been Crucified

I Should Have Been Crucified
The Oak Ridge Boys

I was guilty with nothing to say
And they were coming to take me away
When a voice from Heaven was heard that said
"Let him go and take Me instead"

Oh I should have been crucified
And I should have suffered and died
I should have hung on the cross in disgrace
But Jesus, God's Son, took my place

That crowns of thorns, the spear in His side
And the pain, it should have been mine
Those rusty nails were meant for me
Yet Christ took them and let me go free

9134. I Should Start Running - Chords

I Should Start Running
Recorded by Red Sovine
Written by Paul Belvins

C        Dm        G7
Here you are in my arms again 
F              C
I should start running
           Dm
Before you break my heart again 
G7             C
I should start running
                     C7
I tried and tried to cast aside 
    F
The love I hold for you
    G7
But times like this makes me forget 
                C
That you were untrue
                      C7
My heart says run you foolish one 
     F
Your lips tell me to stay
    G7
I'm caught between a right and wrong 
                       C
And don't know which to take
         Dm        G7
Here you are in my arms again 
F              C



I should start running
           Dm
Before you break my heart again 
G7             C
I should start running

9135. I Should've Known Better - Chords

I Should've Known Better 
Nickel Creek

[Intro]
G  G Bb G  C Bb (x2)
 
[Verse]
C      Bb        G
Been a long time coming
 
And the cards were stacked
                 C                     G
It's been a long hard road to hell and back
 
Your love meant trouble
 
From the day we met
    C                 G
You won every hand, I lost every bet
 
                   C
Now you think that I
                G
Should've Known Better
                 C
Now I think that I
                      G
Should've seen it come
C        Bb
My heart sank
                 G
When I read that letter
C                 D
Sank like a stone, sank like a stone
 
           G
Cup of cold coffee
 
Yesterday's mail
                C
A bad love like this is always
         G
Bound to fail
                G       G    Bb         G
Your love meant trouble from the day we met



C      Bb        C
If you want your things
                          G
They're on the front step
 
                   C
Now you think that I
                G
Should've Known Better
                 C
Now I think that I
                      G
Should've seen it come
C        Bb
My heart sank
                 G
When I read that letter
C                 D
Sank like a stone, sank like a stone.
 
Mandolin Solo (use chords from verse)
 
G
All alone in my kitchen
 
All alnoe in my head
                C
Some things you can't take back
                  G
Once they've been said
             G
I don't know what
 
This love is for
      C
All I know is I
              G
Don't want it anymore
 
                   C
Now you think that I
                G        D
Should've Known Better
                 C
Now I think that I
                      G
Should've seen it come
C        Bb
My heart sank
                 G
When I read that letter
C                 D
Sank like a stone, sank like a stone.



9136. I Should've Spent The Day With My Family

I Should've Spent the Day with My Family

I woke up very early
Like I tend to do most days
Gathered up my clothes, my watch
And pocket knife
It would be almost an hour
Before the sun would show its face
And I tried to be quiet
So as not to wake my wife

Turning on my phone
Was the first mistake I made
My heart sunk when I read the first headline
There had been another shooting
And this time not so far away
And a child who lost his life
Looked an awful lot like mine

I sat there in the dark
For I don't know how long
Without the first idea of what to do
I walked into the kitchen
And turned the coffee maker on
And stood there feeling hopeless
And staring at the moon

And when the house got lively
I was working double time
Scrambling eggs and trying not to cry
Jennifer was getting Isaac dressed and packed for school
I was wondering when God left
And why he didn't say goodbye

I should have spent the day with my family
Instead I tried and failed to work all day long
Lord, I should have spent the day with my family
On days like this, they alone, make me want to carry on

Throughout the day I kept
Hearing all the details
Though I didn't check in much
Or watch the news
Some tragedies you know
They have no explanation
And the word 'Everything' don't cover what you lose

So I spent the whole day pacing
Back and forth all by my lonesome
Questioning the point
And trying to write a song
And it sure is hard to focus
On anything at all
And you can't get something right
When everything feels wrong



I should have spent the day with my family
Instead I tried and failed to work all day long
I should have spent the day with my family
On days like this, they alone, make me want to carry on

By sundown I was worn out
No closer to understanding
The evil things that happen everyday
My wife and I shared a beer
And talked about the future
Agreeing on the fact that we would have to find a way
Though sometime I don't know how
This world continues turning
What has happened will never be undone
But tomorrow I think
I'll just try to keep the day wide open
And as much as they will have me
Be with people that I love

9137. I Should've Spent The Day With My Family - Chords

I Should've Spent The Day With My Family
Avett Brothers - I Should've Spent The Day With My Family

[Intro]
C
 
[Verse 1]
C                           F
I woke up very early like I tend to do most days
         C                                      G      G7
Gathered up my clothes,' my watch, and pocket knife
         C                            F
It would be almost an hour before the sun would show it's face
      C                       G              C
And I tried to be quiet so as not to wake my wife
C                           F
Turning on my phone was the first mistake I made
   C                                        G
My heart sunk when I read the first headline
          C                                   F
There had been another shooting and this time not so far away
C                                    G              C
And a child who lost his life looked awful lot like mine
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                       F
I sat there in the dark for I don't know how long
C                                   G     G7
Without the first idea of what to do
C                                        F



I walked into the kitchen and turned the coffee maker on
C                                    G                  C
And stood there feeling hopeless and staring at the moon
C                                    F
And when the house got lively, I was working double time
C                                    G    G7
Scrambling eggs and trying not to cry
C                          F
Jennifer was getting Isaac dressed and packed for school
      C                              G             C
I was wondering when God left and why he didn't say goodbye
 
 
[Chorus]
G                     G7          C
I should've spent the day with my family
          Am                               F#/D
Instead I tried and failed to work all day long
        G          G#m6                     Am
Lord, I should have spent the day with my family
             F          G             F       G      C
On days like this, they alone make me want to carry on
 
 
[Verse 3]
C                         F
Throughout the day I kept hearing all the details
C                                           G     G7
Though I didn't check in much but watch the news
C                             F
Some tragedies you know, they have no explanation
C                         G                       C
And the word "everything" don't cover what you lose
C                                        F
So I spend the whole day pacing back and forth all by my lonesome
C                                          G      G7
Questioning the point in trying to write a song
C                               F
And it sure is hard to focus on anything on all
C                                      G               C
And you can't get something right when everything feels wrong
 
 
[Chorus]
G                     G7          C
I should've spent the day with my family
          Am                               F#/D
Instead I tried and failed to work all day long
        G          G#m6                     Am
Lord, I should have spent the day with my family
             F          G             F       G      C
On days like this, they alone make me want to carry on
 
 
[Verse 4]
C                             F
By sundown I was worn out, no closer to understanding



    C                                G    G7
The evil things that happen every day
C                               F
My wife and I shared a beer and talked about the future
C                            G                       C
Agreeing on the fact that we would have to find a way
C                                      F
Though sometimes I don't know how this world continues turning
         C                        G
What has happened will never be undone
    C                                   F
But tomorrow I think I'll just try to keep the day wide open
       C                                  G                  C
And as much as they will have me, be with people that I love

9138. I Shoulda Took A Train - Chords

I Shoulda Took A Train 
The Special Consensus

[Intro]
E A E A E B7 E
 
[Chorus]
 E                        A                           E
Should Have packed Me A Suitcase Should Have Said Goodbye
                        B7          E
Should Have Bought A ticket On the 105
                        A                     E
Should Have Left This Morning In The Driving Rain
                                    B7                   E
I Gave her One More Chance With My Heart Should Took A Train
 
 
[Verse]
E                       B7              E
I Woke Up this Morning Blue As I Could Be
                        B7             E
Saw my Morning Coffee Starin' Back At Me
              A                       E
A voice Said Son, Why You Hangin' Around
                        B7              E
Let That Cold Hearted Woman Bring You Down
 
[Chorus]
 E                        A                           E
Should Have packed Me A Suitcase Should Have Said Goodbye
                        B7          E
Should Have Bought A ticket On the 105
                        A                     E
Should Have Left This Morning In The Driving Rain
                                    B7                   E
I Gave her One More Chance With My Heart Should Took A Train



 
 
[Verse]
E                         A                       E
I Can't Believe My Luck,  I Can't Believe Her Lies
                        B7            E
I Can't Believe I Fell For All her Alibis
                  A                    E
Can't Believe In No one That's A Sad Refrain
                B7                E
I Took Her Word I Shoulda Took A Train
 
 
[Chorus]
 E                        A                           E
Should Have packed Me A Suitcase Should Have Said Goodbye
                        B7          E
Should Have Bought A ticket On the 105
                        A                     E
Should Have Left This Morning In The Driving Rain
                                    B7                   E
I Gave her One More Chance With My Heart Should Took A Train
                                    B7                   E
I Gave her One More Chance With My Heart Should Took A Train

9139. I Shoulda Wore My Birthday Suit

John Hartford - I Shoulda Wore My Birthday Suit

You took my watch you took my chain
You took my sunshine and my rain
You took my food you took my drink
You even took the kitchen sink

I think I shoulda wore my birthday suit
No kinda socks and one old boot
Left behind my Stetson hat
So I wouldn't feel the cold on my way back
You're too slick and miss rooty-toot-toot
I shoulda wore my birthday suit

You took my soul before I was through
Yeah and took the car keys too
Didn't you leave me any fun
Would you believe my chewin' gum

I think I shoulda wore my birthday suit
No kinda socks and one old boot
Left behind my Stetson hat
So I wouldn't feel the cold on my way back
You're too slick and miss rooty-toot-toot
I shoulda wore my birthday suit



You got my watch and all of my time
Then skinned me out of my very last dime
This is what they call destitute
I shoulda showed up in my birthday suit

I think I shoulda wore my birthday suit
No kinda socks and one old boot
Left behind my Stetson hat
So I wouldn't feel the cold on my way back
You're too slick and miss rooty-toot-toot
I shoulda wore my birthday suit

9140. I Sleep Just Like A Baby - Chords

I Sleep Just Like A Baby
Recorded by George Jones
Written by J. Chambers, B. Sherrill, L. Jenkins

C                                    F
By now I bet she's wondering how I'm doing
   C                                  G7
If it broke my heart when she told me goodbye
C                                    F
Well every night I sleep just like a baby
  C             G7       C
I wake up every hour and cry
                                   F
I'll bet she even thinks I'm gonna miss her
    C                                  G7
She probably thinks she's always on my mind
C                                   F
But every night I sleep just like a baby
  C             G7       C
I wake up every hour and cry
F                              C
She believes that I can't live without her
                F   C                   G7
And it hurts so bad some times I almost die
C                                    F
Well every night I sleep just like a baby
  C             G7       C
I wake up every hour and cry
spoken:
You know I bet way down deep
That she thinks I'll always love her
And I'll bet she thinks I'll never love another
No matter how hard I try
C                                     F
Cause every night I sleep just like a baby
  C             G7       C
I wake up every hour and cry
                                             F
Lord every night I sleep like a little bitty baby



  C             G7       C
I wake up every hour and cry

9141. I Slipped And Fell In Love

Alan Jackson - I Slipped And Fell In Love 

A drunk man walking down a rainy street
A wood floor and new socks on your bare feet
You look down and suddenly you're looking up
Whoops, I slipped and fell in love
A bald tire running on an icy road
A steep hill underneath a foot of snow
A greased pig fallen off a pickup truck
Whoops, I slipped and fell in love
I hope that you're feeling the way that I feel
It's just like flying but you're standing still
The birds and the bees are sure powerful stuff
Whoops, I slipped and fell in love
An ice cube hiding on your kichen floor
A bad step leading up to your back door
How'd I wind up on my butt
Whoops, I slipped and feel in love
I hope that you're feeling the way that I feel
It's just like flying but you're standing still
The birds and the bees are sure powerful stuff
Whoops, I slipped and fell in love
I hope that you're feeling the way that I feel
It's just like flying but you're standing still
The birds and the bees are sure powerful stuff
Whoops, I slipped and fell in love
Help, I've fallen I can't getup
Whoops, I slipped and fell in love

9142. I Spend My Days Below The Ground

I Spend My Days Below The Ground
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Mine is a tale of many a man
From Pikeville on west of Waco
I make my living with my back and my hands
Searching the caverns for coal
What's left of a man too soon past his prime
Most days I feel like a slave
Doing my time on the company dime
Down in a rock solid grave



[Chorus]
It's a dreary and dark, deep down in the mine
But it's a life to which I am bound
Where dreams of a young man just wither with time
Since I never got out of this town
I spend my days below the ground

[Verse 2]
When I was a boy about fifteen years old
The mine wasn't part of my plan
I had big dreams on down the road
To be a doctor ora business man
But then daddy, he died with a chest full of coal
And a new sense of duty arrived
Then I took his place down in that black hole
And made sure the family survived

[Chorus]
It's a dreary and dark, deep down in the mine
But it's a life to which I am bound
Where dreams of a young man just wither with time
Since I never got out of this town
I spend my days below the ground

[Verse 3]
As I walk out the door, I look down the hall
Toward the room of my only son
And of the family pictures that hang on the wall
I pray someday he'll be the one
Who can break down the chain of three generations
And leave all the misery behind
Find a new town and a good occupation
And leave me with some peace of mind

[Chorus]
It's a dreary and dark, deep down in the mine
But it's a life to which I am bound
Where dreams of a young man just wither with time
Since I never got out of this town
I spend my days below the ground

9143. I Spent All My Money Lovin' You

Jerry Jeff Walker - I Spent All My Money Lovin' You

I spent all my money lovin' you
Just like a fool - I sure was a crazy fool
I spent all my time pleasin' you
But now I see - I just spent it all like a fool
You know how I bought you what I wanted
Everything you could need
I bought you diamonds for your fingers, babe
I laid freedom at your feet, you never needed nothin' but you see



We were doin' great till we just ran out of cake (took my plate)
I spent all my money tryin' to please you
Then what'd you do? You just treated me like a fool
I spent all my money lovin' you
Lovin' you like a fool - like a fool
I was a fool for you
I spent all my time tryin' to please you
Like a fool - I spent it all on you
Yeah so I'm a fool baby - crazy fool, baby I'm a fool, baby
I was a fool for you, such a fool for you

9144. I Spoke As A Child

Todd Snider - I Spoke As A Child

[Verse 1]
Everyone has days like I'm havin'
Holdin' on to anything that I can
To keep myself from anything but laughin'
Looking back as far as I can stand

[Refrain 2]
Out my window winter is almost over
I can almost see the sun behind these clouds
Lookin' back on where I was one year ago today
Laughin' at the shape I'm in now

[Chorus]
When I was a child
I spoke as a child
But all I heard was how I was supposed to get ahead
Now growing up, it ain't anything but all this indecision
With these debts and doubts and worries hanging over my head
When I was a child
I spoke as a child
I wish I could remember what I said

[Verse 2]
I'd like to find that old time feelin'
Somewhere in between what I've become
Somewhere down the line it must have seemed appealing
So I suppose that this must work for some

[Refrain 2]
But I wanna go back to going crazy
Believing every word that I was told
You know sometimes growing up I think I'm getting wiser
And then other times I think I'm getting old

[Chorus]
When I was a child
I spoke as a child
But all I heard was how I should get ahead



Now growing up, it ain't anything but all this indecision
With these debts and doubts and worries hangin' over my head
When I was a child
I spoke as a child
I wish I could remember what I said
When I was a child
I spoke as a child
God I wish I could remember what I said

9145. I Start Losing You All Over Again - Chords

I Start Losing You All Over Again
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Dallas Frazier and Arthur Leo Owens

G                        C                   G
When the neon signs stop flashing through my window
                        A7            D7
When the silence of the midnight hour begins
          G                  G7           C              G
When they close the swinging doors to the honky tonk downstairs
C       G          D7       G
I start losing you all over again
         D7                             C    G   C  G
When the sun comes up tomorrow I'll get over you
         C         G                 A7              D7
For love becomes a stranger when the bottle holds my hand
    G                      G7                   C              G
But late at night when the wine gives in to the memory of your love
C       G          D7       G
I start losing you all over again
Repeat #2
    C       G          D7       G
Yes I start losing you all over again

9146. I Started Loving You Again

I Started Loving You Again

Today I started lovin' you again
And I'm right back to where I've really always been
I got over you just long enough to let my heartache mend
Then today I started loving you again
What a fool I was to think I could get by
With only these few memories of mine
I should have known the worst was yet to come 
And the crying time for me had just begun
Cause today I started loving you again
And I'm right back to where I've really always been



I got over you just long enough to let my heartache mend
Then today I started loving you again

9147. I Steal Away And Pray - Chords

I Steal Away And Pray 
The Louvin Brothers

Capo: 2nd Fret
Key:  A
 
[Intro]
A                     E          A
I just steal away somewhere, and pray
 
 
[Verse 1]
A                                  D
Every time I do a deed I shouldn't do
A                                   E
Every time I say a word I shouldn't say
A
Let me tell you what I do
A      D
And it brings a blessing to
D      A              E          A
I just steal away somewhere, and pray
 
 
[Chorus]
A                         D
I just steal away (I just steal away)
D     A                               E
And I ask my blessed Lord to lead the way.
E      A           A
I just steal away (away),
A      D              E          A
I just steal away somewhere, and pray.
A                     E         A     D   A
I just steal away somewhere, and pray (and pray)
 
 
[Instrumental]
A E
A A
D D
 
 
[Verse 2]
E      A                               D
I know God will hear and answer all my prayers
D    A                                E
If I thank Him for my blessings every day



E        A
When I'm bearing down with grief
A       D
He will give me some relief
D      A                      E
When I steal away to Him, and pray
 
 
[Chorus]
E      A                  D
I just steal away, I just steal away
D     A                               E
And I ask my blessed Lord to lead the way
E      A                  D
I just steal away, I just steal away
D      A              E          A
I just steal away somewhere, and pray
 
 
[Verse 3]
N.C.
Do we sometimes pray so much for ourselves
N.C.
That we forget those in greater need
N.C.
If we want our friends to be reached by our prayers
N.C.
Then we must pray for our enemies too
N.C.
Even in their most despiteful hours
 
 
[Outro]
A                     E             A
I just steal away somewhere.....and pray

9148. I Still Believe - Chords

I Still Believe
Recorded by Lee Greenwood
Written by Doug Johnson

G
Sometimes it's easy and sometimes it's not 
C
Sometimes I can't think of one thing we've got 
D7           C            Bm       D7
In common to keep us from falling apart 
   C                    D7
To keep holding on with hope in our hearts 
G
Sometimes it's heaven and sometimes it`s hell 
C



Sometimes it seems we would be just as well 
D7         C           Bm       D7
Off on our own knowing somebody else 
       C                          D7
Then I think about all we've been through
                G
There have been so many nights that you saved me 
G7              C       G            Am     C
There have been so many mornings you gave me 
    D7         C          Bm         D7
The courage to get up and get out of bed 
   C                       D7
To face the world one more day 
                G
There have been so many trials we've conquered together 
    C       G              Am          C
And so many miles of rough roads we've weathered 
    D7      C            Bm              Am
And I swear forever that I'll never leave 
      C    D7        G
Cause lady I still believe
You bring out my best you can bring out my worst 
    C
You feed every hunger then leave me burning with thirst 
           D7                      Bm          D7
And at the moment that I know that I'll surely die 
     C                      D7
Your love is my fountain of life
 
Repeat #3,4
   C    D7        G
Oh lady I still believe

9149. I Still Believe In You

I Still Believe In You
The Desert Rose Band

Beautiful liar, heartless survivor,
Where are you taking me now
Smooth operator, do it all later,
When will you ever come down
I still believe in you now,
Somehow, I still believe in you now
We've been together a year and forever,
You should know me by now

There's trouble in my mind,
I can't find the right lines
To get to you somehow
I still believe in you now,
Somehow, I still believe in you now



And that feeling that I get inside
Everytime I see the sun in your eyes
Then the moon starts to crying
Our hearts not denying
A feeling we can hold through the night

Beautiful dreamer make me life sweet
Dream a song in my heart
I'm running on empty
I know you've been tempted
To close the door from the start
I still believe in you now somehow
I still believe in you now

And that feeling that I get inside
Everytime I see the sun in your eyes
Then the moon starts to crying
Our hearts not denying
A feeling we can hold through the night

Beautiful liar, heartless survivor,
Where are you taking me now
Smooth operator, do it all later,
When will you ever come down
I still believe in you now,
Somehow, I still believe in you now
I still believe in you now,
Somehow, I still believe in you now

9150. I Still Believe In You - Chords

I Still Believe In You
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by John Jarvis and Vince Gill

C                        G7
Everybody wants a little piece of my time
F                          C          G7
But still I put you at the end of the line
C                         F
How it breaks my heart to cause you this pain
Dm                       C              G7 F
To see the tears you cry falling like rain
            C              Am
Give me the chance to prove 
                 F     G7
And I'll make it up to you
C                  A#7
I still believe in you 
       Dm               C    F G7
With a love that will always be
C                      A#7
Standing so strong and true  



     Dm              C  F   G7  C
Baby I still believe in you and me
                          G7
Somewhere along the way I guess I just lost track
     F                        C       G7
Only thinking of myself never looking back
C                               F
For all the times I've hurt you I apologize
    Dm                       C          G7  F
I'm sorry it took so long to finally realize
            C              Am
Give me the chance to prove 
                 F     G7
And I'll make it up to you
C                  A#7
I still believe in you 
       Dm               C    F G7
With a love that will always be
C                      A#7
Standing so strong and true  
     Dm              C  F   G7  F
Baby I still believe in you and me
     C                  A#7
Baby I still believe in you 
       Dm               C    F G7
With a love that will always be
C                      A#7
Standing so strong and true  
     Dm              C  F   G7  C
Baby I still believe in you and me

9151. I Still Belong To You - Chords

I Still Belong To You
Recorded by Lynn Anderson
Written by Jerry Foster and Bill Rice

C               G7      Am    G7   F                C
I've thought of leaving you a note but every time I start
        E7          Am                   D7            G7
There's no ink blue enough to write this feeling in my heart
C         Em          Am   G7  F                     C G7
Sometimes I'd like to run away but where would I run to
C              Am                F         G7      C
My heart would keep reminding me I still belong to you
     Em         Am      C    F                     C
Many times I've had the urge to pack my things and leave
E7               Am             D7            G7
But this feeling comes and goes so I'll never do
C          Em  Am        G7    F                     C      G7
For I love you enough to stand the things you put me through
C                  Am       F         G7      C
No matter what you do to me I still belong to you



              G7                   C             F
I hurt inside but what is pride it won't keep me warm at night
C                 F              D7               G7
It has no arms to take me in and hold me like you do
C           E7     Am       C    F                   C  G7
What little bit of love you give is all I'm clingin' to
C                     Am           F         G7      C
It takes your love to make me live I still belong to you
                      Am           F         G7      C
It takes your love to make me live I still belong to you

9152. I Still Can't Say Goodbye

I Still Can't Say Goodbye

When I was young
My dad would say
'C'mon son, let's go out an' play'
Seems like only yesterday

When I was all by myself
I'd climb up the closet shelf
Find his hat an' fix the brim
Pretending I was him

No matter how hard I try
No matter how many tears I cry
No matter how many years go by
I still can't say goodbye

He took good care
Of Mom an' me
We all cut down the Christmas tree
He always had some time for me

Wind blows through the trees
Street-lights, they still shine bright
Most things are the same
But I miss my dad tonight

I walk by the Salvation Army store
Saw a hat like my daddy wore
Tried it on an' fixed the brim
Still tryin' to be like him

No matter how hard I try
No matter how many tears I cry
No matter how many years go by
I still can't say goodbye, Pa



9153. I Still Care What Happens To You

Tom T. Hall - I still care what happens to you
Composer: Charlie Williams - Petty George

Wear something warm when it's wet
Oh I know you hate to be told
I'm so afraid you'll forget
You know how easy you catch cold

Don't stay out late at a party
You feel bad next day when you do
And leave on a light when you're home alone at night
I still care what happens to you

I guess I shouldn't be concerned
I guess I still haven't learned
I can't worry bout you after all we're through
But I still care what happens to you
I still care what happens to you

9154. I Still Carry You Around

Del McCoury - I Still Carry You Around
Steve Earle

Sweetheart last night I dreamed of you
You loved me like you used to do
Mornin' come and I woke up and found
I still carry you around

I still carry you around
Everywhere I travel now
No matter how I try to put you down
I still carry you around

I still just can't believe you're gone
Your memory haunts me from now on
I walk the streets of this old lonely town
I still carry you around

I still carry you around
Everywhere I travel now
No matter how I try to put you down
I still carry you around

You're with me everywhere I go
In my heart and in my soul
Down every road, no matter where I'm bound
I still carry you around

I still carry you around
Everywhere I travel now



No matter how I try to put you down
I still carry you around

9155. I Still Carve Your Name On The Pines

I Still Carve Your Name On The Pines (Larry W. Jones 11/04/2007) 

Many years have come and gone, my darling
Most of them were filled with tears of regret
Through the years I still loved you, my darling
You were dear to me and I can't forget
I still love you just as much, my darling
Even though you are now no longer mine
I still hunger for your touch, my darling
And dear, I still carve your name on the pines
These lonely years seem to forever roll
Through them all I have tried to roll along
Oh, I have cried and the years took their toll
As I remembered our sweet old love song
- instrumental -
I still love you just as much, my darling
Even though you are now no longer mine
I still hunger for your touch, my darling
And dear, I still carve your name on the pines
I heard dear, that you had wed another
You now live in a mansion big and fine
I'd write you sometime but I won't bother
I'll stay here in my cottage in the pines
I still love you just as much, my darling
Even though you are now no longer mine
I still hunger for your touch, my darling
And dear, I still carve your name on the pines

9156. I Still Dream

Richard Thompson - I Still Dream 

It was cruel of you to stand at my door and take my hand
Like a drowning man, I clung to my defenses
And ten years is a time but your looks love, it's a crime
And I lost my tongue in the tangle of my senses

And I never was to know that I'd come to miss you so
But time winds down and I turned my back long ago

But I still dream, oh darling, I still dream
Oh, I still dream, oh Lord knows, I still dream

On the killing floor, I stand with a stun-gun in my hand



Like a cowboy shooting badmen on the range
And nothing satisfies and the soul inside me dies
As I duck each punch and never risk the change

And now you look at me with that same old used-to-be
Oh, but time winds down and I turned my back long ago

But I still dream, oh darling, I still dream

Ah, but now you look at me with that same old used-to-be
But time winds down and I turned my back long ago

But I still dream, oh darling, darling I still dream
I still dream, oh Lord knows, Lord knows, I still dream
Oh, I still dream, oh darling, darling, darling, I still dream

9157. I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For

I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For
U2 - Dale Ann Bradley

I have climbed highest mountains
I have run through the fields
Only to be with you
Only to be with you
I have run
I have crawled
I have scaled these city walls
These city walls
Only to be with you

But I still haven't found what I'm looking for
But I still haven't found what I'm looking for

I have kissed honey lips
Felt the healing in her fingertips
It burned like fire
This burning desire

I have spoke with the tongue of angels
I have held the hand of a devil
It was warm in the night
I was cold as a stone

But I still haven't found what I'm looking for
But I still haven't found what I'm looking for

I believe in the kingdom come
Then all the colors will bleed into one
Bleed into one
But yes I'm still running

You broke the bonds



And you loosed the chains
Carried the cross
Of my shame
Oh my shame
You know I believe it

But I still haven't found what I'm looking for
But I still haven't found what I'm looking for
But I still haven't found what I'm looking for
But I still haven't found what I'm looking for

9158. I Still Like Bologna

I Still Like Bologna 

There's
Satellite communications
Long distance
internet relations
The world's
A little faster every day
I know it's all
Well and good
And I don't embrace it
Like I should
But I wouldn't wanna go
Backwards even if I could

Chorus:
But I still
Like Bologna
On white bread
Now and then
And the sound
Of a whippoorwill
Down a country road
The grass between my toes
And that sunset sinking low
And a good woman's love
To hold me close
I like my 50 inch
HD plasma
Feels like
They just reach out
And grab you
500 channels
At my command
I finally gave in
And got a cell phone
That I hardly
Ever seem to turn on
I guess I never had
That much to say



(Chorus)
I got a laptop
That sits on a desk
I don't use it much
Except to check
On some ole car
From yesterday 
I kinda like
That music thang
You just download 'em
And you can save about
Every song
That's ever been made

(Chorus)
Well I guess
What I've been
Trying to say 
This digital world
Is okay 
It makes life better
Iin a lot of ways
But it can't make
The smell of spring
Or sunshine or lots
Of little things
We take for granted
Every day

(Chorus)
Yeah, Bologna
A woman's love
And a good cell phone

9159. I Still Love The Night Life

Brad Paisley - I Still Love The Night Life 

How dare you accuse me of being on a leash
Just because you haven't seen me
On the town the last few weeks
You say that girl I'm seein? has somehow made me change
But I say take a closer look
Deep down I'm still the same
Yeah, I still love the night life
Even though I've settled down
I can have the time of my life
Without leavin? the house
We have our own private parties
The good times never end
Yeah, I still love the night life
It's the best it's ever been



There may not be a jukebox, but I still love to dance
We two step Â¡(R)cross that kitchen floor
Each time we get the chance
From neon light to soft white, sawdust to squeaky clean
It's different circumstances
Ah, but some things never change
Yeah, I still love the night life
Even though I've settled down
I can have the time of my life
Without leavin? the house
We have our private parties
The good times never end
Yeah, I still love the night life
It's the best it's ever been
Yeah, I still love the night life
Even though I've settled down
I can have the time of my life
Without leavin? the house
We have our own private parties
The good times never end
Yeah, I still love the night life
It's the best it's ever been
Yeah, I still love the night life
It's the best it's ever been

9160. I Still Love You

Alan Jackson - I Still Love You 

I Still Love You
The door still creaks, the roof still leaks
When the rain comes fallin'down
The dog still barks at every car that comes around
My boss at work, he's still a jerk
That ain't nothing new
It's such a dope, my heart's still broke
'cause I still love you

Chorus:
My favorite picture of you is still on my windowsill
You wrote to me don't ever change
And I'm afraid I never will
When day is done the night still comes
And I still toss and turn
I still try to have some pride,
While the bridge still burns
My arms still ache, my heart still waits
And I know there's no use
I'm still a fool and it's so cruel
'cause I still love you

Chorus:
My favorite picture of you is still on my windowsill



You wrote to me donae?Â° ever change
And I'm afraid I never will
The door still creaks, the roof still leaks
But that ain't nothing new
Thanks for the call, I guess that's all
Except I still love you

9161. I Still Love You Enough - Chords

I Still Love You Enough
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Ricci Mareno

C       D7                 G7                C    F  C G7
I still love you enough to love you all over again
     C                     Em                         C  Am
It's been such a long long time since you've said goodbye
  Em           Am                       D7
I thought that time would erase all the hurt 
                   G7
And my heart would mend
      C                     Em           G7     Am
But I saw you today and one look made me realize
     Em      D7                 G7                C    F C
That I still love you enough to love you all over again
    F                 Em        F                C
One look and my heart remembers the love we once knew
        Am                          D7                G7
I could feel that old sweet feelin' I got from lovin' you
        C                     Em                          G7
I don't love you as much as I did when our love found its end
Am          D7                 G7                Em
But I still love you enough to love you all over again
    F                 Em        F                C
One look and my heart remembers the love we once knew
        Am                          D7                G7
I could feel that old sweet feelin' I got from lovin' you
        C                     Em                          G7
I don't love you as much as I did when our love found its end
Am          D7                 G7                C     F Em C
But I still love you enough to love you all over again

9162. I Still Miss Someone

Robert Earl Keen - I Still Miss Someone
Nanci Griffith

Out my door the leaves are falling
The cold wild wind will come



Sweethearts walk by together
But I still miss someone

I go out on a party
To look for a little fun
But I find a darkened corner? Cause I still miss someone

Oh, I never got over those blue eyes
I see them everywhere
I miss those arms that held me
When all the love was there

I wonder if she's sorry
For leavin? what we'd begun
There's someone for me somewhere
But I still miss someone

Oh, I never got over those blue eyes
I see them everywhere
I miss those arms that held me
When all the love was there

9163. I Still Miss Someone

I Still Miss Someone
Flatt & Scruggs - Frank Solivan - Emmylou Harris
Bill Monroe

At my door the leaves are falling
a cold wild wind will come
sweethearts walk by together
and I still miss someone

   Tho I never got over those blue eyes
   I see them everywhere
   I miss those arms that held me
   When all the love was there

I go out on a party
and look for a little fun
but I find a darkened corner
cause I still miss someone

I wonder if she's sorry
for leaving what we'd begun
there's someone for me somewhere
and I still miss someone



9164. I Still Write Your Name In The Sand

Mac Wiseman  - I Still Write Your Name In The Sand 

It's been many years since we were childhood sweethearts
Blissful days that I never can forget
And you know I stilllove you little darling
Though the years bring me only regret.

Oh! I love you my darling, how I love you
If I talk, will you try to understand
It's no matter how you treat me, I love you
And I still write your name in the sand

Through the long, lonely years I have loved you
And I've waited, but only in vain
Now I know I've lost you my darling
But I still sing the same old refrain.

Oh! I love you my darling, how I love you
If I talk, will you try to understand
It's no matter how you treat me, I love you
And I still write your name in the sand

Now I know that your heart is for another
And it grieves me more than I can stand
Though I've lost the only one that I care for
I will still write your name in the sand.

Oh! I love you my darling, how I love you
If I talk, will you try to understand
It's no matter how you treat me, I love you
And I'll still write you name in the sand.

9165. I Still Write Your Name In The Snow - Chords

I Still Write Your Name In The Snow
Recorded by Chet Atkins
Written by Billy Edd Wheeler and Chet Atkins

G                           C                  G
Well I'm almost sorry now I caught you messin' round 
                         Em         A7             D7
Cause you packed up your pickup and boogied out of town 
     G                             C
Well darlin' I think you'd like to know 
       G                 D7          G
That I st-ill write your name in the snow
C                                  G
When the snowflakes fall I guess I see 
     D7                            G
That happy you and me that used to be 
    C                                 G



And when the snow has covered all the ground 
  A7                                  D7
I hear your name and have to write it down
 
G                                           C
Well do you think of me when you're feelin' low 
    G                       D7          G
And wish you could write my name in the snow
                           C                    G
Well I once had an inklin' that you'd come back again
               Em         A7              D7
I see now that I was just tinklin' in the wind 
       G                               C
You've hurt me more than you will ever know 
      G                 D7          G
And I st-ill write your name in the snow
 
C                                         G
Well when those snowflakes fall I guess I see 
     D7                            G
That happy you and me that used to be 
C                             G
I write your name so beautifully  
         A7                                D7
But it's hard to cross the I's and dot the T's
G                                      C
Do you think of me when you're feelin' low 
    G                       D7          G
And wish you could write my name in the snow
              A7                   D7
Sonofagun I'm tired of livin' this way 
               G
I'm writin' it down

9166. I Stopped Living Yesterday - Chords

I Stopped Living Yesterday
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Dallas Frazier 

Intro: 
D7       G                 D7           G
It can't hurt me I stopped living yesterday
Let the icy cold wind blow
       C           G
Let it rain let it snow
                                       D7
Let a hurting heartache move inside to stay
        G
Let the shoes wear off my feet
       C                G
Let me sleep out in the street
                           D7           G



It can't hurt me I stopped living yesterday
C                           G
You were every reason I had left to live
                Em               Am                D7
But yesterday a stranger offered more than I could give
        G
I don't care which road I take
            C              G
Or how much misery's in my way
                           D7           G
It can't hurt me I stopped living yesterday
repeat #3
                           D7           G
It can't hurt me I stopped living yesterday

9167. I Sure Need Her Now - Chords

I Sure Need Her Now
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Clarence Wayne Kemp and Claude Putman Jr.
[3/4 time]

C                                            F          C
I want her now but it's too late her love is turning to hate
      D7            G7
And I sure need her now 
              C                     F             C
I've done her wrong for so long her love's almost gone 
      G7            C   C7
And I sure need her now
         F                         C
I didn't want her before now she's closing the door
                            D7             G7
I walk on the wrong side of the line until now
           C                                F            C
I'm on the right side of the line now she's changing her mind
      G7             C
And I still need her now
                               F              C
I'm afraid that any day she'll turn to me and say
         D7            G7
She just don't need me now 
         C                         F            C
But I'll stay on my knees till the day that she leaves
      G7            C
And I sure need her now
         F                         C
I didn't want her before now she's closing the door
                            D7             G7
I walk on the wrong side of the line until now
           C                                F            C
I'm on the right side of the line now she's changing her mind
      G7             C



But I still need her now

9168. I Surrender All

I Surrender All
The Isaacs

All to Jesus I surrender;
All to him I freely give;
I will ever love and trust him
In his presence daily live

Refrain:
I surrender all, I surrender all
All to thee, my blessed Savior
I surrender all
All to Jesus I surrender;
Humbly at his feet I bow
Worldly pleasures all forsaken;
Take me, Jesus, take me now

(Refrain)
All to Jesus I surrender;
Lord, I give myself to thee;
Fill me with thy love and power;
Let thy blessing fall on me

(Refrain)

9169. I Swear (To God)

Sturgill Simpson - I Swear (to God)
Tyler Childers

[Verse 1]
I only had a couple drinks last night
And a few good hits from an antler pipe
And I must admit, I had a few white lines
And I don't know what all happened
I woke up in the noontime light
With a poundin' head, shiner on my eye
And I don't know how and I don't why
But it feels like fierce abandon

[Chorus]
Ah, working on a buildin' outta hand-hewn brimstone
Workin' on a buildin' and I'm buildin' on it all alone
Well there ain't nobody in my room tonight
Goodnight, honey; honey, sleep tight



Ma, I swear I'm doin' all right
But when the evenin' comes around
I swear to God

[Verse 2]
Pay no mind to the words I say
'Cause they ain't no 'count anyway
I've been ramblin' around and led astray
By the paths that I been choosin'
Cuttin' paths like a forest fire
Pupils wider than backhoe tires
Throwin' my money on a funeral pyre
But it sure feels good abusin'

[Chorus]
Ah, working on a buildin' outta hand-hewn brimstone
Workin' on a buildin' and I'm buildin' on it all alone
Well, there ain't nobody in my room tonight
Goodnight, honey; honey, sleep tight
Ma, I swear I'm doin' all right
But when the evenin' comes around
I swear to God

[Verse 3]
Band's too loud for their Bible thumpin'
It feels too good to not count for somethin'
Big Sandy rock, Sludge River roll
Goddamn! Fire in the hole!
Look out, baby, I'm bound to blow
I'm bound to blow a gasket
Damn good gig, good damn crowd
Good God, for cryin' out loud
Comin' off stage I was mighty proud
Then I don't know what all happened

[Chorus]
Ah, working on a buildin' outta hand-hewn brimstone
Workin' on a buildin' and I'm buildin' on it all alone
Well there ain't nobody in my room tonight
Good night, honey; honey, sleep tight
Ma, I swear I'm doing all right
But when the evenin' comes around
I swear to God
I swear to God

9170. I Take A Lot Of Pride In What I Am - Chords

I Take A Lot Of Pride In What I Am
Recorded by Merle Haggard
 
Am
Things I learned in hobo jungle
                       D7             G



Were things they never taught me in a class room
     Am
Like where to find a hand out
                      D7             G
While bumming through Chicago in the afternoon
 
             
Hey I'm not bragging or complaining 
                                  C
I'm just talking to myself man to man
Am                      D7             Am           D7
This ole mental fat I'm chewing didn't take a lotta doing
      Am            D7              G
But I take a lot of pride in what I am
 
  Am 
I guess I grew up a loner
                             D7        G 
I don't remember ever having any folks around
      Am
But I keep thumbing through the phone books
                           D7            G 
And looking for my daddy's name in every town

           
And I meet lots of friendly people 
                                     C
That I always wind up leaving on the lam
Am                               D7           Am           D7 
Hey where I've been or where I'm going didn't take a lotta knowing
      Am            D7              G 
But I take a lot of pride in what I am

  Am 
I never travel in a hurry
                     D7             G
Because I got nobody waiting for me anywhere
        Am 
Home is anywhere I'm living
                                D7            G
If it's sleeping on some vacant bench in City Square

          
Or if I'm working on some road gang 
                                        C 
Or just living off the fat of our great land
Am                    D7          Am            D7     
I never been nobody's idol but at least I got a title
      Am            D7              G     
And I take a lot of pride in what I am 

Am                    D7          Am            D7     
I never been nobody's idol but at least I got a title
      Am            D7              G     
And I take a lot of pride in what I am



9171. I Take The Chance

Emmylou Harris - I Take the Chance
Jim & Jesse

I take the chance to lose my soul, my life, my pride
I take the chance to be with you
I've tried to live my life the best I can
I've prayed I'd never cheat to heed my heart's command

But dear you know to one I've been untrue
I wonder if you think I'd do the same by you
I take the chance of causing you to doubt my love
I take the chance to be with you

I know it's wrong for us to steal a kiss
And when you hold me in your arms I can't resist
I have a home and someone kind and true
I know I'd lose it all if I was seen with you

I take the chance to lose my soul, my life, my pride
I take the chance to be with you

9172. I Take The Fifth - Chords

I Take The Fifth
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Dave Lindsey, Leo Taylor, Lee Bach

G7   C              F                 C
Your leaving's made quite a change in me 
                             G7             C
And it's quite a change from what I used to be
                F                C
I used to talk about you all the time
                       G7               C
But now talking is the last thing on my mind
F                G7             C
When it comes to you I take the fifth
F               C             G7
Your name don't ever cross my lips
       F           G7             C            F
Lately I refuse to talk sometimes I can hardly walk
                      G7             C    G7
But when asking about you I take the fifth
   C                          F              C
My friends must think they're talking to the wall
                     G7              C
Cause I don't have a thing to say at all



                     F               C
They question me but they don't understand
                    G7            C
I'm holding all the answers in my hand
Repeat #2
      F           G7             C         F
And I exercise my rights in this bar every night
                       G7             C
When they ask me about you I take the fifth

9173. I Talk To Myself About You - Chords

I Talk To Myself About You
Recorded by Eddy Arnold
Written by Fred Rose

[G] I talk to myself about [C] you, Dear
I [G] can't realize that we're [D7] through
I [G] know in my heart that I'm [C] wastin' my time
When I [G] talk to my [D7] self about [G] you

I talk to my heart about you, Dear
I tell it I'll find someone new
But somehow I know I'm just foolin' my heart
When I talk to my heart about you

I'm trying my best to forget you
But Darlin' it's so hard to do
I can't help but feel that the words are in vain
When I talk to myself about you

I tell all my friends that it's over
I say I don't care what you do
But they seem to know when the tears fill my eye
That I talk to myself about you

Repeat 1st verse

9174. I Thank God

The Avett Brothers - I Thank God 

This wonderful world we live in
Is God's masterpiece of art
And I live each golden moment
With his love in my heart

I thank God for blessing me
With eyes to see each wondrous day



And I thank God for hands to help
My fellow man along the way

He gave me lips to speak the simple truth
And ears to hear the magic dreams of youth

I thank God for giving me
His blessed book with words divine
For now I know, dear God I know
The miracle of life is mine

Yes, now I know, dear God I know
The miracle of life is mine

9175. I Think About

Glen Phillips - I Think About

Watching me
A bird upon a roof with coal-black feathers
Cocks his head
To catch my eye
Wandering and unfocused I cannot meet his stare
He takes to wing
Silhouette against the sun
Surrounded by the glare
Funny how the days go by invisibly
And faster than I realize the things I think about
Strange to find the calendar my enemy
And scared that when I die so will the things
I think about
I believe in so many things
I know that none of them are true
And my feet
Firm upon a pathway I am far too blind to see
Leading me
Funny how the days go by invisibly
And faster than I realize the things I think about
Scared to find the calendar my enemy
And when I die so will the thousand things
I think about
On and on and on...

9176. I Think I Love Him

Emmylou Harris - I Think I Love Him

I think I love him
I think I knew the first time



He called my name
And said you are my sunshine

I think I love him
I think I knew the hour
He held me close
And said you are my flower

9177. I Think I'll Just Stay Here And Drink

Merle Haggard - I Think I'll Just Stay Here And Drink
Album: Back to the Barrooms

Could be holding you tonight
Could quit doing wrong,start doing right
You don't care about what I think
I think I'll just stay here and drink

Hey, putting you down won't square the deal
A least you'll know the way I feel
Hey, take all the money in the bank
I think I'll just stay here and drink

Hey, listen close so you can hear
That loud jukebox playing in my ear
Ain't no woman gonna change the way I think
I think I'll just stay here and drink

Hey, hurtin' me know don't mean a thing
Since love ain't here I don't feel a thing
My mind ain't nothing but a total blank
I think I'll just stay here and drink

9178. I Think I'm Gonna Live Forever

I Think I'm Gonna Live Forever

When you first left me baby 
I thought I would surely lose my mind
Everyday of life was just another day gone by
Well you really had me down in a deep depression
I wanted real bad just to crawl off and die
But now I think I'm gonna live forever 
Hey dyin' ain't on my list of things to do
I think I'm gonna live forever 
Hey it feels so good 
Just to be out of love with you

Hey, babe, you left me hanging 



Just trying to aggravate me all the way
And you got it done just the way you always do
But all you really did was aggravate me 
Cause I got my health and I got over you
And now I think I'm gonna live forever 
Hey dyin' ain't on my list of things to do
I think I'm gonna live forever 
Hey it feels so good 
Just to be out of love with you

9179. I Think I'm Gonna Live Forever - Chords

I Think I'm Gonna Live Forever   
recorded by Merle Haggard
written by Merle Haggard, Dennis Hromek, Bennie Binion
 
G                       C
When you first left me baby
                                 G
I thought I would surely lose my mind
                           D7               G
Every day of life was just another day gone by
                       C                G
Well you really had me down in a deep depression
 
                          D7            G
I wanted real bad just to crawl off and die
                                C
But now  I think I'm gonna live forever
                                        G
Hey dying ain't on my list of things to do
                       D7
I think I'm gonna live forever
       C                   D7               G
Hey it feels so good to be out of love with you
 
                     C
Hey babe you left me hanging
                                    G
Just trying to aggravate me all the way
                             D7             G
And you got it done just the way you always do
                       C             G
But all you really did was aggravate me
                       
                           D7         G
'Cause I got my health and I got over you
                               C
But now I think I'm gonna live forever
                                        G
Hey dying ain't on my list of things to do
                       D7
I think I'm gonna live forever



       C                   D7               G
Hey it feels so good to be out of love with you

9180. I Think I've Found a Way

I Think I've Found a Way

I never thought I'd ever conquer my weakness
Cause everybody knows that my weakness is you
But the answer came this morning
And you should be the first to hear
What a simple little thing I have to do

I think I've found a way to live without you
I think I've found a way, I can get by
I think I've found a way, I can be happy, tell me more
And all I have to do is die

I know everybody wonders, my drinking doesn't kill old me
And I myself at times have wondered why
But drinking never gave me any answer that I needed
Or the nerve for me, oh lord, to say goodbye

I think I've found a way to live without you
I think I've found a way, I can get by
I think I've found a way, I can be happy
And all I have to do is die

I think I've found a way to live without you
And all I have to do is die

9181. I Think It's Going To Rain Today

I Think It's Going To Rain Today
Randy Newman

Broken windows and empty hallways
A pale dead moon in the sky streaked with gray
Human kindness is overflowing
And I think it's going to rain today

Scarecrows dressed in the latest styles
With frozen smiles to keep love away
Human kindness is overflowing
And I think it's going to rain today

Lonely, lonely
Tin can at my feet
Think I'll kick it down the street



That's no way to treat a friend

Right before me the signs implore me
Help the needy and show them the way
Human kindness is overflowing
And I think it's going to rain today

9182. I Think It's Gonna Work Out Fine

Linda Ronstadt - I Think It's Gonna Work Out Fine
Duet by Linda Ronstadt and James Taylor
written by Rose Marie McCoy, Sylvia McKinney
1961 Ben-Ghazi Enterprises Inc (BMI)

Darling, been to see the preacher man
Darling darling, started making wedding plans
Your lips set my soul on fire
To be with you that's my one desire
Oh darling
Think it's gonna work out fine

Darling, started getting next to me
Darling, though about how this could be
Ooee

If your love is half as true
As the love I'm offering you
Oh darling, I think it's gonna work out fine

Think it's gonna work out fine
Know it's gonna work out fine
Think it's gonna work out fine
I'm so glad that you're mine all mine

Do you remember they used to call you Dapper Dan
Way back when I was the killer and everybody's loving man
Whole lotta women used to be my speed
Now pretty baby you're all I need
Oh darling, think it's gonna work out fine

He's so, I'm so, we're so glad when we remember
Used to call me Dapper Dan yeah
Way back when you were the killer and everybody's loving man
Whole lotta women used to be my speed
Now pretty baby you're all I need
Oh darling, think it's gonna work out fine

Think it's gonna work out fine
Know it's gonna work out fine
Think it's gonna work out fine

Think, think, work out fine
Think, think, work out fine



You've got to think, think, work out fine
I think it's gonna work out
Yeah it's gonna work out
Know it's gonna work out fine

9183. I Think Living Is Sweet - Chords

I Think Living Is Sweet
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Everett Jimmy Corbin
[3/4 time]

C                                                       G7
I've got a house on the hill looking down in the valley below
                                                        C
Listen to an old Whippoorwill and a fast freight on the go
                                                      G7
Here in the mountains we love it's peaceful and happy retrieve 
                                                       C
With the moon and stars up above hey I think living is sweet

    F                                                     C
Yes I think living is sweet got a love that just can't be beat
                           G7                C
Life is simply a dream yes I think living is sweet

                                                   G7
I've got the sun upon high continually lighting my way
                                                  C
Songbirds fly high in the sky oh what a beautiful day
                                                          G7
I've got a woman who loves me and children play around my feet
                                                C
I'm happy as I'll ever be yes I think living is sweet

Repeat #2

     G7                C
Well I think living is sweet

9184. I Think Of You - Chords

I Think Of You
(Utah Phillips)

Banjo Tuned E, Play Key of D Moderate to Slow Tempo
 D A E7
I look to see the wildflowers blooming & wonder why they seem so plain.
 D A E



The springtime rides all the brown hills over, young birds sing in a silver rain.
 D A E7
I think of you as the night rolls by, you're on my mind the whole night through,
 D A E7 A D
Far away in a lonesome city, All the time you're gone, I think of you.

 D A
And when my world has turned to sunlight,
 E7 A
And the dust clouds stand in the summer sky,
 E
I'll number all the climbing roses,
 A D
Watch to see the milkweed fly.

 A
And when I hear the soft wind moaning
 E7 A
Like an angel's voice from a far-off shore,
 A E
My days slip by like light snow falling,
 A D
Or dry brown leaves blown by my door

9185. I Think We're Livin' in the Good Old Days

I Think We're Livin' in the Good Old Days
(Red Simpson - Dean Holloway)

I think we're livin' in the good old days
So cheer up friends and be glad
I think we're livin' in the good old days
The best anybody's ever had
We think we're doin' now maybe day or less later
So let's live it up all the way
And let's make the life one more night to remember
Tomorrow we'll look back on today
I think we're livin'...
Well when I hear people talkin' bout the good old days
That's one thing I can't understand
Well while I take advantage of today and tomorrow
And let's live it up while we can
I think we're livin'...

9186. I Thought I Heard You Callin' My Name

Rodney Crowell - I Thought I Heard You Callin' My Name

[Verse 1]



You said goodbye to me this morning
With only those words to explain
You say you found someone you love better
Lord, I still hear your voice call my name

[Chorus]
I thought I heard you callin' my name
Lord, it's funny how I still feel this way
Your voice seems so close but I knew
That by now you were many miles away

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
I walk through the streets of your city
People passing by think it's so strange
I'm talking but there's no one beside me
Lord I still hear you calling my name

[Chorus]
I thought I heard you calling my name
Lord, it's funny how I still feel this way
Your voice seemed so close but I knew
That by now you were many miles away
Yes, by now you were many miles away

9187. I Thought I Heard You Calling My Name

I Thought I Heard You Calling My Name

You said goodbye to me this morning
With only these few words to explain
You said you found someone you loved better
But I still hear your voice call my name

    I thought I heard you calling my name
    Funny how it still feels this way
    Your voice seemed so close but I knew
    That by now you were many miles away

I walk through the streets of the city
People passing by think it's so strange
I'm talking but there's no on beside me
But I still hear your voice call my name

9188. I Thought It Was You - Chords

I Thought It Was You
Recorded by Doug Stone



Written by Gary Harrison and Tim Mensy

C                      G7        F           C     G7
I called your name out loud to a stranger yesterday
C               G7
When she turned around 
           F          G7          C
I said I'm sorry' and just walked away
F                   C             F
From a distance she had that look 
          C         Dm
And for a second or two
G7               C
I thought it was you
          F         G7       C                     F
It took a moment to catch my breath tried to brace myself
G7                 C           F          G7       C
Still don't have a clue how to leave your memory behind
               F                   Am          C            F
After all this time I hear there's one special love in each life
                       C    G7               C   F G7
Now I must look like a fool I thought it was you
C                     G7           F          G7     C   G7
I still drive by your house takin' trips down memory lane
C                        G7
We had our future worked out 
            F           G7        C
At least we did on that old porch swing
F                    C      F        C       Dm
Today in my rearview mirror I saw an old Malibu
G7                        C
And girl I thought it was you
          F         G7       C                     F
It took a moment to catch my breath tried to brace myself
G7                 C           F          G7       C
Still don't have a clue how to leave your memory behind
               F                   Am          C            F
After all this time I hear there's one special love in each life
                       C    G7               C
Now I must look like a fool I thought it was you
F             C    G7               C
Am I really a fool I thought it was you
F         G7     C
I thought it was you
F                  C
Why couldn't it be you

9189. I Thought We Had A Deal

Jim Lauderdale - I Thought We Had A Deal

Well I thought we had a deal that was supposed to work out right
Just imagine how I feel when I go turn out the light



Now you say it wasn't real didn't think that was your style
Well I thought we had a deal like the one we had a while

[ steel ]

It's a lot of my concern though you feel it's not my place
But I don't know where to turn now that I don't see your face
Well you taught me how to steal that wasn't very nice
Well I thought we had a deal now who's gonna pay the price
I thought we had a deal now who's gonna pay the price
Now who's gonna pay the price

9190. I Thought You Should Know

Steve Earle - I Thought You Should Know

[Verse 1]
I been watching you watching me
I could feel your eyes from way across the room
But now that I'm holding you close, I can see
Ain't no way I'm gonna get around you
I won't tell you I don't need you tonight
I won't pretend I ain't burning inside
Your skin glowing soft in the silver moonlight
The shadows where the promises hide
The bittersweet taste of your kiss
It's all more than I can resist

[Chorus]
But if you're thinking about breaking my heart
You might as well just pick up your little black dress and go
Somebody else already tore it apart
And I thought you should know

[Verse 2]
Maybe this is all that you want
Maybe you're just as lonesome as me
A shoulder that you can cry on
And a warm safe place you can be
Someone to call in the middle of the night
When the ghosts in your bedroom won't rest
And two arms to hold you tight
I promise that I'll do my best
To give you everything I got to give
Keep your secrets as long as I live

[Chorus]
But if you're thinking about breaking my heart
You might as well just pick up your little black dress and go
Somebody else already tore it apart
And I thought you should know
But if you're thinking about breaking my heart
You might as well just pick up your little black dress and go



Somebody else already tore it apart
And I thought you should know

9191. I Thought You Should Know - Chords

I Thought You Should Know
Steve Earl - I Thought You Should Know

D
I been watchin' you watchin' me, I could feel your eyes from way across the room 
Bm
But now that I'm holdin' you close I can see ain't no way I'm gonna get around you 
D
I won't tell you I don't need you tonight, I won't pretend I ain't burnin' inside 
     Bm
Your skin glowin' soft in the silver moonlight, the shadows where the promises hide 
G                                  Gm
The bittersweet taste of your kiss, it's all more than I can resist 

Chorus:
D         Bm                         F#m     A
If you're thinkin'  bout breakin' my heart 
D                                  Bm                      F#m    A
You might as well just pick up your little black dress and go 
D        Bm                    F#m    A
Somebody else already tore it apart 
                         G    Gm
And I thought you should know 

Maybe this is all that you want, maybe you're just as lonesome as me 
A shoulder that you can cry on, a warm safe place you can be 
Someone to call in the middle of the night when the ghosts in your bedroom won't rest 
Two arms to hold you tight, I promise that I'll do my best 
To give you everything I got to give and keep your secrets for as long as I live

Chorus

Harmonica

Chorus

Chorus

9192. I Threw Away the Rose

I Threw Away the Rose

Once I lived a life of wine and roses
And I drank a lot back then for one concern



Success for me lay just around the corner
I thought my social friends would help me make me turn

But now I'm paying for the days of wine and roses 
A victim of the drunken life I chose
Now all my social friends look down their noses
'Cause I kept the wine and threw away the rose

I stood by and watched the bottle take control of me
The turn I made was not the one I'd planned
And I watched my social standings slip away from me
While I watched the bottle slowly take command

And now I'm paying for the days of wine and roses 
A victim of the drunken life I chose
Now all my social friends look down their noses
'Cause I kept the wine and threw away the rose
'Cause I kept the wine and threw away the rose

9193. I Threw It All Away

Norman Blake - I Threw It All Away

[Verse 1]
I once held her in my arms
She said she would always stay
But I was cruel, I treated her like a fool
I threw it all away

[Verse 2]
Once I had mountains in the palm of my hand
And rivers that ran through every day
I must have been mad, I never knew what I had
Until I threw it all away

[Bridge]
Love is all there is
It makes the world go 'round
Love and only love
It can't be denied
No matter what you think about it
You just won't be able to do without it
Take a tip from one who's tried

[Verse 3]
So if you find someone who gives you all of her love
Take it to your heart, don't let it stray
For one thing for certain, you will surely be a-hurtin'
If you throw it all away
If you throw it all away



9194. I Told A Lie To My Heart

I Told A Lie To My Heart
Hank Williams sr.
Old Crow Medicine Show

I told my heart, I didn't love you
That I'd be happy if we'd part
But now I know, I was mistaken
I told a lie to my heart

I told my heart, I didn't love you
Now we'll forever be apart
Lonely years of tears and sorrow
I told a lie to my heart

If we sin, somehow we pay
And now the bitter teardrops start
I must learn to live without you
I told a lie to my heart

I told my heart, I didn't love you
That I'll be happy if we'll part
Lonely years of tears and sorrow
I told a lie to my heart

9195. I Told Her Lies

Robbie Fulks - I Told Her Lies

[Verse 1]
I took my baby home one night after a picture show
She said, "Rob, I'd like to take you in but first, I need to know
"Is it my body that you want or the real girl inside?"
So I looked deep into my heart and I told her lies

[Chorus 1]
Yeah I told her lies, I told her lies
Big and little, long and tall, every shape and size
And when she unlocked the door I knew I'd won the prize
I couldn't tell her what I thought so I told her lies

[Verse 1]
Well, livin' on love would not do, she had to tie the knot
We bought the rings and made the plans quicker than a rifle shot
And when the justice said "Now, do you swear?" I gazed into her eyes
And in a voice sincere with fingers crossed, I told her lies

[Chorus 2]



Yeah I told her lies, I told her lies
Big and little, long and tall, every shape and size
'Til when I heard the word "forever," 'twas then I realized
I couldn't tell her what I thought so I told her lies

[Instrumental]
(Next)

9196. I Told Them All About You - Chords

I Told Them All About You
Recorded by David Houston - Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
Written by Cliff Friend 

C
I told the whippoorwill told the daffodil

Just how pretty you smile
      G7                  C
Yes I told them all about you

I told the little bird every single word

That you said worthwhile
      G7                  C
Yes I told them all about you
 
  F                                  C
I told that big ol' mellow moon that shined above
    D7                               G7
How you roll those big blue eyes and how you could love

C
A city life instead there's gonna be a honeymoon for two
      G7                  C
Yes I told them all about you

I told the whippoorwill told the daffodil

Just how pretty you smile
      G7                  C
Yes I told them all about you

I told the little bird every single word

That you said worthwhile
      G7                  C
Yes I told them all about you

  F                                  C
I told that big ol' mellow moon that shined above
    D7                               G7
How you roll those big blue eyes and how you could love



C
A city life instead there's gonna be a honeymoon for two
      G7                  C
Yes I told them all about you

      G7                  C
Yes I told them all about you
      G7                  C
Yes I told them all about you

9197. I Told You I Was Freaky

I told you i was freaky
Keller Williams - I told you i was freaky

Shuba dum bum dum bow deh bow
You feelin' freaky? You feelin' freaky?
Shuba dum bum dum bow deh bow
You feelin' freaky? You feelin' freaky?
Let's take a photo of a goat
In a boat
And we can float
In the moat and get freaky
They take my body and they cover it in honey
Stick some money into the honey
Now I'm covered in money, honey
I'll step out onto the ledge
And press my ass against the glass
You can act like you don't know me
I'll take a cup and then I'll put it on my head
And then I'll stand there being freaky with a cup on my head
I told you I was freaky (I told you I was freaky baby)
But you didn't believe me (Don't look at me)
I told you I was freaky (Look at me, girl)
Let's get freaky
Shuba dum bum dum bow deh bow
Let's take two life-size cardboard cutouts of our bodies and then pose them in the sensual po
sitions
I'll paint the wallpaper pattern on your naked skin; you can crouch down by the wall and then 
get up like chameleons
I flip some chips to your lips
I clip some chips to your hips
I nibble chips off your hips
And watch a moon eclipse

9198. I Told You So



Ernest Tubb 
I Told You So

So your new love let your feelings sad and blue
And it broke your heart in two to see him go
Now you know the lonely nights that I went through
And I'm glad that I can say I told you so

When you cry yourself to sleep remember me
Think of all the things I told you long ago
You know how it feels to be the used to be
And I'm glad that I can say I told you so

Now that someone's broke your heart you realize
That the time has come to reap just what you sowed
For somebody else told you the same old lie
And I'm glad that I can say I told you so

When you miss the happiness you'll never find
Think of me each time the bitter teardrops flow
But you had no mercy on this heart of mine
And I'm glad that I can say I told you so

9199. I Took A Memory To Lunch

Tom T Hall - I Took A Memory To Lunch

[Verse 1:]
Today the weather was so pretty
At noon I went out for a stroll
I walked and did some window shopping
And met someone I used to know
The years had been kind to her beauty
When I first saw her my heart jumped
Tonight if I seem disenchanted

[Chorus:]
I took a memory to lunch

[Verse 2:]
We sat and talked about the old days
With misty teardrops in our eyes
And reconfirmed an old suspicion
The past grows old but never dies
The charm that draws two hearts together
By four o'clock was just too much
The days and years we had between us
Were down to just two coffee cups
You can't relive life in an hour
The afternoon kept wearing on
I'm sorry that I'm late for dinner

[Chorus]



9200. I Took A Memory To Lunch - Chords

I Took A Memory To Lunch

Bb D#
Today the weather was so pretty
 F Bb
At noon I went out for a stroll
 D#
I walked and did some window shopping
 F Bb
And met someone I used to know

Bb D#
The years have been kind to her beauty
 F Bb
When I first saw her my heart jumped
 D#
Tonight if I seem disenchanted
 F Bb
It's because I took a memory to lunch

Advance 1/2 Step

B E
We sat and talked about the old days
 F# B
With misty teardrops in our eyes
 E
And reafirmed an old suspection
 F# B
The past grows old but never dies

B E
The charm that draws two hearts together
 F# B
By four o'clock was just too much
 E
The days and years we had between us
 F# B
Were down to just two coffee cups

Advance 1/2 Step

C F
You can't relieve life in an hour
 G C
The afternoon kept wearing on
 F
I'm sorry that I'm late for dinner
 G C
I took a memory to lunch



9201. I Took Him For Granted

Dolly Parton - I Took Him For Granted 
(Dolly Parton)

I once was blind
But now I see
I took him for granted
She took him from me
I once had a love
But now now I have none
And I'm, I'm as blue as can be
I treated him a-wrong
And now I'm, I'm all alone
I took him for granted
She took him from me
Well if I had known then
Just what I know now
I would've treated him so differently
And if I, if I had known
Well then I
I could've shown him more love
Than he'll ever see from her
I thought I had his love
In the palm of my hand
But I, I guess she showed me
And now I, I understand
Just how she, she got my man
I took him for granted
She took him from me

9202. I Traded My Heart For His Gold - Chords

I Traded My Heart For His Gold
Recorded by Bonnie Owens

G                  C           G
I was once a happy wife living in a happy home
D7                            G
With true love so real and so strong
                          C         G
I gave up these things in life to become a stranger's wife
       D7                      G
And to live in a millionaire's home
                   C            G
In the darkness of night came a stranger
       D7                  G
And he offered me riches untold
                     C           G



I was blinded by the talk of the things that he could give
     D7                      G
So I traded my heart for his gold
  C                   G
I traded my heart for riches
   C                            G
No true love was ever bought or sold
     C                       G
This life in a millionaire's mansion
      D7                       G
Isn't worth all his silver and gold
                C            G
If I could just live my life over
   D7                       G
No riches could ever buy my love
                   C             G
I'd be happy to forget a wealthy stranger that I met
       D7                 G
And be thankful to God up above
Repeat #3

9203. I Traded My Saddle For a Rifle - Chords

I Traded My Saddle For a Rifle - Recorded by Hank Snow

Intro Guitar strums (C)(G)(C)

(C) I traded my saddle for a (F) rifle, and (C) left to join that troubled (G) shore
I (C) hung my guitar in the (F)attic, and (C) laid a-(G)-way my forty (C) four
I told the old folks I must (F) leave them, I (C) bid them all a fond fare-(G)-well
I (C) left my faithful pony (F) grazing, in (C) clover (G) by the old cor-(C)-ral

Chorus
I (F) traded my saddle for a (C) rifle
So kiss me darling we must (G) part
But (C) when we've won this final (F) victory
I'll (C) trade my (G) rifle for your (C) heart

Instrumental on recording it sounds like a Hawaiian slide guitar
(C)/// (F)/// (C)// / / (G)/ /
(C)// / (F)/// (C)/// (G)// (C)/

I told my mother not to (F) worry, I (C) said that I'd return some-(G)-day
I (C) bent and kissed her wrinkled (F) forehead, then (C) turned and (G) sadly walked a-(C)-w
ay
The stars are growing dim my (F) darling, they (C) say my ship will sail at (G) dawn
So (C) whisper softly that you (F) love me, just (C) two more (G) hours and  I'll be (C) gone

Repeat Chorus

Instrumental Same as instrumental above

Repeat Chorus



Yodel to end song (C) oh di lidy oh (G) di lidy oh di di di (C) lidy

9204. I Truly Understand

I Truly Understand
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

I wish to the Lord I'd never been born
Or died when I was young
Before I'd seen your two brown eyes
Or heard your lying tongue, love
Or heard your lying tongue

I truly understand you love another man
And your heart shall no longer be mine
I truly understand you love another man
And your heart shall no longer be mine

I'll never listen to what another woman says
Whether her hair be either black or brown
I'd rather be on the top of some hill
The rain a-pouring down, down
The rain a-pouring down

I truly understand you love another man
And your heart shall no longer be mine
I truly understand you love another man
And your heart shall no longer be mine

Now who's gonna shoe your pretty little foot?
And who's gonna glove your hand?
Who's gonna be your own true love
When I'm in a foreign land, love
When I'm in a foreign land?

Now mama's gonna shoe your pretty little foot
And papa's gonna glove your hand
And I'll still be your own true love
When I'm in a foreign land, love
When I'm in a foreign land

I truly understand you love another man
And your heart shall no longer be mine
I truly understand you love another man
And your heart shall no longer be mine

I'll never listen to what another woman says
Whether her hair be either black or brown
I'd rather be on the top of some hill
The rain a-pouring down, down
The rain a-pouring down



I truly understand you love another man
And your heart shall no longer be mine
I truly understand you love another man
And your heart shall no longer be mine

9205. I Truly Understand That You Love Another Man

Carolina Chocolate Drops
I Truly Understand That You Love Another Man

I wish to the Lord I never been born
Or died when I was young
Never would've seen those two brown eyes
Nor heard your flattering tongue my love
Or heard your flattering tongue

I truly understand that you love another man
And your heart shall no longer be mine

Well who will shoe your pretty little feet
And whose gonna glove your hand
Who will kiss your sweet red lips
When I'm in a foreign land, my love
When I'm in a foreign land

I truly understand that you love another man
And your heart shall no longer be mine

Well don't ya remember last saturday night
When we stood side by side
You promised that you'd marry me
And be no other man's bride my love
And be no other man's bride

I truly understand that you love another man
And your heart shall no longer be mine

I never will listen what another woman says
Let her hair be black or brown
I'd rather be standing on the top of some hill
With the rain a-pouring down my love
With the rain a-pouring down

I truly understand that you love another man
And your heart shall no longer be mine

Said I will shoe your pretty little feet
And I will glove those hands
And I will kiss your sweet red lips
When you're in a foreign land, my love
When you're in a foreign land

I truly understand that you love another man



And your heart shall no longer be mine
I truly understand that you love another man
And your heart shall no longer be mine

9206. I Turn To You - Chords

I Turn To You  
recorded by George Jones
written by Max Barnes and Curly Putman
 
C                          F
Rivers turn to oceans  and flow on to the sea 
G7                        F          C
Embers turn to ashes  and love to memories 
                            F
Rain turns to rainbows  and gray skies turn to blue 
             G7                          C
But when the world turns on me I turn to you
 
                             F
A thirsty man needs water  a bluebird needs the sky 
  G7                      F                   C
A man needs his woman  or he'll wither up and die 
                     F
Roses need sunshine  violets need the dew 
    G7                         C
But not half as much as I need you
 
                      C7         F
Deep in my soul and always on my mind 
G7                   F          G7         C
Forever in my heart  you're the light that shines 
                         C7            F
Someone to hold  when no one else will do 
         G7                          C
When the world turns on me I turn to you 
         G7                          C
When the world turns on my I turn to you

9207. I Used It All On You - Chords

I Used It All On You
Recorded by Nat Stuckey
Written by Tom Crum
 
C            F               G7       F         G7     C
Lord there's just no love to give her I used it all on you
                                   F         D7
She's an angel and she could fill  any man's dream



     F          G7                  F                C
I do nothing to deserve her yet she treats me like a king
                               F          D7
She worships me all she wants  is my love too
            F               G7        F         G7     C
But there's just no love to give her  I used it all on you
                                            F     D7
When she turns to me it breaks what's left  of my heart
         F           G7                       F                  C
She's do anything if I'd love her but there's nowhere for her to start
                           F            D7
She holds me just the way  I wanted you to
            F               G7       F         G7     C
But there's just no love to give her I used it all on you
F           G7     C        F      G7  C
Each time I try to love her I feel so ashamed
      F               G7       C        D7                  G7
Cause there's no love only kindness and that's just not the same
     C                             F                D7
I've even learned to hate you  but what good did it do
    F                        G7        F         G7     C
For there's still no love to give her  I used it all on you
F                       G7        F         G7     C
There's just no love to give her  I used it all on you

9208. I Used To Know All Those Things - Chords

I Used To Know All Those Things
Recorded by Lynn Anderson
Written by Liz Anderson 

C
I used to know all those things 
Like honeymoons and wedding rings
    G7
The happiness that love can bring 
               C
I used to know all those things
A morning kiss an evening touch 
Those hours of doing nothing much
     G7
That special way a heart can sing 
               C
I used to know all those things
F
Our happy home with love inside 
                      G7
Was weakened soon and then destroyed
F                       C                   G7
When we made a room for foolish pride there too
     C
Once happy times were mine to know 
They seem to be so long ago



    G7
But once upon a wedding ring 
               C
I used to know all those things
Repeat #2
   G7
Oh once upon a wedding ring 
               C
I used to know all those things

9209. I Used to Love Parades

I Used to Love Parades
Blue Highway

I Used to Love Parades Lyrics
Another birthday came and went
Guess I missed the card you never sent
I can't blame you though it's true
It's not like I was there for you

I used to love to watch the trees
Leaves in motion through a gentle breeze
Now I watch them falling down
And the wind s a mournful sound

I guess life ain't all that bad
Still got memories in spades
I wish they didn t make me sad
You know I used to love parades

I don't like football anymore
Don t even care enough to hear the score
Seems like everything I do
Keeps reminding me of you

I wish I felt like going out
Alaska s nice this time of year, no doubt
But lately life just ain't the same
Guess I should learn to take the blame

I guess life ain't all that bad
But life worth living slowly fades
Everything that s left is sad
You know I used to love parades

9210. I Wake Up



I Wake Up
WRITTEN BY Z. LUPETIN, LIZ BEEBE & ERIK JANSON
MUSIC BY DUSTBOWL REVIVAL

I wake up at night
When I wake up at night I feel alright,
I'm always thinking of you
They say love is blind
When I look in your eyes,
It's like the first time
You know I'll always love you (x3)
And I know, and I know, and I know,
And I know, and I know
It's the same for you
You're my lady, my lady, my lady, my lady
Gettin' lost with you

It's like we won the lottery

I wake up at night
When I wake up at night I feel alright,
Pm always thinking of you
They say love is blind
When I look in your eyes,
It's like the first time
You know I'll always love you (x3)

And you know, and you know, and you know
You know, you know
I won't ever leave, I can guarantee

Even when, even when, even when, even when
We disagree

We'll work it out, wait and see

I wake up at night
When I wake up at night I feel alright,

I'm always thinking of you
They say love is blind
When I look in your eyes,
It's like the first time
You know I'll always love you (x3)

I didn't make it easy
I was gun shy from before
And I ran right out the door
You said "what are you leaving for"?

When you stopped me at the party
You said you were so sure
And what are you waiting for?
What are you waiting
What are you waiting
Why are you waiting?

I wake up at night



When I wake up at night I feel alright,
I'm always thinking of you
They say love is blind
When I look in your eyes,
It's like the first time
You know I'll always love you (x9)

9211. I Walk Alone

I Walk Alone
Recorded by: Eddy Arnold
Written by: Herbert Wilson

[1] I WALK ALONE where once we [4] wandered
It seems so [1] strange, since you are [57] gone
'Til you re-[1] turn, I'll stay the [4] same, dear
I'll still be [1] true [57] and walk a-[1] lone. [17]

By stars a-[4] bove, I swear to [1] love you
With all the love I've ever [57] known
While we're a-[1] part, you'll always [4] own me
When teardrops [1] start, [57] I WALK A-[1] LONE.

This lonely night was made to ponder
The golden hours that we once knew
No matter where you are out yonder
I Walk Alone and think of you.

The flame of love is brightly burning
You know that I'm your very own
Each night I pray for your returning
But while you're gone, I WALK ALONE.

9212. I Walk And I Walk And I Walk - Chords

I Walk And I Walk And I Walk
Recorded by David Houston
Written by Charles Justice and George D'Artois
 
C                                                  G7
Yes I walk and I walk and I walk and I think about you
                                                   C  
Yes I walk and I walk and I walk And I think about you
F                             C  Am
You're so new in everything I do-oo
      C                                G7          C
Yes I walk and I walk and I walk and I think about you
  
                                  G7



I cry and I cry and I cry all day long
                                      C
Yes I cry and I cry and I cry all day long
F                           C Am  
Nothing's right now you are gone
  C                                G7          C
I walk and I walk and I walk and I think about you
 
               F                  C  
Thinking about you thinking about you
                             G7              C
Yes I walk and I worry and I always think of you
 
                                        G7
I worry and I worry and I worry all day long
                                        C 
I worry and I worry and I worry all day long
  F                                     C  Am
I thought your love was always just for me-ee
  C                                G7          C    
I walk and I walk and I walk and I think about you
 
               F                  C  
Thinking about you thinking about you
                             G7              C
Yes I walk and I worry and I always think of you
               F                  C  
Thinking about you thinking about you
                             G7              C
Yes I walk and I worry and I always think of you

9213. I Walk The Line

Dolly Parton - I Walk The Line 
(Johnny Cash)
Flatt & Scruggs

I keep a close watch on this heart of mine
I keep my eyes wide open all the time
I keep the ends out for the tie that binds
Because you're mine I walk the line

I find it very very easy to be true
I find myself alone when each day's through
Yes, I'll admit that I'm a fool for you
Because you're mine I walk the line

As sure as night is dark and day is light
I keep you on my mind both day and night
And happiness I've known proves that it's right
Because you're mine I walk the line

You've got a way to keep me on your side



You give me cause for love that I can't hide
For you I know I'd even try to turn the tide
Because you're mine I walk the line
Because you're mine I walk the line

9214. I Walk The Line (Revisited)

Rodney Crowell - I Walk the Line (Revisited)

[Verse 1: Rodney Crowell]
I'm back on board that '49 Ford in 1956
Long before the sun came up, way out in the sticks
The headlight showed a two rut roadway
Back up in the pines
First time I heard Johnny Cash sing I Walk The Line

[Verse 2: Rodney Crowell]
I got my thrill behind the wheel upon my daddy's lap
Grandpa rode co-pilot with a flashlight and a map
Cane pole out the window, it was in the summertime
First time I heard Johnny Cash sing I Walk The Line

[Hook 1: Johnny Cash]
I keep a close watch on this heart of mine
I keep my eyes wide open all the time
I keep the ends out for the tie that binds
Because you're mine, I walk the line

[Verse 3: Rodney Crowell]
I never will forget that day, I know the time and place
It sounded like the whole thing came right down from outer space
I still can see those headlights and that dashboard in my mind
The first time I heard Johnny Cash sing I Walk The Line

[Hook 2: Johnny Cash]
I find it very very easy to be true
I find myself alone when each day's through
Yes I'll admit that I'm a fool for you
Because you're mine, I walk the line

Guitar Solo: Johnny Cash]
Ah, skinny pack
(Mmmmmmmmmmm)

[Verse 4: Rodney Crowell]
All these long years later it's still music to my ears
I swear it sounds as good right now as anything I hear
I've seen the Mona Lisa, I've heard Shakespeare read real fine
Just like hearing Johnny Cash sing I Walk The Line

[Hook 3: Johnny Cash]
As sure as night is dark and day is light
I keep you on my mind both day and night



And happiness I've known proves that it's right
Because you're mine, I walk the line

[Outro: Johnny Cash]
Because you're mine, I walk the line

9215. I Wan'na Be Like You

I Wan'na Be Like You
The Waybacks

[Verse 1]
Now, I'm the king of the swingers, uh
The jungle VIP
I've reached the top and had to stop
And that's what's botherin' me
I wanna be a man, man-cub
And stroll right into town
And be just like the other men
I'm tired of monkeyin' around

[Chorus]
Ooh, I wanna be like you
I wanna walk like you
Talk like you, too
You'll see it's true
An ape like me
Can learn to be
Human too

[Verse 2]
Now, don't try to kid me, man-cub
And don't get in a stew
What I desire is man's red fire
So I can be like you
Now gimme the secret, man-cub
Just clue me what to do
Give me the power of man's red flower
And make my dreams come true

[Verse 3]
Now I will ape your mannerisms
And we'll be a set of twins
No one will know
Where man-cub ends and orangutan begins
And when I eat bananas
I won't peel them with my feet
'Cause I'll become a man
Man-cub and learn some etiquette

[Chorus]
Ooh, I wanna be like you
I wanna walk like you



Talk like you, too
You'll see it's true
An ape like me
Can learn to be
Human too

[Outro]
Can learn to be
Human too
I wanna be like you
I wanna feel human, too

9216. I Wanna Be A Christian Soldier

I Wanna Be A Christian Soldier

Well I wanna be a Christian soldier
In the army of our Lord
I'm gonna tell the love of Jesus
Till my life down here is o'er

I'm gonna tell the world he died for me
Tell em how he died in shame
Yes I wanna be a Christian soldier
And fight in my Savior's name

I love my Savior
He loves me too
I'll be His soldier
'Til my life's work is through

Well I wanna March through the valleys
Then I wanna March up the hill
And I wanna sing about the love of God
And do his blessed will

I wanna drink from the fountain
Be baptised in his love
And I wanna be there when the roll is called
On the home coming day above

9217. I Wanna Be Loved Back - Chords

I Wanna Be Loved Back - Randy Scruggs & Earl Thomas Conley

G             D            G       D
Take another shot of gold tequila
G             D                G
Lie to me and say your love is real



C                                         G       Em
Then roll me down  that long hard road to freedom
G                        D               G    D
Oh but freedom ain't the word for what I feel
G                 D                 G
You don't have to hurt me to remind me
G                      D                        G
That this living on the edge ain't where's it's at
C                              G    Em
I just wanna put the worst behind me
G            D                  G
I just wanna love and be loved back
G
I wanna be loved back
                 Em
I wanna be loved back
                   C                       Em
When the nighttime falls the bright lights draw
           D
Two hearts together
                      G
I just wanna be loved back
                    Em
Just wanna be loved back
                  C          D
Will you still be mine every time
                 G
I wanna be loved back

SOLO

G                 D                   G         D
So talk to me and tell me what you're thinking
G                D              G
Tell me should I go or should I stay
C                             G     Em
Staring out across that blue horizon
G                          D             G
Oh we're just too close to feel that far away
G
I wanna be loved back
                      Em
I just wanna be loved back
                     C              Em
I want a heart that cares a love to share
              D
A lifetime together
                      G
I just wanna be loved back
                    Em
Just wanna be loved back
                  C           D
Will you still be mine every time
                 G
I wanna be loved back
                  C           D
Will you still be mine every time



                 G
I wanna be loved back

From Randy Scruggs 'Crown Of Jewels'
Reprise Records 1998
Jagged Edge Publishing(BMI)/ETC Music/Harris Gordon Music(ASCAP)

9218. I Wanna Be There

The Isaacs - I Wanna Be There 

I know a man who's never seen a sunset 
or the leaves changing color in the Fall 
he's memorized the voices of all of his children 
and he's always heard how beautiful they are 
he's always had somebody there to guide his every step 
But I believe that one day he's gonna walk and not be led 

and I wanna be there when he does 
and all of heaven witnesses his eyes open up 
when faith becomes reality 
and he can finally see the ones he loves 
and I wanna be there when he does 

I know a girl with the heart of an angel 
prettiest smile you've ever seen 
but all of her life she's always dreamed of walking 
of folding up that wheelchair and being free 
she loves to hear the story of how Jesus healed the lame man 
and She knows one day she's gonna walk just like he can 

and I wanna be there when she does 
when all of heaven witnesses the first time that she runs 
when faith becomes reality 
and she can live the life she's dreaming of 
and I wanna be there when she does 

no more sickness, no sadness on that day when Jesus comes for us 
and I'm gonna be there when He does

9219. I Wanna Be There When The Lovin' Starts - Chords

I Wanna Be There When The Lovin' Starts
Recorded by Mel Street
Written by Curly Putman, Sonny Throckmorton, Don Cook

C                                     F
Somebody's gonna get love at my house tonight
G7



Some lucky fool is gonna wind up 
              C                G7
With two arms holdin' him tight
       C                                    F    Dm
It was anyone else but me it would break my heart
         G7
Turn the stereo on I'm on my way home
                                 C
I wanna be there when the lovin' starts
        G7                                     C
I wanna be there baby when the lovin' get down to it
           G7                                    C
If there's any lovin' done I wanna be the one to do it
           F                 Dm             G7      C
And when I get you alone you know I'm gonna know my part
         G7
Turn the stereo on I'm on my way home
                                 C
I wanna be there when the lovin' starts
        G7                                           C
I wanna be there baby when the lovin' get right down to it
               G7                                    C
And if there's any lovin' done I wanna be the one to do it
           F                 Dm             G7      C
And when I get you along you know I'm gonna know my part
G7
Hang on till then and don't you begin
                                 C
I wanna be there when the lovin' starts
         G7
Turn the stereo on I'm on my way home
                                 C
I wanna be there when the lovin' starts

9220. I Wanna Be Where You Are - Chords

I Wanna Be Where You Are 
Junior Sisk

[Intro]
C C F F G C
 
[Verse 1]
 
C                                            Am
This family farm's where I was raise, But it ain't the same these days
             F              G
Since you've gone, It don't feel like home
    C
The sun don't set like it used to
     Am
that old whippoorwill sure sounds blue
   F                         G



He misses you, But not like I do
 
[Chorus]
        C                         Am
I wanna be where you are, I wanna see what you see
        F
I wanna hold you close, whisper your name
    G
And breathe the air you breathe
       C                            Am
I wanna walk by your side, Not just be in your heart
             F                      G            C
If you can't be where I am, I wanna be where you are
 
[instrumental break]
C Am F G  C Am F G C
 
[Verse 2]
C                            Am
The city life is killing me, Sure ain't what I thought it'd be
    F                                G
The lights are bright, But I miss Virginia nights
C                                     G
These endless fields of old concrete, Got more people than I've ever seen
     F                     G
Been gone too long, I just wanna go home
 
[Chorus]
 
        C                         Am
I wanna be where you are, I wanna see what you see
        F
I wanna hold you close, whisper your name
    G
And breathe the air you breathe
        C                           Am
I wanna walk by your side, Not just be in your heart
             F                      G            C
If you can't be where I am, I wanna be where you are
 
[instrumental break]
C Am F G  C Am F G C
 
[Chorus]
        C                         Am
I wanna be where you are, I wanna see what you see
        F
I wanna hold you close, whisper your name
    G
And breathe the air you breathe
        C                           Am
I wanna walk by your side, Not just be in your heart
             F                      G            C
If you can't be where I am, I wanna be where you are
 
[outro]
C C F F G C



9221. I Wanna Come Back To You - Chords

I Wanna Come Back To You
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Johnny Christopher and Sam Hogin

C                           G7        C
I've known about love for a long long time 
F               C
Everybody's but mine
It took a little while to see 
F                         C
Just how I wanted love to be
      F
Now I wanna come back to you 
       Em                 A7
Do you wanna come back to me
Dm                  F            C
Share the love that used to be a mystery
  F
I wanna come back to you 
       Em                 A7
Do you wanna come back to me
Dm           Em              F  C
Remember how good it used to be
       G7                C
I look back and I wonder why 
F                             C
We were both so careless with goodbye
Should have known that later on down the line 
F                           C
We were bound to change our mind
      F
Now I wanna come back to you 
       Em                 A7
Do you wanna come back to me
Dm                  F            C
Share the love that used to be a mystery
  F
I wanna come back to you 
       Em                 A7
Do you wanna come back to me
Dm           Em              F  C
Remember how good it used to be

9222. I Wanna Do Right - Chords

I Wanna Do Right 
Sam Bush



 
[Intro]
A   D   A   D
 
[Verse 1]
           A
Throw me a life line
           D
Is anybody home.
           E
Seems like yesterday  ay I was just standing on the corner,
D
waiting for the old bon ton
 
[Verse 2]
               A
It never was a real job
                     D
Never worked all the time.
       E                                              D
But it paid for a this and a that, bought the baby perfume,
D
and it kept us alive
 
[Break 1]
    E
Oh, what I wouldn't give to turn the
F#m
time back around and the
G                           D
tanka tanka accordion
 
[Chorus]
           A        D
I wanna do right
                   A         D
I don't want to do wrong
                A            D
I wanna keep it simple
                A            D
I wanna keep it strong
                  A
I need to help my brothers
D                   G    A  D
And help the family rise above
           A        D
I wanna do right
                   A         D
I don't want to do wrong
 
[Verse 3]
                   A
I miss the kind of trouble
                      D
That never lasted too long.
    E
The kind where you could clear your mind with a couple of



D
drinks and a traveling song
 
[Verse 4]
                      A
I never had a bowl of cherries no,no
               D
Now that ain't news.
        E
But I'd give anything to get back to that dirty old
D
room full of mingingy blues
 
[Break 2]
            E
I think I'd rather have the wind and the
F#m
rain and the president's
G                           D
plane and a big bass drum
 
[Chorus]
           A        D
I wanna do right
                   A         D
I don't want to do wrong
                A            D
I wanna keep it simple
                A            D
I wanna keep it strong
                  A
I need to help my brothers
D                   G    A  D
And help the family rise above
           A        D
I wanna do right
                   A         D
I don't want to do wrong
 
[Break 2]
            E
I think I'd rather have the wind and the
F#m
rain and the president's
G                           D
plane and a big bass drum
 
[Chorus]
           A        D
I wanna do right
                   A         D
I don't want to do wrong
                A            D
I wanna keep it simple
                A            D
I wanna keep it strong
                  A



I need to help my brothers
D                   G    A  D
And help the family rise above
           A        D
I wanna do right
                   A         D
I don't want to do wrong
 
[Outro]
           A        D
I wanna do right
                   A         D
I don't want to do wrong

9223. I Wanna Fall In Love

Dolly Parton - I Wanna Fall In Love 
Writer Dolly Parton

A different lover ev'ry day
Same old book just a diff'rent page
Same old lines in the same old play
I've got to find somebody I can love all the way
I wanna fall in love, someone that I can live with
I wanna fall in love, someone to take and give with
I wanna fall in love, someone I can be real with
I wanna fall in love
I want someone to be just mine
Someone to be with all the time
A real true love is hard to find
And I don't know where I'll find him
But I've got to keep on tryin' cause
I wanna fall in love, if you hear me, listen to me
I wanna fall in love, I'm undone so come and do me
I wanna fall in love, if you got love, give it to me
Love, I wanna fall in love, someone to really need me
I wanna fall in love, someone to really please me
I wanna fall in love, when it hurts, someone to ease me
I wanna fall in love
I wanna fall in love, someone to spend my life with
I wanna fall in love, someone to fuss and fight with
I wanna fall in love, someone to make it right with
I wanna fall in love

9224. I Wanna Go Back There

Dolly Parton - I Wanna Go Back There 

There's a place in my mind that's suspended in time



When we were happy in love
Days warm and sweet, and the night so complete
Then life was perfect for us

It was just you and I, only love in our eyes
Not a sign of a tear on our face
No sorrow, no pain, only sunshine, no rain
Before something else took its place

Oh, I wanna go back there
Back to the time there was no doubt you cared
Back to the time love was tender and fair
I wanna go back there, I wanna go back there

Doop-do-do-do, doop-do-do-do-do
I wanna go back there
Doop-do-do-do, doop-do-do-do-do
I wanna go back there

Do you think if we tried we could put life aside
And see if we might make it back
I know in my heart what we had at the start
I believe it could still be like that

Oh, I wanna go back there
Away from these heartaches, these worried and cares
Back to the time love was tender and fair
I wanna go back there, I wanna go back there

Doop-do-do-do, doop-do-do-do-do
I wanna go back there (say you care)
I wanna go back, I wanna go back
I wanna go back there

Doop-do-do-do, doop-do-do-do-do
I wanna go back there
Doop-do-do-do, doop-do-do-do-do
I wanna go back there, I wanna go back there

9225. I Wanna Go To Heaven - Chords

I Wanna Go To Heaven
Recorded by Jerry Wallace
Written by Lorene Mann

F                 C
Yes I wanna go to heaven
G7                    C   G7
If it's anything like you
                      C
Don't know much about heaven
                          G7
But the stories I've been told



                  Dm         G7    Dm
Say the gates are bright and pearly
        G7                     C
And the streets are paved with gold
                      F C
Don't know much about angels
                          F
You're the first I've run into
                  C
But I wanna go to heaven
G7                    C   F C
If it's anything like you
                      F
Don't know much about Halo's
                 C
Never set upon a throne
                         D7
But I swear I've been in heaven
                       G7
Since the day you came along
C                     F  C
Don't know much about forever
                         F
You're the only thing in view
                  C
Yes I wanna go to heaven
G7                    C
If it's anything like you
Repeat #3,4
F                 C
Yes I wanna go to heaven
G7                    F
If it's anything like you
               C    F    C
(Anything like you) like you

9226. I Wanna Hear It From You - Chords

I Wanna Hear It From You
Recorded by Eddie Raven
Written by Rick Giles and Nancy Montgomery 

C                 A#7       F         C      A#7
I believe there's something you ain't told me
C                        A#7         F     C
Cause I've heard all the talk that's going round
                   A#7     F        C       A#7
Is there something missing when you hold me
C                   A#7    F       C
It's hard to keep a secret in this town
           F                        C
So I wanna hear it from you if it's over
        F                        C



I wanna hear it from you if it's really true
               F     G7
So tell me the truth baby 
      C                   A#7
After all that we've been through
        Am           F           G7           C  F
If it's gonna be goodbye I wanna hear it from you
C                    A#7  F         C      A#7
I used to think that only you could love me
C              A#7   F         C
Baby I've just had a change of heart
                   A#7     F         C      A#7
I'll find somebody else if you don't want me
C                    A#7   F      C
You'd better tell me now before I start
Repeat #2
A#7 F   A#7            F      C
Ooh ooh don't leave me in the dark
A#7 F   A#7        F    A#7                   C
Ooh ooh look in my eyes you're gonna break my heart
Repeat #2 x2

9227. I Wanna Know

Robert Earl Keen - I Wanna Know 

Have you got a minute?
A little time that we can spend
Open up and let me in
Share some memories

People in a hurry
Everyday goes by so fast
No one takes the time
To ask how it used to be

I wanna know, did your father own an automobile
Or a two horse carriage with wood spoke wheels?
I hear you used to walk to school seven miles a day

Did you ever ride a railroad train?
And the very first time you saw a plane
Did you think the world had gone insane?
Tell me what you've got to say, I wanna know

Words can paint a picture
Sharper than a photograph
I know you can take me back
To times I'll never see

Got a lot of questions
There's so much I want to learn
You can make the pages



Turn in living history

I wanna know, did your father own an automobile
Or a two horse carriage with wood spoke wheels?
I hear you used to walk to school seven miles a day

Did you ever ride a railroad train?
And the very first time you saw a plane
Did you think the world had gone insane?
Tell me what you've got to say, I wanna know

Have you got a minute?
A little time that we could spend
Open up and let me in
Share some memories

9228. I Wanna Make You Close Your Eyes

Dierks Bentley - I Wanna Make You Close Your Eyes

[Verse 1]
Girl I've been waiting on this long hard day to get over
So I can rest my head right here on your shoulder
I just want to lay here and feel you breathe
Listen to the rhythm of your heartbeat
And see where it leads

[Chorus]
We're wide awake but girl I wanna make you close your eyes
And say my name like only you can say it and hold me tight
All I need is only you and me alone tonight
I want to make you close your eyes...oh yeah

[Verse 2]
You can make me work for it girl if you want to
Just leave a trail for me to follow you into the bedroom
And if you need a little bit of help from me
Babe there's not a button that I can't reach
Lets see where it leads

[Chorus]
We're wide awake but girl I wanna make you close your eyes
And say my name like only you can say it and hold me tight
All I need is only you and me alone tonight
I want to make you close your eyes...oh yeah

[Bridge]
I want to take you somewhere...out there
Til the world fades out of sight

[Chorus]
We're wide awake but girl I wanna make you close your eyes
And say my name like only you can say it and hold me tight



All I need is only you and me alone tonight
I want to make you close your eyes...oh yeah

9229. I Wanna Sing That Rock N Roll - Chords

I Wanna Sing That Rock N Roll
Gillian Welch & David Rawlings

 D G D
I wanna sing that rock n roll
 D E A
I wanna 'lectrify my soul
 D
Cause everybody's been maken a shout
 G Gm
So big and loud been drownin' me out
 G A D
I wanna sing that rock n roll

2nd verse:
 D G D
I wanna reach that glory land
 A E A
I wanna shake my saviour's hand
 D G D
And I wanna sing that rock n roll
 D E A
I wanna 'lectrify my soul
 D 
Cause everybody's been maken a shout
 G Gm
So big and loud been drownin' me out
 G A D
I wanna sing that rock n roll

3rd verse
 D G D
I've been travelin near and far
 A E A
But I wanna lay down my old guitar
 D G D
And I wanna sing that rock n roll
 D E A
I wanna 'lectrify my soul
 D
Cause everybody's been maken a shout
 G Gm
So big and loud been drownin' me out
 G A D
I wanna sing that rock n roll

Instrumental:



Repeat 3rd verse:
 G A D
( Finish ) I wanna sing that rock n roll

9230. I Want A Girl - Chords

I Want A Girl
Recorded by George Hamilton IV
Written by Willie Nelson

G                   C              G
I want a girl whose heart has been broken
     D7                       G
By a love that has passed her by
                    C              G
I want a girl whose lips have been taken
                  D7         G
By lips that have kissed and lied
C                   G
I want a girl whose heart has known pain
    D7                       G
The kind that I'm feeling in mine
C                 G
One who will understand how I feel
    A7                       D7
And one who will not make me cry
G                   C              G
I want a girl whose heart has been broken
                C       D7    G
The way that my darling broke mine
C                   G
I want a girl whose heart has known pain
    D7                       G
The kind that I'm feeling in mine
C                 G
One who will understand how I feel
    A7                       D7
And one who will not make me cry
G                   C              G
I want a girl whose heart has been broken
                C       D7    G
The way that my darling broke mine

9231. I Want A Hippopotamus For Christmas - Chords

I Want A Hippopotamus For Christmas 
Lake Street Dive

[Intro]



D
 
[Verse 1]
  G
I want a hippopotamus for Christmas
                         D
Only a hippopotamus will do
 
Don't want a doll, no dinky Tinkertoy
  A         A7           D               D7
I want a hippopotamus to play with and enjoy
 
[Verse 2]
G
I want a hippopotamus for Christmas
                                       D
I don't think Santa Claus will mind, do you?
 
He won't have to use our dirty chimney flue
     A
Just bring him in the front door
           D
That's the easy thing to do
 
[Bridge]
      G             C
I can see me now on Christmas morning
G                 C
Creeping down the stairs
        D
Oh what joy and what surprise
       G
When I open up my eyes
         A7         D
To see a hippo hero standing there
 
[Chorus]
  G
I want a hippopotamus for Christmas
                         D
Only a hippopotamus will do
 
No crocodiles, no rhinoceroses
A      A7            D
I only like hippopotamuses
    C        D             G
And hippopotamuses like me too
 
[Intrumental]
G D
 
[Verse 3]
D
Mom says the hippo will eat me up, but then
A                         D
Teacher says a hippo is a vegetarian
 



[Intrumental]
G D
 
[Verse 4]
D
There's lots of room for him in our two-car garage
     A                  A7                 D
I'll feed him there and wash him there and give him his massage
 
[Bridge]
      G             C
I can see me now on Christmas morning
G                 C
Creeping down the stairs
        D
Oh what joy and what surprise
       G
When I open up my eyes
         A7         D
To see a hippo hero standing there
 
[Chorus]
  G
I want a hippopotamus for Christmas
                         D
Only a hippopotamus will do
 
No crocodiles, no rhinoceroses
A      A7            D
I only like hippopotamuses
    C        D             G
And hippopotamuses like me too
    C        D             G
And hippopotamuses like me too
    C        D             G
And hippopotamuses like me too

9232. I Want A Woman

Marty Stuart - I Want a Woman

I want a woman, who's strong good and kind
She's got a heart as big as Texas and walks a straight and narrow line
She can lift you up with a flash of her smile
Stand right beside you cross that extra mile
That lovin' woman with the heart of a child

I want a woman, with a sweet and tender touch
One who will pay the price for love without asking how much
One who will keep me warm when the nights are cold
Face of an angel and heart of gold
That lovin' woman, with a fire down in her soul



Whenever she needs someone to hold her, I'll be there right by her side
Whenever she needs a shoulder to cry on, she can always cry on mine
Through thick and thin together, down the road come rain or shine
I want a woman like that, to be all mine

Whenever she needs someone to hold her, I'll be there right by her side
Whenever she needs a shoulder to cry on, she can always cry on mine
Through thick and thin together, down the road come rain or shine
I want a woman like that, to be all mine
I want a woman like that, to be all mine

9233. I Want Love

Chris Stapleton
I Want Love

[Verse 1]
I want love, but it's impossible
A man like me, so irresponsible
A man like me is dead in places
Other men feel liberated

[Verse 2]
I can't love, shot full of holes
Don't feel nothin', I just feel cold
Don't feel nothin', just old scars
Toughenin' up around my heart

[Chorus]
But I want love, just a different kind
I want love, won't break me down
Won't brick me up, won't fence me in
I want a love, that don't mean a thing
That's the love I want
I want love

[Verse 2]
I want love on my own terms
After everything I've ever learned
Me, I carry too much baggage
Oh, man I've seen so much traffic
[Chorus]
But I want love, just a different kind
I want love, won't break me down
Won't brick me up, won't fence me in
I want a love, that don't mean a thing
That's the love I want
I want love

[Bridge]
So bring it on, I've been bruised
Don't give me love that's clean and smooth
I'm ready for the rougher stuff



No sweet romance, I've had enough

[Instrumental]

[Refrain]
Oh, a man like me is dead in places
Other men feel liberated

[Chorus]
But I want love, just a different kind
I want love, won't break me down
Won't brick me up, won't fence me in
I want a love, that don't mean a thing
That's the love I want
I want love
[Outro]
Oh, I want love, just a different kind
I want love, won't break me down
Won't brick me up, won't fence me in
I want a love, that don't mean a thing
That's the love I want
I want love

9234. I Want My Rib Back - Chords

I Want My Rib Back 
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Fred Koller and Keith Whitley

G
Now the bible tells the story about Adam's rib
        C
How the Lord made a woman for companionship
        G                              D7                     G
And the first thing she did was take a bite of that forbidden fruit
       
Well I guess we'll be paying till the end of time
   C
At least that's how it is with that woman of mine
   G      D7                  G
Oh Lord I think I want my rib back

C
Now this is wrong and baby that ain't right
        G
And I'm huggin' tryin' to please that woman day and night
      C                                                    D7
She's never satisfied although I try to do the best that I can
G
Somethings gotta change honey I'm gonna leave
  C
I won't let evolution gonna make a monkey out of me
   G      D7                  G



Oh Lord I think I want my rib back

There's been a hole in wallet and a pain in my side
     C
Ever since I made that girl my blushing bride
    G                             D7                            G
Her daddy calls her angel and her momma calls her three times a night

Her cousins on the sofa her sister's got my car
    C
Her brother's drink my liquor like my house was a bar
   G      D7                  G
Oh Lord I think I want my rib back

Repeat #2

          D7                  G
Oh Lord I think I want my rib back

9235. I Want Some More Of This - Chords

I Want Some More Of This
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Glenn Barber

G                                   D7
A proper lady that's exactly what I was
                                   G
Always careful pretty is as pretty does
                              G7         C
I let a stranger talk me into one little kiss
      D7                            G
Oh it scares me I want some more of this
                                              D7
I've got a husband and he thinks the world of me
                                              G
A home and family and everything a home could be
                                       G7           C
I shouldn't be here the things he says I have to forget 
      D7                            G
Oh it scares me I want some more of this
       C                 D7             C   G
If I'm unfaithful on the days I have to lie about
            A7                        D7
Then I'm no better than those women I talked about
    G                                         D7
I'm gettin' weaker I've had my first taste of wine
                                            G
And now he whispered I've lost all track of time
                                  G7          C
If he'd stop talking I'd find the strength to refuse
      D7                            G
Oh it scares me I want some more of this



                D7                            G
Yes that's what scares me I want some more of this

9236. I Want The Lord To Protect My Soul

I Want the Lord to Protect My Soul

Down lifes highway alone I've trod
I've always put my trust in god
But you'll find out that you're silver and gold
Won't pay the price to protect your soul

I want the lord to protect my soul
To lead me on to heavens door
My life down here will soon be o'er
And I want the lord to protect my soul

There's many a church down life's highway
Where people sing rejoice and pray
I'll stop at one and join the fold
And ask the lord to protect my soul

When this old world is doomed in sin
You'll cry oh lord please lest me in
It will be to late to make it o'er
To ask the lord to protect your soul

9237. I Want To Be A Cowboy's Sweetheart

I Want to Be a Cowboy's Sweetheart
Dixie Chicks

[Verse]
I want to be a cowboy's sweetheart
I want to learn to rope and ride
I want to ride over the plains and deserts
Out west of the Great Divide
I want to hear the coyotes howling
While the sun sets in the west
I want to be a cowboy's sweetheart
The life I love the best

I want to ride old Paint, going on a run
I want to feel the wind in my face
A thousand miles from all the city lights
Go at a cowhand's pace
I want to pillow my head near the sleeping herd
While the moon shines down from above
I want to strum my guitar, yodel-lay-ee-oo



That's the life I love

I want to be a cowboy's sweetheart
I want to learn to rope and ride
I want to ride over the plains and deserts
Out west of the Great Divide
I want to hear the coyotes howling
While the sun sets in the west
I want to be a cowboy's sweetheart
The life I love the best

9238. I Want To Be Like Jesus - Chords

I Want To Be Like Jesus
Recorded by Larry Sparks
Written by John Smith

G
Some wanna be a prophet of the Lord
           D7   G
Some wanna be a healer

Some wanna gain great wealth and fame
        D7      G
I wanna be like Jesus

I wanna be like Jesus
C               G
I wanna be like Jesus

Walking in the light always in the right
        D7      G
I wanna be like Jesus

Some wanna have a big church choir 
           D7   G
Some wanna be a preacher

Some just want to fly away
        D7      G
I wanna be like Jesus

Repeat #2 x2

Walking in the light always in the right
        D7      G
I wanna be like Jesus



9239. I Want To Be Loved

I Want To Be Loved

   I want to be kissed but only by your lips dear
   For you're the only one who'll ever do
   I want someone to hug and call me honey
   I want to be loved but only by you

I want someone to help me in my sorrow
And someone whose heart is always true
Somebody who will stay with me forever
I want to be loved but only by you

If ever you decide to love me darlin'
And will tell me that your love for me is true
Then we'll be happy in our home together
I want to be loved but only by you

9240. I Want To Be Mama'd

Robbie Fulks - I Want to be Mama'd

[Verse 1]
I want to be mama'd
I want to be mother'd
I want to be hugged
I want to be smothered
With love and kisses all the time

[Chorus]
For I'm a big baby
Great big baby
I want my mama
I want my mama
I wanna be mama'd all the time

[Verse 2]
I want some attention
More than I can mention
You do the cooin'
I'll do the wooin'
I want to be mama'd all the time

[Chorus]
For I'm a big baby
Great big baby
I want my mama
I want my mama
I wanna be mama'd all the time



9241. I Want To Be What You Need

Dolly Parton - I Want To Be What You Need 
(Dolly Parton)

When you're not strong and need someone to lean on
Let me be your strength when you're weak
When you need somebody to comfort and love you
Let mine be the arms that you seek
I want to be what you need
Whatever it is, come to me
You'll always know where I'll be
'Cause I want to be what you need
When life gets to be more than you can endure
My hand is always in reach
And I'm always waiting, and I'm always willing
To give you whatever you need
I want to be what you need
Whatever it is, come to me
You'll always know where I'll be
'Cause I want to be what you need
Yes, I want to be what you need

9242. I Want To Be With You Always

Lefty Frizzell
I Want To Be With You Always

I lose my blues, honey, when I'm with you
No one else can do, you're in my heart to stay
And when I'm gone and I'm all alone
I'll still be singing this song
I want to be with you always

I'd be happy, dear, if you could only be here
And always be near forever and a day
Then we'd travel far to some big shiny star
Just you and my guitar
And stay there, sweetheart, for always

I hope you feel the same, you really want my name
Well, you'll be the one who's to blame
If it works out wrong that day
'Cause my love is true, my love is only for you
And I would never be blue, if I could be with you always

Then we'd travel far to some big shiny star
Just you and my guitar
And stay there, sweetheart, for always



9243. I Want To Be With You Always - Chords

I Want To Be With You Always

 A 
I lose my blues, honey when I'm with you 
 A E A 
No one else can do, you're in my heart to stay 
 D A 
But when I'm gone and I'm all alone 
 E A 
I'll be singing this song, I want to be with you always 

Piano break 

 E A 
I'd be happy dear if you could only be here 
 E A 
And always be near forever and a day 
 D A 
Then we'd travel far to some big shining star 
 E A 
just you and my guitar and stay there sweetheart for always 

Fiddle break 

 E A 
I hope you feel the same, you really want my name 
 E A 
Well you'll be the one whose to blame if it works out wrong that day 
 D A 
'Cause my love is true, my love is only for you 
 E A 
I'll never be blue if I can be with you always

9244. I Want To Do Thy Will Oh Lord - Chords

I Want To Do Thy Will Oh Lord    
Recorded by The Oak Ridge Boys
Written by Hansel Vibbert and Ronnie Goss

C                  G7          C
The cross that you bear may be hard to carry
             F          G7           C
The pain you feel is so hard to understand
          F             G7      F            C
Bur every pain that you feel He died just to heal
                 G7      C   G7
I want to do Thy will oh Lord



            C              G7
He paid the price the sacrifice 
         C
With His blood at Calvary
          F       G7          C
He stood alone in valence judgment hall
            F                 G7
He took the cross He paid the cost 
       F             C
For my soul that was lost
                 G7      C
I want to do Thy will oh Lord 
                 G7      C   G7
I want to do Thy will oh Lord
 
          C      G7      C    C7
I want to do Thy will oh Lord
F           G7       C           F
Take me and break me hold me and make me
          C      G7      E7  C
I want to do Thy will oh Lord

9245. I Want To Feel Free

Brett Dennen - I Want To Feel Free

[Verse 1]
The morning after I left Madrid
There was so much unsaid
I didn't mean to leave the way I did
With wine and smoke still swirling in my head

[Verse 2]
I don't know why you'd want to get mixed up
When I'm hung up on someone else
I don't know how you can give so much
To somebody who keeps so much to themselves

[Chorus]
I want to feel free like I did when I was younger
When I was younger I was brave
And I want to love you but I fear I may go under
And I don't think I could be saved

[Verse 3]
Now I'm lost in another language
Some words I know but I'm mostly confused
You said that love is another language
That I want to learn with you

[Chorus]
I want to feel free like I did when I was younger



When I was younger I was brave
And I want to love you but I fear I may go under
And I don't think I could be saved

9246. I Want To Go (Where Nobody Knows Me) - Chords

I Want To Go (Where Nobody Knows Me)
Recorded by George Hamilton IV
Written by Dick Flood

C                      F
The same old house the same old street 
    G7           C
The same old memories 
The same old friends 
F               G7            C
That I meet are always asking me
     F               G7
What happened to our love 
    C
Why did you go away
                     F
I smiled at them but died inside 
  G7               C
A little more each day
             F            C
I want to go where nobody knows me
F                C            G7
Where no one can ask me about you
C            F                  C
I want to go where there are no memories
F         C        G7           C
Maybe someday I'll forget about you
              F
I leave today catch a train 
G7            C
Somewhere far away
                   F
I'll find a way to ease this pain 
     G7                  C
That haunts me night and day
F                 G7
Somewhere in this big big world 
C
I'll leave the past behind
                 F
I'll wake up and find that you're 
G7              C
No longer on my mind
repeat #3



9247. I Want To Go With You

Bill Monroe - I Want To Go With You

I'm begging to you and I want to go with you
You're breaking my heart as you say goodbye
I hope and I pray we'll soon be together
My heart is so full, it's hard not to cry

What will I do when the leaves start falling?
The far distant hill will make me feel blue
Soon the flowers will die, don't let love die with them
And with you gone, dear, what will I do?

Your sweet ruby lips and hair like an angel
And your mournful eyes, they keep haunting me
But to know that you're mine, it makes life worth living
Oh, the time's gone by, a sweet memory

I'm trusting in you but each hour seems longer
I'm counting the days when I'll be with you
Our hearts are entwined, they're blessed with the future
A safe journey home I'm waiting for you

9248. I Want To Grow Old With You - Chords

I Want To Grow Old With You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Bobby Braddock

C
I saw a sweet old couple in the park the other day

Holding hands and smiling in an old familiar way

Then I thought about you and how I'd feel without you
      G7
And I knew honey I knew

          C
I want to grow old with you

Hugging and holding you be my little old lady

And I'll be your big old baby
              G7                    C
Honey I do  I want to grow old with you

We'll move to California or the sunshine state



If they're not to crowded in two thousand twenty-eight

Pacific or Atlantic we'll still be romantic
           G7
You and me just a wait and see

Repeat #2

When we meet the Maker then we'll understand

I might start all over and be with you again

You and me together forever and ever
         G7
I hope I can but until then

               C
I want to grow old with you 

Squeezing and holding you be my little old lady

And I'll be your big old baby
                  G7                    C
Honey it's true I want to grow old with you

Repeat last verse

9249. I Want To Know - Chords

I Want To Know - Robert Earl Keen

CAPO II

A  E    D    A
Have you got a minute, a little time that we can spend?
D     A     D    E
Open up and let me in, share some memories
A    E   D    A
People in a hurry, everyday goes by so fast
D    A    D    E
No one takes the time to ask, how it used to be

Ch.
 E
I want to know
D       A
Did your father own an automobile?
  E       A
Or a 2-horse carriage with wood spoke wheels.
D     A    D   E
I heard you had to walk to school 7 miles a day.
 D    A   E      A



Did you ever ride a railroad train, or the very first time you saw plane
 D       A
Did you think the world had gone in sane?
  D    E
Tell me what you got to say.
  E
I want to know

Words can paint a picture, sharper then a photograph
I know you can take me back, to times I've never seen
Got a lot of questions, there is so much I want to learn
You can make the pages turn living history

Ch.
1x  then the first 2 lines of the 1st verse

9250. I Want to Know More About My Lord

I Want to Know More About My Lord
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

While travelling through this world of sorrow
I'm on my way to gloryland
I'll not turn back for some tomorrow
My trials here I'll understand

Chorus
I want to know more (I want to know more) about my Jesus (yes I do)
I want to know more (yes I want to know more) about my Lord (my blessed Lord)
I want to know more (I want to know more) about that mansion (heavenly mansion)
I'm gonna receive (I'm gonna receive) as my reward (my rich reward)
I want to know more (I want to know more) about that homeland (wonderful homeland)
I mean to go there (I mean to go there) someday, somehow (someday, somehow)
And after I reach (and after I reach) that heavenly city (heavenly city)
I mean to know more (yes I'm gonna know more) that I know now (than I know now)

I'm glad I know the blessed savior
For through His blood He set me free
Though rough the road I shall not waiver
For some glad day His face I'll see

He promised when His soul ascended
"I'm coming back" the Lord did say
If on His promise you've depended
On wings of love you'll soar away

9251. I Want To Live Again - Chords



I Want To Live Again 
Recorded by Merle Haggard and Bonnie Owens 
Written by Fuzzy Owen

C                      G                 D7           G
We stopped living when our love died and I wanta live again
                                           
                                                        D7
Our love grew cold a long time ago we both know love is gone
                                          G
Yet we stay together we just keep hanging on
                                                             C
But it's wrong to live together when our love has reached an end
                       G                 D7           G
We stopped living when our love died and I wanta live again

    
I wanna be kissed like I used to be 
D7
Thrilled like I used to be
  
Loved like I used to be 
             G
I wanta live again

                                                           D7
Each time we kiss we search for love that used to fill our hearts
                                                         G
But it's all wrong the thrill is gone we're just too far apart 
                                              C
We live a life of loneliness each day that we pretend
                       G                 D7           G
We stopped living when our love died and I wanta live again

Repeat #2

9252. I Want To Live So I'll Be Ready

I Want to Live So I'll Be Ready
arr. by Dogle Lawson
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

chorus
I want to live so I'l be ready
On that day when Jesus comes
So that I can go back with him
And not be left behind like some

Although dark clouds may gather  round you
And it seems old Satan's won
But just keep your trust in Jesus
The redeemed will overcome

When this short life down here is ended



And I've run my feeble race
I shall dwell in that bright city
and I shall look upon His face

Oh sinner don't you want to go there
To that tand so bright and fair
Where the tree of life is blooming
And it's always day up there

9253. I Want To Love Again

I Want To Love Again
Dwight Yoakam - I Want To Love Again

I wanna love again, feel young again,
The way we did when it was true.
Go back before I cried, or ever tried,
To understand life without you.
I wanna hold your hand, and just pretend,
We're starting out brand new.
I wanna love again, feel young again,
The way we did when it was true. 

I wanna love again, and softly mend,
Any ache we ever knew.
Then kiss till there's no place, not one small space,
That our lips leave unused. 
I wanna have what takes my breath away,
Be just the slightest touch from you.
I wanna love again, feel young again,
The way we did when it was true.

Baby there are countless reasons why,
This is something only fools would try.
But life sure gets lonely with just pride,
So if you'll risk yours, I'll risk mine.

I wanna love again, feel young again,
The way we did when it was true.
Aw, go back before I cried, or ever tried,
To understand life without you.
I wanna hold your hand, and just pretend,
We're starting out brand new.
I wanna love again, feel young again,
The way we did when it was true.

9254. I Want To See Him Smile - Chords



I Want To See Him Smile 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
G D G
 
[Verse 1]
                                          C             G
I can hardly wait 'til that day when i'll hear my Jesus say
                         D
"Well done, come home my child"
          G
While i'm living here below i'm gonna work and i'm gonna show
                     D                 G
How much i love Him, i want to see Him smile
 
 
[Chorus]
                  G
I want to see him smile, "Well done my child
                                          D
You've done your best, come rest a little while
             G
The world of sin you've overcome, a crown of life you have won"
                D                 G
But most of all i want to see him smile
 
 
[Instrumental]
G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
              G
Well i've had trouble, i've had sorrow, i don't worry about tomorrow
                        D
For i know who holds my hand
          G
I know if i will do my best surely he will do the rest
                   D            G
He'll guide my way to that fair land
 
 
[Outro]
                  G
I want to see him smile, "Well done my child
                                          D
You've done your best, come rest a little while
             G
The world of sin you've overcome, a crown of life you have won"
                D                 G
But most of all i want to see him smile



9255. I Want To See The Bright Lights Tonight

Richard Thompson - I Want To See The Bright Lights Tonight 

I'm so tired of working every day
Now the weekend's come
I'm gonna throw my troubles away
If you've got the cab fare, mister, you'll do all right
I want to see the bright lights tonight

Meet me at the station, don't be late
I need to spend some money and it just won't wait
Take me to the dance and hold me tight
I want to see the bright lights tonight

There's crazy people running all over town
There's a silver band, just marching up and down
And the big boys are all spoiling for a fight
I want to see the bright lights tonight

Meet me at the station, don't be late
I need to spend some money and it just won't wait
Take me to the dance and hold me tight
I want to see the bright lights tonight

A couple of drunken nights rolling on the floor
Is just the kind of mess I'm looking for
I'm gonna dream 'till Monday comes in sight
I want to see the bright lights tonight

Meet me at the station, don't be late
I need to spend some money and it just won't wait
Take me to the dance and hold me tight
I want to see the bright lights tonight

Take me to the dance and hold me tight
I want to see the bright lights tonight

9256. I Want To See The Parade

Tom T. Hall - I want to see the parade
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Hold me up I want to see the parade

There was a demonstration in our town quiet but very tense
I've always been a bit nosy so I guess that's the reason I went
There were people carrying signs that said we want equality now
And I thought to myself boy look at that will you look what the law allows

A little girl and her mother were standing up next to the curb
The little girl said Mommy I can't see the parade and it happened that I heard
The woman who was with the little girl was small and then she turned and smiled



I thought I'd do 'em a favor so I offered to hold her child

When I held the little girl in my arms I was glad at the offer I'd made
She said thank you Mister for holdin' me up I wanted to see the parade
Then she asked me a question and it took me by surprise
She said Mister why does my Daddy hate all those people goin' by

I said well you know they're not the same ah but listen to me
And I had noticed that the child was blind
So I looked around for an answer but it was pretty hard to find
So I sat her down by her mama's side and I patted her on the head
And that night as I sat in my own little room I thought of the words she said

And that night I took a good look at myself and this is the prayer I prayed
I said Lord I want you to hold me up cause I want to see the parade

9257. I Want To Sing That Rock And Roll

Gillian Welch - I Want To Sing That Rock And Roll
Hot Buttered Rum

I want to sing that rock and roll.
I want to 'lectrify my soul,
'Cause everybody been making a shout
So big and loud, been drowning me out.
I want to sing that rock and roll.

I want to reach that glory land.
I want to shake my savior's hand,
And I want to sing that rock and roll.
I want to 'lectrify my soul,
'Cause everybody been making a shout
So big and loud, been drowning me out.
I want to sing that rock and roll.

I been a-traveling near and far,
But I want to lay down my old guitar,
And I want to sing that rock and roll.
I want to 'lectrify my soul,
'Cause everybody been making a shout
So big and loud, been drowning me out.
I want to sing that rock and roll.

I been a-traveling near and far,
But I want to lay down my old guitar,
And I want to sing that rock and roll.
I want to 'lectrify my soul,
'Cause everybody been making a shout
So big and loud, been drowning me out.
I want to sing that rock and roll.
I want to sing that rock and roll.



9258. I Want To Stroll Over Heaven With You

I Want To Stroll Over Heaven With You - Alan Jackson

If I survey all the good things that come to me from above
If I count all the blessings from the storehouse of love
I'd simply ask for the favor of him beyond mortal king
And I'm sure he would grant it again
I want to stroll over Heaven with you some glad day
When all our troubles and heartaches are vanished away
Then we'll enjoy the beauty where all things are new
I want to stroll over Heaven with you

So many places of beauty we long to see here below
But time and treasures have kept us from making plans as you know
But come the morning of rapture together we'll stand a new
While I stroll over Heaven with you
I want to stroll over Heaven with you some glad day
When all our troubles and heartaches are vanished away
Then we'll enjoy the beauty where all things are new
I want to stroll over Heaven with you

9259. I Want To With You - Chords

I Want To With You
Recorded by David Ball
Written by Steve Bogard and Jeff Stevens

C      G                         C                   G
Well I guess I've been traveling light my whole life through
                                 C                      D7
Thought if you never own nothing much nothing ever owns you
        G             C
Until I looked at you I swear I never 
B7               Em         C                   D7
Gave one thought to forever girl I never wanted to
G                           B7
Find a little spread with a creek running through
C                        A7
Build a little dream and make it come true
        G              C          G            D7
But now I want to with you girl I want to with you
G                       B7
Put I little ring third finger left hand
C                           A7
Stay with somebody who will love and understand
     G              D7 G
Girl I want to with you
C      G                    C                   G



When a man ain't looking no telling what he may find
                              C                        D7
Until I saw the light of your love I was walking round blind
       G               C
I kept running with my restless heart 
B7                       Em           C
Thinking that's just the way things are
                         D7
Girl it never crossed my mind 
                     G
I think it's time to find a little spread 
       B7
With a creek running through
C                        A7
Build a little dream and make it come true
        G              C          G            D7
But now I want to with you girl I want to with you
G                       B7
Put I little ring third finger left hand
C                           A7
Stay with somebody who will love and understand
     G              D7 G
Girl I want to with you
repeat #2

9260. I Want You

Rodney Crowell - I Want You

Daddy bought you like a toy
Mama taught you to be coy
Make your bed down in the dirt
Bow your head, lift your skirt
From your lips to my ears
All down through your tender ears
A poor little rich girl, junk food heiress
Born in forth world, raised in Paris
Well, listen honey, screwed the money, I want you
Something changed you, laid you low
[Incomprehensible] your senses, made you slow
Wrote your name down in the book
State the claim on how do you look
I can't blame you if you think that
Tie you to the kitchen sink
Drain your pockets, drink your blood
Drag you through the muck and mud
Must be said, you made your bed but I want you
It's the way your hair falls in your face
And the way you move from place to place
It's the way you wear your curse
As if there could be something worse than
Trapped inside a glass house dying
Waiting for the bricks to fly



Oh my, my, my
So he left you with no God
Trapped behind that cracked facade
Had for a woman have a heart
Not too down, not too smart
I will have once something clicks
Eat you like a ton of bricks
And circumstances been to break you
Why, oh why would God forsake you?
Vis-a-vis, him or me, I want you
[Incomprehensible] baby, I don't care, I want you

9261. I Want You Back

I Want You Back
Lake Street Dive

When I had you to myself
I didn't want you around
Those pretty faces always made you
Stand out in a crowd
But someone picked you from the bunch
One glance was all it took
Now it's much too late for me
To take a second look
Oh baby, give me one more chance (Show you that I love you)
Won't you please let me (Back in your heart)
Oh darlin', I was blind to let you go (Let you go baby)
But now since I see you in his arms (I want you back)

Yes, I do now (I want you back)
Ooh, ooh baby (I want you back)
Ya, ya, ya, ya (I want you back)
Na, na, na, na
Tryin' to live without your love
Is one long sleepless night
Let me show you girl
That I know wrong from right
Every street you walk on
I leave tear stains on the ground
Following the girl I didn't even want around
Let me tell you now

Oh baby, all I need is one more chance (Show you that I love you)
Won't you please let me (Back in your heart)

9262. I Want You To Meet My Friend



I Want You To Meet My Friend
Larry Sparks - I Want You To Meet My Friend
Tom T Hall

You ask me why I seem so happy
With all of the trouble I've known
Well there is someone that I go to
I never face trouble alone

He's here when I wake every morning
He walks with me thru the days end
Come down to my church Sunday morning
I want you to meet my friend

He's not my employer and he's not my boss
You won't even see him ,he died on a cross
But if you are looking for comfort within
I want you to meet my friend

Now I know that you have your sorrows
And you know that I have them too
With all of the comfort he gives me
I know he'll give comfort to you

He doesn't care if you are wealthy
Or don't have a nickel to spend
Come down to my church Sunday morning
I want you to meet my friend

He's not my employer and he's not my boss
You won't even see him ,he died on a cross
But if you are looking for comfort within
I want you to meet my friend

9263. I Want You To Want Me

Dwight Yoakam - I Want You To Want Me

I want you to want me
Yeah, I need you to need me
I'd love you to love me
Yeah, I'm beggin' you to beg me
I want you to want me
I need you to need me
Yeah, I'd love you to love me
I'll shine up my old brown shoes
Put on a brand new shirt
Get home early from work
If you say that you love me
Didn't I, didn't I, didn't I see you cryin'
Oh, didn't I, didn't I, didn't I see you cryin'
Feeling all alone without a friend
You know you feel like dying
Oh, didn't I, didn't I, didn't I see you cryin'



And I want you to want me
Yeah, I need you to need me
I'd love you to love me
Yeah, I'm beggin' you to beg me
I'll shine up my old brown shoes
Put on a brand new shirt
Get home early from work
If you say that you love me
Aw, Didn't I, didn't I, didn't I see you cryin'
Oh, didn't I, didn't I, didn't I see you cryin'
Feeling all alone without a friend
you know you feel like dying
Oh, didn't I, didn't I, didn't I hear you cryin'
--- Instrumental ---
I'll shine up my old brown shoes
Put on a brand new shirt
Get home early from work
If you say that you love me
Didn't I, didn't I, didn't I see you cryin'
Oh, didn't I, didn't I, didn't I hear you cryin'
Feeling all alone without a friend
you know you feel like dying
Oh, didn't I, didn't I, didn't I hear you cryin'
I want you to want me
Yeah, I need you to need me
I'd love you to love me
Woo, I want you to want me...

9264. I Wanta Live Again

I Wanta Live Again

We stopped living when our love died
And I wanta live again
Our love grew cold a long time ago
We both know love is gone

Yet we stay together
We just keep hanging on
But it's wrong to live together
When our love has reached an end

We stopped living when our love died
And I wanta live again
I wanna be kissed like I used to be
Thrilled like I used to be

Loved like I used to be
I wanta live again
Each time we kiss, we search for love
That used to fill our hearts

But it's all wrong, the thrill is gone



We're just too far apart
We live a life of loneliness
Each day that we pretend

We stopped living when our love died
And I wanta live again
I wanna be kissed like I used to be

9265. I Was A Riot

I Was a Riot 
Glen Phillips

We twist and turn
We ebb and flow
We change our shape
More than we know
We fix our gaze
And rest assured
That what has passed
Will come once more

Like when I was a riot of color and light
I was the song on your lips in the night
When dreams were deferred, your mind wouldn't rest
The weight of the world sat hard on your chest
When you were the view at the top of the climb
You were the breath and the pausing of time
You were the peace I had wondered if I
Could ever deserve or ever would find
When I was a riot and you were the peace

I see your heart
Your shadow, too
I trust your word
I trust in you
And slow but sure
And with your help
Maybe I've come
To trust myself

Like when I was a riot of color and light
I was the song on your lips in the night
When your dreams were deferred and your mind wouldn't rest
And the weight of the world sat hard on your chest
When you were the view at the top of the climb
You were the breath and the pausing of time
You were the peace I had wondered if I
Could ever deserve or ever would find
When I was a riot and you were the peace
I was a riot and you were the peace
I was a riot and you were



I was a riot and you were the peace
I was a riot and you were the peace
I was a riot and you were the peace
I was a riot and you were the peace

9266. I Was Born 4000 Years Ago

I Was Born 4000 Years Ago
Carter Family - Norman Blake

Oh, I was born about four thousand years ago,
and there's nothing in this world I do not know.
I saw ole King Pharaoh's daughter finding Moses on the water,
I can whip the man that says it isn't so.

I saw Noah when he built his famous Ark
I crept into it one night when it was dark.
I saw Jonah swallow the whale and I pulled a lion's tail,
and I crossed the land of Nod when it was dark.

Oh, you know, I'm a very highly educated man,
I hold my brain within the palm of my hand.
Oh, I've been on earth so long that I used to sing a song,
while Abraham and Isaac took the stand.

I saw Satan when he searched the garden o'er,
I saw Eve and Adam driven from the door.
And the apples they were eating from the bushes I was peeping,
I can prove that I's the man who ate the core.

Oh, I saw Cain and brother Able in the glade,
and I know the game of poker that they played.
It was right there in the rough when they killed him with a club,
and I know it was a Diamond on the spade.

Oh, you know, I'm a very highly educated man,
I hold my brain within the palm of my hand.
Oh, I've been on earth so long that I used to sing a song,
while Abraham and Isaac took the stand.

Oh, I saw Jackson and General Abe and Lee,
I taught Solomon his little ABC's.
Oh, I went out on the bay with Methusalem one day,
and saves his flowing whiskers from the breeze.

Queen Elizabeth fell dead in love with me,
we were married in Milwaukee 6 A.D.
Oh, I took her out and shook'er, and I went with General Hooker,
to fight mosquitoes down in Tennessee.



9267. I Was Coming Home To You

Lefty Frizzell
I Was Coming Home To You

[Verse 1:]
I just stopped off for a quick one at the tavern
Just a drink, well, maybe I had two
But I swore as I sit down at her table

[Chorus:]
That darling, I was coming home to you

[Verse 2:]
Can't I help it, if she was going my way?
And we talked about old times we used to know
But I'm sure we had the green light at the corner
Anyone who saw the wreck will tell you so
I was only going to drop her off at her place

[Chorus:]
And then darling, I was coming home to you

[Verse 3:]
When you came, you saw her lying there beside me
But believe me, dear, that old romance is through
And even though you saw her arms around me
Darling, I was coming home to you

[Chorus:]
Oh yes, darling, I was coming home to you

9268. I Was Doing Her Wrong - Chords

I Was Doing Her Wrong
Recorded by Charlie Walker

C
Waitress would you bring me one more shot of your best gin
                                   G7
By the way why don't you play that cheatin' song again
The one about going out and leaving her at home
                                C
Or any other low down doing her wrong songs    
The immature I used to be was rowdy loose and loud
                      C7            F
But now I'm a regular member of the crowd
                          D7                   C              F
But my drinking now's for thinking about those memories outta sight
                      G7                      C
While I was doing her wrong he was loving her right
                      F                       C
While I was doing her wrong he was loving her right



                   F                    G7
Now I'm staying at home she's out every night
        F                   C
Living alone such a pitiful sight
               G7                        C
She's doing me wrong and he's loving her right
Repeat #3
               G7                              C
She's doing me wrong and he's still loving her right

9269. I Was Drunk - Chords

I Was Drunk

The verses are all just a drubbing E chord; you can hammer on the 4th and 5th strings of the 
chord and let the low E ring to add some character.
 E
---0-------0-------0------0---
---0-------0-------1------0--- 
---1-------1-------2------1--- 
---2-------2-----0h2------2---
---2-----0h2-------0------2---
---0-------0-------0------0---
The chorus uses an A chord with a walk down in the bass line. Focus your strum to nail the b
ass notes and just catch the rest of the chord.
 A*
---0-------0-------0------0---
---2-------2-------2------2--- 
---2-------2-------2------2--- 
---2-------2-------2------2---
---0-------0-------0------0---
---0-------4-------2------0---

E
I was drunk, I was down
Wondering around my bed
I was drunk, I was down
Wondering around my bed

E A* x2 
I called out your name
 E
I called out your name

I was bleeding, I was exhausted
I was suffering from the altitude
Picked up your sin and lost it
And I suffered from your attitude

Called out your name
I called out your name
I called out your name
Called out your name



I was summoned by the angels
That be hung beside your picture
Not allowed to feel to the touch
To hold forever in prison along

I called out your name
Called out your name
Called out your name
Called out your name
I was drunk, I was down
I was wondering around my bed
I was drunk, I was down
I was wondering around my bed
I called out your name
I called out your name
I called out your name
I called out your name

9270. I Was Just Leaving

Robbie Fulks - I Was Just Leaving

[Verse 1]
When I opened the front door, you looked so surprised
Like you weren't expecting someone quite my size
But I know by those roses you're calling on a friend
Well I was just leaving, so just you walk right on in

[Verse 2]
But if I'd left as early as I always do
I would not be standing face-to-face here with you
I guess you make her happy and that's all well and good
I was just leaving, now I think I should

[Verse 3]
You want what I've got, and she must want you
Now I'm odd-man-out in a game meant for two
Sometimes your best move is just to move on
I was just leaving, but now I'll be gone

[Instrumental]

[Verse 3]
You want what I've got, and she must want you
Now I'm odd-man-out in a game meant for two
Sometimes your best move is just to move on
I was just leaving, but now I'll be gone



9271. I Was Left On The Street

Bill Monroe - I Was Left on the Street

A policeman's whistle gayly, a smile upon his face
As he walked along the old familiar beat
He saw a little bay crying and thought his heart would break
Standing bare foot in the middle of the street

I was left on the street with no shoes upon my feet
When I saw my mom and daddy drive away
Now I'm not old enough to know every much myself
But I saw my dad and mommy drive away

The policeman stopped the traffic, then went up to the boy
And he asked him gently, where do you belong
The little boy stopped crying and with trembling lips he said
I'm not big enough to know just what went wrong

[Chorus:]
The little boy is happy now with a new mom and dad
His new daddy is the policeman on the beat
Tho' he can't forget that awful day it doesn't seem to hurt so bad
He has a brand new pair of shoes upon his feet

[Chorus]

9272. I Was Made to Love Her

I Was Made to Love Her
John Cowan

I was born in Lil' Rock
Had a childhood sweetheart
We were always hand in hand
I was hightop shoes and shirt tails
Suzy was in pig tails
I know I loved her even then
You know my papa disapproved it
My mama boohooed it
But I told them time and time again
"Don't you know I was made to love her
Built a world all around her"
Yah! Hey, hey, hey
She's been my inspiration
Showed appreciation
For the love I gave her through the years
Like a sweet magnolia tree
My love blossomed tenderly
My life grew sweeter through the years
I know that my baby loves me
My baby needs me
That's why we made it through the years



I was made to love her
Worship and adore her
Hey, hey, hey
All through thick and thin
Our love just won't end
'Cause I love my baby, love my baby. Ah!
My baby loves me
My baby needs me
And I know I ain't going nowhere
I was knee high to a chicken
When that love bug bit me
I had the fever with each passing year
Oh, even if the mountain tumbles
If this whole world crumbles
By her side I'll still be standing there
'Cause I was made to love her
I was made to live for her, yeah!
Ah, I was made to love her
Built my world all around her
Hey, hey, hey
Oo baby, I was made to please her
You know Stevie ain't gonna leave her, no
Hey, hey, hey
Oo wee baby, my baby loves me
My baby needs me
Hey, hey, hey
Oo my baby loves me

9273. I Was Tequila

I Was Tequila - Alan Jackson 

Sometimes opposite people find a way to attract
That doesn't mean that they should and I'm an expert on that
I know she loved me but I was too set in my ways
I was tequila and she was champagne

She was the sweetest woman that I've ever known
I was too stupid to change and just let her go
She was a red rose and I was worn out blue jeans
I was tequila and she was champagne

I was too wild and too fast and too crazy sometimes
She was more steady and lovely and always so fine
I couldn't learn when to stop or when to run from the rain
I was tequila and she was champagne

Today I put her picture in a solid gold frame
To remind me what I once had and what I let slip away
Then I polished my dirty old boots and I toasted her name
I'm still tequila and she's still champagne

Yeah, I was too wild and too fast and too crazy sometimes



She was more steady and lovely and always so fine
I couldn't learn when to stop or when to run from the rain
I was tequila and she was champagne

Oh, I was tequila and she was champagne

9274. I Was There - Chords

I Was There
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam with Buck Owens
Written by Buck Owens

G
I was there (I was there) I was there (I was there)                      
D7           G
When love crashed and burned I was thereI was there when love came around with sweet w
arm kisses      
C                         G
I was there when it burned into desireI was there when it ran into a raging river                       
D7          G
And then turned into a runaway wildfireI was there (I was there) I was there (I was there)     
C         F      C     G
When love came around I was thereAnd one thing certain I did all the hurtin'                
D7            G
At love's final curtain I was thereI was there when love came in like a living tornado          
C                         G
And I was there when it blew out of controlI was there when something quickly turned into not
hing                         
D7               G
Just a hopeless helpless dream gone up in smoke

repeat #3 x3

9275. I Was Wrong

I Was Wrong
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I've been thinking 'bout my thoughtless words
And I know just how much they must have hurt
And I take it back
Oh, won't you let me take it back

[Verse 2]
I know I told you that I don't love you
And I'd be better off with someone new
But I take it back
Won't you let me take it back



[Chorus]
Girl, you know that I still love you
And you know that I'm so alone
I don't know why I told you that I didn't need you
Can't you see that, baby, I was wrong

[Bridge]
What I wouldn't give to be your lover again
All I want to do is touch your skin, yeah
If I had you right here, right now
I'd tell you, tell you, tell you, tell you

[Chorus]
Girl, you know that I still love you
And you know that I'm so alone
And I don't know why I told you that I didn't need you
Can't you see that, baby, I was wrong

9276. I Washed My Face In The Morning Dew

Dolly Parton - I Washed My Face In The Morning Dew 
Composer: Tom T. Hall

The first strange town I was ever in
The county was hangin' a man
Nobody cared if he lived or died
And I just didn't understand

(chorus)
So I washed my face in the morning dew
Bathed my soul in the sun
Washed my face in the morning dew
And kept on movin' along

The second strange town I was in
They were laughing at a poor crippled man
Begging for nickels and dimes on the street
And I just didn't understand

(chorus)

The third strange town that I was in
Was settled, peaceful and nice
The rich got richer and the poor got poorer
And to me it just didn't seem right

(chorus)

Some day things are bound to change
It can't be very far
And each injustice I have seen
Will come before the bar



Then I'll wash my face in the morning dew
Bathe my soul in the sun
Wash my face in the morning dew
And keep on movin' along

9277. I Washed My Face In The Morning Dew - Chords

I Washed My Face In The Morning Dew
Tom T. Hall

D                            G    D
The first strange town I was ever in
D              A         D
The county was hangin' a man
D                  G        D
Nobody cared if he lived or died
D          A           D
And I just didn't understand

D    G                     D
So I washed my face in the morning dew
G                     D
Bathed my soul in the sun
G                     D
Washed my face in the morning dew
D           A       D
And kept on movin' along

D                       G     D
The second strange town I was in
D                       A             D
They were laughing at a poor crippled man
D                       G            D
Begging for nickels and dimes on the street
D          A           D
And I just didn't understand

D                           G     D
The third strange town that I was in
D            A            D
Was settled, peaceful and nice
D                           G        D
The rich got richer and the poor got poorer
D                 A           D
And to me it just didn't seem right

D    G                     D
So I washed my face in the morning dew
G                     D
Bathed my soul in the sun
G                     D
Washed my face in the morning dew



D           A       D
And kept on movin' along

D                   G        D
Some day things are bound to change
D           A    D
It can't be very far
D                  G      D
And each injustice I have seen
D           A        D
Will come before the bar

D         G                   D
Then I'll wash my face in the morning dew
G                    D
Bathe my soul in the sun
G                   D
Wash my face in the morning dew
D   A               D
And keep on movin' along 
D                  A       D
Yeah, I'll keep on movin' along

9278. I Washed My Hands In Muddy Water - Chords

I Washed My Hands In Muddy Water Live 
Billy Strings

[Intro]
G D C G
 
[Verse 1]
G                    D
I was born in Macon Georgia
                               G
They kept my dad in the Macon jail
          G7                   C
Dad said Son if you keep your hands clean
G                    D                   G
You won't hear them bloodhounds on your trail
 
                        D
But I fell in with bad companions
                    G
We robbed a man in Tennessee
             G7                  C
The sheriff caught me way up in Nashville
      G                D              G
They locked me up and threw away the key
 
[Chorus]
                            D
I washed my hands in muddy water



                                        G
I washed my hands but they didn't come clean
           G7             C
I tried to do like Daddy told me
       G                   D                G
But I must have washed my hands in a muddy stream
 
[Instrumental]
G D G G7 C G
 
[Verse 2]
                              D
I asked the jailor When's my time up
                      G
He said son we won't forget
            G7               C
And if you try to keep your hands clean
G             D               G
We may make a good man of you yet
 
[Chorus]
                            D
I washed my hands in muddy water
                                        G
I washed my hands but they didn't come clean
           G7             C
I tried to do like Daddy told me
       G                   D                G
But I must have washed my hands in a muddy stream
 
[Instrumental]
G D G G7 C G
 
[Verse 3]
                          D
I couldn't wait to do my sentence
                                 G
So I broke out of the Nashville jail
             G7                  C
Well I just crossed the line of Georgia
       G             D                 G
And I can hear them bloodhounds on my trail
 
[Chorus]
                            D
I washed my hands in muddy water
                                        G
I washed my hands but they didn't come clean
           G7             C
I tried to do like Daddy told me
       G                   D                G
But I must have washed my hands in a muddy stream
 
[Outro]
           G7             C
I tried to do like Daddy told me
       G                   D                G



But I must have washed my hands in a muddy stream

9279. I Wasn't Fooling Around - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - I Wasn't Fooling Around 
written by Jim Lauderdale & John Leventhal

Bb                C7
I wasn't fooling around
F                        Bb  F
Everything's true that I said
Bb
So take me seriously
C7
Darling please just take me
F                Bb
I wasn't fooling around
F                                     Eb            
Laugh if you want but I wasn't joking about
                 Bb
This love that's real
F                    C             Eb              F
Is it surprising I'm romanticizing about the way I feel
Bb                 C7
I wasn't playing a game
F                Bb   F
I'm not a kid anymore
Bb
I'm not the clown
C7   
Who's here just to amuse you
F                Bb
I wasn't fooling around

SOLO

F                                     Eb            
Laugh if you want but I wasn't joking about
                 Bb
This love that's real
F                    C7            Eb              F
Is it surprising I'm romanticizing about the way I feel
BB               C7
I wasn't fooling around
F                      Bb   F
It wasn't like that at all
Bb
So take me seriously
C7
Darlin' please just take me
F                Bb
I wasn't fooling around
F                Bb   Eb   Bb



I wasn't fooling around

>From Jim Laudedale "Planet Of Love"
Reprise Recocrds 1991
Might Nice Music/Laudersons/Lev-A-Tunes(ASCAP)

9280. I Wasn't Fooling Around - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - I Wasn't Fooling Around 

Key:  A# 
Capo I Fret 
 
(A) I wasn't fooling a(B7)round 
(E) Everything's true that I (A) said (E) 
(A) So take me seriously 
(B7) Darling please just take me 
(E) I wasn't fooling a(A)round        
 
(E) Laugh if you want but I wasn't joking a(D)bout                 
This love that's (A) real 
(E) Is it surprising I'm (B) romanticizing a(D)bout the way I (E) feel 
  
(A) I wasn't playing a (B7) game 
(E) I'm not a kid any(A)more (E) 
(A) I'm not the clown   
(B7) Who's here just to amuse you 
(E) I wasn't fooling a(A)round 
 
SOLO 
 
(E) Laugh if you want but I wasn't joking a(D)bout                 
This love that's (A) real 
(E) Is it surprising I'm (B) romanticizing a(D)bout the way I (E) feel 
  
(A) I wasn't fooling a(B7)round 
(E) It wasn't like that at (A) all (E) 
(A) So take me seriously 
(B7) Darlin' please just take me 
(E) I wasn't fooling a(A)round 
(E) I wasn't fooling a(A)round (D) (A)

9281. I Wasn't Looking for You

Key:  A# 
Capo I Fret 
 
(A) I wasn't fooling a(B7)round 
(E) Everything's true that I (A) said (E) 



(A) So take me seriously 
(B7) Darling please just take me 
(E) I wasn't fooling a(A)round        
 
(E) Laugh if you want but I wasn't joking a(D)bout                 
This love that's (A) real 
(E) Is it surprising I'm (B) romanticizing a(D)bout the way I (E) feel 
  
(A) I wasn't playing a (B7) game 
(E) I'm not a kid any(A)more (E) 
(A) I'm not the clown   
(B7) Who's here just to amuse you 
(E) I wasn't fooling a(A)round 
 
SOLO 
 
(E) Laugh if you want but I wasn't joking a(D)bout                 
This love that's (A) real 
(E) Is it surprising I'm (B) romanticizing a(D)bout the way I (E) feel 
  
(A) I wasn't fooling a(B7)round 
(E) It wasn't like that at (A) all (E) 
(A) So take me seriously 
(B7) Darlin' please just take me 
(E) I wasn't fooling a(A)round 
(E) I wasn't fooling a(A)round (D) (A)

9282. I Wasn't There - Chords

I Wasn't There
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver 

I'²ve never been to the place where Jesus was born
I wasn't able to hold Him in my arms
I'²ve never seen Him but it don't make much difference you see
Though I wasn't there know Jesus is living in me

For I'²ve got something that makes me know that He'²s real
I'm born of His Spirit and I know in my heart He lives
The sacrifice for all men and His blood cleansed me from sin
I wasn'²t there but I know Jesus still lives

I wasn't there when they led my dear Savior away
On Calvary they nailed Him to the cross that day
From the manger to the cross to a lonesome old grave
Jesus died but rose the third day
I wasn'²t there but I know Jesus still lives

Verse 1:
G D G
I've never been to the place where Jesus was born
Em C G
I wasn't able to hold Him in my arms



G D G
I've never seen Him but it don't make much difference you see
Em C G
Though I wasn't there know Jesus is living in me

Chorus:
G D G
For I've got something that makes me know that He's real
Em C G
I'm born of His Spirit and I know in my heart He lives
G D G
The sacrifice for all men and His blood cleansed me from sin
Em C G
I wasn't there but I know Jesus still lives

Verse 2:
G D G
I wasn't there when they led my dear Savior away
Em C G
On Calvary they nailed Him to the cross that day
G D G
From the manger to the cross to a lonesome old grave
Em C G
Jesus died but rose the third day

9283. I Wasted My Tears - Chords

I Wasted My Tears
Recorded by Dolly Parton
Written by Dolly Parton and Bill Owens
Traditional Grass

C               Am  C  F                 C   F C
(I wasted my te-a-r-s  when I cried over you)

  F         C                       F
I wasted my tears when I cried over you
            G7                       C
I should've known you would never be true
G7            C                   F
I loved and I lost you now I'm so blue
  C           Am   C            F
I wasted my te-a-r-s (wasted my tears) 
                  C
When I cried over you

F                  G7
(You said that you loved me)
 
You said that you loved me 
                     C
(And would always be true)



And would always be true
                     G7
(Now you've gone and left me) 
                    D7
Now you've gone and left me
                G7
(Oh what will I do) oh what will I do
               C                     F
Oh why did you leave me for somebody new
            C  Am  C            F
I wasted my te-a-r-s (wasted my tears)
                  C F C
When I cried over you

   F         C  G7 Am            F          G7
(I wasted my t-e-a-r-s wasted my tears over you)
            C                         F
I wasted my time when I spent it with you
              G7                    C
But one is so blind when love is so new
                              F
Now all of my fears have come true
            C  Am            F
I wasted my tears (wasted my tears)
                  C  F C
When I cried over you
  F         C  Am C   F                 C
I wasted my t-e-a-r-s when I cried over you

9284. I Wasted My Tears When I Cried Over You

I Wasted My Tears When I Cried Over You

I wasted my tears when I cried over you
But I should have known you could never be true
Well I loved and I lost you and now I'm so blue
Oh I wasted my tears when I cried over you.

   You said that you loved me and would always be true
   But now you've gone and left me oh what will I do?
   Oh why did you leave me for somebody new?
   Oh I wasted my tears when I cried over you.

I wasted my time when I spent it with you
But one is so blind when love is so new
And now all of my fears they all have come true
Oh I wasted my tears when I cried over you.



9285. I Watched An Angel (Going Through Hell) - Chords

I Watched An Angel (Going Through Hell)
Recorded by Johnny Duncan
Written by Don Goodman and Mark Sherrill
 
G                      Am
She lit up the room as she walked through the door
                                 G
With a gentle kind of beauty I'd never seen before
                                   Am
Out of place like a flower growing in a field of stone
                         D7                    G
I thought heaven must be wondering where she's gone
 
          C        Am   D7        G    Em
A sweet reflection in a mirror of neon
        Am           D7             G
I could almost see a halo round her hair
                 C      Am      D7              G    Em
But teardrops or sorrow told of sadness as they fell
                 Am    D7            G
And I watched an angel going through hell
 
                        Am
A song from the jukebox reached into her mind
                                           G
And the music touched her broken heart someone had left behind
                                        Am
I watched her trembling hands raise the amber filled glass
                     D7                             G
And the magic of the whiskey took her back into the past
 
          C        Am   D7        G    Em
A sweet reflection in a mirror of neon
        Am           D7             G
I could almost see a halo round her hair
                 C      Am      D7              G    Em
But teardrops or sorrow told of sadness as they fell
                 Am    D7            G
And I watched an angel going through hell

9286. I Watched You Walk Away - Chords

I Watched You Walk Away 
Carl Story
 
[Intro]
E7    A
 
 
[Verse 1]
                                     E7



I stood and watch you walk away from me
                              A
With your hand upon another's arm
                                           E7
Though i held back the tears that tried to flow
                                   A
Inside my heart was raining like a storm
 
 
[Instrumental]
A   E7   A   (x2)
 
 
[Verse 2]
                                 E7
Perhaps if you would stop and realise
                                A
How much you made my poor heart ache
                                E7
Perhaps if you would reconsider things
                                 A
You'd hesitate before you walked away
 
 
[Instrumental]
A   E7   A   (x2)
 
 
[Verse 3]
                                    E7
The smile i saw you flashing to his eyes
                                     A
And the sweet words that i heard you say
                                   E7
Was like a dagger in this heart of mine
                                     A
That you have broken when you walked away
 
 
[Instrumental]
A   E7   A   (x2)
 
 
[Verse 4]
                                     E7
But just because you know how much i care
                                    A
Please don't think i want your sympathy
                                        E7
When i tell you that my heart cried for you
                                     A
Because i watched you walk away from me
 
 
[Outro]
E7    A



9287. I Wear Your Love - Chords

I Wear Your Love
Kathy Mattea - I Wear Your Love
Written by Gary Burr
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Time Passes By"

Capo 3

Intro:    G     G
    
Verse 1:    
    C                      G
The things I've collected, bought or selected
    C                        G
The clutter that fills up my rooms
      C                     G
I can lock up and leave it, never retrieve it.
      C           Am          G
Leave nothing but my love for you.
        B7          C            Am7    D         D
Let the storm winds blow, I will not be cold.

Refrain:
G                 C
      I wear your love 
       D       G                D          C
Thrown over my shoulders like a blanket of down
G                 C    
      I wear your love
       D              G        D            C
like a bright suit of armor re-flecting the sun
G                      C      B7                   C
      On the chilliest night       though I travel light.
      G       C      D                    G        G
It is always enough       for I wear your love.

Verse 2:
    C                       G
You watched without knowing where I was going
C                       G
Trusting the vision I'd found
       C                   G
For if dreams were a fire, I had desire
           C             Am           G
That could burn this old house to the ground.
     B7         C             Am7      D
So I walk quite free, for sur-rounding me

Refrain:
G                 C
      I wear your love
       D            G                   D              C



like a scarf that I borrowed that still holds your per-fume.
G                 C
      I wear your love
       D            G                D             C
pulled tight as I'm sleeping under a cold lovers's moon.
G                      C      B7                   C
      On the chilliest night       though I travel light.
      G       C      D                    G         G
It is always enough       for I wear your love.

Bridge:

F               C         Dm 
Don't you know, can't you see
Am                Dm
Head to toe it is covering me
Dm7             C             Dm
Like a stone,   the oceans's tide
E
Nothing can hurt me or turn me aside.

Refrain:
A                     D
      For I wear your love 
       E       A                E          D
Thrown over my shoulders like a blanket of down.
A                 D
      I wear your love
       E           A         E           D
Like a badge of de-votion of love and be-yond.
A                      D      C#7                   D
      On the chilliest night        though I travel light.
      A        D         E                   A
It is always e-nough         for I wear your love.
      A        D         E (hold)              A     D - A - D - A
It is always e-nough           for I wear your love.

9288. I Went Back Home Today

I Went Back Home Today 
The Boxcars
 
I went back to my old home today 
Not knowing what I'd see and what I'd find 
Things sure had changed since I left them 
It's all withered gray with the time 
 
I didn't see my old dog on the front porch 
Or my daddy in the fields, a-cuttin' hay 
And I didn't hear my mama singing old songs
I went back to my old home today   
 
CHORUS: 



Now I'm longing to see them once again 
Those two people that were my closest friends 
But time has taken them both away 
I went back to my old home today 
  
I remember when I left I was just twenty one  
Now here I am a man of forty five   
Wonder just where all the years have gone 
Time has so quickly passed me by 
 
I wish I could go back for just a little while 
'Cause I got a few things I'd like to say 
Tell 'em that I love 'em and I miss 'em 
I went back to my old home today   
 
But time has taken them both away 
I went back to my old home today

9289. I Went Down A Beggar But I Came Up A Millionaire - Chords

I Went Down A Beggar But I Came Up A Millionaire   
Recorded by Paul Williams
Written by Gerald Sweatman
[3/4 time]

C                       F                C
I used to be a beggar I had no silver or gold 
                             D7                      G7
My house was just a cabin my clothes were ragged and old 
    C                          F                      C
But one day I went to an altar I bowed on my knees in prayer 
                               Am        C         G7     C
Jesus reached down and touched me then I came up a millionaire 
 
                     F                      C
I went down a beggar but I came up a millionaire 
                      D7          G7
Jesus gave me mansion on a golden square 
   C                                   F                  C
He gave me a beautiful robe of white a crown of jewels to wear 
                  Am       C         G7     C
I went down a beggar but I came up a millionaire 

                              F                 C
Now you can't tell by looking that anything has changed 
                                D7                    G7
My house is still a cabin these clothes are still the same 
    C                       F                        C
But God is preparing a city I'll lay my treasures up there 
                           Am          C            G7      C
One day I'm going to claim them when I move to that city so fair

Repeat #2  Oh I went down 



                      Am       C         G7     C
Yes I went down a beggar but I came up a millionaire

9290. I Went To Hollywood

Trampled By Turtles - I Went to Hollywood

[Verse 1]
I went to Hollywood
The timing was peculiar
Palm trees like you said there was
The Viper Room was open
Saw your face in the window there
Like a light from everywhere
I went to Hollywood
And I barely got out

[Verse 2]
I cut my teeth in the middle west
But I was born to ramble
Hit the brakes and I pull to the left
And every day is a battle
Pointed west and I hit the road
Where the streets are paved with gold
I got to Hollywood
I pulled over and cried

[Bridge]
Thought that I might meet a movie star
Ended up flat-drunk in the Rainbow bar

[Verse 3]
Now everybody moved to Silverlake
And no one sent a letter
The rent is high but the view is great
I guess they like it better
Spent the night on the street alone
Guess that I'll just head back home
I went to Hollywood
But I showed up too late

9291. I Will

Alison Krauss - I Will 

Who knows how long I've loved you?
You know I love you still
Will I wait a lonely lifetime?



If you want me to, I will

For (and) if I ever saw you
I didn't catch your name
But it never really mattered
I will always feel the same

Love you forever and forever
Love you with all my heart
Love you whenever we're together
Love you when we're apart

And when at last I find you
Your song will fill the air
Sing it loud so I can hear you
Make it easy to be near you
For (and) the things you do endear you to me
You know I will

I will

Love you forever and forever
Love you with all my heart
Love you whenever we're together
Love you when we're apart

And when at last I find you
Your song will fill the air
Sing it loud so I can hear you
Make it easy to be near you
For (and) the things you do endear you to me
Oh, you know I will

9292. I Will - Chords

I Will 
Chris Hillman
 
E           A          B      E
Walk softly down this winding road
      A           B      E
Far beyond where all lie still
E                A           B    C#m   C#m/B
And remember the word and forever hold
A                 B      E
I'll be there for you I will
E            A        B        E
He'll try to push and pull you down
           A        B        E
With sweet words designed to thrill
           A         B            C#m   C#m/B
Once swept away by a fools golden sound
A                      B       E



Remember I'll still be there I will
G               A
I will never surrender
G                  A
I will never  back down
     G            F#m                   B
Till all the prophecies have been fulfilled
           A
You know I will
 
E           A        B         E
So close at hand the time will come
     A        B       E
When you will know my name
E            A        B      C#m   C#m/B
And speak it loud for all to hear
A        B    E
I will return again
Em7               A
I will never surrender
Em7                 A
I will never  back down
     Em7           F#m                   B
Till all the prophecies have been fulfilled
Em7                A
I won't let you surrender
Em7                  A
Oh you've come this far
      Em7              F#m            B
And I rescued you from all the devils deals
           E    A      E    A      E
You know I will

9293. I Will - Chords

I Will
Alison Krauss

 C Am F G
Who knows how long I've loved you
C Am Em
You know I love you still
 F G C
Will I wait a lonely lifetime
 F G C
If you want me to I will
And if I ever saw you
And didn't catch your name
Well it never really mattered
I will love you just the same

 (CHORUS)
F G C Am



I'll love you forever and forever
F G C
Love you with all my heart
F G C Am
Love you whenever we're together
D G
Love you when we're apart

And if at last I found you
Your song would fill the air
Sing it loud so I can hear you
Make it easy to be near you
And the things you do endear you to me
How you know I will
I will

(repeat chorus)

9294. I Will Always Be Waiting For You

I Will Always Be Waiting For You
Jim & Jesse - Seldom Scene

It's been many weeks my dear since you told me
That you loved me so dearly and true
But today it seems to me you have changed dear
Are you telling me that our love is through

   When you're far far away from me darlin'
   If you're sad and you don't know what to do
   And you feel that no one cares about you
   I will always be waiting for you

Oh, I can't forget the day that you told me
That you'd love me and be my sweetheart
But it looks like my dear you've forgotten
For you say now that we have to part

All the days seem so lonesome and dreary
And the nights are so lonely and blue
Since you left me alone here without you
Oh, please come back I'm waiting for you

9295. I Will Always Cross Your Mind

I Will Always Cross Your Mind
The Gibson Brothers

I WILL ALWAYS CROSS YOUR MIND



WHEN THE LONESOME WIND LINGERS IN THE PINES
IT WILL WHISPER MY NAME ALL ALONG THE TIMBER LINE
I WILL ALWAYS CROSS YOUR MIND
WHEN THE MORNING SUN WARMS YOUR SKIN
THAT'S WHEN YOU WILL FEEL MY TOUCH AGAIN
SOFTLY IT WILL WAKE YOU FROM THE DREAM THAT YOU WERE IN
WHEN THE MORNING SUN WARMS YOUR SKIN
RUN IF YOU MUST FROM MY MEMORY
LET THE MIND TELL YOU THAT IT'S GONE
WHEN YOU STOP TO CATCH YOUR BREATH
THERE I'LL BE RIGHT BESIDE YOU
GENTLY HOLDING ON
INSTRUMENTAL BREAK
RUN IF YOU MUST FROM MY MEMORY
LET THE MIND TELL YOU THAT IT'S GONE
WHEN YOU STOP TO CATCH YOUR BREATH
THERE I'LL BE RIGHT BESIDE YOU
GENTLY HOLDING ON
I WILL ALWAYS CROSS YOUR MIND
WHEN THE NIGHT IS LONG AND THE MOON SOFTLY SHINES
IT WILL QUIETLY REMIND YOU OF THE LOVE YOU LEFT BEHIND
I WILL ALWAYS CROSS YOUR MIND
WHISPER MY NAME ALL ALONG THE TIMBER LINE
I WILL ALWAYS CROSS YOUR MIND

9296. I Will Always Love You - Chords

I Will Always Love You
Dolly Parton - Vince Gill

VERSE 1:
A7 D A7 D Bm D G A7 
If I should stay, I would only be in your way-a-a-ay.
D A7 Bm D G A7 
So I go, but I know, I'll think of you each step of the way-a-a-ay.
D Bm G A7 D Bm G A7 D G D A7
And I will always love you-oo-oo, will always love you.

VERSE 2:
 D A7 D Bm D G A7
Bittersweet memories, that's all I am taking with me-ee-ee.
 D A7 D Bm D G 
A7
So goodbye, please don't cry, we both know I'm not what you need.
 D Bm G A7 D Bm G A7 D G
D A7
And I will always love you-oo-oo, will always love you.

VERSE 3:
 D A7 D Bm D 
G A7
I hope life treats you kind, and I hope you have all that you ever
dreamed of.



 D A7 D Bm 
D G A7
And I wish you joy and happiness, but above all of this, I wish
you love,
 D Bm G A7 D Bm G A7 D G
D A7
And I will always love you-oo-oo, will always love you

9297. I Will Arise

I Will Arise

Come thou fount of every blessing
Tune my heart to sing thy grace
Streams of mercy never ceasing
Call forth songs of loudest praise

Teach me some melodious sonnet
Sung by flaming tongues above
Praise the mount i'm fixed upon it
Songs of thy redeeming love

I will arise and go to Jesus
He will embrace me in His arms
In the arms of my dear Savior
Oh there are ten thousand charms

Jesus sought me when a stranger
Wandering from the fold of God
He to rescue me from danger
Interposed His precious blood

Here I'll raise my song in praising
Hither by Thy help I've come
And I know by Thy good pleasure
Safely to arrive at home

I will arise and go to Jesus
He will embrace me in His arms
In the arms of my dear Savior
Oh there are ten thousand charms

9298. I Will Dream

Emmylou Harris - I Will Dream

In my imagination
You are my dear companion
And I'm the one you cling to



And your voice still calls my name
Before your heart began to wander
And mine was torn asunder
Before the fairer and the younger
Before the cryin' game

All those girls with their long dark tresses
Waltzing out in their Sunday dresses
All their sweet soft warm caresses
Cannot hold you like l do
And though you say you do notlove me
And your dreams are never of me
I will dream my dream of you

In my dreams you are the swallow
Coming back to Capistrano
And I'm the sound of the bells you follow
But in this world dreams don't come true
Still when you're lost out in the desert
When your fire's a dying ember
The last light you remember
Will be the light l shed for you

Mine is no ordinary star love
I see exactly where you are love
And no one else could shine that far love
To bring you safely through
And though you say you do not want me
And made no promises to haunt me
I will dream my dream of you

The sorrows flow down like a fountain
Over the miles beyond our countin'
More than the flowers of the mountain
Or the raindrops in the sea
But if Heaven's just a dreaming
Surely my love will be redeeming
And you will dream your dream of me

9299. I Will Follow You Into the Dark

Cadillac Sky - I Will Follow You Into the Dark 
Album: Cadillac Sky

Love of mine, some day you will die
But I'll be close behind
I'll follow you into the dark
No blinding light or tunnels to gates of white
Just our hands clasped so tight
Waiting for the hint of a spark

If Heaven and Hell decide
That they both are satisfied



Illuminate the "No"'s on their vacancy signs
If there's no one beside you
When your soul embarks
Then I'll follow you into the dark

In Catholic school as vicious as Roman rule
I got my knuckles bruised by a lady in black
And I held my tongue as she told me,
"Son, fear is the heart of love."
So I never went back

If Heaven and Hell decide
That they both are satisfied
Illuminate the "No"'s on their vacancy signs
If there's no one beside you
When your soul embarks
Then I'll follow you into the dark

You and me have seen everything to see
From Bangkok to Calgary
And the soles of your shoes are all worn down
The time for sleep is now
It's nothing to cry about
'Cause we'll hold each other soon
In the blackest of rooms

If Heaven and Hell decide
That they both are satisfied
Illuminate the "No"'s on their vacancy signs
If there's no one beside you
When your soul embarks
Then I'll follow you into the dark
Then I'll follow you into the dark

9300. I Will Forever Hate Roses - Chords

I Will Forever Hate Roses
Written and recorded by Dolly Parton
[3/4 time]
 
G                      C
I used to love it when roses would come
    G                                 D7
The card always read you're my number one
    G                   G7      C
But love never goes the way one supposes
    G                   D7 G
And I will forever hate roses

                    C
You sent me roses I thought it was nice
G                               D7
Opened the card and it read goodbye



G                   G7           C
You're movin' on as this chapter closes
    G                   D7 G   G7
And I will forever hate roses
 
     C
I'll never see a rose from now on
     G                                     D7
That will not remind me that you're really gone
C                                      G
Don't trust the rose for the danger it poses
C         G         D7 G
I will forever hate roses
 
                       C
The fragrance of roses will last throughout time
      G                                D7
Their beauty will linger but not in my mind
   G                     G7             C
No I'll love the daisies the tulips the posies
    G                   D7 G  G7
But I will forever hate roses
 
    C
And I'll never see a rose from now own
     G                                     D7
That will not remind me that you're really gone
    C                                    G
But don't trust the rose for the pain it imposes
C         G         D7 G
I will forever hate roses
 
    C                                G
Now you're movin' on as this chapter closes
    C         G         D7 G
And I will forever hate roses
    C         G         D7 C  G
Yes I will forever hate roses

9301. I Will Miss You When You Go

Osborne Brothers - I Will Miss You When You Go

I will miss you when you go much more than you'll ever know 
But I'll have a memory to keep you near 
In my heart you will remain but it just won't be the same 
I will miss a million things that make you dear 
Your lovely ways make you so sweet I prayed the angels fair will keep 
You're happiness so you'll be blessed just as you deserve to be 
I wonder why there are so few lovely people like you 
My but I will surely miss you when you go 
[ steel ] 
Your lovely ways make you...



9302. I Will Not Go Hungry

Todd Snider - I Will Not Go Hungry

I will not walk out on your highway
I will not wonder where I'll sleep
I know I will not go hungry
The day that Jesus comes for me

Down on that street
You see me standing
Down on my luck
So all alone
Someday I won't care
Even if it's raining
That day when Jesus calls me home

I ain't rich
But I'm no poor man
I may be down
But I won't die
There ain't no room for me in this land
But I've got mansions in the sky

I will not walk out on your highway
I will not wonder where I'll sleep
And I know I will not go hungry
The day that Jesus comes for me

Come for me
Come for me
Jesus come for me

9303. I Will Not Obey

I Will Not Obey
Utah Phillips

Banjo Tuned E, Capo2, Key D
Here you go Will--
I Will Not Obey

 D G D 
the new ruling party is holding the aces
the rest of the cards are all missing faces
i'm sorry i can't know you today
 G D
what can one say?
 G D 



i will not obey

give us your sons and give us your daughters
no one is safe or immune from the slaughter
how indifference makes then rage
what can one say?
i will not obey

national guard or freedom fighters
all houses belong to cigarette lighters
but who hides in the smoke?
what can one say?
i will not obey

better perhaps to perish outside
of the bunkers where our generals hide
i turn away and spit
what can one say?
i will not obey

give us the minds of your children to learn
the substance of books we have not yet burned
but can they read the sky for rain?
what can one say?
i will not obey

soon all tyrants will feel our impatience
we choose to create our own combinations
i was always willing to agree
what can one say?
i will not obey

the essence of contract is agreement
not coercion or obedience
and agreement is sacred
what can one say?
i will not obey

there're so few wars of people's liberation
for the people have so seldom risen; only the armed faction
listen, the armed faction lies
they recreate the state through their action
when the people rise
it is not they, but the state, which dies

i sing this song for the prisoners' release
most of all now for the new state police
you see, the guns have changed hands - again
what can one say?
i will not obey

9304. I Will Not Take These Things For Granted



Glen Phillips - I Will Not Take These Things For Granted

[Verse 1]
One part of me just wants to tell you everything
One part just needs the quiet
And if I'm lonely here, I'm lonely here
And on the telephone, you offer reassurance

[Chorus]
I will not take these things for granted
I will not take these things

[Verse 2]
How can I hold the part of me that only you can carry?
It needs a strength I haven't found
But if it's frightening, I'll bear the cold
And on the telephone, you offer warm asylum
I'm listening, flowers in the garden
Laughter in the hall, children in the park

[Chorus]
I will not take these things for granted
I will not take these things for granted
I will not take these things for granted
I will not take these things anymore

[Verse 3]
To crawl inside the wire, feel something near me
To feel this accepting
That it is lonely here, but not alone
And on the telephone, you offer visions dancing
I'm listening, music in the bedroom
Laughter in the hall, dive into the ocean
Singing by the fire, running through the forest
Standing in the wind, the rolling canyons

[Chorus]
I will not take these things for granted
I will not take these things for granted
I will not take these things for granted
I will not take these things anymore

[Instrumental Break]

[Outro]
I will not take these things for granted (Flowers in the garden)
I will not take these things for granted (Laughter in the hall)
I will not take these things for granted (Children in the park)
I will not take these things for granted (Dive into the ocean)
I will not take these things for granted (Standing in the wind)
I will not take these things for granted (The rolling canyons)

9305. I Will Praise Him



The Isaacs - I Will Praise Him 

I saw the cleansing fountain
Open wide for all my sin
I obeyed the spirits wooing
When he said "Wilt thou be clean"
I will praise Him
I will praise Him
Praise the land for sinner's slain
Give Him glory all ye people
For his blood can wash away each stain
Though the way seems straight and narrow
All I claimed was swept away
My ambitions, plans, and wishes,
At my feet in ashes lay
Then God's fire upon the altar
Of my heart was set aflame
I shall never cease to praise Him
Glory, Glory to His Name!
I will Praise Him
I will Praise Him
Praise the land for sinner's slain
Give Him Glory all ye people
for His blood can wash away each stain
O, Glory, Glory to His Name...

9306. I Will Rise Up / Ain't No More Cane

I Will Rise Up / Ain't No More 

[I Will Rise Up]

[Verse 1]
In the darkest hour
In the dead of night
As the storm clouds gather
And the lightning strikes

And the thunder rolls
And the cold rain blows
The future, it holds
What, God only knows
(What God only knows)

[Chorus]
(And I will rise up)
And I will rise up
(Though I be a dead man)
I said yes and amen
(And I will stand tall)
And I will stand tall
(Until I meet my end)
Until I meet my end



[Verse 2]
You should have been on the river
Back in nineteen-and-four
You could have found you a dead man
Lord, at every turn row
(Every turn row)

[Chorus]
(And I will rise up)
And I will rise up
(Though I be a dead man)
I said yes and amen
(And I will stand tall)
And I will stand tall
(Until I meet my end)
Until I meet my end

[Verse 3]
You should have been on the river
Back in nineteen-and-ten
They was working the women
Like they was working the men
(Oh, like they were working the men)

[Chorus]
(And I will rise up)
And I will rise up
(Though I be a dead man)
I said yes and amen
(And I will stand tall)
And I will stand tall
(Until I meet my end)
Until I meet my end

[Verse 4]
Now, Captain, don't do me
Like you done poor Shine (Yeah)
Now you done worked that bully
Until he been stone blind
('Til he been stone blind)

[Chorus]
(And I will rise up)
And I will rise up
(Though I be a dead man)
I said yes and amen
(And I will stand tall)
And I will stand tall
(Until I meet my end)
Until I meet my end

[Verse 5]
Now there's some in the kitchen
And there's some on the farm
And there's some in the graveyard
And there's some going home
(Yeah, there's some going home)



[Chorus]
(And I will rise up)
And I will rise up
(Though I be a dead man)
I said yes and amen
(And I will stand tall)
And I will stand tall
(Until I meet my end)
(And I will rise up)
And I will rise up
(Though I be a dead man)
I said yes and amen
(And I will stand tall)
And I will stand tall
(Until I meet my end)
(And I will rise up)
And I will rise up
(Though I be a dead man)
I said yes and amen
(And I will stand tall)
And I will stand tall
(Until I meet my end)
(And I will rise up)
And I will rise up
(Though I be a dead man)
I said yes and amen
(And I will stand tall)
And I will stand tall
(Until I meet my end)
(And I will rise up)

[Ain't No More Cane]

[Chorus]
And I will rise up
(Though I be a dead man)
I said yes and amen
(And I will stand tall)
And I will stand tall
(Until I meet my end)
Until I meet my end
(And I will rise up)
And I will rise up
(Though I be a dead man)
I said yes and amen
(And I will stand tall)
I will stand tall
Until I meet my end

[Refrain]
Until I meet my end
Until I meet my end
Until I meet my end
Until I meet my end
Until I meet my end
Until I meet my end



Until I meet my end
Until I meet my end
Until I meet my end
Until I meet my end
Until I meet my end

[Outro]
Until I, I meet my end

9307. I Will See You Again

Rhonda Vincent - I Will See You Again

It was a gathering of some 300 people
In the little church the crowd began to swell
Quite a send off for a simple country farmer
For many loved and knew the old man well

And as his bride of 60 years came forward
She bravely walked to where his body lay
A hush fell over all that stood around her
She smiled through tears as she began to say

I will see you again
For this isn?t the end
You?re my forever friend
And I will see you again

Ever since a simple carpenter from Nazareth
Walked the mountains and the shores of Galilee
Ever since he died and rose again on Easter
Death doesn?t have the same old victory

Tonight I?ll lay my head upon his pillow
And cry until the breaking of the day
But even in the pain of separation
There?s a hope inside my heart that lets me say

Chorus

Jesus, He made a way
There is coming a day
So I will hold on ?til then
And I will see you again

I will hold on ?til then
And I will see you...again.



9308. I Will Stay

Allison Moorer
I Will Stay

[Verse 1]
I have seen you at the window
I've heard you at the door
I've felt the world convince you
You could even up the score
Watched you carry all the mem'ries
Of a life that came before
Then went away
But I will stay

[Verse 2]
I remember how you told me
You felt it all might fall apart
You barely made it into this world
And you've been fighting from the star
It's not easy to believe
But I will protect your heart
In every way
I will stay

[Chorus]
Warm rain on the water
A lone star in the night
I brave dreams to hold on to
It will be alright
[Verse 3]
And it's hard to keep believing
All the stories you've been told
And to watch the way you try, babe
Is a sight to behold
And sometimes you will get angry
And sometimes you will get cold
But that's okay
I will stay

[Verse 4]
There's a ghost in every garden
And a lock on every door
And all of them remind you
Of the ones who came before
There's a pain in every mem'ry
You don't have to hold no more

[Verse 5]
Now the summer sun is fading
And the autumn's in the hall
And if time would just stop moving
It wouldn't bother you at all
But your story isn't finished
You got so much more to say
And I can't wait
So I will stay



I will stay

9309. I Will Trade The Old Cross For A Crown - Chords

I Will Trade the Old Cross for a Crown
Recorded by Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver
Written by Johnson Oatman Jr. and John M. Henson 

G                    D7                G
I shall not bear the cross through yon city
         C                     G
When the burdens of life I lay down
                    D7         G
When I knock on the portals of heaven
       C             D7          G
I will trade the old cross for a crown

                       D7             G
Though the cross often times has been heavy
        C                       G
And all fortune on me begins to frown
                   D7      G
But how happy I'll be over yonder
       C             D7          G
When I trade the old cross for a crown

                         D7          G
And I will trade the old cross for a crown
         D7         A7         D7
When the burdens of life I lay down
           G                B7             C
When those pearly gates for me shall swing open
G      C             D7          G
I will trade the old cross for a crown

                   D7          G
Every cross that I bear for my Savior
        C                                 G
Will at last one day when He calls me lay down
                       D7         G
And all my sorrow will then be forgotten
                     C             D7          G
And that's when I'll trade the old cross for a crown

Repeat #3

9310. I Will Wait For You



Jim Lauderdale & Ralph Stanley & The Clinch Mountain Boys - I Will Wait For You

I've been waiting by the way
Chill of night and heat of day
I can't even count the hours
Wasted in these ivory tower
When in doubt and deep despair
Call for me, I will be there
If I cannot come myself
Please, don't call on no one else
I will wait for you in the morning
I will wait for you in the dawn
I will wait for you, my darling
I will wait for you till I'm gone
Blood red birds sing in the sky
Sun is spinning, my oh my
Stuck up on this barren hill
Pray for rain, it never will
I will tell you once again
Case you didn't hear before
You won't find a better ride
No one else will love you more
I will wait for you in the morning
I will wait for you in the dawn
I will wait for you, my darling
I will wait for you till I'm gone
If how I love you is a crime
I will gladly do my time
Count the days until parole
With silver chalk marks on my soul
I will wait on burning sand
Wade to you through rivers and
Make your every dream come true
If that is given me to do
I will wait for you in the morning
I will wait for you in the dawn
I will wait for you, my darling
I will wait for you till I'm gone

9311. I Wish

I Wish 
Patrick Lamb 

Looking back on when I
Was a little nappy headed boy
Then my only worry
Was for Christmas what would be my toy
Even though we sometimes
Would not get a thing
We were happy with the
Joy the day would bring
Sneaking out the back door
To hang out with those hoodlum friends of mine



Greeted at the back door
With "Boy thought I told you not to go outside"
Trying your best to bring the water to your eyes
Thinking it might stop her from whooping your behind

I wish those days could come back once more
Why did those days ever have to go
I wish those days could come back once more
Why did those days ever have to go
'Cause I love them so

Brother says he's telling
About you playing doctor with that girl
Just don't tell I'll give you
Anything you want in this whole wide world
Mama gives you money for Sunday school
You trade yours for candy after church is through
Smoking cigarettes and writing something nasty on the wall ("You nasty boy.")
Teacher sends you to the principal's office down the hall
You grow up and learn that kind of thing isn't right
But while you were doing it-it sure felt out to sight

I wish those days could come back once more
Why did those days ever have to go
I wish those days could come back once more
Why did those days ever have to go

9312. I Wish

I Wish
Darrell Scott

One, two, three, four

[Verse 1]
I wish I was a chauffeur
California, New Year's Eve
Driving around a pretty lady with a hanky up her sleeve
I would light her tiparillos just as civil as you please

[Verse 2]
I wish I was a diver on a ship with Jacques Cousteau
I'd get a picture in our rubber suits so that everyone would know
"Hey, you really know Jacques?" I'd say, "Yeah, just look at this"
I'd show it everywhere I go, Jacques Cousteau, Jacques Cousteau

[Verse 3]
I wish I was a cartoon
I wish I was Peter Pan
Then I could fly away from sorrow and never have to feel like a man
You ask me why I'm still a child, boy?
Well, it's just because I am



[Verse 4]
Well I wish I had a cabin on the top of some big hill
I'd build a fire every evening and listen to the whippoorwill
Eat my food out of a garden and drink my whiskey from a still

[Verse 4]
Well I wish I was a diamond on the back of your skinny little hand
Then I could keep my eye on you girl
Maybe then, maybe then I would understand
How you just leave us all weeping just to prove that you still can
Sure you still can
You still gotta

9313. I Wish I Could Back Up

I Wish I Could Back Up 

I wish i could back up
And start all over
Cause now i'd know better
The best way to love her
The words i would tell her
The time i would give her
I wish i could back up
And start all over
Chorus:
Time takes you places
You never knew
You'd be goin'
It softens
The edges of memories
You're towin'
It changes the reasons
You wanted to hold her
I wish i could back up
And start all over
I wish i could back up
And start all over
I'd make the first time
Feel like forever
Not to be younger
May be just to be smarter
I wish i could back up
And start all over
Time takes you places
You never knew
You'd be goin'
It softens
The edges of memories
You're towin'
It changes the reasons
You wanted to hold her
I wish i could back up



And start all over
I wish i could back up
And start all over
Days
I would take back nights
I'd wanna make longer
Moments i'd never
Just throw over my shoulder
I wish i could back up
And start all over
But it's never too late
To wanna do better
Love's never easy
Changes
Just like the weather
Some day it's raining
Some are sunny and blue
There's never perfect
But there's faithful
And true
Time takes you places
You never knew
You'd be goin'
It softens
The edges of memories
You're towin'
It changes the reasons
You wanted to hold her
I wish i could back up
And start all over
I wish i could back up
And start all over

9314. I Wish I Could Fall in Love Again - Chords

I Wish I Could Fall in Love Again
recorded by Jan Howard
written by Harlan Howard and Wynn Stewart
 
C                           F
I wish I could fall in love again   
    G7                            C
And feel the way I always used to do
                            F
I wish I could fall in love again 
    G7                               C
Then maybe I'd fall out of love with you
 
  G7                 C
I know it's all over between us 
    G7           D7           G7
And you're happy with someone new
      C                         F



And I wish I could fall in love again 
     G7                              C
Then maybe I'd fall out of love with you
 
  G7                      C
Oh I know it's all over between us 
    G7           D7           G7
And you're happy with someone new
      C                         F
And I wish I could fall in love again 
     G7                              C
Then maybe I'd fall out of love with you

9315. I Wish I Could Shimmy Like My Sister Kate

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - I wish i could shimmy like my sister Kate
Composer: Armand Piron

I went to a dance with my sister Kate;
Everybody there thought she danced so great;
I realized a thing or two,
When I got wise to something new:
When I looked at Kate, she was in a trance,
And then I knew it was in her dance;
All the boys are going wild
Over sister Katie's style.
Oh, I wish I could I shimmy like my sister Kate;
She shimmies like a jelly on a plate.
My mama wanted to know last night,
What makes the boys think Kate's so nice.
Now all the boys in the neighborhood,
They know that she can shimmy and it's understood;
I know that I'm late, but I'll be up-to-date
When I shimmy like my sister Kate.
I mean, when I shimmy like my sister Kate.
Now I can shimmy like my sister Kate,
I know that I'm real late,
I think I'll do a real shimmy dance,
Dancing like my sister Kate,
Sweet papa, just like my sister Kate.

9316. I Wish I Felt This Way At Home

Dolly Parton - I Wish I Felt This Way At Home 
(Howard)

If I, could be with you forever
My restles heart
Would never want to roam



I've never been loved
The way you love me
Chorus:
I wish I felt this way at home
When you kiss me
It's words without speaking
And I don't believe that
God would call this wrong
Your arms are the refuge
I was seeking
Repeat Chorus
But I don't, and I won't
We did all that we could
He and I
We tried hard
But it's just no good
I may never be free
Cause I've no reason
And I don't expect you to wait that long
But I'll say one more time
As I'm leavin'
Repeat Chorus
Yes, I wish I felt this way at home

9317. I Wish I Had A Million Friends

Tom T Hall - I Wish I Had A Million Friends
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I wish I had a million friends
And the playground as big as the world
I wish I had a million friends
Some kittens some boys and some girls
I wish I had a million friends
Some people some puppies and cats
Some chickens some mouse and the bird
And maybe I'd like to have a big friendly rat yeah

I wish I had a million friends

And the sandbox as big as the school
I wish I had a million friends
And the frog that goes ribbit in the pool
I wish I had a million friends
I'd like to have all different sorts
One for the morning and the noon and the night
A monkey and a zebra and a big white horse oh boy

I wish I had a million friends
Who would listen and talk to me too
I wish I had a million friends
The whole wide world and the whole big Zoo
I wish I had a million friends



Who were thoughtful kind and true
I wish I had a million friends
And I wish they were all like you

9318. I Wish I Had A Million Friends - Chords

I Wish I Had A Million Friends
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G              F       G
I wish I had a million friends
        C          D7            G
And the playground as big as the world
               F       G
I wish I had a million friends
     A7                         D7
Some kittens some boys and some girls
  G            F       G
I wish I had a million friends
     C           D7               G
Some people some puppies and some cats
                F           G
Some chickens a mouse and a bird
    A7                       D7
And maybe I'd like to have a big friendly rat yeah
  G            F       G
I wish I had a million friends
        C       D7            G
And the sandbox as big as the school
               F       G
I wish I had a million friends
        A7                           D7
And the frog that goes ribbit in the pool
  G            F       G
I wish I had a million friends
    C            D7            G
I'd like to have all different sorts
            F               G
One for the morning and the noon and the night
  A7                       D7
A monkey and a zebra and a big white horse oh boy
  G            F       G
I wish I had a million friends
          C          D7         G
Who would listen and talk to me too
               F       G
I wish I had a million friends
    A7                       D7
The whole wide world and the whole big Zoo
  G            F       G
I wish I had a million friends
         C          D7       G
Who were thoughtful kind and true



               F       G
I wish I had a million friends
      C              D7       G
And I wish they were all like you

9319. I Wish I Loved Somebody Else

Tom T Hall - I Wish I Loved Somebody Else

[Verse 1:]
I wish I loved somebody else not you
Someone else might learn to love me too
I'm your toy and that makes me a fool
Lord, I wish I loved somebody else not you

[Chorus:]
Each time I'm hurt it seems to make you glad
Broken toys they make some people sad
I don't know why I love you but I do
Lord, I wish I loved somebody else not you

[Verse 2:]
I wish I loved somebody else not you
How much worse things could they put me through
You'd leave me out of everything you do
Lord I wish I loved somebody else not you

[Chorus]

9320. I Wish I Loved Somebody Else - Chords

I Wish I Loved Somebody Else
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G                                C
I wish I loved somebody else not you
G                                   D7
Someone else might learn to love me too
G                                C
I'm your toy and that makes me a fool
       G            D7                G
Lord I wish I loved somebody else not you
     C
Each time I'm hurt it seems to make you glad
G                                 D7
Broken toys they make some people sad
  G                               C
I don't know why I love you but I do
       G            D7                G



Lord I wish I loved somebody else not you
                                 C
I wish I loved somebody else not you
G                                       D7
How much worse things could they put me through
G                                    C
You'd leave me out of everything you do
       G            D7                G
Lord I wish I loved somebody else not you
     C
Each time I'm hurt it seems to make you glad
G                                 D7
Broken toys they make some people sad
  G                               C
I don't know why I love you but I do
       G            D7                G
Lord I wish I loved somebody else not you

9321. I Wish I Said

I Wish I Said (I Love You One More Time)
New Grass Revival

You take your flower dress from the chair beside the bed
That's morning in the window looking cloudy
It's the coldest thing I've ever seen the way you dress today
Now that it's good-bye for you and me
I wish I said I love me one more time
But if I ask don't tell me, what did it matter
If I said I love you one more time

The rhythm of your hair fills your dresser mirror
You've combing out the night time we put there
It's the coldest things I've ever seen your hair upon the mirror
Now that it's the last time that I'll be here
I wish I said I love you one more time
But if I ask don't tell me, what did it matter
If I said I love you one more time

Our words have all been said there's nothing else to do
We can take them back if we went to
And that's how people freeze to death alone in tented rooms
Starting with a cold like me and you
I wish I said I love you one more time
But if I ask don't tell me, what did it matter
If I said I love you one more time

9322. I Wish I Was



The Avett Brothers - I Wish I Was 

I wish I was a flame dancing in a candle
Lighting up your living room high on the mantle
I could bring some romance without any scandal
And then when you were done you'd just put me out

I wish I was a tune you sang in your kitchen
Putting your groceries away and washing your dishes 
I could roll around your tongue and ease the tension
And then when you were done you'd just quiet down

But if I get too close
Will the magic fade?
Would I turn you off or away?
If I pull you in
Now would I push you out
Of something here you care about?
Well I'm at a loss for what to do
But I'm drawn to you

I wish I was a sweater wrapped around your hips
And when it got too cold into me you'd slip
And when the sun came back you would hang me up
And I would watch you while you undress

But if I get too close
Will the magic fade?
Would I turn you off or away?
If I pull you in
Now would I push you out
Of something here you care about?
Well I'm at a loss for what to do
But I'm drawn to you

I'm not a song
I am not a sweater
I'm not a fire
I am something better
I'm a man in love writing you a letter
Will you take it
Will you keep it
Will you read it
Believe it
I love you
I'm sorry.

9323. I Wish I Was A Mole In The Ground

I Wish I Was a Mole in the Ground

I wish I was a mole in the ground
Yes, I wish I was a mole in the ground
If I'se a mole in the ground, I'd root that mountain down



And I wish I was a mole in the ground

Oh, Kimpy wants a nine-dollar shawl
Yes, Kimpy wants a nine-dollar shawl
When I come o'er the hill with a forty-dollar bill
'Tis "Baby, where you been so long?"

I been in the bend so long
Yes, I been in the bend so long
I been in the bend with the rough and rowdy men
'Tis "Baby, where you been so long?"

Oh it's Kimpy, let your hair roll down
Little Kimpy, let your hair roll down
Let your hair roll down, and your bangs curl around
Kimpy, let your hair roll down

I don't like them railroad men
No, I don't like them railroad men
'Cause a railroad man he'll kill you when he can
And drink up your blood like wine

I wish I was a lizard in the spring
Yes, I wish I was a lizard in the spring
If I'se a lizard in the spring, I'd hear my darling sing
An' I wish I was a lizard in the spring

9324. I Wish I Was Santa Claus - Chords

I Wish I Was Santa Claus
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Raymond McDonald

C            F     G7
I wish I was Santa Claus  
    C            F          G7
I'd take all the whole year off
  F                 G7
Except on Christmas day
       C            F
I'd go flyin' on my sleigh
  C          G7    C
I wish I was Santa Claus

    Am                               C
I'd give away all the toys my little elves make
    Am                                 C
And leave them for the children of the world
  Am                                       C
I wish I could be there with em' when they all wake
   Dm                            G7
To see the happy little boys and girls



C            F     G7
I wish I was Santa Claus
       C              F       G7
With a belly that was big and soft
    F                   G7
I'd go flyin' out on my sleigh
     C                F
Have Rudolph lead the way
  C          G7    C
I wish I was Santa Claus

Repeat  

       F                G7
I'd go out flyin' on my sleigh
         C                F
Have old Rudolph lead the way
  C          G7    C
I wish I was Santa Claus

9325. I Wish I Was Wrong - Chords

I Wish I Was Wrong
Recorded by Travis Tritt
Written by Tommy Conners and Monte Warden

G C            G
I never saw it coming 
            C                G
Learned the hard way love is blind
        C              G
But you can't deny the bitter truth 
          C                 D7
When it's right before your eyes
      G  C       G
But I wish I was wrong 
        C           G
Your love for me is gone
                C
I know beyond a doubt 
           G      D7      Em C
There's no use in hanging on
      G  C       G
But I wish I was wrong
          C                      G
The world trembled there beneath me 
       C                 G
It was more than I could stand
     C                  G
That you'd take comfort in the arms 
C          D7
Of another man
  C                     G



I searched my heart for answers 
         C               G
I looked deep down in my soul
       C           G
From denial to revelation 
         C               D7
That I'd have to let you go
repeat #2
C     G  C       G
Yes I wish I was wrong

9326. I Wish I'd Never - Chords

I Wish I'd Never
Written and recorded by Carl Belew
 
C
Look at the pretty way she walks
                               G7
Listen to the sweetness in her talk
       F
That's what I said when first we met
      C                            A7
Three years have passed I can't forget
   Dm              G7             C
Oh I love to watch her I wish I'd never
 
 
Look at the pretty way she smiles
                              G7
Look at the brightness in her eyes
       F
That's what I said when first we met
      C                            A7
Three years have passed I can't forget
   Dm              G7             C
Oh I love to watch her I wish I'd never
 
F                              C
Take out your pencils and your books
F                             C
Tell of the way my heart is a jerk
    F
And jot down all those same ol' lines
    C                  A7
You cheated on me your last time
     Dm            G7             C
Oh I love to watch her I wish I'd never
G7         C
I wish I'd never
 
Repeat last verse



9327. I Wish It Had Been A Dream - Chords

I Wish It Had Been A Dream
Written and recorded by Charlie Louvin and Ira Louvin
Laurie Lewis

C       G7         C                G7        C
We were alone last night pretending wrong was right
Am              F                    G7     C
Time flew by it seemed I wish it had been a dream
         G7          C        Am      G7     C
You said those words again we were so close again
         G7                     F
But it's easier to awake from a dream and cry 
        C             G7      C
Than to walk away and say goodbye

   F                                  C
To count the years since we've met so long our lips have been sealed
    F                                  C                         G7
But nothing can make us forget when we kissed and how it made us feel
C      G7         C     Am        G7      C
I was afraid last night until you held me tight
         G7                     F
But it's easier to awake from a dream and cry 
        C             G7      C
Than to walk away and say goodbye

       G7         C     Am        G7      C
I was afraid last night until you held me tight
         G7                     F
But it's easier to awake from a dream and cry 
        C             G7      C
Than to walk away and say goodbye
              G7     C                  G7      C
I wish it had been a dream just you and me in a dream

9328. I Wish It Would Rain

Nanci Griffith - I wish it would rain

Oh I wish it would rain and wash my face clean
I want to find some dark cloud to hide in here
Oh love and a memory sparkle like diamonds
When the diamonds fall they burn like tears
When the diamonds fall they burn like tears

Once I had a love from the Georgia Pans who only cared for me
I want to find that love of 22 here at 33



I've got a heart on my right and one on my left
And neither suits my needs

No the one I love is way out west and he never will need me
I'm gonna pack up my two-step shoes and head for the Gulf Coast plains
I want to walk the streets of my own home town where everybody knows my name
I want to ride a ways down to Galveston when the hurricanes blow in
Cause that Gulf Coast water tastes as sweet as wine

When your heart's rolling home in the wind

9329. I Wish It'd Been You

Dale Ann Bradley - I Wish It'd Been You 
Album: Cumberland River Dreams

When the lonely fell down into my life
And I stood at a fork in my road
There were two lips that whispered an answer
Two arms I thought would never let go

But it was only a dream that left me shaken
It chilled my heart, almost took my soul
When the light grew dim, you stepped out of the shadows
Gave me your love and I did not let go

{Chorus}
I wish It'd been you
I would've turned to
You, but the time wasn't right
Oh and time has a way
Of finding the answer
And I thank God it's you
That I'm holding tonight.

With each heart break we find
That time's the best teacher
If you've not felt pain
How can we know love
And when you let the hurt go
And you're really not searching
You'll find you'll
What you've always dreamed of

And I know that it's you
I can turn to
You, oh the time is so right
Oh and time has a way of finding the answers
And I thank God it's you
That I'm holding tonight

Yeah I thank God that it's you
That I'm holding tonight.



You....You...

9330. I Wish It'd Been You - Chords

I Wish It'd Been You 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
Key  F# capo 4
 
[Intro]
G   D   C   D    G   D   C   D
 
[Verse]
         G                C       D
When the lonely fell down into my life
      G          D          C     D
And I stood at a fork in my road
G              D         C            D
There were two lips that whispered an answer
    G                    C         D
Two arms I thought would never let go
           G                 C       D
But it was only a dream that left me shaken
   G          D             C       D
It chilled my heart, almost took my soul
         G          D                C          D
When the light grew dim, you stepped out of the shadows
G            D          C           D
Gave me your love and I did not let go
 
{Chorus}
                     G    D
And I wish It'd been you, ooh
C          D         G    D
I would've turned to you, ooh
        C           D
But the time wasn't right
       Am                G           Em
Oh and time has a way of finding the answer
      C              G
And I thank God it's you
         D         G
That I'm holding tonight
 
[Solo]
G   D   C   D    G   D   C   D
 
[Verse]
          G              D
With each heart break we find
     C               D
That time's the best teacher



          G
If you've not felt pain
    D           C
How can we know love
             G            D
And when you let the hurt go
           C          D
And you're really not searching
       G           D
You'll find you'll find
            C              D
What you've always dreamed of
 
[Chorus]
                     G    D
And I know that it's you, ooh
C          D   G   D
I can turn to, you ooh
        C          D
Oh, the time is so right
       Am                G           Em
Oh and time has a way of finding the answer
      C              G
And I thank God it's you
         D         G
That I'm holding tonight
 
[Outro]
       C                   G
Yeah I thank God that it's you
         D         G     C   D   G   D   C
That I'm holding tonight
G   D    C   D
You ooh, ooh ooh
G   D    C   D
You ooh, ooh ooh

9331. I Wish My Baby Was Born

Tim O'Brien - I Wish My Baby Was Born
Reeltime Travelers

I wish, I wish
My baby was born
And sittin' on
It's papa's knee

And me, poor girl
And me, poor girl
We're dead and gone
And the green grass
Growin' o'er my feet



I ain't ahead
Nor never will be
Till the sweet
Apple grows
On a sour apple tree

But still I hope
The time will come
When you and I
Shall be as one

I wish, I wish
My love had died
And sent his soul
To wander free

Then we might meet
Then we might meet
Where the ravens fly
Let our poor body
Rest in peace

The owl, the owl
Is a lonely bird
It chills my heart
With dread and terror
That someone's blood
That someone's blood

There on his wing
That someone's blood
There on his feather

9332. I Wish Things Were Simple Again

I Wish Things Were Simple Again

I wish things were simple like they used to be
When cowboys rode horses, and were heroes to me
My Mother was a lady, and my Dad was a man
And I wish things were simple again

I wish things were simple, like when I was a kid
A man just got paid for the work that he did
And a song could be played for a nickel back then
And I wish things were simple again

But even the blue skies roar with thunder
Men fly above like birds
Nothin' is simple, not even a love song
The story gets lost in the words

But there's no way to rewind, it's gone with the wind



And I wish things were simple again

Even the blue skies roar with thunder
Men fly above like birds
Nothin' is simple, not even a love song
The story gets lost in the words

There's no way to rewind, it's gone with the wind
And I wish things were simple again
Oh, I wish things were simple again

9333. I Wish We Could Keep Christmas Every Day - Chords

I Wish We Could Keep Christmas Every Day 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

[Intro]
C C
 
[Verse 1]
C                         Em           Am
Snow is falling down in a quiet little town
G                                    F              C
Hushing all the traffic sound like a blanket on the ground
                               Em                 Am
People shopping downtown while church bell carols sound
     G                         F                            C
Soon they'll be homeward bound with the treasures they have found
 
 
[Chorus]
C                       F               C
Oh I wish we could keep Christmas every day
    F            C         G              C
And try a little harder to give our love away
                                        Em                Am
Put your arm around the shoulder of someone who's growing older
F                              G
Reach out to him and give your heart away
                                        C
Oh I wish we could keep Christmas every day
 
 
[Instrumental]
C  C
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                         Em          Am
Faces seem spellbound and joy is all around
G                              F                  C
Good will and cheer abound and Christmas peace surrounds
                                Em                   Am



All the heartstrings are wound, love streams flowing down
G                                   F              C
Shepherd are you smiling now as you walk among the crowd
 
 
[Chorus]
C                       F               C
Oh I wish we could keep Christmas every day
    F            C         G              C
And try a little harder to give our love away
                                        Em                Am
Put your arm around the shoulder of someone who's growing older
F                              G
Reach out to him and give your heart away
                                        C
Oh I wish we could keep Christmas every day
 
 
[Chorus]
C                       F               C
Oh I wish we could keep Christmas every day
    F            C         G              C
And try a little harder to give our love away
                                        Em                Am
Put your arm around the shoulder of someone who's growing older
F                              G
Reach out to him and give your heart away
                                        C
Oh I wish we could keep Christmas every day
 
 
[Outro]
C                       G
Oh I wish we could keep Christmas
 
Wish we could keep Christmas
                                   C     C
Wish we could keep Christmas every day

9334. I Wish We Had Our Time Again

John Hartford 
I Wish We Had Our Time Again

Oh, the roads we ran and the folks we knew
The risky things that we used to do
Now it's over and I know we're through
And I wish we had our time again
I wish we had our time again
I wish we had our time again
I wish we had our time

Well, I couldn't go to sleep



Got up and made a light
Trying to run it down in the middle of the night
Lookin' for the words, but it won't come right
And I wish we had our time again
I wish we had our time again
I wish we had our time again
I wish we had our time

If not for love I can hardly see
I looked at you and you looked at me
Your memory love won't let me be
And I wish we had our time again
I wish we had our time again
I wish we had our time again
I wish we had our time

Oh me-oh my, how the years do fly
It makes no difference and we all know why
Dear old friends have to turn their eye
And I wish we had our time again
I wish we had our time again
I wish we had our time again
I wish we had our time

9335. I Wish You Could Have Turned My Head

I Wish You Could Have Turned My Head
Oak Ridge Boys - I Wish You Could Have Turned My Head

I wish you could have turned my head and left my heart alone
Ever since I met you, baby, you have done me wrong.
You walk by and you shake that thing and you know I'm not that strong,
I wish you could have turned my head and left my heart alone.

I wish you could have turned my head and left my heart alone
Ever since I met you, baby, you have done me wrong.
You walk by and you shake that thing and you know I'm not that strong,
I wish you could have turned my head and left my heart alone.

First time I laid eyes on you, got caught up in your sway;
Thought I didn't have a chance and then you looked my way.
From the longin' to the lovin', girl, we've made it all the way,
But for all the hunger in my eyes my heart has had to pay.

I wish you could have turned my head and left my heart alone
Ever since I met you, baby, you have done me wrong.
You walk by and you shake that thing and you know I'm not that strong,
I wish you could have turned my head and left my heart alone.

I wish you could have turned my head and left my heart alone
Ever since I met you, baby, you have done me wrong.
You walk by and you shake that thing and you know I'm not that strong,
I wish you could have turned my head and left my heart alone.



I wish you could have turned my head and left my heart alone
Ever since I met you, baby, you have done me wrong.
You walk by and you shake that thing and you know I'm not that strong,
I wish you could have turned my head and left my heart alone.

But I wish you could have turned my head and left my heart alone
Ever since I met you, baby, you have done me wrong....

9336. I Wish You Knew

I Wish You Knew
Jim & Jesse - Bershire Bluegrass

   I wish you knew how hard I've tried to tell you
   How hard I've tried to get you off my mind
   I wish you knew how hard I've tried to sleep at night
   Since I know that you're no longer mine
   Since you let another beat my time

If only half the things were true you say about my heart
Then I would have forgotten you since we've been apart
You said I forced my lips to kiss you when we said goodbye
You even said I forced the tears that came into my eyes

There's not a thought that could be worse than knowing that you're gone
But in the picture in your mind I'm never all alone
You see me in another's arms just like I've been with you
By the way I cry for you each night I only wish you knew

9337. I Wish You Knew

I Wish You Knew [Live]
Bill Monroe
Writer/s: Charlie Louvin / Ira Louvin

I wish I knew how it would feel to be free
I wish I could break all the chains holding me
I wish I could say all the things that I should say
Say 'em loud, say 'em clear for the whole round world to hear

I wish I could share all the love that's in my heart
Remove all the bars that keep us apart
I wish you could know what it means to be me
Then you'd see and agree that every man should be free

I wish I could give all I'm longing to give
I wish I could live like I'm longing to live
I wish that I could do all the things that I can do



Though I'm way overdue I'd be starting anew

Well, I wish I could be like a bird in the sky
How sweet it would be if I found I could fly
Oh, I'd soar to the sun and look down at the sea
And I'd sing cos I'd know that, and I'd sing cos I'd know that

And I'd sing cos I'd know that I'd know how it feels to be free

I'd know how it feels to be free, I'd know how it feels to be free

9338. I Wish You Love

Donna the Buffalo - I Wish You Love

Times will change, that's for sure
I'll be here, knock at my door
Seas will rise, seas will fall
Love will see you through it all

Chorus:
I wish you love
I wish you love

Look to the heavens
Thank your lucky stars
Your feet are on the dance floor
And your head is in the clouds

The sky is opening
Your face wears a grin
You just can't believe the way
It makes your head spin

9339. I Wish You Would Leave Me Alone - Chords

I Wish You Would Leave Me Alone
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Charlie Craig

C                          D7
If you're only staying for awhile
          G7                     C  G7
If you're bound to always moving on
           C                     F
If there's only changing in your smile
       G7                      C
Then I wish you would leave me alone
 



               F       G7         C
Cause I've had all the hurt I can take
       F        G7               C    G7
And my heart is down to its last break
   C                          F
If you can't love me from now on
       G7                      C
Then I wish you would leave me alone
 
                         D7
I know you'll be easy to love
      G7                  C   G7
Cause I'm already too far gone
           C                 F
But if you go as easy as you come
       G7                      C
Then I wish you would leave me alone
 
               F       G7         C
Cause I've had all the hurt I can take
       F        G7               C    G7
And my heart is down to its last break
   C                          F
If you don't love me from now on
       G7                      C
Then I wish you would leave me alone
      G7                      C
Yes I wish you would leave me alone

9340. I Wish You'd Stay

Brad Paisley - I Wish You'd Stay 

I talked to my sister in Memphis
And I told her you were movin' to town
Here's her number
She said she'd be glad to show you around
I left a map on your front seat
Just in case you lose your way
But don't worry, once you reach Sallisaw
It's all interstate
I know you need to go
But before you do I want you to know, that I
Wish you the best
And I wish you nothing less
Than every thing you've ever dreamed of
And I hope that you find love along the way
But most of all
I wish you'd stay
I figure right about sundown
You'll be in West Tennessee
And by then
Maybe I'll understand why you had to leave



I know that you've done some changin'
And I know there's no changin' your mind
And yes I know
We've been through this a thousand times
I'm sorry for still holdin' on
I'll try to let go and I'll try to be strong, and I'll
Wish you the best
And I wish you nothing less
Than every thing you've ever dreamed of
And I hope that you find love along the way
But most of all
I wish you'd stay
Yeah, everything you've ever dreamed of
And I hope that you'll find love along the way
But most of all
I wish you'd stay
I wish you'd stay

9341. I Woke Up From Dreaming - Chords

I Woke Up From Dreaming
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Dallas Frazier
[3/4 time]

G              C              G
We both have a morning cup of coffee
                         A7                 D7
And with tender love you reach and touch my hand
       G                                  C
And my son comes in and says good morning daddy
      G         D7             G
And I say how's daddy's little man
                         D7
Then I woke up from dreaming
               G
I woke up from dreaming
I keep dreaming you're not gone
        C
But I'd found myself alone
     G              D7   G
When I woke up from dreaming
                  C             G
We're both making plans for the future
                   A7               D7
Of the joy that we want to give our son
     G                            C
We'd saved almost enough to buy a new home
  G                D7              G
A home filled with love and family fun
Repeat #2
                    D7   C  G
Then I woke up from dreaming



9342. I Won't Ask You Why

Iris Dement - I Won't Ask You Why

[Verse 1]
Your mama's tender hands
Held the needle and the thread
That stitched that pretty bonnet
You used to wear upon your head
Nobody ever dreamed
That in one groundless stretch of time
Sorrow would move in
And make the final bind

[Verse 2]
The light atop the stairs
Was flickering then gone
No one was there to walk you
From the dark into the dawn
You were so vivid and so fair
So fragile yet so bold
With so much story
That never will be told

[Verse 3]
I can see you therR
I can hear your song
Like a kid, looking for a place
To bRlong
And this old world, so magical and sweet
Knocked the ground
Right out from underneath your feet

[Verse 4]
Slipping on the pearls
Falling to the floor
Could you hear the bells of Sunday morning
Coming through your door
Simple as a breath
Shifting like the sky
You don't have to worry
I won't ask you why

[Outro]
You don't have to worry no more
I won't ask you why

9343. I Won't Back Down - Chords



I Won't Back Down 
Lucinda Williams
 
Capo 8th fret
 
[Intro]
/ Am G / C / Am G / C /
/ Am G / C / Am G / C /
 
[Verse 1]
        Am    G    C
Well, I won't back down,
      Am    G    C
No, I won't back down,
        Am       G         F
You can stand me up at the gates of hell,
      Am    G    C
But I won't back down
 
[Verse 2]
      Am    G  C
No, I stand my ground
         Am  G   C
Won't be turned around
      Am        G          F
And I keep this world from draggin' me down
      Am    G  C
Gonna stand my ground
      Am    G    C
And I won't back down
 
[Chorus]
F C  F   C G    C  F                C  G
     Hey,  baby,   there ain't no easy way out
G C  F   C G      Am    G  C
     Hey,  I will stand my ground,
      Am    G    C
And I won't back down
 
[Verse 3]
        Am   G      C
Well, I know what's right
          Am   G   C
And I got just one life
     Am         G        F
In a world that keeps on pushin' me around
      Am    G  C
But I stand my ground
      Am    G    C
And I won't back down
 
[Chorus]
F C  F   C G    C  F                 C      G
     Hey,  baby,    there ain't no easy way out
G C  F   C G       Am    G  C
     Hey,  I, will stand my ground,
      Am    G    C
And I won't back down



 
[Guitar Solo]
/ Am G / C / Am G / C /
/ Am G / F / Am G / C /
/ Am G / C / Am G / C /
 
[Chorus]
F C  F   C G    C  F                C      G
     Hey,  baby,   there ain't no easy way out
G C  F   C G  Am    G    C
     Hey,  I  won't back down
F C  F   C G    C  F                 C      G
     Hey,  baby,   there ain't no easy way out
G C  F     C  G      Am    G  C
     Hey now, I will stand my ground
      Am    G    C
And I won't back down
      Am    G    C
No, I won't back down

9344. I Won't Be Back Tonight - Chords

I Won't Be Back Tonight 
Recorded by Jody Nix
Written by Artie Glenn  

G                          C
I won't be back tonight or ever
D7                                   G
When I leave this time it's from now on
                                       C
You think that you are cute and mighty clever
  D7                                  G
I hope my leaving knocks you off your throne

    D7                        G
You cast your spell on me you used me for your clown
    A7                       D7
You talked behind my back to everyone in town
  G                        C
I won't be back tonight or ever
D7                                   G
When I leave this time it's from now on

                                   C
I won't be back tonight that's for certain
   D7                                     G
No need to leave the light string out for me
                            C
I'm not sure that I will be happy
    D7                                       G
But there's one thing that I do know I'll be free



   D7                      G
My time will be my time to do as I please
A7                               D7
There won't be no silly fight my heart will be at ease
      G                        C
And I won't be back tonight or ever
D7                                   G
When I leave this time it's from now on

D7                                   G
When I leave this time it's from now on

9345. I Won't Be Calling For You - Chords

I Won't Be Calling For You
Lonesome River Band

Capo 4

   G                           C             G                              D
1. Now all those nights when you're sad and lonely, I won't be calling for you
2. Now when you hear that lonesome whistle blow, I won't be calling for you
3. Now, when you are cryin' and callin' my name, I won't be calling for you

         G                             C                            D           G
1. When you're broken-hearted and you think of me only, I won't be calling for you
2. When you think of our love and the tears start aflowin', I won't be calling for you
3. Just look in the mirror and see whose to blame, I won't be calling for you

       C                                         G
This train that I'm riding's headed on down the track
           G                       D               G
No, I'll not be calling, I won't be coming back

9346. I Won't Be Far From Here

I Won't Be Far from Here 
Charlie Sizemore

I gave you all my love
I gave it all away
I thought that you would keep it close 
And give it back each day
I can't believe you'd go
And bring me misery
But if you decide to come back home 
You know where I will be
 
CHORUS: 



No matter what you've done
No matter when or where
If you get tired of life out there 
I won't be far from here
 
I had a dream last night
That you'd come back to me
You said you'd never leave again 
And happy we would be
Then I woke up alone
And wished that I had died
'Cause once again you were not home 
And one more time you'd lied

9347. I Won't Be Hangin' 'Round

Linda Ronstadt - I Won't Be Hangin' 'Round

I've been alone too long
Sitting by myself
I'm getting to old
To help myself

But I won't be hangin' round your door
Begging
No I won't be hangin' round
To feel the pain
And if you take my life in hand
And finally make me understand
It won't do no good
You'll just hurt my plan

And I won't be hangin' round your door
Begging
No I won't be hangin' round
To feel the pain

Sometimes I think I can't go on
And every day I live
Well it seems like my life's unreal
Sometimes I think I won't live too long
But I hope I'm wrong
That's the way I feel

And I won't be hangin' round your door
Begging
No I won't be hangin' round
To steal a kiss
I won't be hangin' round your door
Begging
No i won't be hangin' round
To feel the pain
No I won't be hangin' round your door



Begging
Oh I won't be hangin' round
To feel the pain

9348. I Won't Be Hanging Around

I Won't Be Hanging Around 
Flatt & Scruggs

C                              G7
From now on I won't be hanging around
                               C
From now on I won't be hanging around
                        F            D7
I've taken all I can go find another man
G7                             C
From now on I won't be hanging around
 
                                G7
It's a long time I've waited my darling
                                 C
Just hoping someday you'd settle down
                               F
But now it's too late it's all over
G7                             C
From now on I won't be hanging around
 
C                              G7
From now on I won't be hanging around
                               C
From now on I won't be hanging around
                        F            D7
I've taken all I can go find another man
G7                             C
From now on I won't be hanging around
 
                                      G7
I've tried and I've tried to make you love me
                                      C
But night life and bright lights I've found
                                       F
It's the only love you'll ever know my darling
G7                             C
From now on I won't be hanging around
 
C                              G7
From now on I won't be hanging around
                               C
From now on I won't be hanging around
                        F            D7
I've taken all I can go find another man
G7                             C
From now on I won't be hanging around



9349. I Won't Be There

I Won't Be There 
Don Rigsby
 
CHORUS: 
Well honey, you, don t have to love me  
Honey, you don t have to care 
Just remember dear that I once loved you 
And from now on baby you know 
I won't bethere 
 
Well honey you broke a true heart 
You shattered it like a piece of ice 
You don't realize how much that you've lost 
But honey, I'd have loved you 'til the day I die 
 
You promised me always a true love 
But now you left me alone to cry 
But the time will come, when you'll pay darlin' 
You'll  regret the day you said goodbye

9350. I Won't Care What Happens To Me - Chords

I Won't Care What Happens To Me
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Carl Belew and Van Givens

C                      F
Where will I go if you leave me
C                      G7
What will I do without you
C                                F
If you walk out of my world it's easy to see
  C               G7         C  C7
I won't care what happens to me
F                         C
I won't care what happens if you say goodbye
F                           C               G7
So please keep on loving me until the day I die
C                      F
And don't ever tell me you're setting me free
        C               G7         C
Cause I won't care what happens to me
                          F
I know what makes my life worth living
C                        G7
A beauty in everything I see
C                           F



And I know what will happen if you say goodbye
  C               G7         C  C7
I won't care what happens to me
Repeat #2

9351. I Won't Cheat On You Again (If You Won't Cheat On Me)

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
I Won't Cheat on You Again (If You Won't Cheat On Me)

You love to put me down each time you're out with your girlfriends
They ask you if I treat you bad you say that all depends
Well don't you know they realize that you've been slippin' round
They know how you carry on when I go out of town

You've got no room to criticize with words you know will hurt
I'm still countin' lipstick stains on your dirty shirt
People pass me on the street and shake their heads in pity
While I wait at home you've got a girl in ever city

Yes I'll admit it what you say is true
But I only run around because you do it too
If we could have what we once had how happy we could be
I won't cheat again on you if you won't cheat on me

You'll never know how many nights I've stayed awake and cried
Ashamed of what I did to you and feelin' sick inside
Now I can walk away from him without a backward glance
I'm grateful that you're big enough to give me a second chance

Now many nights in many towns I've wrestled with the blues
I never found the nighttime girl who could fill your shoes
How I wish I'd swallowed pride and come to you before
You'll never find another man who could love you more

Yes I'll admit it what you say is true
But I only run around because you do it too
If we could have what we once had how happy we could be
I won't cheat again on you if you won't cheat on me
I won't cheat again on you if you won't cheat on me

9352. I Won't Do It Again

I Won't Do It Again - Kathy Kallick

Well, I let myself love you
And I let myself need you
And soon had to see you
Again and again



Now my heart is breaking
And I'm the one who's to blame
When I hear you callin'
I won't do it again
CHORUS:
I won't do it again
I won't do it again
When I hear you callin'
I won't do it again
They say love is something
That will make your heart strong
I know it's my weakness
I've known all along
It's another old sad song
About the pain and the glory
And if that's the whole story
I won't do it again
CHORUS
And if I should fall
I'm the one who's to blame
When I hear you callin'
I won't do it again

9353. I Won't Give Up My Train

I Won't Give Up My Train
Rob Ickes & Trey Hensley

[Verse 1]
I pulled into Memphis thirteen minutes early
First time in two weeks
That's where she came to meet me
As I stepped out on four-fifty-one and needed sleep

[Verse 2]
And the baby's overdue, I know
And you need some things
But that more that we discuss it, it's the same

[Chorus]
Long train rolling, got a feeling and I know it
She's not waiting for me
But these rails keep getting longer
The feeling's getting stronger, it won't let me be
Well, I love my woman fire and rain
But I won't give up my train

[Verse 3]
Baby came in April
While I was in Chicago in the pouring rain
Twelve black cars and a rusty tanker
Three box cars and an empty sack of mail
And although I get lonely, there's times I know



That there's just no other way to explain

[Chorus]
Long train rolling, got a feeling and I know it
She's not waiting for me
But these rails keep getting longer
The feeling's getting stronger, it won't let me be
Well, I love my woman fire and rain
But I won't give up my train

[Chorus]
Long train rolling, got a feeling and I know it
She's not waiting for me
But these rails keep getting longer
The feeling's getting stronger, it won't let me be
Well, I love my woman fire and rain
But I won't give up my train
Yeah, I love my woman fire and rain
But I can't give up my train

9354. I Won't Go Away

I Won't Go Away 
Cherryholmes
 
Everyone knows that you're tired of me 
But you must be a fool to think I'll let you be 
You can't get off this easy, so quit sayin' we're through 
Well you might think you're finally done with me 
But I'm not done with you
 
CHORUS : 
Well you must think you're right 
You're thinkin' I'm wrong 
For stayin' around when you want me gone 
You think that it's over, and you've had your say 
You told me to go, but I'm letting you know 
I won't go away 
 
It just ain't no use, for you to pretend 
That I'm just a bad dream, that won't ever end 
'Cause you'd wake up darlin', only to find 
I'm drivin' you down on your knees 
And out of your mind
 
You told me togo, but I'm lettin' you know
I won't go away



9355. I Won't Go Down - Chords

I Won't Go Down 
The Waifs

[Intro]
G C G Em C G
 
[Verse]
G             C                     G
Silver dagger lightning slashed the sky
    Em                 C               G
Its Crooked tongue was telling crooked lies
G                      C              Em
Blood flowed down in a bitter driving rain
     G              C               G
As I stand upon the sand I feel the pain
 
G            C               G
Savage ocean pounded patient shore
       Em            C              G
Like a jealous lover trying to feel secure
        G                  C           Em
But the sand withstands it don't admit defeat
           G                C           G
And on the turning tide the angry waves retreat
 
[Chorus]
           D
I won't go down
           Em
I won't go down
           D  Dsus2 Em
I won't go do..ow...own
 
[Verse]
G              C                   G
Demon wind was howling threats and hate
     Em              C              G
It's salty spray was spitting in my face
G                 C             Em
Without something firm to stand upon
       G               C               G
I'd be here one minute and the next be gone
 
[Chorus]
           D
I won't go down
           Em
I won't go down
           D  Dsus2 Em
I won't go do..ow...own
 
[Bridge]
         D                 Em
Storm as big as a mountain range
       D             Em



Coming down - heavy, strange
         C               G
I perish Lord you know I will
           D
A voice it whispers
           Em
"Peace, be still"
 
[Verse]
    G             C               G
The dying sun was all but laid to rest
            Em              C               G
But for the remnant of some gunfight in the west
G               C            Em
Goodbye's never easy don't I know
          G               C               G
But these fingernails are finally letting go
 
           D
I won't go down
           Em
I won't go down
           D  Dsus2
I won't go do..own
          Em
Without a fight
 
G              C         G
Fading distant fireworks display
           Em            C          G
Is growing silent as the fury rolls away
G                  C             Em
Shooting stars are dancing up on high
            G                C               G
They ask me "May I have this dance before we die?"
 
           D
I won't go down
           Em
I won't go down
           D  Dsus2
I won't go do..own
          Em
Without a fight

9356. I Won't Have To Cross Jordan Alone - Chords

I Won't Have To Cross Jordan Alone - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver
Written by Thomas Ramsey & Charles E. Durham
Recorded by Doyle Lawson And Quicksilver

(Capo on 3)



Intro.:   / (D) / (D) / (D) / (D) / (A) / (A) / (D) / (D) / (D)

When I  (D)come to the river at the ending of day
When the  (A)last winds of sorrow have  (D)blown
There'll be somebody waiting to show me the way
I won't  (A)have to cross Jordan a- (D)lone

(Chorus)
I won't  (G)have to cross  (A)Jordan a- (D)lone
Jesus  (A)died all my sins to a- (D)tone
In the darkness I see he'll be  (G)waiting for me
I won't  (A)have to cross Jordan a- (D)lone

Inst.:   / (D) / (D) / (D) / (D) / (A) / (A) / (D) / (D) /
         / (D) / (D) / (D) / (D) / (A) / (A) / (D) / (D) /  (D)

Though the  (D)billows of sorrow and trouble may sweep
Christ, the  (A)Savior, will care for his  (D)own
Till the end of my journey my soul he will keep
I won't  (A)have to cross Jordan a- (D)lone

Repeat Chorus

Inst.:  / (A) /  (A) /  (D) /  (D)

Repeat Chorus

I won't  (A)have to cross Jordan a- (D)lone

9357. I Won't Have To Worry Anymore - Chords

I Won't Have To Worry Anymore
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by James Goss and Jimmy Jones

C            F        C                     F         C
Down here my burden's heavy and the road is rough and long
G7                                 C F G7
Sometimes my feet get weary and so s-o-re
C              F      C                     F           C
But a brighter day is coming soon I'll step on Heaven's shore 
      G7                     C F  C
And I won't have to worry anym-or-e

  F                          C         G7    C
I won't have to worry when I reach the other shore
       G7                             C    G7      C
All my troubles will be over and I'll rest forever more
   F                            C     G7      C
My eyes will be on Jesus and my heart will be aglow 
      G7                     C F  C
And I won't have to worry anym-or-e



             F       C                     F        C
Someday when life is over and I've said my last goodbyes
    G7                                  C F G7
I'm gonna see my Savior standing at the d-o-or
C              F              C                      F        C
Then I'll hear Him say you're welcome all your cares are left behind
      G7                     C F  C
And I won't have to worry anym-or-e

Repeat #2  No I...

   F                            C     G7      C
My eyes will be on Jesus and my heart will be aglow 
      G7                     F   C
And I won't have to worry anym-o-re

9358. I Won't Let It Show

Jim Lauderdale
I Won't Let It Show

Not one word is spoken
Though my heart is broken
No matter how it matters, won't let on

My heart is torn apart
Wouldn't know where to start
Not much is known, but I won't let it show

I won't let it show
No, I won't let it show
I got my foolish pride
Gonna keep it all inside

I won't say I'm lonely
That I want you only
That ain't nobody's business but my own

Though I may regret you
I never will forget you
But you won't need to know, won't let it show

I'll do my best to learn
How to show no concern
Keep my trouble in a box under key and lock

I won't let it show
No, I won't let it show
I got my foolish pride
Gonna keep it all inside

Though I may regret you
I never will forget you



But you won't need to know, won't let it show

If you ever come back
Hang your coat up on the rack
Pick up we let go don't let it show

How many nights I've cried
I'll keep it all inside
Whichever way it goes, don't let it show

I won't let it show
No, I won't let it show
I got my foolish pride
Gonna keep it all inside

My heart is torm apart
Wouldn't know where to start
Not that much to know, don't let it show

I won't let it show
No, I won't let it show
I got my foolish pride
Gonna keep it all inside

Though I may regret you
I never will forget you
But you don't need to know, don't let it show
But you don't need to know, don't let it show

9359. I Won't Let You Down - Chords

I Won't Let You Down
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Gary Burr
 
G              D7         G               D7
I may not be a rich man I may not be that wise
   G     C      D7          G        C  D7
If you expect a hero you're in for a surprise
G             C             G
But if you're hoping I will love you
      A7                   D7
Every day this world spins round
       C     D7      Em   C    G     D7      G
Then I won't let you down no I won't let you down
 
                  D7         G             D7
Don't look for an actor with all his lines prepared
      G            C D7      G     C        D7
Cause if I were an actor I'd never act this scared
              C            G        A7               D7
But if you're hoping for a lever to lift you off the ground 
       C     D7      Em   C    G     D7      G



Then I won't let you down no I won't let you down
 
C              G                 C                 D7
Everything you wanted may not be everything you'll see
    C         D7    Em            A7              D7
But I'll hold on to you if you'll just hold on to me
G          C      D7     G       C          D7
We may not have a family fifteen years from now
   G          C                 D7    G    C         D7
Oh of all the things that might be oh only this I'll vow
 
C              G                Am            D7
If the words I love you is your very favorite sound
       C     D7      Em   C    G     D7      G
Then I won't let you down no I won't let you down

     C     D7      Em   C    G     D7      G
No I won't let you down no I won't let you down

9360. I Won't Need You Anymore - Chords

I Won't Need You Anymore
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Troy Seals and Max D. Barnes

G                C      G
You're my always and forever 
Em         D7               G
You're the one who hung the moon
                C        G
After all these nights together 
A7                          D7
I still get lost in your perfume
G      C               G
And if I could write a love song 
Em    D7                  G
Every line would tell the truth
              C        G
It would be a warm and soft one 
D7                               G
He'd watch my heart would say to you
         D7             G
When you see me walk on water 
         D7                  G
When the sea don't reach the shore
         C                    G    C
When the fires of hell freeze over 
        G        D7 G
I won't need you anymore
                C      G    Em
Oh the feelings lay so easy 
      D7              G
Lying here the way we are



           C               G
And no one else could ever hold me 
D7                          G
Unlike the heavens hold the stars
Repeat #3
 
C          G        C       G        D7  G
No I won't need you I won't need you anymore

9361. I Wonder

The Infamous Stringdusters 
I Wonder

I wonder who's been on your mind
I wonder why I feel like crying
Well, what in the world did I ever do
I wonder why I'm still in love with you
Did someone take a place with me
I wonder now, how that could be
Well, I must've done something so wrong
To make you stay away so long

Questions to prey upon my worried mind
I wonder if you'll ever tell me why
What can I say that could ever change your mind
Would it matter even if I tried

I walk the streets and avenues
I wonder if I'll run into you
When there in the dark lost in the arms
I knew that I'd lost your power

Questions to prey upon my worried mind
I wonder if you'll ever tell me why
What can I say that could ever change your mind
Would it matter even if I tried

Questions to prey upon my worried mind
I wonder if you'll ever tell me why
What can I say that could ever change your mind
Would it matter even if I tried

9362. I Wonder

Rodney Crowell - I Wonder

Every time I'm near you, my heart jumps all about
My mind can't figure out what to do



But I've been disillusioned enough by love turned blue
Your love may be true, but I wonder
Am I supposed to think that your love will be true?
And deny the part of me that says you'd leave me too
'Cause yesterday reminds me that what I've lost is gone
Your love may linger on, but I wonder
Am I supposed to think that your love will be true?
And deny the part of me that says you'd leave me too
'Cause yesterday reminds me that what I've lost is gone
Your love may linger on, but I wonder
Ooh, I wonder
Yeah, I wonder
Ooh, I wonder
Ooh

9363. I Wonder - Chords

I Wonder
recorded by Asleep At The Wheel

G              G7           C
Every time I'm near you  my heart jumps all about
   A7                D7           G
My mind can't figure out  what to do
                    G7          C
But I've been disillusioned  enough by love turned blue  
A7                 D7          G
Your love could be true  but I wonder
 
                                   D7      G
Am I  supposed to think  your love will be true
A7                           Am                   D7
And deny the part of me that says you'll leave me too
G                    G7          C
Cause yesterday reminds me  that what I've lost is gone
A7                   D7        G
Your love may linger on  but I wonder
 
                 G7           C
I heard all your stories they ring well in my ears
    A7            D7         G
But raise certain fears  and doubts 
                       G7        C
Cause yesterday reminds me  that what I've lost is gone
A7                   D7        G
Your love may linger on  but I wonder
  D7              G
I wonder   yeah I wonder



9364. I Wonder - Chords

I Wonder 
Sturgill Simpson
 
[Intro]
C    C    G    G    D
 
D    G    G    G    G
 
[Verse 1]
G               D          D
  Loneliness is setting in
C                       G    G
   How I feel you don't know
G                   D           D
  All my tomorrows, they depend
C                G   G
On how my todays go
 
G                            D                D
  Ain't seen your face for a few years or more
C                            G    G
  You don't write, you don't call
G                        D        D
Tell me what are all the memories for
     C                     G    G
When you don't remember at all?
 
[Chorus]
C     C           G      G
      I'm sad and lonely
  D                      G     G
I wonder do you feel the same
C            C        G        G
     Tell me am I the only one
D                         G    G
Drinking and cursing your name?
 
[Solo]
/  C  /  C  /  G  /  G  /  D  /  D  /
 
/  G  /  G  /  C  /  C  /  G  /  G  /
 
/  D  /  D  /  G  /  G  /  G  /  G  /
 
[Verse 2]
G               D                D
  Maybe someday you'll walk into
C                    G   G
Some bar I'm singing in
G                        D
You'll hang your head in sorrow and cry
C                                 G   G
  When you see the shape that I'm in
 
 [Chorus]



C     C               G       G
      Oh, I'm sad and lonely
  D                      G    G7
I wonder do you feel the same
C            C        G        G
     Tell me am I the only one
D                         G      G7
Drinking and cursing your name?
C              C        G        G
       Tell me am I the only one
D                         C     D   C   D   G
Drinking and cursing your name?

9365. I Wonder As I Wander

Linda Ronstadt - I Wonder as I Wander

I wonder as I wander out under the sky
How Jesus the Saviour did come for to die
For poor on'ry people like you and like I
I wonder as I wander out under the sky

When Mary birthed Jesus 'twas in a cow's stall
With wise men and farmers and shepherds and all
But high from God's heaven, a star's light did fall
And the promise of ages it then did recall

If Jesus had wanted for any wee thing
A star in the sky or a bird on the wing
Or all of God's Angels in heaven to sing
He surely could have it, 'cause he was the King

I wonder as I wander out under the sky
How Jesus the Saviour did come for to die
For poor on'ry people like you and like I
I wonder as I wander out under the sky

9366. I Wonder Do You Think Of Me - Chords

I Wonder Do You Think Of Me
Recorded by Keith Whitley            
Written by Sander D. Shafer   

C            Em             F           Fm
If you drive around back in our old hometown
  C         A7           D7  G7
I wonder do you think of me 
         C            Em            F            Fm
When you drive by the school do you remember two fools 



C           G7           C
I wonder do you think of me

                 F          C              F
And remember the park where you struck the spark
     C                 A7        D7         G7
To a fire that's still burning a hole in my heart
         C          Em           F       Fm
That old graduation day you just drifted away
C           G7           C
I wonder do you think of me 

                   Em          F             Fm
And remember those games those cold football games 
C          A7   D7              G7
I was your hero though I seldom played
     C              Em           F            Fm
Back then could you see what our future would be 
C           G7           C
I wonder do you think of me

                   F      C           F
And the classes we missed caused by a kiss
      C                  A7    D7             G7
I can tell you that I've never felt like that since
        C           Em               F         Fm
I don't know if you would but I'd go back if I could
C           G7           C  F
I wonder do you think of me 
        C           G7           C
I still love you do you think of me

9367. I Wonder How John Felt (When He Baptized Jesus) - Chords

I Wonder How John Felt (When He Baptized Jesus)
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Billy Sherrill, Norro Wilson, Carmol Taylor

C                            F                              C
Do you remember how you felt when you kissed your brand new bride
                                             D7                 G7
Or the feeling that ran through you when you held your new born child
    C                        F                     C
And when he called you daddy did you feel ten feet tall
                                           G7                     C
Well I heard about a man who must have had the greatest thrill of all
                          F                C
John was just an ordinary man like you and me
                                D7             G7
And he did lotta preaching near the Sea of Galilee
     C
Well he must have been a pretty good preacher 
      F                      C



Cause he sure could tell the news
                                              G7              C
But he said there's a man coming after me and I can't tie His shoes
                                        F
I wonder how John felt when he baptized Jesus
                     C              D7             G7
How did he feel when Jesus came and said let it be done
C                                             F
I wonder how John felt when he led Him in the water
                        C           G7                 C
Don't you know it was a blessin' to baptize God's only Son
                                   F            C
John talked to a lot of people and many saw the light
                                      D7               G7
But what about walking up and shaking hands with Jesus Christ
  C                          F                C
I wonder if he trembled when he first saw the Man
                                          G7                   C
Don't you know he felt the spirit when he touched the Master's Hand
Repeat #3 x2

9368. I Wonder How The Old Folks Are At Home

I Wonder How The Old Folks Are At Home
Mac Wiseman - Country Gentlemen

Well I wonder how the old folks are at home
I wonder if they miss me while I roam
I wonder if they pray for the boy who went away
And left his dear old parents all alone

You could hear the cattle lowing in the lane
You could see the fields of blue grass where I've grown
You could almost hear them cry as they kissed their boy goodbye
Well I wonder how the old folks are at home

Just a village and a homestead on the farm
And a mother's love to shield you from all harm
A mother's love so true a sweetheart that loves you
A village and a homestead on the farm

9369. I Wonder If I Care As Much

Ricky Skaggs - I Wonder If I Care As Much

I wonder if I care as much as I did before
Last night I cried myself to sleep for the one that makes me weep
I dried my eyes to greet the day and wondered why I had to pay
The tears that I have shed by day give relief and wash away



The memory of the night before I wonder if I'll suffer more
I wonder if I care as much as I did before

My pride is made to say forgive and take the blame for what you did
It's your mistake I'm thinking of I wonder if I'm still in love
My heart can't thrive on misery my life it has no destiny
When things get more than I can bear I ask myself do I still care
I wonder if I care as much as I did before

9370. I Wonder If They Ever Think Of Me - Chords

I Wonder If They Ever Think Of Me
By Merle Haggard
 
G                          C           G
There's not much a man can do inside a prison
              D7                         G
Just take his memory trips and fight the pain
                         C                 G
And a word from home can mean so much to a prisoner
          A7                               D7
It's been years now since that last letter came
 
G                      C                G
Not a day goes by that I don't think of mama
                              D7                G
And my nights are filled with thoughts of sweet Marie
                                       C                     G
And old friends I ran around with keep on running through my mind
                          D7            G
But I just wonder if they ever think of me
 
  D7                           G
I wonder if they know that I'm still living 
          C             G             D7
And still proud to be a part of Uncle Sam
  C                              G
I wonder if they think I died of hunger
   A7                              D7
In this rotten prison camp in Viet Nam
 
G                      C                G
Not a day goes by that I don't think of mama
                              D7                G
And my nights are filled with thoughts of sweet Marie
                                   C                  G
And I remember daddy saying you'll come back a better man
                          D7            G
And I just wonder if they ever think of me 
 
                         D7            G
Oh I just wonder if they ever think of me



9371. I Wonder If You Feel the Way I Do

Bill Monroe - I Wonder If You Feel the Way I Do

Eight weeks ago tonight we parted
It's hard to realize we're through
When we quit you said you'd always love me
Now I wonder if you feel the way I do

I'll never forget our days together
Even tho' I know they're very few
I loved you then and will forever
I wonder if you feel the way I do

It's the strangest and the sweetest love dear
That two people ever knew
You told me that I need not worry
That for ever you'd be true

It makes no difference where I wander
No matter what I say or do
I'll always think of you my darlin'
And wonder if you feel the way I do

As through this dreary world I wander
My thoughts will always be of you
It see me to me there's no use livin'
If you feel the way I do

9372. I Wonder If You Know / Johnny And Jac - Chords

I Wonder If You Know
Recorded by Johnny and Jack
Written by Ella Barrett

G                                 C
It was just by chance she came my way
        D7                                G
She was lonesome for the words I tried to say
                                   C
I accepted her the way she came to me
      D7                              G
I was wrong because I knew she wasn't free
                                   C
I didn't mean to fall in love with her
    D7                                 G
Sometimes we reach for things we don't deserve
                                    C
I knew that she belonged to someone else



        D7                            G
But within her arms I couldn't help myself
  C                                G
I wonder if you know she loves you still
                                  D7
I'm telling you because she never will
  G                                 C
I gave her up because she loves you so
      D7                          G
She's true to you I wonder if you know
                                     C
The times we've been together are so few
          D7                                G
She would pull me close while talking about you
                                   C
Her heart was only searching for a friend
  D7                               G
I fell in love and knew I couldn't win
Repeat #3

9373. I Wonder What She'll Think About Me Leaving

I Wonder What She'll Think About Me Leaving
(Merle Haggard)

I wonder what she'll think about me leaving
Wish I could be there hidden if she cries
'Cause leaving really won't be worth my trouble
If I can see the teardrops fill her eyes.

I wonder what she'll think about me leaving
Wish I could see her standing all alone
If she hurts at all I'd like to know it happened
I wonder if she'll even know I'm gone.

--- Instrumental ---

Wish I could be there standing by her window
When she finds the note about me being gone
I'm almost sure her coldness never changes
But still I'd like to know it if I'm wrong.

I wonder what she'll think about me leaving
Wish I could see her standing all alone
If she hurts at all I'd like to know it happened
I wonder if she'll even know I'm gone.

I wonder if she'll notice that I'm gone...



9374. I Wonder Where I'll Find You At Tonight

I Wonder Where I'll Find You at Tonight
Merle Haggard - I Wonder Where To Find You

I wonder if I'll find you in some honky-tonkin' bar
I wonder if I'll find the hidden place you parked your car
I wonder if I'll find you holding someone tight
I wonder where I'll find you at tonight

Walkin's not the fastest way I know to make the town
But I can't afford no taxi driver driven me around
And now I'm slowly walkin' toward another neon light
I wonder where I'll find you at tonight

It's almost closin' time and there's one honky-tonk to go
And then checkin' out Joe's Coffee Shop is the only place I know
If I had some clue to follow or just a guiding light
I wonder where I'd find you at tonight

I saw a family friend of ours, a girl named Martha Lou
She lied to save my feelings, wouldn't tell me what she knew
And I know she knows the reason why you're staying out of sight
I wonder where I'll find you at tonight

It's almost closing time and there's one honky-tonk to go
And then checkin' out Joe's Coffee Shop is the only place I know
If I had some clue to follow or just a guiding light
I wonder where I'd find you at tonight
I wonder where I'd find you at tonight

9375. I Wonder Where I'll Find You At Tonight - Chords

I Wonder Where I'll Find You At Tonight
Recorded by Leona Williams
Written by Merle Haggard

G                D7               C             G
I wonder if I'll find you in some honky tonkin' bar
                                                      D7
I wonder if I'll find the hidden place you parked the car
  C                       G
I wonder if I'll find you holdin' someone tight
                    D7          G
I wonder where I'll find you at tonight
                  D7            C                  G
Walking's not the fastest way I know to make it to town
                                             D7
And I can't afford no taxi driver drivin' me around
    C                              G
And now I'm slowly walkin' towards another neon light
                    D7          G
I wonder where I'll find you at tonight



     Em                                  G
It's almost closin' time and there's one honky tonk to go
                                                    
And then checkin' out Joe's Coffee Shop 
                    D7
Is the only place I know
     C                          G
If I had some clue to follow or just a guiding light
                   D7          G
I wonder where I'd find you at tonight
               D7               C                 G
I saw a family friend of ours a girl named Martha Lou
                                                          D7
She allowed to save my feelings wouldn't tell me what she knew
      C                                  G
And I know she's got a reason why you're stayin' out of sight
                    D7          G
I wonder where I'll find you at tonight
repeat #3
                       D7          C     G
Oh I wonder where I'll find you at tonight

9376. I Wonder Where My Baby Is Tonight - Chords

I Wonder Where My Baby Is Tonight 
Robert Earl Keen

[Verse 1]
 
G                 C        G
I wonder where my baby is tonight
C                 Am       G
I wonder where my baby is tonight
     C
That streetlamp ain't sayin'
    G       F#      Em
The moon is out of sight
G                 D       C
I wonder where my baby is tonight
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G                     C             G
I love her more than roses love the sun
C                     Am            G
I love her more than roses love the sun
   C
I told her and I told her
      G         F#   Em
Baby you're the only one
G                     D             C
I love her more than roses love the sun



 
 
[Verse 3]
 
G                      C          G
She's been gone since early yesterday
C             Am          G
She left here early yesterday
   C
I lost my head and said some things
  G      F#       Em
I didn't mean to say
G                      D          C
She's been gone since early yesterday
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
G                     C              G
She doesn't know the dangers she'll find
C                     Am             G
She doesn't know the dangers she'll find
C
No one to protect her
     G            F#    Em
In a world that's so unkind
G                      D          C
She doesn't know the dangers she'll find
 
 
[Verse 5]
 
G                         C                G
I've been everyplace from Cherry Street to Main
C                Am              G
Everyplace from Cherry Street to Main
   C
My mind is sick with worry
G        F#      Em
Callin' out her name
G                D               C
Everyplace from Cherry Street to Main
 
 
[Reprise of verse 1]
 
G                 C        G
I wonder where my baby is tonight
C                 Am       G
I wonder where my baby is tonight
     C
That streetlamp ain't sayin'
    G       F#      Em
The moon is out of sight
G                 D       C
I wonder where my baby is tonight



9377. I Wonder Where You Are Tonight

I Wonder Where You Are Tonight
Bill Monroe - Keith Whitley

Tonight I'm sad my heart is weary
Wondering if I'm wrong or right
To think about you though you left me
I wonder where you are tonight

   The rain is cold and slowly falling
   Upon my window pane tonight
   And though your love seems even colder
   I wonder where you are tonight

Your heart was cold you never loved me
Though you often said you cared
And now you've gone to find another
Someone who knows the love I shared

Then came the dawn the day you left me
I tried to smile with all my might
But you could see the pain within me
That lingers in my heart tonight

9378. I Wonder Who's Holding My Baby Tonight - Chords

I Wonder Who's Holding My Baby Tonight 
The Whites
 
A
Tonight I'll be facing a sad situation
                                  E
I dont know how much more I can stand
E
is he staying or leaving or making believing
                            A
that I dont know where he's been
A
out with an old friend
he's gone for the weekend
                            D
I wonder who kissed him goodnight
                                 A
dont he know that I miss him and need to be with him
E              D          E      A
I wonder who's holding my baby tonight
 
 



D
Dancing and drinking
He's not really thinking
                                  A
of the love here at home he could find
D
I'm cold and I'm lonely and think of him only
                                 E
I wonder if baby's got me on his mind
D
I guess he feels lonely cause often he's told me
                        A
Just by the look in his eyes
D                                A
dont he know that i miss him and need to be with him
E              D          E      A
I wonder who's holding my baby tonight
 
D                                A
Dont he know that i miss him and need to be with him
E              D          E      A
I wonder who's holding my baby tonight.

9379. I Wonder Who's Missing You Now - Chords

I Wonder Who's Missing You Now
Recorded by Johnny Duncan  [3/4 time]
written by Sonny Throckmorton, Craig Dillingham, Mark Sherrill

C
Last night I saw you out doing the town
                           G7
I wonder who's missing you now
I bet he's lonely and feeling low down
                           C 
I wonder who's missing you now
Somewhere a heartache is starting to show
           C7       F         
Somebody's thinking about letting go
G7
Somebody's learning what I already know
                           C
I wonder who's missing you now
I saw every man in the moon take a chance
                           G7
I wonder who's missing you now
I saw just how close you got when you danced
                           C
I wonder who's missing you now
Somewhere a sad case is watching the door
                  C7       F
Watching the time pass and walking the floor
G7



I bet he got much more than what he bargained for
                           C
I wonder who's missing you now

9380. I Wonder Why I Worry Over You

Ernest Tubb 
I Wonder Why I Worry Over You

Dear you're not worth the breath takes to mention your name
I wonder why I worry over you
The way you kicked my love around is such a crying shame
I wonder why I worry over you

Friends with good intentions all tell me to get smart
And run away this very day before you break my heart
You'll never change your wicked ways you'll always be the same
I wonder why I worry over you

Even when you know you're wrong I still get the blame
I wonder why I worry over you
If there's an art in breakin' hearts you could start a hall of fame
I wonder why I worry over you

If I walk out tomorrow it wouldn't bother you
You've got another waitin' now to see just what I do
And you're not worth the breath it takes to mention your name
I wonder why I worry over you

9381. I Wonder Why You Said Goodbye

I Wonder Why You Said Goodbye - Larry Sparks
Osborne Brothers

Your letter came this very day
And it wiped all my dreams away
I've read it o'er a thousand times
You left me with a worried mind

    I wonder why you said goodbye
    And did you mean to make me cry
    I guess until the day I die
    That I will still be wondering why.

I dread the thought that we are through
And that you've found somebody new
I love you now and always will
I'd rather die than say farewell



I hope and pray before my time
That you'll come back and say you're mine
Bring back the love you took away
And mend the heart you broke today

9382. I Worship You

I Worship You - Stanley Brothers

I worship you and the things you do
Still you're not satisified
I paid the cost I've loved and lost
But still I worship you

When we first met and loved we were always side by side
Never then did I think you'd go wrong
But you started goin' round with the wrong kind of crowd
To my sorrow I've found you've gone wrong

I go back to our home and I lie awake 'til dawn
Still I can't get you out of my life
And my friends say next day what a price you must pay
Last night I saw someone with your wife

9383. I Would

I Would
Longview - I Would

Back here, not where
I know i said i'd see you there
Too much, too late
So late to come running back around
But i would
Go anywhere for you i would
Bite off more than i could chew for you
Go anywhere for you
If you asked me to i would
You know for you
By saying i don't care
Didn't see you still had to bear it all
And now it shows
You weren't fine i thought i didn't know
But i would
Go anywhere for you i would
Bite off more than i could chew for you
Go anywhere for you
If you asked me to i would
You know for you



9384. I Would Bring You Ireland

Nanci Griffith - I Would Bring You Ireland

I Would Bring You Ireland 
I would bring you Ireland
The cool sweet of the Dublin rain
If you would keep my heart for me
In the quiet of your Texas days
And my old friend, will you shelter me from pain
In return I'd bring you Ireland

One day I'll build a tower
High upon my Texas plains
I can see from coast to coast
On hot platinum summer days
When the dust is still, and the cotton prays for rain
And the thirsty passers-by wonder why they came

I dreamed of Amarillo
On a foreign night in Dublin
The dust was on my pillow
When the raindrops started falling
In a hotel window, where I could see his rainbow
And I thought I'd send my heart to you
Cause that's the way the wind blows

And I'll reclaim my heart one day
We'll sit and watch your children play
And I will bring you lullabies
From the Emerald Isles for back porch days
And my old friend we will always meet again
And I will bring you Ireland
I will bring you Ireland
I would bring you Ireland

9385. I Would Change My Life

Robert Earl Keen - I Would Change My Life
Nanci Griffith

You never liked this place that we've been livin' all along
So you packed up your things and bought a one way ticket home
Leavin' never hurts as much as bein? left behind

I would change my life, I would make it right
I would change my life if you would only change your mind

I have spent my hours on some misbegotten dreams



And I have spent my money on some foolish hearted things
And I have spent my memories on old and bitter wine

I would change my life, I would make it right
I would change my life if you would only change your mind

Birds are flyin' south to spend the wintertime
Skies are turning blue to gray
The fire we started here will soon be burnin' down
And it gets colder everyday

I wish that I could find the words to make you come back home
I wish that I could say the things you needed for so long
I wish that you could see me now
Baby, then you? d find

I would change my life, I would make it right
I would change my life if you would only change your mind

I would change my life, I would make it right
I would change my life if you would only change your mind

9386. I Would Crawl All The Way To The River - Chords

I Would Crawl All The Way To The River
Recorded by the Oak Ridge Boys

C
A long time ago there was a man
F                             C
Who laid down His life on the line

He claimed He could make the lame walk again
D7                             G7
And give back the sight to the blind

C
Now some people love Him some people wanted to 
F                 C
Take Him put Him away

Well I wasn't there to see what He did
F                         G7
But if He were right here today

        C                        F
I would crawl all the way to the river
        C                        F
I would crawl all the way to the sea
        C                     F
Just to watch Him walk on the water
    C       G7             C
And lay His loving hand on me



A carpenter by trade but the Kingdom that He made
F                            C
Was built without hammer and nails

It stands like a rock through the ages of time
D7                                  G7
It was built with a love that never fails

C
I read in the good book that someday He's coming
F                         C
And some say it ain't far away

But the day that He stands on the bank of the Jordon
F                          G7
This sinner will be on his way

Repeat #3  x2

9387. I Would Have Loved You All Night Long

Keith Whitley - I Would Have Loved You All Night Long

I know she thinks we're different
In the cold gray light of dawn
For somethings feel so right at night
And in the morning feels so wrong

Last night I saw me in your eyes
This morning I see I'm gone
If I'd known last night was our last night
I would have loved you all night long

If I'd known last night was the last night
No more to look forward to
I would have given more me
And taken more of you

Then perhaps instead of lettin' go
You'd still be hangin' on
If I'd known last night was our last night
I would have loved you all night long

I watch you brushing your soft black hair
And the wrinkles from your clothes
As you move around the ring
I wished you wouldn't go

If I could love you one more time
I'd give anything I owned
If I'd known last night was our last night
I would have loved you all night long



If I'd known last night was the last night
No more to look forward to
I would have given more me
And taken more of you

Then perhaps instead of lettin' go
You'd still be hangin' on
If I'd known last night was our last night
I would have loved you all night long

If I'd known last night was our last night
I would have loved you all night long

9388. I Would Not Be Here

John Hartford - I Would Not Be Here

I would not be here if I hadn't been there
And I wouldn't been there if I hadn't just turned
On Wednesday the third in the late afternoon
Got to talking with George who works out in the back
And only because he was getting off early
To go see a man at a Baker Street bookstore

With a rare first edition of "Steamboats and Cotton"
A book he would never have sought in the first place
Had he not been inspired
By a fifth grade replacement schoolteacher in Kirkwood
Who was picked just at random
By some man on a school board who couldn't care less
And she wouldn't been working if not for her husband

Who moved two months prior to work in the office
Of a man he had met while he served in the army
And only because they were in the same barracks
An accident caused by a poorly made roster
Mixed up on the desk of a Sargent from Denver
Who wouldn't be in but for being in back

In the car he was riding before he enlisted that hit a cement truck
And killed both his buddies
But a back seat flew up there and spared him from dying
And only because of the fault of a workman
Who forgot to turn screws on a line up in Detroit
Cause he hollered at Sam who was hateful that morning

Hungover from drinking alone at a tavern
Because of a woman he wished he'd not married
He met long ago at a Jewish bar mitzvah
For the son of a man who had moved there from Jersey
Who managed a drugstore that sold the prescription
That cured up the illness he caught way last summer



He wouldn't have caught except for some kid
All contagious from fever who sat in his lap
Was the son of a man who sold him insurance
He met at a...

9389. I Would've Loved You All Night Long - Chords

Keith Whitley
Intro : (F)  (F)  (C)  (F) 
 
I (F) know some things look different 
In the (Bb) cold, grey light of (F) dawn 
For some things feel so right at night 
In the (G) morning, feel so wr(C)ong 
Last (F) night I saw me in your eyes 
This (Bb) morning, I see I'm (F) gone 
If I'd (Bb) known last night was (F) our last night 
I would've (C) loved you all night (F) long 
 
If I'd (Bb) known last night was the last night 
With (F) no more to look forward to 
I (Bb) would've given more of me 
And taken less of (C) you 
And (F) perhaps instead of letting go 
You'd (Bb) still be holding (F) on 
If I'd (Bb) known last night was (F) our last night  
I would've (C) loved you all night (F) long 
 
I (F) watch you brush your soft black hair 
And the (Bb) wrinkles from your clo(F)thes 
And as you move around the room 
I'm (G) wishin' you wouldn't (C) go 
If (F) I could hold you one more time 
I'd give (Bb) anything I (F) own 
If I'd (Bb) known last night was (F) our last night 
I would've (C) loved you all night (F) long 
 
If I'd (Bb) known last night was the last night 
With (F) no more to look forward to 
I (Bb) would've given more of me 
And taken less of (C) you 
And (F) perhaps instead of letting go 
You'd (Bb) still be holding (F) on 
If I'd (Bb) known last night was (F) our last night  
I would've (C) loved you all night (F) long (F7) 
If I'd (Bb) known last night was (F) our last night  
I would've (C) loved you all night (F) long



9390. I Wouldn't Be A Man

I Wouldn't Be A Man
Josh Turner - I Wouldn't Be A Man

There's a slow moon rising
It's shining on your skin
The way your body moves me
I know there's no holdin' back
No holdin' back

I wouldn't be a man if I didn't feel like this
I wouldn't be a man if a woman like you
Was anything I could resist
I'd have to be from another planet
Where love doesn't exist
I wouldn't be a man if I didn't feel like this

I can feel passion flowing
As you fall into my arms
The secret way you touch me
Tells me there's no holdin' back
No holdin' back

I wouldn't be a man if I didn't feel like this
I wouldn't be a man if a woman like you
Was anything I could resist
I'd have to be from another planet
Where love doesn't exist
I wouldn't be a man if I didn't feel like
Roll with me baby all night long
Soul to soul with me baby all night long

I wouldn't be a man if I didn't feel like this
I wouldn't be a man if a woman like you
Was anything I could resist
I'd have to be from another planet
Where love doesn't exist
I wouldn't be a man if I didn't feel like this

9391. I Wouldn't Be Me Without You

Rodney Crowell - I Wouldn't Be Me Without You

Sometimes I think about leaving
And if I had someplace to go
I might even crank up the engine
And roll down a street just for show
Nobody said it was easy
But that doesn't mean it ain't right
I don't want nobody else with me
When it comes time to call it a night
So far I've kept every promise and this I'll continue to do



I'll love you like nobody's business
I wouldn't be me without you
I don't need the rain to remind me how good it feels to come clean
The worst of the past put behind me are spoken words I didn't mean
If I have to tell you I'm sorry for something I shouldn't have done
It won't be for some other woman who smiles like she thinks I'm someone
So far I've kept every promise and this I'll continue to do
I'll love you come hell or high water
I wouldn't be me without you
Oh, I wouldn't be me without you

9392. I Wouldn't Change You - Chords

I Wouldn't Change You
Ricky Skaggs 
I Wouldn't Change You If I Could
Words and Music by Arthur Q. Smith & Paul H. Jones

VERSE 1:
I (F)wouldn't change a sin-gle thing a-bout (C)you if I could
The way you are just suits me to a (F)"T"
A prin-cess in a sto-ry book
A (C)king up-on his trone
That's what we are, and you be-long to (F)me

CHORUS:
I (Bb)would-n't change you if I could (C)I (F)love you as you are
You're (Bb)all that I could wish for
If I (F)wished up-on a (C)star
An (F)an-gel sent from heav-en
You're (C)ev-'ry-thing thats good
You're per-fect just the (Gm)way you are
I would-n't (C)change you if I could

VERSE 2:
(F)Your eyes, your lips, your ten-der smile
I'd leave (C)them as they are
And come what may I'd nev-er change a (F)thing
And if I were a pot-ter
And (C)you a piece of clay
The on-ly thing I'd change would be your (F)name

REPEAT CHORUS:

9393. I Wouldn't Change You If I Could

Ricky Skaggs - I Wouldn't Change You If I Could

I wouldn't change a single thing about you if I could



The way you are just suits me to a T
A princess in a storybook
A king upon his throne
That's what we are and you belong to me

I wouldn't change you if I could
I love you as you are
You're all that I would wish for
If I wished upon a star
An angel sent from heaven
You're everything that's good
You're perfect just the way you are
I wouldn't change you if I could

Your eyes your lips, your tender smile
I'd leave them as they are
And come what may I'd never change a thing
And if I were a potter
And you a piece of clay
The only thing I'd change would be your name

I wouldn't change you if I could
I love you as you are
You're all that I would wish for
If I wished upon a star
An angel sent from heaven
You're everything that's good
You're perfect just the way you are
I wouldn't change you if I could

9394. I Wouldn't Know Where To Begin - Chords

I Wouldn't Know Where To Begin
Recorded by Jeannie Seely
Written by Bobby Bare and Charlie Williams

G
There's someone else 
              C       G
You've fallen for and I know it
                     C
You don't love me anymore 
        G
And you show it
       C
You're saying things 
                         G
Like here's where I came in
I wish that I could be like you 
Forget it all and start anew
                    D7       G
But I wouldn't know where to begin
          C           D7



I stopped looking for love 
        G
The day I met you
                C                 D7
Friends told me what you wouldn't do 
        G
And yet I'd let you
            C
Now they're saying things to me 
           G
Like start again
Oh they don't understand 
That I can only love one man
                    D7       C    G
And I wouldn't know where to begin

9395. I Wouldn't Know Where To Start

I Wouldn't Know Where To Start 
David Parmley
 
I've had to break some old habits 
And I've gone without things that I love 
Once I made up my mind not to have it 
There was nothing I couldn't give up 
 
But if I had to go on without you 
It'd be like turning my daylight to dark 
If I had to stop loving you now 
I wouldn't know where to start
 
CHORUS: 
'Cause your love runs through me 
Like a river runs free
It's as strong as can be 
And the roots run as deep as a big old oak tree, 
You know that I love you with every beat of my heart 
And if I had to stop loving you now 
I wouldn't know where to start 
 
I could shoot for, the moon and get closer 
Than trying, to get over you 
As long as, we're always, together 
There's no end, to what I can do 
 
I could build back the London Bridge easy 
After it has been torn apart 
If I had, to stop loving you now 
I wouldn't know where to start 
 
If I had to stop loving you now 
I wouldn't know where to start



9396. I Wouldn't Mind Dying

I Wouldn't Mind Dying

By and by we're going to see the king
By and by we're going to see the king
By and by we're going to see the king
Well I wouldn't mind dying if dying was all

Wouldn't mind dying but I got to go myself
Wouldn't mind dying but I got to go myself
Wouldn't mind dying but I got to go myself
Well I wouldn't mind dying if dying was all

After death we're going to stand a test
After death we're going to stand a test
After death we're going to stand a test
Well I wouldn't mind dying if dying was all

Ezekiel saw a wheel a wheel in a wheel
Ezekiel saw a wheel a wheel in a wheel
Ezekiel saw a wheel a wheel in a wheel
Well I wouldn't mind dying if dying was all

9397. I Wouldn't Put It Past Me

I Wouldn't Put It Past Me

I wouldn't put it past me
I wouldn't press my luck
If I were you
I don't believe 
I'd take that chance with love

A big chance you'll be taking
The wrong odds is what you're staking us on
Oh and any love you wind up making
Won't pay back half
Of all we've lost

No, I wouldn't play so boldly
Or push a sure thing too long
'Cause your luck can get thin
Bet's not winnin'
Pretty soon love's up and gone

A big chance you'll be taking
The wrong odds is what you're staking us on
Oh and any love you wind up making



Won't pay back half
Of all we've lost

No, so I wouldn't put it past me

I wouldn't keep risking heartache
In any more games like these
'Cause there's a way to lose hard with every card
You'll find out on your knees

A big chance you'll be taking
The wrong odds is what you're staking us on
Oh and any love you wind up making
Won't pay back half
Of all we've lost

I wouldn't put it past me
No, I wouldn't press my luck
If I were you
I don't believe 
I'd take that chance with love

A big chance you'll be taking
The wrong odds is what you're staking us on
Oh and any love you wind up making
Won't pay back half
Of all we've lost

No I wouldn't put it past me

9398. I Wouldn't Take A Million Dollars (For A Single Maple Leaf) - Chords

I Wouldn't Take A Million Dollars
 (For A Single Maple Leaf)
Written and recorded by Roy Payne
 
C
I've seen a lot of sadness
       F
In the countries of this world
         C
And I've seen the staving faces      
                      G7
Of a million boys and girls
 
         C
And I've walked the war torn country side
        F
And the bloody battered streets
      C
Where young men fought a died
             G7           C
Because they wanted to be free



 
When you think you've got troubles
         F
You just listen to the news
        C
And I'm sure you'll realize my friends
                       G7
Your troubles they are few
C
Compared to those of others
       F
In the countries of this world
    C
Why we're living in a paradise
  G7                 C
A rare and priceless world
    F
And as I watch my children
        C
Playing freely with their friends
  F
I thank God for this country
         C                 G7
It's the best we're living in
 
          C
And there are no cries of fighting solders
F
Dying on our streets
           C
I wouldn't take a million dollars
      G7           C
For a single maple leaf
 
recitation:
 
Yes friends we've got so much to be grateful for
F
All across this beautiful land
C
From the mighty Pacific Ocean
                                      G7
Right down to the shores of new found land 
 
      C
And tonight when your children
F
Pray down on their knees
    C
You ask them to ask God to bless Canada 
    G7              C
And forever keep us free
           F              C
I wouldn't take a million dollars
      G7           F   Fm  C
For a single maple leaf



9399. I Wouldn't Take Her To A Dog Fight - Chords

I Wouldn't Take Her To A Dog Fight
Recorded by Charlie Walker
Written by Larry Kingston and Troy Snow

C                               D7
My friend he fixed me up with a girl he said he knew
   G7                             C
He guaranteed we'd get along just fine
                                 D7
And when I went to pick her up I found out what he meant
   G7                                  F              C
He knows that strange and weird things are a hobby of mine
                         D7
I wouldn't take her to a dog fight 
G7                           C
Or any other place I've ever been
                         D7
I wouldn't take her to a dog fight 
G7                              C
Not even if she had a chance to win
               D7
Curiosity they say killed the cat
    G7                                   C
And I've been the curious sort all of my life
                            D7
I hung around convinced she couldn't really look that bad
    G7                      F               C
She got me drunk and when I woke up I had a wife
Repeat #2
 
                                   D7
Well now the years have passed and our daughter's in her teens
    G7                                    C
Her boy friend comes and hangs around the place
                            D7
He never takes her anywhere I don't dare ask him why
      G7                              F            C
Cause she's the spitting image of her momma in the face
Repeat #2

9400. I Wound Easy (But I Heal Fast)

Dolly Parton - I Wound Easy (But I Heal Fast) 
Writer Bill Owens

You're late again tonight and I know the reason why
You're out with someone else while I sit home and cry



But I'll just wait right here for you for I know your new love won't last
I wound easy but I heal fast
This is at the first your heart has gone astray
You have no resistance when temptation comes your way
But I'll forgive you this time like I've always done in my past
I wound easy but I heal fast
You know that I love you more than anything
And you know that I'll forgive you for causin' me this pain
Oh tonight my heart is breaking but I know this hurt won't last
I wound easy but I heal fast
Yes tonight my heart is breaking...

9401. I'd Avoid Me Too

I'd Avoid Me Too

Here I sit all alone just a wonderin' why
You must have slipped out while I was high
I know just how it feels and I'm not blamin' you
'Cause if I had to choice, I'd avoid me too

I've heard tell people say, I'm half worth nothin' at all
While that may not be true
Dead to rights
It sure ain't landin' far wrong

There's little question or none
Wasn't much you could do
And if I had the choice, I'd avoid me too

Now I'm having fears and doubts
Right along with everyone else
And here lately, I'm not so sure
I should even be seen with myself

But here I sit all alone, just a wonderin' why
I guess you slipped out while I was high
I know just how it feels and I'm not blamin' you
'Cause if I had the choice, I'd avoid me too

If I had the choice
If I had the choice
If I had the choice
I'd avoid me too

9402. I'd Be Lonesome

Robbie Fulks - I'd Be Lonesome



[Verse 1]
Look at me, counting sheep up on the ceiling
Wondering if you're out there counting too
Way down low, I don't know just how you're feeling
But I'd be lonesome if I were you

[Verse 2]
I'd be calling me up to say "I'm sorry"
How could I have thought that you and I were through?
I'd be kicking myself for ever leaving
Well, I'd be lonesome if I were you

[Chorus]
Funny thing, all the while you go on smiling
It's lucky I don't stand inside your shoes
'Cause I know for certain I
Would just lay right down and die
Yes, I'd be lonesome if I were you

[Verse 3]
I wish I had back the life you've taken from me
What is life when you're so heartsick and blue?
Did you think that you could spend it all without me?
Well, I'd be lonesome if I were you

[Chorus]
Funny thing, all the while you go on smiling
It's lucky I don't stand inside your shoes
'Cause I know for certain I
Would just lay right down and die
Yes, I'd be lonesome if I were you
I'd be lonesome if I were you

9403. I'd Choose You Again

Forester Sisters - (I'd choose) you again
Composer: Paul Overstreet - Don Schlitz

Looking in my life
Through the eyes of a young girl growing older all the time,
Maybe just a little wiser
I can clearly see
All my mistakes keep coming back to visit me
Pointing out the roads not taken
So much I'd like to change but one thing I'd do the same

I'd choose you again, I'd choose you again
If God gave me the chance to do it all again
Oh, I'd carefully consider every choice and then
Out of all the boys in the world
I'd choose you again

Times weren't always good



Seems like the Lord gave all the easy parts away
But every time the road got rocky
You'd look at me and say
Had all you needed long as I was there with you
You're the reason I kept going
If I could start my life anew
The first thing that I would do

I'd choose you again, I'd choose you again
If God gave me the chance to do it all again
Oh, I'd carefully consider every choice and then
Out of all the boys in the world
I'd choose you again

I'd choose you again, I'd choose you again
If God gave me the chance to do it all again
Oh, I'd carefully consider every choice and then
I'd listen to my heart and I'd choose you again
You again, you again

9404. I'd Die For You

Sturgill Simpson - I'd Die for You

[Verse 1]
Some folks do and others preach
Some bring sand back to the beach
Some learn hate and others teach
Some don't understand
Some say everything's okay
Some say what all the others say
Some folks give, some take away
Just because they can

[Chorus]
All I want, make no mistake
Oh, I don't have a side to take
And I can't live for them, it's true
But honey, I would die for you
I'd die for you

[Verse 2]
Boards go up, signs come down
Put a new face on this town
Make it smile, make it frown
Just as long as the money's good
Pennies in a woman's hand
Missing teeth, old payment plans
Kids want something worth a damn
Oh, they're just pissing in a flood

[Chorus]
But all I want, let's make it clear



Oh, I'm not tryna make a lie sincere
To myself, I may be untrue
But honey, I would die for you
I'd die for you

[Verse 3]
Some go low, some get high
Some get drunk on wasted time
Some say yours, some say mine
But we all bleed the same blood
Naked streets of Babylon
Silver ships out in the dawn
Rob the graves we landed on
Or they'll be washed out in the mud

[Chorus]
But all I want, make no mistake
Oh, I don't have a side to take
And I can't live for them, it's true
But honey, I would die for you
Oh baby, I would die for you
I would die for you
I'd die for you

9405. I'd Do Anything

John Butler - I'd Do Anything (Soldier's Lament)

Tell me what you want girl, you tell me what you need
You know you just say the word I'll be right there
Yes I'll be right there at your feet
Because you know you rock girl yeah
And I love how we roll -
But I left you all alone
All we got is the phone and it's never gonna be enough
Living in this dug-out
A million miles away, man, I wish
They'd pad these walls, like an institution, man
I'm going crazy because when I'm away from you girl, I lose
Myself, you know my train jumps off tracks and all
My pots fall off the shelf
Oh, I'd do anything, yeah, just to be with you
Oh, I'd do anything
Oh just to be with you girl
Be with you
It's a little girl's birthday and yeah, we are apart -
Ain't gonna make a big deal out of it but it breaks my heart
You tell her "Papa loves her" yeah, and it won't be too long
'til we're all together again and yes you know we're all singing yes those songs
I escape into my tv - yeah, I know you understand
Man they call that shit reality
I'd like to see those fools in Afghanistan
Living in this cold damn world



Hell bent on self-destruction -
What I need right now is a little bit of love, a little bit of love and affection
Oh, I'd do anything
Oh just to be with you
Oh I'd do anything
Oh just to be with you, girl
Just to be with you, just to be with you girl, Be with you
Tell me what you want girl, you tell me what you need
You know you just say the word I'll be right there
Yes I'll be right there at your feet....

9406. I'd Do It Again - Chords

I'd Do It Again 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
F#   / F#   / Bm   / Dm   /
A  D / A  D / A  E / A    /
 
[Verse]
A              D
I wish I was a tree.
A                 D
Big ol' branches. Yes, big ol' leaves.
A                E
You can come and sit right under.
A                  E       A
Climb me if you're feeling fun.
 
A              D
I wish I was a creek.
A                   D
One that's winding. Yes, one that's deep.
A                    E
I would let you just skip your rocks,
A              E        A
Baby won't you drink me up.
 
[Chorus]
F#
But pretty soon, I know the pain
         Bm              Dm
is gonna come on strong, all night long, but
A   D
I'd do it,
A        D
Yes, I'd do it.
A            E     A
You know I'd do it again.
 
 
[Verse]



A                 D
I wish I was your shoes.
A                        D
When you're out dancin', you're cutting loose.
A            E
Oh, you just walk all over me,
A                      E       A
But I'd kiss your feet every day.
 
A                 D
I wish I was your rocking chair.
A               D
One that's old, yes one that's square.
A                 E
Oh baby, come and rock your pain away,
A               E      A
Oh baby, take a sit on me.
 
[SOLO OVER VERSE CHORDS] x 2
 
[Verse]
A              D
I wish I was a cloud.
A                D
The only one can see for miles.
A         E
You won't ever have to worry.
A                E         A
The sun is gonna shine all day.
 
A              D
I wish I was a silver dagger
A               D
or the one that really matters.
A                E
I just left that up to you,
A                       E          A
but you only stabbed me through my heart.
 
[Chorus]
F#
But pretty soon, I know the pain
         Bm              Dm
is gonna come on strong, all night long, but
A   D
I'd do it,
A        D
Yes, I'd do it.
A            E     A
You know I'd do it again.
 
[SOLO OVER BRIDGE]
 
[Chorus]
F#
But pretty soon, I know the pain
         Bm              Dm



is gonna come on strong, all night long, but
A   D
I'd do it,
A        D
Yes, I'd do it.
A            E     A
You know I'd do it again.

9407. I'd Give Anything

Blue Dogs - I'd Give Anything

I'd give anything
If I could hold you
I'd give anything
If you were mine
I'd give anything
To have told you
Just how much I've loved you
All this time
All this time
Just to have you with me
Just to know that you care
I'd give anything
Just to have you there
When the last bell rings
Just to know that you love me
I'd give anything
Without your hand to hold
I can't find a reason
To come in from the rain
Or the cold
I've always been told
Seeing is believing
But I can't see a thing
Without your hand to hold

9408. I'd Have To Be Crazy

Sturgill Simpson - I'd Have To Be Crazy

[Verse 1]
I'd have to be crazy to stop all my singing
And never play music again
You'd call me a fool if I grabbed up my top hat
And ran out to flag down the wind
I'd have to be weird to grow me a beard
Just to see what the rednecks would do
I'd have to be crazy plum out of my mind



To fall out of love with you

[Verse 2]
You know I've done weird things
Told people I've heard things
When silence was all in abounds
Been days when it pleased me to crawl on my knees
Following ants as they crawled across the ground
Been insane on a train but I'm still me again
And the place where I hold you is true
But I'd have to be crazy, plum out of my mind
To fall out of love with you

[Bridge]
I don't intend to
But should there come a day
When I say that I don't love you
You can lock me away

[Verse 3]
Well it sure would be dingy to live in an envelope
In a world waiting along for a stamp
You'd swear I was loco to rub for a genie
While burning my hand on a lamp
I may not be normal but nobody is
So I'd like to say before I'm through
I'd have to be crazy, plum out of my mind
To fall out of love with you

[Outro]
I'd have to be crazy, plum out of my mind
To fall out of love with you

9409. I'd Jump The Mississippi

I'd Jump the Mississippi 
Kenny & Amanda Smith Band
Writer(s): John Mathis, George Jones
Foghorn Stringband

I been lonely much too long I'd give a Yankee dime if you come back home
Honey won't you let me hold you tight
Tears keep a fallin' my eyes are blurred if I had the wings of a pretty little bird
I would fly right to your arms tonight

I'd jump the Mississippi deep and wide if you was a waitin' on the other side
Honey just to hug and hold you tight
I'd jump across and never get wet right there by your side I'd set
Yes indeed everything would be alright
If you would come back home to me make me happy like I used to be
I'd start and meet you halfway
I'd leave here and never look back I'd run a mile in a minute flat
To get to you before the end of day



I'd jump the Mississippi deep and wide...
I'd jump the Mississippi deep and wide...

9410. I'd Like To Be A Train

I'd Like to be a Train - Larry Sparks

If I could be what I'd like to be
I'd like to be a train
Cause trains don't have no heart to break
And they don't feel no pain

If love was wine a sweet red wine
I drink away my pain
I'd drink until my heart was filled
With love instead of shame

Why can't love be like a hickory tree
That stands so strong and tall
Why can't I find a heart that's true
Who'll never say goodbye

Oh what a shame you'll never change
I guess I always knew
But there's no girl in the whole wide world
I'd love as much as you

9411. I'd Like To Be Sixteen Again

I'd Like To Be Sixteen Again

Oh the worst mistake I could ever make was to take taht pledge and vow
Cause now I'm tied to a nagging wife and always in a row
To scared to talk I'll walk the chalk, my head I'll meekly bow
And I'd like to be sixteen again and know what I know now

Yea, I'd like to be sixteen again and know what I know now
The girl please with every squeeze make em holler wow
But its too late to change my fate such thing is not allowed
I'd like to be sixteen again and know what I know now

I've spent my youth arunning round well I tought I knew it all
But what I learned it hard mow my head is bald
I reminisce of things I missed of fields I'd liked to plough
But I'd like to be sixteen again and know what I know now

* Refrain

My teeth are gone I'm not too strong don't have to much to build



And ever a jug of Geritol won't change the way I feel
I'm like the dog to old to bite all I can do is growl
But I'd like to be sixteen again and know what I know now

* refrain

9412. I'd Like To Live It Again

Ernest Tubb 
I'd Like To Live It Again

I'd like to turn back the pages of time
I'd like to live it again
The good times the bad times in this life of mine
I'd like to live it again

Oh, the singing the dancing the wining romancing
Yes, even the heartbreak and sin
The times when I've laughed and the times when I've cried
I'd like to live it again

There are things in my life I know I should change
I'd like to live it again
But I really wonder would I change a thing
I'd like to live it again

Oh, the singing the dancing the wining romancing
Yes, even the heartbreak and sin
The times when I've laughed and the times when I've cried
I'd like to live it again
Yes, I'd like to live it again

9413. I'd Love You All Over Again

Alan Jackson - I'd Love You All Over Again 

Has it been 10 years
Since we said "I do"
I've always heard marriage made one seem like two
But you're looking better than you did back then
You still make this old heart give in
(Chorus)
And if I had it to do all over
I'd do it all over again
If tomorrow I found one more chance to begin
I'd love you all over again
The preacher man said "Til death do us part"
That seemed like forever to a young man's heart
Now the days seem much shorter



The longer we love
And the memories just keep adding up
(repeat chorus)
If tomorrow I found one more chance to begin
I'd love you all over again

9414. I'd Miss You

I'd Miss You
Flatt Lonesome

[Verse 1]
If ever you should change your mind
And you might wanna go
There's somethin  you should realize
About this girl you hold

[Chorus]
I'd miss you like the sky would miss the stars
If the Lord suddenly took them away
Miss you like the night would miss the moon
If the moon didn't rise after day

[Verse 2]
If ever I should wake at dawn
And reach to bring you near
I d be surprised to find you gone
When our love's been so dear

[Chorus]
I'd miss you like the sky would miss the stars
If the Lord suddenly took them away
Miss you like the night would miss the moon
If the moon didn't rise aftRr day

[Chorus]
I'd miss you like the sky would miss the stars
If thR Lord suddenly took them away
Miss you like the night would miss the moon
If the moon didn't rise after day

[Outro]
If ever you should change your mind
I'd miss you

9415. I'd Never Told On You

I'd Never Told On You
(Hank Cochran)



Nobody knew you were hurting me
As long as you were mine no one else could see
But you left me then you left him and he told the things you do
But if you'd love me I'd never told on you.

I was loyal to the pain that you put me through
Even the one who took you never knew
But you left me then you left him and he told the things you do
But if you'd love me I'd never told on you.

--- Instrumental ---

But you left me then you left him and he told the things you do
But if you'd love me I'd never told on you...

9416. I'd Probably Kill You

I'd Probably Kill You
Greensky Bluegrass

I'd probably kill you
If I wasn't already wasted
Might want to regret this
We'll take the chance' and' not forget how
I' put you out of everybody's way
You're' just so damn fabulous
You didn't even think of saving something

I want to be just like you
But I can't sing
You're something I thought of first
You just didn't make it
You ended up just like me
But so much better

Can't keep my hands on
The things I've learned off a long neck bottle
Why race in circles
Around the women I know and the things I bought them
How I'd pay to someday find you
Two steps behind
With your hands tied asking for something

I want to be just like you
But I can't sing
You're something I thought of first
You just didn't make it
You ended up just like me
But so much better

Might burn your house down
If I was somehow sure your things were in there



Wouldn't want to bring you any more unneeded sympathy
Bet you've never struggled on your own
Cause your people love you
They would never dream of letting you suffer

I want to be just like you
But I can't sing
You're something I thought of first
You just didn't make it
You ended up just like me
But so much better

I want to be just like you
But I can't sing
You're something I thought of first
You just didn't make it
You ended up just like me
But so much better

I'd probably kill you

9417. I'd Rather Be A Lonesome Pine - Chords

I'd Rather Be A Lonesome Pine 
recorded by Blue Highway

Capo 2nd Fret
(D) I'd rather be a fox with the hunters on his trail
I'd rather be an old dog left to (C) stray (A)
(D) I'd rather have no one to come home to
Than to live in (C) love hurtin' day (A) after (D) day

Chorus
I'd rather be a lonesome pine way out on the ridge
All alone blowin' in the wind and (G) rain
I'd (D) rather be a homeless man
Sleepin' underneath a railroad bridge
Than to love a (C) woman who (A) only brings you (D) pain

Instrumental Break Follow pattern of chorus

(D) The farmer offers life and labor to the land
With a gentle hand he tends the fertile (C) ground (A)
(D) And in the golden fields at harvest time
I offered you my (C) heart but you (A) turned me (D) down

Chorus

Instrumental Break Follow pattern of chorus

Chorus

(C) (A) (D)



9418. I'd Rather Be Alone

I'd Rather Be Alone - Flatt & Scruggs

I'd rather be alone and have you dream of me only
Than have you say you're sorry that we are apart
I'd rather be alone and have you dream of me only
Than to be in your arms but never in your heart

Well I've just received your letter you asked me to come home
You say you're sorry that you went away
This is an old old story and I've heard it all before
So darlin' this is all that I can say

I tried so hard my darlin' to make you love me then
'Cause you would always leave me here alone
And although I could forgive you things would be the same
Nothing could ever change your heart of stone

The Bluegrass Album; California Connection

9419. I'd Rather Be Gone

I'd Rather Be Gone - Country Ramblers

I feel like a stranger in this home I built for you
And I can't understand this awful change you're going through
But lately I've been watching you grow colder every day
And I'd rather be gone than in your way

I'd rather be gone than in your way I'd rather see someone else here in my place
And if I decide on leaving my world will end today
But I'd rather be gone than in your way

I'd rather be gone...
I'd rather be gone

9420. I'd Rather Be Lonesome

I'd Rather Be Lonesome
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - I'd Rather Be Lonesome

[Chorus]
I'd rather be lonesome than to try to love you
I'd rather be blue than green with jealousy
I'd rather be lonesome than to try to love you



'Cause I know you'll never be true to me

[Verse 1]
Hey, little girl, you'd better pack your bags
And head on down the track
Hit the road with a spring in your step
And don't think about lookin' back
I heard you'd been seen runnin' out
On the other side of town
And I don't need a woman like you
That keeps on draggin' me down

[Chorus]
I'd rather be lonesome than to try to love you
I'd rather be blue than green with jealousy
I'd rather be lonesome than to try to love you
'Cause I know you'll never be true to me

[Verse 2]
Well, I won't be walkin' the floor no more
Waitin' for you to come in
Hopin' to hear you at the door
And wonderin' where you've been
This misery and heartache's
Detrimental to my health
I'm thinkin' that I'm better off
Right here by myself

[Chorus]
I'd rather be lonesome than to try to love you
I'd rather be blue than green with jealousy
I'd rather be lonesome than to try to love you
'Cause I know you'll never be true to me

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
I'd rather be lonesome than to try to love you
I'd rather be blue than green with jealousy
I'd rather be lonesome than to try to love you
'Cause I know you'll never be true to me
'Cause I know you'll never be true to me

9421. I'd Rather Die Young

I'd Rather Die Young

Verse 1
They say that you left town this morning
You didn't tell me goodbye
Why did God ever make me
And why can't I lay down and die



Chorus
After loving you for so long dear
Life alone would be so blue
I'd rather die young and be forgotten
Than live to grow old loving you

Verse 2
I wondered alone with the nightlife
Making my rounds like the rest
Another has the love that I treasured
He wanted the one I love best

9422. I'd Rather Die Young (Than Grow Old Without You)

Tom T Hall - I'd Rather Die Young (Than Grow Old Without You)

[Verse 1:]
I'd rather die young than grow old without you
So don't ever leave me whatever you do
Though others may tempt you and tell you they care
You'll find only sorrow in a secret affair

[Chorus:][x2]
I'd rather die young than grow old all alone
Please tell me you love me let me, call you my own
To see someone's picture where my picture hung
Believe me my darling I'd rather die young

9423. I'd Rather Have America

Jimmy Martin - I'd rather have America

From the icy cliffs of Iceland I've traveled o'er the land
Through the darkness of Greenland to the islands of Japan
I've met with many people all kinds of them you see
But I'd rather have America my homeland where I'm free

I've seen the hot Pacific the ocean wide and deep
And I've been in ol' Korea with its mud up to my knees

I've walked the streets of China seen all there is to see
But I'd rather have America my homeland where I'm free

I've sailed the wide Atlantic to France and Germany
And the beauties there in Paris don't do a thing for me
I made my way to England and on to Italy
But I'd rather have America my homeland where I'm free

That Iceland have its icy cliffs and forty-five below



And that Greenland have its darkness with the freezin' winds that blow
And don't you put me off in China or Kerea's muddy land
Let Paris keep her beauty and the islands of Japan

I don't want Germany or France or Italy
Just give me America my homeland where I'm free
My homeland where I'm free

9424. I'd Rather Have It This Way

I'd Rather Have It This Way

I'd rather be lonely than be unhappy
I can't take the life that you lead
Your wild kind of life is not my way of livin'
And I'd rather have it this way

You promised to love me and that's all that matters
But now you've broken those vows
Your night life and bright lights were your kind of choosin'
So I'll say goodbye to you now

9425. I'd Rather Have Jesus

Alison Krauss - I'd Rather Have Jesus

I'd rather have Jesus than silver or gold
I'd rather be His than have riches untold
I'd rather have Jesus than houses or land
I'd rather be led by His nail scarred hands

Than to be a king of the best domain
Or be held in sin's dreads way
I'd rather have Jesus than anything
This world affords today

I'd rather have Jesus than men's applause
I'd rather be faithful to His dear cause
I'd rather have Jesus then world wide things
I'd rather be true to His holy name

Than to be a king of the best domain
Or be held in sin's dreads way
I'd rather have Jesus than anything
This world affords today



9426. I'd Rather Have Nothing

I'd Rather Have Nothing
Garth Brooks - I'd Rather Have Nothing

Jumped in the truck and headed for Kansas
Morning found me in Port Aransas
Sipping on rum
In that warm Texas sun
I've never been good at keeping direction
And I believe schedules are one of life's worst infections
And I gotta be free
'Cause I'd rather have nothing
Than a whole lot of something I don't need

I'd rather have nothing
Than a whole lot of something
That don't fit the life that I lead
Material things and all that wealth brings
Just must be for some other breed
'Cause life ain't about the worries and doubts
That comes with the lust and the greed
And I'd rather have nothing
Than a whole lot of something I don't need

I spent that evening in a tavern in town
With a bunch of my new friends my money brought 'round
And I told them 'bout you
And all the hell we'd been through
Everyone there had a similar story
Years full of tears from all the heartache and worry
And we all agreed
That we'd rather have nothing
Than a whole lot of something we don't need

I'd rather have nothing
Than a whole lot of something
That don't fit the life that I lead
Commitments and strings and all that love brings
Just must be for some other breed
'Cause life ain't about the worries and doubts
That comes with the lust and the greed
And I'd rather have nothing
Than a whole lot of something I don't need

Oh, I'd rather have nothing
Than a whole lot of something I don't need

9427. I'd Rather Hear I Don't Love You (Than Nothing At All)

I'd Rather Hear I Don't Love You (Than Nothing At All)
Rhonda Vincent



I know it's late But I had to phone 
I knew when you answered That you weren't alone
You say you're busy And I shouldn't call
I'd rather hear "I don't love you" Than nothing at all.

It hurts when you tell me I'm callin' in vain
But the sound of your voice Somehow eases the pain  
You're anxious to hang up I'm trying to stall 
I'd rather hear "I don't love you" Than nothing at all.

I can't reach out and touch you Except on the phone.
I know you'd like to hang up But I'm just hangin' on
Guess I should say good-bye Before I break down and bawl.
I'd rather hear "I don't love you" Than nothing at all.

Oh it hurts when you tell me I'm callin' in vain
But the sound of your voice Somehow eases the pain
You're anxious to hang up I'm trying to stall
I'd rather hear "I don't love you" Than nothing at all.

Oh rather hear "I don't love you" Than nothing at all.

9428. I'd Rather Live By The Side Of The Road - Chords

I'd Rather Live By The Side Of The Road
Recorded by Mac Wiseman
Written by Albert E. Brumley Sr.

G
There are people who would rather live in splendor
    C
And brag about their silver and their gold
    G
And people who would trade God's promise
        A7       D7
For its glory to hold

          G
There are people who would rather live in mansions
          C
There are people who would rather live abroad
        G
But I'd rather have a little log cabin
       D7          G
By the side of the road

I'd rather live by the side of the road
                 C
And try to point souls to the blest abode
             G
Than to be a king or a millionaire
            A7                 D7
And live in mansions in bright array



           G
I'd rather do a neighborly deed
               C
For a traveler here or a friend in need
           G
I'd rather live by the side of the road
                      D7           G
And help some pilgrim along life's way

I'd rather have a cabin by the roadside
          C
Where the pilgrimage of man is passing by
   G
To help to point soul to Jesus
         A7      D7
And that city on high

      G
Everyday I want to help to scatter roses
      C
Every night I want my lamp to shine abroad
       G
With a welcome from my little bay window
       D7          G
By the side of the road

Repeat #3,4

9429. I'd Trade All of My Tomorrows

I'd Trade All of My Tomorrows

I'd trade all of my tomorrow's for just one yesterday
For my life's no good if I can't have your love
I'd trade all of my tomorrow's, they're worth less anyway
If I can't hold the one I'm dreamin' of

Just an empty world is all I have before me
I'd give anything if you were with me now
I'd trade all of my tomorrow's for just one yesterday
For my life's no good without you anyhow

Just an empty world is all I have before me
I'd give anything if you were with me now
I'd trade all of my tomorrow's for just one yesterday
For my life's no good without you anyhow



9430. I'll Always Be A Gypsy

Artist : Sideline
Title  : I'll Always Be a Gypsy
Album  : Ups, Downs and No Name Towns
 
[Intro]
F  C  G  G
F  C  G  G
 
[Verse 1]
G                    F
Fought my way to Albuquerque
C                         G
Lots of work there on the farm
G                      F
Never been the kind to worry
C                            G
So I hopped the train to Californ'
G                B7
I met a lonesome hobo
C                      G
And we shared a little wine
G                        F
Rode the rail through Arizona
C                       G
He went his way, I went mine
 
[Chorus]
G                        F
I guess I'll always be a gypsy
C                           G
The road has always been my friend
G                         F
And I'll take my memories with me
C                        G
Another town around each bend
G                       B7
Never knowing where I'm going
C                      G
Out here roving in the wind
G                        F
I guess I'll always be a gypsy
C                          G
The greatest highway never ends
 
[Solo]
G  F  C  G
G  F  C  G
 
[Verse 2]
G                    F
Loved a girl up in Seattle
C                         G
Settling down was not for me
G                             F
We caught a plane to New York City



C                    G
Where the city never sleeps
G              B7
Met a miner in Kentucky
C                        G
Gave me a job there underground
G                       F
I'm out alive so I feel lucky
C                          G
Now I don't know where I'm bound
 
[Chorus]
G                        F
I guess I'll always be a gypsy
C                           G
The road has always been my friend
G                         F
And I'll take my memories with me
C                        G
Another town around each bend
G                       B7
Never knowing where I'm going
C                      G
Out here roving in the wind
G                        F
I guess I'll always be a gypsy
C                          G
The greatest highway never ends
 
[Solo]
G  F  C  G
G  F  C  G
 
[Outro]
G                       B7
Never knowing where I'm going
C                      G
Out here roving in the wind
G                        F
I guess I'll always be a gypsy
C                          G
The greatest highway never ends
 
G                        F
I guess I'll always be a gypsy
C                              G
And the greatest highway never ends
 
G  F  C  G

9431. I'll Always Be Glad To Take You Back



I'll Always Be Glad To Take You Back

After you have finished all your running round
And you find the cards against you stacked
After you are weary and so sick inside
I'll always be glad to take you back

After life has taught you dear to really care
After all the rest is through with you
Just give me a ring and you will find me here
Waiting as I've always done for you

Though they tell me that you have strayed dear
That you're traveling on that other side
But after all they just don't really know you
I'll always be glad to take you back

After it's all over and yourself you find
Even though there's silver in your hair
You can bet the world that I won't let you down
If you will only say that you still care

I just can't believe that you stopped loving me
I feel it deep within this heart of mine
I'm praying for the day that you'll come back to me
It's up to you I'm willing anytime

9432. I'll Always Be Glad To Take You Back - Chords

I'll Always Be Glad To Take You Back 
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Ernest Tubb

C                                        D7
After you have finished all your running round 
        G7                         C
And you find the cards against you stacked
                           F
After you are weary and so sick inside 
     G7                         C
I'll always be glad to take you back

                                         D7
After life has taught you dear to really care 
      G7                           C
After all the rest is through with you
                                 F
Just give me a ring and you will find me here 
G7                              C
Waiting as I've always done for you

F                                 C
Though they tell me that you have strayed dear
                                    G7



That you're traveling on that other side
    C                                F
But after all they just don't really know you 
     G7                         C
I'll always be glad to take you back

                                     D7
After it's all over and yourself you find 
     G7                            C
Even though there's silver in your hair
                                   F
You can bet the world that I won't let you down 
   G7                               C
If you will only say that you still care

                                             D7
I just can't believe that you stopped loving me 
  G7                                C
I feel it deep within this heart of mine
                                         F
I'm praying for the day that you'll come back to me 
G7                            C
It's up to you I'm willing anytime

Repeat #3

9433. I'll Always Be Waiting For You

I'll Always Be Waiting For You
Shawn Lane - Gerald Ellenburg
Sierry Hull

It's been a while now since you held me
And told me what was on your mind
Won't you lay down with me and talk it over
Don't feel like you're running out of time

When you're far away from me darlin
And it seems you don't know what to do
When it seems like no one cares about you
I'll always be waiting for you
I'll admit I took some things for granted, didn't mean to push you away
But remember that night in Montana
I'll always love you that way

When you're far away from me darlin'
And it seems you don't know what to do
When it seems like no one cares about you
I'll always be waiting for you
When you're far away from me darlin'
And it seems you don't know what to do
When it seems like no one cares about you
I'll always be waiting for you



I'll always be waiting for you

9434. I'll Always Know

I'll Always Know

Revenge must be the reason,
Why forgiveness was a thing I never knew.
And someday soon I know you plan to hurt me,
But don't plan on getting by with the things you do.

'Cause I'll always know when you been cheating.
And I'll always know you've been untrue.
I'll always know.

Your heart is like a window,
But when I look inside I see another man.
But go on and lie and tell him how you fooled me,
But remember I saw through you're evil plan.

'Cause I'll always know when you been cheating.
And I'll always know you've been untrue.
I'll always know.
And don't forget it either.

9435. I'll Answer The Call - Chords

I'll Answer The Call 
Ralph Stanley

[Intro]
G G G G G G D G
 
[Verse 1]
    G                   G
The roads get rough and rocky
       G               G
That I traveled day by day
    G                G              D                  G
But at the end of my journey, I'll see the great milky way
 
[Chorus]
    G                   G
I can not sing like an angel
      G                   G
And I can not preach like Paul
    G                G       D                  G
But lord you get ready, I'll try to answer the call
 



[Instrumental]
G G G G G G D G
G G G G G G D G
 
[Verse 2]
    G                   G
You said lord when you left us,
          G                  G
you could see me then went away
     G             G             D                    G
Sure not then be faithful, the power will return some day
 
[Chorus]
    G                   G
I can not sing like an angel
      G                   G
And I can not preach like Paul
    G                G       D                  G
But lord you get ready, I'll try to answer the call
 
[Instrumental]
G G G G G G D G
G G G G G G D G
 
[Verse 3]
        G             G
Now I'm on my way to glory
       G                   G
To the wonderful and happy land
          G                    G             D             G
I want to sing in the heavenly choir, of the angels happy band
 
[Chorus]
    G                   G
I can not sing like an angel
      G                   G
And I can not preach like Paul
    G                G       D                  G
But lord you get ready, I'll try to answer the call

9436. I'll Be A Hero (When I Strike)

I'll Be A Hero (When I Strike)

All because I walk a different street
And not helloed  by some I meet
That don't mean that what I do ain't right
Those that said that I was wrong
Now say thay knew it all along
'Cause I'll be a hero when I strike

I'll be a hero when I strike
Come up tight and out of sight



They'll say I'm dynamite
And they'd like to be there when I lite
'Cause I'll be a hero when I strike

I love God and the flag
And I ain't the kind to stand and brag
And I'm the kind to stand right up and fight
Don't need a uniform to wear
To make the people stop and stare
'Cause, Hoss, I'll be a hero when I strike

I'll be a hero when I strike
Come up tight and out of sight
They'll say I'm dynamite
And they'd like to be there when I lite
'Cause I'll be a hero when I strike

Won't shake hands until I'm sore
Wear medals hangin' to the floor
They'll throw rocks at Franklin and his kind
They'll say, boy, ain't that cowboy hot
There ain't nothin' he ain't got
But I'm gonna be a hero when I strike

I'll be a hero when I strike
Come up tight and out of sight
They'll say I'm dynamite
And they'd like to be there when I lite
'Cause I'll be a hero when I strike

9437. I'll Be A Hero When I Strike - Chords

I'll Be A Hero When I Strike 
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Hank Cochran

C
All because I walk a different street

And not helloed by some I meet
           G7                     C
That don't mean that what I do is right

Those that said that I was wrong

Now say they knew it all along
      G7                    C
Cause I'll be a hero when I strike

C7
I'll be a hero when I strike
     F                   C
Come up tight and out of sight



        F
They'll say I'm dynamite
    C
And they'd like to be there when I light
      G7                    C
Cause I'll be a hero when I strike

I love God and the flag

And I ain't the kind to stand and brag
        G7                             C
And I'm the kind to stand right up and fight

Don't need a uniform to wear

To make the people stop and stare
      G7                         C
Cause Hoss I'll be a hero when I strike

repeat #2

Won't shake hands until I'm sore

Wear medals hangin' to the floor
        G7                              C
They'll throw rocks at Franklin and his kind

They'll say boy ain't that cowboy hot

There ain't nothin' he ain't got
    G7                         C
But I'm gonna be a hero when I strike

repeat #2

9438. I'll Be All Smiles Tonight

I'll Be All Smiles Tonight - Carter Family
Mac Wiseman - Hylo Brown

I'll deck my brow with roses the loved ones may be there
And gems that others gave me will shine within my hair
And even those who know me will think my heart in light
Though my heart may break tomorrow, I'll be all smiles tonight 

   I'll be all smiles tonight, Love, I'll be all smiles tonight
   Though my heart may break tomorrow, I'll be all smiles tonight 

Oh when the dance commences, Oh how I will rejoice
I'll sing the songs he taught me without a faulting voice
When the flattering ones come around me they'll think my heart is light
Though my heart may break tomorrow, I'll be all smile tonight 



And when the room he entered with a bride upon his arm
I stood and gazed upon him as though he was a charm
And once he smiled upon her as once he'd smiled at me
They knew not what I suffered, they found no change in me 

And when the dance is over and all have gone to rest
I'll think of him, dear Mother, the one that I love best
He once did love me dearly and ne'er from me would part
He sought not to deceive me, false friends have changed his heart

9439. I'll Be Alright Tomorrow

I'll Be Alright Tomorrow
Claire Lynch - Osborne Brothers

   I may be a little bit tight tonight
   But I'll be alright tomorrow
   Be alright tomorrow, be alright tomorrow
   I may be a alright tomorrow
   But I'll be alright tomorrow
   Cause my baby's coming home

Ever since she left me
Things ain't been right
I've been out drinking every night
I may be a alright tomorrow
But I'll be alright tomorrow
Cause my baby's coming home

* Refrain

I got a letter just today
She's coming home to stay
Said she'd never leave my arms again
I may be a little bit tight tonight
But I'll be alright tomorrow
Cause my baby's coming home

* Refrain

9440. I'll Be Alright Tomorrow - Chords

I'll Be Alright Tomorrow 
Claire Lynch
 
[Intro]
D G C
 
 



[Chorus]
  C
I may be a little bit tight tonight
         C
But I'll be alright tomorrow
G                    C
Be alright tomorrow, be alright tomorrow
  C
I may be a a little bit tight tonight
         C
But I'll be alright tomorrow
G                      C
Cause my baby's coming home
 
 
[Verse 1]
F
Ever since he left me
F
Things ain't been right
                             G
I've been out drinking every night
 
 
[Chorus]
  C
I may be a little bit tight tonight
         C
But I'll be alright tomorrow
G                    C
Be alright tomorrow, be alright tomorrow
  C
I may be a a little bit tight tonight
         C
But I'll be alright tomorrow
G                      C
Cause my baby's coming home
 
 
[Instrumental]
C G C  C G C
F   G
C G C
 
 
[Verse 2]
F
Ever since he left me
F
Things ain't been right
                             G
I've been out drinking every night
 
 
[Instrumental]
C G C  C G C
F   G



C G C
 
 
[Verse 3]
F
I got a letter just today
F
Says he's coming home
                                G
Says he'll never leave my arms again
 
 
[Chorus]
  C
I may be a little bit tight tonight
         C
But I'll be alright tomorrow
G                    C
Be alright tomorrow, be alright tomorrow
  C
I may be a a little bit tight tonight
         C
But I'll be alright tomorrow
G                      C
Cause my baby's coming home
 
 
[Outro]
  C
I may be a a little bit tight tonight
         C
But I'll be alright tomorrow
G                      C
Cause my baby's coming home

9441. I'll Be An Angel Too

Jim & Jesse - I'll be an angel too
Composer: Don McHan

Close by a bed on a dark, winter day
Stood a young lad in the glim
Holding the hand of the girl that he loved
Whose life then was fast fading dim...

She had told him she would be his sweet wife
And they'd share each other's love
But God needed her there around His great throne
To sing with the angels above

I will be so all alone
For you know I love you true
We will meet again someday



I will be an angel too.

She smiled at him and he kissed her sweet lips
There in the faint candles glow
Then she lay still and the heartbroken lad
Whispered these words soft and low

I will be so all alone
For you know I love you true
We will meet again someday
I will be an angel too.

The eyes of his darling forever were closed
Patiently waiting that day
When he would join her in that bright angel's band
Together forever to stay.

9442. I'll Be Back

Melonie Cannon - I'll Be Back 

A mother cries in a worn out two room house
Her only Son is leaving, but she's glad He's getting out
He sits her down, says "You deserve a better life"
I'm gonna make one for us, cross my heart and hope to die

I'll be back and every one will know my name
Next time you lay eyes on me, things won't be same
Rest assured, every word I say is true
I'm going to a better place but I promise you, I'll be back

He had a voice like no one had ever heard
People came from miles around, hung on to every word
But there were those, He could not make believe
They called Him names and laughed at Him and He said, wait and see

I'll be back and every one will know my name
Next time you lay eyes on me, things won't be same
Rest assured, every word I say is true
I'm going to a better place but I promise you, I'll be back

They say, He walked up that hill at Calvary
And not even the weight of the world could bring Him to His knees
His Father's Son, He was born to pay the cost
And everybody heard it as they nailed Him to the cross, He said

I'll be back and every one will know my name
Next time you lay eyes on me, will you feel the shame?
Rest assured, every word I say is true
I'll take you to a better place but I promise you, I'll be back, I'll be back



9443. I'll Be Broken Hearted

I'll Be Broken Hearted

The chapel will be bright, but i'll be broken hearted
Wedding bells will ring, but i can't stay
You'll be dressed in white, but i'll be where i started
Alone and blue, and wandering on my way
Chorus
I'll always be your friend, no matter come what may
But all the dreams will end, upon your wedding day
You'll walk down the aisle, but i'll be broken hearted
Alone and blue, and wandering on my way
You'll wear a bridal veil, but i'll be broken hearted
You'll look lovely in your brides bouquet
Tears will fill my eyes, remembering how we parted
And I'm alone, and wandering on my way
Chorus

9444. I'll Be Faithful To You

Emmylou Harris
I'll Be Faithful To You
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

I can see your heart is aching
She hurt you more than she knew
Should you ever want to love again ?
I'll be faithful to you

You've been crying like the willow
When the night bird sings so blue
Trust was broken but hearts will give
And I'll be faithful to you

In this world of pain and sorrow
Where a promise don't hold true
Here's a vow you can be sure of
I'll be faithful to you

So let me dry away your lonesome tears
Like the sun melts morning dew
And I will wrap you up in true, true love
I'll be faithful to you

And I will wrap you up in true, true love
I'll be faithful to you



9445. I'll Be Fine

I'll Be Fine
Sierra Hull

[Verse 1]
I'll tell you again
And maybe you'll believe me the second time
I told you to leave
Because darling this time you've crossed the line
Over and over again we play this same old game
And I don't think that I can bear much more pain

[Chorus]
But I'll be fine
So fine
In time

[Verse 2]
You and me can be so crazy here at times
We let it go, say things, then wish we could rewind
But never, never again will I say that we're through
Though I have done most everything I know to do

[Chorus]
We'll be fine
So fine
We'll be fine
So fine
In time

[Outro]
I can't let it get it me down
Though you've walked all over me
Somehow I didn't see
And now i'm looking up
Instead of giving up
I can't help but ?
Cause you make me alive
Even for a little while
But now those times are gone
But I'm still hanging on
For a while I thought I let myself run dry
I thought I cried all the tears that I could cry
But i'm moving on
With my head held high
With no regrets
And even though it's goodbye
I'll be fine



9446. I'll Be Going To Heaven Sometime - Chords

I'll Be Going To Heaven Sometime 
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Howard Watts

G                     C             G
Are you going to be a saint on that shore
                     D7
Or a sinner left far behind
      G                          C          G
Don't you think of your soul and want to be saved
                        D7         G
Don't you want to go to Heaven sometime

    C        G
Sometime sometime
                        D7
I'll be going to Heaven sometime
       G                   C
God is leading the way and I can't go astray
G                D7         G
I'll be going to Heaven sometime

                            C                   G
God is watching each day He knows each time you pray
                             D7
He's counting your blessings too
     G                     C                 G
Just do as He commands and trust His guiding hand
                       D7         G
And you'll be going to Heaven sometime

repeat #2

                           C                 G
God has given you light to guide you day and night
                         D7
He is leading you by His side 
        G                     C                   G
He will take you away when it comes that Judgment Day
                       D7         G
And you'll be going to Heaven sometime

repeat #2 x2

9447. I'll Be Gone

I'll Be Gone

I watch as you take off your clothes and slip under the sheets
Then I turn and kick the boots off my feet there's no need to speak
Girl, beauty like yours is hard to beat



But I'll be gone in the morning, in the morning I'll be gone
'Cause I'm not one for hanging on
Please don't think that you done something wrong
In the morning when you wake and find me gone
Just a look from those fiery eyes can all but erase
The memory of any other's face
And the passion they unleash could cause me to misplace
And lose all track of time without a trace

But I'll be gone in the morning, in the morning I'll be gone
'Cause I'm not the one for hanging on
Please don't think that you done something wrong
In the morning when you wake and find me gone

The sun intrudes and throws across the room its golden tracks
Shake the dreams, now it's back to facts
As I turn to leave I know you had what so many lack
Maybe some day that'll bring me back

But I'll be gone in the morning, in the morning I'll be gone
'Cause I'm not one for hanging on
Please don't think that you done something wrong
In the morning when you wake and find me gone

But I'll be gone in the morning, in the morning I'll be gone
'Cause I'm not one for hanging on
Please don't think that you done something wrong
In the morning when you wake and find me gone
In the morning when you wake and find me gone

9448. I'll Be Gone - Chords

I'll Be Gone
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G                   F
I watch as you take off your clothes 
    C              G
And slip under the sheets
                         F            G
Then I turn and kick the boots off my feet
                     F
Hey I pull you close without a word 
      C                  G
Cause there's no need to speak
                 D7               G
Girl beauty like yours is hard to beat
But I'll be gone in the morning 
C                      G
In the morning I'll be gone
                              D7
Cause I'm not one for hanging on



G                           C
Hey please don't think that you 
               G
Done something wrong
                        D7               G
In the morning when you wake and find me gone
                 F              C       G
Just a look from fiery eyes can all but erase
              F           G
The memory of any other's face
                     F             C           G
And the passion they unleash could cause me to misplace
                      D7             G
And lose all track of time without a trace
repeat #2
                     F                 G
The sun intrudes and throws across the room its golden tracks
                 F                G
Shake the dreams now it's back to facts
                     F            G
As I turn to leave I know you had what so many lack
          D7                   G
Maybe someday that'll bring me back
Repeat #2 x2
                        D7               G
In the morning when you wake and find me gone

9449. I'll Be Gone - Chords

I'll Be Gone 
Sarah Jarosz
 
[Intro]
 
e/---------------------------------------------/
B/----------------3---------3---------3--------/
G/--------------2---2-----0---0-----0---0------/
D/------------2---------2---------0------------/  X2
A/------0-2-0-------------------3---------0h2--/
E/--0-3---------------0------------------------/
 
e/---------/
B/---------/
G/---------/
D/---------/
A/--0h2p0--/
E/-------3-/
 
[Verse 1]
 
Asus4           Em7
Ready or not, the end is near
Cadd9                G6



I think it's time to get out of here
Asus4           Em7
When every fire is burning, dear
Cadd9   Dsus2  D
I'll be gone
Asus4           Em7
There is a time, it's coming soon
Cadd9                   G6
It all could happen this afternoon
    Am                          Em
And while you're hiding in your living room
Cadd9     G
I'll be gone
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Asus4            Em7
In the wake of the coming hour
Cadd9                      G6
The midnight flood and the meteor shower
Asus4            Em7
I'm gonna run while I still have time
Cadd9                Dsus2  D
Drink a glass of the finest wine
Asus4           Em7
Let me toast the end of it all
Cadd9                      G6
I'll need a lift before the fall
Am                Em
Before the flames consume the walls
Cadd9     G
I'll be gone
 
 
[Bridge]
 
e/---------------------------------------------/
B/----------------3---------3---------3--------/
G/--------------2---2-----0---0-----0---0------/
D/------------2---------2---------0------------/  X2
A/------0-2-0-------------------3---------0h2--/
E/--0-3---------------0------------------------/
 
e/---------/
B/---------/
G/---------/
D/---------/
A/--0h2p0--/
E/-------3-/
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
Asus4           Em7
You never said what you meant to say
Cadd9                G6



But it's too late for that anyway
Asus4                  Em7
Maybe in another life, someday
Cadd9       Dsus2  D
If you just hang on
Asus4            Em7
I'd stick around, but it ain't no use
Cadd9                G6
Too many bodies out on the loose
Am              Em
But I don't need an excuse
Cadd9     G
'Cause I'll be gone
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Asus4            Em7
In the wake of the coming hour
Cadd9                      G6
The midnight flood and the meteor shower
Asus4            Em7
I'm gonna run while I still have time
Cadd9                Dsus2  D
Drink a glass of the cheapest wine
Asus4           Em7
Let me toast the end of it all
Cadd9                      G6
I'll need a lift before the fall
Am                Em
Before the flames consume the walls
Cadd9     G
I'll be gone
 
 
[Bridge]
 
e/---------------------------------------------/
B/----------------3---------3---------3--------/
G/--------------2---2-----0---0-----0---0------/
D/------------2---------2---------0------------/
A/------0-2-0-------------------3---------0h2--/
E/--0-3---------------0------------------------/
 
e/--------------------------------------------0h2--/
B/----------------3---------3---------3-----3-3----/
G/--------------2---2-----0---0-----0---0-2---2----/
D/------------2---------2---------0----------------/
A/------0-2-0-------------------3------------------/
E/--0-3---------------0----------------------------/
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Asus4            Em7
In the wake of the coming hour
Cadd9                      G6



The midnight flood and the meteor shower
Asus4            Em7
I'm gonna run while I still have time
Cadd9                Dsus2  D
 
Asus4            Em7
In the wake of the coming hour
Cadd9                      G6
The midnight flood and the meteor shower
Asus4            Em7
I'm gonna run while I still have time
Cadd9                Dsus2  D
Drink a glass of the cheapest wine
Asus4           Em7
Let me toast the end of it all
Cadd9                      G6
I'll need a lift before the fall
Am                Em
Before the flames consume the walls
Cadd9     G
I'll be gone
 
 
[Outro]
 
e/---------------------------------------------/
B/----------------3---------3---------3--------/
G/--------------2---2-----0---0-----0---0------/
D/------------2---------2---------0------------/
A/------0-2-0-------------------3---------0h2--/
E/--0-3---------------0------------------------/
 
e/-----------------------------------------/
B/----------------3---------3-------3------/
G/--------------2---2-----0---0-------0----/
D/------------2---------2---------0-----0--/
A/------0-2-0-------------------3----------/
E/--0-3---------------0--------------------/
 
End on Dsus2

9450. I'll Be Here A Long, Long Time

Allen Brothers - I'll be here a long, long time

I left a judge, he's shedding tears
I'm sorry for him, just ninety-nine years
I've done wrong, so I don't worry
I'll be here a long long time

High powered women and high powered cars
Now I'm in here, behind these bars
I'm in here, so I don't worry



I'll be here a long long time

Every day at the hour of nine
That mean old jailer, says fall in line,
Fall in line, so's I don't worry
I'll be here a long long time

Stripey pants and stripey shirts
With pick and shovel, I have to work
I'm gonna work, 'cos I don't worry
I'll be here a long long time

Like a bird in a cage, I cannot fly
My time's so long, I know I'll die
Ninety-nine years, but I don't worry
I'll be here a long long time

9451. I'll Be Here for You

Robert Earl Keen - I'll Be Here for You 

Good times come and they go
The rain will fall, the wind will blow
Through it all you gotta know
I'll do what I can do

To protect you, right or wrong
Heal the hurt 'til the hurt is gone
I'll be right where I belong
I'll be here for you

I'll be here when the sky turns gray
The sun goes blind and the moon won't stay
I'll be the light to guide your way
Onto some place new

I'll be here when the crowd is gone
The last note fades on the very last song
I'll be the road to take you home
I'll be here for you

When your star falls from the sky
And your wings don't want to fly
Just remember I'm standing by
To help to see you through

'Cause better days will come again
Clouds will break, your heart will mend
I'll be where I've always been
I'll be here for you

I'll be here when the sky turns gray
The sun goes blind and the moon won't stay



I'll be the light to guide your way
Onto some place new

I'll be here when the crowd is gone
The last note fades on the very last song
I'll be the road to take you home
I'll be here for you

I'll be the road to take you home
I'll be here for you

9452. I'll Be Home for Christmas

I'll Be Home for Christmas

I'll be home for Christmas
Just you wait and see
There'll be snow and mistletoe
And presents 'neath the tree

Christmas Eve will find me
Where the love light gleams
I'll be home for Christmas
If only in my dreams

There'll be snow and mistletoe
And presents 'neath the tree

Christmas Eve will find me
Where the love light gleams
I'll be home for Christmas
If only in my dreams
If only in my dreams

9453. I'll Be Home For Christmas

I'll Be Home for Christmas - Vince Gill
Composer: Kim Gannon - Walter Kent - Buck Ram

I'll be home for Christmas
You can count on me
Please have snow and mistletoe
And presents on the tree.

Christmas eve will find me
Where the love light gleams
And I'll be home for Christmas
If only in my dreams.



--- Instrumental ---

I'll be home for Christmas
You can count on me
Please have snow and mistletoe
And presents on the tree.

Christmas eve will find me
Where the love light gleams
I'll be home for Christmas
If only in my dreams...

9454. I'll Be Home Someday

I'll Be Home Someday

I was standing by the bedside of a neighbor
Who was just about to cross the swelling tide
I asked if she would do me a favor
Just take a message to the other side

If you see my savior tell Him that you saw me
When you saw me I was on my way
You may meet some old friends who may ask about me
Just tell them I'll be home some day

Now you'll have to take this journey on without me
It's a debt that soon or later must be paid
If you see my savior don't forget to tell Him
Don't forget to tell him what I say

You may chance to see my father or my mother
Or some friends who have gone before
You may chance to see my sister or my brother
But try to see my savior first of all

9455. I'll Be Listening

I'll Be Listening

When the Saviour calls I will answer
When he calls for me I will hear
When the Saviour calls I will answer
I'll be somewhere listening for my name

I'll be somewhere ( I'll be listening )
I'll be somewhere ( I'll be listening )
I'll be somewhere listening for my name ( yes for my name )
I'll be somewhere ( I'll be listening )



I'll be somewhere ( I'll be listening )
I'll be somewhere listening for my name

If my heart is right when he calls me
If my heart is right I will hear
If my heart is right when he calls me
I'll be somewhere listening for my neme

* Refrain

If my robe is white when he calls me
If my robe is white I will here
If my robe is white when he calls me
I'll be somewhere listening for my name

* Refrain

9456. I'll Be Long Gone

I'll Be Long Gone (Larry W. Jones 10/01/2007) 

I'll be long gone since you don't need me
Dear, I'll be long gone since you don't care
I can't live with broken promises
I'll be long gone for another love that's fair
I'll be long gone since you don't need me
I'll be long gone for new parts unknown
If nights get long, remember, darling
True love has flown from you and is now long gone
Before I go dear, I have some questions
How long did you hide with your disguise
How long my dear, did you not need me
How long did you hide all of your lies
- instrumental -
Before I go dear, I have some questions
How long did you hide with your disguise
How long my dear, did you not need me
How long did you hide all of your lies
I'll be long gone since you don't need me
I'll be long gone for new parts unknown
If nights get long, remember, darling
True love has flown from you and is now long gone

9457. I'll Be Looking At You

Cornmeal - I'll Be Looking At You
Album: Slow Street

I'm a headed off again, gonna breathe a heavy sigh



A crooked smile on my face,a little tear drop in your eye
I hate to leave you this way, but you know I gotta go
I'm gonna pull you close, and tell you something you should know

Now don't you worry bout a thing, you know I love you yes I do
Got no time to fool around, ain't nobody but you
So won't you rest your pretty head, try to ease your troubled mind
'Cause I made you a vow and I aint steppin over that line

And when the sun goes down on the sleepy little town
Well there ain't no lookin at me
Just the sound of my motor is all your gonna hear and
My tail lights are all your gonna see
I'll be drivin through the night, runnin every light
Tryin just to make it on thru
'Cause when the sun comes up, I'll be lookin at you

I'm just puttin in my time, workin on the road
I'll be droppin one off, and pickin up another load
I'm gonna make another stop, to call you one more time
Then I'll hop back in my rig, and cross another state line

Now I'm headin up a hill, that's gettin kinda steep
Gonna pull to the side, try to get a little sleep
But I'm tossin in my bed, another restless night
Just huggin my pillow and wishin I was holding you tight

And when the sun goes down on the sleepy little town
Well there ain't no lookin at me
Just the sound of my motor is all your gonna hear and
My tail lights are all your gonna see
I'll be drivin through the night, runnin every light
Tryin just to make it on thru
'Cause when the sun comes up, I'll be lookin at you

Gonna get a little bite, have another cup o joe
Gonna splash my face, and then I'll get back down the road
I'm gonna make it home tonight, that's a what I'm gonna do
'Cause I'm on the last leg that's leading back home to you

And when the sun goes down on the sleepy little town
Well there ain't no lookin at me
Just the sound of my motor is all your gonna hear and
My tail lights are all your gonna see
I'll be drivin through the night, runnin every light
Tryin just to make it on thru
'Cause when the sun comes up, I'll be lookin at you

9458. I'll Be Me

(When Your Phone Don't Ring) It'll Be Me

Verse 1:



Tonight when you lay lonely
In your king size bed
With a hunger inside you can't see
I'll be the empty place 
There lying next to you
And when your phone don't ring
It'll be me

Chorus:
It'll be me not calling you
Crying like I used to do
Crawling on my hands and knees
It'll be me not on the phone
Begging let me come back home
When your phone don't ring it'll be me

Verse 2:
Tonight it'll be my car
Not in your driveway
You'll wonder where on earth 
I could be
It'll be my footsteps
You don't hear in the hallway
And when your phone don't ring
It'll be me

Repeat Chorus:
It'll be me not calling you
Crying like I used to do
Crawling on my hands and knees
It'll be me not on the phone
Begging let me come back home
When your phone don't ring it'll be me

Final Chorus:
It'll be me not calling you
Crying like I used to do
Crawling on my hands and knees
It'll be me not on the phone
Begging let me come back home
When your phone don't ring it'll be me
When your phone don't ring it'll be me

9459. I'll Be No Man's Wife

I'll Be No Man's Wife
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

One night as I rambled down by the sea shore
And wind it did whistle and the waters did roar
I heard a fair maiden make a pityful sound
It sounded so lonesome in the waters around



I never will marry I'll be no mas's wife
I accept to live single all the days of my life

My love's gone and left me the one I adore
He's gone where I never will see him no more
The shells in the ocean shall be my dead bed
A fish in deep water swim over my head
Then she plunged her fair body in the waters so deep
She closed her blue eyes in the waters to sleep

I never will marry...

9460. I'll Be No Stranger There

I'll Be No Stranger There

I'm in the way (I'm in the way)
the narrow way (the narrow way)
To mansions bright (to mansions bright)
and fair (so bright and fair)
With friends I'll be (with friends I'll be)
so glad and free (so glad and free)
I'll be no stran- (I'll be no stran-) ger there

I'll be no stranger there, I'll be no stranger there
When all the saved come from their grave
I'll be no stranger there
I'll be no stranger there, I'll be no stranger there...
When all the saints come from the grave
I'll be no stranger there

The Lord will call both great and small
To mansions bright and fair
To heaven above, where all is love
I'll be no stranger there

My path is bright, my burdens light
I have a home up there
I'll sing His praise through countless days
I'll be no stranger there

My Savior stands with outstretched hands
He's calling me up there
His voice I hear, I have no fear
I'll be no stranger there

9461. I'll Be On My Way



I'll Be on My Way
The Del McCoury Band

[Verse 1]
Oh, sir we'll be soon Mississippi bound
Another city and another town
My own true lover wants me to stay
But you know it won't be long and I'll be on my way

Through Pennsylvania, down in between
Cincinnati, Louisville to New Orleans

[Verse 2]
I'll keep your picture in the gold frame
While I make my livin' stokin' flame
Every hour spent shovelin' coal
You know I miss you, baby, with my heart and soul

I'll return to you to you someday
It won't be long and I'll be on my way

[Interlude]

[Bridge]
You know I'd stay here for a while, but that just ain't my style
To tell you that I'd stay is a game I can't play
I'll be on my way

Through Pennsylvania, down in between
Cincinnati, Louisville to New Orleans

9462. I'll Be On That Good Road Someday

I'll Be on That Good Road Someday
Flatt & Scruggs

I'll be on that good road some day 
I'll be on that good road some day
That same old train's gonna come back again 
and roll all my blues away

Now darlin' you can't love one 
darlin' you can't love two
Darlin' you can't love three or four 
and still think my love belongs to you
I'll be on that good road...

( fiddle - dobro )

I've counted all lonely nights 
I've counted stars in the sky
I don't know why I counted on you 
I know it's too late now goodbye
I'll be on that good road...



( banjo - harmonica )

Now if I had wings of a dove 
I'd be on my way back home
But I am bound to a false hearted love 
till I wished I was living alone
I'll be on that good road...

9463. I'll Be On Your Side

Brett Dennen - I'll Be On Your Side

Whenever you are on the outside
And need a little compassion
Don't know the ground you're stepping on
And you're a long way down
From where you're standing
And all your lighthouses are gone
Reach out your hand
I will make it easier
And forever by your side
All apart, I'll be on your side
There is a radiation
That's been mistaken
An invisible thread, between us all
So here I am, full of mistakes
Caught in a hologram, a wonder wall
Reach out your hand
I will make it easier
And forever by your side
All apart, I'll be on your side
When nothing left is broken
And you hear the calling
I'll be the love that liberates
And you'll fly away
I'll run below you
You won't owe me anything

9464. I'll Be Rested

I'll Be Rested

I'll be rested when the roll is called
I'll be rested when the roll is called
I'll be rested in the kingdom of heaven
I'll be rested when the roll is called

No more sorrow when the roll is called,...



No more shoutin' when the roll is called,...

Meet my elders when the roll is called,...

Meet my mother when the roll is called,...

9465. I'll Be Satisfied

I'll Be Satisfied

When my soul is singing in that promised land above
I'll be satisfied
Praising Christ the Saviour for redeeming grace and love
I'll be satisfied

I'll be satisfied ( satisfied )
I'll be satisfied ( satisfied )
When my soul is resting in the presence of the Lord
I'll be satisfied

Living in a city where the soul shall never die
I'll be satisfied
There to meet with loved ones nevermore to say goodbye
I'll be satisfied

* Refrain

When I meet the ransomed over on the golden shore
I'll be satisfied
There I'll join the angels singing praises evermore
I'll be satisfied

* Refrain

9466. I'll Be Seeing You

Linda Ronstadt - I'll Be Seeing You

Cathedral bells were tolling
And our hearts sang on
Was it the spell of Paris
Or the April dawn
Who knows if we shall meet again
But when the morning chimes ring sweet again

I'll be seeing you
In all the old familiar places
That this heart of mine embraces



All day through
In that small cafe
The park across the way
The children's carousel
The chestnut tree
The wishing well

I'll be seeing you
In every lovely summer's day
In everything that's light and gay
I'll always think of you that way

I'll find you in the morning sun
And when the night is new
I'll be looking at the moon
But I'll be seeing you

9467. I'll Be Singing Up There

I'll Be Singing Up There
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
If you miss me singing down here
And you can not find me anywhere
Just come on up to God's Heaven
I'll be singing up there

[Chorus]
I'll be singing, singing up there
I'll be singing, singing up there
Just come on up to God's Heaven
I'll be singing up there

[Verse 2]
If you miss me shouting down here
And you can not find me anywhere
Just come on up to God's Heaven
I'll be shouting up there

[Chorus]
I'll be shouting, shouting up there
I'll be shouting, shouting up there
Just come on up to God's Heaven
I'll be shouting up there

[Verse 3]
And if you miss me living down here
And you can not find me anywhere
Just come on up to God's Heaven
I'll be living up there



[Chorus]
I'll be living, living up there
I'll be living, living up there
Just come on up to God's Heaven
I'll be living up there

9468. I'll Be the Moon

Dierks Bentley - I'll Be the Moon

[Verse 1: Dierks Bentley]
The phone lights up in the dark
Asks where you are and I start driving
Meet me for a drink
Just an hour, maybe two, maybe three
Baby I'm in
Girl, you can't take your eyes off me
And that first kiss is sweet relief
Ain't no one gotta know
Just one more before you go

[Chorus: Both]
I don't wanna be a liar
I don't wanna be a fool
I don't wanna be a secret
But I will if you want me to
You can leave me in the dark
If that's all I get from you
He can be the sun
I'll be the moon
Yeah, he can be the sun
I'll be the moon

[Verse 2: Dierks Bentley and Maren Morris]
The phone lights up in the dark
Gotta go I know but it still ain't easy
Tomorrow you'll be waking up beside him
Tell him that you love him
But you still see me
In my mind when I'm looking at him
And in my eyes
It's the obvious elephant in the room
He can't see it, but girl you do
[Chorus: Both]
I don't wanna be a liar
I don't wanna be a fool
I don't wanna be a secret
But I will if you want me to
You can leave me in the dark
If that's all I get from you
He can be the sun
I'll be the moon
Yeah, he can be the sun



I'll be the moon
[Bridge: Dierks Bentley]
The phone lights up in the dark
Yes it's my turn, and I start driving
[Chorus: Both]
I don't wanna be a liar
I don't wanna be a fool
I don't wanna be a secret
But this is something I can't lose
You can leave me in the dark
If that's all I get from you
He can be the sun
I'll be the moon
He can be the sun
I'll be the moon

[Outro: Dierks Bentley]
Phone lights up in the dark

9469. I'll Be The Wind

I'll Be The Wind - Garth Brooks

You let him lock you away in his prison of sadness
It's up to you to decide where tomorrow will lead
If it's time to be leaving your burdens behid
I could be just what you need 

(Chorus)
I'll be the wind 
I'll be the highway
I'll be your midnight friend
And we'll fly away
When you come across the courage 
To spread you wings again
I'll be the wind

I can't imagin the gypsy that you were before him
Carefree and wild a spirited child of the road 
Lately girl you've been wearing the weight of the world
And I'd lide to lighten you load

(Repeat Chorus)

If it's time to be leaving your burdens behind
I could be just what you need 

(Repeat Chorus)



9470. I'll Be There

The Steeldrivers - I'll Be There

I'll be the clouds blocking the sunlight
And I'll be the moon watching in midnight
Somewhere in your dreams
I'll be there

I'll be a face in the crowd for a moment
In all of the places that we used to go
Just look around
I'll be there

Go on, leave me and run away
Try to unlock this ball n chain
You'll find some things you can't leave behind

I'll be the words stuck in your head
Over and over the last ones you said
Just listen close
I'll be there

Oh go on, leave me and run away
Try to unlock this ball of chain
You'll find some things you can't leave behind
Oh go on, leave me and run away
Try to unlock this ball n chain
You'll find some things you can't leave behind

Hundreds of thousands of miles in between us
Would do you no good
Baby because there no leaving me
I'll be there
Where ever you go, I'll be there

9471. I'll Be There (If You Ever Want Me)

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours 
I'll Be There (If You Ever Want Me)
Dan Tyminski

There ain't no chains strong enough to hold me 
ain't no breeze big enough to slow me
Never have seen a river that's too wide
There ain't no jail tight enough to lock me 
ain't no man big enough to stop me
I'll be there if you ever want me by your side

So love me if you ever gonna love me
Never have seen a road too rough to ride
There ain't no chains strong enough to hold me
Ain't no breeze big enough to slow me



I'll be there if you ever want me by your side

There ain't no rope strong enough to bind me 
look for me honey you will find me
Any old time you're ready with your charms
I'll be there ready and a waitin' 
there won't be any hesitation
I'll be there if you ever want me in your arms

So love me if you ever gonna love me
Never have seen a road too rough to ride
There ain't no chains strong enough to hold me
Ain't no breeze big enough to slow me
I'll be there if you ever want me by your side

9472. I'll Be There for You

Marty Stuart - I'll Be There for You

If somebody breaks your heart
And tears your world apart
Baby, I'll be there for you 
If somebody treats you unkind
And brings troubles to your mind
Baby, I'll be there for you

I'll be there everyday
Loving you in every way
I'll stand beside you, your whole life through
I'll be true

If somebody hurts you bad
Makes you blue, makes you sad
Baby, I'll be there for you

I'll be there everyday
Loving you in every way
I'll stand beside you, your whole life through
I'll be true

If somebody makes you cry
I'll kiss every teardrop dry
Baby, I'll be there for you
Baby, I'll be there for you

9473. I'll Be There For You - Chords

I'll Be There For You
Marty Stuart 



C.D: Honky Tonkin's What I Do Best

(into) E/E5 - A - C#m  - B - A - E
verse 1
E/E5
If somebody breaks your heart
A
And tears your world apart
E     B       A         E
Baby, I'll be there for you

Verse 2
E/E5
If somebody treats you unkind 
A
And brings troubles to your mind
C#m   B       A         E
Baby, I'll be there for you

chorus

A
I'll be there everyday
E
Loving you in every way
           F#                          B -----
I'll stand beside you, your whole life through
--------B
I'll be true

Verse 3
E/E5
If somebody hurts you bad
A
Makes you blue, makes you sad
C#m   B       A         E
Baby, I'll be there for you

Guitar: E/E5-A-C#m-B-A-E x2

chorus
A
I'll be there everyday
E
Loving you every way
           F#                          B-----
I'll stand beside you, your whole life through
----------B
I'll be true

Verse 3
E/E5
If somebody makes you cry
A
I'll kiss every teardrop dry
C#m   B       A         E
Baby, I'll be there for you



A C#m B       A         E
Baby, I'll be there for you
                                               
(Outro): E/E5-A-C#m-B-A-E over and over:

E---------4-------------
B------------5----------
G---------4-------------  = E5
D----------------------
A----------------------
E----------------------

9474. I'll Be There To Welcome You Home

I'll Be There to Welcome You Home
George Jones & Melba Montgomery

I'll Be There to Welcome You Home Lyrics
I remember my childhood my mother said son
Repare to me Jesus when your work here is done
When I die just remember my soul will live on
I'll be there to meet you and welcome you home
I'll meet you in heaven some wonderful day
When the dark stormy clouds of life roll away
When your life here is over in this world of sin
I'll be there to meet you and welcome you in

--- Instrumental ---

When the cold hand of death comes and takes you away
Be ready to meet Jesus be ready today
Don't put it off as time passes on
Be ready to meet Jesus we'll welcome you home
I'll meet you in heaven some wonderful day
When the dark stormy clouds of life roll away
When your life here is over in this world of sin
I'll be there to meet you and welcome you in...

9475. I'll Be True

I'll Be True (While You're Gone)
Doyle Lawson

Don't you worry bout me when we're not together
I'll be true while you're gone
you can count on me in all kinds of weather
I'll be true while you're gone

Keep a light burning bright in the window



it will guide you where ever you roam
Don't you worry bout me when we're not together
I'll be true while you're gone

You can always depend on me til the end dear
I'll be true while you're gone
I'll be waiting and hoping for your return dear
I'll be true while you're gone

No matter how far away you may wander
Your sweet memory will live on
Don't you worry bout me when we're not together
I'll be true while you're gone

9476. I'll Be True To The One That I Love

I'II Be True To The One That I Love 
Recorded by Stanley Brothers 
Written by Ike Cargill and E. Settlemyer

Come and kiss me goodbye ere you Leave me
Come and sit by my side one more time 
Though your love may belong to another 
In my heart you'll always be mine

Here's your ring on my hand just a plain golden band 
May I keep it as a token of our love
And as years come and go till my hair's white as snow 
I'll be true to the one that I Love

You may leave me behind here forever 
You may lay me beneath the cold clay 
Just remember little darling you'll never
Find a friend like you're leaving here today

You remember the day when the parson did say 
You belong to the one you love best
And you broke my heart when you said we must part 
Now the Angels can tell you the rest

Repeat #4

9477. I'll Be True To You

I'll Be True to You
Oak Ridge Boys - I'll Be True to You

They met up on the blue moon
And they parted on a cloudy day



They were so in love and out of school
But he was going so far, far away

She said, "I'll be true to you
Even though you don't want me to
And I'll be blue for you
Even though you've asked me not to"

Well, the years drifted by them as we all know they can
He found other women but she refused other men
But as fate would have it, they met again
She was on a down hill slide, he was just slidin' in

As he looked into her eyes that night he never realized
The only real love in his life was passin' by
When he turned and left her there, his words, "Good bye"
He heard her calling out to him and as he walked, she cried

"I've been true to you
Seems like speakin' to me is the least that you could do
And I've been blue for you
Even though you've asked me not to"

She'd been drinking way too hard one night
She'd been drinking way too long
Alone and pale in a cheap hotel
She died there in the dawn

Kneeling by her grave
Oh, so late and oh, so wrong
He longed to hold her close again
Crying on and on

He cried, "I'll be true to you
After all that I have put you through
And I'll be blue for you
Though you never even asked me to"

9478. I'll Be Waiting For You

I'll Be Waiting For You - Vince Gill 

I'll find a way to ease my mind
Friends to occupy my time
Oh I'll be waiting for you

I look for your face in the candlelight
Listen for you in the still of night
Oh I'll be waiting for you

People will see me out on the town
And tell you I've been running round
Baby you'll always know deep down



The truth
Oh I'll be waiting for you

I'll keep my word baby come what may
It's closer and closer with every day
Oh I'll be waiting for you

People will see me out on the town
And tell you I've been running round
Baby you'll always know deep down
The truth
Oh I'll be waiting for you

People will see me out on the town
And tell you I've been running round
Baby you'll always know deep down
The truth (you know the truth)
Oh I'll be waiting for you
Oh I'll be waiting for you

9479. I'll Be Walking The Floor This Christmas

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours
I'll Be Walking The Floor This Christmas

I'll be walking the floor this Christmas
When old Santa comes my way
All my friends will be merry this Christmas
But for me just another blue day

Old Santa may drop by this year to help me light my tree
Cause he knows that I'm still blue
I know he'd like to help me dear and bring you back to me
But there's some things that Santa just can't do

I'll be thinking of you this Christmas
Decorating my tree with tears
I'll be walking the floor this Christmas
Like I've done for so many years

Old Santa may drop by this year to help me light my tree
Cause he knows that I'm still blue
I know he'd like to help me dear and bring you back to me
But there's some things that Santa just can't do

I'll be thinking of you this Christmas
Decorating my tree with tears
I'll be walking the floor this Christmas
Like I've done for so many years



9480. I'll Be With You - Chords

I'll Be With You
Written and recorded by Rhonda Vincent

C              F       C
In the morning I'll be with you
                  G7   C
I won't leave you all alone
              F          C
I know others have never followed
                 G7       C
I'll be with you till the end
 
       F                       C
I know problems are a constant bother
F     C       G7              C
Never ceasing till the day we part
           F                 C
But when I vowed to spend my life with you 
F         C            G7           C
Words you heard me say came from my heart
 
Repeat #1
 
       F                          C
Here I am with you here's where I wanna stay
F            C                G7                   C
Please don't think I'll leave at the first sign of trouble
             F                       C
Any time you need a friend or just a loving hand
F            C            G7            C
I'll be here close to you through eternity
 
Repeat #1
                 G7       C
I'll be with you till the end

9481. I'll Be With You - Chords

I'll Be With You - Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
Written by Jeff Hooker

G7  C                                     Am
Far across these high mountains where the wild geese do fly
      F                                       C
And upon one of them someday is where I shall die
                                    Am
Where my soul leaves my body like a hawk on the wing
     F                             G7
I'll never see your smile again or listen to you sing
 
    C       F                 C



But I'll be with you when the sun shall rise 
           F               C
I'll smile again on you my friend
 
                                        Am
Now believe me when I tell you when the wind stars and moon
      F                                                C
Falls across these high mountains that you are walking on
                                   Am
Ancient words that were spoken are there for us to see
  F
I hope they make you smile again 
     G7
Like daylight through the leaves
 
C       F                 C
I'll be with you when the sun shall rise
           F               C
I'll smile again on you my friend
 
        F                 C
I'll be with you when the sun shall rise
           F               C
I'll smile again on you my friend

9482. I'll Be Young Again - Chords

I'll Be Young Again
Recorded by Paul Williams and The Victory Trio

G                C                 G
This old body is getting tired and feeble
                                                            D
And I just can't get around like I did when I was young and fair
    G                                 C
But through the eyes of faith I see a brand new body waiting for me
        G           D               G
I'll be young again when I get over there

        C                         G
I'll be young again when I get to heaven's shore
                                                    D
All the burdens that I've had up there I'll have no more
        G                       C
No more sorrow no more pain and I'll never grow old again
        G           D               G
I'll be young again when I get over there

                      C                G
You know sometimes my hands are not so steady
                                                      D
And I know my steps are slow and there's silver in my hair
    G                        C



But I'm as happy as I can be because I know what's waiting for me
        G           D               G
I'll be young again when I get over there

Repeat 2

C       G           D               C          G
I'll be young again when I get over there over there

9483. I'll Be Your Baby Tonight

Emmylou Harris - I'll Be Your Baby Tonight
Flatt & Scruggs

Close your eyes, close the door
You don't have to worry anymore
I'll be your baby tonight

Shut the light, shut the shade
Oh, you don't have to be afraid
I'll be your baby tonight

Oh well, that mockingbird is gonna sail away
We're gonna forget it
And that big fat moon is gonna shine like a spoon
But we're gonna let it you won't regret it

Kick your shoes off do not fear
Oh, bring that bottle over here
I'll be your baby tonight

Oh well, that mockingbird is gonna sail away
We're gonna forget it
And that big fat moon's gonna shine like a spoon
But we're gonna let it you won't regret it

Kick your shoes off do not fear
Oh, bring that bottle over here
I'll be your baby tonight
I'll be your baby tonight

9484. I'll Be Your Man (Song For A Daughter)

Darrell Scott
I'll Be Your Man (Song for a Daughter)

You're gonna make
The finest mama some day
Some man will take you away



But until then

Chase down your dreams
Laugh all the time and believe
That love's gonna conquer all things
So until then, I'll be your man

[Chorus]
There was a time when I thought I knew love
Until you came into this world
Time keeps on flying
But you're always gonna be my baby girl

So as you walk
Through this life you will see
The world's what you want it to be
But until then

Go on and dance
Dance like there's no one around
Never stop singing out loud
And until then, I'll be your man
[Chorus]
There was a time when I thought I knew love
Until you came into this world
Time keeps on flying
But you're always gonna be my baby girl

Go have a ball
Take every chance that you may
You know I'll be one call away
I'll always be, I'll always be your man

Hold on child
Hold on tight to your old man
Hold on child
Hold on tight to your old man

I'm gonna hold you tight
Under my wing long as I can
Hold you tight
Under my wing long as I can

Hold on child (Sweet child of mine)
Hold on tight to your old man
Hold on child (Hold on tight)
Hold on tight to your old man
Hold you tight (I'm gonna hold you tight)
Hold on tight to your old man
Hold you tight (Hold on tight)
Under my wing long as I can

(Outro)



9485. I'll Be Your San Antone Rose

Rodney Crowell - I'll Be Your San Antone Rose
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1]
If they'll play another love song
And if that Miller High Life sign stays dim
And if you'll keep my glass full of whiskey
I'll whisper words I wish I'd said to him

[Verse 2]
Just ask me to dance all the slow ones
Hold me close and take me across the floor
I'll gently lay my head on your shoulder
And pretend this never happened before

[Chorus]
I don't want to hear a sad story
We both already know how it goes
But if tonight you'll be my tall dark stranger
I'll be your San Antone Rose

[Verse 3]
Well, I wish I could tell you I love you
And I wish that he weren't always on my mind
If wishes were fast trains to Texas
Oh I'd ride and I'd ride, how I'd ride!

[Chorus]
I don't want to hear a sad story
We both already know how it goes
So if tonight you'll be my tall dark stranger
I'll be your San Antone Rose
I'll be your San Antone Rose

9486. I'll Be Your San Antone Rose - Chords

I'll Be Your San Antone Rose
recorded by Emmylou Harris
written by Susanna Clark
 
G
If they'll play another love song
                   D7                   G
And if that Miller Highlife light stays dim
C                                   G
And if you'll keep my glass full of whiskey
     D7                               G
I'll whisper words I wish I'd said to him
 
 
Just ask me to dance all the slow ones



                  D7                 G
Hold me close and take me 'cross the floor
C                               G
I'll gently lay my head on your shoulder
    D7                          G
And pretend this never happened before
 
C                          G
I don't want to hear a sad story
  C             D7          G
We both already know how it goes
   C                         G
So if you'll be my tall dark stranger
D7                      G
I'll be your San Antone Rose
 
 
I wish I could tell you I love you
               D7                   G
I wish that he weren't always on my mind
C                             G
If wishes were fast trains to Texas
    D7                        G
I'd ride and I'd ride how I'd ride
 
Repeat #3

9487. I'll Be Your Santa Baby - Chords

I'll Be Your Santa Baby 
Tim O'Brien

[Chorus]
G
I'll be your Santa baby, try me on this year
G                                       D               G
You give me milk and cookies, I'll give you Christmas cheer
G
I'll be your Santa baby, I'll make your holiday
G                                       D               G
From the night before Christmas to the dawn of New Year's Day
 
[Verse 1]
G
I'll light your Christmas candle, I'll decorate your tree
G                                       D               G
The list is growin' longer, all the gifts you'll get from me
G
Just leave your chestnuts roasting on an open fire
G                       D               G
I may be a fat man but I can take you higher
 
[Chorus]



C                  G     C              G
I'll be your Santa baby, try me on this year
C                    G          D                      G
You give me milk and cookies, I'll give you Christmas cheer
C                  G     C                  G
I'll be your Santa baby, I'll make your holiday
C                     G                 D               G
From the night before Christmas to the dawn of New Year's Day
 
[Verse 2]
G
The kids are all grown up now, livin' in other towns
G                               D               G
We'll do whatever we want to do with no one else around
G
We can watch a bowl game on our big TV
G                       D               G
Eat leftover turkey and pumpkin pie with me
 
[Chorus]
C                  G     C              G
I'll be your Santa baby, try me on this year
C                    G          D                      G
You give me milk and cookies, I'll give you Christmas cheer
C                  G     C                  G
I'll be your Santa baby, I'll make your holiday
C                     G                 D               G
From the night before Christmas to the dawn of New Year's Day
 
[Verse 3]
G
On the night before Christmas I'll dress up in red
G                               D               G
I'll bring my Christmas package, I'll tuck you into bed
G
I won't bring no reindeer, I won't drive a sleigh
G                               D               G
Don't need no Santa's helper to love you Christmas day
 
[Chorus]
C                  G     C              G
I'll be your Santa baby, try me on this year
C                    G          D                      G
You give me milk and cookies, I'll give you Christmas cheer
C                  G     C                  G
I'll be your Santa baby, I'll make your holiday
C                     G                 D               G
From the night before Christmas to the dawn of New Year's Day
 
[Verse 4]
G
I'll recycle all the cardboard, wrapping paper too
G                                               D               G
I'll write and send the thank-you notes, no tellin' what I'll do
G
I'll love you through the seasons, you'll be glad I came
G                               D               G



Christmas comes but once a year, but I am not the same
 
[Chorus]
C                  G     C              G
I'll be your Santa baby, try me on this year
C                    G          D                      G
You give me milk and cookies, I'll give you Christmas cheer
C                  G     C                  G
I'll be your Santa baby, I'll make your holiday
C                     G                 D               G
From the night before Christmas to the dawn of New Year's Day

9488. I'll Be Your Stepping Stone - Chords

I'll Be Your Stepping Stone
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Bozo Darnell and Major Luper
501 Central

G            C                             G
I'll be your stepping stone while you keep stepping on
            D7
From him to him
            C                          G
I'll try to keep the pace just looking for a place
D7                 G
In your heart with them
                 G7                 C
You told me once just how my kisses thrilled you
           G                                  D7
Since that time there's been many lips you've known
              G   G7                 C
Now there you go  again in love with someone new
            G            D7                 G
And darling please don't miss your stepping stone
Repeat #1
                G7                 C
With every step I want to be there helping
         G                               D7
For it's love not jealousy that hangs me on
              G    G7                       C
When you walk out  on him look where you're stepping
            G            D7                 G
And darling please don't miss your stepping stone
Repeat #1

9489. I'll Break Out Again Tonight



I'll Break Out Again Tonight
Country Gentlemen - Danny Paisley

Slowly the long day turns to night
Soon they'll switch off the prison lights
And in my cell I'm making plans
To be at home with you again

   These walls and bars can't hold a dreaming man
   So I'll be home to tuck the babies in
   They can chain my body but not my mind
   So I'll break out again tonight

The warden thinks I'm in for life
All he's ever seen me wear is stripes
He don't know about my blue suit and my tie
That I wear when I'm with you at night

9490. I'll Come Off The Mountain

I'll Come Off the Mountain
Sierra Ferrell

Gather round the hillside, monsters in the trees
I'm around your mouth because you're sweet like' honeybees
Ooh' ooh ooh ooh
You' surely can sting
I'll come off the' mountain now, if you just say my name

I'll come off the mountain, if you just say my name
Blackberry so sweet and fine, stain your lips and mine
Ooh ooh ooh ooh
You surely can sting
I'll come off the mountain now if you just say my name

[Instrumental]

Well i'll come off the mountain now if you just say my name
Blackberry so sweet and fine, stain your lips and mine
Your fingertips they gently grip and trace my face outline
Once we're in her presence now [?]

9491. I'll Come Running Back To You - Chords

The Avett Brothers - I'll Come Running Back To You 
 
        G        B7        C         G
E//-----3--------2---------0---------3---------------------------------/
B//-----0--------0---------1---------0---------------------------------/
G//-----0--------2---------0---------0---------------------------------/



D//-----0--------1---------2---------0---------------------------------/
A//-----2----0-1-2-----0-2-3---------2---------------------------------/
E//-0-2-3--------X---------X-----0-2-3---------------------------------/

        G        B7        C         D          G
E//-----3--------2---------0---------3----------3----------------------/
B//-----0--------0---------1---------2----------0----------------------/
G//-----0--------2---------0---------3----------0----------------------/
D//-----0--------1---------2---------0----------0----------------------/
A//-----2----0-1-2-----0-2-3---------0----------2----------------------/
E//-0-2-3--------X---------X---------0----------3----------------------/

G
Folks say that you've
B7
Found someone new
C                          G
To do the things I used to do for you
G
Just call my name
B7    
I'm not ashamed
C         D               G
I'll come running back to you

(fuller strumming from here on)

G
Can't sleep at night
B7
I can't eat a bite
C                           G
When you were mine I didn't treat you right
G
Just call my name
        B7                                
I know, I'm not ashamed
C          D              G
I'll come running back to you

G                            G7
Just like a king, I've lost everything
C9                         C9 B7 A7
I sit all alone on my throne
A7
I've got my pride but deep down inside
D
I'm yours, yours alone, whoa

G
I try to forget
B7
Have no regrets
C                              G
This love of ours could always start anew
G
Just call my name



      B7
Whoa, I'm not ashamed
C          D              G
I'll come running back to you

G                            G7
Just like a king, I've lost everything
C9                         C9 B7 A7
I sit all alone on my throne
A7
I've got my pride but deep down inside
D
I'm yours, yours alone, whoa

G
I try to forget
B7
Have no regrets
C                              G
This love of ours could always start anew
G
Just call my name
      B7
Whoa, I'm not ashamed
C          D              G
I'll come running back to you

9492. I'll Drink No More Wine

I'll Drink No More Wine - Jimmy Martin

Tonight as I write you I pray you will find
You're driving me crazy plum out of my mind
If you'll come back darling I'll treat you so kind
I'll buy you fine clothes and I'll drink no more wine

   I'm waiting I'm waiting for you to return
   The longer I wait the more my heart burns
   If you'll come home darling I'll treat you so kind
   I'll never mistreat you I'll drink no more wine

It's been one year darling since you told me goodbye
And the pillow stays wet with tears from my eyes
If you'll come back darling I'll treat you so kind
I love you I love you I'll drink no more wine

The day that you left me I thought it was grand
I was a happy-go-lucky man
But tonight dear it's different as I write these lines
My happiness has folded, luck's left me behind



9493. I'll Feel A Whole Lot Better

I'll Feel a Whole Lot Better

Verse 1:
The reason why
Oh I can say 
I have to let you go
And right away 
After what you did
I can't stay on 
And I'll probably feel a whole lot better 
When you're gone

Verse 2:
Baby for a long time
You had me believe 
That your love was all mine
And that's the way it would be 
But I didn't know
That you were putting me on 
And I'll probably feel a whole lot better 
When you're gone
Oh, when you're gone

Verse 3:
Now I've got to say
That it's not like before 
And I'm not gonna play
Your games anymore 
After what you did
I can't stay on 
And I'll probably feel a whole lot better 
When you're gone 
Oh when you're gone, oh when you're gone 
Oh when you're gone

9494. I'll Find Another Woman

I'll Find Another Woman

I'll find another woman go find you another man
One that you can show that you're the leader of the band
Perhaps you'll love the only life you'll ever understand
I'll find another woman go find you another man

You said that you're not happy with a baby on your knee
So you leave it all alone and go stepping out on me
Well every night you're on your way to that wild side of life



You can't stand the thought to be a mother or a wife

It seems you don't care about the kind of life you choose
You know that if you ramble some day you're gonna lose
This big world around you will tumble in your hand
I'll have me another woman
you'll need another man

Down this highway of sorrow I'll leave to you alone
For I know you'll always feel that same old tumbling stone
Another man will see you and than he'll stumble on
He'll be a victum of a woman that's gone away

*Refrain

9495. I'll Fly Away

I'll Fly Away

Some bright morning when this life is over
I'll fly away
To that home on God's celestial shore
I'll fly away 

   I'll fly away oh glory
   I'll fly away (in the morning)
   When I die hallelujah by and by
   I'll fly away 

When the shadows of this life have gone
I'll fly away
Like a bird from these prison walls I'll fly
I'll fly away 

Oh how glad and happy when we meet
I'll fly away
No more cold iron shackles on my feet
I'll fly away

Just a few more weary days and then
I'll fly away
To a land where joys will never end
I'll fly away

9496. I'll Forever Say I Love You

I'll Forever Say I Love You (Larry W. Jones 10/31/2007) 

Dear, I'll forever say I love you



For I would never make you blue
Yes, I'll forever say I love you
Darling, you know I love you true
Strolling with you in the moonlight
Just seems like the right thing to do
Dreams are rolling along alright
Making mem'ries for me and you
I'm so glad I found this new love
My heart is so bound to you, love
A sweet dream came down from above
Dear, I'll forever say I love you
- instrumental -
I'm so glad I found this new love
My heart is so bound to you, love
I adore this love you're giving
I'm living in a dream, I know
There will never be misgiving
Because darling, I love you so
Dear, I'll forever say I love you
For I would never make you blue
Yes, I'll forever say I love you
Darling, you know I love you true

9497. I'll Forget Needing You

I'll Forget Needing You (Larry W. Jones 12/10/2007) 

Tomorrow dear, you'll need me to need you
But I'll be in love with somebody new
Tomorrow you'll need someone to plead to
When you're feeling so blue
You'll regret what your broken vows lead to
Tomorrow dear, you'll need me to need you
Now darling, I don't aim to mislead you
But tomorrow I won't need to need you
I won't be feeling blue
Cause tomorrow I'll forget needing you
- instrumental -
Tomorrow dear, you'll need me to need you
Now darling, I don't aim to mislead you
But tomorrow I won't need to need you
I won't be feeling blue
Cause tomorrow I'll forget needing you
But tomorrow I won't need to need you
I won't be feeling blue
Cause tomorrow I'll forget needing you

9498. I'll Forgive You



I'll Forgive You - Kathy Kallick
(P.D., from Mac Martin)

I was young when I wrote the first letter
I blotted the words with my tears
Now that I'm old and know better
We've parted for many long years
 
CHORUS
So take from my heart this sweet token
Let it be as though we never had met
For tonight I'm the one who's heartbroken
I'll forgive you but I'll never forget
 
We parted in the month of October
Some think we are parted for life
But I hope some way or another  
Someday I could still be your wife
 
CHORUS
 
Oh Darlin' I wish I'd never met you
Nor never heard tell of your name
Then I would not have born such great sorrow
Or ever have known such great pain
 
CHORUS

9499. I'll Forgive You But I Can't Forget

Roy Acuff - I'll forgive you, but I can't forget
Composer: Joe Frank - Pee Wee King

You ask me to forgive you little darling
To forget that our plans were upset
I try oh so hard not to remember
I'll forgive you but I can't forget

Somewhere I hope you are happy
And I hope your heart holds no regrets
Each night I pray the Lord to watch o'er you
I'll forgive you but I can't forget
 
The sadness of our parting still lingers
My eyes from tears are still wet
I'll always love you forever
I'll forgive you but I can't forget

Now that you've left me for another
What a pity that we ever met
For life's not worth living without you
I'll forgive you but I can't forget



9500. I'll Forgive You If You Don't

Jim Lauderdale - I'll Forgive You If You Don't

[Verse 1]
I'll forgive you if you don't
I'll still be here if you won't
Want to tell me that you feel the same way, too
You could go on all night long
And on and on and on
Tell me anything you want
I'll forgive you if you don't

[Verse 2]
If you feel like jumpin' in
I'm ready, let's begin
We can give this thing a try if you want
Because every now and then
A woman and a man
Might think their heart's at home
I'll forgive you if you don't

[Verse 3]
I'll forgive you if you don't
Want to leave the friend zone
And keep everything just the way it is
Are we on the same page?
Have we gotten to that stage?
Do you feel the huh-huh-huh
I'll forgive you if you don't

[Verse 4]
If you feel like jumpin' in
Then I'm ready, let's begin
We can give this thing a try if you want
Because every now and then
A woman and a man
Might think their heart's at home
I'll forgive you if you don't
Do you feel the huh-huh-huh
I'll forgive you if you don't

[Outro]
I'll forgive you if you don't

9501. I'll Get Along Somehow

Ernest Tubb 
I'll Get Along Somehow



Many months have come and gone since you called me on the phone
To tell me that we were through
You thought it'd break my heart but I fooled you from the start
'Cause I never did trust you

Well, you thought you were mighty wise to run around with other guys
And still saying you were mine
While you had one or two, I had a dozen more than you
So you got the fooling that time

Oh, let it rain and let it snow, I don't care, oh no no no, I'll never worry now
You're the one that wasn't fair, wasn't in you to play square, I'll get along somehow

So you keep going your way, I'll keep traveling mine
But at the end you'll need a friend, you'll be the one to sit and pine
So let it rain and let it snow, I don't care oh no no no, I'll get along somehow

Well, you thought you were mighty wise to run around with other guys
And still saying you were mine
While you had one or two, I had a dozen more than you
So you got the fooling that time

Oh, let it rain and let it snow, I don't care oh no no no, I'll never worry now
You're the one that wasn't fair, wasn't in you to play square, I'll get along somehow

So you keep going your way, I'll keep traveling mine
But at the end you'll need a friend, you'll be the one to sit and pine
So let it rain and let it snow, I don't care oh no no no, I'll get along somehow

9502. I'll Get Away

I'll Get Away
The Infamous Stringdusters - I'll Get Away

[Verse 1]
I don't need for the pity
A word of hope, you could not send
I can't hear, I need no vision
I'll find a path with the wind

[Hook]
I'll get away again
I'll get away again

[Verse 2]
In the moment I was with you
Made the bed and there I laid
Took a long time to be decided
But decisions were never made

[Hook]



[Chorus]
Hey, I'll get away
It's not a bad half, oh
If I leave it safe
Yeah, but when I get there
Ooh

[Instrumental]

[Verse 3]
You left me up here, flying
Gave me nowhere to land
Let me 'round in circles
Too dizzy to stand

[Hook]
[Chorus]
[Instrumental]
[Chorus]

9503. I'll Get By

I'll Get By - James King Band

Don't feel blue when I tell you I'm leavin
Please don't cry now when I set you free
Though I know that my heart will be breakin
I'll get by don't you cry over me

   When that cold rain is fallin outside dear
   And you're happy far over the sea
   Don't be thinkin of me in my sorrow
   I'll get by don't you cry over me

No don't shed any tears they'd be wasted
Our love it was never meant to be
That's why I don't want you to worry
I'll get by don't you cry over me

I knew all the time you weren't happy
That someday I'd have to set you free
So forget about me and my troubles
I'll get by don't you cry over me

9504. I'll Get By (As Long I Have You)

I'll Get By (As Long I Have You)

I'll get by as long as I have you



Though there'll be rain and darkness too
I'll not complain, I'll see it through

Poverty may come to me, it's true
But what care I, say
I'll get by as long as I have you

Poverty may come to me, it's true
But what care I
I'll get by as long as I have you

9505. I'll Go Back to Her

I'll Go Back to Her

I'll go back to her where I'm wanted
And maybe I can make up for the wrong
In spite of all I've done she still wants me
So I'll go back to her where I belong

Walking out on her wasn't easy
But without a second thought I left her there
I gave my all, I did it all to please you
But the more I seemed to do the less you cared

So I'll go back to her where I'm wanted
And maybe I can make up for the wrong
In spite of all I've done she still wants me
So I'll go back to her where I belong

You were playing games from the beginning
And any fool could plainly see that you have won
She's waiting there and there's nothing here to keep me
And if you can, then I can live with what we've done

So I'll go back to her where I'm wanted
And maybe I can make up for the wrong
In spite of all I've done, she still wants me
So I'll go back to her where I belong

9506. I'll Go On Alone

Roy Acuff - I'll go on alone
Composer: Marty Robbins

We're traveling down two different roads in world so far apart
You wanted me but now you seem to have a change of heart
You think I ought to live my life the way you live your own
But either take me as I am or I'll go on alone



You want to take me overnew you say I live so wrong
With you believing like you do we'll never get along
I just can't change the way I live when all is said and done
So either take me as I am or I'll go on alone

If you can't see my side of life then please don't pitty me
You just refused to go half way so why not set me free
We don't belong together if the truth were really known
Someday you'll have to go your way and I'll go on alone

9507. I'll Go On Downtown

Robert Earl Keen - I'll Go on Downtown 
Gillian Welch

I've got clothes in my closet and new shoes to wear
And all that I wanted, I've got more than my share
And the woman who loves me she's more than a dream
So why am I feeling so low down and mean?

Well I gave up on smokin' two years ago
And I ain't been drinkin' for a month now or so
And I tell everybody that I've nothin' to hide
While I keep the devil locked deep down inside

Chorus:
And tonight I'll be out there a runnin' around
Tonight by the light of the moon on the ground
Tonight while the neighbors are sleepin' so sound
Tonight I'll slip off and I'll go on downtown

We used to get crazy and jump in our cars
We'd burn up the highways and we'd close down the bars
But now we're all married and some moved away
Now, when we get together there's nothing to say

Chorus

The lights are all down and the moon's hangin' high
And the stars are all shining way up in the sky
And if anyone's askin' where I can be found
It's home in the mornin' but tonight I'm downtown

Chorus x2

9508. I'll Go On Lovin' You



I'll Go On Lovin' You - Alan Jackson 

When I look into your soft green eyes
When I see your delicate body
Revealed to me as you slip off your dress
I'm reminded what I feel for you
Will remain strong and true
Long after the pleasures of the flesh

Then I'll go on loving you  
I'll go on loving you
I'll go on loving you

Me in the rain or the wind
Or the moon up in the sky
The spin of the earth or the change of the tide
I don't know what brought us together
What strange forces of nature
Conspire to construct the present 
From the past

Then I'll go on loving you  
I'll go on loving you
I'll go on loving you

9509. I'll Go Somewhere And Sing My Songs Again

Tom T Hall - I'll Go Somewhere And Sing My Songs Again

[Verse 1:]
Way out on the mountain near the sky
Hidin' from the cold realities of life
Shakin' that old road dust off my heels
I give my heart and mind the chance to heal
Then I'll go somewhere and sing my songs again
More than likely ride back to the places I have been
In fairness to my music and my friends

[Chorus:]
So I'll go somewhere and sing my songs again

[Verse 2:]
A racoon stole my minnoes in the night
I appreciate his need and his appetite
But like me he doesn't have to roam
Lord it's true that man can't live on bread alone

[Chorus:]
So I'll go somewhere

[Verse 3:]
Oh it feels so good to have a simple wish
Where life and death is me and some old fish
Poor king sits with a cold beer in his hand



And he surveys a clear blue kingdom on the sand

[Chorus:]
So I'll go somewhere

9510. I'll Go Stepping Too

I'll Go Stepping Too
Flatt & Scruggs - Osborne Brothers

Don't think I'll be hanging around while you're having fun
I won't sit here crying over you
From now on when you step out I'll tell you what I'll do
I'll lock the door, put out the cat and I'll go stepping too

   Yes, I'll go stepping too, my honey
   I'll go stepping too
   I'll lock the door, put out the cat
   And I'll go stepping too

Now every time you come in late we begin to fight
You tell me there are more fish in the sea
But the bait ain't what it used to be and I've got news for you
Now after this when you step out then I'll go stepping too

From now on when you come in and you won't tell where you been
With your hair mussed up and your clothes don't fit you right
Don't start to yell if you find I look the same way too
Then you will know that I have been stepping just like you

9511. I'll Go To Church Again With Momma - Chords

I'll Go To Church Again With Momma

Capo 1 (Recorded in Ab)
Intro: / C / G / D7 / G / G /

G C
I'll go to church again with momma
 G D7
Someday in the sweet by and by
G C
I'll go to church again with momma
 G D7 G
Up there in the chapel in the sky

G C
You know when I was just a little boy
 G



My momma used to take me to church
 D7
And we'd read the Bible together
G
And we'd sing those wonderful old hymns
 C
That just seemed to warm your heart all over
G D7 G
Yes I know those were the happiest days I've ever spent
When I went to church with momma

G C
I'll go to church again with momma
 G D7 G
Up there in the chapel in the skies

G C G
Now momma's gone to heaven to meet Jesus there
 D7
And I know she's happy with our Lord
G C
And I know someday I'll meet her up there
 G
And we'll sing and praise the Lord
D7 G
When I go to church again in heaven with momma

G C
I'll go to church again with momma
 G D7
Someday in the sweet by and by
G C
I'll go to church again with momma
 G D7 G
Up there in the chapel in the sky

9512. I'll Go To My Grave Lovin' You

I'll Go to My Grave Lovin' You - Dailey And Vincent 

I'll go to my grave lovin' you, lovin' you
I'd give all I've saved lovin' you, lovin' you
And should, and should I live again
Even then, it won't end
For I'll go, I'll go to my grave
To my grave lovin' you, lovin' you

Oh, to take his place forever
There's nothin' I wouldn't give
I'd prove to you daily what a man really is

I'll lay down my life lovin' you, lovin' you
I'd work day and night lovin' you, lovin' you



And when, and when life calls us both above
Honey, you'll know that you'd been loved
For I'll go to my grave lovin' you, lovin' you

And when, and when life calls us both above
Well, honey, you'll know that you'd been loved
For I'll go to my grave lovin' you, lovin' you, lovin' you

9513. I'll Hold You In My Heart

I'll Hold You In My Heart

B7 E E7 A
....I'll hold you in my heart...till I can hold you in my arms.
 E B7 E
So, darlin' please wait for me.

VERSE ONE / VOCAL
E E7 A
I'll hold you in my heart...till I can hold you in my arms
 E B B7
Like you've never been held before
 E E7 A
I'll think of you each day...and that I'll dream the night away.
 E B E E7
Till you...are in my arms once more.

CHORUS / VOCALS
 A E
The stars up in the sky...know the reason why
F# F#7 B 
I feel so blue...when I'm away from you.
 E E7 A
I'll hold you in my heart...till I can hold you in my arms.
 E B E
So, darlin' please wait for me.

INSTRUMENTAL: OVER VERSE 

E E7 A
I'll hold you in my heart...till I can hold you in my arms
 E B B7
Like you've never been held before
 E E7 A
I'll think of you each day...and that I'll dream the night away
 E B E E7
Till you...are in my arms once more.

CHORUS / VOCALS
 A E
The stars up in the sky...know the reason why
F# F#7 B 
I feel so blue...when I'm away from you.



 E E7 A
I'll hold you in my heart...till I can hold you in my arms
 E B E
so darlin' please wait for me.

9514. I'll Just Call You Darling

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
I'll Just Call You Darling

I'll just call you darling and I'll call you the same
And if we ever cry out in the night we won't call each other's name

I'm afraid that I'm falling and I'm falling too
But we both belong to others we're not free
I know I'll dream about you but if you'll call my name
We'll both hurt someone who shouldn't be

So I'll just call you darling...

I didn't mean for it to happen and we can't turn back time
But it just happened we can't help it now
I have no right to hurt her and he's still in love with me
Why we're the ones who broke our wedding vows

So I'll just call you darling...

9515. I'll Just Go Away - Chords

Ill Just Go Away 
Ralph Stanley

C                               G7
It makes no difference where I wander
                        C
No matter what I say or do
                                G7
I can't out live this memory of you
                                  C
And I'll cry dear when I think of you
 
                             G7
Somehow you wouldn't let me love you
                            C
The plans we made have gone astray
                           G7
Instead of being blue and lonely
                     C
I just think I'll go away



 
                    G7
It seems we both could have been happy
                              C
If things had only turned out right
                                G7
From now on each day I'll think about you
                                 C
And I'll dream of you dear every night
 
                            G7
Somehow you wouldn't let me love you
                            C
The plans we made have gone astray
                          G7
Instead of being blue and lonely
                     C
I just think I'll go away

9516. I'll Just Pretend

I'll Just Pretend
Flatt & Scruggs

You spurned the love I gave you darling
A love you once was proud to own
Your found someone who you love better
And in my dreams I walk alone

   I'll just pretend that I don't love you
   I'll just pretend that I don't care
   And when I meet you face to face dear
   I'll turn my head I'll just pretend

Those happy hours we spent together
Forever in my heart will live
That's all I have for each tomorrow
For we will never meet again

I'll try my best to forget you
To love you now is such a sin
And as I'm facing all my fears, dear
They'll understand I won't pretend

9517. I'll Just Take A Train And Ride

I'll Just Take a Train and Ride
Gillis Brothers



    Go and leave me if you wish to
    And I hope you're satisfied
    When I my heart starts a breakin'
    I'll just take this train and ride

Standin by this lonesome railroad
Thinking of the days gone by
How you left me little darlin
And I hung my head and cried

This very spot that I'm now standing
I once held you as my own
But the whine of that old freight train
Broke apart our happy home

9518. I'll Just Take These

I'll Just Take These

I think that I
Will just take a memory
A small one that I know
Real well, then go

What I'll take is all
The happy thoughts I can recall
But I know there won't be much
That I can bear to touch

Chorus:

So I'll just take 
What my mind can stand
'Cause there's not a lot
That you can hold
In trembling hands

Just these last few hopeful things
That we left lay
Then quickly leave before
Any more
Get in my way

Chorus

9519. I'll Keep Climbing

Dolly Parton - I'll Keep Climbing 



As I travel life's pathway to that city beyond
I find the way so narrow and my strenght almost gone
Then I cry oh Lord have mercy please don't leave me all alone
Cause somehow I've got to make it make heaven my home
I'll keep climbing I'll keep climbing till I make it my home
And I'll soon be with Jesus round the great white throne
Though the way may seem rugged Lord I must travel on
I'll keep climbing I'll keep climbing till I make heaven my home
My friends they forsake me my companions are few
I'll keep my eyes toward heaven no matter what others do
I'll keep my mind upon Jesus for his way I will choose
Soon I'll reach heaven's portal seems it's almost in view
I'll keep climbing...
I'll keep climbing...
Make heaven my home

9520. I'll Keep It With Mine

Richard Thompson - I'll Keep It With Mine 

You may search at any cost
But how long can you search for what's not lost?
Everybody will help you
Some people are very kind
But if I can save you any time

Come on, give it to me
I'll keep it with mine

I can't help it, if you might think I'm odd
If I say I'm loving you, not for what you are, but for what you're not
Everybody will help you
Discover what you set out to find
But if I can save you any time

Come on, give it to me
I'll keep it with mine

The train leaves at half past ten
But I'll be back tomorrow at the same time again
The conductor, he's weary
He's still stuck on the line
But if I can save you any time

Come on, give it to me
I'll keep it with mine

9521. I'll Keep My Heart Open For You



Jim Lauderdale - I'll Keep My Heart Open for You

I may never change your mind
When it's way past closin' time
I'll keep my heart open for you
I won't ever lock the door
Or sweep the empty floor
I'll keep my heart open for you
I want you to know that I'm happy
To be the place to go when you're blue
Let's keep a runnin' tab
All the love that isn't through
I'll keep my heart open for you
I want you to know that I'm happy
To be the place to go when you're blue
Let's keep a runnin' tab
All the love that isn't through
I'll keep my heart open
I'll keep my heart open
I'll keep my heart open for you

9522. I'll Keep On Loving You

I'll Keep on Loving You
Merle Haggard, Willie Nelson, Ray Price
Nashville Bluegrass Band

If the world keeps on turning, and I'm sure it's bound to do
Then I'll keep on loving you
And if the dawn comes tomorrow, and we know that it is true
Then I'll keep on loving you
What the thing changes sky to fall, the dawn wouldn't come, the world wouldn't stall
I wouldn't care as long as you're near; it wouldn't matter to me at all
And if the stars stay in heaven, and the moon stays in the blue
Then I'll keep on loving you

If I ever should lose you, then I know just what I'll do
I'll just keep on loving you
You are heaven to me, dear; you are every dream come true
And I'll keep on loving you
Life is so sweet when you are near; I couldn't do without you, my dear
I love you, so I want you to know I think of you wherever I go
And I will always be faithful, and I'm sure that you will too
And I'll keep on loving you, then I'll keep on loving you

9523. I'll Keep On Sailing

I'll Keep On Sailing

By Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver



I'm sailing on life's river of sorrows
Just trying to keep my head above the raging water
I'll keep on praying along the way
Until I land on heavens shore forever to stay
I'll keep on sailing sailing sailing sailing sailing along 
Until my lord comes back and takes me to my heavenly home
I'll keep on singing shouting giving praising oh how the heavens will ring
When we gather up in heaven with Christ our king
If you see me sailing won't you follow me
And give your heart and soul to the one who set you free 
His loves unending as east to west
Get aboard with me as I sail along to a haven of rest
I'll keep on sailing sailing sailing sailing sailing along 
Until my lord comes back and takes me to my heavenly home
I'll keep on singing shouting giving praising oh how the heavens will ring
When we gather up in heaven with Christ our king
I'll keep on sailing sailing sailing sailing sailing along
Until my lord comes back and takes me to my heavenly home
I'll keep on singing shouting giving praising oh how the heavens will ring
When we gather up in heaven with Christ our king
When we gather up in heaven with Christ our king

9524. I'll Lead You Home

Ralph Stanley - I'll Lead You Home
Jim Lauderdale

Well I've been some places where I shouldn't be
Didn't mean to stray, I've paid so dearly
I'd wake up more lost than the night before
Wishing that I heard the words more clearly

[Chorus]
I'll lead you home
Rise up, it won't be long
A brand new day has come
And I will lead you home
Mother and father waited patiently
They had something left to remind them
Our time is precious here on God's great earth
I hope I'm not too late to find them

[Chorus]
I'll lead you home
Rise up, it won't be long
A brand new day has come
And I will lead you home
After all the waves the storm had crashing in
Now I'm drifting as my life unravels
I miss the loved ones being close to me
I almost hear them singing while I travel

[Chorus]



I'll lead you home
Rise up, it won't be long
A brand new day has come
And I will lead you home
A brand new day has come
And I will lead you home

9525. I'll Leave My Heart In Tennessee - Chords

I'll Leave My Heart In Tennessee 
Dailey And Vincent
64 views, added to favorites 7 times

[Intro]
C    (fiddle intro)
 
[Verse 1]
C
Red barn roof peekin' over a field of yellow
            F
Smell the sweet honeysuckle in the air, hear a milk cow bellow
C
Tennessee Walker runnin' by, man, he sure is pretty
          F
I feel sorry for those poor folks stuck livin' in the city
 
[Chorus]
G                     C
And I thank God I'm a native son
       F                  C
But I love this place as much as anyone
     G                                    F
My soul's goin' to Heaven when they bury me
           Dm       C       G     C
But I'll leave my heart in Tennessee
 
[Verse 2]
C
Fieldstone shinn' like diamonds on the hills and pastures
           F
Thing's 'round here move slow but they're gonna get faster
C
Bulldozin' farms and fences in the name of progress
      F
Oh, those developers, they're cold and heartless
                   G                                 C
'Cause when that train starts rollin' on down that track
           F             C
What it's haulin ain't comin' back
G                              F
This land and life will be a memory
             Dm        C         G     C
And all the things I love about Tennessee



 
 
[Bridge]
           F
It's in my marrow, it's in my blood
                            Am
It's who I am, it's what I love
           F
I'd stay right here everyday I could
         Am                       G
And my Tennesse life's sure been good
 
[Verse 3]
C
I love the green, green grass of home and the white Church steeples
F
The rivers and the creeks and the colorful people
C
Nothin' like a sunset fadin' low in a pink sky
F
Yeah, singin' "How Great Thou Art" with a tear in my eye
 
[Chorus]
G                     C
Oh I thank God I'm a native son
F                      C
But I love this place as much as anyone
    G                                F
My soul's goin' to Heaven when they bury me
          Dm         C      G     C
But I'll leave my heart in Tennessee
 
[Bridge 2]
           F
It's in my marrow, it's in my blood
                            Am
It's who I am, it's what I love
           F
I'd stay right here everyday I could
         Am                       G
And my Tennesse life's sure been good
 
[Outro]
           G                            F
Yeah, my soul's goin' to Heaven for eternity
          Dm         C      G     C
But I'll leave my heart in Tennessee

9526. I'll Leave The Bottle On The Bar

I'll Leave the Bottle on the Bar

A loser doesn't always know he's losing till he's lost the game and it's too late to win



I hope I'll call in time and you'll forgive me
Cause I want so much to come back home again
And I'll leave the bottle on the bar if you'll take me back to start anew
I'll leave the bottle on the bar
I'll sober up and come back home to you

I stood by and let the bottle come between us
And I let it through me time and time again
Before I thought the wine was all I needed but now I see just what a fool I've been
And I'll leave the bottle.

9527. I'll Leave The Bottle On The Bar - Chords

I'll Leave The Bottle On The Bar
Recorded by Merle Haggard

G               C                G
A loser doesn't always know he's losing 
                                             D7
Till he's lost the game and it's too late to win
  G                 C               G
I hope I'll call in time and you'll forgive me
      C                 D7             G
Cause I want so much to come back home again
                   C             G
And I'll leave the bottle on the bar 
                                D7
If you'll take me back to start anew
G              C             G
I'll leave the bottle on the bar 
     C            D7                G
I'll sober up and come back home to you
                       C             G
I stood by and let the bottle come between us
                                      D7
And I let it through me time and time again
  G                  C            G
Before I thought the wine was all I needed 
    C              D7               G
But now I see just what a fool I've been
                   C             G
And I'll leave the bottle on the bar 
                                D7
If you'll take me back to start anew
G              C             G
I'll leave the bottle on the bar 
     C            D7                G
I'll sober up and come back home to you



9528. I'll Look Over You

I'll Look Over You

I'll look over things you do because I love you so,
And I'll be standing on the sidelines while you play.
It's your life to live the way you want to live,
And I'll look over you if you'll just let me stay.
It's no fault of yours if I can't give the thrill you need,
And I know someday you'll find someone who can.
Though it hurts to see you stare at every guy you see,
I'll look over you and try to understand.
I'll look over things you do because I love you so,
And I'll be standing on the sidelines while you play.
It's your life to live the way you want to live,
And I'll look over you if you'll just let me stay.

9529. I'll Look Over You - Chords

I'll Look Over You
By Merle Haggard

C    F                               C
I'll look over things you do because I love you so 
            G7                        C
And I'll be standing on the sidelines while you play 
          F                        C
It's your life to live the way you want to live 
         G7                                  C
And I'll look over you if you'll just let me stay 
 
        F                                  C
It's no fault of yours if I can't give the thrill you need 
           G7                              C
And I know someday you'll find someone who can 
          F                               C
Though it hurts to see you stare at every guy you see 
          G7                       C
I'll look over you and try to understand 
 
     F                               C
I'll look over things you do because I love you so 
            G7                         C
And I'll be standing on the sidelines while you play 
          F                        C
It's your life to live the way you want to live 
         G7                                  C
And I'll look over you if you'll just let me stay



9530. I'll Love Nobody But You

I'll Love Nobody But You
Gibson Brothers - Jim & Jesse

   I'll never love anybody but you, baby, baby
   I'll never love anybody but you if you'll be my girl
   Oh yes believe me it's true
   Oh yes, I'll love nobody but you

I'll always be true to you, baby, baby
I'll always be true to you if you'll be my girl
Oh yes believe me it's true
Oh yes, I'll love nobody but you

I'll take you out every night, baby, baby
I'll take you out if you'll be my girl
Oh yes believe me it's true
Oh yes, I'll love nobody but you

9531. I'll Love Noone But You

I'll Love Noone But You - Ralph Stanley

Now tonight as I write this note to you
There's sorrow in my heart
I hate to say goodbye my dear
But it's better that we part

   Don't think that I've grown tired of you
   Or found somebody new
   For you were all I've ever had
   And I love no one but you

Now when your read this note my dear
I hope you'll understand
And think of the one that loves you best
This broken hearted man

Now that I have loved and lost
I hope your satisfied
It'll be so hard to go through this world
With a broken heart inside

9532. I'll Love You Til the Day I Die

I'll Love You Til the Day I Die

Though a roamer in life I've rambled
For riches my life's been denied



But in love I found wealth full and freely
With its help I'll keep troubles in stride

Love knows no boundaries or pathways
It has no clinging or ties
Too precious to live here without it
I'll love you til the day I die

Though the trials and troubles are many
At times I stand woefully bent
Still I long for each moment of livin
My heart poureth o'er til the end

9533. I'll Love You Till the Day I Die

Rodney Crowell - I'll Love You Till the Day I Die

[Verse 1]
I only saw you once
And that was a long, long time ago
You probably don't remember me
But I thought I'd let you know
That one short conversation
Is still the reason why
I'll love you 'til the day I die

[Verse 2]
You knew I was an honest man
I guess I knew it too
But if I'd known then what I know now
I'd trade it all for you
And when you turned and walked away
I didn't bat an eye
But I'll love you 'til the day I die
[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
I didn't know my heart back then
What was there to know?
If I could do it all again
I'd never let you go
Twenty minutes, twenty years ago
Is still the reason why
I'll love you 'til thR day I die

[Outro]
In case I still might sleep with you
In some sweet by-and-by
I'm gonna lovR you 'til the day I die
I'm gonna love you 'til the day I die



9534. I'll Love You Till the Day I Die

Rodney Crowell - I'll Love You Till the Day I Die

[Verse 1]
I only saw you once
And that was a long, long time ago
You probably don't remember me
But I thought I'd let you know
That one short conversation
Is still the reason why
I'll love you 'til the day I die

[Verse 2]
You knew I was an honest man
I guess I knew it too
But if I'd known then what I know now
I'd trade it all for you
And when you turned and walked away
I didn't bat an eye
But I'll love you 'til the day I die
[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
I didn't know my heart back then
What was there to know?
If I could do it all again
I'd never let you go
Twenty minutes, twenty years ago
Is still the reason why
I'll love you 'til thR day I die

[Outro]
In case I still might sleep with you
In some sweet by-and-by
I'm gonna lovR you 'til the day I die
I'm gonna love you 'til the day I die

9535. I'll Make It Clear

Norman Blake - I'll Make It Clear

They think they know us
But they don't know us
In love there's nothing
That they can show us anymore
It's never been like this before
I'll make it clear
I love you dear



Just something simple
And unaffected
We're getting closer
Than we expected to be
It's me for you and you for me
I'll make it clear
I love you dear
Dear...
Dear...
Your life was darker
And I think you lost your way
Stumbled into your life
To brush the past away
I'll make it clear
I love you dear
Dear...
Dear...
Dear...
Dear...

9536. I'll Make Your Bed

Dolly Parton - I'll Make Your Bed 

I'm not the kind of girl that married dear dad
I don't bake apple pies and cookies from scratch
I'm not even handy with a needle or thread
But you'll never go hungry and I'll make your bed

I'll make your bed a place you can't wait to go
Softer than feathers and as sweet as a rose
Smooth satin pillows I will fluff for your head
And you'll want for nothin' and I'll make your bed

I'll love you to sleep at night, wake you with a kiss
Things that I can't do, I swear you won't miss
I promised forever on the day that we meet
That's love you truly and
I'll make your bed

Do-do-do-do-do-do, de-de-de-oh-h
Do-do-do-do-do-do, de-de-de ah
Do-do-do-do-do-do, de-de-de-oh-h
I'll love you truly and I'll make your bed

I'll clothe you in dreams or I will feed you with love
Show you a magic life that few have dreamed of
I know this can be the love you'll never regret
'Cause I'm your forever and I'll make your bed

I'll make your bed a place you can't wait to go
Softer than feathers and as sweet as a rose
Smooth satin pillows I will fluff for your head



And I'll love you truly and
I'll make your bed

I'll love you to sleep at night, wake you with a kiss
Things that I can't do, I swear you won't miss
Forever and always I will prove what I said
And love you a lifetime and
I'll make your bed
And you'll want for nothing and I'll make your bed

Do-do-do-do-do-do, dum-de-de oh-h
De-de-de-de-de-de, do-do-do ah
Do-do-do-do-do-do, de-de-de oh
I'll love you truly and I'll make your bed
Do-do-do-do-do-do, da-de-de-de-oh-h
De-de-da-de-de, dum-de-de-ah
De-de-da-de, de-dum de-de-oh
I'll love you truly and I'll make your bed
Fades

9537. I'll Meet Her In Heaven

Carolina Blue - I'll Meet Her In Heaven

[Verse 1]
Told me she was angel, sent down from God above
She rescued me from deep despair, and showered me with love
But the ways of God are not our ways, since He took her away
Never again to see her, and it calls me on that day

[Chorus]
I'll meet her up in Heaven
We'll walk there, hand-in-hand
Strolling through God's paradise
Where time no-longer stands
To me she'll be so lovely
Her beauty beyond compare
And I can't wait to see her
When I reach that home up there

[Verse 2]
Each day I go to the graveyard, my darlin's resting there
And I'll place a rose upon her grave, to prove that I still care
I know she'll be so happy, upon that heavenly shore
And I'm ready now to join her there, where parting comes no more

[Chorus]
I'll meet her up in Heaven
We'll walk there, hand-in-hand
Strolling through God's paradise
Where time no-longer stands
To me she'll be so lovely
Her beauty beyond compare



And I can't wait to see her
When I reach that home up there

9538. I'll Meet You in Church Sunday Morning

Bill Monroe - I'll Meet You in Church Sunday Morning
Stanley Brothers

On Sunday, when the church bells start ringin'
They're ringin' for you and for me
Let's all kneel down at the altar
And pray that our souls might be free.

CHORUS:
I'll meet you in church Sunday morning
And we'll all kneel down and pray
We'll pray to our Lord up in heaven
To guide us safe home on our way.

It's a place where we all meet on Sunday
To worship our Lord up above
And let all of our sins be forgiven
And meet with our loved ones above.

Repeat chorus

In heaven I hear a voice callin'
From the land where there's one endless day
Let's all be prepared to meet Jesus
The path is narrow to that home far away.

Repeat chorus

9539. I'll Meet You In The Morning

I'll Meet You In The Morning
Bill Monroe

I'll meet you in the morning by the bright riverside
When all sorrow has drifted away
I'll be standin' at the portals when the gates open wide
At the close of life's long weary day

I'll meet you in the morning with a how do you do
And we'll sit down by the river and when all the rapture is renewed
You'll know me in the morning by the smile that I wear
When I meet you in the morning In the city that is built four square

I will meet you in the morning in the sweet by and by



And exchange the old cross for a crown
There will be no disappointments and nobody shall die
In that land when life's sun goeth down

9540. I'll Move Along

I'll Move Along (Larry W. Jones 10/31/2007) 

Dear, I'll move along if you don't need me
I'll move along if you need to be free
I don't know how to mend your broken vows
I'll move along to a new love for me
I'll move along if you don't need me
I'll move along if your heart I can't own
In a new time zone dear, I'll remember
That you once told me you loved me alone
After I go, dear, you will remember
That all of my vows I did live up to
I'll move along without warm love's embers
And I will get along dear, without you
- instrumental -
I'll move along if you don't need me
I'll move along if your heart I can't own
In a new time zone dear, I'll remember
That you once told me you loved me alone
After I go, dear, you will remember
That all of my vows I did live up to
I'll move along without warm love's embers
And I will get along dear, without you
I'll move along without warm love's embers
And I will get along dear, without you

9541. I'll Need Someone To Hold Me (When I Cry)

Janie Fricke - I'll Need Someone to Hold Me (When I Cry)

Your bags are packed and waiting
By the door
If you really want to go
Well, it's alright
Don't worry 'bout me darling
Cause I'll get by
But I'll need someone to hold me when I cry
I'll need someone to tell me
That I'll get over you
And I'll need a friend to lean one
When I'm felling blue
So sit down here beside me
After you say good-bye



Cause I'll need someone to hold me when I cry
The taxi cab is waiting
For you to go
But darling, tell him that you've
Changed your mind
And stay until tomorrow
Cause I know tonight
That I'll need someone to hold me when I cry

9542. I'll Need The Prayers Of Those I Love - Chords

I'll Need The Prayers Of Those I Love
Recorded by The Larry Stephenson Band
Written by Carl Story and William York

C G                   D7      G
I need the prayers of those I love
      D7                           G
While traveling o'er life's rugged way
                    D7       G
That I may true and faithful be
    D7                   G
And live for Jesus every day

  C                       G     D7
I want my friends to pray for me
   G                    D7
To bare my tempted soul above
    C                  G
And intercede with God for me
  D7                          G   C
I need the prayers of those I love

  G                   D7      G
I need the prayers of those I love
   D7                     G
To help me in each crying hour
                   D7      G
To bare my tempted soul to Him
     D7                    G
That He may keep me by His power

  C                       G     D7
I want my friends to pray for me
   G                    D7
To bare my tempted soul above
    C                  G
And intercede with God for me
  D7                          G
I need the prayers of those I love



9543. I'll Never Be Lonesome Again

Flatt & Scruggs - I'll never be lonesome again

Well I'll never be lonesome lonesome again up there with my Saviour and friends
By the beautiful throne I'll have a mansion of my own then I'll never be lonesome

I'm so tired and so weary my work is almost done
My friends and my loved ones are gone
I'm just ready for the day when I can hear Jesus say well done my servant come home

Well I'll never be lonesome...

Well I'll never be lonesome...

9544. I'll Never Do Better Than You

Tom T Hall - I'll Never Do Better Than You

[Verse 1:]
No matter where in this big world I roam
With all of its wonders to see
There'll always be one I can never forget
Precious and special to me

[Chorus:]
I'll never do better than you
You were the light of my life
Some other girl might be faithful and true
But I'll never do better than you

[Verse 2:]
Well, I know you don't care if I live or I die
You live in a mansion so fine
Someday sweetheart if you ever get blue
Remember this letter of mine

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
There's fish in the ocean and birds in the trees
They've all got a partner for life
But I will be lonely as long as I live
I wanted you for my wife

[Chorus]



9545. I'll Never Fall In Love Again

Emmylou Harris - I'll Never Fall In Love Again

What do you get when you fall in love? 
A girl with a pin to burst your bubble 
That's what you get for all your trouble 
I'll never fall in love again 
I'll never fall in love again 

What do you get when you kiss a girl 
You get enough germs to catch pneumonia 
After you do, she'll never phone ya 
I'll never fall in love again 
I'll never fall in love again 

Don't tell me what it's all about 
'Cause I've been there and I'm glad I'm not 
Out of those chains those chains that bind you 
That is why I'm here to remind you 

What do you get when you fall in love? 
You only get lies and pain and sorrow 
So far at least until tomorrow 
I'll never fall in love again 
I'll never fall in love again

9546. I'll Never Forget

Dolly Parton - I'll Never Forget 

(Dolly Parton)
Sweeter than honey, as soft as a sigh
Gentle as snowflakes but warm as July
This is the way I remember your kiss
If I live forever, I'll never forget
Misty as morning, as blue as the sky
Reflections of Heaven in your loving eyes
Eyes that said more than your words ever did
And if I live forever, I'll never forget
If I live forever, I'll never forget
It's you that I'm wanting to spend my life with
Do I still love you? The answer is yes.
And if I live forever, I'll never forget
Two loving arms that I felt welcomin'
Arms that I've run to again and again
How do you erase sweet memories you miss
If I live forever, I'll never forget
Sad circumstances that stood between us
Wouldn't let us share our precious, sweet love
Do you remember, do you feel like this?
If I live forever, I'll never forget
If I live forever, I'll never forget



It's you that I wanted to share my life with
Do I still love you? The answer is yes.
And if I live forever, I'll never forget
Do you remember, do you feel like this?
If I live forever, I'll never forget

9547. I'll Never Forsake You

I'll Never Forsake You

I am so happy that you love no other but me
All of my life I've tried to win your love you see
And I still wonder if you will be happy with me
When we are married and I've taken you my wife to be

I have waited so long for the words you just said
I always thought that you loved another instead
But you have told me with your own sweet lips so red
And I am waiting for the day when we shall wed

If you should ever forsake me my love I would pray
Take me my maker up in heaven where white angels stay
Cause I could never go on living without you this way
If we are to part I'd rather you take me today

No no I'll never forsake you I'll always be true
And we'll be happy together because I love you
And when I think of us parting sweetheart it runs through my head
If we cant be happy together my love I would rather be dead

9548. I'll Never Get Out of This World Alive

Steve Earle - I'll Never Get Out of This World Alive

Now you're lookin' at a man that's gettin' kind a mad
I had a lot of luck but it's all been bad
No matter how I struggle and strive
I'll never get out of this world a live
My fishin' pole's broke the creek is full of sand
My woman run away with another man
No matter how I struggle and strive
I'll never get out of this world alive
A distant uncle passed away and left me quite a batch
I was doing fine until that fatal day
A lawyer proved I wasn't born
I was only hatched
Ev'rything's agin' me and it's got me down
If I jumped in the river I would prob'ly drown
No matter how I struggle and strive



I'll never get out of this world alive
These shabby shoes I'm wearin' everyday
Is full of holes and nails
And brother if I stepped on a worn out dime
I bet a nickel I could tell you if it was heads or tails
I'm not gonna worry wrinkles in my brow
'Cause nothin's ever gonna be alright nohow
No matter how I struggle and strive
I'll never get out of this world alive

9549. I'll Never Give It Up

Richard Thompson - I'll Never Give It Up 

I can't eat, I can't sleep
Knowing that you're on
Your midnight creep
I can't jump, I can't jive
Knowing that you want me
Dead or alive

There's no half way with you
You see red, white and blue
What holds your head on
Could use another screw

Come on, do your worst, boy
That's the way, that's the way
Hit me where it hurts, boy
That's the way, that's the way

Puff until you burst, boy
That's the way, that's the way
But I'll never give it up
I'll never give it up

I'll put you in my loser file
I don't need your reptile smile
I prefer you out of range
Stare at somebody else for a change

When the sky fell in, you cried
And blackness welled inside
And how your little brain
Got twisted and fried

I don't run, I don't care
Some day we're going to
Meet somewhere

You and me will rock and roll
When you crawl out of
Your sick little hole



So give me what you got
Put your money in the pot
Let's see what you are and
What you're not

You're someone I can't help betray
Because you built me up that way

9550. I'll Never Go Back - Chords

I'll Never Go Back
Written and recorded by Charles and Ira Louvin

C                       F         C
I once was bound by the chains of sin
                            G7
There was no light to shine within
           C
Down on my knees I knelt and prayed
                       G7   C
And He took my burdens all away

              G7                  C
I'll never go back to the ways of sin
                        D7          G7
Where the Lord found me and took me in
           C
He came to me in a world so black
                   G7            C
To the ways of sin I'll never go back

                    F      C
As I travel on this narrow way
                                 G7
I'll help the lost to find their way
              C
I'll shine my light so the world can see
                    G7           C
What a saving grace has done for me

Repeat #2

                       F        C
At the set of sun I'll be going home
                           G7
To rest my soul around the throne
         C
I'll bid farewell in a little while
                    G7            C
And change my tears for a lasting smile

Repeat #2



9551. I'll Never Grow Tired Of You

I'll Never Grow Tired Of You - Ralph Stanley

It's been a long time since you drifted away
Now there's nothin' to live for it seems
But darlin' no matter where you are tonight
You'll be here with me inmy dreams

I 'll nevergrow tired of you sweetheart
No mat-ter what you may do
They tell me lately you're livin' so wrong
But I'll never grow tired of you

I see your two blue eyes each night in my dreams
But when I awake you're not thee
Come back to me and let's start life anew
Losin' you's so hard to bare

I still wonder why you've drifted away
From the happiness that may have been
I can vision the time you'd someday be mine
Cherish the love I can't win

9552. I'll Never Let Go Of You - Chords

I'll Never Let Go Of You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and George Riddle

C              F                               C
I'll never let go of you not your sweet loving touch
               G7                           C
I'll never let go of you for I love you too much
             F                                  C
I want to be where you are till my life here is through
             G7                           C
If I'll live forever I'll never let go of you
                     G7                                     C
You brought sunshine into my world turned the grey skies to blue
              G7                              C
My life means everything while I'm holding to you
              F                                  C
Your nearness makes me feel that my troubles are few
             G7                           C
If I'll live forever I'll never let go of you
 
Repeat #2



9553. I'll Never Love Another

I'll Never Love Another
Flatt & Scruggs - Osborne Brothers

I'll never love another now that you've gone away
And left me here to grieve dear all alone
It seems I always lose my dear no matter how I try
I'll never love another, 'til the day I die

   I'll never love another now that you've proved untrue
   Without your loving darling, what am I to do
   I've spent my life for you dear now you've left me blue
   I'll never love another if I can't have you

Our castle now has tumbled down that I had built for you
And all my dreams have vanished dear with you
I'll find no one to take you place so I'll not even try
I'll never love another, 'til the day I die

Now you don't even know the heartache that you caused me to bear
Or you would never stole my love from me
I'll have to live my life alone and think of days gone by
I'll never love another, 'til the day I die

9554. I'll Never Make You Blue

I'll Never Make You Blue

Since you went away the skies have turned to gray
I nev-er knew I loved you this way
I can't live without you and if you come back soon
Darlin' I'll never make you blue

I'll nev-er make you blue darlin' I'll promise you
To be forever honest and true
The things I used to do I'll quit them all for you
Darlin' I'll never make you blue

Darl-in' I'm to blame but I won't be the same
All I ask is one more chance
To prove what I can do dar-lin' for you
I'll prove that I can make your heart be true

Please come back to me don't leave me here to grieve
My life will wait for your memory
Just let me alone and say you'll come back home
Darlin' I can't live alone



9555. I'll Never Say Goodbye

Dolly Parton - I'll Never Say Good-bye 

I couldn't believe it the day that you left
Cleaned out your closet, cleared off your shelves
Loaded your car and you drove out of sight
But I never said goodbye
I'll never say goodbye
The door's always open, I leave on a light
I'm always waiting in case you drop by
I'll never say goodbye
People have told me you have a new love
My heart's not willing to give up on us
I've convinced myself they're just telling me lies
And I'll never say goodbye
I'll never say goodbye
The door's always open, I leave on a light
I never wanted you out of my life
And I'll never say goodbye
I'll never say goodbye
The door's always open, I leave on a light
I'll be loving you till the day that I die
And I'll never say goodbye
If you'll just come back, I won't even ask why
I'll never say goodbye, no I'll never say goodbye

9556. I'll Never See Your Face Again

I'll Never See Your Face Again

How many times have I seen you with a tear upon your check
And that beautiful attempt at a smile
You wave good-bye and wish me well and don't forget to write
Once again I have you counting the miles

The pained expression in your face
The frailty of your form
As you slowly faded from my sight
It's a picture in my memory I never will forget
Though I haven't seen your face in a while

Always looking toward the next horizon
Never looking back on where I've been
Tomorrow is another day you know that I'll be back someday
I guess that's just the way the story ends
For I find myself alone without a friend

You know for every fond farewell there always was hello



And I hoped that it would help to ease your pain
And now I stand in these new shoes
the tears are rollin' down
For I know I'll never see your face again

9557. I'll Never Shed Another Tear

I'll Never Shed Another Tear
Flatt & Scruggs - Osborne Brothers

I used to sit alone at night and worry little darling
For I thought you meant the world to me
But now things have changed and those days are gone forever
So I'll never shed another tear

   I'll never shed another tear now I don't care what happens
   You have proved your love untrue to me
   There's nothing you can do that will ever change my feelings
   So I'll never shed another tear

With a broken heart I'll never forget the vows we made together
The many times you told me not to fear
But now you've forgotten and you've left me here forever
So I'll never shed another tear

Now you should have told me dear that you were only fooling
Then I'd never learn to love you so
Then I wouldn't have all these heartaches my darling
Dreading the day I see you go

9558. I'll Never Sing Your Name

I'll Never Sing Your Name
Fruition

I'll never sing your name I swear
I'll never sing your name
We'll never be the same again
We'll never be the same

Suddenly we both see so clearly
That love is blind and deaf and dumb
Meant to be but not too be easy
A feeling that is gone and come

I'll never see your face the same
I'll never see your face
I know I'll be replaced some day
I know I'll be replaced



And as it goes it just goes for showing
Our love was swallows by the doubt
Now those kisses that you were blowing
Somehow they all got blown right out

And as it goes it just goes for showing
Our love was swallows by the doubt
Now those kisses that you were blowing
Somehow they all got blown right out

Tragically we come to the ending
Where can we take it to from here
Meant to be but not to be easy
Some day the reasons will be clear
I'll never sing your name I swear
I'll never sing your name

9559. I'll Never Take No For An Answer

Tommy Brown and the County Line Grass - I'll Never Take No for an Answer
Album: Leaving This Town

I'll never take no for an answer
Just as long as i have a chance with you
I'll never take no for an answer
Because without my life would be so blue

You tell me sweet heart you've found another
But somehow I can't believe that it's true
Are you doing this sweet heart to make me jealous
Is true have you found some body new

My heart knows that i really love you
And keeps telling me what I should do
If you say you'll be mine everything will be fine
Because I think you feel the same way too

I'll never take no for an answer
Just as long as i have a chance with you
I'll never take no for an answer
Because without my life would be so blue

9560. I'll Never Tell You I Love You

Ernest Tubb 
I'll Never Tell You I Love You

I'll never tell you I love you



I'll never say that I do
I'll never tell you I love you
But still you know that I do

Sitting all alone in the moonlight
Feeling so lonesome and blue
Soft breeze is there in the moonlight
Brings back sweet mem'ries of you

I know that you found a new love
That's very easy to see
Someone is getting your true love
But still I know it's not me

I wonder if you'd be forgiving
If you knew that soon I would go
If I can't have you while I'm living
I'd be better off down below

I'll never tell you I love you
I'll never say that I do
I'll never tell you I love you
But still you know that I do

9561. I'll Not Be A Stranger

I'll Not Be a Stranger
Traditional Grass - Stanley Brothers

I'll not be a stranger when I get to that city
I'm acquainted with folks over there
There'll be friends there to greet me
There'll be loved ones to meet me
At the gates of that city four square
   
    Through the years, through the tears, they've gone one by one
    But they'll wait at the gate until my race is run
    I'll not be a stranger when I get to that city
    I'm acquainted with folks over there

I'll not be a stranger when I get to that city
I've a home on the streets paved with gold
I'll feel right at home there
In that beautiful somewhere
With the loved ones whose memory I hold

I'll not be a stranger when I get to that city
There'll be no lonely days over there
There'll be no stormy weather
But a great time together
On the streets of that city four square



9562. I'll Not Be A Stranger - Chords

I'll Not Be A Stranger
Written and recorded by the Stanley Brothers

C                             F
I'll not be a stranger when I get to that city
    C                          G7
I'm acquainted with folks over there
            C
There'll be friends there to greet me
            F
There'll be loved ones to meet me
       C             G7       C
At the gates of that city foursquare

            G7                              C
Through the years through the tears they've gone one by one
            G7                 C
But they'll wait at the gate until my race is won
                              F
I'll not be a stranger when I get to that city
    C               G7         C
I'm acquainted with folks over there

                              F
I'll not be a stranger when I get to that city
       C                              G7
I've a home on the streets paved with gold
       C
I will feel right at home there
        F
In that beautiful somewhere
         C                G7         C
With the loved ones whose memories I hold

Repeat #2

                              F
I'll not be a stranger when I get to that city
C                               G7
There'll be no lonely days over there
         C
There'll be no stormy weather
      F
But a great time together
       C               G7       C
On the streets of that city foursquare

Repeat #2



9563. I'll Oil Wells Love You

Dolly Parton - I'll Oil Wells Love You 

I met a man in Texas and oh he was so fine
And I said to myself self I'm gonna make him mine
He owned a lot of oilwells and his bankroll sure was healthy
I knew that if I married him I'd certainly be wealthy
Oh I'll oilwells love you and I'll oilwells care
And I'll oilwells need you I'll want you oilwells dear
Well I never had no money not a penny to my name
And I said I'd find a rich man and I'd love my way to fame
So he took me in his arms I cuddled up real near
The moneybug still bit me and I whispered in his ear
Oh I'll oilwells love you...
He looked into my eyes Lord he saw a love light shine
Little did he know that that light was dollar signs
Now that we are married there ain't nothin' left to tell
We'll live happy ever after cause oil is well that ends well
Oh I'll oilwells love you...
I'll oilwells love you...

9564. I'll Paint The Town - Chords

I'll Paint The Town 
Highway 101

[Intro]
D
 
[Verse 1]
D              G    A          D
Now you don't know what you started
                 G             A
Telling me you found somebody new
           D                    G      A            B    E
And to think you lied well it hurts my pride and darling
     D                       A                 D
You don't know what foolish pride would make me do
 
[Chorus]
D                          G            D
Oh I'll paint the town turn it upside down
       G                D                  A
There won't be nothing left when I get through
           D                 C       G                B
There'll be no stone unturned no bridges that I ain't burned
G                        D                 A                  D
For a heart still left standing when I'll paint this old town blue



 
[Instrumental]
D C G D A D Bm
 
[Verse 2]
D                         G       A       D
Well it makes me sad that love we had is dying
                        G              A
All the whisky in the world won't make it right
              D                G        A          B   E
And darling that maybe but it want stop me from trying
       D                A              D
To forget, someone else's arm tonight
 
[Chorus]
D                          G            D
Oh I'll paint the town turn it upside down
       G                D                  A
There want be nothing left when I get through
           D                 C       G                B
There'll be no stone unturned no bridge that I ain't burned
G                        D                 A                  D
For a heart still left standing when I'll paint this old town blue
 
[Refrain]
G                           D
There won't be a heart left standing 
A                            D
when I'll paint this old town blue

9565. I'll Pretend

I'll Pretend

I'll make believe
That the sight of her in my head's seldom seen
And then insist
That I can't still taste the inside of her kiss

With luck in time
I might even fool myself with both those lies
Till there's no need
I'll make believe

I'll just pretend
That she really never left me in the end
And all night long
Swear right up and down round here, there's nothin' wrong

With work my mind
Could cause the truth to get lost or hard to find
But until then
I'll just pretend



Oh, how I wish you could've seen her
Come crawlin' back a beggin' me
'Cause if you had, I wouldn't need her
Like I do so desperately

I'll just pretend
That she really never left me in the end
And all night long
Swear right up and down 'round here, there's nothing wrong

With work my mind
Could cause the truth to get lost or hard to find
But until then
I'll just pretend

9566. I'll Pretend It's Raining

Del McCoury - I'll Pretend It's Raining

It don't mean that you're a baby
Cause you cry once in a while
Many time when someone's smiling
There's a tear behind the smile

I'll pretend that all my teardrops
Are just raindrops from the sky
And I'll make believe I'm happy
When old memories make me cry

Chorus:
I'll pretend we never parted
Make believe you're still around
And I'll just pretend its raining 
When the tears come falling down

Each time the phone starts ringing
I'll pretend that it's your call
And I'll just pretend its raining 
When the teardrops start to fall

I'll pretend that your last letter
Said you wanted to return
Cause within your heart forever
That old flame would always burn

CHORUS
But I'd only be pretending
And my lonely heart would know
So I'll just pretend its raining
When the teardrops start to show

Ill pretend that all my teardrops



Are just raindrops from sky
And I'll make believe I'm happy
When old memories make me cry

CHORUS

9567. I'll Put On A Crown - Chords

I'll Put On A Crown
recorded by Del McCoury
written by Albert E. Brumley
 
G                         C         G
I am on a journey to that city four square
                                     C                   G
And by the grace and the love of God I will surely enter there
                             C               G
Then some glad tomorrow with the saints I'll stand
                                        D7                  G
I'll put on a crown and walk around all over God's promised land
 
              C                   G
Oh what glory Oh what a wonderful day
                                                C                   G
I'll join the throng at the blood-washed throne while the ages roll away
                     C                 G
When I get to heaven on that beautiful strand
                                        D7                  G
I'll put on a crown and walk around all over God's promised land
 
                       C             G
There will be no dying no trouble or strife
                              C                        G
We will live through the ages by the beautiful Tree Of Life
                            C              G
And when I join that chorus Heaven's happy band
                                        D7                  G
I'll put on a crown and walk around all over God's promised land
 
repeat # 2
 
Tag:                                    D7                  G 
I'll put on a crown and walk around all over God's promised land

9568. I'll Regret It All In The Morning

Richard Thompson - I'll Regret It All in the Morning 

Whisky helps to clear my head



Bring it with you into bed
If I beat you nearly dead
I'll regret it all in the morning

I'm so drunk I couldn't care
If that's a wig or your own hair
Here's my ticket, take me there
I'll regret it all in the morning

I'll regret it all in the morning
When I see your smiling face
I'd rather be in any place but here

The years have left their mark
Your skin feels smooth as bark
As we shiver in the dark
I'll regret it in the morning

As you gaze around in fright
With your knuckles turning white
You're a lonely, lonely sight
To wake up to in the morning

This is no way to exist
With some girl who keeps a list
Naming all the boys she's missed
And she's longed for in the morning

I'll regret it all in the morning
When I see your smiling face
I'd rather be in any place but here

Now the room is spinning fast
And it fades away at last
When this empty night is passed
I'll regret it all in the morning

9569. I'll Remember You As Mine

Dolly Parton - I'll Remember You As Mine 
Writer Dolly Parton

(I'll remember you forever I'll remember you as mine)
Let's pretend tonight that it's the same as always
Let's go back just the little ways in time
Let's fill this one last night with lasting mem'ries
Let's me remember you as mine
Hold me close pretending it's still me and you love
And let me be the only thought that's on your mind
Let's pretend that you don't really have a new love
Oh no let me remember you as mine
I remember you as sunshine that gave lights to my world
I remember you as gentle as this night



I remember you as heaven that let me hold a little while
I remember you whether I remember you as mine
When you leave my arms then I will be alone love
Hold me close love me gently one last time
I won't ever picture you with no one else love no I remember you as mine
I remember you as sunshine...
As mine as mine

9570. I'll Remember You Love In My Prayers

I'll Remember You Love In My Prayers
Ralph Stanley
Seldom Scene - Wayword Sons - Alison Krauss

When the curtains of night are pinned back by the stars
And the beautiful moon sweeps the sky
When the dew drops of heaven are kissing the rose
It is then that my memory flies

Upon the wings of some beautiful dove
To hasten the message of cheer
I'll send you a kiss of affection and say
I'll remember you, Love, in my prayers

When the angels of heaven are guarding the good
As God has ordained them to do
In answer to prayers that I offered to Him
I know there's one waiting for you

Go where you will on land or on sea
I'll share all your sorrows and cares
And at night when I kneel by my bedside to pray
I'll remember you, Love, in my prayers

May the angels be with you and guard you through life
And guide you up Heaven's bright stairs
And know that I love you wherever you roam
I'll remember you, Love, in my prayers

9571. I'll Search the Sky

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - I'll Search the Sky

Soft and lonely why did you leave my side
Frightened one why did you run and hide
and now I know that I'm not wanted, no
I could wait for a thousand years if I could be sure you'd return
when you came to me I took you in
insecure and frightened you were then



but now you don't need me no longer, no
like a bird who has never flown but you're doing it well I can see
if you say goodbye you know that I would have to make you stay
so I will search the sky and hope to catch a glimpse of you someday

I'm the one who taught you how to laugh
since you learned you've taught me how to cry
and now it seems that I'm the one in need
for someone to help me and I only wish it could be you
if you say goodbye you know that I would have to make you stay
so I will search the sky and hope to catch a glimpse of you someday

9572. I'll Share My World With You - Chords

I'll Share My World With You
recorded by George Jones
written by Ben Wilson
 
G                        D7
I'll share my world with you
                  G
Everything that I own
           D7
My earthly possessions
                       G
They're no good if I'm alone
 
                       D7
Let me give you the sunshine
                              G
While it's fresh with morning dew
                       D7
Can't you see that I'm waiting
                       G
To share my world with you
 
                         D7
I'll share my world with you
                   G
If you'll be mine alone
                D7
I'll give you a new heart
                          G
You're the only love it's known
 
                   C
Let me give you my two arms
                             G
They'll be reaching when you do
                       D7
Can't you see they are waiting
                       G
To share my world with you



 
                         D7
I'll share my world with you
                  G
Everything that I see
               D7
Divide all the memories
                        G
One for you and one for me
 
                      C
Oh let me give you my two lips
                            G
They'll be smiling when you do
                       D7
Can't you see they are waiting
                       G
To share my world with you
                       D7
Can't you see they are waiting
                       G
To share my world with you

9573. I'll Show Me

Rodney Crowell - I'll Show Me

[Verse 1]
It's Lady's Night at the Blue Gazelle
Local talent looks alive and well
All dressed up with my slack britches on
I don't get lucky, man, there's something wrong
Caddo Pool Hall down the Rue De Nowhere
Eight shots loaded, yeah man I've been there
"Hey, watch this" is what I said to the pool shark
"I can make it shooting in the dark"

[Chorus 1]
A hundred dollars on an eight-ball call shot
Can't scratch now, 'cause that's all I've got
I'll show me
I'll show me

[Verse 2]
Man seeking unemployment
No gig too big to blow
Self-destruct for own enjoyment
Another knucklehead who can't say no
Blame a woman for the way I am
Much too easy, no thank you, ma'am
How'd I ever get this far, you might ask
I'm here to tell you it was no small task



[Chorus 2]
I don't need a map to show me where
I should be, 'cause I don't care
I'll show me
I'll show me

[Verse 3]
I kind of see myself as a young Richard Burton
Reading Dylan Thomas to some Welsh coquette
Drinking whiskey in a Swansea tavern
Me and trouble are a sure-fire bet
Well, how 'bout this then: I'm a suave bullfighter
Or maybe a war correspondent for the BBC
Why, aye man my load feels lighter
Another Jameson should set me free

[Chorus 3]
I don't want to have to feel or think
Bartender, pour me one more drink
I'll show me
I'll show me

[Chorus 4]
Ain't it always like the old man said
You keep it simple or you'll wind up dead
I'll show me
I'll show me
I'll show me
I'll show me

9574. I'll Sign My Heart Away

I'll Sign My Heart Away

I'll sign my heart away in court tomorrow
When I sign the papers that will set you free
But to part this way is to my sorrow
My heart will break to see them take your love from me

I'll tell my friends I'm glad that it's all over
But when I do I'll wipe the tears away
You'll smile and take the hand of your new lover
After tomorrow when I sign my heart away

I'll take the blame, give back your name you wanted
He's done you wrong, I'll hear the lawyers say
But they'll never know how I'll be haunted
After tomorrow when I sign my heart away



9575. I'll Sing Again

I'll Sing Again - Jim Lauderdale

I'm gonna sit right here all day and night
That's what I said, reckon you heard me right
Don't care about fame or fortune in the eyes of men
Just take what the law allows and say "Amen"

I heard the Memphis train speak to the moon
Whipped out my fountain pen, wrote down the tune
Don't care if it's been sung, I don't know when
Such a good old tune I'll sing again

I'll sing again (I'll sing again)
I'll sing again (I'll sing again)
Of busted dreams and god-forsaken men
Of lonesome roads that never seem to end
And when I'm done, get up and sing again

Heard old lonesome coyote's midnight song
A-howling at the moonlight all night long
I grabbed my pen and wrote down on my sleeve
How hearts that love, they sometime got to grieve

I'll sing again (I'll sing again)
Yes, sing again (Yes, sing again)
Just as long and loudly as I can
Some say the coyote howls, some say the moon
But only broken hearts can sing that tune

I hear a guitar ring 'bout half past nine
Plays watermelon hanging on the vine
The baby wakes up crying down the hall
And the undertaker's beating on the wall

I'll sing again (I'll sing again)
Yes, sing again (Yes, sing again)
Like any evening train heard round the bend
I mean to speak if it don't offend
But if I happen to I'll sing again
I mean to speak if it don't offend
But if I happen to I'll sing again

9576. I'll Sit At Home And Wait For You

I'll Sit At Home And Wait For You (Larry W. Jones 05/25/2007) 

Now that you're gone, what can I do
To make believe I've not lost you
I'll just pretend dreams do come true
I'll sit at home and wait for you
I know tomorrow you'll be far away



Might as well be in the Milky Way
Unlike those stars that fade in day
This sorrow may never fade away
- instrumental -
I'll just pretend dreams do come true
I'll sit at home and wait for you
I know tomorrow you'll be far away
Might as well be in the Milky Way
Unlike those stars that fade in day
This sorrow may never fade away
Darling, I'll try my best not to cry
For that would only make me blue
So, until my eyes are really dry
I'll sit at home and wait for you
I'll think of you each and every night
Dear, I hope that you will be all right
Here's how I'll cope with feeling blue
I'll sit at home and wait for you

9577. I'll Soon Be There

Tommy Brown and the County Line Grass - I'll Soon Be There Album: Leaving This Town

I remember when we were childhood sweethearts
we played together every day
then your mother would call and you'd go running
and these are the words I heard you say

When the wind blows soft across the valley
and the birds and flowers fill the air
meet me there down by the river
there's no need to worry I'll soon be there

I remember holding your hand
in the church yard on our wedding day
but our country called and I went running
and these are the words I had to say

When the wind blows soft across the valley
and the birds and flowers fill the air
meet me there down by the river
there's no need to worry I'll soon be there

And now I'm holding your hand
it won't be long until you pass away
the angles have called and you'll go running
and these are the words I know you'll say

When the wind blows soft across the valley
and the birds and flowers fill the air
meet me dear down by the river
there's no need to worry I'll be waiting for you there



9578. I'll Stay Around

I'll Stay Around
Flatt & Scruggs - Ricky Skaggs

Now you just told me that you're leaving
On the next train coming down
I love you dear but I won't follow
I just think I'll stay around

   For I know someday you'll want me
   When your true love can't be found
   But if you go dear I won't follow
   I just think I'll stay around

You know my dear I'll always love you
And I'd never let you down
But if you go dear I won't follow
I just think I'll stay around

Someday you'll hear that whistle blowing
On the special coming down
You'll be looking for me baby
But I may not be around

9579. I'll Step Aside - Chords

I'll Step Aside
by Ernest Tubb
[words and music by Johnny Bond]

I'll step a- [G] side for [G7] you if you don't [C] want me
I'll step a- [D] side for you if you don't [G] care
I'm not the one to [G7] cling to a broken [C] promise

I'll step a- [G] side for [D] someone else some- [G] where
I'll step a- [C] side for you if you don't [G] want me
I'll step a- [A] side for you and you a- [D] lone
And when I'm [G] gone, please [G7] promise you'll re- [C] member
That I was [G] once your [D] darlin' all your [G] own

{solo}

Before you go please answer this last question
As you gaze into my tear-dimmed eyes
Can it be true you never cared about me
And all those words I treasured were just lies

I'll step aside for you if you don't want me



I'll step aside for you and you alone
And when I'm gone please promise you'll remember
That I was once your darlin' all your own

9580. I'll Still Be Waiting For You - Chords

I'll Still Be Waiting For You
(Buck Owens)

Banjo tuned E, Key G, Capo 3
I'll Still Be Waiting For You
 G C G
When You've Climbed Every Mountain There Is To Climb
 C G 
When At Last You've Sailed Every Sea
 C G
When Your Heart Grows Heavy And You're Down On The Street
 D7 G 
Suddenly You'll Remember Me.

 C G
When You've Felt Every Hurt There Is To Feel
 C G
When At Last You've Sang Every Song
 C G>
When You Think Your World Has Come To An End

 D7 G 
I'll Still Be Waiting For You.
 C G
I'll Still Be Waiting For You
 C G
I'll Still Be Waiting For You
 C G G>
When You Think Your World Has Come To An End
 G D7 G
I'll Still Be Waiting For You...

9581. I'll Still Write Your Name In The Sand

I'll Still Write Your Name In The Sand

It's been many years since we were childhood sweethearts
Blisaful days that I never shall forget
And you know I stil I love you, little darling
Though the years bring me only regret

Oh, I love you, my darling, how I love you
If I talk will you try to understand



It's no matter how you treat me I love you
And I'll still write your name in the sand

Though the long lonely years I have loved you
And I've waited, but only in vain
Now I know that I've lost you, my darling
But I'll still sing the same old refrain

* Refrain

Now I know that your heart was for another
And it grieves me more than I can stand
Though I've lost the only one that I care for
I will still write your name in the sand

* Refrain

9582. I'll Stop Loving You With Style

I'll Stop Loving You With Style
Dale Ann Bradley

Verse 1
Traveling down this lonesome gray highway
Knowing you will never see things my way
And if the hot sun don't make me have to close my eyes
Your memory will as it passes through my mind

Verse 2
There's many a place I could stop to take a rest
Or put this new found freedom to the test
I see a phone booth, I could give you a call
But we've been through this a thousand times
And I'm flying too high to take a fall

Chorus 1
I guess the time has come to face reality
And convince myself that your love don't mean so much to me
I pray each passing mile will fade your memory
And for a while... I'll stop loving you with style...
Loving you with style...

Verse 3
I've always heard that these things take time
And there ain't no magic cure that I'm gonna find
I can live without you, I can let you go
But if I'm lying to myself I'll never let you know

Chorus 2
I know the time has come to face reality
And convince myself that your love don't mean so much to me
I pray each passing mile will fade your memory
And for a while..I'll stop loving you with style...



Loving you with style... Loving you with style...
I won't even miss your smile...
Loving you with style...
I won't even miss your smile...
I'll stop loving you with style...

9583. I'll Tag Along

Richard Thompson - I'll Tag Along 

Don't mind me, friend of a friend
Bent the key to my lost weekend
Don't mind me, along for the ride
Diz, the gas man says, it's all right

Tag along
I get a taste of things
Flap my little wings
I'll tag along

You could be my kind of crowd
A little bit edgy, a little bit loud
I test the water, I feel the heat
Before I jump in with both feet

I'll tag along
I keep out of your hair
You'll hardly know I'm there
I'll tag along

Love those swirly whirly lights
Love that girl with the rips down her tights
Might have to hurl when the Molotov bites
I'll tag along

I didn't do it, it wasn't me
I was at the back, invisible, see?
I'm a 100 per cent and that's a fact
You can ask Diz, I'll be right back

I'll tag along
And get a taste of things
And flap my little wings
I'll tag along

Light fantastic, pop a few
My brain's elastic, appetite too
Cash or plastic? I'd kill for the loo
I'll tag along

I'll tag along
I'll tag along



9584. I'll Take A Chance On Loving You

I'll Take a Chance on Loving You

If you don't want to run around if you wanna settle down
I'll take a chance on loving you

If you will be my very own

If you'll be mine and mine alone

I'll take a chance on loving you

There's a lotta pretty girls in this wide wide world
But none of them should hold a life to you

You're the nicest the neatest the cutest and the sweetest
And I'll tell you what I'm gonna do

If you don't want to run around

Did you really mean it or did I just dream it when you said I was the one for you

Too late to forget it too late to regret it the day that I fell in love with you

If you don't want to run around

9585. I'll Take Care Of You

Kathy Mattea - I'll take care of you
Composer: Mark D. Sanders - Karen Staley

If this life should lead you down a lonely road
And you need someone at your side
I'd like to be the one to share your load
The loving arms where you can come and hide

When the world weighs on your shoulders
When your heart is down and blue
And that old Kentucky wind keeps blowing colder
I'll take care of you

I'll take care of you every night and every day
Through the years we'll watch our love grow
Hand in hand together every step along the way
Without a doubt darling you will know

When the world weighs on your shoulders...



When that old Kentucky wind keeps blowing colder
I'll take care of you

9586. I'll Take Care Of You - Chords

I'll Take Care Of You 
Kathy Mattea
 
INTRO: C    Cadd9  C  F     ~ Dm   G   C   F  G
 
C                            F                    G
If this life should lead you down a lonely road
                             C     F  G
And you need someone at your side
C                         F
I'd like to be the one to share your load
    Am                D7               Dm7    G
The loving arms where you can come and hide
 
 
CHORUS:
N.C.     C            Cadd9 C    F
When the world weighs on    your shoulders
C                           Dm7    G
When your heart is down and blue____
          F                               Am   D
When that old Kentucky wind keeps blowing colder__
Dm7       Em      C    F  G
I'll take care of you
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL: C    Cadd9  C  F     ~ Dm   G   C   F
 
 
G         C                           F
I'll take care of you every night and every day
G                                      C     F  G
Through the years we'll watch our love grow
C                           F
Hand in hand together every step along the way
    Am           D7                Dm7    G
Without a doubt, darling, you will know
 
 
CHORUS:
N.C.     C            Cadd9 C    F
When the world weighs on    your shoulders
C                           Dm7    G
When your heart is down and blue____
          F                               Am   D
When that old Kentucky wind keeps blowing colder__
Dm7       Em      C    F  G
I'll take care of you



          F                               Am   D
When that old Kentucky wind keeps blowing colder__
Dm7       Em      C
I'll take care of you
 
 
OUTRO: C   F   G   C   G C

9587. I'll Take My Sorrow Straight

Iris Dement - I'll Take My Sorrow Straight

[Verse]
We both know the reason why you've called
So stop wasting time trying to soften up my fall
I know you want to sweeten up the taste
But if you don't mind, I'll just take my sorrow straight

[Verse]
You almost make it seem like something nice
The way you take your bad news and you pour it over ice
That's a kindness that I don't appreciate
Because I like to take my sorrow straight

[Verse]
I wouldn't say that I am any stronger than the rest
No matter what you say, it ain't gonna hurt me any less
'Cause in the end, there is really no escape
So I go on and I just take my sorrow straight

[Verse]
I wouldn't say that I am any stronger than the rest
No matter what you say, it ain't gonna hurt me any less
'Cause in the end, there is really no escape
So I go on and I just take my sorrow straight

9588. I'll Take Texas

Vince Gill - I'll Take Texas

When the Texas moon is shining down on Austin
When it shines across the Rio Grande
When it comes to makin' love
Under the stars above
Well honey I'll take Texas everytime

We danced in every ballroom down in Beaumont
And we strolled the river walk in San Antone
It's where we fell in love



Like to young turtle doves
Well honey I'll take Texas everytime

When it comes to makin' love
Under the stars above
Honey I'll take Texas
Honey I'll take Texas
Honey I'll take Texas
Honey I'll take Texas everytime

9589. I'll Take The Blame

I'll Take The Blame - Lonesome River Band

I've slipped around, dear, two-timing you
Having fun now, like some guys do
But now I'm sorry and now I'm true
Forgive me, darling, its up to you

   Well I don't blame you if you two-time, too
   Because I'm guilty for the things I do
   I've slipped around, love, played every game
   And if you leave me I'll take the blame

I ain't got much money, I'm just a pauper guy
Trying to go on, dear without your love, I'll die
So please don't leave me, whatever you do
Just squeeze me, darling, while I'm loving you

9590. I'll Take The Blame

I'll Take The Blame - Lonesome River Band

I've slipped around, dear, two-timing you
Having fun now, like some guys do
But now I'm sorry and now I'm true
Forgive me, darling, its up to you

   Well I don't blame you if you two-time, too
   Because I'm guilty for the things I do
   I've slipped around, love, played every game
   And if you leave me I'll take the blame

I ain't got much money, I'm just a pauper guy
Trying to go on, dear without your love, I'll die
So please don't leave me, whatever you do
Just squeeze me, darling, while I'm loving you



9591. I'll Take The Lonesome Every Time - Chords

I'll Take The Lonesome Every Time 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

Intro:
D //// //// //// //// ////
 
[Verse 1]
D
There's music all around us
C                             D
You can hear it if you listen close
G                                            D
The kind that makes an ol' heart ache is the kind that I love most
D
Well, you can call me crazy
C               D
But if I get to choose
G                               A
It ain't worth a dime to me if it ain't sad and blue
 
[Chorus]
G
It's the sound a freight train whistle traveling through the night
D
Or the cry of a Carolina timber wolf howling in the pale moonlight
G                                                                    Em    Bb
It's the mournful voice of an angry wind blowing through the Georgia pine
D                                   A
When it comes to the way I'm feeling
A                            D
I'll take the lonesome every time
 
[Verse 2]
D
I know Hank Williams heard
C                             D
It in the silence of a fallen star
G                                   D
And Carter Stanley sung it when he picked up his guitar
D
I bet Robert Johnson felt it
C                           D
Cause he played it loud and clear
G                              A
Every time I hear em man, it's music to my ears..like
 
[Chorus]
G
It's the sound a freight train whistle traveling through the night
D
Or the cry of a Carolina timber wolf howling in the pale moonlight



G                                                                    Em    Bb
It's the mournful voice of an angry wind blowing through the Georgia pine
D                                   A
When it comes to the way I'm feeling
A                            D
I'll take the lonesome every time
 
[Tag]
D                                   A
When it comes to the way I'm feeling
A                            D
I'll take the lonesome every time

9592. I'll Take Tomorrow

I'll Take Tomorrow
New Grass Revival

Chorus:
I'll take tomorrow
Come sun or come sorrow
I can't do a damn thing
About yesterday
Hang on if you have to
Get back if you want to
I'll take tomorrow
Any ol' day

Well I know you've been crying
Cause your love has been lying
And you just feel like hiding
Yourself away
But your reasons get rusty
And your dreams they get dusty
And before you know it
You're fading away

Chorus:

I'd be the last one to tell you  last one to tell you
What you shouldn't or should do  well that's up to you
I just stopped by to find out
If you'd be comin outside
Because oh all this gets older  older and older
Lookin over your shoulder  ooo-ooo-ooo
What'd you say darlin
Let's go for a ride

Chorus: 2X

add:
I'll take tomorrow
Any ol' day



Oh, any ol' day

9593. I'll Take You Back

Brad Paisley - I'll Take You Back 

When a freight train jumps off a track
And rolls down my road
And its summer time in Texas
And they're playing in the snow
When politicians everywhere stop telling lies
And only state the facts
Right then, that's when
I'll take you back
Let's say I get bucked off a bull and fall and hit my head
And then I get amnesia and forget the things you said
I lose my better judgement and I take up smoking crack
Right then, that's when
I'll take you back
[Chorus]
Go on keep trying
Come on keep calling
You know I like it
When you come crawling
Its like music
To hear you balling
Waa, waa, waa, waa, waa
When Donald Trump takes a part time job parking cars
When Clint Eastwood does ballet in a big pink leotard
And a donkey wins the Derby as he takes his victory lap
Right then, that's when
I'll take you back
[Repeat chorus]
The day that old morning sun rises in the west
And they pass a law in L.A. banning artificial breasts
When cars can run on water, gasoline and oil ain't worth jack
Right then, that's when
I'll take you back
[Repeat chorus]
Its like music
To hear you balling
Waa, waa, waa, waa, waa

9594. I'll Talk It Over With Him

I'll Talk It Over With Him

I'm gonna sit down and rest gently lean on His breast
I'll talk it all over with Him



I'll see my mother and dad truest friends I ever had
I'll talk it all over with Him

   I'm gonna sit I'm gonna stand up gonna walk all around
   I'll talk it all over with Him
   I'll meet old' Peter and Paul but the best of it all
   I'll talk it all over with Him

Up in that land of sweet rest with the good and the blessed
I'll talk it all over with Him
And by my Savior's dear side I will ever abide
I'll talk it all over with Him

So many things in this land I shall ne'er understand
I'll talk it all over with Him
I'll still be true to my Lord as we live in accord
I'll talk it all over with Him

9595. I'll Tell You Why That Is

I'll Tell You Why That Is
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

Now, you may see two happy people
In love and together
I'll tell you why that is
Or some little girl
Looks real good in a real tight sweater
I will tell you why that is

Now, your pals from prison
Just wrote you a real fine letter
I'll tell you why that is

And a diamond ring looks real good
On my pinky finger, yeah
I will tell you
(You'll tell me)
Why that is
(Alright)

An apple ain't orange
But an orange is
I can tell you why that is

Some people are day...
(And some people are night)
...Night people
I will tell you why that's right

When the girls come lookin' for love, mmhmm
They look for the guys in the band
(The man knows a lot of things)



I'll tell you why that is

I'm having a ball being a know it all
Staying on top of my little scam
That's why I am who I am, baby
'Cause I know all these things

So stop right up and shake the hand of the man
Who admits to know it all
I know a lot of things
Besides that, I can sing...

Well, how come you think I've got the name know it all?
(Frankly, I don't know)
You think that's just a fluke?
I don't think so
(Could be)
Well I, I know why everything's happening
You stick around, well, I'll tell you why
(Yeah, alright)

Now you see some guys out on the street
And they're just wild about chicks
I'll tell you why that is

Son of a gun dirty boys
Just like to go out and play dirty tricks
But I can tell you why that is
I know why that is

And Jesus Christ and God and all them cats
They don't know anything
And besides that, they can't even sing

Rich man get all the women and fun
And would you believe you're looking at one?
That's why I am who I am, baby
'Cause I know all these things

I'm willing to listen to you
If you're willing to listen to me
(Well, alright, that's for sure)
But you know, you gotta sing it

9596. I'll Trade The Old Cross For A Crown - Chords

I'll Trade The Old Cross For A Crown 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
 
[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]



 
G                    D7                G
I shall not bear the cross through yon city
         C                     G
When the burdens of life I lay down
                    D7         G
When I knock on the portals of heaven
       C             D7          G
I will trade the old cross for a crown
 
[Verse 2]
 
                       D7             G
Though the cross often times has been heavy
        C                       G
And all fortune on me begins to frown
                   D7      G
But how happy I'll be over yonder
       C             D7          G
When I trade the old cross for a crown
 
[Chorus]
 
                         D7          G
And I will trade the old cross for a crown
         A7                    D7
When the burdens of life I lay down
           G                B7             Em
When those pearly gates for me shall swing open
       C             D7          G
I will trade the old cross for a crown
 
[Verse 3]
 
                   D7          G
Every cross that I bear for my Savior
        C                                 G
Will at last one day when He calls me lay down
                       D7         G
And all my sorrow will then be forgotten
                     C             D7          G
And that's when I'll trade the old cross for a crown
 
[Chorus]
 
                         D7          G
And I will trade the old cross for a crown
         A7                    D7
When the burdens of life I lay down
           G                B7             Em
When those pearly gates for me shall swing open
       C             D7          G
I will trade the old cross for a crown
 
 
[Outro]
 



G      C             D7          G
I will trade the old cross for a crown

9597. I'll Trade You Money For Wine

Robbie Fulks - I'll Trade You Money For Wine

[Verse 1]
Corn in the crib won't turn your dollar green
A dollar won't get you high
Some days a drop is all a body needs
Some days the bottle drains dry
Pockets of change don't drive my worry down
Diamonds don't make me shine
It's a short life and a long time underground
I'll trade you money for wine

[Verse 2]
I've seen your towns from a long black Lincoln, boys
Back when copper was king
Ten years I've stood on the same old corner, boys
I never want for a thing
Pockets of change don't drive my worry down
Diamonds don't make me shine
It's a short life and a long time underground
I'll trade you money for wine

[Verse 3]
Wild were the nights when I was rollin', boys
No hunger unsatisfied
Feared was my name in Elko County, boys
Now they just walk on by
The banker, he spares a quarter for my cup
His trouble's deeper than mine
That way of life, boys, there ain't gold enough
I'll trade you money for wine

9598. I'll Try

I'll Try

Here we are, talkin' 'bout forever
Both know damn well, It's not easy together
We've both felt love, we've both felt pain
I'll take the sunshine over the rain
And I'll try
To love only you
And I'll try
My best to be true



Oh darling, I'll try
So I'm not scared, it's worth a chance to me
Take my hand, let's face eternity
Well, I can't tell you that I'll never change
But I can swear that in every way
I'm not perfect, just another man
But I will give you all that I am

9599. I'll Wait

The Lonesome Sisters - I'll Wait

A paper thin sky rolls above me
the color of a dirty old dime
shot through with airplanes and telephone wires
and electric neon signs

It's four in the morning in the city
and the red brick is shadowed to brown
and the tin cans and the footfalls and the plastic bags
make a restless hollow sound

I'll wait when dreams don't come easy
and the night is sleepless and long
without you I'm going crazy
I'll wait for you to come home

Tar paper curls at the edges
on the rooftop where memories are hid
and I whisper your sweet name to the winter sun
steam rising from my lips

If I could fold the umbrella
of time that keeps us apart
I'd let the rain forever fall on my face
to be once more in your arms

I'll wait when dreams don't come easy
and the night is sleepless and long
without you I'm going crazy
I'll wait for you to come home

9600. I'll Wait

Blue Highway - I'll Wait 

You've got me captured; I'm under your spell
I guess I'll never learn
I have your picture; yes I know it well



Another page is turned
Are you for real? It's so hard to tell
From just a magazine
Yeah, you just smile and the picture sells
Look what that does to me

I'll wait till your love comes down
I'm coming straight for your heart
No way you can stop me now
As fine as you are

I wrote a letter and told her these words
That meant a lot to me
I never sent it, she wouldn't have heard
Her eyes don't follow me
And while she watches I can never be free
Such good photography!

I'll wait till your love comes down
I'm coming straight for your heart
No way you can stop me now
As fine as you are

You can't imagine what your image means
The pages come alive
Your magic greets everyone who reads
Heartbreak in overdrive
Are you for real, it's so hard to tell
From just a magazine
Yeah, you just smile and the picture sells
Look what that does to me

I'll wait till your love comes down
I'm coming straight for your heart
No way you can stop me now
As fine as you are

I'll wait till your love comes down
I'm coming straight for your heart
No way you can stop me now
As fine as you are

9601. I'm A Believer

I'm a Believer
The Monkees
AJ Lee & Blue Summit

[Verse 1]
I thought love was only true in fairy tales
Meant for someone else, but not for me
Love was out to get me
That's the way it seemed



Disappointment haunted all my dreams

[Chorus]
Then I saw her face, now I'm a believer
Not a trace of doubt in my mind
I'm in love
I'm a believer, I couldn't leave her if I tried

[Verse 2]
I thought love was more or less a givin' thing
Seems the more I gave, the less I got
What's the use in tryin'?
All you get is pain
When I needed sunshine, I got rain

[Chorus]
Then I saw her face, now I'm a believer
Not a trace of doubt in my mind
I'm in love
I'm a believer, I couldn't leave her if I tried

You might also like
PARASAIL
Travis Scott
LOOOVE
Travis Scott
TOPIA TWINS
Travis Scott

[Solo]

[Bridge]
Love was out to get me
That's the way it seemed
Disappointment haunted all my dreams

[Chorus]
Then I saw her face, now I'm a believer
Not a trace of doubt in my mind
I'm in love
I'm a believer, I couldn't leave her if I tried

[Outro]
Then I saw her face, now I'm a believer
Not a trace of doubt in my mind
And I'm a believer, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
I'm a believer

9602. I'm A Better Man

I'm A Better Man
Gibson Brothers (Bluegrass Duo)



You don't even know what you've been missing
Broke my heart to hear you talk that way

[Chorus]
I've been trying to reach you
Trying so bad
There's always someone in my way
I'm a better man than what you say

You just meet before you even knew me
Never got the chance to have my day

[Chorus]
I've been trying to reach you
Trying so bad
At night I lay down and I pray
I'm a better man than what you say

There's a fire burning strong
It keeps me hanging on
One day I might be gone
Will you see then that you've been wrong?

You don't even know what you've been missing
Broke my heart to hear you talk that way

[Chorus]
I've been trying to reach you
Trying so bad
But there's always someone in my way
I'm a better man than what you say

I'm a better man than what you say
I'm a better man than what you say

9603. I'm A Cowboy Too

Tom T Hall - I'm A Cowboy Too
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I'm a cowboy too
I got to wear local shoes
I have to wear a tie
And when I wear my hat it makes the baby cry
I'm a station wagon champ
I'm a king of summer camps
I love what I do
But I'm a cowboy too

I can't go out at night
Get in the barroom fights
If I ever lost my clue
They'd make me tell it all in the Sunday school



Well my horse would't feel at home
My neighborhood is zone
Some say it ain't true
But I'm a cowboy too

I'm a cowboy too
Hey you ouhta taste my barbecue
If you ever heard me pickin' guitar
Well you would explain he oughta be a star
I'm in love with my wife
I'm in love with my life
I sometimes get the blues
Cause I'm a cowboy too

I could drive a pickup truck
If I had six thousand bucks
I had cowboy boots before
But they left marks on the kitchen floor
I'm gettin' trouble wearin' a hat
And the beer just makes me fat
Well my kids are buckaroos
And I'm a cowboy too

I'm a country music fan
I buy ev'ry tape I can
The man down where I work
Said the beer and the hair make me look like a jerk
Well my wife don't understand
She's a Willie and a Waylon fan
I got some people fooled
Oh but I'm a cowboy too

9604. I'm A Dreamer - Chords

I'm A Dreamer 
Richard Thompson
 
   A
Oh little light that shines
F
Put down your shuttle love and come to the blind
Dm
The night is hissing like a mad, mad snake
    Gm                                              Dm
The clouds are rolling in, and the storm is right behind
 
   A
Oh little hand in my hand
F
Ah the madness of a world is on the move
Dm
The wind is crashing like it's blind, drunk and angry
Gm                                       Dm



And feeling in the dark for a poor man's door
 
Chorus:
Gm                 Dm     Gm                 Dm
Drowned dog, black night, drowned dog, black night
Bm                         F#m
Tie down whatever's loose, nail those shutters tight
F                                  C                        A
Oh there'll be nothing left at all at the end of a black night
 
Oh my comfort and joy
Why should we turn and run like all the rest
Let us put to our intentions now
Be like if tomorrow's sun should rise in the west
 
Chorus

9605. I'm A Drifter

I'm A Drifter

I'm a drifter like a rolling stone
Like the Mississippi river gotta keep rolling on
No one can ever tame me or ever hold me down
When the sun comes up in the morning I'll be in another town

You think that you know me and that you love me true
There's no way that I can stay and spend my life with you
No one can ever tame me or hold me down
When the sun comes up in the morning I'll be in another town

* Refrain

Like any other lover she wanted me to settle down
There's too many waiting, waiting to be found
When you're lonely drifter the blues will come around
When the sun comes up in the morning I'll be in another town

* Refrain

9606. I'm A Fool To Want You

Linda Ronstadt - I'm a Fool to Want You

I'm a fool to want you
I'm a fool to want you
To want a love that can't be true
A love that's there for others too



I'm a fool to hold you
Such a fool to hold you
To seek a kiss not mine alone
To share a kiss the devil has known

Time and time again I said I'd leave you
Time and time again I went away
Then would come the time when I would need you
And once again these words I'd have to say

I'm a fool to want you
Pity me, I need you
I know it's wrong
It must be wrong

But right or wrong
I can't get along
Without you

Time and time again I said I'd leave you
Time and time again I went away
Then would come the time when I would need you
And once again these words I'd have to say

I'm a fool to want you
Pity me, I need you
I know it's wrong
It must be wrong

But right or wrong
I can't get along
Without you

9607. I'm A Good Loser

I'm a Good Loser

Yeah I'm a good loser born to be that way this dog he never had his day
Yeah I'm a good loser so don't worry bout my pride
Me don't look back you can't see my hurt inside
There must be a sin I'm payin' for cause I felt my share of heartaches long before
This same life runs in cicles I can't say they're wrong
My lucks been running bad too long
But I'm a good loser...

[ guitar ]

There's no sign of changes coming soon and I may never sing another tune
Cause losin' you would probly be my biggest hurt today
But don't you let my feelin's make your way
Cause I'm a good loser...



9608. I'm A Good Loser - Chords

I'm A Good Loser
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C               F                     C
Yeah I'm a good loser born to be that way
               F             C
This dog ain't never had his day
            F              C              F
Yeah I'm a good loser so don't worry 'bout my pride
C                 F              G7          C
Please don't look back you can't see my hurt inside
                F              C
There must be a sin I'm payin' for
                         F               C
Cause I felt my share of heartaches long before
                       Em     F                   C
This same life runs in cycles I can't say they're wrong
D7                             G7
My luck's been running bad too long
Repeat #1
                   F              C
There's no sign of changes coming soon
          F                  C
And I may never sing another tune
                       Em             F               C
Cause losin' you would probably be my biggest hurt to date 
    D7                                 G7
But don't you let my feelin's make you wait
Repeat #1 No I'm a good...

9609. I'm A Hobo

I'm A Hobo (Larry W. Jones 05/17/2007) 

Well, I was asked, how come I don't work like real men do
Now, how can I be at work and be a hobo too
Freight train's a-comin' and the sky is blue
I'm gonna be a hobo 'til my life is through
Where the four winds blow, I'm a hobo
Where the four winds blow, that's where I've been
Where the four winds blow, I'm a hobo
On any old feight train comin' 'round the bend
Well, I was asked, what do I do with the money I earn
Now, if I ever had money, it was money to burn
I used to have a job with a good return
But now I'm just a hobo with no concern
Where the four winds blow, I'm a hobo



Where the four winds blow, that's where I've been
Where the four winds blow, I'm a hobo
On any old feight train comin' 'round the bend
When the summer time comes, I'll be headin' north
When the winter time comes, I'll be headin' south
When it's spring time or autumn, it's east or west
Any place is best as long as I can stuff my mouth
Where the four winds blow, I'm a hobo
Where the four winds blow, that's where I've been
Where the four winds blow, I'm a hobo
On any old feight train comin' 'round the bend

9610. I'm A Lie

I'm A Lie
Larry Cordle & Lonesome Standard Time

I've been around since the Garden of Eden 
When the snake told Eve to take a bite
The course of history was changed because of me
I brought down paradise, I'm a lie

I'm the story that they told to the red man
The hollow words that the white man spoke
Because of what I am they took away his land
Too late he realized... I'm a lie

Chorus
I'm what people wanna hear it's the other thing they fear
I'm not cold and hard, I'm easier to like
I'm told for the truth but that's something I despise
Politicians use me all the time... oh oh...I'm a lie

I'm little white, big and black and dangerous
I don't care who I hurt or what it costs
I'm the reason for divorce, suffering and war
The best alibi... I'm a lie

Repeat Chorus
I'm why Obama's got 'em lining up for suicide  
To get to all them virgins in the sky...yeah right...I'm a lie

9611. I'm A Lonesome Fugitive

I'm a Lonesome Fugitive

Down every road there's always one more city 
I'm on the run, the highway is my home
I raised a lot of Cain back in my younger days 



While Mama used to pray my crops would fail 
Now I'm a hunted fugitive with just two ways
Outrun the law or spend my life in jail

I'd like to settle down but they won't let me 
A fugitive must be a rolling stone 
Down every road there's always one more city 
I'm on the run, the highway is my home

I'm lonely but I can't afford the luxury
Of having one I love to come along
She'd only slow me down and they'd catch up with me
For he who travels fastest goes alone

I'd like to settle down but they won't let me 
A fugitive must be a rolling stone 
Down every road there's always one more city 
I'm on the run, the highway is my home

I'm on the run, the highway is my home

9612. I'm A Lonesome Fugitive - Chords

I'm A Lonesome Fugitive
Recorded by Merle Haggard 
Written by Liz and Casey Anderson 

C                       F               G7
Down every road there's always one more city
    F              G7            C
I'm on the run the highway is my home
                  F               G7
I raised a lot of cane back in my younger days
      F            G7                  C
While Mama used to pray my crops would fail
                 F                      G7
Now I'm a hunted fugitive with just two ways
   F              G7               C
Outrun the law or spend my life in jail
 
                   F                   G7
I'd like to settle down but they won't let me
  F                          G7
A fugitive must be a rolling stone
     C                  F               G7
Down every road there's always one more city
    F              G7            C
I'm on the run the highway is my home
 
                 F                G7
I'm lonely but I can't afford the luxury
   F            G7           C
Of having one I love to come along



                   F               G7
She'd only slow me down and they'd catch up with me
    F              G7           C
For he who travels fastest goes alone
tag:
    F              G7            C
I'm on the run the highway is my home

9613. I'm A Long Gone Daddy

Ernest Tubb 
I'm A Long Gone Daddy

All you want to do is sit around and pout and now I've got enough so I'm gettin' out
I'm leavin' now I'm leavin' now I'm a long gone daddy I don't need you anyhow
I've been in the doghouse for so doggone long
That when I get a kiss I think that somethin's wrong
I'm leavin' now I'm leavin' now I'm a long gone daddy I don't need you anyhow

I'll go find a gal that wants to treat me right
You go and get yourself a man that wants to fight
I'm leavin' now I'm leavin' now I'm a long gone daddy I don't need you anyhow
You start your jaws a waggin' and they never stop
You never shut your moth until I blow my top
I'm leavin' now I'm leavin' now I'm a long gone daddy I don't need you anyhow

I remember back when you were nice and sweet
Things have changed you'd rather fight than eat
I'm leavin' now I'm leavin' now I'm a long gone daddy I don't need you anyhow
I'm gonna do some ridin' on the midnight train
I'm taking evrything except my balled chain
I'm leavin' now I'm leavin' now I'm a long gone daddy I don't need you anyhow

9614. I'm A Memory

I'm A Memory
Sara Watkins - I'm A Memory

I'm a game that you used to play
I'm a plan that you didn't... so well
I'm the fire that burns in your mind
Close your eyes, I'm a memory
Close your eyes, I'm a memory
Close your eyes, I'm a memory
I'm in love, you lost...
I'm a voice on a green...
I'm a day that lasted so long!
Close your eyes, I'm a memory
Close your eyes, I'm a memory



I'm a dream that comes in the night
I'm a face that fades with light
I'm a ... that falls out of sight
Close your eyes, I'm a memory
Close your eyes, I'm a memory
Close your eyes, I'm a memory

9615. I'm A Mess

Rodney Crowell - I'm A Mess

Once in a while I can feel the whole world spinning
My hair twist in the wind, I can't find the brake
The clock on the dashboard is coiled like a snake
There's years flying by me aAnd a wide open cliff
On wheels made of lightning, just barely a blip
If there's room at the top for a loser, look out
The radio's blasting a mean twist and shout
I'm a mess, at times like these
A man should take a blind-fold and smoke
Take a walk, take a drive
Take a kneel, take a dive
Take a month, take a year
Take a hike, disappear
Take it on faith, whatever you get
You just close your eyes, it won't hurt a bit
The firing squad's gathered , the Captain grins
All the change in my pocket won't pay for my sins
I'm a mess, when I woke up
They'd strapped me in an MRI
Black dye in my veins, head Velcro-ed down
Foam happy slippers and a blue paper grown
The banging went on for an hour or more
Then they slipped me out like a boat onto shore
The technician with coffee was sporting a smile
That said, "God gave me wisdom but the devil's got style"
I'm a mess, nothing less
I confess I'm a mess
Now I live in NY
The Babylon of neon fire
The rats on the third rail is smoking like char
The thunder storm hits and I flag down a car
On the screen in Times Square, I look like a wreck
And we lunge out of traffic tricking down through the spec
The hooded girl turns and says, "Look at who's alive"
I say, "Boy you can't scare me, just shut up and drive"
I'm a mess, oh god, yes
I confess, I'm a mess, I'm a mess



9616. I'm a One Woman Man

Marty Stuart - I'm a One Woman Man
Wayne Taylor

If you told me that you loved me I would feel so proud
Let me hold you honey, I'd holler out loud
Never love another, even if I can
Come to me baby, I'm a one woman man

Now won't you love me baby just to kinda hang around
I'll always love you honey, I'll never let you down
Never love another, even if I can
Come to me baby, I'm a one woman man

Well, I'd climb the highest mountain, if it reached the sky
To prove that I love you, I'd jump off and fly
I'd even swim the ocean from shore to shore
To prove that I love you just a little bit more

Ah, won't you love me baby just to kinda hang around
I'll always love you honey, I'll never let you down
Never love another, even if I can
Come to me baby, I'm a one woman man

Now won't you love me baby just to kinda hang around
I'll always love you honey, I'll never let you down
Never love another, even if I can
Come to me baby, I'm a one woman man
Come to me baby, I'm a one woman man
Come to me baby, I'm a one woman man

9617. I'm A Pilgrim

I'm A Pilgrim

I'm a pilgrim and a stranger
Traveling through this worrisome land
I've got a home in that yonder city
And it's not (God Load it's not)
Not made by hand

I've got a mother a sister and a brother
Who have gone on before
And I'm determined to go and meet them, good load
Over on that other shore

I'm going down to the river of Jordan
Just to cleanse my weary soul
If I could touch but the hem of His garment, good load
I do believe it would make me whole



9618. I'm A Ram

I'm A Ram
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Drive on
Until I get there
I think I'll drive on
Until I get there

[Pre-Chorus]
'Cause I'm a ram, yes, I am
And I know what to do
I think I'll drive on
Tryna get next to you

[Chorus]
I'm a ram, baby
You bet your life, I do
I'm a ram now
I wanna get next to you

[Verse 2]
Drive on
Until I get there
I think I'll drive on
Until I get there

[Pre-Chorus]
'Cause I'm a ram, yes, I am
And I'm stubborn as I can be
I'm a ram, yes, I am
Now try to get next to me

[Chorus]
I'm a ram, yeah
You bet your life, I do
I'm a ram now
I wanna get next to you

[Verse 2]
Drive on
Until I get there
I think I'll drive on
Until I get there

[Pre-Chorus]
'Cause as a ram out in the bush
And he needs to be free
Won't somebody please
Come and see about me?



[Chorus]
I'm a ram now
You bet your life, I do
'Cause I'm a ram now
I wanna get next to you

[Outro]
I'm drivin'
I'm drivin'
Drive on
I'm a ram now
Drive on

9619. I'm A Ramblin' Man

I'm A Ramblin' Man
Larry Stephenson Band

I've been down to Mississippi
Down through New Orléans
Yes I have
I've played in California
There ain't too much I haven't seen
No there ain't
Lord, I'm a ramblin' man
Don't fool around with the ramblin' man

(Chorus)
You better move away
You're standing too close to the flame
Once I mess with your mind
Your little ol' heart won't be the same
But I'm a ramblin' man
Don't mess around with your ramblin' man

Left a girl in West Virginia
Up there where that green grass grows
Yes I did
Got a girl in Cincinnati
Waitin' where the Ohio River flows
Oh, girl
I'm a ramblin' man
Don't give your heart to a ramblin' man

(Chorus)
You better move away
You're standing too close to the flame
Once I mess with your mind
Your little ol' heart won't be the same
But I'm a ramblin' man
Don't mess around with your ramblin' man

~ Instrumental Break ~



Well, up in Chicago
I was known as quite a boy
Yes I was
Down in Alabama
They call me the man of joy
Still do
Well, I'm a ramblin' man
Don't fall in love with the ramblin' man

(Chorus)
You better move away
You're standing too close to the flame
Once I mess with the ol' mind
Your little ol' heart won't be the same
But I'm a ramblin' man
Don't mess around with your ramblin' man

Oh, yeah

9620. I'm A Sad Lonely Man

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
I'm A Sad Lonely Man

I'm a sad lonely man who walks in the night
Stopped here at your tavern it's the last one in sight
I have no destination I hope you won't mind
I'm a sad lonely man that love left behind

To me nothing matters there's no hope left within
The one love I live for is gone with the wind
These tears you see falling don't blame on the wine
I'm a sad lonely man that love left behind

My clothes I have tattered but these lines in my face
Were put there by heartaches that time won't erase
I can't claim the future but the past is all mine
I'm a sad lonely man that love left behind

To me nothing matters there's no hope left within
The one love I live for is gone with the wind
These tears you see falling don't blame on the wine
I'm a sad lonely man that love left behind

9621. I'm A Stranger Here

Doc Watson - I'm a Stranger Here



I'm a stranger here, just blowed in your town 
Yes, I am, I'm a stranger here, just blowed in your town 
And just because I'm a stranger, you don't have to dog me 'round 

Well, I wonder why some people treat the strangers so 
Sometimes I wonder why some people treat the strangers so 
I can't find a place to stay, lord, I just go from door to door

I'm gonna write home to daddy to send me my railroad fare 
Oh, yes, I will, I'm gonna write home to daddy send me my railroad fare 
And boys, if he can't send it, I don't mind walkin' there

Well, I'm goin' back home wear out 99 pair of shoes 
Oh, yes, I am, I'm goin' back home wear out 99 pair of shoes 
Well, when I get back home I won't have these old stranger blues

I'm a stranger here, just blowed in your town 
Yes, I am, I'm a stranger here, just blowed in your town 
And just because I'm a stranger, you don't have to dog me 'round

9622. I'm A Stranger Here

I'm A Stranger Here

I'm travellin' down life's sorrowful pathway
Searching for a place to stay
Nobody seems to care about me
Since Mom and Dad have passed away

I'm a stranger here in this world of sorrow
Travelin' through this world alone
I have no promise of tommorrow
No place on earth to call my home

Nobody knows the life I'm livin'
All the troubles I've gone though
I'm just a poor and helpless atranger
In this old world my friends are few

* Refrain

My journey here will soon be ended
No more in sadness will stray
I'll meet my dear old Dad and Mother
In that lovely land so far away

* Refrain



9623. I'm A Target Too

Trampled By Turtles - I'm a Target Too

Well you mind rolling down your windows
Cause I'm a target too
Empty wisdom and empty pockets
Are all I got for you
You can't pretend to buy em
And you can't pretend to pay
I'm gonna spend my money
On the cost of livin
And walk the streets all day

Come on back Melinda
Come on back to your home
I ain't gonna be that way no more
I ain't gonna be that way

Well I wait for mornin'
To come and save me
And bring me back to life
Maybe sail on down the river
And get myself a wife
It's lonely here
Sittin down without you
Got too much time to think
My jealous thoughts
Are gonna kill relentless
And drive a man to drink

Come on back Melinda
Come On back to your home
I ain't gonna be that way no more
I ain't gonna be that way

Well you mind rolling down your windows
Honey I'm a target too
Empty wisdom and empty pockets
Are all I got for you
You can't pretend to buy em
And you can't pretend to pay
I'm gonna spend my money
On the cost of livin
And walk the streets all day

Come on back Melinda
Come On back to your home
I ain't gonna be that way no more
I ain't gonna be that way

9624. I'm A Wanderer - Chords



I'm A Wanderer 
Chris Jones & The Night Drivers

[Verse 1]
A                          Bm
Funny how it all fell into place
A                                             G
You cold see the journey in the lines upon my face
A                                       B
No way to think that there's no master plan
E
When I look at where I started out, and then at where I am
 
[Chorus]
G                E
I'm a wanderer, I'm a pilgrim
B                          E
I was made to move to the beat of my own drum
A             E
On my way, to God's great kingdom
B                                E                               G
Grateful for the road ahead, grateful for the miles that I have come
 
[Verse 2]
A                         Bm
Everyone I met along the way
A                                        G
Every place I rested at the end of every day
A                                  B
I always found some grace to lean upon
E
The word to give me comfort or a sign to lead me on
 
[Chorus]
G                E
I'm a wanderer, I'm a pilgrim
B                          E
I was made to move to the beat of my own drum
A               E
On my way, to God's great kingdom
B                                   E                                G
Grateful for the road ahead, and grateful for the miles that I have come
 
[Verse 3]
A                              Bm
When I meet my maker one fine day
A                                            G
All I'll have to offer, the one thing I can say
A                                 B
Is that I had to see round every bend
E
I Had to keep on going till I reached the highway's end
 
[Chorus]
G                E
I'm a wanderer, I'm a pilgrim
A                           E
I was made to move to the beat of my own drum



A               E
On my way, to God's great kingdom
B                                  E                                G
Grateful for the road ahead ,and grateful for the miles that I have come
B                                  E                                 G
Grateful for the road ahead, and grateful for the miles that I have come
G    A      E
That I have come

9625. I'm A White Boy

I'm a white boy

Some folks call me a ramblin' man
I do a lot of thumbin' and kickin' cans
And it wouldn't do an ounce of good to call my names                 
'Cause daddy's name wasn't Wille Woodrow              
And I wasn't born and raised in no ghetto 
Just a white boy lookin' for a place to do my thing

Well I'm out to find me a wealth woman
And a line of work that don't take no diploma
I ain't got much to lose but a lot to gain
Yeah, some might call me a good time fella
I ain't black and I ain't yella 
Just a white boy lookin' for a place to do my thing

Yeah, I don't want no handout livin'...
And don't want a part of anything they're givin'
I'm proud and white and I got a song to sing
Well I've said a few things and I'll admit it
If you want to get ahead you got to hump and get it
I'm A White Boy lookin' for a place to do my thing

Yeah, I'm a small town boy been around a little
I like guitars and I like a fiddle
And that's the kind of soul it take to fan my flame
Well I'm a blue eyed Billy kind of feared and ready
So I'll have to work to be somebody
I'm A White Boy lookin' for a place to do my thing

I don't want no handout livin'...

I'm A White Boy lookin' for a place to do my thing.

9626. I'm Afraid I Forgot the Feeling

I'm Afraid I Forgot the Feeling - Del Mccoury Band



I never thought the day
Would ever come around
When you would do me wrong
And let me down
Now your old memory
Is all that I'm tied to
I'm afraid I forgot the feeling
That I have for you

Chorus:
I'm afraid I forgot the feeling
That I had for you
Seems you just put me down
No matter what I do
When you know I need your lovin'
Just to se me through
I'm afraid I forgot the feeling
That I had for you

They say that love's a losing game
And I know it's true
I played that game and lost
The day that I met you
You broke my heart one time
Now you've made it two
I'm afraid I forgot the feeling
That I had for you

Chorus

Sometimes I think
I'd like to have you back again
When that old lonesome feeling
Starts creepin' in
But I know I've had enough
Of that old feelin' blue
I'm afraid I forgot the feelin'
That I had for you

Chorus

9627. I'm Afraid My Darlin's Gone

I'm Afraid My Darlin's Gone

Oh, I'm afraid my darlin's gone
She won't be there when I get home
My heart beats true for you mu dear
And losing you has been my fear

The road is dark and cold tonight
I see your face in each head light
And as I travel all alone



I pray you're there when I get home

* Refrain

The love I have for you is real
It's not the kind someone can steal
I know someday when I get home
My heart will break to find you gone

* Refrain

9628. I'm Afraid To Love You Anymore

I'm Afraid to Love You Anymore 
Lonesome River Band
 
It's true, you're the lonely one tonight 
At last the past is knocking at your door 
Too many wrongs doesn't make a right 
And I'm afraid to love you anymore  
 
CHORUS: 
I knew that all along you were unfaithful 
I could have left you many times before 
You're happy when you win 
and the hearts a break 
And I'm afraid to love you anymore 
 
You hurt me when your kisses were so cold 
To you my heart was just an open door 
It's not my aim to seek revenge 
But I'm afraid to love you anymore

9629. I'm All About Love

Rodney Crowell - I'm All About Love

[Verse 1]
I love Jesus, I love Allah
Malala Yousafzai and the one known as Jah
I love "Claire De Lune" and "The Hokey Pokey"
"Darkness at the Break of Noon" and "On Top of Old Smokey"

[Chorus]
I'm all about love, I'm all about love

[Verse 2]
I love Vladimir Putin and Benedict Arnold
I'm happy to say I even love Donald



I love Greta Thunberg and Jessica Biel
Same goes for the devil if I thought it was real

[Chorus]
I'm all about love, I'm all about love
Might sound sacrilegious or just a little litigious
But I'm all about love

[Verse 3]
Yes I love money, so what if I do?
I'm perfectly happy to give mine to you
I love Sunday mornings and Saturday nights
Honkytonk women and Friday night fights

[Chorus]
I'm all about love (Yeah)
I'm all about love
It's a reason for living that keeps right on giving
And I'm all about love
Now Joe Robinson

[Guitar Solo]

[Verse 4]
In classic Greek thought the world had a soul
Too bad we don't listen to what we've been told
It's there in the scriptures Luke 12 through 39
The thief in your house, my friend, broke in through your mind
The love songs of David Psalms 7 and 10
Say the ways of the wicked must come to an end
Must come to an end, must come to an end
Must come to an end, must come to an end

[Chorus]
I'm all about love
Yes, I'm all about love
If it comes from the heart it was there from the start
I'm all about love love
Now why you [?]

9630. I'm All Through Throwing Good Love After Bad

Jerry Jeff Walker - I'm All Through Throwing Good Love After Bad

There was a time I was feeling so hopeless, it's a wonder I didn't cave in
Kept throwing love at all the wrong people never to see it again

Chorus:
Oh, Lord, won't you look what I've found?
Staring me right in the face
Yeah' I'm through being lonely, I'm through being sad
I'm all through throwing good love after bad
Now I think of all the time I have wasted wearing my heart on my sleeve



Trusting my love to the kindness of strangers, oh, was so naive

Chorus x 2

9631. I'm Alone Again

Alison Krauss - I'm Alone Again 

On a gray, cloudy mornin', I rise from my bed
And I wonder if he meant all the things that he said
Well, I think of all the good times but the bad time came along
Now it doesn't matter 'cause he's gone

Now I'm alone again, I cry in my sleep
I wonder why he left, his love I tried to keep
I don't understand him and I guess, I never will
He could always make my heart stand still

He may not have loved me or cared for me at all
But through all the teardrops, he sure made me fall
And when we were together, my world was in a spin
I will never love him again

Now I'm alone again, I cry in my sleep
I wonder why he left, his love I tried to keep
I don't understand him and I guess, I never will
He could always make my heart stand still
Yes, he could always make my heart stand still

9632. I'm Already Gone

I'm Already Gone - Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen

If they had their way
I'd be livin' how they wanted me to live
If they had their way
They'²d be takin' more than what I had to give
I'd be three steps back
If I went where they wanted me to go
Down the same old path
Woundin'² up with nothin'² more to show

I'm lettin'² you go
I gotta move on
Well, I'm makin'² my way
And I'm already gone

The next page is turned
And I'²m ready to be lookin' after me



There's so much to learn
About this life and how it'²s gonna be
And I'²m findin' myself
Diggin'² deep, doin' what I need to do
There'²s no one else
Keepin' me from what I know it'²s true

And I'm lettin' you go
I gotta move on
I'²m makin'² my way
Well, I'm already gone

I'²m lettin' you go
I'²ve gotta move on
I'm makin'² my way
Yeah, I'm already gone

And I'm lettin'² you go
I'²ve gotta move on
I'm makin'² my way
And I'm already gone

9633. I'm Alright

Kathy Mattea - I'm Alright

After all was said and done
There was nothin' left to do
The hardest mile I ever walked
Was the one I walked away from you
Maybe I'm a little ragged around the edges
And I've been keepin' a little more to myself these days
But I'm alright
Shot down but I'm still standing, yeah
I'm alright
A little banged up from the fall
Well, I'm alright
Still shaky from the landing, yeah
I'm alright
After all
You know, it's really not that bad
No matter, how bad it might feel
'Cause there ain't nothin' time won't fix
And this ain't nothin' that some time won't heal
So maybe I've been walkin' a little wounded
Move a little bit slower now but that's okay
'Cause I'm alright
Shot down but I'm still standing, yeah
I'm alright
A little banged up from the fall
Well, I'm alright
Still shaky from the landing, yeah
I'm alright



After all
Every now and then I think about you
Oh, every now and then I cross the line
I'm alright
Shot down and I'm still standin', yeah
I'm alright
A little banged up from the fall
Well, I'm alright
Still shaky from the landin', yeah
I'm alright
After all, after all
Oh, I'm alright
Ooh, I'm alright

9634. I'm Always On A Mountain When I Fall

I'm Always on a Mountain When I Fall
Chesapeake

Most of my life I've almost been a winner
I've come so close but never really won
Just when I thought I finally made it
I found myself back where I started from

I hate to say I'm giving up but I believe
Losin's just become a way of life for me
Losin' wouldn't be so bad at all
But I'm always on a mountain when I fall

Then you came along and had me had me believing
For once in my life my luck had finally changed
And now you say you're gonna leave me
Seems everything I do winds up the same

I hate to say I'm giving up...
Losin' wouldn't be so bad at all
But I'm always on a mountain when I fall

9635. I'm Always On A Mountain When I Fall - Chords

I'm Always On A Mountain When I Fall
Recorded by Merle Haggard 
Written by  D. Kerran and C. Howard
 
C                                  Dm
Most of my life I've almost been a winner 
     G7                             C
I've come so close but never really won 
                    C7          F



Just when I thought I'd finally made it 
  G7                               C
I find myself back where I started from 
      
  Em              Dm            F
I hate to say I'm giving up but I believe 
G7                            C
Losing's just become a way of life for me 
Em                           F
Losing wouldn't be so bad at all 
        Dm          G7              C
But I'm always on a mountain when I fall
 
                                      Dm
Then you came along and had me had me believing
    G7                                  C
For once in my life my luck had finally changed
                       C7          F
And now you say you're gonna leave me
G7                                 C
Seems everything I do winds up the same
 
Repeat #2
 
Tag:
Em                           F
Losing wouldn't be so bad at all 
        Dm          G7              C
But I'm always on a mountain when I fall

9636. I'm An Old Cowhand

Nickel Creek - I'm An Old Cowhand 
Shady Mix

I'm an old cowhand from the Rio Grande
But my legs ain't bowed and my cheeks ain't tanned
I'm the cowboy who never saw a cow
Never roped a steer 'cause I don't know how
I sure ain't fixin' to start in now
Yippee I oh ti-ay, yippee I oh ti-ay

I'm an old cowhand from the Rio Grande
And I learned to ride before I learned to stand
I'm a ridin' fool who is up to date
I know every trail in the Lone Star State
'Cause I ride the range in a Ford V-8
Yippee I oh ti-ay, yippee I oh ti-ay

We're old cowhands from the Rio Grande
And we come to town just to hear the band
We know all the songs that the cowboys know
'Bout the Big Corral where the dogies go



We learned them all on the radio
Yippee I oh ti-ay, yippee I oh ti-ay

I'm an old cowhand from the Rio Grande
Where the west is wild all around the borderland
Where the buffalo roam around the zoo
And the Indians run up a rug or two
And the old Bar X is just a barbecue
Yippee I oh ti-ay

I'm a pioneer who began from scratch
I don't bat an eye in a suit or hat
They don't call me Elmer, they call me Satch
Yippee I oh ti-ay, yippee I oh ti-ay, yippee I oh ti-ay

9637. I'm An Old Cowhand (From The Rio Grande)

I'm an Old Cowhand (From the Rio Grande)
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

Oh, step aside, y'all ornery tenderfeet
Cause I'm about to sing my song

I'm an old cowhand from the Rio Grande
But my legs ain't bowed, and my cheeks ain't tan
Well I'm a cowboy who never saw a cow
Never roped a steer 'cause I don't know how
And I sure ain't fixin' to startin now
Oh, yippee-i-o-ki-ay, yippee-i-o-ki-ay

I'm an old cowhand from the Rio Grande
And I learned to ride before I learned to stand
Well I'm a ridin' fool who is up to date
I know every trail in the Lone Star State
'Cause I ride the range in a Ford V-8
Oh, yippee-i-o-ki-ay, yippee-i-o-ki-ay

Look out, I'm gonna show y'all how to ride now
Here we go

I'm an old cowhand from the Rio Grande
And I come to town just to hear the band
I know all the songs that the cowboys know
'Bout the big corral where the dogies go
'Cause I learned them all on the radio
Oh, yippee-i-o-ki-ay, yippee-i-o-ki-ay

Now my story's almost done, so listen up
You ain't got much longer now

I'm an old cowhand from the Rio Grande
Where the west is wild round the borderland
Where the buffalo roam around the zoo



And the indian make you a rug or two
And the old Bar-X is the Bar-be-cue
Oh, yippee-i-o-ki-ay, yippee-i-o-ki-ay
I'm just an old cowhand

9638. I'm An Old Old Man

I'm An Old Old Man

Said an old man to a good-looking girl
Well I've been around this big wide world
That home on the hill well honey that's mine
I've got the money if you've got the time

Well I'm not too old to cut the mustard anymore
I can still get around like I did before
So come along with me my sweet sweet hon
I'm an old old man looking for fun

What I can do now most young men can't
There's not a town this old boy can't paint
I can make all the night clubs any old time
I may be a little old but I'm doing fine

Don't take me wrong I just want have fun
Have someone along to help me spend my mon
Cause you don't live but once so please understand
That I'm an old old man trying to live while I can

9639. I'm As Free As The Breeze

Ernest Tubb 
I'm As Free As The Breeze

I'm as free as the breeze happy as you please
While you're singing the blues in the rain
Used to have me begging down on my knees
But you'll never see me there again

You had a bed of clover when you stayed with me
But now you're on the outside and I've got the key
And I'm as free as the breeze happy as you please
While you're singing the blues in the rain

I'm as free as the breeze happy as you please
While you're singing the blues in the rain
Used to have me begging down on my knees
But you'll never see me there again



I'm gettin' tired of carin' all this heavy load
I'm tearin' up your playhouse so get on down the road
And I'm as free as the breeze happy as you please
While you're singing the blues in the rain

I'm as free as the breeze happy as you please
While you're singing the blues in the rain
Used to have me begging down on my knees
But you'll never see me there again

I used to pay the bills and let you run about
But now your little gravy train has done full out
And I'm as free as the breeze happy as you please
While you're singing the blues in the rain
While you're singing the blues in the rain

9640. I'm Asking You

I'm Asking You
Blue Highway

Jesus I am thankful for all you've given me
And I'm asking for your help Lord to be all you'd have me be
With an humble voice I cry out from a world filled with pain
Please help me see the sunshine and look beyond the rain

I'm asking you 'cause you know how
To heal a heart and clear the doubt
You can take away the hurt
And make it all work out
I'm asking you 'cause you know how

May I always be aware of the blessings that you bring
And may you always be the reason I lift my voice and sing
Teach me faith and guide me and show me how to stand
Through trying times that face me Lord I know you can

9641. I'm Awake Now

Ricky Skaggs - I'm awake now

I'm awake now, no mistake now,
I'm awake.
It's ok now, i'm safe now,
I'm awake, i'm awake, i'm awake now.

For those of you who think i'm sleepin'
As you stand beside the bed,
For those of you who may be weepin',



Don't look for me among the dead.

I'm awake now, no mistake now,
I'm awake.
It's ok now, i'm safe now,
I'm awake, i'm awake, i'm awake now.

As i move into the clearing,
Familiar faces all around,
There's this music that i'm hearing,
Wonderful, other-worldly sound.

I'm awake now, no mistake now,
I'm awake.
It's ok now, i'm safe now,
I'm awake, i'm awake, i'm awake now.

Ooooh, ohhhh....

I wondered if i would get through it
And come out on the other side.
What you've heard- there's something to it,
And now my eyes are open wide.

I'm awake now, no mistake now,
I'm awake.
It's ok now, i'm safe now,
I'm awake, i'm awake, i'm awake now.
I'm safe. it's ok now.
I'm awake, i'm awake now.

9642. I'm Bad, I'm Nationwide

I'm Bad, I'm Nationwide

Well, I was rollin' down the road
In some cold blue steel
I had a blues man in back
And a beautician at the wheel

We going downtown
In the middle of the night
We're laughing and I'm jokin'
And we feelin' alright

Cause, I'm bad, girl, I'm nationwide
Yes, I'm bad, girl I'm nationwide

Easin' down the highway
In a new Cadillac
I had a fine fox in front
I had three more in the back.



They sportin' short dresses
Wearin' spike-heel shoes
They smokin' lucky strikes
And wearing nylons too

'Cause we bad, we nationwide
Yeah we bad, yeah, we nationwide

'Cause I'm bad, girl we're nationwide
Yes I'm bad, girl I'm nationwide

Well, I was movin' down the road
In my V-8 Ford
I had my boots shined up
And my sideburns lowered

With my New York brim
And my gold tooth displayed
Nobody give me trouble
'Cause they know I got it made

'Cause I'm bad, girl I'm nationwide
Yes I'm bad, girl I'm nationwide
...

9643. I'm Beside Myself

I'm Beside Myself - Ricky Skaggs

I'd grown so used to you I took for granted
Fire of love we built would always burn
And now I stand alone among the ashes
And losin' was the hardest way to learn.

When I think what I've lost it drives me crazy
Lately I've been crazy all the time
Things I do are starting to amaze me
'Cause I can't seem to get you off my mind.

By my side where I need you
By my side no one else
I need you always beside me
'Cause without you I'm beside myself.

I need you always beside me
'Cause without you I'm beside myself.
Now without you I'm beside myself...



9644. I'm Beside Myself - Chords

I'm Beside Myself
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Carl Jackson and Ethan Reilly

C                                   F
I'd grown so used to you I took for granted
G7                                 C   F G7
Fire of love we built would always burn
    C                             F
But wrong I stand alone among the ashes
    Dm             G7             C    F G7
And losing was the hardest way to learn
C                                     F
When I think what I've lost it drives me crazy
G7                             C   F G7
Lately I've been crazy all the time
C                           F
Things I do are starting to amaze me
Dm                    G7             C
Cause I can't seem to get you off my mind
      G7           C
By my side where I need you
      G7          C   F G7
By my side no one else
       C          F
I need you always beside me
      G7      C    G7         C     F G7
Cause without you  I'm beside myself
       C          F
I need you always beside me
      G7      C    G7         C     F G7
Cause without you  I'm beside myself
            C    G7         F     C
Now without you  I'm beside myself

9645. I'm Better Off Now That You're Gone

I'm Better Off Now That You're Gone - Ralph Stanley

I once had a sweetheart to love me
But now she has proven untrue
She's found a new love to treasure
That's why I'm walking round blue

The lies you told me are over
The heart you broke is gone
And friends they tell me I'm lucky
I'm better off now that you're gone

You broke my heart when you loved me
I've always counted on you



But now you've strayed with another
LIttle girl what more could I do

Some day I know you'll be sorry
You led my poor heart astray
You seemed to think it was funny
But some say darling you'll pay

I'm better off now that you're gone

9646. I'm Bitin' My Fingernails And Thinkin' Of You

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn
I'm Bitin' My Fingernails And Thinkin' Of You

Bitin' my fingernails thinkin' of you
Don't love nobody else it's funny but it's true
Just got a feelin' maybe we're through
Bitin' my fingernails and thinkin' dear of you

You really got me worried now I must confess it's true
I've sat around twiddlin' my thumbs breakin' my heart in two
I'm wondering if you love me so the way you say you do
I'm bitin' my fingernails and thinkin' dear of you

Bitin' my fingernails thinkin' of you
Don't love nobody else it's funny but it's true
Just got a feelin' maybe we're through
Bitin' my fingernails and thinkin' dear of you

If you have plans to end it all I wish you'd tell me now
Don't leave me thinkin' that someday you'll leave me anyhow
For I'll forget we ever met and find somebody new
I'm bitin' my fingernails and thinkin' dear of you

Bitin' my fingernails thinkin' of you
Don't love nobody else it's funny but it's true
Just got a feelin' maybe we're through
Bitin' my fingernails and thinkin' dear of you

9647. I'm Blue, I'm Lonesome

I'm Blue, I'm Lonesome
Bill Monroe
Nashville Bluegrass Band

The lonesome sigh of a train going by
Makes me want to stop and cry
I recall the day it took you away



I'm blue I'm lonesome too

   When I hear that whistle blow
   I want to pack my suitcase and go
   The lonesome sound of a train going by
   Makes me want to stop and cry

In the still of the night in the pale moonlight
The wind, it moans and cry
These lonesome blues I just can't lose
I'm blue I'm lonesome too

9648. I'm Bound For That City

Lewis Family - I'm bound for that city
Composer: Albert E. Brumley

There's a city of light where there cometh no night
For the sun never sets in the sky
In the bible we're told that the streets are pure gold
And a cool gentle river runs by

I'm bound for that city God's holy white city oh yes I am
I'll never turn back to this world anymore
No matter how rough may be the way
No matter how oft' I stop to pray
I'm bound for that city on that evergreen shore

Little children will play and our hearts will be gay
As we stroll through that city of gold
No more dying up there no more sorrow to bear
And nobody will be feeble and old

I'm bound for that city God's holy white city oh yes I am...

9649. I'm Bound to Ride

Ralph Stanley - I'm Bound to Ride

Coming down from Tennessee riding on the line
Thinking about the girl of mine couldn't keep from crying
Honey babe I'm bound to ride
Don't you want to go
Riding on a streetcar looking o'er the town
Eating saltine crackers ten cents a pound
Working on a railroad saving all I can
Looking for that woman ain't got no man
If I die a railroad man bury me under the ties
So I can see old number nine as she goes rolling by



See that train a coming round the bend
Goodbye my little darling I'm on my way again

9650. I'm Bringing Home Good News

I'm Bringing Home Good News

Yeah I'm bringin' home some good news 
Got some things you'll be glad to hear
Like I'm leavin' town and won't be back 
Around just long enough to get my gear
There won't be any goodbye kisses 
Well I'm puttin' on my leavin' shoes
This is the end we're through it's over yeah
I'm bringin' home some good news

Well I was sittin' downtown in a tavern
And I made up my mind to go
And I knew you would be so glad to be free
I just thought to call you to let you know
Oh you can tell all your backdoor daddys 
That your big daddy's done blew a fuse
This is the end we're through it's over yeah 
I'm bringin' home some good news

To you I been known as bad news
Well I'm changin' my first name
And I'm givin' you your freedom baby
That old race won't kinda change
Yeah go to hide your lookman slippers
I won't be lookin' around for blues
This is the end we're through it's over 
Yeah I'm bringin' home some good news

Good news there's some good news for you honey
I'm bringin' home some good news
I'm bringin' home some good news honey

9651. I'm Changing The Words To My Love Song

I'm Changing the Words to my Love Song 
Jim & Jesse

I once wrote a song little darling of you 
After you said you loved me 
It told of the plans and the vows we had made 
How happy some day we would be 
 
I'm changing the words to my love song of you 



They won't have the same things to say 
The heart warming lines that once said you were mine 
Will say you have thrown me away 
 
The first day of spring all the birds seemed to sing 
Those sweet little words you once said 
But now since you're gone dear  
they've given' back the song 
And like me they're hanging their heads 
 
I'm changing the words to my love song of you 
Replacing the old with the new 
I can't change the part that I wrote from my heart 
Saying I'll always love you 
 
I once built a cabin of dreams in my heart 
It's empty now since you're gone 
So I'll close the door to our cabin of dreams 
I could never live there any more

9652. I'm Comin' Home

Robert Earl Keen - I'm Comin' Home (I'm Coming Home)

Packed my suitcase, I racked my brain
Bought a ticket on the late night train
Took a taxi through the pourin' rain
I'm comin' home to you

Flew from Boston out to San Jose
Saw our old friends in Monterey Bay
When they asked me if I'd like to stay
I said I'm comin' home to you

I'm comin' home
Made up my mind that's what I'm gonna do
Can't love nobody on the telephone
I'm comin' home to you

They threw a party there from dusk 'til dawn
Seems like everybody knows old Sleepy John
He said next time I better bring you along
I'm comin' home to you

They had fresh caught salmon on the bareques
There were people jammin' all night to the blues
Life is good out in Santa Cruz
But I'm comin' home to you

I'm comin' home
Made up my mind that's what I'm gonna do
Can't love nobody on the telephone
I'm comin' home to you



I drove forever out to God knows where
Come ten-thirty there was no one there
They couldn't pay me but I didn't care
I'm comin' home to you

I'm feelin' better since I got your card
I read it over and over when the road gets hard
Ain't nothin' better than your own backyard
I'm comin' home to you

I'm comin' home
Made up my mind that's what I'm gonna do
Can't love nobody on the telephone
I'm comin' home to you

I'm comin' home
Made up my mind that's what I'm gonna do
Can't love nobody on the telephone
I'm comin' home to you

Packed my suitcase, I racked my brain
Bought a ticket on the late night train
Took a taxi in through pourin' rain

9653. I'm Coming Back

I'm Coming Back
Deadly Gentlemen

Every single day is so lonesome and long
I drain with every grain of the sand of time
I'd rather live in a mawky log
At the bottom of the tunnel of an abandoned mine
Than be in this city, braving the trundling of thunder
And the lightning in the night without you
I'm coming back
I've been gone long but I never did doubt you

All the nights are dark and the days are dire
I'm ready to tread through red hot hell fire
Travel by track or rickety flatboat
Swim in a tarpit, wade through a ratmoat
Do anything in the world I can do
I'm aching I can't take it I'll be back and be true

On the highway
Kicking up dust and gravel and burning halvoline
Trying to keep it together I'm dying I'm unraveling
It's pitch black at the brink of the daybreak
Every second I'm on the road it's harder to stay awake
I haven't slept in days been down been up been reeling I'm all wrecked and crazed
But I kick ass, people I pass all look up in amazement



I'm keeping the pedal to metal until I lift off of the pavement

I'm back on track, I'm running a day late
I strayed and got waylaid
The bright light of the night life
Beckoned like a beacon I weakened
And went on a bender for the weekend
Tripping, taking the pills while my love trouble
Redoubled and deepened

But now the night does blacken
I'm coming to get you back
And you can wake that fat man next to you
Tell him to get out of bed and start packing

Lately, I dream of love lasting and true
I will make it back if that's the last thing I do
I could stay in this city forever and ever and never be fine
Living and knowing that you could never be mine

I'm sick of the tick of the clock and I've grown lonely
I'll be home in a moment and baby you'll own me
Never to brave the trundling of thunder and lightning without you
Oh, the good, the bad, the damage you do
I'm aching I can't take it I'd be nothing without you

9654. I'm Coming Back But I Don't Know When

I'm Coming Back But I Don't Know When
Bill Monroe - Jimmy Martin

   I'm going down this lonesome road
   To see my fate or victory
   God must help us there to win
   I'm coming back but I don't know when

I hate to leave my mother dear
My father who is old and gray
But my true love I know you'll wait
For me to come back to me to stay

Will you be here when I come home
Or will your love fade like a rose
I could never come back should you be gone
My love for you nobody knows

9655. I'm Coming Home



I'm Coming Home
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
I'm calling to say I'm coming home
I miss you all day and all night
What would I do if you ever went away
I'm trying to make this right

[Chorus]
I never needed you more than I do
When I'm days away and all alone
The rain keeps falling I'm crawling on my knees
Singing  Sweetheart, I'm coming home'

[Verse]
I never told you how lonely the road is
And I don't think that I should
I miss you're voice, but this was my choice
And I'd be with you if I could

[Chorus]

[Verse]
This traveling life it ain't for you
Or any one else that I've known
I hope you'll see my rambling through
I'm on my long journey home
[Chorus]

[Outro]
The rain keeps falling I'm crawling on my knees
Singing  Sweetheart, I'm coming home'

9656. I'm Crying - Chords

I'm Crying 
Lucinda Williams

Em                         C                 Em
I'm crying for the mother, who lost her only son.
Em                          B               B7
Barely 16 years survive and forced to carry a gun.
Em                             C                 Em
Across the bloody battlefield, another bravefull son.
Em                         C                 Em
I'm crying for the mother, who lost her only son.
Em                         C                 Em
I'm crying for the father, who lost his baby child.
Em                       B7
Mankind carry him of, to work this cotton field.
Em                             C                 Em
Says if you don't mind me boy, i whip you little high.
Em                         C                 Em



I'm crying for the father, who lost his baby child.
Em                         C                   Em
I'm crying for the sister, who lost her loving man.
Em                                   B             B7
Killed him off in the dark of night, hung him from a lamp.
Em                         C                 B
Couldn't see there faces, but we know it was them.
Em                         C                   Em
I'm crying for the sister, who lost her loving man.
Em                          C                    B
I'm crying for the brother, who couldn't see the light.
Em                          B7
Burned down our cornfield, and stole our livestock.
Em                     C                               Em
Joined up in Richmond, when we know it was a poor mans fight.
Em                          C                     B
I'm crying for the brother, who couldn't see the light.
Em                         C                 Em
I'm crying for the mother, who lost her only son.
Em                         B7
I'm crying for the father, who lost his baby child.
Em                         C                   Em
I'm crying for the sister, who lost her loving man.
Em                          B                     B7
I'm crying for the brother, who couldn't see the light.
Em                         Em
I'm crying for the mother. I'm crying for the father.
Em                         Em
I'm crying for the sister. I'm crying for the brother.
Em                      Em
I'm crying, i'm crying, i'm crying, i'm crying

9657. I'm Doing Fine - Chords

I'm Doing Fine
Allison Moorer
 
[INTRO]
F#m C#m F#m C#m
 
 
[VERSE 1]
B                           C#m
I scrub the varnish off the hardwood floor
     E
That cigarette burn by the bedroom
              B             F#
Well it ain't there anymore
B                          C#m
Tried to call my mama I forgot that she's gone
        E                                                   F#
Guess I let the last thing you said keep running through my head too long through my head to
o long



 
 
 
[CHORUS]
       A                       E         B    Bsus4 B
I just wanna let you know that I'm doing fine
       A                       E         B    Bsus4 B
I just wanna let you know that I'm doing fine
 
 
[VERSE 2]
         B                                  C#m
Well the neighbors came a-running said they heard somebody scream
       E                                               B                 F#
I just looked them in the eye and told them I got any idea what you mean
     B                                C#m
So I turn the music up loud enough to drown out anything
         E
It might shake through the windows and the walls
                    F#
I'll believe what I want to believe what I want to believe
 
 
[CHORUS]
       A                       E         B     Bsus4 B
I just wanna let you know that I'm doing fine
       A                       E         B    Bsus4 B
I just wanna let you know that I'm doing fine
A             E              B                  Bsus4     B
Everything's ok everything's alright, yeah everything's alright
       A                       E     F#m   C#m   F#m   C#m
I just wanna let you know that I'm doing fine, doing fine
          A  E            A          E F#
I'm doing fine, I'm doing fine fine, fine
 
 
[VERSE 3]
        B                                       C#m
Well, I finally changed the sheets I'm tired of sleeping on the floor
   B   E                                            F#
If you want your old guitar it's sitting out on the porch
 
 
[CHORUS]
       A                       E         B    Bsus4 B
I just wanna let you know that I'm doing fine
       A                       E         B     Bsus4 B
I just wanna let you know that I'm doing fine
A             E              B                  Bsus4        B
Everything's ok everything's alright, yeah everything's just right
       A                       E         B   Bsus4 B
I just wanna let you know that I'm doing fine
 
 
[OUTRO]
A     E              B
La da da da da da da da da da da da da da da da da



A              E              B
Da da da da da da da da da da da
A     E              B
La da da da da da da da da da da da da da da da da
A              E              B
Da da da da da da da da da da da

9658. I'm Doing This For Your Sake

Dolly Parton - I'm Doing This For Your Sake 
Writer Dolly Parton

Someone else's arms will hold you my darling baby girl
I'll never get to see the child I've brought into this world
Because I made one mistake folks say that I'm bad
But they just don't understand the way I loved your dad
Now I thought your daddy loved me I was so sure he did
And so I gave him all my love and he said we would wed
But I guess he must chenged his mind cause she left town one day
When he found out about you he just stopped and ran away
In this home so far away from home I leave my heart today
Cause home where the heart is and with you my heart will stay
Because I love you so much why I can't make you pay
So I'm doing this for your sake I'm giving you away

9659. I'm Done With Crying In The Rain

I'm Done With Crying In The Rain (Larry W. Jones 12/04/2007) 

Darling, I guess that you could see
How my poor heart was hurting me
Now I have to say I'm so glad you came my way
You eased all my sorrow and pain
I'm done with crying in the rain
I'm through with all those cloudy skies
There'll be no more rain from my eyes
And darling, you must know how much I love you so
No more sad heartaches will remain
I'm done with crying in the rain
Dear, you must have come from heaven
You took away my misery
Now there's no more stormy weather
Since you and I are together
Lonely teardrops just cannot be
Crying in the rain is now done
You brought with you the warming sun
For your endeavor, my darling you will never
Ever hear any words that complain
I'm done with crying in the rain



- instrumental -
Dear, you must have come from heaven
You took away my misery
Now there's no more stormy weather
Since you and I are together
Lonely teardrops just cannot be
Crying in the rain is now done
You brought with you the warming sun
For your endeavor, my darling you will never
Ever hear any words that complain
I'm done with crying in the rain

9660. I'm Down

New Grass Revival - I'm Down

You tell lies thinking I can't see
You can't cry 'cause you're laughing at me
I'm down
(I'm really down)
I'm down
(Down on the ground)
I'm down
(I'm really down)

How can you laugh when you know I'm down?
How can you laugh when you know I'm down?

Man buys ring, woman throws it away
Same old thing happen every day
I'm down
(I'm really down)
I'm down
(Down on the ground)
I'm down
(I'm really down)

How can you laugh when you know I'm down?
How can you laugh when you know I'm down?

We're all alone and there's nobody else
She'll still moan, "Keep your hands to yourself"
I'm down
(I'm really down)
Ah babe I'm down
(Down on the ground)
I'm down

How can you laugh when you know I'm down?
How can you laugh when you know I'm down? Whoa, oh

A baby, you know, I'm down
(I'm really down)



I guess, I'm down
(I'm really down)
I'm down on the ground
(I'm really down)

I'm down
(I'm really down)
Ah, baby I'm upside down
Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah

(I'm really down)
Oh, baby, I'm down
(I'm really down)
I'm feeling upside down
(I'm really down)

Ohh, I'm down
(I'm really down)
Oh, baby, I'm down, yeah
Oh, baby, I'm down, yeah

Oh, baby, I'm down
(I'm really down)
Oh, baby, I'm down
(I'm really down)

Oh, baby, baby, baby
(I'm really down)
Oh, baby, I'm down
(I'm really down)

9661. I'm Dyin A Little Each Day

I'm Dyin A Little Each Day
sung by the Statler Brothers

Time=3/4
D / / G / / A7 / / 2 /

 D D7
Just another cold day
 G D
& a warm can of beans
 A
& an old TV show or 2
 D D7
It would not be bad
 G D
Or hurt quite so much
 A7 D / / D7 / /
If you were by yourself too

G D



Livin' uneasy when you're all alone
 A
There's got to be a better way
 D D7 G D
I'd lay down my life for you anytime
 A7 D
So I'm dyin' a little each day

E / / A / / B7 / / 2 / /

 E E7
The stories I've heard
 A E
& the things that I've seen
 B
Don't help when I'm thinkin' of you
 E E7
There's somebody else
 A E
Who lives in your dreams
 B7 E / / E7 / /
At least he's that close to you

A E
Livin' uneasy when you're all alone
 B
There's got to be a better way
 E E7 A E
I'd lay down my life for you anytime
 B7 E
So I'm dyin' a little each day
 B7 E
I'm dyin' a little each day

9662. I'm Falling Again

I'm Falling Again
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
No mistaking this time, no changing my mind
No walking away then begging to stay
No letting you go cause this time my heart knows
We're destined to win, I'm falling again

[Chorus]
I'm falling again, right back where I've been
Trading heartbreak for love that I've missed
It's a gamble and I'll take the risk, I should have known
From the start what you'd do to my heart
We're destined to win, I'm falling again

[Verse 2]



No waiting to see, if it's right for me
No doubting your eyes, no watching you cry
No turning to run and no loving for fun
No holding it in, I'm falling again

[Bridge]
So please, don't say you won't take me back again
Because time away won't be time better spent

[Chorus]
I'm falling again, right back where I've been
Trading heartbreak for love that I've missed
It's a gamble and I'll take the risk, I should have known
From the start what you'd do to my heart
We're destined to win, I'm falling again

[Outro]
Should I have known from the start
What you'd do to my heart
We're destined to win, I'm falling again

9663. I'm Falling For You - Chords

I'm Falling For You
Recorded by Merle Haggard
written by Bonnie Owens, Buck Owens, Don Rich
 
C                                   G7
You bring me happiness and leave me loneliness
                                              C
My world is in distress cause I'm falling for you
                                   G7
You look into my eyes and tell the sweetest lies
                                                    C
You're a heartbreak in disguise and I'm falling for you
 
C7         F                            C
Oh darling when you're near my world is happy dear
             D7                              G7
But when you disappear I'm afraid that we're through
          C                G7
I love in misery you're so unfair to me 
                                       C
It's all a mystery why I'm falling for you

9664. I'm Fed Up With You

Dolly Parton - I'm Fed Up With You 
Writer Bill Owens



I'm fed up with you feedin' me a line
You say that wasn't you I saw with someone else last night
You say you've never done me wrong you've always treated me right
I know it was dark but not that dark and I'm not that blind
And I'm fed up with you feedin' me a line
I'm fed up with you and the way that you do
I used to love you now I change my mind
And I'm fed up with you feedin' me a line
I once believed everything you've said I was so in love with you
You said I was the only one now I know that wasn't true
Now I know just where I stand I'm tidin' your cheatin' line
And I'm fed up with you feedin' me a line
I'm fed up with you...
I'm fed up with you feedin' me a line

9665. I'm Finally Over You - Chords

I'm Finally Over You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Dallas Frazier and Sanger D. Shafer

C               G7                C
Sweetheart it's been several days now 
                           F
Since they found me on the street
                             C
But since then an old friend loaned me five 
                           G7
And it's got me back on my feet

C            G7              C
This morning I'll just drink enough 
                   F
To knock me out by noon
                     C
Yes I was down for a little while 
        G7           C
But I'm finally over you

    F              C
The sun outside is much too bright 
       G7                    C
That's why I'm wearing these shades
        F                C
And the reason I haven't shaved is because 
    D7                   G7
The drugstore ran out of blades

C              G7           C
So if you hear that I'm not making it 
                                  F
Don't believe it because it's not true



                     C
Yes I was down for a little while 
        G7           C
But I'm finally over you

Repeat last verse

9666. I'm Forty Now

Tom T Hall - I'm Forty Now

[Verse 1:]
There were barefoot dreams of catching outlaws
There were school dreams of catching footballs
There were young dreams of finding great romance
There were armies and I took the chance
There were avenues of glory and some deep despair
That put subtle shapes of silver in my hair

Chorus:]
Well I'm forty now and I'm a man
But I can't resist the urge to put dreams in my plans
So many hopeless dreams and I broke some vows
Maybe life begins for me, I'm forty now

[Verse 2:]
There were summer nights and there were good days
Life was water and I made waves
Oh I was crazy then so I made some breaks
Maybe God can look the other way
Either good outweighs the bad or we forget the bad
I'm thankful for a few friends that I've had

[Chorus:]
'Cause I'm forty now and I'm a man
But I can't resist the urge to put dreams in my plans
So many hopeless dreams and I broke some vows
Maybe life begins for me, I'm forty now
Well I'm forty now

9667. I'm Free - Chords

I'm Free
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Leon Copeland

C                                  Dm
Though I haven't got a penny to my name
         F             G7               C



I've got wealth beyond compare just the same
                                             Dm
In my mind the greatest treasure there could be
        F              G7               C
Just to live the way I live because I'm free

                                      Dm
I'm not bound to anyone that takes my time
   F                   G7            C
Or pleasures that will pray up on my mind
                                      Dm
And I walk the roads and do just as I please
   F               G7           C
My life belongs to me cause I'm free

                                       Dm
I'm free from social ties that tend to bind me
      F                  G7               C
Or to live the life that wasn't meant for me
                                      Dm
Competing for the things that have no meaning
    F             G7               C
I'm wealthy in my mind because I'm free

                                       Dm
The ribbons of the land that keep me a knowing
          F                G7            C
There was always something new for me to see
                                   Dm
A whistle in the wind then I'll be going
   F              G7               C
To live the way I live because I'm free

repeat #1

9668. I'm Free At Last

Ernest Tubb 
I'm Free At Last

I'm free at last from love and all its worry
I'm free because you wanted it that way
Now you can go but there's no need to hurry
Cause never again will I ask you to stay

So run along I know that you don't want me
So many times you proved that in the past
After you're gone when mem'ries come to haunt me
I'll hide my tears and say I'm free at last

I'm free at last don't ask me why I'm crying
Strange as it seems somehow I love you yet
Don't say you care you know that you'd be lying



Don't hurt me more show my heart some respect

So run along I know that you don't want me
So many times you proved that in the past
After you're gone when mem'ries come to haunt me
I'll hide my tears and say I'm free at last

9669. I'm Goin' Down

Trampled By Turtles - I'm Goin' Down

[Verse 1]
We sit in the car outside your house
I can feel the heater coming 'round
I go to put my arms around you
You give me a look like I'm way out of bounds
Well, you let out one of your bored sighs
Lately when I look into your eyes

[Chorus]
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down

[Verse 2]
We get dressed up and we go out
Out baby, for the night
We come home early burning, burning
Burning in some fire fight
I'm sick and tired of you setting me up
Setting me up just to knock-a knock-a knock-a me down
Down, down, down

[Chorus]
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down

[Verse 3]
I pull you close, closer now, baby
But when we kiss I can feel a doubt
I remember back when we started
My kisses used to turn you inside out
I used to drive you to work in the morning
Friday night I'd drive you all around
You used to love to drive me wild
Lately girl, you get your kicks from just driving me down
Down, down, down

[Chorus]
I'm goin' down, down, down, down



I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down

[Outro]
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down
I'm goin' down, down, down, down

9670. I'm Goin' Up On The Mountain

I'm Goin' Up On The Mountain - Peter Rowan
Hot Buttered Rum

(chorus:)
I'm going up on the mountain
I ain't coming down till the morning
I'm going up on the mountain
I ain't coming down till the day

My savior lives inside of me
All I got to do is set him free
My savior lives inside of me
All I got to do is set him free

(chorus)

My ancestors live inside of me
All I got to do is set them free
My grandmother lives inside of me
All I got to do is set her free

(chorus)

All you people live inside of me
All I got to do is set you free
Well the banjo lives inside of me
All I got to do is her it free

(chorus 2X)

I'm going up on the mountain
I ain't coming down till the morning
I'm going up on the mountain
I ain't coming down in chains
I ain't coming down in chains



9671. I'm Going Across The Sea

I'm Going Across The Sea

I'm going across the sea stay forever more
Left my little darlin' standing in the door
Won't you come and go come and go with me
Fly to me my pretty little Miss I'm going across the sea

Wind is howling low wind is howling high
Go with me my pretty little love 'til the day I die.
Won't you come and go come and go with me
Fly to me my pretty little Miss I'm going across the sea.

Wouldn't you give a nickel wouldn't you give a dime
Wouldn't you give one dollar bill to call your name as mine?
Won't you come and go come and go with me
Fly to me my pretty little Miss I'm going across the sea.

Donie Donie Donie what makes your face so red
Working out in the crops son fever in my head
Won't you come and go come and go with me
Fly to me my pretty little Miss I'm going across the sea.

9672. I'm Going Back to Jericho

I'm Going Back to Jericho

I'm going back to Jericho, sweet thing
I'm going back to Jericho, sweet thing
I'm going back to Jericho
And I'm gonna marry be- fore I go, sweet thing

Never seen the likes since I been born,...
Pickin' up sticks and parchin' corn,...

Whatcha gonna do when the meat comes in,...
Sit in the corner with a gravy chin,...

Whatcha gonna do when the weather gets cold,...
Do like a ground hog and hunt me a hole,...

9673. I'm Going Back To Old Kentucky

I'm Going Back To Old Kentucky
Bill Monroe



   I'm going back to old Kentucky
   There to see my Linda Lou
   I'm going back to old Kentucky
   Where the skies are always blue

When my left old Kentucky
Linda kissed me and she cried
I told her that I would not linger
I'd be back by and by

Linda Lou is she is a beauty
Those pretty brown eyes I loved so well
I'm going back to old Kentucky
Never more to say farewell

Linda Lou you know I love you
I long for you each night and day
When the roses bloom in old Kentucky
I'll be coming back to stay

9674. I'm Going Back To The Old Home

I'm Going Back To The Old Home
Bill Monroe

I left my old home in the mountains
And the only friends I ever had
And while I rambled this world over
My heart felt so lonely and sad

   I'm going back to the old home
   Back to the place I love so well
   Where the sweet waters flow and the wildflowers grow
   Back to the old home on the hill

I know that dear old mother's waiting
Waiting alone on that hill
With the silver in her hair and a twinkle in her eye
In the old cabin home on the hill

Years have gone by since I saw her
I've traveled many a mile
But tonight there's a light in the window
And she's waiting at the door with a smile

9675. I'm Going Crazy In Three-Quater Time



Emmylou Harris - I'm going crazy in three-quarter time
Composer: Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell

A song on the clouds is a-rolling by slowly
While me and my pencil ain't making a scratch
This is a hard way to go but it's all I've got going
Wherever I'm going I won't leave no tracks.

The hill I've been climbing just turned to a mountain
I'm caught in the backwash of cheap talk and wine
To tell you the truth, I don't think I can make it
'Cause I'm going crazy in three quarter time.

I said to myself on the day that you left me
If I see what I sound like would I be so blind
But it's all in the search of a perfect companion
And I thought I had found one till you said goodbye.

The hill I've been climbing just turned to a mountain
I'm caught in the backwash of cheap talk and wine
To tell you the truth, I don't think I can make it
'Cause I'm going crazy in three quarter time.

Yes, I'm going crazy in three quarter time.

9676. I'm Going Down This Road Feeling Bad

I'm Going Down This Road Feeling Bad

I'm going down this road feeling bad
I'm going down this road feeling bad
I'm going down this road feeling bad, lord, lord
And I ain't gonna be treated this a-way

I'm down in that jail on my knees
I'm down in that jail on my knees
I'm down in that jail on my knees, lord, lord
I ain't gonna be treated this a-way

They fed me on cornberad and beans, etc
Takes a ten dollar shoe to fit my feet, etc
'cause you two dollar shoes hurt my feet, etc
I'm going where the weather suits my clothes, etc
That's why I'm going down this road feeling bad, etc

9677. I'm Going Fishing

I'm Going Fishing - Doc Watson

I walked down the hill about twelve a clock



I sat right down on a great big rock
I looked down the water en blessed my soul
I seen a great big catfish jumpin' that hole

(chorus)
I'm a gonna fishin 'cause everybody's fishing
And I'm a gonna fishing too

You bet your life That your lovin' wife
Might catch more fish than you
Any fish will bite if you got good bate
And here's a little something That I'd like to relate
And when it's time to bite, Lord, the fish won't wait
I'm a gonna fishin 'cause everybody's fishing
And I'm a gonna fishing too

I went to the store and I took a look
Got a pole and some line and a triple hook
Then an old man smiled as he said to me
Son, catch a big catfish for me

(chorus)

I lean right back against on old big tree
Then a big old bass took a look at me
He took my bate when I throwed my line
When I got him to the bank, Lord, he sure looked fine

(chorus)

9678. I'm Going Home - Chords

I'm Going Home
Buck Owens

Intro; / G / G / G /
G Am
Sometimes when I am lonely
 D G
I get to thinking bout the places that I've been
 C Am
I turn around in the same old direction once again
 D G
I'm going home on a midnight train

G Am
When I left you was the middle of the winter
 D G
The ground was covered by a cold cold snow
 C Am
My heart was young and I was searching but in vain
 D G
I'm going home on a midnight train



G D G
Home is not just a place where you are living
 D G
Home means more when you've got no place to go
 C Am
And when you're down and need someone to stand beside you
 D G
Turn around and go on home

G C Am
When you're down and need someone to stand beside you
D G
Turn around and go on home

9679. I'm Going Home It's Christmas Time - Chords

I'm Going Home It's Christmas Time 
Ralph Stanley
 
[Verse 1]
G                                          C       G
The days are long (the days are long), the work is hard (the work is hard)
G                                D    G
All year round (all year round), far away
G                                C        G
But always make (always make), a way back home (a way back home)
G                                         D         G
To mother and dad (to mother and dad), on Christmas Day
 
[Chorus]
G             C           G
The snow lies deep in the mountain,
G                   D      G
the wind blows soft in the pine,
G               C            G
The smoke curls u-p from the chimney,
G                                    D         G
I'm going home (I'm going home) It's Christmas time
 
[Solo]
 
[Verse 2]
G                                       C      G
A little wreath (a little wreath) hangs on the door (on the door)
G                                              D     G
There's presents on (there's presents on), the cabin floor
G                                      C         G
Dad has trimmed (dad has trimmed), the Christmas tree (Christmas tree)
G                                           D        G
And the pathway home (and the pathway home) welcomes me
 
[Chorus]



G             C           G
The snow lies deep in the mountain,
G                   D      G
the wind blows soft in the pine,
G               C            G
The smoke curls u-p from the chimney,
G                                    D         G
I'm going home (I'm going home) It's Christmas time
 
[Solo]
 
[Verse 3]
 
G                              C       G
Christmas is (Christmas is), a time of Joy (a time of joy)
G                                              D    G
Where God sent down (where God sent down), his only boy
G                                      C        G
To save us from (to save us from), our sins and cares (sins and cares)
G                                  D           G
And bring us to (and bring us to), our home up there
 
[Chorus]
G             C           G
The snow lies deep in the mountain,
G                   D      G
the wind blows soft in the pine,
G               C            G
The smoke curls u-p from the chimney,
G                                    D         G
I'm going home (I'm going home) It's Christmas time
G                                     D         G
I'm going home (I'm going home), It's Christmas time
G    C         G
It's Christmas time

9680. I'm Going That Way - Chords

I'm Going That Way
Written and recorded by Ralph Stanley

G
I've heard of a land of joy and peace 
    C         G
And wonderful life
              
The beautiful place the mansion fair
               D7
And skies ever bright

               G
For those who believe the Savior here
   C          G



Forever shall stay
                 
And having been saved by grace divine
    D7         G
I'm going that way

      
I'm a-going that way (I'm on my way)
     C           G
I'm a-going that way (I'm on my way)
                 
And Jesus the Savior I adore is
             D7
With me each day

                  G
I'm a-clinging to Him (I'm a-clinging to Him)
    C           G
And never shall stray (and never shall stray)
                 
For singing His praises all day long
      D7         G        C          G
I'm a-going that way (I'm going that way)

The glorious news I'll tell and sing
   C        G
As onward I go

For those who are still astray in sin
                D7
My Savior shall know

          G
I want to sing His praises above
     C         G
Some beautiful day

For glory to Him who died for me
      D7         G
I'm a-going that way

Repeat #3,4

I know I'll shall meet Him at the gate
     C            G
When trials shall pass

I know I shall met Him face to face
            D7
In glory at last

      G
And I believe that when we meet
     C            G
Well done He will say

For trusting in His redeeming love



      D7         G
I'm a-going that way

Repeat #3,4

9681. I'm Going There

I'm Going There
Junior Sisk - I'm Going There

[Verse 1]
This old world can't last too much longer
For the word of our Lord is very clear
Our pain and sorrow will be over
The end of our time is drawing near

[Chorus]
(Well, he will soon return) On a cloud from Heaven
(And I'll be saved) From the tribulations
No more pain and sorrow will I bear
(Straights up your goal) Lay before me
(I've got a home) Helped in glory
(By his grace and precious love) I'm going there

[Verse 2]
This tired old body will be mended
In the beautiful home, we'll meet no harm
Like a mother's baby, I'll be tended
In the care of the Master's loving arms

[Chorus]
(Well, he will soon return) On a cloud from Heaven
(And I'll be saved) From the tribulations
No more pain and sorrow will I bear
(Straights up your goal) Lay before me
(I've got a home) Helped in glory
(By his grace and precious love) I'm going there

[Verse 3]
And when those pearly gates are opened
I'll stand with praise before his throne
I long to hear these words spoken
"Weary pilgrim, welcome home."

[Chorus]
(Well, he will soon return) On a cloud from Heaven
(And I'll be saved) From the tribulations
No more pain and sorrow will I bear
(Straights up your goal) Lay before me
(I've got a home) Helped in glory
(By his grace and precious love) I'm going there
(By his grace and precious love) I'm going there



9682. I'm Going To Leave Old Dixie - Chords

I'm Going To Leave Old Dixie 
Norman Blake

[Intro]
C       F       C       G
C       F       C   G   C
 
[Verse]
       C                  C          C                 C
I'm a-going to leave Old Dixie, the times are getting bad
     F              C            C                   G        G
The fields are all deserted, the old man's heart is sad
     C             C              C                   C
I'd never quit the old home, but here I'd starve and die
     F                 C              C    G    C
It breaks my heart to leave you, old home goodbye
 
 
[Chorus]
       C         C        F       F
I'm a-going to leave Old Dixie's land
     C        C                   G     G
It breaks my heart to leave this home
          C              C                             F
But the children gather round me, with hunger they do cry
       F                  C          C    G   C
I'm a-going to leave Old Dixie, old home goodbye
 
 
[Verse 2]
       C                  C           C                 C
I'm a-going to leave Old Dixie, it's here I'd like to stay
     F                   C          C                  G         G
And rest these bones so weary when called from earth away
    C                C             C         C
But all has gone to ruin and I am forced to fly
    F                 C            C    G   C
My tears for you are falling, old home goodbye
 
 
 
[Verse 3]
       C                  C          C                C
I'm a-going to leave Old Dixie, but there my heart I leave
      F             C           C                 G               G
With hunger and misfortune, my wife and children grieve
      C              C        C              C
Where I was once so happy, I now can only sigh
      F             C          C    G   C
I am leaving you forever, old home goodbye



9683. I'm Going To Leave Old Texas Now - Chords

I'm Going To Leave Old Texas Now 
Peter Rowan & Don Edwards

[Intro]
D   G D
A     D
 
[Verse 1]
             D
I'm going to leave old Texas now
            A                     D
They got no use for the long horn cow.
        D
They've ploughed and fenced my cattle range
               A                D
and the people there are all so strange
 
 
[Refrain]
            D
Ooh ooh ooh ohh  ooh ooh ooh
           A               D
The people here are all so strange
 
 
[Verse 2]
             D
I'll take my horse, I'll take my rope
            A            D
and hit the trail upon a lope.
             D
I'll live my life where the dogies go
              A            D
From old Fort Worth to Mexico
 
 
[Refrain]
            D
Ooh ooh ooh ohh  ooh ooh ooh
              A            D
From old Fort Worth to Mexico
 
 
[Verse 3]
             D
I'll make my home on the wide, wide range
                 A                D
Where the people there are not so strange
              D
The hard hard ground will be my bed
          A                 D



My saddle seat will hold my head
 
 
[Refrain]
            D
Ooh ooh ooh ohh  ooh ooh ooh  A-ooh ooh
          A                 D
My saddle seat will hold my head
 
 
[Instrumental]
D
A    D
D
A    D
 
D
A    D
D
A    D
 
D
A    D
D
A    D
 
 
[Refrain]
            D
Ooh ooh ooh ohh  ooh ooh ooh
        A            D
Ooh ooh ooh  Ooh ooh ooh
 
 
[Refrain]
            D
Ooh ooh ooh ohh  ooh ooh ooh
        A            D
Ooh ooh ooh  Ooh ooh ooh
 
 
[Refrain]
            D
Ooh ooh ooh ohh  ooh ooh ooh
        A            D
Ooh ooh ooh  Ooh ooh ooh
 
 
[Outro]
        D
Doggies ho  hoo hoo hoo
        A
Ooh ooh ooh...-



9684. I'm Going To Make Heaven My Home

I'm Going to Make Heaven My Home
Flatt & Scruggs

For many long years through this world I have roamed
Not thinking of the day last to come
But now I have changed, and I want the world to know
That I'm going to make heaven my home

Chorus;

I'm going to make heaven my home,sweet home
I'm left in this world all alone
No mother or dad, I've lost all I had
And I'm going to make heaven my home

The nights seem so lonely around the cabin home
No mother left to guide us along
But on that golden strand I'll take her by the hand
For I'm going to make heaven my home

There's things in this old world that's so hard to understand
Why you have to lose the one you love so
But it's wonderful to know when you leave this world below
That your going to make heaven my home

9685. I'm Going To Stay In The Old Time Way

Paul Williams feat. The Victory Trio - I'm Going to Stay in the Old Time Way
Album: Going To Stay In The Old-Time Way

-1-
So may religions in this world today,
there's a church on every corner it seems.
Everybody says there going to Heaven
above but how to get there we can not agree.
I started my journey along time ago, I'm not looking for anything new.
My ticket was paid for on the old cross of
Calvery, by the blood of the lamb I'll go through.

-Chorus-
Oh I'm gonna stay in the old time
way, it's the best way that I've found.
I know that its real by the way that I
feel, since the love of the Lord came down.
In a little old church by the side of the road at an alter of prayer
I prayed through,
so I'm gonna stay in the old time
way and I highly recommend it to you.

-2-
The road that I travel,



it's straight and its narrow, and oft I've been tempted to stray.
But faith keeps me going and there's comfort
in knowing whats waiting at the end of the way.
You might call me old fashioned and you might
not understand me, but I wont be changing my mind.
I'm gonna stay on this old path and see
what happens when I leave this old world behind.

9686. I'm Going To The West

I'm Going to the West

In this fair land I'll stay no more
Here labor is in vain
I'll leave the mountains of my birth
And seek the fertile plains
I'm going to the west

You say you will not go with me
You turn your eyes away
You say you will not follow me
No matter what I say
I'm going to the west

Three years have passed since we first met
And I became your bride
Now I must journey far away
Without you by my side
I'm going to the west

I'll leave you here, in this land you love
'Mid scenes so bright and fair
Where fragrant flowers are blooming
And music fills the air
I'm going to the west

9687. I'm Going To Town - Chords

I'm Going To Town 
Robert Earl Keen

[Intro]
  A riff
 
[Verse]
  A
  I washed my face I combed my hair
  A
  I put a clean shirt on



  E
  It's just too lonesome here
  E                  A  -  A
  Since you've been gone
  D
  The birds and the bees are shakin' the trees
  A
  Talkin' politics
  B
  The Fox and the hound are hangin' around
  F                    E   -  E
  Livin' it up in the sticks
 
[Chorus]
                D
  I'm going to town
                  A  -  A
  It's Saturday night
    D
  I'm over you now
                 E
  No slowin' me down
                A
  I'm goin' to town
 
[Instrumental]
D A D E A
 
[Verse]
  A
  I fell asleep in my easy chair
  A
  I did not wake up until dawn
  E
  Looked out the window, all I saw was no where
  E                         A  -  A
  Man this ain't where I belong
  D
  Cows in the corn, took the bull by the horns
  A
  Led him back into the barn
  B
  I'm telling myself I'm through missing you
  F                       E   -  E
  Got to get off of this box
 
[Chorus]
                D
  I'm going to town
                  A  -  A
  It's Saturday night
    D
  I'm over you now
                 E
  No slowin' me down
                A
  I'm goin' to town



 
[Instrumental]
D A D E A
 
[Bridge]
  A
  Packin' up the pickup truck
  A
  I'm putting her in gear
  A
  Ain't takin' another minute
  A
  Wonderin' what I'm doin' here
  D
  There's a place on the horizon
  D
  Where the lights are shining bright
  D
  I'm packing up the pickup truck
  A
  And going there tonight
 
[Chorus]
                D
  I'm going to town
                  A  -  A
  It's Saturday night
    D
  I'm over you now
                 E
  No slowin' me down
                A
  I'm goin' to town
 
[Outro]
D A D E A

9688. I'm Going Up When He Comes Down

I'm Going Up When He Comes Down
By: Jeffrey Orr (BMI)
Paul Humphreys (BMI)

VERSE 1: AN ETERNAL LIFE HE OFFERED ME
I'VE BEEN REDEEMED BY THE BLOOD OF CALVARY
WHERE GOD IS ONE DAY I'M GONNA BE
WHEN THAT TRUMPET SOUNDS HE'S COMING BACK FOR ME

CHORUS: I'M GOING UP, I'M GOIN' UP
WHEN HE STARTS DOWN, WHEN HE STARTS DOWN
I'LL BE CHANGED IN A MOMENT
OR I'LL RISE UP FROM THE GROUND
I'LL LEAVE THIS WORLD OF SORROW



GOIN' WHERE THERE'S NO TOMORROW
I'M GOING UP, I'M GOIN' UP
WHEN HE STARTS DOWN

VERSE 2: WHAT IS THE CONDITION OF YOUR SOUL
SHOULD HE CALL ARE YOU READY TO GO
HEAVEN'S REAL AND HELL IS TOO YOU KNOW
EVERYONE OF US WILL REAP JUST WHAT WE SOW

TAG: I'M GOING UP, I'M GOING UP
WHEN HE STARTS DOWN

9689. I'm Gone

Alison Krauss - I'm Gone 

When you came to me
You said love could not erase
The ever present memory of another face

I tried to make you love me
How I could I be so blind
To think I'd be the one to change your mind

And if I'm gone before you start
Well you can find me in your heart
Who can say if its right wrong
I've waited for you too long
And if I can't hold on
I'm Gone

When you came to me
I said love will find a way
For every heart that leaves another heart must stay

I guess you couldn't see
As the shadow's in the night
It seems the time for us just wasn't right

And if I'm gone before you start
Well you can find me in your heart
Who can say if its right wrong
I've waited for you too long
And if I can't hold on
I'm Gone

9690. I'm Gonna Be (500 Miles)



I'm Gonna Be (500 Miles)
Wayne Taylor

When I wake up, well, I know I'm gonna be
I'm gonna be the man who wakes up next to you
When I go out, yeah, I know I'm gonna be
I'm gonna be the man who goes along with you
If I get drunk, well, I know I'm gonna be
I'm gonna be the man who gets drunk next to you
And if I haver, hey, I know I'm gonna be
I'm gonna be the man who's havering to you

chorus:
But I would walk five hundred miles
And I would walk five hundred more
Just to be the man who walked a thousand miles
To fall down at your door

When I'm working, yeah ya know I'm gonna be
I'm gonna be the man who's working hard for you
And with the money for it's for the work I do
I'll pass almost every penny on to you
When I come home, oh, I know I'm gonna be
I'm gonna be the man who comes back home to you
And if I grow old, well, I know I'm gonna be
I'm gonna be the man who's growing old with you

chorus:
But I would walk five hundred miles
And I would walk five hundred more
Just to be the man who walked a thousand miles
To fall down at your door

When I'm lonely, well, I know I'm gonna be
I'm gonna be the man who's lonely without you
And when I'm dreaming, well, I know I'm gonna dream
I'm gonna dream about the time when I'm with you
When I go out, well ya know I'm gonna be
I'm gonna be the man who goes along with you
And when I come home, yeah I know I'm gonna be
I'm gonna be the man who comes back home with you
I'm gonna be the man who's coming home

chorus:
But I would walk five hundred miles
And I would walk five hundred more
Just to be the man who walked a thousand miles
To fall down at your door

And I would walk five hundred miles
And I would walk five hundred more
Just to be the man who walked a thousand miles
To fall down at your door



9691. I'm Gonna Be Moving - Chords

I'm Gonna Be Moving
Recorded by Vern Gosdin
Written by Randall Hilton

G
This old world's no place for living

Not enough cares and not enough giving
          C                                 G
Sometimes clouds of sin and sorrow hide the way

But this life of stormy weather 

Ain't gonna be my home forever
                D7           G
Gonna be moving one of these days

 
I'm gonna be movin'  movin' away
         C                   G
Gonna be movin' one of these days

When I leave this life behind me

Troubles and cares are never gonna find me
                D7           G
Gonna be movin' one of these days

There won't be any time for cryin'

No more sickness toil or dyin'
     C                            G
Joy awaits me in that mansion far away

When I rest from all my labor

The Lord's gonna be my next door neighbor
                D7           G
Gonna be movin' one of these days

repeat #2

9692. I'm Gonna Be Strong

Buddy Miller - I'm Gonna Be Strong

I can see you're slipping away from me
And you're so afraid I'll plead with you to stay
I'm gonna be strong I'll let you go your way
Love is gone there's no sense in holding on
And your pity now would be than I could bare



I'm gonna be strong I'll pretend that I don't care
I'm gonna be strong and stand as tall as I can
I'm gonna be strong and let you run along and take it like a man
When you say it's the end I'll hand you a line
I'll smile and say don't you worry I'm fine
And you'll never know darling after you kiss me goodby
E How I'll break down and cry cry cry

9693. I'm Gonna Be The Wind

I'm Gonna Be The Wind
(Laurie Lewis/Bug Music OBO Spruce & Maple Music, ASCAP)

Refrain:
All my life I've been a blade of grass in the wind
Or like a stubborn tree I've let the wind shape me
But now, I'm feelin' bold enough to let go my hold
And I'll not be a blade of grass again
Oh, wo--I'm gonna be the wind!

I'll be the wind--I can wear the mountain down
And I'll be the wind of hope--I can lift you off the ground
And I'll fan the flames of love, you know they'll never die again
Oh--I'm gonna be the wind!

Refrain

I was waiting, but my name was never called
And I never tried to stand alone for fear that I might fall
But now that I'm runnin' I may never walk again
Oh--I'm gonna be the wind!

Refrain

Refrain
Wo, Wo--I'm gonna be the wind!

9694. I'm Gonna Break Every Heart I Can

I'm Gonna Break Every Heart I Can

I'm gonna break every heart I can 
I'd be a find-'em-and-fool-'em man
I'm gonna dedicate my whole life to this one plan
Well if I live and have enough time 
I'll get evil with the woman kind
I'm gonna break every heart I can in everyone I find
I'm gonna think of lot of good lies
I'm gonna laugh when a woman cries



I'm gonna have myself a style to recognize
I'm gonna travel all around the world 
I'd be a thread to the sweetest girl
I'm gonna break every heart I can 
And all my name ain't Merle

Well if I ever get around to you 
You gonna know about the things I do
They gonna tell about the harm 
I've done in the latest news
'Cause if I live and have enough time 
I'll get evil with the woman kind
I'm gonna break every heart 
I can in everyone I find
I'm gonna break every heart I can 
I'd be a love-'em-and-leave-'em man
I'm gonna dedicate my whole life to this one plan

And if I live and have I enough time 
I'll get evil with the woman kind
I'm gonna break every heart I can in everyone I find
I'm gonna break every heart I can in everyone I find

9695. I'm Gonna Eat At The Welcome Table

I'm Gonna Eat at the Welcome Table

I'm gonna eat at the welcome table, (oh yes)
I'm going to eat at the welcome table, some of these days, halle- lujah
I'm gonna eat at the welcome ta ble
I'm gonna eat at the welcome table some of these days

I'm gonna walk the streets of glory,...

I'm goin' down to the river of Jordan,...

I'm gonna sit down by my Jesus,...

God's gonna set this world on fire,...

I'm gonna sing in the heavenly choir,...

I'm gonna put on the silvery slippers,...

I'm gonna climb up Jacob's ladder,...

9696. I'm Gonna Get High



I'm Gonna Get High - Devil Makes Three

I'm gonna get high
And it ain't no lie
Swing along and have a ball
I'm gonna get high

Oh me, oh my
Nobody know why
Oh my baby, don't you cry
I'm gonna get high

Ain't no need if no one tryin' to shame me
What I've stayed I've got and who could blame me
Oh yeah

I'm gonna get high
I'll do it or die
Swing along and have a ball
I'm gonna get high

I'm gonna get high
And it ain't no lie
Swing along and have a ball
I'm gonna get high

Oh me, oh my
Nobody know why
Oh my baby, don't you cry
I'm gonna get high

Ain't no need if no one tryin' to shame me
What I've stayed I've got and who could blame me
Oh yeah

I'm gonna get high
I'll do it or die
Swing along and have a ball
I'm gonna get high

I'm gonna get high
I'll do it or die
Swing along and have a ball
I'm gonna get high
Swing along and have a ball
I'm gonna get high
Swing along and have a ball
I'm gonna get high

9697. I'm Gonna Get My Picture Took

I'm Gonna Get My Picture Took

I'm gonna get my picture took



And then I'll have it painted blue
To show you how I'm looking now
Because I loved and trusted you

I'm gonna get my picture took
Just a wee forget me not
A small reminder of the one
Who loved you true but you forgot

I'm gonna get my picture took
I'll even put it in a frame
So you can see the harm you've done
Every time you hear my name

9698. I'm Gonna Hurt Her On The Radio

Keith Whitley - I'm Gonna Hurt Her on the Radio

I'm gonna hurt her on the radio
She's gonna hear me everywhere she goes
I'll get revenge the only way I know
I'm gonna hurt her on the radio.

Take these pieces of this broken heart
I'll watch them climb the country music charts
She's going to pay me back in royalties
For bringing me down to my knees.

I'm gonna hurt her on the radio
She's gonna hear me everywhere she goes
I'll get revenge the only way I know
I'm gonna hurt her on the radio.

Gonna tell the world the way she done me wrong
Make a million while she sings along
She thinks she's heard the last of my love song
But she won't feel that way for long.

I'm gonna hurt her on the radio
She's gonna hear me everywhere she goes
I'll be hurting down inside I know
I'm gonna hurt her on the radio.

I'm gonna hurt her on the radio
I'm gonna get to her in stereo
I'll get revenge the only way I know
I'm gonna hurt her on the radio.

I'm gonna hurt her on the radio
She's gonna hear me everywhere she goes
I'll get revenge the only way I know
I'm gonna hurt her on the radio...



9699. I'm Gonna Knock On Your Door

I'm Gonna Knock On Your Door

Eddie Hodges 
(Aaron Schroeder, Sid Wayne) 
Cacence Records Single #1397 
Pop Chart #12 June 19, 1961 
 
I'm gonna knock on your door 
Ring on your bell 
Tap on your window, too 
If you don't come out tonight, when the moon is bright 
I'm gonna knock and ring and tap until you do 

I'm gonna knock on your door (how-how) 
Call out your name (how-how) 
Wake up the town, you'll see (how-how) 
I'm gonna hoo-hoot and howl like the lovesick owl 
Until you say you're gonna come out with me 

Hey little girl (how-how) this ain't no time to sleep 
Let's count kisses 'stead of countin' sheep 
How (how-how) how can I hold ya near 
With you up there and me down here?

9700. I'm Gonna Love You (Like There's No Tomorrow)

I'm Gonna Love You (Like There's No Tomorrow)
The Nashville Bluegrass Band, Peter Rowan

For six long years I've been here in this prison
Livin my life behind bars in this dirty cell
Tomorrow they're goin to take me down to nashville
And send my soul to heaven or to hell

But I'm goin to love you like there's no tomorrow
I'm gonna love you like there's no yesterday
I'm gonna hug and kiss away your sorrow
I'm gonna love you like there's no tomorrow

The warden said my last request was granted
You could come and stay with me tonight
You're the only one who ever really loved me
So hold me in your arms hold me tight

I know that my life will soon be over
And the life of our baby child is just begun
There's only one thought thats left to haunt me



Just to think that what I've lost I might have won

9701. I'm Gonna Love You One More Time

I'm Gonna Love You One More Time
Osborne Brothers

    I'm gonna love you one more time
    And give you a chance to be true
    If you leave me again we'll no longer be friends
    For I'm tired of playing hide and seek with you

Oh I just read the letter you wrote me
And these tear stains you cannot deny
I can see that you're tired of your new love
I will answer in just a few lines

After searching this wild world all over
I'm surprised to have found you again
I had made up my mind to forget you
But my heart was too broken to mend

Once you've been in the arms of another
But now you are trying to flee
From the cold empty world he left you
Now you're ready to come back to me

9702. I'm Gonna Love You Through It

The Isaacs - I'm Gonna Love You Through It 

She dropped the phone and burst into tears
The doctor just confirmed her fears
Her husband held it in and held her tight
Cancer don't discriminate or care if you're just 38
With three kids who need you in their lives
He said, "I know that you're afraid and I am, too
But you'll never be alone, I promise you"

When you're weak, I'll be strong
When you let go, I'll hold on
When you need to cry, I swear that I'll be there to dry your eyes
When you feel lost and scared to death,
Like you can't take one more step
Just take my hand, together we can do it
I'm gonna love you through it.

She made it through the surgery fine
They said they caught it just in time



But they had to take more than they planned
Now it's forced smiles and baggy shirts
To hide what the cancer took from her
But she just wants to feel like a woman again
She said, "I don't think I can do this anymore"
He took her in his arms and said "That's what my love is for"

When you're weak, I'll be strong
When you let go, I'll hold on
When you need to cry, I swear that I'll be there to dry your eyes
When you feel lost and scared to death,
Like you can't take one more step
Just take my hand, together we can do it
I'm gonna love you through it.

And when this road gets too long
I'll be the rock you lean on
Just take my hand, together we can do it
I'm gonna love you through it.
I'm gonna love you through it.

9703. I'm Gonna Make It After All

I'm Gonna Make It After All

Well, I've been walked on and I've been stepped on
I've been kicked when I was down
Honey I've been too tied treated unkind
I've been hard and pushed around
And I thought I'd never find love
Till one day you came along
Now I'm a new man and I've got a feeling
I'm gonna make it after all

I've strolled I guess down the road of happiness
Where all my things or times I recall
Now I'm a new man and I've got a feeling
I'm gonna make it after all

I've been fooled and led behind
Honey I've been shaking it was shaking
Just when I found love was mine
And I'm long so used to thinking
Love would never come along
You found me girl and I believe girl
I'm gonna make it after all

* Refrain



9704. I'm Gonna Make You Love Me - Chords

I'm Gonna Make You Love Me
Buddy And Julie Miller

[Intro]
G  F  G  F
G  F  G  F
 
[Verse 1]
G         F        G       F
I'm gonna make you love me
G         F       G      F
I'm gonna make it stick
G         F        G    F
I'm gonna make you love me
            G            F        G    F
When you've had it and I make you sick
 
G         F        G      F
I'm gonna make you love me
    G        F         G      F
I'm gonna be sweet and kind
G         F        G
I'm gonna make you love me
     F    G                F         G
When I confuse you and you lose your mind
 
 
[Bridge]
             C
You're gonna love me
G             F         G
Even when you think you won't
             F    C
You're gonna love me
G             F         G     F
Even when you think you don't
G  F  G  F
 
 
[Verse 2]
G         F        G      F
I'm gonna make you love me
    G       F         G      F
For no good reason at all
G         F    G          F
I'm gonna make you commit treason
        G         F             G      F
On your plans and watch 'em all fall
 
G         F        G      F
I'm gonna make you love me
      G         F     G     F
Every minute of every day
G         F        G       F
I'm gonna make you need me



         G      F       G
In every single kind of way
 
 
[Bridge]
             C
You're gonna love me
G             F         G
Even when you think you won't
             F    C
You're gonna love me
G             F         G     F
Even when you think you don't
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  F  G  F
G  F  G  F
G  F  G  F
G  F  G  F
 
 
[Verse 3]
G         F        G      F
I'm gonna make you love me
G           F     G    F
Even if you do or not
G         F        G    F
I'm gonna make you   forget
      G         F          G    F
Every other girlfriend you got
 
G         F        G      F
I'm gonna make you love me
    G       F          G     F
And be your number one girl
G         F        G      F
I'm gonna make you love me
    G               F          G
And shout it to the whole wide world
 
 
[Bridge]
             C
You're gonna love me
G             F         G
Even when you think you won't
             F    C
You're gonna love me
G             F         G     F
Even when you think you don't
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  F  G  F
G  F  G  F
G  F  G  F



G  F  G  F
 
 
[Verse 4]
G         F        G      F
I'm gonna make you love me
           G     F         G     F
And you're gonna blow me a kiss
G         F        G      F
I'm gonna make you love me
    G         F          G      F
And I'm gonna do it like this
 
G     F       G      F
I got special powers
G            F        G      F
Comin' right outta my eyes
G       F        G          F
You'll obey everything they say
            G           F    G
'Cause they know how to hypnotize
 
 
[Bridge]
             C
You're gonna love me
G             F         G
Even when you think you won't
             F    C
You're gonna love me
G             F         G     F
Even when you think you don't
G  F  G  F
 
 
[Outro]
G        F     G      F
La la la la la la la
G        F     G      F
La la la la la la
G        F     G      F
La la la la la la la
G        F        G   F
La la la la la la la
 
G        F     G      F
La la la la la la la
G        F     G       F
La la la la la la  Get ready
G        F     G      F
La la la la la la la
      G     F     G
La la la la la la la



9705. I'm Gonna Miss Her

Brad Paisley - I'm Gonna Miss Her 

Well I love her
But I love to fish
I spend all day out on this lake
And hell is all I catch
Today she met me at the door
Said I would have to choose
If I hit that fishin' hole today
She'd be packin' all her things
And she'd be gone by noon
Well I'm gonna miss her
When I get home
But right now I'm on this lakeshore
And I'm sittin' in the sun
I'm sure it'll hit me
When I walk through that door tonight
That I'm gonna miss her
Oh, lookie there, I've got a bite
Now there's a chance that if I hurry
I could beg her to stay
But that water's right
And the weather's perfect
No tellin' what I might catch today
SO I'm gonna miss her
When I get home
But right now I'm on this lakeshore
And I'm sittin' in the sun
I'm sure it'll hit me
When I walk through that door tonight
YEAH I'm gonna miss her
Oh, lookie there, ANOTHER bite
Yeah, I'm gonna miss her
Oh, lookie there, I've got a bite

9706. I'm Gonna Move - Chords

I'm Gonna Move (live) - The Isaacs

E     =   022100                         A     =   x02220

B7    =   x21202  or  x24242             F#    =   244322

****************************************************************************

E
Well I need to fix my shingles,

Need to change my water drain.

And I need to paint my mailbox,



'Cause you can't even read my name.
        A                  E
I could use some brand new plumbin',
         A                        E
Theres a million things I need to do.
                   B7
But I'm gonna move Lord,
               E
I'm just gonna move.

      A                   E
Gonna move to a brand new city,
   A                     E
No planes, no trains, no cars.
   A                     E
No hightone sound of the sirens,
           F#                  B7
There's no bad news, booze, or bars.
      E
Gonna leave my windows open,
     A                      
Everything's gonna be brand new.
               E    B7         E
Well I'm gonna move, I'm gonna move

         
Well up there I'm gonna have new neighbours,

I might even live next door to John.

I won't hear 'turn down that gospel music',

I won't have to mow my lawn.
        A               E                A                        E
I can't wait to see the flowers, theres a million things I plan to do,
                  B7                   E
As I plan to move, Lord I'm just gonna move... yeah.

A  E  A  E   F#  B7
INSTRUMENTAL

      E
Gonna leave my windows open,
     A                      
Everything's gonna be brand new.
               E    B7         E
Well I'm gonna move, I'm gonna move.
                    
Well I'm gonna move, I'm gonna move.
                     
Well I'm gonna move, ohhhhhh

          A                   E
I'm gonna move to a brand new city,
   A                     E
No planes, no trains, no cars.



   A                     E
No hightone sound of the sirens,
           F#                  B7
There's no bad news, booze, or bars.
      E
Gonna leave my windows open,
     A                      
Everything's gonna be brand new.
               E    B7         E   
Well I'm gonna move, I'm gonna move
                   B7
Well I'm gonna move....
              E
I'm gonna move.

9707. I'm Gonna Paint Me A Bed Of Roses

I'm Gonna Paint Me A Bed Of Roses
(Merle Haggard - Bobby Whitson)

In our bedroom there's a portrait done in different shades of gray
That I painted out before you broke my heart
In the scatch we're arm in arm but in the background there's a storm
And it soon become and tear my world apart.

And before my days are over I'm gonna try my hand again
Do a portrait like I wanted life to be
Put some flowers on the ground and color springtime all around
And paint the bed of roses just for me.

I'm gonna paint me a bed of roses
One without one single cloud in a big blue sky
Yeah I'm gonna paint me a bed of roses
Where love and patience never die...

9708. I'm Gonna Paint Me A Bed Of Roses - Chords

I'm Gonna Paint Me A Bed Of Roses
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Merle Haggard and Bobby Whitson

C
In our bedroom there's a portrait 
        F
Done in different shades of gray
     G7                                 C
That I penciled out before you broke my heart

In the sketch we're arm in arm 



           F
But in the background there's a storm
         G7                             C
That was soon to come and tear my world apart

                                      
And before my days are over 
          F
I'm gonna try my hand again
     G7                             C
Do a portrait like I wanted life to be

Put some flowers on the ground 
          F
And color springtime all around
    G7                            C
And paint a bed of roses just for me

          F                 C
I'm gonna paint me a bed of roses
        G7                                 C
One without one single cloud in a big blue sky
               F                 C
Yeah I'm gonna paint me a bed of roses
      G7                     C
Where love and passion never die

9709. I'm Gonna Ride That Steamboat

I'm Gonna Ride That Steamboat
Flatt & Scruggs

Now this is a story about the young man from Natchez Mississippi
Whose father took a steamboat called the Delta Queen to New Orleans
And got killed in a poker game
The young man thought about it for awhile and then decided on revenge
And he said I'm gonna ride that steamboat

That steamboat took my daddy to New Orleans he got killed in a poker game downtown
Steamboat took my daddy to New Orleans some poky cajun gambler shot him down
Daddy rode that steamboat didn't take me along
And I've been sittin' there thinking all day long
And I'm a gonna ride that steamboat take my gun along
I'll get the man that done my daddy wrong

Steamboat took my daddy to New Orleans daddy was pretty good with a deck of cards
He said that he'd get rich in New Ortleans
Cause the game's too good and the cash is pourin' high
But you can win no money when the deck of cards you stack
And the steamboat never brought my daddy back
And I'm a gonna ride...
[ banjo ]
Steamboat took my daddy to New Orleans I know he wanted that money for us kids



Steamboat took my daddy to New Orleans now mama won't forgive the things he did
Daddy rode that steamboat never took mom along
And she's been sittin' there crying all day long
And I'm a gonna ride...
I'll get that man who's done my daddy wrong

9710. I'm Gonna Settle Down

Flatt & Scruggs - I'm gonna settle down
Composer: Lester Flatt

Every night i'm all alone never place to call my own
Don't have no one to love me anymore
I'm gonna pack up my grip and take a long long trip back to the one that i love so
So long to go back to my darlin' back to the one i love so well
I know she'll be my wife when we'll settle down for life
For she's the one who means the world to me

I can't forget the day i laughed and went away
You told me i'd be sorry some old day
I found it to be true so i'm headin' back to you
Sweetheart i'm tired and i'm gonna settle down
So long to go back

When i get back to her my ramblin' days are o'er
We'll build a little cottage on the hill
We'll think of days gone by sweetheart just you and i
And now we'll live so happy evermore
So long to go back

9711. I'm Gonna Sleep With One Eye Open

I'm Gonna Sleep With One Eye Open
Della Mae

I just found out today the little game you play
I've been sleeping all my life away
You've been stepping so they say between midnight and day
So I'm gonna sleep with one eye open from now on

 From now on (from now on) all night long (all night long)
You won't have a chance to treat your daddy wrong
You've been stepping so they say between midnight and day
So I'm gonna sleep with one eye open from now on

There's honky tonk down the road just a mile or so
I understand that's where you spend your time
Baby I got news for you your little game is through
From now on baby you're gonna toe the line



You thought you were being wise running around with other guys
And leaving me to spend my time alone
But you'll find out today it don't work out that way
You started a little game that two can play

9712. I'm Gonna Tell On You

Jerry Jeff Walker - I'm Gonna Tell on You

[Chorus]
I'm gonna tell on you
Tell all the people what you do
Yes I'm gonna tell on the whole round world
Just exactly what it is that you do, yes you do!
I've got to tell how you inspect
Everything I like how you reject
With your law books on your shelf you protect me from myself
And that's exactly how it is, thank you much!

Chorus
You tax me hard, You take my cash
What is left you tell me make it last
Sit down and sip your beer and be thankful you live here
And that's just exactly what he said

Chorus
You take away everything I smoke
You say it's bad it'll make me cough and choke
It's cancerous you're bound to die. It's dangerous you might get high
And that's just exactly what he said

Chorus
The pope he said the pill's no good
Only do it when you think you should
But we're overpopulated. Then a longer skirt is needed
Yes and that's just exactly what he said

Chorus
I've got to tell how you made fun
You lock me up if I've been havin some
You bust into my meetin', on my head you start a beatin'
And that's just exactly what you do

Chorus x 3

9713. I'm Gonna Tie One On Tonight



Ernest Tubb 
I'm Gonna Tie One On Tonight

Things down at my house just ain't going right
I'm gonna tie one on tonight
I'm sick and tired of coming home and that gal ain't in sight
I'm gonna tie one on tonight

I wonder what she does all day, I wonder where she goes
When I get home she's always gone dressed in her best clothes
I'm going out and live it up chase every girl in sight
I'm gonna tie one on tonight

My baby, she's out on the town and I think just for spite
And I'm gonna tie one on tonight
She thinks she's gonna worry me but I'll show her all right
I'm gonna tie one on tonight

I'm gonna dance with all the girls and have myself as free
When I get home and find her there crying over me
When I come in at three a.m. there'll prob'ly be a fight
But I'm gonna tie one on tonight
Yes, I'm gonna tie one on tonight

9714. I'm Good With It

I'm Good With It
Davisson Brothers Band

What are people gonna think when they look in the mirror
What are people going to say when they can'²t see clear
What are you gonna pay when you look and your love has run away
I'm Good With It either way

Well what are we gonna do when there'²s nobody here
And what are we gonna say when we can't see it clear
What are you gonna pay when you look and your love has run away
I'm Good With It either way

If I try too hard and you'²re looking the other way
And if I try I may never come back again
If it knock me down in this cold and lonesome one trick town
Oh I'²m good I'm Good With It either way

And what do we care what people think who in the hell is gonna steer
What are you say when you can'²t see it clear
What are we gonna pay when you look and your love has run away
Ohh I'm Good With It either way

Oh I'²m Good With It
I'm Good With It
I'²m Good With It
I'm Good With It
I'm Good With It



I'²m Good With It
I'²m Good With It

9715. I'm Head Over Heels In Love With You

Ricky Skaggs - I'm Head Over Heels in Love

I think I'll go across the ocean if I don't lose my notion
I just got to forget you if I can
I'm feeling so blue that I don't know what to do
'Cause I'm head over heels in love with you.

All the nights are sad and lonely cause I'm thinking of you only
I just can't sleep and I lay down
I'm feeling so blue and I don't know what to do
'Cause I'm head over heels in love with you.

Well, I'd like to be forgiven but this life ain't worth livin'
If all I do is worry over you
I'm feeling so blue, I don't know what to do
'Cause I'm head over heels in love with you.

I'm feeling so blue, I don't know what to do
'Cause I'm head over heels in love with you.

9716. I'm Heaven Bound - Chords

I'm Heaven Bound 
Carl Story
 
[Intro]
E B E
 
 
[Verse 1]
                          E
I used to be a sinner and all in darkness crawl
                             F#7            B
But now i walk with Jesus, a happy child of God
    E
I'm glad to know i'm walking upon the solid ground
                       B               E
Glory to the Savior, i know i'm heaven bound
 
 
[Chorus]
                        E
What a happy feeling to know i'm heaven bound
                               F#7            B



The pleasures of this life can never turn me 'round
   E
My feet are planted now upon the solid ground
                          B               E
The Lord has guided me, i know i'm heaven bound
 
 
[Instrumental]
E B E
 
 
[Verse 2]
                                                E
When i'll walk with Jesus i'll never forget the day
                                 F#7             B
I heard a voice from heaven from on now lead the way
    E
Was when i quit my sinnin' and started life anew
                            B                  E
I'm living now for Jesus, i know he'll take me through
 
 
[Chorus]
                        E
What a happy feeling to know i'm heaven bound
                               F#7            B
The pleasures of this life can never turn me 'round
   E
My feet are planted now upon the solid ground
                          B               E
The Lord has guided me, i know i'm heaven bound
 
 
[Instrumental]
E B E
 
 
[Verse 3]
                              E
My way is getting brighter as on and on i go
                               F#7             B
My load is getting lighter, it won't be long i know
    E
I'm happy and i'm smiling while others seem to frown
                               B               E
I'm waiting for my call now, i know i'm heaven bound
 
 
[Chorus]
                        E
What a happy feeling to know i'm heaven bound
                               F#7            B
The pleasures of this life can never turn me 'round
   E
My feet are planted now upon the solid ground
                          B               E
The Lord has guided me, i know i'm heaven bound



 
 
[Instrumental]
E B E
 
 
[Outro]
                        E
What a happy feeling to know i'm heaven bound
                               F#7            B
The pleasures of this life can never turn me 'round
   E
My feet are planted now upon the solid ground
                          B               E
The Lord has guided me, i know i'm heaven bound

9717. I'm Here But I'm Lonely - Chords

I'm Here But I'm Lonely 
Rob Ickes & Trey Hensley

[Intro]
A    G     D
 
[Chorus]
                 G
I'm here but I'm lonely
                    D
With you holding me tight
                 G         A
I'm here but I'm lonely
                           D
Your hearts not with me tonight
 
[Verse]
     D
You know how sometimes you just know
                     A
When everything has changed
A
One of us pretending all is good
                        D
And things are just the same
 
    D
You know how sometimes you will lie
                            G
So the truth don't hurt so bad
        A
You can only live on memories so long
                              D
Of the good times that you've had
 



[Chorus]
                 G
I'm here but I'm lonely
                    D
With you holding me tight
                 G         A
I'm here but I'm lonely
                           D
Your hearts not with me tonight
 
[Bridge]
        A
There's no point
                         D
In these crazy games we play
     Bm
It's time we moved out of
             A
Each other's way
 
[Chorus]
                 G
I'm here but I'm lonely
                    D
With you holding me tight
                 G         A
I'm here but I'm lonely
                           D
Your hearts not with me tonight

9718. I'm Hoping That You're Hoping

Jim & Jesse - I'm hoping that you're hoping
Composer: Betty Harrison

Every minute of the day I'm thinking bout you
And without you life is just a crazy dream
Every breath I take I'm hoping that you're hoping
That I'm hoping you'll return to me

Can you remember dear when you said
If I ever stopped loving you you'd rather be dead
Well dear I don't know what on earth changed your mind
No matter who's holding you your heart is still mine

Every breath I take I'm hoping that you're hoping
That I'm hoping you'll return to me

Everytime I think about the way
You'd cuddle up and spuddle up and thrill me with your charms
I get dizzy in the head and then it's seeming that I'm dreaming
I'm locked in your loving arms



Can you remember dear when you said...

Every breath I take I'm hoping that you're hoping
That I'm hoping you'll return to me

9719. I'm In Love With Molly

Red Foley & Ernest Tubb 
I'm In Love With Molly

Now I'm in love with Molly and I love Molly too
Every Saturday night I have her company
Then on Sunday morning she goes to church with me
Well, I stole a kiss from Molly
She seemed to like it fine
Well, now I've got some news for you
She lets me do a little steelin' too
I wonder who she'll loves more me or you

Now I'm in love with Molly and I love Molly too
But when I sing to her she always begs for more
And yet she buys my records down at your record store
But I'm gonna marry Molly
She said that she'd be mine
Well, now I've got some news for you
She told me the same thing too
I wonder who she'll marry me or you

I'm still in love with Molly I love Molly too
But she bakes those pies the kind that taste just right
But you ever notice they're always apple
The kind she knows I like
But I'm strong with Molly's mother
She knows I like her too
But my plans with her pa he's been smokin' my cigars
I wonder who she's foolin' me or you

9720. I'm In No Condition

Dolly Parton - I'm In No Condition 
(Dolly Parton)

Don't look at me with love in your eyes
Go look at somebody that can make it worthwhile
I'm hurt from a love affair I didn't want in
I'm in no condition to try to love again
Don't smile at me because it's no use
'Cause I don't have a smile that I can give to you
Someday, you might look me up, but let me be till then



For I'm in no condition to try to love again
I'm in no condition to try to love again
Man I love just broke my heart
And it must have time to mend
He have me the breeze
Now he's gone with the wind
I'm in no condition to try to love again
I'm in no condition to try to love again
Man I love just broke my heart
And it must have time to mend
He have me the breeze
Now he's gone with the wind
I'm in no condition to try to love again
No, I'm in no condition to try to love again

9721. I'm Just A Ghost In This House

I'm Just A Ghost In This House

I don't pick up the mail I don't pick up the phone
I don't answer the door I just ' soon be alone
I don't keep this place up I just keep the lights out
I don't live in this room I just rattle around

I'm just a ghost in this house I'm just a shadow upon these walls
As quietly as a mouse I hold this home I'm just a whisper of smoke
I'm all that's left of two hearts on fire That once burned out of control
You took my body and soul I'm just a ghost in this house

I don't care if it rains I don't care if it's clear
I don't mind staying in there's another ghost here
He sits down in your chair and he shines with your light
And he lays down his head on your pillow at night

9722. I'm Just A Used To Be To You

I'm Just a Used To Be To You 
Peter Rowan

You don't love me anymore, my darling 
I'm just a used to be to you 
Those cold cold kisses that you gave me little darling 
Proved to me you found somebody new 

Tomorrow's just another lonesome day 
And I know you'll want me far away, hey 
You don t love me anymore, my darling 
I'm just a used to be to you 
 



I'm just a used to be to you
 
 EXTRA VERSE (not in Rowan version):  
Gone are the good old days that we spent together  
And I don't know if I can stand the pain 
Of knowing that you'll soon be gone forever 
And I'll never know your love again

9723. I'm Just An Old Chunk Of Coal

Tim O'Brien - I'm Just An Old Chunk Of Coal (But I'm Gonna Be A Diamond Some Day)

[Verse 1]
I'm just an old chunk of coal
But I'm gonna be a diamond some day
I'm gonna grow and glow 'til I'm so blue, pure, perfect
I'ma put a smile on everybody's face

[Chorus]
I'm gonna kneel and pray every day
Lest I should become vain along the way
I'm just an old chunk of coal, I know
But I'm gonna be a diamond some day

[Verse 2]
I'm gonna learn to write words to talk
I'm on a search and find a better way to walk
I'm gonna spit and polish my ol' rough-edged self
Until I get rid of every single flaw

[Chorus]
I'm gonna be the world's best friend
I'm gonna go around, shaking everybody's hand
I'm just an old chunk of coal, I know
But I'm gonna be a diamond some day

[Verse 3]
I'm just an old chunk of coal
But I'm gonna be a diamond some day
I'm gonna grow and glow 'til I'm so blue, pure, perfect
I'ma put a smile on everybody's face

[Chorus]
I'm gonna kneel and pray everyday
Lest I should become vain along the way
Hey, I'm just an old chunk of coal, I know
But I'm gonna be a diamond some day
I'm gonna be the guitar pickin' rage of the age
I'm gonna be a diamond some day, mm



9724. I'm Just An Old Rounder - Chords

I'm Just An Old Rounder 
Gibson Brothers

[Intro]
A  D  A  D  A  E  A
 
[Chorus]
N.C.            A
I'm just an old rounder, but now I've been found
                    D
I've dined with the swine like the prodigal son
                     A
Sleeping on the cold ground
                                           D
I was a liar and a loser, a has-been and a boozer
                  A           E                    A
Now thanks to the good lord,     this lost sheep's found
 
 
[Verse 1]
A
Well you heard about the one sheep who lost his way
               D
Livin' off the land while the grass was green,
                   A
It was a beautiful day
                                                    D
Oh then the night time came along with the freezing rain
                    A        E                 A
But the Saviour was waiting     to show me the way
 
 
[Chorus]
                A
I'm just an old rounder, but now I've been found
                    D
I've dined with the swine like the prodigal son
                     A
Sleeping on the cold ground
                                           D
I was a liar and a loser, a has-been and a boozer
                  A           E                    A
Now thanks to the good lord,     this lost sheep's found
 
 
[Instrumental]
A  D  A  D  A  E  A
 
 
[Verse 2]
A
You read it in the good book, what the Saviour said
                    D
Go preach it to the world so that all might know,
                  A



That my sheep are fed
                                                            D
'Cause the day is drawing nigh when He'll come back from on high
                      A        E               A
Gonna gather all His  children   and raise the dead
 
 
[Chorus]
                A
I'm just an old rounder, but now I've been found
                    D
I've dined with the swine like the prodigal son
                     A
Sleeping on the cold ground
                                           D
I was a liar and a loser, a has-been and a boozer
                  A           E                    A
Now thanks to the good lord,     this lost sheep's found
 
 
[Instrumental]
 A  D  A  D  A  E  A
 
 
[Chorus]
N.C.            A
I'm just an old rounder, but now I've been found
                    D
I've dined with the swine like the prodigal son
                     A
Sleeping on the cold ground
                                           D
I was a liar and a loser, a has-been and a boozer
                  A           E                    A
Now thanks to the good lord,     this lost sheep's found
 
 
[Outro]
D                  A          E                    A
Now thanks to the good lord,     this lost sheep's found
A  E

9725. I'm Just Here To Get My Baby Out Of Jail

I'm Just Here To Get My Baby Out Of Jail
Blue Sky Boys

I'm not in your town to stay said a lady old and gray
To the warden of the penitentiary
I'm not in your town to stay and I'll soon be on my way
I'm just here to get my baby out of jail
Yes, warden, I'm just here to get my baby out of jail



I've tried to raiser my baby right, I have prayed both day and night
that he'd never follow the footsteps of his dad
I have searched both far and wide, I had feared that he had died
And at last I find my baby here in jail
Yes, warden, but it's good to find my baby here in jail

I will pawn you my watch, I will pawn you my chain
I will pawn you my gold diamond ring
I will wash all your clothes, I will scrub all your floors
If that will get my baby out of jail
Yes, warden, you know I want my baby out of jail

Then I heard the wanden say to the lady old and gray
I will send your baby boy to your side
Those wide gates swung wide apart, she held her darling to her heart
She kissed her darling boy and then she died
But smiling in the arms of her boy there she died

9726. I'm Just Not An Easy Man To Love

Tom T Hall - I'm Just Not An Easy Man To Love

[Verse 1:]
Life picked me up and threw me to the wolves
I had to learn to be a pussycat or a bull
So I made my way through life with push and shove
And I'm just not an easy man to love

[Chorus:]
Sometimes I have worn a weddin' band
And I've been true and blue but on the other hand
I'm not use to wearin' velvet gloves
I'm just not an easy man to love

[Verse 2:]
One thing they never pinned on me was greed
Some take what they want some what they need
And all I ever wanted was enough
And I'm just not an easy man to love

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Oh, I'm not proud but I'm damn sure not ashamed
Hey, I walk through hell and sometimes fan the flame
Maybe life just handled me too rough
Hey, I just not an easy man to love

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
Work together



9727. I'm Keeping Your Poop

I'm Keeping Your Poop
Song by Hayseed Dixie

I'm keeping your poop in a jar
Till the day you come back, so don't forget just what you are
Yeah I'm keeping your poop in a jar
You thought you took everything, but you left something behind for me
I scooped it out, I bottled it up and now its there on a stand by the bed to remind me
In case I ever forget, you're just a piece of poop
I'm keeping your poop in a jar
Till the day you come back so don't forget just what you are
Yeah I'm keeping your poop in a jar
I had a moment of weakness once
So I opened the lid for a smell
It all came back to me, baby
In one vaporous rush I remembered you well
How could I ever forget, that you're a piece of poop?
I'm keeping your poop in a jar, until you come back so don't forget just what you are
Yeah I'm keeping your poop in a jar, oh, everybody sing
I'm keeping your poop in a jar
Till the day you come back so don't forget just what you are
Yeah I'm keeping your poop in a jar
I'm keeping your poop in a jar
I'm keeping your poop in a jar
I'm keeping your poop in a jar

9728. I'm Leavin'

Osborne Brothers - I'm leavin'
Composer: Johnny Russell - Vince Finneran

Same old places same old faces I'm even tired of this air I'm breathin'
So I'm leavin' in the mornin'
Before the sun can get too high I won't waste time wavin' bye
Don't know where I'll go or why but I'm leavin'

Had my share of flowers fair but women and love ain't what I'm needin'
So I'm leavin' in the mornin'
It's nothing no one's said or done I just need a new track to run
This town's clean out of fun so I'm leavin'

Now life ain't been mean to me sometimes I wish I could say it had
But I could just never seem to settle down and you know that's sad

So I'm leavin' in the mornin'
I keep thinkin' on down the line my place in life I'll find
If I don't run out of time I'm leavin'



I'm leavin' I'm leavin'

9729. I'm Leavin'

Rhonda Vincent
I'm Leavin'

I'm leavin'
Don't even try and slow me down
Yeah I'm leavin'
Gonna travel out of this town
I'm tired of grieving
Misery is all I've found

Tears
Can't dry the tears from my eyes
Lonesome teardrops
All I do is sit and cry
Gotta stop the teardrops
And shake the memories from my mind

All you do is tie me down
These ropes have got me bound
And I can't take the strain
That's why I'm grieving
This misery and pain
Are driving me insane
And I've had a change of heart
So start believing

That I'm leavin'
Don't even try and slow me down
Yeah I'm leavin'
Gotta travel out of this town
I'm tired of grieving
Misery is all I've found

Heartache
It's a sad and lonesome time
Painful heartache
Oh relief I can not find
I gotta mend the heartbreak
Of these old blues I'll leave behind

All you do is tie me down
These ropes have got me bound
And I can't take the strain
That's why I'm grieving
This misery and pain
Are driving me insane
And I've had a change of heart
So start believing



That I'm leavin'
Don't even try and slow me down
Yeah I'm leavin'
Happiness is where I'm bound
No more grieving
Goodbye to you I'm out of this town

I'm leavin'
I'm leavin'

9730. I'm Leavin' It All Up To You

Linda Ronstadt - I'm Leavin' It All Up To You

I'm leaving it all up, up to you
You decide what you're gonna do
Now do you want my love
Or are we through

That's why I'm leaving it up to you
You decide what you're gonna do
Now do you want my love
Or are we through

Here's my heart in my hand
And I, I don't understand
What did I, what have I done wrong
You know I worship the ground you walk on
That's why I'm leaving it up to you
You decide what you're gonna do
Now do you want my love
Or are we through

9731. I'm Leaving Tipperary

I'm Leaving Tipperary
Traditional

The ship will sail in half an hour, to cross the broad Atlantic,
My friends were standing on the pier, with grief and sorrow frantic.
My trunk's well packed way down below, on the good ship Dan O'Leary,
The anchor's weighed, the gangway's up, I'm leaving Tipperary.

Chorus:
Goodbye Mick, goodbye Pat, goodbye Kate and Mary,
The anchor's weighed, the gangway's up, I'm leaving Tipperary.
There's the steamer blazing up, I can no longer stay,
For I'm bound for New York City, boys,
Three thousand miles away. Ha Ha Ha...



Me portmanteau is all packed up, with potatoes, beans, and bacon,
If you don't think I'm watching that, in truth, you are mistaken.
But if the ship should pitch and toss, for a half a dozen fathoms,
I'll take my trunk upon my back, and walk to Castle Garden.

Give my respects to Mr. Mack, as well to Mrs. Hagan,
And I'll attend the chistening if she'll marry Pa Joe Hagan
I'm deep in love with Molly Burke, as a jackass is in clover,
And when I'm set, I'll write you bet, and pay her passage over.

9732. I'm Living In Sunshine

Ernest Tubb 
I'm Living In Sunshine

You bring me sunshine, beautiful sunshine
I'm living in sunshine when I'm with you

Oh, how I've missed you since you've been gone
Lonely nights and dark clouds all day long
Standin' by my window watchin' it rain
When I pop the rainbow and in you came

You bring me sunshine, beautiful sunshine
I'm living in sunshine when I'm with you
You bring me sunshine, beautiful sunshine
I'm living in sunshine when I'm with you

I get so lonely while you are gone
And while I'm waiting it seems so long
You take my sunshine away with you
But when you come back my skies turn blue

You bring me sunshine, beautiful sunshine
I'm living in sunshine when I'm with you
You bring me sunshine, beautiful sunshine
I'm living in sunshine when I'm with you
I'm living in sunshine when I'm with you

9733. I'm Lonesome And Blue

I'm Lonesome And Blue

Alone and lonesome, I'm sad and I'm blue
Just thinking of you and the love that we knew
How well I remember when I told you that day
I wanted my freedom, I was going away



Now that I'm free I'm lonesome and blue
I just can't forget all the love that we knew
I let someone's kisses lead my heart astray
I said I'd forget you that was easy to say

I'll always love you though we're far apart
I just can't hide these tears in my heart
So clearly in dream I can vision your face
In hurts me to know someone's taken my place

* Refrain

9734. I'm Lonesome Without You

I'm Lonesome Without You
Lonesome Standard Time - Stanley Brothers
Balsam Range

When we were young and loved each other
More than anyone will know
Until that day you found a new love
Then you said I'd have to go.

    Oh the Road is rough and rocky
   Since the day I last saw you
   Another's won your heart forever
   And I'm lonesome without you.

On down this lonesome road I wander
There's nothing left for me to do
For I've still got this memory of you
And the love that we once knew.

My hope is now that you'll be happy
With the new love that you've found
But should you ever change your mind dear
Remember me I'll be around.

9735. I'm Lookin' For My Red

I'm Lookin' For My Red

I'm Lookin' For My Red
Have you seen my pretty gal
You know she's run away
Thought she was my only pal 
I saw her every day
If you happen to cross her
Please send her back to me



I love her with all my heart
And it is plain to see
I have called her every hour
I listen for her tone
But I never hear her bark
I miss my ol' Redbone
(Chorus)
She has run and won't come back
I'm lookin' for my Red
Took off on that ol' raccoon
And ran it till it's dead
Called her from the mountaintop
Way down in the holler
I sure wish I'd hear her howl
And see her orange collar
I'll give her a day or two
When she's tired and sore
Drag her lazy carcass home
I'll find her at the door
If you ever loose your hound
And you feel forelorn
Trust their instincts and their nose
They'll be there in the morn
(Chorus)
She has run and won't come back
I'm lookin' for my Red
Took off on that ol' raccoon
And ran it till it's dead

9736. I'm Looking For My Mind

I'm Looking For My Mind

I lost my mind the day I lost your love
I lost everything except the will to cry
If you find me crawling back from time to time
It's not you I want, I'm lookin' for my mind

'Cause I lost my mind the day I lost your love
I'm not crazy but sometimes I wish I was
If you turn around and find me crawling close behind
It's not you I want, I'm lookin' for my mind

'Cause I lost my mind the day I lost your love
I'm not crazy but sometimes I wish I was
If you turn around and find me crawling close behind
It's not you I want, I'm lookin' for my mind
It's not you I want, I'm lookin' for my mind



9737. I'm Looking For My Mind - Chords

I'm Looking For My Mind
By Merle Haggard
 
G                  C            G
I lost my mind the day you said goodbye
                  C                  D7
I lost everything except the will to cry 
   G                    C                 G
If you find me crawling back from time to time 
C        G              D7             G
It's not you I want I'm looking for my mind
 
        C                                G
Cause I lost my mind the day I lost your love 
        A7                           D7
I'm not crazy but sometimes I wish I was 
       G               C                G
If you turn around and find me crawling slow behind 
C        G              D7             G
It's not you I want I'm looking for my mind
 
Repeat #2
 
Tag: 
C        G              D7             G
It's not you I want I'm looking for my mind

9738. I'm Looking Through You

Norman Blake - I'm Looking Through You
Steve Earle

[Verse]
I'm looking through you, where did you go?
I thought I knew you, what did I know?
You don't look different, but you have changed
I'm looking through you, you're not the same

[Verse]
Your lips are moving, I cannot hear
Your voice is soothing, but the words aren't clear
You don't sound different, I've learned the game
I'm looking through you, you're not the same

[Bridge]
Why, tell me why did you not treat me right?
Love has a nasty habit of disappearing overnight

[Verse]
You're thinking of me, the same old way
You were above me, but not today



The only difference is you're down there
I'm looking through you and you're nowhere

[Bridge]
Why, tell me why did you not treat me right?
Love has a nasty habit of disappearing over night

[Verse]
I'm looking through you, where did you go?
I thought I knew you, what did I know?
You don't look different, but you have changed
I'm looking through you, you're not the same

[Outro]
Baby, you're changed
I'm looking through you
I'm looking through you

9739. I'm Losing You All Over Again

Keith Whitley - I'm Losing You All Over Again

Everywhere I turn, someone reminds me of you
I remember all the things that we used to do
I think I'm over you and then
I'm losin' you all over again

I smell the fragrance of your sweet perfume
It still lingers in my lonely room
I think of things that might have been
And I'm losin' you all over again

It feels just like it did the day you left
Over and over I can't help myself
It seems to me no matter what I try
I'm right back where I was the day you said, "Goodbye"

I've tried to go out with somebody new
I've changed my hangouts and the things I do
Just when I think my heart will mend
I'm losin' you all over again

It feels just like it did the day you left
Over and over I can't help myself
It seems to me no matter what I try
I'm right back where I was the day you said, "Goodbye"

I've tried to go out with somebody new
I've changed my hangouts and the things I do
Just when I think my heart will mend
I'm losin' you all over again

Just when I think my heart will mend



I'm losin' you all over
Over and over again

9740. I'm Lost And I'll Never Find The Way

(Lonesome) I'm Lost And I'll Never Find The Way - Ralph Stanley
Ricky Skaggs

   Lonesome, lonesome, pining away
   Now you say its best to part
   Even though it breaks my heart
   I'm lost and I'll never find the way

Since you said we must part darling you have broke my heart
I am drifting like a ship lost at sea
In a world of despair its so lonesome there
Why don't you come back to me

You said you'd be true no one else would ever do
I believed you with all my heart and soul
But you broke every vow and its all over now
I'm left in this world lone and cold

9741. I'm Lost And I'll Never Find The Way - Chords

I'm Lost And I'll Never Find The Way
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs

G        C        G       D7
Lonesome lonesome pining away
    G
Now you say it's best to part
     C
Even though it breaks my heart
    G             D7             G
I'm lost and I'll never find the way
                            C
Since you said we must part darling you broke my heart
     G                            D7
I am driftin' like a ship lost at sea
     G                     C
In a world of despair it's so lonesome there
G             D7           G
Why don't you come back to me
Repeat #1
                              C
You said you'd be true no one else would ever do
    G                                D7
I believed you with all my heart and soul



    G                       C
But you broke every vow and it's all over now
G                D7             G
I'm left in this world lone and cold
Repeat #1
Now you say it's best to part
     C
Even though it breaks my heart
    G             D7             G
I'm lost and I'll never find the way

9742. I'm Made Like That - Chords

I'm Made Like That 
Sierra Ferrell
 
[Intro]
D  D/C#  GM7/B  D/A  x4
 
 
[Verse 1]
  D           A
I give all my love
G             D
  To just one man
D         A
  I can't help it
    G          D
I'm made like that
    D                      A
But I don't claim to be an angel
     G            D
Clearly I've made mistakes
D         A
  I can't help it
    G         D
I'm made like that
A     G            D
I-----m made like that
    D                 A      D
The one that you have left behind
 
 
[Instrumental]
D  A  G  D  x2
 
 
[Verse 2]
        D                A
So I'll be waiting right here
G                D
  For your beck and call
D         A



  I can't help it
    G          D
I'm made like that
    D                        A
And I'll fix all of your bridges
         G                        D
That I've watched you burn to the ground
D         A
  I can't help it
    G          D
I'm made like that
A     G          D
I-----m made like that
D                  A       D   D7
  The one you have left behind
 
 
[Chorus]
             G
I'm leaving home
             D
I'm leaving home
A             G
I'm so sorry momma,
        D  D7
I gotta go
            G
I'm leaving home
            D
I'm leaving home
A             G
West Virginia country roads
A             G
West Virginia all I know
A                 G             D
West Virginia I'm leaving you today
 
 
[Outro]
(D) D/C#  GM7/B  D/A
 D  D/C#  GM7/B  D/A  x3
 
    A     G                D
Cos I-----m made like that

9743. I'm Missing You

Alison Krauss - I'm Missing You

Every time I think of you
I always catch my breath
And I'm still standing here
And you're miles away



And I'm wondering why you left
And there's a storm that's raging
Through my frozen heart tonight
I hear your name in certain circles
And it always makes me smile

I spend my time
Thinking about you
And it's almost driving me wild
And that's my heart that's breaking
Down this long distance line tonight

I ain't missing you at all
Since you've been gone away
I ain't missing you
No matter
What my friends say

There's a message in the wild
And I'm sending you this signal tonight
You don't know how desperate I've become
And it looks like I'm losing this fight

In your world I have no meaning
Though I'm trying hard to understand
And it's my heart that's breaking
Down this long distance line tonight

But I ain't missing you at all
Since you've been gone away
I ain't missing you
No matter what I might say

And there's a message that I'm sending out
Like a telegraph to your soul
And if I can't bridge this distance
Stop this heartbreak overload

'Cause I ain't missing you at all
Since you've been gone away
I ain't missing you
No matter what I might say

I ain't missing you (I ain't missing you)
No way
Since you've been gone away (I can lie to myself these days)
I ain't missing you

And there's a storm that's raging
Through my frozen heart tonight
And I ain't missing you at all
Since you've been gone away
I ain't missing you
No matter what my friends say

I ain't missing you
I ain't missing you (I can lie to myself these days)



I ain't missing you at all, I ain't missing you (No way, baby)

No matter what my friends say (I'm doing fine here)
And I ain't missing you at all
I ain't missing you
I keep lying to myself every time I think of you

I'm okay 
I'm doing fine here from day to day
I ain't missing you
I can lie to myself

9744. I'm Movin' On

Emmylou Harris - I'm Movin' On
Roy Acuff

Well that big eight-wheeler, movin' down the track
Means your true-lovin' daddy ain't comin' back
She's movin' on, I'll soon be gone
You were flyin' too high, for my little old sky
I'm movin' on

And that big loud whistle, as it blew and blew
Said hello to the southland, we're comin' to you
I'm movin' on, oh, keep movin' along
You had the laugh on me, so I set you free
I'm movin' on, yeah

Mister fireman, won't you please listen to me
'Cause I got a sweet dada down in Tennessee
Keep movin' me on, keep rollin' along
We can shovel the coal, let this rattler roll
I'm movin' on

Yeah, mister engineer, take that throttle in hand
This rattler's the fastest in the southern land
Keep movin' me on, keep rollin' along
You can ease my mind and put me there on time
I'm movin' on

I've told you baby, from time to time
But you just wouldn't listen or pay me no mind
Now I'm movin' on, keep rollin' along
You've broken your vow and it's all over now
I'm movin' on

Yeah, you've swtched your engine, now I ain't got time
For a triflin' man on my main line
I'm movin on, keep rollin' along
Yeah, I warned you twice, now you can settle the price
I'm movin on



9745. I'm My Own Grandpa

I'm My Own Grandpa
Dwight Latham / Moe Jaffe

Many, many years ago when I was twenty-three
I was married to a widow who was pretty as could be.
This widow had a grown-up daughter who had hair of red.
My father fell in love with her and soon they, too, were wed.

This made my dad my son-in-law and changed my very life
For my daughter was my mother, 'cause she was my father's wife.
To complicate the matter, even though it brought me joy
I soon became the father of a bouncing baby boy.

My little baby then became a brother-in-law to dad
And so became my uncle, though it made me very sad
For if he was my uncle, then that also made him brother
To the widow's grown-up daughter, who, of course, was my step-mother.

My father's wife then had a son who kept them on the run
And he became my grand-child, 'cause he was my daughter's son.
My wife is now my mother's mother, and it makes me blue
Because, although she is my wife, she's my grandmother too.

If my wife is my grandmother, then I am her grandchild
And every time I think of it, it nearly drives me wild
{For now I have become the strangest case you ever saw,
This has got to be the strangest thing I ever saw}
As husband of my grandmother, I am my own grandpaw.

Chorus:
I'm my own grandpaw
I'm my own grandpaw
It sounds funny I know
but it really is so
Oh, I'm my own grandpaw.

Alternate version (perhaps not genealogically correct):

Many, many years ago when I was twenty-three,
I was married to a widow who was pretty as could be.

This widow had a grown-up daughter, who had hair of red.
My father fell in love with her, and soon they, too, were wed.

This made my dad my son-in-law, and changed my very life,
For my daughter was my mother, cause she was my father's wife.

To complicate the matter, even though it brought me joy,
I soon became the father of a bouncing baby boy.

My little baby then became a brother-in-law to Dad,



Which also made him grandchild, though it made me very sad.

For if he was my grandchild,
That also made him brother
To the widow's grown up daughter,
Who of course was my step-mother.

Chorus:
I'm my own grandpaw. I'm my own grandpaw.
It sounds funny, I know, but it really is so.
Oh, I'm my own grandpaw.

Notes:

See also http://www.wwco.com/gean/grandpa/

9746. I'm No Stranger To the Rain

Keith Whitley - I'm No Stranger To the Rain
Special Consensus

I'm no stranger to the rain
I'm a friend of thunder
Friend, is it any wonder lightning strikes me?
I've fought with the devil
Got down on his level
But I never gave in, so he gave up on me

I'm no stranger to the rain
I can spot bad weather
And I'm good at finding shelter in a downpour
I've been sacrificed by brothers
Crucified by lovers
But through it all, I withstood the pain
I'm no stranger to the rain

When I get that foggy feeling
The one I'm feeling now
If I don't keep my head up, I may drown
But it's hard to keep believing
I'll even come out even
While the rain beats a hole in the ground
And tonight, it's really coming down

I'm no stranger to the rain
But there'll always be tomorrow
And I'll beg, steal, or borrow a little sunshine
And I'll put this cloud behind me
That's how the man designed me
To ride the wind and dance in a hurricane
I'm no stranger to the rain

Oh, no, I'm no stranger to the rain



I'm no stranger to the rain
I'm a friend of thunder
Friend, is it any wonder lightning strikes me?
But I'll put this cloud behind me
That's how the man designed me
To ride the wind and dance in a hurricane
I'm no stranger to the rain

Oh, no, I'm no stranger to the rain

9747. I'm No Stranger To The Rain - Chords

Keith Whitley - I'm No Stranger To The Rain

1st verse:
E
I'm no stranger to the rain
A
I'm a friend of thunder
                                   E 
Friend, is it any wonder lightning strikes me
     B
I've fought with the devil
    D
Got down on his level
      A                               B
But I never gave in, so he gave up on me

2nd verse:
I'm no stranger to the rain
I can spot bad weather
And I'm good at finding shelter in a downpour
I've been sacrificed by brothers
Crucified by lovers
But through it all I withstood the pain
B                      E
I'm no stranger to the rain

C#m F# A B E

Bridge:

      A
But when I get that foggy feeling
  E
When I'm feeling down
  A                               E
If I don't keep my head up I may drown
        C#m
But it's hard to keep believing
         G#m
I'll even come out even



          A                        F#m
While the rain beats your hope in the ground
          D                    B
And the night is really coming down

3rd verse:
I'm no stranger to the rain
But there'll always be tomorrow
And I'll beg, steal, or borrow a little sunshine
And I'll put this cloud behind me
That's how the man designed me
To ride the wind and dance in a hurricane
I'm no stranger to the rain
Oh no, I'm no stranger to the rain

(solo)

(repeat first three lines of 1st verse,
 last five lines of 3rd verse)

9748. I'm Nobody

I'm Nobody
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
Somewhere in Israel
On the top of that famous hill
Where once stood three rugged crosses now stand
Raggedy Ann, Jack, and Jill
Well, Jack, he jumps off the mountain
As you know he busts his head
Jill and Ann hold his dyin' hand
And jack lifts up and said
It is finished, somebody get me a danish, time is rushin'

[Chorus]
Hey I'm nobody
Nobody that's me
Got my head full of nothin'
I'm as wishy-washy as the deep blue sea
And I'm goin' nowhere
Nowhere that's where i'm goin'
You're goin' nowhere too
But you don't have no way of knowin'
You're a nobody, nobody
Just like me

[Verse 2]
There's a kid in India
Belly big as a basketball
She's leaning against a sycamore tree
She's too weak to crawl



She's never gonna drink Pepsi cola
She's never gonna watch MTV
She'll never feel that fed-up feeling like you and me
No, we can do better we can write our congress personality

[Chorus]
Hey I'm nobody
Nobody that's me
Got my head full of nothin'
I'm as wishy-washy as the deep blue sea
And I'm goin' nowhere
Nowhere that's where I'm goin'
You're goin' nowhere too
But you don't have no way of knowin'
You're a nobody, nobody
Nobody like me

[Verse 3]
And when I die don't bury me out to sea
Don't give me no 21 gun salute
You'll just scare the birds and the bees
Just tie my naked body to a rocket ship
And when I'm blazing through the atmosphere
Close your eyes and make a wish
For world peace or your piece of the pie
Bye-bye bye-bye

[Verse 4]
There's a man out on the street
He's waiting  til after dark
He's gotta find some place to sleep
Somewhere in memorial park
He's fought on foreign shores
But his hardest fight is here at home
Two kids on a double date yell out of daddy's car with an ice cream cone
 Hey get a job, get a life, get a home loan! 

[Chorus]
Hey I'm nobody
Nobody that's me
Got my head full of nothin'
I'm as wishy-washy as the deep blue sea
And I'm goin' nowhere
Nowhere that's where I'm goin'
You're goin' nowhere too
But you don't have no way of knowin'
Hey I'm nobody
Nobody that's me
Got my head full of nothin'
I'm as wishy-washy as the deep blue sea
And I'm goin' nowhere
Nowhere that's where I'm goin'
You're goin' nowhere too
But you don't have no way of knowin'
You're a nobody, no-nobody
Just like me



You're a nobody

9749. I'm Not Afraid To Die

Gillian Welch - I'm Not Afraid to Die

Nobody knows what waits ahead
Beyond the earth and sky
Lie-d Lie-d Lie
I'm not afraid to die

And there the work of my own hand
Be broken by and by
Lie-d Lie-d Lie
I'm not afraid to die

Sometimes it finds me fast asleep
And wakes me where I lie
Lie-d Lie-d Lie
I'm not afraid to die

Forget my sins upon the wind
My hobo soul will rise
Lie-d Lie-d Lie
I'm not afraid to die

Lie-d Lie-d Lie
I'm not afraid to die

9750. I'm Not Alone - Chords

I'm Not Alone 
The Infamous Stringdusters

[INTRO]
     D                         G   Em    Bm
D //---0----0--------/---0---0---0---0-/---0--------0-----/---0--------0-----  //
A //------0-------0--/---0---0---0---0-/------0-----------/------0----------- O//
F#//-----------------/-----------------/--------10--------/--------10--------  //
D //---0---0---0---0-/---0---0---0---0-/---0---0----0---0-/---0---0----0---0-  //
A //-----------------/-----------------/------------------/------------------ O//
D //-0---0---0---0---/-0---4---5---2---//9---9----9---9---/-9---9----9---9---  //
 
 
[VERSE I]
   D     G    Em       Bm
Am I the only one here breathing?
   D     G    Em   Bm
Am I the only one awake?



   D        G    Em           Bm
Is mine the only heart that's beating?
    D               G         Em    Bm
The quiet is almost more than I can take
 
[BRIDGE]
A       Em      G         A
 I have painted all these walls
           Em      G
Still they haunt me
A       Em     G      A
 I have waited for so long
          Em     G
Still I'm wanting
 
[VERSE II]
   D       G      Em         Bm
At night I wander through my memories
   D                G    Em      Bm
Of what seemed like only passing show
    D                G      Em Bm
But still, it's only just a reimagining
   D            G       Em    Bm
Of all that was written long ago
 
[BRIDGE]
A     Em    G       A
 I am lying here in bed
          Em     G
Should be sleeping
A       Em   G      A
 I'm am listening instead
        Em      G
Get the feeling that
 
[CHORUS]
    D   A Em
I'm not a-lone
    D   A Em  G A
I'm not a-lone
    Bm  F#m Em
I'm not a - lone
    D   A Em
I'm not a-lone
 
[INSTRUMENTAL]
D     G Em Bm
D     G Em Bm
 
[VERSE III]
   D          G      Em     Bm
Am I just the sum of all my wondering?
     D         G      Em     Bm
Will I see the beauty of the years?
    D       G       Em        Bm
Can I peel away the layers of longing?
    D          G         Em     Bm



Can I learn to live with all my fears?
 
[BRIDGE]
A       Em      G         A
 I have painted all these walls
        Em    G
Trim to ceiling
A       Em     G      A
 I have waited for so long
          Em      G
Still the feeling that
 
[CHORUS]
    D   A Em
I'm not a-lone
    D   A Em  G A
I'm not a-lone
    Bm  F#m Em
I'm not a - lone
    D   A Em
I'm not a-lone
 
    D   A Em
I'm not a-lone
    D   A Em
I'm not a-lone
    D   A Em
I'm not a-lone
    D   A Em
I'm not a-lone
    D   A Em
I'm not a-lone

9751. I'm Not Drivin' These Wheels

Nanci Griffith - I'm Not Drivin' These Wheels

From Boston to Southshore in the back of the bus,
It's the last winter storm of the season and such
And I am lost to the fiction of the book in my lap
The snow makes me drowsy, while the dreams roll and tumble,
It's a long way to Texas, it's a long way back home
It's a three hour flight on the plane when I go
Away from this snow from Boston to Southshore where the
Dreams roll and tumble, and bring the prose to the wheel,

[Chorus:]
Bring the prose to the wheel, I'm not drivin' these wheels
I'm not drivin' these wheels
Bring the prose to the wheel, I'm not drivin' these wheels
I'm not drivin' these wheels, (today)

That face in the window, it's one I should know



But it's never been haloed by New England snow,
And the child 'cross the isle is sleepin' away
While the soldier behind me lets his dreams roll and tumble
My way,

[Chorus]

This cradle of the interstate makes me weary of dreams
The hurt they cause is now, restless, it seems
Oh soldier, dear soldier, 'ya keep your dreams to yourself,
My hearts rolled and tumbled 'till I've put it on the shelf

[Chorus]

From Boston to Southshore in the back of the bus
It's the last winter storm of the season and such
And I am lost to the fiction of the book in my lap,
The snow makes me drowsy, while the dreams roll and tumble,

9752. I'm Not Easy To Forget - Chords

I'm Not Easy To Forget
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Curly Putman and Keith Whitley

G
It hurts to hear me say 
              A7
That it won't hurt to say goodbye
    D7
You act like I'm the only one 
   Am D7          G   D7
Of us who's gonna cry

    G
You think you'll walk away 
          C           Am
Without a scar and no regrets
    D7                      G   D7
But I'm not that easy to forget

   G       D7        G
My goodbye look will haunt your sleep 
   A7
No matter what you do
      D7
We've made so many memories 
       Am       D7     G   D7
You're bound to feel a few

     G         D7       G
That one night you'll remember how
   C            Am



It was a day we met
      D7                      G
Cause I'm not that easy to forget

         C
There'll always be a part of me 
G         D7      G
Somewhere in your mind
       C
You're gonna find a love like mine 
     G                  D7
Just won't lay down and die

    G
The future's looking bright to you 
         C               Am
But your past ain't over yet
      D7                      G
Cause I'm not that easy to forget

   D7                      G
No I'm not that easy to forget

9753. I'm Not For Everyone

I'm Not For Everyone
Osborne Brothers - I'm Not For Everyone

Some people clap on the one and three
Some people clap on the two and four
Some people don't join at all 'cause they got no rhythm
And that's alright
Some people, they drink too much
Some people don't drink enough
Some people are just like me
I hope y'all forgive 'em

I'm like scotch and zydeco bands
I'm like B-side Townes Van Zandt
I'm always speaking my mind
When I'm better off biting my tongue
I'm a bad joke at the wrong time
Hell, I'm a legend in my own mind
I'm good for some but I'm not for everyone

If I was sweet tea, it'd be a bit bitter
If you took a drink, you might reconsider
If I was a church, I'd be hanging with the sinners
Talking 'bout Hendrix and Heaven
If I was a bar, I'd be a dive
A free jukebox in a double-wide
Neon lights saying "Come inside"
And I'd be "Open 24/7"



I'm like scotch and zydeco bands
I'm like B-side Townes Van Zandt
I'm always speaking my mind
When I'm better off biting my tongue
I'm a bad joke at the wrong time
Hell, I'm a legend in my own mind
I'm good for some but I'm not for everyone

Yeah, I'm hard to love, it's true
I'm a little more rough than smooth
It's a wonder I found somebody like me, like you

I'm like scotch and zydeco bands
I'm like B-side Townes Van Zandt
I'm always speaking my mind
When I'm better off biting my tongue
I'm a bad joke at the wrong time
Hell, I'm a legend in my own mind
I'm good for some but I'm not for everyone
Yeah, I'm good for some but I'm not for everyone

9754. I'm Not Getting Any Better At Goodbye

Buddy Miller - I'm Not Getting Any Better At Goodbye

Seems like I've been here before
Just outside some closing door
Standing here just searching for a line
You'd think by now I'd have it down
I know I should be wiser now
Cause no one's gonna bail me out this time cause
I'm not gettin any better at goodbyes
I'm not any better now than when I first began
It hurts every bit as much as it did way back then
I suppose I cry a lot
The only thing for sure is I'm not gettin' any better at goodbyes
Friends will come and friends will go
But lovers memories die so slow
And they won't always let you know it's time
But even this shall pass I guess and
You'll be just like all the rest
I'll start dusting off all my best lines cause
I'm not gettin' any better at goodbyes

9755. I'm Not Gonna Forget You

Tim O'Brien - I'm Not Gonna Forget You



Last night on the mountain, I gave my horn a blow
Echos started comin' back from long, long ago
A foggy cloud was risen, I felt you all around
In the air that I was breathin', you sang in every sound

[Chorus]
I'm not gonna forget you,
I'm always gonna know your name
I'll be feelin' you in my fingers
And lovin' you just the same

You led me through the doorway of an old log cabin there
I ran my hands along the wall, sat down on the fallen stairs
That place was every place we went
The wind was every wind
I cried a peaceful river, cause I know you're still my friend

I guess sometimes you hide out
But you'll never leave for good
I didn't have to see you to know right where you stood
You're in these words I'm saying, you're in this melody
You are this guitar strummin'
You're the rhythm and harmony

9756. I'm Not Leavin' You (It's All In Your Mind)

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
I'm Not Leavin' You (It's All In Your Mind)

It's all in your mind that I'm leavin' you
I've been afraid you'd find somebody new
If I lost you it would break this heart of mine
I'm not leaving you it's all in your mind

You can't blame me for havin' my suspicions
When hearts are broken each and ever day
Just listen to your heart and what it tells you
Don't listen to the lies that people say
It's all in your mind that I could let you go
I try to think you'll never hurt me so
For I know that I can't change this heart of mine
I'm not leaving you it's all in your mind

You can't blame me for havin' my suspicions
When hearts are broken each and ever day
Just listen to your heart and what it tells you
Don't listen to the lies that people say
It's all in your mind that I could let you go
I try to think you'll never hurt me so
For I know that I can't change this heart of mine
I'm not leaving you it's all in your mind



9757. I'm Not Over You - Chords

I'm Not Over You
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Carl Jackson and Melba Montgomery

C                                                    G7
Tonight the rain that's falling only adds to my heartache
                                        F             G7
It runs quietly down my window like the tears upon my face
         C                                C7               F
And each time the lightning flashes and I hear the thunder roar
                    C       G7     C    C7
I'm reminded of the closing of the door
 
        F                        C
I'm not over you the storm still rages
    D7                                 G7
The waves of pain remind me that we're through
           F                            C
I'm slowly drowning in a sea of endless heartbreak
          F     G7                 C
I'm going under cause I'm not over you
 
                                                       G7
I keep holding to your memory but my hopes are sinking fast
                                           F              G7
The chance that you'll come back to me now fades into the past
      C                                  C7          F
Can I find a way to let you go somewhere down deep inside
                    C       G7       C    C7
By reaching for the healing hands of time

Repeat #2

          F     G7                 C
I'm going under cause I'm not over you

9758. I'm Not Ready Yet

Tom T Hall - I'm Not Ready Yet
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I said I'd leave you anytime I'm ready
Some April when all the land is wet
Some summer some fall or maybe winter
I'll go someday but I'm not ready yet

I should have left the day your love was dying



I've passed up ev'ry date I ever set
I know I'll leave you when my heart is ready
I'm still around cause I'm not ready yet

Well I've left a hundred times but you don't know that
Because I'm ashamed to tell how far I get
You didn't you don't you'll never love me
And someday I'll go but I'm not ready yet

I should have left the day your love was dying...

9759. I'm Not Ready Yet - Chords

I'm Not Ready Yet
Recorded by George Jones  
Written by Tom T. Hall

G                     C                   G
I've always said that someday I was gonna leave you
                A7              D7
Some April when all the land is wet
     G             C                  G
Some spring summer fall Lord or maybe winter
                   D7                G
I'll leave someday but I'm not ready yet

         C                                         G
I know I shoulda left the day I knew your love was dieing
                      A7               D7
But I passed up every date that I ever set
      C                                           G
But I know I'll leave when my heart tells me it's ready
                     D7                  G
But I'm still around cause I'm not ready yet

Spoken:
You know I must have left you a hundred times 
But you don't know that cause I was afraid I'd be ashamed that
You'd laugh when you found out just how far I'd get 
But you didn't and you don't I know you ain't gonna ever know
And some day I'll go but I'm not ready yet

         C                                         G
I know I shoulda left the day I knew your love was dieing
                     A7                     D7
But I passed up ever date this ole boy ever set
      C                                                   G
But I know I'll leave when my heart tells me George we're ready
                     D7                  G
But I'm still around cause I'm not ready yet

                 D7                  G
I'm still around cause I'm not ready yet



9760. I'm Not Sayin'

INorman Blake - I'm Not Sayin'

[Verse 1]
I'm not sayin' that I love you
I'm not sayin' that I'll care if you love me
I'm not sayin' that I'll care
I'm not sayin' I'll be there when you want me

[Verse 2]
I can't give my heart to you
Or tell you that I'll sing your name up to the sky
I can't lay the promise down
That I'll always be around when you need me

[Bridge]
Now I may not be alone each time you see me
Along the street or in a small cafe
But still I won't deny you or mistreat you
Baby, if you let me have my way

[Verse 3]
I'm not sayin' I'll be sorry
For all the things that I might say that make you cry
I can't say I'll always do the things you want me to
I'm not sayin' I'll be true but I'll try

[Guitar Solo]

[Bridge]
Now I may not be alone each time you see me
Or show up when I promised that I would
But still I won't deny you or mistreat you
Baby, if you love me like you should

[Verse 3]
I'm not sayin' I'll be sorry
For all the things that I might say that make you cry
I can't say I'll always do the things you want me to
I'm not sayin' I'll be true but I'll try
I can't say I'll always do the things you want me to
I'm not sayin' I'll be true but I'll try

9761. I'm Not Strange

Jerry Jeff Walker - I'm Not Strange

Hey, I'm not strange, I'm just like you



I like to do what normal people do
I comb my face and shave my hair
And keep a live chicken in my underwear
Chorus:
I'm not strange, I'm just like you
We're not strange, We're just like you
I'm not, I'm not, I'm not, I'm not strange
I'm not strange, I'm just like you
I've got the very same frustrations too
You should have seen me at the bar last night
I like 50 cents get me just right
Chorus
I'm a real good guy, now that's no shit
'Bout half the time I'm full of it
I like to smoke and drink and have my fun
And see how fast my car will run
Chorus
I don't start anything that I can't end
You know I even got married to my girlfriend
In the morning I like bacon and eggs
And I've got balls between my legs

9762. I'm Not That Good At Goodbye - Chords

I'm Not That Good At Goodbye
Lefty Frizzel
Writer Don Williams, Bob McDill

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of: F
 F C F
I don't want to talk it over one more time
 C C F
No there's not much use in talkin'. If you've made up your mind
 C
And darlin' I don't need to tell you why
 F
You know that I'm not that good at goodbye

Please don't tell me you're leavin' if you go
Just let me turn my head while you walk out the door
'Cause if I see you leavin' I will die
You know that I'm not that good at goodbye

Lord goodbyes just make it harder anyhow
So if you really feel like leavin' do it now
And let me keep a little of my pride
You know that I'm not that good at goodbye

I don't want to know you're leavin' when you go
'Cause if we reach the part where you're standin' at the door
Well I know I'd just break down again and cry
You know that I'm not that good at goodbye



9763. I'm Not That Lonely Yet

Rhonda Vincent - I'm Not That Lonely Yet

I don't mind to give you a slow dance or two
I'm sorry I'm not at my best
I know you can see I'm incredibly blue
But I'm not that lonely yet

I look in your eyes while you're dancing with me
And try to fulfill your request
But don't ask for favors when it's time to leave
Cause I'm not that lonely yet

Now don't say you want me
I've heard that before
The words weigh like stones in my head
There may come a time when I'll think of you more
But I'm not that lonely yet

It's nice to be dancing
To waltzes again
And maybe it helps to forget
You've opened the door but I'm not waltzing in
Cause I'm not that lonely yet
No I'm not that lonely yet

9764. I'm Not That Lonely Yet - Chords

I'm Not That Lonely Yet
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Bill Rice, Mary Rice, Mary Sharon Rice
[3/4 time]

G             C          D7            G
I don't wanna give you a slow dance or two 
          C             D7
I'm sorry I'm not at my best 
  G            C         G        C
I know you can see I'm incredibly blue 
    G            D7     G
But I'm not that lonely yet 
          C               D7             G
I look in your eyes while you're dancing with me 
           C              D7
And try to fulfill your request 
    G             C           G            C
But don't ask for favors when it's time to leave 
      G            D7     G



Cause I'm not that lonely yet 
    D7                    C                 G
Now don't say you want me I've heard that before 
    Em                            D7
The words weigh like stones in my head 
      G          C              G           C
There may come a time when I'll think of it more 
    G            D7     G
But I'm not that lonely yet 
                C          D7       G
It's nice to be dancing to waltzes again 
             C           D7
And maybe it helps to forget 
G                 C            G            C
You've opened the door but I'm not waltzin' in 
      G            D7     G
Cause I'm not that lonely yet 
Repeat #3
                D7     G
No I'm not that lonely yet

9765. I'm Not The Enemy

I'm Not the Enemy
Jeremy Garrett

[Intro]
Alright
You ready?
Yep
Alright
One, two, three, four

[Verse 1]
What can a heart really take
When the one you love the most holds the key?
And leaves you rolling in the wake
Of their demons and their endless misery

[Chorus]
I'm not the enemy, I'm not the enemy
I'm not the one who put you down
I am the one who brings you back and puts you on your feet
Don't you dare yell at me
In spite of what you think, well, I'm not the enemy

[Verse 2]
Well, what's the point of living in the past
While you let it hold this power over you
And windows full of broken glass
Blur the colors of a love we're bound to lose

[Chorus]



I'm not the enemy, I'm not the enemy
I'm not the one who put you down
I am the one who brings you back and puts you on your feet
So don't you dare yell at me
In spite of what you think, I'm not the enemy

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
I'm not the enemy, I'm not the enemy
I'm not the one who put you down
I am the one who brings you back and puts you on your feet
So don't you dare yell at me
In spite of what you think, I'm not the enemy

[Outro]
Well, I'm not the enemy
That was dirty, dude
I'm thinkin' that mighta been good
I think it was, too
Cool

9766. I'm Not The First - Chords

I'm Not The First - Larry Cordle & Lonesome Standard Time

Capo 3rd Fret (To Match Recording)

I (G) believed every word that woman told me
Right up to the time she said good(C)bye
I couldn't see the truth when she'd (G) hold me
Although it was (D) right before my (G) eyes

   (C) I'm not the (Bb) first to go (G) blind
   Or the first to ignore the warning (D) signs
   I (G) may have been a fool
   When it comes to (C) you
   But I'm not the (D) first to go (G) blind

Well (G) Lord if I had only seen it coming
Then I could have stepped out of the (C) way
But her good lovin' kept my wild thoughts (G) runnin'
And I know that's what (D) took my sight aw(G)ay

Repeat Chorus Twice

   I (G) may have been a fool
   When it comes to (C) you
   But I'm not the (D) first to go (G) blind



9767. I'm Not The Man I'm Supposed To Be - Chords

I'm Not The Man I'm Supposed To Be
Lefty Frizzel

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of F
 F Bb
I'm supposed to shake his hand and walk all smiling
 C F
Make believe that you don't mean a thing to me
 Bb C 
I'm supposed to offer my congratulations but I'm not the man that I
 F
supposed to be
 Bb
I'm supposed to make believe I won't miss you
 C F
And forget the times you held me tenderly
 Bb
I'm supposed to tell the world it never happened
 
 C F 
But I'm not the man that I supposed to be
 Bb G7
I'd rather stand up and fight for what's mine
 C F
And to give you up it's just too much for me
 Bb 
So if I don't shake his hand and come out fighting
 C F
Then, I'm not the man that I supposed to be
( piano )
So if I don't shake his hand...

9768. I'm Not There Anymore

Trampled By Turtles - I'm Not There Anymore

[Verse 1]
Baseline tears on a windowpane
The bellway's jammed in the driving rain
And I can't tell the dark from the pain
'Cause I'm not there anymore

[Verse 2]
Say the word and I'll grab my keys
I'll start the car with shaky knees
We used to glow like the stars and the trees
But I'm not there anymore

[Verse 3]
I'm up all night at a rodeo
With beat-up cars and the lights down low



The life we live, the only one we know
And I'm not there anymore

[Verse 4]
Pick it up, let's get to work
But I can't shake little thoughts of her
I board the plane in a foggy blur
And I'm not there anymore

[Verse 5]
And I come back to start again
You picked me up and let me in
But I woke up in my own skin
I'm not there anymore

9769. I'm Not There Yet - Chords

I'm Not There Yet
Recorded by Lonesome River Band 
Written by Brandon Rickman and Kevin Denney

C F C
When I woke up this morning you were the first thing on my mind
 F C
You should have seen the boss's expression when I got to work on time
 F G7 C F
When I clocked out at five I didn't drive by your house like I always do
C G7 C
Yes I'm finally on my way to getting over you
F C
I'm not there yet but I'm on the right track

Full steam ahead no turning back
F G7
If healing is the process I'm slowly making progress
 C F
There's just a few more memories to get past
 G7 C
I'm not there yet but I'm on the right track

 F C
When I got home this evening I took all your pictures down
 F C
And tomorrow when I get to work I'm gonna ask that new girl out
 F G7 C F
What if she says yes I'm scared to death and nervous as a teenager gets
C G7 C
It sure feels good to think that I feel that way again

Repeat #2

F G7
If healing is the process I'm slowly making progress



 C F
There's just a few more memories to get past
 G7 C
I'm not there yet but I'm on the right track

9770. I'm Not Worth The Tears

Dolly Parton - I'm Not Worth The Tears 
(Dolly Parton)

Mama didn't always have those tears in her eyes
And daddy once was able to hold his head up high
But now I brought disgrace to my whole family
Now they cry, but I'm not worth
The tears they cry for me
I loved a boy and then I found that he just lead me on
So in my hurt and bitterness
I let myself go alone
But all I did was hurt myself
And shame my family
And now they cry but I'm not worth
The tears they cry for me
No I'm not worth
The salt in one tiny tear
Oh why have I brought shame
To the one I loved so dear
I'm so sorry that I hurt them
But they'll never know how sorry
And now they cry but I'm not worth
The tears they cry for me
Yes now they cry, but I'm not worth
The tears they cry for me

9771. I'm Not Your Honey Baby Now

I'm Not Your Honey Baby Now
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI) 

Something for nothing, that will never be
Something for nothing, what you want from me
That'll never be, no, not from me
I'm not your Honey-Baby now
 
Dishonest answers, what you're telling me
No honest answers, what you give to me
You told a lie, looked me in the eye
I'm not your Honey-Baby now
 
Sweet and beguiling, you really drew me in



You've got a crazy streak, wide as your grin
Your devilish grin, your foolish grin
I'm not your Honey-Baby now
 
This kind of treatment, making me so sad
This kind of treatment makes me feel so bad
Feel so bad, makes me mad
I'm not your Honey-Baby now
 
I used to be so sweet, like honey from a bee
Now you're gonna see this queen bee can sting
And sting again, this bee can sting
I'm not your Honey-Baby now

9772. I'm Nowhere And You're Everything

Chris Thile - I'm Nowhere and You're Everything

It's not yet 6
The sun's not up
And father take away this cup is running through my throbbing head
Because if he had I'd be dead
Feeling like I'm feeling now
In between the skies and clouds
Where everyone's identity is just a picture card they need

I came from California with an appetite for my own myths
Of music, love, and what they mean
I'm told it's borderline obscene
I tried to write this song before
But had no one to write it for
My fellow travelers vacant stares leave it up for you to care

I could write a song and have the Lord put you and me in a cup he tries to pour out
Looking in at the passengers from the wing
I'm nowhere and you're everything

You came from Illinois with a cup of your very own to sip
Never on route for very long
Just there and doing something wrong
Or so your friends and parents said
But if you hadn't you'd be dead
What you've been given doesn't scare me
All your sights and sounds prepare me

I could write a song and have the Lord put you and me in a cup he tries to pour out
Looking in at the passengers from the wing
I'm nowhere and you're everything

Damn this cup
Bring me a bowl
If I can't saturate my soul
With you and him who drank it first



And last I'm ready for the worst
It's way past two and you want me there
Well he needs me here
So you have to share
I'm crying 'cause I'm in love with you
You're crying because you have no clue

I could write a song and have the Lord put you and me in a cup he tries to pour out
Looking in at the passengers from the wing
I'm nowhere and you're everything

9773. I'm Nowhere Bound

I'm Nowhere Bound 
Ronnie Bowman.pdf

CHORUS: 
I'm leaving in the mornin' when the train comes in 
It don't matter where it's going or where it's been 
As long as it's leavin' this old town 
I ain't got no destination I'm nowhere bound 
 
Once I had someone to love me 
But now I'm all alone 
Once I had a place to rest my weary bones 
But when the sun comes up tomorrow 
I'll hear that lonesome sound 
It don't matter where I go I'm nowhere bound 
 
Everybody tries to tell me 'bout the good life  
that they have 
Only talk about the good times not the bad  
Well I can't live my life that way 
'Cause I can't settle down 
It's in my blood to ramble I'm nowhere bound

9774. I'm Old Kentucky Bound

Bill Monroe - I'm Old Kentucky Bound 
I'm old Kentucky bound

Some where among the hills of old Kentucky
There's two old folks I love with all my heart
They're praying for their boy to come back safely
And never no more from them depart

There's a little sweetheart waiting for her darling
With her heart all filled with love divine
I long to hold her in my arms and kiss her



For tonight I'm old Kentucky bound

In summer when the birds are singing sweetly
And pretty flowers blooming all around
I long to climb that dear old rocky mountain
For tonight I'm old Kentucky bound

I'll soon be with the ones I love so dearly
Lord, how I wish I had them with me now
They'll greet me when I reach that little shanty
For tonight I'm old Kentucky bound

9775. I'm On Fire

I'm On Fire
Town Mountain

Hey little girl is your daddy home?
Did he go away and leave you all alone?
I got a bad desire
Oooo oooo ooooh I'm on fire

Tell me now baby is he good to you?
Can he do to you the things that I do?
I can take you higher
Oooo oooo ooooh I'm on fire

Sometimes it's like someone took a knife, baby, edgy and dull
And cut a six-inch valley through the middle of my soul

At night I wake up with the sheets soaking wet and a freight train running through the
Middle of my head
And you can cool my desire
Oooo oooo ooooh I'm on fire

Yeah, sometimes it's like someone took a knife, baby, edgy and dull
And cut a six-inch valley through the middle of my soul
At night I wake up with the sheets soaking wet and a freight train running through the
Middle of my head
And you can cool my desire
Oooo oooo ooooh I'm on fire
Oooo oooo ooooh I'm on fire
Oooo oooo ooooh I'm on fire

9776. I'm On My Way

Rhiannon Giddens - I'm On My Way

[Verse 1]



I'm watching from my window the curtain coming down
A blue as black as morning, a silence like a sound
That rattles at the cages that hold my heart and mind
That call my name to wonder just what I hope to find

[Verse 2]
That bird so high above the fray, what should he mean to me?
His crooked song gone crazy in the swaying arms of trees
That wave to me like the hungry waitin' for the tide
My tipping boat still hopin' I might reach the other side

[Chorus]
I don't know where I'm going, but I'm on my way
Lord, if you love me, keep me, I pray
A little bird is stretching out to the shimmering, shaking blue
Don't know where I'm going, but I know what to do

[Verse 3]
I don't know the hour that finds me in this room
Dust around my feet and still no sugar in my spoon
But I've only got the taste for something sweet as time
Not bottled on the table, but still hanging on the vine

[Chorus]
I don't know where I'm going, but I'm on my way
Lord, if you love me, keep me, I pray
A little bird is stretching out to the shimmering, shaking blue
Don't know where I'm going, but I know what to do
I don't know where I'm going, but I know what to do
I don't know where I'm going, but I know what to do

9777. I'm On My Way Back To The Old Home

I'm On My Way Back To The Old Home
Bill Monroe

Back in the days of my childhood
In the evening when everything was still
I used to sit and listen to the foxhounds
With my dad in the old Kentucky hills

     I'm on my way back to the old home
    The road winds on up the hill
    But there's no light in the window
    That shined long ago where I live

Soon my childhood days were over
I had to leave my old home
For dad and mother were called to heaven
I's left in this world all alone

High in the hills of old Kentucky
Stands the fondest spot in my memory



I'm on my way back to the old home
The light in the window I long to see

9778. I'm On My Way Somewhere

I'm On My Way Somewhere

When Louisville was eight more miles away my old heart sung a song
Well I thought I'd hug kiss my gal before so very long
But when I got to Louisville I found she wasn't true
So I'll tell you all about it now that's why I feel so blue

When I got to Louisville my gal she wasn't there
They sais she'd gone with someone else it was more than I could bear
So I'm heading out of this old town where to I don't much care
Louisville is eight miles back and I'm on my way somewhere

I always dreamed of some sweet day when she could be my wife
And we would settle down somewhere and lead a happy life
But now I know just how things are and how they'd always be
So I know now Louisville just ain't the place for me

Right now I'm traveling down this road to get her off my mind
The thing I want to do is leave old Louisville behind
Who knows I may find happiness and one who fills the bill
A girl that's true and not like her that lives in Louisville

9779. I'm On My Way To Canaan's Land

I'm On My Way To Canaan's Land
Flatt & Scruggs

I'm on my way (I'm on my way) to Canaan's land (to Canaan's land)
I'm on my way (I'm on my way) to Canaan's land (to Canaan's land)
I'm on my way (I'm on my way) to Canaan's land
I'm on my way (Praise the Lord) I'm on my way

If sister don't go (if sister don't go) it won't hinder me (it won't hinder me)
If sister don't go (if sister don't go) it won't hinder me (it won't hinder me)
If sister don't go (if sister don't go) it won't hinder me
I'm on my way, yes, My Lord, I'm on my way

If you don't go (if you don't go) it won't hinder me (it won't hinder me)
If you don't go (if you don't go) it won't hinder me (it won't hinder me)
If you don't go (if you don't go) it won't hinder me
I'm on my way (Thank the Lord) I'm on my way

If father don't go (if father don't go) it won't hinder me (it won't hinder me)
If father don't go (if father don't go) it won't hinder me (it won't hinder me)



If father don't go (if father don't go) it won't hinder me
I'm on my way (Praise the Lord) I'm on my way

I'm on my way (I'm on my way) to Canaan's land (to Canaan's land)
I'm on my way (I'm on my way) to Canaan's land (to Canaan's land)
I'm on my way (I'm on my way) to Canaan's land
I'm on my way (Praise the Lord) I'm on my way

9780. I'm On The Last MIle

I'm On the Last MIle
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
There's been many years I have wasted
While here on this Earth I have roamed
But these last years I've lived for my savior
Are the happiest days I have known

[Chorus]
I'm on the last mile of my journey
My life is almost gone
I can see the angels a-coming
In a chariot to carry me home

[Verse 2]
My footsteps have now grown a-weary
My work is just about through
I can hear the voice of my savoir
And I can see Heaven in view

[Chorus]
I'm on the last mile of my journey
My life is almost gone
I can see thR angels a-coming
In a chariot to carry me home

[Outro]
I'm on thR last mile of my journey
My life is almost gone
I can see the angels a-coming
In a chariot to carry me home

9781. I'm On Your Side

Jim Lauderdale - I'm On Your Side

People tell you what you need is a lesson in defeat
Got you bothered got you down not so sure you want me around



Baby I'm on your side you don't even have to read my mind
I'm on your side we'll talk about it more back home

Those who'd come to your defense would not laugh at your expense
Don't waste time and bear a grudge towards the ones who should not judge

Baby I'm on your side you don't even have to read my mind...

It's not easy suffering fools grown up children can be cruel

Baby I'm on your side you don't even have to read my mind...

Baby I'm on your side you don't even have to read my mind...

9782. I'm One

I'm One 
The Who - Acoustic Syndicate

Every year is the same
And i feel it again,
I'm a loser... no chance to win
Leaves start falling,
Come down is calling,
Loneliness starts sinking in
But i'm one
I am one

And i can see
That this is me,
And i will be,
You'll all see
I'm the one

Where do you get
Those blue blue jeans?
Faded patched secret so tight
Where do you get
That walk oh so lean?
Your shoes and your shirts
All just right
But i'm one
I am one

And i can see
That this is me,
And i will be,
You'll all see
I'm the one

I got a gibson
Without a case



But i can't get that even tanned look on my face
I'll fitting clothes
And i blend in the crowd,
Fingers so clumsy
Voice too loud
But i'm one
I am one

And i can see
That this is me,
And i will be,
You'll all see
I'm the one
I'm the one
I'm the one

9783. I'm Only Human

I'm Only Human - Stanley Brothers

I'm only human you see but you told me goodbye
I'll keep the tears in my heart yes I'll try and I'll try
I've shared your sorrow and joys now I know it's goodbye
I'm only human but I'll try not to cry

    I was happy with you by my side
    Though my life I kept shadowed with pride
    You asked if I'd be your true love and I said til I die
    Now you tell me a new love you've found

9784. I'm Only Sleeping

I'm only sleeping
Yonder Mountain String Band

When I wake up early in the morning
Lift my head, I'm still yawning
When I'm in the middle of a dream
Stay in bed, float upstream (float upstream)

Please, don't wake me, no, don't shake me
Leave me where I am - I'm only sleeping

Everybody seems to think I'm lazy
I don't mind, I think they're crazy
Running everywhere at such a speed
Till they find there's no need (there's no need)

Please, don't spoil my day, I'm miles away



And after all I'm only sleeping

Keeping an eye on the world going by my window
Taking my time

Lying there and staring at the ceiling
Waiting for a sleepy feeling.

Please, don't spoil my day, I'm miles away
And after all I'm only sleeping

Keeping an eye on the world going by my window
Taking my time

When I wake up early in the morning
Lift my head, I'm still yawning
When I'm in the middle of a dream
Stay in bed, float up stream (float up stream)

Please, don't wake me, no, don't shake me
Leave me where I am - I'm only sleeping

9785. I'm Over You

I'm Over You 
Ronnie Bowman

Ten years ago, how I loved you 
You made all my dreams come true 
I thought our love would last and then 
You said we're through
Now I don't cry, like I used to 
She took your place, what can I do 
Don't blame me now, I know somehow, I m over you 
 
CHORUS: 
I don't know why it took so long 
To realize you'd done me wrong 
I've been a fool for saving all my love for you
But now I feel like my old self 
I've put your love back on the shelf 
It took some time I'm doing fine I'm over you, 
  
What's wrong with me, I ve been so blind 
I thought some day, you'd change your mind 
It's been too long, so what was I supposed to do
Now you can take back all those tears 
That I've cried down through the years 
Let's close the deal, how should I feel, I'm over you, 
 
It took some time, I'm doing fine, I'm over you



9786. I'm Over You

Keith Whitley
I'm over you by Keith Whitley
Written by Tim Nichols/Zack Turner
>From the album "I wonder do you think of me"

Where there's a cloud, don't mean there's rain
Tears in my eyes, don't mean there's pain
Don't flatter yourself
I'm over you

Things aren't always what they seem
You can't believe everything you read
On my face
I'm over you

You heard I'm drinking more than I should
That I ain't been looking all that good
Someone told you I was taking it rough
Why they making those stories up
When I'm over you

There were times that if you'd been around
You would have seen me broken down
But now you won't
I'm over you

So if I seem a little bit cold
It only means you've lost the hold
You had on me
I'm over you

You heard I'm drinking more than I should
That I ain't been looking all that good
Someone told you I was taking it rough
But why they making those stories up
When I'm over you

You heard I'm drinking more than I should
That I ain't been looking all that good
Someone told you I was taking it rough
But why they making those stories up
When I'm over you
I'm over you
I'm over you

9787. I'm Over You



I'm Over You - The Boxcars

I thought we made the perfect pair
My charming wit and your red hair
But it seems you didn'²t feel that way
'Cause you called to break my heart today

You'²ve got a thing or two to learn
You ain't the first bridge I have burned
And I'm faster than you think I am
Just moved past the point of give-a-damn

You say you need a change of scenery
You want to sing a different tune
You say you ain'²t sure what you want to be
Well I say I'²m over you

Now don't worry '²bout how I'll get by
'²Cause I ain't a-gonna sit and cry
And don'²t come around here like before
'Cause I've done changed the lock upon my door

9788. I'm Over You - Chords

I'm Over You
Recorded by George Jones
written by Bobby Braddock
[3/4 time]

C               G7          C
My arms are not reaching to hold you
           F                        C
Cause your memory has stop haunting me
   G7                        C
My heart has quit aching and constantly breaking
D7                             G7
For the first time in ages I'm through

C               G7          C
This torch I've been caring for you
       F                 E7
Burned out a few seconds ago
    F                        C
Now I'm just a breeze in the tall Maple trees
             G7     C
Outside your window hello

F                C
I'm over you I'm over you
                                 G7
My prayers have been answered my dreams have come true
C                              F
After long years of trying and gradually dieing
C           G7       C



At last now I'm over you

          G7              C
I kept on believing you'd come back
      F                   C
But I spent my last night alone
     G7                   C
Oh I see you sleeping and soon you'll be weeping
D7                              G7
When they call and tell you I'm gone

C               G7           C
So I think I'll just keep on moving
   F                     E7
Up into the cool morning sky
  F                 C
I wish you the best complete happiness
                  G7              C
I forgive you God be with you goodbye

F                   C
I'm over you oh I'm over you
                                 G7
My prayers have been answered my dreams have come true
C                              F
After long years of trying I'm finally flying
C           G7       C
At last now I'm over you

9789. I'm Pretending

Buddy Miller - I'm Pretending

I'm pretending that you still love me
I'm pretending what never will be
You don't want me but I can tell
'Cause I'm pretending like I do so well
I should forget you
I should be tough
I should move on now find myself a new love
But I can't face it yet
I'm not strong enough
I'm pretending that you still love me
I'm pretending what never will be
You don't want me but I can tell
I'm pretending like I do so well
Our friends feel sorry
'Cause I'm alone all the time
There's no need to worry
Your right here in my mind
'Cause when I'm pretending
I feel just fine



9790. I'm Ready If You're Willin'

I'm Ready If You're Willin' 
Chris Jones
 
There's a big bright moon above 
And the night's just made for love 
Baby I'm ready, if you're willin' 
If that twinkle in your eye, is a-darin' me to try 
Baby I'm ready, if you're willin'   
 
CHORUS :
Baby can't you see I'm waitin' 
For you to make up your mind 
There's no use in hesitatin' 
Can't you see we're wastin' time 
Don't cha think that love is grand 
Let me be your lover man 
Baby I'm ready, if you're willin'   

I like the way ya smile 
Would ya like to spoon a while 
Baby I'm ready, if you're willin' 
And I like the way you kiss 
Oooh, let's go on like this 
Baby I'm ready, if you're willin'   
 
Baby I'm ready, if you're willin'

9791. I'm Ready to Go

Ricky Skaggs - I'm Ready to Go

Hallelujah, I'm ready
I can hear the voices singing soft and low
Hallelujah, I'm ready
Hallelujah, I'm ready to go.

In the darkness of night not a star was in sight
On a highway that leads down below
Then Jesus came in and saved my soul from sin
Hallelujah, I'm ready to go.

Hallelujah, I'm ready
I can hear the voices singing soft and low
Hallelujah, I'm ready
Hallelujah, I'm ready to go

Sinners don't wait before it's too late



He's a wonderful Savior you know
Well I fell on my knees when I answered my pleas
Hallelujah, I'm ready to go.

Hallelujah, I'm ready
I can hear the voices singing soft and low
Hallelujah, I'm ready
Hallelujah, I'm ready to go.

Hallelujah, I'm ready
I can hear the voices singing soft and low
Hallelujah, I'm ready
Hallelujah, I'm ready to go.

Hallelujah, I'm ready
I can hear the voices singing soft and low
Hallelujah, I'm ready
Hallelujah, I'm ready to go

9792. I'm Ready To Go Home - Chords

I'm Ready To Go Home
Recorded by the Louvin Brothers

G                            D7          G
Through the valley's of this life I have wandered
                    D7                  G
And I've worked for Jesus all along the way
                                C
But now I see the sun for me is setting
       G           D7           G
I have reached the ending of my way

               C                                G
Lord I've been faithful in the service You have given
                                          D7
And the harvest of the fields Lord I have done 
    C                        G
But now my steps are growing weary 
                     D7          G
Lord I'm waiting I'm ready to go home

                      D7                  G
Looking back upon the life I've lived for Jesus
                     D7                G
I can see how He has helped me all the way
                                               C
And the tears I've shed just helped to keep me humble
         G           D7               G
And each burden only taught me how to pray

Repeat #2



                          D7             G
Though I hate to leave so many friends behind me
                       D7                 G
And the parting of our ways will touch my heart
                                           C
But I'll wait for them inside the gates of heaven
          G           D7             G
Where the children of God will never part

Repeat #2

9793. I'm Really Fine

I'm Really Fine
The Waybacks

When I was 17 and feeling just a little bit bewildered
And cheated, and hungover, and the wake of adolescence
My recruiter took my number
And he grated my exam
He said you'd be a perfect soldier
Except you've got no depth perception
Said I wanna serve my country
And I got so much potential
He said what you lack in weight
You more than make up in density
You see I'd always suffered from a lack of self esteem
So if my country doesn't want me
Then I'll serve the Catholic Church
So I enrolled in seminary
Where I memorized the gospel
But they caught me reading on the road
And threw me on my ass
There were a bunch of other factors
Which I won't enumerate
So then I'm sitting at my parent's Norman Rockwell living room
And being still so as to hear my ego crashing in my ears
When the voice of reason says son
Have you thought about the future
And I get real sick

But now I'm fine
He's fine, he's really fine
I'm really fine
He's fine, he's really fine

By 23 I'd gained a sort of enigmatic drive
And having no success with suicide, I thought I'd turn to art
So I acquired a set of brushes, and I went without a bath
Which presumably implied I had a new set of beliefs
But I underestimated the important role of talent
Which was easily apparent from the record of my sales
And in the meantime I had severely strained



A muscle in my thigh, attempting to sustain the lotus
On a neighbour's kitchen table
In the hospital I thought of doing something for the world
But the peace corp didn't answer
So I joined a cooking school
Having always held, and cherished an affinity for food
But my self respect deflated with an under cooked souffle
So I was back to busing tables at the Denny's
In Salinas, where I sort of snapped

But now I'm well
He's well, he's really well
I'm really well
He's well, he's really well
Yeah it's a long story how I got to Saint How
But now I'm well

My mother always told me
To be more like my dad
I asked more like which one of the five that I had
She said a change is coming
Didn't go feeling so used
I said my only problem is I'm chronicley confused

On my 27th birthday
Which occurred about that age
I was talking to the analyst who found me selling incense
At an airport after having left the clinic
But a crisis, and some silly Venice metaphor
For a sinking in the soul, when my thought was interrupted
By a birthmark on my arm
Which looked a little like Nebraska
I'd forgotten about those two weeks of premed in junior college
Which I quit to study Judo
And I looked at all the meat, and marrow someone stuck together
All the veins and vital organs all have grey white and humming
And collaborating, and ticking, and recycling, and making that Nebraska on my arm a possibil
ity
And I got up from the couch
And I shouted hey I own this thing

And my analyst suspected I was closing on the edge
And I convince dam when I said I wouldn't send him any money
He said don't go getting cocky
Because you had one revelation
Cause the only tool you go against psychosis is experience
And your's has all been bad
I said you're darn right

But now I'm good
He's good, he's really good
I'm really good
He's good, he's really good
I'm so darn good
He's good, he's so darn good

It took a long time for me



To wake up and see
I'm good

9794. I'm Rolling On

I'm Rolling On
Bill Monroe

I wish I was in the Southland sitting in a chair
With one arm around my old guitar
And the other one around my dear

   I'm rolling on (I'm rolling on)
   I'm rolling on (I'm rolling on)
   I'm rolling on through life just rolling on

Sitting in the moonlight blue as blue can be
Strumming on my old guitar
To give my poor heart ease

Whether I'm in the country whether I'm in the town
My old guitar is near me
Whether I'm up or down

Maybe I will marry if I can find a girl
But I'll always love my guitar
As much as I love her

9795. I'm Running Out Of Love

Dolly Parton - I'm Running Out Of Love 
(Bill Owens)

I'm running out of love and I'm running out of patience
You seem to get worse every day
I'm running out of love, better learn to resist temptation
Or someday you'll wake up and I'll be far away
How long did you think you could keep on doing me wrong
How long did you think I'd stay quiet and take it
The love I had for you is almost gone
And I ain't gonna let you take my heart and break it
I'm running out of love and I'm running out of patience
You seem to get worse every day
I'm running out of love, better learn to resist temptation
Or someday you'll wake up and I'll be far away
You come and go just any time you want to
And you never bother to tell me where your going
And I wonder if there's anything you don't do
Someday you'll pay for the wild seed your sewing



I'm running out of love and I'm running out of patience
You seem to get worse every day
I'm running out of love, better learn to resist temptation
Or someday you'll wake up and I'll be far away

9796. I'm Settin' / Fancy Free

I'm Settin' / Fancy Free
Oak Ridge Boys - I'm Settin' / Fancy Free

I'm sittin' fancy free because she wants to go
She's tired of lovin' me, she told me so
I guess she don't know just how much she means to me
But along with all my dreams I'm sittin' fancy free

Yes, I'm sittin' fancy free even though I love her still
She'd be no good to me if I held her against her will
Even though that girl, she's the best part of my world
Along with all my dreams I'm sittin' fancy free

Oh Lord, you just don't know how it hurts to say goodbye
She did her best to stay, I can't say she did not try
I just hope the road she takes leads back to me
So along with all my dreams I'm sittin' fancy free

Yes, I'm sittin' fancy free even though I love her still
She'd be no good to me if I held her against her will
Even though that girl, she's the best part of my world
Along with all my dreams I'm sittin' fancy free

Yes, I'm sittin' fancy free even though I love her still
She'd be no good to me if I held her against her will
Even though that girl, she's the best part of my world
Along with all my dreams I'm sittin' fancy free

Yes, I'm sittin' fancy free even though I love her still
She'd be no good to me if I held her against her will
Even though that girl, she's the best part

9797. I'm Settin' Fancy Free

(I'm Settin') Fancy Free
Oak Ridge Boys - (I'm Settin') Fancy Free

I'm sittin' fancy free because she wants to go
She's tired of lovin' me, she told me so
I guess she don't know just how much she means to me
But along with all my dreams I'm sittin' fancy free



Yes, I'm sittin' fancy free even though I love her still
She'd be no good to me if I held her against her will
Even though that girl, she's the best part of my world
Along with all my dreams I'm sittin' fancy free

Oh Lord, you just don't know how it hurts to say goodbye
She did her best to stay, I can't say she did not try
I just hope the road she takes leads back to me
So along with all my dreams I'm sittin' fancy free

Yes, I'm sittin' fancy free even though I love her still
She'd be no good to me if I held her against her will
Even though that girl, she's the best part of my world
Along with all my dreams I'm sittin' fancy free

Yes, I'm sittin' fancy free even though I love her still
She'd be no good to me if I held her against her will
Even though that girl, she's the best part of my world
Along with all my dreams I'm sittin' fancy free

Yes, I'm sittin' fancy free even though I love her still
She'd be no good to me if I held her against her will
Even though that girl, she's the best part

9798. I'm Sittin' on Top of the World

Bill Monroe - I'm Sittin' on Top of the World

I'm sitting on top of the world
Just rollin' along, just rollin' along

And I'm quittin' the blues of the world
Just singin' a song, just singin' a song

Glory, Hallelujah, I just phoned the parson
"Hey, Par, get ready to call"
Just like humpty dumpty
I'm goin' to fall

And I'm sitting on top of the world
Just rollin' along, oh, rollin' along

Glory, Hallelujah, I just phoned the parson
"Hey, Par, get ready to call"
Just like humpty dumpty
I'm goin' to fall

And I'm sitting on top, top of the world
Just rollin' along, just rollin' along

Glory, Hallelujah, I just phoned the parson
"Hey, Par, get ready to call"
Just like humpty dumpty



I'm goin' to fall

And I'm sitting on top, top of the world
Just rollin' along, just rollin' along

9799. I'm Sitting On Top Of The World

I'm Sitting On Top Of The World (Larry W. Jones 11/18/2007) 

Walking in the rain or standing in the sun
I've been waiting for my number one
But now she's coming home and I don't worry
Cause I'm sitting on top of the world
Well, it was in the spring when she went away
Couldn't eat a thing, my skies were gray
But now she's coming home and I don't worry
Yeah, I'm sitting on top of the world
I went to the depot and the switching yard
Trying to find her train was real hard
But now she's coming home and I don't worry
Cause I'm sitting on top of the world
- instrumental -
So many were the days I called out her name
Thought that I was calling out in vain
But now she's coming home and I don't worry
Cause I'm sitting on top of the world
Seen some lonely days when I was on my own
Only thing I cared about was gone
But now she's coming home and I don't worry
Cause I'm sitting on top of the world
I can see her running, holding up her hand 
Wondered if she'd forgotten her man
But now she's coming home and I don't worry
Man I'm sitting on top of the world

9800. I'm So Afraid Of Losing You Again

Ernest Tubb 
I'm So Afraid Of Losing You Again

Sometimes I want to throw my arms around you
And I tremble at the thought of giving in
Because I know how much it cost to love you
And I'm so afraid of losing you again

Being close to you revives the sorrow
That wakes me up and tells me I can't win
I'd love to wake up in your arms tomorrow
But I'm so afraid of losing you again



If heaven were to hear my heart's confession
Wanting you would be my greatest sin
But I'm glad that you're no longer my possession
Cause I'm so afraid of losing you again

Being close to you revives the sorrow
That wakes me up and tells me I can't win
I'd love to wake up in your arms tomorrow
But I'm so afraid of losing you again
Yes, I'm so afraid of losing you again

9801. I'm So Glad - Chords

I'm So Glad 
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Lester Williams and W.A. McKinney 
 
C
I'm so glad my Savior came 
                   F          C
Into this world of sorrow and shame 
                                               G7
Glad that He paid the debt that I might be set free (I might be free) 
          C
Wonderful love was there displayed 
           F                     C
It was all finished all has been paid 
                        G7                  C       F           C
Jesus my Savior paid it all for you and for me (for you and for me) 

I'm so glad (yes I'm so glad) 

That Jesus came down (that Jesus came down) 
                                          D7                G7
Into this world to pay my debt of sin and shame (of sin and shame) 
       C
I'm so glad (yes I'm so glad) 

He reached my soul (He reached my soul) 
                      G7                  C     F             C
Glory and honor be to Him and praises His name (His wonderful name) 

When my dear Lord was crucified 
                    F            C
When my dear Savior suffered and died 
                                        G7
All of my sins in His own body there He bore (yes there He bore) 
            C
That is why I can sing His praise 
            F                 C
Gladly I'll sing it all of my days 
                           G7                     C



Soon I shall go to be with Him on heaven's bright shore
 F              C
(Eternal bright shore) 

Repeat #2

9802. I'm So Happy I Found You

Lucinda Williams - I'm So Happy I Found You

The tears you see
Within my eyes
Don't mean
That I'm sad and blue
No one has told me of your lies
I'm cryin'
'Cause I'm so happy I found you

It was sad
This heart of mine
I fail in everything I do
You love me
Sunshine
I'm cryin'
'Cause I'm so happy I found you

I'll never know real happiness
The thrill of love I never knew
And since I've known
Your sweet caress
I'm cryin'
'Cause I'm so happy I found you

Each night I kneel down dear and pray
And thank God for your love so true
I'm thankful that
You came my way
I'm cryin'
'Cause I'm so happy I found you
I'm cryin'
'Cause I'm so happy I found you

9803. I'm So Heart Broken

I'm So Heart Broken (Larry W. Jones 04/02/2007) 

I'm so heart broken deep inside of me
Love words spoken were just lies to me
Darlin', you were to be my bride to be



But yours was just a token love, I see
You said that there was no one new
Instead, I found your words untrue
Darlin', tell me, what came over you
I'm so heart broken in this misery
- instrumental -
I'm so heart broken that you'll never know
How much it hurts for me to see you go
Can I forgive you darlin', I don't even know
I'm so heart broken deep inside of me
But I still love you, that you must know
I wish you happiness and love that grows
And I'll live with my emptiness and woes
I'm so heart broken
Darlin', I'm heart broken
I'm so heart broken deep inside of me

9804. I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry

I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry
Bill Monroe - Roy Acuff

Hear that lonesome whippoorwill
He sounds too blue to fly
The midnight train is whining low
I'm so lonesome I could cry

I've never seen a night so long
When time goes crawling by
The moon just went behind the clouds
To hide its face and cry

Did you ever see a robin weep
When leaves begin to die
That mean's he's lost his will to live
I'm so lonesome I could cry

The silence of a falling star
Lights up a purple sky
And as I wonder where you are
I'm so lonesome I could cry

9805. I'm Sorry

I'm Sorry
Sean Watkins - I'm Sorry

So it's my turn now
To say the words I'm sorry



You'd think i'd be an expert
After all the times you showed me how
It pains my heart
To turn and leave you lonely
You'd think i'd be an expert
After all the times you showed me how
So many times i held my hand out
To open the door to my life, you couldn't care less
And so many times you walked away
So i closed it for the last time
It was sad but i
Didn't cry i'm sorry
You'd think i'd be an expert
After all the times you showed me how
Yah you'd think i'd be an expert
After all the times you showed me how

9806. I'm Sorry Now

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
I'm Sorry Now

Because you love me I broke your heart, dear
I wasn't faithful to every vow
But since we parted I found I love you
Please forgive me, I'm sorry now

If you'll forgive me I'll make you happy
I'll try to show you my love somehow
For since we parted I found I love you
Please forgive me I'm sorry now

Because you love me I broke your heart, dear
I wasn't faithful to every vow
But since we parted I found I love you
Please forgive me, I'm sorry now

If you'll forgive me I'll make you happy
I'll try to show you my love somehow
For since we parted I found I love you
Please forgive me I'm sorry now

9807. I'm Standing Now

I'm Standing Now
Sim Redmond Band

I don't know when I began to go down that darkened road 
but when I first laid my eyes on her it lightened up my load



I've been down for oh so long but I'm standing now 
and I just want to sing this song, you showed me how

I don't care if I'm a millionaire or if I'm poor as dirt 
an empty pocket's not an empty heart and only one can hurt

I've been down for oh so long but I'm standing now 
and I just want to sing this song, just keep it going round

it was a long way to be from home but I got back somehow 
it was a long time to be alone but I got you with me now

I've been down for oh so long but I'm standing now 
and I just want to sing this song, I gotta let it out

I've got a reason to go on I've got a reason for this song 
I've got a reason to grow old something cant be bought or sold 
I've got a reason now.

9808. I'm Sticking With You

Jimmy Bowen - I'm sticking with you
Composer: Jimmy Bowen, Buddy Knox

Bebop, I love you, baby
Bebop, I don't mean maybe
Bebop, I love you, baby
I'm sticking with you
I'm sticking with you

The years may come and go
I will love you so
No matter where we go
I'm sticking with you
I'm sticking with you

New loves may come your way
But my love's here to stay
Listen while I say

Bebop, I love you, baby
Bebop, I don't mean maybe
Bebop, I love you, baby
I'm sticking with you
I'm sticking with you

New loves may come your way
But my love's here to stay
Listen while I say

Bebop, I love you, baby
Bebop, I don't mean maybe



Bebop, I love you, baby
I'm sticking with you
I'm sticking with you

I'm sticking with you
I'm stuck with you, baby

9809. I'm Still Alive - Chords

Chris Hillman - I'm Still Alive

Am
Carry on with your madness

I can't hear you anymore
                      G                          Am
You can scratch on my window you can knock on my door

I'm not afraid of your presence  or your shadow on the wall
                  G        D                Am
Don't take me for granted  don't take me at all
           D   Dsus    D                           Dsus
I'm still alive like a fire  still burning in the dead of night
     D Dsus             C       G          Am
I'm alive       And the angel of mercy is right by my side
Am
You act like I owe you

But I'm not in your debt
              G                      Am
I've seen you before and I'd like to forget

Your a face in the dark and a thief in the night
                     G
You want to  take my heart
D                       Am                
You want to put out the light
           D   Dsus    D                           Dsus
I'm still alive like a fire  still burning in the dead of night
     D Dsus             C       G          Am
I'm alive       And the angel of mercy is right by my side

SOLO

C            G
I will go  on forever
Am               G   C        G         D
And forever I'll be in God's grace thru all enternity
F                    G
Nothing will change  nothing will change
           Am 
I'm still alive
Am



Read about you in the paper

Your all over TV
                    G                         Am
You come off as my  saviour  but you can't save me

I'll walk with the shadows  darkness is my friend
            G        D               Am
I can face tomorrow  I can face the end
           D   Dsus    D                           Dsus
I'm still alive like a fire  still burning in the dead of night
     D                                                   Dus 
I'm alive I will not surrender I will survive  I'm alive
       D                  Dsus     D          D  Dsus
Like a fire burning in the dead of night  I'm alive
        C        G        Am
And the angel of mercy is right by my side

9810. I'm Still Here

John Hartford - I'm Still Here
Greensky Bluegrass

Now trains are runnin' towards each other
Shotguns are pointed at my head
Tornado clouds are formin' o'er the crossroads
H-bombs are fallin' towards my bed

But I'm still here
I'm still here. Now, how 'bout that?
My city may be fallin'
But I'm still here

The assassination squad has got their orders
Repossession man is on his way
Landlady's given me her notice
I'll get pitched out in the trash just any day

But I'm still here
I'm still here. Now, how 'bout that?
I may have lost my lunchbox
But I'm still here

Well, the moths make my shirt, my britches
They're workin' on my hat, but I don't care
I haven't had a meal since the fire went out
An' all you do is stand around and stare

But I'm still here
I'm still here. Now, how 'bout that?
I might not hear you laughin'
But I'm still here



9811. I'm Still In Love With You

Del McCoury - I'm Still in Love With You

I didn't know 
You'd be in this place tonight 
Then again I thought you might 
Now I don't know what to do 
Does it show 
When my poor heart skips a beat 
Each and every time we meet 
'Cause I'm still in love with you 

There you are 
Right across the room from me 
Just the way I knew you'd be 
Lookin' lonesome wild and blue 
I'm alright so far 
Just as long as you don't speak 
That's what makes my knees go weak 
'Cause I'm still in love with you 

I've done everything I know 
To get you off my mind 
But sometimes I can't help but hope 
That you won't walk away this time 

Then I wouldn't have to watch you go 
Wouldn't have to miss you so 
'Cause I'm still in love with you 

If I knew what I know now 
I'd never let you leave 
I'd make it up to you somehow 
And darlin' you'd come back to me 

Then I wouldn't have to watch you go 
Wouldn't have to miss you so 
'Cause I'm still in love with you 
I wouldn't need to be so blue 
Wouldn't want you like I do 
'Cause I'm still in love with you

9812. I'm Still To Blame

I'm Still To Blame 
Johnson Mountain Boys.pdf

If today the sun should set 



And night find me in bitter tears 
I'll know that the fault is all my own 
With shadows fallin' all around 
Darknin' the streets of this old town 
I know I can't grow old dear all alone 
 
CHORUS: 
I have no reason to return home now 
I'll hang my head and cry in shame 
The nights are always cold for a prisoner girl I know 
And darlin' I know I m still to blame 
 
As the days go rollin' by 
Time has tried to dim my eyes 
But the memory of our love dear still holds strong 
I still hold you in my arms 
I'm still home where I belong 
For in my dreams you'll never never die 
 
The roads I chose to travel on, now I realize are gone 
Too late for you to ever care again 
Too late to take back all the lies 
Or to dry my weepin' eyes 
I should have known just where the road would end

9813. I'm Telling You - Chords

I'm Telling You 
John Prine feat. Holly Williams
 
[Intro]
 
  D       A     A7      D
e/--------0-2-3-2-0---0---2h3-0---0-----------------2---/
B/----2-3-----------2---3-------2---3-0-------------3---/
G/2-2-----------------------------------2-0-2---2-4-2---/
D/--------------------------------------------4---------/
A/------------------------------------------------------/
E/------------------------------------------------------/
                                                    I'm tellin' you,
 
[Intro]
/ D   A / A   A7 / D     / D     /
 
 
[Verse 1]
D                             G
I'm tellin' you, you'd better change your way
     A              A7               D
I am tired of being lonely night and day
D
While around the town you chase
            G



There'll be someone in your place
   A                   A7
If you don't stop your cheatin'
              D
I'm a-tellin' you
 
 
[Verse 2]
D                                  G
I'm getting wise, so honey, take a tip from me
     A               A7             D
I am not the foolish soul I used to be
D
If you think you're treatin' me wrong
            G
You'll come home and I'll be gone
       A                A7
If you don't straighten out
              D
I'm a-tellin' you
 
 
[Instrumental]
/ D     / D     / G     / G     /
/ A     / A7    / D     / D     /
/ D     / D     / G     / G     /
/ A     / A7    / D     / D     /
 
 
[Outro]
D                           G
The road is long that never takes a turn
        A                  A7               D
And the heart is hard that has no chance to yearn
D
I love you much too much
        G
Oh, you big old such and such
        A                 A7
Now you better straighten out
A7            D
I'm a-tellin' you
D       A                 A7
Now you better straighten out
A7            D*
I'm a-tellin' you
 
   D*      D
e/-5-4-3---2--3-4-5--/
B/-7-6-5---3--5-6-7--/
G/---------2---------/
D/-------------------/
A/-------------------/
E/-------------------/
 
How to play end riff at D* = Riff



9814. I'm The Boss Of This Here House

I'm The Boss Of This Here House - Jimmy Martin

When I say front I want you hop
When I start talking then I want you to stop
Cause Baby (I'm a telling you baby)
I'm the boss of this here house

When I want a kiss give me all you got
Don't give 'em to me cold, give 'em to me hot
Cause Baby (I'm a telling you baby)
I'm the boss of this here house

   Now hun you learn you can only speak
   when you've been spoken to
   I'm telling you now, I'll let you know
   when I want to hear from you

When I say rooster, you can't crow
When I say get, you better go
Cause Baby (I'm a telling you baby)
I'm the boss of this here house

9815. I'm The Clay In Your Hands

I'm the Clay in Your Hands
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

Try me Lord
You know my heart
Mold me, I'm the clay in Your hands
Lord should I stray from the straight narrow way
And what You would have me to be
Help me to deal with this self stubborn will
That brings out the weakness in me
Try me Lord
You know my heart
Search me here as I am
I'm sure you can see the weakness in me
Mold me, I'm the clay in your hands
Cleanse me now
As I humbly bow
While watching from Heaven above
Lord linger near as You look oer these tears
And fill my heart with Your love
Try me Lord
You know my heart
Search me here as I am



I'm sure you can see the weakness in me
Mold me, I'm the clay in your hands
I'm sure you can see the weakness in me
Mold me, I'm the clay in your hands
Mold me, I'm the clay in your hands

9816. I'm The Happiest When I'm Moving

I'm The Happiest When I'm Moving
Jim Lauderdale

I'm the happiest when I'm moving
I don't like the feel of standing still too long
It's not a point that I'm proving
I'm not searching for a place that I belong
I'm the happiest when I'm moving
I'm the happiest when I'm moving

Chorus:
I don't wanna be here when you leave me
So I'll go ahead and beat you to the door
I'm not leaving you behind, it's only in your mind
And it's not as if I'm trying to keep the score.
I'm the happiest when I'm moving

I'm the happiest when I'm moving
I'm a lark in search of springtime in the south
It's migration baby, not my choosing
Just my nature keeps on moving me around
I'm the happiest when I'm moving
I'm the happiest when I'm moving

Chorus:
I don't wanna be here when you leave me
So I'll go ahead and beat you to the door
I'm not leaving you behind, it's only in your mind
And it's not as if I'm trying to keep the score.
I'm the happiest when I'm moving

I'm the happiest when I'm moving
I'd rather be a comet than a star
I could thumb a ride on a moonbeam
All the way from Jupiter to Mars
I'm the happiest when I'm moving
I'm the happiest when I'm moving
I'm the happiest when I'm moving

9817. I'm The Happiest When I'm Moving - Chords



Jim Lauderdale - I'm The Happiest When I'm Moving

Capo 2

        D                 Bm
I'm the happiest when I'm moving
        G                 A                 D 
I don't like the feel of standing still too long
     D                    Bm 
It's migration, not my choosing
     G                A             D             
It's nature's way not keeping me around
        G       A         D 
I'm the happiest when I'm moving

  D
I don't want to be
Bm
Here when you leave me
        G            A               D
So I'll go ahead and beat you to the door
  D
I don't want to be
Bm
Where you can't run free
    G             A          C
And maybe I'm not wanted anymore

I'm the happiest when I'm moving
I'd rather be a comet than a star
I could thumb a ride with an angel
All the way from Jupiter to Mars
I'm happiest when I'm moving

Repeat Chorus

        G       A         D
I'm the happiest when I'm moving
I'm the happiest when I'm moving
I'm the happiest when I'm moving
I'm the happiest when I'm moving

9818. I'm The Slime

I'm the Slime
Yonder Mountain String Band

I am gross and perverted
I'm obsessed and deranged
I have existed for years
But very little had changed
I am the tool of the government
And industry too
For I am destined to rule



And regulate you

I may be vile and pernicious
But you can't look away
I make you think I'm delicious
With the stuff that I say
I am the best you can get
Have you guessed me yet?
I am the slime oozin' out
From your TV set

You will obey me while I lead you
And eat the garbage that I feed you
Until the day that we don't need you
Don't go for help, no one will heed you
Your mind is totally controlled
It has been stuffed into my mold
And you will do as you are told
Until the rights to you are sold

That's right, folks
Don't touch that dial
Well, I am the slime from your video
Oozin' along on your living room floor
I am the slime from your video
Can't stop the slime, people, look at me go

9819. I'm The Talk Of The Town

I'm the Talk of the Town
Don Reno - Bill Harrell

Now people seem to watch my footsteps as I go by
They shake their heads and say I'm riding high
But this thing has done drove me wild and now it's got me down
And made me the talk of the town

I'll go down to the river and slowly walk around
And if my thoughts don't change a lot I'll jump right in and drown
For after what you've done to me I know I've grown to be
The laughing stock the talk of the town

I used to think this couldn't happen to a guy like me
As nightfall finds me headed to your door
Now you don't seem to want me since a new love you have found
And now I am the talk of the town

9820. I'm Thinking About You



I'm Thinking About You

I'm thinking about you and hoping you're true
There long weary nights I'm going thru
I'm never glad I'm always sad
Darling you know I'm thinking about you

Darling you know what we've been thru
Darling you know we can't be untrue
I'm doing my part I'm trusting your heart
Sweetheart you know I'm thinking about you

When you were a little girl and I a little boy
We promised our love to share and enjoy
But the time has come when I'm far away
Thinking about you both night and day

I'll say my love you must do the same
To make all our dreams we promise come true
I'm doing my part I'm trusting your heart
Darling you know I'm thinking about you

* Refrain

9821. I'm Thinking Tonight Of My Blue Eyes

I'm Thinking Tonight Of My Blue Eyes
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Carter Family - Doc Watson

'Twould been better for us both had we never
In this wide and wicked world had never met,
But the pleasure we both seemed to gather
I'm sure, love, I'll never forget

   Oh, I'm thinking tonight of my blue eyes
   Who is sailing far over the sea
   I'm thinking tonight of my blue eyes
   And I wonder if he ever thinks of me

Oh, you told me once, dear, that you loved me;
You vowed that we never would part
But a link in the chain has been broken
Leaving me with a sad and aching heart

When the cold, cold grave shall enclose me
Will you come near and shed just one tear?
Will you say to the strangers around you
A poor heart you have broken lies here?



9822. I'm Tied To Ya

Rodney Crowell - I'm Tied to Ya

[Verse 1: Rodney Crowell]
With faith beyond religion, we search the great unknown
Free fall into darkness, someplace we've never gone
I'm tied to ya
I'm tied to ya

[Verse 2: Rodney Crowell]
Let's push it to the limit, as far as we can see
Till there are no walls still standing and there's only you and me
I'm tied to ya
I'm tied to ya

[Bridge 1: Sheryl Crow]
I won't deny that I believe these things you say are true
I've seen the way you gauge each distant star
As long as I can be myself and still be there with you
I'll go anywhere you ask me, near or far
I'm tied to ya
I'm tied to ya

[Instrumental: Guitar solo]

[Verse 3: Rodney Crowell]
Tomorrow don't mean much to me, look what we have today
Right here in this minute babe is where I want to stay
Tied to ya
Tied to ya

[Bridge 2: Sheryl Crow]
I've heard it said, beware the fist behind your lover's kiss
And stand up guys have knocked me down before
But to rise with you above the petty politics of bliss
I'll gladly make my heart an open door

[Outro: Both]
I'm tied to ya
I'm tied to ya
I'm tied to ya
I'm tied to ya
Tied to ya
Tied to ya

9823. I'm Tired

I'm Tired - Ricky Skaggs

Standing on the corner of a busy street
Looking for your face in every crowd I meet
Searching every honky tonk in this town



Trying to find the places where you hang around
Oh Lord, I'm tired, tired of living this old way.

Well, I've been searching for you baby night and day
Wondering if your love will ever come my way
My time is running out and I'm slowing down
Tired of being just another hang around
Oh Lord, I'm tired, tired of living this old way.

There ain't no happiness in anything I do
I find myself so lonely when I'm not with you
What makes you just the kind of girl a guy could love
You've got so many others that you're thinking of
Oh Lord, I'm tired, tired of living this old way.

Oh Lord, I'm tired
Tired of living this old way...

9824. I'm Tired - Chords

I'm Tired
Ricky Skaggs - Im Tired

Key = B

Intro: E - F#7 - F#7 - B - B

B                           E
Standing On The Corner Of A Busy Street
F#7                            B
Looking For Your Face In Every Crowd I Meet
                           E
Searching Every Honky Tonk In This Town
F#7                                 B
Trying To Find The Places Where You Hang A-round
            E           F#7                      B
Oh Lord I'm Tired  ---  Tired Of Living This Old Way

Instrumental Break: Chords As Per Verse

B                                     E
Well I've Been Searching For You Baby Night And Day
F#7                              B
Wondering If Your Love Will Ever Come My Way
                               E
My Time Is Running Out And I'm Slowing Down
F#7                         B
Tired Of Being Just Another Hang A-round
            E           F#7                      B
Oh Lord I'm Tired  ---  Tired Of Living This Old Way

Instrumental Break: Chords As Per Verse



B                               E
There Ain't No Happiness In Any-thing I Do
  F#7                            B
I Find Myself So Lonely When I'm Not With You
                                       E
What Makes You Just The Kind Of Girl A Guy Could Love
       F#7                            B
You've Got So Many Others That You're Thinking Of
            E           F#7                      B
Oh Lord I'm Tired  ---  Tired Of Living This Old Way
            E           
Oh Lord I'm Tired
F#7                      B   (B - F#7 - B - Stop)
Tired Of Living This Old Way

9825. I'm Tired of Your Understanding Ways - Chords

I'm Tired of Your Understanding Ways   
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by David J. Warner

C
You say that it's alright if I go out at night
                                 G7
We have an understanding you and I 

You say that life's too short to get the most out of each day
                                     C
Well I'm tired of your understanding ways

F                                  C
Just for once I'd like to know you worry
    G7              F             C
And be home waiting for me at the door
F                                  C
Just for once I'd like to know you love me
    G7                  F        C
And I wouldn't make you worry anymore

You never seem to care if I go anywhere
                                     G7
And you don't worry if I'm sometimes late

You never get upset you say everything's ok
                                    C
But I'm tired of your understanding ways 

Repeat #2

    G7                              C
Hey I'm tired of your understanding ways



9826. I'm too Old to Stand a Broken Heart

I'm too Old to Stand a Broken Heart

When were young we fell in love and married
That's been so many moons ago
And through these years we've raised a family
I've cherished each moment with you Rose

But to my surprise last night you told me
You said that we would have to part
So you must know tonight my Rosie
That I'm too old to stand a broken heart

Now the children they have gone and left us
They all have families of their own
And we're alone just like we started
In our peaceful little country home

9827. I'm Too Used To Lovin You

Buddy Miller - I'm Too Used To Lovin You

I leave the light on at my backdoor
Though you don't come around here no more
And the mailbox still has your name
Cause I forget it's not the same
I close my eyes when I'm in bed
But that don't get you out of my head
And I can't sleep but when I do
You're in my dreams
I wake up and reach for you
I'm too used to
I'm to used to
Got too used to loving you
I talk to you it's just like you're here
Though I know you are no where near
I left your things all out where they are
And they remain (just like the) love that's in my heart
Cause I'm too used to
I'm to used to
Got too used to loving you
I can't seem to face the fact
I keep prayin that you'll come back
I don't want nobody new
I'm too used to loving you



9828. I'm Travelin' On And On

Bill Monroe - I'm Travelin' on and On

Oh, I was lost in the darkness and I wandered astray
With no one to help me along on my way
Until I heard Jesus callin', sayin' come unto me
And I'm travelin' on and on

Oh Lord, I'm travelin' on by the help of my Savior
I can never astray for Jesus leads the way
And my loved one's awaitin' at the end of my journey, my journey
Oh Lord, I'm travelin' on and on

Oh, I could hear Jesus callin' and His voice sounds so sweet
And I knew that the time would come to me that He'd speak
But these trials are over for He bid me, come home
Now I'm travelin' on and on

Oh Lord, I'm travelin' on by the help of my Savior
I can never astray for Jesus leads the way
And my loved one's awaitin' at the end of my journey, my journey
Oh Lord, I'm travelin' on and on

Oh, the Lord is my savior I will walk with Him each day
He will help and protect me to the end of the way
My journey soon will be over and I'll join a happy band
Now I'm travelin' on and on

Oh Lord, I'm travelin' on by the help of my Savior
I can never astray for Jesus leads the way
And my loved one's awaitin' at the end of my journey, my journey
Oh Lord, I'm travelin' on and on

9829. I'm Traveling On And On

I'm Traveling On And On

Oh I was lost in the darkness and I wandered astray
With no one to help me see along on my way
Until I heard Jesus calling saying
Come unto me and I'm traveling on and on

Oh Lord I'm traveling on by my Savior
And I can never stray for Jesus leads the way
And I'll get off the wagon at the end of my journey
Oh Lord I'm traveling on and on

Oh I can hear Jesus calling and His voice sounds so sweet
And I know that the time had come to kneel at His feet
But my troubles are over for He bid me come home
And I'm traveling on and on



Oh the on Lord is my Savior and my hope it will stay
He will help me and protect me to the end of the way
My journey will soon be over and I'll join the happy band
And I'm traveling on and on

9830. I'm Trimming My Christmas Tree With Teardrops

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours
I'm Trimming My Christmas Tree With Teardrops

I'm trimming my Christmas tree with teardrops
I'm crying cause my darling's far away
Since she sent back my presents and said we had to part
A million icy snowflakes have fallen on my heart

I'm throwing my dreams into the fire
And watching as they burn and disappear
I'm trimming my Christmas tree with teardrops
There'll be no merry Christmas this year

I'm throwing my dreams into the fire
And watching as they burn and disappear
I'm trimming my Christmas tree with teardrops
There'll be no merry Christmas this year

9831. I'm Troubled, I'm Troubled

Robert Earl Keen - I'm Troubled, I'm Troubled 
Flatt & Scruggs - Doc Watson

I'm troubled I'm troubled
I'm troubled in mind
If trouble don't kill me
I'll live a long time

Now meeting is pleasure and parting is grief
And a false-hearted lover is worse than a thief
A thief can but rob you and take what you've saved
But a false-hearted lover'll take you to your grave

The grave will detain you and turn you to dust
Ain't a girl in a million a poor boy can trust
They'll hug you, they'll kiss you they'll tell you more lies
Then the cross ties on a railroad or the stars in the skies

I'm going to Georgia I'm going to roam
I'm going to Georgia gonna make it my home
Gonna build me a cabin in the mountains so high
Where the wild birds and the turtle doves can't hear my sad cry



9832. I'm Turning Off A Memory - Chords

I'm Turning Off A Memory 
Richard & Linda Thompson
 
[Intro]
C    G   C  F C
 
[Verse 1]
                     F           C
You can find me in a dim lighted barroom
                             Am7  G
If your coldness should ever turn warm
        C          F        C
But the chances of you ever changing
                    G          C     C Am7 G/B
Are as slim as your two loving arms
 
 
[Chorus]
C           Bb F   C       F C
I'm turning off_ a memory
              F    D      G    C Am7 G/B
As quickly as time will allow
C           Bb F   C       F C
I'm turning off_ a memory
             F        G           C
And the wine seems to help me somehow
 
 
[Verse 1]
                      F          C
There's a chance that I might forget you
                                 Am7 G
When the wine finally takes full control
         C         F         C
It's not much of a future to look to
                       G          C     C G/B A7
But I can't stand this pain in my soul
 
 
[Chorus]
D           C G   D       G D
I'm turning off_ a memory
              E7          A
As quickly as time will allow
D           C G   D
I'm turning off_ a memory
                      A           D
And the wine seems to help me somehow
                       A           G     D
Yes, the wine seems to help me somehow_____



9833. I'm Using My Bible For A Road Map

I'm Using My Bible For A Road Map
The Lewis Family

I'm using my Bible for a road map
Then Commandments they tell me what to do
The twelve disciples are my road signs
And Jesus will take me safely through

There'll be no detours in heaven
No rough roads along the way
I'm using my Bible for a road map
My last stop is heaven some sweet day

I'm using my Bible for a road map
The children of Israel used it too
They crossed the Red Sea of Destuction
For God was there to see them through

* Refrain

9834. I'm Using My Bible For A Road Map - Chords

I'm Using My Bible For A Road Map
Recorded by Mac Wiseman 
Written by Don Reno and Charles Schroeder

G                        C
I'm using my Bible for a road map 
    D7                         G
The children of Israel used it too 
                              C
They crossed the Red Sea of destruction 
    D7                               G
For God was there to see them safely through 

         D7               G
There'll be no detours in Heaven 
A7                       D7
No rough roads along the way  
    G                    C
I'm using my Bible for a road map 
        D7                        G
My last stop is Heaven some sweet day 

                         C
I'm using my Bible for a road map 
D7                               G



Ten Commandments tell me what to do 
                            C
The twelve disciples are my road signs 
    D7                        G
And Jesus will take me safely through

9835. I'm Waiting At The Gate

Bill Monroe - I'm Waiting At The Gate 

I'm waiting at the gate looking for my ride
Soon to take me to my home on high
Angel bands a coming From the other side
I don't want to be late I'm waiting at the gate

I can hear the thunder the time's at hand
Joybells are ringing in the promised land
Jesus is a coming my soul to take
Yes my Lord sees me waiting at the gate

I'm a' leaving the world no more to do
All of my work on earth is through
I've fought the fight I've kept the faith
Well I'm ready to go I'm waiting at the gate

9836. I'm Waiting For Ships That Never Come In

Ernest Tubb 
I'm Waiting For Ships That Never Come In

I'm waiting for ships that never come in
Just watching and waiting in vain
It seems that life's stormy sea holds nothing for me
But broken dreams and shattered schemes

With each new day's dawning I try to pretend
One more tomorrow and waiting will end
I'm waiting for ships that never come in
I wonder where they can be

Now life is only a game of poker and happiness is the pot
They'd deal you five cards in the cradle and you play with your like it or not
Some game had a start with and the game doesn't seem on the square
When you pick up your cards and discover that you were born without even a pair

Now some take a chance on bluffing and stake everything they've got
On a little yankee poor flush and sometimes that wins a plot
While others will break up openers to draw for a middle straight
Why they know the chance they are taking but they learned your mistake too late



Now some can't plan crook it against all good advice
But they seldom get away with it at the end they've paid the price
Now me I've always been a loser why it seems I never can win
I'm just a dreamer who's waiting for ships that never come in

I'm waiting for ships that never come in
I wonder where they can be

9837. I'm Waiting For You

Bill Monroe - I'm Waiting For You

I'm beggin' to you and I want to go with you
You're breakin' my heart as you say goodbye
I hope and I pray we'll soon be together
My heart is so full it's hard not to cry

What will I do when the leaves start fallin'
The far distant hill will make me feel blue
Soon the flowers will die don't let love die with them
And with you gone dear what will I do

Your sweet ruby lips and hair like an angel
And your mournful eyes they keep haunting me
But to know that you're mine it makes life worth livin'
Oh the times gone by are sweet memories

I'm trusting in you but each hour seems longer
I'm counting the days when I'll be with you
Our hearts are entwined they're blessed with the future
A safe journey home I'm waiting for you

9838. I'm Waiting To Hear You Call Me Darlin'

The Bluegrass Album Band - I'm Waiting To Hear You Call Me Darlin'

[Chorus]
I'm waiting to hear you call me darlin'
I'm waiting to hear you call me dear
You know that I have always loved you
Don't make me lonely all these years

[Verse 1]
Two years ago when I first met you
You smiled at me and looked so sweet
You made me think you cared about me
But you never said that you love me



[Chorus]
I'm waiting to hear you call me darlin'
I'm waiting to hear you call me dear
You know that I have always loved you
Don't make me lonely all these years

[Verse 2]
Now maybe I took too much for granted
To think you'd Rver love me
PlRase oh please don't try to fool me
All you'll cause is misery

[Chorus x2]
I'm waiting to hear you call me darlin'
I'm waiting to hear you call me dear
You know that I have always loved you
Don't make me lonely all these years

9839. I'm Waiting To Hear You Call Me Darling

I'm Waiting To Hear You Call Me Darling

   I'm waiting to hear you call me darling
   I'm waiting to hear you call me dear
   You know that I have always loved you
   Don't make me lonely all these years

Two years ago when I first met you
You smiled at me and looked so sweet
You made me think you cared about me
But you never said that you loved me

Oh maybe I took too much for granted
To think you'd ever love me
Please oh please don't try to fool me
'Cause all you'd cause is misery

9840. I'm Walking

I'm Walking
JD Crowe

I'm walking, yes indeed
And I'm talking about you and me
And I hoping that you'll come back to me
I'm lonely as can be
And I'm walking your company
And I'm hoping that you'll return to me



What're you gonna do when a woman'drunk
You're gonna sit right and cry
And I'll be right here by your side
And for you pretty baby I even die

* Refrain

* Refrain

What're you gonna do when a woman's drunk
You're gonna sit right and cry
And I'll be right here by your side
And for you pretty baby I even die

* Refrain

9841. I'm Wasting Your Time (And You're Wasting Mine)

Dolly Parton - I'm Wasting Your Time (And You're Wasting Mine) 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writer Dolly Parton

There's nothing left to tie us to each other anymore
The love we knew is gone and that's a fact we can't ignore
There's nothing left to loose ends on all the ties that bind
I'm wasting your time and you're wasting mine
There's no use in wasting the good years that we have left
When we might find happiness with somebody else
There's no chance for us we can see it we're not blind
I'm wasting your time and you're wasting mine
The blame belongs to both of us I guess we didn't try
Love is like a garden that wilts if it's left to die
The flower of love can't bloom if the sun don't ever shine
I'm wasting your time and you're wasting mine
Though it hurts we know we must leave it all behind
I'm wasting your time and you're wasting mine
You're wasting mine you're wasting mine

9842. I'm Wearing My Heart Away For You - Chords

I'm Wearing My Heart Away For You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Darrell Edwards and George Jones
[3/4 time]

D7                            G
I'm wearing my heart away for you

                   C              D7



I wonder where you are tonight my love
                                    G
These memories of you just starting up
                       C                D7
My arms are cold while you hold someone new
                                  G
And I'm wearing my heart away for you

                     D7
I'm wearing my heart away for you
                          G
It cries aloud my love is true
                      C           D7
And though my darling if you only knew
                              G
I'm wearing my heart away for you

                     C           D7
My heart is near the point of no return
                                      G
Right says go back but memories still burn
                        C               D7
The dreams you left for me will have to do
                                    G
While I'm wearing my heart away for you

Repeat #2

9843. I'm Willing To Give You My Heart

I'm Willing To Give You My Heart

Oh, today, I'm so sad and so lonely
The skies are dark and gray
And I'm wondering how much longer I can stand it
To go on suffering this way

Remember, at our last meeting
It seemed so hard to part
Now you know dear how much I love you
And I'm willing to give you my heart

9844. I'm With A Crowd But So Alone - Chords

I'm With A Crowd But So Alone
Recorded by Ernest Tubb
Written by Ernest Tubb and Carl Story
[3/4 time]



G                        C
Tonight with another I'm dancing 
          G                          D7
And we're smiling at the rest of the crowd
    C                      G
But I can't help wondering about you 
                     D7             G
And your new love of whom you're so proud

   D7              G
At night I'm never alone 
    A7                          D7
I'm afraid that I'll weaken and phone
        C                       G
And I'm afraid that you will be gone 
                 D7        G
I'm with a crowd but oh so alone

                             C
I still have the picture you gave me 
    G                          D7
You signed it with love you'll recall
        C                  G
And the one of me that you wanted 
                  D7          G
Is it now hanging face to the wall

Repeat #2

                      C
As long as I can keep smiling 
      G                              D7
Maybe I can fool the world don't you see
    C                     G
And perhaps some day I'll forget you 
                             D7            G
And lose this heartache that you left with me

Repeat #2

9845. I'm With The Band

Little Big Town - I'm With The Band

[Verse 1]
Last night in memphis
Tonight in new orleans
Tomorrow i'll be miles from here
Ain't nothing to me nothing to me
Sweet gypsy highway
Won't you let me chase my dream
Cause I got a song to take me there
And it's something to see something to see



[Chorus]
Lord i was born with a suitcase in my hand
Living in a life that few could understand
Sometimes it gets so confusing
That i don't know where i am
But i always know who i'm with
I'm with the band

[Verse 2]
Cheap whiskey midnight
Another round with my friends
Watching the world through the windshield
And we're rolling again rolling again

[Chorus]
Lord i was born with a suitcase in my hand
Living in a life that few could understand
Sometimes it gets so confusing
That i don't know where i am
But i always know who i'm with
I'm with the band

[Chorus]
Lord i was born with a suitcase in my hand
Living in a life that few could understand
Sometimes it gets so confusing
That i don't know where i am
But i always know who i'm with
I'm with the band

[verse 3]
Last night in memphis
Tonight in new orleans
Tomorrow i'll be miles from here
Ain't nothing to me nothing to me

9846. I'm Work In Progress

I'm Work In Progress

Ok, I forgot about the trash
I didn't trim the long hairs on my mustache
I did buy you a ring ( I believe it was back in '93)
Alright, I admit, I forgot our anniversary
I did pick up the baby 
This mornin at the nursery
That ain't no big thing
It's a gold star for me

Chorus:

You get tired and disgusted with me



And i can't be just what you want me to be
I still love ya and I try real hard
I swear one day you'll have a brand new car
I even ask the lord to try and help me
He looked down from heaven, said to tell ya to please

9847. I'm Workin'

Darrell Scott
I'm Workin'

[Verse 1]
Damn I hope no one dies on this night shift tonight
Always lit up like a Roman candle
Everybody comes in like they're looking for a fight
I'll have to tell his family as he rides off to Heaven
Then twenty minutes later I'm drinking my coffee down at the Seven Eleven
I'm working
Yeah I'm working

[Verse 2]
All these truckers out here drive with one hand on the wheel and a cell phone to their ear
Apologizing for something they missed or can't get to I'm sorry to my dear
Yeah but that's the way it goes and we sure need the money
This life of ours is far from perfect aren't it honey
But I'm working
Baby I'm working

[Verse 3]
So make the kids do their homework before you put them to bed
And there's dinner in the fridge make sure everybody gets fed
And I know I won't get to see you before you leave for your day
I guess it's the only time that we get to say 'I love you'
Baby I love you

[Verse 4]
Show the last kids on the school bus as I lay me down to sleep
And I keep hurrying and worrying and wondering and praying
For all my soul can keep
I know I couldn't do it if you weren't there
There'd be no home to come home to no reason to care
[Verse 5]
So I just had to call you before I faded away
I guess it's the only time that we get to say 'I love you'
Baby I love you

[Bridge]
I love you
I love you

[Outro]
Damn I hope no one dies on this night shift tonight



9848. I'm Working On A Building

I'm Working On A Building
Bill Monroe

   I'm a working on building
   I'm a working on building
   I'm a working on building
   For my lord for my lord
   
   It's a holy ghost building
   It's a holy ghost building
   It's a holy ghost building
   For my lord for my lord

If I was a liar I tell you what I would do
I'd quit my lying and work on a building too

If I was a drunkard I tell you what I would do
I'd quit my drinking and work on a building too

If I was a gambler I tell you what I would do
I'd quit my gambling and work on a building too

If I was a preacher I tell you what I would do
I would keep on preaching and work on a building too

9849. I'm Working On A Road

I'm Working on a Road
Flatt & Scruggs

Each day I get so lonely while living here below
My Saviours waiting patiently, I'm planning soon to go
I'm on a firm foundation thats built with Gods own hand
So now I started building a road to Gloryland

Chorus

I'm workin' on a road that leads to Glory
I want to hold my Saviours hand
I'm building my hope on things eternal

I'm workin' on a road to Gloryland

Oh listen to me sinner when your time comes to go
You know we have a promise while living here below
You know he suffered for our sins and died upon the cross
For all who will believe on Him



Their soul will not be lost

9850. I'm Worried Now - Chords

I'm Worried Now 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
G   G7   C
 
[Verse]
C                                    C7
Waked up this morning feeling so blue
F                        C
I'd an awful dream babe all about you
            F                C
I'm worried now, I'm worried now,
      G                              C
Cos I didn't want that dream to come true
 
[Verse]22
     C
That old dream was awful so awful to me
F                         C
 I dreamed that I saw you sitting on his knee
            F                C
I'm worried now, I'm worried now,
          G                           C
Cos that dream has come true dont you see
 
[Instrumental]
G   G7   C
C           C7
F           C
            C
G           C
G   G7   C
[Verse]
        C                                  C7
There's no use in lying, just 'cos you can
F                    C
Honey I just saw you with another man
                F                C
And I'm worried now, I'm worried now,
         G                      C
and I'll never let you fool me again
 
[Instrumental]
G   G7   C
C           C7
F           C
F           C
G           C



G   G7   C
 
[Verse]
     C
I'll find me somebody who'll treat me good and kind
       F                   C
She'll give me true love instead of a troubled mind
            F                C
I'm worried now, I'm worried now,
      G                       C    G G7  G
Cos I know I must leave you behind
 
[Outro]
            F                C
I'm worried now, I'm worried now,
      G                       C    G   G7   C
Cos I know I must leave you behind

9851. I'm Yours If You Want Me

Chris Thile - I'm Yours If You Want Me

I'm yours if you want me
And I'm sorry if you do
'Cause I don't have that much to offer
A girl who knows as much as you

I'm scared of your body
and I'm scared of your sould
But I'd rather be letdown
Than let being with you go

I'm yours if you want me
you can see I'm not mine anymore
it didn't take much to drive me crazy
I guess I wasn't that sane before

I don't care about my future
and I don't care about your past
Those things come from and lead to right now
and they can get the hell out fast

So I'm yours if you want me
And you know what now I think you should
'cause I want you to be mine so bad
I promise I'll make it good

9852. I've Always Been A Rambler



I've Always Been a Rambler

The things dear that I say they don't mean much anyway
Cause I'm a rambler dear thats how it's got to stay
I tried dear to be true but I told them lies on you
And for those lies I'll forever have to pay

    Oh I tried to make love happen
    Didn't mean to shut you down
    For I've always been a rambler
    It's for rambling that I'm bound

When the train comes down the track and it's bringing my baby back
Hear the rails rumbling through the town
Well I'll be on that train reapin heartache and pain
And yours is the heart that I'm after now

9853. I've Always Been A Rambler

I've Always Been A Rambler
Dry Branch Fire Squad

1. I've always been a rambler, my fortune's been quite hard.
Always loved the women, drink whiskey and played cards.
My parents treated me kindly, they had no boy but me,
My mind was bent on rambling, at home I couldn't agree.

2. There was a wealthy farmer who lived in the country by.
Had one handsome daughter on who I cast an eye.
She was so tall and handsome, so pretty and so fair,
There ain't one girl in the wide world with her I could compare.

3. So I asked if it made any difference if I crossed o'er the plain.
She says it'll make no difference so you return again.
She said that she'd prove true to me until I proved unkind.
Kissed, shook hands and parted with the one I left behind.

4. I left old North Caroliner, to Marion I did go,
Then on to Johnson City, gonna see this wide world o'er.
Where money and work was plentiful and the girls treated me kind,
The only object of my heart was the one I left behind.

5. I rambled out one evening down on the public square.
The mail had just arriven when the post-boy met me there.
He handed me a letter which give me to understand
The girl I'd left in Caroliner had married another man.

6. I read a few lines further 'til I found that it was true.
My heart was filled with trouble, I didn't know what to do.
My heart was filled with trouble, while trouble's on my mind,
Going to drink and gamble for the one I left behind.



9854. I've Always Been Honky Tonk Crazy - Chords

I've Always Been Honky Tonk Crazy
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Dean Dillon and Frank Dycus

G7    C                     F             D7
Woman you better get up and run while you can
      G7                    C        G7
Don't waste your sweet time loving me
    C                         F            D7
Yes darling to think that I'm your kind of man
          G7                       C
There's a danger in love you can't see

     F           A7         D7
I've always been honky tonk crazy
    F              G7        C
I'm someone that's best left alone
      F          A7         D7
Cause when I get honky tonk crazy
  F         G7          C    G7
I only feel right doing wrong

     C                          F         D7
I'll take you and make you love smoky old bars
      G7                      C    G7
Cheap whiskey and sad country songs
        C                   F        D7
There's nothing left of the lady you are
    G7                           C
And then left you cryin' I'll be gone

     F           A7         D7
I've always been honky tonk crazy
    F              G7        C
I'm someone that's best left alone
      F          A7         D7
Cause when I get honky tonk crazy
  F         G7          C
I only feel right doing wrong

      F          A7         D7
Cause when I get honky tonk crazy
  F         G7          C
I only feel right doing wrong

9855. I've Been All Around This World



I've Been All Around This World

   Hang me, oh, hang me and I'll be dead and gone
   Hang me, oh, hang me and I'll be dead and gone
   I wouldn't mind the hanging Lord it's laying in jail so long boys
   I've been all around this world

Working on the new railroad, mud up to my knees
Working on the new railroad, mud up to my knees
Working for John Henry, and he's mighty hard to please
Been all around this world

Went up on the mountain, there I took my stand
Went up on the mountain, there I took my stand
Rifle on my shoulder, six shooter in my hand
Been all around this world

Lulu, oh Lulu, come and open that door
Lulu, oh Lulu, come and open that door
Before I have to open it with my old forty-four
Been all around this world

Mama and papa and baby sister makes three
Mama and papa and baby sister makes three
Take me down to the gallows boys that's the last they'll see of me
Been all around this world

Now if you meet a rich girl, boys, send her down the line
Now if you meet a rich girl, boys, send her down the line
If you meet a poor girl, bet she's a friend of mine
Been all around this world

9856. I've Been Better

Brad Paisley - I've Been Better 

Darlin' after you left I got that promotion
They transferred me out to La Jolla right on the ocean
And now I'm makin' more money than
I can spend
I've got a house on the beach and a bunch of new friends
Oh, you oughta hear what they say
Tellin' me that I've got it made
But?
Chorus
I've been better
Yeah, I miss those times when we were still together
Right now lookin' back
I don't think the past has ever been this clear
And I realize sittin' here, as I write this letter
Oh, I've been better
I've been seein' a girl that I met out in Spring Valley
She's havin' the time of her life, least that's what she tells me
She says it's love and to tell you the truth



I've tried my best to feel that way too
Oh, but I always realize
When I look into her eyes
That?
Chorus
Oh, I've been better

9857. I've Been Down That Road

I've Been Down That Road
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

The lines of wisdom on his face
Told me
he'd been around
That old man had me sized up
Before I even sat down
With every round
the liquor seemed
To loosen up my tongue
He shook his head as if he knew
Where I was coming from

Vs2)
I told him how things were at home
And how I felt tied down
I said, there must be more to life
Than
what I've got right now
Then a girl I barely kne
walked up
I winked and lit a smoke
I said, Old man, you talk too much
That's when he
finally spoke

CH)
I've been down that road
I know right where it goes
It's not paved with yellow brick
And there's no pot of gold
It's like heaven for awhile
But
it's hell the last few miles
I should know, I've been down that road

Vs3)
The words he said hit me just like
A hard right to the face
When he said think twice before
You throw it all away
You're standing at a crossroad now
Son, I've been where you are



I'm living proof you can't go back
Once you've gone too far

CHORUS

TAG)
It's like heaven for awhile
But it's hell the last few miles
I should know, I've been down that road

9858. I've Been Everywhere - Chords

I've Been Everywhere
Recorded by: Hank Snow

I was totin' my pack along a dusty Winnemucca road
When along came a semi with a high canvas covered load
"If you're going to Winnemucca, Mac with me you can ride."
So I climbed into the cab and then I settled down inside
He asked me if I'd seen a road with so much dust and sand
And I said, [break] "Listen, Bud I've traveled every road in this here land."

(Chorus)
I've been everywhere, man, I've been everywhere, man
'Cross the deserts bare, man, I've breathed the mountain air, man
Of travel, I've had my share, man, I've been everywhere.

I been to Reno, Chicago, Fargo, Minnesota, Buffalo, Toronto, Winslow, Sarasota,
Wichita, Tulsa, Ottawa, Oklahoma, Tampa, Panama, Mattawa, La Paloma,
Bangor, Baltimore, Salvador, Amarillo, Tocopilla, Barranquilla, and Padilla, I'm a killer. (to cho
rus)

[modulate up 1/2 tone]

Boston, Charleston, Dayton, Louisiana, Washington, Houston, Kingston, Texarkana,
Monterey, Ferraday, Santa Fe, Tallapoosa, Glen Rock, Black Rock, Little Rock, Oskaloosa,
Tennessee, Hennessey, Chicopee, Spirit Lake, Grand Lake, Devil Lake, Crater Lake, for Pet
e's sake; (to Chorus)

[modulate up 1/2 tone]

Louisville, Nashville, Knoxville, Ombabika, Shefferville, Jacksonville, Waterville, Costa Rica,
Pittsfield, Springfield, Bakersfield, Shreveport, Hackensack, Cadillac, Fond Du Lac, Davenpor
t,
Idaho, Jellicoe, Pickle Cros, Argentina, Diamontina, Pasadena, Catalina, see what I [modulat
e up 1/2 tone] mean, (to next verse)
Pittsburgh, Parkersburg, Gravellburg, Colorado, Ellensburg, Rexburg, Vicksburg, Eldorado,
Larrimore, Atmore, Haverstraw, Chattanika, Chaska, Nebraska, Alaska, Opelika,
Baraboo, Waterloo, Kalamazoo, Kansas City, Sioux City, Cedar City, Dodge City, what a pity;

(Chorus)

1141
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9859. I've Been Hearing Things About You

Vince Gill - I've Been Hearing Things About You

Have I gone crazy
Is there someone new
Something strange is going on
Between me and you
But tell me baby
Tell me it's not true
'Cause I've been hearing things about you

Are you unhappy
Are you lonely too
Won't you tell me face to face
What you're gonna do
Well I still love you
But I'm nobody's fool
I've been hearing things about you

Yeah I heard I've been dancin'
When you're out there runnin' 'round
And I heard you've been seein'
Some stranger you have found
And I heard you've been thinkin'
About tellin' me we're through
Yeah I've been hearing things about you

Yeah I heard you've been thinkin'
About tellin' me we're through
I've been hearing things, oh I ain't naming names
I've been hearing things about you

9860. I've Been Known To Cry - Chords

I've Been Known To Cry
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Eddie Hallowell

C            F                                C
Oh I've been known to cry for kisses that you gave me
    G7                              C
All those arms that used to hold me tight



F                                   C
Though I tell my heart that I don't miss you
     G7                           C
I've been known to cry for you at night
                         G7
I might say that I don't miss you 
      F    G7           C
I was glad you said goodbye
                        F
Make believe I might be lonely
       G7                                  C
But my heart knows that I've been known to cry
Repeat #1
                        G7
I might say you left no wonder 
     F       G7       C
That I found somebody new
                          F
Make believe that I don't need you
               G7                                C
That I've been known to cry because I still love you
             F                                C
Oh I've been known to cry for kisses that you gave me
    G7                              C
All those arms that used to hold me tight
F                                   C
Though I tell my heart that I don't miss you
     G7                           C
I've been known to cry for you at night

9861. I've Been Lookin'

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - I've Been Lookin'

I've been lookin' for a love
Someone to hold as I lay sleeping
I'm not talking about someone who's scared of promises or keeping 'em
I'm just looking for a love to stand the test of time
I've been lookin' for someone to be all mine

I had too much lonely
I need a one and only
Someone I can care about and call my own
Well in true tradition
Without an intermission
We'll still be together when the kids are grown.

I've been lookin' for a love
Someone to hold as I lay sleeping
I'm not talking about someone who's scared of promises or keeping 'em
I'm just lookin' for a love to stand the test of time
I've been looking for someone to be all mine.



I've been lookin' for a love
Someone to hold as I lay sleeping
I'm not talking about someone who's scared of promises or keeping 'em
I' m just looking for a love to stand the test of time
I've been looking for someone to be all mine.

I've been looking for some one to be all mine.
I've been looking for some one to be all mine.
I've been looking for some one to be all mine.

I've been lookin' for a love
Someone to hold as I lay sleeping
I'm not talking about someone who's scared of promises or keeping 'em
I' m just looking for a love to stand the test of time
I've been looking for someone to be all mine.

9862. I've Been Married (Just As Long As You Have)

Dolly Parton - I've Been Married (Just As Long As You Have) 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writers Dolly Parton , Porter Wagoner

Last night you went out again with what you said was your best friend
You say you need some time away from me
The sun was high when you got in but not as high as you had been
And I wonder how you would act if I done just the way I pleased
I've been married just as long as you have
And I get tired of the same old things just the same as you have
Well let me tell you this big boy when you go out for a night of joy
You better start taking me along or you'll be singing a different song
For I've been married just as long as you have
While I'm working hard all day you run around and spend my pay
You entertain your friends at my expence
But you cry and carry on when I do something on my own
And you accuse with lack of evidence
I've been married just as long as you have
And I get tired of the same old things just the same as you have
So let me tell you this sweetheart I figure I've done my part
So don't get cute and get so smart I'll tell you this before you start
I've been married just as long as you have and that's a pretty good while
(Honey you're the cat I've spent nine lives with)
I know you have you ain't spent no time at home
You're running around all over town you're here and there everywhere
(And if I could stand you long enough I might stay at home a little more)
You move so fast a umbrella'd be in your way honey if it was raining
(Oh boy now ain't that cute if your heart was as big as your mouth
You'd give everything we owned away) but I love you you little devil
So don't you ever take off and leave me now here by myself
I'll hit you right in the (I wouldn't I wouldn't trust you with yourself)
I'll hit you right in the mouth honey and it'll go (You will golly)
Ah but then you'll look you've had the mumps when I get done kissing you
(Why don't you do it now I ain't had the mumps) I'm a-gonna do it here it goes
golly



(I'll get you in line that's true)
Ho hoow woman you're killing me but I love every minute of it

9863. I've Been This Way Too Long

Dolly Parton - I've Been This Way Too Long 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writer Dolly Parton

Hmm (oh ain't he cute) ah well I don't like to get up if I feel like sleeping
No and I don't like to sweep my floor if I don't feel like sweeping
[ Both ]
If you don't like the way I am then you can move along
You can't change the way I am I've been this way too long
I've been this way too long and you can't ever change me now
Don't waste your time in tryin' cause I am just what I am
I've got my way of doin' things and who can say I'm wrong
You can't change the way I am I've been this way too long
Oh and I don't like to make my bed if I don't feel like makin' it
No and I don't like to bake no bread if I don't feel like bakin' it
If you don't like the way I am then you can move along
Cause you can't change the way I am I've been this way too long
Well I don't like to hoe no corn if I don't feel like hoein' it
(You should you're corny)
And I don't like to mow no grass if I don't feel like mowin' it
(I know it's comin' through the upstairs window)
If you don't like the way I am then you can move along
You can't change the way I am I've been this way too long
If you don't like the way I am...
Oh as far as I can remember back you have been this way
(And as long as you remember I will be honey)
When you was in the first grade you was exact the same way
(First grade I was waitin' for the second)
You swiped the pencils and scattered paper all over the desk
(Oh that's real cute you're makin' up stuff)

9864. I've Been Waiting

The Boxcars - I've Been Waiting

I've been waiting And hesitating. 
Lost, and lookin' for a sign.
I've been cryin' And I've been lyin'
To myself, when I say I don't need you.

Like leaves in the fall, Like shadows in the dawn,
I'm fading. 
Seems I've left it all behind exept my pride.
Leavin' me nowhere else to run and hide.



I've been waiting.

Been on the chase Tryin' to erase
A pain I can't seem to hide. 
I've been fakin' it, And barely makin' it.
Runnin' lost, I can't seem to find the way.

Like leaves in the fall,
Like shadows in the dawn,
I'm fading.
Seems I've left it all behind exept my pride.
Leavin' me nowhere else to run and hide.
I've been waiting.

I've been tryin' it, But I'm not buyin' it.
They say time can erase your memory.
But time keeps movin' on, And I'm still goin' wrong.
Days, months, years I don't have a clue.

Like leaves in the fall, Like shadows in the dawn,
I'm fading.
Seems I've left it all behind exept my pride.
Leavin' me nowhere else to run and hide.
I've been waiting.

9865. I've Been Walkin'

Ernest Tubb 
I've Been Walkin'

Well, I couldn't sleep last night and started walkin'
I bet I walked a hundred miles or more
I wore a hole in mine new Sunday slippers
And I ain't even been outside my door

Well, I've been walkin' nearly all night long
Trying to figure out just where it is you've gone
And exactly what it is that keeps you out
I've been walkin' nearly all night long
And I ain't even left my house

I wore a path across my brand new carpet
And smoked at least two packs of cigarettes
You didn't even tell me you were leavin'
You just left it up to me I guess

Well, I've been walkin' nearly all night long
Trying to figure out just where it is you've gone
And exactly what it is that keeps you out
I've been walkin' nearly all night long
And I ain't even left my house

Well, I've been walkin' nearly all night long



And I ain't even left my house

9866. I've Been Working On The Railroad

I've Been Working On The Railroad
Abigail Washburn

Part A:
I've been working on the railroad
All the live long day
I've been working on the railroad
Just to pass the time away
Can't you hear the whistle blowing?
Rise up so early in the morn
Don't you hear the captain shouting
"Dinah, blow your horn"

Part B:
Dinah, won't you blow, Dinah won't you blow
Dinah, won't you blow your horn?
Dinah, won't you blow, Dinah won't you blow
Dinah, won't you blow your horn?

Part C:
Someone's in the kitchen with Dinah
Someone's in the kitchen I know 
Someone's in the kitchen with Dinah 
Strumming on the old banjo

Singing fee, fie, fiddle-eye oh
Fee, fie, fiddle-eye oh oh oh
Fee, fie, fiddle-eye oh
Strumming on the old banjo

9867. I've Come To Take You Home - Chords

I've Come To Take You Home - The Isaacs

Capo 4th 

     G 
Go plead with your Mother, were the words of Hosea
       G7                              C
As he sent his children to extend his mercy
                                          Em
So they journeyed down the old path, that lead to much
destruction
    A                                    C
All the while their loving hearts were hurting



       G                                
Their hope was crushed inside, as their compassion was denied
     G7                                C
The woman they so loved seemed like a stranger.
                                     G        Em
Heartbroken and alone they took the long road home
     C                       D                    G
For sin now reigned and all hope seemed gone to change her
 
One day the word was told, some slaves were being sold
    G7                       C        
A restless love sent Hosea seeking, one by one they brought them in
     Em                    A                                       C
So beaten down with sin, within his chest his anxious heart was beating
        G 
All at once she caught his eye, from his lips the bids were high
     G7                                     C
She could not believe the voice that she could hear
                                                 G                  Em
Would he through judgment take her life, forever end his pain and strife
     C                    D                   G
What would happen as she saw him drawing near her

                          C       D                     G
** I've come to take you home, I know that you've done wrong
                                  C                                 D
** But for you I'd give(gave) my life through the sorrow pain and strife
                      G                        C
** I couldn't let you go, lets leave the past behind
    D                     G 
** Love conquers one more time
                             C                           D
** He took her(my) hand and said, theres a new day just ahead
                          C    G
** I've come to take you home

Now I've stood in that same place, bound by sin a broken slave
             G7                                C
                                            G                 Em
I heard his word the price was paid on the cross for you that day
         C                    D              G    
Take my hand now child and welcome to the family

** Chorus again, words in the ( ) this time **

9868. I've Cried My Last Tear Over You

I've Cried My Last Tear Over You 
Christie Lynn
 
You left me cold, without warning 
And it's taking time, to heal the wounds 
But I've learned to live without mem'ry 



And I cried my last tear over you 
 
CHORUS:  
Someday I may fall for another 
And they may break my heart in two 
The tears may flow just like a river 
But I've cried my last tear over you 
 
You promised me your love forever 
But your word has proved to be untrue 
At first my heart could not accept it 
Now I've cried my last tear over you
 
Yes I've cried my last tear over you

9869. I've Done Enough Dying' Today - Chords

I've Done Enough Dying' Today 
Larry Gatlin & The Gatlin Brothers

[Intro]
A A D/A D/A
 
A                    D
What will we do now, you tell me
    A
The hourglass is all out of (Dm )sand
A              A7               D       Dm
How could love slip through our fingers
          A                       G
And leave nothing but time on our hands
 
G                         A           D/A
And how will we live now, you tell me
     A                        Dm
With parts of our hearts torn away
     A              A7         D
Just existing makes dyin' look easy
    Dm        A                        E     A
But maybe to- morrow, I've done enough dyin' today
 
[Solo]
D/A Amaj7 Dm/A
 
    A                     D/A
And how will I sleep now, you tell me
     A                 Dm
With only my arm my by side
A                  A7           D    Dm/A
Perhaps I'll learn sleepin' all over
         A                                G
And just maybe without dreamin' this time
 



    G                              A       D/A
And who'll make you laugh now, you tell me
      A                          Dm
Since you sent your clown on his way
  A                     A7       D
I don't think I'll cry, just die laughin'
    Dm/A      A                        E     A
But maybe to- morrow, I've done enough dyin' today
 
[Solo]
D/A Amaj7 Dm/A
 
    A                     D/A
And how will we live now? You tell me
     A                        Dm
With parts of our hearts torn away
     A              A7             D
Just existing makes dyin' look aw- -ful easy
    Dm/A      A                      E     A
But maybe to- morrowI've done enough dyin' today
 
[Outro]
D/A Amaj7 Dm/A A

9870. I've Done Everything Hank Did But Die - Chords

Keith Whitley
**This is a very rare song by Keith Whitley that was never released.  I heard it on You Tube a
nd figured it out, although I
think I may have missed a couple of chords.  I use a capo to put it in my key.  

CAPO 2

Chorus
          G                  D              G
I've done everything Hank did but die
        G                          D
And it ain't because I did not try.
G                          C
Sometimes it amazes me, that I got out alive
G                  D                  G
 Cause I've done everything Hank did but die.

G
Old Hank was my hero, since I was a kid.
                                      D
And I grew up re-livin' all the crazy things he did.
G
Whiskey drinkin', Honky Tonk singin', 
C
Stayin' out all night, 
G                                        D      
Livin' hard and dyin' young was just a way of life.



Chorus
       G                 D   G
I've done everything Hank did but die
        G                          D
And it ain't because I did not try.
G                          C
Sometimes it amazes me, that I got out alive
G                  D             G
'Cause I've done everything Hank did but die.
G
I didn't know how dangerous that lost highway could be

 Til one too many whiskey binges 

D
Brought me to my knees
G
I saw the light that very night, 
           C
Old Hank is still the king.
G
But I found out that I don't have to 
D                G
Kill myself to sing

Chorus
      G                D             G
I've done everything Hank did but die
        G                          D
And it ain't because I did not try.
G                          C
Sometimes it amazes me, that I got out alive
G                  D                 G
 Cause I've done everything Hank did but die.

G                          C
Sometimes it amazes me, that I got out alive
G                  D             G
 Cause I've done everything Hank did but die.

9871. I've Done Everything I Can

Rodney Crowell - I've Done Everything I Can

I'd love to hear you laughing
Love so see you smile
Dance that little dance you danced
When you were just a child
The way the world came at you
Left you bitter and confused
The more I tried to guide your path
The more you just felt used



The sun comes up to my room
But there are no guarantees
It can rock you like a baby
It can knock you to your knees
The path that lies between us
Is a star crossed avenue
I've done everything I can
There's nothing I can do
So you loved that girl to death
And you're scared to take a breath
It's like everything you've dread
Swings are hammer in your head
So her heart's locked in a vault
And you think it's all your fault
It's a dream as old as dirt
And you can't stand to see her hurt
May the little voice that guides you
Send a message through for me
Reminding you you're beautiful
And will forever be
I wish that I could be there now
To tell you it's alright
It's a darkened, taunting raiser's edge
You're walking on the night
The sun comes up to my room
But there are no guarantees
It can rock you like a baby
It can knock you to your knees
The path that lies between us
Is a rough and rocky route
I've done everything I can
And there's nothing I can do
So you're learning to let go
And the process is so slow
While your baby plums the depths
You keep climbing up the stairs
She was daddy's little girl
You were ruler of the world
And now she's out there in the fray
I'll bet she'll be back someday
You heard me say a million times
My work is never done
For those who keep the wolves at bay
There is no setting sun
To see you standing here today
Pretty child, you've come so far
Which proves that you can find your way
No matter where you are
The sun comes up to my room
But there are no guarantees
It can rock you like a baby
It can knock you to your knees
The path that lies between us
It's the long way home, it's true
I've done everything I can
And there's nothing I can do
I've done everything I can and look at you



9872. I've Done It All

I've Done It All

Did you ever steal a quarter when you was 10 years old?
Ever wear a brogan with a hole in the sole?
Did you ever ride a freight train while runnin' from the law?
I've done it all, Lord, Lord, I've done it all

Did you ever spend a winter in a dirty jail?
Did you ever buy a topcoat at a rummage sale?
Did you ever spend a Christmas inside detention hall?
I've done it all, Lord, Lord, I've done it all

Well, I've picked my share of cotton, boys
And I drove one railroad spike
And I've been everywhere I talk about
And I can tell you what it's like

I've even been to 'Frisco wearin' regular clothes
With them modern hippie folks starin' down their nose
I can proudly say I've answered my patriotic call
I've done it all, Lord, Lord, I've done it all, hey

Well, I've picked my share of cotton, boys
And I drove one railroad spike
And I've been everywhere I talk about
And I can tell you what its like

I've even been to 'Frisco wearin' regular clothes
With them modern hippie folks starin' down their nose
I can proudly say I've answered my patriotic call
I've done it all, Lord, Lord, I've done it all, hey

?

9873. I've Endured

Tim O'Brien - I've Endured
Ola Belle Reed

Born in the mountains, many years ago
Climbed these hills and valleys through the rain and snow
I've seen the lightning flashin', heard the thunder roll

I've endured, I've endured, how long must one endure

Barefoot in the summer, on into the fall
Too many mouths to feed, they couldn't clothe us all



Sent to church on Sunday to learn the golden rule

I've endured, I've endured, how long must one endure

I've worked for the rich, I've lived with the poor
I've seen many heartaches and I'll see many more
I've lived loved and sorrowed, been through success's door

I've endured, I've endured, how long must one endure

9874. I've Forgotten You - Chords

I've Forgotten You
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Angelo Petraglia, Brett James, Hillary Lindsey, Troy Verges

C                                   Dm
Well it's snowing in Miami and it's hailing in L.A.
F                                        C
Money's growing like green apples on the trees
                                                 Dm
I've been hanging out with Elvis yeah and all my bills are paid
            F                         C
And they're giving away Cadillacs for free
Dm              F
The whole world gets along
    Dm                Em                               F
And I haven't thought about you once since you've been gone
G7             F                        C
I've forgotten you I've forgotten every single time you kissed me
        G7                                          F
I don't miss it like you think I do  I've forgotten you
                       C                                    G7
How you held me and it felt like it's what you were born to do
                              F                   C
If I lie enough it might come true I've forgotten you
                                           Dm
There's a million things about you I don't remember anymore
          F                            C
Like that time we got that cabin up in Boulder
                                      Dm
I don't remember how you kissed me up against that old oak door
         F                                     C
Ain't it funny how things fade right when it's over
Dm       F            Dm                Em                F
Yeah I'm doing fine I sleep just like a little baby every night
Repeat #3
  
Dm                     F
Can't you see how I've moved on  
   Dm                Em                               F
No I haven't thought about you once since you've been gone
Repeat #3



9875. I've Found A Hiding Place

Bill Monroe - I've Found a Hiding Place

High on that lonesome road to heaven's blessed abode
For many years I was burdened with care
So often lightening flashed and raging billows dashed
My sorrow then was so heavy to bear

But since my Jesus came I praise his holy name
He sheds the light of his wonderful grace
And every night and day to him I steal away
I found a blessed hiding place

I found a hiding place a blessed hiding place
I said a hiding a blessed hiding place
There's glory in my soul my hallelujah rolls
But since my Jesus came I'm under his control

He keeps me night and day He answers when I pray
And from the raging storm to Him I steal away
I hear those temptors knock I feel no temply shock
Oh in the solid rock I found a hinding place

Just like a wandering Jew that had no place to choose
Each day I had to keep travelin' on
But now I've found the way that leads to endless days
No more in darkness I wander alone
When Satan would alarm I climb in God's strong arm
And hide away in his loving embrace
For in the solid rock the blessed solid rock
I found a blessed hidin' place

9876. I've Got A Bulldog

I've Got a Bulldog

I've got a bulldog he cost five hundred
I've got a bulldog he cost five hundred
I've got a bulldog he cost five hundred
In my back yard babe in my back yard

When he barks he roars like thunder
When he barks he roars like thunder
When he barks he roars like thunder
Bite you baby gonna bite you bad

Take this hammer and give it to the captain
Take this hammer and give it to the captain



Take this hammer and give it to the captain
Tell him I'm gone babe tell him I'm gone

When you pass by oh say good morning
When you pass by oh say good morning
When you pass by oh say good morning
But I'll be gone like a turkey through the corn

When you see my long haired buddy
When you see my long haired buddy
When you see my long haired buddy
Tell him I'm gone babe tell him I'm gone

9877. I've Got A Capo On My Brain

I've Got A Capo On My Brain
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

Spoken  What key is this tune in anyway? Oh, Key of A Didn't it used to be G didn't it? Has a
nybody seen my Capo? Aw man  Oh yeah, I know where it is

I've got a capo on my brain
And that old capo's bout to drive me insane
And when I move it up a fret
It's like my brain cells starting to sweat
It's got me all keyed up to a real high pitch
That old capo on my brain has caused my mind to itch
I've got a capo on my brain

Well a capo is a thing you put on your guitar
You put it up too high and you can't sing that far
You put it up too high and then you start to strain
I've got a capo on my brain

I've got a capo on my brain (solo)

Well you're playing your guitar and it ain't sounding right
You put your capo on and then it's dynamite
You start to sing along and there's a funny thing
You've got a capo on your brain

I've Got a capo on my brain

9878. I've Got A Crush On You

Linda Ronstadt - I've Got A Crush On You

How glad the many millions
Of toms and dicks and Williams



Would be to capture me
But you had such persistence
You wore down my resistance
I fell and it was swell

You're my big and brave and handsome Romeo
How I won you I will never, never know
It's not that you're attractive
But, oh my heart grew active
When you came into view

I've got a crush on you, sweetie-pie
All the day and nighttime, hear me sigh
I never had the least notion
That I could fall with so much emotion
Could you coo!
Could you care?
For a cunning cottage
We could share
The world will pardon my mush
Cuz I've got a crush, my baby on you

Could you coo!
Could you care?
For a cunning cottage
We could share
The world will pardon my mush
Cuz I have got a crush, my baby on you

9879. I've Got A Darlin' (For A Wife)

I've Got A Darlin' (For A Wife)
(Merle Haggard - Ronnie Reno)

I don't care if I never find that pot of gold
Cause I've got a darling to hold
And she don't care if I never make it big in life
Cause I've got a darling for a wife.

She's everything a man could want a girl to be
And I just can't believe that she belongs to me
And I'll live every day to hold her close at night
I've got a darling for a wife.

--- Instrumental ---

She's everything a man could want a girl to be
And I just can't believe that she belongs to me
And I'll live every day to hold her close at night
I've got a darling for a wife...



9880. I've Got A Darling For A Wife - Chords

I've Got A Darling For A Wife
By Merle Haggard
 
C                 F               C
I don't care if I never find that pot of gold
      G7                    C
Cause I've got a darling to hold
              F                       C
And she don't care if I never make it big in life
      G7                       C
Cause I've got a darling for a wife
 
      G7    F       G7        F              C
She's every-thing a man could want a girl to be
    G7     F     G7           F              C
And I just can't believe that she belongs to me
                    F               C
And I'll live every day to hold her close at night
G7                       C
I've got a darling for a wife

Repeat #2

9881. I've Got A Good Thing Going

I've Got A Good Thing Going - Garth Brooks 

She swears there's nothing wrong
But something's missing
She's never been much good at tellin' lies

Cause you can hear the sounds of leavin' if you listen
This may be California
But Oklahoma's in her eyes

And I've got a good thing going
It's plain to see she's tired of hanging on
I've got a good thing going
And it's killing me
That she's as good as gone

'bout now she must be tired of always giving
And tired of what she's gettin' in return
I guess Oklahoma's more her style of living
Cause I can see her heart is headin'
Across a bridge I thought she'd burned



And I've got a good thing going
It's plain to see she's tired of hanging on
I've got a good thing going
And it's killing me
That she's as good as gone

Lord, it's killing me
That she's as good as gone

9882. I've Got A New Heartache

Ricky Skaggs - I've Got a New Heartache
Jim & Jesse

You're back in town again spreadin' talk around
That I'm still in love with you though you let me down
I hate to admit it but I guess the talk is true
Or else you couldn't make my heart ache the way you do
I've got a new heartache about an old sweetheart
That left me for somebody new
I've got a new heartache about an old sweetheart
And that's why I'm feeling so blue
Why did you turn up again I was doing fine
I'd found another sweetheart to drive you from my mind
I thought that I'd forgotten you but I know that it's not true
Or else you couldn't make my heart ache the way you do
I've got a new heartache...

9883. I've Got A Thing About You Baby

I've Got a Thing About You Baby
Earl Scruggs

I've got something to tell you
That I think you ought to know
That my eyes are on you baby
Since a long time ago
And now I fin'ly got the nerve
And I'm gonna make my move
Now don't you try to turn me off
Cause it's gonna be hard to do

I've got a thing about you baby
Ain't nothing I can do
I've got a thing about you baby
A thing about lovin' you

Ain't it just like a woman
When she knows she's got a man



She'll wring you out and turn you 'bout
In the palm of her hand
And then she starts to thinkin'
Then maybe she's put you in a blind
She'll give you just a little lovin'
It'll drive you out of your mind

I've got a thing about you baby
Ain't nothing you can do
I've got a thing about you baby
A thing about lovin' you

9884. I've Got A Tiger By The Tail

Ricky Skaggs - I've Got a Tiger by the Tail

[Chorus]
I've got a tiger by the tail, it's plain to see
I won't be much when you get through with me
Well, I'm losing weight and turnin' mighty pale
Looks like I've got a tiger by the tail

Well, I thought the day I met you, you were meek as a lamb
Just the kind to fit my dreams and plans
But now, the pace we're livin' takes the wind from my sails
And it looks like I've got a tiger by the tail

[Chorus]

Every night you drag me where the bright lights are found
There ain't no way to slow me down
I'm about as helpless as a leaf in a gale
And it looks like I've got a tiger by the tail

[Chorus]

Well, it looks like I've got a tiger by the tail

9885. I've Got A Yearning

I've Got a Yearning

I've got a yearning to hold you tight at burning desire I live with day and night
Everything I lose keeps on hanging on
This feeling isn't leaving and by now it should be gone

I keep on thinking those thoughts that keep making me want you all the time
I should be trying to find me a way I can drive you from my mind
I know that you wanted to give and I know that you gave all you could



Wish I could accept what is over and done with for good
But I've got a yearning to hold you tight...

I've got a yearning to hold you tight...
I've got a yearning to hold you tight...

9886. I've Got A Yearning - Chords

I've Got A Yearning
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C          F           C
I've got a yearning to hold you tight
          F        C                 G7
A burning desire I live with day and night
C            F          C
Everything I wanna lose keeps on hanging on
     F       C     F              G7               C
This feeling isn't leaving and by now it should be gone

          F              C                  F         C    G7          C
I keep on thinking those thoughts that keep making me want you all the time
            F         C         F         C     G7          C
I should be trying to find me a way I can drive you from my mind
                F         C          F             C            G7
I know that you wanted to give and I know that you gave all you could
     C       F              C        G7            C
Wish I could accept what is over and done with for good

               F           C
But I've got a yearning to hold you tight
          F        C                 G7
A burning desire I live with day and night
C            F          C
Everything I wanna lose keeps on hanging on
     F       C     F              G7               C
This feeling isn't leaving and by now it should be gone

Repeat #1 x2

9887. I've Got All The Heartaches I Can Handle

Ernest Tubb 
I've Got All The Heartaches I Can Handle

I just come into this bar to have a quick one
Maybe give the bowling game a whirl
Well you sat down next to me and in a minute I could see
That you're a complicated kinda girl



You say there's someone home waitin' for you
But you don't really care much if he cares
If you're prayin' for a chance had a really big romance
I don't think I'm the answer to your prayers

Cause I've got all the heartaches I can handle back at home
I got all the pain and sufferin' I can use
While I thank you for your gracious invitation
I'll call you when I'm runnin' short of blues

It's true that you might love me more than she does
And we might be a whole lot more than friends
But I might start to love you as much as he does
And then you'd be out looking once again

I've been traveling down love's rocky road a long time
And I guess that I should know a danger sign
So you stay here try to drown your trouble
And I guess I'll go walking home to mine

Cause I've got all the heartaches I can handle back at home
I got all the pain and sufferin' I can use
While I thank you for your gracious invitation
I'll call you when I'm runnin' short of blues
I'll call you when I'm runnin' out of blues

9888. I've Got Bluegrass On My Mind

I've Got Bluegrass On My Mind

I've got bluegrass on my mind, heading back to old Kentucky
Where the mountains look so pretty in the spring
When the dew is on the bluegrass sparkling with the sun's good morning
I've got good old bluegrass on my mind again

Let me hear the fox hounds running
High at night among the nountains
And then later when the fox horn blows them in
Let me hear the roosters crowing
Smell the ham and bacon frying
I've got good old bluegrass on my mind again

In a little cabin home where your neighbor was your neibor
And the bluegrass started growing every spring
There we danced on Saturday night to fiddle and a banjo
I've got old bluegrass on my mind again

* Refrain



9889. I've Got Christmas By The Tail - Chords

I've Got Christmas By The Tail 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Intro]
/D G/ C /D G/ C /
 
[Verse 1]
C                                      D7
Every year I get ants in my pants when Christmas comes along
G                                   C     Am     D7        G
Every year I go into a dance I know every single Christmas song
C                                         D7
Every year I am first on my block telling Santa what to bring
G                                           C                 C7
Every year I jump in with the flock flying' with the reindeer on the wing
 
[Chorus]
F        F#dim7   C
I've got Christmas down pat
F      F#dim7     C
I know just where Christmas is at
F            F#dim7        C
You got your snow got your sleet and hail
D7                 G
I've got Christmas by the tail
 
[Verse 2]
C                                        D7
I've got Christmas by the tail you might say it is my thing
G                                             C      Am         D7           G
Ho hum and humbug I don't wanna hear it I say let me hear those sleigh bells ring
C                                             D7
Every Christmas I throw all my blues away I'm pink and green and red
G                            C                 C7
Decoratin' anticipation' I'm high each night I jump in bed
 
[Chorus]
F        F#dim7         C
Ain't no Christmas gonna get me down
F       F#dim7  C
I'm not doin' no runaround
F      F#dim7    C
I show Christmas just who is boss
   D7                                G
If Christmas don't like it then it's Christmasus loss
 
[Verse 3]
C                                       D7
It's in December that I always remember Christmas is in sight
G                                          C               C7
It's becoming a habit I'm ready to grab it by the tail and hold on tight
 
[Solo]
 
[Chorus]



F          F#dim7     C
I might be movin' up, to the pole
F             F#dim7     C
Where I might have just, more control
F       F#dim7              C
Just so Christmas don't get outta line
    D7                     G
But I'm sure everything is gonna be fine
 
[Verse 4]
             C                                              D7
Yeah there's ants in my pants and i'm doin' a dance because Christmas time is near
       G                                      C         Am       D7     G
If I'm lyin I'm dyin, no use in denying' it's Christmas time and I'm in gear
C                                      D7
I welcome Christmas any ole time cos I got it by the tail
G                                      C       C          C      C
To keep my sanity, it aint no vanity I got the darn thing by the tail!

9890. I've Got More To Go To Heaven For

Kenny & Amanda Smith Band - I've Got More to Go to Heaven For 
Album: Tell Someone

i've been on my way to heaven, for a long. long time
and many things have happened, that's clouded up my mind.
but i am more determined, to walk the narrow way
i've got more to go to heaven for than i had yesterday.

i've been thru the lonesome valleys, i've climbed the highest hills
i've known the joy of living, in the center of god's will
i've watched the angels come and take my loved-ones home to stay
and i've got more to go to heaven for than i had yesterday.

there's a golden street to walk upon, a bell i'm gonna ring
a brand new angel in the choir and i'm gonna here her sing
there'll be a lot of friends awaiting when i walk thru the gates
and i've got more to go to heaven for than i had yesterday.

9891. I've Got My Future On Ice

(I've Got My) Future on Ice
Hank Williams Jr. - Jason Carter

I got a past that'll last me forever
And enough memories for one man's life
The one I love, she ain't coming back ever
So it looks like I've got my future on ice



I got bottles and cans
That just left my hand
And a chill to just the right fahrenheit
O, love let me down
Now a truer friend I've found
Why I've got my future on ice

There was a time she was my one and only
Until someone else caught her eye
Then for awhile, can you believe I was acting so lonely?
Now I've got my future on ice

I got bottles and cans
That just left my hand
And a chill to just the right fahrenheit
O, love let me down
Now a truer friend I've found
Why I've got my future on ice

O, love let me down
Now a real true friend I found
Why I got my future on ice

9892. I've Got No Right to Have It All

Richard Thompson - I've Got No Right to Have It All

I wish you well
And darling keep in touch
And if he loves you
I hope he loves you as much
It's just my fantasy
You leaving him for me
I've Got No Right To Have It All

Life's little gifts
I know I've had my share
And for a while
I know I had you there
Who carries the pain
For me to love again
I've Got No Right To Have It All

If time stopped in it's tracks
Is that what paradise might be
I'll cling like a drowning man
To my driftwood piece of memory
And where's the peace of mind
Among the debris left behind

This is the point
Where we act crazy or sane
We walk away now



Never to embrace again
I'll say God bless
And wish you happiness
I've Got No Right To Have It All

9893. I've Got That Old Feeling

Alison Krauss - I've Got That Old Feeling 

No matter what I say or do,
I just can't seem to get inside your heart
What have I done wrong?
Lately you're so far away,
You just don't seem to hold me like you used to
Something's going on

I've got that old feeling, you're leaving
I'm so tired of goodbye
I can't wait on your love forever
While you change your mind

Morning finds us face to face
I feel you staring through me while I'm talking
Familiar looks I recognize the same old looks that said goodbye the last time
Something I'm used to

I've got that old feeling, you're leaving
I'm so tired of goodbye
I can't wait on your love forever
While you change your mind

9894. I've Got That Old Time Religion In My Heart

Iris Dement - I've Got That Old Time Religion in My Heart

[Verse 1]
I'm glad Jesus came
Glory to His name
Oh what a Friend is He
He so freely gave
His own life to save
From bonds of sin set free

[Chorus]
And I've got that old time religion in my heart
And it's way down inside
I've got that new kind of feeling in my heart
Real love abides
Nobody knows what it means to me



Nobody knows but my God and me
I've got that old time religion in my heart
And it's way down inside

[Verse 2]
What a joy to know one
Who loves us so
He is so kind and true
He has changed my life
From all sin and strife
He'll do the same for you

[Chorus]
I've got that old time religion in my heart
And it's way down inside
I've got that new kind of feeling in my heart
Real love abides
Nobody knows what it means to me
Nobody knows but my God and me
I've got that old time religion in my heart
And it's way down inside

9895. I've Got The Blues For Mammy

Ernest Tubb 
I've Got The Blues For Mammy

I've got the blues for mammy
And mammy's got the blues for me
I have been wondering ever so long
But now I am homing that's where I belong

I wonder why I've wasted all of these years
But now I cry, I'm not ashamed of my tears
For I've got the blues for mammy
And mammy's got the blues for me

Now I've got the blues for mammy
And mammy's got the blues for me
I have been wondering ever so long
But now I am homing that's where I belong

I wonder why I've wasted all of these years
But now I cry, I'm not ashamed of my tears
For I've got the blues for mammy
And mammy's got the blues for me

9896. I've Got The Heart For You



Keith Whitley
I've Got The Heart For You

Now I ain't got the money buy you things to try and win your love
But I've got the kind of tender you been dreamin of
Ain't got the words honey silence's so sweet to talk you ain't you bein' mine
But I can give you somethin' that come from inside

I've got the heart for you one that's guaranteed to always be true
If you're looking for the real thing I've got the heart for you

Now I ain't got the power takin' the moon and lay it at your feet
But I've got what you been missin' to make your nights complete
No I ain't gonna try steal your love just to prove I could
Cause when it comes to you girl I need you make it for good

I've got the heart for you...

Oh you have been fool by love before
But this time right one knockin' at your door girl

I've got the heart for you...
I've got the heart for you I've got the heart for you
I've got the heart for you

9897. I've Got to Leave You Now

I've Got to Leave You Now
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
Too many men are worse than rodents
Too many kill with easy mind
Just years to memorize a passage
From a fabled god whose hands are full of time

[Chorus]
Our souls might mingle in the after-torch
Like four friends smoking
On a midnight porch
I've always loved you the best
I knew how
I've got to leave you now

[Verse 2]
If you find yourself at peace
Learn to keep it
If you find yourself in battle
Carry on
Save your life and flee the crazy captain
Whose connection to this planet's all but gone

And I hope you have real love in your future
I hope you dance each month of May away



And also put your shoulder to a purpose
And leave this world a slightly better place

[Chorus]
Our souls might mingle in the after-torch
Like four friends smoking
On a midnight porch
I've always loved you the best
I knew how
I've got to leave you now

[Verse 3]
Promise me you won't worry
It's probably like the time 'fore I was born
Make some waves out on the ocean
With all the best inside you
My sons

[Chorus]
Our souls might mingle in the after-torch
Like four friends smoking
On a midnight porch
I've always loved you the best
I knew how
I've got to leave you now

9898. I've Got Your Number - Chords

I've Got Your Number 
Highway 101

[Intro]
A
 
  F#m                                        D
Now word's around you're back in town and headed for my heart
F#m                                      E
I'm not the same I'm one old flame that you ain't gonna start
      F#m                                         D
There ain't no doubt the fire went out when you broke this heart in two
B                                   E
So honey, don't call me til I call you   You know
 
[Chorus]
 A                              A                              E
I've got your number  But your phone ain't gonna ring off the wall
         F#m           B9         D                 E              A
Because I've got your number and honey, that's the reason I won't call,
 
[Verse 2]
F#m                                         D
Well you left me with a memory that'll live on 'til I die
F#m                                E



I got burned but I have learned mistakes can make you wise
F#m                                         D
What you've done is taught me one of life's own bitter truths
  B                         E
Now I know I can't count on you  because
 
[Chorus]
 A                              A                              E
I've got your number  But your phone ain't gonna ring off the wall
         F#m           B9         D                 E              A
Because I've got your number and honey, that's the reason I won't call, 
 
[Lead chords]
A - D - A - E - A - D - Bb - E
 
[Chorus]
 A                              A                              E
I've got your number  But your phone ain't gonna ring off the wall
         F#m           B9         D                 E              A
Because I've got your number and honey, that's the reason I won't call, 
 
[Outro]
D - E - A

9899. I've Had A Beautiful Time

I've Had A Beautiful Time
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

G
We met downtown in the barroom
                     D7
Both of us needing a friend

You brought me home to your doorstep    
                            G
It was there you invited me in

                                
We spent the wee hours dancing
                             D7
To your favorite home stereo sounds
   
We talked about what we been needing
                           G
Discussing our ups and our downs

                               
And I've had a beautiful time
                           D7
Holding your heart next to mine

I poured out the feelings while you poured the wine



                         G
And I've had a beautiful time

                            
If I seem a wee bit uneasy
                       D7
You really sized me up right

There's somebody home still up waiting
                             G
Probably been waiting up all night

                                 
I can't say I found any answers
                              D7
But you listen while I rattle on
    
And you little beautiful lady
                           G
And you kept me from being alone

Repeat #3

9900. I've Had A Time

I've Had a Time 
Bluegrass Cardinals
 
I used to spend a lot of dough, on booze and women 
Now I can' t say that I regret a dime 
For when you dance, you have to pay the fiddler 
I must have done a lot of dancin' in my time 
 
CHORUS: 
I've had a time I'm proud to say 
I ain't saved a dime, for a rainy day 
When they lay me down to rest 
At the end of this rat race 
I'll have to get a loan to pay for my own 
Six feet of sod that they throw in my face 
 
I used to be a man who knew just what he wanted 
Til a sweet young thing, she broke this heart of mine 
Like a good bird dog that started runnin' rabbits 
I ain't worth a dime, I just live for the time

9901. I've Had Choices - Chords



I've Had Choices
recorded by George Jones
written by Billy Yates and Mike Curtis  

G                           C              G
I've had choices  since the day that I was born
                        Em                 D7
There were voices  that told me right from wrong
         G              C
If I had listened  no I wouldn't be here today 
G      C   G               D7           G
Living and dieing with the choices I've made
 
      D7            C           G
I was tempted  by a early age I found
       D7                 C               G
I like drinking  oh and I never turned it down 
                             C
There were loved ones  but I turned them all away
        G                      D7           G
Now I'm living and dieing with choices I've made
 
                            C              G
I've had choices  since the day that I was born
                        Am                 D7
There were voices  that told me right from wrong
         G              C
If I had listened  no I wouldn't be here today
G      C   G                D7           G
Living and dieing  with the choices I've made
 
            D7              C                  G
I guess I'm paying  for the things that I have done
           D7          C              G
If I could go back  oh Lord knows I'd run
                           C
But I'm still losing  this game of life I play
G                          D7           G
Losing and dieing with the choices I've made
 
Repeat chorus

9902. I've Had Enough

Linda Ronstadt - I've Had Enough
Emmylou Harris

Love it's not I who didn't try
Hard enough, hard enough
And this is why I'm saying goodbye
I've had enough, I've had enough

Love you don't see
The pain in me



That's plain enough, plain enough
You're never here to catch the tears
I cried for us, I cried for us

I'll take my share but I'll be fair
There's not much stuff
Easy enough
And if you choose I'll break the news
This part is tough, so very tough

I've tried and tried to put aside
The time to talk, but without luck
So I'll just pin this note within your coat
And leave the garden gate unlocked

And this is why I'm saying goodbye
I've had enough, I've had enough

9903. I've Heard Of That

Jim Lauderdale - I've Heard of That

Be careful what you wish for
'Cause it might come true
To say it might just happen
Before' it's' all through
Keep dreamin'' for a better world
Now that's a' plan
It sounds good to me
Have you heard of that?
Yeah, I've heard of that (I've heard of that)
I've heard of that (I've heard of that)
Still a bright idea that somebody had
I've heard of that (I've heard of that)
I've heard of that (I've heard of that)
Echoes off the walls and now it's bouncin' back
Yeah, if we get together
We could work it out
Makin' it get better
Well, it starts right now
To figure out a few things
That we could change
To treat each other right
Isn't all that strange
I've heard of that (I've heard of that)
I've heard of that (I've heard of that)
Deep inside my ears and now that's where it's at
I've heard of that (I've heard of that)
I've heard of that (I've heard of that)
Echoes off the walls and now it's bouncin' back
The words are turnin'
From days before
Next time I hear it



I'm gonna listen more
Something familiar
It's got a ring
It's got a meaning
That you want to sing
The words are turnin'
From days before
Next time I hear it
Gonna listen more
Something familiar
It's got a ring
It's got a meaning
That you want to sing

9904. I've Heard That Tearstained Monologue

John Hartford - I've Heard That Tearstained Monologue You Do There by the Door Before Yo
u Go

Sometimes I get to thinking that I've passed this point in life one time before
Like the re-run of some movie that I saw a thousand Saturdays ago
And I get the feeling that I know exactly what your gonna do and say before it happens in eac
h scene

I find myself rehearsing for that blackout situation, when the punchline reaches out and punc
hes me
I always play the same old part; the good guy gets the girl, I wind up dead
Those rides into the sunset when the credits start to roll, are only flashed upon the screen ins
ide my head

The show is done, the lights go up, I throw my empty popcorn box away
Go back to unreality on rubber legs, I walk into the day
Life is never logical, the faces change, the lines all stay the same
I know the cues where I came in, the exits but I can't recall your name

So save your breath, don't tell me how it all comes out, somehow I think I know
I've heard that tear stained monologue you do there by the door before you go
What makes me take you by the hand and stand around in line one time again
And see the same old madness while I ask "Is this the place where I came in?"
So save your breath, don't tell me how it all comes out, somehow I think I know
I've heard that tear stained monologue you do there by the door before you go

9905. I've Heard These Words Before

I've Heard These Words Before 
Doyle Lawson

CHORUS: 
Don't tell me of the love you've known 



I've heard these words before 
And don't tell, me you need some time alone 
Excuses hurt me more 
Just turn away and leave before I cry 
It's easier to go without goodbye 
 
When I look into your eyes and see the endless dreams 
I know you're somewhere in the past  
With things that might have been 
And when I asked if you would take me with you too 
You'd hide behind your loneliness  
And cloud my window view, so 
 
It must be hard to love a dream, with nothing in return 
A memory can't hold me tight, when passion starts to burn 
I want to take you in my arms and show how much I care 
But the pain of knowing you can't love  
Is more than I can bear,  so

9906. I've Just Destroyed The World

Emmylou Harris
I've Just Destroyed the World

[Verse 1]
The sun just went behind the clouds
There's darkness all around me now
And I've just destroyed the world I'm living in

[Verse 2]
I broke her heart so many times
And now at last I've broken mine
And I've just destroyed the world I'm living in

[Chorus]
What made me think that I could go on hurting her?
I had to known there had to be an end
But fools in love are taught by faith
We never learn 'til it's too late
And I've just destroyed the world I'm living in

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
What made me think that I could go on hurting her?
I had to known there had to be an end
But fools in love are taught by faith
We never learn 'til it's too late
And I've just destroyed the world I'm living in
[Outro]
And I've just destroyed the world I'm living in



9907. I've Just Got to See You Once More - Chords

I've Just Got to See You Once More
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Little Jimmy Dickens, Billy Wallace

G              C               G
In the morning paper there's a picture of you
        D7                      G
Smiling just as you did in days before
                   C          G
Tomorrow you'll be wed and my heart is just like lead
         D7                       G
But I've just got to see you once more

               C         G
You'll look so lovely in your wedding gown
        D7                   G
It will only hurt me all the more
                      C           G
When the groom kisses you my poor heart will break in two
         D7                       G
And I've just got to see you once more

                  C       G
He's such a lucky guy  to have you for his own
      D7                  G
Funny I couldn't see that before
                      C             G
My broken heart won't mend and I'll never love again
         D7                       G
And I've just got to see you once more

           C            G
After your wedding then I'll go back home
         D7                      G
And I'll cry as I've never cried before
                      C           G
When the groom kisses you my poor heart will break in two
         D7                       G
But I've just got to see you once more

9908. I've Just Seen A Face

I've Just Seen A Face
Lennon / McCartney
The Dillards - String Cheese Incident
Hot Buttered Rum
  



I've just see a face 
I can't forget the time or place
That we'd just met, she's just the girl for me
And I want all the world to see we've met
Na na na na na na

Had it been another day
I might have looked the other way
But I had never been aware
And as it is I dream of her tonight
Na na na na na na

Chorus:
Falling, yes I am falling
And she keeps calling me back again

I have never known
The likes of this, I've been alone
And I have missed things and kept out of sight
But other girls were never quite like this
Na na na na na na

Chorus

I've just seen a face
I can't forget the time or place
And we'd just met, she's just the girl for me
And I want all the world to see we've met
Na na na na na na

Chorus

9909. I've Just Seen The Rock Of Ages

I've Just Seen The Rock Of Ages
Larry Sparks
Billy Strings & Don Julin - Ralph Stanley - MIpso

Oh, I was standing by the bedside
Where my fevered mother lay
When she called me close beside her
And I thought I heard her say
   
   I've just seen the rock of ages
   Jacob's ladder hanging down
   I've just crossed the river of Jordan
   Now, my son, I'm homeward bound

Oh, as we gathered by her bedside
Tears begin to fill our eyes
Then she called me close beside her
And whispered softly her good-byes



Pine trees blowing cross the mountain
Where forever she will lay
There she'll rest beside the fountain
There she'll sleep beneath the clay

9910. I've Just Seen The Rock Of Ages - Chords

I've Just Seen The Rock Of Ages
Recorded by Larry Sparks
Written by John Brenton Preston

C                     A# C
I was standing by the bedside
         G7            C
Where my feeble mother lay
                           A#   C
When she called me close beside her
           G7                C
Here's the words I heard her say

                           A# C
I've just seen the rock of ages
        G7             C
Jacob's ladder hanging down
                               A# C
I've just crossed the river of Jordan
       G7               C
Now my son I'm homeward bound

                    A#    C
As we gathered all around her
            G7              C
The tears began to fill our eyes
                           A#   C
Then she called me close beside her
          G7             C
Whispered softly her goodbyes

                          A#  C
Pine trees blowing on the mountain
         G7            C
Where forever she will lay
                             A#  C
There she'll rest beside the fountain
             G7                C
There she'll sleep beneath the clay
 
Repeat #2



9911. I've Kissed You My Last Time

I've Kissed You My Last Time
Hit & Run Bluegrass

Down the road of love I see sign after sign
that tells me you're ne longer mine
But a heart fuil of love is a heart that is blind
I love you so, and it hurts me to know
that I've kissed you my last time

Every sign I see tells me you're not for me
But I cherish the thoughts of days gone by
I'll be your slave until I'm in my grave
I love you so, and it hurts me to know
that I've kissed you my last time

I searched everywhere, but there's none that compare
with the thrill of a kiss that once was mine
Now you kiss you so cold: I don't know what the future holds
I love you so, and it hurts me to know
that I've kissed you my last time

9912. I've Let Go

I've Let Go - Hot Buttered Rum

Well I just received your letter
Been expectin' it awhile
Glad to see you're feelin' better
Glad to hear you found your smile
I know it took a long time
To express your point of view
I keep it in my pocket
I will always remember you

I've let go
I've left my past behind
How the world begins to shine
I've let go
I'm learning how to see
Bless the lord, bless the lord
Cause I'm free, yeah yeah

May you find yourself in heaven
May you live your life in peace
May you never know what a broken dream does
to a woman on her knees

You're all I ever needed
You made my life complete
So good-bye my baby
Good-bye my sweet



9913. I've Lived A Lot In My Time

I've Lived a Lot in My Time
Dry Branch Fire Squad - Billy Strings

I once had a mansion and lived in my glory
But now I'm down to my last dime
I had a sweetheart but I was unfaithful
Oh I've lived a lot in my time

I fought the grim reaper down in the dark valley
Prayed when the sun wouldn't shine
I've looked through the bars of a cold lonely prison
Yes, I've lived a lot in my time

I've been a soldier and I've been a rambler
Once thought that everything was fine
I've put in the cornfields, I've picked in the cotton
Yes I've lived a lot in my time

I've walked with our Master down in the dark valley
And wonderful peace I did find
Someday I'll journey to Eden's green pastures
I've lived a lot in my time

9914. I've Lived My Life

Dolly Parton - I've Lived My Life 

I've lived my life and I'm only eighteen
I left the country for the city thought I was smart but I was silly
I should have known I'd get in trouble being so green
I've lived my life and I'm only eighteen
I met a boy and learned to love him I would have done anything for him
I've loved him more than anything I've ever seen
I've lived my life and I'm only eighteen
Only eighteen but it's all over I ruined my life to please my lover
I made him happy he made me cry then said goodbye
I've lived my life and I'm only eighteen
Only eighteen but it's all over...
I've lived my life and I'm only eighteen

9915. I've Lost You

I've Lost You
Earl Scruggs - The Boxcars



Friends tell me that told you wed another
They say you look so happy all the time
I just can't realize that I have lost you
Somehow I thought you always would be mine

I've love you since the day that I first met you
I thought no one could ever come between
Those promises you made have all been broken
And all have to live for now is grief

Somehow I can't believe that you'll be happy
With memories to haunt you night and day
But only time can make you learn your lesson
I'm sure you think you've reached your goal today

* Refrain

I never thought someday that I would lose you
You're just the kind that never could be true
You only wanted me just for a while dear
Just long enough to break my heart in two

* Refrain

9916. I've Lost You Forever

I've Lost You Forever

And each lonely night I still wait for you
At the same old Place like I used to do
I know it's no use I've Lost you forever

You can't conceal a heart that is broken
And a love like mine will never die
I can't explain how I felt when you left me
All I know is I wanted to die

9917. I've Loved You All Over the World

Emmylou Harris
I've Loved You All Over the World

[Verse]
You're my buddy, my pal, my friend
It will be that way until the end
And wherever you go, I want you to know
You're my buddy, my pal, my friend



[Verse 2]
And I've loved you all over the world
You are my sunshine
You keep my life in a whirl
And you love me sometimes

[Chorus]
I'll always follow my heart
Wherever it takes me
And until death do us part
I'll love you all over the world

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
I'll always follow my heart
Wherever it takes me
And until death do us part
I'll love you all over the world
[Instrumental Outro]

9918. I've Never Been In Love Before

Linda Ronstadt - I've Never Been in Love Before

I've never been in love before
Now all at once it's you
It's you forever more

I've never been in love before
I thought my heart was safe
I thought I knew the score

But this is wine
That's all too strange and strong
I'm full of foolish song
And out my song must pour

So please forgive this helpless haze I'm in
I've really never been in love before

But this is wine
That's all too strange and strong
I'm full of foolish song
And out my song must pour

So please forgive this helpless haze I'm in
I've really never been in love before



9919. I've Never Been So Lonesome In My Life

I've Never Been So Lonesome In My Life

Everything I ever loved is gone I lost my wife I lost my home
I've never been so lonesome in my life
The moon has even lost it's glow the sun don't shine anymore
I've never been so lonesome in my life

   Since you've gone I've cried to myself
   Told my heart there's nothing left
   I've never been so lonesome in my life
   I've walked the floor the streets of town
   Guess I'll never live it down
   I've never been so lonesome in my life

I heard that lonesome whistle blow seen lonesome midnights come and go
I've never been so lonesome in my life
Seen days I thought would never end when only blues come creeping in
I've never been so lonesome in my life

My love for her will linger on even though she's done me wrong
I've never been so lonesome in my life
So I'll just live my life alone maybe some day she'll come home
I've never been so lonesome in my life

9920. I've Never Been This Homesick Before - Chords

I've Never Been This Homesick Before
Paul Williams and The Victory Trio
Written by Dottie Rambo

C
There's a light in the window

And the table's set in splendor
F                              C
Someone's standing by the open door
      F
I can see a crystal river
     C               F
So I must be near forever
          C               G7         C
Lord I've never been this homesick before

See the bright light shine
                F
It's just about home time
      C                             G7
I can see my Father standing by the door
               C
This world has been a wilderness
              F



I'm ready for deliverance
          C               G7         C
Lord I've never been this homesick before

I can see the family gather

Sweet faces there all familiar
    F                         C
But no one's old or feeble anymore
        F
Oh this lonesome heart is cryin'
           C                   F
Think I'll spread my wings for flyin'
          C               G7         C
Lord I've never been this homesick before

Repeat #2 x2

9921. I've Never Gone To Bed With An Ugly Woman - Chords

I've Never Gone To Bed With An Ugly Woman

Capo 2
D G
I've served my time losing track of the wine
D G
Looking through red eyes at the blues
D A
Holdin' on 'til the very last song
 G A D
Tryin' to make up my mind who to choose
D G
Chasing a dream in a whiskey world
D G
Down the neon avenue
 D A
And I've never gone to bed with an ugly women
 G A D
But I've sure woke up with a few

Chorus:
 G D
Ain't it funny how liquor and the flicker of a candle
 G D
Make you see it from a different view
 D A
Oh, I've never gone to bed with an ugly women
 G A D
But I've sure woke up with a few

I've met more than one morning lyin' there groanin'
Cryin', "Lord what did I do?"
Hangin' my head as I slipped from her bed



Tryin' hard not to leave any clues
When I start out the evening I'm being selective
But I'll take anything after two
No, I've never gone to bed with an ugly women
But I've sure woke up with a few.

Chorus

No, I've never gone to bed with an ugly woman
But I sure woke up with a few

9922. I've Only Got Myself To Blame

I've Only Got Myself to Blame
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
Hot night tonight, I've got a fever in my bones
I don't know what it is that drives me so far away from home
But I've walked the white line til the time that I cannot stand no more
Then I take my boots off and I lay down on the floor

[Chorus]
And if you find me by the roadside
Don't be afraid to call my name
And if I seem a bit uneasy
You know that I've only got myself to blame
You know that I've only got myself to blame

[Verse 2]
Walking down the road I want to fade into the night
I know I've seen a darker day but have I seen the light
All alone a country song that's burning in my head
I've turned my back on better days but tonight I'll stay in bed

[Chorus]
And if you find me by the roadside
Don't be afraid to call my name
And if I seem a bit uneasy
You know that I've only got myself to blame
You know that I've only got myself to blame

[Verse 3]
Well I turn my head up to the sky and it's down the road I go
I'd tell you where I'm going but it's truly I don't know
And I don't look for no affection, I've always gone alone
When you see me coming home you'll know I'll soon be gone

[Chorus]
And if you find me by the roadside
Don't be afraid to call my name
And if I seem a bit uneasy
You know that I've only got myself to blame



You know that I've only got myself to blame

9923. I've Read The Book

I've Read The Book
Marty Raybon

1st verse
When all the TV news, takes a toll on you
It seems the fighting's never gonna end
It's just a waste of time to let your worried mind
Focus on the world and all its sin

Pre- Chorus
Cause when it's all said and done, the battle's already been won

Chorus
I've read the book, and I know how the story ends
Take a look, it's all written there my friend
Every tongue of every nation, will confess the revelation
I've read the book, I know how the story ends

2nd verse
Wipe off all the dust, and open it back up
You can find the truth on every page
And if you have a doubt on how it all plays out
Or about who's in control today

Pre - Chorus
Brother if you'll just believe, Gods holy word is all you need

Chorus
I've read the book, and I know how the story ends
Take a look, it's all written there my friend
Every knee of every nation will bow at the revelation
I've read the book, I know how the story ends

9924. I've Seen It Go Away

I've Seen It Go Away

I seen 'em when they stepped down on the moon
I seen 'em sail around the world in a hot balloon
I've seen many a great tomorrow turn to yesterday
I've seen 'em, boys, and I've seen it go away

I've seen my share of good times come and go
I seen bob wills and Elvis when they did a show
When you've seen the very best, the rest can't hardly play



I've seen it, girls, and I've seen it go away

I've seen it in it's pride and all it's glory
I've seen it through the bars on a dark and stormy day
I've seen it from on high, through the tears I had to cry
The sad part is, I've seen it go away

I watched it all completely fall apart
And I seen our greatest leader break the people's heart
I've seen most of what we got have a whole lot better day
I've seen it, kids, and I've seen it go away

I've seen it in it's pride and all it's glory
I've seen it through the bars on a dark and stormy day
I've seen it from on high, through the tears I had to cry
The sad part is, I've seen it go away

9925. I've Still Got Ninety Nine

I've Still Got Ninety Nine

As I sat down to a gambling game I could hardly play my hand
For thinking about that woman I love run away with another man
Run away with another man poor boy run away with another man
I'm thinking about that woman I love run away with another man

I bought her everything she needs I dressed her up so fine
She caused me to work for forty years I've still got ninety nine
I've still got ninety nine poor boy I've still got ninety nine
She caused me to work for forty years I've still got ninety nine

I stroll down to the old depot just to watch the train roll by
I looked in the window saw the woman I loved hung down my head and cried
Hung down my head and cried poor boy hung down my head and cried
I looked in the window saw the woman I loved hung down my head and cried

They took me down to the old jailhouse the door they slammed on me
Said if you'll report that moonshine still I'll see that you got free
I'll see that you go free poor boy I'll see that you go free
If you'll report that moonshine still I'll see that you go free

I told my age was twenty one the truth I told that time
Before I'll report that moonshine still I'll go and serve my time
I'll go and serve my time poor boy I'll go and serve my time
Before I'll report that moonshine still I'll go and serve my time

9926. I've Waited As Long As I Can



I've Waited As Long As I Can
Hylo Brown - Tony Rice

I've waited for you and I've always been true
But this waiting no longer I can stand
I know you've had time dear to make up your mind
I've waited as long as I can

   I'm waiting to hear you say you love me
   And long for the day you take my hand
   I asked again last night for your love so divine
   I've waited as long as I can

Done all I can do said all I can say
Oh why can't I make you understand
I wanted you for mine but I'm wasting my time
I've waited as long as I can

Now I'll just say goodbye the tears fall from my eyes
For you have made it plain that I can't win
No one will ever know the pain that I've been through
I've waited as long as I can

9927. I.O.U. - Chords

I.O.U.
Recorded by Lee Greenwood 
written by Kerry Chater and Austin Roberts

G                     Em
You believe that I've changed your life forever
           Am                          D7            G
And you're never going to find another somebody like me
                     Em                           Am
And you wish you had more than just a lifetime to give back
                       D7                               G
All I've given you and that's what you believe  but I.O.U.
    C                   D7
The sunlight in the morning
    G                   Em       Am
And nights of honest loving that time can't take away
D7      G            C                  D7
And I.O.U. more than life now more than ever
  G                  Em                 Am   D7      G
I know that it's the sweetest debt I'll ever have to pay
                    Em
I'm amazed when you say it's me you live for
         Am                               D7              G
You know that when I'm holding you you're right where you belong
                             Em                        Am
And my love I can't help but smile and wonder when you tell me
                      D7                                    G
All I've done for you cause I've known all along  cause I.O.U.
    C                   D7



The sunlight in the morning
    G                   Em       Am
And nights of honest loving that time can't take away
D7      G            C                  D7
And I.O.U. more than life now more than ever
  G                  Em                 Am   D7      G
I know that it's the sweetest debt I'll ever have to pay

9928. Ian's Green

Ian's Green - Hot Buttered Rum
 
What shall you do with a green pot of stew?
You'll supapot for dinner and walk a country mile

What will you do with a green pot of stew?
You'll cross the Atlantic just to see her smile
Or sing with your friends if only for awhile
You'll sail the Pacific, white sails to the sky
And when winds are getting stiff and the ocean starts to shout and cry --

That this is the best life that ever came about
And this is the worst life that every came about
To not quite know yourself and not quite know the world
But that all melts away when you find the perfect chord
Or throw your arms in the High Sierra sky -- the High Sierra sky

What will you do with a green pot of stew?
You'll serve a pot for dinner and walk a country mile

What will you do with a green pot of stew?
Entangled in looseness, he dreams from the heart
Dreading and dancing the days they're apart
She'll hardly know who he is or what he's seen
When the apple of her eye dreams himself a tree

And the wind -- holds his arms to the sky
And the blue -- drowning in sunlight
She picks herself and apple but her bootsoles kiss the dirt
And dig deep to drink from the root
Her arms are up in the High Sierra sky -- the High Sierra Sky

9929. Icarus Smicarus

Punch Brothers - Icarus Smicarus 

Get back in your hole, get dead, son
Get back in your hole, get bent
Get back in your hole, get dead, son



Get back in your hole, get bent

Crawl under a rock, get lost, boy
Crawl under a rock, get fucked
Crawl under a rock, get lost, boy
Crawl under a rock, get fucked

Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings
Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings
Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings
Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings

HA,
ha, ha

Ha

Fall over yourself and break heads, kid
Fall over yourself and break heads
Fall over yourself and break heads, kid
Fall over yourself and break heads

Crawl out of your skin, takes time, pal
Crawl out of your skin, takes time
Crawl out of your skin, takes time, pal
Crawl out of your skin, takes time

Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings
Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings
Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings
Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings

HA,
ha, ha

9930. Ice Cold Stone

Ice Cold Stone

    Love me now while I'm livin
    Please don't wait until I'm gone
    And then chisel it in marble
    Warm love words on an ice cold stone

If you have these thoughts about me



Why not tell them to me now
Don't you know they'd make me happy
Whisper them as you kiss my brow

If you wait until I'm sleepin
Never to wake here again
There'll be walls of earth between us
And I could not hear you then

So my dear if you love me
If only just a little bit
Let me know now while I'm living
So I can hold and treasure it

9931. Ice On The Timber - Chords

Ice On The Timber 
The Po' Ramblin' Boys

[Intro]
Dm Dm Dm Dm
F  F  Em  Em  Dm  Dm
 
[Verse]
Dm
Thirty-nine was a bad year in these mountains
                               G       F
And he tried to do the best he could
F         Dm
He worked hard in the Ozark mountain timber
        F                  Em               Dm
But the ice was old and he couldn't get his wood
 
 
Dm  Dm
 
 
Dm
Winter came and it was a bad one
                              G     F
The freeze and north wind did blow
F            Dm
Thirty-eight days the ice was on the timber
              F            Em           Dm
They were the last days my family would know
F   Em         Dm
Ohh Ohh it was cold
 
 
Dm  Dm
 
 
Dm



And his mood, it seemed to be a-changing
                            G     F
He would cry and Mama would pray
F             Dm
Lord melt the ice so we can work the timber
   F          Em            Dm
We can't hold out long this way
 
 
Dm  Dm
 
 
Dm
Sunday morning Daddy called me to him
                                 G     F
Take the mule and ride away from here
F       Dm
We need help to make it off this mountain
        F         Em          Dm
We held hands and Mama led in prayer
 
 
[Chorus]
  G               F          Dm
I wonder what was in Daddy's mind
        G           F        Am
On that cold winter night of thirty-nine
      Dm                       G                   Dm
Cabin fever was to blame--- or so that's what they claim
F      F   Em    Dm
Oh--hh Oh it was cold
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm  Dm  F  F  Em  Em  Dm  Dm
 
 
[Verse]
Dm
I got home it was just before midnight
                                       G     F
The moon was bright and everything was still
         Dm
I walked through the front door of our cabin
       F         Em             Dm
What I saw there still makes me shiver
 
Dm  Dm
 
Dm
Saw my brothers and my sisters on the cold floor
                            G    F
Mama lying there across the bed
      Dm
Daddy sittin' there with his eyes wide open
          F               Em               Dm
They were cold, they were stiff, they were dead



F   Em         Dm
Ohh Ohh it was cold
 
 
[Chorus]
  G               F          Dm
I wonder what was in Daddy's mind
        G           F        Am
On that cold winter night of thirty-nine
      Dm                       G                   Dm
Cabin fever was to blame--- or so that's what they claim
F      F   Em    Dm
Oh--hh Oh it was cold
F      F   Em    Dm
Oh--hh Oh it was cold
 
 
[Outro]
Dm  Dm  F  F  Em  Em
Dm  Dm  Dm  Dm F  F  Em  Em  Dm

9932. Icy Blue Heart - Chords

Icy Blue Heart
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by John Hiatt

G                         C           G
She came on to him like a slow moving cold front
                             Em          D7
His beer was warmer than the look in her eye
    C                    D7           Em
She sat on the stool and said what do you want
         G         C               D7        G
She said give me a love that don't freeze up inside
                           C            G
He said I have melted some hearts in my time dear
                              Em         D7
But to sit next to you Lord I shiver and shake
    C                     D7              Em
And if I knew love well I don't think I'd be here
G        C         D7          G
Asking myself if I had what it takes
C                       D7  G        C
To melt your icy blue heart should I start
   G                C          D7
To turn what's been frozen for years
                G
Into a river of tears
                            C          G
These days we all play cool calm and collected
                              Em           D7
Our lips could turn blue just shooting the breeze



    C                  D7         Em
But under the frost we thought he detected
  G             C           D7           G
A warm blush of red and the touch of her knee
                             C          G
He said you're a beauty like I've never witnessed
                                  Em           D7
And I've seen the northern lights dance in the air
    C                           D7         Em
But I've felt the cold that can follow the first kiss
            G          C           D7            G
And there's not enough heat in the fires burning there
repeat #3
C                       D7     G
To melt your icy blue heart ah heart

9933. Ida Red

Ida Red
Bob Wills

Light in the parlor, fire in the grate
Clock on the mantle says it's getting late
Curtains on the window snowy white
The parlor is pleasant on Sunday night

Ida red, Ida red
I'm a plumb fool 'bout Ida red

Lamp on the table, picture on the wall
There's a pretty sofa and that's not all
If I'm not mistaken and I'm sure I'm right
There's somebody else in the parlor tonight

Ida red, Ida red
I'm a plumb fool 'bout Ida red

Chicken in the bread tray, pecking out dough
Granny will ya dog bite no child no
Hurry up boys and don't fool around
Grab your partner and truck on down

Ida red, Ida red
I'm a plumb fool 'bout Ida red

Light's a-burning, dim fire's a-getting low
Somebody says it's time to go
I hear the whisper gentle and light
Don't forget to come next Sunday night

Ida red, Ida red
I'm a plumb fool 'bout Ida red



9934. Ida Red

Ida Red
Uncle Earl

Ida Red, Ida Green
Purtiest gal I ever seen

Ida Red lives in town
Weighs three hundred and forty pounds

Ida Red, Ida Red
I'm just crazy about Ida Red

Ida Red, Ida Blue
Ida bit a hoecake half in two

Ida Red, Ida Red
Everybody's crazy about Ida Red

If I'd a-listend to what Ida said
I'd a-been sleeping in Ida's bed

9935. Idaho

Yonder Mountain String Band - Idaho (Live)

From Stanley up to Sunbeam
from Clayton on to Chalice,
Heading down the Salmon river
To a rangeland palace
Sage brush all around

Where the deer and elk do roam
This place I may call home
Where the flatlands stretch for miles
And the mountains touch the sky
And the sun always shines

In Idaho, ohhhh
In Idaho, ohhhh
In Idaho, ohhhh
In Idaho

My mind is filled with images
Of saw-tooth bridges
Where the snow melt forms
Cold mountain creeks
Flowin' through the valley down below



I was standing 'neath the pine trees
On a bed of wild grass
This place has captured me, well far I can see
There ain't no place I'd rather be.

9936. Idaho Pines

Idaho Pines - Hot Buttered Rum

Well, lately it seems I've been ramblin'
On the those long lost highways in my mind
Lately I've been winning all my gamblin'
So I guess I finally made it, high times
Can't you hear me when I call, high times?
As the snow begins to fall on the Idaho pines

Well lately I found new roads traveled
These ones aren't paved nor laid in gravel
Time won't stay still or stay the same
I guess I'll be my way
I must be on my way
To the cemetery sunrise on a brand new day

It's hard to stay on the road
When love is weighing down your load
She won't wait for you
Your heart may get confused
When either path you choose you seem to lose

It's high time we get moving on
Everything is temporary, even this song
Further down the road we'll meet again
But for now this is it, high time
Got to pack it up my friends, high time
Got to learn to love again, it high time
Let your heart mend, high time
Well, could this be, it's high time
As we holler hallelujah across another state line

9937. If 'n' When

If 'n' When
Head for the hills - If 'n' When

If n when the spirit moves me
It's come my time, and let me go
Just let me go
Secrets, and the truth



Well I hate the long goodbye
Just let me go
Just let me go
When the money's gone
And the well runs dry
If I didn't know, if n when I'll die
Who dares to say its do or die
Till I pull from me
If n when I die
Go tell our dad, and mother
And I'll the folks back home
I'll miss em so
I'll miss em so
My sister, and my brother
I figure winds are blowing
I'll miss em so
I'll miss em so
No need to laugh
No time to cry
No the joke's on me
If n when I fly
No time like this
Make you wonder why
Ain't headed west
If n when I fly
When the money's gone
And the well runs dry
If I didn't know, if n when I'll die
Who dares to say its do or die
Till I pull from me
If n when I die

9938. If (Stomp)

Richard Thompson
If (Stomp)

If I were rich enough
To make you need me as much as I need you
If I could pitch enough
You'd realize what a little country bread can do
Well, if my Ma had come very far
And if my Pa was an oil-rig big-wig around our money town
If I were rich enough
To give you entertainment in the manner that you've been accustomed to
If I could stitch enough
I'd save you nine and throw in a Dixie too
Well, if I knew that you'd give me good times too
And if I knew that the loved one that I love loved me too
If I were rich enough
To make you need me too

If I were rich enough



To see you pretty, looking like a scene I'd dream
If you were bitch enough
You'd leave me here, a king without a queen
Well, if you do, if you leave your little boy blue
If you do, I'll shut you and you'll shout and you'll know it too
If I were rich enough
To have a ?? for every single day I'll wake
And if I acted rough
You'd want me more than just for wanting's sake
Mmmmm, that ain't so, I'll always be this way
Feelings grow, do the time when the sun shines then we'll know
If I were rich enough
To make you need me too

9939. If A Broken Heart Could Kill

Keith Whitley - If A Broken Heart Could Kill

Oh it's choking me to death
I can hardly catch my breath
It happens when I think of you
And I think it always will
Every day that passes by
It's just one more way to die
Lord knows I'd be gone now on
If a broken heart could kill

Why didn't you just take a gun
And shoot me where I stood?
And put an end to this misery
For good

But you know, I'm still alive
And somehow I will survive
But Lord knows I'd be cold and still
If a broken heart could kill

Why didn't you just take a gun
And shoot me where I stood?
Lord knows if I had the nerve enough
I would

But you know, I'm still alive
And somehow I will survive
But Lord knows I'd be cold and still
If a broken heart could kill

9940. If A Broken Heart Could Kill - Chords



Keith Whitley
Capo: 2nd Fret 
Intro: D A G# F# A E A E 
  
         A      D       A  
Oh It's Chokin' me to death 
              D       A     
I can hardly get my breath 
    D              A                                    E    
It happens when I think of you, and I think it always will 
      A   D           A   
Everyday that passes by 
                  D      A  
Is just one more way to die  
 D                 A      G#   F# 
Lord knows I'd be gone now 
                              (Walk into Chorus) 
     A       E          A      A  G#   F# 
If a broken heart could kill 

chorus
            E                                         D                           A 
Why didn't you just take a gun and shoot me where I stood 
      D                             A               E 
And put and end to this misery for good 
               A     D          A 
But you know, I'm still alive 
                       D     A 
And somehow I will survive 
     D                            A  G#  F# 
But lord knows I'd be cold and still 
      A          E                 A 
If a broken heart could kill
 
 
(Walk back into the 2nd Chorus) 
 
A G# F# 
 
    E                              D                A 
Why didn't you just take a gun and shoot me where I stood 
    D              A              E 
Lord knows if I had nerve enough I would 
       A    D           A    
But you know, I'm still alive 
             D     A  
And somehow I will survive 
   D                  A   G#   F# 
But lord knows I'd be cold and still  
     A      E           D 
If a broken heart could kill 
 
End:  D E A



9941. If Anyone Ought To Know - Chords

If Anyone Ought To Know
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Bonnie Owens and Merle Haggard

G
Sittin' in a road side tavern 
    C           D7          G
The only cowboy seated here alone
                                      
Every night some lonely lady wants to 
D7                           G
Tell me all about her broken home
                                            
It's like they can see inside my mind 
     D7                            G
They act as if they know I'll understand
I guess they know it when they hear my name 
    D7                                   G    G7
And feel it when they touch my tremblin' hand
                            C
Ahhh but if anyone ought to know
                    G
The loneliness of a rolling stone
               D7                  G
It ought to be me I've always been alone
                   C
If anyone ought to know
                            G
Of things like hurt and misery  
             D7
It oughta be me
C              D7                 G  G7
Lord in heaven knows it oughta be me
                   C
If anyone ought to know
                    G
The loneliness of a rolling stone
               D7                           G
It ought to be me that's the reason I'm all alone
                   C
If anyone ought to know
                            G
Of things like hurt and misery  
             D7
It oughta be me
C              D7                 G
Lord in heaven knows it oughta be me

9942. If Anything Happened To You - Chords



If Anything Happened To You 
Recorded by Mary Duff
Written by Charlie McGettigan

D7    G     D7          G   G7
If anything happened to you                
      C                  Em        Am   D7
If my worst fears should ever come true
    C       D7        Em       Am
I'd have no reason to carry on through 
   C        D7          G
If anything happened to you
  D7     G  D7     G    G7
I cannot imagine a world
C           Em           Am   D7
Without you around me to hold
   C          D7          Em           Am
My days would be empty my pleasures be few
   C        D7          G
If anything happened to you
 
   C               G
If anyone took you away
   D7                   G      G7
Or somehow you wandered astray
C                 Am       D7
There's nowhere I wouldn't pursue
   A7                   D7  G
If anything happened to you 
   D7      G      D7        G    G7
So promise me you will take care
       C              Em        Am    D7
Was it the wicked old world out there
    C    D7          Em         Am
I'd be devastated be broken and blue
   C        D7          G
If anything happened to you
 
Repeat #3
   D7      G      D7        G    G7
So promise me you will take care
             C          Em        Am    D7
Cause it's a wicked old world out there
    C    D7          Em         Am
I'd be devastated be broken and blue
   C        D7
If anything happened 
   C        D7          G
If anything happened to you

9943. If Blue Is The Color Of Lonesome

If Blue Is The Color Of Lonesome



If blue is the colour of lonesome
Then paint me a deep shade of blue
Blue's the way that I'm feelin'
Blue because I lost you 

 eems there's been changes in colour
But not a great change in me
If blue is the colour of lonesome
Then blue is the colour for me 

Red is the colour of the flaming love
But the flame has gone cold
You went with another and left me
Left me to cry all alone

9944. If Dallas Was In Tennesse

Alan Jackson - If Dallas Was In Tennesse 

Dallas packed her suit-case
and drove off in the brand new car I bought her.
She made  leavin' me look easy, I wish she'd made it look
a little harder.
I took her out of Texas, when she was just a girl,
But ol' Tennesse an' me, couldn't take Texas out of her.
Oh how I wish Dallas was in Tennesse,
If I could move Texas east,
Then she'd be here with me.
Then nothing else would come between the two of us,
If Dallas was in Tennesse.
(Inst. break.)
By now she's leavin' Memphis,
And ev'rything we had behind her.
Lord I hope the gold band on her hand,
will serve as a reminder,
that true love is a treasure, that's very seldome found,
and you can't stay together, if there's no common ground.
Oh how I wish Dallas was in Tennesse,
If I could move Texas east,
Then she'd be here with me.
Then nothing else would come between the two of us,
If Dallas was in Tennesse.
Oh if Dallas was, in Tennesse.
Dallas packed her suit-case,
an' drove off in the brand new car I bought her.

9945. If Drinking Don't Kill Me - Chords



If Drinking Don't Kill Me
recorded by George Jones                    
[3/4 time]
written by Harlan Sanders and Rick Baresford
 
C
The bars are all closed
     F           C
It's four in the morning
 
Must have shut 'em all down
                      G7
By the shape that I'm in
              
              C
I lay my head on the wheel
        F           C
And the horn begins honking
 
The whole neighborhood knows
         G7         C
That I'm home drunk again
 
                      F     C
And if drinking don't k-ill me
           G7
Her memory will
                      F    G7
I can't hold out much long-er
               C
The way that I feel
 
                      F   C
With the blood from my bo-dy
                     F
I could start my own still
                      C
And if drinking don't kill me
    G7     C
Her memory will
 
          
These will old bones they move slow
       F             C  
But so sure of their footsteps
                 
As I trip on the floor 
                    G7
And I lightly touch down
 
          C
Lord it's been ten bottles 
        F        C   
Since I tried to forget her
                             
But the memory still lingers 
G7                C
Lying here on the ground



9946. If Fingerprints Showed Up On Skin - Chords

If Fingerprints Showed Up On Skin
Recorded by Freddy Hart
Written by Kenneth E. Hunt and Freddie Hart

C  F            C                 G7                       C
If fingerprints showed up on skin wonder who's I'd find on you
                               F                      C
I'm out of my mind with worry  you been out all night again
                                  D7                          G7
But don't tell me and I won't ask where in the world have you been
C                       F                C
I don't even wanna know what you been up to
          F            C                 G7                       C
Oh but if fingerprints showed up on skin wonder who's I'd find on you
        F                         C
I can't help it this feeling this hunger deep inside
    F                                D7             G7
For loving you is the only food that keeps my world alive
C                                 F              C
I wish I didn't want and need you heaven knows I do
   F            C                 G7                       C
If fingerprints showed up on skin wonder who's I'd find on you
        F                         C
I can't help it this feeling this hunger deep inside
    F                                D7             G7
For loving you is the only food that keeps my world alive
C                                 F              C
I wish I didn't want and need you heaven knows I do
   F            C                 G7                       C
If fingerprints showed up on skin wonder who's I'd find on you
Repeat #2

9947. If French Fries Were Fat Free

Alan Jackson - If French Fries Were Fat Free 

Will I need a miss of my life
Each time I went left, I should've gone right
And love's no exception to this rule
Cause I turned around I lost you
Now I'm feeling lonesome and blue
Just the way I expect to
But there's something that I could use
To help me deal with this abuse
If French fries were fat free
And you still love me
If French fries were fat free



And you still love me
What a wonderful world this would be
If the whiskey really helped me
Forget your memory
I'd wear a smile endlessly
If French fries were fat free
And you still love me
You know the more I think about you
The more sense it makes
Cause grease and love both cause heartache
So I raise my glass and toast
These things I want the most
Though I probably never see
I can't help but believing
That if French fries were fat free
And you still love me
What a wonderful world this would be
If the whiskey really helped me
Forget your memory
I'd wear a smile endlessly
If French fries were fat free
And you still love me
Oh if French fries were fat free
And you still love me

9948. If He Ain't Gonna Love You

If He Ain't Gonna Love You
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Girl, well, I don't know what kind of fool he must be
To think that he could leave you alone
And nobody would be taking you home

[Chorus]
Girl, I need to talk to you
'Cause I got a question, it's more like a suggestion
And here's the deal
If he ain't gonna love you
If he ain't gonna love you, I will
Like you've never been loved before
Up against the wall when you walk in the door
Looking like you wanna leave, you want some more
If he ain't gonna love you, I will

[Verse 2]
Girl, well, it's obvious that something ain't right
Or else you wouldn't be here tonight
And I don't wanna come on too strong
Don't get me wrong

[Chorus]



Girl, I need to talk to you
'Cause I got a question, see, it's more like a suggestion
And here's the deal
If he ain't gonna love you
If he ain't gonna love you, I will
Like you've never been loved before
Up against the wall when you walk in the door
Looking like you wanna leave, you want some more
If he ain't gonna love you, I will
Oh, girl, I will

[Bridge]
If he ain't gonna love you
If he ain't gonna love you
If he ain't gonna love you
If he ain't gonna love you, I will
If he ain't gonna love you
If he ain't gonna love you
If he ain't gonna love you
If he ain't gonna love you

[Chorus]
Girl, I need to talk to you
'Cause I got a question, see, it's more like a suggestion
And here's the deal
If he ain't gonna love you
If he ain't gonna love you, I will
Like you've never been loved before
Up against the wall when you walk in the door
Looking like you wanna leave, you want some more
If he ain't gonna love you, I will
Give you something you can hold onto
Never gonna stop 'til the whole night's through
Love you like a lover is supposed to do
If he ain't gonna love you, I will
I will, oh, girl, I will
If he ain't gonna love you, I will

9949. If He Came Back Again

The Highwaymen - If He Came Back Again

Jennings:
You'd've thought a king had died
The way those people cried
Instead of one more broken entertainer

Kristofferson:
It struck those in his trade
He could-a had it made
If he'd only been a little saner

Jennings:



They traveled far to see him
Oh, the humble and the high
They said goodbye as if he were a friend

All:
Now somewhere he is smilin'
On those who idolize him
But would they not recognize him
If he came back again?

Nelson:
He was born of modest means
And had outrageous dreams
They never let him rest till he fullfilled them

Cash:
While he rode that train of song
His devils tagged along
The whiskey and the pills just couldn't kill him
Nelson:
He didn't mean to be a rebel

Cash:
No the real ones never do
Nelson:
They are born apart from ordinary men

All:
And somewhere he is smilin'
On those who sanctify him
But would they not recognize him
If he came back again?

Jennings:
But it's an old, familiar story
Kristofferson:
But it's a damn shame nonetheless

Nelson:
They don't forgive his kind

Cash:
Until they lay them down to rest

All:
And somewhere he is smilin'
On those who idolize him
But would they not recognize him
If he came back again?
If he came back again?
Cash attempts to sing the last line again and that seems to be wrong and very funny to every
one



9950. If He's Ever Near

Linda Ronstadt - If He's Ever Near

They say just once in life
You find someone that's right
But the world looks so confused
I can't tell false from true

And love's so hard to find
In this state of mind
Oh I hope I'll know him
I hope I'll know him
If he's ever near

Well it seemed the time had come
I thought you were the one
When I looked into your eyes
It never looked like lies

And love's so hard to see
When it's in front of me
Oh I hope I'll know it
I hope I'll know it
If it's ever near

And love's so hard to see
When it's in front of me
Oh I hope I'll know it
I hope I'll know it
If it's ever near

Well I know that in my time
I'll have it sweet and fine
But it won't add up to much
Unless I feel his touch

And love's so hard to find
So I guess I'll just give up trying
Oh I hope I'll know him
I hope I'll know him
If he's ever near

9951. If Heartaches Had Wings - Chords

If Heartaches Had Wings 
Rhonda Vincent

[Verse 1]
     E            G            A        E
It's three in the morning on a Saturday night
                G           A               E
The laundry and dishes just ain't worth the fight



               G                  A           E
Headlights are dancing across the living room wall
                      G            A         E
And that lone distant highway just echos the hall
                   D         A             E
Now the babies are sleeping on back in their rooms
              D                 A          E
And he's been passed out on the sofa since noon
           D              A             E
And nobody told her about none of these things
              D                    A              E
And God knows she'd leave there if heartaches had wings
 
[Chorus]
   D            A               E
If heartaches had wings she would fly
D              A                E
Away like some bird through the night
      D          A          E
It's a long long way from a young girl's dream
    D            A           D             A   E
And she'd surely leave there if heartaches had wings
 
[Verse 2]
    E       G              A           E
She grew up believing that wishes come true
              G           A                     E
A knight on a white horse like some young girls do
                       D              A               E
So she married her the captain of the school football team
                   D            A          E
Just like she was 'sposed to as homecoming queen
 
[Chorus]
   D              A               E
If heartaches had wings she would fly
D              A                E
Away like some bird through the night
      D          A          E
It's a long long way from a young girl's dream
    D            A           D             A   E
And she'd surely leave there if heartaches had wings
 
[Verse 3]
    E             G              A            E
She turns out the lights and she lays down in bed
                  G             A                E
The sound of that highway still runS through her head
               D            A              E
She closes her eyes and she whispers those prayers
                 D              A      E
And falls asleep wondering does anyone care
 
[Chorus]
   D              A               E
If heartaches had wings she would fly
D              A                E



Away like some bird through the night
       D         A          E
It's a long long way from a young girl's dream
    D               A           D                 E  D  A
And God knows she'd leave there if heartaches had wings 
D                 E D    A     E
If heartaches had wings

9952. If Here Is Where You Are

If Here Is Where You Are
The Del McCoury Band

Nobody stays in one place very long
They say hello, next thing you know they're gone
Way back in the good old days, folks used to take their time
These days it seems to me
They drop by so they can leave

Chorus:
If here is where you are
Here is where you're s'posed to be
If you come from near or far
It makes no never-mind to me
Take off your coat, pull up a chair
Wait a while and you will see
If here is where you are right now
Then here is where you're s'posed to be

I've been around the block a time or two
There's good times and there's hard times I've been through
The world just keeps on turning, and if there's one thing I keep learning
The more I'm in a hurry
The more I tend to worry

Chorus

9953. If I Ain't Going To Heaven

If I Ain't Going To Heaven
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
If I ain't going to heaven, don't care where I go
If I ain't going to heaven, don't care where I go
Hold me out in the cold rain and snow
If I ain't going to heaven, don't care where I go

[Verse 2]



Gonna drink corn liquor 'til my blood runs clear
Gonna drink corn liquor 'til my blood runs clear
Call me drunk and so and so
If I ain't going to heaven, don't care where I go

[Verse 3]
If you ain't got religion, you are dead always
If you ain't got religion, you're dead always
I believe what the bible says
If you ain't got religion, you're dead always

[Verse 4]
Been walking this morning and my feet are tired
Been walking this morning, my feet are tired
Miles and miles on a desert low
If I ain't going to heaven, don't care where I go

9954. If I Ain't Got You - Chords

If I Ain't Got You
Marty Stuart - If I Ain't Got You
Written by Craig Wiseman and Trey Bruce 

E
Well I've got a steady job that pays enough

A second hand car that don't break down much
            A          
I got a two-toned hound dog wagging it's tail
E
Ed McMahon promisin' a million in the mail
         A                D        A
Oughta be enough to see a poor boy through
       E                        G         E
But it don't mean nothin' if I ain't got you 
E
I've got every 8-track that Elvis ever made

Crank it up and dance the night away
         A
I got Chardonnay in the frigidaire
E
A Dozen ways of telling you how I care
        A                     D       A
Just out the window there's a lovers' moon
       E                        G        E
But it don't mean nothin' if I ain't got you

               A
If I ain't got you
 E    
Baby it's all in vain
                F#7



If I ain't got you
       B7
It's like a honeymoon with out champagne

A shiny set of rails without a train

SOLO

E
Well I've got a little dream about the rest of my life

Find the perfect girlfriend and make her my wife
         A
Start a little family and watch it grow
E
Visit on Sundays after we get old
 A                           D          A
Make enough love to last a whole life through
       E                        G        E
But it don't mean nothin' if I ain't got you
                 A
If I ain't got you
 E
Baby it's all in vain
                 F#7
If I ain't got you
    B7
It's like a honeymoon with out champagne

A shiny set of rails without a train
            B                  D        A
I got a double-wide heart with room for two
       E                        G         E
But it don't mean nothin' if I ain't got you
                               G         E
No it don't mean nothin' if I ain't got you
                               G         E
Ah it don't mean nothin' if I ain't got you

9955. If I Be Lifted Up - Chords

If I be Lifted Up
recorded by Emmy Lou Harris
 
G                              D7
Down in the valley while on my knees
                         G
I asked my Jesus Help me please
                                   C
He promised that He'd take care of me
   G       D7       G
If I would lift Him up
 



          
He said If I   be lifted up 
          
He said If I   be lifted up
             
I'll be your father I'll be your mother
             C               G
I'll be your sister and your brother
 
He said If I   be lifted up
                   D7           G
I'll bring joy joy joy to your soul
 
                           D7
When I am lonely when I am sad
                            G
My Jesus comes and makes me glad
                                C
He is the dearest friend I have had
  G       D7       C
I want to lift Him up
 
Repeat #2

9956. If I Can Make Mississippi

Vince Gill - If I Can Make Mississippi

If I can make Mississippi
Then I'll be alright
These ol' white lines are lonely
On this two-lane tonight

I've got just enough whiskey
To keep me warm till the mornin' light
If I can make Mississippi
Mississippi tonight

I headed out west
To seek my fortune and fame
I sure made a mess
It took it all but my name

Why I ever left?
I can never explain
If I can make Mississippi
Through this pouring rain

If I can make Mississippi
Then I'll be alright
These ol' white lines are lonely
And the headlights are bright



I've got just enough whiskey
To keep me warm till the mornin' light
If I could make Mississippi
Mississippi tonight

She said, she would wait
She said our love was strong
Well, I'm just so afraid
I've been gone for too long

When I walk through that gate
Will she be there or long, long gone?
If I can make Mississippi
If I can make it back home
If I can make Mississippi
If I can make it back home

9957. If I Can't Resist

Jim Lauderdale - If I Can't Resist

If I can't resist
Then I'll have to go away
If there was a kiss
Then I'd have to go and stay
Besame, besame, kiss me again
My word is in your hands
Amore, amore, can we light the flame
Of love that never ends
If I can't resist
Then I'll have to anyway
Looking at your lips
Hoping that they're gonna say
Besame, besame, kiss me again
My word is in your hands
Amore, amore, can we light the flame
Of love that never ends
Come to me
I'm thinking of you
More, and more, and more
If I can't resist
Then I'll have to go away
Looking at your lips
Hoping that they're gonna say
Besame, besame, kiss me again
My world is in your hands
Amore, amore, can we light the flame
Of love that never ends
Come to me
I'm thinking of you
More, and more, and more
If I can't resist
If I can't resist



If I can't resist
If I can't resist

9958. If I Could Be Him - Chords

If I Could Be Him
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                 F       C G7     C
We're all friends you and I me and him
                                  G7
And it's wrong to want you like I do
       C       F        C
And no way can wrong be right 
                 F     C
But I'd give the world tonight
   F               C   G7      C
If I could just be him holding you
                      F     C         G7       C
I know that you could never trade his love for mine
                               G7
And I know my dreams can never be
         C       F        C
Cause no way can wrong be right 
                 F     C
But I'd give the world tonight
   F               C   G7         C
If I could just be him instead of me
      F                     C
I can see everything in you I ever dreamed of
                                            G7
But someone I called a friend stands in the way
         C    F       C                F        C
I'd give everything I own for one hour with you alone
      F               C   G7           C
Or if I could just be him for just one day
      F                     C
I can see everything in you I ever dreamed of
                                            G7
But someone I called a friend stands in the way
         C    F       C                F        C
I'd give everything I own for one hour with you alone
      F               C   G7           C
Or if I could just be him for just one day

9959. If I Could Be The Rain - Chords

If I Could Be The Rain
Bruce (Utah) Phillips



Banjo tuned E, capo3, Key F
Rosalie Sorrels sings it in A (Borderline Heart Album)
AEF#B7EAEB7A

If I Could Be The Rain

 F C
Sometimes I wonder how the simple rain can weep,
 D7 G7
Or why the winds a lonely child that cries itself to sleep
 C F
Ive envied all the sunlight, the amber of its smile,
 C G7 FC
And wished it could be borrowed for a while

If I could be the rain, I'd wash down to the sea;
If I could be the wind, there'd be no more of me;
If I could be the sunlight, and all the days were mine,
I would find some special place to shine.

But all the rain I'll ever be is locked up in my eyes,
When I hear the wind it only whispers sad goodbyes.
If I could hide the way I feel I'd never sing again;
Sometimes I wish that I could be the rain.

If I could be the rain, I'd wash down to the sea;
If I could be the wind, there'd be no more of me;
If I could hide the way I feel I'd never sing again;
Sometimes I wish that I could be the rain.

9960. If I Could Be There - Chords

If I Could Be There
Recorded by Emmylou Harris   
Written by Kieran Kane and Jamie O'Hara 
 
C                                        F          C
If I could be there I'd be there tonight comforting you 
                                F       C
This road I'm on is so far away too far away 
                      F        C       F          C
If God would grant me wings to fly I'd be in your arms by and by
                                         F          C
If I could be there I'd be there tonight comforting you
       
                                              F          C
If I could be there I'd look in your eyes and say I love you 
                                        F       C
These hills and highways between us now keep us apart 
   F         C        F        C       F          C
If God would grant me wings to fly I'd be in your arms by and by 
                                              F          C



If I could be there I'd look in your eyes and say I love you
                                         F          C
If I could be there I wouldn't have this pain in my heart 
                                           F           C
Tomorrow I'll wake up with joy for the day joy for the day 
   F         C        F        C       F          C
If God would grant me wings to fly I'd be in your arms by and by
                                         F          C
If I could be there I wouldn't have this pain in my heart
   F          C
If I could be there

9961. If I Could Bottle This Up - Chords

If I Could Bottle This Up
Recorded by George Jones and Shelby Lynn
Written by Dean Dillon and Paul Overstreet

C                                    D7
If I could bottle this up I'd make a million
           F                 G7                  C    Dm
If I could sell everybody in town what I've been feel-ing
C
It's guaranteed to put a smile on your face
  F                        Dm
A song in your heart after one little taste
D7                         G7                           C
A man could make a million bucks if I could bottle this up
      G7                                           C
Oh if I could take a kiss and twist it into liquid foam
    G7                                       C
And mix it with the way I melt there in your arms
Sprinkle and a twinkle or two from your eyes
      F                    Dm
And a dab of this fabulous feeling inside
D7                      G7                        C
Folks would just eat it up if I could bottle this up
Repeat #1
  G7                                     C
I can see me now people knocking down my door
     G7                                                  C
Till I could get it on the shelf of the local department store
And I can see it now going right to the top
     F                        Dm
I'll bet it would sell to the very last drop
D7                 G7                            C  G7
Folks couldn't get enough if I could bottle this up
                                      
            C                          D7
If we could bottle this up we'd make a million
            F                 G7                      C    Dm
If we could sell everybody in town on what we've been feel-ing
C



It's guaranteed to put a smile on your face
  F                        Dm
A song in your heart after one little taste
D7                     G7
The world couldn't get enough 
    F                       G7
You know they'd just eat it up
             F              G7                            C
And we could make a million bucks if we could bottle this up

9962. If I Could Count On You

The Osborne Brothers - If I Could Count On You 
(Darrell Statler)

The dreams wouldn't haunt me every night
If you were standing here most by my side
You wouldn't see me crying the way I do
Oh, if only I could count on you.
Love could be the way it should be
If you'd only give a little and not take so much from me
I wouldn't dread to face each day anew
Oh, if only I could count on you.
--- Instrumental ---
Sometimes when I'm lonely you'd lend a hand
And when I'm down and blue you'd understand
A word from you could make my dreams come true
Oh, if only I could count on you.
Oh, if only I could count on you...

9963. If I Could Go Back Home Again

If I Could Go Back Home Again 
JD Crowe
 
CHORUS : 
If I could only go back home again 
To see the hills and feel the wind 
I'd walk the road to where it all began 
And find the man I lost back home again 
 
It's been a while since I've been home 
I miss the place I come from  
That smell, of the old woodsmoke  
I close my eyes, I can see 
All of my favorite memories 
How I wish I could go home again 
 
The lamp is dim time moves slow 



The night owl sings a song it know 
The darkness seems an old familiar friend  
The falling rain and gentle winds 
Rock my soul to sleep again   
A quiet place this peaceful dream of home

9964. If I Could Hear My Mother Pray Again

If I Could Hear My Mother Pray Again

How sweet and happy seem those days of which I dream
When memory recalls them now and then
And with what repture sweet my weary heart would beat
If I could hear my mother pray again

If I could hear my mother pray again
If I could hear her tender voice as then
So happy I would be twould mean so much to me
If I could hear my mother pray again

She used to pray that I on Jesus would rely
And always walked the shining gospel way
So trusting still his love I seek that home above
Where I shall meet my mother some glad day

Within the old home place her patient smiling face
Was always spreading comfort hope and cheer
And when she used to sing to her eternal king
It was the songs the angels loved to hear

My work on earth is done the life crown has been won
And she will be at rest with Him above
And some glad morning she I know will welcome me
To that eternal home of peace and love

9965. If I Could Make a Living

If I Could Make a Living

Chorus:
If I could make a livin' out of lovin' you,
I'd be a millionaire in a week or two,
I'd be doin' what I love, and lovin' what I do,
If I could make a livin' out of lovin' you.

Early in the morning, when the sun comes up,
I'm punchin' that clock on the wall,
Breakin' my back just to make you bucks,
Wishin' I was in your arms.



Chorus:
If I could make a livin' out of lovin' you,
I'd be a millionaire in a week or two,
I'd be doin' what I love, and lovin' what I do,
If I could make a livin' out of lovin' you.

--- Instrumental ---

Chorus:
If I could make a livin' out of lovin' you,
I'd be a millionaire in a week or two,
I'd be doin' what I love, and lovin' what I do,
If I could make a livin' out of lovin' you...

9966. If I Could Only Dance With You - Chords

If I Could Only Dance With You
Recorded by Jim Glaser
Written by Patrick J. McManus  

C                                F             G7
Never dreamed I'd see you around this far from our hometown
F                G7                C           G7
Standing face to face it all comes back to me
C                                    F              G7
But I'm with her and you're with him that's how the night begins
F                        G7               C
But I've seen night time change things so easily
  
G7              C             G7                     F       G7
If I could only dance with you  it would only take a song or two
                    C        G7                 F  G7
To show you that my feelings have never slipped away
                 Am
And when we move across the floor 
G7                     F           G7                    C
You'll remember how it felt before if I could dance with you
                             F          G7
Call it luck or call it fate being here was worth the wait
F                 G7             C          G7
We've had lots of time to try to start again
C                               F              G7
I thought I was doing just fine but seeing you has changed my mind
F                    G7                         C
And when the music's right I'm gonna steal your heart again
Repeat #2 x2
G7                    C
If I could dance with you
G7              C              G7  F     G7
If I could only dance with you oo  oooo  ooo
                C              G7  F     G7
If I could only dance with you oo  oooo  ooo



                C              G7  F     G7
If I could only dance with you oo  oooo  ooo
                C              G7  F     G7
If I could only dance with you oo  oooo  ooo
                C              G7  F     G7
If I could only dance with you oo  oooo  ooo
                C              G7  F     G7
If I could only dance with you oo  oooo  ooo
                C              G7  F     G7
If I could only dance with you oo  oooo  ooo

9967. If I Could Only Fly - Chords

If I Could Only Fly
Recorded by Merle Haggard
written by Michael David Fuller

C                        F
Almost felt you touching me just now
C                          G7
I wish I knew which way to turn and go 
C                         F
I feel so good and then I feel so bad 
G7                       C
I wonder what I ought to do

   F                C
If I could only fly if I could only fly 
             G7                            C
I'd bid this place goodbye and come and be with you 
    F                        C
But I can hardly stand and I got nowhere to run 
        G7                              C
Another sinking sun and one more lonely night

                                 F
The wind keeps blowing somewhere everyday
C                                   G7
Tell me things get better somewhere up the way 
C                         F
Just dismal thinking on a dismal day
G7                      C
And sad songs for us to bare

   F                C
If I could only fly if we could only fly 
            G7                                 C
If we could only fly there'd be no more lonely nights

    F                            C
You know sometimes I write happy songs
     F
Then some little thing goes wrong



C                                  G7
And I wish they all could make you smile
C
Coming home soon and I wanna stay 
F
Maybe we could somehow get away
                     G7                     C
And I wish you could come with me when I go again

Repeat #2

9968. If I Could Only Go Back Home Again

If I Could Only Go Back Home Again

   If I could only go back home again
   To see the hills and feel the wind
   I'd walk the road to where it all began
   And find the man I lost back home again.

It's been awhile since I've been home
I miss the place I come from and the smell of the old wood smoke
I close my eyes I can see all of my favorite memories
How I wish I could go back home again.

The lamp is dim time moves slow
The night owl sings a song I know the darkness seems an old familiar friend
The falling rain and gentle winds rock my soul to sleep again
A quiet place this peaceful dream of home.

9969. If I Could Only Win Your Love

Emmylou Harris - If I Could Only Win Your Love (Louvin Brothers cover)

If I could only win your love
I'd make the most of everything
I'd proudly wear your wedding ring
My heart would never stray one dream away

If I could only win your love
I'd give my all to make it live
You'll never know how much I give
If I could only win your love

Oh how can I ever say
How I crave your love when your gone away
Oh how can I ever show
How I burn inside when you hold me tight



If I could only win your love
I'd give my all to make it live
You'll never know how much I give
If I could only win your love

Oh how (oh how) 
can I ever say (can I ever say)
How I crave your love when your gone away
Oh how 
can I ever show
How I burn inside when you hold me tight

If I could only win your love
I'd give my all to make it live
You'll never know how much I give
If I could only win your love

9970. If I Could Put Them All Together - Chords

If I Could Put Them All Together
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Even Stevens

G                       C
I guess I ran to Rhonda for her sympathy
D7                           C                    G
Julianne does all she can to take your chains off me
                                   C
The next in line came Caroline she has your long black hair
D7                                        C             G
I can close my eyes and make believe that you are lying there

                                          C
If I could put them all together I'd have you
           G                            D7
But that's more than any mortal man can do
G                                   C
So I'm drawn to the neon lights and tortured by the truth
           G            D7                G
If I could put them all together I'd have you

                                      C
I thought that Maryanne could keep me satisfied
D7                                        C             G
But your memory staring back at me when I look into her eyes
                               C
It's hard to be contented with all the rest
D7                                                  C             G
Once you've loved the perfect woman and once you've held the very best

Repeat #2
 
C          G            D7                C  G



If I could put them all together I'd have y-ou

9971. If I Could See Your Face Again

Steve Earle - If I Could See Your Face Again

[Verse 1]
Well, I lived here all my life
Don't know why I'm still surprised
That the sunset comes so early to this valley
And if I'm not on my toes
The twilight comes and goes
And I'm all alone with darkness all around me

[Verse 2]
If I could see your face again
Black with coal until your grin
Cuts like sunshine through the shadow of the mountain
I'd drop everything and run
Like I know I shoulda done
Every time you come home to me in the evenin'

[Bridge 1]
Tonight's just like the night before
Ain't nobody walking through that door

[Verse 3]
If I could touch you one more time
Just to hold your hand in mine
I'd never let it go again I promise
Maybe we could find a town
Dreams aren't buried underground
And not so many ghosts around to haunt us

[Bridge 2]
And every breath is not a prayer
Until I turn around and find you there

[Verse 4]
If I could see your face again
And I knew what I know then
I wouldn't make you work so hard to win me
I'd surrender to your arms
Wrapped around me safe and warm
'Cause I knew you were the one from the beginning

[Outro]
And I'd give almost anything
If I could only see your face again



9972. If I Could See Your Face Again - Chords

If I Could See Your Face Again
Steve Earl - If I Could See Your Face Again

[Verse1]
             C
Well I have lived here all My life
            F             C
Don't know why I'm still surprised
          C                            F    G
That the sunset comes so early to this valley
 
[Verse2]
           C
And if I'm not on My toes
     F                  C
The twilight comes and goes
        C                           F       G
And I'm all alone with darkness all around Me
 
[Verse3]
           C
If I could see Your face again
           F                C
Black with coal until Your grim
          C                                  F      G
Cuts like sunshine through the shadow of the mountain
 
[Verse4]
          C
I'd drop everything and run
       F                   C
Like I know I should have done
      C                               F     G
Every time You come home to Me in the evening
 
[Chorus]
Dm                             G
Tonight, just like the night before
Dm                                 G
Ain't nobody walking through that door
 
[Verse5]
       C
If I could touch You one more time
        F                   C
Just to feel Your hand in Mine
     C                       F     G
I'd never let it go again, I promise
 
[Verse6]
      C
Maybe We could find a town
              F            C
Dreams aren't buried underground
           C                     F      G



And not so many ghosts around to haunt Us
 
[Chorus]
Dm                         G
And every breath is not a prayer
Dm                                G
Until I turn around and find You there
 
[Verse7]
           C
If I could see Your face again
      F                 C
And I knew what I know then
           C                        F     G
I wouldn't make You work so hard to know Me
 
[Verse8]
      C
I'd surrender to Your arms
         F                   C
Wrapped around Me, safe and warm
         C                              F     G
'cause I knew You were the one from the beginning
 
[Outro]
Dm              F       G
And I'd give almost anything
Dm              G            / C F C C / F F C ...
If I could only see Your face again

9973. If I Could Stop Loving You

Rhonda Vincent - If I Could Stop Loving You

If I could stop lovin' you and convince myself we're through
I could get out of bed, clear my head and start my life anew

If I could learn just to let go and erase your memory
I wouldn't blink or stop to think of all you meant to me

If I could stop lovin' you, pretend you were someone I never knew
I could do anything I wanted to if I could stop lovin' you

If I could stop lovin' you, 'n get get just one foot over that line
I could face the fact, you won't be back, I know I'd be just fine

If I could stop lovin' you and turn myself around
My heart would show me where to go where true love could be found



9974. If I Could Turn Back The Hands Of Time

If I Could Turn Back The Hands Of Time

Well I packed up my old clothes and drove on down the road
Four hunderd miles or more until I reached my next show.
The wind was blowing cold and brother don't you know
This pain inside my heart just won't let go.

I never was one to follow a straight and narrow path
But I would now if it would lead me to my past.
Back to her loving arms is where I want to go
To the one who left me out in the cold.

   If I could turn back the hands of time
   To the day when she was mine
   If she'd take me back right now
   I would walk the line
   If I could turn back the hands of time.

She never wanted me to leave her all alone
She needed someone there to keep her warm at home
Her words now are so clear in my mind
If I had only read between the lines.

I'll play another smoke filled bar for tips in a jar
Another lonely night just me and my guitar
But if she would open up her heart to me again
I'd stop running down this road that has no end.

9975. If I Could Write A Song As Beautiful As You - Chords

If I Could Write A Song As Beautiful As You
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by John Adrian

C                  Em   F
If I could write a song
                C   F
As beautiful as you
        G7     E7      Am
I'd set around all day long
       F                G7
That's all that I would do

C                  Em  F
If I could write a song
                 C   F
As tender as you are
            G7     E7  Am
I'd sing it on the radio
     F      G7       C
Just like a big time star



F              C               Dm
Songs are only words that rhyme 
      G7     C
A melody set down in time
F            C  G7   Am
This will be forever true
C                G7              Am
There is no song as beautiful as you

C                  Em   F
If I could write a song
                      C    F
The way I've seen you smile
    G7          E7               Am
The world would stop its turning round
    F           G7
And listen for awhile

C                  Em   F
If I could write a song
                  C    F
The way I fell in love
   G7                   E7      Am    F
My song would light the darkest night
     G7            C
Like all the stars above

F              C               Dm
Songs are only words that rhyme
      G7     C
A melody set down in time
F            C  G7   Am
This will be forever true
C                G7              Am
There is no song as beautiful as you

9976. If I Cross Your Mind

Dolly Parton - If I Cross Your Mind 
(Porter Wagoner)

If I cross your mind, please let me cross it slowly
Let me stop and reminisce with you for a while
And if I cross your mind, please remember only good things
Think of me as happiness if I cross your mind
There must be a million thoughts rushing through your mind
And if there's one of me love, among them that you find
Please stop for just a little while and treat it extra kind
When you think of me love, if I cross your mind
If you must hide my memory when you're with someone else
Then make mine very special when you're by yourself
For only in a memory can one turn back the time



To lovely tender moments that linger in your mind
There must be a million thoughts rushing through your mind
And if there's one of me love, among them that you find
Won't you stop for just a little while and treat it extra kind
When you think of me love, if I cross your mind
Think of only good things if I cross your mind

9977. If I Didn't Have You In My World - Chords

If I Didn't Have You In My World 
Written and recorded by Vince Gill
                                 
C                C7     F
If I didn't have you in my world
       C                           G7
What a lonely place my world would be
     C           C7     F
If I didn't have you in my world
                 G7          C
I think I'd just pack up and leave

G7                          F
It seems like I've waited a lifetime
C               G7           F
To find someone special like you
G7                        F
If you ever walked out of my life
             G7           C  G7
I don't know what I would do

     C           C7     F
If I didn't have you in my world
       C                           G7
What a lonely place my world would be
     C           C7     F
If I didn't have you in my world
                 G7          C
I think I'd just pack up and leave

G7                       F
You gave me a reason for living
    C            G7             F
The first time I looked in your eyes
G7                            F
I shudder to think what might happen
            G7          C
If you ever told me goodbye

Repeat #1

                 C7     F
If I didn't have you in my world



9978. If I Didn't Know Any Better

If I Didn't Know Any Better
Alison Krauss & Union Station

I turned around
Before I could run I found you already settled down in the back of my mind
I know this is just a customary feelin'
The moon is our deceiver that will leave you running blind

Your heart is pullin'
If I didn't know any better
I'd be fallin'
Deeper and deeper it's true
I'd hear it callin'
If I didn't know any better
And I'd be in love with you

Didn't want to
Look in the eyes of the one that I would be drawn to
I'm a moth lost in a fire
And I know this is just a beautiful illusion,
A case of the confusion, between love and desire

Your heart is pullin'
If I didn't know any better
I'd be fallin'
Deeper and deeper it's true
I'd hear it callin'
If I didn't know any better
And I'd be in love

When the flame burns out
And fine'ly settles down
And you'd forget I ever came around

Your heart is pullin'
If I didn't know any better
I'd be fallin'
Deeper and deeper it's true
I'd hear it callin'
If didn't know any better
And I'd be in love with you

I turned around
Before I could run I found you already settled down in the back of my mind

9979. If I Die



Vince Gill - If I Die

If I die a drinkin', I won't feel much pain
'Cause Lord we all got demons that drive us all insane
I'll die just like my daddy with a bottle in my hand
So if I die a drinkin', that's just who I am

If I die a cheatin' in the arms of another's girl
If in a fit of rage and jealousy, he takes me from this world
I can't say I'd blame him, I'd probably do the same
So if I die a cheatin', I'll live with the shame

If I die a singer of some old lonesome song
We're all drawn to heartache when someone's done you wrong
The last song I'll be playin' is "When the Saints Go Marching In'■
So if I die a singing, Lord, my song will never end

If I die a prayin' to Jesus on my knees
Everyone I've ever loved will be waiting there for me
The dirt can have my body but the Lord He owns my soul
So if I die a praying, Lord, I ain't afraid to go
If I die a praying, Lord, I ain't afraid to go

9980. If I Don't Go - Chords

If I Don't Go 
Lula Wiles
 
[Verse 1]
                       Bb
There's a burnt out streetlight down at the end of the road
            Cm                        Eb      Bb
Sometimes I go out there when I wanna be alone
F                 Cm                    Gm                 Eb
It's only in the middle of the night so you won't hear the door close
                  Bb
I can tell that lately when you've been looking at me
              Cm                        Eb           Eb
The woman you see there, she's who you want me to be
 F                 Cm                        Gm                   Eb
It's only in the middle of the night that I start thinking 'bout leaving
 
 
[Chorus]
F
What if I just keep on walking
Eb                    Gm
What'll I do when the road runs out
F
What if it turns out that I don't need you
Eb                    Gm       C7
What do I know about freedom anyhow?
           Cm              Eb
If I don't go, how will I know?



 
 
Bb F Cm Eb
 
 
[Verse 2]
         Bb                         F Bb
Nobody's told how it's supposed to be
          Cm                                   Eb
Love is a crooked line, I'm learning that the truth ain't free
   F                          Cm
If I'd known better I'd have run away
           Gm                          Eb
But I've been tethered by a rope that I couldn't see
 
 
[Chorus]
F
What if I just keep on walking
Eb                    Gm
What'll I do when the road runs out
F
What if it turns out that I don't need you
Eb                   Gm         C7
What do I know about freedom anyhow?
         Cm               Eb
If I don't go, how will I know?
         Cm            Bb Eb Bb Gm
If I don't go, how will I know?
 
 
Ab Abmaj7 Ab Gm Ab F
 
 
[Outro]
                   Bb
And what about the bird up there on the telephone wire?
                        Cm                    Eb          Bb
If she doesn't want for freedom, how will she know to go higher?
F                          Cm                           Gm                    Eb
It's just a lesson that I haven't learned as I've been walking the life of a liar

9981. If I Don't Love You - Chords

If I Don't Love You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Eddie Burton and John Dennis Knutson

G
Well you got my heart a-feeling used and junky 
    C                                     G
The road of love is getting mighty mighty bumpy
                                                  D7



Tell me pretty mama have I filled your heart with hate
G
Well with someone new you're affiliated
    C
And it's making me feel like I'm outdated
G
If I don't love you grits ain't groceries
    D7                        G
And that's on every poor mans plate
     C
Well let me know honey tell me what's the matter
G
Let me know what's on your mind
A7
If I don't love you there ain't a cow in Texas
D7
They raise 'em there all the time
G
Well I don't want to sound like I'm demanding
  C
I just wanta get a little understanding
G
If I don't love you grits ain't groceries
    D7                        G
And that's on every poor mans plate
     C
Well won't you tell me something baby tell me what's the matter
G
Let me know what's on your mind
A7
If I don't love you there ain't a cow in Texas
D7
They raise 'em there all the time
Repeat #4

9982. If I Ever Get Lucky - Chords

If I Ever Get Lucky
Recorded by Merle Haggard 
written by Merle Haggard and Lou Bradley 

G                   C                             G
If I ever get lucky I'll find the right woman for me
          Em                                   A7          D7
She'll be all I ever dreamed of and all that I want her to be
            G                         C                         B7
She'll have patience and kindness and interest in things that I do
     G                   D7               G
If I ever get lucky I'll find a lady like you

                      C                        G
If I ever get wealthy I'll build a mansion somewhere
        Em                                      A7        D7



And the woman who loves me will be queen of the castle we share
            G                       C                           B7
There'll be vineyards and roses and children that look like you do
     G              D7                    G
If I ever get lucky I'll find a lady like you

     C                                                 G
If I ever get lucky I'll find someone who needs a good man
    C                                                   D7
And she'll hold out her finger and cherish this wedding band
    G                        C                         B7
And with the hand of a loser I'll do what a loser must do
         G              D7                    G
And if I ever get lucky I'll find a lady like you

Repeat #3
                    D7                    G
If I ever get lucky I'll find a lady like you

9983. If I Ever Need A Lady I'll Call You - Chords

If I Ever Need A Lady I'll Call You
Recorded by Claude Gray
Written by Gene Crysler

C
You don't smoke and you don't swear 
             G7
You wouldn't do wrong on a dare 
                                         C
And a good girl just can't chase away my blues 
But I'm out fighting loneliness 
       G7
Dating girls I know will kiss 
                                    C
But if I ever need a lady I'll call you 
          F
You drink cokes and I drink wine
    C
You don't stay out after nine 
    G7                                    C
And that's when I'm getting up to lace my shoes 
         F                        C
So don't cry when you see painted women out with me 
         G7                           C
Cause if I ever need a lady I'll call you 
Check inside your sweet heart 
         G7
Looks as pure where mine is dark 
                                     C
And an angel is the one thing I just can't use 
                              G7
I need girls of the night all aglow with neon lights 



                                    C
But if I ever need a lady I'll call you
Repeat #2
    G7                              C
Yes if I ever need a lady I'll call you

9984. If I Ever Stop Hurtin'

Ernest Tubb 
If I Ever Stop Hurtin'

If I ever stop hurtin' I'm gonna try one more time
If I ever get over this girl that's on my mind
I'm gonna keep looking for a girl who's true and kind
If I ever stop hurtin' I'm gonna try one more time

This is not the first time I have had a heartache
This is not the first time I have loved in vain
I keep hoping that someday I'll find a good girl
Who won't leave me with a heart so full of pain

If I ever stop hurtin' I'm gonna try one more time
If I ever get over this girl that's on my mind
I'm gonna keep looking for a girl who's true and kind
If I ever stop hurtin' I'm gonna try one more time

If I ever stop hurtin' I'm gonna try one more time
If I ever get over this girl that's on my mind
I'm gonna keep looking for a girl who's true and kind
If I ever stop hurtin' I'm gonna try one more time

9985. If I Fall Your'e Going Down With Me

Dixie Chicks - If I Fall Your'e Going Down With Me

Was it the pull of the moon now baby
That led you to my door
You say the night's got you acting crazy
I think it's something more
I've never felt the Earth move honey
Until you shook my tree
Nobody runs from the law now baby
Of love and gravity it pulls you so strong
Baby you gotta hold on

If I fall you're going down with me
You're going down with me baby if I fall
You can't take back every little chill you give me
You're going down with me baby heart and all ooh yeah



We're hanging right on the edge now baby
The wind is getting stronger
We're hanging on by a thread now honey
We can't hold on much longer
It's a long way down but it's too late

If I fall you're going down with me
You're going down with me baby if I fall
You can't take back every little chill you give me
You're going down with me baby heart and all ooh yeah

Ooh baby I couldn't get any higher
This time I'm willing to dance on the wire
If I fall
If I fall

'Cause if I fall you're going down with me
You're going down with me baby if I fall
You can't take back every little chill you gave me
You're going down with me baby heart and all

If I fall
If I fall
Oh yeah

9986. If I Give My Heart

Alison Krauss - If I Give My Heart 
(John Pennell)

If I give my heart to you tonight
Will you still be by my side?
Or will you be gone with the morning sun
Like a restless bird in flight?

Take me in your arms
Let the love you seek
Wash away your sorrow,
Let the morning be ours to keep.

And if I should tell you of the love that I feel
Will you still be there for me
Or will I awake to a faded love searching for freedoms gain

Take me in your arms
Let the love you seek
Wash away your sorrow,
Let the morning be ours to keep.

Take me in your arms
Let the love you seek
Wash away your sorrow,



Let the morning be ours to keep.

If I give my heart to you tonight
Will you still be by my side?
Or will you be gone with the morning sun
Like a bird who yearns to fly?...

9987. If I Had A Hammer

Nanci Griffith - If I Had a Hammer
(Pete Seeger - Lee Hayes)

If I had a hammer
I'd hammer in the morning
I'd hammer in the evening all over this land
I'd hammer out danger
I'd hammer out a warning
I'd hammer out the love between my brothers and my sisters
All over this land

If I had a bell
I'd ring it in the morning
I'd ring it in the evening all over this land
I'd ring out danger
I'd ring out a warning
But I'd ring out love between my brothers and my sisters
All over this land

If I had a song
I'd sing it in the morning
I'd sing it in the evening all over this land
I'd sing out danger
I'd sing out a warning
I'd sing out love between my brothers and my sisters
All over this land

Well I got a hammer
And I got a bell
And I got a song to sing all over this land
It's the hammer of justice
It's the bell of freedom
And it's the song about love between my brothers and my sisters
All over this land

9988. If I Had A List

If I Had A List 
Utah Phillips 
Starlight On the Rails



I came into Yuba as soon as I read 
Of all of those twenty five hoboes found dead 
I came in to find out if one of the slain 
Could have answered to my brother's name

Chorus :
If I had a list and only knew
I'd write down the names and sing them to you 
And when I got done, I'd Sing them again 
You'd all know each one had a name

He may be your brother, I just couldn t say
We hire lots of floaters who work by the day
Now I see his photo, they might be the same 
But I just can t remember his name

He stopped for a drink every now and again
Didn't look no different than hundreds of men
You know these old bums they all look the same 
No reason to ask him his name

He had a room and ran out on the rent 
Hired on a crew, I don't know where he went 
If I knew his boss I might make a claim
But I forgot to write down his name

He might have been Shorty, a feller I knew
We bunked in the empties when the season was through 
You know I've been thinking, it sure is a shame 
I never did ask him his name

We always abandon the old for the new 
And second-hand people get thrown away too
I know it won't help, but still it explains 
Why no one remembers their names

9989. If I Had Half The Sense

Lefty Frizzell
If I Had Half The Sense (A Fool Was Born With)

[Verse 1:]
If I had half the sense a fool was born with
I wouldn't let my pride keep hangin' on
To put up with the things you come up with
I'd pick what's left of me and move along
Knowing just how much you liked to hurt me
Don't mean I've got to stand it every day
If I had half the sense a fool was born with
I'd pack my bags and I'd be on my way

[Pre-Chorus:]



But I guess I'm twice as dumb
As a biggest fool every morn
'Cause even a fool leaves home
When he knows the love is gone

[Chorus:]
If I had half the sense a fool was born with
I'd leave my pride around
And cover me some ground and find myself
To cry in another town

[Pre-Chorus]

[Chorus]

9990. If I Had Left It Up To You - Chords

If I Had Left It Up To You
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                         F                C
You made plans to leave a thousand times I know
      G7                                   C
And a thousand times I should have let you go
                         F            C
But each time I'd always beg you back somehow
       G7                                 C
If I'd left it up to you it'd all be over now
     G7                       C
It'd all be over now cept the crying
       G7                             C
I'd be used to spending all my nights alone
                          F          C
Wish I'd found the way to let you go somehow
       G7                                 C
If I'd left it up to you it'd all be over now
     G7                       C
It'd all be over now cept the crying
       G7                             C
I'd be used to spending all my nights alone
                          F          C
Wish I'd found the way to let you go somehow
       G7                                 C
If I'd left it up to you it'd all be over now

9991. If I Had My Life To Live Over

If I Had My Life To Live Over



There a little log hut down in old Caroline
All the doors are shut and its covered with vine
That's where I lived when just a lad
I was happy there with Mother and Dad

Now I'm alone and oh so lonely
I know my heart would be so sad
But if I had my to live over
I'd stay at home with Mother and Dad

I left my home down in old Caroline
I rambled round from time to time
I waited too long to start back home
For the ones I loved had done passed on

Now I've got no parents no place to call home
I'm out in this world and I'm on my own
My heart is broke my heart is sad
For I've got no home no Mother or Dad

9992. If I Had My Way

Vince Gill - If I Had My Way

If I had my way, we'd love one another
If I had my way, we'd all live as brothers
There'd be no more fussing and fighting
No more hungry innocent dying
I'd make it all go away
If I had my way

If I had my way
I'd carry your burden
If I had my way
No one would be hurtin'
And there'd be no more hatred and lying
No more lonely little kids crying
I'd make it all go away
If I had my way

Maybe one day the walls will come down
If I had my way, the lost would be found
Love will find a way to turn everything around

There'd be no more fussing and fighting
No more frightened little kids crying
I'd make it all go away
If I had my way



9993. If I Had My Wife To Love Over - Chords

If I Had My Wife To Love Over
Recorded by Vernon Oxford
Written by Bobby Bond, Benny Williams, Conrad Pierce
 
C           E7           F
If I had my wife to love over
    C
I'd love her yes I'd love her 
     G7                    C
Like no woman's been loved before
 
 
I had a real good thing going
         F           C
Till one day she was gone
                                 G7
Leaving nothing but memories and pain
        C
Now the heartaches are showing
      F          C
And I know I was alone
                      G7          C    G7
If I'm lonely I'm the only one to blame
 
       C        E7           F
But if I had my wife to love over
    C                           G7
I'd never let her walk out that door
   C        E7           F
If I had my wife to love over
    C
I'd love her yes I'd love her
     G7                    C     G7
Like no woman's been loved before
 
          C
If you've got a good woman
     F           C
Then listen to a man
                           G7
Who's learning to live all alone
     C
Many nights I didn't hold her
         F            C
Take the time to understand
                       G7               C
And one day she turned away and she was gone
 
       C        E7           F
But if I had my wife to love over
    C                           G7
I'd never let her walk out that door
   C        E7           F
If I had my wife to love over
    C



I'd love her yes I'd love her
     G7                    F   C
Like no woman's been loved before

9994. If I Had The Money I Would Ride That Train

If I Had The Money I Would Ride That Train
(Jack Tottle)

Ch) If I had the money, I would ride that train, ride that train, ride that train
If I had the money, I would ride that train way out to the Western shore

Lay a twenty on me if you don't care, you don't care, you don't care
Pay you right back soon as I get there, way out to the Western shore

Ch) If I had the money, I would ride that train, ride that train, ride that train
If I had the money, I would ride that train way out to the Western shore

Don't worry  bout me when I am gone, I am gone, I am gone
Just let everybody know I'm movin' on, way out to the Western shore

Ch) If I had the money, I would ride that train, ride that train, ride that train
If I had the money, I would ride that train way out to the Western shore

Red tailed hawk's on a Tennessee breeze, Tennessee breeze, Tennessee breeze
They fly away whenever they please, way out to the Western shore

Ch) If I had the money, I would ride that train, ride that train, ride that train
If I had the money, I would ride that train way out to the Western shore

9995. If I Had To Do It All Over Again - Chords

If I Had To Do It All Over Again
Recorded by Roy Clark
Written by Bobby Springfield
 
C                        Em
We're not as young as we used to be
F    G7      C   G7
Baby I don't mind
C                             Em
Cause growing old with you is gonna be
F                     G7
Full of life and good times
         C
And if I had it to do all over again I'd do it with you
                                     Dm
I wouldn't want to miss a thing that we've been through
     F           G7               Em                   F



Baby nothing can compare with the good love that we've shared
         Dm               G7             C
And if I had to do it all over again I'd do it with you
 
                       Em
Looking back on life I can't complain
   F          G7                 C   G7
It ain't been easy but don't you know
C                          Em
We still had sunshine even when it rained
          F                      G7
And we've shared a love you have known
Repeat #2 x2
         Dm               G7             F          C
And if I had to do it all over again I'd do it with you

9996. If I Had Wings

If I Had Wings
Peter Yarrow / Sue Yardley

If I had wings no one would ask me should I fly.
The bird sings no one asks why.
I can see in myself wings as I feel them.
If you see something else keep your thoughts to yourself.
I'll fly free then.

Yesterday's eyes, see their colors fading away.
They see their sun turning to gray.
You can't share in a dream that you don't believe in.
If you say that you see and pretend to be be me,
You won't be then.

How can you ask if I'm happy goin' my way?
You might as well ask a child at play.
There is no need to discuss or understand me.
I won't ask of myself to become something else.
I'll just be me.

Repeat first verse.

9997. If I Had Wings - Chords

If I Had Wings 
Dolly Parton

[Intro]
G#7  C#m
 



[Chorus]
C#m
If I had wings I would fly away from
       F#m                C#m
All my troubles, all my thing
            F#m G#7           C#m
And I would fly to a place of comfort
       G#7             C#m
Heaven knows I need a change
          G#7             C#m
If I had wings, Lord give me wings
 
[Verse]
    C#m
Oh, I've had my share of sorrow
       F#m             C#m
Walked alone, alone to road
        F#m  G#7    C#m
I could use a new tomorrow
          G#7              C#m
If I had wings I'd make it so
 C#m
One cannot predict the future
     F#m             C#m
One cannot undo the past
           F#m      G#      C#m
But we can make the present useful
          G#m              C#m
Build the future that will last
 
[Chorus]
C#m                G#m      C#m
If I had wings I'd fly away from
          F#m                 C#m
All of my troubles, all of my wounds
C#m
And I would fly 'till I found freedom
         G#7              C#m
If I had wings I'd up and go home
         G#7                 C#m
If I had wings, Lord give me wings
 
 
[Music/Voilion Solo]
 
C#m F#m C#m F#m G#m C#m G#7 C#m
 
 
C#m
If I had wings I'd fly away from
          F#m                 C#m
All of my troubles, all of my wounds
C#m
And I would fly 'till I found freedom
         G#7                 C#m
If I had wings I'd up and go home
         G#7                 C#m



If I had wings, Lord give me wings
 
          E     B            C#m
If I had wings, oh, if I had wings
          E     B                     C#m
If I had wings, oh Lord, just give me wings
          E     B                       C#m
If I had wings, if had wings I'd make a change
          E     B             C#m
If I had wings, if I had wings
 
(humming)
         G#7     N.C.
If I had wings, if I had wings

9998. If I Had You

Alan Jackson - If I Had You 

(Alan Jackson/Jim McBride)
If I could have you
I know what I'd do
This time I'd be true
If I had you
If you could be mine
I'd walk that straight line
There'd be no bad times
If I had you
I made the worst mistake
One fool could ever make
Tell me it's not too late
What can I do
If I could hold you tight
I'd have the world tonight
Everything would be alright
If I had you
I made the worst mistake
One fool could ever make
Tell me it's not too late
What can I do
If I could hold you tight
I'd have the world tonight
Everything would be alright
If I had you
Everything would be alright
If I had you

9999. If I Hadn't Met You - Chords



Kathy Mattea - If I Hadn't Met You
Written by Randy Goodrum
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "From My Heart"

Intro:   /C.../C.../Am.../Am.../Dm.../Dm.../F.G./F.G./

C                   Em
    If I hadn't met you
    F                 G              Em               Am
I'd still be thinkin' love is just a word some people use
     F                   G      Em     Asus2  Am  F  Dm
when tryin' to teach the golden rule
     G          C
If I hadn't met you
                             Em
And if I hadn't touched your hand
    F                  G            Em            Am
I'd still believe that paradise was way beyond my reach
        F                G                Em    Asus2  Am  F  Dm
And I'd still believe it wasn't meant for me
     G                   C   F  C
If I hadn't touched your hand

G
   Now these words and music
F
   Can sure be confusin'
        C             Dm
So I'll try to put it simply
   F            G
so you can understand
  C
I love you.

Interlude:   C     Em    F    G    Em    Am
             F     G     Em   Asus2  Am  F  Dm  G

C                        Em
    And if I hadn't lost you
    F                  G                   Em          Am
I'd still believe that tears were just for sentimental fools
      F                G             Em    Asus2  Am  F  Dm
and I wouldn't be here starin' at my shoes
     G           C    C    Am    Am
If I hadn't lost you.
      F                   G              Em                Am
And I might have lived my life and never shared one single dream
           F            G                 Em    Asus2  Am  F  Dm
I wouldn't realize that dreams are simply clues
     G          C    C    Am    Am    C
If I hadn't met you
 
   Asus2   
-----------
. . . . . .
. . X X . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .



10000. If I Kiss You (Will You Go Away)

Lynn Anderson - If I Kiss You (Will You Go Away)

If I kiss you will you go away like in the game my mother used to play
You're so much hurt I wish you wouldn't stay if I kiss you will you go away
My mom would come when I get hurt at play she kiss my hurt and it would go away
But now I'm grown I don't know what to do I've never known a bigger hurt than you
If I kiss you will you go away...
I seen a kiss make sorrow disappear a kiss can dry away the biggest tears
A kiss can make a heartache vanish to I don't see why it wouldn't work on you
If I kiss you will you go away...
If I kiss you will you go away

10001. If I Lose

Yonder Mountain String Band
If I lose

If ever I need you dear
I find your love is gone
Sign on the dotted line
And try to take it home
I left my lamp a-burning
I left the front door open wide
No sleep come the morning
Wore it out with the tears I cried

Chorus:
Are you gonna be my angel?
The Devil's never gonna let me save my poor soul

[ Chorus (x2) ]
Shovel that shines like silver
Digs a hole in the ground
The gold ring that I gave you
I found it laying 'round
The hole ate up my mind
The hole ate up my heart
Your name's still on my lips
When I whisper in the dark

10002. If I Lose

If I Lose - Ralph Stanley
Ricky Skaggs



I never thought I'd need you but now I found I'm wrong
Come on back sweet mama back where you belong
I've gambled all over town find that I can't win
So come on back and pick me up again

   Now if I lose let me lose
   I don't care how much I lose
   If I lose a hundred dollars while I'm trying to win a dime
   My baby she's got money all the time

Of all the other gals I know no one can take your place
Cause when I get into a jam they just ain't in the race
So now that you're back dear let's take another round
With you here by my side dear the deal just can't go down

10003. If I Lose My Mind

Dolly Parton - If I Lose My Mind 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writer Porter Wagoner

Mama, it's so good to be back home again
I'm so proud to see that you are looking well
Yes, I know that I look a little weary
Oh, but Mama, I have been through living hell.

You know how much I've always loved him, Mama
But he done things to me I couldn't understand
Why, he made me watch him love another woman
And he tried to make me love another man.

--- Instrumental ---

Mama, can I be your little girl again
I need you now even more than I did then
And I need a lot of love and understanding
And a lot of time to get me over him.

If I lose my mind, Mama, I wanna be here with you
Have them lock me up and see I have good care
But I just couldn't stand his torture any longer
I was afraid of what I'd do if I stayed there...

10004. If I Make It Through Tonight - Chords

If I Make It Through Tonight
Recorded by Billy Parker
Written by Jeannie Seely and Virginia Gail Talley



C                G7        C
You just told me that it's over 
              F            C
Though you've had a lot of fun
    F              C
And you walked out without a thought
D7                          G7
Of all the harm that you've done
 
    C        G7    C
You said I'd find another
       F                 C
And by chance you may be right
      F              C
For tomorrow's still another day
     G7                  C
If I make it through the night
 
G7
Everywhere I look
          F        C
I see you standing there
D7
And I close my eyes
               Dm             G7
And smell your perfume in the air
 
             C       G7     C
There's your message on the table
      F                   C
Those words cut me like a knife
        F            C
So I'll tear it up tomorrow
     G7                  C
If I make it through the night
 
Repeat #3,4
 
      F              C
For tomorrow's still another day
     G7                  F   C
If I make it through the night

10005. If I May Be So Bold

Allison Moorer
If I May Be So Bold

[Verse 1]
It's no eternal mystery
You don't need a hard-earned clue
Why some men do their damndest when half-a-damn would do



There's a lifetime in the distance
And it's filled with love and gold
And I'll find it yet if I may be so bold
Yeah, some men do the congaroo
And some men do the wheel
Some'll do most anything to hide the way they feel
And some like givin' orders
And some like to be told
But I'll make my way if I may be so bold

[Chorus 1]
Bold enough to make a difference
Bold enough to say I care
Bold enough to keep on trying
Even when the will's not there
There's a whole world out there waitin'
Full of stories to be told
And I'll heed the call and tell 'em all
If I may be so bold

[Verse 2]
The boys were emptying their glasses
As the true believers will
For what I guess these days passes for a good time or a thrill
And they're tryin' hard to convince you
But I don't believe you're sold
So I'll step right up if I may be so bold
[Chorus 2]
Bold enough to make a difference
Bold enough to say I care
Bold enough to keep on fightin'
Even when the will's not there
There's a whole world out there waitin'
Full of dreams that can't be sold
And I'll heed the call and I'll live 'em all
If I may be so bold

[Verse 3]
I have stumbled 'round these country towns
And I've swallowed up the sea
I've wrestled with the question of just who I aim to be
Been dealt hands I had to laugh at
And some hands I'd like to fold
But I'll play 'em all, if I may be so bold

[Chorus 3]
Bold enough to not surrender
Bold enough to give a damn
Bold enough to keep on movin'
Or to stay right where I am
There's a whole world out there waitin'
Full of stories to be told
And I'll heed the call and I'll tell 'em all
If I may be so bold
Yeah I'll tell 'em all, if I may be so bold



10006. If I Miss You Again Tonight - Chords

If I Miss You Again Tonight
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Ricci Mareno, Charlie Black, Marianne Mareno

G7   C                     G7
If I miss you again tonight
C       F
And I'm longin' to hold you tight
       E7                  Am
If the mood that I'm in is just like it's been
     D7                             G7
Then I'll be awake till the morning light
     C                           G7
If I miss you just one more time
C     F
And I can't get you off my mind
          E7                      Am           C
Girl I'll know that it's true I'm still lovin' you
    F                 Fm Dm G7            C
And how will I face it      if I miss you tonight
                          F
I tried so hard to forget I thought I'd made it
  G7                                    Am          C
I cried you out of my heart and I could smile again
F                                           C
Then all at once out of nowhere your memory returned
       G7             C        F
And my heart couldn't shake it can I forget you again
                  C  A7      Dm           G7
Tell me what'll I do girl if I can't make it
     C                           G7
If I miss you just one more time
C     F
And I can't get you off my mind
          E7                      Am           C
Girl I'll know that it's true I'm still lovin' you
    F                 Fm Dm G7            C
And how will I face it      if I miss you tonight

10007. If I Needed You

If I Needed You

   If I needed you, would you come to me
   Would you come to me for to ease my pain
   If you needed me I could come to you
   I would swim the seas for to ease your pain 



Well the night's forlorn and the morning's born
And the morning's born with the lights of love
And you'll mis sunrise if you close your eyes
And that would break my heart in two 

Baby's with me now since I showed her how
To lay her lily hand in mine
Who could ill agree she's a sight to see
A treasure for the poor to find

10008. If I Only Had A Brain

If I Only Had a Brain
Billy Strings

Verse 1:
I could while away the hours
Conferrin' with the flowers
Consultin' with the rain
And my head I'd be scratchin'
While my thoughts were busy hatchin'
If I only had a brain

Verse 2:
I'd unravel every riddle
For any individ'le,
In trouble or in pain.
With the thoughts I'd be thinkin'
I could be another Lincoln
If you only had a brain

Bridge:
Oh, I could tell you why
The ocean's near the shore
I could think of things
I never thunk before
And then I'd sit
And think some more

Verse 3:
I would not be just a nothin'
My head all full of stuffin'
My heart all full of pain
And perhaps I'd deserve you
And be even worthy erv you
If I only had a brain



10009. If I Only Knew - Chords

If I Only Knew
Recorded by Bobby Helms
Written by Bob Saffer

G    D7        G            C
If I only knew how much I'd miss you 
              Am  D7  G
I'd never say bye bye bye
      D7           G     Am
Cause now I find I can't forget you 
           D7          G
Although I tried tried tried
D7           G          C
I made a big mistake to leave you 
                     F
That's why I cry cry cry
          Cm         C       A7
If I only knew you'd miss me too 
              D7  G   C
I'd never say bye bye bye
      G                      C
(If I only knew how much I'd miss you) 
              D7  Dm  G
I'd never say bye bye bye
       D7           G     Am
(Cause now I find I can't forget you) 
           D7      G
Although I try try try
 D7           G          C
(I made a big mistake to leave you) 
                     F
That's why I cry cry cry
           Cm         C       A7
(If I only knew you'd miss me too 
              D7  G   C
I'd never say bye bye bye)
G    D7        G            C
If I only knew how much I'd miss you 
              Am  D7  G
I'd never say bye bye bye
      D7           G     Am
Cause now I find I can't forget you 
           D7          G
Although I tried tried tried
D7           G          C
I made a big mistake to leave you 
                     F
That's why I cry cry cry
          Cm         C       A7
If I only knew you'd miss me too 
              D7  G   C
I'd never say bye bye bye



10010. If I Should Fall Behind

Linda Ronstadt - If I Should Fall Behind
Written by Bruce Springsteen
Bruce Springsteen

We said we'd walk together baby come what may
There come the twilight should we lose our way
If as we're walking hands should slip free
I'll wait for you
Should I fall behind wait for me

We swore we'd travel darling side by side
And we'd help each other stay in stride
Each lover's steps fall so differently
So I'll wait for you
Should I fall behind wait for me

Everyone dreams of love lasting and true
But you and I know what this world can do
Let's make our steps clear that the other may see
And I'll wait for you
Should I fall behind wait for me

Now there's a beautiful river in the valley ahead
And there 'neath the oak's bough soon we'll be wed
Should we lose each other in the shadow of the evening trees
I'll wait for you
Should I fall behind wait for me

Darling I'll wait for you
Should I fall behind wait for me
Darling I'll wait for you

10011. If I Should Wander Back Tonight

If I Should Wander Back Tonight
Flatt & Scruggs

For many years I've been a rolling stone, my darling
Like a gypsy I have roamed from place to place
Fortune never came to me
But how happy I would be
Just to look again upon your smiling face

   Now if I should wander back tonight would you be waiting
   Would your eyes be filled with love's own tender light
   Would your arms be empty, dear would you thrill to find me near
   Would you love me if I'd wander back tonight



When budding flowers lend their fragrance in the springtime
I recall the roses twining round your door
Fancy then I homeward stay and I seem to hear you say
That you love me as you did in days of yore

Last night I dreamed that you and I were back together
I held your hand so gently in my own
Heard you say we'd never part as I pressed you to my heart
Then I woke in tears to find myself alone

10012. If I Sink Any Lower - Chords

If I Sink Any Lower 
Recorded by Big Country Bluegrass
Written by Bob Richardson

G
I woke up this morning with pounding in my head
                              D7                 G
My ears fell ringing with the last few words she said
 
You know I don't love you I know it ain't right
                          D7           G
Starting tomorrow you can find another liar
 
     F        G
If I sink any lower I'll go under
     F       C            D7
If I cry any more I'll go blind
     G         C            G
That woman she left me this morning
           D7           G
Left me to go out of my mind
 
 
I pleaded and I cried I tried to make her stay
                            D7          G
She said I am leaving there is no other way
 
I tried with all my heart I cried from the pain
                           D7            G
And out from the shadows I saw the other man 
 
Repeat #2

 
And from those words and worry the sorrow and the pain
                             D7       G
The thought of losing her it drove me insane
 
I just couldn't believe it the thought of what I've done
                                  D7           G



I laid them both to rest with the sounds of my gun
 
     F        G
If I sink any lower I'll go under
                                        D7          G
Cause I laid them both to rest with the sound of my gun

10013. If I Was A Bottle - Chords

If I Was A Bottle 
Sierra Ferrell

[Verse 1]
A                                                            D
Some friends and I were talkin' bout the things we'd like to be
                    E                             A
I couldn't hide the tear drop, when someone asked me
A                                          D
When they heard my answer, would they understand
                  A            E               A
I wish to be the bottle you're holding in your Hand
N.C.
 
 
[Verse 2]
   D                       A
If I was a bottle, I would be with you tonight
        D                                     A                E
I would feel the touch of your warm lips, and have you hold me tight
  A                                                   D
I know that I'm just dreamin', this wish cannot come true
               A               E                 A
But if I was a bottle, I would be there close to you
 
D E A
 
 
[Verse 3]
A                                                      D
You would never break the bottle, the way you broke my heart
                      E                                  A
Because it means much more to you than the home you tore apart
A                                                      D
I know my heart still needs you, even if it's right or wrong
                     A                 E                A
If it wasn't for the bottle, you would be right here at home
N.C.
 
 
[Verse 4]
D                          A
If I was a bottle, I would be with you tonight
        D                                     A                E



I would feel the touch of your warm lips, and have you hold me tight
   A                                                    D
I know that I'm just dreamin', this wish cannot come true
               A               E                 A
But if I was a bottle, I would be there close to you

10014. If I Was A Drinkin' Man - Chords

If I Was A Drinkin' Man
Recorded by Neal McCoy
Written by Byron Hill and J.B. Rudd

C                       Am
If I was a drinkin' man like I used to be
C                F                   G7
I'd get myself a bottle and you'd be history
              C            Am
You made me a thinkin' man when you walked out
C          F            G7                  C
If I was a drinkin' man I wouldn't need you now

     F                           C
I've learned to live without you one day at a time
D7                              C
Even though you're always on my mind
          F                     C
There's a bar around the corner if I wanted to forget
    D7                            G7
But I ain't givin' up on our love yet

           C            Am
If I was a drinkin' man like I used to be
C                F                   G7
I'd get myself a bottle and you'd be history
              C            Am
You made me a thinkin' man when you walked out
C          F            G7                  C
If I was a drinkin' man I wouldn't need you now

F                      C
Knowin' me like you do the kind of fool I've been
    D7                                     C
You probably think I'm three sheets to the wind
  F                          C
I wish that I could tell you that I'm feelin' no pain
D7                              G7
Oh you should see how much I've changed

           C            Am
If I was a drinkin' man like I used to be
C                F                   G7
I'd get myself a bottle and you'd be history
              C            Am



You made me a thinkin' man when you walked out
C          F            G7                  C
If I was a drinkin' man I wouldn't need you now
 
           F            G7                  C
If I was a drinkin' man I wouldn't need you now

10015. If I Were A Carpenter

If I Were A Carpenter
Tim Hardin
Flatt & Scruggs - Seldom Scene

If I were a carpenter,
And you were a lady,
Would you marry me anyway?
Would you have my baby?

If I were a tinker
Would you still find me,
Carrying the pots I made,
Along behind me?

Chorus:
Save my love through loneliness.
Save my love through sorrow.
I have given you my only-ness.
Come give me your tomorrow.

Instrumental Verse

If I were a miller
At a mill wheel grinding,
Would you miss your colored lights
And your soft shoes shining.

Chorus

Repeat First Verse

10016. If I Were A Carpenter

If I Were A Carpenter
Bobby Darin - Larry Keel Experience

If I were a carpenter
And you were a lady,
Would you marry me anyway?
Would you have my baby?



If a tinker were my trade
Would you still find me,
Carrin' the pots I made,
Followin' behind me.

Save my love through loneliness,
Save my love for sorrow,
I'm given you my onliness,
Come give your tomorrow.

If I worked my hands in wood,
Would you still love me?
Answer me babe, "Yes I would,
I'll put you above me."

If I were a miller
At a mill wheel grinding,
Would you miss your color box,
And your soft shoe shining?

If I were a carpenter
And you were a lady,
Would you marry me anyway?
Would you have my baby?
Would you marry anyway?
Would you have my baby?

10017. If I Were A Child - Chords

If I Were A Child 
Nanci Griffith

Intro
G       D       C
G       D       C
 
G               D               C       G
Sunday morning hell, it's finally come
        D               C
Washed these bleary eyed windows just to see the sun
G       EM              A
And I keep on thinking it will pass some time
C                       D
Bring back the peace of mind and carry that old smile of mine
 
Chorus:
C                       G               EM
If I were a child I would cry and beg your pardon
C       D       G               EM      C
If I were a beggar I would hold out my hand
D               G               EM      C
If I were an angel I would smile and say you owe me



                D       C               G
But I am just a lady you never tried to understand
 
G       D               C       G
Why am I so cold inside today
        D               C
These home town streets look so dirty and gray
G       EM              A
And I don't want to save it until the night rolls in
C                       G
Do you feel the pain my friend?
C       D
Well it's alright
 
(Chorus)
 
Bridge:
G       D       C
G       D       C
 
G       D               C
Those old morning after blues go a hold of me
G       D               C
I'm a Saturday night drunk with no place to drink
G       EM      A
And I don't want to face the truth I see in me
C       D               G       C
"Cause in my mind I already going home to Satan
 
(Chorus)
 
D       C       G       D
I am just a lady I've tried so hard to understand.

10018. If I Were King

Robert Earl Keen - If I Were King 

If I were the king of this old crazy world
I'm telling you there'd be some changes made
In my golden crown, I'd lead the big parade
If I were king, there'd be some changes made

I'd take you from your prison and set you on a throne
Instead of threads of linen, you'd wear a satin gown
Upon my throne so safe and sound, you'd never be afraid
If I were king, there'd be some changes made

I'd take you from your prison and set you on a throne
Instead of threads of linen, you'd wear a satin gown
Upon my throne so safe and sound, you'd never be afraid

If I were king there'd be some changes made



I ain't no king I'm just a fool but in my masquerade
If I were king, there'd be some changes made

10019. If I Were King - Chords

If I Were King
The Backsliders
 
[Verse 1]
G        C                  G
If I was king and ruled the world
C        Am                 G
If I was king and ruled the world
C                 D
If I was king and ruled the world
    G            Em
I'd order you to be my girl
   C     D           G
If I was king of the world
 
[Verse 2]
G        C          G
Girl I'd even marry you
C      Am                  G
Little girl I'd even marry you
C             D
Girl I'd even marry you
    G             Em
I'd get a job and keep it too
   C     D           G
If I was king of the world
 
[Solo]
 
[Chorus]
Em   D         C                G    F#/G
I remember you used to smile at me
Em             D       C                 D
But I've been thinking just how sweet my life would be
 
[Verse 3]
G        C                  G
If I was king and ruled the world
C        Am                 G
If I was king and ruled the world
C                 D
If I was king and ruled the world
G               Em
I'd build you a castle of iron and pearl
   C     D           G
If I was king of the world
 
[Solo]



 
[Chorus]
Em   D         C                G    F#/G
I remember you used to smile at me
Em             D       C                 D
But I've been thinking just how sweet my life would be
 
[Verse 4]
G        C                  G
If I was king and ruled the world
C        Am                 G
If I was king and ruled the world
C                 D
If I was king and ruled the world
    G            Em
I'd order you to be my girl
   C     D           G
If I was king of the world

10020. If I Were King - Chords

If I Were King

~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^
E  G#  C#m  A  E  B7  E  B7
E  G#  C#m  A  E  B7  E

   E       G#      C#m            A
If I were king of this ole crazy world,
      E                  B7         E     B7
I'm tellin' you, there'd be some changes made.
E             G#        C#m            A
In my golden crown I'd lead the big parade
   E                    B7        E      B7
If I were king, there'd be some changes made.

     A                             E
I'd take you from your prison and sit you on a throne
    A                               E            B7
Instead of threads of linen, you'd wear a satin gown.
  A                 B7                    G#         A
Upon my throne, so safe and sound, you'd never be afraid.
   E                    B7        E      B7
If I were king, there'd be some changes made.

E  G#  C#m  A  E  B7  E  B7
E  G#  C#m  A  E  B7  E

     A                             E
I'd take you from your prison and sit you on a throne
    A                               E            B7
Instead of threads of linen, you'd wear a satin gown.
  A                 B7                    G#         A



Upon my throne, so safe and sound, you'd never be afraid.
   E                    B7        E      B7
If I were king, there'd be some changes made.
   A                  B7
I ain't no king, I'm just a fool
    G#          A
But in my mascarade...
   E                    B7        E         A  E
If I were king, there'd be some changes made.

~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^~^
CHORDS
E    =   022100
A    =   X02220
B7   =   X21202
G#   =   X66544 or 466544
C#m  =   XX6654 or 446654

enjoy :)

10021. If I Were The Woman You Wanted

Nanci Griffith - If I Were the Woman You Wanted

Now they all sat around in a circle
They were laughing and all telling lies
Then the tall one he bumped in a dollar
Oh he said boys I've got nothing to hide
Now if the King and the Queen stood together
Then the ace he would not be to blame

And if the cards were all laid on the table, now darlin'
Then love could be more than a game
And if the stars didn't shine on the water
Then the sun wouldn't burn on the sand
And if I were the woman you wanted babe

I would not be the woman that I am
And I have seen my share of long nights
And I have told my share of lies
And I have run into the darkness, now darlin'
When I saw the look in your eyes

But if the night didn't lie in the darkness
Then the daylight would be hard to find
And if the truth didn't turn to a weakness, now babe
I would have never have spoken my mind
And if the stars didn't shine on the water

Then the sun wouldn't burn on the sand
And if I were woman you wanted babe
Then I would not be the woman that I am
So if you're going out to California



Then don't linger in New Mexico

And if you think of the one there behind you, there darlin'
Then you might not feel so alone
And if the stars didn't shine on the water
Then the sun wouldn't burn on the sand

And if I were the woman you wanted babe
I would not be the woman that I am
And if I were the woman you wanted babe
I would not be the woman that I am

10022. If I Were You

If I Were You
Jim Lauderdale

Hey girl we've been friends for so long
And I've always been your shoulder when you cried
Now your asking how to end your heartache
I'm telling your right now take my advice

If I were you then I'd love me forever
And I'd be here in these arms where you belong
And I'd spend my life being happy
If I were you I'd hold me from now on

There's no point in taking chances
You want someone you know will always stay
I've always been here when you've needed someone
To help you make it through your darkest days

If I were you then I'd love me forever
And I'd be here in these arms where you belong
I'd spend my life being happy
If I were you I'd hold me from now on

And I'd spend my life being happy
If I were you I'd hold me from now on

10023. If I Were You - Chords

If I Were You
Written and recorded Terri Clark

G                                  C           D7     G     C  D7
You were standin' at my front door when I came home tonight
            G                         C                      D7
And I could tell by the look you gave me you were needin' my advice



C                                 D7
You say you want more out of life than he can give you
                Em               C
As a tear rolls down your face
              G
But girl I've seen the way he looks at you
      D7                                  G     D7
And I know someone who'd gladly take your place
          G       C               G
If I were you I'd run back home tonight
         C              G            D7
Tell him everything's alright yeah I know what I'd do
          G       C             G
If I were you I'd never let him go
    C               G                  D7
I'd have someone to hold my whole life through
          G
If I were you
                                              C
You shouldn't think you're missing out on something
            D7             G     C  D7
Because you wear a wedding band
              G
Cause I can't seem to find somebody
          C                          D7
Who wants more than just a one night stand
              C                            D7               Em      C
You know this single life I'm livin' ain't all it's cracked up to be
          G                          D7                    G    D7
So you've come to the wrong place if what you want is sympathy
          G       C               G
If I were you I'd run back home tonight
         C              G            D7
Tell him everything's alright yeah I know what I'd do
          G       C             G
If I were you I'd never let him go
    C               G                  D7
I'd have someone to hold my whole life through
repeat #2
D7        G
If I were you

10024. If I Were You - Chords

If I Were You 
Gibson Brothers
 
[Verse 1]
           D
If I were you
G               A           D
I would gladly loan to me a dollar or two
           A       G              A                 D



So I could eat and maybe get just one good night of sleep
        D
But I'm not
           G             A                D
And I'm stranded like a castaway in this town
     G             A                D                G
And you seem so unwilling to help a fellow when he's down
           D  A
If I were you
                D
That's what I'd do
 
THE WHOLE BAND FROM HERE:
 
[Verse 2]
           D
If I were you
            G              A                       D
I wouldn't be out on the streets the whole night through
           A            G              A                 D
I'd have a job, and a pretty wife that I could come home to
       D
But I don't
    G              A               D
And I have twenty cents left to my name
    G             A              D              G
And your the only one left here, that I have to blame
           D  A
If I were you
                D
That's what I'd do
 
[Bridge]
             G             A                    D
You see It's not my way to take from you, the things I haven't earned
  G               A                   D
I wish I could go back and heed, the lessons I have learned
 
>PAUSE<
 
 
[Verse 3]
      D
But I can't
           G              A             D
So you'll gladly put your money in this sack
    G                       A            D               G
And yes sir, this things is loaded and I have the hammer back
           D  A
If I were you
                D  G
That's what I'd do
           D  A
If I were you
                D
That's what I'd do



10025. If I'd Loved You Then

Jerry Jeff Walker - If I'd Loved You Then

Well, I'm not the kind of man who sits and complains
I've always been the kind of man who likes to take a chance
I have lived my life to the fullest, I have no regrets
Most of the time I feel I've had the best of it

Chorus:
But I see life's a one way street, you walk along, before too long
You look back and see what you believe just might be wrong
But every now and then I think about what might have been
I wonder how good life would have been if I'd loved you then
Well, I would never take back my wild oats for anything
But I was ready the day we exchanged our wedding rings
I had done all I could do alone, oh, I needed you
And I've found out true love brings out the best in you

Chorus
And every day I think it can't get better than this
But love is always changing as we learn to give
I love you more than ever before and it just dawned on me
The longer I love you the more that you will mean to me

Chorus

10026. If I'd Only Met You First - Chords

If I'd Only Met You First 
Recorded by Carl Butler
Written by Hank Cochran and Carl Butler

C                              F
Just like so many other men we hear about in song
  C                                                 G7
I wed the wrong girl just before the right one came along
       C                              F
Though I was tied to someone else the day you came my way
    C                         G7              C
But if I'd only met you first you'd be my own today
  F                             C
I knew I didn't love her on the day we said I do
    F                                 C              G7
But placed the ring upon her hand and promised to be true
  C                                     F
I thought someday I'd learn to care and so we made the vow
    C                                G7                 C
But if I'd only met you first things would be different now



                                   F
The one I hold in my heart now can never have my name
  C                                                  G7
Because the one I never loved would have to bare the shame
   C                                       F
To leave her now would break her heart and that's what makes me stay
    C                            G7               C
But if I'd only met you first it wouldn't be this way
   F                              C
So now I'm doomed to live a lie because we met too late
       F                          C                G7
She'll never set me free and so I can't ask you to wait
   C                              F
If you should find another love I won't stand in your way
    C                         G7              C
But if I'd only met you first you'd be my own today

10027. If I'm Lyin I'm Dyin

If I'm Lyin I'm Dyin
(Frank Solivan)

You Think I've been steppin' out on you
But you don't know that I'm true
You think I'm a man with a lure in tow
And I just want you to know

If I'm lyin' I'm dyin'
So don't leave me cryin'
Don't leave a love that's true
If I'm lyin' I'm dyin'
So don't leave me cryin'
My heart will always love you

When some gal says she likes the way that I sing
I never call to give her a ring
Her number gets thrown In the trash that night
So why dowe have to fight 

When I'm out late, with my friends in town
You think I'm out runnin' around
It's just me and the boys, it ain't what you think
We just sat there with beers and drank

10028. If Is A Bird On A Chain - Chords

If Is A Bird On A Chain
Written and recorded by Eddy Raven



C               G7           C                G7 
If I could take back all the things that I've said
    C              G7        C              G7  
And change all the wrongs in life that I've led
    F             Em          E7            Am 
I'd take back the tears and a hundred other things
    C       G7           C    G7  
But if is a bird with no wings
 
     C               G7         C            G7
If a blind man could see and if losers could win
   C         G7            C           G7 
If age never showed on the face of old men
   F         Em           E7         Am  
If you could forgive that I told you lies
    C       G7              C  
But if is a bird that can't fly
 
   G7                 F         C 
If I were the man you hoped I'd be
   G7                F        G7    
If I were that man I wouldn't believe
    F          Em     E7              Am   
But I love you so and that's the real shame
C       G7        C 
If is a bird on a chain
 
           G7            C            G7    
If I had a dime then I'd try one more time
   C           G7          C          G7 
If you were at home if you had to sit alone
   F         Em       E7        Am
If I had but one more chance to explain
    C       G7        C
But if is a bird on a chain
 
Repeat #3
 
            G7        C 
But if is a bird on a chain

10029. If It Ain't One Thing (It's You)

If It Ain't One Thing (It's You)

I guess it's just not my day
The wind blew my morning paper away
Then I cut my toe oin a sliver of glass
From the stormdoor you broke when you left here so fast

If it ain't one thing it's you
If you've heard that I'm goin crazy
It's true



The wheels seem to fall off whatever I do
If it ain't one thing
It's you

I rented that movie you hate
But that old VCR just chewed up the tape
Then I went to the freezer thought I'd cook me a steak
All I found was that old piece of our wedding cake

If it ain't one thing it's you
If you've heard that I'm goin crazy
It's true
The wheels seem to fall off whatever I do
If it ain't one thing
It's you

But I never knew that I needed you so
But now that I've lost you, I can't let you go

If it ain't one thing it's you
If you've heard that I'm goin crazy
It's true
The wheels seem to fall off whatever I do
If it ain't one thing
It's you

Oh if it ain't one thing
It's you

10030. If It Hadn't Been For Love

The Steeldrivers - If It Hadn't Been For Love

Never woulda hitch hiked to Birmingham 
if it hadn't been for love 
Never woulda caught the train to Louisian' 
if it hadn't been for love 
Never woulda run through the blindin' rain 
without one dollar to my name 
if it hadn't been 
if it hadn't been for love

Never woulda seen the trouble that i'm in 
if it hadn't been for love 
Woulda been gone like a wayward wind 
if it hadn't been for love 
Nobody knows it better than me 
I wouldn't be wishing I was free 
if it hadn't been 
if it hadn't been for love 

Four cold walls against my will 
at least I know she's lying still 



Four cold walls without paroll 
Lord have mercy on my soul 

Never woulda gone to that side of town 
if it hadn't been for love 
Never woulda took a mind to track her down 
if it hadn't been for love 
Never woulda loaded up a forty four 
put myself behind a jail house door 
if it hadn't been 
if it hadn't been for love 

Four cold walls against my will 
at least I know she's lying still 
Four cold walls without paroll 
Lord have mercy on my soul

Never woulda hitch hiked to Birmingham 
if it hadn't been for love 
Never woulda caught the train to Louisian' 
if it hadn't been for love 
Never woulda loaded up a forty four 
put myself behind a jail house door 
if it hadn't been 
if it hadn't been for love 
if it hadn't been 
if it hadn't been for love 
if it hadn't been 
if it hadn't been for love

10031. If It Takes Me A Lifetime

If It Takes Me A Lifetime

It's true that I love you it's true you're not free
I'm trusting in tomorrow that someday you may be

So I'll go on hoping and trusting in fate
If it takes me a lifetime then I'll just wait

I'll cherish the say you and I met
Sweet memories of you I'll never forget
You lifted me up when I was down
And gave me a smile in place of a frown

I'll always be waiting it's never too late
If it takes me a lifetime then I'll just wait
This waiting is awful but still you are tied
I'm trying my best my feeling to hide

Though people are talking but still I must state
If it takes me a lifetime then I'll just wait



10032. If It Was Easy - Chords

If It Was Easy
Recorded by Ed Bruce
Written by Larry Kingston and Harlan Sanders

C                                F
I wish there was a way to love a lot
                C                         G7
And only hurt a little when love lets you down
C                                  F
I wish there was a way to love and run
                      C                        G7
And not find the hurt behind you when you turn around
      Am                                 F
But I guess I know why love's the way it is
  Am                              F               G7
I think I know why love is such a game of hit and miss

          C     F        G7
If it was easy  everyone would do it 
          C     F              G7    C
If it was easy  everyone would be in love
                F                   G7
If it was easy  I'd be the first to do it 
          C     F                  G7
If it was easy  I'd gladly go back through it
          C   F                 G7    C
If it was e-a-sy everyone would be in love

                                      F
I wish love was a part that you could play
                   C                     G7
And then just walk away when the curtain falls
C                                   F
I wish that you could take it as it comes
                     C                     G7
And leave it when it goes without a second thought
      Am                                     F
But I guess that's not the way it's meant to be
  Am                                 F               G7
I try my best but love just seems to get the best of me

Repeat #2

              F   C             F
If it was e-a-sy  if it was e-a-sy 
          C   F   C             F
If it was e-a-sy  if it was e-a-sy



10033. If It Was Up To Me - Chords

If It Was Up To Me
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Johnny MacRae and Steve Clark
 
G                   D7        G
All our friends are asking me about you
     D7                          G
They say I was a fool to let you go
                   C                G      C
The truth is I had no choice in the matter 
      G                D7                 G
But I hide my feelings well so they don't know
   C
If it was up to me I'd stem the tides
                     G
And move the highest mountain just to see
F           C      G
Your loving smile again
   C
If it was up to me
I'd turn the hands of time back  
       G
To the way we used to be
            D7                        G  C
And we'd be one again if it was up to me
     G           D7                   G
They ask me when we're gettin' back together
D7                                 G
They don't know it's all out of my hands
                       C                   G       C
Cause I can't help the way that you're not feeling 
    G               D7             G
Any more than I can help the way I am
   C
If it was up to me I'd stem the tides
                     G
And move the highest mountain just to see
F           C      G
Your loving smile again
   C
If it was up to me
I'd turn the hands of time back  
       G
To the way we used to be
            D7
And we'd be one again 
       C
Yes if it was up to me I'd stem the tides
                     G
And move the highest mountain just to see
F           C      G
Your loving smile again
   C
If it was up to me
I'd turn the hands of time back to 



    G
The way we used to be
            D7
And we'd be one again
                G
If it was up to me

10034. If It Were Anyone But You

If It Were Anyone But You 
Josh Williams
 
I could wash my hands of love   
Shrug it off and walk away   
Chalk it up as just another   
In a long line of mistakes 
 
I could make it look so easy   
Simply say that we are through
And not regret it for one moment   
If it were anyone but you 
 
CHORUS: 
If it were anyone but you 
The feeling wouldn't be this strong 
I'd find some excuse for leaving 
You'd turn your back and I'd be gone 
Falling into love is something that I 
Swore I'd never do
And I"d have kept my word to me 
If it were anyone but you 
 
If you hadn't caught my eye   
If I'd not let you turn my head   
Every tender word you heard   
They would have all gone unsaid 
 
I'd still be a rollin' stone   
That no one could hold on to   
Love would not have slowed me down   
If it were anyone but you

10035. If It Weren't For Country Music - Chords

If It Weren't For Country Music
Recorded by Clinton Gregory
Written by Alan Syms
 
C



I sit here by the jukebox in this country bar
                                  G7
I gotta hear some fiddle and some steel guitar
A month ago my loving lady threw me out
                                         C
And I don't know what to do so I just do without
This old city brings me down it ain't been good to me
                        C7            F
But it's all that I can do to keep my sanity
        G7
But the future's looking bright cause I'm finally feeling right
                                           C
And if it weren't for country music I'd go crazy
      F                       C
I got holes in my boots I got holes in my jeans
G7                          C
Holes in my pockets man you know what that means
            F                          C
Between the bar tab and the jukebox my money's all been spent
        D7                         G7
And I'd vote for Merle Haggard for president
          C
Play some Hank play some Willie play some Restless Heart
                        C7                F
But don't play A Tender Lie cause I might fall apart
        G7
But the future's looking bright cause I'm finally feeling right
                                           C
And if it weren't for country music I'd go crazy
Repeat #3,4
        G7
Yes the future's looking bright cause I'm finally feeling right
                                           C
And if it weren't for country music I'd go crazy

10036. If It Weren't For Him - Chords

If It Weren't For Him
Recorded by Vince Gill with Rosanne Cash
Written by Rosanne Cash and Vince Gill

C             F               C
If she'd only knew what I was thinking
              F  Em               Dm   G7
If she'd only knew what was in my head
              F               C
Why can't she see my heart is breaking
         Em   F                 C
She'd be mine if it weren't for him
        F                 C
So many times I dreamed I had her
           F  Em           Dm   G7
I call her name when I lay down



              F                 C
Still I can't learn to live without her
        Em    F        C
Jealous heart is all I found
Am       G7               F
See your face would be my destiny
Am          G7                F
Now I won't take what you can give to me
Am          G7             F
This lonely place is all I hope to find
                  Em  F             C
If it weren't for him then you'd be mine
             F               C
If he'd only knew what I was thinking
             F  Em               Dm   G7
If he'd only knew what was in my head
             F               C
Why can't he see my heart is breaking
        Em   F                 C
He'd be mine if it weren't for him
         Em   F                 C
You'd be mine if it weren't for him

10037. If It's The Beaches

The Avett Brothers - If It's the Beaches 

Don't say it's over
Cause that's the worst news I could hear.
I swear that I will
Do my best to be here
Just the way you like it.
Even though it's hard to hide,
Push my feelings all aside
I will rearrange my plans
And change for you.

If I could go back
That's the first thing I would do
I swear that I would
Do my best to follow through,
Come up with a master plan,
? Come up with a winning stance?
A guarantee, and not promise
That I'll never let your love slip
From my hands.

(Interlude)

If it's the beaches,
If it's the beaches, sand you want,
Then you will have them.
If it's the mountains, bending rivers



Then you will have them.
If it's a wish to run away,
Then I will grant it.
Take whatever you think of,
While I go gas up the truck.
Pack the old love letters up.
We will read them when we forget
Why we lived here.

10038. If Jesus Walked The World Today

If Jesus Walked The World Today 

If Jesus walked the world today, Hed probably be a Hillbilly
Common man of men and the King of many
Hed lay his hands on his brother man, save us all from the sinnin
If Jesus walked the world today, Hed probably be a Hillbilly
If He was here today I bet Hed drive a Chevrolet
Workin at the plant drawin workers pay
Hed preach in some little country church outside of the city
If Jesus walked the world today, Hed probably be a Hillbilly
If Jesus walked the world today, Hed probably be a Hillbilly
Common man of men and the King of many
Hed lay his hands on his brother man, save us all from the sinnin
If Jesus walked the world today, Hed probably be a Hillbilly
His long hair and sandled feet would be in style
Surround himself with the good old boys to tell His tale
Hed have a mighty cross tatoo on his hands by the nail holes that killed Him
If Jesus walked the world today, Hed probably be a Hillbilly
If Jesus walked the world today, Hed probably be a Hillbilly
Common man of men and the King of many
Hed lay his hands on his brother man, save us all from the sinnin
If Jesus walked the world today, Hed probably be a Hillbilly
Some folks would say it wasnt really Him
You know theyd probably send Him off to some kind of looney bin
They wouldnt hang Him on the cross but theyd find some way to condem Him
If Jesus walked the world today, Hed probably be a Hillbilly
If Jesus walked the world today, Hed probably be a Hillbilly
Common man of men and the King of many
Hed lay his hands on his brother man, save us all from the sinnin
If Jesus walked the world today, Hed probably be a Hillbilly
Hed be a Hillbilly, yeah, Hed be a Hillbilly
Id bet Jesus be a Hillbilly, Lord, you know Hed be a Hillbilly

10039. If Kisses Could Talk - Chords

If Kisses Could Talk
recorded by Vernon Oxford
written by Everett Corbin



C                         C7                F
If kisses could talk   oh things they would say
G7                    C
They'd  go telling on you
                      C7              F
If kisses could talk  they'd give you away
    G7                     C
And make  you lonesome and blue

                    F                            C
They'd tell how you cheated  they'd tell how you lied
                  D7                          G7
They'd show how I suffered  they'd show how I cried
                C            C7               F
If kisses could talk  that's just what they'd do
G7                    C
They'd  go telling on you

10040. If Leavin' Was Easy - Chords

If Leavin' Was Easy
Recorded by Earl Thomas Conley
Written by Earl Thomas Conley and Randy Scruggs
 
C       Em                  G
Between morning and evening working and sleeping
    F          C
And feeling confused
        Am                          D7
She got stuck on the highway in the 5:00 traffic
           G
Missed the 6:00 news
 
           Em                               G
She said I just saw him out there with some girl from somewhere
          F            C
They were feeling just fine
       Am                      D7
Was he too tired for love like he said he was
        G
Or just biding time
 
            Em               D7
She said if leavin' was easy I'd be gone
C                    G
Doing what he's done all along
      Am                   D7                       G
Cause tonight I need to be loved more than anything else
       Em               D7
And if I'da been easy I wouldn't be gone
    C                G
I'd be better off to be on my own



     Am                     D7                 G
Than living for someone who only lives for themselves
 
            Em                  G
She's got a front row seat with cable TV
    F              C
For her life's the screen
         Am                  D7
When she oughta be dancing instead of romancing
G
Just today's dream
 
    Em                G
She took to the limit all that was in it
    F           C
But watching it end
    Am                  D7
And remember tonight of some old flame
                           G
She'd love to get wound up again
 
Repeat #3

10041. If Lonesome Don't Kill Me

If Lonesome Don't Kill Me - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Bobby Starnes/Daniel House Music, BMI-It Says What It Says Music,BMI)

Chorus
The whiskey's for the hard times
From here it's all uphill
So if lonesome don't kill me
Maybe the whiskey will
Maybe the whiskey will

Verse
Well she left me without warning
Packed it up and gone
She'll hit Galax by morning
Time for moving on
Fare thee well, so long

Verse
Well you know This ain't my first time
and she won't be the last
All I need is a reason 
George Dickel And a glass
it's coming on me fast

Verse
I'll be over her tomorrow
But hurtin just the same
Cause tonight I'm drowning sorrow



And blowing out a flame
Just like a hurricane

10042. If Looks Could Kill

Rodney Crowell - If Looks Could Kill

If today weren't just like any day perhaps I'd try
To shed this worn out skin so thick and learn to fly
But I came home to face your ice and steel
If looks could kill I would be gone today
There's a fire that's burning in your eyes not in your heart
I can fan the fames but I can't make a spark
I don't like the way I make you feel
If looks could kill I would be long since gone
If looks could kill then I'd be pushing up your daisies
If looks could kill then I would not be going crazy
There's a stool that I've been glued to for so many nights
And a bar to pour my heart out to and make it right
And I don't have to tell myself it's real
If looks could kill my heart would beat no more
If looks could kill then I'd be deep in peaceful slumber
If looks could kill then I would not be going under
There's a gun out in the hallway covered up in dust
That works well enough to turn a heartache into dust
Go on and let your lawyer make a deal
If looks could kill
If looks could kill
I would be long since gone

10043. If Love Was A River

Alan Jackson - If Love Was A River 

If love was a river
And I was a drowning man
Would you get in the water
Would you lend me a hand
If love was a river
Would you sit on the land
If love was a mountain
High above this town
Would you climb to the top
Would you never look down
If love was a mountain
Would you go around
Love rarely knocks so many times upon your door
And heaven only knows if it will come back anymore
If love was a firefly



Sitting in your hand
Would you laugh when it twinkled
Let it go again
If love was a firefly
Would you understand
If love was a party
With everyone you know
Would you dance if I asked you
Would you smile and say no
If love was a party
Would you even go
Love rarely knocks so many times upon your door
And heaven only knows if it will come back anymore
If love was a fast train on a one-way track
Would you turn in your ticket
Would you never look back
If love was a fast train
Would you even pack?

10044. If Love Whispers Your Name

Richard Thompson - If Love Whispers Your Name

Next time I promise
I will be ready
Ready to move when the clouds roll apart
Next time I promise
I will do better
When the sun shines on me and pierces my heart

If love whispers your name
Breathes in your ear
Sighs in the rain
Love is worth every fall
Even to beg
Even to crawl

I won't act so cool
I Won't be the fool
Next time
And I won't quote the law
Won't be so sure
Next time

'Cause I once had it all and
I once lost it all and
I won't miss again
If the chance should come my way 
If love should look my way 

If love whispers your name
Breathes in your ear
Sighs in the rain



Love is worth every fall
Even to beg
Even to crawl

I won't act so cool
I Won't be the fool
Next time
And I won't quote the law
Won't be so sure
Next time

'Cause I once had it all and
I once lost it all and
I won't miss again
If the chance should come my way 
If love should look my way 

If love whispers your name
Breathes in your ear
Sighs in the rain
Love is worth every fall
Even to beg
Even to crawl

Love is worth every wound
Each lonely day,
Each sleepless night
Love is worth every wound
The price that you pay
To live in the light

10045. If Loving You Is Killing Me Lord What A Way To Go - Chords

If Loving You Is Killing Me Lord What A Way To Go 
Jimmy Martin

[Verse 1]
G                                  C
Romeo had Juliet, and Jack, he had Jill
D                                         G
Romeo took poison, and Jack fell down the hill.
G                                                   C
Well, I got you, and how its gonna turn out I don't know.
D                                                   G
but if loving you is killing me, lord what a way to go!
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G                                               C
If loving you is killing me, lord what a way to go!
D                                               G
If there's a better way to die, I don't want to know.



G                                                   C
Just wipe the smile off my face, and let 'em lay me low.
D                                                      G
'Cause if loving you is killing me, lord what a way to go!
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G                                                   C
Now if loving you is killing me, then I don't wanna live.
D                                                   G
Your love might be poison, I'll take all that I can get
G                                            C
Just pour it in my cup honey, and let me die slow.
D                                                      G
'Cause if loving you is killing me, lord what a way to go!
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G                                               C
If loving you is killing me, lord what a way to go!
D                                               G
If there's a better way to die, I don't want to know.
G                                                   C
Just wipe the smile off my face, and let 'em lay me low.
D                                                      G
'Cause if loving you is killing me, lord what a way to go!
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
G                                                 C
I guess that you're killing me a little more each night,
D                                                 G
'Cause I feel like I'm in heaven when you hold me tight.
G                                                    C    
So throw your arms around me and let your sweet love flow
D                                                     G
'Cause if loving you is killing me, lord what a way to go
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G                                               C
If loving you is killing me, lord what a way to go!
D                                               G
If there's a better way to die, I don't want to know.
G                                                   C
Just wipe the smile off my face, and let 'em lay me low.
D                                                      G
'Cause if loving you is killing me, lord what a way to go!



10046. If Mama Coulda Seen Me

If Mama Coulda Seen Me
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
If my mama coulda seen me in this prison
She'd a'cry but she can't
She'd wanna know if I was learning my lesson
But I like that I ain't
She could never tell me different 'cause I listen with my mouth
So send me up river, I'm never getting out
If my mama coulda seen me in this prison
She'd a-cry but she can't

[Verse 2]
And if my mama coulda seen me in these chains
She'd be fit to be tied
She was spared that pain 'cause I was barely 13 when she died Well, I reckon she's in Heave
n and I know that I'm in hell
Nobody is your friend in a solitary cell
If my mama coulda seen me in this prison
She'd a-cry but she can't

[Bridge]
Rich man, poor man, beggar man please
Ain't nobody never cause mama any grief
First time living my first crack at you
Come on, mama, pull me out the shadow over mind

[Verse 3]
If my mama coulda seen me in this prison
It'd break her poor heart
Took her dreams and be damned if I didn't tear everyone apart
Now I get on my knees nearly every single day
Thank the Lord she never had to see me this way
If my mama coulda seen me in this prison
She'd a-cry but she can't
If my mama coulda seen me in this prison
She'd a-cry but she can't

10047. If My Heart Ever Gets Mended

If My Heart Ever Gets Mended (Larry W. Jones 11/03/2007) 

If my heart ever gets mended
A new love it may try to find
But the last love has just ended
And I find she's still on my mind
This is not the first love ended
For I have had lost loves before
Now my poor heart needs attended
Because of heartaches by the score



I'm gonna search for the right love
She'll be a girl who's true and kind
If my heart ever gets mended
The last love won't be on my mind
- instrumental -
Maybe someday I will find her
And this pain in my heart will end
And maybe then it will occur
That my poor broken heart will mend
I'm gonna search for the right love
She'll be a girl who's true and kind
If my heart ever gets mended
The last love won't be on my mind
If my heart ever gets mended
The last love won't be on my mind

10048. If My Heart Had Windows

Ernest Tubb 
If My Heart Had Windows

If my heart had windows
You'd see a heart full of love just for you

A tear may appear when I hold you near
But that's for the sweet things you do
And if my heart had windows
You'd see a heart full of love just for you

By your side I will stay till we're old and gray
Reminiscing young moments we knew
And if my heart had windows
You'd see a heart full of love just for you

A thief couldn't steal the love that I feel
And heaven for me has come true
And if my heart had windows
You'd see a heart full of love just for you

10049. If My Love Could Kill

Lucinda Williams - If My Love Could Kill

If my love could kill, if my love could kill
I would kill this, I would kill this
Slayer of wonder, slayer of words
Murderer of poets, murderer of songs

Who robbed me of your memory



Robbed me of your time
Made her way into the symphony
Of your beautiful mind, of your beautiful mind

If my love could kill, if my love could kill
I would kill this, I would kill this
Destroyer of brilliance, destroyer of hope
Invader of skin, invader of bone

Who robbed me of your memory
Robbed me of your time
Made her way into the symphony
Of your beautiful mind, of your beautiful mind

If my love could kill, if my love could kill
I would kill this, I would kill this
I would kill this, I would kill this

If my love could kill, if my love could kill
If my love could kill, if my love could kill

10050. If My Nose Was Running Money - Chords

If My Nose Was Running Money
Recorded by Mike Snider
Written by Mike Carr and Mike Hammonds

C                                 F              C
You say that I don't love you you say my love is untrue
                                     D7               G7
Well darlin' if I was a rich man I'd prove my love to you
    C                            F               C
I'd buy you a diamond ring and a new fur coat or two
                                       G7             C
If my nose was running money honey I'd blow it all on you

                                 F              C
If my nose was running money I'd blow it all on you
                             D7           G7
I'd buy you a Cadillac and a new Mercedes too
    C                      F                 C
I'd build you that mansion up on the mountaintop
                                 G7         C
If my nose was running money but honey it's snot

                                    F                 C
If my nose was running money let me tell you what I'd do
               
I'd buy you a John Deere tractor 
                    D7            G7
And we'd get rid of that old gray mule
    C                                         F              C
I'd carry you down to the store and buy you a brand new pair shoes



                                           G7                 C
And you not have to be plowing bare footed the way you always do

                                      F                C
If my nose was running money we could have anything we please
                                       D7            G7
The first time you wanted cash all I'd have to do is sneeze
    C                                      F                  C
Why we'd be living high on the hog and the hog wouldn't be so lean
                                           G7             C
If my nose was running money honey we'd be rollin' in the green

       F                          C
It's a booger of a problem that I got
                                          G7
I wish my nose was running money but it's snot
    C                        F            C
I'd buy you a Cadillac and a new Mercedes too
                             G7                 C
If my nose was running money I'd blow it all on you
                                   G7                 C
If my nose was running money honey I'd blow it all on you

10051. If Not For The Love Of Jesus - Chords

If Not For The Love Of Jesus
Written and recorded by Ronnie McDowell
 
D7 G           D7      G
If not for the love of Jesus
       C                G
I'd be lost never to be found
   C           Am      G Em
If not for the love of Jesus
       G          D7       G     D7
I'd be walking on unstable ground
 
     G         D7      G
I've taken Him all for granted
      C                         G
Never once stopped to think I'd fall
       C                   G
But if not for the love of Jesus
Em                  Am  B7
I'd have nothing at all
 
G                D7       G
Everything in my hand for certain
      C                    G
I was happy as a man could be
      C                        G Em
Never thought that while I was living
       G         D7       G



He had given His life for me
 
repeat #1
 
      G            D7        G
Now I step side by side with Jesus
     C                       G
I no longer walk the path of sin
         C                 G  Em
With His hand I'll live as forever
      G         D7       G
I had only to believe in Him
 
Repeat #1
 
       G          D7       Am C  G
I'd be walking on unstable ground

10052. If Not For You

If Not For You
Modern Grass Quintet

Verse 1:
If not for you
Babe, I couldn't find the door
Couldn't even see the floor
I'd be sad and blue
If not for you

Verse 2:
If not for you
Babe, I'd lay awake all night
Wait for the mornin' light
To shine in through
But it would not be new
If not for you

Bridge:
If not for you
My sky would fall
Rain would gather too
Without your love I'd be
Nowhere at all
I'd be lost if not for you
And you know it's true

Repeat Bridge:
If not for you
My sky would fall
Rain would gather too
Without your love I'd be
Nowhere at all



Oh! what would I do
If not for you

Verse 3:
If not for you
Winter would have no spring
Couldn't hear the robin sing
I just wouldn't have a clue
Anyway it wouldn't ring true
If not for you
If not for you

10053. If One Won't Another One Will

The Carter Family - If One Won't Another One Will

I went one Sunday evening my true love for to see
I asked her to marry and she would not answer me

The night is almost spent, it is near the break of day
I'm waiting for an answer, oh, what will you say

Kind sir, if I must tell you, I'd choose the single life
I never thought it suited for me to be your wife

Take this for an answer and for yourself provide
I have another lover and you must be denied

In the course of six weeks later this lady's mind did change
She wrote me a letter, kind sir I feel ashamed

I feel as though I slighted you, I cannot hear you mourn
So here is my heart, come take it, and claim it as your own

I wrote her back an answer and sent it back in speed
I only once I did love you, I loved you dear indeed

But since my mind has changed me, I'll seek another way
Upon some pretty fair maiden, my heart will have its sway

Upon some pretty fair maiden my heart shall have its fill
This world is wide and lonely, if one won't another one will

10054. If One Won't The Other Will

If One Won't The Other Will

I went one Sunday evening my true love for to see
I asked her to marry and she would not answer me



The night is almost ended tis near the break of day
I'm waiting for an answer oh what will you say

Dear sir if I must tell you I choose the single life
I never thought it soothing for me to be your wife

Then take this for your answer and for yourself provide
I have another lover and you must be denied

In the course of six weeks later this lady's mind did change
She wrote me a letter kind sir I feel ashamed

I feel as though I slighted you I cannot hear you mourn
So here's my heart come take it and claim it as your own

I wrote her back an answer I sent it back in speed
I only once did love you I loved you dear indeed

But since my mind has changed me I seek another way
Upon some pretty fair maiden my heart will have its place

Upon some pretty fair maiden my heart shall have its fill
This world is wide and lonely if one wont another one will

10055. If Only - Chords

If Only
Written and recorded by Jack Scott
 
C               Am
If only I could lie like you
F               G7
Smile and be so sly like you
   C            Am
If only I could say I care
F               G7
Knowing I'm not bein' fair
   C       Am
If only if only  
   F    G7       C        Am
If only I didn't care for you
    F          G7
The way that I do
   C            Am
If only I could kiss your lips
    F                   G7
And dream about someone else's lips
   C            Am
If only I could hold you tight
    F                    G7
And dream about the girl tomorrow night
   C       Am      F



If only if only if only 
G7              C
I could be like you
F               G7
I love you much much too much
   F    G7      C
To ever let you go
         F                C
And your dreamy eyes keep me alert
D7                G7
I keep a-hopin' I won't get hurt
   C             Am
If only he would let you know
    F                G7
How very very much I love you so
C               Am
Let you see how we could be
F          G7
Happy just you and me
   C       Am      F
If only if only if only
   G7                C
Oh what's the use if only
   Am      F       G7
If only if only if only
   C            Am
If only yeah if only
   F       G7                C
If only oh what's the use if only
   Am      F
If only if only 
   G7                C
Oh what's the use if only
   Am      F
If only if only
   G7                C
Oh what's the use if only

10056. If Only For A Day

If Only For A Day
(Tim Stafford and Robert G. Starnes)

V1) Storm out on the water, lightning to the East
It's hard to make a living from the bottom of the sea
Shadows on the canyon I may never see
But a fisherman is what I'll always be

V1) Sunset on the prairie, wind across the plain
Evening star is shining, Sure could use some rain
The coast of Carolina I may never see
A cattleman is what I'll always be



Bridge) Sometimes I wish that I could fly away
If only for a day
Lord help me find the way

V3) Every life has a reason, but still we believe
That every changing season will somehow set us free
Fate can just deliver what was meant for me
A simple man is what I'll always be

10057. If Only Your Eyes Could Lie - Chords

If Only Your Eyes Could Lie
Recorded by George Jones
Written by John Charles Jarrard and Robert Lee McDill

C                                       F
Girl I can tell that you're thinking of leaving
          C                                    G7
But it'll hurt me so much you don't want me to know 
       C                                    F
You've done all you can to hide what you're feeling 
       C               G7                     C
Oh but one part of you it let's your feelings show
        F                         C
Oh your fingertips tell me you'll stay 
         G7                    C
And your warm red lips say you won't go away 
         F                   C                    Am
And your lovin' arms make me think you're still mine 
C          G7                   C
Oh girl if only your eyes could lie
                                                    F
So I say what's wrong and darlin' you just say it's nothin'
      C                                          G7
I can almost believe it hun when I hold you like this 
      C                                F
But I know in my heart that there's no tomorrow
   C                G7                          C
So just for tonight hun I'll pretend that there is
Repeat #2
           G7                   F  C
Oh girl if only your eyes could l-ie

10058. If She Just Helps Me Get Over You

Lefty Frizzell
If She Just Helps Me Get Over You

[Verse 1:]



It may not make me tremble the soft touch of her hand
But she won't break my heart the way you do
So I'm gonna try to give her the best love that I can

[Chorus;]
If she just helps me get over you

[Verse 2:]
If she just picks me up when I get down
If she's there when the mem'ries walk around
Maybe someday I'll love her as much as I've loved you

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
I don't suppose that loving will ever be the same
But she wants me the way I wanted you
So I'm gonna try to give her the best love that I can

[Chorus:]
If she just helps me get over you
If she just picks me up
If she just helps me get over you

10059. If Something Breaks

If Something Breaks
Front Country

We can love like a well oiled machine
We can love like something that your mama never seen
Even in her dreams
We can fight till the cows come home
We can yell like a lonesome moonlight freight train whistle blows
And say what we don't mean

Baby, come on let's go
If something breaks, we'll fix it on the road
And fight about it on the way home
We run hot and we run cold
It ain't perfect, Lord knows
But if something breaks, we can fix it on the road

Oh, remember when we were friends
There was nothing but black top pavement stretching out ahead
To where we'd never been
Oh now baby, I try to do right
Oh now baby, I try to keep from keeping us up at night
Worrying

Oh baby, come on let's go
If something breaks, we'll fix it on the road
And fight about it on the way home



We run hot and we run cold
It ain't perfect, Lord knows
But if something breaks, we can fix it on the road

And if you get tired I'll drive
If I get tired, let's rest our eyes for a while
For a while

I'm afraid that you'll see me as I am
I'm afraid that you'll wake up one day and the fog will have lifted
And you won't like what you find
As if I was a sorcerer
As if I could make you see something that wasn't there before
Or change your mind

Baby, come on let's go
If something breaks, we'll fix it on the road
And fight about it on the way home
We run hot and we run cold
It ain't perfect, Lord knows
But if something breaks, we can fix it on the road
Oh, if something breaks, we can fix it on the road

10060. If Teardrops Were Diamonds - Chords

If Teardrops Were Diamonds
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam and Willie Nelson
Written by Dwight Yoakam

C      G7         C                           C7
If teardrops were diamonds and only mine were used
F                             C
They could pave every highway coast to coast
                            
And not be close to through
F                               C
If teardrops were diamonds cold blue
And if heartaches were rubies stacked up just like stone
C                                                      C7
It would leave a mountain 10 miles high built by mine alone
F                              C
If heartaches were rubies mine alone
    G7                                                            C
You might begin to understand the price love has to pay for being wrong
If sad thoughts were emeralds not counting in between
     C                                                       C7
Just half the ones I've had today could turn the whole world green
F                                                  C
If sad thoughts were emeralds and the world turned green
    G7
You might just get the message 
                                            C
That there's more to loneliness than can be seen



       G7         C            G7             C
If teardrops were diamonds and only mine were used

10061. If Teardrops Were Pennies

Dolly Parton - If Teardrops Were Pennies 
Porter Wagon and Dolly Parton

An acre of diamonds I'd offer to you
A solid gold mansion, an airplane or two
This whole world would be yours to have and to hold
If teardrops were pennies and heartaches were gold

Chorus
If teardrops were pennies and heartaches were gold
I'd have all the riches my pockets would hold
I'd be oh so wealthy with treasures untold
If teardrops were pennies and heartaches were gold.
The tears that have fallen won't buy you a thing
The heartaches you caused me won't pay for a ring
The love that I wanted would not have grown cold
If teardrops were pennies and heartaches were gold.

Repeat chorus
But teardrops aren't pennies
And heartaches aren't gold

10062. If Teardrops Were Raindrops

If Teardrops Were Raindrops (Larry W. Jones 05/17/2007) 

If teardrops were raindrops
That made flowers grow
I'd have a big rose garden
With row after row
It would be so very lovely
With beauty, I know
If teardrops were raindrops
That made flowers grow
A garden full of roses
And other flowers too
Every color of the rainbow
I could offer to you
Your house would be a mansion
That rich folks love to show
If teardrops were raindrops
That made flowers grow
But teardrops that I've tasted
Won't grow a single thing



And the hours that I've wasted
Show that love can sting
Love that once was growing
Would never stop its flow
If teardrops were raindrops
That made flowers grow
If teardrops were raindrops
That made flowers grow
I'd have a big rose garden
With row after row
But teardrops aren't raindrops
And love's rose garden can't grow

10063. If Tears Could Talk

If Tears Could Talk 

I've watched you hide the pain too many times
Much too often you don't say what's in your heart
But you don't have to say it's over, I can see it in your eyes
Cause if tears could talk, you just said goodbye

Without a word, you took our picture from the wall
And your dresses from the closet down the hall
When I tried to talk it over, you just turned away and cried
But if tears could talk, you just said goodbye

And if mirrors spoke they'd tell me I'm a fool
For never loving you the way I wanted to
And if silence says it all I guess it means our love has died
And if tears could talk, you just said goodbye

And if mirrors spoke they'd tell me I'm a fool
For never loving you the way I wanted to
And if silence says it all I guess it means our love has died
And if tears could talk, you just said goodbye
Oh if tears could talk, you just said goodbye

10064. If That Ain't Love

Iris Dement - If That Ain't Love

[Verse 1]
My daddy worked at the Movieland Wax Museum
He was the guy who kept the cobwebs off Sophia Loren
Every morning at five, he'd get up and go to work
Wearing his name across the pocket of his shirt
My mother told me out back of that place there was a shed
And every chance he could, he'd slip out there and bow his head



While he was praying I was up the road at school
But, I know, my name was presented to that God that he was talking to

[Chorus]
And if that ain't love, this mountain is just a hill
If that ain't love, water's what they're making in that still
If that ain't love, the truest kind
If that ain't love, stars in heaven don't shine

[Verse 2]
I'm driving to the drugstore listening to my radio
And there she is talking to me, the beautiful Queen of Soul
I pull off on the shoulder, it's just more than I can stand
Aretha Franklin singing  Precious Lord Take My Hand

[Chorus]
And if that ain't love, this mountain is just a hill
If that ain't love, water's what they're making in that still
If that ain't love, the truest kind
If that ain't love, stars in heaven don't shine

10065. If That Don't Make You Wanna Go

The Isaacs - If That Don't Make You Wanna Go 

John saw a golden city
New Jerusalem come down
Twelve jasper walls and gates of pearl
Such splendor all around

And he tells about a river of life
That flows beneath the throne
Where we'll drink and live eternally
In a mansion all our own

Oh, if that don't make you wanna go brother
If that don't make you wanna go sister
If that don't make you wanna go to Heaven
I don't know what does

They say there is no heartache there
And no more curse of sin
No sickness and no cross to bear
And death can't enter in

No fighting and no battlefields
No war, no enemies
Where the lamb and lion lay side by side
In that land of perfect peace

Oh, if that don't make you wanna go brother
If that don't make you wanna go sister
If that don't make you wanna go to Heaven



I don't know what does

No worries and no more to fear
Our faith will be made sight
It's a glorious land of endless day
Where Jesus is the light

Got a lot of friends and loved ones there
And the Savior I will meet
And I'll lay my crown of jewels down
When I bow at Jesus' feet

Oh, if that don't make you wanna go brother
If that don't make you wanna go sister
If that don't make you wanna go to Heaven
I don't know what does

Oh, if that don't make you wanna go brother
If that don't make you wanna go sister
If that don't make you wanna go to Heaven
I don't know what does
I don't know what does

10066. If That's The Way You Feel

Ricky Skaggs - If That's the Way You Feel
The Lonesome Sisters - Stanley Brothers

I don't blame you for I know you want him
That your love for me was never real
I could hold you but you'd be unhappy
But it's all right if that's the way you feel

I know that I will always go on caring
And my feelings, now, I must conceal
I still need you and I want you with me
But it's all right if that's the way you feel

I always knew someday I would lose you
When those lies about me were revealed
It's plain to see, sweetheart, you believe them
But it's all right if that's the way you feel

I know that I will always go on caring
And my feelings, now, I must conceal
I still need you and I want you with me
But it's all right if that's the way you feel

But it's all right if that's the way you feel



10067. If That's What You Call Love

Kathy Mattea - If That's What You Call Love

I can't believe she had the nerve
To show her face again
I can't believe she got to you
And now you're given' in
Remember how she walked away
For reasons she could not explain
Now she's says she's changed her mind
And wants you back after all this time
If that's what she calls loving you
If that's the best that she can do
Darlin' I can promise you
It's not what you're worthy of
Is that what you call living proof
Is that what you call a dream come true
Well darlin' you're not dreaming big enough
If that's what you call love
After all she put you through
Does she expect you to pretend
That she has never lied to you
And she never would again
Now that her world has fallen through
She figures she'll just fall back on you
She needs you now, but don't be confused
She only wants what she can use
If that's what she calls loving you
If that's the best that she can do
Darlin' I can promise you
It's not what you're worthy of
Is that what you call living proof
Is that what you call a dream come true
Well darlin' you're not dreaming big enough
If that's what you call love
Is that what you call living proof
Is that what you call a dream come true
Well darlin' you're not dreaming big enough
If that's what you call love

10068. If Thats The Way You Feel - Chords

If Thats The Way You Feel
Ricky Skaggs 
by Ralph Stanley

F                 Bb                  F   
I don't blame you for I know you want him
          C7                     F
That your love for me was never real
                 Bb            F
I could hold you but you'd be unhappy



           C7                            F
But it's alright if that's the way you feel
            Bb                  F
I know that I will always go on caring
       C7                      F
And my feelings now I must conceal
C7       F        Bb                  F  
I still need you and I want you with me
         C7                            F
But it's alright if that's the way you feel

SOLO in F     then in G

D        G    C                         G
I always knew someday that I would lose you
           D7                    G
When those lies about me were revealed
     D7       G          C                  G
It's plain to see sweetheart you believe them
         D7                            G
But it's alright if that's the way you feel
            C                   G
I know that I will always go on caring
D7      G        C                   G  
I still need you and I want you with me
         D7                             G
But it's alright if that's the way you feel

From Ricky Skaggs "Waitin For The Sun To Shine"
Epic Records 1981
Acuff Rose Publishing

10069. If The Bottle Was A Bible

If The Bottle Was A Bible
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - If The Bottle Was A Bible

[Verse 1]
I've worked here for two years
That old man lives in here
Drinks all night and peels off all the labels
I sit back and watch him go
As he lines them up all in a row
Side by side, he sits them at his table

[Pre-Chorus]
I bet he's memorized those words printed on the side
God knows that man has read those lines a thousand times
Imagine what he'd know if the bottle was a bible

[Chorus]
I bet he's drank the river Jordan
The flesh is weaker than what they're pourin'



And right there in that bar, he'd have revival
If the bottle was a bible

[Verse 2]
He'd hold the answers in his hand
Be a prophet to the drinkin' man
In a haze of neon lights and tortured souls
But for him, it's gin and misery
Dyin' in her lovin' memory
Since he laid her in that field of granite stone

[Pre-Chorus]
Tempting fruit is best left on the vine
Cause he'd probably turn the water into wine

[Chorus]
I bet he's drank the river Jordan
The flesh is weaker than what they're pourin'
And right there in that bar, he'd have revival
If the bottle was a bible

[Chorus]
I bet he's drank the river Jordan
The flesh is weaker than what they're pourin'
And right there in that bar, he'd have revival
If the bottle was a bible
Yeah, right there in that bar, he'd have revival
If the bottle was a bible

10070. If The Devil Danced In Empty Pockets - Chords

If The Devil Danced In Empty Pockets
Recorded by Joe Diffie
Written by Kim Williams and Ken Spooner

G   C                                             G
Diablo motors had a hell of a sale downtown yesterday
     C                             A7                 D7
Word got around no money down take years and years to pay
     C                                                       G
When I got there the lot was bare but the salesman said hold on
      C                   G        E7   A7    D7      G
For a little cash I gotta two-tone Nash out behind my barn
                                     A7
If the Devil danced in empty pockets he'd have a ball in mine
       D7                                     G                  D7
With a nine foot grand a ten piece band and a twelve girl chorus line
    G                                              A7
I'd raise some loot in a three piece suit give 'em one dance for a dime
       C               G     E7      A7          D7      G
If the devil danced in empty pockets he'd have a ball in mine
     C                                                    G
Well he said friend it ain't the end let's see what I can do



       C                          A7              D7
If you own a home I've got a loan tailor made for you
     G                                     C                  G
Then above the racket a voice in my jacket said I'll tote the note
    C                   G         E7          A7       D7      G
The devil made me do it talked me into it and that was all she wrote
Repeat #2
Em                                          B7             Em
They say debt is a bottomless pit where the devil likes to play
                                             A7                 D7   G
I'd sell my soul to get out of this hole but there'd be hell to pay
Repeat #2

10071. If the Devil Don't Want Me

If the Devil Don't Want Me
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I'm out walking in dark alleys
Searching for shadows in the valleys
You were my Heaven, you were my home
So what am I supposed to do when Heaven is gone?

[Chorus]
If the devil don't want me
Where the hell do I go?
If I can't see the light
In the neon glow
If there ain't enough whiskey
To kill the fire in my soul
If the devil don't want me
Where the hell do I go?

[Verse 2]
I've heard stories 'bout honky tonk angels
Picking up pieces of broken strangers
I'm at rock bottom with a smoke and a sin
When the party is over, then I'm lonely again

[Chorus]
If the devil don't want me
Where the hell do I go?
If I can't see the light
In the neon glow
If there ain't enough whiskey
To kill the fire in my soul
If the devil don't want me
Where the hell do I go?

[Outro]
No, there ain't enough whiskey
To kill the fire in my soul



If the devil don't want me
Where the hell do I go?

10072. If The Jukebox Took Teardrops - Chords

If The Jukebox Took Teardrops 
Recorded by Billy Joe Royal
Written by Wyatt Easterling, Don Goodman, Michael Dee Graham and Nelson Larkin

G                                 C
If the jukebox took teardrops I'd dance all night long
    D7                            C          G
I'd sail away to yesterday on the wings of a song
                                               C
I'd close my eyes then hold you tight till the blue light of dawn
                    G         D7                G
If the jukebox took teardrops I'd cry all night long
 
   C
My baby's gone she left today
G
And I got a feeling she's gone to stay
    C
She said she needed money so I took out a loan
A7                                        D7
Now both my little honey and my money are gone
G                                C
If the jukebox took teardrops it would play a hurting song
       D7                         C             G
If the jukebox took teardrops I'd cry all night long
 
C
Mister Barkeep my old friend
G
Close the door and lock me in
     C
Just let me spend the evening out on the floor
A7                                    D7
Missing her and wishing her back once more
Repeat #1
 
C                   G         D7                G
If the jukebox took teardrops I'd cry all night long

10073. If The Moon Never Sees The Light Of Day

If the Moon Never Sees the Light of Day 
Lonesome River Band



 
You feel like heaven, here in my arms 
I pull you closer as the sun goes down 
And I rest easy, here in the dark 
'Cause I know if tomorrow never comes around 
 
CHORUS: .  
And every star we're lyin' underneath tonight 
Falls from the sky and fades away 
I'll still be holdin' you there on the other side 
If the moon never sees the light of day  
 
There's no way of knowin', what the future holds 
I'd like to think that our best days are yet to come 
We'll grow old together, but the truth be told 
That this old world's on its last trip around the sun 
  
If the moon never sees the light of day

10074. If The Phone Doesn't Ring - Chords

If The Phone Doesn't Ring
Recorded by Jimmy Buffett
Written by Jimmy Buffett, Will Jennings, Michael Utley

C                   Em       F       C
There are oceans of feelings between us
Am                        C
Currents that take us and sweep us away
              Em          F    C
That's why we seldom have seen us 
       Am         G7        C
In the light of a cold hard day
Am                           C
Lots of new friends with the same old answers
Am                       G7
Open your eyes you might see
       C               Em          F           C
If our lives were that simple we'd live in the past
       Am            G7        C
If the phone doesn't ring it's me
         
       G7                        C
If the phone doesn't ring you'll know that it's me     
        G7                    C
I'll be out in the eye of the storm
       G7                     C
If the phone doesn't ring you know that I'll be           
      G7                       C
Where someone can make me feel warm    
                Em             F           C
It's too bad we can't turn and live in the past      
       Am            G7        C



If the phone doesn't ring it's me
                       Em           F          C
I've had good days and bad days and going half mad days
  Am                       C
I try to let go but you're still on my mind
                  Em           F             C
I've lost all the old ways I'm searching for new plays
    Am         G7         C
I'm putting it all on the line
Am                           C
Lots of new friends with the same old problems
Am                       G7
Open your eyes you might see
       C               Em          F           C
If our lives were that simple we'd live in the past
       Am            G7        C
If the phone doesn't ring it's me
Repeat #3
     Em      F
It's me it's me
C    Em      F
It's me it's me
C    Em      F
It's me it's me
C    Em      F
It's me it's me        
      C             Em           F                C
If it takes all the future we'll live through the past
       Am            G7        C
If the phone doesn't ring it's me

10075. If the Sea Was Whiskey

Chris Thile - If the Sea Was Whiskey

If the sea was whiskey and I was a diving duck
If the sea was whiskey and I was a diving duck
I'd swim to the bottom and I don't know if I'd come up

I'm just here wondering will a matchbox hold my clohtes
I'm just here wondering will a matchbox hold my clohtes
If things don't get no better then down the road I go

Whiskey and beers they don't make me drunk
Whiskey and beers they don't make me druink
These blues are gonna make me pack my trunk

10076. If The World's Still Here Tomorrow



Jim Lauderdale - If the World's Still Here Tomorrow

[Verse 1]
If the world's still here tomorrow
We'll do all that we can
We'll be there for each other
And start our lives again

[Verse 2]
If the walls around have fallen
We'll build a place that's new
If the world's still here tomorrow
I'll still be loving you

[Chorus]
Let no man destroy
And take all this away
If the world's still here tomorrow
I'll love you another day

[Outro]
If the world's still here tomorrow
I'll still be loving you
If the world's still here tomorrow
I'll still be loving you

10077. If There Ain't There Oughta Be

Marty Stuart - If There Ain't There Oughta Be

Well I hear there's a place somewhere down south
Where you don't need a hook, to catch a small-mouth
No rod, no reel, no bait, no doubt
Just whistle from the bank and they all walk out

And they say there's a town not far from here
You can trade your debt, for gas and beer
No boss, no rent, no sweat, no cares
Where everybody is a millionaire

If there ain't, there oughta be
Just think, of the endless, possibilities
A place where every day is Friday night
With your arms wrapped up tight, around me
If there ain't, there oughta be

And I hear there's a book, that you can buy
That'll paraphrase the meanin' of life
What's love, why me, where's God, how high
Word for word on why women cry

If there ain't, there oughta be
Just think, of the endless, possibilities
A place where every day is Friday night



With your arms wrapped up tight, around me
If there ain't, there oughta be

A place for me to make my dreams come true
I wish, I wish, upon a star will do
A fully fledged, foolproof guarantee
If there ain't, there oughta be

If there ain't, there oughta be
Just think, of the endless, possibilities
A place where every day is Friday night
With your arms wrapped up tight, around me
Well, if there ain't, there oughta be
Well, if there ain't, there oughta be

10078. If There Was A Way - Chords

If There Was A Way
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

D7         G                      Em
I was just standing alone in this room
              G                              Em
Surrounded by memories we stopped making too soon
   G          C                   D7
Oh I was just standing I was just standing
G             Em                 G
Alone in this room alone in this room
D7             G               Em
And I was just thinking all to myself
            G                   Em
How I still want you and nobody else
   G          C                   D7
Oh I was just thinking I was just thinking
G      Em            G
All to myself all to myself
C                       G
In this darkness I move slowly 
C                       G
Always struggling to be free
A7
But I still hear your voice 
Everywhere I see the choice
       Am                  D7
That's made such a fool of me yeah
           G                        Em
I was just wondering if there was a way
                     G                       Em
To bring you back to me maybe things I could say
   G          C                    D7
Oh I was just wondering I was just wondering
               Em
If there was a way



10079. If There's A Heaven

Lucinda Williams - If There's a Heaven

When you go, you let me know if there's a heaven out there
When you leave me here to grieve in pain and despair
I've seen the face of hell, I know that place pretty damn well
But when you go, you'll let me know if there's a heaven out there

On the day you fly away, far beyond the blue
When you're done, and your run is finally through
I'm forced to let go, there'll be no greater sorrow
On that day you fly away, far beyond the blue

I'll be lost when you cross over to the other side
Will my pain be in vain, I found out they lie
When you go I need to know that what they say is really so
'Cause I'll be lost when you cross over to the other side

You promise me this before you let go of my hand
Before we visit our last kiss and you are cold and cannot stand
Before it's finally time and you've taken my sunshine
Will you promise me this before you let go of my hand

When you go, you let me know if there's a heaven out there
When you leave me here to grieve in pain and despair
I've seen the face of hell, I know that place pretty damn well
But when you go, you'll let me know if there's a heaven out there

When you go, you let me know
If there's a heaven out there

10080. If There's Anything I Can Do

Vince Gill - If There's Anything I Can Do

Baby I'm so sorry your world came crashing in
It's times like these you need a friend
You don't have to worry it's out of our hands
I believe that we're part of a much bigger plan

[Chorus]
If there's anything I can do
Just call and I'll come runnin'
I will always be here for you
If there's anything I can do

Your eyes are filled with sorrow
Your heart is filled with pain



Just let the tears fall down like rain
I promise you tomorrow
The sun is gonna shine
All you can do is take it one day at a time

[Chorus]

10081. If There's One Angel Missing She's Here in My Arms Tonight - Chords

If There's One Angel Missing She's Here In My Arms Tonight
Recorded by Billy Parker
 
C                               C7                F
Lord I've never questioned when things don't seem right
                           C                                  G7
But I thought that I might talk with You while my baby sleeps tonight
C                                 C7             F
She's so much like an angel she's too good to be true
                           C        G7                   C   C7
If she's yours I'd like to keep her if it's alright with You

F                            C
Will You search up in heaven make sure that it's alright
                A7            D7                     G7
Be sure there's not one angel up there that's took a flight
C            F                  C         C7      F
Eyes of blue lips like wine and arms that hold me tight
                     C       G7                    C       C7
If there's one angel missing she's here in my arms tonight

Repeat #2
 
F                       C     G7                       C
If there's ever been an angel she's right here with me tonight

Thank You Lord

10082. If There's Still Ramblin In The Rambler

If there's Still Ramblin  in the Rambler
Yonder Mountain String Band

[Chorus]
There's still ramblin' in the rambler, let him go
You'll never tame him darlin' and you know
He'll break your heart in two
And after that, he still ain't through
There's still ramblin' in the rambler, let him go



[Verse 1]
Up 'til dawn and drinkin' every night
You're bailin' him out in the mornin' after another bar room fight
Cook for him a supper he will never see
Briefcase-totin' man he'll never be

[Chorus]
There's still ramblin' in the rambler, let him go
You'll never tame him darlin' and you know
He'll break your heart in two
And after that, he still ain't through
There's still ramblin' in the rambler, let him go

[Verse 2]
Wonderin' if the car is wrecked, if he's dead or not
He'll meet you at the ballet after just one more Jagermeister shot
That five hundred bucks you loaned him that you will never see
Good upstanding Christian man, that boy will never be

[Chorus]
There's still ramblin' in the rambler, let him go
You'll never tame him darlin' and you know
He'll break your heart in two
And after that, he still ain't through
There's still ramblin' in the rambler, let him go

[Verse 3]
Find him in the mornin' passed out on the kitchen floor
He explains that's where he fell down when he came in the door
After all of this my darlin', ain't it plain to see?
That ol' whiskey drinkin', bluegrass listenin', Carhartt wearin', all night roamin' rambler he'll al
ways be

[Chorus]
There's still ramblin' in the rambler, let him go
You'll never tame him darlin' and you know
He'll break your heart in two
And after that, he still ain't through
There's still ramblin' in the rambler, let him go

10083. If These Walls Could Speak

Nanci Griffith - If These Walls Could Speak

If these old walls, if these old walls could speak
Of things that they remember well
Stories and faces dearly held

A couple in love livin' week to week
Rooms full of laughter
If these walls could speak

If these old halls, hallowed halls could talk



These would have a tale to tell
Of sun goin' down and dinner bell
And children playing at hide and seek from floor to rafter

If these halls could speak
They would tell you that I'm sorry
For bein' cold and blind and weak
They would tell you that it's only
That I have a stubborn streak
If these walls could speak

If these old fashioned window panes were eyes
I guess they would have seen it all
Each little tear and sigh and footfall
And every dream that we came to seek or followed after

If these walls could speak
They would tell you that I owe you
More than I could ever pay
Here's someone who really loves you
Don't ever go away
That's what these walls would say

They would tell you that I owe you
More than I could ever pay
Here's someone who really loves you
Don't ever go away
That's what these walls would say

That's what these walls would say
That's what these walls would say

10084. If This Ain't Love

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - If this ain't love
Composer: Jim Lauderdale - Gary Nicholson

If this ain't love, we're dancing all around it
Honey, who knows how we might have found it
Call it what you want and that's close enough
If this ain't real I don't know what else it is
Anything better, I never felt it
What could it be if this ain't love

We've been out in the rain
Laughing out loud
We've been so afraid to say
All that we've been feeling up till now
So we walk to the river, let the world go on by
I can see all the answers in your eyes

If this ain't love, I wonder what it could be
Sure feels like everything it should be



I'm just glad it finally took ahold of us
If this ain't it, where we gonna find it
Seems like we've been sneakin' up behind it
Sure would be surprised if this ain't love

We've both been fooled before
So we took it kind of slow
We can't deny it anymore
No sense in pretending we don't know
It's a new situation that we got on our hands
And it's changing all of our plans

If this ain't love, we're dancing all around it
Honey who knows how we went have found it
Call it what you want and that's close enough
If this ain't love, where we gonna find it
Seems like we've been sneakin' up behind it
Sure would be surprised if this ain't love
Sure would be surprised if this ain't love
If this ain't love

10085. If This Is Goodbye

Emmylou Harris - If This Is Goodbye

My famous last words
Are laying around in tatters
Sounding absurd
Whatever I try
But I love you
And that's all that really matters
If this is goodbye
If this is goodbye

Your bright shining sun
Would light up the way before me
You were the one
Made me feel I could fly
And I love you
Whatever is waiting for me
If this is goodbye
If this is goodbye

Who knows how long we've got
Or what were made out of
Who knows if there's a plan or not
There is our love
I know there is our love

My famous last words
Could never tell the story
Spinning unheard
In the dark of the sky



But I love you
And this is our glory
If this is goodbye
If this is goodbye
If this is goodbye
If this is goodbye

10086. If This Is Having A Good Time - Chords

If This Is Having A Good Time
Written and recorded by Mel Street
 
G                        C
Oh the jukebox fills the silent room
       G
With a sad old country song
                         C
And the laughter and the noisy crowd
         G                 D7
Makes me glad that I'm not alone
 
         G
Soon the night is gone
    C                   G
And daylight brings old memories hurtin' bad
       C       D7       G    C
And if this is having a good time
    G            D7      G
I'd just as soon have it bad
 
  D7
A hangover and a one night stand
     C              G
That I'd like to forget
       A7
I keep telling myself that I'm gonna change
    D7
But Lord I haven't yet
 
  G                     C             G
I can't drink enough to drown old memories
 
Of hurt I've had
       C       D7       G    C
And if this is having a good time
    G            D7      G
I'd just as soon have it bad
 
                 C
Drinking on this barstool
      G
And tonight I'm not alone
 



Though she's a stranger
    C             G
She listens to my troubles 
                   D7
While I am getting stoned
 
  G              C
Tomorrow I won't recall her name
    G
And how much fun I had
         C       D7       G    C
Cause if this is having a good time
    G            D7      G
I'd just as soon have it bad
 
Repeat #3,4

10087. If This Was Texas - Chords

If This Was Texas
Recorded by Billy Mata
Written by Jesse Shofner

G                    C           G    D7
What happened to the boy from El Paso
G                    C             Em    D7
The one who rode the broncs in the rodeo
G               C       G
Pretty lonestar princes dreamed of dancing
Em            D7
In a Broadway show
G             C             G   D7
Now I drive a New York City cab
    G                  C                  Em   D7
And leaving here's the best tip that I've had
G                 C
You're a New York waitress
G                C      Em     D7
Dance with me as far as I will go
            G     C         G
If this was Texas I'd be at home
         C                             D7
When you needed me you'd never find me gone
            G     C           G
If this was Texas you'd be my rose
    C                D7               G
And I'll be there to watch the garden grow
                C               G   D7
I've given up a lot of love for you
G                    C                 Em  D7
Now could you do the same thing for me too
G               C
I've dreamed of breaking horses



G             Em             D7
Far away from these big city blues
Repeat #3
    C                D7               G
Yes I'll be there to watch the garden grow

10088. If Tomorrow Never Comes

If Tomorrow Never Comes - Garth Brooks 
 
Sometimes late at night 
I lie awake and watch her sleeping 
She's lost in peaceful dreams 
So I turn out the lights and lay there in the dark 
And the thought crosses my mind 
If I never wake up in the morning 
Would she ever doubt the way I feel 
About her in my heart 

If tomorrow never comes 
Will she know how much I loved her 
Did I try in every way to show her every day 
That she's my only one 
And if my time on earth were through 
And she must face the world without me 
Is the love I gave her in the past 
Gonna be enough to last 
If tomorrow never comes 

'Cause I've lost loved ones in my life 
Who never knew how much I loved them 
Now I live with the regret 
That my true feelings for them never were revealed 
So I made a promise to myself 
To say each day how much she means to me 
And avoid that circumstance 
Where there's no second chance to tell her how I feel 

If tomorrow never comes 
Will she know how much I loved her 
Did I try in every way to show her every day 
That she's my only one 
And if my time on earth were through 
And she must face the world without me 
Is the love I gave her in the past 
Gonna be enough to last 
If tomorrow never comes 

So tell that someone that you love 
Just what you're thinking of 
If tomorrow never comes



10089. If Tomorrow Never Comes

Todd Snider - If Tomorrow Never Comes (Live)

[Chorus 1]
If tomorrow never comes
I won't give a damn
If tomorrow never comes
I ain't gonna be afraid to meet my maker just the way that I am
You can't prove anything but one thing is true
If you can steal from me, I can steal from you

[Verse 1]
I said, any kind of heaven everybody doesn't get in
Won't seem like heaven to me
They tell you that the Garden of Eden was perfect
But you couldn't even eat off the Apple Tree
And for heaven's sake, you had to watch out for that snake
Who was lying to your woman constantly
Adam must have scratched his head
Looked up to heaven and said
"Eh, this isn't doing it for me"

[Chorus 2]
If tomorrow never comes
I won't give a damn
If tomorrow never comes
I ain't gon' be afraid to come and meet you just the way that I am
Can't do anything
And then you die
Judge the judgemental? Man, what am I?

[Post-Chorus]
Either way I'm every guy I've ever tried not to be
I want everything as good as it gets
I've learned nothing but that there's another sunrise coming
All but one of the times it sets

[Verse 2]
I don't ever claim to know what's goin' on around here
I don't even know where I'm from
I know where I'm going when I get where I'm going
What I'm doing when I get done
You tell me I'm forgiven if I ask to be
I say permission ought to come that easily
I'm piling cores up underneath this apple tree
I'm singing "Oh lord, have mercy on me"

[Chorus 3]
If tomorrow never comes
And tonight is all I got
If tomorrow never comes I don't want to be afraid
To have to meet you just the way that I'm not



Can't do anything
And then you die
If I judge the judgemental, man, what am I?

[Post-Chorus]
Either way I'm every guy I've ever tried not to be
I want everything as good as it gets
I've learned nothing but that there's another sunrise coming
All but one of the times it sets

[Outro]
And if tomorrow never comes
Tomorrow never comes
If tomorrow never comes
I guess tomorrow never comes
If we were all good people
We could work in perfect rhythm
If worms had daggers
Birds wouldn't fuck with 'em

10090. If We Ever Needed the Lord Before We Sure Do Need Him Now

If We Ever Needed the Lord Before We Sure Do Need Him Now
Oak Ridge Boys - If We Ever Needed the Lord Before We Sure Do Need Him Now

If you ever needed the Lord before
You sure do need Him now
You sure do need Him now
Oh, you sure do need Him now
If you ever needed the Lord before
You sure do need Him now
You need Him every day and every hour

You gotta walk a little, talk a little with my Savior
Give a little, live a little in His favor
Tell the world about the Master's wondrous love and power
His saving power
When the race on Earth is run
The vic'try down here has been won
The crown of life to me is given
And on my way to....
You need Him every day and every hour

I need Him in the morning
I need Him in the night
I need Him in the noonday
When the sun is shining bright



10091. If We Forget God

The Louvin Brothers - If We Forget God

If we forget God, Satan will rule
If we forget God, our nation is doomed

The stories and pictures in most magazines
Now features new stylings unfit to be seen
They're placed on the news stands where children can buy
When they go wrong, do we wonder why?

If we forget God, His mercy will flee
And sin will cover the land and the sea
If we forget God, Satan will rule
If we forget God, our nation is doomed

So many are climbing fame's golden hill
By singing of evil that gives this world a thrill
But I sing of Jesus and though they won't hear
God will bless me for doing His will

If we forget God, His mercy will flee
And sin will cover the land and the sea
If we forget God, Satan will rule
If we forget God, our nation is doomed

10092. If We Make It Through December

If We Make It Through December
Song by Merle Haggard

If we make it through December
Everything's going to be alright, I know
It's the coldest time of winter
And I shiver when I see the falling snow

If we make it through December
Got plans to be in a warmer town come summer time
Maybe even California
If we make it through December, we'll be fine

Got laid off down at the factory
And their timing's not the greatest in the world
Heaven knows I've been working hard
I wanted Christmas to be right for daddy's girl

I don't mean to hate December
It's meant to be the happy time of year
But my little girl don't understand
Why daddy can't afford no Christmas here

If we make it through December



Everything's going to be alright, I know
It's the coldest time of winter
And I shiver when I see the falling snow

If we make it through December
Got plans to be in a warmer town come summer time
Maybe even California
If we make it through December, we'll be fine

10093. If We Never Meet Again

If We Never Meet Again

If we never meet again, this side of heaven
As we struggle through this world and it's strife
There's another meeting place somewhere in heaven
By the side of the river of life

Where the charmin' roses bloom forever
And where separations come no more
If we never meet again this side of heaven
I will meet you on the beautiful shore

Soon, we'll come to the end of life's journey
And perhaps, we'll never meet anymore
'Til we gather in heaven's bright city
Far away on that beautiful shore

Where the charmin' roses bloom forever
And where separations come no more
If we never meet again this side of heaven
I will meet you on that beautiful shore

(I will meet you on that beautiful shore)
Soon, we'll come to the end of life's journey
And perhaps, we'll never meet anymore
'Til we gather in heaven's bright city
Far away on that beautiful shore

If we never meet again this side of heaven
As we struggle through this world and its strife
There's another meeting place somewhere in heaven
By the side of the river of life

Where the charming roses bloom forever
And where separation comes no more
If we never meet again this side of heaven
I will meet you on that beautiful shore

Oh, they say, we shall meet by the river
Where no storm clouds ever darken the sky
And they say, we'll be happy in heaven
In the wonderful sweet by and by



If we never meet again

(If we never meet again this side of heaven)
I will meet you on that beautiful shore
(Beautiful beautiful shore)

10094. If We Never Meet Again This Side Of Heaven

If We Never Meet Again This Side Of Heaven

Soon we'll come to the end of life's journey
And perhaps we'll never meet anymore
'Til we gather in heaven's bright city
Far away on that beautiful shore

If we never meet again this side of heaven
As we struggle through this world and its strife
There's another meeting place somewhere in heaven
By the river of life

Where the charming roses bloom forever
And where separation come no more
If we never meet again this side of heaven
I will meet you on that beautiful shore

Oh so often we are parted with sorrow
And action often quietens our pain
But we never shall sorrow in heaven
God be with you till we meet again

10095. If We Put Our Heads Together

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
If We Put Our Heads Together

When I'm cryin', just cryin' over what we've become
That's not but cry though I look there on the demage that we've done
We can start here not parted for there's hope for me and you
If we put our heads together our hearts will tell us what to do.

If we put our heads together our hearts will tell us what to do
My heart tells me to forget her and I'll forget him too
I'll take a step in your direction and toward you I'll take two
If we put our heads together our hearts will tell us what to do.

It's not rain it's just pain runnin' down my face
I feel certain that's a hurtin' won't leave any trace
We'll erase it just replace it with a love we once knew
If we put our heads together our hearts will tell us what to do.



If we put our heads together our hearts will tell us what to do
My heart tells me to forget her and I'll forget him too
I'll take a step in your direction and toward you I'll take two
If we put our heads together our hearts will tell us what to do..

10096. If We're Not Back in Love by Monday

If We're Not Back in Love by Monday

We can call Mrs Johnson to keep the kids a day or two
Take the early flight to Florida just the way we used to do
Have room service bring us breakfast make love all through the day
If we're not back in love by Monday we can go our sep'rate ways

If we're not back in love by Monday we can't say we didn't try
But before we bury our love let's make sure we've let it die
Sleep a few more nights together say the things we used to say
If we're not back in love by Monday we can go our sep'rate ways

We could find that little cafe with the funny sounding name
Get the table by the window I'll say I love you once again
If the violin player's still there we'll dance until the break of day
If we're not back in love by Monday we can go our sep'rate ways
If we're not back in love by Monday

10097. If We're Not Back In Love By Monday - Chords

If We're Not Back In Love By Monday
recorded by Merle Haggard
written by Glenn Martin and Sonny Throckmorton
 
G                Am
We can call Mrs. Johnson 
            D7            G
To keep the kids a day or two
                         Am
Take the early flight to Florida 
         D7             G
Just the way we used to do

                          Am
Let room service bring us breakfast 
          D7              G
Make love all through the day
                             Am
If we're not back in love by Monday 
       D7              G
We can go our separate ways



 
                             C
If we're not back in love by Monday 
                       G
We can't say we didn't try
                   Am
But before we bury our love 
           D7                G
Let's make sure we've let it die

                        C
Sleep a few more nights together  
                          G
Say the things we used to say
                             Am
If we're not back in love by Monday 
       D7              G
We can go our separate ways
 
                          AM
We could find that little cafe  
         D7             G
With the funny sounding name
                     Am
Get the table by the window 
           D7            G
I'll say I love you once again

                       Am
If the violin player's still there 
                D7                 G
We'll dance you until the break of day
                             Am
If we're not back in love by Monday 
       D7              G
We can go our separate ways

Repeat#2

10098. If Whiskey Could Talk

Tyler Childers - If Whiskey Could Talk

If whiskey could talk, it'd say I'm a great guy
Or at least it ought to, for as much as I buy
But it's money well spent just to help me feel free
From the pain she creates, when she's cheatin' on me

Well she's at it again, livin' high on the streets
So I reach for the bottle just to help me to sleep
And I lay here in bed and dream of a time
When she was content with being all mine



If whiskey could talk, it'd say I'm a great guy
Or at least it ought to, for as much as I buy
But it's money well spent just to help me feel free
From the pain she creates when she's cheatin' on me

She'll come back to me when the lights have gone down
And she's ran out of men to buy her a round
But she dreads comin' home to that drunk in her bed
Who's living alone hangin' on by a thread

If whiskey could talk, it'd say I'm a great guy
Or at least it ought to, for as much as I buy
But it's money well spent just to help me feel free
From the pain she creates when she's cheatin' on me

10099. If Wishes Were Changes

Nanci Griffith - If Wishes Were Changes

I wish that you loved me
The way that I love you
I wish I had Angels
Who sang in my dreams

If wishes were changes
We'd all live in roses
And there wouldn't be children
Who cried in their sleep

He wishes I loved him
The way that I love you
If wishes were changes
I'd dry all his tears

If wishes were changes
I'd make him my anchor
He'd be my Angel
Who sang through the years

[Chorus]
So long to the blue days of wishing
If wishes were changes
There'd be no goodbyes
So long to the heart I have given

'Cause wishing won't bring back
The love in your eyes
I wish that I had your
Wings of desire

I wish I had seen you
As I see you now
I wouldn't feel sorrow



You've left here inside me

But, wishing won't change
Right from wrong for you now

[Chorus]

I wish that you loved me
The way that I love you
I wish I had Angels
Who sang in my dreams

10100. If Wishes Were Horses

Lucinda Williams - If wishes were horses
Composer: Lucinda Williams

Why'd I turn on you and say those things?
I didn't mean 'em
Wish you were bringin' your love back to me
Instead of leavin'
But if 

Wishes were horses, I'd have a ranch
Come on and give me another chance
Come on and give me
Come on and give me
Come on and give me
Another chance

We used to drive through the canyons
Down to where the land meets the sea
I never knew what I had back there
Till you went away from me
But if

Wishes were horses, I'd have a ranch
Come on and give me another chance
Come on and give me
Come on and give me
Come on and give me
Another chance

I was scared of standing on the edge
Darkness lookin' in
I hurt you bad and now I wish
We could begin again

But if
Wishes were horses, I'd have a ranch
Come on and give me another chance
Come on and give me
Come on and give me



Come on and give me
Another chance

Wish I could turn a sad and blue, blue day
Into something good
Wish I could somehow make it go away
I wish you understood.
But if

Wishes were horses, I'd have a ranch
Come on and give me another chance
Come on and give me
Come on and give me
Come on and give me
Another chance
Come on and give me
Come on and give me
Come on and give me
Another chance
Come on and give me
Come on and give me
Come on and give me
Another chance

10101. If Wishes Were Horses

If Wishes Were Horses
Claire Lynch

Well I was born with a dark cloud above me
A longing deep in my soul
I was raised up right and I know my momma loved me
But I begged her to let me go

I said, "The grass is greener on the other side
Somewhere there's a bluer sky
I won't stop runnin' 'till I'm satisfied
And if wishes were horses, I would ride, ride, ride"

You know, I love you, my true companion
You've been my lifelong friend
But there's a hunger inside me
That I can't abandon 'till I see what's around the bend

You know, the grass is greener on the other side
Somewhere there's a bluer sky
I won't stop runnin' 'till I'm satisfied
And if wishes were horses, I would ride, ride, ride

Now I've been a rogue and I've been a rambler
I know too well my sins
I've got the faith of a saint but the soul of a gambler
And a heart like the restless wind



You know, the grass is greener on the other side
Somewhere there's a bluer sky
I won't stop runnin' 'till I'm satisfied
And if wishes were horses, I would ride, ride, ride
Yeah, if wishes were horses, I would ride, ride, ride

10102. If You Ain't Got Nothin' - Chords

If You Ain't Got Nothin'

Chorus:
 E
Well if you ain't got nothin', you ain't got nothin' to lose
 B
There ain't no pleasure in singin' these low down blues
E A
Smokin' that get down and bummin' them Red Man chews
 E B E
If you ain't got nothin', you ain't got nothin' to lose

Daddy was a freeloader workin' for the railroad line
I grew up listenin' to Brother, can you spare me a dime
The oil situation and the world's inflation and the bomb would be bad news
But when you ain't got nothin', you ain't got nothin' to lose

Chorus

I used to work my fingers to the bone
I had everything that me and the bank could own
But a sweaty blue collar and a deflated dollar ain't no way to pay your dues
But if you ain't got nothin', you ain't got nothin' to lose

10103. If You Ain't Lovin', You Ain't Livin'

If You Ain't Lovin', You Ain't Livin'
Red Knuckles & the Trailblazers

If you got a Cadillac boy
and a 40 room shack boy
A bucket full of money
and a tree full of honey
but if your gettin' no huggin'
no smoochin' or a muggin'
If you ain't lovin'
than you ain't livin'
If you're ridin' on a gravy train
instead of walkin' down lover's lane
You can't make hay boy



cause your goin' the wrong way boy
You gotta get a little honey
it's better than money
If you ain't lovin'
than you ain't livin'
If they call you a big man
cause you got a lot of bottom land
If you're kin to the President
and ya get help from the Government
but if your gettin' no attention
you're better off on a pension
If you ain't lovin'
than you ain't livin'
If you got a string of long cards
and your smokin' them four-bit cigars
you ain't so well to do
unless you get a little coochy-coo
it takes a little bit of smackin'
or your lifes lackin'
If you ain't lovin'
than you ain't livin'

10104. If You Asked

If You Asked
Longview

Hear you talk so loud and clear
Can't help feeling something's near
Though you've not said much
You said it all

Been four weeks it starts to show
Last in line for you I know
Though you've not said much
You said it all

But I'd stay for you
I'd go right through
I'd be here close
When you need it most
I'd be around
If you felt down
I'd bring you flowers
Sit and talk for hours

Finish up and dry my face
I'm shining like a new penny
I'll never light your eyes up like they should

But I'd stay for you
I'd help you through
Though your not mine



Already knew
I'd cheer you up
If you felt down
I'd make you smile
I'd be around

I'd stay for you
I'd go right through
I'd be here close
When you need it most
I'd be your type
Whatever you like
I'd bring you flowers
Sit and talk for hours
I'd cheer you up
If you felt down
I'd make you smile
When you came around

10105. If You Believe - Chords

If You Believe
recorded by George Jones   
[3/4 time]
written by Darrell Edwards

G
Oh the promise of tomorrow will banish all your sorrow
           D7               G
No need to grieve  if you believe
 
There will be a brighter future and a way prepared
                   D7             G
To suit your every need  if you believe
 
         C                 G
If you believe  so will it be 
                                 D7
It's true for you  it's true for me
G
Somewhere down that narrow road 
      C                  G
He'll relieve your heavy load
                      D7             G
Life's supreme reward receive if you believe
 
 
If your life is not inspiring and your days are long and tiring
     D7                 G
Rest receive when you believe 
 
Nothing here below can measure up to Heaven's lasting treasure
       D7              G



Be not deceived only believe

10106. If You But Care - Chords

If You But Care
Recorded by Cowboy Copas
Written by Kit Carson
 
C
There's a dream in my heart
                    G7
And I pray it comes true
 
I've had this dream in my heart
                     C    G7
Since I laid eyes on you
 
C
It's a dream of a home
                  G7
And I hope we can share
 
It's a dream of a love we'll have
              C    G7  C
If you'll but care
 
   F                  C
My life is built on a prayer
       D7                    G7
Of the hope that you will be there
        C
In this home that I plan
                  G7
And I hope we can share
 
It's a dream of a love we'll have
              C
If you'll but care
 
Repeat #3

10107. If You Call That Gone Goodbye

Ernest Tubb 
If You Call That Gone Goodbye

If you call that gone goodbye ain't nobody gonna cry
If you don't want me baby it's a cinch I don't want you
Plenty more with frills and lace a waitin' now to take your place



So if you leave me it won't make me feel blue

So go your way my darling I know I don't mind
And if you call that gone goodbye
You may think you're leaving a broken heart behind
But if I'm blue I know the reason why

I know I never done you any wrong
You don't love me but I knew it all along
Now I don't know or care just where you're going
But if you call that gone goodbye

10108. If You Came Back From Heaven - Chords

If You Came Back From Heaven
Recorded by Lorrie Morgan
Written by Richard Landis and Lorrie Morgan

C                                           F
I wouldn't know what to say I wouldn't know what to do
   Dm                            F               G7
If you came back from heaven and I could look at you
        C                          F
Would I fumble for the words would I be a little shy
        Dm                              F                    G7
Would I bust right out with laughter or break right down and cry
   C                                     F
Oh if you came back from heaven would it be like it was then
         G7                                 F          G7
Could we just pick up where we left off and try it all again
      C                                  F               Fm
Oh if you came back from heaven it would freeze me in my tracks
      C                 Fm                Dm    G7       C
And I hope God knows if He let you go I'd never send you back
                                    F
Do your kisses feel the same do you still have the same touch
Dm                      F                      G7
Will you whisper softly cause you missed me so much
         C                           F
Have you heard all my prayers when I lay down at night
Dm                          F              G7
Did you feel my body when I held my pillow tight
Repeat #2
       Em             Am               Em            Am
And if God forbid you leave this earth again while I sleep
  A#7                     G7
I hope he knows if you go you'll be bringing me
Repeat #2
                        Fm                Dm    G7       C
And I hope God knows if He let you go I'd never send you back



10109. If You Can Spare The Time

Lefty Frizzell
If You Can Spare The Time

[Verse 1:]
Well if you've got the time honey I've got lot of gold and money
And I'll lay the cash right on the line
We'll go honky tonkin' baby and have a lotta fun and I don't mean maybe
I've got the money if you can spare the time

[Chorus:]
Well we'll ride down to the border and not to think what I have in order
Make every night club down the line
Just as long as we've got gasoline my Cadillac and lots of green
I've got the money if you can spare the time

[Verse 2:]
We'd made right down to Nebraska and maybe wind up in Alaska
I'm just a money spendin' kind
Cause when it comes to spendin' dough I'm just the guy you want to know
I've got the money if you can spare the time

[Chorus:]
Well if you've got the time honey I've got lot of gold and money
I'm making dough and doing fine
Just as long as you will have me spend it everything will be just splended
Well I'll be spendin' money if you'll run out of the time

10110. If You Can Tame My Heart

If you can tame my heart
Sierra Hull - If you can tame my heart

If you can tame my heart than half the battle's won
If you teach it how to love again, the deal is done
I've tried and given up because it's all or none
If you can tame my heart then half the battle's won
V1
A new heart shines with love and life so fearlessly
 til the one it finds to love can lie so carelessly
As it counts the times in love it counts the liars sting
The lines roll by  til it becomes a wind thing
If you can tame my heart than half the battle's won
If you teach it how to love again, the deal is done
I've tried and given up because it's all or none
If you can tame my heart then half the battle's won
V2
The time rolls by and no one seems to even know



The wine flows high but no fun seems to soften stone
Til you came by I'd hope to die before the dawn
If you can tame my heart then half the battle's won
If you can tame my heart than half the battle's won
If you teach it how to love again, the deal is done
I've tried and given up because it's all or none
If you can tame my heart then half the battle's won

10111. If You Can't Be Good, Be Gone

The Steeldrivers - If You Can't Be Good, Be Gone

If you can't be good be gone
don't tell my love it don't belong
you got no right to do me wrong
if you can't be good be gone

you say one thing and mean another
now it's all comin' back on you
I trusted your lies for the last time 
what makes you do the things you do

If you can't be good be gone
don't tell my love it don't belong
you got no right to do me wrong
if you can't be good be gone

if you don't wanna love me darlin'
i dont know what you want me for
take the ring off of your finger
it don't mean nothin' anymore

If you can't be good be gone
don't tell my love it don't belong
you got no right to do me wrong
if you can't be good be gone

If you can't be good be gone
don't tell my love it don't belong
you got no right to do me wrong
if you can't be good be gone

if you can't be good be gone

10112. If You Change Your Mind

Rodney Crowell - If You Change Your Mind

If you change your mind



And leave the past behind
You know where you'll always find me
And if she breaks your heart
And tears your world apart
You can always count on me
And when your heart's in doubt
And things aren't working out
I can be the one who makes you happy
Call me on the telephone
Darling, I'm always home
If you ever change your mind
When the time is right
I can hold you tight
You know I can wait forever
And time is on our side
And we can surely find
All the love we'll ever need
And take a chance on this
Seal it with a kiss
I can be the one who makes you happy
Call me on the telephone
Darling, I'm always home
If you ever change your mind
All I have is love to give you
Baby, I could be there with you
If you ever change your mind
Call me on the telephone
Darling, I am always home
If you ever change your mind

10113. If You Could Read My Mind

If You Could Read My Mind
Gordon Lightfoot

If you could read my mind, love,
What a tale my thoughts could tell
Just like an old time movie
'bout a ghost from a wishin' well
In a castle dark or a fortress strong
With chains upon my feet
You know that ghost is me
And I will never be set free
As long as I'm a ghost that you can't see
If I could read your mind love
What a tale your thoughts could tell
Just like a paperback novel
The kind that drugstores sell
When you reach the part where the heartaches come
The hero would be me
But heroes often fail
And you won't read that book again
Because the ending's just too hard to take



I'd walk away like a movie star
Who gets burned in a three way script
Enter number two
A movie queen to play the scene
Of bringing all the good things out in me
But for now love, let's be real
* I never thought I could act this way *
And I've got to say that I just don't get it
I don't know where we went wrong
But the feelin's gone
And I just can't get it back

If you could read my mind love
What a tale my thoughts could tell
Just like an old time movie
'bout a ghost from a wishin' well
In a castle dark or a fortress strong
With chains upon my feet
But stories always end
And if you read between the lines
You'll know that I'm just tryin' to understand
The feelin's that you lack
I never thought I could feel this way
And I've got to say that I just to get it
I don't know where we went wrong
But the feelin's gone

10114. If You Could See Me Now

If You Could See Me Now
Dustbowl Revival

I could have loved you
If you let me
I could have loved you
But you left me
I tried to love you baby but you left me
Hangin' high and dry

You could have had me
Didn't want me
Wanted to get your way
Wanted to flaunt me You could have had me baby
But you didn't want to work it out

I've grown so much since I last saw you
My life is void of regret
If you could see me now
If you could see me now

He's got me now
And you miss me



He's got my kiss
Cause you dissed me
And now he's got me baby
And I've been singin' every night

You kick yourself you wish you paid attention
You wantRd more you think you would have mentionRd
The time has passed and baby I've moved on
To a better thing
I've learned so much since I last knew you
There are many things I can't forget
If you could see me now
If you could see me now
I spent enough time longing for you
We made our hearts so black and blue
Don't worry baby there's nothing more you could do
I'm better now
Oh, so much better now
And so are you
I've grown so much since I last saw you
My life is void of regrets
And just cause I'd like the chance to show you
It doesn't mean I don't wish you all the best
If you could see me now
If you could see me now
If you could see me now
If you could see me now

10115. If You Don't Believe I Love You - Chords

If You Don't Believe I Love You
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Gene Sutton and Darrell McCall

C
I'd crawl a million miles on my knees through flames
   F
To be somewhere someone spoke your name
         C                                      G7
I'd even marry your cat just to get in your family
    C
I'd turn inside out if you wanted me to
     F
Even be the town crier and I'd really sound blue 
           C               G7            C
And if you don't believe I love you just ask me

    F
I'd walk to the ends of the earth every night
C
Just to see you got safely home
F                                       D7           G7
Call you long distance around the world on a pay telephone



              C
So if there's doubt in your mind that my love's still true
    F
I'd save the broken pieces of my heart for you
           C                     G7            C
And if you still don't believe I love you just ask me

Well I'd drive through the rain sleet and the snow
     F
With no defrosters and my heater on low
       C                                    G7
Take a dog sled across Alaska to be by your side
    C
I'd count all of the stars in the heavens above
     F
Even lay down and die just to prove my love
           C                     G7            C
And if you still don't believe I love you just ask me

Repeat #2  Well I'd...

                                 G7            C
And if you still don't believe I love you just ask me

10116. If You Don't Believe The Bible - Chords

If You Don't Believe The Bible
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Carl Jackson and Glenn Sutton

G                                  C                G
You trust your family doctor and a drug is for your fears
                              A7                      D7
You take them every day and believe they'll cure your ills
        G                              C                  A7
And you want a lawyer present when the business deal goes down
           G                                      D7             G
But you're scared to death the preacher's talking hell or heaven bound
If you don't believe (if you don't believe) 
God's holy bible (God's holy bible)
                                             D7
And your faith's (and your faith) not in the Lord 
G                            C                 A7
You can't get to heaven to receive your just reward
             G
If you don't believe (if you don't believe) 
                       C
(If you don't believe) If you don't believe
       G                            D7                 G
If you don't believe the bible then you don't know the Lord
                                    C                G
When you get on an airplane and the ground cannot be seen
                                  A7            D7



You have to put your faith in the man and his machine
G                                   C                    A7
Yet you shy away from preachers and you don't believe in prayer
       G                         D7                    G
Just because you can't see Jesus doesn't mean He isn't there
Repeat #2 x2
                       
(If you don't believe) if you don't believe
                       C
(If you don't believe) if you don't believe 
       G                            D7                 G
If you don't believe the bible then you don't know the Lord

10117. If You Don't Know Where You're Going - Chords

If You Don't Know Where You're Going
(Any Old Road Will Take You There)
Balsam Range

[Intro]
E  A  E  B  E  A  E
 
 
[Verse]
 
                      F#m      A                  E
He slammed the door behind him, called his daddy  dumb 
 
                   F#m    A                E
He left home with tomorrow a-ridin' on his thumb
 
                F#m    A               E
No particular direction, seventeen and scared
 
          E    A          F#m                     A         E
Hitched a ride beside the road, driver said  Son, where you goin?' 
 
            A         E (hold)
He said  anywhere but here 
 
 
[Chorus]
 
                               A                                 E
If you don't know where you're goin', any old road will take you there
 
          E        A            F#m    B                           E
When it's ramblin' seeds you're sowin', you can't find the will to care
 
            A                         C#m    F#m
Any way you travel, red dirt, clay or gravel
 
               A                      F#m



Lost without a prayer, destination anywhere
 
                           E
Any old road will take you there
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
                   F#m  A                       E
A little all night café, a young woman there in tears
 
                                 F#m     A                         E
The waitress says  You want some coffee?  Does anybody know you're here? 
 
                   F#m   A                       E
She slowly tells a story, says  he don't love me anymore,
 
          E          A      F#m                       A    E
I left my ring there by the bed and I don't know what lies ahead
 
                      A     E  (hold)
I've never been this  gone' before 
 
 
[Chorus]
 
                               A                                 E
If you don't know where you're goin', any old road will take you there
 
          E        A            F#m   B                            E
When it's ramblin' seeds you're sowin', you can't find the will to care
 
            A                         C#m    F#m
Any way you travel, red dirt, clay or gravel
 
               A                      F#m
Lost without a prayer, destination anywhere
 
                           E
Any old road will take you there
 
 
[Bridge]
 
    D                             A
Sometimes the road is narrow, sometimes the path is straight
 
   F#m                              B
At times we face so many curves our turns are hard to take
 
 
[Chorus]
 
N.C.                           A                                 G#m
If you don't know where you're goin', any old road will take you there
 
          G#m      A            F#m   B                            E



When it's ramblin' seeds you're sowin', you can't find the will to care
 
            A                         C#m    F#m
Any way you travel, red dirt, clay or gravel
 
               A                      F#m
Lost without a prayer, destination anywhere
 
                           E
Any old road will take you there
 
                  F#m                      A
Out there runnin' scared, in the middle of nowhere
 
        B                  F#m       A   E
Any old road will take you there

10118. If You Don't Know Your Roses - Chords

If You Don't Know Your Roses
Recorded by Darrell McCall
Written by Royce Glenn Sutton and A.L. Owens

C                G7                 C
I see the pretty roses that he sent you
     F              C             G7
Well if a friend is all he's ever been
     C              F               C
Then tell me why he signed the card I love you
  F                  G7                C
I love you is pretty strong for just a friend
F                               C
Let me tell you something about roses
                                    G7
They don't always make a dream come true
    C               F              C
Sometimes they just pretend to say I love you
   F                   C              G7             C
If you don't know your roses they can make a fool of you
                G7                 C
Darlin' I don't know what all he's told you
    F                 C                G7
For what he's offered you that I can't give
       C              F               C
But if love to you is just a bunch of flowers
     F              G7                      C
Then what we've got don't stand a chance to live
F                               C
Let me tell you something about roses
                                    G7
They don't always make a dream come true
    C               F              C
Sometimes they just pretend to say I love you



   F                   C              G7             C
If you don't know your roses they can make a fool of you

10119. If You Don't Somebody Else Will

The Osborne Brothers - If You Don't Somebody Else Will 
(Johnny Mathis - Jimmy Fautheree - Geraldine Hamilton)

If you don't wanna kiss me say so baby
Somebody else will somebody somebody else will somebody else will
If you don't wanna kiss me say so baby
Somebody else will somebody somebody else will kiss me better.

Oh, I ain't a gonna beg you for your love anymore
Ever since the first time I have done learned the score
I thought I had to have you once with that's in the past
Since I found out I'm free from you yes I'm free at last.

If you don't wanna hold me say so baby
Somebody else will somebody somebody else will somebody else will
If you don't wanna hold me say so baby
Somebody else will somebody somebody else will hold me better.

--- Instrumental ---

Oh, I ain't a gonna beg you for your love anymore
Ever since the first time I have done learned the score
I thought I had to have you once with that's in the past
Since I found out I'm free from you, yes, I'm free at last.
If you don't wanna be mine say so baby
Somebody else will somebody somebody else will somebody else will
If you don't wanna be mine say so baby
Somebody else will somebody somebody else will soothe me better...

10120. If You Don't Wanna See Santa Claus Cry

Alan Jackson - If You Don't Wanna See Santa Claus Cry

Well I'm making out my list
For ole St.Nick tonight
But I'm afraid what I want this year
Can't be had
But Santa he's the kind
When he makes up his mind
Wishes can come true
And I bet my Christmas stockin'
If my wish don't come knockin'
He's gonna be blue
So baby come home



If you don't wanna see Santa Claus cry
He can't see where he's going
When it's snowing
If there tears in his eyes
And don't you know his ho ho ho will be
A sad sad sigh
So baby come back to me
If you don't wanna see Santa Claus cry
And don't you know his ho ho ho will be
A sad sad sigh
So baby come back to me
If you don't wanna see Santa Claus cry
So baby come back to me
If you don't wanna see Santa Claus cry

10121. If You Ever Change Your Mind - Chords

If You Ever Change Your Mind
Recorded by Crystal Gayle
Written by Bob Gundry and McGee Parker

Cm          G
Sure I understand
Cm             G
Of course I'll be fine
Cm                     Bm    Em
You had to change your plans
Cm                Am
Oh well I'll just change mine
Dm                  G
But if it turns out bad
Cm                     G
And if your nights get long
Cm                   Bm  Em
And if she makes you sad
Cm            Am
No need to be strong
Cm         D7               Bm   Em
And if you ever change your mind
    Am                  D7
And find you miss those feelings 
         Bm     Em
That you left behind
Dm             G        C
We can give it one more try
D7         Bm       Em  Am
Some magic place in time
       D7               G
If you ever change your mind
Cm                 G
I guess I'd better go
Cm              G
You know I hate goodbyes



Cm                  Bm  Em
Let's not drag this out babe
Cm                     Am
I'll see ya 'round sometime
Repeat #3
 
A#7 Am
Oh  don't look back
D7
Let the heartache pass
                C           Bm   Em
And if you ever change your mind
    Am                  D7
And find you miss those feelings 
         Bm     Em
That you left behind
Dm             G        C
We can give it one more try
D7         Bm       Em  Am
Some magic place in time
       D7               G
If you ever change your mind

10122. If You Ever Come This Way Again - Chords

If You Ever Come This Way Again
Recorded by Sammy Kershaw
Written by Dean Dillon and Donny Kees

C                 F
I sure do hate to see you go 
C                        G7
It's been a blast glad I got to know you
F                G7                     C
Ain't everyday a smile like yours comes along
                    F
You've done more in such a short time 
C                      G7
To soothe my heart and ease my mind
F                       G7              C
And I'm sure gonna miss you when you're gone

F                         C
If you ever come this way again
G7                                     C
I'll be disappointed if you don't drop in
F                                  C
Maybe next time all the good times won't have to end
G7                        C
If you ever come this way again

                   F
There's your plane have a good flight 



C                          G7
Roll with the flow in your nine to five life
F                        G7                       C
While I'm rockin' in the arms of this old boat of mine
             F
Every time I hoist the sails 
C                   G7
I'll toast the wind and wish you well
F                     G7             C
And think back to the sunset in your eyes

Repeat #2

G7                        C
If you ever come this way again 
G7                        C
If you ever come this way again

10123. If You Ever Have Forever In Mind - Chords

If You Ever Have Forever In Mind
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Troy Seals and Vince Gill

G7              C                   F
You're climbing mountains  I'm on a hill
              C                        G7   Dm
You're always running and I'm standing still
G7               C         C7        F
You live for the moment no future no past
           C       Am          Dm      G7         C   F C G7
I may be a fool to love by the rules I want it to last
       C            Em         C          F
If you ever (if you ever) have forever in mind
        G7               C    G7
I'll be here and easy to find
        C           G7       C             F
If your heart isn't ready to lay down with mine
   C         Am         Dm      G7 C    Am  Dm
If you ever (ever) have forever in mind
G7            C                     F
The music has ended still you wanna dance
  C                                  G7    Dm
I know that feeling I can't take the chance
G7               C         C7        F
You live for the moment no future no past
           C       Am          Dm      G7         C   F C G7
I may be a fool to love by the rules I want it to last
       C            Em         C          F
If you ever (if you ever) have forever in mind
        G7               C    G7
I'll be here and easy to find
        C           G7       C             F



If your heart isn't ready to lay down with mine
   C         Am         Dm      G7 C
If you ever (ever) have forever in mind

10124. If You Ever Leave Me

Vince Gill - If you ever leave me
Composer: Richard Marx

When I fall you're my place to land
I lose my touch, you're my hands, the one I hold on to
If you run out of reasons to try
A love enough for both you and I, I'll be the one you can run to

I'd rather go through any pain love puts us through
Than to spend one day without you by my side

If you ever leave me, will you take me with you?
If you're ever lonely, I wanna be lonely too
My home's beside you, no matter where you may go
My love's inside you, even more than you know

In a world of anger and lies, I find peace in your eyes
A flame in the darkness
Ooh and through all space and time, 'til every star refuses to shine
You know where my heart is

I'd rather go through any pain love puts us through
Than to spend one day without you by my side

If you ever leave me, will you take me with you?
If you're ever lonely, I wanna be lonely too, oh
My home's beside you, no matter where you may go
(Where you may go)
My love's inside you, even more than you know

And I can't remember life without you, the way it used to be
Feels like a million years away
But hold me till the angels sing, tell me every little thing
Promise me forever, from this day

If you ever leave me, will you take me with you?
If you're ever lonely, I wanna be lonely too
My home's beside you, no matter where you may go
(Where you may go)
My love's inside you, even more than you know

Even more than you know, even more than you know
Even more than you know, even more than you know



10125. If You Fall

Steve Earle - If You Fall

[Verse 1]
I saw you looking at that girl like that
Yeah, I saw her too, boy, I know right where you're at
But you better be careful 'cause she ain't the kind you're gonna forget
How much you want to bet?

[Chorus]
If you fall in love
Then nothing's going to be the same
You walk around calling out her name
You throw your heart down like a glove
Push comes to shove
You only end up lonely and blue
Whenever she's away from you
If you fall in love

[Verse 2]
You gotta hear me talking to you 'cause I'm your best friend
And I'd hate to see you going where I've already been
Because I've been in love before and I won't ever be the same again
You better listen to me, Jim

[Chorus]
If you fall in love
Then nothing's going to be the same
You walk around calling out her name
You throw your heart down like a glove
Push comes to shove
You only end up lonely and blue
Whenever she's away from you
If you fall in love

10126. If You Fall - Chords

If You Fall
Steve Earl - If You Fall

INTRO: D C G D

D        C               G         D    D C G D 
I saw you lookin' at that girl like that 
D              C                G                     D C G D 
Yeah, I saw her too boy , I know right where you're at
D                C                 G 
But you better be careful cause she ain't the kind you're gonna forget,
   A
How much you wanna bet

CHORUS:



              G                           D   
If you fall in love, nothin's gonna be the same
                               G                                      D 
You walk around callin' out her name, you throw your heart down like a glove
            G                                    D     
Push come to shove, you'll only end up lonely and blue
                        Am   C
Whenever she's away from  you 
              D     C G D D C G D x2      
If you fall in love 

VERSE 2:
D              C                G                    D     D C G D 
You gotta hear me talkin' to you cause I'm your best friend
D              C                   G                 D C G D 
And I'd hate to see you goin' where I've already been
D                 C                 G 
Cause I've been in love before and I won't ever be the same again
   A  
You better listen to me Jim

CHORUS:
              G                           D   
If you fall in love, nothin's gonna be the same
                               G                                      D 
You walk around callin' out her name, you throw your heart down like a glove
            G                                    D     
Push come to shove, you'll only end up lonely and blue
                        Am   C
Whenever she's away from  you 
              D     C G D D C G D      
If you fall in love 

VERSE 3:
D              C                G         D  D C G D
Well there she is again she sure looks fine
D              C               G              D C G D 
Yeah I know you're walkin' on a very thin line
D                 C                 G 
So I guess it's cause your heart's not as strong as mine
    A
Well just this one time

CHORUS:
              G                           D   
If you fall in love, nothin's gonna be the same
                               G                                      D 
You walk around callin' out her name, you throw your heart down like a glove
            G                                    D     
Push come to shove, you'll only end up lonely and blue
                        Am   C
Whenever she's away from  you 
              D     C G D D C G D      
If you fall in love 

C     G       D 
If you fall in love



C     G       D     C G D 
If you fall in love

10127. If You Go, I'll Follow You

Dolly Parton - If You Go, I'll Follow You 

If you go, I'll follow you
You can't leave my love behind
If you go (if you go) I'll follow you
Even death will never end this love of mine
I have loved you for so long
With a love most true and strong
You have all I may request
And I'll love you good or bad
Where you go I'll come with you
No matter where you take me to
I'll go to hell
And back again
I'll be with you
Until the end
If you go, I'll follow you
You can't leave my love behind
If you go (if you go) I'll follow you
Even death will never end this love of mine
If you go, I'll follow you....

10128. If You Got The Money (I've Got The Time) - Chords

If You Got The Money (i've Got The Time)
 (Lefty Frizzell)

(D) 
If you've got the money honey, I've got the time
 (G)
We'll go honky tonkin' and we'll have a time
 (A7)
We'll make all the night spots, All the way down the line
 (D)
If you've got the money honey, I've got the time

( steel )

There ain't no use to tarry so let's start out tonight
 (G)
We'll spread joy oh boy oh boy and we'll spread it right
 (A7)
We'll have more fun baby all way down the line
 (D)



If you've got the money honey I've got the time

( piano )

Bring along your Cadillac leave my old wreck behind
 (G)
We'll go to the park where its dark, we won't waste no time
 (A7)
When you run out of money, then I'll run out of time
 (D)
If you've got the money honey, I've got the time
We'll go honky tonkin' and we'll have a time
Bring along your Cadillac leave my old wreck behind
If you've got the money honey I've got the time

( fiddle )

Yes we'll go honky tonkin' make every club in town
We'll go to the park where it's dark we won't fool around
But if you run short of money I'll run short of time
Cause you with no more money honey I've no more time

( guitar )

If you've got the money I've got the time we'll go honky tonkin' and we'll have
a time
We'll make all the night spots dance drink beer and wine
If you've got the money honey I've got the time

10129. If You Got To Have It Your Way I'll Go Mine - Chords

If You Got To Have It Your Way I'll Go Mine
Recorded by Billy Parker
Written by Dale Vest and Tommy Overstreet
 
C
There's more between our beds than just a door
                           F
You never meet me half way anymore
    G7
You say you'd rather break before you bend
                                C
And my way is wrong nine out of ten
 
 
To you our love's as plain as abc
                                          F
But the short end of the stick belongs to me
    G7
And girl somewhere I've got to draw the line
                                       C
If you got to have it your way I'll go mine
 



       G7                              C
If you got to have it your way I'll go mine
  G7                                 C
I can't be all that wrong all of the time
                                  F
I'll quit and walk away while I'm behind
       G7                              C
If you got to have it your way I'll go mine
 
       G7                              C
If you got to have it your way I'll go mine
  G7                                 C
I can't be all that wrong all of the time
                                  F
I'll quit and walk away while I'm behind
       G7
If you got to have it your way
 
If you got to have it your way 
                                       C
If you got to have it your way I'll go mine

10130. If You Gotta Go, Go Now

If You Gotta Go, Go Now
Flying Burrito Brothers

Listen to me, baby
There's something you must see
I want to be with you, gal
if you want to be with me

But if you got to go
It's all right
But if you got to go, go now
Or else you gotta stay all night

I am just a poor boy, baby
Lookin' to connect
But I certainly don't want you thinkin'
That I ain't got any respect

But if you got to go
It's all right
But if you got to go, go now
Or else you gotta stay all night

It ain't that I'm questionin' you
To take part in any quiz
It's just that I ain't got no watch
An' you keep askin' me what time it is

But if you got to go



It's all right
but if you got to go, go now
Or else you gotta stay all night

You know I'd have nightmares
And a guilty conscience, too
If I kept you from anything
That you really wanted to do

But if you got to go
It's all right
But if you got to go, go now
Or else you gotta stay all night

It ain't that I'm wantin'
Anything you never gave before
It's just that I'll be sleepin' soon
It'll be too dark for you to find the door

But if you got to go
It's all right
But if you got to go, go now
Or else you gotta stay all night

10131. If You Hated Me

If You Hated Me

You must have been mad at me when you said I'm in love with you
And you made me believe in you and that you wanted me
If you really had love in mind and it hurtin' me all this time
I wonder what you would do if you hated me
If love causes this much pain and revenge really played no part
And you're about to break my heart when you're through with me
You must have been mad at me when you said I'm in love with you
And I wonder what you would do if you hated me
[ guitar ]
You must have been mad at me...

10132. If You Keep Leaving Me

Chris Stapleton
If You Keep Leaving Me

[Chorus]
If you keep leaving me
I'll keep loving you
If you keep hurting me
I'll keep wanting you



So as the sky is blue
Through all, you put me through
If you keep leaving me
I'll keep loving you

[Verse 1]
You think by now I'll learn
To stay away from far, when I'm getting burn
But somehow, I can't resist
I need, yeah, your goodbye kiss

[Chorus]
If you keep leaving me
I'll keep loving you
If you keep hurting me
I'll keep wanting you
So as the sky is blue
Through all, all, you put me through
If you keep leaving me
I'll keep loving you
[Verse 2]
I know there's a price to pay
You go, I want you to stay

[Chorus]
If you keep leaving me
I'll keep loving you
If you keep hurting me
I'll keep wanting you
So as the sky is blue
Through all, you put me through
If you keep leaving me
I'll keep loving you
Oh, if you keep leaving me
I'll keep loving you

10133. If You Know Time

David Rawlings
If You Know Time

There's a wall inside you
And it wants to smash your head
If you know time

There's a door inside you
And it wants to slam you shut
If you know time
If you know time at all
If you know time

There's a law inside you
With a real enforcing sheriff



With a badge, a gun and claw

There's a man inside you
With his fingers at the wheel
He crashes you
No matter how you feel
Now you know time
If you know time at all
If you know time

There's a voice inside me
An eraser in my head
You know I love you
You know that's what I said
I can walk you through the rain
I can see your face again
If you know time
If you know time at all
If you know time
In the war that's coming
Setting good guys against good
It's always a good cause
You fight because you should
You can cut them down like weeds
But you'll never make them love you
Don't you know time
Don't you know time at all
Don't you know

If you know
If you know
If you know time

10134. If You Lived Here You'd Be Home Now

If You Lived Here You d Be Home Now
Emmylou Harris & Rodney Crowell

I don't wonder where you are
I don't even care
Things have changed
They're not the same
You're not my cross to bear
I see you in a different light
The truth got through somehow
If you lived here, you'd be home now

If you lived here, you'd be on the phone
Talking to your momma
Saying you ain't gone and left here yet
But someday you was gonna
The day I pledged my love for you sure raised a few eyebrows
If you lived here, you'd be home now



You keep wanting me to be something that I'm not
What you see is what you get and I'm the one you got
I'm tired of breaking these rocks up in this field my heart won't plow
If you lived here you'd be home now

If you lived here, you'd be at my throat like every time before
Slinging them old hurting words and walking on out the door
Sometimes I think I might want you back
But there ain't no way, no how
If you lived here, you'd be home now

It's time I did the right thing and released you from your vow
If you lived here, you'd be home now
If you lived here, you'd be home now

10135. If You Look Deep In Your Heart

If You Look Deep In Your Heart (Larry W. Jones 03/09/2007) 

Darlin', if you look deep in your heart
I'm sure you'll find a memory there
The flame's not as hot as at the start
But you might find that you still care
If you look deep in your heart
Darlin', if you recall all your dreams
I'm sure you'll see me driftin' through
In the ones where moonlight gleams
Back when all of our skies were blue
If you look deep in your dreams
When evening velvet shadows fall
That's when tears start falling down
Darlin', if you look deep in your heart
You'll know I still need you around
Darlin', now that we're so far apart
I wonder if I'll ever see your return
I'll be glad to send to you a chart
You'll see that my love still burns
If you look deep in your heart

10136. If You Love Me Let Me Know - Chords

If You Love Me (Let Me Know)
by Olivia Newton John - written by John Rostill
 
G
You came when I was happy in your sunshine
                                     C
I grew to love you more each passing day



                                 G
Before too long I built my world around you
      Am                D7              G    G7
And I prayed you'd love enough of me to stay
 
       C
If you love me let me know
             G
If you don't then let me go
         D7
I can't take another minute
     G                 G7
Of a day without you in it

       C
If you love me let it be
       G
If you don't then set me free
          D7
Take the chains away
                    C
That keep me loving you
 
G
The arms that open wide to hold me closer
                                            D7
The hands that run their fingers through my hair
                    C                  G
The smile that says hello it's good to see you 
        Am                        D7
Anytime I turn around to find you there
 
     G
It's this and so much more that make me love you
                G7             C
What else can I do to make you see
                                     G
You know you have whatever's mine to give you
      Am              D7            G
But a love affair for one can never be
 
repeat #2

10137. If You Love Me, Stay Away

The Louvin Brothers - If You Love Me, Stay Away

What a pleasant surprise to have you call me
Your voice seems to tremble on the phone
You say that a friend gave you my number I suppose that you're glad to be home
If I sound like I'm crying forgive me these words won't be easy for me to say
Listen close dear for I can't repeat them if you love me stay away



It's too late for us I can't even see you don't ask me to break sacred vow
Let's hang up the phone in spite of our feelings the love we knew is just a mem'ry now
If I sound like I'm crying...
[ guitar ]
It's too late for us...

10138. If You Need A Fool

If You Need A Fool

Darling I can tell were through
That leavin' looks all over you
I'll do anything no matter what you do
Call me if you need a fool

They just aren't makin' fools the way that they used to
They don't come back for more the way I always do
So if you ever change your mind I'm not very hard to find
You can find me in the phone book under blue
Call me if you need a fool

Go and find another guy
And if he don't believe your lies
You know who will swear every word is true
Call me if you need a fool

Girl it won't cost you a dime
To break my heart just one last time
Call collect and I'll just tell um put her through
Call me if you need a fool

10139. If You Need Me

Dolly Parton - If You Need Me 

Intro:
If you need me, I'll be gone
The bed's still warm where you just left
But it'll be colder where I've slept
I've always been where you needed me
But I ain't the fool I used to be
You come home all hours of the night
The fragrance on you ain't old spice
Tonight when you come draggin' home
And find you need me, I'll be gone

1st Chorus:
I'll be gone like the moon when the sun comes up
Gone like the dew from the buttercup



Gone like a woman treated wrong
If you need me, I'll be gone
So, what am I still doing here?
You've been doin' me wrong for years
Tired of pickin' up and puttin' out
I'm leaving you lock, stock, and house
So, bye, bye, baby
That's it, I'm packed
I'm a'leavin' now, but I'll call back
And leave this message on the code-a-phone
Sayin', if you need me, well, I'll be gone

2nd Chorus:
I'll be gone like the moon when the sun comes up
Gone like the dew from the buttercup
Gone like a woman leavin' home
If you need me, I'll be gone
Repeat 2nd Chorus
I said, if you need me, I'll be gone

Tag:
If you need me, I'll be gone
I said, if you need me, I'll be gone

10140. If You Only Could

Donna the Buffalo - If You Only Could

If you only could see what you have got 
If you only could be who you are not 
If you only could love the things you know 
If you only could let the spirit flow 

Chorus:
Walking talking too far from the light 
Living breathing in colorless black and white

If you only could feel the strength in dreams 
If you only could hear the voice of truth 
If you only could get up and stand out in the center 
If you only could stop thinking only of you 

Bridge:
Hey there you 
What's your claim 
While you're out there 
Running in circles you don't understand

Hey this world's got you down 
Hey this world's got you down



10141. If You Only Knew

Larry Rice If You Only Knew  (If Only You Knew)

If you only knew the way that I feel, 
Then you'd be with me tonight.
If you could only see the things that I see, 
Everything would be alright.

You don't have to say you love me; 
You don't have to say you care about me.
Just say yes; just for tonight

I know we don't have long; 
In a while I'll be gone, 
But I'll be back another time
Time goes so fast but the memory will last
Just say yes and I'll show you what I need

You don't have to say you love me; 
You don't have to say you care about me.
Just say yes; just for tonight

You don't have to say you love me; 
You don't have to say you care about me.
Just say yes; just for tonight

Just say yes; just for tonight

10142. If You Only Knew - Chords

If You Only Knew
Recorded by The Mavericks
Written by Raul Malo and Kostas Lazarides

C                                   G7
You wouldn't walk away so proud and tall
                                C
If you knew how I wanted you at all
                   C7                F
I can't hide it anymore because it's true
            G7                      C
If you only knew who's in love with you
                                       G7
Well I dream about you every night and day
                                          C
And all the sweet things that I'd like to say
                C7                F
But darling you don't even have a clue



            G7                      C
If you only knew who's in love with you
F                                       C
It feels like my heart skips a beat whenever you are near
    D7                              G7
And every time you walk away well I wish that you were here
       C                                G7
Well I know that there's a lot of other guys
                                              C
Who will promise you the world with all their lies
                 C7                F
But I'm the only one who's feeling blue
            G7                      C
If you only knew who's in love with you
repeat #3
                 C7                F
But I'm the only one who's feeling blue
            G7                      C
If you only knew who's in love with you
            G7                      C
If you only knew who's in love with you
            G7                      C  F C
If you only knew who's in love with you

10143. If You Say I Can

Dolly Parton - If You Say I Can 
(Dolly Parton)

When my strength is not enough to face the disapointments
When nothing seems to work out like I planned
When I think I've reached the end, just stop and reassure me
Cause I can make it, if you say I can
If you say I can, then I can find the strength to do it
In knowing you believe that much in me
Tell me that I can and give me faith in what I'm doing
I'm only just as strong as you make me
But I can do it, if you say I can
When I've reached the point of thinking life's not worth the bother
When I can't seem to give what life demands
When it seems impossible to make it any farther
I can go on, if you say I can
If you say I can, then I can find the strength to do it
In knowing you believe that much in me
Tell me that I can and give me faith in what I'm doing
I'm only just as strong as you make me
But I can do it, if you say I can



10144. If You See A Change In Me - Chords

If You See A Change In Me
Recorded by Merle Haggard and Albert E. Brumley, Jr.
Written by Merle Haggard

C                                   F         C
They crucified our Jesus nailed His body to a cross
       G7      C                G7
Now He lives inside of me as my Savior He's my Boss
   C                          F                Fm
He comes in every morning and takes me where I go
    C            Am                  D7      G7      C    F
And if you see a change in me Praise God and let Him know

C                                        F                C
There's a difference in my music and the things I have to say
       G7           C           G7
Listen closer to my message and kneel somewhere and pray
    C                             F              Fm
The one who's known as Jesus goes with me when I go
    C            Am                  D7      G7      C
But if you see a change in me Praise God and let Him know

       F                                   C
Praise God and let Him know there's been a change in me
     F                              C           G7
Look inside to see that Jesus lives inside of me
  C    G7      C               F              Fm
I know He's my Savior cause He saves me every show
   C            Am                  D7      G7      C
So if you see a change in me Praise God and let Him know

Repeat #3

                 Am                  D7      G7      C
And if you see a change in me Praise God and let Him know

10145. If You See My Baby - Chords

If You See My Baby
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Eddie Miller and Bob Morris
[3/4 time]
 
C                   F
If you see my baby  while making your rounds
G7                                   C
In some crowded nightspot or cafe in town
                        F
Tell her I miss her and I'm still around
G7                                      C
If you see my baby in this lonesome old town



F                        C
Tell her to call me when she's all alone
F                        C         G7
Cause I'm always waiting by my telephone
C                            F
I'd still worship the ground where she walks around
G7                                      C
If you see my baby in this lonesome old town

F                        C
Tell her to call me when she's all alone
F                        C         G7
Cause I'm always waiting by my telephone
C                            F
I'd still worship the ground where she walks around
G7                                      C
If you see my baby in this lonesome old town

10146. If You Think I'm Crazy Now

Keith Whitley - If You Think I'm Crazy Now

I been wired since I can't remember when
You seen me out, most every night with a dissipated grin
All my life I been labeled boob and lout
But now I think, I'm finally wearin' down

I may rock and and may roll, I may sleep out in the cold
But I can still stay up the six days in the row
But I know the things I do don't compare with the things I did
If you think I'm crazy now, should've seen me when I was a kid

I been wild yeah, I been wasted stoned and stooped
Stayed out nights and started fights and mowed out two bar stools
All these years but it's been bedrooms bars and beers
But now, I'm in this finally drawnin' near.

Well, I may rock and and may roll, I may sleep out in the cold
But I can still stay up the six days in the row
But I know the things I do don't compare with the things I did
If you think I'm crazy now, should've seen me when I was a kid

If you think I'm crazy now, should've seen me when I was a kid

10147. If You Want Me To

If You Want Me To
The Grascals - If You Want Me To



[Verse 1]
Darling I will pack up my clothes
Take my heart on down the road
I'm leaving make believe I don't
Love you lose my mind go insane
Turn my face to the pouring rain
There is nothing I wouldn't do

[Chorus]
If you want me to but I rather stay
Around and love you
And be the one who makes your dream come through
But if it takes your thought of me makes you happy
Then I'll just walk away if you want me to

[Verse 2]
If there's no way to make it work I'll
Find a way to hide the hurt I'll do my
Best to do my best for you I'll just take
Your memory and disappear quietly
Quit acting like a fool

[Chorus]
If you want me to but I rather stay
Around and love you
And be the one who makes your dream come through
But if it takes your thought of me makes you happy
Then I'll just walk away
If you want me to oh and if it takes
Goodbye to make you happy
Then I'll just walk away if you want me to

10148. If You Want to Be My Woman

If You Want to Be My Woman

You say that you like ridin'
In my Cadillac
When I try to kiss you
You keep on pushin' me back
You say you like to party
And the money that I earn
But if you don't give me a sample
Before I sign that deed
Don't look at me
Like maybe you don't understand....
If you wanna be my Woman
Then you know you gotta let me be your man.
Piano & Guitar solo

You say yer from the country
I don't believe that's true



You try to play it smart
And look so innocent too
You say you need a ring
To give the lovin' that I need
But if you don't give me a sample
Before I sign that deed
Don't look at me
Like maybe you don't understand....
If you wanna be my Woman
Then you know you gotta let me be your man.

Piano solo, ending in a slide-out.

10149. If You Want To Make Me Happy

If You Want To Make Me Happy

What'll it be he asked,
What do you need tonight
Something cold to drown the fire,
Something hot to stir one up
I'll make it simple I said,
Just two things I'll request
That bottle by your shoulder,
And some quarters for these dollars

CHORUS
Cause if you wanna make me happy
Pour me burban on the rocks
And play every sad song on the jukebox
Songs of loving and leaving lying and cheating
Songs of hurting and crying and even songs of dying
If you wanna make me happy
Pour me some bourbon on the rocks
And play every sad song on the jukebox

A woman he ask,
She left you I bet
I've seen that look that's in your eyes
on a many other face
That's right I said,
I deserved it I guess
But it still hurts me all alone
At night there by myself

CHORUS

If you wanna make me happy
Pour me some bourbon on the rocks
And play every sad song on the jukebox



10150. If You Want To Wear A Crown - Chords

If You Want To Wear A Crown
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Eddie Noack and Marvin Rumley

C                    F       C
You've got to run to win the race
             F                 G7
Go along the way and quick the pace
            F                                    C
So remember when you're worried faith is falling down
                                    G7             C
That you got to bear a cross if you want to wear a crown
            F               C
Our Lord is testing us each day
             F            G7
He'll try us out in every way
         F                         C
So don't despair when burdens fall around
                               G7             C
You got to bear a cross if you want to wear a crown
                     F           C
You've seen some men rise to the top
          F                    G7
Then fall apart if they should drop
                F                C
They can't live on without their wealth
                                   G7              C
They blame the Lord above and they never blame themselves
             F                C
Out of these fallen some will rise
             F           G7
Accept their fate and realize
               F                                     C
That their own trial to God they'll hear the trumpet sound
                                      G7             C
That you got to bear the cross if you want to wear a crown

10151. If You Wanted Me Around

Marty Stuart - If You Wanted Me Around

I'd go lookin' for you, if you wanted me to
If you wanted me around
And I'd go anywhere, as long as you were there
If you wanted me around

If you needed me, well baby there I'd be



You know just where I can be found
I'd be there with you, if you asked me to
If you wanted me around

If you needed me, well baby there I'd be
You know just where I can be found
I'd do all that I could, yeah, you know I would
If you wanted me around
If you wanted me around
If you wanted me around

10152. If You Were A Bluebird - Chords

If You Were A Bluebird
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Butch Hancock

G
If you were a bluebird you'd be a sad one
               C
I'd give you a true word but you've already had one
              G                 D7
If you were a bluebird you'd be crying
C               G
You'd be flying home
If you were a raindrop you'd shine like a rainbow
                  C
And if you were a train stop the conductor would sing low
              G                 D7
If you were a raindrop you'd be falling 
C                G
You'd be calling home
If you were a hotel honey you'd be a grand one
                 C
But if you hit a slow spell do you think you could stand one
              G                           D7
If you were a hotel well I'd lean on your doorbell 
C               G
I'd call you my home
If I was a highway I'd stretch alongside of you
                  C
I'd help you pass by ways that had dissatisfied you
           G                   D7
If I was a highway well I'd be stretching 
C                   G
I'd be fetching you home

10153. If You Were Me (And I Were You)



If You Were Me (And I Were You)
Dwight Yoakam - If You Were Me (And I Were You)

If You Were Me And I Were You
And I Should Do The Things You Do
Would You Still Love The Way 
I Keep On Loving You

Of All The Times You've Been Untrue 
If I Should Be That Same Way Too 
Just Tell Me Now What Would You Do 
IF You Were Me And I Were You

INSTRUMENTAL

Someday My Love May Grow Cold 
And I'll Love You No More I Know
Think Of All The Unkind Things
You Shouldn't Have Done

I Still Love You Even Tho 
Your Love For Me You Never Show 
Just Tell Me Now What Would You Do 
If You Were Me And I Were You

If You Were Me And I Were You
And I Should Do The Things You Do
Would You Still Love 
The Way I Keep On Loving You

Of All The Times You've Been Untrue
If I Should Be That Same Way Too
Just Tell Me Now What Would You Do 
If You Were Me And I Were You

10154. If You Were Me - Chords

If You Were Me
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Troy Seals and Graham Hamilton Lyle

G
I met someone I need to talk about 
Am                         Dm
Never been so certain with so many doubts 
G
My heart's afraid to be alone with him 
Am                           D7
In late night hours when the lights are dim 

            C   D7                  Dm            E7
If you were me  would you take that kind of chance 
              C              D7       G Am G
Step into his arms and dance into the night 



            C   D7                 Dm         E7
If you were me  would you let your feelings go 
                     C           D7          G
Or hold him back and never know  if you were me 

I've always played it safe with this heart of mine 
Am                       Dm
Same old kind of romance time after time 
    G
And now he's calling from the wilder side 
Am                            D7
Last night I felt like if I'd only tried 

            C   D7                  Dm            E7
If you were me  would you take that kind of chance 
              C              D7       G Am G
Step into his arms and dance into the night 
            C   D7                 Dm         E7
If you were me  would you let your feelings go 
                      C           D7          G  Am D7
Or hold them back and never know  if you were me 

Em                            C
Last night I felt like if I'd only tried
           D7
I might be spendin' my life by his side
            C   D7                 Dm         E7
If you were me  would you let your feelings go 
                      C           D7          G
Or hold them back and never know  if you were me 

D7          G
If you were me

10155. If You Were Never Here - Chords

If You Were Never Here
Recorded by David Houston
Written by Glenn Sutton

G7           C
I burned the pictures I hocked the rings
                   F    C
And I got a rid of everything
That had the slightest chance 
                   G7
To make a memory reappear
           C
I sold the house now that's the last
                       F      C
Of things that link me to the past
   F              C
So how can you be gone 



   G7             C
If you were never here
   G7
If you were never here 
        F            C
I never loved you at all
        D7
And the past will be the future 
         G                G7
Before a tear has time to fall
       C
The Salvation Army came 
                     F       C
And took the balance of your things
   F              C
So how can you be gone 
   G7             C
If you were never here
Repeat #3,4

10156. If You Will Be My Lady

If You Will Be My Lady
Railroad Earth - If You Will Be My Lady

If you will be my lady, I will love you
I will hold you when you're weary and alone
If you can't make it, I will stand beside you
If you think that you're lost, I'll be your home
If you will be my lady, I will love you
I'll believe in you and trust in you always
I'll try to ease the pain in all your sorrows
And be the sunshine on your cloudy days
If you will be my lady
And I'll share with you my joy in each new morning
Teach you how I've come to love the night
How hard it is for me when I'm not with you
And still somehow how sweet it is to be alive
If you will be my lady, I will love you
I will laugh with you and cry and dance and sing
If you will be my lady
If you will be my lady, I will love you
And my body like a flame to yours will be
To burn you and to light a fire within you
With the deepest sweetest pleasure there can be
If you will be my lady, I will love you
For as long as you will let me and I know
And when it comes to pass and our time is over
Then early some soft morning I will go
If you will be my lady, I will love you
If you will be my lady, I will love you
If you will be my lady, I will love you
If you will be my lady, I will love you



10157. If You'd Have Told Me

Michael Carpenter and The Banks Brothers & Michael Carpenter - If You'd Have Told Me

[Chorus]
If you'd have told me you'd do me wrong
I'd wonder how long you left me strung along
Would I have stayed true, or run a mile
If you'd have told me that hurting was your style?

[Verse 1]
When I saw you walking that fateful day, my head was turned in two
My world was thrown out to the dogs, my heart was born anew
My hopes and dreams were in collision with the trouble in your eyes
But I wouldn't take the time to read the signs

[Verse 2]
Right from the start I knew that I was not the only one
But in your glory, I kept on dreaming that this was more than fun
You let me fall head over heels, had me feeling like a fool
I knew a girl like you don't have no rules

[Chorus]
If you'd have told me you'd do me wrong
I'd wonder how long you left me strung along
Would I have stayed true, or run a mile
If you'd have told me that hurting was your style?
[Interlude]
Keep on talkin' now

10158. If You'd Like Some Lovin' - Chords

If You'd Like Some Lovin'
Recorded by David Ball
Written by Tommy Polk and David Ball

C                  F      G7                       C
If you'd like some lovin' I've got all you'll ever need
            Dm       D7              G7
Two arms to hold you all night tenderly
          C           F       G7                C
If you're lookin' for forever I'm as far as you need see
                   F      G7                       C  F C
If you'd like some lovin' you'll find it here with me
G7                      C      G7                C
If you're lookin' to be lonely I won't be of any help
D7                         G7
If you want someone who'll leave you 
D7                         G7



You better look to someone else
         C         F      G7                       C
If you'd like some lovin' I've got all you'll ever need
                   F      G7                       C  F C
If you'd like some lovin' you'll find it here with me
G7                  C          G7                  C
He brought you many heartaches he brought you many tears
D7                G7          D7                         G7
But what he never brought you darlin' you can find right here
         C         F      G7                       C
If you'd like some lovin' I've got all you'll ever need
            Dm       D7              G7
Two arms to hold you all night tenderly
          C           F       G7                C
If you're lookin' for forever I'm as far as you need see
                   F      G7                       C  F C
If you'd like some lovin' you'll find it here with me
                   F      G7                       C   F C
If you'd like some lovin' you'll find it here with me

10159. If You'll Pretend - Chords

If You'll Pretend 
NewFound Road
 
G        Gm                G
Take my hand... And let me hold you, 
 Gm                       G
For awhile... If you can stay
G       Gm           G(Em)
Let me taste... Your lips of honey, 
G             Bm       Gm      G
And hear your voice... say my name
Gm                    G                    Gm
It's been so long... Since I've seen your face, 
Gm                            G  D
Or felt the touch... Of your hand
Gm                                       G
I'll make you feel... Like there's no other, 
 Gm      G(Em)   D  Gm               G
If you'll pretend... that I'm your man
(Instrumental)
G        Gm               G
Take my hand... and let me hold you, 
G        Gm                    G
Run my fingers... through your hair
G         Gm                G
Feel the love... From your body, 
G          Gm         G
While the world... Disappears
G           Gm                             G
It's been so long... Since ive seen your face, 
G           Gm               G     D



Or felt the touch... of your hand
G           Gm                        G
I'll make you feel... like there's no other, 
G          G(Em)   D  Gm                G
If you'll pretend... That I'm your man
G            Gm                          G
IT'S BEEN SO LONG... since i've seen your face, 
G           Gm               G    D
Or felt the touch... of your hand
G             Gm                      G
I'll make you feel... Like there's no other, 
G           G(Em)   D Gm                G
If you'll pretend... That I'm your man (x2)

10160. If You're Ever Gonna Love Me

If You're Ever Gonna Love Me
Roland White

If you're ever gonna love me
Well I wanna know it
There's just one way that you can show it
If you don't start treating me better you see
I'm gonna do away with me

I'm gonna go down
Where the waters are deeper
I'm taking no chances now you see
If you don't start treating me a little bit better
I'm gonna do away with me

If you're ever gonna love me
Well I wanna know it
There's just one way that you can show it
If you don't start treating me better you see
I'm gonna do away with me

Oh won't you tell me
How you feel about it
You're running me crazy can't you see
If you don't start treating me a little bit better
I'm gonna do away with me

If you're ever gonna love me
Well I wanna know it
There's just one way that you can show it
If you don't start treating me better you see
I'm gonna do away with me

If you're ever gonna love me
Well I wanna know it
There's just one way that you can show it
If you don't start treating me better you see



I'm gonna do away with me

10161. If You're Ever in Oklahoma

If You're Ever in Oklahoma
J.J. Cale - Wayword Sons
Hot Buttered Rum

If you're ever in Oklahoma
You better move around at night
'Cause they don't like no transportation
Slipping by in-and-out of sight

And they don't care about Dallas, Texas
And they don't care about Wichita
If you're ever in Oklahoma
You better move around the law

They got fines and they got plenty
They'll hold you up for days on end
Threaten your life and take your money
Make you think you're there to stay

And they don't care about Dallas, Texas
And they don't care about Wichita
If you're ever in Oklahoma
You better move around the law

10162. If You're Ever In Oklahoma - Chords

If Youre Ever In Oklahoma 
Yonder Mountain String Band

    A               G                 D               A
If you're ever in Oklahoma you better move around the law
     A                  G            D                   A
They don't allow no transpotation, move along stay outta sight
 
 
CHORUS
            D          A
They don't care bout Dallas Texas
           D            A
They don't care bout Witchita
 A                 G
If you're ever in Oklahoma
            D               A
You better move around the law
 



  A                  G
Hitch a ride now to California
          D                   A
Hitch a ride now to New York town
 A                              G
They got a right to take your money son
            D                A
They got a right to take ya down
 
CHORUS
Spend your money son on your lady
Spend your cash boy on your date
Spend your bucks down in Oklahoma
Transportation days are gonna end
 
CHORUS
          A          G                 D                  A
If you're ever in Oklahoma you better mo--ove around the law
 
A-G-D   A

10163. If You're Ever Lonely Darling

Lefty Frizzell
If You're Ever Lonely Darling

[Verse 1:]
If you're ever lonely, darling
Think of all that I've been through
Long and lonesome nights, sweetheart
I've waited on you

[Chorus 1:]
Say in your mind you have it coming
And you know you have to pay
Maybe baby, you will learn
And change someday

[Chorus 2:]
Why, oh, why
Did you try to deceive me?
You've made me blue, sweetheart
Both night and day

[Chorus 1]

[Chorus 2]



10164. If You're Gonna Do Me Wrong

Osborne Brothers - If you're gonna do me wrong (do it right)
Composer: Max D. Barnes - Vern Gosdin

There's a closet full of dresses that I bought you
And here's the keys to the new car in the drive
And before you leave our room put on your best perfume
If you're gonna do me wrong do it right

Oh the next time that the phone rings I won't answer
I don't wanna be the fool I was tonight
I don't wanna know the truth I don't wanna see the proof
If you're gonna do me wrong do it right

If you're gonna break my heart all to pieces
Just walk right out and leave me and end it all tonight
Take off your wedding band when he takes you by the hand
If you're gonna do me wrong do it right

Take off your wedding band when he takes you by the hand
If you're gonna do me wrong do it right

10165. If You're Gonna Love Someone

The Infamous Stringdusters - If You're Gonna Love Someone

[Verse 1]
I was lost on a road trip to nowhere
Broken blacktop backroads on the dark side of the moon
Then you appeared like some kind of apparition
Like a ghost or a magician from out of the blue

[Chorus]
You said it's a long and a lonesome road you're traveling on
Don't know where you're going or where you're coming from
Got no reason to worry, life goes on
But you gotta love yourself if you're gonna love someone
If you're gonna love someone

[Verse 2]
I woke up from the dream I've been dreaming
Sunlight was streaming into the room
Things had changed, felt like something had shifted
Like a weigh had been lifted and not a moment too soon

[Chorus]
I said it's a long and a lonesome road you're traveling on
Don't know where you're going or where you're coming from
Got no reason to worry, life goes on
But you gotta love yourself if you're gonna love someone
If you're gonna love someone



[Verse 3]
I was scared, had my senses deceive me
I wonder would my friends believe me or think that I'd gone mad?
So I stood still and I let go of the sinking
'Til I heard a voice speaking from beyond the blue

[Chorus]
And it said it's a long and a lonesome road you're traveling on
Don't know where you're going or where you're coming from
Got no reason to worry, life goes on
But you gotta love yourself if you're gonna love someone
If you're gonna love someone
If you're gonna love someone

10166. If You're Looking For A Fool - Chords

If You're Looking For A Fool
Recorded by Tommy Overstreet
Written by Cliff Thomas, Ed Thomas, Robert McRee

C         G             D7          Em        G
If you're looking for a fool here I am here I am
                                 C
I watched you walk from table to table
  G                   C
A small drink in your hand
    G                              C
You danced with every guy that was able
  G                        C
I know I don't fit in your plans
              G             D7          Em        G  Em
But if you're looking for a fool here I am here I am
       G                     C
If you need somebody you can cheat on
  G                         C
A heart you can break every day
  G                          C
A puppet on a string you can pull on
  G                            C
A man that won't stand in your way
          G             D7          Em        G
If you're looking for a fool here I am here I am
C                    F
I'm just a poor fool in love with you
G         C                 Em               B7 Em
I'd do anything little girl that you want me to
       G                     C
If you need somebody you can cheat on
  G                         C
A heart you can break every day
  G                          C
A puppet on a string you can pull on
  G                            C



A man that won't stand in your way
          G             D7          Em        G
If you're looking for a fool here I am here I am
C         G             D7          Em        G
If you're looking for a fool here I am here I am
C         G             D7          Em        G
If you're looking for a fool here I am here I am

10167. If You're Still In Im In - Chords

If You're Still In Im In 
The East Pointers

[Intro]
Bb
 
[Verse 1]
Bb
I can dream forever and I can dream my life awake
Eb
On the corner of salvation at the crossroads of escape
Bb
Tell me where you're going. Tell me where you wanna be
Eb
And is there something missing? Is there room in there for me?
 
Bb
Trials and tribulations. High hopes and false starts
Eb
Never is a rough time and life can break your heart
 
[Pre-Chorus]
F5
We can settle in on a high, warm wind
F5
No good comes from hanging back to see what happens
 
[Chorus]
Bb
With the hearts of heroes and wings like doves
Eb
And we can fly away, break through the clouds above
 
Bb
Come again bright days, come again, come again
Eb
When you're good to go, I'm following; 
Eb
If you're still in, I'm in
 
[Interlude]
Bb
 



[Verse 2]
Bb
Waitin' on the sidelines, weary but ready to ascend
Eb
Lovers scattered in the gray area Life ^frenemy^
 
Bb
Remember to remember, it's 'cause you're scared it means you care
Eb
I'm a ship in the mist, you're an eagle in the air
 
[Pre-Chorus]
F5
Lonely ocean feelings and sad seaways
F5
Sonny was a dreamer who couldn't get away
 
[Chorus]
Bb
With the hearts of heroes and wings like doves
Eb
And we can fly away, break through the clouds above
 
Bb
Come again bright days, Come again, come again
Eb
When you're good to go, I'm following;
Bb
If you're still in, I'm in
Eb
If you're still in, I'm in
 
[Bridge]
Bb Eb
 
(Oooh)
 
[Pre-Chorus]
F5
And we can settle in on a high, warm wind
F5
No good comes from hanging back to see what happens
 
[Chorus]
Bb
With the hearts of heroes and wings like doves
Eb
And we can fly away, break through the clouds above
 
Bb
Come again bright days, come again, come again
Eb
When you're good to go, I'm following;
Eb
If you're still in, I'm
 
[Outro]



Bb
With the hearts of heroes and wings like doves
Eb
And we can fly away break through the clouds above
 
Bb
Come again bright days, come again, come again
Eb
When you're good to go, I'm following;
Eb
If you're still in, I'm in
Eb
If you're still in, I'm in
 
Bb
Come again bright days, come again, come again
Bb
When you're good to go, I'm following

10168. If You've Got Something To Say

If You've Got Something to Say - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Jon Weisberger/Daniel House Music, BMI-Use Your Words Music, BMI)

1) Lately you been acting like there's something on your mind
tell me would you like to clear the air
It's hard for me to reach you when you're preoccupied
Honey that won't get you anywhere

CH) But If You've Got Something to Say
Come right out and say it, I'll find out anyway
Don't put off till tomorrow what you oughtta do today
If You Got Something to Say

2) Yesterday you told me that you lost your wedding ring
Today I found it tucked inside your purse
You say that you still love me, Baby that don't mean a thing
Empty words only make it worse

CH) But If You've Got Something to Say
Come right out and say it, I'll find out anyway
Don't let me go on living in this dream of yesterday
If You Got Something to Say

BR) If you really think it's over
You don't need an alibi
I can take the truth but I can't take a lie
 
TAG) Don't make me wait forever Babe, you know I'm turning gray
If You Got Something to Say



10169. If You've Got The Money (I've Got The Time)

If You've Got The Money (I've Got The Time)
(Lefty Frizzell - Jim Beck)

If you've got the money, I've got the time
We'll go honky tonkin' and we'll have a time
We'll make all the night spots, dance, drink beer and wine
If you've got the money, honey, I've got the time.

--- Instrumental ---

There ain't no use to tarry so let's start out tonight
We'll spread joy, oh boy, oh boy, and we'll spread it right
We'll have more fun, baby, all the way down the line
If you've got the money, honey, I've got the time.

--- Instrumental ---

If you've got the money, I've got the time
We'll go honky tonkin' and we'll have a time
Bring along you cadillac, leave my old wreck behind
If you've got the money, honey, I've got the time.

--- Instrumental ---

Yes, we'll go honky tonkin' make every club in town
We'll go to the park when it's dark, we won't fool around
But if you run short of money, well, I'll run short of time
'Cause you with no more money, honey, I've no more time.

--- Instrumental ---

If you've got the money, I've got the time
We'll go honky tonkin' and we'll have a time
Bring along you cadillac, leave my old wreck behind
If you've got the money, honey, I've got the time...

10170. If You've Got Time (To Say Goodbye)

If You've Got Time (To Say Goodbye)

If you've got time to say goodbye
Have mercy on a guy that's gonna miss you
I know you're in a hurry
But consider all the hurt I'm going through

Let me brace my heart so I can face the part
That I've been dreading for so long



If you've got time to say goodbye
Then I promise I won't cry till you're gone

I know a man should never show his feelings
And I should pretend I'm glad you're leaving

If you've got time to say goodbye
Have mercy on a guy that's gonna miss you
I know you're in a hurry
But consider all the hurt I'm going through

Let me brace my heart so I can face the part
That I've been dreading for so long

If you've got time to say goodbye
Then I promise I won't cry till you're gone

10171. If You've Got Time To Say Goodbye - Chords

If You've Got Time To Say Goodbye
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

G7            C
If you've got time to say goodbye
                                  G7
Have mercy on a guy  that's gonna miss you
  Dm               G7
I know you're in a hurry
    Dm               G7             C
But consider all the hurt I'm going through
G7              C        G7             C
Let me brace my heart so I can face the part
               F               A#7
That I've been dreading for so long
              C
If you've got time to say goodbye
       G7                              C
Then I promise I won't cry till you're gone
                                   D7
I know a man should never show his feelings
    G7                               C
And I should pretend I'm glad you're leaving
G7            C
If you've got time to say goodbye
                                  G7
Have mercy on a guy  that's gonna miss you
  Dm               G7
I know you're in a hurry
    Dm               G7             C
But consider all the hurt I'm going through
G7              C        G7             C
Let me brace my heart so I can face the part



               F               A#7
That I've been dreading for so long
              C
If you've got time to say goodbye
       G7                              C   A#7 C
Then I promise I won't cry till you're gone

10172. If Your Hair's Too Long There's Sin In Your Heart - Chords

If Your Hair's Too Long There's Sin In Your Heart Live
Billy Strings

[Intro]
E   F#    B7    E  A  E
 
[Verse 1]
E
A rich young ruler came one day to ask about the narrow way
                                 F#          B7
But his hair was too long and he couldn't be saved
    E
The preacher looked at him through tears and said your problems on your ears
E                      F# B7                E  A  E
If your hair's too long there's sin in your heart
 
[Chorus]
E
If your hair's on your ears, theres sin in your heart
E                     F#         B7
Get it cut today, and make a new start
       E
You'll live a life of fear and dread with a tangled mess upon your head
E                       F#       B7          E  A  E
If your hair's too long, there's sin in your heart
 
[Verse 2]
E
My friend if you will enter there, you'll not go there with your long hair
E                                F#          B7
If your hair's too long, there's sin in your heart
   E
Oh there'll be hell with those I fear who wear their hair upon their ears
E                      F#        B7          E  A  E
If your hair's too long, there's sin in your heart
 
[Chorus]
 
E
If your hair's on your ears, theres sin in your heart
E                     F#         B7
Get it cut today, and make a new start
       E
You'll live a life of fear and dread with a tangled mess upon your head



E                       F#       B7
If your hair's too long, there's sin in your heart
 
[Chorus]
 
E
If your hair's on your ears, theres sin in your heart
E                     F#         B7
Get it cut today, and make a new start
       E
You'll live a life of fear and dread if you listen to the grateful dead
E                       F#       B7          E  A  E
If your hair's too long, there's sin in your heart
E                       F#       B7          E  A  E
If your hair's too long, there's sin in your heart

10173. Ifs

Ifs
(L. Maring)
Shady Mix

If I were a rich man I'd never be selfish.
if I were a poor man I'd never be blue.
If I were more lucky I'd never be lonely,
'Cause I would belong to you.

if you were my darlin  I'd give you some roses.
if you were my brother, I'd lend you a hand.
If you were not already gone with another,
Then I'd be there holding your hand.

If only you knew me. If only you loved me.
If only I knew what to say.
If "ifs" were more certain then I'd never worry,
And you'd never go away.

If wishes were pennies, then I'd be that rich man.
If pennics were wishes, then I'd have quite a few,
And if wishes came true like they do in the movies,
Then I would belong to you.
Yes, I would belong to you.

10174. Ignorance Is The Enemy

Rodney Crowell - Ignorance is the Enemy

Oh mother, oh father in our time of fear
Grant us the wisdom your message for to hear



Send down your angel band to fill our hearts with power
Oh mother, oh father in our darkest hour
Ignorance is the enemy and it fills your head with lies
It's the kind of bliss that can make you miss the very truth before your eyes
It's not who's right or wrong, weak or strong, black or white you see
Ignorance is the enemy and it's keeping you from me
Forgive me all my pettiness, forgive me all my greed
Forgive me for I know not how to live this life I lead
Ignorance is the enemy, let's set the record straight
If history must repeat itself, why worry why you wait
It's a perfect blue and beautiful world you treat with such disdain
Ignorance is the enemy and it can only bring you pain
Forgive me all my vanity, forgive me my conceit
Forgive me when I'm crawling like a beggar at your feet
Ignorance is the enemy and it wields a mighty sword
It can cut you down in a blaze of glory, it can nail you to a board
If mercy and compassion only had a chance
It could fill these holes we've dug
But ignorance is the enemy and it's working like a drug
Oh mother, oh father in our time of fear
Grant us the wisdom your message for to hear
Send down your angel band to fill our hearts with power
Oh mother, oh father in our darkest hour

10175. Ik Wil Bij Je Zijn

Ik Wil Bij Je Zijn
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
'k Staar naar plafond en droom dat jij hier bent
Zo alleen, dat heb ik nooit gekend
Ik mis je schat en wil je terug bij mij
Ik hoop dat jij begrijpt 
Dat ik jou weer in m'n armen wil
Met een ander geen minuut verspil
Al is die kans voor mij dan oh zo klein
Ik wil bij je zijn

[Chorus]
Na al die jaren, die mooie jaren
Die ik heb gekend
Moet je weten, jij moet weten
Dat jij de ware bent

[Verse 2]
Ik droom ervan dat jij hier naast me ligt
In gedachten streel ik jouw gRzicht
Ik mis je schat en wil je tRrug bij mij
Ik hoop dat jij begrijpt 
Dat ik jou weer in m'n leven wil
Hier in huis is het zo koud en kil
Al is die kans voor mij dan oh zo klein



Ik wil bij je zijn

[Chorus]
Na al die jaren, die mooie jaren
Die ik heb gekend
Moet je weten, jij moet weten
Dat jij de ware bent

[Verse 3]
Ik droom ervan dat jij hier naast me ligt
In gedachten streel ik jouw gezicht
Ik mis je schat en wil je terug bij mij
Ik hoop dat jij begrijpt 
Dat ik jou weer in m'n leven wil
Hier in huis is het zo koud en kil
Al is die kans voor mij dan oh zo klein
Ik wil bij je zijn

[Outro]
Al is die kans voor mij dan oh zo klein
Ik wil bij je zijn

10176. Ill With Want

The Avett Brothers - Ill With Want

I am sick with wanting and it's evil and it's daunting*
How I let everything I cherish lay to waste
I am lost in greed, this time it's definitely me
I point fingers but there's no one there to blame

A need for something, now let me break it down again
A need for something but not more medicine

I am sick of wanting and it's evil how it's got me
And every day is worse than the one before
The more I have the more I think I'm almost where I need to be
If only I could get a little more

A need for something, now let me break it down again
A need for something but not more medicine

Something has me, oh something has me
Acting like someone I don't wanna be
Something has me, oh something has me
Acting like someone I know isn't me
Ill with want and poisoned by this ugly greed

Temporary is my time, ain't nothing on this world that's mine
Except the will I found to carry on
Free is not your right to chose
It's answering what's asked of you
To give the love you find until it's gone



A need for something, now let me break it down again
A need for something but not more medicine

Something has me, oh something has me
Acting like someone I don't wanna be
Something has me, oh something has me
Acting like someone I know isn't me
Ill with want and poisoned by this ugly greed
Ill with want and poisoned by this ugly greed
Ill with want and poisoned by this ugly greed

10177. Illegal Smile

Illegal Smile
John Prine - Todd Snider

When I woke up this morning, things were lookin' bad
Seem like total silence was the only friend I had
A bowl of oatmeal tried to stare me down... and won
And it was twelve o'clock before I realized
That I was havin' ... no fun

Chorus:
But fortunately I have the key to escape reality
And you may see me tonight with an illegal smile
It don't cost very much, but it lasts a long while
Won't you please tell the man I didn't kill anyone
No I'm just tryin' to have me some fun

Last time I checked my bankroll, it was gettin' thin
Sometimes it seems like the bottom is the only place I've been
I Chased a rainbow down a one-way street... dead end
And all my friends turned out to be insurance salesmen

Chorus

Well, I sat down in my closet with all my overalls
Tryin' to get away from all the ears inside my walls
I dreamed the police heard everything I thought... what then?
Well I went to court and the judge's name was Hoffman

Ah but fortunately I have the key to escape reality
And you may see me tonight with an illegal smile
It don't cost very much, but it lasts a long while
Won't you please tell the man I didn't kill anyone
No I'm just tryin' to have me some fun
Well done, hot dog bun, my sister's a nun



10178. Illumination

The Lonesome Sisters - Illumination 

In blue moonlight
stars burn and slide
and catch in tangles of her hair
with fireflies

She tears the pages
of books you have saved
and builds them into paper boats
and lets them float away

A photo begun
illumination
a story come undone
so close your eyes
and you'll see why
illumination time

Float paper on the river
let words disappear
the beating of a thousand red wings
can you hear?

10179. Im Comin Honey - Chords

Im Comin Honey 
Shawn Camp
 
[Intro]
E
 
 
[Verse 1]
E
I was driving in the rain
B7
Twenty miles from Bangor, Maine
       E            B7               E
When I realized how much you mean to me
E
So I turned the rig around
B7
Filled her up outside of town
         E                   B7            E
Took the shortest route southbound to Tennessee
 
 
[Chorus]
           A
I'm comin' honey



                        E
Hang out the front door key
           A
I'm comin' honey
    B7                     E
Get ready to pucker up for me
 
 
[Verse 2]
E
I was driving in the sleet
 B7
Stopped to get a bite of eat
         E            B7             E
Folks in Pennsylvania ask me if I'd stay
E
I said, thank you, anyhow
      B7
But I think I'll make it now
         E             B7          E
I can't stay away from her another day
 
 
[Chorus]
           A
I'm comin' honey
                        E
Look out the window and see
           A
I'm comin' honey
     B7                     E
Turn on the front light for me
 
 
[Solo]
E  B  E  B  E
E  B  E  B  E
 
 
[Verse 3]
E
I was driving in the snow
B7
On a mountain called Soco
     E               B7             E
Youy picture hanging on my rearwiev glass
E
I was heavy on the foot
B7
I was blowing out the soot
          E       B7                E
There was no one alive who'd try to pass
 
 
[Chorus]
           A
I'm comin' honey



                           E
Put a little coffee in the pot
           A
I'm comin' honey
    B7                              E
Get set to give me all the love you got
           A
I'm comin' honey
                        E
Hang out the front door key
           A
I'm comin' honey
    B7                     E
Get ready to pucker up for me
 
 
[Outro]
E  B  E  B  E
E  B  E  B  E
E

10180. Image Of Me

Image of Me
The Flying Burrito Brothers
Ernest Tubb

Yes I know she's the life of the party
And without her things here would die
Oh but don't be fooled by her laughter
She has her sad times, she knows how to cry

She drinks and she talks just a little too loud
And with her black gown she hangs around with any old crowd
Yes I know I'm to blame and I feel so ashamed
That I made her the image of me

I met her in a little country town
She was settled and old-fashioned in some ways
But she loved me till I dragged her down
Then she just gave up and drifted away

She drinks and she talks just a little too loud
And with her black gown she hangs around with any old crowd
Yes I know I'm to blame and I feel so ashamed
That I made her the image of me

Yes I know I'm to blame and I feel so ashamed
That I made her the image of me



10181. Imitation Of Love - Chords

Imitation Of Love
Written and recorded by George Jones

G                                  C
They're making cheap imitations of everything
            G                D7
From rubber tires to leather gloves
        G                       C
But the cheapest imitation that I've ever seen
         G    D7      G
Was your imitation of love
             C                     G
Imitation of love there's no heart in it
              D7                G
You were only foolin' you never meant it
             C                   G
Imitation of love I'm tired of livin'
              D7                     G
You were only givin' an imitation of love
                         C
Why when I first met you you were so sweet
              G                   D7
I thought you must have come from above
     G                         C
So I fell for you but when you made your play
          G    D7      G
It was an imitation of love
Repeat #2
                                    C
From the very first time that I was kissin' you lips
         G                       D7
Till the last time I was in your arms
         G                C
You were copying love and making believe
             G           D7          G
The you were faking with all of your charms
Repeat #2

10182. Immaculate Rain

Immaculate Rain - Hot Buttered Rum

Sinkin' I'm sinkin'
What was I thinkin'
Sailing the seas all alone
From heartache and worry
My vision's all blurry
Nerves have gone numb from the pain

It's the same story
The heroes the glory



The guts and the gory details
Sail away when the cloudless sky
Opens up in immaculate rain

Leavin' I'm leavin'
While you're busy breathing (grieving)
My patience has started to go
Out on the edge
Peering over the ledge
I hear someone calling my name

It's the same story
The heroes the glory
The guts and the gory details
Sail away when the cloudless sky
Opens up in immaculate rain

10183. Immanuel Cant -Chords

Immanuel Cant 
John Hartford
 
[Intro]
G     D           G           D   A D
Do di do di do di do di do di doo
                  G           D     A D
Do di Do di do di do di do do do
      G           D
Do di Do di do di do
      G            E  A
Do di doo di do do do
     D            G           D   A D
Do di do di do di do di do di doo
 
[Verse]
 
   D                   G               D   A D
Oh shake his head and smile, Immanuel Cant
                     G              D     A D
And the sonnet was a piece upon the floor
       G              D
It was in the falling rain
         G                E  A
That she said please come again
     D                      G               D   A D
And she shake your hand and smile, Immanuel Cant
 
 
{Chorus]
 
       G              D              G              E   A
If you can't, say you cancel, if you can't Immanuel cant
        D                   G               D   A D



Oh Just shake your head and smile, Immanuel Cant
 
      D           G           D   A D
Do di do di do di do di do di doo
 
 
[Verse]
 
                               G             D   A D
There's some truth inside that hole Immanuel Cant
                         G                D  A D
And its there for you to crawl around and see
        G                  D
It will hang around you'll find
       G                 E   A
Like a millstone on your mind
        D                   G               D   A D
Oh just shake your head and smile, Immanuel Cant
 
 
[Chorus]
       G              D              G              E   A
If you can't, say you cancel, if you can't Immanuel cant
        D                   G               D   A D
Oh Just shake your head and smile, Immanuel Cant
 
[Solo]
      D           G           D   A D
Do di do di do di do di do di doo
                  G           D     A D
Do di Do di do di do di do do do
      G           D
Do di Do di do di do
      G            E  A
Do di doo di do do do
     D            G           D   A D
Do di do di do di do di do di doo
 
 
[Verse]
 
   D                   G               D   A D
Oh shake his head and smile, Immanuel Cant
                     G              D     A D
And the sonnet was a piece upon the floor
       G              D
It was in the falling rain
         G                E  A
That she said please come again
     D                      G               D   A D
And she shake your hand and smile, Immanuel Cant
 
 
{Chorus]
 
       G              D              G              E   A
If you can't, say you cancel, if you can't Immanuel cant



        D                   G               D   A D
Oh Just shake your head and smile, Immanuel Cant

10184. Immigrant Eyes

Immigrant Eyes 
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1]
Oh, Ellis Island was swarming
Like a scene from a costume ball
Decked out in the colors of Europe
And on fire with the hope of it all
There my father's own father stood huddled
With the tired and hungry and scared
Turn-of-the-century pilgrims
Bound by the dream that they shared

[Verse 2]
They were standing in lines just like cattle
Poked and sorted and shoved
Some were one desk away from sweet freedom
Some were were torn from someone they love
Through this sprawling Tower of Babel
Came a young man confused and alone
Determined and bound for America
Carrying everything that he owned

[Chorus]
Sometimes when I look in my grandfather's immigrant eyes
I see that day reflected and I can't hold my feelings inside
I see starting with nothing and working hard all of his life
"So don't take it for granted," say grandfather's immigrant eyes

[Verse 3]
Now he rocks and stares out the window
But his eyes are still just as clear
As the day he sailed through the harbor
And come ashore on the island of tears
My grandfather's days are numbered
But I won't let his memory die
Because he gave me the gift of this country
And the look in his immigrant eyes

[Chorus]
Sometimes when I look in my grandfather's immigrant eyes
I see that day reflected and I can't hold my feelings inside
I see starting with nothing and working hard all of his life
"So don't take it for granted," say grandfather's immigrant eyes
"No don't take it for granted," say grandfather's immigrant eyes



10185. Imogene

Robbie Fulks - Imogene

[Verse 1]
Hey now, my Imogene
Out here on your back porch I been scratchin' at your screen
Hey now, you sure smell fine
Things I'll never tell you I've been doin' to you in my mind

[Verse 2]
Maybe I'm a stone heart, maybe I'm kind
Maybe I love you, maybe I'm lyin'
I could rip your lid off and make you scream
If you would be my long-legged Imogene

[Verse 3]
Don't that old moon sail high
Clear across the meadow I hear your fiddle cry
Playin' on that "Maiden's Prayer"
Shakes me from my sleepin', makes me want to steal away from here

[Verse 4]
The man at my job's got nothing to say
He's from out the jungles of Somal-I-A
I been in the kitchen up to my knees
In jalapeno hambone and black-eyed peas

[Verse 5]
Hey now, my Imogene
Out here on your back porch with a jar of sweet Jim Beam
Hey now, it'd sure be fine
If we could lose your old man and do what I been doin' in my mind
Then you could be my long-legged Imogene

10186. Imperfection - Chords

Imperfection 
Horseshoes And Hand Grenades

[Verse 1]
G         D             Am         C
I wish my life was like summertime coffee
G         D      Am        C
Instead of this wintertime whiskey
G       D             Am             C
All my thoughts arent as youthful as before
G      D          Am     C
Im old worried and grey



 
 
[Chorus]
         G          D     Am       C
And as I wash these ashes from the ground
       G    D   Am                 C
All my offences arent so inncocent now
        G    D                 Am     C
And if I were god or something more
          G D              Am     C
If I were god or something more
       G  D     Am       C
Let me be e impercetion
       G  D     Am      C
Let me be e impercetion woah
 
 
[Verse 2]
    G     D        Am             C
Now in my yard the flowers do not grow
G        D       Am               C
It's all waterin cans whiskey and smoke
    G               D                 Am        C
The children do not scream sing their songs or anything
G          D             Am       C
Theyre all off commiting crimes
 
[Chorus]
         G          D     Am       C
And as I wash these ashes from the ground
       G    D   Am                 C
All my offences arent so inncocent now
        G    D                 Am     C
And if I were god or something more
          G D              Am     C
If I were god or something more
       G  D     Am       C
Let me be e impercetion
       G  D     Am      C
Let me be e impercetion woah
 
[Verse 3]
    G    D          Am           C
And as I muse on my own mortality
    G    D           Am     C
I'm wise wayward wonderful
   G             D                Am            C
My mind knows the way still I make mistakes everyday
   G
Am I old enough to die
 
 
[Chorus]
         G          D     Am       C
And as I wash these ashes from the ground
       G    D   Am                 C
All my offences arent so inncocent now



        G    D                 Am     C
And if I were god or something more
          G D              Am     C
If I were god or something more
       G  D     Am       C
Let me be e impercetion
       G  D     Am      C
Let me be e impercetion woah

10187. Impossible

Impossible
Sara Watkins - Impossible

Is it impossible to learn to love
Start giving all I've got to give
Find out what I'm made of
Untether the ties and decide
From a heart someone mine will
If it isn't impossible
Why couldn't you be here
Is it impossible to be truly loved
The answer to somebodies question
They've been in search of
To be one and for all
That I am midnight moon or midnight sun
If it isn't impossible
Why couldn't you be that one
Is it impossible to learn to love
Start giving all I've got to give
Find out what I'm made of
Untether the ties and decide
From a heart someone mine will
If it isn't impossible
Why couldn't you

10188. In A Better Place

In A Better Place
Author: Ralph Clark

CH.
Do not stand at my grave and weep I'm not there I do not sleep 
Jesus called me home with him some old day we'll meet again
When I looked upon his face, he smiled at me with his Heavenly Grace,
Now i sing with the angel band, and I'm walking with him hand in hand.

1ST 
Yes, I saw the other side and I'm standing on the shore 



Looking down from up on high with our Lord forever more
I see friends from all around and I see folks that were lost then found,
I'm with Jesus every day and yes I'm here to stay.

CH. 
Do not stand at my grave and weep I'm not there I do not sleep
Jesus called me home with him some old day we'll meet again
When I looked upon his face smiled at me with his Heavenly Grace,
Now I sing with the angel band and I'm walking with him hand in hand.

2ND
I'm in a better place right now than I've ever been before 
All the pain I had was gone, no more troubles anymore 
Please don't mourn for me no more for I'm living with the Lord
He has led me by the hand on up to that Promise Land

Ch.

3RD
Jesus is the do on the ripened grain and the gentle Autumn rain
He's the Sun that warms your day, he's the star that leads the way
He's the breeze through the forest trees and the rustling of the fallen leaves 
And the snow on the frozen ground the Lord's and everything around. 

Ch. (modii¬■ed) pg2
Do not stand at my grave and cry I'm not there I did not die Living with the Lord upon High, w
e're going to meet him in the by-and-by Do not stand by my grave and weep, pray the Lord m
y soul to keep Jesus called me home with him, some old day we'll meet again.
EMAIL ME FOR THE RECORDING...THIS IS AN UPTEMPO BLUEGRASS TRADITIONAL 
GOSPEL SONG NO CHARGE!

10189. In A Big Country

In A Big Country
Keller Williams feat. Big Country 

Come up screaming
Come up screaming
I've never seen you look like this without a reason
Another promise fallen through
Another season passes by you
I never took the smile away from anybody's face
And that's a desperate way to look
For someone who is still a child

In a big country dreams stay with you
Like a lover's voice fires the mountainside
Stay alive

I thought that pain and truth were things that really mattered
But you can't stay here with every single hope you had shattered
I'm not expecting to grow flowers in a desert
But I can live and breathe



And see the sun in wintertime

In a big country dreams stay with you
Like a lover's voice fires the mountainside
Stay alive
Stay alive

So take that look out of here it doesn't fit you
Because it's happened doesn't mean you've been discarded
Pull up your head off the floor?come up screaming
Cry out for everything you ever might have wanted
I thought that pain and truth were things that really mattered
But you can't stay here with every single hope you had shattered
I'm not expecting to grow flowers in a desert
But I can live and breathe
And see the sun in wintertime

In a big country dreams stay with you
Like a lover's voice fires the mountainside
Stay alive
Stay alive
Stay alive

10190. In A Circle Going Round

In A Circle Going Round
Old Man Markley

Crossing roads, cutting lines
Getting caught up doing time
Coming through to drop the ball
Getting up after a fall

Just to drop back down
In a circle, going 'round

Turning pages, getting lost
Chasing paper at any cost
Pouring wages in a glass
Celebrate the good times past

To piss 'em on the ground
I'm in a circle, going 'round

You're never gonna set the world on fire
If you don't keep your nose to the grindstone
Fruit is so much sweeter when you pick it off the tree
You can't let the grass grow up around your feet

So much time has come to pass
(Since the time that we played last)
Things were said
(Tears were shed)



And we parted ways
In hopes for better days
Still in a circle, going 'round

You've got to climb the mountain if you wanna see the view
Don't get hung up on the roads that you didn't choose
Can't let the weight of the world bring you down
'Cause we're all in this together, in a circle going 'round

10191. In A Different Light - Chords

In A Different Light
Recorded by Doug Stone
Written by Bucky Jones, Dickey Lee, Bob McDill

G7    C         G7             Am       Em
Every morning I watch you walk into the office
        F                 G7
In your business suit and matching shoes
          C           G7         Am
With your hair put up neatly you tug at your glasses
    F                 G7
And you sit down just three desks down
            F          C           Dm
And I watch you in the fluorescent glare
       F           C        G7
And my mind drifts away somewhere
          C G7       F         C
And I see y-o-u in a different light
          F            C         F            G7
With your hair falling down with love in your eyes
      C  G7            F         C
In my m-i-n-d you're a beautiful sight
      F        C         Dm
I see you in a different light
         F         G7       C
Just the way I saw you last night
G7           C            G7         Am          Em
Well there's girls at the office the guys always notice
     F                       G7
When they walk by but you're not the type
     C                 G7            Am
They don't know what I know how some things just don't show
        F                          G7
Through tailored tweeds and that's fine with me
         F              C         Dm
Let them all think what they want to
       F         C       G7
As for me when I look at you
Repeat #2 I see you...
Repeat #2 Baby it's you...



10192. In A Dream

In a Dream
Longview

Life could never be
Just what you want it to be
But even in my dreams

She's got a look in her eye I can't believe
She brings me back down to earth
And wakes me up again
I try to get back to sleep
She's nowhere to be seen
In a dream

The movement of my eyes
Rapid and uninspired
My brain is getting tired

She's got a look in her eye I can't believe
She brings me back down to earth
And wakes me up again
I try to get back to sleep
She's nowhere to be seen
In a dream

Look what completes
Nothing else so sweet

I try to get back to sleep
She's nowhere to be seen
In a dream
In a dream
In a dream

There's nothing to report
From my unconscious thought
Forever falling short

10193. In A Garden So Green

Rhiannon Giddens - In a Garden So Green

[Verse 1]
In a garden so green, in a May morening
Heard I my lady pleen of paramours
Said she, "My love so sweet, come you not yet, nor yet?
Heght you not me to meet amongst the flowrs?"



[Chorus]
Elore, elore
Elore, elore
I love my lusty love
Elore lo

[Verse 2]
The skies upspringis, the dew down dingis
The sweet larks singis their hours of prime
Phoebus upsprentis, joy to rest wentis
Lost mine intent is and gone's the time

[Chorus]
Elore, elore
Elore, elore
I love my lusty love
Elore lo

[Verse 3]
Danger my dead is, false fortune my feid is
Langour my leed is, but hope I despair
Disdaine my desyris, so strangeness my feir is
Deceit out of weir is, adew I fare

[Chorus]
Elore, elore
Elore, elore
I love my lusty love
Elore lo

[Verse 4]
Then to my lady swyth did I my presence kyth
Saying, "My bird be blyth, am I not yours?"
Then in my arms two did I my lusty jo
And kisst her tymis mo then night hes hours

[Chorus]
Elore, elore
Elore, elore
I love my lusty love
Elore lo

[Verse 5]
Live in hope, lady faire and repell all dispaire
Trust not that your true love shall you betrase
When deceit and languor banished is from your bowre
I'll be your paramour and shall you please

[Chorus]
Elore, elore
Elore, elore
I love my lusty love
Elore lo
I love my lusty love
Elore lo



10194. In A Gospel Way - Chords

In A Gospel Way
Recorded by George Jones
written by Earl Montgomery and George Jones

C
We all got together on a sawdust floor
F                                  C
God was there you couldn't ask for more
                                           G7
We all fell in love last night in a gospel way
C
I love to hear my mama sing and shout
F                                    C
And tell how the Lord has helped her out
                                  G7     C
We all fell in love together in a gospel way
We all got together there under a tent
F                                  C
And listened to the man that Jesus sent
                                        G7
For God put in his mouth these words to say
C
Don't you know the Bible plainly tells
F                                 C
A real true Christian won't go to hell
                                     G7     F
If we all fall in love together in a gospel way
He's one true friend that won't let you down
F                                 C
You better be ready when he comes around
                                            G7
Let's all fall in love together in a gospel way
C
I've heard some people curse his precious name
F                             C
But we all know God stays the same
                                       G7     C
Let's all get a little bit closer in a gospel way
Repeat #1
                                     G7     C
Let's all fall in love together in a gospel way
                                          G7     C
And we'll all get to heaven together in a gospel way

10195. In A Letter - Chords



In A Letter
Recorded by Eddy Raven
Written by Dennis Linde

C
I tore my letter up I couldn't even start
                          G7
To tell you what's really in my heart
C
There's only so much that words can say
                              G7
So I sent you a piece of this beautiful day
     C                       F          C
Oh I want you to know that I took a rainbow
                     G7        C
And sent it off in a letter to you
                                    F            C
I took flowers in the spring made a sweet clover ring
                     G7        C
And sent it off in a letter to you
         F
I took a song from the lark the moon from the dark
                               G7
And a spark with the sparkling dew
          C                    F            C
So with a kiss and a hug and a whole lot of love
                    G7        C
I sent 'em off in a letter to you 
I took the mornin' sun peekin' through the trees
                               G7
And the dandelion silk tangled in the breeze
C
I folded 'em up and I sealed 'em with a kiss
                                 G7
It's the kind of letter that you can't resist
Repeat #2,3
In a day or two just you wait and see
                                 G7
You're gonna get a special delivery
C
You'll know the way I feel there can't be any doubt
                                G7
When you open it up and let the love spill out
Repeat #2,3
                    G7        C
I sent 'em off in a letter to you 
                    G7        C
I sent 'em off in a letter to you

10196. In A Little Village Churchyard

In A Little Village Churchyard

In a little village churchyard



There I see a grassy mound
There my sweetheart lies a-sleeping
In the cold and silent ground
Gently waves the weeping willow
Birds they warble sweet and low
And there's no one left to love me
Since my sweetheart had to go

In that little village churchyard
There I stray with a broken heart
There is no one left to love me
Since the day we had to part

That sad day will I remember
When she called me to her side
How I watched her spirit fading
And the tears did blind my sight
Then she said, 'Goodbye my darling
Dry those teardrops from your eyes
Promise me, my little darling
That you'll meet me up on high'

In that little village churchyard
There I stray with a broken heart
There is no one left to love me
Since the day we had to part

Oft I've wandered to the graveyard
Flowers to plant with tender care
O'er the grave of my dear darling
Darkness finds me weeping there

10197. In An Instant

In An Instant
The Sim Redmond Band

You spoke my language
And used no words at all
Some long lost melody
A distant bird call
And so we walked along beneath the city street lights
And it was magic
And it was all right

An explosion of creation
Never ending inspiration
And I could write a million songs about this love we
Share cause every minute that we spend
Is like a song to me

And it all comes so soon
And it all rings so true



And not a moment too soon
Now I'm falling I'm falling

You can't own it
And you can't see it
But you can feel it
And you can be it
And just like the bird which belongs to the sky above
Love cannot belong to us
Cause we belong to love
And it all comes so soon
And it all rings so true
And not a moment too soon
Now I'm falling I'm falling

In an instant it's forever
Scattered pieces come together
And you must tear down all the walls you built around you
Cause love is so big and now it's found you

And it all comes so soon
And it all rings so true
And not a moment too soon
Now I'm falling I'm falling

10198. In And Out (Of Every Heart In Town)

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours
In And Out (Of Every Heart In Town)

You've been in and out of every heart in town
It's plain to see you'll never settle down
You've come a long way from the girl I used to know
You've been in and out of every heart in town

Though I see you only now and then
Each new heart you break makes mine ache again
You keep living like each day will be the last
A heart that's been all building up a past
A hundred times you found true love then turned it down
You've been in and out of every heart in town

Though I see you only now and then
Each new heart you break makes mine ache again
You've been loved and lost by dozens just like me
You're in and out of every heart you see
The only heart you haven't broke you haven't found
You've been in and out of every heart in town



10199. In And Out Of Focus

In and out of Focus
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - In and out of Focus

[Chorus]
In and out of focus is the closest that I've come
To see a misdirection in the things that I've done
Leaving my reflection in the songs that I've sung
In and out of focus is the closest that I've come

[Verse 1]
Hey, Mona Lisa, smiling away
Pretending that everything's fine
I think if I asked her, Lisa would say
"The expression I wear is not mine"

[Chorus]
In and out of focus is the closest that I've come
To see a misdirection in the things that I've done
Leaving my reflection in the barrRl of a gun
In and out of focus is the closest that I've comR

[Verse 2]
I read a letter the other day
I wrote to myself long ago
You said when you read this, it'll all be okay
'Cause everything's good when you're grown

[Chorus]
Oh, in and out of focus is the closest that I've come
To see a misdirection in the things that I've done
Leaving my reflection in the songs that I've sung
In and out of focus is the closest that I've come

[Bridge]
And each day, I'm older
Your picture gets closer
But my nearsight turns far
And I'm squinting again

[Chorus]
Oh, in and out of focus is the closest that I've come
To see a misdirection in the things that I've done
Leaving my reflection in the barrel of a gun
In and out of focus is the closest that I've come

10200. In Another Lifetime

Desert Rose Band - In Another Lifetime

It would take another lifetime
To see what I have done



Have I lived through the best times
Have I hurt anyone

Just to do it all over
Make it all rhyme
Like a book with no cover
Like a page out of time

If I had another lifetime
If I had another day
I might have walked a straighter line
I might have known what to say
In another lifetime
In another day
If I say what's on my mind
Would you love me anyway

Started walkin' down a one-way-street
Now I can't return
Ain't nobody's comin' after me
This is the lesson I learned

I'm no stranger to the bad times
I'll just stand my ground
And remember that the good times
Don't always come back around

10201. In Another World

Donna the Buffalo - In Another World

Rest my head on the big daddy
In another world made for me
In a lovin' style on the voice of truth
In another world made for you

Funky children don't you give up the search
Yes this modern life has left us in the lurch
Left us in the lurch busy being destroyed
We're getting together and filling the void

In another world which we could slip
On the other side it's a sinking ship 
Open the hatch, it will make you smile
For the party's been going, going all the while

Going all the while with a head of steam
In another world made for you and me
Right here right now under the moon and the sun
In another world made for everyone

On the lighter side, we have the balance of existence
Doing chores, washing dishes, buying pastries, and drinking tea



With this world I have not a problem, for it's these simple pleasures 
Fill the valley of your soul, don't you know that we got to go

It's the sinnin' world, giving me the horror
Mindless alterations, of the natural way
Its cold in there and I would just assume rarely visit
Somewhere dawn's a breaking, on a brighter day
In another world

10202. In Another's Eyes

The Country Gentlemen - In Another's Eyes
Artist: The Country Gentlemen
Album: Picking on Garth Brooks

In another's eyes
I'm someone who
Loves her enough
To walk away from you
I'd never cheat
And I would never lie
In another's eyes, yeah
In another's eyes
I can do no wrong
And he believes in me
And his faith is strong
I'd never fall
Or even compromise
In another's eyes
In another's eyes
I'm afraid that I can't see
This picture perfect portrait
That they paint of me
They don't realize
And I pray they never do
'Cause every time I look
I'm seein' you
In another's eyes
Whoa in another's eyes
Starin' back at me
I see a sinkin' soul
Tryin' desperately
To turn the tide
Before it dies
In another's eyes, yeah
And what they don't see
Lord is killing me
It's a blessing and a curse
That love is blind
'Cause in another's eyes
I'm afraid that I can't see
This picture perfect portrait
That they paint of me



And they don't realize
And I pray to God they never do
'Cause every time I look
I'm seein' you
In another's eyes
In anthers eyes
In anothers eyes

10203. In Between Jobs

Todd Snider - In Between Jobs

If I had a nickel for every dime you had
I'd have half your money, you talk about "not half-bad"
More like ten times as good
I don't know anyone that wouldn't wanna hold on to all they had if they could
If you could just come off a little bit of money though
That would surely do me good
I'm in between jobs

[Chorus]
Can you dig it? I knew that you could
Can you dig it? I was hopin' you would
There's only one way to win this shell game:
Be the one that gets the other guy to play
You think I'm not very bright, and you might be right
I might've been born yesterday, but I was up all night
I mighta come in here a little blind side lookin' but I still see light
It may be through cheap sunglasses but
Still shines as bright down on you when you
In between jobs

[Chorus]
Can you dig It? I knew that you could
Can you dig it? I was hopin' you would
I seen a hundred dollar bill one time
Blowin' up against a chain link fence
I been walkin' around outside lookin' down at fences ever since
It's the root of all evil, I agree
And I suppose the blossom would be my kinda poverty
I know how mad I'm gettin' just knowin' how much more you've got than me
I'm thinkin', "What's keepin' me from killin' this guy
And takin' his shit?"
Can you dig it?

10204. In Between the Heartbeats

In Between the Heartbeats
Adrienne Young - In Between the Heartbeats



I been trying to live my life
In between the heartbeats
It's like cutting a path with a pocket knife
In between the heartbeats
I ain't made it out of the thicket yet
But with an ounce of luck and a pound of sweat
Soon as I get there I'm going to place my bets
In between the heartbeats

Rain comes down and the rivers rise
In between the heartbeats
Sun comes up and the river's run dry
In between the heartbeats 
And all this worryin' about what to come
Won't amount to nothin' when it's said and done
Well the sun's gonna shine and the river's gonna run
In between the heartbeats

Oh and you gotta be quick 
When your heart's beating fast
Oh got to get in the moment 'fore the moment is passed
Lord and you gotta be patient 
Baby when your heart takes it down
Lord got to get in the rhythm of the world going round

I been meaning to change my ways
In between the heartbeats
Soon as I find me some longer days
In between the heartbeats
Only 24 hours on that ol' clock
You can't show up late when time is the boss
Ain't no counting the livin' I lost
In between the heartbeats

Well the very last words from my grandma
In between the heartbeats
Girl you won't believe the things that I saw
In between the heartbeats
It's a flyin leap from birth to death
Gotta to treat each moment like a special guest
'Bout the best you can do is do your best
In between the heartbeats
Yeah in between the heartbeats
Yean in between the heartbeats

10205. In Bloom

Sturgill Simpson - In Bloom

[Verse 1]
Sell the kids for food
Weather changes moods



Spring is here again
Reproductive glands

[Chorus]
He's the one who likes all our pretty songs
And he likes to sing along
And he likes to shoot his gun
But he don't know what it means
Don't know what it means to love someone

[Verse 2]
We can have some more
Nature is a whore
Bruises on the fruit
Tender age in bloom

[Chorus]
He's the one who likes all our pretty songs
And he likes to sing along
And he likes to shoot his gun
But he don't know what it means
Don't know what it means to love someone

[Chorus]
He's the one who likes all our pretty songs
And he likes to sing along
And he likes to shoot his gun
But he don't know what it means
He don't know what it means
He's the one who likes all our pretty songs
And he likes to sing along
And he likes to shoot his gun
But he don't know what it means
Don't know what it means to love someone
Love someone, no

10206. In Bristol One Bright Day

Robbie Fulks - In Bristol One Bright Day

[Verse 1]
In Bristol town one bright day
A stranger, he came riding
No work he sought
But a fair-haired girl to stay the night beside him
His clothes, they hung upon his frame
The face he wore was solemn
And on his tongue the strangest words
Seemed so meek and common

[Verse 2]
[?] fly east toward [your prey?]
Across the clouds of heaven



His tracks from down from Bristol town
To the iron mountain
[?] a fair-haired girl
In the iron hills she's lying
Cold moonlight up on her breast
A white sheet 'round her widening

[Verse 3]
[?] your mother's pride
And shame tonight you brought her
For by you sleeps a stranger
At your feet, another's daughter
Wake up, wake up the chill wind cries
The [?] in the stable
Gone the young man from your bed
The child from her cradle

10207. In Case You Ever Change Your Mind - Chords

In Case You Ever Change Your Mind 
Doc Watson

          C                G             C
She came down from the mansion on the mountain
       C                F            G
She kissed you and she handed you a line
     F                           C            Am
I begged you not to go I said darling don't forget me
F            G                C
In case you ever change your mind
 
          C           G             C
Yes the grass grows greener on the mountain
       C               F             G
And the berries grow redder on the vine
     F                           C            Am
But the candle still glows in the window in the valley
F            G                C
In case you ever change your mind
 
  F                                C
Just in case you ever change your mind
  F                                C
And long to hold the love you left behind
F          C                     Am
I'll be waiting till the end of time
D7          C                G
In case you ever change your mind
F            G                C
In case you ever change your mind
 
          C                G             C
Are the stars any bigger on the mountain



       C            F            G
Is the sun any brighter when it shines
     F                           C            Am
Would coming back to me be like stepping down from heaven
F            G                C
In case you ever change your mind
 
  F                                C
Just in case you ever change your mind
  F                                C
And long to hold the love you left behind
F          C                     Am
I'll be waiting till the end of time
F            G                C
In case you ever change your mind
F            G                C
In case you ever change your mind
F            G                C
Just In case you ever change your mind

10208. In Control

In Control
Greensky Bluegrass

Started fleeing comfort for something closer
To the edge for the view in contempt of the conscience thoughts
Abandoning my shoes
But I turned to walk towards home instead
Though I am not without weakness
I will define what lies ahead;
I'm not out of control

Now I'm swerving in and out
To feel the force
Of the curve unchecked;
I'm fond of the danger
Nothing's really out of line
Everyone should make the time to find it
Will you ride beside me now, or have I frightened all the words away?

I'm not out of control

If we could focus now
I'm certain this would all be clearer
Couldn't we last for a while?
What if we can't???

Everything around me now will be reduced to the ground
At the cost of my foolish nature
Consequence and conditioning
All weighing at me
To slow my patience



10209. In December's Firelight Glow

In December's Firelight Glow (Larry W. Jones 10/31/2007) 

Snowflakes of white came falling down, remember
In December's firelight glow
Warm flames of love became as burning embers
In December's winter cold
Words of love we there exchanged
As snowflakes of white came falling down
Oh, how did time rearrange
That December dream no more around
My darling, your sweet love I still remember
In December's firelight glow
- instrumental -
Words of love we there exchanged
As snowflakes of white came falling down
Oh, how did time rearrange
That December dream no more around
My darling, your sweet love I still remember
In December's firelight glow
Your sweet love I still remember
In December's firelight glow

10210. In Despair

In Despair - Ralph Stanley
Dale Ann Bradley

You made me love you, you made me want you
And now I need you all the time
My heart is sad and I'm so lonely
Each night and day you're on my mind

   You broke me heart my little darling
   When I called for you, you had another there
   But a broken heart will keep on crying
   I know you know, I'm in despair

You made me forget of all the others
You made me forget of all the past
And I thought sweetheart you really loved me
My friends told me it would never last

10211. In Dreams - Chords



In Dreams Acoustic 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
   D                           Em                              D
e/-------------------------------0---0---0---0-------------------2---2---2---3---/
B/-----3-------------------------0---0---0---0-------------------3---3---3---2---/
G/-2-4-----4---2-----------------0---0---0---0---------2---------2---2---2---3---/  x2
D/-----------------4---2-4-2-0-2-------2-------2-4-2-4---4-2-0-0-------0---------/
A/---------------------------------2-------2------------------2----0-------0-----/
E/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
[Verse 1]
  D                                                  Em
I hope I'm in your dreams the way you are in all of mine
                                                            D
Ohh, you've got a love so fine I wish that I could make you mine
          D                                           Em
Won't you sit down, you know I love you honey and you look so tired
                                                                 D
I know it's hard, we're thrown into this life, one day we must die
 
[Chorus]
        G          A    D       G           A        D
But the river will flow on even after we're all long gone
          G     A         D             G                A          D
Yes, that river will flow on, won't you take me with you before I'm one
 
[Interlude]
   D                           Em                              D
e/-------------------------------0---0---0---0-------------------2---2---2---3---/
B/-----3-------------------------0---0---0---0-------------------3---3---3---2---/
G/-2-4-----4---2-----------------0---0---0---0---------2---------2---2---2---3---/  x2
D/-----------------4---2-4-2-0-2-------2-------2-4-2-4---4-2-0-0-------0---------/
A/---------------------------------2-------2------------------2----0-------0-----/
E/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
[Verse 2]
       D                                                               Em
Then I walk into the room and there you sit, there you sit, you're so alone and quiet
                                                               D
Well, I can't help but stare, how I love you and it just ain't fair
 
[Chorus]
        G          A    D       G           A        D
But the river will flow on even after we're all long gone
          G     A         D             G                A          D
Yes, that river will flow on, won't you take me with you before I'm one
 
[Outro]
   D                           Em                              D
e/-------------------------------0---0---0---0-------------------2---2---2---3---/
B/-----3-------------------------0---0---0---0-------------------3---3---3---2---/
G/-2-4-----4---2-----------------0---0---0---0---------2---------2---2---2---3---/  x2
D/-----------------4---2-4-2-0-2-------2-------2-4-2-4---4-2-0-0-------0---------/
A/---------------------------------2-------2------------------2----0-------0-----/
E/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/



10212. In Dreams I Go Back

In Dreams I Go Back
Seth Mulder & Midnight Run

[Verse 1]
In dreams, I go back to the mountains I love
Before houses were built on the ridges above
Now the timber's all gone and the mountain's so bare
To the old folks at home, it all seems so unfair
The highways, they came through the farms and the coast
No trace that remains where the corn used to grow
Sweet memories hide the ruins and the rust
As I have gone back to the mountains I love

[Chorus]
Lost in my dreams in a place that's no more
Where I once played at Heaven's backdoor
Loved ones gone home (Home, home) to the glory above
In dreams I go back to the mountains I love

[Verse 2]
It breaks my heart to see what they've done
The fields are all gone where I used to run
Money and greed, but it's never enough
Oh, I hate what they've done to the mountains I love

[Chorus]
Lost in my dreams in a place that's no more
Where I once played at Heaven's backdoor
Loved ones gone home (Home, home) to the glory above
In dreams, I go back to the mountains I love
In dreams, I go back to the mountains I love

10213. In Each Love Some Pain Must Fall

Dolly Parton - In Each Love Some Pain Must Fall

Darling it's not really over it just seems to be
Darling I don't really think that we want to be free
A raging storm of anger made us want to end it all
Darling don't you know in each love some pain must fall
These tiny drops of pain that's falling down our face
Tomorrow will be gone almost without a trace
It's hurtin' now but soon we'll find it doesn't hurt at all
Darling don't you know in each love some pain must fall
In each love some pain must fall that doesn't mean that it's the end
When the anger is all gone everything will be all right again
And the hurt that seems so big now tomorrow will seem small



Darling don't you know in each love some pain must fall
[ guitar ]
In each love some pain must fall that doesn't mean that it's the end
When the anger is all gone everything will be all right again
And the hurt that seems so big now tomorrow will seem small
Darling don't you know in each love some pain must fall
Darling don't you know in each love some pain must fall

10214. In Foggy Old London

In Foggy Old London
Jimmy Martin - Sturgill Simpson

In a far away land I'm living in dreams
So often at times I'm with you it seems
But I know I am dreaming when I think of you
In foggy old London across the deep blue

   Deep blue in the ocean it's so deep and wide
   And I've got a notion I'll cross it tonight
   And I'll fly like a bluebird up there in the sky
   In foggy old London I'll find my blue eyes

When your letter came I opened to find
You had been crying while writing each line
But you never mentioned no reason for tears
And foggy old London is so far from here

10215. In For The Night

In For The Night
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Stare up at me, momma, like ya used to
Weather's kind of cold but I don't care
Fatten up that ol' Rhode Island rooster
It's gettin' to feel like fall at the county fair

Well, there's a Jaybird flyin' home to Mobile
Sleepin' in your cornfield for a while
Seems he just backed into a square meal
And he's in for the night

So fine, yellow moon reflectin'
Through the frost along the window pane
Well, I'm a shootin' star in the wrong direction
Hey, I love you, momma, but I just can't seem to change

And like that Jaybird flyin' home to Mobile



Sleepin' in your cornfield for a while
Seems I just backed into a square meal
And I'm in for the night

And if I was one for speculatin'
I suspect I might be back around
Well, you might find me riding on a breeze a-blowin'
Northern bound

Hey, like that Jaybird flyin' home to Mobile
Sleepin' in your cornfield for a while
Seems I just backed into a square meal
And I'm in for the night

10216. In God We Still Trust - Chords

In God We Still Trust
Recorded by Diamond Rio
Written by Bill Nash and Robert LeClair

G              C           G              C                 G
You place your hand on His Bible when you swear to tell the truth
            C               G             D7
His name is on our greatest monuments and all our money too 
    C              G                                    C
And when we pledge allegiance there's no doubt where we stand
        Am                      C            D7
There's no separation we're one nation under Him
                G             C
In God we still trust here in America
                G                                 D7
He's the one we turn to every time the going gets rough
          Em                G                    C            A7
He is the source of all our strength the one who watches over us
        C          D7           G
Here in America in God we still trust
    F                            G
Now there are those among us who wanna push Him out
     F                                  G
And erase His name from everything this country's all about
         Am                 Bm                 C
From the schoolhouse to the courthouse they're silencing His word
            F                         Am              D7
And now its time for all believers to make our voices heard
Repeat #2
        C               A7
Here in America here in America
        C           D7           G
Here in America  in God we still trust
        C           D7           G      C       G
Here in America  in God we still trust  here in America



10217. In God's Country

In God's Country
The Infamous Stringdusters - In God's Country

Desert sky
Dream beneath a desert sky
The rivers run but soon run dry
We need new dreams tonight
Desert rose
Dreamed I saw a desert rose
Dress torn in ribbons and in bows
Like a siren she calls to me

Sleep comes like a drug
In God's country
Sad eyes, crooked crosses
In God's country

Set me alight
We'll punch a hole right through the night
Everyday the dreamers die
See what's on the other side
She is liberty
And she comes to rescue me
Hope, faith, her vanity
The greatest gift is gold

Sleep comes like a drug
In God's country
Sad eyes, crooked crosses
In God's country

Naked flame
She stands with a naked flame
I stand with the sons of Cain
Burned by the fire of love
Burned by the fire of love

10218. In Harm's Way

Jim Lauderdale - In Harm's Way

Like that old Titanic running full steam ahead
You fogged up my mind with love words you' said
I could not see the danger I got myself in
'Til my ship was sinking and I couldn't swim

[Chorus]



Didn't know my heart was in harm's way
Couldn't see the truth 'til it was in my face
If I'd seen it coming, could have turned away
Didn't know my heart was in harm's way
Now I'm going under in an ocean of regret
With no hope of rescue from love I can't forget
Never knew what hit me, too far gone to save
Never knew my heart was in harm's way

[Chorus]
Didn't know my heart was in harm's way
Couldn't see the truth 'til it was in my face
If I'd seen it coming, could have turned away
Didn't know my heart was in harm's way
Didn't know my heart was in harm's way

10219. In Heaven Well Never Grow Old - Chords

In Heaven Well Never Grow Old 
The Stanley Brothers
 
[Intro]
A   E   A
 
[Verse #1]
A
In the bible we read of a city
     D                                A
With streets that are paved with pure gold
A
We will live in that city, forever
                   E          A
And there we shall never grow old.
 
 
[Chorus]
A
In heaven we'll never grow old
   D                       A
In Heaven we'll never grow old
A
We will live in that city, forever
                   E          A
And there we shall never grow old.
 
 
[Solo]
A   A   A   A   A   A   E   A
 
 
[Verse #2]
A
In the Bible, we read of a river



     D                          A
That runs by the throne, we are told
A
We will drink of the life-giving waters
                   E          A
And there we shall never grow old.
 
 
[Chorus]
A
In heaven we'll never grow old
   D                       A
In Heaven we'll never grow old
A
We will live in that city, forever
                   E          A
And there we shall never grow old.
 
 
[Solo]
A   A   A   A   A   A   E   A
 
 
[Verse #3]
A
Then we read of the earth's weary pilgrims
         D                        A
Who have live here thru hunger an cold
A
They've at last reached their harbor in safety
                     E          A
And there they shall never grow old.
 
 
[Chorus]
A
In heaven we'll never grow old
   D                       A
In Heaven we'll never grow old
A
We will live in that city, forever
                   E          A
And there we shall never grow old.

10220. In Her Eyes

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - In her eyes
Composer: Rick Roberts

She never seems to say alot
But I know she's got alot to say
She keeps her feelings to herself
But I know she's feeling more that way



She don't have to talk to me
Of love that never dies
I can see her feelings
In her eyes

And in her eyes
You can see the places that she's been
You see the faces of the men
She knew so well

And in her eyes
You can see the dreams that might be real
You see the scenes she can't conceal
But will not tell

Ooh, whoa, I know the story well

She's everybody's mystery
With her silence and her secret dreams
She's anything you want her to be
Anything but what she seems

And if you'd like to know her better
You can see through her disguise
You can see her feelings
In her eyes

And in her eyes
You can see the places that she's been
You see the faces of the men
She knew so well

And in her eyes
You can see the dreams that might be real
You see the scenes she can't conceal
But will not tell

Ooh, whoa, I know the story well
I know the story well
In her eyes
In her eyes
You can see it in her eyes

10221. In His Arms I'm Not Afraid - Chords

In His Arms I'm Not Afraid 
Recorded by The Isaacs 
Written by Homer Eanes

C             F                  C
Not afraid to bid this world goodbye 
              D7                G7



Not afraid to close my eyes and die 
        C       F      C
For His courage I have prayed 
            G7       C
In His arms I'm not afraid 

             F          C
When I close my eyes in death 
              D7      G7
Fold my hands upon my chest 
         C  F        C
Sing for me a pretty song 
             G7         C
While I take my journey home 

Repeat #1

             F           C
When I cross that silent sea 
             D7            G7
And the home lights beckon me 
             C    F                C
I'll feel no pain and I'll fear no harm 
                        G7        C
I'll be safe and secure in Jesus' arms 

Repeat #1
 
            G7       C
In His arms I'm not afraid

10222. In His Hands

The Isaacs - In His Hands 

I found a reason to love again
I found the answer, I found a friend
I saw two footprints here in the sand
He walks beside me, I'm in His hands

I must remember, I am a sinner
If I surrender, He'll take me home

I am no angel, I'm just a man
But I'm forgiven, I'm in His hands

I must remember, I am a sinner
If I surrender, He'll take me home

His love will find you
When no one can
It is not hopeless, we're in His hands
It is not hopeless, we're in His hands



10223. In His World - Chords

In His World
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Leigh Reynolds and Kostas Lazarides

F     C       G7    C     F
Every night I dream about him
      C        G7   C  F
In my world of fantasy
  C            G7    Am  G7
I pretend that we're together
F      C               G7            Am  G7
In his world there's a garden in the moonlight
F      C               G7               Am  G7
In his world there's a sweet and gentle breeze
F      C           G7               Am    G7
In his world oh he tells me that he loves me
F            C              G7
That's where my heart wants to be
F       C         G7       C
I saw a star fall from the heaven
F          C      G7         C   F
I hope the wish I made comes true
        C       G7       Am  G7
I don't want to live without him
F      C           G7        Am  G7
In his world I can see a new tomorrow
F      C              G7              Am G7
In his world where he gives his heart to me
F      C             G7              Am  G7
In his world we will share this love together
F            C              G7
That's where my heart wants to be
E7            Am
Why must I go on pretending
F           G7           C
Why can't I tell him how I feel
E7                     A7
These sweet dreams are never ending
D7                       G7
And this loneliness is real
repeat #2
F      C               G7            Am  G7
In his world there's a garden in the moonlight
F      C               G7               Am  G7
In his world there's a sweet and gentle breeze
F      C           G7               Am    G7
In his world oh he tells me that he loves me
F            C              G7 F G7 C
That's where my heart wants to be



10224. In It's Own Little Way - Chords

In Its Own Little Way
Recorded by Dottie West
Written by Dottie West and Bill West
 
C                     G7
In its own little way my heart keeps missing you
                      F              C
In its own little way my heart keeps wanting you
                                    F
I'm hoping that you'll come back to stay
               C                 G7         C
My heart keeps loving you in its own little way

      G7                        F
If my heart could forget then I know I could let
D7                                             G7
Myself I'm someone new but my heart wants only you
       C              G7
In its own little way my heart keeps dreaming to
                      F              C
In its own little way my heart keeps crying to   
                                      F
Still hoping that you'll come back to stay
               C                 G7         C
My heart keeps loving you in its own little way

F              C                 G7         C
My heart keeps loving you in its own little way

10225. In Its Own Way - Chords

In Its Own Way 
Dolly Parton feat. Willie Nelson
 
[Instrumental Intro]
/ A / G / D / E /
/ A / G / D / E /
 
 
[Verse 1]
     A          D      A              G
When I look out over a green field of clover
                                       A
Or watch the sun set at the end of the day
              D          A          G
I get kind of moody when I see such beauty
                                      A



And everything's beautiful in its own way
 
 
[Verse 2]
     A       D             A      G
When I see a fountain flow from a mountain
                                      A
Or see April showers bring flowers to May
                 D            A         G
I can't help but ponder; life is such a wonder
                                      A
And everything's beautiful in its own way
 
 
[Chorus]
D               E         A
Words can't describe what I feel inside
     D         E         A           E   E7 Cm B
When I see the beauty in each coming day
     A          D         A            G
What my eyes behold can't be bought or sold
                                      A
And everything's beautiful in its own way
 
 
[Interlude]
/ A / A / D / A /
/ A / G / D / E /
 
 
[Verse 3]
     A         D             A            G
When I see the clouds form a black summer windstorm
                                        A
That uproots the harvest and hurls it away
                     D           A          G
In the midst of such anger, destruction and danger
                                      A
The storm's even beautiful in its own way
 
 
[Verse 4]
     A         D           A            G
When I see the leaves drop off from the tree-tops
                                        A
Or see the snow fall on a cold winter's day
                    D         A          G
My thoughts seem to wander into the blue yonder
                                           A
God made all things beautiful in their own way
N.C.
He did
 
 
[Chorus]
D               E         A
Words can't describe what I feel inside



     D         E         A           E   E7 Cm B
When I see the beauty in each coming day
     A          D         A            G
What my eyes behold can't be bought or sold
                                      A
And everything's beautiful in its own way
 
 
[Outro]
G            A
- In its own way
G            A
- In its own way
 
 
[Instrumental Outro]
/ A / G / F#m / A /
/ D / C /  E  / A /

10226. In Like Of

John Hartford - In Like Of

Like you, yes, and moreover, well
More intense. Just sit down a spell
Gets harder to whisper "goodbye"
I sigh and see for me that it's true
That I'm so deep in like that I'm almost in love with you

Like you, yes, and very much so
It's weird but that's how it goes
Gets harder to whisper "so long"
How wrong I would be to think its not true
That I'm so deep in like that I'm almost in love with you

Like is a word, a verbal abstraction
For how much subtraction from love must you make
To be back in like of whoever it was
That you were in love of at first
I don't know nor do you

Like you, yes, I cannot deny
And in spite of the things that I try
Gets harder to whisper "farewell"
So tell me to stay I just may
Cause it's true that I'm so deep in like
That I'm almost in love with you



10227. In Lonesome Dove

In Lonesome Dove
Garth Brooks - In Lonesome Dove

She was a girl on a wagon train
Haded west across the plains
The train got lost in a summer storm
They couldn't move west and they couldn't go home
Then she saw him ridin' through the rain
He took charge of the wagons and he saved the train
And she looked down and her heart was gone
The train went west but she stayed on
In Lonesome Dove

A farmer's daughter with a gentle hand
A blooming rose in a bed of sand
She loved the man who wore a star
A Texas Ranger known near and far
So they got married and they had a child
But times were touch and the West was wild
So it was no surprise the day she learned
That her Texas man would not return
To Lonesome Dove

Back to back with the Rio Grande
A Christian woman in the devil's land
She learned the language and she learned to fight
But she never learned how to beat the lonely nights
In Lonesome Dove, Lonesome Dove

She watched her boy grow into a man
He had an angel's heart and the devil's hand
He wore his star for all to see
He was a Texas lawman legacy
The one day word blew into town
It seemed the men that shot his father down
Had robbed a bank in Cherico
The only thing 'tween them and Mexico
Was Lonesome Dove

The shadows stretched across the land
As the shots rang out down the Rio Grande
And when the smoke had finally cleared the street
The men lay at the ranger's feet
But legend tells to this very day
That shots were comin' from an alleyway
Though no one knows who held the gun
There ain't no doubt if you ask someone
In Lonesome Dove
Back to back with the Rio Grande
A Christian woman in the devil's land
She learned the language and she learned to fight
But she never learned how to beat the lonely nights
In Lonesome Dove, Lonesome Dove



10228. In Memory Of My Heart

Buddy Miller - In Memory Of My Heart

Light a candle in the rain
Sing a sad song in the dark
Throw a flower in the river
In memory of my heart
You were such life to me or so sweet to me
For my heart you were breath and blood
Now I'm in misery
Cause I can't live without your love
Light a candle in the rain
Sing a sad song in the dark
Throw a flower in the river
In memory of my heart
I'll go on like before
And look the same as
I've always been
But my heart's gone for sure
Since forever's come to an end

10229. In My Baby's Arms - Chords

In My Baby's Arms 
The California Honeydrops
 
[Intro]
G G D
 
[Verse 1]
             G
Oh oh-what a dream
D            G
Oh oh what a dream
  D                                   G
A dream I dream of laying in my babys arms
                   D
Laying in my babys arms
 
[Verse 2]
                    G
I was laying in the sand
D                    G
I was laying in the sand
D                                             G
Laying in the sand where the water meets the land
                          D
Where the water meets the land



 
[Verse 3]
                        G
When I heard a voice a-calling me
D                       G
When I heard a voice a-calling me
            D                                 G
I thought I heard my baby calling me from the deep
                    D
Calling me from the deep
 
[Verse 4]
                    G
So I dove into the tide
D                     G
  So I dove into the tide
D                                             G
Searching for my baby in the shadows deep and wide
                        D
In the shadows deep and wide
 
 
[Humming / Whistling Verse]
G D G D G D
 
[Verse 5]
              G
Oh-oh-what a song I heard
D            G
Wo-ah-what a song
   D                                             G
A thousand mermaids singing "boy your baby she's gone"
                 D
Your baby she is gone
 
[Verse 6]
              G
In a voice so sweet
D               G
  In a voice so sweet
     D                                         G
In a voice so sweet the mermaids rocked me to sleep
                        D
Yeah they rocked me to sleep
 
[Verse 7]
                        G
At the breaking of the dawn
D                      G
At the breaking of the dawn
  D                                     G
I woke with a tear laying in my baby's arm
                    D
Laying in my baby's arm
G                    D
Laying in my baby's arm
G                   D



Laying in my baby's arm
G           D
ooooh  ooh oooh
 
 
[Humming verse]
G D G D G D
 
[Outro]
G D G D G D G

10230. In My Dear Old Southern Home

In My Dear Old Southern Home

In my dear old home
I was happy as I could be
Where the mocking birds sang every night while I rest
In that little old log cabin by the sea

There is Mother and dear old Dad
Where I left I know it made them sad
So I'm going back to that dear old shack
Where I spent my happy days as a lad

Goodbye friends I'm leaving today
Goodbye friends I'm going far away
I'll be happy as can be on my dear old Mother's knee
In that little old log cabin by the sea

10231. In My Dreams

In My Dreams
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver 

I'm continually amazed with wonder
At all the things you do
There's no escaping this spell I'm under
That's all in my love for you.

Now I hold you close and hear you whisper
Your love for me is true
These are the words I try to say
That's all in my love for you.

So as I am as we believe
in love songs when they're new
And I believe in what I feel
That's all in my love for you.



Those things I said the other night
When you had seen me blue
Your common sense for what is right
That's all in my love for you.

10232. In My Dreams

In My Dreams
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver 

I'm continually amazed with wonder
At all the things you do
There's no escaping this spell I'm under
That's all in my love for you.

Now I hold you close and hear you whisper
Your love for me is true
These are the words I try to say
That's all in my love for you.

So as I am as we believe
in love songs when they're new
And I believe in what I feel
That's all in my love for you.

Those things I said the other night
When you had seen me blue
Your common sense for what is right
That's all in my love for you.

10233. In My Dreams - Chords

In My Dreams
Recorded by Johnny Lee
Written by Don Cook and Rafe Vanhoy
 
Dm                G7
I never quite got over you
C               Am
I wonder if you miss me too
Dm                G7
I tried to call a time or two
C                  Am
But you were never home
Dm            G7
Tried to call again last night
C                         Am
Numbers change but that's all right



Dm                             G7
You wouldn't see me anyway but that's ok 
 
                   C   Am
I'll see you in my dreams
         F
And they never let me down
C        G7       Am     G7
The only way that I have left
F
Is love having you around
      C   Am             F
In my dreams and they've saved me up to now
         C           G7       Am      G7
Ain't it funny how a fool can see the light
F        G7       C
When the sun goes down
 
Dm              G7
Never quite got through to you
C                   Am
Like all the others seem to do
Dm                G7          C            Am
Got kinda close a time or two not for very long
Dm                     G7
Ain't if funny how you never replace
C                       Am
Loves stronger than the heart of me
Dm                              G7
Makes me keep on loving you the way I do
 
Repeat #2
F     C
In my dreams

10234. In My Ear

Glen Phillips - In My Ear

Didn't know they were a part of it, I can't tell
It would seem there's a lot that I don't know
But here I am and I'm standing with a perfect view
I could not go far enough away from you
I've seen it all before and I know it's only words
Hello
I can't hear, it's in my ear
Hello
Hello
Never meant half of the things I said to you
So you know there's a half that might be true
And here I am and I'm standing with a perfect view
I could not go far enough away from you
I've seen it all before and I know it's only words



Hello
Have you heard a single word?
Hello
Hello
Standing with a perfect view
I could not go far enough away from you
I've seen it all before and I know it's only words
Hello
I can't hear, it's in my ear
Hello
Hello
Hello
Have you heard a single word?
Hello
Hello

10235. In My Eyes - Chords

In My Eyes
Recorded by John Conlee
Written by Barbara Wyrick

C            G        C
She's just a woman  a hundred pounds of flesh and blood
                   G                     D7
Quick with a smile warm with a touch for me
             G                               C
She's just a woman  and not the least or the most desired
                       G                      D7
But she sets one man's heart on fire and it's me
                  G
That she wants to please
          D7                    C              G
And in my eyes God never made a more beautiful girl
      D7                       C                    G
In my eyes there's no one more lovely in all of the world
        Em             B7                 Em   D7 C Bm
And she looks at me at times with such surprise
         Am                   D7       G
When she sees how special she is in my eyes
C          G
She's only human  and she cries sometimes 
         C
When she looks in the mirror
                           G                    D7
And counts a new line that seemed to appear overnight
           G                                C
She's only human  it's not she's vain she's just afraid
                               G                     D7
That there'll come a time when I'll turn away at the sight
                       G
But I swear that's not right
          D7                  C           G



And in my eyes she just grows lovelier to me
          D7              C            G
And in my eyes she's only aging gracefully
      Em                  B7            Em   D7 C Bm
And a thousand strands on gray won't disguise
    Am                  D7       G
The woman she'll always be in my eyes
              Em                  D7
Sometimes she makes mistakes  but I'm aware of her faults
             C            D7
Her moods go up and down  but that's just because
             G                            C
She's just a woman and giving her love to only me
                 G                    D7
Without her help I would be less of a man
                  G
Than she thinks I am
          D7              C             G
And in my eyes love never changes or pretends
      D7               C     G
In my eyes her mystery never ends
    Em           B7                   Em D7 C Bm
And everything I feel as the years go by
Am                  D7                  G
Makes her love grow sweeter still in my eyes
          A7 C         G
In my eyes   she is my woman

10236. In My Father's Eyes - Chords

In My Father's Eyes

     G  
People Look around you, believe in season's change
                                        G7
Nothing lasts forever, nothing stays the same
        C                                                                            D
So world keep on changing, after we're all dead and gone

I once knew a rich man, had more than he could spill
Late one night he took his life, cause he did not have a friend
What good is fame and fortune, when you live your live alone

                      G 
Treat your neighbour like your brother

Your brother like your friend
  C
we'll all be together I know 
                                             D
Somewhere down this old road again
             G
We re all in this together, just trying to survive



                 C                                               D                               G
All the children are equal, in my father's eyes, In my father's eyes

  D                                           C     
You can't take it with you, you can't stay behind
  D                                                       G 
When your number's up it's time to go
          D                                              C
And all your earthly treasures will only weigh you down
                                                            D
The only thing worth saving is your soul, Lord don't you know

10237. In My Head

Dierks Bentley - In My Head

[Verse 1]
You completely disappeared
You could be a million miles from here
You're doing fine from what I hear, lately
I guess you found your destiny
If this is really how it's meant to be
Then moving on sounds good to me, baby

[Chorus]
But you're still in my arms, in my head
You're still in my car, in my head
You're still in that t-shirt on my bed
You're every song that's on, you're gone but you never left
In my head
Yeah, you're still in my head

[Verse 2]
I sit and watch the sun go down
Guess that's the way our love is now
Just a flame burning out, slowly
But I don't hang my head to cry
I don't have to be alone tonight
Don't worry  bout me baby, I'm not lonely

[Chorus]
You're still in my arms, in my head
You're still in my car, in my head
You're still in that t-shirt on my bed
You're every song that's on, you're gone but you never left
In my head
Yeah, you're still in my head
You're still in my head

[Outro]
You're still in that t-shirt on my bed
You're every song that's on, you're gone
But you're in my arms, in my head



You're still in my car, in my head
Yeah, you're still in my head, my head
Girl, you're still in my head, my head

10238. In My Hour Of Darkness

In My Hour Of Darkness
Gram Parsons / Emmylou Harris

Chours:
In my hour of darkness
In my time of need
Oh, Lord grant me vision
Oh, Lord grant me speed

Once I knew a young man
Went driving through the night
Miles and miles without a word
With just his high-beam lights
Who'd have ever though they'd build
Such a deadly Denver bend
To be so strong, to take as long
As it would till the end

Chorus

Another young man safely strummed his
silver string guitar
And he played to people everywhere
Some say he was a star
But he was just a country boy,
his simple songs confess
And the music he had in him,
so very few possess

Chorus

Then there was an old man
Kind and wise with age
And he read me just like a book and he
never missed a page
And I loved him like my father
And I loved him like my friend
And I knew his time would shortly come
but I did not know just when

Chorus

Oh, Lord grant me vision
Oh, Lord grant me speed



10239. In My Life

In My Life
Lennon / McCartney

There are places I'll remember
All my life though some have changed
Some forever not for better
Some have gone and some remain
All these places have their moments
With lovers and friends I still can recall
Some are dead and some are living
In my life I've loved them all

But of all these friends and lovers
There is no one compares with you
And these memories lose their meaning
When I think of love as something new
Though I know I'll never lose affection
For people and things that went before
I know I'll often stop and think about them
In my life I love you more

Though I know I'll never lose affection
For people and things that went before
I know I'll often stop and think about them
In my life I love you more
In my life I love you more

10240. In My Mind To Ramble - Chords

In My Mind To Ramble 
Michael Cleveland & Flamekeeper

[Intro]
G  F  G  G  D    D  G  G  G  F
G  G  D  D  G    G  G  G
 
[Verse 1]
G                 F                G
It's been quite a while since I've seen you my dear
          D                 G
I've been gone a long, long time
G                       F              G
All these nights on the road I've been talking to myself
  D                          G
I can't believe I left you behind
 
 



[Chorus]
G
It's in my mind to ramble, I hope you understand
                  G7
Sometime I find I just have to go
  C                                             G
I know it's hard, my darling, forgive me if you can
        G7          G        G7
For you know that I love you so
 
 
[Solo]
G  F  G  G   Dm  Dm  G  G
G  F  G  G   Dm  Dm  G  G  G
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
Now back in the days when we were together
         D                  G
You were always so good and kind
G                      F         G
But one night I stole away and I took to the road
  D                          G
I guess I just don't know my mind
 
 
[Chorus]
G
It's in my mind to ramble, I hope you understand
           G7
Sometime I find I just have to go
  C                                             G
I know it's hard, my darling, forgive me if you can
        G7          G        G7
For you know that I love you so
 
 
[Solo]
G  G  F  G  G    D7  D7  G  G  G
G  G  G  D7 D7   G   G   G  G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G                       D      G
And now I'm coming back to our home, honey babe
              D                   G7
Please accept me though I've been wrong
  G
I think my wandering ways are going to vanish in a haze
         D                        G
And I'll realize that's where I belong
 
 
[Chorus]
G
It's in my mind to ramble, I hope you understand



                               G7
Sometime I find I just have to go
  C                                      G7
I know it's hard, my darling, forgive me if you can
                    G
For you know that I love you so
G7                  D
For you know that I love you so
 
[Outro]
G C C  C   C   G7
G   G  G7  G7  G    G

10241. In My Next Life - Chords

In My Next Life
recorded by Merle Haggard
written by Max D. Barnes
 
C                               F
The blood red sun beat down and baked the red clay ground
G7                                   C
Dust kicked up around his John Deere wheels
                          F
No trace of rain in sight again he'll lose the fight
    G7                                 C
And have to watch his crops die in the fields
 
                                     F
They stood there both in tears   his wife of many years
     G7                               C
Said John you know I hate to lose our farm
                             F
He looked into her eyes then looked up at the skies
    G7                             C      G7
And told her as he held her in his arms
 
      C                           F
In my next life I want to be your hero
    G7                                C   G7
Something better than I turned out to be
     C               C7                    F
I've lived this life behind the plough and harrow
      G7                              C
In my next life I'll make you proud of me
 
                             F
The muscles in his arms just like his run down farm
     G7                         C
Soon withered up and slowly disappeared
                      F
One hard working man  two hard working hands
     G7                        C     G7



Were giving up after all these years
 
    C                           F
His aging eyes grew dim and the lady that worshipped him
    G7                          C
Sat crying on a chair beside his bed
                                    F
Her hands caressed his brow and she said it's alright now
    G7                           C
And as he slowly slipped away he said
 
Repeat #3

10242. In My Own Backyard - Chords

In My Own Backyard
Recorded by Joe Diffie
Written by Kerry Phillips, Andy Spooner, Joe Diffie
 
C                                   F          C
I thought that life was runnin' off leavin' me behind
                                  F                        C
So like a fool I jumped the fence just to see what I could find
    F                                            G7                C   F
But love kept disappearing like children chasing fire flies in the dark
       C                            G7            C
And to think that I once had it all in my own backyard
F                                             C
You'd never know it now but I used to have it all
  F               Em             F          Dm                    G7
A swing set and a plastic pool a shaggy dog that lived to fetch a ball
   F                         Fm
An angel with a glass of tea laughing at the kids and me
    C                A#7              A7
All soakin' wet from washing that old car
       C                            G7            C
And to think that I once had it all in my own backyard
                                F                        C
That bare spot's grown over now where third base used to be
And the weeds have choked out all the flowers 
F                           C
But they can't kill the memories
F                                             G7            C  F
Lord I'd love to run back home but there's no one there for me
         C                           G7              C
And that grass I used to hate to mow sure is looking green
Repeat #2 
    F                                             C   A#7 G#
Ooh you'd never know it now but I used to have it all
C                 G7            C
Once I had it all in my own backyard



10243. In My Own Mind

In My Own Mind 

I get up in the mornin'
I drink a cup of coffee
I look out of the window
I try to get a-started
I turn it all over
Plough it all under
I plant 'em in the spring time
I pick 'em in the summer

I live in my own mind
Ain't nothin' but a good time
No rain, just the sunshine
Out here in my own mind
I live where I can breathe
Ain't nothin' but a cool breeze
Nobody that it won't please
Out here where you can breathe

Mandy and Dary
They'll show back up any day
That's one thing you can count on
But sometimes they'll be long gone
I'd rather be huntin'
Hooked on fishin'
I read it on the t-shirts
But if you don't believe it

10244. In My Reply

Linda Ronstadt - In My Reply

Now Matthew was a country boy until one day he found
That cheatin' folks was easier than plowin' his daddy's ground
He left his home back in Ohio, bound for Chicago's town
He crossed Big Jim and turned his back

A bullet cut him down
And as he lay there dying
He said "Will I see my Ohio?"
In my reply I lied a bit 

And said I did not know
Now Jim McCall he was meek and small
And to become a man
He'd have to build himself up tall 



With fancy folks and land
He threw some stones at honest friends
And he got himself these things
His children left him and he sneered 

"That's what my kindness brings"
And on the south side he got lost
He asked me where to go
In my reply I lied a bit 

And said I did not know
Yes Miss Lazy Susan called me up
She heard I stole the show
In my reply I lied a bit

And said I did not know
In my reply I lied a bit and said I did not know

10245. In My Robe Of White - Chords

In My Robe Of White
Recorded by The Bass Mountain Boys
Written by Andrea Geniece Ingold

G
In my robe of white I will fly away
   D7                        G
To that land so fair meet my Jesus there

It will be so grand when I get to that land
      D7                       G
In my robe of white I will fly away

First I'll hear the trumpet sound then all the saints be heaven bound
          D7                                             G
And He'll cross over Jordan wide stop and view the other side

There I'll see those holy hills and my mansion He has built
            D7                                                  G
I'll be the first one in the line to see my name in the Book of Life

Repeat #1

It's gonna be a wonderful time when I get to the other side
       D7                                          G
See my loved ones gone before we'll be apart never more

We'll be walking on streets of gold surrounded by riches untold
       D7                                                    G
When I first look upon His face I'll be saved by His amazing grace 

Repeat #1 x2



 
      D7                       G
In my robe of white I will fly away

10246. In My Room

Linda Ronstadt - In My Room

There's a world where I can go
And tell my secrets to
In my room
In my room

In this world I lock out
All my worries and my fears
In my room
In my room

Do my dreaming
And my scheming
Lie awake and pray
Do my crying
And my sighing
Laugh at yesterday

Now it's dark and I'm alone
But I won't be afraid
In my room
In my room

10247. In My Tennessee Mountain Home

In My Tennessee Mountain Home

Sittin' on the front porch on a summer afternoon
In a straight back chair on two legs, leaned against the wall
Watch the kids a-playin' with June bugs on a string
And chase the glowin' fireflies when evening shadows fall.

    In my Tennessee mountain home, life is peaceful as a baby's sigh
    In my Tennessee mountain home, crickets sing in the fields nearby. 

Honeysuckle vine clings to the fence upon the lane
Their fragrance makes the summer wind so sweet
And on a distant hilltop an eagle spreads its wings
And a songbird on a fencepost sings a melody 

Walking home from church on sunday with the one you love
Just laughin', talkin', making future plans



And when the folks aren't looking you might steal a kiss or two
Sittin' in the porch swing holdin' hands.

10248. In Person - Chords

In Person
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Liz Anderson

G                                    D7
You gave the heart you gave to me in person
                                      G
You made those vows you made to me in person
                                 G7
Then when your love had lost its glow
    C                          Am
You sent your friend to let me know
  D7                                G
I wish you would have told me so in person
                                   D7
I placed my ring upon your hand in person
                                   G
I should have got it back again in person
                             G7
But so afraid my tears would start
    C                           Am
You sent your friend to do your part
    D7                                   G     G7
You really should have broke my heart in person
   C                              G
If love is gone then I can't understand
       A7                              D7
But it hurts so much to hear it second hand
  G                                   D7
I once appeared at your front door in person
                                    G
But I won't appear there anymore in person
                                G7
And though you sent someone you knew
   C                         Am
To tell me that our love was through
  D7                                G
I know I'll still be missing you in person
  D7                                G
I know I'll still be missing you in person

10249. In Plain View Of The Town



John Hartford - In Plain View of the Town

Looks like no matter, how hard they push
These barges are still on the ground
Must have been embarrassing for the pilot
Here in plain view of the town

And even though they pushed them over toward shore
They still ain't going nowhere
Along the river while people fish
And some just sit and stare

The sun's going down, it's almost supper
I been a working since early day
But unless the Ohio comes up a little
I guess that's where they'll stay

Listen to the now I really hit her a lick
He's really mad at it now
They had to face up to the other end
To get it off the ground

Looks like no matter, how hard they push
These barges are still on the ground
Must have been embarrassing for the pilot
Here in plain view of the town

10250. In Rodanthe

Emmylou Harris - In Rodanthe

I remember those nights down in Rodanthe
Through the storm, through the darkness how you held me
I never knew I was so lost until you touched me
And I was set free
In the hours while the sky was wild and weepy
You broke me from the secret I'd been keeping
Before you there was no love and no believing
I was only green
Until Rodanthe
Where the seagulls go soaring in the sun
High above the rugged ponies as they run
And you pull me like the moon pulls on the tide
To your side
In Rodanthe
Oh oh Carolina
Where I was yours and you were mine
Oh oh Carolina
Where we found the only tie that truly binds
Mornings come and go here in Rodanthe
And in my heart you'll always be there with me
As my journey through this world keeps getting longer
I will be strong
For I know I must go on without you



Every moment of my life I'll play you back
Oh I still hear those words of love you gave me
When you saved me
Down in Rodanthe
Where the seagulls go soaring in the sun
High above the rugged ponies as they run
And you pull me like the moon pulls on the tide
To your side
In Rodanthe

10251. In Some Room Above The Street - Chords

In Some Room Above The Street
Recorded by Gary Stewart
Written by Sterling Whipple

G                          C
There's no place for us to hide
D7                   G
In the neon world outside
                          C
So I suppose we'll always be
D7                     G
In some room above the street
                            C
The city lights glow on the shade
D7                                 G
But they can't find the love we've made
                                     C
It's strange that love could come so sweet
D7                     G
In some room above the street
G7                     C
In some room above the street
D7                             G
Like thieves in bed is when we meet
                        C
Awake upon the break of day
A7                              D7
Then like the night we'll steal away 
G                             C
And I can make it through the hours
D7                             G
I spend with mine and you with yours
                             C
Cause when I close my eyes I see
D7                         G
You in some room above the street
Repeat #3
G                         C
But if he wants your love tonight
D7                             G
Don't turn away don't hurt his pride



                             C
Close your eyes and think of me
D7                     G
In some room above the street

10252. In Spite Of Ourselves

Iris Dement - In Spite of Ourselves

[Verse 1: John Prine]
She don't like her eggs all runny
She thinks crossin' her legs is funny
She looks down her nose at money
She gets it on like the Easter Bunny
She's my baby, I'm her honey
I'm never gonna let her go

[Verse 2: Iris Dement]
He ain't got laid in a month of Sundays
I caught him once and he was sniffin' my undies
He ain't too sharp, but he gets things done
Drinks his beer like it's oxygen
He's my baby and I'm his honey
I'm never gonna let him go

[Chorus: Both]
In spite of ourselves, we'll end up a-sittin' on a rainbow
Against all odds, honey, we're the big door prize
We're gonna spite our noses right off of our faces
There won't be nothin' but big old hearts dancin' in our eyes

[Verse 3: John Prine]
She thinks all my jokes are corny
Convict movies make her horny
She likes ketchup on her scrambled eggs
Swears like a sailor when she shaves her legs
She takes a lickin' and keeps on tickin'
I'm never gonna let her go

[Verse 4: Iris Dement]
He's got more balls than a big brass monkey
He's a whacked-out weirdo and a lovebug junkie
Sly as a fox and crazy as a loon
Payday comes and he's howlin' at the moon
He's my baby, I don't mean maybe
Never gonna let him go

[Chorus: Both]
In spite of ourselves, we'll end up a-sittin' on a rainbow
Against all odds, honey, we're the big door prize
We're gonna spite our noses right off of our faces
There won't be nothin' but big old hearts dancin' in our eyes
In spite of ourselves, we'll end up a-sittin' on a rainbow



Against all odds, honey, we're the big door prize
We're gonna spite our noses right off of our faces
There won't be nothin' but big old hearts dancin' in our eyes

[Outro: John Prine]
In spite of ourselves

10253. In Spite Of Ourselves - Chords

In Spite Of Ourselves
John Prine (duet with Iris DeMent)

Intro
[C] [F] [G] [C]

HIS VERSE
[C]She don't like her eggs all runny
She thinks crossin' her legs is funny
She [F]looks down her nose at money
She [C]gets it on like the Easter Bunny
[G]She's my baby, I'm her honey
I'm never gonna let her [C]go [G] [C]

HER VERSE
[C]He ain't got laid in a month of Sundays
I caught him once and he was sniffin' my undies
He [F]ain't too sharp but he gets things done
[C]Drinks his beer like it's oxygen
[G]He's my baby, And I'm his honey
Never gonna let him [C]go [G] [C]

COMBO CHORUS
In spite of [F]ourselves
We'll end up a'sittin' on a [C]rainbow
Against all [G]odds
Honey, we're the big door [C]prize [G] [C]
We're gonna [F]spite our noses
Right off of our [C]faces
There won't be nothin' but big old [G]hearts
Dancin' in our [C]eyes. [G] [C]

HIS VERSE
[C]She thinks all my jokes are corny
Convict movies make her horny
She [F]likes ketchup on her scrambled eggs
[C]Swears like a sailor when she shaves her legs
[G]She takes a lickin' but she keeps on tickin'
I'm never gonna let her [C]go. [G] [C]

HER VERSE
[C]He's got more balls than a big brass monkey
He's a whacked out weirdo and a lovebug junkie
[F]He's sly as a fox and crazy as a loon



[C]When payday comes, he's howlin' at the moon
[G]But he's my baby. I don't mean maybe
Never gonna let him [C]go [G] [C]

In spite of [F]ourselves
We'll end up a'sittin' on a [C]rainbow
Against all [G]odds
Honey, we're the big door [C]prize [G] [C]
We're gonna [F]spite our noses
Right off of our [C]faces
There won't be nothin' but big old [G]hearts
Dancin' in our [C]eyes. [G] [F] [C]

Repeat chorus
There won't be nothin' but big old [G]hearts
Dancin' in our [C]eyes. [G] [F] [C]

10254. In Tall Buildings

In Tall Buildings - John Hartford
Album: Nobody Knows What You Do

Someday, baby, when I am a man
And other's have taught me
The best that they can
They'll sell me a suit
And cut off my hair
And send me to work in tall buildings

And it's goodbye to the sunshine
Goodbye to the dew
Goodbye to the flowers
And goodbye to you
I'm off to the subway
I must not be late
Going to work in tall buildings

Now when I retire
And my life is my own
I made all the payments
It's time to go home
And wonder what happened
Betwixt and between
When I went to work in tall buildings

And it's goodbye to the sunshine
Goodbye to the dew
Goodbye to the flowers
And goodbye to you
I'm off to the subway
I mustn't be late
Going to work in tall buildings



10255. In Texas

In Texas
(Kathy Kallick & Riley Thompson, Red Shirt Pub. Co., BMI)

Cowboy boots 
And a fringy jacket
Cuervo key chain 
Longhorn glasses
Jar of salsa
Stuff I got in Texas
 
Speeding ticket
Can you believe that?
Bright red lipstick 
And a ten-gallon hat
A broken heart
What I got in Texas
 
Three new songs 
And one sprained toe
From kicking rocks 
Down a dusty road
When I ran out gas 
Driving out of Texas
 
I always swore I'd never go
Ever since that time so long ago
Endless sorrow
When I was in Texas
 
Nacogdoches to Galveston
Down to the gulf 
On one quick run
Back again 
In the setting sun
In Texas
 
LA to Pittsburgh 
And back again
So hard to find 
One good friend
Gonna take the north route
And never drive thru Texas
Maybe take the train
And never drive thru Texas

10256. In Texas Tonight



In Texas Tonight - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Bobby Starnes/Daniel House Music, BMI-It Says What It Says Music,BMI)

He's out on the prairie tonight, headed for Austin 
She worries about him alone, and prays for him often 
She said don't cover your tracks 
So you can find your way back
Not a cloud in the sky as the coyote cries in the distance
In Texas tonight 

He camped for the night on the banks of the big Brazos River 
And he dreamed of his wife back at home and the life he would give her 
He said it wouldn't be long 
Until these hard times are gone 
He hums a sweet tune as the gold harvest moon slowly rises 
In Texas tonight 

No one can say what will be 
In life there's no guarantees 
Somewhere on the prairie tonight, this side of Austin 
She worries about him alone, and prays for him often 
She'll dream of love without end 
Until she sees him again 
Not a cloud in the sky as the coyote cries in the distance 
In Texas tonight

10257. In The Air - Chords

In The Air 
The California Honeydrops
written by Lech Wierzynski
 
[Intro]
E  A  x2
 
[Verse 1]
E                  A         E  A
There used to be a bird that sang
E        A      E     A
By my window after it rained
E             A           G#7      C#m
Skies would clear a sweet song I'd hear
Am7       Bm7     E
Music all in the air
 
[Intro]
E  A x 2
 
E                   A     E  A
It used to be this garden grew
E                  A       E  A
Spring and summer in full bloom,
E    A                   G#        C#m
Bees buzzin'  round the blossoming trees



Am7       Bm7     E
Music all in the air
C#m       C     A   Bm      E
There was music all in the air
 
[Bridge]
G#m7 F#m7  Bm7
 
[verse]
E                  A       E  A
But baby since you've been gone
E         A         E         A
All the song birds have flown on
E                  A          G#         C#m
All my neighbors say remember back in the day
          Am7   B      E
There was music in the air
          Am7       Bm7     E
There was music all in the air
 
[Chorus]
E7        Am7    D     E
Ooh sweet music in the air
E7        F#    Am7    E
Ooh sweet music in the air
 
 
[Bridge]
A                E
I dreamed a dream today
A                     E
That you were home to stay
A               G#7         C#m        Am7
And dropped the color in this world of grey
A Bm E
Ooh baby
 
[Instrumental]
E A E A x2
 
Am7  B E  x2
 
Am7  B  E
 
G#m7  F#m7 x3  B
 
[Verse 2]
E                  A         E  A
ooh baby, I can't make it on my own
E               A                  E        A
Tears from my eyes won't make this garden grow
E                  A         G#  C#m
This old house just ain't no home
Am7  B    E
Without music in the air
Am7  B    E
Without music in the air



 
 
[Outro]
Am7  B    E
Without music - Oh baby
Am7  B    E
Without music- I can't make it girl
Am7  B    E
Without music - Oh in the air
Am7  B    E
Without music- Please baby
Am7  B    E
Without music- All in the air

10258. In The Air Tonight

In the Air Tonight
Larkin Poe - In the Air Tonight

[Chorus]
I can feel it coming in the air tonight, oh Lord
And I've been waiting for this moment for all my life, oh Lord
Can you feel it coming in the air tonight? Oh Lord, oh Lord

[Verse 1]
Well, if you told me you were drowning
I would not lend a hand
I've seen your face before, my friend
But I don't know if you know who I am
Well, I was there and I saw what you did
I saw it with my own two eyes
So you can wipe off that grin, I know where you've been
It's all been a pack of lies

[Chorus]
And I can feel it coming in the air tonight, oh Lord
Well, I've been waiting for this moment for all my life, oh Lord
I can feel it coming in the air tonight, oh Lord
And I've been waiting for this moment for all my life, oh Lord, oh Lord

[Verse 2]
Well, I remember
I remember, don't worry
How could I evRr forget?
It's the first time, thR last time we ever met
But I know the reason why you keep your silence up
No, you don't fool me
Well, the hurt doesn't show, but the pain still grows
It's no stranger to you and me

[Chorus]
And I can feel it coming in the air tonight, oh Lord
Well, I've been waiting for this moment for all my life, oh Lord



I can feel it in the air tonight, oh Lord, oh Lord
Well, I've been waiting for this moment for all my life, oh Lord

[Outro]
I can feel it coming in the air tonight, oh Lord
Well, I've been waiting for this moment for all my life, oh Lord
I can feel it in the air tonight, oh Lord, oh Lord, oh Lord
Well, I've been waiting for this moment for all my life, oh Lord, oh Lord
I can feel it in the air tonight, oh Lord, oh Lord, oh Lord
Well, I've been waiting for this moment for all my life, oh Lord, oh Lord
I can feel it in the air tonight...

10259. In The Arms Of Love

In The Arms Of Love

Save me from loneliness
Rescue me with your love
I'll be safe just as long as you keep me
Wrapped tightly in the arms of love

The arms of love are all I need around me
But I don't know what I'd do if you should go

So please give me what I dream of
The kind of dream sent from above
I'll be satisfied as long as you keep me
Wrapped tightly in the arms of love

The arms of love are all I need around me
But I don't know what I'd do if you should go

Keep me in tightness
Give me all your love
I won't cry a single tear if you'd keep me
Wrapped tightly in the arms of love
In the arms of love

10260. In The Arms Of The One Who Loves Me - Chords

In The Arms Of The One Who Loves Me
Chris Thile - In The Arms Of The One Who Loves Me

Capo 2

(hammer your ring finger twice on each chord)
D, Bm, G, A

It's (D) amazing to me, in a (Bm) world full of wonders



how (G) wonderful, (A) she makes me feel
I've been (D) everywhere, (Bm) under the sun
and there's (G) nothing that can (A) even compete

And her (Bm) touch, (G) (D) it's incredible, 
And her (Bm) love, (G)(D) is some kind of (A) miracle

(D) I don't need to take a plane, 
(A) fly a mile above the rain
(Bm) Stand up on a mountain, 
(G) And have the world at my feet
(D) She's just got to smile that smile, 
(A) there's no other place 
In the (Bm) universe I'd rather (G) be, 
Than in the arms of the one who loves me

It's a powerful thing, to walk through the doorway
of somebody's heart, somebody's soul
And oh, you thought, even for always
Wherever you are, wherever you go

And no high, 
can be higher than her eyes
looking into mine

I don't need to take a plane, 
fly a mile above the rain
Stand up on a mountain, 
And have the world at my feet
She's just got to smile that smile, 
there's no other place in the universe I'd rather be, 
Than in the arms of the one who loves me

Yeah, She loves me

I don't need to take a plane, 
fly a mile above the rain
Stand up on a mountain, 
And have the world at my feet
She's just got to smile that smile, 
there's no other place in the universe I'd rather be, 
Than in the arms of the one who loves me

Oh, in the arms of the one who loves me

10261. In The Backyard

In The Backyard
Hayseed Dixie - In The Backyard

Well he's layin' in the back yard (layin' in the back yard)
Layin' in the back yard
Bullet in his head



He's layin' in the back yard (layin' in the back yard)
Layin' in the back yard
I reckon that he's dead
Big Jimmy liked to drink enough whiskey
To float a fast boat into town
An' when he'd get to drinkin' that way
He liked to smack his Suzie around
Oh but late last Friday night Lord
I guess she couldn't take no more
And when the cops came around
To investigate the sound
She just pointed out the back door
She said he's layin' in the back yard (layin' in the back yard)
Layin' in the back yard
Bullet in his head
He's layin' in the back yard (layin' in the back yard)
Layin' in the back yard
I reckon that he's dead
When the police asked her what happened
Suzie said she didn't have a clue
She said he took his pistol out just to give it a clean
And that's all she knew
Oh she cried tears that were so sincere
Till she was out of breath
While the Chief Detective was writin' in his note book
 Accidental Death 
He said he's layin' in the back yard (layin' in the back yard)
Layin' in the back yard
Bullet in his head
He's layin' in the back yard (layin' in the back yard)
Layin' in the back yard
I reckon that he's dead
Well if you like to smack your woman
Better heed these words my son
'Cause there's a whole lotta pretty little women these days
Gettin' pretty good with a gun
Oh you might think you got 'er under control
You just might be surprised
When your pretty little woman puts a 45 hole
Right between your eyes!
And says he's layin' in the back yard (layin' in the back yard)
Layin' in the back yard
Bullet in his head
He's layin' in the back yard (layin' in the back yard)
Layin' in the back yard
I reckon that he's dead
(He's layin' in the backyard)
He's layin' in the back yard
Bullet in his head
(He's layin' in the backyard)
He's layin' in the back yard
I reckon that he's dead
(He's layin' in the backyard)
He's layin' in the back yard
Bullet in his head
(He's layin' in the backyard)
He's layin' in the back yard



I reckon that he's dead
(He's layin' in the backyard)
He's layin' in the back yard
Bullet in his head
(He's layin' in the backyard)
He's layin' in the back yard
He's layin' in the back yard
I reckon that he's dead

10262. In The Baggage Coach Ahead - Chords

In The Baggage Coach Ahead
Recorded by Mac Wiseman
Written by Gussie L. Davis
 
C                Am           C             Am
On a dark stormy night as the train rattled on
        C                      F
All the passengers had gone to bed
                            C
Except one young man with a babe in his arms
    D7                    G7
Who sat with a bowed down head
    C        Am        C
The innocent one began crying  
               C7               F
As though it's poor heart would break
                        C
One angry man said make that child stop its noise
    D7          G7     C
For its keeping all us awake
                Am            C          Am
Put it out said another don't keep it in here
      C                            F
We've paid for our berths and want rest
                          C
But never a word said the man with the child
      D7                      G7
As he fondled it close to his breast
C            Am     C             Am
Where is its mother go take it to her
C        C7          F
A maiden then softly said
                            C
I wish that I could was the man's sad reply
          D7          G7    C
But she's dead in the coach ahead
          B7    C                  Dm      F
While the train rolled onwards the husband sat in tears
G7                           C      F         C
Thinking of the happiness of just a few short years
       B7          C             Dm        F
Baby's face brings pictures of a cherished one that's dead



                  C           A7
The baby's crying can't waken her
       D7      G7    C
In the baggage coach ahead

10263. In The Beginning

Dolly Parton - In The Beginning 

At the beginning there was love and we thought it was enough
We saw no farther than each other's arms
And though the roof leaked o'er our heads just a blanket for our bed
But then we had our love to keep us warm
But the winter winds blew cold our new love was growing old
And our words were filled with anger and regret
Our bills were more than we could pay and we both longed for the days
Of the freedom that we knew before we wed
But there was something greater still than all our fights and monthly bills
It was the knowledge of a child well on its way
And though we both longed to be free we talked it over and we agreed
That we'd wait till baby came to seperate
Then at last the day arrived and the tears filled both our eyes
As we held our newborn baby in our arms
And the love we thought was gone lived there three times as strong
It's not the end it's the beginning of our home
It's not the end it's the beginning of our home mhm

10264. In The Bleak Midwinter

In The Bleak Midwinter - Jerry Douglas
The Blind Boys of Alabama feat. Chrissie Hynde & Richard Thompson

In the bleak mid-winter frosty winds made moan
Earth stood hard as iron, water like a stone
Snow had fallen, snow on snow, snow on snow
In the bleak mid-winter, long ago

Angels and archangels may have gathered there
Cherubim and seraphim thronged the air
But His mother only, in her maiden's bliss
Worshiped the beloved with a kiss

Oh what can I give him, poor as I am
If I were a shepherd, would I bring a lamb
If I were a wise man, would I do my part
Yet what can I give him, give my heart

In the bleak mid-winter frosty winds made moan
Earth stood hard as iron, water like a stone



If I were a wise man, would I do my part
Yet what can I give him, give my heart

10265. In The Curve

The Avett Brothers - In the Curve (Bonus Track) 

i've never taken this curve
driving this fast before
a glowing stop sign
and both lanes are mine
no seatbelts attatched to my door

well my speed meter dont work
so i'm gonna guess 95
maybe i'll fix it
and maybe i wont
it depends on my being alive

well my bottle of bourbon is gone
it flew away all by itself
if ever you find it
my photo behind it
in memory of me on your shelf

well it's been raining all day
and it's been raining all night
a slip and slide highway
and i'm going sideways
i'm loose
but my steering wheel's tight

My 63 ford is a bull
she's four thousand pounds at least
but metal surrenders
when oak trees meet fenders
and engines go throuh the front seats

well i lost control in the curve
and a gas line broke in the wreck
i walked from the ashes
with just a few scratches
my crusifix warm on my neck

Well my good lord was with me tonight
just riding beside me tonight
and now we're just talking
just hitchhiking walking
we'll see you in concord tonight

and now we're just walking
just hitchhiking talking



we'll see you in concord tonight

10266. In The End - Chords

In The End 
Dale Ann Bradley

Key Bb capo 3
 
[Intro]
     G          C    G          C
e/--------------0---------------0--/
B/---0-1-3-1-0--1----0-1-3-1-0--1--/
G/--------------0---------------0--/
D/--------------2---------------2--/
A/--------------3---------------3--/
E/--------------X---------------X--/
 
[Verse]
G                            C
  It won't matter about your political views
G                           C
  It won't matter where you sat on the pew
G                             C
  Won't make a difference how much you knew
D                           G
  When it comes down to the end
G                                  C
  And it won't matter what kind of car you drove
G                               C
  And it won't matter where you lived on the road
G                               C
  Did you do your best? Did you love your most?
D                            G
  That's what matters in the end
 
[Chorus]
           C            D    G
Cuz in the end, there's no rewind
           C       D        G
There's no turning back the time
         C          D       Em
When you leave this world behind
          C                  D
Will they say you were their friend?
D                            G
  That's what matters in the end
 
[Solo]
     G          C    G          C
e/--------------0---------------0--/
B/---0-1-3-1-0--1----0-1-3-1-0--1--/
G/--------------0---------------0--/



D/--------------2---------------2--/
A/--------------3---------------3--/
E/--------------X---------------X--/
 
[Verse]
G                          C
  It won't matter how many candles lit your cake
G                              C
  And it won't matter how many times you slept in late
G                         C
  But if your love didn't overcome your hate
      D                            G
 Well,  that's what matters in the end
 
[Chorus]
           C            D    G
Cuz in the end, there's no rewind
           C       D        G
There's no turning back the time
         C          D       Em
When you leave this world behind
          C                  D
Will they say you were their friend?
D                            G
  That's what matters in the end
 
[Solo]
/  G  /  C  /  C  /  G  /  C  /  D  /  D
 
[Chorus]
           C            D    G
Cuz in the end, there's no rewind
           C       D        G
There's no turning back the time
         C          D       Em
When you leave this world behind
          C                  D
Will they say you were their friend?
D                            G
  That's what matters in the end
 
[Outro]
     G          C    G          C    G
e/--------------0---------------0----3-/
B/---0-1-3-1-0--1----0-1-3-1-0--1----3-/
G/--------------0---------------0----0-/
D/--------------2---------------2----0-/
A/--------------3---------------3----2-/
E/--------------X---------------X----3-/

10267. In The Garden



Emmylou Harris
In The Garden

I come to the garden alone while the dew is still on the roses
And the voice I hear falling on my ear the son of God discloses
And he walks with me and he talks with me and he tells me I am his own
And the joy we share as we tarry there none other has ever known
( guitar )
He speaks and the sound of his voice is so sweet that the birds hush their singing
And the melody that he gave to me within my heart is ringing
And he walks with me...

10268. In The Garden - Chords

In The Garden
By Austin C. Miles (1868-1946)

I [C] come to the garden alone [C7] . .
[Fdim7] While the [F] dew is [Dm7]still on the [C] roses;
And the [Dm] voice I [G7] hear, falling [C] on my [A7] ear,
The [D7] Son of God dis [G7] clo [D7] .. [G7]ses.

Chorus:

And He [C] walks with me and He [G7] talks with me
And He [Dm] tells me [G7] I am His [C] own
And the joy we [E7] share as we [A] tarry [D7] there,
None [C] other has [G7] ever [C] known.
He speaks and the sound of His voice
Is so sweet the birds stop their singing.
And the melody that He gave to me
Within my heart is ringing.
I'd stay in the garden with Him
Though the night around me is falling.
But He bids me go; through the voice of woe,
His voice to me is calling.

1 1 1 17 - 4 dim7

4 2min7 1 1

2min 57 1 67

57 57 57-27 57

Intro 57

1 1 57 57

2m 57 1 1

1 37 6m 27

1 57 1 1



10269. In The Garden By The Fountain - Chords

In The Garden By The Fountain
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Roger Brown

G            C
Everything I ever wanted
G                       D7
All that my heart could hope to possess
G                C
Filling my every waking moment
G                D7       G
With contentment and happiness
C         G
In the evening he'd be waiting
C                D7       G
I would go there anticipating
              C            G
In the garden past the fountain
                 D7
Near the weeping willow tree
G          C
By the ivy covered arbor
G                    D7        G
My one and true love waits for me
                C
As time past as it's inclined to
G               D7
More and more I sensed a change
G                C
Subtle hints and indications
G                   D7         G
The torch I carried was all in vain
C               G
And so I said before you leave me
C                  D7            G
For old times sake will you meet me
repeat #2
                   C
First I begged him then I pleaded
G                   D7
Sadly it was all to no avail
G                C
Then I reached inside my pocket
G                    D7        G
What happened next I can never tell
C              G
Is there still though no one knows it
C            D7     G
Underneath a bed of roses
repeat #2 x2



10270. In The Ghetto

Dolly Parton - In The Ghetto 

As the snow flies
On a cold and gray Chicago morn'
A poor little baby child is born
In the ghetto
And his mama cries
'Cause if there's one thing that she don't need
It's another little hungry mouth to feed
In the ghetto
People, can't you understand
The child needs a helping hand
Or he'll grow to be an angry young man some day
Take a look at you and me
Are we too blind to see
Do we simply turn our heads
And look the other way
While the world turns
And a hungry little boy with a runny nose
Plays in the street as the cold wind blows
In the ghetto
And his hunger burns
So he starts to roam the streets at night
And he learns how to steal
And he learns how to fight
In the ghetto
Then one night in desperation
A young man breaks away
He buys him a gun, steals a car
Tries to run, but he don't get far
And his mama cries
As a crowd gathers 'round an angry young man
Face down in the street with a gun in his hand
In the ghetto
And a young man dies
On a cold and gray Chicago morn'
Another little baby child is born
In the ghetto
And its mama cries

10271. In The Good Old Days (When Times Were Bad)

Dolly Parton - In The Good Old Days (When Times Were Bad) 

We'd get up before sun-up to get the work done up
We'd work in the fields till the sun had gone down
We've stood and we've cried as we have bristly watched



A hailstorm a' beatin' our crops to the ground
We've gone to bed hungry many nights in the past
In the good old days when times were bad
Chorus:
No amount of money could buy from me
The memories that I have of then
No amount of money could pay me
To go back and live through it again
I've seen daddy's hands break open and bleed
And I've seen him work till he's stiff as a board
An' I've seen momma layin' in suffer and sickness
In need of a doctor we couldn't afford
Anything at all was more than we had
In the good old days when times were bad
We've got up before and found ice on the floor
Where the wind would blow snow through the cracks in the wall
And I couldn't enjoy then, havin' a boyfriend
I had nothing decent to wear at all
So I long for a love that I never had
In the good old days when times were bad
Repeat Chorus
Tag:
In the good old days when times were bad
In the good old days when times were bad

10272. In The Good Old Summertime

In the Good Old Summertime
Robert Bowlin

There's a time each year
That we always hold dear
Good old summertime
With the birds and the trees'es
And sweet scented breezes
Good old summertime
When your day's work is over
Then you are in clover
And life is one beautiful rhyme
No trouble annoying
Each one is enjoying
The good old summertime

In the good old summertime
In the good old summertime
Strolling through a shady lane
With your baby mine
You hold her hand and she holds yours
And that's a very good sign
That she's your tootsey-wootsey
In the good, old summertime

Oh, to swim in the pool



You'd play hooky from school
Good old summertime
You'd play "ring-a-rosie"
With Jim, Kate and Josie
Good old summertime
Those days full of pleasure
We now fondly treasure
When we never thought it a crime
To go stealing cherries
With faces brown as berries
In good old summertime

In the good old summertime
In the good old summertime
Strolling through a shady lane
With your baby mine
You hold her hand and she holds yours
And that's a very good sign
That she's your tootsey-wootsey
In the good, old summertime

10273. In The Gravel Yard

In The Gravel Yard - Blue Highway
(In The Gravel Yard)

   In the gravel yard, with a number for my name
   Making little rocks out of big rocks all day
   Oh, the work is mighty hard in the gravel yard
   I'll never be a free man, so they say

Warden hear my plea, listen now to me
I killed a man that I caught with my wife
You'd probably done the same, so I am not to blame
Sentenced to the rest of my life

In the driven rain with a ball and chain
My hammer rings a low mournful sound
It sings a little song for the ones who done me wrong
Who lie beneath the cold, cold ground

10274. In The Graveyard Now

Pokey LaFarge - In the graveyard now

I remember last election, Jim Jones got election
He said he's voting for the man that pays the biggest price
The next day after poll, he voted with heart and soul
But instead of voting once he voted twice



He's in the jailhouse now
He's in the jailhouse now
Instead of staying at home and leaving the rich folks business alone
He's in the jailhouse now

You remember Henry Cruise, he sold that no good booze
He sold it down to the police on the beat
And now Henry's feeling funny cause the police gives him mob money
Now he's got a ball and chain around his feet

He's in the jailhouse now
He's in the jailhouse now
Judge gave him ten years, now Henry's shedding tears (boo hoo hoo hoo)
He's in the jailhouse now

Son when walking down the street, a little chick he chanced to meet
So he went to every tavern in town
He drank lots of liquor and the troubles soon got thicker
Now he's jailhouse bound

He's in the jailhouse now
He's in the jailhouse now
Instead of staying at home and leaving the rich folks business alone
He's in the jailhouse now

Jim Jones liked to roam around with every little girl in town
Until he made it with Benny's wife
And then Benny got him in the face and now he's a big disgrace
And now he's graveyard bound
Well they used to be friends
But let's let that little matter end
Cause he's in the graveyard now

10275. In The Ground - Chords

In The Ground 
Gibson Brothers

[Verse 1]
A                  D            A
In the ground, Not many years ago
  D                  A            E
A belly full they'd grow, In the ground
A                  D                A
In the ground, As long as they were able
D                     E              A
They planned for the table,  In the ground
 
[Verse 2]
A                          D            A
In the ground, Like their parents did before
D                     A               E



Blood and sweat they poured, In the ground
A                         D                A
In the ground, That they held to as their own
D                       E             A
They worked and made a home, In the ground
 
[Chorus]
   E                          D                   A
In ground like no other, With help from nature's mother
                                         E
They fed this country's cities and its towns
                                  D                A
But in long, slow surrender, With profits getting slender
                                 E
The family farm now often can be found
                                         A
Beneath what some call progress, In the ground
 
[Verse 3]
  A                   D                A
In the ground, They lived a straight line
     D                 A             E
But they've run out of time, In the ground
        A            D             A
In the ground, That dream will be gone
       D                 E             A
And it feels so damned wrong, In the ground
 
[Chorus]
   E                           D                   A
In ground like no other, With help from nature's mother
                                         E
They fed this country's cities and its towns
                                  D                A
But in long, slow surrender, With profits getting slender
                                 E
The family farm now often can be found
                                         A
Beneath what some call progress, In the ground
 
[Verse 4]
     A             D                 A
In the ground, We turn it over once more
        D         A            E
And a casket we lower, In the ground
        A          D        A
In the ground, My hero gone home
   D             E             A
I cry o'er his bones, In the ground
 
[Chorus]
  E                           D                   A
In ground like no other, With help from nature's mother
                                         E
They fed this country's cities and its towns
                                  D                A
But in long, slow surrender, With profits getting slender



                                 E
The family farm now often can be found
                                         A
Beneath what some call progress, In the ground

10276. In The Highways

The Peasall Sisters In the Highways

In the Highways, in the hedges
In the Highways, in the hedges
In the Highways, in the hedges
I'll be somewhere working for my Lord
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere working for my Lord
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere working for my Lord
If he calls me, I will answer
If he calls me, I will answer
If he calls me, I will answer
I'll be somewhere working for my Lord
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere working for my Lord
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere working for my Lord
In the Highways, in the hedges
In the Highways, in the hedges
In the Highways, in the hedges
I'll be somewhere working for my Lord

10277. In The Highways

The Peasall Sisters In the Highways

In the Highways, in the hedges
In the Highways, in the hedges
In the Highways, in the hedges
I'll be somewhere working for my Lord
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'



I'll be somewhere working for my Lord
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere working for my Lord
If he calls me, I will answer
If he calls me, I will answer
If he calls me, I will answer
I'll be somewhere working for my Lord
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere working for my Lord
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere a workin'
I'll be somewhere working for my Lord
In the Highways, in the hedges
In the Highways, in the hedges
In the Highways, in the hedges
I'll be somewhere working for my Lord

10278. In The Hills Of Shiloh

In The Hills Of Shiloh
Shel Silverstein

Have you seen Amanda Blaine
In the hills of Shiloh?
Wanderin' in the morning rain
In the hills of Shiloh

Have you seen her at her door
Listenin' for the cannons' roar
And a man who went to war
From the hills of Shiloh

Have you heard her mournful cry
In the hills of Shiloh?
Have you seen her haunted eyes
In the hills of Shiloh?
Have you seen her runnin' down
Searchin' through the sleepin' town
In her yellowed wedding gown
In the hills of Shiloh

Have you seen her standin' there
In the hills of Shiloh?
Wind a-blowin' through her hair
In the hills of Shiloh
Listenin' for the sounds of guns
Listenin' for the rollin' drums
And a man who never comes



To the hills of Shiloh

Have you heard Amanda sing
In the hills of Shiloh?
Whisperin' to her wedding ring
In the hills of Shiloh
Hear her singin' soft and low
Poor Amanda doesn't know
'Twas ended forty years ago
In the hills of Shiloh

10279. In The Jailhouse Now

In The Jailhouse Now
The Soggy Bottom Boys - Doc Watson

I had a friend named Ramblin Bob
He used to steal gamble and rob
He thought he was the smartest guy around
Well I found out last Monday
That Bob got locked up Sunday
They've got him in the jailhouse way downtown

   He's in the jailhouse now
   He's in the jailhouse now
   Well, I told him once or twice to
   stop playin cards and shootin dice
   He's in the jailhouse now

Bob liked to play his poker
Pinochle whist and euchre
But shootin dice was his favorite game
He got throw'd in jail with nobody to go his bail
The judge done said that he refused to the fine

Well I went out last Tuesday
I met a girl named Suzie
I said I was the swellest guy around
Well we got to spendin my money
And she started to callin me honey
We took in every cabaret in town
We're in the jailhouse now

10280. In the Light of Day

In the Light of Day
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]



(In the light of day)
In the light of day when the whiskey and the darkness
(In the light of day)
Are a world away
I sit here with my coffee
(In the light of day)
And a good guitar
And a rhythm that I'm liking
A feast is on the table
In the light of day
(In the light of day)

[Verse 2]
(In the light of day)
In the light of day
When I'm wide awake and rested
(In the light of day)
My demons pray
At the altar where my head is bowed
(In the light of day)
And I raise a tune
In both hands like and offering
I'm singing in the cantation
In the light of day
(In the light of day)

10281. In The Middle - Chords

In The Middle 
Keller Williams
 
e/---------------------------------------*------------------/
B/---------------------------------------*------------------/
G/---------------------------------------*------------------/
D/---------------------------------------*------------------/
A/-----5-------3--3/2----------5----------------------------/
E/-\5-----33---------------\5-------3-----------------------/
 
Here I am
Sitting in the same place I have for years
Here I am
Looking at the same face I have for years
 
A       G
Oh, the rain
A                G
Makes a familiar sound
A              G                                A
When the drops hit the roof before they hit the ground
                 G                  A
That's the sound that's bound to be found
G
Way down



          Eb min
In the middle
 
 
And oh, place to place
Is it really dues they say or just a (mother-effin') waste?
Close my eyes
It's a cool day far away in an amazing time
 
Oh, the rain
Makes a familiar sound
When the drops hit the roof before they hit the ground
That's the sound that's bound to be found
Oh, the rain
Is it my time to steal?
I've got the cards, do I know how to deal?
Will I stamp myself with a safety seal?
       A         Bb       B
Will I roll just like the wheel?
 
    A   Bb  B
e/--5---6---5-------5-----------5----5----------------------/
B/--5---6---5-----------5----5-----5------------------------/
G/--6---7---8------8------8-8-------8-----------------------/
D/--7---8---9--------9-9------9---9-------------------------/
A/--7---8---9-----9------9-----9------9---------------------/
E/--5---6---7----7----7----7-----7-----7--------------------/
 
 
B
Find myself alive and well
A
The story so hard to tell
Ab
About the time
                    F#
I thought I saw the light
B                              A
Something way deep down inside telling me
                   Ab
That it is time to fly
               F#
Or to at least try
         G
At least try
         Ab    G   F#  G   Ab    A (back to verse riff)
At least try - y - y - y - y --- y
 
 
Find myself alive and well
The story so hard to tell
About the time
I thought I saw the light
Something way deep down inside telling me
That it is time to fly
Or to at least try
At least try



At least try-y-y-y-y---y
 
Oh so it goes
I wonder if the motivational winds will ever blow
The seeds we sow
Always spring up nicely, inevitable weeds will grow
 
Oh, the rain
Is it my time to steal?
I've got the cards, do I know how to deal?
Will I stamp myself with a safety seal?
Will I roll just like the wheel?
Oh, the rain
Makes a familiar sound
When the drops hit the roof before they hit the ground
That's the sound that's bound to be found
Way way way down
In the middle

10282. In The Middle Of A Memory - Chords

In The Middle Of A Memory
Recorded by Carl Belew
Written by Carl Belew and Clyde Pitts

C                      G7
I'm in the middle of a memory
                          C
I wouldn't cry if she was here with me
                       F
I'm not ashamed for anyone to see
G7                     C
I'm in the middle of a memory
Now if you see a lonely man walk by
                          G7
And if you see a teardrop in my eye
It's all because my baby said goodbye
                             C
But here's the reason that I really cry
repeat #1
I never knew a love could be so blind
                             G7
But just as long as my heart rules my mind
I'll help my heart and let the teardrops flow
                         C
So if you'll ever see me cry you'll know
repeat #1



10283. In The Middle Of My Town

In The Middle Of My Town - Kathy Kallick

In The Middle Of My Town
There's a river running down
Running down into the sea
Carrying love to you from me
Like the tide, its ebb and flow
And the moon, its wax and wane
Like my darlin', you should know
My love is constant just the same
Maybe someday I will fly
Speeding swiftly through the sky
To watch the tears fall from your eyes
Kiss them away when you should cry
Down in the middle of the earth
Dwells the hottest kind of heat
Like the center of my heart
Beating hotter with each beat
Like the shimmering white light
Shining down from the sun
Beating down on everyone
To warm and love a lonely one
Like a magic spell undone
Set you free for just one night
Like the shimmering white light
Shining down on everyone
What if heaven's really real
Angels talking all around us
Think of the crazy way you feel
Putting yourself in the middle of the field
In the middle of my town
There's a river running down
Running down into the sea
Carrying love to you from me
Maybe someday I will fly
Speeding swiftly through the sky
To watch the tears fall from your eyes
Kiss them away when you should cry

10284. In The Middle Of Nowhere - Chords

In The Middle Of Nowhere 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro--Electric Guitar]
C G C C
 
[Bridge]
C                    G            C
I'm in the middle of nowhere with you
 



 
[Verse 1]
C
When you led my heart away
F
There was nothing I could say
F        C                                 G
I had to follow, and believe your love was true
G       C
But the more you made me care
C           F
The more my heart has learned to fear
F                    G            C
I'm in the middle of nowhere with you
 
 
[Chorus]
C     G
Is my heart just a fool
G        F         C
That you wanted to use
C
While you gave your revenge
C                      G
On a heart that proved untrue
C
Now my loving you in vain
C        F
Will you leave my heart to shame
F          C         G            C
I'm in the middle of nowhere with you
 
 
[Instrumental--Mandolin and Electric Guitar]
C G G C
C F F C
G G F F
C G G C
 
 
[Chorus]
C     G
Is my heart just a fool
G        F         C
That you wanted to use
C
While you gave your revenge
C                      G
On a heart that proved untrue
C
Now my loving you in vain
C        F
Will you leave my heart to shame
F          C         G            C   F G C
I'm in the middle of nowhere with you



10285. In The Middle Of The Night

New Grass Revival - In The Middle Of The Night

Listen while you read!
Well, I tell you a story that's got no end
I forgot my love and I lost my friend
The murder was easy to soft my charm
But this darkness is about to do me some harm

I locked my doors and my windows too
But that ol' wind still whistled through
I used to be so close to you

In the middle of the night
Somethin' just ain't right, midnight
Where's that mornin' light? Midnight
I'm used to makin' it by myself
Oh Lord, but this here is somethin' else

My head feels hot but my hands are so cold
I saw few years and I feel so old
Sweet Sally don't come around no more
She read my palm and showed me the door

I got nowhere to pretend
I feel like it's either me or them
Your love was made for three am

In the middle of the night
Somethin' just ain't right, midnight
Where's that mornin' light? Midnight
I'm used to makin' it by myself
Oh Lord, and this here is somethin' else

Somethin' else, this here is somethin' else
Somethin' else, this here is somethin' else

I got a love that is ice cold fire
Deep blue dreams and red desire
Father, son and holy ghost
Where's the one I need the most?

I'll admit that I've been wrong
I've been singing the same old song
I've been feelin' the way I feel too long

In the middle of the night
Somethin' just ain't right, midnight
Where's that mornin' light? Midnight
I'm used to makin' it by myself
Oh no, but this here is somethin' else



I'm used to makin' it by myself
Oh Lord, but this here is somethin' else
Somethin' else, but this here is somethin' else
Somethin' else, but this here is somethin' else

10286. In The Midnight Hour

In the Midnight Hour
Wilson Pickett
Seldom Scene

I'm gonna wait till the midnight hour
That's when my love comes tumbling down
I'm gonna wait till the midnight hour
When there's no one else around

I'm gonna take you, girl, and hold you
And do all the things I told you
In the midnight hour
Yes I am, oh, yes I am
One more thing I just want to say right here

I'm gonna wait till the stars come out
And see that twinkle in your eyes
I'm gonna wait till the midnight hour
That when my love begins to shine

You're the only girl I know
That really love me so
In the midnight hour
Oh yeah, in the midnight hour
Yeah, all right, play it for me one time

I'm gonna wait till midnight hour
That's when my love comes tumbling down
I'm gonna wait, way in the midnight hour
That's when my love begins to shine

Just you and I
Oh baby, huh, just you and I
Nobody around baby, just you and I
All right
You know what, I'm gonna hold you in my arms, just you and I
Oh yeah
In the midnight hour
Oh baby

10287. In The Morning - Chords



In The Morning 
Dead Horses

[Chorus]
C          F     C
And I said ple-e-ease
C                 F
Just let me be-e-e
                 C
And I said ple-e-ease
C
Just let me be-e-e
 
[Verse 1]
C
And in the morning, I see my lover
   Am        F       C
He keeps calling out to me
C
Yeah and by the noontide, I see my sister
    G         F       C
She keeps calling out to me
         Am        F       C
Yeah she keeps calling out to me
 
[Verse 2]
C
In the tree tops I see my true self
    Am        F       C
She keeps calling out to me
C
Yeah and in the valley I see my ego
       G         F       C
And it keeps calling out to me
            Am        F       C
Yeah and it keeps calling out to me
 
[Chorus]
      Am         C
And I said ple-e-ease
         Am      C
Just let me be-e-e
      G          C
And I said ple-e-ease
         Am      C
Just let me be-e-e
 
[Verse 3]
C
In the forest, I see my young self
    G         F       C
She keeps calling out to me
C
Yeah words resounding, and words so softly
     Am       F       C
They keep calling out to me
              Am       F       C
Yeah and they keep calling out to me



 
[Chorus]
      Am         C
And I said ple-e-ease
         Am      C
Just let me be-e-e
      G          C
And I said ple-e-ease
         Am      C
Just let me be-e-e
 
[Instrumental]
C G F C G F C Am F C G C Am C
 
[Verse 4]
C
And in the churches, I see the sinners
C
They keep singing out to me
C
Yeah and in the downtown bars I see them true folk
     G        F       C
They keep calling out to me
              Am       F       C
Yeah and they keep calling out to me
 
[Chorus]
      G          C
And I said ple-e-ease
         Am      C
Just let me be-e-e
      G          C
And I said ple-e-ease
         Am      C
Just let me be-e-e
 
[Chorus]
      G          C
And I said ple-e-ease
         Am      C
Just let me be-e-e
           F     C
And I said ple-e-ease
         Am    F C
Just let me be-e-e

10288. In The Morning Light

In the Morning Light
by Ron Block
from the album Faraway Land

In the morning light I see my Father's hand



As the sun's bright rays flood the hills of the land
The dark soon fades in the power of the day
To light my weary way

In the darkest night I see my Father's love
'Cause the night is day to the King from above
The darkness calls heaven's dew to the leaves
And brings new life to me

Chorus:
When the night falls love gets so hard to see
But the Father is the strength to believe
Remember at night what you knew in the day
Till darkness fades away

In the morning light I see the bluest sky
It'll dim and fade with the coming of the night
The light and dark are a part of a plan
The Father's loving hand

Repeat Chorus
Repeat Chorus

10289. In The Morning Light

In the Morning Light
by Ron Block
from the album Faraway Land

In the morning light I see my Father's hand
As the sun's bright rays flood the hills of the land
The dark soon fades in the power of the day
To light my weary way

In the darkest night I see my Father's love
'Cause the night is day to the King from above
The darkness calls heaven's dew to the leaves
And brings new life to me

Chorus:
When the night falls love gets so hard to see
But the Father is the strength to believe
Remember at night what you knew in the day
Till darkness fades away

In the morning light I see the bluest sky
It'll dim and fade with the coming of the night
The light and dark are a part of a plan
The Father's loving hand

Repeat Chorus
Repeat Chorus



10290. In The Name Of Love - Chords

In The Name Of Love
Recorded by Barbara Mandrell
Written by Carmol Taylor, Earl Montgomery, George Richey

G                   Dm        G              C
Guess who called me yesterday apologized for going away
                       Am                D7
And said I'm still the one he's dreaming of
    G           D7           G              C
And did he ever sound so low when he said I need you so
   Am                 D7                  G
He wants to come back home in the name of love
                    Dm
Guess who said that he was wrong 
    G                 C
And even cried on the telephone
Am              A7            D7
Said he'd be as true as stars above
G                       D7
Guess who said he would do right 
   G                C
If I'd let him come home tonight
   Am                 D7                  G
He wants to come back home in the name of love
  F#                                  Bm
I guess who's gonna let him come back to her life once more
C                       G              A7             D7
Guess you're right it's me and I'll be waitin' at the door
   G            Dm          G                  C
No more sadness only smiles he'll be here in a little while
Am                  D7                  G
Tonight he's comin' home in the name of love
                Dm          G                  C
No more sadness only smiles he'll be here in a little while
Am                  D7                  G
Tonight he's comin' home in the name of love
Am                  D7                  G
Tonight he's comin' home in the name of love
                    Dm        G              C
Guess who called me yesterday apologized for going away
    Am                  D7                  G
But tonight he's comin' home in the name of love

10291. In The Palm Of Your Hand

Alison Krauss - In The Palm Of Your Hand



If I could have the world and all it owns
A thousand kingdoms, a thousand thrones
If all the earth were mine to hold
With wealth my only goal

I'd spend my gold on selfish things
Without the love that Your life brings
Just a little bit more is all I'd need
Till life was torn from me

I'd rather be in the palm of Your hand
Though rich or poor I may be
Faith can see right through the circumstance
Sees the forest in spite of the trees
Your grace provides for me

If I should walk the streets, no place to sleep
No faith in promises You keep
I'd have no way to buy my bread 
With a bottle for my bed

But if I trust the one who died for me
Who shed His blood to set me free
If I live my life to trust in You
Your grace will see me through

I'd rather be in the palm of Your hand
Though rich or poor I may be
Faith can see right through the circumstance
Sees the forest in spite of the trees

If I could have the world...
If I could have the world and all it owns

10292. In The Pines

Osborne Brothers - In the Pines
(Alan Riggs)

Little girl, little girl, what have I done
That makes you treat me so
You've caused me to weep, you've caused ne to mourn
You've caused me to leave my home.

In the pines, in the pines
Where the sun never shines
And you shimer
When the cold wind blows.

--- Instrumental ---

The longest train I ever saw
Went down that Georgia line



The engine passed at six o'clock
And the cab went at nine.

In the pines, in the pines
Where the sun never shines
And you shimer
When the cold wind blows.

--- Instrumental ---

The longest train I ever saw
Was nineteen coaches long
The only girl I'll ever love
Is on that train and gone.

In the pines, in the pines
Where the sun never shines
And you shimer
When the cold wind blows...

10293. In The Pines

In The Pines
Bill Monroe - Old & In The Way - Jimmy Martin

The longest train I ever saw
Went down that Georgia line
The engine passed at six o'clock
And the cab passed by at nine

   In the pines, in the pines
   Where the sun never shines
   And we shiver when the cold wind blows

I asked my captain for the time of day
He said he throwed his watch away
A long steel rail and a short cross tie
I'm on my way back home

Little girl, little girl, what have I done
That makes you treat me so
You caused me to weep, you caused me to mourn
You caused me to leave my home

My father was an engineer
Died a mile out of town
His head was found in the driving gear
But his body was never found



10294. In The Pines - Chords

In The Pines
Recorded by Dolly Parton     
Written by Alan Riggs
 
C
In the pines in the pines
          F         C
Where the sun never shines 
                        G7        C
And you shiver when the cold wind blows
 
                     F      C
My love my love what have I done
            G7       C
To make you treat me so
 
You've caused me to weep
       F            C
You've caused me to moan
                    G7       C
You've caused me to leave my home
 
Repeat #1
 
                    F    C
The longest train I ever saw
                   G7      C
Went down that ole Georgia line
                     F    C
The engine passed at 6 o'clock
                 G7    C
The caboose went by at nine
 
Repeat #1

 
I asked my captain
        F        C
For the time of day
                       G7    C
He said he throwed his watch away

10295. In The Plan

In The Plan
Douglas Dillard, Gene Clark, Bernie Leason
New Grass Revival

Someone is speaking of time now to gain
A voice crying me I am bound
Life is undying, yet somebody needs



the season declares its own sounds
Encircling my mind
these words that I find
Tell me why
Tell me what shall I speak
What shall be defined?

Now as the waters of morning shall fall
The wind is set free to demand
an orbit of distance, conclusive of all
To know there is space to expand
These things that I see
These things that are me
Tell me why
Tell me where do I fit in the plan.

Someone is speaking of time now to gain
A voice crying me I am bound
Life is undying, yet somebody needs
the season declares its own sounds
These things that I see
These things that are me
Tell me why
Tell me where do I fit in the plan.

10296. In The Shadow Of A Broken Heart

In The Shadow Of A Broken Heart
(Christoffer Olsson)
Downhill Bluegrass Band

You said you couldn't stand it any longer,
that you were tired of me.
But I know that you've gone and found another,
'cause baby I'm not that blind you see.
Here on the farm I thought we lived the good life,
I thought I made you happy my dear
I guess you've proved me wrong and now I'm lonesome,
'cause you ran off and I'm still here.

Why did you have to leave me little darling
Why didn't you just tell me from the start
That you had found a new love
So now I'm in the shadow of a broken heart

The summer died and later came the autumn,
and the wind it started to moan.
And all the memories we've had they were forgotten,
and my heart it turned to stone.
I turned colder as the leaves were falling,
and I lost a little hope with every tear.
'Cause deep within my heart I knew my darling,
you would never return to visit here.



Repeat Chorus

10297. In The Shadow Of Clinch Mountain

In The Shadow Of Clinch Mountain - Carter Family

I grew up on the side of Clinch Mountain
With the beauties and the music of the woods
The sweet song of the bright bubbling fountain
and the warble of the birds I understood 

   When I've sung my last song in the evening
   And the sun sets in the golden west
   All the scenes of this world I'll be leaving
   In the shadow of Clinch Mountain I will rest

Long ago said the oak and the cedar
Singing deeply in a whisper of the past
Stood not then this great towering leader
nor the fountain where the crystal gems are kept (passed?)

Then I asked how this green lofty mountain
in the caldron the lonely desert stood
Said this song of the bright sunny fountain
We were given by the waters of the flood 

Out that gate I have passed since my childhood
O'er the railway through the tunnel to the west
singing songs of the Clinch Mountain wildwoods
Song that people found and birds loved the best

10298. In The Shadow Of The Pine

In The Shadow Of The Pine

We wandered beneath the shadows of the pine my love and I
While the winds were blowing gently o'er the sea
Then a sad and fateful darkness strolled across the stormy sky
And a shadow came between my love and I

You ask me for those letters that you wrote so long ago
But for them I could not give to you my dear
Let me keep them to remember of those days of long ago
Let my keep them to remember you my dear

Come back to me sweetheart and love me as before
Beg, beg to me sweetheart and leave me never more
For life's dark pathway the sun no longer shines



Come love and meet me in the shadows of the pain

You took the ring I gave you not one glance you cast at me
As you held the jewel twinkling in your hand
And then you turned and cast it in the waters of the sea
While the waves were splashing idly on the sand

* Refrain

10299. In The Shadow Of The Pines

In The Shadow Of The Pines

We had wandered in the shadow of the pines
The moon looked down on you and me
And a darkness stole across the summer sky
And a shadow came between my love and me

   Oh, darling, come love me as before
   Come back to leave me nevermore
   At that spot I'm sad and lonely
   And the sun no longer shines
   Come and meet me in the shadow of the pines

Oh, you went away and left me and my tears I could not hide
You went away and not a word was said
While my throbbing heart was breaking underneath its load of pride
And the pine trees sobbed in pity o'er my head
   
All our future is o'er shadowed by the darkness of despair
And across life's path the sun no longer shines
Oh, I'd give this whole world gladly once again to meet her there
And reunite in the shadow of the pines

10300. In The Shadows Of My Mind - Chords

In The Shadows Of My Mind
recorded by Vernon Oxford
written by E. E. Collins 

C                    F
In the shadows of my mind
  C                                G7
I see her just the way she used to be
     C                       F
When I'm alone at night  and I turn off the lights
         C                    G7            C
She goes walking  through the shadows of my mind



                                  F
It's just a girl I used to know a long long time ago
  C                               G7
I did her wrong just one too many times
    C                          F
Now every single night  when I turn off the lights
         C                   G7            C
She goes walking through the shadows of my mind

Repeat # 1
                                 F
I've been trying to forget but I haven't forgotten yet
C                                G7
Through the day I seem to make it fine
    C                            F
But when I lay down at night and finally close my eyes
         C                   G7            C
She goes walking through the shadows of my mind

Repeat # 1

10301. In The Spring The Roses Always Turn Red - Chords

In The Spring The Roses Always Turn Red
Written and recorded by Dorsey Burnette  

G                       C
In the spring the roses always turn red
    D7                                                 G
But not if you don't have some place to lay your weary head
                       C
Now my woman she don't cry anymore
        D7                                              G
She got use to dusty highways ragged clothes and living poor

                                   C
I met her she was seventeen in the springtime of her years
D7                                                       G
Side by side we laughed and cried but the good times disappeared
                              C
And all she had left was some wore out hand me downs
   D7                                                G
An album full of photographs and the good time party gals

Repeat #1

                                  C
I meant to fill up her cup with a new kind of life
      D7                                             G
Cause the pain inside her heart really cut me like a knife
                                        C
We went running across the country with grit in our eyes
D7                                                            G



Sometimes she wished to God that she could lay right down and die 

Repeat #1
 
                                    C
Now every Sunday I take roses where she was laid to rest
       D7                                               G
It's a lonely world without her it gets hard to do your best
                                              C
But there's a road that leads to heaven where there's no more pain to bear
    D7                                                      G
I'm gonna do my best to make it cause I know that she'll be there

Repeat #1

10302. In The Still Of The Night

Ray Stevens - In the Still of the Night

In the still of the night as I gaze out my window
At the moon in its flight, my thoughts all stray to you
In the still of the night while the world lies in slumber
Oh, the times without number, darling, when I say to you
Do you love me as I love you?
Are you my life to be my dreams come true?
Or will this dream of mine fade out of sight?
Like that moon growing dim on the rim of the hill
In the chill, in the still of the night
Sho-doo shooby-doo, sho-doo shooby-doo
Shoo-doo shooby-doo, shoo-doo shooby-whoa
In the still of the night, I held you, held you tight
'Cause I love, love you so
Promise I'll never
Let you go
In the still of the night
I remember
That night in May
The stars were bright above
I'll hope and I'll pray
To keep your precious love
Well before the light
Hold me again
With all of your might
In the still of the night

10303. In The Sweet By And By

Dolly Parton - In The Sweet By And By 
(Sanford F. Bennett/Joseph P. Webster)



There's a land that is fairer than day
And by faith we can see it afar
For the father waits over the way
To prepare us a dwelling place there
In the sweet by and by
We shall meet on that beautiful shore
In the sweet by and by
We shall meet on that beautiful shore
We shall sing on that beautiful shore
The melodious songs of the blest
And our spirit shall sorrow no more
Not a sign for the blessing of rest
In the sweet by and by
We shall meet on that beautiful shore
In the sweet by and by
We shall meet on that beautiful shore
In the sweet by and by
We shall meet on that beautiful shore
In the sweet by and by
We shall meet on that beautiful shore
In the sweet by and by
In the sweet by and by, ohh

10304. In The Wee Small Hours Of The Morning

Nanci Griffith - In the Wee Small Hours of the Morning

In the wee small hours of the morning
While the whole wide world is fast asleep
You lie awake and think about the girl
And never ever think of counting sheep

When your lonely heart has learned its lesson
You'd be hers if only she'd call
In the wee small hours of the morning
That's the time you miss her most of all

When your lonely heart has learned its lesson
You'd be hers if only she'd call
In the wee small hours of the morning
That's the time you miss her most of all

10305. In The Window Of My Room - Chords

In The Window Of My Room

KEY-A
 A



I sat in the window of my room
 D
Watched you go away
 A E A
It was all I could do, it was all I could do
You're going away
To leave me alone
In all of this sorrow
In this misery
So, look now, my darling
I'll have to abandon all thought of you
As you're going away
 
 F#m
I still see your dear little hand
 D
As it touched mine
 A E A
Saying goodbye, forever goodbye
A D
Those words you said to me have broken my heart
A
Yes, they've broken my heart
 E A
They were false and a lie

Goodbye, my dear
Goodbye forever
You're going away, you're going away
F#m D
death is hard, but your leaving is worse
 A E A
Yes, my dear your leaving is worse

So how, my dear
How will I forget you
When I see your face, wherever I go
When I close my eyes
It's sad tho I see you
Your beautiful blue eyes, your beautiful eyes

I sat in the window of my room
Watched you go away
It was all I could do, it was all I could do

10306. In These Last Few Days

Vince Gill - In These Last Few Days

In these last few days, you've been on my mind
An' we should get together an' talk about old times
An' put the past behind us before life slips away
I've been thinkin' 'bout you in these last few days



In these last few days, I have felt my age
I wish that I was younger but time has turned the page
I sure miss the water and the rhythm of the waves
I've been feelin' fragile in these last few days

But I have been a father, a husband and a son
Lookin' back is bitter sweet, now that my race has run
I've tried to be a witness from the cradle to the grave
Time has felt so precious in these last few days

In these last few days, I've seen the light
And I'll be waitin' for you on the other side
My old friend, I love you, that's really all there's left to say
Lay down here beside me in these last few days
My old friend, I'll miss you but I'm trying to be brave
Lay down here beside me in these last few days

10307. In These Parts

In These Parts - Hot Buttered Rum

They grew their own food
And they strung their own guitars
And they made a house of boughs with their own hands
This was where the family would gather
When spirits were high or low
To pick and sang and laugh and howl and dance
But no one else was in on their circle
Papa chased away intruders with a gun
And swear at his top voice, by God he had no choice
But In These Parts, that's how music's done

I became enamoured of the youngest
And topped out at the State Park boundary
She said "This is where you stay and I go on,"
Walking back to town I felt the tingle of delight
Of a cool breeze, a mountain top, a granite chair
I was on the edge of something out of my control
With the wind of intrigue, blowing through my hair
In the distance I heard their hollar
My it sounds like they're having fun
But I guess I'll never see, even if she is meant for me
In These Parts, how music's done

On the day she took my hand and led me up the hill
She said I'll tkae you to the house, but there's two things still
First, you've got to love me, fiddle, family and all
Second, you'll take a walk with my pa

He took me to a Rocky Top, held my head by my hair off the ledge
The distant mist of a passing storm, drifted just past the edge
He gave me a satchel of ten white stones and said that you'll see soon



Why Eros gave them such a sack with stones as white as the moon
You are blood, you are family, you are father, you are kin
We respect you, and we love you, and we need a mandolin--

That night I went to hoot and hollar, in the pine-bough shack that I had won
I felt like I'd been playing for a thousand country years,
Now the family, the jam and I are one
Now I know the way, that down-home people play
In These Parts, when music's done

10308. In This life

In this life
Donna the Buffalo

In this life, in this life, in this life
We leave a trail that's far and wide
Good or bad, bad or good
Our memories decide
There are some places where I've been
Where you can still see the wounds
Think to myself as I look at the scars
Just who do you think you are
Innocent, innocent no more
I saw what I saw and I shut the door
Innocent, innocent no more
I knew it was wrong but I did it some more
In '78 I went through a rude spell
I knew it was fate, but I couldn't really tell
I thought that this was the way it was always gonna be
I hated everyone and everyone hated me
In '88 I went through a great spell
I knew it was fate, but I couldn't really tell
I knew that this was the way I wanted it to be
I loved everyone and everyone loved me
Every action has a reaction
Every life has a life to lead
Every human needs a fancy reason
Why they should live or breathe
I sit here feeling sorry for myself
For one thing or another
I'm trying hard to blame somebody else
For the miseries that I've discovered
I make a wish over a boiling cauldron
That I pass only strengths onto the children
And may the spirit move me to laugh and to sing
And I won't be drowned by the little things
Until the day when there are no more desires
And I put out all my little fires
There's nothing left but a wishful song
And there will be no right or wrong
Until that day, until that day, until that day
Sights and sounds they'll get to me



10309. In Times Of Cold

Rodney Crowell - In Times of Cold

[Verse 1]
The dying saints held their faith with blood-stained prayers
The wicked gods gave the poets regret and despair
Now some ruffians and grifters might fall in love with no hesitation
Whether with harlots or with virgins, there's no guarantee of salvation

[Chorus]
When I plead my case before the court of heaven
Before I likely take my place in hell
The regrets, I'll own forever
'Cause I'll not see my love again
And in times of cold, she'll be alone as well

[Verse 2]
Our scrapes were not lethal and my crimes just purloined schemes
She prayed for my atonement; some souls can't be redeemed
A rose leaves its fragrance when tread on by a heel
So when I've come to where all the light is gone, her essence will be with me still
[
Chorus]
When I plead my case before the court of heaven
Before I likely take my place in hell
The regrets, I'll own forever
'Cause I'll not see my love again
And in times of cold, she'll be alone as well
Yes, in times of cold, she'll be alone as well

10310. In Undertow

Norman Blake - In Undertow

[Verse 1]
You find a wave and try to hold on for as long as you can
You made a mistake you'd like to erase and I understand
"What's left for you and me?" I ask that question rhetorically
Can't buy into astrology, and won't rely on the moon for anything

[Chorus]
No turning, there's no turning
There's no turning back after what's been said
No turning, there's no turning
There's no turning back

[Verse 2]
Meditate, play solitaire, take up self defense



When you get old and faded out, will you want your friends?
What's left for you and me? You respond to my question metaphorically
Don't read into psychology and won't rely on your mood for anything

[Chorus]
No turning, there's no turning
There's no turning back after what was said
No turning, there's no turning
There's no turning back after what's been said

[Verse 3]
You find a wave and try to hold on for as long as you can
You made a mistake you'd like to erase and I understand
What's next for you and me? I'll take suggestions
We toss and turn in undertow, time to let go

[Outro]
There's no turning, there's no turning
There's no turning back after what's transpired
No turning, there's no turning
There's no turning back, it's so uninspired
No turning, there's no turning
There's no turning back, no turning back

10311. In Wonder

Punch Brothers - In Wonder 

Mother, Father: I'm standing
Standing and I'm not about to fall
When I can speak I'll tell you not to worry
Or be sorry for anything,
'cause no one understands this world at all

My father swept me over his shoulders
Above the empty cars to see the fair
A slowly spinning wheel of smiling neighbors,
and flowers from my mother
Who sang to me that night of love and death,
'cause everybody sings of love and death.

We dreamt our sons and daughters a high wire
Connecting the four corners of the earth
The wire disappeared and left them standing on nothing;
in thin air
They're standing and they're not about to fall;
standing and they're not about to fall

Child you'll grow up
In wonder, like we'll grow old
Like our parents did, and their parents before
It was written on the faces in the waiting room
the day you were born



10312. In Your Arms

In Your Arms
Doyle Lawson

Verse 1
The honey bees are gonna be hummin'
Guitar strings are gonna be strummin'
When I'm back in my baby's arms again
Happy wheels are gonna be turnin'
Flames of love are gonna be burnin'
When I'm back in my baby's arms again

Chorus
No more tears are gonna be fallin'
I done heard my true love callin'
Open arms are waitin' yonder 'round the bend
Rivers of honey are gonna be flowin'
Big sweet flowers are gonna be growin'
When I'm back in my baby's arms again

Verse 2
The voice of love is gonna be talkin'
Hand in hand we're gonna be walkin'
When I'm back in my baby's arms again
Big ol' swings are gonna be swingin'
Water springs are gonna be springin'
When I'm back in my baby's arms again

Chorus
No more tears are gonna be fallin'
I done heard my true love callin'
Open arms are waitin' yonder 'round the bend
Rivers of honey are gonna be flowin'
Big sweet flowers are gonna be growin'
When I'm back in my baby's arms again

Tag
Oh, honey
Back in my baby's arms again...

10313. In Your Eyes

Alison Krauss - In Your Eyes 

In your eyes, I see gentle rain
Springtime comes, in love again
puts me back on my feet again
and in your eyes, i feel no pain



and in my mind, I saw love walk past
a lovers dream within my grasp
I never knew I could fall so fast
but in your eyes I found love at last

I found your love waiting at my door,
I found a dream come true
I've never known a love like this before
and if you take me there, I'll be waiting for you

I found your love waiting at my door,
I found a dream come true
I've never known a love like this before
and if you take me there, I'll be waiting for you

In your eyes, I see gentle light
it gives me hope, it gives me life
it gives me love when I hold you tight
and in your eyes I found love tonight
and in your eyes I found love tonight

10314. In Your Loneliness - Chords

In Your Loneliness
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Harley Allen

C                       G7
You try and you try but each day goes by
    C                      C7  F                       C
And each night still finds you thinking of the love we knew
                           G7
You smile and pretend that we'll just be friends
         C                     F       G7    C
But each night still finds you in your loneliness
F                  Em
In your loneliness do you miss my kiss
F                        C
Need my arms to hold you tight
F                    Em
From your easy chair no one seems to care
Dm          F     G7
Not so easy there tonight
     C                     G7
So I live and I learn that bridges I burn
     C                  C7 F                       C
Just come back to haunt me and I close my eyes and see
                               G7
That the pain that you feel we both share until
     C                       F         G7    C
Your own heart sets you free from your loneliness
Repeat #3



     C                     G7
So I live and I learn that bridges I burn
     C                  C7 F       G7    C
Just come back to haunt me in your loneliness
F       G7    C
In your loneliness

10315. In Your Mothers Eyes - Chords

In Your Mothers Eyes
Brett Dennen
 
[Intro]
 
      G*    F*    C
e/--------------------/
B/-----3----1----1----/
G/-----4----2----0----/ x4
D/----5-----3----2----/
A/---------------3----/
E/--------------------/
 
[Verse 1]
 
C           D        Bm         Em
Before your name was spoken out loud
C                 Am7           C              D
Papa was building pyramids that drank from the clouds
Bm              Em              C       Am7      Em
You were just a vision that she kept to herself
                            D
She talked of you to no one else
 
[Chorus]
 
                      G* F* C
In your mother's eyes
               G* F* C
You're still a child in your mothers eyes
G                   Bm             C                  D
You know you can be good again you know there's still time
                      G* F* C
In your mother's eyes
    G* F* C
Mmm-mmm-mmm
    G* F* C
Whoo-ooh-hoo
    G* F* C
Mmm-mmm-mmm
 
[Verse 2]
 
C                D         Bm            Em



Now you've grown older you walk hollowed ground
C              Am7            C                   D
You pardon the demons and you share your bed with doubt
       Bm             Em                  C    Am7    Em
Making deals with the mirrors, keeping so much inside
                            D
Some get out, but most will hide
 
[Chorus]
 
                      G* F* C
In your mother's eyes
               G* F* C
You're still a child in your mothers eyes
G                   Bm             C                  D
You know you can be good again you know there's still time
                      G* F* C
In your mother's eyes
    G* F* C
Mmm-mmm-mmm
    G* F* C
Whoo-ooh-hoo
    G* F* C
Mmm-mmm-mmm
 
[Bridge]
 
D                  Em
Day by day you are drifting away
C                              Am7
But your heartstrings pull you back
D                          Em
Star by star, think you've travelled so far
C                                  D
But you're going in circles on the track
 
G* F* C x8
 
[Chorus]
 
                      G* F* C
In your mother's eyes
               G* F* C
You're still a child in your mothers eyes
G                   Bm             C                  D
You know you can be good again you know there's still time
                      G* F* C
In your mother's eyes
               G* F* C
You're still a child in your mothers eyes
G                   Bm             C                  D
You know you can be good again you know there's still time
                      G* F* C
In your mother's eyes
    G* F* C
Mmm-mmm-mmm
    G* F* C



Whoo-ooh-hoo
    G* F* C
Mmm-mmm-mmm
 
G

10316. Incarcerated

Todd Snider - Incarcerated

My baby mother been incarcerated
Otherwise she would have been here today
To testify that every word I stated
While it may be complicated
It's still true in a way
You see this woman here today
I hardly even know her
Okay, maybe once or twice I mighta give her a lift
But she never lent me any money your honor
Every penny that she gave me she said was a gift
She said that it was a gift
She said it was a gift

My baby mother been incarcerated

She had some trouble with an interstate cop
Who said he saw her driving by obliterated
And was further flusterated by the way she wouldn't stop
So they called out all the other cops
And had a high speed chase
They chased my baby through the side of a tree
That's when I think they might have planted marijuana in her suitcase
A court appointed lawyer told us, cop a plea
So we copped a plea
We copped a plea
My baby mother been incarcerated

I never had a lot of luck with the ladies, your honor
I never had a lot of luck with much of anything
My baby mother want to drive a Mercedes, your honor
My baby mother want to wear a bunch a diamond rings
She knows dang well I cant afford these things
Ah!

My baby mother been incarcerated
I'm kinda glad if I could tell you truth
But that don't have a whole lot here to do with this matter you see
This woman here today, she just don't have any proof
I don't know whose voice that could be there
On her telephone recorder
Maybe her brother or some other friend
Who is in on it too
Maybe the same old friend



Who came and helped her forge my signature
Because that is not my signature
I'm telling you the truth
I am telling you the truth
I'm telling you the truth
My baby mother been incarcerated

I understand about the verdict and everything, your honor
You're just doing your job and that's alright with me
Just one more thing before I leave for all my friends and my family
Can you tell me when this particular episode
Is gonna be on TV
I'm gonna be on TV

Nobody suffers like the poor people suffer.

10317. Incomplete And Insecure

The Avett Brothers - Incomplete And Insecure 

I haven't finished a thing since I started my life, don't feel much like starting now.
Walking out lonely has worked like a charm, I'm the only one I have to let down.

But watching you makes me think that that is wrong.

I can go on with my insecure nature, I can keep living off sympathy.
I can tell all the people that all of the success is a direct reflection on me.

But watching you makes me think that that is wrong.

What is important? What's really important? Am I not to know by my name?
Will I ever know silence, without mental violence, will raining at night go away?
It's up to you, my father call on me.

I haven't finished a thing since I started my life, don't feel much like starting now. (x4)

I haven't finished a thing since I started my life (x2)

10318. Independence Day

Independence Day
Gretchen Peters

Well she seemed all right by dawn's early light,
Though she looked a little worried and weak.
She tried to pretend he wasn't drinkin' again,
But daddy left the proof on her cheek.
And I was only eight years old that summer.
And I always seemed to be in the way,



So I took myself down to the fair in town
On Independence Day.

Well word gets around in a small, small town.
They said he was a dangerous man.
Mama was proud, and she stood her ground,
But she knew she was on the losin' end.
Some folks whispered, and some folks talked,
But everybody looked the other way.
And when time ran out there was no one about
On Independence Day.

Chorus:
Let freedom ring, let the white dove sing.
Let the whole world know that today is a day of reckoning.
Let the week be strong, let the right be wrong.
Roll the stone away, let the guilty pay.
It's Independence Day.

Well she lit up the sky that fourth of July.
By the time that the firemen came,
They just put out the flames and took down some names
And sent me to the county home.
Now I ain't sayin' it's right or it's wrong,
But maybe its the only way.
Talk about your revolution,
It's Independence Day.

Chorus

Roll the stone away.
It's Independence day.

10319. Independence Indiana - Chords

Independence Indiana 
Eddie From Ohio

[Intro]
G  D  Am7 D  G
 
[Verse 1]
G
She sucks on the bottle
D
  Holds it in her hand
Am7                                 G
  And thinks its shaped like a woman
G                D
  Shes seventeen,  not yet a woman
        Am7                  Bm7             G
But the beer is cold and it tastes like freedom
 



 
[Chorus]
        Em
And she likes it
D        G
It feels good
         C            G     D
This is Independence, Indiana
        Em
And she likes that
 
D        G
It feels good
          C           G
Life may never be as sweet again
   D             C     G   D   Am7 Bm7   G
As Independence, Indiana
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
If you ask her
D
  She'll tell you high school sucks
Am7          Bm7                G
  People say shes just like her mother
G
But she's got a boyfriend
 
D
  And he's got a car
Am7                   Bm7                        G
  And they just can't keep their hands off each other
 
 
[Chorus]
         Em
And she likes it
D        G
It feels good
        C             G     D
This is Independence, Indiana
        Em
And she likes that
 
D        G
It feels good
          C           G
Life may never be as sweet again
   D             C     G
As Independence, Indiana
 
 
[Bridge]
Em           C                 G
And all her friends seem hell-bent
    D



On getting out of town
Em         C          G
  They say I'm moving up
         D                   Em
And this place just drags me down
 
      C          G        D                Em
Shes about had enough of waving brave goodbyes
              C                 G
The greyhound bus, the sighing brakes
             D                      Em   C   G  D
Nothing else makes such a desperate sound
 
G
 She sucks on the bottle
D
  Holds it up to the light
           Am7                  G
And thinks beer is so underrated
G
  But she's got a boyfriend
 
D
  And he's got a car
Am7             Bm7                   G
  And life just ain't that complicated
 
 
[Chorus]
         Em
And she likes it
D        G
It feels good
        C             G     D
This is Independence, Indiana
        Em
And she likes that
 
D         G
It feels good
          C           G
Life may never be as sweet again
   D             C     G  D  Am Bm  C G
As Independence, Indiana

10320. Independent Trucker

Independent Trucker
Chris Stapleton

Are you ready to go now
Well my daddy' was a world class trucker
He met my momma on a four day trip



And she swears to me I was conceived at a big rig dealership
Well the story goes the day I
Was born he hit the road and never looked back
My daddy went and named me a big mistake but my momma always called me Mack
Hauling chug-a-lugging threw the rain and snow
Ya I'm a hauling I put the hammer down and let her roll son
My babies calling' saying baby when you gonna come home
Yeah I'm an Independent trucker
A mother lovin' overloading owner operator, just a tearing up a two lane road
I got the chrome girls on my mud flaps, I got a cup of coffee on my dashboard
I gotta a custom airbrush desert scene, LoCash painted on the door, I got a cross of jesus on 
the grill
Lights it up like a Christmas tree
Any highway anytime of day
That's where I want to be, I'm a hauling only 700 miles to go, I'm a hauling I put the hammer 
down and let it roll
My babies calling saying baby won't you come on home, I'm an independent trucker
A mother lovin' overloading owner operator just a tearing up a two lane road
Tear it up son
Aaahaw
I'm a Hauling chug-a-lugging threw the rain and snow
Hauling I put the hammer down and let her roll son
My babies calling' saying baby when you gonna come home, I'm an Independent trucker
A mother lovin' overloading owner operator just a tearing up a two lane road
Yeah I'm an Independent trucker
A mother lovin' overloading owner operator just a tearing up a two lane road
Oooh a breaker breaker 19
This is LoCash where you at
Breaker breaker 19 uh this is the possum, I need to know where you at there LoCash
A possum a breaker breaker 19
This is LoCash comin' at yah
Y'all going to be performing I'm coming to your show tonight
Well lets go brother
Alright
Ha ha ha we're outta here, yeah

10321. Indian Lake - Chords

Indian Lake
Recorded by Freddy Weller
Written Tony Romeo

G                                                C
Indian Lake is a scene you should make with your little one
           D7                                            G
Keep it in mind if you're looking to find a place in the summer sun
                                                      C
Swim in the cove have a snack in the grove or you can rent a canoe
   D7                                             G
At Indian Lake you'll be able to make it like the Indians do

           D7         G
You take a bus marked Lakewood Drive



                                   D7
And you keep on riding till you're out of the city

Where the air is fine with the sweet smelling pine
        G
And the country side's pretty

And you'll see daffodils peeping over the hills
     C                 D7
Or a honey loving mama bear
     C                  A7                G           E7
Just take a left at the bridge go down to Quaker town Ridge
A7                     D7
And in a minute you're there

G                                                C
Indian Lake is a scene you should make with your little one
           D7                                            G
Keep it in mind if you're looking to find a place in the summer sun
                                                      C
Swim in the cove have a snack in the grove or you can rent a canoe
   D7                                             G
At Indian Lake you'll be able to make it like the Indians do

10322. Indiana

Indiana
The Grascals

[Verse 1]
No matter where I am, when I see an old cornfield
Well I'm never far from home
I see country boys runnin' down an old dirt road
Out by Charlie Bower's pond
We'd cough and choke on Ruby Burns's cigarettes
That we stole the day before
And on three beers, man, how drunk that we could get
Well these days it takes more

[Chorus]
Those were the days in Indiana
That I will never see again
I might see a cornfield in Atlanta
But Indiana's where I am

[Verse 2]
Daddy was a Green Beret in 1964
In Germany somewhere
When he came home, he ran our household like the corps
But my momma didn't care
Momma was a bona fide full-blooded Chippewa
And you didn't have to ask
Daddy took a job as a garbageman in town



Ah, but he didn't raise no trash

[Chorus]
Those were the days in Indiana
That I will never see again
I might see a cornfield in Atlanta
But Indiana's where I am

[Bridge]
And all my friends have all grown up and moved away
And if you asked them, I know that they would say

[Chorus]
Those were the days in Indiana
That I will never see again
I might see a cornfield in Atlanta
But Indiana's where I am

[Chorus]
Those were the days in Indiana
That I will never see again
I might see a cornfield in Atlanta
But Indiana's where I am

[Outro]
Indiana's where I am

10323. Indiana

Indiana
The Grascals

[Verse 1]
No matter where I am, when I see an old cornfield
Well I'm never far from home
I see country boys runnin' down an old dirt road
Out by Charlie Bower's pond
We'd cough and choke on Ruby Burns's cigarettes
That we stole the day before
And on three beers, man, how drunk that we could get
Well these days it takes more

[Chorus]
Those were the days in Indiana
That I will never see again
I might see a cornfield in Atlanta
But Indiana's where I am

[Verse 2]
Daddy was a Green Beret in 1964
In Germany somewhere
When he came home, he ran our household like the corps
But my momma didn't care



Momma was a bona fide full-blooded Chippewa
And you didn't have to ask
Daddy took a job as a garbageman in town
Ah, but he didn't raise no trash

[Chorus]
Those were the days in Indiana
That I will never see again
I might see a cornfield in Atlanta
But Indiana's where I am

[Bridge]
And all my friends have all grown up and moved away
And if you asked them, I know that they would say

[Chorus]
Those were the days in Indiana
That I will never see again
I might see a cornfield in Atlanta
But Indiana's where I am

[Chorus]
Those were the days in Indiana
That I will never see again
I might see a cornfield in Atlanta
But Indiana's where I am

[Outro]
Indiana's where I am

10324. Indiana Line - Chords

Indiana Line 
Chicago Farmer

[Intro]
C
 
[Verse 1]
      C
Well, come on boys, I can see the light
                         G
Through the shadow of my doubt
     C
I'll make a run at the sun tonight
    G                   C
And be home before it's out
 
 
[Chorus]
F
Put some fuel on the fire
C



And I'll make good time
                       G       C
So meet me down at the Indiana line
                        G       C
Oh, meet me down at the Indiana line
 
 
[Verse 2]
          C
You got a heavy thought but my foot is soft
                              G
and I'll put it through these towns
      C
Yeah, I won't stop 'til I make the drop
         G               F
And I'll turn this thing around
 
 
[Chorus]
F
I don't obey them signals
C
I don't obey them signs
                           G       C
Just point me t'wards that Indiana line
                            G       C
Yeah, point me t'wards that Indiana line
 
 
[Interlude]
C
 
 
[Verse 3]
     C
It's make-or-break to the Interstate
                   G
No way I could get caught
       C
With a stack of bills and a holster filled
     G            C
I'll do it in one shot
 
 
[Chorus]
F
I'll be the king of roadkill
C
Two birds at one time
                             G       C
I'm a stone's throw from the Indiana line
                             G       C
I'm a stone's throw from the Indiana line
 
 
[Verse 4]
           C



There's an overhaul in the left-land stall
              G
Sheriff on my tail
  C
I pray I'll pass, so I hit that gas
G                C
Move on down the trail
 
 
[Chorus]
       F
'Cause I won't pay for gas,
C
They don't take too kind
                            G       C
Now they're holding up that Indiana line
                              G       C
Yeah, they're holding up that Indiana line
 
 
[Instrumental Bridge]
C  G  F  C
C  G  F  C
 
 
[Bridge]
          C                 G
There's a standstill, oh in Danville
    F             C
I'm falling way behind
                            G
There's a standstill, oh in Danville
        F                   C
I'll be losing more than my mind
 
 
[Verse 5]
C
Come on, boys, there're flashing lights
                    G
In the shadow of my doubt
  C
I made a run at the sun tonight
    G                 C
Now all my options're out
 
 
[Chorus]
    F
Oh, if I make it back home to Illinois
       C
With a beating or a fine
                  G       C
This could be the Indiana line
                      G       C
Oh, this could be the Indiana line
                       G       F      C



Yeah, this must be the Indiana line

10325. Indiana Waltz - Chords

Indiana Waltz
Recorded by Jack Scott
[3/4 time]

G                    C         A7      D7              G
Beneath the stars we heard two guitars playing Indiana Waltz
                     C            A7    D7             G
And just by chance I asked you to dance to the Indiana Waltz
  C                 G                 A7             D7
I loved you then my heart stood still I love you now I always will

G                        C       A7      D7              G
I'll thank the stars and playing guitars for the Indiana Waltz
  C                G                 A7             D7
I have you near my heart stood still I love you now I always will
G                        C       A7      D7              G
I'll thank the stars and playing guitars for the Indiana Waltz

                     C         A7      D7              G
Beneath the stars we heard two guitars playing Indiana Waltz
                     C            A7    D7             G
And just by chance I asked you to dance to the Indiana Waltz
  C                 G                 A7             D7
I loved you then my heart stood still I love you now I always will

G                        C       A7      D7              G
I'll thank the stars and playing guitars for the Indiana Waltz
  C                G                 A7             D7
I have you near my heart stood still I love you now I always will
G                        C       A7      D7              G
I'll thank the stars and playing guitars for the Indiana Waltz

10326. Indigo Dance

Indigo Dance
Rising Appalachia

I gotta go. Oh yeah you really outta know
Six tips on the blower and a butter gets to roll
Suggar lean back. Wind me up, let me know
Four foot on the floor, baby bring me the soul

Swing me back, swing me low
Side step, I'll admit even the tootsie roll
Booty bouncing songs keep me all night long



I could waltz, tiptoe, give me Louis Armstrong

Swing me low, swing me low

Bankhead bounce, baby drop it like it's hot
New Orleans second line, throw and get a pop
Damn talk, don't stop winner takes it all
To the wall, to the floor, is that a code or fade of bow

Cowboy boots trapping chopper and the bass tram
Dandy heartbreak beat, salsa in the back now
Salt dance, strap dance, bug dance, square dance
A rhythm in your feet, Michael Jackson in your pants

Swing me low, swing me low
Come on now swing me low
Swing me low, swing me low

Shake it East, shake it West
But way down South shake shake it the best
Turn it up, let it go
But bring me on closer to my indigo

Shake it East, shake it West
But way down South shaker shake it the best
Turn it up, let it go
But bring me on closer to my indigo

Swing me low, swing me low
Swing me low, swing me low

10327. Infamous Angel

Iris Dement - Infamous Angel

[Verse 1]
Last night before I went to sleep
My knees dropped to the floor
I turned me eyes up to the sky
And I prayed: "Please help me, Lord
You know I've sowed my wild oats
And now the fun's all gone."
And then I heard these tender words
And I put them in my song:

[Chorus]
Infamous Angel, come on home
To someone who loves you
And knows you needed to roam
Grab your things, a ticket's waiting
At the bus depot:
"For: 'Infamous Angel, Destination: Home'."



[Verse 2]
I heard Heaven's choir rejoicing
As the tears broke from my eyes
And all at once it lifted
The weight from my past life
I found a pen and I left a note
On the dresser drawer:
"Infamous Angel: she don't live here anymore."

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Then I hurried out the back door
As quickly as I could
I went flying down two flights of stairs
Until on the street I stood
And there I took that final look
At my old neighbourhood
Then I ran down the street proclaiming:
"Angel: gone for good."

[Chorus]

10328. Infamous Angel - Chords

Infamous Angel
Written and recorded by Iris Dement

G                                    C
Last night before I went to sleep my knees dropped to the floor
                 G                                         D7
I turned my eyes up to the sky and I prayed please help me Lord
G                                    C
You know I've sowed my wild oats and now the fun's all gone
                 G                            D7         G
And then I heard these tender words and I put them in my song

                       C                     G
Infamous Angel come on home   to someone who loves you
                        D7
And knows you needed to roam
G                                   C
Grab your things a ticket's waiting at the bus depot
             G     D7          G
For Infamous Angel destination home

                                        C
I heard Heaven's choir rejoicing as the tears broke from my eyes
                   G                              D7
And all at once it lifted the weight from my past life
G                               C
I found a pen and I left a note on the dresser drawer
         G         D7                 G



Infamous Angel she don't live here anymore

Repeat #2
   
                                 C
Then I hurried out the back door as quickly as I could
                   G                                          D7
I went flying down two flights of stairs till on the street I stood
G                                   C
And there I took that final look at my old neighborhood
                           G           D7               G
Then I ran down the street proclaiming angel's gone for good

                     C                     G
Infamous Angel going home   to someone who loves her
                        D7
And knows she needed to roam
G                                             C
She grabbed her things and claimed the ticket at the bus depot 
             G     D7          G
For Infamous Angel destination home
C        G     D7          C  G
Infamous Angel destination h-ome

10329. Infinity

Infinity
Chris Stapleton

Just how far does the universe go
Does it ever end, you say you wanna know
Just how high can you count?
Before the numbers all run out
Who built the pyramids?
Do aliens exist?
Where does God come from?
One more phenomenon
But if you know how strong my love is
And your heart and mine can comprehend
Just how long I'm gonna feel like this
Then you'll know what infinity is
Then you'll know
They say time goes on and on
Even after we're all gone
There's a black hole up in space
That even light can't escape
Who built the pyramids?
Do aliens exist?
Where does God come from?
One more phenomenon
But if you know how strong my love is
And your heart and mine can comprehend
Just how long I'm gonna feel like this



Then you'll know what infinity is
Then you'll know
They'll find some answers
To all those mysteries
But they won't understand
What's between you and me
Who built the pyramids?
Do aliens exist?
Where does God come from?
One more phenomenon
If you know how strong my love is
And your heart and mine can comprehend
Just how long I'm gonna feel like this
Then you'll know what infinity is
Then you'll know
Then you'll know what love is

10330. Innocent Man

The Steeldrivers - Innocent Man

No blood upon my hands, no smokin' gun
No witness that could testify to anything I've done
I'd look that judge right in the eye if I ever took the stand
But I'm not an innocent man

No jury could convict me of breaking any law
I'll never meet the jailer 'cause I never will get caught
But the man here in the mirror, he clearly understands
I'm not an innocent man

I'm a brother, I'm a husband, and a son
Oh, Father, I've known not what I've done
Forgive me, and help me to forgive myself

Just 'cause I get away with it it doesn't make it right
It doesn't make the deeds I've done any less a crime
Even if the world sees me on that righteous path
I'm not an innocent man

I'm a brother, I'm a husband, and a son
Oh, Father, I've known not what I've done
Forgive me, and help me to forgive myself

When I meet the maker there's nothing I can hide
He'll see all the guilt and shame I've buried down inside
I'll ask Him to forgive me and I'll see if He can
'Cause I'm not an innocent man
I'm not an innocent man
I'm not an innocent man



10331. Innocent Road

Innocent Road

Gonna read the good book every day
Gonna let the Savior show me the way
Gonna let Him take me by the hand
As I walk along to the promised land

    Home home I'm goin home
    Goin down that innocent road

Gonna take a swim in the river wide
Gonna lay my burdens on the other side
Gonna take a walk down the Jerico road
Gonna lay down my heavy load

Goin to rejoice when the angels sing
Gonna take a ride on the speckled wing
Gonna see my friends and my loved ones there
All eternal joys we can share

10332. Innocent Years

Kathy Mattea - Innocent Years (reprise)

I need to go down and wash my face
Deep in the river of my old homeplace
I need to walk in the waters that once gave me life
Go over and walk the old railroad tracks
See if I can follow it all the way back
Back to where my vision is clear
Back to the days of the innocent years
You know I'd trade it all back in
For just one day like it was back then
Back before just living my life got in the way
To see my face at sixteen again
When the boy down the street was my best friend
When his smile took away my tears
Back in the days of the innocent years
--Chorus--
You might grow wiser every day
But there's a price you have to pay
The girl I was just disappeared
I left her behind in the innocent years
--End Chorus--
Now and then when the sun goes down
I can see the moon over my hometown
I can almost hear the train rushing by



I close my eyes and say a prayer
To the wide-eyed girl that I lost somewhere
Maybe someday she'll find me here
And lead me back to the innocent years
(chorus)
When I get lost along the way
And I can't see the light of day
I can almost feel her near
Calling me back to the innocent years
The innocent years

10333. Inside

Glen Phillips - Inside

Free my heart to feel again
Free my mind to understand
To run unfettered
Pull the blinders from my eyes
Let me see these endless skies
And drown here where I stand
In the beauty of the land
And all my life
It lay inside
For all my life
Tear this anger from my soul
Wash me clean and leave me whole
Leave me higher
Work my hands to make them strong
Lift my arms to carry on
That anywhere I go, to never be alone
And all my life
It lay inside
For all my life
We were always leaving
Since we started breathing
And running back, no wonder
We are torn asunder
To give me life
To give me life
To give me life

10334. Inside Joke

Cadillac Sky - Inside Joke 
Album: Gravity's Our Enemy

I walked into the gymnasium
With a corsage in my hands



Pulled a girl out
Of the big crowd
And invited her to dance

Everybody's laughing out loud
I don't know what they're laughing about...

Checked my ankles for my trousers
My back for a 'kill me' sign
Bribed the DJ with a dollar
Tell me, what was the punch line?

Everybody's laughing out loud
I don't know what they're laughing about...

Everybody's pointing their fingers
Everyone's painting me red
Everybody's pointing their fingers
And I'm wishing I was dead

Everybody's laughing out loud
I don't know what they're laughing about...
(X3)

10335. Inside That Heart Of You

Inside That Heart Of You (Larry W. Jones 10/08/2007) 

Darlin', you've got to figure it out
It's as easy as eating some cake
Darlin', you've got to figure it out 
Before my heart breaks
Now darlin', all you need is some room
A secret place where you can begin
All you have to do is look within
And that's all it takes
Just help me look for a sunny day
Any little pretty day will do
Don't need any storms comin' my way
Darlin', I just need to lose these blues
Don't bother looking up your old friends
Cause you don't need somebody who's new
Now, all I need is to know just when
You'll have me inside that heart of you
- instrumental -
Now darlin', I have a dream
And I hope that you do too
Cause I'm running out of steam
Being so alone and blue
Just help me look for a sunny day
Any little pretty day will do
Don't need any storms comin' my way
Darlin', I just need to lose these blues



Don't bother looking up your old friends
Cause you don't need somebody who's new
Now, all I need is to know just when
You'll have me inside that heart of you

10336. Inside The Pocket Of A Clown

Dwight Yoakam - Inside The Pocket Of A Clown

Inside the pocket of a clown, Is a sad place to hang around,
Just watching smiles turn into frowns, inside the pocket of a clown.
Inside the heartache of a fool, you learn things they don't teach in school,
And lessons there can be real cruel, inside the heartache of a fool.
Hollow eyes, make a thin disguise, as little drops of truth,
fall from your eyes. (2 times)
Inside a memory from the past, lives every love that didn't last,
Sweet dreams can start to fade real fast, inside a memory from the past.
Its a real sad place to hang around, inside the pocket of a clown.

10337. Inside Your Head

Inside Your Head
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I wanna know what's goin' on inside your head
When you hold me in your arms, you're lookin' in my eyes
I wanna know what's goin' on inside your bed
When you know I'm not around, you're livin' out your lies

Chorus]
I should leave you, I know
I should hate you, but I don't

[Verse 2]
I wanna know what's goin' on inside your head
Are you thinkin' about him when your clothes are on my floor?
I desperately want to believe the words you've said
And knowin' that I can't makes me want you that much more

[Chorus]
I should leave you, I know
I should hate you, but I don't

[Bridge]
I wanna know what's goin' on inside your head
When you hold me in your arms, you're lookin' in my eyes

[Chorus]



I should lRave you, I know
I should hate you, but I don't

[Outro]
I wanna know what's goin' on inside your hRad
When you hold me in your arms and you're lookin' in my eyes

10338. Insomniac Blues For Matthew

Cadillac Sky - Insomniac Blues For Matthew 
Album: Blind Man Walking

Toothpick's in my eyelids lying wide awake in bed

Toss-in and turnin like the sea

Moonlight shinin in like headlights in my room

Hypnotized by the strips on my TV

(Rf) whoo I'd give anything
For just one goodnight sleep
One goodnight sleep

Counted a hundred different herds of sheep

Poured a bottle off NyQuil in my veins

That alarm clock like a time bomb keeps ticking the nite away

And morning weighin heavy on my brain

(Rf) whoo I'd do anything
For just one goodnight sleep
One goodnight sleep

Sunrise should find my eyes closed for ever more

Place a red rose across my chest

And carve on my tombstone for all the world to see

Her memory would not let me rest

(Rf) whoo I'd give anything
For just one goodnight sleep
Whoo I'd give anything for just one goodnight sleep
One goodnight sleep



10339. Inspiration

Inspiration
String Cheese Incident

Ever been lost?
Ever felt completely alone?
Feel like your sleeping?
What are you dreaming of?
You see a mirror
Casting reflections of me and you
What do you see?
Something that's pure and true?

Dreamed you're an angel
Attempting to find a way
Feel I could stay here
See the dream unfold as it may
Sometimes I feel
That there's no where to run and hide
Look again and wonder why
See all my fears come up inside
And then I feel
Then I feel

Chorus:

Inspiration
Can you hear the song she sings?
Inspiration
Do you feel the joy it brings?
You'll want to tell her
Tell her how you feel
Make time to thank her
Only you can make it real

Feel like I've known you
Many times before
You were a muse and I was the Shepard
Looking for more to explore
Look to the heavens
See what I could find
Its alright I got some arrows
I only hope you're here tomorrow
So I could feel
So I could feel

Chorus

10340. Inspiration

John Butler - Inspiration



I'm going way down
Down South
Where I feel a little better about myself
Gonna find some inspiration real soon
Mother Earth and I'm gonna find a way
Cos I'm riding through this valley all the way, yeah, on my own
Gonna learn to, say, live by myself, I'm gonna learn to be alone
Cos I've chained myself to someone's hip, so long, now, I can't see
And I've forgotten who I really was, I forgot about me
Gonna find some inspiration
Gonna take it real slow
No pressure on myself
I'm gonna go with the flow
Cos it seems like the only person I can't escape from is me
So I'm gonna open these old eyes, I'm gonna open them up and see
Cos I'm riding through this valley all the way, yeah, on my own
Gonna learn to, say, live by myself, I'm gonna learn to be alone
Cos it seems like the only person I dont know is me
So I'm gonna open these old eyes, I'm gonna open them up and see
Hey, I'm commin' home
Hey, I'm commin' home

10341. Instant Armadillo

Blue Dogs - Instant Armadillo

When I wake up this morning
Tell ya what I'm going to do
Going to pack my suitcases honey
Going to leave with you

Down to Austin
Yes I'm going down to see the town hang around down in Austin
Yeah I'm going down to Austin going down to watch the armadillos rootin
Armadillos rootin all around

Well now when I get down to Austin
I'm going to sit right down
Yeah I'm going to drink some of those lone star beers honey
Going to hang around 

down in Austin
Yes I'm going down to see the town hang around down in Austin
Yeah I'm going down to Austin going down to watch the armadillos rootin
Armadillos rootin all around

Well when I get down to Austin
Tell ya where I'm going to go
Going down to the railways
I'm gonna watch the blue winds roll

Down to Austin
Yes I'm going down to see the town hang around down in Austin



Yeah I'm going down to Austin going down to watch the armadillos rootin'
Armadillos rootin' all around

10342. Insult And An Elbow

Yonder Mountain String Band
Insult and an Elbow

[Verse 1]
An insult and an elbow, besides they could use a change of clothes
And if I'm' laughing,' see I'm only' laughing 'cause I
Can't believe you still' have all your teeth
But there they are, though I don't think you're smiling at me
And if I turn away, it's just because I'm weary of a
Dance I've seen so many times before

[Verse 2]
Not twice a day, dear, can't fall in love that many times
I used to worry, but worrying is such a waste of
Precious time, and time's so precious
Whatever way the wind blows, whatever else it may know
Some day I will stand up to you, for now I like it better
When I'm stoned as rock and roll
When I'm stoned as rock and roll
When I'm stoned as rock and roll

When I'm stoned
When I'm stoned as
When I'm stoned
When I'm stoned as
When I'm stoned
When I'm stoned as
When I'm stoned
When I'm stoned

[Verse 3]
Whatever way the wind blows, whatever else it may know
Someday I will stand up to you, for now I like it better
When I'm stoned as rock and roll
When I'm stoned as rock and roll
When I'm stoned as rock and roll
When I'm stoned as rock and roll

10343. Intentional Heartache

Dwight Yoakam - Intentional Heartache

She drove south I-95 straight through Carolina
She didn't use no damn map to find her way



She pulled off on a state route just north of Charlotte
And took mostly county roads the rest of the day.
She said I'll give him an intentional heartache
That'll hurt a lot worse than the one he left in me
Would ya' all step back so a girl might get started
Then he won't have to look twice to see.
She drove up across the yard
And through his mama's garden
Didn't touch the brakes just slammed right into his Chevrolet
Tossed out his clothes, boots,
Bud cap and signed Dale Jr. poster
Then shot the whole mess neon green with a can of Dupont spray.
She said I'll give him an intentional heartache
That'll hurt a lot worse than the one he left in me
Would ya' all step back so a girl might get started
Then he won't have to look twice to see.
--- Instrumental ---
She said I'll give you an intentional heartache
That'll hurt a lot worse than the one you left in me
Tell your little tramp to step back so your new ex-wife can get started
Then you won't have to look twice to see.
--- Instrumental with ad libs to fade --

10344. Interstate 8

Iron Horse - Interstate 8

Spent 18 hours waiting for some space
I spent the same 18 hours in the same old place
I'm on a road shaped like a figure 8
I'm going nowhere, but I'm guaranteed to be late
You go out like a riptide
You know that ball has no sides
You're an angel with an amber halo
Black hair and the devil's pitchfork
Wind-up anger with the endless view of
The ground's colorful patchwork
How have you been? [x2]
How have you? [x2]
I drove around for hours, I drove around for days
I drove around for months and years and never went no place
We're on a pass, we're on pass
I stopped for gas, but where could place be
To pay for gas to drive around
Around the Interstate 8
You go out like a riptide
You know that ball has no sides
You're an angel with an amber halo
Black hair and the devil's pitchfork
Wind-up anger with the endless view of
The ground's colorful patchwork
How have you been? [x2]
How have you? [x2]



10345. Into My Arms Again - Chords

Into My Arms Again
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Roger Miller

G
The music from the honky tonks
                      D7
The lonely songs they play
Comin' through my window
        G        C   G
Cause I live not far away
There tempting me to come back
                         C
To the things we used to do
                        G
But the honky tonks and lonely songs
       D7                 G
I left behind when I left you
    D7
The nightlife with its party's
       C                     G
That's you're style of being gay
  A7
Although it meant I lost your love
D7
I couldn't live that way
  G
I hope someday you'll think
                        C
Enough of me and try to change
                       G
And come away from the honky tonks
D7                G
Back into my arms again
repeat #3,4 
             C                  G
Oh won't you come away from the honky tonks
D7                G
Back into my arms again

10346. Into The Blue

Into The Blue
(Mikael Grund)
Downhill Bluegrass Band

Oh dear brother, can you see me through the clouds



I need you here to guide me now
if this is what life's supposed to be
i don't want to live another day

Into the blue
We were brothers through bitter and sweet
into the blue
miss you, big brother I do

Late one night you took me to the Lake
You told me about the stars in the sky
Your said that you were going far away
But that you'd always be here with me

10347. Into The Blue

Into the Blue
The Greencards - Into the Blue

I can't explain the way you walked away
Out of my life into the blue
Word on the wind cuts down deep and low
Now what am I supposed to do?
Well, I'm over you now
Blowing kisses to the moon
But I'm still crying over you
So I'll waltz around in my old blue shoes
And I'll wear the heels down just thinking of you
Well, I'm over you now
Blowing kisses to the moon
But I'm still crying over you
Tears come and go and night has come to close
I'll spend my days here alone

10348. Into The Fire

Into The Fire - Monroe Crossing

Three men don't know what to do
How can they turn their back on God
King Nebuchadnezzar said, Your God is not the truth
Renounce, or you must go

Into the fire
Go into the fire
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego
And they went into the Fire
They went into the fire
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego



How can this be? There are not three
but four, standing in the flames
This king will concede, bring them to me
Their God is the One who saves

From the fire
They went into the fire
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego
Not alone in the fire
There were four in the fire
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego

When those who wield the power say you must do
That which goes against our God
Don't be afraid, you are not alone
Have faith, even as you go

Into the fire
Go into the fire
like Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego
They went into the fire
They went into the fire
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego

Feed the hungry, clothe the poor
When they knock, open up your door
God is seen in everyone
Let us pray His kingdom comes
Love your brother as yourself
Love defies the fires of Hell
Illuminate the false command
Take a step for God and man

Step into the fire
Step into the fire
like Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego
They went into the fire
They went into the fire
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego

10349. Into The Fire

Yonder Mountain String Band
Into the Fire

[Verse 1]
Give you my heart and most of my soul
Looking for light in a love gone' cold
So' why am I' lonely? Left high and dry
I'd give' you the world and you ask for my pride

[Chorus]



It's out of the pan and into the fire
Well's hit bottom, flames get higher
When the smoke clears and ashes fall
Gonna wonder why we burned it all

[Verse 2]
I know there's a reason, just need a sign
To get my heart talking to this head of mine
Write it down plain, easy to read
We're on borrowed time, babe, I'm begging you please

[Chorus]
It's out of thR pan and into the fire
Well's hit bottom, flamRs get higher
When the smoke clears and ashes fall
Gonna wonder why we burned it all

[Bridge]
If I was a sailor I'd look to the stars
If I was a drunk I'd run to the bars
If I was a farmer I'd furrow the ground
I'm a boy with a song that's barely a sound, it goes
[Chorus]
Out of the pan and into the fire
Well's hit bottom, flames get higher
When the smoke clears and ashes fall
Gonna wonder why we burned it all
Oh, we wonder why we burned it all

10350. Into The Mystic

Into The Mystic
Van Morrison - Acoustic Syndicate - Hot Buttered Rum

We were born before the wind
Also, younger than the sun
'Ere the bonnie boat was won
As we sailed into the mystic

Hark now, hear the sailors cry
Smell the sea and feel the sky
Let your soul and spirit fly
Into the mystic

Yeah, when that fog horn blows
I will be coming home
Yeah, when that fog horn blows
I wanna hear it
I don't have to fear it

And I wanna rock your gypsy soul
Just like way back in the days of old
Then magnificently we will float



Into the mystic

When that fog horn blows
You know I will be coming home
Yeah, when that fog horn whistle blows
I gotta hear it
I don't have to fear it

And I wanna rock your gypsy soul
Just like way back in the days of old
And together we will float
Into the mystic

Come on, girl
Too late to stop now

10351. Into The Rafters

Into the Rafters
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
Travelling through these mountains
Far from home
Looking for the reason
Looking for the road
Alone and in good' company
I've' found a way' to make myself
A part of these' towns

[Chorus]
And all the while
These birds find their way
Into the rafters
They don't know what the rafter
Like I can't reach you
You're too far away
I keep losing pieces that I just can't carry
I wish we'd just stop spinning
Because these words mean nothing
When you're too far away

[Verse 2]
Never seen these turns we're taking
Never been here before
Couldn't wrap myself around it
Couldn't take my eyes away
I'm not stopping long
Between these trips and choices
Gathering several moments
Leave songs behind

[Chorus]



And all the while
These birds find their way
Into the rafters
They don't know what the rafter
Like I can't reach you
You're too far away
I keep losing pieces that I just can't carry
I wish we'd just stop spinning
Because these words mean nothing
When you're too far away

[Verse 3]
Keep myself in comfort
With the things I take at home
More gin and late nights help the mornings come
But I can hear a voice that loves me
I'm wrapped inside my memories
Farther from home

[Chorus]
And all the while
These birds find their way
Into the rafters
They don't know what the rafter
Like I can't reach you
You're too far away
I keep losing pieces that I just can't carry
I wish we'd just stop spinning
Because these words mean nothing
When you're too far away

10352. Into The Sun

Into the Sun
Mandolin Orange - Into the Sun

[Verse 1]
Ain't I got a fortune buried so deep
In a lifetime of memories and the love I keep
Turnin' within me while the sake of my name
Pours forth the only fortune I've gained

[Chorus]
And calls me on into the sun
Onward into the sun

[Verse 2]
Just a bird with a broken wing longing to fly
They've stretched every highway this poor boy could drive
At home with the grounded I found a way
 Cross the plains and north mountains back again

[Chorus]



Onward into the sun
[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Ain't I got a fortune in nearing my end
When I think of my family and all of my friends
But the highway is empty, my keys handed in
I've mended my broken wing, my soul, it begins

[Chorus]
To call me on into the sun
Onward into the sun
Onward into the sun
Onward

10353. Into The West

Tim O'Brien - Into The West

Lay down
Your sweet and weary head
Night is falling
You have come to journey?s end
Sleep now, and dream
Of the ones who came before
They are calling
From across a distant shore
Why do you weep?
What are these tears upon your face?
Soon you will see
All of your fears will pass away
Safe in my arms
You?re only sleeping
What can you see
On the horizon?
Why do the white gulls call?
Across the sea
A pale moon rises
The ships have come
To carry you home
And dawn will turn
To silver glass
A light on the water
All souls pass
Hope fades
Into the world of night
Through shadows falling
Out of memory and time
Don?t say
"We have come now to the end"
White shores are calling
You and I will meet again
And you?ll be here in my arms



Just sleeping
What can you see
On the horizon?
Why do the white gulls call?
Across the sea
A pale moon rises
The ships have come
To carry you home
And dawn will turn
To silver glass
A light on the water
Grey ships pass
Into the West

10354. Intoxicated Rat

Doc Watson 
Intoxicated Rat

The other night when I come in
So drunk I couldn't see
I hooked my toe in the old doormat
And fell as flat as I could be

I had me a little old bottle ol' booze
And I didn't have no more
When I fell down, the cork flew outta the bottle
And spilled it

There's a little old rat in his hidin' place
He got that whiskey scent
He slipped right up and he got him a...
And back to his hole he went

Says back to his hole he went
Back to his hole he went
He slipped right up and he got him a... He just drank it all
And back to his hole he went

He slipped right up to my puddle of gin
And he lapped up more and more
He says, "Doggone, my red-eyed soul
I'm a-gonna get drunk once more"

"I'm gonna get drunk once more
I'm a-gonna get drunk once more"
He says "Doggone, my red-eyed soul
I'm a-gonna get drunk once more"

He washed his face with his front paws
And on his hind, leg he sat
And he's a-gettin' pretty high when he winked one eye
And he says, "Hey, where's that old tom-cat?"



"Now where's that old tomcat?
I said where's that old tomcat?"
He's a-gettin' high when he winked one eye
And he says, "Hey, buddy, where's that old tom-cat?
I can lick him and his brother"

The old tomcat come a-slippin' in
Dashed over to the middle of the floor
The cat jumped over and the rat got sober
And he never got drunk no more

He didn't get drunk no more
No, he never got drunk no more
The cat jumped over and the rat got sober, poor little feller
And he never got drunk no more

10355. Intro (I've Had Enough)

David Crowder Band - Intro (I've Had Enough)

I've had enough
To break me in two
To tear me apart
What am I to do?
What else can I do?
So sing me a song
Let me hum along
At the top of my lungs
While I come undone
What else can I do?
What can I do?

10356. Introduction

John Butler - Introduction

You light me up little girl like the 4th of july
I love you more than every single star man in the sky
You are the best damn thing that ever happened to me
Want to take you home start making family
You are a damn fine lady like no other
Want to introduce you to my father and my mother
I am damn happy you want to be my lover
Can't wait to get you home and get you under the covers
Daniella be my cinderella
Won't you come around and be my baby
Daniella, don't you remember woooooon't you come
Daniella, Oh Do, Do, Do, Do, Do, Do



Daniella, Oh Do, Do, Do, Do, Do, Do
Daniella, Oh Do, Do, Do, Do, Do, Do
Daniella
I remember the day I asked
Your parents for your hand
Nearly knocked them off their feet
They could not hardly stand
The same day I asked you be my wife to be
I said m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m marry me
I said I promise to love you and treat you right
Give you the proper respect you deserve
Every day and night
Give you good good lovin' 'til the morning light
And I promise we will never ever
Ever fight, yeah right yeah
Daniella be my cinderella
Won't you come around and be my baby
Daniella, don't you remember wooooooon't you come
You light me up little girl like the 4th of july
I love you more than every single star man in the sky
You are the best damn thing that ever happened to me
Want to take you home start making family
You are a damn fine lady like no other
Want to introduce you to my father and my mother
I'm so damn happy you want to be my lover
Can't wait to get you home and get you under the covers
Daniella, sweet as December
Won't you come around and be my baby
Daniella, don't you remember won't you come
Daniella, Oh Do, Do, Do, Do, Do, Do
Daniella, Oh Do, Do, Do, Do, Do, Do
Daniella, Oh Do, Do, Do, Do, Do, Do
Daniella

10357. Invisible

Invisible
Sara Watkins - Invisible

Invisible hurts the most, it pulls the space between
Untethered when I never hoped to be
We're living with each other
Looking down to not give up
But I don't wanna be without your love
When we were young and truth was absolute
We stood side by side defending what we knew
Today we walk together, but one's ahead and one's behind
And if there's an answer here then I am blind
Even you and I can't see a right side this time
Faith in us will help me up
When I had all I could take
Now all that I held onto is at stake
Has it all been a delusion?



Just always hoping for the best
Or is there a tie that binds beyond this test
I don't wanna be a weak on holding on to not let go
Calling out cause I don't want to be alone
And I'm not looking for an easy way
I'm looking for the truth
And there's always been a joy that's got me through
It would be hard to leave the joy that got me through
So I'll continue down this way
Though I can't see where it will lead
Cause I know that that's what you would want from me
Yeah, I know that that's what you would want from me

10358. Invisible - Chords

Invisible 
Steve Earle

[Intro]
G C G C x2
 
[Verse 1]
G
There's a hole in my shoe, but I don't mind
 
'Cause it keeps me connected to the ground
                                 Em
When I'm feeling like maybe if I ain't careful, I'll just blow away
         G
Then the lightning strikes, the thunder rolls, and I'm OK
 
 
[Chorus]
Em   C       G   Em     C       G
Everywhere I go, people pass me by
Em         C           G     Em       C G
They never know 'cause I'm invisible
Em       C       G    Em         C      G
A shadow hanging low, a footstep just behind
Em         C       G     Em      C G
They carry on, but I'm invisible
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
I'm taking my time, but I ain't slow
 
Because it ain't like I got anyplace else to go
            Em
But there's ghosts in these streets and they're calling my name
      G
And I follow 'em down in the dark again
 



 
[Chorus]
Em       C       G   Em          C       G
An angel bending down to whisper in your ear
Em         C           G     Em       C G
You turn around, but we're invisible
Em       C       G    Em           C      G
A rumble underground, your deepest darkest fear
Em           C          G       Em        C G
You hear the sound, but they're invisible
 
 
[Interlude]
G G Em G C Am Em G
 
 
[Chorus]
Em       C       G     Em       C     G
Brother, can you spare a dollar and a dime?
Em             C        G     Em
The cupboard's bare and I'm invisible
Em     C   G     Em        C    G
Travel anywhere, you won't ever find
Em      C             G        Em
A purer heart because mine's invisible
      G
I'm invisible

10359. Invitation To The Blues

Invitation to the Blues
Jim & Jesse
Writer/s: ROGER MILLER

I couldn't sleep last night, just walked the floor
Don't know how i'll stand this anymore
Lonely all the time since i lost you
Received your invitation to the blues

I don't know why you cause me such pain
I just hope i'll never go through this much again
Lonely me, i don't know what to do
Received your invitation to the blues

You took the laughter from this world of mine
Thanks to you the sun will never shine
Walked the floor so much wore out my shoes
Received your invitation to the blues

I don't know why you cause me such pain
I just hope i'll never go through this much again
Lonely me, i don't know what to do
Received your invitation to the blues



10360. Invocation

The Incredible String Band - Invocation 

You that create the diversity of the forms
Open to my words
You that divide it and multiply it
Hear my sounds

I make yield league to you
Ancient associates and fellow wanderers
You that move the heart in fur and scale
I join with you

You that sing bright and subtle
Making shapes that my throat cannot tell
You that harden the horn
And make quick the eye

You that run the fast fox and the zigzag fly
You size less makers of the mole
And of the whale
aid me and I will aid you

I make a blood pact with you
You that lift the blossom and the green branch
You who make symmetries more true
You who consider the angle of your limbs

Who dance in slower time
Who watch the patterns
You rough coated
Who eat water

Who stretch deep and high
With your green blood
My red blood let it be mingled
Aid me and I will aid you

I call upon you
You who are unconfined
Who have no shape
Who are not seen

But only in your action
I will call upon you
You who have no depth
But choose direction

Who bring what is willed
That you blow love upon the summers of my loved ones
That you blow summers upon those loves of my love
Aid me and I will aid you



I make a pact with you
You who are the liquidness
Of the waters
And the spark of the flame

I call upon you
You who make fertile the soft earth
And guard the growth of the growing things
I make peace with you

You who are the blueness of the blue sky
And the wrath of the storm
I take the cup of deepness with you
Earth shakers

And with you the sharp and the hollow hills
I make reverence to you
Round wakefulness
We call the earth

I make wide eyes to you
You who are awake
Every created thing both solid and sleepy
Or airy light

I weave colors 'round you
You who will come with me
I will consider it
Beauty

I will consider it
Beauty, beauty

10361. Iodine

Jim Lauderdale
Iodine

Well I checked my watch, it's ten o'clock
I got a date at nine
With the darling of my heart
I call her Iodine

Iodine, Iodine
Assorted cuts and bruises
Hangs my heart out on the line
Any time she chooses

I'm the meanest man in Tennessee
My woman's even meaner
If you try to two-time me
You'll wish you'd never seen her



Iodine, Iodine
Assorted lacerations
Tears my heart out every time
There ain't no vacations

If I show up an hour late
She makes me wait for three
More likely she won't come at all
She's meaner yet than me

Iodine, Iodine
Don't know where to begin
Proves her heart is really mine
With a left hook to the chin

I'm the meanest man in Tennessee
I eat horseshoes for breakfast
Ain't no meaner man than me
Just take my word on trust

Iodine, Iodine
The grass is never greener
No matter how mean the man
A woman can be meaner

She leaves me every week or two
Just for to see me cry
If she'd ever leave for good
I'd lay me down and die

Iodine, Iodine
The perfect girl for me
I couldn't fine no better here
Than home in Tennessee

Iodine, Iodine
Assorted cuts and bruises
Hangs my heart out on the line
Any time she chooses

10362. Iowa

Iowa
Song by Aoife O'Donovan and Donovan Woods

I am waiting for this book to get good
I do not have your patience
So I'm driving up to Chicago
I'm getting weird looks at gas stations
I did not bring a winter coat
I do not have your foresight
A holistic practitioner told me once



It's why I will not live a long life

I am trying to remember where I gave up
If it was not in Iowa

Iowa
Somewhere in the middle of the middle of the Great Plains I saw
A little girl waving her hand out of the window of a car
Saying goodbye to her ma

Iowa
Where the tall grass prairie used to ripple like the ocean in the breeze
And the hummingbirds still suckled from the flowers in the trees
It'd bring you to your knees

I can imagine my whole life
Sweet and never-ending
In every house I float by
But they'd never let me blend in
I called a taxi in Des Moines
I met him at the corner
When I asked about his army coat
He said he would not tell a foreigner

Iowa
Somewhere in the middle of the middle of the Great Plains I saw
A little girl waving her hand out of the window of a car
Saying goodbye to her ma

Iowa
Where the tall grass prairie used to ripple like the ocean in the breeze
And the hummingbirds still suckled from the flowers in the trees
It'd bring you to your knees

Ooh
Ooh

I am waiting for this book to get good
And you won't meet me halfway
So I'm driving up to Chicago
I am sorry to keep you waiting

Hey, hey
Hey, hey

10363. Ireland

Ireland - Garth Brooks 

They say mother earth is breathing
With each wave that finds the shore
Her soul rises in the evening
For to open twilights door



Her eyes are the stars in heaven
Watching o'er us all the while
And her heart it is in Ireland
Deep within the Emerald Isle

We are forty against hundreds
In someone else's bloody war
We know not why were fighting
Or what we're dying for
They will storm us in the morning
When the sunlight turns to sky
Death is waiting for its dance now
Fate has sentenced us to die

Ireland I am coming home
I can see your rolling fields of green
And fences made of stone
I am reaching out won't you take my hand
I'm coming home Ireland

Oh the captain he lay bleeding
I can hear him calling me
These men are yours now for the leading
Show them to their destiny
As I look up all around me
I see the ragged tired and torn
I tell them to make ready
'Cause we're not waiting for the morn

Ireland I am coming home
I can see your rolling fields of green
And fences made of stone
I am reaching out won't you take my hand
I'm coming home Ireland

Now the fog is deep and heavy
As we forge the dark and fear
We can hear their horses breathing
As in silence we draw near
There are no words to be spoken
Just a look to say good-bye I draw a breath and night is broken
As I scream our battle cry

Ireland I am coming home
I can see your rolling fields of green
And fences made of stone
I am reaching out won't you take my hand
I'm coming home Ireland
Yes I am home Ireland

We were forty against hundreds



10364. Ireland's Green Shore

Tim O'Brien - Ireland's Green Shore

One evening for pleasure I rambled
On the banks of some cold purling stream
I set down on a bed of primroses
And I gently fell into a dream
I dreamt that I saw a fair female
Her equal I never saw before
And I sighed for the laws of our country
As we stray there on Ireland?s green shore

Her cheeks were like two bloomin? roses
Her teeth were like ivory so white
Her eyes shone like two sparkling diamonds
Or the stars on some cold frosty night
She was dressed in the richist attire
And green was the mantle she wore
All bound down with the hemlocks and the roses
As we stray there on Ireland?s green shore

Transgression of joy I awoken
I found this was only a dream
That pretty fair female had fled me
I longed to be slumbering again
May the heavens above be her guardian
Though I know I?ll never see her anymore
May the goldliest sunbeam shine upon her
As she lies sleeping on Ireland?s green shore

One evening for pleasure I rambled
On the banks of some cold purling stream
I set down on a bed of primroses
And I gently fell into a dream

10365. Irish Girl

Irish Girl
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Yeah your Papa knows what your Mama will never understand
How far a young girl will go for the love of a London man
Hey little Irish girl, nothing can stop you now
Hey little Irish girl, nothing can stop you now

[Verse 2]
Can you feel the night flowing through your bones?
With your high-flying kite and your sticks and stones
Will you save me a place at the head of your table?
In your leather and lace and your burgundy sable
Hey little Irish girl, nothing can stop you now



Hey little Irish girl, nothing can stop you now

[Bridge]
Doing all Heaven will allow
You'll make it through somehow
There's sunlight behind the clouds
Yeah little Irish girl
Little Irish girl

[Verse 3]
When the servants mutiny and the crowned king cries
Will you come under scrutiny in their unforgiving eyes?
When there's no keeper of the flame and the lights have gone out
Will you shoulder all the blame beyond a shadow of a doubt?
Hey little Irish girl, nothing can stop you now
Hey little Irish girl, nothing can stop you now
Hey little Irish girl, nothing can stop you now

10366. Irish Medley

Dixie Chicks - Irish Medley

I wish I were in Dublin or some other seaport town 
I'd set my foot on a steamboat and sail the ocean 'round 
Sailing 'round the ocean, sailing 'round the sea 
I think of handsome Molly wherever she may be 

I am a beggarman and a beggin' I have been 
For three score or more on this lil' isle of green 
I'm known from the Liffy on down to Segu 
And I'm known by the name of Little Johnny Doo 

Of all the trades a-goin' sure a-beggin' is the best 
When a man gets tired he can lay his head to rest 
He can beg for his supper when there's nothing else to do 
Or go sit 'round the corner in his ol' rigadoo 

We slept one night in a barn in Clairebon
We went naked all night and slept until the dawn 
Holes in the roof and the rain a-pourin' through 
And the cats and the rats they were a-playin peek-a-boo 

Who should awaken but the woman of the house 
In a white spotted apron and a calico blouse 
She began to frighten and I said "Boo!" 
"Don't be afraid ma'am, it's only Johnny Doo!" 

Over the fields with a pack on my back 
Over the hills with a creak in me sack 
Holes in my shoes and my toes peekin' through 
Singing "Shinkle and a wrinkle it's only Johnny Doo!" 

Well, it's getting late at night and it's time to go to bed 



And the fire's all out and whoops goes the light 
Now you know the story of the old rigadoo 
So good night and God be with you says Little Johnny Doo

10367. Irma Jackson

Irma Jackson
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
C
I'd love to shout my feelin's from a mountain high
         G7
Tell the world I love her and I will till I die
There's no way the world will understand that love is color blind
                                 C
That's why Irma Jackson can't be mine
I remember when no one cared about us bein' friends
                             G7
We were only children and it really didn't matter then
But we grew up too quickly in a world that draws a line
                                     C
Where they say Irma Jackson can't be mine
      F
If my lovin' Irma Jackson is a sin
                  G7
Then I don't understand this crazy world we're livin' in
There's a muddy wall between us standin' high
                                  C
But I'll love Irma Jackson till I die
She tells me she's decided that she'll go away
                                     G7
And I guess it's right but she alone should have the final say
But in spite of her decision forcin' us to say goodbye
                                    C
I'll still love Irma Jackson till I die

10368. Iron And Diamonds - Chords

Iron And Diamonds 
Gibson Brothers

[Verse 1]
Am                       G               Am
Up on Lyon Mountain, the houses look the same.
                                      Em               Am
Weathered wood hid kids and wives and lives that never changed.
 
It belonged to the Delware and Hudson,
      G                Am



Every bit of iron-rich ground,
                                  Em            Am
And a pile of sand, big and blue, grew out back of town.
Am                         G               Am
Six days went the company, one to the Lord above;
 
But the town lived for the afternoon
         Em                    Am
That was given to the ball and glove.
 
[Chorus]
 C                 G
Around the horn, a can of corn,
  Dm                       Am
A ground ball will get you two.
 
A life of iron and diamonds
Em                 Am
Was all the miners knew.
 
[Verse 2]
          Am                      G              Am
They were Poles and Lithuanians; Itals and Irish too.
                             Em                   Am
They dug into America down a hole deep, dark, and cruel.
 
Some crossed the sea to get there;
          G                 Am
Some were born to die there too.
                                             Em              Am
Sons followed steps down to the mines behind dads they never knew.
                                            G              Am
They came alive between the foul lines with pride and dignity.
 
In the bleachers and the batter's box
  Em            Am
A mind could be free.
 
[Chorus]
 C                 G
Around the horn, a can of corn,
  Dm                       Am
A ground ball will get you two.
 
A life of iron and diamonds
Em                 Am
Was all the miners knew.

10369. Iron Curtain

Iron Curtain
Flatt & Scruggs



There's an iron curtain darlin' That's between your heart and mine
and it seems its getting stronger all the time
You don't want me you don't need me But I'll keep on hangin' 'round
And I know someday my love will tear that iron curtain down

    Don't be afraid to love me for I know that it will last
   Darlin is it fair to judge me by someone in your past
   You don't want me you don't need me but I'll keep on hangin' 'round
   And I know someday my love will tear that iron curtain down

Someone's hurt you in the past dear and the memory lingers on
But to live your life in darkness is a shame
If you'll only let me love you soon your heartaches will be gone
Let my lovin arms become your iron curtain from now on

10370. Iron Mike's Main Man's Last Request

Todd Snider - Iron Mike's Main Man's Last Request

Hey little buddy
Don't even worry
Everything is gonna be O.K.

I could have told you when you started making 
Money that the world was going to treat you This way.
Forget your first wife, she was no good for You, 
she was a gold-digging bitch and her mom Was too.

Hey, Iron Mike... don't let them get you down

Hey, little buddy
Don't look uneasy
You just keep your eyes fixed on this fight
If that mean 'old Don King
Don't give you back all of your money
I say you and I, we go and take it back some night.

Your still the champion and everybody knows you are. 
Come on Iron Mike, let's take the Porsche to the titty-bar. 

Come on champ! Come on champ!

All i'm asking for is 300 dollars and that's 
Only til my brother straightens out
I would do this for you if I could and you 
Needed me to... ain't that what friendships all about?

Hey, little buddy
Don't get angry
God please at least not a me
You know that i am right behind you
All the way, old 'compadre
You just say whatever you want to, and i'll Agree



Who washed every car in this 10 car garage?
Who caries the boombox and the entourage?
Me Mike, Goddammit... me!

10371. Ironbark - Chords

Ironbark 
The Waifs

[Verse]
G                 C
Time and tide and wind and weather
G               C         G
Haven't made you change a lot
G                       C
You're keeping everything together
G                C    G
Skin as thick as ironbark
 
G                  C
Standing proud and tall and stately
G                  C       G
Strong against the winds of strife
G                     C
But I've heard you're feeling lately
G                     C              G
You've been cut right down by life
 
G                     C
Your skin might be as strong as iron
G                  C       G
Heartwood might be hard as stone
G                              C
But one cut and the blood runs red and living
G                 C     G
As any blood that ever flowed
 
Em                         Am
The cold hard steel of the axemans blow
Em                       Am
The winds of trouble and strife
Em                            Am
Won't bring you down for it's well you know
Em               Am
You were born to survive
 
G               C
Everything dead set against you
G                  C     G
Roots sunk deep in stony ground
G                         C
When life takes more than it presents you



G                     C              G
Sink those deep roots deeper down
 
G                   C
Don't let life keep you from living
G              C        G
Don't let your heart get petrified
G                   C
Keep that lifeblood red and flowing
G              C    G
Keep your iron soul alive
 
G                C
Circles tell the tale of living
G              C    G
Hard successes hard defeats
G                    C
Each ring spins it's tale of giving
G                      C          G
You're everything that this world needs
 
Em                         Am
The cold hard steel of the axemans blow
Em                       Am
The winds of trouble and strife
Em                            Am
Won't bring you down for it's well you know
Em               Am
You were born to survive

10372. Is Anybody Loving You These Days

Dierks Bentley - Is Anybody Loving You These Days

Midnight stoplight, happens everytime
Pretty girl in a car
No resemblance whatsoever
I wonder how you are
Constant question poundin' inmy brain
Is anybody lovin' you these days
Lonesome pillow sun comes yellow
I reach across the bed
Should be hurried workin' worries
I lie there instead
With the thought that's drivin' me insane
Is anybody lovin' you these days

Damn this small town every place that I go
I drive by your house, I see his car and I know
He's there with you, but when he kisses you
Think about the memories we made, and tell me
Is anybody lovin' you these days



Second chances, backward glances
Most people just say no
World keeps turnin', heart keeps yearnin'
I keep holdin' the hope
One day you might answer with my name
Is anybody lovin' you these days

Damn this small town every place that I go
I drive by your house, I see his car and I know
He's there with you, but when he kisses you
Think about the memories we made, and tell me
Is anybody lovin' you these days

10373. Is Forever Longer Than Always

Dolly Parton - Is Forever Longer Than Always 
(Porter Wagoner & Frank Dycus)

Your trembling hands held me near
Your soft warm lips whispered in my ear
You said you'd always love me
And we'd always be together
And you promised me your love would last forever
Is forever longer than always?
You're gone from me now and you have been for days
And in my mind I can't find the reason why you didn't stay
Unless forever is longer than always
Is forever longer than always
You're gone from me now and you have been for days
And in my mind I can't find the reason why you didn't stay
Unless forever is longer than always
Is forever longer than always?

10374. Is Goodbye That Easy To Say - Chords

Is Goodbye That Easy To Say
Recorded by Little Jimmy Dickens
Written by Marijohn Wilkin and Benny Joy

C                               G7
It hurts me so to see you go my darling
                                       C
But I can see you don't really want to stay
                           C7               F
Can you pretend that we've never known each other
   C            G7      C
Is goodbye that easy to say
                                 G7
Will you still feel the same way tomorrow



                           C
Or will you regret walking away
                      C7          F
Can you leave without feeling any sorrow
   C            G7      C   C7
Is goodbye that easy to say
   F               C       D7                   G7
Am I losing you forever is this the end of everything
              C                G7
Will you look back will you be sorry
                                 C   G7
Will you miss the love you threw away
            C                           F
How can you break the heart that really loves you
   C            G7      C
Is goodbye that easy to say
                                        F
How can you break the heart that really loves you
   C            G7      C
Is goodbye that easy to say
                G7      C
Is goodbye that easy to say

10375. Is Heaven Good Enough For You - Chords

Is Heaven Good Enough For You
Allison Moorer
 
[Intro:} D
 
G         D               G
Heard the preacher at the service
          G    D              G
Declare you'd gone home that day
            Cadd9             G
To meet the maker and his servants
            A                D
And take a rest amidst his grace
 
 
         G    D              G
He said now that you're in heaven
        G   D               G
Your trials on earth are through
      Cadd9              G
But I didn't hear him mention
             D              G
If heaven's good enough for you
 
 
            G    D             G
He claimed you feel no more sorrow
G                 D                   G



Since you're free   from all life's fears
            Cadd9                G
But can the blessed on god's mountain
           A                D
Love you more than I down here
 
 
         G    D       G
I was raised not to question 
     G    D         G
Promises the Bible makes
   Cadd9              G
But how could the almighty
              D        G
Make such a terrible mistake
        Cadd9         G
Did the lord's illumination
      Cadd9               D
Shine upon you from his throne
          Cadd9             G           A                 D
When he witnessed my sweet angel suffer on the long road home
 
 
[Instrumental:] C   G   C   D   C   G   D   G
 
 
             G     D          G
If there's really no more teardrops
           D                    G
And the streets are paved with gold
        Cadd9            G
Send me down some reassurance 
           A                    D
I don't believe what I've been told
            G    D      G               D               G
If there really is a kingdom where you start your life anew
          Cadd9             G
Won't you please somehow convince me
               D              G
That heaven's good enough for you

10376. Is Her Love Any Better Than Mine - Chords

Is Her Love Any Better Than Mine
Recorded by Jeanne Pruett
Written by Ray Griff

C      G        D7          G
Is her love any better than mine
 
              G7         C
Is satin much nicer than cotton
       G                         A7   D7



Do you sleep with sweet peace of mind
         G          G7           C
Are your dreams any different in her world
       G        D7          G
Is her love any better than mine
 
                 G7        C
Our mansion much closer to heaven
       G                        A7   D7
Just a kiss to thrill you every time
         G             G7           C
Does she hold you more tightly than I did
       G        D7          G
Is her love any better than mine
 
       D7                       C              G
Is her love any better once the chains were to hard
                                 A7    D7
Have you found what you couldn't find
        G        G7           C
Has she made you forget me completely
       G        D7          G
Is her love any better than mine
 
C      G        D7          C   G
Is her love any better than mine

10377. Is It Any Wonder

Is It Any Wonder?
by Ron Block 
from the album Faraway Land

A man in town, he came around, his eyes were cold and gray
Clothes dark and dirty, fear upon his face
The people here lived in their fear, they turned their eyes away
No place for pity, fear had stolen faith

Chorus
Well is it any wonder that his soul is cold?
Well is it any wonder?
No fire burns to light his face
No love to warm his soul

The Man who loved came from above, was born in Galilee
Showed us the Father, died to set us free

He rose above and the Father's love came down to live in men
Love flows from Spirit by faith in God within

Now when you find the poor and blind, don't judge the outward man
Love of the Father will draw the soul to Him



Repeat chorus

Well is it any wonder that his soul is cold?
Well is it any wonder?

10378. Is It Any Wonder That I Love You - Chords

Is It Any Wonder That I Love You
Recorded by Bob Luman
Written by Jerry Foster and Bill Rice

C                       F
There's been times when life's been rough
    C       F      C
And we just barely had enough
    F                    C              G7
The clothes we wore were far from being new
    C               F
You never asked for anything
    C         F      C
You just held on and shared my dream
   F         C      G7     C
So is it any wonder I love you
          F             C
Is it any wonder that I love you
          F             C              G7
Is it any wonder that I feel the way I do
C                F
When I thought I couldn't win
    C       F           C
You gave me strength to try again
   F         C      G7     C
So is it any wonder I love you
                    F
Now you've got some worry lines
  C      F     C
A little old before your time
    F             C                G7
I'm sorry for the things I put you through
C           F
What I am I couldn't be
C      F      C
If you hadn't stayed with me
   F         C      G7     C
So is it any wonder I love you
Repeat #2

10379. Is It Ever Gonna Be Easy - Chords



Is It Ever Gonna Be Easy 
The Lone Bellow
 
[Verse 1]
      G             C/G   G  C/G
Is it ever gonna be easy
       G              C/G      G  C/G
Try so hard, please release me
           Bm
I know the hum of your voice should be the sweetest sound
    C                                                    G  C/G  G  C/G
But I could never really get your feet up off the ground
 
[Verse 2]
      G             C/G  G  C/G
Is it ever gonna be easy
       G              C/G      G  C/G
Try so hard, please release me
            Bm
You got the softest lips but the sharpest mouth
       C                                                  G  C/G  G  C/G
Always ready with a hundred different ways to cut me down
 
[Bridge]
       Bm
Get my back on straight, keep my feet faced forward
                  C
Stick my hands up high
                   Bm
Let the light give way on the hardest day
                C   N.C.
Then I hear you say
 
[Verse 3]
      G             C/G  G  C/G
Is it ever gonna be easy
       G              C/G      G  C/G
Try so hard, please release me
       Bm
Try to reach for your hand, but there's no colder touch
       C                                              G  C/G  G  C/G
Try to be a better man, but I don't try all that much
 
[Chorus]
      G             C/G  G  C/G
Is it ever gonna be easy
      C
Is it ever gonna be easy
      D                D7
Is it ever gonna be easy
N.C.           G  C/G  G  C/G
Please release me
 
[Interlude]
Dm  G x2
Bm  Am  G  C/G  G  C/G
 
[Bridge 2]



               Bm
Try to say the things that I said before
                    C
That would make you smile
                  Bm
But the language, babe, that we used to speak
                C
Has been dead a while
 
[Tag]
      G             C/G  G  C/G
Is it ever gonna be easy
      C             C/G  G  C/G
Is it ever gonna be easy
      C             C/G  G  C/G
Is it ever gonna be easy
      C             C/G  G
Is it ever gonna be easy

10380. Is It For Me

Glen Phillips - Is It For Me

Through the door
What do I see?
Bradley says it's haunted
The house upon the hill
And if we met at 4 a.m
Then we would know for sure
We carried the ladders
And leaned them against it
And climbed them as we looked
Someone kicked the ladder
Bradley took a spill
Said his leg was broken so we
Dragged him down the hill
CHORUS
And through the door
What do I see? (it happens)
Something is happening
Is it for me?
Is it for me?
Mom found out the whole thing
Mine was first to call
Bradley's leg healed badly
At least he still can walk
We leave in the morning and
No one will hear us and
Meet in the clearing and
I'll bring the sandwiches
David, come quickly
You're missing the whole thing
Open your big eyes



Take in the sunrise
CHORUS
CHORUS
Is it for me?

10381. Is It Me Or You - Chords

Is It Me Or You 
Warren Haynes feat. Railroad Earth

[Intro]
 
Am Bm C C
Am Bm C C
Am Bm C C
Em G  Em D C
Em G  Em D C
 
[Verse 1]
 
Em           G         Em        D C
Tears on the inside of your face
Em         G           D                      Am
Not on the outside, no pain can penetrate the callouses
C              D               Em
Palaces you've built from the ground floor
 
Em          G            Em       D C
Show on the dark side of your past
Em      G                  D
So long since you've tried to replace the wooden mask
           Am              C D            Em
That hangs around your neck some token of war
 
[Chorus]
 
C         G D
A survivor is what you call yourself
Am                              C               D   B
But have you looked through the eyes of someone else
            Em   C D
Is it me or you, that's killing you baby
            Bm   C G                   D
Is it me or you, that's trying to hang on
 
[BREAK]
 
Em G Em D C
Em G Em D C
 
[Verse 2]
 
Em            G          Em         D



Like a bullet dancing in your breast
Em           G       D
You hide the answer, pointed at my chest
Am
With your painted eyes,
C             D               Em
the same eyes that used to be my window
 
[Chorus 2]
 
C          G    D
Would deny her, never seeking help
    Am               C                D
But has it grown too late to help yourself
B           Em C        D
Is it me or you, that's killing you baby
            Bm C        G              D
Is it me or you, that's trying to hang on
    Em         C
You say nobody wants to save you
    Em          D
Nothing in this world can save you
    Am                    Bm        C
But baby, I can save you, if I only knew
            Em
Is it me or you
 
[Verse 3]
 
Em           G         Em        D C
Tears on the inside of your face
Em         G           D                      Am
Not on the outside, no pain can penetrate the callouses
C              D               Em
Palaces you've built from the ground floor
 
Em G Em D C

10382. Is It Over Now

Is It Over Now
Bowman & Rigsby

You lie in our bed and dream of another
You don't even know you whisper his name
And now if your heart belongs to another
Oh what will I do, you're driftin away

   Our once happy home is lonely and dark now
   Have you went astray and broken your vows
   I just can't believe these things that I'm hearing
   You're breakin my heart is it over now



I wish that I knew what happened to you dear
And I only hope we'll make it somehow
But that doesn't change the way that I'm feeling
It hurts me to say that it's over now

10383. Is It Raining At Your House

Brad Paisley - Is It Raining At Your House 

Is it raining at your house like it's raining at mine
Do you miss me like I miss you, is it cloudy all the time
Do you tremble when the phone rings and you think I'm on the line
Is it raining at your house like it's raining at mine
1st Chorus
Does it thunder and lightnin' even when the sun shines
Is it raining at your house like it's raining at mine
Is it raining at your place just like it is over here
If it is then sweetheart like me I know you're scared
I just called you to console you like any old friend would do
Is it raining at your house and by the way I still love you
Repeat chorus
Tag
Is it raining at your house like it's raining at mine

10384. Is It Real

Dolly Parton - Is It Real 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writer Dolly Parton

You came into my life at a time when I was down
And I thought I'd never love again but I think different now
You took my hand and helped me up and I thank you for your precious love
And words cannot express the way I feel but is it real
Is it real this love that you have offered me so freely
You tell me that you love me but darling do you really
Don't make me love and lose again don't make me go through that again
I've known that hurt and I know how it feels oh is it real
Well you could mend my broken heart with love as sweet as yours
And I want to believe it's real but how can I be sure
And you could heal the hurt I've known with the love that you have shown
And all the needs you have I fulfill but is it real
Is it real this love that you have...
Is it real



10385. Is It Really Over

Alan Jackson - Is It Really Over 

Last night she walked out and slamed the
door, she said she wouldn't be back, but I've
heard many times before.
Now I wonder is it really over--all the cryin we done, all the things we use to say, all the
places we've been.
No it would never be over if it was left up to
me, but honey I can't make you love so I'll
just set you free.
Why does it matter anymore--these days people fall in and out of love just cause they
can--lovers arent lovers for life--thru thick
and then..They will split before you say when?
So is it really over--all the cryin we done, all
the things we use to say, all the places we've
been????

10386. Is It Too Late Now

The Bluegrass Album Band - Is It Too Late Now?
Flatt & Scruggs

[Chorus]
Is it too late now to tell you that I love you?
Or is there still a chance for me somehow?
Oh they tell me now that you have found another
Darlin' please don't say it's too late now

[Verse 1]
I know this heart of mine could never stand it
If I should have togive you up somehow
Oh won't you say you'll give me one more chance dear?
Darlin' please don't say it's too late now

[Chorus]
Is it too late now to tell you that I love you?
Or is there still a chance for me somehow?
Oh they tell me now that you have found another
Darlin' please don't say it's too late now

[Verse 2]
Well I'll confess I know I've done you wrong, dear
Oh can't you see my side again somehow
All I ask of you is one more chance dear
Darlin' please don't say it's too late now

[Chorus]
Is it too late now to tell you that I love you?
Or is there still a chance for me somehow?
Oh they tell me now that you have found another
Darlin' please don't say it's too late now



10387. Is It Too Soon To Tell - Chords

Is It Too Soon To Tell
Recorded by Marsha Thompson
Written by Michael Noble, Jeff Pennig, Marsha Thornton
 
G                  B7               E7
Soft sudden breeze magnolia trees a new moon above
A7                   D7              G   G#  Am  D7
Skipping a stone the lake is our own wishing well
G                    B7
Stars in your eyes a touch of your hand 
   E7                  C
It sure feels like love
          D7      G   C G  D7
Is it too soon to tell 
 
G               B7                E7
Is just me does this seem to be a dream coming true
A7                   D7                G     G#    Am   D7
Are you the one that I'm falling under loves sweet spell
G               B7            E7
Am I a fool for asking you to feel this way too
   C         D7      G
Oh is it too soon to tell
 
  C
I don't wanna wait until it's too late
   G                     Em
To say what's on my mind
          A7                         D7
There may never be a better place in time
   G                       B7
We still have to say those three little words
    E7                        C
But they say believe they will
          D7      G   C G  D7 G
Is it too soon to tell
 
    C
I'm not gonna wait until it's too late
   G                     Em
To say what's on my mind
           A7                         D7
There will never be a better place or time
 
For you to be mine
G                 B7
You're saying yes sealed with a kiss
E7
Two hearts just fell
C                D7      G   E7
Yes it's not too soon to tell



C               D7      G
No it's not too soon to tell

10388. Is It True

Is It True

Is it true that you are leavin'
That you're go-in' far away
Is it true that you don't love me
Is there nothin' you can say

    Is it true that you love another
   That you just want to be free
   You know I'd never try to hold you
    If you no longer love me

Is it true the words you told me
Now are told to someone new
While my heart is slowly breakin'
Tell me dar-lin' is it true

Is it true you'll soon forget me
After we have said goodbye
Is it true that you'll be happy
While I sit alone and cry

10389. Is It True Or False - Chords

Is It True Or False  
Recorded by Billy Crash Craddock
Written by Henry Morgan, Alan Grey, Ginger Grey

Dm    G                    Bm
Is it true or false I'm in love with you
       Em      Bm            Am
Yes my darling you know it's true
                    C
Is it true or false you're in love with me
Am    F#m              G7
Oh my darling I wish I knew
        Dm           Em          Am
I could try guessing but I might lose my one chance
F#m    Em         C            Am        F#m
So I'm confessing you hold the key to my romance
      G                           Am
Is it true or false we'll share a dream for two
    F#m    Am      D7         G
The answer darling depends on you



F#m    Em         C            Am        F#m
So I'm confessing you hold the key to my romance
      G                           Am
Is it true or false we'll share a dream for two
    F#m    Am      D7         G
The answer darling depends on you

10390. Is It Worth It - Chords

Is It Worth It
Allison Moorer
 
      A                    D
Is it worth it?  You gotta wonder. 
        A                     E
No sane person, would say it was. 
        A                       D
It's for certain, we're going under. 
             A         E                    A
Things ain't working, between the two of us. 
 
 
      D               A
Is it worth it to go on trying? 
            E                        A
Or keep rehearsing, and getting worse. 
                  D                    A
Let's close the curtain, this act's dying. 
                E               A
We did our version, it didn't work. 
 
 
         E              D               A
Is it worth, the price we are paying? 
         D                A             E
Is it worth, the damage being done? 
         A              A7             D
Is it worth, the both of us staying? 
?               ?               E7
If you think so, then you're the only one.  
 
 
        A                       D
Is it worth it?  What are we doing? 
                A                       E
Let's not be martyrs for the sake of love. 
             A                     D
This is a burden of our own choosing. 
         A      E           A
It'd be smarter if we gave up



10391. Is It Your Place Or Mine

Is It Your Place Or Mine
The Statler Brothers
Dailey & Vincent

Kept hoping you'd call
Or maybe drop by
Hadn't seen you at all
Since we said goodbye

The phone rang today
Didn't get there in time
Should I try to call you
Is it your place or mine

Is it your place or mine
To say I'm lonely
Is it your place or mine
To say I was wrong
I don't think I'm healin'
The way I'm feelin'
I wish I knew
What we'd do
Is it your place or mine

I know you're not sure
Of how far is right
Do I love you forever
Or hold you tonight
This game is too hard
When your heart's on the line
I wish it were over
Either your place or mine

Is it your place or mine
To say I'm lonely
Is it your place or mine
To say I was wrong
I don't think I'm healin'
The way I'm feelin'
I wish I knew
What we'd do
Is it your place or mine

I wish I knew
What we'd do
Is it your place or mine
Is it your place or mine



10392. Is My Lord Satisfied With Me - Chords

Is My Lord Satisfied With Me
Recorded by The Oak Ridge Boys
Written by E.W. Suggs

G                      C                   G
One glorious day Jesus came and He made me whole
                           A7      D7
He so completely then satisfied my soul
         G                C               G
And as I face life's dark troubled stormy sea
                       D7        G
I wonder if He is satisfied with me

          C                         G
I want my Lord to be satisfied with me
                               A7      D7
I want my life to be what He'd have it be
           G            C           G
And when I come to that great eternity
                              D7        G
His smile will say He is satisfied with me
 
                              C               G
Lord give me strength give me courage make me whole
                                  A7     D7
That I may lead some lost sheep into the fold
             G        C                 G
That I might stand unafraid to move for thee
                             D7        G
That you might be fully satisfied with me
 
Repeat #2

                              D7        G
His smile will say He is satisfied with me

10393. Is That You

Buddy Miller - Is That You
(Buddy and Julie Miller)

Is that you my lord
Is that you my lord
Is that you my lord
Talking to my heart
I can hear a sound / over the waters
I can hear a sound / coming on the rain
I can hear a sound / whisper on the wind
Sounds like the spirit calling out my name
It's calling to me in the morning
And it comes to me in my sleep



It tells me (hey/boy) lay down all these worthless things
And let me give you something you can keep
(trade me in for)
Did you wear a crown / was the devil laughing
Did you wear a crown / and was the curtain torn
Did the thunder pound / and did heaven look away
Did you wear a crown and was it made of thorns
Chorus
Lord did you go down / and take on the devil

10394. Is The Blue Moon Still Shining

Bill Monroe - Is the Blue Moon Still Shining?

Is the blue moon still shinin'
does it shine for you like it shines for me
will the blue moon bring us back together
or will it leave us with a sad memory
Do we think of each other when the moon is blue
do you need me as i need you
will you ever come back and love me
or tell me are we really through
At night when the blue moon is shinin'
i think of you and the plans we made
but now you've gone and left me
left me alone and so afraid
* refrain
Now i wonder is the blue moon still shinin'
shinin' for you as it does for me
are you too proud to come back
or did you really want to be free
* refrain

10395. Is The Grass Any Bluer

Rhonda Vincent - Is the Grass Any Bluer

You rolled out of Rosine, a dedicated man.
You drove those country back roads to a thousand one-night stands.
The music from your mandolin, spread like wildfire in the wind,
And echoed through the hollows and the hills, so tell me, Bill:

Is the grass any bluer on the other side?
Did it look like gold Kentucky when the gates swung open wide?
Bet the good Lord's got you playin' somewhere up there every night.
Is the grass any bluer on the other side?

Instrumental break.



I heard you on the Opry when I was just a kid.
I tried my best to learn to sing and play the way you did.
Just like me, the day you died, the guitars and the fiddles cried.
The music ain't the same without you, Bill; we miss you still.

Is the grass any bluer on the other side?
Did it look like gold Kentucky when the gates swung open wide?
Bet the good Lord's got you playin' somewhere up there every night.
Is the grass any bluer on the other side?

Instrumental break.

Just like me, the day you died, the guitars and the fiddles cried.
The music ain't the same without you, Bill; we miss you still.

Is the grass any bluer on the other side?
Did it look like gold Kentucky when the gates swung open wide?
Bet the good Lord's got you playin' somewhere up there every night.
Is the grass any bluer on the other side?

Is the grass any bluer on the other side?

10396. Is There A Way - Chords

Is There A Way
Recorded by Marsha Thornton 
Written by Dean Folkword and Kostas Lazarides

G7         C        F                C
Is there a way that I can come back to your heart
                   F             G7
Is there a way to end this time apart
  C                   F             C  F
I want you back like we were yesterday
        C       G7          C
Tell me darling  is there a way
                     F                  C
Cause it's a road of endless twists and turns
                   F                    G7
And a fool like me finds things hard to learn
   C                  F           C   F
To have your love and let it slip away
           C               G7          C
Oh give me one more chance  is there a way
  F                               C
I finally found the bottom of the bottom of my heart
F                                C           G7
Ever since you've been away it's torn me all apart
      C            F                  C
Now I lie alone at night and dream of yesterday
F             C       G7           C
Oh I want you back babe is there a way
Repeat #3



F             C       G7           C
Oh I want you back babe is there a way

10397. Is There Hope For This Heartbreak

Is There Hope For This Heartbreak

In this world of broken hearted
You can sing about my one and only pain
Now I cry my eyes and wonder
Will I walk this dark and lonely road again

Is there one more hope for this heartbreak
Is there one last chance or goodbye
If I had one wish I would end all this heartache
Oh I wonder how long I could cry

You could count the stars in heaven
You could count a million waves on the sea
You'll never know how many teardrops
That I shed for somethin' never meant to be

Without love in this lifetime
You can count on little boys bein' blue
So don't wait until tomorrow
You may never find yourself a love so true

10398. Is There Something On Your Mind

Is There Something On Your Mind
Written and recorded by Jack Scott

G
Is there something on your mind
G7              C
That you're not telling me
               D7
I've loved you oh so long
            G
I know when some thing's wrong

Is there something on your mind
G7         C
Oh tell me darling 
                  D7
There's something wrong I know

You're troubled some
                       G



Tell me what's on your mind

    D7        G
The places we go
    D7         G
The friends we know
        A7        D7
They're asking me too
A7               D7
What's come over you

         G
Is there something on your mind
G7         C
Oh tell me darling
            D7
I'll try to smile

Let's talk awhile
                       G
Tell me what's on your mind

Spoken:
 C
So tell me darling have I been untrue
D7              G
Tell me darling tell me now

Sung:

G
Just what's on your mind
G7         C
Oh tell me darling
                D7
Now that you're here

Now that you're near
                       G
Tell me what's on your mind

10399. Is This All There Is

Nanci Griffith - Is This All There Is?

I have traveled far to be sitting here with you
And I will leave this place alone
That's a sad and simple truth
There is so little time and so much to say
And I'll be none the wiser
When I leave you here today

[Chorus:]



Is this all there is
I wanted so much more
The gold in those hills
The silver of the mores
And now that I'm here
Looking you head on
The treasure that I left behind
Is all I'll ever miss
The blame for losing love is blind
Is this all there is

It always stops me cold every time I hear your name
The friends that we share
Know I'll never love the same
I still hear your voice echo through the days
Yet it never breaks my stride
Cause we would always end this way

[Chorus]

[Bridge:] 
We were really something
Holding hands and walking
Now, no amount of talking
Could lend this love a place to go

[Chorus]

10400. Is This All There Is To A Honky Tonk - Chords

Is This All There Is To A Honky Tonk
Recorded by Tony Booth
Written by Robert Duncan and Donald Tunison

C                             F
Each and every night she sits waiting
     G7                       C
Till its become a part of her life
                                 F
She wonders if she's been enough woman
      G7                  C
While trying to be a good wife
       G7
So she fixes her makeup  and brushes her hair
                                   
Walks to the corner  to see if I'm there
           C                  F
Though the jukebox is playing the music is loud
G7                             C
I hear her voice echo over the crowd
                          F
Is this all there is to a honky tonk
   G7                                C



Is this what keeps you from me every night
                          F
Is this all there is to a honky tonk
     G7                                 C
Just barstools and cheap California red wine
                                  F
Well I turned on the barstool and looked into her eyes
G7                            C
It doesn't take me long to realize
                                  F
That what I've been looking for I won't find in this place
G7                           C
All that I need I see in her face
      G7
I see warm and love and need in me
Her words keep coming back to me
   C                      F
Is this all there is to a honky tonk
   G7                                 C
Is this what you choose from me every night
                          F
Is this all there is to a honky tonk
     G7                                 C
Just barstools and cheap California red wine
     G7                                 C
Just barstools and cheap California red wine

10401. Is This Love

Is This Love
Bob Marley & The Wailers
Sam Bush Band

I wanna love you
And treat you right
I wanna love you
Every day and every night

We'll be together
With a roof right over our heads
We'll share the shelter
Of my single bed
We'll share the same room, yeah
For Jah provide the bread

Is this love? Is this love? Is this love?
Is this love that I'm feeling?
Is this love? Is this love? Is this love?
Is this love that I'm feeling?

I wanna know, wanna know, wanna know now
I got to know, got to know, got to know now
Ah, ah, ah, I'm willing and able



So I throw my cards on your table

I wanna love you
I wanna love and treat
Love and treat you right
I wanna love you
Every day and every night

We'll be together
With a roof right over our heads
We'll share the shelter, yeah, oh-yeah
Of my single bed
We'll share the same room, yeah
For Jah provide the bread

Is this love? Is this love? Is this love?
Is this love that I'm feeling?
Is this love? Is this love? Is this love?
Is this love that I'm feeling? Oh
Oh, yes, I know, yes, I know, yes, I know now
Oh, yes, I know, yes, I know, yes, I know now
Ah-ah-ah-ah-ah, I'm willing and able
So I throw my cards on your table, see

I wanna love you
I wanna love and treat, yeah
Love and treat you right
I wanna love you
Every day and every night

We'll be together
With the roof right over our heads
We'll share the shelter
Of my single bed
We'll share the same room, yeah
Jah provide the bread
We'll share the shelter
Of my single bed
We'll share the same room

10402. Is This My Destiny

The Osborne Brothers - Is This My Destiny
(Helen Carter)

Cursed with sorrow pain
And woe full of feeling I can't show
Hopeless love what else for me
Is this my destiny?
God in heaven surely made
For every man somewhere a maid
Someone stole my love from me
Is this my destiny?



At night I toss and wonder why
I must live while others die
The grave would be escape for me
From this my destiny.
--- Instrumental ---
At night I toss and wonder why
I must live while others die
The grave would be escape for me
From this my destiny...

10403. Is This My Happy Home - Chords

Is This My Happy Home 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Intro]
G   D   C   G
 
[Chorus]
    G                    D                     C                G
And I don't know     the reason why     you're treatin' me this way
    G                    D                  C               G
And I don't know     the reason why     the sky is blue and so am I
    G                    D
And I don't know     the reason why
    C                      G                     D               C            G
The things you say    have made me think     I'm losin'  you     losin'  you
 
[Verse]
    C               G             C           G
The kitchen sink is dirty     the baby has to burp
     C             G                   D
Your hair is in an awful maze     it's been that way for days
    C                 G                        C            G
The little things you don't pick up     like a ringin'  telephone
    C              G                D
Has set my mind to wonderin'     is this my happy home
 
[Chorus]
    G                    D                     C                G
And I don't know     the reason why     you're treatin' me this way
    G                    D                  C               G
And I don't know     the reason why     the sky is blue and so am I
    G                    D
And I don't know     the reason why
    C                      G                     D               C            G
The things you say    have made me think     I'm losin'  you     losin'  you
 
[Verse]
    C                 G              C             G
And dinner when there is one     has been the TV   kind
    C                G                         D
The dogs and cats    play on the floor     and then   they do    some more



     C                 G            C                G
Your constant gift of  gab     this life that you condone
    C              G                D
Has set my mind to wonderin'     is this my happy home
 
[Chorus]
    G                    D                     C                G
And I don't know     the reason why     you're treatin' me this way
    G                    D                  C               G
And I don't know     the reason why     the sky is blue and so am I
    G                    D
And I don't know     the reason why
    C                      G                     D               C            G
The things you say    have made me think     I'm losin'  you     losin'  you
 
[Outro]
                             D              C          G
You've made me think         I'm losin' you     losin' you

10404. Is This The Beginning Of The End

Is This the Beginning of the End?

I just don't seem to know you anymore
You're only with me every now and then.
And you don't kiss me like you did before
Is this the beginning of the end ?

Is there a broken heart for me in store?
While I'm holding you do you pretend
That I'm someone else you're longing for?
Is this the beginning of the end?

CHORUS:
There's a far away look in your eyes
Am I losing you my heart cries?
Hold me close and put my heart at ease.
Whisper I love you once again.
Just three words can make my heart believe
This is not the beginning of the end.

REPEAT CHORUS

10405. Is This The Beginning Of The End - Chords

Is This The Beginning Of The End
Recorded by Merle Haggard
written by Wynn Stewart, Wally Lewis, Billy Mize
 



C                             F
I just don't seem to know you anymore 
                                  G7
You're only with me every now and then 
    C                              F
And you don't kiss me like you did before 
   C        G7               C
Is this the beginning of the end 
 
                                  F
Is there a broken heart for me in store 
                             G7
While I'm holding you do you pretend 
     C                               F
That I'm someone else you're longing for 
   C        G7               C
Is this the beginning of the end 
 
          F                     C
There's a far away look in your eye 
F                        G7
Am I losing you my heart cries 
C                                 F
Hold me close and put my heart at ease 
        G7
Whisper I love you once again 
C                                  F
Just three words can make my heart believe 
        C       G7               C
This is not the beginning of the end 
 
Repeat #3

10406. Is This Thing On

Todd Snider - Is This Thing On?

[Intro]
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?
[Chorus]
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?

[Verse 1]
In the hallway of a high school
Anywhere, USA
There was a bully pickin' on a different kid
It seemed like every day
A pack of back-slapping buddies
Laughing, backing him all the way



A screaming girlfriend
Makin' believe in everything he'd say

[Chorus]
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?

[Verse 2]
And then one day some kid
That he'd beat up a couple times before
Realized, to even his surprise
That he probably could indeed take more
And with that he hatched the evil plan
To make that devil pay
He walked up to him, in the middle of the gym
Found the nerve to say
"You gonna hit somebody, today?
"You're gonna hit me, too
"In fact, you're gonna hit me every day
"'Cause now I'm picking on you
"And as crazy as that might sound right now
"I'm ain't stopping until I'm through
"It's too late to beg for mercy
"And now there's nothing you can do"

[Chorus]
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?

[Verse 3]
Well, that bully just laughed and laughed, of course
And so did all of his friends
And he beat that kid unmercifully
For days and days on end
Only less and less impressively
To that girl and all of his friends
Who would eventually, secretly
Start hoping the kid might win

[Chorus]
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?

[Verse 4]
Monday, they rolled around in dirt
Tuesday, they rolled in grass
Wednesday, they actually both got hurt
Throwing each other [to class?]
Thursday, the mailing was out by the dumpster
Friday, at study hall
Day in and out, year after year



Without ever lettin' up at all

[Chorus]
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?

[Verse 5]
And now you'll never hear him say this
'Cause he thinks people still don't know
But winning the battle every day
Cost our bully the war a long time ago
And of all the scars he's got to show
For every blow that kid sneaks in
The worst one's knowing
That tomorrow he's going
To have to get up and fight that kid again

10407. Is This Thing Working

Todd Snider - Is This Thing Working (Live)

[Intro]
Well hello
Can you hear me?
Can you hear me out there?
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?

[Verse 1]
In the hallway of a high school
Anywhere, USA
There was a bully that would pick on a different kid
It seemed like every day
A pack of back-slapping buddies
Laughing and backing him all the way
His screaming girlfriend'd
Make him believe in everything he'd say

[Chorus]
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?

[Verse 2]
And then one day some kid
Who he'd beat up a couple times before
Realized, to even his surprise
He probably could indeed take more
And with that he hatched the evil plan
He gon' make that devil pay



He walked up to him in the middle of the gym
And he found the nerve to say
He said, "You gonna hit somebody?
"You're gonna hit me, too
"In fact, you're gonna hit me every day
"'Because now I'm picking on you
"And as crazy as that might sound right now
"I'm ain't stopping until I get through
"It's too late to beg for mercy
"There ain't nothing that a'you can do"

[Chorus]
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?

[Verse 3]
Well, that bully just laughed and laughed, of course
And so did all of his friends
And he beat that kid unmercifully
For days and days on end
Only slightly less impressively
To that girl and all of his friends
Who would eventually, secretly
Start hoping that the kid might win

[Chorus]
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?
[Verse 5]
Well you may never hear him say this
Because he thinks that we still don't know
But winning the battle every day
Cost our bully the war a long time ago
And of all the scars that he's got to show
For every blow that kid sneaks in
The worst one's knowing
That tomorrow he's gonna have to get up and fight that kid again

[Chorus]
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?
Is this thing working?
Is this thing on?



10408. Isaac Morton's Revenge

Isaac Morton's Revenge
(Tim Stafford and Steve Gulley, 2005)

V1) Isaac Morton took a wife, he'd been a soldier half his life
Saw Pickett's Charge in '63, marched with Sherman to the sea

V2) His bride was barely seventeen, the fairest rose he'd ever seen
He swore the day he took her hand, He'd never raise a gun again

V3) One day while Issac went to town, young Arley Walker came around
Said,  Why'd you marry that old man?  I thought you promised me your hand. 

V4) When Isaac came back home that night, his eyes beheld the awful sight
Saw the bloodstains on the floor, a silver dagger by the door

V5) Time soon passed a year or more, one day a knock came at my door
 Could you spare a helping hand?  Water for a weary man? 

V6) I showed him where the cistern drew and then within a day or two
Isaac Morton came and swore,  I've tracked a killer to your door. 

V7) He led us to the Devil's Gate, still arrived a day's ride late
Through the pass to old Cheyenne, there we found his trail again

V8) We chased him for a hundred days until we reach the Frisco Bay
This is where I took my leave; I left old Isaac there to grieve

V9) Some say he never found his man he chased to hell and back again
They say he never found a home; across the plains his spirit roams

V10) The postman brought a week ago a parcel postmarked Mexico
Inside a Spanish scabbard rare, a silver dagger and a lock of hair

In days to come the legend grew; I only know this part is true
Vengeance to the Lord belongs, but Isaac Morton carries on

10409. Isabelle

Blue Dogs - Isabelle

A barefoot Mona Lisa she's got diesel in her hair
She was looking for a man who could understand 
where she was to be and he'll hold her there

She took all the money her folks gave her for the senior cruise
She was hoping to find someone with the time
To help her lose all these dont's and do's

Once in a while, Isabelle, tell me the story you know so well
That only you can tell with your smile
Well, in your eyes it's hard to tell if it's heaven or if it's hell



But could you love me, Isabelle, once in a while

She was something kinda special, she's got a mind of her own
She could give the time or she could leave you behind
You'd look around and she'd be gone

She lost her soul in a phone booth trying to make a call
All the promises made and the hopes betrayed they all fade away like the Numbers on the w
all

Once in a while, Isabelle, tell me the story you know so well
That only you can tell with your smile
In your eyes it's hard to tell if it's heaven or if it's hell
But could you love me, Isabelle, once in a while
But could you love me, Isabelle, once in a while
In your eyes it's hard to tell if it's heaven or if it's hell
But could you love me, Isabelle, once in a while

10410. Isis

Isis
Bob Dylan

I married Isis on the fifth day of May,
But I could not hold on to her very long.
So I cut off my hair and I rode straight away
For the wild unknown country where I could not go wrong.

I came to a high place of darkness and light.
The dividing line ran through the center of town.
I hitched up my pony to a post on the right,
Went in to a laundry to wash my clothes down.

A man in the corner approached me for a match.
I knew right away he was not ordinary.
He said, "Are you lookin' for somethin' easy to catch?"
I said, "I got no money." He said, "That ain't necessary."

We set out that night for the cold in the North.
I gave him my blanket, he gave me his word.
I said, "Where are we goin'?" He said we'd be back by the fourth.
I said, "That's the best news that I've ever heard."

I was thinkin' about turquoise, I was thinkin' about gold,
I was thinkin' about diamonds and the world's biggest necklace.
As we rode through the canyons, through the devilish cold,
I was thinkin' about Isis, how she thought I was so reckless.

How she told me that one day we would meet up again,
And things would be different the next time we wed,
If I only could hang on and just be her friend.
I still can't remember all the best things she said.



We came to the pyramids all embedded in ice.
He said, "There's a body I'm tryin' to find.
If I carry it out it'll bring a good price."
It was then that I knew what he had on his mind.

The wind it was howlin' and the snow was outrageous.
We chopped through the night and we chopped through the dawn.
When he died I was hopin' that it wasn't contagious,
But I made up my mind that I had to go on.

I broke into the tomb, but the casket was empty.
There was no jewels, no nothin', I felt I'd been had.
When I saw that my partner was just bein' friendly,
When I took up his offer I must-a been mad.

I picked up his body and I dragged him inside,
Threw him down in the hole and I put back the cover.
I said a quick prayer and I felt satisfied.
Then I rode back to find Isis just to tell her I love her.

She was there in the meadow where the creek used to rise.
Blinded by sleep and in need of a bed,
I came in from the East with the sun in my eyes.
I cursed her one time then I rode on ahead.

She said "Where ya been?" I said "No place special."
She said "You look different." I said "Well I guess."
She said "You been gone." I said "That's only natural."
She said "You gonna stay?" I said "If you want me to, Yes."

Isis, oh, Isis, you mystical child.
What drives me to you is what drives me insane.
I still can remember the way that you smiled
On the fifth day of May in the drizzlin' rain.

10411. Island - Chords

Island
Recorded by Eddy Raven
Written by Eddy Raven and Troy Seals

C                                    F
There was a time there was a place I loved
G7                                        C
That was my moment that's just the way it was
                                        F    Dm
Careless and crazy running to God knows where
    G7                                           C
Now where is that heartland where is the one who cares
  G7                                           C
I can hear you calling wandering boy come home soon
G7                                      C
I hear the music I see your face in the moon



Em                                            F
Who am I fooling there's no need for me to pretend
        C                G7                     C
I might sail forever and never find that island again
                                             F
I fight with my memory find all the pieces I can
     G7                                          C
Of a beautiful woman who trusted her heart in my hands
                                                   F   Dm
Now what kind of sailor would let such a dream get lost
G7                                             C
Tonight we'd be sailing out under the southern cross
repeat #2
Em                                            F
Who am I fooling there's no need for me to pretend
        C                G7                     C    F
I might sail forever and never find that island again
        C                G7                     C
I could sail forever and never find that island again

10412. Islands In The Stream - Chords

Islands In The Stream Live 
Dolly Parton and Kenny Rogers
 
Kenny:
B
Baby when I met you there was peace unknown
                                     B7
I set out to get you with a fine tooth comb.
      E                                     B  B E/B
I was soft inside there was something going on.
 
Both:
B
You do something to me that I can't explain
                             B7         E
Hold me closer and I feel no pain every beat of my heart
                       B
We got something going on.
 
Kenny:
B                        Emaj7
Tender love is blind It requires a dedication.
Em
All this love we feel needs no conversation.
B
We ride it together uh huh Making love with each other uh huh.
 
Chorus - Both:
 
B
Islands in the stream



                  E
That is what we are
        C#m
No one in between how can we be wrong?
      B               E
Sail away with me to another world
         B
And we rely on each other uh huh
         C#m                  B
From one lover to another uh huh.
 
Dolly:
G
I can't live without you if the love is gone
                             G7
Everything is nothing if you got no one
        C
And you did walk in the night
C                         G           G C/G
Slowly losing sight of the real thing.
 
Both:
 
    G
But that won't happen to us and we got no doubt
                            G7
Too deep in love and we got no way out
        C
And the messages is clear
C                            G           G C/G
This could be the year of the real thing.
 
Dolly:
G               Cmaj7
No more will you cry baby I will hurt you never.
 
Both:
   Cm
We start and end as one in love forever
       G                 C  G
We can ride it together uh huh
                            C G
Making love with each other uh huh.
 
Chorus:
 
G
Islands in the stream
                C
That is what we are
 
No one in between how can we be wrong?
G                    C
Sail away with me to another world
         G               C G
And we rely on each other uh huh
         C                  G



From one lover to another uh huh.
 
--- Instrumental ---
G C Cm
G C Cm
 
Chorus - Both:
G
Islands in the stream
                C
That is what we are
        Am7
No one in between how can we be wrong?
G                    C
Sail away with me to another world
         G               C G
And we rely on each other uh huh
         Am7                  G
From one lover to another uh huh.
 
G
Islands in the stream
                C
That is what we are
        Am7
No one in between how can we be wrong?
G                    C
Sail away with me to another world
         G               C G
And we rely on each other uh huh
         Am7                  G
From one lover to another uh huh.
 
G
Islands in the stream
                C
That is what we are
        Am7
No one in between how can we be wrong?
G                    C
Sail away with me to another world
         G               C G
And we rely on each other uh huh
         Am7                  G
From one lover to another uh huh.

10413. Isle Of Newfoundland - Chords

Isle Of Newfoundland
Recorded by Singers For Fishermen
 
C                           F
In the cold Canadian waters north from the coast of Maine



           C                                                 G7
There's an island called Newfoundland swept by snow wind and rain 
       C                F                C               F
On the island there's a village with its customs and its ways
                   C              G7                C
The little town of Carmanville my home of childhood days
                                    F
Those childhood days were something carefree all the time
          C                                               G7
There's a girl in every story and you know there's one in mine 
    C                 F            C              F
She broke my heart so often and it stays a little sore
                  C               G7               C     C7
That's the reason I left home and can't go back no more 
          F
Where the people make a living on the land and on the sea
          C                                           G7
There are people on the island that mean the world to me 
  C              F        C                    F
I wish I had the power to change the course of time
                  C               G7                C
And live again in Newfoundland my home of childhood times
Spoken:
                                            F
I'd like to watch the fishing boats as they sail across the bay
   C                                               G7
To see again the farmers sow his seeds and cut the hay 
          C             F               C                 F
Well this island has no strangers cause everybody is your friend
                        C            G7                         C
This little isle called Newfoundland oh I'd sure love to see it again
Repeat #3
   F             C               G7                C
To live again in Newfoundland my home of childhood times

10414. Isn't It Grand

Isn't It Grand
Traditional

Look at the coffin with golden handles.

Chorus (after each first line):
Isn't it grand, boys, to be bloody-well dead?
Let's not have a sniffle, let's have a bloody-good cry
And always remember: The longer you live,
The sooner you'll bloody-well die.

Look at the flowers, all bloody withered.

Look at the preacher, bloody {nice fellow, sanctimonious}.

Look at the mourners, bloody great hypocrites.



Look at the widow, bloody fine female.

10415. Istanbul (Not Constantnople)

Istanbul (Not Constantnople)
Jimmy Kennedy / Nat Simon

Istanbul was Constantinople
Now it's Istanbul, not Constantinople
Been a long time gone, Constantinople
Now it's Turkish delight on a moonlit night

Every gal in Constantinople
Lives in Istanbul, not Constantinople
So if you've a date in Constantinople
She'll be waiting in Istanbul

Bridge:
Even old New York
Was once New Amsterdam
Why they changed it I can't say
People just liked it better that way

So take me back to Constantinople
No, you can't go back to Constantinople
Now it's Istanbul, not Constantinople
Why did Constantinople get the works
That's nobody's business but the Turks'

Do do do, do-do-do dododododo
Oh, oh-oh-oh...
Do do do, do-do-do dododododo
Do do do, do-do-do dododododo
Do - Istanbul
{Repeat}

{Bridge}

So take me back to...

Istanbul!

10416. It Ain't All Flowers

Sturgill Simpson - It Ain't All Flowers

Cleaning out the darkest corners of my mind
Taking all my full circles, and making straight lines



Been getting to the bottom of the bottom getting to me
Holding up the mirror to everything I don't want to see
But it ain't all flowers
Sometimes you gotta feel the thorns
And when you play with the Devil you know you gonna get the horns
Been dancing with demons all my life
Every time I find my groove they cut in like a knife
Been a sin eater since the day I was born
Tired of feeling weighed down from carrying round all the pain that keeps me torn
So I pray when I lay me down to die
Grab a glass of wine and a seat to dine and go ahead and eat the whole damn pie
But it ain't all flowers
Sometimes you gotta feel the thorns
And when you play with the Devil you know you gonna get
The horns
(oh lay me down)
(oh lay me down)
(oh lay me down)

10417. It Ain't Easy

It Ain't Easy
Abigail Washburn

I know, I know, I know you
I know you know you know me too

So, when the sun went down
And I lost your eyes
I prayed to God let the light
Shine off you again
It ain't easy leavin' you

Without a sound
I remove your crown
Your green dress glows
As the stars go round
I pray to God let the darkness
Cheat the dawning light

So, when the sun went down
And I lost your eyes
I prayed to God let the light
Shine off you again
It ain't easy leavin' you

I know, I know, I know you
I know you know you know me too



10418. It Ain't Easy Bein' Easy

Janie Fricke - It Ain't Easy Bein' Easy

Surely you can sit down for a while
Maybe you can even smile
And I'll try to pretend that you love me again
But it might take me a little while
I know you'll be holding me tight
You'll know when the moment is right
When I was broken in two it was all because of you
But baby I need you tonight
It ain't easy being easy
Oh no
You're the one who took my heart and my soul
You walk away and left me out of control
It ain't easy being easy
Oh no
(No it ain't)
Easy when you're needing someone
It ain't easy being under the gun
But I'll surrender even though I should run
It ain't easy being easy
It ain't easy being easy
Oooh
It ain't easy being easy

10419. It Ain't Funny Enough - Chords

It Ain't Funny Enough
Recorded by Ira Louvin
Written by Anne Young

G
I've heard a lotta talking had a lot of advice 
D7                    G
Since you told me goodbye
C                         G
Some say it's funny how a big grown boy
A7                      D7
Can act like a baby and cry
G
They say it's mighty funny how a heart can change
D7                      G
Whenever the going gets rough
C                                G
Like I tried to tell 'em if they felt this pain
D7                        G
They'd say it ain't funny enough
     C                        G
They all think it's funny but I ain't laughing
         D7                     G
It's the wrong kind of funny to me



     C                            G
When you left me it hit me like a ton of bricks
  A7                           D7
I went down like a rock in the sea
G
It may seem funny to a lot of my friends
D7                       G
How me and my baby wound up
C                            G
Well I've tried to laugh and hold up my chin
D7                 G
But it ain't funny enough
I do less sleeping than the waves on the sea
D7                    G
I roll and tumble all night
C                          G
I do more weeping than the willow tree
A7                     D7
Nothing ever works out right
Repeat #4,3,4
   D7             G
No it ain't funny enough

10420. It Ain't Gonna Rain No More

It Ain't Gonna Rain No Mo
Wendell Hall, 1923 

1. Oh! the night was dark and dreary. The air was full of sleet.
The old man stood out in the storm. His shoes were full of feet.

CHORUS: Oh! it ain't gonna rain no mo', no mo'. It ain't gonna rain no mo',
But how in the world can the old folks tell it ain't a-gonna rain no mo'?

2. Oh! Mosquito he fly high. Mosquito he fly low.
If old man 'Skeeta light on me, he ain't gonna fly no mo'.

IT AIN'T GONNA RAIN NO MO
Extra Verses - Repeat Chorus after Each Verse
By Wendell Hall

1. Oh, the butterfly flits on wings of gold, the June-bug wings of flame.
The bedbug has no wings at all, but he gets there just the same.

2. Oh, a bullfrog sittin' on a lily pad, lookin' up at the skies.
The lily pad broke and the frog fell in, got water all in his eyes.

3. Oh, a black and white animal out in the woods. 
Says, "Ain't that little cat pretty?"
I went right over to pick it up, but it wasn't that kind of a kitty.

4. Oh, a man lay down by a sewer, and by the sewer he died.
Now, at the coroner's re-quest, they called it sewer-side.



5. Here's a verse 'bout a man and a trombone. The words to it are few.
He blew, he blew, he blew, he blew, he blooey, blooey, blue.

6. Oh, I saw a sign in a hardware store: "Boy wanted, sixteen years."
Now, that's too long to wait for a boy. It brings eyes to my tears.

7. Possum up a 'simmon tree, rabbit on the ground.
Rabbit say: "You old son-of-a-gun, shake them 'simmons down."

8. Got a li'l ol' dog whose name is Jack. I wish they'd bring him back.
He chases the big hogs over the fence and the little ones through the crack.

9. Now, Mary had a little lamb. It had a sooty foot.
In little Mary's bread and jam, his sooty foot he put.

10. A peanut sittin' on a railroad track, its heart was all a-flutter.
The train came roarin' round a curve. Toot, toot! Peanut butter.

11. I know a Swedish waitress. Her maiden name was Schwartz.
Good gosh! the gal was homely like a dishpan full of warts.

12. The fox he has a bushy tail. The possum's tail is bare.
The rabbit has no tail at all, but only a tuft of hair.

13. Now, I sat down in the garden. A bee came buzzin' round,
So I stood up and let the bee sit where I sat down.

14. Oh, I've got a gal with big blue eyes and the sweetest ruby lips,
But she ain't got no more pepper than a garter snake has hips.

15. A bare-headed man, bewildered, says to me, "Where am I at?"
Now, I don't think that's what he meant. He meant, "Where is my hat?"

16. Got a redhead gal in Chicago. Got a letter from her today.
Here's what she said: "My hair was red, but now you've turned it gray."

17. Get away from my front window. Quit knockin' at my front door,
'Cause I've got another sweetie and I can't use you no mo'.

18. Oh, the air was full of raindrops and the street was full of hims.
They stood around like tree trunks a-lookin' at the limbs.

19. She was happy till she met him, then she left him all alone,
'Cause the big ox slipped and his trousers ripped and he broke his collarbone.

20. Oh, they tell me that a graveyard is a dawg-gone lonesome place.
They pull you down into a hole and throw mud in your face.

21. I'm headin' down toward the levee. I got me a rock and a rope.
Now, if those dawg-gone blues don't leave, gonna slip right off the slope.

22. Oh, the rain was rainin' pitchforks, poor old horse out in the wet.
I bought some corn and it wasn't long 'fore the horse had his cornet.

23. A bald-headed man in a restaurant said, "Waitress, my cocoa's cool."
The waitress yelled, "If your cocoa's cold, put on your hat, you fool!"



24. A redheaded music maker, I'm just a southern boy,
A wand'ring minstrel roamin' round, a-try'n' to spread joy.

IT AIN'T GONNA RAIN NO MO
Wendell Hall's Own Latest 24 Verses
By Wendell Hall

1. Went o'er to Sally's house one night, but Sally wasn't in.
I sat down on a red-hot stove, but I got right up "agin."

2. A golf-ball sailing through the air whizzed by a man a-hummin'.
He heard a caddie holler "Fore!" and he thought three more were comin'.

3. When Mr. Noah built the ark, he said it was his duty.
He saved the birds and beasts and bugs, but why did he save the cootie?

4. "The way I tell the twins apart," the proud father said,
"I put my finger in Willie's mouth. If he bites it, then it's Ned."

5. Last night I sang this ditty. I'll sing it again tonight.
I'll look right out the window and sing with all my might.

6. When boating, never quarrel, for you'll find without a doubt,
A boat is not the proper place to have a falling-out.

7. "The chicken am a wonderful bird," the colored preacher said.
"We eats 'em both befo' they's born and after they is dead."

8. "The coffee is exhausted, sir," the diner was advised.
Says he, "It's been so weak of late, I'm really not surprised."

9. A boasting baby buffalo said to a guinea pig,
"I'm bigger when I'm little than you are when you're big."

10. He kissed his new gal on the cheek. It seemed a harmless frolic,
But he's been laid up for a week. He's had the painter's colic.

11. How do you sell your Limburger cheese?" the gentleman asked the grocer.
He answered, "That's what puzzles me, but really I don't know, sir."

12. I caught my Sugar blushing, at what do you suppose?
She saw a little garter snake beside the garden hose.

13. A rabbit raced a turtle. You know the turtle won,
And Mister Rabbit came in late, a little hot cross bun.

14. Got a gal up in the mountains. She's awfully shy and meek.
She always dresses in the dark because the mountain's peak.

15. I'm just a southern hop-toad, a traveling troubadour,
A fiddlin' fool just fiddlin' 'round, a-singing songs galore.

16. This city and a chorus girl are much alike, 'tis true.
This city's built with outskirts, and a chorus girl is, too.

17. My pal's girl wears silk socks. My girl she wears cotton.



His girl has a limousine. My girl, she's got nottin'.

18. Mary had a little Ford. She liked it very well.
She drove it into a telephone pole and now it looks like-rain.

19. I had a date last evening with the apple of my eye.
Oh, what a pair we two would make, my little peach and I!

20. A man stood by the river. He was tall and lean and slim.
He wasn't tryin' to catch fish, just teachin' the worm to swim.

21. They talk about radio frequency, but it's all way over my head.
I guess a fellow's a frequent fan when he takes his set to bed.

22. I know what is a mousetrap. A fox trap's not new to me,
But I don't know what's a wave trap. Goin' down to a pier to see.

23. Now, I may be a poor weather prophet when sunshine I proclaim,
But a pretty little rainbow told me so I am not to blame.

24. Now, I hope I'm not misleading, for I've tried to make it plain
That even though your skies are dark, it ain't a-gonna rain

10421. It Ain't Gonna Worry My Mind - Chords

It Ain't Gonna Worry My Mind
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Richard Leigh

C        Am    F        G7
Same old story they all hand me 
C        Am       F                  G7
Preacher tells me these are troubled times
C                             F                    Am
But I know the Lord's been in tougher scrapes than this one
C              Am    G7          F
It ain't gonna worry ain't gonna worry no
C              G7       C
It ain't gonna worry my mind
       Am    F     G7
Got no money in my pocket 
C             Am   F           G7
You don't get rich working overtime
C                                F
But as long as you can't buy the springtime in Virginia
C              Am    G7          F           C
It ain't gonna worry ain't gonna worry me no more
               G7       C
It ain't gonna worry my mind
 
Am      G7            F        C      Am     G7       C
Love is all that ever made you richer if the truth be told
Am          G7      F    C      Am  G7          Dm   G7



Moonlight's been my only silver the sun my only gold
C     Am      F         G7      C     Am              F      C
Go on wishing and go on praying go on saying I'll hit better times
                               F           Fm
But how in the world could she love me any better
C                   Am    G7          F          C
Lord it ain't gonna worry ain't gonna worry Lord no 
               G7       C
It ain't gonna worry my mind

10422. It Ain't Me

Cornmeal - It Ain't Me
Album: Tales From Magic Stone Mountain

I've been thinking today, about my girl who went away.
She said she fell in love with someone else.
Now who is this man, she said was just a friend?
And who's gonna help you defend yourself?

Well it ain't me, since you set me free
I'll find a little honey who will keep me company.
Yes you done me wrong, but I guess it's time that I move on.

Well she says he's a nice guy. Well baby so am I,
But I never mess with someone elses girl.
Now when this fling is through, tell me what you gonna do?
And who's gonna stick around and rock your world?

Now we used to have a love written in the stars above,
But now I've seen stars come crashing to the ground.
Now when this romance ends and you're looking for your friends,
You can call for me but I won't come around.

Now who' gonna tell you stories and tuck you into bed?
And who's gonna come and fluff that pillow for your head?
Now who' gonna care for you when you're old and grey?
And who's gonna look you in the eye and say "I love you" each day?

10423. It Ain't Me, Babe

It Ain't Me, Babe
Bob Dylan
Flatt & Scruggs

Go 'way from my window,
Leave at your own chosen speed.
I'm not the one you want, babe,
I'm not the one you need.



You say you're lookin' for someone
Never weak but always strong,
To protect you an' defend you
Whether you are right or wrong,
Someone to open each and every door,
But it ain't me, babe,
No, no, no, it ain't me, babe,
It ain't me you're lookin' for, babe.

Go lightly from the ledge, babe,
Go lightly on the ground.
I'm not the one you want, babe,
I will only let you down.
You say you're lookin' for someone
Who will promise never to part,
Someone to close his eyes for you,
Someone to close his heart,
Someone who will die for you an' more,
But it ain't me, babe,
No, no, no, it ain't me, babe,
It ain't me you're lookin' for, babe.

Go melt back into the night, babe,
Everything inside is made of stone.
There's nothing in here moving
An' anyway I'm not alone.
You say you're looking for someone
Who'll pick you up each time you fall,
To gather flowers constantly
An' to come each time you call,
A lover for your life an' nothing more,
But it ain't me, babe,
No, no, no, it ain't me, babe,
It ain't me you're lookin' for, babe.

10424. It Ain't Nothin'

Keith Whitley - It Ain't Nothin'

My boss is the boss's son
And that makes for a real long day
When that day is finally done
I'm facin' forty-thousand cars on the interstate
Feelin' lower than a well digger's shoes
Knee deep in a mess of blues
But those blues just fade away when I hear my baby say

It ain't nothin' a little bit of love won't fix
It ain't nothin' but a scratch, a little bit of love can't stitch
It ain't nothin' a little bit of love can't heal
Your love makes me feel
No matter what hand life deals
It ain't nothin'



It ain't nothin'

It was written all over her face
She was about to climb the walls
She said you gotta get me out of this place
'Cause even Cinderella got to go to the ball
If you multiply hell times three
That's what this day's been like for me
I said, "Honey, we'll do the town
Just don't let it get you down"

'Cause it ain't nothin' a little bit of love won't fix
It ain't nothin' but a scratch, a little bit of love can stitch
It ain't nothin' a little bit of love can't heal
Your love makes me feel
No matter what hand life deals
It ain't nothin'

It ain't nothin' a little bit of love won't fix
It ain't nothin' but a scratch, a little bit of love can stitch
It ain't nothin' a little bit of love can't heal
Your love makes me feel
No matter hand life deals
It ain't nothin'
It ain't nothin'

Naw, it ain't nothin'
It ain't nothin'
Naw, it ain't nothin'
Well, it ain't nothin'
Naw, it ain't nothin'
Naw, it ain't nothin'
It ain't nothin'
Naw, it ain't nothin'

10425. It Ain't Nothin' - Chords

It Ain't Nothin'
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Tony Haselden
 
C
My boss is the boss's son 
         G
And that makes for a real long day
C
When that day is finally done 
           A7                         D7
I'm facin' forty thousand cars on the Interstate

C
Feeling lower than a well diggers shoes 
G    F         E7



Knee deep in a mess of blues
A7
But those blues just fade away 
       D7
When I hear my baby say

         G         Am            D7         G
It ain't nothin' a little bit of love won't fix
         Am            A#7
It ain't nothin' but a scratch 
  Bm     A#7    A7         D7
A little bit of love can't stitch
         G         Am            D7         G
It ain't nothin' a little bit of love can't heal
Am        B7       Em  A7
Your love makes me feel
   C           Bm        Am  D7
No matter what hell life is 
         G      Am D7
It ain't nothin' 
         G      D7
It ain't nothin'

C
It was written all over her face 
        G
She was about to climb the walls
    C
She said you gotta get me out of this place
           A7                D7
Cause even Cinderella got to go to the ball

C
If you multiply hell times three
G                F            E7
That's what this day has been like for me
A7
I said honey we'll do the town 
   D7
So don't let it get you down

         G         Am            D7         G
It ain't nothin' a little bit of love won't fix
         Am            A#7
It ain't nothin' but a scratch 
  Bm     A#7    A7         D7
A little bit of love can't stitch
         G         Am            D7         G
It ain't nothin' a little bit of love can't heal
Am        B7       Em  A7
Your love makes me feel
   C           Bm        Am  D7
No matter what hell life is 
         G      Am D7
It ain't nothin' 

         G      Am D7



It ain't nothin' 
         G      D7
It ain't nothin'
         G      Am D7
It ain't nothin' 
         G
It ain't nothin'

10426. It Ain't Nothin' New

Rhonda Vincent - It Ain't Nothin' New

They say that once the new wears off
The test of love begins
When the spark that lit the fire won't burn
As bright as it once did
If lovers lose that old desire
Hearts can break in two
The hard work starts when it ain't nothin' new

Chorus
It ain't nothin' new but after all this time
This love of ours still hasn't lost its shine
It's makin' up when we've been mad that I look forward to
Even though it ain't nothin' new

Now love don't come as easy as once it did and so
Sometimes we seem to say the things that cut and hurt the most
But then we pull together and somehow see it through
That's what it takes when it ain't nothin' new

Chorus

10427. It Ain't Nothing New - Chords

It Ain't Nothing New
Recorded by Randy Travis and Rhonda Vincent
Written by Larry E. Cordle, Larry Shell, Betty Key

G                                        D7
They say that once the new wears off the test of love begins
                                               C                 D7
When the spark that lit the fire don't burn as bright as it once did
   G                           C                Am
If lovers lose that old desire hearts can break in-two
    C                D7                    G
The hard work starts when it ain't nothing new
G7                                      C
It ain't nothing new but after all this time



     A7                                 D7
This love of ours still hasn't lost its shine
     G                                  C              Am
It's making up when we've been mad that I look forward to
C           D7               G
Even though it ain't nothing new
                               D7
Now love don't come as easy as it once did and so
                                         C                G
Sometimes we seem to say the things that cut and hurt the most
                              C              Am
But then we pull together and somehow see it through
C                    D7                    G
That's what it takes when it ain't nothing new
repeat #2
Tag:
Am             D7            G
Even though it ain't nothing new

10428. It Ain't Over Yet

Rodney Crowell - It Ain't Over Yet

[Verse 1: Rodney Crowell]
It's like I'm sitting at a bus stop
Waiting for a train
Exactly how I got here is hard to explain
My heart's in the right place
What's left of it, I guess
My heart ain't the problem
It's my mind that's a total mess
With these rickety old legs
And these watery eyes
It's hard to believe
That I could pass for anybody's prize
And here's what I know
About the gifts that God gave
Ah you can't take 'em with you
When you go to the grave

[Chorus: John Paul White]
It ain't over yet
As someone who oughtta know
Not so very long ago
We were both hung out to dry
It ain't over yet
You can mark my word
I don't care what you think you heard
We're still learning how to fly
It ain't over yet

[Verse 2: Crowell]
For fools like me



Who were built for the chase
It takes a right kind of woman
To help you put it all in place
It only happened once in my life
But man, you should have seen
Her hair two shades of foxtail red
Her eyes some far-out sea blue green
I got caught up making a name for myself
You know what that's about
One day your ship comes rolling in
The next day it rolls right back out
And you can't take for granted none of this shit
The higher up you fly, boys
The harder it is you're gonna get hit

[Chorus: White]
It ain't over yet
I'll say this about that
You can get up off the mat
Or you can lay there 'til you die
It ain't over yet
Here's the truth, my friend
You can't pack it in
And we both know why
It ain't over yet
[Bridge: Roseanne Cash, Cash and Crowell]
Silly boys blind to get their first
Think of second chances as some kind of curse
I've known you forever and ever it's true
If you came by it easy you wouldn't be you
You make me laugh
You make me cry
You make me forget myself

[Verse 3: Crowell]
Back when down on my luck
You kept me up for days
You were there with the right words
To help me crawl out of the maze
And when I'd almost convinced myself
I was hipper than thou
You stepped up with a warning shot
Fired sweet and low across the bow
No you don't walk on water
And your sarcasm stings
But the way you move through this old world
Sure makes a case for angel wings
I was half way to the bottom
When you threw me that line
And I'll quote you now, verbatim
Get your head out of your own behind

[Chorus: All, Crowell, Cash]
It ain't over yet
What you wanna bet
One more cigarette
Ain't gonna send you to the grave



It ain't over yet
I seen your new girlfriend
Thinks you're the living end
Great big ol' sparkle in her eye
It ain't over yet

10429. It Ain't That Way - Chords

It Ain't That Way 
Recorded by George Hamilton IV
Written by Dale Siegenthaler
 
C
I'd like to think the world's a better place
                               G7
And put a smile on everybody's face
       Dm                               G7
They'd see the world without a shade of gray
                  C
But It ain't that way
 
 
I wish every living soul could have a home
                               G7
And not one person had to live alone
     Dm                                  G7
Wish every house was built on Moon Light Bay
                  C
But it ain't that way
 
     Am                F               C
Wish every child could know within his heart
                     Am              G7
That mom and dad and love will never part
    Am                   F                    C
And live with friends in peace till judgement day
                  G7                   C
But it ain't that way no it ain't that way
 
 
I wish every haunted soul could truly find
                                      G7
A resting place with joy and peace of mind
    Dm                             G7
I'd like for every dog to have his day
                  C
But it ain't that way
 
 
I'd like to sing the world a happy song
                                G7
And listen to my neighbors sing along
     Dm                                G7



We'd sing until there's no more cloudy days
                  C
But it ain't that way
 
Repeat #3 
 
 
Maybe if we all join hands and pray
              G7                C
It'll be that way it'll be that way

10430. It Ain't The Leavin'

It Ain't the Leavin' 
Steve Gulley
 
It ain't the leavin that breaks my heart 
Waitin' by the phone 
It ain't the sittin and wondrin' when 
You're ever coming home 
Cause you can't hurt me bad enough 
To ever make me not want your love 
It ain't the leavin' that breaks my heart 
It's just knowing that you're gone  
 
I guess I took it for granted 
You'd always be here 
It didn't turn out like we planned it 
No nowhere near 
But each and everynight I pray 
You'll walk back through that door one day 
It ain't the leavin' that breaks my heart 
It's just knowing that you're gone 
 
So I'll just keep wondrin' why you had to go 
We could have really been something 
Now we'll never know 
If you'd have given us a try 
I wouldn't be here askin' why

10431. It Ain't The Mountain

It Ain't the Mountain
Tim Stafford,  Jon Weisberger

Chorus
It Ain't the Mountain that you're climbing
It's just a place you're passing through, where you go is up to you
cause the mountain you've been climbing



is no bigger than the pebble in your shoe

Verse
Another Sunday, at the liquor store by two
He works the second shift cause the rent is overdue
Sometimes he wonders how working hard went wrong
How the best that he can do is barely hanging on

Verse
Come Monday morning, she's standing in the line
The cotton mill pulled out and she got left behind
So she worries about her children back at home
Will they find another way before their dreams have flown?

Bridge
Don't lie down; Don't give up on your pride
Don't look up; The way ahead is down inside

10432. It Ain't Worth The Trouble That It Takes - Chords

It Aint Worth The Trouble That It Takes Acoustic Live 
Tyler Childers

[Intro]
C/G
 
[Verse 1]
C/G
Dancin on the ceiling with the one that I adore
                                      C7
If only I could find the strength to take it to the floor
F
Promise her forever in the letters that I write
C/G
Leave her with forever sayin, to take its precious time
 
[Chorus]
          G    G6
Thats the thing
                       G7     G6
Y'know I yearn to be a decent man
    G                  G6              C
But it aint worth, the trouble that it takes!
 
 
[Verse 2]
C/G
Standing in the parlor with the party movin in
                         C7
Everyone commandin me to hit the pipe again
F
I have wasted ages savin wages all in vain
C/G



But alcohol and adderall will help me ease the pain
 
[Chorus]
          G    G6
Thats the thing
                       G7     G6
Y'know I yearn to be a decent man
    G                  G6              C
But it ain't worth, the trouble that it takes!
 
[Solo]
F Am x3
G G6
 
[Bridge]
G7                                      C
And it ain't worth, the trouble that it takes!
 
[Verse 3]
C/G
Seeking your forgiveness is a fucking waste of time
                                C7
It will probly happen somewhere else along the line
F
Praise the lord above and make ammend for pain you brought
C/G
Its getting awful hard to make it through
 
[Chorus]
              G    G6
See thats the thing
                       G7     G6
Y'know I yearn to be a decent man
    G                  G6              C
But it aint worth, the trouble that it takes!

10433. It All Adds Up

Todd Snider - It All Adds Up

Division is confusion
It can drive you up a wall
Like any good illusion
It ain't anything at all
One was always fine before
We figured out how to get one more
Now it's another and another
Still we ain't got nothing at all
Let me tell you somethin'
Every thing is one thing, honey
Every thing's been done
There ain't nothin' new under the sun
It adds up to one, it all adds up



The lines we draw between things
But there's a wall around my heart
Talk to climb the big things
And still I don't know where to start
Fallen angel?s making plans
Breaking deals and shaking hands
Build it up and you hope that it stands
Out further and further apart
Let me tell you somethin'
Every thing is one thing, honey
Every thing's been done
There ain't nothin' new under the sun
It adds up to one, it all adds up
It all adds up, it all adds up
It all adds up, it all adds up
Every thing is one thing, honey
Every thing's been done
There ain't nothin' new under the sun
It adds up to one, it all adds
Every thing is one thing, honey
Every thing's been done
There ain't nothin' new under the sun
It adds up to one, it all adds up
It all adds up, it all adds up
It all adds up, it all adds up
It all adds up, it all adds up
It all adds up, it all adds up
It all adds up, it all adds up

10434. It All Comes Down To Love

It All Comes Down To Love
Tim O Brien & Darrell Scott

Well the thing about a dead end road
For a while it's easy to follow
Running scared with eyes closed
I guess I should have known
Oh the thing about a love gone wrong
Inside goes where outside once was
Here I sit with a bucket of songs
That no one else will sing
Oh hear me blowlike the wind on the prairie
Here for a while and then I'm gone
Talking to myself I'm the only one to listen to me
Waiting like a christian for the dawn
I walk out in the freezing cold
Wake me up, help to remember
Me, I'm always looking for home
And a reason to remain
I see it in the fleeting flow
Silent eyes, moon on the water
How the heavens brightly show me



To the here and now
Oh, in the end There's a feast of milk and cookies
Lion and the lamb will be there
Nymphs and virgins all stand in line to greet me
Buddha waits to comb my silken hair
The thing about a troubled life
Trouble is a cat on the freeway
Where the rubber meets the road
She ll find another way
Oh, the thing about a broken heart
Thee remedy s the same as the breaking
Telling us all what we already know
And it all comes down to love
It all comes down to love
It all comes down to love

10435. It All Comes Down To You

Alison Krauss - It All Comes Down To You

Who do you think you're talkin' to
You know me and I know you
Your silence and your stony face
You don't have the ground to waste
Your love is gone 'cause it all comes down to you

What can we say when all is said
A house divided cannot stand
Your head and heart and chary gaze
Life is just too short to waste
Your love is gone 'cause it all comes down to you

I've paid for you and you don't seem to mind
I'm bending over backwards, you're not satisfied
What more can I offer to leave 'pon the alter
Your love is gone 'cause it all comes down to you

What can we do when all is done
Your life's not the only one
Just take a look beyond yourself
The reason of your private hell
Your love is gone 'cause it all comes down to you

I've paid for you and you don't seem to mind
I'm bending over backwards, you're not satisfied
What more can I offer to leave 'pon the alter
Your love is gone 'cause it all comes down to you



10436. It Always Will Be

It Always Will Be

Sometimes I think that love is somewhere
Living on an island all alone
I can see it in the darkness, I can feel it in the distance
Then it's gone

An' then I know it's time
That I go an' find my favorite girl
An' when I look into her eyes
I see all the love there is in all the world

An' it always will be
It always will be
It always will be
It always will be

There are some things I think about
An' every time I do, it breaks my heart
'Cause there's nothin' I can do
About the loneliness I feel when we're apart

An' I stop, claw the darkness
An' in the distance your face I see
An' when I look into your eyes
I see all the love there is inside of me

An' it always will be
It always will be
It always will be
It always will be

Then I know it's time
That I go an' find my favorite girl
When I look into her eyes
I see all the love there is in all the world

An' it always will be
It always will be
It always will be
It always will be

10437. It Blows My Mind

It Blows My Mind - Jim Lauderdale

It blows my mind out of the water
And makes me swim towards where you stay
It took some time for me to find you
It blows my mind in every way
Steering clear of what could be confusing



Appreciating everything you do
I love all the heart you've been using
But that's you being you
You're bending time with understanding
It blows my mind
In every way
Looking at things from a different angle
For the first time deeply pondering
Let locks and knots become untangled
Freeze those thoughts
Wondering
It blows my mind out of the orbit
And makes me fly
Towards where you stay
You show me life
This life can offer
It blows my mind
In every way
The way you shine
It blows my mind

10438. It Came Upon A Midnight Clear

It Came Upon a Midnight Clear
Mac Wiseman
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

It came upon the midnight clear
That glorious song of old
From Angels playing near the earth
To touch their harps of gold

Peace on the earth could will two men
From Heaven's all-gracious King
The world in solemn stillness lay
To hear the Angels sing

And I hear them singing
Sing, I do hear them singing

The first Noel the Angel did say
Was to certain poor shepherds in fields as they lay
In fields where they lay, they keeping their sheep
On a cold winter's night that was so deep

10439. It Could Make You Cry - Chords

It Could Make You Cry
Brett Dennen



 
         C                 Am                     G
e/---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/----------1-----------------1----------------------0-----------------------/
G/-------------0-----------------0-------------------------0-----------------/
D/------2----------------2-----------------------0---------------------------/
A/--3----------------0-------------------------------------------------------/
E/-----------------------------------------3---------------------------------/
Play this pattern throughout the whole song
 
 
 
Intro C Am G C x4
 
Verse 1
 
C            Am          F          C               Em       F        G
Snowflakes falling on an old plantation Buzzards circling above a landfill 
C             Am         F         C                             G       C
Old friends fall into a conversation Soldiers in the sand are standing still 
 
Verse 2
 
C        Am           F          C                    Em             F
Mermaid walks into a fleet of fishermen Chattering children lift their ears 
        G
to the sky
 C         Am       F      C               C/B       Am            G
Skeptics stare in fascination I have seen so much beauty it could make  you 
C
cry
 
Bridge
 
Dm                     E      Dm7             Am    G
Fire on the hillside raging I hear my lover calling 
F                  G
Tears are falling Tears are falling
 
Verse 3
 
C       Am            F       C                Em                   F
Widows walk with bouquets of roses Cardinals flaunt their feathers as they 
G
fly 
C       Am        F                 C                C/B
Women  flop with flames under their noses I have seen so much beauty it could 
G         C
make you cry 
 
Other bridge thingy
 
 F                C           F         G
Why, why, why, why Why, why, why, why Why
Dm                     E    Dm7                 Am
Fire on the hillside raging I hear my lover calling Calling 
F                   G



Tears are falling Tears are falling
 
Verse 4
 
C          Am                 F      C                   Em           F
Damsels dressed in all the stylish fashions Trees in the city all strung 
      G
with lights 
C             Am           F              C              C/B      Am
Broken hearts meet with uncontrollable passion I have seen so much beauty 
         G       C
it could make you cry 
 
Verse 5
 
C                      Am            F             C                 Em
And the Hare Krishna clattering chorus in the courtyard Dervishes dancing in 
    F     G
a park nearby 
  C       Am            F           C
Love professed to the point on a postcard 
 
       C    C/B    Am       G              C
I have seen so much beauty it could make you cry 
       C    C/B    Am       G              C
I have seen  so much beauty it could make you cry 
        C    C/B    Am       G              C
I have seen so much beauty it could make you cry

10440. It Couldn't Have Been Any Better - Chords

It Couldn't Have Been Any Better
Recorded by Johnny Duncan with Janie Fricke 
Written by Ray Griff
 
C                          F           Dm
She just sat there and she brushed her hair
G7                        C
Lord it sure was dark and long
                     F         Dm
I got up and drank a half warm beer
G7                         C
Found my boots and put 'em on

                           F          Dm
She was not sure where she stood with me
G7                          C
As she straightened out her clothes
                         F
So I kissed her warm red lips again
G7                       C
And I whispered soft and low  baby



                          F
It couldn't have been any better
   G7                     C
It couldn't have been any sweeter
   F                         Dm
We couldn't have climbed any higher
        D7                     G7
If we'd been to the top of the world

   C                     F
We couldn't have got any closer
G7                        C
We couldn't have gone any farther
   F                      Dm
It couldn't have been any better
    G7                     C
And you're my best friends girl

                       F         Dm
With a tender look she said good night
G7                   C
And I turned to walk away
                         F        Dm
Just before I closed the door and left
G7                      C
I could hear her softly say baby

Repeat #3,4,3

10441. It Do Feel Good - Chords

It Do Feel Good
Written and recorded by Donna Fargo

G              C                           G
I'm kicking my heels together free again I feel like me again
  D7                          G    D7   G
I know without a doubt I'm in love love love
    C                               G
And I don't have to make believe or feed a guilty conscience
D7                      C  D7   G
Love set me free and it do feel good

I just went through this painful thing of questions without answers
                                    D7
Kept coming up with nothing for the longest time

My heart kept racing with my conscience and claiming all my daydreams
                       G
Way out in front of my mind

And that awful gnawing feeling like you're gonna die from hunger
    G7                                               C



You don't find out where you're going and how to get there
    D7
But now it's worth all that confusion cause I found me an answer
                                      G
And I know love is alive again within me
 
Repeat #1

I've finally figured out how yesterdays fit into tomorrows
                                             D7
And I've learned that little doubts are just unfinished dreams

And I guess I'll keep on learning the same lessens all over
                            G
And nothing is as bad as it seems

And I've just got to accept the fact that I have to accept the fact
     G7                                     C
That love goes through changes just like we do
    D7
And an occasional distraction a little quiet a little action
                                         G
And a whole lot of patience will make it grow

Repeat #1  x2

10442. It Doesn't Hurt Right Now

Rodney Crowell - It Doesn't Hurt Right Now

[Verse 1: Rodney Crowell]
It doesn't hurt right now
I can breathe again
There's change in the air I can see and hear
It doesn't hurt right now
And I can talk about it
The worst of the shape is the least of my fears

[Verse 2: Jewel]
Could you ever see
Just you and me
Alone in this room
Or does he make it three?
I'm sorry sounds so small
Compared to what's true
I lied to myself
When I lied to you

[Verse 3: Rodney Crowell]
It doesn't hurt right now
I can hear what you had to say
I can forgive but forget, not yet
It doesn't hurt right now



But we both know it will again
Ghosts of the past based on regret

[Verse 4: Jewel]
Needs are like rivers
You can't stop their will
A heart that goes hungry
Demands to be filled
I see that now
I was lonely and I took the bait
But I long to be filled by you, it's never too late

[Verse 5: Rodney Crowell]
It doesn't hurt right now
So what does that say about me
I learned to be known a long time ago
To soften the blow
It doesn't hurt right now

[Outro: Jewel, Rodney Crowell, Both]
I hurt right now
And I know what you want from me
Oh won't you give it to me
I moved out of my heart
A long time ago
A long time ago

10443. It Doesn't Matter

Alison Krauss - It Doesn't Matter 

It doesn't matter what I want
It doesn't matter what I need

It doesn't matter if I cry
Don't matter if I bleed
You've been on a road
Don't know where it goes or where it leads

It doesn't matter what I want
It doesn't matter what I need

If you've made up your mind to go
I won't beg you to stay
You've been in a cage
Throw you to the wind, you fly away

It doesn't matter what I want
It doesn't matter what I need

It doesn't matter if I cry
Don't matter if I bleed
Feel the sting of tears



Fallin' on this face you've loved for years

10444. It Doesn't Matter

It Doesn't Matter
Manassas
Chris Hillman

Falling and spinning losing and winning keeping my head
Watching for signals wearisome vigil was I mislead
I remember you said
That you don't want to forget me
It doesn't matter which of our fantasy's fail
Every tomorrow looking tomorrow a piece of today
Run a bit faster here comes the catcher making his play
You had better not stay
You will soon be surrounded
It doesn't matter which of our fantasy's stay

Lonely and winsome calling for someone living right now
Something is shallow ugly and hollow
Doesn't even allow you to want to know how
You might live for the living
Give for the giving moment by moment
One day at a time
It doesn't matter it's nothing but dreaming anyhow

10445. It Doesn't Matter Any More

It Doesn't Matter Any More
Buddy Holly

There you go now baby and here am I
Well you left me here so I could sit and cry
Oooowie baby, how you drove me crazy
Guess it doesn't matter anymore

Do you remember baby, last September
How you held me tight, each and every night
Golly gee what have you done with me
Guess it doesn't matter anymore

There's no use in me a-cryin'
I've done everything and now I'm sick of trying
I've thrown away my nights, wasted all my days over you

Well you go your way and I'll go mine
Now and forever 'till the end of time
I'll find somebody new and baby



We'll say we're through 
You won't matter anymore

10446. It Doesn't Matter Anymore

Linda Ronstadt - It Doesn't Matter Anymore
Vince Gill

There you go and baby here am I
Well you left me here so I could sit and cry
Golly gee what have you done to me
Well I guess it doesn't matter anymore

Do you remember baby last September
How you held me tight each and every night
Oh baby how you drove me crazy
But I guess it doesn't matter anymore

There's no use in me a-crying
I've done everything now I'm sick of trying
I've thrown away my nights
Wasted all my days over you

Now you go your way baby and I'll go mine
Now and forever till the end of time
I'll find somebody new and baby
We'll say we're through
And you won't matter anymore

There's no use in me a-crying
I've done everything now I'm sick of trying
I've thrown away my nights
Wasted all my days over you

Now you go your way baby and I'll go mine
Now and forever till the end of time
And I'll find somebody new and baby
We'll say we're through
And you won't matter anymore
No you won't matter anymore
You won't matter anymore, ooh

10447. It Don't Bother Me

It Don't Bother Me

If I see some little angel fallin' down
And it suits the time to maybe stick around
I don't care what her name is I got no place to go



Why should it matter why should I care.

If she says that she is free the rest the night
And she's in the mood for dancin' and some moonlight
I don't care what her name is I might ask just the same
It doesn't matter least not to me.

It seems to me these kind of people
They got to find something to do with their nights
Everyone's entitled to a good time
Now and then why not oblige them.

If she says she's goin' home would I like to come
For a drink or two and maybe then some
I don't care what her name is I might ask just the same
It doesn't matter no not to me.
Yes, yes.

It seems to me these kind of people
They got to find something to do with their nights
Everyone's entitled to a good time
Now and then why not oblige them.

If she says she's goin' home would I like to come
For a drink or two and maybe then some
I don't care what her name is I might ask just the same
It doesn't matter no not to me.

It doesn't matter it don't bother me.

10448. It Don't Bother Me

Robert Plant feat. Alison Krauss
It Don't Bother Me

To be exposed
In all my strife
You gaze upon
My troubled life
But it don't bother me
What you see

You take my name
And hang it high
You paint my picture
With colored lies
But it don't bother me
What you do

You twist my words
Like plaited reeds
To mark your gain
And help your needs



But it don't bother me
What you say

What truth is told
Of who I am
Shall break the silence
Of waters calm
But it don't bother me
Who I am

But if you were
A beggar boy
You'd sing of riches
You could enjoy
But it, it don't bother me
What they are

I'm a thinkin' now
I'd rather hide
Or turn my back
Or stand aside
But it, it don't bother me
What I do

'Cause it just don't bother me

10449. It Don't Bring You Back To Me

It Don't Bring You Back To Me 
Johnson Mountain Boys

Darkness brought a winter chill that settled on our town 
It brought a stillness to the streets as everything closed down 
Darkness is so unforgiving, nights got cruel and mean 
The sun may bring the light to streets 
But it doesn't help me see 
It just don't bring you back to me 
 
Winter brought its icy winds so cold I thought I'd freeze 
It turned the leaves and slowed the stream 
That ought to run so free 
Winter brings the longest nights that never seem to leave 
And the longest nights I ever felt  
Are the ones when I can't sleep 
It just don't bring you back to me 
 
I'll never know what brought it on, just why you walked away 
A thousand nights I've asked myself if I could make you stay 
Itry to close my mind to thoughts that taunt me night and day 
The winter wind still calls your name 
As it blows down through the trees 
Your memory just won't let me be



10450. It Don't Cost Much

Richard Thompson - It Don't Cost Much

It don't cost much to let me go
But if it does, I'll pay the price
It don't cost much to call me u
If you can't look me in the eye

It don't cost much
It don't cost much
And no matter how much you give
It don't cost much

It don't cost much to hear my heart
But I can tell you never will
It don't cost much to break apart
What took years to build

It don't cost much
It don't cost much
And no matter how much you give
It don't cost much

If someone stays and someone leaves
You know I would rather be the leaver
I'll take the pain of being deceived
For all the guilt of the deceiver

It don't cost much
It don't cost much
And no matter how much you give
It don't cost much
It don't cost much
And no matter how much you give
It don't cost much

It don't cost much
It don't cost much
It don't cost much
It don't cost much
It don't cost much

10451. It Don't Feel Like Sinning To Me - Chords

It Don't Feel Like Sinning To Me
Recorded by the Kendalls 
written by Curly Putman and Michael Kosser



C                                    F                 C
When we're holding each other in the dark hours of the night
                                   G7
There are those who say it's wrong but it's right
              C                     F
Cause the way that we feel how much sin can it be
        C               G7         C
Lord it don't feel like sinning to me
      F                          C
No it don't feel like sinning to me
           F               C
Feels like love feels like love
      F                          C
No it don't feel like sinning to me
           F               C
Feels like love feels like love
                                   F       C
So let them talk about us let them gossip away
                                    G7
Jealous tongues will find something evil to say
       C                         F
But if they could remember first love they recall
        C               G7         C
That it don't feel like sinning at all
repeat #2

10452. It Don't Get Any Better Than This - Chords

It Don't Get Any Better Than This
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Max D. Barnes, Buddy Cannon, Norris Wilson
 
C
I could honky-tonk in Texas on Saturday night 
    F
And dance myself out on the floor 
G7
Luckenbach Texas and the neon lights 
    C           G7            C
And everybody's screaming for more 
 
                                  F
It just don't get any better than this 
                                  C
That's about as good as good ever gets 
                                            G7
If there's anything better it's something I missed 
   F                  G7          C
It just don't get any better than this 
 
 
I have chased that lonesome whistle rolling down the line 
       F



It's a feeling that's hard to explain 
       G7
But an Okie from Muskogee can leave his blues behind 
C           G7          C
Riding on a fast moving train 
 
Repeat #2
 
 
Down in Louisiana near ole New Orleans 
  F
I found one of life's greatest thrills 
G7
While you were on the bayou loving Mary Sue 
      C               G7             C
I was in Detroit City making Coupe Deville's  
 
Repeat #2

10453. It Don't Matter

Jerry Jeff Walker - It Don't Matter

Jerry Jeff Walker, John Inmon, Keith Sykes
Oh these days, I'm a nervous wreck
Trying to live my life so politically correct
Don't smoke here, don't you stand over there
Drink bottled water, don't you breathe the air
World's so crowded, you can't hardly move
Everybody telling you what to do
People relax, give each other room
Let me tell you what all the Cajuns like to do

Chorus:
Down in Louisiana, it don't matter
If you're sane as a judge, mad as a hatter
People down there, they don't ever stay blue
Cause they just ate or they're fixin' to
They party all night, it makes you feel right
The Big Easy knows that you just gotta let go
Skinny or fatter, natty or tattered
Down in Louisiana, it don't matter
Down in Louisiana, it don't matter
Let me tell you how it is in New Orleans
Life revolves around a lot of rice and beans
They like to share a laugh and tell you what they mean
They always have a smile on their face for everyone they meet
Live and let live is the way that they do
Have the neighbors over for some alligator stew
Crawfish etoufee, Rockin' Doopsie plays
Next thing you know all your troubles fly away

Chorus (x2)



10454. It Don't Matter Now

Alison Krauss - It Don't Matter Now 

It's finally come
Is that sorry on your breath?
Where were you when I was sitting back here
Missing you to death?
Don't matter now

How? I wanna know
Can you tell me plain and true?
How high will you fly
Without me there to be your sky?
Well, it don't matter now

Don't mean to leave you standing on your own
I think back on days and nights we had long ago
Maybe love is just a game you play
This much I do know
It don't matter now

It's finally come
Is that sorry on your breath?
Where were you when I was sitting back here
Missing you to death?
It don't matter now

Now I don't tell stories
And I don't pretend
And I won't be around to say I told you then
'Cause it seems like something's finally broken
That'll take a while to mend
But it don't matter now

Is that sorry on your breath?
Where were you when I was sitting back here
Missing you to death?
It don't matter now
It don't matter now
It don't matter now

10455. It Don't Matter To The Sun

It Don't Matter To The Sun - Garth Brooks 

It don't matter to the sun
If you go or if you stay
I know the sun is gonna rise



Shine down on another day
There will still be a tomorrow
Even if you choose to leave
'Cause it don't matter to the sun (oh baby)
It matters to me

It ain't gonna stop the world
If you walk out that door
This old world will just keep on turning 'round (Turning 'round)
Like it did the day before
'Cause see to them it makes no difference (ohh)
It just keeps on keepin' time
'Cause it ain't gonna stop the world (Oh baby)
But it'll be the end of mine

What can I say
What can I do
I'm still in love
So without you...

Mmm mmm mmm, oh yeah, oh yeah
What can I say
What can I do
I'm still in love
So without you

It don't matter the moon
If your not in my life
No the moon will just keep hangin' 'round (hangin' 'round)
Like it's just another night
Find another place to shine on down
On some other lovers dreams
'Cause it don't matter the moon (oh baby)
But is sure do matter to me
No it don't matter to the moon (oh baby)
But it matters to me

10456. It Feels Better Now

Tom T Hall - It Feels Better Now
Composer: Tom T. Hall

It feels better now I got time out of the way
It feels better now you said it would someday
Like miles behind a runner
I watch the passing summers
Take the hurt away
Oh it's good to say
It feels better now

It feels better now my friends forgot your name
It feels better now they think I've done the same
Circumstance protects us



From things that will not let us
Get a goodnight sleep
I seldom weep
It feels better now

It feels better now I learned to smile again
It feels better now I've got some super friends
The ticks and tocks of passing
Time that were like hammers in my mind
Had built a wall
That hides it all
It feels better now

10457. It Feels Better Now - Chords

It Feels Better Now
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C        Dm                    C
It feels better now I got time out of the way
         Dm                     C
It feels better now you said it would someday
     G7                    F
Like miles behind a runner I watch the passing summers
         C          G7                           C
Take the hurt away  oh it's good to say it feels better now
         Dm                    C
It feels better now my friends forgot your name
         Dm                         C
It feels better now they think I've done the same
G7                            F
Circumstance protects us from things that will not let us
      C                G7                     C
Get a goodnight sleep  I seldom weep it feels better now
         Dm                      C
It feels better now I learned to smile again
         Dm                  C
It feels better now I've got some super friends
    G7                              F
The ticks and tocks of passing time that were like hammers in my mind
    C             G7                         C
And built a wall  that hides it all it feels better now

10458. It Goes On And On

The Avett Brothers - It Goes On And On 

I lost my fear in your arms
I lost my tears in your car



I lost my will in your candle lit eyes
And all my love in your yard
Baby would you leave me if you knew that I was making it up?
And underneath the love you got to wonder am I giving you up?
No way am I, it goes on.
Violent is the motion in my heart and in my body and mind.
And silent is the feeling that I lost but I'm determined to find.
And love is but an ocean, unrealistic notion, but I cling to her devotion, and I let it pull me dow
n to the floor.
It goes on, on, on, on.
It goes on, on, on, on.
It goes on, on, on, on.
It goes on, on, on, on.
I found my will in your car
I caught my tears in your arms
'I found myself on that four county drive'
And found my love in your guard
Oh, Baby would you leave me if you knew that I was making it up?
And underneath the love you got to wonder am I giving you up?
No way am I, it goes on.
It goes on, on, on, on.
It goes on, on, on, on.
It goes on, on, on, on.
It goes on, on, on, on.

Specifically opinion on poor county trap?
Saying love goes on? or the lie?

10459. It Happened Last Night - Chords

It Happened Last Night
Recorded by Connie Francis
Written by Leonard Whitcup and Earl Wilson

C
Oh it happened last night as we sat in the movies
                  G7                   C
On the very first date for you and for me
Oh it happened last night as we sat in the movies
                     G7                  C  F C
You were close by my side as cute as can be
            F          G7         C
There was a girl and a boy in the picture
      G7                    C
And I watched their romance unfold
       F               G7         C
Making believe you and I were the sweethearts
     D7                  G7
With love to have and to hold
                      C
As they kissed on the screen 
I felt your hand in mine dear
                 G7



And I started to thrill 
                   C
The way all lovers do
A7                  Dm    G7                 C
Oh it happened last night at the movies with you
Repeat #2,3
G7                  C     G7                  C
Oh it happened last night  at the movies with you

10460. It Hasn't Happened Yet

Rodney Crowell - It Hasn't Happened Yet

You said that I would be sorry
If you went away
You said I wouldn't be happy
Without hell to pay
You said the teardrops would fall
Between the bedroom walls
You said that I would regret
But it hasn't happened yet
Your friends come over and offer
To take me to eat
They seem so sorry I'm sufferin'
So much misery
They say to just give a call
Next time that I start to crawl
I always say yeah you bet
But it hasn't happened yet
I don't have anyone
I'm havin' fun
Nobody's into me
No one's a mystery
I see you on the street
My heart don't miss a beat
Love and hostility
Don't mean a thing to me
I find it hard to remember
The good times we had
Call me insensitive
Now that it's over, I'm glad
You said when big shadows fell
It would be too hard to tell
My life from your silhouette
But it hasn't happened yet
Don't hold your breath, baby

10461. It Hurt Me More - Chords



It Hurt Me More 
recorded by Louvin Brothers
 
G                                      D7
I came back to you believing this time we'd work things out
                                        G
Even though we tried it once before and failed
                                   D7
I put both my arms around you as I vowed my love again
                                        G
And completely cast myself beneath your spell
 
                                         D7
But the second time around it turned out just like the first
                                           C             G
Except the second time around I think the  heartache was worse
                                    C
For twice I put my faith in you and twice you let me down
       D7                           G
But it hurt me more the second time around
 
                                       D7
I think I'll write myself a letter and address it to a fool
                                       G
Cause nobody but a fool would love you so
                                      D7
And if you came back tomorrow and you wanted me again
                                                  G
I don't believe I'd have the strength to tell you no
  
                                         D7
But the second time around it turned out just like the first
                                           C             G
Except the second time around I think the  heartache was worse
                                    C
For twice I put my faith in you and twice you let me down
       D7                           G
But it hurt me more the second time around

10462. It Hurts As Much In Texas - Chords

It Hurts As Much In Texas
Recorded by George Jones and Ricky Van Shelton
Written by Dennis Knutson and A. L. Owens

G                                 D7
Hey we broke up in Nashville on a cold and rainy night
                                           G
My tears mixed with the cold rain drops as she walked out of sight
                                   C
So I put Nashville in my rear view mirror and headed south
        D7                                                     G
Cause I thought the girls in San Antone would knock her memory out



                                    C
But it hurts as much in Texas as it did in Tennessee
D7                                                     G
Lone star lonely down and blue is what they're callin' me
                                               C
I thought these Texas dance halls nights would kill my misery
       D7                                       G
But it hurts as much in Texas as it did in Tennessee

                                           D7
My heart still lives in Nashville with the girl I long to see
                                  G
I'm tryin' to forget the way that she broke up with me
                                          C
I thought that I could two step her sweet memory from my mind
    D7                                                     G
But she still waltzes through my dreams and wakes me up at night

Repeat #2

        D7                                       G
Yeah it hurts as much in Texas as it did in Tennessee

10463. It Hurts Me - Chords

It Hurts Me 
Buddy Miller & Jim Lauderdale
 
[Intro-last line of chorus]
D   A    G
 
[Verse 1]
D                                    G
When I look in your eyes and they're telling me lies,
   A
It hurts me.
          D                          G
When your passions grow old and your kisses grow cold,
   A
It hurts me.
 
[Chorus]
       Bm              D
I long ever to be your only desire
       Bm                     G
How it hurts not to feel your love's burning fire.
      D                                 A
But I won't let it show, 'cause I don't want you to know
   G        D
It hurts me.
 
[Verse 2]
         D                            G



When you hear what I speak, but don't feel my heart beat
 
It hurts me.
 
When I listen to you, but you're looking right through
   A
It hurts me
 
[Chorus]
        Bm                     D
All the sweet and eternal promises that we made
         Bm                    G
Like the old summer roses they wither and fade
         D                          A
When you bring me to tears, and you think on one hears,
   G            D
It hurts me, it hurts me.
 
 
[Solo over front end of verse.]
D A G D
D A G D
 
 
[Chorus]
       Bm              D
I long ever to be your only desire
       Bm                     G
How it hurts not to feel your love's burning fire.
      D                                 A
But I won't let it show, 'cause I don't want you to know
   G                         D
It hurts me, it hurts me, it hurts me.

10464. It Hurts To Hurt All The Time

It Hurts To Hurt All The Time (Larry W. Jones 04/22/2007) 

Everyday I feel the burden
Of words spoken at goodbye
And everyday since then, darlin'
In every way I want to cry
It hurts to be alone and free
And watch the time rollin' by
I can't convert this memory
Into tomorrow's bye and bye
Darlin', you're still in my heart
And you know you're on my mind
That will never die and depart
As long as I'm among mankind
Darlin', it still makes me sad
To think we had to draw the line
And it hurts to hurt all the time



- instrumental -
I try to hold on to every minute
But time will take some of them away
In every one of them, you're in it
And I've got plenty left to stay
I don't look forward to tomorrow
So, I just look back at yesterday 
Don't you hear the sorrow when I say...
Darlin', you're still in my heart
And you know you're on my mind
That will never die and depart
As long as I'm among mankind
Darlin', it still makes me sad
To think we had to draw the line
And it hurts to hurt all the time
Yes darlin', it hurts to hurt all the time

10465. It Hurts To Know

It Hurts To Know
Osborne Brothers

Today I'm here thinking about you
It seems I don't know what to do
No way turn nothing to love for
It hurts to know that I've lost you

It hurts to know you're with another
After what you put me through
It hurts to start my life all over
To start all over without you

Someday my darling he will leave you
Just like the one he left before
And then you'll know how much it hurts you
You'll cry, can't sleep and walk the floor

10466. It Is No Secret

Dierks Bentley - It Is No Secret

The chimes of time ring out the news
Another day is through
Someone slipped and fell
Was that someone you?
You may have longed for added strength
Your courage to renew
Do not be disheartened
For I have news for you



It is no secret what God can do
What He's done for others, He'll do for you
With arms wide open, He'll pardon you
It is no secret what God can do
There is no night for in His light
You never walk alone
Always feel at home
Wherever you may go
There is no power can conquer you
While God is on your side
Take Him at His promise
Don't run away and hide
It is no secret what God can do
What He's done for others, He'll do for you
With arms wide open, He'll pardon you
It is no secret what God can do

10467. It Is No Secret - Chords

It Is No Secret
Recorded by: Tennessee Ernie Ford/Red Foley

(Chorus)
It is no secret, what God can do
What He's done for others, He'll do for you
With arms wide open, He'll pardon you
It is no secret, what God can do

(Verse 1)
The chimes of time ring out the news, another day is through.
Someone slipped and fell. Was that someone you?
You may have longed for added strength, your courage to renew
But do not be dishearteded, for I have news for you.

(Verse 2)
There is no night for in His light you never walk alone
Always feel at home, wherever you may roam
There is no power can conquer you when God is on your side.
Take Him at His promise, don't run away and hide.

(Chorus)

4411
5511
4411
5511
(Verses)
1411
575711
1411
27272757



10468. It Is Only That You're Lonely

Lefty Frizzell
It Is Only That You're Lonely

[Verse:]
Is it only that you're lonely and I happen to be near
Will a beautiful beginning soon be ending with a tear
Is it only that you're lonely for two arms to hold you tight
Will you give your love tomorrow as you give your lips tonight
That light that shines in your eyes I've seen many times and I knew
Those eyes were just telling lies oh my darling are you
Heaven knows how much I love you will you never set me free
Is it only that you're lonely or lonely only for me
That light that shines in your eyes

10469. It Is Well

The Isaacs - It Is Well 
(Elisha's Song)

There lived a man and a woman,
In a town called Shunem,
They made a home for Elisha,
And found favour in his eyes,
So GOD sent them a miricale,
The only thing they longed for,
Within a year they would hold a son,
As Elisha prophesied,
One day they ran from the feild,
Brought the child to his mother,
She held his head there on her knees,
Until he died at noon that day,
She didn't tell anyone,
She ran straight to the man of GOD,
And if anybody asked her,
She replied along the way.

It is well, it is well,
There is peace in my dispeare,
Knowing GOD will hear my prayer,
And I will cling,
To the promise that he brings,
Even death will have no sting,
No power in hell,
In his presence i will dwell,
In his presence i will dwell,
Where it is well(it is well),
It is well (it is well).



10470. It Is Well with My Soul

It Is Well with My Soul 

When peace like a river
Attendeth my way
When sorrows like sea billows, roll

Whatever my lot
Thou has taught me to say
It is well, it is well with my soul

It is well, it is well with my soul
With my soul
It is well, it is well with my soul

My sin, oh, the bliss
Of this glorious thought
My sin, not in part but the whole

Is nailed to the cross
And I bear it no more
Praise the Lord, praise the Lord
Oh, my soul

It is well, it is well with my soul
With my soul
It is well, it is well with my soul

And Lord, haste the day
When the faith shall be sight
The clouds be rolled back as a scroll

The trump shall resound
And the Lord shall descend
Even so, it is well with my soul

It is well, it is well with my soul
With my soul
It is well, it is well with my soul

It is well, it is well with my soul
With my soul
It is well, it is well with my soul

10471. It Is What It Is

The Highwaymen - It Is What It Is



[Verse 1]
I've been obnoxious, I've been unconscious
I've been all kind of things that are hard to spell
I've been unruly, speaking truly
I've been so cool I couldn't hardly even stand myself
I've been a monster, without a sponsor
I've been Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
I've been a goner, I've been a loner
And when my mixture was right
I'm a nice bunch of guys

[Chorus]
I am what I am cause I ain't what I used to be
Cause it is what it is but it ain't what it used to be

[Verse 2]
I've been a mover, I was a shaker
He had a girlfriend, I tried to snake her
I been mysterious, I been delirious
I been so weird it would killed a normal man
I wanted money, I wanted power
I want a monument kinda like the Eiffel Tower
I been lost at sea, I been lost in space
And when I fall in love I fall all over the place

[Chorus]

[Bridge]
Well, tell 'em about it

[Verse 3]
And you can go on forever and make the same mistakes
Or you can stand up on your hind legs and change your fate
Go on and do it till you finally see
What it is that it was that you don't want to be
I was an outlaw, I was an in-law
I was a scapegoat, that was the last straw
I hit the highway, singing my way
But it wound up sounding like 'you'll never walk alone'
I got a story, reflected glory
Is the way that I been seeing for most of my life
I heard the laughter, up in the rafters
But I never ever thought that the joke was on me

[Chorus][x2]

10472. It Isn't Just Raining

It Isn't Just Raining
Glenn Worf, Pam Tillis, Vince Gill

The first I heard you close in my arms
I was sure that our love could survive any storm



I wish I could say I still felt the same
And what's causing these blues is only the rain
But

It isn't just raining
It's really coming down
The sun's not just hiding
It can't be found
And I'm more then just lonely
Tonight while you're running 'round
It isn't just raining
It's really coming down

Each time I look out for a sigh this will pass
All I see are tears on my face in the glass
'Cause you're out with her and I'm here alone
When you get back this time I'll be gone 'cause

It isn't just raining
It's really coming down
The sun's not just hiding
It can't be found
And I'm more then just lonely
Tonight while you're running 'round
It isn't just raining
It's really coming down

It isn't just raining
It's really comin' down

10473. It Just Don't Seem Right

It Just Don't Seem Right (Larry W. Jones 12/02/2007) 

It just don't seem right to be wrong for so long
Thought I could get along without our love song
Oh no, it just don't seem right deep in the night
Dreaming that I could live without you in sight
It's too late, I know, to say I miss you so
It just don't seem right to be wrong for so long
Darling, I never knew how I would miss you
And how I would miss your sweet kiss too
I sing a broken song, of a love long gone
Oh no, it just don't seem right deep in the night
If you'd come back to me, I would make things right
It just don't seem right to be wrong for so long
- instrumental -
It's too late, I know, to say I miss you so
It just don't seem right to be wrong for so long
Darling, I never knew how I would miss you
And how I would miss your sweet kiss too
I sing a broken song, of a love long gone
Oh no, it just don't seem right deep in the night



If you'd come back to me, I would make things right
It just don't seem right to be wrong for so long
If you'd come back to me, I would make things right
It just don't seem right to be wrong for so long

10474. It Just Takes Practice - Chords

It Just Takes Practice
Recorded by Jeannie Seely
Written by Jeannie Seely and Gail Talley

G
I'll get over you before too long 
D7
Just wait and see
And I won't need you any more 
G
Than you need me
You just can't be that important 
   C
My life can't be over yet
        D7
And I'm sure it just 
                  G
Takes practice to forget
     D7                 G
They say practice makes perfect 
               D7             G
Well I'll just practice every day
   D7              G
My hurt is big but not so big 
     A7              D7     C
That I can't make it go away
G
Someday I'll stop remembering 
  C
Although I haven't yet
      D7
And I know it just 
                  G
Takes practice to forget

10475. It Just Takes Time

It Just Takes Time
(Kathy Kallick & Nina Gerber, Southern Melody Publishing Co./BMI)

You're hurting way too much
You need somebody's touch



Understanding's not enough
You need love
You've been dealt the unfair blow
The last hit was much too low
You'll get through somehow, but how
You just don't know
CHORUS:
Everybody says it just takes time
All the while you'll walk the line
With time crawling by
You say you're doing fine

Oh, but your faith in life is shot
Your friends are all you've got
And a friend's kind words don't hit the spot
You need love
CHORUS
So full of fear you can't reach out
Your mind so full of doubt
Better cry for love
Better scream and shout for love
Sometime's the anger's all that's real
And you're just too numb to feel
As the doors slam shut
Let your heart steal back to love

10476. It Makes No Difference Now

Bill Monroe - It Makes No Difference Now

Makes no diff'rence now what kind of life fate hands me;
I'll get along without you now, that's plain to see.
I don't care what happens next, for I'll get by somehow.
I don't worry 'cause it makes no diff'rence now.

It was just a year ago when I first met you;
I learned to love you, and I thought you'd love me too.
But that's all in the past, and I'll forget somehow.
I don't worry 'cause it makes no diff'rence now.

Now that we have really parted, I can't believe we're through.
I don't blame myself; I'm sure I can't blame you.
There was something had to happen, and it happened somehow.
I don't worry 'cause it makes no diff'rence now.

After all is said and done, I'll soon forget you,
Although I know that it will be so hard to do.
Let things happen as they will, and I'll get by somehow.
I don't worry 'cause it makes no diff'rence now.



10477. It Meant Goodbye To Me

It Meant Goodbye To Me

Hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm
Hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm
I made a big mistake when 
I introduced her to my friend
And gave him a chance to dance with her
As I watched them in the crowd 
I could hear my heart beat loud
Cause it meant goodbye to me 
When she said hello to him

Hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm
Hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm
She just held on to his hand 
When it was break time for the band
And it was plain to see that I'd lost out
So I slipped to wait and cry 
Felt so low I could die
Cause it meant goodbye to me 
When she said hello to him

Hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm
Hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm
Is there anywhere to go
Where a broken heart won't show
Everyone must know what's wrong with me
They can tell bout my ways 
I go round lost in the days
Cause it meant goodbye to me 
When she said hello to him 

Hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm

10478. It Meant Goodbye To Me When You Said Hello To Him - Chords

It Meant Goodbye To Me When You Said Hello To Him
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Lefty Frizzell and Abe Mulkey

C       G7                                      C
Hmm hmm hmm   hmm hmm hmm  hmm hmm hmm  hmm hmm hmm 

I made a big mistake when I introduced her to my friend
                                    G7
And gave him a chance to dance with her
     C
As I watched them in the crowd I could hear my heart beat loud
                                  G7                C
Cause it meant goodbye to me when she said hello to him
        G7                                      C



Hmm hmm hmm   hmm hmm hmm  hmm hmm hmm  hmm hmm hmm 

She just held on to his hand when it was break time for the band
                                      G7
And it was plain to see that I'd lost out
     C
So I slipped away to cry felt so low I could die
                                  G7                C
Cause it meant goodbye to me when she said hello to him 
        G7                                      C
Hmm hmm hmm   hmm hmm hmm  hmm hmm hmm  hmm hmm hmm 

Is there anywhere to go where a broken heart won't show
                                     G7
Everyone must know what's wrong with me
         C
They can tell by my ways I go round lost in the days
                                  G7                C
Cause it meant goodbye to me when she said hello to him 
        G7                                      C
Hmm hmm hmm   hmm hmm hmm  hmm hmm hmm  hmm hmm hmm

10479. It Might As Well Be Me

Dolly Parton - It Might As Well Be Me
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writers Dolly Parton , Dorothy Jo Hope

I'm lookin' for a way to get out there's no hope for you and me
We'll never get along everything we do is wrong
You and I both know one of us has to go and it might as well be me
We stopped loving a long time ago and now all we do is disagree
There's no use to pretend there's no need to try again
You and I both know one of us has to go and it might as well be me
There's no use for us to live a lie
When we're just wasting the best years of our lives
We'll never get along everything we do is wrong
You and I both know one of us has to go and it might as well be me
You and I both know one of us has to go and it might as well be me

10480. It Must Be Love

It Must Be Love - Alan Jackson 

First I get cold and hot
Think I'm on fire, but I'm not.
Oh, what a pain I've got,
It must be love



There's nothing I can do,
All that I want is you.
Look what I'm going through,
It must be love

It must be love, it must be love.
I fall like a sparrow and fly like a dove.
You must be the dream I been dreaming of,
Oh what a feeling, it must be love

Something is wrong or right,
I think of you all night.
Can't sleep 'til morning light,
It must be love

Seeing you in my dreams,
Holding you close to me.
Oh, what else can it be?
It must be love

It must be love, it must be love.
I fall like a sparrow and fly like a dove.
You must be the dream I been dreaming of
Oh what a feeling, it must be love.

10481. It Must Be Sunday

It Must Be Sunday
Darrell Scott

It must be Sunday for a man to feel this blue
I'm thinking about the good old days
And a woman I had grown accustomed to

Most folks are down in Sunday school
Learning about the golden rule
But even Jesus couldn't help me today
Praise be to loneliness, it must be Sunday

It must be Sunday she don't answer her phone
I let it ring a thousand times
I guess you'd say there was nobody home

I asked the landlord if he knew
About the girl in 302
He said, "Yeah, the girl just up and moved away"
Praise be to loneliness, it must be Sunday

It's been a month of Sundays since she said goodbye
Thirty days of grieving tears in my eyes
I can't see, what's become of me?

Tomorrow's Monday, maybe work'll pull me through



If I keep my hands real busy
Give me heart a chance to not think of you

But tomorrow comes and then again
Maybe I'll just call it in
You know they can do without me anyway
Praise be to loneliness, it must be Sunday
It must be Sunday

10482. It Must Be You

Dolly Parton - It Must Be You

Just like the tide goes with the sea
We belong together, you and me
Just like the dawn followed by day
We'll always be together
And that's just how it will stay
Chorus:
It must be you that's always walking in my dreams
It must be you who'll always be right next to me
So when you find yourself alone
Just think of me and I'll be there
Must be you by my side the whole way through
Just like the fresh white winter snow
Our love is pure and it will always grow
And when we're in those autumn years
Together, we'll look back, but we won't shed a single tear
Repeat Chorus
When you find yourself alone
Just think of me and I'll be there
Must be you by my side the whole way through

10483. It Never Entered My Mind

Linda Ronstadt - It Never Entered My Mind

I don't care if there's powder on my nose
I don't care if my hair-do is in place
I've lost the very meaning of repose
I never put a mudpack on my face

Oh who'd have thought that I walk in a daze now
I never go to shows at night but just to matinees now
I see the show, and home I go
Once I laughed when I heard you saying

That I'd be playing solitaire
Uneasy in my easy chair



It never entered my mind
Once you told me I was mistaken

That I'd awaken with the sun
And order orange juice for one
It never entered my mind
You have what I lack myself

And now I even have to scratch my back myself
Once you warned me that if you scorned me
I'd sing the maiden's prayer again
And wish that you were there again

To get into my hair again
It never entered my mind
Once you warned me that if you scorned me
I'd sing the maiden's prayer again

And wish that you were there again
To get into my hair again
It never entered my mind
It never entered my mind

10484. It Never Woulda Worked Out Anyway

Brad Paisley - It Never Woulda Worked Out Anyway 

Oh lighten up, where's your sense of humor
They're just tiny little rumors
That I started 'cause I'm lookin' out for you
Oh settle down, I'm just a little jealous
And I'm sure those other fellas
Never once believed the lies I told were true
Like the time I told that cowboy that you used to be a man
And the doctor you were datin' that you hide your wedding band
Even if I am responsible for scaring them away
You really ought to thank me, I was doin' you a favor
'Cause it never woulda worked out anyway
Oh can't you see, the reason that I'm doin'
All the crazy things I'm doin'
Is because I really care about you girl
And I'll admit I go a little farther
Than I know I probably oughta
But it's all because I need you in my world
Like the time I told that lawyer that you spent a year in jail
And the salesman you were seein' you hang out at cheap motels
Even if I am responsible for scaring them away
You really ought to thank me, I was doin' you a favor
'Cause it never woulda worked out anyway
I can't stand the thought of you with anybody else
I know I've gone overboard but I can't help myself
Like the time I told that dentist you had seven little kids
And you doubled as a dancer at the strip joint on the ridge



Even if I am responsible for scaring him away
You really ought to thank me, I was doin' you a favor
'Cause it never woulda worked out anyway
It's all because I love you and I can't stop thinkin' of you
And it never woulda worked out anyway

10485. It Only Hurts Me When I Cry

Dwight Yoakam - It Only Hurts Me When I Cry

The only time I feel the pain
Is in the sunshine and the rain
I don't feel no hurt at all
Unless you count when teardrops fall
I tell the truth 'cept when I lie
It only hurts me when I cry

You couldn't tell it by the smile
That my recovery took awhile
I worked for days and nights on end
Just to walk and talk again
You can't believe the time it takes
To heal a heart once it breaks

The only time I feel the pain
Is in the sunshine and the rain
I don't feel no hurt at all
Unless you count my teardrops fall
I tell the truth 'cept when I lie
It only hurts me when I cry

Oh every other now and then
I have a small heartache again
You wouldn't know when you look at me
Those tiny scars that you can't see
It was a struggle to survive
I probably lucky I'm alive

The only time I feel the pain
Is in the sunshine and the rain
I don't feel no hurt at all
Unless you count my teardrops fall
I tell the truth 'cept when I lie
It only hurts me when I cry
I tell the truth 'cept when I lie
It only hurts me when I cry

10486. It Only Hurts When I Cry - Chords



It Only Hurts When I Cry
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam 
written by Dwight Yoakam and Roger Miller 

G                        C
The only time I feel the pain   
D7                     G
Is in the sunshine or the rain                            
C
And I don't feel no hurt at all       
D7                       G
Unless you count when teardrops fall                               
C
I tell the truth except when I lie       
D7                   G
And it only hurts me when I cry                               
D7
You couldn't tell it by this smile                      
G
But my recovery took awhile                                
D7
I worked for days and nights on end                      
G
Just to walk and talk again                              
C
You can't believe the time it takes                        
D7
To heal a heart once it breaks

Repeat #1 

G                      D7
Oh maybe every now and then                         
G
I have a small heartache again                            
D7
You wouldn't know to look at me                                  
G
There's tiny scars that you can't see                        
C
It was a struggle to survive                       
D7
I'm probably lucky I'm alive Repeat #1                               
C
I tell the truth except when I lie      
D7                   G
And it only hurts me when I cry

10487. It Rained In Every Town Except Paducah

Tom T Hall - It Rained In Every Town Except Paducah

[Verse 1:]
Worked construction for a while in St. Louis



I was helping build a great big new motel
It rained so much I couldn't make the payments
I sold my car it didn't run too well
Got a job at makin' stoke ice in Ohio
But it rained so much I moved along again
It never seemed to rain when you were with me
Or I just didn't notice rain back then

[Chorus:]
Oh, it rained in every town except Paducah
In a way it reminds me of you
It rained in every town except Paducah
Then one day it rain in Paducah too

[Verse 2:]
Got a job at stringin' wire down in Atlanta
Didn't rain too much but there's a constant mist
I read two books and learned to play canasta
Till I got bored and I gave it up for this
I rode that stream machine out the fairground
I lost some ways but then I put it back
It rained as I was walking back to Pete Street
I used to be afraid of things like that

[Chorus]

10488. It Rains Everywhere I Go - Chords

It Rains Everywhere I Go 
Lynn Morris

[Verse 1]
G               C      G
The sun used to always shine
C                      G        D7
When love was here and you were mine
    G              C         G
The weather always looked so fine
       Em         D7      G
Now it rains everywhere I go
 
[Verse 2]
                    C       G
I thought I had the perfect love
C              G     D7
Blue skies and stars above
G                 C                 G
That's the way it is when you're in love
       Em         D7      G
Now it rains everywhere I go
 
[Chorus]
              C       G



It rains everywhere I go
C                     G          D7
Storms appear and the winds they blow
G                 C          G
I got nothin' but trouble to show
         Em         D7      G
Cause it rains everywhere I go
 
[Instrumental Break]
 G    C  G
C     G  D7
G     C   G
G  EM  D7   G
 
[Verse 3]
              C      G
I never saw a cloudy day
C                 G    D7
Until the day you went away
G             C       G
A black cloud came to stay
          Em            D7    G
It's been rainin' on me every day
 
[Verse 4]
                      C     G
They say the sun will shine again
C                          G          D7
Well I'll believe it but I don't know when
G                   C         G
I guess I'll stay inside till then
         Em         D7      G
Cause it rains everywhere I go
 
[Chorus]
              C       G
It rains everywhere I go
C                     G          D7
Storms appear and the winds they blow
G                 C          G
I got nothin' but trouble to show
         Em         D7      G
Cause it rains everywhere I go
 
[Instrumental Break]
G    C  G
C     G  D7
G     C   G
EM  D7   G
 
[Verse 5]
G               C      G
The sun used to always shine
C                      G        D7
When love was here and you were mine
    G              C         G
The weather always looked so fine



       Em         D7      G
Now it rains everywhere I go
 
[Chorus]
              C       G
It rains everywhere I go
C                     G          D7
Storms appear and the winds they blow
G                 C          G
I got nothin' but trouble to show
         Em         D7      G
Cause it rains everywhere I go
 
[Instrumental Break]
G    C  G
C     G  D7
G     C   G
EM  D7   G
 
[Chorus]
G           C       G
O0h-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ohh
C            G      D7
O0h-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ohh
G                 C          G
O0h-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ohh
         Em         D7      G
Cause it rains everywhere I go
G           C       G
O0h-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ohh
C            G      D7
O0h-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ohh
G                 C          G
O0h-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ohh
         Em         D7      G
Cause it rains everywhere I go

10489. It Runs Together

Todd Snider - It Runs Together

[Verse 1]
I met Melita in Arizona
At the clinic for alcoholics
She was doubled over
The first time I ever saw her
But I could tell by the way she held back her hair
I knew right then and there
I just knew

[Verse 2]
We were thrown from Delta airlines
Who knows how long later



It runs together, but I remember
All of the other passengers
Was booing her as we held up all our middle fingers
We were wasted and man, do I mean wasted

[Guitar Solo]

[Verse 3]
We found a hotel by the airport
Checked in it on credit
On the news in the room
I seen a girl I knew from the clinic
She'd killed herself and poor Phil Hartman too
It seemed her dream to be on TV was coming true

[Outro]
Where there is a will there is a way [?]
[With cruel?] brought you to this dance
In my will there will be no way to dispute
That I left everything to chance
Said, I left everything to chance

10490. It Started With Love

It Started with Love
Jim Hurst - It Started with Love

[Verse 1]
My thoughts turn toward Heaven, my eyes filled with tears
I know in my heart, God is always so near
From the first light of dawning that ever appeared
It's been in God's plan to have us right here

[Chorus]
The Lord is my Savior, I humble my heart
Down on my knees, the best place to start
My faith and my hope, I'll see Him someday
I count all my blessings, 'til then I will pray
It comes from the Father, down through the Savior
From the beginning, it started with love

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
The Lord is my Savior, I humble my heart
Down on my knees, the best place to start
My faith and my hope, I'll see Him someday
I count all my blRssings, 'til then I will pray
It comes from the FathRr, down through the Savior
From the beginning, it started with love

[Outro]
Now and forever, it started with love



10491. It Stops With Me - Chords

It Stops With Me 
Hot Club of Cowtown

[Verse 1]
Dm
When you tuck me in at night
 
Roll up the covers, turn out the light
Dm
Kiss me on the cheek and say
 
I heard Tony Chop-Chop got away
                 A#
Now the window must stay open,
        Dm
Don't touch it little boy
            A
If you're still here in the morning
                           Dm
I'll buy you a brand new toy.
 
[Verse 2]
 
Dm
Don't know what Jack saw in you
 
The old man wouldn't see the truth
Dm
You didn't want us in the deal
 
So you ground up dirt and put it in our meals
            A#
There was method in the madness,
            Dm
You were slippery as an eel,
          A
You're a family epidemic
                      Dm
I don't like how it feels.
 
[Chorus]
 
A#
You're the toast of the town
 
With neighbors around
A#
You're the cool one,
            Dm
You're a chameleon
 



And I'm waiting for the change
           A#
When you come up for air
 
With a hundred yard stare coming undone.
               E
This party is no fun,
                          Dm
You've lost hold of the reins.
Dm
Time has passed,
 
And I've moved on
Dm
Made up my mind
 
To forget the wrong
Dm
Life is sweeter when you share,
 
Even strangers show they care.
         A#
I've buried the hatchet,
     Dm
It stops with me.
A
Hate costs plenty
                       Dm
Love would have been free.
 
[Chorus]
 
A#
You're the toast of the town
 
With neighbors around
A#
You're the cool one,
            Dm
You're a chameleon
 
And I'm waiting for the change
           A#
When you come up for air
 
With a hundred yard stare coming undone.
               E
This party is no fun,
                          Dm
You've lost hold of the reins.
 
[Verse]
 
Dm
Time has passed,
 
And I've moved on



Dm
Made up my mind
 
To forget the wrong
Dm
Life is sweeter when you share,
 
Even strangers show they care.
         A#
I've buried the hatchet,
     Dm
It stops with me.
A
Hate costs plenty
                       Dm
Love would have been free.
A
Hate costs plenty
                       Dm
Love would have been free.

10492. It Sure Can Get Cold In Des Moines

Tom T Hall - It Sure Can Get Cold In Des Moines
Composer: Tom T. Hall

The Iowa weather was thirteen below
I had come to Des Moines for a radio show
I awoke in the evening from a traveler's sleep
With notions of something to eat

The old elevator slipped down past the floors
My head and my eyes said you should have slept more
The man at the desk said the restaurant was closed
Outside it was fourteen below

The lounge was still open so I walked in
In place of my food I had two double gins
I looked round the room as a tourist would do
That's when I saw a girl in the booth

She sat there and cried in the smoky half dark
The silent type crying that tears out your heart
Her clothes were not cut in the new modern way
And her suitcase had seen better days

Nobody asked her what caused her such pain
Nobody spoke up yet no one complained
Without even asking I knew why she cried
Life is just like that sometimes

The man at the desk said it's fifteen below
The bellhop said yeah man that's cold that's cold



I went back to my room and I wrote down this song
Oh it sure can get cold in Des Moines

10493. It Sure Can Get Cold In Des Moines - Chords

It Sure Can Get Cold In Des Moines
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall
[3/4 time]

C                    G7       C
The Iowa weather was thirteen below
      F                        C
I had come to Des Moines for a radio show
  F                           C          Am
I awoke in the evening from a traveler's sleep
C               G7           C
With notions of something to eat
    F                    C
The old elevator slipped down past the floors
   F                         C                 G7
My head and my eyes said you should have slept more
    F                        C              Am
The man at the desk said the restaurant was closed
C              G7       C
Outside it was fourteen below
                             G7          C
The lounge was still open and so I walked in
   F                      C
In place of my food I had two double gins
  F                          C             Am
I looked round the room as a tourist would do
C                     G7          C
That's when I saw the girl in the booth
    F                          C
She sat there and cried in the smoky half dark
    F                       C              G7
The silent type crying that tears out your heart
    F                       C              Am
Her clothes were not cut in the new modern wa
yC                    G7          C
And her suitcase had seen better days
                      G7              C
Nobody asked her what caused her such pain
F                      C
Nobody spoke up yet no one complained
F                     C            Am
Without even asking I knew why she cried
C            G7            C
Life is just like that sometimes
    F                         C
The man at the desk said it's fifteen below
    F                     C                  G7
The bellhop said yeah man that's cold that's cold



  F                          C               Am
I went back to my room and I wrote down this song
C                  G7          C
Oh it sure can get cold in Des Moines

10494. It Takes A Believer

Desert Rose Band - It Takes a Believer

I don't take it for granted
Some things that money can't buy
If I'm left empty handed
I'll keep walking the line

If it's really forever
For a while I've got to pretend
We'll be walking together
In a dream that will never end

It takes a believer
To hold on to the truth
You tell me you've seen her 
With somebody new

Don't tell me the story
Don't tell me the lie
It takes a believer
When the well runs dry

I hear the sound of her footsteps
I feel the presence within
Takes a lot of forgiveness
To fall in love again

It takes a believer
To hold on to the truth
You tell me you've seen her
With somebody new

Don't tell me the story
Don't tell me the lie
It takes a believer
When the well runs dry

Don't tell me the story
Don't tell me the lie
It takes a believer
When the well runs dry

It takes a believer
It takes a believer



10495. It Takes A Little Rain

It Takes a Little Rain
Oak Ridge Boys - It Takes a Little Rain

(To Make Love Grow)

Sometimes we're friends 
Sometimes we're strangers 
And though there are tears 
There's always love 
It hurts when you cry 
From words thrown in anger 
Warm feelings run deep 
But that's not enough.

It takes a little rain 
To make love grow 
It's the heartache and the pain 
That makes the real heart show 
Where the sun always shines 
There's a desert below 
It takes a little rain 
To make love grow.

Hearts disagree then they grow closer 
Honesty wins when it's someone you trust 
Forever takes time 
True love is never over 
It's filled with new starts 
Just look at us.

(Chorus)

10496. It Takes A Lot To Laugh, It Takes A Train To Cry

It Takes a Lot to Laugh, It Takes a Train to Cry
Yonder Mountain String Band

Well, I ride on a mailtrain, I can't buy a thrill
I've been up all night, mama, leanin' on your window sill
If I die on top of the hill
And if I don't make it, you know my baby will

Don't the moon look good, mama
Shinin' down through the trees
Don't the brakeman look good, mama
Flagging down the Double E
Don't the sun look good goin' down over the sea



Don't my gal look fine when she's comin' after me

Now the wintertime is coming, the windows are filled with frost
I went to tell everybody but I could not get across
I wanna be your lover, baby, I don't wanna be your boss
Don't say I never warned you when your train gets lost
Don't say I never warned you when your train gets lost

10497. It Takes One To Know One

It Takes One To Know One
Jimmy Martin

Little girl you stand out in the crowd
You're laughing and talking much too loud
But I see a little tear peaking through
It takes one to know one and I know you

   It takes one to know one and I know you
   The little tear through your smiles I see through
   You've been hurt and your frightened you're so blue
   It takes one to know one and I know you

 Little girl please take hold of my hand
Just go right on and cry I'll understand
Pay no mind if start crying too
It takes one to know one and I know you

10498. It Takes People Like You - Chords

It Takes People Like You
--Buck Owens--

KEY: C
 / /
INTRO: C Em F G C Em F G

VERSE:
N/C C Em F C
It takes people like you to make people like me
 F C D7 G
 C Em F C
 F C G7 C
It takes people like you to make people like me

REFRAIN:
 G Am
Though skies may turn gray for a while
 D7 G G7



You can brighten each day with a smile
 C Em F C
And wherever you go I want you to know
 F C G7 C
It takes people like you to make people like me
 / /

GUITAR SOLO: C Em F G C Em F G

VERSE:
N/C C Em F C
It takes people like you to make people like me
 F C D7 G
 C Em F c
And from New York City to Los An-ge-leS
 F C G7 C
It takes people like you to make people like me

REFRAIN:
 G Am
Though skies may turn gray for a while
 D7 G G7
You can brighten each day with a smile
 C Em F C
And wherever you go I want you to know
 F C G7 C
It takes people like you to make people like me
TAG:
 F C D7 G7 C
It takes people like you to make people like me

OUTRO: C Em F G C

10499. It Takes Time

It Takes Time
Glen Phillips

The water's getting deeper and I can't feel my feet
I keep on bailing buckets, but it flows right back to me
And everything is put away, the children are asleep
But the water's getting deeper, and I can't feel my feet

How am I gonna make time
Oh, this is gonna take time
How am I gonna make time

Everything looks different, colors all seem strange
And light comes down in shafts, here underneath the waves
And everything is in its place and the children are asleep
But the water's getting deeper, and I can't feel my feet

(Chorus)



I am provider, but Providence has been swayed
And by design nothing is ever the same
I thought that time had only one way to go
I learned how to swim, but not to breathe underwater

(Chorus)
I can't feel my feet
I can't feel my feet

10500. It Tears Me Up - Chords

It Tears Me Up 
Lucinda Williams

Capo 1st fret.
 
[Intro]
Bm  A D   Bm  A D
Bm  A D   Bm  A D
 
 
[Verse 1]
          Bm   A       D
I see you walk with her
          Bm      A  D
I see you talk to her
            G
It tears me up
            A
It tears me up
A7                   D
And start my eyes to cryin'
            Bm   A
Oh, I can't stop cryin'
 
 
[Verse 2]
          Bm       A  D
I see you kiss her lips
            Bm A  D
Caress your fingertips
         G
It tears me up
            A
It tears me up
 
 
[Bridge]
                D
I feel like I'm dyin'
      Bm      A
Oh, I must be dyin'
G



It's a cold, cold world I'm livin' in
G
I turn my back and there you are with my best friend
D
Oh sometimes we pass on the street darlin'
D
And you looked at me and all you can say is, "I'm sorry"
G
Maybe just saying I'm sorry would be enough
G
But then you'd look back at him with a smile
           E7
And that'd make me feel kind of rough
            A
It tears me up
 
 
[Verse 3]
          Bm    A     D
I see you smile at her
             Bm   A  D
You'll never tire of her
     G
It tears me up
            A
It tears me up
                                D
But there ain't nothin I can do now, baby
                       Bm       A                   Bm
Baby can't you see I'm still in love with you, baby
 
 
[Outro]
          A          D                       Bm
I'm still waitin for something I cannot have
          A       D                  Bm
Oh, baby, nothin' tears me up so bad
              A            D
Can't you see I'm still in love with you baby
Bm                A         D
And that tears me up so bad now
Bm  A D   Bm  A D   Bm  A D   Bm  A D

10501. It Took A Man Like That - Chords

It Took A Man Like That 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

[Verse 1]
 D             G                  C               G
  When I was a young man, I lived fast and I live hard
            Em                    C           D
  Fought my demons, and they left way too many scars



        G            C               G
  On my heart, on my mind, and on my soul
      C             G                 D
  And led me down a dark and dead end road
       Em                D         G            C
  Till one night at rock bottom, I read about a man,
            Am                                     D
  That even loved the ones that drove nails in His hands
 
[Chorus]
                     G                C          G
  It took a man like that, to make me open up my eyes
                  Em               C                 D
  Took a man like that, to make me want to change my life
                  G                C               G
  Took a man like that, to save my soul and set me free
                  Em                D                  G
  Took a man like that, to love the devil right out of me
 
[Verse 2]
 G              G                C          G
  Everyone that knew me, swore I never turn around
                Em           C          D
  I was too far gone, oh but look at me now
               G                 C               G
  I'm right on track, right here where I need to be,
              C                G                 D
  That's what happens when you fall down on your knees
  Em             D                G              C
  I know I'm not perfect, ya know there was only one,
         Am                            D
  And He died for me, the Fathers only son
 
[Chorus]
                     G                C          G
  It took a man like that, to make me open up my eyes
                  Em               C                 D
  Took a man like that, to make me want to change my life
                  G                C               G
  Took a man like that, to save my soul and set me free
                  Em                D                  G
  Took a man like that, to love the devil right out of me
 
[Instrumental]
 
C G Em x2 C D G x2 C G x4
 
[Chorus]
  E                  A                D          A
  It took a man like that, to make me open up my eyes
                  F#m              D                 E
  Took a man like that, to make me want to change my life
                  A                D               A
  Took a man like that, to save my soul and set me free
                  F#m               E                  A
  Took a man like that, to love the devil right out of me
 



[Outro]
                     F#m               E                  A
  It took a man like that, to love the devil right out of me.

10502. It Turns Me Inside Out

It Turns Me Inside Out
Seldom Scene

In a way I'm glad it's over,
Even though it's gonna hurt me once you're gone
I can learn to live without you,
Give me time and I can make it on my own.

Lovin' you to me came easy
Now losing you will change my life no doubt
And in a way I'm glad it's over,
In another way it turns me inside out.

In a way I guess it's better,
Even though there's nothing good about goodbye
And I know I couldn't hold you,
Now you've found your wings and you need room to fly.

And it's for sure I'm gonna miss you,
But I guess that's what goodbye is all about
And in a way I'm glad it's over,
But in another way it turns me inside out.

On the one hand I know
I'll be better off once you're gone,
But I find a lot of heartache on the other
And I can't say I'll look forward
To those nights I'll spend alone
And I wonder will there ever be another.

Loving you to me came easy,
Now losing you will change my life no doubt
And in a way I'm glad it's over,
In another way it turns me inside out.

Yes, in a way I'm glad it's over,
But in another way it turns me inside out...

10503. It Was A Very Good Year

It Was A Very Good Year
Ervin Drake



When I was seventeen, it was a very good year
It was a very good year for small-town girls and soft summer nights
We'd hide from the lights, on the village green
When I was seventeen

When I was twenty-one, it was a very good year
It was a very good year for city girls who lived up the stairs
With perfumed hair that would come undone
When I was twenty-one

When I was thirty-five--very good year
It was a very good year for blue-blooded girls
Of independent means, we'd ride in limousines
Their cheuffers would drive
When I was thirty-five

And now the days grow short
I'm in the autumn of my life
And I think of it all as vintage wine from fine old kegs
From the brim to the dregs
It poured sweet and clear
It was a very good year

It was a very good year

10504. It Was Only The Wind - Chords

It Was Only The Wind 
Flatt & Scruggs
 
[Verse 1]
 
          A           D          A
She would sit by her window and gaze out
          E                           A
Down the road where her children had gone
       A              D             A
One by one they left seeking their fortune
     E                      A
And left their old mother alone
 
    A              D               A
Sometimes late at night she would call me
         E                      A
Sir, did I hear a knock at the door
        A         D         A
I would say it is only the wind, ma'am
     E                   A
Just as I had told her before
 
 
[Chorus]
 



     D E       A
It's only the wind
      D            E          A
Your children are not at the door
     D E       A
It's only the wind
    E                            A
The wind, restless wind, nothing more
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
    A                D           A
Sometimes she would talk of her children
        E                        A
Of her sons and her daughter so fair
    A               D             A
She said they were much like the wild wind
      E                      A
They sometimes neglected to care
 
    A              D        A
One night I heard somebody knocking
      E                     A
But I saw as I went to the door
        A             D            A
She was there in her chair by the window
     E                      A
Her eyes closed in rest evermore
 
 
[Chorus]
 
       D E       A
It was only the wind
     D             E          A
Her children were not at the door
       D E       A
It was only the wind
     E                            A
The wind, restless wind, nothing more

10505. It Was So Right

It Was So Right
Alison Krauss

It Was So Right
It was so right, it was so wrong, almost at the same time.
The pain in this, a heart can't take.
No one really knows.
But, when the world rings clear, and take you there.
Til you no longer care.



You cannot go now.

It is not right for me to cling to you.
Somehow I just needed time for what was to be.
It's not like me to hold somebody down.
But, I was tossed high by love, almost never came down.
Only to land where no love is found.
And I am no longer bound.
I cannot go now

10506. It Was With Love

It Was With Love

Capo: 2 (Recorded in F#)
Intro: / A / B7 / B7 / E / E /
E B7
It was with love my Saviour drew me to Him
 E
It was with love He led me from the dark
 A
He gave me perfect gentle understanding

 B7 E
It was with love that Jesus won my heart
E B7
It was with love He worked my transformation
 E
Without His love, this wonder could not be
 A
And understanding well my every weakness
 B7 E
It was with love He heard this sinner's plea

Inst: (Same progression as above)

E B7
It was with love He spoke the invitation
 E
Come follow me, lay down your tools and gold
 A
I'll love and serve my dear Redeemer always
 B7 E
It was with love that Jesus saved my soul

10507. It Wasn't God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels

Dolly Parton - It Wasn't God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels 



As I sit here tonight, the juke box playing
The tune about the wild side of life
As I listen to the words that you are saying
It brings memories of when i was a trusting wife

It wasn't God who made honky tonk angels
As you said in the words of your song
Too many times married men think they're still single
That has caused many a good girl to go wrong

It's a shame that all the blame is on us women
It's not true that only you men feel the same
From the start most every heart that's ever broken
Was because there always was a man to blame

10508. It Wasn't You - Chords

It Wasn't You
Blue Highway
Capo 2 - All chord names are relative to the capo.

(Intro follows verse progression)

       C              D
It was all because of you
       G            C
that I left my only home
        Am          C
now I'm goin places finding traces
Am                  D
of you since you've gone
        F       C    G
I never felt so all alone

(Chorus)
          C                      D
It wasn't you that I kissed last night
          G                  C
It wasn't you that I held so tight
              Am               C
sweet heart I know the way you feel each day
    Am                 D 
and something just not right

(First break - Follows Verse)

             C                     D
you've never heard a more lonesome sound 
         G                 C
than the tear drop fallin' down
       Am                   C
when a loved one breaks the trust you made
    Am               D



and throws it on the ground
        F                 C      D
I never dreamed you would let me down

(Chorus)
(Second Break - Follows Verse)
(Chorus)

10509. It Won't Be Like Cheating

It Won't Be Like Cheating 
Lonesome River Band.pdf

As I walk here alone with a memory of our home 
Thinking of the days that we once knew 
All the love that we shared 
Through those hard time years 
And now I find that your love isn't true 
 
CHORUS: 
So I'm saying goodbye to the apple of my eye 
These old legs are taking me out of town 
You're free to go and do 
All those things I saw you do 
And it won't be like cheatin' 
Because I'm leaving town 
 
Came home early today 
Thought we'd love the day away 
But I found another's arms around you 
Damn this old heart of mine 
And damn these feelings inside 
Guess I've been a fool for loving you 
 
No it won t be like cheatin' 
Because I won't be around

10510. It Won't Be Long

Richard Thompson - It Won't Be Long 

Ev'ry night when ev'rybody has fun,
Here am I sitting all on my own,
It won't be long yeh, yeh,
It won't be long yeh, yeh,
It won't be long yeh, yeh,
Till I belong to you.

Since you left me I'm so alone,



Now you're coming, you're coming home,
I'll be good like I know I should,
You're coming home, you're coming home.

Ev'ry night the tears come down from my eyes,
Ev'ry day I've done nothing but cry.
It won't be long yeh, yeh.

Since you left me I'm so alone,
Now you're coming, you're coming home,
I'll be good like I know I should,
You're coming home, you're coming home.

Ev'ry day we'll be happy, I know,
Now I know that you won't leave me no more.
It won't be long yeh, yeh

10511. It Won't Be Long

It Won't Be Long
Flatt & Scruggs

There will come a time some morning 
when all the saints will rise and shine
Hallelujah 
praise the Lord it won't be long
Up to that happy home in glory 
where the souls shall never die
Hallelujah 
praise the Lord it won't be long

It won't be long 
it won't be long 
till we hear the angels sing the victory song
Then we'll gather around the throne 
there to live forever more
Hallelujah 
praise the Lord it won't be long

[ fiddle ]

We will meet our friends and loved ones 
when our toiling here is over
Hallelujah 
praise the Lord it won't be long
There we'll shout and sing his praises 
in that land forever more
Hallelujah 
praise the Lord it won't be long
It won't be long...

[ dobro ]



We will see the Saviour coming 
some glad morning on the farm
Hallelujah 
praise the Lord it won't be long
The saints and angels will come shouting 
oh what glory that will be
Hallelujah 
praise the Lord it won't be long

It won't be long...

10512. It Won't Be Me

It Won't Be Me
Alecia Nugent - It Won't Be Me

So your bags are all packed and you're leaving
Without so much as telling me why
Pardon me if I skip all the grieving
I'll simply get on with my life
Cause I know there'll come a day
It'll come back on you and you'll pay

But won't be me you'll answer to
When the judgement arrives 
And your penance is due
Forgiveness may come 
For the things that you've done
For your dishonesty 
But it won't be me

Well, it goes against my christian raising
To be feeling the way that I am
I should get on my knees 
And start praying for your absolution
But I've tried and I can't
After what you did to me and to us
You've betrayed all my love and my trust

It won't be me you'll answer to
When the judgement arrives 
And your penance is due
Forgiveness may come 
For the things that you've done
For your dishonesty 
But it won't be me

Now this isn't a threat or a curse
Just remember you heard it here first

It won't be me you'll answer to
When the judgement arrives 
And your penance is due



Forgiveness may come 
For the things that you've done
For your dishonesty 
But it won't be me

No, it won't be me

10513. It Won't Be Me

It Won't Be Me 
Alecia Nugent

So your bags are all packed and you're leavin'
Without so much, as tellin' me why
Pardon me, if I skip all the grievin' 
I'll simply get on with my life
'Cause I know there'll come a day
It'll come back on you, and you'll pay, but 
 
CHORUS:  
It won't be me, you'll answer to 
When the judgment arrives 
And your penance is due 
Forgiveness may come 
For the things that you've done 
For your dishonesty
But it won't be me 
 
Well it goes against my Christian raisin'
To be feeling the way that I am
I should get on my knees and start prayin' 
for your absolution but I've tried and I can't 
After what you did to me and to us
You betrayed all my love and my trust 
  
Now this isn't a threat or a curse, 
Just remember you heard it here first 
 
 No it won't be me

10514. It Won't Be Over You

Cadillac Sky - It Won't Be Over You 
Album: Gravity's Our Enemy

I might lie awake in the dead of night
A prisoner of the moon;
I might curse this world and yell at God
But it won't be over you.



I might press this poison to my lips
Drown myself in ninety-proof;
Wash up on the rocks of an empty glass
But it won't be over you.

I might walk the floor, I might climb the walls
Honey tears might fall like rain;
In the sea of love, I will die of thirst
Before I call your name.
Yes someday this ol' heart of mine might break in two
But it won't be over you.

They might lock me up in a padded cell
Call me crazy as a loon;
Might be tortured by some true love lost
But it won't be over you.

I might walk the floor, I might climb the walls
Honey tears might fall like rain;
In the sea of love, I will die of thirst
Before I call your name.
Yes someday this ol' heart of mine might break in two
But it won't be over you.

When my bones grow weary of this world
And my days are numbered few;
Yes I'll have regrets but when I hang my head
It won't be over you.

Yes someday this ol' heart of mine might break in two,
But it won't be over you.
No it won't be over, no it won't be over you

10515. It Won't Be The Same This Year - Chords

It Won't Be The Same This Year
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

C                     F                C
It's time to pack our bags and hit the highway
                    F             G7
And head on out for Christmas holiday
     C               F             C
I'll fall apart when I pull in the driveway
        Dm                    G7             C   F G7
It's my first time home since brother passed away
    C                F               C
His favorite time of year was always Christmas
               F              G7
We'd reminisce about the days gone by
   C               F                 C
Oh how I wish that he was still here with us



   Dm          G7             C
My memories of him will never die
         Am
When the stockings are hung 
                      D7
Silent night has been sung
    F                    D7
And Christmas is finally here
   Dm           G7        C
It won't be the same this year
           F                     C
Losin' my big brother hurt so badly
                          F                G7
It's helped me learn what Christmas really means
        C            F                   C
There's nothing more important then your family
      Dm               G7             C
We're all the children of the King of kings
repeat #3 x2

10516. It Won't Hurt

It Won't Hurt

Chorus: 

It won't hurt when I fall down from this bar stool
And it won't hurt when I stumble in the street
It won't hurt 'cause this whiskey eases misery
But even whiskey cannot ease your hurting me

Today I had another bout with sorrow
You know this time I almost won
If this bottle would just hold out 'til tomorrow
I know that I'd have sorrow on the run

Chorus:

It won't hurt when I fall down from this bar stool
And it won't hurt when I stumble in the street
It won't hurt 'cause this whiskey eases misery
But even whiskey cannot ease your hurting me

Your memory comes back up with each sunrise
I reach out for the bottle and find it's gone
Yeah, Lord, somewhere every night the whiskey leaves me
To face this cold, cold world on my own

Chorus:

It won't hurt when I fall down from this bar stool
And it won't hurt when I stumble in the street
It won't hurt 'cause this whiskey eases misery



But even whiskey cannot ease your hurting me

10517. It Won't Hurt - Chords

It Won't Hurt
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G                    C                   G
It won't hurt when I fall down from this barstool
                         C              D7
And it won't hurt when I stumble in the street
         G              C             G      C
It won't hurt cause the whiskey eases misery
         G              D7                  G
But even whiskey cannot ease you're hurtin' me
            C                 G
Today I had another bout with sorrow
                            D7
You know this time I almost won
        C                               G
If this bottle would just hold out till tomorrow
                          D7            G
Well I know that I'd have sorrow on the run
                     C                   G
It won't hurt when I fall down from this barstool
                         C              D7
And it won't hurt when I stumble in the street
         G              C             G      C
It won't hurt cause the whiskey eases misery
         G              D7                  G
But even whiskey cannot ease you're hurtin' me
                       C            G
Your memory comes back up with each sunrise
                                         D7
I reach out for the bottle and find it's gone
          C                                 G
Yeah Lord somewhere every night the whiskey leaves me
                       D7          G
To face this cold cold world on my own
                     C                   G
It won't hurt when I fall down from this barstool
                         C              D7
And it won't hurt when I stumble in the street
         G              C             G     C
It won't hurt cause the whiskey eases misery
         G              D7                  G
But even whiskey cannot ease you're hurtin' me
C    G              D7                  G
Even whiskey cannot ease you're hurtin' me



10518. It Won't Work This Time

Alison Krauss - It Won't Work This Time 
(aubrey holt/bmi)

You walked up yesterday and you told me you were leavin'
Left a note sayin' momma won't be back
But you'll come back and i've got news for you dear
You won't have a home and that's a fact

Don't you come back on your knees asking my forgiveness
Pack your bags and move on down the line
Don't you roll them eyes at me, tellin' me your sorry
It's too late babe, and it won't work this time

I've always been around, lord when you needed someone
I played the role 'til i knew each line by heart
But now it's time to change, won't you find another playmate
Someone who'll be glad to play the part

Don't you come back on your knees asking my forgiveness
Pack your bags and move on down the line
Don't you roll them eyes at me, tellin' me your sorry
It's too late babe, and it won't work this time

Don't you come back on your knees asking my forgiveness
Pack your bags and move on down the line
Don't you roll them eyes at me, tellin' me your sorry
It's too late babe, and it won't work this time

10519. It Works Both Ways

Mountain Heart - It Works Both Ways (Live)
Album: Road That Never Ends - The Live Album

Heart on fire
I'm falling in, I'm falling down.
I wanna begin, but I don't know how,
To let you know, how I'm feeling,
I'm high on hope, I'm reeling
I won't let you go,
Now you know,
I've been crazy for you all this time,
I've kept it close,
Always hoping,
With a heart on fire,
A heart on fire,
Hand in hand,
Sparkling eyes (ah, ah)
The days are bright,
So are the nights (ah, ah)
(Ooh,) Cause when I'm with you, I'm grinning
(Ah) Once I was through, now I'm winning



I won't let you go, now you know,
I've been crazy for you all this time,
I've kept it close,
Always hoping,
With a heart on fire,
A heart on fire,
Heart on fire,
A heart on fire
I was shot down, ghost out,
You opened up the door.
I don't know where we came from,
But you woke me up,
And left me wanting more.
Everything about you,
And everything you do,
I won't let you go, now you know,
I've been crazy for you all this time!
i won't let you go, now you know,
I've been crazy for you all this time,
I've kept it close,
Always hoping,
With a heart on fire,
A heart on fire,
Heart on fire,
All this time

10520. It Wouldn't Have Made Any Difference

Alison Krauss - It Wouldn't Have Made Any Difference 

Do you remember the last time I said
If I ever thought of lying
I'd rather think of dying instead
And the last time you called me
To say we were through
How it took a million tears
Just to prove they all were for you

But it wouldn't have made any difference,
If you loved me
How could you love me
When it wouldn't have made any difference,
If you loved me
You just did not love me

'Cause I know of hundreds of times I could be
In the most unfaithful arms
That you always picture me
Though I can't always show proof I was true
No one else could change my mind
Or stop me coming home to you

But it wouldn't have made any difference,



If you loved me
How could you love me
When it wouldn't have made any difference,
If you loved me
You just did not love me

Enough to believe me
Enough not to leave me
Enough not to look for
A reason to be unhappy with me
And make me regret ever wanting you

It wouldn't have made any difference
Wouldn't have made any difference

10521. It'll Aggravate Your Soul

The Carter Family - It'll Aggravate Your Soul

[Verse]
Come all of you people take warning from me
Don't take no girl to Tennessee
For if you get married and don't agree
It'll aggravate your soul
We left Maces early in the night
Expect to get married before daylight
So many things happened to hinder our flight
It aggravated my soul
Arrived at The Bristol at 11 o'clock
The parson was there right on the spot
We found that the license had been forgot
It aggravated my soul
We went for the license in an automobile
Run so fast couldn't see the wheel
No on can explain how bad I did feel
It aggravated my soul
We stayed all night at The Bristol Hotel
Just to make folks think we were swell
Next morning they put it in the Bristol Herald
It aggravated my soul
And when the new style books coming around
She begin's to get ready to go to town
You know right then she's milliner shop bound
It'll aggravate your soul
She wants a new coat and a hobble skirt
And you can't get in for the young gun's and dirt
And when she gets out, oh how she will flirt
It'll aggravate your soul
And when the person gather round your head
You'll think of what your dear old mother said
With a pain in you back and heart and head
It'll aggravate your soul
Now young men take warning from me



Don't take no girl to Tennessee
For if you get married and don't agree
It'll aggravate your soul

10522. It'll Be Alright

It'll Be Alright
The Infamous Stringdusters

You always thought that you would fly
Sail away and learn to ride
But you're waitin' for a changing tide
Take a train and catch a flight
Go ahead it'll be alright

No one that you owe it to
You'll do what you want to do
Stop the car and leave tonight
Go ahead it'll be alright
Still be here it'll be alright

Drive out past the city lights
Watch the day turn into night
You'll be feelin better by midnight
A winding road will make it right
Go ahead it'll be alright

What is past is done
No use hold'n on
Don't look back
That old house is gone
Round and rested on
Turn out that light
Don't look back it'll be alright

Take your chances when they come
Don't wait for something or someone
You hate to miss a chance at life
Go ahead it'll be alright
Take a chance (Just say yes-live version) It'll be alright

10523. It'll Be Alright - Chords

It'll Be Alright - Infamous Stringdusters
Appears on: Things That Fly

E                     B         E
I always thought that you would fly
E                      B



Sail away and learn to ride
A                                  C#m
But you're waiting for a change in time.
E             A       E       C#m            B  E 
Take a train, catch a flight, go ahead it'll be alright
 
E               B      E
No one that you owe it to
E                          B            
You'll do what you want to do
A                       C#m
Start the car and leave tonight
E              A        E  C#m                  B  E 
Go ahead it'll be alright, still be here, it'll be alright
 
E                  B    E
Drive out past the city lights
E                      B
Watch the day turn into night
A                           C#m
You'll be feeling better by midnight
E                 A       E       C#m            B  E 
Winding road will make it right, go ahead it'll be alright
 
C#m                   B                  A
What is past is done, no use holding on, don't look back
C#m                     B                        A
That old house is gone, the ground it rested on, turn out that light
E                     B  E  
Don't look back it'll be alright

Break

E                     B    E
Take the chances when they come
E                           B
Don't wait for something or someone
A                           C#m
You hate to miss a chance at life
E              A     E     C#m                  B  E  
Go ahead it'll be alright, take a chance, it'll be alright

10524. It'll Be Me - Chords

It'll Be Me 
Richard & Linda Thompson
 
CAPO: 2nd Fret
 
[Verse 1]
       G
If you hear somebody knocking on your door
       C



If you see somebody crawling across the floor
               D7                         G
Baby, it'll be me and I'll be looking for you
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
If you see a head peeping from a crawdaddy hole
       C
If you see someone climbing up a telegraph pole
               D7                         G
Baby, it'll be me and I'll be looking for you
 
 
[Chorus]
                  C                         G
Gonna look in the city where the lights are blue
                 C                             D7
Gonna search the countryside all the haystacks too
 
 
[Verse 3]
       G
If you hear a thought calling out into the night
       C
If you see somebody hanging from a lamppost bright
               D7                         G
Baby, it'll be me and I'll be looking for you
 
 
[Lead Break]
 
 
[Verse 4]
       G
If you see someone looking in all the cars
       C
If you see a rocket-ship on its way to Mars
               D7                         G
Baby, it'll be me and I'll be looking for you
 
 
[Verse 5]
G
If you see a new face on a totem pole
       C
If you find a lump in your sugar bowl
               D7                         G
Baby, it'll be me and I'll be looking for you
 
 
[Chorus]
                  C                             G
Gonna look on the mountain and in the deep blue sea
                     C                              D7
Gonna search all the forests, oh, and look in every tree
 



 
[Verse 6]
       G
If you hear a thought calling out into the night
       C
If you see somebody hanging from a lamppost bright
               D7                         G
Baby, it'll be me and I'll be looking for you
 
 
[Lead Break]
 
 
[Verse 7]
       G
If you hear somebody knocking on your door
       C
If you see somebody crawling across the floor
               D7                         G
Baby, it'll be me and I'll be looking for you
 
 
[Verse 8]
       G
If you hear a thought calling out into the night
       C
If you see somebody hanging from a lamppost bright
               D7                         G
Baby, it'll be me and I'll be looking for you
 
 
[Chorus]
                  C                         G
Gonna look in the city where the lights are blue
                 C                             D7
Gonna search the countryside all the haystacks too
 
 
[Verse 9]
G
If you see a new face on a totem pole
       C
If you find a lump in your sugar bowl
               D7                         G
Baby, it'll be me and I'll be looking for you
               D7                         G
Baby, it'll be me and I'll be looking for you

10525. It'll End Too Soon

Crooked Still - Deadly Gentlemen
It'll End Too Soon



It'll end too soon if it ends at all
But I don't worry now
The friends of summer be the friends of fall

Days unravel in a seamless thread
I'll dream and I'll live on
When the dream is dead

Years from now
When I'm so very gone
Know that I did my best to carry on

From the saddest sads to the funnest fun
We kept it together
What's done is done

It'll end too soon if it ends at all
But I don't worry now
The friends of summer be the friends of fall

May your days unravel in a seamless thread
I'll dream and I'll live on
When the dream is dead

I've been to the future and back and all is fine
Endless days of flawless time
You pick up a thing or two along the way
I was gone back then, still I'm gone today

I've been playing it close
Playing it kind of safe
I just stay and the goes
Whenever there's time to waste

I've been playing it close
I've been playing it kind of safe
I just stay and the goes
Whenever there's time to waste

It'll end too soon if it ends at all
I don't worry now
The friends of summer be the friends of fall

May the days unravel in a seamless tread
I'll dream and I'll live on
I'll dream and I'll live on...

10526. It'll Happen

It'll Happen
Punch Brothers - It'll Happen

It'll happen



It's gonna happen babe
But it hasn't happened yet
I'm not gonna let you get
Ahead of yourself
It's your Achilles' heel
Though I want it as bad as you
We've gotta try to see it through
Our own excitement
Your excitement babe
Hasn't let that happen yet
And it won't if you forget
What happened last time

10527. It's 5 O'Clock Somewhere

It's 5 O'Clock Somewhere

That sun is hot and that old clock is moving slow
And so am I
The workday passes like molasses in wintertime
But it's July
I'm getting paid by the hour and older by the minute
My boss just pushed me over the limit
I'd love to call him something, but I think I'll just call it a day

Pour me something tall and strong
Make it a hurricane before I go insane
It's only half past twelve but I don't care
It's five o'clock somewhere

Well this lunchbreak is gonna take all afternoon
And half the night
Tomorrow morning I know there'll be hell to pay
Hey, but that's alright
I ain't had a day off now in over a year
My Jamaican vacation's gonna start right here
If the phone is for me you can tell 'em I just sailed away

Pour me something tall and strong
Make it a hurricane before I go insane
It's only half past twelve but I don't care
It's five o'clock somewhere

I could pay off my tab, pour myself in a cab
And be back to work before two
But at a moment like this I can't help but wonder
What would Jimmy Buffett do

He'd say pour me something tall and strong
Make it a hurricane before I go insane
It's only half past twelve but I don't care
It's five o'clock somewhere



10528. It's A Big Old Goofy World - Chords

It's A Big Old Goofy World
By John Prine

G C
Up in the morning, work like a dog
 D C G
Is better than sitting like a bump on a log
G C
Mind all your manners, be quiet as a mouse
 D C G
Some day you'll own a home that's as big as a house

I know a fella, he eats like a horse
Knocks his old balls 'round the old golf course
You oughta see his wife, she's a cute little dish
She smokes like a chimney and drinks like a fish

Chorus:
 G
There's a big old goofy man
 C
Dancing with a big old goofy girl
D
Ooooh baby
 D G
It's a big old goofy world

Now elvis had a woman with a head like a rock
I wished I had a woman that made my knees knock
She'd sing like an angel and eat like a bird
And if I wrote a song, she'd know ever single word

Chorus
Instrumental break

Kiss a little baby, give the world a smile
And if you take an inch, give 'em back a mile
Cause if you lie like a rug and you don't give a damn
You're never gonna be as happy as a clam

I'm sitting in a hotel, tryin' to write a song
My head is just as empty as the day is long
Why it's clear as a bell, I should have gone to school
I'd be wise as an owl, 'stead of stubborn as a mule

Chorus
Ooooh baby it's big old goofy world



10529. It's A Cheating Situation - Chords

It's a Cheating Situation

Key of F - Capo on 1
(E)It's a cheating (D)situa(A)tion
A stealing invita(E)tion
To take what's not (B7)really ours
To make it through the midn(A)ight (E)hours
It's a cheating (D)situa(A)tion
Just a cheap (E)imitation
Doing what we (B7)have to do
When there's no love at (E)home

There's no use in (B7)pretending
There'll be a happy (A)end(E)ing
Where our (B7)love's concerned
Sweetheart, we both (E)know
We'll take love where we (B7)find it
Love and try to (A)hide (E)it
It's (B7)all we got
For we know they're not
Gonna (A)let us (E)go

It's a cheating (D)situa(A)tion
A stealing invita(E)tion
To take what's not (B7)really ours
To make it through the midn(A)ight (E)hours
It's a cheating (D)situa(A)tion
Just a cheap (E)imitation
Doing what we (B7)have to do
When there's no love at (E)home

It's a cheating (D)situa(A)tion
(B7)When there's no love at (E)home

10530. It's A Crazy World - Chords

It's A Crazy World 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
G D  E  A7  D
 
[Verse 1]
Em                               A7
Younger men don't seem to need a purpose
          D                             Bm
They just stand and fight for anybody's cause
     E                        A
The older men see living as a circus
        Bm                G               D
And the ones who stand up longest need applause



         Em                                   A
From the young ones who proclaim to know the answers
       D                             Bm
To the questions no one ever asked before
        G                                    D
They'll cheer and have parades but when it's over
            E7               A          D
They don't claim to have the answers anymore
 
[Chorus]
           Em    A           D
And it's a crazy world but I live here
       F#                            Bm  D/A
And if you can hear me singing so do you
      G                                   D
I'm a'turning out my night light feeling satisfied
      F#                        Bm
Ain't nothing any one of us can do
G              D           A             D
Oh no, there's nothing any one of us can do
 
[Instrumental]
G D  E  A7  D
 
[Verse 2]
Em                               A7
Babies cry all day sometimes for nothing
    D                                 Bm
And I have cried all day for not much more
        E                                    A
Its not easy when you hate the things you're loving
        Bm            G                  D
And you wonder who or what you're loving for
    Em                                   A
The girls seem to think that they're the chosen ones
        D                          Bm
And the women say let well enough alone
           G                             D
it's their business until you stick your nose in one
         E7              A                D
And then brother you got problems of your own
 
[Chorus]
           Em    A           D
And it's a crazy world but I live here
       F#                            Bm  D/A
And if you can hear me singing so do you
      G                                   D
I'm a'turning out my night light feeling satisfied
      F#                        Bm
Ain't nothing any one of us can do
G              D           A             D
Oh no, there's nothing any one of us can do



10531. It's a Different World Now

Rodney Crowell - It's a Different World Now

To make the world a better place like dreamers often will
We left our bed of roses to push that rock up hill
The way we went about our task proved destined for to fail
Who we thought we were .. don't ask .. there's no way you can tell
It's a different world now...to say the least
The sun comes up from in the west and sets down in the east
The stars are out there shining but just where we can not say
It's a different world now like night and day
In the name of self defense we built bombs to prove a point
And we'd drop them on our neighbors when their nose got out of joint
To sell the same hamburger rain forests had to go
"Hell, we don't need no air to breathe but just don't tell us no"
It's a different world now... without a doubt
The raindrops fall to heaven and the tides go rolling out
The rivers flow like powdered milk and the wind blows with a wheeze
It's a different world now there are no trees
I take a look around and I see ice caps in your eyes
Desert where the swamp should be cold black canvas skies
I take a look around and I see crossbones on a rose
How we let this come to be seems no one really knows
In life's rich beauty pageant we put children on a stage
Said flash your soft white belly child but just don't act your age
Sell sex like cotton candy to young and old alike
When you'ved outlived the fantasy then you can take a hike
It's a different world now... but what to do
We had our fifteen minutes and we blew it right on cue
We used up mother nature like a twenty dollar whore
It's a different world now .... there ain't no more

10532. It's A Dirty Job - Chords

It's A Dirty Job

 C
Many nights I've thought about it
 F C
Tried to find a way around it
 F C 
G
Tried to make believe we're lovers when the feeling's gone away
 C
But it's a no win situation
 F C
A hopeless game we're playing
 F C 
'Cause we both know it's over
 G C
But neither one will say



 F C F C
It's a dirty job, but someone's got to do it
 F C G
Someone has to leave, someone has to cry
 F C F C
It's a dirty job, but someone's got to do it
 F C G C
Someone has to be the one to say goodbye.

 C
When the bitter words are spoken
 F C
And all the promises are broken
 F C G
When you realize the good times will never be again
 C F C
How long can we keep lying and saying it isn't dying
 F C
Someone has be the one
 G C
To say we've reached the end

Chorus 2x

 F C
It's a Dirty Job

10533. It's A Good Day - Chords

Its A Good Day
Belleville Outfit

[Verse 1]
 
            C
Yes, it's a good day, for singing a song
            G          C
And it's a good day, for moving along
 
Yes, it's a good day
           Am         Dm
How could anything be wrong?
   C             G7         C
A good day from morning till night
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
           C
And it's a good day, for shining your shoes
           G             C
And it's a good day, for losing the blues
                       Am         Dm



Everything to gain and nothing to lose
   C            G7         C
A good day from morning to night
 
 
[Bridge]
 
   G                  C
I said to the sun, "Good morning, sun!"
F               Am
Rise and shine today
G               C       Dm
You know you've got to get going
F
If you're gonna make a showing
G
And you've got the right of way
 
 
[Verse 3]
             C
Cause it's a good day, for paying your bills
            G              C
And it's a good day, for curing your ills
                            Am           Dm
So take a deep breath, and throw away the pills
     C                G7                C
Cause it's a good day from morning till night
     C                G7                C
Yes, it's a good day from morning till night

10534. It's A Good Night For Singing

Jerry Jeff Walker - It's A Good Night For Singing

It's a good night for singing
I got too drunk and my ears are still ringing
It's so good to be here, it's a brand new day
We been singing weary midnight tunes
We started at noon, it's a slip of the moon
And we still got time, it's a brand new day
I wonder where are all the pleasant souls tonight
Indecision made them stay home and wait for daylight
Spherical witness, help me in my flight
Singing hours into the night, over and over 'til we saw the light
The nightime seesaw, the love light we saw
Love at the right time, love at the right time
It's a good night for singing
I got too drunk and my ears are still ringing
It's so good to see you, it's a brand new day
It took us lifetimes to get this far, back to reality
Wonder where we are tonight, it's a brand new day



10535. It's A Great Day To Be Alive

It's a Great Day to Be Alive 
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
I got rice cooking in the microwave
I got a three day beard, I don't plan to shave
And it's a goofy thing but I just gotta say, I'm doing all right
I think I'll make me some homemade soup
I'm feeling pretty good and that's the truth
It's neither drink nor drug induced, no I'm just doing all right

[Chorus]
And it's a great day to be alive
I know the sun's still shining when I close my eyes
It's hard times in the neighborhood
But why can't everyday be just this good

[Verse 2]
It's been fifteen years since I left home
Said good luck to every seed I'd sown
Gave it my best, then I left it alone
I hope they're doing all right
Redbird, redbird what do you see?
He says, "I see a lone wolf looking at me
Head in the clouds but harmless as a tree
I guess he's doing all right"

[Chorus]
And it's a great day to be alive
I know the sun's still shining when I close my eyes
It's hard times in the neighborhood
But why can't everyday be just this good

[Bridge]
Sometimes it's lonely
Sometimes it's only me and the shadows that fill this room
Sometimes I'm falling, desperately calling, howling at the moon
Awooo
Awooo

[Verse 3]
It's a colorful life that we go through
It's neither black or white, nor just shades of blue
Maybe I'll grow me a fu man chu

[Chorus]
And it's a great day to be alive
I know the sun's still shining when I close my eyes
It's hard times in the neighborhood
But why can't everyday be just this good



[Chorus]
And it's a great day to be alive
I know the sun's still shining when I close my eyes
It's hard times in the neighborhood
But why can't everyday be just this good

Awooo

10536. It's A Hard Life Wherever You Go

Nanci Griffith - It's a Hard Life Wherever You Go

I am a backseat driver from America
They drive to the left on Falls Road
The man at the wheel's name is Seamus
We pass a child on the corner he knows
And Seamus says, "Now, what chance has that
Kid got?"
And I say from the back, "I don't know."
He says, "There's barbed wire at all of these exits
And there ain't no place in Belfast for that kid
To go."

[Chorus:]
It's a hard life 
It's a hard life 
It's a very hard life 
It's a hard life wherever you go 
If we poison our children with hatred 
Then, the hard life is all that they'll know 
And there ain't no place in (Belfast) for 
These kids to go 

(Chicago) 

(This world) 
A cafeteria line in Chicago
The fat man in front of me
Is calling black people trash to his children
He's the only trash here I see
And I'm thinking this man wears a white hood
In the night when his children should sleep
But, they slip to their window and they see him
And they think that white hood's all they need

[Chorus]

I was a child in the sixties
Dreams could be held through TV
With Disney, and Cronkite, and Martin Luther
Oh, I believed, I believed, I believed
Now, I am the backseat driver from America
I am not at the wheel of control



I am guilty, I am war, I am the root of all evil
Lord, and I can't drive on the left side of the road

[Chorus]

10537. It's A Hard Luck (Wherever You Go)

Emmylou Harris - It's A Hard Luck (Wherever You Go)

I am a backseat driver from America
We drive to the left on Falls Road
And the man at the wheel's name is Seamus
We pass a child on the corner he knows
And Seamus says, now what chance has that kid got
And I say from the back, I don't know
He says there's barbed wire at all of these exits
And there ain't no place in Belfast for that kid to go

'Cause it's a hard life, it's a hard life, it's a very hard life
It's a hard life wherever you go
And if we poison our children with hatred
Then the hard life is all that they'll know

Cafeteria line in Chicago
The fat man in front of me
Is calling black people trash to his children
And he's the only trash here I see
And I am thinking this man wears a white hood
In the night when his children should sleep
But they'll slip to their windows and they'll see him
And they'll think that white hood's all they need

'Cause it's a hard life, it's a hard life, it's a very hard life
It's a hard life wherever you go
And if we poison our children with hatred
Then the hard life is all that they'll know

I was a child in the Sixties
When dreams could be held through T.V
With Disney and Cronkite and Martin Luther
And I believed, I believed, I believed
Now I am the backseat driver from America
And I am not at the wheel of control
And I am guilty, I am war, and I am the root of all evil
Lord, and I can't drive on the left side of the road

'Cause it's a hard life, it's a hard life, it's a very hard life
It's a hard life wherever you go
And if we poison our children with hatred
Then the hard life is all that they'll know

And there ain't no place in this world for those kids to go
'Cause it's a hard life wherever you go



10538. It's A Little More Like Heaven - Chords

It's a Little More Like Heaven

G
I have sailed the peaceful water salty ocean deep and blue
 D7 G
Felt the rapture of the dawning thrilled through sunset's golden view
I've sought above the mountain peeks for valleys great and wide
 D7 G
But it's a little more like heaven by your side

 C G
It's a little more like heaven where you are
 D7 G
I have sought for happiness both near and far
 C
But my search for love was through the day that I met you
 G D7 G
Cause it's a little more like heaven where you are

I have watched the crystal raindrops fall to earth to cool the day
 D7 G
Watched the rainbow at twilight when the clouds have flown away
I've adored the clinging roses round my mountain home so dear
 D7 G
But it's a little more like heaven when you're near
I've been tempted for a moment by your lure and magic charms
 D7 G
Of a fickle flame and beauty while waltzin' in her arms
I cherished mem'ries of the past of friends so kind and true
 D7 G
But it's a little more like heaven here with you

repeat #2

10539. It's A Lonely World

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours
It's A Lonely World

It's a lonely world when you're all alone
When there's no one to share every sorrow and care
When there's no one to greet you at the close of the day
The sunshine may come in your heart and never comes to stay
It's a lonely world when you're all alone
And that's the way my world is since you're gone

There's no way to count the tears I have shed



And nights I've been blue dear just thinking of you
Everyone has told me darling I should forget
But you're still here in my heart and you know I love you yet
It's a lonely world when you're all alone
And that's the way my world is since you're gone

It's a lonely world when you're all alone
When there's no one to share every sorrow and care
When there's no one to greet you at the close of the day
The sunshine may come in your heart and never comes to stay
It's a lonely world when you're all alone
And that's the way my world is since you're gone

10540. It's A Lonesome Road

It's a Lonesome Road
IIIrd Tyme Out

Brother, as along life's way you go
And you're burdened being below
And your steps are growing slow beneath the load
Let your saviour lend you a helping hand
All you need to understand
As you travel down this lonesome, long lonesome road.

(Chorus)
It's a lonesome road through this world of care
As you travel long, seem to get nowhere
Ask the blessed Lord to bear your heavy load
He'll guide you on this lonesome, long lonesome road.

When your dear friends have turned you down
And the whole world seems to frown
And old Satan tries to steal your crown with his code
Trust in Jesus and I'm sure you'll find
Him a leader, true and kind
As you travel down this lonesome, long lonesome road.

10541. It's A Long Long Road

It's A Long Long Road
Blue Highway

   It's a long long road to wander all alone.
   It's a cold cold wind hear it moan.
    Crying like a lost child out in the night.
    Searching for the way and looking for the light.

Back in the days when we were happy



Our love was the warmth and the light.
But now the dark shadows are falling
And day is quickly fading into night.

When the sun goes down behind the mountain
And the chilly wind is blowing through the pines.
How often do I think about my darling
And the sunny garden where the roses twine.

10542. It's A Long Long Way To The Top Of The World

It's A Long Long Way To The Top Of The World
Jim & Jesse - Sam Bush Band

Its a long way to the top of the world
But its only a short fall back down

A young fool filled with green, I let ambition rule me
Like a hunger that gnawed at my soul
I worked hard made my fortune but lost the heart of my darling
She got lonely and her love soon grew cold

Its a long long way to the top of the world
On a rough road that winds round and round
Its a long long way to the top of the world
But its only a short fall back down

Now I'm a big man with money but at love I'm a pauper
Though what I once had now another man claims
I've reached the top of the world but my heart hit rock bottom
I can't make love to fortune and fame

* Refrain

10543. It's A Long Long Way To The Top Of The World - Chords

It's A Long Long Way To The Top Of The World
Recorded by Jim and Jesse
Written by Don Wayne
[3/4 time]

C C7 F C
It's a long long way to the top of the world
 G7 C
But it's only a short fall back down

 G7 C F
A young fool filled with grief I let ambition rule me
 C G7



Like a hunger that gnawed at my soul
 C G7 C F
I worked hard made my fortune but lost the heart of my darling
 C G7 C
She got lonely and her love soon grew cold

 G7 C
It's a long long way to the top of the world
 F C G7
On a rough road that winds round and round
C C7 F C
It's a long long way to the top of the world
 G7 C
But it's only a short fall back down

 G7 C F
Now I'm a big man with money but at love I'm a pauper
 C G7
Though what I once held now another man claims
 C G7 C F
I've reached the top of the world but my heart hit rock bottom
 C G7 C
I can't make love to fortune and fame
Repeat #3
 G7 C
But it's only a short fall back down

10544. It's A Long Way To The Top

Lucinda Williams - It's A Long Way To The Top

Ridin' down the highway
Goin' to a show
Stop in all the byways
Playin' rock 'n' roll
Gettin' robbed
Gettin' stoned
Gettin' beat up
Broken boned
Gettin' had
Gettin' took
I tell you folks
It's harder than it looks

It's a long way to the top if you wanna rock 'n' roll
It's a long way to the top if you wanna rock 'n' roll
If you think it's easy doin' one night stands
Try playin' in a rock roll band
It's a long way to the top if you wanna rock 'n' roll

Hotel motel
Make you wanna cry
Lady do the hard sell



Know the reason why
Gettin' old
Gettin' grey
Gettin' ripped off
Under-paid
Gettin' sold
Second hand
That's how it goes
Playin' in a band

It's a long way to the top if you wanna rock 'n' roll
It's a long way to the top if you wanna rock 'n' roll
If you wanna be a star of stage and screen
Look out it's rough and mean

It's a long way to the top if you wanna rock 'n' roll [Repeat: x4]

Well it's a long way
It's a long way, you should've told me
It's a long way, such a long way

10545. It's A New Day

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - It's a New Day

Sleep deprived, an' fallin' apart.
Starin' down your demons out there in the dark.
At the end of the tunnel, you can see a light:
Well, if that ain't a train, you made it through the night. 
An' it's a new day in the mornin':
Anythin' is possible, it's all good.
For brief shinin' moment,
Everythin' is wonderful,
Knock on wood.
Knock on wood. 
Well, you get knocked down an' you get back up.
You get knocked down again; well, it's just your luck, hah.
It's just one of those years, that you gotta get through.
An' then you wake up an' find, it made a man outta you. 
It's a new day in the mornin':
Anythin' is possible an' it's all good.
For brief shinin' moment,
Everythin' is wonderful,
Knock on wood.
Knock on wood. 
It's a little humblin' down on your knees.
Ah, but if you say: "Please." 
An' it's a new day in the mornin':
An' anythin' is possible an' it's all good. (It's all good.)
For brief shinin' moment,
Everythin' is wonderful,
Knock on wood.
Knock on wood.



10546. It's A New Morning

Dave Evans - It's A New Morning 

It's a new morning.
It's a new day.
It's a great time for running away.

Springtime is coming.
And it's coming your way.
But don't let the good times lead you astray.

I read Poor Richard's Almanac,
And now I'm never coming back.
I don't know if I'm ever coming home.

Well now
I've driven through those lonely towns.
I've dined with kings and circus clowns.
And I don't know if I'm ever coming home.

It's a new morning.
It's a new day.
It's a great time for running away.

This is your time now.
So pack up your van.
Say goodbye to the boss, and the boys in the van.

I read Poor Richard's Almanac,
And now I'm never coming back.
I don't know if I'm ever coming home.

Well now,
I've driven through those lonely towns.
I've dined with kings and circus clowns.
And I don't know if I'm ever coming home.

It's a new morning.
It's a new day.
It's a great time for running away.

It's time to move on now.
To let your mind and heart grow.
To break from the chains of the old status-Quo.

It's a new morning.
It's a new day.
It's a great time for running away.



10547. It's A Picture From Life's Other Side

Earl Scruggs - It's a picture from life's other side
Composer: Cole Porter

In the world's mighty gallery of pictures hang scenes that are painted from life
Pictures of love and of passion and pictures of sorrow and strife
Pictures of youth and of beauty of old age and blushing young bride
All that hung on the wall but the saddest of all is a picture from life's other side

That's a picture from life's other side somebody has fell by the way
And the life has gone out with the tide that might have been happy some day
Some poor old mother at home who's watching and waiting alone
And longing to hear from a loved one so dear it's a picture from life's other side

First scene is that of a gambler that's spent all his money at play
Crossed his dead mother's ring from her finger that she wore on her wedding day
Last earthly treasure he stakes it bows his head that his shame he might hide
When they lifted his head they found he was dead
That's a picture from life's other side

Next scene is that of two brothers whose passin' life diffrent way led
One was in luxury living the other one waits for his bread

That's a picture from life's other side...

10548. It's A Plant

Keller Williams - It's  A Plant

Well it's a plant , but it can't grow freely
At least not in this space and time
Where can we begin, shouldn't it be a sin
Fighting against the soldiers of sense
That brings the peace to my mind

The peace to my mind
Oh why is it a crime?

It's against the law
Well I hope this freeze will thaw
Before I die, from this space and time

And the politics, the folks that the nation picks
Are they high, or afraid to try

They're afraid to try
Oh why is it a crime?

But whatever you do, you make sure it's the right thing for you
But if you pass, at least allow us to roll around in the grass
Because it's time it's 420, 24/7...365



Well that nation's debt
Kind of makes the man upset
But we know and they know
The answer is in this space and time
Create work, just plow the fucking dirt
Medicine clothes, and the paper make my head feel so fine

My head feels so fine
Oh why is it a crime?

But whatever you do, you make sure it's the right thing for you
But if you pass, at least allow us to roll around in the grass
Because it's time it's 420, 24/7...365

Well is it meant to be
Is it that far away from reality
Open up the worlds mind
And free the kind

It could lube the cars, mellow out the bars
Make room in jail for the killers in this time

Because it's just a plant
But it can't grow freely

10549. It's A Sin

It's A Sin
Eddy Arnold 

It's a Sin My Darlin' How I Love You
Because I Know Our Love Can Never Be 
It's a Sin To Keep This Memory Of You
When Silence Proves That You've Forgotten Me

The Dream I Built For Us Has Tumbled 
Each Promise Broken Like My Heart
It's a Sin My Darlin How I Love You
So Much In Love And Yet So Far A-part

Instrumetal Break

It's a Sin To Hide Behind This Heartache 
To Make Be-lieve That I've Found Someone New 
It' s a Sin To Say That I Don't Miss You 
When People Know I'm Still In Love With You

I'm Sure You're Happy With Another 
Who Shares The Love I Couldn't Win 
Why Pre-tend That I Can't Live Without You 
When Deep In-side I Know That It's a Sin



10550. It's A War

Trampled by Turtles - It's a War

It's a war
Do what you're told
All the way in the back
I can see you attack
And focus in starlight I would dine and be done
Cause I'm out of time
It's a whirl
The bastard son's and plates
Call at dawn for sack
It's time for being safe

Now we'll never
Blame it on the weather
More than ever, my friend
Don't forget to pretend
Don't forget to look pretty like you don't own a thing
Are you the last man around
Just a guess
But I think I'm getting more
Wash your hands and pretend
That you keep me safe from harm

10551. It's A Young Man's Town - Chords

It's A Young Man's Town
Vince Gill - It's A Young Man's Town
album:next big thing      

C#M=C SHARP MINOR

verse 1   E              B                       E  A

         You wake one morning and it's past you by you don't
  B                      E  A                   B
when and you don't know why i feel like a old memory hanging
 C#M    A                B                        E
round. man you gotta face it, it's a young man's town.

          E                      B          E    A
verse 2  You knew this day was coming all along so why did 
     B                         E    A 
you moan and say it done you wrong just teach em what you
     B                   C#M    A                     B
you know and pass it on down, cause man you gotta face it, 
                    E



it's a young man's town.
          E       A          E             A          E
 Chrous: it's a young man's town full of young man's dreams
 A                            E                     B
all of god's children gotta learn to spread there wings
  A             B                      E
sometimes you gotta stand back and watch em burn into the
 C#M     A               B                           E
ground even though you built it it's a young man's town.

   Guitar solo...

Verse 3 
         E                  B               E    A
        You always seem to be the last to know, man it's 
          B                  E     A                      B
just the way that the story goes there's nothing you can do
                             C#M     A                 B
when the fields have turned around, man you gotta face it, 
                    E
it's a young man's town.

         E       A          E            A          E
Chrous: it's a young man's town full of young man's dreams
 A                            E                     B
all of god's children gotta learn to speard there wings 
   A            B                     E
sometimes you gotta stand back and watch em fall into the
  C#M    A                 B                           E
ground, even though you built it, it's a young man's town.
   A            B                    E
sometimes you gotta stand back and watch em fall into the
  C#M     A          B                         E 
ground, even you built it, it's a young man's town...

it's a young man's town.

10552. It's About Blood

Steve Earle - It's About Blood

[Verse 1]
Look me in the eye when you're talkin' to me
I wanna see in your soul when you lie
Don't try and tell me that you couldn't foresee
What everybody reckoned was a matter of time
Goddamn right I'm emotional
I ain't nothin' but a man
Hell yes, this is personal
Before we leave here you're gonna understand

[Chorus]
It's about fathers



It's about sons
It's about lovers
Wakin' up in the middle of the night alone
It's about muscle
It's about bone
It's about a river runnin' thicker than water
And it's about blood

[Verse 2]
Once upon a time in America
Workin' man knew where he stood
Nowadays just gettin' by is a miracle
Probably couldn't give it up if I could
Don't wanna hear about the state of the economy
Fiscal reality, profit and loss
None of that matters once you're underground anyway
Damn sure can't tell me nothin' 'bout cost

10553. It's About Time

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - It's about time
Composer: John Bunzow

We've been together for a while
Look how far we've come
Guess we both thought this would be
Just another kiss and run
But feelings grew stronger
Day after day
'Til we both were certain
That it was meant to be this way

It's about time, baby
And it's about love
It's about tomorrow
And all we can become
It's about time darlin'
And it's about trust
It's about forever
And it's about us

I never thought I'd feel so sure
About anyone
Where each emotion is so clear
Now that day has finally, finally come

I never thought I'd feel so sure
About anyone
Now every single doubt is gone
And I know that you're the one

It's about time, baby
And it's about love



It's about tomorrow
And all we can become
It's about time, darlin'
And it's about trust
It's about forever
And it's about us

It's about time
It's about us

10554. It's About Time

It's About Time
Della Mae

[Verse 1- Della Mae, The McCrary Sisters, All]
I've always known, had something to say
So where do you reside
Now all my excuses are running away
Got nowhere to hide
My voice was lost, but now it's found
And finally, my hands are unbound

[Verse 2]
I learned to ignore all the butterflies
No they're shouting out now
Hiding the fear behind my eyes
When they're shouting out now
And like the knock has better days
I find my fears are ripped away

[Chorus]
And it's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time
It's about time that I spoke my mind

[Verse 3]
Why do I silence all my dreams
When they're shouting out loud
Inside, all I wanna do is scream
When they're shouting out now
Put these hands around my throat
And why do they feel so much like my own?

[Chorus]
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time
It's about time that I spoke my mind



It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time
It's about time that I spoke my mind

[Bridge]
Part of the night, into the light
Let it shine, shine so bright
Part of the night
Let it shine through me

[Chorus]
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time
It's about time
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time

[Chorus]
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time (It's about time, yeah)
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time (It's about time, yes it is)
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time that I spoke my mind
It's about time

10555. It's About Time

Dillards - It's about time

It only happened yesterday
You got a restless look
You turned your back
When you went away
Like I knew you would

Do you remember, do you
Remember everything we said
A promise made with a kiss for sure
Like a book I read

It's about time you came back anyway
It's been a long, long time
I been alone most every day
You been on my mind
You been on my mind

I always wondered where you went
To find some piece of mind



You never seemed to give much thought
To leaving me behind

Do you remember, do you
Remember everything we said
A promise made with a kiss for sure
Like a book I read

It's about time you came back anyway
It's been a long, long time
I been alone most every day
You been on my mind
You been on my mind

It's about time you came back anyway
It's been a long, long time
I been alone most every day
You were on my mind
You were on my mind

I been alone most every day
You were on my mind

You were on my mind
You were on my mind
You were on my mind
You were on my mind

You were on my mind
You were on my mind
You were on my mind
You were on my mind

10556. It's About Time

Linda Ronstadt - It's About Time

It only seems like yesterday
You got a restless look
Said goodbye in the same old way
Like I knew you would

You remember, do you remember
Everything we said
Promise made with a kiss for sure
Like a book I read

It's about time you came back anyway
It's been a long long time
Been alone most every day
You've been on my mind

I always wondered where you went



To find some peace of mind
You never seemed to give much thought
To leaving me behind

You remember, do you remember
Everything we said
Promise made with a kiss for sure
Like a book I read

It's about time you came back anyway
It's been a long long time
Been alone most every day
You've been on my mind

It's about time you came back anyway
It's been a long long time
Been alone most every day
You've been on my mind
You've been on my mind

10557. It's All About Him

It's All About Him

You ask if I'm happy
It's easy to see
I'm high on a mountain
The world at my feet
All of the reasons
I should feel free
Come and look closer 
It's not about me

It's all about Him 
And the love that He gives
Redemption and hope
For all who have sinned
You can walk all alone, never find your way home
'Til you see deep within
It's all about Him

It's not about ego
Or things you can hold
It's not about power, or silver, or gold
Not whos at your table 
Or where you lay down
It's not about spreading you wings on the ground

It's all about Him 
And the love that He gives
Redemption and hope
For all who have sinned
You can walk all alone, never find your way home



'Til you see deep within
It's all about Him

So look in the mirror
And look at your life
It may seem perfect, but just don't feel right
Lay down your fences, and let the love in
Right there beside you, it's all about Him

It's all about Him 
And the love that He gives
Redemption and hope
For all who have sinned
You can walk all alone, never find your way home
'Til you see deep within
It's all about Him

It's all about Him 
And the love that He gives
Redemption and hope
For all who have sinned
You can walk all alone, never find your way home
'Til you see deep within
It's all about Him

Just let His love in
It's all about Him

It's all about Him 
Let His love in 
It's all about Him 

All about Him 
Let His love in 
It's all about Him 

It's all about him 
Let His love in

Right there beside you 
Let His love in

All about Him
Oh redemption and hope
It's all about Him

It's all about Him
Let His love in 
It's all about Him
All about Him
Let His love in 
It's all about Him
It's all about Him
Let His love in 
It's all about Him



10558. It's All About The Game

It's All About The Game
(Tim Stafford, Steve Gulley)

V1) Staring in the mirror, not one line on his face
Airbrushed smile, loads of style and every hair's in place
He swaggers to a barstool like Bogart meets James Dean
He's got stealing hearts down to an art
He's a heartbreak machine

V2) Straight off a Cosmo cover, she's smoothed out every flaw
Microderm abrasion, Ten hours at the Spa
Hourglass figure, the best a man can buy
She's a poster child for Girls Gone Wild
No man can deny

Ch) Some people live for true love; Some don't, and that's a shame
They know love is temporary; They're just here to play the game

V3) He assumed the pose, looked down his nose, checking out the scene
A chick buffet, just another day in the food chain for the King
Then she made her entrance, all hail the Deep Freeze Queen
She won't spare a glance for half a chance; she's locked like a laser beam

Then the Red Sea parted as she glided to her spot
Nobody's fool, he played it cool, but that's when things got hot
Their eyes met over Bourbon, not a single word was said
But the Fashion King and the Runway Queen are about to go Code Red

Ch) If they wake alone tomorrow, there's no one else to blame
At least they looked good trying; they still love to play the game
 
TAG) It's never been about forever; it's all about the game

10559. It's All Coming Back to Me Now

Keith Whitley - It's All Coming Back to Me Now

That innocent look in her green eyes
Sparkle when she starts to laugh
Memories of her start to fill up my mind
Like pieces of torn photographs
It's all come'n back to me now
I thought I'd forget her somehow
But my mind can't forget what
My heart won't allow
It's all come'n back to me now



That desperate look in her green eyes
When she said good bye in the rain
It tears me to pieces
I have to recall
How I caused her all of that pain
And its all come'n back to me now
I thought I'd forget her somehow
But my mind can't forget what
My heart won't allow
It's all come'n back to me now

10560. It's All Going To Pot

It's All Going To Pot
By Willie Nelson and Merle Haggard
Written By Buddy Cannon, Jamey Johnson and Larry Shell

G
Well now it's all going to pot 
                      D7
Whether we like it or not
                                    
Best I can tell the world's gone to hell 
                               G
And we're sure gonna miss it a lot
                      
All of the whiskey in Lynchburg Tennessee 
                      C
Just couldn't hit the spot
        D7
I gotta hundred dollar bill friend 
                                            G
You keep your pills cause it's all going to pot
                           
That jackle babble head in a box 
                         D7
Must think I'm dumb as a rock
                                             
Readin' me the news while I'm kickin' off my shoes 
                             G
And it's scarin' me outta my socks
                                            
That Red Headed Stranger I'm not 
                          D7
But buddy let me tell you what
                                          
If you ask ol' Will he'll say here's the deal 
                          G
Friends it's all goin' to pot
Repeat #1,2
Well I thought I had found me a girl 
                             D7
Sweetest little thing in the world



But all my jokes went up in smoke 
                                 G
When I caught her makin' eyes at Merle
He said sweet little honey with her eye on your money's 
                           C
Gonna take every penny you got
             D7
I said she's never gonna get it cause I've already spent it 
                        G
Merle it's all goin' to pot
Repeat #1,2
        D7
I gotta hundred dollar bill friend 
                                            G
You keep your pills cause it's all going to pot

10561. It's All In My Mind - Chords

It's All In My Mind
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Wynn Stewart and Vern Stovall
[3/4 time]

C                     F        Fm
I just turned out the lights upstairs
  C            Am         D7    G7
I told you goodnight once again
       C         C7       F         Fm
Oh but I did not hear you whisper a word
            C        G7
You must be sleepin' so I won't come in
           C                  F               Fm
I told the kids to be quieter mommy needs her rest
    C                        Am           D7   G7
How much silence in this old house must I find
      C             C7       F           Fm
Why I even expected oh but nobody showed up
    C              G7             C
I'm alone now it's been all in my mind
         G7                         F         C
Yes it's all in my mind you've left nothin' behind
       D7                      G7
I just sit here and dig up all the memories I can find
          C                C7           F            Fm
I'll just turn on that old tv hon while you pour the wine
  C                 G7        C
I love you but it's all in my mind
G7        C                C7           F            Fm
I'll just turn on that old tv hon while you pour the wine
  C                    G7        C
I love you oh but it's all in my mind
     F        C               G7        F  C
This house is empty it's been all in my mind



10562. It's All In The Game

It's All In The Game - Tom T Hall
Composer: Carl Sigmon - Gen Charles G. Dawes

Many a tear has to fall
But it's all in the game
All in the wonderful game
That we know has love.

You have words with him
And your future's looking dim
But these things
Your heart can rise above.

Once in a while he won't call
But it's all in the game
Soon he'll be there at your side
With a sweet bouquet.

And he'll kiss your lips
And caress your waiting fingertips
And your heart, your heart will fly away.

--- Instrumental ---

Once in a while he won't call
But it's all in the game
Soon he'll be there at your side
With a sweet bouquet.

And he'll kiss your lips
And caress your waiting fingertips
And your heart, your heart will fly away...

10563. It's All In The Game - Chords

It's All In The Game
Recorded by Merle Haggard
written by Carl Sigman

C      G7          C
Many a tear has to fall
         Dm   G7     C
But it's all  in the game
G7                   C
All in the wonderful game
        F     G7 C
That we know  as love



                   Am
You had words with him
         C        D7      G7
And your future's looking dim
                                D7   G7
But these things your heart can rise above
                         C
Once in a while he won't call 
         Dm  G7     C
But it's all in the game
        
Soon he'll be there by your side
       F  G7     C
With a sw-eet bouquet
                    Am
And he'll kiss your lips
    Em     Am           D7
And caress your waiting fingertips
         C                      G7   C
And your heart  your heart will fly away

10564. It's All In The Movies

It's All in the Movies

They were so much in love with life, happy in every way
But love the movie began with, some how got lost in the play
Like a fire burning out of control,
You got caught up in the actor's role,
And you cried on my shoulder when it came to an end

But that's all in the movies,
It won't happen to you and I
That's all in the movies so baby don't cry
It's all in the movies
It won't happen to us I know
It's all in the movies,
Just a bad picture show

That's all in the movies 
It won't happen to you and I
That's all in the movies so baby don't cry
It's all in the movies
It can happen to us I know
It's all in the movies,
Just a bad picture show

10565. It's All In The Movies - Chords



It's All In The Movies
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

G                    C                       G
They were so much in love with life happy in every way
                   C                                  D7
But love the movie began with somehow got lost in the play
                    C
Like a fire burning out of control 
                         G
You got caught up in the actor's role
                    C        D7                 G
And you cried on my shoulder when it came to an end
                      C                      G
But that's all in the movies it won't happen to you and I
                  C                    D7
That's all in the movies so baby don't cry
                C                      G
It's all in the movies it won't happen to us I know
                C      D7                 G
It's all in the movies just a bad picture show
                  C                      G
That's all in the movies it won't happen to you and I
                  C                    D7
That's all in the movies so baby don't cry
                C                      G
It's all in the movies it can't happen to us I know
                C      D7                 G
It's all in the movies just a bad picture show

10566. It's All Over Now

It's All Over Now
The Rolling Stones
Gibson Brothers

  Well, baby used to stay out all night long
She made me cry, she done me wrong
She hurt my eyes open, that's no lie
Tables turn and now her turn to cry

  Because I used to love her, but it's all over now
Because I used to love her, but it's all over now

  Well, she used to run around with every man in town
She spent all my money, playing her high class game
She put me out, it was a pity how I cried
Tables turn and now her turn to cry

  Because I used to love her, but it's all over now
Because I used to love her, but it's all over now

  Well, I used to wake in the morning, get my breakfast in bed
When I'd gotten worried she'd ease my aching head



But now she's here and there, with every man in town
Still trying to take me for that same old clown

  Because I used to love her, but it's all over now
Because I used to love her, but it's all over now
  Because I used to love her, but it's all over now

10567. It's All Over Now Baby Blue

It's All Over Now Baby Blue
Them
Country Gentlemen

You must leave, now take what you need
You think will last
But whatever you wish to keep
You better grab it fast

Yonder stands your orphan with his gun
Crying like a fire in the Sun
Look out baby, the saints are comin' through
And it's all over now, baby blue

The highway is for gamblers
Better use your sense
Take what you have gathered
From coincidence

The empty handed painter from your streets
Is drawing crazy patterns on your sheets
The sky too is fallin' in over you
And it's all over now, baby blue

Leave your stepping stones behind
There's something that calls for you
Forget the debt you've left
That will not follow you

Your lover who has just walked through the door
Has taken all his blankets from the floor
The carpet too is foldin' over you
And it's all over now baby blue

Well, strike another match
Yeah, go start new, go start new
'Cause it's all over now, baby blue

Hey, hey, yeah
It's all over, it's all over now, baby blue
It's all, it's all over now, oh yeah
It's all over now, all over now, baby blue



10568. It's All Part Of The Plan

It's All Part of the Plan
Punch Brothers - It's All Part of the Plan

[Verse 1: Chris Thile]
It's all part of the plan
I'll have 'em eating out of my hand
I'll have 'em eating out of my hand
Inside a week
The devil's lost his way
He's getting weaker every day
He's getting weaker every day
He thought he'd thought of something to say
Said it 'til he was blue in the face
I think I'm free

[Verse 2: Thile]
'Cause I'm in charge now and he isn't
And it isn't anybody's business but mine
Everybody's business is mine
And I've been doing just as I please
Since I found my skeleton key
God I love my skeleton key
You'll never guess who sold it to me
How much I bought it for but believe me
Buddy I got a hell of a deal
[Chorus: Thile/
Chris Eldrigde & Paul Kowert
]
A hell of a deal
The struggle is fake
The triumph is real
You can never get the best of
What you can never get enough of
[Verse 3: Thile/
Eldridge & Kowert
/
Thile & Eldridge
]
This is all part of the plan
Look I'm a god more than a man
Now I'm a god I don't give a damn about my soul
So if I sign it away in blood
So I can scare the world into loving me
And I scare the world into loving me
I'll have turned nothing into something and buddy
If you think I look rough you should see the fool on the other end of the deal
(You can never get the best of what you can never get enough of)
Write me a law and I'll rise above
And give me hell and I'll make a hell of a deal



10569. It's All Right Ma

The Duhks - It's All Right Ma 

Darkness at the break of noon
Shadows even the silver spoon
The handmade blade, the child's balloon
Eclipses, both the sun and moon
To understand you know too soon
There is no sense in trying

Pointed threats, they bluff with scorn
Suicide remarks are torn
From the fool's gold mouthpiece, the hollow horn
Plays wasted words, proves to warn
That he not busy being born, is busy dying

Temptation's page flies out the door
You follow, find yourself at war
Watch waterfalls of pity roar
You feel to moan but unlike before
You discover that you'd just be
One more person crying

So don't fear if you hear a foreign sound to your ear
It's all right, ma, I'm only sighing

As some warn victory, some downfall
Private reasons great or small
Can be seen in the eyes of those that call
To make all that should be killed to crawl
While others say don't hate nothing at all except hatred

Disillusioned words like bullets bark
As human gods aim for their mark
Made everything from toy guns that spark
To flesh colored Christ's that glow in the dark
It's easy to see without looking too far
Not much is really sacred

And though the rules of the road have been lodged
It's only people's games that you've got to dodge
And it's all right, ma, I can make it

While preachers preach of evil fates
Teachers teach that knowledge waits
Can lead to hundred dollar plates
Goodness hides behind its gates
But even the president of the United States
Sometimes must have to stand naked

While preachers preach of evil fates
Teachers teach that knowledge waits



Can lead to hundred dollar plates
Goodness hides behind its gates
But even the president of the United States
Sometimes must have to stand naked

Although the masters make the rules
For the wise men and the fools
I got nothing, ma, to live up to

You lose yourself, you reappear
You suddenly find you got nothing to fear
Alone you stand with nobody near
When a trembling distant voice, unclear
Startles your sleeping ears to hear
That somebody thinks they really found you

A question in your nerves is lit
Yet you know there is no answer fit
To satisfy, ensure you not to quit
To keep it in your mind and not forget
That isn't not he or she or them or it
That you belong to

For them that must obey authority
That they do not respect in any degree
Who despise their jobs, their destinies
Speak jealously of them that are free
Cultivate their flowers to be nothing more
Than something they invest in

But I mean no harm nor put fault
On anyone that lives in a vault
And if my thought, dreams could be seen
They'd probably put my head in a guillotine
But it's all right, ma, it's life and life only

I'm only sighing
I'm only sighing
I'm only sighing

10570. It's All the Same

It's All the Same
Adrienne Young

One foot in front of the other
Is hard as hell these days
It's my choice, a case of any color
What makes me walk away'

One thought after another
Round and round they go
I've got to sit still, try to recover



Breathe into what I know

I know there's one god above us
And that god made everything
And it don't matter how you worship
How you see the clothes he wore

It's all the same
It's all the same

One truth over another
My pride your misery
Wrought this land from the hand of a brother
In the name of Liberty

Granddaddy fought, fought in the big war
While they went without at home
We sacrifice driving in our big cars
Chariots of modern Rome

I know there's one god above us
And that god made everything
And it don't matter how you worship
How you see the clothes he wore

It's all the same
It's all the same

One war after another
Blind to history
Those to come, will they forgive us'
For this waste of life and energy

One day after another
Waiting for the Son
We stake it all on the coming of a savior
Who'll right all the wrong we've done

I know there's one god above us
And that god made everything
And it don't matter how you worship
How you see the clothes he wore

It's all the same
It's all the same

10571. It's All Up To You

Steve Earle - It's All Up to You

[Verse]
No matter which way the wind blows
It's always cold when you're alone



There ain't no candle in the window
You've got to find your own way home
Now the rain ain't gonna hurt you
It's come to wash away your blues
It's all up to you

[Verse]
Nobody said it would be easy
But it don't have to be this hard
If you're looking for a reason
Just stand right where you are
There ain't no one out to get you
'Cause they've got to walk in their own shoes
It's all up to you

[Chorus]
It's all up to you
No one else can get you through
Right or wrong, win or lose
It's all up to you

[Verse]
You can stand out on that highway
And look as far as you can see
But when you get to that horizon
There's always some place else to be
But don't you stop to look behind you
'Cause you've got some traveling left to do
It's all up to you

10572. It's All Up To You - Chords

It's All Up To You
Steve Earl - Its All Up To You

No matter [G] which way the wind blows
It's alway cold when you're a [C] lone
Ain't no [G] candle in the window
You've got to find you're own way [C] home
[D] The rain ain''t gonna hurt you
It's come to wash away your [C] blues
It's all up to [G] you

Nobody said it would be easy
But it don't have to be this hard
If you're looking for a reason
Just stand right where you are
Now there ain't no one out to get you
They've got to walk in their own shoes
It's all up to you

CHORUS



It's all up to [C] you
No one else can get you [G] through
Right or wrong, win or [D] lose
[C] It's all up to [G] you

You can stand out on that highway
Look as far as you can see
But when you get to that horizon
There's always someplace else to be
But don't you stop to look behind you
'Cause you've got some travelling left to do
It's all up to you

REPEAT CHORUS TWICE
Repeat 1st line of 1st verse
G-C and out

10573. It's All Wrong, But It's All Right

Dolly Parton - It's All Wrong, But It's All Right 

Hello, are you free tonight
I like your looks, I love your smile
Could I use you for a while
It's all wrong, but it's all right

The amber sunset glow has died
My needs are very much alive
Is it ok if I stop by
It's all wrong, but it's all right

1st Chorus:
It's all wrong, but it's all right
Just close your eyes and hold me tight
Tell me sexy lovin' lines
It's all wrong, but it's all right

It may be wrong if we make love
But I just need someone so much
And who knows it might last for life
It's all wrong, but it's all right

Repeat 1st Chorus

2nd Chorus:
It's all wrong, but it's all right
Just close your eyes and fantasize
Tell me sexy lovin' lines
It's all wrong, but it's all right

Fade:
Repeat 1st and 2nd Chorus



10574. It's Alright Ma I'm Only Bleeding

The Duhks - It's Alright Ma I'm Only Bleeding 

Darkness at the break of noon
Shadows even the silver spoon
The handmade blade, the child's balloon
Eclipses both the sun and moon
To understand you know too soon
There is no sense in trying

Pointed threats, they bluff with scorn
Suicide remarks are torn
From the fool's gold mouthpiece the hollow horn
Plays wasted words proves to warn
That he not busy being born
Is busy dying

So don't fear if you hear
A foreign sound to your ear
It's alright, ma
I'm only bleeding
For them that must obey authority
That they do not respect in any degree
Who despise their jobs, their destinies
Speak jealously of them that are free
Do what they do just to be
Nothing more than something they invest in
A question in your nerves is lit
Yet you know there is no answer fit to satisfy
Insure you not to quit
To keep it in your mind and not forget
That it is not he or she or them or it
That you belong to
Although the masters make the rules
For the wise men and the fools
It's alright, ma
I'm only dieing

10575. It's Alright To Be A Redneck

It's Alright To Be A Redneck

Ba bom bom...
It's alright to be a redneck
It's alright to ride around in a dirty ol'  truck
Catch a bunch of fish and shoot a bunch of duck
It's alright to be a redneck
Chase around girls on Friday night.



You wanna make 'em feel alright

Chorus:
It's alright, it's alright, it's alright to be a redneck
It's alright to be a redneck
It's alright to work hard in the sun all day
Drink a couple beers after balin' hay
It's good to be a redneck
Drive by Ernie's for some barbecue
Showin' off your brand new boots

Chorus:
It's alright, it's alright,
It's alright to be a redneck

Bridge:
The kids are gonna cry
and the chickens gonna fry
Oh, you know it
Your car won't run
so your cousin's comin' by to tow it

Ba bom ba bom...
It's alright to be a redneck
It's alright to have a girl
name'a Thelma Lou
That don't mind a little kiss
when you got a little chew
Party on the road
By the light of the moon
Dancin' to a country tune

Chorus:
It's alright, it's alright,
it's alright to be a redneck
it's alright, it's alright,
it's alright to be a redneck

Tag
Yeah...it's alright, it's just right,
it'a alright to be a redneck
Ba bom bom...

10576. It's America - Chords

It's America (love It Or Leave It)
written by Jimmie Helms

CAPO II
INTRO: G C

 D G
(It's America love it or leave it)



 G
Well I'm gettin' mighty tired of seein' hippies runnin' wild
 C
And burnin' down the schools and steppin' on the flag
Things are gettin' out of hand when you read about man
 D
Who'll burn his draft car then hang around the pool room and brag
C G
Some folks think it's okay, but I wasn't raised that way
 D G-C-G
And I won't be satisfied 'til I've had my say

CHORUS:
 C 
It's America, you got no right to deceive it
 G
It's the best there is, you'd better believe it
 C
Good men gave their lives, so we could live to see it
 D G
It's America, love it or leave it

INTRO
 G
Things are goin' mighty wrong when respect for law is gone
 C
And it seems everybody hates a uniform
 
It's kinda hard to understand when you read about a man
 D
That's talkin' 'bout love and knockin' the place he was born
C G
If things don't go their way, they could always move away
 D G-C-G
That's what democracy means anyway

CHORUS
 D G C G
It's America, love it or leave it

10577. It's Bad (When It's Thataway)

Lefty Frizzell
It's Bad (When It's Thataway)

[Verse 1:]
Well, you can't grow a crop when it's dew at the plow
You can't get milk from an old dry cow
You can't keep a woman if you don't know how

[Chorus:]
It's bad when it's that a way
And it's bad a way now



[Verse 2:]
My crop floated out my old cow died
My sweet woman left she was dis-satisfied
She broke my heart when she broke her vow

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
If a man's got a woman to fix his meals
He may make a living for workin' in the fields
He may be happy with the mule and plow

[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
Well, I don't have a woman with love that's real
I don't have money to pay my bills
I just got hreartaches and broken vows

[Chorus]

10578. It's Been A Change

Buddy Miller - It's Been A Change

Some are pushing hard
Some are holding back
You know it's a shame the way some people lack
The president said we shall overcome
But you gotta keep pushing on
Until the work is done
It's been a change
It's been a change
It's been a change
This whole world's been a change
There's one thing I want you to know
Things have been that won't be no more
Might be late, might be soon
One of these days
There will be a man on the moon
It's been a change
It's been a change
It's been a change
This whole world's been a change
You young people stay in school
Study hard and obey the rules
You may be young
You might be able
You hand out an education
You can't get a common angle



10579. It's Been a Great Afternoon

It's Been a Great Afternoon

Last night we had a hell raisin' time
Nippin' on tequila and suckin' on limes
Sunrise chased the good time away
And good morning would have been the wrong thing to say
'Cause the poundin' in the top of my head
Hey didn't leave me any too soon
I can't say we've had a good morning
But babe it's been a great afternoon

Well you nursed me through the morning while I was really down
Then one rowdy afternooner got me up and around
Yes last night we had one hell raisin' time
But today won't be forgotten too soon
I can't say we've had a good morning
Oh but babe it's been a great afternoon, yes sir

Well you nursed me through the morning while I was really down
Then one rowdy afternooner got me up and around
Yes last night we had one hell raisin' time, he he
But today won't be forgotten too soon
I can't say we've had a good morning
But dang it's been a great afternoon

10580. It's Been a Great Afternoon - Chords

It's Been A Great Afternoon
by Merle Haggard

G
Last night we had a hell raisin' time
C                                  G
Nippin' on tequila  and suckin' on limes
                                   
Sunrise chased the good time away
         A7                                         D7
And good morning would have been the wrong thing to say
           G
'Cause the poundin' in the top of my head
    C                       G
Hey didn't leave me any too soon
                             A7
I can't say we've had a good morning
   C                 D7            G
Oh but babe it's been a great afternoon
 



    C
You nursed me through the morning honey 
G
while I was really down
         A7                       D7
Then one rowdy afternooner got me up and around
         G
Yes last night we had one hell raisin' time
    C                            G
But today won't be forgotten too soon
                             A7
I can't say we've had a good morning
       C                D7         G
No but babe it's been a great afternoon, yes sir
 
Repeat 2

10581. It's Been A Long Time Sweetheart

It's Been A Long Time Sweetheart
(Larry W. Jones 06/02/2007) 

It's been a long time, sweetheart
Since I said so long and went away
It's been a long time, sweetheart
Dear, I've counted every single day
I read your letters, every single word
Of how you cried while I've been gone
Let me say, sweetheart, I just heard
A few more days and I'll be home
It's been a long time, sweetheart
Since I held you in my arms
It's been a long time, sweetheart
Since I fell for your charms
Dear, I can't help but visualize
When all my dreams come true
It's been a long time, sweetheart
Soon I'll be steaming home to you
- instrumental -
It's been a long time, sweetheart
But that doesn't matter now
It's been a long time, sweetheart
But my heart is as true as love allows
I told the captain to stow the chart
When I return I'll ne're more roam
It's been a long time, sweetheart
A few more days and I'll be home
It's been a long time, sweetheart
Since I held you in my arms
It's been a long time, sweetheart
Since I fell for your charms
Dear, I can't help but visualize
When all my dreams come true



It's been a long time, sweetheart
Soon I'll be steaming home to you

10582. It's Been So Long Darling - Chords

Its Been So Long Darling
Recorded by: Ernest Tubb
Writer: Ernest Tubb

[G] It's Been So Long, Darlin'
Since I [D7] had to go a-[G] way
It's Been So Long, [G7] Darlin'
And I'll [C] ne'er forget that [G] day
Al-[C] tho you never mentioned it
You [G] cried that whole day long
It's Been So Long, Darlin'
But [D7] now I'm comin' [G] home

CHORUS
It's Been So Long, Darlin'
Since I gazed into your eyes
It's Been So Long, Darlin'
Do you really realize
That the thought of seein' you
It scares me thru and thru
It's Been So Long, Darlin'
Since I had a kiss from you.

It's Been So Long, Darlin'
But it won't be long now
It's Been So Long, Darlin'
But I've kept ev'ry vow
I pray that you'll be waiting
As you did in days gone by
It's Been So Long, Darlin'
Please don't blame me if I cry.

CHORUS

10583. It's Better to Be Alone

The Lonesome Sisters - It's Better to Be Alone

They say every meeting ends in parting
And that endings are enfolded in every starting
Until someone thinks it's worth that just to hold me in their arms
It's better to be alone than to be lonely

It's better to just close the door



Than to always be left needing more
It's better to feel the tears
than feel you gone when you're here
It's better to be alone than to be lonely

Desire is so bitter-sweet
My heart between your teeth
Leaving now is better than leaving slowly day by day
It's better to be alone than to be lonely

It's better to just close the door
Than to always be left needing more
It's better to feel the tears
than feel you gone when you're here
It's better to be alone than to be lonely

10584. It's Christmas Time - Chords

It's Christmas Time 
The Louvin Brothers

F                   C
It's Christmas time blissful time
               G7   C
It's Christmas time again
 
                      Am       Em        C
The shepherds and the wise men came from afar
   F              G7       C
To Bethlehem they hastened led by a star
F                           C
Angels brought the news the Savior is born
                   G7          C   G7
Peace on earth goodwill toward men
 
C         Am     Em          C
Baby in a manger star in the sky
F          G7     C            C7
Joy in our hearts tears in our eyes
     F              C
It's Christmas time blissful time
               G7    C
It's Christmas time again
 
    G7         C       G7                    C
Snowflakes are falling hills and meadows are white
G7                C          Dm        G7
Angels bring good tidings on this holy night
 
C         Am     Em          C
Baby in a manger star in the sky
F          G7     C            C7
Joy in our hearts tears in our eyes



     F              C
It's Christmas time blissful time
               G7    C
It's Christmas time again
 
    G7         C       G7                    C
Snowflakes are falling hills and meadows are white
G7                C          Dm        G7
Angels bring good tidings on this holy night
 
C         Am     Em          C
Baby in a manger star in the sky
F          G7     C            C7
Joy in our hearts tears in our eyes
     F              C
It's Christmas time blissful time
               G7    C
It's Christmas time again

10585. It's Cold In California - Chords

It's Cold In California
Recorded by Merle Haggard and Leona Williams
Written by Freddy D. Powers and Nate Green

G                     D7      G
There's a boy here in old California
                  D7     G
Who I know like I know myself
                   B7            C         F
And he's living in hell but he's taking it well
         G       D7         G
And it's cold in California tonight
               D7              G
It's cloudy in California this evening
                   D7           G
This old jet plane soon will be leaving
                        B7             C            F
When these bright shiny wings meet the shinning moonlight
         G       D7         G
It'll be cold in California tonight
                       D7           G
She'll be drinking her first cup of coffee
                             D7        G
And she'll be talking to the people in flight
                    B7               C        F
And I knew from the start that she'd break my heart
        G       D7         G
Oh it's cold in California tonight
                      B7       C             F
Though the weather is fine the chill that is mine
         G       D7         G
And it's cold in California tonight



                  D7         G
Lord it's cold in California tonight

10586. It's Finally Friday - Chords

It's Finally Friday
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Dennis Robbins, Dewayne Mize, Bobby Boyd, Warren Haynes

C
I got a hundred dollars smoking in my billfold
  G7                             C
I know I oughta save it but it's burning a hole
      
Right through my pocket and into my skin
     G7                           C
Come Monday morning I'll be broke again

                        G7
It's finally Friday I'm free again
                             C
I got my motor running for a wild weekend
                        G7
It's finally Friday I'm outa control
                                                C
Forget the working blues and let the good times roll

        
I got a little sugar baby down the road
      G7                       C
She's sitting on a radio and rocking on roll
         
We'll dance up a storm and later all night
         G7                                     C
We'll be working on doing all the wrong things right

Repeat #2

G7
Monday I'll be hurting with my head in a vice
C
Tuesday I'll be wondering if I'll ever survive
F                              C
Wednesday and Thursday I'll be slowly tuning in
G7                                  C
Friday I'll be revving up my motor again

Repeat #2



10587. It's Five O' Clock Somewhere

Alan Jackson - It's Five O' Clock Somewhere 

The sun is hot and that ol' clock is movin' slow
And so am I
Workday passes like molassas in wintertime
But it's July
Gettin' paid by the hour and older by the minute
My boss just pushed me over the limit
I'd like to call him somethin'
But think I'll just call it a day
Chorus:
Pour me somethin' tall and strong
Make it a hurricane before I go insane
It's only half past twelve, but I don't care
It's five o'clock somewhere
Well this lunch break is gonna take all afternoon
And half the night
Tomorrow morning I know there'll be hell to pay
Hey, but that's all right
Ain't had a day off now in over a year
My Jamaican vacation is gonna start right here
If the phones for me
You can tell 'em I've just sailed away
Chorus:
Pour me somethin' tall and strong
Make it a hurricane before I go insane
It's only half past twelve, but I don't care
It's five o'clock somewhere
I could pay off my tab
Pour myself in a cab and be back to work before 2
At a moment like this, I can't help but wonder
What would Jimmy Buffett do?
Jimmy Buffett spoken:
Funny you should ask, Alan
I'd say
Pour me somethin' tall and strong
Make it a hurricane before I go insane
It's only half past twelve, but I don't care
Pour me somethin' tall and strong
Make it a hurricane before I go insane
It's only half past twelve, but I don't care
He don't care
And I don't care
It's five o'clock somewhere
Alan: He don't care
I don't care
Together: It's five o'clock somewhere
Jimmy: What time zone am I on?
What country am I in?
Alan: It doesn't matter
It's five o'clock somewhere
Jimmy: It's always on five in Margaritaville, come to think of it
Alan: I heard that
Jimmy: You've been there haven't you?
Alan: Yes, Sir



Jimmy: I've seen your boat there
Jimmy: All right.
That's good
Alan: Stumbled my way back
Jimmy: OK Just want to make sure you can keep it between the
navigational beacons
Alan: Between the bouys.
I got it
Jimmy: All right.
It's five o'clock.
Let's go somewhere
Alan: I'm ready.
Crank it up
Jimmy: Let's get out of here
Alan: I'm gone

10588. It's Five O'Clock Somewhere

It's Five O'Clock Somewhere
(Alan Jackson And Jimmy Buffett)

The sun is hot and that old clock is movin' slow
And so am I
Workday passes like molasses in wintertime
But it's July
Gettin' paid by the hour and older by the minute
My boss just pushed me over the limit
I'd like to call him something
I think I'll just call it a day

Pour me something tall and strong
Make it a Hurricane before I go insane
It's only half-past twelve, but I don't care
It's five o'clock somewhere

Well this lunch break is gonna take all afternoon
Half the night
Tomorrow morning I know there'll be hell to pay
Hey, but that's alright
I ain't had a day off now in over a year
My Jamaican vacation's gonna start right here
If the phone's for me
You can tell them I just sailed away

And pour me something tall and strong
Make it a Hurricane before I go insane
It's only half-past twelve, but I don't care
It's five o'clock somewhere

I could pay off my tab
Pour myself in a cab
And be back to work by two
At a moment like this



I can't help but wonder:
What would Jimmy Buffett do?

(Jimmy Buffett enters)
'Funny you should ask, Alan

I'd say, pour me something tall and strong
Make it a Hurricane before I go insane
It's only half past twelve, but I don't care

Pour me something tall and strong
Make it a Hurricane, before I go insane
It's only half past twelve, but I don't care' (he don't care)

If I don't care
It's Five O'Clock somewhere

'What time zone am I on?
What Country am I in?'

It don't matter it's Five O'Clock somewhere

'It's always on five in Margaritaville, come to think of it'

I heard that

'You've been there haven't you?'

Yes sir

'I've seen your boat there'

I've been to Margaritaville a few times

'Alright, well that's good'

Stumbled my way back

'OK we just want to make sure you can keep it between the navigational beacons'

Between the buoys, I got it

'Alright, well it's five o'clock let's go somewhere'

I'm ready, crank it up

'Lets get out of here'

I'm gone

10589. It's Funny What A Fool Will Do - Chords



It's Funny What A Fool Will Do
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Johnny Mathis and George Jones

C         C7                F
Here am I without your arms again
   C                                      G7
Oh how many times have you walked out and walked back in
      C          C7          F
And I cried just like a baby after you
           G7                     C
Oh oh it's funny what a fool will do
        G7                              C
Is your love worth all these heartaches I don't think so
  G7                                      C
I still hold you and yet I know I need to let you go
                   C7               F
Still my arms goes right on wanting you
        G7                     C
Oh it's funny what a fool will do
               C7         F
Here am I with empty arms again
         C                                     G7
Counting all the times that you walked out and walked back in
        C          C7          F
Still I cried just like a baby after you
           G7                     C
Oh oh it's funny what a fool will do
        G7                              C
Is your love worth all these heartaches I don't think so
  G7                               C
I still hold you and yet I need to let you go
                 C7          F
Yes I cried just like a baby after you
        G7                     C
Oh it's funny what a fool will do
           G7                     C
Oh oh it's funny what a fool will do

10590. It's Getting Better All the Time

Ronnie Bowman - It's Getting Better All the Time
Artist: Ronnie Bowman
Album: It's Gettin' Better All the Time

now i don't stop breathing every time the phone rings
and my heart don't race when someone's at my door
and i've almost give up thinknig that you're ever gonna call
guess i don't believe in magic anyore
and i don't just lie awake at night
it's getting better all the time
yeah i got to work on time again this morning
this old job is all that i've got left
and no one even noticed i've been crying



at least i don't have whisky on my breath
and i think i'm gonna make it
cause god won't make a montain i can't climb
it's getting better all the time
girl i wish you well
i just might get over you
you can't ever tell
i always thought that i'd do something crazy
if i eve saw you out with someone else
but when the moment came last night i coudln't say a word
i stood there in the dark all by myself
i could have said a million things
but all i did was keep them locked inside
it's getting better all the time

10591. It's Gonna Rain

Lucinda Williams - It's Gonna Rain

I'm so tired of these broken skies
I'm so tired of the love and the pain from people eyes
I can't wait til I can go away
And it's gonna rain again today

Don't know why I'm still in pain
All these night only get me down
And this is forever my town
And it's gonna rain again today

It's gonna rain
It's gonna rain
It's gonna rain again today

? darkness
I can see black clouds over head
This time is never gonna change
And it's gonna rain again today

You wanna know why I dn't hang out
You wanna know why this [?] out
There's nothing much but you pull me a side
Said it's gonna rain again today

It's gonna rain
It's gonna rain
It's gonna rain
It's gonna rain
It's gonna rain again today

It's gonna rain
It's gonna rain
It's gonna rain
It's gonna rain



It's gonna rain again today
It's gonna rain again today

10592. It's Good To See You

It's Good To See You

   It's good to see you, so good to see you
   Oh how I've missed you since I've been gone
   Cause I've crossed the ocean, travelled through many lands
   And it's good to see you, to be in your home. 

There's something in me that makes me wonder
There's many a land I have to see
And when I'm far away in a land of strangers
I know my good friends think on me. 

Oh it's a wonder when it comes to friendship
No matter how far, no matter how long
There's a constant thread that's never broken
And it ties me to my friends at home

10593. It's Goodbye And So Long To You

Alison Krauss - It's Goodbye And So Long To You
Longview

You can send me pretty flowers
You can send me valentines
Send me letters every day but it won't pay
Leap to my desires, nothing else will do
It's goodbye and so long to you!

You can hang around and love me
You can hang your head and cry
Hang my picture on the wall, but I won't fall
Kiss me when you're dreaming, no good that will do
It's goodbye and so long to you!

You can give me your affection
You can give me all your love
Give me all the things I crave, but I'll be brave
All the things you offer, make me sad and blue
It's goodbye and so long to you!

You can hang around and love me
You can hang your head and cry
Hang my picture on the wall, but I won't fall
Kiss me when you're dreaming, no good that will do



It's goodbye and so long to you!

You can call me your own darling
You can call me what you may
Call me on the telephone I won't be home
Keep your old love letters, I'm all through with you
It's goodbye and so long to you!

10594. It's Got To Be Kentucky For Me

Tom T Hall - It's Got To Be Kentucky For Me

[Verse 1:]
Georgia, I love your big magnolia trees
Texas, I love to feel the prairie breeze
Tennessee, you made me what I am today

[Chorus:]
But it's got to be Kentucky for me

[Verse 2:]
She loves me and she knows where I am
Kentucky you are my motherland
Say hello to the rivers and the trees

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
New York that's a fine place to go Colorado
My it's pretty, covered with the snow
California sunshine just brings me to my knees

[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
My flesh and my blood is buried there
I believe that Jesus blessed the brier
Big world I have seen your majesty

[Chorus][x2]

10595. It's Happening To You - Chords

Chris Hillman - It's Happening To You 
written by John Prine & John Burns

D
Well  it's the same old song
G                                        D



Boy meets girl and girl meets boy they carry on
     G                                    D 
They close their eyes and kiss until the  world is gone
             A
Oh yes  it's true
G                 D
It's happening to you
D
You know what they say
     G                                    D
They pledge their love forever then they  add a day
     G                                          D
They hold their hands so tight in the fear that one might stray
             A
Oh yes  it's true
G                 D
It's happening to you
G            D
I loved her  she loved me too
G                     D            A
We had a lot of love  now it's all through
D
And for awhile
G                                                   D 
Their hearts beat as one as they match each other   smile for smile
     G                                       D
They dance away the night as they praise the others style
             A
Oh yes  it's true
G                 D 
It's happening to you
D
Well  it's the same old song
G                                       D
Boy meets girl and girl meets boy  they carry on
     G                                    D 
They close their eyes and kiss until the  world is gone
             A
Oh yes  it's true
G                 D
It's happening to you

From Chris Hillman 'Morning Sky'
Sugar Hill Records 1982
Big Ears Music/Bruised Orange(ASCAP)

10596. It's Hard To Keep A Secret Anymore

Jim Lauderdale - It's Hard to Keep a Secret Anymore

He's noticing you
I'm noticing too
You don't look at me the same way as before



You got' your' act down
When he' comes around
It's hard to keep a' secret anymore

[Chorus]
Oh tell me what to do
Oh so I won't lose you
No please don't close that door
It's hard to keep a secret anymore
We had a good start
'Til life did us part
I'm jealously watching your mind explore

[Chorus]
Oh tell me what to do
Oh so I won't lose you
No please don't close that door
It's hard to keep a secret anymore
He's noticing you
Not noticing who
You're too far gone to think to hide
The rushing that you feel inside
It's hard to keep a secret anymore

10597. It's Hard To Kiss The Lips At Night - Chords

It's Hard To Kiss The Lips At Night
Written and recorded by Vince Gill and Rodney Crowell
aka The Notorious Cherry Bombs

G                                          C      G
She used to call me baby I thought she was such a lady
    C                  G                          D7
But my how things have changed since time's moved on
     G                                      C     G
I'll give her my last dollar now all she'll do is holler
      C          G      D7      G
Oh my life has become a country song
   
                                              C         G
I've learned she can resist me by the way she always disses me
    C               G                          D7
And comes to bed at night with that cold cream on 
    G                                             C        G
Sometimes I might feel frisky but these days it's just too risky
     C                G                            D7              G
It's hard to kiss the lips at night that chew your ass out all day long
        D7                   G
All day long it goes all day long
     A7                                    D7
If a tree fell in the forest if she didn't hear it would I still be wrong
  G                                      C          G
I guess I should admit it she ain't ever gonna quit it



     C                G                            D7              G
It's hard to kiss the lips at night that chew your ass out all day long
  
Man I remember when her eyes used to be so blue and shiny 
                          C               G
God you oughta see what's happened to her hiney
 
(Rodney - her what) (Vince - her hiney)
         C                      G                  D7
Man that thing in big enough to land a small plane on 
 
(Rodney - small plane) (Vince - I'm telling' ya)
  G                                                  C        G
I used to roll her in the clover but thank God those days are over
     C                G                            D7              G
It's hard to kiss the lips at night that chew your ass out all day long
        D7                    G     A7
All day long she moans on and on if someday they drop the big one 
        D7
I'd say sweet Jesus she's gonna finally leave me alone
G                                         C            G
It's all right if we say it cause the radio won't play it
     C                G                            D7              G
It's hard to kiss the lips at night that chew your ass out all day long
     C                G                            D7              G
It's hard to kiss the lips at night that chew your ass out all day long

10598. It's Hard To Tell The Singer From The Song

It's Hard to Tell the Singer from the Song
Hazel Dickens

[Verse 1]
She's lost a lot of herself that time cannot replace
Bits and pieces of herself, gone without a trace
She's been a-holding on to anything that happened to be there
She's all used up and forgotten and scattered everywhere

[Chorus]
Oh, she's not an angel, so don't look for her wings
She's a hurtin' woman who lives the song she sings
She learned them all the hard way, on the streets of life alone
That's why it's hard to tell the singer from the song

[Verse 2]
One by one, her young years were gone before she knew
Wasted on some loser who was only walkin' through
Each time her bruised and lonely heart tried to break the fall
Rather put the pieces of the life on the wall

[Chorus]
Oh, she's not an angel, so don't look for her wings
She's a hurtin' woman who lives the song she sings



She learned them all the hard way, on the streets of life alone
That is why it's hard to tell the singer from the song
Yes, that is why it's hard to tell the singer from the song

10599. It's Hot Down Here - Chords

It's Hot Down Here 
James King
 
[Intro]
G D G
 
[Verse 1]
 G
All of my life (All of my life)
                 C
Lived a life of sin (Lived a life of sin)
       G
Never let (I wouldn't let) 
                     D
My dear savior come in (My savior come in)
        G
But I thought that I would go (I thought that I would go)
                 C
Up to heaven anyway (Up to heaven anyway)
                         G
But I found that I was wrong 
                 D
When I faced the Lord 
              G   C G
On judgement day.
 
[Chorus]
 G
Oh it's hot down here (Need a cool drink of water)
             D
Has anybody seen (My wife and little daughter)
                  G
Well they've all gone (Up to heaven no doubt)
                 C
Up to heaven no doubt (Gonna sing and shout)
                   G
Lord it's hot down here
                  D
Lord send me some rain
                     G   C G
And get this fire put out
 
[Verse 2]
G
Well listen to me sinners (Listen to me sinners)
                   C
Don't you want to go (don't you want to go)



               G
Up to heaven someday (Up to heaven someday)
                       D
Just to see your dear Lord (Just to see your dear Lord)
                  G
Don't you be like me (Don't you be like me)
                C
Live a life of sin (Live a life of sin)
                   G
Fall down on your knees, 
              D
Open up your heart
                 G
Let the Lord come in
 
[Chorus]
 G
Oh it's hot down here (Need a cool drink of water)
             D
Has anybody seen (My wife and little daughter)
                  G
Well they've all gone (Up to heaven no doubt)
                 C
Up to heaven no doubt (Gonna sing and shout)
                   G
Lord it's hot down here
                  D
Lord send me some rain
                     G   C G
And get this fire put out
 
[Chorus]
 G
Oh it's hot down here (Need a cool drink of water)
             D
Has anybody seen (My wife and little daughter)
                  G
Well they've all gone (Up to heaven no doubt)
                 C
Up to heaven no doubt (Gonna sing and shout)
                   G
Lord it's hot down here
                  D
Lord send me some rain
                     G   C G
And get this fire put out

10600. It's In My Mind To Ramble

It's In My Mind To Ramble

It's been quite a while since I've seen you my dear
I've been gone a long, long time



All these nights on the road I've been talking to myself
I can't believe I left you behind

It's in my mind to ramble, I hope you understand
Sometime I find I just have to go
I know it's hard, my darling, forgive me if you can
For you know that I love you so

Now back in the days when we were together
You were always so good and kind
But one night I stole away and I took to the road
I guess I just don't know my mind

* Refrain

And now I'm coming back to our home, honey babe
Please accept me though I've been wrong
I think my wandering ways are going to vanish in a haze
And I'll realize that's where I belong

* Refrain

10601. It's Just A Road

It's Just A Road 

They say a road goes on forever
But you know that's just a lie
You can hear it in the songs
Of the drifting rambling kind
Sure this one's taken me
Many miles away from home
One time all the way
Clear down to San Antone

[Chorus]
Think of all the words written
For the one that takes you home
Those you never travelled
The one you broke down on
Red dirt gravel blacktop
Mud the cobblestone
There really ain't no mystery
To me it's just a road

I've heard a road is just for dreamers
That are only passing through
I've seen enough to notice
It ain't exactly true
No it might not be poetic
The way it looks to me
It's a line on the map from point A to point B



10602. It's Just An Old Body

David Davis & The Warrior River Boys - It's Just An Old Body Album: David Davis And The 
Warrior River Boys

It's just an old body,
No, Mother's not there;
Her soul's gone to heaven
To rest up there.
No pain and no sorrow
On heaven's bright shore,
She'll have a new body,
She'll suffer no more.

The old man looked over to the little boy,
And his hands were trembling, and with a shake in his voice;
He said, "Son don't you realize, your mother lies dead?"
As he walked away, that little boy said:

It's just an old body,
No, Mother's not there;
Her soul's gone to heaven
To rest up there.
No pain and no sorrow
On heaven's bright shore,
She'll have a new body,
She'll suffer no more.

As he stood in the graveyard in silence that day,
And mourned for our loved one that God called away.
The minister said, as comfort he gave,
"Well, that's just an old body, that sleeps in the grave."

It's just an old body,
No, Mother's not there;
Her soul's gone to heaven
To rest up there.
No pain and no sorrow
On heaven's bright shore,
She'll have a new body,
She'll suffer no more.

She'll have a new body,
She'll suffer no more.

10603. It's Just Another Morning Here

Nanci Griffith - It's Just Another Morning Here



The telephone is ringin' in the middle of the night
And I pull the bed clothes higher
Will it stop calling out if I turn on the light?
I'm afraid of these shadows here
Cause my past is truly frightening
And I'm afraid of the warmth in the down
Of a feathered heart in flight

[Chorus:]
It's just another morning here (it's morning)
It's just another morning here
It's just another morning here (it's morning)
And it's a miracle that it comes around
Every day of the year

The neighbors scream and their baby cries
I'm hiding in the corner
I won't be them, pray I won't be them one day
Maybe it's just the breath of August
So hot upon my shoulder
Or an open window for a winged heart
To fly away

[Chorus]

The telephone is ringin' in the middle of the night
I pull the bed clothes higher
Will it stop calling out if I turn on the light?
I'm afraid of these shadows here
Cause my past is truly frightening
And I'm afraid of the warmth in the down
Of a feathered heart in flight

[Chorus: x2]

10604. It's Just Like You - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - It's Just Like You  
written by Jim Lauderdale & Kim Richey

D
It's just like you to know the way
   G                D
To hold me when you should
D
And it's just like you  to know what to say
    G                 D
The things I wish you would
G   A          
Who would have thought
     D 
That I'd ever find
     G             A       D



The dream that I'm holding on to
  G            A       D
Believe  me I know I'm lucky I found
G       A         D
Someone just like you
D
Well it's just like you to help me see
  G               D
A side I've never saw
D
And it's just like you to help me be
G        D
Who I am after all
G   A          
Who would have thought
     D 
That I'd ever find
     G             A       D
The dream that I'm holding on to
  G            A       D
Believe  me I know I'm lucky I found
G       A         D
Someone just like you
  G            A       D
Believe  me I know I'm lucky I found
G       A         D
Someone just like you
D
It's just like you 
     G
It's just like you 
     D
It's just like you 
      G        D
It's just like you 

>From Jim Lauderdale "Onward Through It All"
RCA Records 1999
Wait No More Music
Might Nice Music(BMI)
Laudersongs(BMI)

10605. It's Just That Way

It's Just That Way

That ol' sun comes up every mornin'
And goes back down at the end of every day
It's just that way
Stars show up every evenin'
Man in the moon comes up to play
It's just that way



And girl, lovin' you is something I was born to do
It's just that way

The ocean wet the desert dry
Don't ask me why, 'cause I can't say
It's just that way
As sure as the world keeps turnin'
My love for you will never change
Oh, it's just that way

And girl, lovin' you is something I was born to do
It's just that way

And girl, lovin' you is something I was born to do
It's just that way

That ol' sun comes up every mornin',
it's just that way

10606. It's Just The Idea

Osborne Brothers - It's Just the Idea  

It's not your kiss so much I miss
It's not your touch I miss so much
That makes me cry the whole night long
It's just the idea that you're gone.

It's just the idea a bitter idea
That it lasted long enough and now you're gone
It's not the first that I'm alone
It's just the idea that you're gone.

--- Instrumental ---

It's just the idea a bitter idea
That it's really over and you're really gone
It's not the loneliness that hurts
It's just the idea that you're gone.

It's just the idea that you're gone..

10607. It's Just The Motion

Richard Thompson - It's Just the Motion 

When you're rocked on the ocean, rocked up and down, don't worry
When you're spinning and turning round and around, don't worry
You're just feeling sea-sick, you're just feeling weak



Your mind is confused and you can't seem to speak
It's just the motion, it's just the motion

When the landlord is knocking and your job is losing, don't worry
And the baby needs rocking and your friends are confusing, don't worry
You're just feeling sea-sick, you're just feeling weak
Your mind is confused and you can't seem to speak
Oh, it's just the motion, it's just the motion

Blown by a hundred winds, knocked down a hundred times
Rescued and carried along. Beaten and half-dead and gone
And it's only the pain that's keeping you sane
And gives you a mind to travel on

Oh the motion won't leave you, won't let you remain, don't worry
It's a restless wind and a sleepless rain, don't worry
'Cause under the ocean at the bottom of the sea
You can't hear the storm, it's as peaceful as can be
It's just the motion, it's just the motion

Blown by a hundred winds, knocked down a hundred times
Rescued and carried along. Beaten and half-dead and gone
And it's only the pain that's keeping you sane
And gives you a mind to travel on

Oh the motion won't leave you, won't let you remain, don't worry
It's a restless wind and a sleepless rain, don't worry
'Cause under the ocean at the bottom of the sea
You can't hear the storm, it's as peaceful as can be
It's just the motion, it's just the motion
It's just the motion, it's just the motion

10608. It's Just The Night

It's Just the Night - Del Mccoury Band

Daylight fades the evening darkness falls
Tree's look just creatures
In shadows on the wall
I can see how it might scare
A woman who's out alone
Don't you worry none
Cause I'd walk you home

Chorus:
It may seem a little spooky
But it's all right
Don't you worry now
It's just the night
It's just the night

Bats come out
When the moon is in the sky



You hear a hoot owl in the distance
And you tremble inside
When the moon is full
Some say it's a sign from hell
You could wind up a victim
Under some kind of evil spell

Chorus:
It may seem a little spooky
But it's all right
Don't you worry now
It's just the night
It's just the night

Wicked wind a blowin'
Makes the shadows dance around
The cracks in the sidewalk
Look like snakes on the ground
You see lightning flash
And you hea some thunder roar
You walk a little bit faster t
Trying to make it to your door

Chorus:
It may seem a little spooky
But it's all right
Don't u worry now
It's just the night
It's just the night

10609. It's Lonely Out

Rodney Crowell - It's Lonely Out

It's lonely out, I can feel the distance
It's lonely out, it almost takes your breath
It's lonely out, like circles round street lanterns
It is lonely out
It's lonely out, the clouds are silver shining
It's lonely out, the wind is picking up
It's lonely out, the air seems so uncertain
It is lonely out
The telephone is ringing and there ain't nobody there
The window shades are keeping out the dark
The light of night surrounds you as you walk across the floor
Some uninvited knock upon your door
Turning all your thoughts into a roar
It's lonely out, and the moon is almost empty
It's lonely out, and the shadows cannot hide
It's lonely out, and it's sneaking up behind you
It is lonely out
[Solo]
It's lonely out, I can feel the distance



It's lonely out, it almost takes your breath
It's lonely out, and it's sneaking up behind you
It is lonely out

10610. It's Me Again Lord

It's Me Again Lord

Troubles come and I can't find an answer
Lonely nights I spend in agony
I have no other friend that I can turn to
So here I am Lord back upon my knees
 
    It's me again Lord I've got a prayer I need an answer
    It's me again Lord I've got a problem I can't solve
    Well I don't mean to worry you but here I am facing something new
    And I need help that only comes from You it's me again Lord

I know You're mighty busy in Your Heaven
Forming worlds and hanging stars to shine
But You promised if I'd ask that I could see them
So here I am Lord asking one more time

10611. It's Me Again Lord - Chords

It's Me Again Lord
Recorded by J.D. Crowe
Written by Dottie Rambo

G                 C               G
Troubles come and I can't find an answer
                         D7
Lonely nights I spend in agony 
  G             C                 G
I have no other friend that I can turn to 
                  D7           G
So here I am Lord back upon my knees 

                              C                    G
It's me again Lord I've got a prayer that needs an answer 
                                              D7
It's me again Lord I've got a problem I can't solve 
     G                             C
Well I don't mean to worry you but here I am facing something new 
    G                                     D7            G
And I need help that only comes from You  it's me again Lord 

                          C            G
Well I know You're mighty busy in Your Heaven 



                                    D7
Forming worlds and hanging stars to shine 
    G                   C              G
But You promised if I'd ask that I'd receive it 
                  D7              G
So here I am Lord asking one more time 

Repeat #2  x2

10612. It's Midnight Cinderella

It's Midnight Cinderella - Garth Brooks 

It's midnight Cinderella but don't you worry none 
'Cause I'm Peter Peter the Pumpkin Eater 
And the party's just begun 

I guess your prince charming 
Wasn't after all 
'Cause he sure seemed different right after the ball 
I guess more than horses are turnin' into rats 
And by the way he's walkin'  
I can guess where your slipper's at 

It's midnight Cinderella time that you should know 
There's gonna be some changes in the way this story goes 
It's midnight Cinderella but don't you worry none 
'Cause I'm Peter Peter the Pumkin Eater 
And the party's just begun 

I'm gonna help you get over  
Bein' under that spell 
You're gonna learn to love midnight 
Inside this pumpkin shell 
I gotta few new magic tricks 
Your godmother can't do 
I'll show you what it means to 
Bip, bip, bip, bip, boppity boo 

It's midnight Cinderella time that you should know 
There's gonna be some changes in the way this story goes 
It's midnight Cinderella but don't you worry none 
'Cause I'm Peter Peter the Pumkin Eater 
And the party's just begun 

I'm Peter Peter the Pumpkin Eater 
And the party has now begun



10613. It's Mighty Dark To Travel

It's Mighty Dark To Travel
Ricky Skaggs

   It's mighty dark for me to travel
   For my sweetheart she is gone
   The road is rough and filled with gravel
   But I must journey on and on

To me she was a little angel
Sent down to me from God above
And on the day that I first met her
Then I told her of my love

Many a night we strolled together
Talking of our love so fair
My love for her will never vanish
Oh I know I'll meet her there

Traveling down this lonesome highway
Thinking of my love who's gone
Knowing soon we'll be together
She's the only love I've known

10614. It's Mighty Dark To Travel - Chords

It's Mighty Dark To Travel 
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Bill Monroe

G
It's mighty dark for me to travel
       C                  G
For my sweetheart she has gone
The road is rough and filled with gravel
               D7      G
But I must journey on alone
To me she was a little angel
Sent down to me from God above
           C                G
And on the day that I first met her
            D7        G
Then I told her of my love
Repeat #1
Many a night we strolled together
Talking of our love so fair
            C              G
My love for her will never vanish
           D7            G
For I know I'll meet her there
Repeat #1
Traveling down this lonesome highway



Thinking of my love that's gone
        C             G
Knowing soon we'll be together
               D7        G
She's the only love I've known
Repeat #1 x2

10615. It's Morning

It's Morning
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

One parrot in a cage
At the home of a friend
Is reason to wonder and stare
Green wings and red face
And a sapphire belly
A racket so loud
As to out shout the tele

But this morning my prayer
By the side of the sea
Took odds to turn back
To the moon in the trees
Where a green cloud of birds
In a flock of a thou'
Yelled from one to another
It's morning out loud

It's morning, it's morning
It's morning they cried
From the edge of the treetops
To the edge of the skies
It's morning, it's morning
It's morning they cried
So open your heart
When you open your eyes

And the sound of their voices
Together did blend
Forming chords of awakening
If I'm not here again
For they shouted
Never again would they fly
In such numbers across
Such a primitive sky

And they noticed my heart
As it sank to the sand
Do not hurry they called
It's all part of a plan

Chorus



10616. It's My Lazy Day

It's My Lazy Day

Well I might have gone fishin' I got to thinkin' it over
The road to the river is a mighty long way
Well it must be the reason ano rhyme or no reason
I'm takin' it easy it's my lazy day

I never mind callin' cause I ain't comin'
Just get you on by me and stay out of my way stay out of my way
A little bit thinkin' drives me to drinkin'
Hey I'm a takin' it easy it's my lazy day
[ piano - guitar ]
Well I might have gone fishin'

10617. It's My Time

Dolly Parton - It's My Time 

It's my time
Gather round girls
You I grew up with
My old friends that I used to scuff with
Need you round me
At this time
You've all had your turn to cry
An old friend stood closely by
Friends of mine
Stand by me
'Cause it's my time
It's my time
It's my time
It's my time to cry
Mm mm mmm
It's my time to cry
Oh oh oh oh
It's my turn to cry yeah
It's my time
Gather round boys
I used to play house with
Come here boys
I first kissed on the mouth with
Need your tender words so kind
You've all had your misty eyes
An old friend stood by to dry
Friends of mine
Stand by me
'Cause it's my time



It's my time
It's my time
It's my time to cry
Whoa whoa
It's my time to cry yeah
It's my turn to cry mmm
Fade:
It's my time
It's my time
It's my time to cry mmmm

10618. It's Never Too Late

Rhonda Vincent
It's Never Too Late

I'ts Never Too Late
In a lonely old prison, about a mile out of town
A preacher was leavin after making his rounds
When an old man did stop him, standing in the last cell
Saying preacher please listen, I have a story to tell.

He said I once loved a lady, back when I was young
We ended up married and blessed with a son
But she proved unfaithful and I lost control
On the night that I killed her I gave the devil my soul.

chorus:
I know I'm not worthy, but how do I go
To the great place called Heaven, on that bright crystal shore
I wanna meet Jesus and look on His face
Oh preacher please tell me...is it too late.

The preacher took out his Bible, turned to John 3:16
Told the man that God loved him and got on his knees
The man found forgiveness, after years of the pain
Then he turned to the preacher and these words did say.

chorus 2:
I know I'm not worthy, but I'm gonna go
To the great place called Heaven on that bright crystal shore
I'm gonna meet Jesus and look on His face
Praise the Lord that I found Him, it's never too late.

tag: Praise the Lord that I found Him, it's never too late.

10619. It's Never Too Late to Start Over



The Stanley Brothers - It's Never Too Late to Start Over

Now darlin', I've tried, I've never done wrong
I've been fair to you, you know all along
Why treat me this way, you're breakin' my heart
I'm lonesome for you we're so far apart

It's never too late to start over new
I've loved you so long, you know I've been true
Please come back to me, my heart is so blue
It's never too late to start over new

Now when you are tired, your new love gone down
I hope you'll return and I'll still be around
I love you so well, you know I will wait
But remember these words, it's never too late

It's never too late to start over new
I've loved you so long, you know I've been true
Please come back to me, my heart is so blue
It's never too late to start over new

10620. It's Not For Me To Judge

Rodney Crowell - It's Not For Me To Judge

A man stumbles home from a lost weekend-it's not for me to judge
Woman gets stoned on valium and gin-it's not for me to judge
It's not for me to judge the rhyme or reason if its something i dont understand
It's not for me to judge what someone else does
There's a reason why so many people cry-it's not for me to judge
A man writes a book and we call him a prophet-it's not for me to judge
If presidents and preachers put it all in there pockets its not for me to judge
It's not for me to judge that truth is a picture
We develop while we learn how to crawl
It's not for me to judge what someone else does
There's a time and place we've all gotta face-but it's not for me to judge
It's not for me to judge-it's not for me to judge
We've got cable-but we're not able-to see the truth and our bitter youth
Think they know the game-man it's so insane-ah, but it's not for me to judge
If a man believes in ghosts and spirits-it's not for me to judge
Woman believes she can walk on water, babe-it's not for me to judge
It's not for me to judge why darkness remains in a world so full of light
It's not for me to judge the pace every race
Will replace the doubt in their lives
It's not for me to judge who's stuck in the mud-but talking out of turn
We've all gotta learn-That it's not for me to judge

10621. It's Not Like Home



It's Not Like Home 
Jimmy Martin

CHORUS: 
Did you ever sit and wait for a train to come in 
A train they say is right on time but just didn't get in 
That's that way it's been darlin'  
Since that day you left me here 
And you know as well as I do 
It's not home unless you're here 
 
You left me, for a reason that's what they all say 
That I was unkind to you and hurt you in every way 
So let them talk, about us 
We both know what is wrong 
And you know as well as I do 
Unless you're here, it's not like home 
 
SPOKEN: 
Well I read in the magazines 
And the morning papers too 
Where there's so many others like me just a fool 
But I'm not alone now in this old world 
Since the day you left me here 
But you know just as well as I do 
It ain't home, unless you're here

10622. It's Not Love (But It's Not Bad)

Emmylou Harris - It's Not Love (But It's Not Bad)

He was always there each time I needed you,
Holding on to me like I held on to you
We still don't have what you and I once had
No, It's Not Love, But it's not bad.

No, It's Not Love, not like our love It's Not Love,
But it keeps love from driving me mad
And I don't have to wonder who he's had
No, It's Not Love But it's not bad

I turn to him when you leave me alone,
Sometimes even when you're here you're still gone.
He'e slowly changing what you leave so sad
No, It's Not Love, But it's not bad

No, It's Not Love, not like our love It's Not Love,
But it keeps love from driving me mad
And I don't have to wonder who he's had

No, It's Not Love But it's not bad
No, It's Not Love But it's not bad



10623. It's Not Love - Chords

It's Not Love (But It's Not Bad)
recorded by Merle Haggard
written by Hank Cochran and Glenn Martin
Chris Hillman 

G                    G7          C
She was always there each time I needed you 
        G                          D7
holding on to me like I held on to you
   G                     G7             C
We still don't have what you and I once had
        G         D7           G    G7
No it's not love  but it's not bad
 
        C                 G
No It's Not Love not like ours was  it's not love
    C        G                    D7
but it keeps love from driving me mad
    G               G7               C
And I don't have to wonder who she's had
        G         D            G
No it's not love  but it's not bad
 
                   G7           C
I turn to her when you leave me alone
          G                                       D7
sometimes even when you're here and you're still gone
      G               G7                C
She's slowly changing what you leave so sad
         G         D7           G     G7
No  it's not Love  but it's not bad
 
        C                 G
No It's Not Love not like ours was  it's not love
    C        G                   D7
but it keeps love from driving me mad
    G               G7               C
And I don't have to wonder who she's had
        G         D7           G
No it's not love  but it's not bad

10624. It's Not Mine Anymore

It's Not Mine Anymore
Greensky Bluegrass - It's Not Mine Anymore

[Verse 1]



It's not mine anymore, if it ever was at all
If it ever lifted high enough to fall
It's not mine anymore, I release it on a wing
May it travel far and wander back again

[Verse 2]
It's not mine anymore, just a midnight memory
Hope and fear of dreams that fade easily
It's not mine anymore, lost to bygone centuries
And by God I wish they'd come back home to me

[Verse 3]
It's not mine anymore, I release it to the night
Slip between my vision and my sight
It's not time anymore, I release it to the sound
Of every quiet place I've ever found

[Verse 4]
It's not mine anymore, it's been scattered to the wind
Endings bleed into the beginnings
Not defined anymore, without a finish or a start
It floats between the mind and the heart

10625. It's Not My Affair Anymore

Dolly Parton - It's Not My Affair Anymore 

... I never knew what this could do
Seeing another woman with you
But I can't stay here
'Cause I never would get over you
Baby, that'll never do
I gotta get loose
... Somebody take me out of this place
Keep my eyes from seeing your face
'Cause you love her the way you once loved me
Darling, I can't believe it's true, no
... It's not my affair anymore
You're not my man to care for
It's not my affair anymore
I'll close the door
... So many things we've left unsaid
So many questions in my head
Well, I never lock the back door
Ooh, and somehow you keep slipping on in
Taking me back once again to a memory
Trails like a shadow from a feelin'
And it just grows, don't I know
... It's not my affair anymore
You're not my man to care for
It's not my affair anymore
... All of the laughter
(Remember) Ooh, the mornings after



(Remember) The moonlight, the candle light, the shady light
(Remember) Ooh, and it seemed so right
... It's not my affair anymore
You're not my man to care for
It's not my affair anymore
... The moonlight, the candle light, the shady light
(Remember) Ooh, and it seemed so right
... It's not my affair anymore
You're not my man to care for
It's not my affair anymore
... It's not my affair anymore
It's not my affair anymore
It's not my affair anymore
It's not my affair anymore

10626. It's Not My Time to Go

It's Not My Time to Go
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

The morning comes with such pain
But it's nothing like
The dose I get when it's night
And I can't help but wondering just what it is
Ain't I living my life right?
The cigarettes I'm smoking don't realize
Nor does the glass from which I drink
For how are they to know just
Just what it is to be a man about to sink
Oh no (oh no) it's not my time to go
Oh no (oh no) before I go, I've got to show something
(The light keeps gettin dimmer) hey, but what's that to me?
(The morning comes with each night)
A voice keeps callin' my name so loud and so clear
I'll pretend I'm not here
Oh no (oh no) it's not my time to go
Oh no (oh no) before I go, I've got to show

No I can't go yet, no, I've
Something to do
And it might take a bit more time
The time it takes to get up and walk out the door
And see the world as before
Oh no (oh no) it's not my time to go
Oh no (oh no) before I go I've got to show something

10627. It's Not Over



Alison Krauss - It's Not Over
Vince Gill

You can tell everyone love is over and done
You can pack all your things and go
You can lie to yourself and say there's nothing else
But there's something I think you should know

(And) It's never really over even though you say we're through 
You may be over me but can't you see 
It's not over if I'm not over you

There's not much I can do if it's over for you
I'll just wish you the best when you leave
But you've played such a part in my life and in my heart
You'll always be a part of me

(And) It's never really over even though you say we're through 
You may be over me but can't you see 
It's not over if I'm not over you

You may be over me but can't you see 
It's not over if I'm not over you

10628. It's Not Your Fault

It's Not Your Fault
Pert Near Sandstone

[V1]
Try to cut the edge off, but don't make it bleed
There's nothing left of me. What you get is what you see

And, what's the difference? As simple as it seems
You can never really live inside someone else's dreams....

[Chorus]
Hanging on, hanging on 
Hanging on, but not for so long-
I don't blame you at all
No it's not your fault

[V2]
But, what's in a dream? And, what does it mean?
Does it always have to be self fulfilling prophecies?

I held on so tight, days upon nights
Now my heart is screaming no, at the thought of letting go

[Chorus]

[V3]
Don't say I didn't warn you, but don't say it's true
Is there nothing I can do that will keep me close to you?



And I recognize that look on your eyes...
I don't blame you at all, not it's not your fault

[Chorus]

10629. It's Only a Paper Moon

It's Only a Paper Moon
Dan Hicks

Say, it's only a paper moon
Sailing over a cardboard sea
But it wouldn't be make-believe
If you believed in me

Yes, it's only a canvas sky
Hanging over a muslin tree
But it wouldn't be make-believe
If you believed in me

Without your love
It's a honky tonk parade
Without your love
It's a melody played in a penny arcade

It's a Barnum and Bailey world
Just as phony as it can be
But it wouldn't be make-believe
If you believed in me

Say, it's only a paper moon
Sailing over a cardboard sea
But it wouldn't be make-believe
If you believed in me

Yes, it's only a canvas sky
Hanging over a muslin tree
But it wouldn't be make-believe
If you believed in me

Without your love
It's a honky-tonk parade
Without your love
It's a melody played in a penny arcade

It's a Barnum and Bailey world
Just as phony as it can be
But it wouldn't be make-believe
If you believed in me

It's phony it's plain to see
How happy I would be
If you believed in me



10630. It's Only Money

It's Only Money

Well, it's only money
It will go away
It's only change in pockets
And it'll get back to mine someday
But it's only money
And it will go away

I'm not talking about you, baby
Talking about your lying, cheating, way
I'm not talking about you, baby
I'm talking about your lying, cheating, way
I don't care about the money
It's half yours anyway

Well, it's only money
Only money
It will go away
Go away
Yeah, it's only change in pockets
It'll get back to Merle someday
It's only money
Only money
It will go away

If you don't want to be with me there
Better find yourself a better half
If you don't want to be with me, babe
You got to find yourself a better half
And when you spend all our money
You can just spend everything he can wear

Well, it's only money
Only money
It will go away
Go away
Yeah, it's only change in pockets
It'll get back to Merle someday
It's only money
It will go away

They got your credit cards
Fly as far as you can fly
Max out your credit cards
Fly as far as you can fly
I don't care about your money
If you ain't got a ticket
You ought to go out and buy one

Well, it's only money



It will go away
It's only change in pockets
It'll get back to mine someday
It's only money
It will go away
Away
It's only money
It will go away, away

10631. It's Only Rock & Roll

Rodney Crowell - It's Only Rock & Roll

[Verse 1]
Well, it's only rock and roll, keep you running from yourself
When the only way to slow down is to fall
Yes, it's only rock and roll that caused you to leave home
When the only way to get back is to crawl
Well, the record people love you, they can get you on the bill
Change your name to money, dress up fit to kill
People all around you everywhere you go
Don't worry if they love you, son, it's only rock and roll

[Verse 2]
Well, it's only rock and roll keep you jumping all the time
When you really ought to sit this one out
And it's only rock and roll, keep on messin' with your mind
When you don't know what they're talkin' about
All around the world everywhere you go
People got to have it, son, it's only rock and roll

[Chorus]
It's only rock and roll, Lord it's only rock and roll
All around the world, everywhere you go
Ain't no doubt about it, son, it's only rock and roll
Go, go, go, oh yeah
[Guitar Solo]

[Verse 3]
Well, it's only rock and roll when your money's in the mail
And your love is on the back of a bus
Yes, it's only rock and roll when your records start to sell
And you don't know why they're making a fuss
Telephone receiver ringing off the wall
Can I get a witness each and every call
Second that emotion, paste it to your soul
Don't worry lest you linger, son, it's only rock and roll

[Chorus]
It's only rock and roll, Lord, it's only rock and roll
All around the world, everywhere you go
Ain't no doubt about it, son, it's only rock and roll



[Chorus]
It's only rock and roll, Lord, it's only rock and roll
Little women all around you, everywhere you go
You know that they don't love you, son, it's only rock and roll
Go!

10632. It's Only Rock And Roll

Emmylou Harris - It's Only Rock And Roll

Well, it's only rock and roll keep you running from yourself
When the only way to slow down is to fall
And it's only rock and roll that caused you to leave home
When the only way to get back is to crawl

But the record people love you they can get you on the bill
Change your name to money dress up fit to kill
People all around you everywhere you go
Don't worry if they love you son it's only rock and roll

Yes and it's only rock and roll keep you jumping all the time
When you really ought to sit this one out
And it's only rock and roll keep on messin' with your mind
When you don't know what they're talkin' about

All around the world everywhere you go
People got to have it 'cause it's only rock and roll
It's only rock and roll, yes it's only rock and roll
People all around you everywhere you go
Don't worry if they love you, 'cause it's only rock and roll

Well it's only rock and roll when your money's in the mail
Your love's on the back of the bus
And it's only rock and roll when your records start to sell
And you don't know why they're making such a fuss

Telephone receiver ringin' off the wall
Can I get witness each and every call
Second that emotion chased into your soul
Don't worry lest you linger, son it's only rock and roll

It's only rock and roll, yeah it's only rock and roll
People all around you everywhere you go
Don't worry if they love you, 'cause it's only rock and roll
It's only rock and roll, yeah it's only rock and roll
All around the world everywhere you go
People got to have it son it's only rock and roll



10633. It's Only The Wind

It's Only The Wind

She would sit by her window and gaze out
Down the road where her children had gone
One by one they left seeking their fortune
And left their old mother alone

Sometime late at night she would call me
Sir did I here a knock at the door
I would say it was only the wind man
Just as I had told her before

It's only the wind
Your children are not at the door
It's only the wind
The wind restless wind, nothing more

Sometime she would talk of her children
Of her son and her doughter so fair
She said they were much like the wild wind
They sometime neglected to care

One night I heard somebady knocking
But I saw as I went to the door
She was there in her chair by the window
Her eyes closesd in rest forever more

* Refrain

10634. It's Over

Alison Krauss - It's Over 
(Nelson Mandrell)

The nights are so lonely and the days pass me by
True love has faded, left me behind
So we'll just move along and stop wasting time
It's over all over now.

It's over, end of the line
It's over and you're doing fine
It's over and over and over
I'm asking why you're leaving, it's over now.

Gone are the love songs that only we knew
Robbed by the cold wind that sings the night through
Gone is the sweet love tried but untrue
It's over all over now.

It's over, end of the line
It's over and my desperate heart



Is still trying to find some way hoping
You'll stay 'cause it's over. all over now.

It's over, all over now...

10635. It's Raining Here In Long Beach

It's Raining Here In Long Beach
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

It's been raining here in Long Beach
The dampness in the air
Tends to straighten out my hair
Against my wishes
But the traces of a song reach
My tattered ear once more
Lend me courage to ignore
The smell of fishes

I was a drunken lout, I ran about
With ladies that I knew
I did 'em wrong all night long
Singing 23 skidoo

Huzahh...huzahh...
Once upon a time I was a kid
Well I don't know what happened then
But I'm warning all you younger men
On your way to Long Beach think again
You can't afford to settle down in Long Beach

I had a rack and coat, a paddle boat
I played the ukelele
Beneath the moon in June I'd croon
Won't you come on home little baby

Huzahh...huzahh...
Once upon a time I was a kid
But now my hair is turning gray
I'm getting fatter every day
If you got any sense you'll stay away
And never give another thought to Long Beach
And never give a moment's thought to Long Beach

10636. It's Raining Here This Morning

It's Raining Here This Morning
Billy Strings - Norman Blake - Stanley Brothers



Oh it's raining, raining, raining here this morning
As I sit in jail and hang my head in shame
With a smile I try to greet each early dawning
But they've given me a number for my name 

   Many a little raindrops are falling close to me
   Makes the streams and rivers just as muddy as can be
   It's raining, raining, raining here this morning
   As the Mississippi flows on to the sea 

How I wish that I could see my little darling
And hold her in my arms just as before
I used to tell her every day I loved her
But now she doesn't love me anymore 

   She knew that I was guiltless of this one crime
   And said that she'd be waiting there for me
   But she has found somewhere else to wander
   Where the Mississippi flows on to the sea 

Its raining, raining, raining here this morning
And I am just as weary as can be
I wish that I could follow all the raindrops
Down the Mississippi toward the silver sea 

   But there's no way to prove that I'm not guilty
   So I will have to suffer all the shame
   Go and tell her for me little raindrops
   That they've given me a number for my name

10637. It's Raining Today

It's Raining Today
The Avett Brothers

It's raining today, let's stay in our room
Be patient, babe, the clouds will break soon
But I must confess, I'm glad if they stay
I don't want to leave, it's raining today

Here and then gone, invisible dawn
All of the edges are frayed
No warmth on my shoulders
No breeze to carry these old worries away
My hat's on the porch, it's heavy and soaked
I'm on the steps and I don't have a coat
What do I do?
What can I say?

It's raining today, the house framing crew
All can sleep in, the brick masons, too
The boss wants it done, but he'll have to wait
I can't go to work, it's raining today



It's raining today, what does it mean?
Probably not much of anything
Still, I can't resist, to let my thoughts stray
What harm will it do? It's raining today

Here and then gone, invisible dawn
All of the edges are frayed
No warmth on my shoulders
No breeze to carry these old worries away
My hat's on the porch, it's heavy and soaked
I'm on the steps and I don't have a coat
What do I do?
What can I say?

It's raining, it's raining
It's raining, it's raining
It's raining, it's raining
It's raining, it's raining

10638. It's Raining Today - Chords

It's Raining Today
Avett Brothers - Its Raining Today

[Verse 1]
Cmaj7        C                        Fmaj7   F
It's raining today, let's stay in our room
            C         G
Be patient, babe, the clouds will break soon
C                  F
But' I' must confess, I'm' glad if they stay
Cmaj7                G     C
I don't want' to leave, it's raining today
 
 
[Chorus]
Amin                Dmaj7
Here and then gone, invisible dawn
G
All of the edges are frayed
Amin
No warmth on my shoulders
Dmaj7                    G
No breeze to carry these old worries away
Amin7                  Dmaj7
My hat's on the porch, it's heavy and soaked
G
I'm on the steps and I don't have a coat
Amin
What do I do?
Dmaj7
What can I say?



G7 G C
 
 
[Verse 2]
Cmaj7        C                        Fmaj7   F
It's raining today, the house framing crew
              C       G
All can sleep in, the brick masons, too
                  C                  F
The boss wants it done, but he'll have to wait
Cmaj7                    G     C
I can't go to work, it's raining today
 
[solo]
 
[Verse 3]
Cmaj7        C                Fmaj7   F
It's raining today, what does it mean?
         C           G
Probably not much of anything
                 C               F
Still, I can't resist, to let my thoughts stray
Cmaj7                      G     C
What harm will it do? It's raining today
 
 
[Chorus]
Amin                Dmaj7
Here and then gone, invisible dawn
G
All of the edges are frayed
Amin
No warmth on my shoulders
Dmaj7                    G
No breeze to carry these old worries away
Amin7                  Dmaj7
My hat's on the porch, it's heavy and soaked
G
I'm on the steps and I don't have a coat
Amin
What do I do?
Dmaj7
What can I say?
G7 G C
 
[Post-Chorus]
Cmaj7         Dm
It's raining, it's raining
Cmaj7         Dm      F
It's raining, it's raining
C             D
It's raining, it's raining
C             Dm
It's raining, it's raining



10639. It's Raining, It's Pouring - Chords

It 's raining, it's pouring

Mandolin intro  A   E   A   D   A   E   A
 
           A 
It 's raining, it's pouring,
E
it's 4 in the morning and I'm drowning in your memories
     E 
I'm crying, I'm trying I'm
                      A7
wondering why darling why did you walk out on me
D                          A
how can the sun shine tomorrow
    B7                      E
If our love is yesterday's news
        A       E             A        D
Not a cloud in sky since you told me goodbye
           A              E          A
now it's raining, it's pouring the blues

Banjo : D     A    B7    E
Mandonlin : A    E     A    D    A    E   A

It's raining, it's pouring
I'm walking the floor and I'm staring a hole through the phone
Is life without me all you thought it would be
Oh darling are you coming home
How can the sun shine tomorrow
If our love is yesterday's news
Not a cloud in sky since you told me goodbye
now it's raining, it's pouring the blues

Banjo : A     E     A     D
Mandolin: A    E    A A7
 
 
How can the sun shine tomorrow
If our love is yesterday's news
Not a cloud in sky since you told me goodbye
now it's raining, it's pouring the blues

A
It's raining it's pouring,
It's raining it's pouring,

Not a cloud in sky since you told me goodbye
now it's raining, it's pouring the blues



10640. It's So Easy

Linda Ronstadt - It's So Easy

It's so easy to fall in love
It's so easy to fall in love
People tell me love's for fools
Here I go breaking all the rules

Seems so easy
Yeah, so doggone easy
Oh it seems so easy
Yeah where you're concerned
My heart can learn
It's so easy to fall in love
It's so easy to fall in love

Look into your heart and see
What your lovebook has set aside for me

It seems so easy
Yeah, so doggone easy
Oh it seems so easy
Yeah where you're concerned
My heart can learn
Oh it's so easy to fall in love
It's so easy to fall in love

It seems so easy
Oh so doggone easy
Yeah it seems so easy
Oh where you're concerned
My heart can learn
Oh it's so easy to fall in love
It's so easy to fall in love
It's so easy to fall in love
It's so easy to fall in love
It's so easy to fall in love
Oh-ooh It's so easy to fall in love

10641. It's So Hard To Hold On

Trampled By Turtles - It's So Hard to Hold On

[Verse 1]
There's a branch lying still by the ocean
Time goes fast, grab your lover and hold them
It's the same
Oh, the years come rushing back



Yeah, I don't remember that
Stuck at dawn falling fast like the weather
Sing a song in a way that you never did before
Oh, the screens have all gone black
And they won't be coming back

[Chorus]
It's so hard, it's so hard to hold on
It's so hard, it's so hard to hold on
Steady now, it's a long way
Some days just won't go

[Verse 2]
Turn around, don't tell me what I'm missing
I already know, I know what this isn't
Hold it down, just pretend for a minute
Man it crawls, yeah, it crawls when you're in it
Man it crawls, yeah, it crawls when you're in it
Man it crawls, yeah, it crawls when you're in it

[Chorus]
It's so hard, it's so hard to hold on
It's so hard, it's so hard to hold on
It's so hard, it's so hard to hold on
It's so hard, it's so hard to hold on

10642. It's Such A Heartache

Dolly Parton - It's Such A Heartache 
(Even Stevens/Hillary Kanter)

Each time I dial your number I never get an answer
It seems like you're avoiding me
I can't take unhappy endings so I just keep pretending
You'll see the light eventually
Can't stop my heart from breaking, can't stop my hands from shaking
Can't keep my eyes from crying, can't believe your love is dying
Can't stop the rain from falling, no answer when I'm calling
My love, it's so confusing, it's such a heartache losin' you
Feels like some tragic movie please say you'll come back to me
Dreamin' of you night after night
I'm havin' trouble sleepin
Your memory is keepin' these feelings runnin' through my mind
Can't stop my heart from breaking, can't stop my hands from shaking
Can't keep my eyes from crying, can't believe your love is dying
Can't stop the rain from falling, no answer when I'm calling
My love, it's so confusing, it's such a heartache losin' you
It's such a heartache, I don't know what to do
It's such a heartache and it's tearin' me in two
You took away the dream I wanted more than anything
Can't stop my heart from breaking, can't stop my hands from shaking
Can't keep my eyes from crying, can't believe your love is dying
Can't stop the rain from falling, no answer when I'm calling



My love, it's so confusing, it's such a heartache losin' you
Can't stop my heart from breaking, can't stop my hands from shaking
Can't keep my eyes from crying, can't believe your love is dying
Can't stop the rain from falling, no answer when I'm calling
My love, it's so confusing, it's such a heartache losin' you

10643. It's Such A Small World

Rodney Crowell - It's Such A Small World

Fancy meeting you here, tonight
It's such a small world, New York ain't my town
I don't come around, but once in a while
This is such a surprise to see you
Girl, your looking so good; it's been a long time
Since you've crossed my mind
It's such a small world
Just one night on the town
I came looking around for something to do
Just a change of my plans on leaving
And I stay around and I run into you
Which just goes to prove it's such a small world
It's such a small world
I've lived alone for awhile
It's such a small world
It feels like I've gone out of style
You and me will always be
Just looking for something that's already happened
Years go by but you and I don't have to look beyond today
Maybe just for tonight
We can turn out the light
Lay your heart on the line
Let go of your mind
You know just what to say
You know just what to do
You still look like the day when I first met you
I'll be gone once again come morning
Like I've always done
But to see you tonight
Makes everything right, it's such a small world
Hey, right here you stand as if it was planned
It's such a small world

10644. It's The Age That Makes The Difference

Ernest Tubb 
It's The Age That Makes The Difference

When I was just a little boy and life was bright and new



Askin' foolish questions was all I could find to do
One day I asked my grandpa why he moved around so slow
He said listen son I'll tell you if you really wanna know
It's the age that makes the difference and the difference you can see
I'm runnin' out of what the doctors call vitality
I'm just like a dried up apple that keeps hangin' through a tree
It's the age that makes the difference and the difference tells on me

So when I started courtin' I was bashful and shy
It tore me all to pieces when a girl winked her eye
But when I started catchin' on I didn't learn to slow
Pretty soon they said I was a reckled Romeo
It's the age that makes the difference and the difference put me wise
That the time was right for lovin' and the limit was the skies
Pretty soon I found out what it took to not come cold
It was the age that made the difference and the difference made me bold

Not long ago I was a man that really got around
But here I've laid I've noticed that I started slowin' down
I find that ain't no trouble now to stay at home at night
I'm mild and mellowed now but I will soon be over right
It's the age that makes the difference and the difference makes me know
That my high speed days are over and I'll have to take it slow
I ain't really feeling older but I just don't feel the same
It's the age that makes the difference father time can make a change

10645. It's The Little Things

Robert Earl Keen - It's the Little Things 

It's the way you stroke my hair while I am sleepin'
It's the way you tell me things I don't know
It's the way you remember I came home late for dinner
Eleven months and fourteen days ago

CHORUS

It's the little things the little bitty things
Like the way that you remind me I've been growin soft
It's the little things the itty bitty things
It's the little things
That piss me off

It's the note that you leave on the breakfast table
With a list of things to help me plan my day
It's the way you say we could have If you'd done the things you should have
It's the little things Darlin that make me feel this way

CHORUS

It's the little things the little bitty things
Like the way that you remind me I've been growin soft
It's the little things the itty bitty things



It's the little things
That piss me off

10646. It's The Little Things - Chords

It's The Little Things

{NOTE:    *=  one strum.     This is played with the CD later tabers)
By Robert Earl Keen Jr.

*C  *C                      *F
It's the way you stroke my hair while I am sleepin'
*G *G               *C     *G
It's the way you tell me things I don't know
*C *C          *F                         *F
It's the way you remember I came home late for dinner
*G *G              *C
Eleven months and forteendays ago
C G C

(CHORUS)
 (P)        F                          C
It's the little things the little bitty things
G C                      G
like the way that you remind me I've been growin soft
 (P)         F                           C
It's the little things the itty bitty things
G
It's the little thiiiinnnnggggssss
C
That p**s me off

(instrumental break)
CC FF CC
 
C                     C                            F
It's the note that you leave on the breakfast table
G                 G                         C            G
With a list of things to help me plan my day
C C             F           F G
It's the way you say we could have If you'd done the things you should have
G                                 G                        C
It's the little things darlin that make me feel this way

(CHORUS)
 (P)        F                          C
It's the little things the little bitty things
G                                   C                     G
like the way that you remind me I've been growin soft
 (P)        F                           C
It's the little things the itty bitty things
G
It's the little thiiiinnnnggggssss



C
That p**s me off

Outro
C F G C

10647. It's the Most Wonderful Time of the Year

Vince Gill - It's the Most Wonderful Time of the Year

It's the most wonderful time of the year
With the kids jingle-belling
And everyone telling you be of good cheer
It's the most wonderful time of the year

It's the hap-happiest season of all
With those holiday greetings and gay happy meetings
When friend come to call
It's the hap-happiest season of all

There'll be parties for hosting
Marshmallows for toasting
And caroling out in the snow
There'll be scary ghost story
And tales of glories of christmas long, long ago

It's the most wonderful time of the year
There'll be much mistletoe-ing and hearts will be glowing
When love ones are near
It's the most wonderful time of the year
There'll be much mistletoe-ing and hearts will be glowing
When love ones are near
It's the most wonderful time
It's the most wonderful time
It's the most wonderful time of the year

10648. It's The Natural Thing To Do - Chords

It's The Natural Thing To Do
Recorded by Larry Sparks
Written by Pete Goble and Leroy Drumm

G G7 C
Go on and tell me you don't love me anymore
 G D7
Go on and hurt me like you hurt me before
 G G7 C
I'll find a reason to look away anytime that you're untrue
 G D7 G



Cause I love you and it's the natural thing to do

 D7 C G
No matter how you treat me I'll stand a chance
 A7 D7
Until this love of mine stands out from all the rest
 G
And I'll be there to mend the pieces
G7 C
When he breaks your heart in two
 G D7 G
Because I love you and it's the natural thing to do

 G7 C
If we could only just recall old yesterday
 G D7
When love was blooming like the flowers bloom in May
 G G7 C
But I'm wishin' for things to come true
 G D7 G
Because I love you and it's the natural thing to do

Repeat #2

C G D7 G
Because I love you and it's the natural thing to do

10649. It's The Whiskey That Eases The Pain

It's the Whiskey That Eases the Pain 
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
It ain't love, it ain't money that makes this world turn around
When you hit rock bottom you still may not be on the ground
I can tell you something in case you're walking with a cane
It ain't love, it ain't money, it's the whiskey that eases the pain

[Verse 2]
Eve told Adam that she had apples for sale, yeah
Adam bought the first one and I bought the last one and went to hell
I can tell you something in case you're walking with a cane
It ain't love, it ain't money, it's the whiskey that eases the pain
Yeah yeah yeah yeah

[Verse 3]
Well I'll drink doubles and chase these troubles away
And while you're waking up tomorrow I may still be living today
Hey, hey
If you need a crutch don't try to walk with a cane
I already told you, I already told you
It ain't love, it ain't money, it's the whiskey that eases the pain



[Verse 4]
Well it ain't love, it ain't money that makes this world turn around
Around and around and around
When you hit rock bottom you still may not be on the ground
On the ground
I can tell you something in case you're walking
In case you're walking
In case you're walking
It ain't love, it ain't money, it's the whiskey that eases the pain
Hey
It ain't love, it ain't money, it's the whiskey that eases the pain
Pain, pain
It ain't love, it ain't money, it's the whiskey that eases the pain

10650. It's Time to Go Home

Marty Stuart - It's Time to Go Home

Well let me tell you what the Bible says
In first Thessalonians it is read
The 16th verse in chapter four
Now listen friend, let me tell you more

It says the Lord himself is gonna shout
And Gabriel will bring his trumpet out
He's gonna blow it loud from the Easter sky
And then the Saints and Christ shall rise

They'll be dancing on the clouds
They're gonna go first, to show us how
I'm talkin' about the child that's left behind
It will only be for a moment's time, then

Get up out of that ground
(Get up out of that ground)
Get up out of that ground
(Get up out of that ground)

Get up out of that ground
(Get up out of that ground)
Get up out of that ground
(Get up out of that ground)
Oh child it's time to go home

Meanwhile back in the gospel way
Servin' Jesus day by day
Sometimes I drift and dream at night
The the heavenly world, such a precious sight

I wonder how long will it take
'Til Jesus steps out from those gates
And says, "Come on, now's the time
Friend don't you get left behind"



Get up out of that ground
(Get up out of that ground)
Get up out of that ground
(Get up out of that ground)

Get up out of that ground
(Get up out of that ground)
Get up out of that ground
(Get up out of that ground)
Oh child it's time to go home

Get up out of that ground
(Get up out of that ground)
Get up out of that ground
(Get up out of that ground)

Get up out of that ground
(Get up out of that ground)
Get up out of that ground
(Get up out of that ground)
Oh child it's time to go home
Go home

10651. It's Time To Pay The Fiddler

Ernest Tubb 
It's Time To Pay The Fiddler

Well, it's time to pay the fiddler and it's sad to know we've danced it all away
But the one night disappearing leaving nothing but the cold hard light of day
And it's time to start erasin' all the rainbows we've been chasing in our minds
We know there's no way of making other ties on us unravel and unwind

Yes, it's time to pay the fiddler and today's the day the first instalment's due
For the rest of all my days I wonder why to make a mismatch me and you
But there's so much to consider like my wife and little children
Will need and want my love just like you do
Now it's time to pay the fiddler but before we pay the fiddler
Let's say to him please play one last final tune

Well, it's time to pay the fiddler and this naked sorrow dripping from your eyes
Only stranded and unshamed we've loved each other now we've got to leave it lie
But I can feel my hand a trembling as I search to find a handle on the door
So let's let the fiddler pull his magic bow across our heart strings just once more

Yes, it's time to pay the fiddler and today's the day the first instalment's due
For the rest of all my days I wonder why to make a mismatch me and you
But there's so much to consider like my wife and little children
Will need and want my love just like you do
Now it's time to pay the fiddler but before we pay the fiddler
Let's say to him please play one last final tune



10652. It's Time To Wake Up

It's Time To Wake Up

When Jesus heard about Lazarus He came to Bethany
Found Lazarus four days in the grave
He told Mary and Martha he's only asleep
Then Lazarus heard him say
Oh Lazarus, Oh Lazarus, Oh Lazarus
Its time to wake up
Oh Lazarus, Oh Lazarus, Oh Lazarus
Its time to wake up
The sinner lost and dying hears about Calvary
How Jesus can wash your sins away
Satan tries to hold on and rock him back to sleep
But he hears the Holy Spirit softly say
Oh sinner, Oh sinner, Oh sinner
Its time to wake up
Oh sinner, Oh sinner, Oh sinner
Its time to wake up
One day Gabriel will blow the trumpet loud
Announcing the resurrection day
The voice of Jesus will penetrate the ground
And all sleeping saints will hear him say
Oh saint, Oh saint, Oh saint
Its time to wake up
Oh saint, Oh saint, Oh saint
Its time to wake up

10653. It's Time When It's Time - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - It's Time When It's Time  
written by Jim Lauderdale

E7        E    E7       E
Can't you find what you want
E7        E    E7      E
Think you need haven't  got
E
Well it's time when it's time
E
It's time when it's time
E
It's time when it's
A                         G
There's this place around sooner than later
A                                G
I think they're calling it right now
A         B                     E7   E



Where all you've got is only at the moment
E7     E     E7    E   
What a thing to behold
E7       E   E7     E
Watching how you unfold
E
Well it's time when it's time
E
It's time when it's time
E
It's time when it's
A                         G
There's this place around sooner than later
A                                G
I think they're calling it right now
A                       B
Where all you've got is only at the moment

SOLO

A                         G
There's this place around sooner than later
A                                G
I think they're calling it right now
A                       B
Where all you've got is only at the moment
A                         G
There's this place around sooner than later
A                                G
I think they're calling it right now
A                       B
Where all you've got is only at the moment
E
It's time when it's time

From Jim Lauderdale  "Every Second Counts"
Atlantic Records 1995
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)
Bluewater Music

10654. It's Time You Learned About Goodbye

It's Time You Learned About Goodbye - Alan Jackson 

Well I've been on the wrong side
Of the front door too often
Watched you slam it in my face
Well I may have learned the hard way
I'm not a soft one
Tonight I'm standin in your place

Cause you taught me a lot about leavin
Won't even have to try



So here's your lesson in heartache and grievin
And a chance for you to cry
Cause it's time you learned about goodbye

I've stood behind you
And I've laid beside you
But I won't do that anymore
Cause I'm tired of bein
Just here when you want me
Tonight I'm walkin out that door

Cause you taught me a lot about leavin
Won't even have to try
So here's your lesson in heartache and grievin
And a chance for you to cry
Cause it's time you learned about goodbye

It's time you learned about goodbye

10655. It's Too Bad For You

Allen Brothers - It's too bad for you

Let me hold you baby
Tell you a thing or two
'Bout the way you treat me, makes me feel so pop-eyed blue
Oh tramplin' Mama, I can't get along with you
I've been holdin' my temper baby
But now it's too bad for you

I've been feeding you Mama
Put your shoes upon your feet
Every time my back is turned, I find you on the street
Oh tramplin' Mama, I can't get along with you
I've been holdin' my temper baby
But now it's too bad for you

Listen to me Daddy
You know you don't treat me right
I'm a fast-steppin' Mama, gotta be steppin' every night
Oh tramplin' mama, I can't get along with you
I've been holdin' my temper baby
But now it's too bad for you

10656. It's Too Easy

Dave Rawlings Machine
It's Too Easy



Just a one-room country shack
Gonna lie here on my back
It's too easy
It's too easy to feel good

Bootleg whiskey all the time
Ain't no reason to decline
It's too easy
It's too easy to feel good

Oh this life is but a dream
Used to worry about tomorrow
Now I don't care, baby, even if I should

Gamblers shuffling their cards
I don't know why they work so hard
It's too easy
It's too easy to feel good

I might pawn my watch and chain
I might sleep out in the rain
It's too easy
It's too easy to feel good

Do you miss me and my songs?
I bet you hardly know I'm gone
It's too easy
It's too easy to feel good
I spent Christmas night in jail
I've been gone out on the trail
So I packed my bags and vanished in the wood

Just a one-room country shack
Gonna lie here on my back
It's too easy
It's too easy to feel good

It's too easy
It's too easy too feel good
It's too easy
It's too easy too feel good

10657. It's Too Late

Nanci Griffith - It's Too Late

You pace the pool and talk about it
I read my book and think about it
You've walked on water
As I'm turning the page
You say, What's the intrigue here,
In reading when the sky is clear?
You are in the sun



And I am always in the shade

[Chorus:]
It's too late to leave you
You know that I will never leave you
It's too late to know you
You don't like to be known
You would never hold me
I don't like to be held
I will always love you
In spite of myself

I can feel the weather changing
The leaves are tired and turned with anger
They fall around us like a veil
Of golden tears
You have never needed me
And I'm not good at being needed
This season will be leaving us
But we will still be here

[Chorus]

Do you miss me when I'm far away?
Do you save me for your rainy days?
Is my picture on the mantle
Or is it in the fire?
It's odd the way the years fly by
They leave us standing side by side
You have been my mystery
And I've been your desire

[Chorus]

10658. It's Too Late (When You're At The Gate)

It's Too Late (When You're At The Gate) 
Carson Peters and Iron Mountain 

Well, it's too late when you're at the gate
It's too late when you're at the gate
It's too late when you're standing at the gate
It's time to get right with the Lord

Well, where you're going it's worse than jail
Cause mama and daddy won't go your bail
It's now or never or forever in hell
It's time to get right with the lord

Well, it's too late when you're at the gate
It's too late when you're at the gate
It's too late when you're standing at the gate
It's time to get right with the Lord



Well, just let Jesus take control
He'll heal your heart and save your soul
Cause in hell there's no parole
It's time to get right with the Lord

Well, it's too late when you're at the gate
It's too late when you're at the gate
It's too late when you're standing at the gate
It's time to get right with the Lord

Well, you've had your chance you know you could
Have you heard the word, you know you should have
There'll come a day when you wished you would have
Time to get right with the Lord

Well, it's too late when you're at the gate
It's too late when you're at the gate
It's too late when you're standing at the gate
It's time to get right with the Lord

Well, it's too late when you're at the gate
It's too late when you're at the gate
It's too late when you're standing at the gate
It's time to get right with the Lord

10659. It's Too Late - Chords

It's Too Late 
The Red Stick Ramblers

[Intro]
A E A E B E
 
[Verse 1]
B        E     A
It's your face
     E
That I'm missing
                                 B
Sitting here alone in this prison cell
    E   A             E
The way    that I was living
                      B            E
Wasn't right but it's too late for us now
 
[Chorus]
          E  A              E
It's been two long years in prison
                          B
As I see that evening sun go down
         E              E7             A
It's too late for me to change the way I'm living



         E        B    B7     E
And it's too late baby for us now
 
[Verse 2]
E              A                E
My little girl   don't know her daddy
                                  B
Her Momma cries when she speaks my name
         E   A            E
Cause to her  I'm just a memory
                    B                  E
Of the times that's caused her so much pain
 
[Chorus]
          E  A              E
It's been two long years in prison
                          B
As I see that evening sun go down
         E              E7             A
It's too late for me to change the way I'm living
         E        B    B7     E
And it's too late baby for us now
 
[Instrumental]
E  A  E  B  E  A  E  B  E
 
[Verse 3]
E               A                E
Preachers preach   of life worth living
                            B
Tells us all of a God that's fair
       E     A               E
But my prayers have all been given
                         B                 E
To someone else God only knows who took my share
 
[Chorus]
          E  A              E
It's been two long years in prison
                          B
As I see that evening sun go down
         E              E7             A
It's too late for me to change the way I'm living
         E        B    B7     E
And it's too late baby for us now

10660. It's Too Late for Me

It's Too Late for Me

The lovers, two by two along the avenue
Oh, such a beautiful sight to see
But as they pass me by, it makes me wanna cry



'Cause I know it's too late for me

It seems so long ago, when someone loved me so
And we were both, both so young and so free
I thought I still could see how good life used to be
And I know that it's too late for me

The days go by, the days go by
Another heartache I can't ease
The nights come on, I'm all alone
With just my precious memories

Now to me it seems, I always lived in dreams
Of how I wanted my, my life to be
I wake to morning cold, there's nothing left to hold
'Cause I know it's too late for me

I wake to morning cold, there's nothing left to hold
Oh yes, it's too late for me

10661. It's Too Late To Love Me Now

Dolly Parton - It's Too Late To Love Me Now 

It's too late (1)
say you want
and it's too late
You know my love for you was so great
It's too late to love me now

It's too late (2)
say you love
and it's too late
I know the feeling is so sad
It's too late to love me now

Don't you know how hard I've been trying to hold on just for you (3)
loving you in every day by day
then someone came into my life turned my dreams around
He's taken all the love you threw away

REPEAT (1)
REPEAT(2)
REPEAT(3)
It's too late to love me now x2

10662. It's Too Late To Love Me Now - Chords



It's Too Late To Love Me Now
Recorded by Dolly Parton
Written by Rory Bourke, Gene Dobbins, Johnny Wilson

G
It's too late
C                D7          G
You say you want me and it's too late
C       D7               G
Once my love for you was so great
C            D7              G
But it's too late to love me now

C    G
It's too bad
C                D7          G
You say you need me and it's too bad
C          D7               G
I know the feeling and it's so sad
C            D7              G
But it's too late to love me now
         D7              G
It's too late to love me now

D7                                 C                 G
Don't you know how hard I tried to hold out just for you
C               D7            G
Loving you from memory day by day
     Em                            C
Then someone came into my life turned my dreams around
     A7                            D7
He's taking all the love you threw away

Repeat #2 & 3

10663. It's Too Late To Walk The Floor

Larry Sparks - It's Too Late To Walk The Floor

All last night I sat and cried
I cried the night before
If that gal don't come back tonight
I'll cry some more
It's too late to walk the floor It's too late to cry
It's too late to worry About tear drops in my eyes
I done her wrong I know I did
I cheated on the sly
She found out and now she's gone
I walk the floor and cry
Now I can't stand this loneliness
Four walls and the floor
Please come back darlin'
I can't stand this any more



10664. It's Too Soon To Know

Linda Ronstadt - It's Too Soon To Know

Does he love me
It's too soon to know
Can I believe him
When he tells me so
And is he fooling
Is this all a game
Am I the fire
Or just another flame

A one sided love
Would break my heart
He may be just
Acting and playing a part
If he don't love me
Let him tell me so
And I can't hold him
If he wants to go

And though I'll cry
When he's gone
I won't die
I'll live on
If it's so
It's too soon
Way too soon to know

And though I'll cry
When he's gone
I won't die
I'll live on
If it's so
It's too soon
Way too soon to know

10665. It's Your Reputation Talkin'

Kathy Mattea - It's Your Reputation Talkin'

[Verse 1]
You don't seem to fit tonight
Candlelight and you and dancin' in the dark
Moving slow
You sure know the right things to say
And right away I hear a whisper in my ear
That tells me "no."



[Chorus]
It's your reputation talkin'
Tellin' me I should not get involved at all
Oh, no, not me
It's your reputation talkin'
And I've heard it so often
Who do I believe? Mmmm

[Verse 2]
I found myself on shaky ground
I turned around and wonderin' what I'm doing here
Doin' here
If you're the man they say you are
A heartbreaker, then I should heed this warning bell
It's loud and clear

[Chorus]
It's your reputation talkin'
Tellin' me I should not get involved at all
Oh, no, not me
It's your reputation talkin'
And I've heard it so often
Who do I believe? Mm hmm, yeah

[Bridge]
What if I should fall in love with you?
What if everything I hear is true?
[Chorus]
It's your reputation talkin'
Tellin' me I should not get involved at all
Oh, no, not me
It's your reputation talkin'
And I've heard it so often
Who do I believe? Who do I believe

[Chorus]
It's your reputation talkin'
Tellin' me I should not get involved at all
Oh, no, not me
It's your reputation talkin'
And I've heard it so often
Who do I believe? Who do I believe

10666. It's Your Song

It's Your Song - Garth Brooks 

Standing in the spotlight
On such a perfect night
Knowing that your out there listening
I remember one time
When I was so afraid



Didn't think I had the courage
To stand up on this stage
Then you reached into my heart
And you found the melody
And if there ever was somebody
Who made me believe in me
It was you
It was you

It was your song that made me sing
It was your voice that gave me wings
And it was your light that shined
Guiding my heart to find
This place where I belong
It was your song

Every night I pray
Before the music starts to play
That I'll do my best and I won't let you down
And for all the times I've stood here
This feeling feels brand new
And any time I doubt myself I think of you

'Cause It was your song that made me sing
It was your voice that gave me wings
And it was your light that shined
Guiding my heart to find
This place where I belong
It was your song

Dreams can come true
With God's great angels like you

It was your song that made me sing
It was your voice that gave me wings
And it was your light that shined
Guiding my heart to find
This place where I belong
It was your song
It was your song
It's always been your song

10667. It's Your World - Chords

It's Your World 
Leftover Salmon
 
[Intro]
Em G C Cadd9
 
[Verse]
 
G       D              C



Got no business in this bar tonight
G       D           Am
Not the way that you've been feelin
G        D             C
Life is more than just Friday night
G          D          Am
The way those cards they've been dealin
Em            C
Just turn and walk away
Em              C
You're not the first to make mistakes
Em          C                   C
Don't wait till it's too late , it's not too late
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Em   G     C     Em     G      C
It's your world don't let them rearrange it
Em   G    C     Em     G      C
It's your world you might as well just face it
C
Don't you let them change it
 
 
[Interlude]
 
Em G C Cadd9
 
 
[Verse]
 
G        D           C
They may never really understand
G      D             Am
Those emotions you've been through
G        D            C
But you can't live by someone else's plan
G          D         Am
Who's never walked inside your shoes
Em              C
You got to find out on your own
Em C
Take that chance right or wrong
Em          C              C
Just keep holding on stay strong cause
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Em   G    C      Em    G       C
It's your world don't let them rearrange it
Em    G   C     Em        G       C
It's your world you might as well just face it
C
Don't you let them change it
 



 
[Bridge]
 
D              Am
Just hold your head up high
D           Am
If they try and drag you down
D        Am           C
You just walk on by , walk on by
 
 
[Solo]
 
Em G C  4X
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Em    G   C     Em     G       C
It's your world don't let them rearrange it
Em   G    C     Em     G      C
It's your world you might as well just face it
Em    G    C    Em     G       C
It's your world don't let them rearrange it
Em   G     C    Em     G          C
It's your world you might as well just face it
C
Don't you let them change it

10668. Ithkos

The Incredible String Band - Ithkos 

Sardis
(Oud Tune)
Lesbos, dawn, Lesbos, evening
Aegean Sea, dreams fade
Port of Sybaris, go down Sybaris
Huntress, hold my gaze

I sailed out from Sardis just one day past
Ithkos, Ithkos
Sailed ot meet the dawn on Lesbos fair
Ithkos, Ithkos

My marchant's task on this isle is done
I call soft evening forht
To ease up my care

Aphrodite's temple is sweet with sandorac
Bright torches start the night to praise her
Ithkos wipes his mouth and drops the wineskin
Salt wind fresh in his mind



Bark brown eyes has Ithkos from Sardis newly come
The carmined lips of Lesbos fail to please
And through the noisy night
Just one plaintive song will match his heart

The beautiful Aegean sea
Brings out a weeping need in me
I can't stand by like a thief in the night
While that aching lovely light shines on

Dreams fade now, a new day rings
Trade pulls the galleon ever on
To rich Sybaris, port of our call
Beyond the blue Aegean

How sweet the sight of peopled shores
To a wanderer as I, kown from here to Lydia far
Pale Sybaris knows not my tread
And fear stalks in my heart for reason unknown

Gotta come right out and say it
Pale Sybaris I bear you great scorn
Tlakin' 'bout your fluted pillars and your muted life
It's worse to me than death's own chariot rollin'

Oh hold my gaze light of day
That my thoughts they will not stray
To Hippolyta
The vows that set her free, denied me

It was right there in Sybaris famed
That I met with her who's named
Hippolyta

Oh hold my gaze bring not the sight
Of that awful wondrous night

Far outside the city walls
Hte Huntress Dance does call
Hippolyta
And the vows that set her free, denied me

10669. Its Me Again - Chords

Its Me Again 
Rhonda Vincent
 
INTRO:
                 G  G  Am  Am  F  E  Am  Am
E ---------------3--
B ---------------0--
G -------------0-0--



D ---------0-2---0--
A -----0-2-------2--
E -0h3-----------3--
 
 
VERSE:
Am                    G
When you're lyin' by her side
                          Am
And your conscience just can't hide
                           F      E
A bitter taste flows from her skin
N.C.      Am  Am
It's me again
 
 Am                       G
Restless nights you toss and turn
                       Am
Aren't you ever gonna learn
                       F     E
Each time old regrets rush in
          Am
It's me again
 
 
CHORUS:
 C
When memories out of nowhere
 G
Make you wonder if you still care
Dm
All you can think about
    F               E
Is how you left me here when you walked
 
 C
Out of my life into your arms
 G
Now every time the guilt starts
Dm
The ghost of yesterday
   Bb                                E
Reminds me of the love we made back then
N.C.      Am
It's me again
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
G  G  Am  Am  F  E
Am  Am  G  G
Am  Am  F  E7
Am  C  G  Dm
Bb  E  Am
 
 
VERSE:
 Am                         G



When second thoughts cross your mind
                              Am
And you can't leave the past behind
                            F       E
You wonder just what might have been
          Am
It's me again
 
 Am                     G
When the touch you left me for
                      Am
Don't satisfy you anymore
                             F     E
You close your eyes and you pretend
N.C.      Am
It's me again
 
 
CHORUS:
 C
When memories out of nowhere
 G
Make you wonder if you still care
Dm
All you can think about
    F               E
Is how you left me here when you walked
 
 C
Out of my life into your arms
 G
Now every time the guilt starts
Dm
The ghost of yesterday
   Bb                                E
Reminds me of the love we made back then
Em         C
It's me again
 
 C
When memories out of nowhere
 G
Make you wonder if you still care
Dm
All you can think about
    F               E
Is how you left me here when you walked
 
 C
Out of my life into your arms
 G
Now every time the guilt starts
Dm
The ghost of yesterday
   Bb                                E
Reminds me of the love we made back then
N.C.      Am



It's me again
 
 
OUTRO:
G  G  Am  Am  G
 
   C          Am               Am
E ---------------/---------0-3-0-/
B ---------------/---0-1-3-------/
G ---------------/-2-------------/
D ---0-2-0-------/---------------/
A -3-------3-2-0-/---------------/
E ---------------/---------------/

10670. Itty Bitty Little Single Solitary Piece O' My Heart

Rodney Crowell - Itty Bitty Little Single Solitary Piece O' My Heart

I know what it is you're tryin'
When you're tryin' to be so cool
Everywhere you go you're a Romeo
With a smile and a line so smooth
But the trail of hearts lying in your wake
It looks like a six lane interstate
And there's a big, bright, red light telling me tonight
Not to slow down, get my heart out of sight
So you won't get the taste of this, not even a kiss
The fact your middle name is heartache ain't no coincidence
You made a livin' out of lovin' and leavin' 'em to fall apart
So now you better understand you'll never lay a hand on one
Itty bitty little single solitary piece o' my heart
I know what it is you're doin'
With all that cooin' and a wooin'
But you can't fool me, I got a degree
I learned a lot from hard knock schoolin'
Well, I used to jump in wholehearted
Every time a new love started
But it was just a chase, then replaced heart, thrown in my face
Not any more, my love is to good to waste
So you won't get the taste of this, not even a kiss
The fact your middle name is heartache ain't no coincidence
You made a livin' out of lovin' and leavin' 'em to fall apart
So now you better understand you'll never lay a hand on one
Itty bitty little single solitary piece o' my heart
I said now you better understand, you'll never lay a hand on one
Itty bitty little single solitary piece o' my heart

10671. Ive Been Around - Chords



Ive Been Around 
Marty Stuart
 
[Intro]
  G         G         D         D
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
  G         G         D         D
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
  A         A         A         A
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
  D         D         D         D
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
 
[Verse 1]
D
Well I have been around
D
I have been on the incoming and the outward bound
D
I came up from the fields on my hands and on my knees
D
I've been visited by angels while the demons badgered me
D
And I guess I gave the devil more than his due
D                  A
But I always come back
A               D
Back around to you
 
[Instrumental]
G G D D   G G D D   A A A A   D D D D
(as intro)
 
[Verse 2]
D
I have been around
D
And I have kissed the moonlight
D
On a priceless Pearl I found
D
Well I have been a counsellor and I have been a fool
D
I've rode me a wild horse and I rode a Mark 2
D
I've been loved I've been bored and I have been blue
D                  A
But I always come back
A               D
Back around to you, well alright
 
[Instrumental]
G G D D  G G D D  A A A A   D D D D
(as intro)
 
[Verse 3]
D
Well, I have been around



D
I have tasted raptures
D
That cannot again be found
D
I felt the power for and in and I felt the power gone
D
I been pulled but hungry and abandoned to the bone
D
But in the end I knew just one thing to pull me through
D                   A
yeah I always come back, come back
A               D
Back around to you, come on
 
[Instrumental]
G G D D  G G D D  A A A A  D D D D
( as intro)

10672. Ive Been The One - Chords

Ive Been The One 
Lowell George

D             A-F#m            Bm
I've been the one who has been frightened
           G
I'm almost borne away
            D                      G
By the very thoughts that I feared yesterday
       A               G                  D
And it must be dust or smoke that's in my eyes
               A                 G                    D
How can I cry about something or someone that I won't see
       A                   G       D
All my friends all say she had her chance
A        G          D
Let's go shoot some pool
           G       A      D
You know a fool is just a fool
         D          Dmaj7      D7        G
And I've tried everything that whiskey cures
               A-A7
But the pain endures
 
        D            A-F#m
Now I'm feeling that pain
         Bm          G
I put my pride in my pocket
                D                  G
That's how I'll spend my loneliest days
       A               G                  D
And it must be dust or smoke that's in my eyes



 
A     G            D
Don't know what to do
         A     G        D
Hold the lamp above the rafter
                   G          A     G
These smoke filled rooms will not replace her
 
D             A-F#m            Bm
I've been the one who has been frightened
           G
And almost borne away
            D                      G
By the very thoughts that I feared yesterday
       A               G                  D
But it must be dust or smoke that's in my eyes

10673. Ivory Tower - Chords

Ivory Tower

C G7 C
Come down come down from your ivory tower
 G7 C
Let love come in to your heart
 G7 C
Don't lock yourself in your ivory tower
 G7 C
Don't keep us so far apart
 F C
I love you I love you

D7 G7
Are you too far above me to hear
C G7 C
Come down come down from your ivory tower
 G7 C
You'll find true love has its charms
 G7 C
It's so cold so cold in your ivory tower
 G7 C
But warm so warm in my arms
 F C
I love you I love you

10674. IÊ¼m Lonely But I AinÊ¼t That Lonely Yet - Chords

IÊ¼m Lonely But I AinÊ¼t That Lonely Yet 
by White Stripes



VERSE 1:
 C                            F              C
Well, I miss my mother and I miss being her son
                                G
And as crazy as I was, guess I wasn't much fun
     C                                  F               C
Sometimes I miss her so much I want to hop on the next jet
           C             G                 C   Csus4 C
And I get lonely, but I ain't that lonely yet

CHORUS:
       F                    C
And I love my sister, lord knows how I've missed her
     F                       (F#)   G      Gsus4 G
She loves me and she knows I won't forget
         C                      F              C
And sometimes I get jealous of all her little pets
                         G                 C   Csus4 C
And I get lonely, but I ain't that lonely yet

VERSE 2:
I roll over in bed looking for someone to touch
There's a girl that I know of that don't ask for much
She's homely and she's cranky, and her hair's in a net
And I'm lonely, but I ain't that lonely yet

IÊ¼m Lonely But I AinÊ¼t That Lonely Yet by White Stripes

CHORUS:
        F                              C
I am a friend when I need one, I need someone to be one
      F           (F#)   G   Gsus4 G
I'll take anybody I can get
     C                               F           C
Sometimes I want to call you, but I feel like a pest
         C             G                 C   Csus4 C
And I'm lonely, but I ain't that lonely yet

VERSE 3:
I went down to the river filled with regret
Looked down and I wondered if there was any reason left
And just before my lungs could get wet
I'm lonely, but I ain't that lonely yet

CHORUS:
       F                    C
And I love my sister, lord knows how I've missed her
     F                       (F#)   G      Gsus4 G
She loves me and she knows I won't forget
         C                      G   F          C
And sometimes I get jealous of all her little pets
                         G                 C
And I get lonely, but I ain't that lonely yet
                           G                 C   C C
Yeah, I get lonely, but I ain't that lonely yet



J - 10675. J'ai Fait Tout

Emmylou Harris - J'ai Fait Tout

J'ai fait tout, j'ai fait tout
Ce que j'ai pu
J'ai fait tout, j'ai fait tout
Ce que j'ai pu
I have seen some trouble
Been around the say
Rode the streetcar of desire and I paid
And if you want a witness
I will testify
To what I saw through a wandering eye
 'Cause nobody loves you like I do
 Nobody loves you like I do
 Nobody loves you like I do
 Nobody loves you like I do
I heard all about it
You don't need an alibi
There was no medicine I did not try
You lost your Mona Lisa
Got burned by Jezebel
You can always draw water from my well
 'Cause nobody loves you like I do
 Nobody loves you like I do
 Nobody loves you like I do
 Nobody loves you like I do
J'ai fait tout, j'ai fait tout, j'ai fait tout
I will give everything I am to you
J'ai fait tout, j'ai fait tout
You know it's true
J'ai fait tout, j'ai fait tout, j'ai fait tout
You can go and leave me 
But you'll come back for more
I know where all your old secrets are stored
My history is written
My heart is still pure
You crave redemption and I got the cure
 'Cause nobody loves you like I do
 Nobody loves you like I do
 Nobody loves you like I do
 Nobody loves you like I do

10676. J'chie Des Arcs-en-ciel

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - J'chie des arcs-en-ciel

J'dois pas Ãªtre cinq coeurs cinq trÃ¨fles certain
Dans l'journal de Montréal Ã  matin



Les planÃ¨tes s'alignent pas
J'en perds mon pad de rastas, on rajeunit pas
Chu deep down dans dep
J'm'enfonce dans dépression
Donne-moi des pelules
Que j'les écrase drette fuck
Crrrmfff, on a pété ma bulle
Kunming, ville du printemps éternel mon cul
J't'en suit d'hiver en d'dans pis j'en peux p'us
Ostie de température de cancer
Y mouille Ã  scieaux
Pis l'eau chaude est Ã  l'énergie solaire
Si j'avais une femme dans l'boutte
A c'a mettrait sÃ»rement pas dans bouche
J'peux mÃªme pus prendre ma douche
Me su's acheté une guitare de marde
Est pas remboursable
Juste aprÃ¨s l'banjo d'bouette
Commandé su' l'net
J'me su' encore fait avoir comme un bleu
Comme Ã  l'accoutumée dans l'Empire du milieu
On va s'faire crisser dehors, c't'imminent
Y'a des trous dans les murs, on n'a pas d'prélart
La propriétaire a mange ses bas
Les quarante plaintes antécédentes aident pas
Quarante plaintes de sons, les cops savent mon nom
C'est sÃ»r qu'Ã  douze dans place Ã  jammer du bluegrass
Mon chum lÃ¢che le band
Y'a besoin d'changer d'air Ã§a a l'air
Y va dev'nir fonctionnaire
Un anarchiste remplit l'poste du hippie d'jadis
Et l'histoire se répÃ¨te changer l'monde c'est pas faite

10677. J'me Pensais Gawa

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - J'me pensais gawa

Ouais ben j'me pensais gawa mais lÃ 
Eh prÃªtre, c't'une autre histoire
L'autre jour Ã§a jouait dins ligues majeures
La grosse affaire jusqu'Ã  p'us d'heure
Ã■ s'péter une crise de coeur
Ã■a a ben toughé soixante-douze heures
Ouais ben j'me pensais gawa mais lÃ 
Hé prÃªtre, c't'une autre histoire
Madeleine briser toit d'meute
Toit d'meute si beau
Mark Yark joue aux fesses
Dans toutes les piÃ¨ces d'la place
Faut ben qu'jeunesse se fasse
Ã■ trente-cinq ans c't'Ã  peu prÃ¨s temps
Ouais ben j'me pensais gawa mais lÃ 
Eh prÃªtre, c't'une autre histoire



Le lendemain j'me trouvais moins drôle
Ã■ corder mon bois en d'ssour d'la tôle
Ã■ suer ma dope
J'me su' dit faut j'slack su'une bolt
C'est l'impossible ascension du mont p'us soif
Procession d'foie au radis noir
J'ai l'yabe aux fesses
Qui est lÃ  qui m'parle, qui m'exaspÃ¨re
Ã■ grand coup d'téléphone
C'tu fais Ã  soir?

10678. J.D.'s Words of Wisdom

J.D.'s Words of Wisdom

Country rocks but bluegrass rules !

10679. J.j. Sneed

Dolly Parton - J.j. Sneed 
Writers Dolly Parton , Dorothy Jo Hope

At last I have called up with you and you're a sight to see
Could this really be my outlaw lover JJ Sneed
Could a woman with a painted face and pretty sweet disguise
Turn your heart against me with her evil cunning eyes her evil cunning eyes
JJ it's been you and me right from the very start
And ever job we ever pulled I'd always done my part
We'd really stick together until the bitter end
And it was my understanding we were whole lots more than friends
A whole lot more than friends
And it was me that kept you on when nights were dark and cold
But I guess I didn't look like much in these old ragged clothes
But you said it didn't matter cause you love me that a way
You said that no one else could ever steal your heart away steal your heart away
Do you recall the Union Bank we robbed in Franklin Town
And as we made our getaway the sheriff gunned you down
And I doctored up your bullet wounds and nursed you while you sit
But now you have betrayed me is that the thanks I get is that the thanks I get
Oh yeah JJ I'm thinking now of how we'd all begun
Of all the times we've robbed and killed with our trust wordy gun
Why we stood off a fuss it was JJ just you and I
But now you have betrayed me and for that you're gonna die
Yeah for that you're gonna die
The good old days are over as we stand here in the rain
JJ I'm gonna shoot you now I hope you'll feel no pain
I hear whoopees of the horses and fieces on my trail
I guess I'll join you soon but for now JJ farewell for now JJ farewell



10680. Jack And Lucy

Jack And Lucy
Jeannie Kendall

Where are you going Lucy - what you doing girl?
Come on over - sit next to me.
I have something to ask you

O Lucy - will you marry me?

What are you saying Jack - what do you mean?
Marrying - we are just fifteen -
I surely do love you
Yes Jack - I will marry you.

And we'²ll mix the bright colors of our childhood dreams
With the gentle tones that only come with time
And all the beauty that life can hold
We'll surely be yours and mine

Where are you going Lucy - what you doing girl?
Come on back and lie back down
For I want do feel your heart beat
O Lucy - lie with me a while...

What are you sayin'² Jack - can't you see
The sun is high - it's getting late
I do love how you love me
But Jack - wait until tonight

And we'²ll mix the bright colors of our childhood dreams
With the gentle tones that only come with time
And all the beauty that life can hold
We'²ll surely be yours and mine

Where are you going Lucy - what you doing girl?
With that suitcase in your hand
Is there something you can tell me?
O Lucy, help me understand...

What are you sayin' Jack - don'²t you know
We are not children anymore
I'll be thirty- two tomorrow
And Jack, I am leaving you.

We have lost the bright colors of our childhood dreams
And somb er tons have clouded up my minds
And I need the beauty that life can hold
That no longer is yours and mine

Where are you going Lucy - what you doing girl?
You married three times - or is it four?



Don'²t you think its time to come home
O Lucy what you're waiting for?

Oh what are you sayin'² Jack - I can't believe
You still want me - I am getting old.
Yes I know I always loved you
This time Jack- I'll never go.

And we'²ll mix the bright colors of our childhood dreams
With that gentle tongues that only come in time
And all the beauty that life can hold
Will surely be yours and mine.

Where are you goin'² Lucy, I can barely walk
You can't hear me anymore
But I will follow you to the churchyard
And Lucy - I will burry you.
What are you sayin'² Jack - can't you see
You can'²t hear me anymore
Can't you feel me in that west wind
Yes Jack, we'²ll meet again

And we'll mix the bright colors of our childhood dreams
With that gentle tongues that only come in time
And all the beauty that life can hold
Will surely be yours and mine.
Jack all the beauty that life can hold
Forever is yours and m

10681. Jack Dempsey's Crown

Jim Lauderdale - Jack Dempsey's Crown

Don't count me out until I'm down
Still on my feet if not for long
I'm the one who won Jack Dempsey's crown
Gather round, I'm gonna tell the town
Tell the town, tell the town
Get 'em jumping up and down
Let 'em smile, let 'em frown
'Cause I'm the man who won
Yes, I'm the very one
Lock up when you're done
I am the man who won Jack Dempsey's crown
Show me a modicum of respect
You know I wasn't always such a wreck
Ever since I won Jack Dempsey's crown
There doesn't seem no place to go but down
Tell the town, tell the town
Get 'em jumping up and down
Let 'em smile, let 'em frown
'Cause I'm the man who won
Yes, I'm the very one



Lock up when you're done
I am the man who won Jack Dempsey's crown
Cut my baby teeth on a golden glove
The art of self defense is my first love
That's how I come to win Jack Dempsey's crown
I didn't waste my time like some fool clown
Tell the town, tell the town
Get 'em jumping up and down
Let 'em smile, let 'em frown
'Cause I'm the man who won
Yes, I'm the very one
Lock up when you're done
I am the man who won Jack Dempsey's crown

10682. Jack Diamond

Jack Diamond
Balsam Range

Jack Diamond was a bad man
And he rode into town
On a tall, black stallion horse
With gold bits in his mouth

Two six guns hanging upon each hip
Both on his side
Fire was in his stare
And revenge was in his eyes

Jack Diamond where you been?
It's good to see you this way again

Jack left out for Tulsa
On that cold winter's day
Leaving loneliness behind him
As we watched him ride away

Some called him a coward
Some said he'd lost his mind
I knew old Jack best
He just needed a little time

Jack Diamond where you been?
It's good to see you this way again

Jack was always quiet
And he kept to himself
With a beautiful home, and family
He wanted nothing else

He worked hard from dusk til dawn
On his tiny piece of land
Strange riders came about a year ago



With money in there hands

The price kept getting higher
But they weren't going to leave
From my cold, dead hands
You'll have to take my lands
And you'll never get my deed

Shots were fired, and Jack went down
They locked his family inside
He listened as it all burned up
He listened as they died

Jack hid out in Tulsa
For eleven months or so
With the memory of his family
Burning deep within his soul

Jack Diamond was a bad man
And he rode into town
On a tall, black stallion horse
With gold bits in his mouth

Two six guns hanging upon each hip
Both on his side
Fire was in his stare
And revenge was in his eyes

Jack Diamond where you been?
It's good to see you this way again
Jack Diamond where you been?
It's good to see you this way again
Jack Diamond where you been?

10683. Jack Dringo

Jack Dringo
Traditional

Jackie was a punk around the age of 27
When he thought he'd give his bad blood a run.
He stole a silver dollar, spat a curse upon his pa,
And off he set a-carryin' his gun.

This Jack he was known around the town of Carson Gap
As bein' a wild and wooly man.
When he'd pick up an order of whiskey double shot,
It was: Stand there with a fair and tremblin' hand.

Chorus:
And the sound of a train in the cold of the night
Is a sound that tears at my soul.
For whenever I hear a train whistlin' down,



I remeber Jack Dringo.

Jack was gettin' mean and liquored, and his bar bill was unpaid
When he saw my little Peggy at the door.
I swore if he took another step towards my gal,
I'd stretch him out and lay him on the floor.

Chorus

There are those who do not blame me for doin' what I done,
But the sherrif he's a-lookin' to the law.
When that Jack was a-makin' for my Peggy at the door,
I blasted out his brains and watched him fall.

Chorus

Now the rest of my story does not have to be told.
It's a story of a man on the run.
Every time I hear a train a-movin' further on,
I know this cursed chase is almost done.

Chorus

10684. Jack O' Diamonds

Jack O' Diamonds

Oh Sally, oh Sally, 'tis for your sake alone
That I leave my old parents, my house and my home
That I leave my old parents, you cause me to roam
I'm an old rambling cowpoke and the range is my home

Jack O' diamonds, Jack O' diamonds, I know you of old
You've robbed by poor pockets of silver and gold
Oh, whiskey, you villain, you've been my downfall
You've punched me and kicked me, but I love you for all

My foot's in my stirrup, my bridle's in my hand
I'm going to leave Sally, the fairest in the land
Her Daddy don't like me, he says I'm too poor
He says I'm unworthy to enter her door

* Refrain

They say I drink whisky, my money is my own
And them that don't like me can leave me alone
I'll eat when I'm hungry, I'll drink when I'm dry
I'll do what I please and I'll live 'till I die

* Refrain

I'll get you up in my saddle, my quirt in my hand
I'll think of you, Sally when in some distant land



I'll think of you, Sally you caused me to roam
I'm an old rambling cowpoke and the range is my home

* Refrain

10685. Jack of All Trades

Rodney Crowell - Jack of All Trades

Now, I don't mind working hard, you can't burn me down
They ain't made a job that I can't work my way around
Sometime I do it for the money, sometime for the glamour
Sometime I use my head, sometime I get a bigger hammer
Get a bigger hammer
I worked on the railroad, man, I worked in the fields
I'm a steeplejack and it's a fact I drive anything on wheels
I can frame a house, drive piling, pour that wet concrete
Take a welding rig and build a bridge and I can do it in my sleep
Do it in my sleep
[Chorus]
But I'm the jack of all trades
I love every lick I hit
If I ain't got the job done, son
I might not want to quit
I'm the jack of all trades
That makes me the boss
You're gonna get your money's worth
No matter what it costs
[Verse 2]
I don't work assembly lines doing the same old thing
The same old shop, the same old clock is playing the same old game
And I don't want no desk job, man, it don't suit my clothes
And I don't need no engineer just to show me how it goes
Come on, show me how it goes
[Chorus]
But I'm the jack of all trades
I love every lick I hit
If I ain't got the job done, son
I might not want to quit
I'm the jack of all trades
That makes me the boss
You're gonna get your money's worth
No matter what it costs
[Verse 3]
Well, there ain't no need to do a job if I can't do it right
I may not be getting rich, but I'm sleeping good at night
Some call me a gypsy, some call me a flake
But I'll kiss your ass if I don't earn every dime I make
Every dime I make
[Chorus]
But I'm the jack of all trades
I love every lick I hit
If I ain't got the job done, son



I might not want to quit
I'm the jack of all trades
That makes me the boss
You're gonna get your money's worth
No matter what it costs

10686. Jack Of Diamonds - Chords

Jack Of Diamonds 
Tim O'Brien

[Verse 1]
 
A                  D
I've played cards in England
       A
I've gambled in Spain
A                 D
Goin back to Carolina
       A
Gonna play my last game
A                         D
Jack of diamonds, jack of diamonds
      A
I've known you from old
A                      D
You've robbed my poor pockets
    E          A
Of silver and gold
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
A                  D
Gonna eat when I'm hungry
       A
Gonna drink when I'm dry
A                 D
Get to feelin much better
       A
Gonna sprout wings and fly
A                   D
Gonna take down my fiddle
      A
Gonna rosin up the bow
       A          D
Gonna make myself welcome
    E      A
wherever I go
 
 
[Chorus]
 



A                  D
Jack of diamonds, jack of diamonds
     A
I've known you from old
A                 D
You've robbed my poor pockets
    E          A
Of silver and gold
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
A                  D
Gonna drink, gonna gamble
        A
All my money is my own
A                 D
Them that don't like me
       A
Can leave me alone
A                 D
Gonna beat on the counter
 
Gonna make the glass ring
A                 D
More brandy, more brandy
    E          A
More brandy to bring
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
A                  D
If the river was whiskey
    A
And I was a duck
A                 D
I'd dive to the bottom
       A
And never come up
A                   D
But the river ain't whiskey
 
And I ain't no duck
A                         D
I'll play these drunkard's hiccups
    E          A
And trust to my luck

10687. Jack Straw

Jack Straw
Song by Grateful Dead



Broken Compass Bluegrass

We can share the women
We can share the wine
We can share what we got of yours
'Cause we done shared all of mine

Keep a rolling
Just a mile to go
Keep on rolling, my old buddy
You're moving much too slow

I just jumped the watchman
Right outside the fence
Took his ring, four bucks in change
Now ain't that heaven sent?

Hurts my ears to listen, Shannon
Burns my eyes to see
Cut down a man in cold blood, Shannon
Might as well be me

We used to play for silver
Now we play for life
One's for sport and one's for blood
At the point of a knife
Now the die is shaken
Now the die must fall
There ain't a winner in this game
Who don't go home with all
Not with all...

Leaving Texas
Fourth day of July
Sun so hot, clouds so low
The eagles filled the sky

Catch the Detroit Lightning
Out of Santa Fe
Great Northern out of Cheyenne
From sea to shining sea

Gotta get to Tulsa
First train we can ride
Got to settle one old score
And one small point of pride...

Ain't no place a man can hide, Shannon
Keep him from the sun
Ain't no bed will give us rest, man,
You keep us on the run

Jack Straw from Wichita
Cut his buddy down
Dug for him a shallow grave
And layed his body down



Half a mile from Tucson
By the morning light
One man gone and another to go
My old buddy you're moving much too slow

We can share the women
We can share the wine...

10688. Jack's In The Sack

John Hartford - Jack's in the Sack

Grandma screams at the Jersey cow
And talks about a girl named Fate
Alligator goes on a drinking jag
And wipes his eyes with hate
A railroad steamboat whistle too
Jim rehearses yesterday's news
Mom went to work with the bathtub blues
And Jack's in the sack with the grip

Yeah, Jack's in the sack, he's flat on his back
Jack's in the sack with the grip
Pete's in the street with 19th fleet
And Bob's got a girl on the strip
People of the court and we all got stoned
The department of safety come and took our phone
Mitch pulled the switch and we all went home
And Jack's in the sack with the grip

Out in the wildwood a sitting on a chair
The sun goes down at night
Trying to hog that centerline
Is a knock down drag out fight
Hubert Humphrey's got the flu
Cassius Clay and Timbuktu
Someone seized his biscuit too
And Jack's in the sack with the grip

Put on your night shirt, wear it in the hall
And paint all the doorknobs black
Build a fire with the TV Guide
And put all your shoes in a sack
Stick your hand in the same old grind
Sing it to the tune of Sweet Adeline
And sign your name at the base of her spine
'Cause Jack's in the sack with the grip

Jack's in the sack, he's flat on his back
Jack's in the sack with the grip
I'm on the desk with an army sword
And George did a Cajun flip
Pete pulled a cork and we all got stoned



Sang about a place where the buffalo roam
Mitch pulled a switch and we all went home
And Jack's in the sack with the grip
Jack's in the sack with the grip

10689. Jack-A-Roe

Jack-A-Roe (Jackeroo)
Song by Grateful Dead

There was a wealthy merchant, in London he did dwell
He had a beautiful daughter, the truth to you I'll tell
Oh, the truth to you I'll tell

She had sweethearts aplenty, and men of high degree
But none but Jack the sailor, her true love there could be
Oh, her true love there could be

Jackie's gone a-sailing with trouble on his mind
He's left his native country, and his darling girl behind
Oh, his darling girl behind

She went down to a tailor's shop and dressed in mens' array
She climbed on board a vessel to convey herself away
Oh, to convey herself away.

Before you get on board, sir, your name we'd like to know
She smiled all in her countenance, "They call me Jack-A-Roe."
Oh, they call me Jack-A-Roe.

I see your waist is slender, your fingers they are small
Your cheeks too red and rosy to face the cannonball.
Oh, to face the cannonball.

I know my waist is slender, my fingers, they are small
But it would not make me tremble to see ten thousand fall
Oh, to see ten thousand fall.

The wars then being over, she went and looked around
Among the dead and wounded, her darling boy she found
Oh, her darling boy she found.

She picked him up all in her arms and carried him to the town
She sent for a physician who quickly healed his wounds
Oh, who quickly healed his wounds.

This couple, they got married, so well they did agree
This couple, they got married, so why don't you and me
Oh, so why don't you and me?



10690. Jackie Boy

Jackie Boy
Chatham County Line

Jack was a dog he had nothing
But together we had something
Few were the moments that' we' spent apart
He left' behind a few broken hearts

Blackest coat,' feet of white
Skipping through his dreams all in the night
Let him off his leash and boys he could run
Till I whistled through my teeth for him to come

Jackie Boy come running
Jackie Boy come running

Light a fire in the evening
Till a little sleep we re both retrieving
I awake to the sound of Jackie s bark
The house was aflame from the flying sparks

Jackie Boy come running
Jackie Boy come running

You know Jack never died
Just kept finding ways to survive
Till one day he disappeared into the sun
And when I close my eyes I can still see him run

Jackie Boy come running
Jackie Boy come running
Jackie Boy come running
Jackie Boy come running

10691. Jackmormom Mother

Jackmormom Mother - Hot Buttered Rum

She was 18 and pretty
Heading out to New York City
Her parents hoped it wouldn't turn out this way
A Mormon girl, would you believe?
Seeing the Dead on New Year's Eve
Her parents hoped they'd never see this day

Now as the years go on
She finds herself to be a mom
With a son to write her a song
My Jackmormon mother, my Jackmormon ma
Feeling young and beautiful with the man who'd be my pa
Lookin back on the faith in 1968



Those straight city streets by the Great Salt Lake
It wasn't the place or the time
She best be movin along
That's how she became my Jackmormon mom

She decided to settle down
In the Grateful Dead's hometown
At least her parents liked her ex-Catholic man
They got a big red car
And he'd strum on his guitar
At least her parents tried to understand

Now as the years go on
She finds herself to be a mom
With a son to write her a song
My Jackmormon mother, my Jackmormon ma
Feeling young and beautiful with the man who'd be my pa
Lookin back on the faith in 1968
Those straight city streets by the Great Salt Lake
It's time to taste a different wine
She best be movin along

Lookin back on the faith in 1968,
Those straight city streets by the Great Salt Lake
It wasn't the place or the time
She best be movin along--

That's how she became my Jackmormon mom
I heard the Tablernacle Choir sing a song
That the pioneers would sing as they moved along
All is well by the ocean swell and I love my Jackmormon mom

10692. Jacksboro - Chords

Jacksboro
Happy Traum & Artie Traum
 
[Intro]
G
 
[Verse]
     Bm         Am            C        G
Your weary army wandered into Jacksboro
  C               D
a ragged bunch at best
Bm                   Am
stumbled through the hunting grounds
C             G
on to Crego's Row
C                 D
a ragged bunch at best
 
[Chorus]



Em           A               C         G
Rag pickers, bone pickers of hides and skins
Em              A             C                 G
looting all the riches of the land
 
 
[Verse]
    Bm           Am          C            G
The mule drivers fingers are turning into claws
    C               D
his skins are piled high
Bm           Am             C                 G
chewing on a robins wing or sleeping with the whores
    C               D
his skins are piled high
 
[Chorus]
Em           A               C         G
Rag pickers, bone pickers of hides and skins
Em              A             C              G
looting all the riches of the land
 
 
[Bridge]
D                                          G
All the men are going to collect their salaries
D                                              G
After spending fifteen days upon the great prairee
D                       C                   G
Opium and whiskey gonna dull what they have seen
D                       C                   G
Opium and whiskey gonna make them sleep and dream
 
Em A C     Em A C     G
 
[Verse]
Bm              Am               C            G
Triumph doesn't last too long it passes oh so quick
     C               D
your money's running short
Bm            Am                  C                  G
late into the night time you just gorge until you're sick
     C               D
your time is running short
 
[Chorus]
Em           A               C         G
Rag pickers, bone pickers of hides and skins
Em              A             C              G
looting all the riches of the land
 
 
[Verse]
     Bm         Am              C       G
Your weary army wandered out of Jacksboro
  C               D
a ragged bunch at best



Bm                   Am
stumbled through the hunting grounds
   C        G
to kill the buffalo
  C               D
a ragged bunch at best
 
[Chorus]
Em           A               C         G
Rag pickers, bone pickers of hides and skins
Em              A             C
looting all the riches of the land
Em              A             C
looting all the riches of the land
 
[Outro]
G  C  G C     G  C  G C     G

10693. Jackson

Lucinda Williams - Jackson

All the way to Jackson
I don't think I'll miss you much
All the way to Jackson
I don't think I'll miss you much

Once I get to Lafayette
I'm not gonna mind one bit
Once I get to Lafayette
I'm not gonna mind one little bit

Once I get to Baton Rouge
I won't cry a tear for you
Once I get to Baton Rouge
I won't cry a tear for you

All the way to Jackson
I don't think I'll miss you much
All the way to Jackson
I don't think I'll miss you much

Once I get to Vicksburg
I don't think I'll feel an urge
Once I get to Vicksburg
I won't even feel an urge

All the way to Jackson
I don't think I'll miss you much
All the way to Jackson
I don't think I'll miss you much

All the way to Jackson



I don't think I'll miss you much

10694. Jackson

Lucinda Williams - Jackson

All the way to Jackson
I don't think I'll miss you much
All the way to Jackson
I don't think I'll miss you much

Once I get to Lafayette
I'm not gonna mind one bit
Once I get to Lafayette
I'm not gonna mind one little bit

Once I get to Baton Rouge
I won't cry a tear for you
Once I get to Baton Rouge
I won't cry a tear for you

All the way to Jackson
I don't think I'll miss you much
All the way to Jackson
I don't think I'll miss you much

Once I get to Vicksburg
I don't think I'll feel an urge
Once I get to Vicksburg
I won't even feel an urge

All the way to Jackson
I don't think I'll miss you much
All the way to Jackson
I don't think I'll miss you much

All the way to Jackson
I don't think I'll miss you much

10695. Jacksonville

Jacksonville
Josh Turner - Jacksonville

It wasn't even in my plan
A week in the sun and some fun in the sand
I was really only passing through
It all began on ocean drive
Standin' in line for a burger and fries



Coincidently so were you
We took a quiet corner booth

Didn't plan on hangin' out in Florida
Never was to good at standin still
Suddenly it's lookin' like I'm gonna
Kill a few more days in Jacksonville

I'm givin' up my walkin' shoes
While the wind and the waves wash away my blues
And you help me lose track of time
Rock and roll, your holdin' me
Rockin' in your arms by a rollin' sea
It was easy makin' up my mind
I can see forever in your eyes, your eyes

Didn't plan on hangin' out in Florida
Never was to good at standin still
Suddenly it's lookin' like I'm gonna
Kill a few more days in Jacksonville

Didn't plan on hangin' out in Florida
Never was to good at standin still
Suddenly it's lookin' like I'm gonna
Kill a few more days in Jacksonville

10696. Jacob's Dream

Alison Krauss - Jacob's Dream 

In the spring of 1856, with the snow still on the ground,
Two little boys were lost in the mountains above the town.
The father went out hunting; the boys had stayed behind.
While mother tended to her chores, they wandered from her side.

The two had gone to follow him and lost their way instead.
By dusk the boys had not been found and fear had turned to dread.
Two hundred men had gathered there to comb the mountainside.
The fires were built on the highest peak in hopes they'd see the light.

Oh mommy and daddy, why can't you hear our cries?
The day is almost over - soon it will be night.
We're so cold and hungry and our feet are tired and sore
We promise not to stray again from our cabin door.

Now Jacob Dibert woke one night from a strange and eerie dream.
He saw a path between two hills near a dark and swollen stream.
He told his wife he saw the boys huddled close beside a log.
For two more nights, the dream returned - this vision sent from God.

Oh mommy and daddy, why can't you hear our cries?
The day is almost over - soon it will be night.
We're so cold and hungry and our feet are tired and sore



We promise not to stray again from our cabin door.

A thousand men had searched in vain the west side of Bob's Creek.
But Jacob's wife knew of this place and said to travel east.
With a guide to take him there, Jacob came upon the scene.
And found the boys cold and still, beneath the old birch tree.

Oh mommy and daddy, look past the tears you cry
We're both up in heaven now; God is by our side.
As you lay us down to rest in the presence of the Lord,
Know that we will meet you here at heaven's door.

Oh mommy and daddy, look past the tears you cry
We're both up in heaven now; God is by our side.
And as you lay us down to rest in the presence of the Lord,
Know that we will meet you here at heaven's door.

10697. Jacob's Ladder

Jacob's Ladder

   Hallelujah to Jesus who died on the tree
   To raise up his ladder of mercy for me
   Press onward climb upward the top is in view
   There's a crown of bright glory awaiting for you

As Jacob was travellin was weary one day
His head on a stone for a pillow did lay
A vision appeared of a ladder so high
It stood on the earth while the top reached the sky

This ladder was tall and yet so well made
Stood thousands of years and never decayed
High winds from the heaven's they reeled and they rocked
But the angels they guarded from bottom to top

10698. Jacob's Vision

Jacob's Vision - Ricky Skaggs
Stanley Brothers

Hallelujah to Jesus who died on the tree
To raise up this ladder of mercy for me
Press onward, climb upward, the top is in view
There's a crown of right glory awaiting for you.

As Jacob was traveling was weary one day
At night on a stone for a pillow did lay
A vision of fear for a ladder so high



It stood on the ground but the top reached the sky.

Hallelujah to Jesus who died on the tree
To raise up this ladder of mercy for me
Press onward, climb upward, the top is in view
There's a crown of right glory awaiting for you.

This ladder was tall but yet so well made
Stood thousands of years and never decayed
It went from the heavens it reeled and it rocked
But the angels they guard it from the bottom to top.
Hallelujah to Jesus who died on the tree
To raise up this ladder of mercy for me
Press onward, climb upward, the top is in view
There's a crown of right glory awaiting for you...

10699. Jacob's Vision - Chords

Jacob's Vision
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs

C
Hallelujah to Jesus who died on the tree 
                           G7        C
To raise up this ladder of mercy for me 

Press onward climb upward the top is in view 
                               G7           C
There's a crown of right glory awaiting for you
 

As Jacob was traveling was weary one day 
                                G7         C
While at night on a stone for a pillow did lay 

A vision appears of a ladder so high 
                                G7              C
It stood on the earth while the top reached the sky
 
Repeat #1
 
                        
This ladder is tall and yet so well made 
                             G7      C
Stood thousands of years and never decayed 

I went from the heavens they reel and they rock 
                                      G7        C
But the angels they guard it from the bottom to top
 
Repeat #1



10700. Jacqueline

Sarah Jarosz - Jacqueline

Jacqueline
I see you there
In your pillbox hat
And bright pink dress
Won't you
Sit and keep me company

Walk with me to
The water's edge and
Ain't that far from
Where the sidewalk ends

Won't you
Keep me company

And we'll move on down
To the water's edge
Move on down
Stick my feet in and
Feel it cool me down
Who do i talk to now?
Jacqueline

I cried my tears
And they fell on down
Into
Your dark and misty blue

I'm standing right here next to you

Then you shedded your bright pink dress
You covered up with a blanket of white

Jackie won't you walk with me tonight

And we'll move on down
To the water's edge
Move on down
Stick my feet in and
Feel it cool me down
Who do i talk to now?
Jacqueline

Maybe in a little while I'll feel alright
Maybe in a little while
Maybe in a little while I'll feel alright
Maybe in a little while

Jacqueline



I see you there in your
Pillbox hat and your bright pink dress
Won't you
Keep me company

10701. Jaded Lover

Jerry Jeff Walker - Jaded Lover

Well now it won't be but a week or two
'Till you'll be out lovin someone new
Seems like it's happened a hundred times before
But I can see you been spreadin' yourself thin too
It's a lonely stage that we been goin' through
So don't get up I can find my own way to the door

CHORUS:
And I can see you are an angel
With wings that won't unfold
Tune up your harp
Polish your old halo
The only kind of man that you ever wanted
Was one that you knew you'd never hold very long
Sittin' there cryin' like I'm the first one to go
You may have thirty lovers behind you
I can feel you but I just can't find you
Seems like you would have found your own self by now
But late at night those lover's tears come back
Faces in your dreams, fingers in your back
Voices of the memories for cryin' out loud

CHORUS
Well it's a lovely sight to see you in your sleep
I believe I'm leavin I'm in too deep
I guess that's easy enough for any man to say
Still we'd never agree if we talked all night
Things are gettin' heavy and I'm travelling light
Goodbye you Jaded Lover you under cover queen for a day

CHORUS
"Well sit on it darlin...."

10702. Jailbreak

Jailbreak
Larkin Poe - Jailbreak

It ain't no secret now, my sweet one
I know you're thinking 'bout the day



When you will be long gone gone
I know you got a ticket in your pocket
A bag on the back step
Waiting for the cab to come
And take you downtown
Like a shot from a gun
Like a bat out of hell
You're making for the door
As if I had you under
Lock and key
Baby what's wrong
With your head?
This ain't no jailbreak
This ain't no jail
I'm not here to shake
You down, baby
Maybe you should just bail
'Cause I'm not trying to hold you down
I'm not your ball and chain
I gave you a piece of my heart
And all I got was pain
A little secret for you, my sweet thing
While you were messing around
I was getting my thing
Like a shot from a gun
Like a bat out of hell
You're making for the door
While I, I had you under
Lock and key
Baby what's wrong
With your head?
Later in the morning, gettin' you out of bed
Later in the evening, do you remember what I said
Hey, hey i'm talking to you, are you listening?
And it's time for you to go get your things

10703. Jailhouse - Chords

Jailhouse 
Marty Stuart
 
C
I'm living in a jailhouse, a jailhouse, a jailhouse it's true
F                                             C
A jailhouse, a jailhouse, serving time with you
C
Deep, dark dungeon with the greystone walls, that's how it feels to me
F                         G                   F
A jailhouse, a jailhouse, she threw away the key
 
C
Well i'd rather be busting rocks, in that federal pen
F



Than to be locked up with your cold, low down heart what a shape i'm in
C
I've been sentenced to life for the crime of loving you
F                                G                             F
No parole or pardon could set me free when you feel the way i do
 
C
Cuz' i'm living in a jailhouse, a jailhouse, jailhouse it's true
F                                            C
A jailhouse, a jailhouse, serving time with you
C
Deep, dark dungeon with the greystone walls, that's how it feels to me
F                         G                    F
A jailhouse, a jailhouse, she threw away the key
 
(solo)
 
C
Well you tell me i ain't nothing, except your ball and chain
F
And you've been tangled in a web of sorrow, since the day you changed your name
C
Well maybe baby, it's about time, for me to make that big escape
F                                       G                        F
Get the judge and jury to cut me loose, take a hard look at my case
 
C
Cuz' i'm living in a jailhouse, a jailhouse, a jailhouse it's true
F                                          C
Jailhouse, a jailhouse, serving time with you
C
Deep, dark dungeon with the greystone walls, that's how it feels to me
F                      G                   C
Jailhouse, a jailhouse she threw away the key
G                  C
She threw away the key
G                  C
She threw away the key

10704. Jailhouse Blues

Jailhouse Blues 
Ronnie Bowman
 
Well it all, got started one Friday night 
When the 'shine was flowin  free 
I started a fight, and took a man's life 
And they hung those shackles on me 
 
CHORUS: 
Now I spend all day on this old rockpile 
Dreamin' of you all night 
I got the jailhouse blues, thinkin' of you 



For I know I'm here for life 
 
Now the judge said Son, you broke the law 
And now, you must pay the price 
When the sentence came down, he gave me life 
On this soul breakin' county rock pile 
 
Now I'm stuck in prison, with no way out  
And I know, I will never be free 
But I pray to God, that He free my soul 
And send his angels for me 
 
I got the jailhouse blues, thinkin' of you 
For I know I'm here for life

10705. Jailhouse Rock

Jailhouse Rock

The warden threw a party in the county jail.
The prison band was there and they began to wail.
The band was jumpin' and the joint began to swing.
You should've heard those knocked out jailbirds sing.
Lets rock, everybody, lets rock.
Everybody in the whole cell block
Was dancin' to the jailhouse rock.

Spider Murphy played the tenor saxophone,
Little Joe was blowin' on the slide trombone.
The drummer boy from Illinois went crash, boom, bang,
The whole rhythm section was the purple gang.
Lets rock, everybody, lets rock.
Everybody in the whole cell block
Was dancin' to the jailhouse rock.

Number forty-seven said to number three:
You're the cutest jailbird I ever did see.
I sure would be delighted with your company,
Come on and do the jailhouse rock with me.
Lets rock, everybody, lets rock.
Everybody in the whole cell block
Was dancin' to the jailhouse rock.

The sad sack was a sittin' on a block of stone
Way over in the corner weepin' all alone.
The warden said, hey, buddy, don't you be no square.
If you can't find a partner use a wooden chair.
Lets rock, everybody, lets rock.
Everybody in the whole cell block
Was dancin' to the jailhouse rock.

Shifty Henry said to bugs, for heavens sake,
No ones lookin', now's our chance to make a break.



Bugsy turned to shifty and he said, nix nix,
I wanna stick around a while and get my kicks.
Lets rock, everybody, lets rock.
Everybody in the whole cell block
Was dancin' to the jailhouse rock.

10706. Jailhouse Tears

Lucinda Williams - Jailhouse Tears

I'm crying jailhouse tears
And I've been trying all these years
I'm trying to ride things out but now I've shifted gears
And we're both crying jailhouse tears

They say I broke the law
Now everything's broken down
Babe, I know what I saw
I know you went downtown

They locked me up
And you locked me out
You tried to steal my truck but
That's not what this is about

I just went to the corner
To get a cold six pack
You're a drunk, you're a stoner
You never came back

I used to be a user
Now I'm out of stuff
You're a three time loser
You're all fucked up

And I'm crying jailhouse tears
And I've been trying all these years
I'm trying to ride things out but now I've shifted gears
And we're both crying jailhouse tears

I'll prove it to you somehow
I'm done with every bit
Look at me I'm clean now
You're so full of shit

I swear I will tell all
Look in my dresser drawers
Now I'm behind the eight ball
And you're behind bars

And I'm crying jailhouse tears
And I've been trying all these years
Been trying to ride things out but now I've shifted gears



And we're both crying jailhouse tears

I'm crying jailhouse tears
And I've been trying all these years
I'm trying to ride things out but now I've shifted gears
And we're both crying jailhouse tears
We're both crying jailhouse tears

10707. Jalopy Heart - Chords

Jalopy Heart 
The David Wax Museum
 
[Verse 1]
D                        G         D
What could you want with my jalopy heart
D                        G         D
What could you want with my jalopy heart
Em             D            G
It's rusty and battered and falling apart
        Em           D              G
I'll be wasting your time trying to get it to start
Em G      D
My jalopy heart
 
 
[Chorus]
G                       D
I still may know how to love
Em          G           D
I still may know how to love
G                 D
I still may know
 
 
[Verse 2]
D                        G              D
What could you want with my rattlesnake skin
 
D                        G              D
What could you want with my rattlesnake skin
Em             D            G
I've shed it before and I'll shed it again
         Em          D            G
Leave it useless and gray like an old man's gin
Em G           D
My rattlesnake skin
 
 
[Chorus]
G                       D
I still may know how to feel
Em          G           D



I still may know how to feel
G                 D
I still may know
 
 
[Verse 3]
D                        G                    D
What could you want with my antique music box voice
 
D                        G                    D
What could you want with my antique music box voice
Em               D                 G
It'll play you a song with faintly audible noise
      Em         D     G
Now a dirge but once a song of rejoice
Em G                 D
My antique music box voice
 
 
[Chorus]
G                              D
Though I still may know how to sing
Em                 G           D
Though I still may know how to sing
G                D
I still may know
 
G                       D
I still may know how to love
Em          G           D
I still may know how to love
G                 D
I still may know

10708. Jam

Glen Phillips - Jam

One more time he says good-night
Turns out the door and off the light
Cursing low as if she didn't know
One more time he'd comfort her
If anyone could break through her
She's so quiet and he's sick of it
Too long, too late this time
Too far, too great in my mind
One more time a run-around
Nothing meant by anyone
Fine with them, such a quite din
Says he wants to leave a while
She just sits and tries to smile
Thats ok, it was boring anyway
Too long, too late this time



Too far, too great in my mind
Says she needs a worshiper
Someone who'll do anything at all for her
Wishful thinker
He don't need this schizo bull
Each one misses by so far
They don't see it come, but who ever does...

10709. Jamaica Lady - Chords

Jamaica Lady 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

[Verse 1]
G                    D          Em           C
From Port Royal to Le Roy I am yours Jamaica Lady
G          D               C  D
My heart is sinking like a stone
          G           D             Em             C
You have lived in my soul Fair thee well, Jamaica Lady
  G          D                         G
It is the saddest fair well I've ever known
 
G              C
There'll be a boat out on the tide
                     G
When the moon is rising
                     D
Sailing at break of day
 C                       G
Riding on the one track winds
 
  G      C
I'll be staring with half dim eyes
             G
At the blue horizon
                      D
Standing on a lonely island
 C    C/B              Am   G
Pretty sails slowly fade away
 
 
[Chorus]
G  D  Em C
Bye bye Jamaica Lady
 G  D  Em C
Bye bye Jamaica Lady
                G  D
Have you ever seen the beauty of a sailing ship?
    Em C
Simple easy motion
 G  D  Em C
Bye bye Jamaica Lady



 C    C/B              Am   G
Bye bye pretty Sail slowly fade away
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                    D          Em           C
From Port Royal to Le Roy I am yours Jamaica Lady
G          D               C  D
My heart is sinking like a stone
            G           D             Em             C
You have lived in my soul Fair thee well, Jamaica Lady
   G          D                         G
It is the saddest fair well I've ever known
 
 
[Bridge]
G  D  Em C
Bye Bye Jamaica Lady
 G  D  Em C
Bye bye Jamaica Lady
                G  D
Have you ever seen the beauty of a sailing ship?
        Em C
Simple easy motion
 
 
[Chorus]
G  D  Em C
Bye bye Jamaica Lady
G  D  Em C
Bye bye Jamaica Lady
 G  D  Em C
Bye bye bye
  G  D  Em C
Bye bye Jamaica Lady
  G  D  Em C
Jamaica Lady
  G  D  Em C
Bye bye Jamaica Lady
 G  D  Em C
Ohhhhhh
  G  D  Em C
Bye bye Jamaica Lady
  G  D  Em C
Bye bye bye
   G  D  Em C
Bye bye Jamaica Lady
   G  D  Em C
Bye bye bye
   G  D  Em C
Bye bye Jamaica Lady
   G  D  Em C
Bye bye Jamaica Lady
   G  D  Em C
Bye bye bye
           C    C/B              Am   G
Bye bye pretty sail slowly fading away



10710. Jamaica, Say You Will

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Jamaica, Say You Will

Jamaica was a lovely woman, I played her well
As we lay in the tall grass where the shadows fell
Hiding from the children so they would not tell
We would stay there 'til her sister rang the evening bell.

Jamaica, say you will
You help me find a way to fill
These empty hours say you will
You come again tomorrow.

The daughter of a captain on the rolling seas
She would stare across the water from the trees
The last time he was home, he held her on his knees
He said the next time they would sail away just where they please.

Jamaica, say you will
You help me find a way to fill
These lifeless sails and stay until
My ship can find the sea.

Jamaica was a sweet young thing, I loved her too
She was a comfort and a mercy through and through
Hiding from this world together, the next thing I knew
They had brought her things down to the bay, what could I do?

Jamaica, say you will
You help me find a way to fill
These sails and we will sail until
Our waters have run dry.

10711. Jambalaya

Jambalaya (On The Bayou)
Hank Williams - Emmylou Harris
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Lucinda Williams

Goodbye, Joe, me gotta go, me oh my oh.
Me gotta go, pole the pirogue down the bayou.
My Yvonne, the sweetest one, me oh my oh.
Son of a gun, we'll have big fun on the bayou.

Chorus:
Jambalaya and a crawfish pie and fillet gumbo
'Cause tonight I'm gonna see my ma cher amio.
Pick guitar, fill fruit jar and be gay-o,



Son of a gun, we'll have big fun on the bayou.

Thibodaux, Fontaineaux, the place is buzzin',
kinfolk come to see Yvonne by the dozen.
Dress in style and go hog wild, me oh my oh.
Son of a gun, we'll have big fun on the bayou.

Chorus

Settle down far from town, get me a pirogue
and I'll catch all the fish in the bayou.
Swap my mon' to buy Yvonne what she need-o.
Son of a gun, we'll have big fun on the bayou.

Chorus

10712. Jambalaya (On The Bayou)

Little Big Town - Jambalaya (On The Bayou)
Roy Acuff

[Verse 1]
Goodbye Joe me gotta go me oh my oh
Me gotta go pole the pirogue down the bayou
My Yvonne the sweetest one me oh my oh
Son of me gun we'll have big fun on the bayou
Jambalaya and a crawfish pie on a filé gumbo
'Cause tonight I'm gonna see my ma cher amio
Pick guitar, filled fruit jar and be gay-o
Son of me gun we'll have big fun on the bayou

[Verse 2]
Thibodaux Fontaineaux the place is buzzin'
Kinfolk come to see Yvonne by the dozen
Dressed in style, go hog wild, oh me oh my oh
Son of me gun we'll have big fun on the bayou
Settle down far from town get me a pirogue
And I'll catch all the fish in the bayou

[Chorus]
Jambalaya and a crawfish pie on a filé gumbo
'Cause tonight I'm gonna see my ma cher amio
Pick guitar, filled fruit jar and be gay-o
Son of me gun we'll have big fun on the bayou
Jambalaya and a crawfish pie on a filé gumbo
'Cause tonight I'm gonna see my ma cher amio
Pick guitar, filled fruit jar and be gay-o
Son of me gun we'll have big fun on the bayou
Son of me gun we'll have big fun on the bayou

[Verse 3]
Later on, swap my mon, get me a pirogue
And I'll catch all the fish on the bayou



Swap my mon, to buy Yvonne what she need-oh
Son of a gun we'll have big fun on the bayou
Jambalaya and a crawfish pie...

10713. James Alley Blues

David Rawlings
James Alley Blues

Times ain't now nothing like they used to be
Oh, times ain't now nothing like they used to be
I'm tellin' you the truth, oh now, take it for from me

I done seen better days but I'm puttin' up with these
I done seen better days, I'm puttin' up with these
I could have a much better time if you girls weren't so hard to please

Cause I was born in the country she thinks I'm easy to rule
Cause I was born in the country she thinks I'm easy to rule
ShR wanna hitch me to her wagon, she wanna drivR me like a mule

How you want me to love you, you keep on treatin' me mean
How do you want me to love you, you keep a treatin' me mean
You're my daily thought and my nightly dream

You know I bought the groceries and I paid the rent
You know I bought the groceries and I paid the rent
Try to make me wash her clothes but I got good common sense

Well, if you don't want me why don't you tell me so
Why, if you don't want me why don't you tell me so
Cause it ain't like a man that ain't got nowhere to go

Sometimes I think you're too sweet to die
Sometimes I think you're too sweet to die
And another time I think you oughta be buried alive

Times ain't now nothing like they used to be
Oh, times ain't now nothing like they used to be
I'm tellin' you the truth, oh now, take it for from me

10714. James River

Lefty Frizzell
James River

[Verse 1:]
James River is long and it's narrow it's rocky and wide and deep
The women are dark eyed beauties and the men don't ever sleep



A dark eyed bundle of a woman stands waving on the bank I see
The dangers are plenty but the pleasures are many

[Chorus:]
I know James River man will ever stop me

[Verse 2:]
So when the sun goes down and I sneak around trouble is everywhere
My boat head the bank so they can see no James River man will ever stop me
The holes in my boat are many hot licks flyin' again
The James River boys're jealous they all hate the mountain man
There's a sweet bundle

[Chorus][x3]

10715. James River Blues - Chords

James River Blues 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
Intro: Bm G
       Bm G A D
 
D               G
James River blues
D                        G
I just heard the awful news
D                          G
I could steer around the rocks
D                              G
But they're bustin' down the docks
 
D G D G
 
D              G
James River blues
D                     G
That train came on through
D                       G
And the works getting slow
D                       G
Now where's a boat man to go?
 
 
Bm                     G
I think I'll float on down
Bm            G
To Richmond town
Bm                     G
They don't need us anymore
                               Bm
Haulin' freight from shore to shore
                           G



That big iron hauls much more
                C
Than we ever could before
 
D G D G
 
D                          G
I've seen good men going wrong
D                           G
I've seen bad ones get it right
D                      G
As that river rolls along
D                       G
I'll be stepping out tonight
 
 
Bm            G
On the cool flow
Bm                    G
Floatin' down, down below
Bm                         G
The bridge to the waters edge
Bm                   G
From the ridge to ledge
Bm                     G
From the hills to the sea
Bm              G   A
I'll become a memory
 
D              G
James River Blues
D              G
James River Blues
D              G
James River Blues             
 
D G D G D G D G

10716. James Santiaguel

James Santiaguel - Hot Buttered Rum

The grass is always bluer
On the other side of the fence
And you know love is always sweeter
When she gives you a second chance
We came in through Nevada
Mr. Two Peak got us here
And now we'd like to have a taste
Of good Rocky Mountain beer

(chorus:)
I remember the sound of her sweet southern voice



As I jumped out the window and was gone
I remember the cool Colorado night
But there was something I forgot
In these big Rocky Mountains where there's so much to do
It's hard to get drunk on 3.2
If it's CU Boulder or BYU
It's hard to get drunk on 3.2

Some folks they joined the Peace Corps
Some work to ban landmines
Other folks help the world one bar at a time
My head is sober, my stomach's full
To better serve the Lord
I'll never be untrue when I'm drinking 3.2
Thanks to that state liquor board

(chorus)

If it's CU Boulder or BYU
It's hard to get drunk on 3.2
It's hard to get drunk on 3.2
It's expensive to get drunk on 3.2

10717. Jameson

Jameson
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Is it sad that I don't even remember your name?
'Cause when I said it out loud I didn't feel any pain
And even seein' my tears on the pages, nothing's jogged my mind
I'm runnin' through all those memories of the spring of '99

[Verse 2]
Friday nights spent in front of a movie screen
Around all of our friends, you'd be so mean
But then you'd steal by my side and whisper somethin' underneath your breath
Like how you wish you were holdin' my hand instead
But I've forgotten everything you've said

[Chorus]
Ah, who was (Who was)
Who was Jameson?
Tell me, what was your name again?
Ah, who was (Who was)
Who was Jameson?
Tell me, what was your name again?

[Bridge]
I couldn't pick your face from a lineup
I wouldn't know your voice if it came up
Sadly all those nights that I stayed up cryin'



I can't recall lovin' you

[Verse 3]
So how do I know the details of this affair?
Because I wrote it all down and if you read it you'd be sure that I'd really cared
Is it some kind of beauty that you didn't leave your mark on me?
That I can say the name "Jameson" and it doesn't light a spark in me
'Cause I've forgotten you completely

[Chorus]
Ah, who was (Who was)
Who was Jameson?
Tell me, what was your name again?
Ah, who was (Who was)
Who was Jameson?
Tell me, what was your name again?

[Outro]
Tell me, who was Jameson?
Tell me, what was your name again?
Ah
Ah

10718. Jamie Dear

Jamie Dear
Della Mae
(C. Woodsmith)

The sun sets at quarter 'till 4
The snow is a'piling at my door
Snowed in but I don't seem mind
What I needed was a little bit of time
To put the letters that you wrote me in the fire
Oh and they ain't comin back

Where did you go my Jaime dear
Sittin by the window with a single tear
Swamps on fire and the leather leaf
Is burnin like the letters that you send to me
Where did you go my darling May
Set like the sun on a winters day
Cold front frost on the window pane
Bottle of whiskey and a pile of shame

If I had a space for my gloom
There wouldn't be big enough a room
All that snow outside my door
And all I expected was a little more
Love from you, but I got shown the door
Oh and I ain't comin back
Where did you go my Jaime dear
Sittin by the window with a single tear



Swamps on fire and the leather leaf
Is burnin like the letters that you send to me

Where did you go my darling May
Set like the sun on a winters day
Cold front frost on the window pane
Bottle of whiskey and a pile of shame
By the time that spring rolls around
My heart will have melted off the ground
I'll throw out the ashes from the stove
Bits of your letters and things that I let go
Try to keep myself moving on the road
Oh and I ain't comin back

Where did you go my Jaime dear
Sittin by the window with a single tear
Swamps on fire and the leather leaf
Is burnin like the letters that you send to me
Where did you go my darling May
Set like the sun on a winters day
Cold front frost on the window pane
Bottle of whiskey and a pile of shame

10719. Jane

Jane
The Incredible String Band
Writer/s: MIKE HERON

Jane can't tell me if her hands
Are trembling with emotion
Of grief or fear or joy.

Jane looks down at her brown shoes.
She knows that the shine upon them
Should please someone like you.

Someone like you would like to take Jane off
To run on sands so white.
To buy her boat trips if you could
And watch her drink tea.

Jane can't tell me if her heart
Is racing with emotion
Of grief or fear or joy.

10720. Jane - Chords



Jane Acoustic Live 
Tyler Childers
 
[Intro]
Am
 
[Verse 1]
Am
Well she don't like it when I ain't sober
                             G/B
And I can't say that I blame her
C
I don't see how she takes it, boys
G/B
I don't how she takes it
    Am
And she done told me that it's all over
                             G/B
If I walk through that front door
C
Three sheets to the wind again
G/B
Three sheets to the wind
 
[Chorus 1]
F
And I just laughed it off
                       G
How you gonna get back home?
Am
If you ain't got a dime  
                           G
And it don't come from me
F
And that's a long way to walk
                           G
And you ain't the ramblin' kind
Am
So I just think it's best
E
If you decide to stay
 
[Verse 2]
           Am
Well those mountain women gonna get their way
                           G/B
Or they'll sure die of tryin'
C
I don't know why she tries so hard
G/B
I don't know why she tries
         Am
Cause us mountain fellas are awful stubborn
                        G/B
And we don't give a god damn
C
We don't give a damn, oh lord
G/B



No we just don't care
 
[Chorus 2]
F
And we can't get enough
                  G
of all these neon nights
Am
Barroom brawls and bedroom quarrels
                          G
And we come home too late
F
And it ain't nothin' new
                           G
And it's just the same ol' thing
Am
And I work way too hard
E
To take this shit off Jane
 
[Bridge]
Am C G/B
 
[Verse 3]
     Am
Well she went down to the Western Union
                       G/B
Called her country cousin
C
I need to get back home right now
G/B
I need to get away
      Am
Cause it ain't funny when he ain't sober honey
                 G/B
Get me on a Greyhound
C
Get me on a Greyhound home
G/B
Get me to the hills
 
[Chorus 3]
F
And I went out one night
                           G
Came home when the rooster crowed
Am
And there weren't nothin' left
                             G
but the smell of her perfume
F
Ain't never felt so small,
                   G
ain't felt so much pain
Am
And I'm just way too drunk
E



To take this shit off Jane
 
[Outro]
Am C G/B

10721. Janet Says

Jerry Jeff Walker - Janet Says

Janet says it looks like a rainy day today
Just another rainy day
I lean my chin slowly up against the window pane
It's another gray rainy day but go on try it again
Try, try, try, try to get goin'
But the rain comes down, forcin' you to stay inside
Holdin' you back from the places you usually hide
Are you all alone, or more than anytime before
Janet says she loves you, is there something troublin' you
It's not that easy to say, for I feel sometimes such a presence
In the room of friends I knew, especially on these rainy days
But go on try to stay
Fly, fly, fly, flyin' away
We hold on to memories of everyone
Like existing clouds, a shadow dance before the sun
And down with the rain I can feel the separations come
Janet says maybe you would rather sing to me
It might be easier that way
I guess it would and it ought to be a simple melody
One that sort of suits the rain
Everything rolls off unwinding reels
Of remembering how it used to feel to belong somewhere

10722. Janie And Me

Blue Dogs - Janie And Me

Pair of sandals on the dashboard
Nothing on the radio
Both our footprints on the windshield
No particular place to go
Just a pair of melted milkshakes
Perched high above the lights of town
A little love can your earth quake
When sweet darkness falls around
This must be heaven looking down at the stars
Eveything that matters is right here in this car
Janie and Me
We're holding on to love that sets us free
So goes the night for Janie and Me



Two clumsy hearts a beatin
Join in nature's dance
And we fumble with the feeling
Of the random act of chance
Yes, this must be heaven looking down at the stars
Eveything that matters is right here in this car
Janie and Me
We're holding on to love that sets us free
So goes the night for Janie and Me
Janie and Me
We're holding on to love that sets us free
So goes the night for Janie and Me
Janie and Me
We're holding on to love that sets us free
So goes the night for Janie and Me

10723. Janis Jones

Jim Lauderdale - Janis Jones

One black tennis shoe, it don't fit me now
Hand-me-down rich kids' clothes
Little ragged in the toes
We were not particular and I guess it shows
Long, long time ago
Janis Jones, Janis Jones
Sweet down to the core
Was the apple of my eye
Don't make 'em like her no more
One of a kind and that's for sure
Swear it on my bones
Darlin' Janis Jones
Rain, go away
Come back again
Some other day
Rain, from skies of blue
Without a cloud
Can this be true
Janis Jones would come to play
When it rained she'd stay away
If I had the will I lack
I'd share with her this one room shack
When she grew up and not look back
Wherever I may roam
I think of Janis Jones
Rain, go away
Come back again
Some other day
Rain, from skies of blue
Without a cloud
Can this be true
Wish I had a big bay steed
Eighteen hands or more



Janis Jones would make some speed
When they send me off to war
Brush its mane until it glows
Everybody knows
I'm sweet on Janis Jones

10724. January Wedding

The Avett Brothers - January Wedding 

She keeps it simple
And I am thankful for her kind of lovin'
'Cause it's simple

No longer do we wonder if we're together
We're way past that
And I've already asked her
So in January we're gettin' married

She's talkin' to me with her voice
Down so low I barely hear her
But I know what she's sayin'
I understand because my heart and hers are the same
And in January we're gettin' married

And I was sick with heartache
And she was sick like Audrey Hepburn when I met her
But we would both surrender
True love is not the kind of thing you should turn down
Don't ever turn it down

I hope that I don't sound to insane when I say
There is darkness all around us
I don't feel weak but I do need sometimes for her to protect me
And reconnect me to the beauty that I'm missin'
And in January we're gettin' married

No longer does it matter what circumstances we were born in
She knows which birds are singin'
And the names of the trees where they're performin' in the mornin
And in January we're gettin' married
Come January let's get married

10725. Jars At Home

Trampled by Turtles - Jars at Home

Hollow headed moment in your eyes
Shouldn't come to me as no surprise



That she loves me when I'm gone
But when I'm here I'm all alone
Left to wander hopelessly again

I got a woman and she's a friend of mine
She likes to pretend that she never cries
But I can see her on the stairs
And lord it's more than I can bear
But my head can't simply turn away

There's a room as cold as it is lonely
Build it up boys, and tear it down

All the devil's weight upon my back
All I wish for, babe, is what I lack
No matter how I try I never seem to walk the line
And all the world is kept in jars at home

Yes, all the world is kept in jars at home

10726. Java Jive

Richard Thompson - Java Jive 

I love coffee, I love tea
I love the java jive and it loves me
Coffee and tea and the java and me
A cup, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup (boy!)

I love java, sweet and hot
Whoops mr. moto, Im a coffee pot
Shoot the pot and Ill pour me a shot
A cup, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup

Oh slip me a slug from the wonderful mug
And Ill cut a rug just snug in a jug
A sliced up onion and a raw one
Draw one -
Waiter, waiter, percolator

I love coffee, I love tea
I love the java jive and it loves me
Coffee and tea and the java and me
A cup, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup

Boston bean (soy beans)
Green bean (cabbage and greens)
Im not keen about a bean
Unless it is a chili chili bean (boy!)

I love java sweet and hot
Whoops mr. moto Im a coffee pot (yeah)
Shoot me the pot and Ill pour me a shot



A cup, a cup, a cup (yeah)

Slip me a slug of the wonderful mug
an Ill cut a rug just as snug in a jug
Drop a nickel in the pot joe
Takin it slow
Waiter, waiter, percolator

I love coffee, I love tea
I love the java jive and it loves me
Coffee and tea and the java and me
A cup, a cup, a cup, a cup, boy!

10727. Jaywalking

Jaywalking
Greensky Bluegrass

It's not like we were jaywalking
Now we've got Reno on our trail
We've been through this' before
But' it still doesn't' make any sense

Don't act like you' weren't there when we all agreed
Didn't see your arm twisted
Your name is all over this
Stick around pick up your mess
You're gonna bring down the heat
You're gonna get us busted

I've got a large amount of concern
For the way you deal in disrespect
You've got a mouth like Niagara
And that little bit of extra weight
The man can see those previous cases
You've got your hands real bloody
Gonna get us busted

It's not like we were jaywalking
Now we've got Reno on our trail
We've been through this before
But it still doesn't make any sense

Slow down and move
At a little less harmful speed
You're missing all of the signs
You want to move, you want to lose
You want to leave everything
Then open up your eyes
Gonna get us busted

It's not like we were jaywalking
Now we've got Reno on our trail



We've been through this before
But it still doesn't make any sense

Don't act like you weren't there when we all agreed
Didn't see your arm twisted
Your name is all over this
Stick around pick up your mess
You're gonna bring down the heat
Gonna get us busted
Busted
Gonna get us busted

It's not like we were jaywalking
Now we've got Reno on our trail
We've been through this before
But it still doesn't make any sense

10728. Jealous Darlin'

Tom T Hall - Jealous Darlin'

[Verse 1]
Jealous darlin' that you are you think you know me
You don't trust me half as far as you can throw me
You know I cheated on someone to get to you
But running round is something only you can make me do
Jealousy's another way of saying I love you
Jealous darlin' I'm jealous of you too

[Verse 2]
Jealous darlin' keep an eye on me
Birds in cages know you love them butterflies are free
If I get restless don't you let me very far from you
Jealous darlin' I'm jealous of you too

[Verse 3]
Jealous darlin' you don't know how much I treasure
Every smile and every touch and every pleasure
Now when it comes to living life you know I'm weak
Someone else just looks at me and I'm afraid to speak
You hold on to me sweetheart and I'll hang on to you
Jealous darlin' I'm jealous of you too
Jealous darlin' I'm jealous of you too

10729. Jealous Heart

Jealous Heart
Alecia Nugent



Oh, jealous heart, oh, jealous heart, stop beating
Can't you see the damage you have done?
You have driven him away forever
Jealous heart, now I'm the lonely one

I was part of everything he planned for
And I know he loved me at the start
And now he hates the sight of all I stand for
All because of you, oh, jealous heart

Now that he's gone, he's gone and found another
I know he loved me from the start
Through all the years his memory will haunt me
And all because of you, oh, jealous heart

All because of you, oh, jealous heart
(Oh, jealous heart)

10730. Jealous Heart

Dolly Parton - Jealous Heart 
(Dolly Parton)

Mine is a jealous heart
Imagines things that never are
Builds a fire from a tiny spark
But that's the way of a jealous heart
Sunny skies and a rosy bed
Thorns and storm clouds up ahead
'Cause suddenly the sky turns dark
For those of us with a jealous heart
Imagination runnin' wild
Like a frantic frightened child
Any time that we're apart
I can't control my jealous heart
And you know mine is a jealous heart
And every hurt leaves a lasting scar
Don't you hate yourself for the fool you are
When you're cursed with a jealous heart
I love you more than words can tell
One day's heaven two days hell
Suspicious words like poison darts
Spoken from my jealous heart
Mine is a jealous heart
Imagines things that never are
Builds a fire from a tiny spark
But that's the way of a jealous heart
And you know mine, you know mine is a jealous heart
And every hurt, and every hurt leaves a lasting scar
Don't you hate yourself for the fool you are
When you're cursed with a jealous heart
And you know mine, you know mine is a jealous heart
Imagines things, imagines things that never are



Builds a fire from a tiny spark
But that's the way of a jealous heart

10731. Jealous Hearted Me

Jealous Hearted Me

Takes a rocking chair to rock takes a rubber tire to roll
Takes the man I love to satisfy my soul
Because I'm jealous jealous hearted me
I said I'm jealous jealous as I can be

Got a stove in the kitchen and it bakes nice and brown
But I need a poppa to turn the damper down
Because I'm jealous jealous hearted me
I said I'm jealous jealous as I can be

You can have my money you can have my home
But for goodness sake women leave my man alone
Because I'm jealous jealous hearted me
I said I'm jealous jealous as I can be

Gonna buy me a bulldog to watch him while I sleep
To watch that man of mine on his midnight creep
Because I'm jealous jealous hearted me
I said I'm jealous jealous as I can be

10732. Jealous Lover

Jealous Lover

Down in the low green valley
Where the violets bloom and fade
There sleeps sweet blue-eyed Ellen
In a cold and silent grave

She died not broken-hearted
Nor by disease she fell
But in one moment parted
From the one she loved so well

One night when the moon was shining
And the stars shone brightly too
Down to her lonely cottage
Her jealous lover drew

Come love, let's take a ramble
Out in the woods so gay
And there we'll sit together



And name our wedding day

The way grows dark and dreary
And I do not wish to stay
Of wandering I'm so weary
So let's retrace our way

Retrace your steps, no never
You have no wings to fly
And on this lonely mountain
Sweet Ellen, you must die

Farewell, my loving parents
I'll never see you any more
But long you'll wait my coming
At the little cottage door

10733. Jealous Loving Heart - Chords

Jealous Loving Heart
Recorded by: Ernest Tubb w/Johnny Cash
Writers: Ernest Tubb & Talmadge Tubb

[nc] Don't ever [A] kiss no one but me
If you do, dear, you'll break my [E] heart
[E7] It's not because I doubt you
But I'm [A] such a fool a-[D] bout you
I've got a [E] Jealous Lovin' [A] Heart.

Now where there's love, there's jealousy
Good and bad just won't tear apart
They always go together
Like fair and stormy weather
I've got a Jealous Lovin' Heart.

You're all I want [You're all I want]
You're all I need [You're all I need]
Please don't tear my soul apart
Just say you love me, too, dear
Then be careful what you do, dear
I've got a Jealous Lovin' Heart.

Repeat 1st Verse.

10734. Jealous Moon

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Jealous Moon

Saw her there in the fading light



In full bloom on a summer night
Nothing but the man in the moon
Was standing in my way

I was drunk on the warm sweet air
Tangled up in her raven hair
I should've known but I didn't care
She'd be gone by the light of day

Cause her eyes were shining brighter
Than the light of the jealous moon
And the stars fell all around her
Well did I see you smilin'
When the morning came too soon
Did I see you smilin'
Jealous moon, jealous moon

Now the sun dances across my room
I can smell the wine and her soft perfume
The only thing that lets me know
That an angel wasn't here

You know I had this crazy dream
She flew away on stolen wings
But all she took was a pair of jeans
When see saw that the coast was clear

And her eyes were shining brighter
Than the light of the jealous moon
And the stars fell all around her
Well did I see you smilin'
When the morning came too soon
Did I see you smilin'
Jealous moon, jealous moon

And her eyes were shining brighter
Than the light of the jealous moon
And the stars they fell all around her
Well I thought I saw you smilin'
When the morning came too soon
Did I see you smilin'
Jealous moon, jealous moon
Jealous moon, jealous moon

10735. Jealous Moon

Jealous Moon
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]
Standing out in a summer lawn
Queen bee buzzing round my right arm
Wonder how she keeps her kingdom spinning



Talk is cheap, rumors travel
Now I can't sleep
My heart's unraveled
Thought I knew the truth now I'm not so sure

[Chorus]
Here we are
Under a heartbreak sky
Baby, I don't know why
I flew away too soon
I can't help tears burning in my eyes
Leave me alone to fly
Under a jealous moon

[Verse 2]
Sun burns out at the end of the day
Words get lost on the edge of a wave
Even if I can't hear you I'll keep listening
Bitter pills, water, and whiskey
I drink my fill, I know you miss me
I still hear your voice in everything I do
[Chorus]
Here we are
Under a heartbreak sky
Baby, I don't know why
I flew away too soon
I can't help tears burning in my eyes
Leave me alone to fly
Under a jealous moon

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Here we are
Under a heartbreak sky
Baby, I don't know why
I flew away too soon
I can't help tears burning in my eyes
Leave me alone to fly
Under a jealous moon

[Outro]
Leave me alone to fly
Under a jealous moon
Leave me alone to fly
Leave me alone to fly

10736. Jealous Of The Moon

Nickel Creek - Jealous Of The Moon 

Tryin' on a brand new dress
But you haven't worn the old one yet



You've come too far
To turn around now

You've given up the good fight
You're as strong as anyone
You're back where you started from
I see you're back where you started from

Starin' down the stars, jealous of the moon
You wish, you could fly
Just bein' where you are, there's nothin' you can do
If you're too scared to try

Drag your pretty head around
Swearin' you're gonna drown
With a beautiful sigh
An' a river of lies

Starin' down the stars, jealous of the moon
You wish, you could fly
Just stayin' where you are, there's nothin' you can do
If you're too scared to try

Why don't you call me, I could save you
Together we'll find a God, we can pray to
That'll take you by the hand

I hate to see a friend of mine
Laughin' out loud
When she's cryin' inside
But you've got your pride

Starin' down the stars, jealous of the moon
You wish, you could fly
But you're stayin' where you are, there's nothin' you can do
If you're too scared to try

You're starin' down the stars, stay where you are
You're jealous of the moon but there's nothin' you can do
If you're too scared to try, if you're too scared to try

10737. Jealous Words

Richard Thompson - Jealous Words 

O sweet Rosie Lee
Like a sister to me
But you thought I was playing you smart

Jealous words
Won't lie still
In my heart



You saw us there dancing
And you thought us romancing
Suspicion has ripped us apart

Jealous words
Won't lie still
In my heart

With your interpretation
On my reputation
You blinded yourself to the truth

Then to add some more weight
To your ramblings of late
Well, dear won't you bring us some proof?

How you cursed and you cried
As you locked me outside
You said I was bad from the start

Jealous words
Won't lie still
In my heart

Oh, I knew when we met
You'd never forget
Each pothole and bump in the road

And if I left your side
What a blow to your pride
Is you're mad at me, I suppose

The doubt in me's growing
And it hurts me just knowing
Another night's sleep will depart

Jealous words
Won't lie still
In my heart

Jealous words
Won't lie still
In my heart

Jealous words
Won't lie still
In my heart

10738. Jealousy

Richard Thompson
Jealousy



Jealousy
I saw you kissing him, telling him lies
I held my breath and I closed my eyes
Oh jealousy

Count to three
And maybe the pain will leave my heart
I'll get used to being apart
Oh jealousy

You're looking at him the way you used to look at me
Just like a wild cat looking at a bird in a tree

Oh you don't love me
But you know that I never stopped loving you
I just can't stand to see the things you do
Oh jealousy

Every time I see you somebody's in my shoes
You were the one thing I could never stand to lose

Oh jealousy

10739. Jealousy

Richard Thompson
Jealousy

Jealousy
I saw you kissing him, telling him lies
I held my breath and I closed my eyes
Oh jealousy

Count to three
And maybe the pain will leave my heart
I'll get used to being apart
Oh jealousy

You're looking at him the way you used to look at me
Just like a wild cat looking at a bird in a tree

Oh you don't love me
But you know that I never stopped loving you
I just can't stand to see the things you do
Oh jealousy

Every time I see you somebody's in my shoes
You were the one thing I could never stand to lose

Oh jealousy



10740. Jealousy - Chords

Jealousy 
The Waifs

[Intro]
Am7          D9
Am7          F9      E9
 
[Verse 1]
Am 7                    D9                Am7                F9    E9
Now's the time you're leaving you got to do what you got to do
         Am7               D9               Am7       F9    E9
When you come in from the cold I'll still be warm for you
       Am7               D9                Am7           F9   E9
And I won't be bending backwards like you never done for me
         Am7            D9
When you look at what's left inside
           Am7          F9          E9
You've only got          your jealousy
 
 
[Solo]
Am7          D9
Am7          F9      E9    x2
 
 
[Verse 2]
      Am7                       D9
It's wearing me thin, all this trying to please
               Am7                    F9     E9
I'm looking within and I can see for miles
        Am7                     D9
And I'm trying to grin as I'm trying to please
        Am7                           F9             E9
I keep looking within, you know I can still see for miles
 
 
[Solo]
Am7          D9
Am7          F9      E9    x2
 
 
[Verse 3]
        Am7                              D9
Like a player in a show you never gonna wait around for what remains
        Am7                                                F9             E9
If you go and play your games of jealousy I don't want to deal with that again
         Am7          D9
It's your jealousy baby
         Am7                 F9     E9
You got to lose it
 



 
(Vamp:)
Am7          D9
Am7          F9      E9    x4

10741. Jeanie's Afraid Of The Dark

Robbie Fulks - Jeanie's Afraid of the Dark

[Verse 1]
Her two little feet would come running into
Our bedroom almost every night
Her soft little face would be wet from her tears
And her little heart pounding with fright
She'd hold out her arms, then she'd climb in beside us
In her small voice, we'd hear her remark
"Mommie and Daddy, can I sleep here with you"
"'Cause Jeannie's afraid of the dark

[Verse 2]
One day in the summer, we took some flowers
To place on an old family grave
Jeannie said, "Mommy, ain't it dark in the ground
"Oh, Daddy, I'd be so afraid"
Then she looked up at her mommy and me
And said something that broke both our hearts
She said, "When I die, please don't bury me
"'Cause Jeannie's afraid of the dark"

[Verse 3]
Jeannie was always afraid of the dark
And we never could understand why
'Cause we looked after Jeannie with the very best of care
Because Jeannie was our only child
Perhaps it was death that she was so afraid of
Because it took her one dark stormy night
Somehow I think we always knew that we'd never see Jeannie grown
Because it seemed she was destined to die
But on Jeannie's grave we placed an eternal flame
That glows and never loses its spark
And on the darkest night, there's always a light
'Cause Jeannie's afraid of the dark
Our Jeannie's afraid of the dark

10742. Jeannie's Afraid Of The Dark

Dolly Parton - Jeannie's Afraid Of The Dark 

Her two little feet would come running into



Our bedroom almost every night
Her soft little face would be wet from her tears
And her little heart pounding with fright
She'd hold out her arms, then she'd climb in beside us
In her small voice, we'd hear her remark
"Mommie and Daddy, can I sleep here with you
'Cause Jeannie's afraid of the dark"
One day in the summer, we took some flowers
To place on some old family graves
Jeannie said, "Mommy, ain't it dark in the ground
Oh, Daddy, I'd be so afraid"
Then she looked up at her daddy and me
And said somethin' that broke both our hearts
She said, "When I die, please don't bury me
'Cause Jeannie's afraid of the dark"
Jeannie was always afraid of the dark
And we never could understand why
'Cause we looked after Jeannie with the very best of care
Because Jeannie was our only child
Perhaps it was death that she was so afraid of
'Cause it took her one dark stormy night
I think we always knew that we'd never see Jeannie grown
'Cause it seemed she was destined to die
But on Jeannie's grave, we placed an eternal flame
That glows and never loses its spark
And on the darkest night, there's always a light
'Cause Jeannie's afraid of the dark
Our Jeannie's afraid of the dark

10743. Jeffrey's Hell

The Boxcars - Jeffrey's Hell
Blue Moon Rising

Huntins' awful hard
if you ain't got a dog
Jeffrey's was the best
I've heard tale
One night out chasin coons
under a full moon
he lost him up the holler
by the trail

Jeffrey told his wife
Honey please don't cry
you know I know these woods like no one can
I'll find that dog tonight or go to hell trying
but she never held him in her arms again

Chorus: See that lamp burning bright
he's there another night
listen close and you can here him yell
keep your lamp turned low



there's not much more to go
as they walk another night in Jeffrey's Hell

Jeffrey and his boy
set off of the woods
where the only trail they had was one they'd made
and in the laurel and the pines
there ain't never been a sign 
of them or the dog that caused their fate

Now a hundred years have past
since Jeffrey lost his dog
I've never seen him there
but I've heard tale
If you're out chasin' coons
under a full moon
You'll see that coal oil lamp and hear him well

Repeat Chorus
Repeat Chorus

10744. Jellyfish

String Cheese Incident - Jellyfish

(Oh man... awwww... unhhhhh... aw, oh my head hurts)
My brain is just a jellyfish in the ocean of my head
'Cuz I drank too much tequila, and I woke up seein' red
And now all I really want from life is to crawl back into bed
On account that my brain is just a jellyfish in the ocean of my head
Well I woke up this morning, the phone was ringing
And my boss was talkin', just kept on squawkin'
Like a vacuum cleaner, like a barking dog
Like a headache screaming through my mental fog
Pulled on my pants headed towards the door
But the room began to spin and I fell to the floor
Almost made it to work, got stopped along the way
Two girls said "Hey, wanna come with us to Santa Fe?"
I said "I'd love to, but you see I gotta get to my job."
When they knocked me out and threw me in the back of their Saab
(and me, just minding my own business like that, you know?)
Well I woke up somewhere around Pagosa Springs
Both of 'em lookin' at me, gigglin' and whisperin' things
We arrived at their house, a big adobe palace
I gave a lecherous look to the girl named Alice

10745. Jennie



Richard Thompson - Jennie

Oh trouble becomes you, it cuts you down to my size
And you never were less than perfect in my eyes
But I lost my way somehow
For three hard winters I held it in, till now
Oh now I can't help it, oh Jennie my love
Oh Jennie my love

Now you pin up your hair like you did when first we met
How many days of his life can a man regret
And if my tears were a train
Then I'd cry all the way back into your arms again
Now I can't help it, oh Jennie my love
Oh Jennie my love

Now I count the times we spent and the times we missed
Now I stand here, love unsworn and lips unkissed
And oh how hard I tried
To kill the vision of you as another man's bride
Oh now I can't help it, oh Jennie my love

Oh Jennie my love
Oh Jennie my love
Oh Jennie my love
Oh Jennie my love

10746. Jennifer Johnson & Me

Robert Earl Keen - Jennifer Johnson & Me 
(Jennifer Johnson And Me)

Deep in the pocket, of an old sport coat jacket
I chanced to discover an old memory
Three for a quarter, a black and white portrait
Taken of Jennifer Johnson and me

I'm in the corner, my shirt collar open
Like some Latin lover, on late night TV
Smiling right there with her head on my shoulder
It's Jennifer Johnson and she's lookin' at me

It must have been summer, 1967
The Beatles were singing, "Love is all you need"
I held her hand as we walked through the arcade
Two young believers on a three dollar spree

Three for a quarter a black and white portrait
Jen, close the curtain so no one can see
Hey, kiss me quick 'cause the red light is flashing
It's flashing on Jennifer Johnson and me

Waiting on that late night train back to home
I felt her warm, in the cool evening breeze



Told her I'd probably love her forever
Forever for Jennifer Johnson and me

Three for a quarter a black and white portrait
Two young believers on a three dollar spree
I saved you picture in my sport coat pocket
Jennifer Johnson, did you save one of me

10747. Jennifer Johnson And Me - Chords

Jennifer Johnson And Me

C                         F              C
Deep in the pocket, of an old sport coat jacket
C                                 G
I chanced to discover an old memory
F                      C
Three for a quarter, a black and white portrait
C                 G           C
Taken of Jennifer Johnson and me

I'm in the corner, my shirt collar open
Like some Latin lover, on late night TV
Smiling right there with her head on my shoulder
It's Jennifer Johnson, and she's lookin' at me

It must have been summer, Ninteen Sixty Seven
The Beatles were singing "Love Is All You Need"
I held her hand as we walked through the arcade
Two young believers on a three dollar spree

CHORUS:
F                     C
Three for a quarter a black and white portrait
                                       G
Jen, close the curtain so no one can see
F                             C
Hey kiss me quick, 'cause the red light is flashing
     C                    G
It's flashing on Jennifer Johnson and Me

Waiting on that late night train back to home
I felt her warm, in the cool evening breeze
Told her I'd probably love her forever
Forever for Jennifer Johnson and Me

CHORUS:
Three for a quarter a black and white portrait
Jen, close the curtain so no one can see
Hey kiss me quick, 'cause the red light is flashing
It's flashing on Jennifer Johnson and Me

Three for a quarter a black and white portrait



Two young believers on a three dollar spree
F                      C
I saved you picture in my sport coat pocket
                          G           C
Jennifer Johnson, did you save one of me.
C                         G           F              C
Jennifer Johnson, did you save one of me

10748. Jenny And Jill

Brett Dennen - Jenny and Jill

[Verse 1]
Jenny and Jill were sweethearts in the heartland
Pure and plain like the voice of Judy Garland
Took a year of selling bicycles to buy tickets for the festival
That Jenny gave Jill before she moved away

[Verse 2]
And there's a whole lot of people out there who never give loving
Jenny and Jill were lucky in love and best friends
They talk about things they do and the songs they wanna slow dance to
As they drove on through the amber waves of grain

[Pre-Chorus]
And Jenny said: "I don't ever want to forget
"How lucky I feel
"To be in the same place:
"You and I"

[Chorus]
For everything you do there is a first time
And you never forget the first time, the first time
Don't forget to be here before you move on
'Cause you never forget the first time, the first time

[Verse 3]
They camped out in a field of fellow pilgrims
In a tent city of mother nature's children
There were hippy kids and brobots, sorority girls on their shoulders
There'd be other bands and shows, but never this one

10749. Jenny And The Summer Day

Jenny and the Summer Day
The Avett Brothers

What a darling summer time
I have a car, I have a dime



Baby, Baby
I know that won't buy anything
But I would steal you anything
Baby, Baby
The sun is hot, the wind is cool
And we are finally out of school
Baby, Baby
Well I'm in love what can I say
With Jenny and the summer day
Baby, Baby, Baby

What a darling summer time
Come on in the water's fine
Baby, Baby
I know that your afraid to swim
So I'll stay in the shallow end
Baby, Baby
The sun is hot, the wind is cool
And we are finally out of school
Baby, Baby
Well I'm in love what can I say
The sunlight burned my fear away
Baby, Baby

Ninety and risin'
Soon we'll have to hide out in the shade
Somewhere it's rainin'
And baby I can almost hear you say
That you love me
And the summer day
That you love me

What a darling summer time
I have a home in Carolina
Baby, Baby
Not far from the city lights
But we can see the stars at night
Baby, Baby
The day was hot, tonight is cool
And we are finally out of school
Baby, Baby
Well I'm in love what can I say
With Jenny and the summer day

Ninety and risin'
Soon we'll have to hide out in the shade
Somewhere it's rainin'
And baby I can almost hear you say
That you love me
And the summer day
That you love me



10750. Jenny Dreamed Of Trains

Vince Gill - Jenny Dreamed of Trains

When Jenny was a little girl she only dreamed of trains
She never played with dolls or lacy kinds of things
Jenny counted boxcars instead of countin' sheep
She could go anywhere when she went to sleep

All she ever talked about was gettin' on to ride
She was livin' in another time you could see it in her eyes
Everyday after school she'd head don't to the tracks
Waitin' for the train that was never comin' back

Jenny dreamed of trains
When the nighttime came
Nobody knew how she made it come true
Jenny dreamed of trains

The depot's been boarded up, the rails have turned to rust
There hasn't been a train through here since the mill went bust
No one believed her when she said she heard the train
Said she was just a little girl actin' kinda strange

Jenny dreamed of trains
When the nighttime came
Nobody knew how she made it come true
Jenny dreamed of trains

Jenny laid a penny on the track one day
In God we trust she walked away
The very next mornin' all that she could find
Was a little piece of copper squashed flatter than a dime

Nobody knew how she made it come true
Jenny dreamed of trains

10751. Jenny In The Middle

Cornmeal - Jenny In The Middle
Album: Live In Chicago Vol. 1

Got drunk, done fell off the wagon
Got drunk, done fell off the wagon
Got drunk, done fell off the wagon
Better let that liquor be

I got a boat and I got a fiddle
Don't mean much without Jenny in the middle
She's so tall and she's real fair
I love her on down from my head to my hair

Got drunk, done fell off the wagon



Got drunk, done fell off the wagon
Got drunk, done fell off the wagon
Better leave that liquor be

There goes Tommy, well he's real fast
Running all the way down to the briar patch
Catch himself a rabbit and head on home
Gonna cook up a stew and eat off the bone

Got drunk, done fell off the wagon
Got drunk, done fell off the wagon
Got drunk, done fell off the wagon
Better leave that liquor be

Oh there Timmy watch him go
He fell down the stairwell hole
He woke up and forgot his name
Someone put a ruffy in his Champagne

Got drunk, done fell off the wagon
Got drunk, done fell off the wagon
Got drunk, done fell off the wagon
Better leave that liquor be

10752. Jenny Jenkins

Jenny Jenkins
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

[Verse 1: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Will you wear white
Oh my dear, oh my dear
Will you wear white, Jenny Jenkins?
No, I won't wear white
For the color's too bright

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
I'll buy me a foldy-roldy, tildy-toldy
Seek-a-double, use-a-cozza roll to find me
Roll, Jenny Jenkins, roll

[Verse 2: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Will you wear green
Oh my dear, oh my dear
Will you wear green, Jenny Jenkins?
No, I won't wear green
It's a shame to be seen

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
I'll buy me a foldy-roldy, tildy-toldy
Seek-a-double, use-a-cozza roll to find me
Roll, Jenny Jenkins, roll



[Verse 3: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Will you wear blue
Oh my dear, oh my dear
Will you wear blue, Jenny Jenkins?
No, I won't wear blue
For the color's too true

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
I'll buy me a foldy-roldy, tildy-toldy
Seek-a-double, use-a-cozza roll to find me
Roll, Jenny Jenkins, roll

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 4: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Will you wear yellow
Oh my dear, oh my dear
Will you wear yellow, Jenny Jenkins?
No, I won't wear yellow
For I'd never get a fellow

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
I'll buy me a foldy-roldy, tildy-toldy
Seek-a-double, use-a-cozza roll to find me
Roll, Jenny Jenkins, roll

[Verse 5: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Will you wear brown
Oh my dear, oh my dear
Will you wear brown, Jenny Jenkins?
No, I won't wear brown
For I'd never get around

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
I'll buy me a foldy-roldy, tildy-toldy
Seek-a-double, use-a-cozza roll to find me
Roll, Jenny Jenkins, roll

[Verse 6: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Will you wear beige
Oh my dear, oh my dear
Will you wear beige, Jenny Jenkins?
No, I won't wear beige
For it shows my age

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
I'll buy me a foldy-roldy, tildy-toldy
Seek-a-double, use-a-cozza roll to find me
Roll, Jenny Jenkins, roll

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 7: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Will you wear orange
Oh my dear, oh my dear
Will you wear orange, Jenny Jenkins?
No, orange I won't wear



And it rhymes so there

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
I'll buy me a foldy-roldy, tildy-toldy
Seek-a-double, use-a-cozza roll to find me
Roll, Jenny Jenkins, roll

[Verse 8: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
What will you wear?
Oh my dear, oh my dear
What will you wear, Jenny Jenkins?
Oh, what do you care
If I just go bare

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
I'll buy me a foldy-roldy, tildy-toldy
Seek-a-double, use-a-cozza roll to find me
Roll, Jenny Jenkins, roll

[Outro: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Roll, Jenny Jenkins, roll
Roll, Jenny Jenkins, roll
Roll, Jenny Jenkins, roll

10753. Jeremiah - Chords

Jeremiah 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
C Dm
(flatpicking line starts on the Dm)
 
           Dm                      C
e/----------------------------------------/
B/----------------------------------------/
G/----------------------------------------/
D/----0-000-2-0------0-000-2-0------------/
A/--------------3-0------------3-0-3------/
E/--------------------------------3-------/
 
[Verse 1]
C                                   Dm
Oh Jeremiah, tell me what have you done
    Dm                                                        C
You took all the love she gave, you took it all and away you run
    C                                                           Dm
You can't keep all your love bottled inside, so you give it away to women
         Dm
Almost a different woman every single night
                              C
Well, you think that you can hide from the morning light
 



[Chorus]
      F     G          C
You forgot about sweet Sue
            F     G             C
and the promises you said you'd do
              F     G                C
She's gonna put you back up on the shelf
             F  G     C
She does better by herself
 
[Instrumental]
C       Dm
Dm          C
 
[Verse 2]
C                                      Dm
Oh, Jeremiah, place the ring upon your finger
      Dm                                         C
Don't leave it at home again tonight, or in the pocket of your blue jeans
    C                                             Dm
You say this time tomorrow you'll be a different man, you'll change for the better
           Dm                                         C
I hope you keep your promises, I hope you keep them, my sweet Jeremiah
 
[Chorus]
      F     G          C
You forgot about sweet Sue
            F     G             C
and the promises you said you'd do
              F     G                C
She's gonna put you back up on the shelf
             F  G     C
She does better by herself
 
[Outro]
           Dm           G            C     Em       Am
But she'll make sure to keep all the dust away from you
         Dm               G            C
You're like wine, you get sweeter with time

10754. Jericho Road

Steve Earle - Jericho Road

I was walking, walking down the Jericho Road
And every mile that I travelled showed
And I'm walking down the Jericho Road
I just kept on walking, walking down the Jericho Road
And the sunset red over fields of gold
And I'm walking down the Jericho Road

Well Joshua fit the battle, that's how the story goes
And the walls come tumbling down, I know



But I'm still walking, walking down the Jericho Road

I met my mother walking down the Jericho Road
Tears in her eyes and her head hung low
And she was walking down the Jericho Road
I met my father walking down the Jericho Road
His back bent over from a heavy load
And he was walking down the Jericho Road

I said, "Papa, don't you know me? Won't you lay your burden down?"
He just shook his head and told me, "Son, you better turn around"
And he kept on walking, walking down the Jericho Road

I met my brother walking down the Jericho Road
And his hands were bloody, but his face was clean
And he was walking down the Jericho Road
I met my sister walking down the Jericho Road
With a babe in her arms that I'd never seen
And she was walking down the Jericho Road
She said, "It's just a little orphan child I found along the way
I'll raise him as my own and he'll forgive us all someday"
And she kept on walking, walking down the Jericho Road
I met my mother
I met my father
I met my brother
I met my sister

10755. Jericho Road - Chords

Jericho Road
Steve Earl - Jericho Road

intro: E F# G A D C 

This riff is played during the verses:
E-------------------2--22--0--00---
B-------------------3--33--1--11---
G-------------------2--22--0--00---
D---------------2---0--00--2--22---
A---------------0----------3--33---
E---0--2--3-----------------------

Play along with the cd to get the rythm and timing
(i put were the D chord and C chord come in and on E start walkin' it again)

verse:
               D            C       E
I was walkin' walkin' down jericho road 
 D      C           E
every mile that I traveled showed
            D           C      E
and I was walkin' down jericho road



i just kept walkin' walkin' down jericho road
the sun burned red over fields of gold
and i was walkin' down jericho road

chorus:
G                                      D
joshua went to battle that's how the story goes
         E                   C
and the walls came tumblin' down i know 

(back to verse riff)
but i'm still walkin' walkin' down jericho road

i met my mamma walkin' down jericho road
tears in eyes and her head hung low 
and she's walkin' down jericho road
i met my papa walkin' down jericho road
back bent low from a heavy load 
and he's walkin' down jericho road

chorus:
        G
i said papa don't you know me 
           D
won't you lay your burden down
          E
he just shook his head and said 
          C
son you better turn around 
(BACK TO VERSE RIFF)
and he keep on walkin' walkin' down jericho road

i met my brother walkin' down jericho road

his hands were bloody but face was clean

and he's walkin' down jericho road

i met my sister walkin' down jericho road

a baby in her arms i had never seen 

and they're walkin' down jericho road
              G
she said its just and orphan child 
   D
i found along the way
      E                         C
i'll raise him and maybe he'll forgive us all someday
(back to verse riff)
for walkin' down jericho road



10756. Jersey Giant

Tyler Childers - Jersey Giant

[Verse 1]
I remember all them summers
Playing 'til my fingers bled
You'd sing the songs and I'd sing with ya
We'd get drunk and go to bed
Looking back at all them memories
Lord, I hate to sleep alone
But if you ever get the notion
That you need me, let me know

[Chorus]
'Cause it's just two hours to get there, babe
I can make it back about an hour or so
Hold you close against my skin
I need a little warmth on a night so cold
Singing the songs you used to sing
The one about the lady in the long, black veil
Should've seen warnings signs
But I loved to hear you wail
High and lonesomR, hard and strong
Even if it was a little out of tune
HottRr than socks on a Jersey Giant
Lord, I thought you hung the moon

[Post-Chorus]
Lord, I thought you hung the moon

[Verse 2]
I remember all them winters
Drinking Woodford 'til we drowned
We'd get wind about a party
Bundle up and go to town
Never worry 'bout the police
Never worried much at all
I miss those nights of reckless glory
And I'd come back if you'd just call

[Chorus]
'Cause it's just two hours to get there, babe
I can make it back about an hour or so
Hold you close against my skin
I need a little warmth on a night so cold
Singing the songs you used to sing
The one about the lady in the long, black veil
Should've seen warnings signs
But I loved to hear you wail
High and lonesome, hard and strong
Even if it was a little out of tune
Hotter than socks on a Jersey Giant
Lord, I thought you hung the moon

[Bridge]
I left town when we were over



'Cause it didn't feel the same
Every backroad had a memory
And every memory held your name

[Chorus]
'Cause it's just two hours to get there, babe
I can make it back about an hour or so
Hold you close against my skin
Need a little warmth on a night so cold
Singing the songs you used to sing
The one about the lady in the long, black veil
Should've seen warnings signs
Lord, I loved to hear you wail
High and lonesome, hard and strong
Even if it was a little out of tune
Hotter than socks on a Jersey Giant
Lord, I thought you hung the moon

[Outro]
Lord, I thought you hung the moon

10757. Jerusalem

Steve Earle - Jerusalem

[Verse 1]
I woke up this morning
And none of the news was good
And death machines were rumbling
'Cross the ground where Jesus stood
And the man on my TV told me
It had always been that way
And there was nothing anyone could do or say
I almost listened to him
Yeah, I almost lost my mind
Then I regained my senses again
And looked into my heart to find
That I believe that one fine day
All the children of Abraham
Will lay down their swords forever in Jerusalem

[Verse 2]
Well, maybe I'm only dreaming
And maybe I'm just a fool
But I don't remember learning
How to hate in Sunday school
But somewhere along the way, I strayed
And I never looked back again
But I still find some comfort now and then
Then the storm comes rumbling in
And I can't lay me down
And the drums are drumming again
And I can't stand the sound



But I believe there'll come a day
When the lion and the lamb
Will lie down in peace together in Jerusalem

[Verse 3]
And there'll be no barricades then
There'll be no wire walls
And we can wash all this blood from our hands
And all this hatred from our souls
And I believe that on that day
All the children of Abraham
Will lay down their swords forever in Jerusalem

10758. Jerusalem - Chords

Jerusalem
Steve Earl - Jerusalem

D G
I woke up this mornin' and none of the news was good 
D Bm A
And death machines were rumblin' 'cross the ground where Jesus stood
D G
And the man on my TV told me that it had always been that way 
D Bm A
And there was nothin' anyone could do or say 

Prechorus:
Bm
And I almost listened to him 
A
Yeah, I almost lost my mind 
Bm
Then I regained my senses again 
A
And looked into my heart to find 

Chorus:
D G
That I believe that one fine day all the children of Abraham
      D (G)*      A       D
 Will lay down their swords forever in Jerusalem 

Well maybe I'm only dreamin' and maybe I'm just a fool 
But I don't remember learnin' how to hate in Sunday school 
But somewhere along the way I strayed and I never looked back again 
But I still find some comfort now and then 

Then the storm comes rumblin' in 
And I can't lay me down 
And the drums are drummin' again 
And I can't stand the sound 



But I believe there'll come a day when the lion and the lamb 
Will lie down in peace together in Jerusalem 

And there'll be no barricades then 
There'll be no wire or walls 
And we can wash all this blood from our hands 
And all this hatred from our souls 

And I believe that on that day all the children of Abraham 
Will lay down their swords forever in Jerusalem

10759. Jerusalem On The Jukebox

Richard Thompson - Jerusalem on the Jukebox 

Jerusalem on the Jukebox, they talk in tongues on Coronation Street
Heaven help the Pharisee whose halo has slipped down to his feet
A thousand satellite comedians have died for your sins
Jerusalem on the jukebox, little angels, beat your wings

At poolside picnics, they chant for Ferraris and furs
Their muscle-tone sharpens but their hold on reality blurs
You can have your cake and eat it and never have to puke up a thing

Jerusalem on the jukebox, little angels, beat your wings

In the bathroom mirror, they try that Joan of Arc look again
Two parts Ingrid Bergman, to one part Shirley MacLaine
The wounds of time kill you but the surgeon's knife only stings
Jerusalem on the jukebox, little angels, beat your wings

In video-suburbia, the blue light flickers and flames
Ecstasy and holy blackmail are the favorite games
And God has the sharpest suit and the cleanest chin
Jerusalem on the jukebox, little angels, beat your wings

The bride checks her hair and her make-up and here comes the groom
What one-eyed monster comes slouching into your front room
Rudolph Valentino or the curse of the two-legged things
Jerusalem on the jukebox, little angels, beat your wings

10760. Jerusalem Tomorrow

Emmylou Harris - Jerusalem Tomorrow

Man you should have seen me way back then
I could tell a tale, I could make a spin
I could tell you black was white I could tell you day was night
Not only that I could tell you why



Back then I could really tel a lie
Well I'd hire a kid to say he was lame
Then I'd touch him and make him walk again
Then I'd pull some magic trick I'd pretend to heal the sick

I was takin' everything they had to give
It wasn't all that bad a way to live
Well I'm in this desert town and it's hot as hell
But no one's byuin' what I got to sell

I make my lame kid walk I make a dumb guy talk
I'm preachin' up a storm both night and day
But everyone just turns and walks away
Well I can see that I'm only wasting time

So I head across the road to drink some wine
This old man comes up to me He says I seen you on the street
You're pretty good if I do say myself
But the guy that come through here last month he was sometin' else

Instead of allin' out for fire from above
He just gets real quiet and talks about love
And I'll tell you sometin' funny He didn't want nobody's money
Now I'm not exactly sure what this all means

But it's the damndest thing I swear I've ever seen
Well since that time every town is the same
I can't make a dime, I don't know why I came
I decide I'll go and find him And find out who's behind him

He has everyone convinced that he's for real
Well I figure we can work us out a deal
So he offers me a job and I say fine
He says I'll get paid off on down the line

Well I guess I'll string along Don't see how too much can go wrong
As long as he pays my way I guess I'll follow
We're headed for Jerusalem tomorrow

10761. Jesse James

Jesse James
Country Gentlemen
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Jesse James was a lad who robbed many a man
He stopped the Glendale train;
He stole from the rich and he gave to the poor
He'd a heart and a handand a brain.

Jesse had a wife to mourn all her life,
Three children, they were brave;



 Twas that dirty little coward that shot Mr. Howard
And laid poor Jesse in his grave.

It was on a Saturday night, the moon was shinning bright
That they stopped the Glendale train.
The people they did say for many miles away
It was robbed by Frank and Jesse James

It was Robert Ford, that dirty little coward;
I wonder how he feels
For he ate of Jesse's bread and he slept in Jesse's bed
Then laid poor Jesse in his grave.

It was on a Wednesday night, while Jesse was at home
Talking with his family brave,
Robert Ford came along like a thief in the night
And laid poor Jesse in his grave.

10762. Jesse James

Jesse James
Davisson Brothers Band

I was raised knowing right from wrong
Bed times gone under that old rugged cross
You know I tried to be a good man
I always give it my best
But truth be told, someday I wanna go to the wild, wild west
I wanna line 'em up and drink 'em
I wanna love 'em, then leave 'em
Sometimes I just wanna rob a train
Be the first to draw at high noon sun
Feel the kick of my six gun
I want, want it above my name
Sometimes I wanna be like Jesus
Sometimes I wanna be Jesse James
I know well to draw the line
There's just some thing about that other side
'Cause I got angels on my left, demons to my right
It's a never ending battle, makes it constant fight
I wanna line 'em up and drink 'em
I wanna love 'em, then leave 'em
Sometimes I just wanna rob a train
Be the first to draw at high noon sun
Feel the kick of my six gun
I want, want it above my name
Sometimes I wanna be like Jesus
Sometimes I wanna be Jesse James
And I wanna steal a horse, and ride into town
Stare that sheriff down
Tell him there's a new law around here
I wanna walk through those swinging saloon doors
Hear my spurs in the wood floors



I wanna see nothing but fear
I wanna line 'em up and drink 'em
I wanna love 'em, then leave 'em
Sometimes I just wanna rob a train
Be the first to draw at high noon sun
Feel the kick of my six gun
I want, want it above my name
Sometimes I wanna be like Jesus
Sometimes I wanna be Jesse James
I wanna line 'em up
Love 'em, and leave 'em
Sometimes I just wanna rob a train
Be my Jesus
I wish I was Jesus
Sometimes I wanna be Jesse James

10763. Jesse With His Long Hair

Robert Earl Keen - Jesse With His Long Hair Hanging Down (Jesse With The Long Hair)

Jesse took a powder, slicked his long hair back
put a cartridge in his gun and stepped outside his shack,
saddled up his buckskin mare and rode off into town.
Jesse with the long hair hangin' down.

Luann fixed her makeup, straightened out her dress,
picked up a photograph and held it to her breast.
How could she ever love him? he never was around.
Jesse with the long hair hanging down

Flesh and blood it turns to dust
Scatters in the wind
Love is all that matters in the end.

Sheriff Paul was sleepin', his hat off in his lap
When he got a package that woke him from his nap.
He unrolled a poster, couldn't help but frown
It was Jesse with the long hair hangin' down.
They had been compadres many years before.
Jesse saved his life one time back before the war.
Now he was the king of thieves, he wore it like a crown.
Jesse with the long hair hangin' down.

Flesh and blood it turns to dust
Scatters in the wind
Love is all that matters in the end.

Mr. Brown the banker hid the money in his case.
It was time for him to leave this God forsaken place.
His true love loved the outlaw who hated Mr. Brown.
That was Jesse with the long hair hangin' down.
Mr. Brown had taken the land that Jesse owned.
The banker claimed that Jesse had not repaid his loan.



Truth and lies were tangled but when the truth unwound
there was Jesse with the long hair hangin' down.

Mr. Brown was all along Luann came walking in.
She pulled a pistol from her purse and pointed it at him.
When the door blew open she turned to look around
It was Jesse with the long hair hangin' down.

Mr. Brow grabbed Luann's gun and held it to her head.
"I'll blow her to Kingdom Come" is what the banker said.
In the fateful moment Jesse stood his ground.
Jesse with the long hair hangin' down.

Flesh and blood it turns to dust
Scatters in the wind
Love is all that matters in the end.

The bullet that killed Mr. Brown came through the windowpane.
It put a hole above one eye and lodged down in his brain.
He never saw a puff of smoke, no flash, no fire, no sound.
From Jesse with the long hair hangin' down.

Sheriff Paul was fast asleep his hat down on his eyes,
when he got a letter and much to his surprise
a picture of his sweet Luann in her wedding gown
and Jesse with the long hair hangin' down.

Flesh and blood it turns to dust
Scatters in the wind
Love is all that matters in the end.

10764. Jesse With The Long Hair - Chords

Jesse With The Long Hair

Intro
D    D*    D

D                      D*                    D
  Jesse took a powder, slicked his long hair back
G                D              G                    A   
  Put a catridge in his gun and stepped out side his shack
G                D                  G         
  Saddled up his buck skin mare and rode off into town, 
G                A                 D
  Jesse with the long hair hangin' down

  Luanne fixed her make up, straitened out her dress
  Picked up his picture and held it to her breast
  How could she ever love him? He never was around
  Jesse with the long hair hangin down

Chorus



  G                   D              G               D 
  Flesh and blood, it turns to dust, scatters in the wind,
  G                A              D
  Love is all that matters in the end

  Sherrif Paul was fast asleep with his hat down in his lap
  When he got a package that woke him from his nap
  He un rolled a poster, could help but frown
  It was jesse with the long hair hangin down

  They'd been compadres many years before
  Jesse saved his life one time, back before the war
  Now he was the king of theives, he wore it like a crown
  Jesse with the long hair hangin down 

  Chorus

  Mr Brown the banker hid the money in his case
  It was to for him to leave this god forsaken place
  His true love loved the outlaw, who hated Mr Brown
  That was Jesse with the long hair hangin down
  
  Mr Brown had taken the land that Jesse owned
  The bank had claimed that Jesse had not repaid his loan
  Truth and lies entangled, but when the truth unwound,
  It was Jesse with the long hair hangin down

Lead
   G    D    A    D

  

  Mr Brown was all alone when Luanne came walkin in
  She pulled a pistol from he purse and pointed it at him
  Then the door blew open, She turned to look around
  It was Jesse with the long hair hangin down

  Mr Brown took Luanne's gun and held to her head
  I'll blow her to king dom come is what the banker said
  And in that faithful moment, Jesse stood his ground, 
  Jesse with the long hair hangin down

  Chorus

  The Bullet that Killed Mr Brown came through the window pain
  Put a hole above one eye and lodged down in his brain
  Never saw no puff of smoke, no flash no fire no sound
  From Jesse with the long hair hangin' down

  Sherrif Paul was fast asleep his hat down on his eyes
  When he got a letter and much to his suprise
  A picture of the sweet Luanne, ina wedding gown
  And Jesse with the long hair hangin down

  Chorus
  G                  D              G               D
  Flesh and blood it turns to dust, Scatters in the wind



  G                A              D
  Love is all that matters in the end my friend

Sent By Andy Eames

10765. Jesse's Barn

Jesse's Barn
Sideline (Bluegrass)

[Verse 1]
I grew up in the country in the backwoods on a farm
Grains, dark beans, and cornbread, but we weren't poor by far
We had a little money, but we didn't have a car
On Friday nights, we'd hitch a ride out to Jesse's barn

[Chorus]
So break out the fiddle and rosin up the bow
Grab your partner and you do-si-do
On and on we would go
'Til the break of day would dawn
Swing her to the left and swing her to the right
Promenade and dance all night
We didn't have much but we had all night
Out in Jesse's barn

[Verse 2]
One night after we'd married, wR had a little fight
Went off for a couple of days and I don't know who was right
So wR went out for a walk one night but we didn't go too far
We found what we were lookin' for out in Jesse's barn

[Chorus]
So break out the fiddle and rosin up the bow
Grab your partner and you do-si-do
On and on we would go
'Til the break of day would dawn
Swing her to the left and swing her to the right
Promenade and dance all night
We didn't have much but we had all night
Out in Jesse's barn

[Verse 3]
Well a lot of years have passed and gone and Jesse's gone away
I missed him when he left us, but I miss him more today
Sometimes late on Friday nights, we'll walk but not too far
You can still hear music playin' out in Jesse's barn

[Chorus]
So break out the fiddle and rosin up the bow
Grab your partner and you do-si-do
On and on we would go
'Til the break of day would dawn



Swing her to the left and swing her to the right
Promenade and dance all night
We didn't have much but we had all night
Out in Jesse's barn

10766. Jesus And Bartenders

Jesus And Bartenders
(Lary Cordle & Leslie Winn Satcher)

Chorus
They both know a man in trouble when they see one
They're both willing to listen when he talks
Anger and depression, tearful confessions
Jesus and bartenders hear it all
Jesus and bartenders hear it all

Well they hear things that men don't tell their wives
Sinful secrets whiskey brings to light
One man offers comfort from the cross
The other only comfort on the rocks

But they both know a man in trouble when they see one
and they're both willing to listen when he talks
Anger and depression, tearful confessions
Jesus and bartenders hear it all
Jesus and bartenders hear it all

Bridge
Well if you're at the end of you're rope
Either one will serve you, but just one offers hope

But they both know a man in trouble, when they see one
They're both willing to listen when he talks
Anger and depression, tearful confessions
Jesus and bartenders hear it all
Jesus and bartenders hear it all
Jesus and bartenders hear it all

10767. Jesus And Elvis

Allison Moorer
Jesus and Elvis

[Chorus]
Jesus and Elvis
Painted on velvet
Hanging at the bar here every night
It's good to be back again



Oh, me and my old friends
Beneath the neon cross and the string of Christmas lights

[Verse 1]
Lola built this joint in '67
And her boy went off to fight on Christmas Eve
In a war nobody won
She lost her only son
Now everything he loved is what you see

[Chorus]
Jesus and Elvis
Painted on velvet
Hanging at the bar here every night

[Verse 2]
Lola told him Jesus loves a sinner
And his daddy told him music saved his soul
Between the drunkards and the band
It's a fittin' promised land
For the King of Kings and the king of rock-n-roll
[Chorus]
Jesus and Elvis
Painted on velvet
Hanging at the bar here every night
It's good to be back again
Oh, me and my old friends
Beneath the neon cross and the string of Christmas lights
It's good to be back again
Oh me and my old friends
Beneath the neon cross and a string of Christmas lights

[Bridge]
By and by, Lord, by and by
By and by, Lord, by and by

[Verse 3]
So if you need a shot of Dickel or redemption
Where the delta meets the Sea of Galilee
Get washed in the blood
Of the Mississippi mud
Come all you non-believers and you'll see

10768. Jesus And Gravity - Chords

Jesus And Gravity

Capo 3rd fret
D2sus(no5) = X50030
Amaj7 = X02120
F#7 = XX4320

[D]//// //// [D2sus(no5)]//// //// [G]//// //// //// ////



[D] Ahh-hmmm //// [D2sus(no5)] ahh-hmmm //// [G] hmm-hmm //// //// //// [D]////

[D] I'm to the point where it don't add [G] up
[A] I can't say I've come this far with [Bm] my guitar on pure dumb luck
[D] That's not to say I know it [G] all
'Cause [A] every time I get too high up [Bm] on my horse I fall

'Cause I've got [D] somethin' lifting me [A] up
Somethin' holdin' me [Bm] down
Somethin' to give me wings and [C] keep my feet on the [D] ground
I've got all I [D2sus(no5)][G] Jesus and gravity

[D] But I'm as bad as any-[G]-one
Takin' [A] all these blessings in my life for [Bm] granted one by one
[D] When I start to thinkin' it's all [G] me
Well [A] somethin' comes along and knocks me [Bm] right back on my knees

And I've got [D] somethin' lifting me [A] up
Somethin' holdin' me [Bm] down
Somethin' to give me wings and [C] keep my feet on the [D] ground
I've got all I [D2sus(no5)] need [G] Jesus and gravity

He's [A] my [Bm] friend, He's [A] my [G] light
He's [A] my [Bm] wings, [C] He is my [G] flig-[A]-ht

I've got [E] somethin' lifting me [B7] up
Somethin' holdin' me [Amaj7] down
Somethin' to give me wings and [D] keep my feet on the ground

[E] I've got all I'm gonna [F#7] need cause I got [A] Jesus, I got Jesus
I've got [E] somethin' lifting me [B7] up
Somethin' holdin' me [Amaj7] down
Somethin' to give me wings and [D] keep my feet on the ground
[E] I've got all I'll ever [F#7] need
'Cause I've got [A] Jesus and gravity

Oh, I've got [E] somethin' lifting me [B7] up
Somethin' holding me [Amaj7] down
Somethin' to give me wings and [D] keep my feet on the [E] ground
I've got all I'll [F#7] need
'Cause I've got [A] Jesus and gravity

[E] Jesus, I've got [B7] Jesus
I've got [Amaj7] Jesus
He's [D] my everything
He [E] lifts me up, He gives me [B7] wings
He [A] gives me hope and He gives me [E] strength

Ahhh ahhh ahhhhh [B7] ahhhh
And [A] that's all I'll ever [E] need
As long as he keeps lifting [F#7] me

[E] He is my life, He is my guide
He is my wings, He is my flight
[A] Lift me, I got [E] Jesus
I've got [A] Jesus and that's all I [E] need



10769. Jesus And Me

Jesus And Me
Wayne Taylor

I ain't smoked in years, tasted wine that much longer, 
now I walk with Jesus, I'm twelve times stronger. 
Every step I take i grow closer to thee, 
I found love in life, between Jesus and me.

mind just as clear as the liberty bell 
there won't be any doubt which direction my ship sails. 
She leads me to a home, waters calm but they're deep, 
I know where i stand between Jesus and me.

chorus:
Jesus and me we became the best of friends, 
when i read his word that's where it all began. 
I have no fears or worry what my future's going to be 
I found love in life between Jesus and me.

This life can be cruel between pain and with sin, 
he changed my point of view the day I let him in. 
Clouds once surround me I could barely see 
just clear skies up ahead, between Jesus and me.

chorus: 2x

Jesus and me we became the best of friends, 
when i read his word that's where it all began. 
I have no fear or worry what my future's going to be 
I found love in life between Jesus and me. tag

10770. Jesus Answers My Prayers

Jesus Answers My Prayers

When my life is in despair
Jesus answers my prayers
When I call on him he's there
Jesus answers my prayers

When trouble and strife cloud my life
When no one else seems to care
I fall on my knees
And pray to Him there
And Jesus answers my prayers

He lifts my burdens, stills my fears



Jesus answers my prayers
He gives me confort, sries my tears
Jesus answers my prayers

10771. Jesus Answers My Prayers - Chords

Jesus Answers My Prayers
Recorded by Reno and Smiley 
Written by Don Reno

C
When my life is in despair
      G7         C
Jesus answers my prayers

When I call on Him He's there
      G7         C
Jesus answers my prayers

     G7                 C
When trouble and strife cloud my life
     D7                   G7
When no one else seems to care
  C
I fall on my knees and pray to Him there
          G7         C
And Jesus answers my prayers

He lifts my burdens stills my fears
      G7         C
Jesus answers my prayers

He gives me comfort dries my tears
      G7         C
Jesus answers my prayers

     G7                 C
When trouble and strife cloud my life
     D7                   G7
When no one else seems to care
  C
I fall on my knees and pray to Him there
          G7         C
And Jesus answers my prayers

10772. Jesus Boogie

Sturgill Simpson - Jesus Boogie



[Verse 1]
My days are filled with moments of doubt and shame
Seems everybody's in line to let me down
I look all around, there's no one left to blame
What have I done to deserve my thorny crown?

[Chorus]
You never asked me
If I wanted to be
The Son of God

[Verse 2]
Father, why have you forsaken me?
My silver is dross, my water is mixed with wine
My eyes are full of blood, I cannot see
The sins I now pay for, they are not mine

[Chorus]
You nevRr asked me
If I wanted to bR
The Son of God

[Bridge]
I always knew it would end this way
Still it is you to whom Father I now pray
Somehow I knew I'd end up here on my own
All alone, all alone
Father, without you

[Chorus]
You never asked me
If I wanted to be
The Son of God

10773. Jesus Broke The Wild Horse

Jesus Broke the Wild Horse
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Jesus broke the wild horse in my heart
And he rounded up all the sinfulness and the dark
He drove all the wolves from my door
And he gave me a love like I never had before

Showed me a way to the green grass of love
On the hills of his wide open range
And he said it was mine if I'd just follow him
So I'm here now to stay to live day by day
And follow his wonderful way

Jesus broke the wild horse in my heart
And we sat down he broke some bread and gave me wine
And he kindled a fire in my soul



And he dug me a well where the living waters flow

Showed me a way to the green grass of love
The hills of his wide open range
And he said it was mine if I'd just follow him
So I'm here now to stay to live day by day
And follow his wonderful way

10774. Jesus Built A Bridge To Heaven

Rhonda Vincent - Jesus Built A Bridge To Heaven

Jesus built a bridge to Heaven.
A mighty, mighty bridge to Heaven.
Jesus built a bridge to Heaven,
With three nails, and two cross-ties.

Took His people by the hand.
Led them 'cross that barren land.
Pharaoh chased them night and day,
But the angel of the Lord kept him away.

Jesus built a bridge to Heaven.
A mighty, mighty bridge to Heaven.
Jesus built a bridge to Heaven,
With three nails, and two cross-ties.

A humble carpenter by trade.
You'll know him by the works he made.
No towers of stone, nor works of steel,
But a wooden cross on a wind swept hill.

Jesus built a bridge to Heaven.
A mighty, mighty bridge to Heaven.
Jesus built a bridge to Heaven,
With three nails, and two cross-ties.

No boulevard, no avenue.
Not a road by man can carry you.
A highway built by hands unseen,
To that city of gold for eternity.

Jesus built a bridge to Heaven.
A mighty, mighty bridge to Heaven.
Jesus built a bridge to Heaven,
With three nails, and two cross-ties.

Jesus built a bridge to Heaven.
A mighty, mighty bridge to Heaven.
Jesus built a bridge to Heaven,
With three nails, and two cross-ties.

Jesus built a bridge to Heaven.



A mighty, mighty bridge to Heaven.
Jesus built a bridge to Heaven,
With three nails, and two cross-ties.

10775. Jesus Built A Bridge To Heaven - Chords

Jesus Built A Bridge To Heaven
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Glen Duncan and Mark Grant

G
Jesus built a bridge to heaven
C                         G
A mighty mighty bridge to heaven
C                       G
Jesus built a bridge to heaven
           D7                 G
With three nails and two crossties

Took His people by the hand
                    D7     G
Led them cross that barren land
 
Pharaoh chased them night and day
                          D7       G
But the angel of the Lord kept him away

Repeat #1

A humble carpenter by trade
                       D7       G
You'll know Him by the works He made

No towers of stone nor works of steel
                        D7        G
But a wooden cross on a windswept hill

Repeat #1

No boulevard no avenue
                      D7    G
Not a road by man can carry you

A highway built by hands unseen
                         D7    G
To that city of gold for eternity

Repeat #1 x3



10776. Jesus Cares For Me - Chords

Jesus Cares For Me
Recorded by Vince Gill and Bart Millard
Written by Bart Millard and Thad Cockrell

G     D7        G      C                 G
Jesus cares for me  it seems too good to be
C                  G        Em     G     D7        G
All my worries and doubts released Jesus cares for me
  C                                         G
I was all alone without a trace of hope for me
C             Am        C                       G    Em D7
Then you came along and gave my heart a song to sing
G     D7        G      C                 G
Jesus cares for me  it seems too good to be
C                  G        Em     G     D7        G
All my worries and doubts released Jesus cares for me
  C                                                   G
I thought I'd never see the day my life would be made new
C       Am                                       G   Em D7
Then my broken heart fell right into the arms of you
G     D7        G      C                 G
Jesus cares for me  it seems too good to be
C                  G        Em     G     D7        G
All my worries and doubts released Jesus cares for me
Repeat last verse
C                  G        Em     G     D7        G
All my worries and doubts released Jesus cares for me
C                  G     Em  G     D7        C G
All my worries are now a-sea Jesus cares for me

10777. Jesus Cares What Happens To Me - Chords

Jesus Cares What Happens To Me
Recorded by Osborne Brothers
Written by Bobby Osborne
 
G
Once I thought no one cared if I lived or died
  C             G                        D7
I spent my life searching for a place to hide
G
Drifting in this world like a ship lost at sea
                                     D7         G
When I learned that Jesus cares what happens to me
 
C                    G
Yes Jesus cares what happens to me
   C              G              D7
He opened my eyes and He made me see
   G
He lifted my burdens and set my soul free



C         G          D7         G
Yes Jesus cares what happens to me
 
 
When I stand at the throne on that glorious day
     C           G                    D7
I'll wait patiently until He turns my way
          G
Then I'll kneel and ask Him have mercy on me
                                 D7         G
For I know that Jesus cares what happens to me
 
C                    G
Yes Jesus cares what happens to me
   C              G              D7
He opened my eyes and He made me see
   G
He lifted my burdens and set my soul free
C         G          D7         G
Yes Jesus cares what happens to me
 
C         G          D7         G
Yes Jesus cares what happens to me

10778. Jesus Christ

Jesus Christ

Jesus Christ was a man that traveled through the land
A carpenter true and brave
He said to the rich give your goods to the poor
And they laid Jesus Christ in the grave

He went to the sick and he went to the poor
And he went to the hungry and the lame
And he said that the meek would inherit the whole world
And they laid Jesus Christ in the grave

One day Jesus stopped at a rich man?s door
What must I do to be saved
Take all you own and give it to the poor
And they laid Jesus Christ in the grave

When the love of the poor shall one day turn to hate
When the patience of the workers give away
Would be better for the rich if they never been born
So they laid Jesus Christ in the grave

When Jesus came to town all the working folks around
Believed what he did say
But bankers and preachers nailed him to the cross
And they laid Jesus Christ in the grave



Well the people held their breath when they heard about his death
And everybody wondered why
Was the landlord and soldiers lawmen there had hired
That nailed Jesus Christ in the sky

We would lay Jesus Christ in the grave Lord Lord
We would lay Jesus Christ in the grave
And if Jesus preached today like he preached in Galilee
We would lay Jesus Christ in his grave

10779. Jesus Don't Turn Me Away - Chords

Jesus Don't Turn Me Away 
Recorded by Vern Gosdin
Written by Max D. Barnes
  
C                       F         C
I took the wrong turn a long time ago
              G7     C
The devil had led me astray
                     F               C
I took what I wanted now he wants my soul
                     G7      C
Oh sweet Jesus don't turn me away

            F       C
Jesus don't turn me away
                  G7      C
Sweet Jesus don't turn me away
    F                C           F
I'm down on my knees begging you please
      C           G7      C
Sweet Jesus don't turn me away

                          F            C
I traveled the wrong road right to the end
               G7          C
Temptation was all I could see
                            F                   C
There's no where to go when you're knee deep in sin
              G7       C
Oh Jesus have mercy on me

Repeat #2  x2

10780. Jesus Help Me To Stand

Alison Krauss - Jesus Help Me To Stand 
Dan Tyminski Band



Through trials, troubles and care
I know Jesus my savior is there
Giving me faith through darkest days
Keeping me on the narrow way

Chorus
Jesus savior, help me each day
Fill me with hope, fill me with faith
Darkness retreats at the touch of Your hand
Jesus savior, help me to stand

Jesus lived through darkest pain
Rejected by men, despising the shame
Man of sorrows, acquainted with grief
He gave His life so we may be free

Jesus savior, help me each day
Fill me with hope, fill me with faith
Darkness retreats at the touch of Your hand
Jesus savior, help me to stand

I know that Jesus died for me
Canceled my debt at Calvary
Rose from the dead, unlocked Heaven's door
Trust in His love and live evermore

Jesus savior, help me each day
Fill me with hope, fill me with faith
Darkness retreats at the touch of Your hand
Jesus savior, help me to stand

10781. Jesus Hold My Hand - Chords

Jesus Hold My Hand
recorded by Ricky Skaggs
written Albert E. Brumley
 
G
As I wander through this pilgrim land 
           C                     G
There is a friend who walks with me
                                               E7         A7      D7
Leads me safely through the sinking sand it is the Christ of Calvary
G
This would be my prayer dear Lord each day 
           C             G
To help me do the best I can

      C                 G
For I need thy light to guide me day and night 
        C     D7      G
Blessed Jesus hold my hand



                     C               G
Jesus hold my hand I need thee every hour
                          E7         A7     D7
Through this pilgrim land protect me by thy power
G                      C                 G
Hear my feeble plea oh Lord look down on me
       C                 G
When I kneel in prayer I hope to meet you there
        C     D7      G
Blessed Jesus hold my hand
 
                                             C               G
Let me travel in the light divine that I may see the blessed way
                                              E7         A7       D7
Keep me that I may be wholly Thine and sing redemption's song someday
G                                           C             G
I will be a soldier brave and true and ever firmly take a stand
     C             G                          C     D7      G
As I onward go and daily meet the foe Blessed Jesus hold my hand
 
                                               C              G
When I wander through the valley dim toward the setting of the sun
                                        E7       A7        D7
Lead me safely to a land of rest if I a crown of life have won
G                      C         G
I have put my faith in thee dear Lord 
           C                G
That I may reach the golden strand
           C               G
There's no other friend on whom I can depend 
        C     D7      G
Blessed Jesus hold my hand

10782. Jesus Is A Rock

Jesus is a Rock
Larry Sparks

    Jesus is a rock hallelujah
    He is a rock amen
    He is a rock hallelujah
    He is a rock
    Jesus is a rock amen

There's no future in building
A house upon the sinking sand
Why not build a home eternal
Forever on the rock we stand

There's no harm can overtake you
While you're holding to his hand
He will never ever leave you
He is the solid rock my friend



10783. Jesus Is All That I Need - Chords

Jesus Is All That I Need 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
A D A  A E A
 
[Chorus]
A
Jesus is all that i need in this world
D                   A
Jesus is all that i need
         A
He's the one, gonna stand by me
             E          A
Yes Jesus is all that i need
 
 
[Verse 1]
           A
When i get way down, down in trouble
       D                  A
And my burdens, they seem double
              A
He'll take my hand and pull me out
                 E             A
Lift my burdens, make me wanna shout
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Jesus is all that i need in this world
D                   A
Jesus is all that i need
         A
He's the one, gonna stand by me
             E          A
Yes Jesus is all that i need
 
 
[Instrumental]
A D A  A E A
 
 
[Verse 2]
         A
He'll be closer, closer than a sister
         D                     A
He'll be closer, closer than a brother
           A
He'll be a father and a mother
             E            A



Yes Jesus is all that you need
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Jesus is all that i need in this world
D                   A
Jesus is all that i need
         A
He's the one, gonna stand by me
             E          A
Yes Jesus is all that i need
 
 
[Instrumental]
A D A  A E A
 
 
[Outro]
A
Jesus is all that i need in this world
D                   A
Jesus is all that i need
         A
He's the one, gonna stand by me
             E          A
Yes Jesus is all that i need

10784. Jesus Is Coming Soon

Jesus Is Coming Soon - Dailey And Vincent 

Troublesome times are here
Filling men's hearts with fear
Freedom we all hold dear
Now is at stake

Humbling your hearts to God
Saves from the chastening rod
Seek the way pilgrims trod
Christians awake

Jesus is coming soon
Morning or night or noon
Many will meet their doom
Trumpets will sound

All of the dead shall rise
Righteous meet in the skies
Going where no one dies
Heavenward bound

Troubles will soon be o'er



Happy forevermore
When we meet on that shore
Free from all care

Rising up in the sky
Telling this world goodbye
Homeward we then will fly
Glory to share

Jesus is coming soon
Morning or night or noon
Many will meet their doom
Trumpets will sound

All of the dead shall rise
Righteous meet in the skies
Going where no one dies
Heavenward bound

Love of so many cold
Losing their home of gold
This in God's word is told
Evils abound

When these signs come to pass
Nearing the end at last
It will come very fast
Trumpets will sound

Jesus is coming soon
Morning or night or noon
Many will meet their doom
Trumpets will sound

All of the dead shall rise
Righteous meet in the skies
Going where no one dies
Heavenward bound

Going where no one dies
Heavenward bound
Heavenward bound
Heavenward bound
Heavenward bound

10785. Jesus Loves Me

Emmylou Harris - Jesus Loves Me

Jesus loves me! This I know,
For the Bible tells me so.
Little ones to Him belong;
They are weak, but He is strong.



[Chorus: x2]
Yes, Jesus loves me!
Yes, Jesus loves me!
Yes, Jesus loves me!
The Bible tells me so.
Jesus loves me! This I know,
As He loved so long ago,
Taking children on His knee,
Saying, 'Let them come to Me.'

Jesus loves me still today,
Walking with me on my way,
Wanting as a friend to give
Light and love to all who live.

[Chorus]

Jesus loves me! He who died
Heaven's gate to open wide;
He will wash away my sin,
Let His little child come in.
Refrain
Jesus loves me! He will stay
Close beside me all the way;
Thou hast bled and died for me,
I will henceforth live for Thee.

[Chorus]

10786. Jesus On The Mainline

Jesus on the Mainline
Ry Cooder - Acoustic Syndicate

I know Jesus is on that mainline
Tell Him what you want
Jesus is on that mainline
Tell Him what you want
Jesus is on that mainline
Tell Him what you want
Call Him up and tell Him what you want
Well, the line ain't never busy
Tell Him what you want
Wo, that line ain't never busy
Tell Him what you want
Well, the line ain't never busy
Tell Him what you want
Keep on calling Him up
And tell Him what you want

Well, if you want His kingdom
Tell Him what you want



If you want His kingdom
Tell Him what you want
If want His kingdom
Tell Him what you want
Call Him up, call Him up, call Him up, call Him up
You can call Him up and tell Him what you want
Well, if you're sick and want to get well
Tell Him what you want
Well, if you're sick and you want to get well
Tell Him what you want
If you're sick and you want to get well
Tell Him what you want
Call Him up and tell Him what you want
And if you're feeling down and out
Tell Him what you want

And if you're feeling down and out
Tell Him what you want
And if you're feeling down and out
Tell Him what you want
Call Him up and tell Him what you want

I know Jesus is on that mainline
Tell Him what you want
Jesus is on that mainline
Tell Him what you want
Jesus is on that mainline
Tell Him what you want
Call Him up, call Him up, call Him up, call Him up
Call Him up and tell Him what you want

10787. Jesus On The Radio (Daddy On The Phone)

Jesus On The Radio (Daddy On The Phone) - Tom T Hall

Mama likes to listen to the grand old gospel time
Daddy is a cowboy drinkin' beer and wine
Mama's in the kitchen standin' there all alone
She got Jesus on the radio and daddy on the phone
Daddy says come on down to Tootsie's and have yourself a beer
Mama's in the kitchen standin' there in tears
My mama love my daddy but it's breaking up our home
She got Jesus on the radio and daddy on the phone

Mama don't like drinkin' and she don't understand
Daddy's had a hard life a deeply troubled man
It's honky tonk and gospel that's breaking up our home
She got Jesus on the radio and daddy on the phone
Daddy says come on down...

I came home one evening there was mama on her knees
Big old tears of gospel joy running down her cheeks
She says you don't have to worry son we are not alone



I got Jesus on the radio and Jesus on the phone
Daddy says come on down...

10788. Jesus Saved Me - Chords

Jesus Saved Me
--Buck OWens & Red Simpson--

KEY: C / Tune down 1/2 step / PLAY: D

STEEL INTRO: D A D

VERSE:
D G
Once my heart was heavy
D A A7
I was livin' in sin
D G
But then I found Jesus
D A7 D
And he took me in

CHORUS:
D G
And He saved me, saved me
D A A7
And from sin set me free
 D G
Yes He saved me, cause he loved me
D A7 D
Yes Jesus saved me

VERSE:
D G
Once I thought I'd never
D A A7
Find peace of mind
 D G
But I gave my heart to Jesus
 D A7 D
And He saved this soul of mine

CHORUS:
D G
And He saved me, saved me
D A A7
And from sin set me free
 D G
Yes He saved me, cause he loved me
D A7 D
Yes Jesus saved me

STEEL SOLO: D G D A7 D



VERSE:
D G
So if your heart is burdened
 D A A7
I'll tell you what to do
 D G
Just put your trust in Jesus
D A7 D
And He'll save you too

CHORUS:
D G
And He saved me, saved me
D A A7
And from sin set me free
 D G
Yes He saved me, cause he loved me
D A7 D
Yes Jesus saved me

10789. Jesus Savior Pilot Me

Jesus Savior Pilot Me - Stanley Brothers

Jesus Savior pilot me
Over life's tempestuous sea
Chart and compass come from thee
Jesus Savior pilot me

    Unknown waves before me roll
    Hiding rock and treacherous shoal
    Chart and compass come from thee
    Jesus Savior pilot me

When at last I near the shore
And the fearful breakers roar
May I hear thee say to me
Fear not I will pilot thee

    'twixt me and the peaceful rest
    Then while leaning on thy breast
    May I hear thee say to me
    Fear not I will pilot thee

10790. Jesus Savior Pilot Me - Chords

Jesus Savior Pilot Me
Recorded by Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs



Written by Edward Hopper and John E. Gould

G            C     G
Jesus Savior pilot me
C    G         D7       G
Over life's tempestuous sea
D7                      G
Unknown waves before me roll
D7                          G
Hiding rock and treacherous shoal
                  C         G
Chart and compass came from Thee
C     G      D7    G
Jesus Savior pilot me

               C        G
When at last I near the shore
C       G       D7       G
And the fearful breakers roar
D7                        G
Twixt me and the peaceful rest
D7                        G
Then while leaning on Thy breast
                C      G
May I hear Thee say to me
C        G      D7    G
Fear not I will pilot thee

10791. Jesus Sure Changed Me

Jesus Sure Changed Me
Newfound Road

[Verse 1]
The Devil tempted me and I didn't love my Savior
His hatred blinded me, but now I'm glad I see
I had earthly sorrows crowdin' in on me
Then I felt the hand of Jesus and Jesus sure changed me

[Chorus]
Jesus sure changed me when He saved my soul from sin
He took my heart and bathed it and made it pure again
He opened up the pathway for me to follow Him
Jesus sure changed me and I'm glad He let me in

[Verse 2]
I heard the voice of Satan calling out my name
I found out he lied and then he laughed while I cried
It didn't take me long to find out I believed
'Cause I heard the voice of Jesus and Jesus sure changed me

[Chorus]
Jesus sure changed me when He saved my soul from sin



He took my heart and bathed it and made it pure again
He opened up the pathway for me to follow Him
Jesus sure changed me and I'm glad He let me in

[Chorus]
Jesus sure changed me when He saved my soul from sin
He took my heart and bathed it and made it pure again
Well, He opened up the pathway for me to follow Him
Jesus sure changed me and I'm glad He let me in
Yeah, Jesus sure changed me and I'm glad He let me in

10792. Jesus Take Hold - Chords

Jesus Take Hold
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
The Lewis Family

C                                  G7                 C
Like the ancient Roman empire this world is doomed to fall

And it's much to big a thing for mortal men
F                                   C
Just take a look around and see the writing on the wall
                     G7             C
Somehow we've got to find a helping hand

                                 F                C
This world has never been in the awful shape it's in
                                        Am
And people scorn the things our leaders do
     C                                   F              C
It's time the prayer was spoken from the heart of every man
                  G7          C
Jesus take a hold and lead us through

                              G7          C
The mighty roar of gunfire is now a local sound

And our city streets are filled with angry men
F                           C
Law is now a mockery throughout our troubled land
                         G7             C
And destruction seems to be the current trend

                                 F                C
This world has never been in the awful shape it's in
                                         Am
And our leaders seem in doubt of what to do
     C                                   F              C
It's time the prayer was spoken from the heart of every man
                  G7          C
Jesus take a hold and lead us through
                  G7          C



Jesus take a hold and lead us through

10793. Jesus Talk To Mama

Rodney Crowell - Jesus Talk To Mama

Jesus, talk to Mama
Tell her I'm alright
Tell her that I'm on the mend
Tell her I've been born again
Tell her that the future's looking bright
Do this, won't you Jesus?
For I never meant to stray
Jesus, talk to Mama
Tell her that we'll meet again some day
Jesus, if you hear me
Take a message to my Ma
Tell her that I'm in your hands
Tell her I'm a different man
Tonight I beat the Devil to the draw
All I'm really asking is to tell her I found you
Jesus, talk to Mama
Tell her that my wandering days are through
Jesus, talk to Mama
Tell her I'm doing good
Tell her how I kicked the blues
Tell her how it's all good news
I'm living like she always wished I would
Tell her, won't you Jesus, that the wonders will never cease
Jesus talk to Mama, tell her so her soul can rest in peace

10794. Jesus The Missing Years - Chords

Jesus The Missing Years
John Prine 

Intro: - Play this pattern thoughout song
(C) (F) (G) (C)

It was raining. It was cold
West Bethlehem was no place for a twelve year old
So he packed his bags and he headed out
To find out what the world's about
He went to France. He went to Spain
He found love. He found pain.
He found stores so he started to shop
But he had no money so he got in trouble with a cop

Kids in trouble with the cops



So he cut his hair and moved to Rome
It was there he met his Irish bride
And they rented a flat on the lower east side of Rome...
Italy that is
Music publishers, book binders, Bible belters, swimming pools,
orgies and lots of pretty Italian chicks.

(C)Charley bought some popcorn
B(F)illy bought a car
So(G)meone almost bought the farm
But they didn't go that f(C)ar
Things shut down at midnight
(F)At least around here they do
C(G)ause we all reside down the block
Inside at ....23 Sk(C)idoo.

Wine was flowing so were beers
So Jesus found his missing years
He went to a dance and said "This don't move me"
He hiked up his pants and he went to a movie
On his thirteenth birthday he saw "Rebel without a Cause"
He went straight on home and invented Santa Claus
Who gave him a gift and he responded in kind
He gave the gift of love and went out of his mind

You see him and the wife wasn't getting along
So he took out his guitar and he wrote a song
Called "The Dove of Love Fell Off the Perch"
But he couldn't get divorced in the Catholic Church
At least not back then anyhow
Jesus was a good guy he didn't need this s**t
So he took a pill with a Coca-Cola and he swallowed it.
He discovered the Beatles
And he recorded with the Stones
Once He even opened up a three-way package for old George Jones

(C)Charley bought some popcorn
B(F)illy bought a car
So(G)meone almost bought the farm
But they didn't go that f(C)ar
Things shut down at midnight
(F)At least around here they do
C(G)ause we all reside down the block
Inside at ....23 Sk(C)idoo.

The years passed by like sweet little days
With babies crying pork chops and beaujolais
When he woke up he was seventeen
The world was angry. The world was mean.
Why the man down the street and the kid on the stoop
All agreed that life stank. All the world smelled like poop
Baby poop that is ..the worst kind

So he grew his hair long and thew away his comb
And headed back to Jerusalem to find Mom, Dad and home
But when he got there the cupboard was bare
Except for an old black man with a fishing rod



He said "Whatcha gonna be when you grow up?"
Jesus said "God"
Oh my God, what have I gotten myself into?
I'm a human corkscrew and all my wine is blood
They're gonna kill me Mama. They don't like me Bud.

So Jesus went to Heaven and he went there awful quick
All them people killed him and he wasn't even sick
So come and gather around me my contemporary peers
And I'll tell you all the story of
Jesus...The Missing Years

(C)Charley bought some popcorn
B(F)illy bought a car
So(G)meone almost bought the farm
But they didn't go that f(C)ar
Things shut down at midnight
(F)At least around here they do
C(G)ause we all reside down the block
Inside at ....23 Sk(C)idoo.
We all (G)reside down the block
Inside at ....23 Sk(C)idoo. (G) (C)

10795. Jesus Walked Upon the Water

Jesus Walked Upon the Water
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - Jesus Walked Upon the Water

[Verse 1]
Stormy waters 'round me rise
Lightning flashes 'cross the skies
Mighty tempest sometimes overfloods my soul
But I never doubt nor fear
For the Lord said he'd be near
I just hold his hand and let him take control

[Chorus]
Jesus walked upon the water
And he calmed the stormy sea
He just spoke and angry [?] ceased their role (Ceased their role)
He's the captain of salvation
He can set thR sinner free
By the power of his blood, wR can be whole

[Verse 2]
Though we'll face the storms of life
Great temptation, sin, and strife
As our captain Jesus charts our journey home
Zion ship, keep sailing straight
Built to land at Heaven's Gate
Don't despair, through Christ, the Lord, we can be strong

[Chorus]



Jesus walked upon the water
And he calmed the stormy sea
He just spoke and angry [?] ceased their role (Ceased their role)
He's the captain of salvation
He can set the sinner free
By the power of his blood, we can be whole

[Verse 3]
Fiery darts around us fly
Hitting some, and some will die
But the shield of faith will turn those darts away
We must heed his blessed commands
Make his word our saving plan
Jesus Christ, our Lord, great captain, and our stay

[Chorus]
Jesus walked upon the water
And he calmed the stormy sea
He just spoke and angry [?] ceased their role (Ceased their role)
He's the captain of salvation
He can set the sinner free
By the power of his blood, we can be whole
By the power of his love, we can be whole

10796. Jesus Wants Me - Chords

Jesus Wants Me
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Eddie Noack

G
I was alone in the darkness 
Trouble was all I could see
                   
Then from above He looked down with His love
                    D7          G
Now I'm happy cause Jesus wants me
C                  G
Jesus wants me yes Jesus wants me
                            A7           D7
He sent my poor soul on the road to Calvary 
G                    C               G
Now I can see He has gathered in His sheep
                                       D7          G
Now I'll stick with the Shepherd cause Jesus wants me
                           
All my friends turned me down when I was lonely
                                       
And I saw the light and I fell to my knees
  
I called out to my Lord and He heard every word
                D7          G
Praise glory my Jesus wants me



C                  G
Jesus wants me yes Jesus wants me
                        A7            D7
He saved my soul on the cross at Calvary 
G                       C               G
Drifting along till the Savior calls me home
                          D7          G
I'm so happy now cause my Jesus wants me
Repeat #2

10797. Jesus Will Save Your Soul

Jesus Will Save Your Soul

As I go along I'm singing this song
My soul is so glad and free
If I sing this song, I'll never go wrong
For Jesus will care for me

Yes, Jesus will save your soul
He'll make you as pure as gold
Then some beautiful day
With him you as shall stay
Where sorrows are never told

He pleads day by day don't turn him away
Hark to that sweet voice you hear
Place him close to your side, in his love abide
Let Jesus always stand near

* Refrain

If you would live right for Jesus tonight
Turn from your pathway of sin
Some day by his throne he'll make it your home
Where happiness never ends

* Refrain

10798. Jesus Will Save Your Soul - Chords

Jesus Will Save Your Soul
Recorded by The Reno Brothers
Written by Don Reno 

G                 C            G
As I go along I'm singing this song
                       D7
My soul is so glad and free



     G                   C        G
If I sing this song I'll never go wrong
          D7            G
For Jesus will care for me

Yes Jesus will save your soul
                          D7
He'll make you as pure as gold
          G
Then some beautiful day
     C                G
With Him you as shall stay
              D7        G
Where sorrows are never told

                           C        G
He pleads day by day don't turn Him away
                             D7
Hark to that sweet voice you hear
          G                     C        G
Place Him close by your side in His love abide
    D7                 G
Let Jesus always stand near

Repeat #2

                            C     G
If you would live right for Jesus tonight
                          D7
Turn from your pathway of sin
     G                 C                  G
Some day by His throne He'll make it your home
           D7         G
Where happiness never ends

Repeat #2

10799. Jesus Wont You Guide Me - Chords

Jesus Wont You Guide Me 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
G C G
G D G
 
[Verse 1]
                                       C                  G
Jesus won't you guide me through these times we're living in
                                                  A               D
With your mighty hand won't you hide me from this wicked world of sin
G                                              C             G
Help me Lord, this day i struggle to fight the omen death is within



C               G                D                  G
Jesus won't you guide me in this world we're living in
 
 
[Chorus]
       C              G
I will follow close behind you
                  D
As i travel on my way
        C                  G
On that road that leads to heaven
                    D          G
Where i'll meet you some sweet day
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
G A D
 
G C G C G
G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                             C               G
Jesus won't you guide me, oh Lord i'm asking you
                                  A               D
As i get down on my knees help me Lord with all i do
         G                                     C                  G
When old satan's there to tempt me, his fallen angels he gathers 'round
                             D                 G
Jesus won't you help me as i strive to put him down
 
 
[Chorus]
       C              G
I will follow close behind you
                  D
As i travel on my way
        C                  G
On that road that leads to heaven
                    D          G
Where i'll meet you some sweet day
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
G A D
 
G C G C G
G D G
 
 
[Outro]
       C              G
I will follow close behind you
                  D



As i travel on my way
        C                  G
On that road that leads to heaven
                    D          G
Where i'll meet you some sweet day

10800. Jesus, Elvis And Me

Jesus, Elvis and Me
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
When you walk in our house it's on display
That shiny white polyester rhinestone cape
Right there next to that cuckoo clock
The one that every hour plays "Jailhouse Rock"

[Verse 2]
She's a certified WWJD fan
Got an autographed picture of Billy Graham
She loves to hear the preaching at a southern revival
She takes a custom-made blue suede King James Bible

[Chorus]
She loves Jesus, she loves Elvis, and me
I'd have to say that's pretty good company
I don't mind the fact that I'm number three
She loves Jesus, she loves Elvis, and me

Verse 3]
When I saw her at the Barron County Baptist Church
She was singing Rock of Ages, first line of every verse
It was all that I could do to keep from falling in love
When she hollered "Hallelujah, well thank you very much"

[Bridge]
One walks on water, one hung the moon
So we celebrate Christmas in our velvet-lined jungle room
Oh yeah

[Instrumental break]

[Verse 4]
She dresses like Priscilla every Halloween
And goes around quoting John 3:16
I'm okay with other men in her life
And she loves "Love Me Tender" and that's alright Mama

Chorus]
She loves Jesus, she loves Elvis, and me
I'd have to say that's pretty good company
I don't mind the fact that I'm number three
She loves Jesus, she loves Elvis



When it comes to love she ain't selfish
She loves Jesus, she loves Elvis, and me

10801. Jesus, Take a Hold

Jesus, Take a Hold

Like the ancient Roman empire, this world is doomed to fall
And it's much too big a thing for mortal man
Just take a look around and see the writing on the wall
Somehow we've got to find a helping hand

This world has never been in the awful shape it's in
And people scorn the things our leaders do
It's time a prayer was spoken from the heart of every man
Jesus, take a hold and lead us through

The mighty roar of gunfire is now a local sound
And our city streets are filled with angry men
Law's now a mockery throughout our troubled land
And destruction seems to be the current trend

This world has never been in the awful shape it's in
And our leaders seem in doubt, what to do
It's time a prayer was spoken from the heart of every man
Jesus, take a hold and lead us through
Jesus, take a hold and lead us through

10802. Jet Plane In A Rocking Chair

Richard Thompson - Jet Plane In A Rocking Chair 

Jet plane in a rocking chair
Roller coaster roll nowhere
Deaf and dumb old dancing bear
I'll change this heart of mine
This time, this time

Sea cruise in a diving bell
Run a mile in a wishing well
Soft soap and nothing to sell
I'll change this heart of mine
This time, this time

Here comes the real thing
I've been waiting for so long
For so long
I've been looking for a love like you



Crossed-line on the telephone
Crossed eyes and a canny moan
Cross fingers and head for home
I'll change this heart of mine
This time, this time

Play sick in a feather bed
Act cool when you're stony dead
I'm a fool with a size one head
I'll change this heart of mine
This time, this time

Here comes the real thing
I've been waiting,for so long
For so long
I've been looking for a love like you

Jet plane in a rocking chair
Roller coaster roll nowhere
Deaf and dumb old dancing bear
I'll change this heart of mine
This time, this time
This time, this time
This time, this time

10803. Jetpane

Jetpane
Nicki Bluhm

If you want my love tomorrow
you better give it up today
cause I ain't making many plans anymore
and I don't know how long i'll stay

well I felt like losin
was the only thing I could do
rebel rockets came screaming at me
pack up shop and look at the view

Now i'm like a jet plane
and I don't know my brothers
don't know their pain
each one well tell you
the same damn thing
life is like a jet plane

the idea of tomorrow
is like powder from a gun
William comes to town and
shoots the mama down
still her kids they know time to run



life is like a jetplane
it's like a jetplane

feel the wings shining in the sunlight
feel the wings
oh like a jetplane.

10804. Jewel Of The South

Rodney Crowell - Jewel Of The South

One fine morning when the wild geese fly
I'm taking my chances on the sunny side
I'm headed down south where the grass grows tall
Where the mockingbirds singing and the whippoorwill calls
Spanish moss on the Natchez Trace gulf wind blowing wide across my face
French girls dancing to a big bang drum back down south where I come from
Where the river flows like warm molasses rain fogs up my reading glasses
Honey suckle strong enough to curl your hair back down there
One fine morning gonna pull up stakes
I'm gonna chalk it all up as just a bad mistake
Gonna hit the decks runnin' bid a fond farewell
By the time I get to Memphis I'll be outta my shell
Cottonfields just as white as snow sweet magnolia blossoms grow
Big moon shinin' like an ice cream cone back down south where I belong
Where the river flows like milk and honey
The nights are slow and the eggs are runny
I wouldn't mind sittin' in a rocking chair back down there
Jewel of the south cross my heart shut my mouth
Come the morning I'll be home in the sweet Delta dawn
One fine morning and it won't be long
I'm leaving put early with my glad rags on
I'm gonna pull a load of wool off of my own two eyes
And sharpen my senses countin' railroad ties
When the mile long trestle makes a clickity-clack
The whole dang town is gonna welcome me back
Ticket to the land of the sugar cane back down on the Ponchartrain
Where the river flows like a grand mariner
Sweet olive takes my breath away
Sunday morning walkin' on the Jackson Square back down there
Jewel of the south cross my heart shut my mouth
Come the morning I'll be home in the sweet Delta dawn
Come the morning I'll be home in the sweet Delta dawn

10805. Jewels

Alison Krauss - Jewels 

When He cometh, when He cometh



To take up his jewels
All his jewels, precious jewels
His Loved and His own

Like the stars of the morning
His bright crown adorning
They will shine in their beauty
Bright jems for his crown

He will gather, He will gather
The jems for His kingdom
All the pure ones, all the bright ones
His loved and His own

Like the stars of the morning
His bright crown adorning
They will shine in their beauty
Bright jems for his crown

Little children, little children
O love their Redeemer
All the jewels, precious jewels
His loved and His own

Like the stars of the morning
His bright crown adorning
They will shine in their beauty
Bright jems for his crown

10806. Jezebel

Jezebel

Well Jezebel, Jezebel, Jezebel Oh Jezebel 
God's done got tired of your wicked ways 
The angels in heaven done and numbered your days 
Lawd your evil deeds God's done got tired 
Ya got to go to judgment to stand your trial 
Ya got to go to judgment to stand your trial 
Ya got to go to judgment to stand your trial 
Jezebel, Jezebel My God's talking 
He said he's tired of your evil ways 
Well Stop Great God stop still and listen 
Listen to the story bout Jezebel 
Her sins were so wicked Jehovah got angry 
Her soul went leapin and jumpin into hell 
Way back yonder in the olden days 
John told jezebel about her ways 
He said your evil deeds had ruined the land 
Repent for the kingdom of God is at hand 
She got mad at John cause he told her bout the gospel 
Told her servants to boil him in oil 
But they tell me God looked from the windows of heaven 



Spoke one word and the oil wouldn't boil 
Raised his hand and creation trembled 
Stamped his feet and time stood still 
Raised his voice and looked down it thundred 
John your gonna do my bid 
Jezebel, Jezebel, Jezebel Oh Jezebel 
God's done got tired of your wicked ways 
The angels in heaven done and numbered your days 
Lawd your evil deeds God's done got tired 
Ya got to go to judgment to stand your trial 
Ya got to go to judgment to stand your trial 
Ya got to go to judgment to stand your trial 
Then they tell me John moved through the power of the gospel 
Told Jezebel that her time was nigh 
On the book of life her days were ended 
Her time ran out and she had to die 
But the tell me God walked and his footsteps thundered 
He moved his head and his eyes flashed fire 
Clapped his hands and death came a jumping 
Jehovah was angry somebody had to die 
Jezebel Oh Jezebel Death came a leaping at Jezebel 
Then death came a knocking on Jezebel's door 
Said come on woman ain't you ready to go 
Lawd your evil deeds God's done got tired 
Ya got to go to judgment to stand your trial 
Then death came a leaping she jumped into hell 
Great God amighty I heard them tell that 
Nine days she lay in Jerusalem's streets 
Her flesh was to filthy for the dogs to eat 
Jezebel, Jezebel, Jezebel Oh Jezebel 
God's done got tired of your wicked ways 
The angels in heaven done and numbered your days 
Lawd your evil deeds God's done got tired 
Ya got to go to judgment to stand your trial 
Ya got to go to judgment to stand your trial 
Ya got to go to judgment to stand your trial
As performed by Doyle Lawson.

10807. Jig-a-Loo

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Jig-a-Loo

J'me décolle dans l'folk agricole dans poésie scie mécanique
Dans l'yodel sylvicole dins riffs aviaires et botaniques
Bercé par des beats de cinq point claque d'un beau rythm de manifold
Je brette je bazoute je bizoune et je fourre
Le chien 'ec ma réguine Ã§a f 'ra ben d'autres tounes de machines
Pour écrire des tounes Ã  peu prÃ¨s cool Ã§a prend un peu d'encre mais ben du fuel
Ã■a prend du fuel c't'un moyen temps mais aussi ben du lubrifiant
Pour que Ã§a vire au quart de tour faut ben qu'tu graisses Ã§a par en d'ssour
Comme disait le vieil adage j'fais du folk de garage
Si c'est pas hillbilly ben raide on fait des shows dans shed
Oui je yudelé hihi su' des airs de banc d'scie



Ã■a fait du beau folk en osti Ã  l'odeur de sciure de sueur de suie
Moi j'fais du folk de shed Ã  bois sur des airs de débrousse
Du folk de gawa tout en échoussant des souches
Au son d'ma pompe Ã  l'eau qui aurait ben besoin de Jig-a-Loo
Des pentures de mon caveau qui en auraient ben besoin itou
One two three two
Two two three two
Un p'tit coup de Jig-a-Loo
C'est r'parti Ã  virer en fou Ã§a roule comme une bille
Comme un neu'
Que c'est qu'Ã§a prendrait d'plus pour Ãªtre heureux
Comme une bille comme un neu'
Que c'est qu'Ã§a prendrait d'plus pour Ãªtre heureux
Faire d'la pépine avec ma blonde
MÃªme si Ã§a sonne date de bonhomme
Pour moé a trippe pas mal autant
Qu'une date de bourge au restaurant
On pine la pépine aprÃ¨s-midi bebé
On pimp le tracteur en été
On creuse des trous on tasse d'la bouette
On pose des calvettes
On joue-tu 'ec nos jouets d'adultes
Avec un paquet d'bouteilles de lube
D'l'huile Ã  moteur du Jig-a-Loo
Le gun Ã  graisse dans tout' les trous
Parle-moi donc d'ton fétiche
Je te parlerai peut-Ãªt'e du mien
Ã■a fait monter l'huile hydraulique
Quand a goal la pépine Ã  lapin

10808. Jim and Jack and Hank

Alan Jackson - Jim and Jack and Hank 

Hey you were standing by the screen door slamming
Rather clear what's taking place. You were holding on to Louie
He was packing, he was heavy that plastic handle just about to break
Well then you picked up Chloe. She knew y'all were going
She started barking like a tank. I was shocked and I was joking,
But I would not be longing. Cause I got Jim and Jack and Hank
(ch) Take your string bikinis, your apple martinis
Take what's left there in the bank. Take your flat iron and your curlers
Your sparkling water and that damn perfume I never liked
Take your black Mercedes all that stuff for ladies
To me you're just a total blank, go on and leave me Baby
I don't need you, I got,,,, Jim and Jack and Hank
Well now you left screaming and your tires screeching
That little dog right in your lap
I have become a little sad and I called up my old Dad
He said son you just woke me from my nap
I told him you had left me. He said now son don't you hate me
You know exactly what I think. You know you're better off
You can fish and you can golf. You still got Jim and Jack and Hank



(ch) Take your string bikinis, your apple martinis
Take what's left there in the bank Take your flat iron and your curlers
Your sparkling water and that damn perfume I never liked
Take your black Mercedes all that stuff for ladies
To me you're just a total blank, go on and leave me Baby
I don't need you, I got,,,, Jim and Jack and Hank
That's right ,,,,,Instrumental break
So I got out the whiskey I began to listen to songs out in my truck you couldn't crank
I started feeling empty, then again it hit me. I got Jim and Jack and Hank
(ch) Take your string bikinis, your apple martinis
Take what's left there in the bank Take your flat iron and your curlers
Your sparkling water and that damn perfume I never liked
Take your black Mercedes all that stuff for ladies
To me you're just a total blank, go on and leave me Baby
I don't need you, I got,,,, Jim and Jack and Hank
Yeh  now go on and leave me baby  I don't need you  I got Jim and Jack and Hank
That's right, you go ahead, I'll be A okay Cause I got Jose, Captain Morgan
Not to mention Old George and Tammy, Loretta, Merel, Willie Nelson, Big John Cash
How about Old Jimmy Buffet bring him in there when it's sun shining,
George Strait an old friend Can't forget Hank Jr and all his rowdy friends
I'm gonna clean out the whole closet, baby
All Yeah,,,,,,, Goodbye

10809. Jim Blake's Message

Jim Blake's Message

Jim Blake your wife is dying
Went over the wires tonight
The message was brought to the depot
By a lad all trembling with fright

He entered the office crying
His face was terribly white
Send this message to dad and his engine
Mother is dying tonight

In something less than an hour
Jim's message back to me flew
Tell wife I'll be there at midnight
I'm praying for her too

I left my son in the office
Took the message to Jim's wife
There I found the dying woman
Was scarce of breath and life

O'er hill and dale and valley
Thunders the heavy train
His engine is sobbing and throbbing
And under a terrible strain

But Jim hangs onto his throttle



Guiding her crazy flight
And his voice cries out in the darkness
God speed the express tonight

I telephoned the doctor
How is Jim's wife I asked
About the hour of midnight
Is long as she can last

In something less than an hour
The train will be along
But here I have a message
Oh god there is something wrong

The message reads disaster
The train is in the ditch
The engineer is dying
Derailed by an open switch

And there is another message
To Jim's wife it is addressed
I'll meet you at midnight in heaven
Wait for the fast express

10810. Jim, I Wore A Tie Today

The Highwaymen - Jim, I Wore a Tie Today

[Verse 1: Willie Nelson]
Jim, Jim
I wore a tie today
The first that I ever wore
You have said that I look like a dummy
Out of a dry goods store

[Verse 2: Johnny Cash]
Oh, Jim, Jim, the preacher said a lot of things
But I didn't hear a word he said
My mind kept wandering
Back down the trail
Back to the good times we had

[Pre-Chorus: Johnny Cash and Willie Nelson]
Riding herd through the sun and the rain
Panning for gold on the cuff
We did everything in the books, I guess
And a lot that they never thought up

[Verse 3: Both Cash and Nelson]
Oh, Jim, Jim, so you're riding on ahead
Well, if that's how it's going to be
When you reach those streets paved with gold
Jim, take a claim out for me



[Johnny Cash's Spoken Verse]
We did everything we could do for ya, Jim
But your fever just wouldn't go down

[Willie Nelson's Spoken Verse]
So we put you on a wagon, Jim
And this morning we got you back to town

[Cash Spoken Verse]
But when we got here, you were gone, Jim
And there wasn't anything anybody could do

[Nelson Spoken Verse]
They dressed you up in a fancy suit and a necktie
And so, today, we wore one too

[Pre-Chorus and Chorus]
Riding herd through the sun and the rain
Panning for gold on the cuff
We've did everything in the book I guess
And a lot that they never thought up
Oh Jim, Jim, so you're riding on ahead
Well if that's how its going to be
When you reach those streets paved with gold
Jim, stake a claim out for me

10811. Jimmie Brown Revisited

Jimmie Brown Revisited 
Chris Stuart
 
Jimmie was a quiet man, walked astreet called sorrow 
Livin hand to hand, I guess hejust got too old 
On a winter night,  I got the news from an old friend 
As he hung up he said, I justthought someone should know 
No one knows how he died     
A bottle and bible by his side     
Heaven only knows how he tried    
 
CHORUS : 
Hey, Jimmie Brown, weren't you once the newsboy in this 
Old, dying town, now your streets are paved with gold 
I remember now, the one 'd been cryin' Morning Star 
Hey, Jimmie Brown, weren't you once the newsboy 
In this town 
 
Ran outside that night,  and drove down to Main Street 
Found the paper rack, andput my thirty cents in 
Looked for Jimmie's name, but there was no mention 
In the tales of wealth and fame,  I guess we plain forgot him, 
So I bought a new pair ofs hoes 
A baseball cap and Gospel News     



Left them for someone else to use    
 
Sell the morning paper sir, the name is Jimmie Brown

10812. Jimmie Brown The Newsboy

Jimmie Brown The Newsboy
Flatt & Scruggs

I sell the morning paper sir
My name is Jimmie Brown
Everybody knows me
I'm the newsboy of the town

You can hear me yelling "Morning Star"
Walking on the street
Got no hat upon my head
No shoes upon my feet

Never mind sir how I look
Don't swear at me and frown
I sell the morning paper sir
My name is Jimmie Brown

I'm awful cold and hungry sir
My clothes are mighty thin
Wander about from place to place
My daily bread to win

My father was a drunkard sir
I've heard my mother say
I am helping mother sir
As I journey on my way

My mother always tells me sir
I've nothing in the world to lose
I'll get a place in heaven sir
To sell the gospel news

10813. Jimmie Brown, The Newsboy

Jimmie Brown, The Newsboy

You will hear me yelling, Morning Star
As I run along the street
I have no hat upon my head
No shoes upon my feet
I'm awful cold and hungry sir
My clothes are torn and thin



I wonder about from place to place
My daily bread to win

I sell the morning papers sir
My name is Jimmie Brown
Most everybody knows I am
The newsboy of the town

Never mind, sir, how I look
Don't look at me and frown
I sell the morning papers sir
My name is Jimmie Brown
My father was a drunkard sir
I've heard my mother say
And I am helping mother sir
As I journey on my way

* Refrain

My mother always tells me sir
I've nothing in the world to lose
I'll get a place in heaven sir
To sell the Gospel News
So never mind sir how I look
Don't look at me and frown
I sell the morning papers sir
My name is Jimmie Brown

* Refrain

10814. Jimmie Rodgers Blues

Merle Haggard - Jimmie Rodgers Blues

The way I've been treated, sometimes I wish I were dead
Lord, the way I've been treated, sometimes I wish I were dead
I ain't got no place to lay my weary head
I feel so bad, the whole round world looks blue
Lord, I feel so bad, the whole round world looks blue
I ain't got no money, I don't know what to do
Look yonder coming, coming down that railroad track
Look yonder coming, coming down that railroad track
See that black smoke rolling, rolling from that old smokestack
Play the dobro
Lord, there's something 'bout you, mama, sure give me the blues
Lord, there's something 'bout you, mama, sure give me the blues
Lord, it ain't them dropstick stockings, might be them blue-bubble shoes
Alright, Marty
Lord, my baby got something she calls the stingaree
Lord, my baby got something she calls the stingaree
She nearly drive me crazy when she turned it a-loose on me
Yo-de-lay oh-lay



10815. Jimmie's Texas Blues

Jimmie's Texas Blues
(Jimmie Rodgers)

The way I've been treated sometime I wish I were dead
The way I've been treated sometime I wish I were dead Lord Lord
Cause I ain't got no place to lay my weary head
When I want you woman I always find you gone
Everytime I want you I always find you gone
Listen here good mama I'm gonna put your headbreaks on
Some like Chicago some love Memphis Tennessee
Some like Chicago some love Memphis Tennessee
Give me sweet Dallas Texas where the women think the world to me
You may have your troubles I'm having my troubles too
You may have your troubles I'm having my troubles too
Yes I know how it feels when you're feeling so doggone blue
I'm not singing the blues I'm telling you the hard luck I've had
I'm not singing the blues I'm telling you the hard luck I've had
The blues ain't nothing but a good man feeling bad

10816. Jimmy Brown The Newsboy

Bill Monroe - Jimmy Brown the Newsboy
Mac Wiseman

I sell the morning paper, Sir, my name is Jimmy Brown
Everybody knows that I'm the newsboy of the town

You can hear me yelling "Morning Star", as I run along the street
I've got no hat upon my head, no shoes upon my feet
I sell the morning paper, Sir, my name is Jimmy Brown
Everybody knows that I'm the newsboy of the town

Never mind, Sir, how I look, don't look at me and frown
I sell the morning paper, Sir, my name is Jimmy Brown
I'm awful cold and hungry, Sir, my clothes are mighty thin
I wander 'bout from place to place, my daily bread to win

I sell the morning paper, Sir, my name is Jimmy Brown
Everybody knows that I'm the newsboy of the town

My father was a drunkard, Sir, I've heard my mother say
And I am helping my Mother, Sir, as I journey on my way
My mother always tells me, Sir, I've nothing in the world to lose
I'll get a place in Heaven, Sir, selling the "Gospel News"

I sell the morning paper, Sir, my name is Jimmy Brown
Everybody knows that I'm the newsboy of the town



10817. Jimmy Buffett

Alan Jackson - Jimmy Buffett

The sun is hot and that ole clock is moving slow and so am i
The work day passes like molassas in wintertime, but it's July
I'm getting paid by the hour and older by the minute
My boss just pushed me over the limit
I'd like to call him something, I think I'll just call it a day
CHORUS
Pour me something tall and strong
Make it a Hurricane before I go insane
It's only half past twelve, but I don't care
It's five o'clock somewhere
This lunch break is gonna take all afternoon and half the night
Tomorrow morning I know they'll be hell to pay, hey but that's all right
I haven't had a day off now in over a year
My Jamacian vacation's gonna start right here
If the phone's for me, you can tell them I just selled away
CHORUS
I could pay off my tab
Pour myself in a cab and be back to work before two
At a moment like this, I can't help but wonder...
What would Jimmy Buffett do?
Jimmy: Funny you should ask, Alan.
I'd say...
Pour me something tall and strong
Make it a Hurricane before I go insane
It's only half past twelve, but I don't care
(twice)
Alan: He don't care
I don't care
Together: It's five o'clock somewhere
Jimmy: What time zone am I on?
What country am I in?
Alan: It doesn't matter.
It's five o'clock somewhere
Jimmy: It's always on five in Margaritaville, come to think of it
Alan: I heard that
Jimmy: You've been there haven't you?
Alan: Yes, Sir
Jimmy: I've seen your boat there
Alan: I've been to Margaritaville a few times
Jimmy: All right.
That's good
Alan: Stumbled my way back
Jimmy: OK Just want to make sure you can keep it between the
navigational beacons
Alan: Between the bouys.
I got it
Jimmy: All right.
It's five o'clock.
Let's go somewhere



Alan: I'm ready.
Crank it up
Jimmy: Let's get out of hear
Alan: I'm gone

10818. Jimmy Martin

Jimmy Martin
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Jimmie Lee Sloas / Phil Madeira

Well they call me jimmy martin
And they say that i can sing
Of them lonesome broken hearted
Boys of bluegrass i'm the king

I was born up in the mountains, i was raised in poverty
Made a guitar out of nothing but a cigar box and strings
Took a bus across to nashville and that's where i was employed
Pickin' guitar and singing tenor
With bill monroe and his bluegrass boys

Yea they call me jimmy martin
And they say that i can sing
Of them lonesome broken hearted
Boys of bluegrass i'm the king

Back in 1959, with the sunny mountain boys
On that louisiana hayride, you never heard such wondrous noise
We tore it up at the grand ole opry
"walkin' shoes" and "free born man"
But the circle is still broken
My greatest dream slipped through my hands

Well they call me jimmy martin
And they say that i can sing
Of them lonesome broken hearted
Boys of bluegrass i'm the king
Of them lonesome broken hearted
Boys of bluegrass
I'm the king

10819. Jimmy's Texas Blues

Doc Watson & Merle Watson 
Jimmy's Texas Blues

Now the way I've been treated
Sometime I wish I was dead



Yes, the way I've been treated
Sometime I wish I was dead

'Cause I ain't got no place
To lay my weary head

When I want you, woman
I always find you gone
Every time I want you
I always find you gone

Listen here, sweet mama
I'm gonna put your air brakes on

Now, you may have your troubles
But I'm havin' my troubles too
Yes, you may have your troubles
I'm havin' my troubles too

Yes, I know how it feels
When you're feelin' so doggone blue

But I'm not singin' blues
Just tellin' you the hard luck I've had
I'm not singin' blues
Tellin' you the hard luck I've had

'Cause the blues ain't nothin'
But a good man feelin' bad

Some like Chicago and some love
Memphis, Tennessee
Some like Chicago and some love
Memphis, Tennessee

Give me sweet Dallas, Texas
Where the girls thing the world of me

10820. Jingle Bell Rock

Jerry Jeff Walker - Jingle Bell Rock

[Verse 1]
Jingle bell, jingle bell, jingle bell rock
Jingle bells swing and jingle bells ring
Snowin' and blowin' up bushels of fun
Now, the jingle hop has begun

[Verse 2]
Jingle bell, jingle bell, jingle bell rock
Jingle bells chime in jingle bell time
Dancin' and prancin' in Jingle Bell Square
In the frosty air



[Bridge]
It's a bright time, it's the right time
To rock the night away
Jingle bell time is a swell time
To go ridin' in a one-horse sleigh

[Verse 3]
Giddyap jingle horse, pick up your feet
Jingle around the clock
Mix and a-mingle in the jinglin' feet, yeah
That's the jingle bell
That's the jingle bell
That's the jingle bell rock

[Bridge]
What a bright time, it's the right time
To rock the night away
Jingle bell time is a swell time
To go glidin' in a one-horse sleigh

[Outro]
Giddyap jingle horse, pick up your feet
Jingle around the clock
Mix and a-mingle in the jinglin' feet, yeah
That's the jingle bell
That's the jingle bell
That's the jingle bell rock
That's the jingle bell
I said a jingle bell
Oh, that's the jingle bell rock
Oh yeah

10821. Jingle Bells

Alan Jackson - Jingle Bells 
(James Pierpont)

Dashing through the snow, in a one-horse open sleigh
O'er the fields we go, laughing all the way;
Bells on bob-tail ring, making spirits bright
What fun it is to ride and sing a sleighing song tonight
Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way!
O what fun it is to ride in a one-horse open sleigh

Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way!
O what fun it is to ride in a one-horse open sleigh
A day or two ago, I thought I'd take a ride
And soon Miss Fanny Bright, was seated by my side;
The horse was lean and lank, misfortune seemed his lot;
We ran into a drifted bank and there we got upset

Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way!



O what fun it is to ride in a one-horse open sleigh
Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way!
O what fun it is to ride in a one-horse open sleigh

Instrumental

Oh, Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way!
O what fun it is to ride in a one-horse open sleigh
Oh, Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way!
O what fun it is to ride in a one-horse open sleigh
In a one-horse open sleigh...

10822. Joan Of Arc

Joan Of Arc
Leonard Cohen
Darrell Scott

Now the flames they followed Joan of Arc
as she came riding through the dark;
no moon to keep her armour bright,
no man to get her through this very smoky night.

She said, "I'm tired of the war,
I want the kind of work I had before,
a wedding dress or something white
to wear upon my swollen appetite."

La, la, la, ...

Well, I'm glad to hear you talk this way,
you know I've watched you riding every day
and something in me yearns to win
such a cold and lonesome heroine.

"And who are you?" she sternly spoke
to the one beneath the smoke.
"Why, I'm fire," he replied,
"And I love your solitude, I love your pride."

La, la, la, ...

"Then fire, make your body cold,
I'm going to give you mine to hold,"
saying this she climbed inside
to be his one, to be his only bride.

And deep into his fiery heart
he took the dust of Joan of Arc,
and high above the wedding guests
he hung the ashes of her wedding dress.

La, la, la, ...



It was deep into his fiery heart
he took the dust of Joan of Arc,
and then she clearly understood
if he was fire, oh then she must be wood.

I saw her wince, I saw her cry,
I saw the glory in her eye.
Myself I long for love and light,
but must it come so cruel, and oh so bright?

La, la, la, ...

10823. Joanne

Joanne - Jim Lauderdale

Alone
Downtown
It's late
Three a.m.
It's cold
It's dull
As being all lone and on my own again

Joanne
I'm still
In love with you alone
Don't make
No sense
But I just can't chase you from this heart of mine

I found who I was looking for
I lost her sure as rain
If I can find her one more time
I swear I won't lose her again

How sad
My heart
How still
Is the rain
That taps
Upon
This old downtown hotel, dirt-streaked window pane

If you
Forgive
What I
Left undone
The worst
I did
Not say, I promise you I'll never run away



I found who I was looking for
I lost her sure as rain
If I can find her one more time
I swear I won't lose her again

I found who I was looking for
I lost you sure as rain
If I can find you one more time
I swear I won't lose you again
I swear I won't lose you again

10824. Job Description

Alan Jackson - Job Description 

Well i know sometimes you find it hard
To understand just what we do out here
Well that bus rolls up at home
And i just disappear
And i sure don't like to leave you
Couldn't stand for you to think that i don't care
So i wrote this job description
Just to tell you what i do when i'm not there
I sleep eighty miles an hour
To the whining of a diesel down the interstate
Dreamin' 'bout my little girls
The easy chair that sits beside the fireplace
Then we shut her down in another town
Shower up and do just what we came to do
Sing for the people
Count the money and the miles back home to you
Well each night i take the stage
With a six-piece band and a guitar in my hand
Singin' songs about my life
All the good times and the bad
Then we say goodbye and we load it up
And head somewhere i've already been
Then i lay down in that double bed alone
And i thank the lord again
I sleep eighty miles an hour
To the whining of a diesel down the interstate
Dreamin' 'bout my little girls
The easy chair that sits beside the fireplace
Then we shut her down in another town
Shower up and do just what we came to do
Sing for the people
Count the money and the miles back home to you
Well i just sing for the people
Count the money and the miles back home to you



10825. Job's Tears

Job's Tears

We're all still here, no one has gone away
Waiting, acting much too well and procrastinating

The cross of the earth, the four winds point them
Body to body sees to anoint them
The reed, they brought him sponge and vinegar
The fiery serpents spitting gold and cinnamon
The moon was bleeding and stars were shallow
And the sword that killed him was a sword of willow

Hello I must be going well I only came to say
I hear my mother calling and I must be on my way
Oh I remember it all from before

The winter and the midnight could not hold him
The fire could not burn him nor earth enfold him
Rise up Lazarus, sweet and salty
Brother soldiers, stop your gambling and talk to me
The thieves were stealers but reason condemned him
And the grave was empty where they had laid him

Hello I must be going well I only came to say
I hear my mother calling and I must be on my way
Oh I remember it all from before

Why heroes die at sunrise? Why the birds are arrows of the wise?
Why each perfumed flower? Why each moment has its hour?
It's you, it's all true

Stranger than that we're alive, stranger than that, stranger than that
Stranger than that we're alive
Whatever you think, it's more than that, more than that
Happy man, happy man doing the best he can, doing the best he can
Happy man, happy man doing the best he can, doing the best he can
Oh happy man

Keep on walking where the angels showed
All will be one, all will be one
Traveling where the saints have trod
Over to  the old golden land
The golden angel wrote my name
Over in the old golden land

I won't need to kiss you when we're there
All will be one, all will be one
I won't need to miss you when we're there
Over in the old golden land
The golden angel wrote my name
Over in the old golden land

We'll understand it better in the sweet bye and bye
All will be one, all will be one
You won't need to worry and you won't have to cry



Over in the old golden land
The golden angel wrote my name
Over in the old golden land

10826. Job's Tears

The Incredible String Band - Job's Tears - 2010 Remastered Version 

We're all still here
no one has gone away
Waiting, acting much too
well and procrastinating

The cross of the earth
(let me go through)
The four winds point them
Body to body
Seas to anoint them
The reed they brought him
Sponge and vinegar
Fiery serpents
Spitting gold and cinnamon
The moon was bleeding
And stars were shallow
And the sword that killed him
Was a sword of willow

Hello I must be going well I only came to say
I hear my mother calling and I must be on my way

O I remember it all from before

The winter and the midnight
Could not hold him
The fire could not burn him
Nor earth enfold him
Rise up Lazarus
Sweet and salty
Brother soldiers
Stop your gambling and talk to me
The thieves were stealers
But reason condemned him
And the grave was empty
Where they had laid him

Why heroes die at sunrise
Why the birds are arrows of the wise
Why each perfumed flower
Why each moment has its hour

It's you
It's all true



Stranger than that we're alive
Stranger than that
Stranger than that
Whatever you think
It's more than that, more than that
Happy man, the happy man
Doing the best he can

Keep on walking where the angels showed
(All will be one)
Travelling where the saints have trod
Over in the old golden land
In the golden book of the golden game
The golden angel wrote my name
When the deal goes down I'll put my crown
Over in the old golden land

I won't need to kiss you when we're there
(All will be one)
I won't need to miss you when we're there
Over in the old golden land

We'll understand it better in the sweet bye and bye
You won't need to worry and you won't have to cry
Over in the old golden land

10827. Joe

Joe
The Del McCoury Band

[Verse 1]
I'll tell you 'bout a man I know
He's lean and tall and his name is Joe
If trouble comes around he's in the middle
He sing and play everything, but the fiddle

[Verse 2]
I went to see him play, the place was dark and loud
They didn't come to sip, it was a drinkin' crowd
My eyes they burned from the smoky cloud
It's a place you walk in and find your way out

[Chorus]
He's a born singer
A big star, he's a dead ringer
He's a born fighter
No one I know has a future that's brighter

[Verse 3]
The music was good, boy the band was tight
Joe was singin' the blues, he was a-doin' 'em right
A better sound I hadn't heard in years



But in the back of my mind, I had some fears

[Verse 4]
In the back of the room I heard someone shout
In two seconds time a big fight broke out
It gave the show a little different twist
Joe left the stage swingin' his fists

[Chorus]
He's a born singer
A big star, he's a dead ringer
He's a born fighter
No one I know has a future that's brighter

[Interlude]

[Verse 5]
If you think he can sing, you oughta see him fight
He was quick as a cat, it was a sight
He knocked 'em dead, and boy he's in one
And now when he's down he said a [?]

[Chorus]
He's a born singer
A big star, he's a dead ringer
He's a born fighter
No one I know has a future that's brighter

10828. Joe - Chords

Joe 
Tyler Childers
 
[Intro]
C            C             C
 
[Verse 1]
C                         Am
We came out here to get away
G
Away from all the folks we've known
F
And all of our mistakes
C                         Am
Yet we're back again it seems
       G
We're pissin' in the wind and
       F
Messin' up all of our dreams
 
      Am         G        F
And if I didn't know no better
    Am           G       F



I think that ya hate to smile
             Am       G       F
You couldn't ask for better weather
    Am        G      F
Ah where ya runnin' child?
 
[Verse 2]
C                                 Am
The road is long and the road is cold
G
But there's been weaker men get further on
F
With half the chords you know
C                                   Am
And you're alright yeah, you ain't bad
         G
And I'd give my waitin' whiskey
         F
Just to get my twRnties back
 
    Am          G           F
Ah what in the hell's thR matter?
  Am         G       F
Cryin' to Soldier's Joy
             Am         G         F
You couldn't ask for a tune much nicer
     Am        G      F
Ah where you runnin' boy?
 
[Bridge]
     C                   G
And home ain't goin' no where
  F
And what makes you believe that'd you'd be happier back there?
C                     G
You're just runnin' scared
F           F         F
 
[Verse 3]
C                                 Am
The end will come around in time
G
And the only thing'll matter is
F
The way you spent your life
C                                 Am
And this ain't no way to breathe
G
Runnin' through the money
F
Picking fights out in the streets
 
    Am          G         F
Ah what in the hell ya after?
Am        G       F
Life or a way to go
             Am       G         F



You couldn't ask for way much faster
    Am        G       F
Ah where you runnin' Joe?

10829. Joe Hill

Joe Hill
Traditional

I dreamed I saw Joe Hill last night,
Alive as you or me
Says I, "But Joe, you're ten years dead."
"I never died," says he.
"I never died," says he.

"In Salt Lake, Joe," says I to him,
Him standing by my bed,
"They framed you on a murder charge,"
Says Joe, "But I ain't dead,"
Says Joe, "But I ain't dead."

"The copper bosses killed you, Joe,
They shot you, Joe," says I.
"Takes more than guns to kill a man,"
Says Joe, "I did not die,"
Says Joe, "I did not die."

And standing there as big as life
And smiling with his eyes
Joe says, "What they can never kill
Went on to organize,
Went on to organize."

"Joe Hill ain't dead," he says to me,
"Joe Hill ain't never died.
Where working men are out on strike
Joe Hill is at their side,
Joe Hill is at their side."

"From San Diego up to Maine,
In every mine and mill,
Where working men defend their rights,
It's there you'll find Joe Hill.
It's there you'll find Joe Hill."

Repeat First Verse

10830. Joe Knows How To Live



The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Joe Knows How to Live

Blue Monday morning at the factory gate
Almost time to clock in 
The boys were bettin' 
That Joe wouldn't show
Cause they had seen him over the weekend
He had four new tire on his old cadillac
Betty the waitress and some clothes in the back
A dashboard full of roadmaps of Mexico
Yeah, Joe knows how to live

He said, "Women were made to love,
Money is made to spend,
Life is something, buddy,
You will never live again"
Yeah, you've got to admit it
Joe's knows how to live

And now they'll be down at the ocean
He and Betty stretched out somewhere
The only blue in his life
Is the blue moonlight
Bouncin' off Betty's blonde hair
I can just see 'em rollin' round on the sand
I never thought I was a jealous man
But when I think what he's doin' that I'm not, hah
Lord I'm jealous about it

He said, "Women were made to love,
Money is made to spend,
Life is something, buddy,
You will never live again"
Yeah, you've got to admit it
Joe's knows how to live

Let's go to Mexico!
Now Betty's back home with her mother
Joe's back on the assembly line
But he brings in his pictures 
And his Mexican hat
Just to remind us sometime
That women were made to love,
Money is made to spend,
Life is something, buddy,
You will never live again

Yeah, you've got to admit it
Joe's knows how to live
Yeah, you've got to admit it
Joe's knows how to live
That boy's a genius
He sure is crazy
Oooo la la la la la la...



10831. Joe Val Bluegrass Festival Valentine Waltz

Joe Val Bluegrass Festival Valentine Waltz
(tune: just like "Kentucky Waltz", only different) 

Sally-Jo, be my Joe Val--entine, N' heal my hard hearted toy heart.
Little darlin', close by, pal of mine, Please say we never shall part.
Pearly Blue, Ellen Smith, Linda Lou, And the girl in the blue velvet band
Will be used to be's, while in old Tennessee, We trace valentine letters in sand
instrumental break
Sally Jo, be my Joe Val--entine, I wanna roll in my sweet baby's arms
I'm desperate as little John Hardy, In a village or homestead or farm
Those beautiful, beautiful brown eyes, Let those brown eyes smile at me
I'm thinking tonight of my blue eyes, While she thinks of East Tennessee

instrumental break

Sally Jo, be my Joe Val--entine, Beause nobody's love is like mine
Next Sunday darling's my Birthday, In the holler where the sun never shines
Katy Hill, Sally Ann, Pretty Polly, And the girl with the real dreadful snake
--Are nothing but duds to this Tennessee stud, Sugar coated and left on a plate. 
instrumental break
Sally Jo, be my Joe Val--entine, And I'll work on a building for you
If my 9 pound hammer's too heavy, A stockade in Columbus will do
For you, I'd dig a hole in the meadow, Eat groundhog and boil a squirrel
In the pines, down the road, in the holler, We'll be sitting on top of the world
instrumental break
Sally Jo, be my Joe Val--entine, Because all I ever loved was you
A hundred years from now I won't be crying, & I won't have them Blue Ridge Mt. Blues
I'm using my Bible for a road map,'cause my walkin' shoes don't fit me any more
& I'm tryin' to find your Blue Ridge cabin home, where the sun forever shines in your back do
or.
spoken: --Think about it, darlin'...
* Justin case you was wonderin', this wonderment references 64 other bluegrass & country s
ongs. Don't believe it? Count 'em.

10832. Joe's Blues

Todd Snider - Joe's Blues

[Intro]
We're gon' slip on the dark shades for you this time
Give you some of Joe's blues
Uh-huh

[Verse 1]
You can't groove on dope, you can't groove on the wine
If you're tryin' to catch a groove watchin' TV, man, you are wasting time
Well you can do what you want, you won't get far
You know the only way to groove is on a bass guitar

[Verse 2]
You find a loose little rhythm, then you lock in tight



Yes you roll on it over and over 'til it sounds just exactly right
You could learn to sing lead if you need to be a star
But the only way to groove is on a bass guitar

[Chorus]
I said, it fills out the bottom dirty and mean
It's downright greasy when the soundman's clean
You know the eyes in the room, they all lookin' at the star
The butts are all shakin' to the bass guitar, mmhmm

[Verse 3]
You could dress real cool, wear dark shades
You might be sleek, sharp, and shiny just like a razor blade
You drive around town in a long black car
But the only way to groove is on the bass guitar

[Chorus]
You know it fills out the bottom dirty and mean
It's downright grunge when the soundguy's clean
You know the eyes in the room, they all lookin' at the star
The butts are all shakin' to the bass guitar
Play it for me one time, my brother

[Bridge]
You know my friend, the good doctor Joe [Marincek?] brought me this song
He told me it was the perfect country and western song
I told him it was not the perfect country and western song
'Cause it didn't mention mama, it didn't mention trucks, hell it didn't even have a country beat
It's more of kind of a jazz thing and it's about bass
I don't know what he's talkin' about
Check him out though, he's good
Joe, do somethin'!

[Outro]
Yes, you can do what you want
Do what you want

10833. Joe's Last Train - Chords

Joe's Last Train
Leroy Drumm and Pete Goble

[A]Standing by the [D]railway tracks,
his chin down on his [A]chest
The old man couldn't catch the train,
although he tried his [E7]best
The [D]sleeping roll, the [E7]coffee pot,
the [D]jug half full of [A]wine
He threw inside the [D]box car,
that [E7]went on down the [A]line
{c: CHORUS}
Poor old [D]Joe's to [E7]old to catch a [A]train
But [D]something keeps him trying just the [E7]same



Old [A]soldiers and old sailors have a place to [D]go
[A]But no one helps a [D]railroad bum like [E7]poor old hobo [A]Joe
{c: VERSE}
[A]Somewhere in his [D]memories,
there lives a younger [A]man
Who tried to leave the busy world,
he didn't under[E7]stand
He [D]gave it up and [E7]caught a train
back [D]forty years a[A]go
Trains kept getting [D]faster
while [E7]poor old Joe got [A]slow
{c: CHORUS}
Poor old [D]Joe's to [E7]old to catch a [A]train
But [D]something keeps him trying just the [E7]same
Old [A]soldiers and old sailors have a place to [D]go
[A]But no one helps a [D]railroad bum like [E7]poor old hobo [A]Joe
{c: VERSE}
He don't regret the [D]life he's lived,
the rails have been his [A]friend
if nothing else he's living free
to come and go a[E7]gain
Though [D]time has come to [E7]claim its' toll,
[D]age has slowed him [A]down
He knows he'll try his [D]luck again,
the [E7]next train out of [A]town
{c: CHORUS}
Poor old [D]Joe's to [E7]old to catch a [A]train
But [D]something keeps him trying just the [E7]same
Old [A]soldiers and old sailors have a place to [D]go
[A]But no one helps a [D]railroad bum like [E7]poor old hobo [A]Joe
[A]But no one helps a [D]railroad bum
like [E7]poor old hobo [A]Joe
Trains kept getting [D]faster
while [E7]poor old Joe got [A]slow

10834. Joe, Don't Let Your Music Kill You

Tom T Hall - Joe, Don't Let Your Music Kill You

[Pre-Chorus:]
Joe don't let your music kill ya
It's a thing that supposed to fill ya
It's a thing that supposed to make you happy

[Chorus:]
Taking pills and drinking whiskey
Picking can be mighty risky
Joe don't let your music kill ya nobody cares

[Verse 1:]
That song that you've been singing, it's not what you think
I know you've seen some sunny days
You love your music but you love your life



And there's nothing silent like a grave

[Pre-Chorus]

[Chorus]

[Verse 2:]
Hunger can be killed with a can of beans
Don't let 'em tell you that I'm wrong
You got a good woman and she's got her dreams
Don't hang your life up for a song

[Pre-Chorus]

[Chorus]

[Pre-Chorus]

[Chorus]

10835. Joey

Emmylou Harris
Joey

[Verse 1]
Born in Red Hook, Brooklyn, in the year of who knows when
Opened up his eyes to the tune of an accordion
Always on the outside of whatever side there was
When they asked him why it had to be that way,  Well,  he answered
 Just because 

Larry was the oldest, Joey was next to last
They called Joe  Crazy,  the baby they called  Kid Blast 
Some say they lived off gambling and runnin' numbers too
It always seemed they got caught between the mob and the men in blue

[Chorus]
Joey, Joey
King of the streets, child of clay
Joey, Joey
What made them want to come and blow you away?

[Verse 2]
There was talk they killed their rivals, but the truth was far from that
No one ever knew for sure where they were really at
When they tried to strangle Larry, Joey almost hit the roof
He went out that night to seek revenge, thinking he was bulletproof

The war broke out at the break of dawn, it emptied out the streets
Joey and his brothers suffered terrible defeats
Till they ventured out behind the lines and took five prisoners
They stashed them away in a basement, called them amateurs



The hostages were trembling when they heard a man exclaim
 Let's blow this place to kingdom come, let Con Edison take the blame 
But Joey stepped up, and he raised his hands, said,  We're not those kind of men
It's peace and quiet that we need to go back to work again 

[Chorus]
Joey, Joey
King of the streets, child of clay
Joey, Joey
What made them want to come and blow you away?

[Verse 3]
The police department hounded him, they called him Mr. Smith
They got him on conspiracy, they were never sure who with
 What time is it?  said the judge to Joey when they met
 Five to ten,  said Joey. The judge says,  That's exactly what you get 

He did ten years in Attica, reading Nietzsche and Wilhelm Reich
They threw him in the hole one time for trying to stop a strike
His closest friends were black men because they seemed to understand
What it's like to be in society with a shackle on your hand

When they let him out in '71 he'd lost a little weight
But he dressed like Jimmy Cagney and I swear he did look great
He tried to find the way back into the life he left behind
To the boss he said,  I have returned and now I want what's mine 
[Chorus]
Joey, Joey
King of the streets, child of clay
Joey, Joey
What made them want to come and blow you away?

[Verse 4]
It was true that in his later years he would not carry a gun
 I'm around too many children,  he'd say,  they should never know of one 
Yet he walked right into the clubhouse of his lifelong deadly foe
Emptied out the register, said,  Tell them it was Crazy Joe 

One day they blew him down in a clam bar in New York
He could see it coming through the door as he lifted up his fork
He pushed the table over to protect his family
Then he staggered out into the streets of Little Italy

[Chorus]
Joey, Joey
King of the streets, child of clay
Joey, Joey
What made them want to come and blow you away?

[Verse 5]
Sister Jacqueline and Carmela and mother Mary all did weep
I heard his best friend Frankie say,  He is not dead, he's just asleep 
Then I saw the old man's limousine head back towards the grave
I guess he had to say one last goodbye to the son that he could not save
The sun turned cold over President Street and the town of Brooklyn mourned
They said a mass in the old church near the house where he was born



And someday if God's in heaven overlooking His preserve
I know the men that shot him down will get what they deserve

[Chorus]
Joey, Joey
King of the streets, child of clay
Joey, Joey
What made them want to come and blow you away?

10836. Joey, Joey, Joey

Joey, Joey, Joey
Frank Loesser

Like a perfumed woman
The wind blows in the bunkhouse
Like a perfumed woman, smellin' of where she's been

Like Oregon cherries
Or maybe Texas avacados
Arizona desert
Or Oregon pine
She blows in and she sings to me
'Cuz I'm one of her own
She sings

Joey, Joey, Joey
Joey, Joey Joe
You've been too long in one town
Now it's time to go, time to go
Joey, Joey, Joey
Joey, travel on

You've been too long in one little town
Now the harvest time's come and gone
That's what the wind sings to me

When the bunk I've been bunkin' in
Gets to feelin' too soft and cozy
When the grub they've been givin' me
Gets to tastin' too good
When I've seen all I want of the ladies of the neighborhood
Then she sings to me

Joey, Joey, Joey
Joey, Joey Joe
You've been too long in the same place
Now it's time to go, time to go
Joey, time to go



10837. John - Chords

John 
Wood & Wire
 
[Verse 1]
G
Brown water brushes up against boulders
                         D        G
On Galveston Island sits my buddy John
G
He's been in the shop, fixin' up furniture
                            D             G
Damaged by floods that have come and have gone
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
He's a modern-day Kerouac and wannabe Banksy
                      D        G
Silent, unsettled, a victim of time
G
Now the cold winds are callin', with the north on his mind
                                 D           G
He'll be leaving this island for state forty-nine
 
 
[Chorus]
G            C              G             D
Seekers, and searchers, and drifters like me
Em7          G
Let it roll, let it ride, let it be
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
Way up in Alaska, from May to SeptembRr
                               D            G
He works off the coast, livin' life off thR grid
G
Just a'haulin' up nets, chock full of sockeye
                             D              G
Those beautiful bastards are gold bars with fins
 
 
[Verse 4]
G
This Bristol Bay life, it's a far cry from Houston
                               D              G
Where all our old buddies wear coats and wear ties
G
And we'll raise up our glasses because they're all kickin' asses
                            D        G
Most folks ain't wired like John and I
 
 
[Chorus]



G            C              G             D
Seekers, and searchers, and drifters like me
Em7          G
Let it roll, let it ride, let it be
 
 
[Verse 5]
G
He hauled in this season over three hundred thousand
                                    D        G
Now he's back on the island, just-a driftin' away
G
He's made enough money to keep up this livin'
                          D           G
And head back up north to Alaska come May
 
 
[Verse 6]
G
So to all you young seeker and all you young searchers
                                 D            G
And all you young drifters, like John and like me
G
Oh, livin' ain't easy when you don't have money
                                 D            G
But money means nothin' when you ain't livin' free
 
 
[Chorus]
G            C              G             D
Seekers, and searchers, and drifters like me
Em7          G
Let it roll, let it ride, let it be

10838. John 316 - Chords

John 316 
The Stanley Brothers

[Intro]
A
 
[Verse 1]
 
In the Bible we are told
         D     A
How that Jesus saved our soul
                              E
In John Three Sixteen you can find
        A
How God gave His only Son
      D             A
Jesus died for everyone



                    E               A
Life eternal we can win through Him divine
 
 
[Chorus]
    D
For God so loved the world
        A
That He gave His only Son
                                    E
To save the world from sin and from strife
           A
Read these words and read today
      D                  A
Teach yourself the Bible way
                       E           A
Do not fool around but win eternal life
 
 
[Verse 2]
       A
People out in sin today
       D              A
Need a hand along the way
                                         E
Through this cold and dreary world as we go
         A
From His heavenly home above
         D                A
God sent down His blessed love
                           E
If they put their trust in Him; they'll make
    A
the goal
 
 
[Chorus]
    D
For God so loved the world
        A
That He gave His only Son
                                    E
To save the world from sin and from strife
           A
Read these words and read today
      D                  A
Teach yourself the Bible way
                       E           A
Do not fool around but win eternal life
 
 
[Chorus]
    D
For God so loved the world
        A
That He gave His only Son
                                    E



To save the world from sin and from strife
           A
Read these words and read today
      D                  A
Teach yourself the Bible way
                       E           A
Do not fool around but win eternal life

10839. John And Mary - Chords

John And Mary - Third Tyme Out

        C
Down in south Alabama

Where the cypress trees grow

There lived a man named John looking for a wife
      G           C
So to town he did go
       C
It was there he found sweet Mary

And they made their wedding plans

The next Sunday morning when the church bells rang
           G               C
They were standing hand in hand

And the preacher said
C               
John do you take Mary for your wife

And he said
                    G          C
Oh yes Lord for the rest of my life

And the preacher said
 C
Mary do you love this man in front of you

And she said
            G               C
Oh yes Lord forever I'll be true

Now when the sun comes up in the morning
They look into each other's eyes
And the love and the faith that they see in each other
No one can deny
And the little baby boy she holds in her arms
With the power when you pray
And every night on their knees they thank the Lord above
For giving them that day



When the preacher said
John do you take Mary for your wife
And he said
Oh yes Lord for the rest of my life
And the preacher said
Mary do you love this man in front of you
And she said
Oh yes Lord forever I'll be true

Down in south Alabama
Where the cypress trees grow
There lived a man named John looking for a wife
So to town he did go
It was there he found sweet Mary
And they made their wedding plans
The next Sunday morning when the church bells rang
They were standing hand in hand

And the preacher said
John do you take Mary for your wife
And he said
Oh yes Lord for the rest of my life
And the preacher said
Mary do you love this man in front of you
And she said
Oh yes Lord forever I'll be true

CHORD CHART
/C /C /C /C /C /C /G /C /

10840. John Barleycorn

John Barleycorn
Dry Branch Fire Squad

Verse 1:
There were three men came out of the west
Their fortunes for to try
And these three men made a solemn vow
John Barleycorn must die
They've plowed, they've sown
They've harrowed him in
Threw clods upon his head
And these three men made a solemn vow
John Barleycorn was dead

Verse 2:
They've let him lie for a very long time
Til the rains from heaven did fall
And little Sir John sprung up his head
And so amazed them all
They've let him stand 'til Midsummer's Day



[alternative: They've let him stand  til his soul was dead]
 Til he looked both pale and wan
[alternative:  Til he looked both pale and worn]
And little Sir John's grown a long long beard
And so become a man

Verse 3:
They've hired men with their scythes so 
sharp
To cut him off at the knee
They've rolled him and tied him by the way
Serving him most barbarously
They've hired men with their sharp pitchforks
Who've pricked him to the heart
And the loader he has served him worse than that 
For he's bound him to the cart

Verse 4:
They've wheeled him around and around a field
Til they came onto a pond
[alternative:  Til they came onto a barn]
And there they made a solemn oath
On poor John Barleycorn
They've hired men with their crabtree sticks
To cut him skin from bone
And the miller he has served him worse than that 
For he's ground him between two stones

Verse 5:
And little Sir John and the nut brown bowl
And his brandy in the glass
And little Sir John and the nut brown bowl
Proved the strongest man at last
The huntsman he can't hunt the fox
Nor so loudly to blow his horn
And the tinker he can't mend kettle or pots
Without a little barleycorn

10841. John Brown's Dream

John Brown's Dream
Old Crow Medicine Show - John Brown's Dream

On the second of December we'll always remember
As the day John Brown went marching in
Well, they took him from his cell with a .44 cal
Now he's gone for the gallows to hang

When John Brown walked by on his way to die
Conviction tortured him
He said man is depraved
And there ain't no slave can dwell here in Beulah land



Twelve fifes and drums and twenty one guns
As they marched him to the hanging ground
Then John started laughing staring up at the coffin
Said no grave can hold this body down

Mister Governor Wise won't you read from his crimes
While they wrap that rope 'round his neck
And old Mr. Avis, I want you to turn them pages
And read what the good book said

Then John Brown spoke with a neck full of rope
This blood I shed for thee
For the sin of this land can never repent
Until every slave goes free

John Brown's dream
John Brown's dream
John Brown's dream was the devil is dead

10842. John Daniel

Dolly Parton - John Daniel 
(Dolly Parton)

John Daniel came to town one summer afternoon
Wearin' dirty work clothes so everyone presumed
He was just another logger from the loggin' camp nearby
And he was, but there was somethin' different in John Daniel's eyes
John Daniel was a young man, not more than twenty-four
And there was an air about him that one could not ignore
And in spite of callused hands & dirty clothes, his face was kind
And I wanted so to know what was in John Daniel's mind
John Daniel, tell me where did you come from; tell me where is it you've been
John Daniel, tell me why are you different from all of these other men
John Daniel, there's somethin' about you that I don't quite understand
John Daniel, do you hold the answer to a higher plan?
I rented him a room; he went upstairs like all the rest
It was Saturday and he'd be goin' in to town, I guessed
But he left in a robe and sandals, with a Bible in his hand;
And I thought to myself, John Daniel, I don't understand
Now I'd planned to meet some friends of mine when I got off at three,
In the park we often gather to talk of love and peace
When I got there I found that a crowd had gathered 'round;
And there I saw John Daniel a sittin' on the ground
John Daniel, tell me where did you come from; tell me where is it you've been
John Daniel, tell me why are you different from all of these other men
John Daniel, there's somethin' about you that I don't quite understand
John Daniel, do you hold the answer to a higher plan?
So, "You want to be free," he said, "Well, this is how you can."
As he read from the Bible he held in his hand
We were searchin' for the truth not knowin' where to look,
Not knowin' that the answers all were in John Daniel's book
John Daniel told us all how we could be free



John Daniel taught us all a better way for you and me
He came to us in our own way so we'd be sure to see
He had the light and essence of the man from Galilee
John Daniel, tell me where did you come from; tell me where is it you've been
John Daniel, tell me why are you different from all of these other men
John Daniel, there's something about you that I don't quite understand
John Daniel, do you hold the answer to a higher plan?
John Daniel, John Daniel, John Daniel
John Daniel do you hold the answer to a higher plan?
John Daniel came to town one summer afternoon
Wearin' dirty work clothes so everyone presumed
He was just another logger from the loggin' camp nearby
And he was, but there was somethin' different in John Daniel's eyes
Ooh, John Daniel, tell me where did you come from
Tell me where is it you've been
John Daniel, tell me why are you different from all of these other men
John Daniel, there's something about you that I don't quite understand
John Daniel, do you hold the answer to a higher plan?

10843. John Deere Tractor

Larry Sparks - John Deere Tractor
Billy Strings - Davisson Brothers Band

Hey mama, here's a letter from your son
Well, I think my city days are done, ma
And it ain't been three weeks since I came

Hey mama
I do remember what you said
Say your prayers before you go to bed, son
And remember city women ain't the same

I'm like a John Deere tractor in a half acre field
Trying to plow a furrow where the soil is made of steel
Oh, I wish I was home, ma, where the bluegrass is growin'
And the sweet country girls don't complain

Mama
So much perfume I thought I'd drown
And the Lord didn't seem to be nowhere around
Hey, I fell like a flower from the vine

Ah, she was pretty Lord knows
Thought she would bring me joy
She laughed she called me country boy, ma
And after she had been so kind

I'm like a John Deere tractor in a half acre field
Trying to plow a furrow where the soil is made of steel
Oh, I wish I was home, ma, where the bluegrass is growin'
And the fire light shimmers and shines



10844. John Hardy

Bill Monroe - John Hardy

John Hardy was a desperate little man
He carried two guns every day
He shot down a man on that West Virginia line
You oughta seen John Hardy getting away
You oughta seen John Hardy getting away

John Hardy stood in that old barroom
So drunk that he could not see
And a man walked up and took him by the arm
He said Johnny, come and go along with me
Poor boy, Johnny, come and walk along with me

John Hardy stood in his old jail cell
The tears running down from his eyes
He said I've been the death of many a poor boy
But my six-shooters never told a lie
No, my six-shooters never told a lie

The first one to visit John Hardy in his cell
Was a little girl dressed in blue
She came down to that old jail cell
She said Johnny, I've been true to you
God knows, Johnny, I've been true to you

The next one to Visit John Hardy in his cell
Was a little girl dressed in red
She come down to that old jail cell
She said, Johnny, I had rather see you dead
Well, Johnny, I had rather see you dead

I've been to the East and I've been to the West
I've traveled this wide world around
I've been to that river and I've been baptized
So take me to my burying ground
So take me to my burying ground

John Hardy was a desperate little man
He carried two guns every day
He shot down a man on the West Virginia line
You oughta seen old John Hardy getting away
You oughta seen old John Hardy getting away

10845. John Hardy Was A Desperate Little Man



The Carter Family - John Hardy Was a Desperate Little Man

[Chorus]
John Hardy was a desperate little man
He carried two guns every day
He shot down a man on that West Virginia line
You ought a seen John Hardy getting away
You ought to seen John Hardy getting away

[Verse 1]
John Hardy stood in that old barroom
So drunk that he could not see
And a man walked up and took him by the arm
He said Johnny, come and go along with me Poor boy
Johnny, come and walk along with me

[Verse 2]
John Hardy stood in his old jail cell
The tears running down from his eyes
He said I've been the death of many a poor boy
But my six-shooters never told a lie
No, my six-shooters never told a lie

[Verse 3]
The first one to visit John Hardy in his cell
Was a little girl dressed in blue
She came down to that old jail cell
She said Johnny, I've been true to you God knows
Johnny, I've been true to you

[Verse 4]
The next one to Visit John Hardy in his cell
Was a little girl dressed in red
She come down to that old jail cell
She said, Johnny, I had rather see you dead
Well, Johnny, I had rather see you dead

[Verse 5]
I've been to the East and I've been to the West
I've traveled this wide world around
I've been to that river and I've been baptized
So take me to my burying ground
So take me to my burying ground

10846. John Henry

John Henry

John Henry was a little baby boy
You could hold him on the palm of your hand
And his Papa cried out this lonesome farewell
Son you're gonna be a steel driving man lord, lord
Son you're gonna be a steel driving man



John Henry went up on the mountain
Looked down on the other side
Lord the mountain was so tall John Henry was so small
He laid down his hammer and he cried poor boy
Laid down his hammer and he cried

John Henry walked through the tunnel
Had his captain by his side
The last words that John Henry said was bring me
Cool drink of what 'for I die lord, lord
Cool drink of what 'for I die

Talk about John Henry as much as you please
Say and do all that you can
There never was born in these United States
No such a steel driving man lord, lord
No such a steel driving man

John Henry told his captain
I want to go to bed
Lord fix me a pallet, I want to lay down
Got a mighty roaring in my head lord, lord
Mighty roaring in my head

10847. John Henry Blues

John Henry Blues

John Henry was a little bitty boy
No bigger than the palm of your hand
He picked up a hammer and little piece of stell
Johnny gonna make a steel drivin man, Lord Lord
Johnny gonna make a steel drivin man

John Henry told his captain
The next time you go to town
Can you bring John back a nine pound hammer
I'm gonna beat that steam drill down, Lord Lord
I'm gonna beat that steam drill down

John Henry he told his shaker
Shaker you better pray
For if I miss that old little piece of steel
Tomorrow'll be your buryin' day, Lord Lord
Tomorrow'll be your buryin' day

When they invented that old steam drill
They thought that they had 'em somethin' fine
John Henry sank her fourteen feet
Steam drill only made her nine, Lord Lord
Steam drill only made her nine

John Henry was on the right hand side



The steam drill was on the left
Said before I will let that drill beat me down
I'll hammer my old fool self to death, Lord Lord
I'll hammer my old fool self to death

You can talk about John Henry as much as you want
Sing and do all that you can
But there was never born in the United States
No such a steel drivin' man, Lord Lord
No such a steel drivin' man

10848. John Henry Was A Steel Drivin Man - Chords

John Henry Was A Steel Drivin Man
Steve Earl - John Henry Was A Steel Drivin Man

[Intro]
A
A
A  D  A
A  D  A  F#m
A  E  A
 
[Verse 1]
     A
John Henry was a steel drivin' man
     A
John Henry was a steel drivin' man
   A                              D             A
He died in West Virginia with his hammer in his hand
      A             D          A    F#m
They sing about him all across land
     A           E             A
John Henry was a steel drivin' man
 
[Verse 2]
   A
He beat the steam drill down and then he died
   A
He beat the steam drill down and then he died
        A                        D               A
And it didn't change nothin' but heaven knows he tried
       A               D             A    F#m
He was buried with his hammer by his side
   A                    E                A
He beat the steam drill down and then he died
 
[Instrumental]
A
A
A   D A
A   D  A  F#m
A   E  A



 
[Verse 3]
        A
There's coal beneath the mountain down below
        A
There's coal beneath the mountain down below
        A
And the company come to take it
        D                 A
But the work was hard and slow
                A              D                 A   F#m
Said well there ain't no money in it, we'll just go
                 A                E             A
Alright, there's coal beneath the mountain down below
 
[Verse 4]
        A
And the union come and tried to make a stand
    A
The union come and tried to make a stand
    A                          D          A
And West Virginia miners voted union to a man
      A             D                A    F#m
You'd never know it now but that was then
         A              E               A
When the union come and tried to make a stand
 
[Verse 5]
        A
But the company brought in all the big machines
    A
The company brought in all the big machines
A
Cut more coal in an hour
       D                A
Than a shift could in a week
     A              D                   A     F#m
John Henry could've told them what that means
         A                  E           A
When the company brought in all the big machines, hey
 
[Instrumental]
A
A
A  D  A
A  D  A  F#m
A  E  A
 
[Verse 6]
A
John Henry was a steel drivin' man
A
John Henry was a steel drivin' man
A
He died in West Virginia
         D             A
With his hammer in his hand



     A              D          A    F#m
They sing about him all across land
     A           E             A  E A
John Henry was a steel drivin' man

10849. John Henry Was A Steel Drivin' Man

Steve Earle - John Henry Was a Steel Drivin' Man

[Verse 1]
John Henry was a steel drivin' man
John Henry was a steel drivin' man
He died in West Virginia with his hammer in his hand
They sing about him all across the land
John Henry was a steel drivin' man

[Verse 2]
He beat the steam drill down and then he died
He beat the steam drill down and then he died
And it didn't change nothin', but heaven knows he tried
He was buried with his hammer by his side
He beat the steam drill down and then he died
John Henry

Instrumental Verse]

[Verse 3]
There's coal beneath the mountain down below
There's coal beneath the mountain down below
And the company come to take it but the work was hard and slow
Said well there ain't no money in it, we'll just go
Right now there's coal beneath the mountain down below

[Verse 4]
The union come and tried to make a stand
The union come and tried to make a stand
And West Virginia miners voted union to a man
You'd never know it now but that was then
When the union come and tried to make a stand

10850. John Hurt

Doc Watson & Merle Watson
John Hurt

On a frosty night
It began to snow
Down the city street
How the wind did blow



Well, I went to the cellar
Yes, we cleared out the bar
To hear a little old feller
Play some pretty guitar

Did you hear John Hurt
Play his Creole bell?
Or the Spanish fandango
That he loves so well?
Did you love John Hurt?
Did you shake his hand?
And did you hear him play his candyman?

On a straight-back chair
With his felt hat on
He tickled our fancy
With his total old song
All the people passin'
Down McDougal Street
They cocked their heads and they listened
To the tappin' feet

And did you hear John Hurt
Play his Creole bell?
Or the Spanish fandango
That he loves so well?
And did you love John Hurt?
And did you shake his hand?
And did you hear him play his candyman?

We'd pick some together
John, Merle, and me
I like a-talkin' to Casey
And old Stagger Lee
And don't you bet your money
If you can't afford to lose
Man, you should've heard him play them Monday morning blues

Couldn't hardly find my Monday morning shoes

10851. John Philip Griffith

Nanci Griffith - John Philip Griffith

He was a simple man only to a stranger.
And the kindness in his eyes
I still remember.
Now that he is old,
They say he's angry and he's cold,
That his soul is dying.

He's a wealthy man's dream,
And he's a working man's dime.



He has stood in both men's shoes
In his own damn time.
The hard times of the thirties
Still linger in his mind
When he is lonely.
He's out there in the cold,
Twenty years away from home.
Does he dream about his old home
In San Antone?
He's often watched the highways,
But he's a man of sixty-five.
Where ain't a soul in El Paso
Who would give an old drunk a ride.

Now, he traded in his draftsman's pen
For a fishing pole.
And his mansion on the hill
Is an alley in El Paso.
The anchors of the fifties
Still hold to broken dreams
When his sorrows grow.

He's out there in the cold,
Twenty years away from home.
Does he dream about his old home
In San Antone?
He's often watched the highways,
But he's a man of sixty-five.
There ain't a soul in El Paso
Who would give an old drunk a ride.

Now, they tell me that John Philip
Loved to gamble in his day.
And he burned his bridges well
When he walked away.
He closed those corporate doors,
Left his children and his home
Now no one owns him.

10852. John Riley

Tim O'Brien - John Riley

John Riley came from Galway town in the years of the Irish hunger
And he sailed away to America when the country was much younger
Now the place was strange and work was scarce
And all he knew was farming
So he followed his other Irish friends to a job in the US Army

Adventure calls and some men run, and this is their sad story
How some get drunk on demon rum and some get drunk on glory

Now they marched down Texas way to the banks of the Rio Grande



They built a fort on the banks above to taunt old Santa Anna
They were treated bad and paid worse, and then the fighting started
And the more they fought the less they thought of the damned old US Army

Adventure calls and some men run, and this is their sad story
How some get drunk on demon rum and some get drunk on glory

Now when the church bells rang on Sunday morn, it set his soul a shiver
He saw the Senoritas washing their hair on the far side of the river
Then John Riley and two hundred more Irish mercenaries
And they cast their lot, right or not, south of the Rio Grande

Adventure calls and some men run, and this is their sad story
How some get drunk on demon rum and some get drunk on glory

How they fought bravely under the flag of the San Patricios
Till the Yankees soldiers beat them down at the battle of Churubusco
Then fifteen men were whipped like mules
On the cheeks they were hot iron branded
Made to dig the graves of fifty more, who a hanging fate had handed

Adventure calls and some men run, and this is their sad story
How some get drunk on demon rum and some get drunk on glory

Now John Riley stands and drinks alone at a bar in Vera Cruz
And he wonders if it matters much if you win or if you lose
"Well, I'm a man who can't go home, I'm a vagabond", says he
"I'm a victim of some wanderlust and divided loyalty"

Adventure calls and some men run, and this is their sad story
How some get drunk on demon rum and some get drunk on glory

Adventure calls and some men run, and this is their sad story
How some get drunk on demon rum and some get drunk on glory

10853. John The Revelator

John the Revelator
Larkin Poe - John the Revelator

[Chorus]
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Wrote the Book of the Seven Seals
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Wrote the Book of the Seven Seals

[Verse 1]
God walked down in the cool of the day
And called Adam by his name



Adam refused to answer
'Cause he was naked and ashamed

[Chorus]
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Wrote the Book of the Seven Seals

[Verse 2]
Christ had twelve apostles
And three he led away
He said, watch with me one hour
'Til I go over yonder and pray

[Chorus]
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Wrote the Book of the Seven Seals

[Guitar Solo]

[Chorus]
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Wrote the Book of the Seven Seals, yeah
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Tell me who's that writin', John the Revelator
Wrote the Book of the Seven Seals

10854. John Walker Lindh

(The Trial Of) John Walker Lindh - Hot Buttered Rum

The permissive culture of eastern Marin
Is breeding young warriors for the Taliban
In Tamalpias spacious skies
I can see those wild eyes
I can see those wild eyes
It's quite an adventure for a boy or man
To journey to Afghanistan
But if Allah prevails or the Empire falls
It's about time to give your mom a call
It's about time to give your mom a call

Oh my dear John Walker Lindh
Oh my dear John Walker Lindh
Oh what have you done, dear John Walker Lindh?
Oh the price he has paid
For going all the way



To the end of a question
About the US of A
The cameras will roll
And folks will tune in
When he takes the stand in the trial of John Walker Lindh
Taliban warrior from the hills of Marin

Walking through the hills of Marin
Passing parents and their children
It might sound strange, it might sound grim
But I can see myself in him
But I can see myself in him
Who are we fighting but a wayward son?
Some one that implicates everyone
The Taliban was America's friend
Killing Russians in Afghanistan
The tables turn and the story spins
But I can see myself in them
But I can see myself in them
Can we see ourselves in John Walker Lindh?

(coda:)
Now he feels the cost
I think the boy is the focus of the anger for lives that have been lost
They can't put Osama on trial, at least they can try Marin
And we'll all tune into the trial of John Walker Lindh
Taliban warrior from the hills of Marin

10855. John Walker's Blues

Steve Earle - John Walker's Blues

I'm just an American boy raised on MTV
And I've seen all the kids in the soda pop ads
But none of 'em looked like me
So I started lookin' around for a light out of the dim
And the first thing I heard that made sense was the word
Of Muhammad, peace be upon him

[Chorus]
A shadu la ilaha illa Allah
There's no God but God
If my daddy could see me now, chains around my feet
He don't understand that sometimes a man
Has got to fight for what he believes
And I believe God is great, all praise due to him
And if I should die, I'd rise up to the sky
Just like Jesus, peace be upon him

[Chorus]
A shadu la ilaha illa Allah
There's no God but God
We came to fight the Jihad and our hearts were pure and strong



And death filled the air, we all offered up prayers
And prepared for our martyrdom
Ah, but Allah had some other plan, some secret not revealed
Now they're draggin' me back
With my head in a sack to the land of the infidel
A shadu la ilaha illa Allah
A shadu la ilaha illa Allah

10856. John Walker's Blues - Chords

John Walkers Blues
Steve Earl - John Walkers Blues

Capo 2

  Bm  F#m  D  Dadd9  G6  Em  A  A alternative (also sounds good)

--0----0---0----0----1---1---3---3---
--1----0---1----1----3---3---0---3---
--2----0---0----0----2---2---0---0---
--2----2---2----0----3---0---0---0---
--0----2---3----3----x---x---2---2---
--x----0---x----x----x---x---3---3---

the intro is single notes A D C#

Bm          F#m      Bm
I'm just an American boy 
D         Dadd9  D
Raised on  M  T  V
         G6             Bm          Em       Bm
And I've seen all those kids in the soda pop ads
Bm              F#m         Bm
But none of 'em looked like me

So I started lookin' around 
For a light out of the dim
And the first thing I heard that made sense was the word
Of Mohammed, peace be upon him

D          A          Em       
A shadu la ilaha illa Allah  (pronounced A shadu laila hailla Allah)
G                  F#m
There is no God but God

If my daddy could see me now
With chains around my feet
He don't understand that sometimes a man
Has got to fight for what he believes

And I believe God is great,
All praise due to him
And if I should die, I'll rise up to the sky



Just like Jesus, peace be upon him

A shadu la ilaha illa Allah
There is no God but God

Guitar break  Bm D A Em D A  then play single notes D C#

We came to fight the Jihad 
And our hearts were pure and strong
As death filled the air we all offered up prayers
And prepared for our martyrdom

But Allah had some other plan,
Some secret not revealed
Now they're dragging me back with my head in a sack
To the land of the infidel

A shadu la ilaha illa Allah
A shadu la ilaha illa Allah

10857. John Wallace - Chords

John Wallace 
The East Pointers
 
[Intro]
E
 
[Verse 1]
E
The smoke is a'blowing son
                                    A
And the flames reaching high to the sky
       E
It was there for the knowing son
                   C#m              A
That the fever was clear in his eyes
   E
He told of the Wallace son
              C#m
Taken over by hellish blue death
       E
It's a wonder he made it here
                     C#m
But the stables they suited him best
 
[Chorus]
B  E          A      E
Oh oh and his body's aching
B  E         A        E
Oh oh and my heart is breaking
B  E           A         E
Oh oh not even god could save him



 
[Verse 2]
E
Oh oh
        A
Can you give me a minute
A
I need a place to lay
          C#m
I've been swimming from the Wallace
   A            E
So many a mile away
      A
And I know I was in it
A
I know that I'm not well
A
If you give me a minute sir
A
The stories I could tell
 
[Interlude]
B C#m A
 
[Chorus]
                    B   C#m A
The stories I could tell
                             B   C#m A
Oh oh oh the stories I could tell
                             B   C#m A
Oh oh oh the stories I could tell
 
[Verse 3]
   E
We sailed here from Liverpool
                C#m
On a journey of forty-two days
    E
The fever came early on
                   C#m              A
And the captain he couldn't be saved
          E
They were turned away in Georgetown
                   C#m
As the word of the trouble had spread
       E
By the time they had run aground
            C#m
Most of the shipmates were dead
 
[Chorus]
B  E          A      E
Oh oh and his body's aching
B  E         A        E
Oh oh and my heart is breaking
B  E           A         E
Oh oh not even god could save him



 
[Verse 4]
        A
Can you give me a minute
A
I need a place to lay
          C#m
I've been swimming from the Wallace
   A            E
So many a mile away
      A
And I know I was in it
A
I know that I'm not well
A
If you give me a minute sir
A                        B C#m A
The stories I could tell
 
[Bridge]
                    B   C#m A
The stories I could tell
                    B   C#m A
The stories I could tell
                    B   C#m A  E
The stories I could tell
 
[Verse 5]
E
The Gulf of St. Lawrence son
              C#m
Sure makes an icy cold grave
    E
The Wallace is in it son
                                 C#m
And the people whose passage she gave
   E
He cheated the water son
                             A
But the fever has sure taken hold
    E
The smoke is a blowing son
                 C#m
A prairie should save for his soul
 
[Verse 6]
        A
Can you give me a minute
A
I need a place to lay
          C#m
I've been swimming from the Wallace
   B            E
So many a mile away
      A
And I know I was in it sir
A



I know that I'm not well
A
If you give me a minute sir
A                       B C#m
The stories I could tell
 
[Outro]
    A                   B C#m
The stories I could tell
    A                   B C#m
The stories I could tell
 B  C#m
(Oh oh oh)
    A                   B C#m
The stories I could tell
    A                   B C#m A  B C#m
The stories I could tell
                    B   C#m A
The stories I could tell
                    B   C#m A
The stories I could tell

10858. John Wilkes Booth

Tony Rice - John Wilkes Booth

John Wilkes Booth was a southern man,
Born of an actor in Maryland,
Bound for fortune on a gas-lit stage,
Bound to die at a tender age.

Washington to Baltimore,
He played the bills and he slept with whores,
And he burned inside with a hatred deep
For the man who caused the south to weep.

Young Abe Lincoln wasn't young no more,
Tired old man when he won the war,
And he dreamed at night of his death by

And he saw his body in a ghastly dream,
Draped in black while his widow screamed.
Two silver dollars on his eyelids lay.
Abraham Lincoln has died today.

CHORUS: They said there were five and they said there were ten.
Some say there was never more than just one man.
Oh, it's awful to see Mr. Lincoln dead
In the name of God and Dixie,
In the name of God and Dixie Land.

John Wilkes Booth and his band of men
They'd failed before but would try again.



When Good Friday dawned with a fickle sun,
Then Booth declared the day had come.

The word was passed and the guns were brought,
Down to Mary Sarrat's boarding house.
Sealed in a note, Booth named just four,
But the gallows would sway with many more.

CHORUS

John Wilkes Booth went to his grave
With a bullet in his neck and a broken leg,
A patriot and his fantasy
Of redemption, grace, and bravery.

And those who hanged and those who spent
Their lives behind a jailer's fence,
Only Booth could have set them free
From the taint of the conspiracy.

10859. John Williams

John Williams
Jim Hurst - John Williams

[Verse 1]
It was down near Brownsville Texas in May of '65
John Williams thought that he might just escape this borderline
Before General Lee surrendered up north a month ago
But they couldn't lay their bombs down 'til the Kernel told them so
That was union Kernel Baron, he had other plans
To hit the Johnny's one more time down by the river end
He sent the thirty-fouth Indiana boys in their coats of blue
With John Williams there among them at the age of twRnty-two
Twenty-two
From Jay County Indiana at the age of twRnty-two

[Verse 2]
Now the rebel troopers at Fort Brown, they surely were surprised
To see them Yankees comin' as the sun began to rise
They all agreed there'd be a truce 'til the call to go home came
Each side would stay right where they were and the other did the same
But the Yank's, they won that first day, it took some prisoners back
And they rested near Paul Meadow Ranch for the second days attack
Meanwhile, it was all red forward at the confederate command
Sayin' if them Yank's were trouble, well they surely found their man
They found their man
If them federal still want trouble, well they surely found their man

[Verse 3]
Now overpack some cannons, the blue coach didn't know
He'd gotten from the Frenchy's fightin' down in Mexico
He rolled them in position right up there that ranch's wall



He served the Yank's their breakfast with some eight-pound cannonballs
So the federal soon were beaten, oh they dropped their guns and ran
They all said it was lucky that they only lost one man
And that was Private Johnny Williams out there starin' at the sky
With the dead eyes of the last man of the civil war to die
The war to die
The very last man in that dreadful bloody civil war to die

[Verse 4]
You can say John Williams was an awful shame
And every war that'll ever be is bound to end the same
A bullet flys, a young man dies, a final bugle blows
And who the last will ever be, there ain't no binding blows

10860. Johnny

Johnny
Sierra Ferrell

Johnny went walking down the tracks one day
It was hot
Hazy lazy
He was chewing bubble gum' they'd' say
He's just tryna' forget all the words they would' say
Oh, when Johnny he wasn't a-round...

He had a three-legged dog they'd say
He liked to follow him
Down and around
He liked to watch him put his bare feet on that hot steel reel
Boy he liked that feeling and that sound...

Because they
Didn't have the right shoes to amount to his blues
No they, didn't have the right shoes to amount to his blues

Well Susie she drank a lot of ginger ale
Just waltzing over town a-wearing her fox tail
Sitting all alone at a coffee shop
Well ya see, shes just watching Johnny walk the rails...

She couldn't help the way she felt inside
But when she saw Johnny, he fell down and died
(?)

Because they didn't have the right shoes to amount to his blues
No they didn't have the right shoes to amount to his blues
No they didn't have the right shoes to amount to his blues
No they didn't have the right shoes to amount to his blues
Didn't have the right shoes to amount to his blues



10861. Johnny - Chords

Johnny Live 
Sarah Jarosz
 
[Intro]
E  Bm  A
E  Bm  A
 
[Verse 1]
 E                          Bm           A
Johnny's on the back porch drinking red wine
    E                          Bm        A
He knows that it could be the very last' time
    D                  A       G        E       Bm  A
He raises the' glass up to his lips and'  wonders
 
 E                      Bm         A
How could a boy from a little bay town
     E                      Bm         A
Grow up to be a man, fly the whole world round
      D                  A         G          E      F  C  E
Then end back up on the same damn ground he started
 
[Chorus]
 E             F            C    E
You might not get what you pay fo-r
               F             C  E
You know that nothing's for su-re
              F     C     Dm   C        A#    F    E
And an open heart looks a lot like the wilder-ness
 
E  Bm  A
E  Bm  A
 
[Verse 2]
  E                                  Bm         A
Lately he's been thinking  bout the meaning of time
      E                               Bm           A
The small amount we're given must be some sort of crime
          D                        A        G           E   F  C
Yet the little we have feels like too much most of the time
 
    E                          Bm       A
He takes another sip of that blood red wine
      E                         Bm          A
Just waiting on the stars that will never align
          D                              A                  G         E   F  C  E
A little luck, a little love, a little light and he'll be doing just fine
 
[Chorus]
 E             F            C    E
You might not get what you pay fo-r



               F             C  E
You know that nothing's for su-re
             F     C      Dm   C        A#    F    E
And an open heart looks a lot like the wilder-ness
 
E  Bm  A
 
[Bridge]
G#       A        E             G#
So open up your heart, take it out
                A  E
And put it back i-n
G#         A    E
Signs are all around you
F#            A   F#  A  F#
Le-t... it begin
 
 
[Chorus]
 E             F            C    E
You might not get what you pay fo-r
               F             C  E
You know that nothing's for su-re
             F     C      Dm   C        A#    F    E
And an open heart looks a lot like the wilder-ness
 
[Chorus]
 E             F            C    E
You might not get what you pay fo-r
               F             C  E
You know that nothing's for su-re
             F      C     Dm   C        A#    F    E
And an open heart looks a lot like the wilder-ness
 
E  Bm  A
E  Bm  A  E

10862. Johnny 99

Johnny 99 - Bruce Springsteen
Aoife O'Donovan

Ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh-ooh-ooh

Well they closed down the auto plant in Mahwah late that month
Ralph went out lookin' for a job but he couldn't find none
He came home too drunk from mixin' Tanqueray and wine
He got a gun, shot a night clerk, now they call him Johnny 99

Down in the part of town where when you hit a red light you don't stop
Johnny's wavin' his gun around and threatenin' to blow his top
When an off-duty cop snuck up on him from behind



Out in front of the Club Tip Top they slapped the cuffs on Johnny 99

Well the city supplied a public defender but the judge was Mean John Brown
He came into the courtroom and stared poor Johnny down
Well the evidence is clear, gonna let the sentence, son, fit the crime
Prison for ninety-eight and a year and we'll call it even Johnny 99

Fistfight broke out in the courtroom, they had to drag Johnny's girl away
His mama stood up and shouted, "Judge don't take my boy this way"
Well, son, you got any statement you'd like to make
Before the bailiff comes to forever take you away?

Now judge, judge I got debts no honest man could pay
The bank was holdin' my mortgage and takin' my house away
Now I ain't sayin' that make me an innocent man
But it was more 'n all this that put that gun in my hand

Well, your honor, I do believe I'd be better off dead
And if you can take a man's life for the thoughts that's in his head
Then won't you sit back in that chair and think it over just one more time
And let 'em shave off my hair and put me on that execution line (woo)

10863. Johnny And Sally

Johnny And Sally

Johnny and Sally grew up in the mountains 
On opposite sides of the valley 
She thought the sun rose and set in his brown eyes 
And Johnny loved no one but Sally

But for 35 years their families had quarreled
Between them no words had been spoken
But the first time that Johnny laid eyes on fair Sally
The long silence finally was broken

He said meet me tonight when the moon lights the valley
And linger with me for a while
The love in their hearts started growing like flowers
Blooming unseen in the wild

Season to season love grew in the shadows
Even though it was forbidden
They longed for the day they could walk in the sunshine
And no longer keep their love hidden

He said meet me tonight when the moon lights the valley
we'll steal away and be wed
Altho' your daddy might wish he could kill me
Without you I'd rather be dead

Now you've heard the story of Johnny and Sally
And I've got just one thing to say



If not for the courage of Johnny and Sally
I wouldn't be here today

Daddy said meet me tonight when the moon lights the valley
And linger with me for a while
The love in their hearts started growing like flowers
Blooming unseen in the wild

10864. Johnny B. Goode

Johnny B. Goode
Jim & Jesse

Deep down in Lousiana close to New Orleans
Way back up in the woods among the evergreens
There stood an old cabin made of earth and wood
Where lived a country boy named Johnny B Goode
Who never ever learned to read or write so well
But he could play a guitar just like a ringin' a bell
Go go go Johnny go go go Johnny go go
Go Johnny go go go Johnny go Johnny B Goode

[ fiddle ]

He used to carry his guitar in a gunny sack
And sat beneath the tree by the railroad track
All engineers would see him sittin' in the shade
Strummin' through the rhythm that the drivers made
The people passin' by they would stop and say
Oh my how that little country boy can play
Go go go Johnny go...

[ mandolin ]

His mama told him someday you will be a man
You will be the leader of a big ol' band
Many people comin' from miles around
To hear you play your music till the sun goes down
Maybe someday your name will be at lights
Sayin' Johnny B Goode tonight
Go go go Johnny go...

10865. Johnny Cash

String Cheese Incident - Johnny Cash

Drive that train
Drive that train
Drive that train on down the track



Drive that train
Drive that train on down the track
Johnny Cash is on that train
And he ain't never coming back

(chorus)
Johnny Cash, Johnny Cash
Johnny Cash, he don't smoke hash
Johnny Cash don't smoke hash
He's out there lying on the track
Johnny Cash is on that train
And he ain't never coming back
I saw John layin' on the track
Asked the boy when he's comin' back
Said I don't know but when I do
I'll bring Elvis to the party with you, uh huh
(repeat first verse, chorus 2x)

10866. Johnny Come Lately

Steve Earle - Johnny Come Lately

[Verse 1]
I'm an American, boys
I've come a long way
I was born and bred in the USA
So listen up close
I've got somethin' to say
Boys, I'm buying this round

[Verse 2]
Well it took a little while, but we're in this fight
And we ain't going home until we've done what's right
We're going to drink
Camden Town
dry tonight
If I have to spend my last
pound

[Verse 3]
When I first got to London it was pouring down rain
Met a little girl in the field canteen
Painted her name on the nose of my plane
Six more missions, I'm gone

[Verse 4]
Well I asked if I could stay and she said that I might
Then the warden came around yelling "shut out the lights"
Death raining out of the London night
We made love 'til dawn



10867. Johnny Come Lately (Solo)

Steve Earle - Johnny Come Lately (Solo)

I'm an American, boys, I've come a long way
I was born and bred in the USA
So listen up close, I've got something to say
Boys, I'm buying this round
Well it took a little while but we're in this fight
And we ain't going home until we've done what's right
We're going to drink Camden Town dry tonight
If I have to spend my last pound
When I first got to London it was pouring down rain
Met a little girl in the field canteen
Painted her name on the nose of my plane
Six more missions, I'm gone
Well I asked if I could stay and she said that I might
Then the warden came around yelling "shut out the lights"
Death raining out of the London night
We made love until dawn
But when Johnny come lately, comes marching home
With a chest full of medals and a G.I. loan
They'll be waiting at the station down in San Antone
When Johnny comes marching home
My P-47 is a pretty good ship
And she took a round coming cross the Channel last trip
I was thinking about my baby and letting her rip
Always got me through so far
Well they can ship me all over this great big world
Never find nothing like my North End girl
I'm taking her home with me one day, Sir
Soon as we win this war
But when Johnny come lately, comes marching home
With a chest full of medals and a G.I. loan
They'll be waiting at the station down in San Antone
When Johnny comes marching home
Now my granddaddy sang me this song
Told me about London when the Blitz was on
How he married Grandma and brought her back home
A hero throughout his land
Now I'm standing on a runway in San Diego
A couple purple hearts and I move a little slow
There's nobody here, maybe nobody knows
About a place called Vietnam

10868. Johnny Come Lately - Chords

Johnny Come Lately
Steve Earl - Johnny Come Lately



G                                           C
I'm an American, boys, and I've come a long way
      G                    D
I was born and bred in the USA
   Em                        C            G
So listen up close, I've got something to say
                      D
Boys, I'm buying this round
        G                                      C
Well it took a little while, but we're in this fight
       G                           D
And we ain't going home 'til we've done what's right
      Em                      C      G
We're gonna drink Camden Town dry tonight
                   D       G
If I have to spend my last pound

When I first got to London it was pourin' down rain
Met a little girl in the field canteen
Painted her name on the nose of my plane
Six more missions I'm gone

Well I asked if I could stay and she said that I might
Then the warden came around yelling "turn out the lights"
Death rainin' down in the London night
We made love 'til dawn
                  C                        G
(chorus) But when Johnny Come Lately comes marching home
                                  D
With a chest full of medals and a G.I. loan
           Em                        C     G
They'll be waitin' at the station in San Antone
                  D        G
When Johnny comes marching home

My P-47 is a pretty good ship
And she took a round comin' 'cross the channel last trip
I was thinkin' 'bout my baby and letting her rip
Always got me through so far

Well they can ship me all over this great big world
But I'll never find nothing like my North End girl
I'm taking her home with me one day, sir,
Soon as we win this war

(repeat chorus)

Now my granddaddy sang me this song
Told me about London when the blitz was on
How he married Grandma and brought her back home,
A hero throughout his land

Now I'm standin' on a runway in San Diego
A couple purple hearts and I move a little slow
There's nobody here, maybe nobody knows
About a place called Vietnam



(repeat chorus 2x)

10869. Johnny Dear

Johnny Dear
Gillian Welch - Johnny Dear

Two whole years of a millworker's life
All worn out by noon
Johnny dear, don't take a' wife
I'll' be coming home' soon
First hard snow killed old Sal
Farm' and family's all fine
Jenny-o, no time now
But I'll write more next time
More hard times than I can endure
From a letter so cold and strange
Johnny mine, I'm not sure
I'm so scared you've changed
Stars above, no it's true
We can never be one
Johnny love, I'd die for you
Though our time is done

10870. Johnny I Hardly Knew Ye

Johnny I Hardly Knew Ye
Traditional

While goin' the road to sweet Athy, hurroo, hurroo
While goin' the road to sweet Athy, hurroo, hurroo
While goin' the road to sweet Athy,
A stick in me hand and a drop in me eye,
A doleful damsel I heard cry,
Johnny I hardly knew ye.

Chorus:
With your guns and drums and drums and guns, hurroo, hurroo
With your guns and drums and drums and guns, hurroo, hurroo
With your guns and drums and drums and guns,
The enemy nearly slew ye
Oh my darling dear, Ye look so queer
Johnny I hardly knew ye.

Where are the eyes that were so mild, hurroo, hurroo
Where are the eyes that were so mild, hurroo, hurroo
Where are the eyes that were so mild,
When my heart you so beguiled



Why did ye go and leave me with child
Oh Johnny, I hardly knew ye

Where are your legs that used to run, hurroo, hurroo
Where are your legs that used to run, hurroo, hurroo
Where are your legs that used to run,
When you went for to carry a gun
Indeed your dancing days are done
Oh Johnny, I hardly knew ye

Ye haven't an arm, ye haven't a leg, hurroo, hurroo
Ye haven't an arm, ye haven't a leg, hurroo, hurroo
Ye haven't an arm, ye haven't a leg,
Ye're an armless, boneless, chickenless egg
Ye'll have to put with a bowl out to beg
Oh Johnny I hardly knew ye

I'm happy for to see ye home, hurroo, hurroo
I'm happy for to see ye home, hurroo, hurroo
I'm happy for to see ye home,
All from the island of Ceylon;
So low in the flesh, so high in the bone
Oh Johnny I hardly knew ye

Last chorus:
...the enemy never slew ye
Oh, my darling dear you look so queer

10871. Johnny O

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Johnny O

Way down in the delta
Where the days move slow
There's a squeeze box player
Name a Little Johnny O
He's got a four piece band
And they're playin' real tight
Make the people go crazy
Every Saturday night

Singing, Hey Johnny O
Let's Fied-I-Ay
On the ol' bayou
Hey Johnny O
Well play the Tennessee Waltz
And the Zydeco

They like their Chuck Berry records
And some Fats Domino
But the thing they like the most
Is hearin' Little Johnny O
Playin' Fiedle-I-Oh



Little Johnny O
Playin' Fiedle-I-Oh
That's right Johnny

Well the Natches girls
They like to stroll around town
When Johnny starts a playin'
You see 'em come unwound
Well the boys in the corner
All loosin' their minds
Gonna make their move
When Johnny gives the sigh

Singing, Hey Johnny O
Let's Fied-I-Ay
On the ol' bayou
Hey Johnny O
Play the Tennessee Waltz
And the Zydeco

They like their old country records
They're the mill for the soul
But the thing they like the most
Is hearin' Little Johnny O
Playin' Fiedle-I-Oh
Little Johnny O
Playin' Fiedle-I-Oh
Play it, Hey Johnny
That's the ticket
(Let's get down girl)

Way down in the delta
Where the big blue flows
There's a one little secret
That everybody knows
If you just can't sleep
And you're feelin' down
There's an all-night cure
Outside of town

And it's Hey Johnny O
Let's Fied-I-Ay
On the ol' bayou
Hey Johhny O
Play the Tennessee Waltz
And the Zydeco

They like all those songs
On the radio
But the thing they like the most
Is hearin' Little Johnny O
Playin' Fiedle-I-Oh
Little Johnny O
Playin' Fiedle-I-Oh
Little Johnny O
Playin' Fiedle-I-Oh
Little Johnny O



Playin' Fiedle-I-Oh  hey
Hey Johnny
What is Fiedle-I-Oh?

10872. Johnny Put Down Your Gun

Cornmeal - Johnny Put Down Your Gun 
Album: Live In Chicago, IL Vol. II

Chorus:
Johnny put down your gun oh Johnny
Johnny put down your gun ole son
Grab a girl and get yerself a-married
Cuz life ain't worth living on the run

Johnny was born in old Kentucky
High in the hills of northern Boone
Folks been saying since he's a baby
Johnny was born to break the rules

Chorus:

Johnny was raised by the barrel
But shooting bottles and cans just wouldn't do
He took his first bank at age eleven
The Pennsylvania Trust at twenty-two

Chorus:

It was a cold November down in Preston
And things went quiet on the plains
When Johnny walked into the barroom
He met a little girl of his dreams

Chorus:

But you know that Johnny would never settle
He high tailed it out by the first of spring
He hooked up a 42o out of Boise
But the sheriff took him down near Aberdeen

10873. Johnny Too Bad

Steve Earle - Johnny Too Bad

Walkin' down the road with a pistol in your waist
Johnny Too Bad, whoa oh oh
Walkin' down the road with a ratchet in your waist
Johnny Too Bad, whoa oh oh



You're just robbin' and stabbin' and lootin' and shootin'
Johnny Too Bad
You're just robbin' and stabbin' and lootin' and shootin'
Johnny Too Bad
One of these days when you hear the voice say 'come'
Where you gonna run to? whoa oh oh
One of these days when you hear the voice say 'come'
Where you gonna run to? whoa oh oh
You'll just run to the rock for refuge
But there will be no rock
You'll just run to the rock for rescue
And there will be no rock
Walkin' down the road with a pistol in your waist
Johnny Too Bad, whoa oh oh
Walkin' down the road with a ratchet in your waist
Johnny Too Bad, whoa oh oh
You're just robbin' and stabbin' and lootin' and shootin'
Johnny Too Bad
You're just robbin' and stabbin' and lootin' and shootin'
Johnny Too Bad

10874. Johnny's Cash And Charley's Pride

Mac Wiseman - Johnny's cash and charley's pride
Composer: Cy Coben

If I had Johnny's Cash and Carley's Pride I wouldn't have Buck Ow-en on my car
I'd give Dolly a Part-on the good life and get me a Bonnie Guitar
I'd Sue Thompson for drivin' Conway Twitty
I'd have Johnny Wright there diggin' oil Wells Kitty

If I had Johnny's Paycheck Charlie'd Walk-er home from work no more
I tried to Warn-er Mack that she was makin' poor Merle Haggard and sore
Oh Homer why Je-thro your chances away
You drove Dottie West I saw Billy Ed Wheeler away

If I had Johnny's Cash and Carley's Pride I'd buy Minnie Pearl's that glitter
She's built like a Stonewall Jackson you shoulda seen the letter Tex Ritter
If Jeannie'd C Riley he'd check Billy's Grammer fully
If Hank Snows he'll get Ben Colder wearin' Sheb's Wooley's

If I had Johnny's Cash and Carley's Pride
I'd know what's keepin' Faron Young that way
What's makin' Ferlin Husky and Murv Shiner car each day
I'd turn Jack Greene Claud Gray Jim Ed Brown and Carl Belew
If I had Johnny's Cash and Carley's Pride and you
Babe Johnny's Cash and Carley's Pride and you



10875. Johnny's Far Away

Richard Thompson - Johnny's Far Away 
Sweet Warrior

Johnny's joined a ceilidh band
They're known quite well throughout the land: The Drones
The Drones have signed upon a cruise
And Tracy's laying in the booze back home

She's got herself another man, a smoothy
While the kids are in the front room watching movies
She's got him in a headlock, in an armlock, in a jam
She says I can't express myself with my old man

While Johnny's far away on the rolling, rolling
Johnny's far away on the rolling sea
Johnny's far away on the rolling, rolling
Johnny's far away on the rolling sea
On the rolling sea On the rolling sea

Johnny's cruising out to sea
And he believes in chastity, for some
The wealthy widows bill and coo
He fends off one or two and then succumbs
Well they're hard in pirate ports in the Bahamas
He's turning her right out of her pyjamas
He's turned her every which way, to the rhythm of the sea
He says I can't express myself with my old lady

While Johnny's far away on the rolling, rolling
Johnny's far away on the rolling sea
Johnny's far away on the rolling, rolling
Johnny's far away on the rolling sea
On the rolling sea On the rolling sea

Johnny's home he opens up the door
While someone's sneaking out the back
And Tracy says you look so poorly,
Sores and all, you ought to see the quack
She wipes the kip from off the kiddies' noses
And he charms her with eleven battered roses
And by and by they get down to the job of man and wife
Back to the old comforts of the missionary life

While Johnny's far away on the rolling, rolling
Johnny's far away on the rolling sea
Johnny's far away on the rolling, rolling
Johnny's far away on the rolling sea
On the rolling sea
On the rolling sea
On the rolling sea
On the rolling sea



10876. Johnny's Gone

John Butler - Johnny's Gone

"They've never cared about our children. They don't give a damn about our children. All they'r
e concerned with is getting our people off the land and trying to make things the same old sto
ry."
Johnny's in the backseat of the car
Driving, don't know where he's going
Yes, we got a full tank, yeah, by far
But we are empty rolling
And we've forgotten so many passengers
And you know the car is stolen
I'm freaking in the front seat now, yeah
Sitting with a gun that's smoking
Johnny went and shocked everyone;
Deputy sheriff for robbing the bank
But he ain't after silver or gold
He just wants a slice of the yellow cake
He's squishing flies with big sledge hammers, yeah
And you know he's running the show
He thinks he is the big boss, man
But he straight up out of control
He's gone, gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone
Gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone
Johnny's in the races being two face-ist
He really don't know what for
He got the cops chasing, the music he ain't facing
The pedal right down to the floor
His ideology is crazy as can be
It's all about the top score
He once upheld the the law
He's heading for the wall
And all we got to say is
And all we got to say
He's gone, gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone
Gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone
Gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone
Gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone
Johnny's indicating, blinkers on
But you know, man, he ain't turning
Yes, he's got his mind made up, oh
Even though his ears are burning
He's looking in the rear view mirror now
See the chasing lights go spinning around
Sirens and alarm bells ringing out
But Johnny don't hear no sound
Johnny don't hear no sound
Johnny don't hear no sound
He's gone, gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone
Gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone
Gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone
Gone, gone, yes, he's gone, gone
Yes, he's gone now
Yeah, he's gone now
Yes, he's gone now



10877. Johnnys Cash And Charleys Pride - Chords

Johnnys Cash And Charleys Pride 
Mac Wiseman
 
[Intro]
/ C          / C          / C          / C          /
/ C          / C          /
 
[Verse 1]
         C                 F                          G                      C
If I had Johnny's Cash and Charley's Pride I wouldn't have a Buck Owen on my car,
         A7                 Dm            G                  C
I'd give Dolly a Parton the good life and get me a Bonnie Guitar.
F                    F              C           C
I'd Sue Thompson for driving Conway Twitty,
         Dm                   Dm                G           G
I'd have Johnnie Wright there digging oil Wells   Kitty.
 
[Verse 2]
         C                  F                G                 C
If I had Johnny's Paycheck, Charlie'd Walker home from work no more,
           A7                 Dm      G                      C
I'd try to Warner Mac she was making, poor Merle Haggard and sore.
    F              F                  C           C
Oh, Homer, why'd Jethro your chances away,
    D7                       G                  C           C
you drove Dottie West, I saw Billy Edd Wheeler away.
 
[Interlude]
/ C          / C          / C          / C          /
/ C          / C          /
 
[Verse 3]
         C                 F                    G                      C
If I had Johnny's Cash and Charley's Pride, I'd buy Minnie Pearls that glitter,
      A7                     Dm                   G                   C
she's built like a Stonewall Jackson, you shoulda seen the letter Tex Ritter.
   F                         F                     C           C
If Jeannie'd C. Riley, she'd check Billy's Grammer fully,
        Dm                  Dm                     G           G
if Hank Snows he'll get Ben Colder, wearing Sheb's Wooleys.
 
[Verse 4]
         C                 F                               G                         C
If I had Johnny's Cash and Charley's Pride I'd know what's keeping Faron Young that way,
       A7            Dm        G                     C
what's making Ferlin Husky and Merve Shiner car each day.
         F                         F                C        A7
I'd turn Jack Greene, Claude Gray, Jim Ed Brown and   Carl Belew,
         D7                G                    C    A7
if I had Johnny's Cash and Charley's Pride, and you, babe,
D7             G                    C      C      C      C       C



Johnny's Cash, Charley's Pride, and you.

10878. Johnson Boys

Johnson Boys

Johnson boys, raised in the ashes
didn't know how to court a maid
Turn their backs and hide their faces
Sight of a pretty girl makes 'em afraid

Refrain: Sight of a pretty girl makes 'em afraid
Sight of a pretty girl makes 'em afraid
Sight of a pretty girl makes 'em afraid
Sight of a pretty girl makes 'em afraid

Johnson boys, went a-huntin'
Took two dogs and went astray
Tore their clothes and scratched their faces
Didn't come home till the break of day,...

Johnson boys, went a-courtin'
Coon Creek girls so pretty and sweet
They couldn't make no conversation
Didn't know where to put their feet,...

Johnson boys, went to the mountains
Johnson boys didn't mean to stay
They come back broke and hungry
Had no money for to pay their way,...

Johnson boys'll never get married
They'll stay single all their life
They're too scared to pop the question
Ain't no woman gonna be their wife,...

Johnson boys, getting mighty sassy
Johnson boys, think they're men
Comb their hair and wash their faces
Look pretty good for the shape they're in,...

Johnson boys, play your fiddle
Johnson boys, sing your song
Johnson boys, hug in the middle
Hug in the middle and you can't go wrong,...

10879. Johnson Family - Chords



Johnson Family 
The Devil Makes Three

[Intro]
Bm Em F# Bm F# Bm x2
 
[Verse 1]
Bm                    Em
Born to a good father I have no excuse
F#                              Bm         F#     Bm
I could say I blame someone but what would be the use
                              Em
When I learn to travel now is when I learn to steal
   F#                        Bm        F#       Bm
To ride without a ticket now along the lines of steel
 
[Chorus 1]
 
E                     A7
Oh you don't know the things I have seen
D                D7                   G           F#
Twenty years out on the road with the Johnson Family
E                     A7
Oh you don't know the cages I have seen
D            D7                G           F#
Twenty years in and out of the Johnson Family
 
[Instrumental]
 
Bm Em F# Bm F# Bm
 
Bm                      Em
I'd harnessed stones and took them to the fence
  F#                                   Bm     F#       Bm
I found my heart by moved the shop and always made the rent
                             Em
When I met old George now he showed me to the box
      F#                                    Bm    F#    Bm
Fresh out the night oh from the day now the money never stops
 
 
[Chorus 2]
E                     A7
Oh you can't know the cages I have seen
D           D7                   G           F#
In and out over the years of the Johnson Family
E                     A7
Oh you can't know the troubles I have seen
D                D7                   G           F#
Twenty years out on the road with the Johnson Family
 
[Instrumental]
 
Bm Em F# Bm F# Bm
 
Bm Em F# Bm E7 A D G F# F Bm F# Bm
 
Bm                                 Em



Call me a thief and a liar now you know you would be right
F#                     Bm  F#     Bm
Straight as an arrow I sit here tonight
                              Em
All my debts too heavy boys I cannot pay them down
  F#                                 Bm     F#     Bm
I pawn my watch and take a walk down to the sea to drown
 
E                     A7
Oh you can't know the things I have seen
D                D7                   G           F#
Twenty years out on the road with the Johnson Family
E                     A7
Oh you can't know the cages I have seen
D                D7                   G           F#
Twenty years out on the road with the Johnson Family

10880. Johnson Island Prison - Chords

Johnson Island Prison 
Joe Mullins and the Radio Ramblers
 
[Intro]
Dm    F   Dm
 
 
[Verse 1]
Dm                                      Bb
From the mountains outside Gettysburg, they marched us north and west
Dm                         Bb
Yankee guns at our backs, without much food or rest
Dm                                 Bb             Am
I'm a prisoner of the Union, after 2 years in the war
Gm                              Am              Dm
At Johnson Island Prison Camp, just off Erie shore
 
 
[Chorus]
Bb               C        Dm              Gm       Am                 Dm
Johnson Island, cold and damp, dark Erie waters surround this Yankee camp
Bb                                          C      Dm
The bitter wind and blinding snow chill me to the bone
    Gm                            Am           Dm
But in my soul a fire is burning for my Dixie home
 
 
[Verse 2]
Dm                                 Bb
In dreams of good old Georgia, I smell the new-cut hay
Dm                             Bb
Blazin' sun, bakes the green, burns your back all day
Dm                                 Bb             Am
I never saw a snowflake, in that dear old Southern sky



Gm                              Am              Dm
But now the gray Ohio coats, is covered softly white
 
 
[Chorus]
Bb               C        Dm              Gm       Am                 Dm
Johnson Island, cold and damp, dark Erie waters surround this Yankee camp
Bb                                          C      Dm
The bitter wind and blinding snow chill me to the bone
    Gm                            Am           Dm
But in my soul a fire is burning for my Dixie home
 
 
[Bridge]
            F                          Dm
I've been reading from the Good Book, I saw in black and white
F                                Dm
St. Peter walked on water with Jesus that one night
F                                                 Am
St. Peter started sinking till he trusted in the Lord
Gm                                        Am             Dm
My faith is in this frozen lake and I'm headed for the shore
 
 
[Chorus]
Bb               C       Dm                 Gm              Am      Dm
Johnson Island, watch me run, back home to Dixie, and the Southern sun
Bb                                C        Dm
My home is in the Southland, but if I ever go
    Gm                             Am            Dm
You'll never see this Georgia boy, any place it snows
 
 
[Outro]
Dm    F   Dm

10881. Johnson To Jones

Johnson To Jones

Verse 1:
I changed your name from
Miss Johnson to Mrs. Jones
 Cause I'm tired of living all alone
You thought I was a crank
When I flirted in the bank
I changed your name from
Miss Johnson to Mrs. Jones

Verse 2:
Although you're nearly 65
And I'll soon be 22
I'll keep my arms around your neck



As long as you can sign a check
I changed your name from 
Miss Johnson to Mrs. Jones

Verse 3:
My love for you I could not hide
I guess you saw it from the start
You got the license in your hand
Let's go find that preacher man
I changed your name from 
Miss Johnson to Mrs. Jones

Verse 4:
In each man there comes a time
When you find true love and peace of mind
So you're my honey bee
Come and buzz and buzz with me
I changed your name from
Miss Johnson to Mrs. Jones

Verse 5:
We'll go on our honeymoon
Out west where nature's all in bloom
When you take that last look
Don't forget your check book
I changed your name from
Miss Johnson to Mrs. Jones

Verse 6:
Now we're living all alone
In your new car I feel at home
Now all the girls around
Think I'm the hottest guy in town
(3x): I changed your name from
Miss Johnson to Mrs. Jones

10882. Johnson's Love

Johnson's Love

She had left him lost and broken
Like no other had before
Now his heart was just a token
Of all the pain it had endured
And his memories were clouded
With all the hurtful things she'd said
Yes for all intent and purpose
He might just as well been dead

And some people claim they still hear him call her name
Hey hey Maureen
Swear they hear it just that plain
Deep in the night or sometimes right at dawn



See his body died some years ago
But around here Mr. Johnson's love lives on

He seemed far away and distant
With that cold and silent stare
Never moving, never speaking
And just barely breathing air
No one really knew her reason
And who can judge her right or wrong
The only true and solemn fact is
The man we'd known was all but gone

Some people claim they still hear him call her name
Hey hey Maureen
Swear they hear it just that plain
Deep in the night or sometimes right at dawn
See his body died some years ago
But around here Mr. Johnson's Love lives on

Sissy Thompson said she'd seen him
Late that night on Shelby Road
About a mile from there they found him
Seems he died out in the snow
I hear'd the preacher at the service
Say from love he's finally free
But I say love it knows no season
It haunts the soul eternally

Some people claim they still hear him call her name
Hey hey Maureen
Swear they hear it just that plain
Deep in the night or sometimes right at dawn
See his body died some years ago
But around here Mr. Johnson's love lives on

Yes his body died some years ago
But around here Mr. Johnson's love lives on

10883. Jokester

Leftover Salmon - Jokester 

Runnin' and dancin' you goin' all the time
Always party from mornin' 'till night
No time for sleepin' when you are feelin' fine
Flat out wailin' with all of your might

Well, your problem will they pack the bags?
You send them on, they run
No time to let them bother you
When you are havin' fun
You're a jokester, you've got energy to burn



Runnin' wild, you goin' all the time
Always laughin' and actin' in mime
No time for whinin' when you are feelin' fine
Always dancin' and talkin' in rhymes

Burn one

Goin' wild, you runnin' all the time
Always party from mornin' till night
No time for sleepin' when you are feelin' fine
Flat out wailin' with all of your might

Burn one

You're a jokester, you got energy to burn

10884. Jolene

Rhonda Vincent - Jolene
Dolly Parton

Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene
I'm begging of you please don't take my man
Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene
Please don't take him even though you can

Your beauty is beyond compare
With flaming locks of auburn hair
With ivory skin and eyes of emerald green
Your smile is like a breath of spring
Your voice is soft like summer rain
And I cannot compete with you, Jolene

He talks about you in his sleep
There's nothing I can do to keep
From crying when he calls your name, Jolene
Now I can easily understand
How you could easily take my man
But you don't know what he means to me, Jolene

Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene
I'm begging of you please don't take my man
Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene
Please don't take him even though you can

You could have your choice of men
But I could never love again
He's the only one for me, Jolene
I had to have this talk with you
My happiness depends on you
And whatever you decide to do, Jolene

Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene



I'm begging of you please don't take my man
Jolene, jolene, jolene, jolene
Please don't take him even though you can
Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene
I'm begging of you please don't take my man
Jolene, jolene, jolene, jolene
Please don't take him even though you can
Please don't take him just because you can

10885. Jolene - Chords

Jolene 
Tyler Childers

[Intro]
/ G             / C             /
 
[Verse 1]
G       C           G
Cocaine flame in my bloodstream
G                         C
  Sold my coat when I hit Spokane
C                              C
  Bought myself a hard pack of cigarettes
       C             G         C/G
in the early morning rain
G           C/G              G
  Lately my hands they don't feel like mine
G                         C
  My eyes been stung with dust and blind
C
  Held you in my arms one time
C                   G          G  D/F#
  Lost you just the same
 
[Chorus 1]
Em    G    C               D/F#
   Jolene... I ain't about to go
Em      G          C
  straight... It's too late
 
[Verse 2]
  G            C/G       G
I found myself face down in a ditch
D                    D
Booze in my hair and blood on my lips
  C                        C
A picture of you holding a picture of me
       C                 G       G  D/F#
In the pocket of my blue jeans
 
[Chorus 2]
Em              G         C          Am



  I still don't know what love means
Em            G              C     G/B    Am       C  G/B  Am
  Still don't know what love   means
  G             C       G
Jolene
C     G      C     C     G    C
 
[Verse 3]
G
  Been so long since I seen your face
G                        C
  Or felt a part of this human race
          C                  C
I've been living out of this here suitcase
    C       G        C
for way too long
G                              G
  A man needs something he can hold onto
G                          C/G
  A nine pound hammer or a woman like you
C                    C              C    G    G D/F#
  Either one of them things will do
 
[Chorus]
Em    G    C          D
   Jolene... I ain't about to go
Em            G          C
  straight...   It's too   late
 
[Verse 4]
  G            C/G       G
I found myself face down in a ditch
D                    D
Booze in my hair and blood on my lips
  C                        C
A picture of you holding a picture of me
       C                 G           G  D/F#
In the pocket of my blue jeans
 
[Chorus]
Em              G         C            Am
  I still don't know what love means
Em          G         C     G/B    Am          C  G/B  Am
Still don't know what love means
 
[Outro]
  G             C     G     C     G    C
Jolene...
G    C  C     G   C  G   C  C   G

10886. Jolly Old Saint Nicholas



Tom T Hall - Jolly Old Saint Nicholas

Jolly Old St. Nicholas, lean your ear this way
Don't you tell a single soul what I'm going to say
Christmas Eve is coming soon, now, you dear old man
Whisper what you'll bring to me, tell me if you can
When the clock is striking twelve, when I'm fast asleep
Down the chimney broad and black, with your pack, you'll creep
All the stockings you will find hanging in a row
Mine will be the shortest one, you'll be sure to know
Johnny wants a pair of skates, Susy wants a dolly
Nellie wants a story book, she thinks dolls are folly
As for me, my little brain isn't very bright
Choose for me, old Santa Claus, what you think is right

10887. Jonah

Jonah
Hackensaw Boys

Jonah you're still young, boy
Jonah you're still young
You're gonna be a man when your daddy gets done
You're gonna be a man, boy
You're gonna be a man
You got to beat your children the best that you can

This world gonna knock you down, boy
This world gonna knock you down
Put your navy face flat on the ground
You can get back up and then, boy
You get back up and then
This world gonna knock you right back down again

Jonah you're still young, boy
Jonah you're still young
You're gonna be a man when your daddy gets done
What you need is a sign
In these ever changing times
To give to you a place where you can shine

Your good gal wants to roll, boy
Your good gal wants to roll
She'll leave you walking this world all alone
Walk this far alone, boy
Walk this far alone
You ain't got no reason, you ain't got no home

Jonah you're still young, boy
Jonah you're still young
You're gonna be a man when your daddy gets done
What you need is a sign
In these ever changing times
To give to you a place where you can shine



10888. Jonah & The Whale - Chords

Jonah & The Whale 
Old Man Luedecke
 
[Verse 1]
                             C
Well Jonah bore the mark of Cain
     Am                        D
His wife had thrown him out again
         G                    C
They'd moved the country all around
 Am                       D
Hit the wall in Fort Mac town
           G                    C
When his wife said she couldn't bear
           Am                           D
She said  you're moving on, I'm staying here 
          Em      C         D
She said  oh my hands are tied 
          Em      C         D
She said  oh my hands are tied 
 
 
[Chorus]
              G                    C             G
Jonah Cried:  Oh Lord, I'm in the belly of the whale
        Am            D
when I try I still fail
             G                      C                 G
It's been a long time of nothing, this old crime of nothing
 Am             D               G
Thin dime of nothing is killing me, 
       G                   C         G
You're not the one whose hands are tied
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                       C
No one sees the mark of Cain
        Am                          D
It's a funny feeling you can't explain
     G                     C
the boys gave Jonah wider berth
            Am                 D
He seemed lower down than the earth
           G                             C
When he begged and pleaded for another chance
      Am                    D
the foreman took a harder stance
         Em     C         D
he said  oh my hands are tied  
         Em     C         D



he said  oh my hands are tied  
 
 
[Chorus]
              G                    C            G
Jonah Cried:  Oh Lord, I'm in the belly of the whale
        Am            D
when I try I still fail
             G                      C                 G
It's been a long time of nothing, this old crime of nothing
 Am             D               G
Thin dime of nothing is killing me, 
       G                   C         G
You're not the one whose hands are tied
 
 
[Verse 3]
  G                      C
Jonah tossed out on the sea
   Am       D
On suicide 63
    G                 C
Suddenly a blinding light
  Am                         D
shook the car with all its' might
 G                      C
Deep inside he heard a voice
  Am                   D
Offering him a final choice 
         Em         C        D
It said  let your hands be untied 
         Em         C        D
It said "let your hands be untied"
 
 
[Chorus]
              G                    C            G
Jonah Cried:  Oh Lord, I'm in the belly of the whale
        Am            D
when I try I still fail
             G                      C                 G
It's been a long time of nothing, this old crime of nothing
 Am             D               G
Thin dime of nothing is killing me, 
     G             C         G
Well I can see my hands are tied

10889. Jonah And The Whale

Jonah And The Whale

God sent Jonah to the Ninevah land
To preach the gospel to the wicked men



Tell them to repent of their wicked ways
Or I'll overthrow the city in forty days

   God moves in a windstorm
   He rode in a windstorm
   God moves in a windstorm
   And he troubled everybody in their mind

Jonah went down to the seashore
To make up his mind which way to go
He boarded the ship and paid his fare
And God got angry with Jonah down there

Jonah went down from the side of man
And he called on Jesus to be his friend
Disobeyed God and he had to pray
The Lord sent a storm on the water that day

They cast poor Jonah overboard
God sent a whale and swallowed him whole
Went on down to the Ninevah land
And laid poor Jonah on a bed of sand

Jonah rose up from the sand
Went on walking to the Ninevah land
He preached the gospel at His command
Repent, repent you wicked men

10890. Jordan

Jordan
Emmylou Harris - Stanley Brothers

Oh come and as you tread life's journey
Take Jesus as your daily guide
Though you may feel pure and safely
Without him walkin by your side

But when you come to make the crossing
At the ending of your pilgrim way
If you ever will need our Savior
You'll surely need him on that day

   (Now look at that) cold Jordan
   (Look at its) deep waters
   (Look at that) wide river
   Oh hear the mighty billows roll

   (You better take) Jesus with you
   (He's a) true companion
   (For I'm) sure without him
   That you never will make it o'er



That awful day of judgment
Is comin' in the by and by
We'll see our Lord descending
In Glory from on high

Oh let us keep in touch with Jesus
And in his place a love of God
We may be ever call ready
When he calls us over Jordan's tide

   (Oh what) oh what you gonna do
   (Oh what) oh what you gonna say
   (Oh how) oh how you gonna feel
   When you come to the end of the way

10891. Jordan Is A Hard Road To Travel

Jordan Is A Hard Road To Travel

I'm gonna sing you a brand new song
It's all the truth for certain
We can't live high if we get by
And get on the other side of Jordan

   Oh pull off your overcoat and roll up your sleeves
   Jordan is a hard road to travel
   Pull off your overcoat and roll up your sleeves
   Jordan is a hard road to travel I believe.

The public schools and the highways
are causing quite an alarm
Get a country boy educated just a little
and he won't work on the farm

Now I don't know but I believe I'm right
the auto's ruined the country
Let's get back to the horse and buggy
and try to save some money.

I know a man an evangelist
his tabernacle's always full
The people come from miles around
just to hear him shoot the bull

You can talk about your evangelists
you can talk about Mr. Ford too
But Henry's shaking more hell out of the folks
than all the evangelists do.



10892. Josef Locke

Richard Thompson
Josef Locke

My name is Josef Locke
God bless all here and state your pleasure

If you'll refill my glass I'll sing Ave Maria
I'll sing The Old Bog Road or A Shawl of Galway Grey

And I've been gone from you for some while
Those English tax men they've cramped my style

And if you think I'm some fraud upstart
Just let my voice be my calling card

It melted hearts, and royal teardrops fell
They loved me well, they loved me well

My name is Josef Locke
Ladies and gents, now on your honour

This is a damn poor show
You'll not call me a drunkard

I've sung for kings and princes
How the memories still glow

O cessate di piagiarmi
O lasciate mi morir
O lasciate mi morir 
All the applause, all the cheers and cries
How many times did that curtain rise

And now you dare mock the Singing Bobby
I'll find the door, take your bullies off me

A sweeter age it was that loved me well
They loved me well

10893. Joseph's Dream

John Hartford - Joseph's Dream

Joseph had a dream when he was only seventeen
He dreamt his older brothers would someday be his subjects
He told this to his father and his brothers they got mad and tried to kill him
His father just took note, but his brothers, they got mad and tried to kill him

Joseph was a young man with 11 older brothers
He was given by his parents a coat of many colors
And this made his brothers angry



So they sold him into slavery down in Egypt
They tried but couldn't kill him
So they sold him to the service of the Wazir

Now, the Wazir's wife, when Joseph was a slave to her
Was heavily attracted she bragged to all her ladies
That she'd have this gorgeous slave to be her lover
She tried but then she failed
She had it all set up but Joseph, he refused to go along with it

Her husband he was wise to her when she had Joseph busted
So he did not have him put to death the way it was expected
He just threw him in the dungeon for 2 years
With a butler and a baker
Who were having crazy dreams that Joseph had the knowledge to interpret

When the dreams came true, the Pharaoh was advised of this
Had Joseph sent to him to hear the dream of seven cows
And Joseph gave such good advice, the Pharaoh released him from his slavery
And not only that, he also made Joseph the new Wazir

There was a famine up in Canaan, Joseph's father sent his brothers
Down to Egypt to buy corn, but they were thrown in jail as spies
In three days he had released them to return and come again and bring their father
Who forgave them, as they gathered 'round just to live regular old lives right there with Josep
h

Just the way that he had dreamed it way back when he was just a boy of 17

10894. Josephine

Richard Thompson - Josephine 

Josephine paces her room
Josephine wishes the stars would appear
Breathless she'll run to her tryst
On the brow of the hill
If God will

Josephine looks for a rose
To perfume the tight angry curls of her hair
He'll come this once, and maybe
Again, but where
Or when

And the leaves blow in
And the leaves blow into the hall

Josephine dresses her wound
One scent of blood and he might disappear
Or maybe he'll want to devour her
Whole and complete
In a heart beat



Josephine talks in her sleep
More friends around her asleep than awake
Cries desolation to phantoms
But nobody hears
A dream's tears

And the leaves blow in
And the leaves blow into the hall

Josephine writes on the wall
Writes all the thoughts that escape from her head
Hundreds and thousands of words
Written small on a wall
That's all

10895. Josephine

Richard Thompson - Josephine 

Josephine paces her room
Josephine wishes the stars would appear
Breathless she'll run to her tryst
On the brow of the hill
If God will

Josephine looks for a rose
To perfume the tight angry curls of her hair
He'll come this once, and maybe
Again, but where
Or when

And the leaves blow in
And the leaves blow into the hall

Josephine dresses her wound
One scent of blood and he might disappear
Or maybe he'll want to devour her
Whole and complete
In a heart beat

Josephine talks in her sleep
More friends around her asleep than awake
Cries desolation to phantoms
But nobody hears
A dream's tears

And the leaves blow in
And the leaves blow into the hall

Josephine writes on the wall
Writes all the thoughts that escape from her head
Hundreds and thousands of words



Written small on a wall
That's all

10896. Josephine - Chords

Josephine 
Pokey LaFarge
 
Chorus
C                       C7
ease me down josephine
     F                               C
got something that makes me want to stay
F                            C         Am
you know id never lead you blind or astray
F                       G7     C
just ease me down my sweet josephine
 
C                       C7
take me out in the yard
    F                      C
and lay me down half past eight
    F                           C              Am
go to the gardens through that bright colored gate
F                           G7
just ease your body next to mine
 
Chorus
 
C                               C7
its cigarettes and whiskey at dawn
F                       C
and apples and oranges at noon
        F                                   C       Am
yes its summertime in the city and we'll be leaving soon
   F                            G7
im going to carolina to rest my bones
X

10897. Joshua

Dolly Parton - Joshua 

Well a good ways down the railroad track
There was this little old rundown shack
And in it lived a man I'd never seen
Folks said he was a mean and a vicious man
And you better not set foot on his land
I didn't think nobody could be that mean



So I took me out walking down the railroad track
I was a-gonna go down to that little old shack
And just find out if all them things I'd heard was true
There was a big black dog laying out in the yard
And it growled at me and I swallowed hard
And I heard somebody say well who are you
Oh and there he stood in the door of that shack
His beard and his hair was long and black
And he was the biggest man I'd ever seen
When he spoke his voice was low and deep
But he just didn't frighten me
'Cause somehow I just knew he wasn't mean
He said what you doing snooping 'round my place
And I saw a smile come across his face
So I smiled back and I told him who I was
He said come on in and pull you up a chair
You might as well since you already here
And he said you can call me Joshua
Joshua Joshua
Whatcha doing living here all alone
Joshua Joshua
Ain't you got nobody to call your own
No no no no
We talked 'til the sun was clean out of sight
And we still talking when it come daylight
And there was just so much we had to say hey
I'd spent my life in an orphan's home
And just like him I was all alone
So I said yeah when he asked if I'd stay
Oh we grew closer as time went on
And that little old shack it was a happy home
And we just couldn't help but fall in love
That big black dog and that little old shack
Sitting down by the railroad track
It's plenty good enough for me and Joshua
Joshua Joshua
Why you're just what I've been looking for
Joshua Joshua
You ain't gonna be lonesome anymore
No no
Yodel-a-he-ho
Me and Joshua
Me and Joshua
Me and Joshua yeah yeah
Me and Joshua

10898. Joshua Come Home

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Joshua, come home
Composer: Jimmy Ibbotson

Joshua come back home to the island
Everyone dance in the street



Joshua come back home to the island
Happiness be complete.

Mothers will talk again to their son
Happy the talk is no longer in one
While Stephen begins and John sped the story on.

Joshua been gone too long, princess of the islands fade
Cries of pain and sorrow but there's no good work today
Joshua said he come soon, bring good work to everyone
Get together at sundown like crying in the work we done.

Craft two blocks together, singing about de land
Joyful congregation dancin' in the sand
No want to look to Babylon, Kingdom will come right here
Joyful celebration, make the slaver shake with fear.

Joshua come back home to the island
Everyone dance in the street
Joshua come back home to the island
Happiness be complete.

Mothers will talk again to their son
Happy the talk is no longer in one
While Stephen begins and John sped the story on.

Joshua talk to the angels, watch the sun on the western sea
Silent contemplation, find the man to make us free
Joshua pay a dime a clam, charge a dime for a dozen eggs
Plenty money left for rum to add power to our dancin' legs
Plenty money left for rum to add power to our dancin' legs.

Joshua come back home to the island
Everyone dance in the street
Joshua come back home to the island
Happiness be complete.

Mothers will talk again to their son
Happy the talk is no longer in one
While Stephen begins and John sped the story on
While Stephen begins and John sped the story on
While Stephen begins and John sped the story on.

10899. Joshua Gone Barbados

Joshua Gone Barbados
Eric VonSchmidt/Tom Rush

Cane standing in the fields getting old and red
Lot of misery in Georgetown, three men lying dead

And Joshua, head of the government, he say strike for better pay
Cane cutters are striking, Joshua gone away.



Joshua gone Barbados, staying in a big hotel
People on St. Vincent they got many sad tales to tell.

Sugar mill owner told the strikers, I don't need you to cut my cane
Bring in another bunch of fellows, strike be all in vain.

Get a bunch of tough fellows, bring 'em from Zion Hill
Bring 'em in a bus to Georgetown, know somebody get killed.

And Sonny Child the overseer, I swear he's an ignorant man
Walking through the canefield, pistol in his hand.

But Joshua gone Barbados, just like he don't know
People on the Island, they got no place to go.

Police giving protection, new fellows cutting the cane
Strikers can't do nothing, strike be all in vain.

And Sonny Child he curse the striking, wave his pistol 'round
They're beating Sonny with a cutlass, beat him to the ground.

There's a lot of misery in Georgetown, you can hear the women bawl
Joshua gone Barbados, he don't care at all.

Cane standing in the fields getting old and red
Sonny Child in the hospital, pistol on his bed.

I wish I could go to England, Trinidad or Curacao
People on the Island they got no place to go.

10900. Josie's Reel

Josie's Reel
Special Consensus

[Verse 1]
Friday night on the old town square
There's a banjo and a fiddle there
Music rings through the cool night air
At the midnight jamboree
Josie swings her gingham gown
And twirls the fellers round and round
Do-si-doin' to the fiddle sound
But she's got eyes for me
I know she has eyes for me

[Chorus]
Underneath that Georgia moon
I took her hand for her favorite tune
We felt love like the flowers bloom
Her green eyes revealed
An angel with a step so neat



I felt my heart skip a beat
Just a workin' man with two left feet
We danced to Josie's reel
We danced to Josie's reel

[Verse 2]
Stood there by the bandstand
And watched a stranger take her hand
Not exactly what I planned
But I had an nifty scheme
Handed twenty to the boys
And said next song is ladies' choice
Should've seen that girl rejoice
When she heard that fiddle sing
When she heard that banjo ring

[Chorus]
Underneath that Georgia moon
I took her hand for her favorite tune
We felt love like the flowers bloom
Her green eyes revealed
An angel with a step so neat
I felt my heart skip a beat
Just a workin' man with two left feet
We danced to Josie's reel
We danced to Josie's reel

[Chorus]
Underneath that Georgia moon
I took her hand for her favorite tune
We felt love like the flowers bloom
Her green eyes revealed
An angel with a step so neat
I felt my heart skip a beat
Just a workin' man with two left feet
We danced to Josie's reel
We danced to Josie's reel
We danced to Josie's reel

10901. Joue Avec Ta Vie

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Joue avec ta vie

J'ai décidé aujourd'hui ma jouer, ma jouer avec ma vie
Corps et Ã¢me en commun accord pour tromper la mort
J'ai pu peur de perdre ma chemise non je double la mise
Les yeux fermés au pire j'me tire dans l'pied
J'met pu d'écran solaire j'met pu d'chapeau j'me perd la peau
J'met pu de foulard pis au yabe si j'pogne la mort
Ma commencer Ã  fumer la cigarette mais seulement mets que j'm'arrÃªte
En face d'une tank Ã  gas c'est lÃ  que j'vas craquer l'alumette
Si Ã§a partait en fumée si fallait qu'Ã§a parte en couille
J'aurais pas eu peur de m'mouiller de toute faÃ§on y faut qu'Ã§a mouille



Y faut qu'Ã§a mouille Y faut qu'Ã§a mouille Y faut qu'Ã§a mouille lailailailai oh hé oh hé
Moi j'regard pu des 2 côtés j'me sacre du p'tit bonhomme qui flash
Si j'travarse pis j'me fait frapper au moins j'aurai laissé ma trace
Pas sur un disque d'or non mais sur un dash de char
Ã■tre aimé du grand public serait trop d'ouvrage de compromis chu trop dans marge
J'dis d'la marde chu trop crade j'parle de cul chu trop cru
[?] j'suis pas lÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã 
Pour un mec comme moi une mort Ã  l'héroine s'rait héroique
Une mort de vieillesse s'rait trop plate trop pathétique
J'suis une superstar oh voilÃ  underground mais Ã§a va
Si j'meurt d'une overdose de seringue je serai sÃ»rement sur la carte
Sur la caaaaarte sur la caaaarte sur la lailailailai oh hé oh hé

10902. Journey Home

Journey Home 
Carson Peters and Iron Mountain 

On the cross he was crucified
All for me he bled and died
So we could all escape the fiery pits of hell
Now I'm working on the road
While on this journey headed home
And one day I'll call heaven my home

sinner friend you can't wait
Til you're standing at the gate
For then will be forever too late
He's the master of the sea
Come to Him He'll set you free
His name is Jesus and he died for you and me

Now friend as you journey on
To make heaven your final home
You'll have temptations come your way every day
Just cling to Him and seek His face
For one day you'll hear Him say
Well done my child, welcome home you're here to stay

sinner friend you can't wait
Til you're standing at the gate
For then will be forever too late
He's the master of the sea
Come to Him He'll set you free
His name is Jesus and he died for you and me
He's the master of the sea
Come to Him He'll set you free
His name is Jesus and he died for you and me
His name is Jesus and he died for you and me



10903. Journey To My Savior's Side - Chords

Journey to My Savior's Side
Recorded by The Bluegrass Cardinals
Written by Tom Lee and Randy Graham

G
Life is so short the way is rough
   C         G            D7
My spirit is stained with sin
    Em         C       D7
But Christ can lift me up 
   G      D7            G
If I will only trust in Him

                 A7
My journey to my Savior's side
     C      G       D7
Will end in perfect peace
       Em      C        D7        G
Though life on earth is trial and pain
    D7               G
His love's my soul's release

Oh Jesus made my sins His own
   C       G         D7
He died on Calvary's tree
    Em     C      D7    G
His life a beacon in my night
   D7              G
He laid a path for me

Repeat #2

The gates of heaven are open wide
   C      G          D7
He stands inside the door
    Em      C       D7         G
And bids me come to cleanse my soul
    D7           G
And live forever more

Repeat #2

    D7               G
His love's my soul's release

10904. Journey To The Son - Chords

Journey To The Son - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

(Capo on )



Intro.:  /(C) /(F) /(C) /(F) /(C) /(G) /(C) /(C)

On a (C)fire and brimstone Baptist pew, my (F)back against the (C)wall
I con-(G)vinced myself, I'd cut and run when (F)came to alter (G)call
But on (C)this night things were different, that ole (F)preacher spoke of (C)grace
And for (G)those who dared to taste it, they would (F)see the (G)masters (C)face

Now each and (C)every word he uttered, (F)seemed to perice my (C)heart
For the (G)first time there was a ring of truth re-(F)sounding in the (G)dark
When I (C)felt the spirit move me I (F)knew my time had (C)come
On a (G)tearful trip I started, my (F)journey (G)to the (C)Son

(Chorus)
Now (G)nothing sounds so sweet, as the (C)sound of pilgrims feet
On the (F)narrow way that (C)blesses all who (G)come
And the (C)peace that I (F)found is like no (C)other (F)
(C)On my (G)journey to the (C)Son

Solo:  /(C) /(F) /(C) /(F) /(C) /(G) /(C) /(C)

Oh, the (C)tribulations of this world have (F)dogged my every (C)step
Many (G)times I've begged for mercy, by the (F)bed where I (G)slept
In His (C)love my plea is granted, by His (F)strength I over-(C)come
With His (G)guiding hand I resume my (F)journey (G)to the (C)Son

(Chorus)
Now (G)nothing sounds so sweet, as the (C)sound of pilgrims feet
On the (F)narrow way that (C)blesses all who (G)come
And the (C)peace that I (F)found is like no (C)other (F)
(C)On my (G)journey to the (C)Son

(Tag)
And the (C)peace that I (F)found is like no (C)other (F)
(C)On my (G)journey to the (C)Son
(C)On my (G)journey --- to the Son ---

Outro.:  /(C) /(F) /(C) /(F) /(C) /(G) /(C) /(C) ----

10905. Journey's End

Journey's End - Bill Monroe

My life was filled with such sorrow
A soul with no one to care
God heard my prayer and He called me
I'll meet my Lord way up there

    A golden rainbow lights the way
    Up the path I will ascend
    To the kingdom up on high
    Is my home at journey's end

His love was so sweet and so faithful



His life he gave for you and me
Trial and temptation seemed endless
But he rose over all eternity

There's many here on this journey
So heavy the burdens they bear
As they reach up toward the heaven
He'll hear their voices in prayer

10906. Journey's End

Journey's End - Bill Monroe

My life was filled with such sorrow
A soul with no one to care
God heard my prayer and He called me
I'll meet my Lord way up there

    A golden rainbow lights the way
    Up the path I will ascend
    To the kingdom up on high
    Is my home at journey's end

His love was so sweet and so faithful
His life he gave for you and me
Trial and temptation seemed endless
But he rose over all eternity

There's many here on this journey
So heavy the burdens they bear
As they reach up toward the heaven
He'll hear their voices in prayer

10907. Journey's End - Chords

Journey's End
Recorded J.D. Crowe
Written by Pete Roberts

C           C7               F
My life was filled with such sorrow
  C                   G7
A soul with no one to care
C            C7            F
God heard my prayer and He called me
     C       G7          C
I'll meet my Lord way up there

A golden rainbow lights the way



G7                 C
Up the path I will ascend

To the kingdom up on high
G7                      C
Is my home at journey's end

                C7           F
His love was so sweet and so faithful
    C                        G7
His life He gave for you and me
C             C7            F
Trial and temptation seemed endless
       C         G7        C
But He rose over all eternity

Repeat #2

             C7           F
There's many here on this journey
   C                      G7
So heavy the burdens they bear
C                C7         F
As they reach up toward the heaven
      C          G7        C
He'll hear their voices in prayer

Repeat #2

10908. Joy

Lucinda Williams - Joy

I don't want you anymore
'Cause you took my joy
I don't want you anymore
You took my joy

You took my joy
I want it back
You took my joy
I want it back

I'm gonna go to west Memphis as I'll look for my joy
Go to west Memphis as I'll look for my joy
Maybe in west Memphis as I'll find my joy
Maybe in west Memphis as I'll find my joy

I'm gonna go to Slidell and look for my joy
Go to Slidell and look for my joy
Maybe in Slidell I'll find my joy
Maybe in Slidell I'll find my joy



You got no right to take my joy
I want it back
You got no right to take my joy
I want it back

You took my joy
I want it back
You took my joy
I want it back

I'm gonna go to west Memphis as I'll look for my joy
Go to west Memphis as I'll look for my joy
Maybe in west Memphis as I'll find my joy
Maybe in west Memphis as I'll find my joy

I'm gonna go to Slidell and look for my joy
Go to Slidell and look for my joy
Maybe in Slidell I'll find my joy
Maybe in Slidell I'll find my joy

I don't want you anymore
'Cause you took my joy
I don't want you anymore
You took my joy

You took my joy
I want it back
You took my joy
I want it back

You took my joy
I want it back
You took my joy
I want it back

I'm gonna go to west Memphis 
I'm gonna go to Slidell

10909. Joy Bells

Joy Bells
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

Joy bells joy bells everlasting joy bells I can hear them ringing while the hallelujahs roll
Joy bells joy bells heavenly joy bells keep the joy beels ringin' down in my soul

One day I fell down on my knees and Jesus heard me pray
He filled me with his spirit and he washed my sins away
And then the bells of glory for me began to toll
Now Jesus keeps the joy bells ringing in my soul
Joy bells joy bells...

Joy bells joy bells...



It keep the joy beels ringin' down in my soul

10910. Joy Bells Ringing In My Soul - Chords

Joy Bells Ringing In My Soul
Recorded by Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs
Written by Gladys Stacey, Louise Certain, James Organ

G                   C           G
Joy bells joy bells everlasting joy bells
                        A7                    D7
I can hear them ringing while the hallelujahs roll
G                   C        G
Joy bells joy bells heavenly joy bells
                               D7              G
It keeps the joy bells ringin' deep down in my soul

                                    C              G
One day I fell down on my knees and Jesus heard me pray
                                 A7             D7
He filled me with His spirit and washed my sins away
    G                           C           G
And then the bells of glory for me began to toll
                              D7            G
Now Jesus keeps the joy bells ringing in my soul

                    C           G
Joy bells joy bells everlasting joy bells
                        A7                    D7
I can hear them ringing while the hallelujahs roll
G                   C        G
Joy bells joy bells heavenly joy bells
                               D7              G
It keeps the joy bells ringin' deep down in my soul

                               D7              G
It keeps the joy bells ringin' deep down in my soul

10911. Joy Of My Heart

Joy Of My Heart
Traditional

Sing ye o' the Cuillins o' Skye
Harris, Dunvegan, fair Iona
Joy of my heart, Eilean Mulligh

Whether I wander east or west
waking or dreaming, you are near me



Joy of my heart, Eilean Mulligh

Peat and heather, how they call me
Little wee bothan by the hillside
Joy of my heart, Eilean Mulligh

Whether I wander east or west
waking or dreaming, you are near me
Joy of my heart, Eilean Mulligh

Friendly hearts are waiting to greet me
Welcoming arms are there to hold me
Joy of my heart, Eilean Mulligh

Whether I wander east or west
Waking or dreaming, you are near me
Joy of my heart, Eilean Mulligh

10912. Joy Of My Life

Joy of My Life
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I tiptoed in the room
I know you got to have your rest
She says, "Come lay beside me
I been waitin' since you left"

[Chorus]
She's sweet to me
Must be the luckiest man alive
Did I tell you, baby
You are the joy of my life?

[Verse 2]
The first time that I saw you
Mmm, you took my breath away
I might not get to Heaven
But I walked with the angels that day

[Chorus]
She takes me by the hand
I am the luckiest man alive
Did I tell you, baby
You are the joy of my life?

[Verse 3]
Some may have their riches
Some may have their worldly things
As long as I have you
I'll treasure each and every day



[Chorus]
Just take me by the hand
I am the luckiest man alive
Did I tell you, baby
You are the joy of my life?
Did I tell you, baby
You are the joy of my life?

10913. Joy To The World

Dolly Parton - Joy To The World 

Joy to the world! the Lord is come;
Let earth receive her King;
Let every heart prepare Him room,
and heaven and nature sing,
and heaven and nature sing,
and heaven, and heaven and nature sing.

Joy to the earth! the Savior reigns;
Let men their songs employ;
while fields and floods,
rocks, hills and plains
Repeat the sounding joy,
Repeat the sounding joy,

Repeat, repeat the sounding joy.
No more let sins and sorrows grow,
nor thorns infest the ground;
He comes to make His blessing flow
far as the curse is found,
far as the curse is found,
far as, far as the curse is found.
He rules the world with truth and grace,
and makes the nations prove
the glories of His righteousness,
and wonders of His love,
and wonders of His love,
and wonders, wonders of His love.

10914. Joyful Sound

String Cheese Incident - Joyful Sound

Take time to give thanks, make time to be giving
I'm gonna stop and think twice about the way that I'm living
Did I say a kind word, am I proud of my actions
You know a job well done gives me satisfaction
Can I earn your trust, your love and affection



Just one step at a time in the right direction
I'm gonna aim for the sky, keep my feet on the ground
Raise my voice to the heavens, make a joyful sound

(chorus)
Na na na na na na na na
Make a joyful sound
Can I sing for my supper and play for my rent?
I know it sounds funny but it's how my time's spent
Greet everyday with full purpose, with passion and pride
I'm gonna follow my heart, have nothing to hide
A moment of insight; I know why I'm here
You know, the time just stopped, I see it all real clear
I've got to set an example, make some mischief and fun
Do unto others and play a fat bass run
I gotta work hard every day and give it my best
Grab hold of fear and negativity and lay 'em to rest
I know my time here's important, can I do the right thing?
Practice patience and forgiveness, feel the joy that they bring

10915. Juanita

Emmylou Harris - Juanita
Flying Burrito Brothers

No affection were the words that stuck on my mind
When she walked out on me for the very last time
Oh mamma sweet mamma can you tell me what to say
I don`t know what I've done to be treated this way
In a cold dirty room that's where I found myself
With a bottle of wine and some pills off the shelf
Oh mamma sweet mamma can you tell me what to say
I don't know what I've done and I`m feeling so ashamed

Then an angel appeared she was just 17
In a dirty old gown with a conscious so clean
Oh mamma sweet mamma can you tell me what to say
She's brought back the life that I once threw away
She's brought back the life that I once threw away

10916. Juanita - Chords

Juanita 
Sturgill Simpson feat. Willie Nelson
 
INTRO:
G7  G7  C   C
 
VERSE:



                     C                  G7
There's an ocean of stars hoverin' over me
                  G7                        C
I lay under them dreamin', your face all I see
                  C                   F
I'm caught up in fever and shiverin' too
            C                       G7                C  C7
All that's keepin' me alive is the thought of losing you
 
 
CHORUS:
    F                          C
Juanita when I found you I was at my end
               G7                    C
So hold on Juanita, I'll find you again
 
 
VERSE:
            C              G7
You are the ocean, I am a grain of sand
             G7                   C
In waves of motion a violent and craven man
                    F                               C
But the day that I found you, calm washed over the storm
         C              G7                      C         C7
Sun came up, soft blue eyes and the moon , and I'm so worn
 
 
CHORUS:
    F                                C
Juanita, where'd your Mama get that name?
                G7                                 C
There's no senoritas from the mountains where you came
               F                              C
And if I ever saw one, she wouldn't be pretty as you
                    G7             C
With black hair so long, soft eyes so blue
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL/SOLO:
G C  C  G  G  G7  G7  C  C7
F  F  C  C  G7  G7  C  C7
F  F  C  C  G7  G7  C  C7
F  F  C  C  G7  G7  C  C7
 
 
OUTRO:
    F                                      C
Juanita, I'll search the world 'til you're in my hands
              G7     G7
Juanita I'll find you,
N.C.             C
I'll find you again



10917. Jubilee

Alison Krauss - Jubilee

The sun came up on Monday morn.
The world was all in flame.
It's all a mortal man can do
To make it right again.

Swing and turn, Jubilee
Live and learn, Jubilee

The moon came up. I stood my ground
And swore to not give in,
To never rest and do my best
To rid this world of sin

Swing and turn, Jubilee
Live and learn, Jubilee

The one who spoke cried tears of hope,
That we might change in time
And when I looked into her eyes
The fear I saw was mine

Swing and turn, Jubilee
Live and learn, Jubilee

The time had come to travel on
I made my way alone
My soul will mend at journey's end
This road will take me home

Swing and turn, Jubilee
Live and learn, Jubilee

10918. Jubilee

Alison Krauss - Jubilee

The sun came up on Monday morn.
The world was all in flame.
It's all a mortal man can do
To make it right again.

Swing and turn, Jubilee
Live and learn, Jubilee

The moon came up. I stood my ground
And swore to not give in,
To never rest and do my best
To rid this world of sin



Swing and turn, Jubilee
Live and learn, Jubilee

The one who spoke cried tears of hope,
That we might change in time
And when I looked into her eyes
The fear I saw was mine

Swing and turn, Jubilee
Live and learn, Jubilee

The time had come to travel on
I made my way alone
My soul will mend at journey's end
This road will take me home

Swing and turn, Jubilee
Live and learn, Jubilee

10919. Jubilee Road

Jubilee Road

Yesterday calls and my heart goes back
Down to Mississippi by a railroad track
Where the corn and the taters and the cotton grows
On Jubilee Road
Back folks used to call me cotton top
Catching them catfish skippin those rocks
Lord l'd trade everything I got
for Jubilee Road
Ch:
Jubilee Road I can hear you calling
Jubilee Road I can hear you talking
Mississippi dream you got me walking
on Jubilee Road
Yesterday's gone don't you understand
Cotton top's grown to be a man
Big city sidewalks cover the sand
on Jubilee Road
Walking down the street to my fishing hole
Hot sand poppin up between my toes
Heaven was a place I used to know 
as Jubilee Road
Grapevine swinging in the summertime
Laughing and singing with friends of mine
Life was good there all the time 
on Jubilee Road
Ch:
There aint no cotton and there aint no corn
Can't find the place where I was born
Everyone's gone that I used to know
on Jubilee Road



Working like a fool for a dollar bill
Wanna go home but I never will
But in my mind I live there still
On Jubilee Road
Ch:

10920. Judgement Day - Chords

Judgement Day 
The Devil Makes Three

G            Em
Half drunk in Chicago, 
C                             D
waiting for my train to come in
G                        Em
I must have missed it five times or more, I was 
A                  D
lower than I ever been
C
I climbed the hill by the racetrack and watched them
G                  Em
cars go 'round and 'round
A
Just starin' out that window, 
D                      G
watching the world go 'round
 
G                 Em
I knew a guy from Houston 
C                  D
he was a wrecking ball
G                   Em
Six by six, he was hard as nails and 
A                    D
stood about ten feet tall
C
He sobered up and moved down south Found him a 
G                 Em
man and settled down
A
Just starin' out that window, 
D                     G
watching the world go 'round
 
C
I been stuck 'round here for what 
G
seems like way too long And I 
A
seen all them old sad faces  Everybody 
D
singing that same old song



C
And I don't wanna be caught 'round here when that 
G                  Em
Judgement Day comes down
A
starin' out that window, 
D                      G
watching the world go 'round
 
G                       Em
There was a guy in the men's room
C                D
Name was Charlie Fry
G                        Em
He stumbled in throwing punches And 
A                      D
never bothered to say why
C
I ran from there just as fast as I could
G                       Em
Cus he weighed about 300 pounds
A
starin' out that window, 
D                      G
watching the world go 'round
 
C
Yeah I been stuck 'round here for what 
G
seems like way too long And I 
A
seen all them old sad faces  Everybody 
D
singing that same old song
C
And I don't wanna be caught 'round here when that 
G                  Em
Judgement Day comes down
A
starin' out that window, 
D                      G
watching the world go 'round
 
G                  Em
I met a gal on the West Coast
C                             D
She said she'd leave me next day
G                     Em
She stuck around for a year and a half and 
A                 D
we were happy that way
C
She was the best damn woman that I 
G           Em
guess I ever found
A
starin' out that window, 



D                      G
watching the world go 'round
A
starin' out that window, 
D                      G          Em
watching the world go 'round, yeah round
A
starin' out that window, 
D                      G
watching the world go 'round

10921. Jug Band Music

Lucinda Williams - Jug Band Music

I was down in Savannah
Eatn' cream and bananas
When the heat just made me faint
I began to get cross eyed
I thought I was lost
I'd begun to see things as they ain't
As the relatives gathered to see what's the matter
The doctor came to see was I fine
But the doctor said give him jug band music
It seems to make him feel just fine

I was told a little tail about a skinny as a rail
L.A. put cowboy with a headache
He was hung up in the desert swappin' rats
And tryn' ta get a drink of water with his knees gettin' mud caked
And I'll tell you and exceptance how he stumbled into Memphis Tennessee
Lookin' hard and gettin' dust baked
We gave 'im little water; a little bit of wine
He opened up his eyes but they didn't seem to shine
And the doctor said give him jug band music
It seems to make him feel just fine

So if you ever get sickly
Get sister run quickly to the dusty closet shelf
And pull out a washboard; and play a guitar chord
And do a little do it yourself
Call on your neighbors to put down their labors
And come and play the hardware in time
'Cause the doctor said give him jug band music
It seems to make him feel just fine

I was floatin' in the ocean
Greased with suntan lotion
When I got wiped out by a beach boy
He was surfin' when he hit me but jumped off his board to get me
And he dragged me by the armpit like a child's toy
As we staggered into land with all the waiters eatn' sandwiches
We tried to mooch a towel from the hoi poloi



He emptied out his eardrums; I emptied out mine
And everybody knows that the very last line is
The doctor said give him jug band music
It seems to make him feel just fine

And the doctor said give him jug band music
It seems to make him feel just fine

10922. Juggler's Song

The Incredible String Band - Juggler's Song 

Gather round friends and I'll show you what I made
Something in my bag that'll surprise you all
It's a secret, don't push, I'm not ready
Something to dazzle your eyes, oh

Something to blow your mind away
Something that I made today

The first little ball is red and green
Oh, it's pretty, yes, I know what you mean
I call it substance, do dio dio do
And what it will do I just don't know

But the trees may whisper and the hills may grow
While it's changing

The first and only juggler, I must be the best
I love to see the rings spin, never at rest
Up in the air and back to me
What it will do, I just can't see

Something to blow your mind away
Something that I made today

The next little ball is silver and black
See, it chase the first one forward and back
I call it space, do dio dio do
What it will do, I just don't know

But it seems to make a difference just to have it so
While it's changing

The next little ball is too hot to hold
I have to keep tossing it and I hope it gets cold
I call it power, do dio dio dio
What it will do, I just don't know

But it seems to make the whole thingummywhojemyflippery
Rattle and go while it's changing

The first and only juggler, I must be the best



I love to see the rings spin, never at rest
Up in the air and back to me
What it will do, I just can't see

Something to blow your mind away
Something that I made today

The next little ball is orange and blue
I can't juggle four so I'll toss it to you
And I call it time

10923. Jukies Ball - Chords

Jukies Ball 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks
 
[Intro]
/ Ab7 Db / Gb7  B / F7     / Bb     /
/ G7  C  / F7   Bb/ E7     / A      /
/ Gb7 B  / E7  A  / Eb7    / Ab     /
/ F7  Bb / Eb7 Ab /
/ G7     / G7     /
 
 
[Verse 1]
    Cm                                            G7
I remember the night when the Jukies were havin a ball (boodly-bop,what a ball)
      Cm                                           G7
Ev'ry hipster in town and brother was there with a doll (boodly-bop,what a doll)
    Cm                                               G7
and Billy the Bootblack was leading the band on that night (boodly-bop,what a night)
Cm                                  G7
into its 99th chorus with no end in sight (boodly-bop, outta sight)
    Ab7        G7       Ab7        G7
and Harry the  Alto was drivin' em mad with his sound (boodly-bop, what a sound)
       Cm                                                        G7
not to mention the drinks and the things that were being passed 'round (boodly-bop, round an
d round)
     Cm                                           G7
The occasion was one which would not be repeated again (boodly-bop, not again)
    Cm                                           G7
For one certain hipster the party came to be the end (boodly-bop, it was the end)
 
 
[Chorus]
        Ab7        Db    Gb7 B       F7                  Bb
And the joint kept jumpin     as the jukies were havin a ball
             G7           C      F7 Bb            E7           A
And when the Juke Joint's jumping      there aint no sanity at all
          Gb7      B      E7 A        Eb7             Ab
They kept on jitterbuggin'     As the crowd came to a roar
             F7    Bb    Eb7 Ab            D7              G7
They did not even  notice      There was a dead man on the floor



 
 
[Solo]
/ Cm     / Cm     / G7     / G7     /
/ Cm     / Cm     / G7     / G7     /
/ Ab7 G7 / Ab7 G7 / G7     / G7     /
/ Cm     / Cm     / G7     / G7     /
 
 
[Verse 2]
    Cm                                               G7
Now Jackson the gun had to show up late that fateful night (boodly-bop, what night?)
          Cm                                             G7
'Bout the time Eagle Johnson was well on his was gettin' tight (boodly-bop, real uptight)
    Cm                                                G7
And Jackson and Johnson were known to be quite out of sorts (boodly-bop, outta sorts)
     Cm                                              G7
And occasion'ly fought when they met accor-ding to reports (boodly-bop, what reports)
   Ab7         G7          Ab7                    G7
As Jackson the gun entered who did he have on his arm? (boodly-bop, what arm?)
     Cm                                              G7
None other than Lily, the girl who had known Eagle's charms (boodly-bop, and his charms)
         Cm                                               G7
It would never have reached Jackson's mind to become so undone (boodly-bop, so undone)
     Cm                                               G7
But apparently Johnson got a little too free with his tongue (boodly-bop, what a tongue!)
 
 
[Chorus]
        Ab7        Db    Gb7 B       F7                  Bb
But the joint kept jumpin     as the jukies were havin a ball
             G7           C      F7 Bb            E7           A
And when the Juke Joint's jumping      there aint no sanity at all
          Gb7      B      E7 A        Eb7             Ab
They kept on jitterbuggin'     As the crowd came to a roar
             F7    Bb    Eb7 Ab            D7              G7
They did not even  notice      There was a dead man on the floor
 
[Interlude]
/ Ab7 Db / Gb7  B / F7     / Bb     /
/ G7  C  / F7   Bb/ E7     / A      /
/ Gb7 B  / E7  A  / Eb7    / Ab     /
/ F7  Bb / Eb7 Ab /
/ G7     / G7     /
 
[Verse 3]
    Ab7      G7           Ab7          G7           G7
Not even the Bootblack is sure what is was that was said
       Cm                                             G7
It was mostly in jive but seemed to leave one hipster dead
   Cm                                         G7
As Harry the Alto was in chorus Three hundred ten (boodly-bop, three hundred ten)
Cm                                            G7
Jackson was makin sure Johnson was nearin the end (boodly-bop, it was the end)
 
 
[Chorus]



        Ab7        Db    Gb7 B       F7                  Bb
But the joint kept jumpin     as the jukies were havin a ball
             G7           C      F7 Bb            E7           A
And when the Juke Joint's jumping      there aint no sanity at all
          Gb7      B      E7 A        Eb7             Ab
They kept on jitterbuggin'     As the crowd came to a roar
             F7    Bb    Eb7 Ab            D7              G7
They did not even  notice      There was a dead man on the floor

10924. Julep

Punch Brothers - Julep 

I died happy in my sleep
I died happy in my sleep
Our children around and you looking down from
Heaven's a julep on the porch
Heaven's a julep on the porch
You and me rocking
A grandfather clock is tick, tick, tocking to the time
We used to wind it

She brought the sugar and the mint
She brought the sugar and the mint
And he brought the whiskey
Asked for my blessing
Yes sir I know she's
Heaven's a julep on the porch
Heaven's a julep on the porch
You and me rocking
A grandfather clock is tick, tick, tocking to the time
We used to wind it
Got time
We used to wind it

Now the time stands still
We can drink our fill
Out of silver
That will never
Tarnish like we will

You were just a girl that I should meet
You were the girl that I would meet
For drinks in the backyard
A beautiful daughter
Lifetimes of summer
And love ever after

I died happy in my sleep
I died happy in my sleep
Our children around and you looking down from
Heaven's a julep on the porch
Heaven's a julep on the porch



You and me rocking
A grandfather clock is tick, tick, tick, tick, tocking to the time
We used to wind it
Got time
We used to wind it

Oh it's tick, tick, tick, tick, tick, tick, tick, tick, tocking to the time
We used to wind it

10925. Julia Belle

Julia Belle
Dale Ann Bradley

Julia Swain is my name, but they call me Julia Belle
I'm a Mississippi steamboat and I know that river well
Decks are dry, buckets clean, with feathers on my stacks
I'm steaming to Galena, but you know I'm coming back

You-know I'm coming back, you know I'll be back
Fair ye well I'm Julia Belle, and you know I'm coming back

I was born on a river bank on the ol' Iowa shore
But I'll carry anyone who'll pay to come aboard
I've been north I've been south, I've been 'round this world
But some day I'll drift away, no more a working girl

No-more a working girl, no more a working girl
Fair ye well I'm Julia Belle, no more a working girl

Johnny get your banjo out, get your fiddle too
And let's hope my cadyoke can play along in tune
The river's high, the night is still, the moon is hangin' low
Here's a toast to all the crew and here's to Captain Troan

Here's to Captain Troan, here's to Cap'n Troan
Fair ye well I'm Julia Belle, here's to Captain Troan

You know I'm coming back, you know I'll be back
Fair ye well I'm Julia Belle, and you know I'm coming back

10926. Julianna Calm Down

Julianna Calm Down
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
Julianna, calm down
You know he's about to leave, but don't panic



Don't give him the satisfaction' that' you can't handle' it
Breathe, it'll be okay
And Harper, hold' on
To the piece you know he's gonna try to take when he's gone
And you know exactly where he'll try to take it from
Breathe, it'll be okay

[Chorus]
Just put on, put on, put on your best shoes
And strut the fuck around like you've got nothin' to lose
Show off, show off, show off your best moves
And do it with a smile so he doesn't know it's
Put on, put on, put on
Put on, put on

[Verse 2]
Don't think about his lips
How every time he'd kiss you, you'd tremble
Try to only think about the bad things you remember
Breathe, it'll be okay
I guess this is the time to remind you
Sometimes, what's going through your head
Is just a temporary situation
And light will soon be shed, oh

[Chorus]
Just put on, put on, put on your best shoes
And strut the fuck around like you've got nothin' to lose
Show off, show off, show off your best moves
And do it with a smile so that no one knows it's
Put on, put on, put on
Put on, put on, put on, yeah
Put on, put on, put on
Put on, put on

[Verse 3]
And Katie, calm down
You know there'll come a time you think you can't handle it
But dig deep and know that you can handle it
Breathe, it'll be okay
And Eva, hold on
To everything you know to be true
Don't let the wolves get the best of you
Breathe, you're gonna make it through

[Chorus]
So just put on, put on, put on your best shoes
And strut the fuck around like you've got nothin' to lose
Show off, show off, show off your best moves
And do it with a smile so that no one knows it's
Put on, put on, put on
Put on, put on, put on, yeah
Put on, put on, put on, oh
Put on, put on

[Bridge]
I guess this is the time to remind you



Sometimes, what's going through your head
Is just a temporary situation
And light will soon be shed, oh

[Chorus]
Just put on, put on, put on, yeah
Put on, put on, put on, yeah
Put on, put on, put on, yeah
Put on, put on

[Outro]
And Violet, calm down
And Juno, calm down
And Yaya, calm down
And Berta, calm down
Hesper, calm down
And Amelia, calm down
Naomi, calm down
Julianna, calm down
Julianna, calm down
Julianna, calm down

10927. Julianne

Julianne

Julianne what are you doing, making plans on leaving me?
Have I made your life unhappy, is this how it's got to be?
Will you be here in the morning when the rooster starts to crow?
Will my tears be all that's called for Julianne? I've got to know

   Dress yourself in silk and satin, put some ribbons in your hair
   But don't say you're gonna leave me, it's more than I can bear
   Go and have your night of dancing if you like those country songs
   But when all the fun is over, Julianne, come on home

Julianne, you know I love you, I can't live my life alone
Is there some way I can please you, tell me what could keep you home
I've got no gold and silver, got no diamonds for your hand
All I have is love, this love I'll give you Oh, I need you, Julianne

10928. Julie

Rhiannon Giddens - Julie

Julie, oh Julie
Won't you run?
'Cause I see down yonder, the soldiers have come
Julie, oh Julie



Can't you see?
Them devils have come to take you far from me
Mistress, oh mistress
I won't run
'Cause I see down yonder, the soldiers have come
Mistress, oh mistress
I do see
And I'll stay right here 'til they come for me
Julie, oh Julie
You won't go
Leave this house and all you know
Julie, oh Julie
Don't leave here
Leave us, who love you, and all you hold dear
Mistress, oh mistress
I will go
Leave this house and all I know
Mistress, oh mistress
I will leave here
With what family I've got left, they're all I hold dear
Julie, oh Julie
Won't you lie?
If they find that trunk of gold by my side
Julie, oh Julie
You tell them men
That that trunk of gold is yours, my friend
Mistress, oh mistress
I won't lie
If they find that trunk of gold by your side
Mistress, oh mistress
That trunk of gold
Is what you got when my children you sold
Mistress, oh mistress
Don't you cry
The price of stayin' here is too high
Mistress, oh mistress
I wish you well
But in leavin' here, I'm leavin' hell

10929. Julie Ann - Chords

Julie Ann - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

CAPO 2
Intro: D  G  D  A  G  D

(D)                (G)          (D)
Julie Ann what are you doing, making plans on leaving me?

      (A)                            (G)         (D)
Have I made your life unhappy, is this how it's got to be?

(D)               (G)        (D)



Will you be here in the morning when the rooster starts to crow?

       (A)                 (G)          (D)
Will my tears be all that's called for? Julie Ann   I've got to know.

Chorus:
         (A)              (G)         (D)
Dress yourself in silk and satin, put some ribbons in your hair.

         (A)             (G)         (D)
But don't say you're gonna leave me, it's more than I can bear.

(D)               (G)         (D)
Go and have your night of dancing if you like those country songs.

        (A)            (G)  N.C            (D)
But when all the fun is over, Julie Ann     /    come on home.
(Banjo Break)

Julie Ann, you know I love you, I can't live my life alone.
Is there some way I can please you, tell me what could keep you home.
I've got no gold and silver, got no diamonds for your hand.
All I have is this love I'll give you.
Oh, I need you  .Julie Ann.

(Chorus)
(Guitar or Mandolin Break)

(Chorus)

10930. Julie Anne

Nanci Griffith - Julie Anne

urban light hit's a bartender's smile
'Cause it's closin' time again
Last call rang out such a long time ago
In the heart of Julie Anne
Now she waits inside this midnight glow
To steal her dance of grace
White satin gloves on her hands these days
To cover the dancer's age

[Chorus:]
The wintertime's so sweet
Even wino's have their needs
They pretend that she is younger
When they are lonely
The bar room floor's her home
When the light's are low they'll call for more
How it hurt's to hear them say she is only
Old Julie Anne



Men don't fear the well's of time
For the years will bring them something
(something)
While the women count their wrinkles
And the children in their homes
But if I'm blinded here tomorrow
I am blessed in the beauty of chance
To remember the hands of a bird in flight
In the dance of Julie Anne

[Chorus]

Oh Julie Anne
Don't go to sleep
Just pick your heart up off that wino's knee
And let the whiskey be your lover
Who makes the winter sweet
And warms a dancer's feet

10931. Julie's Train

Balsam Range - Julie's Train 

Two long years of struggle in the dusty fields of home
Julie she grew weary and got the urge to roam
I hear that train whistle as it passes me on by
The only thing I can do is stand here and cry
Oh lonesome train long gone
Oh lonesome train bring her home
My mind wonders back in time to dreams of yesterday
When you made those vows of love but now they're gone away
I don't know why she had to leave but I do know that she's gone
She left on that lonesome train and I'm all alone
Oh lonesome train long gone
Oh lonesome train bring her home
I guess she didn't like that livin' life out on the farm
She longed for the city with it's bright lights and charm
The only life I've ever known is worked with these two hands
But life in these dusty fields, it cost me julianne
Oh lonesome train long gone
Oh lonesome train bring her home
Oh lonesome train long gone
Oh lonesome train bring her home
Oh lonesome train long gone
Oh lonesome train long gone

10932. July, You're A Woman



July, You're A Woman
John Stewart

I can't hold it on the road
When you're sitting right beside me
And I'm drunk out of my mind
Merely from the fact that you are here
And I have not been known
As the Saint of San Joaquin
And I'd just as soon right now
Pull on over to the side of the road
And show you what I mean

La da da da da da
La da da da da da
July, you're a woman
More than anyone I've ever known

And I can't hold my eyes
On the white line out before me
When your hand is on my collar
And you're talking in my ear
And I have been around
With a gypsy girl named Shannon
A daughter of the devil
It is strange that I should mention that to you
I haven't thought of her in years

La da da da da da
La da da da da da
July, you're a woman
More than anyone I've ever known

I can't hold it on the road
When you're sitting right beside me
And I'm drunk out of my mind
Merely from the fact that you are here
And I have not been known
As the Saint of San Joaquin
And I'd just as soon right now
Pull on over to the side of the road
And show you what I mean

La da da da da da
La da da da da da
July, you're a woman
More than anyone I've ever known

July, you're a woman
More than anyone I've ever known
More than anyone I've ever known

10933. Jumbo



Jumbo
Punch Brothers - Jumbo

[Verse 1: Chris Thile]
Well, here comes
Jumbo
with
a phone in his hand
Bet it's been a while since you seen a real man
Grown up strong on the fat of the land of the free
Sure, I guess he got off to a hell of a start
With his grandpa's money and his daddy's heart
But you oughta know privileged is a pretty hard thing to be
You know?

[Verse 2: Thile]
Whoa! Here comes Jumbo with a knife and a tan
And an elephant's tail for his Instagram
Grown up brave on the fat of the land of the free
See the twinkle in his eye like a torch in the dark
On a court-approved stroll through the city park
Whistling which of you purebreds gonna bark at my theme song goes a little something like:

[Chorus: Thile]
Here comes Jumbo
American as gumbo
Skin white as new corn liquor hair black as molasses rum, though
He ain't dumb, no
You elitist bums, go
Get yourselves off of Capitol Hill
 Cause we've just about had our fill
Of y'all playing Columbo

[Bridge: Thile/
Chris Eldrige & Gabe Witcher
]
When anyone can tell
That good old Jumbo
Was only to trying to help
Only trying to help
(Oh, help us out with one now Jumbo)

[Chorus:
Thile, Eldridge & Witcher
/Thile/
Thile & Eldridge
/
Thile & Witcher
]
Here comes Jumbo
American as gumbo
Washed in the blood of the little man singing fee fi fo fum, bro
 Til his kingdom comes so
You elitist bums can go
Fuck yourselves off of Capitol Hill
 Cause we've just about had our fill
Of wondering what is and isn't rigged
When there's all these unadopted kids



Ready to swim across the Bering Sea
To feast on the fat of the land of the free
They're twiddling their thumbs though
While y'all play Columbo
With poor old Jumbo
Shh!

10934. Jump

Jump
David Lee Roth & John Jorgenson Bluegrass Band

[Verse 1]
I get up
And nothing gets me down
You got it tough
I seen the toughest around
And I know
Baby, just how you feel
You got to roll with the punches to get to what's real

[Pre-Chorus]
Can't you see me standin' here?
I got my back against the record machine
I ain't the worst that you seen
Can't you see what I mean?

[Chorus]
Might as well jump
Might as well jump
Go ahead and jump
Might as well jump

[Verse 2]
Hey you, who said that?
Baby, how you been?
You say you don't know, you won't know until you begin

[Pre-Chorus]
Can't you see me standing here?
I got my back against the record machine
I ain't the worst that you've seen
Can't you see what I mean?

[Chorus]
Might as well jump
Go ahead and jump
Might as well jump
Go ahead and jump
Jump

[Chorus]
Jump



Might as well jump
Go ahead and jump
Might as well jump

[Post-Chorus]
Jump
Jump
Jump
Jump

10935. Jump Mountain Blues

Jump Mountain Blues
Mandolin Orange - Jump Mountain Blues

[Verse 1]
Every little thing you do's a small reminder, now all I see
Is you up on the mountain peak, falling down on me
Looking out over all of Shenandoah
The rocks below can never understand, little darling
All they stole from me

[Verse 2]
Now every little part of you's a small reminder of my regrets
If only you'd known true happiness
Maybe one less ghost would be just a lost gift
Roaming these hills
Of Rock Bridge County

[Hook]
But round and round you go
Mountain high and valley low
And you know I'll never lose this old jump mountain

[Hook]
Round and round you go
Mountain high and valley low
Round and round you go
Mountain high and valley low

[Outro]
(Round and round you go
Mountain high and valley low)
No, I'll never lose mountains
No, I'll never lose...

10936. Jump Off The Ship



Jump Off The Ship

The ship was rolling back and forth that night
the winds were blowing wildly and the shore was out of sight
when on the sea a vision it appeared
but them on board were full of doubt, crying out in fear
But then they heard the voice of Jesus speak
"Be of good cheer, cast off your fear, I'm the master of the sea"
He'll give you faith to walk on the water
He'll hold you up when your faith falters
He'll be the still small voice when the wind rages around you
Jump off the ship, don't fear the storm, He'll take care of you
And Peter spoke and said, "Lord if it's thee
bid me to come where you are standing on the sea"
Jesus' only word to him was, "Come"
Peter started walking to the Father's only Son
Then twas the wind that blew away his faith
But Jesus caught him up before he sank beneath the waves
He'll give you faith to walk on the water
He'll hold you up when your faith falters
He'll be the still small voice when the wind rages around you
Jump off the ship, don't fear the storm, He'll take care of you
Though your troubles like a millstone pull you down
remember there is one who will never let you drown
When the wind starts blowing even faster
Keep your eyes fixed only the Master
He will never leave you nor forsake you
Seek His face, draw near to Him, He'll draw near to you
He'll give you faith to walk on the water
He'll hold you up when your faith falters
He'll be the still small voice when the wind rages around you
Jump off the ship, don't fear the storm, He'll take care of you

10937. Jump On It

Jump On It
Davisson Brothers Band

Granny's on the front porch spittin' in a cup
Tryin' to fix her nightgown that the dog tore up
Yeah and Mama's old clothesline had finally bit the dust
And brother got a broomstick and he propped it back up

Well, we could've had a dryer or a sewing machine
But Daddy went and bought us a trampoline

And we jump on it every chance we get
Mama and Daddy and all us kids
We ain't got much but we got this
And we jump on it

And brother does back flips with his eyes bugged out
And Daddy says a back flip is what it's all about
Now the whole town's talkin', they say it looks



Like some white trash circus has hit the neighborhood

But we don't know what in the world they mean
Mama says they're jealous of our trampoline

And we jump on it every chance we get
Find more lyrics at '» Mojim.com
Mama and Daddy and all us kids
We ain't got much but we got this
And we jump on it

Daddy says life is such a crazy mess
You've gotta jump on your chances for some happiness
And we all see what Daddy means
Way up here on this trampoline

And we jump on it every chance we get
Mama and Daddy and all us kids
We ain't got much but we got this
And we jump on it every chance we get

Mama and Daddy and all us kids
We ain't got much but we got this
And we jump on it

And we jump on it
And we jump on it
And we jump on it

10938. Jump the Broom

Jump the Broom
Adrienne Young
Adrienne Young / Will Kimbrough

Join two hands, this broom step over
take a sweet kiss from your own true lover?

Diamond birthright Painted Flower
Seventeen years and sixteen hours
Out the window stares a girl
Kentucky wonder head full of curls
She ain't my mama this ain't my world
Too much swine for just one Pearl

Jump the broom, jump the broom
Fly me away from this dark room
Can't go too far can't leave too soon
Love take my hand let's jump the broom

Broken bottle on the floor
Whiskey drippin' down through the boards
Old man shoutin' come back and fight



Young man run into the night

Was late ast summer down by the creek
Two young lovers fell warm and sweet
Kindred spirits kindred scars
Jordan's Banks didn't seem so far

Jump the broom, jump the broom
Fly me away from this dark room
Can't go too far can't leave too soon
Love take my hand let's jump the broom

New moon risin' dark and still
Pearl's a droppin' from her windowsill
Tears burn and gather in brown eyes
Little sister waves goodbye

Now young Corey's waitin' down by the gate
Can't call the preacher
It's much too late
But that don't stop his bended knee no no

Pretty Pearl girl marry me!

Jump the broom, jump the broom
Fly me away from this dark room
Can't go too far can't leave too soon
Love take my hand let's jump the broom

10939. Jumpin' Jack Flash

Rodney Crowell - Jumpin' Jack Flash

[Instrumental Intro]
[Intro]
Watch it!

[Verse 1]
I was born in a crossfire hurricane
And I howled at the morning drivin' rain

[Chorus]
But it's all right now, in fact, it's a gas
But it's all right, I'm Jumpin' Jack Flash
It's a gas, gas, gas

[Verse 2]
I was raised by a toothless, bearded hag
I was schooled with a strap right across my back

[Chorus]
But it's all right now, in fact, it's a gas
But it's all right, I'm Jumpin' Jack Flash



It's a gas, gas, gas

[Verse 3]
I was drowned, I was washed up and left for dead
I fell down to my feet and I saw they bled
Yeah, yeah
I frowned at the crumbs of a crust of bread
Yeah, yeah, yeah
I was crowned with a spike right thru my head
My, my, yeah

[Chorus]
But it's all right now, in fact, it's a gas
But it's all right, I'm Jumpin' Jack Flash
It's a gas, gas, gas

[Outro]
Jumpin' Jack Flash, its a gas
Jumpin' Jack Flash, its a gas
Jumpin' Jack Flash, its a gas
Jumpin' Jack Flash, its a gas

10940. Junction City Queen

Tyler Childers - Junction City Queen

Oh dance with me, Junction City queen
Just to hold you would be the greatest thing
Just spinnin' around to the sound of the jukebox so low
And as the time fades, I pray that it goes by slow

Oh sing for me, junction city queen
Well you sound like an angel, so it seems
'Cause everything stops, as we pray you don't go
In the mornin' back to Ohio

But I find myself with empty arms
And a head thats full of dreams
Of my junction city queen

Won't you wait for me, junction city queen?
Well I'm headed that way, and I'm pickin' up steam
And I know for a while I'll be fine until I must leave
And wait for the next time that I see my queen

10941. June Apple - Chords

June Apple 
The Hackensaw Boys



 
[Intro]
G       F       G       D       G
G       F       G       D       G
G       C       G       D       G
G       C       G       D       G
G       F       G       D       G
G       F       G       D       G
 
 
[Verse]
G                                       C
I wish I was a June apple, hanging on a tree
G                                                  D       G
Every time my true love passed she'd take a little bite of me
G                                       C
I wish I was a June apple, hanging on a tree
G                                                  D       G
Every time my true love passed she'd take a little bite of me (Oww!)
 
[Instrumental]
G       F       G       D       G
G       F       G       D       G
 
[Verse]
G                                                     C
Now Polly she's my pretty little girl, Polly she's my baby
G                                              D         G
Polly she's my pretty little girl, feed her on grits and gravy
G                                                     C
Now Polly she's my pretty little girl, Polly she's my baby
G                                              D         G
Polly she's my pretty little girl, feed her on grits and gravy
 
[Instrumental]
G       F       G       D       G
G       F       G       D       G
 
[Verse]
G                                                 C
I fly around my pretty little miss, fly around my daisy
G                                        D         G
Fly around my pretty little miss, almost drives me crazy
G                                                 C
I fly around my pretty little miss, fly around my daisy
G                                        D         G
Fly around my pretty little miss, almost drives me crazy
 
[Instrumental]
G       F       G       D       G
G       F       G       D       G
 
[Verse]
G                                                     C
Now Polly she's my pretty little girl, Polly she's my baby
G                                              D         G
Polly she's my pretty little girl, feed her on grits and gravy



G                                                     C
Now Polly she's my pretty little girl, Polly she's my baby
G                                              D         G
Polly she's my pretty little girl, feed her on grits and gravy
 
[Instrumental]
G       F       G       D       G
                                (Yee hoo!)
G       F       G       D       G

10942. June Hymn

David Rawlings
June Hymn

Here's a hymn to welcome in the day
Heralding a summer's early sway
And all the bulbs all coming in
To begin
The thrushes bleating battle with the wrens
Disrupts my reverie again

Pegging clothing on the line
Training jasmine how to vine
Up the arbor to your door
And more
You're standing on the landing with the war
You shouldered all the night before

[Chorus]
And once upon it
The yellow bonnets
Garland all the lawn
And you were waking
And day was breaking
A panoply of song
And summer comes to Springville Hill

A barony of ivy in the trees
Expanding out its empire by degrees
And all the branches burst a' bloom
Into bloom
Heaven sent this cardinal, maroon
To decorate our living room
[Chorus]
And once upon it
The yellow bonnets
Garland all the lawn
And you were waking
And day was breaking
A panoply of song
And summer comes to Springville Hill



And years from now
When this old light isn't ambling anymore
Will I bring myself to write
"I give my best to Springville Hill"

[Chorus]
And once upon it
The yellow bonnets
Garland all the lawn
And you were waking
And day was breaking
A panoply of song
And summer comes to Springville Hill
Summer comes to Springville Hill

10943. Junior's Grill

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Junior's Grill

Mashed potatoes, lima beans, 
Red eye gravy, collard greens, 
Cutest waitress you've ever seen, 
Down at Junior's grill. 

Sweet Ginger brings your plate, 
Always hot and never late; 
Top it off with a chocolate cake, 
Down at Junior's grill.

It's heaven with a corner booth, 
That's the truth; 
Chrome and naugahyde; 
It's cool inside. 
The jukebox never stops, 
There's coffee in the pot, 
So come and get your fill 
At Junior's grill. 

Ginger takes her break at 10, 
Lays aside her pad and pen, 
Punches up "Stand by Your Man" 
Down at Junior's grill. 

I seen her dancing, she seen me look; 
Oh lord, what a chance I took, 
Cause Ginger's soft on that big ole cook 
Down at Junior's grill. 

It's heaven with a corner booth, that's the truth; 
Chrome and naugahyde; it's cool inside. 
The jukebox never stops, there's coffee in the pot, 
So come and get your fill at Junior's grill. 
So come and get your fill at Junior's grill.



10944. Junior's In Love

Junior's In Love
Joe Diffie

With a dozen roses in his gun rack
Junior pulled up into her side lot
He carried them up to the front porch
And hollered, "Wanda, look at what I got!"
She was sittin' there watchin' TV
With a dry wall hanger named Shorty
She pressed her nose to the screen door
And said, "They smell like WD-40!"

He said, "Now don't you be that way
You know how much I love you
I can't hardly sleep at night
And when I do I dream of you
And by the way, Shorty, I thank you
You could have had 'em put me in jail son
I'm just glad I run out of air hose
When I come at you with that nail gun

Oh, Junior's in love, ain't that a good one'
He'll track her down and then if she should run
He'll bring her some like a deer on the hood, son
Junior's in love

Wanda walked down the front steps
And said, "I hate to break up the party
But I've got to get to work by five
Would you run me over there, Shorty?"
That's when Junior turned bright red
And said, "I'm takin' her to the diner"
And he threw Shorty in the truck bed
With a busted nose and a shiner

Oh, Junior's in love, ain't that a hot one'
There's a lots of lovers and Junior, he's not one
Don't know a kiss from a hug from a shotgun
Junior's in love

Oh, you know there's an oil puddle down by the diner
And it came out this transmission
That's where he parks every night and stares through the window
In a lovesick, sorry condition...
You see...

Oh, Junior's in love, ain't that a good one'
He'll track her down and then if she should run
He'll bring her some like a deer on the hood, som
Junior's in love



10945. Junk Life - Chords

Junk Life
Brett Dennen & Matt Nathanson

(Riff 1)
    F
e/---------------------------/
B/---------------------------/
G/---------------------------/
D/------3-----3-----3-----3--/
A/---------------------------/
E/--1-1---1-1---1-1---1-1----/
 
(Riff 2)
    C
e/----------------------------/
B/----------------------------/
G/----------------------------/
D/------5-----5-----5-----5---/
A/--3-3---3-3---3-3---3-3-----/
E/----------------------------/
 
(Riff 3)
    Bb
e/----------------------------/
B/----------------------------/
G/----------------------------/
D/------3-----3-----3-----3---/
A/--1-1---1-1---1-1---1-1-----/
E/----------------------------/
 
For the intro and for the first verse you can play the riffs above.
 
 
[Intro]
F F F F
 
[Verse 1]
          F
Well, you know life isn't fair
         C
And some people don't care
                  Bb
They'll steal the air from the sky
    Bb
And sell it back with a smile
             F
Some have it easy breezy
      C
Never have been needy
       Bb
Others sleep on the streets



Bb
Cardboard and newspaper sheets
       F
And as long as you're here
        C
I wanna make some things clear
        Bb
I wanna teach you early
    Bb
The things I had to learn late
 
[Pre-chorus 1]
     C                       F
Everyone you meet was just a baby
C                                F
Crying out for love and mother's milk
     G                         C
Everywhere there's somRbody campaigning
 Bb      C
For your will
 Bb      C
For your will
 
[Chorus]
                     F         C Bb
Don't succumb to the junk life
     C                        F          C        Bb
Junk friends, junk food, junk lovR, junk information
C                    F         C Bb
Don't succumb to the junk life
C                    F    C   Bb
Hold yourself to the higher vibration
C                    F    C   Bb      C
Hold yourself to the higher vibration
 
F C Bb C
 
[Verse 2]
       F
If you want my advice
                C
You should just cut all those ties
      Bb
Focus on yourself
Bb
Your blessings and your health
             F
Because it's you I adore
              C
It's not your polished floor
         Bb
Not your shoes, not your clothes
Bb
Or the people you know
         F
And it's people like you
           C



Who make a difference, it's true
            Bb
Who are too stubborn for doubt
Bb
They're on the road to find out
 
[Pre-chorus 2]
             C                             F
You got more soul than most people in your finger
         C                                 F
This old world is full of cheap stuff that breaks
           G                     C
It doesn't mean that you are any better
       Bb      C
Let's get that straight
 Bb      C
Get that straight
 
[Chorus]
                     F         C Bb
Don't succumb to the junk life
     C                        F          C        Bb
Junk friends, junk food, junk lovR, junk information
C                    F         C Bb
Don't succumb to the junk life
C                    F    C   Bb
Hold yourself to the higher vibration
C                    F    C   Bb   C
Hold yourself to the higher vibration
                         F          C Bb
No, don't succumb to the junk life
     C                        F          C        Bb
Junk friends, junk food, junk lovR, junk information
C                    F         C Bb
Don't succumb to the junk life
C                    F    C Bb
Hold yourself to the higher vibration
C                    F    C Bb
Hold yourself to the higher vibration
C                    F    C Bb
Hold yourself to the higher vibration  (fade out)

10946. Junkyard

Kathy Mattea - Junkyard

Saw a movie where a guy kills another guy twice
Don't know if I can forget about it
Saw a guy finish a fight with a butcher knife slice
Pretty sure I won't forget about it
Is it okay if I say, my mind is not a junkyard
My heart is not a dump for all the gunk around
My spirit's not a junkyard



No, it's holy ground
Saw a photo on the net, can't believe what I see
Don't know if I can forget about it
Two kids where playing in some dirt that'll never come clean
Wish to God I could forget about it
No one's safe till we all say, my mind is not a junkyard
My heart is not a dump for all the gunk around
My spirit's not a junkyard
No, it's holy ground
Wanna keep, keep the temple clean
Gotta keep, keep the temple clean
Try to keep, keep the temple clean
How I do I keep the temple clean
A vicious rumor went around, wrecked my uncle John's life
Guess he never could forget about it
No one's safe till we all say, my mind is not a junkyard
My heart is not a dump for all the gunk around
My spirit's not a junkyard
No, it's holy ground
Is it okay if I say, my mind is not a junkyard
My heart is not a dump for all the gunk around
My spirit's not a junkyard
No, it's holy ground

10947. Jupiter Rising

Emmylou Harris - Jupiter Rising

Why don't you call me?
Do you think I won't answer?
Jupiter's risin'
And the moon is in cancer
You been down in the hunger, baby
I been around there, too
Tonight, you could be in the arms of
The arms of a woman who loves you

You got your questions
Baby, I got an answer
Or just the hands of a healer
And the feet of a dancer
Yeah, it's all in the wrists now, baby
And when the aim is true
There'll be no blink of the eyes, baby
The eyes of this woman who loves you 
(The eyes of this woman who loves you)
(The eyes of this woman who loves you)

Heaven's gettin' nearer
Transmission gettin' clearer
Now my love
Stars are fallin' over the ocean
Come on and show a little emotion now



My love

Why don't you call me?
You know I'm gonna answer
Temperature's risin'
And the moon is in cancer
There's a road you can ride now, baby
Out to that wild and blue
It runs right through the heart of
The heart of this woman who loves you
Yeah, right through the heart of
The heart of this woman who loves you

Jupiter risin', ah
Jupiter risin', ah
Jupiter risin', ah
Jupiter risin', ah
Jupiter risin', ah, ah, ah, ah

10948. Jupiter's Rising

Jim Lauderdale - Jupiter's Rising

Those kinds of words are better left unsaid
Might start believing that stuff we read
Who's gonna mention cause I ain't saying
But something tells me you know more than you let on
Hail hail Jupiter's rising hail hail Jupiter's gone
That light above us up over our truck
Cut off the engine drained all the power
Out in the meadow that spot was burned out
Nobody even tried to explain why
Hail hail Jupiter's rising hail hail Jupiter's gone

[ guitar ]

Hail hail Jupiter's rising hail hail Jupiter's gone
Those flying saucers or what ever they are
They might be landing at any hour
Walking among us how many who knows
Well maybe next year there'll be a lot more
Hail hail Jupiter's rising hail hail Jupiter's gone
Somebody knows it so what they got to hide
Are they afraid it would blow all our minds
Now everybody seems kinda different
Except for me and my cousin Brenda
Hail hail Jupiter's rising hail hail Jupiter's gone
Hail hail Jupiter's rising hail hail Jupiter's gone
So many things that I want to tell you
But since they've been here you've kinda changed too



10949. Just 'Cause We Can

Just 'Cause We Can
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Honey, for our date tonight
I've got the perfect place to go
I was thinkin' 'bout a candlelight seafood dinner
At this little place on the Gulf of Mexico
Don't look at me like I'm crazy darlin'
Just hear me out
'cause we can be there by tomorrow
If we pack up and hit the road right now

[Pre-Chorus]
We'll spend the night in Birmingham
At your brother's house on the way down
Then we'll find us a motel room with and ocean view

[Chorus]
Boy, take my hand
Let's get wild and free
We sure could stand
A little just you and me
Don't need no reason other than
Just 'cause we can

[Verse 2]
We'll go for a day or two and just hang out on the beach
It might turn into a week or so, or who knows
Honey, we may never leave
[Pre-Chorus]
I bet you could get a gig sellin' hot dogs on the boardwalk
And I could make a buck or two playin' Buffett tunes

[Chorus]
Boy, take my hand
Let's get wild and free
We sure could stand
A little just you and me
Don't need no reason other than
Just 'cause we can

[Bridge]
So, baby, grab your flip flops, a little Coppertone
And a change of clothes
There ain't no tellin' where this might lead
[Chorus]
Boy, take my hand
Let's get wild and free
We sure could stand
A little you and me



Don't need no reason other than
No, we don't need no reason other than
Ah, just 'cause we can
Just 'cause we can
Ah, just 'cause we can

10950. Just A Closer

Just a Closer (walk with thee)

I am weak but Thou art strong
Jesus keep me from all wrong
I'll be satisfied as long
As I walk, let me walk close to Thee.

[Chorus]
Just a closer walk with Thee
Grant it Jesus is my plea
Daily walking close to Thee
Let it be, dear Lord, let it be.

Through this world of toils and snares
If I falter Lord who cares?
Who with me my burden shares?
None but Thee, dear Lord none but Thee.

[Chorus]

When my feeble life is o'er
Time for me will be no more
Guide me gently, safely o'er
To Thy Kingdom's shore, to Thy shore.

[Chorus]

10951. Just A Drink Away

Just A Drink Away
As recorded by: Ernest Tubb
Written by: Bobby Lewis and Billy Parker
 
[1] See that Girl at the Bar
She just [4] took my House and [1] Car
And the Little Ones that meant the World to [5] Me
She gets [1] Wilder Day by Day
Now She's [4] JUST A DRINK A-[1] WAY
JUST A DRINK AWAY from [5] Anyone but [1] Me.

So Step up to the Bar



Makes no Differ'nce who You are
You'll be Welcome just as long as She can See
That She's tearing out my Heart
Like She Planned it from the Start
She's JUST A DRINK AWAY from Anyone but Me.

I've tried so Hard to leave this Town
But it seems I'm Tied and Bound
To a Love that Somehow just won't set Me free
And I Miss my Babies so
And I Pray They'll never Know
She's JUST A DRINK AWAY from Anyone but Me.

If the Judge could only See
What She does to Punish Me
I Wonder how He'd feel about Her now
Would He still think that She's right
If He could see Her here each Night
JUST A DRINK AWAY from Anyone but Me.

TAG:
[1] She's JUST A DRINK AWAY from [5] Anyone but [1] Me.

10952. Just A Few More Days

Just A Few More Days

Just a few more days of sorrow just a few more days of pain
Just a few more days of cloudiness Just a few more days of rain
Then I'm gonna live Jesus he has got a home prepared
Then I'll join the Holy Angels mother will be waiting there

Not so long ago one morning mother called me to her bed
Then she put her arms around me listen to what she said
Darlin I am going to leave you but you'll not be left alone
Jesus will protect and shield you after he has called me home

Sometimes I am sorely tempted sometimes I am sorely tried
But to overcome I'm trying taking Jesus for my guide
Though sometimes the path seems rugged but it only makes me pray
And I know if I keep trying I'll see my mother some sweet day

10953. Just A Few More Days

Just A Few More Days

Just a few more days of sorrow just a few more days of pain
Just a few more days of cloudiness Just a few more days of rain
Then I'm gonna live Jesus he has got a home prepared



Then I'll join the Holy Angels mother will be waiting there

Not so long ago one morning mother called me to her bed
Then she put her arms around me listen to what she said
Darlin I am going to leave you but you'll not be left alone
Jesus will protect and shield you after he has called me home

Sometimes I am sorely tempted sometimes I am sorely tried
But to overcome I'm trying taking Jesus for my guide
Though sometimes the path seems rugged but it only makes me pray
And I know if I keep trying I'll see my mother some sweet day

10954. Just A Guy In A Bar

Just a Guy in a Bar
Sideline 

[Verse 1]
There we were, tell you right
Mountaintop a mile high
Standin' there
Heaven didn't seem so far
Myrtle Beach in the spring
Mardi Gras in New Orleans
And everywhere in between
I was your everything, but now

[Chorus]
I'm just a guy in a bar sittin' alone
Thumbin' through the pictures on my phone
Of me and you when I held your heart
You were holdin' my hand, life was good then
You were my lady, baby, I was your man
Now I'm blendin' in the best I can tryin' not to fall apart
I'm just a guy in a bar

[Verse 2]
Another face in thR crowd
Neon's bright, the music's loud
Drownin' out the lonRly sound
Of my tears fallin'

[Chorus]
I'm just a guy in a bar sittin' alone
Thumbin' through the pictures on my phone
Of me and you when I held your heart
You were holdin' my hand, life was good then
You were my lady, baby, I was your man
Now I'm blendin' in the best I can tryin' not to fall apart
I'm just a guy in a bar

[Chorus]
I'm just a guy in a bar sittin' alone



Thumbin' through the pictures on my phone
Of me and you when I held your heart
You were holdin' my hand, life was good then
You were my lady, baby, I was your man
Now I'm blendin' in the best I can tryin' not to fall apart
I'm just a guy in a bar

[Outro]
I'm just a guy in a bar
Just a guy in a bar

10955. Just A Little Lovin' - Chords

Just A Little Lovin
EDDY ARNOLD

 D B7
JUST A LITTLE LOVIN'
 E
WILL GO A LONG WAY
 A
AND YOU'LL MAKE ME HAPPY
 D
THE REST OF MY DAYS
 B
PUT YOUR ARMS AROUND ME
 E
THEN I'LL BE YOUR SLAVE
 A
'CAUSE JUST A LITTLE LOVIN'
 D
WILL GO A LONG WAY

 D A
EVER SINCE THAT TIME BEGAN
 D
LOVE HAS RULED THE WORLD
 A
EVE AND ADAM SET THE PACE
 D
AND STARTED IN A WHIRL
 A
I MET YOU AND NOW I KNOW
 D
THAT YOU'RE THE ONE FOR ME
 E
A
COME ON BACK AND YOU WILL PLAINLY SEE

(CHORUS)

 D A
I DON'T BELIEVE YOU REALLY KNOW



 D
HOW MUCH THAT I LOVE YOU
 A
IF YOU DID YOU'D COME ON BACK
 D
AND MAKE MY DREAMS COME TRUE
 A
YOUR EYES YOUR LIPS YOUR LOVING KISSES
 D
SEEM TO LINGER YET
 E
A
I'LL FORGIVE BUT PLEASE DON'T YOU FORGET

(CHORUS)

10956. Just A Little Talk With Jesus

Just A Little Talk With Jesus
Bill Monroe - Stanley Brothers

I once was lost in sin but Jesus took me in
And then a little light from heaven filled my soul
It bathed my heart in love and wrote my name above
And just a little talk with Jesus made me whole

   Now let us have a little talk with Jesus
   Let us tell Him all about our troubles
   He will hear our faintest cry
   He will answer by and by
   Now when you feel a little prayerwheel turning
   And you know a little fire is burning
   You will find a little talk with Jesus makes it right

Sometimes my path seems drear without a ray of cheer
And then a cloud of doubt may hide the light of day
The mists of sin may rise and hide the starry skies
But just a little talk with Jesus clears the way

I may have doubts and fears my eyes be filled with tears
But Jesus is a friend who watches day and night
I go to Him in prayer He knows my every care
And just a little talk with Jesus makes it right

You will find a little talk with Jesus makes it right
Makes everything right

10957. Just A Lonesome Little Circle



Little Old Lonesome Circle - John Hartford 
(Just A Lonesome Little Circle)

    F             Bb       F
Just a lonesome little circle
                 Bb       F
With a lonesome little arrow
                               C
Standing on my lonesome little side

Just a lonesome little circle
With nothing all about me
Lonesome that I sit around and cry

For another little circle
Pretty little circle
Doesn't seem to care that much for me

Chorus:

Pretty little ring around
The rosie little circle
With pretty little plus sign underneath

Change key:

It is hard to be a circle
A lonesome little circle
Without that certain circle next to me

She's gone and left me blue
With circle number two
With the pretty little plus sign underneath

Instrumental:

So I'm swimming all around now
With my arrow all let down
Bright as any circle you might see

Lonesome little circle
How I miss that little circle
With the plus sign underneath

10958. Just A Memory

Desert Rose Band - Just a Memory

I said baby are you crazy
I don't know what's come over you
She said baby sure don't love you
For making me feel like I do

Stray words from a stranger



Tears falling down
Like a dull knife in a fresh wound
This poison is spreading around

It's just a memory from the wild side
Another life from long ago
My hands are tied, 
My soul is bound to a voice
I can't control

Now baby will you listen
There's more than meets the eye
This is threatening what we live for
Is this suspicion worth a lie

What is this tense, I do mean present
Cause you're haunted by the past
And the truth is all that matters
Our vows were made to last

It's just a memory from the wild side
Another life from long ago
My hands are tied, 
My soul is bound to a voice
I can't control

Turn it loose, this is growing old
What's the use let the dice roll
Where they may, two hearts lay
Where there's faith

10959. Just A Memory

Just A Memory 
Jeannie Kendall
Writer(s): Joey Scarbury, Linda Holland

I'²m the blinking on the hill, and the great big yellow rose
I'm the whisper in the wind, and the grass between your toes
I'²m the part of a feeling you never will forget
And you called me Just a memory

I'm the tingle you once felt when I first held you tight
And the melody that playd on that broken fourtyfive
I'm the day that love began, and the night that woudn'²t end
And you called me Just a memory

I filled up your heart, and I will pass through your mind
I may be all you'²ll ever have h... gently with time
Your pleasure and your pain, Im part of what you are
But you called me Just a memory

I'm the trea out in the backyard, and the alter where we kneeled



I'²m the angry words you spoke, on the day that you left
I'm the best and the worst, the good and the bad
And you called me Just a memory

I'²ve filled up your heart, and I will pass through your mind
I may be all you'll ever have h... gently with time
Your pleasure and your pain, I'²ve thought of what you are
But you called me Just a memory

I've filled up your heart, and I will pass through your mind
I may be all you'll ever have h... gently with time
Your pleasure and your pain, I'²ve thought of what you are
But you called me Just a memory.

10960. Just A Phone Call Will Do

Just A Phone Call Will Do

Just a phone call will do, if you can't come by
Let me hear from you my darling, I'm worried though I know not why
I just want to hear you say, yes, I'm still in love with you
If you can't come by to see me, just a phone call will co

When I don't hear from you, I get nervous inside
And it seems I go to pieces, my feelings I can't hide
When I hear my number ringing, my frey skies turn to blue
When you're many miles away dear, just a phone call will do

When I go to bed at night dear, a little prayer I always say
I'm thankful for the moment, God sent you my way
If I had the power to change things, I'd be right there with you
Many miles now separate us, just a phone call will do

* Refrain

10961. Just A Rose Will Do

Just a Rose Will Do

When time shall come for my leaving
When I bid you adieu
Don't spend your money for flowers
Just a rose will do

I'll go to a beautiful garden
When my life's work is through
Don't spend your money for flowers
Just a rose will do



I want a good old-time preacher
To preach the gospel truth
I want no tales of my history
Then just a rose will do

I'll need no organization
To make a big to-do
Just have some good old-time singing
Then just a rose will do

10962. Just A Song

Just A Song - Kathy Kallick

It won't win a Nobel prize
Or even open someone's eyes
It can't feed a hungry child or
Keep the forests free and wild
It's all right, there's nothing wrong
It's just a song
A song will never win a friend
A heart must to that deed attend
And heart and mind together all along
Can find the soul that lives inside a song
A song can only lift your voice
Make a noise, give a choice
To pierce the silence of a lonely night
Sometimes I take myself for granted
Small and worthless as a grain of sand
Still part of something grand, there's nothing wrong
I've got a song
It'll never win a Nobel prize
Or even open someone's eyes
It's all right, there's nothing wrong
It's just a song

10963. Just A Step Away From Paradise

Just A Step Away From Paradise (Larry W. Jones 10/03/2007) 

I pass your house in my disguise
Hiding tears falling from my eyes
Feeling my heart beat as it cries
Just a step away from paradise
Your new love seems so happy too
I wish the best for him and you
I wish for dreams that can't come true
Just a step away from paradise
Dear, at your wedding I put on a show



To keep from showing I was crying low
I miss kissing lips that another owns
And what good are vows that can't now be known
This can't be good to always walk alone
Just a step away from paradise
- instrumental -
Your new love seems so happy too
I wish the best for him and you
I wish for dreams that can't come true
Just a step away from paradise
Dear, at your wedding I put on a show
To keep from showing I was crying low
I miss kissing lips that another owns
And what good are vows that can't now be known
This can't be good to always walk alone
Just a step away from paradise
Just a step away from paradise

10964. Just A Stone's Throw Away

Just a Stone's Throw Away 
American Drive

CHORUS :  
I'm just a stone throw's away 
Won't you call me, any time of day, hey 
You're lonely so remember what I say 
I'm just a stone throw's away 

Well your new love has turned you down 
He's talking about leavin' this old town 
But when he's gone, don't feel blue 
'Cause I'll be, here to help to see you through 
 
You know I've loved you for so long 
Some day dear, you knew he'd do you wrong 
Then I'd, be there to hold your hand 
And love you like no other can

10965. Just Ain't

Just Ain't
Earls of Leicester - Flatt & Scruggs

I ain't gonna worry who's kissin' you
When you're far away
Because I know when the tomcat's gone
All the mice will play
I ain't gonna worry what's goin' on when you're



Out to paint the town
I ain't gonna worry where you stay
When you're out runnin' 'round. 

I just ain't (just ain't)
I just ain't (just ain't)
Just ain't. 

I ain't gonna worry what's goin' on
When I'm home sleepin' in bed.
I ain't gonna watch for you to come in
And go to sleep instead.
I ain't gonna follow you where you go
A walkin' down the street
I ain't gonna care about (who's) the other guy
That you go to meet. 

I ain't gonna care if you don't come back
I'll get along all right.
I ain't gonna mind this livin' alone
I'll still sleep at night.
I ain't gonna worry where you go
And when you say goodbye
I'll find someone else to love
I ain't gonna sit and cry.

10966. Just An Old House

Just An Old House
Author Barry Ross

I'm just an old house that's tumbling down
Where once lived a family 
there's no one around 
The boards are all weathered 
and the winds blowing through 
but I have a memory of when things were new
chorus 
I'm just an old house 
With the vines growing ore
The place where a family
grew up in my door
I have a memory of days that are gone
Now can you remember the place you called home
Six little children grew up in the yard
now their all grown 
they've traveled so far
Sometimes I wonder if they still think of me
or just an old house in my memory 
Chorus



10967. Just An Old Rounder

Just An Old Rounder 
Gibson Brothers
 
CHORUS : 
I'm just an old rounder, but now I've been  found 
I've dined with the swine, like the prodigal son 
And Sleepin' on the cold ground 
I was a liar and a loser, a has been and a boozer 
Now thanks to the good Lord 
This lost sheep's found 
 
Well you heard about the one sheep, lost his way 
Livin' off the land, while the grass is green 
It was a beautiful day 
Oh but then, the night time came 
Along with the freezing rain 
But my Savior was waiting, to show me the way 
 
You read it in the good book, what the Savior said 
Go preach it to the world so that all might know 
That the sheep are fed 
'Cause the day is drawing nigh 
When he comes back from on high 
Gonna gather up his children, and raise the dead 
 

Now thanks to the good Lord 
This lost sheep's found

10968. Just Another Alice

Just Another Alice
Alecia Nugent

It's like listening to a witness up there on the stand
When she testifies her story before a 3 piece band
Blinded by the spotlight it's hard to understand
She's just another Alice here in wonderland
It's like listening to a angel caught in a trap
She knows she can't go on, she knows she can't go back
Another waitress another smoky bar wonders where she stands
If she's just another Alice here in wonderland

CHORUS: And the sidewalks down on broadway,are a trail of broken hearts
They lead the lonely dreamers thru the honky tonks and bars
Believing they're a song away from someday being stars
Til they buy their tickets home again and they pawn their old guitars



And down at the greyhound station another takes the chance
Is she just another Alice here in wonderland
Well every now and then we'll see one come along
With the voice of an angel and magic in her song
She'll reach into our lives and take you buy the hand
And sell a million tickets here to wonderland
Repeat chorus

10969. Just Another Broken Heart

Just Another Broken Heart - Stanley Brothers

They stood on the beach one evening
Out in the moonlight fair
Twas a boy in the pride of manhood
And a girl in beauty rare

I never had thought that you loved me
An innocent look of surprise
Crept out from beneath her lashes
And into those deep brown eyes
   
   Oh sir I was only flirting
   Only a playing a part
   Just another boy's life ruined
   Just another broken heart

Sir I'm to be married this winter
Farewell and she gave me her hand
And drawing a robe around her
She left me alone on the sand

He goes with a crowd of passers
Always bitter and cold
Just another boy grown weary
Just another boy grown old

There's a rose grows in your garden
White rose is the symbol of peace
And when I am dead little darling
Plant that rose at my head and my feet

   Oh sir I was only flirting
   Only a playing a part
   Just another boy's life ruined
   Just another broken heart

10970. Just Another Day



Just Another Day

Just another day how can I stand it
Without my baby by my side
This empty feeling now inside me
Is bound to show but I can't cry

Just make mine straight without a chaser
And let me drown my blues this way
The seat beside me now is empty
Nothing to live for just another day

A thief could rob and take my money
If death was pending I could pray
I'm helpless now what can my fate be
Everything is gone just another day

10971. Just Another Dream

Osborne Brothers - Just another dream
Composer: Boudleaux Bryant - Felice Bryant

You're just another dream I have to learn to live without

I saw you and wanted you
I thought you were in my reach
Now I see you're not for me
Like yachts and things like mansions on a beach

Like the skates that Santa never brought me
Like the pony that I could never own
Like the Zilian hungry wishes that never came about
You're just another dream I have to learn to live without

Like the skates that Santa never brought me...

10972. Just Another Faded Love - Chords

Just Another Faded Love 
by Norman Blake
 
[Guitar Intro]
 
[Verse]
G                       D
Oh the days go by so slowly now
C                               D
And the nights they're ever so long
         C                      G
And I miss you and long for the touch of your hand



                           D
And I wonder where we went wrong
 
[Chorus]
G                          C           G
Then bring back the soft warm summer days
                D        G   D
The flowers and golden sunshine
G                              C
Then I can walk down old memory lane
G             D         G
With you just one more time
 
[Break]
 
[Verse]
G                             D
The time wont turn back this clock of life
C                          D
And the hands keep moving along
         C                   G
Till the story is ended the book it is closed
                         D
Just another faded love song
 
[Chorus]
G                          C           G
Then bring back the soft warm summer days
                D        G   D
The flowers and golden sunshine
G                              C
Then I can walk down old memory lane
G             D         G
With you just one more time
 
[Break]
 
[Verse]
G                    D
I often wonder just where you are
C                   D
Do you think of me sometimes
       C                     G
Do you long for the days so happy and free
                           D
Or could you forgive me in time
 
[Chorus]
G                          C           G
Then bring back the soft warm summer days
                D        G   D
The flowers and golden sunshine
G                              C
Then I can walk down old memory lane
G             D         G
With you just one more time
 



G                               C
Then i can walk down old memory lane
G             D        G
With you just one more time

10973. Just Another Gravel In The Road

Just Another Gravel In The Road
Blue Highway
(Wayne Taylor/Forty WAT Music, BMI)

You keep saying things I don't understand
I try real hard to never let it show
Your sophisticated ways have left me in a daze
I guess I'm just another gravel in the road

My friends all tried to tell me when I met you
You're needn't think you'll ever keep that girl
They said your high-class taste would lay my
Life to waste
And I'd never be accepted in your world

I've started to believe what they've been saying
It's becoming clear our feelings
Aren't the same
You keep trying to change me
From what I choose to be
But you gotta know that
I don't play that game

10974. Just Any Day Now

Just Any Day Now
E. Grook   Charles A. Wilburn (Journey Music BMI/Darby Corner Music, SESAC)
Kenny & Amanda Smith

Each time I stop to take the time to look around me 
I see the signs of his appearing everywhere 
Things he said would come to pass are now before us 
And I can feel the strange excitement in the air

chorus: 
Just any day now our Lord is coming 
He'll be returning for you and me 
And oh I've been watching and I've been waiting 
Just any day now his face I'll see

There's this longing in my heart for His appearing 
And I'll gladly leave behind these trials here below 



For this journey has been hard and I'm so weary 
And Lord I feel, I feel much closer home

repeat chorus

Just any day now his face I'll see

10975. Just As I Am

Just As I Am
Rhonda Vincent
Charlotte Elliott / William B. Bradbury

Just as I am, without one plea,
But that Thy blood was shed for me,
And that Thou bidst me come to Thee,
O Lamb of God, I come, I come.

Just as I am, and waiting not
To rid my soul of one dark blot,
To Thee whose blood can cleanse each spot,
O Lamb of God, I come, I come.

Just as I am, though tossed about
With many a conflict, many a doubt,
Fightings and fears within, without,
O Lamb of God, I come, I come.

Just as I am, poor, wretched, blind;
Sight, riches, healing of the mind,
Yea, all I need in Thee to find,
O Lamb of God, I come, I come.

Just as I am, Thou wilt receive,
Wilt welcome, pardon, cleanse, relieve;
Because Thy promise I believe,
O Lamb of God, I come, I come.

Just as I am, Thy love unknown
Hath broken every barrier down;
Now, to be Thine, yea, Thine alone,
O Lamb of God, I come, I come.

Just as I am, of that free love
The breadth, length, depth, and height to prove,
Here for a season, then above,
O Lamb of God, I come, I come!



10976. Just As The Sun Went Down

Just as the Sun Went Down - James King Band
Po' Ramblin' Boys

Love like this was never known
Though you search the whole world 'round
Jesus dying for his own
Just as the sun went down

Just as the evenin' sun
Was sinkin' in the golden west
Hanging between two thieves
They crucified the Son of God

Mocked by the multitudes
They placed on Him a thorny crown
Love like this was never known
Jesus dying for His own
Just as the sun went down

By Sanhedron He was tried
Have no use for Him they cried
By the mob He was crucified
Just as the sun went down

10977. Just Ask

Just Ask
Lake Street Dive

Love's an addiction baby
There's a rehab for every kind
Lay your head down baby
Tell me what's on your mind
You've got so many heartaches
Take em one at a time
Imagine each ones a man
Takes a number, stands in a line

If you draw the line baby
I will walk the walk
But I may sow some seeds baby
And I may pick a lock
My door is always open
If you find you wanna talk
And when you're good and ready
We can go as deep as you want

So just ask (just ask)
Baby just ask
I'll do anything for you
All you gotta do is ask



So just ask (just ask)
Baby, baby just ask
I'll do anything for you
All you gotta do is ask

Like a pin up I will hold your gaze with yearning, when we're alone
Well now when all the streets and all the heads are turning
You will know (you will know) What you hold (you will know)
You will know

The sunlight is a villain
When it takes away the night
You're about the same baby
When you tell me that you're all right
You've made off with my body
And you're poisoning my mind
But I know I have your love babe
And you know that you always have mine

So just ask (just ask)
Baby just ask
I'll do anything for you
All you gotta do is ask
So just ask (just ask)
Baby, baby just ask
I'll do anything for you
All you've got to do is ask

10978. Just Because

Just Because
Stanley Brothers

Just because you think you're so pretty
Now just because you think you're so hot
Just because you think you've got something
That no other girl has got
You caused me to spend all my money
You laughed and called me old Santa Claus
But I'm telling you honey I'm through with you because, just because

Just because you think you're so pretty
Now just because you think you're so hot
Just because you think you've got something
That nobody else has got
You caused me to spend all my money
You laughed and called me old Santa Claus
Well I'm telling you honey I'm through with you because, just because



10979. Just Because I'm A Woman

Dolly Parton - Just Because I'm A Woman 

I can see you're disappointed
By the way you look at me
And I'm sorry that I'm not
The woman you thought I'd be
Yes, I've made my mistakes
But listen and understand
My mistakes are no worse than yours
Just because I'm a woman

So when you look at me
Don't feel sorry for yourself
Just think of all the shame
You might have brought somebody else
Just let me tell you this
Then we'll both know where we stand
My mistakes are no worse than yours
Just because I'm a woman

Now a man will take a good girl
And he'll ruin her reputation
But when he wants to marry
Well, that's a different situation
He'll just walk off and leave her
To do the best she can
While he looks for an angel
To wear his wedding band

Now I know that I'm no angel
If that's what you thought you'd found
I was just the victum of
A man that let me down
Yes, I've made my mistakes
But listen and understand
My mistakes are no worse than yours
Just because I'm a woman
No, my mistakes are no worse than yours
Just because I'm a woman

10980. Just Before The Evening

Leftover Salmon - Just Before The Evening 

As the sun sinks low, I'm leavin' for home
And the mountains stretch their shadows across the plains
The worries of the day, now just fade away
As the evening breeze brings the smell of summer rain

Before the night comes on, after the day is done
You know my favorite time, is just before the evening



That's when I think of you and all that we can do
Oh-oh, the time I love, is just before the evening

As the twilight comes stealin', it's always the same feelin'
Watchin' the daylight fade into the west
I can hear the nighthawks cry, as another day slips slowly by
Evenin' day is the time that I love best

Before the night comes on, after the day is done
You know my favorite time, is just before the evening
That's when I think of you and all that we can do
Oh-oh, the time I love, is just before the evening

So the stars will show their faces
Shining down on open spaces
Each one farther than my eyes can see
It's all unfolding in front of me

Before the night comes on, after the day is done
You know my favorite time, is just before the evening
That's when I think of you and all that we can do
Oh-oh, the time I love, is just before the evening

10981. Just Between The Two Of Us - Chords

Just Between the Two of Us 
By Merle Haggard with Bonnie Owens
Written by Liz Anderson
 
G                D7                            G
Just between the two of us we know our love is gone

                  C                            G
People think it's wonderful our love can be so true
                 D7                          G
You never say an angry word no matter what I do
                     C                           G
And you have so much faith in me you trust me anywhere
                       D7                              G
But the reason if they only knew is that we just don't care
 
                 C                            G
Just between the two of us let's give up this fantasy
                 D7                     G
For we no longer care enough to even disagree
          C                            G
Everybody envies us and the way we get along
                     D7                            G
But just between the two of us we know our love is gone
 
                 C                               G
Wish we could go back again to days that used to be
                    D7                             G



We fought a lot but even then I knew you cared for me
           C                               G
Now we get along so well no teardrops ever fall
                    D7                                  G
But there's no love no anything there's nothing left at all
 
Repeat #3

10982. Just Between You and Me

Marty Stuart - Just Between You and Me

So I feel so blue sometimes I want to die
And so I've got a broken heart, so what
They say that time will heal all wounds in mice and men
And I know that someday I'll forget and love again
But just between you and me
I've got my doubts about it
'Cause just between you and me
You're too much to forget

So I've lost the only girl I've ever loved
And so I've never felt so low, so what
I'll just tell myself each time I want to cry
That someday time will dry the teardrops from my eyes

But just between you and me
I'm not so sure about it
'Cause just between you and me
You're too much to forget

10983. Just Call

John Butler - Just Call

[Verse]
Hey there girl won't you look at me
You're the prettiest thing
That I ever did see
Maybe one day
When I'm lucky
You'll be my queen
And you'll marry me

[Pre-Chorus]
I set sail yeah I left my home
I was quite happy just to be alone
Thought that love was just a waste of time
 Till someone there changed my mind



And I said to her

[Chorus]
Just call and yeah you know I'll be there
Don't know but this could be forever
Just call and yeah you know I'll be there
Don't know but this could be forever

[Verse]
So there I was and there you were
All black and white but you colour
Dry season in the town of Broome
I found my staircase to the moon

[Pre-Chorus]
Of all the people I could find
I found you
Our families crossed the oceans
So we could share this space in time
You just stole my heart
And cracked me open

[Chorus]
Just call and yeah you know I'll be there
Don't know but this could be forever
Just call and yeah you know I'll be there now
Don't know but this could be forever
This could be forever
This could be forever
This could be forever
This could be forever

10984. Just Call Me Lonesome - Chords

Just Call Me Lonesome
As recorded by: Ernest Tubb
Written by: Rex Griffin

[1] Why must I Love the Heartless [4] One
Who'll [5] never know the Harm She's [1] done
Though Love is Blind, I should have [4] Known
JUST [5] CALL ME LONESOME from now [1] on.

I climb the Stairs up to My Room
But No-one meets Me in My Gloom
The Silence tells Me She is Gone
JUST CALL ME LONESOME from now on.

These Walls will hide Me when I Cry
And Hope that Heaven lets Me Die
What good is Life-when Hope is Gone
JUST CALL ME LONESOME from now on.



I Pray my Memories at Last
will Fade into the Distant Past
If I must Live and Love alone
JUST CALL ME LONESOME from now on.

10985. Just Can't Be

Just Can't Be
The Flying Burrito Brothers
Roberts-Hillman

You know I lost a friend the other day
She said she'd like to stay, but she's on her way
And I can't believe that she's leaving me
And it's been so long goin' on
Just can't be
Well it's happened before, well I never dreamed
It could happen with her, all the same old scenes
And it can't be true what's she trying to do
Be The death of me can't you see
Just can't be

What went wrong, well you know
I don't understand
But it's done and you know
I've done all I can
So I'll say goodbye to these tears I've cried
I will carry on, get along
I won't ask why
So I'll say goodbye to these tears I've cried
I will carry on, get along
I won't ask why

10986. Just Can't Believe It

Emmylou Harris
Just Can't Believe It

I know that it's supposed to be all over
And I know that I can take it, if that's the way it has to be
But you see, it's been so long we've been together
That I just can't believe it anyway

It's so hard to say goodbye to one who loves you
When you know that you might never meet again
And I know we both will cry and miss each other
But I just can't believe it anyway

No, I just can't believe it anyway



Here we stand, hand in hand, not knowing what to say

Now I open the door and as we're going
These tears in our eyes threaten to give us both away
And, for once, now our hearts are really showing
Still, I just can't believe it anyway
No, I just can't believe it anyway

10987. Just Close Your Eyes

Just Close Your Eyes
Fruition
Written by Jay Cobb Anderson

When my mind, is filled with troubles,
and I find I'm fallen', all the way,
all the way, down to the bottom,
I know you're there, to pick me up,

Cause you're my light, shinnin' in the darkness,
you're my lover, you're my friend,
and I sure could use some consolation,
won't you pick me up, start over again,

(chorus) Just close your eyes, just close your eyes,
I'd give you anything to make you realize,
ya been lookin' so hard for somethin',
and now your goin' blind,
baby, just close your eyes.

Ya don't need to worry, what your mama thinks,
and it don't matter, what your daddy'll do,
deep in your heart, lies the strength you need,
yeah the love you seek, is inside of you.

(chorus)

You are the reason, you are the question,
you are the answer, you are the truth,
you are the only thing that ever really mattered,
no it don't matter, if ya win or lose.

(chorus)
Baby, just close your eyes.
baby, just close your eyes.

10988. Just Enough Ashland City



The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Just Enough Ashland City

Well I don't know how I found her
Love works in mysterious ways
Well I could hardly afford a cup of coffee back then
Weren't exactly my salad days
She knew I was just pretending 
To be some kind of big shot
It took her two hours to tell a little something about herself
And that's when my heart stopped

She was just enough Ashland City
To want to watch the sun go down
She was just enough small town girl
To cook my supper in an evening gown
But Lord didn't she look pretty
Doin' that shake and bake
She was just enough Ashland City
And buddy that's about all it takes

A week later we got married
Yeah, I was gonna show her the world
'Cause I was Mr. Sophisticated and she was just a country girl
She wound up showing me everything
I'd ever been dreaming of
Well, I might've known the way to San Jose
But I didn't know a thing about love

She was just enough Ashland City
To want to put the t-top down
Take a skinny dip in that old gravel pit
About twenty miles out of town
But Lord didn't she look pretty
Swimming out of those bell bottom jeans
She was just enough Ashland City
And that's more than I'd ever seen

That was fifteen years ago
Nothing much has changed
Well I still try to play the big shot yeah and she's still dressing strange
She still has a hard time
Telling you about herself
So let me tell you a little about the woman I love
'Cause buddy she's something else

She's just enough Ashland City
To want to watch the sun go down
Just enough small town shy
To keep this ol' boy hanging around
Lord don't she look pretty
In an evening gown or jeans
She's just enough ashland city
That's just enough woman for me



10989. Just For Old Time Sake - Chords

Just For Old Time Sake
Recorded by Jim Ed Brown and Rhonda Vincent
Written by Hank Hunter and Jack Keller

C  G7      C        F
Oh darling just for old time sake
     G7       C
Turn back the hands of time
A7                  Dm
Pretend that you're still mine
C        G7       C
Just for old time sake
 
                                    F
Although I know you said goodbye to me
  G7                                 C
I can't help thinking how it used to be
                                    F
I guess I'll always be in love with you
  G7                                C
I can't forget the things we use to do 
  
repeat #1
 
                                         F
Well I know that if once more we share a kiss
       G7                             C
You'll realize that it's a thrill you miss
                                       F
That old time feeling deep within your heart
      G7                                 C
Would make you give our love a brand new start
                      
repeat #1

10990. Just Forget It, Son

Just Forget It, Son 

So now it's over, and you're free
You've left your little boy and me
You say you're tired of staying home
And you can make it on your own

I thought this family was your life
You're a new woman, not a wife
And now you're chasin' a new dream
Found in a cosmo magazine

That little guy and i will find our way
We never really knew you anyway



And when he wants to know the when the where the why and how
The mama who should be at home is gone
I'll tell him just forget it son

I spent a lifetime lovin' you
Or was it just a year or two
The girl i thought had clipped her wings
Lived only in my boyish dreams

Someday they'll say your son looks just like you
But you'll never know if what they say is true
And when he wants to know the when the where the why and how
The mama who should be at home is gone
I'll tell him just forget it son

And when he wants to know the when the where the why and how
The mama who should be at home is gone
I'll tell him just forget it son

It's just the times, not what we've done

10991. Just How Bad Do You Wanna Feel Good - Chords

Just How Bad Do You Wanna Feel Good
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Bill Caswell and Keith Whitley

C                    F
You're looking for a love life 
                C
Not a one night stand
                          F    C
But one night is about as far ahead
          G7
As I ever plan
 
                    F                C
I've laid it on the table the best I could
 
Now you know just how it is
                  F         C
If you think it's worth the risk
F     C        G7                    C
Honey just how bad do you wanna feel good
 
         F                     C
Just how bad do you wanna feel good
 
Does your consciousness say no 
                                      G7
But the woman in you keeps saying you should
                          F                 C
We could drive each other crazy if only you would



F     C        G7                    C
Honey just how bad do you wanna feel good
 
                         F
But I know that you're a lady 
            C
Through and through
          F    C                 G7
But honey even ladies needs love too
                   F                 C
Lady you will be a pleasure I know I could
 
             F        C
Do you wanna take the chance
         F     C
Or a one night romance 
F     C        G7                    C
Honey just how bad do you wanna feel good
 
Repeat #2 x2

F     C        G7                    C
Honey just how bad do you wanna feel good

10992. Just In Case

Todd Snider - Just in Case

You oughta know by now this love of mine is real
Honey, words just can't describe the way I feel
And even though we just met, I'm so glad the date is set
And years from now I would bet, we'd be together still

But just in case
Just in case
Now, this morning I went by my lawyer's place
I didn't think you would mind, here honey
Sign this dotted line, what's yours is yours
And what is mine will always be mine
And just in case

Well, you know that I can't love you enough
But I also can't afford to lose half of my stuff
There's no doubt in my mind, these ties that we're about to bind
Will hold us both together any time it gets too tough

But just in case
And just in case
This morning, I swung by my lawyer's place
I didn't think that you would mind, here dumplin'
Sign this dotted line, what's yours is yours
And what is mine will always be mine
Just in case



Just in case

10993. Just In Case

Forester Sisters - Just in case
Composer: James P. Pennington - Sonny Lemaire

I saw you walkin' down the street just the other day
Took one little look at me and turned the other way
Can't say I blame you but I'd like for you to know
How wrong I was to ever let you go

Just in case, you ever change your mind
If you suddenly decide to give me one more try
I'll be waiting in the wings, just lookin' for a sign
Just in case you change your mind

What can I say darlin', what can I do?
Well, I've got to find some way to change your point of view
I've always loved you and that's a natural fact
If you could only find it in your heart to take me back

Just in case, you ever change your mind
If you suddenly decide to give me one more try
I'll be waiting in the wings, just lookin' for a sign
Just in case you change your mind

Just in case, you ever change your mind
If you suddenly decide to give me one more try
I'll be waiting in the wings, just lookin' for a sign
Just in case you change your mind

Just in case, you ever change your mind
If you suddenly decide to give me one more try
I'll be waiting in the wings, just lookin' for a sign
Just in case you change your mind

10994. Just Is

Just Is
John Cowan, J. Mosser
New Grass Revival

Some people like sun and they don't mind the rain
And some people just shine and they never complain
Some folks is plain empty they can't fill it up
They say they're always thirsty
When they're holdin' the cup



Chorus:
Just is - it always will be
Just is - somehow we can't see
Just is - you may jump and shout
But there's the things
That you can do nothin' about

Some people born black and some people born blue
And some people insist on separatin' the two
There's a lesson that most of us learn too late
It's a virtue to love and its torture to hate

Chorus:

Some people don't care say nothin matters much
They don't count all their blessins' they just count on their luck
To me only fools really act that way
(in)Stead of living' in love they throw their lives away

Chorus:
Just is - Yeah
Just is -
Just is - you may jump and shout
Just is - but there's the things that you can do nothin' about
There's just things you can do nothing about
There's just things you can do nothing about

10995. Just Keep Walking

JUST KEEP WALKING
Johnny & The Mongrels
Leftover Salmon

Looking at you and your baby
Wondering why you don't go home
All the stars seem to be falling
You just cant see right from wrong

The sunny side of the street is calling
Why do you want to stand out in the cold
All these kids that don't know nothing
Make you want to set out on your own

Something's wrong, Something's strong
Since you remembered
Life goes on

(Chorus)
Just keep walking'
Walking till the end
Just keep walkin'
Walking with a friend
Even love wont keep you strong



Till the feeling's gone

One at a time keep em coming
It don't matter if you're moving slow
Keep in line, please no shoving
Trying to keep all your ducks in a row

Keep your life so neat and cozy
Never let anybody there
get you down

Just keep walking'
Walking till the end
Just keep walkin'
Walking with a friend

Man this love feels good and strong
And it just won't leave you alone
Just keep walking to the sun
pretty soon you're gonna have to run

So come one, come everybody
We're trying to help this poor boy find his home
All the years you spent together
Never ever fear the unknown

Love is here, love is coming
Better open up your heart
And let it in

Just keep walking'
Walking till the end
Just keep walkin'
Walking with a friend
Even love wont keep you strong
Till the feeling's gone

Just keep walkin'
Just keep walkin'
Just keep walkin'

10996. Just Let Go

Sturgill Simpson - Just Let Go

Woke up today and decided to kill my ego
It ain't ever done me no good no how
Gonna break through and blast off to the Bardo
In them flowers of light far away from the here and now
Taking a 49 divine day vacation
From reality and all else in between
Gonna transmigrate to my destination
Far beyond time in an eternal dream



But am I dreaming or am I dying
Either way I don't mind at all
Oh it feels so good you just can't help but crying
Oh you have to let go so the soul may fall
Oh my God it's so beautiful
Everything is a part of me
It's so hard looking through all the lies made of wool
But if you close your eyes it becomes so easy to see

10997. Just Like A Woman

Just Like A Woman
Bob Dylan

Nobody feels any pain
Tonight as I stand inside the rain
Ev'rybody knows
That Baby's got new clothes
But lately I see her ribbons and her bows
Have fallen from her curls.
She takes just like a woman, yes, she does
She makes love just like a woman, yes, she does
And she aches just like a woman
But she breaks just like a little girl.

Queen Mary, she's my friend
Yes, I believe I'll go see her again
Nobody has to guess
That Baby can't be blessed
Till she sees finally that she's like all the rest
With her fog, her amphetamine and her pearls.
She takes just like a woman, yes, she does
She makes love just like a woman, yes, she does
And she aches just like a woman
But she breaks just like a little girl.

It was raining from the first
And I was dying there of thirst
So I came in here
And your long-time curse hurts
But what's worse
Is this pain in here
I can't stay in here
Ain't it clear that--

I just can't fit
Yes, I believe it's time for us to quit
When we meet again
Introduced as friends
Please don't let on that you knew me when
I was hungry and it was your world.
Ah, you fake just like a woman, yes, you do
You make love just like a woman, yes, you do



Then you ache just like a woman
But you break just like a little girl.

10998. Just Like Heaven - Chords

Just Like Heaven - Infamous Stringdusters
Written by: The Cure
Appears on: Undercover, Vol. 2

Intro: G D Am C (x4)

Verse 1: 

 G               D                  Am                C
"Show me how you do that trick, the one that makes me scream" she said
     G                 D                    Am             C
"The one that makes me laugh" she said, and threw her arms around my neck
G               D            Am            C
Show me how you do it, and I promise you I promise that
           G           D  .        Am             C
I'll run away with you....I'll run away with you....

G D Am C (x4)

Verse 2: 

G                D             Am                  C
Spinning on that dizzy edge, I kissed her face and kissed her head
    G                   D               Am              C
And dreamed of all the different ways I had to make her glow
G               D               Am                 C             
"Why are you so far away?" she said "Why won't you ever know that.
       G             D              Am             C
I'm in love with you....that I'm in love with you"......

Chorus 1: 

Em  F
You, Soft and only
Em  F
You, Lost and lonely
Em  F
You, Strange as angels
C                              D
Dancing in the deepest oceans, twisting in the water, you're just like a dream!

G D Am C (x4)

Verse 3: 

G                  D            Am               C
Daylight licked me into shape I must have been asleep for days
    G              D                   Am           C



And moving lips to breathe her name, I opened up my eyes
    G             D           Am            C
And found myself alone alone, alone above a raging sea
     G              D                 Am               C
That stole the only girl I loved, and drowned her deep inside of me

Chorus 2: 

Em  F
You, Soft and only
Em  F
You, Lost and lonely
Em  F                 C
You, Just like heaven

10999. Just Like Old Times

Todd Snider - Just Like Old Times (Live)

[Verse 1]
There's a Coke machine glowing through the parking lot
Call that a room with a view
This was the best night of pool that I ever shot
I made a lot of money too
Looking for some company in the weekly "Scene"
Seen an ad, it just had to be you
Hadn't seen you since New Orleans
Never did figure out where you'd run off to

[Verse 2]
I know I looked bad last time that you saw me
Lately I been doin' all right
I won a tournament last week in Oklahoma City
Hustled half of this town tonight
I got some cocaine if you want some
It's the best that I could find
Hey, we could just sit here and talk all night
If that big ol' guy out in your car don't mind

[Chorus]
Like old times
Screw off the top on a bottle of wine
Living out our own kind
Of American dream
Just like old times
Your goal was always the same as mine
You didn't want to throw your fishing line
In that old main stream

[Verse 3]
You know I ain't expecting anybody but you
I don't know who this could be at the door
I'm pretty sure that you've got a clue



And I bet that you've been to this hotel before
Put the you-know-what in the bathroom but
Don't flush it down just yet
Put your pager in my suitcase, I'll get the window
You light a cigarette

[Chorus]
It'll be like old times
Just like the old times
Living out our own kind
Of American dream
Just like old times
Your goal was always the same as mine
You didn't want to throw your fishing line
In that old main stream

[Verse 4]
"No sir, officer, you don't understand
"We're just two old friends drinkin' wine
"I'm sure she is, but that's not all she is
"She's also an old friend of mine
"I got her high school picture right here in my wallet
"1982
"No sir, officer, no offense taken
"You have a good night, too"

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 5]
It's a good thing we didn't throw this away
Baby, turn up the radio
I'm pretty sure those cops knew what we were up to
I guess he just decided to let us go
Don't make such a thing about the picture
That was just somethin' I kept
Don't get all sentimental on me now, girl
You haven't even told me what your new name is yet

[Chorus]
Old times
Just like the old times
Living out our own kind
Of American dream
Just like old times
Your goal was always the same as mine
You didn't want to throw your fishing line
In that old main stream

[Outro]
And you didn't

11000. Just Like Overnight



Todd Snider - Just Like Overnight

[Verse 1]
Chain smoking cigarettes on the airplane
You were waiting right there at my gate
We had to pull off the highway just to find a payphone
When that line was busy though, you know we just a-had to wait

[Pre-Chorus]
Seems like day after day
Goes by like nothing is ever gon' change
But just like overnight
It's like it ain't never gon' be same
Hitting what you're aiming for
Forgetting what you missed
All we seem to know for sure now
Is how we can't go on like this

[Chorus]
Day after day
It's just like overnight
Day after day
It's just like overnight

[Verse 2]
We've been killing our time here now forever
Since way back before all this so-called reality
Hell, I remember when you used to have to walk all the way over
Just to turn the channel on that goddamn TV

[Pre-Chorus]
Seems like day after day
Goes by like nothing is ever gon' change
But just like overnight
It's like it ain't never gon' be same
Hitting what you're aiming for
You're forgetting what you missed
All we seem to know for now
How we can't go on like this

[Chorus]
Day after day
It's just like overnight
Day after day
It's just like overnight
Day after day
It's just like overnight
Day after day

11001. Just Like Rain - Chords

Just Like Rain
Artist: Laurie Lewis & Kathy Kallick
Album: Together



Chorus
[E]Just like rain fallin' [A]down from [E]heaven
Just like [E]rain fallin' from the [B]sky
You don't [E]know all the tears I'm [E]cryin'
All be[B]cause you told a [E]lie.
All I [A]want was for you to be [E]honest
All I [A]want[G] was for you to be [B]true
Now you're [E]sad you [A]broke a [E]promise
[E]I'm sorry to [B]say I can' believe in [E]you.

Instrumental

[E] [E] [A] [E]
[E] [E] [G] [B]
[E] [E] [A] [E]
[E] [B] [B] [E]
[A] [A] [A] [E]
[A] [A] [G] [B]
[E] [E] [A] [E]
[E] [B] [B] [E]

My lips won't [A]tell you that I'm [E]lonesome
I can't keep my [A]arms[G] from you at [B]night
And yet my [E]heart won't [A]keep a [E]secret
All the tears I [B]cried don't make it [E]right

Chorus

[E]Just like rain fallin' [A]down from [E]heaven
Just like [E]rain fallin' from the [B]sky
You don't [E]know all the tears I'm [E]cryin'
All be[B]cause you told a [E]lie.
[E] [B] [E]

11002. Just Like The Moon

Brett Dennen - Just Like the Moon

I believe that you were born during an eclipse
And the stars named you moon child
Then you come you rise into my sky
You stepped in front of my sun and it makes the whole world dark
And you light up the night
Just like the moon
Just like the moon you light up the night
And sometimes
Sometimes I only get a sliver of ya
But I'm hoping
I'm hoping for a full moon tonight
Laid back and I'm restless in the daytime
And I'm chased by these shadows
Oh thay're haunting me



Then you come with nighttimes' wooly blanket
And you wrap me like a child
Who's been in the rain too long
And you light up the night
Just like the moon just like the moon
You light up the night
And sometimes
Sometimes I only get a sliver of ya
But I'm hoping
I'm hoping for a full moon tonight

11003. Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues

Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues
Bob Dylan - String Cheese Incident

When you're lost in the rain in Juarez
And it's Eastertime too
And your gravity fails
And negativity don't pull you through
Don't put on any airs
When you're down on Rue Morgue Avenue
They got some hungry women there
And they really make a mess outa you

Now if you see Saint Annie
Please tell her thanks a lot
I cannot move
My fingers are all in a knot
I don't have the strength
To get up and take another shot
And my best friend, my doctor
Won't even say what it is I've got

Sweet Melinda
The peasants call her the goddess of gloom
She speaks good English
And she invites you up into her room
And you're so kind
And careful not to go to her too soon
And she takes your voice
And leaves you howling at the moon

Up on Housing Project Hill
It's either fortune or fame
You must pick up one or the other
Though neither of them are to be what they claim
If you're lookin' to get silly
You better go back to from where you came
Because the cops don't need you
And man they expect the same

Now all the authorities



They just stand around and boast
How they blackmailed the sergeant-at-arms
Into leaving his post
And picking up Angel who
Just arrived here from the coast
Who looked so fine at first
But left looking just like a ghost

I started out on burgundy
But soon hit the harder stuff
Everybody said they'd stand behind me
When the game got rough
But the joke was on me
There was nobody even there to call my bluff
I'm going back to New York City
I do believe I've had enough

11004. Just Like You - Chords

Just Like You (Hector Brown)
Tim O'Brien

[Verse 1]
D
Hector Brown he lives on a farm
             G           D
he's been a farmer all his life
D
until he had to slow down
D
when his heart broke down
                           A
he went under a surgeon's knive
          D
then the four kids that he raised
      G              D
all lived so far from home
D
since his wife died last December
A            D
Hector's all alone
 
 
[Chorus]
G                        A
and if you don't think an old man
            D    G
could be alone and blue
                     A
let me tell you my friend
                D
he's just like you
 



 
[Verse 2]
D
Ethyl Cline she lives in a city
               G                D
and her landlord he lives out of town
D
when the cold wind blows it chills her
                       G
her backache gets her down
                 D
so she reads by day
D
and she sleeps by night
                 G
she never goes nowhere
G
and scarcely anybody
                   D
even knows she's there
 
 
[Chorus]
G                      A
and if you don't think an old man
            D    G
could be alone and blue
                     A
let me tell you my friend
                D
he's just like you
 
 
[Verse 3]
D
well I know it's not too long ago
                  D
you were only twenty-one
D
but time moves only one way
                      D
you won't always be young
D
and if you don't think when you get old
                         D
you could be alone and blue
                      D
let me tell you my friend
                         D
you got some thinkin' to do
 
[Chorus]
G                       A
and if you don't think an old man
            D     G
could be alone and blue
                     A



let me tell you my friend
                D
he's just like you
 
 
[Outro]
G                       A
and if you don't think an old man
            D     G
could be alone and blue
                     A
let me tell you my friend
                D
he's just like you

11005. Just Listening

Just Listening
Greensky Bluegrass

I can't feel my body, I might not have legs
Possibly floating down this sidewalk, nothing' but' a head
Stop comparing' me to my brothers, this is' nothing like a race
We're building this together, don't pretend it's something else

I know people that I haven't met
It seems like I'm somewhere else
But I'm just listening

Someone else is buying
I guess we'll all get buzzed
So what we're out of tune
All the lovers have rooms

I know people that I haven't met
It seems like I'm somewhere else
But I'm just listening

Saying breakfast is ready
I know you don't hear your phone (Order up)
Here's another message for you
Probably should call home

I know people that I haven't met
It seems like I'm somewhere else
I know people that I haven't met
It seems like I'm somewhere else
But I'm just listening



11006. Just Load The Wagon

Just Load The Wagon
Junior Sisk - Just Load The Wagon

[Verse 1]
My grandpa had a sayin' that I got from him, no doubt
One day he had me loadin' hay 'till I was plumb wore out
I said, "If I load any more, this mule will be zigzagging!"
He said, "Don't worry 'bout the mule, now you just load the wagon."

[Chorus]
Don't you worry 'bout the mule, now you just load the wagon
Pile it on 'till you can see them old springs a-saggin'
I ain't seen a load we couldn't pull, and I ain't braggin'
Don't you worry 'bout the mule, now you just load the wagon

[Verse 2]
I married me a country girl, and I knew I'd found a winner
I told her to fix a couple chickens, and a hen for dinner
She said, "If you eat all that stuff, you'll bend over gaggin'!"
I said, "Don't worry 'bout the mule, now you just load the wagon."

[Chorus]
Don't you worry 'bout the mule, now you just load the wagon
Pile it on 'till you can see them old springs a-saggin'
I ain't seen a load we couldn't pull, and I ain't braggin'
Don't you worry 'bout the mule, now you just load the wagon

[Verse 3]
She asked if I want children, I said, "Eight or ten!"
"Well then, we'd better soon get started," she said with a grin
"But feedin' all that bunch is gonna keep your butt a-draggin'."
I said, "Don't worry 'bout the mule, now you just load the wagon."

[Chorus]
Don't you worry 'bout the mule, now you just load the wagon
Pile it on 'till you can see them old springs a-saggin'
I ain't seen a load we couldn't pull, and I ain't braggin'
Don't you worry 'bout the mule, now you just load the wagon

[Instrumental Outro]

11007. Just Look At This Mess

Just Look at This Mess
Punch Brothers - Just Look at This Mess

[Verse 1: Chris Thile/
Thile, Chris Eldridge & Gabe Witcher
]
Just look at this mess I've made in the thick of it
I like it like this but I'll never tell you that



 Cause I lie like the colors of the rainbow
Just look at these grown ass men at my beck and call
Wherever we go, God helps those who help themselves

[Chorus:
Thile, Eldridge & Witcher
/Thile]
As I lie like the colors of the rainbow
As I cheat like the daisies in the field
And
they inhale it like the oxygen I could borrow
If I
cared and how not to steal

[Bridge:
Thile & Witcher
/Thile/
Thile, Eldridge & Witcher
]
Don't let him get to you
Don't let him put you off your game
With his hey batter batter swing
He wants you to blow a fuse
At the sight of the mess he thinks he made
With his hey batter batter swing
But good eye:
This
mess wasn't made alone
Our
sandlot antagonist
-cum-king
Builds throne after gilded throne
On the rock of our disbelief in the
thick of it

[Chorus:
Thile, Eldridge & Witcher
]
As he lies like the colors of the rainbow
As he cheats like the daisies in the field
And we inhale it like the oxygen he could borrow
If he cared and how not to steal

11008. Just Lovin' You

Just Lovin' You - Larry Sparks
JD Crowe

Well I've traveled around this world
I've seen lots of pretty girls
No one like you no one like you

For your love is warm and kind



And it eases a noisy mind
Lovin' you just lovin' you

The sweetest love I ever knew
Is the love I get from you
I always keep on lovin' you

You hold the key to my heart
And I know we'll never part
Forever I'll be lovin' you

Oh I know there is no doubt
You're the one I can't live without
I'm lovin' you only you

My every dream now is real
And I know I always will
Be lovin' you just lovin you

After travelin' around this world
There is no other girl
To take the place of lovin' you

We've known each other for so long
and our love is holding strong
I'll always keep on lovin' you

11009. Just Loving You

Just Loving You - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

Lovin' you, lovin' you,
Seems that's all I ever want to do
You went and turned your back on me
I packed my bags and had to leave
I can't believe I'm still in love with you

The hardest thing I've tried to do
Is try and keep from loving you
I don't think it's ever gonna be
You have got my heart and soul
Wish that you were mine to hold
Even though I know you don't love me

I close my eyes and all I see
Are memories of when you loved me
Your heart is locked, and I don't have the key
So I'll keep tryin' to forget
Maybe some day time will let
My heart heal and once again be free



11010. Just One Drink Away - Chords

Just One Drink Away   
Recorded by Keith Whitley
 
C
Well I moved down to Houston
           C7     F
To get you off my mind
                     C
I went out with some friends at night
   D7                  G7
To have me a real good time
 
    C
But one shot of tequila  
             C7             F
Put me right back where I'd been
                          C
Cause I'm always just one drink away
     G7         C
From loving you again
 
    F
I'm always just one drink away
     C
From loving you again
                                          G7
I step into a bar when your memories come again 
    C                    C7              F
But I turn up the bottle you turn up and then
                    C
I'm always just one drink away
     G7         C
From loving you again
 
                         C7        F
Folks are there drinking trying to forget
                    C
But I just need you more and more
    D7            G7
The higher that I get
     C                         C7             F
So I fast burn down the whisky vodka wine and gin 
                          C
Cause I'm always just one drink away
     G7         C
From loving you again
 
Repeat #3

 
So bring me one more tonic



C7                F
Leave my ball and chain
                          C
Cause I'm always just one drink away
     G7         C
From loving you again

11011. Just One Look

Linda Ronstadt - Just One Look

Just one look and I fell so hard
In love with you Oh Oh

I found out how good it feels
To have your love Oh Oh

Say you will, will be mine
Forever and always Oh Oh

Just one look and I knew
That you were my only one Oh Oh

I thought I was dreaming
But I was wrong Oh yeah yeah
Ah but I'm gonna keep on scheming
Till I make you, make you my own

So you see I really care
Without you I'm nothing Oh Oh
Just one look and I know
I'll get you someday Oh Oh

Just one look
That's all it took hah just one look
That's all it took woah just one look
That's all it woah baby you know I love you baby
I'll build my world around you come on baby

11012. Just One More Time

Just One More Time 
Kenny & Amanda Smith

Lord the last time we talked 
Was when I needed help I was in 
Trouble, something I'm good at  
You were there, for me then 
And I hope, you're there now 



'Cause Lord, I need you again 
 
CHORUS : 
I'm sorry I didn't pray until now 
But things just took up my time 
Forgive me, this last time I pray, dear God 
Pick me up just one more time 
 
Remember I said we'd talk a lot more 
I would pray when things were going good   
But it seemed that the vow is like a leaf in the wind 
Here, and gone again

11013. Just One Of A Kind

Just One Of A Kind
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Dottie Rambo

G
Within the prison of my soul 
                          Am
Locked within my troubled mind
D7                    Am
There's a boy I can't forget 
D7                       G
Cause he's just one of a kind
Just a plain old fashioned boy 
                              Am
The kind a girl don't have to tame
D7                       Am
When he starts to settle down 
D7                             G
He's proud to let her wear his name
                          C
Within my hand I hold the key 
                     D7
Do I dare to set him free
                    Am
Got a feelin' in my mind 
D7                      G
That he's just one of a kind
Ran away from our hometown 
                           Am
Thought I'd leave his love behind
D7                     Am
But there he rode with me 
D7                    G
On the highways of my mind
Met a lot of handsome boys 
                             Am
And some boys aren't hard to find
D7                    Am



He's a rare breed I'm convinced 
D7                      G
That he's just one of a kind
repeat #2 x2
                    Am
Got a feelin' in my mind 
D7                      G
That he's just one of a kind
                    Am
Got a feelin' in my mind 
D7                      G
That he's just one of a kind

11014. Just One Of Them Nights - Chords

Just One Of Them Nights 
Fruition
 
[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
 
G                                                              C                       G
It's just one of them nights when you look at yourself and you wonder how the time has gone
       Bm                                                       Am                      D
And ya think of the past and them girls that you loved, and you wonder how it ever went wron
g
          C                                   G                         Em                    G      C
And there ain't no candles burnin, and you're buzzin like an old street light, I'm a having a tim
e
                      G
It's just one of them nights
 
[Verse 2]
 
                                                                C                     G
It's just one of them nights when she crosses your mind, and ya wonder how much she's cha
nged
 Bm                                          Am                D
Last time I heard anything about you, well I heard that ya got engaged
    C                          G                 Em                    G      C
I'm happy for you darlin and I know that I'll be fine, I'm just having a time
                      G     G7
It's just one of them nights
 
[Verse 3]
 
          C                                                  G
It's just one of them nights when your tired as hell, but ya stay up drinkin instead
       C                                    G
And ya can't find no conclusions to all the stories that ya start in your head
       Am                                             Em                                   G      C



And ya know you're on top of the world, ya just got a dark turn of mind, you're a having a time
                      G
It's just one of them nights
 
[Solo]
 
G C G
Bm Am D
C G Em
G C G G7
 
[Verse 4]
          C                                               G
It's just one of them times you got nothin to say, but ya can't seem to keep ya mouth shut
       C                                           G
So you wash all your words in whiskey, and then ya dry em off with cigarette butts
       Am                                          Em                                                G      C
And ya pray to god you're dreaming and that you'll wake up in a different life, you're just havin
g a time
                      G
It's just one of them nights
 
[Verse 5]
                                                                C                     G
It's just one of them nights that you're lost in ya mind and ya realize you're gettin older
       Bm                               Am                         D
And ya feel like there's no shelter, to guard ya from the freezing cold
        C                                      G                  Em
And you know that you'll be better, if you can feel that morning shine
                     G     C                     G
You're just having a time, it's just one of them nights
C                    G     C                     G     C G
Yeah you're having a time, it's just one of them nights

11015. Just One Song

Just One Song
WRITTEN BY Z. LUPETIN
MUSIC BY DUSTBOWL REVIVAL

Old freight train keeps rolling by
Every thirty seconds behind the bar
We're playing tonight
It's rattling the wails
The air raid siren keeps going off
Every other hour since four o'clock
He says don't worry son
There's only tornadoes in the fail

Well I don't know what I'm even doing here
But I might as well put a smile upon my face
Just in case somebody's feeling low down
I can turn it around



Ican right a wrong
Give me just one song

Now I could write a song about falling in love
About the first time I held you
Ob, we fit just like a glove

But that would be dead wrong
And people keep telling me write what you know
And nobody wants to hear about us
Getting stuck in the snow
Cause we forgot to put the chains on

Well I don't know what I'm even doing here
But, I might as well put a smile upon my face
Just in case somebody's feeling low down
I can turn it around
I can right a wrong
Give me just one song
Oooh, oooh (x2)

A woman came up to me the other day
She been livin' alone since her husband Roger
He came home in a flag in a body bag
Now every night she watches the band play
She closes her eyes and oh she feels so far away
Like Roger might come back

So you gotta a bole in your soul
Everybody knows there's only one way
To make it better
On the day my daddy died, my mama cried
And you know that I,
Didn't know what to say to her

So turn up the old car stereo
The boss is singing all about that thunder road
And that was daddy's song

Now everybody's singing at the top of their lungs
And for four minutes,
Forty-nine seconds it felt like we were
Young again and nothing could ever go wrong

Well I don't know what I'm even doing here
But I might as well put a smile upon my face
Just in case somebody's feeling real low down
I can turn it around
I can right a wrong
Give me just one song
Oooh, oooh (x2)

Well I don't know what I'm even doing here
But, I might as well put, a smile upon my face
Just in case, somebody's feeling low down
I can turn it around
I can right a wrong



Give me just one song

I can turn it around
I can right a wrong
Give me just one song (x2)

11016. Just One Teardrop

Just One Teardrop

I saw you last night through the tears in my eyes
The dance floor was crowded and I realized
The thoughts you were having as you danced by my way
While I was one teardrop and one step away

    Just one teardrop and one step away
    My heart will be broken til my dyin day
    Your eyes told the story of the price I must pay
    While I was one teardrop and one step away

I know I will miss you and my heart will never mend
If we can't live together at least lets part as friends
I know I will miss you every single day
While I was one teardrop and one step away

11017. Just One Time

Just One Time - Kathy Kallick
 Don Gibson, Sony/ATV-Acuff Rose/BMI

Wish I could see you just one time
Oh, how it'd ease my troubled mind
If I could hold you just one time
And then pretend that you're still mine
Lips that used to thrill me so
They now thrill someone else I know
Gone is the love that once was mine
Wish I could see you just one time
CHORUS:
Oh, oh, oh, I miss you so
Oh, I need you so
I, I, I'd give this heart of mine
If I could see you just one time.
Wish I could relive just one time
Turn back the pages, there I'd find
That same old love that once was mine
If I could see you just one time
Lips that used to thrill me so
They now thrill someone else I know



Gone is the love that once was mine
Wish I could see you just one time

11018. Just One Way To The Gate - Chords

Just One Way To The Gate 
Carl Story
 
[Intro]
D    A    D
 
 
[Verse 1]
               D
There's many a path through this world of sin
                 A                  D
But there's only one I shall travel in
                   D
'Tis the old Cross Road, or the way called Straight
                  A                 D
There is just one way to the pearly gate
 
 
[Chorus]
                  D
There is just one way to the pearly gate
                A                        D
To the crown of life and the friends who wait
                   D
'Tis the old Cross Road, or the way called Straight
                  A                 D
There is just one way to the pearly gate
 
 
[Instrumental]
D    A    D
 
 
[Verse 2]
                  D
Others risk their souls on some new-made way
                   A                    D
Thinking they will come to the gate someday
                  D
Oh, may they find out, here their lives are done
                   A                D
That the old Cross Road is the only one
 
 
[Chorus]
                  D
There is just one way to the pearly gate
                A                        D



To the crown of life and the friends who wait
                   D
'Tis the old Cross Road, or the way called Straight
                  A                 D
There is just one way to the pearly gate
 
 
[Instrumental]
D    A    D
 
 
[Outro]
                  D
There is just one way to the pearly gate
                A                        D
To the crown of life and the friends who wait
                   D
'Tis the old Cross Road, or the way called Straight
                  A                 D
There is just one way to the pearly gate

11019. Just One Year

Just One Year

Just one year since you told me you loved me
And said, love, we never would part
But a link in the chain has been broken
Leaving me with a sad and aching heart

Will you take back everything that I gave you
Your ring, that little lock of hair
It's a card with your picture, sweetheart, on it
There'll never be another girl so fair

Hand in hand we walked along together
Hand in hand we walked along in pride
Hand in hand we walked along together
Honey, down by that big river side

I will take back everything that I gave you
that ring, that little lock of hair
But keep the card with your picture, sweetheart, on it
There'll never be another girl so fair

11020. Just Over In The Glory Land

Just Over In The Glory Land
Bill Monroe



I've a home prepared where the saints abide
Just over in the glory land
And I long to be by my Saviour's side
Just over in the glory land

Just over ( over ) in the glory land
I'll join ( yes join ) the happy angel band
Just over in the glory land
Just over ( over ) in the glory land
There with ( yes with ) the mighty host I'll stand
Just over in the glory land

I am on my way to those mansions fair
Just over in the glory land
There to sing God's praises and his glory share
Just over in the glory land

* Refrain

What a joyful thought that my Lord I'll see
Just over in the glory land
And with kindred saved, there forever be
Just over in the glory land

* Refrain

With the blood washed throng I will shout and sing
Just over in the glory land
Glad hosannas to Christ, the Lord and King
Just over in the glory land

* Refrain

11021. Just Over Yonder - Chords

Just Over Yonder
Recorded by Doyle Lawson

G                           C
Just over yonder beyond the river
           G              D7
There is a city of pure delight
           G                    C
Where many loved ones are congregating 
               G           D7       G
With Psalms of victory and robes of white

                                D7
Just over yonder there'll be no heartaches
                               G
No lonely days will there ever come
                                     C



There'll be no crying there'll be no dieing
        G         D7          G
Oh what rejoicing when we get home

                                    C
There's nothing here friend but disappointment
         G                D7
So often here we are left alone
         G                       C
But over yonder hearts will grow fonder
        G      D7         G
And separation will never come

Repeat #2

                              C
Just over yonder I'll soon be going
          G               D7
To see my Savior upon His throne
           G                        C
And hear a welcome ring out through heaven
         G            D7      G
Oh weary pilgrim this is your home

Repeat #2

11022. Just Partners

Ernest Tubb 
Just Partners

Why not be just partners for a while
I don't want to call you sweetheart now
At parting just a handshake and a smile
Then there'll be no tears of broken vow

It's better that we never fall in love
We'll be partners if you'll do your part
We'll be the best of friends
And partners to the end
I couldn't bear another broken heart

I must admit that you are pure as gold dear
I know I like you better than the rest
But I'm afraid to tell the story old dear
I'll never take another loosing guest

Why not be just partners for a while
I don't want to call you sweetheart now
At parting just a handshake and a smile
Then there'll be no tears of broken vow

It's better that we never fall in love



We'll be partners if you'll do your part
We'll be the best of friends
And partners to the end
I couldn't bear another broken heart

11023. Just Passin' Through

Just Passin' Through

Well it's Friday night at the Legion hall in some Alberta town
And from the stage I see you as you look me up and down
Later on you'll ask me if I'll share some time with you
I'll say sorry honey not tonight I'm just a passin' through

Now I may be a stranger to this little country town
But in your eyes I recognize a man who gets around
You say you want to be with me and make my dreams come true
But I pay no mind I know your kind and I'm just a passin' through

They tell me that they've never heard a singer quite so sweet
And when I play the fast ones it just knocks them them off their feet
Well I don't mind the compliment but I'm nobody's fool
I don't pay no mind they're not my kind
and I'm a just a passin' through

Well I don't know how many times before I've met a man like you
Who thinks I'm something special on account of what I do
I can tell you I'm no different from the girl who cooks for you
I'm just cookin' on this old guitar and I'm singin' songs for you

Don't think that you're the only one it happens all the time
You cowboys think you'll win my prize by handing me a line
Why don't you let me sing my songs there's other girls to woo
And I'll make a bet you you won't regret that I was just a passin' through

Well nobody told me this is how I'd have to pay my dues
But I'll be long gone before too long 'cause I'm just a passin' through

11024. Just Passin' Through

Just Passin' Through
Nershi, Barlow
String Cheese Incident

One of these days I'm bound to wake up dead 
No one gets out alive

I've heard it said I'll reach to the sky and find a hole in the middle 
or look straight down and see hell's hot griddle 



Leapin' the moon with a hey diddle diddle 
Precious dear take a good close look at me 
You never know if it's the last time you'll see This transitory

piece of celestial matter 
One more seed that has been scattered 
I once was former I'll soon be latter I'm just passin' through Just

passin' through 
'Cause it's a sweet short ride through a beautiful place 
If you can dig it it's a real disgrace 
It's a miracle but commonplace 

Well it seems to me bad rap's laid on death 
As though you're weak to breath your own last breath 
It ain't as if I don't really love living 
Not the least bit tired of the takin' and the giving 
But when I go it'll all be forgiven

11025. Just Passin' Time

Just Passin' Time

Just passin' time with everyone I meet
I'm just passin' time as I wander through the streets
Just passin' time, wrestlin' with thoughts that fight my sleep
She left behind, just passin' time

I'm just passin' time inside these empty rooms
I'm just passin' time where small lost hopes still loom
Just passin' time appears unlikely to heal any wounds
Love is kind, I'm just passin' time

And time hangs around more every day
Why I keep searching
For a place that old thoughts might stay
And not just end up right back in my heart's way?

Time don't ever answer nothin' new
Least not here lately
In any way that I could use
For figurin' out what's left to lose

I'm just passin' time with everyone I meet
I'm just passin' time as I wander through the streets
I'm just passin' time wrestlin' with thoughts that fight my sleep
She left behind, I'm just passin' time



11026. Just Passing Thru - Chords

Chris Hillman - Just Passing Thru 
written by Chris Hillman & Steve Hill

D 
I've got time to think it over
                   G
I've got wheels to grind
    D
And now I'm walking sober
C G      A
I do believe 
            D
This is the hour of my redemption
                      G
There's nothing I can do
             D
I'm breaking chains and I'm mending fences
   C    G    A                     D
Oh Just like you I've been passing thru
              G                  D 
We walked the walk we talked the talk
                              A
Where does that leave you and I
       G                D
We say hello we say goodbye
     C    G        A                      D          
I've good news for you we're just passing thru

solo

D
I feel free as a whipperwill
                   G
Flying high in the sky
        D
Running fast while I'm here still
   C G     A
Oh I do believe  
        D
in this world we walk alone
                       G
Doesn't matter  who we know
              D               
Or what we've done or who we know
   C     G    A                    D
Oh Just like you I'm just passing thru
              G                  D 
We walked the walk we talked the talk
                              A
Where does that leave you and I
       G                D
We say hello we say goodbye
     C    G        A                      D          
I've good news for you we're just passing thru
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11027. Just Passing Time

Just Passing Time
Dwight Yoakam - Just Passing Time

Just passin' time with everyone I meet.
I'm just passin' time as I wander through the streets.
Just passin' time wrestlin' with thoughts that fight my sleep,
She left behind just passin' time.

I'm just passin' time inside these empty rooms.
I'm just passin' time where small lost hopes stil loom.
Just passin' time appears unlikely to heal any wounds.
Love is kind I'm just passin' time.

An' time hangs around more every day.
Why keep searching,
For a place that old thoughts might stay,
And not just end up right back in my heart's way? 

Time don't ever answer nothin' new.
Least not here lately,
In any way that I could use,
For figurin' out what's left to lose.

I'm just passin' time with everyone I meet.
I'm just passin' time as I wander through the streets.
I'm just passin' time wrestlin' with thoughts that fight my sleep,
She left behind I'm just passin' time.

11028. Just Playin' Possum

Just Playin' Possum

I parked my car 'round back
I've got the shades pulled down
I told everybody including my mama
I was leaving town
But I've been right here
Since you've been gone
Belly-up at the bottom of a bottle
Listening to George Jones

And just playin' possum
Laying low
I've got hundred watts of hurtin'



Coming through the speakers of my stereo
Don't want to see nobody
Nowhere I want to go
I'm just playin' possum
And laying low

I'm gonna hide my heart
And be a love recluse
Oh I could cry on my best friend's shoulder
But there ain't no use
I need an expert on
The pain I'm going through
So I'll keep George on the old turntable
'Til I'm over you

And just playin' possum
Laying low
I've got hundred watts of hurtin'
Coming through the speakers of my stereo
Don't want to see nobody
Nowhere I want to go
I'm just playin' possum
And laying low

He's playin' possum
And he's laying low

11029. Just Pleasing You

Just Pleasing You
Emmylou Harris & Rodney Crowell

I used to get drunk all by myself
I wanted to be somebody else
And I had a mask inside my mind
That I hid behind
Out on the point of no return
I crossed a bridge I could not burn
And turned down a road that led straight to
Just pleasing you

If just pleasing you is the last thing I do
I'll go to my grave nobody's slave

Most of the friends I used to know
Gave up a long long time ago
I blew through their lives a train off track
And never looked back
And I made each love a nasty joke
And every last chance, a vow I broke
Then down on my knees, surrender to
Just pleasing you



If just pleasing you is the last thing I'll do
They'll lay me to rest knowing I've had the best

I used to get drunk all by myself
Now I've set that old pain up on the shelf
And each shining day I rise up to
Just pleasing you

And each shining day I rise up to
Just pleasing you
Just pleasing you
Just pleasing you

11030. Just Put a Ribbon in Your Hair

Just Put a Ribbon in Your Hair 

Bobby wants a ten-speed
An English racer
Jenny wants
That fuzzy teddy-bear
Now your asking me
What I'd like from Santa
For Christmas this year
There's a lot of things
Girl, you could buy for me
But they wouldn't mean as much
As you standing by that tree

Just put a ribbon in your hair
Darlin'
You'll be the best gift anywhere
Christmas mornin'
There's no worldly treasure
I'd like any better
Than you standin' there
Just put a ribbon in your hair

Colored boxes filled
With fancy presents
They were mighty pretty sites
It's true
But all those pretty things
They just can't compare
To the beauty in you
Girl on Christmas day
The greatest gift I know
Will be having you to hold
Underneath the mistletoe

Just put a ribbon in your hair
Darlin'
You'll be the best gift anywhere



Christmas mornin'
There's no worldly treasure
I'd like any better
Than you standin' there
Just put a ribbon in your hair
Just put a ribbon in your hair

(Oohhh, baby)

11031. Just Right

Just Right
Sim Redmond Band

If I could be anyone, anytime, anywhere, 
I would be me with you right now just sitting here. 
If I could have anything that I could wish for, 
I would want just whats in front of me and nothing more.

Chorus: 
Its just right, 
its just right, 
its just right, 
darling its just right.

If I could go into my past and erase mistakes, 
I would tell you I've no regrets, nothing to replace. 
If I could know just how my future was gonna go, 
I would tell you that I would rather not ever know.

I fell asleep last night and began to dream 
of distant hills gentle valleys and rolling streams, 
on my arms there were wings that would take me there, 
and my soul was so free I was light as air. 

So I flew to this far away paradise, 
and I stayed til the coming of the morning light, 
and when I woke it was then that I realized, 
the place in my dreams was laid out right before my eyes.

If my heart is an ocean, 
I will swim to the depth of devotion, 
If my soul is a river, 
I'll be searching these waters forever.

11032. Just Say I'm Sorry

Just Say I'm Sorry



[Intro: P!nk]
One, two

[Chorus: P!nk]
Just say, "I'm sorry"
It's not the hardest thing to do
Just say you're wrong sometimes
And I'll believe you 'cause I love you
Just say, "I'm sorry"

[Verse 1: Chris Stapleton]
Everybody wants to be the one who's right
Everybody wants the last word to end the fight
Every day is a new day with a chance to choose
Sometimes, the way to win is to say you lose

[Chorus: Chris Stapleton]
Just say, "I'm sorry"
It's not the hardest thing to do
Just say you're wrong sometimes
And I'll believe you 'cause I love you
Just say, "I'm sorry"

[Verse 2: P!nk]
Mm, love's a gamble and the stakes are high
And all that's on the table is a bad goodbye
You say you'd die for me, so I don't know why
You can't pull the trigger and kill your pride

[Chorus: P!nk & Chris Stapleton]
Just say, "I'm sorry"
It's not the hardest thing to do
Just say you're wrong sometimes
And I'll believe you 'cause I love you
Just say, "I'm sorry"

[Instrumental Bridge]

[Chorus: P!nk & Chris Stapleton]
Just say, "I'm sorry"
It's not the hardest thing to do
Just say you're wrong sometimes
And I'll believe you 'cause I love you
Just say, "I'm sorry"
'Cause I love you

11033. Just Say Yes

Rodney Crowell - Just Say Yes

I'm not in some corner tonight wasting my time
I'm not at the end of the bar out of my mind
I've been down on my luck for sure



But I'm not down on myself no more
If you'll open up the door I'll do all the rest
I'm not gonna tell you I've changed what would that change
I'm not gonna try to explain what I can't explain
I can't change the past it's true the future now depends on you
Sot open up and I'll come through I swear I'll pass the test
Just say yes just say yes
Just say yes and I'll show you what I'm made of
Every strength and weakness I possess
Take a chance on me you have my guarantee
I'll build my world around your happiness
I'm not gonna offer excuses I treated you badly
Giving up would only be useless cause I love you madly
I'm sorry for the things I did the way I ran away and hid
And if you open up the lid I can get it off my chest
Just say yes just say yes

11034. Just Sit Down And Cry

(Robert Edrington) 
Bobby Wayne

Oh, you told me that you loved me so many times
And the love that I wanted always would be mine
But now you're gone and I don't know what I'll do
I think I'll just sit down and cry over you.

Now when you left me for another my world fell apart
All you left me was a mem'ry and a broken heart
But till all the pain is gone I don't know what I'll do
I think I'll just sit down and cry over you.

Yes, I think I'll just sit down and cry over you because you went away
Just like a baby I would cry because you didn't stay
And now that I found out your love for me was never true
I think I'll just sit down and cry over you.

--- Instrumental ---

Yes, I think I'll just sit down and cry over you because you went away
I've got so many tears to cry I'd better start today
And now that I found out your love for me was never true
Oh, I think I'll just sit down and cry over you.

Oh yes, I think I'll just sit down and cry over you...

11035. Just Someone I Used to Know - Chords



Just Someone I Used to Know
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent - Emmylou Harris
Written by Jack Clement

G         C              G
There's a picture that I carry
                 D7   G
One we made some time ago
                    C              G
When they ask who's in the picture with me
               D7            G
I say just someone I used to know
 
G7       C                   G
Just someone I used to spend some time with
                    D7       G
Just a flame that's lost its glow
                                        C
I don't tell them of the nights I cried without you 
      G        D7            G
I say just someone I used to know
 
G7       C                 G
Just someone I used to run around with
                   D7   G
Just a friend from long ago
                                C
I don't tell them how lost I am without you
          G        D7            G
And I say just someone I used to know
                   D7            G
Yes I say just someone I used to know

11036. Just Takes Time

Just Takes Time
Kathy Kallick

You're hurting way too much
You need somebody's touch
Understanding's not enough
You need love

You've been dealt the unfair blow
The last hit was much too low
You'll get through somehow, but how
You just don't know

CHORUS:

Everybody says it just takes time
All the while you'll walk the line
With time crawling by
You say you're doing fine



Oh, but your faith in life is shot
Your friends are all you've got
And a friend's kind words don't hit the spot
You need love

CHORUS

So full of fear you can't reach out
Your mind so full of doubt
Better cry for love
Better scream and shout for love

Sometime's the anger's all that's real
And you're just too numb to feel
As the doors slam shut
Let your heart steal back to love

11037. Just Tell A Lie

Chris Stuart & Backcountry - Just Tell a Lie

You say that you're sorry, your love you will prove,
But I know that you'll never change what you do,
I'll always get nothing but heartache from you,
But tonight don't leave me with the truth.

Just tell a lie, sell your alibi,
Then dry my tears and hold me before I change my mind,
And I'll forgive and forget one more time.

I should try to leave you I should say goodbye,
Believe all the stories and see through your lies,
But I hear what I want to, I see what I like,
And I need to believe you tonight.

Someday things will change and my heart will be strong,
I'll open my eyes and I'll see you were wrong,
I'll make up my mind and I'll go on alone,
But for now, don't leave me on my own.

11038. Just Tell Me Darling - Chords

Just Tell Me Darling 
Chris Hillman
 
E
If I take all the love that's in me
A              E



And bet it  on you
E                               C#7           F#           B7
Would you  promise that I won't wind up broke and feeling blue
        E            E7      A
I would risk my life on love again
             E       B7           E
Just tell me darling am I'm still in  ?
                                  it
E
If you love me then left me
  A                   E
I don't know what I'd do
                      C#7
You could walk away a loser
      F#               B7
A few times and you're thru
       E            E7      A
I will risk my life on love again
             E       B7         E
Just tell me darling am I still in
             A                      E
Just tell me darling   do I have  I chance
E                        Esus
There's a lot of players in this game
    E                B7
And they all want to dare (?)
                     dance
        E           E7       A
I will risk my life on  love again
             E       B7         E
Just tell me darling am I still in
 
SOLO
 
E
I put my heart on the table
A                 E
Just for one more time
E                       C#7
And nothing gained and nothing lost
    F#                 B7
For those who tow the line
         E             E7      A
I would  risk  my life on love again
             E       B7         E
Just tell me darling am I still in
             A                      E
Just tell me darling   do I have  I chance
                         Esus
There's a lot of players in this game
    E                B7
And they all want to dare
        E            E7       A
I would risk my life on  love again
             E       B7         E
Just tell me darling am I still in
A            E       B7         E



Just tell me darling am I still in
A            E       B7         E
Just tell me darling am I still in

11039. Just The Motion

Just The Motion
Richard & Linda Thompson

Remember, when we were hand in hand?
Remember, we sealed it with a golden band?
Now your eyes don't meet mine, you've got a pulse like fever
Do I take you for a lover or just a deceiver?

Simple is simple and plain is plain
If you leave me now you won't come back again
When the game is up, ah, don't renege on our love

No, don't renege on our love
Ah, no, don't renege on our love, don't renege on our love

Well, give me just an ounce of sympathy
Give me my chains of liberty
There's a rope that binds us and I don't want to break it
If love is a healing why should we forsake it

Well, hunger is hunger and need is need
Am I just another mouth to feed
When the game is up, well don't renege on our love

No, don't renege on our love
No, don't renege on our love, don't renege on our love

When my heart breaks it breaks like the weather
If you leave me now it'll thunder forever
Oh, don't give it up, well, well, don't renege on our love

Ah, no, don't renege on our love
No, don't renege on our love, don't renege on our love
Don't renege on our love

11040. Just The Same

Just the Same
Yonder Mountain String Band

Come on mamma, put your good dress on
The night is young and we're goin' downtown
Where faces come and faces go



It ain't very far you know

Come on mamma, is it really that hard
To lose yourself right where you are
Till your money's gone and your mind is bent
You couldn't say where midnight went

Chorus:
Winding pathways, blind-sided fools
How could you let them get the best of you
Stumblin' footfalls, someone calls your name
Been calling you, stay just the same, just the same

Come on mamma, let it fade away
For good this time and gone we'll stay
All the scenes are gonna pass on by
I swear we'll leave it all behind

[ Chorus ]

11041. Just The Same - Chords

Just The Same 
Pokey LaFarge

[Intro]
F  Gm  C7  F
 
[Verse 1]
F
Two broken hearts
               Gm
That we try to heal
            C7       F
And beat as one
 
Your love may die
                   Gm
But I'll always be here
C   C7  C
For you-uuu-uuu
 
[Chorus]
Gm                      F
Though I can't hear the pain
    Am             Gm
You say you feel today
    C7           F
It still doesn't mean
     Am           Gm
That I should not cry
         F      C       F
Just the same



 
[Verse 2]
F
Forgive me now
                  Gm
The past has gone away
           C
Let's move on
F
Won't tell you anything
                  Gm
But who I used to be
              C   C7   C    C7
I'm a new man now-mmmm-mmmm-mmmmm
 
[Chorus]
Gm                      F
Though I can't hear the pain
    Am             Gm
You say you feel today
    C7           F
It still doesn't mean
     Am           Gm
That I should not cry
C        F
Just the same
 
[Instrumental]
F C F C C7 C
 
Gm                      F
Though I can't hear the pain
    Am             Gm
You say you feel today
    C7           F
It still doesn't mean
     Am           Gm
That I should not cry
          F
Just the same
Am   Gm       F
Mmm, just the same
Am    Gm    Gm7           F
Yeah, yeah, yeah just the same
Am  Gm     Gm7  F
Mmm-hmmmm -mmmm-mmm
 
[Outro]
Am Gm Gm7 C7 F

11042. Just The Two Of Us



Ricky Skaggs - Just the two of us
Composer:  Keith Sewell

Hand in hand woman and man
We'll be together now and forever
Side by side till the end of time
Without any fuss just the two of us

Just the two of us sharing our hearts
Nothin' in this world gonna tear us apart
Everyday falling deeper in love just the two of us
Just the two of us

Winds may blow hearts grow cold
But we won't give up just the two of us
Storms might come and try to make it rough
But we won't budge just the two of us

Just the two of us sharing our hearts...
Just the two of us sharing our hearts...
Just the two of us Just the two of us

11043. Just The Two Of Us

Ricky Skaggs - Just the two of us
Composer:  Keith Sewell

Hand in hand woman and man
We'll be together now and forever
Side by side till the end of time
Without any fuss just the two of us

Just the two of us sharing our hearts
Nothin' in this world gonna tear us apart
Everyday falling deeper in love just the two of us
Just the two of us

Winds may blow hearts grow cold
But we won't give up just the two of us
Storms might come and try to make it rough
But we won't budge just the two of us

Just the two of us sharing our hearts...
Just the two of us sharing our hearts...
Just the two of us Just the two of us

11044. Just The Way I Am

Dolly Parton - Just The Way I Am 



If you hear me crying in the night
Pretend that you don't hear me it's alright
Don't ask me why I'm crying, please don't make a sound
I don't know why, it's just the way I am
And if you think I act a little strange
And you don't understand when I do things
Like running through the fields while the rain is pouring down
I don't know why, it's just the way I am
And even though you may not understand me
I hope that you'll accept me like I am
For there are many sides of me, my mind and spirit must be free
And I might smile when other folks would frown
I don't know why, it's just the way I am
I might go out chasing butterflies
And if I fail to catch one I might cry
And if you want me you might find me in the meadow walking 'round
I don't know why, it's just the way I am
I might be home and busy cleaning house
And in the middle of my work I might go out
And go play games with children at the playground
It makes me happy, and that's just the way I am
And even though you may not understand me
I hope that you'll accept me like I am
For there are childish sides of me
My mind and spirit must be free
I might smile when you think I should frown
I don't know why, it's just the way I am

11045. Just Thinking

Rodney Crowell - Just Thinking

I was just thinking how nice it would be
To have someone to kiss me good night
I was just thinking what I really need
Is someone to hold me real tight
I was just thinking
Of finding somebody I could mean everything to
And it's funny you should happen to walk into my life
'Cause I was just thinking of you
I was just thinking of a walk in the rain
Underneath an umbrella for two
I was just thinking of the sound of my name
On the lips of a lover so true
I was just thinking
Of a moment of magic that lasts a whole lifetime through
And it's funny you should happen to walk into my life
'Cause I was just thinking of you
I've felt your tender touch in every romance I've read
And I've seen your sweet smile in my dreams
There's a feeling I get, like we've already met
And it's almost too good to believe
I was just thinking of a moment of magic



That lasts a whole lifetime through
And it's funny you should happen to walk into my life
'Cause I was just thinking of you

11046. Just To Celebrate

Jerry Jeff Walker - Just to Celebrate

Would you like to know why I feel like dancin'
Well, I feel like I got a brand-new lease on life
I got my baby with me, she didn't up and quit me
And we're out here dancin' just to celebrate
Things have been a little strained at our house lately
But we feel like we've made it through the roughest part
We always go out dancin' when we need some new romancin'
So we're out here dancin' just to celebrate
Oh, this life can be taxing, but dancin's so relaxing
And we get in to laughing when we're whirling around the floor
So, boys, play a two-stepper, we'll do the steppin'
If you will make it swing, we'll glide across the floor
A blue denim couple, swaying buckle to buckle
Out here dancin' just to celebrate
Yeah, we'd like a Bob Wills ditty, or maybe one by Conway Twitty
Oh, Mamma you look so pretty wrapped up in Daddy's arms
After dancin' all night long, her head on my shoulder
It's time to waltz her home and lay my baby down
With the melody ringing, I hear her softly singing
We've been out here dancin' just to celebrate

11047. Just to Hear the Whistle Blow

Just to Hear the Whistle Blow
(Tim Stafford, Steve Gulley)

Verse
When I was just a school kid, we used to hear it going by
If you were gonna leave this holler, it was the only way to fly
So many hopped a freight train, addicted to the sound
But me I took the safe track and never left this town

Chorus
No, I never jumped a boxcar,
Never felt those big wheels roll 
But I still come here every day
Just to Hear the Whistle Blow

Verse
Well I heard the singing brakeman, and it made me want to go
And life here in Kentucky was moving way too slow



Sometimes the high way ain't the right way, guess I'd do it all again
Still I can't help but wonder bout the way things might have been

Verse
So each day I drive to Corbin, just to satisfy my mind
Park beside the station, out past the limit sign
I know they look at me and wonder why I even hang around
What makes an old man sit here and listen to the sound

11048. Just To Lie

Just To Lie
Greensky Bluegrass

You and I both appear
We already made the deal
By the time I change my mind
Couldn't make the sense to find
The reason that I left you running
Keeping from the things I'm saying
Saying just to get you naked
I just want you to trust me

[Chorus]
I told you that I love you
Just so that I could lie beside you
I knew you'd understand I'm leaving
That it's been this way before

Trying hard to make it work
To own the things that measure what
I'm reaching for is really worth
And to keep from losing faith
I've been lost in sleeping pills
Worry that i'm overdriven
Moments I'm alone and thinking
Wishing that there was someone

[Chorus]
I told you that I love you
Just so that I could lie beside you
Knew you'd understand I'm leaving
That it's been this way before

In the same room finally searching
Looking for another reason
You and I should be together
Don't act like you can't surrender
This is not a love affair
Neither one of us should start to think that
I'm settling for you
It's just like the first time...



[Chorus]
I told you that I love you
Just so that I could lie beside you
Knew you'd understand I'm leaving
That it's been this way before

Till you beat me to the door
At least it seemed the things that I control
Turned out the way I planned em'
Nothing's different here about you
Telling me that since the last time
Somehow you fooled yourself to
Thinking that I'm falling for you
Never meant a word when..

I told you that I love you
Just so that I could lie beside you
Knew you'd understand I'm leaving
That it's been this way before

11049. Just To Remind You

Just to Remind You
Sim Redmond Band

Girl I'd do anything to prove my love to ya 
there's no song I wouldn't sing if I knew it would move ya 
If love is a battleground I'll be your warrior 
cause nothing can stop me now I'd do anything for ya

Chorus:
I wrote down this song girl just to remind you
I traveled this whole world just to remind you

If you were a shining star I'd be your planet 
a riddle to figure out, I'd understand it 
as sure as the birds will sing, sing us their love songs 
I would do anything to keep our love strong

Bridge:
I would do most anything to receive the love you bring
I would go most anywhere to show you just how much I care

11050. Just Waitin'

Tim O'Brien - Just Waitin'

The old maid's waitin' for leap year to come
The crooner's just waitin' to sing



The old cow's standing by the Bull Durham sign
Just waitin' for the grass to turn green
The barfly's waitin' for an easy mark
An' the hitchhiker's waitin' for a ride
The life-termer's waitin' for a prison break
The beachcomber's waitin' for a tide
Farmer's daughter's waitin' for the salesman
To take her into town
The city slicker's waitin' for the country boy
To lay all his money down
You know everything comes to a standstill
Ain't nothin' seems to make a turn
Worm must be waitin' for the early bird
I guess the early bird's waitin' on a worm
Nobody wants to do nothin'
Just waitin' to get a finger in the pie
Waitin' for a call from a big quiz show
Or waitin' on some rich uncle to die
Katy, she's waitin' at the garden gate
The moonshiner's waitin' at the still
The gambler's still waitin' for that ace in the hole
And Jack is still waitin' on Jill
Everybody's waitin' for somethin'
Nothin' seems to turn out right
'Cause the night shift's waitin' for mornin'
And the burglars are just waitin' on the night
The congregation is waitin' for the preacher
The preacher is just waitin' for the groom
And the groom's just waitin' for the June bride
And the bride's just waitin' for June
Sunflowers waitin' for the sunshine
Violets just waitin' for the dew
Bees just waitin' for honey
And, honey, I'm just waitin' for you

11051. Just Wanta Dance

Rodney Crowell - Just Wanta Dance

I don't want to be the kind to hesitate
Be too shy, wait too late
I don't care what they say other lovers do
I just want to dance with you
I gotta feeling that you have a heart like mine
So let it show, let it shine
If we have a chance to make one heart of two
I just want to dance with you
I want to dance with you, twirl you all around the floor
That's what they intended dancin' for
I just want to dance with you
I want to dance with you, hold you in my arms once more
That's what they invented dancin' for
I just want to dance with you



I caught you lookin' at me when I looked at you
Yes I did, ain't that true?
You won't get embarrassed by the things I do
I just want to dance with you
Oh the boys are playin' softly and the girls are too
So am I and so are you
If this was a movie, we'd be right on cue
I just want to dance with you
I want to dance with you, twirl you all around the floor
That's what they intended dancin' for
I just want to dance with you
I want to dance with you, hold you in my arms once more
That's what they invented dancin' for
I just want to dance with you
I just want to dance with you
I just want to dance with you
I just want to dance with you

11052. Just When I Needed You

Just When I Needed You

Just when I needed you you left and went away
You made my life so blue both night and day
You left me here behind with a troubled worried mind
So broken hearted too just when I needed you

   I cried I cried I prayed I tried
   To forget you and never call your name
   What a shame what a shame you're the one that was to blame
   You're the one that proved untrue just when I needed you

You said it's best to part and never love again
And though it broke my heart I won't complain
You know I love you still and dear I always will
Although you proved untrue just when I needed you

11053. Just When I Needed You Most

Dolly Parton - Just When I Needed You Most 

You packed in the morning I stared out the window
And I struggled for something to say 
You left in the rain without closing the door
I didn't stand in your way

Chorus
Now I miss you more Than I missed you before
And now where I'll find comfort, God knows



'Cause you left me Just when I needed you most
Yes, you left me Just when I needed you most

Now most every morning I stare out the window
I think about where you might be
I've written you letters that I'd like to send
If you would just send one to me

'Cause I need you more Than I needed before
And now where I'll find comfort, God knows
'Cause you left me Just when I needed you most
Yes, you left me Just when I needed you most

You packed in the morning I stared out the window
And I struggled for something to say
You left in the rain without closing the door
I didn't stand in your way 

Now I love you more
Than I loved you before
And now where I'll find comfort, God knows
'Cause you left me

Just when I needed you most
You left me
Just when I needed you most
Oh, you left me
Just when I needed you most

11054. Just Wondering Why

Just Wondering Why
Jim & Jesse

Tonight I'm alone, I'm thinking of you dear
For yesterday you told me goodbye
Oh why did you leave and where are you going
I'm hear all alone, just wondering why 

   I can't understand, sweetheart, why you left me
   You told me your love would never die
   Then you went away and left me so lonely
   Now I'm all alone, just wondering why

Wherever you go in this world my darling
I'll never think of no one but you
When you went away, you left me so lonely
And that's why today I'm feeling so blue



11055. Justice In Ontario

Steve Earle - Justice in Ontario

[Verse 1]
Oh you who hail from Ontario
Know the tale of the Donnelly's, oh
Died at the hands of a mob that night
Every child and man by the oil torch light

[Verse 2]
Jim Donnelly was no angel, sure
But they burned his barn, broke down the door
Well, the children cried while they killed old Jim
Then they killed his wife, then they turned on them

[Chorus 1]
No judge, no jury, no hangman, no
Justice in Ontario

[Verse 3]
A hundred years or more have turned
And you always hear how much we've learned
Well, a man lay dead in a Port Hope bar
And the blood ran red on a hardwood floor

[Verse 4]
And the big men ran through the nearest door
Only one man knew what had happened for sure
Well, one and all wore the outlaws brand
And the big bikes roared through the Great Northland

11056. Justine

Linda Ronstadt - Justine

This is the one about the girl
The girl who came to stay
Ah but love came down like a hammer and it blew her away
She's sliding down down down
No place to put her hands
But she don't think of nothing but the boys in the hot sand
No

Justine
Don't forget about the little things our hearts do
Justine
You know just what this kiss will mean to you
Justine
Don't forget about the little things our hearts do

I wanted love explained
I had to know what you knew



But the face of Aphrodite is a blank when it looks at you
Your heart does its little tricks
Your feelings burn right through
But the cold wire edge of the whip is all that's left of you
Oh no

Justine
Don't forget about the little things our hearts do
Justine
You know just what this kiss will mean to you
Justine
Don't forget about the little things our hearts do

Oh no
Justine
Don't forget about the little things our hearts do
Justine
You know just what this kiss will mean to you
Justine
Don't forget about the little things our hearts do

K - 11057. K-S-O-S - Chords

K-S-O-S
Recorded Emmylou Harris
Written by Paul Kennerley and Emmylou Harris

C                                     F
Come gather round me boys and lend an ear
G7                                          C
I've got some things I think you all should hear
                                F
It's time to shift into another gear
                Dm
I've reached my final destination 
         G7
Bought a radio station
                                        C
And she's fifty thousand watts pure and clear

  F   C                G7
K-S-O-S help is on the way 
            C
Twenty-four hours of every day
  F            C
A voice in the wilderness 
          G7                 C
And we're here to stay K-S-O-S

  F   C                G7
K-S-O-S help is on the way 
            C
Twenty-four hours of every day



  F            C
A voice in the wilderness 
          G7                 C
And we're here to stay K-S-O-S

11058. Kaatskill Serenade - Chords

Kaatskill Serenade 
David Bromberg

[Chorus]
               A   B7              E
Where are the men that I used to sport with
               A   B7              E
What has become of my beautiful town
               A   B7              E
Wolf, my old friend, even you don't know me
               A   B7              E
This must be the end, my house is tumbled down
 
 
[Verse]
C#m              B    A
My land it was rich,  but I wouldn't work it
C#m              B    A
I guess I made a shrew of my wife
C#m              B    A
My duty clear, I could always find some way to shirk it
C#m              B    A
I dreamed away the best years of my life
 
 
[Verse]
C#m              B    A
Seems like only this morning, I went up into the mountain
C#m              B    A
No word of warning, just her usual curse
C#m              B    A
I hated the house, with all her nagging and shouting
C#m              B    A
But to be in this strange world was a thousand times worse
 
 
[Chorus]
               A   B7              E
Where are the men that I used to sport with
               A   B7              E
What has become of my beautiful town
               A   B7              E
Wolf, my old friend, even you don't know me
               A   B7              E
This must be the end, my house is tumbled down
 



 
[Verse]
C#m              B    A
He called me by name, he bought me that cheaply
C#m              B    A
He called me by name, I didn't know what to think
C#m              B    A
I watched their loud games, and oh, I drink deeply
C#m              B    A
Though no-one had ever asked me to drink
 
 
[Verse]
C#m              B    A
And you know that stolen liquor, it was sweeter than whiskey
C#m              B    A
Many times quicker, just to put me to sleep
C#m              B    A
That drinking with strangers can be very risky
C#m              B    A
My sleep it was long, it was twenty years deep
 
 
[Chorus]
                A   B7              E
Where are the men that I used to sport with
                A   B7              E
What has become of my beautiful town
                A   B7              E
Wolf, my old friend, even you don't know me
                A   B7              E
This must be the end, my house is tumbled down

11059. Kansas City

Kansas City
Flatt & Scruggs - Todd Snider

We're goin' to Kansas City, Kansas City here we come
We're goin' to Kansas City, Kansas City here we come
They got some crazy little women and we're gonna get us one
We go on and stand on the corner of 12th Street and Vine
We'll be standin' on the corner of 12th and Vine
With our Kansas City baby and our bottle of Kansas City wine
We might take a train we might take a plane
But if I have to walk I'm gonna get there just the same
We're goin' to Kansas City, Kansas City here we come
They got some crazy little women and we're gonna get us one
Well if we don't have these women we know we're gonna die
Gotta find a brand new baby and that's the reason why
We're goin' to Kansas City, Kansas City here we come
Got some crazy little fellows and we're a gonna get us one



Well if we don't have these women...

11060. Kansas City - Chords

Kansas City 
The Lil' Smokies

[intro]
F Am G C F

[Verse]
F                            Am
I listen to you time and time again
           G            C         F
As you try tell me just what's right
F                              Am
You tell me a thousand things a day
Am         G              C       F
Then you sleep somewhere else at night
F                  C                     E7
I'm going back to Kansas City
 
[Chorus]
 
Am                       F
And I love you dear, but just how long
           C                       G     E7
Can I keep singing this same old song
Am                       F
And I love you dear, but just how long
           C                      G      E7
Can I keep singing the same old song
                  Am    G      C
I'm going back to Kansas City
 
[Verse]
 
F                                  Am
well you call me to come, so then I do
 Am          G      C       F
then you say you made some mistake
F                        Am
You invite me into your house
 Am               G          C           F
Then you say you gotta pay for what you break
F                  C                     E7
I'm going back to Kansas City
 
[Chorus]
 
Am                       F
And I love you dear, but just how long
           C                       G     E7



Can I keep singing this same old song
Am                       F
And I love you dear, but just how long
           C                      G      E7
Can I keep singing the same old song
                  Am    G      C
I'm going back to Kansas City
 
[Solo]
F Am   G C F   Am  G C F  C    E7  Am F C G E7 Am F C G E7 Am G C
 
[Verse]
 
F                                 Am
Gypsy woman, you know every place I go
 Am            G        C          F
Even a thousand miles away from home
F                                   Am
And it don't matter if I'm asleep or I'm awake
Am           G          C       F
This fickle heart just turn to stone
F                  C             E7
I'm going back to Kansas City
 
[Chorus]
 
Am                       F
And I love you dear, but just how long
           C                       G     E7
Can I keep singing this same old song
Am                       F
And I love you dear, but just how long
           C                      G      E7
Can I keep singing the same old song
Am                       F
And I love you dear, but just how long
           C                      G      E7
Can I keep singing the same old song
Am                       F
I love you dear, but just how long
           C                      G      E7
Can I keep singing the same old song
                  Am    G      C
I'm going back to Kansas City

11061. Kansas City Blues

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Kansas City Blues

Lord, I wish I was a catfish swimmin' in the sea
With lots of pretty women Lord it's fish after me
And I'd move then I'd move then I'd move to Kansas City



Honey baby, where they don't want you

Now they call me pretty papa the swellest guy in town
The women are crazy bout me but my good gal turned me down
She done move she done move she done move to Kansas City
Honey baby, where they don't want you

Now I went upon Broadway looking down Beal
Looking for the gal that they call Lucille
She done move she done move she done move to Kansas City
Honey baby, where they don't want you

Now foolin' round to Nashville as blue as I can be
Looking for that blonde that made a chump out of me
She done move she done move she done move to Kansas City
Honey baby, where they don't want you

11062. Karate

Brad Paisley - Karate (feat. Charlie Daniels) 

She doesn't dare go in the place with those bruises on her face
So she goes through the drive-thru and keeps her sunglasses on
She didn't know when she married that man
She'd get to know him like the back of his hand
But now she's had enough, and the battle lines are drawn
He's in a bar chasing Cuervo with Tecate
He doesn't know she's been taking karate
The way she figures it about July
She'll finally have the belt to match her eye
She's on a mission as the months pass
Five days a week and never misses a class
And now she's up to breakin' boards and concrete blocks
He's in a bar chasing Cuervo with Tecate
He doesn't know she's been taking karate
Now here it is just about July
She's gonna get that belt to match her eye
He stumbled through the door tonight
And started treatin' her rough
Well, she took one look at him and her training kicked in
And she'd finally had enough
He threw a punch, she spun around
Grabbed his arm and put him on the ground
Grabbed a cuttin' board on his way down and she kicked it in half
His knees hit the floor, his chin hit a chair
Knocked out his tooth and it flew through the air
Grabbed his head by the back of his hair and slammed him into the fridge
She landed a left, a right and then a left
She landed a roundhouse right in his chest and a scissor punch upside his head
Broke his nose, swept a leg, he started to fall
And on his way down, she took a bow, and the lights went out
He's on the floor like he went a round with Rocky
He didn't know she'd been taking karate



A hundred bucks says tomorrow night
She's got a brand new belt that's gonna match his eye
He doesn't dare go in the place with those bruises on his face
So he goes through the drive-thru with his sunglasses on

11063. Kathy's Song

Kathy's Song
Paul Simon - Sarah Jarosz

I hear the drizzle of the rain
Like a memory it falls
Soft and warm continuing
Tapping on my roof and walls.

And from the shelter of my mind
Through the window of my eyes
I gaze beyond the rain-drenched streets
To England where my heart lies.

My mind's distracted and diffused
My thoughts are many miles away
They lie with you when you're asleep
And kiss you when you start your day.

And as a song I was writing is left undone
I don't know why I spend my time
Writing songs I can't believe
With words that tear and strain to rhyme.

And so you see I have come to doubt
All that I once held as true
I stand alone without beliefs
The only truth I know is you.

And as I watch the drops of rain
Weave their weary paths and die
I know that I am like the rain
There but for the grace of you go I.

11064. Katie And Burl

Katie and Burl
Acoustic Syndicate

I once knew the man who farmed this land, He worked himself to an early grave
He grew what he could and he saved all he could save
And now he's back to the earth where he came from.
He married a girl named Katie, They met in church on a Sunday



They went their own way and they raised four kids and they tried to live as their parents did

Chorus
Oh what can be said of a man and his wife
When it takes all they've got just to keep themselves alive
I once knew the man who farmed this land

Their first child was born in the winter time, But he was small and weak so soon the baby die
d
But they were strong, so they went on and with the help of each other they raised four strong.
Now the farm which I speak of now is all gone, It's all been sold to a millionaire's son
For a golf course and a business park, nothing to be grown
Old Burl he would cry if he could see his farm gone

Repeat Chorus

11065. Katie Dear

Katie Dear

Oh Katie dear go ask your mother
If you can be a bride of mine
If she says yes come back and tell me
If she says no we'll run away
 
Oh Willie dear there's no use in asking
She's in her room a takin' rest
And by her side is a silver dagger
To slay the one that I love best

 
Oh Katie dear go ask your father
If you can be a bride of mine
If he says yes come back and tell me
If he says no we'll run away
 
Oh Willie dear, there's no need in asking
He's in his room a takin' rest
And by his side is a golden dagger
To slay the one that I love best

 
So he picked up that golden dagger
And stove it through his troubled heart
Saying goodbye Katie goodbye darlin'
At last the time has come to part
 
So she picked up that bloody dagger
And stove it through her lily-white breast
Saying goodbye papa goodbye mama
I'll die with the one that I love best



11066. Katie Morey

Doc Watson 
Katie Morey

Come all you fellers from far and near, and listen to my story
Gon' tell you about the plans I made to fool miss Katie Morey
Teer-da-loddle-lank-thee-eye-ayy, ayy-eye-oh

I went down to miss Katie's house just like some clever feller
And I told her that the plums and grape were gettin' ripe and meller
Teer-da-loddle-lank-thee-eye-ayy, ayy-eye-oh

I told her that her sister Nan that lived in yander's holler
Had sent for her to come down there and stay one half an hour
Teer-da-loddle-lank-thee-eye-ayy, ayy-eye-oh

As we was a-walkin' through the field she squeezed my hand the fiercer
Said, "Mama she has come this way and she will catch us here, sir"
Teer-da-loddle-lank-thee-eye-ayy, ayy-eye-oh

You will climb up yander's tree and see if she is near, sir
Then we will go to that pretty grove and court and sport an hour
Teer-da-loddle-lank-thee-eye-ayy, ayy-eye-oh

Oh, how he heaved to climb that tree till he was nearly winded
Miss Katie stood smiled and watched to see how high he ascended
Teer-da-loddle-lank-thee-eye-ayy, ayy-eye-oh

His heart was a-thumpin' in his breast, and the tree was gent-lie swayin'
As he looked down Miss Katie smiled and he heared what she was sayin'
Teer-da-loddle-lank-thee-eye-ayy, ayy-eye-oh

Your ugly looks I do dispise, you look just like an owl, sir
You scratch down like you scratched up or I'm goin' back to the house sir
Teer-da-loddle-lank-thee-eye-ayy, ayy-eye-oh

11067. Katonah - Chords

Katonah Acoustic Live 
Julian Lage & Margaret Glaspy
 
[Intro]
 
F#  D#m  F# G#m7 A#m7
F#  D#m  F# G#m7 C#7
 
[Verse 1]
 



       F#                 D#m        G#m7             A#m7
It's a long way back to Katonah and time is mine to kill
 
C#7   F#                D#m    G#m7            C#7
Oh just when im certain i know yet's clear eye never will
 
F#                       D#m             G#m7                     C#7
While youre away and I'm back in Katonah watchin the neighbor's yard
 
F#                                                 G#m                  A#7
You're talkin with Susan laughing with Mona and I'm thinkin long and hard
 
   D#m     G#7
No I'm not yours...
 
                 B7                 D#m            G#7
Nothings ours... you're not mine... I'm at home... on my own
 
[Chorus]
 
B7
All the time, all the time, all the time
 
F#  D#m F#   G#m7 C#7
F#  D#m G#m7 C#7
 
[Verse 2]
 
F#maj7            D#m   F#        G#m7                C# C#7
Well you walk back to Katonah and find the girl you told
 
F#                    G#m
As eyes like coal and hands that you wanted to hold
 
A#7  D#m
No im not yours
 
G#m7             B7                D#m           G#m7
Nothings ours... youre not mine... im at home... on my own...
 
B7                                  F# G#m C#
All the time, all the time, all the time,
 
 A#m      F# G#m
all the time,
 
C#      F#  D#m G#m G#m7
all the time,
 
C#      F#      G#m A#m B  A#
all the time,
 
C#       F#
all the time



11068. Katy Cline

Katy Cline

Well now, who does not know Katy Cline
She lives at the foot of the hill
By the shady nook of some old babbling brook
That runs by her dear old father's mill

   Tell me that you love me Katy Cline
   Tell me that your love's as true as mine
   Tell me that you love your own turtle dove
   Tell me that you love me Katy Cline

It's way from my little cabin door
Oh it's way from my little cabin home
There's no one to weep and there's no one to mourn
And there's no one to see Katy Cline

If I was a little bird
I'd never build my nest on the ground
I'd build my nest in some high yonder tree
Where the wild boys couldn't tear it down

11069. Katy Daley

Katy Daley - Ralph Stanley
Billy Strings

With her old man she came from Tipperary
In the pioneering days of '42
Her old man was shot in Tombstone City
For the making of his good old mountain dew

   Oh Come on down the mountain Katy Daley
   Come on down the mountain Katy do
   Can't you hear us calling Katy Daley
   We want to drink your good old mountain dew

Wake up and pay attention Katy Daley
For I'm the judge that's gonna sentence you
All the boys in court have drunk your whiskey
To tell the truth I like a little too

So to the jail they took poor Katy Daley
And pretty soon the gates were open wide
Angels came for poor old Katy Daley
Took her far across the great divide



11070. Katy Dear

Katy Dear

Oh Katy dear go ask your mother
If you can be a bride of mine
If she says yes come back and tell me
If she says no we'll run away

Oh willie dear I cannot ask her
She's in her room up taking a rest
And by her side is a silver dagger
To slay the man that I love best

Oh Katy dear go sak your brother
If you can be a bride of mine
If he says yes come back and tell me
If he says no we'll run away

Oh Willie dear I cannot ask him
For he's there to up taking a rest
And by his side that silver dagger
To slay the one that I love best

Then he picked up that silver dagger
And stove it through his weary heart
Saying goodbye Katy, goodbye darling
At last the time has come to part

Then she picked up that bloody dagger
And stove it through her lilly white breast
Saying goodbye Willie, goodbye mother
I'll die with the one that I love best

11071. Katy Kay

Robbie Fulks - Katy Kay

[Verse 1]
I set out from Point Valley
For wealth I had to have it
I wed a welborn woman
As skinny as a rabbit
Now I'm here at this payphone
And begging Katy listen
I'll trade you half a million
For your sweet Point Valley kissing

[Chorus]



Hey now Katy Kay
Heaven never made on cuter
If I didn't love Katy Kay
I'd probably have to shoot her

[Verse 2]
Now some give all their favors
To a girl who's looking fine
But a girl that's sad and weeping
Will always win mine
When I see a pretty girl weeping
I run to her and fix it
When I see a pretty girl smiling
I run to the nearest exit

11072. Kaw-Liga

Osborne Brothers - Kaw-liga
Composer: Hank Williams - Fred Rose
Jeannie Kendall

Kaw-Liga was a wooden Indian standing by the door
He fell in love with an Indian maiden over in the antique store
Kaw-Liga just stood there and never let it show
So she could never answer yes or no

He always wore his Sunday feathers and held a tomahawk
The maiden wore her beads and braids and hoped someday he'd talk
Kaw-Liga too stubborn to ever show a sign
Because his heart was made of knoty pine

Poor ol' Kaw-Liga he never got a kiss
Poor ol' Kaw-Liga he don't know what he missed
Is it any wonder that his face is red
Kaw-Liga that poor ol' wooden head

Kaw-Liga was a lonely Indian never went nowhere
His heart was set on the Indian maiden with the coal black hair
Kaw-Liga just stood there and never let it show
So she could never answer yes or no

And then one day a wealthy customer bought the Indian maid
And took her oh so far away but ol' Kaw-Liga stayed
Kaw-Liga just stands there as lonely as can be
And wishes he was still an old pine tree

Poor ol' Kaw-Liga he never got a kiss...
Kaw-Liga Kaw-Liga



11073. Keen Mountain Prison

Keen Mountain Prison - Blue Highway
(Wayne Taylor/Forty WAT Music, BMI) 

CH) Alone in my cell in Keen Mountain Prison 
Condemned for a crime I couldn't have done 
I'm losing my mind, each night there's a vision 
of some other man with the woman I love 

1) I should have known she could never be faithful 
That kind of life just wasn't her style 
But I'll think of her in the arms of another 
When it comes my time to walk that last mile 

2) I see them together when I close my eyes 
The pain that she's caused me, she can't realize 
My life she has taken, for the truth she won't tell 
So I'll spend my last days in a cold, lonely cell

11074. Keen Mountain Prison - Chords

Keen Mountain Prison
Blue Highway

Capo 4 (3/4 time)

Intro - G C G D G

Chorus:             G       C             G
        Alone in my cell in Keen Mountain Prison
                                D             G
        Condemned for a crime I couldn't have done
                                 C               G
        I'm losing my mind, each night there's a vision  
                                   D       G      
        of some other man with the woman I love

Verse:                C                        G
        I should have known she could never be faithful
                               A          D
        That kind of life just wasn't her style 
                          C                  G 
        But I'll think of her in the arms of another
                                 D              G
        When it comes my time to walk that last mile

Break:  Chorus Chords

Verse:  I see them together when I close my eyes
        The pain that she's caused me she can't realize
        My life she has taken, for the truth she won't tell
        So I'll spend my last days in a cold lonely cell



Chorus:             G       C             G
        Alone in my cell in Keen Mountain Prison
                                D             G
        Condemned for a crime I couldn't have done
                                 C               G
        I'm losing my mind, each night there's a vision  
                          (stop)
        of some other man / with the woman I love

11075. Keep A Memory

Keep A Memory
Stanley Brothers - Ricky Skaggs

Keep a memory of our love dear
Never ever let it stray
Why betray the heart you've broken
I'll find happiness some way. 

   When I think about you darling
   I often hang my head and cry
   Words just can't explain my feelings
   Just to know I've lived a lie 

When our old friends ask about you
Many times I can't reply
Just the thought of your name darling
Makes me wish that I could die.

11076. Keep Diggin'

Keep Diggin'
Larkin Poe - Keep Diggin'

[Verse 1]
Every saint has a past, some's a winner, some's a loser
It depends who you ask for the truth or a rumor
Or a rumor
If you can't stand the heat, better get outta the kitchen
Talk is dirty cheap, you know the people gonna listen
Gonna listen

[Chorus]
Who talkin' to who? They talkin' bout us
You know they're talkin' that trash, gotta go pick it up
Who's lyin' to who? They lyin' too much
Rattlin' bones on the payphone, diggin' it up
I said, uh, who talkin' to who? They talkin' bout us



You know they're talkin' that trash, gotta go pick it up
Who's lyin' to who? They lyin' too much
They talkin' dirt on the payphone, diggin' it up
Keep diggin', keep diggin'

[Verse 2]
Well, I heard it from a friend, you were talkin' to a neighbor
Who was peekin' through the blinds, she said she'd call you later
Call you later
Now it's ringin' off the hook, and the story's gettin' twisted
Catchin' dirty looks, you're just a time bomb tickin'
Just tickin'

[Chorus]
Who talkin' to who? They talkin' bout us
You know they're talkin' that trash, gotta go pick it up
Who's lyin' to who? They lyin' too much
Rattlin' bones on the payphone, diggin' it up
I said, uh, who talkin' to who? They talkin' bout us
You know they're talkin' that trash, gotta go pick it up
Who's lyin' to who? They lyin' too much
They talkin' dirt on the payphone, diggin' it up

[Bridge]
Hear what they say (Say), see what they do (Do)
And if it don't match up, they prob'ly lyin' to you (Hey, hey, hey)
Hear what they say (Say), see what they do (Do)
And if it don't match up, I might be lyin', too
Hey, hey, hey, hey

[Chorus]
Who talkin' to who? They talkin' bout us
You know they're talkin' that trash, gotta go pick it up
Who's lyin' to who? They lyin' too much
Rattlin' bones on the payphone, diggin' it up
I said, uh, who talkin' to who? They talkin' bout us
You know they're talkin' that trash, gotta go pick it up
Who's lyin' to who? They lyin' too much
They talkin' dirt on the payphone, diggin' it up
Keep diggin', keep diggin'

11077. Keep Driving

Keep Driving
Leftover Salmon - Keep Driving

[Verse]
One more night
One more day
Just few more hours and I'll be on my way
Back to you girl
You know it's been too long
This road I'm traveling seems to just go on and on



[Chorus]
I've been thinking about your girl
My mind is not my own
While I'm out on this highway all alone
Seems the heart of knowing
I keep wanting more
So I just keep driving 'til I reach your door

[Verse]
Let's go to London
Let's go to Spain
Let's go climb a mountain and dance out in the rain
Let's go down to Jamaica
Maybe Ireland too
Baby I want to see the whole wide world with you

[Chorus]
I've been thinking about your girl
My mind is not my own
While I'm out on the highway all alone
Your bright eyes
Your sweet sweet song
Keep this cold coat traveling on

[Post-Chorus]
I keep driving (driving)
I keep driving (I keep driving)
Driving
I drive all night and all day girl
Drive across the country
Ain't no nothing that can keep me from driving
I'm coming back to be in your arms again
And I keep driving
I keep driving
Driving all night

11078. Keep Her While She's There

Keep Her While She's There - Del Mccoury Band

Well I learned a long long time ago
That a woman's kind of strange
As long as you tell her the truth
she'll give you anything
But if you break her heart tear it apart
She'll set your world on fire
Cause the only thing that a woman hates
Is a dirty, cheatin' liar

Chorus:
Then you'll have to get her back
You'll have beg her please



You'll have to apologize
And get down on your knees
So get up now, pay your check
Point your pickup home
If you keep her while she's there
You won't have to get her back when she's gone

So the next time that you feel temptation tuggin' at your sleeve
Remember that her intuition has to be believed
And even though your lips might say that you've been with a friend
Something in your eyes will give away just where you've been

Chorus

11079. Keep It Between The Lines

Sturgill Simpson - Keep It Between the Lines

[Verse 1]
Don't turn mailboxes into baseballs
Don't get busted selling at seventeen
Most thoughts deserve about two or three more
Motor oil is motor oil
Just keep the engine clean
Keep your eyes on the prize
Everything will be fine
Long as you stay in school, stay off the hard stuff
And keep between the lines

[Verse 2]
Don't burn two lanterns at the same time
No ship out on the water will pay your rent
'Cause you live and you learn
Sometimes you get burned
When your get out done got up
Walked out the door and went
Do as I say
Don't do as I've done
It don't have to be like father, like son

[Verse 3]
Don't let 'em try to upsell you
There's a reason they make chocolate and vanilla too
If there's any doubt, then there is no doubt
The gut don't never lie
And the only word you'll ever need to know in life is "why"
Keep your head out of the clouds
And remember to be kind
And just stay in school, stay off the drugs
And keep between the lines

[Outro]
(Don't sweat the small stuff)



(Don't sweat the small stuff)
(Don't sweat the small stuff)
(Don't sweat the small stuff)
(Don't sweat the small stuff)
(Don't sweat the small stuff)

11080. Keep It Clean - Chords

Keep It Clean 
Dave Rawlings Machine

Capo 2
 
G
Well, I went to the river and I couldn't get across
G
Floated on your papa because I thought he was a horse
 
CHORUS:
C
Ride him over, a Coca-Cola
G
Lemon soda, Saucer of ice cream
D
Takes soap and water
                                     G
For to keep it clean
 
Up she jumped, down she fell
Her mouth flew open like a mussel shell, now,
REFRAIN: Ride him over, give him a Coca-Cola
Lemon soda, saucer of ice cream
Take soap and water, for to keep it clean
 
Your sister was a teddy, your daddy was a bear
Put the muzzle on your mama 'cause she had bad hair, now,
Ride him over, a Coca-Cola
Lemon soda, saucer of ice cream
Take soap and water, for to keep it clean
 
If you want to hear that elephant laugh
Take him down to the river and wash his yas-yas-yas, then,
REFRAIN: Ride him over, give him a Coca-Cola
Lemon soda, saucer of ice cream
Take soap and water, for to keep it clean
 
If you want to go to Heaven when you d-i-e
You got to put on your collar and your t-i-e, now,
REFRAIN: Ride him over, give him a Coca-Cola
Lemon soda, saucer of ice cream
Take soap and water, for to keep it clean
 
SOLO



 
If you want to get the rabbit out the l-o-g
You've got to put on the stump like a d-o-g, now,
REFRAIN: Ride him over, give him a Coca-Cola
Lemon soda, saucer of ice cream
Take soap and water, for to keep it clean
 
Run here, doctor, run here fast
See what's the matter with his yas-yas-yas, now,
REFRAIN: Ride him over, give him a Coca-Cola
Lemon soda, saucer of ice cream
Soap and water, for to keep it clean

11081. Keep It Loose - Chords

Keep It Loose 
Nicki Bluhm
 
[Intro]
/ G    D/F#  / C/E       / G    D/F#   / C/E        /
 
[Verse 1]
G                D                     C            C
  Sometimes your head gets filled with lies,
G                D                     C            C
  sometimes your head gets filled with lies.
G                  D            C            C
  And then there's no way to disguise
     G                   D                      C            C
your mind, now you're convinced of all of these   lies.
 
[Verse 2]
G              D                      C             C
  You put your own thoughts into your own head, yourself,
G              D                      C         C
  you put your own thoughts into your own head,
       G                          D              C         C
all by yourself. Don't think that anyone has the time
           G          D            C            C
to analyze   what you said, what I said.
 
[Chorus]
         G               D            C             C
Tell yourself to turn it off, keep it loose,
         G               D             C             C
I tell myself to stay in time, stay in time.
                 G               D            C             C
You can tell yourself to turn it off, keep it loose
             G               D             C             C
and I tell myself to stay in time, stay in time.
 
[Interlude]
/ G    D     / C         / G    D      / C          /



 
[Verse 3]
G               D                       C            C
  Sometimes you feel like you're on the outside,
G               D                       C            C
  sometimes you feel like you're on the outside.
G             D                        C            C
  People that put you there just don't   realize
G         D             C            C
  what it means to your   heart.
 
[End-Chorus]
         G               D            C             C
Tell yourself to turn it off, keep it loose,
         G               D             C             C
I tell myself to stay in time, stay in time.
                 G               D            C             C
You can tell yourself to turn it off, keep it loose
             G               D             C             C
and I tell myself to stay in time, stay in time.
 
 
[Outro]
/ G    D     / C         / G    D      / C          /
/ G    D     / C         / G    D      / C          /
/ G    D     / C         //

11082. Keep It Real

Jim Lauderdale - Keep it Real

[Verse 1]
There is a treasure locked away inside
All these emotions we don't have to hide
The burning feelings that we can't conceal
Baby, we've got to keep it real

[Verse 2]
I've got her heart I'm wearing on my sleeve
The love I have for you is not make believe
And I'm not holding back the way I feel
Baby, we've got to keep it real

[Chorus]
I can't pretend
I hope it never ends
I like where this is going
We keep the fire growing
That's how we roll and how we feel
Baby, we've got to keep it real

[Instrumental bridge]



[Chorus]
I can't pretend
I hope it never ends
I like where this is going
We keep the fire growing
That's how we roll and how we deal
Baby, we've got to keep it real

[Outro]
All of this living like we're more alive
All of my senses been on overdrive
All of the answers that can't turn the wheel
Baby, we've got to keep it real
Baby, we've got to keep it real

11083. Keep It Simple

Keep It Simple
Keller Williams - Keep It Simple

Why do you rush it?
It's seems like a waste of time
Life could be so plush with the right frame of mind
Why do you stress? It's something that you create, take the detour around the fate that can c
omplicate
Keep it simple but try to make it swing. Keep it simple
You just give me a taste of that funky think. Keep it simple. Just keep it simple, it's so simple t
o do. Keep it simple, that's my advise to you
I heard it said, live simply, so others can simply live
Yes, I believe in karma and you get just what you give
But I don't feel the pressure that seems to surround me
I guess I just choose to ignore it. and when the tides press right up to my face I just dive deep
 into the sea
Chorus
But you say you're not normal. You should step up to your fears. I say stray away from the for
mal, try not to grind the gears. Because that sound is so painful and that can not be good. Bu
t don't get me wrong, I'm grateful, as well I should
I heard it said, live simply, so others can simply live. Yes, I believe in karma and you get just 
what you give. I wish you all could join me and plug into my soundboard brain then you can s
ee and hear it for yourselves, I wouldn't have to explain
Chorus

11084. Keep It Simple - Chords

Keep It Simple 
The Hackensaw Boys

[Intro]
D       D       D       D



D       A       D
D       A       D
G       D       A       D
G       D       B#m
G       D       A       D       D       D
 
[Verse]
D                                                   A                D
I am not unlike a tree, or a bird above the sea and I, offer you the same
D                                             A                                  D
I am not unlike a cloud, for crying out loud, don't believe the things that they say
D                                               A                         D
You are not a machine, or something so obscene, I'm no different than the rain
 
[Chorus]
G                      D
I just want it simple, I just want it easy
A                                   D
I ain't trying to hurt no one and I don't want no one to hurt me
G                        D            B#m
Maybe we can be friends, maybe just a little more
G             D              A      D         D          D
Let's keep it simple like it was, before
 
[Instrumental]
D       A       D
D       A       D
G       D       A       D
G       D       B#m
G       D       A       D       D       D
 
[Verse]
D                                                     A                              D
Your family's in the weeds, your life is just a seed, pretty something please let it grow
D                                                        A                D
Don't forget that you are loved, it comes from up above, all sides, and below
D                                                       A                D
And I am not unlike a tree, or a bird above the sea and I, offer you the same
 
[Chorus]
       G                      D
 Cause I just want it simple, I just want it easy
A                                   D
I ain't trying to hurt no one and I don't want no one to hurt me
G                        D            B#m
Maybe we can be friends, maybe just a little more
G             D              A
Let's keep it simple like it was
G             D              A
Let's keep it simple like it was
G             D              A                   D      D
Let's keep it simple like it was, (like it was!) before



11085. Keep It To Yourself - Chords

Keep It To Yourself 
Kacey Musgraves
 
[Intro]
 
G Em C (x4)
 
 
[Verse 1]
 
    G
You turn on the light
         Em
Then you turn it back off
       C
'Cause sleeping alone, yeah it ain't what you thought
         G
It's the drip of the sink
         Em
It's the click of the clock
           C
And you're wondering if I'm sleeping
 
    G
You heard from your friends
         Em
That I'm doing okay
            C
And you're thinking, maybe you made a mistake
        G
And you want me to know
      Em
But I don't wanna know
           C
How you're feeling
 
 
[Chorus]
 
                  G
So keep it to yourself
Em         C                    D
    If you think that you still love me
            G
Put it on a shelf
Em            C                D
    If you're looking for someone
                Em
Make it someone else
            D
When you're drunk
         C
And it's late
           G               Am
And you're missing me like hell



           G Em C
Keep it to yourself
           G Em C
Keep it to yourself
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G
You see me out 
        Em
And I'm standing alone
         C
Well, it don't mean that I'm gonna need a ride home
       G
If you walk up to me
        Em
Like it ain't what it is
C
Know that it ain't gonna end with a kiss
 
 
[Chorus]
 
                  G
So keep it to yourself
Em         C                    D
    If you think that you still love me
            G
Put it on a shelf
Em            C                D
    If you're looking for someone
                Em
Make it someone else
            D
When you're drunk
         C
And it's late
           G               Am
And you're missing me like hell
           G Em C
Keep it to yourself
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
G Em C
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
            Em
When you're drunk
         D
And it's late
           C
And you're sad



        G          D    Em
And you hate going home alone
              D               C
'Cause you're missing me like hell
 
 
[Outro]
 
           G Em C
Keep it to yourself
                 G Em C
Yeah, keep it to yourself
G Em C
Mmmm
                 G Em C
Yeah, keep it to yourself
G Em C
Mmmm

11086. Keep Me Around - Chords

Keep Me Around 
The Wood Brothers
 
[Intro]
D   G   x4
 
[Verse 1]
G              D     G                D    G
    Hello I'm Lonely, I sweep up the place
         D   G                D    G
I go in early and I come home late
    D                    G *
And one thing I never forget is a face
 
[Chorus]
    D        G   D   G
You keep me around
    D        G   D   G
You keep me around
 
[Verse 2]
          D   G                    D    G
Hello I'm Sad, I know I get in the way
                 D           G             D    G
You sit and you wonder how long I'm gonna stay
         D *                     G *
While I show you the rainbow in all shades of grey
 
[Chorus]
     D        G  D    G
You keep me around (I bring you down)
     D        G  D   G



You keep me around 
 
[Bridge]
          F#
Hello I'm Faith and I might be blind
    G                        D
But I'm the one's gonna keep towin' the line
        F#                       G
And you land on your feet almost every time
 
[Chorus]
    D       G   D           G
You keep me around (I won't let you down)
    D       G   D        G
You keep me around 
    D       G   D           G
You keep me around (I won't let you down)
    D       G   D        G
You keep me around 
 
[Interlude]
F#   G  D  x3
D    G     x4
 
[Verse 3]
        D *   G *            D *    G *
Sad and Lonely, they go and come
                    D *     G *                  D * G *
You think you don't need 'em but you gotta have some
    D *                        G *
Try askin' the Dark where the Light comes from
 
[Bridge]
          F#
Hello I'm Faith and I might be blind
     G                       D
But I'm the one's gonna keep towin' the line
        F#                       G
And you land on your feet almost every time
 
[Chorus]
    D         G  D          G
You keep me around (I won't let you down)
    D         G  D     G
You keep me around 
    D         G  D          G
You keep me around (I won't let you down)
    D         G  D     G
You keep me around 
 
[Outro]
    D         G  D     G
You keep me around 
    D         G  D     G
You keep me around 
    D         G  D     G
You keep me around 



    D         G  D     G
You keep me around

11087. Keep Me From Blowing Away

The Grascals - Keep Me from Blowing Away

I spent my whole lifetime in a world where the sun shines
Than excuses for not stayin' 'round
I squandered my emotions at the slightest of notion
On the first easy woman I found

But soon all the good times, the gay times and the play times
Like colors run together and fade
Lord, if You hear me, touch me and hold me
And keep me from blowing away

There's times when I've trembled when my mind remembers
The days that just crumbled away
With nothing to show but these lines that I know
Are beginning to show in my face

And know, Lord, if You're listening, I'm just a lost Christian
And I ain't got much coming to me
Send down some sunshine, throw out Your lifeline
And keep me from blowing away

Send down some sunshine, and throw out Your lifeline
And keep me from blowing away

11088. Keep Me From Cryin' Today

Keep Me From Cryin' Today
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

Hold me, love me and tell me
That you decided to stay
At least put it off till tomorrow
And keep me from cryin' today

Help me make ready for the heartache
That soon will be coming my way
Consider how little I'm asking of you
And keep me from cryin' today

Keep me from cryin' today
Help me forget in your own special way
Let's save our goodbyes for tomorrow
And keep me from cryin' today



Let's save our goodbyes for tomorrow
And keep me from cryin' today

11089. Keep Me From Cryin' Today - Chords

Keep Me From Cryin' Today
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C           Em      C         Em
Hold me and love me and tell me
C          A7       Dm  G7
That you decided to stay
   F                       C     Am
At least put it off till tomorrow
    G7                    C
And keep me from cryin' today
             Em            C       Em
Help me make ready for the heartache
       C            A7        Dm G7
That's soon will be coming my way
   F                    C         Am
Consider how little I'm asking of you
    G7                    C
And keep me from cryin' today
F                   C
Keep me from cryin' today
G7                     Dm          G7
Help me forget in your own special way
      F                       C     Am
Let's save our goodbyes for tomorrow
    G7                  C
And keep me from cryin' today
      F                       C     Am
Let's save our goodbyes for tomorrow
    G7                    C
And keep me from cryin' today

11090. Keep Me God

Iris Dement - Keep Me God

[Verse]
It was a long time ago
I was a girl about 12 years old
On my back staring up into the dark summer sky
When I said, "God, tomorrow I can't see
But I'll stick close to you
If you'll stick close to me!"



And that night I prayed
"Keep me God! Keep me God."
Now, I don't know just where God lives
Ain't all that sure just exactly who God is
I don't know if there's a church
That deserves to take God's name
I just know that when I look around here I see
The hand of someone or something
That is bigger than me
And I call that God
And then I pray "Just, keep me God"
I'm in a plane up in the sky
A storm surrounds us as we fly
And below, the big black ocean is all that I can see
When all at once I realize:
Don't really matter if I live or even if I die
Just so long as you keep me God
Now, when my days draw to an end
And I've said goodbye to my family and friends
When the tide that turns my life is standing still
As I turn my final bend
I betcha I'm going to be asking even then
Keep me God, keep me God, keep me God
Keep me God, keep me God, keep me God

11091. Keep Me In Your Heart

Trampled by Turtles
Keep Me in Your Heart

[Verse 1]
Shadows are fallin' and I'm runnin' out of breath
Keep me in your heart for a' while
If' I leave you,' it doesn't mean I loved you' any less
Keep me in your heart for a while
When you get up in the morning and you see that crazy sun
Keep me in your heart for a while
There's a train leaving nightly called "When All is Said and Done"
Keep me in your heart for a while

[Chorus]
Sha la, la-la, la, la-la, la-la, la, la
Keep me in your heart for a while
Sha la, la-la, la, la-la, la-la, la, la
Keep me in your heart for a while

[Verse 2]
Sometimes when you're doin' simple things around the house
Maybe you'll think of me and smile
Know I'm tied to you like the buttons on your blouse
Keep me in your heart for a while

[Bridge]



Hold me in your thoughts, take me to your dreams
Touch me as I fall into view
When the winter comes keep the fires lit
And I will be right next to you
[Verse 3]
Engine driver's headed north to Pleasant Stream
Keep me in your heart for a while
These wheels keep turnin', but they're runnin' out of steam
Keep me in your heart for a while

[Chorus]
Sha la, la-la, la, la-la, la-la, la, la
Keep me in your heart for a while
Sha la, la-la, la, la-la, la-la, la, la
Keep me in your heart for a while

[Outro]
Keep me in your heart for a while

11092. Keep My Love With You - Chords

Keep My Love With You
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Ralph Stanley

F            C
Keep my love with you
             G7
Wherever you roam
C
Please don't ever hurt me
   G7                C
Or turn my life into woe

Yesterday someone told me
                        G7
That a new love took my place
C
But you tell me of your love dear
  G7                         C
I know that time changes are made

Repeat #1  x2

11093. Keep My Skillet Good And Greasy

Keep My Skillet Good And Greasy

I'm going downtown, gonna get a sack of flour



Gonna cook it every hour, keep my skillet good and greasy
All the time, time, time
Keep my skillet good and greasy all the time

Well if you say so, I'll never work no more
I'll lay around your shanty
All the time, time, time
Lay around your shanty all the time

Well I'm goin' downtown gonna get me a jug of brandy
Gonna give it all to Nancy, keep her good and drunk and goozy
All the time, time, time
Good and drunk and goozy all the time

11094. Keep Off The Grass

Todd Snider - Keep Off the Grass

It keeps on getting harder to keep on keeping on
With everybody screaming orders in my ear
I wanna be my own man, I'd love to walk alone
But every time I leave my home this is what I hear

Keep you nose clean
Your head above water
Keep your feet on the ground
Keep your hands off my daughter
Keep your back to the wind
Keep your thoughts to yourself
Keep an eye on the clock
Keep an eye on your health
I wish they'd just let me keep to myself
And I'd do fine on my own

They say keep up with the times, keep up with the Jones
Keep up with the rest of your class
So I keep an open mind in this close minded world
That's always telling me to keep off the grass

Keep you nose clean
Your head above water
Keep your feet on the ground
Keep your hands off my daughter
Keep your back to the wind
Keep your thoughts to yourself
Keep an eye on the clock
Keep an eye on your health
I wish they'd just let me keep to myself
And I'd do fine on my own
Keep you nose clean
Your head above water
Keep your feet on the ground
Keep your hands off my daughter



Keep your back to the wind
Keep your thoughts to yourself
Keep an eye on the clock
Keep an eye on your health
I wish they'd just let me keep to myself
And I'd do fine on my own
Keep an open mind
It's a closed minded world
Always telling me to keep off the grass
Songwriter:  Todd Snider

11095. Keep On Funkin'

Keep On Funkin'

I like country music I see lost of people use it
Just to help to soothe a hurtin deep inside their soul
It don't hard to understand it I know people who clemand it
That blew ribbon brand can please 'em young and old

But that funky country sound puts a different massage down
But it don't have to say a thing at all
I just know that when I hear it nothing else come ever near it
It's in my blood it's never gonna fall

Keep on funkin' up that country music children
Grow it in the streets and hollers by the pound
Red-neck nark or junky all like it funky
Can't nobody put this music down

11096. Keep On Going

Keep On Going

If you should wonder back this way when you are lonely too
Don't look for me for I will be long gone
I told you once before you left that I was through with you
You can't expect a man to linger on

You are old enough to know that a man's love will not go
When you take up with some one who you think's a little more fun
If you don't find a welcome mat a-lying in your way
Just keep on going is all that I can say

I got your letter yesterday you wanted to come home
But I've been happy since you've been away
I told you once before you left that I was through with you
So keep on going is all that I can say



11097. Keep On Going

Yonder Mountain String Band
Keep On Going

Chorus:
Gonna take my time
Before I pick the next way Im gonna run to
Gonna take my time
Before I find the next heart I'll give my soul to
But if time runs out
I swear I'll find a way to keep on goin

Up on the corner, of life, Im standin, just standin, kinda doin nothin
Bydin my time
I'm standin, seein, the world float by my eyes its almost blindin
I should feel priveledged
But my feet are on the ground, but my mind is ten miles high
And I dont seem to see, all the this and back and forth thats goin on in front of me

(Chorus:)
Im sittin here, just thinkin, about the pavement, under my feet, and the blue, the blue, in the s
ky
And it should be a deep, deep feelin that I get, but not, for I know its only time, time, time, tim
e
Though my mouth maybe shut, the voice in my head sings a million tunes
And I dont seem to see, all the this and back and forth thats goin on in front of me

(Chorus:)

11098. Keep On Pushin' - Chords

Keep On Pushin'
The Country Gazette

Intro:
C   G   C   Eb   F 
           Bb                     C             Eb 
Bring Your feet on the ground the one bring you down 
F             D             Gm 
All you gotta do is keep on pushin' 
Bb                            C                 Eb 
All the things they say don't allways work that way 
F            D                Gm      G 
Satisfy your mind and keep on pushin' 
C                G   C                Eb                F 
All I ever wanna see Baby please that you knock down on me    
solo:
Bb   C   Eb   F   D   Gm 



Bb   C   Eb   F   D   Gm   G 
C                G   C                Eb                F 
All I ever wanna see Baby please that you knock down on me    
Bb                C          Eb 
Every time I call call up on you 
F             D             Gm 
All you gotta do is keep on pushin' 
Bb                           C               Eb 
All the things you do you've got to see them through 
F            D                Gm    G 
satisfy your mind and keep on pushin'  
C                G   C                Eb                F 
All I ever wanna see Baby please that you knock down on me    
solo:
Bb   C   Eb   F   D   Gm 
Bb   C   Eb   F   D   Gm   G 
C                G   C                Eb                G 
All I ever wanna see Baby please that you knock down on me

11099. Keep On The Firing Line

Keep On The Firing Line

If you're in the battle for the lord and right
Just keep on the firing line
If you win the battle then surely you must fight
So keep on the firing line

   Brother keep on the firing line
   Keep on the firing line
   Time is getting short Jesus coming soon
   Brother keep on the firing line

There are many dangers everyone must face
If you die fighting there is no disgrace
With the lord for coward you will find no place
So keep on the firing line

God can only use the soldier he can trust
To keep on the firing line
If you wear the crown bear the cross you must
So keep on the firing line

11100. Keep on Truckin'

John Hartford - Keep on Truckin'

Keep on truckin'
Keep on truckin'



Keep on truckin'
Keep on truckin' down the line

To the Ozark Hills of old Missouri
And from North Alabama hills of Georgia
Gotta keep on truckin' down the line

Good Lord willin' and the creek don't run dry
Friends and neighbors all gather round
Mom and Dad and Grandpa too
Grandpa will dotsy doe
Gotta keep on truckin' down the line

Good Lord willin' and the creek don't run dry
Friends and neighbors all gather round
Mom and Dad and Grandpa too
Grandpa will dotsy doe
Gotta keep on truckin' down the line

Now I've known these boys mighty long time
Their down to earth, and you'll like 'em too
They pick and sing those good old country songs
And always do a mighty fine job

Good Lord willin' and the creek don't run dry
Friends and neighbors all gather round
Mom and Dad and Grandpa too
Grandpa will dotsy doe
Gotta keep on truckin' down the line

11101. Keep On Truckin' - Chords

Keep On Truckin' - Infamouse Stringdusters
Written By: John Hartford

Chord progression is the same for verse and chorus, includes lots of improvised lyrics/verses

Chorus:
 D
Ya gotta keep on truckin' (gotta keep on truckin')
              A
gotta keep on truckin' (gotta keep on truckin')
        D         E                 A
keep on truckin', truckin' down the line

Ya got a colt 45 got an F-5 mandolin
Got a crack down the middle
It doesn't really matter at all

Chorus

You ain't goin' nowhere, but you must be goin' somewhere
'Cause if you were nowhere



Then you wouldn't be anywhere at all

Chorus

11102. Keep On Walkin'

Keep On Walkin' - The Grascals

as a little boy playin in the sand
my momma'd take me by the hand, so i could stand
and get me walkin
sometimes id fall to the ground
id get back up and stumble 'round, just like a clown
but i was walkin

chorus:
not too fast and not too slow
keep it steady as i go
and live each as if it were the last
and keep on walkin

daddy dropped me off first day of school
i was cryin tears and he was too, but we played it cool
and we kept on walkin
i was just 15 when old jimmy cried
invited me to do a line, but i declined
yeah i kept on walkin

repeat chorus

spent some time out in santa fe
a blue eyed girl standin in my way, beggin me to stay
but i kept on walkin
i headed home to my lovin wife
cause i promised her my hand for life, and side by side
we'll keep on walkin

repeat chorus

im gettin old and feeble now
havin trouble gettin round, im slowin down
but im still walkin
im hearin angels sing on high
then suddenly i realize, i seen the light
i keep on walkin

as im crossin over jordan i cant wait
my mom and dad are waitin at the gates
to help me walk in
i keep on walkin
i keep on walkin



11103. Keep Texas Beautiful

Jerry Jeff Walker - Keep Texas Beautiful

Texas in October, is about as pretty as it gets
But Texas in the springtime, is even prettier yet
You miss it so much when you're gone
It's hard for you to say
Texas gets more beautiful, with every passing day
Got a letter from my family, said they'd had a lot of rain
It washed away the cotton crops, but all and all they can't complain
'Cause the bluebonnets are about to bloom again
And Ginger finally had her colt
In Texas they don't worry much, about things they can't control

Chorus:
Keep Texas beautiful, keep Texas free
Keep her wild and natural, just the way she ought to be
This world is full of man-made wonders, Texas didn't come that way
No, Texas came out beautiful, why not keep her that way?
I've been out here working hard, trying to make ends meet
But a float trip down the Rio Grande would sure do a lot for me
A good night's sleep under a lot of stars
With a sunrise crisp and clean
And the smell of coffee boiling, by a big old pot of beans

Chorus
So in my dreams I'm driving home, I can see my daddy's face
He's standing by the live oak tree, in our yard on Canyon Lake
And I'm driving under miles and miles of clear blue Texas skies
Some strangers in a pick-up truck, turn and wave as I drive by

Chorus
Yeah, Texas came out beautiful, why not keep her that way?

11104. Keep The Change - Chords

Keep The Change
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Billy Sherrill, Carmol Taylor, Monroe Fields

G
It was so good when he loved you
                                     D7
I could tell by the sunshine on your face

Though he bought you pretty things
                                  G
I know he made your world a happy place



And I remember when she loved you
       G7                               C
And in those days you've had someone to care
    D7
And through your long and lonely nights
                                G
When you needed someone she was there

Oh but lately you're not smiling
                                     D7
And I don't see that sunshine like before

I know you tried to make it work
                                  G
But I don't think he loves you anymore

And I know she must have hurt you
        G7                                  C
Cause I see the things you tried so hard to find
    D7
But if we'd have each other
                                       G
It might just stop this hurt we have inside

          C  D7             G
Change to m--e and keep the change
    C              G
And I won't do you like he did
    A7                    D7
And I won't hurt you like she did
G         C  D7             G
Change to m--e and keep the change

          C          G
And we'll never need another
D7                G
Once we have each other
          C  D7             G
Change to m--e and keep the change

11105. Keep The Change - Chords

Keep The Change 
Holly Williams
 
G
Bust open the window, rip down the blinds
I'm sick of hiding from the sweet sunshine
          Em   C
'Cause it ain't, ain't getting me nowhere
 
G



I've been locked up in this house for way too long, yeah
I'm sitting around singing sad, sad songs
       Em   C
And it ain't, ain't getting me nowhere
 
 
Em           C        G
It's been a long time coming
     Em              C             G
I'm jumping off this reckless pity train
Em      C                  G
I'm all cashed out on your lovin'
     Em                  C *ring out*
I've paid my dues honey, you can keep the change
 
 
G
I know how to nurse a bad heartache and
I can make it worse when I want to feel the pain
       Em   C
But it ain't, ain't getting me nowhere
 
G
I know how to cry a river, I know how to drown
Put that anchor 'round my ankles and let it take me down
       Em   C
But it ain't, ain't getting me nowhere
 
 
Em           C        G
It's been a long time coming
     Em              C             G
I'm jumping off this reckless pity train
Em      C                  G
I'm all cashed out on your lovin'
     Em                  C *ring out*
I've paid my dues honey, you can keep the change
 
 
          Em - C          G
Keep the change, keep the change
          Em - C          D
Keep the change, keep the change
 
 
 
Em           C        G
It's been a long time coming
     Em              C             G
I'm jumping off this reckless pity train
Em      C                  G
I'm all cashed out on your lovin'
     Em                  C
I've paid my dues honey, you can keep the change
     Em                  C *ring out*
I've paid my dues honey, you can keep the change



11106. Keep The Lamp On Sadie

Keep The Lamp On Sadie

Keep the lamp on Sadie let it shine
Leave it on so I can see
Keep the lamp on Sadie let it shine
So I can find may way from the fields back to you

I know we need to talk things over
I know things haven't gone so good
Keep the lamp on Sadie let it shine
So I can find my way back home to you

It's been a rough year for the things we are pullin'
And the banks is buggin' us about what's due
And I know it worries you because it's so
But right now there's not too much we can do

I'm gonna need you by my side
so Sadie lets survive
And fight this thing to the bitter end
And keep the lamp on Sadie let it shine
So I can find my way back home to you

I've got an uncle in St Louis who just might help us
Get over this dry spell we have now
We can sell a couple of things we have no need for
And that will help us get our feet back on the ground

But if you leave me I don't think that I can manage
Sadie keep the lamp on if you can
So keep the lamp on Sadie let it shine
So I can find my way back home to you

11107. Keep Those Cards And Letters Coming In

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Keep Those Cards And Letters Coming In

Didn't want to be no soldier didn't want to leave your side
Didn't want to cross that ocean it's so deep and wide
I guess that I'm just bluest soldier in all Germany
But so I'm blue I'm gonna be true if you'll just write to me

Gotta keep those cards and letters coming in honey
Say you love me time and time again honey
It's many a miles from Nashville to Berlin honey
So keep those cards and letters coming in



You tell me that my letters killed you keep my lovin' on your mind
Keep your heart from everything and out of sweet frauleins
But every letter that you write honey I'll write free
Keep let me know you miss me so till you come home to me

Gotta keep those cards and letters...
So keep those cards and letters coming in

11108. Keep Travelin'

Keep Travelin'
Front Country

Just when it feels like life is falling down
And everything's unwinding all around
I'll be there, I'll be there, I'll be there
Oh, if only you'll be here, you'll be here, you'll be here

Just when the wind is pushing through your heart
Wondering when everything got so hard
Oh honey, I'll be there, I'll be there, I'll be there
Oh, if only you'll be here, you'll be here, you'll be here

I don't know why I keep travelin'
Amid all of this unravelin'

Made it to where I thought I oughta be
Only to find my fears in front of me
My fear, my fear, my fear
Oh, in front of me here, right here, right here

Facing the thing I wanted yesterday
And it ain't the same thing that I want today
Oh, ain't that the way, ain't that the way, ain't that the way
Here tomorrow and gone today, and gone today, oh gone today

I don't know why I keep travelin'
Amid all of this unravelin'
I don't know why I keep travelin'

11109. Keep Your Dirty Lights On

Keep Your Dirty Lights On
Tim O Brien & Darrell Scott

Well my Daddy came from coal dust
And me I'm bout the same
If you've read King Coal's ledger book



Then you've seen my family name
It used to take a camp of miners
To load that train and gone
Now there's four in my crew and we do what we do
To keep your dirty lights on

Keep your dirty lights on
Keep your dirty lights on
If you've got money in your pocket and a switch on the wall
We'll keep your dirty lights on

Well Daddy worked in darkness
Me in broad daylight
I can blow a whole seam like daddy never dreamed
Using Nobel's dynamite
As long as there's coal in them mountains
We're gonna burn up it till it's gone
We can't stop blowing mountain tops
We've gotta keep your dirty lights on

Every time they have elections
They talk how coal is clean
Well coal is cheap but coal's still black
It ain't never turning green
So plug your electric car in
Charge it good and strong
Do your shopping online we'll get you every time
Just keep your dirty lights on

11110. Keep Your Distance

Richard Thompson - Keep Your Distance 
Buddy Miller

If I cross your path again
Who knows where, who knows when
On some morning without number
On some highway without end

Don't grasp my hand and say
"Fate has brought you here today"
Oh, fate is only fooling with us, friend

Keep your distance, oh, keep your distance
When I feel you close to me what can I do but fall
Keep your distance, keep your distance
Ah, with us it must be all or none at all

It's a desperate game we play
Throw our souls, our lives, away
Wounds that can't be mended
And debts that can't be paid



Oh, I played and I got stung
Now I'm biting back my tongue
I'm sweeping out the footprints where I strayed

Keep your distance, keep your distance
When I feel you close to me what can I do but fall
Keep your distance, oh, keep your distance
With us it must be all or none at all

Keep your distance, oh, keep your distance
When I feel you close to me what can I do but fall
Keep your distance, oh, keep your distance
With us it must be all or none at all
With us it must be all or none at all
With us it must be all or none at all

11111. Keep Your Eyes On Jesus

Keep Your Eyes on Jesus
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

KEEP YOUR EYES ON, JESUS
WHEN THE TIDAL WAVE OF TROUBLE
AROUND YOU ROLLS
KEEP YOUR EYES ON, JESUS
HE WILL CALM THE STORMS OF LIFE
THAT TOSS YOUR SOUL

LIVING IN A WORLD THAT'S FULL OF SORROW
WE ARE TRIED AND TEMPTED EVERY DAY
KNOWING NOT THE SECRETS OF TOMORROW
WE FIND Rescue IF YOU WIN, WE WATCH AND PRAY

KEEP YOUR EYES ON, JESUS
WHEN THE TIDAL WAVE OF TROUBLE AROUND YOU ROLLS
KEEP YOUR EYES ON, JESUS
HE WILL CALM THE STORMS OF LIFE THAT TOSS YOUR SOUL

(NARRATION)

In Matthew, Chapter 14, when the disciples
Were in the ship in the midst of the sea
Being tossed with waves
For the wind was contrary
In the fourth watch of the night
Jesus went unto them, walking on the sea
And when the disciples saw Him
Walking on the sea
They were troubled, saying, 'it is a spirit';
And they cried out for help

But straightway, Jesus spake unto them
Saying, "Be of good cheer;



It is I; Be not afraid."
And Peter answered him and said
Lord 'If it be Thou
Let me come unto Thee upon the water.'

And He said, "Come."
And when Peter was come down
Out of the ship, he walked on the water
To go to Jesus
But when he saw the wind boisterous
He was afraid;
And beginning to sink
He cried out, 'Lord, save me.'

Peter was doing alright while
He kept his eyes on Jesus
But when he looked away at
The rolling waves about him
He began to sink
And immediately, Jesus stretched
Forth His Hand
And caught him, and said unto him

"O, thou of little faith
Wherefore didst thou doubt?"
Being tossed in this life
By disappointments and temptations
We are very much the same as this disciple
If we want to live for Jesus
We must keep our eyes on Him
And not the pleasures of this world

KEEP YOUR EYES ON, JESUS
WHEN THE TIDAL WAVE OF TROUBLE
AROUND YOU ROLLS
KEEP YOUR EYES ON, JESUS
HE WILL CALM THE STORMS OF LIFE
THAT TOSS YOUR SOUL

11112. Keep Your Feet On The Ground

Rhonda Vincent - Keep Your Feet on the Ground

When I was very young, Dad would take me out to play.
Frolic and discuss the coming days.
When I would go out on my own for all the world to see.
This is what my Dad would always say.

[Chorus]
Keep your feet on the ground, what goes up must come down.
And solitaire's a lonely game when there's no one else around.
Keep Jesus on the Throne of life no matter where you're bound.
He will always help you keep your feet upon the ground.



The years have travelled by me, and tomorrow's gonna wait.
Made a few mistakes along the way.
But whenever things get really tough, I think back on the times.
When I was just a girl and Dad would say.

[Chorus: x2]

He will always help you keep your feet upon the ground.

11113. Keep Your Lamp Trimmed And Burnin'

Sawtooth Bluegrass Band - Keep Your Lamp Trimmed and Burnin'
Tim O'Brien & Darrell Scott

Troubles and trials are almost over
Troubles and trials are almost over
Troubles and trials are almost over
See what my lord has done
Keep your lamp trimmed and burnin'
Keep your lamp trimmed and burnin'
Keep your lamp trimmed and burnin'
See what my lord has done

Heaven's journey is almost over
Heaven's journey is almost over
Heaven's journey is almost over
See what my lord has done
Brother don't you worry
Don't you worry
Don't you worry
See what my lord has done

Two thousand years have come and gone
Two thousand years have come and gone
Two thousand years have come and gone
See what my lord has done
Brother don't you worry
Don't you worry
Don't you worry
See what my lord has done
Sister don't stop prayin
Sister don't stop prayin
Sister don't stop prayin
See what my lord has done

Many are gone but not forgotten
Many are gone but not forgotten
Many are gone but not forgotten
See what my lord has done
Keep your lamp trimmed and burnin'
Keep your lamp trimmed and burnin'
Keep your lamp trimmed and burnin'



See what my lord has done

Brother don't you worry
Don't you worry
Don't you worry
See what my lord has done
Brother don't stop prayin
Sister don't stop prayin
Sister don't stop prayin
See what my lord has done

Keep your lamp trimmed and burnin'
Keep your lamp trimmed and burnin'
Keep your lamp trimmed and burnin'
See what my lord has done
Keep your lamp trimmed and burnin'
Keep your lamp trimmed and burnin'
Keep your lamp trimmed and burnin'
See what my lord has done

11114. Keep Your Promises

Keep Your Promises
Sean Watkins

Listen up, lover of mine.
Please hear what I say.
I know that we're flying blind,
But don't get carried away.

I'll take your kindnesses
And I'll take your weekend trips,
But keep your promises.
Don't let them leave your lips.

Pass me that bottle of wine.
Let's stay up all night
And drink to our victimless crimes
Until the morning light.

I'll take your honest gifts
And I'll take your finger trips,
But keep your promises.
Don't let them leave your lips.

I'll take your kindnesses
And I'll take your weekend trips,
But keep your promises.
Don't let them leave your lips.

Yeah, keep your promises.
Don't let them leave your lips.



Promises

11115. Keep Your Promises II

Keep Your Promises II
Sean Watkins - Keep Your Promises II

[Verse 1]
Before we drink this cup
All I ask is that you keep your promises
We'll all be fine
Just don't cross that line
We can coresist
Just keep your promises

[Chorus]
Don't let them leave your lips
I'll take every single kiss
But darling keep your promises

[Verse 2]
I'll take your time
And i'll give you mine
I'll take your secrets
I'll keep them all well hid
I'll drink your wine
And I'll pour you mine
All I ask is
That you keep your promises

[Chorus]
Don't let them leave your lips
I'll take every single kiss
But darling keep your promises

[Bridge]
I'll have my favorite wine enough
If you fill it more with this Britain mug
[?] may will drink of this [?]
And you got change of mind
It's just a matter of time
Ooohhh

[Chorus]
Yeah just keep your promises
Don't let them leave your lips
I'll take every single kiss
Yeah keep your promises(I'll have my feeling to cry enough)
Don't let them leave your lips( if you feeling ignored up just speak your mind)
But darling keep your promises (just a matter of time)



11116. Keeper

John Butler - Keeper

Keeper won't you let me in
My soul is tired and worn thin
And all I want is a place to lay my head
So keeper, keep me a while, I said
Cos all I want to do is escape this mind
So keeper, can I leave that part please behind
Cos I don't want to think about life anymore
That's why keeper, I am knocking on your front door
And all I get inside
Melted away with all my pride
And all I can do is sleep
It's the only thing that gets me away from this brain in my head, you see
Keeper
I know you look around and you look inside and you see nothing
I know you look around and you look inside and you see nothing
But you got to look around and look inside and see something
You gotta look around and look inside and see something
Keeper
And I know its gonna be a long time
And I know its gonna be a long time

11117. Keeper Of The Key - Chords

Keeper Of The Key 
Hank Locklin

Intro (D) (G) (C) - Follow pattern of CAPATALIZED line*

(F) You have gone and yet I'm still your (C) prisoner
Al-(D)-though you're with your new love I'm not (G) free
For (F) you have placed a lock around my (C) heart dear (A)
And (D) you are the (G) keeper of the (C) key

(F) Love locked inside like mine (C) burns constantly
Please (D) darling please come back to (G) me
We'll (F) lock our hearts together for a (C) lifetime (A)
*FOR (D) YOU ARE THE (G) KEEPER OF THE (C) KEY

Brief Instrumental Follow pattern of CAPATALIZED line*

(F) Love locked inside like mine (C) burns constantly
Please (D) darling please come back to (G) me
Let's (F) lock our hearts together for a (C) lifetime (A)
For (D) you are the (G) keeper of the (C) key



11118. Keepin' Out of Mischief Now

Linda Ronstadt - Keepin' Out of Mischief Now

Don't even go to a movie show
If you're not by my side,
I stay home by my radio,
But I'm satisfied!
All my flirtin' days are gone,
On the level from now on!

Don't go for any excitement now,
Books are my best company.
All my opinions have changed somehow,
Old-fashioned as can be!
When you really learn to care,
There's a thrill in solitaire!

Keepin' ou of mischief now,
Really am in love, and how!
I'm through playing with fire,
It's you whom I desire!

All the world can plainly see
You're the only one for me!
I've told them in advance
They can't break up our romance!
Living up to every vow,
I'm keepin' out of mischief now!

All the world can plainly see
That you're the only one for me!
Say I've told them, told them in advance
That they can't break up our romance!
Living up to every vow,
I'm keepin', keepin' out of mischief now!

11119. Keepin' The Road Hot

Keepin' the Road Hot
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: JEFF HANNA, ROBERT CARPENTER

They say when you find true love
You'd better hang on to what you've got
Find a way to make it last
Be sure that girl is yours

Well, my baby lives away 'cross town



Until things change, I'm blacktop bound
It makes me feel alive to rev it up and ride

I'll be keepin' the road hot
I'm on the move, ain't gonna stop
Hearts on fire and we're miles apart
So I'll be keepin' the road hot

I get up and I work all day
The minutes seem like hours as they tick away
By afternoon the time's so slow
I'm a daydream nighttime Romeo

Then the whistle blows and it's time to rock
I head out for that parking lot
Car is on my side, I rev it up and ride

I'll be keepin' the road hot
I'm on the move, ain't gonna stop
Hearts on fire and we're miles apart
So I'll be keepin' the road hot

Mmm, that highway sound
Thinking of her as the wheels go 'round
It's got me hypnotized every time I ride

I'll be keepin' the road hot
I'm on the move, ain't gonna stop
Wheels are burnin' that ol' blacktop
Yeah, I'll be keepin' the road hot

I'll be keepin' the road hot
I'll be keepin' the road hot, oh
I'll be keepin' the road hot
I'll be keepin' the road hot, oh
I'll be keepin' the road hot

11120. Keeping Your Poop In A Jar - Chords

Keeping your poop in a jar
by Hayseed Dixie

(chorus)
G
 Keeping your poop in a jar,
D
 Til the day you come back 
                       Amin
so I don't forget just what you are.
         C            D         G     C  D  
Yeah I'm keeping your poop in a jar.

(verse)



C
 You thought you took everything, 
G                         D
but you left something behind for me.
C
I scooped it out, I bottled it up, 
        G                       D
now its there on a stand by the bed 
             C           Emin
to remind me case I ever forget.
C                     D
You're just a piece of poop.

(chorus)

(violin break: with chorus chords)
(mandolin break: with chorus chords)

Let me testify.

(verse)
C
 I had a moment of weakness once
     G                    D
so I opened the lid for a smell.
C
 It all came back to me baby.
    G               D     
One vaporous rush I remembered you well.
C                Emin
How could I ever forget, 
C                           D
 Aw that you're a piece of... poop.

(chorus)
G
 Keeping your poop in a jar,
D
 Til the day you come back 
                       Amin
so I don't forget just what you are.
         C            D         G    
Yeah I'm keeping your poop in a jar.
       C      D 
Now, ho everybody sing.

(chorus)

C            D         G
Keeping your poop in a jar.
C            D         Emin
Keeping your poop in a jar,
C               D         G
Keeping your, a poop in a jar.



11121. Keith How Many

Keith How Many 
Ernie Thacker
 
At the edge of the cliff, and wind at his back 
Tryin' to get back on the right track 
How many, Keith how many 
 
How many more young singers will fall 
Being the man and livin' the song 
How many, Keith how many 
 
CHORUS
Don't you know, we miss you so 
It's such a shame, that you had to go 
Forever, Keith forever

How many times have I watched your show 
You played with Stanley or you played with Crowe 
How many, Keith how many 
 
How many times have I heard you say 
If the crowd would listen, you'd sing all day 
How many, Keith how many 
 
Every now and then you're on the radio 
All the lives you've touched, Lord you'll never know 
How many, Keith how many 
 
I still cry, if you know what I mean 
You danced with Molly, on "Somewhere Between"  
How many, Keith how many 
 
Or ever, Keith forever, 
We're not over you

11122. Kelly Joe's Shoes

Tim O'Brien - Kelly Joe's Shoes

I have a friend lives up in Portland, I stayed there with him one time
He had a new a pair of high-top sneakers, didn't fit him but they fit me fine
I laced up his Converse sneakers, we drove down the California line
After we played a little gig in Chico, he headed home, he left me behind

[[Chorus]
Said take these shoes and be on your way
It looks like you've got travelin' to do



Come back and see me some other day
Tell me all about where they took you to

Now I had a lot of fun in those black Chuck Taylors
A finer shoe has never been worn
I can see where I've been in the color fadin'
I can what I learned where they're frayed and worn
I walked off the tread on the concrete pavement
Of London, and Dublin, and New York town
I shook out the sand from the ocean beaches,
I left it on the floor of an airport lounge

[Chorus]

Today it rained at the bluegrass fester
It was squishy squashin' through the fields all day
I rinsed them out in the cool lake water, I washed that mountain mud away
Now I'm sittin' in a friendly kitchen, the wind outside it howls and blows
I'll let em dry by a cozy fire, and warm my soaked and wrinkled toes

[Chorus]

These are shoes that like to travel, no tellin' where they'll take me to
They're still not done scratchin' gravel
They still gotta show me a thing or two

[Chorus]

11123. Kelly's Bar

Trampled By Turtles - Kelly's Bar

I was sinking like a stone in Red Wing, Minnesota
In a bar called Kelly's right next to the train
It shakes the walls and you have to stop talkin'
It's never much different but it's never the same

And the guy next to me he was fightin' for nothin'
Love that was over and a knife in the back
I was seein' double so I went out walkin'
I didn't know if I would ever get back

Met a girl downtown and she was covered in lightning
She thought my weakness was charming but I didn't agree
Well the cops were out watchin' everybody that was drivin'
Any one of you here could sing it better than me

And the sun was risin' on the banks of the river
I was dying in Tom's back yard
No idea how I ever ended up in Winona
No idea how I ever let it go this far

There's somebody there that I can't remember



I'm certain this person meant a lot to me
Yeah maybe I've changed, yeah baby everybody changes
And maybe you're not where you thought you would be

But I dream about it on the nights when I'm sleepin'
And I wake up screamin' in my own damn bed
Yeah I'll work harder at the people that I'm keepin'
If you work harder gettin' outta my head

11124. Kennesaw Line

Kennesaw Line
Don Oja Dunaway
Claire Lynch

Well now I am just a simple man.
I go no command of the written word.
I can only try to tell y'all
About the things that I've seen and heard.
Won't you listen to this picture
Forever etched upon my mind.
The day that hell broke loose just north of Marietta all along the Kennesaw line.
The day that hell broke loose just north of Marietta all along the Kennesaw line.

Well the sun rose high above us that morning
On a clear and cloudless day
A peckerwood, he tapped on a tree
That would soon be shot away
The heat blistered down through the leaves on the trees
The air seemed hot enough to catch fire
Heaven seemed to be made of brass
The sun rose higher and higher

And then everything got real still and quiet.
My old mess mate, Walter Hood
Said, "Them boys down there they're up to something
I know it ain't no damn good"
Well it was then the storm broke, swept down on us
Rumbling through the hills
Walter sighed and he dropped his rifle
I heard him say something 'bout whippoorwills

He said, "Sammy, can't you hear 'em singing
Singing for you and me
Yes, and all the Maury Grays, Lord
Carry me back to Tennessee
God bless the First and the Twenty-seventh
The Grand Rock City Guard
Sammy, nobody every told me
That dying would be so hard"

Sammy, I think I'm hurt real bad.
Ain't this a hell of a day.



You'd best go and leave me now.
I think I need time to pray.
You know how bad I been wantin' to go home,
But I couldn't see rightly how.
Colonel Field ain't gonna have a choice this time.
Guess I'm gonna get my furlough now.

He said, "Sammy, can't you hear 'em singing
Singing for you and me
Yes, and all the Maury Grays, Lord
Carry me back to Tennessee
God bless the cowards and the brave alike
Who died where the seeds of death are sewn
And I pity those poor Yankee bastards
Who died so far from home.

Repeat First Verse, repeating last line 3 times

Note: "Marietta" is pronounced "Mayretta" by many people who live
there or nearby.

11125. Kenneth Little Red Hayes

Kenneth Little Red Hayes (Larry W. Jones 09/23/2007) 

All the cowboys rode in from far away
To the big barn dance where the fiddler played
And when the caller called out, bend the bow
Kenneth "Little Red" Hayes was hot to go
Down by the river when the sun went down
At the barn dance a little ways from town
"Little Red" Hayes played the best western swing
His fiddle wouldn't rest, he made it sing
Cherokee Cowboys played Silver Lake Blues
And "Little Red" Hayes never took a snooze
He resined his bow for Billy Bayou
He could really play the fiddle so true
Down by the river when the sun went down
At the barn dance a little ways from town
"Little Red" Hayes played the best western swing
His fiddle wouldn't rest, he made it sing
Now, one of these days it will come, I know
Ken "Little Red" Hayes will hang up his bow
But he's already set the scene ablaze
We've never seen none like Little Red Hayes
Down by the river when the sun went down
At the barn dance a little ways from town
"Little Red" Hayes played the best western swing
His fiddle wouldn't rest, he made it sing



11126. Kentucky

The Louvin Brothers - Kentucky
Osborne Brothers

Kentucky you are the dearest land outside of Heaven to me
Kentucky your laurels and your red bud trees
When I die I want to rest upon your graceful mountain so high
Kentucky that is where God will look for me

Kentucky I miss the voices singing in the silvery moonlight
Kentucky I miss the hound dog chasing coon
I know that my mother dad & sweetheart all are waiting for me
Kentucky I will be coming soon 

Kentucky you are the dearest land outside of Heaven to me
Kentucky I will be coming soon

11127. Kentucky Blue

Sturgill Simpson - Kentucky Blue

[Verse 1]
I've been Texas tired
I've been New York wired
I've been Louisiana lonesome too
I've been Colorado high
And I wish I was tonight
But I'm just Kentucky blue

[Chorus]
Kentucky blue
That's where I've been since I lost you
And as far as I can see
'Til you come back to me
I'll be Kentucky blue

[Verse 2]
I hope you and that girl
Are on top of the world
In whatever town you're in in Tennessee
I got a half a bottle of red
And your white lies in my head
Turnin' everything I see in deep green

[Chorus]
Kentucky blue
That's where I've been since I lost you
And as far as I can see
'Til you come back to me
I'll be Kentucky blue

[Bridge]



Was the color of your eyes
Was the color of the sky
The day you said you loved me
But that was just a lie
Now the only blue that's real
Is the blue you made me feel
When you said goodbye

[Chorus]
Kentucky blue
That's where I've been since I lost you
And as far as I can see
'Til you come back to me
I'll be Kentucky blue
That's where I've been since I lost you
And as far as I can see
'Til you come back to me
I'll be Kentucky blue

11128. Kentucky Bluebird - Chords

Keith Whitley
Kentucky Bluebird       
Keith Whitley/Wade Hayes

INTRO: E E E E  A   E E E E  A
E                         A
Blown down the highway by two different winds
E                                  A
Lord only knows when I'll see you again
C#m                          A
You're 'bout as close as the stars up above
                              B
You're my long distance love

A            E     A                   B
Kentucky Bluebird, I heard your song today
A                 C#m                 A
But when I try to touch you, you fly away

E                     A
Blue is a feeling I'm learning so well
E                         A
Turn on the TV in another hotel
C#m                      A
Turn down the volume and stare at the wall
                          B
God I wish you would call

A            E     A                   B
Kentucky Bluebird, I heard your song today
A                 C#m                 A
But when I try to touch you, you fly away



C#m                  A
How I hate the miles between us
                     E
They get longer each day
C#m                      A
I had this dream and you should have seen us
                                 B
Holding each other and drifting away

A            E     A                   B
Kentucky Bluebird, I heard your song today
A                 C#m                 A
But when I try to touch you, you fly away
C#m      E
You fly away.

OUTRO: same as INTRO

11129. Kentucky Borderline

Kentucky Borderline 
Rhonda Vincent
 
She pulled out of Mobile, in the pouring rain  
Moving through the darkness, like a hurricane  
From southern Gulfport waters, to the Cumberland so green 
Louisville by Nashville, and all points in between  
Pounding out a rhythm, making up lost time  
Heading for that bluegrass state of mine 
 
REFRAIN:
White smoke a-rollin', whistle a-blowin'  
Listening to her engine keeping time, 
Kentucky borderline  
 
Montgomery by morning, Birmingham by noon
Onward through the distance, upward to the moon 
Her lonesome whistle cries, a low sad refrain  
Like the boys, down on Beale street, singing of the pain  
No one is gonna stop her, from her appointed rounds  
This train is moving on she's glory bound 
 
Her lungs are full of fire, breathing burning coal  
A raging locomotion, like thunder when it rolls 
Singing for the mighty, who cast her molten steel  
Drawed the spike and laid the rail, to ride beneath her wheels 
The pride of our nation, she's a monument to them 
A southern belle that mighty L & N  
 
Kentucky, borderline



11130. Kentucky Borderline - Chords

Kentucky Borderline
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Terry Herd and Rhonda Vincent

G
She pulled out of Mobile in the pouring rain
                                  
Moving through the darkness like a hurricane
     C
From southern New Port waters to the Cumberland so green
D7                          G
Louisville by Nashville and all points in between
D7
Poundin' out a rhythm making up lost time
                                    G
Headin' for that bluegrass state of mine
C
White smoke a rolling whistle a blowing
                                G
Listenin' to her engine keepin' time
D7             G
Kentucky borderline
Montgomery by morning Birmingham by noon
Onward through the timber upward to the moon
    C
Her lonesome whistle cries a low sighed refrain
              D7                  G
Like the boys down on Mill street singing of the pain
   D7
No one is gonna stop her from her appointed rounds
                                  G
This train is movin' on its glory bound
Repeat #2
Her lungs are full of fire breathing burning coal
A raging locomotion like thunder when it rolls
C
Singing for the mighty who cast her molten steel
G
Drawed the spike and laid the rail to ride beneath her wheels
    D7
The pride of our nation she's a monument to them
                                  G
A southern bell that mighty L and N
Repeat #2 x2
D7             G
Kentucky borderline



11131. Kentucky Feb. 27, '71

Tom T Hall - Kentucky Feb. 27, '71
Composer: Tom T. Hall

There were signs beside the road like Jesus Saves
And relieve yourself the fast and gentle way
I was looking for an old man who lived way back in these hills
Who just might have a story I could tell

Pretty soon the blacktop disappeared
I felt the car change to a lower gear
I took a drink of liquor just to chase away the chill
I was twenty seven miles from Olive Hill

Ahead I saw the bridge where I turned right
A dirt road led straight up a mountain side
I pulled up to a farmhouse I thought I had seen before
An old man and his dog were at the door

They told me this old-timer knew this land
I told him sir I just don't understand
Why the kids in this state just grow up and move away
And leave the land where they were born and raised

He said son you can't make it on this land
Unless you're happy working with your hands
There ain't no kids today that want to stay and work it out
They wanna see the things they hear about

He said I cleared this old farm off myself
And I'd work it now but time has got my health
Then staring out the window resting in his easy chair
He told me what I'd really come to hear

Said you know son people used to tell their kids
My I don't want you to have to work the way I did
They don't and some will tell you that it's a shame
But you have to think before you place the blame

I guess we must've talked a half a day
Then I told him that I'd best be on my way
He shook my hand and said I'm glad I met you Mr Hall
But I guess there ain't no song here after all

11132. Kentucky Gambler

Dolly Parton - Kentucky Gambler 
(Dolly Parton)

He wanted more from like
Than four kids and a wife
And a job in the dark Kentucky mines



A twenty-acre farm
With a shacky house and barn
That's all he had
And all he left behind
At gambling he was lucky
So he left Kentucky
Left behind his woman and his kids
Into the gay casino
In Nevada's town of Reno
Kentucky gambler planned to get rich quick
Kentucky gambler, who's gonna love your woman in Kentucky
Who's gonna be the one to give her what she needs
Kentucky gambler, who's gonna raise your children in Kentucky
Who's gonna keep them fed and keep shoes on their feet
At the gamblers' paradise
Lady luck was on his side
Kentucky gambler played his cards just right
He won at everything he played
Kentucky gambler had it made
And he should have quit and gone on home that night
But when you love the greenback dollar
Sorrow's always bound to follow
Reno dreams fade into neon amber
And lady luck, she'll leave you on
She'll saty awhile, and then she's gone
You'd better go on home Kentucky gambler
But a gambler never seems to stop
Til he loses all he's got
And so, Kentucky gambler, he played on
He played til he lost all he won
He was right back where he started from
Then he started wanting to go home
Kentucky gambler, there ain't nobody waiting in Kentucky
When you walked out, somebody else walked in
Kentucky gambler, looks like you ain't really very lucky
Seems to me a gambler looses much more than he wins
So you think about it
Kentucky gambler

11133. Kentucky Girl

Larry Sparks - Kentucky Girl

   Kentucky girl are you lonesome tonight
   Kentucky girl do you miss me
   Does that old moon shine on the bluegrass as bright
   As it did on the night you first kissed me

In a valley 'neath the mountains so high
The sweetest place in all the world
In a cabin with the vines o'er the door
That's where I left my Kentucky girl



I'm far away from old Kentucky tonight
And the blue eyed girl that I love so
But I'm heading home in the silvery moonlight
With open arms she waits I know

11134. Kentucky Gold

Kentucky Gold 
Reno Brothers

Kentucky gold, stood sixteen hands high 
Fire and lightning from tail to mane 
She was the color of the Owensboro sunset 
Kentucky gold was her name 
 
Nobody knew, where her daddy came from 
Or how he got into his mama's bed 
But you could tell by the way that filly ran 
That she was a thorough bred
 
CHORUS:
Kentucky gold, run baby run 
This time, it's just for you and me 
Kentucky gold, run baby run 
You were born to be free 
Someday, I'm gonna set you free 
  
I heard 'em laughin' behind our backs 
Questioning the line of her blood 
But I bet it all and put my life on the line 
For the daughter of an old, worthless stud 
 
I can see the look of disbelief in their eyes 
As she crossed the finish line 
We proved our point and went against the odds 
On the greatest race of all time, she's mine

11135. Kentucky In The Morning

Tom T Hall - Kentucky In The Morning
Composer: Tom T. Hall 

I will sing of a place that you may have seen
In the eastern half of our land so green
Where the sun is warm and the sky is blue
And the love of a girl is true

Kentucky in the mornin'
Trimmed in green and blue



Kentucky in the mornin'
I was only passin' through

There's a bird that sings somethin' sweet and pure
That tune goes on while the beat sounds sure
Oh if I could hum that old song today
I could chase my blues away

Kentucky in the mornin'...

Oh I can't recall how I came to go
By Kentucky shores on the Ohio
As I crossed that bridge I looked back to say
I will sing you a song someday

Kentucky in the mornin'...

11136. Kentucky In The Morning - Chords

Kentucky In The Morning
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall 

C
I will sing of a place that you may have seen
       G7
In the eastern half of our land so green
          C
Where the sun is warm and the sky is blue
        G7                C
And the love of a girl is true
                F
Kentucky in the morning
                     C
Trimmed in green and blue
                F
Kentucky in the morning
      G7           C
I was only passing through
There's a bird that sings something sweet and pure
     G7
That tune goes on while the beat sounds sure
      C
Oh if I could hum that old song today
        G7             C
I could chase my blues away
Repeat #2
Oh I can't recall how I came to go
   G7
By Kentucky shores on the Ohio
     C
As I crossed that bridge I looked back to say
       G7              C
I will sing you a song someday



Repeat #2

11137. Kentucky Mae - Chords

Kentucky Mae 
Pokey LaFarge
 
[Intro]
/ D          / Fdim7      / A          / Ab         /
/ G          / Em    A    / D    A     / D          /
 
[Verse]
D                 Fdim7 A                   Ab
  Oh, my Kentucky Mae,    all around town I hear the fellas say
G                   Em**         A**
  how bout a dance,   how bout a drink.
D**             Fdim7**             Em**     A**
Let me get your number and we'll go out next week.
D                               Fdim7
  But there's only one that she loves, boys,
A                            Ab
  so, you might as well stop makin' all that noise,
G                           Em**               A**
  there's no need to shout,   who am I talkin' bout?
    D** A**    D**    D7**
Its me,   yes, me.
 
[Chorus]
G                 Gm
  To find another girl like you
D**            A**           D**         Fdim7**
  would take a whole  nuther live time.
G                           Gm
  So, I believe that I will stay true
        D**          Fdim7**      E7**     A**
for the belle of the bluegrass is mine all mine, boys.
D                            D7    G                Gm
  The sweetest thing in this world   is my Kentucky girl
    D**            B7** E7**   A**   D**      A**    D* Fdim7*   D**
and all the fellas say, that's my Kentucky Mae.
 
[Instrumental]
/ Dm         / Dm         / A          / A          /
/ Dm         / Dm         / A          / A          /
/ Dm         / Dm         / A          / A          /
/ Dm         / Dm         / A          / A          /
 
/ G          / Gm         / D    A     / D    Fdim7 /
/ G          / Gm         / D    Fdim7 / Em   A     /
/ D          / D7         / G          / Gm         /
/ D    B7    / E7    A    / D    A     / D7         /
 
[End-Chorus]



G                 Gm
  To find another girl like her
D**            A**           D**       Fdim7**
  would take a whole  nuther live time.
G                           Gm
  So, I believe that I will stay true
        D**          Fdim7**      E7**     A**
for the belle of the bluegrass is mine all mine, boys.
D                            D7    G                Gm
  The sweetest thing in this world   is my Kentucky girl
    D**            B7** E7**  A**      D**            B7**   Em**   A**
and all the fellas say,            and all the fellas say,
    D**            B7** E7**   A* (D)
and all the fellas say, that's my Kentucky [Outro] Mae.
 
[Outro]
/ D          / Fdim7      / A          / Ab         /
/ G          / Em    A    / D    A     / D A D      //

11138. Kentucky Means Paradise

Glen Campbell - Kentucky Means Paradise

You take a K and a E N and a T U and a C K Y
And that spells KENTUCKY and it means paradise
You take a chicken and you kill it and you put it in the skillet
And you fry up a golden brown
That's southern cookin' and that's mighty nice
It don't cover lot when you look on a map
But I once studied geography when I sat in my mama's lap
You take a K and a E N and a T U and a C K Y
And that spells KENTUCKY and it means paradise

11139. Kentucky Morning - Chords

Kentucky Morning Live 
Darrell Scott

[Verse]
G
I am the one, who stayed behind
           C                G
While the others were going away
       D                    C
To the mills of Chicago, to the plants of Detroit
        F                         D
For the promise of a five-dollar day
                G
They would come by in December, while the folks were alive



      C                          Bm
With gifts from the money they'd made
            C                              G           C
And they'd talk of the nights, 'neath the bright city lights
    G          D       G
And wonder how I ever stayed (And I'd tell them)
 
[Chorus]
         C                                 G        D
Oh, your bright lights don't shine, like a Kentucky morning
    C                          G         D
You can't hear a whippoorwill out on the street
          C                          G             C
Give me a good piece of land, and an old cane-back rocker
      G         D       Em      C
While life goes on, and on, and on
      G         D       G
While life goes on, and on
 
[Verse 2]
         G
I took a train out of Corbin, and headed up North,
   C                  G
to visit a brother of mine
          D                           C
Said he'd talk to his foreman, for to get me a job
        F                    D
Working midnight's assembly line
           G
And I was there with my brother, making factory pay
    C                 Bm
But lord, my soul was alone
        C                     G             C
It was four in the morning, I shut down my machine
    G              D         G
And I told them, "I'm going home.
 
[Chorus]
         C                                 G        D
Oh, your bright lights don't shine, like a Kentucky morning
    C                         G           D
You can't hear a whippoorwill out on the street
          C                           G            C
Give me a good piece of land, and an old cane-back rocker
      G         D       Em     C
While life goes on, and on and on
      G         D       G
While life goes on, and on
           C                         G             C
Give me a good piece of land, and an old cane-back rocker
      G         D       Em     G
While life goes on, and on and on
      G         D       G
While life goes on, and on
      G         D       G
While life goes on, and on



11140. Kentucky Mountain

Kentucky Mountain

How the sad wind moans on Kentucky Mountain
And the rain is falling in her face
And by her side in the lonely graveyard
I want to lie down and take my place

She sleeping on Kentucky Mountain
And the rain is falling in her face
And by her side when this life is over
I'll lay me down and take my place

We fell in love there in the mountains
Our love was beautiful and free
She was so young when the maker called her
I guess she was not meant for me

I'm like a lonesome dove at twilight
As she flies around from tree to tree
My aching heart is full of sorrow
Since never more my love I'll see

11141. Kentucky Pool

John Hartford - Kentucky Pool

Well, a faint silhouette to my left, fainter still to my right
Even the searchlights long white spear can't find the buoys tonight
Running right where I thought I should be running
But somehow I got turned around
All the time I thought I was going up-river, I was really going down

Kentucky pool made a fool out of me
I thought I was running on the Tennessee River
It must be the deep blue sea

Well, a dag blamed bluegrass picker has got no business afloat
Needs to be somewhere playing this fiddle
Instead of trying to steer this boat

The captain is on the deck below
He will soon be coming upstairs
I've been listening for Channel 13, and his footsteps on the stairs

Kentucky pool made a fool out of me
I thought I was running on the Tennessee River
It must be the deep blue sea



Well, the radio's nothing but static and cold as a knife I can feel
The rain's coming over the breast board
And the chart fell down behind the wheel

I may be getting ready to run over this buoy
While trying to find the next
Ive been praying to God, and Captain Weigh
I don't have no steamboat wreck

Kentucky pool made a fool out of me
I thought I was running on the Tennessee River
It must be the deep blue sea

And it's raining, raining on me

11142. Kentucky Rain

Kentucky Rain - Eddie Rabbitt

Seven lonely days
And a dozen towns ago
I reached out one night
And you were gone
Don't know why you'd run,
What you're running to or from
All I know is I want to bring you home

So I'm walking in the rain,
Thumbing for a ride
On this lonely Kentucky backroad
I've loved you much too long
My love's too strong
To let you go, never knowing
What went wrong

Kentucky rain keeps pouring down
And up ahead's another town
That I'll be walking through
With the rain in my shoes,
Searching for you
In the cold Kentucky rain,
In the cold Kentucky rain

Showed your photograph
To some old gray bearded men
Sitting on a bench
Outside a general store
They said "Yes, she's been here"
But their memory wasn't clear
Was it yesterday,
No, wait...the day before?



well I finally got a ride
With a preacher man who asked
"Where you bound on such a cold dark afternoon?"
As we drove on through the rain
And he listened I explained
And he left me with a prayer
That I'd find you

Kentucky rain keeps pouring down
And up ahead's another town
That I'll be walking through
With the rain in my shoes,
Searching for you
In the cold Kentucky rain!
whoooooa...
In the cold Kentucky rain!
whoooooa...
In the cold Kentucky rain!
whoooooa

11143. Kentucky Thunder - Chords

Kentucky Thunder 
Ricky Skaggs

[Intro]
D
 
[Verse 1]
       D
Daniel Boone cut his way into Kentucky
        D                   A               D
Indians call that place the dark and bloody ground
     D
They opened up the wilderness with courage
    D              A       D
Celebrated with an ol' hoe down
 
[Verse 2]
       D
I grew up in the shadow of the mountains
          D                        A                 D
Where the creeks ran clear and the nine pound hammer swings
         D
My folks taught me to have pride in ol' Kentucky
       D               A            D
And it wells inside me every time I sing
 
[Chorus]
  G
I hear the sound of horse's hooves
G
McCoy 'n' Hatfield mountain feuds



    G                                D
The bluegrass music, that's Kentucky thunder
  G
I hear the rumble from the mines
G
Up dark hollers the moon still shines
G                                  A     C G A
Sweet Kentucky girls are still the wonder
         D
Lord and when I die, that's where I want to lie
  G       A                     Bm    G
Until ol' Gable blows his final number
                        A
And it rolls across the sky like
         D
Kentucky thunder
 
G A D
 
[Verse 3]
         D
My music carried me far from that ol' home place
       D                A             D
But my roots always ran to that rocky soil
           D
Aw you can take the boy from ol' Kentucky
        D             A              D
But you can't take Kentucky from the boy
 
 
[Chorus]
  G
I hear the sound of horse's hooves
G
McCoy 'n' Hatfield mountain feuds
    G                                D
The bluegrass music, that's Kentucky thunder
  G
I hear the rumble from the mines
G
Up dark hollers the moon still shines
G                                  A     C G A
Sweet Kentucky girls are still the wonder
         D
Lord and when I die, that's where I want to lie
  G       A                     Bm    G
Until ol' Gable blows his final number
                        A
And it rolls across the sky like
         D
Kentucky thunder (repeat 4x, hold on last)



11144. Kentucky Waltz

Bill Monroe - Kentucky Waltz 

We were waltzing that night in Kentucky 
Beneath the beautiful harvest moon
And I was the boy that was lucky
But it all ended too soon
As I sit here alone in the moonlight
I see your smiling face
And I long once more for your embrace
In that beautiful Kentucky waltz

We were waltzing that night in Kentucky 
Beneath the beautiful harvest moon
And I was the boy that was lucky
But it all ended too soon
As I sit here alone in the moonlight
I see your smiling face
And I long once more for your embrace
In that beautiful Kentucky waltz

11145. Kern River - Chords

Kern River
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
Emmylou Harris

F                          C
I'll never swim Kern River again
 
It was there that I met her
                                 G7
It was there that I lost my best friend
          F
And now I live in the mountains
  Em                       F
I drifted up here with the wind
          C
And I may drown in still water
         G7                     C
But I'll never swim Kern River again
 
       
I grew up in an oil town
       F                 C
But my gusher never came in
           
And the river was a boundary
                               G7
Where my darling and I used to swim

C



One night in the moonlight
F                              C
The swiftness swept here life away

And now I live on Lake Shasta and
     G7                     C
Lake Shasta is where I will stay

There's the South San Joaquin
          F                          C
Where the seeds of the dust bowl are found

And there's a place called Mount Whitney
                                       G7
From where the mighty Kern River comes down

          C
Well it's not deep nor wide
           F                      C
But it's a mean piece of water my friend
 
And I may cross on the highway
         G7                    C
But I'll never swim Kern River again

Repeat #1

11146. Kern River Blues - Chords

Kern River Blues
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                                                    G7     C
Well I'm leaving town tomorrow getting' my breakfast in the sky
         F                                                    C
Well I'm leavin' in the early morning eat my breakfast in the sky
     G7                                      C
Be a donut on a paper drink my coffee on the fly
                                                   G7     C
Cause I'm flyin' out on jet plane gonna leave this town behind
    F                                             C
I'm flyin' out on jet plane gonna leave this town behind
          G7                                      C
They done moved the city limits out by the county line
                                              G7    C
Put my head up to the window watched the city fade away
       F                                           C
Put my head close to the window watch Oildale fade away
        G7                                         C
Now the blues back in the 30's just like the blues today
                                      G7       C
There used to be a river here runnin' deep and wide
          F                                        C



Well they used to have Kern River runnin' deep and wide
         G7                                      C
Then somebody stole the water another politician lied
                                                 G7      C
When you close down all the honky tonks the city died at night
         F                                               C
When you close down all the honky tonks the city died at night
        G7                                                  C
When it hurt somebody's feelings well the wrong ain't never right
                                             G7      C
Well I'm leavin' town forever kiss an old boxcar goodbye
         F                                           C
Well I'm leavin' town forever kiss an old boxcar goodbye
            G7                                         C
I dumped my blues out in the river before Kern River's dry

11147. Kerosene

Greensky Bluegrass
Kerosene

I got down to a long valley
There's a nice valley river
There's a nice valley river
Please return to me
Let my heart be free

Instrumental

It's a heavy path above the old town
And the hoouse falls to the ground
I'm coming down
With all the mercy on me
All the mercy on me

Please return to me
Let my heart be free

Instrumental

I lost my hope on the sea
I got my mind good
I got my mind good
Please return to me
Let my heart be free

11148. Key To The Kingdom - Chords



Key To The Kingdom        
Recorded by The Whites

G
Well I woke up this morning
                       D7
And I fell down on the ground
  G         D7           C
I raised my hands toward heaven
        G    D7         G
And the Holy Ghost came down

       
I've gotta key to the kingdom
C                     G
I've got a key to the kingdom

I've got a key to the kingdom
         A#7         C        G
When the world can't do me no harm

Well I know there is a Father
                       D7
And I know He's on His throne
   G                  C
He baptized my in His precious blood
   D7                      G
He gave me new life to the Son

Repeat #2 x2

Well He said all power is in My Name
                      D7
And I give My Name to you
        G                  C
And whatever you find down here on earth
          D7             G
I'm gonna find in heaven too

Repeat #2 x2

He said I'm going back to my Father
                          D7
And here's what I'm gonna do
          G                      C     G
I'm gonna build You a mansion in glory Jesus
         D7                   G
Then I'm coming back down for you

Repeat #2 x3

11149. Key's In The Mailbox



Ernest Tubb 
Key's In The Mailbox

Oh, jealous me and careless you the odds were just too great
I couldn't take those lonely nights you made me sit and wait
I thought I'd seen the last of you when you walked out of sight
Instead I see you in my dreams each night

So the key's in the mailbox, come on in
I'm sitting here wishing dear I had your love again
I'll never even ask you where you've been
The key's in the mailbox, come on in

I said I'd rather be alone than share your company
I said don't come around at all if you want more than me
But sitting here alone I can't deny the flame that burns
I'd gladly take you back on any terms

So the key's in the mailbox, come on in
I'm sitting here wishing dear I had your love again
I'll never even ask you where you've been
The key's in the mailbox, come on in

11150. Keys to Paradise

Trampled By Turtles - Keys to Paradise

It's the secret of the winners
That's why I never got it
I come to find the savior in your eyes

All my frozen winters face the blame for the garden
At least I couldn't say that I tried

Fall apart at the softest setback of darkness
Dampened towers cry above to the highest liar's loving heart
All my partial poems come as painless filler
I may never be as strong as you'd like

But the way you look at me, you're such a silent killer
Hold me close and tell me I'm alright

Up all night just thinking of the ways to remain here
Mourn the silences that one time held the keys to paradise
And I come running down from heights that I remember
Those were times that I treasure like a child

Pick this body up because I know I'd better
And I fell upon the ground with a sigh
Little bandages add up to a coffin, baby
But I get hopeful every time I see you crack a little smile



11151. Keys To The Kingdom

Keys to the Kingdom
Uncle Earl - Ralph Stanley

They called old John from the island
And they put him in the kettle to boil
And the Lord came down from heaven above
And they tell me that the oil wouldn't boil

    Oh he had the keys to the kingdom
    And the faith unlocked the door
    Oh he had the keys to the kingdom Lord
    And the world couldn't do him no harm

The king said to the Hebrew
When they were about to sound
Before you worship that idol God
Get ready to bow down

Well they put old Paul and Silas
Down in the jail below
While one did sing and the other did shout
And the angel unlocked the door

Go get your trumpet Gabriel
And move down by the sea
But don't you blow that trumpet
Until you hear from me

When you think that you've been living right
And serving God every day
Just fall down on our bended knees
He'll hear every word you say

11152. Keys To The Kingdom

Keys To The Kingdom
Abigail Washburn And The Sparrow Quartet

I've got the keys to the kingdom, the world can't do me no harm

Go Gabrielle get the trumpet, move on down to the sea
Don't you sound that trumpet, til you hear from me

I've got the keys to the kingdom, the world can't do me no harm

Take ol' John on the Island, place him in a kettle of oil
Then the angels came from heaven down, told him that the oil wouldn't boil



I've got the keys to the kingdom, the world can't do me no harm

Take ol' Paul and Silas, place 'em in jail below
Then the angels came from heaven down and unlocked that prison house door

I've got the keys to the kingdom, the world can't do me no harm

When I get in trouble, I know I done no crime
Wake up central in Glory, and Jesus come to the phone

I've got the keys to the kingdom, the world can't do me no harm
I got the keys to the kingdom, the world can't do me no harm

11153. Kick Drum Heart

The Avett Brothers - Kick Drum Heart 

The footprints over the snow
The fabric of all the lonely
C-Covering only
The fables and hands
The rest is out in the cold
Holding the last of the season
F-F-F freezin' Yeah

My my my heart like a kick drum
My my heart like a kick drum
My my heart like a kick drum
My love like a voice.

We're walkin' in to the fields.
We're walkin in to the forest.
The moon is before us.
Up above
We're holdin' hands in the rain
S-sayin' words like I love you
D-d-d'you love me? Yeah

My my heart like a kick drum
My my heart like a kick drum
My my heart like a kick drum
My my love like a voice

Mother Mary heard us approaching her door
Although we didn't make a sound.

There's nothing like finding gold
Within the rocks hard and cold
I'm so surprised to find more
Always surprised to find more

I won't look back anymore



I left the people that do
It's not the chase that I love
It's me following you.

11154. Kick Me When I'm Down

Tim O'Brien - Kick Me When I'm Down

I had to leave her when I done her wrong
Figured I can come back before too long
And too soon as I moved out, you started comin' around
Just like an old friend to kick me when I'm down

Seems you got the story on the rumor mill
She had a billionaire uncle, she was in his will
You were cryin' at the funeral, makin' mournful sounds
Just like an old friend to kick me when I'm down

Kick me when I'm down, down level with the ground
Spread it all around, all over this town
Everybody I know knows I'm nothin' but a clown
Ain't it like an old friend to kick me when I'm down?

I figured that I knew when enough was enough
I went back to her place, pick up all my stuff
Well, I was slippin' in the back door, I heard you bouncin' in the bed
I forgot about my toothbrush and I went for my gun instead

Then a picture in the paper, invitation in the mail
I couldn't make the wedding, I couldn't go my bail
I got your honeymoon postcard, jailer brought it around
It's just like an old friend, they want to kick me when I'm down

Kick me when I'm down, down level with the ground
Spread it all around, all over this town
Everybody I know knows I'm nothin' but a clown
Ain't it like an old friend to kick me when I'm down?

Kick me when I'm down, down level with the ground
Spread it all around, all over this town
Everybody I know knows I'm nothin' but a clown
Ain't it like an old friend to kick me when I'm down?
Just like an old friend to kick me when I'm down

11155. Kick The Blues

Kick the Blues
Larkin Poe - Kick the Blues



[Verse 1]
Kick off your socks, get your feet on the floor
Flip off the lights, shut the front door
Pop it like a pistol and pour me a cup
Call me a son of a bucket, we gonna cuss it right up
Spin like a wheel, jump like a jack
Head over heels going clickity-clack
Smack dab in the middle, pitchin' a fit
Come on and hush your mouth and kiss my grits

[Chorus]
Get up, baby, get up
I wanna see your rock 'n' roll
Come on and let it all loose
Gotta light that fuse and let that bombshell blow
Get up, baby, get up
I wanna see what's in your soul
Come on and shake that money maker now
I said get your fix
Kick the blues tonight

[Verse 2]
Gimme a shout, gimme a scream
You gotta shovel the coal if you wanna make steam
Whistle like a kettle full of kerosene
Put the pedal to the metal and hit the high-beams

11156. Kickapoo Creek - Chords

Kickapoo Creek 
Dead Horses

[Intro]
C
 
[Verse]
C
I just wanna go where the grass is green
Am
In another land and another dream
F     G          C
Right outside my window
 
[Verse]
C
I just wanna feel dirt on my hands
Am
And the green green valley of the ferile land
F     G          C
Right outside my window
F     G        C
Right in front of me
 



[Verse]
C
I just wanna go where the soft moon glows
Am
And the mountains are covered in the cloud shadows
F     G          C
Right outside my window
 
[Verse]
C
I just wanna go where the poets preach
Am
And the children laugh and dance and sing
F     G          C
Right outside my window
F     G        C
Right in front of me
 
[Solo]
C Am
F G C
 
[Verse]
C
I just wanna go where the sea takes me
Am
In the shade of my brother, old oak tree
F     G          C
Right outside my window
 
[Verse]
C
I just wanna go to the Kickapoo Creek
Am
Where the lover is you and the lover is me
F     G          C
Right outside my window
F     G        C
Right in front of me

11157. Kickin' And Screamin'

Kickin' And Screamin' - Garth Brooks 

Well, I don't know what my uncle did 
But he must have done it right 
They sure strung him up one Saturday night 
He had spent his whole life fussin' 
Would have spent his last breath cussin' 
'Til he realized the deal was really done 
He started screamin' "hallelujah" 
Tryin' to make his peace with everyone 
Yeah, he was kickin' and screamin' 



Just like he came in 
He was kickin' and screamin', darlin' 
Right to the bitter end 
Ain't it funny how we come in kickin' giddyup 
And go out hollerin' whoa 
Lord, we never want to be here 
Sure don't ever want to go 
Well, I could hear those church bells ringin' 
To my best friend I was clingin' 
Screamin' "If you love me brother don't let me go" 
Well then the whole scene was repeated 
Two years later I begged and pleaded 
Screamin' "If you love me, honey, 
Now you know you wouldn't want to let me go" 
No, I didn't want to do it 
But I sure don't want to see it come undone 
Yeah, I was kickin' and screamin' 
Just like I came in 
I was kickin' and screamin', darlin' 
Right to the bitter end 
Ain't it funny how we come in kickin' giddyup 
And go out hollerin' whoa 
Lord, we never want to be here 
Sure don't ever want to go 
Yeah, I was kickin' and screamin' 
Just like I came in 
I was kickin' and screamin', darlin' 
Right to the bitter end 
Ain't it funny how we come in kickin' giddyup 
And go out hollerin' whoa 
Seems, we never want to be here 
Sure don't ever want to go

11158. Kickin' Each Other - Chords

Kickin' Each Other
Buck Owens & The Buckaroos

Key of A
CHORUS:
(-no music-) A D
Oh let's stop kickin' each other's hearts around it's not the thing to do
E A
Let's pick them up dust 'em off and start our love anew
 D
Let's be fair and let's don't dare to try to hurt the other
E 
Let's stop kickin' our heart's around and let's love one
A
another

VERSE:
A D



We've said goodbye a thousand times then make up again
E A
Always comin' back for more to see which one will win
 D
I love you and you love me on this we can agree
E A
Let's stop kickin' our hearts around and go on lovingly

CHORUS:
Oh let's stop kickin' each other's hearts around it's not the thing to do
Let's pick them up dust 'em off and start our love anew
Let's be fair and let's don't dare to try to hurt the other
Let's stop kickin' our heart's around and let's love one another

INSTRUMENTAL

VERSE:
You call me on the phone but I hang up on you
Then I call back to apologize for doin' things I do
You can't understand the things I do or things I say
And I can't accept the way you change from day to day

CHORUS:
Oh let's stop kickin' each other's hearts around it's not the thing to do
Let's pick them up dust 'em off and start our love anew
Let's be fair and let's don't dare to try to hurt the other
Let's stop kickin' our heart's around and let's love one another

11159. Kickin' In - Chords

Kickin' In

C G7
There goes her memory kickin' in
 C
It's that same old hurt again
 G7
That makes me crazy now and then
 F C
It's her memory kickin' in

 G7 C
Well I tell these arms to stop reaching for her
 G7 C
Tell these hands that we can't touch her anymore
 F
But my mind keeps playin' games
 C
And my eyes keep seein' things
 G7 C
Oh that looks just like her standing in the door

C G7



There goes her memory kickin' in
 C
It's that same old hurt again
 G7
That makes me crazy now and then
 F C
It's her memory kickin' in

 G7 C
Well I threw away the pictures and the letters
 G7 C
But these old walls still echo things she used to say
 F C
And when I close my eyes I can see her in my mind
 G7 C
Oh it's almost like she never went away

C G7
There goes her memory kickin' in
 C
It's that same old hurt again
 G7
That makes me crazy now and then
 F C
It's her memory kickin' in

11160. Kickin' Mule

Kickin' Mule

As I went down to the huckleberry picnic
Dinner all over the ground
Skeppers in the meat was nine foot deep
And the green flies walking all around

The biscuits in the oven was a-baking
Beefsteak frying in the pan
Pretty gal sitting in the parlour
Lord God A'mighty what a hand I stand

    Whoa there mule I tell you
   Miss Liza you keep cool
   I ain't got time to kiss you now
   I'm busy with this mule

My uncle had an old mule
His name was Simon Slick
Love anything I ever did see
But how that mule could kick

Went to feed that mule one morning
And he met me at the door with a smile
He backed one ear and he winked one eye



And he kicked me half a mile

11161. Kidney In A Cooler

Keller Williams - Kidney in a Cooler

Workin' the schedule, sufficient coolant leak
We thought we were doin' the right thing
Well ya cannot be too picky, in Cheyenne on a Sunday
And up walked a mechanic with perpendicular teeth
Perpendicular teeth x 8

By the seventeenth hour, they pulled us up in the 'bayg
and funky tooth started diggin down under the hood
After clearin a path to the water pump, and takin' a four hour break,
By hour 27 we were all good, And we sailed
From little America x 8

Only 2 days later, on the way down to Deep Elum,
We broke down in Oklahoma, where the wind come behind the rain
We got towed to a town called Perry, where a woman's car took priority
She had a Kidney In A Cooler, so two nights we had to stay so she could
Deliver the Kidney x 8

If you go down to Deep Elem, down to the gypsy tea room, tell em
Mama broke down in Perry and I'll try to make it back soon
Oh, sweet mama, your daddy got them Deep Elem Blues
Oh, sweet mama, well your daddy got them Deep Elem Blues

Well I know I'll be payin, for the conquest life she threw,
Unrealistic maybe, but there's somethin I got to do, I need
A big ass bus with a satellite dish, a double-decker double wide,
What I wish, I dream of it, oh it must be true

Double Decker Double Wide x 8

It's gonna have two ice makers, in both refrigerators, a silent but violent
generator, to run the subwoofers and the disco ball, and the escalator
up to the dance hall, On the second floor with a giant skylight, A drivin
range and jacuzzi just right, for skinny dippin right after the show,
At 80 miles an hour, it's worth all the dough.......

Until then, I'll stand on the corner with a sign,
Says, I will work for my Double Decker Double Wide

My Double Decker Double Wide x 8

Perpendicular Teeth, Little America, Deliver The Kidney, In my
Double Decker Double Wide x 4



11162. Kids

Kids
The Hillbenders

You were a child, crawling on your knees towards it
Making momma so proud
But your voice is too loud

We use to watch you laughing
Picking insects off the plants
No time to think of consequences

Control yourself
Take only what you need from it
A family of trees wanting
To be haunted

Control yourself
Take only what you need from it
A family of trees wanting
To be haunted

The water is warm, but it'²s sending me shivers
A baby is born
Crying out for attention

The memories fade like looking through a fogged mirror
Decision to decisions are made and not bought
But I thought this wouldn't hurt a lot, I guess not

Control yourself
Take only what you need from it
A family of trees wanting
To be haunted

Control yourself
Take only what you need from it
A family of trees wanting
To be haunted

Control yourself
Take only what you need from it
A family of trees wanting
To be haunted

Control yourself
Take only what you need from it
A family of trees wanting
To be haunted

Control yourself
Take only what you need from it
A family of trees



11163. Kids Get Lonely

Kids Get Lonely
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Lou Bradley and Merle Haggard

C
Kids get lonesome too
So this song's just for you
             F
When you get lonely
    G7
All ages go insane
Even young love causes pain
             C
When you get lonely
Bad days come in pairs
It's good to know somebody cares
             F
When you get lonely
G7
Kids have bad days too
I wish I could be with you
             C
When you get lonely
    F
But we're so far apart
Then you're such a kid at heart
               C
And I love you only
G7
Kids have feelings too
Even young hearts break in two
             C
When you get lonely
     F
When we're so far apart
Babe you're such a kid at heart
               C
And I love you only
G7
Kids get lonesome too
And I'm afraid of what you'll do
                C
When you'll get lonely

11164. Kids These Days - Chords



Kids These Days 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

CAPO 2nd fret

[Intro]
C                        D      G
Kids these days wouldn't understand
 
 
[Verse]
 
       G
Twenty years ago
     D           G
When I was only ten
C              G
Gasoline was cheap
        Am                  D
And old scamp was my best friend
   Em                  D
My swimming pool was a fishin' hole
G              C
Off a red dirt path
                          D     G
Kids these days wouldn't understand
 
 
       G
Twenty years ago
  D              G
A pledge and a prayer
     C              G
Were still in the classroom
       Am             D
Now it seems nobody cares
Em                     D
Third base with your sweetheart
    G            C
Was only holdin' hands
                          D     G
Kids these days wouldn't understand
 
 
[Chorus]
 
     C            G
Back then I never thought
                     C
That I'd be thinking this
                      G
The things I took for granted
         Am                   D
Were the things that I would miss
Em               D
Youth is like an hourglass
     G                  C
That just runs out of sand



                          D      G
Kids these days wouldn't understand
 
 
[Verse]
 
       G
Twenty years ago
   D              G
It was a simpler life
      C                G
Three channels on the TV
          Am              D
They were fuzzy most the time
Em                 D
We wore jeans that fit us
G              C
Levi was the brand
                          D     G
Kids these days wouldn't understand
 
 
       G
Twenty years ago
  D              G
A sunday after church
       C              G
It was dinner at my granny's
         Am          D
The only day nobody worked
      Em                  D
Fried chicken, beans, and okra
     G                    C
Came right off Grandpa's land
                          D     G
Kids these days wouldn't understand
 
 
[Chorus]
 
     C            G
Back then I never thought
                     C
That I'd be thinking this
                      G
The things I took for granted
         Am                   D
Were the things that I would miss
Em               D
Youth is like an hourglass
     G                  C
That just runs out of sand
                          D      G
Kids these days wouldn't understand
 
 
[Bridge]



 
    Em                  D                C
The same thing that I'm talking 'bout today
       Am                                 D
Twenty years from now, I bet our kids will say
 
 
[Chorus]
 
     C            G
Back then I never thought
     G                C
That I'd be thinking this
    C                  G
The things I took for granted
         Am                   D
Were the things that I would miss
Em               D
Youth is like an hourglass
     G                  C
That just runs out of sand
                          D      G
Kids these days wouldn't understand
 
C                         D      C    D    G
Kids these days wouldn't understand

11165. Kill A Word

Rhiannon Giddens - Kill A Word

[Verse 1]
If I could kill a word and watch it die
I'd poison "never," shoot "goodbye"
Beat "regret" when I felt I had the nerve
Yeah, I'd pound "fear" to a pile of sand
Choke "lonely" out with my bare hands
I'd hang "hate" so that it can't be heard
If I could only kill a word

[Verse 2]
I'd take "brokeness" out back
And break "heartbreak," stand there and laugh
Right in its face while shootin' it the bird
I'd put "upset" down in its place
I'd squeeze the life out of "disgrace"
Lay "over" under six cold feet of dirt
If I could only kill a word

[Chorus]
Give me sticks, give stones
Bend my body, break my bones
Use staff and rod to turn me black and blue



Cause you can't unhear, you can't unsay
But if were up to me to change
I'd turn "lies" and "hate" to "love" and "truth"
If I could only kill a word

[Verse 3]
I'd knock out "temptation"'s teeth
I'd sever "evil," let it bleed
Then light up "wicked," stand and watch it burn
I'd take "vice" and I'd take "vile"
Tie 'em up there with "hostile"
Hang 'em high and leave 'em for the birds
If I could only kill a word

[Chorus]
So give me sticks, give stones
Bend my body, break my bones
Use staff and rod to turn me black and blue
Cause you can't unhear, you can't unsay
But if were up to me to change
I'd turn "lies" and "hate" to "love" and "truth"
If I could only kill a word
If I could only kill a word

11166. Killerman Gold Posse

Richard Thompson - Killerman Gold Posse 

I ride with the Killerman Gold Posse
And we rob from the rich and we give to the poor
And the poor are we, and the poor are we
And we are so poor, and we want some more

And it's just another, just another, just another, just another
Just another, just another, just another, just another day

We steal your watches and we steal your rings
And we steal your money and we steal your gold
We ride on a train like old Jesse James
In the days of old, in the days of old

And it's just another, just another, just another, just another
Just another, just another, just another, just another day

We are children, please don't take our freedom away
We are children, please don't take our freedom away
We are children, please don't take our freedom away
And it's just another, just another, just another

I ride with the Killerman Gold Posse
And we rob from the rich and we give to the poor
And I got a knife and he's got a knife
And it's trouble and strife and it's run for your life



And it's just another, just another, just another, just another
Just another, just another, just another, just another
Just another, just another, just another, just another
Just another, just another, just another, just another day

11167. Killing Jar

Richard Thompson
Killing Jar

My father was a judge, a solitary man
He beat me to cry, with the back of his hand
I played with my sisters, he said I played too rough
It seems to me son, I didn't beat you enough
You're no good. He said I'm no good
You're no good. He said "son, you're no good"

I went for my schooling and I faced the wall
"Tommy Burns" said the teacher, "can you hear me at all?"
I sweep down the hall ways, and I sweep up the grounds
And the boss he tells me that I'm late on my rounds
I'm no good. Oh they say I'm no good
I'm no good. They say I'm no good

I once had a songbird with a broken wing
I cried and I cried. Oh it never would sing
I once had a songbird. The apple of my eye
I put it in the killing jar just to watch him die
I once had a sweet heart. Caught her running around
I hit her with a log chain and I put her in the ground
I once had a sweetheart, oh a pretty little thing
I knelt in her cold grave and I took back my ring
I'm no good. They say I'm no good
I'm no good. You see I'm no good
I'm no good. They say I'm no good
I'm no good. I'm no good

11168. Killing The Blues

Alison Krauss - Killing the Blues

Leaves were falling, just like embers
In colors red and gold, they set us on fire
Burning just like a moonbeam in our eyes

Somebody said they saw me
Swinging the world by the tail
Bouncing over a white cloud



Killing the blues

Now I'm guilty of something
I hope you never do because there is nothing
Sadder than losing yourself in love

Somebody said they saw me
Swinging the world by the tail
Bouncing over a white cloud
Killing the blues

Now you ask me, just to leave you
To go out on my own
And get what I need to
You want me to find what I've already had

Somebody said they saw me
Swinging the world by the tail
Bouncing over a white cloud
Killing the blues

Somebody said they saw me
Swinging the world by the tail
Bouncing over a white cloud
Killing the blues

11169. Killing Time

Pokey LaFarge - Killing Time

[Verse 1]
I made a tugboat fly, made a python crawl
I'm so cold, I turned summer into fall
Made the thunder sing, put lightning in a jar
Done everything there is to do, except go too far

[Chorus]
I'm killing time, it ain't killing me
I'm killing time, it ain't killing me
When I die, you better second line
But for now
I'm killing time, it ain't killing me

[Verse 2]
Made the weak feel strong, kings look like fools
The teacher gave me straight A's, I didn't even go to school
I juggled sorrow like it was a toy
I lived the life of a hundrRd men, when I was still a boy

[Chorus]
I'm killing time, it ain't killing mR
I'm killing time, it ain't killing me
When I die, you better second line



But for now
I'm killing time, it ain't killing me

[Verse 3]
I squeezed water from a turnip, lemonade from the sun
Fought a war on two fronts, didn't even have a gun
But I think I'll take it easy now, and cash in my chips
Kick up my feet, boys, and collect my tips

[Chorus]
I'm killing time, it ain't killing me
I'm killing time, it ain't killing me
When I die, you better second line
But for now
I'm killing time, it ain't killing me

11170. Killing Time

Killing Time
Old Man Markley

Tell me why we suffer
Is it in the book?
Tell me why we suffer
Now here's an overlook
So take a look
We're paying for our sins
Proving faith is blind
It's just a byproduct of man's free will
And we're earning jewels on our crowns in heaven

Tell me what we're doing
Are we just killing time?
Now I know you can't tell me why we're here
Just that it's a crime
To ask what's on his mind
Are we supposed to trust them to run our whole lives
They get our time and money and our children's too
While we get boring lives
Killing time
Do your own thinking and living, it ain't killing time

11171. Killybegs

Killybegs
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

my heart was warm with family love as I
slipped into a



chair
beside my uncle john, my daughters 'cross
the table there
I'd walked the docks in misty rain, a pain
was in my legs
but I'd seen the dream of kinsmen in the
boats of Killybegs

the banter of my uncle and my daughters
filled the air and
the
gunning brothers?(Donegalers) next to us
were glad that we
were there
I was kind of quiet listening at the window
ledge
for the music of the harbor, the birds of
Killybegs

down the coast not far was Galway land of
joys (Joyce) and
kinnamar?
at their (after) supper and asleep we would
visit? (be
goin') there tomorrow
I worried if my words would e'er be sung by
Irishmen
or out (rot) here on the docks??
like the fish of Killybegs

a radio was playing though we never heard a
word (I don't
think this phrase is right)
but the rhythm of the music was familiar if
absurd
and harkning
(a heightening) intensity? for silence did
I beg
oh what a song was playing in the air of
Killybegs

I couldn't quite believe it for it sounded
rather strange
the instruments were different and the key
had been changed
I reached to turn the volume up then
teetered on my legs
a girl from Tipperary sang my song in Killybegs
a girl from Tipperary sang my song in
Killybegs

11172. Kimberley - live



John Butler - Kimberley - live

Tell you a story, about a girl named Kimberly
Who all the cowboys wanted cause she was wild and free
But now theres fussing and theres fighting
We all taking sides
While the cowboys are playing their old games of conquer and divide
You see Kimberly was special, a rare and wild soul
Nearly every man who met her, their hearts she always stole
But there are always those exceptions of the cold and callous kind
That wanted just her body and leave the mess for us behind
Where do i stand?
Got this hole in my heart and a line drawn in the sand
It's all gray. There are no black and whites so who am I to say
I said yes I am I am and I belong
Cause I got my land and I got my song
Yes I am I am and I am strong
Cause I got my land and I got my song
Now the prince of the cowboys, his name was Barnett
He wanted to leave his mark, you know, so we did not forget
So he said "Mine mine mine, all for me"
It's great to be a cowboy in the wild west roaming free
So he brandished all his bullets he put a gun right to our head
He said "I'm giving you all a choice, you're either with me or your dead
See, i got to have this kin, i can't get her off my mind
And I ain't gonna stop until shes mine, mine"
Where do i stand?
Got this hole in my heart and a line drawn in the sand
It's all gray. There are no black and whites so who am I to say
I said yes I am I am and I belong
Cause I got my land and I got my song
Yes I am I am and I am strong
Cause I got my land all I got's my song
Now its come to a showdown and its all push and pull
Got these lawyers having field day while the cowboys are funding schools
I guess it boils down to how you see it, do you see Kimberly
Or just another god damn hole in the ground just another opportunity?
Where do I stand?
Got this hole in my heart and a line drawn in the sand
It's all gray, there are no black and whites
So who am I to say?
You are wrong but you never know what you got until its gone
And one day the little people will ask what you did and what we said
I said yes I am I am and I belong
Cause I got my land and I got my song
Yes I am I am and I am strong
Cause I got my land and I got my song

11173. Kind Of In Love

Kind of in Love
The Avett Brothers

She's as sweet as the summer time



And strong as the sunshine
And I don't want to know her
I let myself down

I'm cold as a winter's storm
I'm soft as a grind stone
And I can't do a thing
To flag my life down

Why do you amaze me?
Why do you amaze me?
Why do you fool me into thinkin'
that I'm kind of in love with you?

She's good as a mystery
A salesman for misery
And I am bankrupt
In debt to my knees

Big brown eyes and curly hair
I wonder if she sees me stare
I can't say why I've fallen
Babe, please have mercy

Why do you amaze me?
Why do you amaze me?
Why do you fool me into thinkin'
that I'm kind of in love with you?

We sink like a ball and chain
If I knew more than your first name
Those eyes you got can't fool me
I know how this goes

We'd wrap ourselves in conversation
You tell lies and try my patience
Bite my tongue in frustration
Or you slap my face

Why do you amaze me?
Why do you amaze me?
Why do you fool me into thinkin'
that I'm kind of in love with you?

11174. Kindly Keep It Country

Vince Gill - Kindly Keep It Country

If you're gonna play the jukebox
Would you kindly keep it country
'Cause I'm feelin' so lonely tonight
Oh please play a sad song about a heart that's just been stepped on
Would you kindly keep it country for me tonight



I'd get up off this bar stool if you'd play something we could dance to
Oh, a song about a love that's gone astray
Oh I love to hear 'em sing about the misery and pain
Would you kindly keep it country for me tonight

Oh please play a sad song about a heart that's just been stepped on
Would you kindly keep it country for me tonight
Would you kindly keep it country for me tonight

11175. King Ebeneezer

King Ebeneezer [Yonder Mountain String Band]

My name is King Ebeneezer,
And I swear my friends, I'm the king of the ball.
Every hour, every minute is a Miller time,
And I live the high life all year long.
When I come high steppin' in the room,
I will drop each and every jaw.
My name is King Ebeneezer,
And welcome my friends, I'm the king of the ball.

When I go hunting in the evening,
I'm gonna find a little piece of something else.
When I go hunting in the evening,
Is it gonna be you or somebody else?
My name is Ebeneezer,
I am the king of the ball.
I'm high-stepping, sharp-dressing motherfucker,
I swear my friends, I'm the king of it all.

Nothing in this world is gonna get me down.
Nothing in this world is ever, ever gonna get me down.
Not so far down that I can't pick myself back up again.
Nothing so bad that I can't lift myself back up again,
With a little bit of help from my friends.

Nothing in this world is ever gonna get me down.
Nothing in this world is ever gonna get me down.
Nothing in this world is ever gonna get me down.
Nothing in this world is ever gonna get me down.

My name is King Ebeneezer,
And I swear my friends, I'm the king of the ball.
Every hour, every minute is a Miller time,
And I live the high life all year long.
When I come high steppin' in the room,
I will drop each and every jaw.
My name is King Ebeneezer,
And welcome my friends, I'm the king of the ball.



11176. King For A Day

King For A Day - Acoustic Syndicate

I went to work today. Same as yesterday
And the day before
And I'll work every day till I've worked my life away
And I can'²t work anymore
And it's hard to see what's gonna happen to me
When my work is done
But I can'²t worry now
Nothing I can do anyhow
But keep working on
But I'²m so glad you came out today
I'm so glad you came to spend the day
Away with me
So, I was king for a day, at least it started out that way
But it would not remain
There was love for life and love for the one
Oh but she went away
And it occurs to me now at long last I see
What I should have done
You might be a good man it won'²t turn out like you plan
Even angels fall
But I'm so glad you came out today
I'²m so glad you came to spend the day
I'm so glad you came to spend the day away with me
So tonight I'²ll lay me down to sleep and pray the Lord my soul to keep
And to see you again
It's been so many days since I've felt this way
I hope it never ends
I'²d like to see something good happen for me
But I can'²t complain
If you'll come to me I'²ll have the chance to be
Oh king for a day
But I'm so glad you came out today
I'²m so glad you came to spend the day
Oh I'm so glad you came to spend the day
Oh I'²m so glad you came to spend the day away with me

11177. King For A Day

Chris Stapleton
King for a Day

[Verse 1]
Honey, I'm afraid and I know you are too
But we both been thorugh what we've both been through
There's no reason not to cross that line



We all need somebody from time to time

[Chorus]
And even if your heart can't look my way
Even if our love can't stay together
I'd rather be king for a day, than a fool forever
King for a day, than a fool forever
Yes I would
Yes I would

[Verse 2]
And if we take that chance
If we make that leap
Love don't come easy and it don't come cheap
I spent all my money down to my last dime
For just one minute of your sweet time

[Chorus]
Even if your heart can't look my way
Even if our love can't stay together
I'd rather be king for a day than a fool forver
Rather be king for a day, than a fool forever
[Verse 3]
You can take my pride for what it's worth
We deserve to feel good even if it hurts

[Chorus]
Even if your heart can't look my way
Even if our love can't stay together
I'd rather be king for a day than a fool forever
Rather be king for a day, than a fool forever
Rather be king for a day, than a fool forever
Rather be king for a day, than a fool, than a fool forever
Rather be king for a day
Rather be king
Rather be king for a day, than a fool forever

11178. King Henry V's Conquest Of France

Richard Thompson - King Henry V's Conquest Of France 

King Henry lay upon his bed
bemusing on a tribute due
a tribute due from the king of France
it hadn't been payed for so long a day
Falalala lalala falade
Oh the king he called for his lovely page
his lovely page then he called he
saying you must go to the king of France
to the king of France ride speedely
Falalala lalala falade
And then away went this lovely page
this lovely page then away went he



and when he came to the king of France
Lord! he fell down and with bending knee
Falalala lalala falade
Oh my master greets you worthy sir
Ten tonnes of gold that's his due to he
T'is due to send him this tribute home
Or in french land he soon will see
Falalala lalala falade
Oh your master is young and unturned of years
not fit to comment on my degree
And I will send him three tennis balls
that with them he might learn to play
Falalala lalala falade
Oh the page he returned to the english court
what news what news cried king Henry
such news I am afraid to speak
for with this news you will never agree
Falalala lalala falade
He says you are young and unturned of years
not fit to comment on his degree
and he will send you three tennis balls
that with them you might learn to play
Falalala lalala falade
Then Henry writes to the king of France
his pen never flew so speedily
Said I will toss you some London balls
that will shake your court so grievously
Falalala lalala falade
And then we marched into french land
with drums and trumps so merrily
and then bespeaks the king of France
he under comes proud king Henry
Falalala lalala falade
Oh the first shot that the french men gave
they killed our english men so free
we killed ten thousand of the french
the rest of them they all ran away
Falalala lalala falade
Falalala lalala falade

11179. King Jesus - Chords

King Jesus 
Larry Sparks

[Intro]
G C G
G D G
 
[Chorus]
G
Call him up, call him up, call him by his name
C                                         G



Call him up, call him up, call him by his name
G
If you're not living right call him by his name
          D            G
Call King Jesus by his name
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
G D G
 
 
[Verse 1]
G
If you're not praying right call him by his name
C                                           G
If you're not praying right call him by his name
G
If you're not praying right call him by his name
          D            G
Call King Jesus by his name
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Call him up, call him up, call him by his name
C                                         G
Call him up, call him up, call him by his name
G
If you're not living right call him by his name
          D            G
Call King Jesus by his name
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
If you're not preaching right call him by his name
C                                             G
If you're not preaching right call him by his name
G
If you're not preaching right call him by his name
          D            G
Call King Jesus by his name
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Call him up, call him up, call him by his name
C                                          G
Call him up, call him up, call him by his name
G
If you're not living right call him by his name



          D            G
Call King Jesus by his name
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
G D G
 
 
[Outro]
G
Call him up, call him up, call him by his name
C                                          G
Call him up, call him up, call him by his name
G
If you're not living right call him by his name
          D            G
Call King Jesus by his name

11180. King Of All Kings - Chords

King Of All Kings 
Ralph Stanley

[Verse 1]
D
Some of us we have to die in sleep long in slumber
                           A                   D
If Jesus don't soon return I'll be in that number
D
But he promised me when he went awa
 
I'll come in like manner
                                A                   D
If I'm asleep, I'll get up and wear his heavenly banner
 
 
[Chorus]
D
For He's still king of all kings and Lord of all lords
                                     A              D
Yes, he's still king of all kings and lord of all lords
D
Oh, he'll never forsake you, he still loves you.
                           A                      D
Oh no, he's not forgotten, he'll be back to get you
 
 
[Verse 2]
D
Sleep on beneath the earth, Jesus has not forgot you
                            A                  D
Sleep on beneath the earth, He'll be back for you



D
Sleep on in the bosom of the earth, Jesus still loves you
                             A                     D
Sleep on and take your rest, He'll be back to get you
 
 
[Chorus]
D
For He's still king of all kings and Lord of all lords
                                     A              D
Yes, he's still king of all kings and lord of all lords
D
Oh, he'll never forsake you, he still loves you.
                           A                      D
Oh no, he's not forgotten, he'll be back to get you
 
 
[Chorus]
D
For He's still king of all kings and Lord of all lords
                                     A              D
Yes, he's still king of all kings and lord of all lords
D
Oh, he'll never forsake you, he still loves you.
                           A                      D
Oh no, he's not forgotten, he'll be back to get you
D                          A                      D
Oh no, he's not forgotten, he'll be back to get you

11181. King Of Babylon

King Of Babylon
(Tim May)
Crucial Smith

Chorus:
King of Babylon, bow your knees
The writing s on the wall
Your kingdom's days are numbered and
it's just about to fall
Your gods of silver, bronze and gold
Can't save your soul at all
So, king,
You better sing some praise to heaven
The writing's on the wall

Vs 1
Now once in Babylon
A king upon his throne
Let wine and foolish pride go to his head
And there appeared one night
A hand by candle light
And it wrote a note and this is what it said



Chorus

Vs 2
Now Heaven has decreed
I's time you're made to see
Greed has turned your wicked heart to stone
And if you don't change your ways
You're gonna find some day
Your soul's worth more
Than everything you own

Chorus
Chorus

11182. King Of Bohemia

Richard Thompson - King of Bohemia

Let me rock you in my arms
I'll hold you safe and small
A refugee from the Seraphim
In your rich girl rags and all

Did your dreams die young
Were they too hard won
Did you reach too high and fall
And there is no rest

For the ones God blessed
And he blessed you best of all
Your eyes seem from a different face
They've seen that much that soon

Your cheek too cold, too pale to shine
Like an old and waning moon
And there is no peace
No true release

No secret place to crawl
And there is no rest
For the ones God blessed
And he blessed you best of all

If tears unshed could heal your heat
If words unsaid could sway
Then watch you melt into the night
With Adieu, and rue the day

Did your dreams die young
Were they too hard won
Did you reach too high and fall
And there is no rest



For the ones God blessed
And he blessed you best of all

11183. King Of Broken Hearts

Jim Lauderdale - King Of Broken Hearts

The king of broken hearts doesn't ask much from his friends
And he has quite a few of them
They know he will understand
That's just the way it goes
The king of broken hearts doesn't know he's a king
He's trying to forget other things
Like some old chilly scenes
He's walkin' through alone
He talks to angels and the stars start to spin
He thinks of troubles that he's gotten in
He recalls how his heart got broken
And how it's still that way
The king of broken hearts is so sad and wise
He can smile while he's cryin' inside
But we know he'll be brave tonight
'Cause he's the king of broken hearts
[Instrumental Break]
He talks to angels and the stars start to spin
He thinks of troubles that he's gotten in
He recalls how his heart got broken
And how it's still that way
The king of broken hearts thinks that he's an old fool
He's a little bit like me and you
So what's a king like that supposed to do
With all that blue time?
We know he'll be brave tonight
'Cause he's the king of broken hearts
He's the king of broken hearts

11184. King Of Fools - Chords

King Of Fools
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Dwight Yoakam and Kostas

C      G7
As you look into my eyes and tell those empty lies
     C
I'll pretend they're true cause that's what I do
       G7
As you sit and hold my hand and smile at other men



     C
I'll pretend I'm blind cause I'm just that kind
E7                                    Am
I'm the king of fools and I'll always reign
D7                  G7
Over loneliness and pain
E7                          Am
The king of fools wears his crown
D7                     G7
Wherever misery can be found
E7                                    Am
I'm the king of fools and I'll always reign
D7                  G7
Over loneliness and pain
E7                          Am
The king of fools wears his crown
D7                     G7
Wherever misery can be found 
C      G7
As you walk away with him and I lose in love again
     C
I'll pretend to see that you're still with me
         G7
But I'll be there all alone like a king upon a throne
                      C
Cause I'm the king of fools 
G7                  C
Yes I'm the king of fools

11185. King Of Hearts

Lucinda Williams - King of Hearts

Can you relieve me, baby
Take your heart from your sleeve
And put it on the line
Put it right here beside mine
I can't seem to read you most of the time
Don't you know that I need you
Will you ever be mine
Love is a gamble
I knew it from the start
Whoever's holding the cards, please deal me the King of Hearts
Please deal me the King of Hearts

If you came to my door
And you asked me for more I'd lay down beside you
I'd never deny you
And if I had lots of silver I'd give some to you
And if I had lots of gold I'd make a rich man of you
Every time I see you
I want to fall in love again
I would like to free you, but you won't even let me in



You won't even let me in
Can you relieve me, baby
Take your heart from your sleeve
And put it on the line
Put it right here beside mine
I can't seem to read you
Most of the time
Don't you know that I need you 
Will you ever be mine love is a gamble
I knew it from the start
Whoever's holding the cards, please deal me the King of Hearts
Please deal me the King of Hearts

11186. King Of Hearts - Chords

King Of Hearts 
Jonathan Edwards
 
[G] Hey brother and sisters
[Em]Come and gather round
[G] And I will sing for you
this [Am]song I learned
 
y[G] esterday I can say
I h[[Em]] eard good news
[G] Today the king of hearts
[Am] Has [G] returned
 
[G] Hey brother and sisters
[Em] Come and gather round
[G] Please just for a little while
And [Am] hear me
 
[G] Please dry your eyes
[Em] If your alone
[G] Today the king of hearts
[Am] Has come [G] home
 
[Em] And I can [Bm]  tell you
I got [G] prison walls
[Em] For all of their [Bm]  doors
lay [G] open now
[Em] we can go [D] walkin right [G] out of them
the [C] freedom
the [Am7] king of hears has [G] come
 
instrumental
 
[G] now he's in a room with
[Em] A locked door
he's [G] painted all his friends [C] on the wall
I [G] can hear him singing [C] out to them
[G] Singing of [Am7] the king of[C]  hearts for [G] all



 
[Em] And I can [Bm]  tell you
I got [G] prison walls
[Em] For all of their [Bm]  doors
lay [G] open now
[Em] we can go [D] walkin right [G] out of them
the [C] freedom
the [Am7] king of hears has [G] come
 
[G] Hey brother and sisters
[Em]Come and gather round

11187. King Of Killing Time - Chords

King Of Killing Time 
The Sweetback Sisters

[Intro]
G C G Am D G
 
[Verse]
N.C.                      C
Back When You And I Were Tight
                          G
I Used To Stay Up Late At Night
                        Am
I Used To Get Up Before Dawn
D                          G
It Made The Day Seem Twice As Long
 
 
[Verse]
                        C
And Every Hour Counting Two
                           G
Back When I Could Count On You
                       Am
Since You Hung Me Out To Dry
D                             G
I've Been The King Of Killing Time
 
 
[Chorus]
                        C
Since You Denied My Only Wish
                          G
I Haven't Washed A Single Dish
                            C
I Used To Cut The Grass And Mow
                            D
Now I Just Sit And Watch It Grow
 
 



[Verse]
N.C.                     C
I Used To Go Out On The Town
                            G
I Was The Prince Of Gettin' Down
                         Am
Since You Hung Me Out To Dry
D                             G
I've Been The King Of Killing Time
 
 
Break: Chorus
G C G C D
 
Break: Verse
N.C. C G Am D G
 
 
[Chorus]
                        C
Since You Denied My Only Wish
                          G
I Haven't Washed A Single Dish
                            C
I Used To Cut The Grass And Mow
                            D
Now I Just Sit And Watch It Grow
 
 
[Verse]
                           C
I Used To Watch A Game And Cheer
                          G
Now I Just Sit And Sip My Beer
                       Am
Since You Hung Me Out To Dry
D                             G
I've Been The King Of Killing Time
 
 
[Outro]
                    Am
It Appears That I'm Alright
 
N.C. (Slowly)
But I'm The King Of Killing Time
 
Walk To  G Chord

11188. King Of The Hill

King of the Hill 
Jason Carter 



I'm leaning on a rail
Letting my eyes roam over the plain
I'm laughing on my break
Feeling like a captive on a long chain
Watch the people pick up sticks
Big boss man cracks his whip
It's serious but we laugh to keep from crying
Ooh crying

Spouting out the company line
Everything here's just fine
He says he cares about me but he's lying
Ooh lying
Up, up in the big house
The king of the hill

I'm watching the boss man
Talking to his sister with the dirty hands
They sit, cussing at the rules
Wishing they could lose me as fast as they can
He's got me in the roughest rig
He thinks I took his brother's gig
People say they've got the game rigged
Ooh rigged

His daddy gave him everything
A job and a house and his earring
Why does he think that I'm so threatening, so bad
Ooh so bad
And up, up in the big house
King of the hill
And there, driving the big cat
King of the hill

I'm over in my space
Swatting bugs, sweat stains rolling down my face
I'm trying not to drink
Knowing I've got to roll out of this place
Watch the people pick up bricks
King of the hill with his nightstick
Caught up in accounting tricks
Throw a bone to the poor hicks
Got some candy, take a lick
Great white hope, shooting bricks
Time to let us all share the wealth
Ooh the wealth

Getting coffee for the big stick
Hand in his pants at the skin flick
Incomprehensible
Lots of poisons, take your pick
Mama, mama, mama come quick
Felling like I'm getting sick
Have you noticed any nervous tics
Think I'd better take care of myself
Ooh myself



And up, up in the big house
King of the hill
And there, driving the big cat

11189. King Of The Mountain - Chords

King Of The Mountain
Recorded by George Strait
Written by Larry Boone and Paul Nelson

G7 C             G7          C
I  gave her that diamond she dreamed of
                   G7          C
And I bought her a home with a view
  F                        C
I took her to the end of a rainbow
                       G7
But all I left her was blue

        C     G7          C
Seems I never had time to love her
                     C7               F
And now it seems the time just stands still
                            C
I thought I was king of the mountain
F         C      G7          C
But I was only a fool on the hill

    E7                   F           C
Now I'm here alone after leaving her lonely
                                             G7
Lord I'm living with a memory I know I can't kill
  C                         F   C
I thought I was king of the mountain
F         C      G7          C
But I was only a fool on the hill

Repeat #3

F                           C
I thought I was king of the mountain
F         C      G7          C
But I was only a fool on the hill

11190. King Of The Road

King Of The Road
Artist: Roger Miller



Trailer for sale or rent, 
rooms to let fifty cents
No phone, no pool, no pets, 
I ain't got no cigarettes
Ah but, two hours of pushin' broom buys a
Eight by twelve four-bit room
I'm a man of means by no means
King of the road

Third boxcar midnight train, 
Destination Bangor, Maine
Old worn out suit and shoes, 
I don't pay no union dues
I smoke old stogies I have found, 
short but not too big around
I'm a man of means by no means
King of the road

I know every engineer on every train
All the children and all of their names
And every handout in every town
And every lock that ain't locked when no-one's around
I sing...

Trailers for sale or rent, 
rooms to let fifty cents
No phone, no pool, no pets, 
I ain't got no cigarettes
Ah but, two hours of pushin' broom buys a
Eight by twelve four-bit room
I'm a man of means by no means
King of the road

11191. King Of The Wooden Nickel

King Of The Wooden Nickel (Larry W. Jones 10/18/2007) 

The king arrives in all his glory
At nine when the band begins to play
Every time it's the same old story
They all watch his kingdom waste away
In jest they all bow down before him
As the steel guitar begins to moan
And he knows they're all there to welcome
The king of the Wooden Nickel home
He's the king of the Wooden Nickel
And he rules this honky tonk domain
His sceptre is a long neck bottle
His throne is a bar stool with a cane
All of the bar room jokers know him
As a man who fell from his good name
Seems he lost everything to the queen
That queen of the Silver Dollar dame



His royal cloak is all in tatters
An old duster coat that looks forlorn
The old king's dreams have all been shattered
And the subjects of his kingdom mourn
Down dirty sidewalks he now travels
And goes home alone the way he came
Seems he lost everything to the queen
That queen of the Silver Dollar dame
He's the king of the Wooden Nickel
But he's not as merry as he seems
He was at the top of the ladder
That fell down along with all his dreams
This honky tonk is where you'll find him
In this kingdom he has found his fame
And there's one to blame when dreams went dim
That queen of the Silver Dollar dame
He's the king of the Wooden Nickel
And he rules this honky tonk domain
His sceptre is a long neck bottle
His throne is a bar stool with a cane
All of the bar room jokers know him
As a man who fell from his good name
Seems he lost everything to the queen
That queen of the Silver Dollar dame

11192. King Of The World - Chords

King Of The World 
Sam Bush
 
[Intro]
F#m E D A D A E
 
[Verse]
F#m       E
High on a hill
    D      A
The valley below me
    D        A
The blue sky above me
   E            A
My dream was so real
  F#m       E
I could not hear
    D          A
The hum of the highway
       D            A
Or the drums of the foundry
E            A
Pounding out steel
 
 
[Chorus]



D           A
Didn't need no money
D           A
Didn't need no time
  D           A
I didn't need nothing
       E            A
But my own piece of mind
A
And to know that
  D            A
A voice like a whisper
   D           A
Is bound to be heard
    D        A
For just one moment
        E           F#m
I'm the king of the world
D            A
Just for one moment
        E           A    E F#m Bm
I'm the king of the world
 
 
[Interlude]
F#m E D A D A E
 
 
[Verse]
     F#m      E
So I close my eyes
        D        A
Let the powers defeat me
            D                A
Because the real world can't free me
          E         A
From this dirty old town
          F#m        E
Where the four winds blow
       D           A
I send my troubles rolling
          D               A
Since the world just kept turning
       E         A
I just let it go round
 
 
[Chorus]
D           A
Didn't need no money
D           A
Didn't need no time
D             A
I didn't need nothing
       E            A
But my own piece of mind
A



And to know that
D            A
A voice like a whisper
D              A
Is bound to be heard
D            A
Just for one moment
        E           F#m
I'm the king of the world
D            A
Just for one moment
        E           A    E F#m Bm
I'm the king of the world
 
 
[Interlude]
F#m E D A D A E
 
 
[Verse]
      F#m         E
See I took it all in
     D          A
Like time takes forever
     D              A
In a dream that you never
  E                 A
Believed would come true
       F#m     E
Then I gave it away
       D      A
I just had to surrender
      D          A
Man I just can't remember
       E       A
When I felt so good
 
 
[Chorus]
D           A
Didn't need no money
D           A
Didn't need no time
  D           A
I didn't need nothing
       E            A
But my own piece of mind
A
And to know that
D            A
A voice like a whisper
D              A
Is bound to be heard
D    Dmaj7   Esus4  A
Just for     one    moment
        E           F#m
I'm the king of the world



D    Dmaj7   Esus4  A
Just for     one    moment
        E
I'm the king ...
        E               A    E F#m Bm
I'm the king ... of the world
 
 
[Outro]
F#m E D A D A E A

11193. King Tut

King Tut
Steve Martin

King Tut (King Tut)
Now when he was a young man,
He never thought he'd see (King Tut)
People stand in line to see the boy king. (King Tut)

How'd you get so funky? (Funky Tut)
Did you do the monkey?
Born in Arizona,
Moved to Babylonia (King Tut).

(King Tut) Now, if I'd known
They'd line up just to see him, (King Tut)
I'd taken all my money
And bought me a museum. (King Tut)

Buried with a donkey (Funky Tut)
He's my favorite honkey!
Born in Arizona,
Moved to Babylonia (King Tut)

Dancin by the Nile, (Disco Tut)
The ladies love his style, (Boss Tut)
Rockin for a mile (Rockin' Tut)
He ate a crocodile. (Ooh)

He gave his life for tourism. (King Tut)

(Tut, tut) (Tut, tut) Golden idol!
(Tut, tut) (Tut, tut)
(Tut, tut) He's an Egyptian.
(Tut, tut) (Tut, tut)
They're sellin' you (King Tut)

Now, when I die,
Now don't think I'm a nut, (King Tut)
Don't want no fancy funeral,
Just one like ol' King Tut. (King Tut)



He coulda won a Grammy, (King Tut)
Buried in his jammies,
Born in Arizona, moved to Babylonia,
He was born in Arizona, got a condo made of stone-a,
King Tut!

11194. Kingdom Come

Kingdom Come
Old Man Luedecke

I rode a long way on a one trick pony
I broke faces that were cold and stony
And in the evening when the night meets the glow like a pigeon
Well, my heart goes home and

I have been subject to change
Not what I'd rearrange
I never flock with those with fancy feathers
I've met all my friends in unfair weather

I'll belong when the kingdom come, when the kingdom come
I'll belong when the kingdom come, when the kingdom come
I'll belong when the kingdom come, when the kingdom come
Kingdom come oh oh oh
Kingdom come oh oh oh

I was crying in the wilderness
It's a pretty good place to build a home I guess
And I know the baby born in Bethlehem
I saw the star that brought the wise men onto him
The sun's light grows by my cottage door
It's grown 12 feet or maybe more
Face to the sun and wanting more
Like a lion without a roar

I'll belong when the kingdom come, when the kingdom come
I'll belong when the kingdom come, when the kingdom come
I'll belong when the kingdom come, when the kingdom come
Kingdom come oh oh oh
Kingdom come oh oh oh

Who will hear of my offering
If only stars are allowed to sing
I believe in the small and the free
As I gazed from the heights that are withering
May golden dour come along
Let my heart be filled with song
I never flock with those with fancy feathers
I've met all my friends in unfair weather

I'll belong when the kingdom come, when the kingdom come



I'll belong when the kingdom come, when the kingdom come
I'll belong when the kingdom come, when the kingdom come
Kingdom come oh oh oh
Kingdom come oh oh oh

11195. Kingdom Come

Pokey LaFarge - Kingdom Come

Say, brothers, have you seen the master with a mustache on his face
Go 'long the road some time this morning like he's going to leave this place?
He's seen the smoke way up on the river where the Lincoln gunboats lay
He took his hat and left very sudden, I suspect he's running away
Oh the master run, ha-ha
And we will stay, ho-ho
It must be now that kingdom's coming in the year of Jubilo
He's six foot one way, two foot the other, and he weigh three hundred pounds
His coat so big he couldn't pay the tailor and it won't go halfway around
He drill so much they call him Captain and he get so dreadful tan
I suspect he'll try and fool them Yankees for to thinking he's contraband
Oh the master run, ha-ha
And we will stay, ho-ho
And it must be now that kingdom's coming in the year of Jubilo
Now folks feel so lonesome living in the log house on the lawn
They move their things into master's parlor for to keep it while he's gone
There's wine and cider in the kitchen, and you and me'll have some
I suppose they'll try and confiscate it when the Lincoln soldiers come
Oh the master run, ha-ha
And we will stay, ho-ho
And it must be now that kingdom's coming in the year of Jubilo
The overseer, he make us trouble, and he drive us round a spell
So we lock him up in the smokehouse cellar with the key thrown down the well
The whip is lost, the handcuffs broken, but the master'll have his pay
And he's old enough, big enough, ought to known better than to try and run away
Oh the master run, ha-ha
And we will stay, ho-ho
And it must be now that kingdom's coming in the year of Jubilo

11196. Kingpin - Chords

Kingpin 
Wood & Wire

[Chorus]
N.C.              E       B7                        E
Well, I ain't got time to worry 'bout the shape I'm in
                                      B7
So pack it on up and let's do it all again
        E                                  A



I ain't tryin' to be the kingpin, I'm just tryin' to make a livin'
   E                   B7             E     B7  E
So come on boys, let's go for another spin
 
[Verse 1]
        E                      A                E
I ain't 22 no more, I put some wear across this floor
                                   B7
Beatin' down this concrete with my brothers
               E                                  A         E
And though the motor's still runnin', it's been a long time comin'
       B7        E
One way  or another
 
[Chorus]
                  E       B7                        E
Well, I ain't got time to worry 'bout the shape I'm in
                                      B7
So pack it on up and let's do it all again
        E                                  A
I ain't tryin' to be the kingpin, I'm just tryin' to make a livin'
   E                   B7             E
So come on boys, let's go for another spin
 
[Instrumental]
E  B7  E  B7  E  A  E  B7  E  x2
 
[Verse 2]
             E                     A            E
Well, it's a long damn drive outta Texas, me oh my
                               B7
And it ain't gettin' easier to leave
         E                           A          E
And this fickle life we chose, ain't easy as it shows
            B7         E
We work hard, you best believe
 
[Chorus]
                  E       B7                        E
Well, I ain't got time to worry 'bout the shape I'm in
                                      B7
So pack it on up and let's do it all again
        E                                  A
I ain't tryin' to be the kingpin, I'm just tryin' to make a livin'
   E                   B7             E
So come on boys, let's go for another spin
 
[Instrumental]
E  B7  E  B7  E  A  E  B7  E
E  B7  E
 
[Chorus]
                  E    N.C.                        E
Well, I ain't got time to worry 'bout the mess I'm in
                                      B7
So pack it on up and let's do it all again
        E                                  A



I ain't tryin' to be the kingpin, I'm just tryin' to make a livin'
   E                   B7             E
So come on boys, let's go for another spin
   E                   B7             E     B7  E
So come on boys, let's go for another spin

11197. Kings And Clowns

Kings and Clowns
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
Look away.. Close your eyes and it isn't there
Who to blame... Point a finger it's anywhere
(It's)All a Dream.. Wake me up cause it isn't real
(What)Does it mean.. This wasn't part of the deal

[Chorus]
Some go up and some go down
Some get lost and some are found
Beware the king who steals the crown
'cause sometimes Kings become the clowns

[Verse]
Pick a side  Kick a line down in the sand
You decide  Or believe every last command
Where are you.. You just show up and go along
Make the truth  You are right, we are wrong

[Chorus]
Some move on, some turn around
Some set sail and run aground
Beware the king who steals the crown
'cause sometimes Kings become the clowns

[Bridge (instrumental)]
[Verse]
Yesterday.. There was a song that we used to sing
But today  You're all chanting a different thing
And you know  You just fight cause you wanna win
Here we go  Let's do the whole thing again

[Chorus]
Some will rest and some get loud
Some can light the darkest cloud
Some stand up against the crowd
Beware the King who steals the crown
'cause sometimes Kings become the clowns



11198. Kings Of Neon

Dierks Bentley - Kings Of Neon

[Verse 1]
Rode up to the bar, horns on the Caddy
Fuzzy dice hangin' from the rearview mirror
Blowin' that smoke from a Boss Hogg fatty
Bartender waitin' on us with a beer
We're the kings of neon
We're the kings of neon

[Verse 2]
All them posers step aside 'cause they know what'll happen
If they step on these new rattlesnake boots
Drop some quarters in the slot, needle drops on A11
Now we're doin' what we came here to do
We're the kings of neon

[Chorus]
We're them honky tonkin' steal your woman
If you don't keep both eyes on us
Kinda boys that you won't forget
Yeah, we tip them aviators
Like, hey, baby, meet us later
Bring them Wranglers and come party with
The kings of neon
The kings of neon

[Verse 3]
Mmm
Hold up, wait a minute, band in the corner
Take five and hand over them guitars
It's a hot country night, gonna bend them Tele strings
Get them country queens dancin' on the bar
For the kings of neon

[Chorus]
We're them honky tonkin', steal your woman
If you don't keep both eyes on us
Kinda boys that you won't forget
Yeah, we tip them aviators
Like, hey, baby, meet us later
Bring them Wranglers and come party with
The kings of neon

[Instrumental Break]

[Outro]
Yeah (Yeah)
We're them honky tonkin', steal your woman
If you don't keep both eyes on us
Kinda boys that you won't forget
Yeah, we tip them aviators
Like, hey, baby, meet us later
Bring them Wranglers and come party with
The kings of neon



We're the kings of neon
Yeah, we're the kings of neon, yeah, yeah
We're the kings of neon

11199. Kirby Hill

Kirby Hill
Hayseed Dixie

You wanna get your eyes knocked out
You wanna get your fill
You wanna get your head shot off
Just climb up Kirby Hill... Hey

My daddy made corn whiskey
Up on Kirby Hill
Just like his dad before him i
N an old pot bellied still
He never took to strangers
Headin' up that way
When he heard 'em talk about it
This is what he'd say...

You wanna get your eyes knocked out
You wanna get your fill
You wanna get your head shot off
Just climb up Kirby Hill... Hey

One night some revenuers
Thought they'd take the old man down
They asked about the way
Up Kirby Hill all over town
They headed up the mountain
Around about half past ten
Reckon now it's safe to say
We ain't never seen them again. Yeah

11200. Kirby Hill

Kirby Hill
Hayseed Dixie - Kirby Hill

You wanna get your eyes knocked out
You wanna get your fill
You wanna get your head shot off
Just climb up Kirby Hill... Hey
My daddy made corn whiskey
Up on Kirby Hill
Just like his dad before him i



N an old pot bellied still
He never took to strangers
Headin' up that way
When he heard 'em talk about it
This is what he'd say...
You wanna get your eyes knocked out
You wanna get your fill
You wanna get your head shot off
Just climb up Kirby Hill... Hey
One night some revenuers
Thought they'd take the old man down
They asked about the way
Up Kirby Hill all over town
They headed up the mountain
Around about half past ten
Reckon now it's safe to say
We ain't never seen them again. Yeah
You wanna get your eyes knocked out
You wanna get your fill
You wanna get your head shot off
Just climb up Kirby Hill... Hey
Great Grandaddy used to talk
'bout the war 'tween the governments
Back when old Jeff Davis and
Abe Lincoln was the Presidents
He watched the Armies marchin' up
He watched 'em both march by
No Army never took his still
No Army dared to try

11201. Kiss

Richard Thompson - Kiss 

U don't have 2 be beautiful
2 turn me on
I just need your body baby
From dusk till dawn
U don't need experience
2 turn me out
U just leave it all up 2 me
I'm gonna show u what it's all about

U don't have 2 be rich
2 be my girl
U don't have 2 be cool
2 rule my world
Ain't no particular sign I'm more compatible with
I just want your extra time and your

Kiss

U got to not talk dirty, baby



If u wanna impress me
U can't be 2 flirty, mama
I know how 2 undress me (Yeah)
I want 2 be your fantasy
Maybe u could be mine
U just leave it all up to me
We could have a good time

U don't have 2 be rich
2 be my girl
U don't have 2 be cool
2 rule my world
Ain't no particular sign I'm more compatible with
I just want your extra time and your

Kiss

Yes
I think I wanna dance
Gotta, Gotta
Little girl Wendy's parade
Gotta, gotta, gotta

Women not girls rule my world
I said they rule my world
Act your age, mama (Not your shoe size)
Not your shoe size
Maybe we could do the twirl
U don't have 2 watch Dynasty
2 have an attitude
U just leave it all up 2 me
My love will be your food
Yeah

U don't have 2 be rich
2 be my girl
U don't have 2 be cool
2 rule my world
Ain't no particular sign I'm more compatible with
I just want your extra time and your

Kiss

11202. Kiss An Angel Good Mornin

Kiss An Angel Good Mornin - Alan Jackson 
 
Whenever a chance to meet some old friends on the street 
They wonder how does a man get to be this way 
I always got a smileing face any time and any place 
And everytime they ask me why 
I just smile and say 



You've got to kiss angel good mornin 
And let her know you think about her when your gone 
So kiss an angel good mornin 
And love her like the devil when you get back home 

Now people may guess the secret of happeniness 
Some of them never learn 
It's a simple thing 
The secret I'm speaking of 
Is a woman and a man in love 
And the anwser is in this song that I always sing 

You got to kiss an angel good mornin 
And let her know you think about her when your gone 
So kiss an angel good mornin 
And love her like the devil when you get back home 

Kiss an angel good mornin 
And let her know you think about her when your gone 
So kiss an angel good mornin 
And love her like the devil when you get back home.

11203. Kiss Goodbye

Little Big Town - Kiss Goodbye

[Verse 1]
When you lose something
It's all that you want back
You're waiting patiently
But it don't work like that
When you lose someone
The first thing that goes through your head
Is if you run fast enough
You just might catch up
But it don't work like that

[Chorus]
You just got to watch it fly
Stand there on the side lines
Go on and swallow your pride
You know its going to be alright
Wish it well and close your eyes
With a kiss goodbye

[Verse 2]
Well the hardest part
Ya it hurts so bad
Is when she spreads her wings
But it'd be a selfish thing
To try and hold her back
But it don't work like that



[Chorus]
You just got to watch it fly
Stand there on the side lines
Go on and swallow your pride
You know its going to be alright
Wish it well and close your eyes
With a kiss goodbye
When you lose something
It's all that you want back

[Chorus]
You just got to watch it fly
Stand there on the side lines
Go on and swallow your pride
You know its going to be alright
Wish it well and close your eyes
With a kiss goodbye

[Outro]
Like a kiss goodbye

11204. Kiss Like Your Kiss

Lucinda Williams - Kiss Like Your Kiss

There'll never be a spring so perfect again
We'll never see a yellow so rich
The grass will never be quite as green
And there'll never be a kiss like your kiss

There will never be a summer so complete
We'll never see a palette like this
Berries will never taste as sweet
There'll never be a kiss like your kiss

There will never be an autumn so vivid and warm
So red, so golden, so crisp
Never see a color in aubergine
There'll never be a kiss like your kiss

There'll never be a winter quite so true
When the sky is painted with gifts
And there'll never be a moon so full and blue
There will never be a kiss like your kiss

There'll never be a kiss like your kiss

11205. Kiss Me I'm Gone - Chords



Kiss Me I'm Gone
Marty Stuart - Kiss Me I'm Gone

NOTE: the E7 in the intro and verse has no 3rd. 
 This chord is shown at the bottom
 Use a normal E7 for the Chorus.

Intro Chords (Listen for Timing)

E7   G  A     E7   G   A      E7    A  G

E7                                  G  A
I've got one last cahnce to hold you
          E7                  G  A
while the fire is good and hot
              E7                               G  A  
we've got to make the most of this burning love
             E7                  A   G
'Cause right now's all we've got
E7                            G   A
So squeeze me a little tighter
           E7               G  A
I'll be back before too long
              E7                     A   G
well baby you know I've just gotta go
 E7 NC       B7#9
so kiss me...   I'm gone

G     G#     A              G    
Honey that spell. That you put on me 
E7       A                             G     E7
got me walkin' talkin' things that I never dreamed
                     A           G        E7
I won't be worth a thing when I get back home 
                     A
I done stayed too long
          B7#9
So kiss me .... I'm Gone

You've got kisses sweet as honey 
got me eating right out of your hand 
you sure 'nuff got a line of talk 
that a man can understand

All the girls 'round here been tallkin' 
They wanna know what's going on
As the door slams I am deep in love 
so kiss me...   I'm Gone

(Back To Chorus)

E7(no 3rd)  B7#9
E-0       E-0
B-0         B-3
G-X         G-2
D-0         D-1
A-2         A-2
E-0         E-X



11206. Kiss Me Once Again

Kiss Me Once Again

Kiss me once again then if I complain
Tell me that you love me and kiss me once again

A kiss is something we have shared, that never will grow old
A kiss from you can thrill my heart and make my blood cold
For when I'm with the one I love, my heart beats wild within
When I feel your warm lips close to mine, just kiss me once again

* Refrain

Your kiss melted my heart of stone and made me think I'd win
Wiped all suspicion from my mind and made me love again
From now until eternity your heart I know I'll win
When stars strat shining in your eyes, just kiss me onece again

* Refrain

11207. Kiss Me Quick Papas Coming

Kiss Me Quick Papas Coming
Reeltime Travelers

Kiss me quick while we still have this feeling
Hold me close and never let me go
'Cause tomorrows can be so uncertain
Love can fly and leave just hurting
Kiss me quick because I love you so

Kiss me quick and make my heart go crazy
Sigh that sigh and whisper, oh, so low
Tell me that tonight will last forever
Say that you will leave me never
Kiss me quick because I love you so

Let the band keep playing while we are swaying
Let's keep on praying, that we'll never stop

Kiss me quick, I just can't stand this waiting
'Cause your lips are lips, I long to know
For that kiss will open Heaven's door
And we'll stay there forever more
So kiss me quick because I love you so

Let the band keep playing while we are swaying
Let's keep on praying, that we'll never stop



Kiss me quick, I just can't stand this waiting
'Cause your lips are lips, I long to know
For that kiss will open Heaven's door
And we'll stay there forever more
So kiss me quick because I love you so

Kiss me quick because I love you so
Kiss me quick because I love you so

11208. Kiss Me, I'm Gone

Marty Stuart - Kiss Me, I'm Gone

I've got one last chance to hold you
While the fire is good and hot
We've got to make the most of this burning love
'Cause right now's all we've got 
So squeeze me a little tighter
I'll be back before too long
Well baby you know I've just gotta go
So kiss me, I'm gone

Honey that spell, that you put on me
Got me walkin', talkin' things that I never dreamed
I won't be worth a thing when I get back home
I done stayed too long
So kiss me, I'm gone

You've got kisses sweet as honey
Got me eating right out of your hand
You sure 'nuff got a line of talk
That a man can understand

All the girls around here been talkin'
Wonderin' just what's going on
As the door slams, I am deep in love
So kiss me, I'm gone

Honey that spell, that you put on me
Got me walkin', talkin' things that I never dreamed
I won't be worth a thing when I get back home
I done stayed too long
So kiss me, I'm gone

11209. Kiss On The Door

Kiss On The Door



I sat there alone on your door step
The note said you d gone to the store
I waited for you till two this morning
Then I left you a kiss on the door

I left you a kiss on the door
For I won't kiss your lips any more
I know now that you have walked out on me
So I left you a kiss on the door

As I sat there waiting and watching
I counted the stars in the sky
I counted on you till the last minute
But could not count the tears in my eyes

Repeat # 2

11210. Kiss The Children

Emmylou Harris - Kiss The Children

Well, it's said my life has been so free and easy
But I'll tell you now the story isn't so
'Cause I've spent a lot of time down on the corner
Tasting tears and spilling whiskey on the floor
Such a shame that it's so hard for me to tell the truth to you
but by now you know the kind of man I am
So don't turn your pretty face away from me, dear
'Cause there's kids in this game don't understand

One more night like this would put me six feet under
But my heart would still be fighting for your love
Just remember little darlin' that I love you
And kiss the cildren for me please, before you go

So don't play this crazy game with me no longer
'Cause I won't be able to resist my rage
And the gun that's hanging on the kitchen wall, dear
Is like a roadsign pinting straight to Satan's cage
And the gun that's hanging on the kitchen wall, dear
Is like a roadsign pointing straight to Satan's cage

11211. Kisses Sweeter Than Wine

Kisses Sweeter Than Wine
Paul Campbell / Huddie Ledbetter

Well, when I was a young man never been kissed
I got to thinkin' it over how much I had missed



So I got me a girl and I kissed her and then, and then
Oh, lordy, well I kissed 'er again

Chorus:
Because she had kisses sweeter than wine
She had, mmm, mmm, kisses sweeter than wine
(Sweeter than wine)

Well I asked her to marry and to be my sweet wife
I told her we'd be so happy for the rest of our life
I begged and I pleaded like a natural man
And then, whoops oh lordy, well she gave me her hand

Chorus

Well we worked very hard both me and my wife
Workin' hand-in-hand to have a good life
We had corn in the field and wheat in the bin
And then, whoops oh lord, I was the father of twins

Chorus

Well our children they numbered just about four
And they all had a sweetheart a'knockin' on the door
They all got married and they wouldn't hesitate
I was, whoops oh lord, the grandfather of eight

Chorus

Well now that I'm old and I'm a'ready to go
I get to thinkin' what happened a long time ago
Had a lot of kids, a lot of trouble and pain
But then, whoops oh lordy, well I'd do it all again

Because she had kisses sweeter than wine
She had, mmm - kisses - sweeter - than - wine

Notes:
Lyrics by Paul Campbell, music by Huddie Ledbetter.

11212. Kissin' And Cussin'

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Kissin' And Cussin'

Well tell me, pretty baby, do you think you're too sweet to die?
Well tell me, pretty baby, do you think you're too sweet to die?

'Cause we kiss and we cuss and we carry on
We kiss and we cuss and we carry on
Until the break of dawn

Well, I was born in the country, you think I'm easy to fool



Well, I was born in the country, you think I'm easy to fool

'Cause we cuss and we kiss and we carry on
We cuss and we kiss and we carry on
Until the break of dawn

Well, I see you smiling babe, the knife behind your back
Well, I see you smile, the knife behind your back

We kiss and we cuss and we carry on
Yeah, we cuss and we kiss and we carry on
Until the break of dawn

Well tell me, pretty baby, do you think you're too sweet to die?
Well tell me, pretty baby, do you think you're too sweet to die?

'Cause we kiss and we cuss and we carry on
We kiss and we cuss and we carry on
Until the break of dawn

Oh woman, till the break of dawn
Until the break of dawn
Until the break of dawn

11213. Kissin' Cousins

Kissin' Cousins - Hot Buttered Rum

All your faults are forgiven
All your fears are cast aside
All your friends for this life and maybe others
Are gathered here tonight

Whether the light that you follow
Shines from a five, six, or eight pointed star
Whether the night is too dark to see
Your family knows who you are

Oooooo (x2)

If you speak French or Yoruba
If your skin is dark or light
Even if you come from a different side of town
We're all kissing cousins tonight

(chorus:)
Look to your left and look to your right
We're all kissing cousins tonight
Kissing cousins tonight
Ooooooo
Kissing cousins tonight
Ooooooo



We've seen cycles and cycles of sorrow
The wail and the moan of dreams undone
Let's hope that we don't pass the pain that we've known
Onto the next generation

So you shake and you churn
And you build and you burn
Savor the lift, savor the turn
Dance with the folks who let in the light
We're all kissing cousins tonight
Unwind the string and let out the kite
We're all kissing cousins tonight

(chorus)

11214. Kissing Is A Crime

Kissing Is A Crime
Carter Family

I know a little girl and I want her for my wife
She's pretty and sweet neat little feet and never been kissed in her life
You can ask her for a kiss she said oh what a bore
Every time she bows and declares she'll never do so anymore
   
   Born to be a better girl and never kiss again
   Afraid my ma might find it out and cause her great pain
   You may walk and talk and hold my hand but kissing is a crime
   I'll not kiss you anymore until next time

I called at her house one night but I didn't intend to stay
She laid her head on my shoulder and said the old folks are away
I kissed her a dozen times and someone came to the door
Every time she bowed and declared she'd never do so anymore

She'll see you too the door kiss and then goodnight
Every time she bows and declares she'll never do so any more

11215. Kitty Clyde - Chords

Kitty Clyde 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Verse 1]
A
Oh, there live my sweet Kitty Clyde,
                              E
with them rosy cheeks, golden hair,
     A                       D



in a sweet little nook, by a clear running brook
A             E           A
there live my sweet Kitty Clyde
 
 
[Chorus]
E   A
Oh, Kitty, sweet Kitty,
                              E
she my own well beloved Kitty Clyde
     A                       D
in a sweet little nook, by a clear running brook
A             E           A
there live my sweet Kitty Clyde
 
 
[Instrumental]
A E A D
A E A
 
 
[Verse 2]
A
Well I was that I was a little fish
                             E
every morn with a hook and a line
         A                        D
well I'd swim out and swim to the middle of the sea
    A             E        A
and leave all the big fish behind
 
 
[Chorus]
E   A
Oh, Kitty, sweet Kitty,
                              E
she my own well beloved Kitty Clyde
     A                       D
in a sweet little nook, by a clear running brook
A             E           A
there live my sweet Kitty Clyde
 
 
[Instrumental]
A E A D
A D A
 
 
[Verse 3]
A
Well I wish that I was a honey bee
                                 E
I'd not gather honey around the flowers
    A                        D
I'd steal just one kiss from sweet Kitty's lips
    A           E           A
And make my own hive in her bowers



 
 
[Chorus]
E   A
Oh, Kitty, sweet Kitty,
                              E
she my own well beloved Kitty Clyde
     A                       D
in a sweet little nook, by a clear running brook
A             E           A
there live my sweet Kitty Clyde
 
 
[Instrumental]
A E A D
D A E A
E A E A
D A E A
 
 
[Verse 4]
A
Well I wish that I was a turtle dove
                     E
I'd fly far over the sea
    A                       D
I'd fly, how I'd fly, boy I never would return
        A            E       A
then my sweetheart's sad for me
 
 
[Chorus]
E   A
Oh, Kitty, sweet Kitty,
                              E
she my own well beloved Kitty Clyde
     A                       D
in a sweet little nook, by a clear running brook
A             E           A
there live my sweet Kitty Clyde

11216. Kitty Puss

David Rawlings
Kitty Puss

Poor little Kitty Puss, poor little fellow
Poor little Kitty Puss, died in the cellar

Love my wife, love my baby
Love my trigger, soft and gravy

Hey, step back Kitty Puss



Hey, stay away Kitty Puss

Hop up Kitty Puss, hop up higher
Hop up Kitty Puss, tail's in the fire

Hey, stand back Kitty Puss
Hey, stay away Kitty Puss, hey

Big fish, little fish, pointy headed miller
Never seen a pretty gal I didn't want to kill her

Hey, stand back Kitty Puss
Hey, stand back Kitty Puss

Sun come at me, rain come dry me
Stand back pretty gal, don't come and eye me

Hey, stand back Kitty Puss
Hey, stay away Kitty Puss
Hey, black eyed Kitty Puss

Poor little Kitty Puss, poor little fellow
Poor little Kitty Puss, died in the cellar

Hey, stand back Kitty Puss
Hey, stay away Kitty Puss
Hey, step back Kitty Puss

11217. Kitty Waltz

Kitty Waltz

Waltz Kitty waltz let everybody waltz
Waltz Kitty waltz let everybody waltz
Waltz Kitty waltz let everybody waltz
The guitars are ringing come on and waltz 

The girls are singing the guitars are ringing
Their steps are so neat their music so sweet
Waltz Kitty waltz let everybody waltz
The guitars are ringing come on and waltz 

Boys come on and join our band
The guitars are ringing the music's so grand
Waltz Kitty waltz let everybody waltz
The guitars are ringing come on and waltz 

Waltz Kitty waltz let everybody waltz
Waltz Kitty waltz let everybody waltz
Waltz Kitty waltz let everybody waltz
The guitars are ringing come on and waltz



11218. Kiwi And The Apricot

Keller Williams - Kiwi and the Apricot

I am the man when it comes to
Loving you that's what I do
You are the apple of my eye
The kiwi and the apricot
We rock all night and sleep all day
And then we drive the other way
I am the man when it comes to
Loving you that's what I do

You've got the goods that's what I need
You a gormet receipe
You slice and dice sautee and peel
You make a tasty balanced meal
You serve the freshy fresh oh yes
The thrift store dress so freshy fresh
You've got the goods that's what I need
You a gormet receipe

Talk to the hand, the ear don't want
To hear, talk to the hand the ear
I see you dear everyday
And the way you make the sway
To the rhythm that we make
Come on just like a tree (??)
Talk to the hand, the ear don't want
To hear, talk to the hand the ear

I am the man when it comes to
Loving you that's what I do
You are the apple of my eye
The kiwi and the apricot
We rock all night and sleep all day
And then we drive the other way
I am the man when it comes to
Loving you that's what I do

11219. Knee Deep In A River - Chords

Kathy Mattea - Knee Deep In A River
Standing Knee Deep in a River (Dying of Thirst)
Written by: Bucky Jones, Bob McDill & Dickey Lee
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Lonesome Standard Time"

Note:  There is a key change at the beginning of the third verse up one
       fret on the recording.  This point is indicated by *Capo 1 here*.



       I could not determine a position for the capo that would provide
       a key both before and after the key change that would be easy for
       the guitar.  I would suggest that you either continue in the same
       key if playing the song by yourself or add a capo at the appropriate
       spot if accompanying the recording.
       

Intro:   C   Em   F   G   C   Em   F   G

C               Em       F                      C
Friends I could count on   I could count on one hand
                F         G    F    G
with a leftover finger or two
C                Em      F                      C
  I took 'em for granted   let 'em all slip a - way
F                G            C    F
  Now where they are I wish I knew

G         C  Em           F     C
They roll by    just like water
F       G              C      F    G
  and I guess we never learn
           C    Em               F
Go through life      parched and empty
         C              F
standin' knee deep in a river
G               C      Em    F    G
   and dyin' of thirst

C                  Em     F                  C
  Sometimes I re - member   sweethearts I've known
                F              G    F    G
Some I've for - gotten I sup - pose
C                  Em     F                 C
  One or two still linger   oh and I wonder now
F       G             C    F
  why I ever let them go
          
G         C  Em           F     C
They roll by    just like water
F       G              C      F    G
  and I guess we never learn
           C    Em               F
Go through life      parched and empty
         C              F
standin' knee deep in a river
G               C      Em    F    G    C    Em    F  *Capo 1 here*  G
   and dyin' of thirst

C                    Em      F               C
  So the sidewalk is crowded   the city goes by
           F               G    F    G
and I rush through another day
C                     Em        F                    C
  and a world full of strangers   turn their eyes to me
F            G              C    F
  but I just look the other way.



          
G         C  Em           F     C
They roll by    just like water
F       G              C      F    G
  and I guess we never learn
           C    Em               F
Go through life      parched and empty
         C              F
standin' knee deep in a river
G               C      F
   and dyin' of thirst
          
G         C  Em           F     C
They roll by    just like water
F       G              C      F    G
  and I guess we never learn
           C    Em               F
Go through life      parched and empty
         C              F
standin' knee deep in a river
G               C      Em    F    G    C
   and dyin' of thirst

11220. Knee Deep In Bluegrass Blues

Knee Deep In Bluegrass Blues (Larry W. Jones 08/13/2009) 

My darlin', today I thought things over
Guess I ought to put on my walkin' shoes
From old Kentucky I'll be a rover
Since you left me knee deep in bluegrass blues
These blue Kentucky skies have turned to gray
Since you told me those lies that hurt and bruise
I can't sleep and this ache won't go away
Since you left me knee deep in bluegrass blues
I'm tryin' to keep from cryin' at night
But now I realize there's no more use
In Kentucky I'd keep sighin' alright
Since you left me knee deep in bluegrass blues
(instrumental)
Kentucky blue grass
Grows knee deep in the Spring
But love cannot last
When it's a dying thing
These blue Kentucky skies have turned to gray
Since you told me those lies that hurt and bruise
I can't sleep and this ache won't go away
Since you left me knee deep in bluegrass blues
I can't sleep and this ache won't go away
Since you left me knee deep in bluegrass blues



11221. Knee Deep In The Blues

Knee Deep In The Blues

I've just been thinkin' things over
My heart is swollen with tears
My life just don't seem worth livin'
And it's been that way for years

     My skys above turned to gray now
    And I just walked the soles off my shoes
   I don't have too much to say now
   I'm just knee deep in the blues

Don't ask me why I'm cryin'
Cause I have lost about all I can lose
Well there's just no use in tryin'
I'm just knee deep in the blues

11222. Kneel And Let The Lord Take Your Load - Chords

Kneel And Let The Lord Take Your Load
Written and recorded by Marty Robbins

G                                         C            G
When days are filled with trouble and temptation is so great
                                    D7
And evil stands no matter where you go
G                                      C         G
There's one friend you can turn to and everybody knows
                  D7             G
Kneel and let the Lord take your load

   C                        G
No matter what they say the Lord will find a way
                                    D7
When I am wanting strength to Him I go 
G                            C               G
Temptation maybe great don't weaken for your sake
                  D7             G
Kneel and let the Lord take your load

                             C             G
Kneel and ask His help as no burden is too great
                            D7
Then again no burden is too small
G                                          C             G
He'll guide you through temptation through evil days and so
                  D7             G



Kneel and let the Lord take your load

    C                       G
The mighty hand of God will never reel or rock
                                    D7
When I am wanting strength to Him I go   
G                           C                G
No matter what they say the Lord will find a way
                  D7             G
Kneel and let the Lord take your load

11223. Kneel At The Cross

Kneel At The Cross - Ralph Stanley
Jim & Jesse

Kneel at the cross, Christ will meet you there
Come while He waits for you
Listen to His voice, leave with Him your cares
And begin life anew

   Kneel at the cross, kneel at the cross
   Leave every care, leave every care
   Kneel at the cross, kneel at the cross
   Jesus will meet you there

Kneel at the cross, there's room for all
Who will his glory share
Bliss there awaits, harm can nary fall
Those who are anchored there

Kneel at the cross, give your idols up
Look unto realms above
Turn not away, to life's sparkling cup
Trust only in His love

11224. Knew All Along

Knew All Along - Alan Jackson 

The things you taught me just a little while
Would've taken me a hundred years
I can't imagine travelin' these miles
Without somebody like you here

I guess I knew all along, he'd take his angels home
'Cause he loves them too much to let them stay
I guess I knew all along, he'd take his angels home
But I didn't know it was gonna be today



I remember the places that we've been
The little things we used to do
Looking back now that's when I began
To realize that I'm a lot like you

I guess I knew all along, he'd take his angels home
'Cause he loves them too much to let them stay
I guess I knew all along, he'd take his angels home
But I didn't know it was gonna be today

Friends and family help to pass the time
I'm thumbing through pictures of you
Feelin' lonesome, missin' you and cryin'
That's not what you'd want me to do

I guess I knew all along, he'd take his angels home
'Cause he loves them too much to let them stay
I guess I knew all along, he'd take his angels home
But I didn't know it was gonna be today
No, I didn't know it was gonna be today

11225. Knockin'

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Knockin'

If you come a knockin' honey I don't mind but if you're not here for loving well baby don't wast
e my time
If you come a knockin' honey I don't mind but if you're not here for loving well baby don't wast
e my time
There's chicken in the fridge, half a bottle of wine, sit and eat your fill and give me what is min
e
Chicken in the fridge, half a bottle of wine, sit and eat your fill and gimme gimme gimme gim
me
Show me the money, show me the money, show me the money and the milk and the honey
Show me the money, show me the money, show me the money and the milk and the honey
Show me the money, show me the money, show me the money and the milk and whooo

I was watching your lips as we were walking you were talking
I wasn't listening but watching your lips
I was watching your lips while we were walking you were talking
I wasn't listening but watching your lips
Down to the corner store and right back up the stairs
Down to the corner store and right back up the stairs

If you come a knockin' honey I don't mind but if you're not here for loving well baby don't wast
e my time
If you come a knockin' honey I don't mind but if you're not here for loving well baby don't wast
e my time
There's chicken in the fridge, half a bottle of wine, sit and eat your fill and give me what is min
e
Chicken in the fridge, half a bottle of wine, sit and eat your fill and gimme gimme gimme gim



me
Show me the money, show me the money, show me the money and the milk and the honey
Show me the money, show me the money, show me the money and the milk and the honey
Show me the money, show me the money, show me the money and the milk and ahh

11226. Knockin' On Heaven's Door

Knockin' On Heaven's Door
Bob Dylan

Mama, take this badge off of me
I can't use it anymore.
It's gettin' dark, too dark for me to see
I feel like I'm knockin' on heaven's door.

Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door
Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door
Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door
Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door

Mama, put my guns in the ground
I can't shoot them anymore.
That long black cloud is comin' down
I feel like I'm knockin' on heaven's door.

Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door
Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door
Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door
Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door

11227. Knockin' On Your Door

Knockin' On Your Door
Author: John Reedy - Old & In The Way

I'm knockin' on your door again my darlin'
I'm knockin' on your door please answer me
Cause I've tried to make you realize my darlin'
That no one slse was ever meant for me

Well, I remember dear you said you'd always love me
And you promised me your happyness so true
But now you gone away, dear, with another
And I wonder if you feel the way I do

I'm knockin' on your door again my darlin'
I'm knockin' on your door please answer me
Cause I've tried to make you realize my darlin'
That no one else was ever meant for me



I'm knockin' on your door again my darlin'
I'm knockin' on your door please answer me
I never read the letter that you wrote my little darlin'
I'm sailing far across the deep blue sea

I'm knockin' on your door again my darlin'
To return the letters that you wrote to me
I'm knockin' on your door again my darlin'
This time honey, I'm sure things gonna be

* Refrain

So good-bye dear, I know you'll soon forget me
And I hope that you find happoness so true
But whenever you make love, sweetheart, remember
There will never always be the same for you

* Refrain

11228. Knockin' The Dust Off The Rust Belt Tonight

Pokey LaFarge - Knockin' the Dust Off the Rust Belt Tonight

Well the lights are on, it's time to go
Gotta hit the stage for another show
Knockin' the dust off the rust belt tonight
I started out, all by myself
But I'm lucky now that I've found some help to
Knock the dust off the rust belt tonight

Chorus:
Have you seen what's happenin' round here?
You ask most people, they don't care
But now is the time we have to do things right
So we're knockin' the dust off the rust belt tonight
From the C-H-I to the S-T-L
I was born raise a ruckus and do it well
Knockin' the dust off the rust belt tonight
Take a jazz band with a country beat
It's Midwestern Swing for your dancin' feet
We're gonna knock the dust off the rust belt tonight

Chorus
A newspaperman said it couldn't be done
But I lived it, I wrote it, in a song I sung
Knockin' the dust off the rust belt tonight
This ain't your momma and your daddy's Midwest
We have what it takes to stand the test
Knockin' the dust off the rust belt tonight
Chorus



11229. Know It All

Billy Strings
Know It All
Broken Compass Bluegrass

Well all I know is everything I've learned
And if I'm changing that's the reason that I'll turn
Into someone I can trust
Before I turn back into dust
There's an answer but I wouldn't be concerned

Out of everything I've seen and all I've heard
And everywhere I've been around the whole wide world
There's still something I can't find
I've been lost within my mind
Since you fell out of my sight without a word

Well I thought I knew it all
Till I crashed into the wall
Let me learn from my mistakes
And try to pick up all the pieces

Well the night we met I thought you were the one
Yes and when you left I nearly came undone
There's a million miles to go
At the end I still won't know
What I did to ever send you on the run

Now the memories just keep flying 'round and 'round
And I'm traveling faster than the speed of sound
Well the bigger I stand tall
It's the harder I may fall
On the day my vices lay me in the ground

Well I thought I knew it all
Till I crashed into the wall
Let me learn from my mistakes
And try to pick up all the pieces

Well all I know is everything I've learned
And if I'm changing that's the reason that I'll turn
Into someone I can trust
Before I turn back into dust
There's an answer but I wouldn't be concerned

Well I thought I knew it all
Till I crashed into the wall
Let me learn from my mistakes
And try to pick up all the pieces

Let me learn from my mistakes
And try to pick up all the pieces



11230. Know Me

Glen Phillips - Know Me

I love an object, singular thing
Carried beside me and flaunted for me
Well I know I'm not holy, just partially good
No time for my family, patience to brood
I want to be a great man
A hero, a martyr, immortal I'd stand
Well I haven't the guts to touch lepers or queers
So I'm happy to waste away time with you here
Should I have believed I was still a boy
Naive and sane, protected wholly
Tongue-tied and restless
Breathing of futures
Know me; I am not a child
Though you have age
You have not felt the pain...
Should I have remained obedient and docile
So far restrained
The hands that hold me back
Could break my bones
As each one snaps
I hate my home
Far on my way
I should know, I was born here
Know me
Am I just some fool? am I far from ready?
Just let me fall and Ill believe you
Chained up and pampered I strain until I crack
Know me before you kill what I want to be
And leave me cold
Bled white
And feeling old
Far on my way
I should know, I was born here
Know me--know all I am
Far on my way
I was cold then I exploded
Know me
Know me...

11231. Know That I Know

Know That I Know
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]



Yeah, we're like baseball and hot dogs
You're Ferris Bueller and I'm your day off
The E-Street Band and the Boss
You know you're my happy clouds and I'm Bob Ross

[Pre-Chorus 1]
So let me tell ya, boy
In no uncertain terms
I finally found the words

[Chorus]
Don't ya know that I know that you know that I know
That you want me?
And don't I know that you know that I know that you know
That I want you?
So let it be known, by letter or phone
All our other lovers better leave us alone
Get ready to go, 'cause I'm taking you home

[Verse 2]
Yeah, we like sneakers and gym socks
You're happy hour and I am five o'clock
You're Captain Kirk to my Spock
You know I'm Dee Dee Ramone and you're punk rock

[Pre-Chorus 2]
So let me tell you, boy
Don't leave it up to fate
It's time to set things straight

[Chorus]
Don't ya know that I know that you know that I know
That you want me?
And don't I know that you know that I know that you know
That I want you?
So let it be known, by letter or phone
All our other lovers better leave us alone
Get ready to go, 'cause I'm taking you home

[Bridge]
And when we get home, throw your coat on my bed
But that's the only thing we'll do in here for now
Turn the lights down low and the music up loud
You know, you dance so good, won't you show me how?
It's like we've been together much longer than is true
We've watched the forming of the sun
And we'll be there to colonize the moon
If it's not too soon

[Chorus]
Don't ya know that I know that you know that I know
That you want me?
And don't I know that you know that I know that you know
That I want you?
So let it be known, by letter or phone
All our other lovers better leave us alone
Get ready to go, 'cause I'm taking you home



[Outro]
And don't ya know that I know that you know that I know
That you want me?
And don't I know that you know that I know that you know
That I want you?
So let it be known, by letter or phone
All our other lovers better leave us alone
Get ready to go, 'cause I'm taking you home
Taking you home

11232. Knowing

Lucinda Williams - Knowing

I didn't know
What love meant before
I didn't know
What you had waiting for me in store
I didn't know
That I'd be finding out so much more

About the knowing
And the knowing is all there is
About yes
And yes, this is it
I didn't know

I didn't know
What precious time would make
I didn't know
How fragile a kiss could seem
I didn't know
That finally all of dawn is trained
About the knowing
And the knowing is all there is
About yes,
And yes, this is it

I didn't know
I didn't know
I'd never look at life the same
I didn't know
Until I walked with you in the rain
I didn't know
Until I found out you felt the same
About the knowing
And the knowing is all there is
About yes
And yes, this is it

I didn't know
I, didn't know



Until together we lay
I didn't know
Until you touched my soul that day
I didn't know
That you would teach me in your own way
About the knowing
And the knowing is all there is
About yes
And yes, this is it

I didn't know
I didn't know
I, didn't know

11233. Knoxville Blues

Knoxville Blues
Hackensaw Boys - Knoxville Blues

I've been thinking, I've been driving
From a girl I, I couldn't love one
[Now we're far out?]
Different direction, other direction
I'm gonna take my, my blues to Knoxville
Drink a fifth and pop pills and play with my gun
That ain't true dear
Cause I ain't got one, never had one
[Instrumental]
You're a stayer, I'm a goner
Which one is wronger?
I cannot say
Now we're probably in the arms of another
Lovin another
I'm gonna take my, my blues to Knoxville
Drink a fifth and pop pills and play with my gun
That ain't true dear
Cause I ain't got one, never had one
That ain't true dear
Cause I ain't got one, never had one
I ain't got one

11234. Knoxville Girl

The Louvin Brothers - Knoxville Girl
Country Gentlemen - Jim & Jesse
Osborne Brothers

I met a liitle girl in Knoxville, a town we all know well
And every Sunday evening, out in her home, I'd dwell



We went to take an evening walk about a mile from town
I picked a stick up off the ground and knocked that fair girl down

She fell down on her bended knees, for mercy she did cry
"Oh Willy dear, don't kill me here, I'm unprepared to die"
She never spoke another word, I only beat her more
Until the ground around me within her blood did flow

I took her by her golden curls and I drug her round and around
Throwing her into the river that flows through Knoxville town
Go down, go down, you Knoxville girl with the dark and rolling eyes
Go down, go down, you Knoxville girl, you can never be my bride

I started back to Knoxville, got there about midnight
My mother, she was worried and woke up in a fright
Saying "dear son, what have you done to bloody your clothes so?"
I told my anxious mother I was bleeding at my nose

I called for me a candle to light myself to bed
I called for me a handkerchief to bind my aching head
Rolled and tumbled the whole night through, as troubles was for me
Like flames of hell around my bed and in my eyes could see

They carried me down to Knoxville and put me in a cell
My friends all tried to get me out but none could go my bail
I'm here to waste my life away down in this dirty old jail
Because I murdered that Knoxville girl, the girl I loved so well

11235. Knuckleball Catcher - Chords

Knuckleball Catcher 
Dave Rawlings Machine
 
Intro /  Thing :
 
e/---3----3----0----0---/
B/---0----0----0----1---/
G/---0----0----0----0---/
D/---0----0----2----2---/
A/---2----0----2----3---/
E/---3----2----0----3---/
  
 Verse:
 
    G        C/G
 
e/--3--------0-----------/
B/--0/1------1-----------/
G/--0--------0-----------/
D/--0--------2-----------/
A/--2--------3-----------/
E/--3--------3-----------/
 



  
G                                             C/G
Caught my eye, in a flash of lightning in the rain
G                                             D
Out in the darkness, with a banjo in your hands
 
G                                                  C/G      A
You came into the firelight, to the circle from the gloom
G                                             D       *thing*
I was standing child like, while you got yourself in tune
 
 
       D                      C/G                 G
And a bridge player, could be an all-time player too
       D                      C/G                 A
But a knuckleball catcher, only gets one job to do
 
   C/G     D                          the move from C/G to D is
He only gets on job to do             a slide of the whole form
                                      two frets up
 Thing  - Tu-do-do
 
 
 
G                                             C/G
You played your melody, it was too much for me
G                                             D
It froze my flesh down, to minus nine degrees
 
G                                                  C/G      A
I was passing a grave yard, full of flowers on mother's day
G                                             D       *thing*
That's the last time I let a stranger rip my heart this way
 
 
 Thing :
e/---3----3----0----0---/
B/---0----0----0----1---/
G/---0----0----0----0---/
D/---0----0----2----2---/
A/---2----0----2----3---/
E/---3----2----0----3---/
 
 
       D                      C/G                 G
Now a good mother, could be a dashboard drummer to
       D                      C/G                 A
And a bridge player, be an all time player when he's through
C/G     D
But a knuckleball catcher, only gets one job to do
 
 
                         *Notice, D is usually C/G, two frets up
 
 
Solo also played while Gillian plays the  Thing :
 



e/---3----3----0----0---/
B/---0----0----0----1---/
G/---0----0----0----0---/
D/---0----0----2----2---/
A/---2----0----2----3---/
E/---3----2----0----3---/
 
 
When your trial was finished, you slipped out in the quiet
Not trying to follow, my shoes just caught on fire
 
So I... searched the camp ground, I never saw your face again
Well you had, a devil woman, just a bluegrass friend
Cause a left-winger, could be a bluegrass singer too, and that's a hard lonesome truth
And some hard liquor, could make a guitar picker out of you
But a knuckleball catcher, only gets one job to do
 
Tu-do-do
Tu-do-do
Tu-do-do
 
 
 
 
 
D chord, is usually (relative to capo):
 
e/---0----/
B/---3----/
G/---0----/
D/---4----/
A/---5----/
E/---5----/

11236. Kodak 1955 - Chords

Josh Williams - Kodak 1955 chords
 
[Intro]

C - - - / C - - -

[Verse 1]

       C                                               F
It was worn and tied with string. Mama carried it with pride
    C                                  G
And handed that old shoebox down to me
C                            F
Full of shiny photographs of family love inside
  C            G                 C
Reminders of a time that used to be



C                                                  F
All the aunts and uncles, countless cousins one by one
C                                   G
Grandma in the kitchen by her stove
      C                           F
Uncle Elmore playin' dominos with Grandad and his boys
C            G              C
Cecil with a junebug on his nose

[Chorus]

               G              F                C          F
And I wouldn't take a million dollars for that box of memories
          C                                  G
It brings all the folks I love right back to life
      G                  F               C                    F
How I long to hear their voices one more time, but they don't speak
            C              Am            F  G  C
Just little letters in the border  Kodak 1955 

[Verse 2]

       C                                      F
Just a simple country family raised up on the land
C                                         G
Grateful for the things the land provides
C                                      F
Gentle souls whose word was gold, they lent a helping hand
    C                 G               C
And knew the Lord was always by their side

[Chorus]

               G              F                C          F
And I wouldn't take a million dollars for that box of memories
          C                                  G
It brings all the folks I love right back to life
      G                  F               C                    F
How I long to hear their voices one more time, but they don't speak
            C              Am            F  G  C
Just little letters in the border  Kodak 1955 

[Instrumental]

G - F - / C - F - / F - /
C - Am - / F  G  C - / C - - -

[Verse 3]

C                                                    F
Sometimes when this fancy world starts closin' in on me
  C                                           G
I go where things appear more black and white
C                                  F
Daddy in that snap brimmed hat, he looked so strong and lean
    C             G             C
And Mama sure was pretty in her prime



[Chorus]

               G              F                C          F
And I wouldn't take a million dollars for that box of memories
          C                                  G
It brings all the folks I love right back to life
      G                  F               C                    F
How I long to hear their voices one more time, but they don't speak
            C              Am            F  G  C
Just little letters in the border  Kodak 1955 

[Outro]

            C              Am            F  G  C
Just little letters in the border  Kodak 1955 

C - - G / C . . .

11237. Koeeoaddi There

The Incredible String Band - Koeeoaddi There 

The natural cards revolve ever changing
Seeded elsewhere planted in the garden
Fair grow trees, grow trees

Tongues of the sheer wind
Setting you foot where the sand is untrodden
The ocean that only begins

Listen, a woman with a bulldozer built this house now
Carving away the mountain, whose name is your childhood home
We were trying to buy it, buy it, buy it, someone was found killed
There all bones, bones, dry bones

Earth water fire and air
Met together in a garden fair
Put in a basket bound with skin
If you answer this riddle
If you answer this riddle,you'll never begin

Born in a house where the doors shut tight
Shadowy fingers on the curtains at night
Cherry tree blossom head high snow
A busy main road where I wasn't to go

I used to sit on the garden wall
Say hello to people going by so tall
Hallo to the postman's stubbly skin
Hallo to the baker's stubbly grin
Mrs. Thompson gave me a bear
Brigitte and some people lived upstairs



Skating on happy valley pond
Various ministers and guards stood around
The ice was nice, hallo, the invisible brethren
And there was a tent, you played cards with the soldiers in
Don't worry we won't send anyone after you', they screamed

But me and licorice saw the last of them one misty twisty day
Across the mournful morning, moor motoring away
Singing ladybird, ladybird what is your wish
Your wish is not granted unless it's a fish
Your wish is not granted unless it's a dish
A fish on a dish is that what you wish

Earth water fire and air
Met together in a garden fair
Put in a basket bound with skin
If you answer this riddle
If you answer this riddle, you'll never begin

11238. Kryptonite - Chords

Kryptonite   Bm       Am  -   F6   -   G7

Took a walk around the world to 
Ease my troubled mind 
I left my body lying somewhere 
In the sands of time 
I watched the world float to the dark 
Side of the moon 
I feel there is nothing I can do, yeah 

I watched the world float to the 
Dark side of the moon 
After all I knew it had to be something 
To do with you 
I really don't mind what happens now and then 
As long as you'll be my friend at the end 

[Chorus]
If I go crazy then will you still 
Call me Superman 
If I'm alive and well, will you be 
There holding my hand 
I'll keep you by my side with 
My superhuman might 
Kryptonite 

You called me strong, you called me weak 
But still your secrets I will keep 
You took for granted all the times I 
Never let you down 
You stumbled in and bumped your head, if 



Not for me then you'd be dead 
I picked you up and put you back 
On solid ground

11239. Kung Pao

Brad Paisley - Kung Pao 
Brad Paisley & Redd Volkaert

-- No music or lyrics just spoken --
The what?
(Brad) The kung pao buffet buckeroos
Kung Pao
(Brad) Yeah... It's Chinese
The Kung cow
(Brad) The Kung Pao
Huh?
(Brad) The Kung Pao Buffet
The Kung Cow (Kung Pao)
(Brad) The Kung Cow alright
The Kung Pao Buckeroos Cafe' (Buffet)
Tune in next time
(Brad) For the adventures of
For the adventures of
(Brad) The Kung Pao Buckeroo Buffet
The Kung Pao Buffaroo Campaign
LOL LOL (Campaign Buffet)
(Brad) Buffet
Buffet
Let me do, let me do that line over again
Can I do it
(Brad) Yeah, yeah
The Kung Cow (Kung Pao)
The Kung
What the hells a matter with me
Just that, that it's Chinese
Just, just a minute
Kung Pao
The Kung Cow
The Kung Pao Buckeroo Buffet ... LOL

L - 11240. L.A. Blues

Tom T Hall - L.A. Blues

[Verse 1:]
I got off the airplane 'long about 7:30 in L.A
What a drag to realize that everything's so different and so same
All my California friends are searchin' for their minds
And it's been right there in their heads all the time



[Chorus:]
L.A. Blues, L.A. Blues
You want me to be like you
Well, there ain't no way

[Verse 2:]
California Charlie met me
At my room when I got in
We toasted country pickin' and the health
Of all our good and mutual friends
Before the mornin' came we put a handle
On the world and decided that we'd give it to the squirrels

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Soakin' up that sunshine an' eatin' eggs
And bacon over light
Sleepin' through the daytime
An' contemplatin' sin throughout the night
Please hand me my hat
And darlin' give me back my things
Ol' T's got a bunch o' songs to sing

[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
I like California
I wouldn't put it down, no way
But I heard what you're thinkin'
And it ain't exactly what I want to say
Some day California I'll come roarin' back to you
If you don't fall in the ocean 'fore I do

[Chorus]

11241. L.A. Blues - Chords

L.A. Blues
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C             D7        F          G7        C
I got off the airplane 'long about 7:30 in L.A.
               D7           F               G7               C
What a drag to realize that everything's so different and so same
F          G7                 C                   Am
All my California friends are searching for their minds
         F                G7                     C
And it's been right there in their heads all the time
     F          C     Am
L.A. blues L.A. blues you want me to be like you
                     C



Ha ha there ain't no way
           D7      F            G7              C
California Charlie met me at my room when I got in
           D7
We toasted country picking 
        F                    G7         C
And the help of all our good and mutual friends
F                  G7            C             Am
Before the morning came we put a handle on the world
      F               G7             C
And decided that we'd give it to the squirrels
Repeat #2
                D7           F               G7         C
Soaking up that sunshine and eating eggs and bacon over light
                      D7         F             G7                 C
Sleeping through the daytime and contemplating sin throughout the night
F                 G7              C               Am
Please hand me my hat and darling give me back my things
    F         G7                C
Ole T's got a bunch of songs to sing
Repeat #2
                      D7         F       G7             C
I like California and I wouldn't want to put it down no way
                        D7       F                    G7             C
But I heard what you're thinking and it ain't exactly what I want to say
F           G7               C               Am
Someday California I'll come roarin' back to you
   F                     G7             C
If you don't fall in the ocean before I do
Repeat #2

11242. L.A. County

Emmylou Harris
L.A. County - Ralph Stanley

[Verse 1]
She left Dallas for California
With an old friend at her side
Well, he did not say much
But one year later
He'd ask her to be his wife

[Chorus]
And the lights of L.A. County
They look like diamonds in the sky
When you're driving through the hours
With an old friend at your side

[Verse 2]
One year later, I left Houston
With an old friend at my side
Well, it did not say much



But it was a beauty
Of a coal black .45

[Chorus]
And the lights of L.A. County
They look like diamonds in the sky
When you're driving through the hours
With an old friend at your side
[Verse 3]
So I drove on all the day long
And I drove on through the night
And I thought of her waiting
For to be his blushing bride

[Chorus]
And the lights of L.A. County
They looked like diamonds in the sky
As I drove into the valley
With my old friend at my side

[Bridge]
And as she stood there at the altar
All dressed in her gown of white
Lord, her face was bright as the stars a-shining
Like I'd dreamed of all my life

[Verse 4]
And they kissed each other
And they turned around
And they saw me standing in the aisle
Well, I did not say much
I just stood there watching
As that .45 told them goodbye
[Outro]
And the lights of L.A. County
Look like diamonds in the sky
When you're kneeling at the altar
With an old friend at your side
And the lights of L.A. County
Are a mighty pretty sight
When you're kneeling at the altar
With an old friend at your side

11243. L.A. Freeway

Steve Earle - L.A. Freeway
Jerry Jeff Walker - Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
Pack up all your dishes
Make note of all good wishes
Say goodbye to the landlord for me
Sum'bitch has always bored me



Throw out them old L.A. papers
The moldy box of vanilla wafers
Adios to all this concrete
Gonna get me some dirt road back streets

[Chorus]
If I can just get off of this L.A. freeway
Without getting killed or caught
I'll be down the road in a cloud of smoke
To some land I ain't bought, bought, bought

[Verse 2]
And it's, here's to you old Skinny Dennis
Only one I think I will miss
I can hear your old bass man singing
Sweet and low like a gift your bringing
Play it for me one more time now
Gotta give it all we can now
I believe every word you're saying
Just keep on, keep on playing

[Chorus]
If I can just get off of this L.A. freeway
Without getting killed or caught
I'll be down the road in a cloud of smoke
To some land I ain't bought, bought, bought

[Verse 3]
And then put the pink card in the mailbox
Leave the key in the old front door lock
They will find it likely as not
I'm sure there's somethin' we have forgot
Oh Susanna, don't you cry, babe
Love's a gift that's surely handmade
We got somethin' to believe in
Don't you think it's time we're leavin?

11244. L.A. International Airport

L.A. International Airport
Dale Ann Bradley

Standing in the silent hall, waiting for the final call
Says he doesn't love me anymore
Shaking hands, I pack a bag. Trembling voice, I call a cab
Slowly I start walking to the door
Cab at rest, clothes to sort, stumbling in the early morn
Telling them the place I've got to go
Passed a hundred signal lights, I paid the bills and a traffic fine
Getting through these doors has been so slow

L.A. International Airport
Where the big jet engines roar



L.A. International Airport
I won't see him anymore

Stewardess in a miniskirt, a hippie in a leather shirt
Started on the way to Naples Road
While I'm wondering where it's at, I see a pair, a diplomat (?)
College kids are trying to get back home
Baggage car goes quickly by, I see my case and start to cry
Stumbled to the lounge to be alone
While I'm trying to get some rest, I bite my lip and try my best
To fight the pain that's making me leave home

L.A. International Airport
Where the big jet engines roar
L.A. International Airport
I won't see him anymore

With silver wings across the sky, paper trails, I wave goodbye
To those below who've got to stay at home
Wish that I had flown at night, so I could take that champagne flight
To rid myself of every tear I own
Soaring high above the heavens in a 747
Fighting back the tears, I curse my eyes
Captains voice over loud and clear, empathizing to my ear
Ensuring me I'm flying friendly skies

L.A. International Airport
Where the big jet engines roar
L.A. International Airport
I won't see him anymore
L.A. International Airport
I won't see him anymore

11245. La Barca De Guaymas

Linda Ronstadt - La Barca De Guaymas

Al golpe del remo
Se agita en las olas
Ligera la barca
Al ruido del agua
Se ahonda mi pena
Solloza mi alma

Por tantos pesares
Mi amor angustiado
Llorando te llama
Y te hallas muy lejos
Y sola, muy sola
Se encuentra mi alma

Cansado viajero
Que tornas al puerto



De tierras lejanas
Â¿Qué extraÃ±o piloto
Condujo tu barca
Sin vela y sin anclas?

Â¿De qué regiÃ³n vienes
Que has hecho pedazos
Tus velas tan blancas?
Te fuiste cantando
Y vuelves trayendo
La muerte en el alma

Yo soy el marino
Que alegre de Guaymas
SaliÃ³ una maÃ±ana
Llevando en mi barca
Como ave piloto
Mi dulce esperanza

Por mares ignotos
Mis santos anhelos 
HundiÃ³ la borrasca
Por eso están rotas
Mis velas y traigo
La muerte en el alma

Te fuiste cantando
Y hoy vuelves trayendo
La muerte en el alma

11246. La Calandria

Linda Ronstadt - La Calandria

RefÃºgiense. que ahÃ viene la calandria
Â¡SÃ, seÃ±or!
(Uy, ya-jajai)

Yo soy como la calandria
Que para formar su nido
Siempre busca rama fuerte
Para no verlo caÃdo
Otros son como el venado
Que por listo y presumido
Cuando anda de enamorado
Lo matan desprevenido

Ay ay ay ay
Las nubes van por el cielo
Los pescados por el agua
El oro está bajo el suelo
Y el amor en las enaguas



Â¿Mi prieta linda
Qué voy a hacer
Si tÃº me quitas
Este querer?

Â¿Mi prieta linda
Qué voy a hacer
Si tÃº me quitas
Este querer?

Ahora prietita, cántale bonito como sabes
Juh-juh-juh-juh-juh-juh-juh
(Uy, ya-jaja)

De que les sirve a los hombres
Presumir de valentones
Si cuando están en su casa
Se les caen los pantalones
También sucede otra cosa
Con los que son fanfarrones
Cuando ven la cosa en serio
Les pasa algo en sus calzones

Ay ay ay ay
Las nubes van por el cielo
Los pescados por el agua
El oro está bajo el suelo
Y el amor en las enaguas

Â¿Mi prieta linda
Qué voy a hacer
Si tÃº me quitas
Este querer?

Â¿Mi prieta linda
Qué voy a hacer
Si tÃº me quitas
Este querer?

11247. La Charreada

Linda Ronstadt - La Charreada

Ay, qué rechula esta fiesta, la fiesta charra, fiesta del sol
Donde los charros valientes dan con sus cantos la evocaciÃ³n
El Jaripeo y su festejo que huele a surco y a tradiciÃ³n
Remedo de la faena más admirada de mi naciÃ³n

Bonito es el jaripeo y cuánta su animaciÃ³n
Yo quiero montarle a un toro pa' que me mire mi amor
Ãºpale Ãºlape u (y upa)
Ãºpale Ãºlape u (y upa)
Yo quiero montarle un toro pa' que me mire mi amor



Y asi se canta en mi tierra, verdad de Dios que si

Ya comenzÃ³ el jaripeo, la gente aplaude con emociÃ³n
Y un toro viene rodado muy bien coleado por Don Nabor
Ya pretalaron un toro pa' que lo monte Don FelimÃ³n
Y mientras los lazadores florean la reata con gran primor

Bonito es el jaripeo y cuánta su animaciÃ³n
Yo quiero montarle a un toro pa' que me mire mi amor
Upa y upa y u (y upa)
Upa y upa y u (y upa)
Yo quiero montarle un toro pa' que me mire mi amor

Ay, qué rechula esta fiesta, la fiesta charra, fiesta del sol
Donde los charros valientes dan con sus cantos la evocaciÃ³n
El Jaripeo y su festejo que huele a surco y a tradiciÃ³n
Remedo de la faena más admirada de mi naciÃ³n

Bonito es el jaripeo y cuánta su animaciÃ³n
Yo quiero montarle a un toro pa' que me mire mi amor
Ãºpale Ãºlape u (y upa)
Ãºpale Ãºlape u (y upa)
Yo quiero montarle un toro pa' que me mire mi amor

Ay, ay, ay

11248. La Cigarra

Linda Ronstadt - La Cigarra

Ya no me cantes cigarra
Que acabe tu sonsonete
Que tu canto aquÃ en el alma
Como un puÃ±al se me mete
Sabiendo que cuando cantas
Pregonando vas tu muerte

Marinero marinero
Dime si es verdad que sabes
Porque distinguir no puedo
Si en el fondo de los mares
Hay otro color más negro
Que el color de mis pesares

Ay lalala-ah
Ay lara-la
Ay lara-la

Hay otro color más negro
Que el color de mis pesares

Un palomito al volar
Que llevaba el pecho herido



Ya casi para llorar
Me dijo muy afligido

Ya me canso de buscar
Un amor correspondido

Bajo la sombra de un árbol
Y al compás de mi guitarra
Canto alegre este huapango
Porque la vida se acaba
Y quiero morir cantando
Como muere la cigarra

Ay lalala-ah
Ay lara-la
Ay lara-la

Y quiero morir cantando
Como muere la cigarra

11249. La La blues

Pokey LaFarge - La la blues

I know that you've heard
This old song sung before
But you ain't heard it
I know that you've heard
This old song sung before
But you ain't heard it
While I was walking out the door
It's goodbye baby
Honey your time has come
I've turned the tables
And now you're the one on the bum
It's La La La
I'm singing La La La
I'm so happy I'm singing La La La
If I was a catfish
In the river down in St. Louie
I'd be the biggest fish, honey
Anyone had ever seen
You know I'd never get caught
Cause I never bite the hook and line
All the women try and catch me
As I go swimming by
It's La La La
I'm singing La La La
I'm so happy I'm singing La La La
I'm wet and I'm wild
Honey, I'm short and thin
So I can squeeze out of any position
You try and put me in



I've got this old thing
Called the laughing hearts disease
I'm gonna laugh my way to
Any old place I please
It's La La La
I'm singing La La La
I'm so happy I'm singing La La La

11250. La La Lu

La La Lu
Sara Watkins - La La Lu

[Verse 1]
La la lu, la la lu
Oh, my little star sweeper
I'll sweep the stardust for you

[Verse 2]
La la lu, la la lu
Little soft fluffy sleeper
Here comes a pink cloud for you

[Verse 3]
La la lu, la la lu
Little wandering angel
Fold up your wings, close your eyes

[Verse 4]
La la lu, la la lu
And may love be your keeper
La la lu, la la lu, la la lu

[Verse 5]
La la lu, la la lu
Oh, my little star sweeper

[Verse 6]
La la lu, la la lu
And may love be your keeper
La la lu, la la lu, la la lu

11251. La Mariquita (Lady Bug)

Linda Ronstadt - La Mariquita (Lady Bug)

Mariquita se llamaba
La que vive junto al rÃo
Tápame con tu rebozo



Que ya me muero de frÃo

Si porque me la llevé
Su mamá se me enoj&ocaute;
Ahora que me lleve a mi
A ver si me enojo yo

Mariquita dame un beso
Tu mamá me lo mandÃ³
Mi mamá mandará en mi
Pero en mi boquita yo

11252. Labor Of Love

The Isaacs - Labor of Love 

It was not a silent night
there was blood on the ground
you could hear a woman cry
in the alleway that night
on the streets of Davids town
And the stable was not clean
And the cobblestones were cold
Little mary full of grace
With the tears upon her face
Had no Mothers hand to hold

It was a labor of pain
It was a cold sky above
but for the girl on the ground in the dark
Every beat of her beautiful heart
was a labor of love

Nobel Joseph by her side
calloused hands, and weary eyes
there were no midwives to be found
in the streets of davids town
in the middle of the night
so he held her abd he prayed
shafts of moonlight on his face
but the baby in the womb
he was the maker of the moon
he was the author of the faith
that could make the mountains move
oohhh
it was a labor of pain
it was a cold sky above
but for the ground in the dark
every beat of her beautiful heart
it was a labor of love
little mary full of grace
with the tears upon her face
was a labor of love



It was not a silent night
on the streets of Davids town

11253. Labor Of Love - Chords

Labor Of Love 
Fruition

Em
G Am
 
Em
I told you,
                    G
I told you I'd be fine
C
I told you,
                    G   Am
I told you not to worry baby
Em
I told you,
G
I told you I'd be alright
C
I told,
                      G   D
I told you it was a lie
 
C
Yeah when you break down brother,
G
I come and pick you up
Am Em           G
It's just a matter of time, it's just a labor of love
 
Em G
C G Am
Em G
C G Am
 
Em
I want to, (I want to)
               G
I want to be there
Em
I want to, (I want to)
  G Am
I want to be someone ya can count on
Em            G
I tried to, (I tried to) I tried to be a friend
C
I hope you, (I hope you)



                  G D
I hope you come around  in the end
 
C
And when you feel like you can't go out  
G
I come and give you a shove
Am Em G
It's just a matter of time, it's just a labor of love
C
We all need someone sometimes 
G
to pull us out when we're stuck
Am Em  G
It's just a matter of time, it's just a labor of love
 
Em G
C G Am
Em G
C G Am
 
C
And when you break down brother,
G
I come and pick you up
Am Em    G
It's just a matter of time, it's just a labor of love
 
C
Just  cause your back on your feet again 
G
don't mean they won't pull the rug
Am Em       G
It's just a matter of time, it's just a labor of love
Am Em       G
It's just a matter of time, it's just a labor of love
 
Am Em G Fm Em

11254. Lacassine Special

Lacassine Special
Emmylou Harris

[Verse]
O ye yaie mais rappelle toi
Petite fille tout les accroires
Les promesses ca tu m'as fait
Tu connais je merite pas ca
Tu m'as dit toi tu m'aimais
Chere mais aujourd'hui
Aujourd'hui t'es apres me quitter
Moi je connais ca me fait du mal



O ye yaie mais rapelle toi
Petite fille tout les promesse
Les accroires ca tu m'as fait
Tu connais je peux pas oublier
Que toi mais tu m'as dit
Chere toi tu serais venue
Tu serais venue mais avec moi
Catin a la maison

11255. Lackluster Lover

Lackluster Lover
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
I'm so good on you, I'm so good on this
You could tell me you love me and I wouldn't give a shit
You really missed the mark, you really dampened the spark
The more you fan the flame, the more it diminishes

[Chorus]
Never had I such a lackluster lover
There's no passion to discover
You're just a lackluster lover
Why do I keep going 'round in circles with you?
Ooh, oh, yeah

[Verse 2]
Opposites attract, but I think I'll pass
When you tell me you need me, I'm sure you really do
But I've had my fill, I don't get no thrills
This relationship, just shades of beige and blue

[Chorus]
Never had I such a lackluster lover
There's no passion to discover
You're just a lackluster lover
You're just a lackluster lover
There's no truth to uncover
You're just a lackluster lover
Why do I keep you around?

[Post-Chorus]
(Keep you around, go in circles with you)
(Goin' 'round, go in circles with you)
(Goin' 'round, go in circles with you, goin' 'round)

[Outro]
Won't you set me free
From these chains of unfeeling apathy? (Oh yeah, oh yeah)
Are you unaware?
I don't love it when you hold me
I don't care, I don't care



You're just a lackluster lover
Yeah, yeah
Oh, oh-ooh
Oh yeah, oh yeah
Mmm

11256. Ladders In The Sky

Ladders in the Sky
The Infamous Stringdusters - Ladders in the Sky

[Chorus 1]
I've been wondering where to put all this potential
I've been hanging around waiting for a sign
In my living room it feels exponential
Doesn't mean we need to heat up all the day
And it's a feeling that time is moving faster
Trying to find a way to slow it down
And I wonder if we're rushing toward disaster
And I can break free this time around

[Chorus 2]
And it's a beautiful world
It's a beautiful world
Now I spend my days
Learning to fly
I might make it off the ground one day before I die
Until I get my wings I keep climbing
Ladders in the sky

[Chorus 3]
I'm sorry if I seem a bit distracted
You know there's been a lot on my mind
You can tell my energy detracted
And I think it's time we leave it all behind

[Chorus 2]
And it's a beautiful world
It's a beautiful world
Now I spend my days
Learning to fly
Might make it off the ground one day before I die
Until I get my wings I keep climbing
Ladders in the sky

[Chorus 4]
Oh now I spend my days
Learning to fly
I might make it off the ground one day before I die
Until I get my wings I keep climbing
Ladders in the sky
Ladders in the sky
Ladders in the sky



Ladders in the sky

[Chorus 1]
I've been wondering where to put all this potential
I've been hanging around waiting for a sign
In my living room it feels exponential
Doesn't mean we need to heat up all the day
And it's a feeling that time is moving faster
Trying to find a way to slow it down
And I wonder if we're rushing toward disaster
And I can break free this time around

11257. Lady - Chords

Lady 
Jonathan Edwards
 
[G] I wake up this morning
And  [Am7] I'll see her face
[G] Wonder what I'm gonna [Am] do
 
You've been [G] gone so long
But your l[C] ikeness remains
I [Am] think it's sad but [C] its true
 
I [G] wanna be a part of you [Am] baby
I [G] wanna know the [Am] heart of you lady
I [E]wanna ride into your[Cm]  life
And [Am7] carry you away to be my [D] wife
[Am] Oh yes I [Cm] do
 
[G] You were here for so short of time
[Am7] But I know my mind
[C] Could not see the light of [Bm] day
[G] I could not believe love
As[C]  strong as I know
Could [Bm] happen in a [Cm] lightning way
 
[G] When I held you in my arms [C] baby
[G] I want to bring you home to the [Am] farm lady
[E] Show you a life that's free and [Cm] wild
And [Am7] let you be the momma [D] of our   child
 
[E] Lady I [Am] love you
[G] Even though [Am] your gone
[E] Lady I [Am] love you
and [Bm] Someday, you will hear my [Am] song
[Am] Oh yes you [Cm] will, [Am] Oh yes you [Cm] will
 
Instrumental
 
[G] I look for your face
[Am7] In the light of the dawn



I [C] hope you nearly hear my [Bm] heart
I [G]  listen for your song in the [C] rush of the wind
I [Am7] wish we weren't so far [Am] apart
 
[G] These hopes and wishes are[C]  real lady
[G] You were here hear you know [Cm] how I can feel baby
[E] When my time comes[Bm]  I'll love you again
[Am] Our souls will be one, [Cm] our hearts will blend
 
[E] Lady I [Am] love you
[G] Even though [Am] your gone
[E] Lady I [Am] love you
and [Bm] Someday, you will hear my [Am] song
[Am] Oh yes you [Cm] will, [Am] Oh yes you [Cm] will
 
and[Am]  lad[Am7] y, I love [G] you

11258. Lady Be Good

Doc Watson - Lady Be Good
Hickory Project

Listen to my tale of woe, 
It's terribly sad but true, 
All dressed up, no place to go 
Each evening I'm awfully blue. 

I must win some handsome guy 
Can't go on like this, 
I could blossom out I know, 
With somebody just like you. So

Oh, sweet and lovely lady, be good 
Oh, lady, be good to me 
I am so awfully misunderstood 
So lady, be good to me 
Oh, please have some pity 
I'm all-alone in this big city 
I tell you I'm just a lonesome babe in the wood, 
So lady be good to me. 

Oh, please have some pity 
I'm all alone in this big city 
I tell you I'm just a lonesome babe in the wood, 
So lady be good to me. 
Oh lady be good to me.

11259. Lady Esther



Lady Esther 

Chorus:
My Lady Esther, how I missed her
I wanna run right home and kiss her
She's the lady of my dreams
She has all I've ever wanted it seems

Verse 1:
I first met her on New Years eve
Her effect on me I could not believe
That January we were together
Inseparable in that cold weather

Repeat Chorus:
My Lady Esther, how I missed her
I wanna run right home and kiss her
She's the lady of my dreams
She has all I've ever wanted it seems

Verse 2:
Sure she looks nice, smells nice too
But that's not why I love her like I do
She lights a fire, deep inside,
A feeling that cannot be denied

Repeat Chorus:
My Lady Esther, how I missed her
I wanna run right home and kiss her
She's the lady of my dreams
She has all I've ever wanted it seems

Verse 3:
Now folks she ran out, after while
And took with her the last of my smile
Then she came back, to me one day
I'll be happy just as long as she can stay

Repeat Chorus:
My Lady Esther, how I missed her
I wanna run right home and kiss her
She's the lady of my dreams
She has all I've ever wanted it seems
She has all I've ever wanted it seems
She has all I've ever wanted it seems

11260. Lady Jane

John Hartford - Lady Jane

Now Jane was a lady
Stole my mother's cane
But the pain wasn't real
And it is in my brain



It's sad I know just to think of Jane
With all her friends kinda ah... hee...
She stole my mother's cane

Now Mother's mad without a cane
And I won't go nowhere without my cane

Now if you see Jane
Just tell her, bring back my mother's cane

Told Jane, bring back that walking cane

Now Mother's mad without a cane
And I won't go nowhere without my cane

Now if you see Jane
Just tell her, bring back my mother's cane

Told Jane, bring back that walking cane

11261. Lady Jane - Chords

Lady Jane 
Caribou Mountain Collective
 
Capo on 2
 
G B7 C D
G B7 C D
G B7 G Em C Am B7
 
G          B7     G    Em
Why did he wait up at night for her?
         C                   Am
When he knew she wouldn't be true.
G                  B7     G            Em
It was one of them mornings when she'd fallen apart.
        C           Am           B7
He was down on his knees, he was beggin her please.
 
            C
Said you're takin my heart, put my name to shame
          Em
When you kicked me out the door out into the rain
             C
You're gonna pull that trigger bring the end of my days
            Em                                      C
I hope you let me down easy with your dead aim Lady Jane (Lady Jane)
            Em
Your dead aim (your dead aim)
        C
Oh Lady Jane (Lady Jane)



          Em
Your dead aim (your dead aim)
 
G B7 G Em C Am
G B7 G Em C Am B7
 
      G     B7          G                Em
Their time together was unlike any other time,
C                     Am
Till she closed that door
         G    B7 G              Em
When the bad times outweigh the good ones
    C                Am                B7
She couldn't take no more, without her .44
 
            C
Said you're takin my heart, put my name to shame
          Em
When you kicked me out the door out into the rain
             C
You're gonna pull that trigger bring the end of my days
            Em                                      C
I hope you let me down easy with your dead aim Lady Jane (Lady Jane)
            Em
Your dead aim (your dead aim)
        C
Oh Lady Jane (Lady Jane)
          Em
Your dead aim (your dead aim)
 
G B7 G Em C Am
G B7 G Em C Am B7
 
       G     B7          G        Em
Little Lady Jane whatcha gonna do now?
    C                    Am
You really done it this time.
    G              B7            G       Em
The smoke is still pouring right out the barrel,
C                Am                 B7
fingers point at you, whatcha gonna do?
 
            C
Said you're takin my heart, put my name to shame
          Em
When you kicked me out the door out into the rain
             C
You're gonna pull that trigger bring the end of my days
            Em                                      C
I hope you let me down easy with your dead aim Lady Jane (Lady Jane)
            Em
Your dead aim (your dead aim)
        C
Oh Lady Jane (Lady Jane)
          Em
Your dead aim (your dead aim)
        C



Oh Lady Jane (Lady Jane)
          Em
Your dead aim (your dead aim)
        C
Oh Lady Jane (Lady Jane)
          Em
Your dead aim (your dead aim)

11262. Lady May

Sturgill Simpson - Lady May
Tyler Childers

[Verse 1]
I'm a stone's throw from the mill
And I'm a good walk to the river
When my workin' day is over
We'll go swim our cares away
Put your toes down in the water
And a smile across your face
And tell me that you love me
Lovely Lady May

[Verse 2]
Now I ain't the sharpest chisel
That your hands have ever held
But darlin' I could love you well
'Til the roll is called on high
I've seen my share of trouble
And I've held my weight in shame
But I'm baptized in your name
Lovely Lady May

[Verse 3]
Lord the wind can leave you shiverin'
As it waltzes o'er the leaves
It's been rushin' through my timber
'Til your love brought on the spring
Now the mountains all are blushin'
And they don't know what to say
'Cept a good long line of praises
For my lovely Lady May

[Verse 4]
Now I ain't the toughest hickory
That your ax has ever fell
But I'm a hickory just as well
I'm a hickory all the same
I came crashin' through the forest
As you cut my roots away
And I fell a good long ways
For my lovely Lady May



11263. Lady's Choice - Chords

Lady's Choice
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Sharon Vaughn and Bill Rice
 
C
It's the lady's choice 
F                     C
She'll stay or she'll leave me
                    Em
She'll fly like the wind 
F              G7
Or give up her wings

                   C      F
It's in the lady's choice 
           C
It will or won't be me
                Dm
My heart has no voice 
G7              C
It's the lady's choice

    F           A#7         G7
She built her a wall all to herself 
             C
So she could grieve
    F          A#7      G7       Dm
I'm asking her now make room for me

C
It's the lady's choice 
F                     C
She'll stay or she'll leave me
                    Em
She'll fly like the wind 
F              G7
Or give up her wings

                   C      F
It's in the lady's choice 
           C
It will or won't be me
                Dm
My heart has no voice 
G7              C
It's the lady's choice

                Dm
My heart has no voice 
G7              C
It's the lady's choice



11264. Lady's Man - Chords

Lady's Man
Recorded by Hank Snow 
Words and music by Cy Coben

[C] I'm a Lady's Man, Oh ! yes-sir-ee 
I [F] like the gals and the gals like me 
[C] Can I make 'em swoon ? Oh ! yes, I [G] can
Don't [C] know what it is about me they Love 
But [F] what it is, I got plenty of
Make [C] way for me, I'm a [G] lovin', Lady's [C] Man 

I'm a [F] Lady's Man and that's no crime 
I [C] like 'em 'round me all of the time 
I've [D] got a line of talk they under-[G] stand 
Now [C] you may like a baseball game 
But [F] as for me that's much too tame 
I [C] get my thrill just [G] bein' a Lady's [C] Man

Been a Lady's Man since I was three 
The women used to bounce me on their knee 
They would always say, "When he grows up, watch out !" 
"When the gals see his big blue eyes 
They'll hang around like a bunch of flies"
Those women knew what they were talkin' about

I'm a Lady's Man I get the breaks 
I guess I've got everything it takes 
When it come to lovin' they like my brand 
Oh ! the gals won't leave me alone 
I have to disconnect my phone 
That's how it is when you re a Lady's Man

I'm a Lady's Man, Oh ! yes-sir-ee 
I Love the gals and the gals love me 
And when it comes to dates, I'm in demand 
Oh ! I like 'em short, I like 'em tall 
As a mater of fact, I love 'em all 
Make way for me I'm a lovin' Lady's Man

11265. Lafayette

Lucinda Williams - Lafayette

Oh, my sweet Lafayette, how I'm going to miss you.
You feel so good, Lafayette, now I've come to greet you
Tell all my friends I've come back again
I couldn't stay away, I was gone only a day



But I'm comin' back to my sweet Lafayette

I'm goin' down to Lafayette, I don't care how long I'm gone
It's so hard to leave you, Lafayette, now I know where I belong
When that sweet fiddle sounds and Clifton gets down
That music sounds so good to me, I just might dance until three
And I gotta get back to my sweet Lafayette

Oh, those boys in Lafayette, smilin' so pretty
Those sweet boys in Lafayette, they sure do look good to me
We danced all night long to a sweet Cajun song
Drinkin' and jivin' 'til dawn, I could dance on and on
Doin' a two-step in my sweet Lafayette
Take me back Lafayette, way down on the bayou
I'm your girl, Lafayette, I'm gonna hang around you
Eat that gumbo and rollin' and tumble
And do crazy things every night, soon I'll be feelin' alright
When I get back to my sweet Lafayette
When I get back to my sweet Lafayette

11266. Laid Back 'N Low Key (Cay)

Laid Back 'N Low Key (Cay)

Laid back in Low Key, you and me on that white powered beach
Side by side with the sand and the sea, laid back in Low Key
Gentle roar of the wave on the shore
Makes its way through the crack neath the door
Wake up call from the ocean floor down in Avid Cove
Were laid back in Low Key, you and me on that white powered beach
Side by side with the sand and the sea, laid back in Low Key
Tequila Sunrise with a coconut base, hammock swingin in the palm tree shade
Standard Island beach Resort cliche, hey, but thats okay
Were laid back in Low Key, you and me on that white powered beach
Side by side with the sand and the sea, laid back in Low Key
Wind blowin on the back of my neck, sun reflectin off that tan on your breast
Found that feelin that we lost long ago down in Avid Cove
Were laid back in Low Key, you and me on that white powered beach
Side by side with the sand and the sea, laid back in Low Key
Were laid back in Low Key, you and me on that white powered beach
Side by side with the sand and the sea, laid back in Low Key

11267. Laid Back'n Low Key

Laid Back'n Low Key - Alan Jackson

Laid Back 'n Low Key - Alan Jackson

Laid back an low key



You an me on that white powdered beach
Side by side with the sand and the sea
Laid Back 'an Low Key

Gentle roar of a wave on the shore
Makes it way through the crack neath the door
Wake up call from the ocean floor
Down in adaco

Laid Back n Low Key
You an me on that white powdered beach
Side by side with the sand and the sea
Laid Back 'an Low Key

(Bridge)

Tequila sunrise in a coconut vase
Hammock swinging in the palm tree shade
Standard island beach resort cliche
Hey but that's ok

Laid Back n Low Key
You an me on that white powdered beach
Side by side with the sand and the sea
Laid Back an Low Key

Wind blowing on the back of my neck
Sun reflecting off that tan on your breasts
Found that feeling that we lost long ago
Down in adaco

Laid Back n Low Key
You an me on that white powdered beach
Side by side with the sand and the sea
Laid Back an Low Key

Laid Back n Low Key
You an me on that white powdered beach
Side by side with the sand and the sea
Laid Back an Low Key

11268. Lake Charles

Lucinda Williams - Lake Charles

He had a reason to get back to Lake Charles
He used to talk about it
He'd just go on and on
He always said Louisiana
Was where he felt at home
He was born in Nacogdoches
That's in East Texas
Not far from the border



But he liked to tell everybody
He was from Lake Charles
Did an angel whisper in your ear
And hold you close and take away your fear
In those long last moments

We used to drive
Through Lafayette and Baton Rouge
In a yellow Camino
Listening to Howling Wolf
He liked to stop in Lake Charles
'Cause that's the place that he loved
Did you run about as far as you could go
Down the Louisiana highway
Across Lake Pontchartrain
Now your soul is in Lake Charles
No matter what they say
Did an angel whisper in your ear
And hold you close and take away your fear
In those long last moments

He had a reason to get back to Lake Charles
He used to talk about it
He'd just go on and on
He always said Louisiana
Was where he felt at home
Did an angel whisper in your ear
And hold you close and take away your fear
In those long last moments
Did an angel whisper in your ear
And hold you close and take away your fear
In those long last moments
In those long last moments

11269. Lake Marie - Chords

Lake Marie
(John Prine)

Intro:
[G] [C] [D] [G] [C] [D]

Chorus:
We were sta[G]nding
[C]
[D]Standing by peaceful wa[G]ters
[C]
[D]Standing by peaceful wa[G]ters
[C]Whoa Wah Oh [D]Wha [G]Oh
 [C] [D] [G]

Play the following pattern throughout:
[G] [C] [D] [G]



Many years ago along the Illinois-Wisconsin Border
There was this Indian tribe
They found two babies in the woods
White babies
One of them was named Elizabeth
She was the fairer of the two
While the smaller and more fragile one was named Marie
Having never seen white girls before
And living on the two lakes known as the Twin Lakes
They named the larger and more beautiful Lake Lake Elizabeth
And thus the smaller lake that was hidden from the highway
Became known forever as Lake Marie

Repeat Chorus:

Many years later I found myself talking to this girl
Who was standing there with her back turned to Lake Marie
The wind was blowing especially through her hair
There was four italian sausages cooking on the outdoor grill
And they were ssssssssizzlin'
Many years later we found ourselves in Canada
Trying to save our marriage and perhaps catch a few fish
Whatever came first
That night she fell asleep in my arms
Humming the tune to "Louie Louie'
Aah baby, We gotta go now.

Repeat Chorus:

The dogs were barking as the cars were parking
The loan sharks were sharking the narcs were narcing
Practically everyone was there
In the parking lot by the forest preserve
The police had found two bodies
Nay, naked bodies
Their faces had been horribly disfigured by some sharp object
Saw it on the news The tv news in a black and white video
Do you know what blood looks like in a black and white video?
Shadows, Shadows that's what it looks like
All the love we shared between her and me was slammed
Slammed up against the banks of Old Lake Marie Marie

We were sta[G]nding
[C]
[D]Standing by peaceful wa[G]ters
[D]Standing by peaceful wa[G]ters
W[C]hoa Wah [D]Oh Wha [G]Oh
W[C]hoa Wah [D]Oh Wha [G]Oh
W[C]hoa Wah [D]Oh Wha [G]Oh
Pe[C]aceful waters
[D]
St[G]anding by peaceful waters
 [C] [D]
Aah b[G]aby, w[C]e gotta go now
[D]
[G] [C] [D] [G](Repeat and Fade....)



11270. Lampshade

Swingin' Utters - Lampshade

My accordion is shining
In the light of the moon from the sky
And I sit here alone and drinking
With the windows and doors open wide
My hand got tired an hour ago
And the words on each sheet turned blank white
There's no room in this house for your company, dear
Tomorrow you can come inside
The preacher's turned to dictation
'Cause the lord has got letters to send
There's nothing for me to believe in
I've just gotta try to pretend
And the rain is falling slowly
Like faltering drums outside
And the weathermen are confused
'Cause they can never read the sky
Someday we may even be friends again
And I hope just that thought is enough
You're a weathered old prince and the state I'm in
Won't hurt our one night together that much
Moonshine, you're a lampshade
For the drunken old bats and their evening
Shine on, you'll forgive me
For missing your last requiem
Missing your last requiem

11271. Lampshade On

Lampshade On
Dustbowl Revival

I went down to the old corner store
They said my credit wasn't good no more
Lampshade' on' - with a' lampshade on
They gave me no more' credit with my lampshade on

So I went down to old Jerry's bar
Got me some whiskey and stole me a car
Lampshade on, lampshade on
I stole me a Chevy with a lampshade on

I went to the carwash - but didn't have no change
So I got my rifle and went to the shooting range
Lampshade on, lampshade on
Yes I shot out all four tires with my lampshade on



Went to see my honey on the outskirts of town
Got to her front porch and her house was burning down
Lampshade on, lampshade on
Yes I ran into that fire with my lampshade on

Mama said, if you keep on drinking
You'll end up in that penitentiary
I've been thinking about my drinking
And I think I'm the man I want to be
With my lampshade on, lampshade on
Gonna keep on drinking with my lampshade on
Ran into that fire with the crackle and the hiss
Saved my darling and gave her a big old kiss
With a lampshade on, lampshade on
I saved my darling with a lampshade on

If you keep drinking with a lampshade on
You'll wake up one morning and I'll be gone
With a lampshade on, lampshade on
I'm gonna leave ya with that lampshade on

Oh but five years later honey won't you look at me
I'm the governor of the state of Tennessee
With a lampshade on, lampshade on
I'll be your governor with a lampshade on

Mama said, if you keep on drinking
You'll end up in that penitentiary
I've been thinking about my drinking
And I think I'm the man I want to be
With my lampshade on, lampshade on
Gonna keep on drinking with my lampshade on

Bluebell mountaintop, lampshade on
Bluebell mountaintop, dancing all night long
Bluebell mountaintop, lampshade on
Bluebell mountaintop, dancing all night long

11272. Land Locked Blues

Emmylou Harris
Land Locked Blues

[Verse 1]
If you walk away, I'll walk away
First tell me which road you will take
I don't want to risk our paths crossing some day
So you walk that way, I'll walk this way

[Verse 2]
And the future hangs over our heads
And it moves with each current event



Until it falls all around like a cold steady rain
Just stay in when it's looking this way

[Verse 3]
And the moon's laying low in the sky
Forcing everything metal to shine
And the sidewalk holds diamonds like the jewelry store case
They argue walk this way, no, walk this way

[Verse 4]
And Laura's asleep in my bed
As I'm leaving she wakes up and says
"I dreamed you were carried away on the crest of a wave
Baby don't go away, come here"

[Verse 5]
And there's kids playing guns in the street
And one's pointing his tree branch at me
So I put my hands up, I say "enough is enough
If you walk away, I'll walk away"
And he shot me dead
[Chorus 1]
I found a liquid cure
From my landlocked blues
It'll pass away like a slow parade
It's leaving but I don't know how soon

[Guitar Solo]

[Verse 6]
And the world's got me dizzy again
You'd think after 22 years I'd be used to the spin
And it only feels worse when I stay in one place
So I'm always pacing around or walking away

[Verse 7]
I keep drinking the ink from my pen
And I'm balancing history books up on my head
But it all boils down to one quotable phrase:
"If you love something, give it away"

[Verse 8]
A good woman will pick you apart
A box full of suggestions for your possible heart
But you may be offended and you may be afraid
But don't walk away, don't walk away
[Verse 9]
We made love on the living room floor
With the noise in the background of a televised war

And in the deafening pleasure, I thought I heard someone say
"If we walk away, they'll walk away"

[Verse 10]
But greed is a bottomless pit
And our freedom's a joke, we're just taking a piss
And the whole world must watch the sad comic display



If you're still free start running away
'Cause we're coming for you!

[Instrumental]

[Verse 11]
I've grown tired of holding this pose
I feel more like a stranger each time I come home
So I'm making a deal with the devils of fame
Saying, "Let me walk away, please"

[Verse 12]
You'll be free, child, once you have died
From the shackles of language and measurable time
And then we can trade places, play musical graves
Till then walk away, walk away
[Chorus 2]
So I'm up at dawn, putting on my shoes
I just want to make a clean escape
I'm leaving but I don't know where to
I know I'm leaving but I don't know where to

11273. Land Of Light

Land Of Light
R. Gullane

O sleep in peace you valleys and hills
Be safe be free as the breeze
The north wind of fear like a banshee howled
And she drove you down on your knees to pray
She drove you down on your knees

Lift up your head to the morning light
The fight o'er darkness is won
And feast your eyes on the land you love
Its life returning with the sun behold
Its life returning with the sun

And the morning walks proud, shining out like a flame
No evil could subdue
You open up your arms in friendship and joy
To welcome in the new born day
To welcome in the new

May the spirit so strong in the shadow and storm
Hold fast to what is right
And surely as you breathe the gentle air of peace
This land shall shelter in the light of love
This land shall shelter in the light



11274. Land Of The Dying

Land of the Dying
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

I remember the night Mother left us
We stood by the side of her bed
It was strange how it all seemed so peaceful
When she looked at the family and said-

I am leaving the land of dying
To lay hold on E-ternal life
And the moment you see me departing
You will know I have safely arrived Instrumental

She taught me of time and its season
How all things in life come and go
Like the leaves that are green in the springtime
Fade away with the first falling snow CHORUS

The words that she said linger with me
So near to my heart every day
And when it's my time to cross over
Her sweet words will show me the way

11275. Land Of The Living

Land Of The Living
Mary Ann Ballard
Sierra Hull

There's a place of dazzling beauty
No human eye has ever seen
With gates of pearl and streets paved with gold
It's a land of milk and honey
Oh, it's more than any dream
It's the land of life beyond the crystal sea

It's the land of life where living is forever
Where the sting of death will claim no victory
We are nothing more than just a passing shadow
'Til we reach the land of living beyond the crystal sea

The sun is nothing but a legend in this paradise of dreams
The Lamb will be the only light we need
It's soothing walls of jasper built by hands unseen
It's the land of life beyond the crystal sea



11276. Land Of The Navajo

Land Of The Navajo - Peter Rowan

   Oh the wind blows cold
    On the trail of the buffalo
    Oh the wind blows cold
   In the land of the Navajo
    In the land of the Navajo

A hundred miles from nowhere out on the desert sand
One Eyed Jack the trader hold some turquoise in his hand
By his side sat Running Elk his longtime Indian friend
He vowed that he would stay by Jack until the bitter end

Jack had gambled everything he owned to leave this wondering life
He might have had a happy home and a tender loving wife
But his hunger was for trading trapper's furs for turquoise stones
Anything that the Indians had Jack wanted for his own

Said Jack to Running Elk I'll gamble all my precious stones
Before I leave my body here among these bleaching bones
Though now my time is drawing near and I'm filled with dark regrets
My spirit longs to journey as the sun begins to set

We raped and killed we stole your land
We rule with guns and knives add whiskey to your waters
While we stole away your wives
said Running Elk what's done is done you white men rule this land
so lay the cards face up and play your last broken hearted hand

* Refrain

When your dealing cards with death the joker's wild the ace is high
Jack bet the Mississippi River running Elk raised him the sky
Jack saw him with the sun and room and upped him with the stars
Running Elk bet the Rocky Mountains Jupiter and Mars

The sun was sinking in the west when Jack draw the ace of spades
Running Elk just rolled his eyes and smiled and passed away
Jack picked up his turquoise stones and cast them to the sky
He stared into the setting sun and made the mournful cry

* Refrain

11277. Landsailor

Glen Phillips - Landsailor



[Vienna Teng]
Landsailor
Landsailor, sail on time
Rain or shine, I know you can
Cloudraker
Cloudraker, share your finds
All your wonders at my demand
Lightbringer
Tamer of night
Blossom of hours unleashed
Make me a lawbender
All equalized
Saved from the chill and heat
Your power flows through me transformed
Here's where I was born
Landsailor
Deepwinter strawberry
Endless summer, ever spring
A vast preserve
Aisle after aisle in reach
Every commoner made a king
Earthbreaker
Noble and prized
Feed me beyond my means
Hello, Worldmaker
Never denied
Build all my wildest dreams
But there's a storm outside your door
And I'm a child no more

[Glen Phillips]
Headless and faceless
Tireless and seamless behind these walls
This is my progress
When you don't notice my lines at all
I split the world open
Delve ever deeper in my alchemic arts
I crack the ciphers to free up your mind, your life, your heart

[Vienna Teng and (Glen Phillips)]
Oh Landsailor (I'm your Landsailor)
In the bed that we've made (In the bed that we've made)
May every nail be shown (May every nail be shown)
Great Lifebringer (Great Lifebringer)
The price that we pay (The price that we pay)
Time that you made it known (Time that you made it known)
I want to be your bride in full (Oh be my bride in full)
Shield my eyes no more (Shield your eyes no more)
Oh I am altered now for good (Altered now for good)
Shield these eyes no more (Shield these eyes no more)

11278. Landscape Grown Cold



John Hartford - Landscape Grown Cold

The trees standing naked
The ground underfoot
Is a dark cellar, cool
The battleship skies
So heavy my shoulders droop
It's a lean kind of day
That I sometimes pass through

The vines are like veins
On the old village wall
Where the grass turns to white
And way down the road
I see smoke from another world
In a room I'm not welcome
Removed from my life

I sit in the ditch
And I dig in the sand
With the heel of my sole
Sink down in my coat collar
Back to the wind that blows
Insane by myself
In a landscape grown cold

The painted tin sign
Flaps back in the wind
Where the green bottles lay
And a window of boards
Facing hollow upon the dust
Empty chairs sit in judgment
Accusing the day

I sit in the ditch
And I dig in the sand
With the heel of my sole
Sink down in my coat collar
Back to the wind that blows
Insane by myself
In a landscape grown cold

11279. Landslide

Dixie Chicks - Landslide

I took my love and I took it down
Climbed a mountain then I turned around
And I saw my reflection in the snow covered hills
Well the landslide brought me down

Oh, mirror in the sky
What is love?
Can the child within my heart rise above



Can I sail through the changing ocean tides
Can I handle the seasons of my life

Uh ah
Uh ah
Uh ah

Well, I've been afraid of changin'
'Cause I built my life around you
But time makes you bolder
Children get older
I'm getting older too

Well

Well, I've been afraid of changin'
'Cause I built my life around you
But time makes you bolder
Children get older
I'm getting older too

Well, I'm getting older too

So, take this love and take it down
Yeah, and if you climb a mountain and ya turn around
And if you see my reflection in the snow covered hills
Well the landslide brought me down

And if you see my reflection in the snow covered hills

Well maybe
Well maybe
Well maybe

The landslide will bring you down.

11280. Laser Pants

The Avett Brothers - Laser Pants 

Fire laser pants at will.
Fire laser pants at will?
I will try.
Don't get 'em mixed up with your lazy pants.
Don't get 'em mixed up with your lazy boy. Lazy boys.
Sitting at a lazy boy wearing all my lazy pants, I looked over to my closet, took a laser glance
...laser dance. I bet Katie's got a laser boy.



11281. Last Best Place - Chords

Last Best Place
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Christi Baker, Shari Baker, Steve Leslie

C                      G7
I am a pilgrim passing through
    F                                           C
And I've wandered through the world and all its beauty
                       G7
I don't know what I'll find
       F                             G7
When I cross that river to the other side
        Am             G7                F
But the Good Book said believer when you get there
                  C             G7
Heavens light old memories will fade
      C               G7    F    G7   C
And I will see by His grace last best place
                        G7
It won't be easy to say goodbye
   F                                C
To everyone I've loved here in this life
                            G7
But when He calls me I will go
    F                                       G7
And leave my brothers and dear sisters here below
       Am             G7               F
All at once I'll be rejoicing with the angels
               C            G7
Resting in the promise that someday
           C             G7   F    G7   Am
We'll meet again face to face last best place
C                           G7
Some folks dream of growing old
   F                                   C
Contented with their treasures in some mansion
                      G7
There are those weary souls
F                                  G7
Searching in vain to satisfy their passion
Am                 G7                 F
Some can't wait to ride that train to glory
           C                   G7
And see St Peter at the pearly gates
        C          G7    F    C    Am    G7
But for me God's embrace last best place 
       C           G7           F    G7   C
I will sing by His grace in the last best place

11282. Last Call



Last Call
Chris Stapleton

[Intro]
Ah-ha-ha-ha-ha, ah, ha, ha, ha
Mhm, mhm
Ah-ha-ha-ha-ha, ah, ha, ha, ha
Mhm

[Verse 1]
I wanna stay, shelter in place
And I'm there beside you
We're the sun and the moon, we're glitter and glue
As long as I can find you
I can see angels, they're walkin' and talkin'
But nobody's listenin', the whole sky is fallin'

[Pre-Chorus]
I'm scared like hell has found us
I see halos all around us

[Chorus]
Last call before the world ends
Right before the avalanche
Last shot for us to make amends
Do you think I could have this dance?
It's all just a game, a game of chance
Oh, oh
Last call before the world ends
Mm, and we'll all be like

[Post-Chorus]
"Ah-ha-ha-ha-ha, ah, ah, ah, ah"
Yeah, and we'll all be like
"Ah-ha-ha-ha-ha, ah, ah, ah, ah"
Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah

[Verse 2]
So here's to the fears and happy tears
What would I do without you?
Let's not go home, let's not die alone
That's what it all comes down to

[Pre-Chorus]
It sure was good while it lasted
Right now, we're fuckin' blasted

[Chorus]
Last call before the world ends
Right before the avalanche
Last shot for us to make amends
Do you think I could have this dance?
It's all just a game, a game of chance
Oh, oh
Last call before the world ends
Mm, and we'll all be like

[Post-Chorus]



"Ah-ha-ha-ha-ha, ah, ah, ah, ah"
Yeah, and we'll all be like
"Ah-ha-ha-ha-ha, ah, ah, ah, ah"
Yeah, and we'll all be like

[Bridge]
Hold on
Dance with me
Hold on
Dance with me
Hold on
Dance with me
Hold on
Uh, bartender?

[Chorus]
Last call before the world ends
Right before the avalanche
Last shot for us to make amends
Do you think I could have this dance?
It's all just a game, a game of chance
Oh, oh
Last call before the world ends
Yeah, and we'll all be like

[Outro]
"Ah, ha, ha, ha"

11283. Last Call

Dierks Bentley - Last Call - With Ronnie McCoury & Friends

Early in the afternoon is the only time my mind is clear
To think of you and the love we knew, it's a memory I hold so dear
Now we're apart I've got a broken heart, the tears fall so sincere
I know it's wrong but before too long, it's gonna be whiskey and beer

Last call for alcohol still ringing in my head
You must've ordered two more double shots from the shape that you're in
There ain't no stopping my bar hopping, I should've stayed home instead
Last call for alcohol still ringing in my head

You got to stop the way you're living, you better change your short life ways
Smoking, drinking and loving, you're just numbering your days
Though I know what I need to do, if I could just turn around today
But her memory catches up with me and this bar stool's where I'll stay

Last call for alcohol still ringing in my head
You must've ordered two more double shots from the shape that you're in
There ain't no stopping my bar hopping, I should've stayed home instead
Last call for alcohol still ringing in my head

Last call for alcohol still ringing in my head



You must've ordered two more double shots from the shape that you're in
There ain't no stopping my bar hopping, I should've stayed home instead
Last call for alcohol still ringing in my head

Last call for alcohol still ringing in my head

11284. Last Chance

Last Chance 
Trout Steak Revival

[Intro]
G D Em C
G D Em C
 
[Verse]
G                    D
You know I love you, want to see you
Em
Sit with you again
C                     G
Drinking coffee in your kitchen
D
Remembering
G                    D
All your good times in the Army
Em
Bad times in the war
C                     G
You know I love you, want to see you
D
Just one time more
 
[Chorus]
Em            G
It is what it is
C                     D
There's nothing you can do
Em              G                      D
It's coming for me and it's coming for you
C                           D
I'm gonna tell you how I'm feeling
G                    Em    C
Before that comes to pass
             D            G
And I won't miss my last chance
 
[Instrumental]
G D Em C
G D Em C
 
[Verse]
G                    D



But my phone, it rang this morning
Em
The bristles on my neck
C                     G
You fell asleep in this world
D
And passed on to the next
G                    D
I walked out into the open
Em
Under a clear blue sky
C                     G
All the words I never said
D
Falling from my eyes
 
[Chorus]
Em            G
It is what it is
C                     D
There's nothing you can do
Em              G                      D
It's coming for me and it's coming for you
C                           D
I'm gonna tell you how I'm feeling
G                    Em    C
Even though it's come to pass
             D            G
And I won't miss my last chance
 
[Instrumental]
G D Em C
G D Em C
 
[Instrumental]
 
[Chorus]
Em            G
It is what it is
C                     D
There's nothing you can do
Em              G                      D
It's coming for me and it's coming for you
C                           D
I'm gonna tell you how I'm feeling
G                    Em    C
Even though it's come to pass
             D            G
And I won't miss my last chance
 
[Outro]
G D Em C
G D Em C
Last Chance



11285. Last Chance To Pray - Chords

Last Chance To Pray
Written and recorded by Charlie Louvin and Ira Louvin
[3/4 time]

G                    C       G
Before you say no to Jesus tonight
                    D7
Before you turn Him away
G                    C               G
Before you decide to take that great chance
             D7             G
Is this your last chance to pray

                           C             G
While you are blessed with this precious moment
                  D7
Jesus is ready to say
G                 C         G
Sinner before you make your decision
             D7             G
Is this your last chance to pray

Repeat #1

                     C          G
Can you be sure that you'll see tomorrow
                     D7
Would you be wise to wait
G                       C           G
Deaths chilling arms in night may embrace you
             D7             G
Is this your last chance to pray

Repeat #1

                   C                G
Satan may say that you're young and healthy
                       D7
There's plenty time to pray
G                     C         G
But death is sure and life is uncertain
             D7             G
Is this your last chance to pray

Repeat #1



11286. Last Cheater's Waltz

Emmylou Harris - Last Cheater's Waltz

She's was going to pieces
He walked in the door
She just had to see him
She can't wait no more
Tonight he'll be with her 
No matter the cost
As the band plays 
The Last Cheater's Waltz

He tells her he loves her 
As the music plays on
He tells her he needs her 
But someone's at home
The ball game's all over 
And she knows she's lost
As the band plays 
The Last Cheater's Waltz

And, ooh, ooh, ooh
Don't they sound lonely?
And, ooh, ooh, ooh
Don't they play sad?
And, ooh, ooh, ooh
Three-quarter lonely
Watch how he holds her 
As they dance to the Last Cheater's Waltz

And, ooh, ooh, ooh
Don't they sound lonely?
And, ooh, ooh, ooh
Don't they play sad?
And, ooh, ooh, ooh
Three-quarter lonely
Watch how he holds her 
As they dance to the Last Cheater's Waltz

11287. Last Country Song

Tom T Hall - Last Country Song

It's the last country song by the last country band in the last honky tonk in the world
It's the last country dance on the last hardwood floor
For the last country boy and girl
And there will be no more steel guitars and fiddle
If the people don't know what they're worth
It's the last country tune beneath the last country moon
For the last country people on earth

( ac.guitar - steel - fiddle )



It's the last country song on the last country jukebox by the last country singer alive
It's the last country tear in the last cold beer it's the last country song that survive
There will be no more mandolins and banjos that St John has torn us apart
It's the last country song on the last country station
For they've broken the last country heart

11288. Last Country Song - Chords

Last Country Song
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C
It's the last country song by the last country band
                  G7          C
In the last honky tonk in the world
It's the last country dance on the last hardwood floor
                     G7      C
For the last country boy and girl
               F          G7                C
And there will be no more steel guitars and fiddles
       F            G7                C
If the people don't know what they're worth
It's the last country tune beneath the last country moon
                     G7        C
For the last country people on earth
It's the last country song on the last country jukebox
                    G7      C
By the last country singer alive
It's the last country tear in the last cold beer
                      G7        C
It's the last country song that survives
           F          G7            C
There will be no more mandolins and banjos
   F           G7       C
Dissension has torn us apart
It's the last country song on the last country station
                       G7           C
For they've broken the last country heart

11289. Last Day At Gettysburg - Chords

Last Day At Gettysburg
Billy Strings - Larry Sparks

[Verse 1]
Am
The Black smoke from the battle
G                Am



rollin' over the hill.
 
The fires, the dead, the dying
G                         Am
Haunting my memories ever still.
 
[Chorus]
C               G
Oh, can't you hear,
F         G     C
hear that angel band
                     G
singing, "Come home, soldier,
F      G        Am
to the Promised Land."
 
[Verse 3]
Am
Willy Johnson and me,
G                             Am
Rebel soldiers both from Tennessee.
 
Willy, he's lyin' by my side -
G                                     Am
spoke these words to me, and then he died:
 
[Chorus]
C               G
Oh, can't you hear,
F         G     C
hear that angel band
                     G
singing, "Come home, soldier,
F      G        Am
to the Promised Land."
 
[Verse 2]
Am
Longstreet, he stole away and cried
     G                          Am
when Lee gave him his orders to attack.
 
In his mind's eyes he could see
     G                             Am
that most of his boys would not be back.
 
[Chorus]
C               G
Oh, can't you hear,
F         G     C
hear that angel band
                     G
singing, "Come home, soldier,
F      G        Am
to the Promised Land."



11290. Last Day On Earth

Little Big Town - Last Day on Earth

[Verse 1]
High hopes like wild horses in the stable
Ready to run, ready to go
Fell in love with you across the table
When you know, you know you know

[Pre-Chorus 1]
Oh, my, my, my, my, my
Every star up in my sky
Be my every reason why and more

[Chorus]
Roll me like thunder
Crash me like lightning
You and I can take more than a little rain
You can be my shelter
I can be your favorite summer
Promise me, ain't nothing's gonna change
Ashes to ashes, dust to dirt
Baby, let me love you 'til the last day on Earth

[Verse 2]
When I first saw you, you were taken
And I thought, "Well, that's just how it goes"
Now that I'm yours, I'm awakened
Fate knew that I could love you the most

[Pre-Chorus 2]
Oh, my, my, my, my, my
My heart's been baptized
Ain't no goin' back to who I was before

[Chorus]
Roll me like thunder
Crash me like lightning
You and I can take more than a little rain
You can be my shelter
I can be your favorite summer
Promise me, ain't nothing's gonna change
Ashes to ashes, dust to dirt
Baby, let me love you 'til the last day on Earth
[Post-Chorus]
(Ooh)
(Ooh)

[Bridge]
Oh, my, my, my, my, my
We'll have lows and we'll have highs
No such thing as wasted time



You're the only thing I like
Oh, my, my, my, my, my
You were such a sweet surprise
Can't imagine a single night without you by my side

[Chorus]
Roll me like thunder
Crash me like lightning
You and I can take more than a little rain (More than a little rain)
You can be my shelter
I can be your favorite summer
Promise me, ain't nothing, ain't nothing's gonna change
Roll me like thunder
Crash me like lightning
You and I can take more than a little rain (More than a little rain)
You can be my shelter
I can be your endless summer
Promise me, ain't nothing's gonna change

[Outro]
Ashes to ashes, dust to dirt
Baby, let me love you
Baby, let me love you
Oh, baby, let me love you 'til the last day on Earth

11291. Last Dollar Blues

Last Dollar Blues
Blue Highway - Wayword Sons

1) Honey, where's the money? I thought that we had plenty
We got the last dollar blues
If you tear it you better mend it, make sure that you don't spend it
We got the last dollar blues, last dollar blues

CH) I'm tired of these old empty pockets
Tired of these old worn out pair of shoes
There's nothing in that Sunday suit-coat jacket
Nothin' but a pocketful of blues

2) Where did the money go? We don't have much to show
for these last dollar blues
It's still a week till payday, we got to find a way, babe
to outlast these last dollar blues, last dollar blues

11292. Last Fair Deal Gone Down

Crooked Still 
Last Fair Deal Gone Down



It's the last fair deal goin' down
Last fair deal goin' down
It's the last fair deal goin' down, good Lord
On thar Gulfport Island Road

Please, Ida Bella, don't cry this time
Ida Bella, don't cry this time
If you cry about a nickel, you'll die 'bout a dime
She wouldn't cry, but the money won't mine

I love the way you do
I love the way you do
I love the way you do, good Lord
On this Gulfport Island Road

My captain's so mean on me
My captain's so mean on me
My captain's so mean on me, good Lord
On this Gulfport Island Road

Take camp, baby, and sing
Camp, baby, and sing
Let's camp, baby, and sing, good Lord
On this Gulfport Island Road

It's the last fair deal goin' down
It's the last fair deal goin' down
It's the last fair deal goin' down, good Lord
On thar Gulfport Island Road

I'm workin' my way back home
I'm workin' my way back home
I'm workin' my way back home, good Lord
On this Gulfport Island Road

And that thing don't keep ringin' so soon
That thing don't keep ringin' so soon
And that thing don't keep ringin' so soon
Good Lord, on that Gulfed-and-Port Island Road

11293. Last Goodbye

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours 
Last Goodbye

We had promised to be wed when we said goodbye that night
While the moon and stars were shining from the sky
For our hearts were full of joy and the future looked so bright
I never thought that we were sayin' our last goodbye

I was only leaving you for just a little while
To find a home where we'd be happy by and by



Then you kissed me with a smile and you said you'd wait for me
I never thought that we were sayin' our last goodbye

It was only one short year till I found a little place
And started home to you to hear your happy sigh
I was thinking only of the smile upon your face
I never thought that we had said our last goodbye

Oh, the story that was told when I knocked upon your door
Broke my heart in two and how it made me cry
For that told me you had gone and didn't love me anymore
And then I knew that we had said our last goodbye

No one never can be told what the hand of fate will deal
And we do not know the time that we will die
So don't ever be too sure that your love is always real
You'll never know the sadness of our last goodbye

11294. Last Hard Town

Tom T Hall - Last Hard Town

[Verse 1:]
Woke up on a bus and heard the driver
Say friends fill it up with No 2
Wondered where I was and wondered
What today would be demanding me to do

[Chorus:]
It's not for me the last 'cause I'm just goin'
Where life's sendin' me I guess
The thing that keeps us goin' is the good folks
In the last hard town we met

[Verse 2:]
I sat pickin' on my guitar till I saw
The new sun comin' through the skies
Ain't it funny how the truth
Is sometimes written on an artificial high

[Chorus:]
Carry water from the well until you know
That all the children are refreshed
The thing that keeps us goin' is the good folks
In the last hard town we met

[Verse 3:]
We were drinking too much yesterday
Nobody's ever told us what's enough
The ones that we should've prayed for more
Than likely were the ones we had to cuss

[Chorus:]



They applauded as we killed ourselves
But angels don't have bourbon on their breath
The thing that keeps us goin' is the good folks
In the last hard town we met

[Verse 4:]
They came to see the people that they thought
We were and never changed their minds
They explained the way that difference caused
The folks who love a picker can be blind

[Chorus:]
They misunderstood the words but understood
That our intentions were the best
The thing that keeps us goin' is the good folks
In the last hard town we met

[Verse 5:]
What a picker does for others is the thing
He's mainly doing for himself
There were friends and there were neighbors
But the good homes that we came from didn't help

[Chorus:]
If there's anything you'd like to say
About us after we have gone to rest
We would like someone to mention all the good folks
In the last hard town we met

11295. Last Kind Words

Rhiannon Giddens - Last Kind Words
Alison Krauss

[Verse 1]
The last kind words I heard my daddy say
Lord, the last kind words I heard my daddy say
If I die, if I die in the German war
I want you to send my body, send it to my mother, Lord
If I get killed, if I get killed, please don't bury my soul
I prefer, just leave me out, let the buzzards eat me whole

[Verse 2]
When you see me comin', look 'cross the rich man's field
If I don't bring you flour, I'll bring you bolted meal
I went to the depot, I looked up at the stars
Cried, "some train don't come, there'll be some walkin' done"
Well my mama, she told me just before she died
Lord, my precious daughter, don't you be so wild

[Verse 3]
The Mississippi River, you know it's deep and wide
I can stand right here, see my babe from the other side



What you do to me, baby, it never gets out of me
I may not see you after I cross the deep blue sea

11296. Last Kind Words Blues

Alison Krauss - Last Kind Words Blues

The last kind words I heard my daddy say
Lord, the last kind words I heard my daddy say

If I die, if I die in the German war
I want you to send my body, send it to my mother, Lord

If I get killed, if I get killed, please don't bury my soul
I prefer you leave me out, let the buzzards eat me whole

When you see me comin', look 'cross the rich man's field
If I don't bring you flour, I'll bring you bolted meal

I went to the depot, I looked up at the sun
Cried some train don't come, there'll be some walkin' done

My mama told me, just before she died
Lord, precious daughter, don't you be so wild

The Mississippi river, you know it's deep and wide
I can stand right here, see my babe from the other side

What you do to me baby, never gets outta me
I may not see you after I cross the deep blue sea

11297. Last Letter

Ernest Tubb 
Last Letter

Why do you treat me as if I were only a friend
What have I done that makes you so diff'rent and cold
Sometimes I wonder if you'll be contented again
Will you be happy when you are withered and old

I cannot offer you diamonds or mansions so fine
I cannot offer you clothes that your young body crave
But if you'll say that you long to forever be mine
Think off the heartaches the tears and the sorrow you'll save

When you are weary and tired of another men's gold
When you are lonely remember this letter my own
Don't try to answer though I've suffered anguish untold



If you don't love me I wish you would leave me alone

While I am writing this letter I think of the past
And of the promises that you are breaking so free
But to this world I will soon say my farewells at last
I will be gone when you read this last letter from me

11298. Last Letter Home - Chords

Last Letter Home 
Sam Bush
 
[Verse 1]
        D                                G
I have heard the cannons thundering all night,
       D
And I cannot help but wonder,
                          A
Why's the Rebel Cause so right?
        D                               G
And the morphine seems to do no good at all.
         A                        D
I would run away, if I would not fall.
 
[Verse 2]
                                       G
Well I joined the Southern cavalry for fun.
           D
Must have rode a thousand horses;
                         A
Always had a way with a gun.
          D                               G
Now I'm among the horseless riders lying still.
          A                              D
Swallowed up by the Cause on the Widow's Hill.
 
[Chorus]
       B                              F#
And I dreamed of a rose in a Spanish garden,
       B                               F#    A
And I kissed you and placed it in your hair.
            D                         G
And, if I'm ever on my feet again, I will,
        A                                D
I will run all the way just to meet you there.
 
[Solo]
 
[Verse 3]
                                                 G
Through the day I watched those Southern boys go down.
          D
And they lay like Georgia peaches



                            A
Bruised and broken on the ground.
             D                                 G
Through the night I wondered was it worth the pain,
       A                                D
And I cried not revenge, I called your name.
 
[Chorus]
       B                              F#
And I dreamed of a rose in a Spanish garden,
       B                               F#    A
And I kissed you and placed it in your hair.
            D                         G
And, if I'm ever on my feet again, I will,
        A                                D
I will run all the way just to meet you there.
 
[Outro]
        A                                D
I will run all the way just to meet you there.
 
[Fade out]
A     D

11299. Last Lonely Eagle - Chords

Last Lonely Eagle
New Riders of the Purple Sage

Intro (Bass Walk up E F# G) G ///
then (Bass Walk up G G A Bb B ) to Bm

Bm C G
If you go down round the bend in the river,
 Bm C G
you're gonna find a few changes been going down there.
 Bm C G
Cause the people who live round the bend in the river,
 Bm C G
have forgotten their dreams and they've cut off their hair.

Chorus:
 D C G
And take a last flyin' look at the last lonely eagle,
 D C G
he's soaring the length of the land.
 D C G
Shed a tear for the fate of the last lonely eagle,
 D C G 
for you know that he never will land.

If you go down where the lights push the night time,
back far enough so you can't feel the fear,



remember the boy who ya left on the mountain,
Who's sitting alone with the stars in his tears.

Repeat Chorus

If you go down to the gas powered flatland,
where most of the people ust think that their free,
remember the peace that you had on the mountain,
come back to the love that you had here with me.
Repeat Chorus

11300. Last Love Letter

Alison Krauss - Last Love Letter 
Every Time You Say Goodbye
Last Love Letter
(sidney cox/the sidney lawrence co.., bmi)

I'm writing my last love letter
And for reasons now, i don't know where to start
Seems so many times i've written down "i love you"
Well i hope this time i can get that through your heart

Only fools will go on and keep talkin' to a wall
But i can't fool around forever
And if stone is the wall that you've built around your heart
Then i guess it's goodbye in this letter

And maybe i was wrong to ever think that you could love me
I was hoping you just couldn't find the time
Have my efforts been in vain with pen and paper?
Did you ever care, did i ever cross your mind?

Only fools will go on and keep talkin' to a wall
But i can't fool around forever
And if stone is the wall that you've built around your heart
Then i guess it's goodbye in this letter

In this letter
In this letter

11301. Last Love Letter

Last Love Letter
(Kyle Wood / Pat Flynn)
Crucial Smith

Vs 1
As sit here a waiting



Al this old railway station
Wondering which way to go

There could be no mistaking
The road you were taking
When I read that old
On your own letter you wrote

Chorus:
And the last love letter you wrote
Is the last word on the love we've known
And the winter that's calling
The snow lightly falling
Is as cold as that
On your own letter you wrote

Vs 2
Now the train's in the station
Taking all souls forsaken
And it's nothing but a long way to go
and the night falls upon me
The wind blows down on me
It's as cold as that
On your own letter you wrote

Chorus:
And the winter that's calling
The snow lightly falling
It's as cold as that
On your own letter you wrote

11302. Last Man Standing

Sturgill Simpson - Last Man Standing

[Verse 1]
I'm always double-dippin', gulpin' while they're sippin'
Got shit to do, no time to snooze
Gotta sell out just to buy in, shit the bed you're gonna die in
And your destiny is yours to lose
You're either part of the solution or you're part of the problem
Find 'em young and unknown, climb on their shoulders and rob 'em

[Verse 2]
Time to turn on the heat, it's gettin' cold on the street
And man, that shit'll get you down
It's "fuck all of y'all" season, don't give me a reason
To watch your house burn to the ground
And light my new joint off the flames
I never learned how to play, so I broke the game
Now, I'm flippin' the board with the ink and the sword
And walkin' 'round crossin' off names
I'm gonna ride off into the sunset



While it all burns to hell behind me
Somewhere I haven't been yet
Somewhere they can't even see

[Refrain]
Well, you know daddy likes his alone time
That's why he doesn't have any friends
Yeah, but watch and see, you'll be lookin' at me
The last man standing in the end

[Verse 3]
Oh, it's gettin' sticky, got no time to be gettin' picky
About the who, what, when or the where
You're sellin' tugs on a pickle with a backdoor tickle
'Fore you even know how you got there
Well, I'm not gonna say what you want me to say
Plenty people pandering already anyway
Don't even try because I already did it
Bullshit sells, don't you ever forget it
Going full speed is the greatest escape
Slamming on the gas, I can't find the brake
I don't know how much more I can take
Well, I'm gonna keep going 'til I find out
Well, your mama didn't raise nobody's dum-dum
Not tryin' to win a medal for bein' the most hum-drum

[Refrain]
You know daddy needs his alone time
That's why he doesn't have any friends
Yeah, but watch and see, you'll be lookin' at me
The last man standing in the end
(Hey)

11303. Last Mile Of The Way

Last Mile Of The Way

If I walk in the pathway of duty
If I work till the close of the day
I shall see the great King in His beauty
When I've gone the last mile of the way

When I've gone the last mile of the way (of the way)
I will rest at the close of the day (of the day)
And I know there are joys that a wait me
When I've gone the last mile of the way

If for Christ I proclaim the glad story
If I seek for His sheep gone astray
I am sure He will show me His glory
When I've gone the last mile of the way

Here the dearest of ties we must sever



Tears of sorrow are seen ev'ry day
But no sickness, no sighing forever
When I've gone the last mile of the way

And if here I have earnestly striven
And have tried all His will to obey
'Twill enhance all the rapture of Heaven
When I've gone the last mile of the way

11304. Last Move For Me, The

Last Move For Me, The

I've been traveling for Jesus so much of my life
Been traveling o'er land and on sea
But I'm planning on taking a trip to the sky
That will be the last move for me

   When I move to the sky up in heaven so high
   What a wonderful time that will be
   I'm ready to go washed in Calvary's flow
   That will be the last move for me

I've seen wonderful sights as I travelled afar
How little, how empty they seem
When I make my last move to that city of gold
That will be the last move for me

Here I'm bothered with packing each time that I move
And carry a load in each hand
But I'll not need one thing that I've used in this world
When I move to that heavenly land

Everything that I'll need will be furnished up there
Not even my song books I'll bring
Or the precious old Bible that showed me the way
I'll not need when I stand by my King

11305. Last Night I Dreamed of Loving You - Chords

Kathy Mattea - Last Night I Dreamed of Loving You

CAPO: 1st Fret
 
INTRO: Am
 
Last night I dreamed of loving you
             G                  Am
Your skin so soft, your eyes so blue



 
Then when I woke you were not there
          G             Am
And I was left alone to care
 
 
 
And I was left alone to love
              G                 Am
Just like the stars that shine above
 
They shine so high, so far away
          G                Am
I die for you each passing day
 
 
 
It cannot be, it cannot be
         G           Am
I cannot live in misery
 
When will I hold you in my arms
           G               Am       G  D  Am
And lay by you beneath the stars?
 
 
 
I wish I were a shining star
               G                   Am
I'd catch your eye, I'd touch your heart
 
And there I'd live until I die
            G                   Am
Fall like a tear from your blue eye
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL: D           Am       G   D  Am
 
 
Last night I dreamed of loving you
             G                  Am
Your skin so soft, your eyes so blue
 
Then when I woke you were not there
          G             Am
And I was left alone to care
          G             Am
And I was left alone to care
             G       D             Am
Last night I dreamed____ of loving you

11306. Last Night I Fell In Love Again



Jerry Jeff Walker - Last Night I Fell in Love Again

Last night I fell in love again and I didn't think I could
I thought by now I was probably over that for good
With too much on my mind, too many things to do
Then last night I fell in love again with you
I heard love comes in waves, each one stronger that the one before
But I never thought that was true, 'til I took a real good look at you
It wasn't what you were doing, it was the way I looked at you
Then last night I fell in love again with you
He said a foolish man will take love for granted
While a wiser man might try and let her know
For if love's a seed that's planted in the heart and soul
Then you give it some attention, it has a better chance to grow
Talkin' with a friend the other day, he said his love had slowly slipped away
Because he never took the time, to do the little things you need to make love stay
And I thought of me and you and all the things that we'd been through
Since the first night I fell in love with you
So last night I looked at you brand new and I saw all the reasons why I married you
What a lovely woman you turned into and how lucky I am to be in love with you
And I'm taking time to say just how much I do
'Cause last night I fell in love again with you
And tonight I'm gonna do the same thing too

11307. Last Night I Had The Strangest Dream

Last Night I Had The Strangest Dream
Garth Brooks - Last Night I Had The Strangest Dream

[Chorus:]
Last night I had the strangest dream
I ever dreamed before
'Cause I dreamed the world
Had all agreed to put an end to war

I dreamed I saw a mighty room
Filled with women and men
And the papers they were signing said
They'd never fight again

And when the papers were all signed
And a million copies made
They all joined hands and they bowed their heads
And grateful prayers were prayed

And the people in the streets below
Were dancing 'round and 'round
And swords and guns and uniforms
Were scattered on the ground

(Repeat Chorus)



11308. Last Of The Hardcore Troubadours - Chords

Last Of The Hardcore Troubadours
Steve Earl - Last Of The Hardcore Troubadours

CHORDS:

   EADGBE
G: 320033
C: 032010
D: XX0232
D/F:200230
Am:002210

2 x INTRO:

first time clean acoustic, second time not so much..
e/-------------------------------------------------2---------------------/
B/--3-3-3/5--5/7-7--7/5--5/3---5-3-3/5-5-7-7-5-3---3---------------------/
G/--4-4-4/5--5/7-7--7/5--5/4---5-4-4/5-5-7-7-5-4---2---------------------/
D/-----------------------------------------------------------------------/
A/-----------------------------------------------------------------------/
E/-----------------------------------------------------------------------/

VERSE:

G           Am

Girl, don't bother him, lock your door,

C                     D                             G

Sat there hollerin' "Darlin' don't you love me no more?"

            Am                    C             Am D

You always let him in before, now didn't ya?

C                      D

He's just singin' the same old songs

        G              C

That he always sang before.

Am                   D               G

He's the last of the hardcore troubadours.

(continue chord progression throughout)

Now girl, let him figure out which is which,



Wherefore art thou Romeo, you son of a b**ch.
You'd just as soon fight as switch now, wouldn't you?

He'd come to make love on your satin sheets,
Wake up on your living room floor,
He's the last of the hardcore troubadours.

He's the last of the all-night, do right,
Stand beneath your window 'til daylight.
He's the last of the hardcore troubadours.
Baby, what you waitin' for?

Girl, figure out what you're gonna do.
When he moves on again and he leaves you alone and blue,
But you knew he is just passin' through now didn't you?

And now you can't just say this is the last time baby
Like you always did before.
He's the last of the hard-core troubadours.

/ /  slide up
/ \  slide down
/ h  hammer-on
/ p  pull-off
/ ~  vibrato
/ +  harmonic
/ x  Mute note

11309. Last Of The Lucky Ones

Last of the Lucky Ones
The Infamous Stringdusters - Last of the Lucky Ones

[Verse 1]
I woke up on a Sunday
And I noticed something missing from my mind
So many years of trying to save the world
Started to unwind

[Pre-Chorus]
But I gave it all I had
So, honey, don't be mad

[Chorus]
You're the last of the lucky ones
You're the last of the lucky ones
You're the last of the lucky ones

[Verse 2]
It's not getting any easier
To find the things we all need to live
We tried to make it right
But we didn't have enough love to give



[Pre-Chorus]
We gave it all we had
So, honey, don't be mad

[Chorus]
We're the last of the lucky ones
We're the last of the lucky ones
We're the last of the lucky ones

11310. Last Old Shovel - Chords

Last Old Shovel
Vern Williams

(D) They buried her on (G) the side of the (D) mountain
There my darling sleeps in the (A) ground
(D) I stayed by her side (G) 'til they covered her (D) over
And the last old (A) shovel was laid (D) down

(D) Till the last old (G) shovel was laid (D) down, laid down
Till the last old shovel was laid (A) down
(D) I stayed by her side and I (G) cried and I cried
(D) When the last old (A) shovel was laid (D) down

(A) I think of her when (G) it's stormy and (D) raining
In that mountain far (A) away
(D) I long to be laid by (G) her side on that (D) mountain
(D) There'll be rest for (A me on that (D) day

There'll be rest for me on that day, that day
There'll be rest for me on that day
I long to be laid by her side on that mountain
On that mountain far away

Oh bury me where my true love is sleeping
Where she lies in that lonesome ground
I'll find sweet rest by the side of my darling
When the last old shovel is laid down

11311. Last Page

Trampled By Turtles - Last Page

It was the last page of my little book
Where I wrote down all my songs
It seemed like it would last forever
Well I guess that we were wrong



Well I got depressed a bit but now
I seem to be alright
And I could stay right here forever
And you know that I just might

Sometimes I think that I'd give it up
And maybe get a job
Well it's never worked
I hope it never does
There's truth in pain and love

And all the while you sit at home
Just wait for something to break
And as you curl up your barefoot mountain
Let it slowly fade away

11312. Last Public Hanging In West Virginia

Flatt & Scruggs - Last public hanging in west Virginia
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Rock of ages cleft for me
Now that could be the voice of John F Morgan in the Ripley jailhouse singin' hymns
Well ol' Johnny might just be singin' hymn this mornin'
Cause this is gonna be a hangin' day for him
Now people say that Johnny was a bad man and that he had a name for bein' mean
He cut a hatchet one cold weary morning he killed two children and the widow Green
By a thousand people gathered there in Ripley invited by the sheriff Jay O Shimm
Havin' fun and drinking moonshine liquor and listenin' to ol' Johnny singin' hymn
The day don't call in Ripley West Virginia the scaffold stood in silence in a field
Johnny kept on singin' in the jailhouse waiting there to eat his final meal
Then rumor started flying through the gathering
That John F Morgan might get his reprieve
The people started yelling toward the sheriff
Afraid they'd miss for all they come to see
But Jay O Shimm the sheriff of Jackson County
Afraid that such a thing could have been done
Said I said there was gonna be a hangin' and I still mean it there's a gonna be one
They led John Morgan from the Ripley jailhouse
And he rode through the happy laughin' crowd
But when John Morgan stepped upon the scaffold
They grew quiet when he lift his head and bowed
They listened to the preacher say the last words
They fixed the news and tied John Morgan's hand
The signal came and someone sprang the dead's rout
And sent John Morgan to another land
The last public hanging in old West Virginia a true story written in this song
On the sixteen of December in fifteen ninety seven
John F Morgan paid the price of doing wrong



11313. Last Road Going Home

Last Road Going Home 
Lou Reid & Carolina

Driving down the highway, all alone
Just went by the last road, going home
I still hear the sound of rain  
Falling on your window, through the phone
 
Couldn t see it your way, 'til it s gone
You can't always be the one who's strong
I'm the cause of, all the pain 
I wonder how you've stood the strain so long
 
CHORUS: 
Did I hear I love you, on the phone
Or did I hear, you ve been away too long  
Has the hurt been just too strong 
Will I reap, what I have sown 
Did I miss the last road going home

Driving down the highway, all alone, 
Just went by the last road, going home, 
Sorry darling for the call 
I had to hear your voice again that's all 
 
Did I miss the last road, going home 
Did I miss the last road, going home

11314. Last Shift

Richard Thompson - Last Shift 

Stow your gear and charge your lamp
Say goodbye to dark and damp
DSS will pay your stamp
Last shift, close her down

Leave your manhood, leave your pride
Back there on the mucky side
Take the cage for one more ride
Last shift, close her down

Put the business in the black
And they've stabbed us in the back
With old school ties and little white lies
They left our town for scrap

Golden handshake, sling our hooks
Now we're nursemaids, now we're cooks
Now our kids steal pension books
Last shift, close her down



Now the scrapper boys infest
And the wrecking balls caress
Like vermin round a burial ground
They catch the smell of death

Old Grimey's lost its soul
Fifty million tons of coal
And we're beggars on the dole
Last shift, close her down
Last shift, close her down

11315. Last Song

Jerry Jeff Walker - Last Song

Well this might be the last song that I'm ever gonna write
Cause the world seems more confused to me than any time in my life
I know it all sounds crazy but, if it turns out to be true
Than the last song I ever write, will be a song I wrote for you
This might be the last song, I'm ever gonna sing
I heard you're supposed to sing 'em all like you may never sing again
The way I'm feeling now, it might just turn out to be true
So the long song I ever sing will be the song I wrote for you
Of all the friends and lovers in my life who have come and gone
You're the only one who's stood by me and never ever let me down
So if I have one song to sing, and I have to sing it now
How much I truly love you, would be what my song's about
Well this might be the last song, that I'm ever gonna play
So I want the words I love you to be the last words that I say
Just man who sang about his love, a love so tried and true
That the last song he ever sang
Was the one he wrote and played for you
Well the last song I ever sing, was one I wrote and played for you

11316. Last Song for Mother

Nanci Griffith - Last Song for Mother

If I promise not to cry,
Will you look me in the eye,
And tell me that you've known me.
I was your late, your lonely child,
I am enhanced by all you've shown me. 

And in my youth I did defy you to the end,
Please forgive my wildness then,
Even I can't comprehend.
What a mother's love has lent,



To all that is me. 

And will you sing this song again?
Let us sing it hand in hand,
While the band is still playing.
Before the light can loose your hand,
Before I lose my voice again,
Let us sing it while it's playing. 

And if I promise not to cry,
Please look me in the eye.
And say you've truly known me.
'Tis the sweet sound of goodbye,
Amazing grace, how sweet the sound. 

Between your soul and mine,
If I promise not to cry,
If I promise not to cry.

11317. Last Thing I Needed, First Thing This Morning

Last Thing I Needed, First Thing This Morning
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
The postman delivered, a "past due" bill notice
The alarm clock rang two hours late
The garbage man left all the trash on the sidewalk
And the hinges fell off of the gate
And this morning at breakfast, I spilled all the coffee
And opened the door on my knee

[Refrain]
Oh, the last thing I needed, the first thing this morning
Was to have you walk out on me

[Verse 2]
Last night you came home late, and I knew you'd been drinking
By that old mellow look on your face
And I thought, "It don't matter, 'cause it's the holiday season"
And you fill such a big empty space
And I laid down beside you, and I wanted your loving
'Cause your love makes my life complete

[Refrain]
Oh, the last thing I needed, the first thing this morning
Was to have you walk out on me

[Verse 3]
So excuse me for looking, like my world just ended
And excuse me for looking, like I just lost my best friend
And excuse me for loving, and being forgiving
So just go on if you want to be free



[Refrain / Outro]
The last thing I needed, the first thing this morning
Was to have you walk out on me
Oh, the last thing I needed, the first thing this morning
Was to have you walk out on me

11318. Last Thing On My Mind

Last Thing On My Mind

It's a lesson too late for the learnin'
Made of sand, made of sand
In a wink of an eye my soul is turning
In your hand, in your hand

Are you going away with no words of farewell
Can there be not a trace left behind
I could have loved you better
I didn't mean to be unkind
You know that was the last thing on my mind

You got reason aplenty for going
This I know, this I know
For the weeds have been steadily growin'
Please don't go, please don't go

* Refrain

As I lie in my bed in the morning
Without you, without you
Each song in my breast dies of abornin'
Without you, without you

* Refrain

Darling, that was the last thing on my mind

11319. Last Time For Everything

Last Time for Everything
Sean Watkins - Last Time for Everything

[Verse 1]
I'm not proud of every story
From my life I could tell
I took my fair share for credit
From others and myself
Sometimes I worry



I'm down to repeat them
But there's fears in the woods
A friend once said to me

[Chorus]
There's last time for everything
Yeah a there's last time for everything

[Verse 2]
Her heart was still broken
When she cut my eye
The last thing she needed
Was more waste of time
I knew it soon fall apart
But it kept thin up my sleep
She handed me her heart
And I will turn it with a flame

[Chorus]
But there's last time for everything
Yeah there's a last time or everything

11320. Last Time I'll Ever Leave This Town

Last Time I'll Ever Leave This Town - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Jon Weisberger/Daniel House Music, BMI-Use Your Words Music,BMI)

Chorus
I'm leaving this town for the last time
Don't look for me cause I won't be around
I should have been smarter the first time
It's The last time I'll ever leave this town

Verse
The first time was only a warning
Trouble's coming down the line
It moved in to stay come the morning
So I'm leaving this cold town behind

Verse
I'm wishin' that I'd never met her
And wonderin' if I'll ever learn
The next time is bound to be better
One day it's gonna be My turn

11321. Last Time Loving You

Rhonda Vincent - Last Time Loving You



Standin'at my window just thinkin' of you
Watchin'n the rain not knowing what to do
Feelin' the pain and wishin'n we were through
But I'll wash away my old love, bring me someone new.

Chorus
When the tears come fallin' down like rain from the sky
makes me feel lonely and I hang my head and cry
But there'll be another day and I'll start my life a new
It's a fast break from heartache and the last time lovin' you

Instrumental Break

We'll make a brand new start, give love a second chance,
I'll put away the blue, you won't get another glance
You're nothing to me and baby that's fact,
I'm looking to the future and I'll never look back

Chorus
Instrumental break
Chorus
repeat last 2 lines of chorus

11322. Last Train

Last Train
Abigail Washburn

Rails don't run in circles
Like this gun they only shoot straight lines
Can't stop trying to bend the ground I've covered now
And the clock ticks louder when I try to slow it down

None can judge the things I done here
I did what I had to do, and just a little bit more
Rows of faces who would never see me anyhow
I'll hitch to Juneau 'fore they figure it out

Can't you hear that last train come rollin'
Come to carry old days away
Can't you hear the hard times and high times
Slippin away

A sideways rain won't hurt ya, Like memories it only sharpens time
He had the lost look of an angel in a broken town
And I could just as well have thought to never come around

Love didn't have it in her
Dark and heavy like a twisted child
Spilt the waters of a rough and trashed out sea
Left me running on the frontage road off Highway 3

People lie for a reason



Like the law they make up your mind
Police never found me when I needed'em anyhow
And I sure don'e need'em now

11323. Last Train

Last Train

Well that last train done left town
The last train done left town
I heard the whistle moaning low
But that last train done left town. Hoo-hooo-ooooo.

Now my sweet baby's on that train
My sweet baby's on that train
I wonder if I will see her again
But that last train's done gone down. Hoo-hooo-ooooo.

Now the whistle's moaning low
The whistle is moaning low
I begged my baby please don't go
But that last train's done gone down. Hoo-hooo-ooooo.

Now I'm sorry for what I've done
I'm sorry for what I've done
To leave behind your baby crying
But that last train's done gone down. Hoo-hooo-ooooo.

Well that last train done left town
The last train done left town
I heard the whistle moaning low
But that last train done left town. Hoo-hooo-hooo-hoo-hoo.

11324. Last Train Done Gone Down

Marty Stuart - Last Train Done Gone Down

Oh that last train done left town
That train done left town
I heard the whistle moanin' low
But that last train done gone down
Whoohooo 
My sweet baby's on that train
My sweet baby's on that train
I wonder if I will see her again
But that last train done gone down
Whoohooo

I'm sorry for what I've done



I'm sorry for what I've done
Goodbye, goodbye my baby cry
'Cause that last train gone down
Whoohoo

Oh that last train's done gone done
That last train done gone down
To late, too late, my baby cry
But that last train done gone down
Whoohoo

11325. Last Train From Poor Valley

Last Train From Poor Valley
Seldom Scene

Well it was good one time everything was mighty fine
The coal tipples roared day and night
But things they got slow for no reason that I know
And ill winds they hove into sight

The mines all closed down everybody laid around
There wasn't very much that you could do
Except stand in that line to get your ration script on time
And woman I could see it killin' you

Now the soft new snows of December
Lightly fall my cabin 'round
So that last train from Poor Valley
Takin' brown haired Becky Richmond bound

It's been a comin' on I knew soon you would be gone
Leavin' crossed your mind every day
Then you said to me things are bad at home you see
I guess I'd better be on my way

I should blame you now but I never could somehow
A miner's wife you weren't cut out to be
It wasn't what you thought just some dreams Lord that you'd bought
When you left your home and ran away with me

11326. Last Train From Poor Valley

Norman Blake - Last Train From Poor Valley (Live at Great American Music Hall, San Francis
co, CA, February 27, 1975)

[Verse 1: Jerry Garcia]
It was good one time, everything was mighty fine
The coal tipples roared day and night



And things they got slow for reasons I don't know
And chill winds they blow into sight
The mines they closed down, everybody laid around
There wasn't very much left to do
Except stand in that line, get your ration script on time
And woman I could see it killin' you

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia]
Now the soft new snow of December
Lightly falls my cabin round
Saw the last train from Poor Valley
Bringing brown-haired Becky Richmond bound

[Instrumental]

[Verse 2: Jerry Garcia]
Been comin' on I know, soon you will be gone
Leavin' crossed your mind every day
It wasn't what you thought, things are bad back home, you see
I guess I'd better be on my way
[Chorus: Jerry Garcia]
Now the soft new snows of December
Lightly fall my cabin round
Saw the last train from Poor Valley
Bringing brown-haired Becky Richmond bound
[Instrumental]

[Verse 3: Jerry Garcia]
I should blame you now but I never could somehow
A miner's wife you weren't cut out to be
It wasn't what you thought, just some dreams that you bought
When you left home and ran away with me

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia]
Now the soft new snow of December
Lightly falls my cabin round
Saw the last train from Poor Valley
Bringing brown-haired Becky Richmond bound
[Outro: Jerry Garcia]
Saw the last train from Poor Valley
Bringing brown-haired Becky Richmond bound

11327. Last Train Home

Nanci Griffith - Last Train Home

By the Time I Get to Phoenix
Was the last song on your mind the day you left
You woke up in Nogales
With Tequila with her name across your chest

You've stumbled through the morning
In these border tourists' dusty avenues



Singing Everyday's The Hurting Kind
And everyday you live, you're Born to Lose.

[Chorus]
You missed the last train home
The whistle blew and now she's gone
West Texas dust beneath your nails
You're hammered down the heartbreak trail
And you've missed the last train home
That whistle blew... she's solid gone

Now, you're wandering El Paso
Searching for your broken heart and truth
She was all you ever had
And the only thing you ever had to lose

With a juke box playing Charlie Rich
You're lining up your shots at half past noon
You threw your ring across the bar
And sang along to Good Time Charlie's Got the Blues

[Chorus]

Now don't go to Tulsa where she's bound
You'll end up six feet underground
Your ex-friend, Charlie's there abouts
He never missed the last train out

You missed the last train home
That whistle blew... she's solid gone
You missed the last train home
That whistle blew... she's solid gone

11328. Last Train To Clarksville

Last Train to Clarksville
Mike Auldridge - The Grascals - Flatt & Scruggs

Take the last train to Clarksville
And I'll meet you at the station
You can be there by 4:30
'Cause I've made your reservation
Don't be slow
Oh no no no, oh no no no

'Cause I'm leaving in the morning
And I must see you again
We'll have one more night together
'Til the morning brings my train
And I must go
Oh no no no, oh no no no
And I don't know if I'm ever coming home



Take the last train to Clarksville
I'll be waiting at the station
We'll have time for coffee flavored kisses
And a bit of conversation
Oh no no no, oh no no no

Take the last train to Clarksville
Now I must hang up the phone
I can't hear you in this
Noisy railroad station all alone
I'm feeling low
Oh no no no, oh no no no
And I don't know if I'm ever coming home

Take the last train to Clarksville,
And I'll meet you at the station,
You can be here by four-thirty,
'Cause I've made your reservation, don't be slow,
Oh, no, no, no,
Oh, no, no, no,
And I don't know if I'm ever coming home.
Take the last train to Clarksville,
Take the last train to Clarksville,
Take the last train to Clarksville,
Take the last train to Clarksville.

11329. Last Train To Kitty Hawk

Balsam Range - Last Train to Kitty Hawk 

Everyone knew it was bound to happen one day
Another breakthrough with the twinkle of an eye
Scholars scratch their heads all looking for a new way
Ponder their options and look up to the sky

No, no nothing lasts forever
Nothing says goodbye like a ticket in your hand
Whoa, they say progress makes us better
Time ain't standing still for any man

All aboard the last train to Kitty Hawk
Yesterday's taking off
And tomorrow's gonna fly
(Time to spread our wings and fly)
(My brother said "the wind ain't right")
(Don't be left behind)

I guess someday they'll close down this station
We'll ride around in motor cars and never take the train
Always be new ways to reach our destination
Once we're done with taxi cabs we'll fly in jet airplanes



11330. Last Waltz

Rodney Crowell - Last Waltz

Sometimes there's heartaches and teardrops will fall
Good years and bad years, we live through it all
There's no easy answer to the trouble I see
But I'm happy just knowin', you're saving the last waltz for me
Sometimes it's diamonds and sometimes it's dirt
Sometimes it's magic and sometimes it's work
There's no easy answer to the trouble I see
But I'm happy just knowin', your saving the last waltz for me
Someday we're gonna sail away
Somehow we're gonna fly
Someway we'll see the light of day
Shine on high
After the harvest when winter is near
The last fiddle playin' is all I can hear
There's no easy answer to the trouble I see
But I'm happy just knowin', you're saving the last waltz for me
There's no easy answer to the trouble I see
But I'm happy just knowin', you're saving the last waltz for me
Someday, someway, ooh, ooh

11331. Last Word In Lonesome Is Me - Chords

Last Word In Lonesome Is Me
words and music: Roger Miller
sung by Eddy Arnold et al

The [C] last word in [G] lonesome is me, the last word in [F] lonesome
is [C] me
My heart is as lonely as a [F] heart can be [Dm] lonely
The [G] last word in lonesome is [C] me

Too bad what's happened to [G] our good love,
Too bad what's happened to [F] our good [C] love
Sometimes our [C7] best isn't [F] quite good e[Dm]nough
And the [G] last word in lonesome is [D] me

Repeat first verse, then:
My [C] heart is as lonely as a [F] heart can be lonely
The [G] last word in lonesome is [C] me

11332. Last Words - Chords



Last Words
Steve Earl - Last Words

[Intro]
 
e/------------------------------/
B/------------------------------/
G/------0-----------------------/
D/-0h2--------------------------/
A/--------0-3-2---3-2-0---2-----/
E/--------------3-------3---3-3-/
 
[Verse 1]
Csus2 C    Am7     Cadd9         Gsus4
     I was there when you were born
Csus2 C  Am7       Cadd9   Gsus4
Took you from your momma's arms
Csus2 C  Am7    Cadd9     Gsus4
Stood in awe, a witness to
  Csus2 C        Am7      Cadd9 Gsus4
The first breath that you ever drew
 Csus2 C Am7        Cadd9    Gsus4
I wish I could have held you when
 Csus2 C      Am7        Cadd9 Gsus4
You left this world like I did then
     Csus2 C Am7       Cadd9       Gsus4
Last time we spoke was on the phone
  Csus2 C   Am7    Cadd9      Gsus4
And we hung up and now you're gone
 
[Chorus]
    Csus2 C  Am7       Cadd9 Gsus4
Last thing I said was, "I love you"
       Csus2 C         Am7       Cadd9      Gsus4
And your last words to me were, "I love you too"
 
[Instrumental]
Csus2 C  Am7 Cadd9 Gsus4
Csus2 C  Am7 Cadd9 Gsus4
 
[Verse 2]
 Csus2 C     Am7     Cadd9     Gsus4
I don't know why you hurt so bad
  Csus2 C     Am7     Cadd9    Gsus4
Just know you did, it makes me sad
     Csus2 C Am7  Cadd9    Gsus4
Said everything I meant to say
 Csus2 C    Am7     Cadd9 Gsus4
I could not make it go away
  Csus2 C Am7     Cadd9      Gsus4
Wherever  you are travelling now
  Csus2 C  Am7    Cadd9 Gsus4
It doesn't matter anyhow
   Csus2 C     Am7    Cadd9  Gsus4
Can't help but wonder if you knew
 Csus2 C   Am7     Cadd9        Gsus4
You took a part of me away with you
 



[Chorus]
    Csus2 C  Am7       Cadd9 Gsus4
Last thing I said was, "I love you"
       Csus2 C         Am7       Cadd9      Gsus4
And your last words to me were, "I love you too"
 
[Instrumental]
Csus2 C  Am7 Cadd9 Gsus4
Csus2 C  Am7 Cadd9 Gsus4
 
Csus2 C  Am7 Cadd9 Gsus4
Csus2 C  Am7 Cadd9 Gsus4
 
[Verse 3]
  Csus2 C   Am7        Cadd9   Gsus4
You made me laugh, you made me cry
   Csus2 C    Am7        Cadd9    Gsus4
You showed me truth, you told me lies
   Csus2 C  Am7   Cadd9     Gsus4
You tore my heart apart and then
    Csus2 C    Am7      Cadd9      Gsus4
You brought me back the piece again
 Csus2 C    Am7  Cadd9     Gsus4
Now I don't know what I'll do
 Csus2 C  Am7   Cadd9  Gsus4
Until the day I follow you
Csus2 C     Am7      Cadd9  Gsus4
Through the darkness to the light
  Csus2 C      Am7     Cadd9    Gsus4
'Cause I loved you for all your life
 
[Chorus]
    Csus2 C  Am7       Cadd9 Gsus4
Last thing I said was, "I love you"
       Csus2 C         Am7       Cadd9      Gsus4
And your last words to me were, "I love you too"
 
Csus2 C  Am7 Cadd9 Gsus4
Csus2 C  Am7 Cadd9 Gsus4

11333. Last Year

Last Year
Kitchen Dwellers

Things we did last year
Punched holes in walls, and we're spillin cheap beer
The cigarettes out on my back step
The smoke still hasn't cleared
From the thing we did last year

There's wake n bakes, got a promise to break
A lot of give and take my dear



But there's a dark fog hangin' over a banjo ringin'
We gotta play to keep back the fear
From the things we did last year

It's my last winter in the northern Bridgers
And a bluebird sky so clear
But I don't mind the snow, as long as the wind don't blow
It's hard to stay around here
With the things we did last year
From the things we did last year
From the things we did last...

11334. Late for School

Late for School

woke up this mornin,
clock said I was late for school,
teacher told me "that's not cool"
gotta put my shirt and pants on,
flew down the front stair,
wet my fingers and slicked my hair,
elbowed grandma passing by,
her face went into a pie.

If I'm late there's misery,
I won't be up on history,
I'll be in the English grammar slammer,
and I got a C.
Got a warning last semester,
told my mom and that depressed her,
promised dad I won't be late, so gotta accelerate,
let's go!

Ran out the front door,
moving like a meteor,
i sped across the front lawn quickly,
missed the bus, my shoelace tripped me,
rounded the corner,
homework flying as I go,
neighbor shouted "tally ho!"
and gave a standing O.

Lept across three lawn flamingos,
waved to Sal, (he's Filipino)
jumped the fence,
and found that I was headed toward a pool.
in the air I did look funny,
on tv I'd make some money,
waved my arms and legs like mad
to alter where I'd land, WHOO!

Aimed for the rubber boad,



hit instead the kiddie float.
I began to lose control,
I'm so glad I learned to log roll.
jumped onto the diving board,
bounced off it then headed toward,
a jungle gym,
i bounced just right and caught onto a kite.
WHOA!

up so high, i see the school,
8AM, that's the rule!
flying slowly, time is marking,
down below the dogs are barking,
I feel like I'm sailing,
but uh-oh, the wind is failing,
now I'm headed downward, groundward,
clownward to the school.

on the football field I crashed,
50-yard line, perfect smash,
grabbed my books and so begins
my frantic final dash.
down the hall i ricochet,
trophy cases in the way,
the other kids are all in class,
I wish that I were they, WHOA!
ALMOST THERE!

I see the clock ends with the light,
8AM exactly right!
I pull a handle with a fight,
the door is locked and that's not right
there's not a person here today,
is everybody out to play?
now i'm thinking and it's sinking in,
it's saturday!
OHH!! I could have stayed in bed!

I'm out the school gate
wish that I could aviate,
or possibly evaporate,
I'll be home and back in bed soon,
my dad is waiting
"what the heck were you up to,
let's go fishing,
my oh my, your grandma's face is in a pie"

This is really something,
I'm with dad and fish are jumping,
mom gave me a new alarm
to set for monday morn.
never wanna be late for school'
never wanna be the classroom fool,
I'd be in the English grammar, slammer,
and I get a D!
Now my feet are doing dances,
HIP HOORAY for second chances!



I'm not late and life is great, it's time to celebrate, WHOA!

11335. Late In Life

Late in Life
The Avett Brothers

She was an actress and a dancer
A perfect build in careful lines
I worked this scene to my advantage
Blackmailed her into being mine

And late in life I left the family
Too old to be considered brave
Too young to make a good decision
So frozen in my tracks I stayed

And in my dreams I saw the future
As clear as master locks could change
He tied the locals to their podiums
As they would scream "We think you've changed!
We know you've changed!"

And late in life I left the family
Too old to be considered brave
Too young to make a good decision
So frozen in my tracks I stayed

And just the same as I met her
Man, I knew when it was over
She was running out the back door
I was running out the side
And you know I got to wonder,
Lord, if ever I should see her
Oh, maybe when we're older
Oh, maybe when we die

And late in life I left the family
Too old to be considered brave
Too young to make a good decision
So frozen in my tracks I stayed

And late in life I left the family
Too old to be considered brave
Too young to make a good decision
So frozen in my tracks I stayed

11336. Late In The Day



Late In The Day - Tim O'Brien
Kathy Mattea

[Verse 1]
Late in the day when shadows start to play
On my backdoor and up and down this alleyway
I think back on the times with your hand in mine
We say talking low, late in the day
It seems you never know a good thing 'til it goes
Slippin' through your fingers, that's just the price I pay
For bein' on my own and doin' the best I can
Now I'm alone without a plan, late in the day

[Chorus]
Now I pour whiskey, break the ice
Put my feet up and close my eyes
I try hard to listen to what my heart might say
Try to find the rhyme to take me back in time
And be with you here, late in the day

[Bridge?]
Now, I look out over tops of houses and the shops
As the sun sets, another day does wind down
And my life is still the same, my lips still call your name
And my heart can't hide the pain, late in the day

[Chorus]
Now I pour whiskey, break the ice
Put my feet up and close my eyes
I try hard to listen to what my heart might say
Try to find the rhyme to take me back in time
And be with you here, late in the day
My life is still the same
My lips still call your name
And my heart can't hide the pain
Late in the day

11337. Late In The Evening

Late In The Evening
Paul Simon
Leftover Salmon

The first thing I remember
I was lying in my bed
I couldn't of been no more
Than one or two
I remember there's a radio
Comin' from the room next door
And my mother laughed
The way some ladies do
When it's late in the evening
And the music's seeping through



The next thing I remember
I am walking down the street
I'm feeling all right
I'm with my boys, I'm with my troops, yeah
And down along the avenue
Some guys were shooting pool
And I heard the sound
Of a cappella groups, yeah
Singing late in the evening
And all the girls out on the stoops, yeah

Then I learned to play some lead guitar
I was underage in this funky bar
And I stepped outside to smoke myself a 'J'
And when I came back to the room
Everybody just seemed to move
And I turned my amp up loud and I began to play
And it was late in the evening
And I blew that room away

The first thing I remember
When you came into my life
I said I'm gonna get that girl
No matter what I do
Well I guess I'd been in love before
And once or twice I been on the floor
But I never loved no one
The way that I loved you
And it was late in the evening
And all the music seeping through

11338. Late Last Night

Late Last Night - Kathy Kallick

The only sound was the crunching of my feet on a gravel road
The silence was profound and deep as I walked alone
There is someone I have not seen standing just outside my sight
Finally came into my view late last night
As I have walked all by myself with no guiding light
There has been no helping hand to lead me through the night
Just beside me someone watches in case I stumble and fall
Late last night I felt the warmth and saw the light at the end of the wall
Late last night
CHORUS:
I can always find a way,make the best of things on my own
I can always find a path, though it may be full of stones
Late last night I heard someone say if you walk with me
I can take your hand, shine a light, make it easier to see
Late last night
Each of us will choose a path, but we must walk it alone
Each of us will hear a voice that calls us to our home
I have tread a narrow line between the darkness and light



All my doubts were swept away, swept away
Late last night

11339. Late Last Night - Chords

Late Last Night 
Todd Snider

[Verse]
A
Well could you try to keep it down
A
I was up kinda late last night
A
Now i'm felling like i usually feel
                  E
After i feel alright
D
I don't wanna hear another word about mornin
A                D
I can't take the light
A
Well could you try to keep it down
E                       A
I was up kinda late last night
A
You see there is something inside
A
this world that's gone so wrong
A
there is a gap between the rich and the poor
E
a million miles long
D
I dig the fact that you and your friends are
A                           D
gonna stand up and make it right
A
But could you try to keep it down
E                       A
i was up kinda late last night
 
 
[Chorus]
D
i was down at the bar like the fool i am
A
dancing on the table to son of slam
D
i met a whole lot of people i still don't know
E
i just rolled in an hour ago
D



could you try to keep it down?
A
try to keep it down.
D                       E                       A
try to keep it down i was up kinda late last night
 
 
[Solo]
A  G  F#  E   D  C  G  G  E  G  E  F  E  D  E  F  E
 
 
[Verse]
A
i don't wanna hear about this lollapalooza tour
A                                                   E
man i just woke up and where i am i can't say for sure
D                                                       A
i ain't the kinda guy to come and break all your records
D
but then again i might..
A                                          E                    A
well could you try to keep it down i was up kinda late last night
 
 
[Chorus]
D
i was down at the bar like the fool i am
A
dancing on the table to son of slam
D
i met a whole lot of people i still don't know
E
i just rolled in an hour ago
D
could you try to keep it down?
A
try to keep it down.
D                       E                       A
try to keep it down i was up kinda late last night
 
D
try to keep it down....
A
try to keep it down....
D                            E                  A
try to keep it down i was up kinda late last night

11340. Late Last Night When My Willie Came Home

John Hartford - Late Last Night When My Willie Came Home

Late last night when my Willie come home
And I heard this mighty rapping on the door



Slipping and a sliding with his new shoes on
Willie don't you rap no more

Oh me, oh my
What's going to become of me
I's downtown, just a fooling around
Mama don't you cry for me

I know just what you promised me
Not more than three weeks ago
You promised that you'd marry me
Standing there on your mama's kitchen floor

Oh me, oh my
What's going to become of me
I's downtown, just a fooling around
Mama don't you cry for me

Now if I'd listened to what my mama said
I wouldn't be sitting here tonight
Picking and a singing on this old banjo
Mama don't you cry for me

Oh me, oh my
What's going to become of me
I's downtown, just a fooling around
Mama don't you cry for me

Oh me, oh my
What's going to become of me
I's downtown, just a fooling around
Mama don't you cry for me

11341. Late Morning Lullaby

Brandi Carlile - Late morning lullaby
As soon as my eyes shut the slide show begins
Yesterday is gone now and panic sets in
With a weight upon my chest
And a ghost upon my back
And the numbing sensation of everything
I lack that leaves me
Dreaming, dreaming, dreaming,
Your real world away

Only beautiful, beautiful bright eyes, lie
Only beautiful, beautiful bright eyes cry
Late morning lullaby

The first sign of morning is gray and alarming
It's so disappointing the day has come so soon
While the rest of the world greets the day and feels new
I will push it away just like I always do, I will be



Dreaming, dreaming, dreaming,
Your real world away

Only beautiful, beautiful bright eyes, lie
Only beautiful, beautiful bright eyes cry
Late morning lullaby
Late morning lullaby

I would darken my window so I can fall asleep
While the critics frown down on the hours
I keep that leave me
Dreaming, dreaming, dreaming,
Your real world away

11342. Late Night Grande Hotel

Nanci Griffith - Late Night Grande Hotel

I'm working on a morning flight to anywhere but here
I'm watching this evening fire burn away my tears
All my life I've left my troubles by the door
Leavin' is all I've ever known before

[Chorus:]
It's not the way you hold me
when the sun goes down
It's not the way you call my name that left me
stranded on the ground
It's not the way you say you hear my heart
when the music ends
I am just learning how to fly away again
It's not the way you say you hear my heart
when the music ends
I am just learning how to fly away again

And maybe you were thinkin'
that you thought you knew me well
But, no one ever knows the heart of anyone else
I feel like Garbo in this late night grande hotel
Cause living alone is all I've ever done well

[Chorus: x2]

11343. Late September

Late September
Mandolin Orange - Late September

[Verse 1]



When it's closing time in late September
And the street lights search for shadows on my mind
When the bars all holler last call and the moon's on her descent
I stagger towards the morning, a new day to begin
Counting down to closing time again

[Verse 2]
She swears my youthful glow is only hiding
Just beyond the borders of my mind
But these rollin' hills don't bind me, they simply remind me
The sun is sinking low, and all I've left behind me
Counting down to closing time again

[Chorus]
Darlin' I've been thinking, is it selfish pride
Keeps a man from sharing all the tears he hides?

[Verse 3]
 Cause when it's closing time in late September
And the summer turns slowly into fall
Our mother, with such splendor, dies in brilliant color
Thoughts once put together by a hospital room window
Counting down to closing time again

[Mandolin solo]

[Chorus]
Darlin' I've been thinking, is it selfish pride
Keeps a man from sharing all the tears he hides?

[Verse 4]
 Cause when it's closing time in late September
It's hard to hide how much I miss her so
As a tenderness of memories unfolds itself within me
With such gravity unyielding in the land of the living
Counting down to closing time again

11344. Late To The Party - Chords

Late To The Party 
Kacey Musgraves
 
[Intro]  C Am Dm G 2x
 
[Verses]
         C                      Am
They're blowing up our phones, asking where we are
     Dm                              G
Just say we're almost there; we ain't even in the car
       C                                 Am
You're rolling one for two and I'm still picking out my shoes
          Dm                        G
I'm never late to the party if I'm late to the party with you



 
C Am Dm G
 
C                              Am
By the time we get there, everybody will be drunk
    Dm                                G
The chairs will be on tables and the band will be unplugged
C                                     Am
We're gonna look real good, but we're gonna look real rude
     Dm
I'm sorry I'm not sorry that I'm...
 
G                      C          Am
Late to the party with you
     Dm
Oh, who needs confetti?
         G                      C           Am
We're already falling into the groove
    Dm                             G                   C
And who needs a crowd when you're happy at a party for two?
               Am
The world can wait
                 Dm                       G
Cause I'm never late to the party if I'm late to the party with you
 
C Am Dm G
 
       C                                 Am
Let's promise when we get in that we'll try to get right out
        Dm                            G
Fake a couple conversations, make the necessary rounds
      C                                   Am
These kinda things just turn into "who's leaving here with who?"
           Dm
But I just want 'em all to see me come in...
 
G                       C           Am
Late to the party with you
     Dm
Oh, who needs confetti?
       G                        C            Am
We're already falling into the groove
    Dm                             G                   C
And who needs a crowd when you're happy at a party for two?
               Am
The world can wait
                 Dm                       G
Cause I'm never late to the party if I'm late to the party with you
 
C Am Dm G C Am Dm
 
G                       C           Am
Late to the party with you
     Dm
Oh, who needs confetti?
       G                        C            Am
We're already falling into the groove



    Dm                             G                   C
And who needs a crowd when you're happy at a party for two?
               Am
The world can wait
                 Dm                       G                      C         Am
Cause I'm never late to the party if I'm late to the party with you
               Dm                       G
No, I'm never late to the party if I'm late to the party with you
 
 
C Am Dm G C

11345. Lately

Lately
Sim Redmond Band

Lately I've been thinking about nothing, 
lately I feel so far away, 
lately I'm like the falling rain, 
hit the ground and slide away.

Maybe I just need a change of scene, 
but all I find is more of the same, 
maybe love is just a rainbow, 
get too close and it fades away. It fades away.

Chorus: 
I want nothing more than to be with the one I adore.

Lately I've been thinking about all the time, 
that I've wasted inside of my mind, 
lately I've begun to see things anew, 
lately I've begun to see you.
Maybe this is how life is meant to be, 
like a ride on the deep blue sea, 
some days the storm almost blows me away, 
some days so peaceful i think I can stay. 
I think I can stay.

Lately I've been thinking about everything, 
lately I'm not so far away, 
lately I'm like the rising sun, 
full of hope for each new day. 
Full of hope for each new day.

11346. Lately



Lucinda Williams - Lately

We closed that bar
And we closed that town
And the sun looked different
Comin' up than it did goin' down
That was long ago
Do you still love me?
Or do you hate me?
I wouldn't know
I haven't seen you
Lately

We could have died
Dancing in each other's arms
Or drivin' home close and warm
Out through the little farms
Or in the bed
Holdin' on
And shakin'
But we did not
And where you been
Lately?

I can see your eyes
So dark and knowin'
And I wonder where
That distant train is goin'
If I found you
Would you smile?
Would you take me?
I only know
I miss you so much
Lately

I only know
I miss you so much
Lately

11347. Latin America

Gibson Brothers - Latin America
Composer: Daniel Vangarde, Jean Kluger

I dream of girls I used to know
I see the faces of good-hearted friends
Deep in my heart I'm missing you
Latin America

Latin America
Is Bogota
Latin America
Is Mexico



Latin America
Is Panama
Latin America
Is Montevideo

Oh, what a wonderful feeling
It must be love, it must be love
It must be love!
Latin America

I see the children in the streets
Dancin' around my happy souvenirs
And in my heart I'm feeling blue
Latin America

Latin America
Is Caracas
Latin America
Is Puerto Rico

Latin America
Is Trinidad
Latin America
Is Buenos Aires

Latin America
Is dolce Havana (Hey, hey!)

Latin America
Is Cuba
Latin America
Is Carilla (Carilla!)

Latin America
Latin America (Latin America)
Latin America
Latin America (Latin America)

Latin America
Latin America (Latin America)
Latin America
Latin America (Latin America)

11348. Latindo Pra Lua

David Rawlings
Latindo Pra Lua
[Letra de "Latindo Pra Lua" com Jullie]

[Verso 1]
Tenho muito pra contar, vocÃª vai ver
Posso nÃ£o ter sete vidas, mas esta é boa' pra' valer
E em tudo' que eu vivi, verdadeiro quis ser



Mas' teve coisas que eu nÃ£o percebi, até te conhecer
Quando estou latindo pra lua sinto o vento a me dizer

[RefrÃ£o]
Nem um outro lar é melhor que o seu
Pois ele pertence a vocÃª
Whoo, whoo, vou voltar
Whoo, whoo, pra vocÃª
Nem um outro lar é melhor que o seu
Pois ele pertence a vocÃª

[Verso 2]
Problemas eu arranjei, muita confusÃ£o
Em tons de cinza me senti, igual a minha visÃ£o
Muitas coisas eu já fui, nem sempre com prazer
Tudo eram mistérios sem explicaÃ§Ã£o, até te conhecer
Agora eu vou latindo pra lua, mesmo que o sol vá nascer

[RefrÃ£o]
Nem um outro lar é melhor que o seu
Pois ele pertence a vocÃª
Whoo, whoo, vou voltar
Whoo, whoo, pra vocÃª
Nem um outro lar é melhor que o seu
Pois ele pertence a vocÃª
[Final]
Nem um outro lar é melhor que o seu
Pois ele pertence a vocÃª
Nem um outro lar é melhor que o seu
Pois ele pertence a vocÃª

11349. Laugh The Years Away - Chords

Laugh The Years Away
Recorded by Porter Wagoner and Dolly Parton
Written by Howard Tuck

C                      F         C
A corporation owns the factory I work in
                                        G7
Someone else owns the house we call our home
    C                          F
The bank owns the car we drive around in
          D7                            G7
But we've got something we can call our own

          C    F         C
We've got love happiness surrounds us
                                       G7
And we thank the Lord for every single day
         C          F                C
And with love we'll always have each other
                    G7              C



And together we can laugh the years away

                  F              C
We're so thankful for our lovely children
                                             G7
And I work hard to keep new shoes upon their feet
        C                                 F
But sometimes there's not too much on our table
          D7                                  G7
But we've got something that's mighty hard to feed

Repeat #2 x2

                    G7              F  C
And together we can laugh the years away

11350. Laughin' Or Cryin' - Chords

Laughin' Or Cryin' 
The Wood Brothers

[Verse 1]
                 Em
She said she saw crows kissin
                          B7
Underneath the rainbow in brooklyn
 
If that's not good luck then what is it?
   Em
If you don't look up then you miss it
 
[Chorus]
                            Em
She's says things like that all the time
E7                         Am                F#7/A#
   You can't tell if she's laughin or cryin
           B7
Me I don't think she's lyin'
           Em
Laughin or cryin
 
[Verse 2]
                   Em
She said she saw a big fat rat in the subway
                         B7
Carryin the keys to the city
 
If that' not just a curse then I'll be
        Em
There's some things you just can't unsee
 
[Chorus]
                            Em



She's says things like that all the time
E7                         Am                F#7/A#
   You can't tell if she's laughin or cryin
           B7
Me I don't think she'd be lyin', laughin' or
 
[Bridge]
C     G
  Cryin'
           D    A
Laughin' or cryin'
           C    G
Laughin' or cryin'
           D    A
Laughin' or cryin'
 
[Solo]
Em  B7  Em
Em  E7  Am  F#7/A#  B7  Em
 
[Verse 3]
                    Em
She said she saw an angel with a cigarette
                                 B7
Cursin' like a pirate while he's smokin' it
 
And if that's just not exquisite then what is it
N.C.
If you don't look up then you'll miss it
 
[Chorus]
                            Em
She's says stuff like that all the time
E7                         Am                F#7/A#
   You can't tell if she's laughin or cryin
           B7
Me I don't think she'd be lyin', laughin' or
 
[Bridge]
C7     G
  Cryin'
           D    A
Laughin' or cryin'
           C7   G
Laughin' or cryin'
           D    A
Laughin' or cryin'
 
           C7   G
Laughin' or cryin'
           D    A
Laughin' or cryin'
           C7   G
Laughin' or cryin'
           D    A
Laughin' or cryin'
 



           C7   G
Laughin' or cryin'
           D    A
Laughin' or cryin'
           C7   G
Laughin' or cryin'
           D    A
Laughin' or cryin'

11351. Laughing River

Robert Earl Keen - Laughing River 

I'm goin' away 'cause I gotta busted heart
I'm leavin' today if this ol' TravelAll will start
I recken where I'm goin', might need me different clothes
Way up in Michigan where the Laughing River flows

Twenty years in the minor leagues, ain't no place I didn't go
Well I gotta few hits but I never made the show
I could hang on for a few years doin' what I've done before
Wanna let the Laughing River flow right outside my door

My cousin Ray, he said he's got a job for me
Where the houses are still cheap, said he knows this nice lady
He said she even saw me play once, said she smiles at my name
Well upon the Laughing River, might be a whole new game

(Banjo/Harmonica)

So goodbye to the bus, goodbye to payin' dues
Goodbye to the cheers and goodbye to the boos
I'm trading in this old bat for a fishing pole
Gonna let the Laughing River flow right into my soul

So I'm goin' away 'cause I gotta busted heart
I'm leavin' today if this ol' TravelAll will start
I recken where I'm headed, might need me different clothes
Way up in Michigan where the Laughing River flows

Way up in Michigan where the Laughing River flows

11352. Laundry Room

The Avett Brothers - Laundry Room 

Don't push me out,
Just a little longer
Stall your mother,



Disregard your father's words.

Close the laundry door,
Tiptoe across the floor
Keep your clothes on,
I got all that I can take
Teach me how to use
The love that people say you made

Stop your parents' car
I just saw a shooting star
We can wish upon it
But we wont share the wish we made
But I cant keep no secrets,
I wish that you would always stay

Last night I dreamt the whole night long
I woke with a head full of songs
I spent the whole day
I wrote 'em down, but its a shame
Tonight I'll burn the lyrics,
'Cause every chorus was your name

Break this tired old routine
And this time don't make me leave

I am a breathing time machine,
I'll take you all for a ride

11353. Laurie De' Tullins

Laurie De' Tullins
Chris Thile - Laurie De' Tullins
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-
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-
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-5--------------9-------------------------------------------
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---------2-------0---5-----5-7---------5---5/7-7----7---------
-------2-------0---------4-----9---5-9---0--------5-----------
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11354. Lavender Blue

Lavender Blue
Jim Lauderdale

Are you thinkin' about me baby wonderin' how I'm doin',
Does that ol' lonely feelin' ever overcome you,
When you're out in the sunshine, Does it ever cross your mind,
You took my red heart and made it lavender blue

Someday you'll say why did I throw our love away,
You will be like me, lavender blue,

Are you thinkin' about me baby wonderin' how I'm doin',
Does that ol' lonely feelin' ever overcome you,
When you're out in the sunshine, Does it ever cross your mind,
You took my red heart and made it lavender blue

I do love you even though you say we are through,
now that's gone all wrong, now I'm lavender blue,
our love was like a river that was flowing,
How could it stop without me ever knowing

Are you thinkin' about me baby wonderin' how I'm doin'
Does that ol' lonely feelin' ever overcome you,
When you're out in the sunshine, Does it ever cross your mind,
You took my red heart and made it lavender blue,
lavender blue

11355. Lavi Difisil

Rhiannon Giddens - Lavi Difisil

M pa gen kob /
M pa gen job (x2)
MÃ¨ m gen amour
E m gen souri
M pa gen anyen
M pa gen anyen
Pou fÃ¨ mwen parti
M pa gen anpil
MÃ¨ m vle pataje mon Ã¢me
Lavi divisil, lavi difisil
M pa gen anpil



MÃ¨  m vle partaje vi mwen
M pa gen anyen (x2)
Pou fÃ¨ mwen parti
Ain't got no money /
Ain't got no job (x2)
But I have your love
And I have your heart
Ain't nothing in this world
Ain't nothing in this world
Gonna keep us apart
I don't have much
But I wanna give you the world
This life can be hard, this life can be cruel
I don't have much
But I wanna give you my heart
Nothing in this world, nothing in this world
Gonna keep us apart

11356. Lawman's Whistle

Lawman's Whistle (Larry W. Jones 12/24/2006) 

I was in trouble back at home
So, on the double I did roam
When I heard that southbound whistle blow
The train was rollin' through the pines
South of the Mason Dixon line
When I heard that lawman's whistle blow
Just a young cowboy playin' smart
I broke that sweet girl's heart, I know
Up there where the wide Missouri flows
Well, I got off that southbound line
Wearin' a chain they said was mine
When I heard that lawman's whistle blow
Now I'm back in Missouri feelin' shame
And there's no one but me to blame
Back up here I sure am feelin' low
I hear that southbound train rollin' by
And I just hang my head and cry
When I heard that lawman's whistle blow
Now, as I sit here I can surely tell
That I might be here for quite a spell
And I know that girl of mine will never show
They said she left Missouri in the rain
To forget someone who caused her pain
When she heard that southbound whistle blow
I hear that southbound train rollin' by
And I just hang my head and cry
When I heard that lawman's whistle blow



11357. Lawrence Jones

Kathy Mattea - Lawrence Jones

Well the night is as thick as silence
You can't cut it with a knife
A man lies in the hospital
Draining out his life
The trucks are on the back road
And in the dark the headlights shine
'Cause there's one man dead
On that Harlan County line

Oh anger, like poison
Is eating at your soul
Your thoughts are as loud as gunfire
Your face as hard as coal
Bitterness, like buckshot explodes inside your mind
And there's one man dead
On that Harlan County line

Oh a miner's life is fragile
It could shatter just like ice
But those who bear the struggle
Have always pay the price
There's blood upon the contact
Like vinegar in wine
And there's one man dead
On that Harlan County line

From the river bridge at Highsplint
To the Brookside railroad track
You can feel the long streak building
That can never be turned back
The dead go forward with us
Not one is left behind
'Cause there's one man dead
On that Harlan County line

Where the night is as cold as iron
You can feel it in your bones
It settles like a shroud on the grave of Lawrence Jones
The graveyard shift is walking from the bathhouse into the mine
And there's one man dead
On that Harlan County line
One man dead
On that Harlan County line
One miner dead
On that Harlan County line

11358. Lay Around And Love On You



Rodney Crowell - Lay Around and Love on You

Monday mornin', 6 a.m
Time for me to go to work again
But all I wanna do is
Lay around and love on you
7:30, but I don't care
What you're doing is gonna keep me here
'Cause all I wanna do is
Lay around and love on you
Lay around and love
Lay around and love on you
You've got me so turned on
Honey, I can't turn you loose
Hope nobody calls
Got the phone off the hook
We're gonna try everything in the book
All I wanna do is
Lay around and love on you
Lay around and love
Lay around and love on you
You've got me so turned on
Honey, I can't turn you loose
It's so much fun just foolin' around
I'm gonna be here when the sun goes down
'Cause all I wanna do is
Lay around and love on you
Yeah, all I wanna do is
Lay around and love on you

11359. Lay Down Beside Me

Lay Down Beside Me
Downhill Bluegrass Band

Come lay down here beside me
While I rest my bones
We're a long way from home now
And from where we started to roam

Lay your arms around this eerie stillness
Breathe some light into me
Let me see your smile once more, now
Maybe that will can set me free

Draw me nearer to you now, the wind is shifting
Can you hear the whippoorwill
The moon is hiding, and speaks in silence
Of a land beyond these hills

Wait a little longer, and hold me closer
The shadows swirling around your face
have I done all I could
is the wind all there is



did my walking leave a trace

11360. Lay Down Beside Me

Alison Krauss - Lay Down Beside Me 

I've spent my life Lookin for you
Findin' my way Wasn't easy to do
But I knew there was you All the while
And it's been worth Every mile

So lay down beside me Love me and hide me
And kiss all the hurtin' Of this world away
Hold me so close That I feel your heart beat
And don't ever wander away

Mornings and evenings All were the same
There was no music Til I heard your name
I knew when I saw you smile 
And now I can rest for a while

So lay down beside me Love me and hide me
Kiss all the hurtin' Of this world away
Hold me so close That I feel your heart beat
And don't ever wander away

And hold me so close
That I feel your heart beat
And don't ever wander away

*Alison hums
Love me and hide me

*Both hum
'Til I feel your heart beat

*both hum

11361. Lay Down My Brother

Robert Earl Keen - Lay Down My Brother 

(Chorus 1)
Lay down my brother
Take it easy, take it slow
Lay down my brother
Rest a while, let it go

It's a long hard road in the wind and the rain



But you finally made it through
Odds are you'll be goin' again
But the odds won't be ridin' with you

(Chorus 1)

You've been workin' every minute, every hour, every day
Still the work is never done
The life you love is passin' away
But you feel you've only begun

(Chorus 2)
Lay down my sister
Take it easy, take it slow
Lay down my sister
Rest a while, let it go

(Guitar)

You can rock 'em in the cradle, rock 'em in your arms
Kiss their cheeks whenever they cry
You'll be wavin' from the doorway when they all come home
Wavin' when they tell you goodbye

(Chorus 3)
Lay down my mother
Take it easy, take it slow
Lay down my mother
Rest a while, let it go

It's a penny for your thoughts, a dollar for your toil
Nothin' for youself in between
When the sun's beatin' down on the hot dry soil
You wonder what any of it means

(Chorus 4)
Lay down my father
Take it easy, take it slow
Lay down my father
Rest a while, let it go

(Chorus 1)

11362. Lay Down My Old Guitar - Chords

Lay Down My Old Guitar Live
Billy Strings

[Intro]
 
e /-------------------------/-3---------------------3-/-----------------------/------------------------/
B /-------------------------/-3---------------------3-/-----------------------/----------1-------------/
G /----------0---0--2-0-----/-5-----0---0--2-0------5-/-0---0--2-0------------/---0-2^0----------------/



D /-2-3-3/4----2------------/-6-------2-------------6-/---2----------------0-1/-2----------------------/
A /-----------------------6-/-6------------------6--6-/-------------6-5-3-----/------------------------/
E /-------------------------/-------------------------/-----------------------/------------------------/
 
 
[Chorus]
                       G     C     C7
I'm gonna lay down my old guitar
 F/C                     C
Gonna lay down my old guitar
F/C                   C  Am
I wish I could tie it to my side
 C            G        C
And take it along with me
 
 
[Verse 1]
                 G      C   C7
I'm sick in a lonesome bed
F/C                      C
I'm sick in a lonesome bed
F/C          C                  Am
Ain't no one to hold my aching head
 C                     G      C
Lord, i'm sick in a lonesome bed
 
 
[Chorus]
                   G    C      C7
Gonna lay down my old guitar
F/C                     C
Gonna lay down my old guitar
F/C                   C  Am
I wish I could tie it to my side
 C            G        C
And take it along with me
 
 
[Break 1]
C G C C7 F/C C F/C C Am C G C
 
 
[Verse 2]
                 G    C     C7
Ain't no one to cry for me
F/C                     C
Ain't no one to cry for me
F/C                 C          Am
I wandered so far away don't you see
  C                     G       C
Honey, ain't no one to cry for me
 
 
[Chorus]
                   G    C     C7
Gonna lay down my old guitar
F/C                     C



Gonna lay down my old guitar
F/C                    C Am
I wish I could tie it to my side
 C            G        C
And take it along with me
 
 
[Break 2]
C G C C7 F/C C F/C C Am C G C
 
 
[Verse 3]
                   G      C      C7
I'm telling this world goodbye
F/C                       C
I'm telling this world goodbye
F/C                             C            Am
I'm telling this world and my pretty little girl
 C                    G      C
I'll soon tell them all goodbye
 
 
[Chorus]
                   G    C      C7
Gonna lay down my old guitar
F/C                     C
Gonna lay down my old guitar
F/C                   C   Am
I wish I could tie it to my side
 C            G         C
And take it along with me
 
 
[Guitar Break]
 
e /----------------3--3-3-5/-3---0------------0-0----/-------0-0----1-----1---/-------------------------/
B /-------1----3/5---------/---4---1-------1--1-1----/--1----1-1--------1-----/1--3/4-3/4-3-1-----1-----/
G /-0-0^2---2--------------/---------0-2^0----0-0--0-/2---3--3-3--2---2-----2-/---2/3-2/3-----2^0---2-0-/
D /------------------------/-------------------------/------------------------/-------------------------/
A /------------------------/-------------------------/------------------------/-------------------------/
E /------------------------/-------------------------/------------------------/-------------------------/
 
e /------------0-0---------/--------------3--3-3-5--5/-5--0-8-8-8--8-5-0-5-3-0/-5-3--0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0--
/
B /-1----------1-1--1-1-3/4/-3-1----1-3/5------------/------------------------/-----4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4--1/
G /--2-0-------0-0-2-2-----/----0-2------------------/------------------------/-------------------------/
D /-----1-2----2-2---------/-------------------------/------------------------/-------------------------/
A /--------3---3-3---------/-------------------------/------------------------/-------------------------/
E /------------------------/-------------------------/------------------------/-------------------------/
 
e /-----------------------3/-0-5-3-0-8-5-0-5-3--0----/------------------------/-------------------------/
B /----0-1---0-1---0-1-3/5-/-------------------4-1---/1---------------------1-/-1--3-4-4-3-1---1--------/
G /-0-2---0-2---0-2--------/----------------------2-0/-2-0---0---------0---2--/2--2---------2^0-2-0-----/
D /------------------------/-------------------------/----1-2--1^0--0-2-3-3--3/--3------------------2-0-/
A /------------------------/-------------------------/------------3-----------/------------------------3/
E /------------------------/-------------------------/------------------------/-------------------------/
 



e /-0-0--------------------/-----------------------0-/0-0-5-3-0---------------/----0-0------------------/
B /-1-1---------1--1-3b-3b-/3b-3b-3b-1------1---1--1-/1------4-1---1----------/----1-1-----------1------/
G /-0-0----0---2--2--------/-----------0-2^0-0-2---0-/0---------2-0-2-0---0---/----0-0------0-2^0-------/
D /-2-2-0-2-3-3--3---------/---------------------2-2-/2----------------1-2-1^0/----2-2-0-1-2------------/
A /-3-3--------------------/-------------------------/------------------------/2^3-3-3------------------/
E /------------------------/-------------------------/------------------------/-------------------------/
 
 
[Chorus]
                   G     C     C7
Gonna lay down my old guitar
F/C                     C
Gonna lay down my old guitar
F/C                   C  Am
I wish I could tie it to my side
 C            G         C
And take it along with me
 
F/C                       C  Am
Oh, I wish I could tie it to my side
 C            G        C
And take it along with me

11363. Lay Down Sally

Lay Down Sally
Eric Clapton
Seldom Scene

There is nothing that is wrong
In wanting you to stay here with me
I know you've got somewhere to go
But won't you make yourself at home and stay with me?
And don't you ever leave

Lay down, Sally, and rest here in my arms
Don't you think you want someone to talk to?
Lay down, Sally, no need to leave so soon
I've been trying all night long just to talk to you

Sun ain't nearly on the rise
We still got the moon and stars above
Underneath the velvet skies, love is all that matters
Won't you stay with me? Don't you ever leave

Lay down, Sally, and rest here in my arms
Don't you think you want someone to talk to?
Lay down, Sally, and no need to leave so soon
I've been trying all night long just to talk to you

I long to see the morning light
Color in your face so dreamily
So don't you go and say goodbye



You can lay your worries down and stay with me
And don't you ever leave

Lay down, Sally, and rest here in my arms
Don't you think you want someone to talk to?
Lay down, Sally, there's no need to leave so soon
I've been trying all night long just to talk to you

Lay down, Sally, and rest here in my arms
Don't you think you want someone to talk to?
Lay down, Sally, there's no need to leave so soon
I've been trying all night long just to talk to you

11364. Lay Down Your Weary Tune

Tim O'Brien - Lay Down Your Weary Tune

Lay down your weary tune, lay down
Lay down the song you strum
And rest yourself 'neath the strength of strings
No voice can hope to hum
Struck by the sounds before the sun
I knew the night had gone
The morning breeze like a bugle blew
Against the drums of dawn
Lay down your weary tune, lay down
Lay down the song you strum
And rest yourself 'neath the strength of strings
No voice can hope to hum
The ocean wild like an organ played
The seaweed's wove its strands
The crashin' waves like cymbals clashed
Against the rocks and sands
Lay down your weary tune, lay down
Lay down the song you strum
And rest yourself 'neath the strength of strings
No voice can hope to hum
I stood unwound beneath the skies
And clouds unbound by laws
The cryin' rain like a trumpet sang
And asked for no applause
Lay down your weary tune, lay down
Lay down the song you strum
And rest yourself 'neath the strength of strings
No voice can hope to hum
The last of leaves fell from the trees
And clung to a new love's breast
The branches bare like a banjo played
To the winds that listened best
I gazed down in the river's mirror
And watched its winding strum
The water smooth ran like a hymn
And like a harp did hum



Lay down your weary tune, lay down
Lay down the song you strum
And rest yourself 'neath the strength of strings
No voice can hope to hum

11365. Lay Here With Me

Dierks Bentley - Lay Here With Me

[Verse 1: Maddie & Tae]
These walls could use some silence
These eyes could use some drying right about now
How can I be so lonely?
When I know you're always around
I can't take another sleeping on the couch night
Another stupid 'til the mornin' fight
Baby, I'm calling a truce

[Chorus: Maddie & Tae]
So lay here with me
Let down your guard
Let's take off our gloves
And quit making it so hard
'Cause you don't wanna go
And I don't want you to leave
So why don't you stay, please?
And lay here with me

[Verse 2: Dierks Bentley with Maddie & Tae]
I don't want us to be over
I miss when we were closer than air
My hand could use some holding
The bed is getting colder
I just want you to kiss me up those stairs

[Chorus: Maddie & Tae & Dierks Bentley]
So lay here with me
Let down your guard
Let's take off our gloves
And quit making it so hard
'Cause you don't wanna go
And I don't want you to leave
So why don't you stay, please?
And lay here with me

[Verse 3: Dierks Bentley & Maddie & Tae, All]
Just the two of us
Holding on with the blinds shut
Hearts beating back in love (Oh)
Maybe find what we lost if we just
Stay, stay, stay

[Chorus: Maddie & Tae with Dierks Bentley]



And lay here with me
Let down your guard
Let's take off our gloves
And quit making it so hard
'Cause you don't wanna go
And I don't wanna leave
So why don't you stay, please?
And lay here with me
Lay here with me
Lay here with me
[Outro: Maddie & Tae]
Lay here with me

11366. Lay Lady Lay

Norman Blake - Lay Lady Lay

[Verse 1]
Lay, lady, lay
Lay across my big brass bed
Lay, lady, lay
Lay across my big brass bed
Whatever colors you have in your mind
I'll show them to you and you'll see them shine

[Verse 2]
Lay, lady, lay
Lay across my big brass bed
Stay, lady, stay
Stay with your man awhile
Until the break of day, let me see ya' make him smile
His clothes are dirty but his, his hands are clean
And you're the best thing that he's ever seen

[Verse 3]
Stay, lady, stay
Stay with your man awhile

[Bridge]
Why wait any longer for the world to begin
You can have your cake and eat it too
Why wait any longer for the one you love
When he's standing in front of you

[Verse 4]
Lay, lady, lay
Lay across my big brass bed
Stay, lady, stay
Stay while the night is still ahead
I long to see you in the morning light
I long to reach for you in the night

[Outro]



Stay, lady, stay
Stay while the night is still ahead

11367. Lay Low

Lay Low
Josh Turner - Lay Low

I wanna drive until my cellphone
Runs out of range and every bar is gone
Cut through the woods another hundred miles
And disappear for a while

I wanna hear raindrops fallin' down on an old tin roof
I wanna find a front porch rail and prop up my travelin' boots
See your silhouette in that firelight
Feel your body lyin' next to mine
Spend a few days together alone
And just lay low

I wanna end up nowhere on a map
A little cabin sittin' so far back
Out in the country
Just the moon and stars
Are gonna know where we are

I wanna hear raindrops fallin' down on an old tin roof
I wanna find a front porch rail and prop up my travelin' boots
See your silhouette in that firelight
Feel your body lyin' next to mine
Spend a few days together alone

Just lay low, slow it down
Girl, let's go and get outta town
I wanna hear raindrops fallin' down

I wanna hear raindrops fallin' down on an old tin roof
I wanna find a front porch rail and prop up my travelin' boots
See your silhouette in that firelight
Feel your body lyin' next to mine
Spend a few days together alone
And just lay low
Just lay low

11368. Lay Me Down - Chords

Lay Me Down 
Dead Horses



[Intro]
Am  G  F  C  F  C  G
Am  G  F  C  F  C  G
 
 
[Verse 1]
       Am       C              F    C
I am a midnight writer, I am a soul survivor
      Am        C         G
I am chemicals colliding,
       Am     C           F     C
I am a dirty misfit, I am holy bullshit,
       Am      C      G
I am still in transit
 
 
[Chorus]
F   C  G            C            F
Lay me down, let me weep, let me weep,
F   C  G            C     F
Lay me down, sweet sleep
F   C  G            C            F
Lay me down, let me weep, let me weep,
F   C  G            C
Lay me down, sweet sleep
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
 
 
[Verse 2]
       Am       C                   F       C
I am a deep red bloodstain, I am a graffiti ghost train
      Am     C         G
I am tiring refrain,
       Am         C            F        C
I am a cracked up mirror, I am no-where near here,
        Am        C          G
I am an old man's war tears
 
 
[Chorus]
F   C  G            C            F
Lay me down, let me weep, let me weep,
F   C  G            C     F
Lay me down, sweet sleep
F   C  G            C            F
Lay me down, let me weep, let me weep,
F   C  G            C
Lay me down, sweet sleep
 
 
[Mandolin Solo]
 
 
[Verse 3]
       Am       C              F          C



I am a red kite flying, I am a dead woman rising
      Am          C         G
I am smoke on the horizon,
       Am         C        F                   C
I am a budding fruit tree, you are my skeleton key,
        Am       C     G
I am a thriving city
 
 
[Chorus]
F   C  G            C            F
Lay me down, let me weep, let me weep,
F   C  G            C     F
Lay me down, sweet sleep
F   C  G            C            F
Lay me down, let me weep, let me weep,
F   C  G            C
Lay me down, sweet sleep
 
 
[Bridge]
F                 C  G  F
Old Casey told me so,
   F                     C          G  F
It don't matter how many rounds you go,
F                C          G
We all share the same, same soul
 
 
[Chorus]
N.C.
Lay me down, let me weep, let me weep,
N.C.
Lay me down, sweet sleep
N.C.
Lay me down, let me weep, let me weep,
N.C.
Lay me down, sweet sleep
 
[Outro]
Am  G  F  C  F  C  G
Am  G  F  C  F  C  G

11369. Lay My Bones To Rest

Michael Carpenter and The Banks Brothers & Zane Banks - Lay My Bones to Rest, Version. 
2

[Verse 1]
There's a place in the Dharawal land
Down Windy Gully up on Violet Hill
Where blackwoods whisper by American Creek
And King Mickey still reigns



[Verse 2]
That ancient ridge has a lanced boil
A dirty tomb where poor folks slaved and toiled
With sunken eyes and blackened lungs
Their pain has gone unsung

[Chorus]
I hear my kin calling me
Through the mineshafts and the mountains
Across the hillsides and the valleys
Saying, "Lay your bones to rest at Kembla Grange"

[Verse 3]
Satan's tongue lashed those hills
In the year of our Lord 1902
From his belly spewed iron and stone
Four score devoured whole

[Chorus]
I hear my kin calling me
Through the ironbarks and the figs
Through the mineshafts and the mountains
Saying, "Lay your bones to rest at Kembla Grange"

11370. Lay My Burden Down

Alison Krauss - Lay My Burden Down 

Gonna lay my burden down
Lay my body in the ground
Cold clay against my skin
But I don't care at all

Can't seem to find my piece of mind
So with the earth I'll lay entwined
Six feet underground
My feet are warm and dry

When I get to the other side
I'll put your picture way up high
But I'm not coming back to you
It's just too far

If I was cast off on the sea
Would you come and look for me
Or would you just let me sink
Beneath the waves so blue

What if I had learned to fly
Fly all night till day drew nigh
Touch down upon a branch and
Scan the crowd for you



When I touch my feet on the land
I'll kiss your lips and take you in
But you know I'm not here to stay
It's just too far

Darling can't you hear me cry
My bones are broke
My tongue is tied
The moon is swaying back and forth
Against the navy sky
Is all I can see
My body is trembling on my knees
Just have a little mercy on me
Run away and hide

When I sleep the angels sing
But I cannot hear a thing
Eyes close
Dreaming of the better days gone by

When I wake the trumpets play
And I'm standing at the gates
Fall down and joy
I know my race has just been won

When I was young my momma would say
Well life is hard, but that's O.K.
If you can make it through the day
It's not that far
No, it's not that far

11371. Lay My Head Beneath The Rose

Lay My Head Beneath The Rose

Darling, clasp me to your bosom
As you did in days of yore
Lay your hand upon my forehead
Ere I reach the golden shore

Life is from me fastly falling
Soon I'll be in sweet repose
When I'm gone 1 ask this favor
Lay my head beneath the rose

Darling, first you said you loved me
When you gave me hand and heart
There were roses on your cheeks, love
As we vowed we ne'er would part

One more kiss for I am going
Far beyond all earthly woe



May your life be like your cheeks, love
Covered with the blossomed rose

He has crossed the shadowed valley
Where the living waters flow
Love has answered all his pleading
And he sleeps in sweet repose

Beneath a grassy mound he's resting
Where the golden sunset glows
Love has answered all his pleading
And he sleeps in sweet repose

11372. Lay Myself Down

Lay Myself Down - Steep Canyon Rangers

It's the firing line
This cursed space
By my side must be a hard luck place
No one ever did stay
Never stayed too long
Just long enough
To go all wrong
Where the rest had failed, you stood this ground
For you I lay myself down
O my love
It's time you know
So listen close and let it go
I ll wear these chains, like a shining crown
For you I lay myself down
So leave your guns
Smoking at the gate
we'll never be free, til we re free from hate
Where tomorrow leads
I cannot go
That path is for your steps alone
Shed no more tears, upon this ground
For you I lay myself down
When I'd lost faith, it was you I found
For you I lay myself down

11373. Lay Your Body Down

Lay Your Body Down
Gibson Brothers 

I'm gonna come and pick you up
Take you for a ride



Hop up in my pickup truck
I'm gonna let you be my guide

Drivin' all night in the rain, in the snow from Houston
Thinkin' bout you, bout the only thing I think I've been doin'

[Chorus]
I wanna lay, lay your body down
I wanna lay, lay your body down

When the wind starts whippin'
It can rock my heavy load
It keeps my mind from driftin'
Keeps me rollin' down that road

It's gettin' sunny and I'm runnin' for ya honey believe me
The lines are flyin' cause you got the kind of lovin' to relieve me

[Chorus]
I wanna lay, lay your body down
I wanna lay, lay your body down

[Chorus]
I wanna lay, lay your body down
I wanna lay, lay your body down

11374. Lay Your Money Down - Chords

Lay Your Money Down 
Solas feat. Rhiannon Giddens

[Intro]
Dm    F Am Dm  x2
Dm G Bb Dm  G Bb Dm
 
[Verse]
                           F                 Am
Like a moth unto a candle, drawn down to the light
        Dm                                   Bb            Dm
She's a diamond set in jet they say, she's a Shamrock City night
                                   F             Am
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, your belfry colour fades
     Dm                                Bb              Dm
With each step down Wyoming street and down to Clipper Shades
F                                       Bb               A
Drinks are on the house here Sonny, the sweetest deal in town
Dm                G                  Bb             Dm
You can't take it with you honey, so lay your money down
 
[Verse]
                                   F                 Am
A dollar gets you in my friend, to shake the hand of sleight
     Dm                           Bb            Dm



Lady Luck's up on the tables this Shamrock City night
                                    F               Am
Careful if you're rolling high, how hard the mighty fall
    Dm                                Bb               Dm
Old Callahan, the bum, thinks this is where he lost it all
  F                                   Bb                     A
A queen don't beat a jack here Sonny, it's just that kind of town
        Dm              G                     Bb             Dm    F  Dm
Are you thinkin' red or black now honey, just lay your money down
 
[Verse]
                             F                    Am
Bow to Shoestring Annie, she barks worse than she bites
    Dm                                    Bb            Dm
Her tongue will lash damnation blue, this Shamrock City night
                                  F              Am
Scoop for Colonel Buckets, hasn't backed a loser yet
         Dm                           Bb            Dm
He's got one eye on the table, has he spied his Juliet?
F                                     Bb               A
Double up your stack now Sonny, she's out there on the town
Dm                   G                    Bb             Dm
Luck says don't look back now honey, just lay your money down
                     G                    Bb             Dm    F  Dm
Luck says don't look back now honey, just lay your money down
 
[Instrumental]
Dm    F Am Dm  x2
Dm    F Bb A
Dm G Bb Dm  G Bb Dm
 
[Bridge]
                     C          G/B         Bb
Jump from Fat Jack's carriage onto the little streets
      Dm             C                  Bb                 Am
Who's daily bread to spin your head and knock you off your feet
Dm               C                Bb                   C
Come let Spanish Rose and me make all your wrongs seem right
     Dm          C                Bb            Dm
It's heaven in a wallet skin on a Shamrock City night
                 C                  Bb                A7
Lie here on your back now Sonny and dream of Swinford town
     Dm                 G                  Bb             Dm
I'll be your sweetheart for one hour, just lay your money down
 
[Verse]
                  G
Drinks are on the house here Sonny
Bb                Dm
You can't take it with you honey
                G
A queen beats a jack here Sonny
Bb              Dm
Thinkin' red or black now honey
               G
Double up your stack now Sonny
Bb                   Dm



Luck says don't look back now honey
 
Lay your money
G
Lay your money
Bb             Dm
Lay your money down
 
Lay your money
G
Lay your money
Bb             Dm
Lay your money down

11375. Lay, Lady, Lay

Lay, Lady, Lay
Bob Dylan

Lay, lady, lay, lay across my big brass bed
Lay, lady, lay, lay across my big brass bed
Whatever colors you have in your mind
I'll show them to you and you'll see them shine

Lay, lady, lay, lay across my big brass bed
Stay, lady, stay, stay with your man awhile
Until the break of day, let me see you make him smile
His clothes are dirty but his hands are clean
And you're the best thing that he's ever seen

Stay, lady, stay, stay with your man awhile
Why wait any longer for the world to begin
You can have your cake and eat it too
Why wait any longer for the one you love
When he's standing in front of you

Lay, lady, lay, lay across my big brass bed
Stay, lady, stay, stay while the night is still ahead
I long to see you in the morning light
I long to reach for you in the night
Stay, lady, stay, stay while the night is still ahead

11376. Laying My Life On The Line

Jerry Jeff Walker - Laying My Life on the Line
Todd Snider

[Verse 1]
Layin' my life on the line



That's what I do all the time
I find myself each night
Facin' a white light
Layin' my life on the line

[Verse 2]
Music is my way of life
Sure it gets crazy sometimes
But it takes me places
Where I see the faces
Of people I've touched with my lines

[Verse 3]
Driving the road here tonight
Thoughts were of Malita and I
How her love sustained me
When the road almost claimed me
And laid my life out on the line

[Verse 4]
Sometimes it all feels so good
Sometimes I just feel far from home
Sometimes I wonder
Am I just stumbling through here?
Have been on this road for too long?

[Verse 5]
So here I am out here tonight
Playin' the songs that I like
'Cause the magic in singin'
Comes through when you're bringin'
Your whole life laid on the line

11377. Layla

Richard Thompson
Layla

I drew near to the house of Layla
It was then I heard her call
Her sweet voice made me wish that it would never end at all
Oh you say you see some good in me
It's only from her light
Take this being gone from me, don't look to her delight
She was pleased with me, she drew me nearer
She took me into her retreat
Oh she kept my company, she spoke to me
She let me sit at her feet
Oh Layla Layla Layla Layla
Oh Layla Layla Layla Layla
Layla Layla Layla Layla
Layla Layla Layla Layla



And then she came close to me, the veils fell from my sight
She dazzled me, she bewildered me
Confused me with her light
Well you say you see some good in me, it's only from her light
Take this being gone from me
Don't look to her delight
And then she took me, and then she possessed me
She showed her meaning to me
I thought my soul would be her ransom
I thought that she was me
Oh Layla Layla Layla Layla
Oh Layla Layla Layla Layla
And then she slew me, she tore me to pieces
Her blood stained like a die
And when I was dead, she brought me to life
My star shone in her sky
Oh Layla Layla Layla Layla
Layla Layla Layla Layla
Layla Layla Layla Layla
Oh Layla Layla Layla Layla

11378. Laysong

Laysong
Chris Thile

Oh, but then what shall we sing?
Tell us, oh, but then what shall we sing now
When we gather together
With a hard week going
And a hard week coming
To catch our breath?
Laysong
Oh, what relief, can you bring?
Tell us, oh, what relief can you bring now?
That our souls are untethered
And nothing's sacred or profane here
Out of breath
Laysong
[?]
What's that about your lover?
I have a lover, preach
What's that about your troubled mind?
My mind is troubled
My mind is troubled and so is my lover's
What's that about the enemy?
I've had enough of him for the week
So let's drown out the enemy, drown out the enemy
Listen, we're goin' to '■drown out the enemy
Huh, 2, 3
Laysing we're goin' to drown out the enemy
Drown out the enemy
Drown out the enemy



What's that about your lover?
Oh, let your medicine ring
Where needed, oh, let your medicine ring out!
Over hell or high water
We hear you coming
We pray you're going to catch our breath
Laysong
[?]
Bring us together
Help us remember
Those with no breath left to sing

11379. Lazarus

Lazarus
Traditional Grass

All your money won't help you get through the great gates of heaven
All your power cannot help you over there
If you find you've been living here for the almighty dollar
You'll never have a mansion over there

   Just like the rich man who wouldn't give a crumb from his table
   He found in the end from God he couldn't run
   He found himself in the depths of hell looking up at poor Lazarus
   Crying just a drop of water to cool my tongue

There's been many a man who's had it all in this life
Thought he had it under control
In the end he found himself begging for God's mercy
In the end he found he'd lost his soul

There is victory ahead for those who hear and listen
Who trust in God in spite of great despair
For Jesus is our shield and our great high tower
And he promised to deliver us with prayer

Just like when Lazarus reached heaven 
and he looked down at the rich man
Who had no hope when his race was run
He stood down there in the depths of hell 
looking up at poor Lazarus
Crying just a drop of water to cool my tongue

11380. Lazarus

Lazarus
James Carter & The Prisoners - Po' Lazarus



Well, the high sheriff
He told his deputy
Want you go out and bring me Lazarus
Well, the high sheriff
Told his deputy
I want you go out and bring me Lazarus
Bring him dead or alive
Lawd, Lawd
Bring him dead or alive
Well the deputy he told the high sheriff
I ain't gonna mess with Lazarus
Well the deputy he told the high sheriff
Says I ain't gonna mess with Lazarus
Well he's a dangerous man
Lawd, Lawd
He's a dangerous man
Well then the high sheriff, he found Lazarus
He was hidin' in the chill of a mountain
Well the high sheriff, found Lazarus
He was hidin' in the chill of the mountain
With his head hung down
Lawd, Lawd
With his head hung down
Well then the high sheriff, he told Lazarus
He says Lazarus I come to arrest you
Well the high sheriff, told Lazarus
Says Lazarus I come to arrest you
And bring ya dead or alive
Lawd, Lawd
Bring you dead or alive
Well then Lazarus, he told the high sheriff
Says I never been arrested
Well Lazarus, told the high sheriff
Says I never been arrested
By no one man
Lawd, Lawd
By no one man
And then the high sheriff, he shot Lazarus
Well, he shot him mighty big number
Well the high sheriff, shot Lazarus
Well he shot him with a mighty big number
With a forty five
Lawd, Lawd
With a forty five
Well then they take old Lazarus
Yes they laid him on the commissary gallery
Well they taken poor Lazarus
And the laid him on the commissary gallery
He said my wounded side
Lawd, Lawd
My wounded side



11381. Lazarus - Chords

Lazarus 
Blue Highway

Intro - Hmmm yeah (G)     (C)     (G)     (C) (D (G) 

(G) Hey Lazarus you fell to the ground, Lazarus died
(C) Right there in the heart of town, Lazarus (G) died
People gathered all around, Lazarus (C) died
(G) Lazarus, Lazarus, where did you (C) go, when (D) you left this mortal (G) world

We wrapped you up in your death clothes, everyone cried 
We (C) said goodbye and the tomb was closed, everyone (G) cried
Then Jesus spoke and you arose, everyone (C) cried
Cryin' (G) Lazarus, Lazarus, how did it (C) feel when (D) you left this mortal (G) world

Instrumental -    (G)     (C)     (G)     (C) (D (G)

Chorus
(C) Lazarus oh Lazarus, (G) have you heard the news
(C) They nailed Jesus to the cross is there (G) something you can (D) do
(G) Lazarus can you bring him back like he did for (C) you
For he has (D) left this mortal (G) world

Instrumental -    (G)     (C)     (G)hmmm (C) (D) (G)

(G) Will you pray the prayer you know how, Lazarus prayed
(C) Bring him back to life somehow, Lazarus (G) prayed 
But Jesus is in gods hands now, Lazarus (C) prayed 
Well (G) Lazarus I do believe that Jesus still (C) lives be-(D)-yond this mortal (D) world 

Instrumental -    (G)     (C)     (G)hmmm (C) (D) (G)

Repeat Chorus and end song by playing out in (G) and ending with Hmmmm

11382. Lazarus And The Rich Man - Chords

Lazarus And The Rich Man
Recorded by Larry Sparks
Written by Connie Leigh
[3/4 time]

C                               F          C
Well a rich man one day heard a poor man a begging
     F                C        D7         G7
Just crumbs from your table is all that I need
                      C        F       C
But the rich man said no never showing compassion
    F           C            G7         C
And Lazarus was broken as he lay on the street

                                  F            C



And your treasures on earth can't buy you your soul
     F            C         D7               G7
When your life is over tell me where can you go
                  C               F                 C
When your name is called will you pass through that gate
   F                    C        G7                C
Or will you be like the rich man when it all fades away

                            F          C
Now both men did die so the Bible does say
    F         C      D7               G7
But oh what a change on that Judgment Day
                      C          F           C
While the rich man in flames did lift up his eyes
    F          C              G7           C
And Lazarus in Glory he would now live his life

                                    F            C
Now the rich man he begged from the dark pits of Hell
   F                C             D7           G7
Oh please just send Lazarus to my brothers and tell 
                       C       F               C
That they may not come here in this torment of flames
  F             C          G7        C
I thought I was rich now I own not a thing

Repeat #2

11383. Lazarus Dies Again

Lazarus Dies Again
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
Rise up Lazarus, get out of that grave
Rise and shine Lazarus, clean up and get a shave
Martha is weeping, she's been gnashing her teeth
Can't you hear her wailing, rise up and stop her grief

[Verse 2]
Oh the dogs are sniffing, the children are scared
Now, Martha is laughing "brother you've been spared"
She's cooking a goat, calling all of her friends
Oh rise up Lazarus and live again (again, again)

[Chorus]
Rise up, rise up

[Verse 3]
He's a local celebrity they all buy him drinks
He's an authority on death they ask him what he thinks
Oh did you see my mother there?
Or see a great white light?



Did you fight with the devil on that eternal night?

[Verse 4]
He goes on a lecture circuit
Hosts his own T.V. show
Has his pick of beautiful women wherever he goes
He advises politicians, he dines with kings
Gets a record deal and he starts to sing (and sing, and sing)

[Chorus]
Rise up, rise up (Rise up)
Rise up, rise up
Rise up Lazarus

[Verse 5]
Then Jesus gets in trouble and he goes to trial
Lazarus he gets wind and lays low for a while
The network pulls the plug, the record deal heads south
He hides out in the cave behind Martha's house

[Verse 6]
And they weep, they cry and they moan for their friend
All the lies the injustice and how he meets his end
Yeah they cry for a while then he starts to grin
"My God Martha, he's gonna rise again (again, again)

[Chorus]
Rise up, rise up
Rise up, rise up

[Verse 7]
After the burial they just move away
Get an apartment in Cairo and live out their days
He works on chariots and keeps his secret well hid
And never ever talks about what Jesus did
And the years roll along, they both get on the pension

[Verse 8]
And he often sits and thinks of his former attention
And on the night he lay dying he calls out to his friend
"Oh Jesus can you hear me?"
Then Lazarus dies again

[Outro]
Rise up
Rise up, rise up
Rise up, rise up

11384. Lazy Days

Lazy Days
Flying Burrito Brothers



It's a lazy day I'm down with nothing else to do
It's a crazy day I got a thing that I want to try with you
Now baby don't you go away please don't spoil my lazy day
Isn't it better didn't you know
Just sitting down here by my radio
I'm gonna make you worry none about your income tax
No there's no need to worry I'll teach you how to relax
It's a lazy day I'm down with nothing else to do
It's a crazy day I got a thing that I want to try with you
Now baby don't you go away please don't spoil my lazy day

No you don't have to think about nothing to do
When I get you down to my barbecue
I'm gonna make you feel funny
And sparkle like a brand new dime
No I don't have any money
But I always got plenty of time
It's a lazy day I'm down with nothing else to do
It's a crazy day I got a thing that I want to try with you
Now baby don't you go away please don't spoil my lazy day

11385. Lazy John

Lazy John

Work all week in the noon day sun
Fifteen cents when Saturday comes
Goin to a dance to have some fun
Why don't you get away lazy John

    Lazy John lazy John
    Why don't you get your day's work all done
    You're in the shade and I'm in the sun
    Why don't you get away lazy John

My gal lives at the end of the road
Her eyes are crossed and her legs are bowed
But We sure have a lot of fun
Why don't you get away lazy John

Goin to a dance Saturday night
Ain't coming home til the bald daylight
Then I'll take my girl back home
Why don't you get away lazy John

11386. Lazy River

Lazy River
Town Mountain



[Verse 1]
A thousand miles from home the red dirt stains my feet
Carving out a living on a mountainside so steep
Promised all the things money could own
Now the only thing he wants is to be gone

[Verse 2]
Rise up with the morning, soon to be gone
Bound for the Gulf, then on down to Galveston
Worry hold him down, it's hard to toe the line
Tell the Captain, "Farewell, adiÃ³s"

[Chorus]
Crystal Springs sparkle and shine
Gold in the banks, buried in time
Leave the rushing water, lazy river roll
Swanee, oh Swanee, Swanee take me home

[Verse 3]
If what he said ain't true, it's lies he would tell
Coins lost long ago, further on down south
Boats on the river, shallow water, run aground
Left fortune for those who desire

[Verse 4]
[?] lays a river, never worked a day
'Til I saw mine slowly fade away
To be a lonesome river, I life I'd even choose
'Cause lonely is the life that we're all living

[Chorus]
Crystal Springs sparkle and shine
Gold in the banks, buried in time
Leave the rushing water, lazy river roll
Swanee, oh Swanee, Swanee take me home

[Chorus]
Crystal Springs sparkle and shine
Gold in the banks, buried in time
Leave the rushing water, lazy river roll
Swanee, oh Swanee, Swanee take me home

11387. Le Danse De La Joie

Le Danse de la Joie
Emmylou Harris & Rodney Crowell

[Rodney]
Paint me on that lipstick smile
Dance around the house in style
Wiggle 'n' wag those pretty legs
Come on gal, don't make me beg



[Emmylou]
Go on and get your lampshade on
Rattle that old bag of bones
Cut you a rug all which a way
Mon cher ami, bons temps rouler
Bons temps rouler, mon cher ami
C'est moi et toi toujours en vie
Is anything in life more sweet
Then you and me and four left feet

[Chorus:]
Oh mama, oh papa
La danse de joie
Papa, mama
The night is young, the stars are strung
La danse de joie
Mama, papa

[Rodney]
Every now and then the blues
Run off with my dancing shoes
The only the thing that'll bring em back
Is right there in your flour sack
[Emmylou]
Hand me down my rolling pin
Give me that old po' boy grin
I'll pat out some biscuit dough
Tu e moi la fais do do
Tu e moi la fais do do
Je vais metre sur Fats Domino
La danse de joie c'est tout le plus
Ain't no one home but me and you

[Chorus]

11388. Le Grader

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Le Grader

Y'a un maudit beau gratter
Qui passe en face de la porte patio
Pis Ã§a me donne des points au coeur
Ã■ force que j'trouve Ã§a beau
Ã■ moins que Ã§a soit le pontage
Qui me guette au virage
En moins que Ã§a soit mon corps feignant qui sacre un claque en virant
Les déjeuners du trucker, les hamburgers
Sont en train de m'encrasser l'moteur
Y'a des osti d'gros tracteurs Ã  neige
Les trucks sont loin de r'partir a lÃ¨ge
Heille fait assez beau y'a neigé toute la nuite
J'ai mal Ã  tÃªte a force que j'trippe
Ã■ moins que Ã§a soit la boisson



Hier j'ai bu comme un cochon
Ã■ moins que ce soit que j'ai pas dormis
La poudre, les cigarettes, le scotch whisky
Ou bedon c'est p't'Ãªtre les pilules
Hier dans nuite j'faisais des bulles
Les lies les chianes qui chine sous la lueur d'la lune
J'suis sul bord d'verser une larme
De faire l'bacon, de faire d'l'écume
Les lies les chianes qui chine sous la lueur d'la lune
J'suis sul bord d'verser une larme
De faire l'bacon, de faire d'l'écume

11389. Le Réchauffement D'La Planete

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Le Réchauffement D'La Planete

Envoye, ôte la baloune de su' ta pompe Ã  draft
La seule mouche Ã  biére icitte est assise dans ta face
Envoye, ôte la baloune de su' ta pompe Ã  draft
J'ai une couple de piastres, en faite j'ai toute une liasse
Et pis j'ai toute une soif Ã  étancher dans ta place
Envoye, recoule-moi en une autre
Que je ne recule devant rien
Envoye, recoule-moi en une autre
Que je roucoule Ã  ma voisine que'qu'chose de bien
Genre, Ã§a s'rait pas toi la cause du réchauffement d'la
PlanÃ¨te
LÃ  tu penses que j'te dis Ã§a parc'que chu chaud pis t'es
Pas lette
Ã■a s'rait pas toi la cause du réchauffement d'la planÃ¨te
Mais oui mais tu t'mets dont ben du spray net
Ouais Ã§a tient, y'est donc ben beau ton toupette
Mais m'a me t'nir loin j'ai peur tu m'crÃ¨ves un  il avec
J'ai dit ouais Ã§a tient, y'est donc ben beau ton toupette
Mais m'a me t'nir loin!
J'ai dit ouais Ã§a tient, y'est donc ben beau ton toupette
Mais m'a me t'nir loin j'ai peur tu m'crÃ¨ves un  il avec
J'ai dit ouais Ã§a tient, y'est donc ben beau ton toupette
Mais m'a me t'nir loin!

11390. Lead Me Gently Home - Chords

Lead Me Gently Home

G C G
Lead me gently home father
C G
Lead me gently home
D7 G



When life's toils are ended
 A7 D7
And parting days have come

G
Sin no more shall tempt me
C G
Never from Thee I'll roam
 C
If You'll only lead me Father
G D7 G
Lead me gently home

 D7
Lead me gently home father
G D7
Lead me gently home father
G C
Lest I fall upon the wayside
G D7 G
Lead me gently home

 C G
Lead me gently home Father
C G
Lead me gently home
D7 G
In my darkest hours Father
A7 D7
When life's troubles come
 G
Keep my feet from wandering
C G
Never from Thee I'll roam
 C
Lest I fall upon the wayside
G D7 G
Lead me gently home

Repeat #3

11391. Lead Me Not

Rodney Crowell - Lead Me Not

Well, I should have been home hours ago
I always lose track of the time
I'll just hold up this wall while I try to recall
A thought from the back of my mind
Oh yeah, I remember, It began with a wink
When you caught me lookin' at you
So don't ask me if you can buy me a drink
I know what you're tryin' to do



Lead me not into temptation
I already know the road all too well
Lead me not into temptation
I can find it all by myself
I've the best of intentions, Lord, I mean to be good
And straight to the path I should go
But seems the harder I try, the further I slide
'Til I'm lost down that same dead end road
Now you're a good lookin' thing, and that must be the best
Proposition that I've had all day
But there's no need for subtlety, darlin' just get thee behind me
And I'll show you the way
Lead me not into temptaion
I already know the road all too well
Oh Lead me not into temptation
I can find it all by myself
Oh Lead me not into temptation
I can find it all by myself

11392. Lead Me On

Lead Me On
Claire Lynch

Oh Lord, when You hide Your face from me
And I pass through the darkness of my soul
Unaware that the shadow of Your rings
Is keepin' me from standin' in the cold

[Chorus]
Somewhere out of the darkness
I need a light to shine
Fair as the moon, bright as the sun
Oh, I need You to lead me on, lead me on

And when this calloused heart turns into stone
And the shadows are falling on my mind
Turn around in Your silence, hear my voice
I'm prayin' for Your mercy one more time

[Chorus]

Lead me on, I will follow, lead me on
Oh, lead me on, I will follow, lead me on

When this veil of doubt surrounds me, I will look for You
Never turning to the left or to the right
Like a sailor with his eyes upon the stars
Traveling through the shadows of the night

[Chorus]



11393. Lead Me To That Fountain

Lead Me to that Fountain
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

This barren land of sin will never quench my thirst for living
Death will one day claim my soul
I've been told that Jesus has a fount of changing water
Living can be evermore

CHORUS:

(Oh brother lead me to that fountain)
Lead me to that fountain, lead me to that fountain
(Blessed fountain from above)
Fountain from above, fountain from above
(I need that wondrous living water)
Wondrous living water, Heaven's living water
Shared by the Master's love
(Shared by the Master's love)

Each shackled soul and scattered life needs hope for joyous living
something only Christ can share
He's the source to touch the soul and give it life forever
What a time he's planned up there

(chorus)

In Heaven's land I'm told the water's flow goes on forever
coming from a mighty throne
Crystal clear to quench the thirst of all that holy family
New life will go on and on

(chorus)

11394. Lead Me To That Rock

Lead Me to That Rock
Oak Ridge Boys - Lead Me to That Rock

Why don't you lead me to that Rock that is higher than I
Oh lead me, yes Lord lead me
Why don't you lead me to that Rock that is higher than I
Thou hast been a shelter for me

Well if you go down in yonder fold and search among the sheep
My brother thou hast been a shelter for me
Well you'll find Him there so I am told with those He loves to keep
My brother thou hast been a shelter for me



If you'll go in to the wilderness where dying ones are lost
My brother thou hast been a shelter for me
Well you'll find Him there to heal and bless no matter what the cost
My brother thou hast been a shelter for me

11395. Lead Me To The Rock

Lead Me To The Rock 

In seasons of grief,
To my Lord I'll repair,
When my heart is overwhelmed,
With its sorrows and cares

To the ends of the earth,
To my God I will fly,
Lead me to the rock,
That is higher than I.

Higher than I,
Higher than I,
Lead me to the rock,
That is higher than I.

When Satan the tempter,
Rolls in with a flood,
To drown my poor soul,
From its fountain of good

I will cling to the Savior,
Who humbly did die,
Lead me to the Rock,
That is higher than I.

Higher than I,
Higher than I,
Lead me to the rock,
That is higher than I.

11396. Leaders

Billy Strings 
Leaders

We're not the leaders anymore
All our believers washed ashore
We've got to find another door
We're not the leaders anymore



Where are the children left to play?
Let mother nature lead the way
We're gonna need her love someday
Where are the children left to play?

We're not the leaders anymore
All our believers washed ashore
We've got to find another door
We're not the leaders anymore

We stand up straight and suck our thumbs
Sometimes it feels so fucking dumb
It makes my fingers tingle numb
We stand up straight and suck our thumbs

We're not the leaders anymore
All our believers washed ashore
We've got to find another door
We're not the leaders anymore

There should have been some other way
For us to thrive and have our say
Without just throwing it away
There should have been some other way

We're not the leaders anymore
All our believers washed ashore
We've got to find another door
We're not the leaders anymore

11397. Leaf Of Love

Leaf Of Love

The leaf of love is slowly falling
Like winter storms with rain and snow
You broke a heart in one short moment
The leaf of love is falling low

How could you go and leave me lonely
I have no one to call my own
The tree that bore my love for you dear
Has shed its leaves my love is gone

Stormy roads I'm traveling on now
Where I'll end God only knows
A beaten rock along the river
It's quiet and peaceful where it flows



11398. Lean In

Lean In - Rising Appalachia

Bend down
Get low
Come close
What do you have to show for yourself

Lean in
Let's begin again
Bow on down
Try this soft hearted

Oh, miles
Miles and miles and miles
I'm a road map baby
I'll take you back home with me one day

Oh, miles
Miles and miles and miles
Slow down and come near
Say what I want to hear .

Say I want you 
Said I love you
I've fixed up this old ride
Crossed borders
Swam the waters
Now I need you by my side

11399. Lean Into It

Little Big Town - Lean Into It

[Verse 1]
These days are filled with trouble
And the nights feel like they're all getting longer
These days are dark and grey
Like that storm rolling in across the water

[Chorus]
There's a strong wind blowing
I push on it pushes back
It's a hard time
But I know I'll get through it
Just got to lean into it

[Verse 2]
This isn't where I thought I'd be
If I could I'd stop it now and I'd rewind it
But this isn't where I'm going to fall
If there's a way to fight



I know I'm going to find it

[Chorus]
There's a strong wind blowing
I push on it pushes back
It's a hard time
But I know I'll get through it
Just got to lean into it

[Break]
I keep going even though

[Chorus]
There's a strong wind blowing
I push on it pushes back
It's a hard time
But I know I'll get through it
Just got to lean into it

11400. Leaning On The Everlasting Arms

Leaning On The Everlasting Arms
Iris Dement - Stanley Brothers

What a fellowship, what a joy divine
Leaning on the everlasting arms
What a blessedness, what a peace is mine
Leaning on the everlasting arms 

   Leaning, leaning
   Safe and secure from all alarms
   Leaning, leaning
   Leaning on the everlasting arms 

O how sweet to walk in the pilgrim way
Leaning on the everlasting arms
O how bright the path grows from day to day
Leaning on the everlasting arms 

What have I to dread, what have I to fear
Leaning on the everlasting arms
I have blessed peace with my Lord so near
Leaning on the everlasting arms

11401. Leaning On The Everlasting Arms - Chords

Leaning On The Everlasting Arm
recorded by George Jones
written by Elisha A. Hoffman, Anthony J. Showalter, Wilbur Jones 



G                 C
What a fellowship what a joy divine
G                          D7
Leaning on the everlasting arms
G                  C
What a blessedness what a peace is mine
G                  D7      G
Leaning on the everlasting arms
 
        C       G                        D7
Leaning leaning safe and secure from all alarms
G       C         G                  D7      G
Leaning lean-ing  leaning on the everlasting arms
 
                     C
Oh how sweet to walk in this pilgrim way
G                          D7
Leaning on the everlasting arms
G                      C
Oh how bright the path grows from day to day
G                  D7      G
Leaning on the everlasting arms
 
        C       G                        D7
Leaning leaning safe and secure from all alarms
G       C         G                  D7      G
Leaning lean-ing  leaning on the everlasting arms
 
                     C
What have I to dread what have I to fear
G                          D7
Leaning on the everlasting arms
G                    C
I have blessed peace with my Lord so near
G                  D7      G
Leaning on the everlasting arms
 
        C       G                        D7
Leaning leaning safe and secure from all alarms
G       C         G                  D7      G
Leaning lean-ing  leaning on the everlasting arms

11402. Leap Year

Leap year
Greensky Bluegrass

Well, I remember many years from now turned out we misled somehow
They say the good ones all meet up in the end
But I'm not headed that way
Nothing is over that hasn't begun
There's a life waitin' for you, baby turn away and run



Completely invested and entirely tied
But content to unwind
How can one more day make a year so long?
Like I'm falling down with my shadows gone
Gonna need to take a leap of fear

I don't sleep sober and sometimes I can't see
There's a river of sadness like whisky in me
It's not my actions that bring me shame
Only myself to blame

How can one more day make a year so long?
Like I'm falling down with my shadows gone
Gonna need to take a leap of fear

Ooooooo ooooooh Oh, ooooooo ooooooh oH
Ooooooo ooooooh Oh, Ooooooo ooooooh oH
Afraid of living without the sorrow
Worried Joy will lose all of it's power
Cut off at the knee is nothing to stand on
Force my envy red
Ooooooo ooooooh Oh, ooooooo ooooooh oH
Ooooooo ooooooh Oh, Ooooooo ooooooh oH

How can one more day make a year so long?
Like I'm falling down with my shadows gone
Gonna need to take a leap of fear

11403. Learnin' to Drown

Rodney Crowell - Learnin' to Drown

[Verse 1]
Well I been sleepin' in my car
Been movin' fast but it seems I ain't gone far
And I can't believe oh what I am and what I used to be
I'm barely a man and livin' hard
Well my father killed himself and my mother hit the bar
Ain't it funny, ain't it funny how the world'll set you free?

[Chorus]
I spent my whole life wonderin' why I'm down
I don't feel easy if the blues don't come around
And my face don't look right without a frown
Well if you can't swim you better learn to drown

[Verse 2]
Well I been stealin' all my meals
I been gettin' by every time the well runs dry I tell myself
If it don't kill me then I guRss I'll never die
WRll I been acting like a mule
Cause I'd rather hear you laugh than be here with my mind and all my thoughts
Well I guess I'll always be the laughin' fool



[Chorus]
I spent my whole life wonderin' why I'm down
I don't feel easy if the blues don't come around
And my face don't look right without a frown
Well if you can't swim you better learn to drown

[Verse 3]
Well I've thought about closin' the door
And ending it all like my father did before but it ain't worth
All the people who won't see me anymore
Well there ain't much that lasts too long
All the rights that I took wrong, all the lefts that still ain't gone
They will be here, here in my sad song

[Chorus]
I spent my whole life wonderin' why I'm down
I don't feel easy if the blues don't come around
And my face don't look right without a frown
Well if you can't swim you better learn to drown

11404. Learning How To Live

Lucinda Williams - Learning How To Live

I'm learning how to live
Without you in my life
I'm learning how to live
Without you in my life

I'll take the best of what
You had to give
I'll make the most of what
You left me with
I'm learning how to live

They say the best is still yet to come
But the taste of you is still on my tongue
I can't forget and I won't even try
To erase your image and the way you made me cry
I'm learning how to live

All I have left is this dime story
But I will trade it for anything
The days ahead will never be the same
For you I might even change my name
I'm learning how to live

I'm learning how to live
Without you in my life
I'm learning how to live
Without you in my life



I'll take the best of what
You had to give
I'll make the most of what
You left me with
I'm learning how to live
I'm learning how to live
I'm learning how to live

11405. Learning To Fly

Totte BergstrÃ¶m - Learning to Fly

Well I started out down a dirty road
Started out all alone
And the sun went down as I crossed the hill
And the town lit up, the world got still

I'm learning to fly, but I ain't got wings
Coming down is the hardest thing

Well the good ol' days may not return
And the rocks might melt and the sea may burn

I'm learning to fly, but I ain't got wings
Coming down is the hardest thing

Well some say life will beat you down
Break your heart, steal your crown
So I've started out for God knows where
I guess I'll know when I get there

I'm learning to fly, around the clouds,
But what goes up must come down

I'm learning to fly, but I ain't got wings
Coming down is the hardest thing

11406. Learning To Live Again

Learning To Live Again - Garth Brooks 

I burned my hand, I cut my face 
Heaven knows how long it's been 
Since I've felt so out of place 
I'm wonderin' if I'll fit in 

Debbie and Charley said they'd be here by nine 
And Deb said she might bring a friend 
Just my luck, they're right on time 



So here I go again 

I'm gonna smile my best smile 
And I'm gonna laugh like it's going out of style 
Look into her eyes and pray that she don't see 
That learning to live again is killing me 

Little cafe, table for four 
But there's just conversation for three 
I like the way she let me get the door 
I wonder what she thinks of me 

Debbie just whispered, "You're doin' fine" 
And I wish that I felt the same 
She's asked me to dance, now her hand's in mine 
Oh, my god, I've forgotten her name 

But I'm gonna smile my best smile 
And I'm gonna laugh like it's going out of style 
Look into her eyes and pray that she don't see 
That learning to live again is killing me 

Now here we are beneath her porch light 
And I say what a great time it's been 
A kiss on the cheek, a whisper goodnight 
And I say, "can I see you again" 

And she just smiles her best smile 
And she laughs like it's going out of style 
Looks into my eyes and says, "We'll see" 
Oh this learning to live again is killing me 
God this learning to live again is killing me

11407. Learning To Live With Myself

Merle Haggard - Learning to Live With Myself

[Verse 1]
I learned how to live with my darling
God took my darling away
Down through the years
He took all my peers
Left me here and pray

[Verse 2]
And it's hard to handle the loneliness
Harder to maintain my health
Till he gives me my call
The hardest of all
Will be learning to live with myself

Chorus]
Learning to live with myself



A lesson that's so hard to learn
Even locked down in a prison
There's a cellmate with friendship to earn

[Verse 3]
It's harder to face up to the mirror
Leave all the habits on the shelf
Until he gives me my call
The hardest of all
Will be learning to live with myself

11408. Learning To Smile All Over Again

John Hartford - Learning to Smile All Over Again

Now I just got into a new way to fly
Oh what an easy way to get high
The love that I get from the love I send
Learning to smile all over again

Learning to smile all over again
That's what it takes to make a new friend
That's when I learned that it wasn't the end
Learning to smile all over again

She turned me around to see what's to see
And to consider the frown that's pasted on me
Like the kisses heal of pain on the mend
I'm learning to smile all over again

Learning to smile all over again
That's what it takes to make a new friend
That's when I learned that it wasn't the end
Learning to smile all over again

Learning to smile all over again
That's what it takes to make a new friend
That's when I learned that it wasn't the end
Learning to smile all over again

11409. Leave

Leave
Larkin Poe - Leave

[Verse 1: Thom Hell]
She was nice but I never loved her
She kept on coming 'round when I was feeling blue
And I had my night, she had everyone's



So I just figured there was nothing left to do

[Chorus: Thom Hell]
But leave
Leave
I've got everything a guy could dream of
So just leave
Leave
I'd rather stay home dreaming of you

[Verse 2: Rebecca Lovell, (All)]
(So do not be nice)
(If you don't love her)
She'll keep coming 'round to play you like a song
In your life
(Can't have everyone)
So don't pretend you can go back home where you belong

[Chorus: Thom Hell, (All)]
Whoa-oa-oa-oa
(Leave)
(Leave)
(I've got everything a guy could dream of)
(So just leave)
(Leave)
(I'd rather stay home dreaming of you)

[Breakdown]

[Chorus: (All)]
(Just leave)
(Leave)
(I've got everything a guy could dream of)
(So just leave)
(Leave)
(I'd rather stay home dreaming of you)

11410. Leave Her Johnny

Leave Her Johnny
Traditional

Oh, I thought I heard the old man say
Leave her, Johnny, leave her
It's a long, hard pull to the next pay day
And it's time for us to leave her

Chorus:
Leave her, Johnny, leave her
Oh, leave her, Johnny, leave her
Oh, the voyage is done and the winds don't blow
And it's time for us to leave her



Oh, pull you lubbers or you'll get no pay
Leave her, Johnny, leave her
Oh, pull you lubbers and then be lay
And it's time for us to leave her

Oh the skipper was bad, but the mate was worse
Leave her, Johnny, leave her
He'd blow you down with a spite and a curse
And it's time for us to leave her

Repeat first verse

11411. Leave It Alone

Forester Sisters - Leave it alone
Composer: Radney Foster - Bill Lloyd

You don't think causing trouble  round town
You and this thing been runnin' round
Now I don't know nothing
Don't you think giving back these years
Words burn hotter than the salt in these tears
And I should know something

You gotta leave it alone, leave it alone
Don't you even think about comin' back home
Wishing too hard, baby I'm gone
Leave it alone, leave it alone

Every other night I hear the same old lie
You're going out with the boys
You better think it out
Can't live without you

Maybe this time
You better make up your mind
You better learn about leavin' and leave lovin' behind
And I'll show you how to

You better leave it alone, leave it alone
Don't you even think about comin' back home
Push too hard
I'll be gone
Leave it alone, leave it alone

Yea, leave it alone, leave it alone
Take it any further you'll be on you own
Push too hard, baby I'm gone
Leave it alone, leave it alone

No more games
Or I'll be gone forever
It takes two to keep this thing together



Leave it alone, leave it alone
Don't you even think about comin' back home
Push too hard, I'll be gone
Leave it alone, leave it alone

Leave it alone, leave it alone
Take it any further
You'll be on you own
Push too hard
Baby, I'm gone
Leave it alone, leave it alone

Leave it alone
Leave it alone
Leave it alone

11412. Leave It At The Gate

Leave It at the Gate
Chris Jones & The Night Drivers

[Verse 1]
My work may not seem the most fulfilling, still, I have to say, I do it well
Whether it's a good day or a bad one, I'm grateful for the five o'clock bell
That's when I'm master of the moment, if not always master of my fate
That sound means I'm done with all my worry because I get to leave it at the gate

[Chorus]
And I feel the breeze through my open window, almost home, you know I won't be late
And I don't have to let my job define me because I get to leave it at the gatR
You know I get to leave it at thR gate

[Verse 2]
Some friends of mine are on the fast track, but they can never seem to lay it down
I do what it takes to keep things moving, but after that, I won't be hanging 'round
I don't feel the need for second guessing, I'm glad for the choices that I've made
Day to day, had my disappointments, still, I get to leave them at the gate

[Chorus]
And I feel the breeze through my open window, almost home, you know I won't be late
And I don't have to let my job define me because I get to leave it at the gate
You know I get to leave it at the gate
And I don't have to let my job define me because I get to leave it at the gate
You know I get to leave it at the gate

11413. Leave My Woman Alone



Leave My Woman Alone
Rob Ickes & Trey Hensley - NewFound Road

[Chorus]
If you don't want, you don't have to get in trouble
If you don't want, you don't have to get in trouble
If you don't want, you don't have to get in trouble
Well, you better leave my woman alone

[Verse 1]
Well, I know you are a playboy
You've got women all over town
But listen buddy, if you ever sweet-talk my little girl
I'm gonna lay your body down

[Chorus]
If you don't want, you don't have to get in trouble
If you don't want, you don't have to get in trouble
If you don't want, you don't have to get in trouble
Well, you better leave my woman alone

[Verse 2]
Well, I know you got your money
And you've got a new fifty-six too
But listen buddy, if I see my girl in your new car
I'm gonna do some work on you

[Chorus]
If you don't want, you don't have to get in trouble
If you don't want, you don't have to get in trouble
If you don't want, you don't have to get in trouble
Well, you better leave my woman alone

[Verse 3]
Well, I don't believe in trouble
So I don't want to start a fight
But listen buddy, if you stay away from my little girl
Everything will be alright

[Chorus]
If you don't want, you don't have to get in trouble
If you don't want, you don't have to get in trouble
If you don't want, you don't have to get in trouble
Well, you better leave my woman alone
You better leave my woman alone

11414. Leave The Lights On - Chords

Leave The Lights On
(John Prine/Howie Epstein/Phil Parlapiano/Joe Romersa)

Intro:
[E]
[E]Feeling kind of boney



On the telephoney
Talking to Marconi
Eating Rice-A-Roni
[A]Nominated for Tony
For acting like a phoney
[E]Watching Twilight Zoney
On my forty-two inch Sony
Th[B7]is is just a long song
It ain't no poem
Le[E]ave the lights on till you baby gets home.

[E]It's like sitting in the kitchen
When the music's really bitchin'
Your nose it starts to itchin'
As you count your old age pension
D[A]id I forget to mention
The ride that I was hitchin'
To the al[E]uminum convention
I had such good intentions
Ke[B7]ep you cotton pickin' fingers off my song poem
And le[E]ave the lights on till you baby gets home.

Le[E]ave the lights on till you baby gets home.
Leave the lights on till you baby gets home.
Do[A]n't forget your toothbrush
Your hairbrush and your comb
L[E]eave the lights on till you baby gets home.
Got a b[B7]ig ol' dog
A chrome crowbar
I k[E]eep that mother humper in the back seat of my car
[E] [A] [E] [B7] [A] [E]

[E]Me and Billy Shakespeare
Stepped out to get a root beer
We sat together so near
People thought we were queer
Pun[A]ctuated by the big scare
We joined the Air Force right there
To d[E]efend our country first class
Who couldn't give a rat's ass
Do[B7]n't you tell me that the White House is my home
Le[E]ave the lights on till you baby gets home.

Le[E]ave the lights on till you baby gets home.
Leave the lights on till you baby gets home.
Do[A]n't forget your toothbrush
Your hairbrush and your comb
Leave the lights on till you baby gets home.
Got a b[B7]ig ol' dog
A big iron bar
I k[E]eep that mother humper in the back seat of my car

[E]It's like kissing Greta Garbo
With a mouth full of marbles
 [A]
Like tr[E]ying to cash a paycheck
In the middle of a train wreck [B7]



Le[E]ave the lights on
Leave the lights on
[E]Like trying to get aroundo
In a car made of bondo [A]
Like sp[E]eaking German lingo
To a dog named Dingo[B7] - Plotz!!
[E]Leave the lights on
Leave the lights on
[E]Like a french-fried quesadilla
In a franchised pizzeria
 [A]
[E]Leave the lights on
Leave the lights on
[B7]
A big iron bar
I k[E]eep that mother humper in the back seat of my car

11415. Leave This Town

Desert Rose Band - Leave This Town

Diamonds are so pretty, 
Rubies are so red
My baby's gone and left me, 
She's made another's bed
I can't believe this misery, 
Sneaks up on you real slow
If she's the one in trouble 
Why's it me that has to go

I don't want to leave this town
I'm not the one to blame
Leaving all my friends behind
In sorrow and shame

I thought that we were happy, 
I thought our love was true
A better life you couldn't find 
Speak on like lovers do
Taken by the devil 
To another man's arms
Held captive by his richness 
And shackled by his charms

I don't want to leave this town
I don't want to know
Leaving all my friends behind
I don't want to go

I can't pretend, love's lost again
And I don't know what I'm gonna do
It's just breakin' my heart in two



Oh, I don't want to leave this town
I'm not the one to blame
Leaving all my friends behind
In sorrow and shame

I can't pretend, love's lost again
And I don't know what I'm gonna do
It's just breakin' my heart in two

No, I don't want to leave this town
I don't want to go
Leaving all my friends behind
I don't want to know

I don't want to leave this town
I don't want to know
Leaving all my friends behind
I don't want to go

11416. Leave Well Enough Alone - Chords

Leave Well Enough Alone
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Bill Caswell and Keith Whitley

G7    C          G7      C
Let's leave well enough alone
        F          G7        C
Darling we can get by on our own
    F             G7        C           F
Our love's strong enough to weather the storm
      C          G7      C
If we leave well enough alone

           G7          Am
We've been together so long
      F         C             G7
We've taken the good with the bad
                           Am
Now I see the fear in your eyes
    F           C               Dm  G7
You worry we've lost what we've had

repeat #1

G7  C          G7           Am
The doubts you have in your mind
    F             C           G7
Are hard for your heart to conceal
                                 Am
But our love grown stronger with time
         F            C              Dm
And it's just growing pains that you feel



repeat #1

    F             G7        C           F
Our love's strong enough to weather the storm
      C          G7      C
If we leave well enough alone

11417. Leaves Mustn't Fall

Leaves Mustn't Fall 
Charlie Moore

The autumn, leaves were falling 
And the snow was soon to come 
As I was walking down a lonesome road  
I saw a little fellow, he was sitting all alone 
A-catching leaves as they came tumblin' down 
 
CHORUS: 
The leaves mustn't fall, oh no they mustn't fall 
I'm tyin' the leaves, so they will stay 
I've lost my mom and dad, now sister's all I have 
Don't let the falling leaves take her away 
 
My little sister's seven, and she's sure a pretty thing 
Just as pretty as a picture on the wall 
The doctor came this summer 
And he said that she would die 
When autumn leaves have turned and start to fall 
 
So won't you help me mister  
Won't you help me tie the leaves 
We'll tie 'em to the branches good and strong 
And if we tie 'em tightly, we can keep my sister here 
And show that doctor man, that he was wrong

11418. Leaves Of Fate

Swingin' Utters - Leaves of Fate

The grapes are ripped straight off the vine before they're ripe
The fifths are drank, the eighths smolder in the pipe
Complaints to celebrate are fathomed and condoned
Such a fucked up state, not just wired drunk and stoned
This must be for someone else
Debauchery must be for someone else
Someone else, someone else
Someone else



The drapes are drawn to be ignored, to be polite
They stand to leave and can't stand to leave your side
The walls were painted white, now stained a color bone
The calls are weak and faint holler into the phone
This call must be for someone else
This privacy must be for someone else
Someone else
For someone else
Then I step into the room
I plan to stay and accept the doom
I'm not about to lose my cool
I'm just the lout to play the fool
The leaves fall from the trees and tangle in the rakes
The leaves call out to me, "what angle do you take?"
The leaves are glistening, glorious in the morning dew
The leaves are listening flooring us with storied truths

11419. Leaves Of September

Leaves of September
Chris Stapleton

With the whisper of dawn
I am chained to a memory
And the silence of the morning
Wraps my heart in a blanket of used to be's
I know you're over me
I walk to the window
Slip on my lonely shoes
I put on some coffee
So I can keep on wishin' I was over you
But I'm not over you
My mind is heavy I
T's a weight on my shoulders
And every day
It's getting colder and colder
Just like a rose that dies
It never blooms again
Never gonna get to know
I'll never know what might've been
And like a season that's been taken by the wind
You're gone
Gone like the leaves of September
Now I look in the mirror
And a broken man is all I see
I wash my face
But I just can't wash away these broken dreams
It's all I do it seems
I miss your voice
And I miss your sweet laugh
Can't stop thinking
That forever's what we could've had
But that's what we'll never have



I tell myself that it's over
It's over
And every time I do
It's just getting colder
Just like a rose that dies
It never blooms again
Never gonna get to know
I'll never know what might've been
And like a season that's been taken by the wind
You're gone
Gone like the leaves of September
Just like a rose that dies
It never blooms again
Never gonna get to know
I'll never know what might've been
And like a season that's been taken by the wind
You're gone, gone
Just like a rose that dies
It never blooms again
Never gonna get to know
I'll never know what might've been
And like a season that's been taken by the wind
You're gone
Gone like the leaves of September

11420. Leaves That Are Green

Leaves That Are Green
Simon & Garfunkel
Bluegrass Alliance - Adam Steffey

I was twenty-one years when I wrote this song
I'm twenty-two now, but I won't be for long
Time hurries on
And the leaves that are green turn to brown
And they wither with the wind
And they crumble in your hand

Once my heart was filled with the love of a girl
I held her close, but she faded in the night
Like a poem I meant to write
And the leaves that are green turn to brown
And they wither with the wind
And they crumble in your hand

I threw a pebble in a brook
And watched the ripples run away
And they never made a sound
And the leaves that are green turn to brown
And they wither with the wind
And they crumble in your hand

Hello, hello, hello, hello



Good-bye, good-bye, good-bye, good-bye
That's all there is
And the leaves that are green turn to brown

11421. Leavin'

Leavin'
Yonder Mountain String Band - Greensky Bluegrass

Now I was a stranger in love and in town
You set me up then you put me down
You had your way with me every time
But leaving would take that load off my mind

   You wanted love and you wanted more
   People and places like never before
   You ran around like you thought I was blind
   But leaving would take that load off my mind

Now you had me fooled from the day that we met
Sweet lies you told me I'll never forget
But you can't keep lying and love and you'll find
Cause leaving will take that load off my mind

Now don't you be waiting for my knock on your door
That kind of loving I don't need no more
You had your day until it came time
For leaving will take that load off my mind

11422. Leavin' In Your Eyes

Little Big Town - Leavin' In Your Eyes

[Verse 1]
Sure is quiet, sky's too blue
You aren't hiding but I can't find you
Sheets on the line so, nothing's changed
Guess it's nothing left to say
Read you like an open book
Standing on the edge but you can't look down
Feel better if you just lie
You got leaving in your eyes
If you just let one, tear fall down
That might tell me why you're hanging around
If you remember when, we started this
You might remember what you're going to miss

[Chorus]
Read you like an open book



Standing on the edge but you can't look down
Feel better if you just lie
You got leaving in your eyes

[bridge]
In my suitcase, aren't no rain
No sign of life, no everything, at all

[Verse 2]
Open up the screen door and you're, looking out
Oh I can see it now, I read you like an open book
Standing on the edge but I can't look down
Feel better if you just lie

[Chorus x2]

[Outro]
You got leaving in your eyes

11423. Leavin' Louisiana In The Broad Daylight - Chords

Leavin' Louisiana In The Broad Daylight
Oak Ridge Boys - Leavin' Louisiana In The Broad Daylight

B 
Mary took to runnin' with a travelin' man

Left her momma crying with her head in her hands
       E                  B
Such a sad case so broken hearted
B
She said momma I got to go, I gotta get out of here

I gotta get out of town

I'm tired of hanging around
        E                   B
I gotta roll on between the ditches

It's just an ordinary story bout the way things go
Round and round, nobody knows
But the highway goes on forever
That old highway rolls on forever
Lord she never would have done it if she hadn't got drunk
If she hadn't started runnin' with a travelin' man
If she hadn't started takin' those crazy chances
She said daughter let me tell you  bout the traveling kind
Everywhere he's going such a very short time
He'll be long gone before you know it
He'll be long gone before you know it

(Chorus:)
         G#m                           F#



She said never have I known it when it felt so good
E                           B
Never have I knew it when I knew I could
G#m                          F#
Never have I done it when it looked so right
E
Leaving Louisiana in the broad daylight

This is down in the swampland anything goes
It's alligator bait and the bars don't close
It's the real thing down in Louisiana
Did you ever a Cajun when he really got mad
Really got trouble like a daughter gone bad
It gets real hot down in Louisiana
The stranger better move it or he's gonna get killed
He's gonna have to get it or a shotgun will
It ain't no time for lengthy speeches
There ain't no time for lengthy speeches

11424. Leavin' Tennessee

Robert Earl Keen - Leavin' Tennessee 

The sun is settin'
On our time living here
You've lost the will
I've lost the heart
We should be leavin'
While the coast is still clear
Cause we won't make it after dawn
We can cash in our chips
And pack up the car
Lock up the door
And hide the key

The only two things that mean anything to me
Are loving you
And leaving Tennessee

Silver eagles fly down streets paved with gold
Stars keep shining through the dawn
Anything you can dream of to hold
You can have here for a song
But there's a song tonight
That's riding the wind
I'm the words
And you're the melody

The only two things that mean anything to me
Are loving you
And leaving Tennessee

It's just the two of us



All out on our own
That's the way it ought to be

The only two things that mean anything to me
Are loving you
And leaving tennessee

We can call up all our friends on the phone
Tell them that someday we'll return
First, we have to start to make a new home
We have one last bridge to burn
Lay your head down and we'll drive
Through the night
And in the morning light you're gonna see

The only things that mean anything to me
Are loving you
And leaving Tennessee

The only things that mean anything to me
Are loving you
And leaving Tennessee

11425. Leavin' Texas

Jerry Jeff Walker - Leavin' Texas

[Chorus 1]
Well now, Texas, I'm just a little lost and beaten down
Like that morning star ahead of me fadin' out
But if I make it to the borders of the Rio Grande
I guess I can make it for one last sunset 'cross the prairie

[Verse 1]
In Texas this morning, the sounds, they just sing to me
I'm alive again with every footstep settin' me free
If I keep my [spine?] in touch with the good times we spent in those hills
They will always be a part of me [as a living?] Texas memory

[Chorus 2]
O Texas, I'm just a little lost and I'm beaten down
But like that morning star that's ahead of me and fadin' out
I just hope I make it to the borders of the Rio Grande
So I can catch me one last sunset 'cross the prairie

[Verse 2]
I say everything seems to be movin' on, so I'm movin' on
I don't deny I get a loneliness that comes sometimes
But all the miles and all footsteps goin' down
Ain't how I keep a count
For every lonely stretch
Where I just kept on for keepin' on



[Chorus 3]
O Texas, I'm just a little lost and beaten down
But like that morning star in front of me, it's gonna guide me home
Just [cut me?] to the borders of the Rio Grande
I'll just catch me one last sunset 'cross the prairie

[Chorus 4]
Oh now Texas, I'm just a little lost and I'm beaten on
But like that morning star fadin' out, I'm still keepin' on
If I just make it to the border, the borders of the Rio Grande
And I'm gonna catch me one last sunset 'cross Texas prairie

11426. Leavin' With A Smile

Leavin' With a Smile
Dead Winter Carpenters

If you wanna ride on the railway
leave all of your troubles behind
if you wanna ride on the railway
push all of your best plans aside

If you're leavin', not coming back for a while
and if you're leavin', you're leavin' with a smile
whoa whoa leavin' with a smile whoa

Follow my footsteps to the station
As the snowfall paints a canvas on the hill
Follow my footsteps to the station
We've got no idle time left to kill

Cuz if we're leavin', not coming back for a while
and if we're leavin', we'll be leavin' with a smile
whoa whoa leavin' with a smile whoa

this whole damn world's turned cold
and you've got yourself a heavy heart
You better pick up and hit the road
and find yourself a brand new start

And if you wanna ride on the railway
leave all of your troubles behind
if you wanna ride on the railway
push all of your best plans aside

Cuz if we're leavin', we're not coming back for a while
and if we're leavin', we'll be leavin' with a smile
whoa whoa leavin' with a smile whoa

whoa whoa whoa whoa whoa whoawhoa whoa
leavin' with a smile, whoa



11427. Leavin's Heavy On My Mind

Leavin's Heavy on My Mind - The Grascals

The whistle of the train breaks through the silence
From my room I hear those big jet engines whine
Wish she'd give me a reason for stayin'
Cause leavin's heavy on my mind.

(Chorus)
Train is slowin' and
the whistle's blowin' and
suddenly I find
Leavin's heavy on my mind

(Break)

Do you think there'd be a chance she would love me
I ask myself time after time
But her love gives me no reason for stayin'
And leavin' is heavy on my mind

(Chorus)
(Break)

The sun is slowly bringin' in the mornin'
To the spot where your soft young body lies
By your side and maybe for the last time
Cause leavin' is heavy on my mind

(Chorus)
(Break)
(Chorus 2x)

11428. Leavin's Not The Only Way To Go

Leavin's Not The Only Way To Go

Do the mornin's still come early, are the nights not long enough?
Does a tear of hesitation fall on everything you touch?
Well, it all might be a lesson for the hasty heart to know
Maybe leavin's not the only way to go

Maybe lyin' at your feelin's, grow accustomed to the dark
By mornin's light, it just might solve the problems of the heart
And it all might be a lesson for the hasty heart to know
Maybe leavin's not the only way to go

People reach new understandings all the time



Take a second look, maybe change their minds
People reach new understandings every day
Tell me not to reach, babe, and I'll go away

But do the mornin's still come early, are the nights not long enough?
Does a tear of hesitation fall on everything you touch?
Well, it all might be a lesson for the hasty heart to know
Maybe leavin's not the only way to go

People reach new understandings all the time
Take a second look, maybe change their minds
People reach new understandings every day
Tell me not to reach, babe, and I'll go away

But do the mornin's still come early, are the nights not long enough?
Does a tear of hesitation fall on everything you touch?
Well, it all might be a lesson for the hasty heart to know
Maybe leavin's not the only way to go

11429. Leaving Baker County

Leaving Baker County 
Junior Sisk
 
For eighteen years I lived in Baker County 
I never climbed the ladder of success 
They don't make ladders back in Baker County 
I wonder why they wonder why I left 
 
CHORUS : 
The sign says you're now leaving Baker County 
I been walking half the day and half the night 
The sign says you're now leaving Baker County 
And I guess for one time, Baker County's right 

Her daddy was the man in Baker County 
He offered me employment but I guess 
I wasn't good enough for Baker County 
So I left them with no forwarding address 
 
I never will go back to Baker County 
Now that it's behind me I confess 
I never did think much of Baker County 
And every mile I'm thinking of it less

11430. Leaving Dallas

Leaving Dallas - Hot Buttered Rum



The lights are bright in Dallas Texas
Twinkling the diamonds the oil queens wear
Of all the girls in Dallas Texas
You were the one who wasn't meant to be there

You should've been born to a different mother
In Mendocino County 30 wintertimes ago
So much love from a different father
So much lupine and poison oak

(chorus:)
Run, run, run
Run from the sound of that confusion that echoes from every oil drum
From a distance that shines like a field of blazing suns
She's leaving a familiar Babylon
Leaving the search for another splendid one
She's leaving Dallas, she's leaving Dallas
She's finally leaving Dallas, she's leaving Dallas

Remember the ways of your old lover
Remember the sweat of fingers in your hair
Back in the arms of your old lover
You were a pair of dice midair

I would help you leaving Dallas
I would help you pack or meet you at the door
I see you smiling leaving Dallas
This old shirt won't be patched anymore

(chorus)

11431. Leaving Eden

Carolina Chocolate Drops 
Leaving Eden

Hush now, don't you wake up
We'll be leaving at first light
Mama's buying you a mockingbird
To lull you through the night
Across the Dan by morning
Here's a blanket for you to share
They're building down in Georgia
Daddy hears he'll find work there

And the mockingbird can sing
Like the crying of the dove
And I can't tell my daughters
All the things that I am scared of
But I am not afraid of that bright glory up above
Dying's just another way to lead the ones you love

No work for the working man



Just one more empty mill
Hard times in Rockingham
Hard times harder still
The crows are in the kitchen
The wolves at the door
Our father's land of Eden is paradise no more

And the mockingbird can sing
Like the crying of the dove
And I can't tell my daughters
All the things that I am scared of
But I am not afraid of that bright glory up above
Dying's just another way to lead the ones you love

My sister stayed in Eden
Her husband's got some land
An agent for the county thinks that they might make a stand
A hard life full of working
With nothing much to show
A long life of leaving with nowhere to go

And the mockingbird can sing
Like the crying of the dove
And I can't tell my daughters
All the things that I am scared of
But I am not afraid of that bright glory up above
Dying's just another way to lead the ones you love

11432. Leaving It Behind

Leaving It Behind
Adrienne Young - Leaving It Behind

How many springs did I run through the meadow
Amazed by all the colors in the field
Handfuls of flowers and I couldn't wait to pick 'em
Mama look the daffodils are here
A few days of glory and then they were gone
It always made me sad to watch them die
(But it) helped me to learn they were never mine anyway
And part of life is leaving it behind

How many springs has it been since that morning
We said goodbye to mama on this hill
Just like today, the wind seemed to lift us
Connecting us to destiny fulfilled
A few days of glory and then we are gone
It always makes us sad to say goodbye
(But it) helps us to learn they were never ours anyway
And part of life is leaving it behind

I still have the questions
I still cry the tears



I still see the beauty in these flowers
But now I leave them here

I count every day as a gift that I'm given
To be with all the flowers on the hill
Don't have to look very hard to get livin'
In gratitude for every hush and thrill
A few days of glory and then I'll be gone
Sometimes it makes me sad to say goodbye
(But it) helps me to learn it was never mine anyway
And part of life is leaving it behind

11433. Leaving London

Doc Watson 
Leaving London

There's a dark and rolling sea between my love and me
As I walk through this cold, lonesome town
As I wish for a better day I need a place to stay
If it's just a floor to spread my blanket down

If I could beg, steal or borrow
A ticket on some old ship or plane
I'd leave old London tomorrow
And I'd fly to my own true love again

I'll put on a change of shirt just to wash away the dirt
And then it's over to American Express
And not a letter do I find, she didn't even send a line
And I know she has my forwarding address

If I could beg, steal or borrow
A ticket on some old ship or plane
I'd leave old London tomorrow
And I'd fly to my own true love again

Last night the Troubadour was so full they barred the door
And I sang a song that she loved so well
And it wouldn't take me long to make up another song
About a sad and a lonesome farewell

If I could beg, steal or borrow
A ticket on some old ship or plane
I'd leave old London tomorrow
And I'd fly to my own true love again

At my room I close the door, spread my blanket on the floor
Feeling like a man in a cell
Sleep finally comes to me and I drift across the sea
To the waiting arms of the girl I love so well

And if I could beg, steal or borrow



A ticket on some old ship or plane
I'd leave old London tomorrow
And I'd fly to my own true love again
Yes I'd fly to my own true love again

11434. Leaving Lonesome Flats

Chris Stapleton
Leaving Lonesome Flats

[Verse 1]
I feel it coming like a highball train
Barin' down on the end of the line
I' see' the black clouds' following me
Like they're tied to the' hands of time

[Chorus]
I'm feeling meaner than an old bobcat
I got the hammer down and won't look back
My mind is headed down a one-way track
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats

[Verse 2]
I wish I had another day or two
But I don't have time to kill
You'll probably never see my face again
Once I make it across the hill, hey

[Chorus]
I'm feeling meaner than an old bobcat
I got the hammer down and won't look back
My mind is headed down a one-way track
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats
[Bridge]
Mmm, yeah
I got to get away, get away, oh
I got to get away, get away, yeah
I got to get away, get away, yeah
Woohoo
Woohoo-hoo, hoo

[Verse 3]
I'm gonna have to burn the whole place down
If they try to throw the brick at me
I'm gonna run from the things I've done
'Cause I'm guilty in the first degree, yeah

[Chorus]
I'm feeling meaner than an old bobcat
I got the hammer down and won't look back
My mind is headed down a one-way track



I'm leaving Lonesome Flats
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats, yeah
I'm feeling meaner than an old bobcat
I got the hammer down and won't look back
My mind is headed down a one-way track
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats
Woohoo

11435. Leaving Lonesome Flats

Dierks Bentley - Leaving Lonesome Flats

[Verse 1]
I feel it coming like a highball train
Barin' down on the end of the line
I see the black clouds following me
Like they're tied to the hands of time

[Chorus]
I'm feeling meaner than an old bobcat
I got the hammer down and won't look back
My mind is headed down a one-way track
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats

[Verse 2]
I wish I had another day or two
But I don't have time to kill
You'll probably never see my face again
Once I make it across the hill, hey

[Chorus]
I'm feeling meaner than an old bobcat
I got the hammer down and won't look back
My mind is headed down a one-way track
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats

[Bridge]
Mmm, yeah
I got to get away, get away, oh
I got to get away, get away, yeah
I got to get away, get away, yeah
Woohoo
Woohoo-hoo, hoo

[Verse 3]
I'm gonna have to burn the whole place down
If they try to throw the brick at me
I'm gonna run from the things I've done
'Cause I'm guilty in the first degree, yeah



[Chorus]
I'm feeling meaner than an old bobcat
I got the hammer down and won't look back
My mind is headed down a one-way track
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats, yeah
I'm feeling meaner than an old bobcat
I got the hammer down and won't look back
My mind is headed down a one-way track
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats
I'm leaving Lonesome Flats
Woohoo

11436. Leaving Louisiana In The Broad Daylight

Emmylou Harris - Leaving Louisiana in the Broad Daylight

Mary took to running with a travelin' man 
Left her momma crying with her head in her hands 
Such a sad case, so broken hearted 
She say momma, I got to go, I gotta get outta here 
I gotta get out of town; I'm tired of hanging around 
I gotta roll on between the ditches 

It's just an ordinary story 'bout the way things go 
Round and around nobody knows, but the highway 
Goes on forever, that 'ol highway rolls on forever 
Lord she never would've done it if she hadn't got drunk 

If she hadn't started running with a travelin man 
If she hadn't started taking those crazy changes 
She say daughter, let me tell you 'bout the travelin kind 
Everywhere he's goin' such a very short time 
He'll be long gone before you know it, he'll be long 

Gone before you know it 
She say never have I known it when it felt so good 
Never have I knew it when I knew I could 
Never have I done it when it looked so right 
Leaving Louisiana in the broad daylight 

This is down in the swampland, anything goes 
It's alligator bait and the bars don't close 
It's the real thing down in Louisiana 

Did you ever see a cajun when he really got mad 
When he really got trouble like a daughter gone bad 
It gets real hot down in Louisiana 

The stranger better move it or he's gonna get killed 
He's gonna have to get it or a shotgun will 
It ain't no time for lengthy speeches 
There ain't no time for lengthy speeches 



She say never have I know it when it felt so good 

Never have I knew it when I knew I could 
Never have I done it when it looked so right 
Leaving Louisiana in the broad daylight 
It's just an ordinary story 'bout the way things go 
Round and around nobody knows, but the highway goes on forever 
There ain't no way to stop the water

11437. Leaving Louisiana In The Broad Daylight

Emmylou Harris - Leaving Louisiana in the Broad Daylight

Mary took to running with a travelin' man 
Left her momma crying with her head in her hands 
Such a sad case, so broken hearted 
She say momma, I got to go, I gotta get outta here 
I gotta get out of town; I'm tired of hanging around 
I gotta roll on between the ditches 

It's just an ordinary story 'bout the way things go 
Round and around nobody knows, but the highway 
Goes on forever, that 'ol highway rolls on forever 
Lord she never would've done it if she hadn't got drunk 

If she hadn't started running with a travelin man 
If she hadn't started taking those crazy changes 
She say daughter, let me tell you 'bout the travelin kind 
Everywhere he's goin' such a very short time 
He'll be long gone before you know it, he'll be long 

Gone before you know it 
She say never have I known it when it felt so good 
Never have I knew it when I knew I could 
Never have I done it when it looked so right 
Leaving Louisiana in the broad daylight 

This is down in the swampland, anything goes 
It's alligator bait and the bars don't close 
It's the real thing down in Louisiana 

Did you ever see a cajun when he really got mad 
When he really got trouble like a daughter gone bad 
It gets real hot down in Louisiana 

The stranger better move it or he's gonna get killed 
He's gonna have to get it or a shotgun will 
It ain't no time for lengthy speeches 
There ain't no time for lengthy speeches 
She say never have I know it when it felt so good 

Never have I knew it when I knew I could 
Never have I done it when it looked so right 



Leaving Louisiana in the broad daylight 
It's just an ordinary story 'bout the way things go 
Round and around nobody knows, but the highway goes on forever 
There ain't no way to stop the water

11438. Leaving Mobile

Leaving Mobile - Jim Lauderdale

I got no wheels
I got no dough
I'm leaving Mobile
I gotta go

Chorus
I gotta go
'Cause I gotta go
I'm leaving Mobile
'Cause I gotta go

I got no reason
To stay here no more
I'm leaving Mobile
To Kentucky's blue shore

[chorus]

My girl married
Fellow next door
I'm leaving Mobile
Won't come here no more

[chorus]

I gotta roam
Leaving today
I'm leaving Mobile
I'm on my way

[chorus]

I'm going to Nashville
Don't know about you
I'm leaving Mobile
'Cause us two are through

[chorus]



11439. Leaving Nowhere

Michael Carpenter and The Banks Brothers & Michael Carpenter - Leaving Nowhere

[Chorus]
Well, I'm leaving nowhere to find my way to you
Don't mind where I am, still feel blue
This work is long, no mind what they pay
I'm leaving nowhere to see you today

[Verse 1]
Sometimes in life we find ourselves in places we don't recognise
We stumble off the path we're meant to go
We look around and find our heart so far away from home
Convince ourselves about something we don't know

[Chorus]
I'm leaving nowhere to find my way to you
Don't mind where I am, still feel blue
This work is long, no mind what they pay
I'm lRaving nowhere to see you today

[Verse 2]
Stare out to thR distance and I wonder when I'll disappear
Took chances, rolled the dice and came up poor
If winning was the only prize I'd need, yeah, to survive
Tomorrow, well, you'll find me at your door

[Chorus]
I'm leaving nowhere, to find my way to you
Don't mind where I am, I still feel blue
This work is long, no mind what they pay
I'm leaving nowhere to see you today

11440. Leaving On A Jet Plane

Leaving On A Jet Plane
John denver - Frank Solivan

All my bags are packed I'm ready to go
I'm standin' here outside your door
I hate to wake you up to say goodbye
But the dawn is breakin' it's early morn
The taxi's waitin' he's blowin' his horn
Already I'm so lonesome I could die

So kiss me and smile for me
Tell me that you'll wait for me
Hold me like you'll never let me go
Cause I'm leavin' on a jet plane
Don't know when I'll be back again
Oh babe, I hate to go



There's so many times I've let you down
So many times I've played around
I tell you now, they don't mean a thing
Every place I go, I'll think of you
Every song I sing, I'll sing for you
When I come back, I'll bring your wedding ring

So kiss me and smile for me
Tell me that you'll wait for me
Hold me like you'll never let me go
Cause I'm leavin' on a jet plane
Don't know when I'll be back again
Oh babe, I hate to go

Now the time has come to leave you
One more time let me kiss you
Close your eyes I'll be on my way
Dream about the days to come
When I won't have to leave alone
About the times, I won't have to say

So kiss me and smile for me
Tell me that you'll wait for me
Hold me like you'll never let me go
Cause I'm leavin' on a jet plane
Don't know when I'll be back again
Oh babe, I hate to go

Cause I'm leavin' on a jet plane
Don't know when I'll be back again
Oh babe, I hate to go

11441. Leaving The Harbor

Nanci Griffith - Leaving the Harbor

When you are leaving the harbor
Do you cry out to the shore?
Do you bless the wave of the ocean
Do you call your vessel home?

As you leave the safest harbor
Do you wonder where you'll go?
When you feel your bough is breaking
Do you call that harbor home?

When you sing the lullaby
Do you sing it for the song?
Or do you love the way it slides
Like velvet 'cross your tongue?

And as you sing the lullaby
Do you savor every line?



Or do they flow as one with your heartbeat
With your voice and your mind?

If you turn the light out in the hallway
Will your shadow lose its way?
Or do we share these shadows in the darkness
And they move from place to place?

We could share a shadow in the darkness
As shadows have no face
But should you sell our soul to the darkness
Can you face the light of day?

When you are leaving the harbor
Do you cry out to the shore
Oh, do you bless the wave of the ocean?
Do you call your vessel home?
Oh, do you bless the wave of the ocean?
Do you call your vessel home?

11442. Leaving This Town Again

Leaving This Town Again 
Special Consensus
 
I m leavin  this old town far behind 
I ve kept my feet on solid ground 
Neverbeen the leavin kind 
But I hear the highway  calling, with a voice I can t ignore 
In my heart I ve always felt 
The need for something more 
 
CHORUS : 
Don t know where I mgoin , orhow long I ll begone 
Down the road whoknows what I mightfind 
Though I mso afraid ofleavin  
Thistown that I callhome 
Iknow, that it stime to say good-bye 
 
INSTRUMENTAL: Same as  INTRO  
 
Dear Mom and Dad, it s time to say so long 
Small town values that you taught 
Will help me while I m gone 
But I ve outgrown this  little town 
There s so much more to learn 
Sokeep me in your thoughts and prayers 
Until the day that I return



11443. Leaving This Town Little Darlin'

Tommy Brown and the County Line Grass - Leaving This Town Little Darlin' 
Album: Leaving This Town

I'm leaving this town little darling
With just these clothes on my back
I'm tired of your cold cold kisses
I'm leaving I ain't never coming back

You break my heart each time you leave me
You make it worse each time you come back
It's my turn to step out I'm leaving
I won't even take the time to pack

I'm leaving this town little darling
With just these clothes on my back
I'm tired of your cold cold kisses
I'm leaving I ain't never coming back

I never planned on being a rounder
But that's the way it's turned out to be
I'm gonna make this highway my home
Don't believe me just wait and see

I'm leaving this town little darling
With just these clothes on my back
I'm tired of your cold cold kisses
I'm leaving I ain't never coming back

I'm leaving this town little darling
With just these clothes on my back
I'm tired of your cold cold kisses
I'm leaving I ain't never coming back

11444. Leaving Time

Leaving Time
Dustbowl Revival

Oh I ain't
Gonna live here no more
Yes I'll be walking, walking out that door
If you think I'm gonna be your dog
Well your head it must be in a fog
Cause I ain't
Gonna live here no more

Oh I broke
Oh yeah I broke out the chains
I had to let it
Rust out in the rain
You said you were the ruler of my world



But you should know I ain't that kind of girl
So I broke
I broke out the chains

Oh I ain't gonna lose my soul to that old war
No I ain't gonna live here no more

I'm coming back
Oh I'm carrying hammers and knives
You know no good man
Should have that many wives
You told me it was what the good Lord said
But I ain't letting no one in my bed
And I'm coming back, carrying hammRrs and knives
Oh I ain't gonna lose my soul to that old war
No I ain't gonna lose my soul to that old war
No I ain't gonna losR my soul to that old war
No I ain't gonna live here no more
Ain't gonna live here no more
Ain't gonna live here no more
Ain't gonna live here no more

11445. Leaving Train

Gillian Welch - Leaving Train

The finest silver needle
Shouldn't ever slide between
When lovers stand as parting friends
Gonna put myself on a leaving train
And I won't come back again

I could wait 'til morning
If it don't come down today
A dime says I won't be satisfied
Gonna put myself on a leaving train
And I won't come back again

The words that go unspoken
On the color of the sun
And the coolin' air of the evening shade
And the breathless hours on the sleeping plane
And the last taillight on a leaving train
And I won't come back again
And I won't come back again

11446. Leaving West Virginia



Kathy Mattea - Leaving West Virginia

[Chorus]
Well I'm leaving West Virginia in the morning
And I'm heading out that California way
I don't know what I'll find but baby it's my time
And I'll surely leave my heart below the Mason-Dixon line

[Verse 1]
I've seen a lot of folks 'round the street tonight
Can't seem to find the words to say goodbye
They're close enough to touch but speaking is too much
And goodbyes are heard without a word
And they're much more than enough
[Instrumental break]

[Verse 2]
My mama and my daddy, they don't know what to say
They just can't bring themselves to understand
They think I run away, but to run would be to stay
'Cause the things you want are only worth the price you have to pay

[Verse 3]
And what is home but a place you keep within your heart
And call on when you need to be assured
A place where all you need to be is what you are
A past that in the present somehow makes you feel secure

[Chorus]
Well I'm leaving West Virginia in the morning
And I'm heading out California way
I don't know what I'll find but baby it's my time
And I'll surely leave my heart below the Mason-Dixon line
Yes I'll surely leave my heart below the Mason-Dixon line

11447. Leaving You Behind

Leaving You Behind 
Carrie Hassler

Driving down this lonely stretch of highway 
Putting many miles of memories behind 
Leavin' was the best thing that I could do 
That would be one way to get you off, my mind 
 
CHORUS :  
You told me that you never needed me 
That our love was just a lie 
Now I'm drivin' down the road 
And I'm feeling so alone 
With this broken heart, I'm leaving you behind 
  
Never was as time heals all wounds 
You stabbed me through the heart one last time 



Now I'm learning how to live and forget again 
I don't want the cares of someone who tells lies

11448. Led Out of Bondage

Led Out of Bondage
Oak Ridge Boys - Led Out of Bondage

God promised to lead His children out of bondage
He said He'd free them from Pharaoh's evil hand
He said He'd guide and protect them on their journey
And lead them to the promised land

God's children were slaves in Egypt land
So God took Moses by the hand
He said, ''Moses, Tell old Pharaoh to set 'em free.''
But Moses wanted wanted a way to get out
Because in his mind he's beginning to doubt
And he said, ''Lord, old Pharaoh,
He ain't gonna listen to me.''

Now the Lord said, ''Son, throw down that rod.''
Old Moses did and he cried to God
Because it turned to a snake, as evil and wicked as sin
Then he cried again with an awful wail
And the Lord said, ''Seize him by the tail.''
Old Moses did and it turned to a rod again

Well, the Lord said, ''Moses, I've got power
And I'll be with you every hour
Said, ''Go tell Pharaoh to set My children free.''
Well, Moses did but the Lord helped out
He sent a plague to the land about
So old Pharaoh told him he could go, and let him be

Well, they started out with a cloud that day
And a fire by night to lead the way
But old Pharaoh suddenly decided to change his mind
So he gathered together his soldier band
Got all them chariots throughout the land
Said, ''I'll let them Israelites go some other time.''

Well, they came to the banks of the old Red Sea
Turned to Moses and started to plea
And Moses fell on his knees, and there in the sand
The Lord said, ''Moses, trust in God
'Cause all ya gotta do is just raise that rod
And over these mighty waters stretch your hand.''

Well, Moses followed the Lord's command
The waters parted and there in the sand
They saw a path that led to the other shore
Well, the ground was dry and they passed on through



And old Pharaoh's army thought they would too
But the waters fell, they ain't never been seen no more

11449. Left Alone

Iris Dement - Left Alone

He was a Viet Nam veteran, a killing machine
Made it back alive without a scrape of mean
Good friend of mine, reckon thirty-five years
Not one cross word looking eye to eye
Now you don't know better
Strung out in the cold
And you don't know better
When you got no home
Now you don't know better
When you're left alone to die
She was as pretty as a picture, did little harm
Another burned out night, we were doing wrong
Never hugged and kissed 'er, but her heart beat strong
Another burned out night, we were doing wrong
Now you don't know better
Strung out in the cold
And you don't know better
When you got no home
Now you don't know better
When you're left alone to die
Upside down at the bottom of the steps
In a pool of blood ain't nobody left
Just me and Drew and a New York cop
Working on change and the falling out
Now you don't know better
Strung out in the cold
And you don't know better
When you got no home
Now you don't know better
When you're left alone to die
I see pictures every day in the headline news
And I cuss and pray at the world and the blues
And I mow the yard and I go out to eat
Still I'm able to work but I just can't feel
And I don't know better
Strung out in the cold
And I don't know better
But I got a home
And I don't know better
When i leave you alone to die



11450. Left Hand Man

Left Hand Man
Josh Turner - Left Hand Man

Lady, let's go for a ride
I'll be more than happy to drive
Down an old country road
We can just take it slow
I just want you by my side

You want somebody to love you right and I can
I'm gonna be your left hand man

I'm gonna put a ring on your finger
We'll hire a wedding singer
Invite everybody in town

Put a good preacher in the middle
We'll make it official
We'll dance 'til the sun goes down

I can't wait to get to show off my wedding band
I'm gonna be your left hand man

I know it may sound kind of strange
But girl, let me try to explain
I wanna be a man you could count on
A shoulder you can cry on
I'll love you through anything

We'll get some rocking chairs and a house and a little bit of land
I'm gonna be your left hand man

I'm gonna put a ring on your finger
We'll hire a wedding singer
Invite everybody in town

Put a good preacher in the middle
We'll make it official
We'll dance 'til the sun goes down

I can't wait to get to show off my wedding band
I'm gonna be your left hand man

I just want us to be together
Side by side forever
No matter where we are
Even when we're six feet under
They'll never have to wonder
If we ever drifted apart
This note took a lifetime
For you to really understand
That I'll always be your left hand man
Your left hand man
That's right



11451. Left Handed Dreamer

Left Handed Dreamer 
Lou Reid

It's been said, that I've always been a little on the outside 
Not sure exactly what that means 
My own set of rules, seem to keep me on the inside 
Chasin' after some elusive dream
 
On my own, for the first time, when I was twenty one 
I knew it all, really didn't know a thing 
Takin' life day to day, to the beat of a different drum 
Not always knowing what tomorrow brings 
 
CHORUS : 
I don't care if it snows, or how cold the North wind blows 
Don't really matter much to me 
I'll take each day at a time, just another hill to climb 
For a left handed dreamer like me  
 
Another time another town, ain't no need in hangin' round 
Come mornin' I'll be on the road again  
Here today, and gone tomorrow 
Ain't nothing to hold me down 
It's somewhere that I ain't never been   
 
I' ll take each day at a time, just another hill to climb 
For a left handed dreamer like me.   
For a left handed dreamer like me

11452. Left Handed Woman

John Hartford - Left Handed Woman

Left handed woman you south-pawed member
Of the female gender tender bender of my splendor
Look at you
You do everything backwards from the way that I do
You inside out upside down left handed woman you

Left handed brown eyes left handedly looking
Left handedly holding old right handed me
I tell you right but it comes out left and backwards
Please woman have mercy on me

Left handed woman you south-pawed member
Of the fRmale gender tender bender of my splendor
Look at you



You do everything backwards from the way that I do
You inside out upside down left handed woman you

11453. Left Home

Sarah Jarosz - Left Home

Left home to "Please come back."
Return; the rosebuds had already given their time.

Tonight public transportation's my private ride, hey.
I; I found my wings and I'm ready to fly.

Some things in life are better left unknown, for there would be no "Wanna know why"

But hands have traveled through this world
I want to give all those things a try, yeah.

Left home.

11454. Left In This World Alone

Left in This World Alone
The Del McCoury Band
on Del & Woody 

[Verse 1]
I've wept I have cried I walk from side to side
I've seen another soul that I know
I walk from end to end
I've seen another friend
I m left in this world all alone
All alone in this world all alone
I have no parents of my own
It seems such a pity had to rode to that city
I m left in this world all alone

[Verse 2]
As I walk down the street
No familiar face to me
And I rome through the rain and the cold
I walk through the town
Not a friend have I found
I m left in this world all alone
All alone in this world all alone
I have no parents of my own
It's seems such a pity and I rode to that city
I m left in this world all alone
I m left in this world all alone



11455. Left It All Behind

Left It All Behind - Kyle Ledson
Broken Compass Bluegrass

My mind faded into blackness
For just a moment I was gone
When I awoke from my traveler's sleep
I knew there's something going on

The room was steel with no windows
As I emerged from a trance
My legs were weak my mind was empty
And my gait a drunken dance

My mind drifts like the ocean
And I start thinking about my love
I feel like I said goodbye yesterday
But yesterday was in another life

I can't remember what I told her
I can't remember what I said
And so i thought about reality
To get her thought out of my head

I left it all behind
Something I'll never find
Now that life's a one way track
I'll be never coming back

The endless stars beyond the windows
A void that seems to pull you in
The endless road of possibilities
How could anyone begin again

Because I'd take that chance
I'd throw my life on the line
Without knowing where I'm going
Without knowing what I'll find

I left it all behind
Something I'll never find
Now that life's a one way track
I'll be never coming back

I made my way to the cockpit
So many noises flashing lights
The powers is on reserve, please return back to earth
And I know the voice was right

And so I looked over the records
To see just how far I've flown
And I got knocked off course 20 years ago



And I ain't ever coming home

I left it all behind
Something I'll never find

Yeah, I left it all behind
Something I'll never find
Now that life's a one way track
I'll be never coming back

11456. Left Me In A Hole

Left Me In a Hole
Yonder Mountain String Band

Divorcee goes to the bar,
A sophisticat pulls up in his car,
A hopeful youth waits for the first star to come out
The sky above can be so mean, the clouds cover what should be seen,
And there ain't much left too keen in my book

Hangin' on to someone else, he tells you that peace sells,
And you see it like all's well, I ain't jealous
Though you used to listen to me,
My inner thoughts have made you flee,
I know you were just tryin' to be what you want to be

I let you in to see me for real,
And you walked right out that's what I feel,
You said you needed time to be alone

And like the youth I looked above,
Feeling stranded without love,
The time was wrong, and you left me in a hole,
You left me in hole (you left me in a hole),
You left me in hole

The rain it comes, the rain it goes,
The question is she friend or foe,
The story-teller looks to his toes, he's stuck here
The dragon's breath is on my neck,
Which way is home, hold on a sec,
The bartender put a bottle of beer on the table

Many people, they believe that Jesus came here to relieve,
All the problems that we breathe on each other,
And I don't care just what you do,
Well what you think, that's up to you,
You see, those thoughts of yours are not new to me at all

And is it these thoughts that made you believe,
That there's nothing here so you shall leave,
While I sit here with my guitar in my hand



And like the youth I looked above,
Feeling stranded without love
The time was wrong, and you left me in a hole,
You left me in hole (you left me in a hole),
You left me in hole

A hungry baby starts to cry, an old man's about to die,
And all I can do is sit back and sigh, "What's my problem?"
Ignore the problem, that's the key,
Said the woman beneath the tree,
If your eyes are closed, you can't see the sunrise

The phone, it rings, who could it be?
Well, it ain't her, and it's not for me,
Forgetting's as easy as 1-2-3 my friends say,
Her face is still all too clear, her leaving me was my biggest fear,
Something's got to help me steer away from her

You have your life, and I have mine,
Maybe we'll meet again some other time
Down the long road, on another plain

And like the youth I looked above,
Feeling stranded without love
The time was wrong, and you left me in a hole,
You left me in hole (you left me in a hole),
You left me in hole

You left me in hole (you left me in a hole)...

11457. Left On Laura, Left On Lisa

Left on Laura, Left on Lisa
The Avett Brothers

Nobody knows it but I am so sad
Nobody knows it but I am so sad
And that is the saddest of all my girl
That is the saddest of all

We climbed the ladder to the top of my house
Never letting go of your hand
The sky trades the moon for the sun my girl
The sky trades the moon for the sun

And I gave to you my ugly brown coat
You made it pretty when you put it on
Warmth in the early morning chill my girl
Warmth in the early April

Then you said you'd trade the love of a man
Tears fell soft from your face to my hands



Said you'd trade your heart for mine my girl
I traded my heart for those days

And you made it clear it was strictly a deal
Of springtime love and that's how I should feel
So I set the clock back an hour my girl
I set the time a just right

You see somewhere back there when I was boy
Furious I had become by the point
That men are just liars and thieves of sorts
Men are just liars and thieves

But I still believe and I stand by my words
I don't know what you have seen or you've heard
But somebody's lying to you my girl
Somebody's lying to you

You really made me believe I could stay
Part with you actions in part what you said
But that was just foolish pride my girl
And those are only feelings inside

So I'm going back to the place where we met
I'm going to find the beer bottle we left
Wedged in the limbs of the tree that we sat in
Wedged in the magnolia tree

Well we hid for days like a proud pair of thieves
Too sure we were right too stubborn too leave
Wasted with the moment we lifted my girl
Stolen forever with you

11458. Left This Country Boy

Ronnie Bowman - Left This Country Boy (Sittin' All Alone) 
Artist: Ronnie Bowman
Album: The Man I'm Trying to Be

Baby took all my money, Lord, she done left town
Left this old country boy feeling down
Well she ain't coming back, I feel it in my bones
Left this country boy sitting all alone
Left this country boy sitting all alone

Now took off a flying like a dog out the pen
Spent all my money now she's back again
Said she wants to love me but I sent her on
Left this country boy sitting all alone
Left this country boy sitting all alone

Well, this woman ain't good for nothing it seems
Spend my money on foolish things



Leave you on the corner with the low down blues
And the next thing you know she's coming back to you.

Well, what you gonna do with a girl like that
Send her off poutin' and making tracks
Tell her not to come back til the pain is gone
Left this country boy sitting all alone
Left this country boy sitting all alone

Well, this woman ain't good for nothing it seems
Spend my money on foolish things
Leave you on the corner with the low down blues
And the next thing you know she's coming back to you.

Well, what you gonna do with a girl like that
Send her off poutin' and making tracks
Tell her not to come back 'til the pain is gone
Left this country boy sitting all alone
Left this country boy sitting all alone

Well, what you gonna do with a girl like that
Send her off poutin' and making tracks
Tell her not to come back 'til the pain is gone
Left this country boy sitting all alone
Left this country boy sitting all alone
Left this country boy sitting all alone
Left this country boy sitting all alone

11459. Left Unsung

Left Unsung
Leftover Salmon - Left Unsung

[Verse 1]
Might have been '86, both of us kids near the city
Midwest, flatlands, suburbia felt like such a pity
I was jazz band, you were theater class
How were we to know it would end in such a mess?

[Verse 2]
Champaign, Monkey House, radio, music, and the rain
Home-brewin', growin' in the closet but we didn't see the pain
Saw you find that mandolin
Now we all hear that were never gonna see it again

[Chorus]
No new songs to sing
Or highways left to ride
No more good times with your friends
'Cause you're on the other side
No new mRlodies
Or trips around the sun
But we'll all bR here



To write the songs you left unsung

[Verse 3]
East coast, West coast, mountaintops brought you to the middle
Making up a life and a sound, you were dancing to the fiddle
Of a Hartford tune on a sunny day
Your time in the light before it all went grey

[Chorus]
No new songs to sing
Or highways left to ride
No more good times with your friends
'Cause you're on the other side
No new melodies
Or trips around the sun
But we'll all be here
To write the songs you left unsung

11460. Lefty's Old Guitar - Chords

Lefty's Old Guitar
Recorded by JD Crowe & the New South
Written by Dave Maggard

G D7 G
I don't make much music these days
 D7 G
I'm an old guitar nobody plays
 C G
There's still a whole lot of good picking left in me
 D7 G
I don't mind just to hang here silently

 D7 G
Cause I'm proud to be Lefty's old guitar
 D7 G
Filled with memories of a superstar
 C G
My home is in the Country Music Hall of Fame
 D7 G
It's such a grand feeling to share ol' Lefty's name

 D7 C G
I'll just hang here on this wall and remember it all
 A7 D7 
And the good times out weigh the bad by far
 C
Though these strings are rusty and old
 G C
They once played hits of solid gold
 D7 G
I'm a simple star of Lefty's old guitar



 D7 G 
Saginaw Michigan was always a favorite of mine
 D7 G 
And If You Got The Money Honey I've Got The Time
 C G
He put his heart and soul in all the songs he wrote
 D7 G 
And you could feel what he was feeling in every single note

 D7 G 
We traveled many years together playing one night shows
 D7 G
I should be contented with that I suppose
 C G
But when I think of the past and all of the places we've been
 D7 G
Lord I've give the world to do it all over again

Repeat #3

Tag:
 D7 G
Oh I'm proud to be Lefty's old guitar

11461. Lefty's Song

Lefty's Song 
Sam Bush

[Verse 1]
Lefty Clark was a young man
He was a hands and Sunday athlete
Wrote stories for the paper down on main street
Chances he had chances to escape this small town life
But his brother was deaf and dumb
And couldn't be left behind
But depression was going strong then
Actors were on the role
One hot July a girl came through
In a [?] show she was city bred and beautiful
A lady to her finger tips
As much at home in her velvet shoes
Was left he was in hills

The fell in love on a courthouse square
But pretty soon her show
Moved on as she couldn't stay
And left he couldn't go

[Chorus]
So the years passed
And left the crew old
With only his brother home



And we died it was too late
To find any place sells and [?]
Some night let's have a little whiskey
For the summer on his mind
And open his trunk
And hold two velvet shoes
And sit and cry
He'd sit and cry

[Verse 2]
Most of the time he was lefty
Who always had a joke
Was good to his friends and neighbors
And never whispered of being alone
He hits sixty-eight all by himself
With tobacco on his chin
The TV diner in the oven
And a few friends dropping in
Still wants each food you chances
There's just us in the world
Late that year if you finally heard
From the long lost velvet girl
She was still so beautiful
Tall, silver haired and [?]
They'd take walks like they used to take
Before the last summer ran out

[Outro]
She said better late than never
Like you said you took a while
She smoke her life with sadness
And he spoke with a smile
He'd sit and smile
He'd sit and smile
He'd sit and smile

11462. Legal Matter

Richard Thompson - Legal Matter - Live 

I told you why I changed my mind
I know you thought you had me nailed
Well I've freed my head from your garden rails

Now it's a legal matter, baby
You got me on the run
It's a legal matter, baby
A legal matter from now on

My mind's lost in a household fog
Wedding gowns and catalogs
Kitchen furnishings and houses
Maternity clothes and baby's trousers



It's a legal matter, baby
Marryin's no fun
It's a legal matter, baby
A legal matter from now on

I told you why I changed my mind
I got bored by playing with time
I know you thought you had me nailed
Well, I've freed my head from your garden rails

Now it's a legal matter, baby
You got me on the run
It's a legal matter, baby
A legal matter from now on

You ain't the first and you ain't the last
I gain and lose my women fast
I never want to make them cry
I just get bored, don't ask me why
I just wanna keep doing all the dirty little things I do
And not work all day in an office just to bring my money back to you
Sorry, baby

11463. Legend Of The Haunted Woods

Legend of the Haunted Woods
Mac Wiseman 

[D] In olden times, there was a river
Run be-[G] tween two mountain [D] walls
And the [G] place from where it [D] started
Was a [A7] place called Haunted [D] Falls.

[D] On the waters of this river
Sailed man-[G] y a light can-[D] oe
And the [G] stream, it danced about [D] them
When the [A7] summer skies were [D] blue.

On its banks there lived a white man
With his wife and children, three
And their shouts of pain and sorrow
Echoed with their shouts of glee.

To the little town, the father
For the mail, one day had gone
Left his wife and loving babies
For one quiet hour alone.

Hark! the sound of tramping horses
Sends the mother, turned to fright
Just in time to draw the doorbolt
When four indians rode in sight.



CHANGE TO E:
[E] Then she quickly kissed the children
Bade them [A] neither speak nor [E] cry
Placed them [A] in a secret [E] closet
Then pre-[B7] pared herself to [E] die.

[E] With one cruel push, the captain
Flung the [A] bolt from off the [E] door
Grabbed her [A] by her long, brown [E] tresses
Dragged her [B7] to river [E] shore.

There they sang and danced about her
Paid no heed to her pitious cry
Threw her on the rocks beneath them
Then in agony, she died.

Was revenge that they had wanted
Was revenge they had found
When they burned those weeping babies
With the dwelling, to the ground.

Now an old man sadly wanders
'Round the place where the dwelling stood
And the people of that city
Call that place, - The - Haunted - Woods.

11464. Legend Of The Johnson Boys

Legend of the Johnson Boys 
Flatt & Scruggs
 
Have you heard many a story 
Told by old and young, with joy 
About the many deeds of daring 
2X: ( That was done by the Johnson boys 
That was done by the Johnson boys ) 
 
The Johnson boys were boys of honor 
They knew how to court their mate 
They knew how to hug and kiss them  
2X: ( Hop up pretty girls don't be afraid 
 Hop up pretty girls don't be afraid,  ) 
 
They were lads of skill and courage 
And their sight was very far 
And they joined their country's service 
2X: ( In that awful Civil War, in that awful Civil War,  ) 
 
They were scouts in the Rebel army 
And were known far and wide 
When the Yankees saw them coming 
2X: ( They'd throw down their guns and hide  



They'd throw down their guns and hide,  )

11465. Legend Of The Lady Bear

Tom T Hall - Legend of the Lady Bear

Gather round me boys and fill your coffee cups
I'll tell you all a story while you drive them trucks
A story bout a girl who joined the state patrol
The legend of the Lady Bear is how it goes
She married some young trucker she was in her teens
And like all newly weds they had their hopes and dreams
And one night in a snowstorm so the story went
She lost her loving husband in an accident
They say she sat and cried for him a year or more
And all she did was think of him and walk the floor
She'd lie there in her bed at night alone and cold
Until one day she joined the highway state patrol

( ac.guitar )

Well they say she has a CB and she's on the air
And she goes by the handle of the Lady Bear
She never gives a ticket and she works at night
All she does is tell the story of her life
I've heard some truckers say there ain't no Lady Bear
And others say she don't work when the weather's fair
But when the weather's bad she's on the air all night
Begging us to slow down till the weather's right
Well you know I love this story well it could be true
If you're ever in a snowstorm tell you what to do
If you should hear the Lady Bear on your radio
Well tell her I wrote this song and said hello

11466. Legend Of The Rebel Soldier

The Legend Of The Rebel Soldier
Country Gentlemen

In a dreary Yankee prison where a rebel soldier lay.
By his side there stood a preacher Ere his soul should pass away.
And he faintly whispered: "Parson" as he clutched him by the hand
Oh Parson, tell me quickly, Will my sould pass through the southland?

Will my soul pass through the Southland, through old Virginia grand
Will i see the hills of Georgia and the green fields of Alabam?
Will i see that little churchhouse, where i pledged my heart and hand
Oh Parson, tell me quickly, will my soul pass through the Southland?



Was for loving dear old Dixie, in this dreary cell I lie
Was for loving dear old Dixie, in this northern state I die.
Will you see my little daughter, wil you make her understand
Oh Parson, tell my quickly, will my soul pass through the Southland?

Then the Rebel soldier died.

11467. Leigh Anne

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Leigh Anne
Composer: David Holster

Leigh Anne
Leigh Anne
I don't want to need you like I do
Leigh Anne
Leigh Anne
Hard to stay away from something as fine as you

Will I be the one you love enough
Or just another angel I can't touch
Leave me in between that will never do
Leigh Anne
Leigh Anne
Just a little piece ain't enough of you

Leigh Anne
Leigh Anne
I don't want to chase you like a fool
Up and down the avenue
Carry your books home too

Let me be the one you love enough
You're just another angel I can't touch
Something in between it'll never do
Leigh Anne
Leigh Anne
Just a little piece ain't enough of you

No no no
Don't say no
I don't want to need you like I do
Just want to get close to you
No no no
Please don't go
Cause baby you'll find
That I'm too good to lose

Leigh Anne
Leigh Anne
I don't want to need you like I do
Up and down the avenue
I'm gonna carry your books home too



Someday I'll be the one you love enough
Or just another angel I can't touch
Nothing in between will ever do
Leigh Anne
Leigh Anne
Just a little piece ain't enough of you

No no no
No no no
Just a little piece ain't enough of you

Leigh Anne
Leigh Anne

Leigh Anne
Leigh Anne

Leigh Anne
Leigh Anne

Leigh Anne
Leigh Anne

11468. Lemon Chimes

Lemon Chimes
The Dillards

The October leaves
They whisper in lemon chimes
And ring autumn's bells
That glisten in colored rhymes

And sings simple songs of love
That echo from other times
They write no words between the lines

The cloud ships that soar
And raise high above the shore
Upon sails of fire
To sunset's cathedral doors

Not to die with the day that's past
Or to cry for what's died before
They follow the sun for one day more

When yesterday's clown
Who weeps when the curtains down
Sees the circus has gone
And tomorrow's another town

Your kingdoms will have no rings



To wear all your paper crowns
You'll fall but my ear will hear no sound

Tomorrow I'm gone
I'll leave you alone with your fears
I'd rather move on
And you'd rather hide behind tears

You cry in the starlit nears
But you run when the rainbow appears
So we'll walk other days our separate ways

11469. Lemons, Blueberries & Strawberries

Lemons, Blueberries & Strawberries
Chris Stapleton

[Intro: Ariana Grande]
Mmm, yeah
[Verse 1: Ariana Grande]
I'm able to feel the love with all this heavenly fruit
I love it like nothing else, mmm
It's the flavor of my perfume, I love it

[Pre-Chorus: Ariana Grande]
I got that love feelin' in my head, hmm

[Chorus: Chris Stapleton & Ariana Grande]
Head in the clouds, I got that feelin' about lemons, blueberries, and strawberries
They're so nice, they make me think of the good times we have together
They tell me we'll never ever break apart
I got no problem with you, or the lemons, blueberries, and strawberries, hmm

[Verse 2: Chris Stapleton]
Having lime wine, Tennessee whiskey
Yeah, baby, it feels like we're on a date in Memphis
Nashville parties, we love 'em so much
There's nothin' else we'd rather do, mmm, baby

[Chorus: Chris Stapleton & Ariana Grande]
Head in the clouds, I got that feelin' about lemons, blueberries, and strawberries
They're so nice, they make me think of the good times we have together
They tell me we'll never ever break apart
I got no problem with you, or the lemons, blueberries, and strawberries, hmm

[Bridge: Ariana Grande + (Chris Stapleton)]
Hmm, yeah (baby, Tennessee)
Lemons, we love 'em so much (yeah, baby, sing it)

[Chorus: Chris Stapleton & Ariana Grande]
Head in the clouds, I got that feelin' about lemons, blueberries, and strawberries
They're so nice, they make me think of the good times we have together
They tell me we'll never ever break apart



I got no problem with you, or the lemons, blueberries, and strawberries, hmm

11470. Leon McDuff

Leon McDuff
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury
I come before you to plead for the life of Leon McDuff
Ladies and gentlemen on the jury
I asking you to be the judge of when enough is enough

Now Leon McDuff has worked on his daddy's farm everyday since the day that he was born
Plowing in the fields and hoeing in the garden and helping pick the cotton and the corn
Then came the time of the Mississippi floods and all of his work went down the drain

The land was parched by the sun and blown by the wind and finally washed away by the rain

So he went to his friends to get some help from them but their crops and their money was all 
gone

So he went to the bank to mortgage his home but the bank wouldn't give Leon a loan
He could not decide how his family would survive with no crops and no money to buy food

And as he struggled with his hands to rework his land the notice came that said his land tax 
was due

Chorus

Now in an air-conditioned office on the other side of town sat a government official with a fro
wn
'Cause he'd been trying for so long to find land to build a summer home but cheap river land 
could not be found

Then in the middle of his gloom his boss walked in the room and said I've got some real good
 news for the house you've planned
There's a farmer who's so poor and who's luck has run so sour that he can not pay the taxes 
on his land

So just you wait a week or two 'til the money's over due then go to the cashier down the hall
With his deed in your hand pay the taxes on the land have the sheriff give Leon McDuff a call
Have him tell Leon to move by the last day of July because the taxes on his land are overdue
Tell him he has to move away 'cause the taxes were not paid then all his river land belongs t
o you

Chorus

Now in that air-conditioned office in about a week or two came the sheriff saying I've got som
e bad news
That Leon McDuff says he's had some bad luck and he'll try to get the money but he ain't ago
nna' move
That official he jumped up and grabbed the sheriff by the arm he said we're going down to tak
e that land today



So he and the sheriff drove down to Leon's farm to tell the McDuffs to move away

There stood Leon on his land with a shotgun in his hand, his eyes narrowed 'neath the brim o
f his hat
He said I've worked hard on this land as a boy and as a man I ain't gonna lose it to no god da
mned bureaucrat.
Well that bureaucrat got mad and grabbed the gun in Leon's hand and in the struggle an expl
osion cracked the air
And when the smoke and dust had cleared and the ringing left their ears, the sheriff lay a dyi
ng on the ground

Chorus

Now on this table I will lay, this gun Exhibit A with two sets of fingerprints as you can see
But other hands were here unperceived by eye or ear that helped trigger off this awful traged
y
Now to me its still unclear just what really caused the problem here
There's much too much we've got to know before we know enough
So we can't find out today where all the guilt should lay but it shouldn't be on Leon McDuff

Chorus

11471. Leona

Leona

Leona, Leona it's over and thru
You tell him Leona about me and you
You tell him you're married, with a baby or two
You tell him Leona, you tell him you're thru

You left as I pleaded and walked out the door
To meet him to greet him to shame me once more
I knew where to find you just follow the signs
Dancing and dining, cockails and wine

* Refrain

The sidewalk was crowded in front of the bar
I heard the sirens the black police car
Two bodies lay crumbled, a woman, a man
His wife stood there by you a gun in her hand

Leona, Leona it's over and thru
The baby is crying and calling for you
For me there's no difference I've known for so long
That some day you'd leave me and now you are gone



11472. Leonard - Chords

Leonard
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                    F           C
When Leonard finally came to California 
       F                C          G7
He was twenty-one years old as I recall
   C                F                 C
He loved to write a song and pick the guitar
       F              G7              C
And he came to hang a gold one on the wall
    Am                              F
The town in which he lived is not important
                           C                    G7
But you'll know the town I mean by the time I'm through
   Am                        F
He soon became a famous entertainer
                  G7            C
But Leonard was a name he never used
                     F              C
He was on his way to having what he wanted
F             C                  G7
Just about as close as one could be
    C            F              C
Hey once he even followed Elvis Presley
       F              G7                C
And he wrote a lot of country songs for me
       Am                          F
But he laid it all aside to follow Jesus 
                      C             G7
For years he chose to let his music go
    Am                                F
But preaching wasn't really meant for Leonard
                        G7                  C
But how in the hell was Leonard supposed to know
 
                   F              C
Well life began to twist its way around him
      F               C              G7
And I wondered how he carried such a load
   C                  F               C
He came back again to try his luck in music
    F                 G7            C
And lost his wife and family on the road
Am                      F
After that he seemed to bog down even deeper
                         C                  G7
And I saw what booze and pills could really do
      Am                           F
And I wondered if I'd ever see him sober
                     G7                  C
But I forgot about a friend that Leonard knew
                     F            C
Well Leonard gave me lots of inspiration
          F               C               G7



He helped teach me how to write a country song
       C            F               C
And he even brought around a bag of groceries
    F           G7            C
Hey back before Muskogee came along
Am                                F
Really I'm not trying to hide his show name
                     C            G7
Or the town in which this episode began
Am                                    F
Somehow I had to write a song for ol' Tommy
                   G7                   C
If just to see the smiling faces in the band
                          F           C
Well when Leonard finally came to California 
       F                C          G7
He was twenty-one years old as I recall
       C                F                 C
And he loved to write a song and pick the guitar
       F              G7              C
And he came to hang a gold one on the wall

11473. Leroy

Jerry Jeff Walker - Leroy

Well, my woman left me yesterday
Sure do need this drink
My mind's so damned turned around
That I can hardly think
I'd like some peace and quiet
While I drink my booze
Winnin's something I ain't done
Since I began to lose

Chorus:
Oh please don't play me no more heavies Leroy
I can't take them sad songs anymore
Oh please don't play me no more heavies Leroy
If you do, I'm gonna walk right out the door
Well I had to park my car out back
My loan's so overdue
By the way where's my credit card that I lent to you?
I'm down to my last dollar
You keep on playin' them songs
Remindin' me ain't nothin' right
Since it's been going wrong

Chorus



11474. Leroy's Dustbowl Blues

Del McCoury - Leroy's Dustbowl Blues
Steve Earle

Leroy was a farmer and an honest man 
Would have lived in Oklahoma all his days 
He just wanted left alone to work a piece of land 
But a hard wind come and blew his dreams away 
So he headed for the West Coast thought he could not lose 
Rollin' down the highway with the dust bowl blues 

It's a thousand miles from Broken Bow to Bakersfield 
And the highway's paved with heartaches all the way 
Leroy drove on lookin' for a better deal 
A place a man could settle down and stay 
But the police at the state line beat him black and blue 
Left him lyin' by the roadside with the dust bowl blues 

They say California is a paradise 
Hollywood turns night time into day 
But up along the San Joaquin those city lights 
Might as well be a million miles away 
When your kids are cold and hungry wearin' worn out shoes 
Standin' in the garden with the dust bowl blues

11475. Less

Less
Sierra Hull - Less

Cluttered mind with deadline
Always behind time
Another day, another yes
Another night without rest
Someday there will be less
Less to keep me up at night
Don't need you to sympathize
This ain't a place for the weary kind
No time to cry, no time to lose
But I'm losin' patience payin' dues
Someday there will be less
Less to keep me up at night

11476. Less And Less

Tim O'Brien - Less & Less

I try to travel around with less and less
Tried them all and the simple way is the way that's best



I save a lot of time not havin' to choose
What color shirt I wear or which pair of shoes
I don't need the guitar to sing my song
Wherever I land, I'll always get along

I've been up and down the road a time or two I guess
Now I try and travel around with less and less

I had a woman once, she was not my wife
I took a long detour on the road of life
I carried that weight and almost broke my back
I nearly lost the ones I loved getting' back on track
Wasted lots of time and I still feel the pain
Made a vow that I won't go through that again

I've been up and down the road a time or two I guess
Now I try to travel around with less and less

Coffee in the mornin', a little wine at night
A meal somewhere in the middle I think I'll be alright
I've got my pride, I got a smile to greet the day
I got a friend or two to help me through when I lose my way
Don't need the guitar to sing my song
Wherever I land, I'll always get along

I've been up and down the road a time or two I guess
Now it's time to travel around with less and less
I've been up and down the road a time or two I guess
Now I try to travel around with less and less

11477. Less Of Me

Less Of Me

Let me be a little kinder, let me be a little blinder
To the faults of those about me, let me praise a little more
Let me be when I am weary just a little bit more cheery
Think a little more of others and little less of me

Let me be a little braver when temptations let me waver
Let me strive a little harder to be all that I should be
Let me be a little meeker with a brother that is weaker
Let me think more of my neighbors and a little less of me

Let me be when I am weary just a little bit more cheery
Let me serve a little better those that I am striving for
Let me be a little meeker to a brother that is weaker
Think a little more of others and a little less of me



11478. Lest We Forget - Chords

Lest We Forget 
The Waifs
 
Intro
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[D] [G] [Em7] [Asus] [D] [G] [Em7] [Asus]
Lest                     We forget
 
[D] [G]    [Em7][Asus] [D] [G] [Em7]
Your deeds as a younger man
 
[Asus]   [D]           [G]   [Em7]       [Asus]
Like how when you were nine, you fell in love because
 
[D]         [G]               [Em7]        [Asus]
she was the first girl  you'd seen throw a cricket ball
 
[D]           [G]        [Em7]          [Asus]       [D] [G] [Em7] [Asus]
You knew that you'd be together for the rest of your lives
 
    [D]      [G]         [Em7]      [Asus]
Now you sit alone in the sun in the backyard
 
[D]         [G]    [Em7]       [Asus]
feeding the birds, reading the newspaper
 
[D]      [G]       [Em7]         [Asus]         [D] [G] [Em7] [Asus]
thinking about the love that you shouldn't have lost
 
    [D]           [G]   [Em7]         [Asus]
//: Love that you lost, love that you shouldn't have://
 
[D]           [G]   [Em7]         [Asus]         [D] [G] [Em7] [Asus]
Love that you lost, love that you shouldn't have lost
 
 
//: D / D / G / G / Em7 / Em7 / Asus4 / A7 ://
 
 
     [D]     [G]   [Em7]    [Asus]
When I was a child I didn't see her much



 
[D]         [G]   [Em7]      [Asus]
She passed away before I was five
 
[D]      [G]           [Em7]   [Asus]     [D] [G] [Em7] [Asus]
I was so young that it barely affected my life
 
         [D]        [G]              [Em7]       [Asus]
Then one day when I asked you told me she was magnificent
 
[D]        [G]          [Em7]        [Asus]
All that I had was your word and her photograph
 
        [D]          [G]          [Em7]      [Asus]    [D] [G] [Em7] [Asus]
But one look in your eyes told me all that I needed to know
 
    [D]           [G]   [Em7]         [Asus]
//: Love that you lost, love that you shouldn't have://
 
Love that you lost, love that you shouldn't have lost
Love that you lost, love that we shouldn't have
Love that you lost, love that you shouldn't have
Love that we lost, love that we shouldn't have lost

11479. Let 'Er Go

Jerry Jeff Walker - Let 'Er Go

Last night I sat out on the boat dock and smoked a big cigar
Let my mind drift back along the road of life
I've traveled down so far
Started out a dreamer with a suitcase in hand
A guitar on my back without a care or a plan
A gypsy boy hitchhiking down the road
Ah here I go
I fell in love at nineteen and
I thought the world lay there in her eyes
But the kind of life i talked about
Was not the kind that she had in mind
I was just a skinny kid who played the guitar
One day i looked up and she went by in a car
Driven by some guy i didn't know
I let 'er go
I went down to New Orleans
I'd never been to that locale
Found some work bartending
And I started running with some pals
We had guitars and followed babe Stovall around
We met some Cajun girls who had just drove into town
They said that they were headed for the coast
We all said let's all go
We were on life's adventure now
Traveling cross the great southwest



When I first saw Texas
I thought man this must be the best
When I got to LA I just turned it around
Their heads are up among the stars
There's cracks in the ground
I really couldn't care less if it blows
I said let 'er blow
When I got back to Texas
I thought man I finally found my place
The people are so friendly
And they always have a pleasant face
The women all are pretty with a wink in their eye
The cowboys at the bar are all so polite and shy
Except when they ride the bulls at the rodeo
They say let 'er go
Well I put a band together
And we sat around and played songs that i like
We sat around and worked them up
'Till I thought we played them all just right
The first gig that we ever played
I stayed out too long
Then we went out and partied
And we stayed up 'till dawn
The next night at the club I didn't show
The bartender said hey let 'em go
I got lucky with some songs
And they were hits on the radio
Promoters said they needed some gonzo stuff
For the country package show
The record company said that they were caught by surprise
They said you guys are really hard to categorize
I don't think that they ever caught our show
They just let us go
Well I've traveled round the world
And sang my songs for people that I've met
I've made a lot of people smile
And all in all I still have no regrets
I've got a family that I love and they love me too
I've got a band I travel with 'cause that's what we do
And I see how quickly all the years have flown
I say let 'em go
Last night I sat out on the boat dock
And smoked a big cigar
And let my mind drift back along the road of life
I've traveled down so far
I thought of all the places I have been in my life
And all the places that I have to see 'fore I die
I looked over at the boat tied to the dock
I said got on and let 'er go

11480. Let 'Er Rip



Dixie Chicks - Let 'Er Rip

I can tell there's something you don't wanna tell me
It's killing you 'cause the words are hard to find
I know you want to break it to me gently
Well sweet baby say what's on your mind

Let 'er rip, let it fly
Come on baby, say it, do you think I'm gonna cry
I ain't about to bawl, and I ain't gonna die
So if you're gonna say goodbye, don't take all day and night
Let 'er rip, let it fly

Why the drama, we don't have to drag out this situation
It wasn't you, it wasn't me, sometimes the chemistry don't ignite
There ain't no rings, no mortgage, there ain't any complications
It's just a hyphenated word, get it out, I'm sure I'll be alright

Let 'er rip, let it fly
Come on baby, say it, do you think I'm gonna cry
I ain't about to bawl, and I ain't gonna die
So if you're gonna say goodbye, don't take all day and night
Let 'er rip, let it fly

It ain't no big deal, it ain't no great loss
You and I are on the same train of thought
So you don't have to tell me where to get off
Maybe I misunderstood you, if you're leaving, baby would you

Let 'er rip, let it fly
Come on baby, say it, do you think I'm gonna cry
I ain't about to bawl, and I ain't gonna die
So if you're gonna say goodbye, don't take all day and night
Let 'er rip, let it fly

So if you're gonna say goodbye, don't take all day and night
Let 'er rip, let it fly

11481. Let An Old Racehorse Run

Let An Old Racehorse Run - Del Mccoury Band

You know I don't do you wrong girl
When I go out sometimes
I'm just looking for answers
I know I ain't gonna find
I just feel like I'm drowning
In this whole crazy scene
I don't want my freedom
Just a run now and then

Chorus:
Let an old racehorse run
Let him open his stride



Feel the wind in his mane
See the pride in his eyes
Let him bring back the memory
Of the races he's won
There's a freedom that flow
Way down in his soul
Let an old racehorse run

You know I do love you woman
But I swear there are times
When I'm watching the years slip away
Down that assembly line
I've been on for the money
I've got nothing to show
I' gotta get out in the wind
Every now and then and get out of control

Chorus (x2)

11482. Let Freedom Ring

Rodney Crowell - Let Freedom Ring

Deep within the heart has always known that there was freedom
Somehow breathed into the very soul of life
The prisoner, the powerless, the slave have always known it
There's something that keeps reaching for the sky
Even life begins because a baby fights for freedom
And songs we love to sing have freedom's theme
Some have walked through fire and flood to find a place of freedom
And some faced hell itself for freedom's dream
Let freedom ring wherever minds know what it means to be in chains
Let freedom ring wherever hearts know pain
Let freedom echo through the lonely streets where prisons have no key
We can be free and we can sing, let freedom ring
God built freedom into every fiber of creation
And He meant for us to all be free and whole
When my Lord bought freedom with the blood of His redemption
His cross stamped pardon on my very soul
I'll sing it out with every breath, I'll let the whole world hear it
This hallelujah anthem of the free
That iron bars and heavy chains can never hold us captive
The Son has made us free and free indeed
Let freedom ring down through the ages from a hill called Calvary
Let freedom ring wherever hearts know pain
Let freedom echo through the lonely streets where prisons have no key
You can be free and you can sing let freedom ring
Let freedom echo through the lonely streets where prisons have no key
You can be free and you can sing let freedom ring
You can be free and you can sing, let freedom ring, let freedom ring



11483. Let Go - Chords

Let Go
Allison Moorer
 
Capo: 2nd Fret
 
  Am                             C                          G
Sometimes in the mornings I wake up devastated that you're gone
   Am                             C                           G
It drives me kinda crazy and I tell myself it's been a little long
      D                                           Am    C
To still be expecting you to call me up on the phone
 G                       D                Am    G
I don't like holding on but I can't let go
 
 
  Am                             C                   G
Sometimes a photograph of you will take my breath away
Am                                    C                  G
I Don't think that time's a healer no matter what folks say
     D                                                     Am    C
how can years fly by so fast and breaks in a heart mend so slow
G                       D                Am    G
I don't like holding on but I can't let go
 
 
C           G
ahhhh       aaah       
  C         G
ahhhhh      ah
D           Am     C
ahhhhhh ahhh leeeeet     go
G           D      G
ahhhhhhh.......
 
 
Am                             C                              G
Sometimes I'm in a room full of people when old lonely sits by me
Am                                  C                        G
And it makes me sad to realize that unlike you he wont ever leave
    D                                                        Am    C
I wish I had some kind of pill to take this feeling from my bones
 G                       D                Am    G
I don't like holding on but I can't let go
 G                       D                Am    G
I don't like holding on but I can't let go



11484. Let Go - Chords

Let Go
Allison Moorer
 
Capo: 2nd Fret
 
  Am                             C                          G
Sometimes in the mornings I wake up devastated that you're gone
   Am                             C                           G
It drives me kinda crazy and I tell myself it's been a little long
      D                                           Am    C
To still be expecting you to call me up on the phone
 G                       D                Am    G
I don't like holding on but I can't let go
 
 
  Am                             C                   G
Sometimes a photograph of you will take my breath away
Am                                    C                  G
I Don't think that time's a healer no matter what folks say
     D                                                     Am    C
how can years fly by so fast and breaks in a heart mend so slow
G                       D                Am    G
I don't like holding on but I can't let go
 
 
C           G
ahhhh       aaah       
  C         G
ahhhhh      ah
D           Am     C
ahhhhhh ahhh leeeeet     go
G           D      G
ahhhhhhh.......
 
 
Am                             C                              G
Sometimes I'm in a room full of people when old lonely sits by me
Am                                  C                        G
And it makes me sad to realize that unlike you he wont ever leave
    D                                                        Am    C
I wish I had some kind of pill to take this feeling from my bones
 G                       D                Am    G
I don't like holding on but I can't let go
 G                       D                Am    G
I don't like holding on but I can't let go

11485. Let Her Fly

Dolly Parton - Let Her Fly 

There's a wreath on the door



She don't live here no more
As of today, she flew home
And we all gathered here
In sorrow and tears
It won't be the same with her gone
There's a place on the hill
That's peaceful and still
Where she'll sleep beside daddy again
The ole' family tree is shedding its leaves
But we'll all met in Heaven again
Chorus:
Oh, she's an angel
Let her fly, let her fly
She's gone home to glory
To her home in the sky
When God sees her comin'
Heaven's choir will smile
And sing, "Oh she's an angel, let her fly, let her fly
Ooh, she's an angel, let her fly"
She used to rock me when I was a child
Sing "Rock of Ages" and "In The Sweet Bye And Bye"
Her life wasn't easy, oh but how hard she tried
You know she's an angel, Lord, so let her fly
Repeat Chorus
Tag:
Let her fly
Ooh she's an angel, let her fly

11486. Let Her Go

Let Her Go - The Travelin' McCourys

Only know you've been high when you'²re feeling low
Only hate the road when you're missin' home
Only know you love her when you let her go
And you let her go

Staring at the bottom of your glass
Hoping one day you'²ll make a dream last
But dreams come slow and they go so fast

You see her when you close your eyes
Maybe one day you'²ll understand why
Everything you touch surely dies

'Cause you only need the light when it'²s burning low
Only miss the sun when it starts to snow
Only know you love her when you let her go

Only know you've been high when you'²re feeling low
Only hate the road when you're missin'² home
Only know you love her when you let her go



Staring at the ceiling in the dark
Same old empty feeling in your heart
Love comes slow and it goes so fast

Well you see her when you fall asleep
But never to touch and never to keep
'Cause you loved her too much
And you dived too deep

'Cause you only need the light when it'²s burning low
Only miss the sun when it starts to snow
Only know you love her when you let her go

Only know you'²ve been high when you're feeling low
Only hate the road when you'²re missin' home
Only know you love her when you let her go

And you let her go (oh, oh, ooh)
And you let her go (oh, oh, ooh)
And you let her go (oh, oh, ooh)

Well, you only need the light when it'²s burning low
Only miss the sun when it starts to snow
Only know you love her when you let her go

Only know you've been high when you'²re feeling low
Only hate the road when you're missin' home
Only know you love her when you let her go

'²Cause you only need the light when it'²s burning low
Only miss the sun when it starts to snow
Only know you love her when you let her go

Only know you've been high when you'²re feeling low
Only hate the road when you're missin'² home
Only know you love her when you let her go

11487. Let Her Go, God Bless Her

The Louvin Brothers - Let Her Go, God Bless Her

Let her go, let her go, God bless her 
She's mine everywhere she may be 
She may ramble this wide world all over 
But she'll never find a friend like me 
I went to church last Sunday 
I saw my old love there 
And I knew her mind was a'changin' 
From the way that she done up her hair chorus I'm going to the races 
To see my pony run 
And if I win any green back 
We're surely gonna have some fun chorus 
Sometimes I live in the country 



Sometimes I live up town 
But sometimes 
I take a great notion 
To jump in the river and drown chorus

11488. Let Her In - Chords

Let Her In
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

C             F               G7
I didn't know love would come around
C            F            G7
Walked right up to me and knocked me down
F                             C
I dropped straight down on my knees
F                    G7
Asked my little girl honey won't you help me please
        F          G7              C
Let her in  let my heart feel love again
        F             G7                 C
Let her in  don't you know how long it's been
        F           G7             C
Let her in  let her come and be my friend
     F     G7                  F C
Baby please  won't you let her in
            F                       G7
I know it's hard for you since your momma's been gone
C          F                 G7
It must be strange to see me carry on
F                      C
Honey just try to understand
F                               G7
It takes the love of a woman to complete the heart of a man
        F          G7              C
Let her in  let my heart feel love again
        F             G7                 C
Let her in  don't you know how long it's been
        F           G7             C
Let her in  let her come and be my friend
     F     G7                  F C
Baby please  won't you let her in

11489. Let Him Fly

Dixie Chicks - Let Him Fly

Ain't no talkin' to this man
Ain't no pretty other side



Ain't no way to understand stupid words of pride
It would take an acrobat and I already tried all that
I'm gonna let him fly

Things can move at such a pace
The second hand just waved good-bye
You know the light has left his face
But you can't recall just where or why
So there was really nothing to it
I just went and cut right through it
I said I'm gonna let him fly
Oh yea

There's no mercy in a live wire
No rest at all in freedom
Choices we are given it's
It's no choice at all
The proof is in the fire
You touch before it moves away, yeah
But you must always know
How long to stay and when to go

And there ain't no talkin' to this man
He's been tryin' to tell me so
It took a while to understand
The beauty of just letting go
'Cause it would take an acrobat
And I already tried all that

I'm gonna let him fly
I'm gonna let him fly, fly whoa
I'm gonna let him fly, fly whoa
I'm gonna let him fly

11490. Let Him Go On Mama

John Hartford - Let Him Go On Mama
Mighty Poplar

Well he likes black coffee, fried eggs
And a well done T-bone steak
He like a red dress and pearly white teeth
And the flash of a pretty brown leg
He said back in the '30s, you know
You never had it made
He's an engineer over on the Ohio river
Runnin' in the Pittsburgh trade

With the inspection office in Louisville
At a desk for a very short time
And he played in a band on two different boats
Working for the Strackfus line
And long ago he smoked reefer



And he even made home brew
And the reefer come in through New Orleans
Back before World War II
[Chorus]

He's just a feller worked on the river
All his life by a paddle wheel
You say he's old fashioned
Well that ain't no big deal

11491. Let Him Go On Mama - Chords

Let Him Go On Mama
Chris Eldridge

[Intro]
                                                                                        G
e/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D/---0-------0-------0----0-------0------0-----0-------0-------0----0-------0--------0----/
A/--------5-------7------------5------7-------------3-------3------------5--------3-------/
E/-7---7-------8-------7----7-------8-------5-----5------5-------7----7-------5-----------/
 
 
[Verse 1]
G                                            D
Well he likes black coffee, fried eggs and a well done T-bone steak
D                                                      C                     G
He likes a red dress and pearly white teeth and the flash of her pretty brown legs
         C                            G
He said back in the '30s, you know you never had it made
   A7                                       D
He worked as an engineer on the Ohio river, working for the Pittsburgh trade
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                                             D
At the inspection office in Louisville he had a desk for a very short time
D                                               C                      G
And he played in a band on two different boats working for the Strackfus line
    C                               G
And long ago he smoked reefer and he even made home brew
       A7                                 D
And the reefer come in through New Orleans back before World War II
 
 
[Chorus]
 G                                        D
He's just a feller worked on the river, All his life by a paddle wheel
D                                    C             G
You say he's old fashioned, Well that ain't no big deal
    C                                 G



Well it's too thick to navigate, And it's too thin to plow
   G            D                G       D          G
So let him go on mama and don't put him down for it now
 
 
[Break]
                                                                                        G
e/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D/---0-------0-------0----0-------0------0-----0-------0-------0----0-------0--------0----/
A/--------5-------7------------5------7-------------3-------3------------5--------3-------/
E/-7---7-------8-------7----7-------8-------5-----5------5-------7----7-------5-----------/
 
 
[Verse 3]
 G                                           D
Well he smokes an old I-bolt cigar, Says he doesn't miss it at all
D                                                     C                   G
But he still goes out and he makes a few trips in the summer and in the fall
       C                                        G
Oh, the railroad trains, the bus and planes are picking up the slack
    A7                              D
He's watching all those river towns slowly turn their backs
 
 
[Chorus]
 G                                        D
He's just a feller worked on the river, All his life by a paddle wheel
D                                    C             G
You say he's old fashioned, Well that ain't no big deal
    C                                 G
Well it's too thick to navigate, And it's too thin to plow
   G            D                G       D          G
So let him go on mama and don't put him down for it now
 
 
[Break]
                                                                                        G
e/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D/---0-------0-------0----0-------0------0-----0-------0-------0----0-------0--------0----/
A/--------5-------7------------5------7-------------3-------3------------5--------3-------/
E/-7---7-------8-------7----7-------8-------5-----5------5-------7----7-------5-----------/
 
 
[Verse 4]
G                                                         D
Well he comes from a real old-time way of life, He had to fight to just learn how
D                                                  C                  G
And he might even have voted for Nixon once but I'm sure he sees that now
     C                                    G
Well Friday night he makes the best damn Gumbo you'd ever want to eat
     A7                                       D
And Saturday morning 'fore everyone's up, he's gone off down to the fleet
 



 
[Chorus]
 G                                        D
He's just a feller worked on the river, All his life by a paddle wheel
D                                    C             G
You say he's old fashioned, Well that ain't no big deal
    C                                 G
Well it's too thick to navigate, And it's too thin to plow
   G            D                G       D          G
So let him go on mama and don't put him down for it now
 
 
[Break]
                                                                                        G
e/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D/---0-------0-------0----0-------0------0-----0-------0-------0----0-------0--------0----/
A/--------5-------7------------5------7-------------3-------3------------5--------3-------/
E/-7---7-------8-------7----7-------8-------5-----5------5-------7----7-------5-----------/
 
 
[Verse 5]
G                                           D
You're as pretty as he is ugly and he's the happiest man alive
D                                     C                 G
Somehow you got him thinking that old men are back in style
     C                                        G
Now you see these Oysters Bienville and this baked potato skin
    A7                               D
I eat 'em so I can grow up an' be, an old man just like him
 
 
[Chorus]
 G                                        D
He's just a feller worked on the river, All his life by a paddle wheel
D                                    C             G
You say he's old fashioned, Well that ain't no big deal
    C                                 G
Well it's too thick to navigate, And it's too thin to plow
   G            D                G       D          G
So let him go on mama and don't put him down for it now
 
 
[Outro]
                                                                                        G
e/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D/---0-------0-------0----0-------0------0-----0-------0-------0----0-------0--------0----/
A/--------5-------7------------5------7-------------3-------3------------5--------3-------/
E/-7---7-------8-------7----7-------8-------5-----5------5-------7----7-------5-----------/



11492. Let Him Know - Chords

Let Him Know 
Written and recorded by George Jones

C
Lost his love and started drinkin'
       F                 C
Trying hard to stop from thinkin'
                                          G7
He found out that it was not the thing to do
         C
There no reason to be sobbin'
         F                    C
It won't stop your heart from throbbin'
                           G7                C
Stop and think just why he left you there so blue

       G7
If you see you were mistaken
      F               C
Never again you'll be forsaken
                                            G7
Can't you see he wants to do the thing that right
        C
Let him know if your still grieving 
       F                 C
If you are he'll soon be leavin'
                          G7             C
Let him know then he will be right there tonight

If you think he's gone forever
          F                  C
That's no reason while he'll never
                                           G7
Change his mind when your memory starts to burn
          C
Why don't you try to be stronger 
         F                     C
Give the one you love a little longer
                           G7                 C
Give him plenty of time to think it's now his turn

           G7
If you see you were mistaken
      F               C
Never again you'll be forsaken
                                            G7
Can't you see he wants to do the thing that right
         C
There no reason to be sobbin'
         F                    C
It won't stop your heart from throbbin'
                          G7             C
Let him know then he will be right there tonight



11493. Let Him Roll

Guy Clark - Let him roll
Composer: Guy Clark

Now he was a wino tried and true
Done about everything there is to do
He worked on freighters and he worked in bars
He worked on farms and he worked on cars

Well it was white port wine that put that look in his eyes
Grown men get when they need to cry
We sat down on the curb to rest
His head just fell down on his chest

He says, "Every single day it gets just
A little bit harder to handle and yet"
Then he lost the thread and his mind got cluttered
And the words just rolled off down the gutter

Well he was an elevator man in a cheap hotel
In exchange for the rent on a one room cell
And he was old years beyond his time
No thanks to the world and the white port wine

So he said, "Son", he always called me son
He said, "Life for you has just begun"
Then he told me the story I'd heard before
How he fell in love with a Dallas whore

Now he could cut through the years to the very night
That it ended in a whorehouse fight
When she turned his last proposal down
In favor of bein' a girl about town

Now it's been seventeen years right in line
And he ain't been straightened none of the time
It's too many days of fightin' the weather
And too many nights of not bein' together
So he died

When they went through his personal effects
And among the stubs from a welfare checks
Was a crumblin' picture of a girl in a door
And in a dress in Dallas and nothing more

The welfare people provided the Priest
The couple from the mission down the street
Sang 'Amazing grace' and no one cried
Except some lady in black way off to the side

We all left and she was standin' there
The black veil coverin' her silver hair



Ol' one-eyed John said, "Her name was Alice
She used to be a whore in Dallas"

So let him roll, Lord let him roll
I bet he's gone to Dallas to rest his soul
Just you let him roll, Lord let him roar
He always said that Heaven was just a Dallas whore
Just you let him roll, Lord let him roll
I bet he's gone to Dallas to rest his soul

11494. Let In A Little Light

Let In A Little Light - Leftover Salmon
Vince Herman/Greg Garrison

(Chorus)
Let in a little light, let in a little light
When the darkness comes, let in a little light

Well you can't keep your head in the sand, let life pass you by
Get your face out of your hands, step back into the light

When you find what really matters and it's music, love, and friends
You cant keep nothing else with you when this journey ends

(Chorus)

I believe love lasts forever, music gonna carry on too
And the light they leave after they're gone, that's gonna pull you through.
So make good loving music, thats all we're here to do
And when you're down brother turn it around and that's gonna pull ya through

(Chorus)

11495. Let In Anarchy

Let In Anarchy
Glen Phillips

Let in anarchy, let in change
Dive through darkness, forget your name
Don't spoil the ending, it's why we came
The details differ but the plot's the same

Tiny currents and tightening knots
What we wanted and what we've got
You see the promise where I sense the loss
You count your blessings while I tally costs



Baby, I feel crazy
I'm tired of being this way
Maybe I'm just lazy
It takes courage to face the day
Can you wait for me
To learn to be ok with being ok

Let go certainty, lose control
Trust the moment and feel the flow
My fear keeps telling me it won't let go
But my heart is beating so sure and slow

Be my valentine just this day
Come tomorrow you can choose again
You can trust my love it won't bend or break
But I know there's only so much that your heart can take

Baby, I feel crazy
I'm tired of being this way
Maybe I'm just lazy
It takes courage to face the day
Can you wait for me
To learn to be ok with being ok

11496. Let It Alone

Let It Alone
Old Crow Medicine Show - Let It Alone

While the traveling through this big iron world
It'll sometimes ask of you
To give advice at certain times
And tell folks what to do

Well, at this time, I'm gonna tell you
What's the wisest plan
When it comes to mixing in with things
That you just don't understand, hmm

Let it alone, let it alone
If it don't concern you, let it alone
Don't go around putting on airs
And meddling in other folks' affairs
If you don't know, say so
Mind your own business and let it alone

Well, you see two people fighting
Them man and woman, say
You think that it's a crime for them
To carry on that way
Well, you think that you could stop that row
But just as you draw nigh
The lady with the poker



Strikes the gentleman across the eye

Let it alone, let it alone
If it don't concern you, let it alone
They know their business, all right, all right
They practice that-a-way every night
If you go buttin' in, they'll break your chin
So mind your own business and let it alone

Well, you say that love's against you
And on your weary way
Well, lying in the gutter
A drunken man, we'll say
He's lying in the gutter
And you can tell that he's all in
But on his necktie plainly gleams
A great big diamond pin

Let it alone, let it alone
He's not your pal, so let it alone
The man is drunk, it may be true
But the diamond don't belong to you
So shut your eyes and eat some sighs
Turn around and beat it and leave it alone

11497. Let It Be Christmas

Let It Be Christmas - Alan Jackson

Let it be Christmas everywhere
In the hearts of all people
Both near and afar
Christmas everywhere
Feel the love of the season where ever you are
On the small country roads
Lined with green mistletoe
Big city streets where a thousand lights glow

Let it be Christmas everywhere
Let heavenly music fill the air
Let every heart sing
Let every bell ring
The story of hope and joy and peace
And let it be Christmas everywhere
Let heavenly music fill the air
Let anger and fear and hate disappear
Let there be love that lasts through the year
And let it be Christmas, Christmas everywhere

Let it be Christmas everywhere
With the gold and the silver, the green and the red
Christmas everywhere
In the smiles of all children asleep in their beds



In the eyes of young babies
Their first fallen snow
The elderly's memories that never grow old
Let it be Christmas everywhere
Let heavenly music fill the air
Let every heart sing
Let every bell ring
The story of hope and joy and peace
And let it be Christmas everywhere
Let heavenly music fill the air
Let anger and fear and hate disappear
Let there be love that lasts through the year
And let it be Christmas, Christmas everywhere

Let it be Christmas everywhere
In the songs that we sing
And the gifts that we bring
Christmas everywhere
In what this day means
And what we believe
From the sandy white beaches
Where blue water rolls
Snow covered mountains and valleys below

Let it be Christmas everywhere
Let heavenly music fill the air
Let every heart sing
Let every bell ring
The story of hope and joy and peace
And let it be Christmas everywhere
Let heavenly music fill the air
Let anger and fear and hate disappear
Let there be love that lasts through the year
And let it be Christmas, Christmas everywhere
Christmas everywhere
Christmas everywhere

11498. Let It Be Me

Vince Gill - Let it be me
Composer: Gilbert Bécaud - Mann Curtis - Pierre DelanoÃ«

I bless the day I found you,
I want to stay around you
And so I beg you, let it be me.

Don't take this heaven from one,
If you must cling to someone
Now and forever, let it be me.

Each time we meet, love,
I find complete love.
Without your sweet love



What would life be?

So never leave me lonely,
Tell me you'll love me only
And that you'll always let it be me.

If for each bit of gladness
Someone must taste of sadness
I'll bear the sorrow, let it be me.

No matter what the price is
I'll make no sacrifices.
Through each tomorrow let it be me.

To you I'm praying,
Hear what I'm saying.
Please, let your heart beat
For me, just me.

And never leave me lonely,
Tell me you'll love me only
And that you'll always let it be me,
Let it be me.

11499. Let It Be You - Chords

Let It Be You
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Kevin Welch and Harry Stinson
 
G                                            C                    G
If I could find a love to treasure with this heart and with these hands
        D7                             C                 G
I could build a strong foundation in a world of shifting sands
                                              C                   G
If I could show just what I'm made up it'd be surprise what I can do
      D7                      C         G
But I need someone to help me let it be you

                                  C           G
Cause I aim to find somebody who really understands
    D7                                        C           G
The things that make the difference between a woman and a man
                                     C            G
Yeah but all my best intentions will never see me through
     D7                          C         G
If I don't find what I'm missing let it be you

                  C               G
Let it be you who wakes me in the morning
          D7           C                 G
Let it be you who lays down with me each night
             C              G



Side by side we can dream together
            D7             C
Let it come true let it be you

          G                            C            G
There are lessons in this life I can't learn all by myself
        D7                                C               G
There's beauty I can only see through the eyes of someone else
                                          C                G
There's a place I've always heard of only love can take me to
      D7                     C         G
But I need someone beside me let it be you

Repeat #3

            D7             C  G
Let it come true let it be y-ou

11500. Let It Blow

Richard Thompson - Let It Blow 

He was a species on the verge of extinction
She was an Air New Zealand hostess
They were mystically joined like Rawicz and Landauer
Like Pinky and Perky, like Porgy and Bess

Oh, he loved the pursuit and the romance
But the details were more of a chore
When the bride's veil lifted, his mind soon drifted
At least that's what happened before

Let it blow, let it snow
Let the mercury bubble and dive
Life's little traumas and courtroom dramas
Remind me I'm glad I'm alive

Oh, she loved the clinking of glasses
When the toast was to nobles and princes
In the conjugal nest she was seen at her best
With her keen eye for curtains and chintzes

And she had all of the furniture ordered
By the time they were naming the date
And her mother came speeding from distant Dunedin
To help with the flowers and cake

Let it blow, let it snow
Let the mercury bubble and dive
Life's little traumas and courtroom dramas
Remind me I'm glad I'm alive

At the Chapel of Partial Remembrance



The ushers went into a seizure
Mr. Bacchus, they said, "Should we stand on our heads
Would sackcloth and ashes displease you?"

And they honeymooned down in Ibiza
Where the sun and the nightlife were hot
As she lay on the sand, he said, "Isn't it grand?
I bring all of my wives to this spot"

Let it blow, let it snow
Let the mercury bubble and dive
Life's little traumas and courtroom dramas
Remind me I'm glad I'm alive

A life of volcanic activity
Left him nothing to spout but hot air
A long interruption since his last eruption
Was disguised by sheer devil may care

But some charm and some skill, and manoeuvre
Had him rising to meet the occasion
And for once they found bliss but news of their tryst
Got to Fleet Street and caused a sensation

Let it blow, let it snow
Let the mercury bubble and dive
Life's little traumas and courtroom dramas
Remind me I'm glad I'm alive

The Press was baying for blood now
They gave them a week at the most
We were all glad to see it reach weeks two and three
But the fourth week, the whole thing was toast

And she dragged her tail back to New Zealand
With threats of High Court and revenge
Meanwhile his eye did stray to the ample bustier
Of a novelty dancer from Penge

Let it blow, let it snow
Let the mercury bubble and dive
Life's little traumas and courtroom dramas
Remind me I'm glad I'm alive

Oh, let it blow, let it snow
Let the mercury bubble and dive
Life's little traumas and courtroom dramas
Remind me I'm glad I'm alive

11501. Let It Fall

Nickel Creek - Let It Fall (live) 



Hey look, I'm not weighed down
As I walk through
The glowing wheat fields churning on the ground
As all the ravens fly away
They leave nothing
But the sun and endless blue day

I always knew I felt this way
But couldn't find the time to say
To myself I've got to let it go
Through all the joy and all the pain
With the drought and the rain
The honest truth is all I want to know

Let it fall
Let go

My kingdom's walls have fallen down
But I know that
I don't wear an undeserved crown
And though it seemed to fit me well
Underneath it
I would certainly fall down

Last summer we left things unsaid
That should be now a long time dead
And now it seems that time has put it well
The words can chase away a friend
But to a lie they'll bring an end
And throw it down the darkest, deepest well

Let it fall
Let go

Let it fall
Let go

Let it fall
Let go

Let it fall
Let go

11502. Let It Go

Let It Go
WRITTEN BY LIZ BEEBE & Z. LUPETIN
MUSIC BY DUSTBOWL REVIVAL

Trying so bard to be
A better version of me
J found that note I wrote
When I was iwenty one years old



I thought I'd figured it out

And I still don't know my fate
And maybe I'll never escape
I'm trying to let it go
Let it go, let it go
Let it go, let it go
Let it go, let it go

I'm made of the ways of my mother
And the ideals of my father
And the spirit of my brother
And the strength of my lover

Well you can't control everything
there's no right way to do anything
And like a bird with a broken wing
I fall

And every time I think P've changed
It all comes back and I'm still the same
T'm trying to let it go (x4)

Mama's got that tape of me
Dancing at twenty three
I still know the fear in those eyes
Waiting to be criticized
Not hearing the cheers

So every night I do my best
Turn the lights on, pass the test
Trying to let it go
Why is it so bard to make a change?
Break all my patterns and rearrange
All I really want to be
Ts all the people that I see
Who wait it out so patiently
So patiently
But I can barely breathe

I'm made of
The stones of my hometown
Of all my friends who ain't around no more
And I every song that I sang
In every dive when it's raining out

Well you can't control everything
There's no right way to do anything
And so trying is the only thing you can do
I'm trying to let it go (x4)

11503. Let It Go



Josh Williams - Let It Go 
Album: Modern Day Man

As children bring their broken toys with tears for us to mend
I brought my broken dreams to God because he was my friend
And then instead of leaving him in peace to work alone
I hung around and tried to help in the ways that were my own
Then I took them back and cried, God why are you so slow
He said child what could I do, you never let it go

Let it go, and let God take control
Let it go, and he'll bear your heavy load
If you think that there's no hope there's something you should know
That he can mend your broken heart
But you've got to let it go

Every child gets nothing less than unconditional love
And even though we fall sometimes
He's there to pick us up
And if you think you're the only one who's ever felt this low
It's time to to get down on your knees
You've got to let it go

Let it go, and let God take control
Let it go, and he'll bear your heavy load
If you think that there's no hope there's something you should know
That he can mend your broken heart
But you've got to let it go

If you think that there's no hope there's something you should know
That he can mend your broken heart
But you've got to let it go

11504. Let It Go

Let It Go
The Infamous Stringdusters - Let It Go

[Verse 1]
Whatcha doin', where ya' goin'
Tossed by the winds that are blowin'
High time you went inside

[Verse 2]
For a long time I been trying
Even thought that I was a flying
High time you let it go

[Chorus]
If it's worry you been feelin'
Over things you can't control
Hey it's time to let it go
If you think that you can make a difference
And the fire is in your soul



Go ahead and take your stand
And if you can't then let it go
Yeah, just let it go

[Verse 3]
If the path that you been making
Ain't the one you wanna be taking
Step back and look inside

[Verse 4]
If you stumble on the gravel
Find another road to travel
Take a chance and let it go

[Chorus] x2

[Outro]
Hey, just let it go

11505. Let It Go

Let it Go
String Cheese Incident

The more that I take, the less that I feel,
The more that I see, the less that seems real.
I lok to you, to make me whole,
to give me strength, take me home.

The more that I know, the less that I feel,
The more that I feel, the less that I see.
You give to me, the breathe we share,
I touch your lips, I know you're there.

Chorus:
In you I see me, I Love you, so deeply, 
Let it go, so completely,  So openly
The more that I do, the less that I feel,
I more that I see, the less that seems real. 
I look to you, to make me whole, 
to give me strength, take me home.

Chorus:
ohhhh, ohhh, ohhh
let it go
(repeat 4x)

11506. Let It Ride



Let It Ride
The Rice Brothers - Let It Ride

These are just the simple facts
I will relate to you
Though they are not connected
Each and every one is true
If they seem a bit untidy
Well unraveling them is fun
I will not stand corrected
I have not harmed anyone
I just let it ride
Ride let it ride
Leave on the evenin' tide
Just let it ride
When I listen to my heart
I sometimes fail to find
One sane and simple answer
On the bright side of my mind
Even when I'm sleeping
I can't seem to unwind
I just let it ride
I knew a man from Windsor
Who went to Detroit every night
And stateside of the tunnel
Customs agents gave him flight
He threw his stash in the river
And his bedroll on the ground
And when they finally got there
A sleeping man was all that they found
He just let it ride
Ride let it ride
Leavin' on the evenin' tide
Just let it ride
Hear the steeple bell ring out
Above my lobster pots
I might be out here fishin' man
But that ain't where it stops
The mouths I feed are many
And they all say thanks a lot
They just let it ride

11507. Let It Rock

Let it Rock
Chatham County Line

Let it move, let it rock, let it beat like a clock
Let it Shake the' foundations' of the whole' damn block
Let it move, let it' rock

Let it keep up time with the welfare line
Your feet to the beat like a knot is tying
Let it move, let it rock



Let it tick to the tack like a rail track clack
Move a foot forward and another back
Let it move, let it rock

Let it thump like a foot on a big bass drum
Keep you rolling like a hitchike thumb
Let it move, let it rock

Let it move, let it rock, let it shake like a shack
Keep you jumping like a sidewalk crack
Let it move, let it rock

Let it creep down the street like a cable car
Shine brighter than the northern star
Let it move, let it rock

Let it move, let it rock, let it beat like a clock
Let it Shake the foundations of the whole damn block
Let it keep up time with the welfare line
Your feet to the beat like a knot is tying
Let it tick to the tack like a rail track clack
Move a foot forward and another back
Let it move, let it rock
Let it move, let it rock

11508. Let It Roll

Let It Roll
Little Feat - Chesapeake

Rollin' down highway 95
Sailin' through her hometown countryside
Move on over stand astride
My cruise control's in overdrive
Need to take my baby for a ride

Ooo she's like a smooth stretch of highway
Ooo she's like a cool Summer breeze
If my motor's runnin' right, we might lose control tonight
Got the shape I love to squeeze, looks that bring me to my knees
Oh please, let it roll tonight

Might be doin' more thahn fifty-five
When I sit my baby right down by my side
Where the rubber hit the road
This rig don't dig no overload
Come on, and let my baby ride

Ooo she's like a smooth stretch of highway
Ooo she's like a cool Summer breeze
If my motor's runnin' right, we might lose control tonight
Got the shape I love to squeeze, looks that bring me to my knees



Oh please, let it roll tonight

Now I know just how heaven feels
When she reach beneath my big old steerin' wheel
Dyna flow, power glide
Bored and stroked, I'm satisfied
When I take my baby for a ride
Ooo she's like a smooth stretch of highway
Ooo she's like a cool Summer breeze
If my motor's runnin' right, we might lose control tonight
Got the shape I love to squeeze, looks that bring me to my knees
Oh please, let it roll tonight

11509. Let It Roll

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Let it roll
Composer: Jeff Hanna - Bob Carpenter - Tom Kell

The other night as I was driving
Up the highway through the past
I was torn betwwen the future
and the memories of the past

Fell in love for the wrong reasons
Gave our hearts then lost control
So I eased it up past sixty
Turn away and let it roll

We had the plan to stay together
You with your dreams me with mine
With the promess of forever
We would stand the test of time

Like the hot winds come in summer
Trouble waited at the door
Time to leave this all behind me
Turn away and let it roll

Chorus
Let it roll the way these heart aches
Let it roll away theses fears
let it roll away the reasons
We've been crying all these years

Every mile that comes between us
There's a cleansing in my soul
Throw away the rear view mirror
Adios and let it roll

Now everybody takes their chances
Everybody has to choose
But when love hangs in the balance
There's an innocence you lose



I don't know what lies before me
But I'm sure I have to go
Feel the tears slowly descending
It's my last so let it roll

Chorus
...
Time to leave this all behind me
Adios and let it go

11510. Let It Shine On Me

Nanci Griffith - Let It Shine On Me

There's a star in heaven's sky
Always shining bright
It's just a tear in an angel's eye
A gentle guiding light

[Chorus:]
Let it shine on me
Let it show the way
Let it always be
Let it always stay
Let it flood my soul
Let it hold the key
Let it all unfold
Let it shine on me

When the way seems so dark
Let it shine on me
Bringing home within my heart
A reason to believe

[Chorus: x2]

11511. Let It Slide

Kane's River - Let It Slide 
Album: Same River Twice

Just sitting here it must be clear
i'm full of fear we won't make it off the ground
because today's the day i make a play
to fly away on out of here and get what i need
since way back when i used to pretend
i was fortune's friend but to tell the truth
the truth is that i've always had good luck gone bad



i feel so sad and all alone, i almost gave up
Built hundreds of dream towns,
abandoned and dead from old age
but i live in this last one
so just don't lie to me, stop teasing me,
it hurts to believe i might finally catch a break
from that old man in charge of lucky stars
please cut these bars and let me go,
i'm asking you now
just let it slide
You'll see a trace behind my face,
amazing grace under pressure from above
because every finger's crossed, my coins are tossed, the clover's lost another leaf, there's no
 turning back
So i'm holding tight with all my might,
i'll give you a fight if you try to take away
the dream that matters most, it feels so close, an equal dose of hope and fear, with nothing to
 lose
Built hundreds of dream towns,
abandoned and dead from old age
but i live in this last one
so just don't lie to me, stop teasing me,
it hurts to believe i might finally catch a break
from that old man in charge of lucky stars
please cut these bars and let me go,
i'm asking you now
just let it slide
just let it slide

11512. Let It Snow

Let It Snow - Garth Brooks 

Ding dong, ding dong, ding dong, ding dong

The weather outside is frightful
But the fire is so delightful
Oh, since we've no place to go
Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow

Well it doesn't show signs of stopping
But we've got some corn for popping
And the lights are turned way down low
Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow

When we finally kiss goodnight
How I hate going out in the storm
But as long as you hold me tight
Woah all the way home I'll be warm

Well the fire is slowly dying
But my dear we're still goodbye-ing
And as long as you love me so



Let it snow, let it snow (let it snow)
Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow (let it snow)

When we finally kiss goodnight
How I hate going out in the storm
But as long as you hold me tight
Hoah all the way home I'll be warm

Oh the fire is slowly dying
But my dear we're still goodbye-ing
And as long as you love me so
Let it snow, let it snow (let it snow)
Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow

11513. Let It Snow, Let It Snow, Let It Snow

Vince Gill - Let It Snow, Let It Snow, Let It Snow
Sam Bush

Oh, the weather outside is frightful
But the fire is so delightful
And since we've no place to go
Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow!

Hey! It doesn't show signs of stopping
And I've brought some corn for popping
The lights are turned way down low
Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow!

And when we finally kiss good night
How I'll hate going out in the storm
But if you really hold me tight
All the way home I'll be warm.

The fire is slowly dying
Hey! and, Honey, we're still good-bying
But as long as you love me so,
Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow!...

11514. Let Love Grow - Chords

Let Love Grow
Written & Recorded by Dolly Parton

(Capo on 1)
Intro.: /(D) /(G) /(D) /(G) /

(Chorus)
(D)Love can grow in the strangest places, (G)might find love in strangers faces



(D)Find it on a mountain top or in a valley (A)low
(D)Love can grow where you least expect it, (G)nurtured by a kiss or a tear that wets it
(D)Love will grow if one just lets it, (A)let (G)love (D)grow

I know (G)you, have feelings (D)for me too
But you're a-(G)fraid to try to love a-(D)gain
I know your (G)heart is true, I'll do my (D)best to prove that I'll be 
(Em)here for you
Please, say you'll (A)let me in

(Chorus)
(D)Love can grow in the strangest places, (G)might find love in strangers faces
(D)Find it on a mountain top or in a valley (A)low
(G) (D)Love can grow where you least expect it, (G)take and chance and don't 
reject it.
(D)Love will grow if one just lets it, (A)let (G)love (D)grow

If I (G)could, I'd ease your (D)doubts for good
I'd put your (G)heart at ease, just don't (D)give up
What do you (G)say, we try and go that (D)extra mile
What chance that (Em)you and I, find love we're (A)worthy of

(Chorus)
(D)Love can grow in the strangest places, (G)might find love in strangers faces
(D)Find it on a mountain top or in a valley (A)low
(G) (D)Hindsight's always out to blind you, (G)look ahead, not behind you
(D)Look for love and let it find you, (A)let (G)love (D)grow

Inst.: /(D) /(G) /(D) /(A)(G) (D) /

(Bridge)
(Em)It's a chance that's worth the taking, (F#m)love is out there for the making
(G)Shinin' in the eyes of someone that you (D)know
In (Em)any color, shape or fashion, (F#m)there is no denying passion
(G)Love is always everlasting, (A)let love grow (B)

(Chorus)
(E)Love can grow in the strangest places, (A)might find love in strangers faces
(E)Find it on a mountain top or in a valley (B)low (F#m) (B)
(E)Love can grow where you least expect it, (A)nurtured by a kiss or a tear that wets it
(E)Love will grow if one just lets it, (B)let (A)love (E)grow

(Chorus)
I'm tellin' you, (E)love can fill the empty spaces, (A)dry our tears and all their traces
(E)Mend our broken hearts and heal our (B)souls
In (E)any color, shape or fashion, (A)there is no denying passion
(E)Love is always everlasting, (B)let (A)love (E)grow

(Tag)
Come on, (B)let (A)love (E)grow
Take a chance and (B)let--- (A)love--- (E)grow -----



11515. Let Love In

Rhiannon Giddens - Let Love In

[Verse 1]
When I was a young girl
I heard the old folks say
You can't love just anyone
Lock your heart away
So I learned to keep my heart
Way up on the shelf
Now I know you can't love anyone
Until you love yourself

[Chorus]
Let love in, let love in
Let it take you to a place you've never been
Let love in, let love in
You know you might never get this chance again

[Verse 2]
Now I am an older girl
And wiser, I believe
I don't lock my heart away
I wear it on my sleeve
When you're brave and true in love
You gotta learn to say goodbye
You can't live in the memory
Gotta spread your wings and fly

[Chorus]
Let love go, let love go
Let it light a path through truth, through the unknown
Let love go, let love go
Set it free so it can find its way back home

[Bridge]
Now I know who I wanna be
Now I know my heart
Now I know holding on too tight's tearing me apart
Letting go of yesterday
Letting in that light
Searching for a brand new wave and everything's alright

[Interlude]
Let it in

[Chorus]
Let love in, let love in
Let it take you to a place you've never been
Let love go, let love go
Set it free so it can find its way back home



11516. Let Love Move Me

Donna the Buffalo - Let Love Move Me

Let love move through
Let love move me

Let love rise between us
Let love make the difference
There's a glory coming to me
I'm feeling oh so naturally
I'm not gonna force the issue
I'm tired of this frustrate and cry
I'm gonna live in full color
I'm gonna spread my wings and fly

11517. Let Love Take You Back Again

Tim O'Brien - Let Love Take You Back Again

I can only tell you what I see, two lonely people you and me
Both want out and both want in, neither knows where to begin
You can draw a line there in the dirt, stay on your side you won't get hurt
But if you're not afraid to fall, you can take a chance, maybe win it all

[Chorus]
You're at the crossroads once again, afraid to lose, you'll never win
Let love lift you, let love in, let love take you back again

You can count the stars up in the sky, it's a different number every time
I'm never sure about what is true, one truth for me and one truth for you.
I can't make you love me now, I can't teach or show you how
But I'm ready now to take a step, I can lend a hand if you want my help

[Chorus]

I see the fear that's in your eyes, but keep your focus on the prize
Drop the armor, drop the shame, leave the anger, leave the blame

[Chorus]

11518. Let Me Be The First To Know

Osborne Brothers - Let me be the first to know
Composer: Teddy Wilburn - Doyle Wilburn

I know I shouldn't think that it could happen
To you and I because I love you so
But if you should ever find that you don't love me
Darling let me be the first to know



If you should ever change your mind about me
Be the one to come and tell me so
Please don't let me hear it from another
Darling let me be the first to know

I've seen it happen to so many others
They seem to find their love has grown cold
But they don't have a heart to tell each other
Darling let me be the first to know

It would break my heart to find that you don't love me
It would be so hard for me to let you go
But it you should ever find you love another
Darling let me be the first to know

11519. Let Me Be The One - Chords

Let Me Be The One
Recorded by: Hank Locklin
Writers: W. S. Stevenson, P. Blevins & J. Hobson

INTRO: [Notes/chords of last line of first verse]

[C] Let Me Be The One to walk with you
[G] When you want somebody to talk with you
Any-[D] thing that makes you happy, I wanta do
Oh darlin', Let Me Be The [G] One. [C]

Let Me Be The One who means the most
The one you want to love and call your own
And when you choose your partner
I want to be the choice
Oh please, Let Me Be The One.

Let Me Be The One to set with you
And when you want some lovin'
I'll know just what to do
Lots and lots of huggin' and a kiss or two
You've gotta Let Me Be The One.

Let Me Be The One to take you out
To your fav'rite places, you have no doubt
And when the evening's gone, with a kiss goodnight
Oh please, Let Me Be The One.

Let Me Be The One to share with you
All your little pleasures and sorrows, too
In all kind of weather, I want to be with you
Oh please, Let Me Be The One.

Let Me Be The one to hold your hand
When the preacher says, "Do you take this man?"



All those happy thoughts, will mean so much fun
If you'll only Let Me Be The One

11520. Let Me Be You

Let Me Be You
by Ron Block 
from the album Faraway Land

I had a dream the other night when everything was still
I walked along the world's end to a river on a hill
A Man who beckoned there said these words to me
"If you've done it to the least of these you've done it unto Me."

I turned my look to those who stood beyond the One in white
One caught my gaze I'd turned away from my door one night
He'd begged me for some bread, I turned away to sleep
"If you've done it to the least of these, you've done it unto Me."

Chorus:
I'm not loving the way that I want to
I'm not living today as I would do
Why can't I find it?
It feels like I'm blinded
Where's the living love in me to live like You?
I try to be what You are to me, but I just can't be You

I hung my head before the Lord who lives within my heart
He said, "Dear one, I've just begun to show you who you are
You'ret rying, oh so hard, to do what I must do
You're a riverbed for Love to roll on through
You can't ever be like Me, so just let Me be you."

"You can love with the love that I give you
You can live with the living that is true
Cry with the crying
Die with the dying
You're a riverbed for love to roll on through
You can't ever be like Me, so just let Me be you."

"You can love with the love that I give you
You can live with the living that is true
Cry with the crying
Die with the dying
You're a riverbed for love

11521. Let Me Be Your Friend



Let Me Be Your Friend - Ralph Stanley

Many times I've thought about you
Many times I've wondered why
That you'd ever go and leave me
And this heart you taught to cry

   Darling wait until I see you
   Since you say it is the end
   Though I know that you don't love me
   Won't you let me be your friend

As I lay upon my pillow
Thinking of you in my dreams
Are you happy with another
I'm so lonesome here it seems

Do you ever think about me
Will you love again someday
Will you ever think my darling
Of this heart you stole away

11522. Let Me Be Your Jesus

Iris Dement - Let Me Be Your Jesus

[Verse 1]
Let me be your Jesus
I'll lift you out of hell
Protect you from the heathen press
And the infidel
I'll lead you to the Promised Land
Where everyone is white
And everything that's so wrong now
Will be so very right

[Verse 2]
Let me be your Jesus
I can make wine out of water
Teach you how to command your sons
And how to love your daughter
Jesus brought you the good news
Just the same as me
Now I'm standing in the light
I'vR come to set you free
Oh-oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh-oh-oh-oh

[Verse 3]
It's all one big disastRr
I know that you agree
Tell me who can fix it now
That's right, only me
There's no global warming



That's just more of their lies
So love me, follow me
You're in for a big surprise

[Verse 4]
Don't believe what you hear
Don't believe what you see
Just listen to your savior now
Only believe in me
For I am risen from the dead
I've come to be your king and queen
Let me be your Jesus
And you'll find out exactly what I mean

11523. Let Me Be Your Man

Let Me Be Your Man
Kim Ritchey
New Grass Revival

I've been waitin' for you, I wish you could, too.
Held ya too long to let back now.
First time you caught my eye I knew I'd want to spend my life
Makin' you feel like you should.

I'm not tryin' to make you do nothin' you don't want to do,
But I said I love you, I can't change that.
My love depends on you,
It grows, it blows, it flows by you.
Won't you let me be your man?

So, if you'd only tell me, tell me that you love me,
I'd be the luckiest man alive.
I just keep on waiting, anticipating,
Till the day you'll say your mine.

I'm not tryin' to make you do
Something' you don't want to do,
But I said I love you, I can't change that.
My love depends on you,
It grows, it glows, it flows by you.
Won't you let me be your man?

11524. Let Me Borrow Your Heart

Let Me Borrow Your Heart 
Mac Wiseman
 
You tell me that our love has ended 



You can see that my heart is broken in two 
I never dreamed you didn't love me  
Just the same way that I love you 
 
CHORUS: 
I can't trade a broken heart for a new love 
I can't make the wrong thing seem right 
But why can't I pretend a little longer 
Darlin' let me borrow your heart for just tonight 
 
Our wedding day would be tomorrow 
I guess I couldn't see the light 
So  let's play the game a little longer 
Darlin' let me borrow your heart for just tonight

11525. Let Me Fall

Let Me Fall - The Boxcars

Let me fall, let me fall, let me fall
Little girl let me fall
Oh me, oh my let me fall
Little girl let me fall

Little girl locked in jail
Won't you please get someone to go my bail
Oh me, oh my let me fall
Little girl let me fall

* Refrain

Guess I knew five years ago
When you called me
A drunken so and so
Oh me, oh my let me fall
Little girl let me fall

* Refrain

I don't care what you say
I'm going to drink
My corn liquor anyway
Oh me, oh my let me fall
Little girl let me fall

* Refrain

11526. Let Me Give Her The Flowers



Lefty Frizzell
Let Me Give Her The Flowers

[Verse 1:]
Let me have some pretty flowers for I've made it
Maybe it may bring some sunshine her way
And put some pretty ribbon round them gently
So she can smell the fragrance every day

[Chorus:]
Let me give her the flowers while she's living
For I don't want to wait until she's gone
Let me give her the flowers while she's living
I can see my mama smile when I get home

[Verse 2:]
Comin' home holds different mem'ries for everybody
For some man has sadness of days gone by
But for me it's the pretty flowers for my mama
Just to see her precious smile in her smilin' eyes

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
I can see my mama smile when I get home

11527. Let Me Go Lover - Chords

Let Me Go Lover
Recorded by Hank Snow
Written by Jenny Lou Carson and Al Hill

CAPO ON 1ST FRET: KEY: G# PLAY: G

Let me [G] go, let me go, let me [D] go, woman
Let me be, set me free, from your [G] spell
You made me weep, cut me deep, I can't [D] sleep, woman
I was cursed, from the first, day I [G] fell.

CHORUS
You don't [C] want me, but you want me, to go [G] on wanting you
How I [C] pray that, you will say that, we're [D] thru
Please turn me [G] loose, what's the use, let me [D] go, woman
Let me go, let me go, let me [G] go.

CHORUS

11528. Let Me Know



Let Me Know
The Infamous Stringdusters - Let Me Know

Off the edge I'm fallin
Can't you hear me callin
Won't you come along into the light
All your questions answered
As we drift into the night

Will your love be burning
When the world stops turning
I see a fire up in the sky
Or will my heart be breaking
When your love decides to fly

Let me know
Let me know tonight
Let me know
Tell me if I'm right or wrong
Before too long

A western wind is blowin
Through the fields showin
Seasons come and the season go
We've got a little time
If time goes slow

The sun is getting low
Tension in my soul
Keeps me running for the days gone by
I want those days again
Before I die

Let me know
Let me know tonight
Let me know
Tell me if I'm right or wrong
Before too long
Before too

Let me know
Let me know tonight
Let me know
Tell me if I'm right or wrong
Before too long
Before too long

11529. Let Me Love You One More Time - Chords

Let Me Love You One More Time  
Recorded by Charlie Sizemore 
Written by Ralph Stanley
Infamous Stringdusters
 



G                   C
Lay your head on my shoulder
D7                      G
Put your little hand in mine
                            C
We'll walk down lovers lane together
D7                       G
Let me love you one more time
 
C                       G
Tomorrow you'll be with another
                            D7
Things just didn't turn out right
    C                           G
But to my grave I'll carry with me
           D7             G
The memory of your loving eyes
 
Repeat #1

    C                    G
Now I'm not asking for a lifetime
                      D7
I know that can never be
    C                           G
But losing you won't be so hard dear
D7                       G
If you'll once again for me
 
Repeat #1

11530. Let Me Rest

Let Me Rest
Bill Monroe

Let me rest at the end of my journey
I'm weary, tired, and old
Let me rest at the end of my journey
Heaven is my home and my goal

   Old paint is tired, his feet are all sore
   We'll ride the range no more
   Let me rest at the end of my journey
   Heaven is my home and my goal

A cowboy's life on the old Texas trail
Herding doggies is all that he knows
A cowboy's life on the old cattle trail
Leads from Texas to old Mexico



11531. Let Me Rest - Chords

Let Me Rest 
The David Wax Museum

[Verse 1]
     D
I am surely a sinner
               G          D
Though I'm not sure all I done
                         A
But man is the basest of all
        D
He sees into our hearts
       G          D
What a terrifying thing
                   A            D
It's been so since before man's fall.
 
[Chorus]
       D           A       G   D
Let me rest in the wake of the Lord
                               A
Let me rest in the wake of the Lord
     D
If I am to be saved
      G          D
Can I dig my own grave
                   A           D
Let me rest in the wake of the Lord
 
[Solo]
 
[Verse 2]
     D
Tore down our cities
       G           D
Burned them to the ground
                         A
Blotted out the deeds of man
        D
For the covenant was broken
       G         D
So the sun stood still
                 A          D
So many things I don't understand.
 
[Chorus]
       D           A       G   D
Let me rest in the wake of the Lord
                               A
Let me rest in the wake of the Lord
     D



I am tired and sickly
      G          D
May the end of days pass quickly
                   A           D
Let me rest in the wake of the Lord

11532. Let Me Roll It

Let Me Roll It
Lake Street Dive

You gave me something
I understand
You gave me loving in the palm of my hand
I can't tell you how I feel
My heart is like a wheel
Let me roll it
Let me roll it to you
Let me roll it
Let me toll it to you
I want to tell you
And now's the time
I want to tell you that
You're going to be mine
I can't tell you how I feel
My heart is like a wheel
Let me roll it
Let me roll it to you
Let me roll it
Let me roll it to you

11533. Let Me Touch You For A While

Alison Krauss - Let Me Touch You For A While

It's been a long time coming,
As you shed a lonesome tear.
And now you're in a wonderama,
I wonder what you're doin' here.

The flame no longer flickers,
You're feeling just like a fool.
You keep starin' into your liquor,
Wonderin' what to do.

I don't hardly know you,
But I'd be willin' to show you,
I know a way to make you smile!
Let me touch you for awhile.



I'm gonna ruin my black mascara.
You're drinkin whiskey when it should be wine.
You keep a-lookin' into that mirror.
But to me you're lookin' really fine.

I don't hardly know you,
But I'd be willin' to show you,
I know a way to make you,
Laugh at that cowgirl as she's walkin' out your door.
I know a way to make you smile.

Just let me whisper things,
You've never heard before.
Just let me touch you, baby.
Just let me touch you for awhile.

I don't hardly know you,
But I'd be willin' to show you,
I know a way to make you smile.

It's been a long time,
Let me touch you for awhile.

11534. Let Me Walk Lord By Your Side

Ralph Stanley - Let Me Walk, Lord, by Your Side
Lonesome River Band

In a church on Sunday morning
Sat a man unwelcome there
Judged by men and not by Jesus
He lifted up his voice in prayer

Steer me on the righteous pathway
Help me humbly to abide
Hold me to your precious bosom
Let me walk lord by your side

Several silent moments followed
It seemed that no one was in that room
Then a voice it roared like thunder
Look for me I'm coming soon

Such a change I've never witnessed
Tear filled eyes were plainly shown
Gathered there around that stranger
Saying God bless you welcome home



11535. Let Me Walk Lord By Your Side - Chords

Let Me Walk Lord By Your Side 
Recorded by Ralph Stanley
Written by Carter Stanley

G
In a church on Sunday morning
            D7      G
Sat a man unwelcome there
                  D7     G
Judged by men and not by Jesus
                 D7       G
He lifted up his voice in prayer

                            
Steer me on the righteous pathway
               D7  G
Help me humbly to abide
C                        G
Hold me to your precious bosom
                 D7      G
Let me walk lord by your side

                           
Several silent moments followed
                          D7      G
It seemed that no one was in that room
                       D7   G
Then a voice it roared like thunder
                D7     G
Look for me I'm coming soon

Repeat #2

                          
Such a change I've never witnessed
                      D7      G
Tear filled eyes were plainly shown
                           D7   G
Gathered there around that stranger
                     D7      G
Saying God bless you welcome home

Repeat #2

11536. Let Me Whisper

Let Me Whisper - Jim & Jesse

Are you waiting just for me
With your promise to be true
Always in your memory



Let me whisper I love you

As twilight gathers and stars seem to sigh
Down by the river I stroll
Thinking of you now the days have gone by
When you were my darlin' my own

As I walk alone where we two used to stroll
Close by the clear waters flow
It seems that the soft rippling water I hear
Echoes these words soft and low

Let me whisper I love you

11537. Let My Life Be A Light

Let My Life Be A Light
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Let me live blessed, Lord, in the light of Thy word
Let my life be a light on a hill
Leading souls now astray to the straight narrow way
Help me do some good deed while I live

[Chorus]
Let my life be a light shining out through the night
May I help struggling ones to the fold
Spreading cheer everywhere to the sad and the lone
Let my life be a light to some soul

[Verse 2]
Give me wisdom and power, every day, every hour
Let me drink from the fountain above
And guide my footsteps a right through this dark and stormy night
Give me peace, give me joy, give me love

[Chorus]
Let my life be a light shining out through the night
May I help struggling ones to the fold
Spreading cheer everywhere to the sad and the lone
Let my life be a light to some soul

[Verse 3]
Give me souls for my hire, let my light be on fire
Shining out to the world as a guide
Help me rescue someone sinking now with no hope
That in Heaven we shall ever abide

[Chorus]
Let my life be a light shining out through the night
May I help struggling ones to the fold
Spreading cheer everywhere to the sad and the lone



Let my life be a light to some soul

[Instrumental Bridge]

[Chorus]
Let my life be a light shining out through the night
May I help struggling ones to the fold
Spreading cheer everywhere to the sad and the lone
Let my life be a light to some soul

11538. Let My Life Be A Light - Chords

Let My Life Be A Light
Recorded by Doyle Lawson

G                               C            G
Let me live blessed Lord in the light of Thy word
                            D7
Let my life be a light on a hill
        G                       C               G
Leading souls now astray to the straight narrow way
                          D7      G
Help me do some good deed while I live

       C                       G
Let my life be a light shining out through the night
                                  D7
May I help struggling ones to the fold
          G                       C           G
Spreading cheer everywhere to the sad and the lone
                 D7            G
Let my life be a light to some soul

                              C         G
Give me wisdom and power everyday every hour
                               D7
Let me drink from the fountain above
         G                          C           G
Guide my footsteps awry through the dark stormy night
                      D7          G
Give me peace give me joy give me love

Repeat #2

                                 C          G
Give me souls for my hire let my life be on fire
                              D7
Shining out to the world as a guide
        G                      C           G
Help me rescue someone sinking now with no hope
                        D7    G
That in heaven we shall ever abide 



Repeat #2

11539. Let Myself Live

Let Myself Live
The Avett Brothers

The night just got darker
the moon fell out of sight.
God's hopeful stars
were drained of all their light
A dear friend of mine
who fell on hard times
He thinks his house will clean
if he shares with me mine

I never dream of you a lonely man
I used to grab at truth with those same strong hands
Then when I got sick through the thin and then the thick
I turn my back and I let myself live

Well the nights only get longer
before your sun will shine
Leave the clock alone my brother
your enemy is time
Remember what the ramblin man said
on his way back home
Don't hang your head much longer
there's more pretty girls than one

I never dream of you a lonely man
I used to grab at truth with those same strong hands
Then when I got sick through the thin and then the thick
I turn my back and I let myself live

11540. Let The Church Roll On

Let The Church Roll On

   Let the church roll on (oh my lord)
   Let the church roll on (oh my lord)
   Let the church roll on (oh my lord)
   Let the church roll on 

There's a deacon in the church (oh my lord)
And he won't do right (oh my lord)
What shall we do (oh my lord)
Turn him out and kick him out
And let the church roll on



There a drunkards in the church (oh my lord)
And he won't do right (oh my lord)
What shall we do, take the liquor pour it out
And let the church roll on

There's women in the church (oh my lord)
Got paint on their face (oh my lord)
What shall we do take some water and wash it off
And let the church roll on

11541. Let The Church Roll On - Chords

Let The Church Roll On 
Recorded by Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs
Written by A.P. Carter

G                   C
Let the church roll on (oh my lord)
                    G
Let the church roll on (oh my lord)
  
Let the church roll on (oh my lord)
D7                  G
Let the church roll on 

                        C
There's a deacon in the church (oh my lord)
                G
And he won't do right (oh my lord)
               
What shall we do turn him out and kick him out
D7                  G
Let the church roll on

Repeat #1

                        C
There a drunkard in the church (oh my lord)
                G
And he won't do right (oh my lord)
                                           
What shall we do take the liquor pour it out
D7                  G
Let the church roll on

Repeat #1

                     C
There's women in the church (oh my lord)
                   G
Got paint on their face (oh my lord)
  



What shall we do take some water and wash it off
D7                      G
And let the church roll on

Repeat #1 x2

11542. Let The Cocaine Be - Chords

Let The Cocaine Be 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
G C D G
G C D G
 
[Verse 1]
G
Sniffin that cocaine all over town
C
Honey don't you let my deal go down
D                             G
Hey hey buddy let the cocaine be
G
Struttin up field walkin down main
C
Tryin to make a nickel for to buy cocaine
D                             G
Hey hey buddy let the cocaine be
 
[Chorus]
G
Tell it to me tell it to me
C
Drink corn liquor let the cocaine be
D                             G
Hey hey buddy let the cocaine be
G
Tell it to me tell it to me
C
Drink corn liquor let the cocaine be
D                             G
Hey hey buddy let the cocaine be
 
G C D G
G C D G
 
[Verse 2]
G
Well I don't what I'm a gonna do
C
It's killing my friends it's gonna kill me too
D                             G
Hey hey buddy let the cocaine be



G
Made for horses not for men
C
The doc said it'll kill me but he didn't know when
D                       G
Hey hey let the cocaine be
 
[Chorus]
G
Tell it to me tell it to me
C
Drink corn liquor let the cocaine be
D                             G
Hey hey buddy let the cocaine be
G
Tell it to me tell it to me
C
Drink corn liquor let the cocaine be
D                             G
Hey hey buddy let the cocaine be
 
G C D G
G C D G
 
[Verse 3]
G
Now some of you rounders think you're tough
C
Dipping that cocaine just like snuff
D                             G
Hey hey buddy let the cocaine be
G
It'll burn out your nose make your eyes turn red
C
That danged old cocaine'll kill you dead
D                             G
Hey hey buddy let the cocaine be
 
[Chorus]
G
Tell it to me tell it to me
C
Drink corn liquor let the cocaine be
D                             G
Hey hey buddy let the cocaine be
G
Tell it to me tell it to me
C
Drink corn liquor let the cocaine be
D                             G
Hey hey buddy let the cocaine be



11543. Let The Good Times Roll

Brad Paisley - Let The Good Times Roll 

Hey everybody, let's have fun
You only live but once and when you're dead you're done
You better let the good time roll, baby, oh, let's get it own mama
And I don't care if you're old now
Get yourself together and let the good time roll
Don't sit there mumbling, talkin' trash
If you want to have a ball you got to go out, spend some cash
L-l-let the good times roll, babe, oh baby, oh baby
And I don't care if you're old now, get together and let the good time roll
Hey y'all tell everybody, Ray Charles' in town
Got a dollar and a quarter and I'm just ringing the clock now
Don't let nobody, play me cheap
I got fifty cents more than I'm gonna keep
I'm gonna let the good times roll now, oh baby, oh baby
And I don't care if you're old now, get together and let the good time roll
Hey no matter whether, rainy weather
If you want to have a ball you got to get yourself together
Oh, get yourself under control
Ohh, yeah, oh

11544. Let The Harvest Go To Seed

Let The Harvest Go To Seed

We plowed this field with a red mule we would rake and we would hoe
Clear away the rocks and weeds plant the seeds and watch 'em grow
Tend the crops until they'd blossom see the corn yellow and tall
If the summer rains were kindly we'd have a harvest in the fall

You have been my true companion since the day our love was young
Darling stand beside me and watch the setting sun
If I die before you do one request I ask you please
Pray Jesus take my soul let the harvest go to seed

Oh I feel like that old mountain standin' lonesome in the sky
Where the cries of the wolf hungy winds mournful sigh
High above our little cabin lay my bones there to rest
Where the wild birds and critters still make their little nests

Oh who will reap the harvest when it ripens on the vine
Who will tend the vineyard who will drink the new wine
Darlin' please remember let the harvest go to seed
So the wild birds and critters will have enough to eat

11545. Let the Light Shine Down on Me



Bill Monroe - Let the Light Shine Down on Me
Country Gentlemen

I want to do what's right so I need's God's light
Shining down on me so I can see
I must learn His ways so I'll never stray
Let the light shine down on me

Let the light shine down
Let the light shine down
Let the light shine down so I can see
There's a lesson I must learn
There's somes I must burn
Let the light shine down on me

Those that follow Him eternal life shall win
He died to set us free
If you trust and believe his blessing you'll receive
Let the light shine down on me

Let the light shine down
Let the light shine down
Let the light shine down so I can see
There's a lesson I must learn
There's somes I must burn
Let the light shine down on me

I have heard folks say that there will come a day
When He'll drag all the rocks to fall
The worlds in darkness bounds in the light somehow
Let the light shine down on us all

Let the light shine down
Let the light shine down
Let the light shine down so I can see
There's a lesson I must learn
There's somes I must burn
Let the light shine down on me

11546. Let The Music Play

Robert Earl Keen - Let the Music Play 

Put the horses in the stable
Load the mules on the train
Set your pistols on the table
leave the dogs out in the rain

Take the money that they gave you
Hide it in a mason jar
Nobody now can save you
It don't matter where you are

Turn your light down low



hear the four wins blow
bow your head to pray
it ain't what you planed
 you got one last stand
let the music play

Left for dead in southern Georgia
at the hands of hapless john
with your baby waitin' for ya'
You were... before the dawn
you know your shakin hands wil
when your mouth is goin dry
when that law man back in datin
wouldn't look you in the eye

He was nothing but a drifter
and he came to play the part
disquised as luke the drifter
talk about a cheatin heart

when he rode into your town
same old indian giver
struck a match and burned. . down

Now your alone and barely breathing
looking down from up above
needing something to believe in
one lonely truth and love
and the storm is slowly dying
at the breaking of the day
all the steel guitars are crying
I'm rollin' down that lost highway

11547. Let The Mystery Be

Iris Dement - Let The Mystery Be

[Chorus: Natalie Merchant and David Byrne]
Everybody's wondering what and where they all came from
Everybody's worrying 'bout where they're gonna go
When the whole thing's done
Nobody knows for certain
And so it's all the same to me
I think I'll just let the mystery be

[Verse 1: David Byrne and Natalie Merchant]
Some say once gone, you're gone forever
Some say you're gonna come back
Some say you rest in the arms of the Savior
If the sinful ways you lack
Some say that they're comin' back in a garden
But your carrots are in the sweet peas
I think I'll just let the mystery be



[Chorus: Natalie Merchant and David Byrne]
Everybody's wondering what and where they all came from
Everybody's worrying 'bout where they're gonna go
When the whole thing's done
Nobody knows for certain
And so it's all the same to me
I think I'll just let the mystery be

[Verse 2: Natalie Merchant and David Byrne]
Some say they're going to place called Glory
And I ain't sayin' it ain't a fact
But I've heard that I'm on the road to purgatory
And I don't like the sound of that
I believe in love and I live my life accordingly
But I choose to let the mystery be

[Chorus: Natalie Merchant and David Byrne]
Everybody's wondering what and where they all came from
Everybody's worrying 'bout where they're gonna go
When the whole thing's done
Nobody knows for certain
And so it's all the same to me
I think I'll just let the mystery be
I think I'll just let the mystery be
I think I'll just let the mystery be

11548. Let The Picture Paint Itself

Rodney Crowell - Let The Picture Paint Itself

We try so hard to make it all work out
Sometimes sittin' on the top of the world
Sometimes very deep in doubt
And if the only thing that tomorrow brings
Is the sunrise on the top of that hill
I'm gonna sit right down and watch the world go around
And never think about another damn bill
Some men live for money some for art
One guy thinks he's funny
The other guy thinks he's smart
Everybody's gonna get lucky every now and then
And the one who's feelin' so low down
Now is later on gonna win
Let the picture paint itself and it'll be all right
You don't have to try so hard
You don't have to hold on so tight
Let the picture paint itself and it'll only get better
And when the day is through and it's just me and you
We'll be feeling so good we'll be knocking on wood
If you think you've got troubles just look around
And don't go out in public all turned upside down
If the only thing that you're livin' for is pain



There's a real good chance you'll get nothing more
Than a lot more of the same
Let the picture paint itself and it'll be all right
You don't have to try so hard
You don't have to hold on so tight
Let the picture paint itself and it'll only get better
And when the day is through and it's just me and you
We'll be feeling so good we'll be knocking on wood

11549. Let The Ponies Run

Jerry Jeff Walker - Let the Ponies Run

We held a funeral and a wake at the Diamondback Saloon
With every old-time cowboy agathered in one room
Swappin' tales and tellin' lies from days when they were young
Fearless buckaroos who always let the ponies run
I still see us behind the chutes, standin' in the sun
Light reflecting off the shiny buckles that we'd won
Farmin' boys from everywhere, just a ropin' in our dreams
Buckin' down the highway in old trucks and faded jeans
Cheyenne days to Fort Worth nights, we drove every inch of road
We often spoke our dreams out loud, sharing rooms and dirty clothes
The bandaged up, the broken ones, too tough to ever cry
The one we won the big go around, the drinks were ours to buy
Days were filled with mundane chores that kept us lean and mean
But our nights were spent out dancin' with the fairest girls we'd seen
Regaling them with wild ass tales, that weren't that far from true
There wasn't a single favor asked that your old pal wouldn't do
And every year the finals drew us back to OKC
Shoulders, Mahan, Steiner, Vol, T-bone and old Duffy
And when the dust had settled and the last go-round was run
We stayed up all night singing songs 'til every song was sung
The broken bones and broken hearts that led to broken homes
And the trails we rode together, now we travel on alone
And the friends we saw each summer, now we hardly saw at all
A little something's broken off each time a cowboy falls
Well adios amigos, see you down the line
I sure enjoyed the bullshit, cause it brought back some good times
And if you see those pals we knew from days when we were young
Tell them I stil saddle up just to feel the ponies run

11550. Let The Water Wash Over Me

The Boxcars - Let the Water Wash over Me

On days like today
My thoughts drift away
To time spent on Caney Creek.



By day fishin' poles,
And deep swimmin' holes.
At night
We'd play hide and seek.
Memories fade
And soon go away.
Like the gray
That my hair has turned
But one has remained.
And with all it's pain,
Each night
In my mind it burns.
Sing sing me a song
With an old melody.
Take take me back home.
Let the water
Wash over me.
A sweet little girl
With pretty blonde curls.
She was mommy's great joy.
And she worshipped me.
Cuz' I was 13
Mommy and daddy's big boy.
By the pale moonlight,
I snuck out one night.
And walked down to old Caney Creek.
But I didn't see
that she followed me,
As I went
To the water so deep.
Tonight I weep on old Caney Creek.
And stand here a broken old man.
In the water so clear I offer a tear,
Where her fingers slipped from my hand.
Sing sing me a song
With an old melody.
Take take me back home.
Let the water
Wash over me.

11551. Let The Whole World Talk

Let the Whole World Talk
Johnson Mountain Boys
 
CHORUS: 
Let the whole world talk about you 
Let the world talk about me 
We're gonna show the world 
How happy we two can be 
For this love of ours is true
And my world is built around you
 



Well you really were the talk of the town 
You really used to run around 
And I was wild as I could be 
They said we'd never settle down 
But I've changed and so have you, 
Let 'em talk of our love as true and 
 
Well no matter what you used to be 
No matter what you done to me 
Lord we both know it too 
That you  belong to me and I to you 
So let 'em talk,  
With our love we've got see it through

11552. Let The World Keep On A Turnin'

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Let The World Keep On A Turnin'

Let the world keep on a turnin', let the fire keep on a burnin'
Let our love keep on a growin' to the sky
Let our ship of love keep sailin', keep the storm clouds far away and
Hand in hand we'll walk together side by side

Please don't pay me attention to someone that they should mention
That they saw me in the arms of Mary Jane
Oh, it's plain they're only jealous and their hearts are filled with malice
Their intention is to only bring us pain

Let the world keep on a turnin', let the fire keep on a burnin'
Let our love keep on a growin' to the sky
Let our ship of love keep sailin', keep the storm clouds far away and
Hand in hand we'll walk together side by side

When they try to cause us trouble we'll politely pop their bubble
By ignoring any gossip they might start
So let the north wind keep a blowin' we'll be safe cause we'll be a knowin'
That our love is safely locked inside our hearts

Let the world keep on a turnin', let the fire keep on a burnin'
Let our love keep on a growin' to the sky
Let our ship of love keep sailin', keep the storm clouds far away and
Hand in hand we'll walk together side by side
Hand in hand we'll walk together side by side

11553. Let Them Know I'm From Virginia

Tommy Brown and the County Line Grass - Let Them Know I'm from Virginia 
Album: Leaving This Town



Went up north to the city
lived there nearly all my life
let me make this last request dear
in this city I will die

Let em' know I'm from Virginia
by the way you mark my grave
when I die please promise me that you'll plant
some mountain laurel dog wood flowers on my grave

When my life down here is over
and my race on earth is run
when those strangers gather around me
let them know what state I'm from

Let em' know I'm from Virginia
by the way you mark my grave
when I die please promise me that you'll plant
some mountain laurel dog wood flowers on my grave

Bury me back in the mountains
way back in the hills
where i can see the flowers blooming
and I can hear the whippoorwills

Let em' know I'm from Virginia
by the way you mark my grave
when I die please promise me that you'll plant
some mountain laurel dog wood flowers on my grave

11554. Let There Be Peace On Earth - Chords

Let There Be Peace On Earth
Recorded by Vince Gill with Jenny Gill
Written by Sy Miller and Jill Jackson

C            F                  C      Am         Dm  G7
Let there be peace on earth and let it begin with me
C                     Bm        Em             Bm       G7
Let there be peace on earth the peace that was meant to be
     Am         Em     F        G7      C
With God as our father brothers all are we
       D7        G7            Am           G7
Let me walk with my brother in perfect harmony
C   Am    Dm         G7     C                  D7  G7
Let peace begin with me let this be the moment now
C          D7     Bm       Em         Bm     G7
With every step I take let this be my solemn vow
   Am                                                   Dm
To take each moment and live each moment in peace eternally
C            F        C         Dm     G7         C
Let there be peace on earth and let it begin with me



             F                  C      Am         Dm  G7
Let there be peace on earth and let it begin with me
C                     Bm        Em             Bm       G7
Let there be peace on earth the peace that was meant to be
     Am         Em     F        G7      C
With God as our father brothers all are we
       D7        G7            Am           G7
Let me walk with my brother in perfect harmony
C   Am    Dm         G7     C                  D7  G7
Let peace begin with me let this be the moment now
C          D7     Bm       Em         Bm     G7
With every step I take let this be my solemn vow
   Am                                                   Dm
To take each moment and live each moment in peace eternally
C            F        C         Dm     G7         C
Let there be peace on earth and let it begin with me

11555. Let There Be Woman - Chords

Let There Be Woman
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Jacqueline Wellman 
[3/4 time]

C                   G7           C
Adam was lonely and God sent him Eve
        F            C        D7              G7
He said let there be woman to fill this man's needs
C                               F          C
Now your name's not Eve and our home is no garden
    F               C                     G7           F   C
But you're what God intended when He said let there be woman

G7                      F            C
Let there be a woman to cling to his hand
F              C        D7           G7
Let there be a woman to stand by her man
C                          F            C
And when I am so wrong you say I'm only human
    F               C                     G7           F   C
Yes you're what God intended when he said let there be woman

                      G7         C
My world was empty so lonely and blue
F             C           D7          G7
Searching for someone and God sent me you
C                               F                        C
When you gave your love to me I must have felt just like Adam
    F               C                     G7           F   C
For I knew what God intended when He said let there be woman



11556. Let Those Brown Eyes Smile At Me

Let Those Brown Eyes Smile At Me
Flatt & Scruggs

Today I feel so sad and weary
I want a love that cannot be
All I need to make me happy
Let those brown eyes smile at me

Let those brown eyes smile at me dear
That's what I wish with all my soul
Let those brown eyes smile at me dear
Turn my blue moon back to gold

Now we've been sweetheart so long darling
Now you're growin' tired of me
The last time that we were together
Those brown eyes didn't smile at me

Flatt and Skruggs; And The Foggy Mountain Boys

11557. Let Us Be Lovers Again

Let Us Be Lovers Again

Jack and May, sweethearts were they
They were engaged to be wed
Many a promise he made her
Many a love word he said
As most lovers do, they quarreled one night
She bid him not come any more
She gave him his hat, Jack started away
But he lingered to say at the door

'Tis up these broken cords, and let us lovers again
Darling you know I love you, to part would give me pain
Let us forget the past and make up my pet
Make up and be lovers again

Years rolled by, neither was wed
All of Jack's pleading was vain
One quiet evening poor Jack was found dead
All through life in dismay
Two lives have been wrecked, for she loved oh, too later
She goes to his grave every day 
She can't tell youy why, but it seems to her cry
The wind seems to whisper and say



* Refrain

11558. Let Us Travel Travel On - Chords

Let Us Travel Travel On
Written and recorded by Ira and Charlie Louvin

G                         C
There's a home high up in heaven
           D7               G
Where with saints I'll ever dwell
                         C
When the road of life is ended
         D7                 G
And I'll bid this world farewell

           C             G
There's no weary ones in heaven
                      D7
Only gladness will be known
G                      C
Sinner come accept the Savior
       D7            G
Let us travel travel on

                         C
I have given my heart to Jesus 
       D7                G
Turned away from sin and shame
                        C
In that book of life in Heaven
        D7              G
God has written down my name

Repeat #2

                        C
When this weary life is over
        D7                  G
And the saints are marching home
                            C
Will your soul be free from sorrow
      D7          G
Or in sin be ye unknown

Repeat #2

11559. Let Your Light Shine On Me



The Lonesome Sisters - Let Your Light Shine On Me 

Let it shine on me, let it shine on me
let your light from the lighthouse shine on me
My lord he done just what he said
Let your light from the lighthouse shine on me

Heal the sick and raise the dead
Let your light from the lighthouse shine on me

Let it shine on, let it shine on
Let your light from the lighthouse shine on me
Shine on, oh let it shine on
Let your light from the lighthouse shine on me

I know I got religion and I ain't ashamed
Let you light from the lighthouse shine on me
Angels in the heaven done wrote my name
Let you light from the lighthouse shine on me

Let it shine on, oh let it shine on
Let your light from the lighthouse shine on me
Shine on, oh let it shine on
Let your light from the lighthouse shine on me

11560. Let Your Light Shine Out - Chords

Let Your Light Shine Out 
Ralph Stanley

[Intro]
G C G
 
[Verse 1]
G
Brother if you know the Lord and believe His holy word,
C                    G
let your light shine out
G
Do not keep it hid from view
G
for some lost soul is watching you,
G        D           G
let your light shine out
 
[Chorus]
G
Let your light shine out,
C                    G
let your light shine out
G
Do not keep it hid from view
G
for some lost soul is watching you,



G        D           G
let your light shine out.
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
 
[Verse 2]
G
Be the same each passing day
G
as you walk the narrow way,
C                    G
let your light shine out.
G
Do not work for him today
G
then tomorrow hide away,
G        D           G
let your light shine out.
 
[Chorus]
G
Let your light shine out,
C                    G
let your light shine out
G
Do not keep it hid from view
G
for some lost soul is watching you,
G        D           G
let your light shine out.
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
 
[Verse 3]
G
Where the disappointments grieve,
G
where the brokenhearted weep,
C                    G
let your light shine out.
G
Let the hallelujahs roll
G
from the windows of your soul,
G        D           G
let your light shine out.
 
[Chorus]
G
Let your light shine out,
C                    G
let your light shine out
G
Do not keep it hid from view
G



for some lost soul is watching you,
G        D           G
let your light shine out.

11561. Let Your Loss Be Your Lesson

Alison Krauss - Let Your Loss Be Your Lesson

Once I had myself a good woman
But I just didn't treat her right
I was always leaving
Livin' a party life

True love was waiting for me
I was much too blind to see
Till she told me she would leave me
I said that's all right with me

Oh now she's gone
Realize I lost the best thing there is
And my pride keeps telling me
Let your loss be your lesson

Heaven knows I miss her lovin'
Heaven knows how much I cry
Just to think she had left me
And I know the reason why
I could tell she had been cryin'
It didn't seem to bother me
Cause I know there's no one blinder
Than a fool who just couldn't see

Now she's gone
I realize I lost the best thing there is
And my pride keeps tellin' me
Let your loss be your lesson

11562. Let's

Brett Dennen - Let's

[Intro]
Sha-la-la, hey!

[Verse 1]
Let's...
Find a dark and lonely corner
Grass growing up through the floorboards
And kiss me over the garden gate



[Verse 2]
Now this...
Must be the deep and dismal
And you're as pretty as a brow-beat thistle
In the early morning rain
Yeah!

[Chorus]
If you had your wish would you lay me down?
Would you shew out the ghost that spooked this town?
If I had my way I'd swallow the dark
And get this party started again
Yeah!
Sha-la-la, sha-la-la

[Refrain]
Gonna get this party started!
Gonna get this party started!

11563. Let's Be Lovers Again

Let's Be Lovers Again

Jack and May
Sweethearts were they
They were engaged to be wed
Many a promise he made her
Many a love word he said
As most lovers do
They quarreled one night
She bid him not come anymore
She gave him his hat
Jack started away
But he lingered to stay at the door

   Tie up those broken cords
   And lets be lovers again
   Darling, you know I love you
   To part would give me pain
   Let us forget the past
   And make up, my pet
   Make up and be lovers again

Years rolled by
Neither were wed
All of Jack's pleadings were vain
One quiet evening poor Jack was found dead
All through life in dismay
Two lives that have been wrecked
But she loves, oh, too late
She goes to his grave every day
She can't tell you why



But it seems to her cry
The wind seems to whisper and say

11564. Let's Build A Fire

Let's Build a Fire
Davisson Brothers Band

[Verse 1]
22 headlights, drop it in low
Get a little sideways down a backroad
Park 'em where you want to, ain't nobody cares
Leave the keys in 'em, we ain't goin' nowhere
The sun goin' down, there's a chill in the air

[Chorus]
Let's build a fire, make it burn all damn night
Keep it rollin' hot and high
Listen to the rhythm of the whistlin' and the hissin' and the flames
Dancin' 'round, callin' our names
Man in the moon, we'll be walkin' on coals
While we're buzzin' on a breeze in the midnight glow
I get the guitar, you get the shine
The smoke'll have us higher than a Georgia pine
Let's build a fire

[Verse 2]
15 down on a 24 special
Pass it all around, got us laughin' like the devil
The only that we could get higher

[Chorus]
Let's build a fire, make it burn all damn night
Keep it rollin' hot and high
Listen to the rhythm of the whistlin' and the hissin' and the flames
Dancin' 'round, callin' our names
Man in the moon, we'll be walkin' on coals
While we're buzzin' on a breeze in the midnight glow
I get the guitar, you get the shine
The smoke'll have us higher than a Georgia pine
Let's build a fire
[Bridge]
When the shine runs low and the still gets cold
Us backwoods boys know where to go
Let's build a fire, make it burn all damn night
Keep it rollin' hot and high

[Chorus]
Let's build a fire, make it burn all damn night
Keep it rollin' hot and high
Listen to the rhythm of the whistlin' and the hissin' and the flames
Dancin' 'round, callin' our names
Man in the moon, we'll be walkin' on coals



While we're buzzing' on a breeze in the midnight glow
I get the guitar, you get the shine
The smoke'll have us higher than a Georgia pine
The smoke'll have us higher than a Georgia pine
Let's build a fire

[Outro]
Let's build a fire

11565. Let's Chase Each Other ('Round the Room Tonight)

Let's Chase Each Other

Let's chase each other 'round the room tonight
Let's play the games we played on our wedding night
To lock and bolt the door is only right
Let's chase each other 'round the room tonight.

Seems like lately people love to play with fire
The other games they play are just as bad
I'd rather stay at home and feel your burning lips
And play the kind of games that make me glad.

Oh, et's chase each other 'round the room tonight
Let's play the kind of games we played on our wedding night
To lock and bolt the door is only right
Let's chase each other 'round the room tonight.

Let's don't chase around and make each other weary
Let's keep all our love at home and out of sight
Let's leave everything like jealousy behind us
And let's chase each other 'round the room tonight.

Oh, et's chase each other 'round the room tonight
Let's play the games we played on our wedding night
And to lock and bolt the door is only right
Honey, et's chase each other 'round the room tonight...

11566. Let's Do Something

Vince Gill - Let's Do Something

Nothin' to do in this lonely town
Your daddy warned me, "Son, you come around"
Says I ain't good enough for you
He don't know what I'm goin' through

Let's do something
Sneak out your bedroom window, girl



And we'll be gone
Let's do something
Oh, baby, let's do something
Even if it's wrong

Go see the preacher 'cross the couty line
For 25 dollars he could make you mine
My heart's on fire, can't you feel it burn
I'm past the point of no return

Let's do something
Sneak out your bedroom window, girl
And we'll be gone
Let's do something
Oh, baby, let's do something
Even if it's wrong

I'll make your daddy understand
Oh, Lord, I know I can make him understand
I'll face your daddy man to man
No guts, no glory, girl, I'll take that chance

Let's do something
Sneak out your bedroom window, girl
And we'll be gone
Let's do something
Oh, baby, let's do something
Even if it's wrong

Let's do something
Sneak out your bedroom window, girl
And we'll be gone
Let's do something
Oh, baby, let's do something
Even if it's wrong

11567. Let's Do That Again

Let's Do That Again
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I remember when kissing you would take all night
Love was new back then, the moment was always right
I apologize, I can't believe how long it's been
So put your lips to mine and let's do that again

[Chorus]
We could talk it over
But baby, talk is cheap
So come a little closer
I'll show you what I mean



[Verse 2]
Because I remember how it felt to be skin on skin
Girl, right here right now, oh, let's do that again
Hmm, yeah, let's do that again

[Chorus]
We could talk it over
But baby, talk is cheap
So come a little closer
I'll show you what I mean

[Verse 3]
Girl, can you believe it's already 2 a.m
No, I don't need no sleep, let's do that again
Baby, let's do that again

[Outro]
Hmm, oh, again and again
Let's do that again
Again and again

11568. Let's Do This Again Sometime

Tom T. Hall - Let's do this again sometime
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Let's do this again sometime
Same place same band same wine
You bring your friends I'll bring mine
And we'll do this again sometime

Old wine always makes me hum
All the old songs make me feel young
And meanwhile your smile will be on my mind
And we'll do this again sometime

Let's do this again sometime
Glad rags old gags somebody grab a line
Good gals good pals Auld Lang Syne
Let's do this again sometime

Old wine always makes me hum...

11569. Let's Find A Church

Let's Find A Church
Josh Turner - Let's Find A Church

Lately it takes both of us to drive this old Chevy



The way that you keep kissin' me is gettin' hot and heavy
I'll drive a million miles just to walk down the aisle beside you
This feelin' between us is makin' it obvious what we gotta do

Let's find a church
Any one will work 
Be it Baptist Methodist Lutheran Episcopalian
How bout a country chapel A city tabernacle
As long as we can say I do I'm gonna marry you 
And be the luckiest man on this earth 
Well I can't wait much longer lets find a church 
It may be late but we'll try to wake up 

Some ole preacher 
And if that don't work we'll settle for a deacon or a Sunday school teacher
We're in a hurry so baby don't worry bout no dress
It don't matter if my jeans are tattered 
Or if your hair's a mess

Let's find a church
Any one will work 
Be it Baptist Methodist Lutheran Presbyterian
How bout a country chapel A city tabernacle
As long as we can say I do I'm gonna marry you 
And be the luckiest man on this earth 
Well I can't wait much longer let's find a church 

Let's find a church
Any one will work 
Be it Baptist Methodist Lutheran Pentecostal 
How bout a country chapel A city tabernacle
As long as we can say I'm gonna marry you 
And be the luckiest man on this earth 
This feelin's gettin' stronger let's find a church 
Oh I do

11570. Let's Get Back To Me And You

Let's Get Back To Me And You

I'm always on the road you're always all alone
And I'm not always there when I'm at home
But I'm ready for a little change I'm ready to accept some blame
So let's back up to yesterday
Let's get back in love back to dreaming of all those little things we used to do
Let's start holding hands let's start making plans honey let's get back to me and you
It's not like it was when we fell in love when all we had was enough
Well I don't like the blues I like love that's true honey let's get back to me and you
Let's get back in love...
Let's get back in love...
Yeah let's get back in love...
Well honey get on back to me and you



11571. Let's Get Back To You And Me

Alan Jackson - Let's Get Back To You And Me 

I'm always on the road
You're always all alone
And I'm not always there when I'm at home
But I'm ready for a little change
I'm ready to accept some blame
So let's back up to yesterday
Let's get back in love
Back to dreamin' of
All those little things we used to do
Let's start holdin' hands
Let's start makin' plans
Honey, let's get back to me and you
It's not like it was
When we fell in love
When all we had was enough
Well I don't like the blues
I like love that's true
Honey, let's get back to me and you
Let's get back in love
Back to dreamin' of
All those little things we used to do
Let's start holdin' hands
Let's start makin' plans
Honey, let's get back to me and you
Well honey, let's get on back to me and you

11572. Let's Get It Up

Let's Get It Up
Hayseed Dixie

Loose lips sink ships
So come aboard for a pleasure trip
It's high tide, so let's ride
The moon is rising and so am I
I'm gonna get it up
Never gonna let it up
Cruisin' on the seven seas
A pirate of my loving needs
I'll never go down, never go down

So let's get it up
Let's get it up, get it right up
Let's get it up, right to the top
Let's get it up, right now



Loose wires cause fires
Getting tangled in my desires
So screw 'em off and plug 'em in
Then switch it on and start all over again
I'm gonna get it up
Never gonna let it up
Ticking like a time bomb
Blowing up the fuse box
I'll never go down, never go down

So let's get it up
Let's get it up, get it right up
Let's get it up, right to the top
Let's get it up, right now

Awww, let's get it up
Come on let's get it up
Hey get it get it
Let's get it up
Switch it on start it up
Let's get it up oh yeah yeah
Let's get it up , ya ya ya ya ooooh
Let's get it up, oh yeah
Let's get it up oh
Let's get it up
Get it up
Get it up
Get it up

Right up, ha ha

11573. Let's Get Lost

Pokey LaFarge - Let's Get Lost

Laying in the shade on a sunny afternoon
Well, I ain't got a job, so I've nothin' to do
But get lost, let's get lost
Let your weary mind take you away
Just whisper to me, baby, don't talk loud
I wanna listen to the trees, maybe stare up at the clouds
Yes, I want to get lost, let's get lost
Let your lazy mind take you away

Chorus:
She got stars in her eyes, she got her head in the skies
And she sometimes cries when she's dreamin', dreamin'
You better believe that I'm going to be there
By your side when you're sleeping
What them other boys said were lies
I'd like to circle round the whole world twice
Just getting' lost with you by my side



I don't want to fuss, I don't want to fight
I don't want to go anywhere tonight
I don't want to dance or carry on
I don't want to hear nobody's song
Just want to get lost, let's get lost
Let your ramblin' mind take you away

Chorus

11574. Let's Get Together

Let's Get Together
Chet Powers

Love is but the song we sing,
And fear's the way we die
You can make the mountains ring
Or make the angels cry
Know the dove is on the wing
And you need not know why
C'mon people now,
Smile on your brother
Ev'rybody get together
Try and love one another right now

Some will come and some will go
We shall surely pass
When the one that left us here
Returns for us at last
We are but a moments sunlight
Fading in the grass
C'mon people now,
Smile on your brother
Ev'rybody get together
Try and love one another right now

If you hear the song I sing,
You must understand
You hold the key to love and fear
All in your trembling hand
Just one key unlocks them both
It's there at your command
C'mon people now,
Smile on your brother
Ev'rybody get together
Try and love one another right now
Right now
Right now!



11575. Let's Give A Party

Let's Give a Party
Steve Goodman - Leftover Salmon

Let's give a party
Give it right here
You buy the whiskey
I'll buy the beer
Let's give a party
Give it on me
I can't make it
I'm drunk you see
Oh me
Oh my
Oh you
Zoo, zoo, zoo
I can't dance
Scared to take a chance
I can't dance
I got ants in my pants

Let's go fishin'
Down by the hole
You bring the line
I'll bring the pole
Let's go out
Out in the park
I'm not responsible
For what we do after dark
Zazoo, zazoo, zazoo
Zazoo zazz
I can't dance
Scared to take a chance
I can't dance
Got ants in my pants
(REPEAT FIRST VERSE)
I can't dance
I got ants in my pants

11576. Let's Go

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Let's go
Composer: Jimmie Fadden - Jeff Hanna

There's a rhythm playin' down the street
Why not come and take a ride with me?
There's a place outta town, we'll close it down
Let's go, let's go, let's go.

You can feel it right outside your door
(Let's go) did you ever want a little more?
If you want to have fun, baby, I'm the one



So let's go, let's go.

You talk and talk about it, wastin' time
I heard your story, baby, a thousand times
You're feelin' sorry for yourself
Why not try it with somebody else?

Let's go, let's go, yeah, come on.

Don't talk and talk about it, we're wastin' time
I heard your story, baby, a thousand times
Instead of sittin' on a shelf
Why not try it with somebody else?

(Let's go) I sure found it in the summer night
(Let's go) I've got the feelin' and the feelin's right

If you want to have fun, baby, I'm the one
If you want to have fun, baby, I'm the one
If you want to have fun, baby, I'm the one
So let's go (let's go, let's go, let's go)
Let's (let's go, let's go, let's go)
Yes (let's go, let's go, let's go)
Baby let's go, let's go, let's go)
Come on (let's go, let's go, let's go)
Baby (let's go, let's go, let's go)
Come on (let's go, let's go, let's go)

Yeah (let's go, let's go, let's go)
Let's go (let's go, let's go, let's go)
Let's go (let's go, let's go, let's go)
Let's go (let's go, let's go, let's go)

Yeah (let's go, let's go, let's go)
Yeah (let's go, let's go, let's go)
Yeah (let's go, let's go, let's go)

11577. Let's Go Huntin - Chords

Let's Go Huntin Acoustic 
Tim O'Brien
 
[Intro]
F       C7   F
 
[Verse 1]
F
Come on boys, let's go to huntin
F
Come on boys, let's go to huntin
                      C7          F
Dog in the woods, he done treed something
F



Come on boys, let's go to huntin
F
Come on boys, let's go to huntin
                      C7          F
Dog in the woods, he done treed somethin
F
Your dog barks, it don't mean nothin
F
Your dog barks, it don't mean nothin
                  C7          F
My dog barks, he done treed somethin
 
[Break]
F       C7   F
 
[Verse 2]
F
Come on boys, let's go to huntin
F
Come on boys, let's go to huntin
                      C7          F
Dog in the woods, he done treed somethin
 
[Break]
F       C7   F
 
[Verse 3]
F
Old Red howlin up at the moon
F
Old Red howlin up at the moon
                         C7          F
Took off runnin, and he treed him a coon
F
Come on boys, let's go to huntin
F
Come on boys, let's go to huntin
                      C7          F
Dog in the woods, he done treed somethin
F
Now he raised his tail and he took off runnin
F
He raised up his tail and he took off runnin
              C7          F
Come on boys let's go to huntin
F
The gun says boom and coon says zip
F
The gun says boom and the coon says zip
                         C7       F
Old Red grabbed him with all his grip
 
[Break]
F       C7   F
 
(Modulate full step up)
G       D7   G



 
[Verse 4]
G
Your dog bark, it don't mean nothin
G
Your dog bark, it don't mean nothin
                 D7          G
My dog bark, he done treed somethin
G
Come on boys, let's go to huntin
G
Come on boys, let's go to huntin
                      D7          G
Dog in the woods, he done treed somethin
G
Waterproof your boots and whistle up your dog
G
Waterproof your boots and whistle up your dog
                                  D7           G
Shoulder up your gun when you're wadin in the bog
G
You get the shot, I'll get the powder
G
You get the shot, I'll get the powder
               D7       G
Your dog bark, my dog louder
 
(Modulate full step down)
 
[Verse 5]
F
Come on boys, let's go to huntin
F
Come on boys, let's go to huntin
                      C7          F
Dog in the woods, he done treed something
 
[Break]
F       C7   F
 
[Outro]
F
Your dog bark, Your dog bark,
F
Your dog bark,
                 C7          F
My dog bark, he done treed somethin
F
Come on boys, let's go to huntin
F
Come on boys, let's go to huntin
                      C7          F
Dog in the woods, he done treed something



11578. Let's Go Outside

String Cheese Incident - Let's Go Outside

Hopped-up head and the liquor man said
That you've had enough to drink today
Pulled pork hair and the fifteen bits of flair
Surfing for a place to stay
Sideways glance at a hidden romance
A chance to pass it's all part of the game
Headstrong lifelong themesong
Left brain living in a picture frame
Let's go outside
Let's go outside
Let's go outside our minds and play
Let's go outside
Let's go outside
Let's go outside our minds
A miracle dream, a lean cuisine
A body that was built too fast
Old age homes and danger zones
Just waiting to remember the past
Widow's peak, crow's feet
The cow jumped over the moon
Fighting the days, rattle away, lavender haze
It all ends too soon

11579. Let's Go Shopping Today

Tom T Hall - Let's Go Shopping Today
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Let's go shopping today I wanna get you a dream
I wanna get you a rainbow get you a cloud in the spring
The cloud will have silver inside the stream will have fishes and ducks
There'll be a pot at the end of the rainbow filled with good health and good luck
Let's go shopping today all you must do is believe
You'll have everything you'll ever need if you'll go shopping with me

Let's go shopping today I wanna get you the sun
I wanna get you a place to walk get you a place to run
The place to walk will be cool the sun will be right out of June
I wanna get you a small shiny star get you an extra large moon
Let's go shopping today we won't leave a thing on the shelf
You'll have everything you'll ever need if you'll go shopping with me

Let's go shopping today I wanna get you a smile
I wanna get you a faith that lives forever and then for awhile
You'll have a smile you can share you'll have a faith that is true
You'll be someone the world can love someone the heaven's can use
Let's go shopping today we won't need dollars or dimes
All of these things I've mentioned are free if you'll go shopping with me
Let's go shopping today



11580. Let's Go To The Fair

Let's Go To The Fair

Come on boys let's go to the fair
See the funny sights and the cool night air
Grasshopper kissing the old black crow
Road hog red do the dose-ee-doe

More funny things than you ever did see
Ringtail coons monkeys in the trees
Pussy cat combing the tomcat's hair
Come on boys let's go to the fair

Had a banjo picking rooster the cockiest of 'em all
Strutted on the stage in his bib overalls
Close behind was old fiddling bear
Bluegrass music by a rooster and a bear

Old mother goose wore fancy clothes
High heeled slippers and fancy clothes
An old bare possum in his underwear
Killed himself a laughing at the county fair

11581. Let's Invite Them Over

Iris Dement - Let's Invite Them Over

I know why you're lonely
And I know why you're blue
You're lonesome to see him
And you long to see her too
We're not in love with each other
We're in love with our best friends
So let's invite them over again
We've talked it over and over
And we know it's not right
We should stay away forever
But we're lonesome each night
Yes, we stay away for a while
But we know in the end
We'll invite them over again
We've talked it over and over
And we know it's not right
We should stay away forever
But we're lonesome each night
Yes we stay away for a while
But we know in the end
We'll invite them over again



Let's invite them over again

11582. Let's Kill Saturday Night

Robbie Fulks - Let's Kill Saturday Night

[Verse 1]
Well a dollar I make is a buck I owe
And a forty-hour week leaves ten to blow
But every game in this town is just a nickel-and-dime
And when the sun goes down it feels like the last time
So down the main drag we ride with the engines open
If there's a fire inside, it's the one thing going

[Chorus]
I've got the Mustang loaded
I've got a wrong to right
I've got a little red bullet
Let's kill Saturday night
Knock it out of its misery
Nail that coffin tight
High living that's history
Let's kill Saturday night

[Verse 2]
Well the little man's lot is a prince's life
A prince with a lousy job, a prince with a working wife
Something in the big frame's moved, oh, it never was so hard
To keep a twenty inch tube and a fenced-in yard
But give me one night with the moon high and the radio pounding
And, brother, this town's gonna go down kicking and shouting

11583. Let's Live A Bit Before We Say Goodbye

Let's Live A Bit Before We Say Goodbye

Let's Live A Bit Before We Say Goodbye

Take Your Little Lips And Kiss Me
Take Your Little Arms And Squeeze Me
Let's Live A Little Before We Say Goodbye
I'll Draw My Money Out Of The Bank
I'll Buy You Roses And Pretty Things
Let's Live A Little Before We Say Goodbye

You'll Wear A Yellow Ribbon In Your Wavy Hair
I'll Wear The Suit You Like And A Big Bowtie
We'll Pretend We're Happy Though We Know It's A Lie
So Let's Live A Little Before We Say Goodbye



You'll Be My Queen Of Beauty
I'll Be Proud Of You My Cutie
Let's Live A Little Before We Say Goodbye
Someday Our Hair Will Turn Grey
Then We Will Think Of Yesterday
So Let's Live A Little Before We Say Goodbye

The Band Will Be Playing A Waltz
Just For Two I Will Be Saying Darling I Love You
We'll Pretend We're Happy
Though We Know It's A Lie
So Let's Live A Little Before We Say Goodbye

11584. Let's Live For Tonight

Let's Live For Tonight
Don Reno

Let's live for tonight dear and try to be gal
Tomorrow we might be apart
Let's live for tonight dear let love have it's way
For tomorrow we could have two broken hearts

Let's cast all our worries and heartaches saide
Forget what the future might hold
Let's live for tonight dear in a world all our own
For tomorrow we may have to be alone

Let's live for tonight dear and try to pretend
That we will never be alone
No matter what happens this night will be ours
What tomorrow holds, nobody ever knows

Let's live for tonight dear and try to be gay
Tomorrow we might be apart
Let's live for tonight dear, let love have it's way
For tomorrow we could have two broken hearts

11585. Let's Live For Tonight - Chords

Let's Live For Tonight
Recorded by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner 
Written by Don Reno

C                                F           C
Let's live for tonight dear it's better that way
                     G7
Tomorrow we might be apart



      C                         F             C
Let's live for tonight dear let love have its way
                      G7              C
For tomorrow we could have two broken hearts

                               F          C
Let's cast all our worries and heartaches aside
                             G7
Forget what the future might hold
      C                          F             C
Let's live for tonight dear in a world all our own
                    G7         C    G7
For tomorrow we may have to be alone

      C                         F         C
Let's live for tonight dear and try to pretend
                      G7
That we will never be alone
   C                         F             C
No matter what happened this night will be ours
                     G7          C
What tomorrow brings nobody ever knows

                    G7         C
For tomorrow we may have to be alone

11586. Let's Live Together

Robbie Fulks - Let's Live Together

[Verse 1]
The moment I saw you, I wanted to know you
I guess I fell for you right from the start
Now I want to have you always beside me
So let's live together, Sweetheart

[Chorus 1]
Yeah, let's live together, these ain't the cave times
I'm not a hunter-gatherer or a backwater Baptist
I want your lovin', I don't want babies
So let's live together, Sweetheart

[Verse 2]
Now, not very long ago this would be scandal
From friends and from loved ones, we'd be forced apart
But those days are over, we're free, white, and single
So let's live together, Sweetheart

[Chorus 1]
Yeah, let's live together, these ain't the cave times
I'm not a hunter-gatherer or a backwater Baptist
I want your lovin', I don't want babies
So let's live together, Sweetheart



[Verse 3]
Now, side-by-side each night we watch the sun falling
Life's easy [?] to earn our income
One day when we die we'll be boiled in a cauldron
But right now we're havin' some fun

11587. Let's Love The Bad Times Away

Let's Love The Bad Times Away - Ricky Skaggs

Oh, please hold me one more time like you used to do
When you told me how your love would always be true
Let's remember together all the good times we had
And forget now the good times turned bad.

We've grown older and wiser after all we've been through
And this heartache reminds me how much I still love you
Let's forget all our failures the mistakes that we both made
And for the good times let's love the bad times away.

We've grown older and wiser after all we've been through
And this heartache reminds me how much I still love you
Let's forget all our failures the mistakes that we both made
And for the good times let's love the bad times away.

Oh, for the good times let's love the bad times away...

11588. Let's Love The Bad Times Away - Chords

Let's Love The Bad Times Away
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Wayland Patton

C  F      C                G7        F           C
Oh please hold me one more time like you used to do
                                               G7
When you told me how your love would always be true
      C        G7               F             Fm
Let's remember together all the good times we had
    C              G7                C
And forget now the good times turned bad

            F                     C
We've grown older and wiser after all we've been through
         F         Fm                  C            G7
And this heartache reminds me how much I still love you
      C              G7           F                     Fm
Let's forget all our failures the mistakes that we both made



            C                         G7        C
And for the good times let's love the bad times away

            F                     C
We've grown older and wiser after all we've been through
         F         Fm                  C            G7
And this heartache reminds me how much I still love you
      C              G7           F                     Fm
Let's forget all our failures the mistakes that we both made
            C                         G7        C
And for the good times let's love the bad times away
 
F          C                         G7        F  C
Oh for the good times let's love the bad times away

11589. Let's Make A Baby King

New Grass Revival - Let's Make A Baby King 

Well, well, well
Once upon a Christmas morning
There was a pretty little baby boy
It seems like I remember sadness
Mingling with my joy

You see, Mary, she saw the future
And all the sorrow it would bring
That's when Mary started crying
When she heard the angels sing

Let's make a Baby King
(Let's make a Baby King)
Let's make Him Lord of all
(Let's make Him Lord of all)
Let's give Him everything
(Everything)

Let's make a Baby King
(Let's make a Baby King)

Well, now, you remember little King David
He's this little baby's kin
He was cousin to a man named John
I know you all remember Him

Well, John said, "Let's get ready
And all you herald angels sing
And all this world also needs to know
The good news that I bring"

Let's make a Baby King
(Let's make a Baby King)
Let's make Him Lord of all



(Let's make Him Lord of all)
Let's give Him everything
(Everything)

Let's make a Baby King
(Let's make a Baby King)

Well, now we could use a revolution
This whole world's upside down
And we need a new direction
Got to turn this crazy thing around

We need a Lord to guide us
He's gonna show us the wrong from right
And we need a lamb to lead us
Into the land of the light

Let's make a Baby King
(Let's make a Baby King)
Let's make Him Lord of all
(Let's make Him Lord of all)
Let's give Him everything
(Everything)

Let's make a Baby King
(Let's make a Baby King)
Let's make Him Lord of all
(Let's make Him Lord of all)
Let's give Him everything
(Everything)

Let's make a Baby King
(Let's make a Baby King)
Let's give Him everything
(Everything)

Let's make a Baby King
(Let's make a Baby King)

11590. Let's Make Some Memories

Jim Lauderdale - Let's Make Some Memories

Let's make some memories
The good ones are all gone
Let's have some better days again
You used to sparkle
When we saw the dawn
I wanna see your smile light up again
Let's make some memories
Go ahead and make 'em last
We'll hold on longer this time
Moment to moment



'Til the present is the past
And the future is the last thing
On our minds
We oughtta take our hearts out dancin'
And let 'em bring each other home
Let's make some memories
That we'll remember when
I wanna see your smile light up again
We oughtta take our hearts out dancin'
And let 'em bring each other home
Let's make some memories
They're just outside the door
I think I hear 'em walkin' in
We'll make 'em welcome
There'll be so many more
Now that I see your smile light up again
I'm glad to see your smile
Light up again, mmm

11591. Let's Make Sure We Kiss Goodbye - Chords

Let's Make Sure We Kiss Goodbye
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

C                   F            G7        F
Kiss me like you'll never see my face again
            G7            C  G7
As soft and tender as you can
C                  F          G7
Hold me like we'll never make sweet love again
F              G7          C
Please make me feel like a man
         F         G7
So let's send up a prayer 
         F            G7
For this love that we share
               F             G7          Am  C
Cause it could change in the blink of an eye
       F          G7       F             G7
No you just never know how tomorrow will go
         F            G7       Am  C
So let's make sure we kiss goodbye
         F            G7       Am C
Oh let's make sure we kiss goodbye
                F               G7
Look at me just like the day we fell in love
F                     G7            C    G7
And found the missing pieces to our souls
C               F          G7
You and me have always fit just like a glove
    F        G7             C
Wherever you are feels like home
repeat #2 x2



         F            G7       C
Oh let's make sure we kiss goodbye

11592. Let's Make Trouble

Rodney Crowell - Let's Make Trouble

Male:
Get ride of your new boyfriend
Let your world revolve around me
Yeah I know I'm shameless
And so full of conceit
Thats ok now darling
Tho your not easy to read
But I know what you want babe
I know what you need

Both:
Lets make trouble tonight
Please don't put up a fight
Lets make trouble tonight
It'll be all right
I don't wanna be careful
I don't wanna be strong

Male:
I don't wanna rise above myself
It's all right if I'm wrong
If it's a question of danger
You've got nothing to fear
You know I want hurt you baby
So come on over here

Both:
Lets make trouble tonight
Please don't put up a fight
Lets make trouble tonight
It'll be all right

Male:
I don't want to be humble
I'm not some desperate guy
I don't want to buy into this
New male religion
So I want even try
Get ride of your boyfriend baby
Hey you don't need him no more
I wanna be everything there is in your life
What you're living for

Both:
Lets make trouble tonight
Please don't put up a fight



Lets make trouble tonight
It'll be all right
Lets make trouble tonight
Please don't turn on the light
Lets make trouble tonight
It'll be all right
Lets make trouble tonight
Lets make trouble
You know it want be no trouble
Lets make trouble tonight

11593. Let's Part The Best Of Friends

Let's Part The Best Of Friends - Ralph Stanley

Each night I dream of you sweet heart
I can't see why we had to part
But there's no reason now to stay
For I was only in your way

Oh how I long to see your face
Tho' there's someone in my place
Or just to hear your voice again
Darling why not part the best of friends

I played the game of love and lost
My broken heart has paid the cost
And now that I am free to go
Somehow sweet heart I miss you so

You say that you are happy now
I'll try to forget the past some how
But if your new love turns you down
Remember me I'm still around

11594. Let's Play Remember

Tom T Hall - Let's Play Remember
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Let's play remember let's play remember
Remember the way that it's played

Remember the day that we went to the moon
We went to the moon in the middle of June
And as we flew over we met an ole cow
I know you remember that now

Let's play remember let's play remember...



Remember the time we were seven feet tall
We used to pick apples and play basketball
Aur beds were too short so we slept on the floor
And you bumped your head on the door

Let's play remember let's play remember...

Remember the time that we dressed up like clowns
Our smiles were real big and our noses were round
We did it I know you remember the clowns

Remember the time we were both on TV
And everyone said that they loved you and me
We sang and we danced and we played and we grinned
And they told us they loved us again

Remember the time we were both millionaires
We didn't have worries we didn't have cares
We fed all the hungry the poor and the weak
Next day we were back on the streets oh well

Let's play remember let's play remember...

11595. Let's Pretend We're Not Married - Chords

Let's Pretend We're Not Married
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard and Leona Williams
 
G                       D7      G
Let's pretend we're not married tonight
                       D7         G
Let's go out and let's don't even fight
      D7
We'll wear our left-handed rings on the right
                                G
We'll pretend we're not married tonight
                       D7            G
I'll pretend that your old jokes are new
                D7              G
We'll act crazy like we used to do
           D7
We'll stay out till the bright morning light
                                G
Let's pretend we're not married tonight
                       D7       G
Let's leave all of our troubles behind
                   D7          G
And let's toast to yesterday's wine
           D7
Let's stay out until it's comin' daylight
                                G
Let's pretend we're not married tonight



Repeat #1 x2

11596. Let's Put Love Back To Work

Let's Put Love Back To Work - Ricky Skaggs

Let's put love back to work
To heal the pain and hurt
Let's build a fire inside
To keep our dreams alive.

Let's get back on the job and see
That life is all that it should be
Let's put love back to work
And make it work for you and me.

We might have to start all over
To ever make it right
We've come too far together
To quit without a fight.

We've both said things in anger
Painful unkind words
But we can save this union
If we put love back to work.

Let's put love back to work
To heal the pain and hurt
Let's build a fire inside
To keep our dreams alive.

Let's get back on the job and see
That life is all that it should be
Let's put love back to work
And make it work for you and me.

Let's don't put off untill tomorrow
Feeling's we could share today
Love left lyin idle
Will surely slip away.

Let's make a new commitment
To put each other first
Let's pull our hearts together
And put love back to work.

Let's put love back to work
To heal the pain and hurt
Let's build a fire inside
To keep our dreams alive.

Let's get back on the job and see
That life is all that it should be



Let's put love back to work
And make it work for you and me.

Let's get back on the job and see
That life is all that it should be
Let's put love back to work
And make it work for you and me...

11597. Let's Put Love Back To Work - Chords

Let's Put Love Back To Work
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Larry Cordle and Mark Collie

C                                       G7
Let's put love back to work to heal the pain and hurt
                                      C
Let's build a fire inside to keep our dreams alive

Let's get back on the job 
                     F                  Dm
And see that life is all that it should be
               G7                                C
Let's put love back to work and make it work for you and me

                                   G7
We might have to start all over to ever make it right
                               C
We've come too far together to quit without a fight
                                F              Dm
We've both said things in anger painful unkind words
    G7                                            C
But we can save this union if we put love back to work

repeat #1

                                             G7
Let's don't put off until tomorrow feeling's we could share today
                          C
Love left lying idle will surely slip away
                               F              Dm
Let's make a new commitment to put each other first
      G7                                            C
Let's pull our hearts together and put love back to work

repeat #1

       
Let's get back on the job 
                     F                  Dm
And see that life is all that it should be
               G7                                C
Let's put love back to work and make it work for you and me



11598. Let's Put the X in Sex

Let's Put the X in Sex
Hayseed Dixie

I got a letter just the other day
She sent a picture, but she didn't sign her name
She wore high heels and a little black lace
I knew her body, but I couldn't see her face
She didn't leave a number, not an address or a clue
But something in that photograph reminded me of you
Baby, let's put the X in sex
Love's like a muscle and you make me wanna flex
Baby, let's put the X in sex
Keep it undercover, baby let me be your private eye
I got a call in the middle of the night
Heavy breathin' never sounded quite so nice
She said "Oh yeah, I wish that I was there"
I asked who was calling, but she wasn't playing fair
Sometimes you gotta suffer for the pleasure that you seek
You're beggin' for an eyeful but you only get a peek
Baby, let's put the X in sex
Love's like a muscle and you make me wanna flex
Baby, let's put the X in sex
Keep it undercover, baby let me be your private eye
I heard somebody knockin' so I opened up the door
She wore a hat, shades, and a trench coat
Wasn't wearin' that much more
She said she knew my secrets but I didn't have a clue
Then I saw those black lace panties and I knew that it wasyou
Baby, let's put the X in sex
Love's like a muscle and you make me wanna flex
Baby, let's put the X in sex
Keep it undercover, baby let me be your private eye
Let's put the X in sex
Love's like a muscle and you make me wanna flex
Baby, let's put the X in sex
Keep it undercover, baby let me be your private eye
Let's put the X in sex
Love's like a muscle and you make me wanna flex
Baby, let's put the X in sex
Keep it undercover, baby let me be your private eye
Let's put the X in sex
Love's like a muscle and you make me wanna flex
Baby, let's put the X in sex

11599. Let's Say Goodbye Like We Said Hello



Let's Say Goodbye Like We Said Hello
Osborne Brothers

Let's say goodbye like we said in a friendly kind of way
There's something wrong, your love is gone, I've no reason now to stay
We live and love, we meet and part, then broken hearts must pay
Let's say goodbye like we said hello, in a friendly kind of way

Your love sweetheart I won't forget you're always on my mind
You're all the happiness I knew, so thoughtful sweet and kind
For old times sake I'm asking you to think of me someday
Let's say goodbye like we said hello, in a friendly kind of way

I wish you happiness sweetheart in everything you do
May good luck always come your way and every dream come true
I'll remember you and the love we knew, the love of yesterday
Let's say goodbye like we said hello in a friendly kind of way

If I should meet some other dear and learn to love them too
I hope and pray somehow sweetheart they'll make me think of you
A tender smile an old love song a heart so light and gay
Let's say goodbye like we said hello, in a friendly kind of way

11600. Let's Skip Christmas This Year

Rodney Crowell - Let's Skip Christmas This Year

[Verse 1]
Let's skip Christmas this year
Darling, what do you say?
Can't we just let it slide
Like it was any old day?
What with the money we save
We can just disappear
Before we both die of cheer
Let's skip Christmas this year

[Verse 2]
We'll stay out of the mall
All the [glum?] and the haste
Just not deck the hall
Or stuff food in our face
We'll tell our family and friends
That we still love them a ton
But we've just taken ill
And we won't be much fun
[Don't turn this into a thing ?]
We're contagious, we fear
Can't you imagine their sneer
If we skip Christmas this year

[Verse 3]
Now we may share DNA
But we're not the same kind



Let 'em bicker and fuss
Let 'em drink themselves blind
Let's skip Christmas this year
Can't we sit this one out?
Just pretend we don't know
What all the fuss is about?
Dinner plates will be thrown
Your drunk uncle will live
We don't belong in that [still?]
Let's skip Christmas this year

[Outro]
I've had it up to my ears
Let's skip Christmas this year

11601. Let's Spend Christmas At My House

Tom T. Hall - Let's spend christmas at my house
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Let's spend Christmas at my house I have a wonderful tree
We'll have some turkey and trimmings and stuffing
And I've got a fruitcake that's nuttier than me
(Nuttier than me)

Let's spend Christmas at my house we'll have a real Christmas ball
I'll light the fire place I'll roast some chestnuts
We'll sing some carols and I'll deck the halls
(I'll deck the halls)

Let's spend Christmas at my house I know you'd bring me such cheer
Nothing would please me more than for you to be
At my house for Christmas this year

Let's spend Christmas at my house we'll have a wonderful time
This is the season I lose my reason
And if you don't come I'll go out of my mind
(Out of my mind)

Let's spend Christmas at my house I dream of a Christmas like that
Hearts all together light as a feather
If you don't love it then I'll eat my hat
(I'll eat my hat)
Let's spend Christmas at my house I know you'd bring me such cheer
Nothing would please me more than for you to be
At my house for Christmas this year
(At our house for Christmas this year)



11602. Let's Stop Pretending

(Merle Haggard)

Let's stop pretending the whole world is happy
And the wrong things we're doin' are right
Old faded blue jeans with a patch on the pocket
Won't wipe out what keeps us uptight.

This song I'm singin' won't be worth my time
If you don't understand what I mean
Let's stop pretending that pole cats don't smell
And dirty ole hatbands are clean.

We're all on vacation with no peace of mind
And really not havin' much fun
We need some noses back down on the grindstone
Cause we've got some work to be done.

Let's stop complainin' and face up to life
And weed out the bad seed we've sown
Let's keep in mind we're the home of the brave
For the sake of ole Glory alone.

Let's stop pretending we know all the answers
And bow down our thick heads and pray
Denying the problems we now have upon us
Won't keep them hard times away.

This song I'm singin' won't be worth my time
If you don't understand what I mean
Let's stop pretending that pole cats don't smell
And dirty ole hatbands are clean.

--- Instrumental ---

This song I'm singin' won't be worth my time
If you don't understand what I mean
Let's stop pretending that pole cats don't smell
And dirty ole hatbands are clean...

11603. Let's Stop Right Where We Are

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Let's Stop Right Where We Are

I know you've had a change of heart the way you're on the range
But the love for you that's in my heart is something you can't change
When you get your field of green green grass stay home and you'll find clover
Let's stop right where we are and start all over.

Let's stop right where we are and start all over
Let's both admit that we've been wrong cry on each other's shoulder



Let's straighten up and save our love before we lose each other
Let's stop right where we are and start all over.

You don't love on me anymore the way you used to do
So I went out looking for the love I failed to get from you
I'd make believe that it was you the nights when I would hold her
Let's stop right where we are and start all over.

Let's stop right where we are and start all over
Let's both admit that we've been wrong cry on each other's shoulder
Let's straighten up and save our love before we lose each other
Let's stop right where we are and start all over.

Let's stop right where we are and start all over...

11604. Let's Take It Too Far

Let's Take It Too Far
Fruition

You never wanted what you got
Still tryin' to get to where you were
Were you ever really there
Was there a doubt or were you sure

I'm always reaching for that branch
The one that's always outta reach
I'm always howlin' through the moonshine
Like a dog without a leash

So take me out into the country
I wanna burn with all the stars
I wanna be there when your turn comes  round
Let's take it too far

Tonight's gonna be the night
There ain't nothin' you can do
Somebody's gonna fall in love
Somebody's love will break in two

Don't you worry  bout dying'
Cuz there's no better way to go
Sing until you outta honey
Pour the gravel down our throats

Take these chains from  round me
Take this pain from my heart
I wanna melt into the midnight
Let's take it too far

I know there's gotta be a reason
I know I don't know what it is
Think it's somewhere in the third verse



Gonna dig for it

Oh how the melody moved me
How it came to an end
Man I wish you coulda been there
Never be the same again

So let's do a little somethin'
Take the makeup off our scars
Let's get swallowed by the beauty of it all tonight
Let's take it too far
Let's take it too far
Let's take it too far
Let's take it too far
Let's take it too far
Let's take it too far
Let's take it too far
Let's take it too far
Let's take it too far

11605. Let's Talk Dirty In Hawaiian

Let's Talk Dirty in Hawaiian
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

I packed my bags and bought myself a ticket
For the land of the tall palm tree
Aloha old Milwaukee, hello Waikiki
I just stepped down from the airplane
When I thought I heard her say
Waka waka nuka nuka, waka waka nuka nuka
Would you like a lei? Eh?

Let's talk dirty in Hawaiian
Whisper in my ear
Kicka pooka maka wah wahini
Are the words I long to hear
Lay your coca nuta on ma tiki
What the hecka mooka mooka dear
Let's talk dirty in Hawaiian
Say the words I long to hear

It's a ukelele Honolulu sunset
Listen to the grass skirts sway
Drinking rum from a pineapple
Out on Honolulu Bay
The steel guitars all playing
While she's talking with her hands
Gimme gimme oka doka make a wish and wanta polka
Words I understand

Let's talk dirty in Hawaiian
Whisper in my ear



Kicka poo ka maka wa wah wahini
Are the words I long to hear
Lay your coca nuta on ma tiki
What the hecka mooka mooka dear
Let's talk dirty in Hawaiian
Say the words I long to hear

I boughta lota junka with my moola
And sent it to the folks back home
I never had the chance to dance the hula
I guess I should have known
When you start talking to the sweet wahini
Walking in the pale moonlight
Oka doka what a setta knocka rocka sis boom bocas
Hope I said it right

Let's talk dirty in Hawaiian
Whisper in my ear
Kicka pooka maka wah wahini
Are the words I long to hear
Lay your coca nuta on ma tiki
What the hecka mooka mooka dear
Let's talk dirty in Hawaiian
Say the words I long to hear

11606. Let's Turn Back The Years

Ernest Tubb 
Let's Turn Back The Years

Darling, let's turn back my years
And go back to yesterday
Let's pretend that time has stopped
And I didn't go away

We had our love to make us happy
It wasn't meant to bring us tears
Love like ours should never die
So darling, let's turn back the years

We had our love to make us happy
It wasn't meant to bring us tears
Love like ours should never die
So darling, let's turn back the years

11607. Let's Wait A Little Longer

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Let's Wait A Little Longer



I can see you are not happy the way you've been acting
And I think you'd like to be free
I know he's a good man but I know that you can be
A whole lot happier with me.

In your eyes there's a yearning and inside you're a burning
And I'd like to put out the flame
So let's get together like birds of a feather
And we let the love take the blame.

But right now I don't think that I can leave him
For lately he's been so good to me
And there might be once more chance that things might work out
So let's wait a little longer then we'll see.

But the way I can make you forget him 'cause I'll take you
To places that you've never been
We may call the night spots the dim and the bright spots
And then we'll forget where we've been.

We'll walk sunny beaches and taste Georgia peaches
And swing from Maine to Mexico
If you'll come along we can make life a song
And you won't be tied down anymore.

But still I don't think that I can leave him
For lately he's been so good to me
And there might be one more chance that things might work out
So let's wait a little longer then we'll see.

Yes, let's wait a little longer then we'll see...

11608. Let's Work Together

Let's Work Together

Together we stand
Divided we fall
Come on now people let's get on the ball
Let's work together
Come on come on let's work together

Make someone happy
Make someone smile
Let's all work together and make life worthwhile
Let's work together
Come on come on let's work together 
Together we will stand every boy
Every woman and man

2 or 3 minutes
2 or 3 hours



What does it matter in this life of ours
Come on come on let's work together
Together we will stand every boy
Every woman and man

When things go wrong as they sometimes will
When the road that you travel seems all up hill
Come on come let's work together
Together we still stand every boy
Every woman and man

11609. Let's Work Together - Chords

Let's Work Together
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Wilbert Harrison

G
Well together we stand divided we fall
Come on now people let's all get on the ball
           C                                   G
Let's work together come on come on let's work together
Here now people
        D7                           C                   G
Because together we will stand every boy every woman and man
Make someone happy now make someone smile
Let's all work together and make life worthwhile
           C                                   G
Let's work together come on come on let's work together
Here now people
        D7                           C                   G
Because together we will stand every boy every woman and man
When things go wrong as they sometimes will
When the road that you travel seems all uphill
           C                                   G
Let's work together come on come on let's work together
Here now people
        D7                           C                   G
Because together we will stand every boy every woman and man
Two or three minutes two or three hours
What does it matter in this life of ours
           C                                   G
Let's work together come on come on let's work together
Here now people
        D7                           C                   G
Because together we will stand every boy every woman and man
Together we stand divided we fall
Come on now people let's all get on the ball
           C                                   G
Let's work together come on come on let's work together
Here now people
        D7                           C                   G
Because together we will stand every boy every woman and man



     D7                           C                   G
Yeah together we will stand every boy every woman and man
          D7                           C                   G
Oh I said together we will stand every boy every woman and man
     D7                           C                   G
Yeah together we will stand every boy every woman and man

11610. Letter

Dolly Parton - Letter 

This is the first letter that I wrote back home to mom and daddy
A few days after I'd moved to Nashville
June 2nd 1964 Nashville Tennesee
Dear mom and daddy I hope this letter finds everybody well and happy
As for me I'm fine I guess I'm just a little lonesome and a whole lot homesick
I got to Nashville OK and I thought I'd better write and let you know
Cause I knew you'd be worried about me
And I don't let you know to worried about me Cause I'm gonna be alright
Once I get settled and used to bein' away from home
I didn't realize how much I loved you and all them noisy kids until I left
And I didn't reaize how hard it was to eave home eiter
Till I started to leave and everybody started cryin' includin' me
I cried almost all the way to Nashville
And I wanted to turn around a few times and come back
But you know how bad I've always wanted to go to Nashville
And be a singer and songwriter
And I believe that if I try long enough and hard enough that someday I'll make it
Don't worry about tryin' to send me any money or anything
Cause I've got a job singin' on the early morning television show
Here called the Eddie Hill Show
And a couple of folks already told me that they might record a couple of my songs
So I'll be makin' enough money to get by
And I don't want you to worryin' about me bein' hungry or anything
And Nashville's not exactly what I thought it was gonna be
But I believe I'm gonna like it here once I get used to it
And I don't want you to worryin' about me gettin' in trouble either
Cause I'll be good just like I promised you I would when I left
Well can't think of anything else to say
I guess I'd better close for now and you write me real soon
And tell everybody I said hello and I'm gonna be real anxious to hear from you
Cause I sure miss you and I love you an awful lot
With love as always Dolly

11611. Letter Bordered In Red

Letter Bordered In Red (Larry W. Jones 10/03/2007) 

I was sitting at my table Monday



With no care and everything going well
When I saw the postman coming my way
And he was a happy guy, I could tell
He rang the bell and waited patiently
I opened the door to, Good Morning Fred
I wondered what this delivery could be
He gave me a letter bordered in red
The writing was on Mama's page of blue
I slowly read the words dear Mama said
Come home son, your dear old Mama needs you
Come home son, your dear old Papa is dead
Papa's last words said don't be forsaking
To return home son, from the paths you tread
Now son, your old Mama's heart is breaking
As I send this letter bordered in red
To my sorrow Papa had passed away
Any joy in my life seemed to have fled
When the postman brought this letter Monday
That said, come home son, your Papa is dead
Many harsh words when I left were spoken
If I could only take them back instead
Apologies for a tie that's broken
I write in a letter bordered in red

11612. Letter Edged In Black

Letter Edged In Black

I was standing by my window yesterday morning
Without a thought of worry or of care
When I saw the postman coming up the pathway
With such a jolly self and happy air

We rang the bell and whistled while he waited
Then he said good morning to you Jack
But he little knew the sorrow that he brought me
As he handed me a letter edged in black

With trembling hands I took the letter from him
Opened it and this is what it said
Come home my boy your poor old father wants you
Come home my boy your dear old mother's dead

The last words that your mother ever uttered
Was tell my boy I want him to come back
My eyes are blurred my poor old heart is breaking
While I'm writing you this letter edged in black



11613. Letter From Home

Letter from Home
Alecia Nugent - Letter from Home

A letter from home came this morning 
And each line on that handwritten page
Drew a picture of life in Louisiana
And just how long that I've been away

Dear daughter, we love you and miss you
So I thought I would drop you a line
Just to tell you how we long to see you
And to say that we're doing just fine

I don't know all the people who've told me
That they've stayed up way past their bedtime
Just to see you, sing and play in California
On the TV last Saturday night

Your Dad heard your song in New Orleans
And he told me that he felt so proud
That he pulled alongside of the highway
And he turned up that radio loud

Are you taking good care of yourself, dear
Are those city folks treating you well
If you need anything you can call us
We love you more than just words could ever tell

I remember when you were just a baby 
The best years that we've ever had
Until they're gone we'll forever remember 
Love always, your Momma and Dad
Love always, your Momma and Dad

11614. Letter From My Darlin'

Letter From My Darlin'

You should know my little darling,
 G D G
You left my poor heart in distress.

***Chorus***:
 G
I got a letter from my darling,
 G D
She said she hated to go.
 G
It broke my heart the words she wrote me,
 G D G
She closed by saying I love you so.



G
This letter meant goodbye forever,
G D
Though we'll have each other's hearts.
G
Our love will fade away in sadness,
 G D G
Precious one why do we have to part?

***Chorus
G
She wrote the words she knew would hurt me,
G D
She said I never could be true.
G
I've tried, I'ved tried my little darling,
 G D G
To prove my love was just for you.

***Chorus

11615. Letter From My Darling

Bill Monroe - Letter From My Darling
Bluegrass Album Band

I can't answer her letter
For she left me no address
You should know my little darling
You left my poor heart in distress

 I got a letter from my darling
 She said she hated to go
 It broke my heart the words she wrote me
 She closed by saying I love you so

She wrote the words she knew would hurt me
She said I never could be true
I've tried I've tried my little darling
To prove my love was just for you

This letter meant goodbye forever
Though we'll have each other's hearts
Our love will fade away in sadness
Precious one why did we have to part

11616. Letter From Prison



Letter From Prison - Infamous Stringdusters
written by Geoff Bartley

::: Verse 1 :::
Last night I had the dream again and I held you in my arms
I'd not yet been sent to this island for life and our daughters not yet born
O I was still young, my plan still clear, and the road ahead was mine
But today I count these twenty-seven years in one unbroken line

::: Chorus :::
So tell all the young lions hold on for one more day!
Tell all the young lions hold on for one more day!

::: Verse 2 :::
I still can hear an inner voice so loud within this jail
There's always one more crossroads and always one more nail
And every show of mercy, every curve in love's design
Leads from darkness into day in one unbroken line

::: Chorus :::
So tell all the young lions hold on for one more day!
Tell all the young lions hold on for one more day!

11617. Letter Home

Forester Sisters - Letter home
Composer: Wendy Waldman

Dear Mama, I hope that you're alright.
I can hear the thunder rollin'
Across the southern sky tonight.
The kids are asleep and the TV's on,
And I'm sittin' here alone.
And I just thought I'd write this letter home.
 
I was the one you were counting on;
The family's high school star.
Jimmy and me ran off that summer,
Must have broken your and daddy's heart.
Yeah we didn't need nobody's help,
We were 18 years and grown.
And I never sent a single letter home.
 
Letters home.. I wrote them in my dreams.
Asking if I'd known what I know now,
Would it even have changed a thing.
The hardest part of looking back
Is the mistakes are all your own.
It's harder to say that in those letters home
 
Jimmy found somebody else;
He told me that on New Year's day.
Said he felt like a man with her,
And I watched him drive away.



Children and rent, there was no time for tears;
Just time to carry on.
I didn't know how to tell you,
So there was no letter home
 
Letters home.. I wrote them in my dreams.
Asking if I'd known what I know now,
Would it even have changed a thing.
The hardest part of looking back
Is the mistakes are all your own.
You just can't hide them in those letters home.
 
Work in a place with some other girls
And we're all doing alright.
We raise our kids and our jeans still fit,
And sometimes we go out at night.
I'm 29 years young today, and I've lived it to the bone.
And I just wanted to send you this letter home.
 
Letters home.. I wrote them in my dreams.
Asking if I'd known what I know now,
Would it even have changed a thing.
The hardest part of looking back
Is the mistakes are all your own.
It's harder to say that in those letters home.
Yeah it's so hard to say that in those letters home.

11618. Letter In The Mail

Tim O'Brien - Letter In The Mail
(*Tim O'Brien, John Hadley)

I got your letter in the mail*
Throwin' off my sense of scale
I felt you touch my heart today
But the postmark says you're far away
Across the fields and desserts wide
The mountains in the western sky
Out where the sun sets on the sea
So very far away from me
Shadows fall upon my hand
Movin' west across the land
You're only half way through your day
When I put my dinner dish away
As lonely as I've ever been
I long to hear your voice again
So I called you just to let you know
I miss you and I love you so
The farther I go down the track
The more time I spend lookin back
I wander through my memories
More precious now than gold to me
I close my eyes and I recall



When I was young and you were small
You know I miss those times back then
But today you brought them back again
I got your letter in the mail
Throwin off my sense of scale
It made me happy it made me sad
To read those words  I love you dad

11619. Letter To A Pretty Girl

Letter to a Pretty Girl
The Avett Brothers

I'm no more than a friend girl
I can see that you need more
My boots are on my feet now
My bag is by the door

And the love and the attention
That you need and ask me for
Are weakened by my actions
And lies that I have told
I'm scared to think that I've abandoned you
I'd like to say that I'm a faithful man but it may not be true

And my heart is like a mason's
Hands of weathered skin
Each scar makes it harder
For me to hurt again
I'm scared to think that I've abandoned you
I'd like to say that I'm a faithful man but it may not be true

Gabriella, the things that I tell ya
Are all meant to help ya
Are they working out
Have I gone, have I gone and failed ya
Gabriella, have I let you down

Gabriella, the things that I tell ya
Are all meant to help ya
Are they working out
Have I gone, have I gone and failed ya
Gabriella, have I let you down

11620. Letter To Heaven

Dolly Parton - Letter To Heaven 

An old man was sitting at his table one day



Writing a letter to pass time away
His little granddaughter climbed up on his knee
Saying won't you please write a letter for me
Oh what must I say in this letter I pray
Tell mommy I miss her since she went away
I coming to see her real soon I hope
He choked back a big lump that rose in his throat
He sealed it and wrote on that big envelope
To God up in heaven you'll get it I hope
He stamped it and handed it to her to mail
Her big eyes were shining her little face pale
She was crossing the street to the box o'er the way
And when she stepped out never looked either way
A big auto hit her and sped away fast
The little girls prayers had been answered at last
The postman was passing and picked up the note
Addressed to the Master and these words he spoke
Straight up into heaven this letter did go
She's happy up there with her mommy I know

11621. Letter To Me

Letter to Me
Brad Paisley

[Verse 1]
If I could write a letter to me
And send it back in time to myself at seventeen
First, I'd prove it's me by sayin' look under your bed
There's a Skoal can and a Playboy no one else would know you hid
And then I'd say I know it's tough
When you break up after seven months

[Pre-Chorus]
And yeah, I know you really liked her and it just don't seem fair
But all I can say is pain like that is fast and it's rare

[Chorus]
And, oh, you got so much goin' for you, goin' right
But I know at seventeen it's hard to see past Friday night
She wasn't right for you and still you feel like there's a knife
Stickin' out of your back and you're wonderin' if you'll survive
But you'll make it through this and you'll see
You're still around to write this letter to me

[Verse 2]
At the stop sign at Tomlinson and Eighth
Always stop completely, well, don't just tap your brakes
And when you get a date with Bridgett, make sure the tank is full
On second thought, forget it, that one turns out kinda cool
Each and every time you have a fight
Just assume you're wrong and Dad is right



[Pre-Chorus]
And you should really thank Mrs. Brinkman, she spends so much extra time
It's like she sees the diamond underneath and she's polishin' you 'til you shine

[Chorus]
And, oh, you got so much goin' for you, goin' right
But I know at seventeen it's hard to see past Friday night
Tonight's the bonfire rally, but you're stayin' home instead
Because if you fail Algebra, Mom and Dad'll kill you dead
But trust me, you'll squeak by and get a C
And you're still around to write this letter to me

[Bridge]
Well, you got so much up ahead and you'll make new friends
You should see your kids and wife
And I'd end by sayin' have no fear
These are nowhere near the best years of your life

[Pre-Chorus]
I guess I'll see you in the mirror when you're a grown man
P.S., go hug Aunt Rita every chance you can

[Chorus]
And, oh, you got so much goin' for you, goin' right
But I know at seventeen it's hard to see past Friday night
I, I wish you'd study Spanish, I wish you'd take a typin' class
I wish you wouldn't worry, let it be
Hey, I'd say have a little faith and you'll see

[Outro]
If I could write a letter to me
To me

11622. Letter To Mom

Iris Dement - Letter to Mom

[Verse 1]
I wrote my mother yesterday
'Cause I had some things that I had to say
And I know that when she reads them
She's gonna cry
But in the end, I hope she sees
That I'm just trying to break free
Because I've been walking around
With secrets now too long

[Verse 2]
Back when I was barely ten
Mom brought home a new boyfriend
And I know that times were bad
And he made her feel good
But one night he climbed into my bed



And he left me wishing I was dead
And I've been walking around
With secrets now too long

[Chorus]
You say I'm digging up the past and it's not wise to go back
But for me, it's just as close as yesterday
And I'm not the kind for breaking rules
And I'm not wanting to be cruel
I've just been walking around with secrets now too long

[Verse 3]
All my life, I've felt ashamed
'Cause I thought I was the one to blame
And I vowed to God
That no one else would ever know
How he crushed my childish pride
And left me tears that never dried
And I've been walking around
With secrets now too long

[Chorus]
You say I'm digging up the past and it's not wise to go back
But for me it's just as close as yesterday
And I'm not the kind for breaking rules
And I'm not wanting to be cruel
I've just been walking around with secrets now too long

11623. Letter To My Love

Letter To My Love
Jeff & Vida 

My love (My love) I dream of you all day (All day)
All day I dream of you (Oh yeah)
Grateful for my life with you
(So grateful for my life with you, oh yeah)
My love (My love) I dream of you all day (All day)
All day I dream of you (Oh yeah)
Grateful for my life with you
(So grateful for my life with you, oh yeah)
You love me, You trust me
Know how to keep me happy

You never put anything above me
By your side I'll always be
Me hate you is something I couldn't do
To you I'll always stay true
You will forever be my boo
Never letting anything come between us
Our bond is built on trust
I finally found all that I need
I'm right where I should be



That's with you baby
My love (My love) I dream of you all day (All day)
All day I dream of you (Oh yeah)
Grateful for my life with you
(So grateful for my life with you, oh yeah)
My love(My love) I dream of you all day (All day)
All day I dream of you (Oh yeah)
Grateful for my life with you
(So grateful for my life with you, oh yeah)
I never thought life would bless me
With a present so precious
Baby you special
When it come to you , I go extra - Texas
You know I'm going all out - no cap
It's me and you taking trips around the map
I need you close, no gap
Take a sit on my lap
Let me tell you how special you are to me
Let me love you like you need to be
Take a sip of this tava tea and relax
Let me caress you from head to toe
You with me now you don't gotta worry
Stress free like a kid eating ice cream
Like a kid eating ice cream
My love(My love) I dream of you all day (All day)
All day I dream of you (Oh yeah)
Grateful for my life with you
(So grateful for my life with you, oh yeah)
My love (My love) I dream of you all day (All day)
All day I dream of you (Oh yeah)
Grateful for my life with you
(So grateful for my life with you, oh yeah)

11624. Letter To Seymour - Chords

Letter To Seymour 
Greensky Bluegrass

[Intro]
/ G / D G / G / G  D/ D / G /
 
[Verse 1]
G
Dear Seymour, I wish you were here
                           D
Hope it's better where you are
G
Someone's gonna come out and get me
                 D        G
Someone's gonna come out here
 
[Chorus]
C             G



Take me away, anywhere but here
  G                              D      D
A long, long road, headed for my home
G                  C             G
Pack it all up and send me on my way
G                                  D     G
   Seymour, won't you send me some money today
 
[Solo]
/ G / G / G   / D /
/ G / G / G D / G /  G/
 
[Verse 2]
G
All those things that brought us together
                      D
Now are tearing us apart
G
Seymour, all the things I gave her
               D           G
She's sold or left in the dark
 
 
[Chorus]
C             G
Take me away, anywhere but here
  G                              D      D
A long, long road, headed for my home
G                  C             G
Pack it all up and send me on my way
G                                 D     G
  Seymour, won't you send me some money today
 
[Solo]
/ G / G / G   / D /
/ G / G / G D / G /
 
/ C / G / G  / G D/
/ D / G / C G/ G  /  D G/
/G  /
 
[Verse 3]
G
Seymour I'm writing you this letter
                         D
I'm sad and broken far away
G
Everything I've had is lost and broken
              D                G
Now I'm just drunk and in the way
 
 
[Chorus]
C             G
Take me away, anywhere but here
  G                              D      D
A long, long road, headed for my home



G                  C             G
Pack it all up and send me on my way
G                                  D     G
   Seymour, won't you send me some money today
 
[Outro]
G                  C             G
Pack it all up and send me on my way
G                               D     G
Seymour, won't you send me some money today

11625. Letters Have No Arms

Letters Have no Arms
Del McCoury Band

I got your letter dear sweetheart
And darlin I miss you oh so much
Your letter has cheered my but I'm lonesome
Lonesome just to feel your lovin touch

   Letters never bring me the touch of your hand
   Or none of your sweet lovin charm
   I get so lonesome for you darlin
   And you know that letters have no arms

Letters have no arms dear to hold me
Kisses on paper are so cold
These sweet things you write in your letters
I want to be with you dear with

11626. Letters Never Sent

Letters Never Sent
Sean Watkins - Letters Never Sent

There are few things worse than letters never sent
Words can starve to death if they never leave the page
Leave the page for someone
He was ready to free himself from his cage, and forget all the things
That his father never gave, and ease his pain, but too late
People came to her, and sound advice she gave, but she herself could not
Take the medicine she made, to speak today, don't delay
They both wanted love, but just friends remained
Wanting to hear the word that each was scared to say
Until one day, the mail came and she read love



11627. Letters To Yourself

wingin' Utters - Letters to Yourself

Let your eyes promise me lies
Let your sigh be a sweet goodbye
Never even write to me a letter
I won't worry about tearful endeavors
There was no reason to return, I was told
Nobody waiting back home
Nothing is left but the promises of praise
Nothing remains but the courages I crave
No phone calls late at night
Picture's a constant reminder
No burning of impassioned pages
Or returning them to sender
You send a letter to the only one you can't deny
Who will never send you a reply
You never bother to ask yourself why
Blinded by your own dim light
Tried but devout, tortured the cherished
Loved the unheralded, bought up their trash
Brought to my knees by beggars and braggarts
Washed my laced sleeves after each miscarriage
You fill your pen and spill your words onto each line
Your monogram in wax seals a pathetic cry
You're so romantic, so cautious and tranquilized
Is anything behind your eyes?

11628. Letting Go Of You Is Surely Killing Me

Letting Go Of You Is Surely Killing Me
(Dale Ann Bradley/ Vicki Simmons)

Verse 1
I can see youre gonna leave
With all my heart I wish you'd stay
'Cause I never meant it to come to this
You know that I am gonna miss your love

Verse 2
I doubt if you will change your mind
I see you've thought the whole thing through
But if you could feel the hurt I feel
You'd sit back down and stay until tomorrow

Chorus 1
I want to say how much love you
Iremember words you spoke so tenderly
Just for tonight, please love me like you used to
Oh, if things could be the way they used to be
For this letting go of you is surely killing me.



Verse 3
I'll never know where we went wrong
Were we too young to know the truth?
Through all the laughter, pain and tears
I's hard to face that all those years are gone now

Verse 4
So hold me close and let me dream
Of all the things that might have been
For tomorrow you'll be on your way
I'll somehow find the strength to say... it's over

Chorus 2
I want to say how much I love you
I remember words you spoke so tenderly
Just for tonight, please love me like you used to
Oh,if things could be the way they used to be
For this letting go of you is surely killing me
This letting go of you is surely killing me

11629. Letting Me Down

Sturgill Simpson - Letting Me Down

[Verse 1]
School was done and you were gone so fast
Gave up everything that couldn't last
Borrowed money that you never paid back
And left a hole in this town

[Verse 2]
They don't make 'em like you no more
Your mama's working at the liquor store
We don't talk about it anymore
And you don't come around

[Pre-Chorus]
Everybody's lonely
Oh, babe, just look around

[Chorus]
You got a way (Of letting me down)
You got a way (Of letting me down)
Of letting me down

[Verse 3]
You were in another dream I had
Still runnin' from your deadbeat dad
I had a feeling it would turn out bad
And I never woke up

[Verse 4]
Bad luck, you know it don't come cheap (Ah)



But shit changes, baby, nothing's concrete (Ah)
A full moon above an empty street
I only wanted your love

[Pre-Chorus]
Everybody's lonely
Oh, babe, just look around
Everybody's lonely
Oh babe, just look around

[Chorus]
You got a way (Of letting me down)
You got a way (Of letting me down)
Oh, you got a way, way, way
Of letting me down (Of letting me down)
[Outro]
You keep letting me down (Letting me down)
Letting me down, down, down, down, down

11630. Levelland

Robert Earl Keen - Levelland 

Flatter than a tabletop
Makes you wonder why they stopped here
Wagon must have lost a wheel
Or they lacked ambition one

On the great migration west
Separated from the rest
Though they might have tried their best
They never caught the sun

So they sunk some roots down in the dirt
To keep from blowin' off the earth
Built a town around here

And when the dust had all but cleared
They called it Levelland
The pride of man in Levelland

Granddad grew the dry land wheat
Stood on his own two feet
His mind got incomplete
And they put in the home

Daddy's cotton grows so high
Sucks the water table dry
But rolling sprinklers circle round
Bleedin' it to the bone

And I won't be here when it comes a day
It all dries up and blows away



I'd hang around just to see

But they never had much
Use for me in Levelland
They don't understand me
Out in Levelland

And I watch those jet trails
Carving up that big blue sky
Coast to coasters watch 'em go

And I never would blame 'em one damn bit
If they never looked down on this
Not much here they'd wanna know

Just Levelland
Far as you can point your hand
Nothin' but Levelland

Mama used to roll her hair
Back before the central air
We'd sit outside
And watch the stars at night

She'd tell me to make a wish
I'd wish we both could fly
Don't think she's seen the sky
Since we got the satellite dish

And I can hear the marching band
Doin' the best they can, they're playing
"Smoke on the Water", "Joy to the World"

I've paid off all my debts
Got some change left over yet
And I'm gettin' on a whisper jet

I'm gonna fly as far as I can get from
Levelland, doin' the best I can
Out in Levelland, imagine that

11631. Levi

Old Crow Medicine Show - Levi

Born up on the Blue Ridge
At the Carolina line
Baptised on the banks of the New River
Brought up on the bluegrass
And the clear moonshine
Yeah, tough as iron but a heart as soft as leather
Leevi



Like a fire on the mountain
Runnin' wild in those days
Playin' Knights of the Gold Horseshoe and Indian raids
Huntin' jackvine in the summertime
And in the fall it was ginseng
Yeah, a country boy don't belong in the desert anyway
Leevi
Lord, Lord, Lord they shot him down
Ten thousand miles from a Southern town
Oooooooh, Leevi

From Galax to Bagdhad
On a camouflaged airplane
Where it was a hundred-nineteen degrees for twenty days straight
Shoved off in the sandbox
In a rollin' Hum-Vee
Cryin' Daddy, Daddy this don't look like Virginia to me
Leevi
Lord, Lord, Lord they shot him down
Ten thousand miles from a Southern town
Oooooooh, Leevi

In the market square all the bells
Were ringin' loud to fill the air
Leevi gazed his eyes out through the rocket glare
Through the desert and the ocean
To the furthest fields of home
And when the bullets pierced his body, he was already gone
Leevi
Lord, Lord, Lord they shot him down
Ten thousand miles from a Southern town
Oooooooh, Leevi

Oooooooh, Leevi
Lord, Lord, Lord they shot him down
Ten thousand miles from a Southern town
Oooooooh, Leevi
Oooooooh, Lord, Lord, Leevi
Oooooooh, Lord, Leevi

11632. Liar

Liar 

You say that you will
When I know that you won't
You say that you do
Baby when I know you don't
Really love me
You never loved me at all

Honey you never tried
If you did you would have had to crawl



You say that I did
Baby when you know I don't
You said that I will
When you knew that I won't
Ever love you

No I would not even try
Look if you say it again
I'll swear that's just one big lie
Oh you say that you do
But we both know you don't
You still say that you will

When it's so for sure you won't
Ever love me
No you never even try
From the first day we met
And you said it, that was a lie

11633. Liberty Street

Rhiannon Giddens - Liberty Street

He came from the old religion
But possessed no magic skill
Descending from machinery
He left nothing in his will
The crops are failing, the women wailing
It's in the paper at your feet
Six months in Kansas City
Down on Liberty Street
It was sad to see it
That little lady going in
Arrested for arson
Once they'd asked her where she'd been
Down on her knees, not even a breeze
Another victim of the heat
Six months in Kansas City
Down on Liberty Street
Things sure don't look too pretty
'Cause a man to rob and steal
I got a full six more months out here
Can't be begging for my meals
Now look here baby snooks
Doesn't matter what books
You keep underneath your seat
Six months in Kansas City
Down on Liberty Street
Six months in Kansas City
Down on Liberty Street



11634. Lick It Up

Lick It Up
Hayseed Dixie

Don't wanna wait 'til you know me better
Let's just be glad for the time together
Life's such a treat and it's time you taste it
There ain't a reason on earth to waste it
It ain't a crime to be good to yourself
Chorus:
Lick it up, lick it up, it's only right now
Lick it up, lick it up, ooh yeah
Lick it up, lick it up, come on, come on
Lick it up, lick it up

Don't need to wait for an invitation
You gotta live like you're on vacation
There's something sweet you can't buy with money - lick it up, lick it up
It's all you need, so believe me honey
It ain't a crime to be good to yourelf

chorus

Come on - it's only right now (it's only right now)
Ooh yeah (ooh yeah) ooh yeah (ooh yeah), yeah yeah

chorus repeats out

11635. Lie Awake

Lie Awake
Alison Krauss & Union Station

I wanna run away
Don't come out looking 'round
Too busy dealing with it on my own
He's right behind me
Please God I can't be found
Don't cast another stone

Feel out the night, until the sunrise
The city tells me not to go 'til dawn
And if he wakes that's when my heart breaks
And I'm as good as gone

How do I lie awake now
When I know I've got to be moving on
How do I lie awake now



When nothing's right and nothing's wrong

And in the end
Will we make our amends
Just like we're face to face another dawn
And in the light, or when the moon shines
Will you take me on home?

How do I lie awake now
When I know I've got to be moving on
How do I lie awake now
When nothing's right and nothing's wrong

How do I lie awake now
When nothing's right and nothing's wrong
How do I lie awake now
When I know I've got to be moving on
How do I lie awake now
When nothing's right and nothing's wrong

11636. Lies

Linda Ronstadt - Lies

Lies, lies, I can't believe a word you say
Lies, lies are gonna make you sad some day
Tears, tears, I've shed a million tears for you
Tears, tears, and now you're loving someone new

Someday I'm gonna be happy
But I don't know when just now
Lies, lies, you're breaking my heart

You think that you're such a smart boy
And I'll believe what you say
Who do you think you are, boy?
To lead me on this way, hey

Lies, lies, I can't believe a word you say
Lies, lies are gonna make you sad some day
Someday you're gonna be lonely and you won't find me around
Lies, lies, you're breaking my heart

Someday I'm gonna be happy
But I don't know where or when
Lies, lies, you're breaking my heart

You think that you're such a smart boy
And I'll believe what you say
Well, who do you think you are, boy?
To lead me on this way, hey, hey, hey

Lies, lies, I can't believe a word you say



Lies, lies are gonna make you sad some day
Someday you're gonna be lonely but you won't find me around
Lies, lies, you're breaking my heart

You're breaking my heart
You're breaking my heart
You're breaking my heart

11637. Lies - Chords

Lies 
Charlie Waller and The Country Gentlemen

[Verse]
G
When we got together you had a lover
                            D7
But you kept it hidden from me
                             G   D7
You told me lies soft pretty lies
G
You fell in love with me then you cheated on him
                 D7
Till you set him free
                                   G
You told him lies yes you told him lies
 
              C
I wonder what lies behind those eyes
              G
What does the twinkle in your eyes disguise
C
What kind of devilish thoughts
                         D7
Are running through your mind
          C
What lies behind those eyes
    D7                        G
And what lies are you telling me
 
 
You never flirt with the guys where you work
                              D7
You bought that new dress for me
                                  G   D7
Those are just lies smooth velvet lies
G
You arouse my passion you arouse my suspicion
                  D7
I want so much to believe
                                G
But I realize you tell everyone lies
 



              C
I wonder what lies behind those eyes
              G
What does the twinkle in your eyes disguise
C
What kind of devilish thoughts
                         D7
Are running through your mind
          C
What lies behind those eyes
    D7                        G
And what lies are you telling me

11638. Lies - Chords

Lies 
The Waifs
 
[Intro]
G    G    C    D
G    G    C    D
G    G    C    D
G    G    C    D
 
 
[Verse 1]
    G
You read the paper, watch the news
    C                  D
and think you're well informed
G                C        D
 Well I got some news for you my
G        C  D
friends
 
 
[Verse 2]
     G                           C           D
That headline that you read, the story that broke
         G                      C            D
It was a scandal and a scam, politcal masterstroke
     G
They tell you what they want you to hear
C                   D         G     C  D
close your eyes and open your ears
 
 
[PRE CHORUS]
      Em              C           D
(It's easy) Yeah it's easier that way
  Em
(You don't) You don't have to
C             D        G



think for yourself you say
 
 
[Chorus]
 G         C                      D           G
Yeah, I'll tell you no lies, I'll tell you no lies
(They're telling you lies, lies, lies)
           C              D              G
'Cause you read all it in black and white
                     C     D     G
                It's on my TV
(They're telling you lies, lies, lies)
          C            D           G
They were telling me just what to believe
 G         C                      D           G
Yeah, I'll tell you no lies, I'll tell you no lies
(They're telling you lies, lies, lies)
    C                     D           G    G
And all the while they're telling you lies
 
 
[Instrumental]
G    G    C    D
G    G    C    D
G    G    C    D
G    G    C    D
 
G    G    C    D
G    G    C    D
G    G    C    D
G    G    C    D
 
 
[Chorus 2]
G         G
Hey mamma hey
C           D
Hey ma they lied
G         G
Hey mamma hey
C           D
Hey ma they lied
 
G         G
Hey mamma hey mamma
C           D
Hey ma they lied
G         G
Hey mamma hey
C           D
Hey ma they lied
 
G         G
Hey mamma hey mamma
C           D
Hey ma they lied
G         G



Hey mamma hey mamma
C           D
Hey ma they lied
 
G         G
Hey mamma hey
C           D
Hey ma they lied
G         G
Hey mamma hey
C           D
Hey ma they lied
 
G    G    C    D
 
G    G    C    D
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
Every day you and me
    C             D
we see what we are shown
G               C         D
Yes its hard to scratch below
G    G    C    D
 
 
[Verse 4]
          G
There are people at the top they
    C               D
are hidden far from view
            G
They're not gonna show their faces
       C               D
to the likes of me and you
 
 
[Verse 5]
          G
You never see them out on the street
           C              D
but you'll always see the things that
     G   G   C   D
they do
 
 
[PRE CHORUS 2]
 Em                        C             D
(They know) They know that they can get away
     Em           C            D       G
(And no price) is too high for them to pay
 
 
[Chorus]
 G         C



Yeah, I'll tell you no lies,
     D           G
I'll tell you no lies
G          C           D             G
It's very simple, it's in black and white
 
     C       D    G
It's on your TV
       C              D         G
We got everything you need to believe
          C
Yeah I'll tell you no lies
     D           G
I'll tell you no lies
 
    C                     D           G    G
And all the while they're telling you lies
    C                     D           G    G
And all the while they're telling you lies
    C                     D
And all the while they're telling you
 
G    G    C    D
lies lies lies lies
G    G    C    D
lies lies lies lies
G    G    C    D
lies lies lies lies
 
 G         G         C           D
 lies      lies      lies        lies
 G         G         C           D
(Hey mamma hey mamma Hey ma they lied) Repeat and fade

11639. Lies Don't Lie

Rodney Crowell - Lies Don't Lie

Be careful what you say
Don't meddle with your friends
One loose conversation
Just might put you in the end
Your smooth reputation
Just goes falling by the way
Stranded in some parking lot
With no face left to save
Lies, don't lie, baby don't tell lies
It's a little play on words
So don't misunderstand
That someone you once knew so well
Has turned the other hand
Secrets told in haste
Are just written on the wall



Burning 'cross the mountain tops
It's hard to learn to fall
Lies, don't lie, baby don't tell lies
It ain't nobody's business
What you're thinking to yourself
Keeping your mind on your own time
Ain't got no line on nobody else
If it ain't what you said
Then someone misconstrued
They must have missed your meaning
By the way it looks on you
I never meant to hurt my friends
And every time I did
Words I chose to speak
My heart just ran away and hid
Lies, don't lie, baby don't tell lies
It ain't nobody's business
What you're thinking to yourself
Keeping your mind on your own time
Ain't got no line on nobody else
Be careful what you say
If it ain't something good
If it ain't what you wanna hear
Around the neighborhood
You better keep your hat pulled down
Low around your ears
Don't listen to the idle words
That you once spoke so clear
Lies, don't lie, baby don't tell lies
Yeah I'd save the lies, baby lies don't lie

11640. Life

The Avett Brothers - Life 

What comes of it? / Love it, love it
Let go of it / Love comes from it
We're not of this / world for long

Faith and promise /Keep me honest
When starvation / Falls upon us
Daylight told me /You would be

Gone with cold words / spoke upon hers
Wretched in the / tongue of their world
We're not of that world at all / We will never be 

Chorus:
Wouldn't it be fine to stand
Behind the words we say
In the best of times
Oh, and you and I know all too well
About the hell and paradise



Right here on earth

Keep it, use it / Build it, move it
Flames can't touch / how time will prove it
Watch us fly / as loud as we can
Let her heart beat / change what I am now

Chorus:
Wouldn't it be fine to stand
Behind the words we say
In the best of times
Oh, and you and I know all too well
About the hell and paradise
Right here on earth

11641. Life Ain't Fair And The World Is Mean

Sturgill Simpson - Life Ain't Fair and the World Is Mean

[Verse 1]
Well that label man said son
Now can you sing a little bit more clear
Your voice might be too genuine
And your song's a little too sincere
Can you sing a little more about outlaws
And the way things used to be?
He told me you just worry about writing them songs
Leave everything else to me

[Verse 2]
Daddy was a Highwayman
But he never wrote any old country songs
Papaw never stayed out
Raising hell til the break of dawn
But he raised a proud coal miners daughter
And I'm proud to be her son
She told me boy I don't care if you hit it big
'Cause you're already #1

[Chorus]
That's the way it goes
In this day and age
You ain't gotta read between the lines
You just gotta turn the page
Well the most outlaw thing that I've ever done
Was give a good woman a ring
But that's the way it goes
Life ain't fair and the world is mean

[Bridge]
Well I still got the wife and the dog
But I swapped the truck out for a van
Gonna hit the road find the end of that



Long white line in The Promised Land
Won't hear my song on the radio
'Cause that new sounds all the rage
But you can always find me in a smokey bar
With bad sound and a dim lit stage

[Chorus]
That's the way it goes
In this day and age
You ain't gotta read between the lines
You just gotta turn the page
Well the most outlaw thing that I've ever done
Was give a good woman a ring
But that's the way it goes
Life ain't fair and the world is mean

[Outro]
That's the way it goes
Life ain't fair and the world is mean

11642. Life Ain't What It Seems

John Butler - Life Ain't What It Seems

Strange as it may be
Sometimes life you know it ain't what it seems
Like going to war to make peace
Sometimes life you know it ain't what it seems
Like the old man out there he lives on the streets
And now he is asking for a dollar off everybody he meets
Never knew he used to be a milloinare on wall street
Sometimes life you know it ain't what it seems
Just like that plane you are late for leaving without you
And now it changes all you plans and puts you in a bad mood
And that plane ends up crashing but at the time man you would not have a clue
That being late could be so good and life is strange and this true
So sometimes life you know it ain't what it seems
Sometimes good presents come in bad wrapping
Strange as it may be
Sometimes bad presents come in good wrapping
Just like our Prime Minister with his new policy
Called the RFA he says he wants to save the old trees
You have a look at what he has come up with his business mates and you will see
That the man could not give a shit and some things ain't what they seem
Just like that environmental day sponsored by Shell
So we can all endorse the killing and go straight to hell
It's like Bunnings saying they're supporting your community
While they're chopping it right down and somethings ain't what they seem
Oh I won't forget
Everything you know it's happening, happening for a reason
So there ain't no need, no need in worrying...
Just get your job done
Strange as it may be



Sometimes life you know it ain't what it seems
Like going to war to make peace
Sometimes life you know it ain't what it seems

11643. Life And Debt

Life and Debt
Town Mountain

[Chorus]
Life and debt
Two things that seem to get along
Can't get from under it
[And?] just keeps adding to the loan
If you find yourself up a creek with no paddle
Just remember that life and debt always in constant battle

[Verse 1]
Piles and piles and miles of cash
Couldn't get me back to where I once was at
Standing in the red looking at the black
It's a doggone shame when you lose your stack
It's a crying shame you won't get it back

[Chorus]
Life and debt
Two things that seem to get along
Can't get from under it
[And?] just keeps adding to the loan
If you find yourself up a creek with no paddle
Just remember that life and debt always in constant battle

[Verse 2]
Well I went to the man to advance my line
Said "A hundred in cash to get me through a hard time"
Oh the banker, he looked and he shook his head
Said "The bank's broke too, ain't got no bread
"All the money's in the politicians' hands"

[Chorus]
Life and debt
Two things that seem to get along
Can't get from under it
[And?] just keeps adding to the loan
If you find yourself up a creek with no paddle
Just remember that life and debt always in constant battle
Just remember that life and debt always in constant battle
Life and debt



11644. Life As We Knew It

Kathy Mattea - Life As We Knew It

[Verse 1]
The key's in the mailbox, the U-Haul is loaded
This is the last time we'll call this place home
The cat's in a cage to leave at your mother's
I'll be halfway to Asheville when you wake up alone

[Verse 2]
It's been a while since I've seen Carolina
It always was pretty this time of year
And if this is the end of life as we knew it
You won't find me living around here

[Chorus]
I love life as we knew it
I still can't believe we threw it away
Goodbye that's all there is to it
Life as we knew it ended today

[Verse 3]
I'll leave a number if you need to reach me
You always called when I had to be gone
I know that here in my memory
Life as we knew it still lives on

[Chorus]
I love life as we knew it
I still can't believe we threw it away
Goodbye that's all there is to it
Life as we knew it ended today
Life as we knew it ended today

11645. Life As We Knew It - Chords

Kathy Mattea - Life As We Knew It
Album: Untasted Honey
Written by: Walter Carter & Fred Koller

     D                         G           D
The key's in the mail box the u-haul is loaded
                  Bm         Em              A
This is the last time we'll call this place home
     D                   G              Em
The cat's in a cage to leave at your mother's
           G          Em              A        D
I'll be halfway to Ashville when you wake up alone.
D                   G                 D
It's been a while since I've seen Carolina 
                 Bm      Em            A
It always was beautiful this time of year



    D                      G          Em
And if this is the end of life as we knew it
G                   A             D
You won't find me living around here

CHORUS:
D       G          D       G               D         Em        A
I love life as we knew it  I still can't believe we threw it away
 D                           Em        D          G        A     D
Goodbye that's al there is   to   it  Life as we knew it ended today.

lead
D                   G               D
I'll leave a number if you need to reach me
             Bm          Em         A
You always called when I had to be gone
D            G          Em     D         G             A     D
I know that here in my heart life as we knew it still lives on.

chorus

11646. Life By Numbers

Jim Lauderdale - Life By Numbers

I met you in the middle of a hurricane
Our feet were barely touching on the ground
You taught me how to rise above the unexplained
The least of which was more than profound

I told you baby listen they can't trade your place
With anybody for the one inside
There's something that connects us more than anything
It all adds up to signify

Life by numbers you and me
Keep your thunder right where my lightning's gonna be

I always wondered how far was infinity
And now I see it flashin' through your eyes
I heard a little voice that said we're almost free
But that should come as no big surprise

Now life by numbers won't lie down
Keep your thunder right but don't trade it for the easy way out

Oh your name puts some rhythm to the game
Keeps on humming through the house
Love when fair makes it more than OK
I'd like to explain but here comes the solo

[ guitar ]



They'll ask you to play She Thinks I Still Care
It's time to bring the singer on down
They'll try to tell you to listen once you been back there
You better learn to get yourself out

Look out now life by numbers you and me
Keep your thunder close where the lightning's gonna be
Look around now life by numbers won't lie down
Keep your thunder don't trade it for the easy way out

Now life by numbers won't lie down...
Now life by numbers won't lie down...

11647. Life By Numbers - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Life By Numbers     
written by Jim Lauderdale

A                            G
I met you in the middle of a hurricane
                                     A
Our feet were barely touching on the ground
A                                   G
You taught me how to rise above the unexplained
                                 A
The least of which was more than profound
A                                 G
I told you baby listen they can't trade your place
                          A
With anybody for the one inside
A                                            G
There's something that connects us more than anything
                  A
It all adds up to signify
A       G               A
Life by numbers you and me
A         G                                        A
Keep your thunder right where my lightning's gonna be
A                              G
I always wondered how far was infinity
                                     A
And now I see it flash through your eyes
A                                  G
I heard a  little voice that said we're almost free
                               A
But that should come as no big surprise
A
Life by nunbers won't lie down
A         G                                                 A
Keep your thunder right but don't trade it for the easy way out
Bm                     A
Oh your name puts some rhythmn to the game
Bm               A



Keeps on humming through the house
Bm             A
Love when fair makes it more than OK
Bm                      C#m
I'd like to explain but here comes the solo

SOLO

A                                   G
They'll ask you to play "She Thinks I Still  Care"
                                 A
It's time to bring the singer on down
                                           G
They'll try to tell you to listen once you been back there
                                 A
You better learn to get yourself out
A       G               A
Life by numbers you and me
A         G                                        A
Keep your thunder right where my lightning's gonna be
A       G               A
Life by numbers you and me
A         G                                        A
Keep your thunder right where my lightning's gonna be

From Jim Lauderdale  "Persimmons"
Upstart Records 1996
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)

11648. Life Don't Have To Mean Nothin' At All

Tom T Hall - Life Don't Have to Mean Nothin' At All

Now if you want to be happy,let me tell you how to do it
You get up in the morning and you get right to it
You bring home the bacon and you make a little bread
You get a little sleepy and you go back to bed
Life don't have to mean nothin' at all
If everybody says you're a little to tall
Go out and get yourself a basketball
Dye your hair orange and put a ring in your ear
You can make 47 million dollars a year
Life don't have to mean nothin' at all
If everybody says you're a little to short
Go out and get yourself a big ol' horse
You can be a jockey if you got no fear
You can make 47 million dollars a year
Life don't have to mean nothin' at all
Life don't have to mean nothin' at all
Be good to your sister and good to your brother
Good to your poppa and good to your mother
Life don't have to mean nothin' at all
Now if you're a con man lookin' for a pigeon



Go out and start a brand new religion
Get on TV and make a money request
They can all go to heaven while they're starvin' to death
Life don't have to mean nothin' at all
Now if everybody says you're a little too rough
Go out and get yourself some boxing gloves
Beat somebody up around the ears
You can make 47 million dollars a year
Life don't have to mean nothin' at all
Life don't have to mean nothin' at all
Be good to your sister and good to your brother
You might even try to be good to one another
Life don't have to mean nothin' at all
Now if everybody says you're a little to slick
Get yourself into politics
Get that office and get that power
And you can spend 47 million dollars an hour
Life don't have to mean nothin' at all
Now if you can pick a guitar and sing through your nose
Get yourself a bunch of cowboy clothes
Sing about dying and shedding them tears
You can lose 47 million dollars a year
Life don't have to mean nothin' at all
Life don't have to mean nothin' at all
Don't trouble your mind and worry your soul
'Bout stuff you ain't supposed to know
Life don't have to mean nothin' at all
No, life don't have to mean nothin' at all

11649. Life Gits Teejus Don't It

Doc Watson & Merle Watson
Life Gits Teejus Don't It

This is a, sort of a portrait in words to a lazy country boy
Now I can't think of anybody in the world that'd fit any better than me or Merle, either one
Because when it's hot in the summertime, I'm just about as lazy as I can be
And, uh, Merle's a chip off the old block, you know
Or Rosaly said he was, but...

Yes, if she hears that, I'll be murdered
A little tune that's just actually talk, though
And there's sorts of little pickin' 'long the 'hind
And this music on this sounds like somethin' somebody stole from one of those little classic di
tties
You know, that's not really folk music
It's a thing called... it's a thing called "Life Gits Teejus, Don't It"

The sun comes up and the sun goes down
And the hands on the clock go 'round and 'round
And I just get up and it's time to lay down
Life gets teejus, don't it?



My shoe's untied, but shucks, I don't care
'Cause I reckon I ain't' a-goin' nowhere
I'd wash my face and comb my hair
Huh, it's just too much wasted effort

I open the door and the flies swarm in
And when I shut the door, I'm a-sweatin' again
And in the process, I crack my shin
Just one darn thing after another

The cow went dry and the hens won't lay
And the fish all quit bitin' last Saturday
My troubles keep pilin' up, day by day
And now I'm gettin' dandruff

My old great mule, you know I think the rascal's sick
For when I stuck him in the rump with a pin on a stick
He humped up his back but he just wouldn't kick
There's somethin' cockeyed somewhere

Old hound's a-howlin' so forlorn
That's the laziest dog that ever was born
He's a-howlin' because he's a-sittin' on a thorn
And he's just too tired to move over

Tin roof leaks and the chimney leans
And there's a hole in the seat of my old blue jeans
And I've had up the last of the pork and beans
Just can't depend on nothin'

The mouse spinnin' on on my cupboard door
He's been at it now for I guess a month or more
When he gets in there, he's sure gonna be sore
Ain't a darn thing in it

It's debts and taxes and pains and woes
Aches and miseries and that's how it goes
And now I'm gettin' a cold in my nose
Life gets tasteless, don't it?

The sun comes up and the sun goes down
And the hands on the clock go 'round and 'round
And I just get up and it's time to lay down
Life gets teejus, don't it?

11650. Life Goes On

Life Goes On
Desert Rose Band
Hillman-Pedersen

What would you give to be in control
To prove over all I say and do



If I surrender my heart and soul
Can I depend on you
What can I do to make you understand
There's nothing we have to prove
Maybe this time you'll have to make a stand
So I can depend on you
Baby I'm holding back going way too slow
Two hearts tangled and one won't let go
Tell me something I don't know
It's easy to show Life Goes On

SOLO

I'll carry the torch if you light the way
Leaving no bridges to burn
Yesterdays gone we have so much today
I can depend on you
Baby I'm holding back going way too slow
Two hearts tangled and one won't let go
Tell me something I don't know
It's easy to show Life Goes On

11651. Life In A Northern Town

Little Big Town - Life In A Northern Town (Live)

A Salvation Army band played and the children drank lemonade
And the morning lasted all day, all day
And through an open window came like Sinatra in a younger day
Pushing the town away, away
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, into the night
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, hey, ah
Life in a northern town
Hey, ma, ma, ma, ma
They sat on the stony ground and he took a cigarette out
And everyone else came down to listen
It was the winter 1963, it felt like the world would freeze
With John F. Kennedy and the Beatles, yeah, yeah, yeah
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, into the night
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, hey, ah
Life in a northern town
Hey, ma, ma, ma, ma
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, into the night
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, hey, ah
They shut the factory down
Hey, ma, ma, ma, ma
The evening had turned to rain, watched the water roll down the drain
As they followed him down to the station
And he would never wave goodbye, you could see it written in his eyes
As the train pulled out of sight, bye, bye
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, into the night
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, hey, ah
Life in a northern town



Hey, ma ma ma, take it easy on yourself
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, into the night
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, hey, ah
Life in a northern town
Hey, ma, ma, ma, ma
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, into the night
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, hey, ah
Life in a northern town
Hey, ma, ma, ma, ma
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, into the night
Hey, ah, ma, ma, ma, hey, ah
Life in a northern town
Hey, ma, ma, ma, ma

11652. Life In Prison - Chords

Life In Prison
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                                G7
The jury found the verdict first degree
                                  C
They swore I planned her death to be
                             G7
I prayed they sentence me to die
                                      C
But they wanted me to live and I know why
                               G7  
So I do life in prison for the wrongs I've done
                                    C
And I pray every night for death to come
                               G7
My life will be a burden every day
                                C
If I could die my pain might go away
                                     G7
Insane with rage I took my darling's life
                              C
Because I loved her more than life
                                        G7    
My dreams for her will last a long long time
                                        C
But I'd rather die than live to lose my mind
                                G7  
But I do life in prison for the wrongs I've done
                                    C
And I pray every night for death to come
                               G7
My life will be a burden every day
                                C
If I could die my pain might go away
   G7                           C
If I could die my pain might go away



11653. Life In The Old Farm Town - Chords

Life In The Old Farm Town
Recorded by Bill Emerson and Sweet Dixie
Written by Vince Gill

C C7 F C
The sun's burning down on this cold hard ground
 G7
There ain't no sign of rain for miles around
 C C7 F C
All the old timers say it looks just like the dust bowl days
 G7 C
That's life in the old farm town

 C7 F C
There's a big city man that holds the mortgage on the land
 G7
The first of every month he comes around
 C C7 F C
He says son if you can't pay then you'd best be on your way
 G7 C
That's life in the old farm town

 F C
Now they'll sell his John Deere tractor
 F G7
And they'll sell his forty acres and his plow
F C Am
Three kids and a wife man it just don't seem right
 F G7 C
That's life in the old farm town

 C7 F C
So with his back against the wall and no pride left at all
 G7
You could hear the rifle sing for miles around
 C C7 F C
All his friends gathered round when they heard that fatal sound
 G7 C
That's life in the old farm town

 F C
Well they sold his John Deere tractor
 F G7
And they sold his forty acres and his plow
F C Am
When they laid him in the ground Lord it rained for miles around
 F G7 C
That's life in the old farm town
 F G7 F C
That's life in the old farm town



11654. Life Is - Chords

Life Is 
Keller Williams
 
Tuning: D A F C G D
 
B                      E
Life is like a thrift store
 
Oh, the joy of the score
B
The thrill of the hunt
                E
The love of the game
 
I'm the moth, life is the flame
B
I always seem to want more
E
Than I can afford
B                           E
It's just too short for the pain
                               D     A    E
I'm in the gutter, life is the lane...
            D     A    E
Life is the lane...
 
 
Life is like an ice cream cone
Dripping down your hand
You gotta learn how to lick it
Or you'll be in a sweet sticky puddle right where you stand
So many flavors to choose from
Yet so hard to decide
Life is like a rocky road stain
It's just along for the ride
It's along for the ride...
 
 
E                        B
Cuz it's the same dance, different song
Db                                A
Sleep won't let me rock it to you all night long
     E                 B
It's Acoustalunatickle anarchy
Db                               A      Bb     B
I love it when you don't take me seriously
 
 
Life is like a roller coaster
With a big long line
You get burned in the sun while you're waiting



For your turn to ride
Loop-de-loop and twist and turn
All at high speeds
Life is the rush of the first drop
That's the jones that I feel...
That's the jones that I feel...
 
Chorus
 
Bridge:
Bmin9  Dmin9   Amin9  Cmin9
Gmin9  Bbmin9   Amin9  Cmin9
 
 
Life is like this dumb song
That gets stuck in your head
It's bangin' 'round from when you wake up
Until you go back to bed
It's just like that ice cream cone
Dripping down your hand
You gotta learn how to lick it
Or you'll be in a sweet sticky puddle right where you stand...
Be in a sweet sticky puddle right where you stand...
 
Chorus

11655. Life Is Beautiful

Life Is Beautiful
Oak Ridge Boys - Life Is Beautiful

Let's go drifting, through the trees
Let's go sailing, on the sea
Let's god dancing, on the juke joint floor
Leave our troubles have a party
So easily forgotten are the most important things
Like the melody and the moonlight in your eyes
And a song that lasts forever
Each song getting better all the time

Life is beautiful, life is wondrous
Every star above, shining just for us
Life is beautiful, on a stormy night
Somewhere in the world, the sun is shining bright

I get crazy, so afraid
That I might lose you, some fine day
And I'll be nothing, but a tired old man
And I don't want to be without you
At the party so easily forgotten
Is the most important thing
Is that I love you, I do
And I want to spend my days and nights



Walking through this crazy world with you

Life is beautiful, life is wondrous
Every star above, shining just for us
Life is beautiful, on a stormy night
Somewhere in the world, the sun is shining bright

So easily forgotten, is the most important thing
Is that I love you, I do
And I want to spend my days and nights
Walking through this crazy world with you

Life is beautiful, life is wondrous
Every star above, shining just for us
Life is beautiful, on a stormy night
Somewhere in the world, the sun is shinnneeeee
Shining bright

11656. Life Is Cheap

Life Is Cheap
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
She's awakened every morning
With her baby down the hall
When he's cried to sleep she's staring at the wall
And in that wall she sees the devil
Staring out of knotty pine
Though she speaks out loud he will not get behind

[Verse 2]
She's a woman with wounded spirit
She's a woman who's loved too much
Like her mama always says she's such an easy touch
She found her own way in this city
She don't take no more abuse
Watches her headlights on the ceiling as she put her mama legs to use

[Chorus]
Now did you think it would be different
All your wishes comin' true
Oh life is cheap but lady it's not free
Oh you gotta pay attention
To the eyes in your rear view
'Cause when it's coming down it all comes down to you

[Verse 3]
She recalls the night she left him
After his last drunk attack
Oh Cleveland-bound she never once looked back
Yeah he was laughing in the kitchen
Cigarettes and rolled up sleeves



He said "come on girl is it time again to leave"

[Chorus]
Now did you think it would be different
All your wishes comin' true
Oh life is cheap but lady it's not free
Oh you gotta pay attention
To the eyes in your rear view
'Cause when it's coming down it all comes down to you

[Chorus]
Now did you think it would be different
All your wishes comin' true
Oh life is cheap but lady it's not free
Oh you gotta pay attention
To the eyes in your rear view
'Cause when it's coming down it all comes down
It all comes down
It all comes down to you

Life is cheap but it ain't free
Life is cheap but it ain't free
Life is cheap but it ain't free
Oh life is cheap but it ain't free
Life is cheap but it ain't free
Life is cheap but it ain't free

11657. Life Is Good On The Open Road

Trampled By Turtles - Life is Good on the Open Road

Lyin' fever, a hidden moon
Restless wind and a callin' loon
Dying fast like the highest noon
Well I never learn from nothing

Feather falls the river light
The warm and shaking summer night
I have two friends but one is right
And he's older now than ever

Run so fast through the fields in May
And I forgot what I had to say
I've never been through a harder day
Than the one that left your ghost here

Life is good on the open road
We're closer now than we'll ever know
The light inside you comes and goes
But it never really goes out



11658. Life Is Like A Mountain Railroad

Steven Curtis Chapman - Life Is Like a Mountain Railroad

[Verse 1]
Life is like a mountain railway
With an engineer that's brave
We must make this run successful
From the cradle to the grave
Watch the curves, the fills, and tunnels
Never falter, never fail
Keep your hand upon the throttle
And your eyes upon the rail

[Chorus]
Blessed Savior, Thou will guide us
Till we reach that blissful shore
Where the angels wait to join us
In Thy praise forevermore

[Verse 2]
You will roll up grades of trial
You will cross the bridge of strife
See that Christ is your Conductor
On this lightning train of life
Always mindful of obstruction
Do your duty, never fail
Keep your hand upon the throttle
And your eyes upon the rail

11659. Life Is Like A Mountain Railway

Linda Ronstadt - Life Is Like A Mountain Railway

Life is like a mountain railway
With an engineer that's brave
We must make this run successful
From the cradle to the grave

Heed the curves and watch the tunnels
Never falter, never fail
Keep your hands upon the throttle
And your eye upon the rail

Blessed Saviour there to guide us
Till we reach that blissful shore
And the angels there to join us
In God's grace forevermore



As you roll across the trestle
Spanning Jordan's swelling tide
You will reach the Union Depot
Into which your train will ride

There you'll meet the superintendent
God the father, God the son
With a happy joyous greeting
Weary pilgrim, welcome home

Blessed Saviour there to guide us
Till we reach that blissful shore
And the angels there to join us
In God's grace forevermore

In God's grace forevermore

11660. Life Is Like A River

Doc Watson 
Life Is Like A River

Life is like a river that runs to eternity
And all must ride that river, honey, just like you or me
It's sometimes rough and muddy with rapids along the way
For some, the trip is shorter, but all must have their day

There's no dark and rolling tide between you and me
Lots of love and happiness far as the eye can see

There's a dark and muddy current that can sweep your boat from sight
If you pass that point of no return, there's a dark and end-less night
There's also a mighty boatman and he's out there every day
Just put your life in His hands and you're safely on your way

There's no dark and rolling tide between you and me
Lots of love and happiness far as the eye can see

We've rode this raging river when the banks were cavin' in
When the storms have almost beatin' us, we've always tried again
Let's keep the faith together, encouraging our friends
Until we reach that crystal sea of life that never ends

There's no dark and rolling tide between you and me
Lots of love and happiness far as the eye can see

11661. Life Is Messy



Rodney Crowell - Life Is Messy

When you're the last one to know
What everybody knows
Shame falls down
When you're the last one to see
What everybody sees
Shame falls down like rain falls down
Life is messy
It's starting to repress me
Time and time again
I think I'm gonna win
And it blows up in my face
When your last hope is gone
And you're feelin' so unable
Shame falls down
When your heart won't open up
And there's love left on the table
Fame falls down
Like rain falls down
Life is messy
It's starting to distress me
They sell it in the press
They smell it on your breath
But you keep on comin' clean
Life is messy
I don't wanna go back home
The streets are lined in rubble
A heart that's made of stone
Can lead you into trouble
Life is messy
It's trying to depress me
They can kick you in the nuts
They can hit you where it hurts
Don't get down on your knees
Life is messy
I feel like Elvis Presley
At a very early age
They put you in a cage
And they push you out on stage
Life is messy

11662. Life Is Strange

Life Is Strange
Donna the Buffalo

Morning sun reminds us of the time we spent, stretching stories sharing songs and forget the 
rest
You know and I know this dance might never end

Life is strange, life is good, and life is all that it should be

My eyes got caught in a strangers stare



He was searching for a witness to a personal dare
Our lives crashed into a firey destiny

Life is strange, life is good, and life is all that it should be
Life is strange, life is good, and life is all that it should be

When the clouds steal your shadow and you have no sense of direction
Lay your body down

And when your standing in the water and the world begins to matter, and you know you hear l
aughfter

When the clouds steal your shadow and you have no sense of direction
Lay your body down

And when your standing in the water and the world begins to matter, and you know you hear l
aughfter

Morning sun reminds us of the time we spent, stretching stories sharing songs and forget the 
rest
You know and I know this dance might never end

Life is strange, life is good, and life is all that it should be
Life is strange, life is good, and life is all that it should be

Life is strange, life is good, and life is all that it should be

Life is strange, life is good, and life is all that it should be

11663. Life Is Water

Life is water
The Sim Redmond Band

Blue skies, a gentle rain has washed away yesterday worries
No anger, there's no blame, the love in our hearts set us free again

Blue skies, a gentle rain has washed away yesterday worries
No anger, there's no blame, the love in our hearts set us free again

Would you say life is water?
It's noisy timid and strange
Maybe when we're older, it's calming down, but never aging

I know I let you down, but eventually everyone's bound to
But we all do the best we can, and sometimes we all need a hand

It's easy to be wrong
Less trouble to stay away, easy to escape
Less trouble to stay silent

The pain in my heart won't be long
Won't be long, no the



Pain in my heart won't be long, won't be long

We've come a long way, we've seen hard times
But through it all we stood tall, side by side
And together we still stand, and the love in our hearts set us free again

You know when we get angry, we're children, forgetting what we've seen
And every little worry seems bigger than happiness could be
Blue skies, a gentle rain, make the truth seem so simple and plain
'Cause we all do the best we can
And sometimes we all need a hand

11664. Life Keeps Bringin' Me Down

Life Keeps Bringin' Me Down

I'm the prettiest boy that you will ever see
Life keeps bringing me down
And I'm trying living above my means,
Life keeps bringing me down.
Yeah, life keeps bringing me down
Blues keep coming around
Hard living's gonna be the death of me,
Life keeps bringing me down.
When the times roll in and the sun won't shine
Life keeps bringing me down
Now I'm hard on the bills and work for a dime
Life keeps bringing me down
Yeah, life keeps bringing me down
Big tears drops hitting the ground
Well, it won't stop raining on this heart of mine
Life keeps bringing me down.
Yeah, I hate to wake up when the morning comes,
Life keeps bringing me down
But I frank upon a coffee and I'm on the run
Life keeps bringing me down.
Yeah, life keeps bringing me down,
The world keeps spinning around.
Yeah, if ain't no racing, ain't no fun,
Life keeps bringing me down.
I've got a number of death to crawl out from under
Life keeps bringing me down
But one of these days I'm gonna hit the numbers,
Life keeps bringing me down.
Yeah, life keeps bringing me down,
I won't cry down to the ground
Yeah, it's been a bummer the whole damn summer,
Life keeps bringing me down.
Yeah, life keeps bringing me down.



11665. Life Of A Rodeo Cowboy

Life of a Rodeo Cowboy

Well it really has been nice bein' with you but I'm afraid that I've got to leave
As you know I'm a rodeo cowboy and there's a rodeo down in Mesquite
That's the life of a rodeo cowboy breakin' broncs or gettin' broke
That's the life of a rodeo cowboy and that's the only life I know
On the day you think your day is the big one
I'm walkin' away with all that they own
Then your lyin' hurtin' hearin' someone saying
Give him a hand that's all that cowboy is taking home
Hot beer and cold stale hamburgers makes a meal sorta hard to enjoy
And it kinda makes you think of momma's chicken
Ah that's the life of a rodeo cowboy
That's the life of a rodeo cowboy

When your down and your really feeling sorry well you go for a drink in some bar
Then someone points at you and you hear him whisper over there stands a rodeo star
That's the life of a rodeo cowboy...
That's the life of a rodeo cowboy...

11666. Life Of A Travelin' Man

Life Of A Travelin' Man - Blue Highway
(Shawn Lane/Cat Town Music, BMI)

Get the yard cut down and the babies fed
A million songs runnin' through my head
Daylight comes I'll be gone again
When does the highway ever end
My shoulders bare such a heavy load
Hard to keep my thoughts all in a row
I can't slow down the life I've chose
Somehow I love the way it goes
Time moves fast and the wheels turn slow
That's how the life of a travelin' man goes

The winds of change are a blowin' through
Just like they're always gonna do
They'll turn the page to another name
Different picture in the same ole frame
Lightning flashing up ahead
A million songs runnin' through my head
I can't name every place I've been
But if the Lord is willing I'll be there again

11667. Life of Sin



Sturgill Simpson - Life of Sin

Well lately things have been a little complicated
Quality of life has got me down
Well sex is cheap and the talk is overrated
And the boys and me are still working on the sound

A little happiness, a little love was all I wanted
Sure as Hell thought I'd found it but I was wrong
She left my heart feelin' taunted and my memories all haunted
But it's her I have to thank for all my songs

So every day I'm smokin' my brain hazy
All I can do to keep from goin' crazy
But the paranoia is slowly creepin' in
I keep drinkin' myself silly
Only way for this hillbilly
And I thank God for this here life of sin

Every morning when I rise look in the mirror and despise
The sight of everything and all that I've become
The level of my medicating some might find intimidating
But that's alright cause' it don't bother me none

Well lately things have been a little complicated
Quality of life has got me down
Well sex is cheap and the talk is overrated
And the boys and me still workin' on the sound

11668. Life Of Sorrow

Life Of Sorrow - Ralph Stanley

After traveling through this world of sorrow
No one on earth to call my friend
I'm on my way to old Kentucky
Where I met and loved but could not win

I've always loved you little darlin
My heart will always feel the same
I could never do one thing to hurt you
I'd rather die than bring you shame

When that cold dark shroud is wrapped around me
They lay my weary head to rest
Will you stand around and gaze upon me
For I'm the one that loved you best

When your golden hair is turned to silver
The master calls your soul to Him
Where we can be free from all our troubles
I'll meet you there at journey's end



11669. Life Of The Party

Life of the Party 
Mandolin Orange

Verse 1:
A girl could catch pneumonia in them clothes
And where in the world did you get those fishnet hose?
She took off more than a ring when she set me free
Now her living it up will be the death of me

Chorus 1:
Cuz she's the life of the party everynight
It hurts to see everybody but me is 
holding her body tight
She's a'paintin' the town red
While I'm as blue as I can be
The life of the party's killin' me

Verse 2:
I used to be the one who'd run around
She'd wait up while I shut down the town
Then one night she said things are gonna change
And I'll show you that two can play that game

Chorus 2:
Now she's the life of the party everynight
It hurts to see everybody but me is holding her body tight
She's a'paintin' the town red 
While I'm as blue as I can be
The life of the party's killin' me

Bridge:
They say what goes around comes around
Now it's her turn to live it up
My turn to live it down

Last Chorus:
She's the life of the party every night
It hurts to see everybody but me is holding her body tight
She's a'paintin' the town red
While I'm as blue as I can be
The life of the party's killin' me
Oh yeah the life of the party's killin' me

11670. Life Of Trouble

Flatt & Scruggs - Life of trouble
Composer: Lester Flatt - Earl Scruggs



Remember once your promise not more than a week ago
You promised that you'd marry me standin' in your mama's door

Short life of trouble a few more words to part
Short life of trouble you girl to a boy with a broken heart

Now you broken your promise go marry who you may
For this old world's so big and so wide I'll ramble back someday

Short life of trouble...

Now you gone and left me I don't know what I'll do
I'd give this world and a half of my life just to be married to you

Short life of trouble...

11671. Life On A String - Chords

Life On A String 
Mandolin Orange
 
Intro:
 
Dm , C, F, G, A#, C
Dm , C, F, G, A#, C
 
F              Am                   Dm
If all this is easy and all that we need
               A#                   F  C
we've fallen behind, we've fallen behind
F                   Am                  Dm
you can dig all you like and make a big pile
                 A#                       F  C
and sing all the while, and sing all the while
 
 
 
Dm                C                          F
But you're just a boy who strummed the right chord
Dm             C       F
and I'm just a boy who gave an ear
Am  A# Am      A#    F               C                     F
write, it's alright, I'm shedding my skin instead of these tears
 
 
 
 
F          Am                Dm
Swimming alone and torn in between
          A#                  F   C
life in a dream or life on a string
F       Am                 Dm



living atop our own little hills
                A#                          F  C
perched for the kill, we're perched for the kill
 
 
 
Dm                C                          F
and you're just a boy who strummed the right chord
Dm             C       F
and I'm just a boy who gave an ear
Am  A# Am      A#    F               C                     F
write, it's alright, I'm shedding my skin instead of these tears
 
Instrumental:
 
Dm , C, F, G, A#, C
F, C, Dm , A#, F, C
F, C, Dm , A#, F, C
 
 
F               Am                      Dm
If love was the light first seen at our birth
                 A#                      F   C
and then all the earth, and then all the earth
F          Am            Dm
how can it fall so far behind
         A#                       F    C
try to remind me, and I'll try to remind
 
 
Dm                C                          F
But you're just a boy who strummed the right chord
Dm             C       F
and I'm just a boy who gave an ear
Am  A# Am     A#     Am  A# Am     A#     Am  A#   Am   A#
write, it's alright, write, it's alright, write

11672. Life On Fire

Life On Fire
Davisson Brothers Band

Clock on the wall says 6 AM
It'²s just me and God and the sun again
Holding court telling lies while the world around begins to rise
God asked me do I ever see just what this living is doing to me
While I like to ride with my pedal down
What I'm racing from or dancing round

I'²ve been living Life On Fire without water without wings
I might make it complicated but I wouldn't change a thing
It might take a little longer might get lost along the way
It will only make me stronger when I finally reach those gates



Cause in the end It's just me and God and the sun again

Staring in the glass at the man I see
There'²s a wise old soul looking back at me
And I don'²t know how he came this far
Full of broken bones and battle scars
Man asked me do these feelings stay
Do they linger on or fade away
Are they black or white or shades of gray
Will I answer for them all someday

Cause I been living Life On Fire without water without wings
I might make it complicated but I wouldn't change a thing
It might take a little longer might get lost along the way
It will only make me stronger when I finally reach those gates
Cause in the end it'²s just me and God and the sun again
Clock on the wall says 6 AM
It's just me and God and the sun again

11673. Life On The Road

Jerry Jeff Walker - Life on the Road

Last year we went to London and Paris, Texas
We went on a bus tour, the great Texas honky tonk tour
Here are some snapshots about life on the road.....
Let me tell you 'bout the life I lead
It ain't all it's cracked up to be
Of what you been told, 'bout life on the road
Rolling round in a painted bus
Just so y'all can look at us
Life on the road
You pack your clothes and your shaving kit
Some extra socks and those pants that fit
Check 'em for holes, life on the road
Everything you pack is black, hoist it all upon your back
For life on the road
Climb on board the bus and grab your bunk
One on the bottom is the one you want
Less rock and roll as you roll down the road
Plug John Wayne in the VCR
Let the driver tell you where you are
Life on the road
You get a bed and a TV set, you get an ashtray for your cigarette
You get HBO, well that's life on the road
Get one down on the bottom floor
Hang a do not disturb sign on the door
Life on the road
You get clean sheets and a wake-up call
Don't go up north in the spring and fall
But not when it's cold, that's no life on the road
Coffee black with pie a la mode
That's what you want before the show



Life on the road
Tonight we're playing that high school gym
They're all drunk before I even begin
They're hollering "Pissin' in the Wind"
Life on the road
The local band opens up for us
Now the PA's got a real big buzz
Life on the road
The good news is I get to sing my songs
The bad news is they all sing along
And they're singing wrong notes
Ahh, life on the road
But if I stop, it won't be long
Before they're singing someone else's song
Life on the road

11674. Life On The Run

Dierks Bentley - Life On The Run

[Verse 1]
She never knew my name
Least not the one my Daddy gave me
I took off the way I came
Moonlight reflecting off the chrome
She didn't want my story, so I didn't have to lie
If I loved her it was only for a night

[Chorus]
Living life on the run
You can't give your heart to no one
Your only friend is the setting sun
I didn't do what they said I done
I got to stay one step ahead
Or one of these days I'm gonna wake up dead
Dropped in my tracks by a bullet from a lawman's gun
Oh, you can't rest a minute
When you're living on the run

[Verse 2]
The white lines on the road
That's the only trail I leave behind me
Been chasing high line poles
Ever since the night i skipped out of town
Somewhere in the distance i where I need to be
All I care about right now is speed

[Chorus]

[Bridge]
Here they come no, got to lay low
Done bent the law till the law got broke
Here they come now, got to lay low



Whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa
Here they come now, they're closing in
Pack of blood hounds going to catch my sent
Here they come now, now I'm gone again

[Outro]
Yeah
Living life on the run
You can't give your heart to no one
You can't rest a minute when you're living life on the run
No, you can't rest a minute when your're living life
On the run

11675. Life Or Love

Alan Jackson - Life Or Love 
Bradley Walker

I tried to stay on the straight and narrow
But I've walked a crooked path
And I've felt worthy of forgiveness
And deservin' heaven's wrath
Right on the money and off by a mile
Ahead of my time and way out of style.

Chorus:
But I'm hangin' tough, I ain't had enough
I ain't givin' up on life or love
Well I try to stay away from the bottle
But I've reached out for the glass
I try to pull back on the throttle
But I still run out of gas
I've been an angel, but never a saint
Hung with the devil, don't nobody faint.

Chorus:
'cause I'm hangin' tough, I ain't had enough
I ain't givin' up on life or love

Tag:
Yesterday's history, today is a chance
Tomorrow is a mystery, so I'm makin' plans

Chorus:
To keep hangin' tough, I ain't had enough
I ain't givin' up on life or love
I keep hangin' tough, I ain't had enough
I ain't givin' up on life or love
Life or love.



11676. Life Rolls On

Little Big Town - Life Rolls On

[Intro]
I don't know, but I've been told
If you am not busy living, then you're getting old
That always seemed to make good sense to me

[Verse 1]
So I've been running my whole life
Diving in; never thinking twice
Chasing down what life had in store for me
Am not nothing going to stop this train from moving
Going to grab hold & keep on singing

[Chorus]
La, La, La, La, La, La, Life Rolls On
La, La, La, La, La, La, Life Rolls On
[Verse 2]
I don't know but it seems to me
A chair & the sand & a summer breeze
And a sunset, Man, that's where I belong
So sit down here right next to me
We'll toast and to living free
And watch the tide roll in all night long

[Chorus]
[X2]
[Break]

As sure as the sun & the moon keep shining
We'll be here & we'll be singing

[Chorus]
La, La, La, La, La, La, Life Rolls On
La, La, La, La, La, La, Life Rolls On
And we'll be singing
La, La, La, La, La, La, Life Rolls On
La, La, La, La, La, La, Life Rolls On

[Bridge]
Yeah Life Rolls On
Life Rolls On
Yeah Life Rolls On

[Outro]
I don't know, but I've been told
If you am not busy living, then you're getting old
That always seemed to make good sense to me

11677. Life To Go



Billy Strings 
Life To Go

I've got a sad, sad story, friend
That I don't like to tell
I had a home and family
When they locked me in this cell
I've been in here eighteen years
A long, long time, I know
But time don't mean a thing to me
'Cause I've got life to go

Well, I went one night where the lights were bright
To see what I could see
I met up with an old friend
Who thought the world of me
Well, he brought me drinks and he took me to
Every honky tonk in town
Then words were said and now he's dead
I just had to bring him down

Well, it's been a long, long time now
Since I've heard from my wife
I know I'd be there with her
If I hadn't used the knife
Well, I bet that little girl of mine
Don't realize or know
Her daddy's been here eighteen years
I still got life to go

Well, I'll bet there's not one man outside
That's spent this long in jail
I'll be here in this prison
'Til my body's just a shell
No, I can't be free to go and see
The ones that I love so
I've been in here eighteen years
I still got life to go
Yes, I still got life to go
Yes, I still got life to go

11678. Life To My Days

Life to my Days
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
on Life is a Story 

[Verse 1]
I wish we all could live at least until we're 90
Without any aches, or pains, or a cloudy mind
I wish everyone could taste the kind of love they dream of finding
And get to see their ship come sailin' in at least one time

I've been here long enough to know



That ain't the way it always goes

[Chorus]
So if I'm one of those travelers whose journeys gets cut short
And leave the ones I leave behind wishin' I had more time
All I can say is I can't add more days to my life
So I'll add more life to my days

[Verse 2]
So today, when I get home from work, I ain't jumpin' on that mower
I'm gonna grab my boy and his Zebco, that old yard can wait
And later on tonight I'll kiss his mama and I'll show her
That she still gives me butterflies, just like on our first date

Those moments don't last long
We blink, and then they're gone

[Chorus]
So if I'm one of those travelers whose journeys gets cut short
And leave the ones I leave behind wishin' I had more time
All I can say is I can't add more days to my life
So I'll add more life to my days

[Bridge]
Gonna head on down to Sanibel, spend a week or two this summer
Keep the TV off and wrestle with the kids
Call mama up just to hear her voice and say I love her
Some day I'll never get that chance again

[Chorus]
So if I'm one of those travelers whose journeys gets cut short
And leave the ones I leave behind wishin' I had more time
All I can say is I can't add more days to my life
So I'll add more life to my days

11679. Life Turned Her That Way

Ernest Tubb 
Life Turned Her That Way

If she seems cold and bitter I beg of you
Just stop and consider all she's been through
Don't be quick to condemn her for things she might say
Just remember life turned her that way

She's been stepped on and walked on so many times
And I hate to admit it but that last footprint's mine
She was crying when I met her she cries harder today
So don't blame her life turned her that way

She's been stepped on and walked on so many times
And I hate to admit it but that last footprint's mine
She was crying when I met her she cries harder today



So don't blame her life turned her that way

11680. Life With You

Dave Evans - Life With You 

You're my day you're my night you're my life for me.
You're my heart you're my soul you're my destiny.
You're my good you're my bad you're my everything.
You're my joy you're my smile you're the song I sing.

Hey I want you I need you I Know
You're the love in my heart that will grow
It's your essence in me that I sow

When I sleep you're the face that I always see.
When I wake you're the soul I want next to me.
When I dream you're the one that I want to be.
You're my life you're my soul you're my ecstasy.

Hey I want you I need you I Know
You're the love in my heart that will grow
It's your essence in me that I sow

God was good when He said you belong with me.
Life is grand when you're here and we both can see.
Without you there are things I would never do.
Life not lived is like sky without white and blue.

Hey I want you I need you I Know
You're the love in my heart that will grow
It's your essence in me that I sow

I want you to be there when I fade away.
Without you in my life I don't want the day.
You're my life, you're my soul, you're my everything.
You're my breath, you're my words, you're the song I sing.

Hey I want you I need you I Know
You're the love in my heart that will grow
It's your essence in me that I sow

11681. Life Without Susanna

Rodney Crowell - Life Without Susanna

[Verse 1]
Life without Susanna
Started when Townes Van Zandt died



From that day on she hid out undercover
Her Percocet and cigarette along for the ride

[Verse 2]
She made the bed inside her head a shelter
Each new day a sliver through the blinds
I tried tough love, tenderness and anger
But nothing pierced the fortress inside her mind

[Bridge 1]
The first time I saw her she threw me that smile
Pure angel of mercy east Texas style
A poet in gingham, an assassin in jeans
The most near perfect woman I'd ever seen
She was hardly routine

[Verse 3]
Life without Susanna
Troubles me in ways hard to express
As she withdrew I grew distant and judgmental
A self-sure bastard and a stubborn bitch
Locked in a deadly game of chess
The upside of my status a cut above the rest

[Bridge 2]
The last time I saw her was close to the end
I cried like a baby for the shape I was in
No lipstick or powder to soften the tone
The most worthy opponent I've ever known
Was already gone

[Verse 4 - Outro]
Life without Susanna
Is something that we all have to face
So welcome to the world as we don't know it
Big blue knuckleball free floating somewhere out in space
Where life without Susanna is no man's saving grace
This is life without Susanna and I can't find my place

11682. Life Without You - Chords

Life Without You - Blue Highway

CAPO 1

Intro: E / A / E / A / E / B / A / E / B / E

Last night I had a dream, my dear;
  A                  E
I dreamed I saw you again.
                                     F#           B
Your smile was just as lovely as the day it all began.
  E                                  A                E



I saw your face I kissed your lips I felt your warm embrace,
       A        E        B              A
then I woke up alone and you were still gone,
        E          B            E
and the loneliness lied in your place.

   A                   E
If death is worse than cryin'
                     B
because God took you away,
     A        E         B         A
then why do I long each day to be gone?
         E          B              E
Life without you is worse than the grave.

Dobro solo: E / A / E / F# / B
Guitar solo: E / A / E / A / E / B / A / E / B / E

If I had my way, I'd leave here today;
    A                           E
I'd leave this old world here below;

I'd meet you up there in the land bright and fair,
     F#                 B
Dear Lord, I'm ready to go!
         E
But I'll have to wait for you, my dear,
        A                        E
till my number is called to come home.
  A             E        B          A
Until that glad day when I hear you say,
    E              B      E
"My Love you're no longer alone."

   A                   E
If death is worse than cryin'
                     B
because God took you away,
     A        E         B         A
then why do I long each day to be gone?
         E          B              E
Life without you is worse than the grave.

   A                   E
If death is worse than cryin'
                     B
because God took you away,
     A        E         B         A
then why do I long each day to be gone?
         E          B              E
Life without you is worse than the grave.

Outro: E / B / E



11683. Life's A Freeway - Chords

Life's A Freeway - The Greencards

G                            C
you take one wrong turn and then
G                          C
you're headed in another direction
G                  C
you lose your way again
G                   C
And you miss your destination

Chorus:
         G           C
Life's a free.......way
            G        C
It's like a free....way
         G          C
Life's a free......way
              G   D   G  
But it ain't free         

G                     C
You see all kinds of signs
G                    C
Telling you where to go
G                            C
Sometime those little white lines
G                        C
Are the only things you know

Chorus

Violin solo (UP ONE WHOLE NOTE)

G                      C
At a truckstop out of town
G                        C
Neon light says "Come on in"
G                            C
It time to cool that engine down
G                         C    
And get back on the road again again

Chorus

Mandolin solo

G                       C
So you pull your heavy load
G                   C 
Thru all kinds of weather
G                  C
To the end of the road
G                      C
It really don't go on forever



         G           C
Life's a free.......way
            G        C
It's like a free....way
         G          C
Life's a free......way
              G   
But it ain't free
C   B/C  A/C          G
No  no   no it ain't free
C   B/C  A/C          G
No  no   no it ain't free

11684. Life's A Gas - Chords

Life's A Gas 
Lucinda Williams
 
Capo at first fret
 
[Intro]
C
 
[Verse 1]
C                                     Cmaj7
I could have loved you, Girl, like a planet
                                      G
I could have chained your heart to a star
        Dm7                     G
But it really doesn't matter at all
        Dm7                     G
No it really doesn't matter at all
          C
Life's a gas
 
[Verse 2]
C                                 Cmaj7
I could have built a house on the ocean
                                     G
I could have placed our love in the sky
         Dm7                    G
But it really doesn't matter at all
        Dm7                     G
No it really doesn't matter at all
         C
Life's a gas
 
[Verse 3]
C                               Cmaj7
I could have turned you into a priestess
                                     G
I could have burned your fate in the sand



         Dm7                    G
But it really doesn't matter at all
        Dm7                     G
No it really doesn't matter at all
         C
Life's a gas
 
[Refrain]
        Dm7                      G
But it really doesn't matter at all
       Dm7                      G
No it really doesn't matter at all
          C
Life's a gas
       Dm7                      G
No it really doesn't matter at all
       Dm7                      G
No it really doesn't matter at all
         Cmaj7
Life's a gas
 
[Instrumental]
 
C Cmaj7 G Dm7 G Dm7 G C
(as verse chords)
 
[Outro]
       Dm7                     G
No it really doesn't matter at all
       Dm7                     G
No it really doesn't matter at all
         Cmaj7
Life's a gas
       Dm7                      G
No it really doesn't matter at all
       Dm7                      G
No it really doesn't matter at all
         Cmaj7
Life's a gas

11685. Life's Just Not the Way It Used to Be

Life's Just Not the Way It Used to Be

Somehow things just never came together
Fate had different plans for you and me
Love used to be the most important thing in life
But life's just not the way it used to be

If lovin' someone all the way
Is gone for good with yesterday
Then what am I?
I'm just a fool who pays no mind



I'm out of step, out of time
And I wanna die

I'll love you so but I don't know the answers
And I know so well that you're in love with me
Love used to be the most important thing in life
But life's just not the way it used to be
No, life's just not the way it used to be

11686. Life's Like Poetry

Life's Like Poetry
(Merle Haggard)

Life's like poetry but in my poem bay
until now there's always been a missing line.

Life's too short to hide the good thing you feel
And I find the morning after the best time to determine if it's real
Baby finding you gave my whole life reason and rhyme
But life's like poetry and in my poem bay
Until now there's always been a missing line.

Life's too short to think about right or wrong
And the only thing I wonder bout is where you've been so long
Baby finding you gave my whole life reason and rhyme
But life's like poetry and in my poem bay
Until now there's always been a missing line.

--- Instrumental ---

Life's like poetry but in my poem bay
Until now there's always been a missing line.

Life's like poetry and in my poem bay
Until now there's always been a missing line...

11687. Life's Railway To Heaven

Life's Railway to Heaven
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Roy Acuff
Writer/s: W.S. Stevenson

Life is like a mountain railway
With an engineer that's brave
We must make the run successful
From the cradle to the grave

Heed the curves and watch the tunnels



Never falter, never fail
Keep your hand upon the throttle
And your eye upon the rail

Blessed Savior, Thou will guide us
Till we reach that blissful shore
Where the angels wait to join us
In that train forevermore

Oh, Blessed Savior, Thou will guide us
Till we reach that blissful shore
Where the angels wait to join us
In God's grace forevermore

11688. Life's Too Long (To Live Like This)

Life's Too Long (To Live Like This) - Ricky Skaggs
Composer: Don Cook - John B. Jarvis - Dan Wilson

Drive time traffic in the pourin' rain
Six car pile-up in the passin' lane
Can't help but think while I shake my fist
Life's too long to live like this.
Mailbox fillin' up with bills to pay
Bossman hangin' on my back all day
Gonna work me to the bone I guess
Life's too long to live like this.
Come here baby give your man a hug
All we got that they can't take is love
ain't got much to lose
But these stay good, stay home, way too blues.
Ain't no future in this TV Guide
Ain't no reason we should stay inside
Someone's havin' all the fun we've missed
Life's too long to live like this.
Come here baby give your man a hug
All we got that they can't take is love
ain't got much to lose
But these stay good, stay home, way too blues.
Come here baby give your man a kiss
Life's too long to live like this.

11689. Life's Too Long (To Live Like This) - Chords

Life's Too Long (To Live Like This)
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Don Cook, John Jarvis, Dan Wilson

G          F              C       G



Drive time traffic in the pouring rain
        F             C       D7
Six car pileup in the passing lane
G          F              C          G
Can't help thinking while I shake my fist
           C       D7        G
Life's too long to live like this

        F               C        G
Mailbox filling up with bills to pay
         F             C        D7
Boss-man hanging on my back all day
G          F         C      G
Gonna work me to the bone I guess
           C       D7        G
Life's too long to live like this

C         F              C     F
Come here baby give your man a hug
G         C             G     C       G
All we've got that they can't take is love
        F                 C       F
Let 'em roll we ain't got much to lose
          A#7      C         D7            G
But these stay-put stay-home way too alone blues

         F              C  G
Ain't no future in this TV guide
         F                C      D7
Ain't no reason we should stay inside
G         F              C      G
Someone's having all the fun we miss
           C       D7        G
Life's too long to live like this

Repeat #3

           F    C D7    G          F   D7
Life's too long    yeah life's too long
G    F                   C     D7
Come here baby give your man a kiss
G          C       D7        G
Life's too long to live like this
 
Repeat last verse

11690. Life's Too Short

Jerry Jeff Walker - Life's Too Short

Lately I'm feeling lousy all the time
I picked up my pants sat down tried to figure out why
I had it whittled down to a page or two



And the paper trail led me straight to you
I see life's too short to put up with the things you do
Spell you cast been messing with my sanity
Call me now baby while you stickin' them pins in me
But I figure if I'm finally over you
Cause I see right through that little 'doo you do
When life's too short to be involved with a witch like you
Life's too short to get in a rut
Life's too short to get a bad haircut
Life's too short to be this long
Life's too short to admit that you're wrong
Life's too short to wear tight shoes
Life's too short to be blue
Life's too short to be involved with a girl like you
When I walk out I'll be free as a man can be
As funky as a monkey swinging high in the jungle tree
And if that lion asks for you or the monkey asks or the elephant too
I'll send you back home there caged up in your zoo
Life's too short for cheap guitars
Life's too short to smoke cheap cigars
Get your kicks from dead beat chicks
For chewing gum down at the end of the bar
Life's too short for steamship cruise
Life's too short to be blue
Life's too short to be involved with someone like you
Yeah, life's too short to brush and floss
Life's too short to sleep with the boss
Six way lights or disco bars
Or trying to pick up chicks in a compact car
Life's too short for a bad tattoo
Life's too short to be blue
Life's too short to be involved with a girl like you
Yeah, life's too short to be involved with someone like you
Yeah, life's too short to be involved with someone like you

11691. Life's Too Short - Chords

Life's Too Short 
Delmore Brothers
Hot Rize
 
[Intro]
E A E B E (x2)
 
[Verse]
E
Here today and gone tomorrow
           A                 E
Life's too short to borrow sorrow
E                           B         E
Life's too short for me to worry over you
E
You are gone, you are missin'



    A              E
Other lips you are kissing
E                         B            E
Life's too short for me to worry over you
 
[Chorus]
 
 A
And I'm leavin' (and I'm leavin')
 E
And I'm grievin' (and I'm grievin')
 A                 B
And I'm grievin'  cause I'm blue
 E
Here today and gone tomorrow
 A             E
Life's too short to borrow sorrow
 E                    B                E
Life's too short for me to worry over you.
 
[Solo]
 
E A E B E (x2)
A E A B E A E B E
 
[Verse]
 
E
Sometimes I think I'm crazy
        A                 E
With these blue days so hazy
E                    B         E
Can't realize that you were so untrue
E
And I know that you don't love me
        A                E
And by all the stars above me
E                         B             E
Life's too short for me to worry over you.
 
[Chorus]
 
 A
And I'm leavin' (and I'm leavin')
 E
And I'm grievin' (and I'm grievin')
 A                 B
And I'm grievin'  cause I'm blue
 E
Here today and gone tomorrow
 A             E
Life's too short to borrow sorrow
 E                    B                E
Life's too short for me to worry over you.
 
[Solo]
 



E A E B E (x2)
A E A B E A E B E
 
[Verse]
 
E
And now I'm through with you forever
A                 E
For this tie we must sever
E                     B                 E
I don't have another heart so good and true
E
It was made for usin'; not all this abusin'
E                            B         E
Life's too short for me to worry over you
 
[Chorus]
 
 A
And I'm leavin' (and I'm leavin')
 E
And I'm grievin' (and I'm grievin')
 A                 B
And I'm grievin'  cause I'm blue
 E
Here today and gone tomorrow
 A             E
Life's too short to borrow sorrow
 E                    B                E
Life's too short for me to worry over you.
 
[Tag]
 
 E                    B                E
Life's too short for me to worry over you.

11692. Lifetime Of Nighttime - Chords

Lifetime Of Nighttime
Vince Gill - Lifetime Of Nighttime

Am                G                F                            Am
I feel the clouds rolling in I can feel the blue skies turn to gray
                    G               F                     Am
I feel the darkness settin in and I know the sun is going down
                            G                F              Am
You see my ears they are my eyes now I can't see a blessed thing
                      G             F            Am
Oh how I wish I could see again the joys sunlite brings
           F           Am            F             Am
I've got a lifetime of nightime only nightime do I see
      F           Am               F             G         Am
Got a lifetime of nighttime but it really don't  matter to me



Am                       G              F                Am
I don't want you to feel sorrow I don't want you to feel shame
                    G                    F                         Am
AllI want is you to realize cause we all lord we all are still the
same
                             G
Maybe this message I sing it should be clear
       F                    Am
Listen closely and you will see
                              G
Take a look in the mirror and ask yourself
          F                       Am
Would you ever trade places with  me
           F           Am            F             Am
I've got a lifetime of nightime only nightime do I see
      F           Am               F             G         Am
Got a lifetime of nighttime but it really don't  matter to me
      F            G         Am
No it really don't matter to me

SOLO

           F           Am            F             Am
I've got a lifetime of nightime only nightime do I see
      F           Am               F             G         Am
Got a lifetime of nighttime but it really don't  matter to me
      F            G         Am
No it really don't matter to me
      F            G         Am
No it really don't matter to me

11693. Lift Him Up

Old Crow Medicine Show - Lift Him Up

When a man has got the blues and feels discouraged
And has nothing else but trouble all his life
But he's just an honest man like any other
Living in a world that's tearing at his mind
If he's sick and tired of life and takes to drinking
Do not pass him by don't greet him with a frown
Do not fail to lend your hand and try to help him
Always lift him up and never knock him down

If he stays out late at night because he's troubled
Or because his home is not what it should be
Have a smile for him wherever you might meet him
It will help him find the right way don't you see
If he gambles when he's in the town or city
Tell him what he ought to do to win the round
Do not fail to lend your hand to show him pity
Always lift him up and never knock him down



If he has no friends and everything's against him
If he's failed in everything he has tried
Try to lift his load and help him bear his burden
Let him know that you are walking by his side
If he feels that all is lost and he has fallen
Help to place this poor man's feet on solid ground
And when this world has turned its back against him
Always lift him up and never knock him down

11694. Lift Him Up, That's All

Lift Him Up, That's All
Ralph Stanley - Lift Him Up, That's All

When Jesus was around here on this land
He certainly did do his Father's command
Because He knew that He was his Father's only son
He came to draw men unto Him
Oh lift Him up that's all
Lift Him up in His word
If you'll tell the Name of Jesus everywhere
If you'll keep His Name a ringing everywhere that you go
He will draw men unto Him
When Jesus met the woman at Jakob's well
He certainly did have a sweet message to tell
The woman commenced wondering because she seen He was a Jew
He came to draw men unto Him
Oh lift Him up that's all
Lift Him up in His word
If you'll tell the Name of Jesus everywhere
If you'll keep His Name a ringing everywhere that you go
He will draw men unto Him
When she learnt that it was Jesus she ran into the town
Saying come and see a man who told me all that I had done
Is this not the messenger which is called Christ?
He came to draw men unto Him
Oh lift Him up that's all
Lift Him up in His word
If you'll tell the Name of Jesus everywhere
If you'll keep His Name a ringing everywhere that you go
He will draw men unto Him
When He asked her for some water her sin she tried to hide
She commenced telling the Savior all about race pride
But woman if you just only knew the gift of God
I came to draw men unto me

11695. Lift Me Up



Lift Me Up
by Jesse Dunn (Dead Winter Carpenters)

Daddy, will you lift me up?
The sunlight's pouring down
I can see the shadows trace the ground

It's been a long, long lonely night
Tossin', turnin'  round
I don't know to laugh or cry right now

Lift me up
Hold me for a while
Love me like a father's only child

Mama, will you lift me up?
The moonlight's flooding in
I can see the shadows once again

I've learned so much today
Climbing, crawling  round
I would like to lay my head back down

Lift me up
Hold me for a while
Love me like a mother's only child

Lift me up
Hold me for a while
Love me like a mother's only child
Love me like a father's only child
Love me just like I'm your only child

11696. Lift These Chains

Lift These Chains 
The Rarely Herd

God in your Heaven, hear my plea
Can't stop this sinning for the life of me
Reach down your hand, and wipe away my fears
Lift these chains that bind me here

Oh lift the chains (Oh lift the chains)
That bind me here (that bind me here)
Take my hand (take my hand)
And hold me near (hold me near)
Save the ones (save the ones)
That I hold dear (that I hold dear)
And lift these chains that bind me here

Life on this road can be hard to bear
Sin and temptation hiding everywhere
Reach down your hand, and wipe away my fears



Lift these chains that bind me here

Oh lift the chains (Oh lift the chains)
That bind me here (that bind me here)
Take my hand (take my hand)
And hold me near (hold me near)
Save the ones (save the ones)
That I hold dear (that I hold dear)
And lift these chains that bind me here

11697. Light & Love

Light & Love
The Infamous Stringdusters - Light & Love

[Verse 1]
Are you sittin' there alone
No one there to call your own
Do you long to feel alive
You've got to look for love inside
Look for love inside

[Verse 2]
The wind is blowin' through your heart
Hey, it might blow you apart
Maybe it will set you free
Or maybe bring you to your knees
Woah

[Chorus]
'Cause your light burns hotter than the sun
And your love is here for everyone
It can't be lost, it can't be found
It'll be here when your in the ground
When they lay you in the ground

[Instrumental]

[Verse 3]
You feel the walls are closin' in
You feel guiltty for your sins
Just imnage how you'd feel
If you could drop the whole damn deal
Woah

[Chorus]

[Instrumental]

[Outro]
Your light burns hotter than the sun
And your love is here for everyone
And your light burns hotter than the sun



Your love is here for everyone
And your light burns hotter than the sun
Your love is here for everyone

11698. Light As A Fire - Chords

Light As A Fire 
The Stray Birds

[Intro]
D F#m G D A D F#m G D A G
 
[Verse]
D
Is there anything else
         A
You can bare to leave behind?
      Bm    A   G                 A
Some rusty old idea, they keep on asking you to shine
           D                        A
Could you lose it to the wind anytime?
              Bm A G           A
You're gonna need the light of mine
             Bm       G        A
We're gonna need the light of mine
 
          D
Is there anywhere else
       A
You'd be willing to go
       Bm     A    G
If you had to get there walking
       A         D
Moving slow and steady
       A
As a heartbeat
           Bm A G       A
We're gonna need light feet
            Bm  A      G
We're gonna need light feet
 
[Instrumental]
D F#m G D A D F#m G D A G
 
[Verse]
G          D
Is there anybody else
           A
You could bare to forgive
     Bm      A    G
Some bitter taste in silence
A
Deep within



        D                  A
Do you think you can find another place to start
           Bm A     G     A
We're gonna need a light heart
            Bm      G    A
We're gonna need a light heart
 
[Instrumental]
D F#m G D A D F#m G D A
 
[Verse]
D            F#m
Is the sun falling
           G
Under its own weight
            D  A
Out of the sky
 D           F#m
Is the sun rising
            G
Out of its own way
           D   A   G
Light as a fire
 
           D   A   G
Light as a fire
           Bm  A   G
Light as a fire
           Bm  A   G
Light as a fire
 
D A Bm A G A

11699. Light At The End Of The Tunnel

Keith Whitley
Light At The End Of The Tunnel
Composer: Don Cook - Keith Whitley

There's a light at the end of the tunnel
There's a chance that it ain't gonna rain
There's a light at the end of the tunnel
And for once it ain't a fast moving train

All these lines in my face tell a story
Though I've never been one to complain
It's a roadmap of hard luck and glory
And some places I won't see again

There's a light at the end of the tunnel...

I've been sheltered and shattered and shaken
By the lessons that life made me learn



There were choices and chances worth taking
And some bridges I hated to burn

There's a light at the end of the tunnel...

11700. Light At The River

Light at the River
IIIrd Tyme Out - Osborne Brothers

There's a deep silent river flowin' just beyond
And its waters are deep and wide
It's as dark as the night but my eyes see a light
Just down by the riverside

Chorus:
There's a light at the river
A light at the river a light at the river I can see
My Lord will stand and hold in his hand a light at the river for me

To this deep silent river I have come on my knees
I'm afraid for I know I've sinned
But the beckoning light leads me on through the night
To the waters where my soul may be cleansed

Repeat chorus

I can hear His voice saying come unto me
Dip your wings in the misty tide
Then we'll pass o'er deep and you'll never more weep
In your home on the other side

Repeat chorus

11701. Light At The River - Chords

Light at the River
recorded by Mac Wiseman
written by Carl Story and Bud Brewster
 
G                                   C      G
There's a deep silent river flowing just beyond
                               D7
And its waters are so deep and wide
    G                            C       G
But they'll carry us away to the rims of day
                   D7    G
To our home on the other side
 



                                C            G
There's a light at the river  a light at the river
                           D7
A light at the river I can see
   G                   C           G
My Lord will stand and hold in his hand
               D7        G
A light at the river for me
 
                                   C           G
Many dear ones have gathered safe before the throne
                                 D7
Dipped their wings in the mystic tide
     G                           C           G
They have passed over deep where they do not weep
                      D7    G
To their homes on the other side
 
Repeat #2

11702. Light Came In (Power Went Out)

Molly Tuttle - Light Came In (Power Went Out)

[Verse 1]
Your spark lit up the sky
And the world went dark
I could hear the silence break through the night
Igniting my heart

[Pre-Chorus]
The lines fell
The stars were shining all around us
Time went
On and on

[Chorus]
I can see it, I can see it now
The light came in when the power went out
I can feel it, I can feel it now
The love came in when the power went out

[Verse 2]
You lost the tangled wire
When you looked me in the eye
Said, "Everything's all right now, the night is clear
We won't let the fire die"

[Pre-Chorus]
The lines fell
The stars were shining all around us
Time went
On and on



[Chorus]
I can see it, I can see it now
The light came in when the power went out
I can feel it, I can feel it now
The love came in when the power went out

[Bridge]
I saw you for the first time
When the power went out
I can't wait for the next time
When the power goes out
I saw you for the first time
When the power went out
Power went out, power went out, power went out

11703. Light In Time Of Darkness

Light In Time Of Darkness
The Incredible String Band

Oh light in time of darkness
When your eyes on mine fell
My heart on timeless waters drifted

chorus:

I want to know you
I want to know you
I want to know you well

Oh strength in time of trouble
Pray your nature tell
Oh beautiful and shining one

chorus:

Oh timeless closeness springing
Between our paths in time
Oh crystal bell of truth ringing

chorus:

Oh formless bliss come flying
On wings of laughter free
Oh road of beauty crying

chorus:

Brother all I know is I am
I know not yet who I am
But a bright star took my right hand
Led me to this strange and far land



Oh new star touch with your silver breath my light
Then you may know who I am

Brother the sun shines on our path
Flowers grow and birds sing on our path
Come to me love take my right hand
Together to walk in this far land
Oh new star touch with your silver breath my light
Then you may know who I am

Glad To See You

I'm glad, glad to see you
So glad, glad to see you
It must feel good to be you
And it feels good to be me
When you're glad to see me

11704. Light It Up

Dierks Bentley - Light It Up

[Verse 1]
When it's low beams, long stretch of highway
When the lonesome hits like a tidal wave
Tossing and turning, tangled with my demons
Making me doubt everything I believe in

[Pre-Chorus]
There you are
Like a stained glass Sunday morning

[Chorus]
Baby you light it up
Shot some faith on my darkest places
Like a rising sun
Filled my heart with a million amazing graces
Your voice is like a choir
A match that starts a fire
Deep down in my bones where only you can go
When my soul needs an angel's touch
Yeah, you light it up

[Verse 2]
I used to get no Mona whiskey remedy
But then your spirit poured in like a symphony
And now I know that all I need is you girl
Cause when I get lost in this crazy world

[Chorus]
Yeah, you light it up
Shot some faith on my darkest places
Like a rising sun



Filled my heart with a million amazing graces
Baby you light it up
Shot some faith on my darkest places
Like a rising sun
Filled my heart with a million amazing graces
Your voice is like a choir
A match that starts a fire
Deep down in my bones where only you can go
When my soul needs an angel's touch
Yeah, you light it up

[Bridge]
There you are
Like a stained glass Sunday morning
You bid the dark
With all your truth and all your glory

[Chorus]
Yeah, you light it up
Shot some faith on my darkest places
Like a rising sun
Filled my heart with a million amazing graces
Baby you light it up
Shot some faith on my darkest places
Like a rising sun
Filled my heart with a million amazing graces
Your voice is like a choir
A match that starts a fire
Deep down in my bones where only you can go
When my soul needs an angel's touch
Yeah, you light it up

11705. Light Of A Clear Blue Morning

Dolly Parton - Light Of A Clear Blue Morning 

It's been a long dark night
And I've been a waitin' for the morning
It's been a long hard fight
But I see a brand new day a dawning
I've been looking for the sunshine
'Cause I ain't seen it in so long
But everything's gonna work out just fine
Everything's gonna be all right
That's been all wrong
'Cause I can see the light of a clear blue morning
I can see the light of a brand new day
I can see the light of a clear blue morning
And everything's gonna be all right
It's gonna be okay
It's been a long long time
Since I've known the taste of freedom
And those clinging vines



That had me bound, well I don't need 'em
'Cause I am strong and I can prove it
And I got my dreams to see me through
It's just a mountain, I can move it
And with faith enough there's nothing I can't do
And I can see the light of a clear blue morning
And I can see the light of brand new day
I can see the light of a clear blue morning
And everything's gonna be all right
It's gonna be okay
I can see the light of a clear blue morning
I can see the light of a brand new day
Yes I can see the light of a clear blue morning
And everything's gonna be all right
Everything's gonna be all right
Everything's gonna be all right
It's gonna be okay
'Cause I can see the light of a clear blue morning
I can see the light of a clear blue morning
Yes I can see the light of a clear blue morning
Everything's gonna be all right
It's gonna be okay
I can see the light
I can see the light
It's gonna be all right
It's gonna be all right
Repeat...

11706. Light Of The Moon

Light Of The Moon
(Kyle Wood)
Crucial Smith

Vs 1
Long ago on a midnight stroll
As they walked along arm in arm
She pointed high to a starless sky
Except one single charm

She looked right into his eye
And said,  I must leave soon,
But to you I will come back true
As sure as the light of the moon

Chorus 1
Will you wait for me?
Aslong as it might be -
I promise you the light of the moon
Will guide my way back to You

Vs 2
Hours fly by and the days expire



And weeks turn into months
His company is the moonbeam's gleam
Waxing luminous

Anytime of the year you'll find
A quarter, half, or full
Shining on him until dawn
Warms his window sill

Chorus 2
I will wait for her
Soon she will return
She promised me by its light I would see
Her coming back to me

Vs 3
Ten years have not staid the tears
His nightly watch he keeps
A knock is heard and without a word
Through the door window he peeps

Standing there in the cool night air
Without a doubt in her mind
With the wind in her hair
And a full moon in her eyes

Chorus 3
You waited for me
Now I'm yours to keep
I promised you the light of the moon
Would guide my way back to you

11707. Light Of The Stable

Emmylou Harris - Light Of The Stable
(Steve Rhymer/Elizabeth Rhymer)

Hail, hail to the newborn king 
Let our voices sing him our praises 
Hail, hail to the guiding light 
That brought us tonight to our savior 

Ale, alleluia, alle, alleluia 
Ale, alleluia, alle, alleluia 

Come now, there it shines so bright 
To the knowing light of the stable 
Lean close to the child so dear 
Cast aside your fear and the thankful 

Ale, alleluia, alle, alleluia 
Ale, alleluia, alle, alleluia



11708. Light On My Feet And Ready To Fly - Chords

Light On My Feet And Ready To Fly   
Recorded by Doyle Lawson 
Written by Corey Hensley
 
C                             F               C
Traveling down this road I've wandered for so long 
                                           G7
Waiting for the Master to come and take me home 
    C                          F          C
The day is getting closer it's just about time 
                                  G7           C
Then I'll leave my burdens and my troubles all behind 
  
F                C
Light on my feet ready to go 
                                      G7
I'm tired of living in this ol' world below 
C                         F             C
Waiting for the Master to call me up on high 
                     G7       C
Light on my feet and ready to fly 

                        F            C
We know not the hour we know not the day 
                                         G7
When the Blessed Savior will call us all away 
    C                          F              C
The day is getting closer it's almost time to go 

He said get prayed up treasures laid up 
       G7       C
And be ready to go

F                C
Light on my feet ready to go 
                                      G7
I'm tired of living in this ol' world below 
C                         F             C
Waiting for the Master to call me up on high 
                     G7       C
Light on my feet and ready to fly 

                     G7       C
Light on my feet and ready to fly

11709. Lighten Up



Lighten Up
Osborne Brothers - Lighten Up

There's a roadside bar with a neon sign
When the sun goes down we'll be rollin' up
About the time to lightin' up (Lightin' up)
To kick your foot on the right foot
Southpaw pass it around
Gonna keep the windows up 'cause we'll be lightin' up
Brotha Jimbo ain't late night toker
Never been one to roll with the holly rollers
Just a-puts a little somethin' in his cup
When he wants to lightin' up
Lightin' up

Maybe everybody could lighten up
When the road gets a little tough
Give a little love
And put your lighters in the air then light 'em up
Lately everybody's done had enough
We gotta get it back to the good stuff
Just to lit it up
And when the world goes dark we'll be lightin' up

Back porch pickin' from my six string sippin'
From a fill it up cup, uh
They ain't gonna turn it down, nah
Only gonna crank it up, crank it up (Lightin' up)
Rednecker hippers and the girls on my cities all gettin' along
Long hairs on the country song

Maybe everybody could lighten up
When the road gets a little tough
Give a little love
And put your lighters in the air then light 'em up
Lately everybody's done had enough
We gotta get it back to the good stuff
Just to lit it up
And when the world goes dark we'll be lightin' up

Yeah, maybe everybody could lighten up
When the road gets a little tough
Give a little love
And put your lighters in the air then light 'em up
Lately everybody's done had enough
We gotta get it back to the good stuff
Just to lit it up
When the world goes dark we'll be lightin' up
Lightin' up, lightin' up

11710. Lighten Up Your Load

Lighten Up Your Load - Hot Buttered Rum



Well sometimes it seems this life of mine is slippin' away down through my fingers
And nothin' good I'm ever gonna do is ever gonna stick or stay
In spite of all the notes I play this tragic melody it still lingers
And sings to me in twisted harmony on sleepless nights and drowsy days

What can I do with this head of mine -
On the days when it's its own worst enemy?
It's all I can do to keep from cryin'
And listen to that voice of reason comin' down to me
I hear it singin . . .

(chorus:)
Lighten up your load - the world's a waitin'
Lighten up your load - just shrug it off
Lighten up your load, my freind, just stop hesitatin' 'cause
The oyster's your world, and you are the pearl

I'm 26 years old, goin' on 40, and Connie says I need a mortgage
I don't know if this line of work of mine will ever get me very far
I'd like to buy my girl a dress, but my bank account's a mess, I can't afford it
It's all that I can do to pay my rent and keep from livin' in my car

What can I do with this head of mine?
Some days it's just its own worst enemy
All I can do is keep on tryin'
To listen to that voice of reason comin' down to me
I hear it singin' . . .

(chorus)

11711. Lighthouse - Chords

Lighthouse 
The Waifs

      Am                      C            G      Am
Lighthouse tall and grand, standing on a cold headland.
   Am                                     C             G        Am
Shine your light across the sea, for a wayward sailor girl like me.
 
        Am                    C     G       Am
Lighthouse man, guide this sailor back to land.
Am                                   C               G        Am
Steer my ship on through the storm, back to waters safe and calm.
 
Dm                                   Am       Dm
Sometimes I need a lighthouse for my own, it gets so dark I can't see which
          Am           Am                        C
way I'm going. Lighthouse man, I'm all at sea, shine your little lighthouse
  G       Am
light on me.
 
 Am                           C                  G         Am



Lighthouse man help us all, some are saved and some will fall.
   Am                                      C                  G      Am
He'll show you where the danger lies, but he can't help if you capsize.
  Am                                    C                  G            Am
He'll light your way but that is all, steer your own ship back to the shore.
 
 Dm                                  Am
Won't you light my lonely way back home.
 Dm                              Am
This sea is full of misery and woe.
 
       Am                                            C
Oh - woe - be - tide to those that say, they don't need no light to
  G          Am
light their way.
  Am                                            C              G      Am
They think they're safe enough on their own, drown in murky depths below.
 
 
(Go back and repeat> "We all need a lighthouse of our own" till the end)

11712. Lighthouse Daughter

Lighthouse Daughter
I Draw Slow

Born the only daughter of a farmer
I could never work that rocky plain
I found myself a husband I could fend for
I took Matilda Winter as my name
I did what he asked
And I came when he called
I never really loved that man at all
Helped him raise his sons, and work his mill
I came to live my life on Monday morning
Climbing to a lighthouse on a hill

I delivered flour to the keeper
He kept the light above the Hooper Strait
On Mondays at the wet end of the walkway
The keeper's daughter Georgia held the gate
She never said a word
She took me by the hand
It didn t take long for me to understand
I'd finally found what I was looking for
The keeper kept his eye on the North Atlantic
You know he never saw the trouble on the shore

[Chorus]
I fell for the lighthouse daughter
Before I put my foot in the water
I didn't know what my poor heart was for
I fell for the lighthouse daughter



Praise to the waves, the waves that brought her
These same waves that wash me from her shore

I remember Georgia in the lamp room
Polishing the storm panes in her dress
Rowing her two brothers to the schoolhouse
I spent that summer trying to love her less
Miller s at the mill and his wife's not home
It didn't take long for his thoughts to roam
It led him to the lighthouse and her gate
Well, he tore me from the arms of Georgia Norwood
And he threw me from the cliffs of Hooper's Strait

[Chorus]
Where I fell for the lighthouse daughter
Before I put my foot in the water
I didn't know what my poor heart was for
I fell for the lighthouse daughter
Praise to the waves, the waves that brought her
These same waves that wash me from her shore

It used to be a bonfire on a hillside
Before my father's people built the tower
Before Commander Norwood lit the lantern
Before my Georgia baked the miller's flour
Well the ocean, it looks so peaceful from the lighthouse
You can hardly see the shoal beneath the swell
Well, you can only hear the roar of the North Atlantic
You know you'll never hear the tale I have to tell

[Chorus x 2]
 Cause I fell for the lighthouse daughter
Before I put my foot in the water
I didn t know what my poor heart was for
I fell for the lighthouse daughter
Praise to the waves, the waves that brought her
These same waves that wash me from her shore

I fell for the lighthouse daughter
Before I put my foot in the water
I didn't know what my poor heart was for
I fell for the lighthouse daughter
Praise to the waves, the waves that brought her
These same waves that wash me from her shore

11713. Lighthouse Song - Chords

Lighthouse Song 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
A D A Am A D A Am A
 



[Chorus]
A
Could you be the lighthouse
D
Could you be the lighthouse
A                           Am
Could you be the lighthouse for my soul
A
Could you be the guiding light
D
Tell me everything's alright
A                Am         A
Could you be the one that I love so
 
 
[Verse 1]
A                 D                  A                Am
Well I was on the path I thought was so bright and so true
A                D               A                   Am                 A
For every step I find I take yes each step I took it led me straight to you
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Could you be the lighthouse
D
Could you be the lighthouse
A                           Am
Could you be the lighthouse for my soul
A
Could you be the guiding light
D
Tell me everything's alright
A                Am         A
Could you be the one that I love so
 
 
[Instrumental]
A D A Am A D A Am A
 
 
[Verse 2]
A                        D                      A         Am
Well that's when I found myself in darkness all alone and afraid
A                   D
But I kept climbing further still
      A               Am            A
And i found myself up high upon the clay
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Could you be the lighthouse
D
Could you be the lighthouse
A                           Am
Could you be the lighthouse for my soul



A
Could you be the guiding light
D
Tell me everything's alright
A                Am         A
Could you be the one that I love so
 
 
[Instrumental]
A D A Am A D A Am A
 
 
[Verse 3]
A                    D             A               Am
Yes I know i'm gunna be ok yes I'm alright without you
A                     D                  A                Am                  A
Cause I know theres a brighter day for I saw your light a-shining through the maze
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Could you be the lighthouse
D
Could you be the lighthouse
A                           Am
Could you be the lighthouse for my soul
A
Could you be the guiding light
D
Tell me everything's alright
A                Am         A
Could you be the one that I love so
 
 
Repeat chorus without guitar
 
 
A D A Am A D A Am A

11714. Lightning Bar Blues

Linda Ronstadt - Lightning Bar Blues

I don't need no diamond ring
I don't need no Cadillac car
Just wanna drink my ripple wine
Down in the Lightnin' Bar
In the Lightnin' Bar

Well, some men talk about fortune and fame
I don't care about none
Just wanna drink my ripple wine
I wanna have my good time fun



Have my good time fun

I don't need no diamond ring
I don't need no Cadillac car
Just wanna drink my ripple wine
Down in the Lightnin' Bar
In the Lightnin' Bar

I don't need no diamond ring
I don't need no Cadillac car
Just wanna drink my ripple wine
Down in the Lightnin' Bar
In the Lightnin' Bar

I don't need no diamond ring
I don't need no Cadillac car
Just wanna drink my ripple wine
Down in the Lightnin' Bar
In the Lightnin' Bar

11715. Lightning Express

Lightning Express
The Blue Sky Boys, The Everly Brothers

The lightning express from the depot so grand
Had started out on its way
All of the passengers that gathered on board
Seemed to be happy and gay
But one little boy who sat by himself
Was reading a letter he had
You could plainly tell by the look on his face
That the contents of it made him sad

The stern old conductor then started his round
Collecting tickets from everyone there
And finally reaching the side of the boy
He gruffly demanded his fare
"I have no ticket" the boy then replied
"But I'll pay you back someday"
"Then I'll put you off at the next stop we make"
But he stopped when he heard the boy say

Please Mr. Conductor
Don't put me off of this train
The best friend I have in this world sir
Is waiting for me in pain
Expecting to die any moment sir
And may not live through the day
I wanna reach home and kiss mother goodbye
Before God takes her away

A girl sitting near was heard to exclaim



If you put him off, it's a shame"
Taking his hand, a collection she made
The boy's way was paid on the train
I'm obliged to you miss for your kindness to me
You're welcome," she said, never fear
Each time the conductor would pass through the car
The boy's words would ring in his ear

Please Mr. Conductor
Don't put me off of this train
The best friend I have in this world sir
Is waiting for me in pain
Expecting to die any moment sir
And may not live through the day
I wanna reach home and kiss mother goodbye
Before God takes her away

11716. Lightning In A Jar

Molly Tuttle - Lightning in a Jar

[Verse 1]
Like thunder in summer
Without warning, you were there
I recall your electric eyes, windswept eyes
[Refrain]
You were lightning in a jar

[Verse 2]
I'm sorry I tried to hold you
I was stricken by your jaw
Should've known that you were wild
Before I trapped you in my arms

[Refrain]
Like lightning in a jar

[Verse 3]
I still beg the skies
To bring you back my way
I've even started praying
For lightning to hit twice
Now I've lost every trace of you

[Verse 4]
So I'm picking up the pieces
And the fragments of my heart
It wasn't strong enough to hold you
You shattered it all apart

[Refrain]
Like lightning in a jar
You were lightning in a jar



11717. Lightning Love

Jim Lauderdale - Lightning Love

[Verse 1]
We were alone
We didn't know
That fate was waiting
That history
Electricity
Was in the making

[Verse 2]
It hit us hard
Here in our hearts
From out of nowhere
We could be
Inside a dream
There in the night air

[Chorus]
Holding onto what we caught
That came from up above
Sunshine, wild skies, deep in your eyes
Lightning love stuck us

[Verse 3]
Way down inside
Sparks always fly
That's how we're living
The birds and the bees
Handed us they keys
That drove us kissing

[Chorus]
Holding onto what we caught
That came from up above
Sunshine, wild skies, deep in your Ryes
Lightning love stuck us

[Chorus]
Holding onto what we caught
That camR from up above
Sunshine, wild skies, deep in your eyes
Lightning love stuck us

11718. Lights



Lights
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: SABRINA LOUISE BERNSTEIN, SCOTT EFFMAN, LUKAS NATHANSON

There was something strange
In the sky tonight
I was left standing
With three moons shining

Just on the outskirts of civilization
Just on the outskirts of civilization

Indians have always seen the lights
Since the beginning of time
They drew pictures on the rocks
Of our relatives from the sky

Just on the outskirts of civilization
Catch the light
Just on the outskirts of civilization
Just on the outskirts of civilization
Where the sun goes at night
Just on the outskirts of civilization
Catch the light, catch the light

I hear no longer, the song of the wind
I hear no longer, the cry of the bird
I see, no more, the white smoke rising
Only the low hum of the lights is still heard

Just on the outskirts of civilization
Just on the outskirts of civilization
Just on the outskirts of civilization
Just on the outskirts of civilization
Just on the outskirts of civilization
Just on the outskirts, just on the outskirts of civilization

11719. Lights On The Hill

Lights On The Hill

It's a long straight road and my engines a wheeling
I can't help but think about a good night's sleep
And the long long road and my life are a callin' me

These rough old hands are glued to the wheel
Five foot of fence from the way that they feel
And the lights coming over the hill are a blinding me

   There's rain on the road and I can see the load start to shiftin'
   Too late to see the post and I haven' got a ghost of a chance
   The windshield wipers are beatin' in time
   The song they sing is a part of my mind
   And I can't believe this is really happening to me



God I'm over the edge and down the mountain side
I know they'll tell about the night I died
Between the rain and the lights on the hill are a blindin' me

It's a long tough road from a way down south
A mans gotta find a little food for his mouth
And a home for a girl as sweet as honey can be

So it's down through the gears shes a startin to pull
The gage on the tank is a showin' full
The lights comin' over the hill are a blindin' me

11720. Like A Buddha

Railroad Earth - Like a Buddha 

. . . and then the river ends, ya leave the boat
& find you're walkin' . . the boat is floating
in your mind, although these words are talking
. . . this seems a very good place to sit & rest
a while before the chorus . . .

oh! & there's a feeling comin' to ya
oh! & then you're smilin' like a buddha

. . . the music draws you up a valley, & across
a mountain . . . ya gather round it like yer
gathering around a fountain . . . & when the
music is right, ya feel the spirit lockin' . . .

oh! & there's a feelin' runnin' through ya
oh! & yer smilin' like a buddha

there is magic in the air & it can take ya higher
ya take a breath, ya breathe it in & then ya catch a flier
when ya wake up on the floor ya see a golden morning

oh! from your sandal to your stupa
oh! & yer smilin' like a buddha

oh, while ya have the eyes
to look around
oh, while ya have the eyes
to carry into town
take the time to look
take the time to look . . . around

oh, while ya have the ears
to hear the sounds
oh, while ya have the ears
. . just hangin' 'round
take the time to hear



take the time to hear . . the sounds

& then yer seein' in a light ya didn't know was glowin'
& yer walkin' in a stream ya didn't know was flowin'
every beat of your heart open, love is formin'

oh! & there's a feelin' runnin' through ya
oh! & then yer smilin' like a buddha
oh! & there's a feelin' comin' to ya
oh! & yer smilin' like a buddha

11721. Like A Child In The Rain

Like A Child In The Rain
New Grass Revival

It's not that love is dead and gone
Or that you didn't try
That weight so heavy on my mind
It's the thought that you might mean it
When you call me on the phone
Just to tell me that you want me one more time

I won't be standing at your door
I stood there once before
I've known your hello and your good-bye
So why am I shaking like a child in the rain
When you tell me that you want me one more time
When you tell me that you want me one more time

Don't talk about the midnights
That come down like a stone
Can't you see that I already know
And after all the morning sun
Will burn away the dark
But even if you're there I'll be around

* Refrain

There's part of me that laughs
There's part of me that cries
There's part of me that can't make up it's mind
But living would be easier
If you never call at all
To tell me that you want me one more time

* Refrain



11722. Like A Coat From The Cold

Jerry Jeff Walker - Like A Coat From The Cold
Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
I found comfort and courage in bottles of whiskey
I swear to you friends, that old high life sure gets risky
I have walked away lonely from those I thought would burn me
I've blocked up my ears so that no one should learn me

[Chorus]
But the lady beside me is the one I have chosen
To walk through life with me
Like a coat from the cold

[Verse 2]
I have flown like a bird from every cage that confined me
And broken every one of the ties that bind me
I have danced me around all those sad ol', sad ol' situations
I've taken my share of those sweet invitations

[Chorus]
But the lady beside me is the one I have chosen
To walk through life with me
Like a coat from the cold

[Chorus]
But the lady beside me is the one I have chosen
And I'll walk through life with her
Like a coat from the cold

11723. Like A Cowboy

Like A Cowboy
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
When I was six, I had two forty-fives
Strapped to my hips, wanted dead or alive
And all of the kids thought that I was a good guy at heart
When I got to high school, not much really changed
I ran from the cops in my souped-up Mustang
And all of the girls thought that I was a good guy at heart

[Chorus]
And I'd ride like a thief on the run
And I'd hide from the things that I've done
And I'd fly like the wind to the sunset
Just like a cowboy should do
Just like a cowboy should do

[Verse 2]



Girl, I will love you the best that I can
But you need to know that I am what I am
I'm not a bad guy but I'm not a good guy at heart

[Chorus]
And I'll ride like a thief on the run
Say goodbye to the things that I've done
And I'll fly like the wind to the sunset
Just like a cowboy should do
Just like a cowboy should do

[Bridge]
Wish I could tell you that I'll always stay
But I can't help that God made me this way
I know that there'll come a day

[Chorus]
When I ride like a thief on the run
Say goodbye to the things that I've done
And I'll fly like the wind to the sunset
Just like a cowboy should do
Just like a cowboy should do
Just like a cowboy should do

11724. Like A Force Of Nature

Todd Snider - Like a Force of Nature

[Verse 1: Todd Snider]
Well if we never get together again
Forgive me for the fool I've been
See if you can remember me
When I was listening to my better angels
[Pre-Chorus 1: Todd Snider]
Just see if you can remember me
When I was listening

[Chorus: Todd Snider and Jason Isbell]
It's like a force of nature
Coming over me
Well I can't keep myself
From moving
It's like a force of nature
It's like a force of nature
[Verse 2: Todd Snider]
May your hope always outweigh your doubt
Until this old world finally punches you out
May you always play your music
Loud enough to wake up all of your neighbors

[Pre-Chorus 2: Todd Snider]
May you play at least loud enough
To always wake yourself up



[Chorus: Todd Snider and Jason Isbell]
It's like a force of nature
Coming over me
Well I can't keep myself
From moving, moving
It's like a force of nature
It's like a force of nature

[Outro: Todd Snider and Jason Isbell]
It's like a force of nature
It's like a force of nature
It's like a force of nature
It's like a force of nature

11725. Like A Hurricane

Kathy Mattea - Like a Hurricane

[Verse 1]
A little bit south of West Virginia
The miles go by and the engine roars
I've come so far trying to forget ya
So far from that slamming door

[Verse 2]
Day dawned bright in the Shenandoah
The sky's a cool clear mountain blue
But in my heart there's a thunder rolling
Storm of love that was untrue

[Chorus]
Like a hurricane in my heart
You tore my world apart
Like a dark cloud pouring rain
You blew into my heart like a hurricane

[Verse 3]
If there's peace down in that valley
I believe that's where I'm bound
But if I thought you could still love me
You know I'd turn this truck around

[Chorus]
Like a hurricane in my heart
You tore my world apart
Like a dark cloud pouring rain
You blew into my heart like a hurricane

[Instrumental break]

[Tag]
Like a dark cloud pouring rain



You blew into my heart like a hurricane

11726. Like A Picture Drawn Upon The Mist

Like A Picture Drawn Upon The Mist (Larry W. Jones 09/22/2007) 

Dear, you promised me a true love
And you made me believe it lived
But now you have found a new love
For me, you've no more love to give
Dear, this morning when I woke up
I could see that I was alone
I couldn't find my coffee cup
What I found was your love was gone
The love that you promised, darlin'
Was felt in every little kiss
That promise is done and gone, dear
Like a picture drawn upon the mist
- instrumental -
Dear, this morning when I woke up
I could see that I was alone
I couldn't find my coffee cup
What I found was your love was gone
The love that you promised, darlin'
Was felt in every little kiss
That promise is done and gone, dear
Like a picture drawn upon the mist
That promise is done and gone, dear
Like a picture drawn upon the mist

11727. Like A Rolling Stone

Like a Rolling Stone
Flatt & Scruggs

Once upon a time you dressed so fine threw the bums a dime in your prime didn't you
People'd call say you're bound to fall you thought they were all kiddin' you
You used to laugh about everybody that was hanging out
Now you don't talk so loud now you don't seem so proud
About having to be scrounging for your next meal
How does it feel how does it feel with no directions home
Like a complete unknown like a rolling stone

Princess on the steeple all the pretty people drinkin' thinkin' they got it made
Exchanging all kinds of precious gifts
You'd better lift your diamond ring you'd better pawn it babe
You used to be so amused at Napoleon in rags and the language he used
Pull to him now he calls you you can't refuse
When you got nothin' you got nothin' to lose



You're invisible now you got no secrets to conceal
How does it feel how does it feel to be without a home
To be on your own like a complete unknown like a rolling stone just like a rolling stone

11728. Like A Rose

Lucinda Williams - Like A Rose

It's okay you don't have to be afraid
There's nothing to worry about cause we got it made
It's just a simple matter of letting me into your love
If you let that feeling come over you
Then there's nothing more that you can do. 
Just let it go. 
Let it go

If its love you want
Hold out your arms
It's all right here its safe and warm
It's OK to feel good
That's the way it should be
Everything we have is fresh and new
I will open myself up to you like a rose, like a rose
Everything we have is fresh and new
I will open myself up to you like a rose, like a rose

11729. Like A Songbird That Has Fallen

Like A Songbird That Has Fallen
Reeltime Travelers

Paths are there for us to follow, this is gospel I believe
Angels are around us flying, truth and mercy to recieve
Pictures of uncommon nature, painted by a masters hand
Draw me ever on life's journey, rendered thus to understand

As a songbird that is fallen, only to regain the sky
From this frozen shadow valley, lay my sweary head

Love is from no distance calling, faithful as the rising sun
Warms the bitter heart and heartache, till the east of Eden's gone
Clouds of fear and misconception, wax and wane as if the moon
So is in a sense forsaken, till the will of God be known

As a songbird that is fallen, only to regain the sky
From this frozen shadow valley, lay my sweary head



11730. Like An Empty House

Trampled By Turtles - Like an Empty House

[Verse 1]
They came through town and you conquered the world
And the last I saw was the smoke in the wind
Like an empty house that's ready to burn
It's the end of the day, let the night begin

[Chorus 1]
Slow and trouble, won't you come back to me?
'Cause I'm not the same anymore
Hallelujah I'm on my knees
Knockin' at your door

[Verse 2]
You show up late with a handful of rust
The low sun winding the thread on the walls
And if you can't trust me, then who can you trust?
With a truce in the mirror and there's hope on the walls

[Chorus 2]
Lonesome but friendly, can't you see you're on your own?
And your pockets don't need a thing
Hallelujah I'm on my knees
Won't you let me in?

[Verse 3]
You wake me up with a life on the line
And there's no chance of ever coming back
And if the world is flat and there ain't no time
To pick up all of the nails and glass

[Chorus 3]
Don't you tell me honey that your heart is mine
Just tell me how to make it last
Hallelujah I'm on my knees
Girl, our time has passed

11731. Like An Old Fashioned Waltz

Emmylou Harris - Like An Old Fashioned Waltz

Roses are red
Violets are blue
Primrose is pale
On the velvet green hue
Warm summer days
Like cool water falls
Like music we hear
Those things we'll always hold dear
Like an old fashioned waltz



When the moonlight shines down
On the Hollywood world
And the heroine waits
For her love to return
And the violins play
From behind garden walls
Oh how I love to remain
With the silver refrain
Of an old fashioned waltz

And they danc 'round the floor
And ther's no one else there
In the world is no woc
And is never a care
By the perfect moon
As the nightingale calls
With only the moon
And the nostalgic tune
Of an old fashioned waltz

11732. Like Bones

Like Bones
Della Mae

Early in the morning
Before you leave
Just before dawn
Just after a dream
Our eyes barely open
Legs tangled in sheets
I've never felt love so tenderly

We lay like lovers
Lay like stones
Lay in the darkness and let the time pass
Like a stream
Till it turns us back to bone

Your heart it is beating
A rhythm so slow
I'd stay here forever
If you didn't go
Let you rock me to sleep
On your chest where I lay
Let the light of the morning
Come in through the shades

We lay like lovers
Lay like stones
Lay in the darkness and let the time pass
Like a stream



Till it turns us back to bone

As we lie between
Asleep and awake
I'll wait 'till the moment
When the dream has to break
I'll love you the same as when the sun dies
But the truest moment
Is when she does rise!

We lay like lovers
Lay like stones
Lay in the darkness and let the time pass
Like a stream
Till it turns us back to bone

11733. Like I Could - Chords

Like I Could 
Rhonda Vincent

[Intro]
G G C C D D G D
 
[Verse 1]
 
G                                    D7
You said no one could ever love you like I do
C                  D     G
Thrill you to the bone like I could
G
No arms have held you tighter
C                  Am
Filled you with desire
D
Take you even higher
G
Like I could
 
[Chorus]
D                                            C     G
I thought you could see us together forever like I do
A
What was it about the plans that we made
C                D
That I misunderstood
G
Just like that you say we're through
C
What am I supposed to do
D
Just forget the love we knew
G



Like I could
 
[Solo]
G D G C D G G C Am D G
 
[Chorus]
D                                            C     G
I thought you could see us together forever like I do
A
What was it about the plans that we made
C                D
That I misunderstood
G
Just like that you say we're through
C
What am I supposed to do
D
Just forget the love we knew
G
Like I could
 
[Outro]
    D
Now what am I supposed to do
D
Just forget the love we knew
G             C G
Like I could

11734. Like I Do

Like I Do - Infamous Stringdusters

Read the words off the back of your hand
like I do, like I do.
Say them loud so the world can understand
like I do, like I do.
You can't keep your head on straight,
so don't hesitate to concentrate but don't be late for school.
Read the words off the back of your hand
like I do, like I do, like I do.

Take a stick and draw a line in the sand
like I do, like I do.
Just make sure they know you are in command
like I do, like I do.
You can't keep your mind at ease,
but a gentle breeze blows through the trees if you appease the school.
Take a stick and draw a line in the sand
like I do, like I do, like I do.

Slanted statues spewing out on cue,
books of faces blocking a clear view,



it doesn't matter if the words are true,
as long as what they want comes out of you.

Make it up when there's something you don' t know
like I do, like I do.
Chalk it up just as part of the show
like I do, like I do.
You can look in to their eyes,
but don't compromise and don't revise to realize the school.
Make it up when there's something you don't know
like I do, like I do, like I do.

11735. Like I Used To - Chords

Like I Used To - AJ Lee and Blue Summit

Tuning:E A D G B E
Key:D
Capo:no capo
 
[Intro]
D  G  D  G
 
 
[Verse 1]
     D                           G
You know it's a better day, You know that I've walked away
 D                             G
So many times, too many years ago
      D                                     G
I've let you down more than once, and I'm coming back to fix how I love
     Bm       A           G
But you, yes you already know
 
 
[Chorus]
         D                    F#
That I left a place where my heart belongs
         D      D7            G    G7
Now I'm telling you I was so wrong
          D                     F#
Now you take me in with all my failure and my sins
           D       D7                 G
Now I can live a dream that I wanted to
         D       G          D      G
Like I used to,     Like I used to
 
 
[Instrumental]
D  G  D  G
D  G   Bm   A  G
 
 



[Verse 2]
      D                                G
It's hard to look back and see,  the footsteps I've left behind me
          D                                 G
But I'm ready now, I  ready to wear these soles
D                                     G
Carry this heart carry this mind,   carry this little long lost child
        Bm        A           G
Because you, yes you already know
 
 
[Chorus]
         D                    F#
That I left a place where my heart belongs
         D      D7            G    G7
Now I'm telling you I was so wrong
          D                     F#
Now you take me in with all my failure and my sins
           D       D7                 G
Now I can live a dream that I wanted to
         D       G          D      G
Like I used to,     Like I used to
 
 
[Instrumental]
D  G  D  G
D  G   Bm  A  G
 
 
[Chorus]
         D                    F#
That I left a place where my heart belongs
         D      D7            G    G7
Now I'm telling you I was so wrong
          D                     F#
Now you take me in with all my failure and my sins
           D       D7                 G
Now I can live a dream that I wanted to
         D       G          D      G
Like I used to,     Like I used to

11736. Like I Used to Do

Tim O'Brien - Like I Used to Do
Seldom Scene

There was a time when we'd be the last to leave 
Watching the sun come up while everyone fell asleep 
The music was always loud and I'd smoke and drink too much 
Until I'd fall in your arms and into your lovin' touch 
Now as the years roll by, time has reeled me in 
I've slowed down a notch or two from the way things were then 



Those old ways of mine, I've left them behind 
Those crazy days are through 
The only thing I still do like I used to do 
Is carry this torch for you 

Remember the days when we'd pack our bags and run 
Chasing a crazy dream into the morning sun 
Now as the twilight falls, I find I'm satisfied 
Watching the fire glow as long as you're by my side 
Here in my heart it seems, time has passed me by 
I love you as much today as the very first time 

Those old ways of mine, I've left them behind 
Those crazy days are through 
The only thing I still do like I used to do 
Is carry this torch for you 

I still want you the way I wanted you then 
If I could do it all over, I'd do it all over again 

Those old ways of mine, I've left them behind 
Those crazy days are through 
The only thing I still do like I used to do 
Is carry this torch for you

11737. Like It Used To Be - Chords

Like It Used To Be
Allison Moorer
 
[INTRO]
A B A E B
A B A E B
 
[VERSE 1]
B                      A
Change comes in like a rising tide
E               B
Ain't no reason ain't no signs
B                 A
It's just the way future will turn
E                     B               A E B
It's just the way the barricades burn
B                       A
Take one step up take a step on a crack
E                              B
Daddy said it ain't no good to run with a pack
   B                              A
So I'm just going be stumbling on down this road
E                        B
Where it goes I ain't supposed know
 
 



[CHORUS]
         B                     A
It ain't ever gonna be like it used to be
      E                     B
Ain't ever gonna be like it used to be
          B                     A
If I wait all my life I'll just wait and see
         E                     B
It ain't ever gonna be like it used to be
 
 
[VERSE 2]
B                 A
Love shows up and love goes south
     E                  B
Love knows it all ain't got no doubts
  B                  A
I can't hang on only losers weep
    E                    B
Somebody ain't nobody anybody can keep
 
 
[CHORUS]
         B                     A
It ain't ever gonna be like it used to be
      E                             B
Don't want to say goodbye but it'll set me free
          B                     A
If I wait all my life I'll just wait and see
         E                     B
It ain't ever gonna be like it used to be
 
 
[INSTRUMENTAL]
B A E B
B A E B
 
 
[BRIDGE]
          B                    F#m
You might say you will but you know you won't
          E                    B
You might think you do but you know you don't
    B                                  F#m
And once you give it up there ain't no getting it back
         E                          B
It don't matter if you're Cyrano de Bergerac
          B                     A
I'm ain't looking back I'm just looking up
  E                   B
I ain't no fool but I never know much
B                       A
Momma told me baby just grab it and run
          E                       B
You gotta take your shot or it'll take you down
 
 



[CHORUS]
         B                     A
It ain't ever gonna be like it used to be
      E                             B
Don't want to say goodbye but it'll set me free
          B                     A
If I wait all my life I'll just wait and see
         E                                                               B
It ain't ever gonna be ever gonna be ever gonna be ever gonna be like it used to be
 
 
[OUTRO]
A E B
B A E B

11738. Like It's Going Out Of Style

Like It's Going Out of Style
Punch Brothers - Like It's Going Out of Style

[Verse 1: Chris Thile]
Don't look up
It'll break the spell
You'll miss it when it's gone
And no one knows if it'll come back around
So love it like it's going out of style

[Verse 2: Thile]
Don't look down
When you're on the edge
We all lose faith
But miss it when it's gone and love
It's always gonna come back around
So miss it like it's going out of style

[Bridge: Thile]
Singing ah
When we grow up
We'll have it all

[Verse 3:
Chris Eldrigde & Gabe Witcher
/Thile]
Singing ah
(Don't look back)
When we grow up
We'll have it all
(There's nothing there)
Oh
(We move so fast)
When we grow up
(Chase it when it's gone and you could)
Miss it when it comes back around



[Chorus: Thile/
Eldridge & Witcher
]
Our true love is reflected in the change
We embrace for one another
Our true selves live forever in the change
Live forever in the change
We effect in one another
So forge ahead knowing you just have to
Miss me when I'm gone and love
I'm always gonna come back around
'Cause I love you like it's going out of style

11739. Like My Daddy Did

Like My Daddy Did - Vince Gill 

I found a little girl and I fell in love
She shines brighter than the stars above
I bought her a pretty diamond ring
Asked her, if she would marry me

She said, will you treat me like my daddy did
Left me and momma, I was just a kid
He took off runnin', I never saw his face again
So, when it comes to love, I ain't the trustin' kind
There's a whole lotta scars on this heart of mine
I'm crazy about ya, I'm not sure I can

I took that pretty girl by the hand
I looked her in her eyes and said I understand
There's nothing' you could tell me that would change a thing
I still want you to wear my ring

I'll treat you just like my daddy did
He took me fishin' when I was a kid
When I played ball, he never missed a game
When it comes to love, I'm the trusting kind
There ain't no scars on this heart of mine
I'm crazy about ya, I'm pretty sure I can

Tomorrow morning is our wedding day
And all your fears are gonna fade away
Together we're gonna build a bridge
No, I won't treat ya like your daddy did
We'll have the kind of love that's the trusting kind
I'll give you ever piece of this heart of mine
We were meant to be, I'm pretty sure we can

I found a little girl and I fell in love
She shines brighter than the stars above



11740. Like New Year's Day

Sara Watkins - Like New Year's Day

[Verse 1]
On a quiet night driving out to Harriet's again
To breathe the air and soothe my mind
A stranger might get lost out in the emptiness
If he don't know how to read the signs

[Verse 2]
If Harriet isn't there I let myself in
Cause when she's gone, she's gone for awhile
I'll stay a couple days, this is just a little trip
To get out from under the pile

[Chorus]
This place has got a hold on me, it's got a hold on
This place has got a hold on me, it's got a hold on

[Verse 3]
The desert will remind you who you oughta be
It'll show you who you are
There's nothing to protect what you're hiding
And I remember when she found my mark

[Chorus]
This place has got a hold on me, it's got a hold on
This place has got a hold on me, it's got a hold on

[Bridge]
Now I walk along the washout behind your place
Lie down there in the sand
And all that doesn't matter, it drifts away
And the wonder takes my hand

[Verse 4]
She's the bright hot sun in the cold night
She's the cold black darkness in the starlight
There are those I held onto and let go

[Chorus]
But this one's got a hold on me, she's got a hold on
This one's got a hold on me, she's got a hold on

11741. Like People From Another World

Jim Lauderdale - Like People From Another World



[Verse 1]
Different deck of cards
A different pair of hearts
The way you light a room
Is going off the charts
From a different place
I see it on your face
It makes me wanna smile
Are we in outer space?

[Chorus]
You're like people from another world (And that's good)
You're like people from another world

[Post-Chorus]
You're right here
And over there
You're all over
The universe is calling for you

[Verse 2]
I've got a lot to learn
About your twists and turns
Lord knows what makes you tick
And how your flame will burn

[Chorus]
You're like people from another world (And that's good)
You're like people from another world

[Post-Chorus]
You got some valentines
You know how to make it shine
Well come on over
The universe is calling for you

[Verse 3]
I can't believe we met
And it ain't over yet
I thank my lucky stars
We're starting to connect

11742. Like Red On A Rose

Alan Jackson - Like Red On A Rose 

Like red on a rose
When your lips first smiled at me
I was captured instantly
To each his own
Like blue in the sky
The gaze of your willing eyes
Touched something deep inside



The truth be known
That I love you like all little children love pennies
And I love you 'cause I know that I can't do anything wrong
You're where I belong
Like red on a rose
And I love you like all little children love pennies
And I love you like good times of which I've known many
And I love you 'cause I know you give me a heart of my own
You make my blood flow
Like red on a rose

11743. Like Reflections

Like Reflections
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
If I was a mountain
Standing tall and proud
Solitary and still, I'd wait for you
If you were the stars
And I was the moon
The dawn would be all for you

[Chorus]
Your light shines through the valley
While my heart shakes the ground
Love is never-ending
Like reflections on a pond
(Like reflections on a pond)

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
Loving is lightning
That hits the ground running
Sparking flames that roam for miles
Lonely is the wind
That keeps on moaning
Like a lover's kiss by and by

[Chorus]
Your light shines through the valley
While my heart shakes the ground
Love is never-ending
Like reflections on a pond
(Like reflections on a pond)
Like reflections on a pond
Like reflections on a pond

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]



Rivers tell time
And cut through elation
Hard as tears and soft as stone
The sky is my memory
And the sun is a beacon
A warming glow of your soul

[Chorus]
Your light shines through the valley
While my heart shakes the ground
Love is never-ending
Like reflections on a pond
(Like reflections)
Like reflections on a pond

11744. Like Strangers

Emmylou Harris - Like Strangers

Like Strangers, that's what we are 
Darling how can lovers pull apart so far 
Like Strangers, how can it be 
Only days ago, we loved so tenderly 

I love you, truly I do 
And I hope deep in your heart you love me too 
Let's forget that we've been angry 
Let's be lovers like before 
And swear not to be like strangers anymore 

Like Strangers, that's what we are 
Darling how can lovers pull apart so far 
Like Strangers, how can it be 
Only days ago, we loved so tenderly 

I love you, truly I do 
And I hope deep in your heart you love me too 
Let's forget that we've been angry 
Let's be lovers like before 
And swear not to be like strangers anymore 

Let's forget that we've been angry 
Let's be lovers like before 
And swear not to be like strangers anymore

11745. Like The French - Chords

Like The French - Hot Buttered Rum



Gm
Like the French, we drink the wine, we make the love, in the afternoon
Like the Frcnch, we drink the wine, we make the love, in the afternoon
Never too soon, no it's never too soon
Like the French, we drink the wine, we have a smoke, in the afternoon
Gm Cm
Que'est ce que tu veux que je fasse pour toi?
Que'est ce que tu veux que je fasse pour toi?
Eb Bb
Not an hour's when I'm not thinking of you
Eb Bb
Je n'attend pas a l'apres midi, to show you that I love you
Eb
Let's live our lives like the French do
Bb D7
Come to me in the afternoon, my love
Like the French, we drink the wine, we make the love, in the afternoon
Like the French, we drink the wine, we make the love, in the afternoon
Never too soon, no it's never too soon
Like the French, we drink the wine, we have a smoke, in the afternoon

Like the French, we drink the wine, we take our summers by the sea
While the neighborhood gets fat, like the French we stay skinny
Never too soon, no it's never too soon
Like the French, we drink the wine, we take our summers by the sea
Que'est ce que tu veux que je fasse pour toi?
Que'est ce que tu veux que je fasse pour toi?
Not an hour's when I'm not thinking of you
Je n'attend pas a l'apres midi, to show you that I love you
Let's live our lives like the French do
Come to me in the afternoon, my love
Like the French, we drink the wine, we take our summers by the sea
While the neighborhood gets fat, like the French we stay skinny
Never too soon, no it's never too soon
Like the French, we drink the wine, we take our summers by the sea

11746. Like This

The Lonesome Sisters - Like This

If someone asks you
how the satisfaction of
all our longings look like
lift your face and say "like this"

If someone mentions
the night sky's gracefulness
climb up on the roof
dance like this

If someone wonders
how Jesus raised the dead
don't try to explain



just kiss me on the lips like this

I'm a sky where spirit lives
stare into the deepening blue
while the breeze tells to you
secrets like this

When someone talks about
how the moon's undressed by the clouds
slowly loosen knot by knot
strings of your robe just like this

When someone asks you
what it means to
die for love just
point here like this

11747. Like Unto A Mockingbird

John Hartford - Like Unto a Mockingbird

All around somebody else's pad
You stumble as you chase the latest fad
Don't look confused with all the things you find
Just wait until the crowd makes up your mind

Coming back repeating every word
Repeating all the things you overheard
The bandwagons rumble past I sit here on the curb
And like an echo, you are like unto a mockingbird

As long as you can sing their style of song
You won't be lonely you can tag along
Pasted on your face a sickly grin
Hoping that someone will say you're in

Dark eyes shifting round take in a lot
Noting who is here and then who's not
Careful that you keep your standing clear
Away from those with whom you can't be seen

Coming back repeating every word
Repeating all the things you overheard
The bandwagons rumble past I sit here on the curb
And like an echo, you are like unto a mockingbird

Here lately you don't speak or even look
Because my name's not written in their book
But if they turn my different ways to see
You'd be the first to proudly stand by me

Coming back repeating every word
Repeating all the things you overheard



The bandwagons rumble past I sit here on the curb
And like an echo, you are like unto a mockingbird

11748. Like You Used To

Mandolin Orange - Like You Used To

[Verse 1]
Is there a reason in the things we say and shout at one another
We're three sheets to the wind and every word just pulls us under
All the dirt we've piled upon our layers of decay
Just love me, darlin', I think I can stay

[Chorus]
Love me like you used to do way back when
Before the rug was pulled beneath your feet
And you fell back in the saddle, left time standing still
And put all your troubles right on me
To say we've got your problems is an understated truth
But in your times of clarity I found the light in you
So when your skin's crawlin' and that light begins to fade
Just love me, darlin', I think I can stay
Love me like you used to do way back when

[Verse 2]
If I could take your pain away, you'd never have to try
Maybe then, just maybe, we could lead a normal life
Freedom has new meaning tied to your ball and chain
Just love me, darlin', I think I can stay

[Chorus]
Love me like you used to do way back when
Before the rug was pulled beneath your feet
And you fell back in the saddle, left time standing still
And put all your troubles right on me

[Outro]
Just love me, darlin', I think I can stay
Just love me, darlin', I think I can stay
Just love me

11749. Likes Of Me

Likes Of Me
Billy Strings

Look outside the rain it pours
The lightning flashes and the thunder roars
I wonder if you'd stand a better chance to try to tame the elements



Rather than try to tame my soul
To think your love could ever hold
To the likes of me to the likes of me

It aint that I wouldn't like to stay
Live my life in an ordinary way
9 to 5 a family a little bitty boy upon my knee
Woman I'd only break your heart

But that kind of life just ain't in the cards
For the likes of the me the likes of me

The likes of me that knows no home
Or the town I'm in or the road I'm on
I'm a restless soul and I'll never be still
So I'll follow the sunrise over the hill

I can see the designs of the picture in your mind
You think that you could change my life
That you'd make me a perfect wife
Woman you're sweet you're lovin' and kind

So don't mess up your pretty little mind
On the likes of me on the likes of me

11750. Lila

Lila
Pat Flynn
New Grass Revival

I took a walk by our old house today
I'm not quite sure why I walked that way
Once more for all the times I woke up next to you
And once more for the morning that I knew
I wouldn't be comin back

Oh Lila
When will I see you again
Oh Lila
I can't help wonderin when
Oh Lila, oh Lila
When will I see you again

Lookin through the window I can almost see
Two people talkin so recklessly
And if I live to see the end of time roll round
I know I never will forget the sound
Of the door behind me

Oh Lila
When will I see you again
Oh Lila



I can't help thinkin back when
Oh Lila, oh Lila
When will I see you again

And I wonder where you are right now
And if we're better on our own somehow
When I look into another's eyes
I realize
I'm still lookin for you
I'm still lookin for you
Oh Lila, oh Lila

Time might change your mind
Or change your name
But there is one thing
That remains the same
The love I have for you
Deep inside of me
I can tell you
It will always be
The way I feel

Oh Lila
When will we understand
Oh Lila
The love we had in hand
Oh Lila, oh Lila
Oh Lila
When will I see you again

11751. Lila Mae

Lila Mae
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
Sweet Lila Mae, I remember the girl
Beautiful and blind to the ways of the world
Pure as the prayers I still send up for you
Prayin' these days is all I know to do

[Verse 2]
'Cause you look for warmth in the cold arms of night
In the dark of the valley through the dim Broadway lights
Where perfume and whiskey persuade minds of men
Oh sweet Lila Mae, don't give way to the sin

[Chorus]
Sweet sweet Lila Mae
Come back home before it's too late
Oh, please please Lila Mae
RRmember the vows that you madR



[Verse 3]
There ain't no rules on the devil's playground
And you can't see straight on his merry-go-round
The ticket is free but the price paid is high
Oh sweet Lila Mae, don't you get on that ride

[Chorus]
Sweet sweet Lila Mae
Come back home before it's too late
Oh, please please Lila Mae
Remember the vows that you made

[Chorus]
Sweet sweet Lila Mae
Come back home before it's too late
Oh, please please Lila Mae
Remember the vows that you made

[Verse 1]
Oh, sweet Lila Mae, I remember the girl
Beautiful and blind to the ways of the world
Pure as the prayers I still send up for you
Prayin' these days is all I know to do

11752. Lily Dale

Lily Dale
Junior Sisk - Lily Dale

[Verse 1]
As I hear the mockingbird, I remember your words
When you said that forever you'd love me
Now happiness is gone, memories livin' on
From the chains of your love, I can't be free

[Chorus]
Sweet as the mornin', smile like the sunshine
Ours was the love that words could tell
How I love you, oh, how I miss you
Won't you come back, Lily Dale?

[Verse 2]
Since you have said goodbye, I'm so blue I could cry
Happiness is a thing of the past
Being without you makes my life oh-so blue
And always in my heart are love [?]

[Chorus]
Sweet as the mornin', smilR like the sunshine
Ours was thR love that words could tell
How I love you, oh, how I miss you
Won't you come back, Lily Dale?



[Instrumental Interlude]

11753. Lily Of The Valley

Lily of the Valley
Jesse Lee Campbell

[Verse 1]
I have found a friend in Jesus, he's everything to me
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul
The Lily of the Valley, in Him alone, I see
All I need to cleanse and make me fully whole

[Chorus]
The Lily of the Valley, the Bright and Morning Star
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul

[Verse 2]
He all my grief has taken and all my sorrows borne
In temptation He's my strong and mighty tower
I have all for Him forsaken and all my idols torn
From my heart, and now He keeps me by His power

[Chorus]
The Lily of the Valley, the Bright and Morning Star
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul

[Instrumental Bridge]

He will never, never leave me, nor yet forsake me here
While I live by faith and do His blessed will
A wall of fire about me, I've nothing now to fear
With His manna, He my hungry soul shall fill

[Chorus]
The Lily of the Valley, the Bright and Morning Star
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul

11754. Lily Of The West - Chords

Lily Of The West 
Dead Horses

[Intro]
C Dm G Am C G Am
 
[Verse 1]
Am                G
When I first came to Louisville



                  Am
Pleasure there to find
                  G
Damsel there from Lexington
F             Am
A pleasure to my mind
F                         G
Her rosy cheeks, her ruby lips
     Am
Like arrows pierced my breast
                  G
The name she bore was Flora
            Am
Lily of the west
 
[Instrumental]
Am C G Am
 
[Verse 2]
Am               G
I courted lovely Flora
                Am
Pleasure for to find
G
She's tryin' to find another man
           Am
Which sore distressed my mind
F                          G
She robbed me of my liberty
Am
Deprived me of my rest
               G
I was betrayed by Flora
            Am
Lily of the west
 
[Instrumental]
Am C G Am
 
[Verse 3]
Am           G
I stood upon my rival
             Am
Dagger in my hand
  C                 G
I seized him by the collar
F           Am
Boldly made him stand
F                        G
Seemed mad by desperation
  Am
I pierced him to his breast
             G
All this for lovely Flora
            Am
Lily of the west
 



[Instrumental]
Am C G Am G Am
 
[Verse 4]
Am       G
I had to stand my trial
                 Am
I had to make my plea
C                             G
They put me in the witness box
     Am
Then commenced to me
F                          G
Although she swore my life away
Am
Deprived me of my rest
                          G
Still I love my faithless Flora
            Am
Lily of the west
 
[Reprise]
Am                        G
Still I love my faithless Flora
        Am
Lily of the west
 
[Outro]
Am G Am G Am G Am

11755. Lily, Rosemary And The Jack Of Hearts

Lily, Rosemary And The Jack Of Hearts
Bob Dylan

The festival was over, the boys were all plannin' for a fall,
The cabaret was quiet except for the drillin' in the wall.
The curfew had been lifted and the gamblin' wheel shut down,
Anyone with any sense had already left town.
He was standin' in the doorway lookin' like the Jack of Hearts.

He moved across the mirrored room, "Set it up for everyone," he said,
Then everyone commenced to do what they were doin' before he turned their heads.
Then he walked up to a stranger and he asked him with a grin,
"Could you kindly tell me, friend, what time the show begins?"
Then he moved into the corner, face down like the Jack of Hearts.

Backstage the girls were playin' five-card stud by the stairs,
Lily had two queens, she was hopin' for a third to match her pair.
Outside the streets were fillin' up, the window was open wide,
A gentle breeze was blowin', you could feel it from inside.
Lily called another bet and drew up the Jack of Hearts.



Big Jim was no one's fool, he owned the town's only diamond mine,
He made his usual entrance lookin' so dandy and so fine.
With his bodyguards and silver cane and every hair in place,
He took whatever he wanted to and he laid it all to waste.
But his bodyguards and silver cane were no match for the Jack of Hearts.

Rosemary combed her hair and took a carriage into town,
She slipped in through the side door lookin' like a queen without a crown.
She fluttered her false eyelashes and whispered in his ear,
"Sorry, darlin', that I'm late," but he didn't seem to hear.
He was starin' into space over at the Jack of Hearts.

"I know I've seen that face before," Big Jim was thinkin' to himself,
"Maybe down in Mexico or a picture up on somebody's shelf."
But then the crowd began to stamp their feet and the house lights did dim
And in the darkness of the room there was only Jim and him,
Starin' at the butterfly who just drew the Jack of Hearts.

Lily was a princess, she was fair-skinned and precious as a child,
She did whatever she had to do, she had that certain flash every time she smiled.
She'd come away from a broken home, had lots of strange affairs
With men in every walk of life which took her everywhere.
But she'd never met anyone quite like the Jack of Hearts.

The hangin' judge came in unnoticed and was being wined and dined,
The drillin' in the wall kept up but no one seemed to pay it any mind.
It was known all around that Lily had Jim's ring
And nothing would ever come between Lily and the king.
No, nothin' ever would except maybe the Jack of Hearts.

Rosemary started drinkin' hard and seein' her reflection in the knife,
She was tired of the attention, tired of playin' the role of Big Jim's wife.
She had done a lot of bad things, even once tried suicide,
Was lookin' to do just one good deed before she died.
She was gazin' to the future, riding on the Jack of Hearts.

Lily washed her face, took her dress off and buried it away.
"Has your luck run out?" she laughed at him, "Well, I guess you must
have known it would someday.
Be careful not to touch the wall, there's a brand-new coat of paint,
I'm glad to see you're still alive, you're lookin' like a saint."
Down the hallway footsteps were comin' for the Jack of Hearts.

The backstage manager was pacing all around by his chair.
"There's something funny going on," he said, "I can just feel it in the air."
He went to get the hangin' judge, but the hangin' judge was drunk,
As the leading actor hurried by in the costume of a monk.
There was no actor anywhere better than the Jack of Hearts.

Lily's arms were locked around the man that she dearly loved to touch,
She forgot all about the man she couldn't stand who hounded her so much.
"I've missed you so," she said to him, and he felt she was sincere,
But just beyond the door he felt jealousy and fear.
Just another night in the life of the Jack of Hearts.

No one knew the circumstance but they say that it happened pretty quick,
The door to the dressing room burst open and a cold revolver clicked.



And Big Jim was standin' there, ya couldn't say surprised,
Rosemary right beside him, steady in her eyes.
She was with Big Jim but she was leanin' to the Jack of Hearts.

Two doors down the boys finally made it through the wall
And cleaned out the bank safe, it's said that they got off with quite a haul.
In the darkness by the riverbed they waited on the ground
For one more member who had business back in town.
But they couldn't go no further without the Jack of Hearts.

The next day was hangin' day, the sky was overcast and black,
Big Jim lay covered up, killed by a penknife in the back.
And Rosemary on the gallows, she didn't even blink,
The hangin' judge was sober, he hadn't had a drink.
The only person on the scene missin' was the Jack of Hearts.

The cabaret was empty now, a sign said, "Closed for repair,"
Lily had already taken all of the dye out of her hair.
She was thinkin' 'bout her father, who she very rarely saw,
Thinkin' 'bout Rosemary and thinkin' about the law.
But, most of all she was thinkin' 'bout the Jack of Hearts.

11756. Limbo In Lovelock

Limbo In Lovelock - Hot Buttered Rum

(Zac:)
Rollin' down the highway barely hitting 65
Buster's gears, they gave in
We're glad just to be alive
What to do and where to go
Are the questions on our mind
Sheriff Loveless out of Lovelock
He arrived with a ride

(chorus:)
Welcome home to Lovelock, your travels gone astray
Desert snow has fallen, you might just want to stay
If you're broke down and stranded
And love has gone away
It's limbo in Lovelock, limbo in Lovelock
Limbo in Lovelock
For a lifetime ... or a day

(Nat:)
Well, Gretchen bought a motor-home to live the American Dream
But parking in New York City is harder than it seems
When she headed for the sunset Lovelock wasn't on her mind
But fate works in funny ways and in its own sweet time

(chorus)

(Erik:)



Meanwhile, I'm riding shotgun with the tow-truck man
We're talking about everything we can for a hundred miles or so
Driving Buster down Highway 50, it's the loneliest road in the whole damn country
And I'm lonesome, don't you know...
I'm laying in the motel watching CMT
All those pop country songs are makin' too much sense to me
Everyone is always stranded and lonesome and looking for love

(banjo solo)

(Aaron:)
Well just outside of nowhere
Mile marker 105
You'll find yourself in Lovelock where the game is to stay alive
Get yourself a burger down at the cowpoke café
Where the gals have quite a smile, it's the special of the day

(chorus)

11757. Limbs Akimbo

Limbs Akimbo - Hot Buttered Rum

When the air that you're breathing in
seems in short supply
And the knots that you're making
Are harder to untie
Let this be your
Chance to grow
With your arms outstretched
And your limbs akimbo

(chorus:)
Well, there's turbulence up in the sky
Though most of it's inside your mind
There's traffic jams out on the road
Though most of them inside your soul
All over things we can't control
All over trouble letting go
So come on now let go of limbo
Arms out stretched, limbs akimbo

When the skin that you're livin in
Is getting too tight
And the lens that you're looking through
Doesn't let in enough light
Let this be your
Chance to grow
Your arms outstretched
Limbs akimbo

When the ground that you're walking on
Is shaky at best



And your heart is palpitating
In your chest
Let this be your
Chance to grow
Your arms outstretched
Limbs akimbo

11758. Limes

Brad Paisley - Limes 

Ain't gotta have everything in your life
Goin' exactly right, to party!
Maybe the opposite things are a mess
And that's the best time to burn it down!
You look around here and you see all these people
You think their lives are perfect, ha, hardly.
Now I don't have all the answers
But I'll tell you the one thing I've found.
You take it all with a grain of salt
And realize sometimes it ain't your fault
You got something you don't wanna remember
That's when you need to just throw it in a blender
And have a good time
Now add tequila!
When life gives you limes
You make margaritas!
Now I don't know if you're the type
That sees the glass as half full or half empty.
I got an idea, how 'bout I never let ya get that low.
Whatever is done is done, the night is young
Let's have some fun - are you with me?
Gotta forget the sh*t that hit the fan
The only way that I know.
You take it all with a grain of salt
And realize sometimes it ain't your fault
You got something you don't wanna remember
That's when you need to just throw it in a blender
And have a good time
Now add tequila!
When life gives you limes
You make margaritas!
Have a good time
Now add tequila!
You're gonna be
You're gonna be just fine!
When life gives you limes
You make margaritas!



11759. Limousin Lady

Limousin Lady
Hackensaw Boys - Limousin Lady

[Verse 1]
I am a vision I've chosen to be
A late night attraction
A catch and release
A red breasted blue bird
A sycamore tree
The dog's on the front seat
We're picking up speed

[Verse 2]
Limousin lady the parkway at noon
The barns in decay
I'm feelin' new
The lines on the map
They don't really exist
I'm falling forward
My hands on your hips

[Chorus]
To all my relations
What should I do
Standing here humble
Listening for the sound of you
[Instrumental bridge]

[Verse 3]
End of state maintenance
Yes, this dirt will do
I smiled politely
While kissing his shoe
Mirador's waiting
The misfit is near
The ground is awakening in Patterson's field
And I am a vision I've chosen to be
A late night attraction
A catch and release
A red breasted blue bird
A sycamore tree
The dog's on the front seat
We're picking up speed

[Verse 4]
Limousin lady the parkway at noon
The barns in decay
I'm feeling new
The lines on the map
They don't really exist
I'm falling forward
My hands on your hips



11760. Lincoln River - Chords

Lincoln River Live
Billy Strings

[Intro}
C F C G7 C
 
[Verse 1]
C
White tail deer, grazing in the meadow
            G7                      C
A partridge flies by a white spruce tree
C
Hand in hand with Mother Nature
          G7               C    C7
Just my dog, the river and me
 
[Chorus]
      F             C
In my home upon the river
      G             C
In my home upon the hill
C
Where the wind's my only caller
              G7            C
Spend my days at the old sawmill
 
[Break Banjo]
C F C G C F C G C
 
[Verse 2]
C
Well the new clean waters of the Lincoln River
          G              C
I sit and watch it as it flows
C
Washes away all my troubles
          G7          C    C7
And restores my weary soul
 
[Chorus]
      F             C
In my home upon the river
      G             C
In my home upon the hill
C
Where the wind's my only caller
              G7            C
Spend my days at the old sawmill
 
[Break Fidel]
C F C G C F C G7 C



 
[Break Guitar]
C G7 C G7 C
 
[Verse 3]
C
When I die, don't you worry about me
     G7                  C
Bury me in the cold cold ground
C
Cast my ashes down the Lincoln River
            G7              C     C7
Watch them as they float on down
 
[Chorus]
      F             C
In my home upon the river
      G             C
In my home upon the hill
C
Where the wind's my only caller
              G7            C
Spend my days at the old sawmill
 
[Outro]
C                   F    C
Where the wind's my only caller
            G               C
Spend my days at the old sawmill

11761. Lincoln's Funeral Train

Norman Blake - Lincoln's Funeral Train

[Verse 1]
On the twenty-first of April, eighteen and sixty-five
Three-thirty-one left Washington for Lincoln's last train ride
The cannons boomed, the bonfires burned
The evergreens wore grey
Three-thirty-one in the morning sun
The hearse, that journey made

[Chorus]
See that train coming, boys
Rolling down the main
Draped in black, she won't be back
It's Lincoln's funeral train
With the portrait of a martyred man shot down by a traitor
Now toll the bell and bid farewell to the great emancipator

[Verse 2]
Crowd's jam the streets for a final look
At the great man who had stood



At the country's helm through the bitter war
That seemed of little good
Felled by the bullet of John Wilkes Booth
As the battle died away
His guiding spirit to reconcile by absence brought dismay

[Chorus]
See that train coming, boys
Rolling down the main
Draped in black, she won't be back
It's Lincoln's funeral train
With the portrait of a martyred man shot down by a traitor
Now toll the bell and bid farewell to the great emancipator

[Chorus]
See that train coming, boys
Rolling down the main
Draped in black, she won't be back
It's Lincoln's funeral train
With the portrait of a martyred man shot down by a traitor
Now toll the bell and bid farewell to the great emancipator
Now toll the bell and bid farewell to the great emancipator

11762. Linda Goes To Mars - Chords

Linda Goes To Mars

(D)I just found out yesterday that Li(G)nda goes to Mars
(A)Everytime I sit and look at pictures of used c(D)ars
She'll turn on her radio and (G)sit down in her chair
And l(A)ook at me across the room, as if I wasn't t(D)here

(Chorus)
O(D)h (G)My s(D)tars! My Li(G)nda's gone to Mars
Well I w(A)ish she wouldn't leave me here al(D)one
O(D)h (G)My s(D)tars! My Li(G)nda's gone to Mars
Well, I w(A)onder if she'd bring me something h(D)ome.

(D)Something, somewhere, somehow took my Li(G)nda by the hand
And s(A)ecretly decoded our sacred wedding b(D)and
For when the moon shines down up on our ha(G)ppy, humble home
Her i(A)nner space gets tortured by some outer space unk(D)nown.

(Repeat Chorus)

(Instrumental)
(D) (G) (A) (D)
(D) (G) (A) (D)

(D)Now I ain't seen no saucers 'cept the o(G)nes upon the shelf
And i(A)f I ever seen one I'd keep it to my(D)self
For if there's life out there somewhere be(G)yond this life on earth
Then (A)Linda must have gone out there and got her money's wo(D)rth.



(Repeat Chorus)

(Ending)
Yeah, I (A)wonder if she'd bring me something h(D)ome.

11763. Linda Lou

Linda Lou
Bill Monroe

In the state of West Virginia among the peaceful rolling hills
There I met a mountain maid with eyes of blue
Golden hair so soft and curly and her lips were like the dew
She was the queen of West Virginia and her name was Linda Lou

   Linda Lou my Linda Lou can't you hear me calling you
   Calling like a lonesome dove my Linda Lou
   When the moon is in the blue and the stars are shining too
   Can't you hear my lonely heart calling for you Linda Lou

I recall the night I met her how I held her hand in mine
I recall the night we kissed and bid adieu
Many miles may separate us if I should cross the ocean blue
My heart is still in West Virginia with my darling Linda Lou

11764. Linda Lu

Linda Lu
The Flying Burrito Brothers

They call my baby Patty
But her real name, her real name
Her real name is Linda' Lu
They' call my baby' Patty
But her real name, her real' name
Her real name is Linda Lu

She's so fine and darn too pretty
I never know what that baby gonna do
She walkin' down the street
All the cats, all the cats, all the cats, turn to look around
She walkin' down the street
All the cats, all the cats, all the cats, turn to look around
She a fine dog-gone lady
She the best lookin girl we had in this town

Gonna rRmember that girl on Saturday night
We go out for thR rest of my nights
And in my roamin' and daisy too



And its all because of that chick...

Linda Linda Linda Linda Linda
Tell me what's you gonna do?

Had a real bad dream last night
I dreamed I went a stroll
You're a fine doggone lady
You're, you gonna break my heart in two
A Linda Lu
All right solo...

Linda Lu, Linda Lu, Lu Linda Linda Linda Linda Linda
T...t...tell me, w...w...what, is you gonna do?
Linda Linda L..linda Linda Linda L..linda
Baby what's you gonna do?
Had a real bad dream last night
She went and fucked Ronnie with the whole do
Oh...

Linda, Linda, L...linda L...linda L...linda
Linda, tell me what's you gonna do?
Had a real bad dream last night honey
I dreamed, I dreamed, I dreamed, that we was through
You gonna put me down out and leave me
Or you'll, break my former doll heart in two
Whaa-lin-looo

11765. Lindsey Button

David Rawlings
Lindsey Button

[Verse 1]
A pretty young girl come down the mountain
Lindsey Button, Lindsey Button
A pretty young girl come down the mountain
A long time ago

[Chorus]
Long time ago, long time ago
A pretty young girl come down the mountain
A long time ago

[Verse 2]
First she'd blush and then she promised
Lindsey Button, Lindsey Button
First she'd blush and then she promised
A long time ago

[Chorus]
Long time ago, long time ago
First she'd blush and then she promised



A long time ago

[Verse 3]
She carved two names in a white oak sapling
Lindsey Button, Lindsey Button
She carved two names in a white oak sapling
A long time ago
[Chorus]
Long time ago, long time ago
She carved two names in a white oak sapling
A long time ago

[Verse 4]
She'd brush her hair, she change the weather
Lindsey Button, Lindsey Button
She'd brush her hair, she change the weather
A long time ago

[Chorus]
Long time ago, long time ago
She carved two names in a white oak sapling
A long time ago

[Verse 5]
She'd turn her head in the congregation
Lindsey Button, Lindsey Button
She'd turn her head in the congregation
A long time ago
Now all are gone and who remembers?
Lindsey Button, Lindsey Button
Now all are gone but this song remembers
A long time ago
[Chorus]
Long time ago, long time ago
A pretty young girl come down the mountain
A long time ago

11766. Lines Around Your Eyes

Lucinda Williams - Lines Around Your Eyes
Leftover Salmon

There are things about you that make me want to scream and shout
There are things about you that make me want to lock you out
But there's a little thing that drives me wild
Something that happens every time you smile
I can't get over the lines around your eyes
Lines around your eyes everytime you smile

And the way you touch me darlin' just drives me wild
Sometimes I don't know what we're fightin' about
But that don't mean we can't work things out
Cause I love you darlin' and the lines around your eyes



I put my car in gear and I headed down Highway 10
I was leavin' here, I was never comin' back again
I got about as far as the Texas line
I still couldn't get you off of my mind
Cause I can't get over the lines around your eyes
Lines around your eyes everytime you smile
And the way you touch me darlin' just drives me wild
Sometimes I don't know what we're fightin' about
But that don't mean we can't work things out
Cause I love you darlin' and the lines around your eyes

11767. Lines In The Levee

Lines in the Levee
Town Mountain

Trouble come rising, out on the city
Paranoia on the street
Out in the darkness, footsteps fallin'
Just the watchman on his beat

From the shine of Atlanta to the Ohio River
Hear the cry out on the fray
Ain't we dyin' for this livin', bustin' our backs
All for a brakeman's wage

High horse rider never been no friend
Never been no friend at all
Sooner than later, change gonna find ya
See the cracks along the wall

See the lines in the levee
What's a poor country boy to do?
See the lines in the levee
Muddy water pushing through

See the lines in the levee
What's a poor country boy to do?
See the lines in the levee
Muddy water pushing through

Won't you awake now from your wildwood slumber
Days for the dreaming are done
Turn your eyes on the uncounted number
Burn that fire for the sun

Cast aside them thin dime burdens
No more to carry that curse
Ring it loud as the union bell
Here we are man, do your worst

You better run for shelter, fore you wash away



Fore you wash away with the town
Storms are churning, out on the delta
And the rains they're pouring down

See the lines in the levee
What's a poor country boy to do?
See the lines in the levee
Muddy water pushing through

See the lines in the levee
What's a poor country boy to do?
See the lines in the levee
Muddy water pushing through

See the lines in the levee (lines in the levee)
What's a poor country boy to do?
See the lines in the levee
Muddy water pushing through

11768. Lines In The Sand

Lines In The Sand
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
It's been so long since I've seen you smile
It's been a while since we've faded away
Who's to say it won't come back around?
But the fence is down
It'll take more than a day to mend

Dark clouds gather in the western sky
Over you and I
And it's starting to rain
You can say that you don't feel the wind
But I cannot pretend to go on this way anymore

[Chorus]
It's a lonely road
That we don't need to walk along
To know it's only foolish pride
And we don't need to hide behind
Imaginary lines we draw

[Verse 2]
They say into each life some rain must fall
And after all that's been said and done
You might say that it's gone too far
Too any scars for a broken heart to mend

It's been too long and I believe it's time
To erase these lines that have kept us apart
And who's to say that we can't fix it up ?



And with a little luck maybe fall in love again

[Chorus]
It's a lonely road
That we don't need to walk along
To know it's only foolish pride
And we don't need to hide behind
It's a lonely road
That we don't need to walk along
To know it's only foolish pride
And we don't need to hide behind
Imaginary lines we draw

11769. Lines On The Floor

Mandolin Orange - Lines on the Floor

I awoke from a dream
And you sang me back to sleep
And all our luck weighed down on me like cotton sheets
As the morning light slowly breeched

CHORUS:
Well I knew this day would come so long ago
It happened in a dream and I awoke
But I thank my lucky stars above for until now
They let it carry on somehow
Till the morning light shined
Through the blinds, throwing lines on the floor
 I'll take you down  you cried
Take you down, down, down
My reply was  why, if you've got me now 
As the morning light lit the sky
CHORUS

11770. Lines On The Highway

Lines on the Highway 
Larry Sparks
 
CHORUS: 
Those lines on the highway, take me where I want to go
Those lines on the highway, take me where I want to go 
There's diesel in my bloodline 
The highway lines are painted on my soul
 
When I was a young boy, Daddy let me take the wheel,
He said Stay between the lines son 
Remember how the highway feels



That's when I began to see, just what it meant to me 
The highway may be lonesome but it's real
 
Once I had a woman, she refused to understand
She said How I hate the highway, and I don't wait for any man
Well I put that rig in gear, left her cryin' in the mirror 
The highway lines and I got other plans
 
Now and then I'm thinkin', I just might settle down some day, 
Might find a little homestead 
I'll shut her down and there I'll stay
And I hear that highway whine, when I see that painted line 
I know the road will always be my way

11771. Linger

Linger
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
If you, if you could return
Don't let it burn
Don't let it fade
I'm sure I'm not be rude
But it's just your attitude
It's tearing me apart
It's ruining every day
I swore, I swore I would be true
And honey, so did you
So why were you holding her hand?
Is that the way we stand?
Were you lying all the time?
Was it just a game to you?

[Chorus]
And I'm in so deep
You know I'm such a fool for you
You've got me wrapped around your finger
Do you have to let it linger?
Do you have to, do you have to, do you have to let it linger?

[Verse 2]
If you, if you could get by
Trying not to lie
Then things wouldn't bR so confused
And I wouldn't feel so used
'Cause you always rRally knew
I just want to be with you

[Chorus]
And I'm in so deep
You know I'm such a fool for you
You've got me wrapped around your finger



Do you have to let it linger?
Do you have to, do you have to, do you have to let it linger?
You know I'm such a fool for you
You've got me wrapped around your finger
Do you have to let it linger?
Do you have to, do you have to, do you have to let it linger?

[Bridge]
Oh, I thought the world of you
I thought nothing could go wrong
But I was wrong, I was wrong

[Chorus]
And I'm in so deep
You know I'm such a fool for you
You've got me wrapped around your finger
Do you have to let it linger?
Do you have to, do you have to, do you have to let it linger?
You know I'm such a fool for you
You've got me wrapped around your finger
Do you have to let it linger?
Do you have to, do you have to, do you have to let it linger?

11772. Lion In The Winter - Chords

Lion In The Winter
Hoyt Axton

G C G
Like a lion in the winter, I can hear the summer call
G e D
Like a ship on the ocean made of stone
G C G
And sometimes when I get lonely, I can swear I hear you call
G D
Oh, the nights are cold when you don't keep me warm

Chorus:
G C G C G
And when I first saw you I first loved you
D C G[CBA]G
With the song that I sang to the fire in your eyes
C G
But somebody told you that it wouldn't be easy
D C G
And you carried that lie for the Devil to sing

Some sail rivers deep and muddy, some sail rivers clear and cold
But the river that I'm sailing goes to sea
And sometimes I grow weary and sometimes I feel old
And sometimes I wonder if you think of me

And when I first saw you I first loved you



With the song that I sang to the fire in your eyes
But somebody told you that it wouldn't be easy
And you carried that lie for the Devil to sing

Like a lion in the winter, I can hear the summer call
Like a ship on the ocean made of stone
And sometimes when I get lonely, I can swear I hear you call
Oh, the nights are cold when you don't keep me warm

11773. Lips As Cold As Diamond

Lips as Cold as Diamond
Larkin Poe - Lips as Cold as Diamond

[Verse 1]
Tonight I go to meet my maker
Dig a hole, dig a hole
Her sweet love will be my undertaker
Never cold, never cold
Never cold no more, never cold

[Verse 2]
Lay my heavy heart on the altar, good lord
Such a weight, such a weight
I have paid with pain for my every dollar
Ever brave, ever brave
Ever brave no more, ever brave

[Verse 3]
She got lips as cold, as cold as diamond
Like a blade, like a blade
She is sparkling, Lord, shR is shining
Full of faith, full of faith
Full of faith no more, full of faith

[Verse 4]
For tonight I go to meet my maker
Dig a hole, dig a holR
Her sweet love will be my undertaker
Never cold, never cold
Never cold no more, never cold
Never cold no more, never cold

11774. Lipstick Everywhere

Lipstick Everywhere - Vince Gill

There was lipstick everywhere
Lingerie on the chandelier



The smell of sin and whiskey filled the air
There was lipstick everywhere

It all started with some whiskey
We danced real close and then she kissed me
Dim lights and too much crown
She said "Please don't turn me down'■

There was lipstick everywhere
A steamy, one night, love affair
We were spent but we didn't care
There was lipstick everywhere

She had just the thing I needed
A woman's love is undefeated
There ain't much a man can do
When she offers love to you

There was lipstick everywhere
It felt good just lying there
All the loneliness disappeared
There was lipstick everywhere
The smell of sin and whiskey filled the air
There was lipstick everywhere

11775. Listen

Dwight Yoakam - Listen
(Dwight Yoakam)

Listen in the places you hide
Woah, oh, oh, listen through the stillness inside
Yeah, yeah, yeah listen to the words that are near
And try to hear
Listen take one less step away
Please listen love may persuade you to stay
Yeah, yeah, yeah, baby listen past the sound of your fear
And try to hear
Two hearts that doubted now beg to believe
Acting in silence, each whispers a plea
Secrets of longing kept buried away
Sadly their calling grows weaker each day
Yeah, please listen for hope that's been left behind
Listen to the small traces you find
Yeah, yeah, baby, please listen before this chance disappears
And try to hear
Listen in the places you hide
Yeah, listen through the stillness inside
Please, please baby listen for the love that is near
And try to hear
Yeah, listen
Whoa, listen
Please, baby listen



Yeah, yeah, yeah, baby listen
Past the sound of all fears and try to hear

11776. Listen

Infamous Stringdusters 
Listen
(feat. Joan Osborne)

Take a moment in time
To find
Let the feelings come by
Say goodbye

Listen to the wind blow
Listen to the rain fall
Listen to the dark clouds
Listen to your heart call
Listen to the wind blow
Listen to the rain fall
Listen to the dark clouds
Listen to your heart call

There's a reason to fly
Don't ask why
Someone catches your eye
You'll leave the world behind

Listen to the wind blow
Listen to the rain fall
Listen to the dark clouds
Listen to your heart call
Listen to the wind blow
Listen to the rain fall
Listen to the dark clouds
Listen to your heart call
Listen to the wind blow
Listen to the rain fall
Listen to the dark clouds
Listen to your heart call
Listen to the wind blow
Listen to the rain fall
Listen to the dark clouds
Listen to your heart call

Listen to the wind blow
Listen to the rain fall
Listen to the dark clouds
Listen to your heart call
Yeah
Listen to the wind blow
Listen to the rain fall
Listen to the dark clouds



Listen to your heart call
Listen to the wind blow
Listen to the rain fall
Listen to the dark clouds
Listen to your heart call

11777. Listen To Her Heart

Listen To Her Heart

You think you're gonna take her away
With your money and your cocaine
Keep thinkin' that her mind is gonna change
But I know everything is okay
She's gonna listen to her heart
It's gonna tell her what to do
She might need a lot of lovin'

But she don't need you
You want me to think that I'm being used
You want her to think it's over
You can't see it doesn't matter what you do
Buddy, you don't even know her
She's gonna listen to her heart
It's gonna tell her what to do
She might need a lot of lovin'
But she don't need you

And you just can't creep up behind her
And you can't understand that she's my girl
She's my girl
Yeah, she's gonna listen to her heart
It's gonna tell her what to do
She might need a lot of lovin'
But she don't need you, ooh

11778. Listen To The Mockingbird

Listen To The Mockingbird

I'm dreaming now of Hallie, sweet Hallie, sweet Hallie
I'm dreaming now of Hallie, for the thought of her is one that never dies
She's sleeping in the valley, the valley, the valley
She's sleeping in the valley, and the mockingbird shinging where she lies

Listen to the mockingbird, listen to the mockingbird
The mockingbird is singing o'er her grave
Listen to the mockingbird, listen to the mockingbird
Still singing where the weeping willows wave



Ah well I yet can remember, I remember, I remember
Ah well I yet can remember, when we gathered in the cotton side by side
'Twas in the mild mid-September, in September, in September
'Twas in the mild mid-September, and the mockingbird was singing far and wide

* Refrain

When charms of spring are awaken, are awaken, are awaken
When charms of spring are awaken and the mockingbird is singing on the bough
I feel like one so forsaken, so forsaken, so forsaken
I feel like one so forsaken, since my Hallie is no longer with me now

* Refrain

11779. Listen To The Radio

Nanci Griffith - Listen to the Radio
Kathy Mattea

I am leaving Mississippi in the evening rain
These Delta towns wear satin gowns
In a high beamed frame
Loretta Lynn guides my hands through the radio
Where would I be in times like these
Without the songs Loretta wrote?

[Chorus:]
When you can't find a friend 
You've still got the radio 
When you can't find a friend 
You've still got the radio 
Radio, listen to the radio 
Radio, listen to the radio 

I left a handsome two stepped good ole boy in Tennessee
Now, he's sittin' on the sofa, lookin' for his supper,
Wonderin' what's become of me
I've got a double-o-eighteen Martin guitar in the
Back seat of the car
Hey, I'm leaving Mississippi,
With the radio on

[Chorus]

There's a moon across the border in the Louisiana sky
I smell the Pontchartrain, I hear Silver Wings
Then, away Merle Haggard flies
That good ole boy will find a Band of Gold
On the stereo
Hey, then my Mama's gonna call and say,
"Where's she gone?"
He'll say, "Down the road with the radio on."



11780. Listen To The Sound - Chords

Listen To The Sound Acoustic 
The Dillards

[Intro]
C    Dm  C    Am  Dm  G  C
 
[Verse 1]
C                    Am
You were born by the rolling ocean;
Dm                G
I was born in the mountains green.
C                        Am
Sing to the wind and the wind will tell you
Dm                    G        C
All of the things the wind has seen.
C                     Am
Listen to the tin can highway hummin';
Dm                        G
Listen to the plow in the new green ground.
C                   Am
Hear the sound of a freight train comin'.
Dm                    G                 C         D
There could be a pla--ce you never have found.
 
[Chorus]
D
Listen to the sound,; listen to the sound;
                            Am7          A
Listen to the tune that the wind brought down.
D
Listen to the old-time sound of the fiddle
               A7                   D     F  G C
Telling of the place you never have fou-----nd.
 
[Verse 2]
C               Am
We were born by different highways;
Dm                    G7
That's the difference in our ways.
C                       Am
You can hear a sound of far off places...
Dm                  G     C
Echoes of a song in other days.
C                    Am7
You were born by the rolling ocean
Dm                G7
I was born in the mountains green.
C                        Am
Sing to the wind and the wind will tell you
Dm              G7               C         D
All of the things you never have seen.



 
[Chorus]
D
Listen to the sound,; listen to the sound;
                            Am7          A
Listen to the tune that the wind brought down.
D
Listen to the old-time sound of the fiddle
               A7                   D     F  G C
Telling of the place you never have fou-----nd.
 
Am7   Dm7  G   C   Am   Dm   G    C

11781. Listen To Your Senses

Listen To Your Senses 

Look at me
And tell me
You don't love me
Take my hand and say
It can't be
Kiss me once and just
Before you walk away
Listen first to what
Your senses say
'Cause I can see me
Loving you forever
I can feel my arms
Around your life
I can taste your lips
Against my memory
Listen to your senses
What they have to say
Love can hurt
Love can scar you
The time just best
To turn away
But love can heal
And love can save you
Today is not
Like yesterday
I can see me
Loving you forever
I can feel my arms
Around your life
I can taste your lips
Against my memory
Listen to your senses
What they have to say
'Cause I can see me
Loving you forever
I can feel my arms



Around your life
I can taste your lips
Against my memory
Listen to your senses
What they have to say
Listen to your senses
What they have to say
I can see me
Loving you forever

11782. Listen With Your Heart

Listen With Your Heart 
Nora Jane Struthers
 
My daddy said his time is near the end
with Momma gone there's just one thing to do
So every mornin' we set out from home
Ruffles, knots, satchels, and good boots
 
He says, "Darlin', its time you learned to live
from the bounty of the land
by the strength of your own hand.
There is nothing the forest doesn't give
if you listen with your heart,
if you listen with your heart,
if you listen with your heart,
you'll hear the rhythm of the land.
 
Like a newborn faun at first I was afraid
The sparrows' song gave me a start
slowly I learned each creatures melody
Dad said I learned to listen with my heart.
 
He says, "Darlin', you're learnin to live
from the bounty of the land,
by the strength of your own hand.
There's nothing the forest doesn't give
if you listen with your heart,
if you listen with your heart,
if you listen with your heart,
you'll hear the rhythm of the land.
 
As I gather amps and dandelion greens,
Pluck a few wild flowers for his grave,
Check my traps and lines in the stream,
Hear my Daddy singin' out his praise,
 
He says, "Darlin', you have leared to live
from the bounty of the land,
by the strength of your own hand.
There's nothing the forest doesn't give
if you listen with your heart x6



when you listen with your heart
you are the rhythm of the land.

11783. Listening (To The Wind)

Listening (To The Wind)

Listening to the wind
Trying to hear the voice of a distant friend
Wishing you and I were close again
Listening to the wind

Listening to the bre-eze
As it whispers through the poplar trees
Do you think I mean way back then
Do you listen to the wind

Listening to the night
Wishing we could hold and squeeze each other tight
I can almost hear the stars so bright
Listening to the night

Listening to the so-und
Of a highway through some distant town
I can almost hear the pale moon light
Do you listen to the night

Listening to my mind
Searching through my thoughts for the perfect time
Using tricks and telepathy at times
Do you listen to your mind

Listening to the bre-eze
As it whispers through the poplar trees
Wishing you and I were close again
Just listening to the wind

11784. Listening To The Rain

Listening To The Rain
Kane's River - Doc Watson
Osborne Brothers - Monroe Crossing

I'm looking out the window at the rain
The night is driving me crazy
It's just as cold inside
All the warms is gone without my baby
And in my mind something stirs
And my lips start crying out your name



While I'm a-sitting here and wondering where you are
And listening to the rain

The beating on the window can't compare with the beating
That I'm taking
The window's gone cold but look at me
I'm already breaking
Memories tugging at my heart
And it's gonna crack beneath the strain
While I'm sitting here wondering where you are
And listening the rain

My mind has got you pictured
In the arms and in the heart of some new love
I've tried to black it out
But all my mind can see is him and you love
Knowing that it might be true
That's the thing that's causing all the pain
While I'm sitting here wondering where you are
And listening to the rain

11785. Listening To The Wind - Chords

Listening To The Wind
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                F
Listening to the wind
                              C
Trying to hear the voice of a distant friend
                       G7
Wishing you and I were close again
                 C
Listening to the wind
                 A#  F
Listening to the bre-eze
                           C
As it whispers through the poplar trees
                    G7
Do you think I mean way back then
                     C
Do you listen to the wind
                 F
Listening to the night
                                  C
Wishing we could hold and squeeze each other tight
                      G7
I can almost hear the stars so bright
                 C
Listening to the night
                 A#  F
Listening to the so-unds
                          C



Of a highway through some distant town
                      G7
I can almost hear the pale moon light
                     C
Do you listen to the night
                F
Listening to my mind
                                      C
Searching through my thoughts for the perfect time
                     G7
Using tricks and telepathy at times
                      C
Do you listen to your mind
                 A#  F
Listening to the bre-eze
                           C
As it whispers through the poplar trees
                       G7
Wishing you and I were close again
                      C
Just listening to the wind

11786. Little Angel

Little Angel
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Little angel, are you lonely?
Did I hear you calling?
I will be there right beside you
Before night is falling
For you I'd walk across the blazing sun
And when my time on earth is done.....

I'll fly, little angel
I'll fly to get to you
I'll fly, little angel
I'll fly if you want me to

Just as sure as the stars above us
We'll be together
I'll give you love that's everlasting
If it takes forever
I know that I can't stop the hands of time
But when it's up for you and I......

I'll fly, little angel
I'll fly to get to you
I'll fly, little angel
I'll fly if you want me to,
If you want me to

Little angel, are you lonely?



Did I hear you calling?
I will be there right beside you
Before night is falling

I'll fly, little angel
I'll fly to get to you
I'll fly, little angel
I'll fly if you want me to
I'll fly, little angel
I'll fly to get to you
I'll fly, little angel
I'll fly if you want me to

11787. Little Angel Little Brother - Chords

Little Angel Little Brother
Lucinda Williams

C                    F
Your R & B records  your music books
C                             F
Your sense of humor and your rugged good looks
Em                   Dm
I see you now at the piano
Em                Dm
Your back a slow curve
Em                            Dm
Playing Ray Charles and Fats Domino
Em                   Dm
While I sang all the words
       F            G
Little angel little brother
C                        F 
Your bad habits and your attitude
C                            F
Your restless ways and your solitude
Em                     Dm
I see you leaning your lanky frame
Em              Dm
Just inside the door
Em                  Dm
A figure behind the kitchen screen
Em                  Dm
Staring down at the floor
       F            G
Little angel little brother

SOLO

       F            G
Little angel little brother
C                                     F
Your passion for Shakespeare and your paperbacks



C                     F
Your chess pieces and your wisecracks
Em                        Dm
I see you sleeping in the car
Em                    Dm
Curled up on the back seat
Em                  Dm
Parked outside of a bar
Em                      Dm
An empty bottle at your feet
       F            G
Little angel little brother
C                       F
Your R & B records your music books
C                            F
Your sense of humor and your rugged good looks
Em                   Dm
I see you now at the piano
Em               Dm
Your back a slow curve
Em                           Dm
Playing Ray Charles and Fats Domino
Em                   Dm
While I sang all the words
       F            G
Little angel little brother
       F            G          C     F    C
Little angel little brother of mine

From Lucina Williams   "Sweet Old World"
Chameleon Records 1992
Lucy Jones Music(BMI)

11788. Little Angel, Little Brother

Lucinda Williams - Little Angel, Little Brother

Your R&B; records your music books
Your sense of humor and your rugged good looks
I see you now at the piano
Your back a slow curve
Playing Ray Charles and Fats Domino
While I sang all the words
Little angel little brother
Your bad habits and your attitude
Your restless ways and your solitude
I see you leaning your lanky frame
Just inside the door
A figure behind the kitchen screen
Staring down at the floor
Little angel little brother

Little angel little brother



Your passion for Shakespeare and your paperbacks
Your chess pieces and your wisecracks
I see you sleeping in the car
Curled up on the back seat
Parked outside of a bar
An empty bottle at your feet
Little angel little brother
Your are & be  records your music books
Your sense of humor and your rugged good looks
I see you now at the piano
Your back a slow curve
Playing Ray Charles and Fats Domino
While I sang all the words
Little angel little brother
Little angel little brother of mine

11789. Little Angels - Chords

Little Angels
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Ronny Light, Janice Clare, Lina Richard

C                F                     C
One summer day a stranger walked up to me and said
           G7                                  C
Hey little angel would you please tell me your name
                          F          C
I just turned my head and said Laura Jane's my name
        G7                             C
He said Laura would you like to play a game
                     F              C
Too young to know or understand the reason why
            G7                             C
This little angel had to live with so much pain
                   F          C
As a child of only nine I was not to blame
       G7                         C
Now my heart must grow beyond the shame
     F                         C
Dear God keep an eye on little angels
   D7                       G7
As they lay down to sleep I pray their souls to keep
             F                     C
When mom and dad can't be there we hope you will hear our prayer
       G7                                             C
Please don't let other strangers hurt one more little angel
                  F             C
I got called into something not knowing right from wrong 
      G7                   C
Now I pray every day to be strong 
                         F              C
God help me forgive this man maybe then I'll understand 
       G7                                 C



Little angels shouldn't have to live this way
Repeat #3
       G7                                             C
Please don't let other strangers hurt one more little angel

11790. Little Annie

Little Annie

Once more I must leave you little Annie
We must part at the end of the lane
But you promised me little Annie
You'd be waiting when the springtime comes again

   When the springtime comes o'er the mountains
   And the wild flowers scatter o'er the plains
   I will watch for the leaves to return to the trees
   And I'll be waiting when the springtime comes again

When the sun shines down on the mountains
And the wild sheep are wandering all alone
And the birds and the bees are singing
Then it makes me think that springtime won't be long

Now the springtime has come on the mountains
And I'm on my way back to the lane
For you promised me little Annie
You'd be waiting when the springtime comes again

11791. Little At A Time

Little at a Time
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
From the moment that I get up 'til the time I go to bed
Lord, I just keep searching for a way to get ahead
I'm on a narrow highway, Lord, I'm doing fine
As I make my way to Heaven a little at a time
A little at a time

[Verse 2]
There's workers need the sunshine and the farmers need the rain
Fields that need the planting 'cause the cattle need the grain
I need a little shove, Lord, I'm a-getting way behind
But I'm gonna catch up a little at a time
A little at a time

[Verse 3]



I ain't got much down here, Lord, so I'll do the best I can
And when I get to glory, I'm gonna be a wealthy man
I'll be living in a mansion and I won't owe a dime
I'm laying up my treasures there a little at a time
A little at a time

[Verse 4]
Times are getting harder and the prices are going up
Everything I do, it don't seem to be enough
And when I get to Heaven, I'll put all my cares behind
I'm gonna take it in, Lord, a little at a time
A little at a time

[Outro]
I'm a-gonna take it in, Lord, a little at a time
A little at a time

11792. Little Benny

Little Benny - Ralph Stanley

One night as the stars were all shining
Little Benny knelt down by his bed
He asked the dear Lord to forgive him
For all the bad words he had said

   Please papa don't whip little Benny
   Please papa don't whip little Ben
   He's little and wants you to love him
   Please papa don't whip little Ben

You remember how Mama loved Benny
How she kissed him the morning ahe died
She told him to love and obey you
And I know little Benny has tried

Oh what if dear Mama in Heaven
Should be looking way down from the sky
And see you whip little Benny
I know it would make Mama cry

Those very bad words that he said
He learned from some old wicked men
He's little and didn't know better
Please papa don't whip little Ben

11793. Little Bessie



Little Bessie
Country Gentlemen - Ricky Skaggs

Hug me close dear mother closer
Put your arms around me tight
For I am cold and tired, dear mother
And I feel so strange tonight

Something hurts me here, dear mother
Like a stone upon my breast
Oh I wonder, wonder mother
Why it is I cannot rest

All the day as you were working
And I lay upon my bed
I was trying to be patient
And to think of what you said

How the King, Blessed Jesus
Loves His lambs to watch and keep
Oh, I wish He would come and take m
In His arms that I might sleep

Just before the lamps were lighted
Just before the children came
While the room was very quiet
I heard someone call my name

All at once a window opened
On a field of lambs and sheep
Some far out were in a brook drinking
Some were lying fast asleep

In a moment I was looking
On a world so bright and fair
Which was filled with little children
And they seemed so happy there

They were singing oh so sweetly
Sweetest songs I ever heard
They were singing sweeter mother
Than our own little birds

But I could not see the Savior
Though I strained my eyes to see
And I wonder if He saw me
Would He speak to such as me

All at once a window opened
One so bright upon me smiled
And I knew it must be Jesus
When He said come here, my child

Come up here, little Bessie
Come up here and live with me
Where little children never suffer
Suffer through eternity



Then I thought of all you told me
Of that bright and happy land
I was going when you called me
When you came and kissed my hand

And at first I felt so sorry
You had called, I would go
Oh, to sleep and never suffer
Mother, don't be crying so 

Hug me close dear mother closer
Put your arms around me tight
Oh how much I love you mother
And how strong I feel tonight

And her mother pressed her closer
To her own dear burdened breast
On the heart so near it's breaking
Lay the heart so near it's rest

At the solemn hour of midnight
In the darkness calm and deep
Laying on her mother's bosom
Little Bessie fell asleep

11794. Little Bird

Little bird
Sierra Ferrell

Little bird, now won't you sing to me
I know you'll sing for free, I'm right' where' I wanna be
Little' bird, now won't you sing to' me
I know that you will sing for free, I'm right where I wanna be

Come kick your feet back, oh
Honey come here and lay with me, yeah stay with me
We won't sleep no, but we still try
Well, my legs they are shaking, and my body it is a quaking oh
Aching, I'm-a wondering
Will the sun ever rise?

Little bird, now won't you sing to me
I know you'll sing for free, I'm right where I wanna be
Yes I know that misery loves company
Little bird, now won't you sing to me
I know that you will sing for free, I'm right where I wanna be

Come, little bird
Oh won't you sing to me?
Oh yes, little bird

Little bird, now won't you sing to me



Yes, I know you'll sing for free, I'm right where I wanna be
Little bird, now won't you sing to me
I know you'll sing for free, I'm right where I wanna be

11795. Little Bird

Dolly Parton - Little Bird 

Beauty is a rare perfume
Precious, yet doesn't last long
Youth is but a playful breeze
That blows our way once then moves on
Love is a hidden treasure
Some never find where it lies
And memory is a little bird
Flies through life, live or dies
Chorus:
Little bird
Take me aboard your beautiful wings and let me fly
Fly me away back to yesterday
And drop me off there awhile
Let me smell the rare perfume of the sweet flower of beauty again
Let me run in the playful breeze of youth long gone with the wind
Let me sit for awhile by the place where I found the treasure of love
Then sing me a song as you fly me along on our long last journey above

11796. Little Bird

Little Bird
Emmylou Harris

If I had a bird, a little bird
I would teach that bird to sing your name
Prettiest song that you have ever heard
And your indifferent heart I will claim

So be off my little bird
Fly away, fly away
And when my love you see
Only then my little bird
Cry away, cry away
And bring that heart to me

If I had a moon in the sky
I would light the world and pull the tide
And when the moon is full like my heart
It will surely pull you to my side
But in the darkest night I pine away
Pine away until your face I see



So throw your light, my lovely moon
Shine away, shine away and pull his heart to me

If l had a wagon made of gold
Pretty painted horses numbered four
With a silver harness I would hitch them up
And drive that wagon to your door
And if my hand you choose to hold
Ride away, ride away with the pretty horses four
But darlin', if you heart's still cold
Hide away, hide away, I'll trouble you no more
Trouble you no more

11797. Little Bird

Jerry Jeff Walker - Little Bird [1968]

[Verse 1]
Little bird come and sat upon my window sill
Sat there thru the fallin' rain
As I watched that little bird upon my window sill
Saw my thoughts of you go by again

[Chorus]
And a picture of my face
Reflected on the pane
Is it tears I see or is it rain?

[Verse 2]
I remember how we talked before we said goodbye
Too young to notice this world outside our door
And now the miles of time have built a wall of love
Though I try I just can't tear it down

[Verse 3]
For I said that love takes many shapes, it has no form
Has no boundaries, has not grips to hold
But time will take the foolish hand [?] pain
Make the heart look back with eyes grown cold

[Chorus]
And the picture of my face
Reflected on the pane
Is it tears I see or is it rain?

[Verse 4]
I've no regrets about the past, there's nothing I can change
Life's a road you walk just one way down
Looking back, I do recall that frame of time
When the world was love and time was just a thought

[Verse 5]
Many things go many ways, your course of life is such



We almost picked that road of life to walk
And age gives off old memories like handnotes [in love?]
Where the world is time and that love is just a thought

[Chorus]
And the picture of my face
Reflected on the pane
Is it tears I see or is it rain?

[Verse 6]
As my thoughts go tumblin' back I wonder how you look
I wonder if you've seen that little bird
I wonder if he's sat upon your window sill
I wonder if you'll ever hear these words

[Chorus]
And the picture of my face
Reflected on the pane
Is it tears I see or is it rain?

11798. Little Bird - Chords

Little Bird 
Old Man Luedecke

A                 D
Little bird don't know your name
                             E
You've been hangin' round my yard
       A            D
Though it may still snow in May
       F#m       E        D
You're journey's long and hard
 
A                   D
There's miles to go before you yet
                E
This is not the end
       A                 D
You're welcome back most any time
     F#m    D        E
I'll always call you friend
 
D      E       A D
You go all the way
D      E       A
You go all the way
D      E       A D
You go all the way
D      E       A
You go all the way
 
       A                  D



You're in the sun singin' foreign tunes
                    E
Till my heart could break
    A               D
But stayin' here, I fear, my dear,
      F#m  E     D
Would be a drear mistake
 
       A               D
Though seasons they go wearily now
                      E
There's danger in the sun
    A                D
For all our peace of mind, my dear,
    F#m    E          D
I'm hopin' you're the one
 
Chorus
 
  A            D
I never held a single thing
                 E
I lived just for myself
  A             D
I met a darling little bird
F#m     D       E
Love became our wealth
 
    A                D
And soon I'd like to help all things
                        E
Find their place in the sun
    A                D
And like the darling bird that flew
       F#m    E      D
You'll always be the ones
 
Chorus

11799. Little Bird Of Heaven

Little Bird of Heaven
Reeltime Travelers

I let out from your back door
Kicked an old can fifty miles or more
Written right there on the side of the can
"There's a little bird of heaven right here in your hand"

I looked up and I looked back
Walked a hundred miles on the railroad track
All's I can tell from where I stand
There's a little bird of heaven right here in my hand



Well love they tell me is a fragile thing
Its hard to fly on broken wings
I lost my ticket to the promised land
Little bird of heaven right here in my hand

So toss it up or pass it round
Pay no mind to what you're carryin' round
Or keep it close, hold it while you can
There's a little bird of heaven right here in your hand

Fallen hearts and fallen leaves
Starlings light on the broken trees
I find we all need a place to land
There's a little bird of heaven right here in your hand

11800. Little Birdie

Little Birdie
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
There's a birdie little birdie
Come and sing me your song
Got a short time to stay here
And a long time to be gone
I m a long way from old baby seed
In my old Kentucky home
Although both my parents are dead and gone
And a place to call my home

[Chorus]
There's a birdie little birdie
Come and sing me your song
Got a short time to stay here
And a long time to be gone

[Verse 2]
Now I'll rather be a sailor
Way out upon the sea
When been home a married man
With a baby on my knee
For a married man this is trouble
And the single voice is done
I expected little sea golf
Though my days on earth are done

[Chorus]
There's a birdie little birdie
Come and sing me your song
Got a short time to stay here
And a long time to be gone



[Bridge]
I'll rather be in some dark hollow
Where the sun don't ever shine
And to say you love another
When you promise to be mine

[Chorus]
There's a birdie little birdie
Come and sing me your song
Got a short time to stay here
And a long time to be gone
There's a birdie little birdie
Come and sing me your song
Got a short time to stay here
And a long time to be gone

11801. Little Birdie

The Stanley Brothers - Little Birdie

Little birdie, little birdie
Come sing to me a song
A short time to stay here
And a long time to be gone

I'd rather be in some dark holler
Where the sun don't never shine
Than to see you (?)
And to know you'll never be mine

Little birdie, little birdie
What makes you fly so high
It's because my own true lover
Is waiting in the sky

Little birdie, little birdie
Come sing to me a song
A short time to stay here (note 1)
And a long time to be gone

11802. Little Birdie

Little Birdie

   Little birdie, little birdie
   Come and sing me you song
   Got a short time to stay here
   And a long time to be gone



I'm a long way from old Dixie
And my old Kentucky home
Now my parents are both dead and gone
Have no place to call my home

Now I'd rather be a sailor
Way out upon the sea
Then to be at home a marred man
With a baby on my knee

For the married man he sees trouble
And the single boy sees none
I expect to live single
Til my days on earth are done

Now I'd rather be in some dark hollow
Where the sun don't ever shine
Then to see you love another
When you promised to be mine

11803. Little Birds - Chords

Laurie Lewis   Little Birds chords
  
[Verse 1]
G             D             G           C
I'd rather be alone than be lonely with you
G            D         G
Id rather be alone and blue
G          D                     C
I'm crying inside just trying to hide
G                D               G
How it feels to still be Loving you

[Chorus]
C                        G
Little Birds Sing on the Mountain tops
Em                 D       G
You can hear their distant cry
C                            G            Em
But little Birds go when the Winter winds blow
C            D           G
Little Birds know how to Fly

[Verse 2]
G                  D           G         C
You once where the kindest and truest of friends
G               D           G
I once held the key to your Heart
G                 D
You once Loved me so
G                       C
But now you wont let me go



 G            D          G
How I need to make a new start

[Chorus]
C                        G
Little Birds Sing on the Mountain tops
Em                 D       G
You can hear their distant cry
C                            G            Em
But little Birds go when the Winter winds blow
C            D           G
Little Birds know how to Fly

[Verse 3]
G              D           G          C
I wish I was a Sparrow or some little Bird
G              D         G
With Wings and Feathered breast
G          D           G       C
I'd Fly me away, Id be leaving today
G           D       G
To build me another Nest

[Chorus]
C                        G
Little Birds Sing on the Mountain tops
Em                 D       G
You can hear their distant cry
C                            G            Em
But little Birds go when the Winter winds blow
C            D           G
Little Birds know how to Fly
 C                       G            Em
Little Birds go when the Winter winds blow
C            D           G
Little Birds know how to Fly.....

11804. Little Bit Lonesome - Chords

Little Bit Lonesome

G C
A little bit lonesome a little bit blue
 G D7
All by my own some thinkin' of you
 G C
Wondering how come you do me this way
 G D7 G
What have I done what did I do what did I say

G7 C G
I don't go nowhere afraid you might call
G7 C D7



Just stay in my chair like a little rag doll
 G C
A little bit lonesome a little bit blue
 G D7 G
Oh baby come home your daddy's so low and lonesome for you
repeat

11805. Little Bit o' Me

Little bit o' me
Railroad Earth - Little bit o' me

Oh little baby
What do I see?
A little bit of you and a little bit of me
Oh little baby
Dawn of the day
Two hearts open and a journeys underway
Temperature arisin
Up on the hill
Falcon on a hickory
Be quiet and still
Windy on the high ridge
Rivers runnin free
Two run together and a little heart beat
And the hope that ive found
Is that you, be happy
And the hope I carry round
Is that you, be ok
Oh little baby
Did you feel the sound?
Let me take the two and make it into one
And the hope that ive found
Is that you, be happy
And the hope I carry round
Is that you, be ok
Oh little baby
Opening eyes
Will you see a blue or a threatening sky
What will you hear
What will you know?
A soft breeze rustle or a sirens blow
Will you run freely
All over the world
Chase the pounding beat of the buffalo herd
Oh little baby
Before you move along
Let me fill your cup from a bucket of song
And the hope that ive found
Is that you, be happy
And the hope I carry round
Is that you, be ok



11806. Little Bit Of This, Little Bit Of That

Little Bit of This, Little Bit of That 
Junior Sisk
 
Sunday wasn't Sunday, without Jesus and Mama  
We went from halleluiah, to Daddy saying grace 
And there wasn't nothin' better  
Than Mama's fried chicken  
We asked her how she fixed it, but all she'd ever say   
 
CHORUS: 
You take a little this, you take a little that  
It ain't no mystery, then she'd/he'd just laugh  
You take a whole lotta love, and don't you hold back  
You take a little this, and a little bit of that 
 
Daddy never had a new car, he never had a new house  
Said livin' for the money, ain't what life's all about 
And it was paycheck to paycheck 
Still he'd count his blessings  
He always had an answer 
For when the money'd run out     
  
BRIDGE: 
I know it sounds too simple, for this complicated world 
But don't knock it 'til you tried it, go on, give it a whirl   

Sunday wasn't Sunday, without Jesus and Mama  
We went from halleluiah, to Daddy saying  grace

11807. Little Bit Slow To Catch On

Dolly Parton - Little Bit Slow To Catch On 

I'm a little bit slow to catch on when I do I'm caught on
A little bit slow to move on but your baby is movin' on on your baby is movin' on
Well I couldn't see the light for the brightness
Or the sweet little smile that you gave me
I couldn't see how you were cheatin' on me
But finally I'm a catchin' on on finally I'm a catchin' on
I'm a little bit slow...
[ el.banjo ]
I couldn't see the hurt for the happy and at first that's the way you made me
It took me a while to get your style
But finally I'm a catchin' on on finally I'm a catchin' on
I'm a little bit slow...
You say you can't see the light for the darkness that surrounds you since I'm gone
You can't even sleep cause you're lonely



Well finally you're a catchin' on on finally you're a catchin' on
I'm a little bit slow...
I'm a little bit slow...

11808. Little Bit Sweet - Chords

Little Bit Sweet 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
G  G  A  A
 
[Verse 1]
G
 Every time I go back home
          A
Brush the leaves off the stone
G
 From the grave I look' up' the hill
         A
Same old trees stand there still
           G
And it's a little bit sweet
                  A
It's a little bit bitter
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
 In my old bed I fall asleep
        A
And the spirits visit me
G
 I wake up and I'm all alone
        A
Stuck inside my skin and bone
       G
It's a little bit sweet
                  A
It's a little bit bitter
 
 
[Chorus]
      C     D
Bittersweet
           Em
That's the way
        C       G
Love is made to be
 
 
[Interlude]
G  A  A



G  G  A  A
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
 As I hold my little boy's hand
         A
Feel him growin' up so fast
       G
And my father holds on to mine
         A
Feel him shakin' hands with time
           G
And it's a little bit sweet
                  A
It's a little bit bitter
 
 
[Chorus]
      C      D
Bittersweet
           Em
That's the way
        C
Love is made
      C       D
Bittersweet
           Em
That's the way
        C       G
Love is made to be
 
 
[Interlude]
G  G  G  G
G  G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
 I look my lover straight in the eye
          A
Stops the clock she looks in mine
G
 Precius moment I'm holdin' on
         A
Then she blinks
 
And the moment's gone
         A
Then she blinks
 
The moment's gone
 
 
[Chorus]
     C        D



Bittersweet
           Em
That's the way
        C
Love is made
      C       D
Bittersweet
           Em
That's the way
        C
Love is made
      C       D
Bittersweet
           Em
That's the way
        C       G
Love is made to be
 
 
[Outro]
G  A  A

11809. Little Bitty

Alan Jackson - Little Bitty 
Composer: Tom T. Hall

You have a little love on a little honeymoon
You got a little dish and you got as little spoon
A little bitty house and a little bitty yard
A little bitty dog and a little bitty car

It's all right to be a little bitty
It's a little hometown or a big old city
Might as well share might as well smile
Life goes on for a little bitty while

A little bitty baby in a little bitty gown
It'll grow up in a little bitty town
Big yellow bus and little bitty books
It all started with a little bitty look

It's all right to be a little bitty...

You know you got a job and a little bitty check
Six pack of beer and a television set
Little bitty world goes around and around
A little bit of silence and a little bit of sound

It's all right to be a little bitty...

A good ole boy and a pretty little girl
Start all over in a little bitty world



A little bitty plan and a little bitty dream
It's all part of a little bitty scheme

It's all right to be a little bitty...

11810. Little Bitty Kiss

Buddy Miller - Little Bitty Kiss

All I wanted was a little bitty kiss
I didn't know it would get me like this
But when she took aim it was dead on
It was too late to keep my head on
My hand is steady and my nerves are steel
But that don"t help if you ain't got the wheel
The way she smiled knocked me offa my feet
She stole my heart and she didn't miss a beat
I never even saw it coming
Or I could of took off a running
I should've seen I was over my head
But I just went a fell in love instead
Let me tell you mister she's so sweet
I'm a goner I'm a little play toy
She could make the devil turn the other cheek
Make a king wanna be her little shoe shine boy
Every time I try to back up I just trip
I try to get away but the gears were stripped
So here I am now saying I do
Believe me when I testify to
It was just a little bitty kiss on the lips
But boy let me tell you loose lips sink ships

11811. Little Black Pony

Little Black Pony

When I was a little boy I had no time
No time for ceremonies
All I wanted was to see the world
from the back of a little black pony
From the back of a little black pony.

Mr. Lee lived across the street
had a daughter my age named Joanie
In the summertime we'd build us a boat
We'd sail to the island Coney
We'd sail to the island Coney

There used to be a medicine man come around



everybody called him a phony
But I thought he was a king when I heard him ring
A big bell on the little black pony
He was riding on a little black pony.

I said oh mister what can I give you
I haven't got much money
But I'll do anything even try to sing
if you'll let me have that pony
I gotta have that little black pony.

He said son learn to play the banjo
All the old tunes happy and lonely
And I'll be back this way someday
And you can have that pony
you can have that little black pony.

Well the old man he never came back
But I never once thought he was a phony
I just guess he must have realized
he couldn't do without that pony
He couldn't live without that little black pony.

Mr. Lee moved away and got a job in the city
That's the last I saw of Joanie
But I can't forget the cardboard boats
and I still love little black ponies
I still love little black ponies.

11812. Little Black Train

The Little Black Train
Foghorn Stringband

   There's a little black train a comin
   Set your business right
   There's a little black train a comin
   And it may be here tonight

Go tell that ball room lady
All dressed in the worldly pride
That death's dark train is coming
Prepare to take a ride

God sent to Hezikai
A message from on high
You better set your house in order
For you must surely die

He turned to the wall in weeping
We see and hear his tears
He got his business fixed all right
God spared him fifteen years



We see that train with engine
And one small baggage car
Your idle thoughts and wicked deeds
Will stop at the judgment bar

That poor young man in darkness
Cares not for the gospel light
Til suddenly he hears the whistle blow
And the little black train in site

Have mercy on me lord
Please come and set me right
Before he got his business fixed
The train rolled in that night

11813. Little Blossom

Dolly Parton - Little Blossom 
(Jeffe)

Oh dear I'm so tired and so lonesome
I wonder why mommy don't come
She told me to shut up my blue eyes
And before I woke up she'd be home
She said she was going to see Grandma
Who lives by the river so wide
And I guess my mommy's feeling bad
And perhaps she won't be home tonight
So I guess I'll go down and meet daddy
Perhaps he has stopped at the store
It's a great big store full of bottles
And I wish he wouldn't go there anymore
So out in the night with the baby
Her little heart beating with pride
'Til her tired feet entered the gin palace
With music all radiant with light
Oh daddy she cried as she reached him
I think that the music's so sweet
But it's almost suppertime daddy
Little blossom wants something to eat
A moment his blurred eyes gazed wildly
Down into her face sweet and fair
And as the demon possessed him
He grasped at the back of a chair
A moment a second was over
He lifted her fair golden head
A moment the baby's left trembled
Then poor little blossom was dead



11814. Little Blossom

Little Blossom
Billy Strings

[Verse 1]
Oh, dear, I am so tired and so lonesome
I wonder why Mama don't come
She told me to close my pretty blue eyes
And when I awoke, she'll be home

[Verse 2]
I guess I'll go out and find Papa
He must've stopped in at the store
That great long room filled with bottles
I wish he would go there no more

[Verse 3]
Sometimes he's so sick when he comes home
He staggers and falls on the stairs
And once when he came in the parlor
He kicked at my poor little chair

[Verse 4]
But I love him, I guess I'll go find him
I know he will gladly come home
And then it won't be so lonesome
Waiting for Mama to come

[Verse 5]
"Oh, Daddy," she cried when she reached him
Her voice ringing out sweet and clear
I knew if I come, I would find you
And now I am glad I am here

[Verse 6]
For a moment, the red eyes gazed wildly
Into that face sweet and fair
And just as a demon possessed him
He grabbed for the back of a chair

[Verse 7]
In a moment, the whole thing was over
The work of his deed was complete
And poor little innocent Blossom
Lay quivering and crushed at his feet

[Verse 8]
He clasped a bright arm to his bosom
And fondled her sweet curly hair
For a moment, the baby's lips trembled
And then little Blossom was dead



11815. Little Blue Number

Richard Thompson - Little Blue Number 

My oh, my, but you do look the killer
Never mind the duds, just look at that hat
All that green chartreuse on the waistcoat
How do you come by something like that?

Where did you get that little blue number?
How do you make those rhinestones shine?
Do you go on the prowl while other folks slumber?
Did you steal those things right off of the line?
Hold your horses, that's something of mine

That little blue number, little blue number
Little blue number, little blue number

Ice blue jacket, vent down the middle
Shark-skin trimmings and all that jazz
Real rabbit's foot on a two-tone tie pin
Lots of good luck and razzmatazz

Where did you get that little blue number?
How do you squeeze into something like that?
Is that the same one I was wearing last summer?
I wish I was glad for you, but I'm sorry
Did the whole thing fall off the back of a lorry?

That little blue number, little blue number
Little blue number, little blue number

Tartan shirt with the button-down collar
Velvet hat-band, crocodile shoes
Diamond bracelets, hounds tooth pockets
Everybody saying, "Here comes good news"

Where did you get that little blue number?
Rings a bell in the back of my mind
You better come clean if you don't want to lumber
I told you three times, you don't seem to get it
That's my idea, you're taking the credit

That little blue number, little blue number
Little blue number, little blue number

11816. Little Blue World

Trampled By Turtles - Little Blue World

There's time for adventure
There's people to treasure
And moments that no one can hold



There's so much to see
When you're wandering free
On this little blue world we call home
There's rivers and canyons
There's cornfields and badlands
And stories that haven't been told
There's thunder and lightning
There's room for suprise
On this little blue world we call home
Home
We call home
The only one we've ever known
Home
We call home
Drifting alone on this little blue world we call home
We'll chase the horizon
The sun in our eyes
And we'll learn so much more than we know
With songs in our hearts
We'll travel the stars
In this little blue world we call home
Home
We call home
The only one we've ever known
Home
We call home
Drifting alone on this little blue world we call home
(whistling interlude)
Home
We call home
The only one we've ever known
Home
We call home
Drifting alone on this little blue world we call home
We call home
The only one we've ever known
Home
We call home
Drifting alone on this little blue world we call home
(Drifting alone on this little blue world we call home)
Drifting alone on this little blue world we call home
Drifting alone on this little blue world we call home

11817. Little Boy

John Hartford 
Little Boy

When you are a baby
And ten months old
Everything and anything
You just grab a-hold of



When you're a little boy
Just turned four
You can't get enough
And can't get no more

When you're a little older
And just turned eleven
Begin to think about
People that go to heaven

When you are a young man
Just turning twenty
Makes it lot harder
If you're not getting any

When you turn forty
You are getting on up there
You don't know how but
You keep getting somewhere

When you turn eighty
Getting to be an old man
Anything is good
Cause you're getting what you can

11818. Little Boy

Osborne Brothers - Little boy
Composer: Boudleaux Bryant - Felice Bryant

Little boy little boy you've been crying
Cause the sweet little girl passed you by
Little boy little boy stop your crying
Don't let her see that tear in your eye

Little boy little girls can't be hateful
But they can bring a man lots of joy
So if your little girl isn't grateful
Find a new little girl little boy

Little boy little girls can't be hateful...

11819. Little Brother

Vince Gill - Little Brother

We were just kids growin' up in West Texas
Remember the hell we've raised
We chased the girls but we never could catch 'em



Those were our glory days

You called me cowboy 'cause I drove a pickup
And sang those old cheatin' songs
We'd buy a bottle of Boone's Farm, wind up all messed up
Where have those years all gone?

Hey little brother, this is old cowboy
Best keep your radio on
'Cause I might get lucky, sing on the Opry
And I'll dedicate you this song

Well, I hit the highway and never looked back
You stayed here in our old hometown
You married a sweet girl down around Austin
Had nine kids whose eyes are all brown

I hit every barroom from Bakersfield to Boston
Seeking whiskey, fortune and fame
Countin' these white lines sure gets lonely
Someday they'll all know my name

Hey little brother, this is old cowboy
Best keep your radio on
'Cause I might get lucky, sing on the Opry
And I'll dedicate you this song

Well, the years come and go and I've sure realized
Ain't nothin' like your best friend
If there's one thing I know 'til the day that I die
You've got my back, brother Ben

Hey little brother, this is old cowboy
You've got your radio on
Tonight I got lucky, I'm singin' on the Opry
And I dedicate you this song

Yeah, tonight I got lucky, I'm singin' on the Grand Ole Opry
And I dedicate you this song

11820. Little Brown Buiding - Chords

Little Brown Buiding
Title: Little brown buiding
Artist: Bobby Bare

(G) The passed an ordinance in the town
(G) Thay said we'd have to tear it down
(G) That little old shack out back so dear to (D) me
(D) Though the health department (G) said it's day is (C) over and dead
(G) It will stand forever in my ((D)) memory

CHORUS



(G) Don't let'em tear that little brown building (D)down
(D) Don't let'em tear that (G) precious building (D) down
(G) Don't let'em tear that dear old building (D) down
For there's not (C) another like it in the country or the (G) town

It was not so long ago. that I went (C) trippin through the snow
(G) Out to that house behind my old hound (D) dog
Where I would sit me down to rest like a (C) snowbird on his nest
And I'd (G) read the (G) sears and (D) Robot (G) catalogue

Oh I would sing a happy tune pepin through the quarter moon
As my daddy's kin had done so much before
It was in that quite spot daily chores could be forgot
And it gave the same relief to rich or poor

It wasn't fancy built at all it had newspapers on the wall
It was air conditioned in the winter time
It was just a humble hut but it's door was never shut
And a man could get inside without a dime

CHORUS
Don't let'em tear that little brown building down
Don't let'em tear that precious building down
Don't let'em tear that dear old building down
For there's not another like it in the country or the town

11821. Little Brown Church

Little Brown Church
Flatt and Scruggs

intro/chorous
I can see my Mother ---- (I can see my Mother)
knealing there --- (knealing there)
As she talked to Jesus --- (talked to Jesus)
in earnest prayer --- (in earnest prayer)
When we were worried --- (when we were worried)
we carried our load --- (we carried our load)
To the little brown church --- in the wide oak grove. ---

break/dobro/banjo

I am thinking --- of the days --- that ust to be. ---
And old friends --- that meant the world - to me ---
On each Sunday morning --- we would go ---
To the little brown church --- in the wide oak grove. ---
chorus/break flatop and guitar in unison
As I think --- of the way --- it ust to be. ---
How much --- those Sundays --- meant to me. ---
Its so sad now --- they have closed the doors ---
To the little brown church --- in the wide oak grove. ---

chorous/fade in unison



11822. Little Brown Jug

Little Brown Jug
Earl Taylor

 G C 
My wife and I live all alone
 D G
In a little log hut we call our own;
 C
She loves gin and I love rum,
 D G
And I tell you we have lots of fun!

 Chorus
G C
Ha, ha, ha, you and me,
D G
Little brown jug, don't I love thee!
 C
Ha, ha, ha, you and me,
D G
Little brown jug, don't I love thee!

When I go toiling on my farm
I take little brown jug under my arm;
Place himi under a shady tree,
Little brown jug,'tis you and me.

'Tis you that makes my friends and foes,
'Tis you that makes me wear old clothes;
But here you are so near my nose,
Tip her up and down she goes.

If I'd a cow that gave such milk,
I'd dress her in the finest silk;
I'd feed her oats, I'd feed her hay,
And milk her twenty five times a day.

The rose is red, my nose is too,
The violet's blue and so are you;
And yet, I guess, before I stop,
We'd better take another drop.

And when I die don't bury me at all,
Just pickle my bones in alcohol;
Put a bottle o' booze at my head and feet
And then I know that I will keep.

I bought a cow from Farmer Jones,
And she was nothing but skin and bones;
I fed her up as fine as silk,
She jumped the fence and strained her milk.



If all the folks in Adam's race
Were gathered together in one place,
I'd let them go without a tear
Before I'd part from you, my dear.

11823. Little Brown Suitcase

Tom T Hall - Little Brown Suitcase
Composer: Tom T. Hall

A little brown suitcase at the top of the stairs
Not much to start with and worse for to wear
Mama said Virgil let's throw that away
He said no it might come in handy some day

Well first there was Billy Joe then there was Jack
They took that old suitcase but all brought it back
Now some went a ridin' and some had to walk
But Lord if that little brown suitcase could talk

Well my brother Quentin the one with a smile
He took that old suitcase and he went to Ohio
And he brought it back on Christmas full of toys and things
And some Bill Monroe records that I soon learned to sing

Well that was the year of 57 and the month of July
When I took that old suitcase and I joined the GI
I followed the pattern set down by the rest
On the inside of the cover I wrote my address

Well my folks are passed on now I don't know where it's at
You know Betty might know cause she keeps things like that
And when dad gets to heaven mom won't be alarmed
If he got that old suitcase tucked under his arms

11824. Little Buddha

Glen Phillips - Little Buddha

Life is suffering
Tee-hee, ha-ha
Life is suffering
Tee-hee, ha-ha
Cold and shuddering
Tee-hee, ha-ha
Cruel and pummeling
Tee-hee, ha-ha
Smile on little buddha, smile on



Little buddha, smile on
It's only illusion then it's gone
Lost and struggling
Tee-hee, ha-ha
Life is suffering
Tee-hee, ha-ha
Smile on little buddha, smile on
Little buddha, smile on
It's only illusion then you're gone
Maya

11825. Little By Little - Chords

Little By Little 
Dunderhead
 
(Capo 5)
 
Intro:
G               C        G       Em              C
 
            G
1. Have you come here for forgiveness
         D
Have you come for my support
        Em
Did you travel this way to surprise me today
   C
By standing at my door
 
          G
2. Do you know how much you hurt me
    D
How much you hurt us all
   Em
My brother he cried, only four feet high
        C
See the markings on the wall
 
Pre-chorus
       D                    Em             C
It was hard times growing up here without you
      F              C                D
Now I try to figure out how to get through
 
Chorus:
     G
I am rising up, a little by little
      D
I am moving from the outside to the middle
      Em                               C
I am going where I have never gone before
     G



I am rising up, gonna get real high
      D
I am moving up, gonna touch the sky
   Em            D/F#        G       C
I slowly turn my back on the fog of war
             G
And I walk away
 
Instrumental:
G               C        G       Em              C
 
            G
3. I don't know what you were thinking
D
Leaving us behind
        Em
With no money at all, oh we felt so small
       C
But I missed you all the time
               G
4. We went to sleep when we were hungry
         D
This was back in  95
Em
Mother's cry was our lullaby
         C
When we layed in bed at night
 
Pre-chorus
       D                    Em             C
It was hard times growing up here without you
      F              C                D
Now I try to figure out how to get through
 
Chorus:
     G
I am rising up, a little by little
      D
I am moving from the outside to the middle
      Em                               C
I am going where I have never gone before
     G
I am rising up, gonna get real high
      D
I am moving up, gonna touch the sky
   Em            D/F#        G       C
I slowly turn my back on the fog of war
             Am
And I walk away
 
Instumental:
Am               Em              F               F       X3
 
Chorus:
     G
I am rising up, a little by little
      D



I am moving from the outside to the middle
      Em                               C
I am going where I have never gone before
 
     G
I am rising up, gonna get real high
      D
I am moving up, gonna touch the sky
   Em            D/F#        G       C
I slowly turn my back on the fog of war
             G
And I walk away
 
Outro:
G               C        G       Em              C

11826. Little Cabin Home On The Hill

Little Cabin Home On The Hill
Bill Monroe - Lester Flatt - Ricky Skaggs

Tonight I'm alone without you my dear
It seems there's a longing for you still
All I have to do now is sit alone and cry
In our little cabin home on the hill

   Oh, someone has taken you from me
   And left me here all alone
   Just to listen to the rain beat on my window pane
   In our little cabin home on the hill

I hope you are happy tonight as you are
But in my heart there's a longing for you still
I just keep it there so I won't be alone
In our little cabin home on the hill

Now when you have come to the end of the way
And find there's no more happiness for you
Just let you thoughts turn back once more if you will
To our little cabin home on the hill

11827. Little Cabin Home On The Hill Waugh Waugh

John Hartford - Little Cabin Home on the Hill Waugh Waugh

It seems there's a longing for you still
All I have to do now is sit alone and cry
In our little cabin home on the hill



Oh, someone has taken you from me
And left me here all alone
Just to listen to the rain beat on my window pane
In our little cabin home on the hill

I hope you are happy tonight as you are
But in my heart there's a longing for you still
I just keep it there so I won't be alone
In our little cabin home on the hill

Oh, someone has taken you from me
And left me here all alone
Just to listen to the rain beat on my window pane
In our little cabin home on the hill

Now when you have come to the end of the way
And find there's no more happiness for you
Just let your thoughts turn back once more if you will
To our little cabin home on the hill

Oh, someone has taken you from me
And left me here all alone
Just to listen to the rain beat on my window pane
In our little cabin home on the hill

Oh, someone has taken you from me
And left me here all alone
Just to listen to the rain beat on my window pane
In our little cabin home on the hill

It seems there's a longing for you still
All I have to do now is sit alone and cry

11828. Little Chapel

Dwight Yoakam - Little Chapel
(Heather Myles with Dwight Yoakam)

Sun's goin' down, it's still a hundred an' three.
Drivin' 'cross the desert, down Highway fifteen.
There's no turnin' back now, got all that we need.
To a desert oasis, we're travelin', my baby an' me.
We're goin' to the Little Chapel,
On the Las Vegas strip,
Where the preacher looks like Elvis;
We could even strike it rich.
Life is a gamble,
But our love's a sure bet.
Goin' to the Little Chapel,
On the Las Vegas strip.
Instrumental break.
Car's broken down, the side of the road,
How we got this far, God only knows.



Sold everything, don't need luxury.
Been livin' on good lovin', my baby an' me.
We're goin' to the Little Chapel,
On the Las Vegas strip,
Where the preacher looks like Elvis;
We could even strike it rich.
Life is a gamble,
But our love's a sure bet.
Goin' to the Little Chapel,
On the Las Vegas strip.
Life is a gamble,
But our love's a sure bet.
Goin' to the Little Chapel, (Goin' to the Little Chapel.)
On the Las Vegas strip.
Goin' to the Little Chapel,
On the Las Vegas strip.

11829. Little Cloud

The Incredible String Band - Little Cloud 

How sweet to be a cloud
Floating in the [Incomprehensible]

Lying awake, late the other night
I heard above me a trembling
I looked up, it was a little cloud
From which a gold string was dangling

You know, I gave the string a little pull
Just to see what was on the other end
Just then a voice came down to me and says
"Hey, now, don't you want to be my friend"

And float with me to distant lands, wondrous and fair
Float with me to distant lands, wondrous and fair

You see I'm just a happy little cloud
I laugh and the float and the sing my song
But the other clouds don't like me none
They say, I am behaving so very wrong

You see a cloud's supposed to be sad
To cry and weep and tear its hair and all
And don't matter how hard I try
I can't get the first little tear to fall

Oh float with me to distant lands, wondrous and fair
Float with me to distant lands, wondrous and fair

I said, "Hey, I like you little cloud
You are a nice little fellow, yes"
"You making some, kind of a joke?", said the cloud



"Now can't you see I'm wearing such a pretty dress?

You see I am the prettiest little chick cloud
That you'd find anywhere up above
I just dropped in on you awhile
To see if you could give me some kind of love

And float with me to distant lands, wondrous and fair
Float with me to distant lands wondrous and fair

Just then the chief cloud come into view
And says, "Hey, girl, now what you think you're doing there?
I told you so many times before
You just don't seem at all to care

You know you should be floating up above
Now don't let me catch you down here again
And as my cloud rolled out of view
There come falling down a gentle shower of rain

Happy rain come falling down
Red, green, blue and golden
And every drop, as it fell, it smiled
And, throwing back its head, began singing

Oh, float with me to distant lands, wondrous and fair
Float with me to distant lands, wondrous and fair

11830. Little Community Church House - Chords

Little Community Church
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Lester Flatt and Bill Monroe

C
I was lost in sin so long with no one to guide my way
                                 D7               G7
My soul was in darkness had been there for many a day
        C
In that little community church yard I heard that gospel song
                                 G7        C
I went inside (I went inside) to kneel and pray
Oh I kneeled down (oh I kneeled down)
And prayed to my Savior (prayed to my Savior)
              F                   G7
That He might hear (that He might hear)
                 C
And would accept me  
And then I felt (then I felt) the Holy Spirit (Holy Spirit)
          F                     G7           C
I knew my soul (I knew my soul) was saved in me 
In that little community church house I'm on my knees to pray
                                   D7            G7



I can hear them pray for me as the preacher said amen
      C
Was a vision there before me it was my Savior's face
                            G7           C
I knew that I (I knew that) was saved by Grace
Repeat #2
In that little community church house 
There's where we sing and pray
                           D7              G7
We prayed to our Father to guide us on our way
    C
All through life's long journey 
We'll need His helping hand
                                G7            C
Until we reach (until we reach) that promised land
 
Repeat #2

11831. Little Cosmic Girl

Brett Dennen - Little Cosmic Girl

When you're sleeping, safe from harm
What you do dream about when you're in my arms?
All through the night the world was spinning
At the speed of light, wars were fought, while I held you tight
You fell deep into an untamed sleep
When the moon begin to creep
And the comets keep their promises
While the constellations weep
Little cosmic girl, isn't it a big world?
Say, don't you worry about the little things
Don't let the daylight rob your dreams
Little cosmic girl, isn't it a wild world?
There is love and there is sadness
And there are miracles and madness
And we may never understand
No, we may never understand
We are traveling in a minstrel's circus
In that caravan across the universe
All at once our bitter grudges
Were put to rest
Deaths were mourned, while births were blessed
Are we an accident in time
Or part of a grand design?
Press your body close to mine

11832. Little Country Church House



Little Country Church House 
Doyle Lawson
 
There's a little mountain church 
In my  thoughts of yesterday 
Where friends and family gathered for the Lord 
There an old fashioned preacher 
Taught the straight and narrow way 
For what you call the congregation could afford 
 
Dressed in all our Sunday best 
We sat on  pews, of solid oak 
And I remember how our voices filled the air 
How mama sounded like an angel 
On those high soprano notes 
And when the roll is called up yonder, I'll be there 
 
CHORUS: 
Looking back now that little mountain church house 
Has become my life's cornerstone 
It was there in that little mountain church house 
I first heard the word to base my life upon 
 
At the all day Sunday singing, and dinner on the ground 
Many were the souls that were revived 
While my brothers and my sisters 
Who'd gone on to glory land 
Slept in peace, in the maple grove nearby 
 
I first heard the word to base my life upon

11833. Little Country Preacher

Little Country Preacher

Little country preacher with his head bowed down in prayer
I know that he's in conference with our Load away up there
He's not hightened with his speech just plain like you and me
He reminds me of the prophets and the man of Galilee

He started out when just a lad to preach the gospel way
And when the path got hard to trod with mother he would stay
The money did not bother him for Christ he took his stand
His pay day will be paid to him at the gates of Glory Land

The little church he preaches at each Sunday for our aske
If you pass it by and don't go in you've made a big mistake
His good old fashioned voice pleads stranger enter in
God's pleading through good men to save us from our sins



11834. Little Covered Bridge

Little Covered Bridge

'Twas on a little covered bridge
We met and laughed together dear
Holding hands as lovers do
On a day so bright and clear
You said that you'd be true to me
We kissed upon the ridge
But you have found another love darling
On that little covered bridge

Found another love darling
On that little covered bridge

You broke my heart and went away
Never more to have you near
And when I die and leave this world
Would you laugh or shed a tear
And when you tell him you'll be true
And kiss him on the ridge
Will you try to think of me darling
On that little covered bridge

Try to think of me darling
On that little covered bridge

11835. Little Cowboys Lullaby - Chords

Little Cowboys Lullaby
Big Smith

[Intro]
G C
G
 
[Verse 1]
G
As long as the morning kisses the dew
            C
And evening skies turn purple and blue
           G
As long as birds return in Spring
          D7
And once again the whippoorwill sings
 
               G
As long as you hear this sweet little tune
              C
That tells of bedtime coming soon
                 G
I'll always love you



              D7
my sweet buckaroo
       G     C  G
Lullabyloo
 
 
[Chorus]
       C
Lullabyloo
       G
Lullabyloo
                 G
I'll always love you
              D7
my sweet buckaroo
       G     C  G
Lullabyloo
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
As long as little cowboys play
            C
Out on the range til close of day
           G
As long as the moon comes up each nuight
          D7
and heaven is filled with starry light
               G
As long as the sandman sprinkles sand
          C
in sleepy eyes all over the land
                 G
I'll always love you
              D7
my sweet buckaroo
       G     C  G
Lullabyloo
 
 
[Chorus]
       C
Lullabyloo
       G
Lullabyloo
                 G
I'll always love you
              D7
my sweet buckaroo
       G     C  G
Lullabyloo
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
As long as the sun sets in the west
            C



and sleepy cowboys take their rest
           G
underneath the stars at night
          D7
beside a campfire burning bright
 
              G
As long as forever and a day
       C
as you sleep and as you play
                 G
I'll always love you
              D7
my sweet buckaroo
       G     C  G
Lullabyloo
 
 
[Chorus]
       C
Lullabyloo
       G
Lullabyloo
                 G
I'll always love you
              D7
my sweet buckaroo
       G     C  G
Lullabyloo

11836. Little Darlin' - Chords

Little Darlin' 
The Wilders

CAPO 1
 
D           G         A                       G     D
Hey   Little darlin',  You're the one that I long to see.
D             G        A                   G  D
Stay   Little darlin',  Stolen moments are so sweet.
 
G
I miss your taste, I miss your touch.  
                                  D
I think about you way to much,  I know 
G                                                      A
I feel scattered, out of place, each time, I close, my eyes  (halt instruments)
 
I see your face honey!
 
D            G         A                          G  D
Hey   Little darlin',  You're the one that I long to see.



D             G         A                  G  D
Stay   Little darlin',  Stolen moments are so sweet.
 
BREAK
 
G
Remember all the breathless sighs,
                        D
The way you looked into my eyes, I know 
G                                             A
Darlin' can I ask you this, before you take my heart, (halt instruments)
 
Take one more kiss honey!  (start again)
 
D            G         A                     G       D
Hey   Little darlin',  You're the one that I long to see.
D             G         A                  G  D
Stay   Little darlin',  Stolen moments are so sweet.
(REPEAT)

11837. Little Darling Pal Of Mine

Little Darling Pal Of Mine - Carter Family
Doc Watson  -  Lucinda Williams

My little darling, oh, how I love you
How I love you none can tell
In your heart you love another
Little darling pal of mine

Many a day with you I've rambled
Countless hours with you I've spent
Thought I had your heart forever
But I find it only lent

My little darling, oh, how I love you
How I love you none can tell
In your heart you love another
Little darling pal of mine

Many a night while you lay sleeping
Dreaming of your rambler's eyes
I'm just a poor boy brokenhearted
Listening to the wind outside

My little darling, oh, how I love you
How I love you none can tell
In your heart you love another
Little darling pal of mine

There's only three things that I wish for
That's my casket, shroud, and grave
And when I'm dead, don't pray for me



Just kiss those lips that you betrayed

My little darling, oh, how I love you
How I love you none can tell
In your heart you love another
Little darling pal of mine

11838. Little David's Harp

Little David's Harp
Dolly Parton & Porter Wagoner

Little David was our son, born on Christmas day
Blind at birth he never saw the harp his fingers played
The harp that came that day he was born, from where we just don't know
A harp like none you've ever seen before, solid gold.

Little David learned to play it at such an early age
No one has to teach him, he just learned it right away
And he would styare at this TV as his hands moves 'cross the strings
And when he played it seemed to be you could hear the angels sing.

He was 4 then he was 5 and then he was 6 years old
And the songs he played on his harp was something to behold
There was something heavenly in the way that David smiled
Little David was so different from the average child.

And then there was a storm on Christmas morning
And the snow brought such a chill little David, 7 now lays quiet
And still his hands reach out to touch his harp gently rested
The angels came for him that night and on the 7th year he rested.

Little David's playing now in God's angel band
He's gone home to Heaven now the way that it was planned
But on his birthday every year which falls on Christmas day
All through the house we hear the harp that little David played...

11839. Little Drummer Boy

Little Drummer Boy
Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

[Verse 1]
Come, they told me, pa rum pum pum pum
A newborn king to see, pa rum pum pum pum
Our finest gifts we bring, pa rum pum pum pum
To lay before the King, pa rum pum pum pum
Rum pum pum pum, rum pum pum pum



So to honor you, pa rum pum pum pum, when we come

[Verse 2]
Baby Jesu, pa rum pum pum pum
I am a poor boy too, pa rum pum pum pum
I have no gift to bring, pa rum pum pum pum
That's fit to give a King, pa rum pum pum pum
Rum pum pum pum, rum pum pum pum
Shall I play for you, pa rum pum pum pum, on my drum?

[Verse 3]
Mary nodded, pa rum pum pum pum
The ox and lamb kept time, pa rum pum pum pum
I played my drum for Him, pa rum pum pum pum
I played my best for Him, pa rum pum pum pum
Rum pum pum pum, rum pum pum pum
Then He smiled at me, pa rum pum pum pum, me and my drum

11840. Little Dug-Out Soddy On The Plains - Chords

Little Dug-Out Soddy On The Plains

Banjo tuned E, Key A, Capo 3
(Not sure of the D7 second verse; but that
is what he Bruce phillips shows)

 A E7 A 
There's a little dug-out soddy on the plains,
 E7
The wind it blows and the sky it seldom rains
 A A7 D
There ain't no place to go, so I'll just go insane
 A E7 A
In my little dug-out soddy on the plains.

 E7 A
The broad Ohio Valley was my home,
 E7 A
In eight-een seventy-one I had to roam
 D7(?)
How I wished I had stayed and left those sandy hills alone,
 E7 A
Far away from my Ohio Valley home.

 D A
There's better times a coming, wait and see,
 B7 E7
When Tilden is elected, he will end our misery
 D A F#m
He's making lots of promises, Oh please remember me,
 A E7 A
In my little dug-out soddy on the plains.



In the year of seventy-three I took a wife;
I could not weasel out to save my life;
Her daddy was an Injun, said he'd skin me with his knife,
If I did not take his daughter for my wife.
I haven't got a dollar for my seed;
You ought to see the bill I owe for feed;
There's a banker down in town, says he'll loan me all I need,
If I'll ride in and sign a mortgage deed.

In the year of seventy-five I went bust;
Left my wife and me without a single crust;
We got sick on poison water and tired of plowin' dust,
Watchin' all our friends and neighbors goin' bust.
Things they got so bad I couldn't stay;
Made up my mind to hire out for pay;
I was beaten, cursed and robbed and starvin' anyway,
So I turned around and went back home to stay.

When I got home the pox had took my wife;
And the damned raw-hiders nearly got my life;
When I get to heaven no more trouble, toil or strife,
As long as I don't run into my wife.
Now young feller before you head out west,
You have listened to my story of distress;
Oh, a cowboy's life is handsome, some say it is the best;
But a prairie farmer's life is just a mess.

11841. Little Emperor

Steve Earle - Little Emperor

[Verse 1]
Hey little emperor, come down from your throne
The hourglass is empty, your time has come and gone
The battlements are crumbling, the walls are tumbling down
Your counselors and concubines are getting out of town
Some say it's an omen, some say it's the winds of change
Which every way it's going, it's blowing like a hurricane

[Verse 2]
Hey little conqueror, where you gonna go?
The world is even smaller than it was when you left home
Emptiness in front of you and detritus behind
Nobody ever told you that history was kind
Standing on the corner, your fortune blowing in the wind
Daddy didn't warn you there ain't no going home again

[Chorus]
No pomp and circumstance, no more shock and awe
You're just a little emperor, that's all

[Verse 2]
Hey little hypocrite, what you gonna say



When you wind up standing naked on the final judgment day?
How you gonna justify it? Who you gonna call?
What if it turns out God don't look like you at all?
The leaves are in the teacup, the hieroglyphics on the wall
You ain't the first to rise up, you sure won't be last to fall

11842. Little Fellow

Little Fellow
The Del McCoury Band
on Del & Woody 

[Verse 1]
You're a cute little fellow I see
And they say that you look like
And they say that you like mother too
Little fellow you come stay
how far have you come little fellow
Has you trip been long on the way
Oh i see that you sleep all snuggling warm
By your mother your mother little fellow

[Verse 2]
You're a regular fellow I see
And you smile in your sleep as you dream
This light There's a laugh and you started out right
With a smile little fellow for me
If again I could be little fellow
As young and as handsome as you
I would live life all over exactly the same
So I'd meet little fellow with you

[Outro]
If again I could be a little fellow
As young and as handsome as you
I would live life all over exactly the same
So I'd meet little fellow with you

11843. Little Fire

Emmylou Harris
Little Fire

My friend, come stand beside me
Lately I'm feeling so lost
If I came and washed the stones of the pathway
And a hot sun turned the mud to dust

Calling the sheep in for the evening



There's a voice calls above the howling wind
It says come rest beside my little fire
We'll ride out the storm that's coming in

My friend, you know me and my family
You've seen us wandering to these times
You've seen us in weakness and in power
You've seen us forgetful and unkind

All that I want is one who knows me
A kind hand on my face when I weep
And I'd give back these things I know are meaningless
For a little fire beside me when I sleep

All that I want is one who knows me
A kind hand on my face when I weep
And I'd give back these things I know are meaningless
For a little fire beside me when I sleep

11844. Little Girl

The Incredible String Band - Little Girl 

Everybody knows good times
Everybody knows tears that fall
You and me had something higher than just good times
Something else that I just can't find without you

Without you got emptiness
Without you I've got an emptiness
That is lower
Than just about anything at all

Pick up, let me pick up
Let me pick up on your lovelight
Please let it shine on me, I want that more
Than just about anything at all

Little girl I love you, spend my walking hours in thoughts or you
You held your love light high
And it shone and it shone down on me
But you let it fall so low I could not see

Without you got emptiness
Without you I've got an emptiness
That is lower
Than just about anything at all



11845. Little Girl Blue

Linda Ronstadt - Little Girl Blue

Sit there and count your fingers
What can you do
Old girl you're through
Sit there and count your little fingers
Unlucky little girl blue

Sit there and count the raindrops
Falling on you
It's time you knew
All you can count on is the raindrops
That fall on little girl blue

No use old girl
You may as well surrender
Your hope is getting slender
Why won't somebody send a tender blue boy
To cheer up little girl blue

When I was very young
The world was younger than I
As merry as a carousel
The circus tent was strung with every star in the sky
Above the ring I love so well
Now the young world has grown old
Gone are the tinsel and gold

All you can count on is the raindrops
That fall on little girl blue

11846. Little Girl In Tennessee

Little Girl In Tennessee
(Little Girl Of Mine In Tennessee)

Oh, a long long time ago when I left my home to roam
Down in the hills of Tennessee
Was the sweetest little girl that was ever in this world
Down in the hills of Tennessee

   Oh, little girl of mine in Tennessee
   I know she's waiting there for me
   Someday I'll settle down in that little country town
   With that little girl of mine in Tennessee

Oh, she begged me not to go "You'll be sorry dear I know"
For the way that you've been treating me
So I rambled all around but nothing could be found
To take the place of her in Tennessee



Oh, someday I'll wander back to that little mountain shack
The little girl that's waiting there for me
I can see her smiling face waiting for me at the gate
The little girl of mine in Tennessee

11847. Little Girl That Played Upon My Knee, The

Little Girl That Played Upon My Knee, The

Many years have passed away and gone
Since I left my old native home
Since I left the scenes of my childhood there
Where the dark days seem to roam

I left my aged father there
And my mother so dear unto me
I left a brother and a sister fair
And a little girl that played upon my knee

Don't Ginny remember, will she ever forget
Those many hours of pleasure to me
Does she sigh when she thinks of those many happy hours
When a little girl she played upon my knee

I am homeward bound with the thrills of joy
Of my wandering so far o'er the sea
I shall soon see my home, my old native home
And the little girl that played upon my knee

I am tired of life, I cannot live
In this dark world so weary unto me
Come bury me low by the one I love so well
By the little girl that played upon my knee

11848. Little Glass Of Wine

The Stanley Brothers - Little Glass of Wine

Come little girl let's go get married
My love is so great, how can you slight me
I'll work for you both late and early
At my wedding my little wife you'll be

Oh Willie dear, let's both consider
We're both too young to be married now
When we're married, we're bound together
Let's stay single just one more year

He went to the bar where she was dancing



A jealous thought came to his mind
I'll kill that girl, my own true lover
Before I let another man beat my time

He went to the bar and called her to him
She said Willie dear, what you want with me
Come and drink wine with the one that loves you
More than anyone else you know, said he

While they were at the bar a-drinking
That same old thought came to his mind
He'd kill that girl, his own true lover
He gave her poison in a glass of wine

She laid her head over on his shoulder
Said Willie dear, please take me home
That glass of wine that I've just drinken
Has gone to my head and got me drunk

He laid his head over on the pillow
Let me read you the law let me tell you my mind
Molly dear, I'm sorry to tell you
We both drank poison in a glass of wine

They folded their arms around each other
They cast their eyes unto the sky
Oh God, oh God, Ain't this a pity
That the both true lovers are bound to die

11849. Little Gypsy Girl, The

Little Gypsy Girl, The

My father, he's the king of the gypsies, it is true
My mother, she learned me some camping for to do
With my pack all on my back my friends all wished me well
As I went down to London town some fortunes for to tell
Some fortunes for to tell, some fortunes for to tell
As I went down to London town some fortunes for to tell

As I was a-walking upon a London street
A handsome young squire was the first I chanced to meet
He view-ed my brown cheeks and he liked them so well
He said, "My little gypsy girl, will you my fortune tell?"
Some fortunes for to tell, some fortunes for to tell
As I went down to London town some fortunes for to tell

Oh yes sir, oh kind sir, please give to me your hand
It's you that have fine fortune, both houses and good land
The fairer girls are dainty, but you must cast them by
For it is the little gypsy girl who is to be your bride
Some fortunes for to tell, some fortunes for to tell
As I went down to London town some fortunes for to tell



He took me to his castle, there were carpets on the floor
And servants there a-awaiting for to open every door
There were ladies there of honor and the music it did play
And all were there to celebrate the gypsy's wedding day
Some fortunes for to tell, some fortunes for to tell
As I went down to London town some fortunes for to tell

So it's farewell to the gypsy life, to camping on the green
No more with my brothers and my sisters I'll be seen
Oh, once I was a gypsy girl but now I'm a squire's bride
With servants for to wait on me and in my carriage ride
Some fortunes for to tell, some fortunes for to tell
As I went down to London town some fortunes for to tell

11850. Little Hands

String Cheese Incident - Little Hands

Winding down the dusty trail
from Cathedral Butte
Walking towards the canyon floor
playing Anasasi flutes.
Eagles flying overhead
beneath the desert sky.
Makes me think of how they lived
many years gone by.

I wander here from time to time
to give my head some space.
Leave the noise and confusion.
Vanish without a trace.
Salt Creek runs through the grass
as you hum that canyon tune.
Brush against the desert sage
just like some sweet perfume

Eight hundred years ago
this canyon was their home.
Eight hundred years ago
they walked through the sand.
Eight hundred years ago
they painted these little hands.

Yes this is the timeless place
that's seen them come and go.
They packed it up way back when
and drifted on down the road.
The earth, the sun, the moon and the stars.
meant so much back then.
But the years go by and though you try
you can't bring them back again.



11851. Little Heartbreaker / The Likes of You

Marty Stuart - Little Heartbreaker / The Likes of You

Well, you ain't nothin' but a little heartbreaker
A tiny little teardrop, mover and a shaker
I swear by the moon and stars above you.
You got me wrapped around your pretty little finger
My heart is a bell, you know how to ring her
So all of this to say "Baby, I love you."

Can't help myself when the sun goes down, 
Thinkin' 'bout you, go into town
And askin' everybody I see if they've seen you
Well, you bring me, then you turn me down
And run me around and around and around
My heart ain't ever seen the likes of you.

You ain't nothin' but a little heartbreaker
A tiny little teardrop, mover and a shaker
I swear by the moon and stars above you.
You got me wrapped around your pretty little finger
My heart is a bell, you know how to ring her
So all of this to say "Baby, I love you."

Gonna call ole Moon, get a little unwound
Go to Mississippi, then a Texas town
Play a little country music along the way
Gotta get away from you 'cause you break my mind
Baby, I'm gone for good this time.
And adios is all there is to say

You ain't nothin' but a little heartbreaker
A tiny little teardrop, mover and a shaker
I swear by the moon and stars above you.
You got me wrapped around your pretty little finger
My heart is a bell, you know how to ring her
So all of this to say "Baby, I love you."

11852. Little Heartwrecker

Dierks Bentley - Little Heartwrecker

[Verse 1]
You can cry, cry, cry like the rain
Ocean full of tears won't drown the pain
Take all your whiskey, pour it down the drain
Ain't nothing gonna make you feel better
Ooo she's a little heart wrecker



Ooo she's a little heart wrecker
You can beg, beg, beg like a dog
Chase her  round the world but she'd still be gone
She did you right once but left you all wrong
Now you're chewing on a Dear John letter
Ooo she's a little heart wrecker

[Chorus]
She takes a big black ball
And a long strong chain
And she lets it fall
Again and again and again and again and again
She's a little heart wrecker

[Verse 2]
Sing, sing, sing a sad song
Honky tonk jukebox playing along
Until your last buddy and your money is gone
But still you can't not remember
So pray, pray, pray like a saint
Promise your Maker all kinds of things
He don't answer but you know He'd say
Son you better just forget her
Ooo she's a little heart wrecker

[Chorus]

[Outro]
She was sweet, sweet, sweeter than wine
Never knew nothing could be so fine
So you took it all out and laid it on the line
Best you ever had only better
Ooo she's a little heart wrecker
Ooo she's a little heart wrecker
Ooo she's a little heart wrecker

11853. Little Home In Tennessee

Little Home In Tennessee

I am always dreaming of my little home
Back among the hills of Tennessee
I am always yearning, longing to return
To the place that means the world to me 

Just a little shack roof all turning black
Still it's a place there to me
Song birds always singing round the kitchen door
Of my little home in Tennessee 

I can see my mother standing by the gate
As I drove the old horse up the lane
She would never scold me when I came home late



How I wish that I had never cause her pain 

Just a tender smile beaming all the while
No one could be half so kind to me
Now she's gone to Heaven and she'll never return
To my little home in Tennessee 

I can still remember many years ago
When my sweetheart wandered by my side
Down among the mountains where wild flowers grow
There she promised she would be my bride 

Then another man won her heart and hand
She always meant the world to me
I was broken hearted and I went away
From my little home in Tennessee

11854. Little Joe

Little Joe
Bill Monroe - Stanley Brothers

What will the birds do, mother, in the spring
Will they gather the crumbs around our door
Will they fly from the nest to the top of the tree
And ask why Joe wanders out no more

What will the kitten do, mother, all alone
Will she stray from her frolic for a day
Will she lie on the rug beside my bed
Like she did before I went away

What will Thomas, the old gardener do
When you ask him for flowers for me
Will he give you a rose he has tended with care
The fairest one that lies around the tree

I saw the tears coming to his honest eyes
He said it was the wind that brought 'em there
As he gazed on my cheeks growing paler each day
His hand trembled over my hair

Keep Tag, mother, my little dog
I know that he'll mourn for me too
Keep him though blind and older he grows
To sleep in the whole summer through

Show him my coat, mother, so he may know
That his master then will be dead
Speak to him kindly and often of Joe
And pat him on his brown shaggy head

And you, dearest mother, shall miss me for a while



But in heaven I shall no larger grow
And any kind angel you meet at the gate
Can take you to your darling Little Joe

11855. Little Kid Sister Of Mine

Little Kid Sister Of Mine
Recorded by: Eddy Arnold

[1] She was only Seven
When [4] she was Called to [1] Heaven
That Little Kid [2-7] Sister Of [5] Mine
We [1] Used to Play Together
In [4] Fair and Stormy [1] Weather
That Little Kid [5] Sister Of [1] Mine

They [4] Needed a new Star up [1] Yonder
And They couldn't find
A [2-7] Brighter Light to [5] Shine
God de-[1]-cided She was meant For
A [4] Star and so He [1] sent For
That Little Kid [5] Sister Of [1] Mine

Repeat last verse

11856. Little King

Robbie Fulks - Little King

[Verse 1]
Well it's a vile world but that's all right
Long as the little king's alive
In a day of shifting styles
His damage will last a while
Dizzy in a fever of muscle and chrome
This jerkwater town burned like Rome
Truckled to the torch of one savage kid
That's how to rule! That's how to live!

[Chorus]
When you're old and not so clever
When you're dragging your ghost around
These wild years won't last forever
This kingdom comes right down!

[Verse 2]
Little King had a Midas hand
Anything he touched turned yellow and ran
Rebel boys, half-witted and brave



Felt lucky to follow and slave
And from the back of his eyes, some demon sprung
Made young men wanna touch bottles and guns
Make Pleistocene creatures of Mom and Dad
Twice more kick than your real kings had

11857. Little Lamb Little Lamb

Little Lamb Little Lamb
Tim O'Brien

Little Lamb little lamb looks like spring came back around
On the hillside you're jumping up and down
Lifts my heart up to see you scamper once again
You wouldn't understand little lamb little lamb

The winter's long, it's gets so dark and cold
It reminds me how I keep on getting old
I was young once, I won't be young again
You wouldn't understand little lamb little lamb

It's just like magic how the seasons come and go
Reassures me in a way you'll never know
Living and dying walk along hand in hand
You wouldn't understand little lamb little lamb

Little Lamb little lamb looks like spring came back around
On the hillside you're jumping up and down
Lifts my heart up to see you scamper once again
You wouldn't understand little lamb little lamb

Sheep dog watching keeping you in line
Your mama too, she sees you're doing fine
A year will go by, this'll happen once again
You wouldn't understand little lamb little lamb

Little Lamb, little lamb looks like spring came back around
On the hillside you're jumping up and down
Lifts my heart up to see you scamper once again
You wouldn't understand little lamb little lamb

11858. Little Lenaldo

Little Lenaldo
Hazel Dickens

[Verse 1]
Little Lenaldo, he's only 11 years old
Gets up at dawn to work in the hot fields all day



For a mean boss man who'll abuse and never think twice
He's known for cheap labor and a heart that's cold as ice

[Verse 2]
Little Lenaldo, no time ever to run and play
Work is barely finished till its time to start another day
Gray-haired little children growing old before their time
Their leaves lay dying, they just rotted on the vine

[Chorus]
Poor little Lenaldo
Poor little ragged child
Poor little child, so young and so mild
Oh, what's to become of him?

[Verse 3]
How can it be we stand and just look away?
We 'tend not to see this man destroy a little child
In the fields a-plenty, starvin' out his time
But for chance or blessings, he could be a child of yours or mine

[Chorus]
Poor little Lenaldo
Poor little ragged child
Poor little child, so young and so mild
Oh, what's to become of him?

[Bridge]
Underpaid, underfed
He's worked like a dog every day

[Chorus]
Poor little child
So young and so mild
Oh, what's to become of him?

11859. Little Lies

Aoife O'Donovan
Little Lies 
I'm With Her

[Verse 1: Aoife O'Donovan]
I'm gonna hold my cards close
Cover my scars and mostly tell you little lies
I hope you never know this
Kind of loneliness that's eating me alive

[Verse 2: Aoife O'Donovan & Sarah Jarosz]
If I pretend I never cried
And my daddy raised me right that I pick myself up when I fall
That I don't need a helping hand
On my own two feet I stand, will you come running when I call?



[Chorus: Aoife O'Donovan & Sara Watkins/O'Donovan]
Is it all right with you if it's all wrong with me?
'Cause it's all right with me if you wanna be set free
I'll set you free

[Verse 3: Aoife O'Donovan, Sarah Jarosz & Sara Watkins]
It wasn't my intent
Maybe I should not have spend all my money tryin' to make it
I don't know how I never saw
The writing on the wall telling me to fake it

[Chorus: Aoife O'Donovan, Sarah Jarosz & Sara Watkins]
Is it all right with you if it's all wrong with me?
'Cause it's all right with me if you wanna be set free

[Bridge: Aoife O'Donovan & Sarah Jarosz/O'Donovan & Sara Watkins/O'Donovan/Jarosz & 
Watkins]
Every morning we wake up I see you lying there
The tangle of your sweet embrace
Whispers in the air
Skin to skin and eyes locked in
Are you really there?
Are you still there?
Will I be there?

[Chorus: Aoife O'Donovan, Sarah Jarosz & Sara Watkins]
Is it all right with you if it's all wrong with me?
'Cause it's all right with me if you wanna be set free
[Outro 1: Aoife O'Donovan/Sarah Jarosz & Sara Watkins]
But who will love me when you go?
Don't say goodbye just shut the door
I wish you could've told me
I wish you could've told me
I wish you could've told me
I wish you could've told me
I wish you could've told me

[Outro 2: Aoife O' Donovan/O'Donovan & Sarah Jarosz]
I'll be all right, I'll be all right
I'll be all right, I'll be all right
I'll be all right, I'll be all right
I'll be all right, I'll be all right
I'll be all right, I'll be all right
I'll be all right, I'll be all right
I'll be all right, I'll be all right
I'll be all right, I'll be all right

11860. Little Lies

Jeff White - Little Lies 
Album: The White Album



If this room was burning
I wouldn't even notice
'Cause you've been taking up my mind
With your little white lies, little white lies

You say it's getting late
It's getting late
And you don't know if you can stay
If you can stay

But you, you don't tell the truth
No you, you like playing games

Your hands touching me, they're touching me
And your eyes keep saying things
They say what we do
When it's only me and you
I can't concentrate

That's all I'm thinking about
All I keep thinking about
Everything else just fades away

If this room was burning
I wouldn't even notice
'Cause you've been taking up my mind
With your little white lies, little white lies

You say you're a good girl
But I know you would girl
'Cause you've been telling me all night
With your little white lies, little white lies
With your little white lies, little white lies

Back seat of the cab,
We're in the cab
My lips getting so attached,
They're so attached

Now you wanna make some rules
Now cool then we'll watch them break tonight

I know what you want
And I've been waiting so long

If this room was burning
I wouldn't even notice
'Cause you've been taking up my mind
With your little white lies, little white lies

You say you're a good girl
But I know you would girl
'Cause you've been telling me all night.
With your little white lies, little white lies
With your little white lies, little white lies

I know you want it



I know you feel it too
Let's stop pretending
That you don't know what I don't know
Just what we came to do

If this room was burning
I wouldn't even notice
'Cause you've been taking up my mind
With your little white lies, little white lies

You say you're a good girl
But I know you would girl
'Cause you've been telling me all night
With your little white lies, little white lies
With your little white lies, little white lies

11861. Little Lights

Punch Brothers - Little Lights 

Look at us we're glowing
Tripping the dark fantastic
Singing the phosphorescent pinks and blues
To beloved tunes
In beloved rooms
I can love it all to distraction
With this

Look at us hold each other spellbound
Every moment a polished silver
Link in a chain forever
Rattling through
Our beloved tunes
In our beloved rooms
God I've loved you all to distraction
With this

This little light of mine
I'm gonna let it shine

Shine little lights of ours
Like Orion's belt of stars
Connected only from afar
Shine little lights of ours
Like Orion's belt of stars
Guide us back to where we are
From where we wanna be



11862. Little Liza Jane

Little Liza Jane

There's a house in Baltimore
Sixteen stories high
And every story in that house
Was full of chicken pie

Oh Liza poor girl
Oh Liza Jane
Oh Liza poor girl
She died on the train

I went up on the mountain
To give my horn a blow
And every girl in the countryside
Said yonder comes my beau

When I was a little boy
I liked to go in swimming
Now I am a bigger boy
I like to go with women

I wish I had a candy box
To put my sweetheart in
I'd take her out and kiss her twice
And put her back again

One day I set a-courting
A girl as dear as life
When a woman she said to me
Mr.Jones
how is your wife

11863. Little Log Cabin By The Sea

Little Log Cabin By The Sea

There is a precious volume of pages worn and old
In that little log cabin by the sea
It is the old old bible more precious now than gold
It's the bible that my mother gave to me

   Tis the old precious bible blessed bible
   That she read in the cabin by the sea (by the sea)
   The precious precious bible the blessed blessed bible
   The bible that my mother gave to me

How often I have listened to the countless town and raves (?)
Round that little log cabin by the sea
While mother read of Jesus who walked upon the waves
How Jesus calmed the stormy Gallilee



How often oh how often she read of glowing mirth
With a message from the precious word above
It told of faithful Daniel who trusted in the Lord
While it lead me in the pathway that she brought (?)

There is no other volume so precious as this book
It tells me how to live and how to die
It tells me of that city oh wondrous wondrous look
And that I'll meet my loved ones by and by

11864. Little Log Cabin In The Lane

Little Log Cabin in the Lane

Oh, I'm getting old and feeble and I cannot work no more
My rusty bladed hoe I've laid to rest
And my mama and my papa they are sleeping side by side
While their spirits now are roaming with the blessed

Oh, the chimney's falling down, and the roof is tumbling in
Letting in the sunshine and the rain
And the only friend I've got now is that good old dog of mine
And that little old log cabin in the lane

There was a happy time to me, 'twas many years ago
My friends all used to gather 'round the door
When they used to sing and dance at night, I played that old banjo
But alas I cannot play it any more

Well the footpath now is covered o'er, that led us 'round the hill
The fences have all gone to decay
The creeks they have dried up where we used to go to mill
And things have changed their course another way

Well I ain't got long to stay here, and what little time I've got
I'll try to rest content while I remain
Till death shall call this dog and me to find a better home
Than the little old log cabin in the lane

11865. Little Log Hut In The Lane

Little Log Hut In The Lane

Mamma says she don't want me because I'm getting old
Fears that I might freeze to death the weather is so cold
If I live tonight I think I will try
When the moon goes down tonight I'm a gonna say goodbye 



   I'm goin from the cotton fields
   I'm goin from the cane
   I'm goin from that little log hut
   That stands down in the lane 

Now I'm old and feeble and I cannot see my way
Mamma says I'm old and gray and only in the way
I'm leaving the little log hut the place I love to dwell
When the stars shine bright tonight I'm a gonna bid farewell

11866. Little Love Affairs

Nanci Griffith - Little Love Affairs

When I wake in the night and find
That I'm dreaming
You're the first thought in mind
Love's a fair weather friend when
You're lonely
You are my summer state of mind

Does it sing to you nightly?
Does it lay down beside you?
Does it make you hear songs
On the radio?

It once was my shadow, grown
Weary of travel
Till you gave it home
What makes the love grow, when
The seasons change?
What makes the love grow?
It's simple, it comes, and it grows on
It's own

Does it sing to you nightly?
Does it lay down beside you?
Does it make you hear songs
On the radio?

11867. Little Luli

Little Luli
Gillian Welch - Little Luli

[Verse 1]
How many nickels does it take
To see Little Lulu's body shake?
It takes a nickel, it'll take a dime



To see Little Lulu's body shine
[Chorus]
Dance Little Luli
Shine and sing
Dance Little Luli
Trying to get to heaven 'fore the church bells ring
[Verse 2]
All of the boys in Lulaville
Know where to spend a dollar bill
Feet a-poundin' like a .44
Dust comin' up through the cracks in the floor
[Chorus]
Dance Little Luli
Shine and sing
Dance Little Luli
Trying to get to heaven 'fore the church bells ring
[Verse 3]
Where did you get your diamond ring?
All the other pretty things?
Got the diamond from candyman
I wanna hear from him again
[Chorus]
Dance Little Luli
Shine and sing
Dance Little Luli
Trying to get to heaven 'fore the church bells ring
[Verse 4]
I've been down in Bowling Green
I've been far as Abilene
Anytime that I'm in town
I want to see miss Lulu Brown

11868. Little Maggie

The Stanley Brothers - Little Maggie (Lil' Maggie)

Over yonder stands little Maggie
With a dram glass in her hands
She's drinking away her troubles
And a courting another man

Pretty flowers were made for blooming
Pretty stars were made to shine
Pretty women were made for loving
Little Maggie was made for mine

Last time a saw little Maggie
She was sitting on the banks of the sea
With a forty-four around her
And a banjo on her knee

Lay down your last gold dollar
Lay down your gold watch and chain



Little Maggie's gonna dance for daddy
Listen to that old banjo ring

Go away, go away, little Maggie
Go and do the best you can
I'll get me another woman
You can get you another man

11869. Little Maggie V.2

Little Maggie V.2

1. Oh, where is little Maggie
Over yonder she stands,
Rifle on her shoulder,
Six-shooter in her hand.

2. How can I ever stand it,
Just to see them two blue eyes,
Shinin' like some diamonds,
Like some diamonds in the sky.

3. Rather be in some lonely hollow
Where the sun don't ever shine,
Than to see you be another man's darling,
And to know that you'll never be mine.

4. Well, it's march me away to the station
With my suitcase in my hand,
Yes, march me away to the station,
I'm off to some far-distant land.

5. Sometimes I have a nickel,
And sometimes I have a dime,
Sometimes I have ten dollars,
Just to pay for little Maggie's wine.

6. Pretty flowers are made for blooming,
Pretty stars are made to shine,
Pretty girls are made for boy's love,
Little Maggie was made for mine.

7. Well, yonder stands little Maggie
With a dram glass in her hand,
She's a drinkin' down her troubles
Over courtin' some other man.

11870. Little Man



Alan Jackson - Little Man 

I remember walk'in round the court square sidewalk
Lookin' in windows at things I couldn't want
There's johnson's hardware and morgans jewelry
And the ol' Lee king's apothecary
They ware the little man
The little man
I go back now and the stores are all empty
Except for an old coke sign from 1950
Boarded up like they never existed
Or renovated and called historic districts
There goes the little man
There goes the little man
Now the court square's just a set of streets
That the people go round but they seldom think
Bout the little man that built this town
Before the big money shut em down
And killed the little man
Oh the little man
He pumped your gas and he cleaned your glass
And one cold rainy night he fixed your flat
The new stores came where you do it yourself
You buy a lotto ticket and food off the shelf
Forget about the little man
Forget about that little man
He hung on there for a few more years
But he couldn't sell slurpees
And he wouldn't sell beer
Now the bank rents the station
To a down the road
And sell velvet Elvis and
Second-hand clothes
There goes little man
There goes another little man
Now the are lined up in a concrete strip
You can buy the world with just one trip
And save a penny cause it's jumbo size
They don't even realize
They'er killin' the little man
Oh the little man
It wasn't long when I was a child
An old black man came with his plow
He broke the ground where we grew our garden
Back before we'd all forgot about the little man
The little man
Long live the little man
God bless the little man

11871. Little Man Big Man

Glen Phillips - Little Man Big Man

Little man big man who came first



What is the measure of our worth
If there was a storm rolled in
Who'd run inside
Who'd go walking
Little man big man what's inside
It's all in the places where we find our pride
If there was a soul lost by the road
Who'd pass by
Who'd take it home
Where is the beast lying
Is there a beast hiding
Little man big man who is who
It's all in the damage that our toys can do
If there was a window pane
Who'd throw stones
Who'd walk away

(Chorus)
Are we moving
Are we learning
Little man big man fade away
It's all in the violence of the games we play
It's all in the violence of the games we play
It's all in the love we give today

11872. Little Margaret

Rhiannon Giddens - Little Margaret

Little Margaret sitting in her high hall chair
Combing back her long yellow hair
She saw sweet William and his new-made bride
Riding up the road so near
She threw down her ivory comb
Threw back her long yellow hair
Said, "I'll go down and I'll bid him farewell
And I'll nevermore go there"
It was late in the night
They were fast asleep
Little Margaret appeared all dressed in white
Standing at their bed-feet
Saying, "How do you like your snow-white pillow?
How do you like your sheet?"
Saying, "How do you like that pretty fair maid
Who lays in your arms asleep?"
"Very well do I like my snow-white pillow
Well do I like my sheet
Much better do I like that pretty fair maid
Who stands at my bed-feet"
He called his serving man to go
Saddled the dappled roan
And he rode for her father's house that night
Knocked on the door alone



Saying, "Is Little Margaret in her room
Or is she in the hall?"
"Little Margaret's in her coal-black coffin
With her face turned toward the wall"
Unfold, unfold those snow-white robes
Be they ever so fine
For I want to kiss those cold, cold lips
For I know they'll never kiss mine
Three times he kissed her cold, cold hand
Twice he kissed her cheek
But once he kissed her cold, cold lips
Then he fell in her arms asleep

11873. Little Mathie Grove - Chords

Little Mathie Grove 
Ralph Stanley
 
[Intro]
A  D A  E  A  D A
 
[Verse 1]
A
On a high, on a high, on a high holiday,
A
On the very best day in the year.
A
Little Matty Grove to the church did go,
A
The Holy word to hear.
 
[Verse 2]
A
And some come in all dressed in white,
A
And some in purple and blue,
A
And then come in Lord Arnold's wife
A
The flower among the few.
 
[Interlude]
A  D A  E  A  D A
 
[Verse 3]
A
She looked him, he looked at her,
A
The like had never been done
A
Till she got up and took his hand
A
And bade him come alone.



 
[Verse 4]
A
Well they tossed and they turned in the bed all night
A
Till they lay fast asleep.
A
When they woke up in the new morn dawn,
A
Lord Arnold stood at their feet.
 
[Interlude]
A  D A  E  A  D A
 
[Verse 5]
A
He said "Get up, little Mathie Grove,
A
And put your clothing on.
A
For it'll never be known in old England
A
I slayed a naked man."
 
[Verse 6]
A
"I shan't get up, I won't get dressed,
A
I fear so for my life!
A
For you have got two very short swords,
A
And me not nary a knife."
 
[Interlude]
A  D A  E  A  D A
 
[Verse 7]
A
"Well yes I've got two very short swords;
A
They cost me deep in the purse,
A
And you shall have the better of the two
A
And I shall take the worse."
 
[Verse 8]
A
"And you may strike the very first blow,
A
And strike it like a man.
A
And I shall strike the very next one,
A
And kill you if I can."
 



[Interlude]
A  D A  E  A  D A
 
[Verse 9]
A
Well Mathie struck the very first blow,
A
It hurt Lord Arnold sore.
A
And Arnold struck the very next one,
A
Left Mathie layin' dead in his gore.
 
[Verse 10]
A
He turned his eyes to his wife in her bed,
A
The rage and the hate saw she.
A
"Who do you like best now?" he said,
A
Little Mathie Grove or me?"
 
[Interlude]
A  D A  E  A  D A
 
[Verse 11]
A
Very well do I like your brow," said she,
A
"Very well do I like your chin,
A
But I like Mathie Grove in all of his gore,
A
Better than you and all your kin.
 
[Verse 12]
A
Well, he took her by the hair of her head
A
He led her through the hall,
A
And with his sword cut off her head,
A
And kicked it against the wall.
 
[Outro]
A  D A  E  A  D A

11874. Little Miss Can't Be Wrong

Little miss can't be wrong
Larry Keel



Little miss can't be wrong
Still singing that same old song
Wanna be Miss Universe
And will make it worst
Phone clue to your hand, and your texting is also grand
So simple in your mind
Can's seems to find
So difficult, so the same
Let's keep and win all in the game
You want a round, with your face
Hey little miss can't be wrong
You seem so hypnotized
Wrapped up in your little eyes
But the truth so far away
Ooh, I got nothing to say
So cold, so short, don't seems
Try so hard ever since
Amaze bout pretty things
Fast cars and diamond rings
So difficult, so the same
Let's keep and win all in the game
You want a round, with your face
Hey little miss can't be wrong
Oh I think about your face
Dresses up in your filly laze
I see throw your disguise
Hang gazing to your eyes
No baler in your place
You can't see the flame
Always, forever lost
No matter what the cost
Tto difficult, so the same
Let's keep and win all in the game
You want a round, with your face
Hey little miss can't be wrong

11875. Little Moments Like That

Brad Paisley - Little Moments Like That

Well I'll never forget the first time that I heard
That pretty mouth say that dirty word
And I can't even remember now
What she backed my truck into
But she covered her mouth and her face got red
And she just looked so darn cute
That I couldn't even act like I was mad
Yeah I live for little moments like that
That's like just last year on my birthday
She lost all track of time and burnt the cake
And every smoke detector in the house was going off
She was just about to cry until I took her in my arms



And I tried not to let her see me laugh
Yeah I live for little moments like that
I know she's not perfect
But she tries so hard for me
And I thank God that she isn't
Cause how boring would that be
It's the little imperfections
It's the sudden change of plans
When she misreads the directions
And we're lost but holding hands
Yeah I live for little moments like that
When she's laying on my shoulder
On the sofa in the dark
And about the time she falls asleep
So does my right arm
And I want so bad to move it
Because it's tingling and it's numb
She looks so much like an angel
That I don't want to wake her up
Yeah I live for little moments
When she steals my heart again and doesn't even know it
Yeah I live for little moments like that

11876. Little Moses

Little Moses
The Carter Family

Away by the waters so blue
The ladies were winding their way
While Pharaoh's little daughter went down to the water
To bathe in the cool of the day
Before it was dark she opened the ark
And found the sweet babe that was there

And away by the waters so blue
The infant was lonely and sad
She took him in pity and thought him so pretty
And it made little Moses so glad
She called him her own, her beautiful son
And she sent for a nurse who was near

And away by the waters so blue
They carried that beautiful child
To his tender mother, to his sister and brothers
Little Moses looked happy and smiled
His mother so good did all that she could
To raise him and teach him with care

And away by the sea that was red
Little Moses the servant of God
While in him confided, the sea was divided
As upwards he lifted his rod



And the Jews safely crossed while Pharaoh's host
Was drownded in the waters and lost

And away on a mountain so high
The last that he ever did see
With Israel victorious, his hopes were most glorious
That soon all the Jordan be free
When his spirit did cease, he departed in peace
And rested in the Heavens above

11877. Little Mountain Church House

Little Mountain Church House
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

There's a little mountain church in my thoughts of yesterday
Where friends and family gathered for the Lord
Where an ol' fashioned preacher taught the straight and narrow way
For what few coins, the congregation could afford

Dressed in all our Sunday best, we sat on pews of solid oak
And I remember how our voices filled the air
How mama sounded like an angel on those high soprano notes
When the roll is called up yonder I'll be there

Looking back now that little mountain church house
Has become my life's cornerstone
It was there, in that little mountain church house
I first heard the words, I based my life upon

At the all day, Sunday singing, with dinner on the ground
Many were the souls that were revived
While the bothers and the sisters who've gone on to Gloryland
Slept in peace in the maple grove nearby

Looking back now that little mountain church house
Has become my life's cornerstone
It was there in that little mountain church house
I first heard the words I based my life upon

Looking back now that little mountain church house
Has become my life's cornerstone

It was there in that little mountain church house
I first heard the words, I based my life upon
I first heard the words, I based my life upon
Instrumental ending to pattern of last line



11878. Little Mountain Church House - Chords

Little Mountain Church House
Ricky Skaggs 

d                                         g
There's a little mountain church in my thoughts of yesterday,
        d                                   a
Where friends and family gathered for the Lord,
           d                                    g    
There an old fashioned preacher taught the straight and narrow way,
                d               a              d
For what few coins the congregation could afford,
                                           g
Dressed in all our Sunday best, we sat on pews of solid oak,
          d                               a 
And I remember how our voices filled the air,
           d                              g
How mama sounded like an angel on those high soprano notes,
               d                  a               d
And when the roll is called up yonder, I'll be there.

chorus
                                          g
Looking back now, that little mountain church house,
        d                       a 
Has become my life's corner stone,
         d                              g 
It was there in that little mountain church house,
          d                    a             d
I first heard the word I've based my life upon.

d                                     g
At the all day Sunday singing, and dinner on the ground,
d                                 a
Many were the souls that were revived,
           d                                  g 
While my brothers and my sisters, who've gone on to glory land,
           d            a              d
Slept in peace in the maple grove nearby

chorus 2x

11879. Little Old Log Cabin In The Lane

Little Old Log Cabin In The Lane
Bill Monroe

Oh I'm gettin' old and feeble and I cannot work no more
The children no more gather 'round my door
And old masters and old mrs they are sleepin' side by side
Near the little old log cabin in the lane



    Oh the chimney's fallen down and the roof's all caved in
   Lettin' in the sunshine and the rain
   And the only friend I've got now is that good old dag of mine
   And the little old log cabin in the lane

Oh the trees have all growed up that lead around the hill
The fences have all gone to decay
And the creeks have all dried up where we used to go to mill
And things have changed their course another way

Oh I ain't got long to stay here what little time I've got
I want to rest content wile I remain
'Til death shall call this dog and me to find a better home
And a little old log cabin in the lane

11880. Little Old Sod Shanty On My Claim

Little Old Sod Shanty On My Claim

I am looking rather seedy now
While hohding down my claim
And the mice play shyly round me as I nestle down to rest
In the little old sod shanty on my claim

The hinges are of leaher and the windows have no glass
While the board roof letsthe howling bizzard in
And I hear the hungry coyote as he slinks up through the grass
Round the little old sod shanty on my claim

Yet, I rather like the novelty of living in this way
Though my bill of fare is always rather tame
But I'm happy as a clam on the land of Uncle Sam
In the little old sod shanty on my claim

* Refrain

But when I left my Easten home, a bachelor so gay
To try and win my way to wealth and fame
I little thought I'd come down to burning twisted hay
In the little old sod shanty on my claim

* Refrain

My clothes are plastered o'er with dough I'm looking like a fright
And everything is scattered round the room
But I wouldn't give the freedom that I have out in the West
For the table of the Eastern man's old home

* Refrain

Still, I wish that some kind-hearted girl would pity on me take
And relieve me from the mess that I am in
The angel, how I'd bless her if this her home she'd make



In the little old sod shanty on my claim

* Refrain

And if fate should bless us with now and then an heir
To cheer our hearts with honest pride of fame
Oh, then we'd be contented for the toil that we had spent
In the little old sod shanty on our claim

* Refrain

When time enough had lapsed and all those little brats
To noble man and womanhood had grown
It wouldn't seem half so lonely as round us we should look
And we'd see the old sod shanty on our claim

* Refrain

11881. Little Old Town Called New Orleans

Jerry Jeff Walker - Little Old Town Called New Orleans

There's a little old town called New Orleans I know
There's a little old town called New Orleans I know
Hey, it's alright, everything swings all night
In a little old town called New Orleans I know
The quarter comes alive a little bit after sundown
The quarter comes alive a little bit after sundown
Hey, hear the beat of the Dixieland band playing down the street
In a little old town called New Orleans I know
We all get together and play on that corner sometimes
We all get together and play on that corner sometimes
Hey, there's old Babe, Porkchop's dancing with a harmonica stand
When we all get together and play on that corner sometimes
Get a muffaletta, get yourself some rice and beans
Get a muffaletta, get yourself some rice and beans
Get oyster stew, got a little on your brand-new suit
In a little old town called New Orleans I know
Now you're strutting around showing off your doobie-doo
Strutting around just showing off your doobie-doo
Hey, how you been, good to see you back on the streets again
In a little old town called New Orleans I know
In a little old town called New Orleans I know
There's a little old town called New Orleans I know
Hey, it's alright, everything swings all night
In a little old town called New Orleans I know

11882. Little Ole Wine Drinker Me



Little Ole Wine Drinker Me

I'm praying for rain in California
So the grapes can grow and they can make more wine
And I'm a sittin' at a honky'n in Chicago
With a broken heart and a woman on my mind
I match the man behind a bar for the jukebox
And the music takes me back to Tennessee
When they ask who's the fool in the corner cryin'
I say a little ole wine drinker me

I came here last week from down in Nashville
Cause my baby left for Florida on a train
And I thought I'd get a job and just forget her
But in Chicago a broken heart is still the same
I match the man behind a bar,
Yeah I say a little ole wine drinker me

11883. Little Orphan Girl

Doc Watson 
Little Orphan Girl

"No home, no home," said a little girl
At the door of a rich man's home
She trembling stood on the marble steps
And leaned on the polished wall

Her clothes were thin and her feet were bare
And the snowflakes covered her head
"Let me come in," she feebly said
"Please, give me a little bread"

As the little girl still trembling stood
Before that rich man's door
With a frowning face he scornfully said
"No room, no bread for the poor"

Then the rich man went to his table so fine
Where he and his family were fed
And the orphan stood in the snow so deep
As she cried for a piece of bread

The rich man slept on his velvet couch
And he dreamed of his silver and gold
While the orphan lay in a bed of snow
And murmured, "So cold, so cold"

The hours rolled on through the midnight storm
Rolled on like a funeral bell
The sleet came down in a blinding sheet
And the drifting snow still fell

When morning came the little girl



Still lay at the rich man's door
But her soul had fled away to its home
Where there's room and there's bread for the poor

11884. Little Pete

Little Pete
The Dillards

[Verse 1]

Little Pete was just kid
Who live around the corner of the street
Levi jeans and jelly beans
And a great big smile
For everyone he d meet
He read comic books
And distant longing looks
They payed him when they passed
They would always wonder
Why he always looked so peaceful
So they asked

[Chorus]

He d tell them try to see
The things that children see
An unsophisticated life s
A great philosophy
They would smile
Through frowning eyes
And make their way
With thoughts of him in mind
Wishing they could be like him
And laugh and Smile
Without a thought of time
Little Pete is just a lesson
That we all should try to understand
Remember that he's always by the corner
Of our life to give a hand

[Chorus 2]

He d tell them try to see
The things that children see
An unsophisticated life s
A great philosophy
Little Pete is just a lesson
That we all should try to understand
Remember that he s always by the corner
Of our life to give a hand



11885. Little Piece Of My Heart - Chords

Little Piece Of My Heart 
John Hartford
 
[Intro]
   E
Didn't I make you feel.....
                       A
Like you were the only one
                                E
Didn't I give you everything I could....
                              B
Well now, didn't I, didn't I, babe
 
   B                     A
After all the love I gave you
                  B
It still wasn't enough
                      A             E
Now babe, this man is going to get tough
  F#          G#                   A
Come on, come on, come on, take it now
 
[Chorus]
    E                  A            E
Take another piece of my heart now babe
                       A                             E
Take another little piece of my heart, and throw it away
                       A                     E
Take another little piece of my heart now, babe
 
   B                                      A
You know you got it if it makes you feel good
                                B
Now here on the street it feels good
                    A                E
In your heart oh you know that ain't right
                                   A                         E
And you never, never, never, never hear me.....wanna cry all night
 
      B                                       A
Just about the time I think I can't stand the pain
          B                               E
You hold me in your arms, I gotta say it again
    F#       G#                  A
Come on, come on, come on, take it now
 
[Chorus 1]
     E                  A             E
Take another little piece of my heart babe
                         A               E
You know you got it if it makes you feel good



                      A                    E
Take another little piece of my heart now babe,
                                                 B
Take another little piece of my heart, and throw it away
                   A                   E
Take another little piece of my heart, babe
 
[Chorus 2]
     B                         A          E
You know you got it if it makes you feel good(Lick)
     B                         A          E  D/D#/E
You know you got it if it makes you feel good
     B                         A          E
You know you got it if it makes you feel good
 
[Chorus 1]
     E                  A             E
Take another little piece of my heart babe
                         A               E
You know you got it if it makes you feel good
                      A                    E
Take another little piece of my heart now babe,
                                                 B
Take another little piece of my heart, and throw it away
                   A                   E
Take another little piece of my heart, babe
 
[Chorus 2]
     B                         A          E
You know you got it if it makes you feel good(Lick)
     B                         A          E  D/D#/E
You know you got it if it makes you feel good
     B                         A          E
You know you got it if it makes you feel good

11886. Little Pine Log Cabin

Little Pine Log Cabin

There's A Little Pine Log Cabin Waiting Down In Welcome Valley
There's An Open Door And When My Roamins O'er I'm Going Back Home
There's A Mother Daily Praying Waiting For My Homeward Straying
To That Little Pine Log Cabin Never More To Roam

I Want To See The Children Playing By The Weeping Willow Straying
Hear My Mother Softly Praying While The Mocking Birds Sing So Sweetly
How My Weary Heart Is Yearning Just To Be Again Returning
To The Little Pine Log Cabin In The Land Of My Dreams

Often When Alone I Still Dream Of The Days Beside The Mill Stream
With My Dad And Mother And My Little Brother Happy And Gay

I Can See The Shadows Falling And I Hear Voices Callin'



From The Little Pine Log Cabin At The End Of The Way

I Want To See The Children Playing By The Weeping Willow Straying
Hear My Mother Softly Praying While The Mocking Birds Sing So Sweetly
How My Weary Heart Is Yearning Just To Be Again Returning
To The Little Pine Log Cabin In The Land Of My Dreams

(Music)

There's A Little Lamp Light Shinning There's A Little Trail A Winding
Down A Little Valley To A Little Cabin Peaceful And Still
Honey Suckle Vines Are Growing And I Know Soon I'll Be Going
To That Little Pine Log Cabin At The Foot Of The Hill

I Want To See The Children Playing By The Weeping Willow Straying
Hear My Mother Softly Praying While The Mocking Birds Sing So Sweetly
How My Weary Heart Is Yearning Just To Be Again Returning
To The Little Pine Log Cabin In The Land Of My Dreams

11887. Little Poplar Log House On The Hill

Little Poplar Log House On The Hill

Now kind friends I want to tell you
Of a little country home
It is made of poplar logs upon the hill
That's where poppa died and left us
When we were very young
And momma kept us settled on he hill

   When our days work on the farm was done
   She'd would gather us around
   She would have us get down on our little knees
   She would pray for God to keep us
   Through the night until next
   In our little old poplar log house on the hill

Our father died a good man
Which we all would like to do
And I'm going there to see him some old day
When I'm get through with my singing
Lay my guitar by my side
Lord I want to play in heaven when I die

11888. Little Rain

Little Rain
Desert Rose Band
Hill-Hillman



Young love, so safe, so sorry
You left me cryin' on my knees
Oh daddy, what's the answer
Can you help me, help me please

I feel so safe when we're together
You give me comfort when I call
I say darling, don't feel sorry
If I can't be there when you fall

Wild horses couldn't hold you
Every time you heard the call
It's a restless wind that leaves a warning
On every life a little rain must fall

Young love knows all the answers
Oh darling I've been there too
And I'm not the one to hold you
From what you're tryin' to do

I've heard the call, I felt the warnin'
Oh and now as I see you grow
You will find all the right answers
While I'm learning to let go

Wild horses couldn't hold you
Every time you heard the call
It's a restless wind that leaves a warning
On every life a little rain must fall

Wild horses couldn't hold you
Every time you heard the call
It's a restless wind that leaves a warning
On every life a little rain must fall
On every life a little rain must fall

11889. Little Red Riding Hood

Little Red Riding Hood

Intro:
Owwww!   Who's that I see walkin' in these woods?
Why, it's Little Red Riding Hood!

Verse 1: 
Hey there, Little Red Riding Hood
You sure are lookin' good
You're everything a big bad wolf could want
Listen to me!
Little Red Riding Hood
I don't think little big girls should
Go walkin' in these spooky old woods alone



Owwww!

Bridge:
What big eyes you have
The kind of eyes that drive wolves mad
So just to see that you don't get chased
I think I ought to walk with you for a ways
What cool lips you have
They're sure to lure someone bad
So until you get to Grandma's place
I think you ought to walk with me and be safe

Verse 2:
I'm gonna keep my sheep suit on
Till I'm sure that you've been shown
That I can be trusted walkin' with you alone
Owwww!
Little Red Riding Hood,
I'd like to hold you if I could
But you might think I'm a big bad wolf, so I won't
Owwww!

Bridge 2:
What a big heart I have
The better to love you with
Little Red Riding Hood
Even bad wolves can be good
I'll try to be satisfied
Just to walk close by your side
Maybe you'll see things my way
Before we get to Grandma's place
Final verse and ending:
Little Red Riding Hood
You sure are lookin' good
You're everything a big bad wolf could want
Owwww--I mean baaa!            Baaaa!

11890. Little Rock 'n Roller - Chords

Little Rock 'n Roller
Steve Earl - Little Rock 'n Roller

E  A   E   A

E                 A                 B            E
Hey little guy, I can't believe you answered the phone 
                 C#m                         A                              E
I guess I didn't know you could do that, God help me, have I been gone that long 
E                   A                B        E
I'm in a truck stop somewhere on the Arkansas line 
                 C#m                       A                             E
They got all the big trucks here, boy, you ought to hear the big diesels whine 
B                                             E



No little guy, your daddy won't be home for a while 
              C#m                      A                       B
It's gonna be another couple weeks and another couple thousand miles 

Chorus:
   E                  A        E 
So go to sleep little rock 'n' roller 
     A                             E 
Your daddy's up there knockin' 'em dead tonight 
B                      A   
One of these days when you're a little older 
F#                           B                    E
You can ride the big bus and everything will be alright 
E                           A       E 
Until that day you got your mama to hold you 
A                        E        
Don't be afraid when she turns out the light 
      A                                E
Cause I know there's an angel just for rock 'n' rollers 
B                          E
Watchin' over you and your daddy tonight   

E                    A           B           E
No little guy, don't bother your mamma right now 
  C#m                     A                        E 
I only got a minute and I called to talk to you anyhow 
E                   A             B              E
I know you miss me, God knows I'm thinkin' 'bout you 
           C#m                      A                               E
I got your picture in my wallet, it cheers me up sometimes when I'm blue 
B                                          E
Well little guy, I'm gonna have to let you go 
              C#m                                A                    B
You know it's way past your bedtime, and they're tellin' me we got to roll

Chorus

11891. Little Rock 'n' Roller

Steve Earle - Little Rock 'n' Roller

[Verse 1]
Hey little guy, I can't believe you answered the phone
I guess I didn't know you could do that
Lord help me, have I been gone that long?
Now I'm in a truck stop somewhere on the Arkansas line
They got all the big trucks here, boy
You ought to hear the big diesels whine
No little guy, your daddy won't be home for a while
It's going to be another couple weeks and another couple thousand miles

[Chorus]
So go to sleep, little rock 'n roller



Your daddy's up there knocking 'em dead tonight
One of these days when you're a little older
You can ride the big bus and everything will be all right
Until that day you got your mama to hold you
Don't be afraid when she turns out the lights
Because I know there's an angel just for rock 'n rollers
Watching over you and your daddy tonight

[Verse 2]
No little guy, don't bother your mama right now
I only got a minute and I called to talk to you anyhow
I know you miss me, God knows I'm thinking 'bout you
I got your picture in my wallet
It cheers me up sometimes when I'm blue
Well little guy, I'm gonna have to let you go
You know it's way past your bedtime
And they're telling me we gotta roll

11892. Little Rock Star

Lucinda Williams - Little Rock Star

It's clear you have a death wish
And from what I hear, your latest dish
Lives for you, and scares you half to death

You bend over backwards to make a statement
Hang from the rafters and lick the pavement
Split your lip and barely catch your breath

Your lovely eyes, they close like petals
Your sweet surprise could win you medals
You strut your stuff and fan your peacock feathers

Even if you fake it to get attention
Whatever it'll take to get them to listen
Piss on your designer boots and designer leathers

[Chorus]
Hey little rock star, what don't you see
This is not all that it's cracked up to be
And I can't say I blame you
For throwing the towel in or buying more fame
by cashing your chips in
But with all of your talent, and so much to gain
To toss it away like that would be such a shame

Juvenile delinquent, misunderstood
Peter Pan and Robin Hood
Will you ever do the things you're afraid to do

Will you ever know happiness, little rock star
Or is your death wish stronger than you are



Will you go up in flames like the torches
That are carried for you

[Chorus]

To toss it away like that would be such a shame

11893. Little Rosewood Casket

Little Rosewood Casket
Osborne Brothers

There's s little rosewood cakes
Sitting on a marble stand
There's a package of love letters
Written by my true love's hand

Will you go and get them sister
And read them o'er tonight
For I woke and tried, but could not
For the tears would blind my sight

Please go trace the lines so slowly
Then I'll not miss even one
For the precious hand that wrote this
Its last work for me is done

You have got them now, dear sister
Come sit down upon my bed
And press gently to your bosom
This poor throbbing, aching head

Tell him that I never blamed him
Not an unkind word was said (spoke)
Tell, oh tell him, sister, tell him
That my heart in coldness broke

Tell him that I never blamed him
Though to me he proved untrue
Tell him that'll never forget him
Till I bid this world adieu

When I'm dead and in my coffin
And my shroud's around me bound
And my little bed is ready
In the cold and silent ground

Place his letters and his locket
Close together o'er my heart
Let the little ring he gave me
From my finger never part

You have finished now, dear sister



If you read them o'er again
While I listen to you read them
I will lose all sense of pain

While I listen to you read them
I will gently fall asleep
For it's sweet to wake with Jesus
Oh, dear sister, do not weep

11894. Little Sadie

Little Sadie

I went out one night for to make a little round
I met little Sadie and I shot her down
Went back home got into bed
A forty-four pistol under my head

I wake up the next morning about half past nine
The hacks and the buggies all standing in line
Gents and camper are standing around
Carrying little Sadie to her burying ground

Well I began to think of what a deed I'd done
I grabbed my hat and away I run
Made a good run but a little too slow
They overtook me in Jericho

I was standing on the corner reading the bill
When up stepped the sheriff from Thomasville
Said young man is your name Brown
Remember the night you shot Sadie down

Well I said yes sir but my name is Lee
And I shot little Sadie in the first degree
First degree and the second degree
If you got any papers won't you read them to me

They took me down town and dressed me in black
And they put me on a train and started me back
All the way back to that Thomasville jail
And I had no money for to go my bail

Well the judge and the jury took their stand
The judge had the papers in his right hand
Forty-one days and forty-one nights
Forty -one years to wear the ball and stripes



11895. Little Satchel

Little Satchel - Sarah Jarosz

Under my bed you can set your little satchel
And on my head come lay your little hand
If you will be my own true lover
And I will be your loving little man

Run to the house and ask your papa
A bride of mine you'll ever be
If he says no come back and tell me
And I'll wait till you get free

When you get free well then we'll get married
Look how happy we will be
Oh we'll go to California
Any place you want to go

oh we'll go to Louisiana
Settle down and live at home

I wish I was a little angel
And over these prison walls I would fly
Fly on back to the arms of my darling
Stay at home and there I would die

As you can see I'm no little angel
Neither have I wings to fly
I'll go back all broken hearted
Weep and moan until I die

Under my bed you can set your little satchel
And on my head come lay your little hand
If you will be my own true lover
And I will be your loving little man

11896. Little Sister

Dwight Yoakam - Little Sister
(Doc Pomus, Mort Shuman)

Chorus:
Little sister don't you, little sister don't you
Little sister don't you kiss me once or twice
Tell me that it's nice and then you run
Yeah, yeah, little sister don't do what your big sister done
You know I dated your big sister'
Oh, I took her to the show
I went for some candy
Along came Jim Dandy
And they slipped right out the door
Chorus:



Little sister don't you, little sister don't you
Little sister don't you kiss me once or twice
Tell me that it's nice and then you run
Yeah, little sister don't do what your big sister done
I used to pull down on your pigtails
Hey girl, and pinch your turned up nose
Oh, but baby you been growin'
And lately it's been showin'
From your head down to your toes
Chorus:
Little sister don't you, little sister don't you
Little sister don't you kiss me once or twice
Tell me that it's nice and then you run
Yeah, little sister don't do what your big sister done
Every time I see your sister
Lord, she's with somebody new
Aw, she's mean and she's evil
Like a little ol' boll weevil
hink I'll try my luck with you
Chorus:
Little sister don't you, little sister don't you
Little sister don't you kiss me once or twice
Tell me that it's nice and then you run
Hey, little sister don't you do what your big sister done
Well, little sister don't you do what your big sister done
Aw, little sister don't you do what your big sister done

11897. Little Song

Sarah Jarosz - Little Song

Fly a little higher than the rest
Make your journey last
Soar a little longer than the best
Leave your worries in the past

Said all I can say about this love I have for you
But I need you back so I can make those feelings feel brand new
You can sing a little song for me
Oh sing a little song for me

You know a little tune can set us free
So sing a little song for me

My soul writes me
My soul plays me
My soul sings me

So I'll sing this little song for you
Oh sing a little song for me
And I'll this little song for you

You know a little tune can set us free



So sing this little song with me

11898. Little Sparrow

Little Sparrow
Chris Thile

[Chorus]
Little sparrow, little sparrow
Precious fragile little thing
Little sparrow, little sparrow
Flies so high and feels no pain

[Verse 1]
All you maidens heed my warning
Never trust the hearts of men
They will crush you like a sparrow
Leaving you to never mend
They will vow to always love you
Swear no love but yours will do
Then they'll leave you for another
Break your little heart in two

[Chorus]
Little sparrow, little sparrow
Precious fragile little thing
Little sparrow, little sparrow
Flies so high and feels no pain

[Verse 2]
If I were a little sparrow
Over these mountains I would fly
I would find him, I would find him
Look into his lying eyes
I would flutter all around him
On my little sparrow wings
I would ask him, I would ask him
Why he let me love in vain
I am not a little sparrow
I am just the broken dream
Of a cold false-hearted lover
And his evil cunning scheme

[Chorus]
Little sparrow, little sparrow
Precious fragile little thing
Little sparrow, little sparrow
Flies so high and feels no pain
All you maidens fair and tender
Never trust the hearts of men
They will crush you like a sparrow
Leaving you to never mend



[Outro]
Little sparrow, little sparrow
Oh the sorrow never ends

11899. Little Sparrow - Chords

The Country Gentlemen - Little Sparrow 
(The Little Sparrow)

Come all ye fair and tender ladies
(D)
take warning how, you court young men.
(Am) (G)
They're like a star, on a summer morning
(Am) (D)
they first appear, and then they're gone.

They'll tell to you, some loving story
And they make you think, that they love you well.
Then away they'll go, and court some other
and leave you there, in grief to dwell.

I wish I was, a little sparrow
and had wings to fly so high
I'd fly away, to my false true lover
and when she'd ask, I would deny.

Oh love is handsome, love is charming
love is pretty, while its new.
But love grows old, as love grows older
and fades away, like morning dew.

11900. Little Stream Of Whiskey - Chords

Little Stream Of Whiskey 
Doc Watson
 
[Intro]
G  C G  D7
G  C G  D7  G
 
 
[Verse 1]
       G                                              C
Just a mile west of the water tank on a cold November day
     C                 G        D7
In a cold and lonesome boxcar a dyin' hobo lay
    G                                                C
His pal sat there before him with a low and drooping head



                 G              D7          G
Listenin' to the last words his dyin' buddy said.
 
 
[Verse 2]
    G                                      C
Goodbye old pardner hobo I hate to say goodbye
      C               G            D7
But I hear my train a-comin' and I know she's a-getting nigh
      G                                            C
Gonna tell that old conductor just where I want to stop
                           G             D7               G
Where the little stream of whiskey comes flowing down the rocks.
 
 
[Verse 3]
   G                                          C
We rode the rods together, we've rambled all around
   C             G           D7
In ev'ry kind of weather, we slept out on the ground
    G                                                       C
Oh, pardner don't you miss that train that always makes the stop
                           G             D7               G
Where the little stream of whiskey comes flowing down the rocks.
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  C G  D7
G  C G  D7  G
 
 
[Verse 4]
          G                                                      C
Would you tell my girl in Danville that she need not to worry at all
      C             G               D7
I'm a-goin' to that country where I won't have to work a-tall
     G                                              C
No I will not have to work there nor even change my socks
                         G             D7               G
And the little stream of whiskey comes flowing down the rocks.
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  C G  D7
G  C G  D7  G
 
 
[Verse 5]
    G                                                C
I'm a-goin' to that better place where ever'thing is right
          C                G          D7
Where the handouts grow on bushes and they sleep out ever' night
      G                                            C
Won't have to wash my overhauls nor even change my socks
                         G             D7               G       C   G   D7  G
And the little stream of whiskey comes flowing down the rocks.



11901. Little Things

Marty Stuart - Little Things

Well, when the sun goes down at the end of the day
I want to see you again, I've got to find a way
Just to hear those little things you say 
The way you touch me, baby, the way you squeeze me tight
And when you hold me, darlin', all through the night 
Those little things make me feel all right

(Little things) like the way you kiss
(Little things) that I can't resist
(Little things) make me feel so fine
I've got to have your lovin', honey, all the time
(Little things) ooh, when we touch
(Little things) you know they mean so much
(Little things) never make me blue
I love those little things you do

I've got a fever, baby, and it's burnin' hot
I'm gonna give you my love, everything I've got
'Cause those little things sure mean a lot

(Little things) like the way you kiss
(Little things) that I can't resist
(Little things) make me feel so fine
I've got to have your lovin', honey, all the time
(Little things) ooh, when we touch
(Little things) you know they mean so much
(Little things) never make me blue
I love those little things you do

(Little things) like the way you kiss
(Little things) that I can't resist
(Little things) make me feel so fine
I've got to have your lovin', honey, all the time
(Little things) ooh, when we touch
(Little things) you know they mean so much
(Little things) never make me blue
I love those little things you do
I love those little things you do
I love those little things you do

11902. Little Things

Marty Stuart - Little Things

Well, when the sun goes down at the end of the day



I want to see you again, I've got to find a way
Just to hear those little things you say 
The way you touch me, baby, the way you squeeze me tight
And when you hold me, darlin', all through the night 
Those little things make me feel all right

(Little things) like the way you kiss
(Little things) that I can't resist
(Little things) make me feel so fine
I've got to have your lovin', honey, all the time
(Little things) ooh, when we touch
(Little things) you know they mean so much
(Little things) never make me blue
I love those little things you do

I've got a fever, baby, and it's burnin' hot
I'm gonna give you my love, everything I've got
'Cause those little things sure mean a lot

(Little things) like the way you kiss
(Little things) that I can't resist
(Little things) make me feel so fine
I've got to have your lovin', honey, all the time
(Little things) ooh, when we touch
(Little things) you know they mean so much
(Little things) never make me blue
I love those little things you do

(Little things) like the way you kiss
(Little things) that I can't resist
(Little things) make me feel so fine
I've got to have your lovin', honey, all the time
(Little things) ooh, when we touch
(Little things) you know they mean so much
(Little things) never make me blue
I love those little things you do
I love those little things you do
I love those little things you do

11903. Little Things Mean a Lot

Doc Watson - Little Things Mean a Lot

Blow me a kiss from across the room
Say I look nice when I'm not
Touch my hair as you pass my chair
Little things mean a lot
Give me your arm as we cross the street
Call me at six on the dot
A line a day when you're far away
Little things mean a lot
Don't have to buy me diamonds and pearls
Champagne, sables and such



I never cared much for diamonds and pearls
But honestly honey, they just cost money
Give me your hand when I've lost the way
Give me your shoulder to cry on
Whether the day is bright or gray give me your heart to rely on
Send me the warmth of a secret smile 
To show me you haven't forgot
Now and forever , that always and ever
Little things mean a lot

Blow me a kiss from across the room
Say I look nice when I'm not
Touch my hair as you pass my chair
Little things mean a lot
Give me your arm as we cross the street
Call me at six on the dot
A line a day when you're far away
Little things mean a lot
Don't have to buy me diamonds and pearls
Champagne, sables and such
I never cared much for diamonds and pearls
But honestly honey, they just cost money
Give me your hand when I've lost the way
Give me your shoulder to cry on
Whether the day is bright or gray give me your heart to rely on
Send me the warmth of a secret smile 
To show me you haven't forgot
Now and forever , that always and ever
Little things mean a lot

11904. Little Tin Soldier

Little Tin Soldier
Shawn Phillips

Once in a town in the black forest
A little white toy shop stood
And a little tin soldier with only one leg
Lived in a castle of wood
And across the room on another shelf
Stood a little glass shelf
And a tiny ballerina lived in there
All in a dress of lace
And from where the little tin soldier stood
They could see each other so clear
And the little tin soldier watched over her
With a love that was so dear

Then one day sadness came
The tiny ballerina was sold
The little tin soldier was thrown away
And into the gutter he rolled
The water carried him to many far-off lands



He made many children happy
As he passed through their tiny hands

But then one day they met again
In a house in the land of Eire
When the clock on the wall struck the midnight hour
They jumped into a fire
And in this fire they shall stay
Forever and a day
For the fire, Lord, is the fire of love
Just like the peaceful dove

11905. Little Too Late - Chords

Little Too Late 
Nicki Bluhm And The Gramblers

[Verse 1]
 
A                                    D
I knew you from the day the door got kicked in
A                                              D               E
The gang was hanging around 'cause we had some things to talk about
F#M                   E                 D              C
You were stoned, from out of town, your head up on the moon
A                        D                D                    A
You needed some place to hide out and our place would have to do
 
[Verse 2]
 
A                              D
Pigeon-toed and guilty, just a friend of a friend of a friend
A                                                 D         E
You'd taken a fall and missed the ground and just kept on going
F#m                E                D               C
We never knew just what it was, you were no Hester Prynne
A                  D                       D                 A
But you said something before you left that we all could believe in
 
 
[Chorus]
 
         D                           A                       G
You said, it's not how you swim it's how you hold your breath
     D                                         A                   E
It's not about playing fair in this life, it's more about cheating death
F#m               E                        D              C
If you don't like gettin' old, well you'll hate the other choice I'm told
             A                  D                 A                  D
Cause it's a little too late to die young (It's a little too late to die young)
            A                  D                 A                  D
Ooh, it's a little too late to die young (It's a little too late to die young)
 



 
[Verse 3]
 
A                                            D
The night got long we sang some songs and we shared some stories too
A                                             D               E
We popped the top on the last cold pop as the sky was turning blue
F#m                 E                    D               C
All of a sudden the door crashed in, and in came six big police man
A               D             D                A
As they carried you away, you said those words again
 
 
[Chorus]
 
         D                           A                   G
You said, it's not how you swim it's how you hold your breath
     D                                         A                   E
It's not about playing fair in this life, it's more about cheating death
   F#m            E                        D              C
If you don't like gettin' old, well you'll hate the other choice I'm told
             A                  D                 A                  D
Cause it's a little too late to die young (It's a little too late to die young)
       A              D                 A                  D
It's a little late to die young (It's a little too late to die young)
 
[Solos]
F#m  E  D
F#m  E  D
Bm   A  G
Bm   A  G
 
[Bridge]
 
         A
One fine day you're lookin' back
                 A
You've worked 10 years and you don't have jack
               A
The dreams you had are wearin' thin
                   A
But the loot dream just won't let you in
            A
Part of you wants to go out with a flash
       A
It's a little too late for that
 
[Bridge Chorus]
 
        D                  G                 D                  G
(It's a little too late to die young) It's a little too late to die young
        D                  G                 D                  G
(It's a little too late to die young) It's a little too late to die young
       D                       G
It's a little too late, it's a little too late,
D                       G
little too late, it's a little too late



D                       G
little too late, it's a little too late
 D                       G
(little too late, it's a little too) Ooh, yeah
 
[Outro vamp]
D   G

11906. Little Ways - Chords

Little Ways
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

D7     G   D7   G
You've got your little ways to hurt me
              D7
You know just how to tear me up
                                G
Leave me in small pieces on the ground
D7     G   D7   G
You've got your little ways to hurt me
               D7
They're not to big but they're real tough
                                    G
One cold look from you can knock me down
                                   D7
To look at you and me no one would ever know
                                         G
The pain that I've endured since I won't let it show
                                        C
My friends would laugh out loud if they only knew
    D7                             G
The truth 'bout how I am just your lovesick fool
Repeat #1,2
                                      D7
The sadness in my eyes should somehow be a clue
                                     G
No one here would ever suspect sweet little you
                                             C
There have been rumors of the truth but I've kept it quiet
          D7                               G
Cause I'm too ashamed to let them know you make me cry
Repeat #1,2
 
          D7                              G
Yeah your little ways can knock me to the ground

11907. Little White Church



Little Big Town - Little White Church (The Voice Performance)

[Verse 1]
You've been singing, that same old song
Far too long, far too long
Say you'll buy me a shiny ring
But your words don't mean a thing
No more calling me baby
No more loving like crazy

[Chorus]
Till you take me down (take me down)
You better take me down (take me down)
Take me down to the little white church
Take me down (take me down)
Take me down (take me down)
Take me down to the little white church
Take me down

[Verse 2]
You can't ride this gravy train
Anymore, anyway
There's a price for keeping me
I might be cheap, but I ain't free
No more calling me baby
No more loving like crazy

[Chorus]
Till you take me down (take me down)
You better take me down (take me down)
Take me down to the little white church
Take me down (take me down)
Take me down (take me down)
Take me down to the little white church
Take me down
Take me down

[Verse 3]
Charming devil, silver tongue
Had your fun, now you're done
Mama warned me 'bout your games
She don't like you anyways
No more calling me baby
No more loving like crazy
No more chicken and gravy
Ain't gonna have your baby!

[Chorus]
Till you take me down (take me down)
You better take me down (take me down)
Take me down to the little white church
Take me down to the little white church
Take me down
Take me down
Take me down to the little white church, take me down
Take me down, take me down to the little white church
Take me down to the little white church, take me down to the little white church



11908. Little White Church

Little White Church - Jimmy Martin

There's a little white church in the valley
That stands in my memory each day
And it seems I can hear the bells now ringing
Though I am many miles away

And many times in church on Sunday morning
That whole countryside would gather there
They would all kneel down by the altar
As they lifted up their voice in prayer

   Oh the church in the valley that little white church
   Is the place I love so well
   Now I'm sad and lonely yes I'm sad and lonely
   For that little white church in the dell

They would sing the old song Rock of Ages
Oh Christ let me hide myself in thee
And I know some of them are now waiting
Just o'er the dark and stormy sea

I know that troubles all are ended
And happy forever they will be
They are waiting and watching up yonder
For the coming home of you and me

11909. Little White Church - Chords

Little White Church
Recorded by Jim and Jesse - Doyle Lawson
Written by Karen Fairchild, Kimberly Schlapman
Wayne Kirkpatrick, Phillip Sweet, James Lee Westbrook

G                                   C
Oh the church in the valley oh that little white church
       G               D7
Is the place I love so well
        G                      C
Now I'm sad and lonely yes I'm sad and lonely
         G            D7            G
For that little white church in the dell

                                  
There's a little white church in the valley
     C                        G
That stands in my memory each day



And it seems I can hear the bells ringing
A7                     D7
Though I am many miles away

    G
And many times on Sunday morning
    C                              G
The whole countryside would gather there

They would all kneel down by the altar
        D7                        G
As they lifted up their voices in prayer

Repeat #1

They would sing the old song Rock of Ages
   C                            G
Oh Christ let me hide myself in Thee
 
And I know some of them are now waiting
     A7                       D7
Just o'er the dark and stormy sea

  G
I know their troubles all are ended
    C                       G
And happy forever they will be

They are waiting and watching up yonder
        D7                     G
For the coming home of you and me

Repeat #1,2

11910. Little White Washed Chimney - Chords

Little White Washed Chimney
Bill Clifton

Where the [A] Mississippi's flowing on it's [D] sunny southern [B] shores
And the [E] steamboat comes a_puffing round the [A] bend
There's a little old log cabin with a [D] grape vine o're the [B] door
And a [E] little white washed chimney at the [A] end
Oh, I went away up North when they told me I would find
Money hanging around like apples on the tree
But it was as my sweetheart told me there was nothing of the kind
And the weather was so cold I thought I'd freeze

CHO:
I'm [A] going back, yes, going back to the [D] place I love so [A] well
To the folks who'll want me all their own [E] again
To the [A] little old log cabin with the [D] grape vine o're the [B] door



And a [E] little white washed chimney at the [A] end

Verse, CHO Instrumental

I can see the smoke a_rising from that little ol' chimney top
As it welcomes me and greets me on the breeze
Then I'll start a_running and I know I'll never stop
Till I've landed in that cabin on my knees

CHO

4 bar bridge to end

Ref: Artist: Nashville Bluegrass Band
Title: Unleashed
Company: Sugar Hill SHCD 3843

11911. Little White-Washed Chimney

Little White-Washed Chimney
(Little White Washed Chimney)
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Where the Mississippi flowing on the sunny southern shores
And the steamboat comes a-puffing round the bend
There's a little old log cabin with a grape vine over the door
And a little white-washed chimney at the end

   Oh, I'm going back, yes, going back to the place I love so well
   To the folks who'll want me all their own again
   In the little old log cabin with the grape vine o'er the door
   And a little white-washed chimney at the end

Oh, I went away up North where they told me I would find
Money hanging around like apples on a tree
But it was as my sweetheart told me there was nothing of the kind
And the weather was so cold I thought I'd freeze

I can see the smoke a-rising from the little chimney top
As it welcomes me and greets me on the breeze
Then I will start a-running and I know I'll never stop
Till I've landed in that cabin on my knees

11912. Little Willie

Little Willie

When I was in my sixteenth year
Little Willie courted me



He said if I'd run away with him
His dear wife I would be

We was so far away from home
When little Willie said to me
Go home, go home, my dear little girl
My wife you'll never be

My mama was so kind to me
And I know she loved me dear
You've brung me far away from home
How can you leave me here

Nature, nature, my dear little girl
Oh it's nature for to be
My mind is to ramble round
And I bid this wide world adieu

11913. Little Wing

Little Wing
Jimi Hendrix - Acoutisc Syndicate

Well she's walking through the clouds
With a circus mind
That's running wild
Butterflies and zebras and moonbeams
And-a fairly tales

That's all she ever thinks about

Riding with the wind

When I'm sad she comes to me
With a thousand smiles
She gives to me free

"It's alright", she says
It's alright
Take anything you want from me
(Take anything)
Anything

Fly on, little wing

11914. Little Worlds

Little Worlds
Mandolin Orange - Little Worlds



[Verse 1]
I watch the waves from the mountain tops
And the rock slides through the clouds
'Cause this whole world is gonna shake someday
And I'll be somewhere looking down
I'll miss the coast and the cool night air
And the fire in our eyes
That world of shadows and twirling hair as the fire died

[Chorus]
'Cause you alone steal every heart
And you alone shall be
Just a world I never knew
And the only one I see

[Verse 2]
Some toast the night as each day begins
Wearing shadows in between
But I close my eyes until once again I can dream
Of little birds catching fireflies
Until the darkness pulls them down
And little worlds [?] on fire
[?] little closer now

[Chorus]

[Partial Verse 1]
Said I watch the waves from the mountain tops
And the rock slides through the clouds
'Cause this whole world is gonna shake someday
And I'll be somewhere looking down

11915. Little Worn Snapshot

Little Worn Snapshot (Larry W. Jones 10/03/2007) 

I have a little worn snapshot of you
Wrapped in a piece of paper colored gold
It's not here to remind me why I'm blue
But it reminds me of a love that's cold
This little snapshot's pleasing to my eye
And it brings back memories dear, of you
But as time goes by, I still sit and cry
Over a little worn snapshot of you
If I stop and think, I then shed a tear
I look at your little snapshot so small
It reminds me once more that you're not here 
And that's when I know more teardrops will fall
- instrumental -
If I stop and think, I then shed a tear
I look at your little snapshot so small
It reminds me once more that you're not here 



And that's when I know more teardrops will fall
This little snapshot's pleasing to my eye
And it brings back memories dear, of you
But as time goes by, I still sit and cry
Over a little worn snapshot of you
But as time goes by, I still sit and cry
Over a little worn snapshot of you

11916. Litttle Community Church House

Litttle Community Church House

I was lost in sin so long with no one to guide my way
My soul was in darkness had been for many a day
In that little community church house I heard that gospel song
I went inside to kneel and pray

   Oh I kneeled down and prayed to my Savior
   That He might hear and would accept me
   And then I felt the holy spirit
   I knew my soul was saved in me

In that little community church house that's where we sang and prayed
We prayed to our Father to guide us on our way
All through life's long journey we'll need His helping hand
Until we reach that promised land

In that little community church house among my many friends
I can hear them praying for me and the preacher said amen
And the vision there before me it was my Savior's face
I knew that I was saved by grace

11917. Live And Die

The Avett Brothers - Live and Die 

All it will take is just one moment and
you can say goodbye to how we had it planned
Fear like a habit run like a rabbit out and away
through the screen door to the unknown
and I want to love you and more
I want to find you and more
where do you reside when you're high
How can I find ya

Cause I wanna send you and more
I wanna tempt you and more
Can you tell that I
am alive let me prove it.



You and I we're the same
live and die we're the same
hear my voice know my name
you and I we're the same
Live like a pharaoh
sing like a sparrow anyway
even if there is no land or love in sight
we bloom like roses lead like moses out and away

through the bitter crowd to the daylight
and I want to love you and more
I want to find you and more
can you tell that I
am alive let me prove it to ya.
You and I we're the same
live and die we're the same
you rejoice I complain

but you and I we're the same
live and die we're the same
you and I we're the same
hear my voice know my name
you and I we're the same
I want to love you and more
I want to find you and more
where do you reside

when you hide how can I find ya
cause I wanna save you and more
I wanna tempt you and more
can you tell that I am alive let me prove it
You and I we're the same
live and die we're the same
you rejoice I complain
but you and I we're the same
live and die we're the same
you and I we're the same
hear my voice know my name
you and I
you and I

11918. Live And Let Live

Live And Let Live
Bill Monroe

They tell me that you're going away
What makes you want to leave
You gave me your love
You gave me your vow
And you're leaving me here to grieve



   Live and let live, don't break my heart
   Don't leave me here to cry
   I never could live if we should part
   Tell me you don't mean good-bye

Stayed awake last night and I walked the floor
What makes you treat me so
Live and let live, don't break my heart
I don't want to live if you go

You're the one who made me love you so
You're the one who's making my cry
You're the one who'd break me heart if you go
Tell me you don't mean good-bye

11919. Live Fast, Love Hard, Die Young

Live Fast, Love Hard, Die Young

Intro:
I wanna live fast, love hard, die young
And leave a beautiful memory

Verse 1:
I wanna live fast, love hard, die young
And leave a beautiful memory
Don't want slow walkin' or sad singin'
Let  em have a jubilee
I wanna leave a lotta happy women
A thinking pretty thoughts of me
I wanna live fast, love hard, die young
And leave a beautiful memory

Bridge 1:
I got a hot rod car and a cowboy suit
And I really do get around
I got a little black book and the gals look cute
And I know the name of every spot in town
I wanna find  em, fool  em, leave  em
And let  em do the same to me
I wanna live fast, love hard, die young
And leave a beautiful memory
Solo over Bridge

Verse 2:
I wanna live fast, love hard, die young
And leave a beautiful memory
I'm a wampus cat*, let me grab my hat
And baby come along with me
We're gonna do some fancy steppin'
We're really goin' on a spree
I wanna live fast, love hard, die young
And leave a beautiful memory



Bridge 2 and Ending:
Now you may not approve of the things I do
But it really don't bother me
But don't ever think you can tie me down
I'm gonna stay footloose and fancy free
So jump back, make tracks, move out
And let the pretty gals at me
I wanna live fast, love hard, die young
And leave a beautiful Memory

*Note:  wampus cat may mean an imaginary 
critter that loggers attribute night sound to.

11920. Live Forever

Little Big Town - Live Forever

You roll through life like a rolling fire
I bring the rain like a thunderstorm
Yeah we found peace on a battlefield
It all makes sense in love and war
It all makes sense in love and war

[Chorus]
You and me
Wild as a willow in a hurricane
Strong enough to stand in stormy weather
We might be
Crazy enough to make history
Cause the world just isn't the same since we got together
And if we don't die young, we might just live forever
There are kings and queens upon their thrones
That have a love like you and me
Kingdoms rise and kingdoms fall
But love is last eternally
But love is last eternally

[Chorus]
They might sing us in a song
Or write our names up in the sky
Even when it's carved in stone
A love like ours goes on and on
A love like ours goes on and on

[Chorus]
You roll through life like a rolling fire
I bring the rain like a thunderstorm...



11921. Live Forever

The Highwaymen - Live Forever (acoustic demo)

(Willie Nelson)
I'm gonna live forever
I'm gonna cross that river
I'm gonna catch tomorrow now

(Kris Kristofferson)
You're gonna want to hold me
Just like I always told you
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone

(All)
Nobody here will ever find me
But I will always be around
Just like the songs I leave behind me
I'm gonna live forever now

(Waylon Jennings)
You fathers and you mothers
Be good to one another
Please try to raise your children right

(Johnny Cash)
Don't let the darkness take 'em
Don't make 'em feel forsaken
Just lead 'em safely to the light

(All)
When this old world is blown assunder
And all the stars fall from the sky
Remember someone really loves you
We'll live forever you and I

I'm gonna live forever
I'm gonna cross that river
I'm gonna catch tomorrow now
I'm gonna live forever
I'm gonna cross that river
I'm gonna catch tomorrow now
I'm gonna live forever
I'm gonna cross that river
I'm gonna catch tomorrow now

11922. Live Forever - Chords

Live Forever           
Dale Ann Bradley

D
I m gonna live forever



Bm
I m gonna cross that river
G                A                     D 
I m gonna catch tomorrow now
You re gonna want to hold me
Just like I always told you
You re gonna miss me when I'm gone

G                                D
Nobody here will ever find me
A                                  D
Though I will always be around
G                                       D
Just like the songs I leave behind me
A                                 D
I m gonna live forever now

You fathers and you mothers
be good to one another
Please try to raise your children right
Don t let the darkness take  em
Don t let them feel forsaken
Just lead them safely to the light

If this old world is blown to sunder
And all the stars fall from the sky
Remember someone really loves you
we'll live forever you and I

11923. Live In The Moment

Norman Blake - Live In the Moment

[Verse 1]
You're so sweet and you're so fine
There's a glint in your eye
You've been dark as a knife
Out of luck, out of life

[Chorus]
Live in the moment
You know that nothing this good can last forever
Embrace the here and now
For now we're here and now together
Feel good not knowing
What tomorrow and what's following may bring
Need only think about today

[Verse 2]
There's no god and there's no heaven
There are men and there are women
Who can say what's down the line
So chase that thought from your mind



[Chorus]
Live in the moment
You know that nothing this good can last forever
Embrace the here and now
For now we're here and now together
Feel good not knowing
What tomorrow and what's following may bring
Need only think about today

[Chorus]
Live in the moment
You know that nothing this good can last forever
Embrace the here and now
For now we're here and now together
Feel good not knowing
What tomorrow and what's following may bring
Need only think about today

11924. Live Learn - Chords

Live Learn 
The California Honeydrops
 
[Intro]:
e/-----------------------------------/
b/-----------------------------------/
g/-----------------------------------/ X4
d/-2----------------------------2----/
a/--2-4--4-2h4-2----4--2--2h4-2---2h4/
e/---------------4----4--------------/
 
 
[Verse]
            E      A B
I'm through worryin'
            E     A B
I'm through cryin'
      E                  A B
and I know I know I know
                   E      A B
that it's gonna be alright
 
[Chorus]
E
nobody could tell me
         A              B
I had to find out for myself
E
nobody could tell me
         A              B
I had to find out for myself
         E     E                  A          B



I had to live, learn, get burned, do it again
E                                               A
whole lotta shoulda coulda woulda won't help me now
                 A   B
it won't help me now
 
[Instrumental]
E A B , E A B
 
[Verse]
E               A
If I knew then,
            B
what I know now
E                                       A      B
wouldna probly changed much of anything anyhow
 
[Verse]
E
believe it or not,
                  A                B
what you want and what you need is what you get
E
believe it or not,
                  A                B
what you want and what you need is what you get
 
[Chorus]
E
nobody could tell me
         A              B
I had to find out for myself
E
nobody could tell me
         A              B
I had to find out for myself
         E     E                  A          B
I had to live, learn, get burned, do it again
E                                               A
whole lotta shoulda coulda woulda won't help me now
                 A   B
it won't help me now
 
G F#m Em
 
[Bridge]
                 G       F#m Em
Runnin' round in circles,
           G       F#m Em
ain't goin nowhere,
       G           F#m         Em
I said heartaches, heartaches, oooh, I've had my share
 
-Drum Break-
 
[Verse]
                      E    E    A B



shoulda coulda woulda oooh oooh
                      E    E    A B
shoulda coulda woulda oooh oooh
                      E    E    A B
shoulda coulda woulda oooh oooh
                      E    E    A B
shoulda coulda woulda oooh oooh
 
[Verse]
E
believe it or not,
                  A                B
what you want and what you need is what you get
E
believe it or not,
                  A                B
what you want and what you need is what you get
 
[Chorus]
E
nobody could tell me
         A            B
I had to find out for myself
E
nobody could tell me
         A            B
I had to find out for myself
         E     E                  A          B
I had to live, learn, get burned, do it again
 
 
 
Useful licks from live version
Reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=od4TxI8kR2A&list;=RDMMod4TxI8kR2A&star
t;_radio=1
 
 
Verse Lick
Lorenzo Play this from the intro throughout most of the song.
            E           A  B
/-5--------------------------/
/-5h7p5---5-5----7/9/7--5--7-/
/-------6---------------6--8-/
/-----------------------7--9-/
/----------------------------/
/----------------------------/
 
Chorus Lick
Played at 2:13
 
  E                    A
/-------------------------/
/-12-11-10-9-----------10-/
/-13-12-11-9-----------9--/
/-14-13-12-11-------9--11-/
/--------------9h11-------/
/-------------------------/



 
End Jam Lick
Played at 5:23
 
  E
  d  u  d  u   u  d   d  u  d  u   d
/----------------------------------14h16-14-12h14p12----/
/-12-12-12-12--11-11--14-14-14-14--14----------------14-/
/-13-13-13-13--12-12--14-14-14-14--14-------------------/
/-14-14-14-14--13-13--14-14-14-14-----------------------/
/-------------------------------------------------------/
/-------------------------------------------------------/

11925. Live This Long

Live This Long

Time flies by
In the blink of an eye
When you get paid for having too much fun
Kicking out the foot lights
Living the night life
Like tomorrow ain't never gonna come
Wouldn't change much of nothing
About this road we've been running
For of wild times, wild women, and a song
But we would've taking much better care of ourselves
If we had known we were gonna live this long

Whiskey goes down
Like cold, spring water
Over rocks, and the close of the day
When you're flying like eagles
Down American highways
You lose a lot of friends along the way
But we just keep on moving
And rolling along
Can't look back
We might turn to stone
But we would've taking much better care of ourselves
If we would have known we was gonna live this long

If we had known we were gonna live this long
We might have changed things up a bit
We still would've lived out every song
Just maybe not quite as fast as we did

But we're in pretty good shape, Will
The shape we're in
We'll keep rocking along, until we're gone
But we would've taking much better care of ourselves
If we had known we were gonna live this long
Yeah, we would've taking much better care of ourselves



If we had known we were gonna live this long

11926. Live To Tell It All

Vince Gill - Live to Tell It All

True love is understated
True love is being known
Oh I've never felt so connected
And two hearts have found a home

[Chorus]
And no matter how we struggle
Oh I'll answer when you call
And we'll walk away from trouble
And live to tell it all

Safe in my arms I'll keep you
Never more to roam
And I promise to lay down beside you
When our names are carved in stone

[Chorus: x2]

11927. Live Wire

Live Wire
Dixie Chicks

They call me the real live wire
The natural born fighter
Ridin' down this long lonely highway
Drivin' straight through
Haven't played in three days and nights now
Yeah I'm long overdue

Get outta my way!
Oh ohh oh

They call me the true heart breaker
Cause I don't take home takers
There's nothing and no one to stop me
From having fun
This must be a misunderstanding
Cause I've loved only one

Get outta my way!
Oh ohh oh



They call me the real live wire
Yeah I'm a red-eye flyer
Flying down this four lane freeway
Gonna catch that last plane
In less than 24 hours
Gonna do it all again

Get outta my way!
Oh ohh oh

I'm a real live wire
Yeah I'm a real live wire

11928. Live With Lonesome

Little Big Town - Live with Lonesome

[Verse 1]
Hear the train in the distance
Such a lonely sound it makes
When it's gone there is silence
You can hear the sound of my heart break
See these arms, now they're empty
Because they used to hold on to you
I said I'd never let go
But somehow you slipped on through
Now I know that's how love goes
When love goes away

[Chorus]
I'm going to cry some
Then I'm going to lay here and die some
All because I know there ain't no one else
Baby, if I can't live with you
Guess I'll have to live with the lonesome

[Verse 2]
There's a prayer that I'm praying
There's a dream that I always will dream
And the hope keeps me waiting
For the day when you come back to me
It's a curse and a blessing
To find love above all the rest
Now I'd rather have nothing
Than to settle for less
Now I know that's how love goes
When love goes away

[Chorus]
I'm going to cry some
Then I'm going to lay here and die some
All because I know there ain't no one else
Baby, if I can't live with you



Guess I'll have to live with the lonesome

11929. Lively Up Yourself

Bob Marley - Lively Up Yourself
Sam Bush Band

You`re gonna lively up yourself and
Don`t be no drag
You lively up yourself, oh
Reggae is another bag
You lively up yourself and don`t say no
You`re gonna lively up yourself
`Cause I said so
(Hear what you gonna do)
You rock so you rock so
Like you never did before
You dip so, you dip so
Dip thru my door
You come so, you come so,
Oh yeah!
You skank so, you skank so,
Be alive today.

You`re gonna lively up yourself and
Don`t say no
You lively up yourself
Big daddy says so
You lively up yourself and
Don`t be no drag
You lively up yourself
`Cause reggae is another bag

What you got that I don`t know?
I`m a-trying to wonder why you act so
(Hey, do you hear what the man seh?)
Lively up your woman in the morning time, you`all
Keep a lively up your woman in the
Morning time, you`all
Keep a lively up your woman when
The evening come and take her, take ya

You rock so, you rock so
You dip so, you dip so
You skank so, you skank so
And don`t be no drag
You come so, you come so
For reggae is another bag

Get what you got in that bag
What have you got in the other bag
You got hanging there?
What you say you got?



I don`t believe you!

11930. Livin' A Lie

Dolly Parton - Livin' A Lie 
(Dolly Parton)

Spotlight's on, it's shining bright
And I like standin' in it
It's only superficial light
But I don't want to end it
It's warmth and glow has taken hold
And I'm caught uup in it's shine
A Cinderella fairy tale
I want to claim as mine
Fancy clothes, a magic coach
And happy ever after
Like something from a story book
The Cinderella chapter
But when the clock strikes midnight
And I lie awake in bed
Things my Daddy told me
Keep running through my head
You gotta walk the straight and narrow
And to thine own self be true
Gotta aim straight as an arrow
All eyes are up on you
But sometimes it feels so good
That I can almost justify
Livin' a lie -- livin' a lie
Livin' a lie -- livin' a lie
Is it wrong for me to want
The sweeter grass that's greener?
To chase the all-American dream
I've always been a dreamer
At the top and still I've got
A heavy heart inside
I keep remembering
Things my Daddy told me as a child
You gotta walk the striaght and narrow
Gotta hold fast to the right
Gotta aim straight as an arrow
Walk onward toward the light
Oh, but when I'm out there in it
I think I might get by
Livin' a lie -- livin' a lie
But I don't feel right livin' a lie
Livin' a lie -- livin' a lie
All the fame and fortune
Glory and prestige
Can't make me happy if it goes
Against what I believe
And I've sacrificed my honor



My values and my pride
Livin' a lie -- livin' a lie
Livin' a lie -- livin' a lie
Livin' a lie -- livin' a lie
Livin' a lie
Lie, lie, lie, lie, lie, lie, lie, I don't feel right

11931. Livin' In The City

John Butler - Livin' in the City

[Verse 1: John Butler]
Bells are ringing on your alarm clock
It's six in the morning, man the race don't stop
It's just shit, shower, shave
Make it to the station
Waiting for the train...
Goddamn train late again
Hit the streets and they are seething
Ducking, weaving, begging, stealing
Got you kneeling, and you're feeling
That you wanted more

[Chorus: John Butler]
That's how it goes livin' in the city
Everybody getting down to the nitty-gritty
They don't look back, they don't take no pity
Hey ya know I never said it would be pretty
That's how it goes livin' in the city
Everybody getting down to the nitty-gritty
They don't look back and they don't take no pity

[Verse 2: John Butler]
Well I get to the office and delete my spam
Delete me, delete my plans
Working everyday for the goddamn Man
Sometimes I wonder just who I am
Well I'm gonna go postal
Gonna have a death toll
Be the headhunter then I'm gonna move coastal
Everything gonna be just fine
Working everyday on my goldmine

[Chorus: John Butler]
That's how it goes livin' in the city
Everybody getting down to the nitty-gritty
They don't look back, they don't take no pity
Hey ya know I never said it would be pretty
That's how it goes livin' in the city
Everybody getting down to the nitty-gritty
They don't look back, don't take no pity

[Chorus: John Butler]



That's how it goes livin' in the city
Everybody getting down to the nitty-gritty
They don't look back, they don't take no pity
Hey ya know I never said it would be pretty
That's how it goes livin' in the city
Everybody getting down to the nitty-gritty
They don't look back, they don't take no pity
Hey ya know I never said it would be pretty

11932. Livin' In The House

Desert Rose Band - Livin' in the House

She rarely ventures from her door
Staring at the dress she wore
A bridal gown from yesterday
Her dreams have drifted away

Unforgiving and forsaking
Thoughts that keep her heart from making
There's pleasure in her misery
She locked the door and hid the key

Livin' in the house she grew up in
Safely out of harm's way
A prisoner of her emotions
In a prison made of clay

On the day they were to marry
She paced the floor, began to worry
And as time passed that day
She knew her love had gone away

He left no rhyme, left no reason
Left her alone still believin'
In a life they built to stay
Now a prison made of clay

Livin' in the house she grew up in
Safely out of harm's way
A prisoner of her emotions
In a prison made of clay

Livin' in the house she grew up in
Safely out of harm's way
A prisoner of her emotions
In a prison made of clay

Livin' in the house she grew up in
So close at home with her pain
The walls can always crumble
To set her free once again



Livin' in the house she grew up in

11933. Livin' In The Name Of Love

Living In The Name Of Love (Jim Rushing/ Marshall Chapman)
Alison Krauss

Let me be as your lamb
Help me know who I am
Open up my mind like a child
Touch my heart touch my soul
Precious Jesus make me whole
Let me live my life
Livin in the name of love
Livin in the name of love livin in the name of love
I'll live my life praising the Lord above
Livin in the name of love livin in the name of love
Praise God livin in the name of love
Give me strength to carry on
Till the day that I'm called home
To the everlasting land beyond the sun
Put your word on my tounge
Lord and let your will be done
Let me live my life
Livin in the name of love
Livin in the name of love livin in the name of love
I'll live my life praising the Lord above
Livin in the name of love livin in the name of love
Praise God livin in the name of love

11934. Livin' In The Name Of Love - Chords

Cris Hillman - Livin' In The Name Of Love 
by Jim Rushing & Marshall Chapman

F
Let me be as your lamb

Help me know who I am
                       C7
Open up my mind like a child
         F
Touch my heart touch my soul
         Bb              F
Precious Jesus make me  whole
F               Bb
Let me live my life
F            C        F
Livin in the name of love



F                          Bb
Livin in the name of love livin in the name of love
     F                               C
I'll live my life praising the Lord above
F                         Bb
Livin in the name of love livin in the name of love
F      Bb  F            C        F
Praise God livin in the name of love
F
Give me strength to carry on
F
Till the day that I'm called home
                                   C
To the everlasting land beyond the sun
F
Put your word on my tounge
         Bb               F
Lord and let your will be done
F               Bb
Let me live my life
F            C        F
Livin in the name of love
F                          Bb
Livin in the name of love livin in the name of love
     F                               C
I'll live my life praising the Lord above
F                         Bb
Livin in the name of love livin in the name of love
F      Bb  F            C        F
Praise God livin in the name of love

1975 Johnny Bienstock Music
Ever Call Ready
Maranatha Music

11935. Livin' On Empty

Livin' On Empty - Alan Jackson 

Livin' on empty, lovin' on fumes
Trying to hold it all together with whiskey and glue
Like we've been on pause too long
Need to find the resume
Livin' on empty, lovin' on fumes

When the honeymoon ends, real life moves in
You wake up in the mornin', sometimes it's coffee and gin
Hard to keep it all runnin' smooth
Stuck in that day-to-day groove
Livin' on empty, lovin' on fumes

Yeah, livin' on empty, lovin' on fumes
Trying to hold it all together with whiskey and glue



Like we've been on pause too long
Need to find the resume
Livin' on empty, lovin' on fumes, yeah

So you keep on poundin', like a hammer to the stone
Yeah, you keep on swingin' till the rock is all gone
You just do the best you can do
And maybe that sky will turn a little blue
Livin' on empty, lovin' on fumes

Yeah, we're livin' on empty, lovin' on fumes
Trying to hold it all together with whiskey and glue
Like we've been on pause too long
Need to find the resume
Livin' on empty, lovin' on fumes

You both love each other
Lord knows that you do
But you're livin' on empty, lovin' on fumes

Yeah, you're livin' on empty, lovin' on fumes
Trying to hold it all together with whiskey and glue
Like we've been on pause too long
Need to find the resume
Livin' on empty, lovin' on fumes
Yeah, livin' on empty and lovin' on fumes

11936. Livin' On Love

Livin' on Love

Two young people without a thing
Say some vows and spread their wings
Settle down with just what they need
Livin on love

She dont care 'bout whats in style
She just likes the wayhe smiles
It takes more than marble and tile
Livin on love

Livin on love, buyin on time
Without somebody nothing aint worth a dime
Just like an old fashioned story book rhyme
Livin on love
It sounds simple thats what you're thinkin'
But love can walk through fire without blinkin'
It doesnt take much when you get enough
Livin' on love

Two old people with a thing
Children gone but still they sing
Side by side in that front porch swing



Livin on love
He cant see anymore
And she can barely sweep the floor
Hand in hand they'll walk through that door
Livin on love

Livin on love, buyin on time
Without somebody nothing aint worth a dime
Just like an old fashioned story book rhyme
Livin on love
It sounds simple thats what you're thinkin'
But love can walk through fire without blinkin'
It doesnt take much when you get enough
Livin' on love
No it doesnt take much when you get enough
Livin' on love

11937. Livin' On The Inside

Iris Dement - Livin' On The Inside

[Verse 1]
Books are stacked on my table, I've got books filling my shelves
Day and night I've been trying to unravel myself
But I've been looking for answers that don't seem to want to be had
And people don't live too long when they're feeling this bad

[Chorus]
So I don't want to know about nothing
Unless it's something I can see or touch
Because I've been living on the inside too much

[Verse 2]
I miss those Labor Day picnics like the ones that we used to have
Where no one's worrying about nothing, no one's feeling bad
I wanna roll down the hillside, lay dizzy in the cool green grass
And jump around like a frog in a gunny sack

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
My friend has got some babies and she loves them with all of her might
They run around all day, they keep her up at night
But she can kiss those faces and she's the one who gets to see them smile
I'm thinking maybe that'd beat this by a pretty long mile

[Chorus]



11938. Livin' The Way I Do

Vince Gill - Livin' the Way I Do

Well I've gont to stop livin' the way I do
And give my heart back to you
All those nights away from home
Caused my lonely heart to roam
Now I've got start livin' the way I do

I've spent a lifetime hurting you
And I expect someday you'll say we're through
It ain't two late for me to change
So please dono't write our final page
Still I've got to stop livin' the way I do

I've gone from honeymoons to heartaches
From faithful love to a fool
From hangin' out in honkey tonks
With any girl but you

Well I've got to stop livin' the way I do
And give my heart back to you
All those nights away from home
Caused my lonely heart to roam
Now I've got to stop livin' the way I do

I've said all that I can say
But you turned and walked away
It's too late to stop livin' the way I do

11939. Livin' With A Dead Man

Dolly Parton - Livin' With A Dead Man 
(Dolly Parton)

And Oprah was talkin' on TV this mornin'
She said when love dies, there's no need to keep mourning
The honeymoon's over, there's no vital signs
Though he's the same age I am, he's grown old before my time
And I'm tired of livin' with a dead man
I don't believe that I can
Continue in the manner I've been going
I try to dress up sexy for him
My sexy clothes just bore him
He says he's got a headache
Now my disappointment's showing, ooo-ooo

11940. Livin' Without You



The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Livin' Without You

I can hear that old clock ticking, passing time up on the wall
I can hear the faucet drippin' in the kitchen down the hall
I just sit here wishin' there was something I could say
To the one that I keep missing every night and every day

There's things you learn to live with, now that's all I ever do
But I'll never get used to living without you

Now I got used to tenderness, we'd hold each other tight
And I got used to happiness, we'd make love day and night
And I'll get used to mornings, eating breakfast all alone
Sitting in the evenings, when there's no one else at home

But there's things you learn to live with, now that's all I ever do
But I'll never get used to living without you

Without you the sun still rises, without you the rivers run
I thought by now that I'd be realizing, what's done is done

I accept the notion that there's things you can't control
The changing of the seasons or the fact we're growing old
And I know I'm the reason that you had to go away
But I will keep believing that's the price I have to pay

But there's things you learn to live with, now that's all I ever do
But I'll never get used to living without you

Oh there's things you learn to live with, now that's all I ever do
But I never get used to livin' without you, without you, without you

11941. Living

Dierks Bentley - Living

[Verse 1]
This mornin' I got up at 6:01
I walked out and saw the rising sun
And I drank it in like whiskey
I saw a tree I've seen a thousand times
A bird on a branch and I watched it fly away in the wind
And it hit me
It's a beautiful world sometimes I don't see so clear

[Chorus]
Some days you just breath in
Just try to break even
Sometimes your heart's poundin' out of your chest
Sometimes it's just beatin'
Some days you just forget
What all you've been given
Some days you just get by
And some days you're just alive



Some days you're livin'
Some days you're livin'

[Verse 2]
I went back in and fired the coffee up
She walked in the kitchen like she always does
In my t-shirt and it killed me
And I kissed her like it was the first time
She laughed and looked at me like I'd lost my mind
I said "Baby, I love you, can't live without you, I know I don't say it enough"

[Chorus]
Some days you just breath in
Just try to break even
Sometimes your heart's poundin' out of your chest
Sometimes it's just beatin'
Some days you just forget
What all you've been given
Some days you just get by
And some days you're just alive
Some days you're livin'
Some days you're livin'

[Post-Chorus]
Like you never die
Blue's a little bluer up in the sky
You're high's a little high
You feel that fire you've been missing
Some days you're living
It'a beautiful world sometimes I don't see so clear

[Chorus]
Some days you start singin'
And you don't need a reason
Sometimes the world's just right
Your clear eyes ain't even blinkin'
Got a heart full of grateful
For all you've been given
Some days you just get by
Yeah some days you're just alive
Some days you're livin'
Some days you're livin'

[Post-Chorus]
Livin' like you'll never die
Blue's a little bluer up in the sky
You're high's a little high
You feel that fire you've been missin'
Some days you're living
Some days you're living

11942. Living Alone - Chords



Living Alone

C
I may be wealthy with more than my share
 F G7
I may be able to go anywhere
 F C
I may own a kingdom and sit on a throne
 G7 C
Still I'll be lonely while I'm living alone

 F
I can follow the bright lights
 C
Keep a smile on my face
 Em
I can travel this whole world
D7 G7
But not get any place

 C
I need you near me to stick by my side
 F G7
Please give me true love and don't shatter my pride
 F C
If you should leave me all the dreams I have known
 G7 C
Will never come true while I'm living alone
Repeat #3

11943. Living In A Song - Chords

Living In A Song 
Rob Ickes & Trey Hensley
 
[Verse 1]
E                              Asus2                   E
Well, I've been on this highway for about eight hours now
E                            Asus2                  E
(And) if I'm gonna make Ohio, better lay the hammer down
E              Asus2   B5        C#m
Tonight I'm in Toledo, tomorrow Baltimore
C#m                         D        Asus2                   E
(Well) all I thought I ever wanted, (well) I'm still looking for
 
 
[Verse 2]
E                       Asus2             E
Another sip of bourbon, another shot of reality
E                            Asus2                   E
Every single mile I travel seems to take a year from me
E                    Asus2         B5                   C#m
Well, I look in the mirror, I don't know who is standing there
C#m                   D     Asus2                         E



All these lines on my face, and all the gray that's in my hair
 
 
[Chorus]
    B7                                 Asus2
Sometimes the pain pours out like rain out of these six strings
B5                       Asus2
Leaning on the low notes when I'm too high to sing
D
Running hard with a soul that's scarred
Asus2
Wondering what went wrong
D                          E                    B7  E  Asus2  E Asus2  E
Chasin' down my only dream living in a song
 
 
[Verse 3]
E                   Asus2              E
Hangin' onto secrets every new day brings
E                             Asus2                E
Well, I wonder if my mama cries when she thinks of me
E              Asus2       B5              C#m
Livin' from a suitcase and sleepin' in the car
C#m                  D        Asus2             E
And scratchin' out a living in another run down bar
 
 
[Chorus]
B7                                     Asus2
Sometimes the pain pours out like rain out of these six strings
B5                         Asus2
Leaning on the low notes when I'm too high to sing
D
Running hard with a soul that's scarred
Asus2
Wondering what went wrong
D                          E                     B7  E  Asus2  E Asus2  E
Chasin' down my only dream living in a song
 
 
[Outro]
E                               Asus2                 E
Well, I've been on this highway for about eight hours now
E                             Asus2            E
If I'm gonna make Ohio, better lay the hammer down

11944. Living In Luxury

Living In Luxury
Richard & Linda Thompson

I don't have no credit
And I don't know where to get it



I don't know where to get it
And it's all the same to me

You don't miss your shilling
When you got someone who's willing
Because loving is living in luxury

Rocks in my bed and two crusts of bread
Two crusts of bread ain't the feast it used to be
Rocks in my head but I've got love instead
Because loving is living in luxury

You don't look so clever
When you put it all together
You put it all together
And there ain't much to see

You don't need a thing
To live just like a king
Because loving is living in luxury
Loving is living in luxury
Loving is living in luxury

11945. Living In The Future

Living In The Future
John Prine

(Originally named "Jumpin Jehosaphat")

Jehosaphat the mongrel cat
Jumped off the roof today
Some would say he fell but I could tell
He did himself away
His eyes weren't bright like they were the night
We played checkers on the train
God Bless his soul he was a tootsie roll
But he's a dead cat just the same

Chorus:
We are living in the future
I'll tell you how I know
I read it in the paper
Fifteen years ago
We're all driving rocket ships
And talking with our minds
And wearing turquoise jewelry
And standing in soup lines
We are standing in soup lines

Jake the barber's lonely daughter
Went down to her daddy's shop
She plugged herself to a barber pole



And took a little off the top
Pressure on the left. Pressure on the right
Pressure in the middle of the hole
I'm goin' to Maine on a forty foot crane
I'm gonna use it for a fishin' pole

Chorus

Old Sarah Brown sells tickets down
At the all night picture show
Where they grind out sex
And they rate it with an "X"
Just to make a young man's pants grow
No tops no bottoms just hands and feet
Screaming the posters out on the street
Strangling the curious and the weak
We give 'em what they want to see - O

Chorus

11946. Living In The Kingdom Of God - Chords

Living in the Kingdom of God
Recorded by Dailey and Vincent
Written by Jamie Dailey 

G                      D7                         G
My life changed on the day when the Lord saved my soul
       C                                          D7
All my worldly cares and troubles are now forever gone
       G         D7               G                 C
It was Jesus our redeemer who did what He said He'd do
                   G                   D7                G
Now I'll live with Him forever when my life down here is through
 
              C
There will be peace forever peace like I've never known
            G
Then I will shout and praise Hosanna while the ages roll on
                     D7                         C
But the very best of all I will see the face of God
        G                   D7                  C
Walking down the streets of Glory I'll sing and tell my story
G                                D7            C          G
Praise the name of Jesus I'll be living in the kingdom of God
 
                            D7                      G
When they say the Lord will call me to the haven of rest
    C                                        D7
Far above the sky the milky way home of happiness
    G                                                 C
And when I get the glimpse of Glory my eyes will then behold
  G                    D7               G



Majesty of God kingdom at last my final home
 
Repeat #2 x2

                                 D7            C          G
Praise the name of Jesus I'll be living in the kingdom of God
                      C       G             D7         G
I'll be living in the kingdom living in the kingdom of God

11947. Living In The Mississippi Valley

John Hartford - Living in the Mississippi Valley

[VERSE 1]
You could take me back to a good old home I love in
People that taught in that Mississippi Valley
Even on a Sunday morning you know that I'll be there
And we all come back for to be with you good neighbor
Live a good life in the Mississippi Valley
Down on the river you know that's where I want to be

[VERSE 2]
And the night comes on like a blanket chilly winds
People come out in the Mississippi Valley
Western Kentucky, Cairo, over in South St. Louis
There's a baseball game at the Legion Post on Tuesday
Have a good ride on the Julia Belle Swain go down to the river
And you know that's where I want to be

[VERSE 3]
And the fields of corn and the banjo music
Catfish fry and a towboat payload
Pushing upstream against the stars
And a letter come back from a girl in Calhoun County
Here in the middle of the Mississippi Valley
I'm in love and you know that's where I want to be
And the fields of corn and the banjo music
Catfish fry and a towboat payload
Pushing upstream against the stars
And a letter come back from a girl in Calhoun County
Here in the middle of the Mississippi Valley
I'm in love and you know that's where I want to be

11948. Living In The Past

Living In The Past

You told me that you loved me and always would be mine
But now you've gone and left me with troubles on my mind



Everybody told me that our love wouldn't last
I can't live for the future so I'm living in the past

Tear drops, heartaches, I knew that our love wouldn't last
Lonely, worried darling, I'm living in the past
Someday I know your new love is gonna let you down
But I'll be waiting for you, I'll still be around
Now you're free and happy and living much too fast
While I'm blue and lonely and living in the past

11949. Living Legend

The Highwaymen - Living Legend

[Willie Nelson]
Was it bitter then
With our backs against the wall?

[Kris Kristofferson]
Were we better men
Than we'd ever been before?

[Willie Nelson]
Say, if she came again today
Would you still answer to the call?

[Kris Kristofferson]
Tell the truth my friend
Don't it matter anymore?

[Willie Nelson]
We were simple men
By her side when she was born

[Kris Kristofferson, spoken]
Talkin' about the dream

[Johnny Cash]
It was simple then
Like the freedom when you fall
And we were smaller then you see
But soon we gathered like a storm
They don't understand
What that thunder meant at all

[Instrumental break]

[Willie Nelson]
Was he crucified
Was he done in by the law?

[Kris Kristofferson]
Are you satisfied



That he'll never ride again?

[Waylon Jennings]
Some people say he got away
They say he never died at all

[Johnny Cash]
If that story's true
Does it bother you my friend?

[Kris Kristofferson]
Was it bitter then
With our backs against the wall?
Spoken
Say, two thousand years ago
[Willie Nelson]
Were we better men
Than we'd ever been before?

Spoken
Or two hundred years ago

[Kris Kristofferson]
Say, if she came again today
Would you still answer to the call?

[Johnny Cash, spoken]
Or tomorrow

[Kris Kristofferson]
Tell the truth my friend
Don't it matter anymore?

11950. Living Like A Fool

Living Like A Fool 
Jimmy Martin

I wake up every morning and I look to find you there 
But only empty walls look back 
And empty walls don't care
Then I'll have breakfast  just for one 
It used to be for two 
And that's the way a day begins 
When you're living like a fool
 
CHORUS: 
Each day I meet the same old friends 
And tell the same old lies 
No I don't miss her pardon me  
There's somethin', in my eyes 
And as the days and lies go on  
It takes a drink or two 



And that's the way a day goes by 
When you're living like a fool, 
  
At night I go out on the town what else is there to do 
Although I'd gladly trade it all to be alone with you 
But 'til I set aside my pride  
And hope that you will too 
I'll have to go on telling lies and living like a fool, 
 
Yes that's the way a day goes by 
When you're living like a fool

11951. Living Like An Animal

Billy Strings 
Living Like An Animal

Livin' like an animal
Down on all fours
I'm down on my luck again, can't take this anymore

I feel just like a broken stone
Drownin' in the stream
This [?] rushes over me, feels like a bad dream

Well I've worked so hard to earn my life
I never could be paid
I'm living like an animal hiding in the shade

It never should have been so hard
To fix the big machine
It was broken from the start, burstin' at the seam

Livin' like an animal
Migration to the grave
Been walkin' down this broken road, I never will be saved

Livin' like an animal
Baskin' in the sun
Rottin' from the inside out to think of what I've done
Lord, to think of what I've done

11952. Living Like There's No Tomorrow

Keith Whitley - Living Like There's No Tomorrow

You said I'd live to regret it
I said, "I'll die before I do."
Now the pain is gonna kill me if I let it



Has it been a lifetime
Since I walked out on you?
I've been runnin' with my life wide open
Reaching out for whatever's in sight
But living like there's no tomorrow
Finally got to me tonight

You told me someday I'd be sorry
Now I feel every word come true
And one thing I've learned in a hurry
Freedom is a prison for a fool

Dialing our old number wasn't easy
It's been hard to admit,you're right.
And living like there's no tomorrow
Finally got to me tonight.

I've been runnin' with my life wide open
Reaching out for whatever's in sight.
But living like there's no tomorrow
Fin'ly got to me tonight

11953. Living Of Love

The Avett Brothers - Living Of Love 
Emotionalism

For just one chance to find 
Love with someone that you loved to find 
For just the sense to try 
To walk ahead and leave the pain behind 
If the days aren't easy and the nights are rough 
When they ask you what you're thinking of 
Say love, say for me love 
Say love, say for me love 

Your heart says not again 
What kind of mess have you got me in 
But when the feeling's there 
It can lift you up and take you anywhere 
But the gravel beneath you and the limbs above 
If anybody asks you where your coming from 
Say love, say for me love 
Say love, say for me love 

Say yes we live uncertainty 
And disappointments have to be 
And everyday we might be facing more 
And yes we live in desperate times 
With faded words and shaky rhymes 
There's only one thing here worth hoping for 
With Lucifer beneath you and God above 
If either one of them asks you what your living of 



Say love, say for me love 
Say love, say for me love 
Say love, say for me love 
Say love, say for me love 
Say love, say for me love 
Say love, say for me love

11954. Living On Memories Of You

Dolly Parton - Living On Memories Of You 
(Dolly Parton)

My days are as dark as my nights
And I see no sunshine in sight
Your memory keeps blocking my view
And I'm living on memories of you
Can't eat when I'm hungry
Can't sleep when I'm tired
And all of these tears
Can't put out this fire
Your memory just won't turn me loose
And I'm living on memories of you
There's just no forgetting about you
How long can I survive without you
I just can't believe that we're through
And I'm living on memories of you
Can't eat when I'm hungry
I can't sleep when I'm tired
And all of my tears
Can't drown out this fire
Oh, your memory just won't turn me loose
And I'm living on memories of you
Yes, I'm living on memories of you

11955. Living On The Edge - Chords

Living On The Edge 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
Key C
 
[Intro]
Am  G  C     Bb    F  G
 
C   F  C  F
 
[Chorus]
    C                    F                 C
You knocked me down, you just can't let it be



    F                    C        F  C  F
You think you've got the right too
         C              F                    C
When you push me to the ledge, it's plain to see
F                   C          F   C  F
You think nothing's wrong with you
 
   Am           G               C
So go ahead and make your angry pledge
                Bb             F        G      C   F  C
Cuz I've gotten used to living out here on the edge
 
[Verse]
            Am   G               C
There was a time   when we would wander
        F     G        C
Hand in hand, wild and free!
          Am     G         C
And for a while, you never doubted
              F                       G
But then your heart filled with jealousy
 
[Chorus]
    C                    F                 C
You knocked me down, you just can't let it be
    F                    C        F  C  F
You think you've got the right too
         C              F                    C
When you push me to the ledge, it's plain to see
F                   C          F   C  F
You think nothing's wrong with you
 
   Am           G               C
So go ahead and make your angry pledge
                Bb             F        G      C   F
Cuz I've gotten used to living out here on the edge
 
[Solo]
/ C  F / C  F / C  F / C  F / C  F / C  F /
 
/  C   / Am G /  C   /  Bb  / F  G / C  F /  C
 
[Verse]
         Am   G              C
Summer's gone,  and winter's blowing
         F     G           C
I feel a chill pushing me away
               F          G     C
And I've grown so used to never knowing
            F                 G
If I should leave or should I stay?
 
[Chorus]
    C                    F                 C
You knocked me down, you just can't let it be
    F                    C        F  C  F
You think you've got the right too



         C              F                    C
When you push me to the ledge, it's plain to see
F                   C          F   C  F
You think nothing's wrong with you
   Am           G               C
So go ahead and make your angry pledge
                Bb             F        G      C   F  C
Cuz I've gotten used to living out here on the edge
 
[Outro]
   Am           G               C
So go ahead and make your angry pledge
                Bb             F        G      C   F
Cuz I've gotten used to living out here on the edge
 
C  F   C  F   C

11956. Living On The Edge - Chords

Chris Hillman - Living on the Edge

I've got to believe that there's
Em            D       Em  D
More than the eye can see
G             D         Em
More than the heart can feel
    C              D       Em D Em D
And more than will ever be real
Em      D           Em   D 
She was such a high flyer
Em          D    Em D
Living on a high wire
            G          D        Em
Taking everything that came her way
C     D           Em       
Only living for a day
C       G         Bm                    Em
Anybody out there feel the same way as her
C       G         Am                   D 
Anybody out there hanging out over the ledge
D             Em  D  Em D
Living on the edge
Em   D   Em    D          Em       D       Em D
Standing still she'll run over you yes she will
    G         D    Em
She caught me from behind
             C              D       Em
I guess I've never been the running kind
C       G         Bm                   Em
Anybody out there feel the same way as me
C       G         Am                   D
Anybody out there hanging out over the ledge
              Em D  Em  D



Living on the edge

SOLO

A
I should have seen the signs
              Em
And read the writing on the wall
A
I should have seen the shadows
D                     Bm                  Em D Em D
Dragging her down and taking her life and all
Em  D      Em                D        Em
See how we run just like the prodigal son
       G      D      Em  D
Throw caution to the wind
      C           D    Em
She's never going down again
C           D    Em
Never going down again
C       G         Bm                   Em
Anybody out there feel the same way as me
C       G         Am                   D
Anybody out there hanging out over the ledge
C       G         Bm                   Em
Anybody out there feel the same way as me
C       G         Am                   D
Anybody out there hanging out over the ledge
              Em
Living on the edge

11957. Living Over

Living Over
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
These same songs that we keep writing
Are gonna keep us honest, at least so I'm hoping
And speaking of honest, I lie a lot
Lie down with strangers when I'm dreaming
I lie about drinking, I lied about dreaming
I've just been sleeping off this weight

[Chorus]
It's gonna take chances to keep us alive
And the chances are looking slim
Baby, we're dying or maybe we're living
Over and over again

[Verse 2]
What if you do wrong so long that it feels right?
What if two is too many to fight?



Are you gonna be a rich girl for all your life?
Or give up your sense of truth for tonight?

[Chorus]
It's gonna take chances to keep us alive
And the chances are looking slim
Baby, we're dying or maybe we're living
Over and over and over and over again

[Jam]

[Verse 3]
I wish I had strong hands and a whole lot of insight
To fix up this mess I insist to write
And a little bit of alimony to leave behind
To all my loved ones in case I up and flee this

[Chorus]
It's gonna take chances to keep us alive
And the chances are looking slim
Baby, we're dying or maybe were living
Over and over and over and over and over and over
Again

11958. Living Shouldn't Be This Hard

Living Shouldn't be this Hard
(Steve Gulley, Tim Stafford)
 
V) I ain't buying what you're selling
and I don't care what you think
You can lead a horse to water, 
but you can't make him drink

CH) Seems like it takes a month of Sundays just to get through one more day
I'm tired of close but no cigar
Nobody said it would be easy, but you know what they say
Living shouldn't be this hard

V) Feels like the deck is stacked against me
I seem to stay one step behind
A day late and a dollar short, 
That's the story of my life

CH) Seems like it takes a month of Sundays just to get through one more day
I'm tired of close but no cigar
Nobody said it would be easy, but you know what they say
Living shouldn't be this hard

V) Friends all try to tell me
It's not as bad as it looks
Well I don't need to see the movie 
and I already read the book



CH) Seems like it takes a month of Sundays just to get through one more day
I'm tired of close but no cigar
Nobody said it would be easy, but you know what they say
Living shouldn't be this hard

11959. Living Single

Dierks Bentley - Living single

I wake up every morning lonesome out of my mind
Reach across my bed what do I find
Sometimes a pillow sometimes a warm body
But they both leave me cold and feeling so empty

I need to find the right one right away
I can't keep goin on livin this way
Each night I go out I'm just diggin deeper in my grave
I wonder if I'm ever gonna find
The one that'll bring me piece of mind
The one on who I can set my heart free
This livin single is gonna be the death of me

When the sun is high that's when I reach my low
And I vow to change my life and the places I go
But the sun starts sinkin and so do my big plans
And it ain't too long before a cold one's in my hand

I need to find the right one right away
I can't keep goin on livin this way
Each night I go out I'm just diggin deeper in my grave
I wonder if I'm ever gonna find
The one that'll bring me piece of mind
The one on who I can set my heart free
This livin single is gonna be the death of me

Now if I die before I find her
Play her this song as a reminder
Of what might have been if we had met
Before I met this timely death

I couldn't find the right one right away
I couldn't keep goin on livin this way
Each night I went out I was just diggin deeper in my grave
I wondered if I was ever gonna find
The one that'd bring me piece of mind
The one on who I could set my heart free
This livin single it's been the death of me
This livin single it's been the death of me



11960. Living The Dream

Sturgill Simpson - Living the Dream

Time and time again Lord I keep going through the motions
A means to an end but the ends don't seem to meet
Walking around living the dream anytime I take the notion
Til the truth comes bubbling up so bittersweet

Ain't no point getting outta bed if you ain't living the dream
It's like making a big old pot of coffee when you ain't got no cream
I don't need to change my strings cause the dirt don't hurt the way I sing
I don't have to do a Goddamn thing except sit around and wait to die

Well I've been waiting on an angel waitress to come and take my order
Tell me all about the special today
Staring at a puddle of mud in my spoon couldn't be much boreder
Hoping them circles on the paper don't call back telling me to start today

That old man upstairs, he wears a crooked smile
Staring down at the chaos he created
Said son if you ain't having fun just wait a little while
Momma's gonna wash it all away
And she thinks Mercy's overrated

Ain't no point getting outta bed if you ain't living the dream
Like making a big old pot of coffee when you ain't got no cream
I don't need to change my strings cause the dirt don't hurt the way I sing
I don't have to do a Goddamn thing except sit around and wait to die

11961. Living With the Shades Pulled Down

Living With the Shades Pulled Down

I fell in love with a working girl, Lord she sure was sweet
I met her down in the Red Light Tavern working on Bourbon Street
Way down in the old French quarter's, bright-light side of town
Daytime life sure is cozy living with the shades pulled down

Living with the shades pulled down all day
Loving while the world goes around
Nobody knows what-all we're doing
Living with the shades pulled down, right and tidy

Some might get the wrong idea 'bout the kind of man I am
But I bring home my half of that bacon pickin' in a guitar band
Love is all my working girl brings me comin' in off the town
Daytime life sure gets cozy living with the shades pulled down

Living with the shades pulled down all day
Loving while the world goes around
Nobody knows what all we're doing
Living with the shades pulled down, and here's that horn man!



Guitar!

Living with the shades pulled down all day
Loving while the world goes around
Nobody knows what all we're doing
Living with the shades pulled down

Living with the shades pulled down all day
Loving while the world goes around
Nobody knows what all we're doing
Living with the shades pulled down

11962. Living Without You

Living Without You
Randy Newman
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Milk truck brings the sun up
Paper hits my door
The subway shakes my floor
And I think about you
Time to face the emptiness
Of another lonely day
Baby, it's so hard
Living without you

It's so hard
Baby, it's so hard
Baby, it's so hard
Living without you

Ev'ry one's got something
They are tryin' to get some more
They got something to get up for
Well I ain't about to
Nothin's gonna happen
Ain't nothin gonna change
Baby, it's so hard
Living without you

It's so hard
Baby, it's so hard
Baby, it's so hard
Living without you

11963. Liza - Chords



Liza 
Leftover Salmon

[Verse 1]
D                   G
I climb a mountain, I sail the sea
D                   A
I swim the hot tub, I climb a tree
D              G
Just to be wherever you be
  D          A       D
I got to get back to you
 
[Chorus]
A   D
Ohh Liza
  G          A       D
I got to get back to you
A   D
Ohh Liza
  G          A       D
I got to get back to you
 
[Verse 2]
  D                        G
I walk through the desert, bake in the sun
D                  A
Dance on the fire, drink up the rum
D                   G
I'll be back by the morning sun
           D          A       D
You know I got to get back to you
 
[Chorus]
A   D
Ohh Liza
  G          A       D
I got to get back to you
A   D
Ohh Liza
  G          A       D
I got to get back to you
 
A   D
Ohh Liza
  G          A       D
I got to get back to you
A   D
Ohh Liza
  G          A       D
I got to get back to you
 
[Break]
(verse & chorus)
 
[Verse 3]
D                     G
Work all the morning, work all the night



D                      A
Think of you darlin', feelin' so right
D                   G
I'll be back by the mornin' light
            D        A       D
You know I gotta get back to you
 
[Chorus]
A   D
Ohh Liza
  G          A       D
I got to get back to you
A   D
Ohh Liza
  G          A       D
I got to get back to you
 
A   D
Ohh Liza
  G          A       D
I got to get back to you
A   D
Ohh Liza
  G          A       D
I got to get back to you
 
(Break)
 
(Repeat Verse 1)

11964. Liza Jane - Chords

Liza Jane (L'Il Liza Jane)
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Reed Nielsen and Vince Gill

G
You've got my number you've got my name
   A#7           C                   G
So why don't you call me little Liza Jane

You've got that body you've got that frame
   A#7           C                   G
So why don't you call me little Liza Jane
C             G           C                   G
Girl I got it bad for you there ain't nothin' I won't do
C                      G            D7          C    G
Just one kiss and I'll never be the same little Liza Jane
          C    G
Oh little Liza Jane

Now you've heard my story you've got to know my name
A#7           C                   G



Why don't you call me little Liza Jane

C             G           C                   G
Girl I got it bad for you there ain't nothin' I won't do
C                      G            D7          C    G
Just one kiss and I'll never be the same little Liza Jane
          C    G
Oh little Liza Jane
   C           G              C    G
Oh little Liza Jane oh little Liza Jane

11965. Lloyd's Song

Lloyd's Song
Fruition

Sitting on a rooftop in Oakland, California
Down by the ocean and the cities pretty lights
Well' the' wind blows soft' and the fog was gentle
And I' hear the sirens ringin' in my head all night

Oh daddy you know I been lyin'
Oh mama you know that I'm tryin'
It's easy to think you know
When you've come so far along
Sometimes it feels all right and sometimes it's all wrong

Well I got so drunk I forgot my mama's birthday
And I got so high that I lost my coat
And I smoke so much I can barely sing
And I'm the richest man alive even though I'm broke

Oh daddy you know I been lyin'
Oh mamma you know that I'm tryin'
It's easy to think you know
When you've come so far along
Sometimes it feels all right and sometimes it's all wrong

Now you get what you want if you're willing to work for it
And you've got all you need if you reach out your hand
And you'll learn if you ever have the courage to be no one

And if you don't, these words you'll never understand
Oh daddy you know I been lyin'
Oh mamma you know that I'm tryin'
It's easy to think you know
When you've come so far along
Sometimes it feels alright and sometimes it's all wrong
Sometimes it feels alright and sometimes it's all wrong
Sometimes it feels alright and sometimes it's all wrong



11966. Lo Siento Mi Vida

Linda Ronstadt - Lo Siento Mi Vida

Lo siento mi vida
Yo sé que ya terminÃ³
Corazones quebrados
Esperanza que se fue
Cuando brille la luna
Yo sé que no dormirás
Ni tÃº
Ni yo
Ya ha llegado el triste pesar
Debemos siempre separarnos
La noche que te fuiste
CambiÃ³ mi pobre vida
QuedÃ³ mi alma triste
Pensando en mi dolor
Cuando brille la luna
Yo sé que no dormirás
Ni tÃº
Ni yo
Ya ha llegado el triste pesar
Debemos siempre separarnos
I wait for the night to pass and turn to day
I can't make this feeling go away
'Cause I get so weak when the day is through
And I think of you
I'm gonna see it through
Lo siento mi vida
Yo sé que ya terminÃ³
Corazones quebrados
Esperanza que se fué
Cuando brille la luna
Yo sé que no dormirás
Ni tÃº
Ni yo
Ya ha llegado el triste pesar
Debemos siempre separarnos
Siempre separar

11967. Lo, How a Rose E're Blooming

Linda Ronstadt - Lo, How a Rose E're Blooming

Lo, how a rose e'er blooming from tender stem hath sprung!
Of Jesse's lineage coming, as men of old have sung
It came, a flowereth bright, amid the cold of winter
When half spent was the night



Isaiah 'twas foretold it, the Rose I have in mind
With Mary we behold it, the virgin mother kind
To show God's love aright, she bore to men a Savior
When half spent was the night

11968. Loaded - Chords

Loaded 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
A E F#m
 
[Verse 1]
A                      E       F#m
You never smiled at my opening line
A                               E               F#m
If I remember it right well you might have been cyrin'
B5                                     E
I didn't know you but I thought it was time
 
[Verse 2]
A                      E          F#m
You didn't ask to know what I was thinkin'
A                        E               F#m
I know it was late and I might have been drinkin'
B5
When my passion welled up
B5
And I readied my aim
B5                   E    E7
I didn't know my own name
 
[Chorus]
      A       E
I was loaded, loaded
A                   D   Dm
I have to say I was loaded
 
[Verse 3]
A                    E          F#m
You shied away but I hunted you down
A                           E           F#m
The truth is a bully and it'll slap you around
B5
I know it can be
B5
A pretty rough ride
B5                              E
When my true heart's kickin' my side
 
[Chorus]
      A       E



I was loaded, loaded
A                  D   Dm
Proud to say I was loaded
              A
Sometimes the tip of my tongue
       E
Is the barrel of a gun
         D Dm  A
And it's loaded
 
[Solo]
A E F#m A E F#m
 
[Verse 4]
A                            E             F#m
All alone on my knee with my dreams of the past
A                              E             F#m
But my aim is till true and my draw is still fast
B5
My heart pulls the trigger
B5
It doesn't wait
B5                     E
Who wants a heart that hesitates
 
[Chorus]
      A       E
I was loaded, loaded
A                 D   Dm
Have to say I was loaded
              A                       E
Sometimes the tip of my tongue is the barrel of a gun
         D Dm A     E
And it's loaded
         A
Yeah the tip of my tongue
       E
Is the barrel of a gun
         D Dm A
And it's loaded

11969. Loafer's Glory

Loafer's Glory
Flatt & Scruggs

There came a man from Tennessee
I must tell the story
He built a house beside the road And called it Loafer's Glory

Get away, get away, get away I say
Don't trade at Loafer's Glory



He cheated me of house and land
At trading he was able
He kept a dog to lick the pots
And a goat to clear the table

His wife Jan had one left hand
She was mighty savvy
She hoed her taters every day
And wormed her rows of cabbage

His brooding hen had ceased to lay
He thought he would help her
He ran her backwards up the hill
And fed her corn and pepper

11970. Local

Local
Keller Williams

When the darkness comes in the daytime
And it wraps around your head
And your dreams all turn to nightmares
And you're afraid to go to bed
It's the mutation of the frustration
The activation that mixes with
The salivation and the motivation
What you're left with is collaboration with the

CHORUS
Local outdoor organic
Starin' at the northern lights
First thing in the morning, lord
Just before the night
Local outdoor organic
Aiding us in our plight
Feelin' the goods on a sunny day
Makes everything alright
Feelin' the goods on a sunny day
Makes me stay outta sight

11971. Local Flowers

Tom T Hall - Local Flowers
Composer: Tom T. Hall - Dixie Hall

I have traveled this world over I have rambled all my days
When my journeys have all ended place some flowers on my grave



Local flowers just some daisies wildwood flowers from the hills
Where I will spend my eternal hours lay me down with local flowers

Please don't buy those red carnations I don't need the lilies fair
Just go walking on the mountain gather what is blooming there

Rosemary means that you'll remember clover's sweet as the love we shared
Myrtle says that you will miss me rambling roses say you cared

Local flowers just some daisies...

Let the bird sing from the tree tops let the grass grow where it may
No arrangements no bright ribbons just a simple wild bouquet

Local flowers just some daisies...

11972. Local Flowers - Chords

Local Flowers
Recorded by Tom T. Hall
Writer: Tom T. Hall

[C] I have traveled [F] this world [C] over
I have [G7] rambled all my [C] days
When my journey's [F] have all [C] ended
Place some [G7] flowers on my [C] grave. [C7]

CHORUS
Local [F] Flowers, just some [C] Daisies
Wildwood [G7] flowers from the [C] hill [C7]
Where I will [F] spend my eternal [C] hours
Lay me [G7] down with Local [C] Flowers.

Please don't buy those Red Carnations
I don't need the Lilies fair
Just go walkin' on the mountain
Gather while it's blooming there.

Rosemary means that you'll remember
Clover sweet as the love we shared
Mrytle says that you will miss me
Ramblin' Roses say you care.

CHORUS

Let the birds sing from the tree tops
Let the grass grow where it may
No arrangement, no bright ribbons
Just a simple, wild bouquet.

CHORUS



11973. Local Memory

Local Memory
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
The lights go out each evening at eleven
And up and down our block there's not a sound
I close my eyes and search for peaceful slumber
And just then the local memory comes around

[Chorus 1]
Piles of blues against the door
To make sure sleep will come no more
He's the hardest working memory in this town
Turns out happiness again
And then lets loneliness back in
And each night the local memory comes around

[Verse 2]
Each day I say tonight I may escape him
I pretend I'm happy and never even a frown
But at night I close my eyes and pray sleep finds me
But again the local memory comes around

[Chorus 2]
Rids the house of all good news
Then sets out my crying shoes
What a faithful memory never lets me down
We're both up till light of day
Chasing happiness away
And each night the local memory comes around

[Guitar and Pedal Steel Guitar Solos]

[Chorus 1]
Piles of blues against the door
To make sure sleep will come no more
It's the hardest working memory in this town
Turns out happiness again
And then lets loneliness back in
And each night the local memory comes around
Yeah each night the local memory comes around

11974. Lock & Key

Lock & Key
Sara Watkins - Lock & Key



In long light of early july
In the summer heat he asked me to be his wife
He said "take my hand for the rest of my life
I'll be at your side"
You and me in the bye and bye
He said long have you been a burden blue
The song keeps blushin ..clue
So let the wind whip the green grass in the dunes
My love for you runs through and through
Forever cannot come too soon
The summer left and came November clouds
Wait all that fall into the ground
Waiting for the sun to come back around
I meant to lift him up not tie him down
I'm lost but once was found
Good times they came and went away
By and by we began to fray
And it was clear to see he had swayed
That first summer seemed so far away
But I'm still here and not afraid
So wind, whip the green grass in the dunes
Forever is burning out of you
My eye and skin still cruise
My love for you goes through and through
He had my hand and then he set it free
Still got my heart hidden away from me
I can't walk away I won't let it be
My love is under lock and key
My love is under lock and key
My love is under lock and key

11975. Lock And Key

David Rawlings
Lock and Key

Well i'm breathing in smoke with the will to live
And i left ya' at the party like i wanted to get
I don't wanna look back on the things that i did
Like it was good it was right it was saturday night

I got the bank roll in and read wept and win
Yeah if you never got nothing don't answer begin
When the clock strikes noon every day will be june
Like it was good it was right it was saturday night

It was a slow train, but i let you have the up and up
She had a fast name, yeah they take you for a ride and you're never the same

It's only, lock and key
It's only, make believe
To be free
Let it lie



Dry your eye
Cause everything must die

We were made of steel so now we're making chains
We were staying still and now we're making change
And every time i hear a brass bell or a ring-a-ling
Wether it's jesus or the devil i'm a answer a ring

I say yes and no, just like the yin and yang
Just like the equal opposite for every thing
You gotta hold your pierced ear to hear the robin sing
Wether it's jesus or the devil i'm a answer a ring

It was a slow train, but i let you have the up and up
She had a fast name, yeah they take you for a ride and you're never the same

No, close, rings
Even though you're loving, you gotta take a little pain

It's only, lock and key
It's only, make believe
To be free
Let it lie
Dry your eye
Cause everything must die
No...
It's only, lock and key
It's only, make believe
To be free
Let it lie
Dry your eye
Cause everything must die

11976. Locked Up

Locked Up
The Avett Brothers

I can't take the criticism
I'm heating up with cynicism
All the colors in the prism entering my eyes
Still can't change my mind

I'm a stubborn goat getting older
A cube of ice getting colder
A frozen heart and frozen shoulders, that is what I've got
A sweetheart I am not

Now I'll soften when it pays the bills
I'll love you in exchange for thrills
Our service calls, withdrawal will kill
I can smell fresh blood from miles away



I can't be locked up this way, I can't be locked up this way
I can't be locked up like this, oh, no, I can't be locked up this way

Now I have been their slave but I'm tired of workin'
A jackhammer tired of jerking
I'm a booty-shaker tired of twerking, you can laugh all you want
Soon enough, though, I'll be gone

I'm a dying fly on the wall
I'm a teenage girl who just won't call
I'm a deflated basketball, no needle to be found
And I just want to be around

So I can roam, so I can bounce
So I can roam out of this town

I can't be locked up like this, I can't be locked up like this
I can't be locked up this way, oh, no, I can't be locked up like this

Now I'm the worst ship that was ever built
Started sinking soon as the champagne spilled
All the dirty secrets in my quilt, they won't come out in the wash
Somebody help, my gosh

I'm a beating heart off the beaten path
The god of shame, fear my wrath
Can my filthy soul take a bath in the light of you?
In the light of truth? In the light of you

No, I can't be locked up like this, I can't be locked up like this
I can't be locked up this way, oh, no, I can't be locked up like this

I can't be locked up like this, I can't be locked up like this
I can't be locked up like this (Oh, no), I can't be locked up like this

11977. Locked Up

Locked Up
Deadly Gentlemen

I'm living the same damn day
Again and again and again it's painful
Somewhere, there're people traveling down track by the trainful
But I'm locked down they've been locking the block down every day at noon
There's money to be made and I'm fading
I'm stuck in this jail till June

Oh bad, bad times
I've been locked up so many days
I buckle with the burden of boredom
The world goes on anyways
I made my stand it landed me stranded
They took me to the jail directly



But if I did do wrong
One hundred years here probably couldn't correct me

This place will drain every drop of pride out
Then wring your weathered and leathery dried out hide out
I used to be young and tough
I might not be too young anymore but I'm young enough

Every single day I pray that I'll be free sometime
But again and again and again
Rock hard pillow, still no sunshine

I'll eat that plastic macaroni
I'll eat the day glow jello
But I will never go back to your war, hell no

11978. Locket And Key

Donna the Buffalo - Locket and Key

Shake a stick and then you run away
Let tomorrow be another day
Trust in you only if I can
Try to trust in the heart of a far away land

Make a wish for one simple word
Let it happen in a perfect world
Let it be what makes us one
Let it last forever, let the trouble be done

Must be something in the moon and stars
Keeping it together when we're falling apart
Lately I've been thinking the heavens would be relieved
If you were a locket and I were the key

Like a thought, it'll come around
Like the moment when you've finally touched down
Like a reason to believe
Like the ring to the sound of what this could be

Must be something in the moon and stars
Keeping it together when we're falling apart
Lately I've been thinking the heavens would be relieved
If you were a locket and I were the key

Must be something in the moon and stars
Keeping it together when we're falling apart
Lately I've been thinking the heavens would be relieved
If you were a locket and I were the key

If you were a locket and I were the key
If you were a locket and I were the key



11979. Locking Doors

Locking Doors - Sean Watkins

I wish that I didn't need to say that I didn't bleed

Open eyes, see my sores, steady mind, I'm not too sure
It's easier just locking doors

A toy doll, not much to say, or so you thought anyway

Open eyes, see my sores, steady mind, I'm not too sure
It's easier just locking doors

Not quite, but just what I see, poor sight, but I still believe

Open eyes, see my sores, steady mind, I'm not too sure
It's easier just locking doors

11980. Locking Doors

Locking Doors - Sean Watkins

I wish that I didn't need to say that I didn't bleed

Open eyes, see my sores, steady mind, I'm not too sure
It's easier just locking doors

A toy doll, not much to say, or so you thought anyway

Open eyes, see my sores, steady mind, I'm not too sure
It's easier just locking doors

Not quite, but just what I see, poor sight, but I still believe

Open eyes, see my sores, steady mind, I'm not too sure
It's easier just locking doors

11981. Loco-Motion

Loco-Motion
Dwight Yoakam - Loco-Motion

Ohhh yeah, uh-uh-huh, oh yeah
Everybody's doin' the brand new dance now
Come on baby, do the locomotion



I know you'll get to like it if you give it a chance now
Come on baby, do the locomotion
My little baby sister can do it with ease
It's easier than learnin' your ABC's
So come on, come on and do the locomotion with me
Ohhh yeah, ub-uh-huh, oh yeah.

Now that you can do it, let's make a chain now
Come on baby, do the locomotion
A chugga, chugga motion like a railway train now
Come on baby, do the locomotion
Do it nice and easy now, don't lose control
A little bit of rhythm and a lotta soul
So come on, come on, do the locomotion with me.

Chorus:
You've gotta swing your hips now
Come on baby, jump up, jump back
Well, I think you've got the nack
Lead.

Chorus:
You've gotta swing your hips now
Come on baby, jump up, jump back
Well, I think you've got the nack
Lead.

Move around the floor in a-locomotion
Come on baby, do the locomotion
Do it holdin' hands till you got the notion
Come on baby, do the locomotion
There's never been a dance that's so easy to do
It even makes you happy when you're feelin' blue.

C'mon baby, do the locomotion
Uh-huh-huh, yeah baby, do the locomotion
Uh-huh-huh, baby, please do the locomotion
C'mon, c'mon and do...

11982. Locomotive Breath

Locomotive Breath
Jethro Tull
Big Hillbilly Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
In the shuffling madness
Of the locomotive breath
Runs the all-time loser
Headlong to his death
He feels the piston scraping
Steam breaking on his brow



[Refrain]
Old Charlie stole the handle
And the train it won't stop going
No way to slow down
Oh-oh

[Verse 2]
He sees his children jumping off
At the stations - one by one
His woman and his best friend
In bed and having fun
He's crawling down the corridor
On his hands and knees

[Refrain]
Old Charlie stole the handle and
The train it won't stop going
No way to slow down
Hey-hey
[Flute Solo]

[Verse 3]
He hears the silence howling
Catches angels as they fall
And the all-time winner
Has got him by the balls
Oh, he picks up Gideon's Bible
Open at page one

[Refrain]
I said, God, he stole the handle and
The train it won't stop goin'
No way to slow down
No way to slow down
No way to slow down
No way to slow down
No way to slow down
No way to slow down

11983. Locust In The Willow

Crooked Still 
Locust In The Willow

If I was some little swallow
Had little wings and I could fly
I'd light in the arms of my own true lover
And if any courting there I'd be by

If I were a little sparrow
Had little wings and I could fly
I would alight by the side of my own true lover
And there I'd sit till the day I die



I'd 'light up in some weeping willow
Weep for weeks, for months and years
Wouldn't eat nothing but weeping willow
And what I'd drink would be my tears

11984. Lodi

Emmylou Harris - Lodi

Just about a year ago 
I set out on the road 
seekin' my fame and fortune 
lookin' for a pot of gold 
Things got bad and things got worse 
I guess you know the tune 
Oh Lord, stuck in Lodi again 

I came in on a Greyhound 
I'll be walkin' out if I go 
I was just passin' through 
Must be seven months or more 
Ran out of time and money 
It looks like they took my friends 
Oh, Lord, stuck in Lodi again 

Well The man from the magazine 
He said I was on my way 
Somewhere I lost connection and 
Ran out of songs to play 
I came into town on a one-night stand 
Looks like my plans fell through 
Oh, Lord, stuck in Lodi again 

If I only had a dollar 
For every song I've sung 
And every time I've had to play 
While people sat there drunk 
You know I'd catch the next train 
Back to where I live 
Oh, Lord, stuck in Lodi again 
Oh, Lord, Stuck in Lodi again 
Oh lord stuck in Lodi again

11985. Log Cabin Home In the Sky

The Incredible String Band - Log Cabin Home In the Sky 

All around this wide country the winter it has now begun



Now is the time to slip away from the California sun
To a place where a man can be free as the wind
As wild as the huskies cry
Now winter is nigh let us fly to my log cabin home in the sky

With snow piling all round the door and many a log on the stove
Where the chickadee's singing a comforting song
I'll show you it's you that I love
Oh, let the wolves howl, they won't find us there by a soft oil lamp we will lie
Now winter is nigh let us fly to my log cabin home in the sky

Now there comes a time to every man
When he must turn his back on the crowd
When the glare of the lights gets much too bright
And the music plays too loud
When a man must run from the deeds he has done
Recalling those days with a sigh
Now winter is nigh let us fly to my log cabin home in the sky

11986. Log Cabin In The Lane

Log Cabin In The Lane
Bill Monroe

I'm growing old and feeble and I can't work on more
My rusty bladed hoe I've laid to rest
My mama and my papa they are sleeping side by side
And their spirits now are roaming with the blessed

   Oh, the chimney's falling down and the roof is all caved in
   Letting in the sunshine and the rain
   And the only friend I've got now is that good old dog of mine
   And that little old log cabin in the lane

Oh the paths have all grown up that led around the hill
The fences have all gone to decay
And the creeks have all dried up where we used to go to mill
And things have changed their course another way

Oh I ain't got long to stay here, what little time I've got
I want to rest content while I remain
'Til death shall call this dog and me to find a better home
Than that little old log cabin in the lane

11987. Loggin' Man

Del McCoury - Loggin' Man

He's up at morning at the crack of dawn



His high top shoes and his Levis on
He eats ham and egg and biscuit bread
He's in the woods time the sun gets red

He's a chain saw log skiddin' tree climbing, limb dodging truck driving ?rough old loggin' man

His skin is leather, has a steel backbone, 
He's stubborn as a mule and twice as strong 
He'll cut a hundred trees in an hour if he can
He won't back down he's a heck of a man

He's a chain saw log skiddin tree climbing, limb dodging truck driving rough ol' loggin man

He works in the sun and the rain and snow
He works in the winter when the cold wind blows
The reason why he works hard all week long
Is his little wife is waiting for his pay back home.

He's a chain saw log skiddin tree climbing, limb dodging truck driving rough ol' loggin man
He's a chain saw log skiddin tree climbing, limb dodging truck driving rough ol' loggin man

11988. Lollipop

Norman Blake - Lollipop (Ode to Jim)

[Verse 1]
Saw Jim Reid in the corridor
And I wondered if he could ever see me that way
He was on my list at the grocery store
When you grabbed my wrist and said you liked my keychain
Read your feature in the weekly paper
And honestly, I found it a little bit bloated
Friday, we fell through the coffee table
And that's when I discovered that my heart exploded
How? How?

[Chorus 1]
You're a lollipop
In the form of a lightning bolt
You're a lollipop in my hair
But I'm a gumdrop
Am I ever gonna fit that mould?
'Cause I don't have the patience to wait in line for you

[Verse 2]
When I came back to apologize
You asked me if I was intrigued by LSD
I sat next to you on the picnic bench
And before I knew it, you were flying next to me
I met your baby at the exposition
And frankly, I found it a little unnerving
I let you know when we were driving home
And all I can remember is the fact that we're swerving



[Chorus 2]
You're a lollipop
In the form of a lightning bolt
You're a lollipop in my hair
How could I ever obtain you?
But you're a doorstop
When you're lying on the bathroom floor
And I don't have the time to wait in line for you
How could I ever betray you?

[Bridge]
Alter my state to get through this date
You're alone in this picture
And it swallows me whole
Alter my state to get through this date
You're alone in this picture
And it swallows me whole
Alter my state to get through this date
You're alone in this picture
Alter my state to get through this date
And it swallows me whole
You're alone in this picture
Alter my state to get through this date

[Chorus 3]
You're a lollipop
How could I ever obtain you?
In the form of a lightning bolt
You're a lollipop in my hair
How could I ever betray you?
You look like Iggy Pop
Circa '73 or  4
How could I ever obtain you?
Because I don't have the time wait in line for you
How could I ever betray you?
Wait for you

11989. London Homesick Blues

London Homesick Blues
Jerry Jeff Walker

Well, when you're down on your luck, and you ain't got a buck,
In London you're a goner.
Even London Bridge has fallen down,
And moved to Arizona.
Now I know why.

And I'll substantiate the rumor that the English sense of humor
Is drier than the Texas sand.
You can put up your dukes, and you can bet your boots,
That I'm leavin' just as fast as I can.



Chorus:
I wanna go home with the armadillo.
Good country music from Amarillo and Abilene.
The friendliest people and the prettiest women
You've ever seen.

Well it's cold over here, and I swear,
I wish they'd turn the heat on.
And where in the world is that English girl,
I promised I would meet on the third floor.

And of the whole damn lot, the only friend I got,
Is a smoke and a cheap guitar.
My mind keeps roamin', my heart keeps longin'
To be home in a Texas bar.

Chorus

Well, I decided that, I'd get my cowboy hat
And go down to Marble Arch Station.
'Cause when a Texan fancies to take his chances,
Chances will be takin, now that's for sure.

And them Limey eyes, they were eyein' a prize,
That some people call manly footwear.
They said you're from down South, and when you open your mouth,
You always seem to put your foot there.

Chorus

Chorus

11990. London Still - Chords

London Still 
The Waifs
 
[Verse 1]
  C                            D
I Wonder if you can pick up my accent on the phone
       G                D/F#          Em                D
When I call across the country, when I call across the world,
  C                             D
I can see you in my kitchen, I can picture you now
       G                D/F#          Em                D
As you toast to your small town and you drink the happy hour
 
 
[Chorus]
       C        D
I'm in London still
 G     D/F#    Em   D



I'm in London still
        C     D     Em
I'm in London still
 
Verse 2 (same chords as verse 1)
 
I took the tube over to Camden to wander around
I bought some funky records with that old Motown sound
And I miss you like my left arm that's been lost in a war
Today I dream of home and not of London anymore
 
 
[Chorus]
      C        D
I'm in London still
 G      D/F#     Em  D
I'm in la ha, London still
        C     D     Em
I'm in London still

11991. London Town

London Town
(Tim Stafford, Daniel House Music)

CH) Death came down to London Town, London Town, London Town
Death came down to London Town before the break of day

1) Dear old Boss, keep the letter back, letter back from Saucy Jack
Dear Old Boss, keep the letter back until the break of day

2) If you only wait a little while, a little while,  it will be worthwhile
If you only wait a little while, I will send the bloody knife

CH) Death came down to London Town, London Town, London Town
Death came down to London Town before the break of day

3) Mister catch me when you can, when you can, if you can
Mister catch me when you can, sincerely sent from hell

4) Dear old Boss, you was right, you was right, the other night
I'll send you more cause you was right, soon I'm on the job again

CH) Death came down to London Town, London Town, London Town
Death came down to London Town before the break of day

5) Send regards to Scotland Yard, Scotland Yard, is still on guard
Send regards to Scotland Yard, they never had a clue 

CH) Death came down to London Town, London Town, London Town
Death came down to London Town before the break of day



11992. Lone Cowboy

Michael Martin Murphey - Lone Cowboy

I'm on a rundown
I'm out running sundown
I'm thinking I'm on the right track
I'm writing a song
As I'm riding along
Keeping the sun at my back Big horse trailer and truck
I can make my own luck
As I ride through the sand and the sage
Cause it gives me a rush
To be busting the brush
Acting about half my age Lone Cowboy
I'm doing my best
Lone Cowboy
I go everywhere west
Lone Cowboy
With my own campfire song
Lone Cowboy
Giddy-up get along I've owned some good ponies
Blacks, bays, and blue roans
Greys, palominos, and paints
Sung good songs and bad ones
Some up songs and sad ones
Songs about sinners and saints I'm still riding like wildfire
To find the next campfire
As memories burn and turn to coal
And at daylight I'm crying
To live forever or die trying
But I'll never get old in my soul Lone Cowboy
Doing my best
Lone Cowboy
Hey I go everywhere west
Lone Cowboy
Singing my ol' campfire song
Lone Cowboy
Giddy-up get along Lone Cowboy
Lone Cowboy
Lone Cowboy

11993. Lone Croft Farewell

Lone Croft Farewell
Railroad Earth - Lone Croft Farewell

The stakes are in the meadow . . the fields are overgrown
The winds of change are blowin' through the place that I've called home they're diggin' at the 



edges . . to build the power line
Same old story . . but now the story's mine
So build a fire & throw in . . the papers & the past
No need to try & save it now . . it's never gonna last
It's a starry night . . the moon is bright . . let's call the old owl in
Let him know we're leavin' . . say goodbye old friend
Goodbye to the years here, they have flown
Goodbye to the only home I've known
The wheels of the world are rollin' thru
& If this door is closing' . . i guess I'm rollin' too
For 14 years my family . . walked these crooked floors
40 years before my father opened up the doors
A stony stand . . it all began 300 years before
What story is beginning? if this one is no more?
Goodbye to the years here, they have flown
Goodbye to the only home I've known
The wheels of the world are movin on'
& If this door is closing' . . i guess it's time i'm gone
Feels like a wave that can't be stopped
A coming day . . my heart will drop
Feels like a war that won't be won
. . without a gun
So goodbye bird & bear
Goodbye tree & land
Goodbye to all i know like knowin'
The back of my hand
I'll walk the grounds & make the rounds
Of this place I've loved so well
Fire up the diesel .
Bid a last lone croft farewell
Goodbye to the years here, they have flown
Goodbye to the only home I've known
The wheels of the world are rollin' thru
& If this door is closing' . . i guess i'm rollin' too

11994. Lone Pilgrim

Lone Pilgrim

I came to the place where the lone pilgrim lay
And pensively stood by his tomb
When In a low whisper I heard someone say
How sweetly I sleep here alone

The tempest may howl and the loud thunder roar
And gathering storms may arise
But calm is my feeling at rest is my soul
The tears are all wiped from my eyes

The cause of my master compels me from home
No kindred or relatives nigh
I met the contingent and sank to the tomb
My soul flew to mansions on high



Go tell my companions and children most dear
To weep not for me while I'm gone
The same hand that led me through storms most severe
Has kindly assisted me on

11995. Lone Pine

Lone Pine
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
Sunrise will find him
Drinking coffee and cream
There's a fire in the oven
Eating biscuits and beans
W.H. Auden lies open face-down
A Miles Davis solo is floating around

[Verse 2]
He sits there and thinks
About the poem he just read
How it might fit together
With the day that's ahead

[Chorus 1]
Well his mama said, "Son, you're getting set in your ways
And your dad always wanted to pass on this place
You got the name you got the farm now don't break the line"
Lone pine, lone pine, lone pine

[Verse 3]
Two years in Afghanistan
His nerves on display
It's almost been six [?]
Since he came home to stay

[Verse 4]
The farm's never looked better
In all the years it's been there
Granddads and fathers
Never gave it such care

[Chorus 2]
When he returned from that far away world
His grandmother said "Now go find you a girl;
You got the name you got the farm now don't break the line"
Lone pine, lone pine, lone pine

[Verse 5]
And he works through his day
And there's always a plan
There's a rhythm and pleasure
To his footstep and hand



[Chorus 3]
He cuts wood for the winter and he plants in the spring
The gardens of summer and the hope that they bring
And sundown and daybreak alone mark the time
Lone pine, lone pine, lone pine [x3]

11996. Lone Pine Hill

Steve Earle - Lone Pine Hill

[Verse 1]
Well, I swear I see her in my dreams sometimes
Held up in the middle of the night
Shaking like a pistol in a young man's hand
There in the pale moonlight
Standing up the top of that lonely hill
Spared by the company mines
My blue-eyed baby with her best dress on
In the shadow of a lonely pine

[Verse 2]
It was back before the war when the company came
These hills grew wild and free
Me and my baby we'd hide in the hollers low
Away from the cruel sun's heat
But then they knocked down the timber
And burned off the brush
To get to the riches below
When they pulled out they left a cold black ground
And one pine standing lone
So take me home
To Lone Pine Hill

[Verse 3]
Well, I signed up back in '61
I'm an army of Virginia man
From Mannasas to Mackonackey
All the way to Sailors Creek fighting for my homeland
After four years gone and all hope lost
And Richmond under siege
And we're digging out Five Forks, waiting in the rain
For Sheridan to bring us to our knees
So take me home
To Lone Pine Hill

11997. Lone Star Hotel (Lone Star Hotel Cafe)



Rodney Crowell - Lone Star Hotel (Lone Star Hotel Cafe)

[Verse 1]
The Lone Star Hotel Café is nothing but a dive
Florence Smith showed up there, Lord, every day at five
Now Florence was a waitress, have I mentioned that before?
Serving beer to strangers and to some she'd seen before
[Bridge 1]
Now Florence used to ride a little Appaloosa mare
In the barrel race at the rodeo, she had that beehive hair
There's pictures of her on the wall as you pay your check
Lord, didn't she look good back in 1956?
[Verse 2]
I was loving Florence and she's ignoring me
Oh, Florence had experience, it was the first time out for me
Lord, I tried to tell her, but the only words I found
Was "Give me greasy enchiladas and a beer to wash it down"
[Bridge 2]
Florence quit the Lone Star Hotel and never was seen again
And me, I quit West Texas and I ain't been back since then
That was years ago, Lord, too many too recall
But I remember Florence and them pictures on the wall
[Verse 3]
So here's to you, West Texas, you old rodeo queen
How I miss your beer joints and your shuffleboard machines
Here's to you, West Texas, how I miss the smell
Of greasy enchiladas at the old Lone Star Hotel

11998. Lone Star State Of Mind - Chords

Lone Star State Of Mind
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent - Nanci Griffith
Written by Pat Alger, Fred Koller, Eugene Albert Levine

C                          Dm
Your phone call took me by surprise
G7                        C
Gee it's been a long long time
                          Dm
Since those hot and humid Texas nights
G7                          C
When we went swimmn' in the tide
                            Dm
Now Corpus Christi seems so far away
G7                            C
And I'm not talkng' 'bout the miles
                                Dm
And there ain't much I wouldn't give today
G7                      C
Just to see one of your smiles
                        F
But here I sit alone in Denver
G7                     C
Sippin' the California wine



                          F
And I've got all night to remember you
G7                          C
I'm in a lone star state of mind
                                  Dm
I just saw John Wayne on the Late Late Show
G7                      C
Saved the girl and rode away
                        Dm
And I was hoping as the credits rolled
G7                           C
He'd make it back to her someday
Repeat #3
 
       Dm                G7        Dm                 G7
It's a thousand miles or more from here to your front door
       Dm             Em          Am
I'd be there tomorrow if I left today
             Dm            G7                Em
And I'd just pack up my guitar you know it's really not that far
         F                                   G7
When you called you said I'd have a place to stay
Repeat #3
                           F
Yeah I've got all night to remember you
G7                          C
I'm in a lone star state of mind

11999. Lone Tree Standing

Tim O'Brien - Lone Tree Standing

Now the stars are fading in the morning light 
And you're warm beside me in the early bright 
You're the one I wanted, you're the one I need 
And I feel so safe here and I feel so free 

I'd like to freeze this moment, I want to take this time 
I want to keep it with me, I want to make it mine 
But why cheat the future, why be afraid 
Cause when you have what I have, you know you got it made 

Chorus 
Like a lone tree standing on a mountain top 
One that keeps on living, one that just can?t stop 
That's the kind of loving that I have for you 
And when the storm is over, I'll be there and true 

Many times I'm humbled by the ways of life 
And how a man can stumble onto fate's sharp knife 
But I'm never worried, no I'm never scared 
When you're here beside me, I know that I'll be spared 



Cause you don't take chances, you don't like loose talk 
And your ways are constant, you're a solid rock 
You're the one I wanted, you're the one I need 
And you showed me a new life and you helped me to be 

Chorus

12000. Lone Wolf

Jerry Jeff Walker - Lone Wolf

Lee Clayton
Frosty breath on the hillside, see that sun goin' down
Tracks in the snow to the city below
The lone wolf now he's coming to town
Chorus:
Lone wolf, he's lonesome and looking tonight
Oh you lone wolf, lock up your women and hide
Sneakin' down the back streets of town, he lives on the lam
Takes what he can, not giving a damn
You know how he is, he just do what he can
Chorus
Any fool can look in his eyes see that he's been around
Any movement better not make a sound
You know it's cold just livin' on the ground
Like a lone wolf, lockin' up the women tonight
Oh, lone wolf, lonesome and lookin' tonight

12001. Lonelier Than This

Steve Earle - Lonelier Than This

It doesn't get any lonelier than this
I believe my heart will break
Tonight I prayed I'd die before I wake
With every breath, I'm tasting your kiss
And it's sweet upon my tongue
Until the bitter tears fall one by one

It doesn't get any lonelier than this
Because I'm on this road alone
My heartbeat ringing like a hollow drum
I'm about as lonesome as a poor boy gets
And there's nothing I can do
Because it's dark out here and I can't find you
It doesn't get any lonelier than this

It doesn't get any lonelier than this
I'm as blue as blue can be



Just an empty place where your love should be
I'm sick and tired of walking around like this
With my heart outside my skin
I'm scared to death we'll never touch again

It doesn't get any lonelier than this
And there's no place I can go
Just the dusty corners that the shadows know
Maybe this is as good as it's going to get
And I'll always be this way
I'll just wander this world calling out your name
It doesn't get any lonelier than this

12002. Lonelier Than This - Chords

Lonelier Than This
Steve Earl - Lonelier Than This

 Capo 4

Em   G/F#   G  2X

  Em         G/F#    G
  It doesn't get any lonelier than this
                        C
  I believe my heart'll break
            G                       D
  Tonight I prayed I'd die before I wake
       Em      G/F#       G
  With every   breath I'm tastin' your kiss
                         C
  And it's sweet upon my tongue
                   G          G/F#   Em
  Until the bitter tears fall one by one

  Well, it doesn't get any lonelier than this
  'Cause I'm on this road alone
  My heartbeat ringin' like a hollow drum
  I'm about as lonesome as a poor boy gets
  And there's nothin' I can do
  'Cause it's dark out here and I can't find you
  It doesn't get any lonelier than this

  It doesn't get any lonelier than this
  I'm as blue as blue can be
  Just an empty place where your love should be
  I'm sick and tired of walkin' around like this
  With my heart outside my skin
  Scared to death we'll never touch again

  It doesn't get any lonelier than this
  And there's no place I can go
  Just the dusty corners that the shadows know



  Maybe this is as good as it's gonna get
  And I'll always be this way
  I'll just wander this world callin' out your name
  But it doesn't get any lonelier than this

12003. Loneliness And Desperation

Loneliness And Desperation
Chris Thile

An empty cup of coffee no cigarettes to smoke
A dirty two room walking flat's a long way my home
This life in New York City
Ain't what I thought it'd be
Loneliness and desperation is a closing in on me
The loneliness and desperation is a closing in on me
Lately get to thinking about the things I left back home
That healing country sunshine and a woman singing song
Then I turned back to the bottle, I turned back to the pain
And every night I'll kneel and pray I'll see her face again
Every night I'll kneel and pray I'll see her face again
The sign on the highway says it's fifteen miles to go
It's just as well a thousand in this freezing rain and snow
Well that ain't gonna stop me cause I know just where I'm bound
And if you ever look for me you'll know where I'll be found
If you ever look for me you'll know where I'll be found

12004. Loneliness Found Me

Dolly Parton - Loneliness Found Me 
(Porter Wagoner)

Loneliness found me one time too many
And I cheated ? I cheated on you
But I'd give my soul now if only I hadn't
But you see what loneliness can do
It seems that you're gone so much from me
And I try to find things to do while you're gone
But I get so lonesome just staying at home
And it's hard to enjoy things alone
Loneliness found me just one time too many
And I cheated - yes, I cheated on you
But I'd give my life now if only I hadn't
But you see now what loneliness can do
Loneliness found me



12005. Loneliness Is Eating Me Alive - Chords

Loneliness Is Eating Me Alive
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Hank Cockran

C                                        F                Ab
There hasn't been one bit of laughter in this house in so long
         C              Am          Dm   G7
Just the howling of the wind asking why 
      C                     C7
And I know this house ain't growing 
       F                         Ab
But it seems bigger since you're gone
         C     Am      Dm     G7 C      F  C  G7
And this loneliness is eating me alive         
           C                      F                      Ab
If there's any forgiveness in you wrap it up and come on home
      C              Am                     Dm   G7
Hey I may not change completely oh but I'll try 
    C                    C7
And honey you'll have to hurry 
                  F              Ab
Or there'll be no reason to come home
           C     Am      Dm     G7  C    F  C
Cause this loneliness is eating me alive     
               G7                   C
The bigger the house the harder the tear falls
           D7                   G7
I found it out since you're goodbye
    C                    C7
And honey you'll have to hurry 
                  F              Ab
Or there'll be no reason to come home
           C     Am      Dm     G7 C      Am
Cause this loneliness is eating me alive           
         Dm            G7        C
Yea this loneliness is eating me alive

12006. Lonely

Lonely
Chris Stapleton

CHORUS
Lonely, lonely as can be
Train cry on, you're lonely just like me
Well, it's for the better
A lesson I learned
The tender I love you's
That I never heard
We both felt the feeling
But we never whispered the word



(CHORUS)
Lonely, lonely as can be
Train cry on, you're lonely just like me

(INSTRUMENTAL)
Well I pray that this whistle
Can drown out my blues
Our love was a lie
And that's the cold truth
When two hearts are empty
Nothing is nothing to lose

(CHORUS)
Lonely, lonely as can be
Train cry on, you're lonely just like me
Train cry on, you're lonely just like me
Train cry on, you're lonely just like me

12007. Lonely All the Time

Mandolin Orange - Lonely All the Time

[Verse 1]
There was a time when I was able
To sit down at the table
With the ones that I loved most in life
Now my days have grown so bitter
Lord knows it get no better
I'm so tired of being lonely all the time

[Verse 2]
No glamor and no gold
Just give me someone dear to hold
When the nights have gone so cold
And I haven't got a dime
Just think of me, and you'll think better
Like a diamond lasts forever
I'm so tired of being lonely all the time

[Bridge]
I'm so tired (I'm so tired)
Of driving down the same old street
Where the same old empty house
Greets me when I come home
And I'm so tired (I'm so tired)
Of waking up to old, cold coffee I made yesterday
Morning after morning

[Verse 4]
So if the feelings that I'm feeling
Could bring you home to me this evening
Long before the sun gives way to another lonely night



I would shout and I would cry
I would bid bad times goodbye
'Cause I'm so tired of being lonely all the time

12008. Lonely Alone

Forester Sisters - Lonely alone
Composer: Martin Gerald Derstine (aka JD Martin) - John Jarrard

I was so careless, I left you all alone
When I was running in the streets and carrying on
You were so patient, you never said a word
You tried to hide all your tears and bury the hurt

I was such a fool, I didn't figure it out
Till I came home last night to an empty house

I didn't know it was this lonely alone
I didn't know the nights could be so long
When someone you need so desperately is gone

I didn't know how bad the hurt could be
It took you walking out to make me see
Baby, please come home
I didn't know it was this lonely alone

It's only midnight but baby with you gone
It's forever since sundown and forever till dawn
And as I lie here looking at myself
It's hitting me hard how you must have felt

I'm sorry, I hurt you and I'm sorry, you cried
And I'd give anything if I could hold you tonight

I didn't know it was this lonely alone
I didn't know the nights could be so long
When someone you need so desperately is gone

I didn't know how bad the hurt could be
It took you walking out to make me see
Baby, please come home
I didn't know it was this lonely alone

I didn't know it was this lonely alone
I didn't know the nights could be so long
Baby, please come home
I didn't know it was this lonely alone

I didn't know it was this lonely alone
I didn't know the nights could be so long
Baby, please come home
I didn't know it was this lonely alone



12009. Lonely And Being Alone

The Steeldrivers - Lonely And Being Alone

If you look through my window and you don't see a light
There's no need to worry, hey, I'm doin' all right
Got a warm fire going and the radio's on
There's a difference in lonely and bein' alone

Now, I raised my children the best that I could
And I'm proud to tell you that they're all doin' good
They blow in like a whirlwind, they're here, and then they're gone
There's a difference in lonely and bein' alone

Lonely is only a bad place to be
If you're someone who can't stand your own company
Yeah, but me and myself do just fine on our own
There's a difference in lonely and bein' alone

Now, I might be sittin' here all by myself
But I feel the presence of somebody else
I'm just passing the time till He calls me home
There's a difference in lonely and bein' alone

I'm just passing the time till He calls me home
There's a difference in lonely and bein' alone

12010. Lonely Are The Free

Steve Earle - Lonely Are the Free

Lonely are the free
There ain't that many of 'em
They don't walk like you and me
They just tumble in the breeze
Lighter than a feather
All together, separately
That's how it's supposed to be
No matter where they wander
From post to in between
From here to over yonder
There's no place for them to lean
Lonely are the free

The silent are the strong
Not so much as a whisper
Tells you anything is wrong
You've known all along
That you can't help but listen



And now the moment's gone

It keeps you hanging on
Until the stillness signaling
The breaking of the dawn
Is shattered by the sirens
Singing sacrificial songs
The silent are the strong

That's all there is to see
A violent shadow passing
Across the sun so fleetingly
If you have to ask, you miss it
Anyway you see
Lonely are the free
Lonely are the free

12011. Lonely At The Bottom

Kathy Mattea - Lonely at the Bottom
(Mike Dowling/Jan Dowling) - Tim O'Brien

We were buddies once upon a time
And then you took off on your social climb
But fortune only brought you misery
And now you're cryin' out for sympathy
Well, it's lonely at the top
Yea, it's lonely at the top
Well, if this workin' girl were you
She'd just enjoy the view
'Cause it's lonely at the bottom too
Lonely at the bottom too
You're livin' high on easy street
And we're just tryin' to make ends meet
If you get tired of the grind
We'll I'll take your place and honey you take mine
Well, it's lonely at the top
Yea, it's lonely at the top
Well, if this workin' girl were you
She'd just enjoy the view
'Cause it's lonely at the bottom too
Lonely at the bottom too
Like a kitten in the neighbor's tree
Climbin' up to see what you could see
Now you're cryin', 'cause you need some help
Well, everybody's got to help themselves
Well, it's lonely at the top
Yea, it's lonely at the top
Well, if this workin' girl were you
She'd just enjoy the view
'Cause it's lonely at the bottom too
Lonely at the bottom too
Oh honey I feel so sorry for you



All the way up there all by yourself
Well, if this workin' girl were you
She'd just enjoy the view
'Cause it's lonely at the bottom too
Lonely at the bottom too

12012. Lonely At The Top - Chords

Lonely at the Top  
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Jamey Johnson 

G
I was pourin' out my troubles
     C
To a stranger in a bar
         G
Bout the problems and the pressures
     D7
Of a country music star
     G
Half braggin' half complainin'
C
Bout the money and the fame
G
Just how lonely life can be
     D7                     G
When you've made yourself a name

       C
I said would you like a drink
        G
He said thanks I'll have a double

I've worked up a powerful thirst
                           D7
Just listenin' to all your troubles
    C
And while he makes that drink
     G
I'll smoke one if you got it

It might be lonely at the top
           D7           G
But it's a bitch at the bottom

 
I left a hundred on the table
    C
And didn't wait around for change
        G
With my load a little lighter
       D7



And my thinkin' rearranged
     G
That stranger made me realize
    C
How thankful I should be
       G
And if I forget I hope those words
   D7                G
He said come back to me

Repeat #2

It might be lonely at the top
           D7           G
But it's a bitch at the bottom

12013. Lonely Christmas Call - Chords

Lonely Christmas Call
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Riddle and George Jones

C                F      C      G7        C
Won't you beckon to our lonely Christmas call

                               C7
You left a year ago this Christmas 
          F                C
And we're wondering if you miss us 
               F        C             G7
Don't know why you ever left and went away
 
    C                            C7
The kids are lonely here without you
     F               C
Even wrote old Santa about you 
                        F   C          G7        C   F
Please don't leave them all alone this Christmas day 

C                                C7
Don't you miss their arms around you 
         F          C
Do their memories surround you
                    F         C                     G7
Don't you know it's not their fault things are this way 

    C               C7
Why not show consideration 
       F                       C
To the ones whose heart you're breaking
               F       C         G7        C   F  C
Give them your gift of love this Christmas day



             F
If you could see their little faces 
             C         G7         C
As round the tree they take their places 
                                        G7
They're looking for the biggest gift of all 

       C               C7
So why not show consideration 
       F                       C
To the ones whose heart you're breaking 
                 F      C      G7        C
Won't you beckon to our lonely Christmas call

12014. Lonely Christmas Eve

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours 
Lonely Christmas Eve

Christmas trees white snow
Bright lights nowhere to go
Just like a ship out on the sea
I'll be alone this Christmas Eve

Cold wind clouds of gray
Just like the moon you went away
And left me here alone to grieve
I'll have a lonely Christmas Eve

No Christmas joy for me this year
No Christmas gift from you my dear
Just blue tears and memories
I'll have a lonely Christmas Eve

Snowflakes mistletoe
Christmas carols so soft and low
But like the soldiers overseas
I'll have a lonely Christmas Eve

Bright stars Christmas bells
Seems to me they try to tell
That my name's not on the tree
I'll have a lonely Christmas Eve

No Christmas joy for me this year
No Christmas gift from you my dear
Just blue tears and memories
I'll have a lonely Christmas Eve



12015. Lonely Comin' Down

Dolly Parton - Lonely Comin' Down 

I woke up this morning in a strange place
I looked into the mirror at a strange face
Then I looked for you but you could not be found
And then I felt the lonely comin' down
I walked across the room to the empty bed
Saw the imprint on the pillow where you laid your head
The presence of you still lingered all around
And once again I felt the lonely comin' down
Then I felt the lonely dripping down my face
As I realized no one could take your place
I wondered where the love had gone that we had found
And then again I felt the lonely comin' down
I wondered where the love had gone that we had found
And again I felt the lonely comin' down
Mmm...

12016. Lonely Days

Little Big Town - Lonely Days

[Verse 1]
Good morning Mister Sunshine, you brighten up my day
Come sit beside me in your way
I see you every morning, outside the restaurant
The music plays so nonchalant

[Chorus]
Lonely days, lonely nights
Where would I be without my woman?
Lonely days, lonely nights
Where would I be without my woman?
Lonely days, lonely nights
Where would I be without my woman?
Lonely days, lonely nights
Where would I be without my woman?

[Verse 2]
Lonely days, lonely nights
Where would I be without my woman?
Good morning Mister Sunshine, you brighten up my day
Come sit bRside me in your way

[Chorus]
Lonely days, lonRly nights
Where would I be without my woman?
Lonely days, lonely nights
Where would I be without my woman?
Lonely days, lonely nights
Where would I be without my woman?



Lonely days, lonely nights
Where would I be without my woman?
Lonely days, lonely nights
Where would I be without my woman?
Lonely days, lonely nights
Where would I be without my woman?
Lonely days, lonely nights
Where would I be without my woman?

12017. Lonely Enough

Little Big Town - Lonely Enough

[Verse 1]
It's been a long time since I've prayed
Let the words fall where they may
Forgive me now for what I'm about to say
Tired of being on my knees
Sick of begging you please
Since the day you took him away from me

[Chorus]
God, how much more do I have to hurt
How far down do you want to see me go tell me
God, you don't know the sadness of this place
You got the angels and the saints
So give me back my love love
Don't you think I'm lonely enough

[Verse 2]
You got the power in your hands
To change the master plan
Every star and every grain of sand
You keep bringing back the dead
Just roll the stone away
Before there's nothing left of me to say

[Chorus]
God, how much more do I have to hurt
How far down do you want to see me go tell me
God, you don't know the sadness of this place
You got the angels and the saints
So give me back my love love
Don't you think I'm lonely enough

[Verse 3]
God, how much more do I have to hurt
How far down do you want to see me go tell me
God, you don't know the sadness of this place
Show me amazing grace
And give me back my love love
Don't you think I'm lonely enough
Won't you give me back ym love



Don't you think I'm lonely enough
Dont you think I'm lonely enough

12018. Lonely Feeling

Robert Earl Keen - Lonely Feeling 

It's a long strecth of highway
At midnight in New Mexico
It's a small colored light
That shines from your car radio
It's the old motel owner
Who sleeps on a cot
And gives you the very last cup from his pot

It's a lonely feeling, it's what you've got
It's a lonely feeling, like it or not

It's the crack in the sidewalk
Right next to a pay telephone
It's someone's recorder
When you're hoping someone is home
It's an hour to kill
To do what you please
But nobody's up for shooting the breeze

It's a lonely feeling, it's like a disease
It's a lonely feeling, you pray that it leaves

It's three men from Chile
Who are tired and they want to go home
They've run out of money
And they're stuck up in east Oregon
So you give 'em the small bit of change in your hand
You try to speak Spanish but they don't understand

It's a lonely feeling, it gets to a man
It's a lonely feeling, that runs through the land

It's your best friend from high school
Who sees you and wishes you well
You try to breakthrough
But you run out of stories to tell
So you bid him goodbye and you step into space
There are so many questions that you cannot face

It's a lonely feeling, taking his place
It's a lonely feeling, you just can't erase

It's statue of Jesus your grandmother had when she died
All cracked and all yellow
And you know you should throw it aside
But you're growing religious, the older you get



You haven't been saved
But it could happen yet

It's a lonely feeling, full of regret
It's a lonely feeling, won't let you forget

It's a bus stop, a street cop, an old dog, the new kid, a bum
It's fright and rejected
Neglected, and blind, deaf and dumb
But you look in the mirror
And you're still hanging in
It's there to remind you how lucky you've been

It's a lonely feeling, now and again
It's only a feeling that comes now and then...

12019. Lonely Girl

Emmylou Harris - Lonely Girl

It seems to me lately
The days are growing shorter
The years are going faster
And time is flying by 
I wake up in the morning
And before I even notice
The sun is going down
And I'm left to wonder why

I'm a lonely girl in a lonely world
I never thought my life would be like this
To have no one to hold my hand
And feel once more a sweet caress

I'd give it my best effort
Love is always worth it
But even if I try
I might still end up alone
It may not be in me
To take what love could give me
Some of us are better off
To make it on our own

As a lonely girl in a lonely world
And though my life has been so blessed
I have no one to hold my hand
And feel once more a sweet caress

I've had my share of lovers
And cared for many others
I always thought there'd be
Another one to come along
But if love can't find me again



I'll put it all behind me then
I'll just go and learn to sing
Another sad love song

About a lonely girl in a lonely world
She never dreamed her life would be like this
To have no one to hold her hand
And feel once more a sweet caress

12020. Lonely Girl - Chords

Lonely Girl 
Todd Snider
 
G          D   Am       C
There you sit all by yourself
G          D    Am             C
Trying to quit like everybody else
G       D   Am           C
Cigarette smoke in your eyes
G             D               C
I see a few regrets in there too
G
Hey there lonely girl
D                            C
Have I got a lonely boy for you
 
 
G             D   Am          C
Like a sunny day somewhere else
G           D    Am           C
The music plays but it don't help
G           D     Am              C
Through the haze you roll your eyes
G             D              C
Every day I wonder what you see
G
Hey there lonely girl
D                                 C
I think you're the only girl for me  G  D  Am  C  G  D c Dc
 
C                     G
You're the only girl in this whole wide world
 Am                       D   D7
Only throw your pearls at me
 
G       D    Am        C
Here I sit all by myself
G          D    Am        C
Trying to quit something else
G         D     Am      C
Cigarette smoke in my eyes 
G           D                C



I've got a bunch of regrets too
G
Hey there lonely girl
D                           C
Have I got a lonely boy for you

12021. Lonely Girls

Lucinda Williams - Lonely Girls

[Chorus]
Lonely girls, lonely girls
Lonely girls, lonely girls

Heavy blankets, heavy blankets, heavy blankets
Cover lonely girls

Sweet sad songs, 
Sweet sad songs, 
Sweet sad songs,
Sung by lonely girls

[Chorus]

Pretty hairdos, pretty hairdos, pretty hairdos
Worn by lonely girls

Sparkly rhinestones, sparkly rhinestones, sparkly rhinestones
Shine on lonely girls

[Chorus]

I oughta know, I oughta know, I oughta know
About lonely girls

[Chorus]

12022. Lonely Heart

Lefty Frizzell
Lonely Heart

[Verse:]
Darkness fell, my day was night
But heart, you did, you did what's right
Because if she really cared for me
Wish she would be with us tonight
Thanks to you, oh, heart of mine
You told her up of her cheatin' times



You cried out loud, you're untrue
Oh, lonely heart, I cry with you
Lonely heart, I know you're blue
Lonely heart, you're broken too
The way she'll lie to you and I
We'll [?] look off so you can cry

12023. Lonely Lane

Lonely Lane (Larry W. Jones 04/02/2007) 

Now, my mailbox has one little door
But I don't get her letters anymore
This cold room has such a sad decor
As I'm walkin' on this hardwood floor
I live on Lonely Lane
Our love was all in vain
I'll never see my love again
The girl that I adore
My baggy eyes are like rough leather
They sag like cryin' in bad weather
I just don't know now as to whether
I'll be able to live happy as before
I live on Lonely Lane
Our love was all in vain
I'll never see my love again
The girl that I adore
Now, I'm so low down and so lonesome
Don't know what on earth I'll become
And my life ain't even worth a crumb
Gonna go hide behind the closet door
I live on Lonely Lane
Our love was all in vain
I'll never see my love again
The girl that I adore

12024. Lonely Lonely Me

The Osborne Brothers - Lonely Lonely Me 
(Bobby Osborne)

Lonely, lonely me, lonely, lonely me.
My baby said she loved me but she's gone again
I've never been so lonely yet I don't remember when
Lonely, lonely me, lonely, lonely me.

--- Instrumental ---

Somehow I've got a feeling our love was not to be



She left me all this loneliness lonely lonely me
Lonely, lonely me, lonely, lonely me
Lonely, lonely me...

12025. Lonely Love Affair

Lonely Love Affair
Watchhouse

Lord I've got a stranger in my house
and I can't tell you just how it feels
to see her lying there
stealing all the air I've got
It's a lonely love affair
It's a lonely love affair

Lord I've got a stranger in my house
She's got me on the tips of my toes
While the ghosts of my loved ones
surround me and stare
It's a lonely love affair
It's a lonely love affair

And I'd grown to be so high strung
but I'm mellowing out now
that my little one is here
It's staggering

Lord I've got a stranger in my house
I finally sense the world at my door
As I stand like a watchman
with a weapon of care
It's a lonely love affair
It's a lonely love affair

12026. Lonely Madman

Lonely Madman
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

I never never got too far from home
Till my daddy kicked me off the farm
The' lesson' that I think' I did learn then
I'm never ever' comin' home again
I'm never ever comin' home again

The whole thing happened just the way it should
Fell into some people who could not do me no good
But "good" was not quite good enough for me



Something happened to me, can't you see?
Something happened to me, can't you see?
Can't you see, can't you see?

The river runs wide when the rain does fall
The rose on the vine will grow so tall
To leave me behind in the cold n' all
To leave me behind like a beggin' dog (like a beggin' dog)
Like a beggin' dog (like a beggin' dog) like a beggin' dog

Like a beggin' dog, I'll lie here till I'm gone
They'll sweep me away into the evening fog
For the lonely madman, that ain't really too bad
Something happened to me, what have I said?
Something happened to me, what have I said?
What have I said, what have I said?

The river runs wide when the rain does fall
The rose on the vine will grow so tall
The fruit on the trees you catch as you can
There's only the leaves for the lonely madman (for the lonely madman)
For the lonely madman (for the lonely madman) for the lonely m-m-m-madman

Something happened to me, what have I said?
Something happened to me, what have I said?
What have I said, what have I said?
What have I said?

12027. Lonely Moon

Lonely Moon

   Lonely moon lonely moon won't you shine in this cell
   And tell me that she's doing well
   Lonely moon won't you tell her I want her for mine
   But don't push her she has her own mind.

As we gaze and admire the same shining stars
Though our distances are far
We can both watch the moon go down o'er the land
As if we were hand in hand.

Souls can be together while bodies are alone
Love can melt bars and climb walls of stone
We can both watch the moon go down o'er the land
As if we were hand in hand.

12028. Lonely Mound Of Clay



Roy Acuff - Lonely mound of clay
Composer: Roy Acuff

Beside a new made grave heartbroken
My love for her won't let me go away
And leave her there to sleep forever
All alone beneath that lonely mound of clay

Oh Lord why did you take her from me
Why didn't you take me away
So I could have been there beside her
All alone beneath that lonely mound of clay

Many times I've looked toward heaven
And pray she wouldn't be taken away
But this sinner's prayer is never answered
So she's sleeping now beneath the clay

I stay here beside you little darling
And I promise that I'll never go away
Until my life down here is over
Then I'll be with you beneath the clay

Oh Lord why did you take her from me...

12029. Lonely Night - Chords

Lonely Night
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by M.L. Powers
  
C
Silent night lonely night
             F#m     D7       G7
I don't have you for Christmas
D7     G7    D7     G7
Silent night lonely night
D7           G7       C
I don't have you this year

              F           G7          C
But I'll have twelve long months to remember
              F           G7        C
And I'll have twelve long months to forget
    F          G#         C       Am
And I've had a few lonely parties
    D7                    G7
But this is the loneliest yet

C
Silent night lonely night
D7           G7       C
I won't have you this year



          F           G7          C
There are twelve long months to remember
    F           G7        C
And twelve long months to forget
    F          G#         C       Am
And I've had a few lonely parties
    D7                    G7
But this is the loneliest yet

C            A#7    A7
Silent night lonely night
Dm           G#  G7   C
I won't have you this year

12030. Lonely Old Town

Lonely Old Town
Blue Highway

1) Well there's a mean wind a-blowin'
from the west on down
it's got the candy wrappers just a-swirlin' around
It's got an old hound dog lookin' for some place warm
he ain't found
And it's surely feelin' lonely in this lonely old town

2) Well there's an old man a-walkin'
with his eyes to the around
He don't look at nobody and he don't make a sound
Except his one Shoe a-droppin'
and then the other comes down,
Well it's sure sounding lonely in this lonely old town

3) Since you can't be a woman, let alone be a wife
With this place closin' on every inch of your life
Had to go where there's something you can hang a dream on
And she made it mare lonely in this lonely old town

4) Well the street's filed with empty
anid the sky's filled with gray
Tail lights in the distance, someone's driving away
And you can't hardly blame  em for not sticking around
It don't get muchs more lonely than this lonely old town
Well, it's sure feeling lonely in this lonely old town

12031. Lonely Quit Knockin' at My Door

Lonely Quit Knockin' at My Door



Lonely quit knockin' on my door
Sadness don't follow me around
You're always by my side
Watchin' every tear I've cried
Lonely quit knockin' on my door

The picture that I'm lookin' at right now
Is not the one she painted when we met
All I thought I had is gone
And I'm needin' to move on
But a reason to just hasn't hit me yet

My world blacked out the moment that she left
She slammed the door and didn't say a word
Add them all up into one
Thunder lightning and big guns
And that's still the loudest sound I ever heard

A man trapped behind a cell room wall
His time's for life and nothin' left to fear
He's under lock and key and he's just the same as me
But a different kind of sentence put me here

12032. Lonely Rider

Lonely Rider
Pat Flynn
New Grass Revival (1986)

You got the picture a long time ago
You keep it under your hat
Sometimes its nothing but a long way to go
Nothin' you can do about that
Well it's just miles and miles
Of twists and turns
Where the moonlight haunts you
And the sunlight burns

Oh, lonely rider
Where you ridin' to
Oh, lonely rider
Is no one lookin' out for you

It always happens on a night like this
When the world is quiet and clear
You can almost see the look on her face
You can hear her voice in your ear
You can't change your mind
You can't turn back now
So you keep on ridin'
Till you don't know how

Oh, lonely rider



You've been ridin' so long
Oh, lonely rider
Caught between the right and wrong

No relations, explanations
There's nobody to answer to
Ride where you can
You're a free man
Nobody's waitin' for you
Nobody's waitin' for you
Nobody's waitin' for you

Wind is chasing midnight
Through the top of the trees
The moon's out like a light
Ninety miles an hour here
And shootin' the breeze
Just another dangerous night
Past those highway signs
And those county lines
And this feelin' that you've known
A thousand times

Oh, lonely rider
Where you ridin' to
Yeah oh. lonely rider
Is no one lookin' out for you

Yeah, oh, lonely rider
How long - how long - How long
Yeah, lonely rider
Caught between the right and wrong

12033. Lonely Side Of Love

Del McCoury - Lonely Side of Love

I've been walking on the road
Just taking my poor soul
On path I can't go around
Now since you've walked away
I'm on this ol highway
Every day and I'm sorrow bound

Walking on the lonely side of love
I can't settle down with you in my blood

I remember the times we had
To me they were never bad
So I don't know just where I failed
I've a price to pay till my dying day 
Without you I'll be an empty shell



Walking on the lonely side of love
I can't settle down with you in my blood
Walking on the lonely side of love
I can't settle down with you in my blood

12034. Lonely Street

Emmylou Harris - Lonely Street
(Grascalls)

I'm looking for that Lonely Street 
I've got a sad sad tale to tell 
I need a place to go and weep 
Where's this place called Lonely Street 

A place where there's just loneliness 
Where dim lights bring forgetfulness 
Where broken dreams and memories meet 
Where's this place called Lonely Street 

Perhaps upon that Lonely Street 
There's someone such as I 
Who came to bury broken dreams 
And watch an old love die 

A place where there's just loneliness 
Where dim lights bring forgetfulness 
Where broken dreams and memories meet 
Where's this place called Lonely Street

12035. Lonely Tombs

Lonely Tombs - Stanley Brothers

I was strolling one day in a lonely graveyard
When a voice from the tomb seemed to say
I once lived as you lived walked and talked as you talk
But from earth I was soon called away

   Oh those tombs (oh those tombs) lonely tombs (lonely tombs)
   Seemed to say in a low gentle tone
   Oh how sweet (oh how sweet) is the rest (is the rest)
   In our beautiful Heavenly home 

Every voice from the tomb seemed to whisper and say
Living man you must soon follow me
And I thought as I looked on those cold marble slabs
What a dark lonely place that must be 



Then I came to the place where my mother was laid
And in silence I stood by her tomb
And her voice seemed to say in a low gentle tone
I am safe with my Savior at home

12036. Lonely Weekend - Chords

Lonely Weekend 
Kacey Musgraves

[Intro]
       Am          C           F
It's a lo-, it's a lo-, it's a lonely weekend
       Am          C           F                      Am
It's a lo-, it's a lo-, it's a lonely feelin' without you
 
[Verse 1]
Am                                                F
Monday, I was gone, and Tuesday, you were working late
C                                                   G
Wednesday went to hell, then Thursday kinda had the wait, yeah
Am                              F
Friday, you were leavin', goin' out of town again
         C                         G
I should see what's goin' on, only got a couple friends
 
[Chorus]
       Am          C           F
It's a lo-, it's a lo-, it's a lonely weekend (So lonely)
       Am          C           F                      Am
It's a lo-, it's a lo-, it's a lonely feelin' without you
      F
Guess everybody else is out tonight (Out tonight)
          G
Guess I'm hangin' by myself, but I don't mind (I don't mind)
       Am          C           F
It's a lo-, it's a lo-, it's a lonely weekend, yeah
 
[Verse 2]
Am                                                        F
I got a million things to do, but I haven't done a single one, no
          C                                                         G
And if my sister lived in town, I know that we'd be doin' something fun
       Am                                   F
I keep lookin' at my phone, puttin' it back down
          C                                G
There's a little part of me that's got the fear of missin' out, and
 
[Chorus]
       Am          C           F
It's a lo-, it's a lo-, it's a lonely weekend (So lonely)
       Am          C           F                      Am
It's a lo-, it's a lo-, it's a lonely feelin' without you



      F
Guess everybody else is out tonight (Out tonight)
          G
Guess I'm hangin' by myself, but I don't mind (I don't mind)
       Am          C           F
It's a lo-, it's a lo-, it's a lonely weekend, yeah
 
[Bridge]
     Em                  C
Even if you got somebody on your mind
Em                  C
It's alright to be alone sometimes, sometimes
 
[Chorus]
       Am          C           F
It's a lo-, it's a lo-, it's a lonely weekend (So lonely)
       Am          C           F                      Am
It's a lo-, it's a lo-, it's a lonely feelin' without you
      F
Guess everybody else is out tonight (Out tonight)
          G
Guess I'm hangin' by myself, but I don't mind (I don't mind)
       Am          C           F
It's a lo-, it's a lo-, it's a lonely weekend
       Am          C           F
It's a lo-, it's a lo-, it's a lonely weekend

12037. Lonely Yukon Stars - Chords

Lonely Yukon Stars 
Jeff Austin & Chris Castino
 
[Intro]
/ E  / E  / E  A / E  / B  / A  E /
 
[Verse]
E            A             E
Lonely yukon stars hanging high in the sky
          B                         A         E
scattered careless and loving by an artist on high
E               A                E
to their silent song the sighing wind adds its part
  B                     A            E
a song that can only be heard by the heart
G                                E
northern lights that hang veiled curtains of fire
G                          E           B7
lead me to the one waiting warm by the fire
E                B           A          E
lightly goes the moon on its melancholy way
B                      A             E
leading me homeward as night becomes day



12038. Lonesome

Lonesome
The Po' Ramblin' Boys

Verse 1]
I come in at night to a home so lonesome
Pitter-patter of your little feet as you run and hide
It's not the faucet that you hear but the dripping of my tears
Wishing tonight to the Lord that I could die

[Chorus]
Lonesome to feel your arms around me
Lonesome to feel my arms around you
Lonesome to kiss those sweet lips that once were mine
Lonesome for your sparkling eyes of blue

[Verse 2]
I've heard of the word they call lonesome
Until now I've had no idea
If you don't know what it means I can show you shattered dreams
I can tell you exactly how it feels

[Chorus]
Lonesome to feel your arms around me
Lonesome to feel my arms around you
Lonesome to kiss those sweet lips that once were mine
Lonesome for your sparkling eyes of blue

[Chorus]
Lonesome to feel your arms around me
Lonesome to feel my arms around you
Lonesome to kiss those sweet lips that once were mine
Lonesome for your sparkling eyes of blue
Lonesome for your sparkling eyes of blue
Lonesome for your sparkling eyes of blue
Lonesome for your sparkling eyes of blue
Lonesome for your sparkling eyes of blue

12039. Lonesome

Lonesome

Lonesome
For the arms that held me tight
Lonesome
For the lips that whispered goodnight

    I pretend to be happy



    But my friends know
    Lonesome
    Don't matter where I go

Lonesome
Living in the past
Lonesome
For the love that didn't last

    Like a man lost at sea
    No place to land
    Lonesome
    For someone to understand

Lonesome
Lonesome

12040. Lonesome And A Long Way From Home

Lonesome And A Long Way From Home
Bonnie Bramlett, Leon Russell
New Grass Revival

Well, I'm out on an open highway,
Such a lovely day but something's wrong.
Something, something's suÂrely wrong.

And I just left home this morning,
This old road keeps rolling on and on.
Rolling, rolling on and on.

(Won't) somebody help me?
(Won't) somebody help me?
(Won't) somebody help me?
I've never been so lonesome and a long way from home,
Such a long way from home
Such a long way from home

12041. Lonesome And Blue

Lonesome And Blue

Lonesome blue heartbroken
As here I sit alone
My sweetheart's gone and left me
Now everything's gone wrong

Her hair was dark and curly
And hung way down behind



But now she loves another
I'm run-ning on the vine

I ne-ver rode a boxcar
Until she turned me down
I'll never love no other
I'll never settle down

On down this lonesome railroad
My back to the old hometown
My past will always haunt me
And the girl who turned me down

12042. Lonesome And Dry As A Bone

Lonesome And Dry As A Bone 
 
The shadows are creepin', across the dirt mound, way down in the bottoms below
And the willows are weepin',
A sad mournful sound, that says she ain't comin' home

And the moon rides high in the cottonwood trees, and the last birds of summer have flown
I'm high as a pine up on sycamore ridge,
Lonesome and dry as a bone,
Lonesome and dry as a bone

The springtime came early, along with it rain, and the fever was goin' around
It took the hand of my darlin', my prayers were in vain, now she's layin' in the cold, cold groun
d

And the moon rides high in the cottonwood trees, and the last birds of summer have flown
I'm high as a pine up on sycamore ridge,
Lonesome and dry as a bone,
Lonesome and dry as a bone

Whoa how I loved her and lost her, but somehow I keep hangin' on, no doubt I'm bound for a 
lifetime
Lonesome and dry as a bone, lonesome and dry as a bone

And the moon rides high in the cottonwood trees, and the last birds of summer have flown
I'm high as a pine up on sycamore ridge,
Lonesome and dry as a bone,
Lonesome and dry as a bone

12043. Lonesome Angel

Lonesome Angel

Tell me why



I've got no money
Seems I'm always flat broke
Spent my life
Chasing gold mines
Worked my fingers to the bone
I'm so tired of hanging round
Get me out of this old town
Back so far and up so high
I won't ever touch the ground

It's goodbye lonesome angel
Gonna fly never coming down
The creek ran dry lonesome angel
You can look for me
Out where the sun goes down

Big ole-moon
I know you're up there
But I just can't see you tonight
Those dark black clouds
Are right behind me
I think they're looking for a fight
I'm a fool to have stayed this long
Point me out and I'll be gone
Back so far and up so high
Just a singing this sweet song

* Refrain

12044. Lonesome Blues

Lonesome Blues

I got the lonesome blues tonight
Won't you stay here dear friend that's what I need
Someone to hold me tight well it's all right
I got the lonesome blues tonight

I got the homely blues tonight
May be got some time to lend I'll try to be
The one you miss tonight make you feel all right
I got the homely blues tonight

I got the cold cold blues tonight
Won't you try to understand if I can be
With someone else tonight when you dim the light
I got the cold cold blues tonight



12045. Lonesome Day

Lonesome Day - Osborne Brothers

They carried my girl to the burying ground
They carried my girl to the burying ground
They carried my girl to the burying ground
I watched her as they laid her down

Today has been a lonesome day
Today has been a lonesome day
Today has been a lonesome day
And tommorrow gonna be the same old way

Go big my grave with a silver spade
Go big my grave with a silver spade
Go big my grave with a silver spade
And mark the plce where I'll be laid

*Refrain

Dig you ever here a church bell toll
Dig you ever here a church bell toll
Dig you ever here a church bell toll
You'll know by that I'm dead and gone

*Refrain

12046. Lonesome Depot

Lonesome Depot

Have you ever stood in a lonesome depot
and told someone goodbye
you'd give anything in all this world
if she'd only break down and cry

Forget the pain and bear your shame
And beg her not to go
For when she's gone there's misery
And the loneliness will grow and grow

Oh how many years did she stand by you
And lay awake at night
Crying and prayin for you to come home
You know now you're weepin her right

12047. Lonesome Dove - Chords



Lonesome Dove
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Larry Cordle and Carl Jackson

G
I hear a lonesome dove off in the distance
               D7              G
His cry echoes out through the hills

He's sad that his lover flew off with another
               D7        G
And I know the sorrow he feels

         C    G
Lonesome dove we're not that different
           A#7          C          D7
You sing a sad song but you're not alone
G                   C
You've been forever forsaken 
                    G    D7
By the one that you love
  Em           C             G
I know how you feel lonesome dove
A#7 C   D7    Em           C             G
Ooh ooh ooh I know how you feel lonesome dove

I've tried to run from the pain of her memory
                   D7          G
But I can't find a place I can hide

And that old lonesome dove is gonna mourn for his love
              D7     G
No matter how far he flies

         C    G
Lonesome dove we're not that different
           A#7          C          D7
You sing a sad song but you're not alone
G                   C
You've been forever forsaken 
                    G    D7
By the one that you love
  Em           C             G
I know how you feel lonesome dove
A#7 C   D7    Em           C             G
Ooh ooh ooh I know how you feel lonesome dove

12048. Lonesome Feeling

Osborne Brothers - Lonesome Feeling 
Josh Williams

It's a lonesome feeling when you're traveling
Down a lonesome road down a lonesome road



Nobody cares a thing about me
It's a heavy load, it's a heavy load.

I fell in love in Cincinnati
Her love was true and she told me so
I gave her rings and all my money
Where she ran off to I'll never know.

It's a lonesome feeling when you're traveling
Down a lonesome road down a lonesome road
Nobody cares a thing about me
It's a heavy load, it's a heavy load.

--- Instrumental ---

I wish that I was in Kentucky
With papa and mama dear
But mama's gone and so is papa
And Kentucky's a long way from here.

It's a lonesome feeling when you're traveling
Down a lonesome road down a lonesome road
Nobody cares a thing about me
It's a heavy load, it's a heavy load.

It's a heavy load, it's a heavy load...

12049. Lonesome For The Mountains

Lonesome for the Mountains 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
We were raised in a mountain home 
And couldn't wait to leave it  
In the distance we could see the lights of town 
Dad said life is hard down there, oh but I would not believe it 
For those city lights were shinin like a prayer 
 
CHORUS : 
And I'm lonesome for the mountains 
They remind me of a time 
When the wind sang if you listened 
It would whisper through the pines 
Mama's, voice would echo, as she would call us in 
Maybe that's the reason I'm so lonesome 
For the mountains 
 
First there was a factory job, then I became a poor man's lady 
With all the worries of a married girl 
We were workin' overtime, for soon there'd be a baby 
Ain't it funny, how your life gets in a whirl 
  
I've seen seasons come and go, my life keeps slippin' by me 



For it's a dollar down, and one more bill to pay 
Seen my share of dirty snow, and the longing grows within me 
Right now those mountains seem so far away 
 
Mama said if ever you, get lonesome 
Just come on home girl to the mountains

12050. Lonesome For You

Ricky Skaggs - Lonesome for you
Composer: Larry Cordle - Larry Shell

I can't say a train whistle makes me lonesome
I can't say a whippoorwill makes me blue
It takes more than the sound of a Grayhound leavin' town
To break this poor boys heart in two

I can't say them old sad songs on the jukebox
Are causin' me to cry these bitter tears
The only time they do is when I get the blues
Or when I'm feeling lonesome for you

And I'm lonesome for you little darling
More lonesome than the high winds in the pines
I don't want somebody else taking care of
What used to be mine

There's an old hound dog on the hill behind the house
He sit up sharp and howlin' at the moon
I can tell by his whinin' that his heart been broken too
He's lonesome like I'm lonesome for you

And I'm lonesome for you little darling...

I can't say train the whistle makes me lonesome
I can't say whippoorwill makes me blue
The only time they do is when I get the blues
Or when I'm feeling lonesome for you
Yeah the only time they do is when I get the blues
Or when I'm feelin' lonesome for you

12051. Lonesome For You

Lonesome For You

Now I know what it means to be lonesome
And I know what it means to be blue
And I know what it means to be lonesome in dreams
When there' someone missing you



Cause I've cried and I've cried since we parted
There's no one knows what I've gone through
I'd give all that I own just to have you back home
Cause I'm lonesome lonesome for you

My best friend left me this morning
As the clock was striking four
And the smiling face of my darling
I may not see no more

Now I know what it means to be worried
To be all lonesome and blue
For the one that I loved so dearly
Has turned her back on me

Oh my mind is full of sorrow
And my heart is filled with pain
And I feel so broken hearted
Wont you please come back again

Cause I've cried and I've cried since we parted
There's no one knows what I've gone through
I'd give all that I own just to have you back home
Cause I'm lonesome lonesome for you

12052. Lonesome For You Darling

Lonesome For You Darling

I am lonesome for you darling
Though from me you're far away
In a lonely little cottage
I am waiting day by day

Though you went away and left me
Left me alone in this old world
How it hurt me little darling
To hear you say those parting words

I can see you in the moonlight
Strolling down lover's lane
I know it's you I love my darling
Wont you take me back again

Do you think we could be happy
Do you think we could be true
To the one that's always loved you
No one loves you like I do

Wont you take me back my darling
So I can prove my love to you
If you'll accept me little darling



We will start our lives anew

I will take you back my darling
If you promise to be true
Let me look my little darling
In your loving eyes of blue

We are happy now together
In the moonlight all alone
And we'll settle down forever
In our little cottage home

12053. Lonesome Goodbye - Chords

Lonesome Goodbye 
The SteelDrivers
 
intro G Am D C
G
I cant fool myself asleep so i go out and walk these streets
        Am        D        C
each night        over and over
G
i guess these streets dont sooth my shoes wont help me walk 
                        Am
away these blues i ve tried 
D           C             G
sure been a lonesome goodbye
G
little pictures of the past things i thought would never last 
      Am      D         Am
flash by     over and over
G
i turn my collar to the cold cause i cant stand to be alone 
      Am
i ve tried    
D            C             G
sure been a lonesome goodbye
         D                Am
i could stay this way forever 
   G                 D
never swallow any pride
                    Am
pretend im doing better 
             G           D
than the way i feel inside
                 G
lik im living a lie 
G Am D C
G Am D C G
        D                 Am    G                  D
i could stay this way forever never swallow any pride
                  Am     G                     D



pretend im doing better than the way i feel inside
G
but i cant fool myself asleep so i go out and walk these streets
       Am       D          C
each night     over and over 
    G
and here i stand in front of you i guess you ve been out walking too
    Am
dont cry
D             C           G
sure been a lonesome goodbye 
D             C            G
sure been a lonesome goodbye 
D             C               G
sure was a lonesome         goodbye

12054. Lonesome Hearted Blues

Blue Highway - Lonesome Hearted Blues 

You went away and left me cryin'
Lord, baby, how I need you here
Can't stand it now and I ain't lyin'
Ain't had no lovin' in a year

Pack up my clothes and that ain't all, babe
Hand me down my high top walkin' shoes
I'm leavin' if I have to crawl, babe
I've got the lonesome hearted blues

You went away without a word, babe
You didn't even say goodbye
Where you went I haven't heard, babe
But now I am comin' home to cry

Pack up my clothes and that ain't all, babe
Hand me down my high top walkin' shoes
I'm leavin' if I have to crawl, babe
I've got the lonesome hearted blues

Nashville is fine but Houston's finer
Birmingham [Incomprehensible] just can't use
I'm bound to catch me a Dixie liner
I've got the lonesome hearted blues

Pack up my clothes and that ain't all, babe
Hand me down my high top walkin' shoes
I'm leavin' if I have to crawl, babe
I've got the lonesome hearted blues

Pack up my clothes and that ain't all, babe
Hand me down my high top walkin' shoes
I'm leavin' if I have to crawl, babe



I've got the lonesome hearted blues
I've got the lonesome hearted blues

12055. Lonesome Here Without You

Lonesome Here Without You

It's cold outside the wind is blowing
And the snow is falling down
Now I'm so lonesome here without you
While you're somewhere running around

You done me wrong my little darling
Leaving me here this way
Some day I know I'll find you
When I do I'll make you pay

Some times at night I dream about you
Wondering why you went away
You're out there some where with another
And I'm gonna find you some day

12056. Lonesome Homesick Blues

Lonesome Homesick Blues
The Carter Family

I've got the lonesome homesick blues
I've got them bad babe down in my shoes
I left someone there that I might lose
That's why I've got these old homesick blues

It makes me homesick to hear your name
And hold you dear in my arms again
I'm a gonna ride that old lonesome train
To the one I left back in Maces Spring

You told me once dear you loved me so
And it's on my mind dear every where I go
I'll soon be knowing if it is so
Or has your love for me grown cold

Oh listen to that old lonesome train
It's a gonna carry me back again
To the one that told me their love was true
I'll spend the rest of my days with you

I've been away babe a long long time
Now I'm riding down this old railroad line



And the one I love there I hope to find
To ease this lonesome blue heart of mine

12057. Lonesome Jailhouse Blues

Glen Campbell - Lonesome Jailhouse Blues

Standin' in the jailhouse
A-wishin' I was free
I'd like to get out
But I ain't got a key-ey
I got them lonesome jailhouse blues
A-waitin' for a train that'll take me away
And I'll be gone for many a day
I got them lonesome jailhouse blues
A-standin' in the jailhouse lookin' at the street
And this jail floor is hurtin' my feet
I got them lonesome jailhouse blues
A-watchin' my friends as they go by
They'd get me out if-a they would try
I got them lonesome jailhouse blues
A-lookin' down that lonesome railroad line
I'm thinkin' of a girl that I left behind
I got them lonesome jailhouse blues
The jury said that I have to go
When they sit me here without a show
I got them lonesome jailhouse blues

12058. Lonesome Johnny Blues

Lonesome Johnny Blues
Leftover Salmon
Writer/s: LOWERY, DAVID CHARLES/HICKMAN, JOHN

See-G-Em-G-D-G
G-D-G-see-G-D-G
G-see-G-see-G-Em-G-D-G (ending:C-G-D-G-see-G-D-see-G)

Well, lucky number seven passed me by
Lucky number seven called my name and passed on by
Well he came back don't you know
With his brother six in tow
And that is how number thirteen wound up by my side.

And that is how I got these Lonesome Johnny Blues
How I got these Lonesome Johnny Blues
Got the Lonesome Johnny Blues
And there's nothing I can do
'Cept sing these sad old weary Lonesome Johnny Blues



Here we go
Grim Reaper he pulled up into my drive
Grim Reaper pulled his little old Chevrolet right up onto the goddamn drive
"Johnny, I haven't come for you
But I want someone who's dear to you
And the price you pay is to remain alive"

And I'll stay here with these Lonesome Johnny Blues
Stay here with these Lonesome Johnny Blues
With the Lonesome Johnny Blues
And there's nothing I can do
'Cept sing these sad old weary Lonesome Johnny Blues

Woah, no more trouble send him down the road, won't you please.
No more trouble won't you beat him up, won't you send him down the road
Trouble dumped out the trash
Ransacked the place for cash
And he wound up taking much more than I own

And he left me with these Lonesome Johnny Blues
Left me with these Lonesome Johnny Blues
With the Lonesome Johnny Blues
And there's nothing I can do
'Cept sing these sad old weary Lonesome Johnny Blues

Johnny Blues
The sad old weary Lonesome Johnny Blues
Johnny Blues
The sad old weary Lonesome Johnny Blues

12059. Lonesome Just Like You

Lonesome Just Like You
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
Go on and leave me anytime you please
You can leave me weeping in the willow trees
But little darling, you know it's true
I'll be lonesome just like you

[Verse 2]
Go on and find you another love
I'm gonna get me a turtle dove
And when they both have fallen through
I'll be lonesome just like you

[Verse 3]
In the whole world over, in the whole world 'round
There's no two people so closely bound
But when the darkness is sad and blue
I'll be lonesome just like you



[Outro]
Go on and leave me anytime you please
You can leave me weeping to the willow trees
Until you come back, until you're true
I'll be lonesome just like you
I'll be lonesome just like you

12060. Lonesome LA Cowboy - Chords

Lonesome La Cowboy
Billy Strings - Old & In The Way
 
[Intro]
X X X / C             / G             / D             / G             /
      / G             /
 
[Chorus]
           G           F               C            D
I'm just a lonesome LA cowboy, hangin' out, hangin' on
        G             F                      C              D
to your window ledge, callin' your name from midnight until dawn.
       C               D                G                   C
I been   smokin' dope,   snortin' coke,   tryin' to write a song,
C                 G                     D                G
  forgettin' everything I know 'til the next line comes along,
C                 G                     D         D        G       G
  forgettin' everything I know 'til the next line   comes along.
 
[Verse 1]
                G                    F             C                  G
There's so many pretty people in the city, I swear   some of them are girls,
          G                F                  C                       D
I meet'em down at barney's beanery with their platform heels and spit curls.
C                  D                            G                C
  I buy'em drinks,   we smoke our hopes, try to make it one more night
C                        G                        D             G      G
  but when I'm left all alone at last I feel like I'll die from fright.
 
[Chorus]
           G           F               C            D
I'm just a lonesome LA cowboy, hangin' out, hangin' on
        G             F                      C              D
to your window ledge, callin' your name from midnight until dawn.
       C               D                G                   C
I been   smokin' dope,   snortin' coke,   tryin' to write a song,
C                 G                     D                G
  forgettin' everything I know 'til the next line comes along,
C                 G                     D         D        G       G
  forgettin' everything I know 'til the next line   comes along.
 
[Interlude]
/ G             / F             / C             / D             /



/ G             / F             / C             / D             /
/ C             / D             / G             / C             /
/ C             / G             / D             / G             /
/ G             /
 
[Verse 2] (Lyrics are not correct, please help me)
             G                  F              C                    G
Well, I know Chris and Rita and Marty Mull are meeting at the troubadour,
             G                  F                 C                  D
we'll get it on with the joy of cooking while the crowd crys out for more.
       C                  D               G               C
 Round   six o'clock this morning I'll be gettin' kind of slow,
C                        G                      D                   G      G
  when all the shows are over, honey, where the hell do you think I go?
 
[End-Chorus]
           G           F               C            D
I'm just a lonesome LA cowboy, hangin' out, hangin' on
        G             F                      C              D
to your window ledge, callin' your name from midnight until dawn.
       C               D                G                   C
I been   smokin' dope,   snortin' coke,   tryin' to write a song,
C                 G                     D                G
  forgettin' everything I know 'til the next line comes along,
C                 G                     D         D        G       G
  forgettin' everything I know 'til the next line   comes along.
 
[Outro]
/ C             / G             / D             / G             /
/ G F# G        //

12061. Lonesome Loser

Lonesome Loser - Little River Band 

{Instrumental opening}

Have you heard about the lonesome loser
Beaten by the queen of hearts every time
Have you heard about the lonesome loser
He's a loser, but he still keeps on tryin'

Oohoohooh oooh

Sit down, take a look at yourself
Don't you want to be somebody
Someday somebody's gonna see inside
You have to face up, you can't run and hide

Have you heard about the lonesome loser
Beaten by the queen of hearts every time
Have you heard about the lonesome loser
He's a loser, but he still keeps on tryin'



Unlucky in love, least that's what they say
He lost his head and he gambled his heart away
He still keeps searching though there's nothing left
Staked his heart and lost, now he has to pay the cost

Have you heard about the lonesome loser
Beaten by the queen of hearts every time
Have you heard about the lonesome loser
He's a loser, but he still keeps on tryin'

"It's okay", he smiles and says
Though this loneliness is driving him crazy
He don't show what goes on in his head
But if you watch very close you'll see it all

Sit down, take a look at yourself
Don't you want to be somebody
Someday somebody's gonna see inside
You have to face up, you can't run and hide

Have you heard about the lonesome loser
Beaten by the queen of hearts every time
Have you heard about the lonesome loser
He's a loser, but he still keeps on tryin'

Have you heard about the lonesome loser
Have you heard about the lonesome loser
Have you heard about the lonesome loser
Now tell me have you heard about the lonesome loser

12062. Lonesome Me

Roy Acuff - Lonesome me
Composer: Don Gibson

Everybody's going out and having fun
I'm just a fool for staying home and having none
I can't get over how she set set me free oh lonesome me
A bad mistake I'm making by just hanging round

I know that I should have some fun and paint the town
A lovesick fool is blind and just can't see oh lonesome me

I'll bet she's not like me she's out and fancy free
Flirtin' with the boys with all her charms
But I still love her so and brother don't you know
I'd welcome her right back here in my arms

There must be some way I can lose these lonesome blues
Forget about the past and find somebody new
I've thought of everything from A to Z oh lonesome me



I'll bet she's not like me she's out and fancy free...
Oh lonesome me oh lonesome me

12063. Lonesome Night

Ricky Skaggs - Lonesome Night
Stanley Brothers

On a lonesome night so far from home
I heard a mournful sound
The girl I love is calling me
She thinks I turned her down.

In the pale moonlight we quarreled one night
Our heart's were young and free
I left her there and on that night
I though she was two-timing me.

On a lonesome night so far from home
I heard a mournful sound
The girl I love is calling me
She thinks I turned her down.

She begged me not to leave her there
She swore that she'd been true
But a jealous heart cannot believe
Oh, how I long for you.

On a lonesome night so far from home
I heard a mournful sound
The girl I love is calling me
She thinks I turned her down.

She thinks I turned her down

12064. Lonesome Old Home

Lonesome Old Home
Longview

Last night I laid down everything was so fine
Had mother and dad so much on my mind
Thinking of home and the ones I love so
Everything was so great around the old home

   Then I woke up I was a dreaming
   No mother no dad no children a playing
   Everything was so quiet everybody was gone
   There was nothing left but a lonesome old home



Then I got up the sun was so bright
I looked all around but something's not right
I walked out the door and there on a hill
Stood two lonesome graves Lord it gave me a chill

As I stood there everything was so still
As I started to leave those lonesome old hills
Leaving behind where I used to roam
Momma and dad and a lonesome old home

12065. Lonesome Old Home - Chords

Lonesome Old Home
Recorded by Ralph Stanley and Charlie Sizemore
Written by Ed Hamilton

C                                        G7
Last night I laid down everything was so fine
                                 C
Had mother and dad so much on my mind
                                     G7
Thinking of home and the ones I love so
                                       C
Everything was so great around the old home

                       G7
Then I woke up I was a-dreaming
                    C
No mother or dad no children a-playing
                                      G7
Everything was so quiet everybody was gone
                                             C
There was all that I left but a lonesome old home

                              G7
Then I woke up the sun was so bright
                                        C
I looked all around but something's not right
                                     G7
I walked out the door and there on a hill
                                            C
Stood two lonesome graves Lord it gave me a chill

Repeat #2
 
                                   G7
As I stood there everything was so still
                                         C
As I started to leave these lonesome old hills
                               G7
Leaving behind where I used to roam
                                  C



Mother and dad and a lonesome old home

Repeat #2

12066. Lonesome Old Homesick Blues

Lonesome Old Homesick Blues

I've got the lonesome old homesick blues
I've got 'em bad babe down in my shoes
I left someone there that I might lose
That's why I've got these old homesick blues.

It makes me homesick to hear your name
To want you near in my arms again
I'm gonna ride in your lonesome train
To the one I left back in Mason Springs

I've been away for a long long time
I'm riding down this old railroad line
To the one I left in that home of mine
this lonesome blue heart of mine.

You told me once dear you loved me so
And it's on my mind now everywhere I go
I'll soon be knowing if this is so
Or has your love for me gone cold

12067. Lonesome Old Song

Lonesome Old Song

I set here in shame while the records are playing
The blues hang around me no need to go home
I keep on a drinking and wondering about her
That lonesome old song reminds me she's gone

That lonesome old song keeps on a playing
And telling a story that makes me so blue
How the girl that I love has gone on and left me
That lonesome old song reminds me of you

I know I'm a fool to still care about her
She's been unfaithful unkind and untrue
But all that she's done right now don't matter
That lonesome old song reminds me we're thru

I know some day I'll get over losing
She's the only girl I could ever call mine



Since she's gone away my life ain't worth living
For a lonesome old song and a bottle of wine

12068. Lonesome Pine

Lonesome Pine
Blue Highway

I'm lonesome pine on the mountain
All alone I find no one by my side
Oh I wish I had me a dogwood tree
That would bloom beside me for company

I'm lonesome so lonesome I'll never know why
I must stand all alone till the day that die
I'll never get over this sorrow of mine
This evergreen sorrow from the lonesome pine

In the summertime when the wind blows free
There's a mournful song in the heart of me
It's the saddest song that you'll ever hear
For the lonesome pine will you shed a tear

In the wintertime when the snow falls down
And my branches drop till they touch the ground
You can hear me groan with the load I bear
For its mine all alone no one seems to care

12069. Lonesome Pine - Chords

Lonesome Pine
Blue Highway

Capo 4

Intro - G D C D G Am Bm C D G

Verse:            G                D
        There's a path back in the mountain
                         C D              G
        To that one room house were I was born
                 Am               Bm
        And even now the memories linger
                   C D               G
        My momma's smile so soft and warm

Chorus:          G                   D
        Lonesome pine I can hear you callin'
                C D           G



        Callin' me back to my home
                          Am                          Bm
        Where the fox and hound through the hills are roamin'
                 C D             G
        Lonesome pine callin' me home

Break

Verse:  It's beem so long since I left that cabin
        In search of wealth, fortune, and fame
        And late at night when I'm alone and lonely
        I still hear my daddy call my name

Chorus

Break

Verse:  Someday soon I'm gonna travel
        Back to the land that I love best 
        In the stillness of the mountains
        I will find sweet peace and rest

Chorus
       
                          Am                          Bm
        Where the fox and hound through the hills are roamin'
                 C D             G
        Lonesome pine callin' me home

Ending: Am Bm C D G

12070. Lonesome Pine Special

Lonesome Pine Special

I was walking out this morning with rambling on my mind
I am going to catch that special train for lonesome pine
You can hear the whistle blowing as she's coming down the line
That's the train I catch this morning just to ease my troubling mind

   Yodel
   Take me back to Texas back to my old home

Oh I'm weeping like a willow and I'm mourning like a dove
There's a girl out in Texas that I know I really love
Oh I'm going back to Texas where the lonesome coyotes whine
Where the longhorn cattle are lowing round that cabin home of mine

Oh give me back my rifle oh give me back my gun
Give me back my home in Texas and my rambling days are done



12071. Lonesome Pines

Lonesome Pines
Foggy Hollow Bluegrass Band - Blue Highway

There's a path up in the mountains
There's a one room house where I was born
Even now the memories linger
Mama's smile was so sweet and warm

Lonesome pines, I hear you callin'
Callin' me back to my home
Where the fox and hound
Through the hills are roamin'
Lonesome pine callin' me home

It's been so long since I left the cabin
In search of wealth, fortune and fame
Late at night when I'm alone and lonely
I still hear my daddy call my name

Lonesome pines, I hear you callin'
Callin' me back to my home
Where the fox and hound
Through the hills are roamin'
Lonesome pine callin' me home

[Instrumental bridge]

Well, someday soon I'm gonna travel
Back to the land that I love best
In the stillness of the mountains
I will find sweet peace and rest

Lonesome pines, I hear you callin'
Callin' me back to my home
Where the fox and hound
Through the hills are roamin'
Lonesome pine callin' me home

12072. Lonesome River

Lonesome River
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Bluegrass Alliance - Ralph Stanley - NewFound Road

I sit here alone on the banks of the river
The lonesome wind blows the water rolls high
I hear a voice calling out there in the darkness



I sit here alone too lonesome to cry

   Oh the water rolls high on the river at midnight
   I sit on the shore to grieve and to cry
   The woman I love she left me this morning
   With no one to love or kiss me goodnight

We met there one night by the banks of the river
Sat there holding hands and making our vows
Swore we'd never part and be happy together
But a new love she's found she's gone from me now

12073. Lonesome River - Chords

Lonesome River
Artist: THE STANLEY BROTHERS CARTER STANLEY RALPH STANLEY
Title: THE COMPLETE COLUMBIA STANLEY BROTHERS
Company: COLUMBIA DIDP 085860

[D] I sit here alone, on the banks of the river
The lonesome wind [G] blows,
The water rolls [D] high
I hear a voice [G] callin'
Out there in the darkness
I sit here [A] alone too lonesome to [D] cry

CHO:
The water rolls high
On the [G] river at [D] midnight
I sit on the shore to weep and to cry
The woman I love
She left me this morning
With no one to [C] lo..[D]..ve
or [A] kiss me good [D] night

We met there one night
On the banks of the river
Stood there holding hands
And makin' our vows
That we'd never part
And be happy forever
But a new love she's found
She'd gone from me now

CHO

12074. Lonesome Road



Lonesome Road - Leftover Salmon

Had to leave my darlin'
had to leave my home
out here wanderin'
on my own
won't you hold me up
'cause I'm goin' down
that Lonesome Road...lonesome road...lonesome road

My father told me
you gotta pay your dues
when the life of music
is the life you choose
but I'm not givin' up
'cause I'm goin' down
that lonesome road...lonesome road...lonesome road

Spend my time
just missin' you
nothin' in this world
I'd rather do
but 'till my time is up
I'm going down
that lonesome road...lonesome road...lonesome road

Gonna drive all night
to do one more show
wish I could stay here
it's time to go
until the sun comes up
I'm goin' down
that lonesome road...lonesome road...lonesome road

until the sun comes up
I'm goin' down
that lonesome road...lonesome road...lonesome road

12075. Lonesome Road

Lonesome Road

Look down, look down that lonesome road
Hang down your head and cry
The best of friends must part someday
And why not you and I

I wish to God that I had died
Had died fore I was born
Before I seen your smiling face
And heard your lying tongue



12076. Lonesome Road

Crooked Still 
Lonesome Road

Look up, look down that lonesome road
Hang your head and cry, cry
Hang your head and cry

The true best friends must part you, love
So why not you and I, my love
Why not you and I

The longest train I ever saw
Was on that Georgia line
Was on that Georgia line

The only one I've ever loved
Was on that train and she's gone
Was on that train and she's gone

The darkest night I ever saw
Was the night I left my home, good Lord
The night I left my home

Look up, look down that lonesome road
Hang your head and cry
Hang your head and cry

12077. Lonesome Road Blues

Lonesome Road Blues
Bill Monroe

   I'm going down this road feeling bad
   I'm going down this road feeling bad
   I'm going down this road feeling bad, lord, lord
   And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

I'm down in the jailhouse on my knees
Down in the jailhouse on my knees
Down in the jailhouse on my knees, lord, lord
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

They feed me on corn bread and beans
They feed me on corn bread and beans
They feed me on corn bread and beans, lord, lord
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way



Got two dollar shoes on my feet
Got two dollar shoes on my feet
Two dollar shoes they hurt my feet, lord, lord
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

It takes a ten dollar shoe to fit my foot
It takes a ten dollar shoe to fit my foot
It takes a ten dollar shoe to fit my foot, Great God
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

I'm going where the weather fits my clothes
I'm going where the weather fits my clothes
I'm going where the weather fits my clothes, lord lord
And I ain't a-gonna be treated this a-way

12078. Lonesome Road Blues

Lonesome Road Blues
Adrienne Young

I walked on down that lonesome line
Hung my head and I cried
I wept and I cried under a willow tree
Out by the deep blue sea
My mama, my dear papa can be found,
And my brother on a county road
Now I been down that long plank walk,
I'm on my way back home

You cause me to weep, you do cause me to moan
You cause me to leave my home
I cried last night and the night before
I swear I won't cry anymore

Your fast mail train comin round that track
Killed my brown eyed boy
They took him down that smokey track
Brought him back on a cooling board
Now I'm lookin down that lonesome line
Just as far as I care to see
I have no money lost my brown eyed boy
These blues won't set me free

You do cause me to weep, you do cause me to moan
You cause me to leave my home
I cried last night and the night before
I swear I won't cry anymore



12079. Lonesome Road To Travel

Bill Monroe - Lonesome Road to Travel
Nashville Bluegrass Band

I'm traveling down this lonesome road, oh, how I hate to go
The wind and storms are raging high and it's awful cold
My mind drifts back to you, sweetheart, and I love you so
Now you've gone and left me here to travel this lonesome road

I remember dear, not long ago, you said you'd be my own
I never thought you'd go away and leave me all alone
The kind of love you had for me, I find sweetheart, grows cold
For now you've gone and left me here to travel this lonesome road

I'm traveling down this lonesome road, oh, how I hate to go
The wind and storms are raging high and it's awful cold
My mind drifts back to you, sweetheart, and I love you so
Now you've gone and left me here to travel this lonesome road

All I do is roam around and look for you, my dear
I know I'll search ten thousand miles, oh, how I need you, dear
You broke my heart, you left me here, now I'm growing old
Why did you go and leave me here to travel this lonesome road?

I'm traveling down this lonesome road, oh, how I hate to go
The wind and storms are raging high and it's awful cold
My mind drifts back to you, sweetheart, and I love you so
Now you've gone and left me here to travel this lonesome road

12080. Lonesome Roads - Chords

Lonesome Roads
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C                   F
Where did I go wrong    
                          C
You know I've never had a clue
                            G7  F
I must've just been born no good 
                                C
Cause bad's the best that I can do
                           F
Was it just my fate in life 
                    C
To end up here this way
             G7   F
Lost and all alone 
                                C
One more black lamb that's gone astray
F                                       C
Lonesome roads are the only kind I ever travel



      F                               C
Empty rooms are the only place I ever stay
           F                                     C
I'm just a face out in the crowd that looks like trouble
                   G7                           C
Poor ole worthless me is the only friend I ever made
Repeat #3
                   G7                           C
Poor ole worthless me is the only friend I ever made

12081. Lonesome Standard Time

Lonesome Standard Time - Larry Cordle
Kathy Mattea

Do you feel a kindred spirit, to the sound of pouring rain?
Does your heart start to yearning when you hear a distant train?
If you'd like to take that train and ride, to someone left behind
You don't need the wind to tell you, you're on lonesome standard time

Do you sit alone and think about, an old love from the past?
Do you feel a bit more empty every time you raise your glass?
The memory of his kisses sends a shiver up your spine
You don't need a watch to tell you, you're on lonesome standard time

When you hear the little sad songs, do you hang on every word?
Do you swear a crying fiddle, has the sweetest sound on earth?
If you shudder at the music of a hoedown in the pines
You're on lonesome standard time

There's a bigger clock a-ticking, it crosses every zone
The first time your old heart broke, was the time you turned it on
It don't never need a-winding 'cause if it works like mine
Well, there ain't no doubt about it, you're on lonesome standard time

Oh, when you hear the little sad songs, do you hang on every word?
Do you swear a crying fiddle, has the sweetest sound on earth?
If you shudder at the music of a hoedown in the pines
You're on lonesome standard time

Well if you shudder at the music of a hoedown in the pines
You're on lonesome standard time

12082. Lonesome Town

Lonesome Town

There's a place where lovers go
To cry their troubles away



And they call it lonesome town
Where the broken hearts stay

You can buy a dream or two
To last you all through the years
And the only price you'll pay
Is a heart full of tears

Going down to lonesome town
Where the broken hearts stay
Going down to lonesome town
To cry my troubles away

In the town of broken dreams
The streets are filled with regret
Maybe down in lonesome town
I can learn to forget

12083. Lonesome Town

Lonesome Town
Front Country

Downtown shut down twenty-five years ago
Why nobody noticed, nobody knows
Broke down down here not even a liquor store
Gas pumps hanging by a busted screen door

It was a sacrifice
For a future time
Now it's a black crow laughing at the end of the line

Oh, Lonesome Town, Lonesome Town
Ain't no honey left in Lonesome Town
And the milk is gone from that old cash cow
Down in a Lonesome Town

Billy Joe had to go when he turned twenty-five
Nobody noticed, nobody cried
Grandma, Ma and Pa, gone and died years ago
It was a last outpost and the living was slow

It didn't make a sound
When he put it down
And the black crow flew to the very next town

Oh, Lonesome Town, Lonesome Town
Ain't no honey left in Lonesome Town
And the milk is gone from that old cash cow
Down in a Lonesome Town

Oh, Lonesome Town, Lonesome Town
Ain't no honey left in Lonesome Town



And the milk is gone from that old cash cow
Down in a Lonesome Town

Whoa, Lonesome Town, Lonesome Town
Ain't nobody left in Lonesome Town
Just a tumbleweed and a wind that howls
Down in a Lonesome Town
Whoa, Down in a Lonesome Town

Whoo-hoo!

12084. Lonesome Truck Driver Blues

Lonesome Truck Driver Blues
Bill Monroe

I leave Pittsburgh with a load of steel
Nobody knows just how I feel
With the road up ahead and my baby behind
Keep me drivin' with a worried mind

 Lonesome Truck Driver Blues
Lonesome Truck Driver Blues
With the road up ahead and my baby behind
Keep me drivin' with a worried mind
Lonesome truck driver blues

If you load too light you can't make a dime
If you load to heavy then you get a fine
Look at 'em lined up down the road
Guess I'd better dump my load

Well it's coffee cakes and pork and beans
Black eyed peas and turnip greens
Turn on my radio one time more
Hear Ernest Tubb a walkin' the floor

Oh the motor's purrin' I'm makin' time
Takin' me back to that baby of mine
She'll be purrin' like a kitten when I walk in the door
The truck driver blues I won't sing anymore

12085. Lonesome Valley

Lonesome Valley - Carter Family
Tom T Hall

Everybody's got to walk this lonesome valley
We've got to walk it by ourselves



There's nobody else can walk it for us
We've got to walk it by ourselves

My father's got to walk this lonesome valley
He's got to walk it by himself
There's nobody here can walk it for him
He's got to walk it by himself

My mother's got to walk this lonesome valley

Most sinners got to walk this lonesome valley

Everybody's got to walk this lonesome valley

12086. Lonesome Valley

Ernest Tubb 
Lonesome Valley

You gotta walk that lonesome valley
You gotta go there by yourself
There's no one here can go there with you
You gotta go there by yourself

Mother said while she was dying
And her breath was almost gone
Keep your trust in the Holy Bible
It will guide you safely home

You gotta walk that lonesome valley
You gotta go there by yourself
There's no one here can go there with you
You gotta go there by yourself

If you cannot sing like angels
If you cannot preach like Paul
You can tell the love of Jesus
You can tell he died for all

You gotta walk that lonesome valley
You gotta go there by yourself
There's no one here can go there with you
You gotta go there by yourself

12087. Lonesome Valley

Lonesome Valley 

You've got to walk that lonesome valley



You've got to walk it by your self
There's noone here can walk it for you
You've got to walk it by your- self

Some say John, he was a Baptist, Others said he was a Jew
But the Holy Bible plainly tells us, That he was a preacher too

Mother said when she was dying, Just before her breath was gone
Son put your trust in Jesus, And you won't be left alone

If you can't preach like Peter, If you can't pray like Paul
You can tell the love of Jesus, You can say He died for all

12088. Lonesome Valley

The Fairfield Four Lonesome Valley

You got to go to the lonesome valley
You got to go there by yourself
Nobody else can go for you
You got to go there by yourself
Oh, you got to ask the lords forgiveness
Nobody else can ask him for you
You got to go to the lonesome valley
You got to go there by yourself
Nobody else, nobody else can go for you
You got to go there by yourself

12089. Lonesome Weary Heart

Lonesome Weary Heart 
Audie Blaylock

CHORUS: 
Come back, come back little darlin  
I'm so lonesome since you've gone 
With another you have strayed dear 
Come back, come back where you belong 
 
I saw you in another's arms dear 
You act so strange and I knew why 
He brushed your hair and kissed you softly 
It broke my heart I thought I'd die 
 
I'm so lonesome and heartbroken 
Since a new love you have found 
If you ever loved me darling 
Come back, come back, I'll be around 
 



 
Come back, come back where you belong

12090. Lonesome Whistle

Mandolin Orange - Lonesome Whistle

All eyes out on the railroad
All eyes out on the sea
All these means of travel, darling, mean nothing
Once your soul has been set free

Hear that lonesome whistle blowing
In the shadow of a sail
The winds are high and the tides are flowing
That high ball's rolling down the rail

Little redbird in the corner
There's a blackbird at the door
Lord I know if he should ever cross over
The blood would hit the floor

So hear that lonesome whistle blowing
Hear that engine cough and wine
See those black sails meet horizons
That old blackbird knows it's time

Hark and hear the angels humming
Six white horses set to run
My bones rattle between their rumbling
And the setting of the sun

12091. Lonesome Whistle Blues - Chords

Lonesome Whistle Blues
Marty Stuart - Lonesome Whistle Blues
Ghost Train Studio B Aug 2010
Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of G

  G           C       G   
Received that posted letter
         C             G
That my baby's comin' back
        C             G
I went down to the station
         C          D7          G
To the darkness by the railroad track

Lonesome whistle I hear you cry



As you're comin' down the track
Your bringing my baby back home
But she's gone for good this time

Instrumental:

I took her rose-draped coffin
Out to the burying ground
Lord I was troubled  when that old train passed by
She never made even one sound

Lonesome whistle, I hear you moan
As you're going down the track
You brought my baby home
But she's gone for good this time

Whoo, whoo, whoo, whoo, whoo, whoo..

12092. Lonesome Wind

Lonesome Wind

Lonesome wind seems to whisper to me.
But No One can I see.
Lonesome wind so blue can it really be true
That she's gone, she's gone from me.
Chorus ~
Lonesome wind that blows tonight.
Seems to know my awful plight.
Lonesome wind that whines through the lonesome pines.
I lost the one that I love tonight.
I must travel life's pathway alone.
Lonesome wind please hear my song.
Lonesome wind that blows please let me know
That I won't be here long.

12093. Lonesome Wind - Chords

Lonesome Wind
Lonesome River Band
Knee Deep in the Bluegrass (album)

 A
Tonight that lonesome wind is on the prowl again
  Em      G             A
I hear it howling at my door
      A
It's like a long lost friend staying with me 'til the end
            Em        G           A



Cause I've nothing to live for anymore

           Em              G       A                 Em
She lies in the cold hard ground, beneath the settin' sun
         G                A            G                E
Each time the wind cuts through me, I think of what I've done

A
I can't forget the night, my hands are clenched so tight
   Em                 G                A
I heard the lonesome wind through the screen
        A
Now I'm haunted so with fear cause the one I loved so dear
  Em                   G             A
Comes to me each windy night in my dreams

12094. Lonesome Wind Blues

Rhonda Vincent - Lonesome Wind Blues
Bluegrass Album Band

[Chorus]
I hear the wind a-blowing through the lonesome pine
And I know my love is gone too
I hear the wind a-blowing through the lonesome pine
That's why I'm blue, love, so blue

She's gone so far away that's why I'm grieving
She's left me here alone among the trees
And all that I have left is just a memory
And it always haunts me with a breeze

[Chorus]

I'll leave the day they try to find my darling
I don't know where on earth she can be
I know that I can't ever live without her
For each night in dreams her face I see

[Chorus]

12095. Lonesome Without You

Lonesome Without You - Stanley Brothers
Tommy Brown and the County Line Grass

When we were young we loved each other
More than anyone will know
But today you found a new love



And you said I had to go

   Oh the road is rough and rocky
   Since the day I last saw you
   Another's won your heart forever
   And I'm lonesome without you

On down this lonely road I wandered
With nothing left for me to do
Wondering if I'll ever see you
And share the love that we once knew

My hope is now that you'll be happy
With the new love you have found
But if you ever change your mind dear
Remember me I'll be around

12096. Lonesome Without You

Lonesome Without You - Delmore Brothers

I am feeling mighty weary
And my heart is sad and blue
There is no one here to cheer me
And I'm lonesome without you

   Don't forget your little promise
   When you told me you'd be true
   That you'd never love another
   Never leave me feeling blue

I will dream when I am sleeping
For I long to see your face
I will dream that you are near me
By my side to take your place

12097. Lonesome Won't Get The Best Of Me

Lonesome won't Get The Best Of Me
Lonesome River Band

[Chorus]
Lonesome won't get the best of me
I won't lay around this empty house in green
My mind has been made up
My heart is hard enough
Lonesome won't get the best of me
Lonesome won't get the best of me



[Verse 1]
Like where sometimes I hear you talking in my sleep
And see your ghost to past and in then hal
Everywhere i turn the blues are getting me
I gotta find the way to rise above it all

[Chorus]
Lonesome won't get the best of me
I won't lay around this empty house in green
My mind has been made up
My heart is hard enough
Lonesome won't get the best of me
Lonesome won't get the best of me

[Verse 2]
At time i had you memory messing with my mind
Full and mid of you will coming back
Then I'm not moving on
I've wasted too much time
I've spit my last days living in the past

[Chorus]
Lonesome won't get the best of me
I won't lay around this empty house in green
My mind has been made up
My heart is hard enough
Lonesome won't get the best of me
Lonesome won't get the best of me

Lonesome won't get the best of me
I won't lay around this empty house in green
My mind has been made up
My heart is hard enough
Lonesome won't get the best of me
Lonesome won't get the best of me

12098. Lonesome Won't Leave Me Alone

Lonesome Won't Leave Me Alone 
The Boxcars
 
I thought I'd be a brand new man
Ready to move on, let a new life begin
But your mem'ry won't let me start anew  
Guess it's true, I'm not over you 
 
REFRAIN: 
I can't eat and I can't sleep 
Ever since you've been gone
'Cause Ol' Lonesome won't leave me alone
 
They say a heart takes time to heal
Time ain't on my side, so I guess mine never will



Ol' Lonesome done moved in to stay  
Now I'm livin' with the blues everyday
 
I guess I never cross your mind
I ain't heard a word, after all this time
So don't waste another thought on me
Got Ol' Lonesome to keep me company

12099. Lonesome, On'ry and Mean

Dierks Bentley - Lonesome, On'ry and Mean

[Verse 1]
On a Greyhound bus
Lord, I'm travelin' this morning
I'm goin' to Shreveport and down to New Orleans
Been travlin' these highways and doin' things my way
It's been making me lonesome on'ry and mean

[Verse 2]
Down her hair was jet black and her name was Bodine
Thought she was the queen of the Basin Street Queens
She got tired of that smoky-wine dream
She began to feel lonesome on'ry and mean

[Verse 3]
Well, we got together and we cashed in our sweeps
Gave onto beggar who was mumblin' through the streets
There's no escaping from his snowy white dream
On'ry and lonesome on'ry and mean

[Verse 4]
Now I'm down in this valley where the wheels turn so low
At dawn, I pray to the Lord of my soul
I say "Do Lord, do right by me"
I'm tired of being lonesome on'ry and mean

12100. Lonesomeville

Alan Bibey & Grasstowne - Lonesomeville

V1
She walked out the front door this morning
Left me in a bad place tonight
Like a bolt from the blue with no warning
If you think Im in shock you'd be right

There's a dark cloud outside of my window
Not a ray of hope is in sight



A blackbird just landed on my window sill
I living in Lonesomeville

Ch
In Lonesomeville the sun never shines
Its raining tears all of the time
Its a lonesome old address
Where heartaches won't heal
Im living in Lonesomeville

V2
I can't see from here to tomorrow
My life is here in the past
I can't seem to beg steal or borrow
The notion that this hurt won't last

She won't even answer my phone call
She shut me out of her life
Like a man in a ghost town, thats how I feel
I'm living in Lonesomeville

Chorus

12101. Long After Your're Gone

Chris Jones - Long After Your're Gone 
Album: Smoke And Noise

I heart you're goin' on a joumey
And your route is laid out plain
Goin' where the sun shines every day
No more heartache, no more pain

Don't you pack those bags too full my friend
Make sure you're travellin' light
But take enough of my love with you
To keep you warm at night

And I could be singin' this song
Long after you're gone
And I could be singin' this song
Long after you're gone

I hope that journey takes you everywhere
That you ever wanted to go
Hope the bad bits go past real quick
And the good times toll real slow

And I could be singin' this song
Long after you're gone
And I could be singin' this song
Long after you're gone



Now the heavens are weeping
And I will not be sleeping tonight
Pray to that unseen star
That no matter where you are
You're gonna be alright

 Cause we're all on some kind of joumey
Tomorrow I could be leaving too
But where I end up going
I'll take a little piece of you

You could be singin' this song
Long after I'm gone
And I could be singin' this song
Long after you're gone
Someone will be singin' this song
Long after you're gone

12102. Long Afternoons

Jerry Jeff Walker - Long Afternoons

I once knew a woman
And she loved only me
And she knew how to touch me
And how to turn to me
She knew how to kiss
And she knew just what to whisper
No need to explain how I felt about her
And her it was brown
So soft brown in the sun
You could blow it away
When she took it down undone
So fresh light and clean
Like a snow'on a flower
No need to explain the way I still feel about her
Her ribbons and her lace
We shared in her room
I remember them well
On those long afternoons
And her words falling softly
Just like a warm summer shower
No need to explain the way I feel about her
Soon the hayfields are ripen
Soon the berries will show
And they will fade into autumn
And lie under the snow
Some years among many
Give so much to remember
There's no need to explain the way I feel about her



12103. Long As We're Dreaming - Chords

Long As We're Dreaming tsss
Recorded by George Jones and Melba Montgomery
Written by Earl Montgomery

C
Long as we're dreaming life is wonderful
                                  G7
Filled with true love and warm sunshine

Each way we look we see rainbows
                               C
My heart is yours and yours is mine

                    F       G7
Each way we turn we turn to happiness
                                C
In a world where we don't stand alone
F                               C
Long as we're dreaming we don't realize
G7                           C
When we wake up love will be gone

Long as we're dreaming birds are singing
                             G7
Beside us there the grass is green

Each way we look we see ending
                               C
They know our love is pure and clean

            F             G7
Each way we turn we see a baby
                               C
In years to come he'll soon be grown
F                               C
Long as we're dreaming we don't realize
G7                           C
When we wake up love will be gone

12104. Long Black Limousine

Keith Whitley - Long Black Limousine

There's a long line of mourners driving down our little street
Their fancy cars are such a sight to see, oh, yeah
They're all of your rich friends who knew you in the city
And now they've finally brought, brought you home to me



When you left you know you told me that some day you'd be returnin'
In a fancy car all the town to see, oh, yeah
Well, now everyone is watching you, you finally had your dream
Yeah, and you're ridin' in a long black limousine

You know the papers told of how you lost your life, oh, yeah
The party, the party and the fatal crash that night
Well, the race upon the highway, oh, the curve you didn't see
When you're riding in that long black limousine

You're riding in that long black limousine

Through tear filled eyes I watch as you ride by, oh, yeah
A chauffeur, a chauffeur at the wheel dressed up so fine
Well, I never, I never, never, never, oh, my heart, all my dreams
Yeah, they're with you in that long black limousine

Yeah, yeah, they're with you in that long black limousine
Yeah, yeah, yeah, they're with you in that long black limousine
Yeah, yeah, they're with you in that long black limousine

12105. Long Black Train

Long Black Train
Josh Turner - Long Black Train

There's a long black train comin' down the line,
Feeding off the souls that are lost and cryin'.
Rails of sin, only evil remains.
Watch out, brother, for that long black train.
Look to the heaven's, you can look to the sky.
You can find redemption staring back into your eyes.
There is protection and there's peace the same:
Burnin' your ticket for that long black train.

'Cause there's victory in the Lord, I say.
Victory in the Lord.
Cling to the Father and his Holy name,
And don't go ridin' on that long black train.

There's an engineer on that long black train,
Makin' you wonder if the ride is worth the pain.
He's just a-waitin' on your heart to say:
"Let me ride on that long black train."

But you know there's victory in the Lord, I say.
Victory in the Lord.
Cling to the Father and his Holy name,
And don't go ridin' on that long black train.

Well, I can hear the whistle from a mile away.
It sounds so good but I must stay away.



That train is a beauty makin' everybody stare,
But it's only destination is the middle of nowhere.

But you know there's victory in the Lord, I say.
Victory in the Lord.
Cling to the Father and his Holy name,
And don't go ridin' on that long black train.

I said cling to the Father and his Holy name,
And don't go ridin' on that long black train.

Yeah, watch out brother for that long black train.
That devil's drivin' that long black train.

12106. Long Black Train - Chords

Long Black Train
Allison Moorer
 
Capo: 3rd Fret

             D
I've been walking these mean streets,
        G                D
Hard concrete beneath my feet,
        D                               A
Ain't found a friendly face among the crowd,
             D
The city's like a Christmas tree,
              G               D
A light for every dreamer's dream,
         D               A7          D
But it seems mine has finally burnt out,    
 
 
Chorus:
D           C             G
Long Black Train take me home,
           D                               A
I've worn out my welcome here it's time to go,
D                                   G              D
I have to face the music this just ain't where I belong,
D           C              D
Long Black Train take me home,
 
 
               D
I should've known I was mistaken,
          G                  D
When I thought that I'd be makin,
 D                      A
Made for myself in babylon,
           D



Though I tried to do my best,
               G               D
The suits and ties are not impressed,
                 D         A7               D
So with what's left of my pride I'll carry on,
 
 
Chorus:
D           C             G
Long Black Train take me home,
           D                               A
I've worn out my welcome here it's time to go,
D                                   G              D
I have to face the music this just ain't where I belong,
D           C              D
Long Black Train take me home,
 
 
Bridge:
      A                           D
I'm gonna trade my guitar for a ticket,
      Bm                G                    A
Then climb aboard and ride you on down the track,
   C                                 D
I know I'm licked but it's hard to admit it,
D                               A7
Maybe some day you can bring me back,
 
 
Chorus:
D           C             G
Long Black Train take me home,
           D                               A
I've worn out my welcome here it's time to go,
D                                   G              D
I have to face the music this just ain't where I belong,
D          C             G
Long black train take me home,  
 D          A            D
Long black train take me home

12107. Long Chain Charlie and Moundsville - Chords

Long Chain Charlie and Moundsville
As sung by Don Stover

Banjo tuned to E. Played in Key of D

The (D) folks sing songs about (G) prison, coal mines and (D) war,
I got a story in a song Id like to (A) tell
For (D) a long time (G) now I been (D) sowing
And that long bad trip (A) I will be (D) going



And Long Chain (G) Charlie gonna take me back to (D) Moundsville

A lot of new (G) faces, I (D) see
But very few recognize (A) me
So (D) many dreams in life (G) I cant (D) fulfill,
What Id give now just to be (A) free
But death row calls (G) me in thirty-(D) three

And Long Chain Charlie (G) put me off last night in (D) Moundsville

Instrumental

Now my mind (G) does wander (D) back,
To my mama in a tumble-down (A) shack
Those (D) dreadful days, mama (G) taught us to (D) pray
But each time in my cell I (A) cry
Salvation (D) has (G) passed me (D) by
And I will never more (G) ride that Long Chain Charlie to (D)Moundsville

The priest just (G) left my (D) cell
He told me about heaven and (A) hell
Told (D) me about a way of (G) life I could be (D) free
But I will never be free no-(A) more
Death (D) row calls (G) me in thirty-(D) four
I just want to forget about
That (D) Long Chain (G) Charlie, and (D) Moundsville

I (D) just want to forget (G) about Long Chain Charlie, and (D) Moundsville

12108. Long Chain On

Long Chain On
Peter, Paul and Mary
Leftover Salmon

[Verse 1]
One night as I lay on my pillow
Moonlight as bright as the dawn
I saw a man come a-walkin'
He had a long chain on
I heard his chains a-clankin'
They made a mournful sound
Welded around his body
Draggin' along the ground

[Chorus]
He had a long chain on
He had a long chain on
He had a long chain on

[Verse 2]
He stood beside my window
He looked at me and he said



"I am so tired and hungry
Give me a bite of your bread"
He didn't look like a robber
He didn't look like a thief
His voice was as soft as the moonlight
A face full of sorrow and grief

[Chorus]
He had a long chain on
He had a long chain on
He had a long chain on
[Verse 3]
I went into my kitchen
Fetched him a bowl full of meat
A drink and a pan of cold biscuits
That's what I gave him to eat
Though he was tired and hungry
A bright light came over his face
He bowed his head in the moonlight
He said a beautiful grace

[Chorus]
He had a long chain on
He had a long chain on
He had a long chain on

[Verse 4]
I got my hammer and chisel
Offered to set him free
He looked at me and said softly
"I guess we had best let it be"
When he had finished his supper
He thanked me again and again
Though it's been years since I've seen him
Still hear him draggin' his chain

[Chorus]
He had a long chain on
He had a long chain on
He had a long chain on

12109. Long Come A Viper

'Long Come A Viper
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

I'm standing on the corner with my feet in my shoes
Racking my brains how to pay my dues
My jug is empty of my number one booze
Along comes a viper and I blow my blues

I got the elation, hesitation, dissipation, coagulation
Relation, angzation, emancipation, propagation



Moppin', soppin', talk about your coppin' blues!
It's never too late to be up to date
You can get it now but you'll have to wait

Along comes a chick, comes a little dolly
She's out waling her big fat collie
"Golly," Miss Molly says, "you're looking might jolly!"
"There ain't none left but I'm really mighty solly"

I got the outerspace, what a race, dropped an ace
In my facR, a goose-chase, you wanna taste
Match it, scratch it, strRtch it, catch it blues!

It's never too late to be up to date
You can get it now but you'll have to wait
Just because she made them googly eyes
I thought I'd won home and copped a prize, uh-huh
Uh-huh

Wee-oo wee-oo-wee oo-wee-oo-wee-oo wee
Wee-oo wee-oo-wee oo-wee-oo-wee-oo wee
Wee-oo wee-oo-wee oo-wee-oo-wee-oo wee

The way I'm talking it might be a sin
But if it's cool, think I'll try again
Want a little, just hit me with a fin
It'll blow your mind so you won't know where you been

I got the elation, hesitation, dissipation, coagulation
Relation, angzation, emancipation propagation
Moppin', soppin', talk about your coppin'
Outer space, what a race, dropped an ace in my face
A goose-chase, you wanna taste, match it, scratch it, stretch it, catch it blues

It's never too late to be up to date
You can get it now but you'll have to wait
Just because she made them googly eyes
I thought I'd won a home and copped a prize, uh-huh
Uh-huh

Wee-oo wee-oo-wee oo-wee-oo-wee-oo wee
Wee-oo wee-oo-wee oo-wee-oo-wee-oo wee
Wee-oo wee-oo-wee oo-wee-oo-wee-oo wee

12110. Long Cool Woman (In A Black Dress)

Long Cool Woman (In a Black Dress)
The Hollies
Monroe Crossing

[Intro]
Saturday night I was downtown
Working for the FBI



Sittin' in a nest of bad men
Whiskey bottles piling high

Bootlegging boozer on the west side
Full of people who are doing wrong
Just about to call up the DA man
When I heard this woman sing a song

A pair of 45's made me open my eyes
My temperature started to rise
She was a long cool woman in a black dress
Just-a 5'9, beautiful, tall
With just one look I was a bad mess
'Cause that long cool woman had it all

[Instrumental Interlude]

I saw her heading to the table
Like a tall walking big black cat
When Charlie said I hope that you're able, boy
Cause I'm telling you she knows where it's at
Then suddenly we heard the sirens
And everybody started to run
A-jumping out of doors and tables
When I heard somebody shootin' a gun

You might also like
Karma
Taylor Swift
Would've, Could've, Should've
Taylor Swift
You're On Your Own, Kid
Taylor Swift

Well the DA was pumping my left hand
And a-she was a-holding my right
Well I told her don't get scared
'Cause you're gonna be spared
I've gotta be forgiven if I wanna spend my living

With a long cool woman in a black dress
Just a 5'9 beautiful tall
Yeah, with just one look I was a bad mess
Cause that long cool woman had it all

Had it all
Had it all

12111. Long Dead Love

Richard Thompson - Long Dead Love 

Somebody's walking, oh, somebody's walking



There on the grave of our love
And somebody's kicking the dust and the ashes away
Why don't they just let it die?

And fade and grow cold again
Better our footsteps divide
And our memory grow old again

Oh, long dead love
Long dead love

How much dirt must you shovel on what's already dead?
Don't send flowers to remember, send thorns instead
And who's that polishing the tombstone over our heads?
Oh

Somebody's dancing on our sad misfortune
Oh, there on the grave of our love
And somebody's sweeping the splinters of my broken heart away
Why don't they just let it die?

And fade and grow cold again
Better our footsteps divide
And our memory grow old again

Oh, long dead love
Long dead love

It's been so long, it's even hard to find the right place
Was it you who paid for Burke and Hare to come in on the case?
You know grave-robbing is a sin and this is a crying disgrace
Deep in the night, the cruel intention comes stealing
Deep in the night, I can't close my eyes for that feeling

Oh, long dead love
Long dead love
Long dead love

12112. Long Distance

Tim O'Brien - Long Distance

It's the middle of the night and I should be sleepin'
My eyelids are heavy but there's something keepin' them open wide
Since I kissed you at the gate just two days past
I've been flyin' towards the sun in a jet plane fast across the ocean tide

There's a touch tone phone right beside my bed
There's a ten digit number burnin' in my head
Before I left I heard the words you said, ?Call me anytime?

Long distance, there's a signal comin' from me to you
So insistent, it's penetratin' goin' straight on through



No resistin', I get struck by love at the funniest times
It's long distance love waitin' for me at the end of the line

Now it's cold and lonesome here in this time zone
But I can thank Mr. Bell for his telephone and what it buys
It's reassuring just to know you're there
But if I hear your voice, I might smell your hair when I close my eyes

I'm punchin' the keys and my hands are hot
It's not what I want but it's the best I got
And I don't even know if you're home or not, but I can always try

Long distance, there's a signal comin' from me to you
So insistent, it's penetratin' goin' straight on through
No resistin', I get struck by love at the funniest times
It's long distance love waitin' for me at the end of the line

Got your fiber optics, got your savin' plan
In the off peak hours, honey, I'm your man, I got my callin' card
When I hear you echo off the satellite
I'll be jumpin' up and down, I'll be feelin' alright, I'll be fallin' hard

You'll be puttin' out that cat, turnin' out the lights
While the sun's comin' up here bold and bright
We're on opposite ends of a lonely night, but it's not too far

Long distance, there's a signal comin' from me to you
So insistent, it's penetratin' goin' straight on through
No resistin', I get struck by love at the funniest times
It's long distance love waitin' for me, long distance love
Ooh, it's long distance

I get struck by love at the funniest times
It's long distance love waitin' for me at the end of the line

12113. Long Enough To Make Me Blue

Long Enough To Make Me Blue
(Mike Anthony & Larry Cordle)

You've called to say you're sorry and you want to make amends
Even have the nerve to ask me if I'll take you back again
Well that's a tempting proposition, but everytime I do
You only come back long enough to make me blue

Chorus
You're wearin  out you're welcome makin' tracks across my heart
And I know how this story ends before it even starts
Say You'll walk that straight and narrow but honey I know you
You'll only come back long enough to make me blue

There's chemistry between us, that I can't deny
Each time we're together honey sparks are sure to fly



But the passion that they kindle turns to ashes all to soon
Cause you only come back long enough to make me blue

Repeat Chorus

Say you'll walk that straight and narrow way but Honey I know you
You'll only come back long enough to make me blue

12114. Long For The Heaven I Seek

Pokey LaFarge - Long for the Heaven I Seek

[Verse 1]
I've been sent out like a sheep among wolves
Snakes on the trail, broken wings of a dove
I tried to push back the sunset and got burned
Light shines from the moon 'til darkness returns

[Pre-Chorus]
I strain to hear Heaven's bells rings
But I'm tired of waitin' for the angels to sing

[Chorus]
Oh, Lord, take me home
I wanna go home
There's got to be a home for you and me
Oh, I'm burdened by stress
And I just want to rest
I'm lost in the shadows, searchin' for peace
I long for the Heaven I seek
I long for the Heaven I seek

[Verse 2]
I'm standing still to keep from drifting away
But I sowed my seeds in a field of clay
I've been left stranded by the side of the road
And I become scattered every time the wind blows

[Pre-Chorus]
My eyes are on you, I know right where you're at
But my body's in chains, the world's holdin' me back

[Chorus]
Oh, Lord, take me home
I wanna go home
There's got to be a home for you and me
Oh, I'm burdened by stress
And I just want to rest
I'm lost in the shadows, searchin' for peace
I long for the Heaven I seek
I long for the Heaven I seek

[Instrumental Bridge]



[Chorus]
Oh, Lord, take me home
I wanna go home
There's got to be a home for you and me
Oh, I'm burdened by stress
And I just want to rest
I'm lost in the shadows, searchin' for peace
I long for the Heaven I seek
I long for the Heaven I seek

[Outro]
Ooh

12115. Long Forgotten Dream

Billy Strings 
Long Forgotten Dream

Would you listen when the wind decides to whisper English fate?
Would you heed the words within the winds that whisper it's too late?
Would you see the reasons falling from the sky?
Or the locust screaming madly as you turn around and die?
Would you recognize some message to relay?

Have you felt the atmospheric friction churning up above?
All the traits and descriptions seem to fit just like a glove
Did you see [us scratching?] backwards through the seams
Crawling circles on our back with our dumbfounded expertise?
Just the thought of this is riddled with disease

Can you see her moving slowly to the rhythm of this song?
Would you like to tag along with us? I know it won't be long
Could she lead us back to somewhere you desire?
Could she lead us to the doorway? Would you sit down by the fire?
And would your eyes be sealed with love instead of hate?

Can you see the empty chambers of your head begin to spin
Leaving nothing but the cavity for all the living skin?
Would you settle for the empty space within?
Or just kick and scream for something else to carry your thoughts in?
One foot before the other, let's begin

Have you grown without a doubt or have you always wondered why?
Just this morning [rushing trucibly?] flash your waking eye
Do you take in or leave it as it lay?
Would you give enough to life before returning to the clay?
Would you think about tomorrow like today?

Well, [?] open
She's always hopin'
We can turn this old familiar lightnin'
Into a song



Sun keeps burning
World keeps turning
Reaching out and [?]
'Til time is gone

Would you listen for the echo of your long-forgotten dream?
You should listen for the echo of your long-forgotten dream

12116. Long Gone

Long Gone - Lonesome River Band
Don Reno & Bill Harrell
Shady Mix

   Long gone is how I'm leaving
   Long gone, why do you cry
   This is what you wanted baby
   So I'm gone, long gone

I have tried to make you happy
Still you say I've done you wrong
Oh I'm giving up my darling
So I'm gone, long gone

Please don't try to overtake me
What I ride will be too fast
This is it, we're through forever
I'm gone, I'm free at last

Please don't shed no tears at parting
For your tears will not atone
After all the pain you cause me
I'm gone, long gone

12117. Long Gone Goodbye

Blue Dogs - Long Gone Goodbye

Well you tell me I'm way out of touch
So I tell you that it don't me much to me
And nothing comes for free
So it goes all day
And into the night
Don't you know we're just bound to fuss and fight you see
You don't listen to me
I've got ears
I've got eyes
I've got all my senses to keep me wise
Hold your tears tell no lies



I'll be long gone by the time you said goodbye
You know me
I get way out of line
I tell you this is just wastin my time
But don't go
Cause we've got nothing to show
So it goes all day almost every night
The shadows grow darker and in the light of the clear day
I wish you'd hear me say
I've got ears
I've got eyes
I've got all my senses to keep me wise
Hold your tears tell no lies
I'll be long gone by the time you said goodbye

12118. Long Hard Fall - Chords

Long Hard Fall 
Larkin Poe

Capo 2
 
G Em7 G Em7 G Em7 C G x2
 
G
  And me,
               Em7
I cried when I told the truth.
                   C
I cried when there was no use.
               F#/D
'Cause I still had to leave.
 
G
  And you,
                Em7
You took it all in stride.
                     C
With a face cold and dignified.
              F#/D
Like it was overdue.
 
 
 
          C            D
Oh, I am home, sweet suitcase.
          G
There is room around my table
     C        D          G   F#/Em7 Em7
For open-hearted flying steady or unstable.
                     F#/D
Out we go, wings are patched,
      G                C



Those below prepare to catch,
              A7sus4/E   F#/D      G
'Cause it's a long, hard fall from here.
 
 
G Em7 G Em7 G Em7 C G x2
 
G
   Goodbye.
                  Em7
No school play production of tears.
                    C
No storm clouds, no raindrops appear,
              F#/D
Too easy, too painless and baby that's why,
 
 
         C            D
Oh, I am home, sweet suitcase.
          G
There is room around my table
     C        D          G   F#/Em7 Em7
For open-hearted flying steady or unstable.
                     F#/D
Out we go, wings are patched,
      G                C
Those below prepare to catch,
              A7sus4/E   F#/D      G
'Cause it's a long, hard fall from here.
 
 
C D G
C D G F#/Em7 Em7
Em7 F#/D
G C
A7sus4/E F#/D G
 
 
 
 
           C            D
Oh, We are home, sweet suitcase.
          G
There is room around our table
     C     D             G   F#/Em7 Em7
For open-hearted flying steady or unstable.
       F#/D
We are on our way,
        G         C
Perfect chaos and disarray,
           A7sus4/E   F#/D
And it's a long, hard fall,
       A7sus4/E   F#/D
It's a long, hard fall,
       A7sus/E    F#/D      G
It's a long, hard fall from here.
G



12119. Long Hard Road

Alan Jackson - Long Hard Road 

[Chorus:]
It's a long, hard road I'm traveling on
Seems forever I've been gone
Yeah, it's a long hard road I'm traveling on
Lord I need to find my way back home
I hear the voice my sweet momma called me
Telling me to change my ways
In my mind, I smell the dogwood blooming
Takes me back to yesterday
[Chorus]
I left behind the person that I once was
I changed for good and some for bad
I've wasted days and nights on love forgotten
I've traded happiness for sad
[Chorus]
I've felt the hurt of a broken heart inside me
I've felt the joy of love unchained
I've seen the rain wash away a mountain
Like tears have washed away my pain
[Chorus]
I've watched some loved ones dear to my heart dying
I've heard a newborn baby's cry
I've walked a path of glory and of darkness
I've felt the guilt of a senseless life
[Chorus]
Drank to forget and I've drank to remember
And I've drank for love and I've drank for hate
I've danced alone with a full moon up above me
Lighting the way to heaven's gate
[Chorus]
I've felt the love of Jesus shining on me
I've felt the devil's wicked ways
Prayed for forgiveness, prayed for redemption
Prayed just to make it through the day
[Chorus]

12120. Long Hard Road

Cornmeal - Long Hard Road
Album: Slow Street

Pack my bags I'm coming home
Leaving tomorrow at the crack of dawn
It's a long had road



Well struggles come and they go
Where they land even I don't know
and it's a long hard road

Chorus:
It's a long hard road from beginning to the end
It's a long hard road but I'm coming home again
It's a long hard road and I'm still singing yes
It's a long hard road

I woke this morning to the sun shining in
Left the station about a quarter to then
It's a long hard road.

You walk your line cuz I've got mine
They've been trying to break me since the beginning of time
Yes It's a long hard road

Chorus:

Pack my bags I'm coming home
Leaving tomorrow at the crack of dawn
It's a long hard road

12121. Long Hard Road

Tyler Childers - Long Hard Road

'²Cause to think you would speak out in lies
Baby, that just sounds absurd

And if you want me to go, I will
But if you need me to stay, baby, that'd be a thrill

'²Cause tomorrow will be a long, hard road out of Ohio
And I'll hate every mile
That takes me back to Kentucky and away from your smile

Hold me and tell me you need me
I need you more than you know
'Cause now that I'²ve found what I wanted, it'²s hard to let it go

And the hills have always been home
But now that I've found you, the shadows seem cold

And tomorrow will be a long, hard road out of Ohio
And I'²ll hate every mile
That takes me back to Kentucky and away from your smile

And if you want me to go, I will
But if you need me to stay, baby, that'd be a thrill

'²Cause tomorrow will be a long, hard road out of Ohio



And I'll hate every mile
That takes me back to Kentucky and away from your smile

12122. Long Hard Road - Chords

Long Hard Road 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Davisson Brothers Band
 
[Intro]
D
 
[Verse 1]
D                                G
Way back in my memory there's a scene that I 
  D         A                            D
recall of a little run-down cabin in the woods.
D                                G
My daddy never promised that our blue moon 
           D           A
would turn gold but he lay awake nights wishin'
        D
that it would.
 
[Verse 2]
D                                     G
When the world was on our radio, hard work was on 
    D
our minds.
   A                                  D
We lived our day-to-day in plain dirt fashion.
D                                      G
With old overalls and cotton balls all strapped across 
     D               A
your back, man, it's hard to make believe ain't nothing 
D
wrong.
 
[Verse 3]
    Bm                            G
But mama kept the Bible read, and daddy kept our family 
        D                                A
fed and somewhere in between I must have grown.
      Bm                            G
Cause someday I was dreamin' that a song that I was singin'
         D                                A
takes me down the road to where I want to go.
       Bm    A                 D
Now, I know, it's a long, hard road.
 
[Interlude]
D G D A D
 



[Verse 4]
D                            G               D
Sometimes, I remember when I stay up late at night,
         A                          D
when the sun-up came, we got up and went.
D                                    G
In the shadows of a working day, our moonlight hours 
D              A                          D
spent, singin' songs along with grandma's radio.
 
[Verse 5]
D                                           G
Now, I'm beatin' down an old blacktop road, sleepin' 
     D     A                            D
in a sack, livin' in my memories all in vain.
D                                              G
Cause those city lights ain't all that bright, compared 
             D            A
to what it's like, to see lightning bugs go dancin' in 
    D
the rain.
 
[Verse 6]
Bm                               G
Mama played the guitar then, and daddy made the saw blade 
         D                                    A
bend and raindrops played the tin roof like a drum.
    Bm                             G
But I just kept on dreamin' that a song that I was singin'
         D                                 A
takes me down the road to where my name is known.
         Bm        A                 D
Now, I'm gone, and it's a long, hard road.
 
[Outro]
       Bm    A                 D
Yes, I know, it's a long, hard road..
G D A D G D A D

12123. Long Hard Times To Come - Chords

Long Hard Times To Come 
Gangstagrass

[Intro]
E
 
[Chorus]
E
On this lonely road, trying to make it home
 
Doing it by my lonesome-pissed off, who wants some
E



I'm fighting for my soul, God get at your boy
B
You try to bogart--fall back, I go hard
E
On this lonely road, trying to make it home
A
Doing it by my lonesome-pissed off, who wants some
E              B             E
I see them long hard times to come
 
[Verse 1]
                                        E7
My life is ill son... prepared to kill son
               E
A paradox of pain, baby; it's real son
E7
Lonely traveler, aint trying to battle ya
B
But if you're feeling tuff dog, I welcome all challengers
E
Aint got no family, you see there's one of me
A
Might lose your pulse standing two feet in front of me
E                         B
I'm pissed at the world, but I aint looking for trouble
E
I might crack a grin, I aint looking to hug you
E
Think about it, nobody wants to die
E
There's rules to this game son, I'm justified
E
I'm ready to go partner, hey I'm on the run
B
The devils hugging on my boots that's why I own a gun
E
This journey's too long, I'm looking for some answers
A
So much time stressing, I forget the questions
E              B
I fear no man, you don't want no problems 'B'
E
Eyes in the back of my head, you better not follow me
 
[Chorus]
E
On this lonely road, trying to make it home
A
Doing it by my lonesome-pissed off who wants some
E                         B
I'm fighting for my soul, God get at your boy
B
You try to bogart--fall back, I go hard
E
On this lonely road, trying to make it home
A
Doing it by my lonesome-pissed off, who wants some



E               B             E
I see them long hard times to come
 
[Verse 2]
E
You probably think I'm crazy, or got some loose screws
 
But that's alright though--I'm a'do me, you do you
 
So how you judging me? I'm just trying to survive
B
And if the time comes, I aint trying to die
E
I'm just trying to fly, and get a little love
A
Find me a dime piece and get a little hug
E                B               E
Hook the car up--hit the bar up--clean the scars up--hey yo, the stars up
 
Hey this is the life of an outlaw
 
We aint promised tomorrow--I'm living now, dog
E
I'm walking through life. but yo my feet hurt
B
All my blessings are fed, man I'll rest when I'm dead
E
Look through my eyes and see the real world
A
Take a walk with me, have a talk with me
E                B
Where we end up--god only knows
E
Strap your boots on tight you might be alright
 
[Chorus]
E
On this lonely road, trying to make it home
E
Doing it by my lonesome pissed off who wants some
E
I'm fighting for my soul, God get at your boy
B
You try to bogart fall back I go hard
E
On this lonely road, trying to make it home
A
Doing it by my lonesome pissed off who wants some
E               B             E
I see them long hard times to come

12124. Long Hot Summer Day



John Hartford - Long Hot Summer Day

[Verse 1]
Well I'm gonna pick up some of these empties, Lord
As soon as I find where they lay
Tied off them jolly and leavin' lines
On a long hot summer day

[Chorus]
For every day I'm workin' on the Illinois River
Get a half-a-day off with pay
Ole' tow boat pickin' up barges
On a long hot summer day

[Verse 2]
Well I got me a gal in Pekin
She's a good ole' gal, okay
Oh she's sittin' there waitin' by a window fan
On a long hot summer day

[Chorus]
For every day I'm workin' on the Illinois River
Get a half-a-day off with pay
Ole' tow boat pickin' up barges
On a long hot summer day

[Verse 3]
Well last night we had pork for supper
And tomorrow it'll be chicken consommé
And a fruit jar full of iced tea
On a long hot summer day

[Chorus]
And for every day I'm workin' on the Illinois River
Get a half-a-day off with pay
Ole' tow boat pickin' up barges
On a long hot summer day

[Verse 4]
Well we dropped a man off in Beardstown
When we got off yesterday
Gonna get off down in Alton
On a long hot summer day

[Chorus]
For every day I'm workin' on the Illinois River
Get a half-a-day off with pay
Ole' tow boat pickin' up barges
On a long hot summer day
[Instrumental]

[Chorus]
And for every day I'm workin' on the Illinois River
Get a half-a-day off with pay
Ole' tow boat pickin' up barges
On a long hot summer day

[Chorus]



And for every day I'm workin' on the Illinois River
Get a half-a-day off with pay
Ole' tow boat pickin' up barges
On a long hot summer day

12125. Long Hot Summer Days

Long Hot Summer Days
Sara Watkins - Long Hot Summer Days
Dave Rawlings - Tim O'Brien

Gonna pick up some of them empties here
Just as soon as we know where they lay
Tied off of them jolly and leaving lines
On a long hot summer day

For every day I work on the Illinois river
Get a half a day off with pay
All day long I'm makin' up barges
On a long hot summer day

Well, I got me a gal in Peking
She's a good ol' gal okay
I bet she's sitting a window fan
On a long hot summer day

For every day I work on the Illinois river
Get a half a day off with pay
All day long I'm makin' up barges
On a long hot summer day

Last night we had pork for supper
Today it'll be chicken consomme
And a fruit jar full of iced tea
On a long hot summer day

For every day I work on the Illinois river
Get a half a day off with pay
All day long I'm makin' up barges
On a long hot summer day

Well, we put a man off in Beardstown
When we come down yesterday
I'm gonna off down at Alton
On a long hot summer day

For every day I work on the Illinois river
Get a half a day off with pay
All day long I'm makin' up barges
On a long hot summer day



12126. Long I Ride

Robbie Fulks - Long I Ride
Special Consensus

[Verse 1]
It's ryegrass in the wintertime, flowers in the spring
But Texas in the summer is nigh on suffering
I went up on Jackson Hill, at a diner I sat down
And I waved at every stranger just to move the air around
It's long to ride for the little I gain

[Verse 2]
Hey when I left that Brooklyn girl, I never thought it through
She had silk brocade in her bedroom and a job that paid for two
Think I'll get down the old guitar and see what I may find
Take a dollar off some lawyer on the number seven line
It's long to ride for the little I gain

[Verse 3]
These New York folks'll treat you kind when your wallet's in your hand
But a six-string on your shoulder could be the devil's brand
They'll put themselves above you but for all their strut
And brag
I'd trade every brick on Wall Street for one Black Mountain Rag
It's long to ride for the little I gain

[Verse 4]
A road back to my boyhood, if I could only go
There's a little girl that stole my heart and I think she'd like to know
But the road it goes but one way and the only goal in sight
Is to make a bit more in the daytime than I drink down at night
It's long to ride for the little I gain

12127. Long John Dean

David Rawlings
Long John Dean

Did you ever hear the story about Long John Dean?
A bold bank robber from Bowlin' Green
They put him in the jailhouse the other day
And late last night he made his getaway

He's long gone from old Kentucky
Long gone, got away lucky
He's long gone, that's what I mean
Long gone from Bowlin' Green



Well They offered a reward to bring him back
They even put the bloodhounds on his track
But the doggone bloodhounds lost his scent
And nobody knows where Long John went

He's long gone from old Kentucky
Long gone, got away lucky
He's long gone, that's what I mean
Long gone from Bowlin' Green

Well I never will forget till the day I die
I played a game of love with a woman held high
Well it's heads she wins and tails I lose
Well she played the ace and I had the deuce

But I's long gone from old Kentucky
Long gone, got away lucky
I's long gone, that's what I mean
Long gone from Bowlin' Green
I's long gone from old Kentucky
Long gone, got away lucky
I's long gone, that's what I mean
Long gone from Bowlin' Green

12128. Long John Silver

Richard Thompson - Long John Silver

Long John Silver, he was on me like a rash
Gave him my trust, gave him my cash
Should have seen through him, should have seen from the start
There's nothing but black in pirate's heart

Long John Silver, Long John Silver
Don't bet your shirt on Long John Silver
Long John Silver, Long John Silver
Don't bet your shirt on Long John Silver

Long John Silver, he's good with numbers
He makes hay while other folks slumber
Gives me the brass, and he keeps all the best
The better to feather his pretty little nest

Long John Silver, Long John Silver
Don't bet your shirt on Long John Silver
Long John Silver, Long John Silver
Don't bet your shirt on Long John Silver

Took all my money, my watch and chain
Crack his head if I see him again
Kind friends, warning take by me
Not every pirate's sailing the sea



Long John Silver, Long John Silver
Don't bet your shirt on Long John Silver
Long John Silver, Long John Silver
Don't bet your shirt on Long John Silver

12129. Long Journey

Sarah Jarosz - Long Journey

I have just begun
A long journey that will run
The length and width of summer time
And the cool fall air will guide me home
Yea the cool fall air will blow me home

You'll be miles away
I want to go, but I wanna stay
The music beggin' me to go
But your love can guide me home
Yea your love can guide me home

Stary nights and summer sun
I think you just might be the one
With this mountain pass keep runnin' on
And I wonder if your love and guide me home
Oh yea I wonder if your love can guide me home

I have just begun
A long journey that will run
The length and width of summer time
And the cool fall air will blow me home
Oh love can guide me home
Oh yea, I wonder if your love can guide me home

12130. Long Journey Home

Long Journey Home
Bill Harrell, Don Reno, The Tennessee Cut-Ups

If on every ocean the ship is a throne 
And for each mast cut down another sapling is grown 
Then I could believe that I`m bound to find 
A better life than I left behind 

But as you ascend the ladder 
Look out below where you tread 
For the colors bled as they overflowed 
Red, white and blue 
Green, white and gold 



So I had to leave from my country of birth 
As for each child grown tall 
Another lies in the earth 
And for every rail we laid in the loam 
There`s a thousand miles of the long journey home 

But as you ascend the ladder 
Look out below where you tread 
For the colors bled as they overflowed 
Red, white and blue 
Green, white and gold

12131. Long Journey Home

Long Journey Home (Two Dollar Bill) (My Long Journey Home)
Billy Strings - Cabinet - Stanley Brothers

   Lost all my money but a two dollar bill
   Two dollar bill boys, two dollar bill
   Lost all my money but a two dollar bill
   I'm on my long journey home

Cloudy in the West and it looks like rain
Looks like rain, boys, looks like rain
Cloudy in the West and it looks like rain
I'm on my long journey home

It's dark and a raining and I want to go home
Want to go home, boys, want to go home
Its dark and a raining and I want to go home
I'm on my long journey home

Homesick and lonesome and I'm feeling kind of blue
Feeling kind of blue, boys, feeling kind of blue
Homesick and lonesome and I'm feeling kind of blue
I'm on my long journey home

There's black smoke a rising and it surely is a train
Surely is a train boys, surely is a train
There's black smoke a rising and it surely is a train
I'm on my long journey home

12132. Long List Of Heartaches

Long List Of Heartaches- The Grascals

You're at the top of my long list of heartaches
Right out there with the worst of the worst I've ever known



A real master of disaster, you're my number one mistake
And you're holding down your spark
At the top of my long list of heartaches

When we first met I knew you were a cut above the rest
With mere determination you've proved to be the best
They'll be singing your praises a hundred years from now
Congratulations, well, here's to you, stand up, take a bow

You're at the top of my long list of heartaches
Right out there with the worst of the worst I've ever known
A real master of disaster, you're my number one mistake
And you're holding down your spark
At the top of my long list of heartaches

My world's been torn to pieces more than a time or two
But nothing could prepare me for the things you put me through
When I compare my love's gone wrong, I think it's safe to say
No competition, or next to you, you've blown 'em all away

You're at the top of my long list of heartaches
Right out there with the worst of the worst I've ever known
A real master of disaster, you're my number one mistake
And you're holding down your spark
At the top of my long list of heartaches

A real master of disaster, you're my number one mistake
And you're holding down your spark
At the top of my long list of heartaches

12133. Long Live The King

Sturgill Simpson - Long Live the King

[Verse 1]
Elvis sang Willie Nelson
On the day that he died
"Blue Eyes Crying In The Rain"
With the pain inside
He took his pills and he went to bed
Heart attack's what the paper said
But what I'd give just one more time to hear him sing

[Chorus]
But the King is dead (Ooh-ooh)
He's long gone (Ooh-ooh)
Long live the King (Ooh)

[Verse 2]
MLK was a Christian
He loved Ghandi, he loved girls
Grew up in segregation
But he saw another world



He marched and sang and stood for the poor
He was for the fight, but against the war
But they murdered him like Christ 'cause he had a dream

[Chorus]
But the King is dead (The King is dead)
He's long gone (Long gone)
Long live the King

[Verse 3]
They gunned down John Lennon
On a cold winter night (Ooh-ohh)
Outside of the Dakota
In the middle of his prime
They put him down for speaking the truth
He was a feminist and an asshole too
But in the end, he risked it all for love and peace, yeah

[Chorus]
King is dead (The King is dead)
He's long gone (Long gone)
Long live the King
Long live the King

12134. Long Lonesome Day

Long Lonesome Day
The Infamous Stringdusters - Wayword Sons

Standing on the roadside, head held in my hands
Rain falls hard on the ground 'round where I stand
Headlights shinin' about half a mile away
It's been a long and lonesome day, it's been a long and lonesome day

Cars on the highway, they're dark against the sky
And they're never going my way, they only pass me by
Tomorrow's such a long time to go from yesterday
It's been a long and lonesome day, it's been a long and lonesome day

Waitin' on a hillside, here I am again
I'd love to catch a ride, stick my thumb out in the wind
Shouldn't look behind me, 'cause it don't ever pay
It's been a long and lonesome day, it's been a long and lonesome day

12135. Long Lonesome Highway Blues - Chords

Long Lonesome Highway Blues 
Steve Earle
 



Intro:   G C G D G
 
Verse 1:
 
         G                             C           G
         Bound down that Long Lonesome Highway, as far as I can go
 
                    D              G
         Till I out run, your memory
 
                                  C           G
         I Can't go home, cause I can't face another day alone
 
                       D                             G
         Now that your gone, this ain't no place for me
 
         C                    G
         I want to start, all over new
 
               C                 D
         But I can't lose, these Lonesome Highway Blues
 
         G                       C           G
         Down that Lone Lonesome Highway, as far as I can go
 
                    D              G
         Till I out run, your memory
 
 
         (insturmental)  G C G D G   x2
 
 
Verse 2:
 
         G                             C           G
         Bound down that Long Lonesome Highway, as fast as I can fly
 
                      D                       G
         Just want to go, someplace you won't be
 
                           C              G
         I'm movin on to a new place, and hold my head up high
 
                      D                       G
         Where no one knows, what you done to me
 
         C                    G
         a thousand miles, between us now
 
             C                     D
         and still some how, these blues have tracked me down
 
              G             C           G
         That Lone Lonesome Highway, as far as I can go
 
                    D              G
         Till I out run, your memory



 
 
         (insturmental)  G C G D G C G C D G C G D G
 
Verse 3:
 
         G                             C                       G
         Bound down that Long Lonesome Highway, cause it's the only place I know
 
                  D                   G
         Ain't no clouds, hangin over me
 
                                      C        G
         Leave me alone, cause it's a long way no matter where I go
 
                    D                      G
         Nothin but blues, as far as I can see
 
         C                G                 C
         I wish I had you back again, but I know I can't
 
            D                          G             C                G
         So here I go again, down that Long Lonesome Highway, just as far as I can go
 
                    D              G    D G D G
         Till I out run, your memory

12136. Long Lonesome Road

Long Lonesome Road
Arr. Ian / Sylvia

Look up and down that long lonesome road
Hang down your head and cry, my lord
Hang down your head and cry.

I wish to the Lord I'd never been born,
Died when I was a baby, my lord
Died when I was a baby.

I wouldn't be eatin' this cold corn bread,
Soppin' this salty gravy, my lord
Soppin' this salty gravy.

I wish I had some fine young man
To tell all my troubles to, my lord,
To tell all my troubles to.

'Cause this young feller that I'm goin' with
Tells everything I do, my lord
Tells everything I do.

Look up and down that long lonesome road,



Hang down your head and cry, my lord
Hang down your head and cry.

Look up and down that long lonesome road,
Where all our friends have gone, my lord
And you and I must go.

12137. Long Long Road - Chords

Long Long Road
Blue Highway

[Chorus]
D
It's a long long road to wander all alone.
D                             Bm    C
It's a cold cold wind hear it mo-ho-oan.
D
Crying like a lost child out in the night.
A                  G       A                 D
Searching for the way and looking for the light.
 
[Verse 1]
D                               Em
Back in the days when we were happy
D                               Em
Our love was the warmth and the light.
D                             Em
But now the dark shadows are falling
     G             A           D
And day is swiftly fading into night.
 
[Chorus]
D
It's a long long road to wander all alone.
D                             Bm    C
It's a cold cold wind hear it mo-ho-oan.
D
Crying like a lost child out in the night.
A                  G       A                 D
Searching for the way and looking for the light.
 
[Verse 2]
D                                    Em
When the sun slides down behind the mountains
D                                           Em
And that chilly wind is blowing through the pines.
D                             Em
How often do I think about my darlin'
              G      A               D
And the sunny garden where the roses twine.
 
[Chorus]



D
It's a long long road to wander all alone.
D                             Bm    C
It's a cold cold wind hear it mo-ho-oan.
D
Crying like a lost child out in the night.
A                  G       A                 D
Searching for the way and looking for the light.

12138. Long Long Road to Travel Alone

Long Long Road to Travel Alone

I always thought I'd like to roam
One day I started alone
Out in this old wide wicked world
Away from friends and home

    It's a long long road to travel alone
    And when the day is gone
    No place to pillow my head at night
    Only on the cold cold stone

 
I've travelled around from town to town
Now it's time that I settled down
I've had my fill of rambling around
And now I am homeward bound

 
One day a letter came to me
And this is what it read
Come home my boy to the old homestead
Your father and mother are dead

It's been a long road to travel alone
I wish I had never roamed
I thought I'd soon see my mother and dad
But now I am left alone

12139. Long Long Time

Chris Hillman - Long Long Time

Talk that same old talk again
Just the way you did back then
A feelin' that I almost left behind
It's been such a long, long time



Say the things you used to say
Make me feel the same old way
A feelin' that I almost left behind
It's been such a long, long time

Does it ever stop changing
Does it ever change at all
How can we pick up the pieces
After we let them fall

If they ever were there at all

Does it ever stop changing
Does it ever change at all
How can we pick up the pieces
After we let them fall
If they ever were there at all

The same old look is in your eyes
The feelin's that you can't disguise
A feelin' that I almost left behind
It's been such a long, long time

Do the things you used to do
Make me fall in love with you
A feelin' that I almost left behind
It's been such a long, long time

12140. Long Long Time To Get Old - Chords

Long Long Time To Get Old Live 
Tyler Childers

[Intro]
G
 
*can play around with different variations of G (Gsus4, G7) to match piano if you're feeling a
mbitious*
 
[Verse 1]
 
G
Eagle flying tomorrow
                   Em
Mosquito bitin me today
                        G
I ride the bus to Cincinnati
                 Em
Double A all the way
                     C
I take a walk along Vine Street
                           G
Good times are bought and sold



   G                            D
Remember this children, if the good Lord's willin
         C                     G
Live a long, long time to get old
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G
I aimed it back to the hometown
                         Em
The liquor store burned down
                    G
My old girlfriend ridin'
                        Em
Out on the east end of town
                       C
She laughed when she passed me
                      G
Then I knew I'd been told
    G                           D
Remember this children, if the good Lord willin
        C                      G
Live a long, long time to get old
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
G
Been through some lean times, mama
                   Em
Watch a fat friend go
                   G
See a wreck on a highway
                            Em
Ah, you'll be driving home slow
                            C
So lay some truth on you, young ones
                       G
Give 'em something to hold
    G                            D
Remember this children, if the good Lord willin
         C                     G
Live a long, long time to get old
 
Alright
 
[Break]
 
*fiddle and steel guitar solo*
 
G  Em  G  Em  C  G  D  C
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
G



Well she sings you a story
                      Em
And you can tell her song
                      G
And then down by the river
                    Em
Oh summer's movin' along
                     C
With her eyes closed dreaming
                 G
Sun shines some bold
G                                     D
Remember this children, if the good lord's willing
         C                    G
Live a long long time to get old
 
 
[Verse 5]
 
G
Eagle flying tomorrow
                   Em
Mosquito bitin me today
                        G
I ride the bus to Cincinnati
                 Em
Double A all the way
                     C
I take a walk along Vine Street
                           G
Good times are bought and sold
   G                            D
Remember this children, if the good Lord's willin
         C                     G
Live a long, long time to get old
            G                            D
Oh now, remember this children, if the good Lord's willin
         C                     G
Live a long, long time to get old
 
 
[Outro]
 
G  Em  G  Em  C  G  D  C  G

12141. Long Long Way

Alan Jackson - Long Long Way 

It happens every time I think about the reasons why
I'm sittin' here alone at night and not with you
Heartache takes control and lets me know just what a fool
I was and how you can't erase the things you do



And sorry just can't mend the broken heart I've handed you
Breaking hearts is what most broken hearts tell you to do
But I'm a long, long way from over you
Don't think I've ever seen so many shades of blue
They say that time will heal, don't know if I ever will
'Cause I'm a long, long way from over you
Now over you just sounds like some lost city
People tell me how to find but somehow I just never do
And maybe it's because I never wanted to at all
Of course now I see that I had the best in you
That clock just runs in circles, days just going by
Memories hold me closer, and no matter how l cry
I'm still a long, long way from over you
Don't think I've ever seen so many shades of blue
They say that time will heal, don't know if I ever will
'Cause I'm a long, long way from over you
That clock just runs in circles, days just going by
Memories hold me closer, and no matter how l cry
I'm still a long, long way from over you
Don't think I've ever seen so many shades of blue
They say that time will heal, don't know if I ever will
'Cause I'm a long, long way from over you
Aww, come on banjo
Aww, how about that mandolin there?
Alright, flat-top
How about a little of that pedal-steel guitar?
Yeah, I think we need a little bass and drums now
Aww, c'mon everybody
They say that time will heal, don't know if I ever will
'Cause I'm a long, long way from over you

12142. Long May You Run

Emmylou Harris - Long May You Run

We've been through some things together
With trunks of memories still to come
We found things to do in stormy weather
Long may you run
Long may you run
Long may you run

Although these changes have come
With your chrome heart shining in the sun
Long may you run

Well it was back in Blind River in 1962
When I last saw you alive
Rollin' down that empty ocean road
Gettin' to the surf on time
Long may you run
Long may you run



Although these changes have come
With your chrome heart shining in the sun
Long may you run
Long may you run
Long may you run

Although these changes have come
With your chrome heart shining in the sun
Long may you run

12143. Long Monday - Chords

Long Monday
By John Prine

Capo 1
A D A 
You and me, sittin' in the back my memory
 A D A
Like a honey bee buzzin' 'round a glass of sweet Chablis
E D A
Radio's on, windows rolled up and my mind's rolled down
E D A
Headlights shining like silver moons rollin' on the ground

A D A 
We made love in everyway love can be made
 A D A 
And we made time look like time could never fade
E D A
Friday Night, we both made the guitar hum
E D E
Saturday made Sunday feel like it would never come

Chorus:
 A D A
Gonna be a long Monday sittin' all alone on a mountain by a river that has no end
 A E D 
A
Gonna be a long Monday, stuck like the tick of a clock that's come unwound, again
Soul to soul, heart to heart and cheek to cheek
Come on baby, give me a kiss that'll last all week
The thought of you leavin' again brings me down
The promise of your sweet love brings me around

Chorus
And agai



12144. Long Neck Bottle

Long Neck Bottle
Garth Brooks - Long Neck Bottle

Long neck bottle
Let go of my hand
Hey jukebox don't start playin' that song again
'Cause there's a girl at home who loves me
You know she won't understand
Long neck bottle
Let go of my hand
Hey barroom mirror on the wall
Go stare at someone else
Don't show the world the fool I am
Just keep it to yourself
Long neck bottle
Let go of my hand
Hey jukebox don't start playin' that song again
'Cause there's a girl at home who loves me
You know she won't understand
Long neck bottle
Let go of my hand
Dance floor seems you're underneath my feet
Everywhere I turn
I oughta waltz right out of them swingin' doors
But that's a step I just can't learn
Long neck bottle
Let go of my hand
Hey jukebox don't start playin' that song again
'Cause there's a girl at home who loves me
You know she won't understand
Long neck bottle
Let go of my hand

12145. Long Old Dusty Road

Jerry Jeff Walker - Long Old Dusty Road

Seemed like only yesterday, we first drove up that road
Looking back I see it's more like twenty odd years ago
We were young and so in love, with a long long row to hoe
We came and went and our lives were spent up a long old dusty road
When we first got married, we searched to find a home
We found one at the end of a long old dusty road
We fixed it up with love and watched our children grow
The years flew by and we lived our lives up a long old dusty road
When our children came we added one room at the start
But what was really added on was more room in our hearts
Then our house went from a thing we used to a happy home
A place that shared a common face up a long old dusty road
Yeah the home is where you dream your dreams
It's where your children grow



It's where you take your meals, where you say your prayers
And the first home that you ever own is where all those memories start
And it always holds a special place, deep inside your heart
Then came we day we faced the facts our kids had grown
Seemed our little family had just outgrown our home
I didn't believe we'd leave the hilltop we loved so
But there comes a time when you say good-bye to the long old dusty road
'Cause a home is where you dreamed your dreams
It's where all your children grow
It's where you took your meals
Where you said your prayers
And the first home that you ever own
That's where all those memories start
And it always holds a special place
Deep inside your heart
Seems like only yesterday, we first drove up that road
Looking back I see it's more like twenty odd years ago
We were young and so in love, with a long, long row to hoe
We came and went and our lives were spent up a long old dusty road
We came and went and our lives were spent up a long old dusty road

12146. Long Road To Forgiveness - Chords

Long Road To Forgiveness
Jason Mraz & Brett Dennen

[Intro]
Dm Am Dm Am Dm Am F G C
 
F       G        C
It's a long road to forgiveness
F         G       Am
But I got nothing behind
Dm                 Am
I will be there to bare witness
F         G            C
And I got love in this heart of mine
 
Dm                            Am
A tiny little teardrop in the ocean
Dm                  Am
Whose ripples never reach the shore
Dm                      Am
And I was at war with my emotions
F           Em              Dm
But I never knew what I was fighting for
 
F      G           C
It's a long to forgiveness
F         G       Am
But I got nothing but time
Dm              Am
I will be there to bare witness



F            G            C
And I've got love in this heart of mine
 
Dm Am Dm Am Dm Am F G Am
                                               Am
Forgiveness is the greatest kind of love there is
     Dm
Best believe in what you can't see
                  Am
Let faith be your evidence
    Dm                                        Am
You gotta shine a light on the path back your home
                 Dm                            Am
Cause after all, forgiveness it is a long damn road
 
And so it is
          Dm
And so it goes
 
And so it is
               Am
And so it must be
 
So it is
             Dm
So i've been told
           Am
Time moves on
 
Time will be
           Dm
Time moves slow
 
And so it is
          Am
And so it must be
   G                Am
So the sky becomes the sea
G
So the sky
            Am
Becomes the sea
F      G               C
It's a long road to forgiveness
F         G      Am
And I got nothin but time
Dm                      Am
I will be there to bare witness
      F
I got love
           G                     C
And iv got love in this heart of mine
      F
I got love
          Em                   Dm
I've got love in this heart of mine
      F



I got love
         G                     C
I've got love in this heart of mine

12147. Long Road To Houston

Flatt & Scruggs - Long road to Houston
Composer: Norman Stephens

Well it's a long long way from here to Houston
It's a long long road from here to home
This cold black night is far from friendly
But I know that I have got to travel on

I know the things are mighty fat in Houston
And they pick me up as soon as I hit town
But I'm lonesome for the things that I am used to
Even though before I left she put me down

I'll just have to take my chances when I get there
Cause I know the law is surely after me
But I think I'd rather be in jail in Houston
Than walkin' down this road in Tennessee

I was doin' fine and that's for certain
But her greedy ways were found to do me in
Her taste for pretty things soon had me hurtin'
And I found myself a headin' for the bend

I'll be there when the sun comes up tomorrow
Now I have to pay for things that I have done
Just being there would take away my sorrow
But it's worthy just to see that Houston sun

I'll just have to take my chances...
Than walkin' down this road in Tennessee
Lord I'm walkin' down this road in Tennessee

12148. Long Sermon

Brad Paisley - Long Sermon 

They've read the scripture, they've passed the plate
And we're both prayin' he don't preach late
But he's gettin' "Amens," and that's just our luck
Yeah, it's eighty-five degrees outside and he's just gettin' warmed up
Chorus
Oh you and me, we could be soakin' up that sun
Findin' out just how fast your brother's boat'll run



I tell you there ain't nothin' that'll test your faith
Like a long sermon on a pretty Sunday
Well it's been rainin' all week long
I woke up this mornin', the dark clouds were gone
We've both been raised not to miss church
But on a day like today heaven knows how much it hurts
Chorus
See that sunlight shinin' through that stained glass
How much longer is this gonna last
Chorus

12149. Long Shadow

Long Shadow
Della Mae

[Verse 1]
It's a long shadow that follows me
It's the end of a day that promises me
That I will see, oh I will see
The morning

[Verse 2]
It's a quiet room that calls my name
It gives me something, takes my shame
So I can sing, oh I can sing
'Til morning

[Verse 3]
My mother had a painter's hand
It's not 'til now I understand
How she could paint through the night
'Til morning

[Verse 4]
But now her ghost, it beckons me
To carry sounds across the sea
And I won't stop, oh I won't stop
'Til morning

[Chorus]
It's a long shadow
From where I stand
All along, I did follow
All the long, I was there

[Verse 5]
It's a gravel road that leads me home
A place where safe is all I've known
'Til I went down, stepped down
Against their mornings

[Verse 6]



To be alone and in the wild
Like a tree, like a child
It gave me strength to fight through
To the morning

[Chorus]
It's a long shadow
From where I stand
All along, I did follow
All the long, I was there

[Outro]
It's a long shadow
All the long, I was there

12150. Long Shot

Long Shot - Steep Canyon Rangers 

I saw you noticed me when I walked in
And you rolled your eyes when I started to grin
Now you don't have to tell me that I don't fit in
Cause I've been travellin'
I must say I've been thrown outta places that are nicer than this
For a whole lot more than just on kiss
But we just might find what we always have missed
While we're still alive

Chorus
And I've always been a long shot baby
Bettin' on every chance I got
People gonna say that they knew me when
Cause I've always been a long shot

You can't win more than you're willin' to bet
So put your love on the table and you see what you get
'Til your ship comes in you might get wet
They say talk is cheap
So I always keep a prayer in my heart
And a horse in the race
A line in the water and an eye for the ace
Learnin' how to fly while I'm fallin' from grace
I learned how to fly

Chorus x2

12151. Long Story Short



Long Story Short
The Avett Brothers

Here I am standing ten feet between us
Beside me the door that I just came through

Where I walked past an overweight cop in an alley
With a beer gut bursting from a bullet proof jacket

Who thinks to himself
"I've got to get back to the man that I was when I was a dreamer
With a partner in crime named Brandy McGill
A girl with a love of life bigger than normal
Who still wonders when her life will begin
Her best friend Maria who seems to have everything tells her
She probably just needs a vacation away from the stress of her husband's vocation

While Maria is talking, Brandy is drifting, staring at John who just got the job
Busing tables to pay for Community College
An Associates degree in x-ray technology

John is too old to still be in college
He doesn't like class and sometimes does not go
Long story short his family was broken

He was freed from a past life as a kid on Skid row

He notices Brandy but stares at Maria
Her beauty well practiced in casting a spell

Imagining her naked he spills dirty dishes
On the lap of an elderly woman named Belle

A lady who won't live to see her next birthday
But shares a warm smile regardless of that

The mess that unfolds completely surrounds her
Not one bit of urgency enters her soul

She reaches for Roy, her husband forever
In love and connection, her small hand he holds

And nothing comes of it but a manager's anger
Not for the mess, but her father's remark
About a bad grade she had as a child

So she takes her revenge out by firing John
Who now wonders when his life will begin

Ain't it confusing to search for the will and learn
When you find it that you've lost your way

Long story short he saw a commercial that said that
The 20's are the prime of your life

But that doesn't seem to be true at this moment
As he cleans out his locker and calls his best friend
Who's too busy to talk cause he's prepping with lawyers



To keep money from his ex-wife

The mother of their only son who's naturally drawn to guns and sharp objects
Who now has no father except for on weekends two times a month

No need to worry, I'm told we're protected by the men passing laws in the house
And the senate from people who mix up the truth and reality
With movies and games and ridiculous scenarios

Long story short, best I can tell, children can't be left to raise themselves

12152. Long Summer Day - Chords

Long Summer Day 
The Tillers
 
[Intro]
G        Em       G        Em
D        Em
 
[Verse 1]
G
All upon a long summer day
                               Em
I took a walk to pass the time away
    C                G                  Em
And as I walked that road I rambled all alone
D                      Em
All upon a long summer day
 
[Verse 2]
        G
Well, I wonder where my darlin' she has gone
                                   Em
She went away you know she done me wrong
C                  G                         Em
Down that old dirt road I watched my darlin' go
D                      Em
All upon a long summer day
 
[Instrumental 1]
G                        Em
C           G            Em
D           Em
 
[Verse 3]
       G
Oh the flowers on the hill so sweet and fair
                                    Em
The flowers that she wore up in her hair
     C              G                     Em
I'll pick one every day that she is gone away
D                      Em



All upon a long summer day
 
[Instrumental 2]
C           Em          G           Em
D           Em
 
[Verse 4]
    G
Now when the sun goes down upon this town
                             Em
And there ain't nobody else around
       C                G                          Em
Well I wander all night long for my darlin' she is gone
D                      Em
All upon a long summer day
 
[Outro]
C           Em          G           Em
Wooo oo oo  hooo        ooo
C  G  D  Em  G                   Em
Oo oo oo oo  Ah de odalady oh de he
D           Em
 
C  G  D  Em  G                   Em
 
D           Em        D Em

12153. Long Tall Sally Rose

Emmylou Harris - Long Tall Sally Rose

Well tonight I'm gonna wear my dancin' shoes
'Cause I heard the word and I heard the news
There's a gal in town she's packin' 'em in
If you've seen her once, you'll see her again

She's got a red hot dynamite band
They're burnin' down another one-night stand
Headlinin' double shows
Everybody go see Sally Rose

She sure knows how to rock the crowd
Rocks 'em slow rocks 'em loud
So you better move fast 'cause tickets are tight
If you want to see Sally Rose pick it tonight

12154. Long Time



Long Time
Yonder Mountain String Band

Every time I walk into my room,
I see you sitting there,
and I hope that today will be the day, nothing to fear

And I've told myself so many times to wait for it to come,
but if I wait too long, I may forget you

Often times I'll analyze and criticize in my mind,
telling friends that this nonsense can't be what they want to hear

But at least they have something to say,
My own mind will ring in dull,
That's why if I wait too long, I may forget you

It's been such a long time,
I know it's sad but true,
Such a long time,
Since I've had something to say,
Such a long time,
I don't even know what I'm even looking for,
How can I find what I cannot see?

If I wait too long, I may forget you

(interlude)

Lately it seems that I've been thinking 'bout you every day,
But I can't seem to get the courage to open up to you,
And I bet that if I can, things would be better I am sure,
That's why if I wait too long, I may forget you

It's been such a long time,
I know it's sad but true,
Such a long time,
Since I've had something to say,
Such a long time,
Now that I've found what's been stuck in my mind,
I promise I will be back real soon

If I wait too long, I may forget you

(short interlude)

It's been such a long time,
I know it's sad but true,
Such a long time,
Since I've had something to say,
Such a long time,
Now that I've found what's been stuck in my mind,
I promise I will be back real soon

If I wait too long I may forget you...



12155. Long Time Going

Long Time Going
The Infamous Stringdusters - Long Time Going

[Verse 1]
Fare-thee-well, my little darling
Where I'll end up, I just don't know
Hard times here, my little darling
So far away, I'm bound to go

[Chorus]
Traveling down the lonesome highway
Traveling down the lonesome road
Gonna be a long time going when I'm gone
Looking for a way to ease my trouble
Looking for a place where I belong
Gonna be a long time going when I'm gone

[Verse 2]
When the chilly wind starts blowing
And the snow lays on the ground
If that old tax man comes a-calling
He'll look for me, but I won't be found

[Chorus]
Traveling down the lonesome highway
Traveling down the lonesome road
Gonna be a long time going when I'm gone
Looking for a way to ease my trouble
Looking for a place where I belong
Gonna be a long time going when I'm gone

[Bridge]
Some of these days, I'll be contented
Yeah, one of these days, no more I'll roam
I'm gonna be blue should you forget me
If ever I make my way back home

[Chorus]
Traveling down the lonesome highway
Traveling down the lonesome road
Gonna be a long time going when I'm gone
Looking for a way to ease my trouble
Looking for a place where I belong
Gonna be a long time going when I'm gone

12156. Long Time Gone



Long Time Gone (feat. Tim O Brien)
Darrell Scott - Dixie Chicks

Daddy sits on a front porch swinging
Looking out on a vacant field
Used to be filled with burley tbacca
Now he knows it never will
My brothers found work in indiana
M sisters a nurse at the old folks home
Mama still cooking too much for supper
And me Ive been a long time gone

[Chorus:]
Been a long time gone
No, I ain't hoed a row since I dont know when
Long time gone
And it ain't coming back again
Deliah plays that ol church piana
Sitting out on her daddys farm
She always thought that wed be together
Lord I never meant to do her harm
Said she could hear me singin in the choir
Me, I heard another song
I caught wind and hit the road runnin
And lord, Ive been a long time gone

[Chorus:]
Been a long time gone
Lord, I ain't had a prayer since I dont know when
Long time gone
And it ain't comin back again
[instrumental]

[bridge]
Now me, I went to nashville
Tryin to beat the big deal
Playin down on broadway
Gettin there the hard way
Living from a tip jar
Sleeping in my car
Hocking my guitar
Yeah Im gonna be a star
Now, me and deliah singing every sunday
Watching the children and the garden grow
We listen to the radio to hear whats cookin
But the music ain't got no soul
Now they sound tired but they dont sound haggard
Theyve got money but they dont have cash
They got junior but they dont have hank
I think, I think, I think
The rest is a long time gone
No, I ain't hit the roof since I dont know when
Long time gone
And it ain't coming back
I said a long time gone
No, I ain't honked the horn since I dont know when
Long time gone
And it ain't coming back again



I said a long time, long time, long time gone
Well its been a long time
Long time, long time, long time gone
Oh, its been a long time gone
Long time, long time, long time gone
Yeah yeah

12157. Long Time Gone

Long Time Gone 
John Starling feat. Lowell George

Out on the lonesome highway
Suitcase and an old guitar
Just outside Oklahoma City

In a place called Johnny'²s Roadside Bar
Having fun, son of a gun
I ain't fit to be tied
I'²m on my way back to Georgia
Won't you give me a ride

Sometimes it ain't easy, Lord
When you haven'²t got much to spare
Traveling lights, seen it on my pray bird
But the little bit hear and there

She'²s got the prettiest big brown eyes
When she's satisfied
On my way back to Georgia,
Won'²t you give me a ride

I'm a long time gone
On my way back home,
Long time gone, from you

(Solo)

Out on the lonesome highway
Suitcase and an old guitar
Just outside Oklahoma City
In a place called Johnny'²s Roadside Bar
Having fun, son of a gun
I ain't fit to be tied
I'²m on my way back to Georgia
Won't you give me a ride

I'm a long time gone
On my way back home,
Long time gone, from you



12158. Long Time Gone

Long Time Gone

You cheated me you made me lonely
I tried to be your very own
There'll come a day you'll want me only
Cause when I leave I'll be a long time gone

    I'll be a long time gone
    I'll be a long time gone
    When I leave
    I'll be a long time gone

You're gonna be sad you're gonna be weepin
You're gonna be blue and all alone
You'll regret the day you'll see me leavin
Cause when I leave I'll be a long time gone

You'll see my face through tears and sorrow
You'll miss the love you called your own
Maybe there'll be no tomorrow
Cause when I leave I'll be a long time gone

12159. Long Time Sun - Chords

Long Time Sun 
The Incredible String Band
 
G           D         Em           C
    On this day, the Lord gave you life,
 
G           D         C            D
    May you use it to serve him.
 
G               D              Em                C
    All of our loving prayers,      will be with you,
 
G          D         C           D
   May you never for-get them.
 
(repeat once)
 
 
         G                       D
(May the long) May the long time sun
 
C           G
    Shine u-pon you



 
C       D        G
    All love sur-round you,
 
G                           D
(And the pure) And the pure light
 
C         G
    With-in you
 
C     D        G       C D
Guide your way on.
 
(repeat once)
 
C     D        G
Guide your way on.
 
C     D        G
Guide your way on.

12160. Long Time To Forget - Chords

Long Time To Forget
Recorded by George Jones 
Written by Carl Belew and W.S. Stevenson

G                           D7
It will take a long time to forget you my dear
                      G
A long long time I'll regret you're not here
                               C
A long time remembering when I had you so near
        G           D7      G
It will take a long time to forget

                              D7
There's a lot of people out a-walking tonight
                         G
Thinking about arms that held 'em so tight
                C
Memories keep a-coming in sight
       G         D7      G
Take a long long time to forget

repeat #1 

                           D7
I know a young fellow that lived down the street
                         G
He had a good woman everything was complete
                         C
He was understanding yes she was so sweet



          G         D7      G
It took a long long time to forget

repeat #1 
  
                                 D7
Now there's an old saying you're as old as you feel
                          G
But time waits for no one and it never will
                     C
I keep a-wanting and loving you still
           G         D7      G
It takes a long long time to forget

repeat #1 

                    D7      G
It will take a long time to forget

12161. Long Time Travelin'

Long Time Travelin' - Kathy Kallick

    Been a long time travelin' here below
    Been a long time travelin' away from my home
    Been a long time travelin' here below
    Gonna lay this ol' body down

When I can read my titles clear
To mansions in the sky
I'll bid farewell to every fear
And wipe my weepin' eye

May tears like a wild deluge come
And storms of sorrow fall
May I but safely reach my home
My God my heaven my all

There I shall bathe my weary soul
In seas of heavenly rest
And not a wave of trouble roll
Across my peaceful breast

alternate version:

Ye fleeting charms of earth farewell
Your springs of joy are dry
My soul now seeks another home
A brighter world on high

Farewell my friends whose tender care
Has long engaged my love
Your fond embrace I now exchange



For better friends above

12162. Long Trip Alone

Dierks Bentley - Long Trip Alone

[Verse 1]
It's a long trip alone over sand and snows
That lie along the road that we all must travel down
[Chorus]
So maybe you could walk with me a while
And maybe I could rest beneath your smile
Everybody stumbles sometimes and needs a hand to hold
'Cause it's a long trip alone

[Verse 2]
It's a short piece of time, but just enough to find
A little peace of mind under the sun somewhere

[Chorus]
So maybe you could walk with me a while
And maybe I could rest beneath your smile
You know we can't afford to let one moment pass us by
'Cause it's a short piece of time

[Verse 3]
And I don't know where I'd be without you here
'Cause I'm not really me without you there

[Bridge]
Yeah, yeah
Hallelujah, hallelujah, oh

[Outro]
So maybe you could walk with me a while
And maybe I could rest beneath your smile
Everybody stumbles sometimes and needs a hand to hold
So maybe you could walk with me a while
And maybe I could rest beneath your smile
And maybe I could feel you right beside me 'til I'm home
'Cause it's a long trip alone
A long trip alone

12163. Long Violent History

Tyler Childers - Long Violent History

[Verse 1]
It's the worst that it's been since the last time it happened



It's happening again right in front of our eyes
There's updated footage, wild speculation
Tall tales and hearsay and absolute lies

[Verse 2]
Been passed off as factual, when actually the actual
Causes they're awkwardly blocking the way
Keeping us all from enjoyin' our evening
Shoving its roots through the screens in our face

[Verse 3]
Now, what would you get if you heard my opinion
Conjecturin' on matters that I ain't never dreamed
In all my born days as a white boy from Hickman
Based on the way that the world's been to mR?

[Verse 4]
It's called me belligRrent, it's took me for ignorant
But it ain't never once made me scared just to be
Could you imagine just constantly worryin'
Kickin' and fightin', beggin' to breathe?

[Verse 5]
How many boys could they haul off this mountain
Shoot full of holes, cuffed and layin' in the streets
'Til we come into town in a stark ravin' anger
Looking for answers and armed to the teeth?

[Verse 6]
Thirty-ought-sixes, Papaw's old pistol
How many, you reckon, would it be, four or five?
Or would that be the start of a long, violent history
Of tucking our tails as we try to abide?

[Refrain]
Or would that be the start of a long, violent history
Of tucking our tails as we try to abide?

12164. Long Walk Home

Railroad Earth - Long Walk Home 

steaks are in the meadow
fields are overgrown
winds of change are blowing through
the place that I've called home
they're digging at the edges
to build the power line
same old stories
but now the story's mine

so lets build a fire and throw in
the papers in the past



no need to try and save it now
it's never gonna last
it's a starry night
the moon is bright
lets call the old owl in
let him know we're leaving
say goodbye old friend

goodbye to the years here 
they've flown
goodbye to the only
home I've known
the wheels of the world 
are rolling through
and if the door is closing
i guess im running too

fourteen years my family
walked these crooked floors
forty years before my father 
opened up the doors
stony stand it all began
three hundred years before
what story id beginning
if this one is no more

goodbye to the years here 
they've flown
goodbye to the only
home I've known
the wheels of the world 
are movin' on
and if the door is closing
i guess it's time I'm gone

feels like a wave that can't be stopped
a coming day my heart will drop
feels like a war that wont be won
without a gun
so goodbye bird and bear
goodbye tree and land
goodbye to all i know like on the back of my hand
i walk the grounds and make the rounds
of this place I've loved so well
fire up the diesel 
in a last lone croft farewell

goodbye to the years here 
they've flown
goodbye to the only
home I've known
the wheels of the world 
are rolling through
and if the door is closing...

goodbye to the years here 
they've flown



goodbye to the only
home I've known
the wheels of the world 
are turning fast..

goodbye to the years here 
they've flown
goodbye to the only
home I've known
the wheels of the world 
are movin' on 
and if the door is closing
i guess it's time I'm gone

12165. Long Walk To Heaven - Chords

Long Walk To Heaven 
Marty Stuart

[Verse 1]
               E                             A         E
Well, I'm one day, one day closer, than I've ever been before
E                                    B7
One mile, one mile further down this tired and weary road
     E                                          A                 E
This old world is full of some trouble, so many heartaches I have known
      E                                    B7   A          E    B7
Like a pilgrim, keep on moving, cause this world is not my home
 
 
[Chorus]
        E                 A
'■It's a long walk, it's a long walk
       E    A      E    F#7
'■It's a long walk to heaven
           A     B7        E   A   E   B7
'■But I'm too close to turn around
 
 
[Verse 2]
          E                                A              E
Sometimes every, mile of mountain, at each step, Lord I'm countin'
        E                              B7
Until I see, the lights beyond, that crystal sea
            E                          A                  E
Oh, lead me on, lest I falter, until I kneel down, at your alter
            E         F#7        B7                    E
Then Father please, oh please, oh please, have mercy on me.   
    A         E     B7
Well, well, well, well
 
 
[Chorus]



       E
'■It's a long walk, it's a long walk
        E   A        E   F#
'■It's a long walk to heaven
           A       B7        E
'■But I'm too close, to turn around
         E
'■To turn around
        E   A
'■To turn around

12166. Long Way Around The Mountain

Long Way Around the Mountain
(Tim Stafford, Steve Gulley)

1) Loading up the cars in the dark and dusty night
Our shift was finally over, as we headed toward the light
We heard the rifles and the shotguns come roaring down the hole
I'lll not be shot down like a dog for your damned old dirty coal

CH1) There's blood running down the highway
They're shooting men down at the gate
Take the Long Way Around the Mountain
Get away before it's too late

2) It's a sad way to go, filled with pain and strife
When a man can't make a living without fearing for his life
It's methane gas or gun thugs, you're a dead man either way
I don't mind a-dying but it won't be today

CH2) There's blood running down the highway
Yellow creek is a-running red
Take the Long Way Around the Mountain
Staying means you'll end up graveyard dead

3) All along the ridgeline and down the other side
 From Bell County to the Valley with starlight as our guide
And when we reached the river by the widow Baker's shack
We thanked the Lord above for passage safely back

CH3) There's blood running down the highway
They're shooting men down at the gate
Take the Long Way Around the Mountain
Get away before it's too late

12167. Long Way Down



The Steeldrivers - Long Way Down

I thought that you were sent from heaven
You had me floating on a cloud
But tonight my sky is falling
And it's a long way down
It's a long way down

Now you can't lie, cause girl I caught you
You can't deny, you been messing 'round
Where you're going there ain't no ice water
And it's a long way down
It's a long way down

So far down that it ain't got a bottom
Thought you had wings but I guess you ain't got 'em
Fallen angel don't look now
Ooh... it's a long way down

Don't look to me to be your savior
Girl we both know where your soul is bound
It's headed south just like the love you gave me
And it's a long way down
It's a long way down

So far down that it ain't got a bottom
Thought you had wings but I guess you ain't got 'em
Fallen angel don't look now
Ooh... it's a long way down

So far down that it ain't got a bottom
Thought you had wings but I guess you ain't got 'em
Fallen angel don't look now
So far down that it ain't got a bottom
Thought you had wings but I guess you ain't got 'em
Fallen angel don't look now
So far down that it ain't got a bottom
Thought you had wings but I guess you ain't got 'em
Fallen angel don't look now
Ooh... it's a long way down

12168. Long Way Down - Chords

Long Way Down - The Greencards

C          G
Flying so high
C            G
Ain't gonna last
C            G
Touching the sky
G         F#/G E/G  D     
But you're falling fast



C          G
Finding a love
C               G
Something brand new
C                G
Theres more then enough
G   F#/G E/G    D
For me and for you

             C   D   G
And it's a long way down
Em    D      C
Down to the ground
C     D         G
One thing I've found 
Em           D   C
It's a long way down

C           G
The morning sun
C                 G
Will raise in the sky
C            G
When day is done
G     F#/G E/G  D
Down comes the night

C          G
Roses they grow
C             G
So pretty so high
C              G
Next thing you know 
G         F#/G E/G  D
They wilt and they die

             C   D   G
And it's a long way down
Em    D      C
Down to the ground
C     D         G
One thing I've found 
Em           D   C
It's a long way down

D
One thing I've learned my friend

When you reach the end

             C   D   G
And it's a long way down
Em    D      C
Down to the ground
C     D         G
One thing I've found 
Em           D   C



It's a long way down
Em    D      C
Down to the ground

(softly)
C     D         G
One thing I've found 
Em           D   G
It's a long way down

long way down

long way down

long way down

long way down

12169. Long Way Down - Chords

Long Way Down 
Dead Horses

[Intro]
G C G D D7
 
[Verse 1]
G
Strangers swimming on the street
B7
I hear you callin' out to me
C              A
So suddenly, so...
 
 
[Refrain]
           G     C        G   D
And it's a long, long way down
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
Honey, I can't rescue you
B7
I don't know the things to do
C                               A
And I don't think you want me to
 
 
[Refrain]
           G     Em           D
And it's a long, long way down
 



 
[Verse 3]
G
Pleasure filled delirium
C
Moon and stars and earth and sun
G                               D
Moon and stars and earth and sun
 
 
[Verse 4]
D           Em               A
Oh, now the more I know, the more I don't
    C
And they found you hangin' from a rope
G                                    D
Please say hello to my good old folks
 
 
[Instrumental]
D G B7 C A G
D G B7 C A G
C G D
 
 
[Verse 5]
G
Strangers swimming on the street
B7
I hear you callin' out to me
C              A
So suddenly, so suddenly
 
 
[Refrain]
           G     C        G   D
And it's a long, long way down
D               G     C        G   D
Yeah and it's a long, long way down
                 G     C        G
Yeah and it is a long, long way down

12170. Long Way From The Wildwood Flower

Long Way from the Wildwood Flower
Sideline 

[Verse 1]
He wore overalls, Boot Hill topsoil on his collar
So I never took my grandpa for a poet or a scholar
But he planted seeds of wisdom in every row that he walked through
Boy, I can't believe what this world's comin' to



[Chorus]
The world turned slower then, but the one we're livin' in
Is a long way from Wildwood Flower

[Verse 2]
A simple country life, he raised me from a baby
He always spoke in black and white, not much room for maybe
His handshake was a promise that he never failed to keep
And I guarantee my grandpa never lost a minute's sleep

[Chorus]
The old way'd show you how, but the way we're livin' now
Is a long way from Wildwood Flower

[Bridge]
Sometimes I hear a line that takes me back in time
Somewhere in my mind I've always been
But it's not that far, I take his old guitar
And play the melody once again

[Verse 3]
Now that old cotton row is a muddy four-lane highway
There wouldn't be much progress if I had it my way
This old world keeps movin' like a reckless midnight train
And underneath the rumble, I still hear him say

[Chorus]
"Just because it's movin' fast doesn't mean it's gonna last;
It's a long way from Wildwood Flower."

12171. Long Way Home - Chords

Long Way Home
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C                            Dm
Don't look inside don't look there
                F    G7           C
Cause you might find yourself somewhere
                       Dm
Walking round lost and alone 
            F    G7                   C
Without one clue that it's a long way home
                            Dm
Years and years is a lot of time 
             F            G7             C
To drag your heart across every rock you find
                             Dm
Hate is deep and its pull is strong 
                  F     G7                   C
But the passion's short then it's a long way home
       Dm               F               C
Oh and I can't take one single step for you



      Dm                 F
But I might just help to find 
                   G7
Some small pathway through
C                         Dm
Don't look back you might see 
         F   G7               C
Just how far all that used to be
                              Dm
Let your mind think on what's gone 
            F    G7                   C
Then you'll know that it's a long way home
            F    G7                   C
Yeah you'll know that it's a long way home
            F   G7              C
You'll find out it's a long way home
               Dm    G7                   F   C
There ain't no doubt that it's a long way home

12172. Long Way Round

Acoustic Syndicate - Long Way Round

I got up this morning took the long way around
Not too much upon my mind, trying to slow it down
Not much in a hurry, no particular place to be
Listening to all the things I hear and lookin at what I see
What I see
The son of a preacher man and a poet, by the way
Up half the night raising cane and working the fields all day
Praying for the rain to fall and wash my blues away
Thanking all my stars above for all I had that day

Time keeps on rollin, will I be satisfied
Just trying to do my livin all before I die
And if I just keep a'²gettin on, another day to see
The sun shines upon my face and the blues, they let me be
Oh the blues, they let me be
Oh the blues, they let me be

12173. Long Way To Go

Railroad Earth - Long Way to Go (Live) 

i wore my boots out walkin'
poured my heart out talkin'
i felt the pain & i broke the chain
but i still got a long way to go



been on the road 'til tomorrow
been through the joys & the sorrows
came through the flood
& i pulled through the mud
but i still got a long way to go

been in the back-room dealin'
been on a long hook reelin'
crashed in the shed
& i woke in a sunny bed
& i still got a long way to go

been on the rails & big muddy
i've crossed the trails rocky & rutted

been down the road a million miles
but i still got a long way to go

i've traveled near & traveled far
i beat a hole in my guitar
crawled with the zeroes
& i stood with my heroes
& i still got a long way to go

been in the rain & on the run
i worked a long day in the sun
i slopped the pails
& i beat the nails
but i still got a long way to go

i tried the a verse as the b verse
i took the c verse to the rewrote & changed it
then rearranged it
& i still got a long way to go

i lost my way in darkest night
i woke again & saw the light
opened the book & i . . took a look
but i still got a long way to go

tell me what . . . what is the soul of a man?
he's got to reach up his hand
tell me what . . . what is the soul of a man?
he's got to reach out his hand
& i still got a long way to go
still got a long way to go
still got a long way to go

12174. Long Way To Go (Reprise)

Long Way To Go (Reprise) 

Dreamin' is only dreamin'



'Til dreamin' is the only thing that's true
Yeah wishin' is only wishin'
Till my only thoughts' the wish to be with you

I've got a long way to go before I get there
I've got a lot of field to hoe with the sun so high
Got a lot of miles to roll
And the next few only show
That there is still such a long way to go

Hopin' doesn't feel like hopin'
If I can feel your heart hopin' too
Oh touchin' doesn't feel like touchin'
Until I feel the next touch from you

I've got a long way to go before I get there
I've got a lot of field to hoe with the sun so high
I've got a lot of miles to roll
And the next few only show
That there is still such a long way to go

Wanting just keeps me wanting
The next and last both keep me wanting you
Oh and waiting just keeps me waiting
Until there's no more waiting left to do

I've got a long way to go before I get there
I've got a lot of field to hoe with the sun so high
I've got a lot of miles to roll
And the next few only show
That there's still such a long way to go

Oh I've got a lot of miles to roll
And the next few only show
That there's still such a long way to go

12175. Long Way To Go - Chords

Long Way To Go 
The Lone Bellow

[Verse 1]
G            Em7          C/G   G
I see the sunset in your eyes
C/G                      G
Know every line on your face
C/G                     D
Know the time and the place
G          Em          C/G    G
Hollow danger in your mind
C/G                        G
You got no secrets you can tell
C/G          D



No glory to sell
 
 
[Pre Chorus]
Em        G          C/G
We got a long way to go
Em        G          C/G
We got a long way to go
 
 
[Chorus]
D                         Em
Though I heard that song before
C/G
Lived every mad and desperate line
D                        Em
Oh the dawn is breaking low
C/G
Burning a hole in the night
C/G          G     D
No darkness can contain
C/G
No shadow will remain
C/G          G     D
No darkness can contain
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                        Em7             C/G   G
Mirror don't match the pictures on your wall
C/G                       G
Yeah you've seen better days
C/G                        D
You're not that man in a frame
G           Em          C/G    G
Young and proud and standing tall
C/G                             G
It's a great big world we've been living
C/G                                 D
Ain't so small what we've been given, friend
 
 
[Pre Chorus]
Em        G          C/G
We got a long way to go
Em        G          C/G
We got a long way to go
 
 
[Chorus]
  D                      Em
Though I heard that song before
 C/G
Lived every mad and desperate line
 D                       Em
Oh the dawn is breaking low
 C/G



Burning a hole in the night
 C/G         G      D
No darkness can contain
 C/G
No shadow will remain
 C/G         G      D
No darkness can contain
 C/G
No shadow will remain
 
 
[Bridge]
Em G C
Em G C
 
            Em        G     C/G
I feel the sun on my face again
            Em        G     C/G
I feel the sun on my face again
            Em        G     C/G
I feel the sun on my face again
        G                     D
And I swear that it's peace within
 
 
[Outro]
Em        G          C/G
We got a long way to go
Em        G          C/G
We got a long way to go
Em        G          C/G
We got a long way to go
Em        G          C/G
We got a long way to go

12176. Long White Cadillac - Chords

Long White Cadillac
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Dave Alvin

C
Night wolves moan winter hills are black
        F                    C
I'm all alone sitting in the back 
                G7   C
Of a long white  Cadillac
Train whistle cries lost on its own track
           F                   C
I close my eyes sitting in the back 
                G7   C
Of a long white  Cadillac
F                         C



Sometimes I blame it on a woman
F                               C
The one that made my poor heart bleed
F                           C
Sometimes I blame it on the money
D7                          G7
Sometimes I blame it all on me
           C
Headlights shine highway fades to black
             F                   C
It's my last ride sitting in the back 
                G7   C
Of a long white  Cadillac
F                         C
Sometimes I blame it on a woman
F                               C
The one that made my poor heart bleed
F                           C
Sometimes I blame it on the money
D7                          G7
Sometimes I blame it all on me
C
Train whistle cries lost on its own track
           F                   C
I close my eyes sitting in the back 
                G7   C
In a long white  Cadillac
                G7   C
In a long white  Cadillac
                G7   C
In a long white  Cadillac
                G7   C
In a long white  Cadillac

12177. Long White Line

Long White Line - Sturgill Simpson

I won't be around this old town anymore for a long long time
Gonna hit the road and start looking for end of that long white line
Gonna hit the road and start looking for end of that long white line

I walk up my baby was gone without her I don't need no home
Gonna hit the road and start looking for end of that long white line
Gonna hit the road and start looking for end of that long white line

Went to bank to get my dough I don't care where I go
Gonna push this rig till I push that gal right out of my mind
If somebody wants to know whats become of this so and so
You can tell em I'm somewhere looking for the end of this long white line
Just tell em somewhere looking fot the end of that long white line

New York City old St. Joe Alburque New Mexico



This old rig is humming and rolling she's doing fine
If somebody wants to know whats become of this so and so
You can tell em I'm somewhere looking fot the end of that long white line
Just tell em I'm somewhere looking fot the end of that long white line

New York City old St. Joe Alburque New Mexico
This old rig is humming and rolling she's doing fine
If somebody wants to know whats become of this so and so
You can tell em I'm somewhere looking fot the end of that long white line
Just tell em I'm somewhere looking fot the end of that long white line

I won't be around this old town anymore for a long long time
Gonna hit the road and start looking for end of that long white line
Gonna hit the road and start looking for end of that long white line

12178. Long Wide Open Road

Long Wide Open Road
Darrell Scott

I knew that I first loved her with a meeting of the eyes
I did send my mental message under California skies
And I know that she received it before she turned to go
Down that long, wide open road

It was only two weeks later in a San Bernardino bar
She was sitting by her lonesome shining like a northern star
And I asked her for direction, she paused before she spoke
Why down that long, wide open road

We married in the springtime in a grove of tangerines
Said goodbye to friends and family, hello to all our dreams
Traded warm Mojave sunshine for Rocky Mountain snow
And that long, wide open road

November nights were cold in our cabin on the hill
We'd gather oak and mesquite to chase away the chill
But a colder wind was blowing from deep down in her soul
That kept her on that wide open road

I gave all I could give her and I looked around for more
While I was looking for forever, she was looking for the door
But her sad eyes were determined on the day she let me go
Down that long, wide open road

That was oh, so many years now, I have other tales to tell
But if you see my Southern gypsy
Tell her Shakespeare bids her well
Maybe take this song to give her to lighten up her load
Down that long, wide open road
Down that long, wide open road



12179. Long Year

Todd Snider - Long Year

[Verse 1]
Well I came in off a dead-end street
I walked in slow and took a back row seat
I knew I had nothing new to say
So many people looked [so burned out/sober now?]
I couldn't help but feel bad about
Just having to be there anyway

[Verse 2]
A friend of a friend from work came in
I never knew what to make of him
He had always seemed to be so insincere to me
I've always been afraid of the 12-Step crowd
'Cause they laugh too much and they talk too loud
Like they all know where everyone should be

[Chorus]
It's been a long, long long year
It's been a long, long long year
How did I get here?

[Verse 3]
They was talkin' in a circle, I was by myself
And everyone was tellin' everyone how they felt
And it felt like so long since I was young
The circle kept movin' all way to the back
I was wonderin' what I was gonna say in fact
I still didn't know as it rolled off my tongue

[Chorus]
It's been a long, long long year
It's been a long, long long year
How did I get here?

[Verse 4]
So I didn't say a word all the way to the car
A little later on that night at the bar
Well, I was tellin' everybody how bad my life had gone
They said, "Brother, all you need is another shot"
So I threw one down and said "Thanks a lot"
As I thought to myself, "Here we go again"

[Chorus]
It's been a long, long long year
It's been a long, long long year
How did I get here?



12180. Long, Lonesome Highway Blues

Del McCoury - Long, Lonesome Highway Blues

Bound down that long, lonesome highway just as far as I can go 
Til I outrun your memory 
I can't go home cause I can't face another day alone 
Now that you're gone this ain't no place for me 
I want to start all over new 
But I can't lose these lonesome highway blues 
Down that long, lonesome highway just as far as I can go 
Til I outrun your memory 

Bound down that long, lonesome highway just as fast as I can fly 
Just want to go to someplace you won't be 
I'm movin' on to a new place and hold my head up high 
Where no one knows what you done to me 
A thousand miles between us now 
And still some how 
These blues'll track me down 
Down that long, lonesome highway just as far as I can go 
Til I outrun your memory 

I'm bound down that long lonesome highway cause it's the only place I know 
Where there ain't no clouds hangin' over me 
Leave me alone cause it's a long way no matter where I go 
Nothin' but blues as far as I can see 
I wish I had you back again 
But I know I can't 
So here I go again 
Down that long, lonesome highway just as far as I can go 
Til I outrun your memory

12181. Long, Long Time

Linda Ronstadt
Long, Long time

Love will abide, take things in stride
Sounds like good advice but there's no one at my side 
And time washes clean love's wounds unseen
That's what someone told me but I don't know what it means. 

Cause I've done everything I know to try and make you mine
And I think I'm gonna love you for a long long time

Caught in my fears
Blinking back the tears
I can't say you hurt me when you never let me near



And I never drew one response from you
All the while you fell all over girls you never knew
Cause I've done everything I know to try and make you mine
And I think it's gonna hurt me for a long long time 

Wait for the day 
You'll go away
Knowing that you warned me of the price I'd have to pay
And life's full of flaws
Who knows the cause? 
Living in the memory of a love that never was 
Cause I've done everything I know to try and change your mind
and I think I'm gonna miss you for a long long time
Cause I've done everything I know to try and make you mine 
And I think I'm gonna love you for a long long time.

12182. Longer Boats

Longer Boats
Yusuf Islam - Sam Bush Band

Longer boats are coming to win us
They're coming to win us, they're coming to win us
Longer boats are coming to win us
Hold on to the shore, they'll be taking the key from the door

Longer boats are coming to win us
They're coming to win us, they're coming to win us
Longer boats are coming to win us
Hold on to the shore, they'll be taking the key from the door, oh

I don't want no God on my lawn
Just a flower I can help along
'Cause the soul of no body knows
How a flower grows, oh
How a flower grows

Longer boats are coming to win us
They're coming to win us, they're coming to win us
Longer boats are coming to win us
Hold on to the shore, they'll be taking the key from the door

Mary dropped her pants by the sand
And let a parson come and take her hand
But the soul of nobody knows
Where the parson goes
Where does the parson go?

Longer boats are coming to win us
They're coming to win us, they're coming to win us
Longer boats are coming to win us
Hold on to the shore, they'll be taking the key from the door



12183. Longest Day Of the Year

Longest Day Of the Year
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI)

Oh the sun rose early and stayed up late
Like a farmer out on second date
Caution thrown out to the wind
Just burn that candle at both ends
 
And every year it goes this way
In a feverish frenzy that lasts all day
Though it may feel languid and lazy
The longest day of the year.
 
CHORUS
Oh the longest day of the year
The sun stays high
Crazy hours of lights
Stolen from the wintertime
For the longest day of the year
 
Got up early and puttered around 
Watered the garden, drove into town
Met friends for breakfast at the Java Hound
It's never gonna get dark
 
So I lay in the hammock and read for a while
Then I walked the dog a couple of miles
Cleaned that closet, updated some files
It's never gonna get dark
 
CHORUS
 
Friends came over and we picked some tunes
Played croquet like we do in June
Then we all went fishing, had a barbeque
Still not getting dark
 
The sun still high and plenty of light
We had a picnic around midnight
Discussed the meaning of life, had a stupid fight
Still not getting dark
 
CHORUS
 
And finally as the sun went down
Slowly set on our sweet town
Twilight kisses in the shadows we found
As it actually got dark
 
We fell into the soundest sleep
For about three hours, it was deep



A raucous riot of birds at 5:15
The second longest day of the year
 
CHORUS

12184. Longest Highway

Alison Krauss - Longest Highway 
(Sidney Cox)

Lost in the silence surrounded by daydreams
Holding that someone that's holding my heart
Thrilled with the mem'ry of the smile that you gave me
Gives a close feeling though we're far apart.

The longest highway runs between us
Though you're just a heartbeat away
When I think of you my heart knows no distance
I've got you with me every day.

If I could be anywhere I'd truly be with you
Then once feel the embrace of your hand in mine
The longest highway can sure seem forever
Through every daydream I feel closer each time.

The longest highway runs between us
Though you're just a heartbeat away
When I think of you my heart knows no distance
I've got you with me every day...

12185. Longhair Bluegrass

Robbie Fulks - Longhair Bluegrass

Well, Daddy packed the van fulla campin' gear
Mama filled the ice chest up with beer
And I rode shotgun all the way up Route 15
It seemed every picker in the USA
Had landed in a Culpeper field that day
Fifty years gone, I'm still groovin' on that scene
There was old men doin' the
buck and wing
Young gals skinny-dippin' in the spring
While the singin' and the fiddlin' and the feedback filled the air
While Mom and Daddy were gettin' fried
I was sittin there with my eyeballs wide
'Cause comin' straight at me offa the stage
Just like a demon with a
Hypno-ra



y
Stealin' my mind away
It was that longhair bluegrass
Settin' my young spirit free
Yeah that longhair bluegrass
Well, a little rough and shaggy but man it spoke to me
Hey, what's it matter how a fella looks
If his song is true and his playin' cooks
I mighta known that, but I was just a dumb old kid
Those hippies knew Bob Marley note for note
And they didn't shove religion down your throat
And I was pretty sure they smoked dope like I did

12186. Longing For Home

Longing For Home
Ralph Stanley - Longing For Home

And o're the dark waters we glide
My heart's growing weary and worn
I'm longing with speed to go by
Your Savior, I'm longing for home
Longing for home, longing for home
My heart is longing for home
Longing for home, longing for home
My heart is longing for home
How sweet will be the time
With loved ones forever to roam
Sometimes to my heart becomes nearer
And then I am longing for home
Longing for home, longing for home
My heart is longing for home
Longing for home, longing for home
My heart is longing for home
How many more trials away
How many more tears to be sewin
Before I shall enter the gate
Dear Savior, I'm longing for home
Longing for home, longing for home
My heart is longing for home
Longing for home, longing for home
My heart is longing for home

12187. Longing For Love

Longing for Love

I'm longing for a love I've never known
Someone who my feelings I can't hide



I long to kiss and hold you in my arms
Oh I love you and I'm aching so inside

    Oh you belong to someone else my darlin
    I wish that I had met you long ago
    I don't care if I don't see tomorrow
    Yes I'm longing for a love I'll never know

When we're together I can't hide my feelings
When we're apart my spirit sinks so low
If I can't make you mine I'm not worth livin
Yes I'm longing for a love I've never known

12188. Longing For Old Virginia

Longing For Old Virginia

'Mid the green fields of Virginia, dear I met you
Where the roses red and white around us grew
When I held you in my arms and gently kissed you
The robins sang the sweetest song we knew

I am longing for old Virginia, for old Virginia and you
And I'm hoping the soul within you is longing for me too
To Virginia, just like the ivy, my heart clings ever true
And I reckon in the spring I'll bring a little ring
To old Virginia and you

Though tonight I'm far from you and old Virginia
I still love you as I did that day in June
And when springtime comes again to old Virginia
I'll build a little cottage just for two

12189. Longing For The Old Days

Longing For the Old Days 
Ronnie Bowman
 
Do you recall those walks, in the moonlight 
And the feeling, that words can't describe 
That same, old moon, is shining in the window 
Tell me dear, where's that feeling tonight 
 
CHORUS : 
I know that you still love me 
You've never give me reason 
To doubt your love was true 
But I'm longing to night 
For the old days 



When we were young and love was new 
 
It was a warm summer evening 
Our hearts came together 
And the flicker turned into a flame 
But cool autumn wind 
Gives way to December 
And reminds us nothing ever stays the same

12190. Longneck Bottle

The Country Gentlemen - Longneck Bottle 
Artist: The Country Gentlemen
Album: Picking on Garth Brooks

Longneck bottle
Let go of my hand
Hey jukebox don't start playin' that song again
'Cause there's a girl at home who loves me
You know she won't understand
Longneck bottle
Let go of my hand

Hey barroom mirror on the wall
Go stare at someone else
Don't show the world the fool I am
Just keep it to yourself

Longneck bottle
Let go of my hand
Hey jukebox don't start playin' that song again
'Cause there's a girl at home who loves me
You know she won't understand
Longneck bottle
Let go of my hand

Dance floor seems you're underneath my feet
Everywhere I turn
I oughta waltz right out of them swingin' doors
But that's a step I just can't learn

Longneck bottle
Let go of my hand
Hey jukebox don't start playin' that song again
'Cause there's a girl at home who loves me
You know she won't understand
Longneck bottle
Let go of my hand



12191. Look At Me

Alan Jackson - Look At Me 

I would bet my life like I bet my heart
That you were the one baby
I've never been so sure of anything before
It's driving my heart crazy, I can't hold out
I can't hold back now like I've done before
Darlin' look at me, I've fallen like a fool for you
And darlin' can't you see I'd do anything you want me to?
I tell myself I'm in too deep
Then I fall a little farther every time you look at me
How do you do that girl?
Make me feel like I'm the only man alive for you
I guess that's what it is that makes me fall like this
The first time in your arms I knew
The way you held me, it overwhelmed me
I went out of my mind
Darlin' look at me, I've fallen like a fool for you
And darlin' can't you see I'd do anything you want me to?
I tell myself I'm in too deep
Then I fall a little farther every time you look at me
Every time baby
Every time you look at me

12192. Look At Miss Ohio

Gillian Welch - Look At Miss Ohio

Oh me oh my oh, look at Miss Ohio
She's a-running around with her rag-top down
She says I want to do right but not right now

Gonna drive to Atlanta and live out this fantasy
Running around with the rag-top down
Yeah I want to do right but not right now

Had your arm around her shoulder, a regimental soldier
An' mamma starts pushing that wedding gown
Yeah you want to do right but not right now

Oh me oh my oh, would ya look at Miss Ohio
She's a-runnin' around with the rag-top down
She says I want to do right but not right now

I know all about it, so you don't have to shout it
I'm gonna straighten it out somehow
Yeah I want to do right but not right now

Oh me oh my oh, look at Miss Ohio
She a-runnin' around with her rag-top down
She says I want to do right , but not right now



Oh I want to do right but not right now

12193. Look At Us

Vince Gill - Look at Us

Look at us
After all these years together
Look at us
After all that we've been through
Look at us
Still leaning on each other

If you want to see
How true love should be
Then just look at us

Look at you
Still pretty as a picture
Look at me
Still crazy over you
Look at us
Still believin' in forever

If you want to see
How true love should be
Then just look at us

In a hundred years from now
I know without a doubt
They'll all look back and wonder how
We made it all work out

Chances are
We'll go down in history
When they want to see
How true love should be
They'll just look at us

12194. Look At Us - Chords

Look At Us
Recorded by Vince Gill 
Written by Max D. Barnes and Vince Gill

G7      C        C7              F
Look at us after all these years together
        G7                           C
Look at us after all that we've been through



G7      C        C7              F
Look at us still leaning on each other
       G7
If you wanna see how true love should be 
          C          F
Then just look at us
G7      C         C7          F
Look at you still pretty as a picture
        G7                  C
Look at me still crazy over you
G7      C        C7           F
Look at us still believin' in forever
       G7
If you wanna see how true love should be
          C
Then just look at us
G7                            D7             G7
In a hundred years from now I know without a doubt
                                     D7                  G7
They'll all look back and wonder how we made it all work out
        C    C7               F
Chances are  we'll go down in history
          G7
When they wanna see how true love should be
             C          G7
They'll just look at us 
        C    C7               F
Chances are  we'll go down in history
          G7
When they wanna see how true love should be
          C
Then just look at us 
          G7
When they wanna see how true love should be
          C          G7 C
Then just look at us

12195. Look At What Mistake - Chords

Look At What Mistake 
Lake Street Dive

Intro: (Trumpet Starts, play when rest of band comes in)
E  G#m  F#m   B  x2
 
           E
I know the outcome
            F#m
But I'm not blind
         B
I've been standng round here before 
                 E
and I do it everytime



                 E
I never think I lose
                 F#m
but it's a losing game
                B
and I'm braking all the rules
                     E
thinking I'm going to change
 
 G#m                                                  G#m
(oooo) oh, it's good that these men don't know each other
  Gm  F#m
I've got one that's working undercover
          B
trying to solve my mystery
 
B
 
                                 F#m
Look at what mistake, I'm making now
            B
I'm jumping round on it
                             E
when I know it's going to end somehow (cause you know it, cause you know it)  x2
 
 
E  G#m  F#m   B
 
              E
I've told these stories
                F#m
and I've said the lines
    B
I ignore what my heart tells me
                   E
and I break it every time
                   E
I never think I'll lose
                  F#m
but it's a losing game
                 B
and I'm breaking all the rules
                          E
thinking that I'm going to change
 
G#m                                                 G#m  Gm
(oooo) oh, it's good that these men don't know each other
F#m
well every time I lose one, I could just move on
  B
I always find another
 
 
                                 F#m
Look at what mistake, I'm making now
            B
I'm jumping round on it



                             E
when I know it's going to end somehow (cause you know it, cause you know it)  x2
 
E                                F#m          B                                      E
Look at what mistake, I'm making now, cause I know it, cause I know its gonna end somehow
  x3
 
 
E   G#m   F#m   B .....

12196. Look Away

Look Away
Larkin Poe - Look Away

[Verse 1]
Oh Lord, what did I see?
Rage in the mirror lookin' back at me
I chained my dreams in my backyard
The birds won't sing, comin' up, give me peace of mind
Oh Lord, what do I do?
Forgot how to lie, how to tell the truth
I'm in the crosshairs, like a die-hard
Don't need prayer, got a hand on this piece of mine

[Chorus]
Who gonna rise? Ha-ah
Who gonna rise? Ha-ah!
With my body feelin' weak all the time
Who gonna rise? Ha-ah
Who gonna rise? Ha-ah!
When you know there's nothin' left for me to say

[Post-Chorus]
Look away
Look away
Look away
Look away-ee
Look away
Look away
Look away
Look away-ee

[Verse 2]
White eyes, spill it all out
Got you pinned on the fangs of a cottonmouth
Puttin' you down, settin' you up
Sky and ground flipped around like a juggernaut
White eyes, gotta get clear
Clear as the air, gonna disappear
Rush of blood, gave too much
Slam it shut, ricochet like a gunshot



[Chorus]
Who gonna rise? Ha-ah
Who gonna rise? Ha-ah!
With my body feelin' weak all the time
Who gonna rise? Ha-ah
Who gonna rise? Ha-ah!
When you know there's nothin' left for me to say
When you know there's nothin' left for me to say

12197. Look Away - Chords

Look Away 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
C G Am Em
C G D
 
[Verse]
    G                            Bm
I'm goin' where the water rolls, Moses knows the way
      Em                               D               C
To my tin roof shanty by the railroad sign where the whistle blows for days
           G                             Bm
Where the mountains bare the face, of an injun brave
        Em                  D      C
And the green fields fade such a beautiful gray
     Am         Em      D
Look away, look away
 
[Verse]
         G                    Bm
Hear the homeward call of the mockingbird
        Em                        D               C
Don't it sound just like a banjo ringin' from a dime store curb
        G                         Bm
See the sign on the cross, sayin' "Brother ain't you heard?"
     Em                          D            C
That this is the land where salvation ain't a dirty word
 
[Chorus]
C                         D
Cold buttermilk and honey mean more than a pocket full of money
G               F            Em
Oh Mama can you feel me draw near?
                C
Been lovin' you down through the years
            D
Even on the darkest days
     G          D
Look away, look away
 
[Verse]



    G                               Bm
I'm goin' where the cotton grows in rows of snowy bales
        Em                               D               C
Where a man and a mule don't look much different to the boss man's scale
          G                     Bm
Where the long leaf pine hide a secret place
     Em                                  D          C
That everybody knows what it looks like but can't nobody see
 
[Chorus]
C                         D
Cold buttermilk and honey mean more than a pocket full of money
G               F            Em
Oh Mama can you feel me draw near?
                C
Keep lovin' you down through the years
            D
Even on the darkest days
        G            D
I look away, I look away
 
[Bridge]
        Em                                                      A
To that circle 'round the sun still spinnin' and shine over the Lee Highway
       C            D            C
I look away, I look away, Dixieland
 
[Instrumental]
G Am Em C G D C G Am Em C G D
 
[Verse]
    G                            Bm
I'm goin' where the water rolls, Moses knows the way
      Em                                 D             C
To my old homestead where the lights are trimmed and burnin' 'til day
          G                           Bm
Where the singin' river flows, and it knows every name
     Em                           D           C
Of a thousand years of footsteps chasin' its wide domain
 
[Chorus]
C                         D
Cold buttermilk and honey mean more than a pocket full of money
G               F            Em
Oh Mama can you feel me draw near?
                C
Keep lovin' you down through the years
            D
Even on the darkest days
       G            D
I look away, look away
        Em                                       A
To that circle 'round the sun still spinnin' and shine over the Lee Highway
          C            D
Oh I look away, I look away
 
[Outro]



C G Am Em
C G D
C G Am Em
C G D
G F Em

12198. Look Away From The Cross

Look Away From The Cross

Look away from the cross to that glittering crown
From your cares weary watch look away
There's a home for the soul where no sorrows can come
And there pleasures will never decay

   Look away (from the cross look away) look away (from the cross to the crown)
   From the cross to that glittering crown (glittering crown)
   Look away (way where you watch) look away (from the cross to the crown)
   From the cross to that glittering crown

Though the burdens of life may be heavy to bear
And your crosses and trials severe
There's a beautiful hand that is beckoning come
And no heartache and sighings are there

Mid the conflicts of battles of struggles and strife
Bravely onward your journey pursue
Look away look away from the cross to that glittering crown
That's a waiting in heaven for you

12199. Look Down That Lonesome Road - Chords

Tim O'Brien - Look Down That Lonesome Road

(A Part)
 
E                                                A
Down where that Southern rail crosses the Yellow Dog
E                          B             E
I met an old auctioneer, I heard his monologue
                                          A
He said I got horses, I got mules, I got sheep
E                            B              E
Some I want to sell boys and some I want to keep
 
 
(B part)
B            E           B              E
Says I got a tale or two that I need to tell



B          E           B               E
Sit down beside me and rest yourself a spell
B            E                  B          E
I've lived a good long life and I've no regrets
B              E     B        E
Let me tell my story before I forget.
 
 
Chorus:-
E                                              A
Look down that lonesome road before you travel on
E                        B                E
I hate to say goodbye so I'll just say so long
 
(A part)
See the way that bay horse rides, seems just like a sin
That horse is broke in two, he lost his couplin' pin
Yonder there's a man a comin', bless his poor heart son
His head's all empty, his bread is just not done.
 
(B Part)
Look at that old mule there, the one with one lamp lit
He's half blind but there's work in that mule yet
He'll pull a heavy load boy, I know him well
They never did give that mule no back up bell
 
Chorus
 
(A Part)
They say whiskey slows you down and clouds up your thinkin'
As long as they make whiskey I'd say we'll keep on drinkin'
As long as life keeps hitting hard a drink will help you take it
As long as we drink whiskey they'll continue to make it.
 
(B Part)
Some folks have to slow down if they're maimed or lame.
Other folks keep movin', keep rockin' on the same.
I walk like an old fox - shake my big old tail
Even though there's a hell hound he's sniffin' on my trail.
 
Chorus
 
(B Part)
Just kick this old dog and make real sure he's dead,
Then go find another dog, don't you hang your little head.
There's gonna be a lot of livin', after I am gone;
I'll leave a little for you son come get your share done.
 
Chorus (2)

12200. Look For Me (I'll Be There)



Look For Me (I'll Be There)

Through this world of pain and sorrow
I have traveled night and day
But my life will soon be over
And I must jour- (and I must jour-) ney on my way

Oh look for me (look for me) for I'll be there (yes I'll be there)
Just look for me (just look for me) for I'll be there
When you reach the gates of heaven
Look for me (look for me) for I'll be there (yes I'll be there)

I'm going to a land of pleasure
Where no one ever knows a care
And when you reach the gates of heaven
Look for me (look for me) for I'll be there (yes I'll be there)

12201. Look For Me I'll Be There - Chords

Look For Me I'll Be There 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

[Verse]
       A                               D                 A
If you ever walk down memory lane thru gardens fresh and fair
         E               A
Look for me, and I'll be there
                                     D                  A
Like the dew upon the flowers in the morning bright and clear
         E          A
Look for me I'll be there.
 
        D                                A
I'll be with you in the morning and I'll be there every night
        D                                    E
I'll be there when the gray has touched your hair.
            A                            D               A
I've you're feeling lost and lonely just remember I love you.
         E           A
Look for me, I'll be there.
 
     A                                D               A
Just remember all the happy times and always think of me
         E           A
Look for me, I'll be there.
                                   D              A
Like the waves upon the river ever flowing to the sea
         E           A
Look for me, I'll be there.
 
        D                                A
I'll be with you in the morning and I'll be there every night
        D                                    E
I'll be there when the gray has touched your hair.



            A                            D               A
I've you're feeling lost and lonely just remember I love you.
         E           A
Look for me, I'll be there.

12202. Look For Me In Butte - Chords

Look For Me in Butte
words Bruce Phillips
music Mark Ross

Banjo tuned to E; Play Key D Moderate Tempo

 D G 
As I walk these concrete canyons down in Frisco-by-the-sea,
 E A
There's lots of room for plutocrats, there's no place left for me,
 D G
All the flops have gone for condos and the skids are down the chute,
 D A D 
But lookin' don't cost nothin' boys, so look for me in Butte.
 G
Look for me in Butte, Montana high up on the hill,
 D E A 
Where it seems that you can live for weeks on a 20 dollar bill
 D G 
Bessie put the kettle on, I've been out on a toot,
 D 
When there's nothin' left worth lookin' for,
 A D
Look for me in Butte.

In the Big Rock Candy Mountains all the jungle fires have died,
Piggyback containers, there's no place a 'bo can ride,
All the bulls are gettin' surly, seems they're more inclined to shoot,

I'm tired of bein' civilized so look for me in Butte.
Look for me in Butte if you're lookin' anywhere,
Whatever I've been missin' it's sure bound to happen there,
Bessie put the kettle on, I've been out on a toot,
When there's no place left worth lookin' for ,
Look for me in Butte.

And when my days are ended and my final race is run,
I'll think about the good times and all the things I've done,
When I'm packin' my last bindle down the Indian Valley Route,
If I don't get into heaven boys,
Look for me in Butte.

Look for me in Butte where my ragged soul can mend,
In a world that's full of strangers you can always find a friend,
Bessie put the kettle on, I've been out on a toot,
When there's nothin' left worth lookin' for,



Look for me in Butte.

Look for me in Butte where the mountains kiss the stars,
I'll be drinkin' with the miners at the old Helsinki bar,
Bessie put the kettle on, I've been out on a toot,
When there's no place left worth lookin' for,
Look for me in Butte.

Bessie put your bonnet on, let's go out on a toot,
When there's nothing left worth lookin' for,
Look for me in Butte

12203. Look Her In the Eye and Lie

Alan Jackson - Look Her In the Eye and Lie 

You're asking me to tell you
How to deal with that old flame
When you see her out there
And you still feel the same
How she ripped out your whole heart
And took it with her when she left
Your face to face now looking at her
She's holding on to somebody else
Tell her you don't love her
And tell her you don't care
And tell her you don't need her
And you don't miss her there
And give her that cold shoulder
And say you've never cried
Just look her in the eye and lie
You may not get over
Some loves in your life
But as you get older
You'll know wrong more than right
But you might get lucky
And those feelings fade away
The chances are they'll come back around
To be ready now and just what to say
Just tell her you don't love her
And tell her you don't care
And tell her you don't need her
And you don't miss her there
And give her that cold shoulder
And say you never cry
Just look her in the eye and lie
Just tell her you don't love her
And tell her you don't care
And tell her you don't need her
And you don't miss her there
And give her that cold shoulder
And say you never cry
Just look her in the eye and lie



12204. Look How This World Has Made A Change

Look How This World Has Made A Change

We see our friends are weeping with the badges on their door
We see their homes in mourning for the loved ones come no more
You can say just what you please, death rides on every breeze
Look how this world has made a change

   Just look how this world has made a change (made a change)
   Just look how this world has made a change (made a change)
   You can see every day how the people pass away
   Look how this world has made a change

Our friends are passing over to some far distant shore
We seek them and we call them but they answer us no more
Their throbbing hearts today tomorrow pass away
Look how this world has made a change

Dear sinner, o get ready, you must meet your god on high
For death is all around you and it will not pass you by
Death knocks at every door no matter where you go
Look how this world has made a change

12205. Look Of A Perfect Diamond

Look of a Perfect Diamond 
Del McCoury

Oh Lord why did I have to see you  
I should have looked the other way 
I thought that I could love then leave you 
I should have known I d have to pay 
 
CHORUS: 
You've got that look of a perfect diamond 
And your heart is hard as stone 
You think of love as just a play house 
A place to play, and then move on 
 
Before I met you life was easy 
Nothing was standing in the way 
Why can't I rout you from my memory 
Erase your image now today 
 
Each day is misery and confusion 
Looks like trouble's here to stay 
Oh I bet it's not the first time 
That you tortured hearts this way 



 
A place to play, and then move on

12206. Look On And Cry

Crooked Still 
Look On And Cry

My dearest friend, it's fare you well
You slighted me but I wished you well
If never no more your face I'll see
I wouldn't serve you like you served me

You caused me to weep, you caused me to mourn
And satisfied I never could be
To save my cheeks and tears for thee
Oh can't you shed one tear for me?

My dearest friend, my harmless dove
I hope to meet you in the world above
And when we meet, in peace we'll be
My dearest friend remember me

Now when I'm dead and laid to rest
Remember the one that loved you best
And when you pass by where I lie
Look on my grave, look on and cry

And now we've laid her down to rest
Beside the one that loved her best
And as you pass by where she lies
You'll sing this song, look on and cry

Remember friends, as you pass by
As you are, so once was I
As I am here to be
So get prepared and follow me
So get prepared and follow me

12207. Look Out Below

Don Rigsby - Look Out Below 
Album: Best of Country Mandolin

tell my heart to stop beating
tell my mind not to think
throw a stone in the ocean
and tell that stone not to sink
tell the world to stop turning around



tell the sky not to be so blue
tell the rain to stop falling down like tears
but dont tell me to stop loving you
dont tell me to stop loving you

tell the past to be forgotten
tell my life not to exist
tell the promise made to be unspoken
and my lips not to have been kiss

tell the world to stop turning around
tell tge sky not to be so blue
tell rain to stop falling down like tears
but dont tell me to stop loving you
dont tell me to stop loving you

i cant do it .i cant stop
its something that love has shield
only the broken hearted know
the way that i feel

tell the world to stop turning around
tell the sky not to be so blue
tell rain to stop falling down like tears
but dont tell me to stop loving you
dont tell me to stop loving

12208. Look Out For My Love

Linda Ronstadt - Look Out For My Love
Written by Neil Young
1977 Silver Fiddle (BMI)

There's a lot to learn
For wasting time
There's a heart that burns
There's an open mind
Look out for my love
Look out for my love
Look out for my love
Look out for my love

You own it
You own it now
You own it

There's a weight on you
But you can't feel it
Living like I do
It's hard for you to see it
Was I hurt too bad
Can I show you daylight
How can I be sad



When I know that you might
Look out for my love
Look out for my love
Look out for my love
Look out for my love

Look out for my love
It's in your neighborhood
I know things are gonna change
But I can't say bad or good
There's a lot to learn
For wasting time
There's a heart that burns
There's an open mind
Look out for my love
Look out for my love
Look out for my love
Look out for my love
Look out for my love
Look out for my love
Look out for my love

12209. Look Over Me

Look Over Me
(Merle Haggard)

If some time we're thrown together by our friends
And we're forced to see each other once again
I may lose control in spite of how I try please look over me while I cry
If I'm fool enough to keep on loving you
After all the grieve and heartache I've been through
Be kind enough to help me save my pride please look over me while I cry
Pretend you're not aware of how you torture me
And with your help maybe no one else will notice me
Be kind enough to help me save my pride please look over me while I cry
Pretend you're not aware...

12210. Look Up At The Stars

Tom T Hall - Look Up At The Stars

[Intro]
Look up at the stars, they're like pieces of art
Floating above the ground

[Verse 1]
It's a Friday night
And the streetlights are all saying your name



They always say your name
Before you go home, I should let you know
I'm so glad that you came
I know that we went late

[Chorus]
But look up at the stars, they're like pieces of art
Floating above the ground
You know we could fly so far, the universe is ours
I'm not gonna let you down

[Pre-Chorus]
I am feeling so lucky (Lucky, lucky, lucky)
The sun shining down on me (On me, on me, on me)
Got these angels all around mR
I'll never be alonR

[Chorus]
Look up at the stars, they're like pieces of art
Floating above the ground
You know we could fly so far, the universe is ours
And I'm not gonna let you down

[Verse 2]
Finally we've met, now the lights are set
It's taken us 'til now
To be together in this town, yeah
A couple of years we've been making plans
Somehow you always seem to understand
So let me spend the night in wonderland with you

[Pre-Chorus]
I am feeling so lucky (Lucky, lucky, lucky)
The sun shining down on me (On me, on me, on me)
Got these angels all around me
I'll never be alone

[Chorus]
Look up at the stars, they're like pieces of art
Floating above the ground
You know we could fly so far, the universe is ours
And I'm not gonna let you down

12211. Look Up Look Down That Lonesome Road

Look Up Look Down That Lonesome Road
Billy Strings

Look up look down that lonesome road
Hang down your head and cry my love
Hang down your head and cry

The darkest night I ever saw



Was the day I left my home my love
The day I left my home

Look up and down that lonesome road
Where all our friends have gone my love
Where all our friends have gone

The best of friends must surely part
So why not you and I my love
So why not you and I

Look up look down that lonesome road
Hang down your head and cry my love
Hang down your head and cry

12212. Look What God Gave Me - Chords

Look What God Gave Me - The Isaacs

D  Em  Bb  A

D                       F#m
Theres a land where I'm goin
G                 D
When this life is gone
F#m                      Bm
Where we'll not fear the bad news
G              A
Of a loved one past on
Bm                    F#
Where blind eyes will see
        Bm           D
And the sick will be well
   G             D
Oh look what God gave me
        A7            D
When He saved me from hell

Gm       C            F
I wasn't asking for a beautiful mansion
       Gm        C       F
By the river of life and forever to dwell
Gm    C        Dm              A
All I want was refuge from the fire
    Bb   F    Gm  F
But look what God gave me
        Gm    C       F       Gm  G# G
When He saved me from hell

C                     Em
There will not be one cripple 
        F        C
In that Heavenly place



Dm                    C
And I'll not feel one tear
     Dm      G
Roll down my face
    Am           E               Am    G    Am D/F# 
The half has not been told its just to good to tell
   F    C    Dm       C
Oh Look what God gave me
        Dm    G       C
When He saved me from hell

Gm       C            F
I wasn't asking for a beautiful mansion
       Gm        C       F
By the river of life and forever to dwell
Gm    C        Dm              A
All I want was refuge from the fire
    Bb   F    Gm  F
But look what God gave me
        Gm    C       F       
When He saved me from hell
Bb   F    Gm  F
Look what God gave me
Bb   F    Gm  F
Look what God gave me
Bb   F    Gm  F  C Dm 
Look what God gave me
        Gm    C       F
When He saved me from hell

12213. Look What Love's Revealing

Vince Gill - Look What Love's Revealing

The sweetest smile
The shyest kiss
Two wounded hearts
Were not expecting this

CHORUS:
Look what love's revealing
Something to believe in
Time to start the healing
For you and me
Look what love's revealing

Promises for keeping
It's natural as breathing
Look what love's revealing
Willing to trust
We'll make it through
You reach for me
And find me reaching too



REPEAT CHORUS

It's natural as breathing
Look what love's revealing

12214. Look What Thoughts Will Do

Look What Thoughts Will Do
(Lefty Frizzell - Jim Beck - Dub Dickerson)

Once I thought I loved just you and I thought you loved me too
But today you say we're through now just look what thoughts will do
Now another wears the crown and you think that you have found
Just what makes your world go round watch those thoughts they'll get you down
And if within your future years your new love should bring you tears
Then you'll think of me I'm sure but those thoughts won't help you dear
Once I thought I loved just you...
Once I thought I loved just you...

12215. Look What We Made

Jonathan Edwards - Look what we made (when we made love)
Composer: Dave Loggins - Russell Smith

You always said you never needed anyone else but me.
Now someone's come along and changed your mind
`bout all that love can be.

Now I don't even mind the way he takes up all you time.
I even think it's kind of sweet that he reminds you of me.
And it bring a tear to my eye and a smile to my face.
Cause I never felt so much love as when you hold him and say

Oh baby look what we made when we made love
All by ourselves with some help from above
In the middle of the night we really did something right
Oh look what we made when we made love.

From the first time we met I knew I'd always give my love to you
And the look that you gave me in return made all my dreams come true
This new dream that we share has your eyes and my hair
So healthy and strong with a mind of his own

And I thank the Lord everyday for our brand new family
And to think it all started with just you and me

Oh baby look what we made when we made love
All by ourselves with some help from above



In the middle of the night we really did something right
Oh look what we made when we made love.

When we made love.

12216. Look Who's Needin' Who

Look Who's Needin' Who
David Parmley

I haven't forgot the day you left me
The chances are I never will
I cried at least a month of Sundays
But I wondered if my heart would ever heal
And you knew how much 1 needed you
But still you turned away
Now you wantin' to come back to me
Afraid you made a big mistake
You hope it's not too late

Well look who's needin' who
It's not me crying over you
I know just what you been through
Ain't it strange
time changes things
Now look who's needing who

I don't want you thinking that I'm a cold heart
I'm not trying to turn my back on you
But the fire of love ain't always welcome
You've been through a time or two
If I remember right

It wasn't me who threw our love away
Have you forgot
not so long ago
I were where you are today
It was me begging you to stay

Thanks to anyone who can put me right on the missing words and put me right
on those that I've gotten wrong.

12217. Lookin' For A Woman

Lookin' For a Woman
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
Early in the mornin', I'm out of my bed



Hangover ringing like a hammer in my head
But I can't rest, no matter what I do
'Cause I'm lookin' for a woman won't do me like you

[Chorus]
Well I've been uptown, downtown too
Lookin' for a woman won't do me like you
East coast, west coast, Timbuktu
Lookin' for a woman won't do me like you
Heartbreak Hotel, Blue Bayou
Lookin' for a woman won't do me like you
Just can't shake these lovesick blues
Lookin' for a woman won't do me like you

[Verse 2]
Thought about Melissa and I thought about Sue
Thought about Sissy, but she meaner than you
Couldn't imagine Lana, Caroline or Rose will never do
'Cause I'm lookin' for a woman won't do me like you

[Chorus]
Well I've been uptown, downtown too
Lookin' for a woman won't do me like you
East coast, west coast, Timbuktu
Lookin' for a woman won't do me like you
Heartbreak Hotel, Blue Bayou
Lookin' for a woman won't do me like you
Just can't shake these lovesick blues
Lookin' for a woman won't do me like you

[Chorus]
Yeah, I've been uptown, downtown too
Lookin' for a woman won't do me like you
East coast, west coast, Timbuktu
Lookin' for a woman won't do me like you
Heartbreak Hotel, Blue Bayou
Lookin' for a woman won't do me like you
Just can't shake these lovesick blues
Lookin' for a woman won't do me like you

[Outro]
You know I'm lookin' for a woman won't do me like you
I'm lookin' for a woman won't do me like you
I'm lookin' for a woman won't do me like you

12218. Lookin' For The Heart Of Saturday Night

Jerry Jeff Walker - (Lookin' For) The Heart Of Saturday Night

Yeah, you gassed her up
You're behind the wheel
Arm around your sweet one
In your Oldsmobile



Barrelin' down the Boulevard
Looking for the heart of Saturday night
You got paid on Friday
Pockets a jinglin'
See the lights of town
You get all tinglin'
As you cruisin' with a six pack
Just lookin' for the heart of Saturday night
Comb your hair, shave your face
Tryin' to wipe out every trace
Of all the other days in the week
This will be the Saturday
You're reachin' your peak
Stoppin' on red, goin' on green
Tonight will be like nuthin'
That you've ever seen
As you're barrelin' down the boulevard
Looking for the heart of Saturday night
Is it the crack of the pool balls, (same as "comb your hair...")
The neon buzzin'
The telephone's ringin'
It's your second cousin
The barmaid's smilin'
In the corner of her eye
The magic of that melancoly tear in your eye
Gotcha kinda quiverin'
Down in the core;
Dreamin' of them Saturdays
That came before
That's found you stumblin'
Stumblin' under the heart of Saturday night
Just stumblin' under the heart of Saturday night

12219. Lookin' Out My Back Door

Lookin' Out My Back Door
by Creedance Clearwater Revival
Rawhide

G Em
Just got home from Illinois, lock the front door, oh boy
C G D D7
Got to sit down, take a rest on the porch
G Em
Imagination sets in, pretty soon I'm singin'
C G D7 G
Doo, doo, doo, lookin' out my back door

 2. 
There's a giant doing cartwheels, a statue wearin' high heels
Look at all the happy creatures dancing on the lawn
A dinosaur Victrola list'ning to Buck Owens
Doo, doo, doo, lookin' out my back door



D C G
Tambourines and elephants are playing in the band
G Em D D7
Won't you take a ride on the flyin' spoon
G Em
Wond'rous apparition provided by magician
C G D7 G
Doo, doo, doo, lookin' out my back door

Repeat Verse 1. 

Tambourines and elephants are playing in the band
Won't you take a ride on the flyin' spoon
Bother me tomorrow, today I'll buy no sorrow
Doo, doo, doo, lookin' out my back door

Forward troubles, Illinois, lock the front door, oh boy
Look at all the happy creatures dancing on the lawn
{Slowly}

Bother me tomorrow, today I'll buy no sorrow
Doo, doo, doo, lookin' out my back door

12220. Looking Back Over My Shoulder

Yonder Mountain String Band - Looking Back Over My Shoulder

Looking back over my shoulder wondering how I made it here
For all the smoking and the beer I couldn't tell ya,
Looking back over my shoulder wasn? t all that long ago
There was nothing in this world I didn? t know
then a bitter wind it came blowing in
And my fear was more than any man could hide
Lord that bitter wind, don? t it chill you to the bone
when you're runnin' all alone in the night

Looking back over my shoulder how many miles has it been
Will I still hear the barking dogs and the shouts of men
Looking back over my shoulder I see things I should have done
And I? ve got a funny feeling that I? ve seen my final sunrise
A bitter wind it came blowing in
Lord and all I wanted was to shout out loud
But a bitter wind carries any mournful sound
Then the one i'm sure to make if they find me

Looking back over my shoulder got some miles on me now
Not much more that I could do to keep my deal from going down
I? m tired in my bones and I've starting to wonder
Can we really call it livin' when your livin' on the run
That bitter wind it came blowin' in
And my fear was more than any man could hide
Lord that bitter wind don? t it chill you to the bone



When your running all alone in the night

12221. Looking Back To See - Chords

Looking Back To See

Intro: D-A-E-A
A D
I was looking back to see if you were looking back to see
 A B E
If I was looking back to see if you were looking back at me
 A D
You were cute as you could be standing looking back at me
 A E A
And it was plain to see that I'd enjoy your company

A D
One Sunday afternoon as I was ridin' down the street
 A B E
I met a cute little girl all dressed up so neat
 A D 
And the way that she was stacked I wish I'd've had a Cadillac
 A E A
For who would notice me just drivin' this model T
A D
I was looking back to see if you were looking back to see
 A B E
If I was looking back to see if you were looking back at me
 A D
You were cute as you could be standing looking back at me
 A E A
And it was plain to see that I'd enjoy your company

Instrumental: A-D-A-E-A

A D
Now listen baby it don't matter to me
 A B E
Even in your model T you're as cute as you can be
 A D
If you'll take me for a ride I will set close by your side
 A E A
And I will guarantee that we'll have fun on man alive

A D
I was looking back to see if you were looking back to see
 A B E
If I was looking back to see if you were looking back at me
 A D
You were cute as you could be standing looking back at me
 A E A
And it was plain to see that I'd enjoy your company



A D A B 
Oh me, oh gee, perhaps you'd notice me
 E 
If I wadn't drivin' this model T

 A D
I was looking back to see if you were looking back to see
 A B E
If I was looking back to see if you were looking back at me
 A D
You were cute as you could be standing looking back at me
 A E A
And it was plain to see that I'd enjoy your company

12222. Looking Down

Dolly Parton - Looking Down 
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writer Porter Wagoner

[ Both ]
They say the love we steal is a disgrace
That we should be ashamed to look the world in the face
But they don't know how much love we must hide
While the world looks down upon our pride
Seems there's always someone looking down down down
Not knowing inner feelings of the ones they're puttin' down
(The love we feel's as true as a baby's crying sound)
Still there's always someone looking down
We still honor the vows we made long ago
But when there's no love at home it hurts us so
And then your heart begins to look around
Love found us now the world's a looking down
Seems there's always someone...
The love we must keep silent hurts us now but love will always find a way
somehow
Till then the world will look at us and frown
But we'll love each other while they're looking down
Seems there's always someone...
Seems there's always someone looking down

12223. Looking Elsewhere

Looking Elsewhere
Jim Lauderdale

Looking elsewhere, looking around
I sat me down, I sat me down
Looking for answers where they can't be found



I come around, I come around

Elsewhere, that's where I was looking
When I should have been looking right over there
Over and over, never too far
That's where I'll be looking, wherever you are

Looking for good love, for love sweet and true
Looking for you, I was looking for you
I knew when I saw you, that my looking was through
Brought you my heart, and I hope it will do

Elsewhere, that's where I was looking
When I should have been looking right over there
Over and over, never too far
That's where I'll be looking, wherever you are

Looking elsewhere from the sky to the ground
From the sea to the sunset, from the hill to the town
From the creek to the bar room, from the dawn till the sun
Sinks over the mountain and another day is done

Elsewhere, that's where I was looking
When I should have been looking right over there
Over and over, right over there
Sweet apple blossoms twined in your hair

Looking elsewhere

12224. Looking For A Corner

Rodney Crowell - Looking for a Corner

Trouble when you're searching
And you ain't so very young
You don't fit into table talk
But you can't hold back your tongue
You have what they all desire
So you must want it too
I'm looking for a corner
To back my heart into
Trouble when they know you
Your face or just your name
They count the times you stumble
When you barely know the game
You know you never asked for this
Someone who looks like you
I'm looking for a corner
To back my heart into
I just want to find while there's still time
Some peace of mind that I can hold on to
I ain't lookin' for no magic door
Then waiting for someone to push me through



Trouble when the ones you love
Don't know how to love you back
You're forever climbing icy walls
Forever falling back
You're not even lying
And they don't believe it's true
I'm looking for a corner
To back my heart into
Trouble when the heartaches
Don't hurt you anymore
There's nothing like the passion
That you felt so long before
You have what they all desire
But you want it to
I'm looking for a corner
To back my heart in to

12225. Looking For A Heartache Like You

Buddy Miller & Jim Lauderdale - Looking for a Heartache Like You

Here I go again
Got my self in trouble
Baby I need help
Get here on the double
You must be the one
To show me signs so subtle
I think you ought to spend
More time inside my bubble
Looking for a heartache like you
Here's to everyone
Finding what they're after
So were the words
Of my uncle jasper
When I first saw you
At the honey soppin'
You rocked me on down
To the feet of my pajamas
Looking for a heartache like you
What's a face like yours to kiss
Doing in a place like this
Even though I run the risk
Of losing you by saying all these things

12226. Looking For A Job

Todd Snider - Looking For A Job

you can't talk to me like that boss



I don't care who you are
if you don't want to have to hang your own dry wall
don't push me too far

boomtown work ain't hard to come by
boomtown workers are
you might be the one running the show but
that don't mean you're in charge

I was looking for a job when I found this one 
don't need the work like you need the work done
you look like you're under pressure
I was looking for a job when I met you

I'm sharing a room with two guys over at the motel 6 boss
sending every dime I make here home to my ex-wife
just did two years and 28 days
with a little better aim i'd been in there for my life

so you see, broke won't take much getting used to
neither will a barb wire jail house wall
watch what you say to someone with nothing
it's almost like having it all

I was looking for a job when I found this one 
don't need the work like you need the work done
you look like you're under pressure
I was already looking for a job two weeks ago when I met you, remember?

SPOKEN:
you know what I really ought to get is a job like
you got, chief. you know. driving around
checking on guys like me.  yelling from the window of
a pickup truck with the A/C cranked up and your clothes all
nice and clean.  yeah...that might be nice...on the other hand....

12227. Looking For A Reason

Little Big Town - Looking for a Reason

[Chorus]
Looking for to make some sense out of nothing
Looking for the hunger to hang on
Looking for to know if you're really worth it
Looking for a reason not to be gone

[Verse 1]
Your signs are fading, baby
I can't read them anymore
Can't you see where I'm standing, baby
I got one foot out the door
You better show me something fast
'Cause my patience for you aren't going to last



[Chorus]
Looking for to make some sense out of nothing
Looking for the hunger to hang on
Looking for to know if you're really worth it
Looking for a reason not to be gone

[Verse 2]
If there isn't nothing there
Well, that's my time you are wasting
If you say you're giving all you've got
Well, that's my chain your yanking
Love is on a slippery slope
Barely hanging on at the end of my rope

[Chorus]
Looking for to make some sense out of nothing
Looking for the hunger to hang on
Looking for to know if you're really worth it
Looking for a reason not to be gone

[Verse 3]
So tell me what you're going to do keep me around
And baby, whatever it is you better do it now, now, now

[Chorus]
Looking for to make some sense out of nothing
Looking for the hunger to hang on
Looking for to know if you're really worth it
Looking for a reason not to be gone

12228. Looking For Something To Follow

Swingin' Utters - Looking for Something to Follow

I count the minutes, hours and days, dear
The weeks out of months and into years, dear
I've got so much left to give
But for what do I really have to live?
I try to bless myself with boredom
But I still feel cursed and burdened
Every day is trying on me
Why, I can't say, why I can't just be
There's always something missing still
I can't find my place or will
I keep on keeping on the wheel
Like a lab-rat, sick and ill
There's no tomorrow, just endless sorrow
Give me an answer that I can borrow
And give back to you some other day
Oh, if you would just show me the way
I count the minutes, hours and days, dear
Weeks out of months and into years, dear



I've got so much left to give
But for what do I really have to live?
Effortless days that wile away
While I sit drinking in the shade
All I want is to appreciate
Get myself to that perfect place

12229. Looking For The Stone

Looking for the Stone - Ralph Stanley

My father found stone that was hewed out the mountain
Lord, my father found the stone that came rolling down from Babylon
My father found the stone that was hewed out the mountain
Lord it's tearin' down the kingdom of this world
Oh yes tearin' down the kingdom of this world

    I'm looking for the stone that was hewed out the mountain
    Lord I'm looking for the stone that came rolling down from Babylon
    I'm looking for the stone that was hewed out the mountain
    Lord it's tearin' down the kingdom of this world
    Oh yes tearin' down the kingdom of this world

my mother 

my brother

12230. Looking For The Time (Workin' Girl)

Nanci Griffith - Looking for the Time (Workin' Girl)

Well, I work this corner from eleven to five
The hands get cold around midnight
You're askin' me if I've got the time, well I don't know
But you're wastin' mine tonight

[Chorus:] 
Whoa, you say you're looking for the time 
Well, I'm a workin' girl, you just wasted mine 
If you ain't got money, take it down the avenue 
'cause I ain't got time for you, until daylight 

This sidewalk ice is cold as steel,
I'm not Dorothy, I can't click my heels
One of these days I'll move to L.A.
Where the nights stay warm and the boys come out to play

[Chorus]



Don't the snow light up the midnight sky
The snow plows roll and the limos fly
Don't cha know it's just another night

Oh, once I had a lover who treated me right
He lived so wrong he's doin' ninety-nine
Oh, I wish you had the money and I had the time
'Cuz I'd just let those limos slide on by

[Chorus: x2]

12231. Looking For You

Rodney Crowell - Looking For You

Walked the streets until my heart hit the ground
There's no relief whenever you're not around
I hit the taverns where we both used to go
But it don't help me when the night's movin' slow
And I'm lookin' for you, lookin' for you
I searched the city for the girl I once knew
It's such a pity there ain't no one like you
I tried to see my way to forget your name
I turned to strangers but it's still not the same
I'm just lookin' for you, in the heart of this town
Lookin' for you, you're nowhere around
Lookin' for you, in the still of the night
Lookin' for you, but you're nowhere in sight
I can see you in the shadows
I can hear you when the wind blows
If it's all I ever do
I'll keep lookin' out for you, oooh
Exchaning glances from a sidewalk cafe
So many chances but you don't look my way
I search the windows for this face I can't find
Can't seem to drive your memory out of my mind
'Cause I'm lookin' for you, in the heart of this town
Lookin' for you, you're nowhere around
Lookin' for you, in the still of the night
Lookin' for you, but you're nowhere in sight
Lookin' for you, in the village below
Lookin' for you, where did you go
Lookin' for you, in the east and west side
Lookin' for you, where do you hide

12232. Looking For You - Chords

Looking For You 
The Lone Bellow



 
[Intro]
C Am F C G
 
[Verse 1]
 
C                   Am
Your breakdown was easy to see
                F               C      G
And it took you away, further from me
C
Sifting through mishaps and photographs
Am                              F
I think of you, much more than I should
              C     G
More than I should
 
 
 
[Chorus]
           C                    Am
And I'm falling down, like it's holy ground
               F
I'm looking for you again
               C             G
I'm looking for you again
 
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
C                  Am
Slow regrets that live in the dark
                    F                        C    G
I've written them down, but I know them by heart
C
I've counted the cost of this loneliness
          Am                                 F
And I've paid for the crime, and someday I'll die
                 C    G
With you in my mind
 
 
[Chorus]
           C                    Am
And I'm falling down, like it's holy ground
               F
I'm looking for you again
               C             G
I'm looking for you again
 
 
[Instrumental]
C Am F C G
C Am F C G
 
 



[Bridge]
 
Dm
I'm not letting you go again
G
I'm not letting this story end
Dm
I'm not letting you go again
G
I'm not letting this story end
Dm
Ohhhh I'm not letting you go again
G
I'm not letting this story end
Dm
Ohhh I'm not letting you go again
G
I'm not letting this story end
 
 
[Chorus]
           C                    Am
And I'm falling down, like it's holy ground
               F
I'm looking for you again
               C             G
I'm looking for you again
            C                       Am
And I can't go without, and there's always doubt
               F
I'm looking for you again
               C           G
I'm looking for you again

12233. Looking Forward To Seeing You Again

Tom T Hall - Looking Forward To Seeing You Again

[Chorus 1:]
Looking forward to seeing you again
I'm looking forward to seeing you again

[Verse 1:]
Well it seems like only yesterday that I was living here
And I'm surprised that hasn't change thru'out these many years
That old tree ain't grown much more than six or seven feet
Lord, I sometimes wish that I lived on this street

[Chorus 1]

Verse 2:]
It's silly but in all my little hometown kinda dreams
I thought of you and sunny skies and ice banana cream



I think of coffee conversation about the local folks
And how things were when I was just a joke

[Chorus 1]

[Verse 3:]
I know I'm foolish when I think that life here never ends
The never changing smile of all my old familiar friends
But I suppose that death is just as real in Olive Hill
As it is in some big city by a mill

[Chorus 1]

[Verse 4:]
Remember all the times I've had to borrow fifteen bucks
How could I be so optimistic so down on my luck
You never mentioned that I had so many things to learn
And you never said it when my back was turned

[Chorus 2:]
And I'm looking forward to seeing you again my friend
I'm looking forward to seeing you again

[Verse 5:]
Well here I am a few miles from your friendly coffee pot
I meant to call and tell you I was here but I forgot
I guess we never changed much from the things that we have been
But I'm looking forward to seeing you again

[Chorus 1]

[Verse 6:]
There ain't too many cities like this pretty town today
And I can hear an old dog barkin' somewhere far away
Perhaps the great great grandson of a dog that I once knew
Barking at somewhere with whom I went to school

[Chorus 1]
[Chorus 2]
[Chorus 1]

12234. Looking Glass

Looking Glass
Darrell Scott

Feels like someone's looking over my shoulder
I turn around and no ones there
Looking glass is looking older and older
And lately I don't care

Looking glass can't you see what I've been through?
Slowly giving myself away



Run from the past, run for the future
And miss the sweet smell of today

I play this song on my own piano
It helps makes sense of the shape I'm in
I open the doors on a cool rainy morning
Songs come riding on the wind

Take me away over clouds of sorrow
I guess I'll ride it one more time
Go through the deluge to get to the promise
Songs are rainbows in the sky
Human longing for inspiration
Woman painting canvas across the street
Got an old slouchy had and a cold like Renoir
Think I'll bring her a cup of tea

Maybe light is the absence of shadow
Maybe shadow needs a place to sleep
Oh, we shine our light as much as we're going to
The rest the cats and angels keep

Me and this song, we've got a lot in common
Neither knows quite how to end
Just follow along like a leaf on the river
Believe we always can begin again

12235. Looking Glass

Looking Glass
Nershi, Greer, Nershi
String Cheese Incident

Daybreak on the city streets from the corner of her eye 
Past the man who holds a box he'll try to get inside 
Faces look back at me from their places on the wall 
Above the girl that held a shiny looking glass

She said, "All the faces in here have an undercoat of blue 
LOOK real close with this glass of mine, you can pick out every hue" 
I took the glass from her hand and held it to the sky 
I took one glimpse. I slipped and fell into the other side 
Sometimes I can't feel how far

we've come Sometimes I feel like my body's grown numb 
Sometimes I can't feel how far we've come 
Then I step back, look again and my chains come undone 
Back out on the sidewalk now I'm crashing through the night 
Feel the first breath of air bringing on the storm 

On the  bench ahead sat a man playing national guitar 
I didn't recognize the tune, but I dropped change in his jar 
The first notes that hit my ears didn't sound quite right, 



But I let the song wash over me and it got me through the night 
Step inside take a look at the tapestry

untied Set loose all the details that occupy your mind 
Can you see a picture that is coming into view 
A journey started long ago. Let's see the story through 
See how far we've come Fell what has begun 
We can be headed toward the sun 
If we free ourselves from these chains of inspection

12236. Looking In The Eyes Of Love

Alison Krauss - Looking In The Eyes Of Love 

I wonder should I tell you
'Bout all the crazy things I've ever done?
I've been searching all my life
And when I should have stayed, I tried to run

I was searching for an answer
In a world full of strangers
But what I found was never real enough
Now that I've found you
I'm looking in the eyes of love

Darlin' you've been good to me
You are so much more than I deserve
I never thought that I would find
Someone who's so sweet and kind like you

Please believe me when I say
This time I won't run away
I swear by all of heaven's stars above
Now that I've found you
I'm looking in the eyes of love

Looking in the eyes of love I can see forever
I can see you and me walking in this old world together
Lord my heart's found a home I've been dreaming of
Now that I've found you, I'm looking in the eyes of love

Looking in the eyes of love I can see forever
I can see you and me walking in this old world together
Lord my heart's found a home I've been dreaming of
Now that I've found you, I'm looking in the eyes of love

12237. Looking Past You



Looking Past You
New Grass Revival

Chorus:
I'm looking past you
Looking past you
With my eyes open wide
I'm walking with pride
I've gotta free man locked up inside
I'm gonna pull him through
I'm looking past you

You were the riddle
I was in the middle
Stalling for time
I've got no more to lose
I'm all out of blues
And the next move is mine
It was a little hard to swallow
And you might be a tough act to follow
So what else is new
I'm looking past you

Chorus:

You couldn't pay me to stay
I'm stealing away
On the wild western ride
Yeah, give them all my best
I'm off for the southwest
Where its sunny and dry
Cause over my shoulder I see the sorrow
Up ahead I see only tomorrow
It's a beautiful view
I'm looking past you

Chorus:

Add:
I'm gonna pull him through
I'm looking past you - looking past you
I'm looking past you

12238. Loose Lucy

Loose Lucy - Hot Buttered Rum
Grateful Dead

Loose Lucy is my delight
She comes running and we ball all night
Round and round and round and round
Don't take much to get me on the ground
She's my yo-yo, I'm her string
Listen to the birds on the hot wire sing



(chorus:)
Singing yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Singing thank you, for a real good time

I got jumped coming home last night
Shadow in the alley turned out all my lights
Round and round and round and round
Don't take much to get me on the ground
Loose Lucy, she was sore
Says I know you can't want my love no more,

(chorus)

Bebop baby, how can this be
I know you've been cheating on me
Round and round and round and round
Don't take much to get the word around
Cross my heart and hope to die
I was just hanging out with the other guys

(chorus)

Went back home with two black eyes
You know I'll love her till the day I die
Round and round and round and round
Don't take much to get the word around
I like your smile but I ain't your type
Don't shake the tree when the fruit ain't ripe

(chorus)

12239. Loose Talk

Ernest Tubb 
Loose Talk

So long we've been married last burdens we've carried
Though fate kept us humble and made our love true
But plans that we'd make up someone seems to break up
Oh darling, what else can we do

We may have to leave here to find piece of mind, dear
Some place where we can live a life of our own
For I know you love me and happy we could be
If some folks would leave us alone

When I go out walking there's lots of loose talking
They say we're unhappy and we'll break apart
But darling, it's not true because I still love you
And I do it with all of my heart

We may have to leave here to find piece of mind, dear



Some place where we can live a life of our own
For I know you love me and happy we could be
If some folks would leave us alone

They say you are leaving that you are deceiving
But you tell me they say the same about me
But we'll show them there on that loose talk and do harm
And hope that's the truth they will see

We may have to leave here to find piece of mind, dear
Some place where we can live a life of our own
For I know you love me and happy we could be
If some folks would leave us alone

12240. Lord Build Me A Cabin In Gloryland

Lord Build Me A Cabin In Gloryland
Bill Monroe

Many years I've been lookin' for a place to call home
But I still didn't find it so I must travel on
I don't care for the fine mansions on earth's sinkin sand
Lord build me a cabin in the corner of gloryland

   Lord build me just a cabin in the corner of gloryland
   In the shade of his tree of life that it may ever stand
   Where I can hear the angels and shake Jesus' hand
    Lord build me a cabin in the corner of gloryland

Listen Lord I'm not askin' to live in the midst
For I know that I'm not worthy of such splendor as this
When I ask Him for mercy while humbly I stand
Lord build me a cabin in the corner of gloryland

I've many dear loved one's who've gone on this way
On the grapevine of mournin' shall I hear them all say
Come and join in the singin' and play in our band
Lord build me a cabin in the corner of gloryland

12241. Lord Don't Forsake Me

Alison Krauss - Lord Don't Forsake

Oh my Lord, Please don't forsake me
This is your child, I'm tired and sore
Oh my Lord, can you hear me?
I need your love, my soul is poor

I can hear, the angels singing



I can see those pearly gates
Oh my Lord, can you hear me?
I need a place where I can rest

Oh my Lord, I can't remember
When I first said, "Come in my life," 
For I have lived my life in darkness,
My whole world is filled with strife

I can hear, the angels singing
I can see those pearly gates
Oh my Lord, can you hear me?
I need a place where I can rest

I can hear, the angels singing
I can see those pearly gates
Oh my Lord, can you hear me?
I need a place where I can rest

Oh my Lord, can you hear me?
I need a place where I can rest.

12242. Lord Don't Give up on Me

Lord Don't Give up on Me

Lord, don't give up on me
I'll be right some day
Lord, don't tune me out, don't go away
I'm just a wandering pilgrim, all alone
And lord, I'm only halfway home

Wait just a little longer, I need some time
Make me just a little stronger, so I can climb
It's a long way up from the very bottom
To heaven's dome
And lord, I'm only halfway home

Lord, don't give up on me
I'll be right some day
Lord, don't tune me out, don't go away
I'm just a wandering pilgrim, all alone
Lord, I'm only halfway home
Lord, I'm only halfway home

12243. Lord Franklin

Lord Franklin
Traditional



'Twas homeward bound one night on the deep
Swinging in my hammock I fell asleep
I dreamed a dream and I thought it true
Concerning Franklin and his gallant crew

With one hundred seamen he sailed away
To the icy ocean in the month of May
To seek that passage around the pole
Where we poor seamen do sometimes go

Through cruel hardships they manly strove
Their ships on mountains of ice was drove
Only the Eskimo with his skin canoe
Was the only one who ever came through

In Baffin's Bay where the whale fishes blow
The fate of Franklin no man may know
The fate of Franklin no tongue can tell
Lord Franklin among his sailors do dwell

And now my burden it gives me pain
For my long lost Franklin I'd cross the main
Ten thousand pounds I would freely give
To say on earth that my Franklin do live

12244. Lord Have Mercy On A Country Boy

Lord Have Mercy On A Country Boy
Josh Turner - Lord Have Mercy On A Country Boy

Well, I grew up wild and free
Walkin' these fields in my barefeet
There wasn't no place I couldn't go
With a .22 rifle and a fishin' pole

Well, I live in the city but don't fit in
You know it's a pity the shape I'm in
Well, I got no home and I got no choice
Oh, Lord, have mercy on a country boy

When I was young I remember well
I'd hunt the wild turkey and bobwhite quail
The river was clear and deep back then
Had fishin' lines tied to the willow limb

Well, I live in the city but don't fit in
You know it's a pity the shape I'm in
Well, I got no home and I got no choice
Oh, Lord, have mercy on a country boy

[Instrumental]



Well, they damned the river, they damned the stream
They cut down the Cyprus and the Sweetgum trees
There's a laundromat and a barbershop
And now the whole meadow is a parking lot

Well, I live in the city but don't fit in
You know it's a pity the shape I'm in
Well, I got no home and I got no choice
Oh, Lord, have mercy on a country boy

Well, I live in the city but don't fit in
You know it's a pity the shape I'm in
Well, I got no home and I got no choice
Oh, Lord, have mercy on a country boy
Oh, Lord, have mercy on a country boy

12245. Lord Hold My Hand

Dolly Parton - Lord Hold My Hand 

Hold my hand let's not lose my way hold my hand and lead me home
Guide each step that I might take hold my hand and keep me strong
And let the path I walk be straight let the deeds I do be kind
Let me never hesitate to help my brother walking blind
Hold my hand...
And let my words have meaning of anything that I might speak
If you see me leaning on just hold my hand and straighten me
Hold my hand...
Amen

12246. Lord I Want To Go To Heaven - Chords

Lord I Want To Go To Heaven
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by James S. Wetherington

C            G7 C
I've been on my knees
        G7    C
Sending up my plea
              G7  C
I've been bending low
            G7 C
Lord I want to go

                               C7
Lord oh Lord I wanna go to heaven
F          C     G7    C
Hell is an awful awful place



                               C7
In the book the promise was given
F     C        G7      C
I was saved by amazing grace

F                                 C  G7     C
Thank you Lord thank you Lord for saving my soul
F                                 D7        G7
Thank you Lord thank you Lord for making me whole
C                              C7
Lord oh Lord I wanna go to heaven
F          C     G7    C
Hell is an awful awful place

             G7 C
When I cease to roam
      G7      C
Jesus take me home
               G7      C
Far beyond the setting sun
             G7 C
When my race is run

Repeat #2,3 

F          C     G7    C
Hell is an awful awful place

12247. Lord I'm Coming Home

Lord I'm Coming Home - Jimmy Martin
Jim & Jesse

I've wandered far a way from God
Now I'm coming home
The paths of sin too long I've trod
Lord, I'm coming home

Coming home, coming home
Never more to roam
Open wide thine arms of God
Lord, I'm coming home

I've wasted many precious years,...
I now repent with bitter tears,...

I'm tired of sin and straying, Lord,...
I'll trust Thy love, believe Thy word,...

My soul is sick, my heart is sore,...
My strength renew, my hope restore,...

My only hope, my only plea,...



That Jesus died, and died for me,...

I need His cleansing blood I know,...
Oh wash me whiter than the snow,...

12248. Lord I'm In Your Care

Lord I'm In Your Care

Oh, Lord, I'm in your care
Oh, Lord, I'm in your care
Your loving arms around me
Evil cannot harm me
Oh, Lord, I'm in your care

All day long I'm in your care
All day long I'm in your care
Your loving arms around me
Evil cannot harm me
Lord, I'm in your care

When I was sick, I was in your care
When I was sick, I was in your care
Your loving arms around me
Evil cannot harm me
Lord, I'm in your care

I'm a friendless child, but I'm in your care
I'm a friendless child, but I'm in your care
Your loving arms around me
Evil cannot harm me
Lord, I'm in your care

12249. Lord I'm Just a Branch

Lord I'm Just a Branch
Lonesome River Band

[Chorus]
Lord, I'm just a little branch on a mighty tree
I'm just a little branch on a mighty tree
When I need rain, you let it rain on me
Lord, I'm just a little branch on a mighty tree

[Verse 1]
I know I'm small, but you make me strong
And you placed me here where I belong
I can feel your mighty hand when you purchased me
I'm just a little branch on a mighty tree



[Chorus]
Lord, I'm just a little branch on a mighty tree
I'm just a little branch on a mighty tree
When I need light, you let it shine on me
Lord, I'm just a little branch on a mighty tree

[Instrumental Bridge]

[Verse 2]
There's room for you right here with me
If you'll open your heart and just believe
On that day you'll be glad to be
Just a little branch on a mighty tree

[Chorus]
Lord, I'm just a little branch on a mighty tree
I'm just a little branch on a mighty tree
When I need rain, you let it rain on me
I'm just a little branch on a mighty tree

[Outro]
Oh, when I need rain, you let it rain on me
I'm just a little branch on a mighty tree

12250. Lord I'm Ready To Go

Lord I'm Ready to Go
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

Traveling on this rugged road thinkin' of things of long ago
How our Saviour suffered and died on Calvary
They nailed His hands and pierced His side
On the cross He bled and died
Just to save us all from sin and set us free

Chorus:
Lord I'm gettin' ready (Lord I'm gettin' ready)
Now to go (now to go)
To heaven above (to heaven above)
From here below (from here below)
When I reach that Promised Land
I'm a gonna shake my Saviour's hand
Oh Lord I'm gettin' ready (Lord I'm gettin' ready)
Now to go (now to go)

Our Lord is coming back some day and we've got to watch and pray
And be ready to meet our Saviour face to face
If we know we've been redeemed
Then we know our soul is clean
And we have a home within His saving grace

Chorus x2



Now to go

12251. Lord It's Just Another Hill - Chords

Lord It's Just Another Hill
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Edward F Easter, James Easter, Russell Lee Easter
[3/4 time]

G                                    Em
Lord it's just another hill that I'm climbing
          G                             D7
Lord it's just another tear you'll wipe away
         G                     Em
If I can just hold on a little longer
        G            D7          G
I'll be rejoicing in Heaven some day

                                 Em
Every storm seems to be a little darker
          G                              D7
And every burden seems to weigh a little more
          G                          Em
And every river seems to be a little wider
      G                D7            G
But I feel I'm getting closer to the shore

Repeat #1

                                 Em
Often trials and troubles gather round me
       G                            D7
And it seems I'm in this valley all alone
           G                            Em
Then I can feel the angels gathered all around me
       G                 D7            G
Then I know that I'm not far away from home

Repeat #1

12252. Lord Knows I'm Drinking

Ernest Tubb 
Lord Knows I'm Drinking

Hello Mrs Johnson you self righteous woman
Sunday School teacher what brings you out slummin'
Do you reckon the preacher would approve where you are



Standing here vis'tin' with a back slidin' christian in a neighborhood bar

Well yes, that's my bottle and yes that's my glass
And I see you're eye balling this pretty young lass
It ain't none of your business but yes she's with me
And we don't need no sermon you self righteous woman just let us be

The Lord knows I'm drinking and running around
And he don't need your loud mouth informing the town
The Lord knows I'm sinning and sinning ain't right
But me and the good Lord gonna have us a good talk later tonight

Goodbye Mrs Johnson you self righteous biddy
I don't need your preaching and I don't need your pity
So go back to whatever you hypocrites do
And when I talk to heaven be nice and I'll put in a good word for you

Yes, the Lord knows I'm drinking and running around
And he don't need your loud mouth informing the town
The Lord knows I'm sinning and sinning ain't right
But me and the good Lord gonna have us a good talk later tonight
Yes, me and the good Lord gonna have us a good talk later tonight

12253. Lord Lead Me On

Lord Lead Me On - Bill Monroe
Carl Story

When the way seems dark and long
Hold to my hand dear Lord I pray
Give me grace to shout and shine
Ever in the life devine
Lord lead me on from day to day

   Oh lead me on from day to day
   I want to walk the holy way
   Oh friends forsake me all along
   I asked the Lord to lead me on

In this world of doubt and gloom
When all flowers start to bloom
Hold to my hand dear Lord I pray
I have put my faith in thee
'Til the homely hour shall be

Lord lead me on from day to day
When old age is feeling on
And my strength is almost gone
Hold to my hand dear I pray
Surely thou will n'er forsake
And in heaven I'll awake
Lord lead me on from day to day



12254. Lord Only Knows

Lord Only Knows (Part 1)
Yonder Mountain String Band

Ten years in jail was the sentence that they handed down
I didn't like the odds that I would last that long
They turned their back and I was gone, gone, gone

Just turned 18 and I'm looking at some real hard time
But I see it fadin' in my rear view mirror
Now its just me and these white lines

Chorus:
Lord only knows where I'm going
Can't remember the places I've been
Or tell me if I'll ever make it home again

Apart from these troubles a mother's all I leave behind
Says I remind her of my father but hell if I know
He left town when I was three years old

Oh, she did the best she could
I can't help but feel I'm doing her wrong
She'll be much better off now that I'm gone
I don't much feel like hanging around

[ Chorus ]

I can't believe how bright the stars are shining
But then I can't recall the last time I looked into the sky
And it seems to me if I make it 'cross the county line
Maybe my life will turn out fine

Ten years in jail was the sentence that they handed down

12255. Lord Protect My Soul

Lord Protect My Soul
Bill Monroe

Down life's highway alone I trod
I've always put my trust in God
But you'll find out that your silver and gold
Won't pay the price to protect your soul

   Oh I want the Lord to protect my soul
   To lead me on to heaven's door
   My life down here will soon be o'er



   And I want the Lord to protect my soul

There's many a church down life's highway
Where people sing rejoice and pray
Why don't you stop at one and join the fold
And ask the Lord to protect your soul

When this ol' world is doomed in sin
You'll cry oh Lord please let me
It'll be to late to make your call
To ask the lord to protect my soul

12256. Lord Protect My Soul - Chords

Lord Protect My Soul
Recorded by The Country Gentlemen
Written by Bill Monroe

C
Down life's highway alone I trod
                            G7
I've always put my trust in God
                C
But you'll find out that your silver and gold
                    G7              C
Won't pay the price to protect your soul
                               
  
Oh I want the Lord to protect my soul
           F              C
To lead me on to heaven's door

My life down here will soon be o'er
                    G7            C
And I want the Lord to protect my soul

There's many a church down life's highway
                              G7
Where people sing rejoice and pray
                      C
Why don't you stop at one and join the fold
                 G7              C
And ask the Lord to protect your soul

repeat #2

When this ol' world is doomed in sin
                                 G7
You'll cry oh Lord please let me in
             C
It'll be too late to make your call
                G7              C
To ask the lord to protect your soul



repeat #2

12257. Lord She Sure Is Good At Lovin' Me - Chords

Lord She Sure Is Good At Lovin' Me
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Paul Overstreet and Randy Travis

F                C       G7     C  G7
Lord she sure is good at lovin' me
 
    C                                F
The day I prayed you'd take away the loneliness I knew
   C                                     D7                   G7
My wildest dreams could not conceive the works your hands can do
   C                                              F
It feels so good to fall asleep in her arms every night
               C      G7        C
Leave it up to you to do things right

                                F
Lord she sure is good at lovin' me
                 C            D7               G7
I know you had a hand in this it's so plain to see
     C                                                        F
That I've been blessed with the very best that love will ever be
                 C    G7        C
Lord she sure is good at lovin' me

                                 F
I know that I could never find a way to repay
    C                              D7             G7
The gift of love you gave to me by sending her my way
    C                                                     F
And the very best that I could do is less than you should ask
                       C      G7        C
But I'll do the best I can to make love last

                                F
Lord she sure is good at lovin' me
                 C            D7               G7
I know you had a hand in this it's so plain to see
     C                                                        F
That I've been blessed with the very best that love will ever be
                 C    G7        C
Lord she sure is good at lovin' me

F                C    G7        C
Lord she sure is good at lovin' me



12258. Lord Show Me The Way - Chords

Lord Show Me The Way 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
G C G D G
 
[Verse 1]
                      C       G
For many long years i drifted away
                         G
Not knowing which way to go
                 C             G
Now that i found peace with my saviour
           D        G
I know i'm ready to go
 
 
[Chorus]
     C                      G
Lord show me the way to the beautiful home
            A        D
Somewhere beyond the sky
      G                  C            G
Where mansions are many, streets are abode
                     D        G
Where i'll live with Jesus on high
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
G C G
G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                                  C           G
Since i'm walking with Jesus each step of the way
                          G
He lives in my heart everyday
                       C          G
He's a father, mother, sister and brother
                D         G
Oh friend don't turn him away
 
 
[Chorus]
 
     C                      G
Lord show me the way to the beautiful home
            A        D
Somewhere beyond the sky



      G                  C            G
Where mansions are many, streets are abode
                     D        G
Where i'll live with Jesus on high
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
G C G
G D G
 
 
[Outro]
 
     C                      G
Lord show me the way to the beautiful home
            A        D
Somewhere beyond the sky
      G                  C            G
Where mansions are many, streets are abode
                     D        G
Where i'll live with Jesus on high
 
G C G
G D G

12259. Lord Willing And The Creek Don't Rise

Lord Willing And The Creek Don't Rise
Old Crow Medicine Show - Lord Willing And The Creek Don't Rise

Lord willing and the creek don't rise
We'll all be rocking on the riverside
Come on Katie shake them trees
Stick in your toes and wiggle your knees
Meet me on the water near the highway bridge
T-shirts swinging from a white oak limb

Lord do me like a diving duck
Straight to the bottom of a whiskey jug
Ooh-wee baby, come with me
I know a place where we can do as we please
It's only half a mile as the old crow flies
Good lord willing and the creek don't rise

Lord willing and the creek don't rise
We'll all be rocking on the river side
Come on Katie, shake them trees
Stick in your toes and wiggle your knees
It's only half a mile as the old crow flies
Good lord willing and the creek don't rise

Jackknife Katie, strut your stuff



Swan dive down from a Tennessee bluff
Moon on the water tickling stream
Old mister copperhead's nothing on me

Lord willing and the creek don't rise
We'll all be rocking on the river tonight
Come on Katie, it ain't no sin
If you wanna get wet just slide right in
It's only half a mile as the old crow flies
Good lord willing and the creek don't rise

Cannonball Katie, everybody's high
There ain't no way to keep your powder dry
Shimmy like a coach-whip, rattle and shake
Heaven help us if the levees break

Lord willing and the creek don't rise
We're gonna have a little party tonight
Come on Katy, it ain't no thing
Peel off your party dress dive on in
It's only half a mile as the old crow flies
Good lord willing and the creek don't rise
It's only half a mile as the old crow flies
Good lord willing and the creek don't rise

12260. Lord Won't You Help Me

Lord Won't You Help Me
Sara Watkins - Lord Won't You Help Me
Dave Rawlings - Norman Blake

Traveling around the country
Rambling all the time
Just me and this old guitar
For a dollar and a dime and a glass of wine
Oh lord, won't you help me before I lose my mind

Got a little woman way back home
You know lord I crave
Spends every dollar that I make
Gonna drive me to my grave, that lonely home
Oh lord won't you help me before I'm dead and gone

I wish I was down in Nashville town
The sunny south you know
Leaving ol' Chicago
With her ice and stone, chilled to the bone
Oh lord won't you help me ride this greyhound home

Well, I hope I get to heaven
In mansions bright to dwell
With bad luck always following me around
I'll fall right back to hell just to shovel coal



Oh lord won't you help me save my worthless soul
Oh lord won't you help me, help me before I lose my mind

12261. Lord, Build Me a Cabin in Glory

Bill Monroe - Lord, Build Me a Cabin in Glory

Many years I've been lookin' for a place to call home
But I still didn't find it so I must travel on
I don't care for the fine mansions on earth's sinkin sand
Lord build me a cabin in the corner of gloryland

Lord build me just a cabin in the corner of gloryland
In the shade of his tree of life that it may ever stand
Where I can hear the angels and shake Jesus' hand
Lord build me a cabin in the corner of gloryland

Listen Lord I'm not askin' to live in the midst
For I know that I'm not worthy of such splendor as this
When I ask Him for mercy while humbly I stand
Lord build me a cabin in the corner of gloryland

I've many dear loved one's who've gone on this way
On the grapevine of mournin' shall I hear them all say
Come and join in the singin' and play in our band
Lord build me a cabin in the corner of gloryland

12262. Lord, It Sure Is Drunk Out Tonight - Chords

Keith Whitley
Lord, It Sure Is Drunk Out Tonight
Written by Keith Whitley & Bill Carswell
Recorded by Keith Whitley

Intro.:  / (G) / (A) / (D) / (D)

It's (A)just too bad for me to go out-(D)side
'Cause (G)all I do tonight is slip and (A)slide
Not because of any snow or (D)rain
No, the (E)weatherman is not the one to (A)blame

(A)Since you've left, I'm back to my old (D)ways
(G)I ain't drawn a sober breath in (A)days
So (G)I'll just sit here higher than a (D)kite
'Cause (G)Lord, it sure is (A) drunk out to-(D)night

(Chorus)
When (G)you moved out, a drunk front moved on (D)in
And the (E)storm inside me is raging once a-(A)gain



The (G)forecast tells me there's no change in (D)sight
'Cause (G)Lord, it sure is (A) drunk out to-(D)night

Inst.:  / (G) / (A) / (D) / (D) /

(A)I'll just sit here drinking and pre-(D)tend
That (G)you're the reason for the shape I'm (A)in
But you and I both know that it's not (D)true
There's (E)just no way to place the blame on (A)you

I (A)couldn't be the man you hoped I'd (D)be
'Cause the (G)bottle always got the best of (A)me
I've (G)tried to straighten up with all my (D)might
But (G)Lord, it sure is (A) drunk out to-(D)night

(Chorus)
When (G)you moved out, a drunk front moved on (D)in
And the (E)storm inside me is raging once a-(A)gain
The (G)forecast tells me there's no change in (D)sight
'Cause (G)Lord, it sure is (A) drunk out to-(D)night

(Tag)
Yeah (G)Lord, it sure is (A) drunk out to-(D)night

12263. Lord, She Sure Is Good at Lovin' Me

Ricky Skaggs - Lord, She Sure Is Good at Lovin' Me

Lord, she sure is good at lovin' me.

Lord, I know I prayed you'd take away the loneliness I knew
My wildest dreams could not conceive the works your hands can do
It feels so good to fall asleep in her arms every night
Leave it up to you to do things right.

Lord, she sure is good at lovin' me
I know you had a hand in this cause it's so plain to see
That I've been blessed with the very best that love will ever be
Lord, she sure is good at lovin' me.

I know that I could never find a way to repay
The gift of love you gave to me by sending her my way
And the very best that I could do is less than you should ask
But I'll do the best I can to make love last.

Lord, she sure is good at lovin' me
I know you had a hand in this cause it's so plain to see
That I've been blessed with the very best that love will ever be
Lord, she sure is good at lovin' me.

Lord, she sure is good at lovin' me



12264. Lordly Nightshade

The Incredible String Band - Lordly Nightshade 

Captured by Hitler with Oliver Twist in the tower
Guards say, "Here's pens and paper, just sit down and work for an hour"
Oh, goodness, how can we escape? But it's not worthwhile
All I can do is smile

Down gallons of glandular corridors of the dark castle
The pompous old bellman is tolling one bell
At bath time there's hippies in chains, they are crossing the hall
Where Hitler is making his new film about it all

We slip trough a pew and escape, but I just don't know
All I can do is grow

Tell me more, what then

Down Main Street I go on a duffel-coat hoping instead
For a little room, yawn, I'm so tired with this big bag of coal on my head
It's a top hat, I'm trying to sell or a lesson to learn
Vaguely seeking some fire to burn

While a whole group of middle aged persons with dwarfish expressions
And tinned conversations in Sunday blessed blue
Standing around for a photograph, watch the cuckoo
Do you need any coal? But it doesn't appear that they do

Then I offered my throat to the wolf, but I just can't die
All I can do is fly

Tell me more, what then

Safe and secure in the skirts of the midsummer wood
Cooking soup with stale words and fresh meanings, it tastes so good
The green wolf with his bunch of red roses is slinking away
All on a summer's day

12265. Lordy Lordy

Railroad Earth
Lordy Lordy

Verse
I was on a way to heaven gotta get on the way, he loathed
I was lost been lone and rambling
where i'm goming i dont know



Chorus

Verse
Crack my head and broke my bottle
in the morning, ill be dry
living like there's no tommorrow
got no time to cry

Chorus

Hey

solo break

Verse

Stolen big and now i am borrowing
I have no more in my poem
happiness is the way im landing
there's writing on the phone

Chorus
Lordy, Lord, above
come on down and shine your love
i got trouble hear below thats never ending
sometimes i believe i am hoping to receive
some straightening on this frame
that i've been bending

(3rd time twice)

oh ho oh oh oh
whoa waho oh
ahoh oh ohoh oh ohoh

oh ho oh oh oh
whoa waho oh
ouuu

12266. Lorelie-Marie

Tim O'Brien - Lorelie-Marie

She was such an eager companion
I've never seen a pair of eyes more alone
Safety in the arms of a stranger
Hoping his ship would finally bring her home
Lorelie-Marie
Count your blessings if it gets tough
With each gift comes a loss
He was imprisoned by his own mind
Troubled after years of never letting go
He could drink all the way to blindness



She would follow him, always be walking alone
Lorelie-Marie
Count your blessings if you feel stuck
Lorelie-Marie
If the road gets dark and you feel lost
We all pay our own costs
They were such eager companions
See them stumble on the most precious dreams
Make a life between the wave break
Catching breath in an ocean of steel
Lorelie-Marie
Count your blessings if you lose touch
Lorelie-Marie
If loves not giving and you had enough
Leave and nothing will be lost
Leave and nothing will be lost...

12267. Lorena

Lorena
H. D. Webster / J. P. Webster
Del McCoury Band - John Hartford

The years creep slowly by, Lorena;
The snow is on the grass again,
The Sun's low down the sky, Lorena,
The frost gleams where the flowers have been.
But the heart throbs on as wildly now
As when the Summer days were nigh:
Oh! the Sun can never dip so low
Adown affection's cloudless sky!

A hundred months have passed, Lorena,
Since last I held that hand in mine,
And felt the pulse beat fast, Lorena,
Though mine beat faster far than thine.
A hundred months--'twas flowery May,
When up the hilly slope we climbed,
To watch the dying of the day,
And hear the distant church-bells chimed.

We loved each other then, Lorena,
More than we ever dared to tell;
And what we might have been, Lorena,
Had but our lovings prospered well!
But then, 'tis past; the years are gone;
I'll not call up their shadowy forms;
I'll say to them: Lost years, sleep on!
Sleep on! nor heed life's pelting storms.

The story of that past, Lorena,
Alas! I care not to repeat;
The hopes that could not last, Lorena,



They lived, but only lived to cheat!
I would not cause e'en one regret
To rankle in your bosom now;
For, "if we TRY, we may forget,"
Were words of thine, long years ago.

Yes, these were words of thine, Lorena;
They burn within my memory yet;
They touched some tender chords, Lorena,
Which thrill and tremble with regret;
'Twas not thy woman's heart that spoke:
Thy heart was always true to me;
A duty, stern and pressing, broke
The tie which linked my soul to thee.

It matters little now, Lorena;
The past -- is in the eternal past;
Our heads will soon lie low, Lorena,
Life's tide is ebbing out so fast..
There is a future! Oh! thank God!
Of life this is so small a part!
'Tis dust to dust beneath the sod;
But there, up there, 'tis heart to heart!

Notes:
The most popular sentimental song of the Civil War had the name Bertha
in the original Henry deLafayette Webster (1824-1896) poem. But when
Joseph Philbrick Webster (1819-1875), not related to Henry Webster, did
the tune, he preferred a three-syllable name and invented Lorena, which
is still used as a given name today. It's been said that this song was
banned by at least one Civil War general as it appeared responsible for
homesickness and many desertions among soldiers.

One variation is to sing only Verses 1, 3 and 6.

12268. Lorena Go Home

Lorena Go Home 
Charlie Moore

Lorena you come to me softly at midnight 
Lightly you tap on my door 
I won't let you in now, it's got to end somehow 
We just can't love any more 
 
CHORUS : 
I know you're crying, your love I'm denying 
Can't you see this can't go on 
It's got to be over, you're tied to another 
It's over Lorena, go home 
 
Such beauty so fair with your long flowing hair 
And lips that would tempt any man 



You say that you love me, but our love just can't be 
Please let go of my hand 
 
Ah, it's over Lorena, go home

12269. Loretta

Gillian Welch - Loretta
Darrell Scott - Aoife O'Donovan - Steve Earle

Oh Loretta she's my ballroom girl
Wears them sevens on her sleeve
Dances like a diamond shines
Tell me lies I love to believe
Her age is always twenty two
Her laughing eyes, a hazel hue
Spends my money like water falls
Loves me like I want her to
Loves me like I want her to

Oh, Loretta, won't you say to me
Darling, strap your guitar on
Have a little shot of booze
Sing a blue a and wailing song
Guitar rings a melody
Guitar sings, Loretta's fine
Long and lazy, blond and free
I can have her any time
I can have her any time

Sweetest at the break of day
Prettiest in the setting sun
She don't cry when I can't stay
'Least not 'til she's all alone
Loretta, I won't be gone long
Keep your dancing slippers on
Keep me on your mind a while
I'm coming home
I'm coming home

Oh Loretta she's my ballroom girl
Wears them sevens on her sleeve
Dances like a diamond shines
Tell me lies I love to believe
Her age is always twenty two
Her laughing eyes, a hazel hue
Spends my money like water falls
Loves me like I want her to
Loves me like I want her to
Loves me like I want her to



12270. Loretta Lynn's Lincoln

Josh Turner - Loretta Lynn's Lincoln

Like any other would be country singin' sensation
I had no visible means of transportation
One Saturday mornin' I was searchin' the ads
When I found one that I wanted and I wanted it bad
(He found one that he wanted and he wanted it bad)

I called up the salesmen, he said, c'mon in
I've got the Lincoln right here belonged to Loretta Lynn
The Coalminer's Daughter used to drive it to town
It's yours for a song and five hundred down
(He said, it's yours for a song and five hundred down)

I said, Loretta Lynn's Lincoln
Yeah, Loretta Lynn's Lincoln
I had no idea what that dealer was thinkin'
But he totted the note on Loretta Lynn's Lincoln

Well, I throwed my ol' guitar in that big back seat
And I steared her on out on to Dameron Street
Them other cars pulled over like the red sea had parted
It was then I had a vision of Dolly Parton
(Right there he had a vision of Dolly Parton)

She said, ain't that Loretta Lynn's Lincoln
Yeah, it's Loretta Lynn's Lincoln
She said, I thought I recognized them two headlights blinkin'
I do declare, that there's Loretta Lynn's Lincoln

Dolly said, slide over J Otis, let me take you downtown
Miss Loretta's waitin' for us at the Orchid Lounge
I couldn't believe my ears, I couldn't believe my eyes
Why she was wavin' from the curb and we drove by
Well, we turned that big rig around, right on a dime
I ain't seen nothin' like that since Red Solvine (Red Solvine)
That's what Loretta was sayin' as she hopped in the back
Then she said, hey, Hoss, ain't this my old Cadillac
No mame, Miss Loretta, this ain't your Cadillac

It's Loretta Lynn's Lincoln (Loretta)
Yeah,Loretta Lynn's Lincoln
(It's Loretta Lynn's Lincoln)
The radio was on and we was all lipsinkin'
Ridin' 'round Nashville in Loretta Lynn's Lincoln, whooo

I heard a tappin' on the window as I woke up
Neath an old newspaper in my pickup truck
The policeman said, boy, you better hit the road jack
Get that bucket of bolts back across the tracks
Officer, this here's Loretta Lynn's Lincoln



(And he said) son, that ain't Loretta Lynn's Lincoln
Yeah, I was wakin' up and my dreams were sinkin'
Like them ol' springs on Loretta Lynn's Lincoln

Yeah, Loretta Lynn's Lincoln (Loretta, Loretta)
Whooo, Loretta Lynn's Lincoln
(That is Loretta Lynn's Lincoln)
If you ever get to wonderin' what I was a-dreamin'
I was dreamin' I was ridin' in Loretta Lynn's Lincoln

12271. Los Laureles

Linda Ronstadt - Los Laureles

Â¡Ay, qué laureles tan verdes!
Â¡Qué rosas tan encendidas!
Si piensas abandonarme mejor quitame la vida;
Alza los ojos a verme
Si no estás comprometido.

Eres mata de algodÃ³n
Que vives en el capullo;
Ay, qué tristeza me da
Cuando te llenas de orgullo
De ver a mi corazÃ³n
Enredado con el tuyo!

Eres rosa de castilla
Que sÃ³lo en mayo se ve
Quisiera hacerte un invite,
Pero la verda no sé
Si tiene quién te lo evite,
Mejor me separaré.

Por "ai" va la despedida,
Chinito por tus quereres
La perdiciÃ³n de los hombres
Son las benditas mujeres;

Y aquÃ se acaban cantando
Los versos de los laureles.

12272. Lose Again

Alison Krauss - Lose Again 
Every Time You Say Goodbye
Lose Again
(karla bonoff/seagrape music, bmi)



Save me, free me from my heart this time
Train's going down the track and i stay behind

Nothing can free me from this ball and chain
I made up my mind that i would live today
And you're keeping me going, i know it's insane
Cause i love you, and lose again

When the heart calls, the mind obeys
And it knows better than me
Hold on one more day and maybe he'll be true

Nothing can free me from this ball and chain
I made up my mind that i would live today
And you're keeping me going, i know it's insane
Cause i love you, and i'll lose again

Save me, free me from my heart this time
Train's going down the track and i stay behind

Nothing can free me from this ball and chain
I made up my mind that i would live today
And you're keeping me going, i know it's insane
Cause i love you, and i'll lose again

12273. Lose My Love - Chords

Lose My Love 
Twisted Pine
 
[Verse 1]
       Em
So it goes.
        C               G
I saw you headed for the door
              Em              C                    G
in your fancy clothes I've never seen you wear before.
             Em
Sun sets at six.
                  Bm
Street lights at seven.
C                               G
You're still not home and it's eleven and
        Em                              B
I know you said that she's just an old friend.
 
[Chorus]
C                       G
I never said I loved you first.
C               G
I never had any claim.
C                              G                              Em
At least the days are getting longer, will keep the nights at bay.



Bb                        Bm7              D                Em
I'm just trying to lose my love for you a little more each day.
Bb                         Bm7            D                  G
I'm just trying to lose my love for you a little more each day.
 
[Verse 2]
        Em
Say it slowly
          C             G       Em
oooh you can't deny you lie poorly
C                    G
when you let excuses fly.
              Em
Sweet talking mouths
          Bm         C                  G
I only heard the first time not the third.
Em
no broken bread can
                       B
save(fix) this broken bed.
 
[Chorus]
C                       G
I never said I loved you first.
C               G
I never had any claim.
C                              G                              Em
At least the days are getting longer, will keep the nights at bay.
Bb                        Bm7              D                  Em
I'm just trying to lose my love for you a little more each day.
Bb                         Bm7            D                  G
I'm just trying to lose my love for you a little more each day.

12274. Lose My Way

Lose My Way
Greensky Bluegrass

There's not a lot of people left who grew up here
Sticking through all this fear
We' are' few but courageous
'Cause' this isn't easy

And it seems as' though
Neighbors aren't fighting back with us
There's no bailout plan
Nothing's working out on its own

Going broke out here and we aren't alone
Losing faith in everything that we've known
For the last 30 years

Still I couldn't leave



And the fields have overgrown
Neighbors aren't coming back for them
'Cause nothing sells anymore
So there's nothing to buy

If this is anything like something before
Then I might know what to do
If this was anything like something I've known
I may still lose my way

Four years and I found no work
Only what little's left of my faded self worth
And it's for sale if it could help
There's no pride in this

And the house will foreclose
Neighbors got out in time, curse them
Nothing here left to show
And I'm lost in my home

If this is anything like something before
Then I might know what to do
If this was anything like something I've known
I may still lose my way

Come take one then take it all
If we can't stand we still won't fall for this

If this is anything like something before
Then I might know what to do
If this was anything like something I've known
I may still lose my way

If this was anything like something I've known
I may still lose my way

12275. Loser

Loser
Jerry Garcia - Broken Compass Bluegrass

If I had a gun for every ace I've drawn
I could arm a town the size of Abilene
Don't you push me baby cause I'm moaning low
You know I'm only in it for the gold

All that I am asking for is ten gold dollars
I could pay you back with one good hand
You can look around about the wide world over
You'll never find another honest man

Last fair deal in the country, sweet Suzy
Last fair deal in the town



Put your gold money where your love is, baby
Before you let my deal go down

Don't you push me baby
Because I'm moaning low
I know a little something
You won't ever know
Don't you touch hard liquor just a cup of cold coffee
Gonna get up in the morning and go

Everybody's bragging and drinking that wine
I can tell the Queen of Diamonds by the way she shine
Come to Daddy on an inside straight
I got no chance of losing this time
No, I got no chance of losing this time

12276. Loser - Chords

Loser Live 
The Travelin' McCourys
 
[Intro]
 
Am Am Am Am
Am   G  C  D  D
C  C/B  Am  G  Am
 
[Verse 1]
 
Am          G             C       D     D
If I had a gun for every ace I've drawn,
C             Em               Am
I could arm a town the size of abilene
Am               C G   Em               D    D
Don't ya push me baby 'cause I'm moanin low
        C        C/B  Am    G       Am
And you know I'm only in it for the gold
 
[Verse 2]
 
Am            G             C        D      D
All that I am asking for is ten gold dollars
C                   Em                 Am
And I could pay you back with one good hand
Am            C  G  Em                   D    D
You can look around about the wide world over
           C     C/B  Am      G      Am
And you'll never find another honest man
 
[Chorus]
 
G         D           A
Last fair deal in the country, sweet Suzy



G         D           A
Last fair deal in the town
G             D                A
Put your gold money where your love is baby
  C        C/B    Am   G  D             Am
Before you let my deal go down.......go down
 
[Mando Solo]
 
Am  G  C  D   D
C  Em  Am
Am  C G  Em  D   D
C C/B Am G Am
 
[Guitar Solo]
 
Am  G  C  D   D
C  Em  Am
Am  C G  Em  D   D
C C/B Am G Am
 
[Verse 3]
 
Am                G    C                 D     D
Don't you push me baby cause I'm moaning low
C                    Em                  Am
Well I know a little something you won't never know
Am                 C  G   Em                  D    D
Dont ya touch hard liquor, just a cup of cold coffee
          C      C/B    Am     G    Am
I'm gonna get up in the morning and go
 
[Guitar Run]
 
[Chorus]
 
G         D           A
Last fair deal in the country
G         D           A
Last fair deal in the town
G             D                A
Put your gold money where your love is baby
  C        C/B    Am   G  D             Am
Before you let my deal go down.......go down
 
[Mando Solo]
 
Am  G  C  D   D
C  Em  Am
Am  C G  Em  D  D
C C/B Am G Am
 
[Guitar Solo]
 
Am  G  C  D   D
C  Em  Am
Am  C G Em   D   D



C C/B Am G Am
 
[Chorus]
 
G         D           A
Last fair deal in the country
G         D           A
Last fair deal in the town
G             D                A
Put your gold money where your love is baby
  C        C/B    Am   G  D             Am
Before you let my deal go down.......go down
 
[Verse 4]
 
Am         G           C            D    D
Everybodys braggin and drinkin that wine
C                       Em              Am
I can tell the queen of diamonds by the way she shines
Am      C G   Em            D        D
Come to daddy on the inside straight
       C      C/B       Am    G     Am
Well I got no chance of losing this time
       C      C/B       Am    G     Am
No I got no chance of losing this time
 
[guitar run]
 
Am

12277. Losin' Streak - Chords

Losin' Streak 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
F#m  E  F#m  E  x4
 
[Verse 1]
E                               F#m    E
I've got nothin' to lose on this losin' streak
                       G#7
The same that makes me strong
       A                  E
Is the same that makes me weak
 
[Verse 2]
E                                 F#m    E
I've got nothin' to hide from this sky above
                        G#7
The same that makes me shame
       A                 E
Is the same that makes me love



 
[Chorus]
       F#m  E         F#m       E
I've got no use for the time of day
F#m         E            G#7       C#m  B  A
   Whatever happens will happen anyway
 
[Verse 3]
E                             F#m      E
I've got nowhere to go on this lonesome road
                        G#7
The same that weighs me down
       A                    E
Is the same that carries my load
 
[Verse 4]
E                             F#m        E
I've got nothin' to gain on this mountain high
                        G#7
The same that makes me live
       A                    E
Is the same that makes me die
 
[Chorus]
       F#m  E         F#m       E
I've got no use for the time of day
F#m         E            G#7       C#m  B  A
   Whatever happens will happen anyway
 
[Interlude]
F#m  E  F#m  E
 
[Chorus]
       F#m  E         F#m       E
I've got no use for the time of day
F#m         E            F#m       E
   Whatever happens will happen anyway
 
       F#m  E         F#m       E
I've got no use for the time of day
F#m         E            F#m       E
   Whatever happens will happen anyway

12278. Losin' You (Might Be The Best Thing Yet)

Losin' You (Might Be The Best Thing Yet)
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

There's no such thing as sleep for jealous fools
And being jealous about someone like you
Is sort of foolish too
The life you choose is the life you want I guess
Losin' you might be the best thing yet



The longest day I live I'll still be suffering from the shame
While in the gutter you were making yourself quite a name
The loneliness is all that I regret
Losin' you might be the best thing yet

Patiently I sit at home and wait, wondering where you are
And what you are doing has turned my love to hate
I wanted you and you wanted anyone you could get
Losin' you might be the best thing yet

12279. Losing Game

Losing Game
The Flying Burrito Brothers
Carr-Weaver

I love you darling but you don't love me
Might as well face it and set you free
I've been playing a losing game
In spite of this I'm not ashamed
I gave you my love and I have no regrets
I'm true to you baby with love and respect
I stood by you when no one else would
And I gave you everything I possibly could
I'm sitting here with my hopes so high
Never been a day pass when I didn't cry
People are talking all over town
Keep telling me that I should put you down
From your lips sweet honey pours
That is where all my love goes
I shouldn't have put my hopes so high
Never been a day when I didn't cry

(Repeat first verse)

12280. Losing Heart

Brandi Carlile - Losing heart

I don't mind
If my heart don't beat and
The sun don't shine
They'll get theirs
You'll get yours and I'll get mine
It used to be that everything was easy
Now it's lost and nobody believes me

Am I losing heart



Have I frozen it, oh yeah
Am I pushing too hard
Have I started to forget

I'm alright

Am I made of steel
Am I locked up tight
I'm human
But I'm wide awake and afraid to fight
It used to take nothing to amaze me
But now I'm older and
It doesn't even phase me

Am I losing heart
Have I frozen it, oh yeah
Am I pushing too hard
Have I started to forget

It used to be that everything was easy
Now it's lost and nobody belives me

Am I losing heart
Have I frozen it, oh yeah
Am I pushing too hard
Have I started to forget

12281. Losing You

John Butler - Losing you - live at red rocks, co/2010

There are things in this life
I would rather not sacrifice
You girl I cannot live without
And you know there's no doubt that
All I mind's losing you
And I don't mind losing sleep
Pray the Lord my soul to keep
I'll get plenty rest so when I'm dead but 'til
'Til then won't you share my bed 'cause
All I mind's losing you, all I mind's losing you
And I don't mind losing money
There's nothing this life owes me
I've been given more than I can receive
But for, for you there's no receipt so
All I mind's losing you, all I mind's losing you, oh
And I don't mind growing old
Losing teeth and going bald
Not as handsome as I never was but
You love me just because
All I mind's losing you, all I mind's losing you
And there are things in this life
I would rather not sacrifice



You girl I cannot live without
And you know there's no doubt that
All I mind's losing you, all I mind's losing you
All I mind's losing you

12282. Losing You

Alison Krauss - Losing You (Live) 

[Verse 1]
Don't sigh a sigh for me
Don't ever cry for me
This is goodbye from me
I know we're through
I'm losing you

[Verse 2]
Love sang it's song for me
Then things went wrong for me
Nights are too long for me
Because I'm looosing you

[Verse 3]
Our love ... and our devotion
Were deep ... as any ocean
Then one day, like the tide
You began to change
And you became ... a perfect stranger

[Verse 4]
Someone is holding you
Sharing the lips I knew
I can't believe it's true
That I am looosing you

[Interlude]

[Outro]
I can't believe it's true
That I am looosing ... youuuuuuuuuu ...

12283. Losing You

jimmy martin - Losing You 
Artist: jimmy martin
Album: The King of Bluegrass

There's no such thing as sleep for jealous fools
and being jealous of someone like you is sorta foolish too



the life you chose is the life you want I guess

loosin' you might be the best thing yet

The longest day I lived I'd still be suffering from the shame
in the gutter you were makin yourself quite a name
I wanted you and you wanted...
anyone you could get

loosin' you might be the best thing yet

patiently I sit alone and wait
knowin' where you were and what you were doin
turn'd my love to hate
my foolishness is all that i regret

loosin' you might be the best thing yet

The longest day I lived I'd still be suffering from the shame
in the gutter you were makin yourself quite a name
I wanted you and you wanted...
anyone you could get

loosin' you might be the best thing yet

loosin' you might be the best thing yet...

12284. Losing You - Chords

Losing You 
Tyler Childers

[Intro]
/ G    / Cadd9  / G    / Cadd9  /
/ G    / Cadd9  / G    / D/F#   /
 
[Verse 1]
Em                  C         G    Cadd9
One time I had me a hell of a hound
         G                  Cadd9        G         D
He could out tree, he could out hunt any walker in town
        Em                                 C             G      Cadd9
Till he got caught in a snare set, till he just couldn't breathe
      G                    Cadd9          D          G    Cadd9
I was heartbroke something awful like you wouldn't believe
 
 
[Chorus]
    G      Cadd9            G          Cadd9
But losing you could be the worst thing
          C           G
That ever happened to me
     C          G         D



Good Lord don't leave I'm sorry
    C     G  Cadd9  G  D/F#
I'm sorry man
 
 
[Instrumental]
/ Em   / Em     / C    / G    / Cadd9  /
/ G    / Cadd9  / G    / D    / D      /
/ Em   / Em     / C    / G    / Cadd9  /
/ G    / Cadd9  / D    / G    / Cadd9  / G    / D/F#  /
 
 
[Verse 2]
    Em                          C           G    Cadd9
I recall the fire that took the trailer one night
    G         Cadd9             G           D
And all the cassette tapes they burned up inside
    Em                            C            G    Cadd9
The coal in the corner turned the night sky to black
    G       Cadd9         D            G   Cadd9
The holler smelled like a well hidden stash
 
 
[Chorus]
    G      Cadd9            G          Cadd9
But losing you could be the worst thing
          C           G
That ever happened to me
     C          G         D
Good Lord don't leave I'm sorry
    C     G  Cadd9  G  Cadd9
I'm sorry man
 
 
[Instrumental]
/ G    / Cadd9 / G     / Cadd9 /
/ C    / G     / C     / G     / D     / D    /
/ C    / G     / Cadd9 / G     / D/F#  /
 
 
[Verse 3]
    Em                            C               G  Cadd9
One night I went out and drank a stranger's house dry
       G             Cadd9         G            D
On the way home they told me I was too drunk to drive
             Em                                C             G   Cadd9
They took my mug shot and my finger prints and wrote down my name
   G          Cadd9          D           G  Cadd9
To top it all off, they took my license away
 
 
[Chorus]
    G      Cadd9            G          Cadd9
But losing you could be the worst thing
          C           G
That ever happened to me
     C          G         D



Good Lord don't leave I'm sorry
    C     G  Cadd9
I'm sorry man
    G      Cadd9            G          Cadd9
Yes losing you could be the worst thing
          C           G
That ever happened to me
     C          G         D
Good Lord don't leave I'm sorry
    C     G  Cadd9  G
I'm sorry man

12285. Losing Your Love - Chords

Losing Your Love
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Kye Fleming and Vince Gill

C                 Am
Stars are falling from your eyes 
G7                    Em
You don't feel what I feel inside
C                          Am
Your hand is warm but your heart is cold 
G7                          Em
If you're hurtin' you don't let it show
F
How much longer can we go on 
C
Acting like there's nothing wrong
F
How much farther can we drift apart 
Dm                        G7
Before all the feeling is gone
                C                  Em
I'm losing your love it's slipping away 
          F             G7
Minute by minute day by day
            C                 Em    F
Losing your love do you think I know 
                 Dm   C    F   G7  C
It's a matter of time till you let go
                       Am
I see the moon shinin' up above 
G7              Em
Reminded me how good it was
C                      Am
There's a chill comin' over me 
G7                      Em
Why can't it be like it used to be
F
I feel so helpless I can't make you stay 
C



No matter how hard I try
F
I can't deny that look in your eyes 
Dm                G7
Trying to tell me goodbye
                C                  Em
I'm losing your love it's slipping away 
          F             G7
Minute by minute day by day
            C                 Em    F
Losing your love do you think I know 
                 Dm   C    F   G7  Am
It's a matter of time till you let go
G7              C                  Em
I'm losing your love it's slipping away 
          F             G7
Minute by minute day by day
            C                 Em    F
Losing your love do you think I know 
                 Dm   C    F   G7  Am
It's a matter of time till you let go
          C            Am                C
Don't let go don't let go baby don't let go

12286. Lost

Lost
Hollingsworth
String Cheese Incident

She was a smart girl
But she didn't think
The well was full
Still there's nothing to drink

Got some money
Still don't make no sense
How a girl like this can live
Her life without no common sense

She's lost, la, la, la, lost
got a friend that works too much
Trying hard to find the end to the means
Came from nothing 
Has got nothing to lose
Except he's losing sight of what is true in all this busy life
for Lost, la, la, la, lost
Lost, la, la, la, lost

Bridge:
Maybe it's me but I can't see
Why sometimes we choose to be blind
Looking away going day by day



And stumblin' around in the dark
Spend our lives 
Wasting time
Keepin' busy towards that life
So afraid
Slowing down
Stop and take a look around and see what can be found
Lost, la, la, la, lost
Lost, la, la, la, la,

12287. Lost

Hot Day at the Zoo - Lost

Now I'll tell you a tale of a life gone wrong
About a man who never gonna find his way
He roamed from town to town, made his bed upon the ground
And in the end you know he lost his way

Lost his way
In the end you know he lost his way
Yes, he lost his way
In the end you know he lost his way

Just a little biddy boy, no more than 5 years old
First time I ran away from my home
Spent the whole night outside, so cold I nearly died
And in the morning I was all alone

I was all alone
In the morning he was all alone
Yes, I was all alone
In the morning he was all alone

I met a pretty girl when I was living on the road
She told me she's never-ever leave
I believed all them lies, and now her I do despise
And there was nowhere else that I would rather be

But on my way
He was wishing he was on his way
Yeah, I was on my way
On his way back home

Well I'm old and fat and grey, and I'm walking with a cane
My heart's a-growing weaker every day
I'm thinking about my life and all my mistakes
And why I never made my way back home

My way back home
He never made his way back home
Oh my way back home
He should have made his way back home



12288. Lost

Lost - Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen

Lost lost lost Lost in this world without you 
Lost lost lost Lost in this world without you

Since you turned me down all I do is ramble round
And I don't care what happens to me
My heart was young and gay till the day you went away
Now life here means nothing to me

The words you said to me still haunts my memory
It seems they're on my mind both day and night
The lies that you told torture my weary soul
Love is blind I guess I couldn't see

12289. Lost All My Money

Lost All My Money
Flatt & Scruggs

Lost all my money but a two-dollar bill
Two-sollar bill, boys, two-dollar bill
Lost all my money but a two-dollar bill
I'm on my long journey home

Black smoke's a-rising and it surely is atrain
Surely is a train, boys, surely is a train
Black smoke's a-rising and it surely is a train
I'm on my long journey home

* Refrain

Dark and it's raining and I've got to go home
Got to go home, boys, got to go home
Dark and it's raining and I've got to go home
I'm on my long journey home

* Refrain

12290. Lost And Lonesome

Lost and Lonesome
Lonesome River Band
The Grascals



[Chorus]
No, I don't feel much like bein' lonesome
But I guess that's the best I can do
It's a shame, it's a sin
Love's wounded me again
And I'm lost and I'm lonesome for you

[Verse 1]
Well I stay awake all night, no sleep do I find
My arms around my pillow and you on my mind
I'm carryin' a torch while my world's turned to blue
And I'm lost and I'm lonesome for you

[Chorus]
No, I don't feel much like bein' lonesome
But I guess that's the best I can do
It's a shame, it's a sin
Love's wounded me again
And I'm lost and I'm lonesome for you

[Verse 2]
Well I look out the window and I sit by the phone
It's been a month alone and I'm weak with you gone
My mind comprehends, but my hRart's still confused
And I'm lost and I'm lonesome for you

[Chorus]
No, I don't feel much likR bein' lonesome
But I guess that's the best I can do
It's a shame, it's a sin
Love's wounded me again
And I'm lost and I'm lonesome for you

[Chorus]
No, I don't feel much like bein' lonesome
But I guess that's the best I can do
It's a shame, it's a sin
Love's wounded me again
And I'm lost and I'm lonesome for you

[Outro]
It's a shame, it's a sin
Love's wounded me again
And I'm lost and I'm lonesome for you

12291. Lost Creek

Lost Creek
Elephant Revival

Started in the middle and I swept to the corners
By the time I got home, the house was filled with foreigners



I'm just a nomad, Roaming cell phone ad
Does the homeless guys ghost gotta sit and beg for mourners

Tell me a tale of untangled motion
I'm losing your love, in untamed devotion
Call me a child, but I need the notion
Even the lost creek will reach

I guess I grew weary of watching my backwoods
Turned around, sat down, wondered if I could
Be riding the streamline, into the mainline
Tell me, how does the tuna wind up in the canned goods  ?

Tell me a tale of untangled motion
I'm losing your love, in untamed devotion
Call me a child, but I need the notion
Even the lost creek will reach

If your mind is limber, then I think you will see
If you're mining for lumber, then it's coal you seek
Way back there, at the roots of my hair
There wasn't a diamond, just a living tree

Tell me a tale of untangled motion
I'm losing your love, in untamed devotion
Call me a child, but I need the notion
Even the lost creek will reach

Think back to the days that were brooding and mean
Bottled thoughts are best when they're smashed to smithereens
On the bow of the launch of this, ship called consciousness
When a thought's caught in motion, they call it a stream

Tell me a tale of untangled motion
I'm losing your love, in untamed devotion
Call me a child, but I need the notion
Even the lost creek will reach

The ocean  The ocean  The ocean  The ocean 
The ocean  The ocean  The ocean  The ocean

12292. Lost Dog

Sarah Jarosz - Lost Dog

Where did you sleep last night?
Under the cold street light
Who last called you by your name?

Where did you leave your peace?
Other half of your broken leash
Why did you run so far away?



Lost dog
Something 'bout you breaks my heart
Why you burying bones out in the yard?

I don't know if I want to know where you've been
Lost dog
Maybe I'll let you in

Home's not a word you say
Something made you stray
Off like a feather in the wind

Where do you find the ground?
Let yourself be found
If I open my door
Make you my friend
Are you gonna run off and get lost again?

Lost dog
Something 'bout you breaks my heart
Why you burying bones out in the yard?

I don't know if I want to know where you've been
Lost dog
Maybe I'll let you in

You don't have to live this way
Hiding from the pouring rain
Running through the hunger and the pain

Lost dog
Something 'bout you breaks my heart
Why you burying bones out in the yard?

I don't know if I want to know where you've been
But lost dog,
Maybe I'll let you in

There's a broken in your eyes and it pulls me in
Will you let anybody get close again

12293. Lost Dream Train Of Mine

Lost Dream Train Of Mine (Larry W. Jones 12/24/2006) 

Hear that lonesome train roll by
It keeps rolling on down the line
Listen to that lonely whistle cry
It's that lost dream train of mine
Have you ever known a train so long
A thousand wheels slowly crawling by
I'd sing a song of what went wrong
But it'd be so sad that I would cry



Hear that 'ol lonesome whippoorwill
There's a lost love he can't find
She's like that train beyond the hill
It's that lost dream train of mine
Now, hear my lonesome blue guitar
I can make these strings all whine
Like the whistle on that train afar
It's that lost dream train of mine
Have you ever known a train so long
A thousand wheels slowly crawling by
I'd sing a song of what went wrong
But it'd be so sad that I would cry
Hear that 'ol lonesome whippoorwill
There's a lost love he can't find
She's like that train beyond the hill
It's that lost dream train of mine

12294. Lost Forever In Your Kiss

Dolly Parton - Lost Forever In Your Kiss 
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writer Dolly Parton

This is not at all like me I never thought that I could be
So overcome by anyone like this
But you caught me by surprise caught me before I realize
Now I am lost forever in your kiss
So take me if you want me love me if you will
(For you have all control of me) and I am yours until
(Till you say that you don't want me oh I hope that never will be)
For I'm lost forever in your kiss
You're on my mind constantly oh and this is all so new to me
And when you reach for me I can't resist
For I've become a part of you and I'll do anything you want me to
For I am lost forever in your kiss
So take me if you want me...

12295. Lost Highway

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Lost Highway
Darrell Scott - Dead Horses - Jimmy Martin
Osborne Brothers

I'm a rollin' stone all alone and lost
For a life of sin I have paid the cost
When I walk by all the people say
Just another guy on the lost highway

Just a deck of cards and a jug of wine



And a woman's lies makes a life like mine
All the day we met, I went astray
I started rolling down this lost highway

I was just a lad, nearly twenty two
Neither good nor bad, just a kid like you
And now I'm lost, too late to pray
Lord I paid a cost, on the lost highway

Now boy's don't start to ramblin' round
On this road of sin are you sorrow bound
Take my advice or you'll curse the day
You started rollin' down that lost highway

12296. Lost Him in the Sun

Nanci Griffith - Lost Him in the Sun

Any given day, there's a jet flying somewhere
Oh, we bought a ticket and vanished in the sky
And how was I to know he was leaving in the morning
I never heard him go and then he never said goodbye

And I've learned to love the night 'cause the light's gonna get ya
Right between the eyes in the morning like a gun
And reaching out your hand and he's not there beside you
Oh, what can I say, I lost him in the sun

Hey and what have I done?
I lost him in the sun
Yeah, I lost him in the sun

Know I lost him in the sun
I know I lost him in the sun
Yeah, I lost him in the sun
Yeah, I lost him in the sun

Fire up your hearts 'cause the wind is getting cold
Now it always get cold for the riders of the night
You can carry that scar like you know what lonely is
And looking for a home like the bird, like a bird in flight

Oh, and what have I done?
Yeah, I lost him in the sun
Yeah, I lost him in the sun

Know I lost him in the sun
I know I'd lost him in the sun
Oh, I'd lost him in the sun
Yeah, I lost him in the sun
Yeah, I lost him in the sun



12297. Lost His Love On Our Last Date

Emmylou Harris - (Lost His Love) On Our Last Date

It's over our love affair 
Too late now I find I care 
His sweet love no more I'll share 
Now he's gone, I'm alone 
I was wrong, should have known 
Took me home on our last date 

I search for a single way 
To tell him what I had to say 
I kissed him, watched him walk away 
Set him free foolishly, destiny, misery 
Tragedy on our last date 

Took the ring from my trembling fingers 
Brushed a tear from my baby's eye 
Walked away, didn't know 
That I'd soon miss him so 
Guess I was too young to realize 

So blind I couldn't see 
How much he really meant to me 
And that soon he would always be 
On my mind, in my heart, I was blind from the start 
Lost his love on our last date

12298. Lost His Love On Our Last Date - Chords

Lost His Love On Our Last Date
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Conway Twitty and Floyd Cramer

G         C               G            C
It's over our love affair too late now I find I care
G              C
His sweet love no more I'll share
         G        D7          G                 C
Now he's gone I'm alone I was wrong should have known
        G       D7       G
Took me home on our last date
               C            G           C
I searched for a simple way to tell him what I had to say
G            C
I kissed him watched him walk away
        G           D7      G      C
Set him free foolishly destiny misery



     G     D7       G
Tragedy on our last date
       C            D7        G
Took a ring from my trembling finger
          C         D7        G
Brushed a tear from my baby's eyes
       C           D7            G             Em
Walked away didn't know that I'd soon miss him so
C                             D7
I guess I was too young to realize
G      C                 G           C
So bli-nd I couldn't see how much he really meant to me
G                      C
And that soon he would always be
      G          D7          G                    C
On my mind in my heart I was blind right from the start
         G       D7       G
Lost his love on our last date

12299. Lost In California

Little Big Town - Lost in California

[Verse 1]
There's a long stretch of desert through the canyon
And colors painted we ain't ever seen, yeah
I wanna take off runnin' barefoot, wild abandon
Just you and me

[Chorus]
I just wanna burn, I just wanna burn for you baby
Wanna get caught, get caught up in your summertime
Whisper in my ear, dreamin' disappear, say you'll take me
Where the world unwinds
Lost in California

[Verse 2]
Let's chase the waves and let 'em take us under
On some deserted piece of virgin sand, yeah
Hold on to the freedom and the wonder
While we can

[Chorus x2]
I just wanna burn, I just wanna burn for you baby
Wanna get caught, get caught up in your summertime
Whisper in my ear, dreamin' disappear, say you'll take me
Where the world unwinds
Lost in California

[Instrumental Outro]



12300. Lost In Florida

Tom T Hall - Lost in Florida
Composer: Tom T. Hall

(Lost in Florida lost in Florida)
Here's the ocean and here's the sand but I don't know where I am
Here's a seashell and here's a fish here's a turtle and here's a wish

If you find me take me home if they don't want me leave me alone
If you find out they forgot me take me back to ole Sopchoppy
(Lost in Florida lost in Florida)

Here's an oyster and here's a clam but I don't know where I am
Here's a gator and here's a bear but I don't worry and I don't care

If you find me take me home...
(Lost in Florida lost in Florida)

Here's the skyline and here's the land but I don't know where I am
Call me Bobby or call me Paul but don't call me north at all
(Lost in Florida lost in Florida lost in Florida lost in Florida)

12301. Lost In The Fifties

Little Big Town - Lost in the Fifties

[Verse 1]
Close your eyes, baby, follow my heart
Call on the memories, here in the dark
We'll let the magic, take us away
Back to the feelings, we shared when they played

[Chorus]
In the still of the night
Hold me darlin', hold me tight
Oh, shoo-do, dooby doo
Oh, shoo-do, dooby doo
So real, so real, so right
I'm lost in the fifties tonight

[Instrumental]

[Verse 2]
These precious hours, we know can't survive
But loves all that matters, while the past is alive
Now and for always, 'til time disappears
We'll hold each other, whenever we hear



[Chorus]
In the still of the night
Hold me darlin', hold me tight
Say, say you will, shoo-do, dooby doo
Ooh, say you will shoo-do, dooby doo
So real, so real, so right
I'm lost in the fifties tonight
Play it son

[Instrumental]

[Outro]
Oh, oh, shoo-do, dooby doo
Oh, oh, shoo-do, dooby doo
So real, so real
So right, so right
Say, say you will, shoo-do, dooby doo
Oh, oh, shoo-do, dooby doo
So real, so real
So right, so right
So right
Say you will, shoo-do, dooby doo
Just say you will, shoo-do, dooby doo
So real
So right, so right
I'm lost in the fifties tonight
So real, shoo-do, dooby doo
So real, shoo-do, dooby doo
So real, so right, so right
I'm lost in the fifties tonight

12302. Lost In The Lonesome Pines - Chords

Lost In The Lonesome Pines - Jim Lauderdale

F  C  D  F  F  C  F   

   F          C                D    F C        F 
I feel the snow that's fallin, as I'm drifting out of you 
  F              C       D    F                      C      F 
I could not hear you callin, the clouds have fallin through. 

chorus
F        C              D            F
Lost Lost in the Lonesome Pines 
F        C              D            F
With you I'll never be. 
F        C              D            F
Lost Lost in the Lonesome Pines
F        C               F
And never hold (I'm seen.)
 
 



F  C  D  F  F  C  D  F  F  C  D  F  C  F 
 
F         C             D    F     F          C      D   F 
Just to find somebody, to tell my story to. 
    F          C           D      F       F              C         F 
It seems I just got started, my journey's almost through. 
 
Chorus: 
 
F  C  D  F  F  C  D  F 
 
        F          C               D      F              
The fields in rows, not planted 
        C       F 
Well have to wait till spring. 
       F    C      D      F              F            C      F 
And if I ever reach them, I'll kiss you once again. 
 
Chorus: 
 
F     C                D                F 
Lost Lost in the Lonesome Pines

12303. Lost In You

Lost In You
Garth Brooks

There's no more waiting
Holding out for love
You are my Godsend
That I have been forever dreaming of
My angel from above

Heaven knows
I'm head over heels and it shows
I've played every field I suppose
But there's something about you
When you're around
Baby I have found
I get lost in you

What is this feeling
I've never known before
That I should touch you
Swearing to surrender ever more
That's what I came here for

Heaven knows
I'm head over heels and it shows
I've played every field I suppose
But there's something about you
When you're around



Baby I have found
I get lost in a wonderful daze
Lost in your wonderful ways

Heaven knows

When you're around
Baby I have found
I get lost

Heaven knows
I'm head over heels and it shows
I've played every field I suppose
But there's something about you
When you're around
Baby I have found
I get lost in you

12304. Lost Indian

John Hartford 
Lost Indian

Lawrence Haley, loved the Lost Indian
Poor old Indian, looking all around
Lawrence Haley, loved the Lost Indian
Poor old Indian, looking all around

Lost in the mountains wasn't where he'd thought he was
Poor old Indian, he will never get home

12305. Lost John

Lost John - Bill Monroe
Doc Watson

Long John walkin' around in the rain

He's long gone Lost John
Long gone Lost John

No hat on his head no shoes on his feet
He's a beggin the women for his meat

I had an ol' dog and his name was
like a rabbit through Bowlin' Green

Lost John walked around in rain
Around the corner left him sittin' by the ol' railroad



12306. Lost Little Children

Tim O'Brien - Lost Little Children

Where are my mama and daddy?
They came a long time before me
Now, we've come on the steamship Atlantic
From our home far across the stormy sea

I have their letter in my pocket
They said, we would meet on the pier
But the day it is now, almost over
And the darkness and cold, soon draw near

Will they know, their lost little children?
As they look for my face in the crowd
It's been so long since they've seen me
And I wonder if they'll know me now

We gave them, our four pounds and twenty
One last look, at that green rocky shore
And they told us, the new world has plenty
But we'd never see Sligo, anymore

Will they know their lost little children?
As they look for my face in the crowd
It's been so long since they've seen me
And I wonder if they'll know me now

Hold to my hand little brother
Be brave and please try not to cry
For we have a good father and mother
And soon we'll be safe by their side

Will they know their lost little children?
As they look for my face in the crowd
It's been so long since they've seen me
And I wonder if they'll know me now

Will they know their lost little children?
As they look for my face in the crowd
It's been so long since they've seen me
And I wonder if they'll know me now

12307. Lost Love

Cornmeal - Lost Love
Album: Tales From Magic Stone Mountain



Beware all you hustlers to what I say to you.
Better quit the way you dog your girl, start walking straight and true.
You better leave your friends behind and quit your drinkin too.
For if you don't heed your woman, she'll walk right out on you.

I came home from drinking one night at half passed 4.
I couldn't make the bedroom so I passed out on the floor.
When I awoke, a note I found on the kitchen door.
"I told you not to come home late now I'm gone this time for sure".

I went to see her mother, I went to see her pa.
They told me that I was too late, she'd caught The Cannonball.
They said she went to Birmingham to see her sister Lu.
But that was 7 weeks ago now baby, where are you?

Lost Love, oh where are you tonight?
Come on back baby you know I'll treat you right.
Lost Love oh where are you tonight?
Believe me baby I know that you were right.

People say you're gonna reap just what you sow.
Well I found out the hard way that it's true.
After all I'm just a man but i guess that ain't enough
To keep a little honey-lamb like you.

Now I dearly loved that woman but i didn't treat her right.
I made her stay at home while I'd go drinking half the night.
I took her love for granted an she walked right out on me.
And left me here to contmplate in pain and misery.

12308. Lost Love

Richard Thompson
Lost Love

I'm not calling for a reason dear
And the reason is because
There is no reason I should call you because
Your love my darling I have lost

You and I used to love each other dear
Do you remember way back there?
But now somehow our love has lost its hour
We'll never get it back again

I'm not completely sure I'm sorry, darling
When I get angry then I'm glad
I'm happy that it's finally over
But when I'm not mad then I'm sad

I've noticed that you never call me darling, darling
I understand the reason why
There is no reason you should call me darling, darling



Leave love alone and let it die

So I'm not calling for a reason dear
And the reason is because
There is no reason I should call you because
Your love my darling i have lost

12309. Lost Love Blues

Lefty Frizzell
Lost Love Blues

You're always wanting your way, well yes, I sure want mine
But all we get at the finish is a troubled mind
For the two of us it's over but someone's got to lose
For someone's gonna wind up with those lost love blues

Baby, you might be the one to lose
'Cause honey bunch, I never liked the blues
You think you're so smart that you can never lose
But baby, you might wind up with those lost love blues

When you lose your lover you also lose your heart
And my dear, that's when your teardrops will start
'Cause you'll be so lonely you'll know how it feels to lose
You'll be the one who wound up with those lost love blues

Baby, you might be the one to lose
'Cause honey bunch, I never liked the blues
You think you're so smart that you can never lose
But baby, you might wind up with those lost love blues

12310. Lost Lover Blues

Lost Lover Blues- Blind Boy Fuller

Said I went down by that freight depot
And that freight train he come rollin' by
Lord and I sure ain't got no lovin' baby now
And I sure ain't got no lovin' baby now

And I went off in that far distant land
I wasn't there long before I got a telegram
(What did it say?)
Sayin' now man won't you please come home
Now man won't you please come home

Then I went back home, I looked on the bed
And that best old friend I had was dead



Lord, and I ain't got no lovin' baby now
And I ain't got no lovin' baby now

And I'm sorry, sorry, sorry to my heart
But that best old friend someday must part
Lord I ain't got no lovin' baby now
And I ain't got no lovin' baby now

(Play it for me now)

Now as sure as the birds wings in the sky above
Life ain't worth livin' if you ain't with the one you love
Lord and I ain't got no lovin' baby now
Lord I ain't got no lover now

If I'd knowed you didn't love me and didn't want me to
I would've taken morphine and died
Lord I ain't got no lovin' baby now
And I ain't got no lovin' baby now

12311. Lost Lover's Eyes - Chords

Lost Lover's Eyes 
Vince Herman

[Verse]
D
Got off work on a Saturday night
G
Headed on down to the Gator Bite
A
Had a couple beers doing all right
G         A      D
Taking it all in
                   Em7
She walked in
                           D
Sat right down beside me
                        Em7
So tell me if it could be
                                  A
That I've seen you before
 
                D
We went spinning
                                  G
Spinning around the dance floor
                             Em
Just like we were made for
                               A
Holding each other tight
                D
We were flying



                              G
Flying through the night skies
                         Em
Higher than the birds fly
                          A
Much to my surprise
           G
I was looking
       A                          D
In a long Lost Lover's Eyes
G  Em  D
 
D
We acted like we had never met
      G
We had nothing to forget
A
No hard feelings
                        G                D
No regrets, no history at all
D
Well, a man was smoking it smelled like pot
       G
The thunderbird was in the parking lot
   A
I said let's go she said, why not
G                      D
Let the games begin
 
                D
We went spinning
                                 G
Spinning around the dance floor
                             Em
Just like we were made for
                                A
Holding each other tight
               D
We were flying
                              G
Flying through the night skies
                          Em
Higher than the birds fly
                      A
Much to my surprise
           G
I was looking
        A                         D
In a long Lost Lover's Eyes
G     Em    A   D   G  Em   A
 
                D
We went spinning
                                 G
Spinning around the dance floor
                             Em
Just like we were made for



                             A
Telling each other lies
                D
We went flying
                               G
Flying through the night skies
                          Em
Higher than the birds fly
                           A
True love never dies
             G
I was looking
          A                          D
In my long Lost Lover's Eyes
          G
I was looking
       A                          D
In a long Lost Lover's Eyes
 
G   Em  G   Em   A   D

12312. Lost More Then I Knew - Chords

Lost More Then I Knew 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
Key B capo 4
 
[Intro]
G    Em    C    D
 
G    Bm7   C    D    G
 
[Verse]
G                           Bm7
  Saw it in your face, so I stayed a little longer
      C             G                  C    D
You'd fallen from a height that few survived
G                            Bm7
  I thought I'd be more then just your first responder
       C                G        D
When I picked you up, I felt so alive
 
[Chorus]
       C                            G            Em7
And it didn't take so long for this well-meaning fool to
Am7                          D
Lay my heart on the line and disregard the rules
        C           D                 G     Em
And I'm getting reacquainted with the blues
      C                D             G    Bm7  C  D  G
And I lost more then I knew I had to lose
 



[Verse]
G                                      Bm7
  Time would heal your pain, and every day of the week grow stronger
  C                          G     C   D
I knew that you were longing to be free
G                       Bm7
  Soon came the day you walked away forever
    C                         G      D
You wanted more than I turned out to be
 
[Chorus]
       C                            G            Em7
And it didn't take so long for this well-meaning fool to
Am7                          D
Lay my heart on the line and disregard the rules
        C           D                 G     Em
And I'm getting reacquainted with the blues
      C                D             G
And I lost more then I knew I had to lose
 
[Solo]
  G  /  Bm7  / C  G / C  D /
 
/  G  /  Bm7  / C  G /  D  /
 
[Chorus]
       C                            G            Em7
And it didn't take so long for this well-meaning fool to
Am7                          D
Lay my heart on the line and disregard the rules
        C           D                 G     Em
And I'm getting reacquainted with the blues
      C                D             G    Em
And I lost more then I knew I had to lose
 
[Outro]
    C           D                 G     Em
I'm getting reacquainted with the blues
      C                D             G    Bm7  C   D   G
And I lost more then I knew I had to lose

12313. Lost On The River

Emmylou Harris - Lost on the River

Lost On The River, Dark Is The Night
Just Like The Blind, Praying For Site
Drifting Alone, Heart Filled With Fright
I'm lost On The River The River Of Life

Once Dear I Thought I Knew The Way
That Was Before Old Sad Yesterday
Words That You Said Cut Like A Knife



I'm Lost On The River The River Of Life

Out On This River Where Sorrow's Free
Thinking Of You How My Heart Pleads
Tomorrow You'll Be Another Man's Wife
I'm Lost On The River The River Of Life

12314. Lost On The River #12

Rhiannon Giddens - Lost on the River #12

The tears of a lonely man are hidden within
As he moves from one woman to the next, his spirit grows thin
When he falls in love with one, it's hard but it's true
But it's oh so much harder when that woman is you
The leaves on the trees shake when the storm clouds appear
Just as I shake up inside when I follow you here
At your invitation to come to you, dear
I got lost on the river, but I got found
I got lost on the river, but I didn't drown
I got lost on the river, but I didn't go down
I got lost on the river, but I got found
I looked at the graze of blue where the light begins
Through the glass where the rays shot through caressing your skin
Like your invitation to follow you in
I got lost on the river, but I got found
I got lost on the river, but I didn't drown
I got lost on the river, but I didn't go down
I got lost on the river, but I got found

12315. Lost On The River #20

Rhiannon Giddens - Lost On The River #20

The tears of a woman are hidden within
As she moves from one to the next, her spirit grows thin
And when she falls in love with one, it's hard but it's true
But it's oh so much harder when that man is you
I got lost on the river, but I got found
I got lost on the river, but I didn't drown
One stormy day, I was out at sea
The waves they rolled and tumbled over me
I spied dry land and a tall pale tree
I knew that soon that's where I'd like to be
My sweetheart left me for another one
And now I wait for the next rising sun
I got lost on the river, but I got found
I got lost on the river, but I didn't drown
I got lost on the river, but I didn't go down



I got lost on the river, but I got found

12316. Lost Patterns - Chords

Lost Patterns

A D E
A
The worn out linoleum has lost its pattern on the kitchen floor
 D
E A
And the woman that used to scrub it's turned around and walked right out the
door
 E D
A
The oil cloth from the table she wiped so many times it's almost gone
 E
A
And the elbows leaning on it held the head of a man that drank alone.

Every now and then his empty can would shatter the silence of the room
As it landed on her pretty face still smilin' from the broken picture frame.
Well lately since she left him he just sits at the kitchen table drinkin' beer
Starin' at that cold linoleum tryin' to trace the lost patterns 'round his
tears.

 E D
D
And it's hard luck, hard times, and too many rainy days
E
Hard workin' people who just get by from pay to pay.
 A D
E A
Yes it takes it's toll upon us, we sometimes drive away the ones who care
 E
A
>From all the wearin' and the tearin' the carin' just walks right out the door.
[Repeat last verse.]

12317. Lost River

Lost River
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Michael Martin Murphey
Dwight McCall

There's a lost river that flows
In a valley where no on e goes,
Where the wild water's rush



Rumbles deep in the hush.

Gone far from there now,
Lord I'll be back somehow
To where the lost river winds
In the shadow of the pines

Oh, lost river, now I'm coming back
To the pot-belly stove, where the firewood's all stacked
oh Quebec girl, go with me,
oh my bell, my fleur de lis,
where the lost river winds
In the shadow of the pines

Now every body knows
Where that lost river flows
It's someplace he's lost
Behind bridges that he's crossed

Well, he'd like to return,
But his bridges are all burned
And he's much too far down
To return to higher ground

Oh, lost river, now I'm coming back
To the pot-belly stove, where the firewood's all stacked
oh Quebec girl, go with me,
oh my bell, my fleur de lis,
where the lost river winds
In the shadow of the pines

Oh lost river, far over ther ridge
Now is it too late for me to build me a new bridge?
To the bright golden time
When her love was still mine
And the world was still wild
Like the heart of a child

Oh, lost river, now I'm coming back
To the pot-belly stove, where the firewood's all stacked
oh Quebec girl, go with me,
oh my bell, my fleur de lis,
where the lost river winds
In the shadow of the pines

Where the lost river winds
In the shadow of the pines

12318. Lost Soldier Son

Lost Soldier Son

Our family is proud of their lost soldier son



Not because they believe in the flag or a gun
They miss him because they remember him well
And loved him so dearly 'for the day that he fell

All I knew was the pictures some stories they told
About young Carl Junior that good hearted boy
We had a connection I'll tell it to you
He liked the good music now just like I do

I see a kind face staring down from the wall
Every time that I pass through my grandparents hall
It's almost reflection his face so like mine
My uncle Carl Junior now in the great line

My mother remembers the day that she heard
As she learned of her brother she spoke not a word
A small yellow paper received on that day
It read killed in action in France far away

They still love him dearly it all seems so sad
Grandmother grandfather my mother and dad
They cherish the last things he won from afar
That one purple heart and a bright silver star

Now nothing can bring the boy back to the fold
But his precious memories ever loving we hold
When the music is playing and we're all gathered there
Our spirits rekindle no more to despair

12319. Lost Sunset - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Lost Sunset  
written by Jim Lauderdale

E Caug A B

Emaj7 E          A
We    chased the lost sunset
B7           Emaj7     E
Got close as we could get
G#m            F#m
Caught just a glimpse of it
A              B         E
Before we both went our ways
Emaj7 E        A
A     flash of you went by
B7           Emaj7 E
A fond warm memory
G#m              F#m
Oh how our lives have traveled
         A       B          E
To where they're suppose to be
G#m              F#m    A                  B



Oh we both moved on and found the right someone
G#m              F#m         A              B
To walk with now until we've seen our last horizons
Emaj7 E          A
We    found the lost sunsets
B          Emaj7   E
Doing just fine  I bet
G#m              F#m
Where hearts and flowers rest
A             B          E
Where they're suppose to be

SOLO

G#m              F#m    A                  B
Oh we both moved on and found the right someone
G#m              F#m         A              B
To walk with now until we've seen our last horizons
Emaj7 E          A
We    found our lost sunsets
B           Emaj7      E
Made up for time since then
G#m         F#m
I know it's good for you
A            B          E
The way it's suppose to be
Emaj7 E          A
We    found our lost sunsets
B                Emaj7 E
Been close as we could get
G#m              F#m
Where hearts and flowers rest
A             B          E
Where they're suppose to be
G#m          F#m       
How this has all turned out
       A        B          E  Caug  A  B E
Is the way it's suppose to be

>From Jim Lauderdale "Onward Through It All"
RCA Records 1999
Mighty Nice Music(BMI)
Laudersongs(BMI)

12320. Lost To A Stranger

Lost To A Stranger
Ricky Skaggs - Jimmy Martin

We went out one evening my darling and I
She seemed so different and I wondered why
We stopped at a tavern and there I could see
That she loved another one better than me



   While they dancing and I sat alone
   I knew I had lost her the one I loved
   Lost to a stranger I never had seen
   The waltz they were playing had ended my dream

The band was playing an old fashioned waltz
The dance floor was crowded and it wasn't long
When up stepped a stranger I never had seen
He asked my darling will you dance with me

12321. Lost Unto This World

Emmylou Harris - Lost Unto This World

I was once some mother's darlin'
Some daddy's little girl
More precious than the ruby
More cherished than the pearl
My heart was full of mercy
And my forehead full of curl
Now I am nothing and am lost unto this world
I am lost unto this world...

They herded me like cattle
Cut me down like corn
Took me from my babies
Before they could be born
You can blame it on the famine
You can blame it on the war
You can blame it on the devil
It don't matter anymore
I am lost unto this world...

I was tortured in the desert
I was raped out on the piain
I was murdered by the high way
And my cries went up in vain
My blood is on the mountain
My blood is on the sand
My blood runs in the river
That now washes through their hands
I am lost unto this world...
Can I get no witness this unholy tale to teil
Was God the only one there watching
And weeping as l feil
O you among the living
Will you remember me at all
Will you write my name out
With a single finger scrawl
Across a broken window
In some long forgotten wall
That goes stretching out forever



Where the tears of heaven fall
I am lost unto this world...

12322. Lost Weekend

Lost Weekend
Dirty River Ramblers

Verse 1:
Well I guess I had myself some fun last night
I don't remember a thing but I'm trying with all my might
Well my brain's a shameful blur
But one thing is for sure
I found myself another lost weekend

Verse 2:
Well my hands are sore and there's lumps upside my head
Some teen-age girl is sleeping in my bed
And if I don't lie down quick
I believe that I'll get sick
Repentance for another lost weekend

Bridge:
I wish somebody'd tell me just 
who and what I did
Why is this ring on my finger 
and who's this screaming kid?

Verse 3:
My phone is ringing, I hear I put on quite a show
And the more I learn the less I want to know
Well I wanna dig a hole and die
But I couldn't even if I tried
I found myself another lost weekend

Repeat Bridge:
I wish somebody'd tell me just who and what I did
Why is this ring on my finger and who's this screaming kid?

Final Verse:
I'm praying to the porcelain god down on my knees
Said I'll swear off if you'll only help me please
And as my guts run down the drain
I sing one last refrain
I'll never find another lost weekend
I'll never find another lost weekend

12323. Lost Year



Broken Compass Bluegrass
Lost Year
written by KYLE LEDSON

I put all my apples into one big basket
I come home and you're astray
I skimmed through the lines of words on the page and I
Signed my life away

And I'm drowning
Like the rain is collecting
And I'm surrounded
There's just something not connecting

I'm trapped in the lost year
I'm just trying to forget her
I'm trapped in the lost year
I'm just trying to forget her
Before I go insane

We watched and waited as the
Fireflies replaced the light
We've come to know as the day

As we stumbled through the warning signs and
Cut off all our other ties
Maybe that'd be enough to stay

And I'm tired
Of pretending not to worry
If it means I'm
Living my whole life
In a hurry

I'm trapped in the lost year
I'm just trying to forget her
I'm trapped in the lost year
I'm just trying to forget her

I put all my sorrows in a tight-knit fist
Punching holes that only hurt my hands
There's no need to fight it now  
I can't stop it anyhow
And should I if I can?

Im just a-rambling'
Through a dark part
Of the journey

Past these crossroads
There ain't nothing
That'll hurt me

I'm trapped in the lost year
I'm just trying to forget her
I'm trapped in the lost year
I'm just trying to forget her
Before I go insane..



12324. Lot Of Leavin' Left To Do

Dierks Bentley - Lot of Leavin' Left to Do

[Verse 1]
These old boots still got a lot of ground
They ain't covered yet
There's at least another million miles
Under these old bus treads
So if you think I'm going to settle down
I've got news for you

[Chorus 1]
I still got a lot of leaving left to do

[Verse 2]
And as long as there's a song
Left in this old guitar
This life I'm bound to lead
Ain't for the faint of heart
So you won't fall for me
If you know what's good for you

[Chorus 1]
Cause I still got a lot of leaving left to do

[Chorus 2]
I guess the Lord made me hard to handle
So loving me might be a long shot gamble
So before you go and turn me on
Be sure that you can turn me loose

[Chorus 1]
Cause I still got a lot of leaving left to do

[Verse 3]
Girl, you look like you might be an angel
So I won't lie
I could love you like the devil
If you wanted me to tonight
And we could talk about forever for a day or two

[Chorus 1]
But I still got a lot of leaving left to do

[Chorus 2]
I guess the Lord made me hard to handle
So loving me might be a long shot gamble
So before you go and turn me on
Be sure that you can turn me loose

[Chorus 1]
Cause I still got a lot of leaving left to do



I still got a lot of leaving left to do

12325. Lot Of You Left In Me

Dolly Parton - Lot Of You Left In Me 

Oh you took your sweet love from me oh you left me sweet sweet memories
And I cry I cry like a little baby cause there's still a lot of you left in me
Oh there's still a lot of you left in me and I cry cause your love'll set me free
Your love'll set me free
I'll keep holding on to love that used to be cause there's still a lot of you left in me
Oh I still go on to all our favorite places and I still see all our friends we used to see
Oh but I'm thinkin' now I'm just not the same without you
And that there's still a lot of you left in me
Oh there's still a lot of you...
Cause there's still a lot of you left in me

12326. Lots Of Luck

Ernest Tubb 
Lots Of Luck

My heart will break as I watch you go
But your kind of love is hard to hold
It seems you and I are losing touch
So I'll wish you love and honey lots of luck

Well, lots of luck and a big goodbye
And you can't say I didn't try
It well could be that I tried too much
And that's why you're leaving
But honey, lots of luck

Now you want love and a big gold mine
Well, that combination is hard to find
Cause money don't always walk with luck
But you can go looking and honey lots of luck

Well, lots of luck and a big goodbye
And you can't say I didn't try
It well could be that I tried too much
And that's why you're leaving
But honey, lots of luck

Well, honey, lots of luck
Go on and leave now and baby lots of luck



12327. Lotteryland

Richard Thompson - Lotteryland 

That's the place I used to work
When I was a wild, young Turk
It's now the museum of industry
School kids get in for free

Brickwork's smell of rotten eggs
Rubber works poured out the dregs
Now it smells of Dettol and pee
Lotteryland's the place to be

Where the steel mill used to stand
There's a park in Lotteryland
Be a pram pusher on parole
Go windsurfing on the dole

They can put you right to sleep
Better than Brookside or The Street
It's lucky numbers, one, two three
Lotteryland's the place to be

We don't care who runs the shop
Left wing, right wing, curse the lot
A million quid talks sense to me
Lotteryland's the place to be

Now gone is dirt and gone is strife
And gone is struggle and gone is life
Shove it, mate, I'm busy, see
Lotteryland's the place to be

Now we triple lock the doors
Streets are full of thieves and whores
In a padded cell eternity
Lotteryland's the place to be
Lotteryland's the place to be
Lotteryland's the place to be

12328. Louder Than Guns - Chords

Louder Than Guns 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
 
   C        F  C  C  G
E --------8-
B -------8--
G -----9----
D ---10-----



A -10-------
E ----------
 
 
[Verse]
 G
Woke up this morning
        Am
It was Groundhog Day
           D
I saw the same black veil on a crying face
       C               G
And a flag flying halfway
 
 G
This time it was people I know
 Am
Gunned down in a minute or so
D
Only God knows when it'll stop
           C                            G
But these thoughts and prayers ain't enough
 
 
[Chorus]
             G
Louder than guns
                    Am
More powerful than bullets flying
        D
Is the voice rising up
 C                 G
Saying it's about time
 
                 G
To put the last nail in the coffin
                 Am
Or put the last body in the ground
            F          C
Callin' on every town shout
 
             G
Louder than guns
 
F  C  C  G
 
 
[Verse]
 G                               Am
There's a law on a dusty scroll from a feather pen
         D                          C               G
It says everyman's right to defend shall not be infringed
 
       G
Well, this time I don't agree
Am
That a man should have his own army



 D                                  C                 G
More than an American child should live in sweet harmony
 
 
[Chorus]
             G
Louder than guns
                    Am
More powerful than bullets flying
          D
It's the voice rising up
 C                 G
Saying it's about time
 
                 G
To put the last nail in the coffin
              Am
Put the last body in the ground
            F          C
Callin' on every town shout
 
             Am   D   Am   D    G
Louder than guns
 
 
[Instrumental/Solo]
Am   D   Am   D
 
                      G
E ----------------3-5-7-
B -----------5/7--------
G -2/4--5/7-------------
D ----------------------
A ----------------------
E ----------------------
 
 
[Verse]
G                                 Am
I don't wanna wake up on another Groundhog Day
    D                                         G
No, I don't wanna hear another rat-a-tat-tat echo down the hallway
 
     G
No, freedom's just another word
Am
For letting every voice be heard
 D
Every heart, every hand
 C                 G
Every town take a stand
 
 
[Chorus]
             G
Louder than guns
                    Am



More powerful than bullets flying
        D
Is the voice rising up
        C               G
Saying it's about damn time
 
                 G
To put the last nail in the coffin
                  Am
And put the last body in the ground
            F          C
Callin' on every town shout
 
 
[Outro]
             G
Louder than guns
                    Am         D
More powerful than bullets flying
 
             G
Louder than guns
                             Am              D
Aw, can't you hear what the people cry yeah yeah ah ah
 
             G
Louder than guns
                             Am                      D
They know something's gotta change and the less you hear it
 
             G
Louder than guns
                         Am               D
Aw, there ought to be a better way ay ay yeah
 
             G
Louder than guns
                      Am       D
Won't you raise your voice up high
 
             G
Louder than guns
            Am            D
Wanna see a new flag fly yeah
 
             G
Louder than guns
                   Am          D
Put the wheels of change in motion
 
             G
Louder than guns
             Am
I wanna see another day - FADE OUT



12329. Louis Collins

Louis Collins
Mississippi John Hurt

Mrs. Collins weeped, Mrs. Collins moaned
To see her son Louis leavin' home
The angels laid him away

The angels laid him away
They laid him six feet under the clay
The angels laid him away

Mrs. Collins weeped, Mrs. Collins moaned
To see her son Louis leavin' home
The angels laid him away

Oh, Bob shot once and Louis shot too
Shot poor Collins, shot him through and through
The angels laid him away
Oh, kind friends, oh, ain't it hard?
To see poor Louis in a new graveyard
The angels laid him away

The angels laid him away
They laid him six feet under the clay
The angels laid him away

Oh, when they heard that Louis was dead
All the people they dressed in red
The angels laid him away
The angels laid him away
They laid him six feet under the clay
The angels laid him away
Mrs. Collins weeped, Mrs. Collins moaned
To see her son Louis leavin' home
The angels laid him away
The angels laid him away
They laid him six feet under the clay
The angels laid him away

12330. Louisa - Chords

Louisa 
Misty Rivers
 
D                G         D
Jacarandas are blooming Louisa
G                          A



I wish we could go for a ride
G                               D
Traveling the broad boulevard on Del Mar
E                       A   A7
Trees lining up on each side
 
D                G       D
Jacarandas are blooming Louisa
G                           A
Arms stretched out open and wide
G                       D
Unveiling a lavender extravaganza
Bm           A          D
Starting the night you died
 
Ghorus
D            G                 A
It seems your loving inspired them to bloom
G                      A
A beauty so Gentle and kind
D             G          D
Jacarandas are blooming Louisa
Bm             A          D
I wish we could go for a ride
 
The petals are falling Louisa
They shower the street down below
A carpet of flowers leading me on
Showing me which way to go
 
I miss you daily Louisa
The world passes so quickly by
Everyday moments remind me of you
Finding your own wings to fly
 
Ghorus
It seems your loving inspired me to bloom
A beauty so gentle and kind
The petals are falling Louisa
I wish we could go for a ride.-

12331. Louise

Louise
Paul Siebel
Bluegrass Alliance

They all said Louise was not half bad.
It was written on the walls and window shades.
And how she'd act the little girl,
A deceiver, don't believe her, that's her trade.

Sometimes a bottle of Perfume,



Flowers and maybe some lace.
Men brought Louise 10 cent trinkets.
The intentions were easily traced.
And everybody knew at times she cried,
Ah, but woman like Louise, well they get by.

And everybody thought it kind of sad,
When they found Louise in her room.
They'd all put her down below their kind.
Still some cried when she died this afternoon.

Louise rode home on the mail train,
Somewhere to the south I heard them say.
Too bad it ended so ugly.
Too bad she had to go this way.
But the wind is blowin' cold tonight.
Good night, Louise, good night.

12332. Louise

Louise
Mipso

Me and Louise, we never had much luck
Just a couple of kids with a lot of love
Laid our fortunes on her daddy's old farm
We didn't see how dirt could do such harm

Seasons came, the seasons left
The only thing that changed was the shape of her dress
She said, "You're a good man, you'll have my child
Because you can't raise a living thing on this cursed old ground"

We laid a sheet on the piano keys
Crying, "Good Lord please, please"
We packed our things into the old farm car
Wondering if it could take us very far

And I said, "Everything about it takes a little luck
The gears rumble and the left door's stuck
It doesn't come with any guarantees
But there's gas in the tank, Louise"

Out here on the borderline the sun sets low
Like a couple of jackrabbits dancing in the morning snow
We'd make it if we could just get out
The only thing we saw was love and sow

The miles came and the miles went
Our hearts full our money spent
Somewhere outside El Paso my Louise cried out
She took my arm said, "It's time now"



I prayed and waited all night
Oh Louise, please, please
I heard a new voice with the new day
I thought back to what her daddy used to say

He said, "Everything about it takes a little luck
The gears rumble and the left door's stuck
It doesn't come with any guarantees
But there's gas in the tank, Louise"

Then me and Louise, we didn't go too far
We named our boy for Louise's pop
We found a plot of ground we could call our own
We built a house, we built a home

And we said, "Everything about it takes a little luck
The gears rumble and the left door's stuck
It doesn't come with any guarantees
But there's gas in the tank"
There's gas in the tank
Yeah, there's gas in the tank, Louise

12333. Louisiana Love Song

Tyler Childers - Louisiana Love Song

[Verse 1]
Well our love was amazing
But your Daddy went crazy
When he found out the news
She was runnin' with me
I can't say that I blame him
Cause a boy raised in Blain
Ain't got good intentions from what he could see

[Verse 2]
With a hand full of shells
And a head full of heat
He was headin' my way
When you called to tell me
There wasn't much I could do
I had to get out of town
I didn't take me no clothes
I just loaded my hound

[Chorus]
And I'm going to Louisiana
I'll be back soon to fetch ya
When your schooling is over
And the summer draws nigh
And I'm hoping, I'm praying
That you will be waitin'
For me to take you away



And to make you my bride

[Verse 3]
Well thR women they came
And thR women they went
The money was earned
And the money was spent
I was down in the bayous
Just tryin' to find peace
But this fire that we'd started
Kept workin on me

[Chorus]
So I'm going to Louisiana
I'll be back soon to fetch ya
When your schooling is over
And the summer draws nigh
And I'm hoping, I'm praying
You will be waitin'
For me to take you away
And to make you my bride

12334. Louisiana Man

Lucinda Williams - Louisiana Man

[Chorus] 
Louisiana man with a style his own
Not like some other men I've known 
With his cowboy boots and his hats he wore so well
Caught me eye on the very first day 
And I never will forget the way 
He played guitar and he sang just like an angel

Thoughts of you flicker past
Goin' on down the road so fast
The trees and the bushes and the telephones poles fly by
I never seem to have the time
I'll just have to keep you on my mind
How I wish I could keep you by my side

[Chorus]

Country man with a heart of gold 
One more kiss before I hit the road 
Hold me one more time before I go 
Nights will be longer now 
But I'll get along somehow 
I've learned how to do it all before

[Chorus]



12335. Louisiana Man

Louisiana Man
The Flying Burrito Brothers

First Momma Poppa call a little boy Ned
Raise him on the banks of the riverbed
In a houseboat tied to a big tall tree
Home for my Momma and my Poppa and me

Half-past three Poppa jumps to his feet
Already Momma cooking Poppa somethin' to eat
Half-past five Poppa's ready to go
Jumps in his hero headed down the bayou

Got fishin' lines running cross the Louisiana river
Gonna catch a big fish for us to eat
Settin' traps in the swamp, catchin' everything they can
Gonna make a livin', he's a Louisiana man
Gonna make a livin', he's a Louisiana man

Muskrat hides hangin' by the dozen
Even got a little baby muskrat cousin
Got 'em out dryin' in the hot, hot sun
Tomorrow Poppa's gonna turn 'em into money

I can hardly wait until thR mornin' comes around
That's the day my Poppa taked thR furs to town
Last time he told me that I could go
Maybe even catch a cowboy show

Saw cowboys and Indians for the first time then
Told my Poppa, "Got to come back again"
Poppa said, "Son, we got lines to run
We'll come back again; there's work to be done"

12336. Louisiana Rain - Chords

Louisiana Rain 
Lucinda Williams
 
[Intro]
D  G  N.C.
 
[Verse 1]
            G      D   G
Well it was out in California
       C         G
By the San Diego Sea



C                   G               D                 G
That was when I was taken in and it left its mark on me
         C               G
Yeah she nearly drove me crazy
     C               G
With all those China toys
      C                      G
And I know she really didn't mean a thing
D               G
To those sailor boys
 
[Chorus]
          C
Louisiana rain
                 G
Is falling at my feet
                    Em
Baby I'm noticing a change
A7                   D
As I move down the street
          C
Louisiana rain
                      G
Is soaking through my shoes
                   D
I may never be the same
D7                 G     N.C.
When I reach Baton Rouge
 
[Verse 2]
G     D   G
South Carolina
C                    G
Put out its arms for me
C                   G                D                   G
Right up until everything went black somewhere on Lonely street
    C               G
And I still can't remember
    C               G
Who helped me to my feet
C               G
Thank God for a long neck bottle
    D           G
The angel's remedy
 
[Chorus]
          C
Louisiana rain
                     G
Is falling just like tears
                Em
Running down my face
A               D
Washing out the years
          C
Louisiana rain
                      G



Is soaking through my shoes
                   D
I may never be the same
                   G
When I reach Baton Rouge
 
[Guitar Solo]
G   C  G  C  G  D  G
 
[Verse 3]
G            D        G
Well I never will get over
     C           G
This English refugee
C                  G           D              G
Singing to the jukebox in some all-night beanery
            C                 G
Yeah he was eating pills like candy
    C                 G
And chasing them with tea
    C                    G                D               G
You should have seen him lick his lips at old black Molly B.
 
[Chorus]
          C
Louisiana rain
                 G
Is falling at my feet
                    Em
Baby I'm noticing a change
A                  D
As I move down the street
          C
Louisiana rain
                      G
Is soaking through my shoes
                   D
I may never be the same
                   G
When I reach Baton Rouge
          C
Louisiana rain
                     G
Is falling just like tears
                Em
Running down my face
A               D
Washing out the years
          C
Louisiana rain
                      G
Is soaking through my shoes
                   D
I may never be the same
                   G
When I reach Baton Rouge



12337. Louisiana Red Dirt Highway

Louisiana Red Dirt Highway
Oak Ridge Boys - Louisiana Red Dirt Highway

Pulled out the driveway past an old tar paper shack
Standing at her mail box an old woman waves as I look back
I'm gonna miss my family and I'll need all the letter that they'll send
It's gonna be a long time before I travel down this red dirt road again

Louisiana red dirt highway I've been down a million times
With the tin barns and the pine trees I'm gonna take'em with me in my mind
I'm gonna take'em to the city where a man can make good money so they say
I'm already pretty lonesome and my tires ain't even slung off all the clay

The mud drips would make their own design and they'd zig zag for miles
And the one lane bridge that runs across the creek that I swan in as a child
The sawmill was thirty miles away and my daddy brought it wood
Mama done the cookin' and the cleanin' and taught us what was good

12338. Louisiana Saturday Night

Louisianna Saturday Night
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Well you get down the fiddle
And you get down the bow
Kick off your shoes
And you throw 'em on the floor
Dance in the kitchen till the morning light
Lousianna saturday night

Awaitin in the front yard
Sittin' on a log
A single shot rifle and a one eyed dog
Yonder come my kin folk in the moon light
Lousianna saturday night

Well you get down the fiddle
And you get down the bow
Kick off your shoes
And you throw 'em on the floor
Dance in the kitchen till the morning light
Lousianna saturday night

My brother Bill and my other brother Jack
Belly fulla beer and a possum in a sack
Fifteen kids in the front porch light
Lousianna saturday night



When the kin folk leave and the kids get fed
Me and my woman gonna slip off to bed
Gonna have a little fun when we turn out the light
Lousianna saturday night

Well you get down the fiddle
And you get down the bow
Kick off your shoes
And you throw 'em on the floor
Dance in the kitchen till the morning light
Lousianna saturday night

Well you get down the fiddle
And you get down the bow
Kick off your shoes
And you throw 'em on the floor
Dance in the kitchen till the morning light
Lousianna saturday night

12339. Louisiana Story

Lucinda Williams - Louisiana Story

In the Deep South when I was growing up
Looking back on the sweetness
Looking back on the rough
The sun going down, crickets at night
Lawnmower sounds and mosquito bites
Swatting at a fly, hearing the neighbors talk
So hot you could fry an egg on the sidewalk
Outside playing barefoot in the street
Tar would be sticking to the bottom of my feet
Running and chasing after the ice cream wagon
"Mama, can I have a quarter so that I can get me one?"

On a good day mama'd make us sweet coffee milk
On bad days she cussed when something got spilled
And Daddy taught the Bible, Lake Charles to Monroe
Shreveport to Slidell, Baton Rouge to Thibodaux
He chewed tobacco and spit out in a can
All the while hollering, "Don't let the screen door slam"

Her daddy's kind didn't spare the rod
Blinded by the fear and the wrath of the Lord
He'd call her a sinner, say, "you're going to hell"
Now finish your dinner and tell 'em you fell
And when the blood came
Her mama told her she was unclean
And her mama would scold her
Mama always felt Christian guilt
And then put to bed under a homemade quilt

God knows it rains in Louisiana



But not enough to wash away the sins of the father
And God knows momma loved her daughter
And they say that blood is thicker than water

Down in the Deep South when I was growing up
Looking back on the sweetness
Looking back on the rough

12340. Louisiana Woman, Mississippi Man

Louisiana Woman, Mississippi Man

Hey Louisiana woman Mississippi man we get together every time we can
The Mississippi River can keep us apart
There's too much love in the Mississippi heart too much love in this Louisiana heart

See the alligators all a waitin' nearby soon or later they know I'm gonna try
When she waves from the bank don't you know I know
It's goodbye fishin' line see you while ago
With a Louisiana woman waitin' on the other side
The Mississippi River don't look so wide
Louisiana woman Mississippi man...

Well I thought I'd been loved but I never had
Till I was wrapped In the arms of a Mississippi man
When he holds me close it feels almost like another hurricane just ripped the coast
If he can't come to me I'm gonna go to him
That Mississippi River Lord I'm gonna swim
Hey Louisiana woman Mississippi man...

Well Mississippi River Lord it's one mile wide and I gotta get me to the other side
Mississippi man I'm losin' my mind gotta have your loving one more time
I'm gonna jump in the river and here go too bad alligatior you swim too slow
Hey Louisiana woman Mississippi man...
There's too much love in the Mississippi heart too much love in this Louisiana heart
There's too much love in the Mississippi heart too much love in this Louisiana heart

12341. Louisville - Chords

Louisville
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Pat Gallagher and Jann Browne

C                         G7
I've been waiting here in Louisville
                                      C
Lots of time to kill waiting here for you
                         G7
I've had to get a job in Louisville



                                     C
Cause my hotel bill is six weeks overdue
    F                   C              F                C
You come to see me here believing that Kentucky was halfway
D7                                              G7
I love this old river town but I never meant to stay
C                         G7
I've been waiting here in Louisville
                                 C
You got until my bus leaves for LA
                                 G7
Let's not fool ourselves there's something wrong
                                 C
You don't belong to me now I can tell
                             G7
Six long weeks this took but it's a game
                                C
You never meant to come to Louisville
repeat #2
    F                C              F                C
You come to see here believing that Kentucky was halfway
D7                                              G7
I love this old river town but I never meant to stay
C                                   G7
Six long weeks this took but it's a game
                                C
You never meant to come here anyway
                          G7
I've been waiting here in Louisville
                                 C
You got until my bus leaves for LA
G7                               C
You got until my bus leaves for LA

12342. Love & Luck - Chords

Love & Luck
Marty Stuart - Love & Luck

Intro Chords
listen for timing:  F/G    G     C/G    G   F/G  G

C           G           C      G
Well my old man had a heart of gold
        C       G           D         G
He had eyes of steel and a real deep soul
          C     G             C       G
He was a quiet man, he never said too much
    C       G                D      G
But when he did you'd better listen up
      F                    G        
I was ready to waltz all around the world 
F                   G



ready to love every blue eyed girl 
   F                          G      
my bags were packed and I was ready to leave
   D                                 
he shook my hand and said to me, me, me,
NC         C        G      C        G
I wish you Luck and Love,  Love and Luck
C          G              D     G
Life's a treasure, so go dig it up
    C       G       C          G
Be what you are and that's enough 
           C        G         D        G
I wish you Luck and Love and Love and Luck
           C        G         D        G
I wish you Luck and Love and Love and Luck

Verse 2
Well Here I am out on my own 
Ain't much to show for the seeds I've sewn
There's been some broken hearts and some long lost nights
I'm startin' to think I can't do nothin' right.
Well, I guess you gotta learn as you go along
If you're gonna do right then you can't do wrong
So I looked in the mirror and I said to me daddy was right,
here's what you need, need, need

(back to chorus)

Some Chords for the Intro...
F/G  C/G
E-1  E-0
B-1  B-2
G-2  G-0
D-3  D-2
A-X  A-3
E-3  E-3

12343. Love - Chords

Dan Hicks - Love 

[Intro] (Repeat)
G  Cadd9  G
 
[Verse 1]
    G             Cadd9          Em   D
Her love comes in all shapes and sizes,
C          D              G   Cadd9  G
Small packages wrapped in gold.
G                Cadd9            Em    D
Can ya' hear her voice, now she's callin'
C         D         G   Cadd9  G
 Makes us feel like home



 
 
[Verse 2]
    G               Cadd9        Em   D
And can ya' tell me how she never ages,
       G          D          G  Cadd9  G
Like a song, that never gets old.
    G.               Cadd9    Em   D
And can ya' feel the energy inside her,
         C           D              G  Cadd9  G
Like the choir, with music in their soul
 
 
[Pre-chorus]
    Em               D/F#
And can ya' hear her harmony,
          G              Am
Now she's singing like a bird.
Em                D
 Right behind our melody,
         C                   G
It's the sweetest sounds you heard
 
 
[Chorus]
        C                   G
Well it sounds like love to us
C  G
Lo-ve
       C                   G
Yes it sounds like love to us
C     D     G  Cadd9  G    G  Cadd9 G
Love, love, love
 
 
[Bridge]
Bm  Em  C  G
Bm  Em  C  G
 
 
[Verse 3]
        G             Cadd9          Em  D
Yes her love comes in all shapes and sizes,
       C         D           G  Cadd9  G
With a smile she can not contain.
G               Cadd9            Em   D
Can ya' see her light, now she's shinin'
         C      D               G  Cadd9  G
Like the sun, after the pouring rain.
 
 
[Pre-chorus]
    Em               D/F#
And can ya' hear her harmony,
          G              Am
Now she's singing like a bird.
Em                D



 Right behind our melody,
         C                   G
It's the sweetest sounds you heard
 
 
[Chorus]
        C                   G
Well it sounds like love to us
C  G
Lo-ve
       C                   G
Yes it sounds like love to us
C     D     G  Cadd9  G    G  Cadd9 G
Love, love, love
 
 
[Outro] (Repeat)
G  Cadd9  G

12344. Love Affair

Kathy Mattea - Love Affair

Well the water runs the river
And the river runs to the sea
And I'll come running to you baby
If you come running to me
But it gets kind of hard sometimes, so hard sometimes
Honey if you're not there, if you're not there
I want a sweet love, sweet love to share
So why don't we have a love affair?
Why don't we have a love affair?
Softly you were speaking
Whispering your words
Your head laid on my shoulder
And everything you said I heard
But it gets kind of hard sometimes, so hard sometimes
If you're not there, if you're not there
Cause there's a sweet love, sweet love, sweet love us to share
Why don't we have a love affair?
Why don't we have a love affair?
Why don't we have a love affiar?
So the whole world can see
Why don't we have a love affair?
Honey just you and me
Cause it gets kind hard sometimes
So hard sometimes
Baby when you're not there
When you're not there
So if we can't be together
Just say a little prayer
Why don't we have a love affair?
Why don't we have a love affair?



Baby just you and me

12345. Love Again

Dave Evans - Love Again 

I wanna be in love again
I wanna hold your hand
We'll be like Barbie and Ken.

I wanna see how great our love can grow.

I wanna know the sky is blue
I wanna stand on land
But roam the heavens with you.

I wanna share the love and joy I know,
Know, Know, That I know

I wanna feel like time stands still
So when I look in your eyes
And then I feel that chill.

I'll know the time has come for us to go.

And then we'll get to share our dreams
We'll live our fairy tale lives
Like on the movie screens.

We'll live to share a love we can't outgrow.

I wanna be in love again
I wanna hold your hand
We'll be like Barbie and Ken.

I wanna see how great our love can grow.

I wanna know the sky is blue
I wanna stand on land
But roam the heavens with you.

I wanna share the love and joy I know,
Know, Know, That I know

I wanna feel like time stands still
So when I look in your eyes
And then I feel that chill.

I'll know the time has come for us to go.

And then we'll get to share our dreams
We'll live our fairy tale lives
Like on the movie screens.



We'll live to share a love we can't outgrow.

We'll live to share a love we can't outgrow.

12346. Love Along The Way

Tim O'Brien - Love Along the Way

[Verse 1]
All across this country from the east to the west
Everywhere I go I find the same old mess
Good-hearted people doing the best they can
With a mucked up system that don't give a damn

[Chorus]
But I'll hold your hand if you hold mine
Life on Earth is borrowed time
And as long as we're living, we ought to strive
To love along the way

[Verse 2]
I depend on you, neighbor, what we need is change
Let our heels hit the pavement and the peace flag wave
Clear  cross the mountains, o'er the prairies wide
There's a new day a dawning, but we can't waste time

[Chorus]
I'll hold your hand if you hold mine
Life on Earth is borrowed time
And as long as we're living, we ought to strive
To love along the way

[Verse 3]
Hark, Hallelujah when the banjo rings
I can hear the sacred spirit coming off the strings
Sisters and brothers, won't you sing with me
 Cause there ain't no greater force on earth than unity

[Chorus]
I'll hold your hand if you hold mine
Life on Earth is borrowed time
And as long as we're living, we ought to strive
To love along the way

12347. Love And Happiness

Emmylou Harris - Love and Happiness



Here's a wishing well
Here's a penny for
Any thought it is
That makes you smile
Every diamond dream
Everything that brings
Love and happiness
To your life

Here's a rabbit's food
Take it when you go
So you'll always know
You're safe from harm
Wear your ruby shoes
When you're far away
So you'll always stay
Home in your heart

You will always have a lucky star
That shines because of what you are
Even in the deepest dark
Because your aim is true
And if I could only have one wish
Darling, then I would be this
Love and happiness for you

Here's a spinning wheel
Use it once you've learned
There's a way to turn
The straw to gold
Here's a rosary
Count on every bead
With a prayer to keep
The hope you hold

You will always have a lucky star
That shines because of what you are
Even in the deepest dark
Because your aim is true
And if I could only have one wish
Darling, then it would be this
Love and happiness fot you
And if I could only have one wish
Darling, then it would be this
Love and happiness for you

12348. Love And Honor Never Crossed Your Mind

Love and Honor Never Crossed Your Mind

Love and honor a promise to obey sacred vows that we both made yesterday
But when someone tempted you you ease to cross the line
And I'll bet love and honor never cross your mind



You're the woman that once gave me her hand

And I'm the fool who's tryin' hard to understand
Why when someone tempted you you were so inclined
And I'll bet love and honor never cross your mind
Love and honor never cross your mind and love and honor is something hard to find
When someone tempted you you ease to cross the line
And I'll bet love and honor never cross your mind

Love and honor never cross your mind

12349. Love And Laughter

Tim O'Brien - Love and Laughter

Across the county line, in a cheap motel
Lyin' next to her, there's a new day wakin'
Never felt this sure of anything before
No question in his mind about the chance he's takin'

Don't know where they're goin' but they know just what they're after
In each other's arms they always seem to find their way
To love and laughter

First mornin' light on her new wedding band
She's talkin' on the phone, sayin' "Momma I'll miss you"
They can't help but laugh as momma starts to shout
She covers up the phone and reaches to kiss him

Momma can't remember how it feels
When you can live
On love and laughter

He's struttin' like a hero, she looks just like a dream
There's nothin' in their suitcase, but those two have everything they need
Love and laughter, love and laughter

She takes a highway map, covers up her eyes
Points to a little town and says "Let's go there"
Anywhere at all will be their honeymoon
Under big city lights or in the middle of nowhere

Don't know where they're goin' but they know just what they're after
In each other's arms they always seem to find their way
To love and laughter, love and laughter

12350. Love And Learn



Dolly Parton - Love And Learn 

That's the way love is you have to love and learn
I've lost again but can't I win these tears that I cried make my eyes burn
Each new love I'd find turns out to deepen the wrong time
And it looks like I'll just have to love and learn
Love and learn just hurt and yearn for someone who will love me in return
I'll be hurt many times before the right one I find
But that's the way love is you have to love and learn
[ steel ]
Love and learn...
Yes that's the way love is you have to love and learn

12351. Love And Regret

Billy Strings 
Love And Regret

Down by the river
The water's cold
Used to have a girl but that's alright
She came to me in a dream
And slipped away like a running stream

The hours of silence
In the light of the moon
Brings to me a sense of ease
There's nothing else that I could do
For that woman won't be pleased

I see her running
But I'm not the same
I've chased after pleasure
To bury my pain
But it's resurrected
When I say her name
My love and regret are one in the same

The scream of a raven
The screech of an owl
A heartbroke and lonesome coyote howl
Those old Hartford records that we used to play
And the silence when she went away

A flower illustrated in bloom
Floating on a wisp of consciousness
She rides innocently down the river to
The place where the light lives
And shrugs off enchantment with a sigh
Dreaming from the first moment of her life
Unheard songs bathed in silver ring out as
Morning rolls into the endless

I see her running



But I'm not the same
I've chased after pleasure
To bury my pain
But it's resurrected
When I say her name
My love and regret are one in the same

I keep wandering back
To a place in my mind
Where moonlight reflections return to her eyes
To gaze at the water once more
Before turning again to the sky

Down by the river
The water's cold
Used to have a girl but that's alright
She came to me in a dream
And slipped away like a running stream

12352. Love And Wealth

Love And Wealth (Love & Wealth)
Louvin Brothers - Osborne Brothers

Darling I am all alone in our little mountain home
It's lonely cold and loveless now inside
For your childish vows of love lasted only one short year
Then you went away to be another's bride

   You will never know the pain   
   That I felt the day you left
   Should you ever wed again
   Let me wish you love and wealth

For that same old whippoorwill   breaks the silence on the hill
As I stand and gaze upon it's faded wall
Where your picture used to hang   in a little golden frame
And the vision of your smile I still recall

12353. Love At The Five And Dime

Nanci Griffith - Love at the Five and Dime
Kathy Mattea

Rita was sixteen years, hazel eyes and chestnut hair
She made the Woolworth counter shine 
And Eddie was a sweet romancer, and a darn good dancer
And they'd waltz the aisles of the five and dime



And they'd sing
Dance a little closer to me, dance a little closer now
Dance a little closer tonight
Dance a little closer to me, 'cause it's closing time
And love's on sale tonight at this five and dime

Eddie played the steel guitar
And his mama cried 'cause he played in the bars
And kept young Rita out late at night
So they married up in Abilene, lost a child in Tennessee
Still that love survived

'Cause they'd sing
Dance a little closer to me, dance a little closer now
Dance a little closer tonight
Dance a little closer to me, 'cause it's closing time
And love's on sale tonight at this five and dime

One of the boys in Eddie's band took a shine to Rita's hands
So Eddie ran off with the bass man's wife
Oh, but he was back by June, singin' a different tune
And sportin' miss Rita back by his side

And he sang
Dance a little closer to me, dance a little closer now
Dance a little closer tonight
Dance a little closer to me, 'cause it's closing time
And love's on sale tonight at this five and dime

Eddie traveled with the barroom bands 
'Til arthritis took his hands
Now he sells insurance on the side
Rita's got a house to keep
Dimestore novels and a love so sweet
They dance to the radio late at night

And they sing
Dance a little closer to me, dance a little closer now
Dance a little closer tonight
Dance a little closer to me, 'cause it's closing time
And love's on sale tonight at this five and dime

'Cause Rita was sixteen years, with hazel eyes and chestnut hair
She really made the Woolworth counter shine
Eddie was a sweet romancer, and a darn good dancer
And they'd waltz the aisles of the five and dime
And they'd waltz the aisles of the five and dime
And they'd waltz the aisles of the five and dime

12354. Love Bug

Vince Gill - Love bug
Composer: Curtis Wayne - Wayne Kemp



Oh that little bitty teeny weeny thing they call the love bump
Nobody thinks about it until one day it just pops up
It all started with a little bitty kiss on her muff
It's a little bitty teeny weeny thing they call the love bump

Well I was a Casanova a real lady killer they say
Until I got a cold sore one that would not go away
Yeah I tried ointment on it but nothing was working for me
My kissin' days are over thanks to little herpe

Oh that little bitty teeny weeny thing they call the love bump
Nobody thinks about it until one day it just pops up
It all started with a little bitty kiss on her muff
It's a little bitty teeny weeny thing they call the love bump

Well I always thought that I had me a pretty good smile
But even with a mustache this really cramps my style
'Cause with every outbreak it's something I can't hide
No kissing for me the girls all go running by

Oh that little bitty teeny weeny thing they call the love bump
Nobody thinks about it until one day it just pops up
It all started with a little bitty kiss on her muff
It's a little bitty teeny weeny thing they call the love bump

It's a little bitty teeny weeny thing they call the love bump

12355. Love Call Waltz

Love Call Waltz

The music played so sweetly
While I held you close you close to me
The memory of your love
I can't erase
It was there, I kissed you gently
And you whispered tenderly
I love you and I'll treasure every phrase
The moon, looked down so lonesome
And a night bird, whistled low
It seemed, the stars enchanted
Then did fall
It seemd, a perfect picture
While the shadows round us fell
I fell in love
While they played, the love call waltz



12356. Love Can Go To

Marty Stuart - Love Can Go To
Written by Marty Stuart

I didn't know that she was married
That part she didn't tell
Forget this town, ain't hangin' around
Love can go to .......

12357. Love Can't Ever Get Better Than This

Love Can't Ever Get Better Than This - Ricky Skaggs
Composer: Irene Kelley - Nancy Montgomery

Lookin' at you I can see what I missed
Love can't ever get better than this
I never knew there was so much in a kiss
Love can't ever get better than this
I knew this ol' world like the back of my hand
I'd known a lot of boys but I never knew a man
You were somethin' darlin I just couldn't resist
Oh love can't ever get better than this
Love can't ever get better than this
You took a country boy and gave his life a new twist
Love can't ever get better than this
I'm tellin' everyone you're at the top of my list
Love can't ever get better than this
I made a lot of money but it didn't buy me dreams
Thought that I was rich but I was only in between
You were somethin' darling I just couldn't resist
Oh love can't ever get better than this
Love can't ever get better than this
Lookin' at you I can see what I missed
Love can't ever get better than this
I'm a tellin' everyone you're at the top of my list
Love can't ever get better than this
I made a lot of money but it didn't buy me dreams
Thought that I was rich but I was only in between
You were somethin' darling I just couldn't resist
Oh love can't ever get better than this
Love can't ever get better than this
Love can't ever get better than this
Love can't ever get better than this
Love can't ever get love can't ever get
Love can't ever get better than this

12358. Love Can't Ever Get Better Than This - Chords



Love Can't Ever Get Better Than This
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs and Sharon White
Written by Nancy Montgomery and Irene Kelly

C                               F
Looking at you I can see what I missed
C                   G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this
                                    F
I never knew there was so much in a kiss
C                   G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this

  F
I know this old world like the back of my hand
    C
I'd known a lot of boys but I never knew a man
F
You were something darling I just couldn't resist
   C                   F           C
Oh love can't ever get better than this
                    G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this

                                               F
You took a country boy and gave his life a new twist
C                   G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this
                                             F
I'm telling everyone you're at the top of my list
C                   G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this

  F
I made a lot of money but it didn't buy me dreams
C
Thought that I was rich but I was only in between
F
You were something darling I just couldn't resist
   C                   F           C
Oh love can't ever get better than this
                    G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this

                                F
Looking at you I can see what I missed
C                   G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this
                                                   F
I've been telling everyone you're at the top of my list
C                   G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this

Repeat #4

                    F           C
Love can't ever get better than this
                    G7          C



Love can't ever get better than this

12359. Love Cant Ever Get Better - Chords

Love Cant Ever Get Better
Ricky Skaggs 
sung by Ricky Skaggs & Sharon White

C / / / 2 / F / C / / / G7 / C / 2 / / /
SHARON:                         F
Lookin' at you I can see what I missed
C                   G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this
                                    F
I never knew there was so much in a kiss
C                   G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this
  F
I knew this ol' world like the back of my hand
    C
I'd known a lot of boys but I never knew a man
F
You were somethin', darlin', I just couldn't resist
   C                   F           C
Oh love can't ever get better than this
                    G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this

F / / / 2 / Bb / F / / / C7 / F / 2 / / /
RICKY:                                       Bb
You took a country boy & gave his life a new twist
F                   C7          F
Love can't ever get better than this
                                             Bb
I'm tellin' everyone you're at the top of my list
F                   C7          F
Love can't ever get better than this
  Bb
I made a lot of money but it didn't buy me dreams
F
Thought that I was rich but I was only in between
Bb
You were somethin', darlin', I just couldn't resist
   F                   Bb          F
Oh love can't ever get better than this
                    C7          F
Love can't ever get better than this

SHARON:
C                               F
Lookin' at you I can see what I missed
C                   G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this



RICKY:    F                                        Bb
I've been tellin' everyone you're at the top of my list
C                   G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this
BOTH:
  F 
I made a lot of money but it didn't buy me dreams
C
Thought that I was rich but I was only in between
F 
You were somethin', darlin', I just couldn't resist
   C                   F           C
Oh love can't ever get better than this
                    F           C
Love can't ever get better than this
                    G7          C
Love can't ever get better than this

SHARON: Love can't ever get
       F
RICKY: Love can't ever get
      Bb                              C
BOTH: Love can't ever get better than this

12360. Love Caught Up To Me - Chords

Love Caught Up To Me
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C               F                         C
Baby I couldn't hide no matter how hard I tried
                    G7                           C
Was foolish to have begun to believe I'd ever outrun
                   F                         C
And honey I had no call to try and escape at all
                             G7                C
Cause by the time I got free love caught up to me
                    F                C
Baby I used to have ways to avoid anyplace
                       G7                     C
That even had half the chance to cut in on my dance
                        F                             C
Yeah my cool heart hung around only if it couldn't be found
                          G7                     C
But showed up permanently when love caught up to me
E7                       F
The fascinations of each lie 
E7                         F
I told myself were reasons why
D7                      D#
The feeble boast I made alone 
G#                          G7
Sound faded worn and all outgrown



C                 F                         C
Hey I could never afford honey all it would cost
                    G7                C
To replace what you do if it ever got lost
                     F                        C
But baby I'd beg and steal just to keep how I feel
                       G7                     C
A way I never did need till love caught up to me
repeat #3,1
                            G7                C
Yeah by the time I got free love caught up to me

12361. Love Changes Everything

Jerry Jeff Walker - Love Changes Everything

Felt like writing a song, one that kind of rolls along
One simple and true, easy to sing
Little ditty about me and you, and all the things love can do
Cause love comes along and changes every little thing that you do
You know the secret of our happiness is to give your lady love a kiss
First thing when the sun comes shining on through
Just say I love you is the thing to do
I'll bet she says she's gonna love you too
Watch how love changes every little thing you do
Chorus:
Love changes how you feel about yourself
Makes you want to get up and face the day
It changes how you look at everyone else
It can change your life in so many ways
That's all a simple song she sang, but before I stop and walk away
Here's something that you might carry with you
Your life becomes a better place when a baby comes to share your days
And you find that little bugger changes every little thing you do
Chorus
Yeah, I felt like writing a song, one that kind of rolls along
One simple and true, easy to sing
Little ditty about me and you, and all the things love can do
Cause love comes along and changes every little thing you do
A little love sure can change you
Love comes along and changes you
A little bit of love sure changes you

12362. Love Chooses You

Love Chooses You
Laurie Lewis - Kathy Mattea - Jeannie Kendall

Love comes unbidden, can't be forbidden



It takes you and shakes you right down to your shoes
It knows heartache and trial but accepts no denial
You can't choose who you love, love chooses you

In the wink of an eye love looses an arrow
We control it no more than the flight of the sparrow
The swell of the tide or the light of the moon
You can't choose who you love, love chooses you

Tell me now if I'm wrong
Are you feelin' the same
Are your feet on the ground
Are you callin' my name
Do you lie awake nights
Please say you do
'Cause you can't choose who you love
Love chooses you

Love cuts like a torch to a heart behind steel
And though you may hide it, love knows how you feel
And though you may trespass on the laws of the land
Your heart has to follow when love takes your hand

And it seems we're two people within the same circle
It's drawn tighter and tighter till you're all that I see
I'm full and I'm empty and you're pouring through me
Like a warm rain fallin' through the leaves on a tree

Tell me now if I'm wrong
Are you feelin' the same
Are your feet on the ground
Are you callin' my name
Do you lie awake nights
Please say you do
'Cause you can't choose who you love
Love chooses you

No you can't choose who you love
Love chooses you

12363. Love City

Dolly Parton - Love City 
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writers Porter Wagoner, Tom Pick

Welcome to Love City population two
It isn't a big place our little town but it's filled with lovely sights all
around
A park filled with flowers a beautiful lawn
The streets of the driveway that leads to our home
Just a small house on an acre of ground we call it Love City our little town
Welcome to Love City polulation two



Founded on a little love that just grew and grew between me and you
We built our home on Love's Avenue the taxes are low and it has a nice view
We've got home cooked meals that are fit for a king
And all kinds of love to fill every dream
A room just for friends if they happen to visit our Love City population two
Welcome to Love City population two
Founded on a little love that just grew and grew welcome to Love City
population two

12364. Love City (Postcards To Duluth)

Love City (Postcards To Duluth)
Noel Paul Stookey

Hey, Margaret, I left you a note, did you get what I wrote?
I laid it between your records.
It said I'm changing my mind, and I'm leaving to find
An answer for both of us.

I think that it's better that we be apart;
I've got to find out what life is about.
I'll drop you a postcard from time to time
When I, when I, get to Love City.

Hey, Margaret, I landed today, and I flew all the way:
Now I know what you'll say about airplanes;
If God had meant us to fly
we'd be amply supplied with wings.
Ah, didn't he?

I can't waste a minute, a minute won't wait.
How would you like if I found it a minute too late?
Margaret, I miss you, want you by my side
While I'm, while I'm in Love City.

Hey, Margaret, I'm not comin' home, and I'll stay here
alone
If you can't get free to follow.
But Margaret, the days are so few, won't you please hurry, too?
There's so much we must do for tomorrow.

It's getting much closer, it's coming your way.
And something more beautiful happens
inside me everyday!

I'm sending a flower; they're hard to find.
They grow, as you know, in Love City.



12365. Love Conquers All

Nanci Griffith - Love Conquers All

She's a brown skin girl from El Paso City
He's a sweet tempered soldier from Fort Bliss
They ran off one July evening
All concerned said this one is anyone's guess

Love conquers all
Love conquers all
And to all concerned you'll survive that fall
'Cause love conquers all

She's a rest home bride up in New Jersey
It's her first trip down the aisle, and it's his second time around
All concerned said she looked so pretty
Dressed in white though she's wheel chair bound

Love conquers all
Love conquers all
And to all concerned you'll survive that fall
'Cause love conquers all

Whether you're young or old
Near or far, down the road of life
Your chances are to all concerned
Love conquers all

She's a Muslim girl from Motor City
He's an uptight Irish Catholic boy
They found their love in a class on history
And the bells of Ann Arbor rang with joy

Love conquers all
Love conquers all
And to all concerned you'll survive that fall
'Cause love conquers all

And it's love, love, love.
Love conquers all
Yes, it's love, love, love
Love conquers all

12366. Love Does It Every Time - Chords

Love Does It Every Time
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Tony Mullins and Robert Terry
 
F     C
After eight years of drinking
       Am               C



On the bottom and still sinking
F                C                  Dm
Lost his job his house his kids his wife
    C               G7         Am
And then one Sunday morning he heard
                 C
Some church bell ringing
F                  Am                 Dm
And one preacher's sermon changed his life
Am       C     F
He'll be sober tonight
                     G7    C
I guess love does it every time
 
F     C
After six weeks of chemo
       Am              C
It's a miracle for all we know
F                      C              Dm
For that's what little Cindy's doctor said
        C               G7
All the tests they show nothing
Am                G7
Man that's really something
        F                 C                      Dm
All the prayers that were sent up must have been read
Am     G7               F
Little Cindy's gonna be fine
                     G7    C
I guess love does it every time
 
       F                   C
It can save you that's for certain
       Dm       C           F
It can kill you when you're hurtin'
          A#7               Am         Dm
It's been known to turn the water into wine
C     F                  C
And although you may not see it
         D#             Dm
It'll be there when you need it
   F            G7    C
Oh love does it every time
 
F     C
After four years of trying
    Am             C
And many nights of crying
F              Am                 Dm
They said they might as well give up
    C                           Am       C
One day she started craving raviolis and raisins
    F                         C           Dm
And before too long they were buying baby stuff
Am          G7      F
Due date is January ninth
                     G7    C



I guess love does it every time
 
       F                   C
It can save you that's for certain
       Dm       C           F
It can kill you when you're hurtin'
          A#7               Am         Dm
It's been known to turn the water into wine
C     F                  C
And although you may not see it
         D#             Dm
It'll be there when you need it
   F            G7    Am
Oh love does it every time
   F            G7    C      F              C
Oh love does it every time    does it every time

12367. Love Don't Hurt Every Time

Love Don't Hurt Every Time

Love don't hurt every time
Sometimes love can be kind
So don't turn away from these arms of mine
Love don't hurt every time

Love has a mind of its own
Sometimes it's one way alone
This time could be that once in a lifetime
This feeling we feel comin' on

Love don't hurt every time
Sometimes love can be kind
So don't turn away from these arms of mine
Love don't hurt every time

So don't turn away from these arms of mine
Love don't hurt every time

12368. Love Don't Hurt Every Time - Chords

Love Don't Hurt Every Time
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
C          D7         G
Love don't hurt every time
C         D7          G
Sometimes love can be kind
   C          B7              Em      A7



So don't turn away from these arms of mine
C    Am    D7         G
Love don't hurt every time
Am         D7          G
Love has a mind of its own
Am             D7       G
Sometimes it's one way alone
B7                      Em
This time could be that once in a lifetime
     A7                     Am  D7
This feeling we feel comin' on
C          D7         G
Love don't hurt every time
C         D7          G
Sometimes love can be kind
   C          B7              Em      A7
So don't turn away from these arms of mine
C    Am    D7         G
Love don't hurt every time
   C          B7              Em      A7
So don't turn away from these arms of mine
C    Am    D7         G
Love don't hurt every time

12369. Love Don't Live Here Anymore

Love Don't Live Here Anymore - Del Mccoury Band

[Verse 1]
Perfect strangers sitting down face to face
Like we've never met before
Nothing's left between us but the space between us
Love don't live here anymore

[Verse 2]
Faded photographs, dusty dreams
Lyin' scattered on the floor
Nothing's here to bind us to the years behind us
Love don't live here anymore

[Verse 3]
Never sharin' nothin', we don't care
I've got nothin' close to nothin' you'd care to hear
Nail the shutters down, pull the shades
Hang a sign upon the door
There's no use pretending, there's no happy ending
Love don't live here anymore

[Instrumental Bridge]

[Verse 3]
Never sharin' nothin', we don't care
I've got nothin' close to nothin' you'd care to hear



Nail the shutters down, pull the shades
Hang a sign upon the door
There's no use pretending, there's no happy ending
Love don't live here anymore
[Outro]
Love don't live here anymore

12370. Love For An Angel

Love for an Angel 
Ronnie Bowman

Sittin on the back porch my head in my hand and Im tryin, to understand
How to deal with a woman whos perfect in every way except for one
She dont love this man

Her eyes shine like diamonds her hair black as coal when she smiles I get weak in the knees
Im in love with an angel no one can disagree but this angel aint in love with me

Chrous
If I spend another night without sleeping
I think Ill go insane
The love that sustained me has faded away and my tears are falling like rain

She swore she would love me till death did us part when I placed a golden ring on her hand B
ut her gaze towards another brought rage to my heart now shes sleepin peace beneith the sa
nd
Well Im locked in a small room with time on my hands and Im tryin to understand
How my love for an angel could cause so much pain, miserey for this heartbroken man
Writer(s): Paul Van Dyk, Robert Henry, Danny Kirsch

12371. Love Gone Wrong - Chords

Love Gone Wrong 
Lula Wiles
 
G#m E B F# G#m
 
[Verse 1]
              E
Let me get a little thing off my chest
                    B  F# G#m
I've been doing my best
                         E
C'mon, baby, don't keep lying to yourself
                                  B                        F#
Don't try to tell me you haven't noticed I've been looking away
   E F# E F#
Ooh



 
 
[Chorus]
B
I'm doing everything wrong
              F#
All that was right is lost
C#m
Little red button my the sleeve of my dress
      E
Good girl, I'm making a mess
B         G#m
I've been doing you wrong
             F#
To let it go on so long
C#m                       E
Whatcha got left when the flicker dies out
C#m                         E
Tell me what we're gonna do now
                C#     E
That all of our love's gone
          G#m
Love gone wrong
 
 
E B F# G#m
 
 
[Verse 2]
                     E
Last night we held a lie between our lips
                      B F# G#m
Another dead-end kiss
                             E
Woke up weighed down by the truth, we don't wanna believe
                           B           F#
Baby, it ain't easy having nothing to give
E F# E F#
Ooh
 
 
[Chorus]
          B
I'm doing everything wrong
              F#
All that was right is lost
C#m
Little red button my the sleeve of my dress
     E
Good girl, I'm making a mess
          G#m
I've been doing you wrong
             F#
To let it go on so long
C#m                       E
Whatcha got left when the flicker dies out
C#m                         E



Tell me what we're gonna do now
            C#  C#7  C#  E
That all of our love's gone
                    C#7    E
Now that all of our love's gone
 
 
C C#m A E B C#m
 
 
[Outro]
                     A           E  B C#m
There's never gonna be a right time
                    A               E B C#m
There's never gonna be a right time
                    A                  E B
There's never gonna be a right time

12372. Love Grown Cold

Love Grown Cold - Infamous Stringdusters

Now you can take my money and you can take my pride
You can take that long road down the mountain side
Go downtown and fool around but you're not fooling me
I'm not the one you love so don't come home to me

   I'm tired of being lied to tired of growing old
   Tired of living my life for love grown cold

Now you can catch a wild bird and you can set it free
But you can't turn loose the pain that's trapped inside of me
You can teach the cheating kind to live the golden rule
My mama didn't raise me to be a dog-gone fool

Now you can take your whiskey and you can take your wine
And I might spend some lonely nights but I'll just take my time
There comes a time a broken heart just has to close it's door
Tired of giving part, just can't give no more

12373. Love Grows Wild

Dierks Bentley - Love Grows Wild
Buddy Miller

[Verse 1]
There's a place where love grows wild
Where hearts can trust just like a child
A wild thing, it don't need a lot



It just grows on what it's it got
It still grows no matter what
I used to be too hard to care
But till you do, you ain't nowhere
Once I just threw love away
But that fool was yesterday
Now my heart is home to stay

[Chorus]
Wild things grow on less than a little
And darling I know it'll be
You and me right down in the middle
Where love grows wild

[Verse 2]
Gave up all those valentines
Now I just want the one that's mine
I will say I love you so
When I do it, you will know
Darling I will never go

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
You give me the sweetest love
You must be straight from above
And you're so good at loving me
You're so fine, it's plain to see
This was surely meant to be

[Chorus]

12374. Love Gun

Love Gun
Hayseed Dixie

I really love you baby
I love what you've got
Let's get together, we can
Get hot
No more tomorrow, baby
Time is today
Girl, I can make you feel
Okay
No place for hidin' baby
No place to run
You pull the trigger of my
Love gun, (love gun), love gun
Love gun, (love gun), love gun

You can't forget me baby
Don't try to lie



You'll never leave me, mama
So don't try
I'll be a gambler, baby
Lay down the bet
We get together, mama
You'll sweat

No place for hidin' baby
No place to run
You pull the trigger of my
Love gun, (love gun), love gun
Love gun, (love gun), love gun
Love gun, love gun

Love gun, (love gun), love gun
Love gun, (love gun)
Love gun, (love gun), love gun
Love gun, (love gun), love gun
Love gun, (love gun)
Love gun, (love gun)
Love gun, (love gun)
Love gun, (love)

12375. Love Handles

Keller Williams - Love Handles

I'm packing the love
I've got it hanging off of me
It comes from above
I keep it down inside of me

It comes in different shapes and sizes
Lack of willpower, compromises
Lack of excercises
I'm packing the love

So if you need a hand hold
Baby you can take hold
Of my love handles
If you need to get your love on
Baby you can grab on
To my love handles
My love handles

I'm packing the love
I don't think its a bad thing
It keeps me warm in the winter
It makes me sweat in the spring
It's a double chin love
I have grown to accept it
I love the sweet taste of sweet tasting lvoe
It's so easy to digest it



So if you need a hand hold
Baby you can take hold
Of my love handles
My love handles
If you need to get your love on
Baby you can grab on
To my love handles
My love handles

Well the man on the TV tells me
I've got so much love I can stand to lose some
So I changed the channel
How could I survive without the sweet taste
Of sweet tasting love
Up the river without a paddle

I'm packing the love
I got enough to go around
I've got so much in the country
I don't ever have to go to town

It comes in different shapes and sizes
Lack of willpower compromises
Lack of excersizes
I'm packing the love

So if you need a hand hold
Baby you can take hold
Of my love handles
My love handles

If you need to get your love on
Baby you can grab on
To my love handles
My love handles
More of me to love

12376. Love Has A Mind Of Its Own

Love Has a Mind of Its Own

I'd love to forget every time that you kissed me
I'd love to forget that you're gone
I'd gladly hold back each tear that I'm crying
But love has a mind of its own
Love is a ruler the greatest of kings
Love sets a peon a throne

Forgetting you darling is not my decision
For love has a mind of its own
I don't wanna carry this worrisome heartache
I don't want to cry all night long



I wish I could run from the day that I met you
But love has a mind of its own
Love is a ruler the greatest of kings,
Love has a mind of its own

12377. Love Has Brought Him Here

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Love has brought him here
Composer: Robert Carpenter - Thomas Kell

In the crowded streets of this desert town
I've heard the rumor going 'round
But it doesn't seem the time or place
For a Savior child to bring His grace
There's too much trouble, greed and tears
Who could greet Him, conscience clear?
And who among us would believe
Till the trumpets sound His song
That the promised one has come

Then a star came out and the cattle low
And the street turned bright with a manger's glow
I thought I heard the message clear that love has brought Him here

Who are these people, peasant poor
Who sit inside the stable door
Where is the sense in such a choice
What have we waited for
Seems a King should have much more

Then the star turned bright and the mother smiled
At this gift of life her precious child
I saw right then the message clear that love has brought Him here

Then the star came out and the cattle low
And the street shone bright with a manger's glow
And this old world will one day know the love that's brought Him here
The love that's brought Him here
The love that's brought Him here

12378. Love Has No Pride

Linda Ronstadt - Love Has No Pride

I've had bad dreams too many times, 
To think that they don't mean much any more. 
Fine times have gone and left my sad home, 
Friends who once cared just walk out my door. 



Love has no pride when I call out your name. 
Love has no pride when there's no one left to blame. 
I'd give anything to see you again. 

I've been alone too many nights 
To think that you could come back again. 
But I've heard you talk: "She's crazy to stay." 
But this love hurts me so, I don't care what you say. 

Love has no pride when I call out your name. 
Love has no pride when there's no one left to blame. 
I'd give anything to see you again. 

If I could buy your love, I'd truly try my friend. 
And if I could pray, my prayer would never end. 
But if you want me to beg, I'll fall down on my knees; 
Asking for you to come back 
I'd be pleading for you to come back
Begging for you to come back to me. 

Love has no pride when I call out your name. 
Love has no pride when there's no one left to blame. 
I'd give anything to see you again. 

Yes, I'd give anything to see you again.

12379. Love Have Mercy On Us

Dolly Parton - Love Have Mercy On Us 
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writer Dolly Parton

I wasn't looking for you when I found you I just turned and I saw you there
And I was so lonely and lost when I found you and I needed somebody to care
And it had been so long since I'd been happy or needed or wanted or loved
And now that I've found you let my arms around you oh love have mercy on us
Have mercy on us don't let it be wrong for there is nothing to live all alone
And now that you're mine may love treat us kind oh love have mercy on us
Oh what must we do with this love for each other is it wrong to love one so much
I want to be with you and oh how I miss you oh love have mercy on us
Have mercy on us...

12380. Love Her In The Mornin'

Love Her In The Mornin' - Rising Appalachia
 
I'm gonna love her in the mornin'
I'm gonna love her in the mornin'
 



I'm gonna love her in the mornin'
I'm gonna love her in the mornin'

12381. Love Her Like She's Leavin'

Brad Paisley - Love Her Like She's Leavin' (feat. Don Henley) 

We cut the cake, everybody danced, and some people drank too much.
You looked like the cover, of a bride's magazine, and I looked like some guy in a tux.
I'll never forget, when your Uncle Bill, pulled up a chair and sat down,
And said "Son I've been married now 45 years, " and he pointed at you through the crowd,
And said
"Love her like she's leaving,
Like it's all gonna end, if you don't.
Love her like she's leaving,
Oh and I guarantee, she won't."
He said "It's sending her flowers, for no reason at all. And notes on the fridge every day.
An unexpected gift, at an unexpected time, that keeps the lawyers away.
And it's easy to take forever for granted, with tin cans tied to your car.
And I know she tells you that she'll always be there, but I'm telling you if you're smart, "
"You'll love her like she's leaving,
Like all it's gonna end, if you don't.
Love her like she's leaving,
Oh and I guarantee, she won't."
"Yeah, she could have any man she wants, you know it's true.
Best way to keep her, is to keep her wanting you."
"Love her like she's leaving
Oh and I guarantee she won't."
"Yeah, I guarantee she won't."

12382. Love Home And Me - Chords

Love Home And Me 
Nicki Bluhm

[Verse 1]
 
F              Em        F           Em
Love is like a cormorant, love flies away
F              Em          F             Bb  F Em
Ours is like a condor bird, it is here to stay
 
F               Em      F                  Em
Home is like an island, in the sea that is paved
F                   Em    F             Bb F  Em
but I can smell the ocean, and hear the waves
 
 
[Chorus]



C  Dm7   G Fm    C
Ohh, ohh, ohh, ohh
 
 
[Verse 2]
F                Em    F           Em
and I am like the wind, constantly blown
F                Em          F       Bb  F  Em
feeling good and feeling sad is all I know
 
 
[Chorus]
C  Dm7   G Fm    C
Ohh, Ohh, Ohh, Ohh
 
 
[Outro]
F              Em        F           Em
Love is like a cormorant, love flies away...

12383. Love Hurts

Emmylou Harris - Love Hurts (Everly Brothers cover)

Love hurts, love scars, love wounds and mars
Any heart not tough nor strong enough
To take a lot of pain, take a lot of pain
Love is like a cloud holds a lot of rain.
Love hurts uh, uh love hurts.

I'm young, I know but even so
I know a thing or two I've learned from you
I've really learned a lot, really learned a lot
Love is like a stove burns you when it's hot
Love hurts uh, uh love hurts.

Some fools rave of happiness
Blissfullness, togetherness
Some fools fool themselves I guess,
But they're not fooling me
I know it isn't true, no it isn't true
Love is just a lie, made to make you blue
Love hurts uh, uh love hurts.

12384. Love Hurts

Emmylou Harris - Love Hurts (Everly Brothers cover)

Love hurts, love scars, love wounds and mars



Any heart not tough nor strong enough
To take a lot of pain, take a lot of pain
Love is like a cloud holds a lot of rain.
Love hurts uh, uh love hurts.

I'm young, I know but even so
I know a thing or two I've learned from you
I've really learned a lot, really learned a lot
Love is like a stove burns you when it's hot
Love hurts uh, uh love hurts.

Some fools rave of happiness
Blissfullness, togetherness
Some fools fool themselves I guess,
But they're not fooling me
I know it isn't true, no it isn't true
Love is just a lie, made to make you blue
Love hurts uh, uh love hurts.

12385. Love I Used To Call Mine

Dolly Parton - Love I Used To Call Mine 

As gentle as soft breezes blowing as warm as the summer sunshine
As sweet as the dew on the roses was the love I used to call mine
Sweet memories keep on holding revealing the past in my mind
But my arms are no longer holding the love I used to call mine
Gone are the soft gentle breezes and gone is the warm summer sunshine
And gone like the dew on the roses is the love that I used to call mine
Sweet memories keep on holding revealing the past in my mind
Some other arms arms are now holding the love I used to call mine
The love that I used to call mine

12386. Love In A Faithless Country

Richard Thompson - Love In A Faithless Country 

Always move in pairs and travel light
Loose friend is an enemy, keep him tight
Always leave a job the way you found it
Look for trouble coming and move around it

That's the way we make love
That's the way we make love
That's the way we make love

Always make your best moves late at night
Always keep your tools well out of sight
Never pays to work the same town twice



Never hurts to be a little nice

That's the way we make love
That's the way we make love
And that's the way we make love

[Incomprehensible]

Learn the way to melt into a crowd
Never catch an eye or dress too loud
You've got to be invisible, my friend
To find the joy on which we must depend

That's the way we make love
That's the way we make love
That's the way we make love
Love, love, love, love

That's the way we make love
That's the way we make love

[Incomprehensible]

12387. Love In A Memory

Nanci Griffith - Love in a Memory

She sleeps alone in the warm nights of Memphis
Where the Peabody Hotel meets the velveteen sky
She sings like the waves in the cool Mississippi
That brought her from St. Paul in '75
And men come to court her with roses and sweet wine
Where hands cross the ivories from six until nine
She sings away sorrow each night when she leaves him
She goes home alone,
She's not the marrying kind

[Chorus:]
Love is a memory that she'll always hold
Cause love in a memory never grows old
Why she did leave him, well nobody knows
Love in a memory never grows old

Now he works the toll booth on the New Jersey Turnpike
The ring on his finger grows cold to the bone
His sons were all dreamers who cheat on their own wives
He still dreams of St. Paul when he's cheating alone

[Chorus]



12388. Love In My Heart

Love in My Heart
(Frank Solivan)

As the seconds of the day roll by
I sit and wonder why
You had to go and find somebody new
i think about the times we've shared
The memories how you cared
It reminds me of when you said we're through

This love in my heart
Won't stop cause we're apart
Don't leave me for him
You know it'd be a sin
So come back tonight
I promise we won't fight
Believe me when I say my love Is true

Now I plan on going home
To the place from which I roamed
it's there I hope to find some peace
My heart's in shambles now
And I begin to wonder how
Your sweet love let me down with heartless ease

12389. Love In The Ruins

Buddy Miller - Love In The Ruins

Over in the ruins
After the fall
What were we doing
Not thinking at all
I'll take the check for
There's no one to blame S
Ome one just called me
Was that just your name
But regret is a debt that I just can't pay
Cause there'd be more that I could ever make
Turn left when we get to that place in the road
Or we'll be on the one we shouldn't take
It wasn't our fault
Probably mine
Covered up our hearts
So they couldn't shine
Let's not feel guilty
Have a safe ride
One time we really
Felt too much inside
Now I can't tell a lie like the ones before
That would be more than I could ever fake



History can repeat like it did on us before
Or we'll be on the one we didn't take

12390. Love Is - Chords

Love Is
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Kate McGarrigle, Anna McGarrigle and Jane McGarrigle

F         G7    C   F         G7       C
Love is a shiny car love is a steel guitar
F         G7     C    F         G7      C
Love is a battle scar love is a morning charm
F         G7     C         F            G7         C
Love is a twelve-bar blues love is your blue suede shoes
F         G7     C     F         G7      C
Love is a heart abused love is a mind confused
    F
And love is the pleasures I'm told
        C    G7                      C
And for some love is still a band of gold
   G7          Am            F
My love has no reason has no rhyme
C  G7             F      C
My love cross the double line
F         G7      C    F         G7     C
Love is a mine of gold love is a man to hold
F         G7       C    F       G7      C
Love is a drowning soul love is its own reward
Repeat 2 x2
      G7             F      C
Oh my love cross the double line
      G7             F      C
Oh my love cross the double line

12391. Love Is A Hard Waltz

Nanci Griffith - Love Is A Hard Waltz

Take this heart of mine out the winter
And let the new life of Springtime come rest at our door
May the soul of my brother never bow to the wicked
And the hearts of our children waltz together once more

[Chorus:]
Love is a Hard Waltz, and we could all use a
Lesson in giving
If we give it hearts, it could teach us the
Rhythm if only we're willing



Now my mother's had a hard life in learnin' to dance
My father did leave her on the dance floor at midnight
Though they shared a true love, he did not understand
That all she ever wanted was a hand in her own life

[Chorus]

I know women who gather for the hatred of men
Their eyes are as closed as the blind Ku Klux Klan
There are men who would love those same women as friends
Oh , brother and sister they'd stand in the end, but

[Chorus]

Now, we've all lived in fear of the needs of our neighbors
Yet, we voice our opinions through weak politicians
Hey, the shores of our country have closed for this season
And our lady of the harbor stands lonely and weeping, cause

[Chorus]

12392. Love Is A Lonely Street

The Louvin Brothers - Love Is A Lonely Street

Maybe once in a lifetime, you may find that perfect love
The kind that lives forever, a gift from up above
And then an unkind word that's said or a careless love affair
Can leave a hurt that you can't hide and you're too hurt to care

Love is a lonely street for those who go astray
It's paved with broken hearts that someone threw away
They'll walk with memories, the bitter and the sweet
Follow their destiny, love is a lonely street

There are times you shouldn't dare to grant your heart its wish
For heartaches come so easy when you're hungry for a kiss
And you can't see the danger of sweet arms that hold you tight
Love is so blind when you are blue and wrong can seem so right

Love is a lonely street for those who go astray
It's paved with broken hearts that someone threw away
They'll walk with memories, the bitter and the sweet
Follow their destiny, love is a lonely street

12393. Love Is A Lonely Street



The Louvin Brothers - Love Is A Lonely Street

Maybe once in a lifetime, you may find that perfect love
The kind that lives forever, a gift from up above
And then an unkind word that's said or a careless love affair
Can leave a hurt that you can't hide and you're too hurt to care

Love is a lonely street for those who go astray
It's paved with broken hearts that someone threw away
They'll walk with memories, the bitter and the sweet
Follow their destiny, love is a lonely street

There are times you shouldn't dare to grant your heart its wish
For heartaches come so easy when you're hungry for a kiss
And you can't see the danger of sweet arms that hold you tight
Love is so blind when you are blue and wrong can seem so right

Love is a lonely street for those who go astray
It's paved with broken hearts that someone threw away
They'll walk with memories, the bitter and the sweet
Follow their destiny, love is a lonely street

12394. Love Is A Rose

Linda Ronstadt - Love Is A Rose

Love is a rose but you better not pick it
 Only grows when it's on the vine
 Handful of thorns and you'll know you've missed it
 Lose your love when you say the word mine

 I want to see what's never been seen
 I want to live that age-old dream
 Come on boy let's go together
 Let's take the best right now

 Love is a rose but you better not pick it
 Only grows when it's on the vine
 Handful of thorns and you'll know you've missed it
 Lose your love when you say the word mine

 I want to go to an old hoedown
 Long ago in a western town
 Pick me up 'cause my feet are dragging
 Give me a lift and I'll hay your wagon

 Love is a rose but you better not pick it
 Only grows when it's on the vine
 Handful of thorns and you'll know you've missed it
 Lose your love when you say the word mine

 Love is a rose but you better not pick it
 Only grows when it's on the vine
 Handful of thorns and you'll know you've missed it



 Lose your love when you say the word mine

 Mine

 Love is a rose
 Love is a rose
 Love is a rose
 Love is a rose

 Love is a rose
 Love is a rose
 Love is a rose
 Love is a rose
 Love is a rose
 Love is a rose
 Love is a rose
 Love is a rose
 Love is a rose
 Love is a rose

12395. Love Is A Stranger

Love Is A Stranger

I love on a street of sorrow
The blues keep knocking at my door
I leave each new born day for tomorrow
For love is a stranger to me for ever more

I've changed my address, but the blues keep hanging round
There's a new street number, but sorrow's all I've found
I awaken from sweet dreams each night to find that you are gone
And love is a stranger and a memory from now on

Will this ever end I keep on wondering
Will that stranger known as love give me a smile
Must I go through life alone pretending 
Or will love be a stranger until the end of time

* Refrain

12396. Love Is A Wild Thing - Chords

Love Is A Wild Thing 
Kacey Musgraves

[Intro]
G    C
G    C



 
[Verse 1]
G                 C
You can't find it sitting on a shelf in a store
G                 C
If you try to hide it, it's gonna shine even more
 
 
[Pre-Chorus 1]
Am                   D
Even if you lose it, it will find you
Am                   D
There's no way to stop it, but they'll try to
 
 
[Chorus]
Em                   G
Running like a river trying to find the ocean
C
Flowers in the concrete
Em                    G
Climbing over fences, blooming in the shadows
C
Places that you can't see
G                 Am               Bm          C
Coming through the melody when the night bird sings
Am         C            G   C
Love is a wild thing
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                  C
Oh, I can feel it, magic in your fingertips
G                  C
And I can hear it in the words coming off your lips
 
 
[Pre-Chorus 2]
Am                   D
Even if you lose me, I will find you
Am                   D
There's no way to stop it, so don't try to
 
 
[Chorus]
Em                   G
Running like a river trying to find the ocean
C
Flowers in the concrete
Em                    G
Climbing over fences, blooming in the shadows
C
Places that you can't see
G                 Am               Bm          C
Coming through the melody when the night bird sings
Am         C
Love is a wild thing



 
 
[Instrumental]
Em  G  C
Em  G  C
 
 
[Bridge]
C            D             Bm                  C
I used to be scared of the wilderness, of the dark
    G       D        Am
But not anymore, anymore, no
 
 
[Instrumental]
Em  G  C
Em  G  C
 
 
[Chorus]
Em                   G
Running like a river trying to find the ocean
C
Flowers in the concrete
Em                    G
Climbing over fences, blooming in the shadows
C
Places that you can't see
G                 Am               Em          C
Coming through the melody when the night bird sings
Am         C                  G
           Love is a wild thing
G                    D  C
Love is a wild thing
                 Em G  C
Love is a wild thing, yeah

12397. Love Is All We Need - Chords

Love Is All We Need
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Mark Sherrill and Duke Goff

C                                    F                 C
Well just across the street from our little three room shack
                       G7          C
There's a mansion that reaches the sky
                                  F                  C
With at least a dozen rooms and a great big swimming pool
                   G7              C
Two sport cars and three long Cadillac's

F                             C



And the only thing I own is a broken down old Ford
                            G7
Half the time it won't even start
C                                    F           C
But you're won't hear us fighting at four in the morning
                 G7                 C
Calling names to break each other's hearts

            F
So they can have it we don't need it
                                   G7
Let them keep it and call it their own
C                           F               C
Living that kind of life is not for you and me
                G7             C
We got love and love is all we need

                                 F               C
I've never tired of wearing that same old shaggy dress
                                G7
One I bought down at the dollar store
C                                        F                  C
Well if I watch every dime I spend and I save every stamp I can
                    G7            C
Just get the things I know we can afford

F                     C
And every afternoon I sit upon the porch
                                      G7
Watch them as they pass through those gates
C                              F          C
I may wonder what it's like to be a fancy lady
                    G7          C
But I always have a smile on my face

Repeat #3

12398. Love Is Bad For Business

Richard Thompson - Love Is Bad For Business 

What time of day is this? O you really look a mess
Clean down the tables and help out on the door
It's just no good to me if you're in ecstasy
Running all night with that boyfriend of yours

Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business
Empties the tills
And it don't pay the bills
It'll do you no good



Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business
Runs down your stocks
And it leaves you on the rocks
It'll do you no good

You better wipe that Mona Lisa smile off your face
Clean up those broken dishes, scrub down the floor
Wipe the stars out of your eyes, there's a job to do
And you've been dreaming for three weeks or more

Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business
Drives you insane
But you're doing it again
It'll do you no good

Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business
Pawn everything
Just to buy her a ring
It'll do you no good

Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business
Empties the tills
And it don't pay the bills
It'll do you no good

Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business
Runs down your stocks
And it leaves you on the rocks
It'll do you no good

Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business
Love is bad for business

12399. Love Is Hard

Love Is Hard 

Love is hard, hard to find, hard to handle
And to give up when you know that it feels right
Yeah love is hard, hard to live with, hard to deny
Or understand when you're lonely late at night



You can blame it on the whiskey
You can blame it on the money
You can blame it on fate or time or the fact that she ain't funny
You can blame it on her mama, on her daddy or her brother
But the fact is, bottom line, simple basic truth

Love is hard to believe in, hard to predict
To forget if you've ever seen it once
Yeah love is hard, hard to hold onto, hard to let go
Or tear down when you build one strong as steel

You can blame it on the whiskey
You can blame it on the money
You can blame it on fate or time or the fact that she ain't funny
You can blame it on her mama, on her daddy or her brother
But the fact is, bottom line, simple basic truth
Love is hard

Love is hard, hard to forgive
Hard to take another chance
When the last one didn't last
Yeah love is hard, hard everyday
Hard to spread like cold peanut butter on a slice of fresh white bread

You can blame it on the whiskey
You can blame it on the money
You can blame it on fate or time or the fact that she ain't funny
You can blame it on her mama, on her daddy or her brother
But the fact is, bottom line, simple basic truth
Love is hard
Love is hard
Oh it's so hard

12400. Love Is Just A Four Letter Word

Earl Scruggs - Love is just a four letter word
Composer: Bob Dylan

Seems like only yesterday I left my mind behind
Down in the Gypsy Cafe with a friend of a friend of mine
She sat with a baby heavy on her knee opoke of life most free from slavery
With eyes that showed no trace of misery a phrase in connection first with she
I heard that love is just a four-letter word

Outside a rambling store-front window cats meowed to the break of day
Me I kept my mouth shut to you I had no words to say
My experience was limited and underfed wou were talking while I hid
To the one who was the father of your kid you probably didn't think I did
But I heard you say that love is just a four-letter word

I went on my way unnoticed pushed towards things in my own games
Drifting in and out of lifetimes unmentionable by name
Searching for my double looking for complete evaporation to the core



I tried and failed at finding any door
I must have thought that there was nothing more
Absurd than that love is just a four-letter word

Strange it is to be beside you many years the tables turned
You'd probably not believe me if told you all I've learned
And it is very very weird indeed to hear words like forever plead
So ships run through my mind I cannot cheat
It's like looking in a teacher's face complete
I can say nothing to you but repeat
What I heard that love is just a four-letter word

12401. Love Is Just Around The Corner

Henry "Red" Allen - Love Is Just Around the Corner 
Album: World On A String

Beautiful miracle, pardon my lyrical rhapsody,
But can't you see, you've captured me.
Being so glamorous, can't you be amorous just with me?
Make it soon, take a look at the moon.

Love is just around the corner, any cozy little corner.
Love is just around the corner when I'm around you.
I'm a sentimental mourner, and I couldn't be forlorner,
When you keep me in a corner just waiting for you.
Venus de Milo was noted for her charms,
But strictly between us, you're cuter than Venus,
And what's more you got arms.
So cuddle in a corner, any cozy corner,
Love is just around the corner and I'm around you.

12402. Love Is Like A Butterfly

Dolly Parton - Love Is Like A Butterfly 

Love is like a butterfly
As soft and gentle as a sigh
The multicolored moods of love are like its satin wings
Love makes your heart feel strange inside
It flutters like soft wings in flight
Love is like a butterfly, a rare and gentle thing
I feel it when you're with me
It happens when you kiss me
That rare and gentle feeling that I feel inside
Your touch is soft and gentle
Your kiss is warm and tender
Whenever I am with you I think of butterflies
Love is like a butterfly



The multicolored moods of love are like its satin wings
Love makes your heart feel strange inside
It flutters like soft wings in flight
Love is like a butterfly, a rare and gentle thing
Your laughter brings me sunshine
Everyday is spring time
And I am only happy when you are by my side
How precious is this love we share
How very precious, sweet and rare
Together we belong like daffodils and butterflies
Love is like a butterfly
As soft and gentle as a sigh
The multicolored moods of love are like its satin wings
Love makes your heart feel strange inside
It flutters like soft wings in flight
Love is like a butterfly, a rare and gentle thing
Love is like a butterfly, a rare and gentle thing

12403. Love Is Like A Heat Wave

Linda Ronstadt - (Love Is Like A) Heat Wave

Whenever I'm with him
Something inside starts to burning
And I'm filled with desire

Could it be the devil in me
Or is this the way love's supposed to be?

It's like a heat wave
Burning in my heart
Can't keep from crying
It's tearing me apart

Whenever he calls my name
Soft, low, sweet and plain, I feel, yeah yeah
Well I feel that burning flame

Has high blood pressure got a hold on me
Or is this the way love's supposed to be?

It's like a heat wave
Burning in my heart
Can't keep from crying
It's tearing me apart

Sometimes I stare into space
Tears all over my face
I can't explain it don't understand it
I hadn't ever felt like this before

Now that funny feeling has me amazed
I don't know what to do my head's in a haze



It's like a heat wave
Burning in my heart
Can't keep from crying
It's tearing me apart

Yeah yeah yeah yeah
Yeah yeah, oh oh
Yeah yeah yeah yeah, oh

Don't pass up this chance
This time it's true romance

Heat wave
Heat wave
Heat wave
Ooh, heat wave

12404. Love Is Like A Train

Love Is Like a Train
String Cheese Incident

Woke up with nothing to do
But lay around the house and think about you
Remembering things that we said last night
Now I can't get you off my mind

Get a feeling when you come around
Rush when you're passing by
My feet don't touch the ground
And smoke is blowing into the sky

Chorus:
Love is like a train Keeps on moving
Love is like a train
Gets me high
Love is like a train Rolling on through the night

What's this tale that you're telling me
Lips move but I don't hear a sound
Look up and all I see
Is smoke blowing you to another town

Got me backed up against the wall
Tied down to the track
You got me X X, you got me X X
Red light's turning black

Chorus

Woke up with nothing to do
But lay around the house and think about you



Remembering things that we did last night
Now I can't get you off my mind

Chorus:

Love is like a train Keeps on moving
Love is like a train Gets me high
Love is like a train Keeps on rolling
Love is like a train through the night

Love is like a train Keeps on moving
Love is like a train Gets me high
Love is like a train Rolling on through the night

12405. Love Is My Last Word

Kathy Mattea - (Love Is) My Last Word

I'm tired of this dance, we just go 'round in circles
Again and again, I'm taking a chance
Telling the truth 'cause this has to end
I'm seeing a new road, baby, you wanna go you can take my hand
'Cause I'm choosing hope, I'm walking away
I'm praying to God that it's not too late
I'm finding the strength, I'm holding peace
I'm making a stand down on my knees
You and I, love is my last word, not goodbye
I give you my word but more than that I give you my heart
All I ask in return is you do the same, it can't be that hard
And beside myself now, baby
Asking for help and a brand new start
'Cause I'm choosing hope, I'm walking away
I'm praying to God that it's not too late
I'm finding the strength, I'm holding peace
I'm making a stand down on my knees
You and I, love is my last word, not goodbye, not goodbye
Goodbye won't win this fight
Goodbye won't make one thing right
I believe in you and I, I've been waiting all my life
And I'm choosing hope, I'm walking away
I'm praying to God that it's not too late
I'm finding the strength, I'm holding peace
I'm making a stand down on my knees
You and I, love is my last word, love is my last word, not goodbye
I'm choosing hope
I'm walking away
I'm choosing hope
I'm holding peace



12406. Love Is Never-ending

Brad Paisley - Love Is Never-ending 

Seasons come and seasons go
One day sun, the next day snow
Flowers die and flowers grow
But love is never-ending
You can't kill it with goodbye
It always finds a place to hide
Inside your heart for your whole life
Love is never-ending
[Chorus]
When the lights have all gone down
It'll still be hangin' 'round
Even when you think it's lost, it can still be found
When every memory has been made
And the pages start to fade
And every prayer you ever prayed is heaven bound
When you think the ride is over
You're back at the beginning
Love is never-ending
When a man and woman start growin' old
The fire of passion may grow cold
But what they got still warms their soul
Love is never-ending
[Repeat chorus]
It keeps goin' on and on
Long after we're all gone away
Time may change what you believe
But one day the truth will set you free
Just have faith and you will see
Love is never-ending
Love is never-ending

12407. Love Is No Excuse

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Love Is No Excuse

Love is no excuse for what we're doing
For we both know that two hearts could break
We tell ourselves we've got to have each other
But love is no excuse for us to make.

Sure we love each other and it could be so right
But not if someone else has got to pay
Our love for each other looks good in the night
But our love can never see the light of day.

It's been going on for much too long now
And our wrongs have mounted one by one
We tell ourselves that's cause we love each other



But love is no excuse for what we've done.

Sure we love each other and it could be so right
But not if someone else has got to pay
Our love for each other looks good in the night
But our love can never see the light of day...

12408. Love Is Not A Sin - Chords

Love Is Not A Sin Acoustic 
Wild Ponies

[Intro]
C G C

[Chorus]
 
C              G     C
I know love is not a sin
C          F         C
I know love is not a sin
F                   C
From the time I was put here
        Am            F
Till He calls me home again
       C       G     C
I know love is not a sin
 
 
[Verse]
 
C               G            C
I know it makes the world go 'round
C           F                 C
I know it ma-kes the world go 'round
F                            C
It's the hand that helps you stand up
            Am                  F
When you're knocked down to the ground
            C     G            C
That's what makes the world go 'round
 
 
[Verse]
 
C              G       C
I know love it doesn't see
C        F              C
I know lo-ve it doesn't see
           F                   C
It doesn't see the things that make you
Am             F
Different than me



       C       G       C
I know love it doesn't see
 
 
[Verse]
 
 C                G       C
It doesn't matter who you love
C             F            C
It doesn't mat-ter who you love
C        F                C
When two lovers find each other
C            Am              F
I'd say it's sanctioned from above
F          C  G            C
It doesn't mat-ter who you love
 
 
[Outro]
 
C              G     C
I know love is not a sin
C          F         C
I know love is not a sin
F                   C
From the time I was put here
Am                    F
Till He calls me home again
       C       G     C
I know love is not a sin
F                   C
From the time I was put here
Am                    F
Till He calls me home again
       C       G     C
I know love is not a sin

12409. Love Is Only As Strong (As Your Weakest Moment)

Dolly Parton - Love Is Only As Strong (As Your Weakest Moment) 
(Bill Owens)

Love is only as strong as your weakest moment
And in that moment of weakness anyone can do wrong
Oh, weak woman, like a crooked river
Follows a path of least resistance
I went in the wrong place at the right time
Where I didn't have any business
Temptation overcame me and now I
I'm ashamed of me
But how can I ask the one I love
For his forgiveness
Love is only as strong as your weakest moment



And in that moment of weakness
Anyone can go wrong

12410. Love Is Pleasing

Tim O'Brien - Love Is Pleasing

Oh love is pleasin, love is teasin
And love's a pleasure when first it's new
But as love grows older, at length grows colder
And fades away like the mornin dew

I left my father, I left my mother
I left my brother and sister too
I left my home and kind relations
I left them all for the love of you

If I had known before I courted
That love was such a killin crime
I'd have wrapped my heart in a box of gold
And tied it up with a piece of twine

12411. Love Is Strange

Dolly Parton - Love Is Strange 
Duet with Kenny Rogers
Writers Ellas McDaniel aka Ethel Smith, Mickey Baker

Baby, love is strange
Many many people, take it for a game
My sweet baby, love is strange
Yeah Yeah
Many many people, take it for a game
Yeah Yeah
Love is strange
Love is strange
Yeah Yeah
Many many people, take it for a game
Yeah Yeah
Love is strange
Love is strange
Many people, they don't understand
They think that having love is, like having money in the hand
My sweet baby, love is strange
Many many people, seem to take it for a game
La la la la
Love is strange
La la la la
Love is strange



12412. Love Is Sweeter

John Hartford - Love Is Sweeter

It's easier to loaf on a busy day
When there's lots of work to be done
I can drink more water when it's hot and dry
And my throat has been scorched by the sun
You feel pretty small when you study the sky
As far as the eye can see
And love is sweeter when you're all alone
The way that you left me

The shadows turn black
In the middle of the day
When the sun's high in the sky
And lights get brighter in the middle of the night
Where there wasn't any light to see by
I pass not the place where we sat yesterday
Where you rested your head on my knee
And love is sweeter when you're all alone
The way that you left me

12413. Love Is The Last Thing

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Love is the last thing
Composer: Bob Carpenter - Jeff Hanna - Richard Hathaway

Since she was seventeen, I was her guy
She was the light of my life
Well, of all the silly games we used to play
Love was the first thing we prized.

So unexpectedly became a thief
I heard these things happen but never to me
Left me walking in shadows, stumblin' blind
Searching for ways to get by.

Got to find me a girl who can change my world
And make, make it all worthwhile
Take it all away and my heart sees clear
Love is the last thing
It's just the last thing
Love is the last thing to go.

See all the lights laid out below my feet
The city's so quiet tonight
Someone is waiting for me down there
It's time to get back in this life.



Got to find me a girl who can change my world
And make, make it all worthwhile
Take it all away and it's all so clear
Love is the last thing
It's just the last thing
Love is the last thing, ooh
Oh, it's just the last thing
Love, love is the last thing to go.

Love, it's the last thing.

12414. Love Is The Reason

Love Is the Reason
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
I've seen my baby s life
I've heard them cry
And I've seen myself in their
Selves in daddy s brown eyes
Then I held them to sleep
And they surely surprised
By the measure of faith
It was free then all the broken spirit
Can get up and fly
When love isn t real reason

[Verse 2]
Oh I held to lovers
To not be alone
And I see them leave
To find love of their own
Even hard to sing like a stone
Drowning between a
Floor and a ceiling
And four great walls kept me down
Oh love is a reason
Oh I've seen the world
Through a blue smoky haze
And I've gone by the fire
Of an al capone place
Burning down nights
And burning down days
My time here on earth
They are stealing
So go on brides monkey
Get back in your cage go

[Verse 3]
So pack up the babies
Let s load up the van



And take all we have
Between a woman and man
I learned to cave if you hold right
And will see what the darkness revealing
And will paint how the reflection
Shout down the walls on love
Love love love love
Love love love love
Take a look at that
Love is a reason

12415. Love Is The Seventh Wave

The Duhks - Love Is the Seventh Wave

In the empire of the senses
You're the queen of all you survey
All the cities all the nations
Everything that falls your way
There is a deeper wave than this
That you don't understand
There is a deeper wave than this
Tugging at your hand

Every ripple on the ocean
Every leaf on every tree
Every sand dune in the desert
Every power we never see
There is a deeper wave than this
Swelling in the world
There is a deeper wave than this
Listen to me girl

Feel it rising in the cities
Feel it sweeping over land
Over borders, over frontiers
Nothing will its power withstand
There is no deeper wave than this
Rising in the world
There is no deeper wave than this
Listen to me girl

All the bloodshed, all the anger
All the weapons, all the greed
All the armies, all the missiles
All the symbols of our fear
There is a deeper wave than this
Rising in the world
There is a deeper wave than this
Listen to me girl

At the still point of destruction
At the centre of the fury



All the angels, all the devils
All around us, can't you see
There is a deeper wave than this
Rising in the land
There is a deeper wave than this
Nothing will withstand

I say love is the seventh wave

12416. Love Is The Sweetest Amnesty - Chords

Chris Hillman
Love Is The Sweetest Amnesty

A                    E
Love is the sweetest amnesty
D                               A
Floats like a cloud between the sky and the sea
F#m                            A      E          A
I'll give it to you could you please give it to me

A                    E
Now we can talk, now we can see
      D                 A
If we disagree we do it honestly
        F#m
Let our loving be
    A        E     A
The sweetest amnesty
A                    E
Love is the sweetest amnesty
D                        A
Given by the powers that let us be
F#m
I'll give it to you
          A      E          A
Could you please give it to me

Cause I need it

A                    E
Now we can talk, now we can see
      D                 A
If we disagree we do it honestly
        F#m
Let our loving be
    A        E     A
The sweetest amnesty
   E
Between you and me
E
There's bound to be
A        E



Love and rejection
E
Our spirits dressed in mystery
       A              E
Speak softly through affection

A                    E
Love is the sweetest amnesty
D                               A
Floats like a cloud between the sky and the sea
F#m                            A      E          A
I'll give it to you could you please give it to me
A                    E
Now we can talk, now we can see
      D                 A
If we disagree we do it honestly
        F#m
Let our loving be
    A        E     A
The sweetest amnesty

Lead:
--15p12------------------------12----------------------9-12b^-12br-9----9-12-9----9--
--------15b^-15p12----12-12/14----14-12/14-12-10/12-10---------------12--------12----
-------------------14----------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
        F#m
Let our loving be
    A        E     A
The sweetest amnesty
    A        E     A
The sweetest amnesty

12417. Love Is Thin Ice

Barbara Mandrell - Love is thin ice

Love is thin ice
It's so easy to fall right in

Love is thin ice
So you better know how to swim
If you're not ready for falling
Then you better be careful when love starts calling
Take my advice
Love is thin ice

You'd better watch your step it's hard to read the signs
And some times you have to lose before you can find
The say that all in love is fair
You got to give for someone to care



And it can be so nice but love is thin ice

Love is thin ice
It's so easy to fall right in

Love is thin ice
So you better know how to swim
If your not ready for falling
Then you better be careful when love starts calling
Take my advice
Love is thin ice

You'd better stick to higher ground if you don't want to cry
But if you don't take a chance you'll never learn how to fly
One day your walking on air
Next thing you know your heart needs repair
But that's just the price cause love is thin ice

Love is thin ice
It's so easy to fall right in

Love is thin ice
So you better know how to swim
If your not ready for falling
Then you better be careful when love starts calling
Take my advice
Love is thin ice

You better take my advice
Love is thin ice

12418. Love Is Worth Living

Dolly Parton - Love Is Worth Living 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writer Tom Paxton

I know what you're thinking when you look at me
The love in your eyes is so easy to see
It's real and it's good what I feel for you love is worth living when you love
like we do
I understand when you're not feeling well
If there's something on your mind I always can tell
I'm there when you need me and you're there when I need you
Love is worth living when you love like we do
Love is worth living when you love like we do
We found the happiness that very few do
You know that I want you and you know that I want you
Love is worth living when you love like we do
Love is worth living...
Love is worth living when you love like we do



12419. Love Keeps Hanging On - Chords

Love Keeps Hanging On
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

G      D7        G          D7             G
Lately I've been losin' the darkness in my head
          D7           G               D7              G
The years are catchin' up with you and me but we don't care
                               D7          G
We're growin' old together but we won't be alone
                                     D7                 G
In lots of ways we've fallen off but love keeps hangin' on
       D7        G            D7              G
Lately I've been watchin' the strands of time unwind
          D7           G               D7              G
The years are catchin' up with you and me but we don't mind
                               D7                   G
We're growin' old together but we won't we won't be alone
                                     D7                 G
In lots of ways we've fallen off but love keeps hangin' on
D7                            G
We still love to dance a slow three quarter time
    D7                                    G
But my old age won't climb the hills they used to climb
                        D7                   G
I could be mistaken but our tender years are gone
                                     D7                 G
In lots of ways we've fallen off but love keeps hangin' on
                        D7                   G
I could be mistaken but our tender years are gone
                                     D7                 G
In lots of ways we've fallen off but love keeps hangin' on

12420. Love Letters In The Sand

Mac Wiseman  - Love Letters in the Sand  
Composer: Nick Kenny - Charles Kenny - Fred J. Coots
Tom T Hall

On a day like today we passed the time away
Writing love letters in the sand
How you laughed when I cried each time I saw the tide
Take our love letters from the sand

You made a vow that you would always be true
But somehow that vow meant nothing to you
Now my poor heart just aches, with every way it breaks
Over love letters in the sand



The sun beams kiss the sand, my fate was in your hands
The day I met you dear
And though I find you gone, your memory lingers on
I can't forget you dear

12421. Love Lifted Me

Love Lifted Me 

I was sinking deep in sin,
Far from the peaceful shore,
Very deeply stained within,
Sinking to rise no more,
But the Master of the sea,
Heard my despairing cry,
From the waters lifted me,
Now safe am I.

Love lifted me Love lifted me
When nothing else could help
Love lifted me
Love lifted me Love lifted me
When nothing else could help
Love lifted me

All my heart to Him I give,
Ever to Him I'll cling
In His blessed presence live,
Ever His praises sing,
Love so mighty and so true,
Merits my soul's best songs,
Faithful, loving service too, to Him belongs.

Love lifted me Love lifted me
When nothing else could help
Love lifted me
Love lifted me Love lifted me
When nothing else could help
Love lifted me

Love lifted me Love lifted me
When nothing else could help
Love lifted me
Love lifted me Love lifted me
When nothing else could help
Love lifted me



12422. Love Like Me

Billy Strings 
Love Like Me

You could climb the highest mountain
You could swim the deepest sea
You could walk that lonesome valley
And never find a love like me

All the thorny roses blooming
All the leaves upon the vine
All of nature's fairest treasures
I'll not know 'til you are mine

Darling, if you'll walk beside me
I will be a steady hand
If you need a rock to stand on
Honey, I will be your man

If the sun refused to shine, Dear
And the clouds held back their rain
If the world should turn upon you
Don't forget you know my name

You could climb the highest mountain
You could swim the deepest sea
You could walk that lonesome valley
And never find a love like me

12423. Love Like The Movies

The Avett Brothers - Love Like the Movies (Live) 

So you want to be in love like the movies
But in the movies they're not in love at all
And with a twinkle in their eyes
They're just saying their lines
So we can't be in love like the movies

Now in the movies they make it look so perfect
And in the background they're always playing the right song
And in the ending there's always a resolution
But real life is more than just two hours long

So you want to be in love like the movies
But in the movies they're not in love at all
And with a twinkle in their eyes
They're just saying their lines
So we can't be in love like the movies

Well you can freeze frame any moment from a movie
Or run the whole damn thing backwards from reel to reel



But I don't see one single solitary light technician
Or one single camera in this moonlit field

I don't want to be in love like the movies
Cause in the movies they're not in love at all
With a twinkle in their eyes
They're just saying their lines
So we can't be in love like the movies.

And with a twinkle in their eyes
They're just saying their lines
And so we can't be in love like the movies.
Nooooooo
We can't be in love like movies

12424. Love Like This

Alison Krauss - Love Like

Is it still love when we no longer touch?, 
Passing white sheets in the night, 
Love goes unspoken, we don't say a word, 
We simply turn out the lights.
Lost in the silence but still I can hear, 
The sound of my own breaking heart, 
I can't pretend that my world isn't falling apart.

And I don't wanna go through love like this, 
'Cause I won't ever know what I might have missed.
I wanna burn with desire, 
I want to feel the fire when we kiss, 
But I don't wanna go through love like this.

I still remember the taste of your skin, 
The sound of you saying my name, 
The way that it felt as we laid in the sand, 
And passion came crashing like waves.
The wind of your laughter, the longing, 
The love lead us to lacking inside
There must be some way for lovers to turn the trash.

'Cause I don't wanna go

Like strangers living like two people 
Who'd never known what is like to be loved.

I want to burn with desire; 
I want to feel the fire of every kiss
But I don't wanna go through love,
No, I'm not gonna go through love,
I'm not willing to go through love like this.



12425. Love Looks Good On You

Lefty Frizzell
Love Looks Good On You

[Verse:]
I've never seen that look in your eyes before
I've never seen that smile on your lips before
I guess I never knew what true love could do
But love sure looks good on you
I can tell he's been more than good to you
He's done more than I ever hoped to do
He's given you the look that I wanted to
And love sure looks good on you
I thought I had loved you but I see I was wrong
And now I know that in his arms is where you belong
It's been a long, long time since I've seen you
And I miss you more than I meant to
So I guess I'd better go before I let it show
One more thing love sure looks good on you
Love sure looks good on you

12426. Love Love Love

Love Love Love
The Del McCoury Band

[Verse 1]
One cold winter day it was snowin'
I saw her and couldn't realize
Her beauty of nature so glowing
Oh, yes what a pleasant surprise

[Verse 2]
I fell in love at first sight
She only tolerated me
Until we drew close together
Out hearts entwined faithfully

[Chorus]
Love, love, love can be ecstasy
Love can also bring misery
You feel like a king on his throne
Or you feel dejected and alone

[Verse 3]
We were married in the springtime
On a bright sunny day
Love blossomed with the flowers



Problems and cares gone away

[Verse 4]
Come fall I could feel somethin' wrong
She seemed so distant from me
Awakened to the fact that I lost her
My heart broke suddenly

[Chorus]
Love, love, love can be ecstasy
But love can also bring you misery
You feel like a king on his throne
Or you feel dejected and alone

[Outro]
Love, love, love can be ecstasy
But love can also bring you misery
You feel like a king on his throne
Or you feel dejected and alone

12427. Love Match

Buddy Miller - Love Match

The crowd had gathered
They'd heard the word
Pretty soon I'd be losing her
They stood in line just to see
The way she'd make a meal of me
They held their breath
Whispered low
Waiting for that final blow
They called her name
She was picked to win
As we walked out into the ring
And the first round she broke my heart
Second round she tore it apart
Third round I was on the ropes
Fourth round I didn't have a hope
The things she said in the final bought
Laid me low really knocked me out
She waved to the crowd without a scratch
The heartbreak champion of this love match
They called for blood
They wanted more
They picked me up off the floor
My head was spinning
I staggered round
I couldn't stand for falling down
The lights were dim I heard them say
You can't make it anyway
But I was game I climbed back in
I tried to win her back again



12428. Love Me Anyway

Chris Stapleton
Love Me Anyway

[Verse 1: P!nk]
Even if you see my scars, even if I break your heart
If we're a million miles apart, do you think you'd walk away?
If I get lost in all the noise, even if I lose my voice
Flirt with all the other boys, what would you say?

[Chorus: P!nk]
Could you?
Could you?
Could you love me anyway?

[Verse 2: P!nk, P!nk & Chris Stapleton]
Is it for better or for worse, or am I just your good time girl?
Can you still hold me when it hurts, or would you walk away?
Even if I scandalize you, cut you down and criticize you
Tell a million lies about you, what would you say?

[Chorus: P!nk & Chris Stapleton]
Could you?
Could you?
Could you?
Could you love me anyway?
Could you? (Aw, could you?)
Could you? (Could you?)
Could you?
Could you love me anyway?
Could you?
[Outro: P!nk & Chris Stapleton]
Could you? (Could you still love me?)
Could you? (Pick up the pieces of me?)
Could you? (Could you still love me?)
Could you love me anyway?
Could you? (Ooh, could you still love me?)
Could you? (Pick up the pieces of me?)
Could you? (Could you still love me?)
Could you love me anyway?
Could you? (Could you catch me when I fall?)
Could you? (And we rise above it all)
Could you? (And hold me when it hurts)
I can't stay here in the world, could you?
Could you? Could you? Could you?

12429. Love Me As You'd Love the Rain



Love Me As You'd Love the Rain - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

If I have caused your dreams to die, with things I've said have made you cry
just blame it on my restless heart, you love was warm but we must part
Because tomorrow's wind will blow, and if it calls me I will go
So dry your tears and don't complain
Just love me as you'd love the rain

Love me as you'd love the rain,
Falling down your window pain
Make no plans there'll be no games,
so love me as you'd love the rain

Some stormy nights when i am gone, you'll hear a wailing low and lone
The rain will cleanse your heart of me, and then you'll know at last you're free
Then with the morning bright and clear, the sun will dry away your tears
You won't recall my face or name, Just love me as you'd love the rain

Love me as you'd love the rain,
Falling down your window pain
Make no plans there'll be no games,
so love me as you'd love the rain

Make no plans there'll be no games,
so love me as you'd love the rain

so love me as you'd love the rain.

12430. Love Me Darling Just Tonight

The Stanley Brothers - Love Me Darling Just Tonight
(Love Me Darlin' Just Tonight)

    Love me, darling just tonight
    Take your arms hold me tight
    Tommorrow you may hold another
     Love me, darling just tonight

Try to find true love in your heart
Tommorrow we may not have to part
But if you feel you must leave me
Love me, darling just tonight

  * Refrain

You say tommorrow you are leavin'
I hope you know this way is wrong
I pray to God you won't leave me
Love me, darling just tonight

  * Refrain



12431. Love Me Like A Man

Dixie Chicks 
Love Me Like A Man

The men that I've been seeing
Well they got their soul up on a shelf
You know they could never love me
Cuz they can't even love themselves

But I want someone to love me
Baby I want one to understand
Won't put himself above me
Who can love me like a man

I never seen such losers
Even though I tried
Find a mind to take me home instead of
Taking me for a ride

Baby, I use someone to care
Believe it when I tell you darlin'
You can love me like a man

Oh they want me to rock them
Like my back ain't got no bone
I want a man whose gonna rock me
Like my backbone was his own

Baby, I want to wait until you can
Believe it when I tell you darlin'
You can love me like a man

Come home sad and lonely
Feel like I wanna cry
Come over here and hold me baby
And don't ever ask the reason why
I said I, I want a lover
Won't have to work to understand

Don't put yourself above me baby
Love me like a man

12432. Love Me One More Time

Love Me One More Time

That night we parted long ago
I vowed my love I'd never show



Sweetheart I find that I can't hide
My love beneath this foolish pride

If I could hold you one more time
And kiss the lips that once were mine
It would ease this aching hearrt of mine
If you would say you love me one more time

Oh won't you take me back once more
Give me the love I'm longing for
It would ease this aching heart of mine
If you would say you love me one more time

12433. Love Me Tender

Linda Ronstadt - Love Me Tender

Love me tender
Love me true
Take me to your heart
For it's there that I belong
And we'll never part

Love me tender
Love me true
All my dreams fulfill
For my darling I love you
And I always will

Love me tender
Love me long
Tell me you are mine
For it's there that I belong
Till the end of time

Love me tender
Love me true
All my dreams fulfill
For my darling I love you
And I always will

Love me tender
Love me true
All my dreams fulfill
For my darling I love you
And I always will

12434. Love Me When You Can - Chords



Love Me When You Can
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

G7     C         F              C
I know you can't always be here with me
          G7                                   C
You can't find what all you need with just one man
                   F               C
You're hardly ever free and seldom lonely
                   F      C       G7       C
What I'm trying to say is love me when you can
          F                            C
And don't feel like I expect you to be true to me
                                    G7
Anytime you have to leave I'll understand
        C                F                 C
I don't have what all it takes to keep you happy 
                   F      C       G7       C
What I'm tryin' to say is love me when you can
G7     C      F                 C
Let me be the one you sometimes come to 
         G7                            C
You just barely have time for one more friend
                  F                  C
I'll be satisfied with any crumb you throw me
                   F      C       G7       C
What I'm tryin' to say is love me when you can
      F                            C
Don't feel like I expect you to be true to me
                                    G7
Anytime you have to leave I'll understand
     C            F                  C
I'll be satisfied with any crumb you throw me
                   F      C       G7       C
What I'm tryin' to say is love me when you can

12435. Love Minus Zero / No Limit

Love Minus Zero / No Limit
Bob Dylan

My love she speaks like silence,
Without ideals or violence,
She doesn't have to say she's faithful,
Yet she's true, like ice, like fire.
People carry roses,
Make promises by the hours,
My love she laughs like the flowers,
Valentines can't buy her.

In the dime stores and bus stations,
People talk of situations,
Read books, repeat quotations,
Draw conclusions on the wall.



Some speak of the future,
My love she speaks softly,
She knows there's no success like failure
And that failure's no success at all.

The cloak and dagger dangles,
Madams light the candles.
In ceremonies of the horsemen,
Even the pawn must hold a grudge.
Statues made of match sticks,
Crumble into one another,
My love winks, she does not bother,
She knows too much to argue or to judge.

The bridge at midnight trembles,
The country doctor rambles,
Bankers' nieces seek perfection,
Expecting all the gifts that wise men bring.
The wind howls like a hammer,
The night blows cold and rainy,
My love she's like some raven
At my window with a broken wing.

12436. Love Never Broke Anyone's Heart - Chords

Love Never Broke Anyone's Heart
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Jim Weatherly and Vince Gill

C            F              C
You say your heart has been broken
                   F       G7
And it's taking forever to mend
         C        F         C
And it's left you even more certain
     F            G7   C
That you'll never love again
            F           C
A long time ago someone told me
                   F          G7
It's not love that causes the pain
    C      F              C
Whenever a heart has been shattered
     F         G7             C
It's losing of love that's to blame
           Am    F        C
Love never broke anyone's heart
              Am     F    G7
It never left anyone scarred
     C          Am         F         C
It's not really love if it tears you apart
     F           G7       C
Love never broke anyone's heart



            F            C
I know your feelings are tender
              F                 G7
And you're so afraid they won't heal
     C            F            C
I'll prove to you love doesn't hurt you
    F                 G7               C
And I'll show you how true love should feel
repeat #3
                Am         F         C
It's not really love if it tears you apart
     F           G7       C
Love never broke anyone's heart

12437. Love Of Mine

Nickel Creek - Love of Mine 

Love of mine when you're born I tell myself that you'll never die
And I throw my arms around the girl who finds you
'Cause the world is rosier
through your eyes

I don't suppose you caught her name.
Never mind I'll just name her after you, love of mine
I'll fashion her into a sweet long legged icon making all praise holier
Satisfied

Oh, but she gave us to each other.
The only thing she's done for me that you could never do.
For that she'll always be remembered.
After she discovers I don't love her half as much as you

Love of mine when she goes why can't you stay,
here with me.

Love of mine when you die I tell myself that you'll never live
Even as I curse the girl who says she'll find someone worthier of the gift
Someone who wants to share it with her
far away from those who take you to have and to hold
Now I'm stuck here trying to not remember
for all these pretty words it wasn't her but love that I adored
It's my love I adored

Love of mine when you're born I tell myself that you'll never die

12438. Love Of The Mountains



Love Of The Mountains
Seldom Scene - Larry Sparks

Two trees on a hillside of the mountain
Always looking up towards the sky
Remind me of my papa and my mama
Who lived there eighty years before they died

   Now a bright moon is shining in the valley
   An old wagon leans against a stack of hay
   Two graves on a hillside by the cabin
   My mom and dad are resting there today

The burning of the green wood on the fireplace
The fallen snow around the red bud trees
The branches of the laurel by the creek bed
And the rippling waters of the gentle stream

Papa used to talk about the young days
When he and mama first were settled there
He spoke about the love of the mountains
That he and mama shared together there

12439. Love On Hold

Tim O'Brien - Love on Hold

Baby you put my love on hold 
You gave me a peek at the pot of gold 
Now you're givin' me the run around 

You gave a taste to a hungry heart 
One day together and a month apart 
Babe you put my love on hold 

Chorus 
Holdin' on to a ray of hope 
To the end of a frayin' rope 
Time is slow and the weather's cold 
Baby when your love's on hold 

Sittin' here wonderin' what to do 
Until the next time I hear from you 
And you're givin' me the run around 

Why you reachin' if you won't take 
The love that you get is the love you make 
And this ain't the way to go 

Chorus 

Bridge 
The call is waitin' from this heart of mine 
You had my number all along 



Now you're leavin' me hangin', hangin' on the line 
But I won't be waitin' here too long 

Tell me where do I stand with you 
Are we just startin' or are we through 
Baby are you hot or cold 

I got things that I need to say 
But you're makin' me feel like I?m in the way 
And I'm not here to hang around 

Chorus 2X

12440. Love One Another

Love One Another
The Infamous Stringdusters - Love One Another

[Verse 1]
Up on the mountain, it's so hard to climb
Searching for treasure you can't seem to find
Look at the world from a different view
The treasure you're seeking is right next to you

[Chorus]
Cause we're all bound together
When you're down, I'll help you, brother
Only love lasts forever
So let's love one another
Let's love one another

[Verse 2]
So go help a stranger and lend them a hand
Give them a compass and they'll understand
There's always a shepherd who's guiding them through
Look at the needle, it's pointing at you

[Chorus]
Cause we're all bound together
When you're down, I'll help you, brother
Only love lasts forever
So let's love one another
Let's love one another
Let's love one another
Let's love one another

[Instrumental]

[Chorus]
Cause we're all bound together
When you're down, I'll help you, brother
Only love lasts forever
So let's love one another



Let's love one another
Let's love one another
Let's love one another

12441. Love Pains

The Osborne Brothers - Love Pains 
(Bob Gallion)

When I fell in love with you not long ago
You said I was the only love that you've ever known
But someone else's stole the love and the key to your heart
And I am left here all alone with the love pains in my heart.
Love pains, love pains
Love pains would leave me crying in the night
Love pains, love pains
Love pains left with this broken heart.
--- Instrumental ---
But I know I'll never change no matter how I'll try
I'll keep right on loving you and always wonder why
Why would you desert me for somebody new
And leave me all alone with memories of you.
Love pains love pains
Love pains would leave me crying in the night
Love pains, love pains
Love pains left with this broken heart...

12442. Love Please Come Home

Bill Monroe - Love, Please Come Home
Reno & Smiley
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Leftover Salmon

As you read this letter that I write to you
Sweetheart I hope you understand
That you're the only love I knew
Please forgive me if you can

Sweetheart I beg you to come home tonight
I'm so blue and all alone
I promise that I'll treat you right
Love, oh love oh please come home

That old wind is cold and slowly creeping 'round
And the fire is burning low
The snow has covered up the ground
Your baby's hungry sick and cold



12443. Love Please Stay

Love Please Stay 
Larry Sparks

I see the sun sinkin' low on the mountain, 
And the pale moon will soon begin to shine
Like the fresh budding roses of springtime 
You know your love is in this heart of mine 
 
CHORUS: 
Love, love, please stay   
Just try to stay and be true, 
Don't leave me here, so lonely 
Feelin' the way that I do
 
The cold lonely nights are getting closer
And the leaves have begin to turn brown
The snow will soon start to fallin'
It will fall, 'til it covers the ground
 
Love is made like the seasons
Like some days are good and some are bad  
It gets to be a big, big problem 
Tryin' to figure out the good from the bad
 
Fee,lin' the way, that I do

12444. Love Potion #9

Love Potion #9
The Clovers

I took my troubles down to Madame Ruth
You know that gypsy with the gold-capped tooth
She's got a pad down at Thirty-Fourth and Vine
Sellin' little bottles of Love Potion Number Nine

I told her that I was a flop with chicks
I've been this way since 1956
She looked at my palm and she made a magic sign
She said, now What you need is Love Potion Number Nine

She bent down and turned around and gave me a wink
She said, I'm gonna make it up right here in the sink
It smelled like turpentine, it looked like India ink
I held my nose, I closed my eyes, I took a drink

I didn't know if it was day or night



I started kissin' everything in sight
But when I kissed a cop down at Thirty-Fourth and Vine
He broke my little bottle of Love Potion Number Nine

I held my nose, I closed my eyes, I took a drink

I didn't know if it was day or night
I started kissin' everything in sight
But when I kissed a cop down on Thirty-Fourth and Vine
He broke my little bottle of Love Potion Number Nine

Love Potion Number Nine
Love Potion Number Nine
Love Potion Number Nine

- Jerry Leiber-Mike Stoller

12445. Love Profound

Little Big Town - Love Profound

Our love knows no limits
And our love knows no bounds
Hear it ring through the hills and canyons
Isn't love profound
It shows us the life that we know we can live
It teaches us how to forget and forgive
It gives us the harvest from sweet mercy fields
It rescues, it nurtures, it calms and it heals
'Cause our love knows no limits
And our love knows no bounds
Oh, it confounds the wisest of sages
Isn't love profound
Oh, it sings when we're weary from so many tears
And rocking us gently it cradles our fears
In those times when we feel like we've come to our end
It gives us the strength to start over again
'Cause our love knows no limits
And our love knows no bounds
It will stand even tried by fire
Isn't love profound
Our love knows no limits
And our love knows no bounds
Hear it ring through the hills and canyons
Isn't love profound?
Yeah, baby, isn't love profound, oh yeah
Ooh, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Baby, isn't love profound



12446. Love Reunited

Desert Rose Band - Love Reunited
Laurel Canyon Ramblers

If you want some good advice, don't let her go
She's the one who stood by you
What is this thing you both have become
That leaves love undecided

Don't walk away, don't run from yourself
It's not her for somebody else
It's not a rainbow you see through tears in your eyes
Don't think love is one-sided

Words that were spoken, never to be broken
To walk as one for a lifetime
Then comes a doubt and all those greener pastures
That leaves love undecided

Don't walk away, don't run from yourself
It's not her for somebody else
It's not a rainbow you see through tears in your eyes
Don't think love is one-sided

The earth is worn, her sides are torn and tattered
Like the sand the ocean gathers
They are as one and no divinely God
Believe in love reunited

Don't walk away, don't run from yourself
It's not her for somebody else
It's not a rainbow you see through tears in your eyes
Don't think love is one-sided
Don't think love is one-sided

12447. Love Rolled Away The Stone - Chords

Love Rolled Away The Stone
Recorded by Vern Gosdin
Written by Max D. Barnes and Vern Gosdin 

C                            F             C
He lay there in the darkness all alone and lost
                G7              C
All prepared to face the bitter end
                                  F                 C
They had left Him there in pieces nailed Him to the cross
                    G7               C
They knew His heart would never beat again

               G7              C
Then love love rolled away the stone 



                     F              C
And He rose from the ashes where He lay
                        F
His Heavenly Father had come to take Him home 
C             G7               C
And love love rolled the stone away

                              F               C
The angels gathered round Him took him by the hand
               G7               C
Jesus knew His earthly work was done 
                                F                C
When the gates of Heaven opened into the promise land 
             G7             C
Glory to the Father and the Son

Repeat #2 x2
          
              G7               C
And love love rolled the stone away

12448. Love Serenade - Chords

Love Serenade 
The Waifs

[Intro]
C Csus2/B Am G
F G
 
[Verse 1]
         C         Csus2/B Am G  F
When the night-time comes 
              G       C Csus2/B Am G  F  G
You can hear my heart calling
C Csus2/B Am G     F          G    Csus2/B Am G  F  G
Calling   out   to you my one true love
C        Csus2/B    Am        G
Thinking about you all of the while
F                                 G
Thinking about you it's making me smile
C         Csus2/B    Am         G           F
Honey I'm sitting on top of the world just
     G        C     Csus2/B Am G   F G
Just thinking about you
 
 
[Verse 2]
        C Csus2/B Am G  F                  G      C Csus2/B Am G  F  G
In the morring light      that's when I'm feeling right
C           Csus2/B  Am       G     F                                G
Another day come, another day go, another day closer till I make you my own
C         Csus2/B   Am         G     F



Honey I'm siting on top of the world
     G        C     Csus2/B Am G   F G
Just thinking about you
 
 
[Chorus]
F                       G
I wouldn't say it if it wasn't true
C      Csus2/B Am      G
Honey I'm in love with you
F                            Dm  G
I'm going to show you what I can do
 
 
[Solo]
C Csus2/B Am G F   G  (x4)
C Csus2/B Am G F
 
 
[Chorus]
F                       G
I wouldn't say it if it wasn't true
C      Csus2/B Am      G
Honey I'm in love with you
F                            Dm  G
I'm going to show you what I can do
C Csus2/B Am G   F  G
C Csus2/B Am G   F   Dm
 
[Verse 3]
C        Csus2/B     Am       G
Comeover here you've gotta be told
F                         G
My love for you is out of control
C          Csus2/B    Am         G
Honey I am sitting on top of the world
F                        G
Just thinking about you girl
C            Csus2/B      Am      G
I'm going to show you how much I care
F                                 G
Marry you and take you away some where
C        Csus2/B  Am    G        F                       G
Sit back in a rocking chair and rock all day with you my dear
 
 
[Interlude]
        C    Csus2/B  Am    G        F                       G
Cause I love you, 
         F                    G    C Csus2/B Am G
Cause I love you I love you I love you
F   G
C Csus2/B Am G  F   G (x2)
 
 
[Outro]
       C Csus2/B Am G         F       G



In the morrin,        in the evening, 
       C      Csus2/B Am   G       F             G     C Csus2/B Am G
In the night time       or in the middle of the afternoon
F   G
C Csus2/B Am G
F                       Dm          G
I love you I love you I love you I love you
C
Damn right

12449. Love She Left Behind

Love She Left Behind 
Chris Jones
 
I'm thinking now it's always been the way 
That I wrestle with the time
Tryin' to drag the minutes out, meanwhile the hour's are flying by
And I see your eyes in the watch's face 
The beauty that I can't erase
 
CHORUS: 
Oh, I don't care if I heal 
No plan, I'm just goin' by feel as I'm 
Driftin' along heart soul and mind 
Caught up in the memory of the love she left behind 

A quiet voice I barely knew, told me it was wrong to fall so hard, 
That was when you touched my hand, all defenses fell apart, 
Now before I rise to the morning gray 
Let me cling to one more yesterday
  
Yes I'm driftin' along heart soul and mind 
Caught up in the memory of the love she left behind

12450. Love Sick And Sorrow

Love Sick And Sorrow

I'm lonesome tonight while the moon shines so bright
Thinking of you little dear
I'm here all alone in my cabin at home
I'm countin' the stars in the blue

Love sick and sorrow is what you brought to me
Oh why tell me why did you go
You left me to wander in this old world all alone
I'm countin' the stars in the blue



I dream every night as I lay in my cabin
Prayin to the one up above
To keep you for me and someday will return you
I'm prayin to God up above

* Refrain

I'm taking your picture and framing in gold
Reading love letters from you
I'm longing to see you in our little cabin home
I'm counting the stars in the blue

* Refrain

12451. Love Sneakin' Up on You

Alison Krauss - Love Sneakin' Up on You

All right, let's give it to 'em!
Rainy night and I'm all alone
Sittin' here waiting for your voice on the phone
Fever turns to cold, cold sweat
Thinkin' about the things we haven't even done yet
Tell me now
I gotta know, do you feel the same?
Do you just light up at the mention of my name?

Don't worry, baby, it ain't nothin' new
That's just love sneakin' up on you
And if your whole world is shakin', baby, feel like I do
That's just love sneakin' up on you

Ain't nowhere on Earth for your heart to hide
Once love comes sneakin' up on your blind side
You might as well, baby, stop the rain
Stand in the track of a runaway train
Just can't fight it when a thing is meant to be
Turn this mother up 365 degrees

Don't worry, baby, it ain't nothin' new
That's just love sneakin' up on you
And if your whole world is shakin', baby, feel like I do
That's just love sneakin' up on you

Don't worry, baby, it ain't nothin' new
That's just love sneakin' up on you
And if your whole world is shakin', feel like I do
That's just love sneakin' up on you

Don't worry, baby, it ain't nothin' new
That's just love sneakin' up on you
And if your whole world is shakin', feel like I do
That's just love sneakin' up on you



12452. Love Snuck Up

Buddy Miller - Love Snuck Up

Got lucky once when I didn't know enough
To let myself stand in the way
Must have done something right for a change
Cause love snuck up on me
I let you come around
Until you came around to your senses finally
It should have been as plain as the smile on my face that
Love snuck up on me
Love snuck up on us love snuck up on us
Caught me by suprise like it does love snuck up on us
I didn't even want to run except into your arms eternally
It's hard to explain but you said you felt the same I knew that
Love snuck up on us
Was it by coincidence or did it happen accidentally
I knew I didn't ever have a chance after
Love snuck up on us

12453. Love Somebody to Death

Love Somebody to Death

I ain't never robbed or beat up on nobody
I ain't never failed no lie detector test
But tomorrow I'm gonna be the town's most wanted man
But tonight I'm gonna love somebody to death

I'm gonna shave shower shine my shoes and shampoo
Break out my pinstriped suit with the matching vest
Climb in my four hundred horse wide track rollin' apartment van
Tonight I'm gonna lay some heart to rest

Tomorrow my face will be all over the post office wall
The town will put a price upon my head
I'm gonna be some happy lady's most wanted man
'Cause tonight I'm gonna love somebody to death

Gonna grab her, kiss her, squeeze her
Please her and show her no mercy
Premeditated lovin' at its best
It'll take seven days to get the smile off the corpus delighted

Yeah, tonight I'm gonna love somebody to death
See that shady character smilin' on the six o'clock news
Front page color Associated Press
You'll be looking at some happy lady's most wanted man



'Cause tonight I'm gonna love somebody to death

I'm gonna grab her, kiss her, squeeze her
And baby it's gonna be you think about it now

12454. Love Someone Like Me

Love Someone Like Me
New Grass Revival

That dancin' moon is on the water you feel inclined romantic'ly
If you do I think you oughta love someone like me
There ain't no place you should be goin' ain't no need for you to leave
It's a lover's night the stars are showin' you could love someone like me

   Someone else might try and bind you
   But my love will set you free
   If your heart has got a mind to
   You could love someone like me
   You could love someone like me

That dancin' moon is on the water you feel inclined romantic'ly
If you do I think you oughta love someone like me
You've been thinkin' love won't find you honey wait right here and see
If your heart has got a mind to you could love someone like me

12455. Love Song In 2/4 Time

John Hartford - Love Song in 2/4 Time

Ooh, my heart and soul is hung up in your magic spell
Yes, even the way you put me down, cause you do it so well

But if you hate my guts just half as much as I love you
Then I rather have everybody else in the world hate me than for you to

Do I disappear in front of you when I sit down and cry?
When all the rest of your funky little friends are on your side

When you don't notice me ignoring you that puts me down
The warmness of your coldness to me spreads around

But if you hate my guts just half as much as I love you
Then I rathRr have everybody Rlse in the world hate me than for you to

Ooh, my heart and soul is hung up in your magic spell
Yes, even the way you put me down, cause you do it so well

But if you hate my guts just half as much as I love you



Then I rather have everybody else in the world hate me than for you to

12456. Love Still Remains

Emmylou Harris - Love Still Remains

I went home to a place I swore I'd never see again
Though it's different now there's hardly anything that hasn't changed
And the friends I know have grown and moved away
But the love I felt for you still remains
I walked down past the buildings, stand empty and unused
Where you asked me one more time if I'd stay
And then you cried when I refused
Oh that was long ago
I moved away and I changed my name
But the love I felt for you still remains
It remains it blows down the dusty streets
And rise above the rain
And rooms locked the time away
Out on the open plains
Yes the love I felt for you still remains
All I can say is I always thought you'd be there when I came
But you wanted more and I could say the same
Now I'm leaving like a boxcar on some lonesome westbound train
But the love I felt for you still remains
It remains it blows down the dusty streets
And rise above the rain
And rooms locked the time away
Out on the open plains
Yes the love I felt for you still remains
And rooms locked the time away
Out on the open plains
Yes the love I felt for you still remains

12457. Love That Will Never Grow Old

Emmylou Harris
Love That Will Never Grow Old

Go to sleep, may your sweet dreams come true
Just lay back in my arms for one more night
I've this crazy old notion that calls me sometimes
Saying this one's the love of our lives

'Cause I know a love that will never grow old
And I know a love that will never grow old

When you wake up the world may have changed
But trust in me, I'll never falter or fail



Just the smile in your eyes, it can light up the night
And your laughter's like wind in my sails

'Cause I know a love that will never grow old
And I know a love that will never grow old

Lean on me, let our hearts beat in time
Feel strength from the hands that have held you so long
Who cares where we go on this rutted old road
In a world that may say that we're wrong

'Cause I know a love that will never grow old
And I know a love that will never grow old

12458. Love The Land

Love The Land
Gibson Brothers 

Walkin' out in the summertime
Underneath the big blue sky
Make my way through the swayin' pines
Puts me on a natural high

[Chorus]
It seems to me that what I see
Is all I'll ever need
I love the land that loves this man
And sets his soul at ease

The air is cool and the ground is soft
Soft as silk beneath my feet
Mockingbird, if you haven't heard
There's never been a song so sweet

[Chorus]
It seems to me that what I see
Is all I'll ever need
I love the land that loves this man
And sets his soul at ease

[Chorus]
It seems to me that what I see
Is all I'll ever need
I love the land that loves this man
And sets his soul at ease

I love the land that loves this man
And sets his soul at ease



12459. Love Thy Neighbor As Thyself

The Louvin Brothers - Love Thy Neighbor As Thyself

Love thy neighbor as thyself
Do unto him as you'd have him do to you
Give him things that you can do without helping him
Love thy neighbor as thyself and he will love you too

Now this old world can be a lonesome place without a friend
We need each other everyday, together we can win
There's a little good in every man, though countless be his faults
And a word of kindness you can speak can change his inward thoughts

Love thy neighbor as thyself
Do unto him as you'd have him do to you
Give him things that you can do without helping him
Love thy neighbor as thyself and he will love you too

I once new a couple fellows near my old homestead
I just wish all the world could live the way they did
They swap out work and lend each other money, mules and plows
And I've seen them many times dividing milk from one old cow

Love thy neighbor as thyself
Do unto him as you'd have him do to you
Give him things that you can do without helping him
Love thy neighbor as thyself and he will love you too

We need old-time neighborhoods with hearts that are free of greed
God make us good old-fashioned folks who'll be a friend in need
If you want a friend, then be a friend, do not through charity slack
Do your deeds without a price, somebody will pay you back

Love thy neighbor as thyself
Do unto him as you'd have him do to you
Give him things that you can do without helping him
Love thy neighbor as thyself and he will love you too

12460. Love Time

Donna the Buffalo - Love Time

It's time, don't waste it
That's love, I can taste it
Immersed in magic fever
Turned me into a believer
I got a feeling we're gonna make it happen
Good reason to keep me happy

That's rhythm, let's shake it
Give it to me, I can take it
There's one thing before too long



If you don't want it off, you got to turn it on
I got a feeling we're gonna make it happen
Good reason to keep me happy

Chorus:
We've got the fire started
No, we don't want no water
This scene is getting hotter and hotter
Heaven knows that you were born to shine
To be alive, it's love time

From every angle to smiling faces
Punctuated by warm embraces
We come together in peace and love
It's precisely everything we dreamed of
I got a feeling we're gonna make it happen
Good reason to keep me happy

Chorus

Come on, come on
Don't leave your song unsung
There is so much to be done
Wanting less and getting more
We are the ones that we've been waiting for

From the youngest baby to your oldest grandma
From Dick Cheney to President Obama
From the highest penthouse to the lowest corner
From the East coast to California
I got a feeling we're gonna make it happen
Good reason to keep me happy

Chorus

12461. Love To Burn

Rodney Crowell - Love To Burn

You know I love you baby you know I need you too
The life I lead is all I need to make my dreams come true
It was a July night in Houston when first I felt your heat
Girl you look so fine in that jukebox line that I forgot I had two left feet
You know I want you baby you know I need you so
The love you make gives me the shakes from my head down to my toes
Your love is something smoking your love is something hot
When I feel the storm rolling in your arms I'm gonna give you everything I've got
Every beat of your heart is like a bolt of blue lightning
You heat up the night like a hot summer wind
The taste of your lips just sets me on fire
Everywhere I turn got love to burn again
I love to please you baby and smell your sweet perfume
The way you walk and the way you talk just keeps me on the moon



Your love is high explosive there's dynamite in blue jeans
Anytime you choose to light that fuse you're gonna blow us all to smithereens
Every beat of your heart...
Everywhere I turn got love to burn again
Everywhere I turn got love to burn again

12462. Love To Remember

Dolly Parton - Love To Remember 
(Porter Wagoner)

Your love's as fresh in my memory as this morning's sunrise
And still just as beautiful to me
I can still feel the soft touch of love sweet and tender
You give me love to remember
Nights with no ending, filled with love I'm remembering
Each night that I spend with you
I can still feel your soft touch, I can still feel your warm love
You give me love to remember
And each morning when I wake up
Before I leave my pillow. I search through my dreams carefully
Just to make sure that I don't leave one tiny memory
'Cause I dream of the love I remember
Nights with no ending, filled with love I'm remembering
Each night that I spend with you
I can still feel your warm love, I can still feel your soft touch
You give me love to remember
Love to remember

12463. Love Travels

Kathy Mattea - Love Travels

So I stand here and gaze across the ocean
Knowin' that I may not ever hold you
Quite the way I told you
But the distance won't silence my devotion
'Cause I believe there is still a way to reach out
In my heart there's no doubt

Love travels the miles upon the wings of angels
Love finds you, I swear its true
I can love you from here - I'll love you from here

So I gaze at the photograph before me
Wonderin' if you still believe I love you
I did what I had to do
Then I look and I swear I saw you smilin'
Well heaven makes these tender hearts the strongest



Mine beats for you as long as

Love travels the miles upon the wings of angels
Love finds you, I swear its true
I can love you from here
On moonbeams, on heartstrings
Love makes its way through anything
Love finds you, I swear it's true
I will always be near, I'll love you from here

Well time will never change me
You just gotta believe
Oh and the dream that saves me
Is that you're happy and that you're free

It'll fly through the air with the greatest of ease
As much as you want, now, as much as you need
Across every mountain and all seven seas
Oh the eagles'll carry it on God's gentle breeze
And I'll never give up (Never give up)
I'll never give in (Never give in)
And you'll know that it's me hear the voice singin'

Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai
Sing it (Sing it)
Sing it (Sing it)
Sing it

Love travels the miles upon the wings of angels
Love finds you, I swear its true
I can love you from here
On moonbeams, on heartstrings
Love makes its way through anything
Love finds you, I swear it's true
I will always be near, and I'll love you from here

Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai

12464. Love Travels - Chords

Love Travels
Kathy Mattea - Love Travels
Written by Bob Halligan, Jr and Linda Halligan
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Love Travels" in the key of C#



Capo 1

Introduction:   C  C  F  F  C  C  F  F  C  C  F  F

     C              G               Am
So I stand here and gaze across the ocean
F              C            F
knowin' that I may not ever hold you
Am              G
quite the way I told you
        C              G            Am
But the distance won't silence my devotion
       F                  C              F
'cause I believe there is still a way to reach out
Am                  G
In my heart there's no doubt

     C           G      Am               F
Love travels the miles upon the wings of angels
     C            G
Love finds you, I swear its true
      Am            F                         C      C  F  F
I can love you from here - I'll love you from here.
     
     C           G            Am
So I gaze at the photograph before me
F                C               F
wonderin' if you still believe I love you
  Am         G
I did what I had to do
       C          G               Am
Then I look and I swear I saw you smilin'
     F                  C                 F
Well heaven makes these tender hearts the strongest
Am                    G
Mine beats for you as long as

     C           G      Am               F
Love travels the miles upon the wings of angels
     C            G
Love finds you, I swear its true
      Am            F
I can love you from here
   C             G
On moonbeams, on heartstrings
     Am                    F
Love makes its way through anything
     C            G
Love finds you, I swear it's true
       Am        F                        C    C        
I will always be near, I'll love you from here

F  C
      Well time will never change me
F  C
      You just gotta believe



F  C                     G
      and the dream that saves me
Am             F     G          C     C   F   F
is that you're happy and you're free

      C                            G
It'll fly through the air with the greatest of ease
   Am                        F
As much as you want, now, as much as you need
 C                        G
across every mountain and all seven seas
    Am                    F
The eagles'll carry it on God's gentle breeze
         C 
And I'll never give up (Never give up)
     G
I'll never give in (Never give in)
           Am                         F
And you'll know that it's me when you hear the voice singin'
        C           G           Am         F 
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai
        C           G           Am         F
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai
        C           G           Am         F 
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai
        C           G           Am                         F
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Sing it (Sing it) Sing it (Sing it)
     C           G      Am               F
Love travels the miles upon the wings of angels 
     C            G
Love finds you, I swear its true
      Am            F
I can love you from here
   C             G
On moonbeams, on heartstrings
     Am                    F
Love makes its way through anything
     C            G
Love finds you, I swear it's true
       Am        F                        C
I will always be near, I'll love you from here.

(Play the next line as many times as desired and gradually fade out.)
                
        C           G           Am         F 
Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai Lai

12465. Love Was Right Here All The Time

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Love Was Right Here All The Time

I overlooked a love I couldn't see



Until that day you walked away from me
That's what it took for this poor fool to find
That your sweet love was right here all the time

When we broke up I started searchin' to
For our love hid from me as well as you
How could I be so foolish and so blind
When your true love was right here all the time

Right here was love when neither one expected it to be
Right here was love before our eyes that neither one could see
We'll let the world go by dear we won't mind
For our true love was right here all the time

Right here was love...

12466. Love Will

Love Will
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
When we can't find the time to spend
Being lovers and best of friends
When we can't seem to make it work
When we can't find the words

[Chorus]
Love will [x4]

[Verse 2]
There'll be times that we disagree
About the way things are supposed to be
And when we can't find the common ground
When we can't work it out

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Ashes to ashes and dust to dust
Earthly possessions turn to rust
And when the world won't recall our name
One thing will remain

[Chorus]

12467. Love Will



Forester Sisters - Love will
Composer: Don Pfrimmer - Byron Gallimore

Nothing grows in the driest places
The bitter cold or children's faces like love will, love will
Nothing can be everlasting
Or send an iron curtain crashing but love will, love will

Chorus:
Love's a gift the richest or the poorest man can give
It's the only treasure that I know
Love will not forsake you on the last day that you live
You can take it with you when you go

You can do the world a favor
Love yourself and love your neighbor, if you will, love will
Someone leaves and we've all been through it
Tears don't help and word's won't do it, but love will, love will

I don't want to be there if we all wake up too late
Love's the only weapon that is strong enough for hate
You can do the world a favor
Love yourself and love your neighbor
If you will, Love Will
Oh if you will Love Will,
Love Will, oooo Love Will, Love Will.
Love Will

12468. Love Will Always Win

Love Will Always Win - Garth Brooks
Featuring Trisha Yearwood

Hold on like there's no tomorrow.
There can be no sorrow,
Right here where we stand.
And living only for this moment
All we've ever wanted,
Is right here in our hands.
And some will say that we're sure to fall,
Try and build their walls between us. 

No way over it, no way around it. 
If we want it, we have to go through it.
Fight for a love and the world tries to break us down.
But the world will bend,
An' the fight will end.
Love will always win.

Hold on till we see tomorrow,
There is time to borrow,
Till we own our own.
Walk on and our hearts will lead us.
But our hearts will need us,



To be steady and strong.
So we can stand and face the fire.
Burning higher and higher. 

No way over it, no way around it. 
If we want it, we have to go through it.
Fight for a love and the world tries to break us down.
But the world will bend,
An' the fight will end.
Love will always win.

No: we know that a rainbow ends,
Beyond dark skies. 

No way over it, no way around it, no. 
If we want it, we have to go through it.
Fight for a love and the world tries to break us down.
But the world will bend,
An' the fight will end.
An' the world will bend,
An' the fight will end.
Love will always win.

12469. Love Will Find You

Love Will Find You

You can't hide yourself away from the problems of today
You can't hide yourself at night just turn off the bedroom light
And you can't try to hide your feelings they'll be heavy on your mind
You can't hide yourself from love cause love will come and find you everytime
And if you're fighting with love you have no way to win
You might as well go on give on in
And through the years I've come to know love commands and love is never blind
You can't hide yourself from love love will come and find you everytime
[ guitar ]
If you're fighting with love...

12470. Love Will Roll the Clouds Away

Love Will Roll the Clouds Away

As along lifes way you go
Clouds may hide the light of day
Have no fear for well you know
Love will roll the clouds away

    Love will roll the clouds away
    Turn the darkness into day



    I'm so glad I now can say
    Love will roll the clouds away

When the road is rough and long
And the world is cold and gray
Lift your voice in happy song
Love will roll the clouds away

God is watching over all
And he hears you when you pray
Trust in him when shadows fall
Love will roll the clouds away

12471. Love With Feeling

Dolly Parton - Love With Feeling 
(Porter Wagoner)

When your heart feels like a feather in a whirlwind
And you see stars in the middle of the day
And you feel so light you could fly
And you think that any moment the slightest breeze might blow you away
That's love you're feeling
That's love with feeling
Touching, tender love inside your soul
That's love you're feeling
This love with feeling
That takes you away on love wings of solid gold
When you're all alone
And each minute seems like eternity
As thoughts of love come rushing through your mind
In the middle of the night
You feel it kiss you while your alone
Don't be alarmed its only this love of mine
That's love you're feeling
That's love with feeling
Touching, tender love inside your soul
That's love you're feeling
Oh, that's love with feeling
That takes you away on love wings of solid gold
That's love with feeling
Love with feeling

12472. Love With Me

Dolly Parton - Love With Me 
(Dolly Parton)

I look at you and I see something special



I feel something special, something that's rare
If you feel the same way when you're lookin' at me
I know there could be a love we could share
Won't you come and love with me
Shelter your love in my castle of dreams
We'll find in each other the things that we need
Won't you come and love with me
We'll sing us a love song the songbirds would envy
A song that the angels would be proud to sing
We'll say with our hearts what no poet could capture
Say with our eyes what no artist could paint
Won't you come and love with me
Shelter your love in my castle of dreams
We'll find in each other the love that we need
Won't you come and love with me
Won't you come and love with me
Shelter your love in my castle of dreams
We'll find in each other the love that we need
Won't you come and love with me
Oh, won't you come and love with me?

12473. Love Wore A Halo (Back Before The War)

Nanci Griffith - Love Wore a Halo (Back Before the War)

He owned a hotel on Jersey shore
She made her living seeing the sailors door to door
He was a small Hawaiian with a crooked smile
But he made her eyes light up like the heavens on the Fourth of July
She ran the numbers, they say she ran them clean
Those porcelain hands keep a ledger even in her sleeves
While he worked the See-Bees in the Philippines
They say she made more money than you and I will ever see

[Chorus:]
Cause love was a magnet on the Jersey shore
If you were looking for love boys, you could have found it in '44
Cause love wore a halo back before the war
When the men loved the women
And the women knew what men were for

It was in the winter when he came home
And he had to hold those porcelain hands just to keep her warm
So they had a daughter, her name was Stephanie Anne
They sent her off to Vasser to find herself a family man
She sold the hotel, it belongs to me
And I watch those sailors come and go by the waves in the sea
From the poor chaps in the honeymoon suite
And I hear them fishing their lives away in the Florida Keys



12474. Love You A Thousand Ways - Chords

Love You A Thousand Ways
Lefty Frizzell

(1)
(G)I love you and i'll prove it in days to(D)come
(D)I swear its true darlin your'e the only(G)one
(G)i've been so blue and lonesome since you've(D)gone.
(D)i love you and i'll prove it a thousand(G)ways.

Chorous)
(D)i'll be nice and sweet to you and no
(G)more will you be blueand ill prove
(D)that i love you all kind of(G)ways

(2)*same pattern*
So Darlin please, please wate untill i'm free
Ther'll be a change a great change made in me
And i love you and therell never be blue days
I love you and i'l prove it a thousand ways

(repeat chorous)
(repeat 2)

12475. Love You Enough

Love you enough (Loved You Enough)
Yonder Mountain String Band

Chorus:
I loved you enough to let you go, dear
I loved you enough to let it ride
I'd hold your little hand in mine
But your sweet love died

I know that you've got lots of feelings
Hit me in your heart, dear, down inside
There's one thing that I can't understand
It's the look in your blues eyes

[ Chorus ]

Well I guess that now you'll be going
I guess that I'll be going too
And if another holds you tight
I'll look right at my shoe

[ Chorus ]

Now if you ever need me, darling
Send me your letter by mail
Send it by land, by air, by sea



If I'll show up, I just can't tell

[ Chorus - x2 ]

12476. Love You In Vain

Alison Krauss - Love You In Vain

I'm waiting tonight, for you to tell me,
Do you still love me and will you remain?
My heart is breakin' with each passing hour
Please don't let me love you in vain

I used to think your love would always save me
And that you'd always stay right by my side
But I can see a change comin' over you
And the tears I cry just can't hide

No, I'm waiting tonight for you to tell me,
Do you still love me and will you remain?
My heart is breakin' with each passing hour
Please don't let me love you in vain

I can't pretend that love is just a pastime
And that you never meant a thing to me
So darlin, please don't leave me all alone,
Surrounded by your memory

I'm waiting tonight, for you to tell me,
Do you still love me and will you remain?
My heart is breakin' with each passing hour
Please don't let me love you in vain

So please don't let me love you in vain

12477. Love You On A Train

Love You On A Train
(Kathy Kallick & Scott Nygaard, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI)

I got on the train in Barcelona
Cried all the way to the border of France
Pulled myself together as the door slid open
When a gentleman offered me a cigarette
And the train rolled on and on
And I rocked all alone
So many years before
I could love you on a train
A sleeper car through Germany



I finally slept so gratefully
In crisp and lovely linen sheets
Along the Rhine at a quarter to three
And the train rolled on and on
And I rocked all alone
Your face before me now
I dreamed I loved you on a train
The polished wood, the stainless steel
The humming rails, the rolling wheels
The eloquent serenity
The power and the privacy
The rocking, rolling, shrieking, growling, modern, stately magic of a train
I want to love you on a train
Through majestic Swiss alps scenery
Or maybe the shores of Lake Louise
Drinking endless silver pots of tea
In a long and languid reverie
And the train rolls on and on
We could rock there all alone
In our cramped little elegant room
Like Myrna Loy on her honeymoon
I want to love you on a train

12478. Love You're So Beautiful Tonight

Dolly Parton - Love You're So Beautiful Tonight 

As night falls around us love's tender embrace replaces the sun's golden light
Then love show us beauty that only love can describe love you're so beautiful tonight
As you fill our hearts with tenderness and emotions inside
Lost in each other with the world closed outside
Oh this must be like heaven it's heaven to you and I love you're so beautiful tonight
Your nearness in the silence your rapid heartbeat
Your face touching mine then you whisper on my cheek
I'll love you till the stars in the heavens lose their lights
Oh love you're so beautiful tonight
As you fill our hearts...
I'll love you till the stars...

12479. Love's A Word I Never Throw Around

Love's a Word I Never Throw Around
The Greencards

I guess we've come full circle
We're strangers once again
It's hard to know we'd ever come to this
It's funny you were saying how you'd miss
The good ole times



While all alone I'm thinking
You're the one I'll miss

Chorus

Love's a word I never throw around
So when I say I love you  til the end
I'm talking about  til the day they toss me in the ground
Love's a word I never throw around

I'd like to think you're leaving
Because I've treated you unkind
But maybe you've found somebody new
Hell, I know the only reason you're leaving me behind
Is you're no longer feeling the way I feel for you

Repeat Chorus

So I'm going to the country
To spend some time out in the woods
Countin' stars and sleepin' all alone
I can't say for certain that It'll do me any good
But it's time I grew accustomed to being on my own

Repeat Chorus

12480. Love's A Word I Never Throw Around - Chords

Love's A Word I Never Throw Around
Robert Earl Keene
From the Western Textures album

Finger Pickin'!
Capo on first fret

Chords: A       Bm       D       G
      x02220  224432  xx0232   320033

Intro: D  A  Bm  A  G  D  A  G

  D                     A
I guess we've come full circle
      Bm        A    G
We're strangers once again
     D                  A            G
It's hard to know we'de ever come to this
     D              A                Bm       A         G
It's funny you were sayin how you'll miss the good ole' times
     D              A        G               D
When all along I'm thinkin' you're the one I'll miss

A                           D
Love's a word I never throw around



   A               G                 D
So when I say I'll love you til' the end
    G               A               Bm     D      G
I'm talkin about until the day they lay me in the ground
D               A           G
Love's a word I never throw around

(Intro)

I'd like to think you're leavin' cuz I treated you unkind
But maybe you just found somebody new
But I know the only reason you're leavin me behind
Is you're no longer feelin' the way I feel for you

(Chorus)

Well I'm goin to the country spend some time out in the woods
Countin stars and sleepin all alone
And I can't say for certain it'll do me any good
But its time I grew accustomed to being on my own

(Chorus)

12481. Love's All Over

Dolly Parton - Love's All Over 
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writer Porter Wagoner

I can see it on your face it's over it's all over it's all over me and you
Love came down like the rains from heaven
Love's all over us dripping like the morning dew
We can't hide it anymore you can't hide real love
When it's all over all over me and you
And it's wonderful to know it's all over love sweet love it's all over me and
you
Once we worried what folks would think if they only knew
Just how much love there was between me and you
Oh but it's no secret anymore it's all out in plain view
And love's all over us love's all over me and you
We can't hide it anymore...

12482. Love's Been Good To Me

Tom T Hall - Love's Been Good To Me

[Chorus:]
I have been a rover I have walked alone
Hiked a hundred highways never found a home



Still in all I'm happy the reason is you see
Once in a while along the way love's been good to me

[Verse 1:]
There was a girl in Portland before the winter chill
We used to go out courtin' along October Hill
She could laugh away the dark clouds cry away the snow
Seems like only yesterday down the road I go

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
There was a girl in Houston out where the hot winds blow
Why I had to leave her God Almighty knows
She could take the long hot summer cool it with a sigh
Words have no more wisdom when it's time to say goodbye

[Chorus]

12483. Love's Been Good To Me - Chords

Love's Been Good To Me
Recorded by Tom T. Hall
Written by Rod Mckuen

G             Am     D7            G
I have been a rover  I have walked alone
                Am        D7            G     
Hiked a hundred highways  never found a home
                 Bm        C             
Still in all I'm happy the reason is you see
G                C              G          D7      G  C  G
Once in a while  along the way  loves been good to me        
            Am       D7        Am         D7     G      Em
There was a girl  in Portland  before the winter chill
                  Bm       C             D7
We used to go out courting along October hill
    G                                C            Am
She could laugh away the dark clouds cry away the snow
G                  C         G                  C  G
It seems like only yesterday down the road I go  
Repeat #1
            Am       D7       Am            D7          G    Em
There was a girl  in Houston  out where the heart winds blow
                   Bm   C            D7
Why I had to leave her  God almighty knows
              G                        C              Am
And she could take the long hot summer cool it with a sigh
G                  C                G       D7      G   C  G
Words have no more wisdom when it's time to say goodbye
Repeat #1



12484. Love's Come Over Me

Love's Come over Me 
Lonesome River Band
Writer(s): Billy Smith, Terry Klenner Smith

Walkin' round in circles (Knowin)

One thing's for certain (Honey)
Somethin's comin' over me

(Sleepin') don't come easy (Baby)
Dealin with these feelins (Darlin)
Things ain't the way they used to be

I heard a little bird out on a limb the other day
Tellin' me the secret You also feel this way
Love's come over me (Honey), Love's come over you (Baby)
Our lives will never be the same

Holdin' you so tight Your love excites me
Don't know how much this heart can stand
Beats a thousand times a minute baby
As long as you are in it darlin'
I'll be your ever lovin' man

I heard a little bird out on a limb the other day
Tellin' me the secret You also feel this way
Love's come over me (Honey), Love's come over you (Baby)
Our lives will never be the same

I heard a little bird out on a limb the other day
Tellin' me the secret You also feel this way
Love's come over me (Honey), Love's come over you (Baby)
Our lives will never be the same

Our lives will never be the same

12485. Love's Found A Shoulder

Nanci Griffith - Love's Found a Shoulder

My friends think I'm crazy and maybe it's true
'Cause I'll go on and love you this way
Though I have discovered that you love another
And hardly remember my name

[Chorus:]
My youth was so crazy, my heart was so lazy



Love never could stand me still
But, love's found a shoulder now that I'm older
With plenty of time to kill

I wish you well for your new love
'Cause true love is so hard to hold
You'll be the one that I dream of
'till I find a love of my own

Now, here I am standin' in the cold winter rain
If hearts were of wool I'd be warm
I've known some kind hearts and I've touched a few
Though I never claim one for my own

[Chorus]

12486. Love's Gonna Blow My Way

Steve Earle - Love's Gonna Blow My Way

I'm stranded
Standing in the pouring rain
Really coming down, but someday
Love is gonna blow my way
Empty-handed
Haven't got a shuck to pay
For a ticket out of town, but someday
Love is gonna blow my way
People going places pass me by
I don't care because I know I
Got plans made
And I don't need to do a thing
But stand right where I am  cause someday
Love is gonna blow my way
I've been praying
Light a candle everyday
And every little prayer that I pray
Says love is gonna blow my way
So I'm just staying
Waiting on the wind to change
Because generally all the signs say
Love is gonna blow my way

12487. Love's Gonna Get You Someday

Ricky Skaggs - Love's Gonna Get You Someday

I won't need you to want me just the way I wanted you.
And I feel pretty foolish when you've found somebody new.



I think it's fair to warn you, girl, you can't treat love that way.
Love's gonna get you someday.

Love's gonna get you someday,
And pay you back for all the times you left it in disgrace.
When you least expect it, love will put you in your place.
Love's gonna get you someday.

I know mine's not the first love to be put up on the shelf.
In fact it's not the first one you put up there yourself.
I'm only sorry I won't be around to see your face.
Love's gonna get you someday. 

Love's gonna get you someday,
Pay you back for all the times you left it in disgrace.
When you least expect it, love will put you in your place.
Love's gonna get you someday.

When I think of all the hearts that I could find to hurt.
I guess it's only fair now that the tables have been turned.
Speaking from experience, I think it's safe to say.
Love's gonna get you someday.

Love's gonna get you someday,
An' pay you back for all the times you left it in disgrace.
When you least expect it, love will put you in your place.
Love's gonna get you someday.

Love's gonna get you someday,
An' pay you back for all the times you left it in disgrace.
When you least expect it, love will put you in your place.
Love's gonna get you someday.

Love's gonna get you someday.

12488. Love's Gonna Live Here

Emmylou Harris - Love's Gonna Live Here
Jim Lauderdale - Osborne Brothers

Oh the sun's gonna shine in my life once more
Love's gonna live here again
Thing's are gonna be the way they were before
Love's gonna live here again

Love's gonna live here
Love's gonna live here
Love's gonna live here again

No more lonliness
Only happiness
Love's gonna live here again



I hear bells a ringing
I hear birds a singing
Love's gonna live here again

I hear bees a humming
And I know the days a coming
Love's gonna live here again

12489. Love's Gonna Make It Alright

Love's Gonna Make It Alright
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Girl, you've had one of those days
Seems like they've been going around
You're a long way from being where you wanna be
When the world isn't going your way
Whatever bad luck is getting you down
Honey, I'll be right here for you
With open arms, you can run to me

[Chorus]
Baby, love's gonna make it
Love's gonna make it alright
Baby, love's gonna make it
Love's gonna make it alright
Tonight, tonight, tonight

[Verse 2]
We can go out and paint the town
We can dance your cares away
We can watch 'em all fall out on the floor
And if you want to we can close 'em down
And we can leave whenever you say
I'll chase you down the hallway
Watch the sun come up behind our bedroom door

[Chorus]
Baby, love's gonna make it
Love's gonna make it alright
Baby, love's gonna make it
Love's gonna make it alright
Tonight, tonight, tonight

[Bridge]
That's the good thing, girl, about me and you
There ain't nothing that loving can't get us through

[Chorus]
Baby, love's gonna make it
Love's gonna make it alright
Baby, love's gonna make it



Love's gonna make it alright
Tonight, tonight, tonight
Tonight, tonight, tonight

12490. Love's Got A Hold On You

Love's Got A Hold On You

I called my doctor on the telephone
'Help me doctor, there's something wrong
I can't shake it, it's gone too far'
He said, 'Tell me what your symptoms are'
(chorus)
I said 'My hands are sweaty and my knees are week
I can't eat and I can't sleep
It's turning me every way but loose'
He said, 'It sounds like love's got a hold on you
No doubt, love's got a hold on you'
I tould my buddies I was settling down
No more of this running 'round
They looked at me like I was a fool
And said 'Come on tell us what's wrong with you'
chorus
Well I tossed and turned 'till the morning light
Holding my pillow hanging on for life
There ain't nothing I can do
They said, 'It sounds like love's got a hold on you
Sounds like love's got a hold on you'
chorus

12491. Love's Living Through Me When I Do

Ron Block - Love's Living Through Me When I Do

The more I try, the more I fall
I finally see the writing on the wall
The problem lives in what I see
A separate Him outside a separate me

In a desert land of double mind
The shadow self is all that I can find
The strength to love just can't be found
A separate mind is striving effort-bound

Gotta see His face in the mirror on the wall
Gotta hear His voice in the depth of my own soul
Get the heart to see and the doing follows through
Love's living through me when I do



I've spent some time in reality
This weakness of the flesh is bound to be
The strength to love is veiled and deep
Until we find the courage to believe

Gotta see His face in the mirror on the wall
Gotta hear His voice in the depth of my own soul
Get the heart to see and the doing follows through
Love's living through me when I do

Gotta see His face in the mirror on the wall
Gotta hear His voice in the depth of my own soul
Get the heart to see and the doing follows through
Love's living through me when I do
Love's living through me when I do
Love's living through me when I do

12492. Love's Not Through With Me Yet

Love's Not Through With Me Yet
Darrell Scott

Oh, I have seen the young girls cry
Thinking love has passed them by
They're struggling with a heavy load
But if love's not here, it's down the road

And I have seen the young men run
Just like their father's father's son
They take the love and leave the shame
Oh, but one day love will call their name and say

Can you love without needing?
Lift it up as a silent prayer
Can you open your heart without bleeding?
Take that open heart everywhere

Can you hold a place within your breast
For someone you've never met?
Well then, love's not through with you yet

Well, I have climbed to lover's lane
I felt the joy, I felt the pain
Asking for another's soul
Thinking they could make me whole

Now I heard a voice from deep inside
Saying you're not blamed for love you tried
Oh, you may think that love takes two
But love's a gift from you to you

Can you love without needing?
Lift it up as a silent prayer



Can you open your heart without bleeding?
Take that open heart everywhere

And I have tried without ceasing
To give love without regret
I know love's not through with me yet

Can you hold a place within your breast
For someone you've never met?
Then love's not through with you
I said love's not through with me
I know love's not through with us yet

12493. Love's Not Through With Me Yet

Kathy Mattea - Love's Not Through With Me Yet

I have seen the young girls cry
Thinking love has passed them by
They're struggling with a heavy load
But if love's not her it's down the road
I have seen the young men run
Just like they're fathers' sons
They take the love and leave the shame
Oh but one day love will call their name
And say
Can you love without needing
Lift it up as a silent prayer
Can you open your heart without bleeding
Take your open heart everywhere
Can you hold a place within your breast
For someone you've never met
Then love's not through with you yet
I have climbed the lover's lane
I've felt the joy I've felt the pain
Asking for another's soul
And thinking they could make me whole
I heard a voice from deep inside
Sayin' you're not blamed for love you've tried
Oh you may think that love takes two
But love's a gift from you to you
Can you love without needing
Lift it up as a silent prayer
Can you open your heart without bleeding
Take your open heart everywhere
I have tried without ceasing
To give love without regret
I know love's not through with me yet
Can you hold a place within your breast
For someone you've never met
I guess love's not through with you
And love's not through with me
I know love's not through with us yet



12494. Love's Rufugees

love's refugees
desert rose band 
Desert Rose Band Love's Refugees written by Chris Hillman

F Bb Dm C F

F C F
There's a silence growing before the comin' storm
C F
We're all around us alive or tattered and torn
Bb
Stripped of spirit and stripped of pride
Dm C F
Led to believe in the golden light
C F
A broken home is like a smokin' gun
C F
When the battles over the unfortunate ones
Bb
Pick up the pieces with no guarantees
Dm C F
That they won't be love's refugees
Bb F
Blame it on the father, blame it on the mother
C F
They just don't know how to talk to each other
F Bb
Like a river rollin' to the open sea
F C Dm Bb
Will all the children ever come to believe
F C F
Or are the children love's refugees

SOLO

C F
On the ship of fools there's a golden ring
C F
In the land of the blind the one-eyed man is king
Bb
Like Jezebel and old Ahab
Dm C F
The more you want the less you have
Bb F
Blame it on the father, blame it on the mother
C F
They just don't know how to talk to each other
Bb
Like a river rollin' to the open sea
F C Dm Bb
Will all the children ever come to believe



F C F
Or are the children love's refugees
F Bb
Like a river rollin' to the open sea
F C Dm Bb
Will all the children ever be set free
F C F
Or are the children love's refugees

12495. Love's Standin'

Vince Gill - Love's Standin'

Well, every morning when I wake up
And I see you without your makeup
And you still take me breath away

There ain't no grass that's any greener
I know there's nothing sweeter
Than how you make me feel this way

When I look in your eyes, any fool could realize
Love's standin' right in front of me

When the world's in such a hurry
But I don't have to worry
'Cause I found what they're lookin' for

She whispers, ?Baby, lay your head down?
Slips off that flannel nightgown
How could any man ever wish for more?

When I look in your eyes, any fool could realize
Love's standin' right in front of me
When I see your face and I know I've found my place
Love's standin' right in front of me

When I look in your eyes, any fool could realize
Love's standin' right in front of me
When I see your face and I know I've found my place
Love's standin' right in front of me

Love's standin' right in front of me, baby
And our love I see ain't goin' nowhere, baby
Love's standin' right in front of me

When I see your face and I know I've found my place
Love's standin' right in front of me



12496. Love's Voice

Jim Lauderdale - Love's Voice

I thought I heard my true love's voice
I answered but didn't look to see
I thought I heard my true love's voice
Though I know that could never be
If she were near, she'd let me know
That's the final thing she said to me
I feel her presence in my heart
Wherever in this world I may be
I met her in Cripple Creek, up Pike's Peak
Her Colorado home
Across my sky her star did streak
My thoughts are left to roam
To think of her in sweet repose
May cause the tear-drops to fall
To hear her call my name in the wind
Makes my heart rise up one more time again
I met her in Cripple Creek, up Pike's Peak
Her Colorado home
Across my sky her star did streak
My thoughts are left to roam
I met her in Cripple Creek, up Pike's Peak
Her Colorado home
Across my sky her star did streak
My thoughts are left to roam
Across my sky her star did streak
My thoughts are left to roam

12497. Love, Light, And Healing

Love, Light, And Healing
Oak Ridge Boys - Love, Light, And Healing

We wish you love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith
We all need love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith
We all deserve love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith
Let's pray for love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith

We pray for peace, we pray for calm
We wish you open hearts and open arms
Please grant us mercy and happiness
Let us rejoice in the joy we have

We wish you love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith
We all need love, light, and healing



Home, family, and faith
We all deserve love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith
Let's pray for love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith

We ask for comfort, we ask for wisdom
Please lift our spirits, it's all we've been given
Please embrace us, help us find the good
Help us do what's right, live for the truth

We wish you love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith
We all need love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith
We all deserve love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith
Let's pray for love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith

We wish you love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith
We got to have love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith
We got to have love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith
Let's pray for love, light, and healing
Home, family, and faith

12498. Love, Peace And Happiness

Tim O'Brien - Love, Peace and Happiness

All our love, peace, and happiness
We're gonna give to you now
All our love, peace, and happiness
And you can share yours too
All our love, peace, and happiness
We're gonna give to you, yeah
All our love, peace, and happiness
You can share yours too
It's a small step for man
But it's a giant leap
For all mankind
I got love, I got peace
I got happiness and
You can have it too, yeah
Together, we stand
Divided, we fall
Love, peace, and happiness
Is the best part of all
Oh, love, peace, and happiness
Oh, love, peace, and happiness



Oh, love, peace, and happiness
Oh, love, peace, and happiness

12499. Loved You Enough - Chords

Loved You Enough 
Yonder Mountain String Band

[Intro]
G  C  G
G  C  G
G  D  C  G
G  D  G
 
[Chorus]
       G          C                G
Well I loved you enough to let you go, dear
  G          C               G
I loved you enough to let it ride
    G         D      C       G
I'd hold your little hand in mine
G        D          G
But your sweet love died
 
 
[Verse 1]
  G         C                  G
I know that you've got lots of feelings
G              C                   G
Hidden in your heart, dear, down inside
G           D            C        G
There's one thing that I can't explain
           G       D         G
That's the look in your blue eyes
 
 
[Chorus]
  G          C                G
I loved you enough to let you go, dear
  G          C               G
I loved you enough to let it ride
    G         D      C       G
I'd hold your little hand in mine
G        D          G
But your sweet love died
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  C  G
G  C  G
G  D  C  G
G  D  G
 



 
[Verse 2]
  G          C             G
I guess that now you'll be going
  G          C             G
I guess that I'll be going too
    G   D      C         G
And if another holds you tight
     G          D     G
I'll look right at my shoe
 
 
[Chorus]
  G          C                G
I loved you enough to let you go, dear
  G          C               G
I loved you enough to let it ride
    G         D      C       G
I'd hold your little hand in mine
G        D          G
But your sweet love died
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  C  G
G  C  G
G  D  C  G
G  D  G
 
 
[Verse 3]
    G      C             G
Now if you ever need me, darling
G            C         G
Send me your letter by mail
G          D        C       G
Send it by land, by air, by sea
     G          D          G
If I show up, I just can't tell
 
 
[Chorus]
       G          C                G
Well I loved you enough to let you go, dear
  G          C               G
I loved you enough to let it ride
    G         D      C       G
I'd hold your little hand in mine
G        D          G
But your sweet love died
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  C  G
G  C  G
G  D  C  G
G  D  G



 
 
[Chorus]
  G          C                G
I loved you enough to let you go, dear
  G          C               G
I loved you enough to let it ride
    G         D      C       G
I'd hold your little hand in mine
G        D          G
But your sweet love died
 
 
[Outro]
    G         D      C       G
I'd hold your little hand in mine
G        D          G
But your sweet love died

12500. Lovely In Blue Live - Chords

Lovely In Blue Live 
The Lone Bellow
 
[Verse 1]
 
G
Lovely in blue
G7
Skies over you
        C      C  C#
In the daytime
Dmaj7
Sweet little thing
Dmaj7
You've got my heart on a string
          G    D  D9/E
But never mind
 
[Verse 2]
 
G
Time forgot
            G7
I'm just an afterthought
C                                   C  C#
Somewhere in the corner of your mind
Dmaj7
Lovely in blue
Dmaj7                  G
I think of you all the time
 
[Chorus]



 
C                   C/E       C
There's a sun, that shines on you
C/E       C                G
Skies so blue, I've never seen
A
Memories of
A
Faded pictures of
A               D   D9/E
What I'll never be
G
Now everywhere I go
G
And everything I know
G7                     C    C C#
All just reminds me of you
Dmaj7
Lovely in blue
Dmaj7                  G
I think of you all the time
 
[Chorus]
 
C                   C/E       C
There's a sun, that shines on you
C/E       C               G
Skies so blue, I've never seen
A
Memories of
A
Faded pictures of
A               D   D9/E
What I'll never be
G
Now everywhere I go
G
And everything I know
G7                     C   C  C#
All just reminds me of you
Dmaj7
Lovely in blue
Dmaj7                  G     C  C#
I think of you all the time
Dmaj7
Lovely in blue
Dmaj7                   G
I think of you all the time

12501. Lovely Place To Cry - Chords

Lovely Place To Cry
Recorded by Tammy Wynette and George Jones



Written by Earl Montgomery and Tammy Wynette

C                        F          C
I know this house is the finest one around
                D7               G7
And we are both respected in our town
        C                      F                    C
But our friends don't know the truth when they drop by
F        C        F      C      G7       C
That our house is such a lovely place to cry
                      F               C
I keep my yard cut as close as it can be
                         D7               G7
There's no litter laying round for one to see
      C                 F               C
And I know someday I'll tell this place goodbye
F        C         F      C      G7       C
But till then it's sure a lovely place to cry
               F
You don't need lonely things around you
         C       G7        C
When you have no love left in you
                F       C               G7 D7 G7
And when you're already dead before you die
C       F
But someday someone will buy this place
         C
And live happy if they try
F       C       F      C      G7       C  F C
But for us it's been a lovely place to cry
F       C       F      C      G7       C   F C
Yes for us it's been a lovely place to cry

12502. Lover Don't Give Up On Me

Sturgill Simpson - Lover Don't Give up on Me

[Verse 1]
Lover, won't you talk to me?
Lover, you can cry to me
I know there's more than what I can see
Lover, won't you lie with me?
Couple tanks and two headlights
Couple hundred sleepless nights
A few more thousand stars shine bright
Just to lie with you tonight

[Chorus]
'Cause love is like a slow burn, baby, ignites the night
But when it's gone, there's nothing left but searching for the light
And I'm searching tonight

[Verse 2]



Is empty space the one to blame?
Or things we never overcame?
I'm here adding fuel to the flame
But baby, would you do the same?

[Chorus]
'Cause love is like a slow burn, baby, ignites the night
But when it's gone, there's nothing left but searching for the light
And I'm searching tonight

[Outro]
My lover never talks to me
My lover never cries to me
I know there's more than what I can see
Lover, don't give up on me
Lover, don't give up on me
Lover, don't give up on me

12503. Lover I Love the Best

Lover I Love the Best
The Greencards - Lover I Love the Best

The lover, I love the best
Keeps me from all the rest
Winter's been holding on
But we're still going strong

She's keeping my steps in time
Given me peace of mind
Soft as a breathing air
Lays out her soul to bare

Let me grab my coat and I will follow you
The lover, I love the best
Loves me, I must confess
Sweet song tells me so

I'm hanging my head down low
Winter's been holding on
But we're still going strong
Let me grab my coat and I will follow you

12504. Lover Man

The Incredible String Band - Lover Man 

Baby, come tell me 'bout your tree-house
And your candy-striped pet mouse



And your car that has feet
Hey, come tell me 'bout your eyebrows that meet

And my baby, won't you tell me 'bout your chilblains?
And your right eyeball's growing pains
And your purple tractor that sings
Hey, come tell me all of those things
But if you want to tell me some more
Think you can

Oh baby, tell me 'bout your lover man
You know I'm talking 'bout him
He's one that's strutting around
Each time I get out of town
You know the one that I mean
He's one that's stealing my scene away
Baby, I'm talking 'bout him

Oh baby, won't you tell me 'bout your black rose?
And the garden where your love grows
Among the cabbages and beans
Hey, come tell me why your primroses are green
But if you want to tell me some more
Think you can

Oh baby, tell me 'bout your lover man
You know I'm talking 'bout him
He's one that's strutting around
Each time I get out of town
You know the one that I mean
He's one that's stealing my scene away
Baby, I'm talking 'bout him

He's one that's stealing my cream away
Baby, I'm talking 'bout him
Talking 'bout your lover man, talking 'bout him

12505. Lover's Concerto

Lover's Concerto
Doyle Lawson

How gentle is the rain, that falls softly on the meadow;
Birds high upon the trees serenade the flow'rs with their melodies.
Oh, see there beyond the hill, the bright colors of the rainbow;
Some magic from above made this day for us, just to fall in love.

How gentle is the rain, that falls gently on the meadow;
Birds high upon the trees serenade the flow'rs with their melodies.
Oh, see there beyond the hill, the bright colors of the rainbow;
Some magic from above made this day for us, just to fall in love.

You'll hold me in your arms, and say once again you love me;



And if your love is true, ev'rything will be just as wonderful.

You'll hold me in your arms, and say once again you love me;

12506. Lover's Farewell

Tom T. Hall - Lover's farewell
Composer: Tom T. Hall - Earl Scruggs

There's a packet of old letters
Lying on the hallway stand
They were written by my true love
Written by my true love's hand

Will you go and bring them brother
And read them all tonight
I have often tried but could not
For tears would blind my sight

Tell her brother when you see her
That I've never ceased to love
That I dying pray to see her
In the better home above

Place the letters and her picture
Close beside my pauper's heart
We for years have been together
And in death we will not part

I am ready now my brother
You may read the letters o'er
I will listen to the words of
Her whom I shall see no more

And there you shall have been finished
Should I gently fall asleep
Fall asleep to wake in Jesus
Dear brother do not grieve

12507. Lover's Farewell

Lover's Farewell

We have met and we have parted
We have spoke our last goodbye
You have proved to me false hearted
You may now forever go 

You have wrecked the heart I've cherished



You have done me day by day
You are false but I'll forgive you
To forget you I cannot say 

For I love you dear I love you
More than all this world I know
You have proved to me false hearted
You may now forever go 

On the river bank I'll loiter
Till I see your face once more
Then I'll plunge beneath the water
And I'll land on some far shore 

Among the trees and bushes
Where the dark green willow sway
In the cold and silent rushes
There you'll find my lonely grave 

O I wish I was white marble
Cold and white on some far shore
This poor heart would cease from troubling
And I'd feel the pain no more

12508. Lover's Lane

Richard Thompson - Lover's Lane 

False hand in false hand
Down Lovers' Lane, we walked, we two
Love sold for fool's gold
Down Lovers' Lane, we walked, we two

On your back I'll climb
Or you climb on mine
Deception is the rule
Down Lovers' Lane

Fine friend, fine friend
I held such dreams in my caress
Fine airs, fine airs
The best of manners and address

On your back I'll climb
Or you climb on mine
Deception is the rule
Down Lovers' Lane



12509. Lover's Lane

Richard Thompson - Lover's Lane 

False hand in false hand
Down Lovers' Lane, we walked, we two
Love sold for fool's gold
Down Lovers' Lane, we walked, we two

On your back I'll climb
Or you climb on mine
Deception is the rule
Down Lovers' Lane

Fine friend, fine friend
I held such dreams in my caress
Fine airs, fine airs
The best of manners and address

On your back I'll climb
Or you climb on mine
Deception is the rule
Down Lovers' Lane

12510. Lover's Quarrel

Lover's Quarrel - Stanley Brothers

Jack and May sweethearts were they
They were engaged to be wed
Many a promise Jack made her
Many a love word was said

But they quarreled one night as most true lovers do
She bade him not come any more
She gave him his hat
Jack started to go
But he lingered to say at the door

    Tie up love's broken cords and let us be sweethearts again
    Darling you know I love you to part would cause me pain
    So let's forget the past make up and kiss
    Make up and be lovers again

Years rolled by and neither one was wed
And one morning Jack was found dead
She can not tell you why that the tears rolled from her eye
And she goes to the grave every day

Lonesome and sad her sweetheart is not there
His words they still ring in her ear

    Tie up love's broken cords and let us be sweethearts again



    Darling you know I love you to part would cause me pain
    So let's forget the past make up and kiss
    Make up and be lovers again

12511. Lover's Return

Linda Ronstadt - Lover's Return
Dolly Parton - Emmylou Harris

And so you have come back to me
And say the old love's growin' yet
You've tried through all these weary years
You've tried to vainly to forget

Oh no, I cannot take your hand
God never gives is back our youth
The lovin' heart you slighted then
Was yours, my friend in perfect truth

Come close and let me see your face
Your raven hair is tinged with snow
Oh, yes, it is the same dear face
I loved so many years ago

Oh no, I cannot take your hand
God never gives is back our youth
The lovin' heart you slighted then
Was yours, my friend in perfect truth

Farewell, I think I love you yet
As friend to friend, God bless you dear
And guide you through these weary years
To where the skies are always clears

Oh no, I cannot take your hand
God never gives is back our youth
The lovin' heart you slighted then
Was yours, my friend in perfect truth

Oh no, I cannot take your hand
God never gives is back our youth
The lovin' heart you slighted then
Was yours, my friend in perfect truth

12512. Lover's Return - Chords

Lover's Return - Laurie Lewis
Masters of the Banjo Album



Banjo Tuned E, Key D, No Capo

   D             G           D
And so you have come back to me
                             A
And say the old loves growing yet
       D              G                 D
You've tried through all these weary years
                    A         D
You've tried so vainly to forget

                G         D
Oh no, I cannot take your hand
                             A
God never gives is back our youth
      D          G              D
The loving heart you slighted then
                          A       D
Was yours, my friend, in perfect truth

Instrumental:

                G              D
Come close and let me see your face
                                A
Your raven hair is tinged with snow
     D              G          D
Oh, yes, it is the same dear face
                A       D
I loved so many years ago

               G           D
Oh no, I cannot take your hand
                            A
God never gives is back our youth
      D             G          D
The loving heart you slighted then
                          A      D
Was yours, my friend, in perfect truth

             G               D
Farewell, I think I love you yet
                                  A
As friend to friend, God bless you dear
       D           G              D
And guide you through these weary years                              

                       A        D
To where the skies are always clear

Oh no, I cannot take your hand
God never gives is back our youth
The loving heart you slighted then
Was yours, my friend, in perfect truth



12513. Lover, Come Back To Me

Lover, Come Back to Me
Hot Strings

You went away
I let you
We broke the ties that bind
I wanted to forget you
And leave the past behind
Still, the magic of the night I met you
Seems to stay forever in my mind

The sky was blue
And high above
The moon was new
And so was love
This eager heart of mine was singing
Lover where can you be

You came at last
Love had its day
That day is past
You've gone away
This aching heart of mine is singing
Lover come back to me
When I remember every little thing

You used to do
I'm so lonely
Every road I walk along
I walk along with you
No wonder I am lonely

The sky is blue
The night is cold
The moon is new
But love is old
And while I'm waiting here
This heart of mine is singing
Lover come back to me
When I remember every little thing

You used to do
I grow lonely
Every road I walk along
I walk along with you
No wonder I am lonely

The sky is blue
The  night is cold
The moon is new
But love is old



And while I'm waiting here
This heart of mine is singing
Lover come back to me

12514. Loves Me Like a Rock

Alison Krauss - Loves Me Like a Rock

When I was a little boy
And the devil would call my name
I'd say who do,
Who do you think you're fooling

I'm a country boy,
I'm a singer in a Sunday choir
My mama she loves, she loves me
Gets down on her knees and hugs me

And she loves me like a rock
She rocks me like the rock of ages and loves me
Well, I was grown to be a man
And the devil would call my name.

I'd say mhm who do,
Who do you think you're fooling
I'm a consummated man
I can snatch a little purity

My mama she loves me, she loves me
Gets down on her knees and hugs me
She loves me like a rock
She rocks me like the rock of ages and loves me.

--- Piano - Guitar Instrumental ---

And if I was a President
The minute Congress call my name
Well, I'd say who do
Who do you think that you're fooling.

I'm the President you see
I'm up on the Presidential Podium
My mama she loves me, she loves me
Gets down on her knees and hugs me.

She loves me like a rock
She rocks me like the rock of ages and loves me
She loves me, loves me, loves me
Loves me (loves me like a rock)...



12515. Loves Not Through With You Yet - Chords

Loves Not Through With You Yet 
Kathy Mattea
 
CAPO: 4th Fret
 
INTRO: Em   G  C    Em  G  C  G
 
                D           Em
I have seen the young girls cry
Am                G          C
Thinking love has passed them by
        Am                C     D
They're struggling with a heavy load
        G                    C        G
But if love's not here, it's down the road
 
 
                D         Em
I have seen the young men run
     Am                   G        C     ~ Am
Just like their fathers', fathers' sons
                       C         D
They take the love and leave the shame
        G                  C     G
But one day love will call their name [and say]
 
 
CHORUS:
             C       Em     D
Can you love without needing
        G       C        Em    D
Lift it up as a silent prayer
        G         C             Em      D
Can you open your heart without bleeding
          G          C      Am
Take your open heart everywhere
        Bm       Em      Am        D
Can you hold a place within your breast
    Em             C      G  D
For someone you've never met
     G      C   Em      D
Then love's not through with you yet
 
 
INTERLUDE: Em   G  C    Em  G  C  G
 
 
                   D       Em
I have climbed the lover's lane
     Am              G           C
I've felt the joy, I've felt the pain
Am          C        D
Asking for another's soul
    G                   C       G
And thinking they could make me whole



 
 
  Em                 Bm     Em
I heard a voice from deep inside
       Am               Em        C
Saying you're not blamed for love you've tried
Am                 G          D
You may think that love takes two
    G                  C   G
But love's a gift from you to you
 
 
CHORUS:
             C         Em   D
Can you love without needing
        G       C        Em    D
Lift it up as a silent prayer
         G         C             Em      D
'Til you open your heart without bleeding
          G          C      Am
Take your open heart everywhere
       Bm    Em       Am G D
I have tried without ceasing
        Em       C     G   D
To give love without regret
           G       C   Em      D        Am
And I know love is not through with me yet
 
 
INTERLUDE: Am    G  C    D  Em    D
 
 
        Bm     Em        Am G       D
Can you hold a place within your breast
    Em             C     G   D
For someone you've never met__
        Em     C   Em           D
I guess love's not through with you
    G      C   G            D
And love's not through with me
       G      C   G      D        Em   G  C    Em  G  C  G
I know love's not through with us yet

12516. Lovesick And Sorrow

Lovesick And Sorrow

I'm lonesome tonight while the moon's shining bright
Thinking of you, little dear
I'm here all alone in our little cabin home
I'm counting the stars in the blue

   Lovesick and sorrow is what you brought to me



   Oh why, tell me why, did you go
   You left me to wander in this whole wide world alone
   I'm counting the stars in the blue

I dream every night as I lay in my cabin
And pray to the One up above
To keep you for me and someday you'll return, dear
I'm counting the stars up above

I'll take your picture and frame it in gold
Reading love letters from you
I'm longing to see you in our little cabin home
I'm counting the stars in the blue

12517. Lovesick Blues

Dolly Parton - Lovesick Blues 

got a feeling cause i'm blue oh lord since my daddy said good-bye
i don't know what i'm gonna do all i do is sit and cry oh lord
that last known day he said good-bye oh lord i tought i would die
halljauah hey do me he's got the kind of lovin oh lord i loved to hear him when he calls me sw
eet baby what a beautiful dream
i had to think it all over i lost my heart it seems i've grown to so used to that man some how a
nd i'm nobody's sugar baby now cause i'm lonesome i've got the lovesick blues now i'm in lov
e i'm in love with a wonderful guy that's what the matter with me now i'm in love i'm in love wit
h the wonderful guy but he don't care about me well i tried and i tried to keep him statisfed bu
t he just wouldn't stay but now that he his leavin this is all i've got to say i got a feelin cause i'
m blue oh lord since my daddy said good-bye i don't now what i'm gonna do i lost my heart it 
seems i grow so used to that my man some how and i'm nobody's sugar baby now cause i'm 
lonesome i've got the lovesick blues.
break
i've grown so used to that man somehow and i'm nobody's sugar baby now cause i'm loneso
me i've got the lovesick blues

12518. Lovin' All Night

Rodney Crowell - Lovin' All Night

Now, baby, pull the covers back over my head
I don't want to get it up outta this bed
I don't wanna drag it on off to work
That big boss man is really a flirt
We've been lovin' all night
Just about settin' me everything right
Hope it don't get me
I'm gonna live it just as long as I can
I'm gonna make it every part of my plan
Lovin' all night, hangin' on tight



No doubt about it, been lovin' all night
Well, you tell me I'm as pretty as a fresh cut flower
When you show me how you love me in the wee small hours
While everybody's sleeping on around this town
Lovin' all night makes the world go 'round
We've been lovin' all night
Just about hittin' me everything right
Hope it don't get me
I'm gonna live it just as long as I can
I'm gonna make it every part of my plan
Lovin' all night, hangin' on tight
No doubt about it, been lovin' all night
Ain't no use talkin' when you're looking so fine;
When you move your body up a-close to mine
We've been rocking with the rhythm of a beat of our own
Baby, I'm gonna love you 'till the cows come home
We've been lovin' all night
Just about hittin' me everything right
Hope it don't get me
I'm gonna live it just as long as I can
I'm gonna make it every part of my plan
Lovin' all night, feelin' all right
No doubt about it, been lovin' all night
We've been lovin' all night, hangin on tight
Good God almighty, been loving all night, yeah
Mmmmm, been lovin' all night
Been lovin' all night
Lovin' all night, yeah
Lovin' all night
Been lovin' all night
Memmmm. hey, ahh been lovin' all night

12519. Lovin' Arms

Tom T Hall - Lovin' Arms
Composer: Tom Jans

If you could see me now
The one who said that he'd rather roam
The one who said he'd rather be alone
If you could only see me now

If I could hold you now
Just for a moment if I could really make you mine
Just for a while turn back the hands of time
If I could only hold you now

I've been too long in the wind too long in the rain
Takin' any comforts that I can
Lookin' back and longin' for the freedom of my chains
Layin' in your lovin' arms again

If you could hear me now



Singin' somewhere in the lonely night
Dreamin' of the arms that held me tight
If you could only see me now

I've been too long in the wind...
If you could see me now

12520. Lovin' Arms - Chords

Lovin' Arms 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
E  B  E  A  C#m  B  A  E
 
[Verse 1]
E                B
Ridin my big jet plane
E               A
Crying into your sleeve
C#m        B        A        E
Cause you miss those lovin arms
 
E               B
Lullaby keeps on playin'
E               A
You thinking it's a dream
C#m        B        A        E
Cause you miss those lovin' arms
 
C#m     B     A     E
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G#m                      C#m
And you gotta good mind to pray
G#m             A
They say it's all part of his plan
F#                    B
But what if he's got slippery hands
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
E                         B
Cause it's a sad face you wear
E                 A
Like a burned out sun
C#m        B        A        E
Cause you miss those lovin' arms
 
E                         B



You think a grow man will care
E                 A
Bout his boot lace undone?
C#m        B        A        E
You just miss this lovin' arms
 
C#m        B        A        E
Yeah you miss those lovin' arms
 
 
[Chorus]
G#m                      C#m
And you gotta good mind to pray?
G#m             A
They say it's all part of his plan
F#                    B
But what if he's got slippery hands
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
E     B
God damn
E            A
You're a boy not a man
C#m      B          A         E
When you miss those lovin arms
 
E      B
Someday 
E              A
when you're up there flying
C#m      B        A        E
Cause you miss those lovin' arms
 
E      B
It isn't so far away
E            A
The sweet lullaby
C#m      B        A        E
When you miss those lovin' arms

12521. Lovin' Her Was Easier - Chords

Lovin Her Was Easier 
Tompall And The Glaser Brothers
 
G                         C                                   G Gadd4
I've seen the morning burning golden on the mountains in the skies
G                            C                               G Gadd4
Waking with the feeling of the freedom of an eagle when she flies
C                                                          Gadd4 G
Turning on the world the way she smiled upon my soul as I lay die-ing



G                             C                               G Gadd4
Healing as the colors in the sunshine and the shadows of her eyes
 
G                             C                           G Gadd4
Waking in the morning to the feeling of her fingers on my skin
G                            C                               G Gadd4
Wiping out the traces of the people and the places that i've been
C                                                             Gadd4 G
Teaching me that yesterday was something that i never thought of try-ing
G                          C                              G Gadd4
Talking of tomorrow and the money, love and time we'd have to spend
D                         C                     G Gadd4
Loving her was easier than anything I'll ever do again
 
C                            CMaj                       G      Gadd4  G Gadd4
Coming close together with a feeling that I've never know before,in my time
D                         C                                  G Gadd4
She ain't ashamed to be a woman she aint afraid to be a good friend
C                                                          G          G
I don't know the answer to the easy way shes opened every door in my mind
D                           C                             G Gadd4
But dreaming was as easy as believing it was never gonna end
D                           C                     G Gadd4
Loving her was easier than anything I'll ever do again
D                           C                     G Gadd4
Loving her was easier than anything I'll ever do again

12522. Lovin' In My Baby's Eyes

Leftover Salmon - Lovin' In My Baby's Eyes 

Look here baby now you know I can, be the one to be your man
Baby now you know I'd do, anything in the world for you
To have lovin' from my baby's eyes, oh lovin' from my baby's eyes
See the lovin' in my baby's eyes, lovin' from my baby's eyes
Look here baby now you know darn well, love you better than another man could tell
Love you baby now you know I'd do, anything in the world for you
To have lovin' from my baby's eyes, oh lovin' from my baby's eyes
See the lovin' in my baby's eyes, lovin' from my baby's eyes
Late at night when I take my rest, oh I hold your picture to my breast
Love you baby now you know I'd do, anything in the world for you
To have lovin' from my baby's eyes, oh lovin' from my baby's eyes
See the lovin' in my baby's eyes, lovin' from my baby's eyes
Love ya baby. love ya baby, mama now you know I do
Love ya baby, love ya baby, do anything for you
Late at night when I take my rest, oh I hold you picture to my breast
Love you Mama now you know I'd do, anything in the world for you
To have lovin' from my baby's eyes, oh lovin' from my baby's eyes
See that lovin in my baby's eyes, lovin' from my baby's eyes
Give me that magic in my baby's eyes, lovin' in my baby's eyes
Give me that lovin' from my baby's eyes, lovin' from my baby's eyes



12523. Lovin' Makes Livin' Worthwhile

Jerry Jeff Walker - Lovin' Makes Livin' Worthwhile

[Verse 1]
I'm just sitting here counting my money
Wondering why you're in love with me, honey
And why everybody is so high-strung these days
The price of living here has gone sky high
But guys like me we're always getting by
Babe told me, "A lean dog can run a long race"

[Chorus]
All I know is you gotta keep trying
You gotta laugh now-and-then to keep from crying
The only sure thing is taxes and dying
And your lovin' makes the livin' worthwhile

[Verse 2]
Some days I'm more gone in here
Some days I like to just sit and drink beer
And some days I can't wait until I get home
All I like to do is play music and golf
The money I make pays the IRS off
Without you, Susan, I'd simply be a rolling stone

[Chorus]
All I know is you gotta keep trying
Gotta laugh now-and-then to keep from crying
The only sure thing is taxes and dying
But your lovin' makes the livin' worthwhile

[Bridge]
Oh without you I'd have no one to sleep with
Nobody to laugh with late at night
Without you there'd be no light in the window
There'd be no reason to write

[Chorus]
All I know is you gotta keep trying
Gotta laugh now-and-then to keep from crying
The only sure thing is taxes and dying
And your lovin' makes the livin' worthwhile

[Verse 3]
Well I've been sued and screwed and tattooed
But I'm standing right here in front of you
Telling you that even the President makes a mistake
We're all livin' life day-to-day
The whole damn world's just feeling it's way
But you can tell them ol' Jerry Jeff said it's okay

[Chorus]



All I know is you gotta keep trying
You gotta laugh now-and-then to keep from crying
The only sure thing is taxes and dying
And that your lovin' makes the livin' worthwhile
Makes you smile

12524. Lovin' Of The Game

Jerry Jeff Walker - Lovin' of the Game

I watched the feather river glide
Over shinin' golden sand
Struck a silver ribbon wide
Held a million in my hand
But beside the lookin' for
The finders always take
And there's nothin' drives a gambler
Like the lovin' of the game
All my life I've searched around
Travellin' hard from town to town
But I never really found
Anything to tie me down
Still I would not trade my time
For a solid diamond claim
No, I would not trade my fortune
For the lovin' of the game
So long darling, don't you cry
I hope that things turn out for you
All these good times gone bye
Got to get ourselves a few
Still I would not trade my time
For a solid diamond claim
Oh the treasure's not for takin'
It's the lovin' of the game
Oh the treasure's not for takin'
It's the lovin' of the game
The lovin' of the game

12525. Lovin' On Borrowed Time

Lovin' On Borrowed Time
Henhouse Prowlers

Well you left me here today said you're going far away
Left me holidin' my heart right in my hand
Now I'm broke and all alone better off now that you're gone
Go find yourself another lovin' man

Dont come back to me tomorrow saying that you changed your mind



I've heard those stories all before I'm through with you this time
Another man has won your hand, your hearts no longer mine
Now sweetheart you're lovin on borrowed time

[solo]

I think back on all those times that you told me your little lies
Just to lead me down the path that suited you
I wised up and now I see what you're trying to do to me
You'll only break my heart and leave me blue

Dont come back to me tomorrow saying that you changed your mind
I've heard those stories all before I'm through with you this time
Another man has won your hand, your hearts no longer mine
Now sweetheart you're lovin on borrowed time

[solo]

Dont come back to me tomorrow saying that you changed your mind
I've heard those stories all before I'm through with you this time
Another man has won your hand, your hearts no longer mine
Now sweetheart you're lovin on borrowed time

12526. Lovin' On The Side

Lovin' On The Side
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Jimmy Ibbotson / Paulette Carlson / Sandy Waltner

Well, I just want to clear the air,
I already know, and darlin' I still care,
But we're crippled every time I close my eyes.
I know it's hard when you're all alone,
And you always come back home
Looks like we're hurtin from your lovin' on the side

I think I've prob'ly seen her, believe I know her name,
Darlin' does it make you satisfied?
She's the one who's feeling happy, I'm the one who wants to die
I think you've gone just a little too far this time.

So I just want to clear the air
I already know, and darlin' I still care,
But we're hurtin' from your lovin' on the side

I'm not saying that I approve, or that I can stand it,
But I know I've got to give us one more try.
I keep prayin' you still love me, but soon my prayer will die,
If every time we talk, you hide your eyes.

So I just want to clear the air
I already know, and darlin' I still care
But we're crippled every time you close your eyes



I know it's hare when you're all alone,
And if you really want to come back home,
Stop this hurtin', stop your lovin' on the side
Stop this hurtin', stop your lovin' on the side.

12527. Lovin' Only Me

Ricky Skaggs - Lovin' Only Me

They say you're cold as ice
I don't believe them
Up goes my temperature when I'm next to you
They say you won't look twice
I don't believe them
I think I feel something cookin'
Baby, how 'bout you

Someday you'll see it's gonna be
No one for you, only me
Sometime, sweet destiny
Will open up your heart
And that's when I'm gonna be around just you wait and see
No more lonely you, when you're lovin' only me

Just give me your heart
I'll never break it
I could never hurt someone as wonderful as you
I'm offering you my love
You don't have to take it
But I wouldn't pass me by
'Cause I know what's good for you

Someday you'll see it's gonna be
No one for you, only me
Sometime, sweet destiny
Will open up your heart
And that's when I'm gonna be around just you wait and see
No more lonely you, when you're lovin' only me

Someday you'll see it's gonna be
No one for you, only me
Sometime, sweet destiny
Will open up your heart
And that's when I'm gonna be around just you wait and see
No more lonely you, when you're lovin' only me

And that's when I'm gonna be around just you wait and see
No more lonely you, when you're lovin' only me



12528. Lovin' Pretty Women - Chords

Lovin' Pretty Women Live 
Steep Canyon Rangers

[Intro]
G C D G
 
[Chorus]
G
If I could make a livin' lovin' pretty women
                              D              G
I could do just what I please I could make a killin
G                         C                 G
Bye bye everybody all the things that we're leavin'
G                       D            G
If I could make a livin lovin pretty women
 
[Verse]
G
Well I ain't no good at drivin nails
                      D
Or travelling door to door
G                         D                 G
And I do what I got to do just like the day before
G
Well I cant complain about scrapin by
G                   D
While others got it bad
C                   G
I got pennies In my pocket
D                G
Big dreams In my head
 
[Chorus]
G
If I could make a livin' lovin' pretty women
                              D              G
I could do just what I please I could make a killin
G                         C                 G
Bye bye everybody all the things that we're leavin'
G                       D            G
If I could make a livin' lovin' pretty women
 
[Verse]
G
Well there's Cindy and theres Lisa too
                    D
There's Jessica and Kate
       C        G                D                 G
I been workin 7 days a week just wishin there were 8
G
Well I may not be a movie star
                 D
But I'll take my time
C               G
And always be a ramblin man



D               G
A'ramblin on my mind
 
[Chorus]
G
If I could make a livin' lovin' pretty women
                              D              G
I could do just what I please I could make a killin
G                         C                 G
Bye bye everybody all the things that we're leavin'
G                       D            G
If I could make a livin' lovin' pretty women
 
[Verse]
G
Well I need a brand new spirit
                   D
I need a brand new song
C                      G
And Ill know it when I hear it
D                       G
And Ill sing it all day long
G
All day long and everywhere
                D
I just have one request
C                       G
Let me live to love and love to live
D                  G
And lay me down to rest
 
[Chorus]
G
If I could make a livin' lovin' pretty women
                              D              G
I could do just what I please I could make a killin
G                         C                 G
Bye bye everybody all the things that we're leavin'
G                       D            G
If I could make a livin' lovin' pretty women
G                        D             G
If I could make a livin' lovin' pretty women

12529. Lovin' You

Lovin' You
Infamous Stringdusters

[Verse 1]
When it's time for me to go, I hope my job is done
I hope that people know that I've never tried to run
Yeah, and when it came to lovin' you, I only did my best
And I hope it was enough for you to rest



[Verse 2]
Never did I tell you just how deeply I did feel
Fear was holding me too close, afraid that it was real
Yeah, and if I looked you in the eye, I don't know if I could
For the sake of knowing that I really should

[Chorus]
Oh, the clock don't tell time, it runs
The heart don't beat, it shatters
The only thing in this old world is lovin' you
That matters

[Verse 3]
Yeah, if I never see your face, I'll know that it is time
To pass into another place, where other things are mine
Cause if I can't be in your arms, there's nothing for me here
And my only wish is that I'll hold you there

[Chorus]
Oh, the clock don't tell time, it runs
The heart don't beat, it shatters
The only thing in this old world is lovin' you
That matters

[Instrumental]

[Chorus]
Oh, the clock don't tell time, it runs
The heart don't beat, it shatters
The only thing in this old world is lovin' you
Is lovin' you
That matters

12530. Lovin' You

Railroad Earth - Lovin' You 

Grab a cup in the mornin, out beneath the day *UNSURE*.
Share a glass at night, tell me how it was today.

I've been lovin' you, for so long, 
I'll be lovin' you, til I'm gone.

Every song, every story.
Every taste, every town.
Every hope, every worry.
Every road I've been down.

I've been lovin' you, for so long, 
I'll be lovin' you, til I'm gone.

Should this journey be ending, time carry you away.



I'll put on a brave face, get out and start again.

But I've been lovin' you, for so long, 
I'll be lovin' you, til I'm gone.
I've been lovin' you, for so long, 
I'll be lovin' you, til I'm gone.

12531. Lovin' You

Dolly Parton - Lovin' You 

If you've been wonderin' what I'm gonna do
While you are sleepin', am I sleepin', too
Well I just sittin' here lovin' you
Close my eyes an' lovin' you
I'm just sittin' back, sittin' here lovin' you
An' I have been wonderin' just what I would do
If I weren't sleepin', had I not found you
Well I'd be outside findin' you
I'd be walkin' on the avenue findin' you
Well, I'm just sittin' back, sittin' here lovin' you
Now the reason that you never see me runnin' 'round
Fingers on my forehead couldn't calm me down
An' he can't even get me up and on my feet
When I've got to take care of some business on the street
I have been walkin' all my streets alone
But I won't keep walkin' to keep from goin' home
Couldn't quite barely concieve of you
Aw, an' I'm just sittin' back, sittin' here lovin' you
If you've been wonderin' what I'm gonna do
While you are sleepin', am I sleepin', too
Well I just sittin' here lovin' you
I just close my eyes an' lovin' you
Aw, an' I'm just sittin' back sittin' here lovin' you

12532. Lovin' You Again

Lovin' You Again
Emmylou Harris

You call me from a phone booth with tears in your voice
Tell me you've been out all night, runnin' with the boys
You say you're cold and tired and lonely and you got no place to go
There wasn't any phone book, mine's the only number that you know

Well, call yourself a taxi and I'll pay him at the door
If you don't mind sleepin' on the sofa or the floor
And I spend an hour hatin' you 'til the cab pulls in
My heart has found another way to be lovin' you again



And every time is the last time
And every time is the first
Every time is the last time with you
Oh, it never gets no better
And it couldn't get no worse

Then I hear footsteps, the driver is at the door
He says I look familiar, has he made this run before?
And I tell him I don't think so, what's it matter anyway?
Just tell me what the meter reads and I'll go and get your pay

Well, now it's down to you and me and though it don't seem right
We both know where we'll be and what we'll do tonight
And after an hour or two when the night comes to an end
My heart has found another way to be lovin' you again

And every time is the last time
And every time is the first
Every time is the last time with you
Oh, it never gets no better
And it couldn't get no worse

I know there should be more to say, I'll just read your mind
Let's save what's left unsaid for another time
'Cause I know there'll be another time, so until then
My heart has found another way to be lovin' you again

My heart has found another way to be lovin' you again
Oh, my heart has found another way to be lovin' you again

12533. Lovin' You On My Mind

Lovin' You On My Mind
Josh Turner - Lovin' You On My Mind

Baby if I seem a little distracted
Like I'm in another place and another time, well, well
I apologize for the way I'm actin'
I just gotta lot of lovin' you on my mind

Baby since this mornin', I've been wonderin'
How you do that thing you did last night, well, well
Let me tell you girl that was really somethin'
That's why I gotta lot of lovin' you on my mind

I walk around and dream about you
Every single minute of every day
It's all I can do to make it through until the night
I can hardly wait, oh, I can hardly wait

I walk around and dream about you
Every single minute of every day



It's all I can do to make it through until the night
I can hardly wait, oh girl, I can hardly wait

Girl, the kind of lovin' you put on me
Ain't no way there's a better kind
So baby, just tell me when you want me
I always gotta lot of lovin' you on my mind
On my mind

12534. Loving Arms

Dixie Chicks 
Loving Arms

If you could see me now
The one who said that she's rather roam
The one who said she'd rather be alone
If you could only see me now

If I could hold you now
Just for a moment, if I could really make you mine
Just for a while, turn back the hands of time
If I could only hold you now

[Chorus:]
I've been too long in the wind
Too long in the rain
Taking any comfort that I can
Looking back and longing for
The freedom of my chains
And lying in your loving arms again

If you could hear me now
Singing somewhere through the lonely nights
Dreaming of the arms that held me tight
If you could only hear me now

[Repeat Chorus]
I can almost feel your loving arms again

12535. Loving Her Was Easier (Than Anything I'll Ever Do Again)

The Country Gentlemen - Loving Her Was Easier (Than Anything I'll Ever Do Again)

I have seen the morning burning golden on the mountain in the skies
Aching with the feeling of the freedom of an eagle when she flies
Turning on the world, the way she smiled upon my soul as I lay dying
Healing as the colors in the sunshine and the shadows of her eyes



Loving her was easier than anything I'll ever do again
Coming close together
With a feeling that I'd never known before in my time
She ain't ashamed to be a woman or afraid to be a friend
I don't know the answer to the easy way she opened every door in my mind
But dreaming was as easy as believing it was never gonna end
Loving her was easier than anything I'll ever do again

Waking in the morning to the feeling of her fingers on my skin
Wiping out the traces of the people and the places that I"ve been
Teaching me that yesterday was something that I never thought of trying
Talking of tomorrow and the money, love and time we had to spend

12536. Loving Only Me - Chords

Loving Only Me
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
written by Even Stevens and Hillard Kanter

C                           F
They say you're cold as ice I don't believe them
C                      D7               G7
Up goes my temperature when I'm next to you
     C                          F
They say you won't look twice I don't believe them
  C                              G7             C
I think I feel something cooking baby how 'bout you

                                 F
Someday you'll see it's gonna be no one for you only me
C                      D7                G7
Sometime sweet destiny will open up your heart
    C                               F
And that's when I'm gonna be around just you wait and see
   C                    G7                 C
No more lonely you when you're loving only me

                        F
Just give me your heart I'll never break it
C                          D7              G7
I could never hurt someone as wonderful as you
    C                    F
I'm offering you my love you don't have to take it
    C                             G7                   C
But I wouldn't pass me by cause I know what's good for you

repeat #2
                                    F
And that's when I'm gonna be around just you wait and see
   C                    G7                 C
No more lonely you when you're loving only me



12537. Loving Sweethearts

Loving Sweethearts - Larry Sparks

Once I had my loving sweetheart
Her hair was long and black as coal
The tears they fell the night she left me
It broke my heart to see her go

    We used to go strollin' in the moonlight
    But that has been some time ago
    And now the golden leaves are falling
    As I travel down this lonesome road

Now it's cold and the snow is falling
It has covered up the ground
Just a year ago we were together
Now your love can't be found

12538. Loving The Highwayman

Linda Ronstadt - Loving The Highwayman
Emmylou Harris

The wind is a warning
These fields turn to sand
My family will not answer me now
Damned, damned, damned I am
Loving the highwayman
Damned, damned, damned I am
Loving the highwayman

Damned, damned, damned I am
Loving the highwayman

Don't say where this ring came from
From whose shaking hand
Don't say who lies bleeding for me
Damned, damned, damned I am
Loving the highwayman
Damned, damned, damned I am
Loving the highwayman

Loving the highwayman

There's a hole in the ceiling
There's no pleasure in my gain
My heart is in prison
Damned, damned, damned I am



Loving the highwayman
Damned, damned, damned I am
Loving the highwayman

Loving the highwayman

12539. Loving You Could Never Be Better - Chords

Loving You Could Never Be Better
Recorded by George Jones
written by Earl Montgomery, Betty Tate, Charlene Montgomery

C                Em             F            C
Well here we are again tonight alone just us two
          F                  Am                  D7
Where the lights are dim and true love is coming through
C                   Em                     F               C
There's no one else in this whole world as far as we're concerned
   F                 G7             C
We built ourselves a fire so let it burn
                             F                    G7
When you look at me like you do right now I go to pieces
          C                   F              G7
Because I know what's on your mind it's just me
C                                    C7
You've got that love-me-look in your eyes
            F                    D7
Like you've had so many time and how
       C         F        D7             G7       C
Loving you could never be better than it is right now
                     Em            F                 C
Tomorrow night we'll meet again to once more fan the flame
      F              Am                 D7
Cause loving you the way I do stays the same
C                    Em             F                C
This love of ours is just as strong as any vow could be
    F                G7                    C
And love could never be better for you and me
D7     C         F        D7             G7       C
Loving you could never be better than it is right now

12540. Loving You Feeling Again - Chords

Loving You Feeling Again
Recorded by Emmylou Harris and Roy Orbison     
written by Roy Orbison and Chris Price

C
When I saw you standing there on the street



                       
I found myself by your side
Dm                A#
I started wanting you again
        G7
There's just no way to hide 
              C
From that old Loving You feeling again
     
It's really got me reeling again
                 Dm
It only seems to stop 
             G7              C
To start all over again with you

I remember how you always get
                       
That certain look in your eyes
Dm              A#
You're not easy to resist
    G7
But I just walked on by
          C
With that old loving you feeling again

(loving you feeling)
                          
It's really got me reeling again

(loving you)

              Dm
Only seems to stop 
             G7              C
To start all over again with you

(loving you feeling)
F          G7           C
Loving you feeling with you

           Dm                    C
We were so close we were too far apart
              Dm                 C
I gave you my love I wanted your heart
  Am              F
Without yesterday haunting the way
A#                  G7
Maybe we'd still be together

             C
Sharing that loving you feeling again

(loving you feeling)
                  
It's really got me reeling again

(loving you)



             Dm
Will it ever stop 
              G7
And not start over again
     Em                  A7
That loving you feeling again

   Dm                G7
No matter how much I try

(loving you feeling)
     Dm         G7
This loving you feeling is why

(loving you feeling)
     Dm                G7
It's taken such a long time 
           Am
To say goodbye

    Dm     Em    F         Dm   Em F
And getting over you is so hard to do
Dm   Em   F              C
With this feeling loving you
     Dm         G7      C
That loving you feeling again

     Dm         G7      C
That loving you feeling again
     Dm         G7      C
That loving you feeling again

12541. Loving You Is The Only Way To Fly

Rodney Crowell - Loving You Is The Only Way To Fly

I should have moved on long ago
Why I still want you, I don't know
I miss your lips so tender, your fingertips so slender
That moonlit midnight sparkle in the corner of your eye
Loving you is the only way
Can't find the strength to stand alone
Can't seem to find my way back home
I fell so far, so deep, can't eat, can't breathe, can't sleep
Which all comes down to one more round of me, myself and I
Loving you is the only way to fly
Loving you is the only way to fly - somebody said
Some dreams come true, some pass you by - that's what they say
Sometimes I pray you'll come around
We'll find a place somewherR in town
I keep my hopes alive with one long free-fall divR
I drink and think and sink into the bottom of the lie
Loving you is the only way to fly



Loving you is the only way to fly - somebody said
Some dreams come true, some pass you by - that's what they say

12542. Loving You Letting You Go - Chords

Loving You Letting You Go 
Kathy Mattea
 
CAPO: 3rd Fret
 
INTRO: G  D  Em    C  G  D    G
 
               D        Em            Am
Thought it was all about holding on
                      F              D        G
I've always given you everything you needed
           D         Em                 Am
Making the sacrifices that come along
                     D
And the promise, only if I could keep it
 
 
PRE-CHORUS:
    C            G    D
But now that you need something
        C           G       D
I never thought I'd have to give
 
 
CHORUS:
         Bb                F
This was not what I had in mind 
              Gm           Bb
When I said unconditional
             C              Cm
I didn't know they'd be the same one day
F                        G  D  Em    G
Loving you, letting you go
 
 
    D          Em                 Am
I remember when I made you smile
                           F        D          G
You made me feel like I was all you lived for
             D           Em                 Am
No question, I would walk a thousand miles
                       D                     C
If you asked me to, but now there's one more step
 
 
PRE-CHORUS:
  G       D
Expect to love me



        C                G       D
I never thought that I'd have to take
 
 
CHORUS:
         Bb                F
This was not what I had in mind 
              Gm           Bb
When I said unconditional
             C              Cm
I didn't know they'd be the same one day
F                        Bb
Loving you, letting you go
 
 
BRIDGE:
             F               Gm
I can't have you thinking of me
                    Am
As just the one who keeps you
      D7                G  D  Em
Where you don't want to be___
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL: Em   Am   F  D
 
 
PRE-CHORUS:
         C        G      D
So I'm a fool who made a promise
            C         G      D
That is the cruellest one to keep
 
 
              **Key Change - Up 2 Semitones**
 
 
CHORUS:
         C                 G
This was not what I had in mind 
              Am           C
When I said unconditional
             D              Dm
I didn't know they'd be the same one day
G                        F  C
Loving you, letting you go
               Dm
But there's no other way
       G                        A  E  F#m    A
So I'm loving you, letting you go

12543. Loving You Loving Me



Loving You Loving Me
 
Like a mountain needs a valley
and a river greets the sea

There's no ending without beginning
it comes to love and you come loving me

Like a Love song needs a singer
and the singer needs a song

Like a (calling) hears an echo
From the canyon through the trees

Like the sunshine faces night time
Is tomorrow memory

Like a (moment) knows a passion
and a passion is a dream

12544. Loving You Makes Me a Better Man

Vince Gill - Loving You Makes Me a Better Man

Loving you makes me a better man
These things I don't know how to do
But you make me think I can

I've got a long way to go
But I know what I know like the back of my hand
Loving you makes me a better man

I've been wrong, more than I cared to say
Time after time I've been lost
Just couldn't find my way

You shed a light on the path through the night
Leading right to the side where I stand
Loving you makes me a better man

I make mistakes, didn't have what it takes
Just to walk out leave it alone
I've got a long lot of heartaches that follow me home

Time goes on and I watch you disappear
I've got a mount to mount
Now that I have you near

You came to me and it's easy to see
There's a line that I've crossed in the sand
Loving you makes me a better man
Loving you makes me a better man



12545. Loving You Makes Me Strong

Rodney Crowell - Loving You Makes Me Strong

Loving you makes me strong makes me want to live forever
Gives me the strength to carry on through the rain and wind and weather
Loving you makes me bold it makes me climb the highest mountain
Builds a fire down in my soul brings me water from the fountain
Loving you makes me strong and when it's time to face tomorrow
I'll be right where I belong loving you makes me strong
Somehow I stumbled into your world down on my knees is where you found me
Now I awake up in your arms I can't believe they're still around me
Loving you gives me hope it gives me something I can stand on
And when I'm running out of rope it's something I can get my hands on
Loving you makes me strong...
And loving you makes me strong loving you makes me strong

12546. Loving You Too Well

Loving You Too Well - Stanley Brothers

I've held you close ten thousand times
You promised to be mine
You broke my heart ten thousand ways
When you kissed me your last time

   I'm worried troubled I can't sleep
   This story I must tell
   The worst mistake I ever made
   Was loving you too well

Another man took you from me
He stole your heart away
I've often prayed to God above
You'd wander back some day

12547. Low

Low
Leftover Salmon

Sometimes I want to take you down
Sometimes I want to get you low
Brush your hair back from your eyes
Take you down let the river flow



Sometimes I go and walk the street
Behind the green sheet of glass
A million miles below their feet
A million miles, a million miles

I'll be with you girl
Like being low
hey hey hey like being stoned
I'll be with you girl
Like being low
hey hey hey like being stoned

A million poppies gonna make me sleep
Just one rose and knows your name
The fruit is rusting on the vine
The fruit is calling from the trees

Hey don't you want to go down
Like some junkie cosmonaut
A million miles below their feet
A million miles, a million miles

I'll be with you girl
Like being low
hey hey hey like being stoned
I'll be with you girl
Like being low
hey hey hey like being stoned

Blue blue is the sun
Brown brown is the sky
Green green of her eyes
A million miles a million miles

Hey hey don't you want to go down
Like some disgraced cosmonaut
A million miles below their feet
A million miles, a million miles

I'll be with you girl
Like being low
hey hey hey like being stoned
I'll be with you girl
Like being low
hey hey hey like being stoned

12548. Low And Lonely

Ricky Skaggs - Low and Lonely
Roy Acuff

Ow and lonely, sad and blue
Thinking only, of little you



Always trying, to keep from crying
I'm low and lonely over you.

Do you miss me, say you do
Tell me darling, please tell me true
Do you yearn dear, for my return dear
I'm low and lonely over you.

Low and lonely, weary too
You're the only, true love I knew
Don't be long dear, you know it's wrong dear
I'm low and lonely over you.

You're my darling, you're my dear
You can trust me, so never fear
How I miss you, I long to kiss you
I'm low and lonely over you

12549. Low Dog Blues

Tim O'Brien - Low Dog Blues

[Verse 1]
Lonesome low dog blues, holes in both my shoes
I wish I had a darlin' to tell my troubles to
Worried 'bout tomorrow, today's like yesterday
I've got nothin' to do and I got nothin' to lose
But these lonesome low dog blues

[Verse 2]
I had my share of troubles, never laid my burdens down
Lonesome always follows me like a shadow on the ground
An ocean full of misery is just a drop to me
I've got nothin' to do and I've got nothin' to lose
But these lonesome low dog blues

[Refrain]
Lonesome low dog blues, holRs in both my shoes
I got nothin' to do and I got nothin' to lose
But thesR lonesome low dog blues

[Verse 3]
Old hound dog chained in the backyard and he wishes he was free
But he's got food and water, he's better off than me
I don't worry about money, money don't worry about me
I've got nothin' to do and I've got nothin' to lose
But these lonesome low dog blues

[Verse 1]
Lonesome low dog blues, holes in both my shoes
I wish I had a darlin' to tell my troubles to
Worried 'bout tomorrow, today's like yesterday
I've got nothin' to do and I got nothin' to lose



But these lonesome low dog blues
Nothin' to do and I got nothin' to lose
But these lonesome low dog blues

12550. Low Down And Dirty

Crooked Still 
Low Down And Dirty

She went into the graveyard with trouble on her mind
She was lookin' for the man who make her crazy
From her big brown coat she puller a silver knife
As she held it in her hand, her heart was racing

You're low down and dirty, and I love the way you do
If I stay I'll never find my way back home

Its been nine long years since you took my hand
I'll never understand what made you do it
And how you twisted up my soul, through me in a hole
I didn't come this far to see you through it

You're low down and dirty, and I love the way you do
If I stay I'll never find my way back home

Babe, I'm sorry for you, but it's what I have to do
You died that night beneath the leaves have fallen
And the devil will stand by; smilin' bright, his pitchfork high

A ghost from all these graves will come a callin'

You're low down and dirty, and I love the way you do
If I stay I'll never find my way back home

So she stabbed him in the heart
Her shinning blade it ripped apart
His skin and pierced thought the center
And I lay my body down, through me on the ground
And cover me so I can hide from my dominator

You're low down and dirty
So low down

You're low down and dirty, and I love the way you do
You're low down and dirty, and I love the way you do
You're low down and dirty, and I love the way you do
If I stay I'll never find my way back home



12551. Low Down Blues

Low Down Blues
The Grascals - Low Down Blues

[Verse 1]
Oh, they'll come a-creepin' right across the floor
You can't keep 'em out, they'll slide right underneath the door
Lurkin' in the shadows, you won't know they're there
They'll sneak right up behind you when you're unaware
Now don't you think they won't come after you?
Those low down blues

[Verse 2]
When you've hit rock bottom and your luck's run cold
Those blues will grab ahold of you and they won't let you go
They're just like a shadow you see right on the ground
Everywhere you go, they'll just follow you around
And you know there's nothin' you can do
For those low down bluRs

[Chorus]
Oh, they won't let you sleep at night
Haunt you 'til the mornin' light
MakR a wreck of you before they're through
Those low down blues

[Verse 3]
Well, the blues is just a feelin', and so hard to describe
You can't see 'em, you can't touch 'em, but they'll haunt your mind
At the first sign of trouble, you know they'll be there
Take ahold of your senses and fill you with despair
And just in case you ain't heard the news
I got the low down blues

[Chorus]
Oh, they won't let you sleep at night
Haunt you 'til the mornin' light
Make a wreck of you before they're through
Those low down blues

12552. Low On The Hog

Low On The Hog
Old Man Luedecke

You Don't know where I'm going
You don't care where I been
You say when are you coming home again
But oh, my little darling
You're too old to be this green
You run like a well oiled machine



But I am just an old trick
Done by an old dog
You say it's time to live lower on the hog
Low on the hog
Low on the hog
Well I am just an old trick
Done by an old dog
You say it'²s time to live lower on the hog

Conditions on success
Left us now with less
The discomforts of our youth
Were closer to the truth
Of maintenance and care
No one wants to say
You you want to bring a new one
That doesn'²t cost a thing

Low on the hog
Low on the hog
Well I am just an old trick
Done by an old dog
You say it's time to live lower on the hog

How long can you tread water
Before you sink or swim
This table could be level
With a pie chart for a shim
All the money that is gone
Was the biggest piece of pie
We'²ll get more in the sky, when we die

Low on the hog
Low on the hog
Well I am just an old trick
Done by an old dog
You say it's time to live lower on the hog
Well I am just an old trick
Done by an old dog
You say it'²s time to live lower on the hog

12553. Lowdown

The Waybacks - Lowdown 

Low down
below where shadows fall
low down
where no light comes through at all
that's no place you want to be
low down
that is where you'll find me



Daybreak
i can't seem to climb out of bed
but it's so damn hot with the sun overhead
nightfall
right back where i began
low down whit my head buried in my hand

Low down
below where shadows fall
low down
where no light comes through at all
that's no place you want to be
low down
that is where you'll find me

Turns out
all that i thought i knew
was all just lies told to me by you
these blues
they just won't go away
and i can't stand another day

Low down
below where shadows fall
low down
where no light comes through at all
that's no place you want to be
low down
that is where you'll find me

12554. Lowdown Blues

Lowdown Blues
Dustbowl Revival

I feel lowdown
Lower than my shoes
Feel lowdown
Lower than those lowdown blues

Maybe she hates my guts
Or' she' thinks I'm nuts
Oh' I need a different point of' view

My doctor said "You better get some sleep sunshine"
My uncle Dan said "You better drink that dandelion wine"
No matter what I chose
Oh I'm gonna lose
Feel lower down than the lowdown blues

When I kissed you darlin' I felt higher than the sky
When I missed you darlin' I felt bluer than blueberry pie
I could slit my throat



But I might mess up your fur coat
Hit the road if Jesus only knew

Well my cousin said "You better get some consciousness"
And my preacher said "You raise that sword of righteousness"
But no matter what I chose
Oh I'm gonna lose
Feelin' lower down than the lowdown blues
Boy you better drink that dandelion wine
You're gonna have yourself a real fun time
Feel lower down, lower than
Than those lowdown dirty blues
No matter what I'm gonna chose
My mama said you better not feel much lower than
Those lowdown blues

12555. Lower On The Hog

Lower on the Hog 
IIIrd Tyme Out

Well I've been workin' in the sawmill, earnin' every dime I make 
Lookin' at my check stub cussin' what the tax man takes 
My baby's dependin' on me, oh Lord to bring the bacon home 
But it's just salt pork we're eatin' lower on the hog 
 
CHORUS: 
But if I die in the mornin' they-can't say I didn't pay my way 
With honest sweat and elbow grease  
And doin' what the foremen say 
But after we buy groceries, pay the rent and the telephone  
I'm broke it's gone, what's going on 
There's a  lot less scrap, to throw out to the dogs 
I'm  makin' more now and eatin' lower on the hog 
 
There's people standin' with their hand out, formin' a welfare line 
Savin' their backs while I'm out, a-breakin' mine 
I ain't worried 'bout the federal budget or the LA city smog 
I'm workin' overtime and eatin' lower on the hog 
 
Well there's a lot less scrap, to throw out to the dogs 
I'm  makin' more now and eatin' lower on the hog

12556. Lowlands

Lowlands
Russell Moore & IIIrd Tyme Out

I'm headed for the lowlands, would you, please, direct my way?



The train is leaving shortly, there's no time for delay
She told me she'd be waiting, I'm not so sure she is
I heard that there's another man who claims that she is his

The lowlands were my home when I was but a child
They will be my deathbed when I've past my time

I remember one summer day, the clouds began to build
WR gathered the cattlR that had scattered  cross the fields
Well, it started to rain and continued several days
The river overflowed and the crops all went to waste

The lowlands were my home when I was but a child
They will be my deathbed when I've past my time

You know that I'm no failure though my victories are few
I'm trying my best but there's too much here to do
That girl I love once told me I made here feel secure
It's hard to think I've been replaced., nothing does endure

The lowlands were my home when I was but a child
They will be my deathbed when I've past my time

12557. Lowlands

Gillian Welch - Lowlands

Saw a girl on the street from my home
Like a fire on the hillside she shown
And I knew right then that my best days were gone
And I'd been, been in the lowlands too long

[Chorus]
Oh I've been in the lowlands too long
Oh, I know, I know that I should go
And I've been in the lowlands too long

This is not how it was at the start
There's a doubt and a blame in my heart
And it's no one else, no fault but my own
And I've been in the low lands too long

[Chorus]

What is this weight in my mind
And what is this new sense of time
It's the open fields and the friends that are gone
And I've been in the lowlands too long

I can sing out at all sing a song
I can do nothing all the day long
But I can't so right and I know I'm wrong
And I've been in the lowlands too long



[Chorus]

12558. Lowlands Low

Rhiannon Giddens - Lowlands Low

I dreamed a dream the other night
Lowlands, lowlands away my John
I saw my love all dressed in white
My lowlands away
She came to me at my bedside
Lowlands, lowlands away my John
Dressed all in white like some fair [?]
My lowlands away
And nestled in her bosom there
Lowlands, lowlands away my John
[?] my love did wear
My lowlands away
She made no sign, no word she said
Lowlands, lowlands away my John
And then I knew my love was dead
My lowlands away

12559. Lua

David Rawlings
Lua

I know that it is freezing but I think we have to walk
I just keep waving at the taxis, they keep turning their lights off
But Julie knows a party at some actor's west side loft
Supplies are endless in the evening, by the morning they'll be gone
When everything is lonely, I can be my own best friend
I'll get a coffee and the paper, have my own conversations
With the sidewalk and the pigeons and my window reflection
The mask I polish in the evening, by the morning looks like shit
And I know you have a heavy heart, I can feel it when we kiss
So many men stronger than me have thrown their backs out trying to lift it
But me I'm not a gamble, you can count on me to split
The love I sell you in the evening, by the morning won't exist
You're looking skinny like a model with your eyes all painted black
You just keep going to the bathroom, always say you'll be right back
Well, it takes one to know one, kid, I think you've got it bad
But what's so easy in the evening, by the morning's such a drag
I got a flask inside my pocket, we can share it on the train
And if you promise to stay conscious, I will try and do the same
We might die from medication but we sure killed all the pain
What was normal in the evening, by the morning seems insane



And I'm not sure what the trouble was that started all of this
The reasons all have run away but the feeling never did
It's not something I would recommend but it is one way to live
'Cause what is simple in the moonlight, by the morning never is
It was so simple in the moonlight, now it's so complicated
It was so simple in the moonlight, so simple in the moonlight
It was so simple in the moonlight

12560. Luann - Chords

Luann 
Robert Earl Keen

[Intro]
G  D  A  D
 
D         G          D
I've been walking in neon
G           D              Bm              A
Making good friends on the streets where I fly
D       G         D
I can't stop this addiction
     G       D          A             D
This awful affliction between you and I
 
[Chorus]
G      D
Luann, nobody told you
D                     Bm     A
Nobody told you cause nobody knew
G      D
Luann, nobody told you
D                   A         D
Nobody told you but I've been untrue
 
D              G            D
There are some girls that I long for
G                 D              Bm         A
Some girls I sing songs for when I've had a few
D              G             D
There are some girls who are lonely
     G               D           A            D
Some girls who don't know me the way that you do
 
[Chorus]
G      D
Luann, nobody told you
D                     Bm     A
Nobody told you cause nobody knew
G      D
Luann, nobody told you
D                   A         D
Nobody told you but I've been untrue



 
[Solo]
G  D  Bm  A  G  D  A   D
 
D          G           D
I'll go on back to the street now
G             D           Bm           A
You'll get by somehow the best way you can
D               G          D
And when you're soaring in starlight
G                 D            A            D
Reach down in the midnight and lend me your hand
 
[Repeat chorus]
D                    A         D
Nobody told you, but I've been untrue

12561. Lubbock Or Leave It

Dixie Chicks - Lubbock or Leave it

Dust bowl, Bible belt
Got more churches than trees
Raise me, praise me, couldn't save me
Couldn't keep me on my knees
Oh, boy, rave on down loop two-eighty-nine
That'll be the day you see me back in this fool's paradise

Temptation's strong (salvation's gone)
I'm on my way
To hell's half-acre
How will I ever
How will I ever
Get to heaven now?

Throwing stones from the top of your rock
Thinking no one can see
The secrets you hide behind
Your southern hospitality
On the strip, the kids get lit
So they can have a real good time
Come Sunday they can just take their pick
From the crucifix skyline

Temptation's strong (salvation's gone)
I'm on my way
To hell's half-acre
How will I ever
How will I ever
Get to heaven now
Get to heaven now?

International airport



A quarter after nine
Paris, Texas, Athens, Georgia's
Not what I had in mind
As I'm getting out I laugh to myself
'Cause this is the only place
Where as you're getting on the plane
You see Buddy Holly's face

I hear they hate me now, just like they hated you
Maybe when I'm dead and gone I'm gonna get a statue too

Temptation's strong (salvation's gone)
I'm on my way
To hell's half-acre
How will I ever
How will I ever
Get to heaven now
Get to heaven now?
How will I ever

Get to heaven now?

12562. Lucille

Lucille
(You Picked a Fine Time to Leave Me)
Kenny Rogers

In a bar in Toledo, across from the depot
On a bar stool she took off her ring
I thought I'd get closer so I walked on over
I sat down and asked her her name
When the drinks finally hit her she said I'm no quitter
But I finally quit living on dreams
I'm hungry for laughter and here ever after
I'm after what ever the other life brings

In the mirror I saw him and I closely watched him
I thought how he looked out of place
He came to the woman who sat there beside me
He had a strange look on his face
The big hands were calloused he looked like a mountain
For a minute I thought I was dead
But he started shaking his big heart was breaking
He turned to the woman and said

Chorus:
You picked a fine time to leave me, Lucille
With four hungry children and a crop in the field
I've had some bad times, lived through some sad times
But this time your hurting won't heal
You picked a fine time to leave me, Lucille



After he left us I ordered more whisky
I thought how she'd made him look small
From the lights of the bar room to a rented hotel room
We walked without talking at all
She was a beauty but when she came to me
She must have thought I'd lost my mind
I couldn't hold her 'cos the words that he told her
Kept coming back time after time

Chorus x 2

12563. Luckiest Man - Chords

Luckiest Man 
The Wood Brothers
 
[Intro]
Dm   A   Bb   F
 
[Verse 1]
Dm       A            Bb     F
My whole Saturday and Sunday too
Dm    A             Bb          F
I was thinkin''bout ways not to lose
Dm         A          Bb           F
I lay down my weapons is what I've done
Dm          A     Bb               F
Too late to hide, feet too soft to run
                       G7           A7sus4   A7
But people say I'm the luckiest man
 
And yeah they say
 
[Chorus]
 
Bb         F       Bb              F
Runnin' is useless and fightin' is foolish
Bb               F                        Bb       F
You're not gonna win but still you're the luckiest man you're up against
Bb        F      Bb             F
Too many horses and mysterious forces
Bb             F                   Bb       F
What you don't know is you are the luckiest man
           Bb
You're the luckiest man
 
 
[Solo]
 
Dm   A   Bb   F
 
 
[Verse 2]



 
Dm                   A     Bb               F
I don't talk to the devil when he calls my name
Dm            A                  Bb            F
But sometimes when I'm losing it all seems the same
Dm         A        Bb      F
And when I fall I'm back up again
Dm                  A                 Bb               F
Just to slip on the same mistakes and slide right back in
                       G7           A7sus4   A7
But people say I'm the luckiest man
 
And yeah they say
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Bb         F       Bb              F
Running is useless and fighting is foolish
Bb               F                        Bb       F
You're not gonna win but still you're the luckiest man you're up against
Bb           F      Bb             F
And too many horses and mysterious forces
Bb             F                   Bb       F
What you don't know is you are the luckiest man
           Bb
You're the luckiest man
 
 
[Solo]
 
Dm   A   Bb   F
Dm   A   Bb   F
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
Dm             A         Bb      F
Try to keep my faith and keep my mind
Dm           A                   Bb          F
Hate to lose either one when the whip cracks behind
Dm          A                        Bb          F
And I can't help but mourning just a little each night
Dm         A                   Bb  F
People say everything is gonna be alright
                       G7           A7sus4   A7
But people say I'm the luckiest man
 
And yeah they say
 
 
[Outro]
 
Bb         F       Bb              F
Running is useless and fighting is foolish
Bb               F                        Bb       F
You're not gonna win but still you're the luckiest man you're up against



Bb           F      Bb             F
And too many horses and mysterious forces
Bb             F                   Bb       F
What you don't know is you are the luckiest man
           Bb       F
You're the luckiest man
           Bb
You're the luckiest man
 
Dm   A   Bb   F

12564. Lucky

Rodney Crowell - Lucky

Once upon a way back when, misery was my best friend
Always running from a misspent youth, cold and empty as a pay phone booth
I might have known a girl or two, but nothing even close to you
Anyone with eyes could see, I'd had about enough of me
How many times now have I heard myself say
If I hadn't got lucky, if I hadn't had you on my side
I wouldn't be standing here today
Before you came into my world, I couldn't get my flag unfurled
Any wind to find my sail was moving me to no avail
The thing about the man I was, lonely is as lonely does
Everyday a blinding blur cause that was just the way things were
How many times now I havR heard myself say
If I hadn't got lucky, if I hadn't had you on my side
I wouldn't bR standing here today
You never did try to tie me down
And every last time I came unwound
You didn't try to tame or shame or frame or game or try to lay blame
Whenever I was deep in doubt
You let me find my own way out
This is what it comes down to, I learned to be myself with you
Now and then I feel so good, I could learn to live in Hollywood
It's not like we can change the world, we're just another boy and girl
Growing old together on Sunday
Going back to work on Monday
How many times now have I heard myself say
If I hadn't got lucky
If I hadn't had you on my side
I wouldn't be standing here today
If I hadn't got lucky
If I hadn't had you on my side
I wouldn't be standing here today

12565. Lucky Arms



Lefty Frizzell
Lucky Arms

[Verse 1:]
I can't get no money for my pockets
I can't get into the swing of things
Someone keeps my picture in her locket
And she patches up the hole in my dreams

[Chorus:]
Lucky arms, I got the world in my arms
I ain't got no money but I got honey
Keep all your cash and spend it
I'll still be independent
'Cause I've got the world in my arms

[Verse 2:]
Hey, mister rainy skies, dry your eyes
So you can see my special girl
My arms are full of country, country sunshine
And we're hurrying to the top of the world

[Chorus]

12566. Lucky Dog

Keith Whitley - Lucky Dog
Composer: Verlon Thompson - Bill Caswell
 
I can't stand a collar makes it hard to swoller
But where you go I'll foller hey I'm a lucky dog
I can't get used to gettin' all this love and pettin'
You're bout to spoil me rotten I'm a lucky dog

I used to be a homeless hound
Running round up and down every street in town
When I found you baby one kiss drove me crazy
There ain't no ifs or maybes hey I'm a lucky dog

It sets my tail to waggin' my tongue is almost draggin'
I can't keep from braggin' hey I'm a lucky dog

I used to be a homeless hound...

12567. Lucky Man

Jerry Jeff Walker - Lucky Man

I woke up this morning feelin' like a million bucks
Looked over on the pillow, there lay my lady love



And I thought how much we'd grown to love the life we chose to live
Ain't it funny how things fall in line, when you take what life gives
Music people tell me I need to write more sad love songe
But me and lovely Susan get stronger as we roll along
We let the rain roll off our windows, we let lovin' warm our rooms
And after all we've lost and found, I'm more in love with you
And all the songs I hear these days, they've got no give and take
The lovers always make the same mistakes
But love will ask a man to find a way to try and work it out
Love can please you, but if it leaves you
It can turn you inside out
So I guess I'll go on counting all my lucky stars
'Cause all the lucky people are the ones who really know they are
You can't have what you want unless you dare to see things through
And I got what I wanted on the day we said I do
Repeat First Verse

12568. Lucky Old Colorado - Chords

Lucky Old Colorado
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Red Simpson

G         Bm          Am
I met her here in California
        D7                    G   D7
Fell in love and then she was gone
        G      Bm           Am
And she always talked about Denver
          D7                   G
And going back to her Colorado home
         Bm      C   Am
So lucky old Colorado
D7                        G     D7
You've got the girl of my dreams
    G     Bm      C   Am
She loves you Colorado
       D7                         G
That's more than she'll ever love me
                      Bm        Am
You know I'd take her back in a heartbeat
     D7                     G     D7
That is if I thought that I could
    G         Bm                Am
But she's somewhere warm in Colorado
          D7               G
And she's gone I think for good
Repeat #2 
                Bm                 Am
You know I hope she's happy in Colorado
      D7                      G  D7
And I hope that she'll always be
       G              Bm          Am



But if she ever comes back to California
  D7                            G
I hope something reminds her of me
Repeat #2
               Bm      C    Am
Yeah she loves you Colorado
       D7                         G
That's more than she'll ever love me

12569. Lucky One

Alison Krauss - Lucky One 

Verse 1
You're the lucky one so i've been told
Free as the wind blowin down the road
Loved by many, hated by none
I'd say you were lucky cause i know what you've done
Not a care in the world not a worry in sight
Everything's going to be all right
Cause you're the lucky one

Verse 2
You're the lucky one always havin'fun
A jack of all trades a master of none
You look at the world with a smiling eye
And laugh at the devil as his train rolls by
Just give you a song and a one-night stand
And you'll be looking at a happy man
Cause you're the lucky one

Chorus
Were you blessed? i guess
By never knowin'which road you're choosing
To you the next best thing to playin and winning
Is playin'and losin'

Verse 3
You're the lucky one i know that now
Don't ask you why when where or how
You look at the world through your smilin'eye
And laugh at the devil as his train rolls by
Just give you a song and a one-night stand
And you'll be looking at a happy man
Cause you're the lucky one

Chorus

Verse 4
You're the lucky one i know that now
Don't ask you why when where or how
No matter where you're at is where you'll be
You can bet your luck won't follow me



Just give you a song and a one-night stand
And you'll be looking at a happy man
Cause you're the lucky one.

12570. Lucky Sometimes

Pokey LaFarge - Lucky Sometimes

Waitin' tables at the burger stand
You were sitting alone
I came up for your order
And asked you 'What you want?'
You said, 'Do you really wanna know?'
Just got to town
I didn't have a friend, no
I didn't even have a car
Down at the Three Clubs I wrote you a poem
And you bought the drinks at the bar

Oh, then
You fell in love with me
Yes, you did
There was somethin' you could see
I was broken, I was poor
Then you said I could be yours
Though I don't have a dime
Even bums get lucky sometimes

I've never been a hero
I can't pretend to have a plan
No, I just want to be a regular guy
Does that mean I could be your man?
Not strong or fast, wasn't good in school
Yes, when I sing I'm flat or sharp
Then, you took your aim at me
And you shot your arrow through my heart

Oh, then
You fell in love with me
Yes, you did
You took me to A from Z
Yes, you did
There was somethin' you could see
I found my key, we're in perfect harmony
With every verse and rhyme
Even bums get lucky sometimes

Well, I don't deserve nothin'
But sometimes you get somethin'
Yeah, just from hangin' around
Even bums get lucky sometimes
Lucky sometimes
Even bums get lucky sometimes



12571. Lucky Star

Lucky Star
Song by Aoife O'Donovan

Oh, oh, in California the summer's always cold
Feels more like the Poconos in June
I ran away too soon

I'll come back, pick me up, be waiting on the tarmac
Why do they pack the airplanes like sardines and millennial queens?

If I had a little money I would go somewhere
Just a couple coin in the bottom of a mug
Would make me feel like I'm almost there

August, it came and went and left us in the dust
I know it feels like love, baby it's lust, August

September all that we got now is wet hot American summer
Throw it on me like an Afghan from your mother
Stay under it

If I had a little money I would go somewhere
Just a couple coin in the bottom of a mug
Would make me feel like I'm almost there

Got my bus fare, go to the corner take the Lucky Star
Up the northeast corridor
Back to Boston
You'll be waiting there
Meet me at the Lizard, get a drink and stumble home

I, I'll die if you tell the world about my third eye
Wanna keep it a secret 'til July
My funny third eye

If I had a little money I would go somewhere
Just a couple coin in the bottom of a mug
Would make me feel like I'm almost where
If I had a little money I would go somewhere
Just a couple coin in the bottom of a mug
Would make me feel like I'm almost where
I thought I would be by now

12572. Lucky That Way

Dwight Yoakam - Lucky That Way



Have you ever seen a heart
As it lays dyin'
While what's left of it's life
Slips away
Well, any tears that get shed
Ain't worth cryin'
'Cause I've seen plenty
I'm lucky that way.
Have you ever heard a voice
Start to moanin'
After despair's choked it's
Last words away
Well, any worse sound
Defies your ears even knowin'
And Lord, I've heard plenty
I'm lucky that way.
So wrap your warm arms around me
And let our weak hands deal out love's sad fate.
--- Instrumental ---
Then press your soft lips against me
And let the first bets on new love be made.
Have you ever watched a couple
Where one stands crying
While begging the other
To please stay
The awful truth is
It ain't worth the tryin'
Lord, I've watched plenty
I'm lucky that way.
Lord, I've watched plenty
I'm lucky that way.

12573. Lucy

Trampled by Turtles - Lucy

Lucy, where are you now?
Are you hiding?

Born in the fire, babe
Poetry on our graves
I forgot so many names, but I'm trying

I think it's time to go
the bartender's leaning slow
and maybe he doesn't know
that you're blinding

I need a night alone
The wind through the trees alone
But as if the glass alone, slow and shining

Lucy, where are you now?



Are you hiding?

12574. Lucy Dee

Vince Gill - Lucy Dee

I've been sittin' here talkin' at you all night long
Now honey you still come off cool
Well you could have walked away instead you're leadin' me on
Lucy who you tryin' to fool

Yeah, Lucy Dee
You ain't got to run that line on me
Well it's plain to see
That you ain't all that you're made out to be
Well you can tell all your friends
That you finally met your equal, Lucy Dee

You've known all along just what I'm talkin' about
Well you knew someday there'd come a man
Who wouldn't keep on givin' 'til he finally gave out
Lucy, honey, here I stand

Well you tell me you've known every thrill there is to know
And nothin' in this life comes free, nothin'
Well you tell me you've been every way there is to go
Lucy you ain't been with me

Poor Lucy Dee

12575. Luisa

Rodney Crowell - Luisa

Out on the highway
Where the big wheel's cutting through
Who's going my way
Won't me coming to you
I'm in a bad way
No need to lie to you

[Chorus:]
I'm going back to Sacramento
And I wrote it on a cardboard sign
I'm going back to Sacramento
And I wrote it on a cardboard sign
Back in Durango
Where the women and the weed are fine
That's where a man goes



With a gold rush on his mind
Spent every penny
That I made down in the mine

[Chorus]
Oh, Luisa, you're making me leave ya
I don't want to go
Oh, Luisa, you're taking a piece of my heart
So you know
Oh, Luisa, you're making me leave ya
Call me your man
I won't go
Out on the highway
Where the big wheel's cutting through
You're going my way
Won't you put yourself in my shoes
Been in a bad way
Going home to heal my wounds

[Chorus]

12576. Lullaby

Emmylou Harris
Lullaby

Sleep, lay me down, hold me closely in your arms
And I will close my eyes
Please, promise me that when I wake up from my dreams
You`ll be there by my side

Love, if you say you won't slip away
Then I can go dreaming of forever more
But I won't rest until
I know that you`ll be here in the morning by my side

Here in my reach
I can see the one that I've waited for so long
And deep in my heart I`ll know the arms that hold me now
Will hold me from now on

I dread the dawn I awake and find you gone
Please tell me you will stay
Then sleep will come, I know my love has found a home
In your arms all my days

12577. Lullaby



Lullaby
Sierra Hull

Mother will you sing to me?
Something soft and something sweet
I'm too old for a lullaby
But I'll never be too old to cry, I'll never be too old to cry

Surely you know how I feel
When life just finds you standing still
With a heart that is growing numb
With answers that may never come
Answers that may never come

And you say surely as the air we breathe
You've gotta lay it all at Jesus feet
And only long enough to sing
 Nearer My God to Thee  she sang
 Nearer My God to Thee 

Mother will you sing to me?
Something soft and sweet
I'm too old for a lullaby
But I'll never be too old to cry, I'll never be too old to cry.
I'll never be too old - to cry.

12578. Lullaby

Dixie Chicks - Lullaby

They didn't have you where I come from
Never knew the best was yet to come
Life began when I saw your face
And I hear your laugh like a serenade

How long do you wanna be loved
Is forever enough, is forever enough
How long do you wanna be loved
Is forever enough
'Cause I'm never, never giving you up

I slip in bed when you're asleep
To hold you close and feel your breath on me
Tomorrow there'll be so much to do
So tonight I'll drift in a dream with you

How long do you wanna be loved (how long do you wanna be loved)
Is forever enough, is forever enough
How long do you wanna be loved (how long do you wanna be loved)
Is forever enough 
'Cause I'm never, never giving you up

As you wander through this troubled world
In search of all things beautiful



You can close your eyes when you're miles away
And hear my voice like a serenade

How long do you wanna be loved (how long do you wanna be loved, do you wanna be loved)
Is forever enough, is forever enough
How long do you wanna be loved (how long do you wanna be loved, do you wanna be loved)
Is forever enough 
'Cause I'm never, never giving you up

How long do you wanna be loved (how long do you wanna be loved, do you wanna be loved, 
do you wanna be loved)
Is forever enough, is forever enough
How long do you wanna be loved (how long do you wanna be loved, do you wanna be loved, 
do you wanna be loved)
Is forever enough 
'Cause I'm never, never giving you up

Is forever enough 
'Cause I'm never, never giving you up

12579. Lullaby - Chords

Lullaby 
Wild Ponies

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
 G                            C
Oh sweet child your heart so pure and true
 G                             D
Dimples like your daddy, your eyes a hazel hue
                G                               C
He would have wrapped his arms around you and kissed your downy head
   G                            D                  G
Before he knew about you they shot and killed him dead
 G                              C
Oh sweet child my heart turned dark and cold
    G                           D
As you grew within me sorrows spoiled my soul
    G                               C
I sought your father's slayer on a cold and moonless night
    G                            D          G
I took what he stole from us, a life for a life
 
 
[Chorus]
        C             G
If you dig one grave dig another
  C
Sleep now child
        D            G



In the arms of your mother
 
 
[Verse 2]
 G                           C
Oh sweet child your soul is clean and saved
         G                    D
For the wicked I have done I know that I must pay
      G                       C
So I lay me down between the killer and a prayer
      G                          D          G
Come rest with me child in this unforgiven grave
 
 
[Chorus]
        C             G
If you dig one grave dig another
  C
Sleep now child
        D            G
In the arms of your mother
 
 
[Instrumetnal]
G   C   G   D
G   C   G   D   G
 
 
[Chorus]
        C             G
If you dig one grave dig another
  C
Sleep now child
        D            G
In the arms of your mother
 
 
[Chorus]
        C             G
If you dig one grave dig another
  C
Sleep now child
        D            G
In the arms of your mother

12580. Lullaby Time In The Desert - Chords

Lullaby Time In The Desert 
Chris Hillman

[Verse 1]
D                        A
It's lullaby time in the desert



         D        G       A
When the coyotes start to howl
    D                     A
The roadrunner stops his running around
        G                          A
Just to hear the lonely cry of the owl
 
[Chorus]
           G                 D
Won't you lay your head down on the sand
                             Bm
Listen to the whippoorwill's song
              D
All along the desert tonight
  A                          D
Sleepy eyes are closing 'til dawn
 
[Verse 2]
          D                        A
There's a full moon rising in the desert tonight
          D       G      A
Help the Sand Man on his way
     D                       A
The flowers are blooming the cactus arising
      G                      A
God's garden every brand new day
 
[Verse 3]
    D                           A
The deer will lay down with the lion
         D             G          A
And the jack rabbit's dancing to noon
     D                A
The Sand Man comes to show you the way
         G                         A
To shake hands with the man in the moon

12581. Lullaby Yodel

Lefty Frizzell
Lullaby Yodel

My baby I know that you want me each lonely night and day
Your deep blue eyes how they haunt me though you're far away
Oh why did she take you away from arms and leave nothing to cherrish there
She's left me so blue but when she took you too it seems more than l could bear
My baby I want you tonight dear after my work is through
To rock you to sleep in my arms dear and sing lullabys to you
[ fiddle ]
A dream of you baby caresses dimples and golden hair
And reach out to clasp you in my arms to find only emptiness there
Your future has been the chief thing in my life you'll never know how it means
My plans and my schemes are all blasted it seems for you are my only embrace



My baby I want you tonight dear after my work is through
Just to rock you to sleep in my arms dear and sing lullabys to you

12582. Lulu

Lulu - Hot Buttered Rum

The soup's been cooking since noon
And the cornbread will be done real soon
For my Lulu
The table was set for two
The candle, the linen, the wine corkscrew
For my Lulu

Lulu, is there a place that you'd rather be?
Lulu, do you think that strangers have the sweetest candy?
Oh me, oh my 
This food is ready she's nowhere to be found
And I'm here cooking while she's out ramblin around

I saw this coming for awhile
But I couldn't step away from that restless smile
From my Lulu
I am so sad to see
That another loose cannon has rolled over me
My Lulu

12583. Lulu and Jack

Lulu and Jack
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI)

Jack Bloom was a man's man
A rake and a rambler
Adventurous to his core
As much as he loved 
Every wild escapade
He loved his sweet Lulu much more

Lulu was a dainty
Refined English lady
Who willingly sailed 'cross the sea
Settled in old Virginia
And planted her violets 
Expecting forever to stay

CHORUS
     Oh come with me, my English flower
     Adventure will make itself clear                    



     Oh the violets, those beautiful violets
     They'll cover the hillsides 'round here

Still restless by nature
And rambling for fortune 
Jack ventured with the railroad out west
Through Arizona
And into California
Where he sent for the one he loved best

Jack built them a house
And sent letters and missives
Imploring his love to appear
Lulu said,  I crossed an ocean
to be by your side, Jack
But this journey's more than I can bear 

CHORUS
      Oh, come with me, my English flower
      Together there's nothing to fear
      Oh, my violets, my sweet English violets
      How could I leave my sweet violets here?

All through a long winter
Lulu felt her own wild streak
And she pined for her loving Jack Bloom
On train, stage and horseback
She traveled to him
And found violets filled every room
He'd put violets in every room

CHORUS
      Oh stay with me, my English flower
      I'll hold you and dry every tear
      Oh the violets, my Darling Jack Bloom
      You put violets in every room
      You put violets in every room

12584. Lulu Gal

Crooked Still 
Lulu Gal

Where did you get them high top shoes?
And dress that you wear so fine?
I got my shoes from a railroading man
The dress is from a driver in a mine

Hop high, hop high
Hop high my lulu gal
Hop high, hop high
Hop high my lulu gal



I'll pawn you my watch and I'll pawn you my chain
I'll pawn you my gold wedding ring
To pay my little lulu's fine
I'll pawn you my wagon, everything

Hop high, hop high
Hop high my lulu gal
Hop high, hop high
Hop high my lulu gal

Where have you been my pretty little girl?
Where have you been so long?
I've been in the pen with the rough and rowdy men
And honey, I'm going back again

Hop high, hop high
Hop high my lulu gal
Hop high, hop high
Hop high my lulu gal

12585. Lulu Walls

Lulu Walls

One evening getting dark, we first met at the park
Sitting by the fountain all alone;
I lifted up my hat, and then began to chat
She said she'd love to see me at her home

   Such a star I've never seen, she's as pretty as a queen
   She's as perfect as an angel from above,
   If she'll only be my wife, I'll live happy all my life
   With that aggravating beauty, Lulu Walls

If she were only mine, I would build a house so fine
Around it so many fences tall,
It would make me jealous free, that no one else but me
Could gaze on that beauty, Lulu Walls

One evening getting late, I met her at the gate
I asked her if she'd wed me in the fall,
She only turned away, and nothing would she say
That aggravating beauty, Lulu Walls

12586. Lump Of Coal

Lump of Coal
Don Rigsby



Jessie was a precious little boy
His dad and mama couldn't give him toys
But he had an answer in his little mind
Santa, would fix it it would be just ...

12587. Lumpy Beanpole And Dirt - Chords

Lumpy Beanpole And Dirt
Bad Livers

[Intro]
G D G G
G F D D
G F C C
G D G G
 
[Verse]
      G              D              G
Gonna build myself a mountain cabin home.
                         F              D
Where, the sky is just a bluer shade of blue.
      G          F                 C
I got everything required, for the body, soul and mind.
      G                         D       G
I got water, grub and crossword puzzles too.
 
      G              D              G
Don't call me 'cause I ain't got no phone.
                  F                D
Find some else to pick your little bones.
         G            F               C
If I got mail you can return it, just go ahead and burn it.
        G                   D            G
You can read it when you're cold and all alone.
 
G      D          G
Lumpy, Beanpole & Dirt,
      G        F        D
Don't get your feelings hurt.
G           F            C
Buy me some wine, & some good ol' turpentine,
    G               D              G
And have yourself a healthy little squirt.
 
 
G                 D                      G
The mountains can crumble right into the sea.
                 F                D
The sea can turn itself to cherry wine,
         G             F                C
And when Satan's up in heaven, shouting seven come eleven.
                G        D                 G
I'll be back to hear you whine your little whine.



 
G      D          G
Lumpy, Beanpole & Dirt,
      G        F        D
Don't get your feelings hurt.
G           F            C
Buy me some wine, & some good ol' turpentine,
    G               D              G
And have yourself a healthy little squirt.
 
 
      G              D              G
Gonna build myself a mountain cabin home.
           G             F              D
Where, the sky is just a bluer shade of blue.
      G          F                 C
I got everything required, for the body, soul and mind.
      G                         D       G
I got water, grub and crossword puzzles too.
 
G      D          G
Lumpy, Beanpole & Dirt,
      G        F        D
Don't get your feelings hurt.
G           F            C
Buy me some wine, & some good ol' turpentine,
    G               D              G
And have yourself a healthy little squirt.

12588. Luna's Gone

Tim O'Brien - Luna's Gone

[Verse 1]
Was it a light only she could see?
A gypsy's spell, a mystery
Something to cause our girl to roam
Was it a song only she could hear?
Whispering charms in her ears
Causing her to leave our happy home
Guess, the light of the moon
Is all we've got to go on
Guess, we're never going to know
And she's not telling no one

[Chorus]
Luna's gone, she's gone away
All day long I call her name, Luna's gone

[Verse 2]
There wasn't a sign of wanderlust
A quarrel, a breach of faith or trust
Nothing to give us one thin clue



Her eyes like the moon in a heart-shaped face
Astonishing speed, amazing grace
Little wild child, we loved so true
Guess, the wind in the trees
Is all she left behind her
Guess, it's part of the plan
To know we'll never find her

[Chorus]
Luna's gone, she's gone away
All day long I call her name, Luna's gone

[Verse 3]
The end has come, verse and chapter
I'll miss that girl forever after
She left us now, the way she came
No amount of love could tame her
Free as the wind that blows
Guess, she couldn't resist
The lure of the open spaces
You won't find her
In Miami Beach or Vegas

[Chorus]
Luna's gone, she's gone away
All day long I call her name, Luna's gone
Luna's gone, she's gone away
All day long I call her name, Luna's gone
Luna's gone, she's gone away
All day long I call her name, Luna's gone

12589. Lungs

Steve Earle - Lungs

Now won't you lend your lungs to me? Mine are collapsing
Plant my feet and bitterly breathe up the time that's passing
Breath I take and breath I give, pray the day ain't poison
Stand among the ones that live in lonely indecision
My fingers walked the darkness down, mind is on the midnight
Gather up the gold you've found, you fool, it's only moonlight
If you try to take it home, your hands will turn to butter
You better leave this dream alone, try to find another
Salvation sat and crossed herself and called the devil partner
Wisdom burned upon a shelf, who'll kill the raging cancer?
Seal the river at its mouth, take the waters prisoner
Fill the sky with screams and cries, bathe in fiery answer
Now Jesus was an only son and love His only concept
Strangers cry in foreign tongues and dirty up the doorstep
And I for one, and you for two, ain't got the time for outside
Keep your injured looks to you, tell the world we tried



12590. Lush Life

Linda Ronstadt - Lush Life

I used to visit all the very gay places
Those come what may places
Where one relaxes on the axis of the wheel of life
To get the feel of life from jazz and cocktails

The girls I knew had sad and sullen grey faces
With distingue traces
That used to be there you could see where they'd been washed away
By too many through the day twelve o'clock tales

Then you came along with your siren song
To tempt me to madness
I thought for a while that your poignant smile
Was tinged with the sadness of a great love for me
Ah yes I was wrong, again I was wrong

Life is lonely again
And only last year everything seemed so sure
Now life is awful again
A trough full of hearts could only be a bore
A week in Paris could ease the bite of it
All I care is to smile in spite of it

I'll forget you, I will
While yet you are still burning inside my brain
Romance is mush, stifling those who strive
So I'll live a lush life in some small dive
And there I'll be
While I rot
With the rest of those whose lives are lonely too

12591. Luxury Liner

Emmylou Harris - Luxury Liner (Gram Parsons cover)
Railroad Earth

Luxury liner, forty tons of steel 
If I don't find my baby now 
I guess I never will 
I've been a long lost soul 
For a long, long time 
I've been around 
Everybody ought to know what's on my mind 
You think I'm lonesome, so do I 
So do I 



Well, I'm the kind of girl 
Who likes to make a livin' runnin 'round 
And I don't need a stranger 
To let me know my baby's let me down 
You think I'm lonesome, so do I 
So do I 

Luxury liner, forty tons of steel 
No one in this whole wide world 
Can change the way I feel 
I've been a long lost soul 
For a long long time 
I've been around 
Everybody ought to know what's on my mind 
You think I'm lonesome, so do I 
So do I

12592. Lyin' Eyes

Lyin' Eyes

City girls just seem to find out early
How to open doors with just a smile
A rich old man and she won't have to worry
She'll dress up all in lace, go in a style

Late at night, a big old house gets lonely
I guess every form of refuge has its price
And it breaks her heart to think her love is only
Given to a man with hand as cold as ice

So she tells him she must go out for the evening
To comfort an old friend who's feeling down
But he knows where she's going as she's leavin'
She is heased for the cheating side of the town

You can't hide your lyin' eyes
And your smile is a thin disguise
I though by now you'd realize
There ain't no way to hide your lyin' eyes

On the other side of town a boy is waitin'
With firery eyes and dreams no one could steal
She drives on through the night anticipatik'
'Cause he makes her feel the way she used to feel

She rushes to his arms, they fall together
She whisper that it's only for a while
She swears that soon she'll be comming back forever
She goes away and leaves him with a smile

* Refrain



She gets up and pours herself a strong one
And staresout at the stars up in the sky
Another night, it's gonna be a long one
She draws the shade and hangs her head to cry

She wonders how it ever got this crazy
She thinks abot a boy, she knew in school
Did she get tired or did she just get lazy
She's so far gone, she feels just like a fool

My oh my, You sure know how to arrange things
You set it up so well, so carefully
Ain't it funny how you knew life didn't change things
You're still the same old girl you used to be

* Refrain

There ain't no way to hide your lyin' eyes
Honey, you can't hide your lyin' eyes

12593. Lyin' In His Arms Again

Forester Sisters - Lyin' in his arms again
Composer: Terry Skinner - Jerry Lee Wallace

Lyin' in his arms again
Sayin' things that I don't mean
Makin' love while I pretend
You're the one who's holdin' me
How it hurts to think I'd lie
To the one who thinks the world of me
So tonight I'll let him hold me
And tell him I love him
Lyin' in his arms again

My heart is aching, filled with pain
'Cause tonight I meant to tell him
But I put it off again
Oh I don't mean to hurt his pride
'Cause he has always been to me
A lover and a friend to me
Oh I just couldn't bear to see him cry, but I'm...

Lyin' in his arms again
Sayin' things that I don't mean
Makin' love while I pretend
You're the one who's holdin' me
How it hurts to think I'd lie
To the one who thinks the world of me
So tonight I'll let him hold me
And tell him I love him
Lyin' in his arms again



It won't be long now till I tell the truth
I'm gonna get my courage up and tell him about you
This ring I'm wearin', it fits so tight
Oh you know it's chokin' me
I wish that it would set me free
Or I'll have to play pretend again tonight, but I'm...

Lyin' in his arms again
Sayin' things that I don't mean
Makin' love while I pretend
You're the one who's holdin' me
How it hurts to think I'd lie
To the one who thinks the world of me
So tonight I'll let him hold me
And tell him I love him
Lyin' in his arms again

12594. Lying Jim

Tom T Hall - Lying Jim

[Chorus:]
Lying Jim, Lying Jim, one of our local brothers
Hey there Lying Jim, come on tell us another

[Verse 1:]
Now ole Lying Jim got caught one time
A stealin' a bunch of chickens
The neighbor all got so upset that the law went out to get him
Jim was sittin' there eatin' a leg and the law said
What have you done
Jim said, I was just passin' that house
And these chickens followed me home

[Chorus]

[Verse 2:]
Now ole Lying Jim got drunk one time he passed right out in church
Fell right off the front row pew someone said, Lord, he's hurt
Next mornin' ole Jim sobered up out on the preacher's farm
He said, Preacher, I was wrasslin' the devil and that rascal broke my arm

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Now ole Lying Jim was broke one time
And he tried to borrow money
Now some thought Jim was terrible
Some folks thought Jim was funny
They said, Jim we'll give you thirty dollars, just for one more lie
Jim said, Boys, I ain't got time my old rich uncle just died



[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
Now Jim was seein' the neighbor's wife
And the man came home from work
Ole Jim grabbed his clothes to run but he only got his shirt
Well round and round that house they went
And Jim was just in the kitchen
Jim said, I was just showin' your wife where I got bit by a kitten

[Chorus]

12595. Lying To Myself

Lying To Myself
Dustbowl Revival

Oh oh oh  everybody knows
Every time I try to go
You're always waiting
Waiting waiting
And I - I got tired - of all your lying
So I started lying to myself
What you desired
Was a man inside your head
So I started lying to myself

Ooo you were more
Than a head case, darling
But who am I fooling, so was I

Oh oh oh - everybody knows
Every time I try to go
You're always waiting
Waiting waiting
And I kept trying
And you kept sleeping in his bed
While I was lying to myself

And oooh we fell in love
With a pitbull, baby
We were like refugees
In our old house
Three cheers
For us three musketeers
I was moving in
And you were moving out

Oh every time you run away
Run away
Oooh I try and make you stay
Make you stay
And Ohhh



You're growing now
You're showing now
And oooh it's not mine
And you know it

Oh oh oh everybody knows
Every time I try to go
You're always waiting

12596. Lynnville Train

Robert Earl Keen - Lynnville Train 

The lonesome oak tree held it's fire into November
We watched the last brown leaf hit the ground and blow away
An evening gun shot let's him know the hunt is over
A familiar cold moves in, somewhere between snow and rain

Just last spring you know his heart was burning
Before his Lynville love, hit the road to chase her dreams
Now he thinks of her each night and in the morning
He laces his coffee cup with whiskey instead of cream

Her story she's changed her mind, she just can't help herself
She wrote, "Please don't meet me at the Lynville train, I'm coming in with someone else"
"He's a quiet man," the neighbors say
But his pain won't go away
So for better worse he's going down to meet the Lynville train

He blew a tire on down to the station
He jacked it up and thought out loud, "She never should have let me down"
Just six months ago she vowed she was leaving
And now she's coming in with a stranger, to settle down in Lynville town

Her story she's changed her mind, she just can't help herself
She wrote, "Please don't meet me at the Lynville train, I'm coming in with someone else"
"He's a quiet man," the neighbors say

But his pain won't go away
So for better worse he's going down to meet the Lynville train

Steel wheels scream, the whistles blows
His heart is aching
She steps onto the platform, her new love by her side
He reaches in his coat, his hand is shaking
The time has finally come
This really is goodbye

His story is he's changed his mind
He just can't help himself
So he's getting on board the Lynville train and moving onto some place else
As the train pulls out
He watches them both standing in the pouring rain



He's headed for a new life down the line
On the Lynville train
For better or worse he's leaving town on the Lynville train...

12597. Lynwood - Chords

Lynwood 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
Key Bb capo 3
 
[Intro]
G    C    Dm7    G    Em    C    D    G    G
 
[Verse]
G
He said his name was Lynwood
   D                         G
At first, he didn't say much more
       Em              C
When I stumbled on the battlefield
        G                D
Off his tortured private ward
Em                C             G                       C
  I handed him my coffee, three quarters and a crumpled five
   G                                             D            G
He mumbled up with "Thanks" then said "I don't deserve to be alive"
 
G                                    D                 G
It was then he told the story of ten friends he left behind
Em             C                    G                D
They died in a firefight that still plays out in his mind
Em               C           G                C
  He came home a broken man, no one seemed to notice
G           C            D                  G
No one ever said to him "Thank you for your service"
 
[Chorus]
Bm                                   Em                 C
   He fought for his country, now he struggles to stay alive
G                C                       D                       Em
He deserves much more from me then three quarters and a crumpled five
 
[Solo]
C    D    G    Em    C    D    G    G
 
[Verse]
G                                       D              G
The next time I saw Lynwood, he told me more about his life
Em                C             G                  D
Shared a tattered picture, said she used to be his wife
Em                      C               G                   C
   He lost his home and family, but his friends didn't understand



    G              C                    D              G
How much of him as left that day in the jungles of Vietnam
 
G                            D                G
I walked away, unsettled. It made no sense to me
     Em                   C                   G                   D
That there's no place for men like him in the land he helped keep free
Em                  C            G               C
   He died the next morning on a park bench all alone
  G                                       D                G
I hope he found some piece when God said "Soldier, welcome home"
 
 
[Chorus]
Bm                                   Em                 C
   He fought for his country, now he struggles to stay alive
G                C                       D                       Em
He deserves much more from me then three quarters and a crumpled five
 
[Outro]
    C          D          G              Em
The answer, my friend, is blowing in the wind
    C         D              Em
The answer is blowing in the wind

M - 12598. Ma'me Painchaud

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Ma'me Painchaud

C'est ma'me painchaud qui avait pour dire avec un p'tit verre dans l'nez
Quand approchait l'heure fatidique du souper
Qu'elle préférerait de loin prendre un autre drink
Qu'la maudite bouffe y gÃ¢cherait tout' son beau feeling
Imprégnons-nous de tous ces joyaux ancestraux
Ce s'ra bientôt Ã  notre tour de porter l'flambeau
On s'doit de transmettre aux générations futures
Tous ces précieux trucs cette science infuse
Tsé quand on te dit toé d'écouter tes ainés
Tsé que c'est pas Ã§a toé la sagesse incarnée
Elle a l'avait-tu l'affaire? Elle avait plus d'un tour dans son sac
Elle avait des trucs de grand-mÃ¨re qu'on s'doit de prendre pour du cash
Elle a l'avait-tu l'affaire? Elle avait plus d'un tour dans son sac
Elle avait des trucs de grand-mÃ¨re qu'on s'doit de prendre
Pour du cash
Criss de bouffe de marde qui vient tout'
GÃ¢cher mon beau feeling
Criss de bouffe de marde qui vient tout'
GÃ¢cher mon ti-guedaille
Cocktail bite-queue cinq Ã  sept yopelai
Criss de bouffe de marde qui vient tout'
GÃ¢cher mon beau feeling
Criss de bouffe de marde!
Avant d'bouffer j'tais chaud ben égal



12599. Mabel You Have Been A Friend To Me

Tom T Hall - Mabel, You Have Been A Friend To Me

[Verse 1:]
I appreciate the coffee that you've made
I appreciate the shelter of your roof
I'll pay you back someday for all your kindness
And all the other liberties I took
Although I cannot say that I have loved you
I won't forget how good it was to be
Among the people you call little darling
Mabel you have been a friend to me

[Chorus:]
Mabel you have been a friend to me
And somewhere down the line I'll drink a toast
To the lady who encouraged me to try
And you took me in when I was down and broke

[Verse 2:]
I hope that life holds many thrills for you
And there are great big apples on your tree
I'm sorry that I could't give you more than thanks
Mabel you have been a friend to me
If you hear that I'm somewhere and I'm doin' well
Don't you fail to stop and see me if you can
Oh you know that if you ever need a pal
I'll sure be there to lend you a helping hand
If fortune treats me good and if I make it
I'll remember where I rest my wandering feet
That you made part of the bitter journey sweeter
Mabel you have been a friend to me

[Chorus]

12600. MacArthur Park

Ray Stevens - MacArthur Park

Spring was never waiting for us, girl
It ran one step ahead
As we followed in the dance
Between the parted pages and were pressed
In love's hot, fevered iron
Like a striped pair of pants
MacArthur's Park is melting in the dark
All the sweet, green icing flowing down
Someone left the cake out in the rain



I don't think that I can take it
'Cause it took so long to bake it
And I'll never have that recipe again
Oh, no
I recall the yRllow cotton dress
Foaming like a wave
On thR ground around your knees
Birds like tender babies in your hands
And the old men playing checkers by the trees
MacArthur's Park is melting in the dark
All the sweet, green icing flowing down
Someone left the cake out in the rain
I don't think that I can take it
'Cause it took so long to bake it
And I'll never have that recipe again
Oh, no
There will be another song for me
For I will sing it
There will another dream for me
Someone will bring it
I will drink the wine while it is warm
And never let you catch me
Looking at the sun
And after all the loves of my life
Yes, after all the loves of my life
You'll still be the one

12601. Machine Gun Kelly

Machine Gun Kelly
Danny Kortchmar - Blue Highway

I'll tell you 'bout Machine Gun Kelly
He rode along the outlaw trail
Machine Gun Kelly was a simple man
But the woman was as hard as hell

Watch out Machine Gun
Don't let her run you 'round
Don't let a woman put you six feet in the ground
Machine Gun

I'll tell you 'bout Katherine Kelly
She was tired of being such small time
Figured they'd kidnap a rich man's son
And make it in the world of crime

You'd better watch out Machine Gun Kelly
Careful of what you do now
If you keep listening to your old lady
Ain't no telling what'll happen to you now
Machine Gun



The government boys they came for Machine Gun
And took the poor boy away
They stuck him in a hole in Leavenworth prison
Where he lived until his dying day

Watch out Machine Gun
Don't let her put you down
Don't let a woman make you out to be a clown
Machine Gun

Watch out Machine Gun

12602. Macpherson's Lament

Macpherson's Lament
Traditional

1 5
Farewell, ye dungeons dark and strong,
1 6m
Farewell, farewell to thee,
1 5
MacPherson's life will no be long
1 4 5
Upon yon gallows tree.

Chorus:
Say rantingly and say wantonly,
Say dauntingly gaed he;
He play'd a tune, and danc'd around
Below the gallows tree.

Take off these bands from on my hands
And give to me my sword
For there's no a man in all Scotland
But I'll brave him at his word

There's some come here to see me die
and some to buy my fiddle
but before that I will part with her
I'll break her through the middle.

So he took his fiddle in both his hands
And he broke it o'er a stone,
Saying there's no man shall play on thee
When I am dead and gone.

Chorus

The crew was coming o're the Brig of Banf
To set MacPherson free,
But they set the clock a quarter before
And they hanged him from a tree.



Chorus

12603. Mad As A Hatter

Mad As A Hatter
Larkin Poe

I know what time is, Time is a thief
It'll steal into bed and rob
You while you sleep and You'll never feel it
It pulls off the covers
And rifles through your head
Then you'll wait to find you can't
Remember what you just said
It happens to everyone
Just like the father of my father
Time stole his mind
And I can't forget that one-fourth
Of his blood is mine i try not to worry

Please don't come for me
I promise I'll be great
Just let me keep what's mine
(let me keep what's mine)
Please don't come for me
If you must then just please wait
And let me have some time
(let me have some time)
Please don't come for me mind over matter
(it don't matter) when you're as
Mad as a hatter

It's hard to draw a clear distinction
Who you are, who you were
Through the looking glass
The past and future begin to blur
And no-one can blame you
Well they say the world is what you make it
You think, speak and breathe
And those rules still apply
Stuck in a world of make believe
You make the best with what you're given

Please don't come for me
I promise I'll be great
Just let me keep what's mine
(let me keep what's mine)
Please don't come for me
If you must then just please wait
And let me have some time
(let me have some time)
Please don't come for me mind over matter



(it don't matter) when you're as
Mad as a hatter

Off with her head, off with her head
Paint the roses, paint the roses

12604. Mad At A Girl

Robbie Fulks - Mad at a Girl

[Verse 1]
Well the downtown whores are calling my name
But I'm just walking blind
Yeah the weak and the poor struggle to claim
My unfeeling mind
These woes of mortal men
These worthless things of the world
Well I don't care and I won't pretend
'Cause tonight I'm mad at a girl

[Verse 2]
Every stranger's face seems like it holds
More than it reveals
And the streets I pace sparkle with gold
But that's not how it feels
I stand on the river's rim
But I'm not searchin' for pearls
Just findin' a hole deep as I'm in
'Cause tonight I'm mad at a girl

[Bridge]
No, I don't need a close friend's ear
That gut-spilling stuff's for squares
And I never go around mirrors
I don't wanna see someone that cares

12605. Mad Love

Linda Ronstadt - Mad Love

If I can't get away from you
What am I gonna do
Cause you hit me just like a dream
Where there's no in-between
Cause I just fall forever
Fall forever in your eyes

Cause it's a mad mad love
Mad mad love



Mad mad love
Can't help falling now
Falling into mad love

Well you're shorting out all my pride
Like fireworks exploding inside
You're just something I can't deny
Why tell me baby why
Cause I just fall forever
Fall forever in your eyes

Cause it's a mad mad love
Mad mad love
Mad mad love
Can't help falling now
Falling into mad love

If I can't get away from you
What am I gonna do
Now you call me up and you're so cool
What d'ya what do you want me to do

Cause it's a mad mad love
Mad mad love
Mad mad love
I can't help it
Mad mad love
Mad mad love
Mad mad love
Can't help falling now
Falling into mad love

12606. Mad Man With A Box - Chords

Mad Man With A Box 
Doc Watson
 
Dm              E        A7               Dm
As night turns into day, you take me far away, 
Bb                  F     A                 Dm
You offered me your hand, the winding stars and strands...
 
the rest goes the same:
 
I opened up my eyes, and to my great surprise,
the world was full of light, all shining lily white...
 
What is a life with you? What's life without you too?
It seems we are astray, just ghosts among the great...
 
And you, my shadow man, with pockets full of sand -
It's a lonesome life you lead, wrapped all in time and tweed...
 



And quiet came our way, the cracks came out to play,
and come the ticking clocks, the mad man with the box.

12607. Madam Plum - Chords

Madam Plum Live 
Old Salt Union

[Verse 1]
 
Am                                      Em
Elliot Plum, the hard earned-est one of all of my good friends
Am                              Em
Had a wife named Marguerite who loved him for pretend
Am
Nevermind how the story starts
     Em
I'll tell you how this ends:
     C
He'd step out to the back
              B7
She'd put her lipstick on my neck
 
[Chorus]
 
   Em
Oh Madam Plum
        C
Ma'am I hate to have to eat and run
         F#5                    B7                   Em
But your husband and a Mossberg pump got me on their minds
   Em
Oh Madam Plum
        C
Ma'am I hate to have to ruin the fun
         F#5                    B7                   Em
But your husband and a Mossberg pump got me on their minds
 
[Verse 2]
 
Am
She got  em good like I knew she would
    Em
And weeks had come to pass
   Am                              Em
My old intrepid tendencies found a tavern off the map
Am
Petrified I called a quarter ride
       Em
It was Marguerite at last
    C
She grabbed a round of taste
                 B7



Then wrapped her legs around my waist
 
[Chorus]
 
   Em
Oh Madam Plum
        C
Ma'am I hate to have to eat and run
         F#5                    B7                   Em
But your husband and a Mossberg pump got me on their minds
      Em
Woah, Madam Plum
        C
Ma'am I hate to have to ruin the fun
         F#5                    B7                   Em
But your husband and a Mossberg pump got me on their minds
 
[Instrumental]
 
Em, Em, C, C,
F#5, B7, Em, Em
(x2)
 
[Bridge]
 
C
Oooooh oh Madam Plum
    B7
You done us both so wrong
           Am
But I been running for too long
                       Em
And quite frankly, I'm tired
 C
Oh, Madam Plum
          B7
I think I hear Elliot now
                   Am
And this time Imma stand my ground
  Em
I swear by it
 
C
Oh! Elliot Plum!
          B7
Of all my friends you were the best
           Am
But if you take one more step
             Em
It's certain death!
C             B7
Oh, now see
                                     Am
Guess that's the way it had to be
 
All thanks to Marguerite
 



B7
Ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh
 
[Chorus]
 
   Em
Oh Madam Plum
        C
Ma'am I hate to have to eat and run
         F#5                    B7                   Em
But your husband and a Mossberg pump got me on their minds
      Em
Woah, Madam Plum
        C
Ma'am I hate to have to ruin the fun
         F#5                    B7                   Em
But your husband and a Mossberg pump got me on their minds
 
[Outro]
 
   Em
Oh Madam Plum
        C
Ma'am I hate you made me do what I done
         F#5                     B7                  Em
Now your husband and an old pine box got some common ground
      Em
Woah, Madam Plum
        C
Now I'm truly out here on the run
              F#5                      B7
Because these sirens and these canines cryin'
                 Em
Got my scent and gun, yeah
 
[Instrumental]
 
Em, Em, C, C,
F#5, B7, Em, Em
(x2)

12608. Madam Rosin

Madam Rosin
Leftover Salmon

Maman Rosin au Zydeco Bal (Traditional tune, lyrics by Michael
Doucet, appears on Beausoleil's "Live on the Left Coast.")

O, Maman Rosin,
Donnez-moi ta 'tite main,
On va aller au bal tous les soirs
Avec Maman Rosin.



O, Mam'selle Comeaux,
Allez dans mon traineau,
On va caresser tout l'apres-midi
Avec Mam'selle Comeaux.

Tous les samedis soirs moi, 
j'etais la dans le fais-do-do
On essayait danser le zydeco,
Faire l'amour, penser de l'amour
Boire un autre 'tit bout.

Madame Boudreaux
Elle a un bon gumbo,
Aller au bal tous les soirs
Avec Madame Boudreaux.

J'ai ete au bal ce soir
Habille en noir
J'ai fait serment de plus boire
Pour courtiser la belle

Il y en a qui aiment les jolies filles,
Il y en a qui aiment les blondes
Moi je connais, moi j'aime tout le monde
Qui m'aimait autant.

O, yaie, donnez-moi des haricots,
He, maman, les haricots sont pas sales.
(Bis)

Il y en a qui aiment les blondes,
Il y en a qui aiment les brunes,
Moi, je suis pas comme ca,
Moi, j'aime toutes les deus

_______________________________

Mama Rosin at the Zydeco Dance
(Michael Doucet's translation)

Oh, Mama Rosin
Give me your little hand
We'll go to the dance every night
With mama Rosin

Oh, Miss Comeaux,
Come get in my wagon,
We'll spoon all afternoon
With Miss Comeaux

Every Saturday night I went to the fais-do-do
I tried to dance the zydeco,
Make love, think about love,
And drink a little bit more.

Mrs. Boudreaux,



She's got good gumbo,
Go to the dance every night
With Mrs. Boudreaux.

I went to the dance tonight
All dressed in black
I swore not to drink any more
When I court the girls.

Some like the pretty girls,
Some like the blondes,
I know I like anyone
Who likes me as much.

Oh, yaie, give me some snap beans,
Hey, Mom, the snap beans aren't salty.
(Repeat)

Some like the blondes,
Some like the brunettes,
I'm not like that,
I like both of them.

12609. Made For Better Things

Brett Dennen - Made for Better Things 
Album: So Much More

No more weeping
No more wailing
No more fooling
No more failing
I believe in good prevailing
I think it's time for a change
There will be no end
There was no beginning
I was made
I was made
I was made for better things

They will shame and blame and curse you
Break your bones and steal your virtues
I will be cut from this curfew
I was made for better things

There will be no end
Because there was no beginning
I was made
I was made
I was made for better things

When the truth at last is spoken
Every chain must be broken



And the gate will open
And I will walk amount kings

There will be no end
Because there was no beginning
I was made
I was made
I was made for better things

Somewhere far above this tower
I can see a higher power
And I know that in my darkest hour
I was made for better things, Oh

There will be no end, no there won't
Because there was no beginning
I was made
I was made
I was made for better things

Yes, I was made
For better things

12610. Made For TV Movie

Made for TV Movie
Sean Watkins

You and I both know
Just what we are.
We're never going to make it too far.
There'll be no nominations.
There's never going to be a prize
Unless there's one for those
Who never try.

We play for a day
We were only supposed to fill up space
Between commercial breaks.
We're a made for TV movie.
We're a made for TV movie.

We were written in haste.
We were never going to join the race.
'Cause we're a made for TV movie.
We're a made for TV movie.

Lame by definition,
Common by design,
Our story won't take up
Too much time.
It's a drama that we all know
With an ending set in stone



From the moment that we say hello.

We play for a day.
We were only supposed to fill up space
Between commercial breaks.
We're a made for TV movie.
We're a made for TV movie.

We were written in haste.
We were never going to join the race.
'Cause we're a made for TV movie.
We're a made for TV movie.

We're a made for TV movie.
We're a made for TV movie.

We were written in haste.
We were never going to join the race.
'Cause we're a made for TV movie.
We're a made for TV movie.
We're a made for TV movie.

12611. Made In Japan - Chords

Made in Japan

Capo:1 Fret
E F#m
My transister radio Comes from far away
 B7
and when its night over here over there its
 E
breaking day I remeber all the good times I
 F#m B7
had walk in the sand with the beuatiful girl
 E E
that I met made in Japan. The beauty of her
 F#m
face was beyond my wildest dreams like
 B7
cherry blossoms blooming in the mountains in
 E
early spring as we walked by the river and
 F#m
she softly took hold of my hand thats when
 B7
I fell deep in love with the girl made in
E
japan

Instrumental Break: E,F#m,B7,E
Key Change to F



F 
In the dark of night we would lay on tokyo
G#m C7
bay and the singing of the birds woke us up
 F
at the break of day. Her Smiling eyes
 G#m
always seem to understand all the love
 C7 F
in my heart for the girl made in Japan
F G#m
My transister radio comes from far away and
 C7
when night over here over there its
 F 
breaking day. She cried when she said been
 G#m C7
promised to another man Thats when I left
 F
my heart With the girl made in Japan yes
C7
heart will always be with the girl made in
F
japan

12612. Made In The Shade - Chords

Made In The Shade 
The Red Stick Ramblers

[Verse I]
N.C.       E
Well, You heard of white lightning heard of mountain dew
  A
Moonshine whiskey and corn squeezins, too
  B7
down in Opelousas that's in Louisian'
                               E
for stuff of that sort I know just the man
 
He's got a little white house on the edge of town
      A
with empty liquor bottles just scattered around
       B7
He'll fire it up and fill em one at a time
                                        E
under his carport where the sun don't shine
 
 
[Chorus 1]
        A
If you see me at a party on Friday night
       E



just pickin' and a-grinnin' and a-feelin' all right
   A
chances are my back pocket's got a little thirst ade
    E                             B7          E
it comes from Opelousas and it's made in the shade
 
 
[Verse 2]
 E
Let me tell you more about it for you take a swig
              A
He's got an empty beer keg on a propane rig
          B7
He's got miles of copper tubbing comin' out of the top
                                                   E
so you gotta set a spell before you see the first drop
 
He said sit right down and we'll kill some time
         A
and he brandishes a bottle of his muscadine wine
      B7
got nothin' to do till later on tonight
                                      E
so pass me the bottle everything is alright
 
 
[Chorus 2]
           A
So if you see me at a party later on tonight
        E
maybe cooking and a-looking like I'm feelin' alright
   A
Chances are my back pocket's got a little thirst ade
    E                             B7           E
it comes from Opelousas and it's made in the shade
 
 
[Chorus 3]
           A
So if you see me at a party on Saturday night
       E
just pickin' and a-grinnin' and a-feelin' alright
  A
Chances are my back pocket's got a little thirst ade
    E                             B7          E
it comes from Opelousas and it's made in the shade
                                  B7          E
it comes from Opelousas and it's made in the shade

12613. Made It Up The Mountain - Chords

Made It Up The Mountain 
The Wood Brothers



[Intro]
e/-------3-----3----------3-----3---/
B/-------3-----3----------3-----3---/
G/-------3-----3----------3-----3---/
D/-------3-----3----------3-----3---/
A/-0h1/4----4----4--0h1/4----4----4-/
E/----------------------------------/ (x2)
 
[Verse]
Bb               Eb                 Bb
Speakin' of lyin', well I've told a few
         Bb                  Eb            Bb
And they say that's not what Jesus would do
     Bb
Well I've been tempted red, white, and blue
    D
But you'll understand when you're in my shoes
G                     Am  Bbm  Bm
I was just finding my way
 
[Chorus]
          C                                              F
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have made it up the mountain
          C                                          G
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have climbed so high
          C                                              F
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have made it up the mountain
          C    G                  F7
Without a fire burning under my behind
 
[Interlude]
e/-------3-----3----------3-----3---/
B/-------3-----3----------3-----3---/
G/-------3-----3----------3-----3---/
D/-------3-----3----------3-----3---/
A/-0h1/4----4----4--0h1/4----4----4-/
E/----------------------------------/ (x2)
 
[Verse]
Bb                 Eb                   Bb
Speakin' of bridges, well I've burned a few
     Bb                      Eb                Bb
It's all about cheatin', and bending some rules
        Bb
Well it might not sound like what a man should do
    D
But you'll understand when you're in my shoes
     G                    Am  Bbm  Bm
That I was just finding my way
 
[Chorus]
          C                                              F
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have made it up the mountain
          C                                          G
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have climbed so high
          C                                              F



I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have made it up the mountain
          C    G                  F7
Without a fire burning under my behind
 
[Verse]
Bb                 Eb                Bb
Speakin' of falling, I'm breakin' in two
         Bb                      Eb          Bb
Well I'm talkin'  bout love, and I have a few
       Bb                   Eb              Bb
But to keep on climbing, to get to the truth
    Bb
But you've gotta burn a few holes in those shoes
*  G            Am        Bm
If you're gonna find your way
 
*   G     Am    Bm
e/-----3-----5-----7-----/
B/-----------------------/
G/--3/4---4/5---5/7------/
D/-----------------------/
A/-----------------------/
E/-----------------------/
 
[Chorus]
          C                                              F
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have made it up the mountain
          C                                          G
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have climbed so high
          C                                              F
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have made it up the mountain
          C    G                  F7
Without a fire burning under my behind
 
[Chorus]
          D                                              G
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have made it up the mountain
          D                                          A
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have climbed so high
          D                                              G
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have made it up the mountain
          D    A                  G7
Without a fire burning under my behind
 
[Chorus]
          D                                              G
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have made it up the mountain
          D                                          A
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have climbed so high
          D                                              G
I don't believe; I don't believe I'd have made it up the mountain
          D    A                  G7   D7
Without a fire burning under my behind



12614. Made Like That - Chords

Made Like That 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
D  D/C#  GM7/B  D/A
D  D/C#  GM7/B  D/A
 
[Verse 1]
   D           A   G           D
I give all my love to just one man
         A            G        D
I can't help it, I'm made like that
  D                    A
I don't claim to be an angel
   G                 D
Clearly I have made mistakes
           A         G           D
I can't help it, I'm made like that
 
 
[Chorus]
A     G              D
I.... I'm made like that
            A          D
The one you have left behind
 
[Instrumental]
D  D/C#  GM7/B  D/A
D  D/C#  GM7/B  D/A
 
 
[Verse 2]
 D                     A
I'll be waitin' right here
G                   D
For your beck and call
         A           G             D   D
I can't help it, I'm made like that
 
 D                     A
I'll fix all of your bridges
        G                      D
I have watched you burn to the ground
        A            G          D
I can't help it I'm made like that
 
 
[Chorus]
A     G              D
I.... I'm made like that
            A          D
The one you have left behind
 
 
[Bridge]



D           D/C#   GM7/B       D/A
Well I need to get out of this place
D        D/C#    GM7/B      D/A
I can't seem to forget your face
D        D/C#    GM7/B   D/A
I keep thinkin' maybe in time well
D        D/C#   GM7/B  D/A
You could learn to be mine
 
 
[Chorus]
A     G               D
I.... I'm made like that
               A              D
I just wasn't made for these times
 
 
[Outro]
             G
I'm leavin' home
             D
I'm leavin' home
 A           G              D
I'm so sorry Momma I gotta go
            G
I'm leavin' home
            D
I'm leavin' home
 A            G
West Virginia country roads
 A             G
West Virginia, all I know
 A                 G             D
West Virginia I'm leavin' you today
 
D  D/C#  GM7/B  D/A
D  D/C#  GM7/B  D/A
D  D/C#  GM7/B  D

12615. Made To Be Broken

Rodney Crowell - Made To Be Broken

So it begins
Learning the language of poets and thieves
She's crying again
He's making promise no one could keep
They sound so sweet
But they are
Made to be broken
Made to be broken
Even as they are spoken
They are made to be broken



She's nobody's fool
Collecting the hearts of the lovers she's known
But she locks up her own
'Cause hearts were
Made to be broken
Made to be broken
Love's only token
It was made to be broken
No one defends
The spirits of wild horses and children
Made to be broken
Who makes the rules
That tell us by nature we're destined to fail
We wrote them ourselves
And they were
Made to be broken
Made to be broken
Rules were made to be broken
Made to be broken

12616. Madison Tennessee

John Hartford - Madison Tennessee

[Verse 1]
I ain't got ten dollars
Just these dirty clothes
And the rags I borrowed somewhere
To wipe my bloodshot nose
Left eye someone punched it
So now I barely see
To find my way back to my home in Madison Tennessee

[Chorus]
Madison's a good old place
If banjo music is your taste
Been living here, since 63
In Madison Tennessee

[Verse 2]
I haven't got a lot to say
I've got some kind of low
And I can hear those horns a honkin'
Out on Gallatin Road
Put my finger on a map
Who knows where I might be
To find my way back to my home
In Madison, Tennessee

[Chorus]
Madison's a good old place
If fiddle music is your taste
Been living here, since 63



In Madison Tennessee

[Verse 3]
Out behind the fire hall
Under a full moon
Fiddlers and banjo pickers
Crammed inside a room
Playing songs made popular
Back in 1923
Raising the roof in a little white house
In Madison, Tennessee

[Chorus]
Madison's a good old place
If country music is your taste
Been living here, since 63
In Madison Tennessee

12617. Madonna's Wedding

Richard Thompson - Madonna's Wedding 

Out of wedlock is my son
Two bastards now instead of one
What can publicly be done?
To rectify my honor

Oh, a wedding
That'll see me through
I'll hitch to father number two
Rent me Scotland, that'll do
Just say it's for Madonna

Get me a castle, nice and old
Lots of armor, lots of mold
We'll get headlines, nice and bold
Or my careers a goner

Tartan for the bride and groom
A few close friends
There ain't much room
Stings place for the honeymoon
If we can stand the squalor

Oh, lets do that Scotland thing
Whiskey and a highland fling
Limo waiting in the wing
To whisk you where you wanna
(Have you got the rhyme scheme on this one?)

And baby Rocco needs a dip
In holy water ain't it sick
Get me a cathedral quick



Just say it's for Madonna

And the locals think it's some big deal
They're flattered by that showbiz spiel
They thought Braveheart was for real
Upon my word of honor

And we'll get Hello magazine
To photograph the happy scene
We'll make those other divas green
With envy of Madonna

'Cause you see my dears
It's down to class
What good's talent, tits and ass?
If your lifestyle's deeply crass
Like those would be Madonnas

12618. Magalenha

Magalenha - The Duhks

Te tÃª tÃª teretÃª
Te tÃª tÃª teretÃª

Vem magalenha rojÃ£o
Traz a lenha pro fogÃ£o
Vem fazer armaÃ§Ã£o
Hoje é um dia de sol
Alegria de coiÃ³
E curtir o verÃ£o

Calango lango no calango da pretinha
Tô cantando essa modinha pra senhora se lembrar
Daquele tempo que vivia lá na roÃ§a
Com uma filha na barriga e outra filha pra criar

Calango lango no calango da pretinha
Tô cantando essa modinha pra senhora se lembrar
Daquele tempo que vivia lá na roÃ§a
Com uma filha na barriga e outra filha pra criar

Te tÃª tÃª teretÃª
Te tÃª tÃª teretÃª
Te tÃª tÃª teretÃª
Te tÃª tÃª teretÃª

Vem magalenha rojÃ£o
Traz a senha pro fogÃ£o
Te tÃª tÃª coraÃ§Ã£o
Hoje é um dia de sol
Alegria de xodÃ³
Meu dever de verÃ£o



Calango lango no calango da pretinha
Tô cantando essa modinha pra senhora se lembrar
Daquele tempo que vivia lá na roÃ§a
Com uma filha na barriga e outra filha pra criar

Calango lango no calango da pretinha
Tô cantando essa modinha pra senhora se lembrar
Daquele tempo que vivia lá na roÃ§a
Com uma filha na barriga e outra filha pra criar

Te tÃª tÃª teretÃª
Te tÃª tÃª teretÃª
Te tÃª tÃª teretÃª
Te tÃª tÃª teretÃª

12619. Magdalene

Magdalene
Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
I ain't looking for trouble
I can't stay here tonight
I got to leave here on the double
If I want to see the morning light
Don't need no pistol for the tickets
I've got just enough to get us down the line
I don't know what happens next
Your guess is just as good as mine

[Chorus]
Move with me Magdalene
I'm tired of the same old scene
There's a greyhound leaving at midnight
If you came with me it'd be like a dream
Come on Magdalene
Move with me Magdalene

[Verse 2]
I've heard Mexico is easy
I wouldn't stay here if I could
Don't come along just to please you
Let's go while the going's good

[Chorus]

12620. Magdalene Laundries



Emmylou Harris
Magdalene Laundries

[Verse 1]
I was an unmarried girl
I'd just turned twenty-seven
When they sent me to the sisters
For the way men looked at me
Branded as a Jezebel
I knew I was not bound for Heaven
I'd be cast in shame
Into the Magdalene laundries

[Verse 2]
Most girls come here pregnant
Some by their own fathers
Bridget got that belly
By her parish priest
We're trying to get things white as snow
All of us woe-begotten-daughters
In the steaming stains
Of the Magdalene laundries

[Verse 3]
Prostitutes and destitutes
And temptresses like me
Fallen women
Sentenced into dreamless drudgery
Why do they call this heartless place
Our Lady of Charity?
Oh, charity!
[Verse 4]
These bloodless brides of Jesus
If they had just once glimpsed their groom
Then they'd know and they'd drop the stones
Concealed behind their rosaries
They wilt the grass they walk upon
They leech the light out of a room
They'd like to drive us down the drain
At the Magdalene laundries

[Verse 5]
Peg O'Connell died today
She was a cheeky girl, a flirt
They just stuffed her in a hole!
Surely to God you'd think at least some bells should ring!
One day I'm going to die here too
And they'll plant me in the dirt
Like some lame bulb
That never blooms come any spring
Not any spring
No, not any spring
Not any spring



12621. Maggie

Maggie
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]
Look away while you still can
Close your eyes, say goodbye to this strange land
You never' thought' you had it' good
And high school was just football' games and processed food

[Verse 2]
You've been picking through the weeds too long
Surrounded by the echoes of a dream gone wrong
And running through the fields that led
To nothing but a song you're singing in your head

[Chorus]
Drive across the desert in a blue Ford Escape
Hopefully this car will live up to its name

[Verse 3]
You got 90 miles out of town
When you started thinking you should turn the car around
Go back home to your reckless dad
Maybe this time he'll convince you that it's not so bad
But then you snapped back down from outer space
And stared into the rear view mirror at your face
Your swollen eyes and beaded sweat
Tattoos on your forehead and around your neck
[Chorus]
Drive across the desert in a blue Ford Escape
Hopefully this car will live up to its name

[Instrumental Bridge]

[Chorus]
Drive across the desert in a blue Ford Escape
Hopefully this car will live up to its name

[Outro]
Maggie, are you listening in your blue Ford Escape?
Hopefully your car will live up to its name

12622. Maggie - Chords

Maggie 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
C5 C5 C5 C5
 
[Verse 1]



C5
Look away while you still can
C5                     Bb6
Close your eyes, say goodbye to this strange land
C5
You never thought you had it good
C5                                          Bb6        C5  C5
And high school was just football games and processed food
 
 
[Verse 2]
C5
You've been picking through the weeds too long
C5                             Bb6
Surrounded by the echoes of a dream gone wrong
C5
And running through the fields that led
C5                           Bb6
To nothing but a song you're singing in your head
 
 
[Chorus]
AmMaj7 Bm     C5          F     C5    F
Drive across the desert in a blue Ford Escape
F               AmMaj7 Bm     C5      F  C5  C5
Hopefully this car will live up to its name
 
 
[Verse 3]
C5
You got ninety miles out of town
C5                            Bb6
When you started thinking you should turn the car around
C5
Go back home to your reckless dad
C5                            Bb6
Maybe this time he'll convince you that it's not so bad
 
 
[Verse 4]
C5
But then you snapped back down from outer space
C5                            Bb6
Stared into the rear view mirror at your face
C5
Swollen eyes, beaded sweats
C5                            Bb6
Tattoos on your forehead and around your neck
 
 
[Chorus]
AmMaj7 Bm     C5          F     C5    F
Drive across the desert in a blue Ford Escape
F               AmMaj7 Bm     C5      F  Fmaj7 F Fmaj7
Hopefully this car will live up to its name
 
 



[Solo]
C5 x8
 
 
[Chorus]
AmMaj7 Bm     C5          F     C5    F
Drive across the desert in a blue Ford Escape
F               AmMaj7 Bm     C5      F  C5  C5
Hopefully this car will live up to its name
 
 
[Outro]
AmMaj7 Bm     C5              F     C5    F
Maggie are you listening in your blue Ford Escape
F               AmMaj7 Bm C5  F  C5  C5  Csus2 C5 Csus2
Hopefully your car will live up to its name

12623. Maggie May

Maggie May
Garth Brooks - Maggie May

Wake up Maggie I think I got something to say to you
It's late September and I really should be back at school
I know I keep you amused but I feel I'm being used
Oh Maggie I couldn't have tried any more
You lured me away from home just to save you from being alone
You stole my heart and that's what really hurt

The morning sun when it's in your face really shows your age
But that don't worry me none in my eyes you're everything
I laughed at all of your jokes my love you didn't need to coax
Oh, Maggie I couldn't have tried any more
You lured me away from home, just to save you from being alone
You stole my soul and that's a pain I can do without

All I needed was a friend to lend a guiding hand
But you turned into a lover and mother what a lover, you wore me out
All you did was wreck my bed
In the morning kick me in the head
Oh Maggie I couldn't have tried anymore
You lured me away from home 'cause you didn't want to be alone
You stole my heart I couldn't leave you if I tried

I suppose I could collect my books and get on back to school
Or steal my daddy's cue and make a living out of playing pool
Or find myself a Rock and roll band that needs a helpin' hand
Oh Maggie I wish I'd never seen your face
You made a first-class fool out of me
But I'm as blind as a fool can be
You stole my heart but I love you anyway

Maggie I wish I'd never seen your face



I'll get on back home one of these days

12624. Maggie Walker Blues

Doc Watson - Maggie Walker Blues
Billy Strings

My parents raised me tenderly,
They had no child but me.
My mind being placed on rambling,
With them I couldn't agree
Just to leave my aged parents
And them no more to see.

There was a wealthy gentleman
Who lived there very near by.
He had a beautiful daughter,
On her I cast an eye.
She was so tall and slender,
So pretty and so fair.
There never was a girl in this whole wide world
With her I could compare.

I asked her if it differed
If I crossed over the plain.
She said, "It makes no difference
If you never return again."
We too shook hands and parted,
And I left my girl behind.

I started out in this wide world
Strange faces for to see.
I met little Maggie Walker
And she fell in love with me.
Her pockets all lined with greenback
And her labor I'll grow old,
Now if you'll consent to marry me
I'll say I'll roam no more.

I traveled out one morning,
To the salt works I were bound.
And when I reached the salt works
I viewed the city all around.
Work and money were plentiful
And the girls all kind to me.
But the only object to my heart
Was a girl in Tennessee.

I traveled out one morning
Down on the market square.
The mail train being on arrival,
I met the carrier there.
He handed me a letter,



So's I could understand
That the girl I left in Tennessee
Had married another man.

I drove on down a little further
And found that it was true.
I turned my horse and buggy around
But I didn't know what to do.
I turned all around and about there --
Bad company I'll resign;
I'll drive all about from town to town
For the girl I left behind.

12625. Maggie's Farm

Tim O'Brien - Maggie's Farm
Flatt & Scruggs

I ain't gonna' work on Maggie's farm no more
I ain't gonna' work on Maggie's farm no more
Well I wake up in the morning,
Put my hands and pray for rain,
I got a head full of ideas,
And they're drivin' me insane,
It's a shame the way she makes me scrub the floor,

I ain't gonna' work on Maggie's farm no more

I ain't gonna' work for Maggie's brother no more
I ain't gonna' work for Maggie's brother no more
He hands you a nickel, and he hands you a dime,
He asks you with a grin, are you havin' a good time,
And he finds you every time you slam the door,
Well, I ain't gonna' work for Maggie's brother no more

I ain't gonna' work for Maggie's Pa' no more,
I ain't gonna' work for Maggie's Pa' no more
He puts his cigar out in your face just for kicks
His bedroom window is made out of bricks,
And the national guard stands around his door,
I ain't gonna' work for Maggie's Pa' no more

I ain't gonna' work for Maggie's Ma' no more,
I ain't gonna' work for Maggie's Ma' no more,
She talks to the all servants about man and God and law,
And everybody says she's the brains behind Pa',
She's sixty eight, but she says she's fifty four,
Well, I ain't gonna work for Maggie's Ma' no more

I ain't gonna' work on Maggie's farm no more,
I ain't gonna' work on Maggie's farm no more,
I try my best, to be just like I am,
But everybody wants me to be a little more like them,



They says sing while you slave, but I just get bored,
Ahh, I ain't gonna' work on Maggie's farm no more,
Farm no more, Farm no more.

12626. Maggie's Song

Maggie's Song
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Let me tell you a story
About an old friend of mine
Somebody left her in a shopping cart
In a parking lot for us to find
Just a fuzzy black pup
She was hungry and feeling alone
We put her in the back seat
And told her we were takin' her home

[Chorus]
Run, Maggie run
With the heart of a rebel child
Oh, run, Maggie run
Be just as free as you are wild

[Verse 2]
A few kids later
We moved out on the farm
And she followed those kids around
Yeah, she kept them safe from harm
And she loved to chase squirrels
And playin' out in the snow
She'd take off like a bullet
Man, you should have seen her go

[Chorus]
Run, Maggie run
With the heart of a rebel child
Oh, run, Maggie run
Be just as free as you are wild

[Verse 3]
It was rainin' on a Monday
The day that Maggie died
She woke up and couldn't use her legs
So I laid down by her side
She put her head on my hand
Like she'd done so many times
I told her she was a good dog
Then I told her goodbye

[Chorus]
Run, Maggie run



With the heart of a rebel child
Oh, run, Maggie run
Be just as free as you are wild

Verse 4]
I had a revelation
As the tractor dug a hole
I can tell you right now
That a dog has a soul
And I thought to myself
As we buried her on the hill
I never knew me a better dog
And I guess I never will

[Chorus]
Run, Maggie run
With the heart of a rebel child
Oh, run, Maggie run
Be just as free as you are wild
Oh, run, Maggie run
With the heart of a rebel child
Oh, run, Maggie run
Be just as free as you are wild

12627. Magic

Magic
Jeremy Garrett

[Verse 1]
Call it magic, call it true
I call it magic when I'm with you
And I just got broken, broken into two
Still I call it magic, when I'm next to you

[Chorus]
I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't
No, I don't, it's true
I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't
Want anybody else but you
I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't
No, I don't, it's true
I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't
Want anybody else but you

[Verse 2]
Call it magic, cut me into two
And with all your magic, I disappear from view
And I can't get over, can't get over you
Still, I call it magic, such a precious truth

[Chorus]
I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't



No, I don't, it's true
I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't
Want anybody else but you
I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't
No, I don't, it's true
I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't, no, I don't
Want anybody else but you

[Verse 3]
Yeah, I want to fall, I fall so far
I want to fall, fall so hard
And I call it magic
I call it true
Call it magic

[Outro]
And if you were to ask me
After all that we've been through
Do you still believe in magic?
Yes, I do
Yes, I do
Yes, I do
Of course, I do
You know I do

12628. Magic Carpet Ride

Magic Carpet Ride 
by Steppenwolf

1.
DD C GG DD C GG
I like to dream, 
Right between the sound machine
On a cloud of sound I drift in the night
Every place she goes is right
Flies far, flies near
To the stars away from here

Well, you don't know what
We can find
Why don't you come with me little girl
On a magic Carpet Ride
Well, you don't know what
We can find
Why don't you tell your dreams to me
Fantasy will set you free

CHORUS
G
Close your eyes girl
Bb
Look inside girl



C G
Let the sound take you away

2. 
Last night I found Aladdin's lamp
So I wished that I could stay
But before the thing could answer me
Someone came and took the lamp away
I looked
around
A lousy candle's all I found
Well, you don't know what
We can find
Why don't you come with me little girl
On a magic Carpet Ride

Well, you don't know what
We can see
Why don't you tell your dreams to me
Fantasy will set you free
Choru

12629. Magic Hour

Magic Hour
Song by Aoife O'Donovan

In the magic hour, when the moon is low
And the sky's the kind of blue
That you think you know but you don't know
The Turfcutter's Donkey runs around
And all the fairy children, they run around
And all the other children
They make no sound

In that hour, if you're on the coast
And the waves nip at your heels like a dog
Pull me closer
It's past the time of the dinner bell
But before the shine of Orion's belt
The sky is still bluer than a bluebell

Oh when I go
Won't you throw my bones to the fish
And weigh my body down
With sticks and stones?
Bury me not in the old graveyard
Where all my friends are
Beneath the heather on the high hillside
Death is a lonely bride

In the magic hour, when the moonlight gleams
And the sky is the kind of



Gray that you've never seen
Till you've seen it
Run down to the Virgin Mary's bank
Where our mothers cried and our fathers drank
We're all just trying to see
Where the ship sank

In that hour, if you listen hard
You can hear my granddaddy singing far away
Like an evening star
Songs of an old Ireland
Songs about being young again
I wish I was young again

Oh when I go
Won't you throw my bones to the fish
And weigh my body down
With sticks and stones?
Bury me not in the old graveyard
Where all my friends are
Beneath the heather on the high hillside
Death is a lonely bride

12630. Magic Man

Magic Man
Lindsay Lou - Magic Man

[Verse 1]
My father taught me to set goals
Keep 'em where I could see 'em
But I have to fight against myself
Finish what I started
Like a blind man singing in an empty room
Shot himself and survived it
I curse the world for rock and roll
And exorcise my demons
They leave him

[Chorus]
And I am not a magic man
I don't know what lies ahead
I ain't got a crystal ball
But I got love, and that ain't all

[Verse 2]
You told me to relax and I, enraged by the suggestion
Thought of walls of stone and faith, prophets and the poets
Like a plastic toy in the screaming sun, diamond mine collapsing
I melted in your loving arms with desire and destruction
And surrender

[Chorus]



And I am not a magic man
I don't know what lies ahead
I ain't got a crystal ball
But I got love, and that ain't all

[Chorus]
No I am not a magic man
I don't know what lies ahead
I ain't got a crystal ball
But I got love, and that ain't all (I got love and that ain't all)
Oh I got love and that ain't all (I got love and that ain't all)
Oh I got love, that ain't all (I got love and that ain't all)
Ooooh (I got love and that ain't all)
(I got love and that ain't all)
Oh I got love, that ain't all
Yea, I got love, that ain't all (I got love and that ain't all)
Oh I got love
Yeah I got love and that ain't all

12631. Magic Stone Mountain

Cornmeal - Magic Stone Mountain (pt II) 
Album: Tales From Magic Stone Mountain

I'm sittin' on this bench over-lookin' yesterday
Thinkin'  bout the choices that I made
Thunder river rollin' and lake winds a blowin'
Still won't bring my baby back to me

Magic Stone Mountain won't you shine your light on me
Magic Stone Mountain can't you see
It's been so long since I've seen my baby
Please won't you bring her back from sea
Please bring my baby back to me

The only sound I hear is the ripplin' of the water
My fingers pickin' the strings of this ole guitar
But while my heart is a singin' and the wind is a whistlin'
My heart still longs for my baby from afar

Magic Stone Mountain won't you shine your light on me
Magic Stone Mountain can't you see
It's been so long since I've seen my baby
Please won't you bring her back from sea
Please bring my baby back to me

Well the trees are a whisperin' in their sweet sorrow
Animals are wandrin' through the hills
Everything's at peace here on Stone Mountain
Everything that is except for me

Magic Stone Mountain won't you shine your light on me
Magic Stone Mountain can't you see



It's been so long since I've seen my baby
Please won't you bring her back from sea
Please bring my baby back to me

12632. Magnet

Punch Brothers - Magnet 

I pinned her to the wall and said I wanna take you home
I wanna take you home
Think about it
She threw me to the floor and said I wanna take you home
I wanna take you home
Think about it
What's the center between two centers of attention
Is there a center between to centers of attention
Or only tension between two centers of attention
And then there's...
Hmm

'Cause I'm a magnet
And you're a magnet
And we're pushing each other away
We're pushing each other away
We're pushing each other away
Baby I'm a blank check
And you're a blank check
To whose order we going to pay
To whose order we going to pay
To whose order we going to pay

I laughed away a tear and said what if you took me now
What if you took me here
Think about it
She locked the hallway door and said you're gonna take me now
You're gonna take me here
Don't think about it
But I thought about it
What's the center between two centers of attention
A center of attention's its own center of attention
There's only tension between two centers of attention
And then there's...
Oh yes

'Cause I'm a magnet
And you're a magnet
And we're pushing each other away
We're pushing each other away
We're pushing each other away
Oh baby I'm a blank check
And you're a blank check
Our very own order to pay
Our very own order to pay



Our very own order to pay
'Cause we're pushing each other away
We're pushing each other away
We're pushing each other away
We're pushing each other away
'Cause we're pushing each other away
We're pushing each other away
Baby I'm a magnet

12633. Magnificent Music Machine

Tom T Hall - Magnificent Music Machine

[Verse 1:]
He's got nothing but talent and time on his hands
He loves his music, hangs out with his band
He's got big-hit ambitions and number one dreams

[Chorus:]
He's a high-rollin', a magnificent music machine

[Verse 2:]
He hit town with nothing but his old guitar
With visions of grandeur and being a star
He writes them and sings them like you've never seen

[Chorus]

[Verse 2:]
Well sometimes he's dejected and sometimes he's afraid
But he knows what he's in for 'til his dues are paid
Sometimes they're fat girls and sometimes they're lean

[Chorus]

12634. Magnolia

Lucinda Williams - Magnolia

Whippoorwill's singing
Soft summer breeze
Makes me think of my baby
I left down in New Orleans
I left down in New Orleans

Magnolia, you sweet thing
You're driving me mad
Got to get back to you, babe
You're the best I ever had



You're the best I ever had

You whisper "Good morning"
So gently in my ear
I'm coming home to you, babe
I'll soon be there
I'll soon be there

12635. Magnolia Wind - Chords

Magnolia Wind Live 
Shawn Camp
 
CAPO: 2nd FRET
 
INTRO:
               D   D  A   A  G  A   A  D Dsus4 D
E ---------------
B ---------------
G ---------------
D -0---0-2-2h4-4-
A ---0-----------
E ---------------
 
 
VERSE:
N.C.                   D Dsus4 D
I'd rather sleep in a box
                     A  Asus4 A
Like a bum on the street
                     G Gsus4 G
Than a fine feather bed
                              A  Asus4 A
Without your little ol' cold feet
 
 
VERSE:
N.C.           D  Dsus4 D
I'd rather be deaf
                 A  Asus4 A
Dumb and stone blind
N.C.                    G       G A
Than to know that your mornings
 A             D  Dsus4 D
Will never be mine
 
 
CHORUS:
 D              C    G
I'd rather not waaaaalk
                      D Dsus4 D
Through the garden again
                        A  Asus4 A



If I can't catch your scent
               D  Dsus4 D
On a magnolia wind
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
D  D A  Asus4 A  A G G  A  Asus4 A
D  D A  Asus4 A  A G G  A  Asus4 A  D Dsus4 D
 
 
VERSE:
                 D  Dsus4 D
I'd rather die young
                      A  Asus4 A
Than to live without you
                    G Gsus4 G
That I'd rather go hungry
                      A   Asus4  A
Than to eat lonesome stew
 
 
VERSE:
 A              D      Dsus4 D
It's once in a lifetime
                    A  Asus4 A
And it won't come again
 A                       G   G A
Nah, It's here and it's gone
               D  Dsus4 D
On a magnolia wind
 
 
CHORUS:
 D              C     G
I'd rather not heeee-ear
                D Dsus4 D
Pretty music again
                       A  Asus4 A
If I can't catch your fiddle (voice)
                D Dsus4 D
On a magnolia wind
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
D  D  A Asus4 A  G  A  A  A  D  Dsus4 D
D  A  Asus4 A  G  A  Asus4 a  D  Dsus4 D
 
 
VERSE:
N.C.                      D  Dsus4 D
Though, if it ever comes time
                      A Asus4 A
That it comes time to go
                        G    Gsus4 G
Sis, just pack up your fiddle
                   A Asus4 A
Just pack up your bow



 
 
VERSE:
N.C.                   D Dsus4 D
If I can't dance with you
                            A Asus4 A
Well then I won't dance at all
                        G   G A
I'll just sit this one out
 A                   D  Dsus4 D
With my back to the wall
 
 
CHORUS:
 D              C     G
I'd rather not waaaaaalk
                      D Dsus4 D
Through the garden again
                        A  Asus4 A
If I can't catch your scent
               D  Dsus4 D
On a magnolia wind
 
 
OUTRO:
                        A  Asus4 A
If I can't catch your scent
               D   Dsus4  D
On a magnolia wind

12636. Mahala

Mahala
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
She's the sweetest when she's sleeping
I've watched her many times
She'll wake up and she'll catch me
Looking straight into her eyes
But she never seems too worried
She knows it's just my way
So I hold to her and kiss her
And start another day with Mahala
With Mahala

[Verse 2]
I've watched her grow to love me
Like a poet would watch a deer
Sometimes she can't get enough of me
Sometimes she can't get near
But we wait for one another
Like a farmer waits for spring



Through the long dark nights of winter
I could face most anything with Mahala
With Mahala

[Bridge]
And if you have a broken heart she'll gladly take you in
She'll hold your hand and talk to you and love you like a friend
She'll show you things you've never known before
And when you're finished healing
You will want to stay some more
With Mahala

[Verse 3]
I hope she stays beside me
'Til she can make it on her own
And live a life that's worthy
Of the seeds of love she's sown
But 'til then I'll turn the light on just to see that she's still there
And if I were a praying man, Lord knows I'd say a prayer for
Mahala
With Mahala
Oh Mahala, Mahala
Oh Mahala

12637. Mahalia

Iris Dement - Mahalia

[Verse 1]
A hard rain is falling
Trouble is clouding my mind
No one's at home waiting for me
And I can't find the reason or rhyme

[Verse 2]
I hear you sing "How I Got Over"
And straight into my heart your voice lands
So I move in a little closer
Cause you make me feel like I can

[Chorus]
Mahalia, Mahalia, I'm reaching back now to you
Mahalia, Mahalia, you were a woman, too

[Verse 3]
When you travelled this world
You moved mountains
You answered your call when it came through
But I wonder, did you have a shoulder
To lean on when your long day was through?

[Chorus]
Mahalia, Mahalia, I'm reaching back now to you



Mahalia, Mahalia, you were a woman, too

[Bridge]
And you gave to a world that never had your back
The balm, the balm, the very Balm of Gilead

[Chorus]
Mahalia, oh, Mahalia, I'm reaching back now to you
Mahalia, Mahalia, you were a woman, too

12638. Maiden's Prayer - Chords

Maiden's Prayer
Recorded by Bob Wills (Vocal by Lee Ross)
Written by Bob Wills

[G] Twilight falls - Ev'ning shadows [C] find
[D] There 'neath the stars - A maiden so fair - [G] divine
All alone I seem to see her [C] there
In her [G] eyes is a [C] light shinning [G] ever so [C] bright
She [G] whispered a [D] silent [G] prayer.

Ev'ry word revealed her empty broken heart
Broken by fate that holds them so far apart
Lonely there she kneels and tells the stars above
In her arms he belongs, in her heart is a song
An undying song of love.

Change to A:
INSTRUMENTAL - Guitar
INSTRUMENTAL - Fiddle

12639. Main Road

Lucinda Williams - Main Road

On The Red River, on Bayou Pierre
Rosalee worked in White's Grocery
I'd get in trouble for goin' down there
She'd give me corn pops for free

Little red bike out on the main road
Lucky little girl
Little red bike out on the main road
Lucky little girl

Early in the mornin' brother and sister off at school
Mama sent me for wild flowers
Buttercups in the mornin' dew



A little red bike out on the main road too

Ghost tracks, water towers, picnics in a haunted roost
Horses waiting to be groomed need a little sugar too
Train game, moss monster, playin' down in the woods of bamboo
Mr. Black Snake ate all the bad snakes, Mr. Black Snake'll eat you too

Games turn into life
Once a tomboy now a tomwife

Little red bike out on the main road
Lucky little girl
Little red bike out on the main road
Lucky little girl
Lucky little girl

12640. Main Street

Main Street - Garth Brooks 

One light blinking off and on
Blood of life in this town is gone
Lost all its pieces but the pawn
Tomorrow stopped coming with the dawn

In my dreams, I've seen
Things that only seem to happen on the silver screen
When it's over there's no walking out
Cuz I've been all they talk about
Cuz what ain't goin' down
On Main Street

I went too early with a friend of mine
just to see what it was all about
Hit the freeway and it blew my mind,
I had to find a way of gettin' out
She said, they say, hey you gotta live a little
In my mind, I'd find lost ain't living,
even there in the middle of Main Street 

Yeah....

Never did the things I though I would
Woulda left just didn't know I could
If things don't work like they should
It ain't for better but it's for good

Cuz in my dreams I've seen
Things that only seem to happen on the silver screen
When it's over there's no walking out
Cuz I've been all they talk about
Cuz what ain't goin' down
In my dreams I've seen



Things that only seem to happen on the silver screen
When it's over there's no walking out
Cuz I've been all they talk about
Cuz what ain't goin' down
On Main Street

12641. Majestic - Chords

Majestic 
Sam Bush
 
[Verse]
G
This place is empty
G
This place is dark
C          D
where have my friends
G
gone?
 
G
Used to be
G
on a sat morn'
C              D
you take you a seat and take your
G
turn
 
[Chorus]
C
High top or low top
G
The brown leather kid
C            D
He make then shine like they never
G
did
 
C
Hight heel or low heel
G
Something for your soul
C        D
Pop that rag,
G
majestic
 
[Verse]
G
Now Lee is my friend
G



He's a shoe shine prince
C        D
He could shine a hundred shoes in a
G
day.
 
G
With a smile, who is next?
G
For a majestic chair
C         D
Two steps up and you'll be sitting
G
there.
 
[Chorus]
C
High top or low top
G
The brown leather kid
C            D
He make then shine like they never
G
did
 
C
Hight heel or low heel
G
Something for your soul
C        D
Pop that rag,
G
majestic
 
[Verse]
G
It was the other day
G
Seen him on the street. He said
C          D
"Why don't you come and visit
G
me?
 
G
Oh yes, yes, yes
G
The Lord's been kind
C      D
I been sick, but now I'm
G
fine"
 
[Chorus]
C
High top or low top
G



The brown leather kid
C            D
He make then shine like they never
G
did
 
C
Hight heel or low heel
G
Something for your soul
C        D
Pop that rag,
G
majestic

12642. Make A Little Magic

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Make a Little Magic

I don't need the same excuses
All this talk is really useless
You run for cover
Everytime I'm close to you

Don't want to hear about the others
There's something here we should discover
Let's make a little magic
Before the night is through

Oh, you've seen it all before
And heard the same lines,
But if you're willing to take a chance
It could be all right, so fine
We'll find ourselves dancing by firelight.

So don't you try to change the subject
Or try to put yourself above it,
A boy could get pneumonia sitting next to you
That's true

A little sleep is all we're losing
It's up to us to do the choosing
Let's make a little magic before the night is through
Make a little magic before the night is through

Ooh, to the blue skies
Where no one can reach us
It may sound crazy but just hold on tight,
Never has a love run deeper
Baby my heart is true
Baby my heart is true

A little sleep is all we're losing



It's up to us to do the choosing
Let's make a little magic before the night is through

12643. Make A Mistake

Brad Paisley - Make A Mistake 

You over think things
You say what if we're not meant to be
Well you know what so what
Make a mistake with me
Nobody goes through this life and does
Everything perfectly
We're all gonna fail so you might as well
Make a mistake with me
Bridge
Sometimes baby when we take
A chance that has this much at stake
We look back and in hindsight
What seemed wrong looks more like right
So I say worst case we'll be left with
Lots of good memories
This chance we have well it's worth that
So make a mistake with me
I'm tellin' you the right thing to do
Is make a mistake
Make a mistake
Make a mistake with me

12644. Make A Plan To Love Me

David Rawlings
Make a Plan to Love Me

I heard you're scheming new pyramids
Another big idea to get you rich
Make a plan to love me sometime soon

You said you got a foot in the door
You buy and you sell, you buy some more
Make a plan to love me sometime soon

Life is too short, death doesn't ask
It don't owe you that
Some things you lose you don't get back
So just know what you have

And make a plan to love me sometime soon



First you want to ride off into the sun
Then you want to shoot straight to the moon
Make a plan to love me sometime soon

When you're young the world's a ferris wheel
I know we will grow old, it is lovely still
Make a plan to love me sometime soon

Life is too short to be a fool
I don't owe you that
Do what you feel, whatever's cool
But I just have to ask
Will you make a plan to love me?
Will you make a plan to love me?
Will you make a plan to love me sometime soon?

12645. Make Art Not Friends

Sturgill Simpson - Make Art Not Friends

[Verse 1]
Looking out the window at a world on fire
It's plain to see, the end is near
I've seen all the sights
I'm tired of the lights
So you can let me off right here
This town's getting crowded
The truth's been shrouded
I think it's time to change up the sound
Yeah, the wheels keep turning
The flames gettin' higher
Another cycle goes around

[Chorus]
Face in the mirror's all skin and bones
Bloodshot eyes and a heart of stone
Never again, rather be alone
Think I'm gonna just stay home
And make art, not friends

[Verse 2]
I love saying "no" to all the "yes" men
Just to see the look on their face
Love how everybody knows what's best
But nobody knows their place
Sucker every second, stack 'em up to the sky
For every winner, there's a hundred that die
So you get yours, and stay out of mine
Here's to the memories, where do I sign?

[Chorus]
Face in the mirror's all skin and bones
Bloodshot eyes and a heart of stone



Never again, rather be alone
Think I'm gonna just stay home
And make art, not friends

[Bridge]
Oh, it's getting hard to find a good friend
So close the door behind you
Before any more come in
Nobody writes, nobody calls
Nobody bother, 'cause I'm over it all

[Chorus]
Face in the mirror's all skin and bones
Bloodshot eyes and a heart of stone
Never again, rather be alone
Think I'm gonna just stay home
And make art, not friends

12646. Make It A Good One

Make It A Good One
Osborne Brothers - Make It A Good One

It don't take a million big ones to feel like a million bucks
You don't have to buy a plane ticket to get a little high and live it up
We pass through life like a bullet, it's enough to make your head spin
And as far as I know we don't get to do it again

Make it a good one, make it a long one
If you're gonna pour one, make it a strong one
Give all your heart to someone
Leave nothing unsaid or undone
Life goes by 90 miles a minute
If you blink once you might just miss it
It's a hold on tight, carnival ride around the sun
Before the day is done, make it a good one

Hold tight to the ones you love, don't get stuck in your ways
Keep shiftin' gears to those good years that've seen better days
He ain't ever gonna find a U-haul gettin' pulled behind a hearse
Leave the best of yourself behind ya, you ain't gonna fit it with you down in the dirt

Make it a good one, make it a long one
If you're gonna pour one, make it a strong one
Give all your heart to someone
Leave nothing unsaid or undone
Life goes by 90 miles a minute
If you blink once you might just miss it
It's a hold on tight, carnival ride around the sun
Before the day is done, make it a good one

Raise your hands
Let the chips fall where they land



Take a chance
And get a little wild while you can
And if you wanna make the good Lord laugh tell 'em your plans

Make it a good one
If you're gonna pour one make it a strong one
Give all your heart to someone
Leave nothing unsaid or undone
Life goes by 90 miles a minute
If you blink once you might just miss it
It's a hold on tight, carnival ride around the sun
It's a free-fall, havin' a ball 'cause you only get one
Make it a good one
Mm, make it a good one

12647. Make It Now

Make It Now
Front Country

This bargain ain't what we bargained for
The rich get richer on the backs of the poor
Their prayers all stolen  fore they leave their mouth
Well, if there is a heaven, can we make it now?

Can we make it now?
Can we make it now?
Well maybe there's another way
To a brighter day
But i can't see how
Unless we make it now...

The weather keeps changing and the waters rise
Wildfire raging under blood red skies
The animals are running while we sleep in the house
Oh, if there is a heaven, can we make it now?

Can we make it now?

The children all hungry and the women cry
People break their bodies just to barely get by
Young boy fights a war like a rich man's hound
Lord, if there is a heaven, can we make it now?

Can we make it now?

Come on make it now..
Don't you wanna make it now?



12648. Make It Out West

Make It Out West
The Greencards - Make It Out West

[Chorus]
Gonna go fast, gonna go now
Got to try and make it out west somehow
Long time comin', long been gone
Drivin' all night with the radio on

[Verse 1]
Rocks of clay twenty miles wide
The edge of the Earth on the other side
Thin white line in front of my eyes
Ride it like the river as the day goes by
If I make it out west, I'll quit the band
Open a bikini shop in la-la land

[Verse 2]
When you're broke, you're broke, when it rains, it pours
Look for buried treasure on the ocean floor
Bird in the water, fish in the sky
The day is black and the night is a lie
I can't go back to where I've been
Looks like I'm on the road again

[Chorus]
Gonna go fast, gonna go now
Got to try and make it out west somehow
Long time comin', long been gone
Drivin' all night with the radio on

[Chorus]
Gonna go fast, gonna go now
Got to try and make it out west somehow
Long time comin', long been gone
Drivin' all night with the radio on

12649. Make Love Work

Dolly Parton - Make Love Work 
(E. Kaz)

Of all the roads I've traveled and all the sights I've seen
The most amazing thing is the power of our dreams
And anything is possible for those who can believe
Just get your heart to rearrange its priorities
For us to make love work
We've got to try a little harder
And for love to work we gotta hold on
A human heart is just too precious
To spend it feeling hurt



Let's start to take the chance to make love work
It takes faith in one another to see things eye to eye
And it's hard to trust but you know it's worth the try
There's a candle in my window and whenever you feel blue
You can bet your bottom dollar I'll be there for you
For us to make love work
We've got to try a little bit harder
And for love to work we gotta hold on
A human heart is just too precious
To spend it feeling hurt
Let's start to take the chance to make love work
Oh I do believe in miracles
But I know they don't come easy
So why don't we give destiny
A helping hand
For us to make love work
We've got to try a little bit harder
And for love to work we gotta hold on
A human heart is just too precious
To spend it feeling hurt
Let's start to take the chance to make love work
Life is just too beautiful
To spend it feeling hurt
Let's start to take the chance to make love work

12650. Make Magic

Make Magic - Rising Appalachia
 
In a land of mad takers
Can I be a mad giver?
In a land of the forsaken
Can I be a forgiver?
 
Can I swim up river, keep the air in my lungs
When I hit the dam, I'll break it and sing to the ocean
Sing to the ocean
Sing to the ocean
Sing to the ocean
 
What are we gonna do with the wickeds of the world?
Make magic
Make magic
Make magic
What are we gonna do with the smoke and mirrors?
Make magic
Make magic
Magic
 
What are we gonna do with the wickeds of the world?
Make magic
Make magic
Make magic



What are we gonna do with the smoke and mirrors?
Make magic
Make magic
 
I see good people all around me, acting kindly, acting wisely
Open your eyes, what do you see?
Those in power are meek in their ways
Say stop
We'll hold em back with the magic in our cook pots
 
Good people all around me, acting kindly, acting wisely
Open your eyes, what do you see?
Those in power are meek in their ways
Say stop
We'll hold em back with the magic in our cook pots?
 
What are we gonna do with the wickeds of the world?
Make magic
Make magic
Make magic
What are we gunna do with the smoke and mirrors?
Make magic
Make magic
Make magic
 
What are we gunna do with the wickeds of the world?
Make magic
Make magic
Make magic
What are we gunna do with the smoke and mirrors?
Make magic
Make magic
Make magic
 
We believe in warriors and we don't believe in war
And we'll arm ourselves and liberty arms stretched out at your door
And we believe in the righteous and the sacred holy stone
In the howl of hallelujah
In the gathering of the bones
If I could fight it, I ride it 
I have it all up in this store
It's not scary, it's hairy, its very
Uh oh snake skin wearing, 
Everything I got. All that magic in my cook pot
I'll photosynthesize 
Meet me all up in the parking lot 
 
What are we gonna do with the wickeds of the world?
Make magic
Make magic
Make magic
What are we gonna do with the smoke and mirrors?
Make magic
Make magic
Make magic
 
What are we gonna do with the wickeds of the world?



Make magic
Make magic
Make magic
What are we gonna do with the smoke and mirrors?
Make magic
Make magic
Make magic

12651. Make Me A Pallet On The Floor

Doc Watson - Make Me a Pallet on the Floor

Honey, make me down a pallet on your floor
Make me down a pallet on your floor
Honey, make it down, make it soft and low
Then maybe my good gal she won't know

I'm goin' up the country through the sleedin' snow
Goin' up the country through the sleedin' snow
I'm goin' up the country through the sleedin' snow
Ain't no telling just how fur I'll go

I get my breakfast here and my dinner in Tennessee
Get my breakfast here and my dinner in Tennessee
I get my breakfast here and my dinner in Tennessee
I told you I's a-commin' soon, you'd better look for me

Honey, I can't lay down on your bed
You know that I can't lay down on your bed
Yes, you know that I can't lay down 'cross your pretty bed
Cause my good woman she might kill me dead

And don't you let my good gal catch you here
No don't you let my good gal catch you here
Do, she might shoot you, cut and stump you too
Ain't no tellin' what o' she might do

Oh, make me down a pallet on your floor
Make me down a pallet on your floor
Honey, make it down, make it soft and low
Then maybe my good gal she won't know

Now the way I've been sleepin' my back and shoulders' tired
The way I've been sleepin' my back and shoulders' tired
The way I've been sleepin' my back and shoulders' tired
Thinking goin' turn over, tryin' sleepin' on my side

Oh , make me down a pallet on your floor
Make me down a pallet on your floor
Honey, make it down, make it soft and low
Then maybe my good gal she won't know
(Make that pallet, honey)



12652. Make Me A Pallet On Your Floor

Make Me A Pallet On Your Floor
Traditional

Make me a pallet on your floor
Make me a pallet on your floor
Make it soft, make it low, so my good gal won't know
Make me a pallet on your floor.

(Verses attributed to Joe Parrish)

I know that I'd be satisfied,
If I could hop that train and ride
If I make Atlanta with no place to go,
Make me a pallet on your floor

cho: Make me a pallet on your floor,
Make it right down to the door,
Make it long, make it low, so my good gal won't ever know,
Make me a pallet on your floor

Give everybody my regards,
I'm goin' if I have to ride the rods,
And if I make Atlanta with no place to go,
Make me a pallet on your floor

I'm tired and I cant work no more (2x)
Well Im tired, lonesome, weary and I cant work no more,
Pretty baby now, make me a pallet on your floor

(additional verses contributed by several folks)

Come all you good time friends of mine,
Come all you good time friends of mine.
You're all around me now, well, now I'm doing fine,
But where were you when I only had a dime.

Where are all them good-time friends of mine? (repeat)
When I had a dollar bill they treated me jus' fine;
Where are they no I don't have a dime?

I'm goin' where the water tastes like wine-- (2x)
This New York water tastes like turpentine--
I'm goin' where the water taste like wine.

I'm goin' where them chilly winds don't blow; (2x)
When I get to Mussel Shoals, without no place to go,
Make me a pallet on your floor.

Honey make me down a pallet on your floor (x2)
Honey make it down make it soft and low
Then maybe my good gal she wouldn't know



I'm goin' up the country through the sleet and snow (x3)
Ain't no tellin' just how far I'll go

I get my breakfast here and my dinner in Tennessee (x3)
I told you I's a comin' so you better look for me

Honey I can't lay down 'cross your bed
No I can't lay down 'cross your bed
No you know I can't lay down cross your pretty bed
'Cause my good gal she might kill me dead

(from Mississippi John Hurt)

Make me down a pallet on your floor, (2x)
Make me a pallet down soft and low,
Make me a pallet on your floor.

Up the country, where there's cold, sleet and snow
Up the country where there's cold, sleet and snow,
I'm goin' up the country where there's cold, sleet and snow,
No tellin' how much further I may go.

Way of sleepin', my back and shoulders' tired,
Way of sleepin', my back and shoulders' tired
This way of sleepin', my back and shoulders' tired
Goin' turn over and try it on the side.

Don't you let my good girl catch you here
Please don't let my good girl catch you here
Or she might shoot you, might cut and stab you, too,
No tellin' what she might do.

(and some more verses)

Worried blues are everywhere I see
These worried blues are everywhere I see
These blues are all around me, they're everywhere I go
Make me a pallet on your floor.

I'd be more than satisfied
If I could take that train and ride
When I reach Atlanta, with no place to go
You can make me a pallet on your floor.

(from Hoyt Axton)

If I could hop that freight and ride (2x)
I'd ride through the night 'till I came you your door
Make me a pallet on the floor.

Soft talk don' do a gal no good (3x)
If it could I surely would,



12653. Make My Life With You

Make My Life With You
Oak Ridge Boys - Make My Life With You

Here in the day, here in the light 
All I can see is you last night 
Lit by the moon still by my side 
Loving arms open wide. 

And the love that comes over me
Is enough to make me stay. 

Is it life lived separately? 
Is life all it ought to be? 
Oh, if it were up to me 
I'd make my life with you. 

Some people say it's a dangerous game
I'll take my chances just the same 
If love is a game and you are the prize 
You standing here is no surprise. 

And the love that comes over me 
Is enough to make me stay.

12654. Make My Mind Up

Molly Tuttle - Make My Mind Up

[Verse 1]
When you stood by the door
In the pouring rain
Thought I knew for sure
But this was more than a game
Now I'm racin' around
And back again
'Cross the same old ground
I did before

[Chorus]
If I could ever make my mind up
I could ever make my mind up
If I could let my heart choose

[Verse 2]
Am I just afraid
To let you in?
Love's been away so long
That my head's spinning
'Cause it feels all right
Then it feels all wrong
When I'm driving home at night



It's the same song

[Chorus]
If I could ever make my mind up
I could ever make my mind up
If I could let my heart choose
If I could ever make my mind up
I could ever make my mind up
I'd turn this car around and come back to you

[Verse 3]
I'm bein' cruel and your hands are tied
I'm breakin' the rules
Should I tell you goodbye?
And try to forget
The chance we have
Love's a losing bet
But I'd go out on the line

12655. Make Room For The Blues

Make Room For The Blues

It's all over now but the crying
She's gone and there's nothing more to do
And today our new guest is arriving
I've got to straighten up and make room for the blues

   Take her picture from the wall
   Let it fall let it fall
   Then turn around and face the empty room
   While she's waving goodbye
   Wipe the tears from your eyes
   Then staighten up and make room for the blues

I never new a house could be so lonely
In every room there's memories left with you
In this big old chair you said you loved me only
Guess i'll move on out and make room for the blues

12656. Make The Most

Brett Dennen - Make the Most

And in the morning, when I rise
One question, that feels like the sun in my eyes
Am I making the most of this life?
So much trouble and so much strife
And in my guilty hour



Through all of my shame
When all my love is run sour
I have no one else to blame
Cause it finds me through the mask I wear
And I see it through it my eyes closed
But still I can not bare to stare into my worries and my woes
Theres comfort in self loathing and its easy to slip into it
But still I must learn to lead my life with no regrets
All the time it all moves in the same direction
So don't let it pass you by
Because It moves so fast , theres no time for perfection
So make the most of this life
Make the most of this life, uh
Make the most of this life
Make the most of this life
And when I fall I fall hard
And I dwell to often in my falls
I must accept it and move on
Theres just no shame in having to crawl

12657. Make The World Go Away

Alison Krauss - Make the World Go Away

Make the world go away
Get it off my shoulder
Say the things we used to say
And make the world, make it go away

Do you remember when you loved me
Before the world took you away
Well if you do, then forgive me
And make the world, make it go away

Make the world go away
Get it off my shoulder
Say the things we used to say
And make the world, make it go away

Now I'm sorry if I hurt you
Let me make it up to you day by day
And if you will please forgive me
And make the world, make it go away

Make the world go away
Get it off my shoulder
Say the things we used to say
And make the world, make it go away



12658. Make Up And Faded Blue Jeans

Merle Haggard - Make Up And Faded Blue Jeans
Album: Back to the Barrooms

In downtown Modesto I was workin' the Holiday Inn
I would stick with a gig that would last us throughout the weekend
I was singing a new song I'd wrote on the way into town
When she came in the front door and found her a place to sit down

Hey I knew right away that she like the words to my song
Cause she stared at my git guitar and followed my fingers too long
And she had the likeness of a girl I'd seen in my dreams
But lights can do wonders with make up and faded blue jeans

And the last thing I needed was somebody messin' up my mind
So I found a hundred reasons for lookin' her way one more time
She could cause me to sing bad and fall out of love with guitar
And blow all my chances at bein' a big singing star

With one passin' glance I could tell she was young for her age
Yeah she got to looking better as she got down closer to the stage
And as she sipped on her wine I knew just the kind she would be
And somehow I knew she was here to the bad things to me
And the last thing I needed...

[ guitar ]

She could cause me to sing bad...

12659. Make You Crazy

Brett Dennen - Make You Crazy

[Verse 1: Brett Dennen]
You Know, It's hard to be Yourself
Free Yourself, To see Yourself
When all around You there are Lies just to get You
Spies just to get You, To Buy so they can get You
There are Cameras in the sky, Lasers in our Living rooms
There are Wolves watching wearing Sheep's Costumes

[Chorus: Brett Dennen and (Femi Kuti)]
It's Enough to make You go crazy (woah)
It's Enough to make You Mad
It's Enough to make You go crazy (woah)
And, I'm amazed I Haven't yet

[Verse 2: Brett Dennen]
Isn't It, A Shame The way We cheat Each other, Treat Each other, Beat Each other?
It's, A Shame The way We use One other, Abuse One another
And, Screw One another, It's true
They will Lock You up in Prison, But They won't call it slavery, There are stolen Children raise



d and Trained in Armies

[Chorus: Brett Dennen and (Femi Kuti)]
It's Enough to make You go crazy (woah)
It's Enough to make You Mad
It's Enough to make You go crazy (woah)
And I'm amazed I haven't yet

12660. Make You Fall In Love With Me

Brett Dennen - Make You Fall In Love With Me

I saw you dance and sing on stage
With your bare feet and your hair in braids
You pressed your lips against your horn
If I could only be the notes you mourn
Ever since I heard my first love song
I've been looking for you all along
I know, I can't be wrong
I know you don't feel it now
But I'm gonna make you fall in love with me
Someday baby, somehow
I'm gonna make you fall in love with me, ooh, ooh
I wanna strum upon your strings
And make you cry love, cry a loving
Dance drunk into your heart's beat
And kiss you in the moonlight in the middle of the street
I know that we've both been here before
In another lifetime maybe more
It's karma I'm sure
I know you don't feel it now
But I'm gonna make you fall in love with me
Someday baby, somehow
I'm gonna make you fall in love with me, ooh, ooh

12661. Make You Feel Real Good

Make You Feel Real Good - Vince Gill 

You say you will but you won't
You say you wanna but you don't
Gimme just a little kiss
Oh, how I love all of this
Babydoll, you know I would
Make you feel real good

Been goin' crazy since we met
You're about as tempting as it gets
You got me down here on my knees
Beggin' pretty pretty please



Well honey child I think we should
Make you feel real good

I'll make you feel all right
If it takes all night
What you got underneath your hood
I'll make you feel real good

I'll make you feel all right
If it takes all night
What you got underneath your hood baby
I'll make it feel real good

You said we shouldnt but we did
You know I ain't no kid
With sweat pouring off my skin
Said, do you wanna go again
Oh, I'm the little train that could
Make you feel real good
Yeah I'm the little train that could
Make you feel real good

12662. Make Your Mama Proud

Blue Dogs - Make Your Mama Proud

I don't have a PH.D
I'm a simple man but if you ask me
About my philosophy
All I'd have to tell ya

Is I know wrong from right
It's mostly black and white
But it does get grey sometimes
That's when I remember

Daddy said bou when you've got to choose
Which road to take all you've got to do is
Make your mama proud
Let your mama know

You'd be nowhere without her prayers, faith, and hope
Make your mama smile
And know without a doubt
Everything works out

When you make your mama proud
There's a million self-help books
Full of clever pop-psych hooks
I don't give them a second look
You know they just confuse me



12663. Maker Of Islands

The Incredible String Band - Maker Of Islands 

I do my job and it's pleasing to me
It's getting so I can sail upon the roughest sea
On the roughest sea I do alright
On the roughest sea I do alright

But when my work is over and done
I get to being a lonely one

Need someone to take the wheels at night
Someone to navigate till light comes
But most of all I need
A maker of islands

Rested in the golden sunlight
Where the seas are kind
She could make me islands
For my peace of mind

If I could only see her
Look into her eyes
Then I'd lie easy, I'd lie easy, I'd lie easy
In my soul

12664. Makeup And Faded Blue Jeans - Chords

Makeup And Faded Blue Jeans
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard      
                   
C                                             F
In downtown Modesto I was workin' the Holiday Inn      
      C                                                    G7
I was set with a gig that would last us though out the weekend
      C                                          F
I was singing a new song I wrote on the way into town
         C                      G7                         C
When she came in the front door I found her a place to sit down
                                                     F
Hey I knew right away that she liked the words to my song
          C                                            G7
Cause she stared at the guitar followed my fingers too long
    C                                            F
And she had the likeness of a girl I'd seen in a dream
    C                          G7                    C
But lights can do wonders with makeup and faded blue jeans
                                                       F



And the last thing I needed was somebody messin' up my mind
     C                                                 G7
So I found a hundred reasons for lookin' away one more time
          C                                              F
She could cause me to sing bad and fall out of love with guitars
       C                      G7                  C
And to blow all my chances at bein' a big singin' star
                                                           F
With one passin' glance I could tell she was young for her age
         C                                                   G7
Yeah she got to lookin' better as she got down closer to the stage
           C                                                 F
And as she sipped on her wine I knew just the kind she would be
    C                      G7                       C
And somehow I knew she was here to do bad things to me
 
Repeat #3
                                                
I was right she could cause me to sing bad 
                          F
And fall out of love with guitars
    C                      G7                  C
And blow all my chances at bein' a big singin' star

12665. Makin' My Way Back Home

Iris Dement - Makin' My Way Back Home

[Chorus]
Making my way back home
It's been the longest time
Not since I was a little child
Have I felt so good and fine
The easiest thing I've ever done
Like walking through an open door
All those things that held me down
Well they just don't matter anymore

[Verse 1]
I wore pretty dresses and teased my hair
Sang my heart out in those songs
Good or bad, I done my best
You can't tell me I was wrong

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]
I see the shadows of my life
Cast upon the level land
Rosy lengthening of day
Finds my feet in native sand

[Chorus]



12666. Making Believe

Making Believe
Emmylou Harris

Making believe that you still love me
It's leaving me a-long and so blue
But I'll always dream still, I'll never own you
Making believe, it's all I can do
Can't hold you close when you're not with me
You're somebody's love, you'll never be mine
Making believe, I'll spend my lifetime
Loving you, making believe

Making believe that I never lost you
But my happy hours, I find, are so few
My plans for the future will never come true
Making believe, what else can I do
Can't hold you close when you're not with me
You're somebody's love, you'll never be mine
Making believe, I'll spend my lifetime
Loving you, making believe

12667. Making Do

Making Do
Lake Street Dive

[Intro: Rachael Price]
To the next generation, merry Christmas
You're working harder than ever now and the coffee sucks
You know Colombia and Kenya got too damn hot
And now you're making do with what you've got

[Verse 1: Rachael Price & Lake Street Dive]
Everybody knew
Reading all the same headlines
Blowing through the traffic signs
Looking for the cops
But what could you do?
Can't you see it clear as glass?
Going through it if we crash
But we're never gonna stop
Killer waves and riots
Coming to the coastline soon
Counting up the new typhoons
Quicker than kilowatts
How could you deny it?
Living like your eyes are shut



I guess it's hard to be a human
It's Rven harder to be not
WhRn you're making do with what you've got

[Verse 2: Rachael Price & Lake Street Dive]
Where are all the heroes?
Perfect teeth glistening
Big strong chins
Shooting for the moonshots
Like going sixty to zero
Slowing down few and far between
Everything true it seems like we forgot
I don't wanna lie
What do I say to my baby girl?
Leaving her with half a world
That we coulda done a lot?
I just wanna die
If she wants what she can't become
And she can't blame anyone
Because it's no one's fault
When you're making do with what you've got

[Bridge: Rachael Price]
You've gotta make it do a lot more than ever
And you don't even know what you've lost
A perfect paradise of too many guilty pleasures
And you pay the cost, you pay the cost

[Outro: Rachael Price]
To the next generation, merry Christmas
You're working harder than ever now

12668. Making Everything Perfect - Chords

Making Everything Perfect
Recorded by Gene Watson and Rhonda Vincent
Written by Rhonda Vincent

C                                    F                    C
I've been sitting here thinking that I oughta be drinking tonight
                         G7                 C
Maybe it would make everything so happy and right
          F                                               C
It's been twenty five years never thought we'd make it to here
    G7                                       C
I'm losing my mind thinking maybe the end is near
                               F                     C
Don't think it's been easy for me to stay married to you
                            G7                     C
There's been many a night I thought you and I were through
                                 F                         C
If you wanna stay together maybe you could help out around here
                             G7                   C



It ain't no bed of roses for me let's make things clear
F                                              C
Things seem to get better when we turn out the lights
G7                                             C
Kissing and a loving and holding each other so tight
F                                           C
We can be together stay here forever that's right
G7                                             C
Kissing and a loving making everything perfect tonight
F
What you wanna do better think things through
C
I'll be here in the kitchen oh stop don't mention
G7                                             C
Kissing and a loving and holding each other so tight
F                                           C
We can be together stay here forever that's right
G7
If we stick together we can make things better
When we said I do I agreed to work things through
                                            C
Loving no leaving making everything perfect tonight
     G7                                           C
Yeah loving not leaving making everything perfect tonight

12669. Making Hay - Chords

Making Hay 
Dan Tyminski
 
Verse 1
 
     C             F                G               C
He never went to school beyond the day he turned sixteen
    F                C             G                 F
And I can't say that I know being that poor really means
     C             F           G            Am
He wouldn't be mistaken for a man of high degree
            F                C         (play second half of intro here)
But he was just as smart as anyone to me
 
 
 
Verse 2 (same as the other verses, without 'intro'-ending)
 
The first thing I remember till the day I moved away
Up at every morning I don't believe he missed a day
It was always after sundown when he pulled up in the yard
     F             C                 G              F
He'd put me on the tractor and let me drive into the barn
 
 
[Chorus]



        G                C                F               C
Plow or planter, rake or baler, they were all the same to me
     F             C              G         C
When I grow up a farmer is all I ever wanna be
    G               C                  F                 C
I know that he was tired but he would sit and watch me play
    F       C             G             (Play full intro)
In my imagination I was really making hay
 
 
I graduated high-school just before I turned eighteen
Two years into college when I had a change of dreams
I'd wear a damned old necktie like those city fellows do
And move out in the suburbs like a million other fools
 
I met a brown haired beauty who was sweet as she could be
The day that we were married he stood right there next to me
I knew that he was tired and he seemed so out of place
He never said a word but it was written on his face
 
[Chorus]
I couldn't read the signs that she was falling out of love
Lonely turned to lonelier till she finally had enough
So I packed up my suits and ties and gave them all away
And headed for the country just in time for making hay
 
[Outro]
No I won't be mistaken for a man of high degree
'Cause I was born a farmer and that's all I'll ever be

12670. Making Memories Of Us

Rodney Crowell - Making Memories of Us

[Verse 1]
I'm gonna be here for you baby
I'll be a man of my word
Speak the language in a voice that you have never heard
I want to sleep with you forever
And I want to die in your arms
In a cabin by a meadow where the wild bees swarm

[Chorus]
And I'm gonna love you
Like nobody loves you
And I'll earn your trust
Making memories of us

[Verse 2]
I wanna honor your mother
And I wanna learn from your pa
I wanna steal your attention like a bad outlaw
And I wanna stand out in a crowd for you



A man among men
I wanna make your world better than it's ever been

[Chorus]
And I'm gonna love you
Like nobody loves you
And I'll earn your trust
Making memories of us

[Verse 3]
We'll follow the rainbow
Wherever the four winds blow
And there'll be a new day
Coming your way

[Bridge]
I'm gonna be here for you from now on
This you know somehow
You've been stretched to the limits
But it's alright now
And I'm gonna make you a promise
If there's life after this
I'm gonna be there to meet you
With a warm, wet kiss
Yes, I am

[Chorus]
And I'm gonna love you
Like nobody loves you
And I'll earn your trust
Making memories of us

[Chorus / Outro]
And I'm gonna love you
Like nobody loves you
And I'll win your trust
Making memories of us
Oh baby

12671. Making Plans

Emmylou Harris - Making Plans
Written by Johnny Russell and Voni Morrison
Louvin Brothers - Osborne Brothers

You say tomorrow you're going
That's so hard for me to believe
I'm making plans for the heartaches
Cause you're making plans to leave

The tears for me will be falling
Like a tree shedding its leaves
I'm making plans for the teardrops



Cause you're making plans to leave

You're making plans to forget me
I'm making plans to miss you
I'm getting ready to grieve
I'm making plans to be lonesome
Cause you're making plans to leave

I'm making plans to be lonesome
Cause you're making plans to leave
I'm making plans to be lonesome
Cause you're making plans to leave

12672. Making Up Stories

Making Up Stories 
Johnson Mountain Boys
 
You say I cheated and told you  lies 
And you no longer would be my wife 
I know now darlin' you want  someone else 
You made up stories to suit yourself 
 
CHORUS: 
You made up stories, you made up lies 
You must believe them, I don't know why 
But someday darlin', I know you'll find 
You've wrecked your own life 
As well as mine 

You said I was drinkin' and running round 
And dancing women all over town 
Well I've never rambled or been untrue 
For you just wanted an excuse for you

12673. Making You Cry - Chords

Making You Cry 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
(single strum)
G  C  G  Dm
G7  Cm  G  E  Am  D7  G
 
 
[Verse 1]
           G
What is a train for but going?



            C
What is the wind for if not blowing?
          G                       Dm   G7
What is a kiss for but saying goodbye?
         Cm
Built my hope on forever
  G                 E
I should have known better
         Am          D           G
What is love for but making you cry?
 
 
[Verse 2]
             G
What is the snow for but falling?
             C
What is your name for but calling?
          G             Dm       G7
What is a tear for but wondering why?
         Cm
Built my hope on forever
  G                 E
I should have known better
         Am          D           G    D G
What is love for but making you cry?
 
 
[Chorus 1]
      Em       C               G
And I know you can't give me an answer
      Em       C               G      D G
And I know you've made up your mind
        C                      Em
You can go and I won't try to follow
              Am            G            D
But you can't ask me to be something I'm not
 
 
(fingerpicking)
G    C    G   Dm G Cm    G E Am D7 G
 
 
[Chorus 2]
      Em       C               G
And I know you can't give me an answer
      Em       C               G      D G
And I know you've made up your mind
        C         C            Em      Em
You can go and I won't try to follow
              Am            G            D
But you can't ask me to be something I'm not
 
 
[Verse 3]
             G
What is the night for but calling?
           C



What is a star for but falling?
            G                        Dm   G
What is the moon for but pulling the tide?
         Cm
Built my hope on forever
  G                 E
I should have known better
         Am          D           G
What is love for but making you cry?

12674. Malena

Dolly Parton - Malena 

(A wish that Malena had wings)
Malena for hours would run in the meadow well Malena would go to play every day
She chased butterflies and she'd say with the smile
If I had wings I could fly that away
Malena would cry when we try to explain
That little girl's world's supposed to haven wings
That only in heaven can little girls fly we'd see a strange look in Malena's eyes
(A wish that Malena had wings)
We'll always remember Malena's last birthday
Boxes with bright colored ribbon and string
And the wish that she made as she blew out the candles
A wish that Malena had wings
And with all the gifts that we bought for Malena
The wish that she made we could not satisfy
But on the night of her birthday the angels fullfilled it
They gave her wings and now Malena can fly
Malena has wings and Malena can fly on the wings of an angel in heaven on high
From the time she could talk her wish was the same a wish that Malena had wings
(A wish that Malena had wings)

12675. Malted Milk

Lucinda Williams - Malted Milk

I keep drinkin' malted milk1, try'n to drive my blues away
I keep drinkin' malted milk, try'n to drive my blues away
Baby, you just as welcome to my lovin', as the flowers is in May

Malted milk, malted milk, keep rushin' to my head
Malted milk, malted milk, keep rushin' to my head
And I have a funny, funny feelin', and I'm talkin' all out my head

Baby, fix me one more drink, and hug your daddy one more time
Baby, fix me one more drink, and hug your daddy one more time
Keep on stirrin' my malted milk mama, until I change my mind



My door knob keeps on turnin', it must be spooks around my bed
My door knob keeps on turnin', must be spooks around my bed
I have a warm, old feelin', and the hair risin' on my head

12676. Mama

Holly Williams - Mama
Composer: Holly Williams

You could've been bitter, you could've hated him
You could've talked about the whiskey and the women
He couldn've done better, but you loved him anyhow
Then you taught us all the power of forgiveness

Mama, you were smiling when you could've been crying all night
Mama, you made me believe everything was alright
Mama, you never wore your pain too thick
I'd like to thank you for this

You could've fought, you could've cut him down to shame
You could've told us that our daddy didn't want us
But that wasn't true, and you knew it all along
It was a struggle between the road and loving you

Mama, you were smiling when you could've been crying all night
Mama, you made me believe everything was alright
Mama, you never wore your pain too thick
I'd like to thank you for this

You did more good for me than you will ever know
I've seen mothers fill their childrens hearts with hate
But you knew better than to drag me down with you
You let me love my daddy just the same

Mama, you were smiling when you could've been crying all night
Mama, you made me believe everything was alright
Mama, you never wore your pain too thick
I'd like to thank you for this
Oh I'd like to thank you for this

12677. Mama - Chords

Mama 
Lou Reid & Carolina

[Verse 1]
D                             D7       G
Mama,I wonder sometimes how I ever got by



D                                               A7
Running while driving you crazy and telling you lies
D                                     D7          G
You turned to Jesus when my ways were too much to bear
D                      A7                       D       D7
Mama,He must have been listening to all of your prayers
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                             D
Mama,I hope you're still praying for me every night
G                                            A7
I'm only trying to do what you taught me was right
G                                                    D
Sometimes it's hard to stay on the road straight and true
                     A7                        D    D7
Mama,I wouldn't know which way to turn without you
 
 
[Instrumental]
G D G A7 G D A7 D
 
 
[Verse 2]
D                            D7         G
Mama,sometimes I feel I just don't understand
D                                                 A7
How you could do all you did with just two loving hands
D                                             D7         G
When they were through with their work at the end of the day
      D                        A7                  D    D7
Those hands held the Bible and read to show me the way
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                             D
Mama,I hope you're still praying for me every night
G                                            A7
I'm only trying to do what you taught me was right
G                                                    D
Sometimes it's hard to stay on the road straight and true
                     A7                        D
Mama,I wouldn't know which way to turn without you
                       A7                       D
Oh, Mama I'd be on the wrong road today without you

12678. Mama Bake A Pie (Daddy Kill A Chicken)

Tom T Hall - Mama Bake A Pie (Daddy Kill A Chicken)

[Verse 1:]
People staring at me as they wheel me
Down the ramp towards my plane



The war is over for me
I've forgotten everything except the pain
Thank you sir, and yes sir, it was worth it
For the ol' red, white and blue
And since I won't be walking
I suppose I'll save some money buying shoes
The bottle hidden underneath the blanket
Over my two battered legs
I can see the stewardess make over me
And ask, "Were you afraid?"
I'll say, "Why no? I'm Superman"
And couldn't find the phone booth quite in time
A GI gets a lot of laughs
He remembers all the funny lines

[Chorus:]
Mama bake a pie
Daddy kill a chicken
Your son is coming home
11:35, Wednesday night

[Verse 2:]
Mama will be crying and daddy's gonna say
"Son, did they treat you good?"
My uncle will be drunk and he'll say
"Boy, they doing some real great things with wood"
The letter that she wrote me said, "Goodbye"
She couldn't wait and lots of luck
The bottle underneath the blanket
Feels just like an old friend to my touch
I know she'll come and see me
But I bet she never once looks at my legs
Now, she'll talk about the weather
And the dress she wore the July 4th parade
Lord, I love her and I don't believe
This bottle's gonna get her off my mind
I see here in the paper
Where they say the war is just a waste of time

[Chorus]

12679. Mama Bake A Pie (Daddy Kill A Chicken) - Chords

Mama Bake A Pie (Daddy Kill A Chicken)
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C
People staring at me as they wheel 
                           G7
Me down the ramp toward my plane
The war is over for me I've forgotten 
                      C
Everything except the pain



Thank you sir and yes sir it was worth it 
                          G7
For the old red-white-and-blue
And since I won't be walking I suppose 
                            C
I'll save some money buying shoes
The bottle hidden underneath the blanket 
                     G7
Over my two battered legs
I can see the stewardess make over me 
                 C
And ask were you afraid
I say why no I'm Superman and couldn't find 
                       G7
A phone booth quite in time
A GI gets a lotta laughs if he 
                        C
Remembers all the funny lines
            F                C
Mama bake a pie daddy kill a chicken
                            F           C
Your son is coming home 11:35 Wednesday night
                                      G7
Mama will be crying and daddy's gonna say 
Son did they treat you good
My uncle he'll be drunk and he'll say boy 
                                    C
They do some real great things with wood
The letter that she wrote me said goodbye 
                              G7
She couldn't wait and lots of luck
The bottle underneath the blanket feels 
                              C
Just like an old friend to my touch
I know she'll come and see me but 
                                 G7
I bet she never once looks at my legs
No she'll talk about the weather 
                                    C
And the dress she wore the July 4th Parade
Lord I love her and I don't believe 
             G7
This bottle's gonna get her off my mind
I see here in the paper where they say 
                           C
The war is just a waste of time
            F                C
Mama bake a pie daddy kill a chicken
                            F           C
Your son is coming home 11:35 Wednesday night

12680. Mama Boulet



Leftover Salmon - Mama Boulet 

Hey, Mama Boulet, she make a gumbo for you
Get on her wrong side, she make a mess outta you
Hey, Mama Boulet, she's a Haitian queen
She can see things that you and I can't see

Hey, Mama Boulet, she got fire in her eyes
Stare at them too long, they gonna hypnotize
Hey, Mama Boulet, she can do things we can't do
Ask her real nice, she'll turn into a crow for you

She livin' out on an island where no one dare to go
In a little shack, she's callin' to the spirits lost long ago
In the moonlight watch her sweatin', a drum beats, soft and steady
A spell is cast, a fire sparks and night time friends are ready

Hey, Mama Boulet, she got fire in her eyes
Stare at them too long, they gonna hypnotize
Mama Boulet, she make a gumbo for you
Get on her wrong side, she make a mess outta you

Hey, Mama Boulet, she's a voodoo queen
She can see things that you and I can't see
Hey, Mama Boulet, she can do things we can't do
Ask her real nice, she'll turn into a crow for you

She livin' out on an island where no one dare to go
In a little shack, she's callin' to the spirits long long ago
In the moonlight watch her sweatin', a drum beats, soft and steady
A spell is cast, a fire sparks and night time friends are ready

Mama Boulet,oh, Mama Boulet

She livin' out on an island where no one dare to go
In a little shack, she's callin' to the spirits long long ago
In the moonlight watch her sweatin', a drum beats, soft and steady
A spell is cast, a fire sparks, and night time friends are ready

Oh, Mama, Mama, Ma
Oh, Mama, Mama, Ma
Oh, Mama, Mama
Well, Mama Boulet

Oh, Mama, Mama, Ma
Oh, Mama, Mama, Ma
Oh, Mama, Mama
Well, Mama Boulet

Oh, Mama, Mama, Ma
Oh, Mama, Mama, Ma
Oh, Mama, Mama
Well, Mama Boulet

Oh, Mama, Mama, Ma
Oh, Mama, Mama, Ma
Oh, Mama, Mama
Mama Boulet



12681. Mama Cry

Mama Cry
by Laurie Lewis

Why, tell me why, did you make your mama cry?
Why, tell me why, did you make your mama cry?

You carry a hurt from long ago
And you can't let it go
It rules all that you do
Makes a slave out of you

You re fighting ghosts again
And that s a fight that you can't win
They are long-gone from this Earth
Yet you cling to them for worth

And so you hurt the one whose heart
You ve owned right from the start
You tongue, it is a sword
Drawing blood with every word

Child, lay down your blade
For There's no wound that you have made
That hasn't cut both ways
You re both the hunter and the prey

Why, tell me why, did you make your mama cry?
Why, tell me why, did you make your mama cry?

12682. Mama Don't Allow No Music

Doc Watson 
Mama Don't Allow No Music
(Mama Don't Allow)

Mama don't allow no music playin' round here
Mama don't allow no music playin' round here
Well, we don't care what Mama don't allow
Gonna play that music anyhow
Mama don't allow no music playin' round here

Mama don't allow no guitar playin' round here
Mama don't allow no guitar playin' round here
Well, we don't care what Mama don't allow
Gonna play that guitar anyhow
Mama don't allow no guitar playin' round here



Mama don't allow no singin' round here
Mama don't allow no singin' round here
Well, we don't care what Mama don't allow
Gonna sing that song anyhow
Mama don't allow no singin' round here

Mama don't allow no hand clapping here
Mama don't allow no hand clapping here
Well, we don't care what mama don't allow
We're gonna clap our hands anyhow
Mama don't allow no hand clapping here

Mama don't allow no foot stompin' round here
Mama don't allow no foot stompin' round here
Well, we don't care what Mama don't allow
Gonna stomp my feet anyhow
Mama don't allow no foot stompin' round here

12683. Mama Don't Forget To Pray For Me - Chords

Mama Don't Forget To Pray For Me - Larry Cordle & Lonesome Standard Time

Capo 2nd Fret 

Intro: (Bm)  (G/B)   (A)   (D)

Well (D) hello, it's (F#7) good to hear your (G) voice
(Em) I hate to call so late, but I didn t have a (A7sus) choice (A7)
(D) I'm calling you from (F#7) Dallas, (G) headed for (E)L.A.
I (G) wish I had more (D) time to talk, (A) There's so much to (D) say

No I (Bm) ain't forgot how (E7) I was raised
But I'm (A) livin  way too (D) fast
it's a (G) roller coaster (A) ride, up and (D) down
(Bm) My new job is (E7) going great, I'm (A) headed for the (D) top
I should be (G) happy (Em) but somehow I'm (A7sus) not (A7)
Some(D)times I think the (D/C) devil has (G/B) got me by the (D) sleeve
(A/C#) Oh, (Bm) mama don't for(A7)get to pray for (D) me

Tell me (D) how is the (F#7) weather? 
Have you (G) put the garden out? 
(Em) Are the dogwoods bloomin  out behind the (A7sus) house? (A7) 
No (D) I'm not sick, There's (F#7) nothin  wrong, (G) oh, don't wake up (E) dad
(G) I just thought of (D) you and home (A) and got a little (D) sad

Repeat Chorus

Oh, (Bm) mama don't for(A7)get to pray for (D) me



12684. Mama Dont Cry - Chords

Mama Dont Cry 
I Draw Slow

[Intro]
Am G F C
Am G F C
 
[Verse]
Am                  C      F               C
C'mon son you gotta row my heart is all at sea
Am                   C       F            C
C'mon wind you gotta blow my baby back to me
Am             C    F            C
He rowed out a boy, c'mon home a man
Am                    C
I waited night after night
        F             C
Feeling half of who I am
 
[Pre-chorus]
Am   Em   F     Am
     Oohh Ooohh Oohh
     Em   F     C
     Oohh Ooohh Oohh
 
[Verse]
Am                  C       F               C
C'mon son you gotta wed now find yourself a girl
Am                   C           F                C
Maybe it's all in my head now or out there in the world
Am                 C     F    C
I dream of a boat, empty as a grave
       Am          C             F          C
Coming night after night, coming wave after wave
 
[Pre-chorus]
Am   Em   F     Am
     Oohh Ooohh Oohh
     Em   F     C
     Oohh Ooohh Oohh
 
[Chorus]
Am
Mama don't cry mama don't cry, cry
Am
Nobody gonna wipe your eye
C
Mama don't pray mama don't pray, pray
C
Nobody hears a word you say
F
Mama don't wait mama wait no more
F
Nobody walking through the door
Am



Mama don't cry mama don't cry, cry
Am
Nobody gonna wipe your eye
 
F C Am G F C
 
[Verse]
Am                 C        F                  C
Cmon son you gotta reap now reap what you have sown
Am           C               F          C
Cmon I gotta sleep now and I just can't sleep alone
Am                  C
I worked you like a man
F               C
You were only a child
Am                  C
Growing cold in the hills
F                       C
Getting old before your time
 
[Pre-chorus]
Am   Em   F     Am
     Oohh Ooohh Oohh
     Em   F     C
     Oohh Ooohh Oohh
 
[Verse]
Am                   C            F                C
Maybe your Daddy was wrong now to treat you like a man
Am                     C        F                C
Now that your Daddy is gone I'm doing the best I can
Am                C
But you rowed out angry
         F               C
You were churning like a wave
          Am         C
and now I dream of a boat
       F          C
Coming empty as a grave
 
[Pre-chorus]
Am   Em   F     Am
     Oohh Ooohh Oohh
     Em   F     C
     Oohh Ooohh Oohh
 
[Chorus]
Am
Mama don't cry mama don't cry, cry
Am
Nobody gonna wipe your eye
C
Mama don't pray mama don't pray, pray
C
Nobody hears a word you say
F
Mama don't wait mama wait no more



F
Nobody walking through the door
Am
Mama don't cry mama don't cry, cry
Am
Nobody gonna wipe your eye

12685. Mama I Don't Believe - Chords

Mama I Don't Believe
Avett Brothers - Mama I Dont Believe

G    D    C
G    Em   D
C    G
C    D
 
G          D             Em
I lay here pretending to sleep
C                D          G            Em
Someone's always asking for something of me
C                     D                     G    Em
I try to hide but I'm stripped of my strength
C            G      C            G
Bound by the truth, bored by the speed
Em                     D               G
And the promise of the fortune it brings
C               D            G
Oh mama, I just don't believe
 
G                     D        Em
Like it happened in a Broadway scene
C            D                   G            Em
Are we still acting, is this the real you and me
C                            D              G       Em
The words don't flow, but my heart it still bleeds
C            G         C              G
Bound by the love, the warmth that it brings
Em                     D         G
And its promise to fix everything
C               D            G
Oh mama, I just don't believe
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C     D             G
Angel wings tied to memories
Bm            Em   Bm         Em
They'll never fly, for you and I
C     D             G
Angel wings tied to melodies
Bm            Em    C           D



They'll never sing, for you and me
 
G    D    C
G    Em   D
C    G
C    D
 
G                 D        Em
A young man whose soul was burning
C                D                  G
The hands of the people guiding him on
G               D                 Em
He was moving along, mama he was cooking
C                G    C                G
But the calendar won, his earnings are gone
Em                         D            G
And this fortune that this young man saw
C                D                   G
Oh mama, I don't believe in it at all
 
C     D             G
Angel wings tied to memories
Bm            Em   Bm         Em
They'll never fly, for you and I
C     D             G
Angel wings tied to melodies
Bm            Em    C           D
They'll never sing, for you and me
 
Bm          Em  C             D
For you and me, They'll never sing
Bm            Em    C             D
They'll never sing, They'll never sing
Bm            Em    C             D
They'll never sing, They'll never sing
C               D          G
Oh mama, I just don't believe
C               D          G
Oh mama, I just don't believe

12686. Mama I've Got To Go To Memphis

Mama I've Got to Go to Memphis

Mama did she leave to go to Memphis
Are you taking care care of Brady while she's gone
And mama is she down there drown the memories
Surely she won't be in Memphis very long
Mama since I left her I've been crazy
I bet she thinks my love for her is gone
I stopped by because I thought she'd be here waiting
Mama Memphis can't be very far
She'll be back to get the baby



Could I stay with little Brady while she's gone
She'll be back to get the baby
Surely she won't stay in Memphis very long

She'll be back to get the baby

12687. Mama Knows

Marty Raybon - Mama knows

Me and Jimmy Crowder and a single cagarette
Crouched down in a stall out in the barn
Three puffs later we were sick as we could get
Prayin we'd get better before we got home
She saw me comin through the back door screen
I knew the minute that she looked at me

Mama knows, Mama knows
Sometimes I think she's got a window to my soul
Mama knows, Mama knows
Even when I think it doesn't show
Mama knows

Me and Becky Johnson ankle-deep in ocean waves
Pants rolled up and hearts out on our sleeves
Both needin more than either one of us could get
That first love left the sweetest memory
Fifteen and shy, didn't tell a soul
How is it Mama never has to be told

I wasn't home when Mama passed away
I didn't get to say I love you
But I've got this feelin'
Mama knows, Mama knows
Sometimes I think she's got a window to my soul
Mama knows, Mama knows
Even when I think it doesn't show
Mama knows
Mama knows

12688. Mama Knows The Highway

Rhonda Vincent - Mama Knows the Highway

Mama knows the highway by the songs
When she hears a good one, she always sings along
She don't ever worry 'bout what's gone
She says, "Good country music will never steer you wrong"



She talks to the truckers with her lights
Maybe just a little bit more on Saturday nights
She knows a good road to paradise
And that's just enough to keep the highway bright

Yeah, Mama knows the highway now by heart
She can see the rain before it starts
Looking clear through a windshield full of stars
Mama knows the highway now by heart

She can tell Wyoming by the wind
She can tell another trucker by the rig that he's in
She knows how to watch the river bends
She knows where the real South begins

Well, Mama knows the highway now by heart
She can see the rain before it starts
Looking clear through a windshield full of stars
Mama knows the highway now by heart

She can gauge a cafe just by looking at the sign
Little old places always share the grand design

Mama knows the highway now by heart
She can see the rain before it starts
Looking clear through a windshield full of stars
Mama knows the highway now by heart
Mama knows the highway now by heart

Mama knows the highway
Yeah, yeah, yeah

12689. Mama Let The Wolf In

Allison Moorer 
Mama Let The Wolf In

Baby I'm sorry, I didn't see him coming
He was just around the corner, now he's got us running'
We could hide in a closet, But I know he's gonna find us
Cause I'll forget to lock it and shut out the beast behind us

Mama let the wolf in, mama let the wolf in, Mama let the wolf in
Oh no, oh no

But little bit of bad luck, lord knows we didn't want it
A little bitty short straw had our names written on it
He coulda gone next door to pillage and plunder
But he don't ask permission, big bad mother fucker

Mama let the wolf in, mama let the wolf in, Mama let the wolf in
Oh no, oh no



Run baby run baby run bay run away
You're the one he's got and I'd do anything to take his place
I shot a silver bullet but now there's nothing to do but pray
Pray pray pray pray pray

Cause, Mama let the wolf in, mama let the wolf in, Mama let the wolf in
Oh, Mama let the wolf in, mama let the wolf in, Mama let the wolf in
Oh no, oh no

Oh, baby I'm sorry,
Oh, baby I'm sorry,
Oh, baby I'm sorry,
Oh-no.

12690. Mama Look A Boo Boo

Mama Look a Boo Boo  - by Lord Melody (Belafonte at Carnegie Hall version - 1959)

Verse 1:
I wonder why nobody don't like me,      or Is it a fact that I'm ugly
I wonder why nobody don't like me,      or is it a fact that I'm ugly
I leave my whole house and go,  My children don't want me no more
Bad talk inside the house they bring,   And when I talk they start 
to sing

Chorus:
"Mama look at Boo Boo", they shout
Their Mama tell dem "shut up your mouth, that is your daddy"
"Oh no, my daddy can't be ugly so"
Shut your mouth go away,  Mama look at Boo Boo day
Shut your mouth go away,  Mama look at Boo Boo day

Verse 2:
Couldn't even digest me supper,  due to the children's behavior
"John". "Yes Pa". "Come here a moment, Bring the belt, your much to impudent"
John says "it's James who started first", James tells the story in reverse
I raise me belt from off me waist, You should hear them screaming 'round the place

Repeat Chorus

Verse 3:
So I began to question the mother, "These children ain't got no behavior"
So I began to question the mother, "These children ain't got no behavior"
"They're playing with you"  my wife declared, "You should be proud of them my dear,
Them children were taught to bloom and slap"
"That ain't no kind of joke to crack"

Repeat chorus
Repeat verse 1
Repeat chorus



12691. Mama Say A Prayer

Dolly Parton - Mama Say A Prayer 

The bright lights of the city are a pretty site to see.
Perhaps they're extra pretty to a country girl like me.
Temptation waits at every turn and it won't let me be.
So mama, when you pray tonight, say a special prayer for me.
I miss your tender good-night kiss
Of love and understanding.
The good-night kisses I get now,
Are cruel and so demanding.
So mama when you pray tonight,
And while you're on your knees,
Mama say a special prayer for me.
The nights get cold and lonely when you're faraway from home,
And lonely makes it easy for a good girl to go wrong.
Evil eyes search through the night for lonely girls like me,
So mama when you pray tonight, say a special prayer for me.
I miss your tender good-night kiss
Of love and understanding.
The good-night kisses I get now,
Are cruel and so demanding.
So mama when you pray tonight,
And while you're on your knees,
Mama say a special prayer for me.

12692. Mama Smiled Down From Heaven - Chords

Mama Smiled Down From Heaven
Klinefelter/Delray

(D) (G) (D)
As I sit here and stare at her empty rocking chair
(A)
Her memories still make teardrops fall. 
(D) (G) (D) (A) (D) (D7)
In the dark of the night, God turned on the light, Mama smiled down from Heaven last night
(G) (D)
Chorus: Oh the twinkle in her eye is now a star up in the sky. 
(A)
Mama smiled down from Heaven last night 
(D) 
It's not the raindrops from the sky, 
(G) (D)
Nor the tears from Mama's eyes. 
(D) (A) (D)
Mama smiled down from Heaven last night. 
(D) (G) (D)



I remember all the times, she would hold me oh so tight. 
(A)
Giving comfort to me through the night
(D) (G) (D)
She would kiss my fears away, oh, I wish that Mom could stay. 
(D) (A) (D) (D7)
Mama smiled down from Heaven last night. 
Chorus: (Repeat above chorus)
(D) (G) (D)
Well she's not here on Earth with me, in my heart she'll always be
(D) (A)
Mama smiled down from Heaven last night
(D) (G) (D)
When I see the stars above, oh, I think of Mama's love
(D) (A) (D) (D7)
Mama smiled down from Heaven last night.
Chorus:(Repeat above chorus)

12693. Mama Take Me Home - Chords

Mama Take Me Home
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Carmol Taylor

G                                       C
A drunk man crossed the street today he staggered all around   
  D7                                                       G
I heard his scream and saw the car that knocked him to the ground
                                   C
A silver haired old lady rushed to him and raised his head
   D7                                                      G
He must have thought she was his mama cause these words he said
                                 C
Mama (mama) my wife has gone and left me
D7                                G
Mama (mama) she left with my best friend
                                    C
Oh mama (mama) I was coming home to tell you
                G                D7            G
So mama take me home and help me live and love again
                                  C
I saw him lying there his drunken body racked with pain
  D7                                 G
I wanted so to help him but I was to ashamed
                                         C
He rolled his head from side to side and struggled for life
    D7                                                       G
You don't know how I felt 'cause I'm the friend who took his wife
                                   C
Oh Mama (mama) they took my babies from me
D7                            G
Mama (mama) she loves another man
                                    C



Oh mama (mama) it's getting hard to breath now
                G                D7            G
So mama take me home and help me live and love again

12694. Mama Tried

Mama Tried - Hot Buttered Rum
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

First thing I remember knowing was a lonesome whistle blowing
And a young ones dream of growing up to ride
On a freight train leaving town not knowing where I'm bound
No one could steer me right but mama tried.

One and only rebel child from a family meek and mild
My mama seemed to know what lay in store
In spite of all my Sunday learning towards the bad I kept on turning
'Til mama couldn't hold me anymore.

   And I turned twenty-one in prison doing life without parole
   No one could steer me right but mama tried mama tried
   Mama tried to raise me better but her pleading I denied
   That leaves only me to blame cause mama tried.

My dear old daddy rest his soul left my mom a heavy load
She tried so very hard to fill his shoes
Working hours without rest wanted me to have the best
She tried to raise me right but I refused.

12695. Mama Was Always Tellin' Her Truth

Iris Dement - Mama Was Always Tellin' Her Truth

[Verse 1]
Well my mama she was always telling her truth
Times were hard and that's how she made it through
When it came to her feelings, wasn't no back burner on that stove
When something went wrong and she might start yelling or crying
If you didn't know better, you'd think one of us was dying
But that was mama and she just told her truth
I would sit in the church house right there beside her
Mama would move when the spirit would guide her
Waving her hands up to heaven singing her tune
But if the preacher said something and she didn't like
Her head would go to shaking, she just wouldn't hide it
That was mama and she just told her truth
When I was a kid coming in from school, I said
'Mama, I'm so worried something could happen to you!
And if you die, oh Mama, what am I gonna do?'



She said, 'Iris just because I'm older than you
Don't be sure you won't go before I do'
That was mama and she just told her truth

[Chorus]
It was my mama who taught me that I could tell my truth
Sometimes it;s all that I could do
Looking in from the outside, it might not seem like much
But I'll tell ya now, if that's what you're thinking
The truth can be the difference between swimming and sinking
I think my mama just told her truth

[Verse 2]
If she was glad she took you with her
If she was sad she took you too
There wasn't a lot of traveling she didn't do
Right there in that little house was a bigger world than I may ever see
Some people liked it and some people didn't
For some of what she said she may never be forgiven
But that was mama and she just told her truth
Life with my mama could sometimes be a rough road
She could say something and blood would burn in my soul
But I wouldn't trade one mile of this journey me and her have been on
'Cause I've loved my mama like I've never loved another
Long as I live there will be no one above her
I know my mama cause she told me her truth
Life as I know it can be a little confusing
I don't know the difference between winning and losing
Every time I find a line that I can walk on, it slips from view
But when it all goes dark and I start losing vision
I just think about her and I know just what I'm missing
I gotta go back to telling my truth

[Chorus]

12696. Mama You Sweet

Lucinda Williams - Mama You Sweet

I love you, Mama you sweet
I love you, Mama you sweet
I love you, Mama you sweet
I love you, Mama you sweet
I love you, Mama you sweet

With an ocean in my spirit
And cracks on my lips
And scars in my heart
And this burden on my hips

Ocean becomes heavy and tries
To push its way out
Through these ancient eyes



And the memories in my mouth

Ocean becomes tears
That ebb and flow
Over the lines in my face
And the pain in my soul

And pain hits a wall
And doesn't know which way to go
And ocean says I'm crying now
And tells pain to follow

And pain courses through
Every vein, every limb
Trying to find a way out
Between the secrets in my skin

And secrets hold on
Until they finally give in
And they meet up with ocean
And tears again

And tears hand me a shovel
Saying break beneath the crust
That binds earthly skin
And buries all the trust

Somehow trust was caught
Between the cracks on my lips
And the scars in my heart
And this burden on my hips

I love you, Mama you sweet...

12697. Mama's Broken Heart - Chords

Mama's Broken Heart Live 
Kacey Musgraves
 
Capo on 7
 
Intro:
Am E7 Am E7
 
Am
 I cut my bangs with some rusty kitchen sissors
E7
 Screamed his name until the neighbors called the cops
Am
 I numbed the pain at the expense of my liver
E7                                                    -stop
 Don't know what I did next, all I know I couldn't stop
 



 
Am
 Word got around to the barflies and the baptists
E7
 My mama's phone started ringing off the hook
Am
 I can hear her now sayin' she ain't gonna have it
E7                                                      -stop
 Don't matter how you feel, it only matters how you look
 
 
      Am
Go and fix your make-up, girl it's just a break-up
       E7
Run and hide your crazy and start acting like a lady
       Am
'Cause I raised you better, gotta keep it together
      E7                                                    Am
Even when you fall apart, but this ain't my mama's broken heart
 
 
Am
 Wish I could be just a little less dramatic
       E7
Like a Kennedy when Camelot went down in flames
Am
 Leave it to me to be holding the matches
         E7                                                 -stop
When the fire trucks show up and there's nobody else to blame
 
Am
 Can't get revenge and keep a spotless reputation
E7
 Sometimes revenge is a choice you gotta make
Am
 My mama came from a softer generation
          E7
Where you get a grip and you bite your lip just to save a little face
 
 
      Am
Go and fix your make-up, girl it's just a break-up
       E7
Run and hide your crazy and start acting like a lady
       Am
'Cause I raised you better, gotta keep it together
      E7                                                    Am
Even when you fall apart, but this ain't my mama's broken heart
 
E7 Am E7
 
 
Am* (*1 downstrum)
 Powder your nose, paint your toes, line your lips and keep 'em closed
E7*
 Cross your legs, dot your eyes, and never let 'em see you cry
 



 
      Am
Go and fix your make-up, girl it's just a break-up
       E7
Run and hide your crazy and start acting like a lady
       Am
'Cause I raised you better, gotta keep it together
      E7                                                    Am*
Even when you fall apart, but this ain't my mama's broken heart

12698. Mama's Cryin' Long

Rhiannon Giddens - Mama's Cryin' Long

Mama's cryin' long (And she can't get up)
Mama's cryin' long (And she can't get up)
Mama's hands are shakin' (And she can't get up)
Mama's hands are shakin' (And she can't get up)
Mama's runnin' hard (From the boss's man)
Mama's runnin' hard (From the boss's man)
Caught her anyway (The boss's man)
Caught her anyway (The boss's man)
They lie on the ground (Again and again)
They lie on the ground (Again and again)
I can her screamin' (Again and again)
I can her screamin' (Again and again)
Mama's cryin' long (And she can't get up)
Mama's cryin' long (And she can't get up)
Mama's hands are shakin' (And she can't get up)
Mama's hands are shakin' (And she can't get up)
It was late at night (When she got the knife)
It was late at night (When she got the knife)
She went to his room (When she got the knife)
She went to his room (When she got the knife)
Mama's dress is red (It was white before)
Mama's dress is red (It was white before)
Lift it up and see (It was white before)
Lift it up and see (It was white before)
Mama's cryin' long (And she can't get up)
Mama's cryin' long (And she can't get up)
Mama's hands are shakin' (And she can't get up)
Mama's hands are shakin' (And she can't get up)
All the men have come (And they brought the rope)
All the men have come (And they brought the rope)
They came here for Mama (And they brought the rope)
They came here for Mama (And they brought the rope)
Mama's cryin' long (And she can't get up)
Mama's cryin' long (And she can't get up)
Mama's hands are shakin' (And she can't get up)
Mama's hands are shakin' (And she can't get up)
Mama's in the tree (And she can't come down)
Mama's in the tree (And she won't come down)
Mama's flying free (And she can't come down)



Mama's flying free (And she won't come down)
Mama's flying free (And she can't come down)
Mama's flying free (And she won't come down)
Mama's flying free (And she can't come down)
Mama's flying free

12699. Mama's Family Bible - Chords

Mama's Family Bible
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Larry Kingston

C             G7    C
The estate is being settled 
      F
There was only one thing left
                 C
My mama's family bible 
                  G7
Was laying on the chest
        C      G7           C
All the others  they didn't want it 
    F
And that was plain to see
                 C     G7        C
So I took mama's bible home with me
           G7      C
One sister got the dishes 
    F
And one the silver ware
                        C
And my brother took the radio 
                    G7
And her old rocking chair
       C   G7      C
One by one all the pieces 
       F
Of her home was packed and hauled
                     C         G7    C
But they left me the best part of it all
F      C      F               C
Mama's family bible oh what a book
                            G7
It inspired me every time I looked
           C
At all the scriptures 
F                   C
That she marked and loved
F      C      F
Mama's family bible 
       C        G7        C  G7 C G7 C
Is the treasure I'm proud of
 



    D7      C          F
Now all the dishes are broken 
                                    C
Yes and someone sold the silver ware
And the old radio 
                         G7                 D7 G7 C
Was sittin' in some junk-store in the square
    G7     C
One by one all the pieces 
   F
Of mama's life had all disappeared
                  C     G7        C
But mama's family bible  is still here
repeat #3

12700. Mama's Got The Catfish Blues

Tom T Hall - Mama's Got The Catfish Blues

[Verse 1:]
I ain't had a bite 'cause the moon's too bright
I wish I had a big one or two
My crock line's set and my hooks are all wet
And mama's got the catfish blues

[Chorus:]
Don't like to see her unhappy
She treats me like a water tree
I hate to see mama with the catfish blues
And the catfish are layin' in the river asleep

[Verse 2:]
There's a bottle of wine layin' easy on my mind
I dug enough bait to catch a few
My reeling's wet but I cannot forget
Mama's got the catfish blues
There's a turtle on the stump and the toadfrog jump
And I guess, I could gig me a few
In settlin' fog I caught a big water dog
Mama's got the catfish blues

[Outro:]
There's a bottle of wine layin' easy on my mind
I dug enough bait to catch a few
My reeling's wet but I cannot forget
Mama's got the catfish blues, yeah

12701. Mama's Hand



Mama's Hand
Hazel Dickens

[Verse 1]
I said goodbye to that plain little mining town
With just a few old clothes that had made the rounds
I knew I was leaving a lot of things that were good
But I thought I'd make a break while I still could

[Verse 2]
As I looked back to wave once more
To mama crying in the door
For me and for what the world might have in store
For she knew, I'd never be her little girl no more

[Verse 3]
She was drifting back to another time
When she was young and hoped to find
A better life than what her mama's had been
And it was hard to let go of mama's hand
My mama's hand

[Chorus]
One old paper bag full of hand-me-downs
Plain old country girl raised on gospel sound
With only the love she gave me, pride in what I am
And it was hard to let go of mama's hand
My mama's hand

[Verse 4]
I thought of all the years she slaved
Thought of all the love she gave
Tried to make this rundown shack a home
A dream that really died 'fore it was born

[Verse 5]
But she pulled us through the hardest times
And made us hold our head up high
A gift we carry with us all our lives
For we were oh so special in mama's eyes

[Verse 6]
As I looked back down that dusty road
To mama and her heavy load
I knew what I was leavin', I'd never find again
And it was hard to let go of mama's hand
My mama's hand

[Chorus]
One old paper bag full of hand-me-downs
Plain old country girl raised on gospel sound
With only the love she gave me, pride in what I am
And it was hard to let go of mama's hand
My mama's hand



12702. Mama's Hungry Eyes

Emmylou Harris - Mama's Hungry Eyes

A canvas covered cabin in a crowded labour camp
Stand out in this memory I revived;
Cause my daddy raised a family there, with two hard working hands
And tried to feed my mama's hungry eyes.

He dreamed of something better, and my mama's faith was strong
And us kids were just to young to realize
That another class of people put us somewhere just below;
One more reason for my mama's hungry eyes.

Mama never had the luxuries she wanted
But it wasn't cause my daddy didn't try.
She only wanted things she really needed;
One more reason for my mama's hungry eyes.

I remember daddy praying for a better way of life
But I don't recall a change of any size;
Just a little loss of courage, as their age began to show
And more sadness in my mama's hungry eyes.

Mama never had the luxuries she wanted
But it wasn't cause my daddy didn't try.
She only wanted things she really needed;
One more reason for my mama's hungry eyes.

Oh, I still recall my mama's hungry eyes.

12703. Mama's In The Moon

Marc Cohn - Mama's in the moon

Dogs are barking and she's so high, she's never coming down.
Don't wanna pull the shade tonight, I think I'm wanna drown.
I'm sending out a message, or could I die too soon?
'Cause I don't know where I'm going,
Since Mama's in the moon.

Dogs are barking and she's so high, she's never coming down.
Don't wanna pull the shade tonight, I think I'm wanna drown.
I'm sending out a message, or could I die too soon?
'Cause I don't know where I'm going,
Since Mama's in the moon.

Now, I can hear her laughing, and I can hear her cry.
I can see her dancing somewhere in the sky.
I'm rising like the ocean, and I'm crazy as a loon.
And I don't know what I'm doing,
Since Mama's in the moon.



The dogs are barking and she's so high,

And she's never coming down.

12704. Mama's Never See Those Eyes

Forester Sisters - Mama's never seen those eyes
Composer: Terry Skinner - Jerry Lee Wallace

Momma says I shouldn't be going with you
Momma says she knows best
You'll take my heart and break it in two
'Cause you're just like all the rest
She says that you're just a one night man
And you'll end up hurting me
Aw But I've seen something that momma ain't ever seen

Momma's never looked into those eyes, felt the way that they hynotise
She don't know how they make me feel inside.
If Momma ever knew what they do to me I think she'd be surprized
Aw Momma's never seen those eyes Momma's never seen those eyes

Momma says that I shouldn't let you steal a kiss
Momma says it just ain't right
She don't know that I can't resist
With the moon so big and bright.
She says I'll find a love some day
But you're just not the one
Aw I've done something that momma ain't ever done

Momma's never looked into those eyes, felt the way that they hynotise
She don't know how they make me feel inside.
If Momma ever knew what they do to me I think she'd be surprized
Aw Momma's never seen those eyes Momma's never seen those eyes

12705. Mama's Opry

Mama's Opry
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Emmylou Harris
Writer/s: IRIS DEMENT

She grew up plain and simple in a farming town
Her daddy played the fiddle and use to do the calling
When they had hoedowns
She said the neighbors would come
And they'd move all my grandma's furniture 'round
And there'd be twenty or more there on the old wooden floor
Dancing to a country sound



The Carters and Jimmy Rodgers played her favorite songs
And on Saturday nights there was a radio show
And she would sing along
And I'll never forget her face when she revealed to me
That she'd dreamed about singing at The Grand Ol' Opry

Her eyes, oh how they sparkled when she sang those songs
While she was hanging the clothes on the line
I was a kid just a humming along
Well, I'd be playing in the grass,
To her what might of seemed obliviously
But there ain't no doubt about it, she sure made her mark on me

She played old gospel records on the phonograph
She turned them up loud and we'd sing along
But those days have passed
Just now that I am older it occurs to me
That I was singing in the grandest opry

And we sang Sweet Rose of Sharon, Abide With Me
'til I ride The Gospel Ship to Heaven's Jubilee
And In That Great Triumphant Morning my soul will be free
And My Burdens Will Be Lifted when my savior's face I see
So I Don't Want to Get Adjusted to This World below
But I know He'll Pilot Me 'til it comes time to go
Oh, nothing on this earth is half as dear to me
As the sound of my Mama's Opry

And we sang Sweet Rose of Sharon, Abide With Me
'til I ride The Gospel Ship to Heaven's Jubilee
And In That Great Triumphant Morning my soul will be free
And My Burdens Will Be Lifted when my savior's face I see
So I Don't Want to Get Adjusted to This World below
But I know He'll Pilot Me 'til it comes time to go
Oh, nothing on this earth is half as dear to me
As the sound of my Mama's Opry

12706. Mama's Prayer - Chords

Mama's Prayer
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
C                          F                       C
Back when I was doing time there's a night I can't forget
                                                      G7
A mad man with knife in hand tried to kill me while I slept
    C                                 F                       C
But somehow the knife missed its mark and I pinned the raging man
                  G7                C
Somehow my mama's prayers it worked again 
                                F                       C
One night while we were driving across the mighty Texas plains
                                                          G7



A car pulled out with its headlights out head on into our lane
   C                                  F               C
As Deanrow swerved and missed the car I felt a mighty hand
                  G7                C
Somehow my mama's prayers it worked again 
       F
Mama's prayers were always with me in the battlefields of life
C                                                    G7
She prayed for me and said amen in the name of Jesus Christ
         C                            F                    C
From the death house in San Quentin I walked away a better man
                  G7                C
Somehow my mama's prayers it worked again 
       F
Mama's prayers were always with me in the battlefields of life
C                                                    G7
She prayed for me and said amen in the name of Jesus Christ
         C                            F                    C
From the death house in San Quentin I walked away a better man
                  G7                 C
Somehow my mama's prayers had worked again 
 
Repeat #3

12707. Mama's Songs - Chords

Mama's Songs 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
G C G
G D G
 
[Verse 1]
                                C             G
Mama's hands turned to die to a little gospel station
                      A                 D
She turned the volume high so she could hear
    G                                 C        G
And as the singers sang their songs i saw mama smiling
                           D            G
As she rocked there in her easy-rocking chair
 
 
[Chorus]
       C                          G
Was an old camp meetin' song that praised our Saviour's name
                   A                D
And the melody was one she loved to hear
   G                        C              G
In memory i can see her and hear her sing along
                           D            G
As she rocked there in her easy-rocking chair



 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
G A D
 
G C G
G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                                    C                G
The words of that old shouting song sure made mama's day
                     A               D
She tapped her feet upon the old old floor
    G                              C                  G
And though her voice did tremble i know God heard her there
                    D            G
As she sang like so many times before
 
 
[Chorus]
       C                          G
Was an old camp meetin' song that praised our Saviour's name
                   A                D
And the melody was one she loved to hear
   G                        C              G
In memory i can see her and hear her sing along
                           D            G
As she rocked there in her easy-rocking chair
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
G A D
 
G C G
G D G
 
 
[Outro]
       C                          G
Was an old camp meetin' song that praised our Saviour's name
                   A                D
And the melody was one she loved to hear
   G                        C              G
In memory i can see her and hear her sing along
                           D            G
As she rocked there in her easy-rocking chair
 
G C G
G D G



12708. Mama's Table

Mama's Table
Oak Ridge Boys - Mama's Table
Written by Jamie Johnson

We pull a chair up every night and eat and talk and joke and fight
Us kids learned wrong from right at mama's table
With just some hickory wood and screws it's where my daddy read the news
you didn't put your dirty shoes on mama's table

It was the center of the best times I remember
Sometimes the only thing that brought us all together
Grandma passed it down when I was in a cradle
It's in my kitchen now but it's still my mama's table

It's where my brother and I played games
I just knew he'd gone insane the day he carved his name in mama's table
And when we got down on our luck it seemed like it held us up
you could always feel the love in mama's table

It was the center of the best times I remember
Sometimes the only thing that brought us all together
Grandma passed it down when I was in a cradle
It's in my kitchen now but it's still my mama's table

It has some faded spots and cracks and a couple of burns from candle wax
a memory in each scratch on mama's table

12709. Mama's Teaching Angels How To Sing - Chords

Mama's Teaching Angels How To Sing
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs and the Whites
Written by Dottie Rambo

G                                  C              G
There's a voice now missing in our little country choir 
                  D7              G
Rock of Ages will never sound the same 
                      C              G
God heard her singing heaven was not complete 
                    D7            G
Now Mama's teaching angels how to sing 

C                             G
Mama's teaching angels how to sing 
C                                   G
Heaven's halls are silent when Mama sings 
           C                 G                    C
David lays down his harp and heaven's bells won't ring 
     G               D7            G
When Mama's teaching angels how to sing 



                                 C                    G
The old home it's now empty it's lonesome since she's gone 
                      D7               G
And it's hard to know she won't return again 
                                     C               G
But I'll meet her in that morning on heaven's golden hills 
                      D7            G
Where Mama's teaching angels how to sing

Repeat #2

                     D7            C  G
When Mama's teaching angels how to s-ing

12710. Mama, I Don't Believe

Mama, I Don't Believe
Avett Brothers

[Verse 1]
I lay here pretending to sleep
Someone's always asking for something of me
I try to hide, but I'm stripped of my strength

[Chorus]
Bound by the truth
Bored by the speed
And the promise of the fortune it brings
Oh mama, I just don't believe

[Verse 2]
Like it happened in a Broadway scene
Are we still acting? Is this the real you and me?
The words don't flow, but my heart, it still bleeds

[Chorus]
Bound by the love
The warmth that it brings
And the promise to fix everything
Oh mama, I just don't believe

[Bridge]
Angel wings tied to memories
They'll never fly for you and I
Angel wings tied to melodies
They'll never sing for you and me

[Verse 3]
A young man whose soul was burning
The hands of the people guiding him home
He was moving along, mama he was cooking
But the calendar won, his earnings are gone
The fortune that this young man saw



Oh mama, I don't believe in it at all

[Bridge]
Angel wings tied to memories
They'll never fly for you and I
Angel wings tied to melodies
They'll never sing for you and me
For you and me
They'll never sing

[Outro]
They'll never sing
They'll never sing
They'll never sing
They'll never sing
Oh mama, I just don't believe
Oh mama, I just don't believe
Oh mama, I just don't believe

12711. Mamah Borthwick

Gillian Welch
Mamah Borthwick (A Sketch) (Full Band)

[Verse 1]
Just because you got it, you don't have to flaunt it
With an endless stream of famous men
Pretty as a portrait, look like Mamah Borthwick
On that Shining Brow of Taliesin

[Chorus]
Someone might try and burn it down
So you'll have to put the fire out
A fortune spent, but that's irrelevant
To build something that's sacred till the end

[Verse 2]
It costs twenty dollars to visit Fallingwater
It's a perfect house where no one lives
Maybe someone once did, but they got evicted
By a busload full of greedy tourists

[Chorus]
And it would take a time machine
To fulfill all of my fantasies
A hidden dream can be embarrassing
And the only thing that's sacred till the end

[Verse 3]
Every time I tempt fate, there's a major earthquake
Heard the people scream as the ceiling fell
Every building damaged, only one left standing
It was Frank Lloyd Wright's Imperial Hotel



[Chorus]
A rumination in my mind
Winding like the ramp at the Guggenheim
And I'm not there yet, but I'm feeling confident
To build something that's sacred till the end

12712. Man Against Machine

Man Against Machine
Garth Brooks - Man Against Machine

(Verse 1)

Papa,
They're waiting just outside my door.
This is where I make my stand, because I can't stand it anymore.

Papa,
They have no heart and soul.
But make no doubt about it, they're the ones that's in control.
So prepare yourself, for a war unlike you've ever seen.
Hmmmm . This is man against machine.

Work!  
Work!  
Work!  
Work!  

(Verse 2)

*How*

Day in, day out, bust your back and turn it out.
Next morning do it all again!
Hard job or two, so your children won't have to.
That's just the ways it's always been!
But lately I swear the machines, are living the American dream.

(Chorus)

Careful calculations, details drawn down to design.
Is it really for the better or a better bottom line.
It don't know me from Adam, man it's rotten to the core.
It's going to get reminded, man has kicked its ass before.
John Henry is about to show them his team.
In this war of man, against the machine!

Work!  
Work!  
Work!  
Work!  

(Verse 3)



Up early, uphill, spend your youth to pay the bills.
Each generation makes a trade!
Top Floor, brass tax, colds the hand that holds the ax.
Acts like my dues have not been paid!
But pay attention now when I say, formation isn't happening today.

(Chorus)

Careful calculations, details drawn down to design.
Is it really for the better or a better bottom line.
It don't know me from Adam, man it's rotten to the core.
It's going to get reminded, man has kicked its ass before.
John Henry is about to blow off some steam.
In this war of man, against the machine!

Work!  
Work!  
Work!  
Work!  
Work! 
Work! 

(Verse 4)

Papa,
The powers out, the machines are down.
But in this world of darkness, I can still hear a sound.

Papa,
That sound tells us apart.
Cause I'm a machine myself, but I'm one with a working heart!

(Chorus)

Careful calculations, details drawn down to design.
Is it really for the better or a better bottom line.
It don't know me from Adam, man it's rotten to the core.
It's going to get reminded, man has kicked its ass before.
The gloves are off, no love lost between.
This war of man, against the machine!

Work! 
Work! 

Work! 
Work! 

Work! 
Work! 

Work! 
Work!



12713. Man By The River

Man By The River - Hot Buttered Rum

The man by the river said listen to the sound
of the wind in the trees and the water flowing down
I said to the man I'm just here for the ride
Take me to the side of the earthly delights
Take me to the other side

As a young man in the city, I was aiming to please
The pleasure made me fly, the pain brought me to my knees
The love I give, and the love I take
Leaving nothing but destruction in my wake
Good god take me to the other side

CHORUS:
Take me to the other side
Cause you aint going to learn to laugh until you learn to cry
Even if you lose at least you know you tried
Won't you take me to the other side
Take me to the other side

CHORUS

And all that time I was ramblin round
The man by the river was listening to the sound
I took the high road, and he took the low
I soon knew I was ready to go
Take me to the other side

Years had passed and the lines on my face
Told of every up and down of that crazy rat race
The man was by the river in the bright morning sun
I said take me back where I come from
Take me to the other side

CHORUS

12714. Man Can't Live On Bread Alone

Man Can't Live on Bread Alone - Del Mccoury Band

The Dow Jones took a dive today
Another bank closes its doors
A man downtown tried to fly away
From it all on the eighteenth floor
And everything he worshipped
Ain't worth nothing now

He had a jaguar in the driveway
A house with eighteen rooms
Every night he dined alone



Fed from a silver spoon
Guess he never figured out
You ain't what you own
Man can't live on bread alone

Chorus:
You can't fill your heart with silver and gold
You've got to have some love
To satisfy your soul
We've got to pool together
To make it on our own
Man can't live on bread alone

There's a country store
That sits out on
A backwoods gravel road
The own lets
The poor folks slide
If they can't pay what they owe
He says its only money
Ain't no good when you're gone

Now he'll never be a rich man
But he's smiling every day
He's gets everything he needs
By giving it away
I think he's got it figured out
You ain't what you own
Man can't live on bread alone

Chorus:

12715. Man from Another Time

Man from Another Time

I lost a woman
I believe to be perfect for me
You could replace her
But you're so much younger than me

Our lives are so different
Our music is not the same kind
It's like we're just out of focus
With no way to bring us in line

I'm like a man from another time
I'm old fashion music, I'm old fashion wine
Pilgrim like Jesus with no way to find
I'm like a man from another time

I may be a reincarnated
From a soldier who died in some war



With our thirty year difference
It's like I was born in some lifetime before

I'm old fashion music, I'm old fashion wine
I'm like a man from another time

Maybe reincarnated
From a soldier who died in some war
With our thirty year difference
I'm like born in some lifetime before

I'm old fashion music, I'm old fashion wine
I'm like a man from another time
I'm like a man from another time

12716. Man Gave Names To All The Animals

Tim O'Brien - Man Gave Names To All The Animals

[Chorus]
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, in the beginning
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, long time ago

[Verse 1]
He saw an animal upon a hill
Chewing up so much grass until he was filled
He saw milk coming out but he didn't know how
 Ah, think I'll call him a cow 

[Chorus]
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, in the beginning
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, long time ago

[Verse 2]
He saw an animal leaving a muddy trail
Real dirty face and a curly tail
He wasn't too small and he wasn't too big
 Ah, think I'll call him a pig 

[Chorus]
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, in the beginning
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, long time ago

[Instrumental break]

[Verse 3]
Next animal that he did meet



Had wool on his back and hooves on his feet
Eating grass on a mountainside so steep
 Ah, think I'll call him a sheep 

[Chorus]
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, in the beginning
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, long time ago

[Verse 4]
He saw an animal leaving a muddy trail
Real dirty face and a curly tail
He wasn't too small and he wasn't too big
 Ah, think I'll call it a pig 

[Chorus]
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, in the beginning
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, long time ago

[Verse 5]
Next animal that he did meet
Had wool on his back and hooves on his feet
Eating grass on a mountainside so steep
 Ah, think I'll call it a sheep 

[Verse 6]
He saw an animal as smooth as glass
Slithering his way on through the grass
Saw him disappear by a tree near a lake
"Ah, I think I call him a snake"

[Outro]
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, in the beginning
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, long time ago
In the beginning (In the beginning)
In the beginning
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, long time ago
In the beginning, in the beginning
In the beginning
In the beginning, long time ago

12717. Man In Red Camels

Man in Red Camels 
Junior Sisk

Out across the field I see a bird dog pointing quail 



Behind the barn, a woman drawin' water from a well 
Ankle deep in that red clay, sweat drippin' from his brow 
Was a man in red camels, with his hands upon the plow 
 
CHORUS :  
Then he held those old oak handles 
Like a mother holds a child 
Cussin' that old mule for running wild 
Scratchin' out a living, the best way he knew how 
The man in red camels 
With his hands upon the plow 
 
In my mind's eye that's what I saw while standin' there today 
But in reality, it looked a different way 
All cut down and pushed away but I still see him now 
The man in red camels, with his hands upon the plow 
  
Scratchin' out a livin', the best way he knew how, 
The man in red camels, with his hands upon the plow

12718. Man In The Fog

Man in the Fog
The Flying Burrito Brothers
Jim Dickson & Henry Lewy

She calls me the man in the fog
Take me she says just one time
Our seats our so close in the dark and this feeling's not mine
I can't stop this feeling's not mine

I came by her place once before
Thought I would go for a ride
I saw through the screen on the door how her old mama cried
She wouldn't let me inside

My daughter is in such a fog
She seems to be under a spell
It's all I can do just to keep you away if I can
Soon as you're gone she'll be well

A note came along in the mail
Be under my window at nine
I got up the money for bail, baby everything's fine
We're gonna make it this time

We can get lost in the crowd
Places we already know
Like all the parks and the taverns where old people go
Waiting for winter's white snow



12719. Man In The Mirror

Robbie Fulks - Man in the Mirror

[Verse 1]
I'm gonna make a change
For once in my life
It's gonna feel real good
Gonna make a difference
Gonna make it right
As I turn up the collar of my winter coat
Lord, this wind is blowin' my mind
I see the kids on the street
With not enough to eat
Who am I to be blind pretending not to know their needs?

[Pre-Chorus]
A summer's disregard
A broken bottle top
And one man's soul
They follow each other on the wind you know
Because they got no place to go
And so I want you to know

[Chorus]
I'm starting with the man in the mirror
I'm asking him to change his ways
And no message could've been any clearer
If you wanna make thR world a better place
TakR a look at yourself and then make a change

12720. Man In The Moon

Man in the Moon
Kathy Kallick

Someone was sayin' that they saw you smile
It lit up the night just like a neon sign
Warmed up my heart to hear about that spark
Mystery profile hangin' in the dark

CHORUS:

You must be the man in the moon
You must be the man in the moon
With twinklin' eyes that could light up the night
You must be the man in the moon

You walk in the room shinin' like the sun



Everybody wishin' on you, who'll be the one
To wear you like a pearl, one lucky girl
You lookin' down on the whole wide world

CHORUS

I took a little look late last night
The sky was deep purple, it was cool and quiet
I saw your smile, it was sweet and white
There is not a star that could dim that light

CHORUS

12721. Man Inside

Man Inside - Acoustic Syndicate

Things, they don't always work out
Quite the way they should
Lord all the things that I'd
Do different if I could
For good or bad
To my decisions I am bound
Maybe I'²ll do better with my time
Next time around
Next time around

They said, "Follow your dreams"
But my dreams they were no good
I dreamed of things that only
Selfish, sad men could
I stand at the grave of the
Intentions I have bourn
And lay to rest, those notions
That would haunt me ever more
But never more

Cause there's a man inside
Waitin for the chance to fly
And there's a heart inside
Searchin for the love that is love
As another day rolls by
Another day rolls by

Baby, I got stains on me
That no one else can see
You act like you don'²t see them
Why are you so good to me
When I stop to consider
That my darkest days are through
That'²s when I find, my peace of mind
Is all because of you
All because of you



All this weight I carry with me
All these things that no one knows
I've got to let them go
I'²ve got to let them go
They're like stones in my pockets
And they'²re holdin me down
I've got to let them go

Oh another day rolls by
Another day rolls by
Another day rolls by
Another day rolls by

So send me down Sweet Jesus
A little comfort, if you will
I know that you still love me
But my heart will not be still
And once again, it feels
I am wearin out my stay
It'²s time to settle up, my friend
I must be on my way
On my way

Cause there's a man inside
Waitin for the chance to fly
And there's a heart inside
Searchin for the love that is love
Cause there'²s a man inside
Waitin for the chance to fly
And there'²s a heart inside
Searchin for the love that is love
Oh another day rolls by
Another day rolls by
Another day rolls by
Oh another day rolls by

12722. Man Is An Island

Emmylou Harris
Man Is An Island

Man is an island: sadly adrift
Wand'ring forever, while continents shift
He came out of nowhere, no shirt on his back
Armed for survival, no plan of attack...
He went to the mountain, he went to the sea;
He cried for protection, but begged to be free
He fell on that mountain, he drowned in the sea --
Blind to the order, death to the harmony
Nature's his rival, nature's his friend;
In the beginning there was no end
God is his island -- He made the sun



Nature, mankind as one...
Man is an island: sadly adrift
Wand'ring forever, while continents shift
God is his island -- He made the sun
Nature, mankind as one
God is his island -- He made the light!
Man on his island waits for the end of night
In the beginning there was no end...

12723. Man Of Constant Sorrow

Man Of Constant Sorrow
Stanley Brothers

I am a man of constant sorrow
I've seen trouble all my days
I bid farewell to old Kentucky
The place where I was borned and raised
(The place where he was borned and raised) 

For six long years I've been in trouble
No pleasure here on earth I find
For in this world I'm bound to ramble
I have no friends to help me now
(He has no friends to help him now) 

It's fare thee well my own true lover
I never expect to see you again
For I'm bound to ride that northern railroad
Perhaps I'll die upon this train
(Perhaps he'll die upon this train) 

You can bury me in some deep valley
For many years where I may lay
Then you may learn to love another
While I am sleeping in my grave
(While he is sleeping in his grave) 

Maybe your friends think I'm just a stranger
My face you'll never will see no more
But there is one promise that is given
I'll meet you on God's golden shore
(He'll meet you on God's golden shore)

12724. Man Of Galilee - Chords

Man Of Galilee
recorded by the Masters Family
written by Carroll Sattler



 
C                                         G7
In a manger long ago I know it was really so
                                     C
A child was born to save us from our sins
                                          G7
John saw him on the shore the Lamb forevermore
                                 C
It was the Christ the Man of Galilee
 
                          G7
Oh I love that Man of Galilee
                              C
Who has done so very much for me
                                  F
He forgave me all my sins put the love of God within
     C         G7         C
Oh I love that Man of Galilee
 
                                            G7
Nicodemus came by night to learn the way of right
                                     C
He asked the Son of God what he must do
                                              G7
These words were said to him Ye must be born again
                                C
By the Spirit of the Man of Galilee
 
Repeat #2
                                                   G7
Like the apostle Paul of old who liked to lost his soul
                                     C
Fighting against the people who were right
                                                 G7
Like wise men from above He heard these words of love
                           C
I am the Christ the Man of Galilee

12725. Man On The Side Of The Road

Man on the Side of the Road 
Chris Jones

While driving around, near a small country town 
I pulled off where the grass had been mowed 
I sipped on my drink and while pausing to think 
Saw the man, on the side of the road 
 
Like a dog on the stray, he could wander all day 
With no one around him to care 
He didn't seem cross, and he didn't seem lost  
Wherever he was, he was there   
 



The man on the side of the road 
Silently shouldering his load 
Untouched by the strife on the highways of life 
The man on the side of the road 

He sat on the ground, with the treasures he'd found 
And spread them all out on the grass 
He had not a care, for the laughs and the stares 
From the pickups and cars that drove past 
 
He had found an old sign, that was weathered with time 
Jesus is coming it said 
He really didn't need it I  don't think, he could read it 
But the letters were pretty in red   
 
The man on the side of the road 
Silently shouldering his load 
And I think in a way, I could live out my days 
Like the man on the side of the road

12726. Man Smart, Woman Smarter

Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell
Man Smart, Woman Smarter

[Verse 1]
Let us put man and woman together
To see which one is smarter
Some say men, I say no
Women got the men like a puppet show

[Pre-Chorus]
It ain't me, but some people would say
Men are leading the women astray
But I say it's the women today
Smarter than a man in every way

[Chorus]
Well that's right, the women are smarter
That's right, the women are smarter
That's right, the women are smarter
Smarter than a man in every way

[Guitar Break]

[Verse 2]
A little boy sat down and cried
An old man stopped to ask him why
He said, "I can't do what the big boys do"
Old man sat down and he cried too
[Pre-Chorus]
It ain't me, but some people who say
Men are leading the women astray



But I say it's the women today
Smarter than the man in every way

[Chorus]
That's right, the women are smarter
That's right, the women are smarter
That's right, the women are smarter
Smarter than a man in every way

That's right, the women are smarter
That's right, the women are smarter
That's right, the women are smarter
Smarter than a man in every way

12727. Man Tap - Chords

Man Tap 
The Devil Makes Three

Intro
C#m                              G#G# (taptap)          G#G# (taptap) x5
 
You may be sitting outside, now, just feeling like you're bullet proof  Turns out you
ain t doing a god damn thing, brown-bagging outside of that telephone booth
All the times it seems so hard, just to get your hands upon the pouring rain
Soon as you feel yourself crawl back up, you're on your way back down again
 
 
Chorus:  4 beats of Cm, then 2 beats of E, then 1 beat each of F# and G#:
 
 
C#m
You just pray with me, lost daughters and sons
E                                 F#          G#
Drink a little, smoke before the barrel of the gun
C#m
Them troubles outside of my door
E                                                  F#         G#
There ain't no way to add them up there's going to be so many more.
C#m
You just stay with me lost daughters and sons.
E                               F#        G#
Ain't nobody leaving until this bottle is done
C#m
Them troubles outside of my door
E                                                 F# (hold)
There ain't no way to add them up there's going to be.
                 G# (hold)
There's going to be, there's
 
So many more... ( back to top)



12728. Man Who Hated Freckles

Tom T Hall - Man Who Hated Freckles
Composer: Tom T. Hall

If I live forever I will not forget
The man who hated freckles that I met
He was absolute about it and his hate intensified
He said I hate them folks with freckles on their hides

I can't stand them folks with freckles he would say
They're tearin' down the good ol' USA
I've never met a one who couldn't dance
And they'll steal your watermelons if they ever get a chance

Oh he hated ev'ry freckle that he saw
He said they should be shot down by the law
They oughta send them all back where they're from
And he said would you let your daughter marry one

He said I hate them folks with freckles in my sleep
They're on welfare and their houses ain't too neat
They moved in near some fair complected friends
And them freckled folks are runnin' down the neighborhood we're in

Well he'd see a kid with freckles and he cuss
Said because of them my children have to bus
We wouldn't have the trouble we have seen
If it wasn't for that Martin Luther Queen

But the man who hated freckles had some friends
And they organized a band of freckle's clan
The man who hated freckles may be sick
But as far as I'm concerned he was a stupid son of a

12729. Man Who Picked The Wildwood Flower

Man Who Picked The Wildwood Flower
(Tommy Collins)

(Spoken)
Let me tell you about a song
That was brought to me by a good friend of mine who's a good songwriter
And everytime he brings me a song I'm always willing to listen
But the story and the reasons for writing this song
Were even more interesting to me than the song
The old friend and fella I'm speaking of is Tommy Collins
Tommy told me about an experience he had when he was a minister
Where he was called to preach a funeral for a man with no identity



Tommy said he never forgot the way he felt
Like here is a human being who someone must have loved at sometime
And yet there was no one present to pay respect
Just a couple of grave diggers a funeral man and Tommy
Then the story switched to another thought bout during his last visit to Nashville
He went down to listen to an ole street singer
That he always made a point to go hear each time he was in town
And it was then that Tommy discovered
That Jack Dupree the ole street singer had passed away
And Tommy said he wondered how many were present at Jack's funeral
And it was these two true to life incidents that inspired this song

(Sang)
I only saw five people when they buried Jack Dupree
Two diggers and the preacher the funeral man and me
The pray was said and the hole was filled in less than half an hour
And I said goodbye to the little man who picked the wildwood flower.

For twenty years I'd seen him on the lower Nashville streets
They said he always earned enough to buy his clothes and eats
He'd stop awhile and check his watch with the big clock on the tower
That's when I asked him once if he could pick the wildwood flower.

He always drew a crowd because he put on such a show
He'd dance and sing and play and smile just like a polished pro
And everytime he saw me standin' in the crowd
I knew the tune that he'd play next would be the wildwood flower.

I told him once that he could be what people call a star
And he said why boy I'm happy how many of them folks are
I'd hate to have to force a smile and feel myself turn sour
There ain't no put on in my face when I pick the wildwood flower.

Then I saw a thousand people as they begin to come
Business men and opry stars party girls and bums
And on that little mound of clay bouquets begin to shower
As they paid respect to the little man who picked the wildwood flower...

12730. Man With The Big Hat

Jerry Jeff Walker - Man With the Big Hat

Narrator:
In a bar in Arizona
On a sultry summer day
A cowboy came in off the road just to pass the time away
He pulled a stool up to the bar and pushed his hat back on his head
I listened to the stories told to the words that cowboy said. He said...

Cowboy:
I could tell you stories 'bout the Indians on the plain
Talk about Wells Fargo and the comin' of the trains
Talk of the slaughter of the buffalo that roamed



Sing a song of settlers, come out looking for a home

CHORUS (both)
Now the man with the big hat is buying
Drink up while the drinking is free
Drink up to the cowboys a dead or a dying
Drink to my compadres and me
Drink to my compadres and me

Narrator:
Well his shirt was brown and faded
And his hat was wide and black
And the pants that once were blue were grey and had a pocket gone in back
He had a finger missin' from the hand that rolled the smoke
He laughed and talked of cowboy life but you knew it weren't no joke, he said....

Cowboy:
I seen the day so hot your pony could not stand
And if your water bag was dry, don't count upon the land
And winters, I've seen winters when your boots froze in the snow
And your only thought was leavin', but you had nowhere to go

CHORUS

Narrator:
Well he rested easy at the bar, his foot upon the rail
And laughed and talked of times he'd had out living on the trail
The silence was never broken as the words poured from his lips
Quiet as the forty five he carried on his hip, he said ...

Cowboy:
I rode the cattle drive from here to San Antone
Ten days in the saddle you know, and weary to the bone
I rode from here to Wichita without a womans' smile
The camp fire where I cooked my beans was the only light for miles

CHORUS

Narrator:
Well he rolled another ciggarette, as he turned toward the door
I heard his spurs a jingling as his boot heels hit the floor
He loosened up his belt a notch, pulled his hat down on his head
As he turned to say goodby to me this is what he said....

Cowboy:
Now the high-lines chase the highways, and the fences close the range
And to see a working cowboy, that's a sight that's mighty strange
But a cowboy's life was lonley, and his lot was not the best
But if it hadn't been for men like me, there wouldn't be no west

Repeat Chorus



12731. Man With The Blues

Man With The Blues
Del McCoury

If you need some advice in being lonely
If you need a little help in feelin' blue
If you need some advice on how to cry all night
Come to me I'm the man with the blues

    I'm the man with a hundred thousand heart aches (a good selection all in blue)
   And I've got most any color of the blues
   So if you need a little shove in foulin' up in love
   Come to me I'm the man with the blues

You have a trusting man you can depend on
He tells you you're the one he dearly loves
Your not content to be his wife you long for the restless life
Come to me I'm the man with the blues

12732. Man Without A Soul

Lucinda Williams - Man Without a Soul

You are a man without truth
A man of greed, a man of hate
A man of envy and doubt
You're a man without a soul 

All the money in the world
Will never fill that hole
You're a man bought and sold
You're a man without a soul

You bring nothing good to this world
Beyond a web of cheating and stealing
You hide behind your wall of lies
But it's coming down, yeah, it's coming down

You're a man without shame
Without dignity and grace
No way to save face
You're a man without a soul

How do you think this story ends
It's not a matter of how
It's just a matter of when 
'Cause it's coming down, yeah it's coming down

There's a darkness all around you
To cover all you're hiding 
There's no light in your eyes
You're a man without a soul



Now the exits will be closing 
A sad life will be exposed 
No dealer and no deals
'Cause you're a man without a soul

How do you think this story ends
It's not a matter of how
It's just a matter of when 
'Cause it's coming down, yeah it's coming down

Yeah, it's coming down 
Yeah, it's coming down
Yeah, it's coming down
Yeah, it's coming down
Yeah, it's coming down
Yeah, it's coming down
Yeah, it's coming down

12733. Man's Gotta Give Up A Lot

Man's Gotta Give Up A Lot
(Merle Haggard)

Well, a man's gotta give up a lot to keep a woman satisfied
You gotta give 'em everything you've got or they'll kick you aside
It don't take much they take 'em home with ye
It takes a whole lot to keep 'em there with ye
A man's gotta give 'em some ground to keep 'em around.

Turn everything around sideways try to look through a woman's eyes
And you'll find the whole world takes on a different view
Try to see mankind like a woman does you know what it takes to make a woman love
You know how to act when the woman comes back to you.

'Cause a man's gotta give up a lot to keep a woman satisfied
You gotta give 'em everything you've got or they'll kick you aside
It don't take much they take 'em home with ye
It takes a whole lot to keep 'em there with ye
A man's gotta give 'em some ground to keep 'em around.

--- Instrumental ---

'Cause a man's gotta give up a lot to keep a woman satisfied
You gotta give 'em everything you've got or they'll kick you aside
It don't take much they take 'em home with ye
It takes a whole lot to keep 'em there with ye
A man's gotta give 'em some ground to keep 'em around.

A man's gotta give 'em some ground to keep 'em around...



12734. Mancos Kind Of Saturday NIght

(Mancos Kind Of) Saturday NIght
Stillhouse Junkies

Well I'm a-headin' up the valley
Gonna see my little Sally
And I ain't a-comin' home tonight
I'll be fillin' up a jug
And cuttin' up a couple rugs 
Because my girl knows how to do it right

Hell and gone tomorrow
Got some money I can borrow
I'll be looking quite a sorry sight
And every penny that I got
Is goin' straight into the pot
'Cause it's a Mancos kind of Saturday night

CHORUS
Meet me out tonight in Mancos
Moonshine, columbine, and a couple pairs of dancin' shoes
Meet me out tonight in Mancos
It's the only game in town and you can't lose

Now Uncle Randy's up on Grand
He ain't a complicated man
But he knows how to get himself in deep
He's got twenty thousand down
On a new place right outta town
But there's some promises that he can't keep   

When that whiskey starts a-flowin'
Ain't no place that he'll be goin' 
But the bottom of a fifth of white
So don't you deal another hand 
Unless you're looking for some land
'Cause it's a Mancos kind of Saturday night

Five piece, Sally leadin'
I got my hands full just keepin' 
Up with Turkey in the Straw
Randy's looking too unstable 
To be leaping on the tables
No one said it was against the law

In the morning with a warning 
From the Sheriff and my clothes 
A little torn I'll find my way upright
Say it was in the name of love
And then I'll head back to recover
From a Mancos kind of Saturday night



12735. Mandolin Ben

Mandolin Ben (Larry W. Jones 06/28/2007) 

Well, I had me some money and I had me a honey
And my honey was as pretty as you've ever seen
Then Mandolin Ben showed up and came between
With fast bluegrass singin' and mandolin pickin'
Mandolin Ben stole my sweet Madelyn from me
Mandolin Ben came every night to her window to serenade
He sang fast bluegrass songs about romance
Then I lost sweet Madelyn to music Mandolin Ben played
I wondered if I would ever have another chance
Well, the only chance I had was to answer an ad
In a magazine about how to play bluegrass fast
What the heck, I sent a check so I could begin
I wondered when I made it out to Mandolin Ben
- instrumental -
I got the course in the mail and I practiced without fail
After awhile, I knew the neighbors didn't like it
When they put up a sign that read House For Sale
I plinked and I plunked until they thought I was drunk
And all of my plinkin' plunkers were sore
But I knew I couldn't quit cause the course said I'd be a hit
And I wanted to see sweet Madelyn some more
I had to do a lotta stringin' while I practiced my singin'
But all the neighbors threatened to get a rope
Every time I started singin', my doorbell started ringin'
The neighbors said that that was all she wrote
But Mandolin Ben has my sweet Madelyn
And I can't give in until I get her back again
- instrumental -
But Mandolin Ben has my sweet Madelyn
And I can't give in until I get her back again
Doggone that Mandolin Ben...
Wonder if he gives refunds

12736. Mandolin Rain

Ricky Skaggs - Mandolin Rain

The song came and went
Like the times that we spent
Hiding out from the rain under the carnival tent
I laughed and she'd smile
It would last for awhile
You don't know what you got till you lose it all again

Listen to the mandolin rain



Listen to the music on the lake
Listen to my heart break every time she runs away
Listen to the banjo wind
A sad song drifting low
Listen to the tears roll
Down my face as she turns to go

A cool evening dance
Listening to the bluegrass band takes the chill
From the air till they play the last song
I'll do my time
Keeping you off my mind but there's moments
That I find, I'm not feeling so strong

Listen to the mandolin rain
Listen to the music on the lake
Listen to my heart break every time she runs away
Listen to the banjo wind
A sad song drifting low
Listen to the tears roll
Down my face as she turns to go

Running down by the lake shore
She did love the sound of a summer storm
It played on the lake like a mandolin
Now it's washing her away again

Listen to the mandolin rain
Listen to the music on the lake
Listen to my heart break every time she runs away
Listen to the banjo wind
A sad song drifting low
Listen to the tears roll
Down my face as she turns to go

The boat's steaming in
I watch the side wheel spin and I
Think about her when I hear that whistle blow
I can't change my mind
I knew all the time that she'd go
But that's a choice I made long ago

Listen to the mandolin rain
Listen to the music on the lake
Listen to my heart break every time she runs away
Listen to the banjo wind
A sad song drifting low
Listen to the tears roll
Down my face as she turns to go

12737. Mandolin Wind



Mandolin Wind
Earl Scruggs

When the rain came I thought you'd leave
'Cause I knew how much you loved the sun
But you chose to stay, stay and keep me warm
Through the darkest nights I've ever known
If the mandolin wind couldn't change a thing
Then I know I love ya

Oh the snow fell without a break
Buffalo died in the frozen fields you know
Through the coldest winter in almost fourteen years
I couldn't believe you kept a smile
Now I can rest assured knowing that we've seen the worst
And I know I love ya

Oh I never was good with romantic words
So the next few lines come really hard
Don't have much but what I've got is yours
Except of course my steel guitar
Ha, 'cause I know you don't play
But I'll teach you one day
Because I love ya

I recall the night we knelt and prayed
Noticing your face was thin and pale
I found it hard to hide my tears
I felt ashamed I felt I'd let you down
No mandolin wind couldn't change a thing
Couldn't change a thing no, no

The coldest winter in almost fourteen years
Could never, never change your mind

And I love ya
Yes indeed and I love ya
And I love ya
Lord I love ya
And I love ya
And I love ya

12738. Mange-moé l'Pad

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Mange-moé l'pad

Faire des tounes tristes
J'pense pas qu'c'est mon mandat
Chu lÃ  pour dire cÃ¢lisse
Envoyez donc par lÃ 
J'me donne carte blanche
Je dompe mes gants blancs
J'beurre Ã§a noir co'l'poÃªle
D'affaires qui ont pas d'bon sens



Hen hen
Les tounes downs j'laisse Ã§a au blues
Tout l'monde Ã  poil pour la partouse
Envoye Ã  soir on vire fous
Que tombent les tabous
Hou hou hou hou hou
Mais j'frappe des noeuds
Pis des cordes sensibles
Faut pas ÃªtrR peureux
Parc' qu'c'est pas long qu'Ã§a sillR
On peut p'us j'ter son dévolu
Ã■a l'air qu'c'est pas poli
J'ai le motus cousu
Mais j'm'essaye une sortie
J'ai les mains liées et je me les délie
Je te le crache je te le crie je te le dégueulie
Aussi cru qu'une salade
Mange-moé l'pad
Mange-moé l'pad
Mamamamamamamamama ma
Mange-moé l'pad
Nanananana
J'veux rien savoir comme un Judas d'passer
Par quatre chemins
Pis si Ã§a passe pas
Ben Ã§a m'chiera dins mains
Y'a assez d'contraintes de mÃªme
Ecoute tu porteras plainte
Faut pas garder Ã§a en d'dans
Allez coucher 'es enfants

12739. Mango Tree

Darrell Scott
Mango Tree

[Verse 1: Zac Brown]
Waiting for the sunlight
To come rising from the sea
We lay undercover
Shaded by the mango tree

We could stay forever
Never leave this paradise
Swaying in the ocean breeze
To the rhythm of the tide

[Pre-Chorus: Zac Brown]
Tomorrow, oh tomorrow
Take your time,  cause we got
Time to borrow

[Chorus: Zac Brown]



I love you
Say that you love me too
We can turn the whole world upside down
Just us two
Nobody else will do
 Cause baby, you're the only one for me
Underneath the mango tree

[Verse 2: Sara Bareilles]
Drifting like the ocean
Daydreams dancing in the wind
Sand is sticking to our bodies
Just like sugar on our skin
The day is getting older
Oh, but we are still so young
Higher than the stars above
And faded like the sun

[Pre-Chorus: Zac Brown and Sara Bareilles]
Tomorrow, oh tomorrow
Take your time,  cause we got
Time to borrow

[Chorus: Zac Brown and Sara Bareilles]
I love you
Say that you love me too
And we can turn the
Whole world upside down
Just us two
Nobody else will do
 Cause baby, you're the
Only one for me
(Oh you are so sweet)
Underneath the mango tree

I love you
(I know you do)
Say that you love me too
And we can turn the
Whole world upside down
Just us two
Nobody else will do
 Cause baby, you're the
Only one for me
Baby you are the only one for me
Underneath the mango tree

12740. Mannish Boy

Mannish Boy
Muddy Waters - Sam Bush Band

Oh, yeah



Oh, yeah
Everything gonna be alright this mornin'

Now, when I was a young boy
At the age of five
My mother said I was gonna be
The greatest man alive
But now I'm a man
I'm age twenty-one
I want you to believe me, honey
We having lots of fun

I'm a man (yeah)
I spell M
A, child
N
That represent man
No B
O, child
Y
That spell mannish boy
I'm a man
I'm a full-grown man
I'm a man
I'm a rollin' stone
I'm a man
I'm a hoochie-coochie man

Sittin' on the outside
Just me and my mate
I'm made to move
Come up two hours late
Wasn't that a man?
I spell M
A, child
N
That represesnt man
No B
O, child
Y
That spell mannish boy
I'm a man
I'm a full-grown man
I'm a man
I'm a rolllin' stone
I'm a man
Full-grown man
Oh, well
Oh, well

12741. Manny's Hat Song



Jerry Jeff Walker - Manny's Hat Song

Manny was a maker of hats, Manny was much more than that
He was the kind of guy, you and I would want for a friend
Manny was a regular guy, with an old soul look in his eye
He was a man of word, and true to himself to the end
Chorus:
Manny liked to laugh and share a good story or two
If he's a making you a hat, he needs to know some things about you
He'd say, "Set yourself down, tell us what you're thinking about
Your hat says something about you, before you even open your mouth"
Manny had a funky hat shop, south of town where everyone stopped
To sit and chat, get a hat, and maybe get a new attitude
He loved to sit up front and greet folks
Take their measurements and laugh at their jokes
You couldn't stop by without staying there all afternoon
His wife Norma she sat in the back
Sewing sweatbands in all of his hats
She listened to the radio, some times I'd sing her a tune
Chorus
He made hats for a lot of great men
But none were finer then he made for a friend
He made 'em the old way, steamed, and creased 'em by hand
He'd take your old hat and make her brand new
He'd shape it any way you wanted him too
He'd fix it up fine with a porcupine-beaded hatband
You know his hats were worn all over the world
By real cowboy, women's and pearls
He even made one for me he jokingly called "the old friend"
Bridge:
Well when old friends disappear, I sometimes wonder where
I'd like to think maybe there just somewhere round the bend
But Manny's in heaven I bet, I'll go you one better yet
I'll bet money John B. and Manny are talking God into a hat
Old Manny used to take me aside
He'd say Jerry Jeff you know how to write
Why don't you make up a hat song and do it just the way that you do
Well now that old Manny has gone
I finally made him up Manny's hat song
'Cause it's the best way to keep your old friend alive in a room
Chorus
Manny was a maker of hats, Manny was much more than that
He was the kind of guy, you and I would want for a friend

12742. Mansion For Me - Chords

Mansion For Me
Recorded By Ricky Skaggs and Tony Rice
written by Bill Monroe

C                               F            C
There's folks building homes as sweet as can be
                                                G7
They're leveling their yards and planting their trees



              C        F           C
But my little hut I'll just let it be
              G7                     C
Lord Jesus is building a mansion for me                

A mansion for me (a mansion for me)
  F           C
A mansion for me (a mansion for me)
                            G7
Built by my Lord beyond Calvary
              C        F           C
But my little hut I'll just let it be
              G7                     C
Lord Jesus is building a mansion for me                

Repeat #2

                      F             C
Each day I am getting more ready to go
                                        G7
He's cleansing my sins more whiter than snow
               C            F              C
I'm packing my troubles I'm bound with His love
             G7             C
Get ready to move to Heaven above              

                         F          C
To you who have homes in this world below
                               G7
Driving fine cars wherever you go
                 C            F        C
There's coming a time it will all pass away
             G7                   C
Get ready to move with me on that day          

Repeat #2

12743. Mansion On The Hill

Emmylou Harris
Mansion on the Hill
Aoife O'Donovan

There's a place out on the edge of town, sir
Rising above the factories and fields
Now, ever since I was a child I can remember
That mansion on the hill

In the day, you can see the children playing
On a road that leads to those gates of hardened steel
Steel gates that completely surround, sir
That mansion on the hill



At night, my daddy'd take me and we'd ride
Through the streets of a town so silent and still
Park on a back road along the highway signs, sir
Look up at the mansion on the hill

In the summer, all the lights would shine
There'd be music playing people laughing all the time
Me and my brother, we'd lie down in the tall cornfields, sir
Sit and listen to the mansion on the hill

Tonight down here in Linden town
I watch the cars rushing by, home from the mill
There's a beautiful full moon rising
Above the mansion on the hill

12744. Mansion On The Hill

Osborne Brothers - Mansion on the Hill
Composer: Hank Williams - Fred Rose
Roy Acuff

Tonight down here in the valley
I'm lonesome and o how I feel
As I sit here alone in my cabin
I can see your mansion on the hill

Do you recall when we parted
The story to me you revealed
You said you could live without loving
In your loveless mansion on the hill

I've waited all through the years love
To give you a heart true and real
Cause I know you're living in sorrow
In your loveless mansion on the hill

The light shine bright from yer window
The trees stand so silent and still
I know you're alone with your pride dear
In your loveless mansion on the hill

12745. Mansion Over The Hilltop

Mansion Over The Hilltop

I'm satisfied with just a cottage below
A little silver and a little gold
But in that city, where the ransomed will shine
I want a gold one, that's silver lined



Chorus:
I've got a mansion just over the hilltop
In that bright land where we'll never grow old
And someday yonder, we'll never more wander
But walk on streets that are purest gold
Though often tempted, tormented and tempted
And like the prophet my pillow is stone
And though I find here no permanent dwelling
I know he'll give me a mansion my own
*Refrain
Don't think me poor Lord, deserted or lonely
I'm not discouraged, 'cause I'm heaven bound
I'm just a pilgrim in search of a city
I want a mansion, a harp, and a crown
*Refrain

12746. Mansions For Me

Mansions For Me
Bill Monroe - Ricky Skaggs

There's folks building homes as sweet as can be
They're leveling their yards they're planting their trees
But my little hut I'll just let it be
For Jesus is building a mansion for me

   Mansion for me (mansion for me)
   A mansion for me (a mansion for me)
   Built by my Lord beyond Calvary
   But my little hut I'll just let it be
   For Jesus is building a mansion for me

Each day I am getting more ready to go
I'm cleansing my sins more whiter than snow
I'm packing my troubles bound with his love
Getting ready to move to heaven above

To you who have homes in this world below
Driving fine cars wherever you roam
There's coming a time when we'll all pass away
Get ready to move with me on that day

12747. Mantra

Keller Williams - Mantra 

Om (X3)
Focus on your breath and feel up the surroundins'...feel up the surroundins' (X2)
Your mind will wander like it does and it will, your mind will wander like it does (X2)



Imagination trained, attention to the heart beat...attention to the heart bear (X2)
Your mind will wander like it does and it will, your mind will wander like it does (X2)
No nag champa, I forgot my mantra...I forgot my mantra
Focus on your breath and feel up your surroundins'
Imagination trained attention the heartbeat...attention to the heart
No nag champa, I forgot my mantra...Marsha, Marsha, Marsha!
My mind will wander like it does and it did...My mind will wander like it does (X4)
Om

12748. Many A Long And Lonesome Highway

Rodney Crowell - Many A Long And Lonesome Highway

Yes I had a woman love me gave her what there was there of me
It was good as it could be
Then I heard a wild world calling, I saw a lone star falling
Caught a song and set it free
Many a long and lonesome highway lies before us as we go
In the end I'll do it my way
Look for me where the four winds blow
I believe in love and danger
I believe that truth is stranger
I believe that fear is much too strong
I believe the best will find me when I leave the rest behind me
Out on the highway I'm on my own
Every night's a new beginning every day the world keeps spinning
Sometimes it's hard to stand upon my own
To the east the moon comes showing to the west the storm clouds growing
Though by myself I'm not alone
My father on his deathbed told me there's really nothing left to hold me
Though I was there he died alone
It's gonna take a fast train leaving to shake my world of grieving
Guess I'll go until it's gone
Many a long and lonesome highway lies before us as we go
In the end I'll do it my way look for me where the four winds blow

12749. Many A Mile

Many a Mile 
Country Gentlemen

Well I damn near walked this world around 
Another city and another town 
Another friend to say goodbye 
Another girl to sit and cry 
 
REFRAIN: 
It's many a mile I've been on this road 
Many a mile I have gone 



 
Now there was one that loved me best 
You know she gave my poor heart rest 
She was my love someone to care 
Now she's gone to God knows where 
 
Fill my glass, up to the brim 
To this glass this world looks dim 
I know there's life out there somewhere 
Maybe ramblin' will get me there

12750. Many Hills Of Time

Many Hills Of Time 
Bill Emerson

CHORUS: 
If we could cross the many hills of time 
Back to where we were when you were mine
I wouldn't have these sleepless nights 
With tears in my eyes 
If we could cross the many hills of time 
 
Yesterday has closed its doors forever 
Everything is gone that used to be 
Your love is gone like birds in winter's weather
Everything is gone except your memory 
 
I don't care what comes with new tomorrows 
I'll just lay and dream them all away 
But if only I had the chance to borrow 
Just one tiny bit of yesterday 
 
In spite of all the hurt I hope you're happy 
I'm sure that he will make it all come true 
But if his love should grow so cold and distant
Just know that I'll be waiting here for you

12751. Many Rivers To Cross

Linda Ronstadt - Many Rivers To Cross

Many rivers to cross
But I can't seem to find my way over
Wandering I am lost
As I travel along white cliffs of Dover

Many rivers to cross
And it's only my will that keeps me alive



I've been licked, washed up for years
And I merely survive because of my pride

And this loneliness won't leave me alone
It's such a drag to be on your own
My baby left me and he didn't say why
Well I guess I'll have to try

Many rivers to cross
But just where to begin
I'm playing for time
There have been times I find myself thinking of committing
Some dreadful crime

I've got many rivers to cross
But I can't seem to find my way over
Wandering I am lost
As I travel along white cliffs of Dover

12752. Many Tears Ago

Many Tears Ago
(Eddy Arnold)

Many tears ago you said you loved me
Oh how happy was this heart of mine
Then a dark cloud came from out of nowhere
And the sun went down no more to shine

Many tears ago I learned too well dear
What it means to bare a heavy load
I found out what is ment by sorrow
Many tears ago along life's road

Many tears ago I built a castle
Built it very strong and very tall
Tho I thought it had a firm foundation
Many tears ago I saw it fall

Many times I have wished that I would die Dear
Better to be dead than feel so alone
All I ever lived or hoped for
Left me many tears ago

Many tears ago you called me darling
In my dreams I hear you say it now
I can almost feel your arms around me
Arm's that never ment to keep their vows

Many tears ago, twas in the spring time
When you said goodbye and went away
Oh how well the aching heart remembers
Many many tears ago...today



12753. Many Years Ago

Many Years Ago (Larry W. Jones 10/28/2006) 

Many years ago I told you that I love you
When you placed your little hand in mine
Through the many years you've loved me too
You have always been my warm sunshine
Many years ago we built a castle
With walls so strong they never fell apart
Love withstood every kind of hassle
And our life is still a lovely work of art
Many years ago I knew, dear
That life would bring its big and heavy loads
And if it were not for you, dear
I could not have walked life's bumpy roads
Before you came I used to walk the floor
The flame of love I truly didn't know
But you came and opened up love's door
And it's the same as many years ago 
Many years ago I called you sweetheart
And I still call you sweetheart now
When you're in my arms, the feeling starts
Just like the day we said our vows
Many years ago in the Springtime
I gave to you a sweet bouquet
Loving you has been the sweetest time
Many years ago just like today

12754. Manzanar

Manzanar
Laurie Lewis

He said my name is Nakashima
And I'm a proud American
I came here in '27
From my homeland of Japan

And we picked your grapes and oranges
Made some money, bought a store
Until 1942
Pearl Harbor and the war

Came those relocation orders
They took our house, the store, the car
Then they drove us to the desert
To a place called Manzanar



The Spanish word for "apple orchard"
Though we saw no apple trees
Just the rows of prison barracks
And barbed wired boundaries

And we dream of apple blossoms
waving free beneath the stars
Till we wake up in the desert
the prisoners of Manzanar
Manzanar...

Fifty years, they've all but vanished
And now I am an old man
But I don't regret the day
That I came here from Japan

But on moonlit winter nights
I often wish upon a star
That I'd forget the shame and sorrow
That I felt at Manzanar

And we dream of apple blossoms
waving free beneath the stars
Till we wake up in the desert
the prisoners of Manzanar
Manzanar...

12755. Maple On The Hill

Maple On The Hill
Mac Wiseman - Ralph Stanley

In a quiet country village stood a maple on the hill
Where I sat with my Geneva long ago
As the stars were shining brightly we could hear the whippoorwill
As we sat beneath the maple on the hill

We would sing love songs together when the birds had gone to rest
We would listen to the murmur o'er the hill
Will you love me, little darling as you did those starry nights
As we sat beneath the maple on the hill

Don't forget me, little darling when they lay me down to die
Just one little wish, my darling, that I pray
As you linger there in sadness thinking darling of the past
Let your teardrops kiss the flowers on my grave

I will soon be with the angels on that bright and peaceful shore
Even now I hear them coming o'er the hill
So goodbye, my little darling It is time for us to part
I must leave you 'neath the maple on the hill



12756. Maple Sugar Sweetheart

Maple Sugar Sweetheart
Mac Wiseman

Oh I left her in the mountains in the golden summertime
I told her not to worry little darling pal of mine
I told her that I loved her and always would be true
When the moon comes o'er the mountain I'll be waitin' there for you

She's my darling she's my sweetheart she's the one for me
With a heart as pure as gold and in dreams her face I see
Soon I'll be returning and the wedding bells will chime
And I'll make her mine forever when it's maple sugar time

Jerry Tuckett will play the fiddle folks will come from miles away
To the maple sugar hoedown what a happy wedding day
I'll be a country king and I'll paint a pretty scene
I'll kiss her smiling ruby lips she'll be my maple sugar Queen

12757. Marathon Kiss

Emmylou Harris
Marathon Kiss

I cherished the night of your marathon kiss
Chemicals flying, oh I love this
What's it all for if you can't feel the ecstasy ?
What's it all for if you can't touch the power
The will to live in the hour ?

Don't steal what I have got, baby
'Cause it's hardly enough for myself
Don't steal what I've got, baby
'Cause the balance is thin like a shell

I cherished the night of your marathon kiss
Chemicals flying, oh I love this
What's it all for if you can't feel the moment ?
What's it all for if you can't feel the moment
The moment of kiss

Fearless when I'm with you
Fearless when I'm with you
Fearless when I'm with you
Fearless through and through

What am I gonna wear ? I don't care
Nobody sees the inside



Oh, the radio's gonna take us out
Take us out on a ride
I put on perfume and I walk in the room
The world stands still with you in the room
I cross the floor and I'm high and I'm rich
When I'm under your lips and your fingertips
I cherished the night of your marathon kiss
Chemicals flying into the mist
What's it all for if you can't feel the moment ?
What's it all for if you can't feel the power ?
What's it all for if you can't, can't live right here
In the hour, in the hour, in the hour ?

Fearless when I'm with you
Fearless when I'm with you
Fearless when I'm with you
Fearless through and through

12758. Marbletown

Marbletown
Blue Highway

Roll out here mister
If you need a little rest
Lay me down in Marbletown
A bone yard is the best

There was a bad bull on the railroad
Tried to pull me off this train
Lay me down in Marbletown
'Til the coast is clear again

I can hear them a-hollerin'
'We got a man down here
We got a man down'

I'm gonna flip me a cannonball
That won't stop for anyone
Lay me down in Marbletown
Wait 'til morning comes

I'm gonna roll out here in the tombstones
Wait here on my train
Lay me down in Marbletown
I hope that it don't rain

And I can still hear them hollerin'
'We got a man down here
We got a man down'

Roll out here mister
If you need a little rest



Lay me down in Marbletown
A bone yard is the best

12759. March March

March March
Dixie Chicks

[Chorus]
March, march to my own drum
March, march to my own drum
Hey, hey, I'm an army' of' one
Oh, I'm an' army of one
March, march to my' own drum
March, march to my own drum
Hey, hey, I'm an army of one
Oh, I'm an army of one

[Verse 1]
Brenda's packin' heat 'cause she don't like Mondays
Underpaid teacher policin' the hallways
Print yourself a weapon and take it to the gun range
(Ah, cut the shit, you ain't goin' to the gun range)
Standin' with Emma and our sons and daughters
Watchin' our youth have to solve our problems
I'll follow them, so who's comin' with me?
(Half of you love me, half already hate me)

[Chorus]
March, march to my own drum
March, march to my own drum
Hey, hey, I'm an army of one
Oh, I'm an army of one
March, march to my own drum
March, march to my own drum
Hey, hey, I'm an army of one
Oh, I'm an army of one

[Verse 2]
Tell the ol' boys in the white bread lobby
What they can and can't do with their bodies
Temperatures are risin', cities are sinkin'
(Ah, cut the shit, you know your city is sinkin')
Lies are truth and truth is fiction
Everybody's talkin', who's gonna listen?
What the hell happened in Helsinki?

[Chorus]
March, march to my own drum
March, march to my own drum
Hey, hey, I'm an army of one
Oh, I'm an army of one
March, march to my own drum



March, march to my own drum
Hey, hey, I'm an army of one
Oh, I'm an army of one

[Instrumental Outro]

12760. March Winds Going To Blow My Blues All Away

The Carter Family - March Winds Going to Blow My Blues All Away

[Chorus]
Sun's going to shine in my back door some day[x3]
March wind's going to blow my blues all away

[Verse 1]
Low down foreman, dirty engineer[x3]
Stole my gal, left me standing here

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]
My mama told me long years ago
Never to marry no girl that I know
Spend all your money and wear out your clothes
What will become of you, God only knows

[Chorus]

12761. March Winds Gonna Blow My Blues All Away

March Winds Gonna Blow My Blues All Away

   Suns gonna shine in my back door some day
   Suns gonna shine in my back door some day
   Suns gonna shine in my back door some day
   March winds gonna blow my blues all away

Low down fireman dirty engineer
Low down fireman dirty engineer
Low down fireman dirty engineer
Stole my gal left me standing here

My momma told long years ago
Never to marry no girls that I know
Spend all your money and wear out your clothes
What will become of you God only knows



12762. Mardi Gras

Dierks Bentley - Mardi Gras

[Verse 1]
Damn she hurts the morning after
Drunk on thinking I could have her
Strung her out long like lights on a balcony
Come Wednesday, she don't care
Tuesday night I had her here
Like beads and feathers, it was heaven her hanging on me

[Chorus]
She took me for a ride, hit a new high
Throwing confetti in her green eyes
Trying like hell to hold the bell of a ball
She pulled me in a world of wonder
It's a charade trying to love her
It's like trying to save a soul from Mardi Gras
From Mardi Gras

[Verse 2]
Trashed my heart just like these streets
Her perfume's all over me
Just reminded me of a night I can't forget
She paraded me around
Swirled eyes, not I had a crown on my head till she left
Thought she'd stay, but instead

[Chorus]
She took me for a ride, hit a new high
Throwing confetti in her green eyes
Trying like hell to hold the bell of a ball
She pulled me in a world of wonder
It's a charade trying to love her
It's like trying to save a soul from Mardi Gras
From Mardi Gras
From Mardi Gras

[Bridge]
She ain't looking for love
No she's just looking for a real good time
And you can't change her weather
She's a hurricane every time

[Chorus]
She took me for a ride, hit a new high
Throwing confetti in her green eyes
Trying like hell to hold the bell of a ball
She pulled me in a world of wonder
It's a charade trying to love her
It's like trying to save a soul from Mardi Gras
From Mardi Gras

[Outro]
From Mardi Gras
From Mardi Gras



(Mardi Gras)

12763. Margaritaville

Margaritaville (Alan Jackson with Jimmy Buffett) - Alan Jackson

Nibblin' on sponge cake 
Watchin' the sun bake 
All of those tourists covered in oil 
Strummin' my six-string 
On my front porch swing 
Smell those shrimp hey they're beginnin' to boil 

Wasted away again in Margaritaville 
Searching for my lost shaker of salt 
Some people claim that there's a woman to blame 
But I know it's nobody's fault 

I don't know the reason 
I stayed here all season 
Nothin' to show but this brand new tattoo 
But it's a real beauty 
A Mexican cutie 
How it got here I haven't a clue 

Wasted away again in Margaritaville 
Searchin' for my lost shaker of salt 
Some people claim that there's a woman to blame 
Now I think 
Must be Buffet's fault

I blew out my flip-flop 
Stepped on a pop-top 
Broke my leg twice I had to limp on back home 
But there's booze in the blender 
And soon it will render 
That frozen concoction that helps me hang on 
Hang on

Wasted away again in Margaritaville 
Searching for my lost shaker of salt 
Some people claim that there's a woman to blame 
But I know this is all Alan's fault
Yes and some people claim that there's a woman to blame 
And I know it's our own damn fault

12764. Margie's At The Lincoln Park Inn



Tom T Hall - Margie's At The Lincoln Park Inn
Composer: Tom T. Hall

My name's in the paper where i took the boy scouts to hike
My hands are dirty from working on my little boy's bike
The preacher came by and i talked for a minute with him
My wife's in the kitchen and margies at the lincoln park inn

And i know why she's there i've been there before
But i made a promise that i wouldn't cheat anymore
I try to ignore it but i know she's in there my friend
My mind's on a number and margie's at the lincoln park inn

Next sunday it's my turn to speak to the young people's class
They expect answers to all of the questions they ask
What would they say if i spoke on a modern day sin
And al of the margie's at all of the lincoln park inns

The bike is all fixed and my little boy's in bed asleep
His little old puppy is curled in a ball at my feet
My wife's baking cookies to feed to the bridge clup again
I'm almost out of cigarettes and margie's at the lincoln park inn

And i know why she's there

12765. Margie's At The Lincoln Park Inn - Chords

(Margie's At) The Lincoln Park Inn

 G G/F# Em D C C/B Am Am/G
My name's in the paper where I took the boy scouts to hike
 D G G/F# Em D
My hands're all dirty from working on my little boy's bike
 G G/F# Em D C C/B Am Am/G
The preacher came by and I talked for a minute with him
 D G
My wife's in the kitchen and Margie's at the Lincoln Park Inn

 Em G
And I know why she's there I've been there before
 A D
But I made a promise that I wouldn't cheat anymore
 G G/F# Em D C C/B Am Am/G
I tried to ignore it but I know she's in there my friend
 D G
My mind's on a number and Margie's at the Lincoln Park Inn

Next Sunday it's my turn to speak to the young people's class
They expect answers to all of the questions they ask
What would they say if I spoke of the modern day sins
And all of the Margies at all of the Lincoln Park Inns

Key Change to A
 A A/G# F#m F#m/A D D/C# D/B D/A



The bike is all fixed and my little boy's in bed asleep
 E A 
His little old puppy is curled in a ball at my feet
 A A/G# F#m F#m/A D 
My wife's baking cookies to feed to the Bridge Club again
 E D
I'm almost out of cigarettes and Margie's at the Lincoln Park Inn

Bridge

12766. Maria

Lucinda Williams - Maria

Maria, you're still wild and restless
And I can just see ya ridin' in a rodeo
You might even make it down to Texas
Or you might head out west to New Mexico

So pack up all of your belongings
A pick-up will take you where you want to go
You can ride out when you hear mountains calling
Out to Canada or the canyons of Colorado

New York City was always your home
But in your heart you know you were born to roam
And you're gonna leave as soon as you get the money
After you sell everything you own

Maria, is loneliness a virtue
Or does it steal you blind and leave you split apart
Maria, can you give me an answer
Are the songs we sing worth the broken heart

The highway has always been your lover
And someday you may know his name
Wherever you stay it wouldn't really matter
'Cause all those cities start to look the same

Some folks will try to take your heart away
And just when you think you've really got it made
You wake up and find madness in the morning
But damn the pain and damn those restless days
Damn the pain and damn those restless days

12767. Maria

Maria
I Draw Slow



Turn back Maria
Don't follow me
I'm miles away
From rosary, oh

I left the souls
We cursed the cold
And climbed the hill
At Burning Eagle

Oh love, don't you know?
That in the rain and the snow
You're alone
Oh love, don't you know?
That in the rain and the snow
In the rain and the snow
In the rain and the snow
In the rain and the snow

No day or night
No wrong or right
Half in the air
At Panagrosso [?]

Oh, bird of prey
Oh, feet of clay
I safely order
L'inferno [?]

Oh cold river flow
In the land where I go
On my hands, in my soul
Wash away while I know
Oh love doesn't grow
In the darkness down below
Turn away from the state
From the cold and the rain -

Turn away -

Maria -

Turn your face to the sun
Oh my Maria, oh
If you knew what I'd done
Oh, if you knew what I'd done

Words cannot say
There's a price that I pay
Love died away
Oh, hunger, oh, pain

Words cannot say
There's a price that I pay
In the dirt and the cold
Will I always be alone?



Will I always be alone?
Will I always be alone?

In the rain and the snow
In the rain and the snow

In the dirt and the cold
Will I always be alone?

I can't eat, I can't breathe
But I can't turn away
But I can't turn away
No, I can't turn away -

Turn away -

Maria

12768. Maria (Love to See You Again)

Marty Stuart - Maria (Love to See You Again)

From the Fairbanks of Alaska 
Through the Rockies I did run
Down the trail from Appalachia 
Hiding from a long-armed lawman's gun
Stowed away in San Francisco
Down to Baja with the wind
Ah Maria, love to see you again

Ensenada was my harbor
And through the low life I did roam
There my sweet Maria found me
Took my hand and took me home
There she healed me in the waters
Of her love and tenderness
Ah Maria, love to see you again
Ah Maria, love to see you again

Sergeant Lopez can't be trusted
Though my Maria pays him well
For his silence is my freedom
And what he knows he mustn't tell
Wanted posted from Alaska
Murder in the first degree
They say that gringo in that picture
Looks a lot like me

See the walls of steel and concrete
Staring at me in the cold
Soon the chaplain will be callin'
Oh God have mercy on my soul
And when the faceless man he asks me



What might last request might be
Ah Maria, love to see you again
Ah Maria, love to see you again
Ah Maria

12769. Maria - Chords

Maria 
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
E                    B
Used to be I was the object of affection
C#m     E     E7
In your eyes alone
A                               B
But now it seems your heart has found a new direction
           E          B          A
And you're leavin' me out in the cold
 
 
[Verse 2]
E                        B
If you're gonna break my heart go on and break it
C#m          E           E7
 No, I don't need you no more
A                   B
I tried so hard and now my will is breakin'
E        B    A
And baby even more
A
I still love you
 
 
[Instrumental]
E  G#m  C#m  E  E7
A  B  E  B  A
 
 
[Verse 3]
E                   B
I remember when you used to make me happy
C#m            E       E7
Just to look into your eyes
A                       B
But lately every time I try you're lookin' past me
E     B          A
And I don't know why
 
 
[Verse 4]
E                           B
So leave me baby, you don't even gotta tell me



C#m      E     E7
 But I already know
A                       B
And you don't gotta goodbye, just walk on past me
E               B       A
I don't want to hurt no more
A
Not for you Maria
 
 
[Instrumental]
E  G#m  C#m  E  E7
A  B  E  B  A
E  G#m  C#m  E  E7
A  B  E  B  A
 
 
[Bridge]
C#m       B
Any way I turn I know
        E             B      A
I could find a better way to lose
      E               B         A
Cos I just won't get along with you
     E        B        A
Even though I love you too, ah Maria
 
 
[Instrumental]
E  G#m  C#m  E  E7
A  B  E  B  A
 
 
[Outro]
E                   B
I guess mama wasn't lyin' about the dangers
C#m               E         E7
That could hide inside ones heart
A                           B
We're better off if we just all remain strangers
 E         B         A
Stumblin' around the dark

12770. Mariana

The Gibson Brothers - Mariana 

Love of my live I will never leave you.
You're on my mind wherever you are.

Mariana

Maria mi amor.



Mariana
I miss you more and more.

All of my heart
I'm feeling so lonely.
All I can do si dreaming of you.

Mariana
Maria mi amor.
Mariana
I miss you more and more.

I still remember the very first time

I saw you and your eyes met mine.
I wish it could happen again

All over again
all over again.

Mariana
Maria mi amor.
Mariana
I miss you more and more.

I still remeber the very first time
Maria mi amor.
Mariana
I miss you more and more.

12771. Marianne

Marianne
Mipso

Marianne, I don't wanna wait
The chapel's full but the preacher's late
There's flies around our cake, can you shut the door

My daddy came from a different world
I knew enough when his lips curled
Nobody visits anymore

I watched the faces for a long time
I felt the poison to the water table line
I know there would fall the grace of God
Still feels good to curse the odds
Of knowing what to do
With this old town and you

LBJ didn't start the war
He just limped home wondering what he lost it for
I packed our bags, don't you hesitate



We'll go north or we'll go west
To a place we can reach for our better best
Bring your mama's quilt and let 'em burn the rest

I watched the faces for a long time
I filled the poison to the water table line
I know there would fall the grace of God
Still feels good to curse the odds
Of knowing what to do
Between this town and you

We'll be gone again before it gets too far
And this time, I won't look behind me
We'll be gone again and I know what I'll do
When it's time to choose between this town and you
Between this town and you
Between this town and you

Marianne, I don't wanna wait
The chapel's full but the preacher's late
There's flies around our cake, can you shut the door

12772. Mariano

Robert Earl Keen - Mariano 

The man outside he works for me, his name is Mariano
He cuts and trims the grass for me he makes the flowers bloom
He says that he comes from a place not far from Guanajuato
Thats two days on a bus from here, a lifetime from this room.

I fix his meals and talk to him in my old broken spanish
He points at things and tells me names of things I can't recall
Sometimes I just can't but help but wonder who this man is
And if when he is gone will he'll remember me at all

I watch him close he works just like a piston in an engine
He only stops to take a drink and smoke a cigarette
When the day is ended, I look outside my window
There on the horizon, Mariano's silhouette

He sits upon a stone in a south-easterly direction
I know my charts I know that he is thinking of his home
I've never been the sort to say I'm in to intuition
But I swear I see the faces of the ones he calls his own

Their skin is brown as potters clay, their eyes void of expression
Their hair is black as widow's dreams, their dreams are all but gone
They're ancient as a vision of a sacrificial virgin
Innocent as crying from a baby being born

They hover around a dying flame and pray for his protection



Their prayers are all but answered by his letters in the mail
He sends them colored figures that he cuts from strips of paper
And all his weekly wages, saving nothing for himself

It's been a while since I have seen the face of Mariano
The border guards they came one day and took him far away
I hope that he is safe down there at home in Guanajuato
I worry though I read there's revolution every day

12773. Mariano - Chords

Mariano
Robert Earl Keen

Am F
The man outside he works for me, his name is Mariano
Am F G
He cuts and trims the grass for me he makes the flowers bloom
Am F
He says that he comes from a place not far from Guanajuato
Am G Am
Thats two days on a bus from here, a lifetime from this room.

I fix his meals and talk to him in my old broken spanish
He points at things and tells me names of things I can't recall
Sometimes I just can't but help but wonder who this man is
And if when he is gone will he'll remember me at all

I watch him close he works just like a piston in an engine
He only stops to take a drink and smoke a cigarette
When the day is ended, I look outside my window
There on the horizon, Mariano's silhouette

He sits upon a stone in a south-easterly direction
I know my charts I know that he is thinking of his home
I've never been the sort to say I'm into intuition
But I swear I see the faces of the ones he calls his own

Their skin is brown as potters clay, their eyes void of expression
Their hair is black as widow's dreams, their dreams are all but gone
They're ancient as a vision of a sacrificial virgin
Innocent as crying from a baby being born

They hover around a dying flame and pray for his protection
Their prayers are all but answered by his letters in the mail
He sends them colored figures he cuts from strips of paper
And all his weekly wages, saving nothing for himself

It's been a while since I have seen the face of Mariano
The border guards they came one day and took him far away
I hope that he is safe down there at home in Guanajuato
I worry though I read there's revolution every day.



12774. Marie - Chords

Marie 
Steve Earle
 
[Intro]
 
Bm A Bm A Bm
Em D Em
Bm A Bm
 
 
[Verse]
 
  Bm
I stood in line and left my name
               A        Bm
Took about six hours or so
          Bm
Well, the man just grinned like it was all a game
             A     Bm
Said they'd let me know
  Em
I put in my time till the pocono line
              D      Em
Shut down two years ago
      Bm
I was staying at the mission till I met Marie
                 A        Bm    A Bm
Now I can't stay there no more
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
Bm
Fella 'cross town said he's lookin' for a man
                 A     Bm
To move some old cars around
      Bm
Maybe me and Marie could find a burned-out
                    A        Bm
Van and do a little settlin' down
        Em
Aw, but I'm just dreamin', I ain't got no ride
                     D      Em
And the junkyard's a pretty good ways
     Bm
That job's about a half week old besides
                 A  Bm   A Bm
It'd be gone now anyway
 
 
[Verse 3]



 
Bm
Unemployment said I got no more checks
                   A         Bm
And they showed me to the hall
   Bm
My brother died in Georgia some time ago
             A       Bm
I got no one left to call
Em
Summer wasn't bad below the bridge
                  D           Em
A little short on food that's all
      Bm
Now I gotta get Marie some kind of coat
                  A    Bm   A Bm
We're headed down into fall
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
Bm
I used to play the mouth harp pretty good
             A      Bm
Hustled up a little dough
    Bm
But I got drunk and I woke up rolled
            A       Bm
A couple of months ago
     Em
They got my harp and they got my dollar
              D      Em
Them low life so and so's
Bm
Harps cost money and I ain't got it
                  A    Bm   A Bm
It's my own fault I suppose
 
 
[Verse 5]
 
    Bm
The pocono's down but the Chesapeak's runnin'
             A     Bm
Two freights everyday
Bm
If it was just me I'd be headed south
                A        Bm
But Marie can't catch no train
      Em
She's got some pain and she thinks it's a baby,
              D        Em
Says we gotta wait and see
Bm
In my heart I know it's a little boy
                  A       Bm  A Bm
Hope he don't end up like me



 
 
[Verse 6]
 
Bm
Well, the man's still grinnin' says he lost my file
                 A     Bm
I gotta stand in line again
Bm
I want to kill him but I just say no
                     A       Bm
I had enough of that line my friend
       Em
I head back to the bridge, it's getting kinda cold
                    D       Em
I'm feelin' too low down to lie
  Bm
I guess I'll just tell Marie the truth
                     A        Bm
Hope she don't break down and cry
 
 
[Interlude]
 
Bm A Bm A Bm
Em D Em
Bm A Bm
 
 
[Verse 7]
 
Bm
Marie she didn't wake up this morning
           A    Bm
She didn't even try
Bm
She just rolled over and went to heaven
              A      Bm
My little boy safe inside
  Em
I laid them in the sun where somebody'd find them
                    D      Em
Caught a Chesapeake on the fly
  Bm
Marie will know I'm headed south
                A      Bm
So's to meet me by and by
  Bm
Marie will know I'm headed south
                A      Bm
So's to meet me by and by



12775. Marie LaVaux

Blue Dogs - Marie LaVaux

Down in Lou'siana where the black trees grow
Live a voodoo lady named Marie Laveaux
She got a black cat tooth and a mojo bone
And anyone wouldn't leave her alone
She go GREEEEEEEEEEEE...
Another man done gone
She live in a swamp in a hollow log
With a one-eyed snake and a three-legged dog
She got a bent bony body and stringy hair
And if she ever seen you messin' round there
She go GREEEEEEEEEEEE...
Another man done gone
And then one night when the moon was black
Into the swamp came Handsome Jack
A no-good man like you all know
And he was lookin' around for Marie Laveaux
He said, "Marie Laveaux, you lovely witch
Why don't you gimme a little charm that'll make me rich
Gimme million dollars, and I'll tell you what I'll do...
This very night I'm gonna marry you."
It'll be UMMMMMMMM...
Another man done gone
So Marie done some magic and she shook a little sand
Made a million dollars, and she put it in his hand
Then she giggled and she wiggled and she said, "Hey hey
I'm gettin' ready for my wedding day."
But ol' Handsome Jack said "Goo-bye Marie
You too damn ugly for a man like me."
So Marie started shakin', her fangs started gnashin'
Her body started shakin', and her eyes started flashin'
She went GREEEEEEEEEEEE...
Another man done gone

12776. Marie Laveau - Chords

Marie Laveau
Performed by Bobby Bare
Written by Shel Silverstein and Baxtor Taylor

INTRO (TALK):
The most famous of the voodoo queens that ever existed
Is Marie Laveau, down in Louisanaa
There's a lot of wierd, ungodly tales about Marie,
She's supposed to have a lot of magic potions, spells and curses....

[A] Down in Louisana, where the black trees grow
Lives a voodoo lady named Marie Laveau
Got a [D] black cat's tooth and a Mojo bone
And [A] anyone who wouldn't leave her alone



She'd go [E] (growl) another man done [A] gone.

She lives in a swamp in a hollow log
With a one-eyed snake and a three-legged dog
She's got a bent, bony body and stringy hair
If she ever seen y'all messin' 'round there
She'd go (growl) another man done gone.

And [D] then one night when the moon was black
[A] Into the swamp come handsome Jack
A [B] no good man like you all know
[E] (TALK) He was lookin' around for Marie Laveau.

He said Marie Laveau, you handsome witch
Gimme a little a little charm that'll make me rich
Gimme a million dollars and I tell you what I'll do
This very night, I'm gonna marry you
Then It'll be (growl) another man done gone.

(Same chords as in verse 3)
So Marie done some magic, and she shook a little sand
Made a million dollars and she put it in his hand
Then she giggled and she wiggled, and she said Hey, Hey
I'm gettin' ready for my weddin' day.

But old handsome Jack he said goodbye Marie
You're too damned ugly for a rich man like me
Then Marie started mumblin', her fangs started gnashin'
Her body started tremblin', and her eyes started flashin'
And she went (growl) another man done gone.

So if you ever git down where the black trees grow
And meet a voodoo lady named Marie Laveau
If she ever asks you to make her your wife
Man, you better stay with her for the rest of your life
Or it'll be (growl) another man done gone.

12777. Marie Mouri

Linda Ronstadt - Marie Mouri

ChÃ¨re 'tit zozo quoi t'apré fé?
T'apré sauter, t'apré chanter
To pas connais n'a p'us Marie
Marie mouri, Marie mouri

'Tits herbe tout vert, 'tits herbe tout moux
Faut p'us to fais un lit pou nous
To pas connais n'a p'us Marie
Marie mouri, Marie mouri

Quand jou fini n'a p'you soleil
Quand nuit fini n'a pas sommeil



Quand monde content mo p'us ca ri
Marie mouri, Marie mouri

12778. Marie St. Lauriette

The Ballad of Marie St. Lauriette - Acoustic Syndicate

Well she was born
Marie St. Lauriette
From the poorest of countries
And the town of Port Au Prince
Born the daughter of a poor man
She watched her family die in vain
Swept away by the flood
Of the mighty hurricane

But she'²s still alive
A little weathered by the sun
And as hard as her life is here
She still smiles for everyone
And with a little time
I know she'll rise above
All the heartaches and trouble
Of the Haitian way of love

She came to Miami
Back in 1993
On a small, wooden vessel
Not worthy of the sea
Her very life hung in the balance
She never really had a choice
And all along the voyage
She could hear her father'²s voice
He said, You're still alive
A little weathered by the sun
And as hard as our life is here
We still gotta smile for everyone
And with a little time
I know she'll rise above
All the heartaches and troubles
Of the Haitian way of love

Still a young woman
Her face betrays her age
Worn, bruised and battered
From the Haitian sugar cane
Oh but now she'²s in Miami
She'²s gonna find a better way
And as long as she's breathing
There will be a better day

She'²s still alive
A little weathered by the sun



And as hard as her life is here
She's still got a smile for everyone
And with a little time
I know she'²ll rise above
All the heartache and troubles
Of the Haitian way of love
All the heartaches and troubles
Of the Haitian way

12779. Marietta - Chords

Marietta 
The Lone Bellow

[Verse 1]
     C
Marietta,
                         F
You lost me a long time ago, 
          C
in your midnight, 
     C                         F
the flood and the fire of my soul
 
 
[Chorus]
              Am                   C
And I let you in again, I let you in again,
        F           C
You sleep with the lights on,
          Am
I let you in again
 
 
[Verse 2]
    C
Marietta,
        C                       F
the loneliness burns at your door,
         C
in your midnight, 
                                     F
she seeps through the cracks in your floor
 
 
[Chorus]
              Am                  C
And I let you in again, I let you in again,
        F           C
You sleep with the lights on, 
      F             C          G
what you call your family are gone
           Am



I let you in again
         F     C             G
and patiently wait for your storm.
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm   F   C   G x2
 
 
[Bridge]
       Dm                 F
The worry of what couldn't be, 
      C                        G
the love for the lust of your name, 
    Dm                      F
of losing, of winning, of striving, of leaving 
    C                            G
and stealing and breaking and shame.
 
And I am that man
 
       Dm                  F
The worry of what couldn't be,
      C                        G
the love for the lust of your name, 
     Dm                   F
of losing, of winning, of striving, of leaving, 
    C                         G
of stealing and breaking and shame, 
   Dm                          F                  C
of fighting and failing and lying and telling yourself 
                          G
that you're clean of the blame.
 
 
[Chorus]
          Am                   C
I let you in again, I let you in again, 
      F             C
you sleep with the lights on, 
           F          C        G
what you call your family are gone
          Am
I let you in again 
       F       C              G
and patiently wait for your storm.

12780. Marigolds

Marigolds
Glen Phillips

I sit on the bed



Watching evening descend
With a fistful of marigolds
And the dim light is traced
On your skeleton face
Your hands are impossibly cold

Close my eyes to see
If I can feel you in the air
I want to breathe you in me
Makes me dizzy
But there's nobody there

Well I'm washing your feet
And I put on your clothes
And I hide all the pills away
But my criminal mind
Is on women and wine
As they finally drag you away

I want to write you letters
All apologies and praise
Could of loved you better
But now I'll never have any chance again

Though you won't, forgive me
You are nowhere near me
So I sit on the bed
Watching morning come in
Holding poppies and marigolds

12781. Marilyn Monroe/Neon And Waltzes

Nanci Griffith - Marilyn Monroe/Neon And Waltzes

The sun will stop shinin'
Hearts will stop poundin'
The screen is so lonely tonight
The men are out prayin'
The women are sayin'
She died for the loss of her prime
And lived on DiMaggio time

[Chorus:]
Farewell you old tinsel city
With your waltz in the mornin'
And your neon at night
I've bathed in your loneliness
Drank of your wine
I lived on DiMaggio time

Hearts felled to paradise still rest in her eyes
She was no fading light



Hot night in August
So Long to the Goddess
"America's fatherless child"
Immortal's forever
That Queen of the camera
The master of winkin' a smile
And leaving her shadow behind

[Chorus: x2]

12782. Mark My Word - Chords

Mark My Word
Allison Moorer
 
Intro: G   Em7   G   Em7
 
           G   Em7            G  Em7
You feel it now, but it won't last,
          C   Am       C       Am
Without a doubt, it's bound to pass,
        G  Em7         C  D          G   Em7   G   Em7
Mark my word, mark my word, mark my word,
 
 
             G     Em7   G         Em7
It's such a thrill when love begins,
    C              Am   C        Am
But it's downhill from here on in,
        G  Em7        C   D         G   Em7   G   Em7
Mark my word, mark my word, mark my word,
 
 
Chorus:
          C                 D
There'll come a day you'll leave me cold,
         Bm    Em7
And I'll say I told you so,
                 C        Am
Yeah that's the way it's gonna go,
         D
Mark my word
 
 
Instrumental: Bb   C   Am   Dm   Bb   Gm   C   D
 
 
Bridge:
         G       Em7     G         Em7
Make no mistake you'll change your mind,
    C             Am       C         Am
My heart will break, just give it time,
        G  Em7        C  D           G



Mark my word, mark my word, mark my word,
 
 
Chorus:
          C                 D
There'll come a day you'll leave me cold,
         Bm    Em7
And I'll say I told you so,
                 C        Am
Yeah that's the way it's gonna go,
         D
Mark my word

12783. Marriage - Chords

The Avett Brothers - Marriage 
Originally performed by Bombadil.

Capo on 5th
Chords used: F F2*  C G
Scott performing on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eew-NyU-H3Y
*F2 = an F chord played with the first finger on the second fret (so when the capo 
is on 5, the F chord begins at 7).  I'm not entirely sure what chord this is, but 
I believe technically it's a G

The ornament at the beginning played with "what would you say to marriage" starts 
at C, them moves up to F2 with these three notes:

e /-------------------3--1--/
B /--1----------------3--1--/
G /-------------------4--2--/
D /--2-----0--2--3----5--3--/
A /--3----------------------/
E /-------------------------/
     C                F2 F

0    2     3   F2     F
what would you say to marriage
F                                    C
after the 200th time I told the same joke
F          C     F             C
and then I broke your favorite watch with my heel

0    2     3   F2     F
what would you say of true love
F                                       C
after the 200th time I told you I loved you
F          C    F         C            F                    C     F     C
and then I blew your confidence with a lover that was in my past, in my past

F             C     F             C
I thought you knew, I thought you knew
G        C



this was marriage

0     2   3     F2      F
would you still find me pretty
F                                    C
after the 200th time I wore the same skirt
F          C    F              C     F             C
and then I hurt your dream job offer because I was scared

0     2   3     F2     F
would you still buy me dinner
F                                        C
after the 200th time I dropped my silver fork 
        F             C     F               C              F        C
and the nursery rhyme stork never brought a baby to you, a baby for you
F             C
I thought you knew
F             C
I thought you knew

F G C 0 2 3 F

F        G          C                 F
just two names on a court certificate
F  G         C              F
20 years and still the same kiss
F             C
I thought you knew
F             C
I thought you knew
G        C
this was marriage

12784. Married But Not To Each Other

Barbara Mandrell - Married but not to each other

You know sometimes in your life
You may find that it hurts to be in love
Especially when you and the one you love
Already belong to somebody else
You're tied to her and I'm tied to him
And we don't want to hurt either one of them
That's how it is

When you're married but not to each other
You gotta go home in the middle of the night
Try and pretend everything's all right
But it ain't, no, it ain't

When you're married (when you're married
But not to each other (to each other)
Make believe that you've been good and



Give your love to the one you should
But you can't, no, you can't

'Cause you're tied to her, I'm tied to him
We don't want to hurt either one of them
So what can you do, what can you do

When you're married but not to each other
You gotta be careful everywhere you go
Trying to avoid every one you know
'Cause people talk, you know they talk

When you're married (when you're married
But not to each other (to each other)
You gotta make up alibis
Hoping they don't sound like lies
'Cause if you get caught
And we might get caught

Hurry up and love him
Hurry up and please him
And when it gets right
You've got to leave him
You better leave him

'Cause you're tied to her, I'm tied to him
We don't want to hurt either one of them
That's how it is, that's how it is

When you're married but not to each other
Hurry up and love him, hurry up and please him
And when it gets right, you've got to leave him
You better leave him

12785. Married By The Bible, Divorced By The Law - Chords

Married By The Bible, Divorced By The Law
Recorded by Hank Snow

(G)
What a strange world we live in,
 (C) (A7)
What a shame, Oh what a shame!
(D) (G)
Someone's always quarrellin' the marriage don't remain.
 (C) (A7)
Divorces by the thousands; is the human race insane?
 (D) (G)
I always thought that marriage should be a sacred thing.

CHORUS
 (C) (A7)
Married By The Bible Divorced By The Law;



(D) (G)
Ev'ry day there's more and more, the worst I ever saw.
 (C)
Things have changed, they're not the same as the days of
 (A7)  Ma and Pa,
 (D) (G)
They were married by the Bible, no divorces by the law.

 (C) (A7)
Steps are often taken with-out thinking twice
 (D)
And often there's a child or two who's left to pay the
 (G)
 price.
 (C)
Those little hearts so innocent they don't know who's to
 (A7)  blame,
 (D) (G)
No Mom and Dad to love them, what a shame, oh what a shame!

 Repeat CHORUS

12786. Married To My Hack

Rhiannon Giddens - Married to My Hack

Five in the morning, she would fix my lunch
Put it in a paper sack
Where I'm headed, I always appreciate it
But I'd rather stay married to my hack
I move like the breeze and the birds and the bees
That I've never been known to look back
I got fifteen women and all of them swimming
But I'd rather stay married to my hack
I move fifteen miles every minute, I'm all smiles
I shoot by my sister's shack
She's got some friend who waves at men, a fine little hen
But I'd rather stay married to my hack
I got twelve-wheel drive and an oversized hive
And air-cooled brakes in the back
Candy McGraft's always good for a laugh
But I'd rather stay married to my hack
I got a pedal to hit and an engine that won't quit
And a carburetor that won't crack
Maureen and Milly, they're a little silly
But there's nothing that they do lack
I got loose-eyed ladies who never seen a man
Just waiting around the back
Gimme a bottle or someone to throttle
'Cause I'd rather stay married to my hack



12787. Marry Me

Dolly Parton - Marry Me 

Well I met a boy from Grassy Branch
Fine as he can be
I met him at the big barn dance
And he took a shine to me
Sky-blue eyes, a big wide smile
And tall as a sicamore tree
He's real smart with a real big heart
And he's gonna marry me

He's gonna marry me
And we're gonna go to town
We're gonna buy some real good car
And we're gonna drive around
We'll hold hands an' touch 'n' hug
He talks so sweet to me
Cause he knows a lot about love and stuff
And he's gonna marry me

His momma don't like me one little bit
But you know I don't care
Let her pitch her hissy-fit
Cause I ain't a'marryin' her
He's always been a momma's boy
It's just plain jealousy
She's as mad as an old red hen
Cause he's gonna marry me

Oh, an' he's gonna marry me
An' he's gonna buy me a ring
We're gonna be so free
Cut momma's aprin strings
He's gonna build me a pretty little house
Have a pretty little made-for-three
Cause he done kiss me on the mouth
An' he's gonna marry me

Yeah, he's gonna marry me
He's gonna buy me a ring
We're gonna be so free
Cut momma's aprin strings
He's gonna build me a pretty little house
Have a pretty little made-for-three
Cause he's done kiss me on the mouth
So he's gotta marry me
Yeah he's done kiss me on the mouth
And he's gonna marry me
Yodel-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de



12788. Marshallville

Marshallville
Sideline (Bluegrass)

[Verse 1]
In 1897 down in Marshallville
The man John Brown was runnin' town and the law was dead and still
John rode in the third of May with twelve men by his side
They shot the sheriff and they hung the judge before the day could turn to night

[Verse 2]
By the fifth of May, the news had spread and word finally got around
To Darcy Flynn the Reverend whose wife lay in the ground
Two years ago on a snowy night, Darcy's wife was home alone
The Rev returned to find his house was burned and his love lie cold as stonR

[Verse 3]
As he knelt by the ashRs, he noticed somethin' out of place
A knife stuck down in the ground with the name John Brown engraved
After two long years of waiting, the knife clutched in his hand
He's crossin' the hill toward Marshallville a changed and broken man

[Verse 4]
He seeks the kind of justice that a Reverend shouldn't give
'Cause on this day John Brown would pay for the wages of his sin
The story goes at day's end that Brown lay in the street
With twelve men just as dead as him and a knife lay at his feet

[Verse 5]
Through the years, no one ever knew what happened to Reverend Flynn
John Brown was killed in Marshallville and he won't be back again

12789. Marshallville

Marshallville
Sideline 

[Verse 1]
In 1897 down in Marshallville
The man John Brown was runnin' town and the law was dead and still
John rode in the third of May with twelve men by his side
They shot the sheriff and they hung the judge before the day could turn to night

[Verse 2]
By the fifth of May, the news had spread and word finally got around
To Darcy Flynn the Reverend whose wife lay in the ground
Two years ago on a snowy night, Darcy's wife was home alone
The Rev returned to find his house was burned and his love lie cold as stonÐµ



[Verse 3]
As he knelt by the ashÐµs, he noticed somethin' out of place
A knife stuck down in the ground with the name John Brown engraved
After two long years of waiting, the knife clutched in his hand
He's crossin' the hill toward Marshallville a changed and broken man

[Verse 4]
He seeks the kind of justice that a Reverend shouldn't give
'Cause on this day John Brown would pay for the wages of his sin
The story goes at day's end that Brown lay in the street
With twelve men just as dead as him and a knife lay at his feet

[Verse 5]
Through the years, no one ever knew what happened to Reverend Flynn
John Brown was killed in Marshallville and he won't be back again

12790. Marshallville

The Boxcars - Marshallville

In 1897 down in Marshallville.
The man John Brown was running town and the law was dead and still.
John rode in on the third of May, twelve men by his side.
They shot the sheriff and they hung the judge before the day had turned to night.
By the fifth of May news had spread.
Word finally got around to Darcy Flinn the Reverend whos' wife lay in the ground.
Two years ago on a snowy night Darcy's wife was home alone.
He returned to find his house was burned and his love lie cold as stone.
He knelt by the ashes.
Something out of place.
A knife stuck down in the ground, John Brown was engraved.
after two long years of waiting, the knife clutched in his hand.
He crossed the hill toward Marshallville a changed and broken man.
He seeks the kind of justice that a Reverend shouldn't give.
Cause on this day, Brown would pay for the wages of his sin.
Story goes at day's end, Brown lay in the street.
A dozen men as dead as him and his knife lay at his feet.
Through the years no one heard more frome the Reverend.
John Brown was killed in Marshallville and he won't be back again.

12791. Marshmallow World

Marshmallow World
Garth Brooks - Marshmallow World

It's a marshmallow world in the winter
When the snow comes to cover the ground
It's the time for play, it's a whipped cream day



I wait for it the whole year round

Those are marshmallow clouds being friendly
In the arms of the evergreen trees
And the sun is red like a pumpkin head
It's shining so your nose won't freeze

All the world is your snowball, see how it grows
That's how it goes, whenever it snows
The world is your snowball just for a song
So get out and push it along

It's a yum-yummy world made for sweethearts
Take a walk with your favorite girl
It's a sugar date, what if spring is late
In winter, it's a marshmallow world

Yeah, it's the time for play, it's a whipped cream day
I wait for it the whole year round

And the sun is red like a pumpkin head
It's shining so your nose won't freeze

All the world is your snowball, see how it grows
That's how it goes, whenever it snows
The world is your snowball just for a song
So get out and roll it along

It's a yum-yummy world made for sweethearts
Take a walk with your favorite girl
You're my sugar date, what if spring is late
In winter, it's a marshmallow world
In winter, it's a marshmallow world

12792. Martha White Theme

Martha White Theme
Flatt & Scruggs

Now you bake right (uh-huh) with Martha White (yes, ma'am)
Goodness gracious, good and light, Martha White

For the finest biscuits, cakes and pies,
Get Martha White self-rising flour
The one all purpose flour,
Martha White self-rising flour's
Got Hot Rise

For the finest cornbread you can bake,
Get Martha White self-rising meal
The one all purpose meal
Martha White self-rising meal
For goodness' sake



12793. Martingales - Chords

Martingales 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
A Bm F#m X2
 
[Verse 1]
A                                        Bm    F#m
You're still stuck in the dream you were having
                          A
Coffee's already cold by now
Bm       F#m
What a sound
A                                  Bm    F#m
Pretty' girls' are still fixing' their makeup
 
Pink flamingos in martingales
         A      Bm     F#m
What a' sound, what a sound
 
D
Break away
 
Break away from it
Bm
Break away
 
[Chorus]
          A
If yesterday is too heavy
   Bm     F#m
If yesterday is too heavy
           A      Bm    F#m
Put it down
         Bm
If yesterday is too heavy
         D
If yesterday is too heavy
 
Put it down
          A    Bm F#m
Put it down
 
          A
I'm on a run
Bm       F#m
Coming undone
 
[Verse 2]
A                                   Bm    F#m
I'm still stuck in the dream I woke up in



                                      A
Outside I hear the salt hit the icy ground
 Bm        F#m
What a sound
 A                                    Bm   F#m
All the boys are still fighting back tears
 
Fathers' words in their ears
         A     Bm      F#m
What a sound, what a sound
 
 
D
Break away
 
Break away from it
Bm
Break away
 
[Chorus]
          A
If yesterday is too heavy
   Bm     F#m
If yesterday is too heavy
 
Put it down
         A  Bm  F#m
Put it down
           Bm
If yesterday is too heavy
           D
Bound to break that levy
 
Put it down
          A
Put it down
    Bm   F#m          A    Bm   F#m
Too heavy, too heavy, too heavy
 
          A
I'm on a run
  Bm     F#m
Coming undone
           A
I'm on a run
  Bm     F#m
Coming undone
          A
I'm on a run
  Bm     F#m
Coming undone
 
[Chorus]
          A
If yesterday is too heavy
   Bm     F#m
If yesterday is too heavy



           A    Bm   F#m
Put it down
           Bm
If yesterday is too heavy
           D
Bound to break that levy
            A
Put it down
    Bm   F#m       A   Bm   F#m
Too heavy, too heavy, too heavy
 
          A
I'm on a run
  Bm     F#m
Coming undone
           A
I'm on a run
  Bm     F#m
Coming undone
 
[OUTRO]
 
A Bm F#m
A Bm F#m
A Bm F#m

12794. Mary

Alan Jackson - Mary 

Mary, sweet wife
How did you end up in my life
Beautiful girl, out of all of this world
You chose me, to lay down with at night
The colors of spring, are vivid and green
Since I looked, so deep in your eyes
All of a sudden, I'm filled with emotion
With feelings, I used to deny
Mary, sweet wife
How did you end up in my life
Beautiful girl, out of all of this world
You chose me, to lay down with at night
You've given me purpose, and reason to worship
Someone much stronger than me
Gentle and tender, and always remember
The little things, a man really needs
Mary, sweet wife
How did you end up in my life
Beautiful girl, out of all of this world
You chose me, to lay down with at night
As time moves along, I know we'll belong
To each other, 'till they lay me down
And when even then, I'll take your memory with me



To hold me, when you're not around
Mary, sweet wife
How did you end up in my life
Beautiful girl, out of all of this world
You chose me, to lay down with at night

12795. Mary & Omie

Nanci Griffith - Mary & Omie - Mary And Omie

My daddy was a longshoreman in New Orleans,
My mamma kept score just watchin' the Mardi Gras,
Oh me, I sat on the front porch watchin' the rails roll out,
I was waitin' for my Omie to take me outta this south
It was me and my sisters, like to wore that front porch out

[Chorus:]
And there can't be more to this livin' than loving my Omie
We're both sittin' back here watchin' our children grow
If there's a better ace in the deck,
Well, baby, come on and show me,
If you ain't got a hand then get on your wheel and roll,
'cause there could never be a better hand than these hearts I hold

Me and my Omie, we settled down here in Houston
Oh, and one by one, we moved my sisters west
We bought a house in the suburbs and we've got four fine children
We are black middle class because Omie wouldn't settle for less
We are black middle class because Omie wouldn't settle for less

[Chorus]

My children are the first thing in my mornin``
My Omie is the last thing in my night
Oh, in between I dream about that porch back home
And I bless my daddy for the love within that house
But, I thank my Omie for takin' me outta the south

look at these hearts I hold, oh, look at these hearts I hold
look at these hearts I hold, there ain't no place like home
Look at these hearts we hold, look at those hearts you hold
Hey! My Omie's got a heart of gold, look at these hearts we hold
take a look at those hearts you hold!

12796. Mary - Chords

Mary
Scott Miller



Capo 2

G                              C    
Mary, oh Mary how many times I call
D
No, I don't want anything
       C                        G    
But to know you're there that's all
G
You're an angel sent by accident
                   C
To ease my worried mind
G       G/F#           Em         D
And I don't show you half enough
          A     D        G
But I love you all the time

G                                 C 
Mary, oh Mary where does the time go?
D
First I hated being young
         C              G   
Now I'm scared of being old
G
So I decided to stop wearing a watch
                     C 
So I don't hear time pass
G        G/F#      Em   D      
I did it half an hour ago
          A   D         G   
So we'll see how long I last

G                                C
Mary, oh Mary I'm feeling fairly bad
D
Problems running through my head
       C      G
Like a broken phonograph
G                                          
Won't you pack my things, give the Doc a ring
C
Let him make me a bed
G       G/F#      Em                D
Let the man come round Who ties me down
    A     D           G
And hooks wires to my head

Bridge:

D                           
I was born one rainy morn
      C                  G
So not much changed for me
D
Just a bigger bed and a feeling that
    C             D     
I'd gotten in too deep



G                             C   
Mary, oh Mary keep my picture hung
D 
I played death for cigarettes
            C            G
And got the cancer in my lungs
G
Tell every one of my grandsons
                 C 
Exactly what I did
G        G/F#       Em                D
Spent my whole life waiting for this time
A      D      G      
That I hardly lived

12797. Mary And Joseph

Richard Thompson - Mary And Joseph 

Mary and Joseph were watching the border
Lovers with a different pose, like the worm that loves the rose
Mary is in stitches, she's tied down on the bed
While Joseph plays the ukulele standing on his head

Sad is the hour that saw them divided
People with a common blood, parted in the name of good
The father and the mother of the Royal King on earth
He'll only come when hearts are joined and peace rings in His birth

12798. Mary Ann

Mary Ann - Lonesome River Band
Jimmy Martin

There's a girl on my mind I can't get over
Who'd break the heart of any man
Without her things just falls to pieces
Oh I'm singing about my Mary Ann

   So I'll just keep touching up my gray hair
   Live and hope someday she'll understand
   It's no matter if I live to be a hundred
   There'll always be a place in my heart for Mary Ann

I know she's out there somewhere in a world that can't be found
Just to think of her still tears me down
If teardrops were pennies I'd be a wealthy man
From the tears I've cried for Mary Ann



12799. Mary Ann - Chords

Mary Ann
Lonesome River Band - Jimmy Martin

G      C    G
There's a girl on my mind I can't get over
      D   G
That would break the heart of any man
              C           G
Without her, things would fall to pieces
       D            G
I'm dreamin' about my Mary Ann

 D       G
So I'll just keep touching up my gray hair
 D            G
Live and hope someday she'll understand
 C   G
It's no matter if I live to be a hundred
                 D  G
There'll always be a place in my heart for Mary Ann

G        C    G
I know she's out there somewhere in a world that can't be found
  D      G
Just to think of her still tears me down
    C            G
If teardrops were pennies, then I'd be a wealthy man
          D G
From the tears that I've cried for Mary Ann

12800. Mary Anna - Chords

Mary Anna 
The Wood Brothers

[[Intro]]
Repeat   B7 / C7
 
[[Verse i]]
(B7 /) C7                            (B7 /) C7
Of the two of us I know I've been the fool right from the start
(B7 /) C7                            (G6 /) G7    (G6 /) G7
Every other day I fumbled for the light switch to your heart
      F                                        (B7 /) C7
But lately I've been thinkin' you're gettin' mighty cold
         C7                                 G7               C
And if it ain't the switch honey, well it just might be the bulb



 
[[Chorus]]
C             F                        C
Oh, won't you cut on the lights Mary Anna
C          F                   C  G
Won't you cut on that midnight sun
G          F7                   Am  F
Won't you cut on the lights Mary Anna
          C          G7             G7       B7 -> C7
I can't wait for the mornin'...the mornin' to come
 
[[Verse ii]]
(B7 /) C7                            (B7 /) C7
Of the two of us I know you got the looks and all the charm
(B7 /) C7                     (G6 /) G7    (G6 /) G7
Every other day I'm humbled just to hold you in my arms
      F                                      (B7 /) C7
But lately I've been thinkin' you might not give a damn
    C7                         G7               C
And I don't wanna be nobody's every other day man
 
[[Chorus]]
C             F                        C
Oh, won't you cut on the lights Mary Anna
C          F                   C  G
Won't you cut on that midnight sun
G          F7                   Am   F
Won't you cut on the lights Mary Anna
          C          G7             G7          Eb7
I can't wait for the mornin'...the mornin' to come
 
[[Ba-ridge]]
Repeat 4x (slide down the same basic position from Eb7 tod to C#7)
Eb7   D7   C#7   C
 
Yeah the mornin' to come
             F                         C
You've been puttin' me on like your make-up
           F                          C
And this love in the dark...well it's wrong!
      F                     C
And honey I'm fixin' to wake-up
      D7                             G7
'cause I like my lovin' with the light on!
 
[[Chorus]]
             F                        C
Oh, won't you cut on the lights Mary Anna
C          F                   C  G
Won't you cut on that midnight sun
G          F7                   Am  F
Won't you cut on the lights Mary Anna
         C            G7        C   F
I can't wait for the mornin' to come
         C            G7                         C
I can't wait for the mornin'....the mornin' to come



12801. Mary Danced With Soldiers

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Mary Danced With Soldiers
Emmylou Harris

She'd slip away each day with the dimming light
And with the sweetest smile she'd kiss the child goodnight
At the mill she'd work her fingers till they were raw
For the sake of her son and the daddy he never saw

Mary danced with soldiers
She stepped a light quadrille
Shawl across her shoulders
To keep away the chill, to keep away the chill

It was a rebel boy who brought her joy they say
Though the years had passed the memories stood fast each day
Before a bullet crushed the life of their romance
He gave her a shawl and a parasol from France

Mary danced with soldiers
She stepped a light quadrille
Shawl across her shoulders
To keep away the chill, to keep away the chill

They came around to the tavern in town that night
And with silent cries Mary never tried to fight
They cut her hair and left her body torn
Her spirit slipped away before the dawn

Mary danced with soldiers
But now her body's still
Shawl across her shoulders
To keep away the chill

Mary danced with soldiers
She stepped a light quadrille
Shawl across her shoulders
To keep away the chill, to keep away the chill

12802. Mary Dear

Mary Dear

Goodbye Mary I must go said a lad now don't grieve so
For it's duty calls me far across the sea
Take this autumn leaf of gold said the maid we'll never grow old
Always wear it near your heart and think of me



Meet me yonder down the lane when I come back home again
Neath the tree where this autumn leaf once grew
Kiss me Mary then we'll part said the lad with a broken heart
When the leave begin to fall I'll be with you

I'll be there Mary dear, I'll be there
When the fragrance of the roses fills the air
Neath that oak tree grand and tall when the leaves begin to fall
I'll be there, yes, I'll be ther, sweet Mary dear

See the lad with empty sleeve and his comrades taking leave
They're now home again, the transport has come back
If she loved you long ago she won't love you less I know
And one arm will do to hold her to you, Jack

It was autumn time again as he wandered down the lane
There beneath that oak he found a grave
There he knelt in silent prayer for the one he loved slept there
And the tears fell on the golden leaves she gave

* Refrain

12803. Mary Did You Know

The Isaacs - Mary Did You Know  
Kathy Mattea

Mary, did you know
that your Baby Boy would one day walk on water?
Mary, did you know
that your Baby Boy would save our sons and daughters?
Did you know
that your Baby Boy has come to make you new?
This Child that you delivered will soon deliver you.

Mary, did you know
that your Baby Boy will give sight to a blind man?
Mary, did you know
that your Baby Boy will calm the storm with His hand?
Did you know
that your Baby Boy has walked where angels trod?
When you kiss your little Baby you kissed the face of God?

Mary did you know. Ooo Ooo Ooo

The blind will see.
The deaf will hear.
The dead will live again.
The lame will leap.
The dumb will speak
The praises of The Lamb.

Mary, did you know



that your Baby Boy is Lord of all creation?
Mary, did you know
that your Baby Boy would one day rule the nations?
Did you know
that your Baby Boy is heaven's perfect Lamb?
The sleeping Child you're holding is the Great, I Am.

12804. Mary Do You Wonder

Carolina Blue - Mary Do You Wonder

[Verse 1]
It was early in the springtime
All the flowers were in blossom
As the sun beamed through the misty
And kissed the morning dew
All the treetops were buddin'
And your mother's heart was hurtin'
As you took my hand and whispered, "I do."

[Chorus]
Mary, do you wonder?
At night, does your heart ponder?
Do you think back on yesterday
When our world was new?
Do you often dream about me
On the nights you are lonely?
Oh, Mary, dear, are we really through?

[Verse 2]
I can't think of one good reason
To justify your leavin'
Our lovR was like a fairytale
In a far and distant land
But now the story has Rnded
And my pain is just beginnin'
And why you left, I guess I'll never know

12805. Mary Had A Little Lamb

Mary Had A Little Lamb - Garth Brooks 

Mary had a little lamb
One holy morning
'Neath the star of Bethlehem
A brand new day was forming
Guided by the shining light
And the angel's voice
Wise men traveled through the night



To see the baby boy

'Cause Mary had a little lamb
King of kings and son of man
Mary had a little lamb of God

They gathered 'round to see the lamb
In the manger sleeping
Such a humble throne for Him
The promise God was keeping
There the shepards bowed their heads
Among the cattle lowing
The first ever Christmas gift
Was wrapped in swaddling clothes

Mary had a little lamb
King of kings and son of man
Mary had a little lamb of God

For the world a sacrifice
Mary did give birth
The way she held him in her arms
Is how He holds the earth

Mary had a little lamb
King of kings and son of man
Mary had a little lamb of God

Mary had a little lamb
King of kings and son of man
Mary had a little lamb of God

Oh, Mary had a little lamb
King of kings and son of man
Mary had a little lamb of God

12806. Mary Jane's Last Breakdown

Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers - Mary Jane's Last Dance 
Mary Jane's Last Breakdown
Keller Williams

She grew up in an Indiana town,
Had a good-lookin' mama who never was around.
But she grew up tall and she grew up right
With them Indiana boys on them Indiana nights.

Well, she moved down here at the age of eighteen.
She blew the boys away, was more than they'd seen.
I was introduced and we both started groovin'.
I said, "I dig you baby, but I got to keep movin' on.
Keep movin' on. "



Last dance with Mary Jane, one more time to kill the pain.
I feel summer creepin' in and I'm tired of this town again.

Well, I don't know, but I've been told,
You never slow down, you never grow old.
I'm tired of screwin' up, tired of going down,
Tired of myself, tired of this town.

Oh, my, my. Oh, hell, yes.
Honey, put on that party dress.
Buy me a drink, sing me a song.
Take me as I come 'cause I can't stay long.

Last dance with Mary Jane, one more time to kill the pain.
I feel summer creepin' in and I'm tired of this town again.

There's pigeons down on Market Square.
She's standin' in her underwear,
Lookin' down from a hotel room.
Nightfall will be comin' soon.

Oh, my, my. Oh, hell, yes.
You got to put on that party dress.
It was too cold to cry when I woke up alone.
I hit my last number and walked to the road.

Last dance with Mary Jane, one more time to kill the pain.
I feel summer creepin' in and I'm tired of this town again.

12807. Mary Mack

Mary Mack
Tommy Makem

There's a nice wee lass and her name is Mary Mack
Make no mistake, she's the lass I'm goin' tae tak'
There's a lot of other chaps would follow in her track
But I'm thinking that they'd have to get up early

Chorus:
Mary Mack's father's making Mary Mack marry me
My father's making me marry Mary Mack
I'm going to marry Mary for my Mary to take care o' me
We'll all be feeling merry when I marry Mary Mack

This wee lass, she has a lot of brass
She has a lot of gas, her father thinks I'm class
I'd be a silly ass for to let the matter pass
Her father thinks she suits me very fairly

Chorus

Now, Mary and her mother go an awful lot together



In fact you hardly ever see the one without the other
The people wonder whether it is Mary or her mother
Or the both of them together that I'm courting

Chorus

Now, the wedding day's on Wednesday and everything's arranged
Her name will soon be changed to mine, unless her mind has changed
And with making the arrangements, well I'm just about deranged
For marriage is an awful undertaking

Chorus

It's sure to be a grand affair and grander than a fair
There'll be a coach and pair for rich and poor and every pair that's there
We'll dine upon the finest fare, I'm sure to get my share
If I don't then I'll be very much mistaken

Chorus

12808. Mary Merry Christmas - Chords

Mary Merry Christmas 
Ralph Stanley II

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
G                                 C          G
As I lie here in this dream, with time on my hands
G                                       D
The snow outside fallin', so softly and slow.
        G                        C         G
Now I'm thinking of you, and I'm livin the price.
G                         D              G
The years now together of high times and low
 
[Chorus]
C                           G
Mary, Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
G                          D
Your young enough to start anew.
       G                   C        G
Well I ho-pe the best will come for you.
G                           D         G  G
Mary, Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
 
[Instrumental]
/G  /G7  /C  /G  /G7  /G  /G7  /D  /D7  /G  /G7  /
/C  /G  /G7  /G  /D  /G  /G
 
[Verse 2]



   G                           C            G
As death creeps so near me, I know its' all gold.
G                                      D
Regrets for the night, when you had to go.
      G                   C        G
For I wasn't home, always up for a show.
G                                  D              G
You've done such a good job, never thought of yourself.
 
[Chorus]
C                           G
Mary, Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
G                          D
Your young enough to start anew.
       G                   C        G
Well I ho-pe the best will come for you.
G                           D         G   G
Mary, Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
 
[Instrumental]
/G  /G7  /D  /G  /G7  /
 
[Verse 3]
     G                       C          G
It's now late November, soon Santa will come.
G                               D
But I won't be here, to see the tree.
       G                       C      G
Well I know you can do it, you always have
G                       D                G
I leave you forever, no one will see the tears.
 
[Chorus]
C                           G
Mary, Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
G                          D
Your young enough to start anew.
       G                   C        G
Well I ho-pe the best will come for you.
G                           D         G
Mary, Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
 
[Outro]
G                           D          G
Mary, Merry Christmas and a happy new life.

12809. Mary Of The Wild Moor

Mary Of The Wild Moor
Louvin Brothers - Mac Wiseman

'Twas on one cold winty night
And the wind blew across the wild moor



As poor Mary came wandering home with her child
She stopped at her own father's door

Oh, father, dear father, she cried
Come down and open the door
Or the child in my arms will perish and die
From the winds that blow across the wild moor

But the father wasdeaf to her cry
Not a sound of her voice did he hear
Though the watch dogs did howl and the village bells tolled
And the winds blew across the wild moor

Oh, how the old man must have felt
When the came to the door the next morn
And found Mary dead, but the child still alive
Closely clasped in it's dead mother's arms

In anguish he tore his gray hair
And the tears down his cheeks they did pour
When he saw how that night she had perished and died
From the winds that blew across the wild moor

The old man with grief pined away
And the child to it's mother went soon
And no one they say has lived there to this day
And the cottage to ruin has gone

But the villagers point out the spot
Where the willows droop over the door
Saying there mary died once a gay village bride
From the winds that blew across the wild moor

12810. Mary Shelley

Mary Shelley
Hackensaw Boys - Mary Shelley

[Verse 1]
Damn you, Mary Shelley
You couldn't just keep it to yourself
Some ideas need no help into the light of day
Damn you, Mary Shelley
All the seeds you planted in our minds
That have galvanized throughout time
Now we are living it

[Refrain]
Now we are living it, don't you know?
Now we are living it
And now we are living it, don't you know?

[Verse 2]



Damn you, Mary Shelley
I'm sorry for your loss at such a young age
How you put that pain on the page
Now we are living it
Damn you, Mary Shelley
You had to pull the darkness from the night
You turned death into a life only to leave it here

[Refrain]
Only to leave it here, don't you know?
Only to leave it here
Only to leave it here, don't you know?

[Verse 3]
Damn you, Mary Shelley
From the start we're running out of time
Stepping on and over the sublime
Now we are living it

[Outro]
Now we are living it, don't you know?
Now we are living it
Now we are living it, don't you know?
Only to leave us here
Only to leave us here, don't you know?
Only to leave us here
And now we are living it, don't you know?

12811. Mary's Kitchen

Old Crow Medicine Show - Mary's Kitchen

Can't blame a thief for stealin' wallets
That's just what they do
Can't blame Mary for stealin' hearts
When you taste her barbecue
She got a brisket nice and tender
Best you'll ever try
Way she cooks so nice and slow
Will leave you satisfied
Kansas City to Memphis town
Arkansas on down
Come on into Mary's Kitchen
If you want your sausage ground

She got a sign on her front porch saying
"Hot Stuff For Sale"
In a little three-room shotgun
In the alley behind the jail
Sweet and Sour, Thick or Thin,
Tangy, Hot or Mild
Some like it hot, some like it cold,
Some like it any way it's sold



Kansas City to Memphis town
Arkansas on down
Come on into Mary's Kitchen
If you want your sausage ground

Pokin' at her charcoal grill
Puttin' sauce on her famous ribs
When it comes to what you like
The whole neighborhood's got dibs
One taste and you'll be hooked
Like nothing else you've know
Find yourself on her kitchen floor
Hopin' she throws you a bone
Kansas City to Memphis town
Arkansas on down
Come on into Mary's Kitchen
If you want your sausage ground

12812. Mary's Mine

Mary's mine and she'll always be till the end of time
She gave her heart to me
No truer love could I ever find than Mary's love
And Mary's mine

I once lived the life without meaning
Just the face with no place in this world
At last I found reason for living
And I owe it all to the love of a girl

Her love gave me reason for living
To make her happy is first on my mind
Because of her my life has real meaning
I love her so and I know Mary's mine

Mary's mine and she'll always be till the end of time
She gave her heart to me
No truer love could I ever find than Mary's love
And Mary's mine

No truer love could I ever find than Mary's love
'Cause Mary's mine

12813. Mary's Song

Dave Evans - Mary's Song 

I love her more then life itself
I tried to nurse her back to health



I know her soul I know her name

She never asked me why this time
She never cried or spilt the wine
She always smiled and loved the same

Her eyes are always filled with love
Her inner strength from God above
She always knew just what to say

And when the pain would take control
She prayed to God to take my toll
She was my gift from God that way

And she said Hon
I'm so sorry
I'm so sorry
I'm so sorry

She taught me how great life can be
She gave me strength so I could see
I love her more then I love me

More then I love me

She always talked about the good
She never cried or said you should
She always stood above the rest

She always had some good to say
Even when pain consumed her day
To know her name you were truly blessed

For months she fought the bravest fight
Till pain and cancer dimmed her light
But it could never take her smile

The twinkle never left her eyes
The love inside her never dies
She lives in me all of this while

And she said Hon
I'm so sorry
I'm so sorry
I'm so sorry

She taught me how great life can be
She gave me strength so I could see
I love her more then I love me

More then I love me



12814. Mary, Did You Know?

Mary, Did You Know?

Mary did you know that your baby boy will some day walk on water?
Mary did you know that your baby boy will save our sons and daughters?
Did you know that your baby boy has come to make you new?
This child that you've delivered, will soon deliver you

Mary did you know that your baby boy will give sight to a blind man?
Mary did you know that your baby boy will calm a storm with his hand?
Did you know that your baby boy has walked where angels trod?
And when your kiss your little baby, you have kissed the face of God

Oh Mary did you know 

The blind will see, the deaf will hear, the dead will live again
The lame will leap, the dumb will speak, the praises of the lamb 

Mary did you know that your baby boy is Lord of all creation?
Mary did you know that your baby boy would one day rule the nations?
Did you know that your baby boy is heaven's perfect Lamb?
This sleeping child you're holding is the great I am

12815. Maryann - Chords

Maryann 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
 
[Intro]
/ C G Am Am / Am G C C / C G Am Am / Am G C C /
 
[Verse]
   C     G      Am        Am    G      C
It isn't such a crime, it isn't such a shame
   C       G       Am        Am        G        C
It happens all the time, you shouldn't take the blame
   C      G      Am        Am     G        C
Go on and have a laugh, go have a laugh on me
   C      G      Am       Am       G   C
Go on and have a laugh at all your misery
 
[Chorus]
    F              F
Maryann, Maryann I really want to tell you
    G        Am  G
Maryann, Maryann - I think I love you
    F              F
Maryann, Maryann I really want to tell you
    Am       G        C
Maryann, Maryann, Maryann
 
[Break]



/ C G Am Am / Am G C C / C G Am Am / Am G C C /
 
[Verse]
    C      G     Am        Am      G       C
You take a look around and all you seem to see
   C    G       Am      Am      G       C
Is bringing you down as down as you can be
   C      G      Am        Am     G        C
Go on and have a laugh, go have a laugh on me
   C      G      Am       Am      G      C
Go on and have a laugh at how bad it can be
 
[Chorus]
    F              F
Maryann, Maryann I really want to tell you
    G        Am  G
Maryann, Maryann - I think I love you
    F              F
Maryann, Maryann I really want to tell you
    Am       G        C
Maryann, Maryann, Maryann
 
[Break]
/ C G Am Am / Am G C C / C G Am Am / Am G C C /
/ C G Am Am / Am G C C / C G Am Am / Am G C C /
 
[Chorus]
    F              F
Maryann, Maryann I really want to tell you
    G        Am  G
Maryann, Maryann - I think I love you
    F              F
Maryann, Maryann I really want to tell you
    Am       G        C
Maryann, Maryann, Maryann
 
[Break]
/ C G Am Am / Am G C C / C G Am Am / Am G C C /
 
[Verse]
   C     G      Am        Am    G      C
It isn't such a crime, it isn't such a shame
   C       G       Am        Am        G        C
It happens all the time, you shouldn't take the blame
   C      G      Am        Am     G        C
Go on and have a laugh, go have a laugh on me
   C      G      Am       Am       G   C
Go on and have a laugh at all your misery
 
[Chorus]
    F              F
Maryann, Maryann I really want to tell you
    G        Am  G
Maryann, Maryann - I think I love you
    F              F
Maryann, Maryann I really want to tell you
    Am       G



Maryann, Maryann
    F             F
Maryann, I said I really want to tell you
    G        Am  G
Maryann, Maryann - I think I love you
    F              F
Maryann, Maryann I really want to tell you
    Am       G
Maryann, Maryann
    F          F
Maryann, oh, I really want to tell you
    G        Am  G
Maryann, Maryann - I think I love you
    F              F
Maryann, Maryann I really want to tell you
    Am       G
Maryann, Maryann
    F              F
Maryann, Maryann I really want to tell you (Recording fades out)
 
[Outro]
(Personal live ending)
    Am       G        C
Maryann, Maryann, Maryann
 
/ C G Am Am / Am G C C / C G Am Am / Am G C C /

12816. Marys Little Lamb - Chords

Marys Little Lamb
Balsam Range
 
[Intro]
C   F   C   F
 
 
[Verse]
C      G     Am     G         F      G     C
 Mary had a little Lamb in a stable long ago
 F             C    G/B Am  Dm                   G
Laid Him in a manger       wrapped in swaddling clothes
 
C            G        Am      G     F       G     C
 The angels told the shepards of a Babe in Bethlehem
F              C    G/B  Am
 Hastily they made their way
   Dm       G        C   C
To see the new born Lamb
 
 
[Chorus]
N.C.           F      G
Mary's little laaaaa-amb



            C      G/B Am
Son of the great I Aaa-am
 C        F
There in that small town
                     G
The Lord of Heaven above came down
 
                     F      G
This perfect little Laaaaa-amb
                      Am
No spot or blemish on Him was found
Am7/G          C             F       Am7   Dm
 The greatest gift of God's love did aboo-ound
 
        G      F
Mary's little Lamb
 
 
[Instrumental]
G   C G/B Am G F   F   G Am7/G  G
F   G   Am Am7/G G   F Am7 Dm Gsus4 C
F   C   F
 
 
[Verse]
   C          G/B      Am      G
A star shown bright a guiding light
             F       G         C
To help the Wise Men on their way
 F                     C   G/B  Am
They did not know the King they saw
      Dm7          G
Would in a manger lay
 
             C         G            Am          G
Through His marvelous birth Christ came to the Earth
        F       G        C
To complete salvation's plan
F               C  G/B  Am
 Born to be the sa-cri-fice
    Dm       G      C  C
For all the sin of man
 
 
[Chorus]
N.C.           F      G
Mary's little laaaaa-amb
            C      G/B Am
Son of the great I Aaa-am
Am7/G     F
There in that small town
                     G
The Lord of Heaven above came down
 
                     F      G
This perfect little Laaaaa-amb
                      Am       F    D/F#



No spot or blemish on Him was fouuu-ound
 
N.C.                        Dm            G
The greatest gift of God's love did aboo-ound
 
               F  G
Mary's little Laaaamb
 
 
[Outro]
C     F   C

12817. Mascara Tears

Richard Thompson - Mascara Tears 

When I said those things, I was out of my mind
I was trying to be mean and cruel and unkind
Don't take it too hard
There's another man inside me wants to break us apart

You were chic off the peg, bang up to the minute
I had to put my big foot in it
Don't shout it all about
There's another man inside me and he wants to get out

Mascara tears, bitter and black
A spent bullet drilled a hole in my back
Salt for the memory, black for the years
Black as forever, mascara tears

There's hell and hoodoo in your kitchen
Scratch the place you're itching
How long will it take
There's another girl inside you and she never got a break

Mascara tears, bitter and black
A spent bullet drilled a hole in my back
Salt for the memory, black for the years
Black as forever, mascara tears

You just moan and weep and moan and weep
Dirty rivers running down your face
Tears all down your party face

Mascara tears, bitter and black
A spent bullet drilled a hole in my back
Salt for the memory, black for the years
Black as forever, mascara tears



12818. Mask, Snorkel And Fins

Mask, Snorkel And Fins
Frank Solivan

[Verse 1]
When I step of the play
The smell of the smell of sweet flowers
In country rain sure good to see you again
Hanging with family and a few close friends
Two kisses and a warm embrace
Sure good to see that smile on your face (aha)

[Chorus]
Have a sun bits down on my skin
And I've got my mask, my snorkel and my fins
And I'm back on the islands again
Where the bums swaying the wind
And i groove with my family and friends
So I'm back on the islands agai

[Verse 2]
Summertime all-year-round
Paradise was heaven I'vefound
Water as blue as the sky
And love strong enough
To make a grown man cry
And all of the fam ly is here
Eating rice, adobo and drinking beer (hey)
Family, Friends & Hereos
[Chorus]
Have a sun bits down on my skin
And I've got my mask, my snorkel and my fins
And I'm back on the islands again
Where the bums swaying the wind
And i groove with my family and friends
So I'm back on the islands again
(on the islands again)
Singing with family and my friends
(back on the islands again)
On the islands again
(back on the islands again)
Yeah
(back on the islands again)
Take you [?] home right
(on the islands again

12819. Masquerade

Masquerade
The Infamous Stringdusters

My only friend was solitude



And only darkness seemed to care
So I forged this dreadful mask
That I am cursed to wear

Now everyday it's staring at me
Hanging from the wall
"Without me you are useless!"
"Without me you will fall!"

Now I'm scared and I'm afraid
Of the roles that I have played
Of vows I broke and vows I made
It's time to end this masquerade

"Without me no one loves you!"
"Without me you're alone!"
I cannot live without you
I can't be on my own

When I wear you day by day
I am a king, come what may
But I know that some day
I will know the price to pay

I see it clearly now - the end
It's time to say goodbye my friend
I have to live as who I'd be
Without a mask protecting me

12820. Masquerade - Chords

Masquerade 
Dead Horses

[Intro]
F C Am G    F C Am G
F C Am G    F C Am G
 
 
[Verse 1]
    F            C        Am       G
You give and you give til all gone away
           F         C           Am   G
And you've lost your mask at the last masquerade
F        C                  Am              G          F    C   Am  G
Tired of tryin' to find the right things to say, yeah, yeah
 
    F           C          Am        G
The Moon's been whispering softly to me about
F          C         Am     G
Lovers and liars and lost family about
F             C       Am         G           F    C  Am  G
Bein' something I'm not sure I can be, yeah, yeah



 
 
[Chorus]
E           Am          E
Fallin' so slowly,  you make it holy
 
F C Am G    F C Am G
F C Am G    F C Am G
 
 
[Verse 2]
F              C                Am            G
Tell me what's right when there ain't nothing right
          F            C          Am        G
You're an old dog too lost to put up a fair fight
          F         C               Am        G            F    C   Am  G
Would you sing me a song, would you lend me a light? yeah, yeah
 
          F            C            Am        G
Would you dance around bottles with me in the dark?
          F         C               Am     G
Would you hit me so sweet, and I'll make a mark?
          F           C               Am       G           F    C  Am  G
Would you scratch our initials in the oak tree bark? yeah, yeah
 
 
[Chorus]
E           Am          E
Fallin' so slowly,  you make it holy
 
F C Am G    F C Am G
F C Am G    F C Am G

12821. Match Box Blues

Doc Watson & Merle Watson 
Match Box Blues

Out by the river, walk down by the sea
Out by the river, walk down by the sea
I got those tadpoles and minnows arguing over me

Standing here wonderin' will a matchbox hold my clothes
I'm just standing here wonderin' will a matchbox hold my clothes
I ain't got so many matches but Lawd I got so far to go

Lawd, mama, who may your master be?
Hey, sweet mama, who may your master be?
Need I ask so many questions, can you make 'rangements for me?

That little girl cross town crochet all the time
That little girl cross town crochet all the time
Baby if you don't quit crochetin', Lawd you gonna lose your mind



Well I don't mind marriage, just can't stand settlin' down
An' I don't mind marriage, but Lord, settlin' down
Don' wanna be like no preacher, I just wanna ride from town to town

I'm leavin' town, cryin' won't make me stay
I'm leavin' town, even cryin' won't make me stay
Baby, the more you cry, the further you drive me away

12822. Matches

Marty Stuart - Matches

Matches, I need some matches
'Cause I've still got one old bridge I need to burn
Teacher, I need a teacher
There's a lesson my hard-headed heart can't seem to learn

Well I told myself I'm the last one left
To never let myself get hurt again
Like the fallen bird, I fell for her 
And now I'm right back where I started then, so friend
Could I bum some matches, oh I need some matches
'Cause I've still got one old bridge I need to burn

Well you think by now I would have found
At least one woman who was meant for me
But it's been my luck just to fall in love 
And wake up to another memory
And another need
For some matches, I need some matches
'Cause I've still got one old bridge I need to burn
Let it burn

12823. Matrimony

Matrimony
The Avett Brothers

Things didn't work out like they should,
Farther from how you thought they would
Do you still want my hand?
Do you think I'm still your man?
I'll change everything I can.
Matrimony...

Holy plans and holy gifts
Holy shit what did we get
You said you've got plans of your own



You're gonna work and I'll stay home.
Do you still want my hand?
Do you still think I'm your man?
I'll change everything I can.
Matrimony...

My dog is loud and my dog is wild
We're too young to have a child
Can you keep the dog next week?
I'll be gone the next three.
Do you still want my hand?
Do you still think I'm your man?
I'll change everything I can.
Matrimony...

I ain't through I ain't walking out
Leaving ain't what I'm about,
You may scream and I may shout.
But baby I love you.

12824. Matter Of Time

Matter Of Time
Desert Rose Band
Hillman

Well the farthest place
You think you can run to
Won't be too far from me
And the longest distance
From here to the sun
Won't be too long for me

Woah, oh, oh, i ain't taking no prisoners
Hearing no alibis
Woah, oh, oh, you can run from me, hide from me
You know it's just a matter of time

I'm no stranger
I'm no danger
I've been all around this world
I'm no friend to the lying lowdown
Who try and lay claim to my world

Woah, oh, oh, won't somebody tell her
She's been way out of line
Woah, oh, oh, you can run from me, hide from me
You know it's just a matter of time

I'm just the same old guy i used to be
No better no worse
I'm just the same old long lost lover
Trying to make things work



I'm no believer in things that deceive her
Leaving her broken and blind
I'll be around when it all goes down
You know it's just a matter of time

Woah, oh, oh, won't somebody tell her
She's been way out of line
Woah, oh, oh, you can run from me, hide from me
You know it's just a matter of time

Woah, oh, oh, won't somebody tell her
She's been way out of line
Woah, oh, oh, you can run from me, hide from me
You know it's just a matter of time
You know it's just a matter of time

12825. Matter Of Time

Matter of Time
Jordan Tice

Mama said relax boy
Lighten up your load
Don't bring too much down life's
Long hard road
Just do what you can
Move a little more down the line
You're gonna make it where you're going in
A matter of time

People gonna try and build you up
Others know you down
But most just kinda smile and nod
When you're comin' round
So just do what you can
Move a little more down the line
You're gonna make it where you're going in
A matter of time

Open up the paper
See its all just one big mess
Turn and talk to anyone that you meet and they'll
Tell you whats best or just
Do what you can
MovR a little more down the linR
You're gonna make it where you're going in
A matter of time

Cuz you might know just where you were on the
Day that you were born
But lord knows where you're gonna be
When old gabriel blows his horn so just



Do what you can
Move a little more down the line
You're gonna make it where you're going in
A matter of time

Mama said relax boy
Lighten up your load
Don't bring too much down life's
Long hard road
Just do what you can
Move a little more down the line
You're gonna make it where you're going in
A matter of time

12826. Matterhorn

Matterhorn - Country Gentlemen

We started out from Bern one sunny August morn
There was just the four of us against the Matterhorn
There was Albert the Australian and John the Irishman
Me and Bill from Britain, mad dogs in the sun

   Matterhorn, Matterhorn
   Men have tried and men have died to climb the Matterhorn
   That mighty Matterhorn

Two miles up we lost John and our rations fell below
Now Al and Bill are lying beneath an avalanche of snow
Now here I am alone and I know I cannot stop
Two more yards in front of me before I reach the top

Now here I am a dying upon the Matterhorn
Not a thing for me to lie in or a thing to keep me warm
The Queen would surely knight me if I could get back down
But it's closer here to heaven than it is back to the ground

12827. Matters Of The Heart

Matters of the Heart
Kathy Kallick

I've been meaning to talk to you about matters of the heart
It never seems so urgent until we're far apart
Then I long to hear your voice, touch you with my hands
And I start to worry that you don't understand

CHORUS:



If you really need me, I'll be there
Speeding over ground or flying through the air
And if you really need to, you can come to me
Over the mountains or across the sea
Just a matter of minutes 'til we can meet

There are stories about journeys that separate two hearts
The drama is unfolding when the lovers part
Sending messages and letters, gathering small tokens
When they're reunited, their hearts are unbroken

CHORUS

Baby, when I heard your voice on the telephone line
Tore me up just to hear how much you're pinin'

12828. Matthew

Matthew
Balsam Range

I had an uncle, name of Matthew, he was his father's only boy
Born just south of Colby, Kansas, he was his mother's pride and joy
Yes, and joy was just a thing that he was raised on
Love was just a way to live and die
Gold was just a windy Kansas wheat field
Blue was just the Kansas summer sky

And all the stories that he told me back when I was just a lad
All the memories that he gave me, all the good times that he had
Growing up a Kansas farm boy, life was mostly having fun
Riding on his daddy's shoulders behind the mule, beneath the sun
Yes, and joy was just a thing that he was raised on
Love was just a way to live and die
Gold was just a windy Kansas wheat field
Blue was just the Kansas summer sky

Well, I guess there were some hard times, and I'm told some years were lean
They had a storm in '47, twister came and stripped 'em clean
He lost the farm, he lost his family, he lost the wheat, he lost his home
But he found the family bible, his faith as solid as a stone
Yes, and joy was just a thing that he was raised on
Love was just a way to live and die
Gold was just a windy Kansas wheat field
Blue was just the Kansas summer sky

So he came to live at our house, and he came to work the land
He came to ease my daddy's burden, and he came to be my friend
So I wrote this down for Matthew, and it's for him this song is sung
Riding on his daddy's shoulders, behind the mule, beneath the sun
Yes, and joy was just a thing that he was raised on
Love was just a way to live and die
Gold was just a windy Kansas wheat field



Blue was just the Kansas summer sky
Yes, and joy was just a thing that he was raised on
Love was just a way to live and die
Gold was just a windy Kansas wheat field
Blue was just the Kansas summer sky

12829. Matthew

Matthew - Tyler Childers

He works the night shift at the depot
With a pistol and a light
And he guards them rusty missiles
Counting whitetail to pass the time
And he's worked there for a long while
Since he came home from overseas
Helping Kilcoran fight the good fight
To bring Baghdad to its knees
And it was hotter than the mountain
But it weren't so he couldn't stand
And it weren't so much the heat wave
Nearly as much as all the sand

Now his daddy, he's a log man
With a good leg and a fake
That he got off of a buddy
And a sh*tshot that he made
And he worked them hands in splinters
And he raised them young'uns right
On a little bit of scripture
And an acreage of paradise
And he'd go out on weekends
And he'd play like Clarence White
But Clarence had a real job
And picked the guitar when there was time

Keeps a trap line in the winter
Keeps a line wet in the spring
On a lock wall, fishing muskie
With his eldest and steed
And they swap tales about their raisin'
And they tell the office lies
And they go home when they've a notion
And the muskie quit to bitin'

12830. Matty Groves

Matty Groves



Was on the high high holy day
The very best day in the year
Little Matty Groves had gone to church
Holy words for to hear
Holy words for to hear

The first to come down was dressed in red
And the second one dressed in green
The third to come down was Lord Daniel's wife
As fair as any queen
Just as fair as any queen

Then Matty Groves says to one of his men
See the fair one dressed in white
Although she is Lord Daniel's wife
I'll be with her tonight
I'll be with her tonight

Well the little foot page was standing by
And heard every word that was said
He says Lord Daniel shall know tonight
Before I go to bed
Before I go to bed

He had 15 miles for to go that night
And 10 of them he run
He run til he come to the broke down bridge
Then he bent to his breast and swum
He bent to his breast and swum

He swum til he come to where the grass was green
He took to his feet and he run
He run til he come to Lord Daniel's Gate
Then he rattled at the bells and they rung
He rattled at the bells and they rung

What news What news Lord Daniel says
What news to me have you brung
Little Matty Groves is in the bed with your wife
And their hearts both beat as one
And their hearts both beat as one

Now if the truth you've told to me
A rich man you shall be
But if a lie you've told to me
I'll hang you to a tree
I'll hang you to a tree

He gathered him up about 50 good men
He done it with a free good will
Then he popped his bugle unto his lips
And he blowed it loud and shrill
He blowed it loud and shrill

I'd better get up said little Matty Groves
I'd better get up and go
I know your husband is a coming home



For I heard his bugle blow
I heard his bugle blow

Lay down lay down my precious one
Lay down and go to sleep
It's only my father's shepherd's horn
And he's a calling for his sheep
He's a calling for his sheep

So they laid down together again
And they soon were fast asleep
And when they awoke it was broad daylight
Lord Daniel at their feet
Lord Daniel at their feet

Get up from there your naked man
And put you on some clothes
I never intend for to have it said
That a naked man I slow
That a naked man I slow

Oh give me a chance said little Matty Groves
A chance to fight for my life
For there you have two very fine swords
And me not as much as a knife
And me not as much as a knife

Oh yes I have two very fine swords
And they cost me deep in the purse
You may have the finest one
And I will take the worst
Yes I will take the worst

Then Matty Groves struck the very first lick
And he wounded Lord Daniel sore
Lord Daniel struck the very next lick
And he drove Matty Groves to the floor
He drove Matty Groves to the floor

Then he taken his lady by the hand
And he sat her on his knee
And he says Now which do you love the best
Little Matty Groves or me
Little Matty Groves or me

Very well I like your rosy cheeks
Very well I like your chin
But better I love little Matty Groves
Than you and all of your kin
Than you and all of your kin

You can dig my grave on a pretty green hill
Dig it wide and deep
And put little Matty Groves in my arms
Lord Daniel at my feet
Lord Daniel at my feet



12831. Maude's Blues (Losing Is An Easy Game)

Maude's Blues (Losing Is An Easy Game)
Sylvia Fricker Tyson

Losing is an easy game
Yes, losing is an easy game
It's so easy to fall, but it's so hard to climb
Pretty soon your falling all of the time
Yes, losing is an easy game
Oh, what can a loser do?
Yes, what can a loser do?
Oh, the Lord made losers so a winner could win
That's the spot he put me in
Yes, what can a loser do?
Oh everybody wins sometime
Yes, everybody wins sometime
Well, when my tome comes, gona bar that door
Ain't gonna let my good luck loose no more
Yes, everybody wins sometime.
Oh, when I've lost my last round,
Yes, when I've lost my last round,
Cradle wood and coffin wood are all the same to me
They're both carved out of that same pine tree
Yes, when I've lost my last round
Losing is an easy game
Yes, losing is an easy game
It's so easy to fall, but it's so hard to climb
Pretty soon your falling all of the time
Yes, losing is an easy game

12832. Maxwell

Maxwell
The Infamous Stringdusters - Maxwell

Maxwell was a measured man, played his cards with a heavy hand
Until the day his fortune fell, ask me how I knew him well
Born unto a family, stump in place of a family tree
Only child left alone, mother dead and his father gone

Maxwell my boy
What will be your fate
Oh Oh it's not too late
Maxwell my boy
What will be your fate...

Had more land than you or me, he owned damn near everything
House was on the highest hill, standing there, standing still



Looking back as I neared the end, yeah no one there to call a friend
All he had was all he owned, behind the silent walls of stone

Maxwell my boy
What will be your fate
Oh, oh, it's not too late
Maxwell my boy
What will be your fate...

Well I used to be a measured man, played my cards with a heavy hand
Truest love, never known, this lonesome tale, is my own
When the night bird sings it's song, yeah and I regret all I've done
I recall those darkest days, and thank the lord that an can change

Maxwell my boy
What will be your fate
Oh, it's not too late
Maxwell my boy
What will be your fate
Oh, it's not too late
Oh, it's not too late

12833. May I Sleep in Your Barn Tonight

Mac Wiseman  - May I Sleep in Your Barn Tonight? 
David Davis & The Warrior River Boys

One night it was dark and 'twas stormy
And along came a tramp in the rain
He was making his way to some station
To catch a long distance train.

May I sleep in your barn tonight mister
It is cold lying out on the ground
And the cold north wind it is blowing
And I have no place to lie down.

Oh I have no tobacco or matches
And I'm sure that I'll do you no harm
I will tell you my story kind mister
For it runs through my heart like a thorn.

It was three years ago last summer
I shall never forget that sad day
When a stranger came out from the city
And said that he wanted to stay.

One night as I came from my workshop
I was whistling and singing with joy
I expected a kind hearted welcome
From my sweet loving wife and my boy.

But what should I find I find but a letter



It was placed in the room on the stand
And the moment my eyes fell upon it
I picked it right up in my hand.

Now this note said my wife and the stranger
They had left and had taken my son
Oh I wonder if God up in Heaven
Only knows what this stranger has done

12834. May It Last

The Avett Brothers - May It Last 
Produced By Rick Rubin

[Chorus]
There is a sea, and I am a captain
Of something unknown, waves high as mountains
There is a key, and there is a lie
Here's to times that I catch it
May it last through the night

[Verse 1]
I'm as low as they come
I'm what shouldn't be done
Filthy and lost
Still up for trying
You're the one reason why
I look up and smile
Wishing for love
And I'm ready to forge ahead
[Chorus]
There is a sea, and I am a captain
Of something unknown, waves high as mountains
There is a key, and there is a lie
Here's to times that I catch it
May it last through the night

[Verse 2]
Dark thoughts are hidden
Masked in the shadows
Times they get strange
Cause a friend
Where all we'll fit in
Blind in our armor
Traveling fast
Judgement is past
Now it's time to go home

[Chorus]
There is a sea, and I am a captain
Of something unknown, waves high as mountains
There is a key, and there is a lie
Here's to times that I catch it



May it last through the night

[Bridge]
When the engine won't turn
When the fire won't burn
Like it did when we felt it
Deep in our hearts
Untie the rudder
Guide them away
Take me off [?]
Take me off sir

[Chorus]
There is a sea, and I am a captain
Of something unknown, waves high as mountains
There is a key, and there is a lie
Here's to times that I catch it
May it last through the night

12835. May Music Be Your Wings

Jerry Jeff Walker - May Music Be Your Wings

Life's calling you son, time to travel on
To see the world, and to learn just how to sing your song
But as you go, though we love you so
And may the road before you be a joyous one
Right from the start, sing 'em from the heart
Let every song be part of who and where you are
And if late at night, you're feeling all alone
Then let music be the wings to carry you back home
But if I know you, there's nothing you can't do
You always do your best when you have things to prove
Far as I can see, you're better man than me
So trust your instincts and let music set you free
And remember this, music is a gift
It'll be a friend through thick and thin, you can count on this
And if later on, you're feeling all alone
Then let music be the wings to carry you back home
Know you'll get homesick, and you'll want to quit
And sometimes you'll feel like a stranger that just doesn't fit
That's when you'll know, how your song should go
When you need it most the words and music flow
And you'll do just fine and if you give it time
Drop a line to say hello to all the friends back home
But if late at night, you're feeling all alone
Let your music be the wings to carry you back home
Yeah, let music be the wings to carry you back home
That will take you through it all



12836. May The Bird Of Paradise Fly Up Your Nose

Rhonda Vincent - May the Bird of Paradise Fly Up Your Nose

One fine day as I was a-walkin' down the street
Spied a beggar man with rags upon his feet
Took a penny from my pocket
In his tin cup, I did drop it
And I heard him say as I made my retreat

May the bird of paradise fly up your nose
May an elephant caress you with his toes
May your wife be plagued with runners in her hose
May the bird of paradise fly up your nose

My laundry man is really on his toes
Found a hundred-dollar bill among my clothes
When he called me I came runnin'
Gave him back his dime for phonin'
I heard him sayin' as I turned to go

May the bird of paradise fly up your nose
May an elephant caress you with his toes
May your wife be plagued with runners in her hose
May the bird of paradise fly up your nose

I was way behind one day to catch a train
The taxi driver said, "we'll make it just the same"
A speed cop made in with us
And as he wrote out the ticket
I stood by politely waitin' for my change

May the bird of paradise fly up your nose
May an elephant caress you with his toes
May your wife be plagued with runners in her hose
May the bird of paradise fly up your nose

May the bird of paradise fly up your nose
May an elephant caress you with his toes
May your wife be plagued with runners in her hose

12837. May The Force Be With You Always

Tom T Hall - May The Force Be With You Always
Composer: Tom T. Hall

There is a force that moves our lives from place to place
There is a force exchanging smiles from face to face
If we must go and we must go then we will be apart
May the force be with you always sweetheart

There is a force that moves the wind and changes tides
Not that we would but if we should we couldn't hide



The force is all and we as one are but a tiny part
May the force be with you always sweetheart

The force is bigger than the little plans we made
The force fix winners in the little games we played
If we are part of something bigger we can face the dark
May the force be with you always sweetheart

12838. May The Force Be With You Always - Chords

May The Force Be With You Always
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G                     C               G
There is a force that moves our lives from place to place
C                                  G
There is a force exchanging smiles from face to face
                  C          G               C
If we must go and we must go then we will be apart
                          G      D7   G
May the force be with you always sweetheart
                      C              G
There is a force that moves the wind and changes tides
C                                  G
Not that we would but if we should we couldn't hide
                     C             G          C
The force is all and we as one are but a tiny part
                          G      D7   G
May the force be with you always sweetheart
                    C               G
The force is bigger than the little plans we made
C                                   G
The force fix winners in the little games we played
                  C                G               C
If we are part of something bigger we can face the dark
                          G      D7   G
May the force be with you always sweetheart

12839. May This Be Love

Emmylou Harris - May This Be Love (Jimi Hendrix cover)

Waterfall
Nothing can go wrong
Nothing can go wrong
My sweet waterfall

When I go
When I go down deep



I want you here with me
My sweet waterfall

I can see
A rainbow calling me
Through your mystery
My sweet waterfall

Waterfall
For a millions day
Fall with me for a million days
My sweet waterfall

Waterfall
Nothing can go wrong
Nothing can go wrong
My sweet waterfall
Nothing can go wrong
My sweet waterfall

12840. May You Never Be Alone

May You Never Be Alone
Country Gentlemen - Osborne Brothers
 
Like a bird that's lost its mate in flight
I'm alone and oh so blue tonight
Like a piece of driftwood on the sea
May you  never be alone like me

I believed the lies you told to me
When you whispered Dear I worship thee
Now here am I alone and blue
All because I loved no one but you

I gave up my friends I left my home
When you promised to be mine alone
Now you're gone our love could never be
May you  never be alone like me. 

In the bible God's own words do say
For ev'ry wrong some day you'll  pay
I pray the Lord to set me  free
May you  never be alone like me

12841. May You Never Ride Alone Like Me

May You Never Ride Alone Like Me (Larry W. Jones 11/19/2007) 



Like a longhorn that has lost its sight
I'm so forlorn and lonesome tonight
My dream has died on the lone prairie
May you never ride alone like me
I believed you when you told me
You would be mine and we'd marry
Now I ride alone and so blue
Just because I believed in you
- instrumental -
I believed you when you told me
You would be mine and we'd marry
Now I ride alone and so blue
Just because I believed in you
I left the ranch house that was my home
When you said you would love me alone
Now I'm alone, my dreams not to be
May you never ride alone like me
Now I'm alone, my dreams not to be
May you never ride alone like me

12842. Maya

The Incredible String Band - Maya 

Dust of the rivers does murmur and weep
Hard and sharp laughter that cuts to the bone
Ah, but every face within your face does show
Going gladly now to give himself his own

And twelve yellow willows shall fellow the shallows
Small waves and thunder be my pillow
Upon the gleaming water two swans that swim
And every place shall be my native home

The east gate like a fortress dissolve it away
The west gate like a prison, oh, come break it down
Island, I remember, living here
Wandering beneath the empty skies

In time her hair grew long and swept the ground
And seven blackbirds carried it out behind
It bore the holy imprint of her mind
As greenfoot slow, she moved among the seasons

The great man, the great man
Historians his memory
Artists, his senses, thinkers, his brain
Labourers, his growth, explorers, his limbs

And soldiers his death each second
And mystics his rebirth each second
Businessmen, his nervous system
No-hustle men his stomach



Astrologers, his balance, lovers, his loins
His skin it is all patchy
But soon will reach one glowing hue

God is his soul, infinity, his goal
The mystery, his source
And civilisation, he leaves behind
Opinions are his fingernails

Maya, Maya, all this world is but a play
Be thou the joyful player
Maya, Maya, all this world is but a play
Be thou the joyful player

The wanderer no sense does make
His eyes being tied in the true love's knot
The trees perceive his soul
Do not detain him long

Dear little animal, dark-eyed and small
Caring for your fur with pointed paws
This hawk of truth is swift and flies with a still cry
A small sweet meat to the eyes of night

Oh, dandelion be thou thine
Reflecting the sun in sexual glory
In ever changing tongues
The ever changing story

The book, man, bird, woman, serpent, sea, sun
Blessed, oh, blessed are they of the air
Your eyes, they are the eyes of the glad land
Ye twelve that will enter the seasons

The great ship, the ship of the world, long time sailing
Mariners, mariners, gather your skills
The great ship, the ship of the world, long time sailing
Mariners, mariners, gather your skills

Jesus and Hitler and Richard, the lion heart
Three kings and Moses and Queen Cleopatra
The Cobbler, the maiden, the mender and the maker
The sickener and the twitcher and the glad undertaker

The shepherd of willows
The harper and the archer
All sat down in one boat together
Troubled voyage in calm weather

Maya, Maya, all this world is but a play
Be thou the joyful player
Maya, Maya, all this world is but a play



12843. Maya

Maya
Glen Phillips

I want the woman who would want me
Velvet temple of her body
Seeing lovers crushed together
Doesn't make it any better
Maya, maya
Kiss me through the veil
I won't be ungrateful

I see angels gathered 'round me
Lips of raspberry, breasts of honey
Tear me open, sanctify me
Find the beauty that's dying inside of me

(Chorus)
Oh the hunger of this body
Is insatiable, ever wanting
Tear me open, take it from me
Fill me up again or give me nothing

(Chorus)

12844. Maybe

Jim Lauderdale - Maybe
Composer: Rodney Crowell - Jim Lauderdale - John Leventhal

I know how the story ends where everything works out
I got the feeling once again that I can't shake your doubt
Instead of hiding from romance you're gonna have to take a chance

Baby don't say maybe
There'll be no coming back tomorrow baby

I got used to knowing this was more than I deserved
After all this time I find you may have lost your nerve
The voice inside so far away I wanna hide but I hear it say

Baby don't say maybe...

Didn't have to tell me I just know
A bird in hand must fly away so let me go

I started late but I'm learning fast
You're the reason this my dream might last

Baby don't say maybe
Don't say no baby just say so my baby
I so certain but your still saying maybe



Yes or no baby just say so not maybe maybe

12845. Maybe

Alison Krauss - Maybe 

Yesterday the odds were stacked in favor of my expectations
Lying above the rest, never falling from the nest
Tuesday came and went and now I'm in a little situation
Maybe it's for the best, I can live alone I guess

Maybe I can stand alone
Maybe I'm strong as stone
Even though the bird has flown
Maybe he'll fly on home

Forgive me if I'm keeping you apart from better conversation
I'm numb from all my doubt, trying to sort the whole thing out
Tell me that I'm smart enough to deal with all the information
Spinning inside my head, every word he ever said

Maybe I can stand alone
Maybe I'm strong as stone
Even though the bird has flown
Maybe he'll fly on home

(repeat chorus)

12846. Maybe Baby

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Maybe Baby

Maybe baby, I'll have you 
Maybe baby, you'll be true 
Maybe baby, I'll have you for me 
It's funny Honey, you don't care 

You never listen to my prayers 
Maybe baby, you will love me someday 
Well, you are the one that makes glad 
Any other woman just makes me sad 

When someday you want me, well, 
I'll be there, wait and see 
Repeat Verse 1 
Repeat Bridge 
Repeat Verse 1 
Maybe baby, I'll have you for me



12847. Maybe I Should Stay Here

Alan Jackson - Maybe I Should Stay Here 

Maybe I should stay here
For the rest of my life
My compliments to you dear
You're so easy on the eyes
I'm likin' how my Jack and water mixes with your
Estee Lauder ooh
So maybe I should stay here
And keep makin' eyes at you
Maybe you should stay here
I beg you not to go
There's something I must say dear
I'm compelled to let you know
My intuition makes me think
That holdin' you's a possibility
So maybe you should stay here
And keep makin' eyes at me
Some lovers lose, some lovers win
But honey I don't care
Somebody said only fools rush in
But me, I'm already there
So maybe we should stay here
'Cause here's where we belong
Like me the night is lonely
Like you the night is young
There's no reason why
We shouldn't have these feelings
If it happens naturally, oh yeah
So maybe we should stay here
For all eternity, oh baby, we should stay here just
You and me

12848. Maybe I'm Right

Linda Ronstadt - Maybe I'm Right

Maybe he's right
Maybe I'm wrong
Maybe what I'm saying is the way it should be
Nobody knows when the truth goes by
But everyone tells me that he's happy

Maybe he's gone and found some love
I want to see it for myself
Everyone says just to let him alone
But I can't even sleep no more it worries me so



Why
Why

Maybe I'm right
Maybe he's wrong
And maybe what he's saying is the way it should be
Somebody tried to explain it to me
But they couldn't tell me if he's happy
And I just want to know if he's still happy

12849. Maybe Mexico

Jerry Jeff Walker - Maybe Mexico

[Verse 1]
The whole world's topsy-turvy
You feel like you're upside down
Everyday it's a push-and-shove
Of people tryin' to get around
Working hard trying to make some bread
Trying to get it 'fore it gets away
It's too bad how a man must work to get along
But to live you know he needs the pay
The city is a place in which to build your dreams
It's a chance to give your ideas life
A man gets a longing for some county green
He'd just like some peace and quiet
Peace and quiet, peace and quiet

[Chorus]
So [I ought?] to be up and leaving this town
[?] headed down an open road
With all that you own kinda thrown on the back seat
Thinking 'bout where you'll go
Maybe New Orleans, maybe Mexico
Yeah, got to go
Yeah Mom, I got to get out of here
Don't you know, yeah babe, I got to head on down

[Verse 2]
If only you could pack up everything you love
And everyone who'd ever been your friend
Keeping close to you the things that make you strong
Carry them with you around the bend
The fear to move and meet the new can keep you in line
To go you know that somethin' stays behind
Separate the good and bad and take along the kind
To the place you'd like to be and right on time, time

[Chorus]
So [I ought?] to be up and leaving this town
[?] headed down an open road



With all that you own kinda thrown on the back seat
Thinking 'bout where you'll go
Maybe New Orleans, maybe Mexico
Yeah, got to go
Yeah Mom, I got to get out of here
Don't you know, yeah, I got to go

[Chorus]
[I ought?] to be up and leaving this town
[?] headed down an open road
With all that you own kinda thrown on the back seat
Thinking 'bout where you'll go
Maybe New Orleans, maybe Mexico
Yeah, got to go
Yeah Mom, I got to get out of here
Don't you know, yeah babe, I got to head on down
Head on down

[Outro]
Stop off down in Austin Texas see some friends of mine
Yeah yeah, down near the border
Down near the border
Down near the border
Down near the border

12850. Maybe Next Christmas - Chords

Maybe Next Christmas
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Lester Blackwell

G            D7     C
I'm thinking now of Christmas
     D7                  G
Back home the fields are white
    D7          C
Too far away to see them
D7
Wish I were there tonight
G            D7            C
I know folks back home all miss me
    D7                     G
The children's eyes closed tight
                C       G
While I picture dad and momma
D7                 G
Kneeling by candle light
        C                      G
Yes I'd give the world just to be home
  A7                   D7
I miss them more every day
  G            D7          C
I know what it means to be lonely



D7
Lonely this Christmas I'll stay
G          D7            C
Maybe next year when the snow falls
D7                    G
I'll find my way back home
           C              G
Maybe next Christmas I'll be there
D7                 G
Never again will I roam

12851. Maybe Next Time

Rodney Crowell - Maybe Next Time

I feel the same as you
I don't know what we're gonna do
We have got to be who we are
So we can't let it go too far
Time and place I know
So we can let our feelings show
Maybe he'll never know how long we loved
Maybe she'll never know how strong it was
Maybe next time out we'll be ourselves
Maybe next time out won't be nobody else
Next time out we'll have our way
Till that day
Shall we say
Maybe next time
We'll meet again some how
In a place very far from now
Hurling caution into the storm my love
Build a fire that will keep us warm enough
Maybe next time out we'll be alright
Maybe next time out we'll make it to the light
Next time out we'll have our way
Till that day
Shall we say
Maybe next time
Maybe next time out we'll be on top
Maybe next time out we'll never have to stop
Next time out we'll have it all
Till we do, here's to you
Maybe next time
Till that day
Let's just say
Maybe next time



12852. Maybe She's Human

Kathy Mattea - Maybe She's Human

She gets up an hour
Before she really wants to
Gets a half day's work done
Before the day begins
She makes a list of everything
That everybody needs from her
And all that she did yesterday
Today she'll do again
She goes off to her job, the school
The bank and then the store
Then you're surprised 'cause she broke down
As you walked in the door
Maybe she's human
Maybe she's got troubles to
Maybe she could stand to get away
Maybe she needs something new
Or maybe all she needs is someone
Just to see her point of view, maybe that's you
After working late today
She brings in bags of groceries
Bandages a skinned-up knee
As the chicken starts to fry
She drops a glass, the baby cries, the phone rings
That's when you walk in
Unloading all your problems
And the worries on your mind
When you mention it's your boys' night out
She tears you into shreds
You just can't quite figure out
Why she gets all upset
Maybe she's human
Maybe she's got troubles to
Maybe she could stand to get away
Maybe she needs something new
Or maybe all she needs is someone
Just to see her point of view, maybe that's you

12853. Maybe Someday

The Incredible String Band - Maybe Someday 

Maybe someday she will come, come along, long
Maybe someday she will come along
Maybe someday she will come, come along, long
Maybe someday she will come along

Sitting here with my arms around my music
Thinking of the girl that I might spend
The whole of my days with



Maybe someday she will come, come along, long
Maybe someday she will come along
Maybe someday she will come, come along, long
Maybe someday she will come along

Until then I will do the best that I can
Any fine young girl that I might meet
'That I could use, keep my eye on

Maybe someday she will come, come along, long
Maybe someday she will come along
Maybe someday she will come, come along, long
Maybe someday she will come along

Mother tried the very best that she could do
That was no good, the one she chose
Did not like the way her teeth grew

Maybe someday she will come, come along, long
Maybe someday she will come along
Maybe someday she will come, come along, long
Maybe someday she will come along

One fine day I took a walk down by the river
Fair maid did lie and she did sigh
As I stooped down to kiss her

Maybe someday she will come, come along, long
Maybe someday she will come along
Maybe someday she will come, come along, long
Maybe someday she will come along

12854. Maybe The Last Time

Maybe The Last Time
Reeltime Travelers

Turn clad ???, Nature?s clad ???
Meet your partner with a big handshake
All go west on an east bound freight
Hurry up boys now don?t be late
?n off you go
Not so slow
Maybe the last time out

Lop to the left and circle round low
Off to see a pretty gal - gon' see a show
Dance all night ?n run all day
One fine fiddle there & wanna hear him play
?n on you go
Not so slow
Maybe the last time out



Swing at the head and ?? couple two
Sideboard to go right; 'n right come through
Dance all night with a bottle in your hand
Took all day to give the fiddler a dram
?n on you go

But don't go slow
Maybe the last time out

Partner on your right, right left grand
???? your public plan
Hope you are and everybody swing
Smile big and go around the ring
?n on you go
Not so slow
Maybe the last time out

Dance?
(instrumental)
Dance ? break of day?
(instrumental fill & fade?)

12855. Maybe Tomorrow

Nanci Griffith - Maybe Tomorrow

I will find somebody new
Maybe tomorrow
I will stop this missing you
Maybe tomorrow

Times the healer... times the key
So all the wise folks say
Oh, maybe tomorrow
But not today

Life will once again make sense
Maybe tomorrow
I'll regain my confidence
Maybe tomorrow

True love is just around the bend
But I really don't know when
Oh, maybe tomorrow
There's a gorgeous morning in my future

There are smiles waiting here
Behind the tears
Once again I'll be a friend worth having
And just chalk this off

As one of those years



I will find somebody new
Maybe tomorrow
I will stop this missing you

Maybe tomorrow
Time's the healer... times the key
So all the wise folks say
Oh, maybe tomorrow

But not today
Oh, maybe tomorrow
But not today

12856. Maybe Tonight

Vince Gill - Maybe tonight
Composer: Janis Gill - Vince Gill

We've been friends for a long, long time
You had your lover and I had mine
One night I looked at you and I think we both knew
Some night I'd hold you in my arms

Maybe tonight we'll find each other
Maybe tonight you'll turn around and I'll be there
If the timing is right we could finally get together
We might just fall in love and it may be tonight

Two hearts of fire can't live like this
A burning desire we can't resist
Who's gonna break the ice
Who's gonna roll the dice
And it would take is just one kiss

Maybe tonight we'll find each other
Maybe tonight you'll turn around and I'll be there
If the timing is right we could finally get together
We might just fall in love and it may be tonight

12857. Maybe Tonight

Emmylou Harris - Maybe Tonight

Maybe tonight I'll get lucky
I've been lonely too long
Maybe tonight some dark stranger
Will hear me singing this song

I've been down, I've played around



I don't like it that way
Love, won't you treat me right?
Maybe tonight

Maybe this time I'll be saying
The words that I've wanted to say
Maybe this time I'll be staying
For more than just a day

I've been down, I've played around
I don't like it that way
Love, won't you treat me right?
Maybe tonight

I'm so tired of being free
Of living just for me
Oh love, won't you treat me right?
Maybe tonight

Maybe tonight I'll get lucky
I've been lonely too long
Maybe tonight some dark stranger
Will hear me singing this song

I've been down, I've played around
I don't like it that way
Love, won't you treat me right?
Maybe tonight

Well, I'm so tired of being free
Of living just for me
Oh love, won't you treat me right?
Maybe tonight

Well, I'm so tired of being free
Of living just for me
Oh love, won't you treat me right?
Maybe tonight

Oh love, won't you treat me right?
Maybe tonight
Maybe tonight

12858. Maybe You Like It, Maybe You Don't

Maybe You Like It, Maybe You Don't

Hey girl, hey girl, you warned me to go
But girl, but girl, little did I know
All the things you told me about what lay in store
Would only make me want you more

No not a word had one chance to save me



From your love that wicked love
There's not a prayer left for me escaping
From your love yeah, that wicked love

Hey girl, hey girl, I begged and hollered please
But girl, but girl, even from my knees
All the things you told me about what lay in store
Only made me want you more

No pain can stop or rid me what I'm needing
From your love that wicked love
'Cause what I crave all night and end each day still seeking
Is your love, yeah, that wicked love

Hey girl, hey girl, I tried to understand
But girl, but girl, there ain't no way I can
'Cause all the things you told me about what lay in store
Only made me want you more

Yeah, all the things you told me about what lay in store
Yeah, they only make me want you more

12859. Maybe You Will Change Your Mind

Maybe You Will Change Your Mind
Don Reno

The time has come to say goodbye
I hate to part, this way
Our parting ways, have met again
This is goodbye today

Maybe you will change your mind
And if you do, someday you'll find
That you were wrong and I was right
About the tie, that binds

The tie that binds, our love sweetheart
Was torn to shreds by you
But if you'll piece them up again
We'll start our life anew

* Refrain

You'll find the road, gets longer dear
When I'm not by your side
And I may shed some better tears
My love I cannot hide

* Refrain



12860. Maybeline

Maybeline - Della Mae
(C. Hartman, C. Woodsmith)

She was a lover, a daughter
she is loved, she is alone, loved but alone
her restless blood, and angsty bones
growing weary with the time, weary all the time

Maybeline, Maybeline
All the loving years now you're left behind.
Maybeline, Maybeline
What will become of you, what will become of you?

Just yesterday, young and bright
laboring each day and night
laboured day and night
He left alone, she never tried
to mend the years they left behind
turned the dark to light

Maybeline, Maybeline
All the loving years now you're left behind.
Maybeline, Maybeline
What will become of you, what will become of you?

She never took another man
Wore no ring upon her hand, no ring upon her hand
Oh Maybeline, she gave her life
to teach her children as they grew
Raise them strong and true

Maybeline

Where are your Sons and Daughters?
They are grown, they are gone
they are grown and gone
Now she's another hand-me-down
left alone in Fredricks town
waiting she is bound

Maybeline, Maybeline
All the loving years now you're left behind.
Maybeline, Maybeline
What will become of you, what will become of you?

12861. Maybelle



Maybelle
The Grascals - Maybelle

[Chorus]
Maybelle, Maybelle
I know your ways all too well
Weave your web and then you cast your spell
Still I love you, my Maybelle

[Verse 1]
Every time I wanna go a-courtin'
Your response is nothin' but a riddle
There's always somethin' else that needs a-sortin'
And I wind up playin' second fiddle

[Chorus]
Maybelle, Maybelle
I know your ways all too well
Weave your web and then you cast your spell
Still I love you, my Maybelle

[Verse 2]
I give you every bit of my devotion
In turn, you hold my heart and haw and hem
You're more concerned with causin' a commotion
While I try to satisfy your every whim

[Chorus]
Maybelle, Maybelle
I know your ways all too well
Weave your web and then you cast your spell
Still I love you, my Maybelle

[Bridge]
I never know what's cookin' in your cauldron
Or what you see inside your crystal ball
Most times you leave me miserable in the mornin'
But still I can't escape your siren's call

[Chorus]
Maybelle, Maybelle
I know your ways all too well
Weave your web and then you cast your spell
Still I love you, my Maybelle

12862. Maybelline

Maybelline
Jim & Jesse

Maybelline why can't you be true oh Maybelline why can't you be true
You done start back doin' things you used to do
As I was motivatin' over the hill I saw Maybelline in a Coupe deVille
Cadillac rollin' on an open road but nothin' outrun my V8 Ford



Cadillac doin' about ninety-five bumper to bumper rollin' side to side
Maybelline why can't you be true...

[ fiddle ]

Well the Cadillac pulled up ahead of the Ford
The Ford got hot and wouldn't do no more
It done got cloudy and started to rain
I tooted my horn for the passing lane
The rain water poured up under my motor hood
I knew that were doin' my motor good
Maybelline why can't you be true...

[ banjo ]

The motor cooled down the heat went down
And that's when I heard that highway sound
Cadillac lookin' like a ton of lead a hundred and ten a half a mile ahead
Cadillac lookin' like it's sittin' still I caught Maybelline at the top of the hill
Maybelline why can't you be true...
[ mandolin ]
Oh Maybelline why can't you be true...

12863. Maybelline

Maybelline
Chuck Berry

As I was motivating over the hill,
I saw Maybelline in a Coup DeVille.
Cadillac rollin' on the open road,
But nothin' outrun my V-8 Ford.
Cadillac doin' 'bout ninety-five.
We was bumper to bumper rollin' side by side.

Chorus:
Maybelline, why can't you be true?
Oh, Maybelline, why can't you be true?
You done started back doin' those things
You used to do.

Cadillac pulled up to hundred and four.
The Ford got hot and wouldn't do no more.
It done got cloudy and started to rain.
I tooted my horn for the passin' lane.
Rainwater blowin' all under my hood,
And I knew that was doin' my motor good.

Chorus

The motor cooled down, the heat cooled down,
And that's when I heard that highway sound.
Cadillac sittin' like a ton of lead,



A hundered and ten, a half a mile ahead.
Cadillac lookin' like it's sittin' still,
And I caught Maybelline at the top of the hill.

Chorus x 2

12864. Mayberry's Finest Theme

Mayberry's Finest Theme - The Grascals

Sometimes it feels like this world is spinning faster
Than it did in the old days
So naturally we have more natural disasters
From the strain of a fast pace

Sunday was the day of rest
Now its one more day for progress
And we can't slow down
Cause more is best
It's all an endless process

Well I miss Mayberry
Sitting on the porch drinking ice cold Cherry --- Coke
Where everything is black & white
Picking on a Six String
Where people pass by and you call them by their first name
Watching the clouds roll by
bye bye

Sometimes I can hear this old earth shouting
Through the trees as the wind blows
Thats when I climb up here on this mountain
To look through God's window

Now I can't fly
But I've got two feet
To get me high up here
Above the noise and city streets
My worries disappear

Well I miss Mayberry
Sitting on the porch drinking ice cold Cherry --- Coke
Where everything is black & white
Picking on a Six String
Where people pass by and you call them by their first name
Watching the clouds roll by
bye bye

Sometimes I dream I'm driving down an old dirt road
Not even listed on the map
I pass a dad and son carrying a fishing pole
But I always wake up everytime I try to turn back



Well I miss Mayberry
Sitting on the porch drinking ice cold Cherry Coke
Where everything is black & white
Picking on a Six String
Where people pass by and you call them by their first name
Watching the clouds roll by
bye bye

12865. Mayhayley's House

Mayhayley's House
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
Down in the shade of the knotty pine
Lives an old woman with a marble eye
Done as a haint, thin [?]
And worn as Bible pages
She was born with a veil, a seer's sign
A preacher's tongue and a lawyer's mind
She'll tell your fortune for a buck and a dime
The oracle of ages

[Chorus]
Hey, let's go down
Let's go down to Mayhayley's house
They say she's crazy
Hey, whatcha wanna know now?
Ask Mayhayley and you'll find out
They say she's crazy

[Verse 2]
John Wallace was a wealthy man
Cattle, people, liquor, land
But he caught the wind of a thRivin' hand
And he killed the man who wrongRd him
Though when he heard the sheriff was askin' around
He went out to Mayhayley's house
Askin' if he'd be found out
She said that death is comin'

[Verse 3]
Well, the sheriff knew of Mayhayley too
And when he'd run near out of clues
He went to see her on a full moon
And said, "I need to find a body."
She took hairs from a possum's leg
Spat 'em into the fire and read
The flames for a while then hung her head
And said, "Ashes on the water."

[Chorus]
Hey, let's go down



Let's go down to Mayhayley's house
They say she's crazy
Hey, whatcha wanna know now?
Ask Mayhayley and you'll find out
They say she's crazy

[Verse 4]
Well, the sheriff found the ash and bone
On a creek bed by the Wallace home
They jailed him, tried him, and sent him on
His way by way of lightnin'
Mayhayley saw her fortune grow
People lined up and down the road
To find out things they didn't know
And to keep the hid from hidin'

[Chorus]
Hey, let's go down
Let's go down to Mayhayley's house
They say she's crazy
Hey, whatcha wanna know now?
Ask Mayhayley and you'll find out
They say she's crazy

12866. McLeay Street In Sydney

Tom T Hall - McLeay Street In Sydney
Composer: Tom T. Hall

There's more love on McLeay Street in Sydney
Than you have in your heart for me
I can buy love like yours on McLeay Street
So why won't your love let me be

I'm so tired of bein' your toy
I'm so tired of bein' your boy
Oh there's more love on McLeay Street in Sydney
It doesn't cause heartaches it doesn't cause teardrops
It just costs money it doesn't make memory

They don't call it real love on McLeay Street
It's just using somebody for a time
They don't pretend it's real love on McLeay Street
They don't break hearts like you've been breakin' mine

And I'm so tired of bein' your toy...

12867. Me & Hank & Jumpin' Jack Flash



Marty Stuart - Me & Hank & Jumpin' Jack Flash

Last night I dreamed I went to Hillbilly Heaven, oh what a beautiful sight
St. Peter come up to me and he said "now Marty who do you want to see"
So I began to think
I said "why don't you call up old Hank Williams and see if he's free"
'Cause Hank saw the world from a Cadillac
And he carried them Lovesick Blues right on his back
Ah yeah

Sure as I was dreaming, sure as I was born
Around my neck came this long skinny arm
And he said, "Howdy Hoss, my name is Hank, now what brings you here"
So I began to think

I said "Hank brother, you've seen it all.
You've seen 'em come and go and you've seen 'em rise and fall
And right now country music's got more singers than I believe I've ever seen
So many people got to follow out their dream"
"But I feel different," I said, "'cause I'm a natural born cat
I'm country to the bone, but I don't wear no hat"
Oh no, two three

Said "I started with Lester back in '72
All I wanted to be was a little different like him and you"
He said "whoa now, it just takes a little longer to make it if you're different, I guess
But you just sing what's in your heart and God's gonna do the rest
Just be what you are at all times and just tell the folks out there the truth
And that ain't gonna cost you a dime

But if you plan to be different son, you're just rolling the dice
And you know you ain't the first one to pay that price
'Cause there was me and Elvis and there was Bocephus too
There was Waylon and Willie and there was Bill Monroe
And I guess you know about ole Johnny Cash
And I think what the world needs right now is a Jumpin' Jack Flash"

Up in Hillbilly Heaven I saw Keith Whitley, I saw Patsy Cline
I saw Reba McEntire's band, they were all friends of mine
And I began to tremble and I began look
I knew I was dreaming but I just couldn't wake up
Then out of nowhere came this long Cadillac
The driver said "Now come on there Hank we gotta take you back
Thirty minutes before your next show
We're running behind so we gotta go"
He said "Marty, I tell you what you do.

You just go on back down there and you make us proud
And remember wherever you go
There's a little hillbilly in every crowd"
And he got in that old car and he drove off slow
But right here is what he said before he shut that door



12868. Me And Billy The Kid

Me And Billy The Kid
Marty Stuart - Me And Billy The Kid
written by Joe Ely

NOTE: There's a lick that gets played quite a bit.  I'm not positive exactly what it is,
      but the following chord sequence sounds about right:

                        Gsus2-Gadd6-G

         Gsus2 = 320233
         Gadd6 = 322033 (not the actual chord name, but what the hell)

      Play this lick throughout the INTRO (listen to the record, it's unmistakable),
      at the end of every G verse line, and in between verses.

INTRO: G

G
Me and Billy the Kid never got along
G
I didn't like the way he cocked his hat and he wore his gun all wrong
   C
We had the same girlfriend and he never forgot it
          G
She had a cute little Chihuahua 'til one day he up and shot it
   D
We rode the hard country down the New Mexico Line
   G
He had a silver pocket-watch that he never did wind
   D
He crippled a piano for playin' his favorite song
     G
Yeah me and Billy the Kid just never got along

Me and Billy the Kid never gota long
I didn't like the way he parted his hair and he wore his gun all wrong
He was bad to the bone all hopped up on speed
I woulda left him alone if it hadn't been for that senorita
He gave her silver and he paid her hotel bill
But it was mean that she loved and said she always will
I'd always go and see her when Billy was gone
And me and Billy the Kid just never got alone

Me and Billy the Kid never got along
I didn't like the way he tied his shoes and he wore his gun all wrong
One day I said Billy I've got this fool-proof scheme
We'll rob Wells Fargo it's just bustin' at the seams
I admit that I framed but I don't feel so bad
'Cause the way I was a-livin' was drivin' me mad
Billy reached for his gun but his gun was on wrong
Me and Billy the Kid just never got along

SOLO

Me and Billy the Kid never got along



But I liked the way he swayed in the wind when I played him his favorite song
Now my baby sings with me to "la cucaracha"
Winds her silver pocket-watch and pets her new Chihuahua
I moved into the hotel, got a room with a shower
We lay and listen to that watch tick hour after hour
Outside I hear the wind blowin'a way so strong
And me and Billy the Kid just never got along

SOLO out

12869. Me And Bobby Mcgee

Me And Bobby Mcgee
Kris Kristofferson - Mac Wiseman

Busted flat in baton rouge
Headin' for the train
Feelin' nearly faded as my jeans
Bobby thumbed a diesel down
Just before it rained
Took us all away to New Orleans
I took my harpoon out of my dirty red bandana
And was blowin' sad while bobby sang the blues
With those windshield wipers slappin' time
And bobby clappin' hands we finally
Sung up every song that driver knew

Chrous:
Freedom's just another word
For nothin' left to lose
Nothin' ain't worth nothin
But it's free
Feelin' good was easy lord
When Bobby sang the blues
Feelin' good was good enough for me
Good enough for me and Bobby McGee

From the coal mines of Kentucky
To the California sun
Bobby shared the secrets of my soul
Standin' right beside me, Lord
Through every thing I done
Every night she kept me from the cold
Then somewhere near Salinas, Lord
I let her slip away
Searchin' for the home
I hope she'll find
And I'd give all my tomorrows
For a single yesterday
Holdin' Bobby's body close to mine

Chorus



12870. Me And Crippled Soldiers

Now that it's alright to burn the stars and stripes
Yes, nobody really needs old Uncle Sam
Might as well burn the bill of rights as well
And let our country go straight to hell
Only me and crippled soldiers give a damn

Should they throw away their purple hearts and hide their uniforms
And be proud to hear old glories on the ground
Somebody said, they'd take us without firing a shot
I don't know if they will or not
But only me and crippled soldiers give a damn

Has the holocaust been so long?
Is Hitler really gone
As we burn our only cause for Vietnam?
There's the mom who lost her son
Is this the freedom that we won?
For only me and crippled soldiers give a damn

I've been known to wave the flag before
And saddened when we went to war
Fighting for the symbol of our land
For all the wars we fought and won to keep old glory waving
Today, they ruled to burn old glory down
And only me and crippled soldiers give a damn

12871. Me And Depression

Donna the Buffalo - Me and Depression

Me and depression were running a race
I fell to the ground and it stepped on my face
Some of life's turns they're so extreme
That it makes you wonder just what it all means
I'm gonna lay my head on your breast
Life's dreary battles have been won and lost
Close my eyes and listen to your heart beat
And slip into my dream

CHORUS:
Let the water flow
Let the trees and the children grow
Cause time's gonna fly by
Steady and slow
Some days my angel comes
I'm gonna stare right into the light
Know that I'm alive



And I'm feeling alright

Everybody's got a sad story
The son of God got stapled to a cross
In a ditch a martyr starts to weep
For the sake of babies drifting off to sleep
Staring at the sky, drifting in your arms
Searching for a place thats always safe and warm
Close my eyes and listen to your heart beat
And slip into my dream

CHORUS

Oh what a mighty day
Oh what a mighty day
Circling over head
Circling down below
Angels singin' me
Into a state of grace

CHORUS

12872. Me And Dirk's Trip To Ireland

Tim O'Brien - Me and Dirk's Trip to Ireland

Me and Dirk took a little trip
Across the sea on a big air ship
Riley Baugus came along
Helped us play our banjo songs
Prettiest place that I've ever seen
Entirely covered in emerald green

[Chorus]
Ate a lotta hog
Drank a lotta grog
Stepped in a bog
Came back in a fog

Place over there called Crosses of Annagh
West Clare's answer to the Copa Caabana
Mairtin and Danny, Siobhan and Ciaran
Reelin' in the front room, Dermy was steerin'
Three in the mornin', our welcome was shot
We moved the session to the parkin' lot

Half an hour later, nature was callin'
Got to the point where there's no more stallin'
Dirk climbed up on a three foot wall
We all cried No! as he started to fall
Up to his thighs in a soggy ooze
Peein' as the water filled up his shoes



Five in the mornin', sun comin' up
Playin' more tunes, we were in our cups
Up on a trailer dancin' the tango
Three steps, boom, it's a fine fandango
A little while later, sun gettin' higher
We rolled Harry Bradley in a tractor tire

12873. Me And God

Me and God - Ralph Stanley
The Avett Brothers

Well I know a preacher he's a real good man
He speaks from The Good Book and his hand
And helps all people when he can
But me and God don't need a middle man

Well I found God in a soft woman's hair
A long days work and a good sittin' chair
The ups and downs of the treble clef lines
And five miles ago on an interstate sign
My God, my God and I don't need a middle man
My God, my God and I don't need a middle man

Now I don't doubt that The Good Book is true
What's right for me may not be right for you
To church on Sunday I'll stand beside
All the hurtin' people with the fear in their eyes
And I thank the Lord for the country land
Just like Paul I thank him for my hands
And I don't know if my soul is safe
Sometimes I use curse words when I pray
My God, my God and I don't need a middle man
My God, my God and I don't need a middle man
My God, my God and I don't need a middle man
My God, my God and I don't need a middle man

12874. Me And Jesus

Me And Jesus - Tom T Hall - Brad Paisley

(Chorus:)
Me and Jesus, got our own thing goin'.
Me and Jesus, got it all worked out.
Me and Jesus, got our own thing goin'.
We don't need anybody to tell us what it's all about.

I know a man, who once was a sinner.
I know a man, who once was a drunk.



And I know a man, who once was a looser.
He went out one day and made an alter out of a stump.

Jesus brought me through all of my troubles.
Jesus brought me through all of my trials.
Jesus brought me through all of my heartaches.
And I know that Jesus ain't gonna' forsake me now.

(Chorus)

We can't afford any fancy preachin'.
We can't afford any fancy church.
We can't afford any fancy singin'.
You know Jesus got a lot of poor people out doin' his work.

(Chorus)

12875. Me And Jimmie Rodgers

Tom T Hall - Me And Jimmie Rodgers

[Pre-Chorus:]
Me and Jimmie Rodgers used to ride them
Rollin' boxcars in the summer time
Jimmie, he'd play his guitar, I'd lay back
And watch the stars and sip my wine

[Chorus:]
Me and Audie Murphy used to crawl out on
Our bellies through the German lines
Audie, I won't leave you here, I'll pull you through
'Cause you know you're a friend of mine

[Verse 1:]
Me and Phil Rizzuto, didn't we move like lightnin'
'Round there on the double play?
I'd look over in the stands and Marilyn would see me
And she'd smile and wave
Hell, no, Coach Lombadi, this old broken back
Ain't nothin' if the game is saved
And fellers, if I don't pull through just put
A little golden football on my grave
John Wayne, he once said to me them Japs, they'll take that island
And we've got to save the old red, white and blue
Someone's got to swim out to that submarine and warn 'em
You know it hate like hell to ask you to
Me and Sugar Ray, we used to spar together
Up there, an old Stillman's Gym
Knowin' someday it would be the garden
And the championship for me or him
And coop if no one in this town is man enough
To back you when Frank Miller comes
Come 'High Noon', I'll walk with you, I've had a few



But I know how to use a gun
Betty Grable, don't you cry, you know you can be a star
And with my drinkin', I'd just hold you back
So, go on, sign the contracts, kid
I'll read about you in some old newspaper from some rack

[Pre-Chorus:]
'Cause me and Jimmie Rodgers, we still ride them
Rollin' boxcars in the summer time
Jimmie, he plays his guitar, I lay back
And watch the stars and sip my wine

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
So what's old Hank, I said, "Hank, I wrote a real good song"
And he said lemme hear it
I went out of a truck to give my guitar
To rest is history

12876. Me And John And Paul

Me and John and Paul - The Grascals (Me & John & Paul)

Johnny lived next door to me and Paul lived down the block
We'd meet each day at my house, sharp at six o'clock
We'd race our bikes to school and Paul would always win
Johnny said that's "cause we're nine and Paul had just turned to ten"

First day of high school on my way to my first class
Three football players said, "They wouldn't let me pass"
I set my books down and I rolled up my sleeves
And then I noticed there was two boys next to me

It was me and John and Paul
Best friends you ever saw
All for one and one for all
It was me and John and Paul

I wonder why they call it graduation day
Its more like a funeral or youth that's passed away
Paul said he's leaving for the army in two weeks
Johnny said, "Lets go to town and make the memories"

It was me and John and Paul
Best friends you ever saw
All for one and one for all
It was me and John and Paul

Years later, I heard Paul came back from the Gulf War
I flew up to Tennessee to visit him once more
It didn't shock me, none to hear that he'd been brave
He'd lost his own life but another one was saved



I waited by a tree till everyone had left
I went up and said a prayer where my pal slept
And then I heard a voice I hadn't heard in years
I didn't need to turn around I knew just who was there

It was me and John and Paul
Best friends you ever saw
All for one and one for all
It was me and John and Paul

It was me and John and Paul
Best friends you ever saw
All for one and one for all
It was me and John and Paul

12877. Me And Little Andy

Dolly Parton - Me And Little Andy 

Late one cold and stormy night I heard a dog a' barkin'
Then I thought I heard somebody at my door a' knockin'
I wondered who could be outdide in such an awful storm
Then I saw a little girl with a puppy in her arms
Before I could say a word she said, 'My name is Sandy
And this here is my puppy dog, it's name is little Andy'
Standing in the bitter cold in just a ragged dress
Then I asked her to come in and this is what she said
Chorus:
Ain't ya got no gingerbread
Ain't ya got no candy
Ain't ya got an extra bed for me and little Andy
Patty cake and bakersman
My mommy ran away again
And we was all alone and didn't know what else to do
I wonder if you'll let us stay with you
Giddy up trotty horse, going to the mill
Can we stay all night
If you don't love us no one will
I promise we won't cry
London bridge is fallin' down
My daddy's drunk again in town
And we was all alone and didn't what we could do
I wonder if you'll let us stay with you
She was just a little girl, not more than six or seven
But that night as they slept the angels took them both to heaven
God knew little Andy would be lonesome with her gone
Now Sandy and her puppy dog won't ever be alone
Ain't ya got no gingerbread
Ain't ya got no candy
Ain't ya got an extra bed for me and little (whispers) Andy



12878. Me And My Chauffeur Blues

Lucinda Williams - Me and My Chauffeur Blues

Won't you be my chauffeur
Won't you be my chauffeur
I wants him to drive me
I wants him to drive me downtown
Yes he drives so easy I can't turn him down

But I don't want him
But I don't want him
To be ridin' his girls
To be ridin' his girls around
So I'm gonna steal me a pistol, shoot my chauffeur down

Well I must buy him
Well I must buy him
A brand new V8
A brand new V8 Ford
Then he won't need no passengers, I will be his load

Yes, take it away,

Wanna let my chauffeur
Wanna let my chauffeur
Drive me around the
Drive me around the world
Then he can be my little boy, yes I'll be his girl

12879. Me And My Guitar

Me And My Guitar
Tony Rice - Me And My Guitar

Me and my guitar always in the same mood
I am mostly flesh and bones and he is mostly wood
Never does grow impatient for the changes I don't know, no
If he can't go to heaven, maybe, I don't want to go, Lord
Picture me in the key of E, call me Uncle John
Any fool can easily see that we go back a long time
Feel something like fine to me, there's no such thing as the wrong time
He hops up on my knee, singing: ''Get down, Pops, it's song time''
Every now and then I'm a lonely man
It's nice to know that I've got a Friend
Puts his power right in my hand
All I've got to do is the best I can, if I can
I got a dog named David, I got a bird named Dinah
I got a birthmark on my thigh in the shape of Mainland China



Got a somewhat southern accent 'cause I come from Carolina
And if you want to find us, we'll be walking right behind you
I hear horns, I hear voices, I hear strings
Seems I was born with too many choices
Now what am I going to do with all these extra things
As they serve to confuse me, really
It's me and my guitar
Essentially me and my guitar
Oh, maybe a few friends fall by for tea
A little bit of Who Do You Love?
But pay no attention to the man behind the curtain
It's me and my guitar
Having fun, boogie-woogie, gotta, uh-huh, me and my guitar
Me and my guitar, me and my guitar

12880. Me And My Old Banjo - Chords

Me And My Old Banjo 
Osborne Brothers 

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of G

   G                  C            G
Well the sun came up, bright and clear
                      D7
I headed for the fishin  hole.
   G                         C
Just in case the fish don't bite,
    G              D7    G 
I brought along my old banjo.

Bluegrass playin  on the radio
I sure do love that sound.
I come here to fish, but I changed my mind
Too much movin  around

(Chorus)
The sun s so hot and I'm so tired
I just can't do no more
Under the shade of my old oak tree
Me and my old banjo

(Instrumental break)

I could try my hand at Soldier s Joy, 
or maybe Cripple Creek.
But listenin  to Earl s Breakdown, 
that makes my fingers weak.

(Chorus)
The sun's so hot and I'm so tired
I just can't do no more
Under the shade of my old oak tree



Me and my old banjo

(Instrumental break)

Now the sun's a-goin  down., it's getting  dark 
I guess I'd better go. 
But we'll come back to the ol  oak tree
Me and my old banjo

(Chorus)
The sun's so hot and I'm so tired
I just can't do no more
Under the shade of my old oak tree
Me and my old banjo
Me and my old banjo
Me and my old banjo

12881. Me And My Uncle

Me And My Uncle
John Phillips - Magnolia Express

Me and my uncle come riding down
South Colorado, West Texas bound.
We stopped over in Santa Fe
That being the point 'bout half way
And besides it was the hottest part of the day.

I hitched our ponies into a stall
Went to the bar, boys, bought drinks for all.
Three days in the saddle, you know my body hurt
It being summer, I took off my shirt
And I tried to wash off some of the dust and dirt.

West Texas cowboys, all over town
With gold and silver, they's loaded down
Just in from roundup, ain't that a shame
'Cause my uncle, he starts a friendly game
And it's high-low jacks and the winner take the game.

Right from the beginning, Uncle starts to win.
Them Texas cowboys, they're as mad as sin.
Some say he's cheating, but oh that just can't be
'Cause my uncle, he's as honest as me
And I'm as honest as a Denver man can be

One of them cowboys, he starts to draw
I grabbed a bottle, slapped him on the jaw.
I shot another, hot damn he won't grow old
In the confusion Uncle grabbed the gold
And we high-tailed it down to Mexico

God bless them cowboys. God bless their gold.



God bless Uncle, rest his soul.
He taught me well, boys, taught me all I know.
He taught me so well, that I grabbed that gold.
And I left him dying there by the side of the road.

Repeat First Verse

And me, I'm just about as honest as a Denver man can be.

12882. Me And Paul

Me And Paul
Willie Nelson

It's been rough and rocky travelin',
But I'm finally standin' upright on the ground.
After takin' several readings,
I'm surprised to find my mind`s still fairly sound.

I guess Nashville was the roughest,
But I know I said the same about them all.
We received our education
In the cities of the nation, me and Paul.

Almost busted in Laredo,
But for reasons that I'd rather not disclose,
But if you're stayin' in a motel there and leave,
Just don't leave nothin' in your clothes.

And at the airport in Milwaukee,
They refused to let us board the plane at all,
They said we looked suspicious,
But I believe they like to pick on me and Paul.

I guess Nashville was the roughest,
But I know I said the same about them all.
We received our education
In the cities of the nation, me and Paul.

12883. Me And Paul Revere - Chords

Me And Paul Revere 
Steep Canyon Rangers

[Intro]
C C C F
C C G C
C F C F
 



C                                                        F
Late at night in the silver light, in the stables eating hay
C                              G
In came a man, an artisan, and we both rode away
C                                                   F
He whispered in my upturned ear, "it's time to get an' go
C                                           G                 C
'Till this job's done, we breathe as one, head for the outbound road"
 
C           F                       C
Me and Paul Revere, oh, me and Paul Revere
C                F        C       F
I'm the horse he chose of course, me and Paul Revere
 
C C F C
F C G
C C F C
G G C (x2)
 
C                                                       F
He told me that a thousand troops, were out to do their worst
C                                G                     C
"They want Sam Adams and Hancock, we've gotta get there first!"
C                                             F
Along the way to Lexington, the Regulars drew guns
C                                      G              C
They gave chase and we set pace, those boys they were outrun
 
C           F           C           C
Me and Paul Revere, oh, me and Paul Revere
C             F     C    G           C
On the run to Lexington, me and Paul Revere
 
C C F C
F C G
C C F C
G G C (x2)
 
G
 
C
 
C                                                        F
We turned North through Cambridge Town, along the mystic road
C                                  G               C
Nostrils flared and gallop strong, my legs on fire below
C                                              F
We got up to where they slept, woke Adams and Hancock
C
And they said "Who's that?
C                         G           C
That's Larkin's horse, she's steady as a rock"
 
C                  F
Brown Beauty is my name, Brown Beauty is my name
C                         F                       C
Revere and I one and the same, Brown Beauty is my Name



 
G F F C
G F F C
G F F C
G F F C
 
 
C                                                    F
The Grenadiers are on the move, let's fill the powder horns
C                                 G                C
How much more has that horse got, Concord must be warned
C                                                    F
Paul Revere gave me the heel, we charged the Concord road
C                              G
But we were taken prisoner, by ten men on patrol
 
C           F                           C
Me and Paul Revere, oh, me and Paul Revere
C                F        C       F      G    C
I'm the horse he chose of course, me and Paul Revere
 
C C F C
F C G
C C F C
G G C (x2)
 
G
C
 
C                                                     F
He told them that a hundred men, had spread the good alarm
C                                G                C
"You better head away from here, for Lexington is armed"
C                                                   F
Revere stood tall and fooled them all, told them what to do
C                             G                       C
And they let him go but sadly so, they took me with them too
 
C                                             F
I never saw Revere again, I know he thinks of me
C                                 G                 C
And wonders where I ended up, the night we set men free
C                                                      F
I'm just the horse that no one knows, I'm famous though inside
 C                    Am      G             C
Standing proudly in a field, I was Revere's ride
 
[Outro]
 
C C F C
F C G
C C F C
G G C (x2)
 
C C C F
C C G C
C F C F



12884. Me And That Buck Named Sam

Me And That Buck Named Sam
Author: Randolph E. Ginter

Got my camo outfit on
My long johns and my hat
Gonna go a huntin' now
And I've got it down pat
Sun is coming up right now
I'm up here in a tree
I see me a silhouette
And patience is the key
Sitting here about four hours
My butt is getting sore
I am going to wait him out
About an hour more
(Chorus)
I've been trying many years
And I don't give a damn
Give each other some respect
Me and that buck named Sam
Daylight is a burning now
I see a couple does
Come on Sam and follow them
And bring this to a close
Again, he doesn't follow them
And it is plain to see
Sam he is the smart one here
It surely is not me
I'll be back before it's dark
Give it another try
Be out foxed by him again
He'll leave me high and dry
(Chorus)
I've been trying many years
And I don't give a damn
Give each other some respect
Me and that buck named Sam

12885. Me And The Eagle

Steve Earle - Me and the Eagle

[Verse]
The eagle looked down on the river below
And he wrapped his wings around him and he fell like a stone
And the big salmon fought, but the talons held true
He shuddered as the world turned from silver to blue



[Verse]
I stood there in awe, though I'd seen it before
I was born in these mountains and I'll die here for sure
I have traveled around, I've seen city lights
But nothin' that shined like the big sky at night

[Chorus]
Some mornings will find me up above the timberline
Lonesome don't seem like much once you're this high
When it's all said and done, I usually find
Me and the eagle are of the same mind

[Verse]
Now when I was young I took me a wife
But she never took to the high country life
So now I'm alone, I don't really mind
But her name echoes down from the canyon sometimes

[Chorus]
Some mornings will find me up above the timberline
Lonesome don't seem like much once you're this high
But when it's all said and done, I usually find
That me and the eagle are of the same mind

[Verse]
In my dreams, there's a horse, he stands eighteen hands high
He's as white as the snow and there's fire in his eyes
And he'll bare only me, though others have tried
And together we'll travel up across the divide

[Chorus]
Some mornings will find me up above the timberline
Lonesome don't seem like much once you're this high
When it's all said and done, I usually find
That me and the eagle are of the same mind

12886. Me And The Eagle - Chords

Me And The Eagle
Steve Earl - Me And The Eagle

INTRO:  D  A  G  D

The eagle looked (D) down on the river below (D)
(D)And he wrapped his wings (A) round him, and he (G) fell like a stone
And the big salmon (D) fought but the (A) talons held (Bm)true (E)
(D)And he shuddered as the (A) world turned from (G) silver to blue (D)

(D)I stood there in awe though I'd seen it before
I was born in these (A) mountains, And I'll (G) die here for sure
I've travelled (D) around I've (A) seen city (Bm) lights (E)
But (D) nothin' that (A) shined like the (G) big sky at (D) night



Chorus:
Some (A) mornings will find me up (D) above the timberline
(G) Lonesome don't seem like much (D) once you're this high
(D)When it's all said and done I (A) usually (Bm) find (E)
(D) Me and the (A) eagle are (G) of the same (D) mind

Now when I was young I took me a wife
But she never took to the high country life
So now I  m alone I don't really mind
But her name echoes down from the canyon sometimes

Rpt. Chorus

In my dreams there's a horse, He stands eighteen hands high
He's as white as the snow and there's fire in his eyes
And he'll bare only me though others have tried
And together we'll travel up across the divide

Rpt. Chorus

12887. Me And Us

Punch Brothers - Me and Us 

We go to bed and you fall asleep, fall asleep, not me,
we go to bed and I lie awake, lie awake and
float out the window and down the street, over the bridge and
into the village for a little break from me, meaning us.
I float away and you disappear, disappear,
some pretty young villager takes my hand and leads me to more
pretty young villagers forming a ring, forming a ring around
a bonfire built on a line in the sand between me an us.
Am I lost, have I lost, have they thrown me on the fire,
there to dance in the flames, far enough from you to wonder
if me still means us.
She leads me to the end of the night. A boyfriend of hers is there.
You're on his arm, but our eyes don't meet, our eyes don't meet 'cause
we only have eyes for fueling the fire, being melted down and reformed
in the image of wilder things, wilder things than us.
Are we lost, have we lost, have they thrown us on the fire,
there to dance in the flames, far enough from one another.
We fed them to the flames, but they're just getting colder and colder.
The boy's at least half again as selfish, and the girl's feeling a day
older per hour,
but there's no help for them now,
because together looks good when you're alone looks good
when you're together,
and it takes a village older and less inclined to say which is better to say
which would be better.



12888. Me And Willie

Emmylou Harris - Me and Willie

Me and Willie played in a country band
Seven long years together playing those one night stands
Used to say the booze and bars is going to wear him out
Hold On, a song he wrote tear your heart right out

We traveled the northern route and from the Greate Lakes to Monreal
Hitting all the honky-tonks, I bet we played them all
Willie played to ease his soul and drank to ease his mind
I never understood how he played it so good while drinking himself half blind 

And you wouldn't think a man so weak could be so strong 
Take a crowd of rowdy drunks and hush them with a song
And I'd rather be singing my heart out in a dark and dingy bar
Hitting those high notes with Willie's sad guitar
And I'd rather be singing a blues song, singing sweet and high 
Willie standing right by my side playing country slide

Me and Willie watched a lot of dreams die young
Plans we made how quick they fade, fumbling one by one
Willie never let it bother him and if he did, it didn't show
You know he had a way of letting go and sing the blue times old
And you wouldn't think a man so weak could be so strong 
Take the blues right out of you and put them in a song
I'd rather be singing a blues song, singing sweet and high 
Willie standing right by my side playing country slide

I left Willie in a bar in Marietta
Couldn't stand to watch the man I love drink himself to death 
Now I'm working in Ottawa and I'm doing well I guess
You know the good life don't look so good from behind a desk
And I'd rather be singing a blues song, singing sweet and high 
Willie standing right by my side playing country slide

12889. Me d'mandait Ma Blonde

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Me d'mandait ma blonde

On va-tu s'poser 'es pattes que'qu' part?
Au Saguenay au Lac su'a Côte-Nord?
On va-tu s'arrÃªter un m'ent d'né?
Me d'mandait raide ma douce moitié
Penses-y un peu
T'es-tu serieuse?
J'ai des vers dans l'cul
Pis j'ai des fourmis dins jambes



Rien qu'Ã  y penser tu l'sais-tu
Que j'viens avec des papillons dans l'ventre
Tantôt j'cherche une piaule Ã  m'acheter
L'lendemain un ticket n'importe oÃ¹ one way
J't'aussi stable qu'une puff de meth
J'change plus d'idée qu'j'change de bobettes
Qu'est-ce tu vas faire si on est tôlés?
Vas-tu t'en r'tourner travailler?
Me d'mandait ma blonde
Et moi de lui répondre
Penses-y un peu
T'es-tu sérieuse?
Ã■a fait ben quinze ans qu'j'ai pas l'vé une pelle
Et Ã§a s'ra pas demain la veille
J's'rais prÃªt Ã  faire ben des bassesses
Jusqu'Ã  r'tourner vendre d'la mess
Mais en attendant j'chante des chansons
J't'un homme-orchestre Ã  la maison
Pis si vraiment il le faut
Ben je r'tournerai jouer dans l'metro
Au yabe les termes su' vingt-cinq ans
On vend-tu tout' pis on crisse notre camp?

12890. Me I'm Feelin' The Same

Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell
Me I'm Feelin' the Same

[Verse 1]
Hooray for the drinkin' of warm red wine
On a day both bright and fair
Hooray for the layin' and playin' a tune
On the sunlight through your hair, your hair
The sunlight through your hair

Well, I wish that I was a fiddle bow
Flyin' across the strings
And you've taken me at hand these days
By making that fiddle sing to you
Making that fiddle sing

[Chorus]
Wanna be feeling that feeling good
Wanna be feelin' no pain
Wanna be feeling my love, love me
Me, I'm feelin' the same, the same
Me, I'm feelin' the same

[Verse 2]
Now you're lookin' like the morning side
Of the best day I've ever seen
You're lookin' like help to a hopeless fool
Like the end of an old bad dream, I mean



That it must've been an old bad dream
So let's go sailing from shore to sea
On a ship both fair and fine
And we'll run and holler before the wind
To begin no wearin' time, oh time
With a fiddle and wine

[Chorus]
Wanna be feeling that feeling good
Wanna be feelin' no pain
Wanna be feeling my love, love me
Me, I'm feelin' the same, the same
Me, I'm feelin' the same
Yes ma'am

Wanna be feeling that feeling good
Wanna be feelin' no pain
Wanna be feeling my love, love me
Me, I'm feelin' the same, the same
Me, I'm feelin' the same

12891. Me Neither

Brad Paisley - Me Neither 

Darlin' I've been standin' here just watchin' you all night
And I think I've even caught you watchin' me a couple times
If I don't ask I'll never know
This may sound dumb, but here we go
Do you believe in love at first sight
Me neither
I'm glad that we agree
Believe me
That's a big relief
Well, this place is awful crowded
And this music is so loud
Would you like to go and grab a bite to eat
Me neither
It's nice to finally meet a girl who doesn't move too fast
I was only checkin', that's the reason that I asked
Relationships need time to grow
You and I should take this slow
And darlin' tell me, would you like to dance
Me neither
I was just bein' polite
Thank goodness
My feet are much too tired
I'm sure you're tired too
I can see an empty booth
Would you like to maybe sit and talk a while
Me neither
We'd never get along
I'm thinkin' there's no chemistry at all



This has been a waste of time
And I'm runnin' outta lines
Don't you think it's time for me to end this song
Me neither

12892. Mean Enough World

Mean Enough World
Old Crow Medicine Show - Mean Enough World

I don't wanna hear you talking loud about the way you think the world should be
Carrying on them cruel intentions wicked ways for everyone to see
Lord knows there's far too many people spreading hatred like a disease
So quit all your malcontent and try to love your brother if you please

It's an already mean enough world
No, we don't need no more out of you
So quit your cussing, carrying on and fighting that you do
It's an already mean enough world, baby without you

Don't rope me in your politics or spin me in your tangled web of lies
I do not wish to be weighed down by ugliness nor hear what you despise
Me, I'd rather not be forced to walk a mile in shoes too narrow for my size
So unclench your fists a minute and replace them with some peace of mind

Cause it's an already mean enough world
No, we don't need no more out of you
So quit your cussing, carrying on and fighting that you do
It's an already mean enough world, baby without you

Seems like every way the world goes round
Someone's there to knock you down
Well mama that don't make no sense to me
Them haunted dreams I've laid to rest
The chains you locked around my chest
I've busted loose and now I'm running free

Well lately I been thinking that the future holds all our worst fears
That humankind will never learn the lessons of the last three thousand years
It's still an eye an eye and tooth for tooth but it's not too late to lend an ear
And stop all this hating before we all disappear

It's an already mean enough world
No, we don't need no more out of you
So quit your cussing, carrying on and fighting that you do
It's an already mean enough world, baby without you
[x2]



12893. Mean Mother Blues - Chords

Mean mother blues - Seldom Scene
 
F Major
 
/ X / - denotes measure
 
Verses
/ F  C / F / A7 / Bb / Bb / F (bass notes)  Dm7 / Bb / C / F
Chorus:
C Bb / F / G / C / Bb / F (bass notes)  Dm7 / Bb / C / F
 
F                 C             F
When I got home I found my baby away
A7                                                Bb
Yeah a lil' piece of paper said she'd gone out to play
Bb
I know the river's done gone dry
F                     Dm
She's trapped another fly
Bb                         C                 F
I got nuthin' to do, but a few more words to say
 
 
Chorus:
C                    Bb
I got the mean woman blues
F
Lord knows i'd lose
G                                   C
I just can't seem to get her off my mind
Bb
She's an all night rockin' mother
F            Dm
Lord knows I love her
Bb                  C                F
She's leavin' me to ramble on up the line
 
 
When she moved in I kissed the blues goodbye
She lit my torch and left the furnace on high
Lord the money that I paid
For that livin', lovin', maid
Now she left me here
to grieve on and cry
 
Chorus x1
 
If you hear my song, you know just what I mean
Lord I think it's all just apart of the woman scheme
If you're buyin what she sells
She'll run you straight to hell
Captivate your mind and pick your truths so clean
 
Chorus x1
 



Bass solo/Solo
 
CHORUS x1

12894. Mean Streak

Little Big Town - Mean Streak

What did I do, tell me what did I say
That kicked up dirt and brought out this side of you baby
It's one of those moods, yeah it's the one of those days
What kind of dark snuck up and took a bite of you baby
The longer it goes well, the shorter your fuse
Maybe you'd know if you walked in my shoes
Damned if I don't and I'm damned if I do
Cold as the concrete
Tough as a backstreet
Like a frat boy at hell week
Babe, you got a mean streak
Fire in the hole and a hole in my heart
You're on a roll and I'm taking cover now baby
Where does it end and where do I start
To soften the sting one way or another now baby
Be good to me honey I'm on your side
I'm going to bend going to let a lot slide
But hey what's the deal with your Jekyll and Hyde?
Rough as a dry creek
Sharp as a hawk's beak
Coming fast as a stampede
Babe you got a mean streak
Hard as an oak tree
Mas as a queen bee
Hot as Majave
Yeah it burns like a dry heat
Tight as a kite string
Bad as a black sheep
Sure as a heart beat
Babe you got a mean streak
There in your shadows, save room for me

12895. Mean To Me

Linda Ronstadt - Mean To Me

Sweetheart I love you
Think the world of you
But I'm afraid you don't care for me
You never show it



Don't let me know it
Everyone says I'm a fool to be
Pining the whole day through
Why do you act like you do

You're mean to me
Why must you be mean to me
Gee honey it seems to me
You love to see me crying

I don't know why I stay home
Each night when you say you'll phone
You don't and I'm left alone
Singing the blues and sighing

You treat me coldly each day of the year
You always scold me whenever somebody is near dear
It must be great fun to be mean to me
You shouldn't for can't you see

What you mean to me
You treat me coldly each day of the year
You always scold me whenever somebody is near dear
It must be great fun to be mean to me

You shouldn't for can't you see
What you mean to me

12896. Means To An End

The Infamous Stringdusters 
Means To An End

When the going gets tough the tough get going I'm told
And if you can't stand the heat in here step out in the cold
The times ain't getting any better and I don't know why
It seems like the whole world doesn't even want to try
It's a means to an end
It's a means to an end

I can't control what people gonna say to me
I won't waste my time to show what they just won't see
Then I look in the mirror I try to place the blame
In the end I can see we are acting just the same
It's a means to an end
It's a means to an end

What can a person do
When we don't know what is true?
Will we find our salvation?
Can we try to clear the way
To hear what others have to say?
As we sow our own creation



Who's gonna take the heat when the place burns down?
Will we point our fingers when we're laying in the ground?
The means to the end is all we can choose
And there ain't no risk when there's nothing left to lose
It's a means to an end
It's a means to an end

What can a person do
When we don't know what is true?
Will we find our salvation?
Can we try to clear the way
To hear what others have to say?
As we sow our own creation

What can a person do
When we don't know what is true?
Will we find our salvation?
Can we try to clear the way
To hear what others have to say?
As we sow our own creation

It's a means to an end

12897. Meat And Potato Man

Alan Jackson - Meat And Potato Man 

I like my steak well done, my taters fried
Football games on Monday night
It's just who I am
A meat and potato man
I like my coffee black
Old TV shows
My women hot and my beer ice cold
It's just who I am
A meat and potato man
I don't like caviar, sushi bars,
The IRS or phony stars
I'm a Haggard fan
A meat and potato man
I like my fishin' holes, lightnin' bugs
Flatt 'n Scruggs, and my woman's love
It's just who I am
A meat and potato man
I like my wrangler jeans, cowboy boots
Cornbread and beans and country roots
It's just who I am
A meat and potato man
I don't like politics, hypocrites
Folks with poodles dressed like kids
I'm a hounddog fan
A meat and potato man



eah, that's what I am,
a meat and potato man.

12898. Medals For Mothers

Osborne Brothers - Medals for mothers
Composer: Betty Sue Perry

I dreamed mother walked up the heavenly stairs
And medals for mothers were given up there
They've mentioned a million things mom did for me
Things I took for granted and never could see

If there's medals for mothers for all of the deeds they have done
If there's medals for mothers mama you'll win everyone

A medal of honor was pinned on her there
A medal for patience and kind loving care
A medal for duty she won up above
But the biggest of all was the one for her love

If there's medals for mothers...
Mama you'll win everyone

12899. Media

John Butler - Media

What you watch, what you read
What you percieve is to be truth
It is all so subjective
So what you believe is up to you
But what are we to believe in
Between the lies and the truth? Youth
Media has vested interest
So what you believe is up to you
But how are we to make sense of these turbulent times
When all they do is censor our minds
Only telling what they want us to know
Only half of the story told
So what is wrong? What is right?
No truth can there be seen
Well it's all there in your new religion
Just turn on your TV screen
Watch the sex and drugs and all that violence
Look what they are feeding you
Propaganda yes indeed its
Its all there to confuse
But how are we to make sense of these turbulent times



When all they do is brainwash our minds
Only telling what they want us to know
Only half of the story told
And if the truth can't be found
I'll find my own underground
And if the truth is never to be seen
I'll find my own in between
What you watch, what you read
What you percieve is to be truth
It is all so subjective
So what you believe is up to you
But what are we to believe in
Between the lies and the truth? Youth
Media has vested interest
So what you believe is up to you
You know its up to you
Don't believe the lies, read between the lines
Don't believe the lies, critically analyse

12900. Medicine

Medicine - Rising Appalachia

Wise men say that rushing is violence 
And so is your silence 
When its rooted in compliance 
To stand firm in loving defiance, 
Make art your alliance 
Give voice to the fire 

Move people to the beat of the wind 
Gather yourself and begin 
To dance the song until it ends 
We are winners, champions of the light 
Forming in numbers and might 
Keep the truth close in sight... 
 
Medicine Woman, Medicine Man 
Walking with grace, I know your face, and I trust your hands. 

Find your teachers in the voice of the forests 
Unplug, you cant ignore this 
Wisdom of the voiceless 
Remedies are bountiful and surround us 
From the garden to the farthest 
Prayer made of star dust 

Find your healing in the music that calls you 
The voice that enthralls you 
What do you belong to ?
Eyes out there's the setting of the sun 
Give thanks to each and everyone 
The lesson is the... 



Medicine Woman, Medicine Man 
Walking with grace I know your face, and I trust your hands.

I believe in bending backwards and extending 
In my tracks 
Trip back 
Until the lesson is in action and 
Your yard is feeding 
Stop stark the disbelieving 
Cause the garden holds the shards 
The medicine is in the seeds when 

We hold tight to our right to protect and 
We know our might is 10-fold in connection 
Our elders hold them bright lights 
We protect them 
The medicine is evident 
The wolf, the hawk, the bear clan 

We hold tight to our right to protect and 
We know our might is 10-fold in connection 
Our elders hold them bright lights 
We protect them 
The medicine is evident 
The wolf, the hawk, the bear clan...

12901. Medicine Chest

John Hartford 
Medicine Chest

All in the time of a steamboat run
When the mops are hung, and the work is done
And we put our cares and sorrows to rest
We gather around the old medicine chest
We gather around the old medicine chest

Memories fond of Mother and Dad
And all the good times we ever had
But the times I think I like best
When we hang around the old medicine chest
When we hang around the old medicine chest

When I've done my final show
And the good Lord says its time to go
I'll say farewell, may you all be blessed
Hang around the old medicine chest
Hang around the old medicine chest

A buggy horse running in the anchor line
The carts go out at sailing time
Come before supper, and please bring a guest



Well, gather around the old medicine chest
Well, gather around the old medicine chest

When I've done my final show
And the good Lord says its time to go
I'll say farewell, may you all be blessed
You all gather around the old medicine chest
You all gather around the old medicine chest

12902. Medicine Man

Marc Cohn - Medicine man

Lately he can feel it
Turning off inside his heart
She's calling him from the car phone
And she's falling apart
Now he could call in her prescription
And they will take it down off the shelf
But he knows that he can't save her from herself no more
No more

And you can ride home in the country doctor
And you might do the best that you can
But who is gonna help the medicine man
Who is gonna save him?

Now he always was a healer
There was something in his eyes
And his hand upon your head
When fever started to rise
And there's someone he lost long ago
Now there's flowers on her grave
And they say that it's still her
That he's trying to save
He's trying to save her

And you can ride home in the country doctor
And you might do the best that you can
But who is gonna help the medicine man
Who is gonna save the medicine man?
Who is gonna save him?

Who is gonna save him?

Later on in the evening
When the sun goes sinking down
He goes out for a walk
Along the sound
And he thinks he can hear her
Calling him away
But he tells her he must wait
Another day



Wait another day

12903. Medicine Springs

Medicine Springs - Ralph Stanley
Sturgill Simpson

Well I wandered way back in the mountains
I was searching for fortune and fame
I found where the water runs deep from the hills
They call it the medicine springs
They call it the medicine springs

It was there that I met a fair maiden
Yellow hair and big eyes of blue
She told me one day she loved only me
That she'd forever be true
That she'd forever be true

Well I wanted the best for my darlin'
But my pockets were empty and bare
My love was so great for that starlett of mine
I took what another man had
I took what another man had

As I sit here alone in this jailhouse
With a letter I can't hardly read
It said my darlin' has left this ol' world
She's a waitin' in heaven for me
She's a waitin' in heaven for me

Some day I'll go back to the mountains
Where I'll spend the rest of my days
And the water that runs frome the side of the hill
Will water her flowery grave
Will water her flowery grave

12904. Meditation Blues

Meditation Blues
(James Nunally, BMI)

My mind is troubled by thoughts from the past
My mind is cycling on love that didn't last

My mind is working when I try to relax
My mind is thinking till the wee hours have passed

My mind keeps reeling and waning and waxing



My mind keeps time from night time to day

My mind hears words keeps talking keeps seeing
My mind keeps is drifting all every which way

My mind keeps wandering keeps drifting keeps sifting
My mind keeps playing the scenes from my past

My mind keeps worrying keeps scurrying keeps trying with hurrying
My mind keeps shifting from forward to back

My mind keeps repeating repeating repeating repeating repeating 
My whole life away

12905. Meet Me At The Corner

Meet Me At The Corner
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

I can't sleep, I can't eat
I'm a drummer and I can't keep the beat
And when I wake up tomorrow
There'll be something wrong with my feet

I turn left, I turn right
But my eyes are open all night
I won't wake up tomorrow
For gawd's sake I'm already awake

You can lay out a spread a mile long
Or play me a Countin' Crows song
I don't want none of that, I'm already fat
My appetite split to Hong Kong!

So you see where I am
I got no bread, but plenty of jam
And when I wake up tomorrow
My tears will be burstin' the dam

Won't you meet me on the corner
'Bout half past two
Can't you hear me callin' you
Ain't there somethin' you can do
To shed a little light, to make it alright
So the dog won't bite and I can sleep all night

I'm in some kind of fix
(Some kinda fix)
I'm a drummer and I can't find my sticks
And when I wake up tomorrow
I'll be forgettin' all of my licks

Am I down on my luck?



(Down on my luck)
If it walks like a duck it's a duck
(It's a duck)
And I see myself walkin'
Over there someone just dropped a buck

You can put me aboard a worldwide cruise
Or get the house that I choose
Where do I sign to make it all mine?
Or did I just hear some more made-up news?

But that's the way that it go
There's a steady stream at the door
And if I try locking that door
They'll be breaking it down that's for sure!

Won't you meet me on the corner
About half past two
Can't you hear me callin' you?
Ain't there somethin' you can do
To shed a little light, to make it alright
So the dog won't bite and I can sleep all night

So you see what I got
(See what I got)
I got some kinda weird-ass plot
I'd better work on my story
Or at least begin to give it a shot!

[Brian Seltzer on guitar]

You can lay out a spread a mile long
Or play me a Countin' Crows song
I don't want none of that, I'm already fat
My appetite split to Hong Kong!

So you see where I am
(See where I am)
I got no bread but plenty of jam
But when I wake up tomorrow
My tears will be burstin' the dam!

Won't you meet me on the corner 'bout half past two
(Won't you meet me half past two)
Can't you hear me callin' you
(Can't you hear me callin' you)
Ain't there somethin' you can do
(Ain't there somethin' you can do)
To shed a little light, to make it alright
So the dog won't bite and I can sleep at night

But that's the way that it go!
There's a steady stream at the door
And if I try locking that door
They'll be
(Breakin' it down) that's for
(Breakin' it down) that's for



(Breakin' it down) that's for sure!

12906. Meet Me At The Creek

Billy Strings 
Meet Me At The Creek

Well I'm standin' all alone
By the river of my home
Thinkin' 'bout the days I've left behind
All the years I rode
Not a nickel can I show
And the river helps to ease my worried mind

Well the river run all night
Lord, the river runs all day
I can't run no more 'cause I'm here to stay
I had an eye for trouble
And I've lived a life of pain
I sit back and let that water heal my brain

I'm letting go of all my trouble
I think I'll be right here to stay
Well the water keeps a-churnin' while my poor heart is burnin'
Muddy water, take my pain away

Well one thing I want to know
Lord, is where we people go
When everything comes crashin' to the ground
Meet me at the creek
Grab a beer and tap your feet
See that muddy water flowin' down

I'm letting go of all my trouble
I think I'll be right here to stay
Well the water keeps a-churnin' while my poor heart is burnin'
Muddy water, take my pain away

Well I'm standin' all alone
By the river of my home
Thinkin' 'bout the days I've left behind
All the years I rode
Not a nickel can I show
And the river helps to ease my worried mind

I'm letting go of all my trouble
I think I'll be right here to stay
Well the water keeps a-churnin' while my poor heart is burnin'
Muddy water, take my pain away
Muddy water, take my pain away



12907. Meet Me By The Moonlight

Meet Me By The Moonlight - Ralph Stanley

   Meet me by the moonlight love meet me
   Meet me by the moonlight alone alone
   I have a sad story to tell you
   All down by the moonlight alone

I've always loved you my darling
You said I've never been true
I'd do anything just to please you
I'd die any day just for you

I have a ship on the ocean
All lined with silver and gold
And before my little darling shall suffer
I'll have the ship anchored and sold

If I had wings like an angel
Over these prison walls I would fly
I'd fly to the arms of my darling
And there I'd be willing to die

12908. Meet Me By The Moonlight Alone

The Carter Family - Meet Me by the Moonlight Alone

If you're in the battle for the Lord and right
Just keep on the firing line
If you win the battle, surely you must fight
So keep on the firing line
Brother, keep on the firing line
Keep on the firing line
Time is getting short, Jesus coming soon
Brother, keep on the firing line
There are many dangers everyone must face
If you die fighting, there is no disgrace
With the Lord for cowards you will find no place
So keep on the firing line
Brother, keep on the firing line
Keep on the firing line
Time is getting short, Jesus coming soon
Brother, keep on the firing line
God can only use the soldiers he can trust
To keep on the firing line
If you wear the crown, bear the cross you must
So keep on the firing line
Brother, keep on the firing line



Keep on the firing line
Time is getting short, Jesus coming soon
Brother, keep on the firing line
Brother, keep on the firing line
Keep on the firing line
Time is getting short, Jesus coming soon
Brother, keep on the firing line

12909. Meet Me In Heaven Someday

Meet Me in Heaven Someday
Alecia Nugent - Meet Me in Heaven Someday

Brother rejoice, a new day is dawning
Oh, your worldly sorrow will soon fade away
Be ready, dear friend, for that great celebration
Meet me in heaven someday

Will you meet me in heaven someday
Join me in that beautiful place
Just follow your heart (just follow your heart)
And the voice of God calling (while the angels are singing)
And meet me in heaven someday

You don't know the time, you won't know the hour
Til the angel of death stares you right in the face
So ready your soul, make your preparation    
To meet me in heaven someday

Will you meet me in heaven someday
Join me in that beautiful place
Just follow your heart (just follow your heart)
And the voice of God calling (while the angels are singing)
And meet me in heaven someday

Will you meet me in heaven someday
Join me in that beautiful place
Just follow your heart (just follow your heart)
While the angels are singing (and the voice of God calling)
And meet me in heaven someday

12910. Meet Me In Love

Meet Me In Love
Garth Brooks - Meet Me In Love

I know you don't know me
Only our eyes have met
But what yours are saying



Is making me sweat
The dance floor is empty
Why don't you meet me in love

Your breath on my body
The touch of your skin
Your touch is ungodly
And way beyond sin
I've fallen so deeply
Beggin you meet me in love

Darling please meet me
And I'll whisper sweetly
You're the one
All my life
That I've dreamed of
I've fallen so deeply
I'm yours completely
So darling please meet me forever in love

Lips warm and tender
Ask if I'll always care
Simply surrender
And follow me there
Trust me completely
Darling please meet me in love

Darling please meet me
Ever so sweetly in love

12911. Meet Me In The Alleyway

Steve Earle - Meet Me in the Alleyway

[Verse]
I had a melancholy malady
Went to see the doctor and the doctor say
Too bad, nothing he could do
He knew a man in Louisiana, if I'm willing to pay
Laid my money on the barrelhead
Man behind the bar began to shimmy and shake
Can't lie, I reckoned I was dead
When he picked my money up and I heard him say

[Chorus]
Meet me in the alleyway
Minute to midnight, don't be late
Meet me in the alleyway
Better come running, the spirits won't wait

[Verse]
Thirteen tiger teeth in my talisman
St. John the Conqueror and a black cat bone



I've been seen walking with the guardians
Now I'm in the alley and I'm all alone
Can't run, can't hide from destiny
Knew this day was calling nearly all of my life
Been done, ain't the only boy from Tennessee
To carve his name in cypress with a jawbone knife

12912. Meet Me In The Morning

Meet Me in the Morning
Bob Dylan
AJ Lee & Blue Summit

Meet me in the morning
56th and Wabasha
Meet me in the morning
56th and Wabasha
Honey, we could be in Kansas
By time the snow begins to thaw

They say the darkest hous
Is right before the dawn
They say the darkest hour
Is right before the dawn
But you wouldn't know it by me
Every day's been darkness since you been gone
Little rooster crowin'
There must be something on his mind

Little rooster crowin'
There must be something on his mind
Well, I feel just like that rooster
Honey, ya treat me so unkind
Well, I struggled through barbed wire
Felt the hail fall from above

Well, I struggled through barbed wire
Felt the hail fall from above
Well, you know I even outran the hound dogs
Honey, you know I've earned your love

Look at the sun
Sinkin' like a ship
Look at the sun
Sinkin' like a ship
Ain't that just like my heart, babe
When you kissed my lips?



12913. Meet Me On The Mountain - Chords

Meet Me On The Mountain 
Fruition

Guitar 1 ( capo 2 )
 
    ( chorus )
     G  C/G  G  C/G       G     D   Dsus2  D
     G  C/G  G  Em        C  D  G   C/G    G
 
    ( verse )
     G  B7   Em   C       G  D
     G  Bm   C    G       G  D  G   C  G
 
Guitar 2
 
    ( chorus )
     A  D  A              A  E
     A  D  A  F#m         D  E  A   D  A
 
    ( verse )
     A  C#7  F#m  D       A  E
     A  C#m  D    A       A  E  A   D  A
 
Other Instruments Not Tabbed:
     Mandolin, Bass, Drum
 
Chord Clarifications:
     G:       320003
     C/G:     3x2013
     B7:      x21202
     B7add11: x21200
     C:       x32013
     Bsus2:   x24422
     Csus2:   x30023
     D7sus/C: x3x213
 
 
  ( Intro - Guitar 1 )
e/--------0--2-------3------/
B/------3------3-----0------/
G/----2--------------0------/
D/--0----------------0------/
A/-------------------2------/
E/-------------------3------/
 
 
( Chorus - A Cappella )
 
Meet me, meet me on the mountain
 
Where the wind keeps blowing our blues away
 
Meet me, meet me on the mountain
                         G    C/G  G
Before we must be on our way



 
        G          B7 (B7add11 B7)  Em           C (Csus2 C Csus2 D7sus/C Csus2 C Csus2)
Good to see you my friend,              once again
             G                                  D   Dsus2  D
Though there never really seems to be very much time
        G                 Bm Bsus2 Bm  C                 G        C/G
There's something I wanna say, but I can't be with you today.  So won't you
G              D                       G     C/G  G
meet me on the mountain in the morning light
 
  G      C/G            G        C/G
Meet me, meet me on the mountain
          G                              D   Dsus2  D
Where the wind keeps blowing our blues away
  G      C/G            G   Em
Meet me, meet me on the mountain
C         D              G    C/G  G
Before we must be on our way
 
          G             B7 (B7add11 B7)   Em               C (Csus2 C Csus2 D7sus/C Csus2 C Csus2)
I've been up, I've been down,   I've been too long in this town
          G                                    D   Dsus2  D
And every now and then i hear that old whistle cry
            G               Bm Bsus2 Bm  C                G           C/G
And if your sad and feelin' low, brother I will share the load.  Yeah just
G               D               G     C/G  G
meet me on that mountain way up high
 
  G      C/G            G        C/G
Meet me, meet me on the mountain
          G                              D   Dsus2  D
Where the wind keeps blowing our blues away
  G      C/G            G   Em
Meet me, meet me on the mountain
C         D              G    C/G  G
Before we must be on our way
 
 
( Mandolin Solo / Guitar 1 Solo to Chorus Progression )
 G   C/G   G   C/G
 G         D   Dsus2  D
 G   C/G   G   Em
 C   D     G   C/G    G
 
 
    G             B7 (B7add11 B7) Em            C (Csus2 C Csus2 D7sus/C Csus2 C Csus2)
And on that dying day,       well I'll be on my way
          G                                            D   Dsus2  D
I'm gonna lose these chains and leave this old world behind
              G         Bm Bsus2 Bm    C               G   C/G
But don't you worry for me,      cause someday we will be
G                       D                    G     C/G  G
Walkin' that mountain together in the by and by
 
  G      C/G            G        C/G
Meet me, meet me on the mountain
          G                              D   Dsus2  D



Where the wind keeps blowing our blues away
  G      C/G            G   Em
Meet me, meet me on the mountain
C         D              G    C/G  G
Before we must be on our way
 
 
( Chorus - A Cappella )
 
Meet me, meet me on the mountain
 
Where the wind keeps blowing our blues away
 
Meet me, meet me on the mountain
 
Before we must be on our way

12914. Meet On The Ledge

Richard Thompson - Meet On The Ledge

We used to say There'd come the day
We'd all be making songs
Or finding better words
These ideas never lasted long

The way is up along the road
The air is growing thin
Too many friends who tried
Swept off this mountain with the wind

Meet on the ledge, we're gonna meet on the ledge
When my time is up, I'm gonna see all of my friends
Meet on the ledge, we're gonna meet on the ledge
If you really mean it, it all comes around again

And now I see, I'm all alone
But that's the only way to be
You'll have your chance again
And you can do the work for me

Meet on the ledge, we're gonna meet on the ledge
When my time is up, I'm gonna see all of my friends
Meet on the ledge, we're gonna meet on the ledge
If you really mean it, it all comes around again

Meet on the ledge, we're gonna meet on the ledge
When my time is up, I'm gonna see all of my friends
Meet on the ledge, we're gonna meet on the ledge
If you really mean it, it all comes around again

Meet on the ledge, all come and meet on the ledge
When my time is up, I'm gonna see all of my friends



Meet on the ledge, we're gonna meet on the ledge
If you really mean it, it all comes around again

12915. Meeting In The Air

Meeting In The Air

You have heard of little Moses in the bull rush
You have heard of fearless David and his sling
You have heard the story told of dreaming Joseph
And of Jonah and the whale you often sing

   There is going to be a meeting in the air
   In that sweet sweet by and by
   I am going to meet you meet you over there
   In that home beyond the sky

   The singing you will hear never heard by mortals ears
   Will be glorious I do declare
   And God's own son will be the leading one
   At that meeting in the air

There are many many others through the bible
I should like to meet them all I do declare
By and by the lord will surely let us meet them
At that meeting in the air

12916. Meghan's Smile

Meghan's Smile
Dale Ann Bradley / Vicki Simmons

Verse 1
I never seemed to know what he was thinking
But somehow I could feel that he was proud
Of a little girl who turned out to be so different
From the dreams he must have had forhis child

Verse 2
There's a picture in my mind of tears falling
When he found out I'd never see again
And then he cried when he saw 'em shoot "Old Yeller"
But we rarely ever saw that side of him

Chorus 1
He always kept so much inside, never voicing
All those things that Daddies surely say
Though I never heard the words "Girl, I love you" 
Still a picture's worth a thousand words anyway



Verse 3
He taught me what he knew about living
And living with the hand that you've been dealt
And even though his words were rarely gentle
The years have shown exactly how he felt

Verse 4
Three generations have passed now, Daddy's holding
A precious, little, dimpled baby girl
Little Meghan's smile has touched him like no other
But I knew he had it in him, that's for sure

Chorus 2
But he always kept so much inside, never voicing
All those things that Daddies surely say
Though I never heard the words "Girl, love you"
Still a picture's worth a thousand words anyway
Daddy's painted a picture worth more than a thousand
words anyway

12917. Mein Teil

Mein Teil
Hayseed Dixie - Mein Teil

Searching for a well built eighteen- to thirty-year-old man, to slaughter
The master butcher
Today I will meet a guy
Who likes to eat me
Smooth pieces and also hard ones
Are standing on the menu
'Cause you are, what you eat
And you know what it is!
It is my part - no
My part - no
'Cause it is my part! - no
My part - no
The blunt blade, good and right
I'm bleeding strong and I'm sick
I have to fight against swooning
But I keep eating with cramps
It is so well spiced and so nicely flambéed
And so lovingly served on porcelain
With it a good wine and tender candlelight
Yeah, I take my time
Some culture has to be!
'Cause you are, what you eat
And you know what it is!
It is my part - no
My part - no
'Cause it is my part! - no
Yes, it's my part - no



A scream will go unto the skies
Cuts itself through a troop of angels
Down from the skies are dropping flesh and feathers
Atop my childhood with shrieks

12918. Melancholy Moon (Not)

Tim O'Brien - Melancholy Moon (Not)

Whistles don't get lonesome, I guess no one told Hank
You never know that might have been the reason why he drank
What was Willie smokin' when he wrote 'Hello Walls'
Where'd Bob find that cowtown "Did it really have big balls"
There's no regular combination on that Wabash Cannonball
And I've never known a telephone to ring right off the wall
Patsy didn't fall to pieces on a midnight walk alone
And 'T' don't stand for Texas since Rose left San Antone

Chorus
Highways don't get lonesome, you're not my sunshine
Memories don't linger in the hallways of my mind
I don't believe that Porter ever saw that "Rubber Room"
And I've neer seen a melancholy moon

Elvis hated hound dogs, so is it false or true
No one ever really saw him wearin' blue suede shoes
Was anybody watchin' when Johnny walked the line
And I wonder if it really was the last thing on his mind
If you're minin' coal you'll need more tonnage than sixteen
I can't recall a time when I've been faded as my jeans
You'd have to be a fossil to have a heart of stone
And after Six Days On The Road his baby wasn't home

Chorus

"Blue Moon Of Kentucky" is more like yellow
And I've never seen a melancholy moon

12919. Melancholy Polly - Chords

Melancholy Polly
Allison Moorer
 
[VERSE 1]
D5          E5              B5           E5  D5*
Melancholy Polly spills her guts on stage
D5                Em          Bm        D5
She can't get her jollies any other way
C5              D5            G       D5* E5



Safe inside the music and the melody
A5                           B5*          D5
Polly gets to lose it and no one can see
 
 
[VERSE 2]
G*           Em             Bm         D
She is not a starlet with a red guitar
G*           Em           Bm          D
Just an easy target for a broken heart
C            D              G          Em*
Peddling her story up there all alone
C          D        G               Gsus4 G
Is another allegory carved in stone
 
 
[BRIDGE]
          F
She would ransom her fate
       E
If she had some escape
        Am          Adim
But her words are a curse
      Am7         D
Every rhyme every line and verse
 
 
[INSTRUMENTAL]
Am D
Am Am7 D
 
 
[VERSE 3]
G*              Em               Bm          D
In front of the footlights Polly takes a bow
G*                 Em               Bm            D Dsus4 D Dsus4 D
Waves and says her goodnight to the drunken crowd
C                 D                  G            Em*
When the house is clapping she knows what it means
C             D                G         Em Bm D G
Her life only happens for a song to sing

12920. Melissa

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Melissa
Composer: Jackson Browne

Melissa, I knew I just had to kiss ya
Heaven knows what I had in mind
When my eyes went blind
And you had to take me home
Because I could not find my way



Mimi, you make my glasses steamy
Heaven knows that I'll take a chance
On a girl from France
Just so long as we don't have to dance 'till dawn

Maybe baby I'm not so smart
But I know I'm not your brother
And the way you affect me
You needn't suspect me
Of falling in love with another

Daisy, your old man thinks I'm crazy
Heaven knows I used to go insane
When I heard your name
I knew what I was doin'
When I had my brain removed

Maybe baby I'm not so smart
I never claimed to be a thinker
But you gotta respect me
Cause the way you affect me
I'll never have to be a drinker

Bessie, my dreams of you are messy
Heaven knows I used to lie awake
And try to make my heart stop pounding
Long enough to take my rest

12921. Mellow Doubt

Norman Blake - Mellow Doubt

It gives me pain when I think of you
And the things together that we'll never do
At first it's cold, and then it's hot
Tried to be someone that I know I'm not
I'm in trouble and I know it
How I'm feeling, I can't show it
But these feelings don't go away
I remember you, lines on your face
Sharing a moment in the perfect place
I'm deep in your eyes and inside your head
And I try to reach you when I'm in my bed
In trouble, I know it
How I'm feeling, I can't show it
But these feelings don't go away
There is no choice in what I must do
Nothing is greater than to be with you
I'm in trouble, I know it
How I'm feeling, I can't show it
These feelings don't go away



12922. Melody From the Sky

Melody From the Sky
(L. Alter, S.D. Mitchell)
Shady Mix

Love is everywhere. It's music fills the air
All nature seems seems to hum a melody from the sky
Over on the hill I hear a whippoorwill
I Hear his song become a melody from the sky.

And there's a bluebird singing to his ladylove above.
A love song sweeter than the whispering breeze
through the trees.

Love is everywhere. It's music fills the air.
All nature seems to hum a melody from the sky
Over on the hill I hear a whippoorwill
I hear his song become a melody from the sky

12923. Melvin Is Locking Doors

Melvin Is Locking Doors
Nickel Creek

INTRO (Am) (E) 2x

(Am) Locking doors, spotless pores
(E) Finding comfort in a total bore
The (Bb7) number four, genealogic lore
(E) Doesn't feel good unless I've felt it before (Am) (E)

The neighbor's gay, shouldn't be that way
I'm gonna treat him like a person but not today
When I'm old and gray and he's dying of AIDS
Guess I'd best better remind him to pray

CHORUS
(Dm) Melvin is (?) locking doors (?) (?)
(?) Makes every (?) thing a (?) chore (?)
Don't (E) really care no more
Melvin is locking doors (Am) (E)

Locking doors, salting sores
When one wimp winces you'll win the wars
Show me some gore, man I'm so hardcore
But it doesn't feel good unless I've felt it be■Doesn't feel good unless I've felt it before
(E) Melvin is (F) lock (E) ing (Am) doors



12924. Mem'ries Of May

Mem'ries Of May (Larry W. Jones 10/15/2007) 

Darling, May brought us more springtime
Along with the flowers of May
And we heard the pealing of chimes
For the love we have to this day
No, there was no time for sadness
That bridge for us had been crossed
Dear, this gladness was meant for us
No matter what ever the cost
We have mem'ries of May
As real as the flowers of a bouquet
We have mem'ries of May
Though that springtime is now so far away
- instrumental -
We waited for the warm summer
Beneath that cottonwood tree green
Dear, those feelings we had in May
Now both of us know what they mean
And it's knowing that here you stand
That still makes me feel that same way
I remember us hand in hand
I do with those mem'ries of May
We have mem'ries of May
As real as the flowers of a bouquet
We have mem'ries of May
Though that springtime is now so far away

12925. Member Of The Blues

Member of the Blues 
Del McCoury Band
 
Have you ever talked to a photograph 
An image of an angel in a frame 
Have you ever walked that tear stained path 
With each step keep callin' her name 
 
CHORUS: 
Have you ever dreamed you've made it  
Across that river of fears 
When you woke up you were drowning  
In your own pool of tears
Have you ever lost 
Everything you could lose 
Then you're paid up, you're a member 
Of the blues 



  
Have you ever slept in a cold lonely room  
That echoed each prayer and each breath 
Have you ever felt yourself fall apart 
While your heart kept saying forget

12926. Memories

Memories - Osborne Brothers
 
Memories, memories
Memories of the one that I let go
Memories, memories
Memories of the one I still love so

My arms can't hold a memory
There's nothing there to hold
And thoughts of you can't warm me
When the nights are dark and cold
My lips can't kiss a memory
It has no lips to kiss
And just how long will I go on
With memories like this

* Refrain

Memories of the one I still love so

12927. Memories - Chords

Memories 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
A
 
[Verse 1]
                             D                A
There's a picture in my mind that will always be there
                   E              A
Of the place where i was born and raised
                        D          A
Tears fill my eyes when i returned today
                 E            A
For all that was left was two graves
 
 
[Verse 2]
                             D           A



I gave them a heartache when i left them there
               E               A
I thought of a better life i'd find
                  D           A
Now as i return i find no one waiting
                    E                  A
These memories keep walking through my mind
 
 
[Chorus]
                          D             A
I can see mama standing inside the open door
              E               A
I can see the gray in daddy's hair
                                       D          A
As they come out on the front porch to welcome me in
             E             A
But now only memories live there
 
 
[Instrumental]
A D A   A E A
 
 
[Verse 3]
                              D             A
How i long to see them but to heaven i must go
                    E                 A
I pray to God he'll save my soul from sin
                                      D               A
I know they're waiting for me dressed in the robes of white
                    E          A
At the gate just to welcome me in
 
 
[Chorus]
                          D             A
I can see mama standing inside the open door
              E               A
I can see the gray in daddy's hair
                                       D          A
As they come out on the front porch to welcome me in
             E             A
But now only memories live there
 
 
[Outro]
A D A   A E A

12928. Memories And Moments - Chords

Memories And Moments 
Tim O'Brien & Darrell Scott



 
Capo 5th Fret
 
[Intro]
D5 D A D5 D Bm A D5
 
[Verse 1]
           D5               D               A                   D5
I wish that I could hold to you when day is done til my life is through
            D           Bm            A            D5
But all I have to hold onto are these memories and moments
 
D5 D A D
 
         D5            D                  A                D5
I try so hard to be at peace to still my mind catch and release
             D              Bm              A               D5
From walkin' tall to on my knees it's these memories and moments
 
[Chorus]
          Bm                             D5
Now back again (back again) back to the top (to the top)
             Bm                                  D5
Pray it will end (it will end) Oh, but it wont stop (it wont stop)
              Bm                                  G5
Its waiting there (waiting there) up around the bend (round the bend)
               Em7                             A
Oh, the river flows (river flows) itll never end
 
[Verse 2]
D5                              D                A                       D5
The weaver pulls her endless thread she dreams awake, oh, she dreams in bed
                D              Bm            A           D5
She hears the words she never said in her memories and moments
 
[Instrumental]
D5 D A D5
D Bm A D5
 
[Chorus]
          Bm                             D5
Now back again (back again) back to the top (to the top)
             Bm                                  D5
Pray it will end (it will end) Oh, but it wont stop (it wont stop)
              Bm                                  G5
Its waiting there (waiting there) up around the bend (round the bend)
               Em7                             A
Oh, the river flows (river flows) it'll never end
 
[Instrumental]
D5 D A D Bm A D
 
[Verse 3]
           D5                 D                  A                         D5
I live for love that's what I do there's love in me, yeah, there's love in you
                    D                Bm               A           D5
And with a broken voice our song is true in these memories and moments



 
[Outro]
            A           D
In these memories and moments
            A      G5     D5
In these memories... and moments
 
[Instrumental]
D5 D A D5
D Bm                  A            D5
      Yeah it's these memories and moments

12929. Memories Cover Everything I Own

Memories Cover Everything I Own

This morning found me down and troubled hurting deep inside
And if I thought it might do some good I guess I could have cried
Your memory crept into my heart like a winter morning chill
It chilled my heart my blood ran cold I guess I love you still

I try my best to think of ways to keep your memory still
You left a place in spite of me that time can't seem to kill
The pieces of my broken heart just never seem to fit
There's one still missing when I rearrange I guess I love you yet

The snow lays in the trees and turns at night from white to blue
I'm looking to replace a life of dreams I lost with you
Yes I'll be trying to fill my time so that I'm not alone
But old memories of what used to be cover everything I own

12930. Memories Never Die

The Osborne Brothers - Memories Never Die 
(Boudleaux Bryant - Felice Bryant)

Memories never die.
Though someone stole you away from me
I'll hold your love in my memory
Though miles between us can keep us apart
Your picture is locked in my heart.
Memories never die
Memories never die
Though you're not here I still hold you near
'Cause memories never die.
When you first left me I cried and cried
Just like a child whose mother dies
Now when I want you I'll cry no more
You're waiting at memory's door.



Memories never die
Memories never die
Though you're not here I still hold you near
'Cause memories never die.
--- Instrumental ---
When you are tired of someone new
When you are living in mem'ries too
Try to remember the used to be
When you were in love with me.
Memories never die
Memories never die
Though you're not here I still hold you near
'Cause memories never die.
Cause memories never die...

12931. Memories Of Home

Tommy Brown and the County Line Grass - Memories of Home Album: Leaving This Town

I can remember when I was a lad
How times where at home with mommy and dad
They always wondered if I'd ever roam
That's why I sing this lonesome ole song

When the banjos and the fiddles
They start to ring
That's when we'll gather around the mic to sing
A song about my momma and the memories of home
That's when we'll sing this lonesome ole song

Things aren't the same now that they're gone
The old home's still standing by itself all alone
All that's left are the memories as time marches on
Memories of my childhood and this lonesome ole song

When the banjos and the fiddles
They start to ring
That's when we'll gather around the mic to sing
A song about my momma and the memories of home
That's when we'll sing this lonesome ole song

When the banjos and the fiddles
They start to ring
That's when we'll gather around the mic to sing
A song about my momma and the memories of home
That's when we'll sing this lonesome ole song

12932. Memories Of Mother



Memories Of Mother - Stanley Brothers
Ricky Skaggs

On a dark stormy night the angels called mother
The love that we shred for such a short while
She called us around and told us she's leaving
Then closing her eyes she went with a smile

   Mother's at rest in a lonesome old graveyard
   On a hill far away there stands her white tomb
   With the grass covered o'er it seems so neglected
   When the spring season comes sweet flowers will bloom

I'll never forget the love mother gave us
As children we played around our old home
I know her reward is a mansion in heaven
While children on earth are scattered and gone

12933. Memories Of Mother And Dad

Bill Monroe - Memories of Mother and Dad
Ricky Skaggs

Mother left this world of sorrow
Our home was silent and so sad
Dad took sick and had to leave us
I have no home No mother nor dad

 There's a little lonesome grave yard
 On these tomestones it did say
 On mother's "gone but not forgotten"
 On dad's "we'll meet again someday"

I often go out to the graveyard
Where they laided them down to rest
I can almost hear them whisper
Trust in god He'll do the rest

Their souls have gone up to heaven
Where they'll dwell with god above
Where they'll meet there friends and loved ones
And share with all his precious love

12934. Memories Of The Past

Memories Of The Past

I can't forget you little darlin'
Each night you're always in my dreams
Your face is always here before me



On thru the years with you I'll dream

How we used to love each other
It's just memories of the past
I should have known you were false hearted
That our love would never last

Each night I go down to the bar room
There I'll drink the warm red wine
And I'll play the lonesome jukebox
For your love is on my mind

12935. Memories Of Us - Chords

Memories Of Us
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Dave Kirby and Glenn Martin
 
G           D7           G      C           A7
The old man who sold his apples isn't there anymore
C            D7     G             C   A7        D7
And the city square don't seem as big as it did before
G         D7            G         C                  A7
They tore down that old drugstore we used to love so much
C        D7    G              C    G         D7      G
But everything it's still the same in my memories of us
         D7             G
That old school bus has long stopped runnin' 
C                      A7
And I heard the driver died
C             D7    G              C
And the movie house is all boarded up 
A7                   D7
Where we sat side by side
G       D7             G               C                  A7
And the sign that said State Champions is covered up with dust
C        D7    G              C    G         D7      G
But everything it's still the same in my memories of us
          G7      C  D7                   G
In my memories of us things are still the same
               C             A7               D7
For yesterdays are something tomorrows cannot change
G                             G7    C                  A7
Where freckles just don't disappear and pigtails never rust
C        D7    G              C    G         D7      G
And everything it's still the same in my memories of us
   D7        C G
My memory of us



12936. Memories Of You

Bill Monroe - Memories of You

[Chorus]
Memories of you, sweetheart, still haunt me so
Everytime I hear your name I almost cry
But, there's just one thing that I want you to know
I'll love you till the day I die

Oh, we let other people tear us apart
And for no good cause you see
But, I hope and pray you'll be mine someday
You'll live and love each other, you and me

So if you go, don't say goodbye
For you know just what you will cause
Don't leave me here to face this lonesome world
For without you I'm the one that is lost

[Chorus]

12937. Memories Of You Dear

Doc Watson & Merle Watson
Memories Of You Dear

Memories of you, dear
Fill my heart with pain
And I know you'll never
Be in my arms again

You say that you found another
You tell me you love him, too
My poor old heart is breakin'
Lord, I don't know what to do

I tried so hard to please you
But nothin' could be done
For now you're with another
And I'm left all alone

I know that I can't forget you
Although sometimes I may try
Regretting the day that I met you
I just sit alone and cry

Wherever you may wander
Wherever you may be
I'll always love you darlin'
And want you here with me



12938. Memory Is A Flower - Chords

Memory Is A Flower
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Jimmy Day
[3/4 time]

G                      C                 G
Memory is a flower you once wore in your hair
D7                                                        G
You were twice as lovely as we vowed that we always would care
                         C                  G
Memory is a pillow where you once laid your head
D7                                        G
Memory is a garden where our love ran and played
                              C                G
Memory is the first fight the one that tore us apart
D7                                                  G
Memory is the jealousy that drove the trust from my heart
                          C                       G
Memory is a fireside that warms the heart and the soul
D7                                                          G
Deceit and shame distrust and blame have made the fire grow cold
                          C                 G
Memory is a costume whose gift won't set me free
D7                                         G
Memory is a future whose past won't let me be
                      C             G
Memory is a lost love forever gone astray
D7                                     G
You will be my last memory on my dying day

12939. Memory Of You

Memory of You 
Stanley Brothers
Balsam Range

I turned the key in the lock tonight 
And walked slowly into the room  
Your presence hung like a heavy mist 
I knew death had come too soon 
 
CHORUS : 
The stars may be shining for somebody else 
The moon may be giving its light 
But all that I have, is a mem'ry of you 
And I'm lost in this world black as night 
 



Death came too soon to the one that I love 
And now I must travel alone 
Just a wanderin' boy with a  broken heart 
The sweetheart and pal is now gone 
 
I'll travel on through this world of the spirit 
I'll force myself to go on 
I find myself wishing ev,ry day 
I could be with her in the beyond

12940. Memphis

Flatt & Scruggs - Memphis
Composer: Chuck Berry

Long distance information give me Memphis Tennessee
Help me find the party try to get in touch with me
She could not leave her number but I know who placed the call
Cause my uncle took the message and he wrote it on the wall
Help me operator get in touch with my Marie
She's the only one who'd called me here from Memphis Tennessee
Her home is on the southside high up on a ridge
Just a half a mile from the Mississippi Bridge

The last time I saw my Marie she was waving me goodbye
Hurry home drops on her cheeks that trickled from her eyes
We were torn apart because her mom could not agree
And tore apart our happy home in Memphis Tennessee
Help me operator more than this I cannot add
Only that I miss her so and all the fun we had
Marie is only six years old get the message please
Help to put me through to her in Memphis Tennessee

12941. Memphis Girls

Memphis Girls - Acoustic Syndicate

Hey what's the news from the mighty mississippi
Is there still some work to be found
I heard You'd gotten tired of the river
And now you'²re on your way back to town
I wonder what you'll say when you see me
I wonder if we'll laugh untill we cry
I wonder if you'²ll tell me of this woman
And what she did to you to make you cry

Well I heard you was coming home from Memphis
With a heavy heart and trouble on your mind
They say you'²re comin' back to Asheville



To decide what to do with yourself now
That big idea you had was a good one
Your dreams were all coming true
I hate to say it but I'²m the one that told you
Them Memphis girls will make a fool out of you

My friend this ain't the first time that it'²s happened
Don't feel so bad, you'²re not the first to fall
They say there's one born every minute
And the gamblin man will always lose it all
Well I once knew this boy who left for Memphis
He thought he had it thicker down the line
But it didn't take him long to remember
How to hand it all over to the women and the wine
Well I heard you were coming home from Memphis
With a heavy heart and trouble on your mind
They say you'²re comin back to Asheville
To decide what to do with yourself now
That big idea you had was a good one
Your dreams were all coming true
I hate to say it but I'²m the one that told you
Them Memphis girls will make a fool out of you

I'm glad to hear you'²re coming back to see us
A little home time is just what you need
Your folks will all be happy to see you
And they can help you get yourself back on your feet
Well your friends, they will all be waiting for you
At that happy place on the drinking side of town
They call it the Grey Eagle Tavern
Friendliest people and the coldest beer in town

Well I heard you were coming home from Memphis
With a heavy heart and trouble on your mind
They say you're comin back to Asheville
To decide what to do with yourself now
That big idea you had was a good one
It all seemed to good to be true
I hate to say it but I'²m the one that told you
Them Memphis girls will make a fool out of you
Them Memphis girls will make a fool out of you, Memphis girls
Them Memphis girls will make a fool out of you

12942. Memphis In The Meantime

Memphis in the Meantime
John Hiatt - Sam Bush Band

I got something to say little girl
You might not like my style
But we've been hanging around this town
Just a little too long a while



You say you're gonna get your act together
Gonna take it out on the road
But if I don't get outta here pretty soon
My head's going to explode

Sure I like country music
I like mandolins
But right now I need a telecaster
Through a vibro-lux turned up to ten

Lets go to Memphis in the meantime baby
Memphis in the meantime girl

I need a little shot of that rhythm baby
Mixed up with these country blues
I want to trade in these ol country boots
For some fine italian shoes

Forget the mousse and the hairspray sugar
We don't need none of that
Just a little dab'll do ya girl
Underneath a pork pie hat

Until hell freezes over
Maybe you can wait that long
But I don't think Ronnie Milsap's gonna ever
Record this song

Lets go to Memphis in the meantime baby
Memphis in the meantime girl
Lets go to Memphis in the meantime baby
Memphis in the meantime girl

Maybe there's nothin' happenin' there
Maybe there's somethin' in the air
Before our upper lips get stiff
Maybe we need us a big ol whiff

If we could just get off-a that beat little girl
Maybe we could find the groove
At least we can get a decent meal
Down at the Rendez-vous

'Cause one more heartfelt steel guitar chord
Girl, it's gonna do me in
I need to hear some trumpet and saxophone
You know sound as sweet as sin

And after we get good and greasy
Baby we can come back home
Put the cowhorns back on the cadillac
And change the message on the cord-a-phone

But...

Lets go to Memphis in the meantime baby
Memphis in the meantime girl



12943. Memphis Pearl

Lucinda Williams - Memphis Pearl

Back in Memphis she was a pearl
She was everyone's favorite girl
Now her eyes have a vacant stare
What she wouldn't give to be livin' back there
She married a man when she left home
She wanted someone she could call her own
He was good to her when he wasn't drunk
He'd hold her and tell her how pretty she looked
Back in Memphis where she grew up
The life she knew was just not enough
Back in Memphis when she was a girl
She thought one day she'd own the world
She'd look at the TV and magazines
And she'd believe all the pictures she'd seen
She'd be wearin' silk and perfume so sweet
But those things don't mean much out here on the street

Back in Memphis she had fun
Goin' around, tellin' everyone
She was gonna buy dresses that zip up the side
And wear red lipstick, have a nice car to drive
She bounces her baby on her knee
Sayin' maybe today we'll get lucky, you'll see
I promise it won't always be like this
Come here, sugar, give Mamma a kiss
Back in Memphis another time
Didn't look like things would turn out fine
Back in Memphis when she was a girl
She thought one day she'd own the world
Back in Memphis she was a pearl

12944. Memphis Special

Memphis Special

I'm riding on that Memphis Special
I'm riding on that Memphis Train
I'm on my way to see my darlin
That I won't ever meet again

That whistle used to make me lonesome
But now it seems to sing a song
It's singin' 'bout my blue eyed darlin (trio from 'bout)
And how she's waiting for so long



Please engineer open the throttle
Fireman shovel on the coal
And when that boarder hollers "Memphis"
Her smiling face I'll see once more

I'm riding on that Memphis Specia
I'm riding on that Memphis Train
I'm on my way to see my darlin
That I won't ever meet again

12945. Memphis Tennessee

Ernest Tubb 
Memphis Tennessee
Jim & Jesse

Long distance information give me Memphis Tennessee
Help me find the party try to get in touch with me
She could not leave her number but I know who placed the call
'Cause my uncle took the message and he wrote it on the wall

So help me operator get in touch with my Marie
She's the only one who'd call me here from Memphis Tennessee
Her home is on the southside high up on a ridge
Just a half a mile from the Mississippi Bridge

The last time I saw Marie she was a waving me goodbye
With hurry home drops on her cheek that trickle from her eyes
But we were torn apart because her mom did not agree
And tore apart our happy home in Memphis Tennessee

So help me information more than that I cannot add
Only that I miss her so and all the fun we had
Marie is only six years old so information please
Try to put me through to her in Memphis Tennessee
So try to put me through to her in Memphis Tennessee

12946. Men

Forester Sisters - Men
Composer: Robert Byrne - Al Schulman

They buy you dinner, open your door
Other then that, what are they good for?
Men! I'm talkin' 'bout men
They all want a girl just like the girl
That married dear old dad they make me so mad

Men! I'm talkin' 'bout men



Well, you can't beat 'em up 'cause they're bigger then you
You can't live with 'em and you just can't shoot 'em
Men! I'm talkin' 'bout men

They love their toysthey make their noise
They're nothing but a bunch of overgrown boys
Men! I'm talking 'bout men
If you give 'em what they want, they never fall in love
Don't give 'em nothin' they can't get enough

Men! I'm talking 'bout men
Well, you can't beat 'em up 'cause they're bigger then you
You can't live with 'em and you just can't shoot 'em
Men! I'm talkin' 'bout men

In the beginning they always aim to please
They serve a purposethey fill a need
They ensure survival of the species
They take you for a ride, run of gas
Most of the time they're a pain in the a-a yeah, yeah

Men! I'm talkin' 'bout men
Well, you can't beat 'em up 'cause they're bigger then you
You can't live with 'em and you just can't shoot 'em
Men! I'm talkin' 'bout men

Silver tongue devils
Well, they're lying through their teeth
Saying anything
Just to sweep you off your feet
Ooh yeah, men! talkin' 'bout men
Mere mortal men

12947. Men All Want To Be Hobos - Chords

Men All Want To Be Hobos 
John Hartford
 
   D
She needs a man to hold her hand
 
and love her tender care
 
He wants to know when he comes and goes
        G                 D
that she will stay right there
    G
He really wants to be a hobo
                     D
the road he wants to fill
   D
While she stays home and bakes the pies   
          A                    D



and leaves them on the windowsill
 
    D
Shes a faithful wife and she gives her life
          G              D
and will die for just one man
 
while a rambler tries to be a gambler
       G                     D
and love as many women as he can
     G
and so he flows and rows and grows
                  D
to know a hobos cure
 
But a hobos cure is a woman's lure
       A              D
that pie on the windowsill
 
        G               D
She gives to him and he receives
        G              D
They love and then he leaves
        G                 D
He lies and cries and says goodby
     E7                 A
Little darling don't you grieve
    D
So he roams and she stays home
        G                D
and does what a woman will
 
dries her eyes and bakes her pies
           A                  D
and leaves them on the windowsill
 
 
She gives to him and he receives
       G               D
they love and then he leaves
 
He lies and cries and says goodbye
  E7                    A
little darling don't you grieve
 
   D
So he roams and she stays home
          G            D
and does what a woman will
 
dries her eyes and bakes her pies
           A                  D
and leaves them on the windowsill



12948. Men Are So Busy - Chords

Chris Hillman - Men Are So Busy      
written by Hazel Houser

G                         C             G
Quickly the days that are numbered pass by
G                                          D
Quickly the days of God's judgement  draws nigh
   G                        C      G
So heedless of danger we're living today
                           D        G               
God's love and mercy we're throwing away
           C
Men are so busy
              G
With worldly achievments
             
The mercy of Jesus
            D
They daily downtrod
           C
God in his Heaven
                     G
He must look down in pity
                  D
On those who have carelessley
                 G   C   G     D       G   C   G
Forgotten  their God
G                                  C            G
Well he warned of the dangers that lie in their path
G                                        D
They heed not his mercy and kindle God's wrath
    G                         C          G 
The pleasure of this world is their only care
                                 D               G
For where you have pleasure their hearts will be there
           C
Men are so busy
              G
With worldly achievments
             
The mercy of Jesus
            D
They daily downtrod
           C
God in his Heaven
                     G
He must look down in pity
                   D
On those who have carelessley
                 G  
Forgotten  their God

SOLO

G                            C           G



He said that his kingdom was not of this world
G                                   D
So what is the profit of silver and gold
   G                          C               G
So cheap it will seem on that great judgement day
                               D       G
Whebe fire and great heat will melt it away
           C
Men are so busy
              G
With worldly achievments
             
The mercy of Jesus
            D
They daily downtrod
           C
God in his Heaven
                     G
He must look down in pity
                       D
On those who have carelessley
                 G  C  G     
Forgotten  their God

  From Ever Call Ready
  Leadon/Hillman/Mansfield/Perkins/Scheff
  Central Songs A Division Of Beechwood Music Corp(BMI)

12949. Men In Little Girls Life

Men In Little Girls Life
Recorded by Tex Ritter
Words and music by Gloria Shain, Eddie Dean and Mary Candy

Refrain:
The men in my little girl's life;
The men in my little girl's life.

Seems only yesterday, I heard my daughter say:
"Daddy! There's a boy outside - his name is Rod.
He wants to play in our back yard.
Can he Daddy? Can he Daddy? Please - Daddy."

There wasn't so long ago
She came to me and she wanted to know:
"Daddy! There's a boy outside - his name is Lee.
He wants to carry my books for me
Can he Daddy? Is it all right - Daddy?
He's got freckles, Dad."

Refrain:
Then came pony tails and jeans
My little girl was in her teens:



"Papa! There's a boy outside - his name's Tom.
He wants to take me to the prom. Ok Papa?
He's cute Papa! We'll be home early - Papa."

Well, before I knew it, time had gone
My, how my little girl had grown: Then it was:
"Uh! Father! There's a boy outside - his name is Eddie
He wants to know if we can go steady?
Can we Father? Yes Father?
Oh! can we borrow the car Pop?"

Yes, it seems like only yesterday
I heard my lovely daughter say:
"Dad! There's a boy outside - his name is Jim.
He asked me if I'd marry him?
I said yes, Dad! - Got something in your eye - Dad?
I love him Dad."

Refrain:

A child, an adolescent, a young lady, a wife
Oh! and oh yes, Heh! Heh!
There's another man in my little girl's life
"Hi Dad! There's a boy outside - his name is Tim.
I told him Grandpa was gonna baby sit with him.
Thanks Dad. Bless you Dad. Goodnight Dad."

Refrain:

12950. Men Just Leave

Men Just Leave
Glen Phillips

She came from Austin, Texas
She liked his custom van
And his pitbull Francis
Even when he took a chunk out of her hand
They liked to dance in the desert and screw in the sand
He said they'd always be together
But when her belly got big she never saw him again

One and one ends up to be three
Don't need to have love, don't need to be sweet
But when the air gets heavy and it's hard to breathe
The women get stuck, the men just leave

They were high school sweethearts from Portland, Maine
He was a writers block poet
And though she'd never read a line she still had faith
They ended up in La Jolia, she sold Mary Kay
He dreamed about getting published
And when her belly got big he ran away



One and one ends up to be three
Don't need to have love, don't need to be sweet
But when the air gets heavy and it's hard to breathe
The women get stuck and the men just leave

There's a place in the desert where the men all meet
They park their vans in the shade
Talk about Kerouac and the works of the Beats
Let their dogs play together, drink beer and they sing
They've all got a secret treasure
Wallet picture in their pocket
Of the kids they never see
One and one ends up to be three
Don't need to have love, don't need to be sweet
But when the air gets heavy and it's hard to breathe
The women get stuck, the men just leave
Men just leave, men just leave, leave

12951. Men Will Be Boys

Men Will Be Boys
Guy Clark
WRITTEN BY: Guy Clark and Verlon Thompson

Intro: (First two lines a capella)
The only difference between men and boys
Is the size of their feet and the price of their toys
Always [E] horsin' around, makin' [A] too much noise
Aint it [E] funny (aint it funny) how [B7] men'll be [E] boys

Mandolin Part: [A] [E] [B7] [E] X2

[E] Kickin' tires round a [A] pick-up truck
[E] Drankin' beer and just [B7] cuttin' [E] up
[E] Smokin' and jokin' out be[A]hind the shed
[E] Cussin' a blue streak till the [B7] girls turn [E] red

Chorus:
[A] The only [E] difference between [B7] men and [E] boys
Is the [A] size of their feet and the [E] price of their toys
Always [E] horsin' around, makin' [A] too much noise
Aint it [E] funny (aint it funny) how [B7] men'll be [E] boys

Mandolin Part

Sneakin' out of the house tryin' to have a little fun
Lookin' for sumthin that he aint done
Look what the cat dragged in at the break of dawn, wooo
He aint passed out; he's campin' on the lawn

Chorus



Mandolin Part

You can spend a lifetime growin' up
You can spend a lifetime in a rut
When it comes a time you got to make a choice
You know, most men would just as soon be boys

12952. Mend This Heart Of Mine

Mend This Heart Of Mine
Junior Sisk - Mend This Heart Of Mine

[Chorus]
You left me here, alone and lonely
You broke my heart a hundred times
But I still love you, my little darlin'
Come back and mend this heart of mine

[Verse 1]
You proved untrue, my little darlin'
You've done me wrong so many times
But I still love you, my little darlin'
Come back and mend this heart of mine

[Chorus]
You left me here, alone and lonely
You broke my heart a hundred times
But I still love you, my little darlin'
Come back and mend this heart of mine

[Verse 2]
A love light in your eyes are shinin'
For someone else, but not for me
You lied before, but I believe you
And in this world, so lonely I be

[Chorus]
You left me here, alone and lonely
You broke my heart a hundred times
But I still love you, my little darlin'
Come back and mend this heart of mine

12953. Mending The Fence

The Lil' Smokies - Mending the Fence

[Verse 1]
It's time we mended
This old and broken fence



Maybe it'll keep you
From coming back again
With calloused and cold hands
We worked, and run out of sun
Again in the morning
I squint as I wake amidst the dawn

[Chorus]
I guess this is why they said
The broken heart's the worst
I guess this is why they said
The broken heart
The broken heart's the worst

[Verse 2]
I'm told there's a reason
Why some things last and some things don't
I try to see but I'm freezing
I didn't think this feeling would last this long
You're just a memory
Of a far and distant time
I'm blinded by headlights
A trail lit by that yellow highway line

[Chorus]
I guess this is why they said
The broken heart's the worst
I guess this is why they said
The broken heart
The broken heart's the worst

[Interlude]

12954. Mendy Never Sleeps

Dolly Parton - Mendy Never Sleeps 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writer Dolly Parton

Mendy is sixteen and uncontrolable Mendy is only a child
Mendy is in with the in-crowd Mendy is ever so wild
Mendy's hair hangs straight and long Mendy feels this is a must
Mini skirts and many friends and many horrors for us
Mendy finds a plenty to do but Mendy never sleeps
Mendy slips out of the house in the evening when the sun is sinkin'
Mendy is out with the in-crowd Mendy is smokin' and drinkin'
There's a different shine in Mendy's eyes and the color is gone from her cheeks
Mendy is a swinger but Mendy never sleeps
Mendy never sleeps and Mendy is growing weak
Mendy lies lifeless and limpid are her eyes now oh Mendy please don't go to
sleep



12955. Mental Revenge

Linda Ronstadt - Mental Revenge

Well I hope that the friend that you've thrown yourself on
Gets drunk and loses her job
And every road that you travel on
Is dusty rocky and hard

I couldn't make you love me
You only made me blue
So all in all if the curtain should fall
Then I hope that it falls on you

And I will have sweet
Sweet sweet mental revenge
I will have sweet
Sweet sweet mental revenge

Well I hope that the train from Caribou, Maine
Runs over your new love affair
You'll walk the floor from dawn to dawn
And you'll tear out your peroxide hair

I never was your woman
Cause you were never true
So all in all if the curtain should fall
Then I hope that it falls on you

And I will have sweet
Sweet sweet mental revenge
I will have sweet
Sweet sweet mental revenge
I will have sweet
Sweet sweet mental revenge
I will have sweet
Sweet sweet mental revenge

12956. Mentira Salome

Linda Ronstadt - Mentira Salome

Salomé no está llorando
Los martirios de tus penas
Es mentira
Nunca ha sido mujer buena

Con humano corazÃ³n
Mujer falaz



Impostora de caricias
Tu beso es virus

Que al alma envenena
Mueve tus ansias
Un corazÃ³n de hiena
Con las maldades
Que encierra la codicia

Muher falaz
Impostora de caricias
Tu beso es virus
Que el alma envenena

Mueve tus ansias
Un corazÃ³n de hiena
Con las maldades
Que encierra la codicia

Mentira
Salomé no está llorando
Mentira
La mentira de tus penas

Mentira
Nunca ha sido mujer buena
Mentira
Con humano corazÃ³n

Mentira
Impostora de caricias
Mentira

Ay salomé
Salo salomé
Salomé

12957. Mercenary Song

Norman Blake - Mercenary Song
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
Me and old Bill there, we both come from Georgia
Met Hank out in New Mexico
We're bound for Duranqo to join Pancho Villa
We hear that he's paying in gold
I guess a man's got to do what he's best at
Ain't found nothing better so far
Been called mercenaries and men with no country
Just soldiers in search of a war

[Chorus]



And we're bound for the border, we're soldiers of fortune
Well, we'll fight for no country, but we'll die for good pay
Under the flag of the greenback dollar
Or the peso down Mexico way

[Verse 2]
When this war is over might go back to Georgia
And settle down quiet somewhere
I'll most likely pack up and head south for Chile
Heard tell of some trouble down there

[Chorus]
And we're bound for the border, we're soldiers of fortune
Well, we'll fight for no country, but we'll die for good pay
Under the flag of the greenback dollar
Or the peso down Mexico way
And we're bound for the border, we're soldiers of fortune
We'll fight for no country, but we'll die for good pay
Under the flag of the greenback dollar
Or the peso down Mexico way
And we're bound for the border, we're soldiers of fortune
We'll fight for no country, but we'll die for good pay
Under the flag of the greenback dollar
Or the peso down Mexico way

12958. Mercenary Song - Chords

Mercenary Song
Steve Earl - Mercenary Song

[G] Me and old Bill there we both come from Georgia
Met Hank down in [D] New Mexico [G]
We're [G] bound for Durango to join Pancho Villa
We hear that he's [D] paying in [G] gold

I guess a man's got to do what he's best at
Ain't found nothing better so far
Been called mercenaries and men with no country
Just soldiers in search of a war

CHORUS

We're [C] bound for the border
We're [G] soldiers of fortune
We'll [D] fight for no country
But we'll [G] die for good pay
[C] Under the flag of the [G] greenback dollar
Or the peso down [D] Mexico [G] way

When this way is over, I might go back to Georgia
And settle down quiet somewhere
I'll most likely pack up and head south for Chile
Hear tell there's some trouble down there



REPEAT CHORUS TWICE

12959. Mercury Blues

Alan Jackson - Mercury Blues 

Well if I had money
Tell you what I'd do
I'd go downtown and buy a Mercury or two
Crazy bout a Mercury
Lord I'm crazy bout a Mercury
I'm gonna buy me a Mercury 
And cruise it up and down the road
Well the girl I love
I stole her from a friend
He got lucky, stole her back again
She heard he had a Mercury
Lord she's crazy bout a Mercury
I'm gonna buy me a Mercury
And cruise it up and down the road
Well hey now mama
You look so fine ridin round in your Mercury 49
Crazy bout a Mercury
lord I'm crazy bout a Mercury
I'm gonna buy me a Mercury
And cruise it up and down the road
Well my baby went out
She didn't stay long
Bought herself a Mercury, come a cruisin home
She's crazy bout a Mercury
Yeah she's crazy bout a Mercury
And cruise it up and down the road
Well if I had money
I tell you what I'd do
I'd go downtown and buy me a Mercury or two
Crazy bout a Mercury
I'm gonna buy me a Mercury
And cruise it up and down the road

12960. Mercury In Retrograde

Sturgill Simpson - Mercury in Retrograde

[Verse 1]
I got a haircut in Norway
When all the weight started pulling me down
And smelling like a waterlogged, wet dog
Ain't no way to travel



But as soon as I chopped it all off
It just grew back thick and brown
I keep tugging on the thread
Hoping it all might come unraveled
I keep trying to throw it all away
But it comes right back around

[Verse 2]
They come backstage and on my bus
Pretending to be my friend
Shaking hands behind grandstands
All wearing the same old grin
Oh, but none of them bother knocking
Oh, they all just come on in
Asking me what all my songs mean
Wonderin' if they're all about them

[Chorus]
Mercury must be in retrograde again
But at least it's not just hangin' around, pretendin' to be my friend
Oh, the road to Hell is paved with cruel intention
If it's not nuclear war, it's gonna be a divine intervention

[Verse 3]
Living the dream makes a man wanna scream
Light a match and burn it all down
Head back home to the mountain
Far away from all of the pull
Of all the journalists and sycophants building their brands
And all the traveling trophies and award show stands
And all the haters wishing they was in my band
Sorry, boys, the bus is plumb full

[Chorus]
Mercury must be in retrograde again
But at least it's not just hangin' around, pretendin' to be my friend
Oh, the road to Hell is paved with cruel intention
If it's not nuclear war, it's gonna be a divine intervention

[Bridge]
And there's nothing for me outside this hotel room
But another letdown, lonely day
Tour is almost over and I'll be home soon
And it's all been done two or three times anyway

[Chorus]
Mercury must be in retrograde again
But at least it's not just hangin' around, pretendin' to be my friend
Oh, the road to Hell is paved with cruel intention
If it's not nuclear war, it's gonna be a divine intervention

12961. Mercy #1



Mercy #1 - Marty Stuart and His Fabulous Superlatives

And when I make it to Heaven on high
I'll be satisfied, I'll be satisfied
And when I'm walking right by his side
I'll be satisfied, I'll be satisfied
Ooooo

Ooooo
Ooooo Mercy
Ooooo
Mercy

12962. Mercy - Chords

Mercy 
The Black Lillies

[Verse 1]
 
   D Dsus D    A Asus A
Oh darling, oh darling
     G Em G           D Dsus D
I am calling out your name
               D Dsus D        A Asus A
And I've got a feeling, mighty revealing
          G Em G                 E Eadd9 E
That your tender heart feels the same
             D Dsus D          A Asus A
But it ain't easy, no it ain't easy
      G Em G       D Dsus D
For a grown man to confide
        D Dsus D
That I need your love
      A Asus A
Mmm   flesh and blood
               G Em G              E
That's why I'm calling, calling on you  
 
[Chorus 1]
 
         Bm
And your mercy
      D
Sweet mercy
        Bm
Send it down the line
   E
Oh right on time
             D
You know you do it for me
         A
Yes you build me up
         G



And you fill my cup
          D       A
With your mercy
 
[Verse 2]
 
   D Dsus D     A Asus A
Oh darling, yes darling
      G Em G                  D Dsus D
I can hear you calling out my name
       D Dsus D             A Asus A
And it sounds so good, each time we meet
       G Em G                       E
Like a rollin' melody, you've got a hold on me
               D Dsus D         A Asus A
Still it ain't easy, no it ain't easy
      G Em G          D Dsus D
For a grown woman to confide
       D Dsus D
That I need your love
      A Asus A
Mmm   flesh and blood
               G Em G              E Eadd9 E
That's why I'm calling, calling on you
 
[Bridge]
 
    Bm           D
Oh darlin', only you can rescue me
     Bm               D
I am calling, calling down on bended knee
  Bm                 D
Wondering, wondering when will we arrive
 E                              A
Believing and seeing from that love look in your eye
 
[Chorus 2]
 
   Bm
Oh mercy
        D
Sweet soul mercy
        Bm
Send it down the line
   E
Oh right on time
             D
You know you do it for me
         A
Yes you build me up
         G
And you fill my cup
          D
With your mercy
 
[Outro]
 



 A       D
Ooh, Oh mercy
 G       D
Ah, Oh, mercy
 G       D7 D
Ahh, Oh, mercy

12963. Mercy I Cry City

The Incredible String Band - Mercy I Cry City 

Since you got me here
I see you're trying to steal my soul
Your army's trying so very hard
To find for me a goal

But where's your quiet pastures
Where there's time for me to be
Nothing else but what I am
That's what you seem scared to see

You cover up your emptiness
With brick and noise and rush
Oh, I can see and touch you
But you don't owe reality much

Have mercy I cry city, you're all upon my mind
And sometimes I think you keep forgettin'
That you don't know me
Mercy I cry city, you're all upon my mind

Oh, send another carriage
Chugging down your chokey tube
I hope it makes you happy
'Cause it don't do my health much good

You're slowly killing fumes
Now squeeze the lemon in my head
Make me know just what it's like
For a sin drenched Christian to be dead

Ah, show to me your glitter
And your flashing neon light
You see, I think that only the sun knows
How to be quietly bright

Have mercy I cry city, you're all upon my mind
That sometimes I think you keep forgettin'
That you don't know me
Mercy I cry city, you're all upon my mind

Oh city, what you been doin'?
All these years, what you been doin'?



Who would believe that what you been doin'
Would make such a ruin of you?

Hey city, what you been doin'?
All these years, what you been doin'?
Who would believe that what you been doin'
Would make such a ruin of you?
Tell me city

12964. Mercy Now

Tim O'Brien - Mercy Now
Kathy Mattea

My father could use a little mercy now
The fruits of his labor fall and rot slowly on the ground
His work is almost over, it won't be long, he won't be around
I love my father, he could use some mercy now
My brother could use a little mercy now
He's a stranger to freedom, shackled to his fear and his doubt
The pain that he lives in is almost more than living will allow
I love my brother, he could use some mercy now
My church and my country could use a little mercy now
As they sink into a poisoned pit
It's going to take forever to climb out
They carry the weight of the faithful who follow them down
I love my church and country, they could use some mercy now
Every living thing could use a little mercy now
Only the hand of grace can end the race
Towards another mushroom cloud
And the people in power, they'll do anything to keep their crown
I love life, and life itself could use some mercy now
Yeah, we all could use a little mercy now
I know we don't deserve it, but we need it anyhow
We hang in the balance
And dangle 'tween hell and hallowed ground
And every single one of us could use some mercy now
Yeah every single one of us could use some mercy now

12965. Mercy Railroad - Chords

Mercy Railroad 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
Key Dm capo 5
 
[Intro]
Am    Am    Am    Am
 



[Verse]
Am
Dear child of mine
Dm                     Am
You may never get this letter
                          E              Am
I'm full of sorrow, but I had to get you back
Am
Scared I believe
Dm                Am
I put you on this road to freedom
                         E         Am     Am
Far from Virginia on the rail underground
 
Am
Cloaked by the rain
     Dm                      Am
That whispered there is just room for the baby
Am
So before one tear could fall
         E               Am
You were in a stranger's arms
Am                     Dm               Am
Vanished with the wind carried north to Mason, Dixon
                                   E           Am
Just before they found me and they open all my scars
 
[Chorus]
   C
By now the sun is shining
       G              Am
You've surely found a better place
F                                 G    Em
Broken all the chains around your soul
    C
But don't, don't you worry
  G              Am
A ticket home is in my hand
   F                       E7
To ride heaven's mercy railroad
   Am
So blow whistle blow
      D                Am
Cause when I cross the river Jordan
Dm                  E7            Am
  I'm going to find freedom of my own
 
[Solo]
Am    Am    Dm    Am    Am    Am    E7    Am
 
Am    Am    Dm    Am    Am    Am    E7    Am
 
C     C     G     Am    F     F     Em    Em
 
C     C     G     Am    F     F     E7    E7
 
[Verse]



    Am
I'm nearing my journeys end
    Dm                 Am
The will to strain and carry on
                         E7                Am
Past the troubled waters rising since that night
             G     D                             Dm
But just one moment  I see a tunnel thats coming fast
Dm                           E7                 Am
  Darkness surrounds me, but soon their will be light
 
[Chorus]
   C
By now the sun is shining
       G              Am
You've surely found a better place
F                                 G    Em
Broken all the chains around your soul
    C
But don't, don't you worry
  G              Am
A ticket home is in my hand
   F                       E7
To ride heaven's mercy railroad
   Am
So blow whistle blow
      D                Am
Cause when I cross the river Jordan
Dm                  E7
  I'm going to find freedom of my
 
Am
Blow whistle blow
      D                Am
Cause when I cross the river Jordan
                  E7
I'm going to find freedom of my
Am
Blow whistle blow
      D                Am                Dm
Cause when I cross the river Jordan(that river)
                  E             F
I'm going to find freedom of my own
 
[Outro]
F
Ticket home is in my hand
E            Am
I can see my journeys end
Dm
  I'm going to find (I'm going to find),(I'm going to find)
  E7            Am
A freedom of my own
 
Am     Dm    Am    F    E7    Am



12966. Merely Avoiding

Merely Avoiding
Greensky Bluegrass - Merely Avoiding

[Verse 1]
Gotta hand on the door, but my mind is still in your dress
Gathering my things I'm leaving now I guess
Made along list of everything that they said we could've been
But forget 'em all, baby, cuz I'm leavin' in the wind

[Chorus]
These answers don't elude me I'm merely avoiding
What I feared all along that they could be

[Verse 2]
Now you're lookin' through me like the ones before that way
And I'm shakin' my head cuz I never thought this was all that we gave
I'm leavin' you, but you left me too when your heart let go of mine
I could stay one more night, but I believe it's a waste of time

[Chorus]
These answers don't elude me I'm merely avoiding
What I feared all along that they could be

[Verse 3]
I've been wrong and guilty all for the price of love
We had a dream of forever, but now that's just something...that we've heard of
A way to find what we were it's a legend to us now
We've gotta let it all go so we can't get along somehow

[Chorus]
These answers don't elude me I'm merely avoiding
What I feared all along that they could be

12967. Merle And George

Merle And George 

Daddy had a 1969 Ford
When I was just about 10 years old
We would listen to Jones and Haggard on the radio
He sang She Still Thinks, I Still Care
To a girl he used to know
Old Jones and Haggard raised my country soul.

I learned how to sing and to shuffle my shoes
Listenin' to Hag sing The Workin' Man Blues
I never met ol' Merle, but we were awful close



I cut my teeth on Swingin' Doors, and Mama Tried to Sing Me Home
Ol' Jones and Haggard raised my country soul.

I maybe raged, but I'm right
I got 5 dollars and it's Saturday night
Ol' George sure put a lot of heart in the songs he sang
And everytime daddy got a little bit tight
Walk through this world make him cry
Ol' Jones and Haggard raised my country soul.

I learned how to sing and to shuffle my shoes
Listenin' to Hag sing The Workin' Man Blues
I never met ol' Merle, but we were awful close
I cut my teeth on Swingin' Doors, and Mama Tried to Sing Me Home
Ol' Jones and Haggard raised my country soul.

Ol' George and Merle they  raised my country soul.

12968. Mermories Of Mother And Dad

Mermories Of Mother And Dad

Mother left this world of sorrow
Our home was silent and so sad
Dad took sick and had to leave us
I have no home, no mother or dad

There's a little lonesome graveyard
And two tombstones there they say
Oh, mother's Gone but not forgotten
Oh, dad's We'll meet again some day

I often go out to the graveyard
Where they laid them down to rest
I can almost here them down to rest
Trust in God he'll do the rest

* Refrain

Their souls have gone up to heaven
Where they rest with God above
And they'll meet with friends and loved ones
And share with all his precious love

* Refrain

12969. Merrie



Merrie
Wayne Taylor

Oh Merrie oh Merrie it's time for you to come, things just aren't the same, 
you still wear my name, oh Merrie it's time for you to come home.

Believe me when I say I miss you so, my heart aches for you, more than you'll ever know,
oh Merrie oh Merrie it's time for you to come home.

Oh Merrie oh Merrie you've been away for too long, I thought 
I could survive without you in my life, but now I'm tired of living all alone.

The house and the kids will be just find, and all I do is think of you nearly all the time.
oh Merrie oh Merrie it's time for you to come home.

oh Merrie oh Merrie I just can't wait anymore, 
I long for the day when you're here to stay and for your knock upon my door. 
Is the ocean any bluer over there am I still to blame my walls echo your name.

oh Merrie oh Merrie it's time for you to come home, it's time for you to come home.

12970. Merrimac County

Merrimac County
Tom Rush / Trevor Veitch

Way up north by the ice bound ocean
I was born, I was born.
Way up north in the Merrimac county.
That's my home, that's my home.

When I was younger and in my schooling
I walked the mountains made of stone.
The distance sang about tomorrow,
And I did wish I was grown and gone.

And as I grew indeed I rambled
Out along the open road.
There I learned the rainbow circle.
It's truly said that's a sign of storm.

Now I'm older my dreams they wander
Far away in yesterday.
I'm going home to the Merrimac county.
And find the grass that hides my grave.

So let the birds fly down the valley.
Let the storms roam on the sea.
I was born to the rainbow circle.
Stormy mountain, that's home to me.

Note: Many listing use the spelling "Merrimack".



12971. Merry Christmas - Chords

Merry Christmas

G                 C9
Mom got drunk and Dad got drunk
G                C9
At our Christmas party
G                Em
We were drinkin' champagne punch
    C           D
And homemade eggnog
G                         C9
Little sister brought her new boyfriend
G        C9
He was a Mexican
G                      Em
We didn't know what to think of him
        C              D
'Til he sang Feliz Navidad
          G
Feliz Navidad

Brother Ken brought his kids with him
The three from his first wife Lynn
And the two identical twins
>From his second wife MaryNell
Of course he brought his new wife Kaye
Who talks all about AA
Chain smokin' while the stero plays
Noel, Noel, The first Noel

CHORUS:

D
Carve the turkey turn the ball game on
C
Mix Margaritas when the eggnog's gone
D
Send somebody to the Quik-Pak store
C
We need some ice and an extention cord
D
A can of bean dip and some Diet Rite
C
A box of tampons and some Marlboro Lights
G               Em
Hallelujah everybody say cheese
C                        D   G
Merry Christmas from the family

Fran and Rita drove from Harlingen
I can't remember how I'm kin to them



But when they tried to plug their motorhome in
They blew our christmas lights
Cousin David knew just what went wrong
So we all waited on our front lawn
He threw the breaker and the lights came on
And we sang Silent Night
Oh Silent Night

CHORUS:

Carve the turkey turn the ballgame on
Make Bloody Marys cause we all want one
Send somebody to the Stop 'n Go
We need some celery and a can of fake snow
A bag of lemons and some Dite Sprite
A box of tampons and some Salem Lights
Hallelujah everybody say cheese
Merry Christmas from the family

Feliz Navidad.

Here's how he plays the song on the album..

  G         C9         G         C9
E/--3-----3---3-----3-/--3-----3---3-----3-/
B/--3-----3---3-----3-/--3-----3---3-----3-/
G/--0-----0---0-----0-/--0-----0---0-----0-/
D/--0-----0---0-0^2---/--0-----0---0-0^2---/
A/--2-0^2---3---------/--2-0^2---3---------/
E/3-------------------/3-------------------/

  G       Em       C       D
E/--3---3---0-0-0-/--0-0-0---2-2-2-/
B/--3---3---0-0-0-/--1-1-1---3-3-3-/
G/--0---0---0-0-0-/--0-0-0---2-2-2-/
D/--0---0---2-2-2-/--2-2-2-0-------/
A/--2---2---2-2-2-/3---------------/
E/3---2---0-------/----------------/

12972. Merry Christmas From An Empty Bed

Rodney Crowell - Merry Christmas From an Empty Bed

[Verse 1: Rodney Crowell]
That artificial Christmas tree my baby left behind
I told her when she brought it home it suited me just fine
I can't believe one little lie still haunts me to this day
But what else can I say?
She's the one that got away

[Verse 2: Rodney Crowell]
The evergreen seems pointless for a tired old fool like me
The fake one more resembles now the man I've come to be



And anyway the slowly turning colors of the wheel
Reminds me how I feel
This really can't be real

[Chorus: Rodney Crowell]
Red, yellow, green
Green, yellow, red
Merry Christmas from an empty bed

[Verse 3: Brennen Leigh]
Outside my window all the streets are covered up with snow
Somehow I thought believing in our love would make it grow
And God knows faith can cover up a multitude of sins
But you wouldn't let me in
I trim the tree again

[Chorus: Brennen Leigh]
In red, yellow, green
Green, yellow, red
Merry Christmas from an empty bed

[Verse 4: Rodney Crowell]
So she learned to read my lies like tea leaves in a cup
And here it is, that time of year to put that thing back up
I guess I've grown accustomed to the artificial glow
And now she'll never know
How much I loved her so

[Chorus: Rodney Crowell]
Red, yellow, green
Green, yellow, red
Merry Christmas from an empty bed

12973. Merry Christmas From The Family

Merry Christmas From The Family
Robert Earl Keen

Mom got drunk and Dad got drunk
at our Christmas party.
We were drinkin' champagne punch and homemade eggnog.
Little sister brought her new boyfriend.
He was a Mexican.
We didn't know what to think of him
Till he sang Feliz Navidad, Feliz Navidad.

Brother Ken brought his kids with him-
the three from his first wife Lynn,
and the two identical twins
from his second wife Mary Nell.
'Course he brought his new wife, Kay-
Talks all about A.A.,
chain smokin' while the stereo plays



Noel, Noel, the First Noel.

Carve the turkey, turn the ballgame on.
Mix margaritas when the eggnog's gone.
Send somebody to the Quik Pak store,
we need some ice and an extension cords,
a can of bean dip and some Diet Rite,
a box of tampons and some Marlboro Lights.
Halleluia everybody say cheese,
Merry Christmas from the Family.

Fran and Rita drove from Harlingen.
I can't remember how I'm kin to them.
But when they tried to plug their motor home in,
they blew our Christmas lights.
Cousin David knew just what went wrong
so we all waited out on our front lawn.
He threw the breaker and the lights came on
and we sang Silent Night, oh Silent Night.

Carve the turkey, turn the ballgame on
Make bloody marys cause we all want one.
Send somebody to the Stop 'N Go,
we need some celery and a can of fake snow,
a bag of lemons and some Diet Sprite,
a box of tampons and some Salem Lights.
Halleluia everybody say cheese,
Merry Christmas from the Family.

Feliz Navidad.

12974. Merry Christmas To Me

Alan Jackson - Merry Christmas To Me 

Today I took some paper from the closet
And wrapped the wedding ring
You left behind
And I addressed it to the man
Who vowed to love you
And on the little card
I wrote these words inside
Merry Christmas to me
Just one gift beneath my tree
For the fool who let you leave
Merry Christmas to me
Then I sat down in my chair
And thought about you
About the many reasons why you're gone
And I opened up the present that I gave to me
And realized how much it hurts to be alone
Merry Christmas to me
Just one gift beneath my tree



For the fool who let you leave
Merry Christmas to me

12975. Merry Go Round - Chords

Merry Go Round 
Kacey Musgraves

   D
If you ain't got two kids by 21,
 
you're probably gonna die alone
G
 at least that's what tradition told you.
    D
And it don't matter if you don't believe,
                             G
come Sunday morning you best be there
 
in the front row, like your s'posed to.
 
Em7                D
Same hurt in every heart.
G                       A
Same trailer, different park.
 
G
Mama's hooked on Mary Kay
 
Brother's hooked on Mary Jane
    D
And Daddy's hooked on Mary two doors down.
G
Mary Mary quite contrary,
 
we get bored so we get married
    D                 A              Bm
and just like dust we settle in this town.
        G                D                   A            Bm
On this broken merry go 'round and round and round we go, where it stops
  A         G
nobody knows
                                         D
and it ain't slowin' down, this merry go round
 
D
We think the first time's good enough,
                                G
So we hold on to highschool love,
 
Say we won't end up like our parents.
 
D



Tiny little boxes in a row,
                                      G
ain't what you want, it's what you know,
 
Just happy in the shoes your wearin'.
 
Em7                     D
Same checks we're always cashin',
G                       A
to buy a little more distraction.
 
G
Mama's hooked on Mary Kay
 
Brother's hooked on Mary Jane
    D
And Daddy's hooked on Mary two doors down.
G
Mary Mary quite contrary,
 
we get bored so we get married
    D                 A              Bm
and just like dust we settle in this town.
        G                D                   A            Bm
On this broken merry go 'round and round and round we go, where it stops
  A         G
nobody knows
                                         D
and it ain't slowin' down, this merry go round
 
G
Mary Mary quite contrary,
 
we're so bored until we're buried
    D                 A              Bm
and just like dust we settle in this town.
        G                D
On this broken merry go 'round
          Bm
Merry go 'round
 
D
Jack and Jill went up the hill,
 
Jack burned out on booze and pills,
    G
and Mary had a little lamb,
                               D
Mary just don't give a damn no more

12976. Merry Texas Christmas, You All



Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours 
Merry Texas Christmas, You All!
(feat. Beasley Sisters)

Merry Texas Christmas, you all!
Merry Texas Christmas, you all!
May your days be sunny and bright
May your hearts be happy and light
Merry Texas Christmas, you all!

We have no jingle bells or sleigh
To display on Christmas Day
There's not much snow down Texas way
But we sure mean it when we say...

Merry Texas Christmas, you all!
Merry Texas Christmas, you all!
May your days be sunny and bright
May your hearts be happy and light
Merry Texas Christmas, you all!

If wishes only could come true
We'd wish that we could send to you
A gushing oil well or two
And say "Hi there" and wishing you a...

Merry Texas Christmas, you all!
Ah, San Antonio to Huston
Merry Texas Christmas, you all!
From Fort Worth and Dallas too
May your days be sunny and bright
May your hearts be happy and light
Merry Texas Christmas, you all!
Merry Texas Christmas, you all!
You all... you all...

12977. Message From The Wind

Message from the Wind
Blue Highway

Got a message from the wind today
When it blew a tear across my face
It said it's time to turn and go its way
Guess it's time I'm movin  on

Saw a bird sail the breeze that blows
Across the ridge the way I need to go
It took this much of my life to know
I ll probably never find a home

A wanderin  life is what I have
Comin  in and headin  out
The urge to go is in my blood to stay



The wind is startin  to pick up today

Might ve had what I left to find
In the place that I left behind
But a different breeze was blowin  in my mind
And it just would not let me see

Now I'm standin  here but it's just not the same
I guess the only thing I know is change
The winds a-startin  to blow again
Guess it's time for me to leave

A wanderin  life is what I have
Comin  in and headin  out
The urge to go is in my blood to stay
I ll probably never know another way
The wind is startin  to pick up today

12978. Message In A Bottle

John Butler - Message In A Bottle

Just a castaway, an island lost at sea, oh
Another lonely day, with no one here but me, oh
More loneliness than any man could bear
Rescue me before I fall into despair, oh
I'll send an S.O.S. to the world
I'll send an S.O.S. to the world
I hope that someone gets my
I hope that someone gets my
I hope that someone gets my
Message in a bottle
Message in a bottle
A year has passed since I wrote my note
But I should have known this right from the start
Only hope can keep me together
Love can mend your life but
Love can break your heart
I'll send an S.O.S. to the world
I'll send an S.O.S. to the world
I hope that someone gets my
I hope that someone gets my
I hope that someone gets my
Message in a bottle
Message in a bottle
Message in a bottle
Message in a bottle
Walked out this morning, don't believe what I saw
Hundred billion bottles washed up on the shore
Seems I'm not alone in being alone
Hundred billion castaways, looking for a home
I'll send an S.O.S. to the world
I'll send an S.O.S. to the world



I hope that someone gets my
I hope that someone gets my
I hope that someone gets my
Message in a bottle
Message in a bottle
Message in a bottle
Message in a bottle
Sending out at an S.O.S
Sending out at an S.O.S
Sending out at an S.O.S
Sending out at an S.O.S
Sending out at an S.O.S
Sending out at an S.O.S

12979. Message To My Girl

Message to My Girl
Split Enz
Neil Finn

I don't want to say "I love you"
That would give away too much.
It's hip to be detached and precious,
The only thing you feel is vicious.

I don't want to say "I want you"
Even though I want you so much.
It's wrapped up in conversation,
It's whispered in a hush.

Though I'm frightened by the word,
Think it's time I made it heard.

No more empty self possession,
Visions swept under the mat.
It's no New Years resolution,
It's more than that.

Now I wake up happy
Warm in lovers embrace.
No one else can touch us
While we're in this place.

So I'll sing it to the world
This simple message to my girl.

No more empty self possession,
Visions swept under the mat.
It's no New Years resolution,
It's more than that.

Though I'm frightened by the word,
Think it's time I made it heard.



So I'll sing it to the world
This simple message to my girl.

No more empty self possession,
Visions swept under the mat.
It's no New Years resolution,
It's more than that.

Oh there's nothing quite as real
As the touch of your sweet hands.
I can't spend the rest of my life
Buried in the sand

12980. Messed Up Kid

Tyler Childers - Messed Up Kid

[Verse 1]
She likes stealin' from Salvation Armies
She says it makes her feel like the movies
Battin' her eyes with a crooked smile
Wonderin' why the hell I'm pissed
This ain't like any film that I recall
It ain't exactly The Italian Job
This kinda shit is for soccer moms
Dyin' to be young again

[Chorus]
She's dancin' around the room
In a cheetah-print body-suit
Roll the credits when the scene is through
Of the story of a messed up kid

[Verse 2]
She tells me I got a problem with drinkin'
But loves going out on the weekends
Throws me the keys with a "pretty please"
And wonders if I'll drive her home
You'd think if she knew my weakness
She'd try and help me to beat it
That's why I love her so but since Roanoke
I don't take her out to shop no more

[Chorus]
She's dancin' around the room
In a cheetah-print body-suit
Roll the credits when the scene is through
Of the story of a messed up kid

[Verse 1]
She likes stealin' from Salvation Armies
She says it makes her feel like the movies



Battin' her eyes with a crooked smile
Wonderin' why the hell I'm pissed

[Chorus]
She's dancin' around the room
In a cheetah-print body-suit
Roll the credits when the scene is through
Of the story of a messed up kid

[Chorus]
She's dancin' around the room
In a cheetah-print-body suit
Roll the credits when the scene is through
Of the story of a messed up kid
Roll the credits when the scene is through
Of the story of a messed up kid

12981. Messed With My Mind

Molly Tuttle - Messed With My Mind

[Verse 1]
Paid a quarter to the fortune teller
All she gave me was a bucket of lies
Had me thinking it would all get better
If I could wait around for you to be mine

Pre-Chorus 1]
I couldn't hear my intuition
Blaring at me like a smoke alarm
Caught you lightin' up a fire in my kitchen
Now you're acting like you never meant me no harm

[Chorus]
You had your chance and you blew it
I let you under my skin one time
You had your chance
But you messed with my mind
You messed with my mind

[Verse 2]
Quiet nights always end in explosions
Wish I never had to see you around
If I walked off into the ocean
Would you leave this crumblin' town?

[Pre-Chorus 2]
I'm so tired of your emotions
The way you're starin' from across the bar
Bitter tears 'cause you can't hold them
Now that I'm the one who doesn't care anymore

[Chorus]



You had your chance and you blew it
I let you under my skin one time
You had your chance
But you messed with my mind
You messed with my mind
You messed with my mind

12982. Metal Baby

Norman Blake - Metal Baby

[Verse 1]
Metal baby
My metal baby
I'm a mother and she's got me on the run
Metal baby
I met her baby
Got her finger round the trigger of a gun

[Chorus]
I'm not the sort of person
She'll admit she knows
She's not the sort of person
Whose driven white as snow

[Verse 2]
Metal baby
My metal baby
Made me take her to the heavy metal show
Metal baby
My metal baby
Drank her perfume when I didn't want to go

[Chorus]
I'm not the sort of person
She'll admit she knows
She's not the sort of person
Whose driven white as snow

[Verse 3]
Metal baby
My metal baby
I'm not ready to be parting to her plans
Metal baby
My metal baby
Left the city with a heavy metal band

[Chorus]
I'm not the sort of person
She'll admit she knows
She's not the sort of person
Whose driven white as snow
So



12983. Metal Firecracker

Lucinda Williams - Metal Firecracker

Once we rode together
In a metal firecracker
You told me I was your queen
You told me I was your biker
You told me I was everything

Once I was in your blood
And you were obsessed with me
You wanted to paint my picture
You wanted to undress me
You wanted to see me in your future

All I ask
Don't tell anybody the secrets
Don't tell anybody the secrets
I told you

All I ask
Don't tell anybody the secrets
Don't tell anybody the secrets
I told you

Once you held me so tight
I thought I'd lose my mind
You said I rocked your world
You said it was for all time
You said that I would always be your girl

We'd put on ZZ Top
And turn 'em up real loud
I used to think you were strong
I used to think you were proud
I used to think nothing could go wrong

All I ask
Don't tell anybody the secrets
Don't tell anybody the secrets
I told you

All I ask
Don't tell anybody the secrets
Don't tell anybody the secrets
I told you



12984. Methamphetamine

Old Crow Medicine Show - Methamphetamine

times, they ain't like nothing they used to be
from rocky mount' to northeast tennessee
where the river flows with a dusty, cold disease
and the babies whine cause they can't find nothing to eat

but, mama, she ain't hungry no more
she's waiting for a knock on the trailer door

it's gonna rock you like a hurricane
it's gonna rock you 'til you lose sleep
it's gonna rock you 'til you're out of a job
it's gonna rock you 'til you're out on the street
it's gonna rock you 'til you're down on your knees
it's gonna have you begging pretty please
it's gonna rock you like a hurricane
methamphetamine

don't need no phd for a hundred dollar card
just find a crooked cop and that doctor disregard
cause when it's either the mine or the kentucky national guard
um, i'd rather sell him a line than to be dying in the coal yard

now, papa, he ain't hungry no more
he's waiting for a knock on the trailer door

it's gonna rock you like a hurricane
it's gonna rock you 'til you lose sleep
it's gonna rock you 'til you're out of a job
it's gonna rock you 'til you're out on the street
it's gonna rock you 'til you're down on your knees
it's gonna have you begging pretty please
it's gonna rock you like a hurricane
methamphetamine

well, it's a war out there, and it's fought by poor white men
from ... to the falls of the cumberland
you better watch your back, 'cause you just can't trust a friend
and the method man is going to get you in the end

so listen to the whispering wind
it sounds like a big storm rolling in

it's gonna rock you like a hurricane
it's gonna rock you 'til you lose sleep
it's gonna rock you 'til you're out of a job
it's gonna rock you 'til you're out on the street
it's gonna rock you 'til you're down on your knees
it's gonna have you begging pretty please
it's gonna rock you like a hurricane
methamphetamine



12985. Method Acting / Cortez The Killer

Method Acting / Cortez The Killer
Dave Rawlings Machine

There's no beginning to the story
A bookshelf sinks into the sand
A language learned and forgot in turn
Is studied once again

It's a shocking bit of footage
Viewed on a shitty TV screen
You can squint at it through snowy static
To make out what it means

And keep stretching that antenna
Hoping that it will come clear
I need some reception, a higher message
Please tell me what to feel

'Cause I don't know what tomorrow brings
It's alive with such possibility
But I know that I feel better when I sing
Burdens are lifted from me
That's my voice rising

So T-Bone, please keep the tape rolling
Gil, keep strumming that guitar
We need a record of our failures
We must document our loves

I sat too long in my silence
Grown too old in my pain
To shed this skin, be born again
It starts with an ending

And I don't know what tomorrow brings
It's full of such possibility
But I know that I feel better when I sing
Burdens are lifted from me
That's my voice rising

It's not a movie, no private screening
This method acting, I call it living
It's like a fountain, the door is open
We have a problem with no solution
But to love and to be loved

So thank you, friends
For the time we've shared
Your love stays with me like sunlight and air
And though I truly wish I
Could keep hanging around here



My joy is covering me, soon I will disappear

He came dancing across the water
With his galleons and guns
Looking for the new world in
The palace in the sun
On the shore lay Montezuma with
His coca leaves and pearls in his halls
He often wondered the secrets of the world
His subjects gathered round him like
The leaves around a tree
In their clothes of many colors for
The angry gods to see
And the women all looked beautiful and
The men stood straight and strong
They offered life in sacrifice so
That others could go on

Hate was just a legend, war was never known
People worked together and they
Lifted many stones
Then they carried them to the flatlands
But they died along the way
And they built up with their bare hands
What we still can't do today
And I know she's living there and
She loves me to this day
I just can't remember when or
How I lost my way

12986. Methodism In Middle America

Trampled by Turtles - Methodism in Middle America

Houses like this we rejoin
It trembles like a voice
Hear the bells, they're calling
Calling, calling, calling

Be careful what you say
'Cause I remember everything
Climb the wall your way
And I remember everything

The walls around are made of stone
The air chills me to the bone
When all at once they're singing
Singing, singing, singing

Be careful what you say
'Cause I remember everything
I'm the tree and your the leaf
And I remember everything



12987. Methodist Pie

Methodist Pie

Went down to camp meeting just the other afternoon
Just to hear 'em shout and sing
For to tell each other how they love one another
And to make the hallelujahs ring
There was old Brother Daniel and Cousin Ebeneezer
Uncle Rufus and his lame gal Sue
Aunt Polly and Melinda and old Mother Bender
Well  I never seen a happier crew

Oh  little children  I believe
Oh  little children  I believe
Oh  little children  I believe
I'm a Methodist till I die
I'm a Methodist  a Methodist  'tis my belief
I'm a Methodist till I die
Till old grim death comes a-knocking at the door
I'm a Methodist till I die

Well they all go there just to have a big time
And to eat their grub so sly
Have applesauce butter and sugar in the gourd
And a great big Methodist pie
Well you ought to hear the ringing when they all get to singin'
That good old bye and bye
See Jimmy McGee in the top of a tree
Saying  how is this for high

Then they all join hands and dance around a ring
Just a singin' all the while
You'd think it was a cyclone coming through the air
You could hear shout a half a mile
Then a bell brings loud and the great big crowd
Breaks ranks and up they fly
While I took hold of the sugar in the gourd
And I cleaned up the Methodist Pie

12988. Metrosexual

Metrosexual - Hot Buttered Rum

Aloha, Metrosexual,
Come and make yourself at home
Dolce Gabbana, don't you know
Soy latte, shade-grown



A ringa-bling-bling Mr. nipple-ring
Hey what's the mileage on that hybrid car?
You've come a long way, Metrosexual
Just got back from Burning Man!

(chorus:)
Yoi yo, Metrosexual, come and dance with me
A little potato, little pa-tah-toe, Metrosexual!
Yoi yo, Metrosexual, living the life of ease
A little tomato, little ta-mah-toe
Es muy complicado, Metrosexual dance

Flip-flops are the way to go
Kama sutra yoga flow
Kundalini, fresh linguine
Love the new tattoo!

Lead the way now, Metrosexual, let 'er roll!
Double six, just for kicks, better take your licks now
Metrosexual dance!

(chorus)

12989. Mexicali Blues

Mexicali Blues
Grateful Dead
Magnolia Express

Laid back in an old saloon with a peso in my hand,
Just watchin' flies and children on the street.
I catch a glimpse of black-eyed girls who giggle when I smile.
There's a little boy who wants to shine my feet.

And It's three days ride from Bakersfield,
And I don't know why I came.
I guess I came to keep from payin' dues.
So, instead, I've got a bottle and a girl who's just fourteen,
And a damned good case of the Mexicali Blues. Yeh!

Is there anything a man don't stand to lose
When the Devil wants to take it all away?
Cherish well your thoughts and keep a tight grip on your booze
Cause thinkin' and drinkin' are all I have today.

She said her name was Billy Jean and she was fresh in town.
I didn't know a stage-line ran from Hell.
She had raven hair, a ruffled dress, a necklace made of gold,
And all the french perfume you'd care to smell.

She took me up into her room and whispered in my ear,
Go on, my friend, do anything you choose..."
Now I'm payin' for those happy hours I spent there in her arms



With a life-time's worth of Mexicali Blues.

Is there anything a man don't stand to lose
When the Devil wants to take it all away?
Cherish well your thoughts and keep a tight grip on your booze
Cause thinkin' and drinkin' are all I have today.

Then a man rode into town some thought he was the law.
But Billy Jean was waitin' when he came.
She told me he would take her if I didn't use my gun
And I'd have no one but myself to blame.

I went down to those dusty streets--blood was on my mind.
I guess that stranger hadn't heard the news.
Cause I shot first and killed him. Lord, he didn't even draw.
And he made me trade the gallows for the Mexicali Blues.

Is there anything a man don't stand to lose
When he lets a woman hold him in her hand?
You just might find yourself out there on horseback in the dark
Just ridin' and runnin' across those desert sands.

12990. Mexican Cowboy

David Rawlings
Mexican Cowboy

It's when I
Was in old Fort Worth in 1883
Some old Mexican cowboy
Come steppin' up to me
Sayin' how are you young fella
And would you like to go
And to spend another season with me in Mexico
I had no employment
Back to him did say
It's according to your wages
According to your pay
Said I'll pay you good wages
And often too you now
If you spend another season with me in Mexico

I went up to this cowboy
I offered him my hand
But he gave a string of horses
So old they couldn't stand
And I nearly starved to death boys
I mean to let you know
And I never saved a dollar in those hills of Mexico
So I got up on that steamboat and back to homR did go
How them bells they did ring
ThosR whistles did blow
How them bells they did ring



Those whistles did blow
On that godforsaken fortune in those hills of Mexico

12991. Mexican Wind

Emmylou Harris
Mexican Wind

[Verse 1: Jann Browne]
This is my third night under bright shooting stars
I have crossed into Mexico, maybe that's where you are
You told me you'd come here if our love should end
Eighty miles past the border on the Mexican wind

[Verse 2: Jann Browne]
So I followed the dusty roads into Flores Magon
And they said you had left there for Aquiles Serdan
[Jann Browne & Emmylou Harris]
You told me you'd come here if our love should end
Eighty miles past the border on the Mexican wind

[Chorus: Jann Browne & Emmylou Harris]
There's a place in the desert
Where we let it begin
We would dance close together
All the candles would dim
In a quiet cantina
[Jann Browne]
With sweet mandolins
As they'd serenade softly
[Jann & Emmylou]
On the Mexican wind

[Verse 3: Jann Browne]
My life, it seems to slow down the further I go
Into the bare heart of old Mexico
[Jann & Emmylou]
Still I keep searching for someone who once let me in
[Jann Browne]
But somehow I lost him to the Mexican wind
[Chorus: Jann & Emmylou]
There's a place in the desert
Where we let it begin
We would dance close together
All the candles would dim
In a quiet cantina
[Jann]
With sweet mandolins
As they'd serenade softly
[Jann & Emmylou]
On the Mexican wind

[Tag: Jann & Emmylou]



Eighty miles past the border on the Mexican wind

12992. Mexico

Mexico
Frank Solivan

[Verse 1]
I could be on the blue blue waters of mexico
Instead of here with you and feel so alone

[Chorus]
Mexico will cure what else missed with Mexico
Want tequila salty nights oh Mexico

I can't believe that I've lost you
The look in your eyes is gone
Do you take me for a fool
Days are long and nights are warm down in Mexico
I can honestly say I'm hopin  that you don't show

[Chorus]
Mexico will cure what else missed with Mexico
Want tequila salty nights oh Mexico

[Verse 2]
I can't believe that i fall still
The look in your eyes is gone
Do you take me for a fool

I could be on the blue blue waters of mexico
Instead of here with you and feel so alone

[Chorus]
Mexico will cure what else missed with Mexico
Want tequila salty nights oh Mexico
Want tequila salty nights oh Mexico

12993. Mexico - Chords

Mexico 
Wood & Wire

[Intro]
C run
 
[Verse]
G             F             C
Walker County prison off of highway 45



              G           F             C
There atands a bewildered warden in an empty cell
G            F                C
He'd done 10 years and he had 20 more to go
             G                    F              G
And now he's blazing down through Houston like a bat out of hell
 
[Chorus]
C
Oh, the law their comin' after me
G              C Bb G             C Bb C
but I won't go.........I won't go
C
They'll have to drag me as a corpse
C                           G      C Bb G
up off the street or out of Mexico
Bb           C             G
What say you lay down that gun son
               Bb              C        G
You'll have to pry it from my cold dead hands
      G       F           C            Bb   G
I did 10 long years, and I ain't going back again
 
 
[Verse]
G         F        C
South of 37 off of highway 59
              G            F               C
Is where that George West sherriff saw him flyin' by
   G          F               C
He radio'd to Alice said this boy is on the run
              G             F                 G
So tell those guys down in Freer to get their road spikes
 
 
[Chorus]
C
Oh, the laws a comin' after me
G             C Bb G            C Bb C
but I won't go........I won't go
C
They'll have to drag me as a corpse
C                          G      C Bb G
up off the street or out of Mexico
Bb            C             G
Why don't you lay down your gun son
               Bb             C          G
You'll have to pry it from my cold dead hands
      G       F            C           Bb    G
I did 10 long years, and I ain't going back again
 
 
[Verse]
G           F         C
Down south of Freer that SUV was doin' flips
          G             F                     C
After the sharpened metal tips had ripped through all four tires



G          F              C
He stumbled out and had a shotgun by his side
             G           F             G
If it came down to hell or prison well you know he'd rather die
 
 
[Chorus]
C
Oh, the laws a comin' after me
G             C Bb G            C Bb C
but I won't go........I won't go
C
They'll have to drag me as a corpse
C                          G      C Bb G
up off the street or out of Mexico
Bb            C             G
Why don't you lay down your gun son
               Bb             C          G
You'll have to pry it from my cold dead hands
      G       F            C           Bb    G
I did 10 long years, and I ain't going back again
 
C
Oh, the laws a comin' after me
G             C Bb G            C Bb C
but I won't go........I won't go
C
They'll have to drag me as a corpse
C                          G      C Bb G
up off the street or out of Mexico
Bb            C             G
Why don't you lay down your gun son
               Bb             C          G
You'll have to pry it from my cold dead hands
      G       F            C           Bb    G
I did 10 long years, and I ain't going back again
 
 
[Outro]
      G          F           C            Bb   G
Oh I did 10 long years, and I ain't going back again

12994. Mexico, Tequila and Me

Mexico, Tequila and Me 

Whoa, aw, yeah
I'm docking out, I'm loading up
Well, I'm out of Alabama, down to Louisiana
Halfway 'bout to New Orleans
Yeah, I'm leaning on my Chevy
Rolling through the levees trying to get to where I wanna be
And I'm looking back at Texas



That's where I reckon I can finally put myself at ease
Check my life there at the border
Everything over my shoulder, just Mexico, Tequila and me
Yeah, there's Mexico, tequila and me, that's all

Well, I'm tired of the rat-race, even tired of her sweet face
Sick of what I'm supposed to be
I need a little time to vegetate my mind
Escape from my reality
Just Mexico, tequila and me
That's right

I'm not entirely unhappy, 'cause sometime's life's crappy
Make me wanna stop and run
Take a three-day breather, sip a Margarita
Drift away beside the sea
Just Mexico, tequila and me, ah yeah

Well, my baby wants to hold me
Boss, he wants to scold me, momma won't quit calling me
The bank they want the payments
Sometimes they just can't take it
Got to find a place where I feel free
Just Mexico, tequila and me, ah-ha

Well, I'm out of Alabama, down to Louisiana
Halfway 'bout to New Orleans
Yeah, I'm leaning on my Chevy
Rolling through the levees trying to get to where I wanna be
When I'm looking back at Texas
That's where I reckon I can finally put myself at ease
Check my life there at the border
Everything over my shoulder, just Mexico, tequila and me
Yeah, Mexico, tequila and me, that's all
Just Mexico, tequila and me, aw, yeah

Yeah, a little sand, a little sun, a little sangria, baby
Buenas noches

12995. Mezcal And Lime

Mezcal And Lime
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]
Gonna call you up when the sun goes down
When the rain moves out of this seaside town
I've got so many things I wanna show you
The radio plays somethin' soft and low
By the orange trees in the evening glow
Come and sit with me under my umbrella

[Pre-Chorus]



Ooh, with you
Soakin' in the sun

[Chorus]
You go to my head
Like a summer night
You intoxicate me
Like mezcal and lime

[Post-Chorus]
Mezcal and lime

[Verse 2]
When the sun goes down 'round nine or ten
Gonna wake you up, my sleepy head
'Cause you and me, we've had a long siRsta
You can wear that tie with the silkRn thread
Put a flower in my hair, I'll be dressed in red
And we'll go down to the barrio together
[Pre-Chorus]
Ooh, with you
Soakin' in the sun
Ooh, with you
Lovers on the run

[Chorus]
You go to my head
Like a summer night
You intoxicate me
Like mezcal and lime
You go to my head
Like a summer night
You intoxicate me
Like mezcal and lime

12996. MGB-GT

Richard Thompson - MGB-GT

Oh I've got a little car and she might go far
She's the mistress of my heart now
She's a '65 with an overdrive

And I fixed her in every part now
Two in the front and two in the back
110 on the old Hog's Back

My MGB-GT, she's a runner now
MGB-GT
Oh my MGB-GT, she's a runner now

Oh I welded the sills and the old floor pan
Cut the rust with the torch and the hacksaw



Took the Restyles off, put the spoked wheels on

Got a brand new Salisbury axle
When I come to town the girls all smile
They say, "Here's the man with the retro style"

My MGB-GT, she's a runner now
MGB-GT
Oh my MGB-GT, she's a runner now

Lockheed discs and twin SUs
Original chrome on the grille now
She looks like a dream in her racing green

Competition's standing still now
I sprayed up her body, I strengthened the frame
I stripped her right down and I built her up again

Now an Alpine's fine if you've got the time
And a Healey'll set you back some
And a TR4 costs a little bit more

But it don't have the same attraction
Hard top handy, in case of the weather
I don't care if it rains forever

In my MGB-GT, she's a runner now
MGB-GT
In my MGB-GT, she's a runner now
MGB-GT
In my MGB-GT, she's a runner now

12997. Mi Ideal

Pokey LaFarge - Mi Ideal

[Verse 1]
Is your love slow and easy?
Are stars hidden in your hair
Oh, eyes of green
Agave eyes of blue
Estás salvaje, am I worthy of you?

[Chorus]
Oh, mi mujer, mi mujer ideal
Oh, mi mujer, mi mujer ideal
Oh, mi mujer, mi mujer ideal
DÃ³nde estas tÃº?
[Post-Chorus]
Shaa-la-la
Shaa-la-la-la-la
Shaa-la-la
Shaa-la-la-la-la-la



Ooo

[Verse 2]
I'll play the moon like a drum
Pick my guitar like a piano
I'll take my voice
And like a horn
I'll sing a song for you the world has never known
[Chorus]
Oh, mi mujer, mi mujer ideal
Oh, mi mujer, mi mujer ideal
Oh, mi mujer, mi mujer ideal
DÃ³nde estas tÃº?

[Post-Chorus]
Shaa-la-la
Shaa-la-la-la-la
Shaa-la-la
Shaa-la-la-la-la
Ooo yRa

[Verse 3]
Are you even of this world?
ArR you waiting around the corner?
Come and dance with me
Where the orange trees sway
Make siesta love in the blossom of their shade

[Chorus]
Oh, mi mujer, mi mujer ideal
Oh, mi mujer, mi mujer ideal
Oh, mi mujer, mi mujer ideal
DÃ³nde estas tÃº?

[Post-Chorus]
Shaa-la-la
Shaa-la-la-la-la
Shaa-la-la
Shaa-la-la-la-la
Shaa-la-la
Shaa-la-la-la-la-la
Shaa-la-la
Shaa-la-la-la-la
Ooooh

12998. Mi Ranchito

Linda Ronstadt - Mi Ranchito

Allá al pie de la montaÃ±a
Donde temprano se oculta el sol
QuedÃ³ mi ranchito triste
Y abandonada ya mi labor



Ahi me pasé los aÃ±os
Ahi encontré mi primer amor
Y fueron los desengaÃ±os
Los que mataron a mi ilusiÃ³n

Ay... CorazÃ³n que te vas
Para nunca volver... No me digas adiÃ³s
Vuelve a alegrar con tu amor
El ranchito que fue
De mi vida ilusiÃ³n

Mal haya los ojos negros
Que me embrujaron con su mirar
Si nunca me hubieran visto
No fueran causa de mi penar

12999. Miami My Amy

Keith Whitley
Miami My Amy

Well, everybody talks about the California quakes
But the first time I ever felt the earth shake
Was in Miami
When Amy touched me
Aw, it shook me

I told her I loved her and I wanted to stay
But she said, "Be Sure, and I'll call you in L.A."
Even in the taxi
I could hear the telephone ring

Calling me from Miami
My Amy
What took you so long
I thought you'd never call

Miami, My Amy
Miami, My Amy loves me after all

Now Amy just called and said, "Please come back"
I said, "I'm on my way babe I aint even unpacked"
"I want you, I love you", that's all she had to say
Good-bye L.A.

Now once again I'm Miami bound
Can't wait til this plane touches down
Becuase I know my Amy will be waiting
At that Miami gate

I can't wait



Miami, My Amy
What took you so long I thought you'd never call
Miami, My Amy
Love me after all

Miami, My Amy loves me after all

13000. Miami My Amy - Chords

Keith Whitley
Miami, My Amy
Recorded by:  Keith Whitley
Written by:  Dean Dillon, Hank Cochran and Royce Porter
Transcribed by:  Keith Reding
On the album, "L.A. to Maimi", recorded August of 1996.

Intro:

Bb / Bb / F / F
Bb / Bb / F / F

Verse 1
F
Well everybody talks about the California quakes,
Bb
but the first time I ever felt the earth shake
Bb        F                          C
was in Miami, when Amy touched me
C
aww it shook me

F
I told her I loved her and I wanted to stay
Bb
but she said be sure and I call you in L.A.
F                           C
even in the taxi I could hear
C                      F
my telephone ring
F
callin' me from:

Chorus
Bb              Am
Miami, my Amy
Bb          C                              F
what took you so long I thought you'd never call

Bb                   Am  Dm
Miami, oh my Amy
Bb              Am   Bb          C      F
Miami, my Amy loves me after all



Repeat Intro

Verse II.
F
Now Amy just called and said please come back
Bb
Said I'm on my way babe ain't even unpacked
F
I want you and I love you
F                 Gm              C
tha's all she had to say, goodbye L.A.
F    
Now once again I'm Maimi bound
Bb
Can't wait til this plane touches down
F                            C
'cause I know my Amy will be waitin
C                     F
at that Maimi gate -- I can't wait

Chorus
Bb              Am
Miami, my Amy
Bb                   C                              F
what took you so long I thought you'd never call

Bb                   Am  Dm
Miami, oh my Amy
Bb              Am   Bb          C      F
Miami, my Amy loves me after all

Ending
Repeat Intro

13001. Miami My Amy - Chords

Keith Whitley
Capo 3

Intro: G G D D (x 2)
D
Well everybody talks about the California quakes
G
But the first time I ever felt the earth shake
G        D              A
Was in Miami when Amy touched me
A
Aww it shook me

D
I told her I loved her and I wanted to stay
G
But she said be sure and I call you in L.A.



D                         A                 
Even in the taxi I could hear
              D 
my telephone ring 
D
Callin' me from

Chorus:
G         F#m
Miami, my Amy
      G                  A                   D
What took you so long I thought you'd never call
G            F#m  Bm
Miami, oh my Amy
G         F#m   G        A    D
Miami, my Amy loves me after all

G G D D (x2)

D
Now Amy just called and said please come back
G
Said I'm on my way babe ain't even unpacked
D
I want you and I love you
D                     Em            A
That's all she had to say, goodbye L.A.
D    
Now once again I'm Miami bound
G
Can't wait til this plane touches down
D                            A              
Cause I know my Amy will be waitin
               D 
at that Miami gate, I can't wait
 
Repeat Chorus:

13002. Micah 6:8

Micah 6:8 
Monroe Crossing

Micah 6:8
Micah 6:8
He has shown you, oh man, what is good, what is good
And what does the Lord require of you?
To act justly and love mercy and walk humbly with your God
To act justly and love mercy and walk humbly with your God
To act justly and love mercy and walk humbly with your God
To act justly and love mercy and walk humbly with your God
He has shown you, oh man
He has shown you, oh man, what is good



And it's Micah 6:8
Micah 6:8
He has shown you, oh man, what is good, what is good
And what does the Lord require of you?
To act justly and love mercy and walk humbly with your God
To act justly and love mercy and walk humbly with your God
To act justly and love mercy and walk humbly with your God
To act justly and love mercy and walk humbly with your God
He has shown you, oh man
He has shown you, oh man, what is good

And it's Micah 6:8 (here we go)
What is good
Yeah

13003. Michael

The Highwaymen - Michael

[Chorus]
(Michael, row the boat ashore, hallelujah)
(Michael, row the boat ashore, hallelujah)

[Verse 1]
Sister, help to trim the sails (Hallelujah)
Sister, help to trim the sails (Hallelujah)

[Chorus]
(Michael, row the boat ashore, hallelujah)
(Michael, row the boat ashore, hallelujah)

[Verse 2]
The River Jordan is chilly and cold (Hallelujah)
Chills the body but not the soul (Hallelujah)

[Chorus]
(Michael, row the boat ashore, hallelujah)
(Michael, row the boat ashore, hallelujah)

[Verse 3]
River is deep and the river is wide (Hallelujah)
Milk and honey on the other side (Hallelujah)

[Chorus]
(Michael, row the boat ashore, hallelujah)
(Michael, row the boat ashore, hallelujah)



13004. Michael - Chords

Michael          
Recorded by Carl Story
Written by Merv Griffin
 
C                               G7         C
Lord You heard me crying saw me dying all alone
        F              C          G7
Hanging on with just a hope and a prayer
       F                          C                 Am
Then I heard a voice say you were looking the wrong way
    Dm       G7            C
But God will find a friend there
 
   F                           C
So Lord want You please send a guardian angel
                           G7
Send Michael to watch over me
     F                             C         Am
Lord through Your power divine You opened my mind
       Dm             G7             C
To the things that my eyes could not see
 
                            G7                  C
Life is slipping by getting harder the harder I try
            F                 C                    G7
The smiling faces that I call friends could not be found
                F
But through the trouble and the strife
              C                Am
I learned one thing about this life
     Dm             G7                C
Lord yield but help me up when I fall down
 
F                  C
Michael Michael my guardian angel
                           G7
Michael keep watching over me
     F                             C         Am
Lord through Your power divine You opened my mind
       Dm             G7             C
To the things that my eyes could not see

13005. Michael's Song

Nanci Griffith - Michael's Song

There's a light out on the freeway
Says it's time to go
I'm wasting my time counting
Stains on a barroom floor
Thinking 'bout my hometown



And the friends I'll leave behind
Mostly 'bout the man who writes
His songs with smiling rhymes
And I'm holding on to a smokey view
Of his dreams in the midnight light

Michael counts his songs
In the years of wasted miles
I used to think he was really part
Of that fantasy in rhyme
But looking back on all his tunes
Of butterflies and sunshine
There was only one about the
Man he kept inside
About the time he crossed the line
And let a tear come to his eye

I used to hide out
In his pretty smile
And hope it would shine me
Through the morrow
Until I learned the way
It feels to be the man
Who sings the world a smile
Without a soul to share his sorrow

The light here at the freeway
Well, it's turning green to gold
The stains on that barroom floor
Ten miles back down the road
Thinking 'bout how that old bar
Brought Michael back to mind
And how I can sing his blues
And be smiling here inside
I guess a weary soul will always

I used to hide out
In his pretty smile
And hope it would shine me
Through the morrow
Until I learned the way
It feels to be the man
Who sings the world a smile
Without a soul to share his sorrow

13006. Michelangelo

Emmylou Harris - Michelangelo

Last night I dreamed about you
I dreamed that you were older
You were looking like Picasso
With a scar across your shoulder



You were kneeling by the river
You were digging up the bodies
Buried long ago
Michelangelo

Last night I dreamed about you
I dreamed you were a pilgrim
On a highway out alone to find
The mother of your children
Who were still unborn and waiting
In the wings of some desire
Abandoned long ago
Michelangelo

Were you there at Armageddon
Was Paris really burning
Could I have been the one to pull you
From the point of no returning
And did I hear you calling out my name
Or was it forgotten long ago
Michelangelo

Last night I dreamed about you
I dreamed that you were riding
On a blood red painted pony
Up where the heavens were dividing
And the angels turned to ashes
You came tumbling with them to earth
So Far below
Michelangelo

Last night I dreamed about you
I dreamed that you were dying
In a field of thorn and roses
With a hawk about you crying
For the warrior slain in battle
From an arrow driven deep inside you
Long ago   
Michelangelo

Did you suffer at the end
Would there be no one to remember
Did you banish all the old ghosts
With the terms of surrender
And could you hear me calling out your name
Well I guess that I will never know
Michelangelo

Last night I dreamed about you
I dreamed that you were weeping
And your tears poured down like diamonds
For a love beyond all keeping
And you caught them one by one
In a million silk bandannas that I gave you long ago
Michelangelo



13007. Michelle

Michelle
Lennon / McCartney

Michelle, ma belle.
These are words that go together well,
My Michelle.

Michelle, ma belle.
Sont les mots qui vont tres bien ensemble,
Tres bien ensemble.

I love you, I love you, I love you.
That's all I want to say.
Until I find a way
I will say the only words I know that
You'll understand.

I need you, I need you, I need you.
I need to make you see,
Oh, what you mean to me.
Until I do I'm hoping you will
Know what I mean.

I love you.

I want you, I want you, I want you.
I think you know by now
I'll get to you somehow.
Until I do I'm telling you so
You'll understand.

I will say the only words I know that
You'll understand, my Michelle.

13008. Michigan

Michigan
Stillhouse Junkies

Well the heat was up when I hit the road
They were rakin' me right on the coals
I was busted up, I was broken down 
I was leaving like I never loved this town

It's hard to keep it straight when you're lookin' back
There were times I went right off the track
With your memory running through my mind



And the trouble waitin' on the other side

CHORUS
Now I don't know how I ever got this far
With no one drivin' that getaway car
And they're linin' up just to turn me in
It's a losing hand, even if you win
Missing you up in Michigan

Now these hands of mine, they're too cold to pray
For another ending or a better way
The days are short, and the nights don't end
And I'm givin' up on going back again

Someday I know when my time is up
And there's no use drinkin' from an empty cup
I'm gonna walk right out into the snow
Let the fires warm me when I'm down below

13009. Mick Ryan's Lament

Mick Ryan's Lament
Tim O'Brien - Mic Ryan's Lament

Well my name is Mick Ryan, I'm lyin still 
In a lonely spot near where I was killed 
By a red man defending his native land 
In the place that they call Little Big Horn 

And I swear I did not see the irony 
When I rode with the Seventh Cavalry 
I thought that we fought for the land of the free 
When we rode from Fort Lincoln that morning 

And the band they played the Garryowen 
Brass was shining, flags a flowin 
I swear if I had only known 
I'd have wished that I'd died back at Vicksburg 

For my brother and me, we had barely escaped 
From the hell that was Ireland in forty eight 
Two angry young lads who had learned how to hate 
But we loved the idea of Amerikay 

And we cursed our cousins who fought and bled 
In their bloody coats of bloody red 
The sun never sets on the bloody dead 
Of those who have chosen an empire 

But we'd find a better life somehow 
In the land where no man has to bow 
It seemed right then and it seems right now 
That Paddy he died for the union 



Ah, but Michael he somehow got turned around 
He had stolen the dream that he thought he'd found 
Now I never will see that holy ground 
For I turned into something I hated 

And I'm haunted by the Garryowen 
Drums a beating, bugles blowin' 
I swear if I had only known 
I'd lie with my brother in Vicksburg 

And the band they played that Garryowen 
Brass was shin, flags a flowin' 
I swear if I had only known, I'd lie with 
my brother at Vicksburg

13010. Mid November - Chords

Mid November 
The Wilders
Written by Nate Gawron
 
D                                       C G D (quick)
I've been headed down a wrong turn
D
I've been feelin that long burn
Everyday I missin you
To say I'm fine would be untrue
Oh baby won't you come and play
On a midnight getaway
Got things to say to yo
That's why
That's why
D
i gotta make it back to you
well were half way back from denver
it looks like decent weather that were runnin through
you you're the first one I wanna see
in the middle of November we'll be back together down in tennesse
got your picture on my dashboard
got my foot down to the floor
three fifty underneath the hood
the cops think I'm up to no good
them lights are chasin me
soon I'll lose them on a side street
just tryin to take them back
before I give myself a heart attack
i gotta make it back to you
well were half way back from denver
it looks like decent weather that were runnin through
you you're the first one I wanna see
in the middle of November we'll be back together down in tennesse
lifes got me on a fast track



there aint no time to look back
hear the voices callin me
soon I'll be home and set free
i gotta make it back to you
well were half way back from denver
it looks like decent weather that were runnin through
you you're the first one I wanna see
in the middle of November we'll be back together down in tennesse
in the middle of November, we'll be back together down in tenesse
in the middle of November, we'll be back together down in tenesse

13011. Mid The Green Fields Of Virginia

Mid The Green Fields Of Virginia

Mid the green fields of Virginia
In the veil of Shenandoah
There's an ivy covered homestead that I love
With it's white old fashioned chimney
And it's simple homelike hours
Tis the home of my dear parents now above

   There's a peaceful cottage there
   A happy home so dear
   My heart is longing for them day by day
   Where I spent life's golden hours
   In the veil of Shenandoah
   Mid the green fields for Virginia far away

Mid the green fields of Virginia
Stands an old mill by the stream
I once wondered to that spot to sing and play
And how often I would throw the stone
Into the pebbling brook
I would dream someday it'd carry me away

13012. Middle Ground

Tyler Childers - Middle Ground (Live)

Well I gotta get out right now
What in the world to do?
Seems I stole a ghost away from you
Shame my mother with the burden of a murdering son
Well I'm headed out west, blazing a trail
Gonna run clean out of my shoes
I'll keep on running 'til the bottom of my feet are bruised
Uncle told me once about a place called the middle ground



Well, way over yonder past the Ohio River
You can eat like a woodland king
There's fish in the water like you ain't never seen
Ain't no man hungry in the bounty of the middle ground
You can eat on elk, eat on deer
You can eat on ring-tailed 'coon
There's all kinds of critters in the dark that wanna eat on you
Ain't no man hungry in the bounty of the middle ground

Well the church-yard [?] mountain
Turned murderer-on-the-run
Pray my mama and the Lord in heaven
Can forgive me for the things I've done
But there ain't no jury in the middle ground
In the middle ground a boy is free
So goodbye Mama, I'm a-going to the middle ground

Well I know his friends and his next of kin
Would love to watch me swing
And I may be sorry that I ain't so sorry
That I'm never gonna let them see
That there ain't no jury in the middle ground
In the middle ground a boy is free
So goodbye momma, I'm a-going to the middle ground

Well I gotta get out right now
What in the world to do?
Seems I beat the brakes right off of you
Sent you early to the maker of the middle ground
So goodbye momma I'm going to the middle ground

13013. Middle Man

Middle Man
John Prine

I was sitting in a diner
With a girl named Flo
She wouldn't say yes
But she couldn't say no
She said "Darling, Can I get a middle man?"
She was engaged to a fellow
On the lay a way plan
But she carried all her money
In a coffee can
She said "Darling, Can I get a middle man?"
The cook looked over
With a short order face
Dropped a fork
And he saw Flo's legs
Straightened his apron
And burnt my eggs
I got competition



Everywhere I go
These days

She was leaning on the juke box
And was lookin' real good
Like Natalie Wood
On a Pontiac hood
I said "Darling, I think I need a little hand"
Ya see, I've seen my downs
I've seen my ups
I seen miniature dogs
In coffee cups
But "Darling I ain't never seen a middle man"

Flo talked slow
Like real wet paint
She said
"A middle man's there
When the other ones ain't
He's got a left handed manner
That leans to the right
Sleeps all day
And keeps it up all night ..."
... I got an aunt in Ohio
And a boat that won't row
Some veterans insurance
And nowhere to go
"Darling, Can I be your middle man?"

(spoken)
If I could get the money in that coffee can
I could open me up a lemonade stand
Send all the kids off to Pakistan
Make Flo happy
If I can

Jerry Mahoney and Johnny B. Goode
Are gonna buy me a house in Hollywood
"Darling I think I got the perfect plan"
"We're gonna save half a dollars
And sell 'em to France
Buy us a record
And learn how to dance
And Darling I'll always be your middle
Darling Go buy a griddle
Darling I wanna be your middle man

13014. Middle Of The Woods

Middle Of The Woods
Sierra Hull - Middle Of The Woods

In the middle of the woods



Once upon a time
I read a few pages in a book of rhyme
It said I wanna love the people
Who love to be deceitful, who love to lie
And if I wanna know your secrets
Then I can't stay safe or sound
I want the truth where I can see it
Even if I hit the ground
Won't you whisper in my ear
So I can hear you better
With all these voices in my head
I haven't heard a word you've said
In the middle of the woods
Once upon a day
I tried my best to figure out the words to say
With a stumble and a fall, then a heaven phone call
I found my way
But if I wanna know your secrets
Then I can't stay safe or sound
Ain't no good to just believe it
Cause they say the world is round
Won't you whisper in my ear
So I can hear you better
With all these voices in my head
I haven't heard a word you've said
In the middle of the woods
Once upon a time

13015. Midnight

Cornmeal - Midnight
Album: MMS 2005: New Music Sampler
words and music by Chris Gangi

Midnight-Walkin' in a wake of a dream
Midnight-Falling in the face of disbelief

Dancin'-Colors on a crest of golden light
Dancin'- Waves of wildflowers in the night

She sits alone and she cries
Tears falling from her eyes
Lay her down and mystify

Midnight-Walkin in the wake of a dream
Midnight-Falling in the face of disbelief

Falling-Descending on the depths of Heaven's hue
Falling-Staggering on the steps of the abused

Watching the colors of light shine on her dirt brown hair
Memories fade of the vision when her smile hung there
Now she sits alone in an empty room crying all day



Looks up to the sky and wishes it would all roll away

All roll away 

Midnight-All roll away
Midnight-All roll away

13016. Midnight - Chords

Midnight
Red Foley

Verse one and four >>>
[D] Midnight, I've spent another lonely night, thinkin' of you, [D7]
[G] Midnight,tomorrow is on it's way em[D] pty and blue,
I'm so [A7] lonely, so lonely at midnight for [D]you.

Verse 2>>>
Midnight, oh what a lonely time to weep, I ought to know,
Midnight, I should have been fast asleep hours ago.
Still I'm crying, I'm crying cause I miss you so.

Verse 3>>>
Midnight, I lie in bed awake and stare at nothing at all,
Midnight, I'm wondering why you don't care, wishing you'd call,
Tears keep flowing like drops from a waterfall.

For a "blues" effect sub [G9] for [G]

13017. Midnight And Lonesome

Buddy Miller - Midnight and Lonesome
(Julie Miller)

There's a wordless moon that's watching tonight
There's a garden that's left to grow wild
There's a sound with no name when a far away train
Cries like an unloved child
The paint on the walls is peeling away
There's a photograph that fades on the shelf
But the memory stays on of a love that is gone
And i'm dancing by myself
Why why i wanna know
She went and left me nowhere to go
Why why tell me my friend
It's midnight and lonesome again
The moon's still alone and i wonder sometimes
If that's why the train has to cry
So i ask right out loud



But there's no answer now
Cause i'm just talking to the sky
Now the morning is time to get ready
In the evening you take off your shoes
Well you work all the day till the sun's gone away
But midnight lays claim to the blues

13018. Midnight Angel

Rhonda Vincent - Midnight Angel
Osborne Brothers

You're a midnight angel,
At twelve is when you start.
Searching for a victim,
To feed your hungry heart.
You say you don't love me,
Still, I wait all alone.
For my midnight angel to come home.

It seems I've spent a life time,
Between midnight and dawn.
Watching from my window,
For someone to bring you home.
Listening to the silence,
While waiting all alone.
For my midnight angel to come home.

I see you through my window,
As he is bringing you home.
You know that I'll be waiting,
And you know I'll be alone.
But come tomorrow morning,
You'll look and find me gone.
Goodbye my midnight angel from now on.

It seems I've spent a life time,
Between midnight and dawn.
Watching from my window,
For someone to bring you home.
Listening to the silence,
While waiting all alone.
For my midnight angel to come home.

For my midnight angel to come home.

13019. Midnight Angel



Rhonda Vincent - Midnight Angel
Osborne Brothers

You're a midnight angel,
At twelve is when you start.
Searching for a victim,
To feed your hungry heart.
You say you don't love me,
Still, I wait all alone.
For my midnight angel to come home.

It seems I've spent a life time,
Between midnight and dawn.
Watching from my window,
For someone to bring you home.
Listening to the silence,
While waiting all alone.
For my midnight angel to come home.

I see you through my window,
As he is bringing you home.
You know that I'll be waiting,
And you know I'll be alone.
But come tomorrow morning,
You'll look and find me gone.
Goodbye my midnight angel from now on.

It seems I've spent a life time,
Between midnight and dawn.
Watching from my window,
For someone to bring you home.
Listening to the silence,
While waiting all alone.
For my midnight angel to come home.

For my midnight angel to come home.

13020. Midnight Blues

Leftover Salmon - Midnight Blues

Nowhere to go
Nothing to do
In dark of night
Im lookin for you
But you're not there
And im so lonesome
It don't seem fair
To leave a soul blue

I've got those midnight blues tonight
Layin' here awake in the moonlight
Somethin' just ain't right
I've got those midnight blues tonight



In all the time we've been apart
And no one else near here in my heart
I think of you most all the time
Now tell me true are you still mine?

I've got those midnight blues tonight
Layin' here awake in the moonlight
Somethin' just ain't right
I've got those midnight blues tonight

All I ever wanted
Was to make a scene
Theres no one else here
Nothin' left for me
Don't want to lose
The love we had
But darling please
Please don't set me free

I've got those midnight blues tonight
Layin' here awake in the moonlight
Somethin' just ain't right
I've got those midnight blues tonight
Layin' here awake in the moonlight
Somethin' just ain't right
I've got those midnight blues
Midnight blues
Midnight blues tonight

13021. Midnight Choir - Chords

Midnight Choir 
Larry Gatlin & The Gatlin Brothers
 
D
The doors to the mission open at seven
                                A7
And the soup will be ready about nine
 
Right now its six-thirty, they're ragged and dirty
                                        D
They standin' and sittin', and layin' in line
 
First they'll do a little singin', then hear a little preachin'
                                   G
And get saved for the 3rd time this week
                          D
A bowl of soup later and a pat on the shoulder
      A7                            D
And by midnight, they're back on the street.
 
D



They walk to the corner of 4th street and Broadway
                                A7
Then take the first alley on the right
 
One of them asks a stranger, how 'bout a hand
                                D
And he gives 'em one finger at a time
 
Then they spot an old buddy, with a bottle of heaven
                                 G
Then pass around what means everything
                          D
One bottle for four, thank God someone scored
           A7                       D
And now the Midnight Choir starts to sing.
 
(A capella)
Will they have Mogen David in heaven
Dear Lord, we'd all like to know
Will they have Mogen David in heaven, Sweet Jesus
If they don't, who the hell wants to go.
 
         G                   D
Will they have Mogen David in heaven
E                          A7
Dear Lord, we'd all like to know
         G                   D            G
Will they have Mogen David in Heaven, Sweet Jesus
        D             A7           D
If they don't, who the hell wants to go.
 
G
 
       D              A7            G   D
If they don't, who the hell wants to go.

13022. Midnight Flyer

Midnight Flyer - Osborne Brothers

Oooooooo Midnight flyer
Engineer won't you let your whistle moan
Oooooooo Midnight flyer
I paid my dues and I feel like travelin on

A runaway team of horses ain't enough to make me stay
So throw your rope on another man and pull him down your way
Make him into someone to take the place of me
Make him every kind of fool you wanted to to be

* Refrain

Maybe I'll stop in Santa Fe maybe San Antonio



Any town is where I'm bound anyway to get me gone
Don't think about me never let me cross your mind
Except when you hear that midnight lonesome whistle whine

* Refrain

13023. Midnight Highway

Blue Dogs - Midnight Highway

They got a new freeway in my town
That just goes round and round and round
Late at night when I'm missing you
And there's nothing else I can do
The wheels start turning in my mind
There's only one way I can unwind
I'm going to ride that midnight highway
Till I find my way back to you
Though I know I'm going nowhere
I don't care if I can drive away these blues
There's something about the way I feel
Each time I get behind the wheel
The way to you becomes so clear
Though I can't get there from here
I guess I'll keep rolling on
Until you find your way back home
I'm going to ride that midnight highway
Till I find my way back to you
Though I know I'm going nowhere
I don't care if I can drive away these blues
The wheels start turning in my mind
There's only one way I can unwind
I'm going to ride that midnight highway
Till I find my way back to you
Though I know I'm going nowhere
I don't care if I can drive away these blues

13024. Midnight In Harlem

Midnight in Harlem
Tedeschi Trucks Band - Shadowgrass

Well, I came to the city
I was running from the past
My heart was bleeding
And it hurt my bones to laugh
Stayed in the city
No exception to the rules, to the rule
He was born to love me



I was raised to be his fool, oh, his fool

Walk that line
(Torn apart) Torn apart
Gotta spend your whole life trying
(Ride that train) Ride that train
(Free your heart) And free your heart
It's midnight up in Harlem

I went down to the river
And I took a look around
There were old man's shoes
There were needles on the ground
No more mysteries, baby
No more secrets, no more clues
The stars are out there
You can almost see the moon

The streets are windy
And the subway's closing down
Gonna carry this dream
To the other side of town

Walk that line
(Torn apart) Torn apart
Gotta spend your whole life trying
(Ride that train) Ride that train
(Free your heart) And free your heart
It's midnight up in Harlem

13025. Midnight In Missoula

Nanci Griffith - Midnight in Missoula

Are you sleeping now? It's midnight in Missoula.
Where the Black Hills know your name.
Is the snow piled high around your window frame?
Is there enough frost left to write our names upon the pane? 

Are you sleeping now?
It's midnight in Missoula.
Are you sleeping now?
It's midnight in Missoula. 

I am down in Rio where I cannot find the sky.
Our savior on that mountaintop has taught my soul to fly.
I am singing Gershwin and children's lullabies.
And wondering of you, and if you're sleeping in Missoula tonight. 

Ohh, Ohh. 

I'd love to climb your hilltop and look out upon Missoula lights.
Sing Samuel Barber melodies with your viola sweet and high.



But I am off to Liverpool on an early evening flight.
And wondering of you and if you're sleeping in Missoula tonight. 

Oh, oh. 

Are you sleeping now? It's midnight in Missoula.
Where the Black Hills know your name.
Is the snow piled high around your window frame?
Is there enough frost left to write our names upon the pane? 

Are you sleeping now?
It's midnight in Missoula.
Are you sleeping now?
It's midnight in Missoula. 

Oh, oh. 

Oh, oh. 

Are you sleeping now?
Do you know how much I love ya?
Are you sleeping now?
It's midnight in Missoula

13026. Midnight In Montgomery

Alan Jackson - Midnight In Montgomery 
(Alan Jackson/Don Sampson)

Midnight in Montgomery, silver eagle, lonely road
I was on my way to Mobile for a big New Years Eve show
I stopped for just a minute to see a friend outside of town
Put my collar up, found his name, and felt the wind die down
Then a drunken man in a cowboy hat took me by surprise
Waering shiny boots, a Nudi suit and haunting haunted eyes
He said 'Friend it's good to see you, it's nice to know you care'
Then the wind picked up and he was gone
Was he ever really there
'Cause it's midnight in Montgomery
Just hear that whippoorwill
See the stars light up the purple sky
Feel that lonesome chill
When the wind it's right, you'll hear his songs
Smell whiskey in the air
Midnight in Montgomery
He's always singing there
I climbed back on my eagle, took one last look around
Through red tail lights a shadow moved slow across the ground
Off somewhere a midnight train is slowly passing by
I could hear that whistle moaning
I'm so lonesome I could cry
'Cause it's midnight in Montgomery
Just hear that whippoorwill



See the stars light up the purple sky
Feel that lonesome chill
When the wind it's right, you'll hear his songs
Smell whiskey in the air
Midnight in Montgomery
He's always singing there
He's always singing there
Hank's always singing there

13027. Midnight Loneliness

Midnight Loneliness 
The Rarely Herd
 
The soft beat of summer rain 
The lonesome whistle of a train 
As you stare into the darkness from the door 
Then  something in the dark 
Starts to tearing at your heart 
And you find that you are longing for some place 
That you know you've been before 
 
CHORUS: 
Could it be that midnight loneliness 
Has caught up with you again 
And you're deciding that you can't go on like this 
Are you thinking of someone 
So soft and warm that needs you 
That's causin' you the heartache of this 
midnight loneliness 
 
The time passes much too slow 
As the light is burning low 
And you're missing her much more than you pretend 
As you try to shake your mind 
Off of the things you left behind 
And brace yourself, to face the graying dawn

13028. Midnight Moonlight

Midnight Moonlight

Do you ever feel lonesome when you're down in San Antone
Beg steal or borrow two nickels or a dime to call me on the phone
I'll meet you at Alamo mission we can say our prayers
The Holy Ghost and the Virgin Mother will hear us as we kneel there

   In the Midnight
   In the Moonlight



   In the Midnight Moonlight Moonlight

Did you ever feel sorrow for the deeds that you have done
With no hope for tomorrow in the setting of the sun
And the ocean is howling with things that might have been
And that last good-morning sunrise would be the brightest you've ever seen

13029. Midnight On The Highway

Midnight On The Highway
Hot Rize

Midnight on the highway and the stars are all aglow
And it seems I'm always drivin, and I miss my darlin' so 

   Midnight on the highway, big bright moon above
   It lights the white lines for me, all the way home to my love 

Can't you hear the wheels a hummin' as we roll on through the night
My desire is to hold you and I'll be home before daylight 

Now the shadows quickly fadin' as a town comes into view
Three more miles my journey's over and again I'll be with you

13030. Midnight On The Interstate

Trampled by Turtles - Midnight on the Interstate

Late night
Midnight on the interstate
And I didn't feel so great
Until I saw the city

And I was younger
And open like a child
Man, it's been a while
Since I felt that way

More and more I hesitate
'Cause I don't know

Happy Birthday
You didn't want to celebrate
And I was an hour late
And you fell apart

Mostly sober
Sometimes I change my mind
And I don't have the time



No, we never do

Love and love and nothing else
It's all I need

13031. Midnight On The Mountain

Midnight On The Mountain
Chris Stapleton

It's midnight on the mountain
I can tell by the chill in the pines
It touches my face like it's trying to say
You've lost her forever this time
Each night I go out a-walkin'
I can't stand the feel of the four walls
I always can tell the hour of twelve
When her memories start comin' to call
It's midnight on the mountain
I can tell by the chill in the pines
It touches my face like it's trying to say
You've lost her forever this time
I talk to myself in the moonlight
I can't talk her off of my mind
'Cause the wind and the rain gonna whisper her name
It will live till the end of all time
It's midnight on the mountain
I can tell by the chill in the pines
It touches my face like it's trying to say
You've lost her forever this time
It touches my face like it's trying to say
You've lost her forever this time

13032. Midnight On The Mountain - Chords

Midnight On The Mountain 
The SteelDrivers

[Intro]
Em G Em G G D G G
 
[Chorus]
      G       F      G
It's midnight on the mountain
      G           D          G
I can tell by the chill in the pines
   Em        G
It touches my face
          Em        G



Like it's trying to say
       G           D         G
You've lost her forever this time
 
 
[Verse 1]
D                      C       G
Each night I go out a walkin'
  D                                G
I can't stand the feelin' of four walls
  D                   C       G
I always can tell the hour of twelve
                       D         G
When her memory starts comin' to call
 
 
[Chorus]
      G       F      G
It's midnight on the mountain
      G           D          G
I can tell by the chill in the pines
   Em        G
It touches my face
          Em        G
Like it's trying to say
       G           D         G
You've lost her forever this time
 
 
[Solo Over Chorus]
 
 
[Verse 2]
  D                      C          G
I talk to myself in the moonlight
   D                        G
I can't take her off of my mind
     D                         C          G
The wind and the rain's gonna whisper her name
                   D           G
If I live 'til the end of all time
 
 
[Chorus]
      G       F      G
It's midnight on the mountain
      G           D          G
I can tell by the chill in the pines
   Em        G
It touches my face
          Em        G
Like it's trying to say
       G           D         G
You've lost her forever this time
 
 
   Em         G



It touches my face
          Em        G
Like it's trying to say
       G           D         G
You've lost her forever this time
 
[Outro]
Em G Em G G D G

13033. Midnight On The Stormy Deep

Midnight On The Stormy Deep (Midnight On The Stormy Sea) 
Bill Monroe - The Lilly Brothers & Don Stover

T'was midnight on the stormy deep
My solitary watch I'd keep
And I think of her I'd left behind
And ask if she'd be true and kind

I never shall forget the day
That I was forced to go away
In silence there my head she'd rest
And press me to her loving breast

Oh Willy don't go back to sea
There's other girls as good as me
But none can love you true as I
Pray don't go where the bullets fly

The deep deep sea may us divide
And I may be some other's bride
But still my thoughts will sometimes stray
To thee when thou are far away

I never have proved false to thee
The heart I gave was true as thine
But you have proved untrue to me
I can no longer call thee mine

Then fare-thee-well I'd rather make
My home upon some icy lake
Where the southern sun refused to shine
Then to trust a love so false as thine

13034. Midnight Radio

Dierks Bentley - Midnight Radio

[Verse 1]



They come from Kentucky, Mississippi and Alabam
Way down in Texas from all over this land
Each one has a dream and a thousand different goals
But the one that they all share is that midnight radio

[Chorus]
They're gonna be big stars in big cars and wear nudie suits
Featured on the Opry in rhinestone boots
They'll be ridin on a rainbow to a wall hung with gold
Hillbilly dreams on the midnight radio
Hillbilly dreams on the midnight radio

[Verse 2]
It started with a fiddler, then banjo and guitar
And Roy Acuff was it's first singing star
Hank and Minnie and Mr. Monroe
We all sang with them through that radio

[Chorus]
We were big stars in big cars and wearin nudie suits
Featured on the Opry in rhinestone boots
We were riding on a rainbow to a wall hung with gold
Hillbilly dreams on the midnight radio
Hillbilly dreams on the midnight radio

[Verse 3]
This world keeps on changing for the better they say
But the more we move ahead the more I miss the old ways
Hey I don't mind the modern and as far as I can see
I'll keep trying to make the future part of history

[Chorus]
And be a big star in a big car and wearin nudie suits
Featured on the Opry in rhinestone boots
I'll be riding on a rainbow to a wall hung with gold
Hillbilly dreams on the midnight radio
Hillbilly dreams on the midnight radio
Hillbilly dreams on the midnight radio
Hillbilly dreams on the midnight radio

13035. Midnight Rider

Alison Krauss - Midnight Rider 
Allman Brothers
Broken Compass Bluegrass

I got to run to keep in hidin'
And I'm bound to go on ridin'
I've got one more silver dollar

I ain't gonna let 'em catch me, Lord
I ain't gonna let 'em catch the Midnight Rider



I don't own the clothes I'm wearin'
Some old bed I'll soon be sharin'
I got one more silver dollar

I ain't gonna let 'em catch me, Lord
I ain't gonna let 'em catch the Midnight Rider

I got past the point of carin'
And the road goes on forever
I got one more silver dollar

I ain't gonna let 'em catch me, Lord
I ain't gonna let 'em catch the Midnight Rider

I ain't gonna let 'em catch me, Lord
I ain't gonna let 'em catch the Midnight Rider

I ain't gonna let 'em catch me, Lord
I ain't gonna let 'em catch the Midnight Rider

I ain't gonna let 'em catch me, Lord
I ain't gonna let 'em catch the Midnight Rider

13036. Midnight Special

Midnight Special
Louvin Brothers

Well you wake up in morning
Hear the ding dong ring
You go a-marching to the table
See the same damn thing
Well, it's on a one table
Knife, a fork and a pan
And if you say anything about it
You're in trouble with the man

Let the midnight special
Shine her light on me
Let the midnight special
Shine her ever loving light on me

If you ever go to Houston
You better walk right
You better not stagger
You better not fight
Sheriff Benson will arrest you
He'll carry you down
And if the jury finds you guilty
Penitentiary bound

* Refrain



Yonder come little Rosie
How in the world do you know
I can tell her by her apron
And the dress she wore
Umbrella on her shoulder
Plece of paper in her hand
She goes a-marching to the captain
Says I want my man

* Refrain

13037. Midnight Special

David Rawlings
Midnight Special

[Verse 1]
Yonder come Miss Rosie, how in the world do you know
Well I knows by your apron and the dress she wore
Umbrella on her shoulder, a piece of paper in her hand
Well she gonna see the governor, he turn a-lose a-my man

[Chorus]
Let the midnight special, shine its light on me
Let the midnight special, shine its ever-lovin' light on me

[Verse 2]
Now when you get up in the mornin', when that big bell ring
You go and march to the table, and it's the samR damn thing
Knives and forks are on the tablR, ain't nothin' in my pan
You say anything about it, have trouble with the man

[Chorus]
Let the midnight special, shine its light on me
Let the midnight special, shine its ever-lovin' light on me

[Verse 3]
Well jumpin' little Judy, she was a mighty fine girl
Now Judy brought jumpin' to this whole round world
Well she brought it in the mornin', just right before day
She brought me the news, that my wife was dead
Which started me to grievin', I done hollered and cried
Then I begun to worry about a been a long time
[Chorus]
Let the midnight special, shine it light on me
Let the midnight special, shine its ever-lovin' light on me
Let the midnight special, ooh, shine it light on me
Let the midnight special, shine its ever-lovin' light on me
Let the midnight special, shine its light on me
Let the midnight special, shine its ever-lovin' light on me

[Verse 4]
So if you ever go to Houston, boys you better walk right



And you better not stagger and you better not fight
Sheriff Broxton will arrest you, Eddie Boone will take you down
And you can bet your bottom dollar, you're penitentiary bound

[Chorus]
Let the midnight special, shine it light on me
Let the midnight special, shine its ever-lovin' light on me
Let the midnight special, shine it light on me
Let the midnight special, shine its ever-lovin' light on me
Let the midnight special, ooh, shine its light on me
Let the midnight special, shine its ever-lovin' light on me

13038. Midnight Storm

Midnight Storm - Blue Highway
Ralph Stanley

We were wed in the hills of ol' Virginia
We were happy there together all alone
But I strayed away from my darlin
Through this dark and stormy night I'm goin home

   When the high wind blows from heaven
   I whisper your name alone
   I'm on my way back darlin'
   As the midnight storm rolls on

When the cold dreary rain starts fallin
And the clouds hide the bright golden moon
As I see your face right before me
I can cry as I sing this lonesome tune

13039. Midnight Tears

Midnight Tears
The Steeldrivers

Chorus:
Those midnight tears find me in the darkness
They make a moanful sound
No one sees and no one hears
My midnight tears, falling down

Vs.
My friends wonder how I'm doing
They look for the proof in my eyes
But they'll never know how my heart is breaking
Oh, how you can make a man cry?
Chorus



Vs.
I'm stronger with each brand new morning
I wake up swearing, I don't miss you
But till I learn to dry
The pain of goodbye
There's a nightly routine I go through
Chorus
My midnight tears falling down

13040. Midnight Tears - Chords

Midnight Tears 
The SteelDrivers

[INTRO]
G   F   C    G       D   G
 
[CHORUS]
      G        F     C              G
Those midnight tears find me in the darkness
            D        G
They make a mournful sound
G      F        C      G
No one sees and no one hears
            D              G
My midnight tears, falling down
 
 
[VERSE 1]
   D                      G
My friends wonder how I'm doing
     D                        G     G7
They look for the proof in my eyes
    C                         F        G
But they'll never know how my heart is breaking
               D          G
Or how you can make a man cry
 
 
[CHORUS]
      G        F     C              G
Those midnight tears find me in the darkness
            D        G
They make a mournful sound
G      F        C      G
No one sees and no one hears
            D              G
My midnight tears, falling down
 
 
[INTRUMENTAL]
G   F    C    G       D   G



G   F    C    G       D   G
 
 
[VERSE 2]
    D                            G
I'm stronger with each brand new morning
  D                              G     G7
I wake up swearing, I don't miss you
         C                  F       G
But till I learn to dry the pain of goodbye
                  D            G
There's a nightly routine I go through
 
 
[CHORUS]
      G        F     C              G
Those midnight tears find me in the darkness
            D        G
They make a mournful sound
G      F        C      G
No one sees and no one hears
            D              G    C
My midnight tears, falling down
   G        D
My midnight tears, falling down

13041. Midnight Train

Midnight Train
Vince Gill

I'm a long long way from home
Mendin' a broken heart
Runnin' away from a love gone wrong
Tryin' to make a new start
An old friend called me up to say
That you've made some wedding plans
I'm comin' home on that midnight train
And fight for you like a man

[Chorus]
Midnight train make your whistle blow
Engineer pour your load of coal
Midnight train make your engine whine
Midnight train get me home on time

Oh the thought of another man holdin' you
Is drivin' me insane
My only chance is to ride all night
I can't let you change your name
Now hey conductor we can't be late
Rollin' on down the track
'Cause you know tomorrow's your wedding day



I gotta win my baby back

[Chorus: x2]

13042. Midnight Train

David Rawlings
Midnight Train

[Verse 1]
The midnight train and the forty train
Run all night long
The midnight train and the forty train
Run all night long

[Refrain]
They run
Until the break of day

[Verse 2]
The little wheels and the great big wheels
Turn all night long
The little wheels and the great big wheels
Turn all night long

[Refrain]
They turn
Until the break of day

[Verse 3]
The one you left and the one you love
Cries all night long
The one you left and the one you love
Cries all night long
[Refrain]
She cries
Until the break of day

[Verse 4]
This love of mine, little light of mine
Shines all night long
This love of mine, little light of mine
Shines all night long

[Refrain]
He shines
Until the break of day
It shines
Until the break of day



13043. Midnight Train

Midnight Train
Vince Gill

I'm a long long way from home
Mendin' a broken heart
Runnin' away from a love gone wrong
Tryin' to make a new start
An old friend called me up to say
That you've made some wedding plans
I'm comin' home on that midnight train
And fight for you like a man

[Chorus]
Midnight train make your whistle blow
Engineer pour your load of coal
Midnight train make your engine whine
Midnight train get me home on time

Oh the thought of another man holdin' you
Is drivin' me insane
My only chance is to ride all night
I can't let you change your name
Now hey conductor we can't be late
Rollin' on down the track
'Cause you know tomorrow's your wedding day
I gotta win my baby back

[Chorus: x2]

13044. Midnight Train

David Rawlings
Midnight Train

[Verse 1]
The midnight train and the forty train
Run all night long
The midnight train and the forty train
Run all night long

[Refrain]
They run
Until the break of day

[Verse 2]
The little wheels and the great big wheels
Turn all night long
The little wheels and the great big wheels
Turn all night long

[Refrain]



They turn
Until the break of day

[Verse 3]
The one you left and the one you love
Cries all night long
The one you left and the one you love
Cries all night long
[Refrain]
She cries
Until the break of day

[Verse 4]
This love of mine, little light of mine
Shines all night long
This love of mine, little light of mine
Shines all night long

[Refrain]
He shines
Until the break of day
It shines
Until the break of day

13045. Midnight Train To Memphis

Midnight Train To Memphis
The Steeldrivers - Midnight Train To Memphis

Well, Judge looked down gave me fourty days
instead of the fine that I could not pay
said walk right you'll soon be home
cross the line and you're on your own

Fourty Days of shotguns and barbed wire fences
Fourty Nights to sit an listen to the midnight train to Memphis

Well now, whistle blows when the sun comes up
head to floor keep your big mouth shut
eat your breakfast on the ground
work like hell till the sun goes down

Fourty days of shotguns and barbed wire fences
Fourty nights to sit an listen to the midnight train to Memphis

Well now, 10 for the jury 10 for the judge
20 more to forget my grudge
when I get to 39 
thats the longest day in a prisoner's mind

Fourty days of shotguns and barbed wire fences
Fourty nights to sit an listen to the midnight train to Memphis



midnight train to Memphis

midnight train to Memphis

on the midnight train to Memphis

13046. Midnight Train To Memphis

Midnight Train to Memphis (Live)
Chris Stapleton

[Intro: Chris Stapleton]
Oh!

[Verse 1: Chris Stapleton]
Well, judge looked down, gave me forty days
Instead of the fine that I could not pay
Said "Walk right, you'll soon be home
Cross the line, you'll be on your own"

[Chorus: Chris Stapleton]
Forty days of shotguns and barbed wire fences
Forty nights to sit and listen
To the midnight train to Memphis

[Verse 2: Sturgill Simpson]
Well now, whistle blows when the sun comes up
Head to floor, keep your big mouth shut
Eat your breakfast on the ground
Work like hell till the sun goes down

[Chorus: Sturgill Simpson]
Forty days of shotguns and barbed wire fences
Forty nights to sit and listen
To the midnight train to Memphis

[Verse 3: Chris Stapleton]
Well now, ten for the jury, ten for the judge
Twenty more to forget my grudge
When I get to thirty-nine
That's the longest day in a prisoner's mind

[Chorus: Chris Stapleton]
Forty days of shotguns and barbed wire fences
Forty nights to sit and listen
To the midnight train to Memphis

[Outro: Chris Stapleton]
Midnight train to Memphis
Midnight train to Memphis
Oh, Midnight train to Memphis



13047. Midnight Turning Day Blues (Blue Yodel #6) - Chords

Midnight Turning Day Blues (Blue Yodel #6)
Recorded by Merle Haggard 
Written by Jimmie Rodgers

C                                                    C7
One of these mornings I'm sure gonna leave this town
F                                               C
One of these mornings I'm sure gonna leave this town
        G7                                    C
Cause a triflin' woman  sure keeps a good man down
                                                      C7
Yes she left me this morning midnight was turning day
F                                             C
She left me this morning midnight was turning day
         G7                                   C
I didn't have no blues  till my good gal went away
                                                        C7
I got the blues like midnight moon shining bright as day
  F                                                  C
I got the blues like midnight moon shining bright as day
  G7                                  C
I wish a tornado  would blow my blues away
                                                       C7
When a man is down and out a woman don't want him round
F                                                     C
Hey when a man is down and out a woman don't want him round
    G7                                              C
But when a man's got money he's the sweetest guy in town
                                                       C7
Hey a woman will follow you right to the jailhouse door
    F                                              C
Hey a woman will follow you right to the jailhouse door
     G7                                                         C
Then she'll laugh and tell you that you can't fuss and fight no more
                                                                   C7
I got the blues like midnight moon shining bright as day Lord Lord
  F                                                  C
I got the blues like midnight moon shining bright as day
  G7                                  C
I wish a tornado  would blow my blues away
            G7        C
Yodel le-te-o le-te-o lete

13048. Midnight Turning Day Blues (Blue Yodel No 6)

Midnight Turning Day Blues (Blue Yodel No 6)
(Jimmie Rodgers)



One of these mornings I'm sure gonna leave this town
One of these mornings I'm sure gonna leave this town
'Cause a triflin' woman sure keeps a good man down.

Yes, she left me this morning midnight was turning day
She left me this morning midnight was turning day
I didn't have no blues till my good gal went away.

I got the blues like midnight moon shining bright as day
I got the blues like midnight moon shining bright as day
I wish a tornado would blow my blues away.

Here come them dobro.

--- Instrumental ---

It's like in 1930.

When a man is down and out a woman don't want him round
Hey, when a man is down and out a woman don't want him round
But when a man's got money he's the sweetest guy in town.

A woman will follow you right to the jailhouse door
Hey, a woman will follow you right to the jailhouse door
Then she'll laugh and tell you that you can't fuss and fight no more.

I got the blues like midnight moon shining bright as day Lord Lord
I got the blues like midnight moon shining bright as day
I wish a tornado would blow my blues away.

Yodel le-ee yodel le-ee e-ee e-ee...

13049. Midnight Will Become Day - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Midnight Will Become Day 
by Jim Lauderdale

F#                   B           F#
An eclipse like this rarely will happen
                B        F#
A shade is made few ever see
                                 B       F#
How the alignment is decided and seasons travel
F#                        B        F#
Remains unexplained till somebody tries
C#            B           F#
I'm glad that you had the courage
   C#            B         F#
To live what you wanted to say
C#            B           F#
The garden is starting to flourish
    D#m           C#      F#



And midnight will become  day
    D#m           C#      F#    
Oh  Midnight will become  day

SOLO

C#            B           F#
I'm glad that you had the courage
   C#            B         F#
To live what you wanted to say
C#            B           F#
The garden is starting to flourish
    D#m           C#      F#
And midnight will become  day
    D#m           C#      F#    
Oh  Midnight will become  day
F#                       B            F#
Stormes born sails torn far from the shoreline
F#                              B        F#
Safe at home having flown those perilous flights
F#                             B
Every single little twinkle is brighter than imagined
F#                           B             F#
Like you did as a kid you're watching them fall
C#            B           F#
I'm glad that you had the courage
   C#            B         F#
To live what you wanted to say
C#            B           F#
The garden is starting to flourish
    D#m           C#      F#
And midnight will become  day
    D#m           C#      F#    
Oh  Midnight will become  day
C#            B           F#
I'm glad that you had the courage
   C#            B         F#
To live what you wanted to say
C#            B           F#
The garden is starting to flourish
    D#m           C#      F#
And midnight will become  day
    D#m           C#      F#    
Oh  Midnight will become  day

>From Jim Lauderdale 'The Hummingbirds'
Dualtone Records 2002
Laudersongs/Mighty Music Music(BMI)

13050. Midwestern Boy

Midwestern Boy
Kathy Kallick



Come to me, midwestern boy
Summer skin, warm as the corn
One slow dance on a moonlight beach
Dressed in just what you were born in

Tall and lanky by the lake
Smilin' sideways, a freckled face
Wait for me, midwestern boy
And I will meet you in that place

Play those songs that tell a story
Great beginnings and the end of childhood
What a time to come of age
Free love and the war a-raging

I don't know the plans you made
Gone to college or to dodge the draft
I just needed someone to run to
Until I finally turned eighteen

[Do you remember when ... ]

Perhaps the east coast or the west
Just anywhere that's not so in between
I'll see you, midwestern boy
There's still time to have a dream

Fireflies light up the dark
Skin so brown and hearts so open
Now close your eyes, midwestern boy
And I will be with you tonight

13051. Might As Well

The Lil' Smokies - Might As Well

We moved along the Western Front
Through broken towns and thriving cities
She turned to me and tried to speak
But knew there'd be no convincing
And something changed in the way she smiled
She had a smirk like Mona Lisa
She became to me, a mystery
It's like trying to make sense of the ocean
(Chorus)
Might as well she told me long ago
That you never really know
Might as well she told me long ago
I'd never know, until I
Recalled that night in the canyon bar
We sang karaoke to the strangers
But I still get chills; I probably always will



Whenever I hear 'Tiny Dancer'
Chorus
Need A Minute
After we were done painting the town
We had colored ourselves faded
Spinning iron seemed to be pointing down
And time like tree pitch was dripping
It's so hard and you never quite can tell
When the soft hand becomes grated
(Chorus)
But it's true I lost my voice over you
It seemed to force me to listen
And I needed truth and to find myself through
But maybe right now I need a minute
Maybe right now I need a minute
We watched the treetops light up like a flare
Finally all the dust had settled

13052. Might As Well Be Me

Might as Well Be Me
Larkin Poe - Might as Well Be Me

[Chorus]
If you wanna hurt somebody, oh
It might as well be me
Yeah, if you wanna do somebody wrong, oh
It might as well be me

[Verse 1]
I been there for you, baby
All along
Giving love to you daily
Making it strong, so strong

[Chorus]
If you wanna hurt somebody, oh
It might as well be me
Yeah, if you wanna do somebody wrong, oh
It might as well be me

[Verse 2]
Trouble weighs on you lately
It's there in your eyes
And it's driving you crazy
Let me inside, inside

[Chorus]
If you wanna hurt somebody, oh
It might as well be me
Yeah, if you wanna do somebody wrong, oh
It might as well be me, yeah



[Chorus]
Oh, if you wanna hurt somRbody, oh
It might as well be me
YRah, if you wanna do somebody wrong, oh
It might as well be me

[Outro]
If you wanna love, love somebody, I said, oh
It might as well be me
It might as well, it might as well
It might as well be me, yeah
Let it be me
Let it be me
Let it be me
Oh, oh, let it be me, oh
Let it be me
I said let, let it be me, yeah

13053. Might As Well Get Stoned

Might as Well Get Stoned
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Well she said she didn't love me
And kicked me out the door
Now I'm livin' in one room
And sleepin' on the floor

[Pre-Chorus 1]
I think I'm gonna kick my boots off
And put some music on
And since I'm all alone
I might as well get stoned

[Chorus 1]
I might as well get stoned
And get it off my mind
Ain't got a thing to do
All I've got is time
The bottle's all I've had
To be a friend of mine
And since my whiskey's gone
I might as well get stoned

[Verse 2]
Every time I watch the TV
Another soldier dies
Another brother's gone
Another mother cries

[Pre-Chorus 2]
Now I know they've got a job to do



But if I had one wish
I wish they'd all come home
So we could all get stoned

[Chorus 2]
I might as well get stoned
And get it off my mind
Ain't got shit to do
All I've got is time
The bottle's all I've had
To be a friend of mine
And since my whiskey's gone
I might as well get stoned

[Outro]
Might as well get stoned
Oh, might as well get stoned
Might as well get stoned

13054. Mighty Close To Heaven - Chords

Mighty Close To Heaven 
Mollie O'Brien, Rich Moore

[Intro]
G Am G D G Am G
 
[Verse 1]
G
Mighty Close to Heaven
Am
Mighty Close to Heaven
G                             D
Then I'll live with Jesus all alone
G
Mighty Close to heaven
Am
Mighty close to heaven
G                     D              G
I get mighty close to heaven thru my tears
 
[Verse 2]
G
I see death come creeping
Am
Leaving loved ones sleeping
G                                    D
Hushing my poor heart with grief and fear
G
When my friends don't answer
Am
I turn to my master
G                     D       G



I get close to heaven thru my tears
 
[Verse 3]
G
Oh my Lord he's waiting
Am
waiting for his children
G                                 D
Waiting on the one's he calls his own
G
In my time of trials
Am
Trials long and lonely
G                      D     G
I can hear him calling me on home.
 
[Verse 4]
G
All the one's before me
Am
Gone into that valley
G                                   D
Leaving my poor heart to bruise and break
G
Now I hear them calling
Am
Telling me to follow
G                  D               G
A purer and better life is mine to take
 
[Verse 5]
G
Mighty close to heaven
Am
Mighty close to heaven
G
Then I'll live with Jesus all alone
G
Might close to heaven
Am
Mighty close to heaven
G                     D              G
I get mighty close to heaven thru my tears
G                     D       G
I get close to heaven thru my tears
 
[Outro]

13055. Mighty Dark For Me To Travel

Mighty dark for me to travel
Ricky Skaggs



Chorus:
It's mighty dark for me to travel
Oh, for my sweetheart, she is gone
Roads rough, and fields of gravel
And I must journey all alone

Travelin' down this lonesome highway
For my sweetheart, she is gone
Though soon we'll be together
But I must journey all alone

[ Chorus ]

Many nights we strolled together
I know soon we'll be together
She's the only one I love

[ Chorus - x2 ]

13056. Mighty Dark To Travel

Blue Dogs - Mighty Dark To Travel

To me she was a little angel
Sent down to me from God above
Cause on the day that I first met her
And I told her of our love
It's mighty dark for me to travel
For my sweetheart she is gone
The road is rough and filled with gravel
I must journey all alone
On the night we strolled together
Talking of our love so fair
She said she'd always loved me
And she'd always there
It's mighty dark for me to travel
For my sweetheart she is gone
The road is rough and filled with gravel
I must journey all alone

13057. Mighty Fine - Chords

Mighty Fine 
Hot Buttered Rum
 
[Verse 1]
G                    Em
Some come and sell a dance
G                    D



Some come and sell a drink
Em                        C
Well I came to town for a pretty girl
D
Now she don't care about me
 
G                   Em
Some try to play it smooth
G                    D
Some try to play the line
       Em                      C
Well I played my cards like an open book
      D                         G
And I tell ya now I feel mighty fine
 
 
[Chorus]
G                   C
Mighty fine, mighty fine
G                      D
Not a dark cloud on my mind
G                        Em
Her love was the leavin' kind
D                        G
All in all I feel mighty fine
 
 
G C
G D
G Em
D G
 
[Verse 2]
G                     Em
Some like the dancin' hall
G                    D
Some like the starry sky
     Em                                 C
Well I was lonesome when she was in the room
   D
So lonesome I could cry
 
G                    Em
Some write it on the skin
G                     D
Some read between the lines
         Em                                 C
Well I'd sing if I thought I could play the rhythm
      D                         G
And I tell ya now I feel mighty fine
 
 
[Chorus]
G                   C
Mighty fine, mighty fine
G                      D
Not a dark cloud on my mind



G                        Em
Her love was the leavin' kind
D                        G
All in all I feel mighty fine
G                   C
Mighty fine, mighty fine
G                      D
Not a dark cloud on my mind
G                        Em
Her love was the leavin' kind
D                    C
She was never really mine
D                        G
All in all I feel mighty fine
 
Em
Em
Em C
D G F#
 
Em D/F# G
A B E D
C/G
D G
 
Gsus4 G7 funky jam about 1 minute
 
G C
G D
G Em
D G
 
G C
G D
G Em
D G
 
[Verse 3]
G                  Em
She never tried to see
G                     D
Lord she never got my wings
Em                            C
She's out lookin' for another guy
D
Who makes a thousand bucks a day
 
G                 Em
She had to pullup roots
G                               D
And she also left her friends behind
Em                           C
Now I see the question in my song
      D                         G
And I tell ya now I feel mighty fine
 
 



[Chorus]
G                   C
Mighty fine, mighty fine
G                      D
Not a dark cloud on my mind
G                        Em
Her love was the leavin' kind
D                        G
All in all I feel mighty fine
G                   C
Mighty fine, mighty fine
G                      D
Not a dark cloud on my mind
G                        Em
Her love was the leavin' kind
D                    C
She was never really mine
D                        G
All in all I feel mighty fine
 
G C
G D
G Em
D G
 
Em D/F# G
A B E D
C/G
D G
 
G

13058. Mighty Good Book

Mighty Good Book
Gillian Welch - Mighty Good Book

[Verse 1]
There's a mighty good book and it tells a story
It's a bible on a shelf
Oh' you' know the names' and you know the stories
Have you' ever read it for yourself?
[Chorus]
It's a mighty good book, it's a mighty good book
Of the man who died on the way
It's a mighty good book, it's a mighty good book
And it's just as true today
[Verse 2]
Oh it tells of the hill and the land of Zion
Where they took a man who made no crime
While the wicked walked through the women crying
And the sun refused to shine
[Chorus]



It's a mighty good book, it's a mighty good book
Of the man who died on the way
It's a mighty good book, it's a mighty good book
And it's just as true today
[Verse 3]
Now there's gonna come a day when you go to glory
And you're gonna hear the master's call
Are you gonna wish you read the story
Of when Jesus paid it all?
[Chorus]
It's a mighty good book, it's a mighty good book
Of the man who died on the way
It's a mighty good book, it's a mighty good book
And it's just as true today
[Outro]
It's a mighty good book, it's a mighty good book
And it's just as true today

13059. Mighty River

Railroad Earth - Mighty River 

Sun risin' on the shoulder
won't take much to grow us older, no
just a little time

i was in the livin' callin'
could it be that you were callin' too
my, my

i think about it

blows out & bowls ya over
don't take long to realize, we're standin'
on shaky ground

ridin' on a backroad dreamin'
hear a voice tellin' you, you're losin'
something dear

do ya doubt it?

in the mighty river, rollin' along
in the mighty river, losin' hold
in the mighty river, over my head
oh, oh

write me down as one who knew
revenge means more revenge on you
what ya gonna do?

in a song that i once sang
i heard a bell & it just rang my blues



right away

think about it

in the mighty river, rollin' along
oh, washin' clean
in the mighty river, i'm over my head
oh, tearin' free

13060. Mighty Storm

The Duhks - Mighty Storm

You know the year was 1900,
15 years ago,
Death came howling on the ocean
Death calls, you gotta go
Galveston had a sea wall
To keep the water down
And a high tide from the ocean
Spread the water over the town

Wasn't that a mighty storm,
Wasn't that a mighty storm,
Wasn't that a mighty storm,
It blew the people all away

You know the trumpets gave them warning,
You'd better leave this place,
Now no one thought of leaving,
'Til Death stared them in the face
And the trains they all were loaded
The people were all leaving town,
The trestles gave way to the water
And the trains they went on down, now

chorus

Rain it was a fallin'
Thunder began to roll
Lightning flashed like hellfire
The wind began to blow
And the seas began to rollin'
And the ships they could not stand
And I heard a captain crying
Good God save a drownin' man

Death, your hands are clammy
You got them on my knee
You come and took my mother,
Won't you come back for me?
Death you cruel master,
When the wind began to blow



Rode in on a team of horses
Cried oh Death won't you let me go?

chorus x2

13061. Mile On The Moon - Chords

Mile On The Moon 
Sarah Jarosz
 
Capo II
 
[Intro]
Em A
 
[Verse]
Em                       A
Set me free and watch me fall
Em                     A
Lose the feeling of it all
Em                            A
I wish the night would let me in
Em                             A
Back here knocking on the door again
 
 
[Chorus]
C          G
If I ever wake up
D        A
At the right time
C          G
If I ever wake up
D                  A           Em
I'll find a way to change your mind
 
[Interlude]
Em A
(Can add in riff, below)
 
 
Em                         A
I dreamed we fell into the night
Em                                 A
Your darkness shined the brightest light
Em                        A
We drove for miles on the moon
Em                   A
I'd go anywhere with you
 
 
[Interlude]
 then Chorus x 2



 
[Riff]
 
  Em             A
e/---0-2-3-2-0---------/
B/-------------3-2-----/
G/---------------------/
D/---------------------/
A/---------------------/
E/---------------------/

13062. Miles In Memories - Chords

Miles In Memories
Recorded by Ernest Tubb
Written by Ernest Tubb and Carl Story

G                    D7                G
Yes I've got lots of miles but lots of memories
                       D7              G
And I wouldn't set the miles back if I could
          C                      G               Em
Cause whenever I get blue I know exactly what to do
       C                D7           G
Just retravel all those miles in memories

                       D7                G
You say that all those miles are showing on me
                           D7                  G
Well I'll admit I had some rough ones way back when
        C                      G            Em
But for every mile they hold a story left untold
     A7                      D7
Back there in my book of memories

repeat #1 Cause I've got lots...

                 D7            G
Now as faces and places come before me
                  D7          G
Making up my full book of memories
      C                      G                Em
And I wouldn't ever dare one page to solve up there
        A7                          D7
I might want to review them all someday

repeat #1 Yes I've got lots...



13063. Miles Of Texas - Chords

Miles of Texas
(Miles And Miles Of Texas)
IIIrd Tyme Out

I's (G)born in Louisiana, down (C)on the old bay-(G)ou;
(C)Raised on shrimp and (G)catfish, (A7)Mammy's good gum-(D7)bo.
I (G)got the ramblin' fever, said good-(C)bye to maw and (G)paw;
(C)Crossed that (d flat dim)old Red (G)River(E7) (A7)this is (D7)what I (G)saw.

Chorus
I saw (G)miles and miles of Texas, all the stars up in the (D7)sky;
I saw (G)miles and miles of (c min 9)Texas, gonna (G)live here (D7)'til I
(G)die.

Verse 2
I (G)rode up in to Austin, the (C)cradle of the (G)West;
(C)Just ask any (G)cowboy, he'll (A)tell you that its the (D7)best.
And I (G)met a Texas beauty, I got (C)friendly with her (G)Paw;
I (C)looked in-(d flat dim)to her (G)big blue (E7)eyes, and (A7)this is
(D7)what I (G)saw.

Chorus
Instrumental break same as Chorus

Verse 3
I (G)started tamin' broncos, made (C)every rode-(G)o;
Un-(C)til I met a (G)tough one, you know his (A7)name was Devil (D7)Joe.
And I (G)grabbed hold of his bridle, just to (C)ride this old out-(G)law;
He (C)threw me (d flat dim)from the (G)saddle(E7), and (A7)this is (D7)what
I (G)saw.

13064. Miles To Go

Miles to Go
Alison Krauss & Union Station

It's feelin' longer now than it ever has before
Another memory is another slammin' door
It's gettin' too dark now to see

Every photograph is another lesson learned
Every sleepless night is another page I've turned
I wake up to fallin' dreams

And the petals start to fade by the picket fences
Just another shade of miles and miles to go

If I had a chance, I must've missed it long ago
If I could run away, I wouldn't have to let you go
This angel's bound to stray



Like an hourglass, I'm a soul to sinkin' sand
You try to hold my heart and I will slip right through your hands
Time just blows away

And the petals start to fade by the picket fences
Just another shade of miles and miles to go
And the tears forever flow

And the petals start to fade by the picket fences
Just another shade of miles and miles to go
And this angel's bound to stray
It's another shade of miles and miles to go

13065. Milk Cow Blues

Doc Watson & Merle Watson
Milk Cow Blues
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Town Mountain

Well, I woke up this mornin' looked out my door
I thought I'd hear that milk cow, I can tell the way she lore
If you see my milk cow, please drive her on home
Ain't had no milk and butter, woo, since that cow got gone

Now you've gotta treat me right, day by day
Get out that little prayer book, get on your knees and pray
'Cause you're gonna need, yes, you're gonna need my help someday
Yeah, you're gonna be sorry you went and treated me this way

Well, good evenin', don't that sun look good goin' down?
Yeah, good evenin', don't that sun look good goin' down?
And don't your bed look lonesome
When your sweet women, she hang around?

Now I've tried everythin' baby, to get along with you
Now I'm gonna tell you what I'm gonna do
I'm gonna stop cryin', gonna leave you alone
If you don't believe I'm leavin', you can count the days I'm gone
You won't see, oh, you ain't gon' see my face no more

You just gonna be wonderin'
Oh, where in this world that I'm gone

13066. Milk Shakin' Mama - Chords

Milk Shakin' Mama 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Verse 1]



  G                            G
I sat down at counter with the menu in my hand
       G                        G
When I saw what was behind it I hit a grand slam
 
[Chorus]
         C                   C    B        C
I saw my soda fountain baby (soda fountain baby)
         G                   G    F#       G
I saw my soda fountain baby (soda fountain baby)
          D                            C                               G
I saw the girl who keeps the ice cream   and now it's I who scream for her
 
[Verse 2]
    G                                G
She asked me can I help you and what flavor would you like
G    N.C.
Just the way she said it got me higher than a kite
 
[Chorus]
         C                   C    B        C
I saw my soda fountain baby (soda fountain baby)
         G                  G    F#      G
I saw my soda jerkin' baby (soda jerkin' baby)
          D                            C                               G
I saw the girl who keeps the ice cream   and now it's I who scream for her
 
[Verse 3]
             G                      G
By the time she brought my sundae I could not eat a bite
   G                        G
I let it drip all over as I stared with all my might
 
[Chorus]
      C                   C    B        C
At my soda fountain baby (soda fountain baby)
          G                  G    F#      G
That's my milk shakin' mama (milk shakin' mama)
  D                                    C                               G
I saw the girl who keeps the ice cream   and now it's I who scream for her
 
[Bridge]
G F# G  G#  A  A#  C
                     Strawberry, raspberry, chocolate nut fudge
G                                            F# G
Bananas and some whipped cream couldn't make me budge
C
Maraschino cherries sittin' on the top
G                                 F#        G
Even some spumoni couldn't get me from that shop
    C                      B  C
But then I had a root beer
     D    N.C.
As I paid my check I wondered, heck would she ever call me dear
          D                            C                               G
I saw the girl who keeps the ice cream   and now it's I who scream for her
 



[Instrumental]
 
[Verse 4]
      G                       G
Well, luckily I hung around until she got off work
G
Later we got married and had a bunch of little jerks
 
[Chorus]
          C                  C    B       C
That's my soda jerkin' mama (soda jerkin' mama)
          G                    G    F#      G
That's my milk shakin' motha' (milk shakin' motha')
          D                            C
I saw the girl who keeps the ice cream   and now it's I who scream for her
 
[Bridge]
C
Strawberry, raspberry, chocolate nut fudge
G                                            F# G
Bananas and some whipped cream couldn't make me budge
C
Maraschino cherries sittin' on the top
G                                 F#        G
Even some spumoni couldn't get me from that shop
    C                      B   C
And then I had a root beer
     D     N.C.
As I paid my check I wondered, heck would she ever call me dear
          D                            C              D                B         G  E7
I saw the girl who keeps the ice cream   and now it's I who scream for herrrrrrrrr
C                C#dim  G         E
Next time you're hungry take my advice
C            D            G        F#      G
Try the soda fountain, it could be just as nice
   G        F#      G        G        F#      G
It could be just as nice, it could be just as nice

13067. Mill Towns

Mill Towns - Del Mccoury Band

Heard a voice call down
From the lonesome north
Singin' songs of the work and worth
Hard edged stories from
The hard rock towns
I can picture Saturday night
Tires squealin' from the main street lights
Hear the crackin' of the cables
On the cage as it's lowered down
Hard edged stories from
The streets of the mining town



Chorus:
Don't follow me in boys
Don't follow me in boys
Don't follow me in boys
Don't follow me down

I was raised by the seaway side
Staring out a the river wide
Rode my bike up the bridge
Looked back at the paper mill
Through the windows I'd try and see
What the future held for the likes of me
I can hear the shift change siren still
In the seaway city by the stacks
Of the paper mill

Chorus:

And the towns that rose with the mines and mills
Watch the future pass
Like they're standin' still
And the kids all leave
Like light when the sun goes down
When you go back now
And you walk the streets
There's parking lots
Where the buildings used to be
Night still falls
But it doesn't make a sound
Long shadows fall
On the streets of the cold mill towns

Chorus (x2)

13068. Miller's Cave

Miller's Cave
Michael Cleveland

Way down in the state of Georgia
Through the swamps and everglades
There's a hole in Tiger Mountain
God help the man who gets lost in Miller's Cave

I had a girl in Waycross Georgia
But she had unfaithful ways
She made me feel I was unwanted
Like the bats and the bears in Miller's Cave

I couldn't stand the way she did me
I could take her lowdown ways
Before I stay with a cheatin' woman



I'll go live with the bears in Miller's Cave

I caught her out one Sunday morning
With a man they call Big Dave
The meanest man in Waycross Georgia
I'd rather fight a mountain lion in Miller's Cave

I said you'll pay both you and Davey
I'm gonna see you in your grave
They laughed at me and then I shot them
I took their cheating scheming bones to Miller's Cave

That woman made me feel unwanted
But I showed her I was brave
The most wanted man in the state of Georgia
But they'll never find me 'cause I'm lost in Miller's Cave

13069. Million Miles

Molly Tuttle - Million Miles

[Verse 1]
Called the cable man 'cause my screen was blurry
Seems the more I rush all I do is worry
I'm too much like my mom, all she does is hurry
What's a girl to do today?

[Chorus]
Gonna let the ocean flood underneath my door and
Carry me and my couch away
If you were here you'd be my lifeboat, save me
But you're a million miles away
You're a million miles away

[Verse 2]
Saw my friends today, they all want the story
How can I explain? Went down in a blaze of glory
If I could see your face this time I'd say I'm sorry
But I know that it's too late

[Chorus]
Gonna let the ocean flood underneath my door and
Carry me and my couch away
If you were here you'd be my lifeboat, save me
But you're a million miles away
You're a million miles away

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Gonna let the ocean flood underneath my door and
Carry me and my couch away
If you were here you'd be my lifeboat, save me



But you're a million miles away
You're a million miles away

[Outro]
You're a million miles away

13070. Millionaire

Millionaire
David Olney - Front Country
Laurie Lewis

I started out with one lone dollar
gambled with a man and I won me another
bought me a gun and I robbed my brother
I'm bad but I don't care boys
gonna be a millionaire

I hopped on a ship and I sailed on the waves
dealt in rum and I dealt in slaves
Left my captain in a watery grave
I'm bad but I don't care boys,
gonna be a millionaire

Chorus:
How many of you want to see me dead
How many of you want to have my head
how many of you just live your lives
wishing you were me, boys
wishing you were me

I married rich a pretty little wife
brought her misery ev'ry day of her life
she slit her wrist with a silver knife
but you can't blame that on me boys
the money belongs to me

I found myself in a good position
to buy myself a cheap politician
bought myself a big election
that's just how it went boys
now I own a president

Chorus

When you say your prayers down on your knees
ask the Lord to forgive you please
if it crosses your mind say one for me
cause I know where I'm bound boys
I know where I'm bound

Repeat First Verse



13071. Millworker

Emmylou Harris - Millworker
Shady Mix

Now my grandfather was a sailor,
He blew in off the water
My father was a farmer 
I, his only daughter,
Took up with a no-good millworking man from Massachusetts
Who dies from too much whiskey 
And leaves me these three faces to feed

Millwork ain't easy; mill-work ain't hard
Millwork, it ain't nothing but an awful boring job
I'm waiting for a day dream
To take me through the morning
And put me in my coffee break
Where I can have a sandwich and remember

Then it's me and my machine 
For the rest of the morning 
For the rest of the afternoon 
And the rest of my life

Now my mind begins to wander 
To the days back on the farm
I can see my father smiling at me, 
Swingin' on his arm
I can hear my grand-dad's stories 
Of the storms out on Lake Erie
Where vessels and cargos and fortunes 
And sailor's lives were lost

Yes, but it's my life has been wasted, 
And I have been the fool
To let this manufacture use my body for a tool.
I can ride home in the evening, 
Staring at my hands
Swearing by my sorrow that a young girl 
Ought to stand a better chance

So may I work the mills 
Just as long as I am able
And never meet the man whose 
Name is on the label

It be me and my machine 
For the rest of the morning 
For the rest of the afternoon 
And the rest of my life



13072. Milwaukee Blues

Milwaukee Blues
David Davis & The Warrior River Boys

One Tuesday morning and it looked like rain
Around the curve come a passenger train
On the blind sat old Bill Jones
A good old hobo and he's trying to get home
Trying to get home, he's trying to get home
He's a good old hobo and he's trying to get home
Way down in Georgia on a tramp
The roads are getting muddy and the leaves are getting damp
I've got to catch a freight train and leave this town
Cause they don't allow no hobos a-hanging around
Hanging around, yes, a-hanging around
Cause they don't allow no hobos a-hanging around
I left Atlanta one morning before day
The brakeman said, "You'll have to pay"
Got no money but I'll pawn my shoes
I want to go west, I got the Milwaukee blues
Got the Milwaukee blues, got the Milwaukee blues
I want to go west, I got the Milwaukee blues
Old Bill Jones said before he died
"Fix the roads so the 'bos can ride
When they ride they will ride the rods
Put all their trust in the hands of God
In the hands of God, in the hands of God
They'll put all their trust in the hands of God"
Old Bill Jones said before he died
There's two more roads he'd like to ride
Fireman said "What can it be?"
"Southern Pacific and the Santa Fe
Santa Fe, yes, Santa Fe
Southern Pacific and the Santa Fe"

13073. Milwaukee Here I Come

Milwaukee Here I Come
Jimmy Martin

Milwaukee's where we before we came here
Working in a brewery, making the finest beer
She came to me on a payday night, said let's go to Tennessee
So we went down to Nashville to Grand Ole Opery

I'm gonna get on the old turnpike and I'm gonna ride
I'm gonna leave this town till you decide
Which one you want the most, them Opery stars or me



Mulwaukee here I come from Nashville, Tennessee

We turned on the TV, Minnie Pearl was talking loud
I said she's the woman for me, I love her,there's no doubt
I'm leaving here right now to find out where she's at and if I can find her
I'll settle for little pretty Tammy Wynette

* Refrain

I'm going now and trade my old ford for an Olds
I might get all drunked up and trade it for a Rolls
One thing I know for sure, I'll always be blue
There ain't no way to get drunk enough to stop my loving you

* Refrain

13074. Mind Your Own Business

Mind Your Own Business 

Mind Your Own Business
(Words and music by Hank Williams, Sr.)

If the wife and I was fussin', brother that's our right
Me and that ole woman bought a license to fight
Why don't you mind your own business  (Mind your own business)
Yeah,  mind your own business  (Mind your own business)
If you  mind your own business, you won't be mindin' mine.

Well, the woman on the party line's a nosey thing
She picks up her receiver when she knows it's my ring
Why don't you mind your own business  (Mind your own business)
Yeah, mind your own business  (Mind your own business)
If you mind your own business, you won't be mindin' mine.

--- Instrumental with ad libs ---

Well, I got a little girl that wears her hair up high
The boys all hollar when she walks by
Why don't you mind your own business  (Mind your own business)
Yeah, mind your own business  (Mind your own business)
Just mind your own business, you wont be mindin' mine.

--- Instrumental with ad libs ---

I may tell a lot of stories that may not be true
But I can get to Heaven just as easy as you
Why don't you mind your own business  (Mind your own business)
Yeah, will you mind your own business  (Mind your own business)
Mind your business, and you won't be mindin' mine.

--- Instrumental with ad libs ---



Now, If I want to honky tonk 'til around two or three
Darlin' that's my headache, don't you worry 'bout me.
Why don't you mind your own business  (Mind your own business)
Go on and mind your own business  (Mind your own business)
If you're mindin' your business, you won't be mindin' mine.

--- Instrumental  ---

Mindin' other people's business seems to be high-toned
Well, I got all that I can do just to mind my own
Mind your own business  (Mind your own business)
Yeah, mind your own business  (Mind your own business)
If you mind your businessm  you won't be mindin' mine.

Dear Lord, If you mind your business, you'll be busy all the time...

13075. Mine - Chords

Mine
Written and recorded by Dolly Parton

C              F          C            F
A little white house with black wooden shutters 
  C              F           C            G7
A porch with its columns all covered with vine
C         F                 C             F
My broken dream house where he lives with another
    C        G7             C
But this was supposed to be mine

               F             C               F
And two little children that look like their daddy
C             F             C              G7
With the same smile and the same eyes that shine
    C          F     C             F
The only thing wrong I'm not their mommy 
    C         G7             C
But they were supposed to be mine

     F         A#7         F
He's givin' to her what he promised to me
    A#7                          F
The plans that we made never can be
    C             F           C      F
For each night he holds and caresses another
    C      G7             C
And she is supposed to be me

repeat #3

          G7             C
And he is supposed to be mine



13076. Mine And Only Mine

Mine And Only Mine (Larry W. Jones 10/26/2007) 

Dear, my love for you is true
When I tell you I love you
I will cheer you when you're blue
I will help your dreams come true
I will share the good and bad
Dear, I'll never make you sad
Take my hand and you'll be fine
You are mine and only mine
I will always call you dear
And I'll always want you near
True love's light will always shine
In your heart as well as mine
And as for the vows we make
I will give more than I'll take
Take my hand and you'll be fine
You are mine and only mine
- instrumental -
And as for the vows we make
I will give more than I'll take
Take my hand and you'll be fine
You are mine and only mine
Whether we are rich or poor
My love will be true and sure
I will tell you, I love you
Will you tell me, Yes I do
If you honor and obey
From your side I'll never stray
Take my hand and you'll be fine
You are mine and only mine
Take my hand and you'll be fine
You are mine and only mine

13077. Miner - Chords

Miner 
The Hackensaw Boys
 
[Intro]
E
E           E           E           E            (x2)
E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7  (x2)
E
 
[Verse 1]
E



If I was a miner, I'd sing about the mine
                                  F#m
I'd tell you of the women, they'd love you for a time
G              D     G                 D
Love you for a time, take you to their home
G          D                       E
If I was a miner, I'd make them my own
E         G
Hey! Hey! Hey!
D            E
Make them my own
 
[Verse Intro]
E7
 
[Verse 2]
E
If I was a banker, I'd take a widow's farm
                                  F#m
I'd never work on Sunday, and I'd eat my biscuits warm
G                   D               G            D
I'd eat my biscuits warm, with some fruit from a jar
G          D                        E
If I was a banker, I'd buy me a new car
E         G
Hey! Hey! Hey!
D            E
Buy me a new car
 
[Verse Intro]
E7
 
[Instrumental] (Verse sequence, no vocals)
E
F#m
G      D      G     D
G      D            E
G
D      E
 
[Verse Intro]
E7
 
[Verse 3]
E
If I was a preacher, I'd speak the holy word
                                        F#m
I'd leave the church to ramble, and I'd congregate with birds
G                   D             G             D
I'd congregate with birds, and forget about the rest
G                   D                           E
You must believe in heaven if you wanna build a nest
E         G
Hey! Hey! Hey!
D             E
Wanna build a nest
 



[Bridge]
G               D        G                  D
If your woman's stubborn and she's got cold feet
    G               D                              E
You take her to the laundromat and roll her in the sheets
    G               D         G              D
And if your woman's triflin', and she got no love
    G               D                             E
You take her to the river and you wash her in the flood
E         G
Hey! Hey! Hey!
D               E
Wash her in the flood
E         G
Hey! Hey! Hey!
D               E
Wash her in the flood
E         G
Hey! Hey! Hey!
D               E
Wash her in the flood

13078. Miner's Lullaby - Chords

Miner's Lullaby
Utah Phillips
Jodi Stecher/Kate Brislin

Banjo tuned E, Capo 2, Key C
 C F C 
Once long a-go he was handsome and tall,
 G7 C
And fit to be called to the war.
 F C
We left our village family and all
 G7 C
Never to return any more
 F G C F
Now he takes his coat, his bucket and lamp
 G7 C
And whistles away to the cage
 F
Where men young and old
 C 

 G7 C 
Gather in search of a wage,
 D G C F
Husband sleep, lay your head back and dream,
 G F C
A slow falling leaf born down to the stream,
 D G C F
Then carried away in the arms of morphine,



 G7 C
Homeward far over the sea.

My husband and I are Roman in faith,
Though we have a secret to keep;
If ever his life is taken away,
Then gentle and long will he sleep.
Oh, some men pass with family around,
And linens and blankets so clean;
But there's seldom a miner goes under the ground
Without his tin of morphine.

But now here's a word, an explosion is heard;
The miners are trapped far below;
If any survive down there alive,
I'm certain we never will know;
Although our families have vainly appealed,
No rescue attempt can be seen;
Our hope for loved ones in the dark earth sealed,
Now lies in a tin of morphine.

13079. Miner's Prayer

Miner's Prayer

When the whistle blows each morning
And I walk down in this cold dark mine.
I say a prayer to my dear savior
Please let me see the sunshine one more day.

   When oh when will it be over
   When will I lay these burdens down?
   And when I die dear Lord in Heaven
   Please take my soul from beneath that cold dark ground.

I still grieve for my poor brother
And I still hear my dear old mother cry
When late that night they came and told her
He'd lost his life down in that Big Shoal mine.

I have no shame I feel no sorrow
If on this earth not much I own
Cause I have the love of my sweet children
An old plow mule a shovel and a hoe.

13080. Miner's Prayer - Chords

Miner's Prayer
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam



G
When the whistle blows each morning
      D7                          G
And I walk down in that cold dark mine
I say a prayer to my dear Savior
              D7                        G
Please let me see the sunshine one more time
        C               G
When oh when will it be over
     C                        D7
When will I lay these burdens down
           G
And when I die dear Lord in heaven
               D7                             G
Please take my soul from neath that cold dark ground
I still grieve for my poor brother
            D7                      G
And I still hear my dear old mother cry
When late that night they came and told her
              D7                        G
He'd lost his life down in the Van Lear Mine
Repeat #2
I have no shame I feel no sorrow
           D7               G
If on this earth not much I own
I have the love of my sweet children
            D7                  G
An old plow mule a shovel and a hoe
Repeat #2
D7          G
Yeah when I die dear Lord in heaven
               D7                             G
Please take my soul from neath that cold dark ground

13081. Miner's Refrain

Gillian Welch - Miner's Refrain
Dry Branch Fire Squad

In the black dust towns of East Tennessee
All the works about the same
Well you may not go to a job in the ground 
But you'll learn the Miner's Refrain

[Chorus]
I'm down in a hole, I'm down in a hole
Down in a deep dark hole
I'm down in a hole, I'm down in a hole
Down in a deep dark hole

Well you searched the rain for the silver cloud
And you wait on days of gold



When you pitch to the bottom and the dirt comes down
You cry, so cold, so cold

[Chorus]

Now there's something good in a worried song
For the trouble in your soul
Cause a worried man's been a long way down
Down in a deep dark hole

[Chorus]

I'm down in a deep dark hole

13082. Miner's Song

Miner's Song
Sideline (Bluegrass)

[Verse 1]
It's the sound of the whippoorwill, it makes me feel at home
From the black smoke in my cabin where the coal train whistle blow
The hollers of these hills, where the miners stand alone
It died out in those cabins written there on black coal stones

[Chorus]
Black coal will be the death of me
It ain't no mystery

[Verse 2]
I hate the sound of a hammer swingin' in the mine
And echo of the rails from the coal cars as they grind
On the long steel rail they roll through the mountains as they drill
As slow melts, the cold wind blows through the cabin black coal chills

[Chorus]
Black coal will be the death of me
It ain't no mystery

[Chorus]
Black coal will be the death of me
It ain't no mystery

13083. Minglewood Blues

Old Crow Medicine Show - Minglewood Blues

Well, don't you never let no woman rule your mind
Don't you never let no woman rule your mind



Well, she'll leave you troubled, worried all the time

Well, I got a letter, mama, you ought'a heard what it read
Lord, I got a letter, mama, you ought'a heard what it read
If you're coming back, baby, now's your only chance

Don't you never let no woman rule your mind
Well, don't you never let no woman rule your mind
Well, she'll leave you troubled, worried all the time

So, don't you wish that your fairer was little and cute like mine
Oh, don't you wish that your fairer was little and cute like mine
Well, she's a married woman, Lord, she come and see me sometimes

Well, don't you never let no woman rule your mind
Don't you never let no woman rule your mind
Well, she'll leave you troubled, now, worried all the time

Well, don't you never let no woman rule your mind
Don't you never let no woman rule your mind
Well, she'll leave you troubled, worried all the time
Lord, she'll leave you troubled, worried all the time

13084. Mingulay Boat Song

Richard Thompson - Mingulay Boat Song

Heel ya ho, boys, let her go, boys
Heave her head round to the weather
Heel ya ho, boys, let her go, boys
Sailing homeward to Mingulay

What care we though white the Minch is
What care we boys the wind and weather
When we know that, every inch is
Closer homeward to Mingulay

Heel ya ho, boys, let her go, boys
Heave her head round to the weather
Heel ya ho, boys, let her go, boys
Sailing homeward to Mingulay

Wives are waiting by the pierhead
Gazing seaward from the heather
Heave ahead round and we'll anchor
Ere the sun sets on Mingulay

Heel ya ho, boys, let her go, boys
Heave her head round to the weather
Heel ya ho, boys, let her go, boys
Sailing homeward to Mingulay
Sailing homeward to Mingulay



13085. Mingus Eyes

Richard Thompson - Mingus Eyes

What a fool I was
What a thin disguise
Brando mumble
Mingus eyes

Was a time she fell
But then she got wise
Brando mumble
And Mingus eyes

I never had the squint of James Dean
Or the Stanislavsky tears
Or the rebel hunch that kills
Or the smile that slowly disappears

What a fool I was
What a thin disguise
Brando mumble
Mingus eyes
Brando mumble
Mingus eyes

13086. Minimum Wage

Minimum Wage
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I was born the country, raised in the town
My daddy was a drunk, never was around
I bide my time and I rattle my cage
And it ain't easy, baby
It ain't easy, baby
Tryin' to make a living on minimum wage

[Verse 2]
[?], quarter to 3
A skinny pole-dancer was laughin' at me
She said, "Hey man, you can kiss my ass"
It ain't easy, baby
It ain't easy, baby
Tryin' to make a living on minimum wage

[Chorus]
When you receive it



You can't conceive it
Can you believe it?
Where'd all the money go?
Oh, I just don't know

[Verse 3]
Well, we hit the liquor store around midnight
Ridin' 'round high with 99
Ridin' shotgun with a 12-gauge
It ain't easy, baby
It ain't easy, baby
Tryin' to make a living on minimum wage
Tryin' to make a living on minimum wage

[Chorus]
When you receive it
You can't conceive it
Can you believe it?
Where'd all the money go?
Oh, I just don't know

13087. Minneapolis

Lucinda Williams - Minneapolis

I've been waiting for you to come back
Since you left Minneapolis
Snow covers the streetlamps and the windowsills
The buildings and the brittle crooked trees
Dead leaves of December
Thin skinned and splintered
Never gotten used to this bitter winter

I've been wasted, angry and sad
Since you left Minneapolis
I wish my thoughts were pure like the driven snow
Like the heavens and the spring's virgin buds
But they strangle me with their sin
Fill me up with poison
Black clouds have covered up the sun again

I can always trace it back
To that night in Minneapolis
Here on the seventh floor in a room I can't call mine
Deadbolt on the door, do not disturb sign
Shaking and trembling
On the clean white linen
Slivers of starlight across the ceiling

A dozen yellow roses
All that's left in Minneapolis
I wish I'd never seen your face or heard your voice
You're a bad pain in my gut



I want to spit you out
Open up this wound again
Let my blood flow red and thin
Into the glistening
Into the whiteness
Into the melting snow of Minneapolis

13088. Minneapolis - Chords

Minneapolis
Lucinda Williams 

G                                 A
I've been waiting for you to come back
           C          G
since you left Minneapolis
                  D
Snow covers the streetlamps and the 
   C
windowsills
     G                D                C   G
The buildings and the brittle crooked trees
                  D    G
Dead leaves of December thin skinned and 
 D
splintered
 G            D                    C
Never gotten used to this bitter winter
          G                 A       
I've been wasted angry and sad since you 
 C          G
left Minneapolis
                         D
I wish my thoughts were pure like the 
 C
driven snow
        G                D
Like the heavens and the spring's virgin 
 C
buds
         G                          D   G
But they strangled me up with their sin 
                D     G
fill me up with poison
                  D               C
Black clouds have covered up the sun again
      G               A             C
I can always trace it back to that night in 
       G
Minneapolis
                    D            C    
Here on the seventh floor in a room I can't 
         G



call mine
                D              C        G
Deadbolt on the door do not disturb sign
             D       G             
Shaking and trembling on the clean white 
D
linen
G                    D   
Slivers of starlight danced across the 
C
ceiling
  G            A                 C
A dozen yellow roses all thats left in
       G
Minneapolis
                  D                 C
I wish I'd never seen your face or heard

your voice
        G               D            C
You're a bad pain in my gut I wanna spit 
       G
you out
             D         G
Open up this wound again let my blood flow 
D           G
red and thin
          D        G         D        G
Into the glistening into the whiteness
          D                   C     G
Into the melting snow of Minneapolis

13089. Minotaur's Song - Chords

Minotaur's Song 
The Incredible String Band
 
F                          F
Straight from the shoulder
   F  F
I think like a soldier
   F           D
I know what's right and what's wrong
      F                                              D
He knows what's right and what's wrong.
                  F               F           F         F
I'm the original discriminating buffalo man
             F                                            D
And I'll do what's wrong as long as I can
          F       D
He'll do what's wrong as long as he can
   F       F            F             F
I live in a labyrinth under the sea



F                  F     F   F               F
Down in the dark as dark as can be
F       D
I like the dark as dark as can be
F D
He likes the dark as dark as can be
 
I'll even attack you or eat you whole
Down in the dark my bone mills roll
Porridge for my porridge bowl
Porridge for his porridge bowl
 
      F          F                         F    F
I'm strong as the earth from which I'm born
      G7             F
He's strong as the earth from which he's born
   F     D
I can't dream well because of my horns
      F       D
He can't dream well because of his horns
 
 
Moo
 
I'm strong as the earth from which I'm born
He's strong as the earth from which he's born
I can't dream well because of my horns
He can't dream well because of his horns
 
    F        F         F     F
A minotaur gets very sore
       F          F           F        F
His features they are such a bore
      F                      D
His habits are predicta-bull 
       F                 Dm  A  D
Aggressively re - li - a-bull, bull, bull
       F                  F                         F    F
I'm strong as the earth from which I'm born
     G7              F
He's strong as the earth from which he's born
     F    D
I can't dream well because of my horns
     F       D
He can't dream well because of his horns
 
   F              F                F            F
I'm the original discriminating buffalo man
              F              D
And I'll do what's wrong as long as I can
         F           D
He'll do what's wrong as long as he can
 
      F              F        F              F
As long as he can as long as he can,
       F        F        F              F
He can he can as long as he can,



     F               F        F              F
 as long as he can as long as he can

13090. Minstrel Of The Dawn

Minstrel Of The Dawn
Gordon Lightfoot

The minstrel of the dawn is here
To make you laugh and bend your ear
Up the steps you'll hear him climb
All full of thoughts, all full of rhymes
Listen to the pictures flow
Across the room into your mind they go
Listen to the strings
They jangle and dangle
While the old guitar rings
The minstrel of the dawn is he
Not too wise but oh so free
He'll talk of life out on the street
He'll play it sad and say it sweet
Look into his shining face
Of lonelines you'll always find a trace
Just like me and you
He's tryin' to get into things
More happy than blue

A minstrel of the changin' tide
He'll ask for nothing but his pride
Just sit him down upon that chair
Go fetch some wine and set it there
Listen to the pictures flow
Across the room into your mind they go
Listen to the strings
They jangle and dangle
While the old guitar rings

A minstrel of the dawn is near
Just like a step 'n fetchit here
He's like an old time troubador
Just wanting life and nothing more
Look into his shining eyes
And if you see a ghost don't be surprised
Like me and you
He's tryin' to get into things
More happy than blue

The minstrel boy will understand
He holds a promise in his hand
He talks of better days ahead
And by his words your fortune's read
Listen to the pictures flow
Across the room into your mind they go



Listen to the strings
They jangle and dangle
While the old guitar rings

The minstrel of the dawn is gone
I hope he'll call before too long
And if you meet him you must be
The victim of his minstrelsy
He'll sing for you a song
The minstrel of the dawn

13091. Mint Condition

Emmylou Harris
Mint Condition

[Verse 1: Caroline Spence]
My favorite things are tired and worn
A dog-eared book with the cover torn
But when I see you it's like the very first day
There are some things you don't want to fade

[Chorus: Caroline Spence]
Still in mint condition, mint condition
Like when we were two kids just hopin' and wishin'
This life that we see ain't no apparition
So we keep our love in mint condition

[Verse 2: Caroline Spence]
You can hide love away in a trunk or a box
You can throw out the keys once you lock all the locks
But some things, they last, and some things, they won't
Oh, but nothing 'bout you ever gets old

[Chorus: Caroline Spence and Emmylou Harris]
Still in mint condition, mint condition
Like when we were two kids just hopin' and wishin'
This life that we see ain't no apparition
So we keep our love in mint condition

[Verse 3: Caroline Spence and Emmylou Harris]
Our bodies, they age, wrinkle, and tire
That feeling of comfort overtakes desire
I might have to learn to live here alone
But I'll love you through ash or through stone
[Chorus: Caroline Spence and Emmylou Harris]
Still in mint condition, mint condition
Like when we were two kids just hopin' and wishin'
This life that we see ain't no apparition
So we keep our love in mint condition

[Outro: Caroline Spence and Emmylou Harris]
'Cause we're still just two kids hopin' and wishin'



We keep our love in mint condition

13092. Minus The Woman

John Hartford - Minus the Woman

I'm minus the woman a love that's withdrawn
Badly bent over backwards with the thought of her gone

Her closet is empty the dresser is bare
Except for the cobwebs lay stuck on the mirror
The wallpaper peels and hangs down to the floor
Too tired to stick to the boards anymore

No tick-tock the silence the hands of the clock
Are frozen so stiffly the sound is in shock
I should go and set it and wind it alone
But she's got the turnkey and now she is gone

I'm minus the woman a love that's withdrawn
Badly bent ovRr backwards with the thought of her gone

Sometimes when I'm tired of ignorin' the gloom
I think I'm bein' studied by the walls of the room
And when I'm not watchin' too misty to see
These four walls start to creepin' real slowly towards me

I'm minus the woman a love that's withdrawn
Badly bent over backwards with the thought of her gone

13093. Miracle

Miracle
Front Country

We're out here waiting in a line that's ten miles long
Searching for some kind of sign that the dream ain't gone
For us here on the outside
In the long tail, it's a short ride
Such a hard road, to the upside
Ooooo
We're going down, down, down

And i've been looking for a miracle to save my life
Ooo i've been looking for a miracle and i don't wanna give up the fight
One kind word from a stranger
One spark in the dark of night
Ooo i've been looking for a miracle, a little light



Maybe i worry they know what i don't know
Lift my finger tryna feel where the wind blows
When you're out here on the outside
It's a tall tale, it's a white lie
Just a wrong way, to the right time
Oooooo 

And i've been looking for a miracle to save my life
Ooo i've been looking for a miracle and i don't wanna give up the fight
One kind word from a stranger
One spark in the dark of night
Ooo i've been looking for a miracle, a little light

Why won't you let me in?
(keep on trying though they kick you down)
Why won't you let me in?
(keep on trying through the runaround)
Tonight  

And i've been looking for a miracle to save my life
Ooo i've been looking for a miracle and i don't wanna give up the fight
One kind word from a stranger
One spark in the dark of night
Ooo i've been looking for a miracle, a little light

This little light, this little light
(i'm looking for my little light)
I'm gonna let it, i'm gonna let it

13094. Miracle of Living - Chords

Miracle of Living - Darrell Scott

        E
He left Boston in December for New Mexico
E 
Determined to forget all of the faces he d known
         D       A                        E    
A little lonesome and a world of troubled mind
       E 
With a bed roll on his shoulder and a banjo on his knee
         E
He would hitch a ride with truckers, he believed them to be free 
         D        A                              E
Eighteen-wheelers roll a little further down the line
           E 
He did not meet a girl in Richmond nor in old San Antone
    E
His vision of the Southwest would be realized alone
         D     A                           E
Alone to wonder how his life had gone thus far

"The walkup you can hear leading into the chorus can be played like this:"



E---------/
B---------/
G---------/
D---------/
A-----7-4-/
E-0-4-----/

Chorus 1:
C#m                    A
As he walked along the highway
B                      E
He felt a power from inside 
C#m                   A 
He found a miracle of living
B                         E
In having nothing left to hide

          E 
He walked Carlsbad to White Sands for forty days and nights 
       E
But it only took ten minutes for that man to realize
D                  A     E  
Lord, it's lonesome everywhere

      E
Nananona, Nananona, Nananona, nanano
      E                                           D   A
Nananona, Nananona, Nananona, nanano, yeah, yeah

he's walking down the road he says

Nananona, Nananona, Nananona, nanano

Nananona, Nananona, Nananonam, nanano

Now he's living back in Boston teaching English in high school
Glad to have bi-weekly wages, Glad the kids all think he's cool
he's a man who has learned from where he's been
He keeps a bottle full of white sand on his table down the hall
And a worn map of New Mexico thumb-tacked on the wall
Oh, you never know He may need to go again

Chorus 1

Chorus 2:
As he walks along the hallway
He feels that power swell up from inside 
And finds a miracle of living 
In having nothing left to hide

Chorus 
Oh, it's a miracle



13095. Mirror

Mirror
WRITTEN BY Z. LUPETIN & DANIEL MARK
MUSIC BY DUSTBOWL REVIVAL

Lately I've been thinking
About that night and
What happened to you
I was older than you and I
Shoulda known better
The full moon
Was like a drunken-eye blinking

The forest came out of nowhere
Like a fist out from grandpa's farmland
We thought it would be pretty funny
To drive all night out to California

But we never made it past the river
And now you're gonna be
Out there forever
I'm looking at you
Looking at me in the mirror
I don't think 'm ready
For your forgiveness
Ooh (x2)

I know you don't want to talk about it
You had to learn how to walk again
And I bolted
I wish I could drive you now
On bighway one along the sea
Yeab you should bave been
In California with me

But we never made it past the river
And now you're gonna be
Out there forever
I'm looking at you
Looking at me in the mirror
I don't think I'm ready
For your forgiveness
Ooh x2

You seem bappy where you are
I'm not sure I can say the same
I keep seeing the trees
Coming through the windshield
We were so young you said
There's no one to blame

But we never made it past the river
And now you're gonna be
Out there forever
Pm looking at you
Looking at me in the mirror



And I don't think I'm ready
For your forgiveness
Far away from home
Far away and all alone (x4)

13096. Mirror - Chords

Mirror 
The Dustbowl Revival
 
Capo: 3 fret
 
[Intro]
Cmaj7  Em7  Fmaj7
Cmaj7  Em7  Dm7
 
 
[Verse 1]
Cmaj7  Em7       Fmaj7
Lately I've been thinking,
 Cmaj7
About that night and,
Em7              Dm7
what happened to you,
      Cmaj7              Em7
I was older than you and I,
               Fmaj7
Should'a known better,
    Cmaj7
The full moon,
         Em7         Dm7
was like drunken-eye blinking.
 
 
[Interlude]
C  Em  Am
 
 
[Verse 2]
    Cmaj7  Em7         Fmaj7
The forest came out of nowhere,
       Cmaj7 Em7                Dm7
Like a fist  out from grandpa's farmland,
Cmaj7               Em7       Fmaj7
We thought it would be pretty funny,
   Cmaj7           Em7        Dm7
To drive all night out to California.
 
 
[Chorus]
       Cmaj7/G       G        Am
But we never made it past the river,
    Cmaj7/G



And now you're gonna be,
    G        F
Out there forever,
    Cmaj7/G
I'm looking at you,
G                    Am
looking at me in the mirror,
Cmaj7/G           G
I don't think I'm ready,
            F
for your forgiveness.
 
 
[Interlude]
F  G C G  F
Ooh,
F  G C G  F  Em  Fmaj7
Ooh.
 
 
[Verse 3]
Cmaj7  Em                      F
I know you don't want to talk about it,
           C                 Em7
You had to learn how to walk again,
      Dm7
And I bolted,
  Cmaj7                  Em7            Fmaj7
I wish I could drive you now on highway one along the sea,
Cmaj7                 Em7
Yeah, you should have been,
       Dm7
in California with me.
 
 
[Chorus]
       Cmaj7/G       G        Am
But we never made it past the river,
    Cmaj7/G
And now you're gonna be,
    G        F
Out there forever,
    Cmaj7/G
I'm looking at you,
G                    Am
looking at me in the mirror,
Cmaj7/G           G
I don't think I'm ready,
            F
for your forgiveness.
 
 
[Interlude]
F  G C G  F
Ooh,
F  G C G  F  Em  F
Ooh.



 
 
[Instrumental]
C  G  F
C  G  Dm7
C  G  F
C  G  Dm7
 
 
[Verse 4]
C*       Em7*        Fmaj7*
You seem happy where you are,
C*           G*            Dm7*
I'm not sure I can say the same,
C*                Em*
I keep seeing the trees,
                   F*
coming through the windshield,
C*                   G*
We were so young you said,
                  Dm7*
there's no one to blame.
 
 
[Chorus]
       C             G        Am
But we never made it past the river,
    C
And now you're gonna be,
    G        F
Out there forever,
    Cmaj7/G
I'm looking at you,
G                    Am
looking at me in the mirror,
Cmaj7/G           G
I don't think I'm ready,
            F
for your forgiveness.
 
 
[Outro]
F   G C   G    F
Far a-way from home,
F   G C   G   F   Em Dm7
Far a-way and all a -lone,
F   G C   G    F
Far a-way from home,
F   G C   G   F   Em Dm7
Far a-way and all a -lone,
F   G C   G    F
Far a-way from home,
F   G C   G   F   Em Dm7
Far a-way and all a -lone,
F   G C   G    F
Far a-way from home,
F   G C   G   F   Em D7sus2



Far a-way and all a -lone.

13097. Mirrored Heart

Molly Tuttle - Mirrored Heart

[Verse 1]
It's all for the gain
It's all for the lovers tryin' to take the breath away
It's all for the gain
It's all for the lovers tryin' to chase the rush again
It's all for the gain
It's all for the lovers tryin' to take the breath away
It's all for the gain
It's all for the lovers tryin' to chase the rush again

[Chorus]
But I'm never gonna give up
Though I'm probably gonna think about you all the time
And for the lovers who found a mirrored heart
They just remind me I'm without you

[Post-Chorus]
Did you want me all?
No, not for life
Did you truly see me?
No, not this time
Were you ever sure?
No, no, no, not with me

[Verse 2]
That's why it's all for the gain
It's all for the lovers tryin' to push the pain away
It's all for the gain
It's all for the lovers tryin' to fuck away the pain

[Chorus]
But I'm never gonna give up
Though I'm probably gonna think about you all the time
And for the lovers who found a mirrored heart
They just remind me I'm without you

[Post-Chorus]
Did you want me all?
No, not for life
Did you truly see me?
No, not this time
Were you ever sure?
No, no, no, not with me



13098. Mirrors

Keith Whitley
I think this is close
Roy Williams

        1                                                4
1     I can't stand to see a good man go to waste
2     I can't stand to be where heartache hangs around
                       1                              5
1    One who never combs his hair or shaves his face
2     Its so easy for the blues to get me down
        1                                                4  
1     A man who leans on wine over love thats total lies
2     To see a grown man Crawl is more than I can stand
          1                           5              1       
1     O it tares me up to see a grown man cry
2     I can't look into the eyes of half a man

Chorus
1                       4
So I never go around mirrors 
     1                               5
I can't stand to see me without you by my side 
  1                                  4    
No I never go around mirrors
  1                  5              1
Because I have a heartache to hide

13099. Mirrors Don't Lie

Mirrors Don't Lie - Marty Stuart

Mirrors don't lie a mirror won't lie
Don't be looking if you can't stand to see
Mirrors don't lie a mirror won't lie
I know it so cause one just told the truth on me

Facing the music won't come easy
Cause wine and roses leave a jagged scar
I thought I knew just where to quit and draw the line
But today I know for sure I've gone to far

Tracing my footsteps won't be easy
Cause wine and roses leave a cloudy mind
I never worry much about the night before
Cause the morning after left me nearly blind

13100. Mirrors Don't Lie - Chords



Mirrors Don't Lie
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

G       C                        G
Mirrors don't lie a mirror won't lie
                                       D7
Don't be looking if you can't stand to see
        C                        G
Mirrors don't lie a mirror won't lie
                            D7                G
I know it so cause one just told the truth on me
           C                G
Facing the music won't come easy
      Em                            D7
Cause wine and roses leave a jagged scar
  G                   C                 G
I thought I knew just where to quit and draw the line
                     D7                G
But today I know for sure I've gone to far
Repeat #1
           C                  G
Tracing my footsteps won't be easy
      Em                            D7
Cause wine and roses leave a cloudy mind
  G           C              G
I never worry much about the night before
                        D7             G
Cause the morning after left me nearly blind
Repeat #1

13101. Misery And Gin

Merle Haggard - Misery And Gin
Album: Back to the Barrooms

Memories and drinks don't mix too well
And jukebox records don't play those wedding bells
Looking at the world through the bottom of a glass
All I see is a man who's fadin' fast
Tonight I need that woman again what I'd give for my baby to just walk in
Sit down beside me and say it's alright
Take me home and make sweet love to me tonight
But here I am again mixing misery and gin
Sittin' with all my friends and talkin' to myself
I look like I'm havin' a good time but any fool can tell
That this honky tonk heaven really makes you feel like hell

I light a lonely woman's cigarette
We start talkin' bout what we want to forget
Her life story and mine are the same
We both lost someone and only have ourselves to blame
But here I am again...



13102. Misery Loves Company

Misery Loves Company
Karl Shiflett

I just left my home place where I couldn't sleep
For missing a woman that I couldn't keep
She just walked out and left me for somebody else
Now her memory keeps haunting me when I'm by myself.

   So break out the bottle bring on the crowd
   Tell funny stories turn the juke box up loud
   Come on sit at my table where the drinks are on me
   Just gather round me 'cause misery loves company.

Now I'm not the first one that's lost everything
To a false hearted woman with a false hearted scheme
But this is the first time I suffered myself
Help me get over this love I'll handle the next love all by myself.

13103. Misery River - Chords

Misery River
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Glenn Worf

F C F C
Oh Misery River won't you take me along
F C Am F G7 C
Oh Misery Riv-er carry me back home where I belong

G7 C
Well I was a fool to have let that girl
F G7
Lead me so far from my home
 C
She stole all the love in my heart
 D7 G7
And all she left me was alone
 F C
So Misery River I've come back to you
 F C
It's strange you're my only friend
F C
Tonight you'll be drifting down to Dixie
 F G7 C
So please take me back home again

F C F C



Oh Misery River I won't you take me along
F C Am F G7 C
Oh Misery Riv-er carry me back home where I belong

 G7 C
You left me in a land full of strangers
F G7
Who don't care if I live or die
 C
And even the man in the moon don't smile
 D7 G7
As he did in that old southern sky

 F C
So Misery River have a little mercy
 F C
My heart has been broken and torn
 F C
Let me wash my wounds in your water
F G7 C
Take me back to the land where I was born

F C F C
Oh Misery River why don't you take me along
F C Am F G7 C
Oh Misery Riv-er carry me back home where I belong

F C F C
Oh Misery River why don't you take me along
F C Am F G7 Am
Oh Misery Riv-er carry me back home where I belong
F G7 C
Carry me back home where I belong

13104. Miss Celie's Blues

Miss Celie's Blues (Sister)

Verse 1:
Sister,
You've been on my mind 
Sister, we're two of a kind 
So, sister
I'm keepin' my eye on you

Verse 2:
I betcha think 
I don't know nothin' 
But singin' the blues
Oh, sister
Have I got news for you, 
I'm something, 
I hope you think that 



You're something too

Bridge:
Scufflin', 
I been up that 
Lonesome road 
And I seen a lot of
Suns going down 
Oh, but trust me, 
No-o low life's gonna 
Run me around.

Verse 3:
So let me tell you something, 
sister, 
Remember your name
No twister 
Gonna steal your stuff away
My sister, 
We sho' ain't got a
Whole lot of time, 
So-o-o shake your shimmy 
Sister, 
'Cause honey
The 'shug' is feelin' fine.

13105. Miss Charlotte's Game

Miss Charlotte's Game
Sideline (Bluegrass)

[Verse 1]
Miss Charlotte Taylor was my wife
I vowed to love her all my life
My lovin' heart adored her so
But my jealous mind just had to know

[Verse 2]
She was the prettiest girl around
With hair of gold and eyes of brown
I swore I'd marry her someday
No matter how, I'd find a way

[Chorus]
I'd soon be buried on a mountainside
If I can't have Miss Charlotte for my bride

[Verse 3]
I won her heart one summer bright
We ran away in the pale moonlight
In Birmingham, she took my name
And so began her little game



[Verse 4]
I built a home on fertile land
I plowed these roads with my bare hands
And while I labored night and day
Miss Charlotte threw our love away

[Verse 5]
I rode to town one August day
And what I saw was hard to say
There stood sheriff Sam McBride
And I saw Miss Charlotte by his side

[Verse 6]
I grabbed my gun in a jealous rage
I buried them in a shallow grave
Now in a cell for dawn I wait
On the gallows high, I'll meet my fate

[Chorus]
I'd soon be buried on a mountainside
If I can't have Miss Charlotte for my bride
I'd soon be buried on a mountainside
If I can't have Miss Charlotte for my bride

13106. Miss Disregard

Miss Disregard
Lake Street Dive

[Intro]
I'm done with you
I'm totally done with you
I'm completely and utterly done with you

[Verse 1]
Just tell the truth
Did I ever stand a chance
Against all your rules?
Or is that too much to ask of you?

[Chorus]
I am done with you
I'm too old, you're too cool
Trying's too damn hard
Sorry, Miss Disregard

[Verse 2]
Just tell the truth
Did I ever stand a chance
Against all your rules
And the people that will dance for you?

[Chorus]



I am done (I am done) with you (With you)
I'm too old (I'm too old), oh, you're too cool
Trying's too (Trying's too) damn hard (Damn hard)
Sorry, Miss (Sorry, Miss) Disregard

[Chorus]
Oh, I am done (I am done) with you (With you)
I'm too old (I'm too old), and you're too cool
You didn't have to try (Trying's too), oh, that hard (Damn hard)
So, thanks for your (Sorry, Miss) oh, Disregard
Oh, I am done (I am done) with you (With you)
I am too old (I'm too old), and you're too cool
You didn't have to try (Trying's too), that hard (Damn hard)
So, thanks for your (Sorry, Miss) oh, Disregard

13107. Miss Ferris

John Hartford - Miss Ferris

Now I had a teacher when I went to school
She loved the river, and she taught about it too
I'se a pretty bad boy, but she called my bluff
With her great big collection of steamboat stuff
Oh, yeah

She had log-books and bells and the things like that
And she knew the old captains and where they were at
She rode the Alabama and the Gordon C. Green
As the Cape Giraudoux, she was later renamed
Uh-huh

But her very favorite, as you all know
Was the Golden Eagle, Captain Buck's old boat
This old stern wheeler sank and went to heaven
When I was in the fourth grade, in nineteen forty-seven
Uh-huh

Well, now, fast people in St. Louis society
A-takin' a trip on the Mississippi
Sleepin' in their bunks after an after-dinner drink
They didn't think the boat would sink
Oh, no

Well, I know Captain Buck was a very sad man
When that old wooden hull went into the sand
And Miss Ferris was sad for sure
But immediately, her mind went to work
Oh, yeah

Well, she did some politicking that was tricky and hard
And she got the pilot house for the schoolhouse yard
And so, instead of studying, I became a dreamer
Dreaming 'bout boats and the Mississippi River



Uh-huh

I had to work real hard to get my school work done
'Cause you could not fool Mis Ferris none
And, if I went to sleep or I were not supposed to talk
Oh, she was a dead shot with a little piece of chalk, uh-huh

Oh me, oh my, how the time does fly
Time and the river keep a-rollin' on by
Now, I am not a student and she is not a teacher
But, we both still love the Mississippi River
Uh, huh

Well, I went to see her this Christmas last
We took a little trip back through the past
On the easy rocker we looked at pictures
And we dreamed our dreams of the Mississippi River
Uh-huh

Oh me, oh my, how the time does fly
Time and the river keep a-rollin' on by
Now, I am not a student and she is not a teacher
But, we both still love the Mississippi River
Uh, huh

13108. Miss Marie And The Bedford Blaze - Chords

Miss Marie And The Bedford Blaze Acoustic 
Marty Stuart

[Intro]
E  E6  E  A7  E  Fdim7  Edim7  D#dim7  E  E(b5)  Esus4  E7
                        E7  A7
Now if only for a minute
                          E
If only for a mile if you die with true love in your hands
     B7                      E  E7  E  E7  E
Then you've gone out in style
 
 
[Verse 1]
    E                               D
She was a social sea weed from the streets of San Antone
           A                          E
He was the homeliest of homelies from Bedford Oregon
     E                         D
They met up at a truck stop outside of east LA
A                              B            E  E7  E
He was hauling cattle, she was hauling Mary Kay
 
 
[Verse 2]
     E                            D



Over several cups of coffee, they poured out their hearts
         A                         E
And in a truckers' motel room, he swore that they'd never part
    E                       D
And it was off to Vegas, to concecrate their vows
    A                           B                   E
And find David Allan Coe, after he dropped off them cows
 
 
[Bridge]
    G           A              E
She met Coe one night out in Salinas
        G            A              E
She had every record that he'd ever made
    G                  A             E
She always viewed him special like a prophet
            E                                   B                  E    F
They wanted him to preach the wedding of Miss Marie to the Bedford Blaze
 
 
[Verse 3]
    F                              D#
Two losers on the lonesome side of no where
        A#                                 F
Hauling something like they'd never seen before
        F                                D#
Driving love around like it was tanks of nitro
              A#                                 C                F    F#
He'd sing her love songs on the CB, her favorite one was Swinging Doors
 
 
[Verse 4]
        F#                               E
She was flying with the stars out on the desert
B                            F#
Rolling like a newborn tumbleweed
        F#                                 E
Finally blowin' past the years of hurt and anger
     B                              C#               F#
On t'ward a bright tomorrow, Miss Marie was gaining speed
 
 
[Instrumental]
E  B  F#  F#7  F#
 
 
[Verse 5]
F#                                   E
Then the moon disappeared behind the mountains
B                                     F#
Fog covered up the grade on Phantom's Pass
      F#                                      E
Blaze told Marie baby, better slow it down to twenty
        B                           C#             F#  G
But the horses in her hood, had her moving way too fast
 
 



[Verse 6]
    G                                    F
She made it through the fog on skill and courage
    C                          G
But up ahead, there appeared a light
           G                           F
It was the driver of a stranded bus of children
        C                                      D                 G   G#
To save them she drove her truck off Phantom's Pass and lost her life
 
 
[Verse 7]
      G#                            F#
Blaze didn't even stop to watch her suffer
    C#                                   G#
Nor could his tears drown out the fire below
        G#                                           F#
He just drove his truck right straight on through to Vegas
        C#                     D#          G#
Found a bottle and a Bible and David Allan Coe
 
 
[Outro]
E  E7  E  E7  E

13109. Miss Me But Let Me Go

Miss Me But Let Me Go

When I come to the end of the road
And the sun has set for me.
shed not a tear in a gloom filled room.
Why cry for a soul set free.
Chrous:
Miss me a little, but not to long,
And not with your head bowed low.
But Remember the love that once was shared,
Miss me...But let me go.
For this is a journey that we all must take
And each must go alone.
It's all a part of the Master's plan,
A step on the long road to home
*Refrain 
When you are lonely and sick of heart,
Go to the friends we know.
And bury your sorrows in doing good deed.
Miss me......But let me go.
*Refrain



13110. Miss Me When I'm Gone

Miss Me When I'm Gone
Mountain Heart - Miss Me When I'm Gone

[Verse 1]
Sip your whiskey, drink your wine
Do what I have to, to ease your mind
But mark my words when you're all alone
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone
Keep our china, our big old house
Take my clothes, just throw them out
But remember when [?]
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone

[Chorus]
You're gonna miss me and my love
It's gonna haunt you from now on
You're gonna wish you hadn't given up on us
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone

[Verse 2]
Spend your money out on the town
Spend your nights running around
But someday when some man does you wrong
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone

[Chorus]
You're gonna miss me and my love
It's gonna haunt you from now on
You're gonna wish you hadn't given up on us
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone

[Outro]
You're gonna miss me
You're gonna miss me
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone

13111. Miss Molly

Miss Molly
written by Cindy Walker
recorded by Bob Wills and the Texas Playboys (and numerous others)



1:Oh, have you seen Miss Molly? Her cheeks are rosy red
2:Now when Miss Molly's smilin' the sun is dim a spell
3:I'll trade my horse and saddle Cow drivin' I'll re-sign
4:Now listen dear Miss Molly I've told you this be-fore

1:Her lips are soft as satin and they taste like ginger - bread
2:And when she laughs her voice is like a little silver bell
3:If on - - ly Miss Molly will say that she'll be mine
4:And even tho' I told you so I'll tell you just once more

CHORUS
Oh, Oh, Oh, me, oh, my Miss Molly I'm in love with you

Oh, me, oh, my Miss Molly won't you say you love me too

13112. Miss Ohio - Chords

Miss Ohio

F C G Am
Oh me oh my oh, look at Miss Ohio
F C G
She's a-running around with her rag-top down
 F C G
She says I wanna do right but not right now

Gonna drive to Atlanta and live out this fantasy
Running around with the rag-top down
Yeah I wanna do right but not right now

Had your arm around her shoulder, a regimental soldier
An' mamma starts pushing that wedding gown
Yeah you wanna do right but not right now

Oh me oh my oh, would ya look at Miss Ohio
She's a-runnin' around with the rag-top down
She says I wanna do right but not right now

I know all about it, so you don't have to shout it
I'm gonna straighten it out somehow
Yeah I wanna do right but not right now

Oh me oh my oh, look at Miss Ohio
She a-runnin' around with her rag-top down
She says I wanna do right , but not right now
Oh I wanna do right but not right now

13113. Miss Otis Regrets



Linda Ronstadt - Miss Otis Regrets

Miss Otis regrets she's unable to lunch today, madam.
Miss Otis regrets she's unable to lunch today.
She is sorry to be delayed
But last evening down at Lover's Lane she strayed, madam.

Miss Otis regrets she's unable to lunch today.
When she woke up and found 
That her dream of love had gone, madam,
She ran to the man

Who had led her so far astray
And from under her velvet gown
She drew a gun and shot her lover down.
Madam, Miss Otis regrets she's unable to lunch today.

When the mob came and got her
And dragged her from the jail, madam,
They strung her up
On the old willow across the way.

And the moment before she died
She lifted up her lovely head and cried, madam.
Miss Otis regrets she's unable to lunch today.
Miss Otis regrets she's unable to lunch today.

13114. Miss Patsy

Richard Thompson - Miss Patsy

My dearest Miss Patsy, I'm writing to say
That I'm sorry to not be in touch
It's been quite a parade, but my thoughts never strayed
Too far, or too long, or too much

Miss Patsy, forgive all the choices I made
I've been fighting shadows on the wrong crusade
Looking for ghosts in a penny arcade
Miss Patsy, no more will I roam
Miss Patsy, won't you carry me home?

They held me to ransom back there in the foothills
And nobody stumped up a bean
Not Swifty, nor Eddie, came up with the ready
It can make you think people plain mean

I've been hanging out with some virtuous people
They emptied my bank account twice
They gave me self-confidence, even some clothes
And a truckload of love and advice

When they gave out the cyanide pills with a wink
And said, "Wait for the word, any day now, we think"



I knew it was time to pull back from the brink
Miss Patsy, no more will I roam
Miss Patsy, won't you carry me home?

Miss Patsy, I looked at myself in the mirror
Decided I needed some work
Got me a nose job, a shave and a haircut
To drive all them ladies berserk

But the arm 'round my waist was a man in dark blue
He said, "Ain't you him? We've been looking for you"
Now I'm sharing a cell with a holy kung fu
Miss Patsy, no more will I roam
Miss Patsy, won't you carry me home?

13115. Miss September

Miss September
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
If somebody leaves the back door open, there's cause for alarm
Cause something always turns up missing, when no one's around
I knew about a man one time who kept everything open
And all his friends couldn't tell if he was joking when he packed up to run

[Chorus]
I think I'm gonna miss September
But I'm leaving either way
I'll probably write you a letter
I can't imagine what I'll say
What should I say?

[Verse 2]
Looking at over her life now, somewhere close to the middle
The second half doesn't look any easier than looking back
Had a little brush with regret, could have done a few things different
Or maybe in a different order if they needed be done

[Chorus]
I think I'm gonna miss September
But I'm leaving either way
I'll probably write you a letter
I can't imagine what I'll say
What should I say?

[Verse 3]
If you wanna make a big splash when your feet hit the water
You might need to get a little taste before you're gonna follow
Because with a little bit more restraint, it will seem like more intention
Even in your dreams, you know your limits were real

Yeah



[Chorus]
I think I'm gonna miss September
But I'm leaving either way
I'll probably write you a letter
I can't imagine what I'll say
What should I say?

13116. Miss The Mississippi And You - Chords

Miss The Mississippi And You
Recorded by Merle Haggard - Emmylou Harris
Written by Bill Halley and Jimmie Rodgers
[3/4 time]

C           Am           F        D7
I'm growing tired of the big city lights
G7                       C
Tired of the glamour and tired of the sights
F                     Am           Dm
In all my dreams I am roaming once more
D7                     G7
Back to my home on the old river shore
C            C7    F             Fm
I am sad and weary far away from home
C             G7         C    G7
Miss the Mississippi and you  dear
C                 C7     F            Fm
Days are dark and dreary everywhere I roam
C             G7         C   C7
Miss the Mississippi and you
F                      C
Rolling the wide world over
Am     D7        G       G7
Always alone and blue so blue
C                C7       F              Fm
Nothing seems to cheer me under heaven's dome
C             G7         C   C7
Miss the Mississippi and you
   F                       C
Ou de le-ee ou de le-ee de ou le-ee ou de le-ee
               G7          C
Ou le-ee ou de le-ee ou de le-ee
             C7       F             Fm
Memories are bringing happy days of your
C             G7         C    G7
Miss the Mississippi and you  dear
C                C7      F               Fm
Mockingbirds are singing round the cabin door
C             G7         C   C7
Miss the Mississippi and you
F                      C
Rolling the wide world over



Am     D7        G    G7
Always alone and blue blue
C              C7       F           Fm
Longing for my homeland muddy water shore
C             G7         C
Miss the Mississippi and you
   F                       C
Ou de le-ee ou de le-ee de ou le-ee ou de le-ee
            G7  C
Mississippi and you

13117. Miss You Mississippi

Osborne Brothers - Miss you Mississippi
Composer: Wendy Thatcher

Winding crazy slow and lazy where you're going from where you've been
Miss you Mississippi rolling through the grenest vallys
Calling my name cross the misty Delta sky
Old muddy blues going from where you choose
Miss you Mississippi miss you

River moonlight on a tune night no place I would rather be
Miss you Mississippi teasing passed the willow weep trees
Tearing the pending limbs to try and slow you down
Mirror to the sky I was born and mean to die there
Miss you Mississippi miss you Mississippi

13118. Missed It By A Mile

Missed It By A Mile
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
Knowing that someone like you
Was never gonna change
I fell in way over my head
And I'll take that blame
Fearing the truth of it all
I hid my tears behind a smile
Aiming for love
I shot straight for the heart
But I missed it by a mile

[Chorus]
No more trying
No more crying
No more fooling myself
I've had enough



I've given up
I put my heart back on the shelf
I long to feel a love so real
But I knew better all the while
Aiming for love
I shot straight for the heart
But I missed it by a mile

[Verse 2]
Staring through the window of time
I see reflections of a fool
Chasing some crazy old dream
That never came true
Hopelessly blinded by love
I was captured by your smile
Aiming for love, I shot straight for the heart
But I missed it by a mile

[Chorus]
No more trying
No more crying
No more fooling myself
I've had enough
I've given up
I put my heart back on the shelf
I long to feel a love so real
But I knew better all the while
Aiming for love
I shot straight for the heart
But I missed it by a mile
Girl, I missed it by a mile

13119. Missie How You Let Me Down

Richard Thompson - Missie How You Let Me Down

Hailstones and a sickle moon and the north wind races
One more night of running my mind over lost embraces
The steps you made when you walked away
Still frozen in the ground

Oh, Missie, how you let me down
Oh, Missie, how you let me down
Oh, Missie, how you let me down
And lies won't break my fall
Lies won't break my fall

Your food's still sitting there at the table where you used to be
The shape of you is still in the bed there, next to me
Maybe I could find some trace of you to keep around

Oh, Missie, how you let me down
Oh, Missie, how you let me down



For far too long you kept me waiting
Reaching out into empty air
Even now you'd never say it face to face
That you really don't care

And if you never liked pulling teeth
Then why? Why did you tie me in the dentist's chair?

Ah, you left your mark on this old place, that you did
I could stew in here like a pressure cooker and screw down the lid
Or maybe I should just take a match
And burn the whole thing to the ground

Oh, Missie, how you let me down
Oh, Missie, how you let me down
Oh, Missie, how you let me down

Oh, Missie, how you let me down
Oh, Missie, how you let me down
Oh, Missie, how you let me down
And lies won't break my fall
Lies won't break my fall

13120. Missing Heart

Missing Heart 

I am a missing heart
With no place left to start
To ever find my way
Around these empty parts
Oh I'm a missing heart

I am an open wound
In need of time and room
With the space to heal
Any loss that looms
Oh I am an open wound

I searched so long
And all that I found is now gone
Because anywhere I looked was always wrong

I searched so long
And all that I found is now gone
Because anywhere I looked was always wrong

I am a pleading voice
Lacking any choice
But to be the truth
Over all the noise
I am a pleading voice



I am a vacant stare
Ignoring every glare
That might prove to hold 
Just the slightest dare
Oh I am a vacant stare

I searched so long
And all that I found is now gone
'Cause anywhere I looked was always wrong

I am a missing heart
With no place left to start
To ever find my way
Around these empty parts
Oh I am a missing heart
Oh I am a missing heart
Oh I am a missing heart

Oh I am a missing heart
Oh I am

13121. Missing Her Has Never Slowed Me Down

Missing Her Has Never Slowed Me Down
The Po' Ramblin' Boys

[Verse 1]
I know I should be back in East Tennessee
Got a little ol' gal waitin' there lonely as can be
I'm out here on this highway, I was born to roam
I've always been a drifter, this highway is my home

[Chorus]
Missin' her has never slowed me down
I get tired of the city, catch a ride to another town
I know I should be back in East Tennessee
I wonder just how long she'll be waitin' there for me

[Verse 2]
Sometimes I get lonesome, Lord knows I do
I'll put my thumb out in the wind and head somewhere nRw
Maybe I will join her when my timR comes to go
Until then I'm on the road again lovin' her coast to coast

[Chorus]
Missin' her has never slowed me down
I get tired of the city, catch a ride to another town
I know I should be back in East Tennessee
I wonder just how long she'll be waitin' there for me

[Verse 3]
The rattle of the boxcar puts my mind at ease



I always feel right at home when I feel that western breeze
Each smile tells a story that makes the time go by
I'm dyin' to know what's at the end of that long white line

[Chorus]
Missin' her has never slowed me down
I get tired of the city, catch a ride to another town
I know I should be back in East Tennessee
I wonder just how long she'll be waitin' there for me

[Chorus]
Missin' her has never slowed me down
I get tired of the city, catch a ride to another town
I know I should be back in East Tennessee
I wonder just how long she'll be waitin' there for me

13122. Missing Home

Missing Home
Larkin Poe - Missing Home

[Verse 1: Thom Hell]
She never came home
She knew that no one would help her now
But where did she go?
No one ever found out

[Verse 2: Thom Hell]
She's lying above the ground
But she is lying still
'Cause nobody found her yet
Someday will come soon

[Chorus: Thom Hell, Larkin Poe]
But she's missing home right now
Yes, she's missing home right now
She can never imagine how
But she's missing home right now

[Breakdown]

[Verse 3: Thom Hell, (Thom Hell & Larkin Poe)]
She wrote me a note
(Saying something about herself)
(But where did she go?)
(No one cared to find out)
[Chorus: Thom Hell, Larkin Poe]
Oh, but she's missing home right now
Yes, she's missing home right now
She can never imagine how
But she's missing home right now

[Outro: Thom Hell, (Larkin Poe)]



(She's missing home right now)
(She's missing home right now)
She's missing home
(She's missing home right now)
She's missing home
(She's missing home right now)

13123. Missing In Action

Missing In Action

The warship had landed and I'd come ashore
The fighting was over for me evermore
For I had been wounded they left me for dead
A stone for me pillow and snow for me bed

The enemy found me and took me away
And made me a prisoner of war so they say
But God in his mercy was with me one day
The gate was left open and I ran away

I return to the old home my sweet wife to see
The home I had build for my darling and me
The door I then opened and there on the stand
I saw a picture of her and I ran away

* Refrain

The clothes she was wearing told me the sad tale
My sarling was wearing a new bridal veil
Then I found a letter and these words I read
Missing in action she thought I was dead

* Refrain

So I kissed her picture and whispered good bye
My poor heart was breaking but my eyes were dry
I know she'd be happy if she never learned
I know she must never know I had returned

* Refrain

A vagabond dreamer forever I'll roam
Because there was no one to welcome me home

* Refrain

The face of my darling no more I shall see
For missing in action forever I'll be



13124. Missing Me

Missing Me
String Cheese Incident

My baby's gone home to stay today
Yesterday she wasn't far enough away

Chorus:
It don't matter what she says
It don't matter what she do
Can't stay away too long before you're missing sweet loving
Daddy taking care of you
But maybe it's just me (doing wrong all night long)
No baby

She said I was the one that made her blue
It seems to me my baby kept from telling the truth

Chorus

She left me once she left me twice before
But before too long she'll be walking back through this door

Chorus

Bridge: x2
Time and time you leave me here
waiting all alone
Don't you know now
This time I know it's for real
And I can see it in your smile

Oh, baby, you're sure to be missing me

13125. Missing Ol' Johnny Cash

Missing Ol' Johnny Cash

Now Johnny Cash and the Tennessee Two
Seemed to know just what to do
Invented the sound that hooked you and me
Added one to make the Tennessee Three
The Man In Black was long and lean
Hit the Billboard charts with a Teenage Queen
Had a television show, the best we'd seen
That chick-a-boom rock really made a splash
Missing ol' Johnny Cash

Well Johnny Cash was a friend of mine
Knew him well for a mighty long time
Shared the stage for many a show
Broke my heart to see him go



Cash had the fire of a thousand men
Lovin life was his greatest sin
Treated his fans like the next of kin
Rappin a bit, talkin trash
Missing ol' Johnny Cash

Well now Johnny Cash wore black attire
And he fell into that Ring of Fire
He came up swinging like a Boy Named Sue
And he married June Carter and he ? too
He wrote his songs from deep within
We hit the stage with a crooked grin
He and I were both Highwaymen
And that record became a smash
Well I'm missing ol' Johnny Cash

Johnny Cash never walked no line
Johnny Cash never did no time, but
When he sang a Folsom Prison Blues
You knew good and well he'd paid his dues
True, he always dressed in black
But he loved folks and they loved him back
Carried his pills in a brown paper sack
Well I don't care if they found his stash
I'm missin' old Johnny Cash

Now is it really true that him and Roy Nichols, Rose Maddox
Some people roasted hot dogs in the back of a limousine with ice cream sticks?
I don't know, I said they set the curtains on fire in an English hotel room
Just to warm their hands, well, Willie, do you know anything about Cash?

Well yeah, I know a lot of things about Cash
I'm not sure I should talk about it, but I checked with John, asked him if it's OK
He said he didn't give a shit
One time he took a casket up to his hotel room and got into it and called room service
I thought that was pretty funny

Now Cash had the fire of a thousand men
Lovin life was his greatest sin
Treated his fans like the next of kin
Rappin a bit, talkin trash
Missing ol' Johnny Cash

13126. Missing You

Alison Krauss - Missing you
Lyrics: John Waite

Every time I think of you
I always catch my breath
And I'm still standing here
And you're miles away
And I'm wondering why you left



And there's a storm that's raging
Through my frozen heart tonight
I hear your name in certain circles
And it always makes me smile
I spend my time
Thinking about you
And it's almost driving me wild
And there's a heart that's breaking
Down this long distance line tonight
I ain't missing you at all
Since you've been gone
Away
I ain't missing you
No matter
What I might say
There's a message
In the wild
And I'm sending you
This signal tonight
You don't know
How desperate I've become
And it looks like I'm losing this fight
In your world
I have no meaning
Though I'm trying hard
To understand
And it's my heart that's breaking
Down this long distance line tonight
I ain't missing you at all
Since you've been gone
Away
I ain't missing you
No matter
What my friends say
And there's a message that I'm sending out
Like a telegraph to your soul
And if I can't bridge this distance
Stop this heartbreak overload
I ain't missing you at all
Since you've been gone
Away
I ain't missing you
No matter
What my friends say
I ain't missing you
I ain't missing you
I keep lying to myself
And there's a storm that's raging
Through my frozen heart tonight
I ain't missing you at all
Since you've been gone
Away
I ain't missing you
No matter
What my friends say
Ain't missing you
I ain't missing you



I ain't missing you
I keep lying to myself
Ain't missing you
I ain't missing you
I ain't missing you
I ain't missing you
I ain't missing you
I ain't missing you
Ain't missing you
Oh no
No matter what my friends might say
I ain't missing you

13127. Missing You

Todd Snider - Missing You [2007]

I feel like missing you today
Sometimes I just get this way
Seems like everything I see
Brings back your memory
I must feel like missing you today

You're never too far from my mind
I feel like crying sometimes
It's always been hard to do
Especially when it came to you
You're never too far from my mind

I know someday I'll see your smiling face again
I don't know when but I know it's true
One other thing I know
No matter where we go
You love me and I love you

I can't help wonder out loud
If we'd've ever worked it out
I'd like to make amends
For anything I might've said back then
I can't help wondering out loud
I feel like missing you today
Ain't lettin' nobody stand in my way
I'm gonna pull down the shades
And play some old songs

13128. Missing You

Missing You
Desert Rose Band



Hillman-Russell-Sellars

I've been making lots of friend
Got to learn to begin again
Learn to take it on the chin
I've been missing you

I've learned to go out at night
Trying hard not to fight
I'll keep on till I get it right
And I've been missing you

Lateley I've stopped growing
Lately it's been showing
You watch me like you're knowing
I've been missing you again

Trying not to think so much
I know it's just a mental crutch
I get to thinking about your touch
Cause I've been missing you

Got no goodness to redeem
All I do is think and dream
When we were walking as a team
And I was kissing you

My old friends won't let me down
My old friends are still around
They'll stay by me when I'm down
Cause I'm still missing you

Have you been away that long
Am I judging this all wrong
I might as well be up and gone
I'll keep on missing you

Lately...

13129. Mission Accomplished

Todd Snider - Mission Accomplished

Will Rogers said he never met a man he didn?t like
Wait, let me back up and make sure I got that right
He might of liked every man he met, that?s true
But he never said he liked every man that he knew
I met a woman with a Midas touch
I never could get her to touch very much
I met a man of opportunity
He never offered any of it to me
I met a soldier at a recruit booth
Said he?d make a man out of me and stole my youth



Working for a man who could not stop lying
Drove us all off a cliff and called it flying
That ain?t flying
Most men flying seem to understand
That a man technically hasn?t flown ?til he lands
If you?re coming into land and you crash and die
All you really did for sure was get too high
You ever get too high?
No. Neither have I
But I will have to, to prove to you guys
I?m so turned around I could calm up a riot
Fighting for peace? That?s like screaming for quiet
I don?t know what I?ve been told
Might meet a little fox in an atheist hole
I don?t know what I?ve been told
I don?t know what I?ve been told
I don?t know what I?ve been told
I don?t know for sure, I?ve just been told

13130. Mission Chapel Memories

Dolly Parton - Mission Chapel Memories 
(Porter Wagoner & Dolly Parton)

Tonight all is quiet in Mission Chapel
And the music, like his love, has died away
And I'm standing in the middle of these memories
Mission Chapel memories of our wedding day
I see the rice still scattered all around
That veil upon my satin wedding gown
And the wedding bells that rang are silent now
Only Mission Chapel memories all around
Tonight I'm all alone at Mission Chapel
And I'm thinking of my love so far away
While I'm standing in the middle of all these memories
Mission Chapel memories of our wedding day
I see the rice still scattered all around
That veil upon my satin wedding gown
The gown I wore when I became his bride
And now these Mission Chapel memories fill my eyes
As these Mission Chapel memories fill my eyes

13131. Mission in the Rain

Mission in the Rain
Jerry Garcia Band

I turn and walk away then I come 'round again
It looks as though tomorrow I'll do pretty much the same.



I must turn down your offer but I'd like to ask a break
You know I'm ready to give everything for anything I take.

Someone called my name you know I turned around to see
It was midnight in the Mission and the bells were not for me.

Come again, walking along in the Mission in the rain,
Come again, walking along in the Mission in the rain,

Ten years ago, I walked this street my dreams were riding tall
Tonight I would be thankful Lord, for any dream at all.

Some folks would be happy just to have one dream come true
But everything you gather is just more that you can lose.

Come again, walking along in the Mission in the rain,
Come again, walking along in the Mission in the rain,

All the things I planned to do I only did half way
Tomorrow will be Sunday born of rainy Saturday.

There's some satisfaction in the San Francisco rain
No matter what comes down the Mission always looks the same.

Come again, walking along in the Mission in the rain.

13132. Mississippi

Mississippi
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
Every step of the way we walk the line
Your days are numbered, so are mine
Time is pilin' up, we struggle and we scrape
All boxed in, nowhere to escape

[Verse 2]
City's just a jungle; more games to play
I'm trapped in the heart of it, tryin' to get away
I was raised in the country, been workin' in the town
I been in trouble ever since I set my suitcase down

[Verse 3]
I got nothin' for you, I had nothin' before
Don't even have anything for mysRlf anymore
Sky full of fire, and the rain is pourin' down
ThRre's nothing you can sell me, so I'll see you around

[Verse 4]
All my powers of expression and thoughts too sublime
Could never do you justice no reason or rhyme



Well there's only one thing I did wrong
Stayed in Mississippi a day too long

[Verse 5]
Devil's devil's in the alley, mule's kickin' in the stall
Say anything you wanna, I heard it all
I was thinkin' 'bout the things that you said
I was dreaming I was sleepin' in your bed

[Verse 6]
Walking through the leaves, falling from the trees
Feeling like a stranger nobody sees
Well, so many things we never will undo
I know you're sorry, oh I'm sorry too and

[Verse 7]
Some people offer you their hand and some won't
Last night I knew you, tonight I don't
I need something strong to distract my mind
I'm gonna look at you 'til my eyes go blind

[Verse 8]
Well I got here followin' the southern star
I crossed that river just to be where you are
There's only one thing I did wrong
Stayed in Mississippi a day too long

[Verse 9]
Well my ship's been split with splinters, it's sinking' fast
I'm drowning in the poison, got no future, got no past
But my eyeline's not moving, it's light and it's free
I've got nothing but affection for those who've sailed with me

[Verse 10]
Everybody moving if they ain't already there
Everybody's got to move somewhere
Well, stick with me baby anyhow
Things should start to get interesting right about now

[Verse 11]
My clothes are wet, they're tight on my skin
Not as tight as the corner that I painted myself in
I know that fortune is reckon to be kind
So give me your hand and say you'll be mine

[Verse 12]
Emptiness is endless, cold as the clay
You can always come back, but you can't come back all the way
Yeah there's only one thing I did wrong
Stayed in Mississippi a day too long

Yeah the only thing that I did wrong
Stayed in Mississippi a day too long
Yeah the only thing that I did wrong
Stayed in Mississippi a day too long



13133. Mississippi Delta Blues

Mississippi Delta Blues

With friends around and even pals that I know are true
Still I'm lonely homesick and blue
There's no one who can cheer me when I'm alone
Longing for my Mississippi home

Way down on the delta on that Mississippi shore
In that muddy water, I long to be once more
When that shadows creep about and the whippoorwill call
You can hear old mommy shout, 'Come in here, you all'

Way down on the levee, strolling in the pale moon light
You can see those steamboats and fields of snowy white
That's a feeling, I can't lose muddy water in my shoes
When I get those Mississippi Delta blues
(Yodel)

I long to hear them singing songs, them old melodies
Swanee River and Ol' Black Joe
That sweet magnolia perfume floating on the breeze
Way down south is where I long to go
Hey, way down on the delta

13134. Mississippi Delta Queen

Mississippi Delta Queen (Kyle Shelstad)
Kitchen Dwellers

She's the Mississippi Delta Queen, 
Hair burns the fire of kerosine,
Jokingly her name decrees on the cover of a magazine,
Till I watch it all, buried neath the ground

She's a brandy drinking, in the kitchen, washing dishes, ship sinking, kind of gal,
If you miss her in the morning, she'll be in the bedroom calling, come on and get your fill,
The morning light never seemed so nice, as we lay here, side by side,
Till I watch it all, buried neath the ground

Creepy Crawlers make me jawless, what can I say,
When taking calls for Leigh withdrawals,  ten hours a day,
Well get me in my rocking chair, let the whiskey blow away my cares,
And I watch it all, buried neath the ground

She's a brandy drinking, in the kitchen, washing dishes, ship sinking, kind of gal,
If you miss her in the morning, she'll be in the bedroom calling, come on and get your fill,
The morning light never seemed so nice, as we lay here, side by side,



Till I watch it all, buried neath the ground

Two weeks later she's gone away,
Looseleaf on table says this is the price that you pay,
For her love and tenderness, it makes me want to kiss those lips
Till I watch it all, buried neath the ground

She's a brandy drinking, in the kitchen, washing dishes, ship sinking, kind of gal,
If you miss her in the morning, she'll be in the bedroom calling, come on and get your fill,
The morning light never seemed so nice, as we lay here, side by side,
Till I watch it all, buried neath the ground

13135. Mississippi Gal

Ernest Tubb 
Mississippi Gal

I can tell you're from the south but it picks out on your mouth
Mississippi gal, I love you
And when I hear you call come on and hear you all
Mississippi gal, I love you

Now a picture of cottage built for two way down south where dreams come true
Vanish in that southern style drives me crazy all the while
Now I walk a million miles for a great big southern smile
Mississippi gal, I love you

Now remember some fine day I've been headin' back your way
Mississippi gal, I love you
And when I hear you call come on and hear you all
Mississippi gal, I love you

Now if you'd make up your mind today I'd give my life and that ain't hay
I'm so tired of roamin' round with a gal like you I'd settle down
I'd walk a million miles for a great big southern smile
Mississippi gal, I love you

13136. Mississippi Heavy Water Blues - Chords

Mississippi Heavy Water Blues Live 
Doc Watson
 
[Introduction]
A
 
[Verse 1]
A                                           D7
Walking down the Levee with my head hanging low,
A                                  D7                A



Looking for my sweet mama Lord but she ain't here no more,
    A                                            D7
I'm here in Misissippi and there's mud all in my shoes
         A                         D7         A
And the folks in Louisiana got the high water blues
            D7                       A
I swear I'm crying , can't keep from crying
D7          E7          A      E7   A   E7  A
Mississippi heavy water blues.
 
[Verse 2]
A                                       D7
Standing here a'looking, at all of this mud,
       A                             D7          A
And my good girl washed away in this Mississippi flood,
  A                                        D7
I thought I heard her moan on the Arkansas side
A                                D7             A
Come across sweet daddy lord and let your momma ride
            D7                       A
I swear I'm crying , can't keep from crying
D7          E7          A      E7   A   E7  A  A7
Mississippi heavy water blues
 
[Bridge]
D7     A7   D7           E7     A     E7   A   E7  A
Momma, Momma  your daddy misses you
 
[Verse 3]
    A                                             D7
Got lots of mud and water and don't need no water cold
A                               D7         A
I just need sweet Momma boys to satisfy my soul
A                                  D7
Lord lord lord she was so kind and true, 
        A                                 D7          A
Said no other man could love her like her sweet poppa do
            D7                      A
I swear I'm crying, can't keep from crying
D7          E7          A      E7   A   E7  A
Mississippi heavy water blues
 
[Verse 4]
     A                                         D7
It's hard hard times and my house done washed away
    A                       D7          A
And I'm crying how long for another pay day
A                                    D7
Lord have mercy I feel the ground a'shakin'
A                              D7          A
whole towns a sinking Lord the levees all a'breaking
            D7                       A
I swear I'm crying , can't keep from crying
D7          E7          A      E7   A   E7  A  A7
Mississippi heavy water blues
 
[Outro]



D7    A7          D7           E7     A     E7   A   E7  A7
Momma, Sweet Momma, your daddy misses you

13137. Mississippi Kid

Mississippi Kid
Larry Cordle and Lonesome Standard Time

I got my pistols in my pocket boys I'm alabamy bound
I got my pistols in my pocket boys I'm alabamy bound
Well I ain't lookin' for no trouble but nobody dogs me 'round

Well I'm goin' to fetch my woman people tri-citeis here I come
Well now I'm goin' to fetch my woman people tri-citeis here I come
'Cause she was raised up on that cornbread and I know that woman'll give me some

When the kid hits Alabama people don't you try to dog him round
Now When the kid hits Alabama people don't you try to dog him round
'Cause if you people give me trouble well I'll have to put you in the ground

Well I was born in Mississippi and I don't take any stuff from you
Well I come from Mississippi and I don't take any stuff from you
And I hit you on your head boy, it's bound to make it black and blue

I'm going to Alabama got my pistols out by my side
I ride to Alabama got my pistols out by my side
'Cause down in Alabama you can run but you sho can't hide

13138. Mississippi Rain

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Mississippi rain

I've been thinkin' about the river
And my years there on the other side
It's gotten me wishin' I hadn't come back home
'Cause the pieces just don't fall in line.

This town's a stranger and it's left me far behind.
Mississippi rain, you keep falling down
And the river gets wider each day
I'll be moving on, I can't stay around
And I can't go back to yesterday.

The river's much too wide
The river's much too wide.

I left home, started travelin'
I became a southern wind
And now no longer do I belong here



I can never be a part of it again.

This town's a stranger and it's left me far behind.

Mississippi rain, you keep falling down
And the river gets wider each day
I'll be moving on, I can't stay around
And I cannot go back to yesterday.

The river's much too wide
The river's much too wide.

Rain, you keep fallin'
Rain, you keep fallin'
Rain, you keep fallin'
The river's much too wide.

13139. Mississippi River Blues - Chords

Mississippi River Blues
Recorded by: Hank Snow on RCA Camden
Written by: Jimmie Rodgers

[C]Oh you Mississippi River, with [F]waters so deep and [C]wide
My [G7]thoughts of you keep risin', just like an evening [C]tide [C7]
I'm [F]just like a seagull that's left the [C]sea
Oh your [G7]muddy waters keep on callin' [C]me [C7]

CHORUS;
I'm gonna [F]pack my grip and head that way
You'll see me [C]hanging 'round again some day
'Cause I know [G7]that's the only way to lose
The Mississippi River [C]blues

I've often ridden on your bosom [C7]
From [F]Memphis down to New Or[C]leans
Floating [G7]over muddy waters, drifting through familiar [C]scenes [C7]
And when I [F]hear that whistle of an old steam [C]boat
Down that [G7]Mississippi River again I'm a-going to [C]float [C7]

Repeat Chorus.
(for last line, substitute: That [C]mean old Mississippi [G7]River [C]Blues

13140. Mississippi River Let You Water Flow

Mississippi River Let You Water Flow - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

It's been a long time 'comin
But I'm finally on my way



14 years at Edyville's a might price to pay
Once your week away from home's turned into all these years
One regret, One broken heart was taunted into tears.

Mississippi River let your waters flow
Carry me down to the Gulf of Mexico
Louisiana 'bihue in the mornin' sun
Smell the sweet Magnolia
When the day is done.

Oh rivers when I look at you
I think of time I've lost
Sittin' in a dirty cell I've had to pay the cost
For a life of crime I chose a prize I can not win
When I get to Louisiana I'll never leave again.

Mississippi River let your waters flow
Carry me down to the Gulf of Mexico
Louisiana 'bihue in the mornin' sun
Smell the sweet Magnolia
When the day is done.

Mississippi River let your waters flow
Carry me down to the Gulf of Mexico
Louisiana 'bihue in the mornin' sun
Smell the sweet Magnolia
When the day is done.

Louisiana 'bihue in the mornin' sun
Smell the sweet Magnolia
When the day is done.

13141. Mississippi River Raft

Mississippi River Raft 
Recorded by J.D. Crowe 
Written by Johnson, Harrington, Teague

I'm away down river from the past 
On the Mississippi River raft 
I was playing my music in the night 
Songs that make the catfish bite

There's a sun tanned lady by my side 
She's like a lazy river ridge
She's my new and better half
On the Mississippi River raft

We're coming from troubled lives 
Holding down a paradise 
I'm holding her my heart is beatin' fast
On the Mississippi River raft



Our companions are the fish and the stars 
From the past and harm against a big war
Just a river and her sweet voice
We found a life we both enjoy

We've got peace in our lives at last 
On the Mississippi River raft

Repeat #3

On the Mississippi River raft 
On the Mississippi River raft

13142. Mississippi Saturday Night - Chords

Mississippi Saturday Night 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
(Verse 1)
G
Old Mr. Deville, from up in Clarksdale, shot his brother with a pop pop pop
          C                                                                   G
spent twenty years of hard time, before he saw the light
               D                                          C                              G
now he's preaching on the corner of a Mississippi Saturday night.
 
G
Drive by the pawn shop bail bond motel, dream all you want you ain't going nowhere
      C                                                             G
the ladies at the juke joint, are looking for a fight 
                 D                                       C                              G
and they'll hunt you like a rabbit on a Mississippi Saturday night.
 
 
(Chorus)
C
Vicksburg, Natchez, down to Crescent City 
      G
the Gulf Coast blues oh it sure is a pity
         D
don't make a lot of money, baby thats alright
          G
cause we make a lot of loving on a Mississippi Saturday night.
 
 
(Verse 2)
G
Old Mr. Simon from Hushpuckena, he's having coffee with your maw maw and your paw paw
              C                                                                      G
if you're messing with his daughter you better treat her right
            D                                         C                              G
or he'll tree you like a possum on a Mississippi Saturday night.
 



 
(Chorus)
C
Vicksburg, Natchez, down to Crescent City 
      G
the Gulf Coast blues oh it sure is a pity
         D
don't make a lot of money, baby thats alright
          G
cause we make a lot of loving on a Mississippi Saturday night.
 
 
(Verse 3)
G
Drive to the ballpark, out by the Wal-Mart, parked on the levee drinking forties in a Skylark
C                                                      G
people on the river are hoping for a bite
                        D                             C                              G
whole mess of catfish cooking on a Mississippi Saturday night.
 
G
Old Mr. Hayward, sings like a jaybird, more like a jailbird inside a FEMA trailer
        C                                                              D
your gonna need a pirogue, the waters getting high
                   D                                    C                              G
or you'll be sleeping in the river on a Mississippi Saturday night.
 
 
(Chorus)
C
Vicksburg, Natchez, down to Crescent City 
      G
the Gulf Coast blues oh it sure is a pity
         D
don't make a lot of money, baby thats alright
          G
cause we make a lot of loving on a Mississippi Saturday night.
 
C
Vicksburg, Natchez, down to Crescent City 
      G
the Gulf Coast blues oh it sure is a pity
         D
don't make a lot of money, baby thats alright
          G
cause we make a lot of loving on a Mississippi Saturday night.

13143. Mississippi Song

Mississippi Song
Rising Appalachia

Way down south



The Mississippi calls my name
Way down south
The Mississippi calls my name
Way down south
The Mississippi calls my name
Way down south
The Mississippi calls my name

Take me back to the place where I
First saw the light of the sweet sunny south
Take me home
Take me back to the place where I
First saw the light of the sweet sunny south
Take me home

Sweet, Georgia Rain, Louisiana, you're home to me
Sweet, Georgia Rain, Louisiana, you're home to me

Way down south
The Mississippi calls my name
Way down south
The Mississippi calls my name
Way down south
The Mississippi calls my name
Way down south
The Mississippi calls my name

I'll be crossing Appalachia waiting for the bridge to take me
Across Lake Pontchartrain
I'll be crossing Appalachia waiting for the bridge to take me
Across Lake Pontchartrain
I'll be crossing Appalachia waiting for the bridge to take me
Across Lake Pontchartrain
I'll be crossing Appalachia waiting for the bridge to take me
Across Lake Pontchartrain

Way down south
The Mississippi calls my name
Way down south
The Mississippi calls my name
Way down south
The Mississippi calls my name
Way down south
The Mississippi calls my name

13144. Mississippi You're On My Mind

Jerry Jeff Walker - Mississippi You're On My Mind

I think I see a wagon rutted road
With the weeds growing tall between the tracks
And along one side runs a
Rusty barbed wire fence and beyond there



Sits an old tar paper shack

Chorus
Mississippi, you're on my mind
Mississippi, you're on my mind
Mississippi you're on my mind

I think I hear a noisy old John Deere in a field
Specked with dirty cotton lint, and below the
Field runs a little shady creek, and there you'll
Find the cool green leaves of mint

Chorus

I think I smell the honeysuckle vine
The heavy sweetness like to make me sick
And the dogs, my God, they're hungry all the time
And the snakes are sleeping where the weeds are thick

Chorus

I think I feel an angry oven heat
The southern sun just blazes in the sky
And in the dusty weeds, an old fat grasshopper jumps
I wanna make it to that creek before I fry

Chorus x2

13145. Missouri Borderlands - Chords

Missouri Borderlands 
Mandolin Orange
 
[Intro]
C     Am F     C     Am
G      C
 
C                                             Am F            C
I am far away from home   -     With neither faaaaaaamily nor friends
C       F                Am                    G           C
I never meant to stay so long   -    In the Missouri borderlands
 
 
 C                                          Am F                   C
Three years ago I held a job   -    Saw the woooooorld from my pony sway
C      F               Am                      G                     C
Riding drag on a dusty mount   -    I knew I'd worked when I drew my pay
 
 
 C                                                            Am F                    C
But times got hard, Christ times got mean    -     And I fell iiiiiiiin with desperate men
C       F                  Am                        G            C
And one night the worst of them   -    Laid out what was an awful plan 



 
 
[Break]
C     Am F
C      F       Am        G    C
 
 
C                                                    Am F             C
I did not like such wicked talk    -      Of Murder aaaaaaaand bold robbery
C            F           Am                        G                  C
I told those men I would walk   -     And they all aimed their guns at me
 
 
C                                                  Am F             C
Their prisoner I helped rob a bank     -  And much gooooold we did obtain
C           F                Am                            G                      C
They shot a boy just for the sport      -      I stood and watched his young life wane
 
 
C                                                            Am F                C
Such dreadful sounds I'd never heard     -      His mother's waailing filled the room
C             F                     Am                     G                C
She looked at me and screamed these words     -      Devil take you to your doom
 
 
[Break]
C     Am F
C      F       Am        G    C
 
 
C                                                      Am F                C
I turned to face that murderous crew    -     Shot  em dead.   I killed all four
C        F            Am                   G                C
And the only thing I rue    -      Had not thought of that before
 
 
 C                                                      Am F              C
The posse  found me outside of town    -      As I was kneeeling there to pray
C               F             Am                    G            C
From my gallows high I to lay down    -       In a dark Missouri grave
 
 
 C                                                            Am F            C
Please hide the rope stains around my neck    -      When my mooother sees me dead
C            F               Am                          G               C
Please don't let my brothers take    -      The faithful path I chose to tread
      F   C                                        Am F            C
Cause I'm far away from home    -      With neither faaaaamily nor friends
C       F                Am                        G           C
I never meant to stay so long     -      In the Missouri borderlands 
C            F          Am                        G           C
And now I'll spend eternity     -       In the Missouri borderlands



13146. Missouri Moon - Chords

Missouri Moon
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Jennifer Lynn Strickland

C                   F     C
There's a full moon out tonight
                  F       C
All the stars are shining bright
             F                 G7
The same way that they used to do
C        F        G7  C            F       C
And it reminds me of  the night we fell in love
             F            G7
Beneath that old Missouri moon
F               G7                    C
Who'd have ever thought we'd end this way
F              G7               C
As I watch you go the tears are rollin' down my face
F               G7                C
Who'd have ever thought I'd be so blue
     B7               G7           C
As I cry beneath that old Missouri moon
 
        F        G7   C          F    C
I can't remember when it started to begin
               F             G7
That I gave my heart away to you
C        F       G7      C            F       C
And then when we touched I have never felt so much
C              F             G7
It was in that moment that I knew
Repeat #2
     B7               G7           C
As I cry beneath that old Missouri moon
G7       C     G7       C
Missouri moon  Missouri moon

13147. Missy

Punch Brothers - Missy 

I told her once
Get thee behind me

Cover up Missy for the love of God
I can't not look, I can't not look
And I can't do a thing about what I saw
Though I wish I could, I wish I could

She told me once
Sit down beside me



I told her twice
To get thee behind me

Strip down Missy it's 11 AM
I'm gonna wake up soon, gonna wake up soon
I bet you say that to all of the dreaming men
That get lucky with you, get lucky with you

She told me once
Lay down beside me
And I laid down beside her

Too real, too quick, too close to home,
Too much to take the task alone
Can I have just a little taste
Too hot, too sweet, too bad and too late.

I told her three times
Get thee behind me

Float away Missy like a wisp of smoke
That I could've inhaled, maybe could've inhaled
And I'll sing your praises everywhere I go
Such a pretty girl, such a beautiful girl

She told me once
You won't forget me

And I won't forget her

13148. Missy's Heart

Missy's Heart - Hot Buttered Rum

Let me tell you about Miss Missy
Now, where do I begin?
I'll start from the begginning
'Cuz we all know how it ends

It starts off with a smile
Gleaming in her eyes
It permeates invigortates
Much bigger than its size
And what a hug she carried
A grip of love, I swear
She loved to share her bosom
Oh, I miss my Missy fair

(chorus A:)
Dance along with strangers
To quickly make them friends
Sing a song of peace alone



Until you find the place your highway ends

(chorus B x2:)
Missy's heart is beating
Missy's heart is strong
Someone's got my Missy's heart
Someone sings her song

There burns in us a candle
The wind will never touch
Her flame will never flicker
'Cuz Missy meant that much

And where I look I see her
In the shelter of my mind
Her shadow right beside me
For all the rest of time
Her lungs are breathing free air
Her eyes can see the sun
Every part of Missy is every part of everyone

chorus A (x2)

chorus B (x2)

13149. Mistakes

Mistakes
Lake Street Dive

I know the outcome
And I'm not blind
I've been standing right here before
And I do it every time

I never think I lose
But it's a losing game
And I'm breaking all the rules
Thinking that I'm gonna change

Oh, it's good
That these men don't know each other
I got one who's working undercover
Trying to solve my mystery

[Chorus]
Look at what mistake
I'm making now
I'm jumping right on in
When I know it's gonna end somehow
Look at what mistake
I'm making now
I'm jumping right on in



When I know it's gonna end somehow

I've told these stories
And I've said these lies
I ignore what my heart tells me
And I break it every time

I never think I lose
But it's a losing game
And I'm breaking all the rules
Thinking that I'm gonna change

Oh, it's good
That these men don't know each other
Well, every time I lose one, I can just move on
I always find another

[Chorus]

Look at what mistake
I'm making now
Cause I know it
Cause I know it's gonna end somehow
[x3]

13150. Mister And Mississippi

Mister And Mississippi
Recorded by Tennessee Ernie Ford
Writen by Irving Gordon

I can't recall my Mother, I don't remember Dad
Mister and Mississippi was all I ever had
Oh, I was born to wander, oh, I was born to roam
And Mister and Mississippi made me feel at home.

CHORUS
Oh, I was born to wander, oh, I was born to roam
And Mister and Mississippi made me feel at home.

My cradle was the river, my school a river boat
My teacher was a gambler, the slickest one afloat
My teacher was a gambler, the slickest one afloat
He taught me not to gamble on a petticoat.

CHORUS

Oh! Betty Mae, I love you, I love you Betty Mae
I love you like a barefoot boy, loves a summer day
The way a wand'ring gypsy, loves the changing scenes
Just like the restless river, loves old New Orleans.

CHORUS



I'd love a tiny village, a quite country town
A house, a little garden, with kiddies runnin' 'round
I'd be a faithful husband, I'd be a trusting friend
Until I heard that steamboat, comin' 'round the bend.

CHORUS

13151. Mister Blues

Ernest Tubb 
Mister Blues

When I come home at night I find him sitting there
Looking at the paper in my favorite chair
He's drinking up my coffee wearing my house shoes
He's the fellow they call Mister Blues

Since you went away he's been living here with me
Wish that he'd go home wherever that may be
I don't mean to be unkind but he's got nothing I can use
So won't you come on back sweetheart and run off Mister Blues

Now when I go to bed into my room he creeps
Repeating all the gossip he's picked up on the street
All through the night he tells me that things they say you do
He knows that I still love you and I hate this kind of blues

But since you went away he's been living here with me
Wish that he'd go home wherever that may be
I don't mean to be unkind but he's got nothing I can use
So won't you come on back sweetheart and run off Mister Blues

13152. Mister McKinley

Mister McKinley (White House Blues)

The pistol fires McKinley falls
Doc says, 'McKinley I can't find that ball'
In Buffalo In Buffalo

'Tain't but one thing That grieves my mind
That is to die And leave my poor wife behind
I'm gone A long old time' 

Zolgotz, Zolgotz You done him wrong
Shot po' McKinley  When he's walking along
In Buffalo In Buffalo



Yonder comes the train She's comin' down the line
Blowin' at every station 'Mr. McKinley's a-dyin'
It's hard Hard times

Doctor on a horse He tore down through Maine
Said to that horse "You've got to out-run this train
To Buffalo To Buffalo"

Doctor come a-runnin' Takes off his specs
Says, 'Mr. McKinley You done passed in your checks
Bound to die you're bound to die'

McKinley he hollered McKinley squalled
Doc says, 'McKinley I can't find that ball'
From Buffalo To Washington

'Tain't but one thing That grieves my mind
That is to die And leave my poor wife behind
I'm gone A long old time'

'Look-a here, you rascal See what you've done
You've shot my husband With that Ivor Johnstone gun
He'll be gone A long old time'

'Hush up, little children Now don't you fret
You'll draw a pension At your Papa's death
He'll be gone A long old time"

Forty-four boxes All trimmed in lace
'Take him back to baggage Where we can't see his face'
From Buffalo To Washington

Roosevelt in the White House He's doin' his best
McKinley in the graveyard He's takin' a rest
He's gone A long old time

The engine she whistled All down the line
Blowin' at every station 'McKinley is dyin'
From Buffalo To Washington

Roosevelt in the White House Drinkin' out a silver cup
McKinley in the graveyard He'll never wake up
He's gone A long old time

13153. Mister Sandman

Emmylou Harris - Mister Sandman

Mister Sandman, bring me a dream
Make him the cutest that I've ever seen
Give him two lips like roses and clover
Then tell him that his lonesome nights are over



Sandman, I'm so alone
Don't have nobody to call my own
Please turn on your magic beam
Mister sandman, bring me a dream

Bum bum bum bum, bum bum
Bum bum, bum bum 

Mister Sandman, bring me a dream
Make him the cutest that I've ever seen
Give him the word that I'm not a rover
Then tell him that his lonesome nights are over

Sandman, I'm so alone
Don't have nobody to call my own
Please turn on your magic beam
Mister Sandman, bring me a dream

Bum bum bum bum, bum bum
Bum bum, bum bum 

Mister Sandman, bring us a dream
Give him a pair of eyes with a come hither gleam
Give him a lonely heart like Pagliacci
And lots of wavy hair like Liberace

Mister Sandman, someone to hold
Would be so peachy before we're too old
So please turn on your magic beam
Mister Sandman, bring us, please, please, please
Mister Sandman, bring us a dream

13154. Mister Wrong

Mister Wrong

Verse 1:
Well, meet me by the river that goes nowhere 
Let me lay my sorry trip on you, 
Yeah won't you meet me by the river, little darlin'?
I might just let you see my bad tattoo. 

Verse 2:
Well, I was gonna bring you flowers, but I didn't. 
It's the thought that counts and I think I'm a bit too broke, 
But there's some change in my ashtray, maybe just enough to pay
For a half-pint of somethin', probably make us choke. 

Chorus: 
Well no I'd rather not go and meet your family, 
They'd probably send me back where I belong. 
Don't want to hear about yer Mr. Right, 
'Cause he's out of town tonight, 



Baby come and spend some time with Mr. Wrong. 

Verse 3:
I drive a one-eyed Malibu without a muffler 
And a tape deck that works if you kick it hard enough, 
And baby if you like to read, I've got some great pornography. 
And a ten-pound flashlight rolling in the trunk. 

Bridge:
Now, do you have a girlfriend, and does she look as good as you? 
Hey, would she like to meet my brother? 
He'll be out of jail in a month or two

Ending:
Yeah where I come from they call me Mr. Wrong

13155. Mists Of Down Below / Meghan Hayden's

The Duhks - Mists of Down Below / Meghan Hayden's 

Wild wind, take me home
To the mists of down below
I'll be flyin' come September day
With no borders in my way
You'll find me home until the May sun burns
The heavy mists of down below

I see the rivers floodin' strong
And people wishing they belonged
Free for anywhere they want to go
When they pray they can look to the sky
And they'd see me as I pass by
Headin' to the mists down below

Without fields a-ripe from rain
There is no way to feed my pain
Until I fly to mists of down below
But down below is not my fate
There is no land from where I came
Not even mists of old Mexico

I see the rivers flooding strong
And people wishing they belonged
Free for anywhere they want to go
And when they pray they can look to the sky
And they'd see me as I pass by
Heading to the mists of down below

So I looked hard at reasons for
The drifters goin' door to door
Dreamin' of the mists of down below
But I'm sure they'd go anywhere they could
If wings became their neighborhoods



And there'd be nowhere they wouldn't know

I see the rivers flooding strong
And people wishing they belonged
Free for anywhere they want to go
And when they pray they can look to the sky
And they'd see me as I pass by
Heading to the mists of down below
Headin' to the mists down below

13156. Misty

Misty
Don Rigsby

Look at me
I'm as helpless as a kitten up a tree
Ah, I'm walkin' on a cloud
I can't understand, lord
I'm misty holdin' your hand
Walk my way
And a thousand violins begin to play
Or it might be the sound of your hello
That music I hear, lord
I'm misty the moment you're near
You can say that you're leadin' me on
But it's just what I want you to do
Don't you notice how hopelessly I'm lost
That's why I'm followin' you, ooh
On my own
Should I wander through this wonderland alone, now
Never knowin' my right foot from my left
My hat from my glove, lord
I'm misty, and too much in love
You can say that you're leadin' me on
But it's just what I want you to do
Don't ya notice how hopelessly I'm lost
That's why I'm followin' you, ooh
On my own
Should I wander through this wonderland alone, now
Never knowin' my right foot from my left
My hat from my glove, Lord
I'm misty, and too much in love
too much in love
(Misty) too much in love

13157. Misty Blue



Misty Blue
by Eddy Arnold 

 D G A
Oh, it's been such a long, long time
 D
Looks like I get you off my mind
 Em A
Oh, but I can't, just the thought of you
 A7 D
Turns my world a misty blue.

 G
Just the mention of your name
 D
Turns the flicker to a flame
 Em A
I think of things we used to do
 A7 D
Then my whole world turns misty blue

G D
I should forget you
 A D
Heaven knows I've tried
 Em A
But when I said I'm glad we're through
 A7 D
My heart knows I've lied,

 G A
Oh, it's been such a long, long time
 D
Looks like I get you off my mind
 Em A
Oh, but I can't, just the thought of you
 A7 D
Turns my world a misty blue.

13158. Mixed Up Mess of a Heart

Mixed Up Mess of a Heart

Oh, you poor, broke, mixed up, mess of a heart
Yeah, a little, bitty woman gonna tear you all apart
I warned you a thousand times
But you wouldn't listen nor pay me no mind
You poor, broke, mixed up, mess of a heart

Yeah, I watched her buy her tickets in Charlotte, North Carolina
And I heard her say, 'One-way, please, to Denver'
She's goin' to meet that other guy and it won't do us no good to cry
'Cause she's wearin' his ring on her finger



Oh, you poor, broke, mixed up, mess of a heart
Yeah, a little, bitty woman gonna tear you all apart
Yeah, I warned you a thousand times
But you wouldn't listen nor pay me no mind
You poor, broke, mixed up, mess of a heart

Well, I watched her tip the porter
As she stepped aboard that midnight train bound to take her faraway forever
I watched the tail light fade away knowing she was goin' to stray
And I wish this broken heart was leavin' with her

Oh, you poor, broke, mixed up, mess of a heart
Yeah, a little, bitty woman gonna tear you all apart
I warned you a thousand times
But you wouldn't listen nor pay me no mind
You poor, broke, mixed up, mess of a heart
You poor, broke, mixed up, mess of a heart

13159. Moanin' The Blues

Moanin' The Blues
(Hank Williams)

When my baby moved out and the blues moved in
There wasn't nothing I could do
But mosey around with my head in my hands yellin' what am I comin' to
And I just keep moanin' moanin' the blues
Well I wrote a nice long letter sayin' mama please come home
Your daddy is lonesome and all I do is moan.

I've been lovin' that gal for so doggone long
Can't afford to lose her now
I thought I was right but I must have been wrong
Because my head is startin' to bow
And I just keep moanin' moanin' the blues.

--- Instrumental ---

Well baby, baby, baby, honey baby, please come home
Your daddy is lonesome and all I do is moan
I promise you baby that I'll be good
And I'll never be bad no more.

I've been lovin' that gal for so doggone long
Can't afford to lose her now
I thought I was right but I must have been wrong
Because my head is startin' to bow
And I just keep moanin' moanin' the blues...



13160. Model Church

Model Church
Bluegrass Album Band

Dear wife I found a model church
And worshipped there today
It made me think of the good old times
Before my hair was gray

   The meetinghouse was finer built
   Than they were years ago
   But I found out when I went in
   It was not built for show

The sexton did not sit me down
Away back by the door
He knew that I was old and deaf
And saw that I was poor

   He must have been a Christian man
   He led me boldly through
   The long aisle of that crowded church
   To find a pleasant pew

I wish you'd heard the singing, wife
it had the old town ring
The preacher said with trumpet voice
Let all the people sing

   Oh Coronation was the tune
   The music upward roared
   I thought I heard the angel choir
   Strike on their harps of gold

I tell you wife it did me good
To sing those hymns once more
I felt just like some wrecked marine
Who gets a glimpse of shore

   It made want to lay aside
   This weather beaten form
   And anchor in that blessed port
   Forever from the storm

Dear wife the toil will soon be o'er
The victory soon be won
The shining strand is just ahead
Our race is nearly run

   We're near to Canaan's happy shore
   Our hopes are bright and fair
   Thank God we'll never sin again
   There'll be no sorrow there

There'll be no sorrow there
In heaven above



Where all is love
There'll be no sorrow there

13161. Modern Day Drifter

Dierks Bentley - Modern Day Drifter

[Verse 1]
I'm going to be a modern day drifter
And get out while I can
Going to trade in this life I've been living
For a pocket full of sand
And a modern day drifter don't have to tell no one his plans
I'm going to find that long stretch of highway
No one knows my name
Where as long as the sky just goes on
And it's never the same
A modern day drifter don't ever complain

[Chorus 1][x2]
Bye bye hi life
Feels like the right time
To say so long
Keep on going strong
And I'll just keep on being gone
Cause I'm going to be a modern day drifter, Yes I am
Going to slip this ring off my finger
Cause everybody understands
That a modern day drifter's got nothing but time on his hands

13162. Modern Day Jezebel - Chords

Modern Day Jezebel 
Jason Davis feat. Dan Tyminski

[Intro]
Am Em G D Am x 2
 
[Verse 1]
Am                                 Em
Well let me tell you mister, she's bound to be the sister
       G            D                  Am
Of the serpent that caused the fall of man
                                Em
She's a blonde-headed temptress who tends to take an interest
   G           D                  Am
In fun and takes all that she can  Am  Am  (lyrics???)
 
 



[Verse 2]
Am                             Em
I'll give you all fair warning she'll leave a man in mourning
    G        D                 Am
Her heart is black as old coal dirt  Am    (lyrics???)
                                Em
She's mean as she can be, and I swear she's only happy
           G         D                    Am
When she's causing a hard-boiled world of hurt (lyrics???)
 
 
[Chorus]
C                                 D                        Am
She's a low down, bottom dealing, double crossing kiss and tell
C                               D              Am
She's a two-timing, run around, modern day Jezebel
 
 
[Instrumental]
 Am Em G D Am x 2
 Am  Am
 
 
[Verse 3]
Am                                  Em
She'll get inside your head, she'll leave you there for dead
      G            D                Am
She's nothing like you'll ever see again
                              C
She's a devil dressed in red, better get out while you're still ahead
G                    D             Am
Trust me son, you're never gonna believe
 
 
[Chorus]
C                                 D                        Am
She's a low down, bottom dealing, double crossing kiss and tell
C                               D              Am
She's a two-timing, run around, modern day Jezebel
 
 
[Instrumental]
 Am Em G D Am x 2
 Am  Am
 C D  Am  x 2
 
 
[Chorus]
C                                 D                        Am
She's a low down, bottom dealing, double crossing kiss and tell
C                               D              Am
She's a two-timing, run around, modern day Jezebel
 
 
[Outro]
Em  Em  G  D
Am  Em  G  D  Am



13163. Modern Day Man - Chords

Modern Day Man 
Josh Williams

[Intro]
Eb Bb Eb
 
 
[Verse 1]
         Bb                 Eb
He had a ferguson tractor i used to run after
            Bb                            Gm
through the furrows of the field my daddy plowed
           Bb                               Eb
two strong hands a little luck the grace of god and momma's love
      Bb             F            Bb
daddy found a way to make it work somehow
F
he'd say
 
 
[Chorus]
                        Eb         Bb
Lord have mercy on this modern day man
Eb     Bb                                                Gm
market prices and commitments the kind of life I understand
        Eb                            Bb            Eb
in this day and age were livin I just do the best I can
          Bb            F          Bb
Lord have mercy on this modern day man
 
 
[Instrumental break]
Eb Bb Eb Bb
 
[Verse 2]
         Bb                        Eb
now it's cell phones computers and gps users
    Bb                   Gm
all fightin our way into town
     Bb
yeah neck ties and big wheels
Eb                      Bb          F           Bb
all making big deals if daddy could only see me now
F
he'd say
 
 
[Chorus]
                        Eb         Bb
Lord have mercy on this modern day man
Eb     Bb                                                Gm



market prices and commitments the kind of life I understand
        Eb                            Bb            Eb
in this day and age were livin I just do the best I can
          Bb            F          Bb
Lord have mercy on this modern day man
 
 
[Instrumental break]
F Eb Bb Gm Eb Bb Eb Bb F Bb
 
[Bridge]
      F                             Eb
now I know how daddy felt and I can almost hear him now
                Bb                            Gm
cussin that old ferguson and prayin right out loud
 
 
[Chorus]
F                        Eb         Bb
Lord have mercy on this modern day man
Eb     Bb                                                Gm
market prices and commitments the kind of life I understand
        Eb                            Bb            Eb
in this day and age were livin I just do the best I can
          Bb            F          Gm
Lord have mercy on this modern day man
 
 
Eb        Bb            F          Bb
Lord have mercy on this modern day man
 
[Outro]
Eb Bb F Bb

13164. Modern Day Outlaw

Modern Day Outlaw 
Blue Moon Rising
 
Me and little brother, had big dreams when we were young 
We saw the old time cowboys, ridin' horses and shootin'guns 
It's funny how, a foolish thought, can take your dreams away  
And how a thing I did ten years ago 
Can make me run today, 
 
We didn't want to hurt no one, just kids out havin' fun 
I was shocked as anyone, when some guy pulled a gun 
Alcohol, was sayin' things, that's better left unsaid 
Before I knew what happened, my brother lay there dead
 
CHORUS : 
Right or wrong you be the judge, it's not for me to say 
If he had been your brother 



Could you turn and walk away 
They say that I'm a wanted man 
But he's the last he ever saw 
In ever did set out to be, a modern day outlaw, 
 
I'll just keep on movin' every day's another town 
I know that soon they'll catch me Lord 
They're bound to track me down 
The price was high, but I can't lie, I'm proud of what I' ve done 
I made him pay, and rue the day, he ever drew a gun

13165. Modern Day Romance

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Modern Day Romance

We met on the highway, she flagged me down, 
Had a flat on her Stingray with nobody around 
I helped her out, she said climb in 
So I ditched my ol truck just to see where the party would end. 

We spent the weekend in Reno in the honeymoon suite, 
Never saw the casino, barely took time to eat. 
I never dreamed she would take me this far 
But by Sunday that lady had taken a hold of my heart. 

It's a modern day romance, a new kind of game 
With no time to slow dance in the fast lane. 
I tried to love her without any strings 
But a modern day romance has left me some old-fashioned pain. 

She never said good-bye, just a note by the phone 
Said ";thanks for the good times, but it's time to move on."; 
Well I'm out here walkin' with my thumb in the air 
Wondering where she might've gone and why I even care. 

It's a modern day romance; old fashioned pain

13166. Modern Day Sinners - Chords

Modern Day Sinners
The Brothers Comatose

Capo 3rd fret
use the capo as part of the chord structure
 
Rhythm strum
Gm
Your cup is runnin over, but you cry about the spill
D#



Shout for more and more, you already had your fill
Cm
There to open up the tab, but not to pay the bill
D                                       Gm
You say changed, but I knew you never will
D                                       Gm
Say you changed but I knew you never will
Gm D# Cm D
Oh oh oh oh woah oh oh wo oh ohoooo  x2
 
Rhythm strum
Gm
Swallow your excuses, they have already been said
D#
We won't waste a bandage on one who's never bled
Cm
Quit you cry for sympathy, not a tear will be shed
D                                       Gm
It'd made now, sleep in your bed
D                                       Gm
It's made now sleep in your bed
Gm D# Cm D
Oh oh oh oh woah oh oh wo oh ohoooo  x2
 
Rhythm strum
Gm
Every good deed you done is drowning in your pride
D#
And all your wise and sage advice is strangled in your lie
Cm
You and you created the walls you live behind
D                                       Gm
They'll crumble down to dust when you die
D                                       Gm
They'll crumble down to dust when you die
Gm D# Cm D
Oh oh oh oh woah oh oh wo oh ohoooo  x2
 
Rythym

13167. Modern Friendship

Chris Thile - Modern Friendship

Traveler may this year
Bring you closer to
The people you were
Closer to this time a year ago
Dear traveler you're so familiar

Listener may your ears open wider
Than they've ever been
To bitter enemies and friends alike



Dear listener have you heard me
(Dear listener you're so familiar)
Calling to you in a dream
That ends before you're ready
Floating down the river to the sea
And there the troubled waters
Take you far away from me

Reveler may your place
At the punch bowl this new year's
Be close to mine for auld lang syne
And cups of kindness deep as any ocean
Reveler we won't remember
Floating down the river to the sea
Or how the troubled waters
Took you far away from me
'Cause that was then and this is '17

13168. Modern Man - Chords

Modern Man
Dead Horses
 
[Intro]
D C D C A D
 
[Verse 1]
D
Show me sentiment
        C
Show me heaven sent
                  D
Show me fields of harvest blue
                         C
Show me a monster as our highest hand
       D
He's a puppet too
   C      D
Oh he's a puppet too
 
[Instrumental]
D A C D A C G D
 
[Verse 2]
D
Show me blasphemy
       C
Modern government
                  G            D
Where the weakest hand is your own
                          C
Where the modern man is a factory
             D



And the lazy boy his throne
        C                 D
And the funny thing is he don't even know
 
[Instrumental]
D A C D A C D A
 
[Verse 3]
A
My pain it doesn't go away,
         G      F A
It grows distant
A                                             G          F
In the morning we woke up and strolled around the mission
A
I couldn't sleep last night
       D                                         G               F
I just kept thinking about the clocks in my grandmother's kitchen
          A
About the woman down in Nashville soaked to her bone
    G                           C                      G
Now I'm walking around San Fran like everything is gold
 
[Verse 4]
            D                   C
Show me the moment when I don't give a fuck
          Em     D
Love is love, oh love is enough
                               C
Show me the moment when I'm in ecstasy
                D
Sacred knowing, love is all we need
F       D
Love is all we need
 
[Outro]
D C D C D

13169. Modern Woman - Chords

Modern Woman 
Richard Thompson
 
G                             B7                     C    D
She leans by the pool and she dares you to stare her down
    G                         B7                   C      D
Her pulse never races and her feet never leave the ground
    C                        D
Her teeth are shiny, they're so manicured
    C                 D
She looks so distant, so self-assured
       C                            D
She'll take you home tonight, you'd better be alright



             G
She's modern woman
 
       G                           B7                     C    D
You'll never see the wind blow the style right out of her hair
      G                        B7                 C    D
She's cool as a snake and some say it doesn't end there
     C                     D
She's got a brand new hat, up-to-date shoes
C               D
Latest fashion, modern point of view
    C                             D
She never sits still, 'till she's over the hill
       G
Modern woman
 
           B7  C
Oh, you'll never see her laugh, you'll never see her fret nor frown
        B7       C            D
But the wheels of her mind go around and around and around, and around
 
Oh she's free as a bird and she goes wherever she please
She'll take you along if you'll just get up off your knees
She's got no strings, she likes it that way
No little babies crying all day
She doesn't need the fuss, it's so obvious
She's modern woman
 
Well these modern woman, they're all the same
They just want your body they don't want your brain
She'll bid you adieu when she's had enough of you
Modern woman
 
She looks so demure, you feel so insecure
Modern woman
She's cool as ice, she never looks twice
Modern woman
She never sits still, 'till she's over the hill
Modern woman

13170. Modesto

Modesto - Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen

Love letters and roses, the feeling of knowing
There's nothing left you have to find
Hand on my heart, what could tear us apart
How could it become unkind?

Was it all an illusion or just my delusion
That left me in the blind?
I'm back here again and I can'²t pretend
Everything's gonna work out fine



She left her heart in Modesto
She doesn't know how to let go
If that northwest wind blows through here again
I hope it carries her memory away
'²Til it'²s out of my mind

The words that were spoken when my heart was open
Come back to me time after time
How could I forget something like this
Is there a mountain I can't climb?

Hurting inside and outside from white lies and goodbyes
The heavens already know
Clouds full of rain pour rivers of pain
And I'²m better left alone

She left her heart in Modesto
She doesn't know how to let go
If that northwest wind blows through here again
I hope it carries her memory away
'²Til it's out of my mind

She left her heart in Modesto
She doesn'²t know how to let go
If that northwest wind blows through here again
I hope it carries her memory away
'Til it's out of my mind
'²Til it'²s out of my mind
'Til it'²s out of my mind
'Til it'²s out of my mind

She left her heart in Modesto

13171. Mohammed's Radio

Linda Ronstadt - Mohammed's Radio

Everybody's restless
And they got no place to go
Someone's always trying to tell them
Something they already know
So their anger and resentment flow
Don't it make you want to rock and roll
All night long
Mohammed's radio
I heard somebody singing sweet and soulful
On the radio
Mohammed's radio
You know the sheriff's got his problems too
And he will surely take them out on me and you
In walks the village idiot and her face is all aglow
Because she's been up all night listening to



Mohammed's radio
Don't it make you want to rock and roll
All night long
Mohammed's radio
I heard somebody singing sweet and soulful
On the radio
Mohammed's radio
Everybody's desperate
Trying to make ends meet
Work all day still can't pay
The price of gasoline and meat
Alas their lives are incomplete
Don't it make you want to rock and roll
All night long
Mohammed's radio
I heard somebody singing sweet and soulful
On the radio
Mohammed's radio
You've been up all night just listening for his drum
Hoping that the righteous might just might just might just might just come
I heard the general whispering to his aide de camp
Be watchful for Mohammed's lamp
Don't it make you want to rock and roll
All night long
Mohammed's radio
I heard somebody singing sweet and soulful
On the radio
Mohammed's radio
Mohammed's radio

13172. Mole In A Hole - Chords

Mole In A Hole 
Richard & Linda Thompson

[Intro]
G   C G
 
[Verse]
C
Like the flowers, like the bees
D
Like the woodlands and the trees
G
I like the Byrds on their LP's
              C
And I'm a refugee
 
[Chorus]
  G          C                       D
I wanna be a mole in a hole, digging low and slow
             F          G           C
I wanna be a fly flying high in the sky



  G          C                       D
I wanna be a mole in a hole, digging low and slow
             F          G           C
I wanna be a fly flying high in the sky
 
[Verse]
C
I had a friend who had a friend in Jesus
                    G               C
He used to read the good book every day
 
But my friend got so friendly with friend Jesus
                     G            C
Friend Jesus took my only friend away
 
[Chorus]
  G          C                       D
I wanna be a mole in a hole, digging low and slow
             F          G           C
I wanna be a fly flying high in the sky
  G          C                       D
I wanna be a mole in a hole, digging low and slow
             F          G           C
I wanna be a fly flying high in the sky
 
[Verse]
C
Well, my feet are smelly and hair's a mess
   D
My teeth are yellow and I've got bad breath
  G
I may look great, but I feel like death
              C
And I'm a refugee
 
[Chorus]
  G          C                       D
I wanna be a mole in a hole, digging low and slow
             F          G           C
I wanna be a fly flying high in the sky
  G          C                       D
I wanna be a mole in a hole, digging low and slow
             F          G           C
I wanna be a fly flying high in the sky
 
[Verse]
C
My friend he was as wise as Mister Wise Owl
                           G              C
He could count from one to ten, from A to Z
 
My friend, he was so wise, he got religion
                       G             C
That's why I'm alive today and he is dead
 
[Chorus]
  G          C                       D



I wanna be a mole in a hole, digging low and slow
             F          G           C
I wanna be a fly flying high in the sky
  G          C                       D
I wanna be a mole in a hole, digging low and slow
             F          G           C
I wanna be a fly flying high in the sky-

13173. Mole In The Ground

Tim O'Brien - Mole in the Ground
Doc Watson

Wish I was a mole in the ground
Wish I was a mole in the ground
Mole in the ground, I'd root that mountain down
Wish I was a mole in the ground
Wish I was a lizard in the spring
Wish I was a lizard in the spring
A lizard in the spring, I'd hear my true love sing
If I was a mole in the ground

Don't marry a railroad man
Don't marry a railroad man
A railroad man gonna kill you if he can
And drink up your blood like wine

Baby wants a nine dollar shawl
Baby wants a nine dollar shawl
When I come around the hill with my twenty dollar bill
She says honey where you been so long
Now, baby where you been so long
Honey where you been so long
Said I been to Caroline to see that gal of mine
That's where I been so long
I said, honey where'd you stay last night
Baby where'd you stay last night
Said I stayed around the bend
With some rough and rowdy men
And now I'm goin back again

repeat first verse

13174. Mollie Darlin' - Chords

Mollie Darlin'
By Eddie Arnold

[C]Won't you tell me [F]Molly[C] Darlin, That you love none else but D7me[G]



[C]For, I love you [F]Molly [C]Darlin, [Am]You are [E]all the world to
[F]me,[G] Oh
[C] Tell me [F]darlin' that you [C]love me, Put your [F]little hand in
[D7]mine [G]
[C]Take my heart sweet [F]Molly [C]Darlin, [F]Say that [G]you will give me[C]thine.

[F]Molly, [C]fairest, [G]sweetest, [C]dearest, [D7]look up darlin tell me[G] this
[C]Do you love me [F]Molly [C]Darlin, Let your [G]answer be a [C]kiss

Slower, walk the guitar strings
[F]Molly, [C]fairest, [G]sweetest, [C]dearest, [D7]look up darlin tell me[G] this
[C]Do you love me [F]Molly [C]Darlin, Let your [G]answer be a [C]kiss

13175. Molly

Molly
(Dwayne Ford) - Bearfoot

I have seen the sunshine on you Molly
Shining down around your golden curls
There ain't no doubt as to what you're all about
Molly you belong to me

I have the seen the moonshine on you Molly
Shining down upon your pearly skin
If I die tonight well at least I'll have seen the light
Oh Molly you belong to me

I've seen you smile, I've watched you cry
I've walked that mile and I guess in time I'll die
Dying ain't exactly on my mind unless I ain't got you to occupy my time
Well Molly you belong to me

[Interlude]

I have seen the rainfall on you Molly
Washing down around your satin dress
Well the sun may shine and the rain may fall
But without your love there ain't nothing at all

Oh Molly you belong to me
Oh Molly you belong to me

13176. Molly

Molly

Well I did not see it comin', and at a time I could never have guessed.
Just a puff of smoke at the treeline, then a hurtin' in my chest.



So I'll just sit me down easy, lean back on this white oak tree.
Cause I know pretty soon my buddies will be comin' after me.
I've had my fill of fightin', I've seen good men fight and die.
And sometimes when the fightin' gets heavy, you can hear grown men cry.
But here's a puzzle that I can't answer, here is something I just don't know,
These Rebs and Yanks are my brothers, and I can't tell friend from foe.
Oh, Molly, won't you bring me water
Let me rest in the warmth of your smile.
Won't you lay down all of your handwork,
Come and sit by my bed for awhile?
Let me beg of you forgiveness
For the way I've lived my life.
And then let me go where the good soldiers go,
Oh, Molly, my love, my wife.
I can see your face in the sunrise, I can hear your voice in the damp.
And at night I sit and look at your picture, by the light of my coal oil lamp.
Sometimes I wonder why I'm here, it's just something that I had to do.
But I hope soon this war will be over, and I'll be comin' on home to you.
Oh, Molly, won't you bring me water
Let me rest in the warmth of your smile.
Won't you lay down all of your handwork,
Come and sit by my bed for awhile?
Let me beg of you forgiveness
For the way I've lived my life.
And then let me go where the good soldiers go,
Oh, Molly, my love, my wife.
Oh, the light seems to be fadin', the sky's all red and gold.
But why do my hands keep shakin', and why am I so damn cold?
Oh, Molly, won't you hold my hand now, as I come to this river wide.
Cause I know that I can cross easy, with you here by my side.
Oh, Molly, won't you bring me water
Let me rest in the warmth of your smile.
Won't you lay down all of your handwork,
Come and sit by my bed for awhile?
Let me beg of you forgiveness
For the way I've lived my life.
And then let me go where the good soldiers go,
Oh, Molly, my love, my wife.
And then let me go where the good soldiers go,
Oh, Molly, my love, my wife.

13177. Molly & Tenbrooks

Bill Monroe - Molly & Tenbrooks

Run, oh Molly run, run, oh Molly run
Tenbrooks gonna beat you, bright shinin' sun
To the bright shinin' sun, oh Lord, to the bright shinin' sun

Tenbrooks was a big bay horse, he wore that shaggy mane
He run all around Memphis, he beat the Memphis train
Beat the Memphis train, oh Lord, beat the Memphis train



See that train a-comin', it's comin' round the curve
See old Tenbrooks runnin', he's strainin' every nerve
Strainin' every nerve, oh Lord, strainin' every nerve

Out in California where Molly done as she pleased
Come back to old Kentucky, got beat with all ease
Beat with all ease, oh Lord, beat with all ease

Kyper, Kyper, you're not a-ridin' right
Molly's beatin' old Tenbrooks, clear out of sight
Clear out of sight, oh Lord, clear out of sight

Kyper, Kyper, Kyper my son
Give old Tenbrooks the bridle, let old Tenbrooks run
Let old Tenbrooks run, oh Lord, let old Tenbrooks run

The womens all a-laughin', the children all a-cryin'
Mens all a-hollerin', old Tenbrooks a-flyin'
Old Tenbrooks a-flyin', oh Lord, old Tenbrooks a-flyin'

Go and catch old Tenbrooks and hitch him in the shade
We're gonna bury old Molly in a coffin ready-made
Coffin ready-made, oh Lord, coffin ready-made
Let old Tenbrooks run, oh Lord, let old Tenbrooks run

13178. Molly - Chords

Molly

(A) The war began and Henry left his (E) farm
Left his darling Molly with a baby in her (A) arms
Now the war was over and their (D) life could begin
(A) Molly saw her (E) darling standing at the (A) door again

It's so (E) nice to hear your (A)voice again Molly
So (E)nice to feel your (A)arms around me molly
Oh how happy I'd (A7)be if I (D)only see you
Sweet sweet (A)Molly (E) please don't (A)cry (E)

(A)Maybe I should have written to let you (D)know ahead of time
But I was (A)afraid that you'd worry if you (E)knew that I'd gone blind.
(A)Do I hear you crying, MOlly? (D)Please don't cry you silly thing
(A)see what you've done? (E) You've even brought a tear to (A)my eye

(chorus)
(A)Where's my son? (D)What does he look like Molly?
(A)Everyone says he took after me
(E)Lord I wish I could see
"Come here little man, (D)don't be afraid
I'm your (A)daddy
Guess you'll get used to me in (E)timme (A)won't he Molly?

It's so (E)nice to hear your (A)voice again Molly



So (E)nice, to feel your (A)arms around me Molly
Oh how happy I'd (A7)be if I (D)only could see you
Sweet sweet (A)Molly (E)please don't (A)cry
(E)please dont (A)cry
Sweet sweet Molly (E)please don't (A)cry (E)

13179. Molly - Chords

Molly                               Bb
Wyatt Rice

  G                       C                     D
Molly came and told me she was leaving
  C                                    G       D  
Just like she told me many times 
   G          C                D
I guess I took it for granted 
   C             D                 G
That she always would be mine 

   G                      D            C
Where have you gone now Molly
   C                  D                     G         D
Why did you leave me here this way
   G             D            C
Who is the one that stole your heart
   C                    D                     G
Wish your were coming back to stay

They say absence makes the heart grow fonder
And fonder of you I grow every day
But if I had just one more chance to see you
Darling this is what I'd say

You are the one that broke my heart
Wish you were coming back to stay

13180. Molly And Tenbrooks

Bill Monroe - Molly and Tenbrooks

Run O Molly run, run O Molly run
Tenbrooks gonna beat you to the bright shinin' sun.
To the bright shinin' sun O Lord to the bright shinin' sun

Tenbrooks was a big bay horse he wore that shaggy mane
He run all around Memphis he beat the Memphis train
Beat the Memphis train O Lord beat the Memphis train



See that train a-comin' it's comin' round the curve
See old Tenbrooks runnin' he's strainin' every nerve
Strainin' every nerve O Lord strainin' every nerve

Tenbrooks said to Molly what makes your head so red?
Runnin' in the hot sun puts fever in my head
Fever in my head O Lord fever in my head

Molly said to Tenbrooks you're lookin' mighty squirrel
Tenbrooks said to Molly I'm a-leavin' this old world
Leavin' this old world O Lord leavin' this old world

Out in California where Molly done as she pleased
Come back to old Kentucky got beat with all ease
Beat with all ease O Lord beat with all ease

The women all a-laughin' the child'n all a cryin'
The men all a-hollerin' old Tenbrooks a-flyin'
Old Tenbrooks a-flyin' O Lord old Tenbrooks a-flyin'

Kyper Kyper you're not A-ridin' right
Molly's beatin' old Tenbrooks clear out sight
Clear out of sight O Lord clear out of sight

Kyper Kyper Kyper my son
Give old Tenbrooks the bridle let old Tenbrooks run
Let old Tenbrooks run O Lord let old Tenbrooks run

Go and catch old Tenbrooks and hitch him in the shade
We're gonna bury old Molly in a coffin ready made
Coffin ready made O Lord coffin ready made

13181. Molly And The Old Man

Robbie Fulks - Molly and the Old Man

Cabin in the hollow, tea kettle on the cookstove
And pickin' on the Cluck Old Hen, Molly and the old man
First and only daughter, and when God called her
Mom was 27, but two can make a good band
How her blue eyes sparkled as his bootheel marked the time
Fiddle tunes on the banjo, tell me what else sounds so fine
If you gotta go, just make sure you leave a song behind
Southern town, 15 years old, football was the main show
But us pickers used to gather in a cabin in the hollow
His better days behind him, he sat sippin' on the Old Crow
While his darling Molly played the hell out of the banjo
Same town, a whole new world, now it's me and her and the blue-eyed girl
And life is like the old songs, it never drops the tempo
Now his cabin's fallen, but the memory's a mansion
And you can't get back a loved one, but you can get the spirit dancin'
Now her blue eyes sparkle as the baby claps in time
Fiddle tunes on the banjo, tell me what else sounds so fine



If you gotta go, just make sure you leave a song behind

13182. Molly Ban

Alison Krauss - Molly Ban

Come all ye young fellas
That handle a gun
Beware of night rambling
By the setting of the sun

And beware of an accident
That happened of late
To young Molly Ban
And sad was her fate

She was going to her uncle's
When a shower came on
She went under a green bush
The shower to shun

Her white apron wrapped around her
He took her for a swan
But a hush and sigh
Was his own Molly Ban

He quickly ran to her
And found she was dead
And there on her bosom
Where he soaked, tears he shed

He ran home to his father
With his gun in his hand
Saying, 'father, dear father
I have shot Molly Ban"

Her white apron wrapped around her
He took her for a swan
But a hush and a sigh
'Twas his own Molly Ban

He roamed near the place
Where his true love was slain
He wept bitter tears
But his cries were in vain
As he looked on the lake
A swan glided by
And the sun slowly sank
In the grayed up sky



13183. Molly Brown

Vince Gill - Molly Brown

Molly Brown, waits for me
In a little one-horse town
And Boley, Oklahoma
Where white folks don't come around

I'm thinkin' about you, Molly
I'm forbidden to come 'round
Lord knows I love you, Molly
Molly Brown

Molly Brown, Molly Brown
Lay down by my side
Show me how you spread your wings
And let that pony ride

I'm crazy about you, Molly
I don't care that your skin is brown
Lord knows I need you, Molly
Molly Brown

Molly Brown
Oh, Molly Brown

We met down by the river
She wore her wedding gown
I never saw it coming
And no one heard the sound

My daddy used both barrels
And left me there to drown
Lord knows I'd die for Molly
Molly Brown

Molly Brown, Molly Brown
Don't you weep for me
I'm going to a place the Lord
Prepared for you and me

I'll meet you up in Heaven
Upon that Holy ground
I'll be waitin' for you, Molly
Molly Brown

Molly Brown, Molly Brown, Molly Brown
Lord, I'll be waitin' up in Heavenly
My sweet little brown, Molly Brown

13184. Molly-O



Steve Earle - Molly-O

[Verse]
In the shadow of a chestnut tree, I hide
Sword and a pistol by my side
Along come a traveler, lay him low
All for the love of my Molly-O

[Verse]
I left my family, left my home
Out in the wicked world to roam
No road so low I won't go
Down for the love of my Molly-O

[Chorus]
Oh Molly
Oh Molly
Oh Molly
All for the love of my Molly-O

[Verse]
I love Molly, God only knows
Molly love diamonds, pearls, and gold
Bangles, beads, and bells I bring
But Molly won't wear no wedding ring

[Chorus]
Oh Molly
Oh Molly
Oh Molly
All for the love of my Molly-O

[Chorus]
Oh Molly
Oh Molly
Oh Molly
All for the love of my Molly-O

[Verse]
Men have died for lesser things
Vengeance, country, God, and King
Someday I'll swing from the gallows pole
One final dance for my Molly-O

13185. Mom

Mom
Garth Brooks - Mom

A little baby told God,
Hey I'm kinda scared, don't really know if
I wanna go down there,
Because from here it looks like a little blue ball
But that's a great big place and I'm so small.



Why can't I just stay here with you?
Did I make you mad, don't you want me, too? '
And God said, 'Oh child, of course I do,
But there's somebody special that's waiting for you

13186. Mom And Dad's Waltz

Mom and Dad's Waltz
Larry Sparks - Mom and Dad's Waltz

I'd walk for miles, cry or smile
For my mama and daddy
I want them
I want them to know
How I feel my love is real
For my mama and daddy
I want them to know
I love them so
In my heart joy tears start
'Cause I'm happy
And I pray every day
For mom and pappy
And each night
I'd walk for miles, cry or smile
For my mama and daddy
I want them to know
I love them so
I'd fight in wars, do all the chores
For my mama and daddy
I want them to live on
Till they're called
I'd work and slave and never rave
To my mama and daddy
'Cause I know
I owe them my all

13187. Moments Like This

Alison Krauss - Moments Like This

While the dying world redefines
The reasons we strive to exist
We feign control though we're bound to learn
The meaning of moments like this

'Cause in the peaceful hour, the quiet spell
Seduced by the promise of bliss
We soon forget that nothing's happened yet



We're living for moments like this

So hold me, whisper gently
This is what we live for, how we learn who we are
It defines us, ever reminding us
That life never is more precious than this

From the dim light in the greyness
The aim of the soul tends to miss
When the clouds catch fire and the ocean's pitch
We're made for the moments like this

So hold me, whisper gently
That there's nothing to fear
You'll always be near, to remind me, stand behind me
Although life can be rough we can never give up

It's in our power to face the storm with all its fury and madness
The flash of thunder roll behind us with a longing and sadness
The clouds will break

Hold me, whisper gently
This is what we live for, how we learn how we are
It defines us, ever reminding us
That life never is more precious than this

So hold me, whisper gently
That there's nothing to fear
You'll always be near, to remind me, stand behind me
Although life can be rough we can never give up

13188. Momma

Momma
Mipso

[Verse 1]
Momma, Momma
Did you see me cry as I laid to sleep?
I thought of love to' make' you laugh
Cried when' I heard nothing back
It's been four' years and I can't hear your voice
And I can't hear your voice

[Verse 2]
Father, I am farther
From my faith than I have been for many years
You feel these feelings that I feel
Will never leave and never heal
My broken heart is longing to be filled
Longing to be filled

[Chorus]



Lord how you've come to haunt me
As I found, I am still wanting
And wondering how, or where, I could find you here
Am I still so lost, and are you still so near?
Am I still so lost, and are you still so near?

[Verse 3]
Brothers, my dear brothers
Do you think so many things you dare not say?
Do you carry this enduring pain?
That often fades but never wanes
We're walking ever further from that day
Ever further from that day

[Chorus]
Lord how you've come to haunt me
As I found, I am still wanting
And wondering how, or where, I could find you here
Am I still so lost, and are you still so near?
Am I still so lost, and are you still so near?

[Verse 4]
Momma, Momma
Did you see me cry as I laid to sleep?
I thought of love to make you laugh
Cried when I heard nothing back
It's been four years and I can't hear your voice
And I can't hear your voice

13189. Momma

Momma
Mipso

[Verse 1]
Momma, Momma
Did you see me cry as I laid to sleep?
I thought of love to' make' you laugh
Cried when' I heard nothing back
It's been four' years and I can't hear your voice
And I can't hear your voice

[Verse 2]
Father, I am farther
From my faith than I have been for many years
You feel these feelings that I feel
Will never leave and never heal
My broken heart is longing to be filled
Longing to be filled

[Chorus]
Lord how you've come to haunt me
As I found, I am still wanting



And wondering how, or where, I could find you here
Am I still so lost, and are you still so near?
Am I still so lost, and are you still so near?

[Verse 3]
Brothers, my dear brothers
Do you think so many things you dare not say?
Do you carry this enduring pain?
That often fades but never wanes
We're walking ever further from that day
Ever further from that day

[Chorus]
Lord how you've come to haunt me
As I found, I am still wanting
And wondering how, or where, I could find you here
Am I still so lost, and are you still so near?
Am I still so lost, and are you still so near?

[Verse 4]
Momma, Momma
Did you see me cry as I laid to sleep?
I thought of love to make you laugh
Cried when I heard nothing back
It's been four years and I can't hear your voice
And I can't hear your voice

13190. Momma Cried

Alison Krauss - Momma Cried

Momma loved us, every one
Every daughter, every son
She gave herself so happily
That's just the way she was, you see

From dawn to dark she'd find a chore
And work it 'til it was no more
And every day until she died
In the evening, momma cried

Momma cried
There was mourning in the evening
And momma cried
'Cause her little girl was gone

Her little girl was snatched away
She was there and then just gone one day
And momma blamed herself, I'd say
But all of us had debts to pay

Momma cried
There was mourning in the evening



And momma cried
'Cause her little girl was gone

I did my best to cheer her pride
That day that something broke inside
I swore I'd find her and I tried
In the evening, momma cried

Momma cried
There was mourning in the evening
And momma cried
'Cause her little girl was gone

Momma cried
There was mourning in the evening
And momma cried
'Cause her little girl was gone

13191. Momma Never Seen Those Eyes

momma never seen those eye
forester sisters 

Intro Chords Db Ab A#m Ab Db Eb Ab

1) Momma says I shouldn't be going with you Momma says she knows best
2) Momma says that I shouldn't let you steal a kiss Momma says it just ain't
right.
Db Ab A#m
You'll take my heart and break it in two 'Cause you're just like all the rest
She don't know that I can't resist with the moon so big and
bright.
Db Ab Db A#m
She says that you're just a one night man And you'll end up hurting me
She says I'll find a love some day , but you're just not the one
Db Eb Ab
Aw But I've seen something that momma ain't ever seen. go to chorus
Aw I've done something that momma ain't ever done. go to chorus

CHORUS:
Db
Momma's never looked into those eyes, felt the way that they hynotise
Eb
She don't know how they make me feel inside.
Db Ab A#m
If Momma ever knew what they do to me I think she'd be surprized
Ab Db Db Eb Ab
Aw Momma's never seen those eyes Momma's never seen those eyes.



13192. Momma Tried

Momma Tried

First thing I remember knowin'
Was a lonesome whistle blowin'
And a young un's dream of growin' up to ride
On a freight train leavin' town
Not knowin' where I'm bound
No one could steer me right but Mama tried
The one and only rebel child
From a family, meek and mild
My Mama seemed to know what lay in store
Despite all my Sunday learnin'
Towards the bad, I kept on turnin'
'Til Mama couldn't hold me anymore

And I turned twenty-one in prison doin' life without parole
No one could steer me right but Mama tried, Mama tried
Mama tried to raise me better, but her pleading, I denied
That leaves only me to blame 'cause Mama tried

'Haha hot dog
I wanna hear that one more time' (one more)

Dear old Daddy, rest his soul
Left my Mom the heavy load
She tried so very hard to fill his shoes
Workin' hours without rest
Wanted me to have the best
She tried to raise me right but I refused

And I turned twenty-one in prison doin' life without parole
No one could steer me right but Mama tried, Mama tried
Mama tried to raise me better, but her pleading, I denied
That leaves only me to blame 'cause Mama tried

13193. Momma's Prayers

Merle Haggard - Momma's Prayers

Back when I was doing time, there was a night I can't forget
A mad man with a knife in hand tried to kill me while I slept
But somehow the knife missed its mark and I pinned the raging man
Somehow my mama's prayers had worked again
One night while we were driving across the mighty Texas plains
A car pulled out with its headlights out head-on into our lane
As Deanrow swerved and missed the car, I felt a mighty hand
Somehow my mama's prayers had worked again
Mama's prayers were always with me through the battlefield of life
She'd prayed for me and said amen in the name of Jesus Christ
From the death house in San Quentin, I walked away a better man
Somehow mama's prayers had worked again



Mama's prayers were always with me through the battlefield of life
She prayed for me and said amen in the name of Jesus Christ
From the death house in San Quentin, I walked away a better man
Somehow my mama's prayers had worked again

13194. Mommie, Ain't That Daddy

Dolly Parton - Mommie, Ain't That Daddy 
(Dolly Parton)

The snow was fallin' swiftly and it mounted on the street
Little footprints in the snow made by our children's feet
As I walked them to the good will store to get some clothes to wear
As we turned around the corner I saw you standing there
I tried to turn the children and walk the other way
I prayed they hadn't seen you then I heard the baby say
"Mommie, ain't that Daddy holding out his hand
Begging for money from that other man?"
They asked me "Ain't that Daddy?"
And "Yes" I had to say
And I wondered if I'd failed you
And made you turn this way
No, you didn't fail me, my weakness was just too strong
Because you see, I thought more of the bottle than our family and our home
No, you didn't fail me sweetheart, you loved me all you could
You had my babies and you loved me like no other woman ever would
You know I guess I'd be better off dead
Than in the awful ship I'm in
But death just don't seem to have a place for those that stay drunk on whiskey, wine and gin
You see I die a constant death over and over every day
If I could change, you know I'd do it for you, the babies and our home
But you might as well forget me for I'm just too forward gone
But I wish you would do me one last favor and do it just for me
When they ask you, "Momma ain't that Daddy?"
Just say "It used to be"

13195. Mommy Please Stay Home With Me

Mommy Please Stay Home With Me
Larry Sparks - Roy Acuff

A mother went out to a party
She left at home her baby son
He cried and begged her not to leave him
But she would not give up her fun

   She kissed his cheek and tried to soothe him
   But would not heed his childish plea
   She heard him call as she was leaving



   Please mommy please stay home with me

The mother joined the merrymakers
And soon was lost in trifling joy
The mellow tunes and flitting shadows
Made her forget her baby boy

   She danced and laughed and did some drinking
   The world for her was full of glee
   But now and then these words would haunt her
   Please mommy please stay home with me

She left the party feeling dizzy
The smell of drink was on her breath
She hurried home to find her baby
In raging pain and nearing death

   The doctor came and looked on sadly
   The case was hopeless, he could see
   The baby died, these words repeating
   Please mommy please stay home with me

The mother now, her life would forfeit
To hear her baby's voice again
She grieved to think she rudely left him
To satisfy her wicked vein

   Now mothers don't neglect your duty
   This story should a lesson be
   Do not ignore your baby's pleading
   Please mommy please stay home with me

13196. Mommy Will My Doggie Understand - Chords

Mommy Will My Doggie Understand
Recorded by The Blue Sky Boys
Written by Jim Eanes 

C F
Our little girl so pale and wan lay on her dying bed
 G7 C
And held a little doggie to her breast
 F
Please mommy will you love my dog when I am gone she said
 G7 C
We knew our darling soon would be at rest

F C
Mommy will my doggie understand
 G7
That I'm going to a better land
 C C7
I know that you'll be lonely too



 F
And miss me just like dad and you
 G7 C
But want you try to make her understand

 F
The doctor only shook his head the truth we had to know
 G7 C
That God would call before the close of day
 F
We knew that he had done his best our baby had to go
 G7 C
Then in a voice so weak we heard her say

Repeat #2

13197. Mona Lisas And Mad Hatters

Mona Lisas And Mad Hatters
Bernie Taupin / Elton John

And now I know
Spanish Harlem are not just pretty words to say
I thought I knew
But now I know that rose trees never grow in New York City

Until you've seen this trash can dream come true
You stand at the edge while people run you through
And I thank the Lord there's people out there like you
I thank the Lord there's people out there like you

While Mona Lisas and Mad Hatters
Sons of bankers, sons of lawyers
Turn around and say good morning to the night
For unless they see the sky
But they can't and that is why
They know not if it's dark outside or light

This Broadway's got
It's got a lot of songs to sing
If I knew the tunes I might join in
I'll go my way alone
Grow my own, my own seeds shall be sown in New York City

Subway's no way for a good man to go down
Rich man can ride and the hobo he can drown
And I thank the Lord for the people I have found
I thank the Lord for the people I have found



13198. Monday Blues

Monday Blues
Balsam Range

Well the dawn is breaking on a week of days
So I best get up and be on my way
Grab my hat and put on my shoes
But I got me a case of them Monday blues

Them Monday blues, them Monday blues
Got me a case of them Monday blues

Well I punch the clock when the work begins
But all day long I'm wishing it would end
I feel the same the whole week through
And it's Friday before I finally lose

These Monday blues, them Monday blues
Got me a case of them Monday blues

Saturdays never long enough
Cause it's over just when I'm warming up
Sunday comes and I'm settled in
Then before you know it here I go again

With those Monday blues, them Monday blues
Got me a case of them Monday blues

13199. Monday Morning Church

Alan Jackson - Monday Morning Church 

You left your Bible on the dresser
So I put it in the drawer
'Cause I can't seem to talk to God without yelling anymore
And when I sit at your piano
I can almost hear those hymns
The keys are just collecting dust
But I can't close the lid
You left my heart as empty
As a Monday morning church
It used to be so full of faith and now it only hurts
And I can hear the devil whisper
"Things are only getting worse"
You left my heart as empty
As a Monday morning church
The preacher came by Sunday
Said he missed me at the service
He told me Jesus loves me
But I'm not sure I deserve it
'Cause the faithful man that you loved
Is nowhere to be found



Since they took all that he believed
And laid it in the ground
[Repeat chorus]
I still believe in Heaven
And I'm sure you've made it there
But as for me without your love, girl
I don't have a prayer
[Repeat chorus]
You left your Bible on the dresser
So I put it in the drawer

13200. Monday Mountain Momma

Blue Dogs - Monday Mountain Momma

Monday morning waiting on a freight train
I can hear that whistle blowing
My old lady tried to stop me
But I told her I had somewhere to go
Engine forty nine she took me down the line
Back to New Orleans where the women taste like wine
Sweet song singin New Orleans lady
Dancing on the barroom floor
She makes living so easy
I ain't got to work my days any more
Engine forty nine she took me down the line
Back to New Orleans where the women taste like wine
Poker playing and gypsies
Go together like the bird in the sky
One is always drinking whiskey
Neither stays in one place till the day that they die
Engine forty nine she took me down the line
Back to New Orleans where the women taste like wine

13201. Money

Richard Thompson
Money

[Verse 1]
I work all night, I work all day to pay the bills I have to pay
Ain't it sad?
But still there never seems to be a single penny left for me
That's too bad

[Pre-Chorus]
In my dreams I have a plan
If I met with a wealthy woman
I wouldn't have to work at all



I'd fool around and have a ball

[Chorus]
Money, money, money
Must be funny
In the rich man's world
Money, money, money
Always sunny
In the rich man's world
Oh ho ho
There's so much I could do
If I had a little money
It's a rich man's world

[Verse 2]
A girl like that is hard to find, but I can't get her off my mind
Ain't it sad?
And if she happened to be free, I bet she wouldn't fancy me
That's too bad
[Pre-Chorus]
So I must leave, I'll have to go
To Las Vegas or Monaco
And win a fortune in a game
My life will never be the same

[Chorus]
Money, money, money
Must be funny
In the rich man's world
Money, money, money
Always sunny
In the rich man's world
Oh ho ho
There's so much I could do
If I had a little money
It's a rich man's world
Oh ho ho
All the things I could do
If I had a little money
It's a rich man's world

[Outro]
It's a rich man's world

13202. Money Changes Everything

Nanci Griffith - Money Changes Everything

In the rush of the river and the roar of the crowd
You can't hear the silence calling
When it's merely the whisper of a cloud
In a crazy storm, that pulls you on



Take a pill or you might take a loss
And the vicious circle tightens
But compromise comes with a cost
Maybe you can't see, but it's clear to me
Money changes everything
It changes everything

Make a little and it make's your day
And the heavens smile upon you
Make a bundle and you're blown away
to a different game, then the rules all change

Leave a husband or trade a wife
You've made the bigger picture now
take a country or take a life
If it's moolah's will, there's gold in them hills
Money changes everything
It changes everything

If you think it makes your world go round
It makes your world go round

Money changes everything
It changes everything

13203. Money Honey

Money Honey
The Flying Burrito Brothers

You know, the landlord rang my front door bell
I let it ring for a long, long spell
I went to the window
I peeped through the blind
And asked him to tell me what's on his mind
He said
Money, honey
Money, honey
Money, honey, if you want to get along with me
Well, I screamed and I hollered
I was so hard-pressed
I called the woman that I loved the best
I finally got my baby about half past three
She said I'd like to know what you want with me
I said
Money, honey
Money, honey
Money, honey

If you want to get along with me
Well, I said tell me baby, what's wrong with you?
Money, honey
Money, honey



Money, honey
If you want to get a long with me
Well, I've learned my lesson and now I know
The sun may shine and the winds may blow
The women may come and the women may go
But before I say I love you so
I want
Money, honey
Money, honey
Money, honey
If you want to get along with me

13204. Money In The Bank - Chords

Money In The Bank - Lonesome River Band

Capo 4
   G
When we first met I was young and poor
   C                     G
I knew just what I was working for
         G                     D               G
But the times have changed and so have you, I see
             G              
Well, I was making money, you were making time
     C                             G
But you can bet I won't stand in line
       G                   D           G
If you leave me it's like money in the bank

     G                          C                G
   So, chalk it up, mark it down, look for me, I won't be around
                G                  D            G
   If you leave me it's like money in the bank

               G
Well, there's other girls that'll treat me right
     C                       G
And make it home before daylight
         G                  D                  G
They will love me for who I am and not what I buy
                G
Well, when the cards are down and the table's turned
        C                       G
It will be too late for you to learn
    G                       D           G
My love's worth more than money in the bank



13205. Money Is The Meat In The Coconut

David Rawlings
Money Is the Meat In the Coconut

[Chorus]
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the milk in the jug

[Verse 1]
A monkey married a baboon
A baboon took that ring
She reached right up and kissed him
And the bride began to sing

[Chorus]
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the milk in the jug

[Verse 2]
Chestnuts raw and roasted
Apples whole and sliced
Peanuts and onions toasted
I shouldn't have to tell you twice

[Chorus]
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the milk in the jug
[Verse 3]
Banjo with a hole in the middle
An old-time fiddle and bow
Washboard and a worn-out riddle
Just listen to the old folks go, woop, woop, woop!

[Chorus]
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the milk in the jug
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the meat in the coconut
Money is the milk in the jug

13206. Money Talks



Money Talks
Hayseed Dixie - Money Talks

Tailored suits, chauffeured cars
Fine hotels and big cigars
Up for grabs, all for a price
Where the red hot girls keep on dancin' through the night
The claim is on you
The sights are on me
So what do you do?
That's guaranteed
Hey little girl, you want it all
The furs, the diamonds, the painting on the wall
Come on, come on, love me for the money
Come on, come on, listen to the money talk
Come on, come on, love me for the money
Come on, come on, listen to the money talk
A French maid, foreign chef
A big house with king size bed
You had enough, you ship 'em out
The dollar's up, down, you better buy the pound
The claim is on you
The sights are on me
So what do you do?
That's guaranteed
Hey little girl, you break the laws
You hustle, you deal, you steal from us all
Come on, come on, love me for the money (Money talks)
Come on, come on, listen to the money talk (Money talks)
Come on, come on, love me for the money (Money talks)
Come, come on, listen to the money talk
Money talks, yeah, yeah
Money talks, B.S. walks
Money talks, come on, come on

13207. Money To Burn

Money To Burn
Hot Rize

Well, there's nothin' to some ladies like money in your hand
Love is some poetic thing to see
Let the ladies have my money and let the devil take his turn
When I have money to burn, when I have money to burn

Well, now if I had a nickel for every broken promise
That I have made in my life
Time after time I never seem to learn
I would have money to burn, I would have money to burn

Lies and broken promises flow gently from the tongue
And I wish I had a nickel for every one
Sign yours most sincerely and send to whom it may concern
I would have money to burn, I would have money to burn



Well, if I had a nickel for every precious moment
That I had spent like water day by day
Like some men made of mud there's a far road that I turn
I would have money to burn, I would have money to burn

Well, there's nothin' to some ladies like money in your hand
Love is some poetic thing to see
Let the ladies have my money and let the devil take his turn
When I have money to burn, when I have money to burn
When I have money to burn, when I have money to burn

13208. Money To Burn - Chords

Money To Burn
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Johnny Nelms

C              G            C          G
Memories of an old love the one I left behind
                              D7
Everywhere you seem to go now I suppose you'll find a yearn
C                  G           C                 G
Oh how I'd like to be that man he's got money to burn
C                  G           C                 G
Oh how I'd like to be that man he's got money to burn
                            D7
It's money in my pocket but heartaches in my heart
    C                       G
And how many times have you heard it said
  C                       G
A fool and his money will part
                                      D7
I thought money it was everything and was all I'd ever need
C                      G               C                     G
Oh but a man without a woman's love is like a garden without seed
C                      G               C                     G
Oh but a man without a woman's love is like a garden without seed
                            D7
Yes money in my pockets and memories on my mind
C              G            C            G
Memories of an old love the one I left behind
 
                          D7
I'm a rich man in pennies but oh what I paid to learn
C                   G               C                    G
A wealth of love is worth much more than all my money to burn
C                   G               C                    G
A wealth of love is worth much more than all my money to burn
                             D7
I thought money in my pocket was all I'd ever need
C                      G               C                     G
Oh but a man without a woman's love is like a garden without seed



C                      G               C                     G
Oh but a man without a woman's love is like a garden without seed

13209. Money Tree - Chords

Money Tree
Recorded by Merle Haggard written by Wayne P. Walker

G                    C           G
Silver and gold made you say goodbye
           D7                 G
One day it may make you wanna cry
                         C            G
When you're alone with a heart that's blue
             D7                   G
Who will you take your heartaches to

           C               G
Love can't grow on a money tree
A7                        D7
Not the kind you had with me
G                           C                 G
Someday when you're older a wiser girl you'll be
                      C               D7         G
Then you'll know that love can't grow on a money tree

                  C          G
I don't blame you for all my pain
                  D7                G
A young girl like you needs time to dream
                         C            G
You're happy now but how long will it last
               D7                      G
One day you'll be just a girl with the past

Repeat #2

13210. Money Will Not Save You - Chords

Money Will Not Save You 
Junior Sisk

[Verse 1]
C                      G                    Am
A young man came to Jesus, said what can I do
C                G                   Am
To be saved eternal, in heaven with you
C                            G                          Am
When the great Master heard him, and at last He would speak



C                     G                               Am
Give away your possessions, take the cross and follow me
 
[Chorus]
C                           G                      Am
Dont put your faith in a dollar, like some people do
C                           G                         Am
For you can save all your money, money will not save you
 
[Verse 2]
C                             G                             Am
We fill our pockets with treasure , as we pass though this life
C                             G                                 Am
But on that great day of judgement there's nothing treasure can buy
C                           G                     Am
And through the eye of a needle , the camel will pass
C                           G                        Am
Before the likes of a rich man, your money will not last
 
[Chorus]
C                            G                     Am
Don't put your faith in a dollar, like some people do
C                            G                       Am
For you can save all your money, money will not save you

13211. Money, Compliments, Publicity (Song Number Ten)

Todd Snider - Money, Compliments, Publicity (Song Number Ten)

A man once said that the pinnacle of success
Was when you finally lost interest
In money, compliments, and publicity
A noble enough idea, I suppose
How on earth he does this, heaven only knows
I know I need a lot more of all three of those
Before I ever have the nerve to turn up my nose
At any money, or compliment, some publicity
I'm broke as the ten commandments
Sometimes I'm harder to follow
I don't know whether to walk to school or take my lunch
S-s-should've worn my watch, it's true
You may think you see a man who was looking for attention
But you're looking at a man who has lived through a little bit of
Poverty, some anxiety, some scrutiny
You know, if I ever do get my money together
I'm gon' take care of all of my friends
I'll buy an island run a phone line
Call them tell them all to get fucked, oh
That oughta take care of them
Just be me and my money and my compliments and my publicity
Sing it with me
Money, compliments, and publicity
It's an issue for me, I



I went to see this therapist
She said, just do the best you can do
Do the best you can do
I was hoping for something more specific
A man once said that the pinnacle of success
Was when you finally lost interest
In money, compliments, publicity
Many years later, another man will say all that again
But not for the sake of inspiring men
But rather 'cause he's got nine songs and knows he needs at least ten
Before he can go back to town and turn them all in
To get the money (you guessed it), the compliments, publicity
Money, compliments and publicity
Lord, I'm gonna take it to the bank and save money
I love the compliments and the publicity
Lord, I'm gonna take it to the bank and save money
I love the compliments and the publicity
I've got so many people to thank
I want to thank Claude Davies
I won't forget the good Lord up in heaven above
And all my fans for my money, my compliments, and my publicity
Money, the compliments, the publicity
Lord, I want to bathe in it: money, I love the compliments, publicity
Money, the compliments, the publicity

13212. Money, Marbles, And Chalk

Money, Marbles, And Chalk

   I got money, marbles, and chalk sweetheart
   But I still feel like I am poor
   Cause my money won't spend, and my marbles won't roll
   And my chalk won't write anymore

There's an old saying that's been all around
I heard it before I could walk
How some's got wealth, some's got health
Others money marbles and chalk

While you were here I was happy and gay
Your presence made me feel so proud
But you left me, for another one day
Now I feel alone in a crowd

Money, marbles, and chalk is alright
For a miser who loves only gold
But give me a chance, to save our romance
For I love you with all of my soul



13213. Monkey And The Engineer

Dave Rawlings Machine - Jesse Fuller
Monkey And The Engineer

Once upon a time, there was an engineer
He drove a locomotive both far and near
Accompanied by a monkey who would sit on a stool
Watching everything the engineer would do

One day, the engineer wanted a bite to eat
He left the monkey sitting on the driver's seat
The monkey pulled the throttle, locomotive jumped the gun
And did ninety miles an hour down the mainline run

Big locomotive right on time
Big locomotive coming down the line
Big locomotive No. 99
Left the engineer with a worried mind

The engineer got the dispatcher on the phone
And told him all about his locomotive was gone
He said, get on the wire switch, operator to the right
'Cause the monkey's got the mainline sewn up tight

The switch operator got the message in time
Said there's a northbound living on the same mainline
We opened up the gate, we gotta let him through the hole
'Cause the monkeys got the locomotive under control

Big locomotive right on time
Big locomotive coming down the line
Big locomotive No. 99
Left the engineer with a worried mind
Big locomotive right on time
Big locomotive coming down the line
Big locomotive No. 99
Left the engineer with a worried mind

Big locomotive right on time
Big locomotive coming down the line
Big locomotive No. 99
Left the engineer with a worried mind

13214. Monkey Blues

Allen Brothers - Monkey blues

I don't want you Daddy
And I am tellin' you now
I don't want you Daddy
And I am tellin' you now
You said you could use your monkey



You sure lord don't know how

(This is a mean old monkey Mama)

If you don't like me Mama
You don't have to act so hard
If you don't like me Mama
You don't have to act so hard
If you foolin' me baby
I'll park my monkey in your yard

When you park your monkey
Be sure to park him somewhere outside
When you park your monkey
Be sure to park him outside
He may be a good old monkey
But your Mama can't let him ride

(He'll ride somewhere Mama)

(I mean this monkey's got to ride)

13215. Monkey's Tale

Dolly Parton - Monkey's Tale 

Oh the monkey's had a better tale than you
Compare to yours all their tales sound so true
The way you're actin' seems to me at all the monkey should go free
You're the one that should be locked up in the Zoo
When I married you I thought you were a man
But you're the biggest ape that's living in this land
I'd like to run you up a tree for the way you lie to me
Your swingin' round is gettin' out of hand
Oh the monkey's had...
Every monkey has its day so go ahead and play
Make your plans and tell your lies and stick to them
But from now on I remind you can wag your tail behind you
Cause you finally got yourself out on a limb
[ banjo ]
Every monkey has its day...
Oh the monkey's had a better tale than you

13216. Monorail

Monorail
Cornmeal
words and music by Jason Berger



I can hear that train whistle blowing
I can hear that train whistle blowing
Heard it blow now I know
I can't just let it go
I can hear that train whistle blow
I can see that smoke stack rising
I can see that smoke stack rising
Saw it rise now I realize
Need that loving in my baby's eyes
I can see that smoke stack rising
I can feel that dark horse coming
I can feel that dark horse coming
Read that line like an open book
Now I'm headed down to North Haverbrook
I can feel that dark horse coming
Monorail, monorail, monorail
Ride, ride, ride on the rails
Eat your dinner from a tin can
Bite the tongue off an old brown shoe
Sleep inside a dusty burlap sack
Fetch your water from the morning dew

I can hear that train whistle blowing
I can hear that train whistle blowing
Heard it blow now I know
I can't just let it go
I can hear that train whistle blow
I can see that smoke stack rising
I can see that smoke stack rising
Saw it rise now I realize
Need that loving in my baby's eyes
I can see that smoke stack rising
I can feel that dark horse coming
I can feel that dark horse coming
I can feel that dark horse coming
Saw it swell down in Shelbyville
Now I know I gotta catch that thrill
Monorail, monorail, monorail
Ride, ride, ride on the rails
Eat your dinner from a tin can
Bite the tongue off an old brown shoe
Sleep inside a dusty burlap sack
Fetch your water from the morning dew

13217. Monroe - Chords

Monroe 
The Special Consensus

[Verse 1]
 G                                    C              G
He came down from old Rosine, with a song and a mandolin
   G



Tilling ground and planting seeds
          C            G
Where no one had ever been
     C                    G
He brought it down to Nashville, 
     D                 G
And they all knew his name
     C                   G           Em
He played the Grand Old Opry, and it never was the same.
 
 
[Chorus]
 G                                     C                 G
Bear down on that fiddle son when you play that Old Muleskinner
 G                                   C               G
All you got and then some, and I'll jump in on the tenor
 C             G               D             G
Pick it Earl, here it comes, Lester and his old G-run
 C               G                Em
You can't do it that way son, according to Monroe's doctrine
  G
Ain't no part of nothing.
 
 
[Verse 2]
 G                                    C                G
All the years he traveled, down them rough and rocky roads
 G                                   C        G
Singing high and lonesome, with his body and soul
       C             G
Well Monroe was a wheel hoss, 
 D                G
It's a bluegrass way,
  C             G                Em
Every time he kicked it off, I thought I'd hear him say...
 
 
[Chorus]
 G                                     C                 G
Bear down on that fiddle son when you play that Old Muleskinner
 G                                   C               G
All you got and then some, and I'll jump in on the tenor
 C             G               D             G
Pick it Earl, here it comes, Lester and his old G-run
 C               G               Em
You can't do it that way son, according to Monroe's doctrine
 G
Ain't no part of nothing.
 
 
[Coda]
 C             G               D             G
Pick it Earl, here it comes, Lester and his old G-run
 C               G               Em
You can't do it that way son, according to Monroes' doctrine
G
Ain't no part of nothing.



13218. Monster Mash

Monster Mash
Hayseed Dixie - Monster Mash

I was working in the lab late one night
When my eyes beheld an eerie sight
For my monster from his slab began to rise
And suddenly to my surprise
He did the mash
He did the monster mash
The monster mash
It was a graveyard smash
He did the mash
It caught on in a flash
He did the mash
He did the monster mash
From my laboratory in the castle east
To the master bedroom where the vampires feast
The ghouls all came from their humble abodes
To get a jolt from my electrodes
They did the mash
They did the monster mash
The monster mash
It was a graveyard smash
They did the mash
It caught on in a flash
They did the mash
They did the monster mash
The zombies were having fun
The party had just begun
The guests included Wolf Man
Dracula and his son
The scene was rockin', all were digging the sounds
Igor on chains, backed by his baying hounds
The coffin-bangers were about to arrive
With their vocal group, "The Crypt-Kicker Five"
They played the mash
They played the monster mash
The monster mash
It was a graveyard smash
They played the mash
It caught on in a flash
They played the mash
They played the monster mash

13219. Monster's Holiday - Chords



Monster's Holiday
By Buck Owens

Chorus:
G C G
Frankenstein was the first in line and the Wolfman came up next
G A7 D
Dracula was a-doin' his stuff, a-breathin' down my neck
G C G 
Jump back, make tracks, here comes the Hunchback, better get out of his way
C G E7 A7 D G
Fee fee fi fi fo fo fum, it was a monster's holiday

 G C G
Well, I hopped into bed and I covered up my head, said I'm gonna get a good  night's sleep
 G A7 D
I got woke up about 12 o'clock and I jumped right to my feet
 G C G
There was gremlins and goblins, dragons and zombies, lawdy what an awful site
 C G E7 A7 
D G
I said good buddy you may get me, but brother let me tell you, it's gonna be after the fight

Chorus

Uncle Bill, well he took ill and they sent for me to come
Well, I had to pass by the old graveyard so I went on the run
There was screamin' and moanin, wailin' and groanin', scary as the mummy's  curse
I said good buddy you may get me, but brother let me tell you, that you're  gonna have to cat
ch me first

Chorus

13220. Montana Backroads

Nanci Griffith - Montana Backroads

In an old pickup truck, with his hat pulled down
He drives them old Montana backroads
Remembering half-forgotten times, and wondering where it's gone
And if he can still carry the load

Now, the summer sun is setting, and the moon is on the rise
As he pulls that old pickup into town
And he parks beside the place where the feed store used to be
And he heads for an old familiar sound

Those honky-tonk bands still play old-time songs
Remembering how things used to be
Sitting at the bar with his head down in his hands
So alone with his memories
Lord, he's so alone with his memories

He remembers back in '33, or was it '34



The year that he won the rodeo
The buckle that they gave him, well, he still wears today
For that Brahma bull that he rode

But his riding days are over now, his back is getting weak
And his eyesight, it just ain't as good
As the days he'd spot a deer at a hundred yards or more
And bring back a month's supply of food

Those honky-tonk bands still play old-time songs
Remembering how things used to be
Sitting at the bar with his head down in his hands
So alone with his memories
Lord, he's so alone with his memories

Now the bar is getting set to close, they say he's got to leave
But it feels like, Lord, he just arrived
So he downs his last shot as he's heading for the door
Getting ready for that long and lonely drive

In an old pickup truck, with his hat pulled down
He drives them old Montana backroads
Remembering half-forgotten times, and wondering where it 's gone
And if he can still carry the load

Those honky-tonk bands still play old-time songs
Remembering how things used to be
And he tumbles through the door, and he falls down on his bed
Still alone with his memories
Lord, he's still alone with his memories

13221. Montana Cowboy

Montana Cowboy

For many long years I played the lone hand
I rode my horse in many strange lands
Until one day I stopped for awhile
For two blue eyes and sunny smile

So howl away you old coyote
I hear your sad and lonesome song
'a calling me back to old Montana
Back to those hills where I belong

One day I rode away from home
I'm a traveling back but it won't be long
I'll see you again in a little while
You're my darling sweet my sunny smile



13222. Montana Cowgirl - Chords

Montana Cowgirl
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Ray Park

C
For many long years I've played a lone hand
          G7                    C
I rode my horse in many strange lands

Until one day I stopped for awhile
             G7               C
For two blue eyes and a sunny smile

        F              C
So howl away you old coyote
            G7               C
I hear your sad and lonesome song
                  F              C
You're calling me back to old Montana
              G7              C
Back to those hills where I belong

One day I rode away from home
                G7                   C
I'm a traveling back and it won't be long

I'll see you again in a little while
                  G7               C
You're my darling sweet my welcome smile

        F              C
So howl away you old coyote
            G7               C
I hear your sad and lonesome song
                  F              C
You're calling me back to old Montana
              G7              C
Back to those hills where I belong

13223. Montego Bay

Montego Bay

I showed her most of Tennessee that's all I could afford
I even thought of stealing so I could show her more
But she never did seem happy and I often heard her say
Hey I like it here, but I love Montego Bay

Oh I should have gone with her at least I wouldn't know
What about Montego Bay that makes it pull so strong
All I've got's old mem'ries of the way she used to say



Hey I like it here but, I love Montego Bay

Why couldn't I convince her why couldn't I make her see
There's no way Montego Bay needs her more than me
When she left she seemed so happy I can still hear her say
Hey I like it here, but I love Montego Bay

Why couldn't I convince her ?

13224. Monument

Monument
Greensky Bluegrass

Look at all that's grown from the seeds that we planted
I think it's safe to say, won't take a single one for granted
It could all be gone in the blink of an eye
Can't stop the wheel, no matter how hard we try

You can build a castle
But it crumbles to a cave
Funny how a monument
Looks just like a grave
Don't know what you're holding when it's right there in your hands
No matter where you're going, where you've been
You might wind up where you began

Too busy makin' plans, didn't even see it happen
Felt safe on solid ground, but that's just not wherÐµ we were standin'
Thought I was flying, I was fallin' to thÐµ ground
And when I hit, it didn't even make a sound

You can build a castle
But it crumbles to a cave
Funny how a monument
Looks just like a grave
Don't know what you're holding when it's right there in your hands
No matter where you're going, where you've been
You might wind up where you began

Look at all that's grown in fallow fields forgotten
And look at we've learned from lessons never wanted
So answer when the man behind the curtain calls
Open up your door and cut some windows in your walls

13225. Moody Richard - Chords

Moody Richard 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks



 
Intro
//:  G   Bb /  C   D   ://
 
 
Verse 1:
      G        Bb C  D              G             Bb C  D
Moody Richard,       he was always hangin' round
      G        Bb C  D               G             Bb C  D
Moody Richard,       was the biggest square in town
      G        Bb C  D             G             Bb C  D
Moody Richard,       he was always on the scene
        G        Bb C   D            G             Bb C  D
But his presence        never really meant a thing
 
 
Chorus:
          Cm7              Em
He was an innocent      bystander
Cm7                         Em
Watchin' his time        go by
        Cm7                Em
Mister innocent         bystander
Am7          Cm         Cm7     G        Bb C  D
Doesn't your time       fly     by
 
 
Verse 2:
      G        Bb  C   D           G             Bb C  D
Moody Richard,         never had a thing to say
        G        Bb  C   D             G             Bb C  D
But his silence          didn't matter anyway
        G        Bb  C   D           G             Bb C  D
And his problem          was an easy one to solve
      G        Bb C  D            G             Bb C  D
Moody Richard        never really got involved
 
 
Chorus:
          Cm7              Em
He was an innocent      bystander
Cm7                         Em
Watchin' his time        go by
        Cm7                Em
Mister innocent         bystander
Am7          Cm         Cm7     G        Bb C  D
Doesn't your time       fly     by
 
 
Bridge:
         F#m       Gm  F#m
But he's guilty of one crime
     Fm Em             Fm  Em
Must he ruin your life and mine
         F#m        Gm   F#m
For he's always standing by
   Fm  Em        Fm   Em



In the corner of your eye
 
          Cm7      Em     Cm7       Em
Yes, he's guilty,         guilty
 
 
Chorus:
          Cm7              Em
He was an innocent      bystander
Cm7                        Em
Watchin' his time        go by
        Cm7                Em
Mister innocent         bystander
Am7          Cm         Cm7     G        Bb C  D
Doesn't your time       fly     by
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
/  F#m7 /  %  / Em7 /  %  / F#m7 /  %  /  Em /  %  /
 
/ Cm7  Em / Cm7  Em  /
 
/  F#m7 /  %  / Em7 /  %  / F#m7 /  %  /  Em /  %  /
 
 
Chorus:
          Cm7              Em
He was an innocent      bystander
Cm7                         Em
Watchin' his time        go by
       Cm7                Em
Mister innocent         bystander
Am7          Cm   Cdim  B7     G    Bb C  D  G    Bb C  D
Doesn't your time       fly    by

13226. Moody River

Doc Watson 
Moody River

Moody River, more deadly
Than the vainest knife
Moody River, your muddy water
Took my baby's life

Last Saturday evening
Came to the old oak tree
It stands beside the river
Where you were to meet me

On the ground your glove I found
With a note addressed to me
It read "Dear Love, I've done you wrong



Now I must set you free"

No longer can I live
With this hurt and this sin
I just couldn't tell you
That guy was just a friend

Moody River, more deadly
Than the vainest knife
Moody River, your muddy water
Took my baby's life

I looked into the muddy waters
And what did I see
I saw a lonely, lonely face
Just looking back at me

Tears in his eyes
And a prayer on his lips
And the glove of his lost love
At his finger tips

Moody River, more deadly
Than the vainest knife
Moody River, your muddy water
Took my baby's life

13227. Moon Child

Jerry Jeff Walker - Moon Child
Todd Snider

[Verse 1]
I'm a moon child
Have you understand
I'm not [old fail?], no
I'm a moonlight man
The days are uptight, you know
They're controlled by the law
Everybody's workin'
They just a-tryin' to get off

[Chorus]
I'm like the moon, yeah
I'm hangin' out now
I'm high in the sky
Oh, I come with the night
And I'm gone in, I'm gone in the mornin' light

[Verse 2]
When the moon goes down
You know it hides somewhere
It's prob'ly got all



Of his goodies stashed there
He's takin his rest
Just gatherin' up some strength
You never know, you never know
What tomorrow night might bring

[Chorus]
I'm like the moon, yeah
I'm a-hangin' out now
High in the sky
Oh, I come with the night
And I'm gone in, I'm gone in the mornin' light
Gone in the mornin' light
When it's dark outside
And there ain't no light
You got to give off
From your light inside
You give to me
Honey, I give it back to you
And that's the way we're gonna make it
The whole night through

[Chorus]
I'm like the moon, yeah
Hangin' out now
High in the sky
Oh, I come with the night
And I'm gone in, I'm gone in the mornin' light
Gone in the mornin' light
[Outro]
I'm a moon child
I'm a moon child
I'm a moon child
Yes I'm a moon child
I'm a moon
I'm a moon child
I'm a moon child, I'm a moon child
I'm a moon child

13228. Moon Dawg's Tavern

Todd Snider - Moon Dawg's Tavern

[          . ]
Moon Dawg's Tavern, that's where I'm gonna go
Moon Dawg's Tavern, that's the only place I know
Moon Dawg's got everything I'm ever gonna need
Moon Dawg's Tavern in Frazier, Tennessee
He'll sit down and he'll tell you about the friends he's made
About the nights that he walked the line and all the mornings that he paid
How they threw him outta so many bars, he finally built one in his own backyard
He ain't been thrown out once so far and his tab is always paid
Moon Dawg's Tavern, that's where I'm gonna go



Moon Dawg's Tavern, that's the only place I know
Moon Dawg's got everything I'm ever gonna need
Moon Dawg's Tavern in Frazier, Tennessee
Moon Dawg's Tavern, that's where I'm gonna go
Moon Dawg's Tavern, that's the only place I know
Moon Dawg's got everything I'm ever gonna need
Moon Dawg's Tavern in Frazier, Tennessee
Moon Dawg's Tavern
Moon Dawg's Tavern
Moon Dawg's Tavern
Moon Dawg's Tavern
Hey Moon
You seen Henry around here ? Huh ?
What happened ?
Hey, let me sit down, you gotta tell me about this
Oh, you lied to me, alright

13229. Moon Hang Low

The Incredible String Band - Moon Hang Low 

Let the moon hang low low down in the sky
The lower it goes the higher we fly
One small candle is just enough light
For endless moments of love bright

And the more I know you the more I know
And the more I love you the more love grows

Let the fire burn way down low
In those early hours easy hours
When the world turns slow

13230. Moon Meets The Sun

Rhiannon Giddens - Moon Meets the Sun

When the day is done
The moon meets the sun
We'll be dancing
When the day is done
The moon meets the sun
We'll be dancing
You put the shackles on our feet
But we're dancing
You steal our very tongue
But we're dancing
Brown girl in the ring
Raise your voice and sing



Sing us solace
Sing us freedom
Hold us steady
Keep us breathing
We'll endure this
You can't stop us
And we're dancing
You steal our children
But we're dancing
You make us hate our very skin
But we're dancing
We're your sons
We're your daughters
But you sell us
Down the river
May the God
That you gave us
Forgive you
Your trespasses
We're survivors
You can't stop us
And we're dancing
When the day is done
The moon meets the sun
We'll be dancing
When the day is done
The moon meets the sun
We'll be dancing
Like the rabbit
We won't bend to your will
Like the spider
The smallest will still prevail
The stories of our elders
We find comfort in these
We smile to the sky
We move to stay alive
And we're dancing
You steal our work for your profit
But we're dancing
You think our home we have forgotten
But we're dancing
Step into the circle
Step into the ring
Raise your voice and sing
Sing freedom
Sing freedom
You can't stop us now
You can't keep us down
We'll be dancing
When the day is done
The moon meets the sun
We'll be dancing
When the day is done
The moon meets the sun
We'll be dancing
You can't stop us now (We'll be dancing)
You can't keep us down (We'll be dancing)



You can't stop us now (We'll be dancing)
You can't keep us down (We'll be dancing)
You can't stop us now (We'll be dancing)
You can't keep us down (We'll be dancing)
You can't stop us now
You can't keep us down
You can't stop us now (We'll be dancing)
You can't keep us down (We'll be dancing)
You can't stop us  now (We'll be dancing)
You can't keep us down (We'll be dancing)
You can't keep us down (We'll be dancing)
You can't keep us down (We'll be dancing)
You can't keep us down (We'll be dancing)

13231. Moon Over Memphis

Balsam Range - Moon Over Memphis 

There's a moon over Memphis looking down on what I've done
There's a moon over Memphis looking down on what I've done
It's shining through the smoke from the barrel of my gun

That moon over Memphis it don't understand
That moon over Memphis it just don't understand lord
That I found my woman in the arms of another man

And the sun in Chicago it won't ask me why
I ran away from Memphis and a man had to die
There's a moon over Memphis looking down on what I've done
It's shining through the smoke from the barrel of my gun

That moon over Memphis is hanging like a judge
That moon over Memphis is hanging like a judge
It's showing no mercy on a man who held a grudge

And the stars up in heaven will never see my face
For what I did in Memphis can never be erased
There's a moon over Memphis looking down on what I've done
It's shining through the smoke from the barrel of my gun

There's a moon over Memphis looking down on what I've done
There's a moon over Memphis looking down on what I've done
It's shining through the smoke from the barrel of my gun

There's a moon over Memphis
There's a moon over Memphis
There's a moon over Memphis looking down on what I've done



13232. Moon River

Moon River
Sara Watkins - Moon River

[Verse 1]
Moon river, wider than a mile
I'm crossing you in style some day
Oh, dream maker, you heart breaker
Wherever you're goin', I'm goin' your way

[Verse 2]
Two drifters, off to see the world
There's such a lot of world to see
We're after the same rainbow's end
Waitin' 'round the bend, my huckleberry friend
Moon river and me

[Verse 3]
Two drifters, off to see the world
There's such a lot of world to see
We're after the same rainbow's end
Waitin' 'round the bend, my huckleberry friend
Moon river and me

13233. Moon Song

Emmylou Harris - Moon Song

Followed your road till the sky ran out
Followed your love till love was in doubt
Followed your love till it never really was at all
Feeling stupid and hollow
Now the moon's gonna' follow me home

Waited for you till the snow fell down
Over my skin like a thin nightgown
Waited for you but you never came around at all
Waited for you till they pulled the plug
Bartender emptied out his big tip jug
They swept all the floors
Vacuumed the rugs and went home
Drank all I could swallow
Now the moon's gonna' follow me home

[Repeat 2X]
Time go easy on me tonight
'Cause I'm one of the lost sheep alright
Take what you must, take what you must
Of what I've lost as I have roamed
And let the moon follow me home

Followed your tears with a washing pail



I followed your story I followed your tail
Followed you straight through the
Doors of your jail cell too

Followed your voice in the darkness soft
A wind came through and carried it off
I followed your love till it never really was at all
Drank all I could swallow
Followed a road
'Til the sky ran out

13234. Moondance

Moondance
Van Morrison?

Well, it's a marvelous night for a Moondance
With the stars up above in your eyes
A fantabulous night to make romance
'Neath the cover of October skies
And all the leaves on the trees are falling
To the sound of the breezes that blow
And I'm trying to please to the calling
Of your heart-strings that play soft and low
And all the night's magic seems to whisper and hush
And all the soft moonlight seems to shine in your blush

Chorus:
Can I just have one more Moondance with you, my love
Can I just make some more romance with you, my love

Well, I wanna make love to you tonight
I can't wait 'til the morning has come
And I know that the time is just right
And straight into my arms you will run
And when you come my heart will be waiting
To make sure that you're never alone
There and then all my dreams will come true, dear
There and then I will make you my own
And every time I touch you, you just tremble inside
And I know how much you want me that you can't hide

Chorus

Well, it's a marvelous night for a Moondance
With the stars up above in your eyes
A fantabulous night to make romance
'Neath the cover of October skies
And all the leaves on the trees are falling
To the sound of the breezes that blow
And I'm trying to please to the calling
Of your heart-strings that play soft and low
And all the night's magic seems to whisper and hush



And all the soft moonlight seems to shine in your blush

One more Moondance with you in the moonlight
On a magic night
La, la, la, la in the moonlight
On a magic night
Can't I just have one more dance with you my love

13235. Moondawgs Tavern - Chords

Moondawgs Tavern 
Todd Snider

[Chorus]
 E
 Moondawgs Tavern
 A                        E
 Thats whare i'm a gonna go
 
 Moondawgs Tavern
 B
 That's the only place i know
 E
 Moondawgs got everything
      A
 i'm ever gonna need
 E                    B         E
 Moondawgs Tavern in Frazier Tennessee
 
                       A
 He'll sit down and he'll tell you
                             E
 About all the freinds he's made
                            B
 About all the nights that he walked the line
                             E
 And all the mornings that he paid
                            A
 How they threw him out of so many bars
                           E
 he finally built one in his own backyard
                            B
 he ain't been thrown out once so far
          A              E
 And his tab is always paid

13236. Moonlight in Vermont



Linda Ronstadt - Moonlight in Vermont

Pennies in a stream
Falling leaves, a sycamore
Moonlight in Vermont

Icy finger-waves
Ski trails on a mountainside
Snowlight in Vermont

Telegraph cables, they sing down the highway
And travel each bend in the road
People who meet in this romantic setting
Are so hypnotized by the lovely...

Ev'ning summer breeze
Warbling of a meadowlark
Moonlight in Vermont

Telegraph cables, how they sing down the highway
And they travel each bend in the road
People who meet in this romantic setting
Are so hypnotized by the lovely...

Ev'ning summer breeze
The warbling of a meadowlark
Moonlight in Vermont

Moonlight in Vermont
Moonlight in Vermont

13237. Moonlight Motor Inn

Moonlight Motor Inn 
Josh Williams
 
In forty six we moved out here to Beaumont 
To start a little business of our own 
They built the freeway through in sixty two 
Everything we had's now lost and gone 
 
I see them in the distance from my window  
The faces in the cars look straight ahead 
They roll on by too loud for comfort 
But  too far away to rent a motel bed 
 
CHORUS: 
So if you're passing on your way, from Palm Springs to L A 
Give a wave to good old Dave, say hello to progress 
And goodbye to the Moonlight Motor Inn 
 
Mother's sleepin' in the back room, TV shows are the only life she has 
Our son's, now a Captain in the Air Force 
Well he can't find the time, to write his proud old dad 



 
And our daughter wants to leave, the place at eighteen 
And run away  with a jobless Beaumont man 
Hitchhike out of California 
And make a life, in the Rocky Mountain land 
 
The sun comes up behind the freeway 
And sets down by the dry swimming pool 
Can't make the payments on the mortgage 
Can't turn the red ink into blue 
 
The-weeds are growin' through the gravel 
Blacktop's cracked apart and washed away 
And our neon sign points in the wrong direction 
The Moonlight Motor Inn goes down today 
 
Give a wave, to good old Dave, say hello to progress 
And goodbye to the Moonlight Motor Inn

13238. Moonlighter

Moonlighter
Claire Lynch

I rise with the sun cause my work is never done
And those leftover chores from the midnight before are still waiting for me
And once again i'm caught between this rock and hard place

Well i get up on my feet and make coffee in my sleep
The school bell rings at eight i hope the kids don't make me late
Cause the boss will want to know
Why i'm holdin' up the side show in this rat race

And it seems like all the days are gettin' shorter
Fight with time to make your pay
Give a dollar's worth away to make a quarter
But i believe the holy light is burnin' brighter
To come and take this old world back stop the pendulum in its track
And let the sun forever shine on this moonlighter

The mornin' news is grim the cost of livin's up again
And there's little left to spare but i'm contendin' for my share
Cause my prospects are high people reaching for the good life all around me

Well i'm sure the lord knew best when he made a day of rest
But it sure would turn out neat with one more extra day a week
Maybe then this moonlight dance i do
Would never have a chance to overtake me

And it seems like all the days are gettin' shorter...

[ guitar ]



13239. Moonrise Over Ridgway

Moonrise Over Ridgway
Stillhouse Junkies

Lopin' cross the meadow 
Early hours of the night
I am a lonely rider 
 Nother cowboy not in sight
And I'm out of time

I think I hear an bugle call 
High pitched whirl and whine
The rumble of a steaming train
But I ain't near the line
Have I lost my mind?

The deputy should be here
Shoulda met an hour ago
I think I see his horse
Ain't no sign of Joe
So I pray for the moonrise

CHORUS
I see the Moonrise over Ridgway
In the Uncompahgre 
There'll be hell to pay
Moonrise over Ridgway
There'll be hell to pay 

There's a fever in the town
Brother Joe went for the cure
Without the doctor's tonic 
I'll be buryin' my girl
And I'm out of time

A flash of light around me
I spin and draw my gun
Should I stand my ground and fight?
Should I tuck my tail and run?
Is it worth my life?

The moon ain't in the sky now 
But it rose an hour ago
Where did I just come from
Where the hell did hombre go?
I was out of time



13240. Moonshine In The Trunk

Brad Paisley - Moonshine In The Trunk 

I got a '69 Camaro, a Ram Jet 502
I could win the pole at Bristol, baby, but I'm riding round with you
Bored as hell, we might as well burn this tank of gas
And if we're going nowhere, girl, let's go nowhere fast
Like there's moonshine in the trunk, and blue lights on our tail
Like if we get caught they're gonna haul us off to jail
Like we're helping out uncle Jessy, making a midnight run
Let's drive tonight like this whole county's dry
And there's moonshine in the trunk
Well they say that's how the Duke boys and NASCAR started out
They were hauling bootleg liquor and look where they are now
Chances are I got a mason jar rolling round in the back
Now white lightning's long gone, but it shouldn't be hard to act
Like there's moonshine in the trunk, and blue lights on our tail
Like if we get caught they're gonna haul us off to jail
Like we're helping out uncle Jessy, making a midnight run
Let's drive tonight like this whole county's dry
And there's moonshine in the trunk
Whoa, let's pretend we're running from the law
Whoa, like we're the Bonnie and Clyde of alcohol
Like there's moonshine in the trunk, and blue lights on our tail
And like if we get caught they're gonna haul us off to jail
Like we're helping out uncle Jessy, making a midnight run
Let's drive tonight like this whole county's dry
And there's moonshine in the trunk

13241. Moonshiner

Moonshiner

I've been a moonshiner for many long years
I spend all of my money on whiskey and beer
I'll go down to some holler and set up my still
I'll sell you a gallon for a two dollar bill.

I'll eat when I'm hungry and I'll drink when I'm dry
If whiskey don't kill me Lord I'll live 'til I die.
God bless them moonshiners they're all friends of mine
Their breath is a sweet as the dew on the vine.

I'll go down in some grocery and I'll drink with my friends
No women to bother me or see what I spend
God bless them pretty women I wish one was mine
For their breath is more sweeter than even moonshine.

God bless that pretty woman I wish she was mine
For her breath is more sweeter than even moonshine.



13242. Moonshiner

Punch Brothers - Moonshiner (Punch Brothers) 

I've been a moonshiner
For seventeen long years
I've spent all my money
On whiskey and beer
I'll go to some hollow
And set up my still
And I'll sell you a gallon
For a ten dollar bill

And I'll go the the bar room
Where I drink with my friends
Where the women can't folllow
And see what I spend
God bless them pretty women
I wish one was mine
Cause their breath is as sweet as
The dew on the vine

Give me food when I'm hungry
Give me drink when I'm dry
A dollar when I'm hard up
Religion when I die (and only then)
If this whole world's a bottle
Then life's but a dram
When the bottle is empty
It sure ain't worth a damn

I've been a moonshiner
For seventeen long years
I've spent all my money
On whiskey and beer
I'll go to some hollow
And set up my still
And if the whiskey don't kill me
I don't know what will
End

13243. Moonshiner

Moonshiner - Deadly Gentlemen
(G. Liszt)

Been a moonshiner since the day I was born,
I drunk up all my money and
I stilled up all my corn,



Been a moonshiner and I'm numb to pain,
If you could have been me,
You'd have done the same,

Came into the world rugged at the get go,
A deep dark hole got dug out of the meadow,
Looking back it's just a blanket of gray,
I lived all the trouble then I drank it away.

I've seen so many good people laid in the shade,
I've been around,
I've seen many a good maiden betrayed,
Look into that cup it's a crying shame,
Better to live high than to die in pain,

Been a moonshiner since the day I was born,
I drunk up all my money
I stilled up my corn,
If I had them I'd fly away with a couple I wings,
But I just have my way with the trouble it brings.

Time and again her papa just told her no,
Time and again I see her now
Getting older slow,
We never did to come to pass,
There's still fun,
But I can't get fun to last,
Come on moonshiners, stand in a row,
I see you looking abandoned and low,
There's a lot that could have been
That you couldn't be true to,
It's a bad feeling I know it better than you do.

Too many old biscuits and leftover flapjacks,
And under my bed,
Too many little satchels and backpacks,
Loved the girls since I came to life,
My testament I blessed them in the name of Christ,
So be mine babe, you get a cart and bull,
Billy goat gruff and liquor by the carton-full
Be mine,
You get a diamond ring,
Live in an oak tree all the time and sing,
But I've been a moonshiner since the day I was born,
I drunk up all my money and
I stilled up all of my corn,
Tell me to quit it and every day I'll try,
But I'll be a moonshiner till the day I die.

13244. Moonshiner

Allison Moorer - Moonshiner
Blue Mafia



I've been a moonshiner for seventeen long years
I've spent all my money on whiskey and beers
I go to some holler and put up my still
I'll make you one gallon for a two dollar bill

I go to some grocery and drink with my friends
No women to follow to see what I spend
God bless those women, I wish they were mine
Their breath smells as sweet as the dew on the vine

I'll eat when I'm hungry and drink when I'm dry
If moonshine don't kill me, I'll live till I die
God bless those moonshiners, I wish they were mine
Their breath smells as sweet as the good old moonshine

I might go to heaven, I might go to hell
Till I meet my maker, don't know where I'll dwell
If he likes jug whiskey, I'll live in the sky
High up on the mountain with some sweet moonshine.

13245. Moonshiner - Chords

Moonshiner
Allison Moorer

[Intro]
Dm Em G Am x2
 
[Verse]
     Dm         Em         G              Am
I've been a moonshiner for seventeen long years
   Dm          Em       G           Am
I spent all my money on whiskey and beer
  Am         F          G         Am
I go to some holler and put up my still
     Dm           Em           G          Am
I'll make you one gallon for a two dollar bill
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm Em G Am
 
 
[Verse]
  Dm         Em          G              Am
I go to some grocery and drink with my friends
   Dm          Em     G          Am
No women to follow to see what I spend
    Am          F       G              Am
God bless those women I wish they were mine
      Dm               Em           G          Am
Their breath smells as sweet as the dew on the vine



 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm Em G Am
 
 
[Verse]
     Dm           Em         G              Am
I'll eat when I'm hungry and drink when I'm dry
   Dm              Em           G           Am
If moonshine don't kill me I'll live till I die
    Am          F               G             Am
God bless those moonshiners, I wish they were mine
      Dm               Em           G            Am
Their breath smells as sweet as the good ol' moonshine
 
 
[Verse]
  Dm          Em         G          Am
I might go to heaven, I might go to hell
     Dm         Em         G               Am
Till I meet my maker don't know where I'll dwell
   Am            F             G          Am
If He likes jug whiskey, I'll live in the sky
     Dm            Em         G            Am
High up on the mountain with some sweet moonshine
 
 
[Outro]
Dm Em G Am x2

13246. Moonshiner - Chords

Moonshiner
Allison Moorer

[Intro]
Dm Em G Am x2
 
[Verse]
     Dm         Em         G              Am
I've been a moonshiner for seventeen long years
   Dm          Em       G           Am
I spent all my money on whiskey and beer
  Am         F          G         Am
I go to some holler and put up my still
     Dm           Em           G          Am
I'll make you one gallon for a two dollar bill
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm Em G Am
 



 
[Verse]
  Dm         Em          G              Am
I go to some grocery and drink with my friends
   Dm          Em     G          Am
No women to follow to see what I spend
    Am          F       G              Am
God bless those women I wish they were mine
      Dm               Em           G          Am
Their breath smells as sweet as the dew on the vine
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm Em G Am
 
 
[Verse]
     Dm           Em         G              Am
I'll eat when I'm hungry and drink when I'm dry
   Dm              Em           G           Am
If moonshine don't kill me I'll live till I die
    Am          F               G             Am
God bless those moonshiners, I wish they were mine
      Dm               Em           G            Am
Their breath smells as sweet as the good ol' moonshine
 
 
[Verse]
  Dm          Em         G          Am
I might go to heaven, I might go to hell
     Dm         Em         G               Am
Till I meet my maker don't know where I'll dwell
   Am            F             G          Am
If He likes jug whiskey, I'll live in the sky
     Dm            Em         G            Am
High up on the mountain with some sweet moonshine
 
 
[Outro]
Dm Em G Am x2

13247. Moonshiner's Daughter

Moonshiner's Daughter
Hayseed Dixie - Moonshiner's Daughter

It was a lovely day for a wedding
And the folks were all dressed in black
When she said "I do," I said "me too"
With a shotgun pointed at my back
I married a moonshiner's daughter
How could I go wrong?
'Cause the moonshiner's daughter cooks up corn and water



And makes me liquor all night long
Well, the preacher was as drunk as he could get, lord
And her brothers and her dad were too, of course
Her mom whispered in my ear, "if she don't satisfy you, dear
Just come on down and get you some at the source."
I married a moonshiner's daughter
How could I go wrong?
'Cause the moonshiner's daughter cooks up corn and water
And makes me liquor all night long
We had our honeymoon in Nashville
Got a room down on Dickerson Pike
When the desk clerk, he asked me, "how old is she?"
I said, "old enough to know just what I like"
I married a moonshiner's daughter
How could I go wrong?
'Cause the moonshiner's daughter cooks up corn and water
And makes me liquor all night long

13248. Moose Knuckle Shuffle

Dierks Bentley - Moose Knuckle Shuffle

[Verse 1]
Well, my truck broke down out on Highway 43
Just some honeysuckle, couple cows, and me
I looked up and the sign I see
Said "Welcome y'all to Moose Knuckle, Tennessee"

[Verse 2]
Well, I walked into town, and when I got there
They were having a ball on the old town square
Doing a dance I didn't know how to do
Then this girl said, "Boy, I can teach you"

[Chorus]
Yeah, you shuffle to the left, you shuffle to the right
Put your hands in your pants and you hike 'em up high
No matter what you're packing under that belt buckle
Everybody do the Moose Knuckle Shuffle

[Verse 3]
The next thing I knew, the moose was loose
I started a train shaking my caboose
Tracy Byrd showed up and said, "What's this y'all?
It might be better than the Watermelon Crawl"

[Chorus]
Yeah, you shuffle to the left, you shuffle to the right
Put your hands in your pants and you hike 'em up high
No matter what you're packing under that belt buckle
Everybody do the Moose Knuckle Shuffle

[Verse 4]



Well, I married that girl and we had a couple kids
Got elected mayor, first thing I did
Was stick a new sign in that old honeysuckle
Says "Welcome to the home of Moose Knuckle Shuffle"

[Chorus]
Yeah, you shuffle to the left, you shuffle to the right
Put your hands in your pants and you hike 'em up high
No matter what you're packing under that belt buckle
Everybody do the Moose Knuckle Shuffle

[Outro]
We'll be happy to teach you, it ain't no trouble
Everybody do the Moose Knuckle Shuffle
Do the Moose Knuckle Shuffle
Do the Moose Knuckle Shuffle
Aw, knuckle down, boys

13249. Mor A'Cheannaich / Mouth Music

Rhiannon Giddens - Mor A'Cheannaich/ Mouth Music

'S iomadh rud tha dhÃ¬th orm       (there are many things I would need)
A dh'fheumainn fhÃ¬n mu'n dÃ¨anainn banais       (before I arranged a wedding)
'S iomadh rud tha dhith orm
A dh'fheumainn fhÃ¬n mum pÃ²sainn       (before I married)
'S iomadh rud tha dhÃ¬th orm
A dh'fheumainn fhÃ¬n mu'n dÃ¨anainn banais
'S iomadh rud tha dhith orm
A dh'fheumainn fhÃ¬n mum pÃ²sainn
Ibhi abhi ubhi abhi       (eevee ahvee uvee ahvee)
Air do shlÃ inte a MhÃ²r a' Cheannaich       (your good health, Mor a' Cheannaich)
Ibhi abhi ubhi abhi
Air do shlÃ inte a MhÃ²rag
Ibhi abhi ubhi abhi
Air do shlÃ inte a MhÃ²r a' Cheannaich
Ibhi abhi ubhi abhi
Air do shlÃ inte a MhÃ²rag
DÃ²mhnall Dubh an Domhnallaich       (black-haired Donald)
A-nochd an tÃ²ir air MÃ²r a' Cheannaich       (tonight is after Mor a Cheannaich)
DÃ²mhnall Dubh an Domhnallaich
A-nochd an tÃ²ir air MÃ²rag       (tonight is after Morag)
DÃ²mhnall Dubh an Domhnallaich
A-nochd an tÃ²ir air MÃ²r a' Cheannaich
DÃ²mhnall Dubh an Domhnallaich
A-nochd an tÃ²ir air MÃ²rag
Ibhi abhi ubhi abhi
Air do shlÃ inte a MhÃ²r a' Cheannaich
Ibhi abhi ubhi abhi
Air do shlÃ inte a MhÃ²rag
Ibhi abhi ubhi abhi
Air do shlÃ inte a MhÃ²r a' Cheannaich
Ibhi abhi ubhi abhi



Air do shlÃ inte a MhÃ²rag
Aonghas Mac a' PhÃ¬obaire        (Angus, the piper's son)
'S e fhÃ¨in a' strÃ¬ ri MÃ²r a'Cheannaich        (Is struggling with MÃ²r a'Cheannaich)
Aonghas Mac a' PhÃ¬obaire
'S e fhÃ¨in a' strÃ¬ ri MÃ²rag        (Is struggling with MÃ²rag)
Aonghas Mac a' PhÃ¬obairR
'S e fhÃ¨in a' strÃ¬ ri MÃ²r a'Cheannaich
Aonghas Mac a' PhÃ¬obaire
'S R fhÃ¨in a' strÃ¬ ri MÃ²rag
Ibhi abhi ubhi abhi
Air do shlÃ inte a MhÃ²r a' Cheannaich
Ibhi abhi ubhi abhi
Air do shlÃ inte a MhÃ²rag
Ibhi abhi ubhi abhi
Air do shlÃ inte a MhÃ²r a' Cheannaich
Ibhi abhi ubhi abhi
Air do shlÃ inte a MhÃ²rag
[Second song, repeated faster and faster]
Ciamar a ni mi a dannsa direach        (how can I make a tidy dance)
Ciamar a ni mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach        (how can I dance a Bonny Reel)
Ciamar a ni mi an dannsa dÃ¬reach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta        (the pin went from the hem of my coat)
Ciamar a ni mi a dannsa direach
Ciamar a ni mi a ruidhle bÃ²idheach
Ciamar a ni mi an dannsa dÃ¬reach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi        (the pin went and that put me astray)
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Ciamar a ni mi an ruidhle boÃ¬dheach
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a bonn mo chÃ²ta
Dh'fhalbh am prÃ¬on a chuir air chlÃ¬ mi
Ciamar a ni mi an ruidhle boÃ¬dheach

13250. Mordecai

Mordecai
Josh Williams

We'd see him in the distance on the trail along the rim
His silver head against the mountain sky
And grandmas face would open up when she saw that it was him
And she'd say daddy grab a chair it's mordecai

And it seemed to me he brought as country store there on his back
As he layed it all before us on the ground
And I knew he'd finally reach into that ragged old back pack
For the candy that he always brought around

He said
My papa was a wanderin' jew
And its my fate to be one too



I'll roam these mountain trails until I die
Perhaps one day I'll see my home
Then he smiled and turned to go
And we all said goodbye to Mordecai

One evening when he stayed with us I saw him at his prayers
As the last light trickled through the cabin door
He stood before that little yellow candle burnin' there
Softly speaking words I'd never heard before

And I told him how my grandma said it troubled her mind so
That such a fine man wasn't washed in the blood of the lamb
He smiled and said tell grandma if it pleases her to know
That she and I both pray to the god of Abraham

He said
My papa was a wanderin' jew
And its my fate to be one too
I'll roam these mountain trails until I die
Perhaps one day I'll see my home
Then he smiled and turned to go
And we all said goodbye to mordecai

Its been so long now since I left that hillside far behind
For a place I've never truly called my home
And more and more these days I see him walkin' in my mind
Through the misty mountain distance all alone

Mordecai was a wanderin' jew
In my own way I am one too
I hope to make it home before I die
And if I finally find my way
I'll light a candle at his grave
And say one more goodbye to Mordecai

13251. Mordecai - Chords

Josh Williams - Mordecai chords
  
This is how I play and it sounds good to me, please inform me of any improvements 
that could be made, enjoy!

http://www.joshwilliamsmusic.com/
 
Capo 3
Intro    G C G D

G                                     C               D 
We'd see him in the distance on the trail along the rim
      C               G                D
His silver head against the mountain sky
G                                     C                  Am
And Grandmas face would open up when she saw that it was him



      C                    D               G
And she'd say Daddy grab a chair its Mordecai
G                                         C                   D
And it seemed to me he brought a country store there on his back
      C               G               D
As he layed it all before us on the ground
G                                     C                   Am
And I knew he'd finally reach into that ragged old back pack
        C                 D              G
For the candy that he always brought around

Chorus

G
He Said
   D                             C                        
My Papa was a wandering Jew and it's my fate to be one too
  G                                     D
I'll roam these mountain trails until I die
D                                C                                    
Perhaps one day I'll see my home and then he smiled and turned to go
G                D                G
And we all said goodbye to Mordecai

One evening when he stayed with us I saw him at his prayers
As the last light trickled through the cabin door
And he stood before the little yellow candle burning there
Softly speaking words I'd never heard before
And I told him how my Grandma said it troubled her mind so
Such a fine man wasn't washed in the blood of the lamb
He smiled and said "Tell Grandma if it pleases her to know
That She and I both pray to the God of Abraham"

Chorus

It's been so long now since I've left that hillside far behind
For a place I've never truly called my home
And more and more these days I see him walking in my mind
Through the misty mountain distance all alone

Mordecai was a wandering Jew, in my own way I am one too
I hope to make it home before I die
And if I should ever find my way I'll light a candle at his grave
And say one more goodbye to Mordecai

13252. More About John Henry

Tom T Hall - More About John Henry

(The Storytellers and I were doin' a show down in Meridian, Mississippii
And these friends of mine came up
And brought me this real old book about John Henry
And they told me if they let me read this old book I'd probably write a song about it



And they did and I did and I called it More About John Henry)
First of all John Henry was a black man he was born where the sun don't ever shine
He was six feet tall he didn't know his own strength
But he did not swing the hammer all the time
Of course he didn't John Henry had some women on his mind
There was a woman cross the street named Poor Selma
Loved John Henry like a natural man
John Henry quit Poor Selma just like he was quittin' work
He loved that stinger-ree of Julie Anne
And what is it a stinger-ree is somethin' else you understand
There was a man named Stacker Lee in Argenta a little man with a big 44
You know he shot his woman down and took a shot at Poor Selma
But ol' Stacker won't be shootin' anymore
He had to quit it John Henry laid him dead on the floor
John Henry threw Stacker Lee in the river then he said I've got a say so to say
He broke out in a song that was wrote by Blind Leonard
He said Julie Anne I'm singing my say
He said I love you but I do not like your lowdown ways
Well John Henry went to a conjurin' woman said this misery ain't no way to live
Somebody's back door creeping on my pretty Julie Anne
Conjure woman had a say so to give
She said John Henry she said that's just the way things is
Well John Henry went to a hell bustin' man said I'm tormented deep in my soul
Well that hell buster prayed John Henry's sins away
And they tell me that the thunder did roll
Sweet Jesus what a frightenin' sight to behold
From that day on John Henry was a changed man all he did was just work all the time
Well he worked till the muscles in his body gave out
Then he kept right on a workin' in his mind
Don't do it cause a man ain't supposed to work all the time
Julie Anne said John Henry I love you Poor Selma said John Henry you're my man
Ruby said I'm gonna cook ye up some greens and some lean meat
With corn bread in a four foot pan
With lotsa cracklins but John Henry was a diff'rent kinda man
Well they allow that hard work killed John Henry hmm
I'm gonna leave that allowin' up to you hmm
Well was he killed by hard work or was he killed by bad women
Be sure that this ain't happenin' to you
Quit working when your day's work work is through
Cause a man ain't supposed to work all the time
And ain't that just the way the things is
A stinger-ree is somethin' else you understand
Quit working when your your day's work is through God bless you

13253. More And More - Chords

More And More 
Donna the Buffalo
 
A
A long day          of being used
 
get accosted by the evening news



 
in a world that looks for reasons to live
 
I'm hooked on reasons to give
B              D                    A
  Need you      more and more
B              D                    A
Need your love  more and more
A
A
B              D                    A
B              D                    A
 
A
Ro - mantics            set aside
 
With my cheap suit   and a comb
 
one    smell             of your arm pit
 
Is proof enough      that I'm home
B              D                     A
   Need you      more and more
B              D                     A
Need your love  more and more
A
A
B              D            A
B              D            A
 
 
 
 
 
 
A
Fortune has fallen     from above
 
In a world that's       filled with love
 
You're the icing        on my cake
 
Your very being       makes me ache
B              D                      A
  Need you          more and more
B              D                       A
Need your love     more and more
A
A
B              D                      A
B              D                      A
 
A
Seen the light          of a better day
 
A true believer          gone astray
 



Drink my coffee         walk my dog
 
Throw me a rope       I'm comin' up
B              D                      A
  Need you        more and more
B              D                      A
Need your love  more and more
B              D                      A
  Need you        more and more
B              D                      A
Need your love  more and more

13254. More Bad Weather On The Way

More Bad Weather On The Way

More bad weather on the way...

-Banjo Solo-
-Instrumental-

More bad weather on the way...
More bad weather on the way...

-Instrumental-

More bad weather on the way...
More bad weather on the way...

-Instrumental-

More bad weather on the way...
More bad weather on the way...

More bad weather on the way...

13255. More Behind the Picture Than the Wall

More Behind the Picture Than the Wall 
Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

I was cleaning out the closet, throwin' things away
I'd forgotten all about it, when I looked, there it lay
I picked it up, found a frame and hung it in the hall
But there's more behind this picture than the wall.

It was taken on that trip we took back in '92
Casey sure did look like me, Lori looked like you
We had no way of knowing then, just how the cards would fall



Yeah, there's more behind this picture than the wall.

Casey joined the army, they sent him far from home
Lori moved to Hollywood, pretending she was grown
You and I held on and tried to make sense of it all
There's more behind this picture than the wall.

Too soon our little family, was scattered to the wind
You fell out of love with me, and wouldn't fall back in
I was sleepin' by myself the night I got that call
Yeah, there's more behind this picture than the wall.

Casey died a hero, that's what the Chaplain said
We couldn't find sweet Lori, I doubt she knows it yet
You and I stood tortured by the memories we recall
There's more behind this picture than the wall.

Four happy lovin' faces, back then we had it all
But there's more behind this picture than the wall
Than the wall.

13256. More For The Sender - Chords

More For The Sender 
Sean Watkins

G C
Hello my friend
G C
Its me again Dm (x054030)G C
Writing you words I cannot send you
G C
Autumns cold
G C
The leaves are old
Dm G G/F#
Letting go but not me
 
Em Bm D A/C#
Its when we met, and its when you left
C2 (x32000) G D
Its when our love was the best
Em Bm D A/C#
So every year I write you this letter
C2 G D C
But like a prayer, its more for the sender
 
GD C
Do you remember?
 
Sometimes I swear
Youre in the air
Am I just a great pretender?



Am I alone?
I want to know
If you remember

13257. More Good Women Gone Wrong

More Good Women Gone Wrong
Norman Blake - More Good Women Gone Wrong

[Verse 1]
Now girls, beware of the railroad men
Got a girl on every line
They toot on the whistle as the train goes by
'I'll come up to see you sometime'

[Chorus]
There's more good women gone wrong
A man was the cause of it all
A man will deceive you and ruin your poor soul
Behind you, he'll laugh when you fall

[Verse 2]
The nice young preacher will come to your home
Act just as nice as can be
And then next thing you know, your woman's gone wrong
And he'll tell you salvation is free

[Chorus]
There's more good women gone wrong
A man was thR cause of it all
A man will deceive you and ruin your poor soul
Behind you, he'll laugh when you fall

[Verse 3]
Some young lawyer will plead for your case
Take money to save your life
And while you're in prison serving your term
He's courting your good-looking wife

13258. More Like A River

More Like a River
Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway

[Verse 1]
Bottles of wine, drugstore wishes
X's and o's, chocolate kisses
Fruit of the vine, well that's just fine
But we got a love that won't run dry



It rolls along, and goes forever
Our love, babe, is more like a river

[Chorus]
More like a river, wild and blue
Roll away, roll away
Carrying my love straight to you
Roll, roll away

[Verse 2]
I used to think love was a rose or a diamond
Just a four leaf clover waiting for you to find it
A valentine, a golden ring
A stroll in the park on the first day of spring
But here in your arms, it's a whole lot bigger
We got a love more likR a river

[Chorus]
More like a rivRr, wild and blue
Roll away, roll away
Carrying my love straight to you
Roll, roll away

[Verse 3]
They say love strikes like a roll of the dice
Like an arrow flies
Then it's gone in the blink of an eye
But a river takes you with it
All you gotta do is jump on in it

[Verse 4]
So while you're away on your midnight ramble
Singing on the west coast
It's hard to handle the months and the miles, the mountains between
Love springs up just like a bubbling stream
Step on in, feel your whole body shiver
We got a love more like a river

[Chorus]
More like a river, wild and blue
Roll away, roll away
Carrying my love straight to you
Roll, roll
More like a river, wild and blue
Roll away, roll away
Carrying my love straight to you
Roll, roll away

13259. More Love

Dixie Chicks
More Love"



I'm so close to you baby
But I'm so far away
There's a silence between us
And there's so much to say
You're my strength, you're my weakness
You're my faith, you're my doubt
We gotta meet in the middle
To work this thing out

More love, I can hear our hearts cryin'
More love, I know that's all we need
More love, to flow in between us
To take us and hold us and lift us above
If there's ever an answer
It's more love

We're afraid to be idle
So we fill up the days
We run on the treadmill
Keep slavin' away 'til there's no time for talkin'
About trouble in mind
And the doors are all closed
Between your heart and mine

More love, I can hear our hearts cryin'
More love, I know that's all we need
More love, to flow in between us
To take us and hold us and lift us above
If there's ever an answer
It's more love

Just look out around us
People fightin' their wars
They think they'll be happy
When they've settled their scores
Let's lay down our weapons
That hold us apart
Be still for just a minute
Try to open our hearts

More love, I can hear our hearts cryin'
More love, I know that's all we need
More love, to flow in between us
To take us and hold us and lift us above
If there's ever an answer
It's more love

I can hear our hearts cryin'
More love, I know that's all we need
More love, to flow in between us
To take us and hold us and lift us above
If there's ever an answer
It's more love



13260. More Of Me

More of Me
Greensky Bluegrass - More of Me

[Verse 1]
Boiling water is burning
It's been raining for days
And there's nothing but bourbon
That takes me away
I don't sleep when I lie myself down on a bed
Someone else's hotel room I'm restless again
Like I'm spread too thin over too much

[Verse 2]
So you think you can see that you're bad for me
But I'm better than I sound
And I'm stronger than I've found I can be
I'm looking straight back home
Where I leave you alone
Wishing somehow that I could be

[Chorus]
More of me
To leave you when I go
More of me
To keep you when I'm gone

[Verse 3]
Like a slower life now
And  faster one later
I wanna hurry up and get something done
For the rest of my time
Has been purchased and sold
To the most seemingly promising one
Is there anymore truth to what we've been told?

[Bridge]
More of you when I'm weary and lost on the road
More of me when you're weary protecting our home
More of us in our dreams of things to come
I'm gonna again in the last again

[Verse 4]
Is anything ever alright?
Don't you want to do something wrong?
Something bad?
Just to justify all of these feelings by stealing
Something that you've never had
Is a heart really there?
You can tell when you break it



13261. More of You

More of You
The Avett Brothers

Saying hello, holding your hand
Babe can I ask, babe can I have
More of (x8) you, you
Wondering what this life's all about
But I can't see myself living without
More of (x8) you, you

I get your number
What will you say?
I get your number
With no kind of game
I get your number
I don't want to wait
I get your number
I call you today

Out on the road hungry and tired
No way to stop, nowhere to hide
A booth in the corner, a place for the night
I stood up to leave unsatisfied
I cannot forget her, I promise I've tried
I looked through the glass between me and the night
I asked what it is, my reflection replies

More of (x8) you, you

I get your number
What will you say?
I get your number
With no kind of game
I get your number
I don't want to wait
I get your number
I call you today

13262. More Often Than Not

Jerry Jeff Walker - More Often Than Not

Well, have I not been quite far enough
How many times do you have to die now
How many sets has it been
Not another one, oh no
And would you believe
That it happens more often than not
But here's to all the people
That I'm not with tonight
Wherever they are



Well, I rolled into town last night, I'm tired
And would you believe I would like to cry now
I saw my lady laying there with a man
Not another one, oh no
And would you believe
That it happens more often than not
And here's to all the ladies
That I'm not with tonight
Wherever they are
So I went on stumbling to the town
How many times do you got to try
Someone said that she would love me
Not another one, oh no
And would you believe
That it happens more often than not
But here's to all the ladies
That fell for me tonight
Whoever they are
So pass that bottle, now give it here
There's so many reasons to drink it dry
Numb my pain maybe even kill me
Hey have another one let's go
And would you believe
That it happens more often than not
And here's to all the bottles
That I've drunk in my time
Whatever they were

13263. More Often Than Once In A While

More Often Than Once In A While

When every time I hear your name
I remember who's to blame
How that I was the first to be untrue
You start to pray to god above
When you lose the one you love
And I know I was to blame for losin' you

   I still remember the sound of your voice dear
   And the thrill of your sweet angel smile
   Tho you're gone yet you're still in my heart
   I miss you darling more often than once in a while

It starts with just a careless flirt
You'll never know how much you"ll hurt
The only one who's really in you heart
The way i cheated was a shame
Now you no longer wear my name
And it's oh so many years we've been apart



13264. More Pretty Girls Than One

More Pretty Girls Than One

My mama told me last night
She gave me good advice
Better stop your rambling round, pretty boy
And marry you a loveing wife

Look down that lonesome road
Hang down your little head and cry
For thinking of those pretty little girls
And hoping I never will die

Look down that lonesome road
Before you travel on
I'm leaving you this lonesome song
To sing when I am gone

There's more pretty girls than one
There's more pretty girls than one
For every town I rambled around
There's more pretty girls than one

13265. More Than A Memory

More Than A Memory
Garth Brooks - More Than A Memory

People say she's only in my head
It's gonna take time but I'll forget
They say I need to get on with my life
What they don't realize

Is when you're dialing 6 numbers just to hang up the phone
Driving cross town just to see if she's home
Waking a friend in the dead of the night
Just to hear him say it's going to be alright
When you're finding things to do, not to fall asleep
Cause you know she'll be there in your dreams
That's when she's
More than a memory

Took a match to everything she ever wrote
Watched her words go up in smoke
Tore all her pictures off the wall
That ain't helping me at all

Cause when you're talking out loud but nobody's there



You look like hell & you just don't care

You're drinking more than you ever drank
Sinking down lower than you ever sank
When you find yourself falling down upon your knees
Praying to God, begging him "please"
That's when she's
More than a memory

She's more
She's more

Cause when you're dialing her number just to hang up the phone
Driving cross town just to see if she's home
Waking a friend in the dead of the night
Just to hear him say it's going to be alright
When you're finding things to do, not to fall asleep
Cause you know she's waiting in your dreams
That's when she's
More than a memory

People say she's only in my head
Gonna take time but I'll forget

13266. More Than A Name On A Wall

More than a Name on a Wall - Dailey And Vincent

More Than A Name On A Wall
I saw her from a distance
As she walked up to the wall
In her hand she held some flowers
As her tears began to fall

She took out pen and paper
As to trace her memories
She looked up to Heaven
And the words she said were these

She said "Lord my boy was special
And he meant so much to me"
And oh I'd love to see him
Just one more time You see

All I have are the memories
And the moments to recall
So Lord could You tell him
He's more than a name on a wall

She said "He really missed the family
And being home on Christmas day"
And he died for God and country
In a place so far away



I remember just a little boy
Playing war since he was three
But Lord this time I know
He's not coming home to me

She said "Lord my boy was special
And he meant so much to me"
And oh I'd love to see him
But I know it just can't be

So I thank You for my memories
And the moments to recall
But Lord could You tell him
He's more than a name on a wall

Lord could You tell him
He's more than a name on a wall

13267. More Than A Whisper

Nanci Griffith - More Than a Whisper

Oh, I wish that you would call
We have not spoken since last fall
That smoky conversation's coming home
Do I just read between your lines
Yeah it could be this winter wine

So sweet upon my tongue tonight
It recalls your tender eyes
And I need more than a whisper
So much more than a whisper
It takes more than a whisper
To wake this weary fool
Oh give me more than a whisper
If you're saying I love you

Cause it's the whispers that I've never understood
And it's snowing up in the northlands
I read your warm words from the plains
While the poets say that I should never
Be thinking of you this way

They say that I misread your lines
Because I've been lonely all my life
And I'd be reaching for some silver
And leave my heart out in the fire
And I need more than a whisper
So much more than a whisper
It takes more than a whisper
To wake this weary fool



Oh give me more than a whisper
If you're saying I love you
Cause it's the whispers that I've never understood
Well I will drink my winter wine
When I get home I'll change my life
I'll only whisper that I love you
In those smoky bars at night

And though the poets say I'm lonely
There's still this woman here inside
And I've never been a fool
When my heart was on the line
Cause I need more than a whisper
So much more than a whisper
It takes more than a whisper
To wake this weary fool

Oh give me more than a whisper
If you're saying I love you
Cause it's the whispers that I've never understood

13268. More Than I Am - Chords

Mountain Heart - More Than I Am 

[Intro]
Em D/F# G
Am7 G/B D X4

[Verse]
                  Em D/F# G
Yeah I wanna be a mountain,
         Am7    G/B      D
but I am just a rolling hill
                      Em D/F# G
I want to rage like a river,
           Am7      G/B    D
but I feel slow and almost still

[Pre-Chorus]
        Dm         C       Am7
Still I reach, and climb, I leap, I
G       Dm           C
rise. I believe that I... can be

[Chorus]

Am/C G/B Am G Am/E G/D
Am/C G/B G/A
More

Than I Am



Em D/F# G  -  Am7 G/B D  X2

[Verse]
                  Em D/F# G
Yeah I wanna be a fighter
         Am7       G/B     D
But only fight for what is right
             Em        D/F#    G
And right is searchin' for the truth
        Am7    G/B     D
Finding it and holdin' tight

[Pre-Chorus]

    Dm            C
And all I've been through leaves me
Am7             G
nothing left to do
    Dm      C
But promise to you I can be

[Chorus]

Am/C G/B Am G Am/E G/D
Am/C G/B G/A
More

than I am

[Bridge]
F  C                            C   G
Ye-ah, I had a dream last night Ye ah, with an old man looking at the sea
F  C
Ye-ah, I had to stop and smile
D                       Em D/F# G
  Cause I was finally at peace

[Solo]
Em D/F# G  -  Am7 G/B D  X6

[Pre-Chorus]
       Dm        C        Am7     G
yes I reach, and climb, I leap, I rise
  F            C/E
I believe that I... can be

[Chorus]

Am/C G/B Am G Am/E G/D
Am/C G/B G/A
More

Yeah, I can be

Am/C G/B Am G Am/E G/D
Am/C G/B G/A
More



Than I am

(Played softly)
Em D/F# G  -  Am7 G/B D  X4

[Outro]
C/E  D/F#  G  Am  G  C  G/B

Am7/E  D/F#  Cmaj7    Repeat X times

13269. More Than I Can Do - Chords

More Than I Can Do
Steve Earl - More Than I Can Do
                                         
Bb                  F  
I'm trying hard to let you go
         Gm              Dm
But it's more than I can do
Eb               Bb
And every day or two
  Eb                 Fsus     F
I wind up right back where I started
Bb                F
I'm trying not to let you know
     Gm                     Dm
That I'm still in love with you
  Eb                  Bb
I can't just sit home blue
      Eb                          Fsus      F
Cause there ain't no rest for the brokenhearted
Gm                       Eb          Fsus   F
Just because you won't unlock your door
Gm                        Eb          Fsus  F
That don't mean you don't love me anymore
Bb               F
I'm never gonna let you go
   Gm              Dm
No matter what you do
     Eb               Ebm             Bb
Because you know it's more than I can do

F  Gm  Eb  Bb   F   Gm   Eb

Bb                 F
You told me that I got to stop
Gm                        Dm
But it's more than I can do
    Eb                 Bb
And that ain't nothing new
Eb                     Fsus   F
Cause we both know I'm crazy about you



Bb                    F
You said you're gonna call the cops
Gm                Dm
But I ain't gonna run 
Eb                     Bb
Because you're the only one
Eb                         Fsus  F
There ain't no way I could live without you
Gm               Eb            Fsus  F  
You left me just when I needed you
   Gm            Eb                    Fsus  F
So I ain't even close to through with you
Bb              F
I'm never gonna let you go
   Gm              Dm
No matter what you do
Eb                   Ebm             Bb
Because you know it's more that I can do

F Gm  Dm  Eb  Ebm  Bb

 From Steve Earle "I Feel Alright"
 Warner Brothers Records 1996
 WB Music Corp/South Nashville Music(ASCAP)

13270. More Than I Can Say

Dolly Parton - More Than I Can Say 
(Dolly Parton)

Your love is like a gentle breeze
That's always blowin' over me
I know you're all I'll ever need
In each and every way
You're both ends of the rainbow
My colors and my pot of gold
I love you with a love untold
More than I can say
You are the song of every bird
You are the poet's every word
Every artist's picture
Every writer's play
You are the glow in every night
You are the warmth in each sunrise
Makes no difference how I try
It's more than I can say
And when I've needed you
You've always been there for me
Been my friend and stood by me
And held me as you loved the world away
And when I've wanted you
You have satisfied my needs
Fullfilled all my fantasies



I love you more and more each day
More than I can say
Oh and sometimes I watch you gently sleep
Listen as you softly breathe
Touch you skin and kiss you sweet
And love you all the way
I reach for you
You come to me
Love me into ecstacy
I will love you endlessly
More than I can say
And when I've needed you
You've always been there for me
Been my friend and stood by me
And held me as you loved the world away
And when I've wanted you
You have satisfied my needs
Fullfilled all my fantasies
I love you more and more each day
More than I can say
I love you more and more each day
More than I can say
More than I can say
More than I can say
More than I can say

13271. More Than Just This Song

Brad Paisley - More Than Just This Song

Like a boat on a river this bus is floating down this old highway
Looking out the window I think about how I got here today
Anyone who's anywhere had some help getting there its true
And one of the reasons why I get to do the things I do
I met this angel
With callused hands
Who led this boy to his band
Under his wing I learned to fly
On these 6 strings through this life
You can hear them in my playing
Although he's gone
And I owe him so much more than just this song.
Like a leaf that had fallen I was drifting down the stream
Mr. Guitar came into my life and let me live this dream
His old gretch still speaking still speaking its teaching all of us a ton
He was my friend and my hero all wrapped up in one
I met this angel
With callused hands
Who lead this naive boy into his band
Under his wing I learned to fly
On his 6 strings into the night
I can still hear him playing although he's gone
And I owe him so much more than just this song.



Every face we see from we every stage we roll
With every note we play even though there gone
They live on
They live on

13272. More Than My Old Guitar - Chords

More Than My Old Guitar
Recorded by Merle Haggard

C            G7     C
More than my old guitar 
F            G7     C
More than my old guitar
F                         C             F
I love my old guitar like God loves the poor
    C          G7    C
But I love you e-ven more 

                 F           C
You know there's love in our family
    F            G7        C
And not a lot of hate to ignore
    F                 C              F
And love is for music and guitar for loving
    C          G7    C
But I love you e-ven more

Repeat #1

               F        C
There'll be no need for saving
   F                 G7          C
If you knew what the Lord had in store
F                        C          F
What waits for after the mind can't imagine
    C          G7    C
But I love you e-ven more

Repeat #1

13273. More Than Their Share

Dolly Parton - More Than Their Share 
Writer Dolly Parton

I give an inch and you take a mile and you tell me to jump and I just ask how
high
I've been over backwards to show you I care



And someone must always give more than their share
I say I'm sorry when the fault is not mine
And I take the blame for our fights all the time
I love you so much and it doesnt seem fair
That someone must always give more than their share
I know you well enough to know you would never admit you were wrong
And you know me well enough to know I give in cause my love is so strong
If I give an inch and you take a mile if you tell me to jump well I just ask
how high
I've been over backwards to show you I care
Cause someone must always give more than their share
Yes someone must always give more than their share

13274. More Than We Know - Chords

More Than We Know
Aoife O'Donovan & The Milk Carton Kids

[Intro]
A D
 
[Verse 1]
 A                       D
Who knew this day would find me?
  F                  G
Consuming the past behind me
  E                     F
Insisting my heart will define' me
                 D
No' matter that I' show
 
 
[Verse 2]
     A                       D
The work of my hands and' the hours
      F                     G
Spent growing the sand into towers
E                     F
Calling your sea to devour
               D
More than you know
 
 
[Verse 3]
A                         D
Gone are the days that I carried
   F                     G
A grief that alone I had married
    E                        F
To everything held and then buried
           D
Deep in my soul
 



 
[Verse 4]
     A                       D
For now you speak far beyond reason
  F                           G
A bridge with a foot in each season
  E                  F
Extending a hope I believe in
              D
More than you know
 
 
 
[Bridge]
 D                             A
What kept me here and standing free?
 G                            D
What part of you saw this in me
 F                    Em
Oh, how long until I see?
 
 
[Instrumental]
A D F G
E F D
 
[Verse 5]
  A                  D
This light goes on forever
F                       G
Carrying time like it's treasure
   E                       F
By blood and above us like weather
                   D
Further than we'll go
 
 
[Verse 6]
    A                       D
For all of the breath that leaves us
     F                    G
The ghosts that arrive to deceive us
  E                       F
I hold to the grace that believes for us
              D
More than we know
 
 
[Outro]
              A      D    A      D
More than we know
             A      D    A
More than we know



13275. More Than Words Can Tell

Dolly Parton - More Than Words Can Tell 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writer Porter Wagoner

When you're rocking back and forth there by the window
And the sun shines through the silver in your hair
I'll think of all the years we've spent together
And of all the good and bad times we have shared
We've seen happiness that could match heaven's beauty
And each sadness like the flaming pits of hell
But each thing we share just makes our love grow stronger
And I love you more than words could ever tell
When the golden years have slowly come upon us
And our children have all married off and gone
You know sweetheart each day our love grows more exciting
And I love you more as each day passes on
We've seen happiness that could match heaven's beauty
And we love each other more than words can tell
And each day as we grow closer to God's calling
I pray he'll call us at the same time there to dwell
We've seen happiness...
Yes I love you more than words could ever tell

13276. More Than You Should Say - Chords

More Than You Should Say 
The Honey Dewdrops
 
Intro: C/G Fmaj7 C/G Fmaj7
C/G
there you go talking to a memory 
Fmaj7
saying more than you should say 
        C/G
and the words keep coming out of you 
         Fmaj7
like you ain't seen no one in days 
C/G
there you are serving at the pleasure 
     Fmaj7
of a story who can't keep quiet 
      C/G
whose telling must be reckoned with 
         G
like the look in the memory's eye 
 
Am
getting on, getting off 
        F
getting lucky and getting lost 
Am                  G



falling through the fingers 
   Fmaj7
of dawn and dusk 
Am           G
king of everything 
Fmaj7
lonesome 
 
C/G Fmaj7 C/G Fmaj7
 
C/G
there you go telling the memory 
          Fmaj7
about the airport bar that night 
        C/G
and the well drinks you were drinking 
             Fmaj7
so you could sleep through your flight 
C/G
there you were paying your tab 
       Fmaj7
when a man dropped dead on your right 
        C/G
and you took him for a regular 
        G
another secular waiting to fly 
 
Am
getting on, getting off 
F
getting lucky and getting lost 
Am                  G
falling through the fingers 
   Fmaj7
of dawn and dusk 
Am           G
king of everything 
Fmaj7
lonesome 
 
Solo
Am  G  Fmaj7 12 times
 
Am   G      Fmaj7
Oooooooooooooh
Am   G      Fmaj7
Oooooooooooooh
Am   G      Fmaj7
Ooo, ooh, ooh
 
    Am                  G
I'm falling through the fingers 
   Fmaj7
of dawn and dusk 
Am           G
king of everything 
Fmaj7



lonesome 
 
Am                      G
I'm falling through the fingers 
   Fmaj7
of dawn and dusk 
Am           G
king of everything 
Fmaj7
lonesome 
 
    Am                  G
I'm falling through the fingers 
   Fmaj7
of dawn and dusk 
Am           G
king of everything 
Fmaj7        Am
lonesome

13277. More Where That Came From

Dolly Parton - More Where That Came From 

I've been through hell and half of Louisiana
Lookin' for a man like you
I know you could have any woman you want
And I know you've had a few
I know I've got some stiff competition
They ain't got nothin' on me
'Cause I've got something that you've been missin'
I practice what I preach

Chorus:
'Cause I wanna be your lover
I wanna be your friend
And I wanna be your full-time woman
Closer than your kin
I wanna be your satisfaction
Be your number one
And just when you think I can't love you any better
Well, I have just begun
'Cause there's more where that came from
There's more where that came from

And I want your clothes in my closet
My name on your mail
And I want my love to be your faucet
Drinkin' from an endless well
I want your kids to call me Mama
I want you to call me Hun
I wanna be the one you love and honor
When it's all been said and done



Chorus:

'Cause I wanna be your lover
I wanna be your friend
And I wanna be your full-time woman
Closer than your kin
I wanna be your satisfaction
Be your number one
And just when you think I can't love you any better
Well, I have just begun
'Cause there's more where that came from
That's right, there's more where that came from

2nd Chorus:
Oh, I wanna be your lover
I wanna be your friend
I wanna be your full-time woman
I'm gonna get under your skin
'Cause I wanna be your satisfaction
Be your number one
And just when you think I can't love you any better
Well, I have just begun
There's more where that came from
That's right, there's more where that came from

Tag:
Yes, I wanna be your full-time woman
I wanna be that, I wanna be that
Oh, I wanna be your lover, lover, lover
I wanna be that, I wanna be that
And I wanna be your satisfaction
I wanna be that, I wanna be that

13278. Mornin' Glory

Iris Dement - Mornin' Glory

[Chorus]
Morning glory, fuchsia in green
You sweet little Jezebel in my garden of dreams
Petals clenched tightly in the late morning sun
My day is just starting, your day is done

[Verse 1]
Apple-green butterfly lights upon you
Once then again, he calls trying so hard to get through
He dances and summersaults, then floats away blue
His bold ambition has failed to sway you

[Chorus]
Morning glory, fuchsia in green
You sweet little Jezebel in my garden of dreams



Petals clenched tightly in the late morning sun
My day is just starting, your day is done

[Verse 2]
Vines wrap the southside porch, up the lattice they climb
The clothes nearly touch the ground on that sagging clothesline
Paint's peeled and screens are torn, I got so much to do
But I'll steal one minute more of this glory with you

[Chorus]
Morning glory, fuchsia in green
You sweet little Jezebel in my garden of dreams
Petals clenched tightly in the late morning sun
My day is just starting, your day is done

13279. Mornin' I'll Be Movin' On

Paul Williams 
Mornin' I'll Be Movin' On

I'm not the type to hang around
Chasing shadows
When the sun has gone
Once again I'm leavin'
Mornin' I'll be movin' on

I've made myself a way of life
On tomorrows
Holding something new
Try to understand me
Deep inside I'm much like you

Long as I can touch somebody
Make them laugh instead of cry
Save my tears until tomorrow
I'll pass them by, I've got to try

I've had my share of broken dreams
And I've noticed
That you've had yours too
You should understand me
Deep inside I'm much like you

Long as I can touch somebody
Make them laugh instead of cry
Save my tears until tomorrow
I'll pass them by, I've got to try

I'm not the type to hang around
Chasing shadows
When the sun has gone
Once again I'm leavin'
Mornin' I'll be movin' on



Movin' on

13280. Morning - Chords

Morning Live 
by Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
D
F Em D D
F Em D D
F Am G D
F Em D D
 
D
F Em D D
F Em D D
F Am G D
C C D D
 
[Verse 1]
D                 C      G
Morning finds you on the shore
D                C             G
Quiet coastline, never ask for more
D                 Am     G
Morning finds you in the sand
D               C              G
I will be there holding out my hand
 
[Bridge]
F Em D D
F Em D D
F Am G D
F Em D D
 
F Em D D
F Em D D
F Am G D
C C G G
 
[Verse 2]
D                C                G
Great blue heron calling out your name
D                C               G
I still hear her whispering the same
D               Am     G
Drifting higher in the blue
Am  G            D
Ooh-ooh... she reminds me of you
Am  G            D
Ooh-ooh... she reminds me of you
 



[Solo]
D D C G
D D C G
D D Am G
D D C G
 
[Outro]
Am  G            D
Ooh-ooh... she reminds me of you
Am  G            D
Ooh-ooh... she reminds me of you
Am  G            D
Ooh-ooh... she reminds me of you
Am  G          F               Em  D
Ooh-ooh, she reminds me of you-ooh-ooh
F Em D

13281. Morning Blues

Linda Ronstadt - Morning Blues
Traditonal arrangement by
Auldridge, Gaudreau, Coleman and Klein
1993 AGCK Music/ Mountainside Music (BMI)

Well I woke up early with those morning blues
Had an aching head that I wished I could lose
And I looked in the mirror, nearly died of fright
Those morning blues, ten times worse than last night

I got the morning blues
Hurt so bad
Honey come and love me
They're the worst I ever had

Well, a nickel's worth of grease
And a dime's worth of lard
I would buy more but the times is too hard
And I don't see why I have to work so hard
I can live off the chickens in my neighbor's yard

I got the morning blues
Hurt so bad
Honey come and love me
They're the worst I ever had

Well I've been in the army and I've been in love
I used to fly high like a turtle dove
And I've had these blues for just the longest time
It's just some boy on this poor girl's mind

I got the morning blues
Hurt so bad
Honey come and love me



They're the worst I ever had

I got the morning blues
Hurt so bad
Honey come and love me
They're the worst I ever had
------------------------------------------------------------------
Electric Guitar: Dean Parks
Mandolin: David Grisman
Dobro: Mike Auldridge
Bass Guitar: Bob Glaub
Drums: Jim Keltner
Background Vocals: Carl Jackson, John Starling

13282. Morning Bugle

Crooked Still 
Morning Bugle

Here I am, too wasted for the evenin' ride
Down to Mother Mary's other place
Can I hang out here beside the fireside?
Listen to the rain fall, falling on the earth ball

You know I tried, my dear, to be like everybody else
But my body and my mind had other plans
So here I am laid out beside your fireside
Listenin' to the rain fall, falling on the earth ball

Oh say, please don't go away
Haven't got much I can call to
If you're not here
Somewhere's else outside
Some scene I'll make myself fine to keep on laughing
I'll get by with a little bit of luck again

Gonna get me a place down here for Thanksgiving dinner, don't you know
Gonna get me a lid, keep back out of sight
It keeps me mellow, gets me way down low
Playing in the morning sun, singin' with the silver tongue

Gonna dig me a hole down here in all these patchwork quilts
Keep my banjo by the side right there in bed
Pretend I'm in a rowboat down at the railroad pond
Playin' in the morning sun, playin' with the silver tongue

Oh me, what do you see
There's not much left in the cupboard
Half past three
It's time to make the survey again
The street's up, the streets gone up, town below got flooded
I'll get by with a little bit of luck again



13283. Morning Dew

Morning Dew
Yonder Mountain String Band - Acoustic Syndicate

Walk me out in the morning dew, my honey
Walk me out in the morning dew today
Can't walk you out in the morning dew, my honey
I can't walk you out in the morning dew today

I thought I heard a baby cry this morning
I thought I heard a baby cry today
You didn't hear no baby cry this morning
You didn't hear no baby cry today

Where have all the people gone, my honey?
Where have all the people gone today?
There's no need for you to be worrying about all those people
You never see those people anyway

I thought I heard a young man mourn this morning
I thought I heard a young man mourn today
I thought I heard a young man mourn this morning
I can't walk you out in the morning dew today

Walk me out in the morning dew, my honey
Walk me out in the morning dew today
Can't walk you out in the morning dew, my honey
I guess it doesn't matter anyway
Well I guess it doesn't matter anyway

13284. Morning Has Broken - Chords

Morning Has Broken
Cat Stevens

D G A F# Bm G7 C F C

C Dm G F C
Morning has broken, like the first morning
Em Am D7sus D G
Blackbird has spoken, like the first bird
C F C Am D
Praise for the singing, praise for the morning
G C F G7 C
Praise for them springing fresh from the world

F G E Am G7 C G7sus



C Dm F C
Sweet the rain's new fall, sunlit from heaven
Like the first dewfall, on the first grass
Praise for the sweetness of the wet garden
Sprung in completeness where his feet pass

C F G E Am F# Bm G D A7 D

D Em A G D
Mine is the sunlight, mine is the morning
F#m Bm E A
Born of the one light, Eden saw play
D G D Bm E
Praise with elation, praise every morning
A D G A7 D
God's recreation of the new day

G A F# Bm G7 C F C

REPEAT FIRST VERSE

C F E Am F# Bm G D A7 D

Chords: D7sus = xx0213, G7sus = xx0011

13285. Morning Light

Morning Light
(Kyle Wood)
Crucial Smith

Vs 1
Morning light so bright it makes me smile
I hope it shines my way a while
As I go about my day

It's so bright I might
Not be sure of what I'm seeing
But if I'm being fair I'll have to say

Chorus:
I think I can see sun rising on me

Vs 2
I know when it disappears at night
it's just barely out of sight
I still can feel it on my face

So near but I don't fear
Being too close to the fire
'Cause I have all desire for that place

Chorus



Bridge:
Morning light feels so right
Basking in the bright sunlight
Feels so right can't be wrong
Can I come along?

Chorus

13286. Morning Light

Dave Evans - Morning Light
 
One day my life was good but
I didn't know what the likelihood
Of a better way
I could start to live my day.

And then I realized when
I saw your face and your loving eyes
That the time had come
And this time you would never run.

I want to hold your hand in the morning light.
I want to kiss you lips when the time is right,
And that's in the morning light
Oh the morning light
Yes it's in the morning light
Oh the morning light

And now my life has changed and
My future plans had to rearrange
Because I know it's true
I'll always want to be with you.

I use to wonder why I was all alone
But would never cry
But now I know the plan.
I'm here to be your Quiet Man.

I want to hold your hand in the morning light.
I want to kiss you lips when the time is right,
And that's in the morning light
Oh the morning light
Yes it's in the morning light
Oh the morning light

Sometimes when life is good you can
Lose your way and be misunderstood
Because you have it all.
But I will never make that call.

You shine like summer's rain because you



Love of life is like a daisy chain it never
Seems to end.
A life of love is what I intend.

I want to hold your hand in the morning light.
I want to kiss you lips when the time is right,
And that's in the morning light
Oh the morning light
Yes it's in the morning light
Oh the morning light

13287. Morning Light

Chris Stapleton
Morning Light

[Verse 1: Justin Timberlake]
Look, every time there's a new sunrise
I open up my eyes
And I say to myself, "In the whole wide world of guys
I must be the luckiest alive"

[Chorus: Justin Timberlake]
'Cause I'm in love with you
Layin' here in the mornin' light
And all I wanna do is hold you tight just one more night

[Verse 2: Alicia Keys]
Look, I can't even get out of bed
With the thoughts you're puttin' in my head
So I say to myself, "I don't even wanna try"
Here, every part of me is paralyzed

[Chorus: Alicia Keys & Justin Timberlake]
'Cause I'm in love with you
Layin' here in the mornin' light
And all I wanna do is hold you tight just one more night
Yes, I'm in love with you
Layin' here in the mornin' light
And all I wanna do is hold you tight just one more night

[Verse 3: Justin Timberlake, Alicia Keys, Both]
I know I got somewhere to go
Mmm, but I'm thinkin' we should lay here real low (Lay here real low)
Ooh, 'cause baby, it's no lie
Ooh, I could watch you 'til the day I die
[Chorus: Both, Justin Timberlake, Alicia Keys]
'Cause I'm in love with you
Layin' here in the mornin' light
And all I wanna do is hold you tight just one more night
Yes, I'm in love with you
Layin' here in the mornin' light (In the mornin' night)
And all I wanna do



Is hold you tight just one more, one more night

13288. Morning Man

Morning Man
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
Got a fat man laughing at all my jokes (he's the morning man)
I got a pretty intern she's learning her ropes (he's the morning man)
Yea she brings me coffee and whispers in my ear (he's the morning man)
I might offer her a job at the end of the year (he's the morning man)
WIMP radio
I m a man you hear behind the voice you ll never know
Hanging there a personality is not a bad way to go
Oh oh I'm the morning man on the radio

[Verse 2]
I might sign autograph at the local mall
At the John Deere dealer in my overall
I might throw the first pitch at the little lady
I don't like this part but I'm eager to please yes sir
WIMP radio
I m a man you hear behind the voice you ll never know
But being in a personality is not a bad way to go
Oh oh I'm the morning man on the radio

[Verse 3]
Well it's time for bed I hear the midnight joe
Familiarity puts me to sleep again
Well I'm up at 4 and I'm feeling my ache yeah
I make those phones light up when I rattle that cage
WIMP radio
I m a man you hear behind the voice you ll never know
Hanging there a personality is not a bad way to go
Oh oh I'm the morning man on the radio
W.I.M.P Music

13289. Morning Sky

Chris Hillman - Morning Sky

You and I were lovers all along
We had a good thing going strong and never doubted
Lately, I feel changes comin' on
I know that I will soon be gone and you don't even want to talk about it
Ooh, and it makes me stop and wonder why
People give their hearts and turn around and say goodbye
If there's something on your mind you better say it while there's time



'Cause I'm leavin' when I see that morning sky
Ooh, how did we ever come to this
There's nothing for me in your kisses anymore
Late nights in the kitchen I'm pretending I still care
But we both know there's nothing there
And you just keep on starin' at the door
Ooh, and it makes me stop and wonder why
People give their hearts and turn around and say goodbye
If there's something on your mind you better say it while there's time
'Cause I'm leavin' when I see that morning sky
Ooh, and it makes me stop and wonder why
People give their hearts and turn around and say goodbye
If there's something on your mind you better say it while there's time
'Cause I'm leavin' when I see that morning sky
You and I were lovers all along
We had a good thing going strong and never doubted
Lately, I feel changes comin' on
I know that I will soon be gone and you don't even want to talk about it
Ooh, and it makes me stop and wonder why
People give their hearts and turn around and say goodbye
If there's something on your mind you better say it while there's time
'Cause I'm leavin' when I see that morning sky
See that morning sky

13290. Morning Song

The Avett Brothers - Morning Song 

Hurt so bad
You don't come around here anymore
Worse than that
Nothing's really helping I've been thinking
'bout drinking again

It's alright
If you finally stop caring
Just don't go and tell someone that does
Cause even though I know there's hope in
Every morning song
I have to find that melody alone

Her name became
The flame unto the fire
A magpie on the wire [...
Dead unto the high
Shamelessly alive unto the low

It's alright
If you finally stop caring
Just don't go and tell someone that does
Cause even though I know there's hope in
Every morning song
I have to find that melody alone



But we can go ahead
If no one notices
What's the point of it?
I have to ask

How you learn to see
Hope inside of me
When you're sure to be
Oh, leaving last

Hurt so bad
More than I expected that it would
Worse than that
It seems to be lasting just a little
Longer than it should

It's alright
If you finally stop caring
Just don't go and tell someone that does
Cause even though I know there's hope in
Every morning song
I have to find that melody alone
I have to find that melody alone
I have to find that melody alone
I have to find that melody alone

13291. Morning Song For Sally

Jerry Jeff Walker - Morning Song For Sally

As the morning light stretched in across my bed
I thought of you
Mm-hmm
Remembering your laughing eyes and all we said
I love you too
Mm-hmm
As all my thoughts of you pass 'fore my face a thousand times
The way they race my heart, I cannot say it all in lines
How the short time together lasts so long
Makes me strong
Mm-hmm
As two weeks came and went then you and I were gone
Living on
Mm-hmm
For it seems our love was destined to be caught in other nets
But the love we held so brief I'd chance again without regret
Yes, standing by the road has been my song before
Much too long
Mm-hmm
But now somehow I'm forced to see me there once more
And that's the song
Mm-hmm



For my waking thoughts of you are but extensions of the dream
Without you here beside me
I'll never know all that they mean
As the morning light stretched in across my bed
I thought of you
Mm-hmm
Remembering your laughing eyes and all we said
I love you too
Mm-hmm
And as all my thoughts of you pass 'fore my face a thousand times
The way you race my heart, I cannot say it all in lines

13292. Morning Song For Sally - Chords

Morning Song For Sally 
Nanci Griffith

[Verse 1]
G                                           Em  D
As the morning light stretched in across my bed
             C           G
I thought of you mmm mmm mmm
                 D                 Em          D
Remembering your laughing eyes and all we said
           C           G
I love you too mmm mmm mmm
Em                                      C               G
As all my thoughts of you pass 'fore my face a thousand times
Em                                 C                 G
The way you race my heart I cannot say it all ... in lines
 
[Verse 2]
G                  D                 Em   D
How the short time together lasts so long
         C              G
Makes me strong mmm mmm mmm
                      D                 Em          D
As two weeks came and went then you and I were gone
       C          G
Living on mmm mmm mmm
       Em                                C               G
For it seems our love was destined to be caught in other nets
Em                                       C             G
But the love we held so brief I'd chance again without regret
 
[Verse 3]
G                    D                Em          G
Yes, standing by the road has been my song before
         C            G
Much too long mmm mmm mmm
                    D                Em              G
But now somehow I'm forced to see me there once more
               C            G



And that's the song mmm mmm mmm
       Em                             C                 G
For my waking thoughts of you are but extensions of the dream
Em
Without you here beside me
                              G
I'll never know all that they mean
 
[Verse 4]
G                                           Em  D
As the morning light stretched in across my bed
             C           G
I thought of you mmm mmm mmm
                 D                 Em          D
Remembering your laughing eyes and all we said
           C           G
I love you too mmm mmm mmm
Em                                      C               G
As all my thoughts of you pass 'fore my face a thousand times
Em                                 C                 G
The way you race my heart I cannot say it all ... in lines

13293. Morning Time - Chords

Morning Time
The Brothers Comatose

[Verse]
C
OooOooOoo that sunrise
C
Daylight's burning my eyes
Dm
I stayed up all night
F                        C
Staring at the starry sky
 
[Verse]
C
OooOooOoo sweet moonshine
C
Just a little taste and I feel so fine
Dm
It's dark outside and it's time for bed
        F                         C
But you lay awake all night instead
 
[Chorus]
Am
Well, maybe just for an hour or two
C
I'll get to spend some time with you
Am                                      C



We'll share a cup of coffee and the paper
Am
These eyes are tired and yours are open wide
C
It never seemed so sweet outside
       Dm       F C
In the mor---ning time
       Dm       F C
In the mor---ning time
 
[Violin Break]
C  Dm  F   C
 
[Verse]
C
My my my fair girl
C
We come from two different worlds
Dm
You live the day and I love the night
       F                         C
You've got big plans for country life
   Dm
My skin's too pale for that sunshine
        F                           C
And the city's pulse makes me feel alive
 
[Verse]
C
At night I dream of the country
C
So sick of all the bustle in the city
    Dm
For now, for now this is our home
      F                                   C
We'll make the best before our roots have grown
   Dm
To make it work we need a change of scene
         F                        C
But I'll meet you there halfway between
Dm           C
   Halfway between
Dm           C
   Halfway between
Dm           C
   Halfway between
 
Dm    F    C
Dm    F    C
 
[Chorus]
Am
Well, maybe just for an hour or two
C
I'll get to spend some time with you
Am                                      C
We'll share a cup of coffee and the paper



Am
These eyes are tired and yours are open wide
C
It never seemed so sweet outside
 
       Dm       F C
In the mor---ning time
       Dm       F C
In the mor---ning time
       Dm       F C
In the mor---ning time
       Dm       F C
In the mor---ning time

13294. Morning Train

Nanci Griffith - Morning Train

There's a morning train
That's headed for New Orleans
Carrying business men and week day shoppers
I have sixteen bucks and a dollar in change

And that's not a bad price for a one way ride
On a morning train
I give you my devotion
You left me heartsick

Oh, you couldn't have hurt me more
Not working with a night stick
Now I'm tired of sharin' this bed of nails
So come first light I'm gonna be right

With the morning train
So goodbye lover, I'm goin' undercover
Crescent City's gonna swallow me
I'll skip my ring 'cross the Mississippi River

When it sinks I won't feel a thing
When it sinks I won't feel a thing
I'm gonna be stayin'
With a short time acquaintance

And when I met him he was playin'
On the Gulf Breeze circuit
He didn't play no hit songs or TV themes
He's a guitar man just a hired hand

From a local band
So goodbye lover, I'm goin' undercover
Crescent City's gonna swallow me
Gonna skip my ring 'cross the Mississippi River



When it sinks I won't feel a thing
When it sinks I won't feel a thing
Hear the whistles blowing loud

When I hit the station
I'll take a taxi to the corner
I'm gonna meet him by a street car
Name of what-cha-ma-call-it

My imagination
Won't let us miss a thing
Life's gonna be fine when I leave him behind
On a mornin' train

So goodbye lover, I'm goin' undercover
Crescent City's gonna swallow me
Gonna skip my ring 'cross the Mississippi River
When it sinks I won't feel a thing
When it sinks I won't feel a thing

13295. Morningstar

Morningstar
Davisson Brothers Band

Shine on Morningstar shine on
No matter where you are shine on shine on
You don'²t need our tears we're all just here until were gone
Shine on Morningstar shine on

Called away to Vietnam
Never got ok with shootin'² dope and droppin' bombs
I can see the hollow in your eyes
Feeling like your dead but still alive

In spite of all the holy hell you had to pay
You dug down in a deeper well showed us all the way
We'd be lost without you in the dawn
Shine on Morningstar shine on

Shine on Morningstar shine on
No matter where you are shine on shine on
You don'²t need our tears we'²re all just here until were gone
Shine on Morningstar shine on

You settled in on a dead end gravel road
You felt the need to plant some seeds and make a garden grow
You sang and danced the scars out of your heart
Kept us all from all falling apart

Shine on Morningstar shine on
No matter where you are shine on shine on
You don't need our tears we'²re all just here until were gone



Shine on Morningstar shine on

You don't need our tears we'²re all just here until were gone
Shine on Morningstar shine on

13296. Morphine Girl

Morphine Girl
Mandolin Orange - Morphine Girl

Head was hung low
And your sandals, much older
As the record spins, time tiptoes back
Bones on a thread, far from your shoulders
Stitch in the seam between the earth and the sky

You're wearing the soul of a coalminer's daughter
Down in a hole singing your song
A kick in the wind, back in some holler
Patching up holes in the setting sun

We are the ones that came by the needle
Stuck in a groove cut by your hand
Wrapped in a cloak and safe in the shadows
A cavalry's arc casts over the land

Tracks in the south, and the hit of the silence
The kiss of death, then the palest blue
Seventh hope that grows for to warn us
Morphine girl and the sorta truth

We are the ones that came by the needle
Stuck in a groove cut by your hand
Wrapped in a cloak and safe in the shadows
A cavalry's arc casts over the land

13297. Morristown

Morristown 
Bluegrass Cardinals
 
She got aboard the Greyhound, driver had the diesel set to go
She was crying when she left me like I was, but I couldn't let it show
I wish I could have told her, music didn't mean that much to me
But music is my way of life, and on the road is where I have to be 
 
She didn't like me travelin', or the nights I had to stay out of town
She wanted me to stay with her, take a factory job and settle down
But music's my profession, the only thing I've ever really known



If I'm ever gonna make it, I guess I have to make it all alone 
 
CHORUS:  
Morristown she's on the Greyhound 
It's rollin' and she's comin' back to you
Morristown she's on the Greyhound 
She's goin' and there's nothin' I can do 
  
She stayed when we had nothin', left when I am finally on my way 
There's people down in Nashville 
Who like the sounds we're makin', so they say 
I couldn't leave the fellas 
We worked too hard to get that different sound 
She knows how much I love her, happiness to her is Morristown  
 
She's goin' and there's nothin' I can do

13298. Mosaic

Mosaic 

Carve my name upon a tree
A knife into the bark
Trying to make a mark
So they'd remember me

Wanting to matter to someone
Maybe be a reason why
Be the apple of an eye
Before my life is done

(And all I'm sayin')
I'm in a place where
(All I'm prayin')
I see my face in

(Your mosaic)
And I am a piece
In the deal
And it is real

Tell me who it is you see
A little piece of colored stone
And placed here on its own
To me a mystery

So many grains of sand
Could they all be the same
Or would each see their name
Engraved upon your hand?

(And all I'm sayin')
I'm in a place where



(All I'm prayin')
I see my face in

(Your mosaic)
I am a piece
In the deal
And it is real

I catch a glimpse of
Your lovely ideal
And that can be enough
That can be enough

(And all I'm sayin')
I'm in a place where
(All I'm prayin')
I see my face in

(Your mosaic)
You are a piece
With the deal
And it is sealed
It is sealed

13299. Moses Don't Get Lost

The Duhks - Moses Don't Get Lost 

Moses, Moses, don't get lost / In that red sea
Smite your rod and come across / In that red sea
Oh Moses, Moses take my hand / In that red sea
Take me out of Egypt land / In that red sea

Oh Moses, Moses part the waters / In that red sea
Take us to the lands of our fathers / In that red sea

Moses, Moses, Pharoah coming / In that red sea
Don't you hear those horses running / In that red sea

Promised land is just across / Across that red sea
Moses, Moses don't get lost / In that red sea

Stop and talk about your host got lost, got lost, got lost
Talkin' about your host got lost / In that red sea

Stop and talk about your host got lost, got lost, got lost
Talkin' about your host got lost / In that red sea

Oh Moses, Moses, don't get lost / In that red sea
Smite your rod and come across / In that red sea

Oh Moses, Moses, don't get lost / In that red sea
Smite your rod and come across / In that red sea



Yeah, ol Pharoah and the host got lost, got lost, got lost
Pharoah and the host got lost/ In that red sea

Yeah, ol Pharoah and the host got lost, got lost, got lost
Pharoah and the host got lost/ In that red sea

Oh Moses, Moses, don't get lost / In that red sea
Smite your rod and come across / In that red sea

Oh Moses, Moses, don't get lost / In that red sea
Smite your rod and come across / In that red sea

Oh Moses, Moses, don't get lost / In that red sea
Smite your rod and come across / In that red sea

Moses, Moses, don't get lost / In that red sea
Smite your rod and come across / In that red sea
In that red sea
In that red sea

13300. Most Likely You Go Your Way

Earl Scruggs - Most likely you go your way (and i'll go mine)

You say you love me and you're thinking of me
But you know you could be wrong
You say you told me that you wanna hold me
But you know you're not that strong
I just can't do what I done before I just can't beg you anymore

I'm gonna let you pass and I'll go last
Then time will tell just who fell
And who's been left behind you go your way and I go mine

You say you disturb me and you don't deserve me
But you know sometimes you lie
You say you're shaking and you're always aching
But you know how hard you try
Sometimes it gets so hard to care it can't be this way everywhere

And I'm gonna let you pass...

You say you're sorry for telling stories that you know I believe are true
You say you got some other kinda lover and yes I believe you do
You say my kisses are not like his but this
Time I'm not gonna tell you why that is

I'm just gonna let you pass...



13301. Most Of All, Why

Dolly Parton - Most Of All, Why 
(Dolly Parton)

We once were so close now the love light
That glowed has now gone out of our eyes
And the good life we had for some reason went bad
And the love that once lived here has died
How did we get here, where did it start
When did we walk out of each other's hearts
Where did we lose it, how did love die
When, where, and how, but most of all why
Most of all, why did we let love die
Like the withering leaves in the fall
And why did we wait 'til it was to late
To realize how much we lost
How did we get here, where did it start
When did we walk out of each other's hearts
Where did we lose it, how did love die
When, where, and how, but most of all why
When, where, and how, but most of all why

13302. Most Of The Time

Most Of The Time (Larry W. Jones 10/20/2007) 

Most of the time I feel so lonely
Most of the time I feel so blue
Most of the time I feel downhearted
I wish your love for me was true
Most of the time I'm thinking 'bout you
I wonder if you think of me
Most of the time I want you back, dear
Oh, please come on back home to me
If at any time you feel lonely
If you still need a friend who's true
If at any time a dark cloud forms
I'll draw a silver line for you
- instrumental -
Dear, most of the time, not just part time
I find that I still need you near
And all of the time I need your love
Oh, please return to me, my dear
Most of the time I'm thinking 'bout you
I wonder if you think of me
Most of the time I want you back, dear
Oh, please come on back home to me



13303. Motel In Memphis - Chords

Motel In Memphis
Old Crow Medicin Show - Motel In Memphis

Am                                              Em
WERE YOU THERE WHEN THE MAN FROM ATLANTA WAS MURDERED IN MEMPHIS
        Am                            Em
DID YOU SEE HIM LAYIN AT THE LOW RENT HOTEL
        Am                            Em
DID YOU HEAR THEM SAY THAT THE CIA IS WITNESS
        C                   G        Em      D/F#
TO THE MURDER OF A MAN AT A MOTEL IN MEMPHIS

CHORUS:
         Em                Am
MOTEL IN MEMPHIS, MOTEL IN MEMPHIS
                                           Em        D/F#
RUN AND TELL SOMEBODY, THERES BLOOD ON THE RIVERSIDE
         Em                Am
OLD MUDDY WATER, ROLLIN THROUGH MEMPHIS
                                                        Em
IF YOU WERE THERE YOUD SWEAR IT WAS MORE THAN A MAN WHO DIED

DID YOU SEE CORETTA SHE'S SOBBIN ON THE CORNER IN A BLACK VEIL
DID YOU SEE MR CRUMP IN A WHITE COAT GRIN
DID YOU WALK DOWN RIVER WHERE THE COTTON WOODS ARE SWINGIN
WITH GHOSTLY BODIES OF MAN

REPEAT CHORUS

INSTRUMENTAL

WERE YOU THERE WITH MAHALYA WAILIN AT THE FUNERAL
DID YOU WATCH THEM LOWER HIS CASKET IN
DID YOU TREMBLE WHEN YOU THOUGHT ABOUT THE FUTURE
AND CRY OUT FOR A MODERN MAN

REPEAT CHORUS

13304. Motel Morning

Cadillac Sky - Motel Morning 
Album: Blind Man Walking

Another empty motel morning
In a town with no name
Cold coffee keeping me going
White light driving me sane

Dashboard painted with pictures
Of loved ones I left behind
When I thought the highway held the answers



To the restlessness I feel inside

Where do you run when no matter where you wind up
You always feel alone?
Where do you find a place to rest your troubled mind
When no place feels like home?

Oh, this life sure gets lonely
Married to this five-piece band
And leavin' a woman that loves me
For an endless string of one-night stands

Where do you run when no matter where you wind up
You always feel alone?
Where do you find a place to rest your troubled mind
When no place feels like home?
No place feels like home

God keep an eye out for this gypsy
I've got these wheels under my feet
And forgive me for the miles I've put between us
Chasing down that distant melody

Where do you run when no matter where you wind up
You always feel alone?
And where do you find a place to rest your troubled mind
When no place feels like home?
(X2)

No place feels like home...

13305. Mother - Chords

Mother
Recorded by Hank Snow

[A]There are friends who will want you but[E7] just for a day
 There are pals you think true that will [A]cast you away
[A7]There's one loving soul boys I'd[D] sure recommend
 Through this whole world of [A]sorrow, she'll be[E7] true to the[A]
end.

Mother, though her hands are all wrinkled and [E7]old
 Mother, silver hair that has lost all it's[A] gold.
You left her alone, went to [D]learn through the years
 But [B7]all that you left her were [E7]heartaches and tears
So [A]kiss her old brow, whisper [D]softly and true
 Mother,[Dm] you're just an angel and [E7]I love [A]you



13306. Mother And Daddy Are Gone

Mother And Daddy Are Gone

The night Mother died it broke my Daddy's heart
In anguish he bowed his gray head
And the pitiful way he kept calling her name
I can't believe my angel is dead

The sparkle that once shined in my Daddy's eyes
And the spring he once had in his walk
Was replaced with a far away look on his face
As often of my sweet Mother we'd talk

Then the night finally came I was called to his side
On his face was a heavenly smile
Then he reached for my hand and said Son with a smile
In heaven I'll see our sweet angel tonight

13307. Mother Call My Name In Prayer

Mother Call My Name In Prayer

While kneeling by her beside in a cottage on the hill
My mother prayed her blessing for me there
She was talking then with Jesus while everything was still
And I heard my mother call my name in prayer

   Yes I heard my mother call my name in prayer
   She was pouring out her heart to Jesus there
   Then I gave my heart to Him and He saved my soul from sin
   For I heard my mother call my name in prayer

She was anxious for her boy to be just what he ought to be
And she asked the lord to take Him in His care
Just the worlds I can't remember but I know she prayed for me
For I heard my mother call my name in played

Then I gave my heart to Jesus and I'm living now for him
And someday I'll go and meet him in the air
For he heard my mother praying and he saved my soul from sin
Yes he heard my mother call my name in prayer

13308. Mother Church - Chords

Mother Church 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[intro]
C G C



 
[Verse]
C
They came from the hills over rivers wide
         Em
Down the back roads bounce along
      F
They came to the city where the stage lights shine just to 
  C              G
listen to the song
         F                                                C                        F
In the lines they stand with the calloused hands and the kin folk by thier side
              C
at the mother church
G                    C
  On a saturday night
 
[Chorus]
        G                  Am                       F                 C
Well we gathered here down through the years and we seen with our own eyes
        G                    Am                   F
how the faces change but the song remains and the, music never dies
              C
at the mother curch
G               C
  on a saturday night
 
[Verse]
C
They heard the slide of the steel guitar
        Em
and the toll of the banjo ring
     F
they felt the glory when they heard their story
C             G
sung in harmony
           F                                  C                     F
and if they hadn't got a ticket boys they can still hear the show
                     C     G            C
    from the mother church on the radio
 
[Chorus]
        G                  Am                       F                 C
Well we gathered here down through the years and we seen with our own eyes
        G                    Am                   F
how the faces change but the song remains and the, music never dies
              C
at the mother curch
G               C
  on a saturday night
 
[Bridge]
G     Am              F                  C
oooo, oooooo does the singing sooth your soul.
G     Am             F
oooo, oooooo can you hear it call you home?
 



C   G  C
 
[Verse]
C                                    Em
i heard it told some time ago, they tried to tear her down
       F                                    C           G
but we raised her up before they raised her body to the ground
         F                               C                F
now the, cities grown around her theres still light that shines
                C       G              C
from the mother church, every saturday night
 
[Chorus]
       G                  Am                       F                 C
yea we gathered here down through the years and we seen with our own eyes
       G                  Am                       F
how the faces change but the song remains and the, music never dies
             C
at the mother church
G                Am
   on a saturday night
    F                C
oooo at the mother church
G                 C    F    C
   on a saturday night

13309. Mother Deer

Mother Deer
Mandolin Orange - Mother Deer

Somewhere in a field of clover, she waits for me
She frolics in the land, in a land of endless spring
No scavengers or machines, she is free
But somewhere in a field of clover, she waits for me
And as the cars go rollin' by, the highway hums a lullaby
And she's sleeping on the side of the street
But somewhere in a field of clover, she waits for me
Now I walk these hills alone with no little one
To stumble along after me
But somewhere in a field of clover, she waits for me
She frolics in the land, in a land of endless spring
No scavengers or machines, she is free

13310. Mother Earth

David Rawlings
Mother Earth



You may high hat me all the time
You may never go my way
Mother Earth is waiting for you
'Cause there's a debt you've got to pay

Don't care how great you are
Don't care what you're worth
When it all ends up
You've got to go back to Mother Earth

You may play the racehorses
You may own a racetrack
Have enough money, baby
To buy anything you like

Don't care how great you are
And I don't care what you're worth
When it all ends up
You've got to go back to Mother Earth

You may own half a city
May have diamonds and pearls
May have your own airplane, baby
And fly all over this world

But I don't carR how great you are
Don't care what you'rR worth
When it all ends up
You've got to go back to Mother Earth

13311. Mother Earth Provides For Me - Chords

Mother Earth Provides For Me 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

[Intro]
E    E
E      A     B7    E  (x 8)
 
[Verse]
E       A          B7       E
Mother Earth lives on the ocean
E       A          B7      E
Mother Earth lives on the sea
E       A         B7       E
I am blessed with her devotion
E       A          B        E
Mother Earth provides for me
 
[Verse]
E        A         B7          E
When the grassland crave for water
E       A        B7       E



And the harvest needs sunlight
E         A          B7      E
These are times when I am helpless
E      A           B7         E
Mother Earth makes all things right
 
[Chorus]
A           E           B7      E
Green trees grow on the mountain top
A           E             B7      E
Birds still sing when the morning comes
A       G#m        A      E
Though I treat her carelessly
E      A           B7      E
Mother Earth still cares for me
E      A           B7      E
Mother Earth still cares for me 
 
[Solo]
E   A  B7   E  (x4)
 
[Verse]
E    A     B7     E
I am going on a journey
E      A        B7         E
And I pray all things end well
E       A          B7     E
Mother Earth looks after me
E       A      B7     E
I will follow faithfully
 
[Chorus]
A           E           B7      E
Green trees grow on the mountain top
A           E             B7      E
Birds still sing when the morning comes
A       G#m        A      E
Though I treat her carelessly
E      A           B7      E
Mother Earth still cares for me
E      A           B7      E
Mother Earth still cares for me
 
E       A          B7       E
Mother Earth lives on the ocean
E       A          B7      E
Mother Earth lives on the sea
E       A         B7       E
I am blessed with her devotion
E       A          B        E
Mother Earth provides for me
 
E       A         B7       E
Mother Earth provides for me
E       A         B7       E
Mother Earth provides for me
E       A         B7       E



Mother Earth provides for me
 
[Solo}
E   A   B7   E  (x4)

13312. Mother How I Miss You - Chords

Mother How I Miss You 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
A E A
 
[Verse 1]
                                          D               A
I was called from home one evening as the sun was sinking low
                                           B                E
Called to see my dear sweet mother for her time had come to go
       A                                  D                A
When i reached her silent bedside then to me she could not speak
                                              E         A
God had called her home to glory, she had sweetly gone asleep
 
 
[Chorus]
        D            A
Oh dear mother how i miss you
                      E
In this cruel world below
         D                 A
But i'll meet you there in heaven
         E         A
When i'm called to go
 
 
[Instrumental]
A D A  A B E
A D A  A E A
 
 
[Verse 2]
                                           D                 A
I'm so glad she was a christian, lived her life the best she knew
                                       B             E
And i know someday i'll meet her if to Jesus i'll be true
        A                                    D                 A
She was called from earth to heaven, gone to live with Christ above
                                                   E      A
Where no pain can never hurt her, all is peace and joy in there
 
 
[Outro]
        D            A



Oh dear mother how i miss you
                      E
In this cruel world below
         D                 A
But i'll meet you there in heaven
         E         A
When i'm called to go

13313. Mother Is Old - Chords

Mother Is Old 
Carl Story
 
[Intro]
G    D    G
 
 
[Verse 1]
                   C            G
Now mother is old, wrinkled and gray
                        D
Already her steps are untrue
    G                       C           G
And lately she walks with a cane in her hand
            D             G
Old Mother, where can she go?
 
 
[Chorus]
          C                    G
There's a place in my home for mother to dwell
                                D
She may sit in the best cushion chair
   G                      C        G
My arms are wide open for mother's embrace
                            D         G
For she is forever sweetest mother to me
 
 
[Instrumental]
G    D    G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                          C         G
Dear father's gone on and mother's alone
                             D
She seems to be lost without him
       G                     C            G
As she sits in her chair and rocks on and on
                  D           G
She is thinking: "Where can i go?"
 



 
[Chorus]
          C                    G
There's a place in my home for mother to dwell
                                D
She may sit in the best cushion chair
   G                      C        G
My arms are wide open for mother's embrace
                            D         G
For she is forever sweetest mother to me
 
 
[Outro]
G

13314. Mother Knows Best

Richard Thompson - Mother Knows Best 

So you think you know how to wipe your own nose
You think you know how to button your clothes
You don't know shit if you hadn't already guessed
You're just a bump on the log of life, 'cause mother knows best

She tells everybody she was born in a ditch
She back combs her hair 'till she looks like a witch
Wolves in her train, serpents suckle at her breast
Don't forget to wash behind your ears, 'cause mother knows best

O you lost your job, well ain't that a shame
You got nobody but yourself to blame
You deserve everything you get for such a carelessness
And don't eat your peas off the knife, 'cause mother knows best

So your baby's hungry, so your baby's sick
Don't make babies, that'll do the trick
Put another string of barbed wire in your little love nest
It's better than a cardboard box, 'cause mother knows best

She got a zombie army to serve her well
She got a thousand bloodhounds from the gates of hell
She got a hundred black horses with sulphur and coal on their breath
And she rides the unbelievers down, mother knows best

She says, "Bring me your first born and I'll suck their blood
Bring me your poor, I can trample in the mud
Bring me your visionaries, I can put out their eyes
And bring me your scholars, I'll have them all lobotomized
'Cause mother knows best"



13315. Mother Mary

Tim O'Brien - Mother Mary
(Tim O'Brien, Martie Macguire)

Mother Mary, Mother take me, Mother Mary show me how
Leave my pain and separation, Mother take me with you now

You know trouble, you know sorrow, you have seen this all before
You have heard so many prayers, I ask you now to hear one more

Mother Mary, Mother take me, Mother Mary show me how
Leave my pain and separation, Mother take me with you now

Something slowly grows inside me, something makes a pleading sound
Every day a little louder, tell me will it take me down

Mother Mary, Mother take me, Mother Mary show me how
Leave my pain and separation, Mother take me with you now

In the morning we'll be leaving, float your swift and winding stream
To the mouth and then the delta, to the source of my blue dreams
Where all is love and all is water, all is hope and all is light
Melt away what separates us, take me into glory's light

Mother Mary, Mother take me, Mother Mary show me how
Leave my pain and separation, Mother take me with you now

You know trouble, you know sorrow, you have seen this all before
You have heard so many prayers, I ask you now to hear one more

Mother Mary, Mother take me, Mother Mary show me how
Leave my pain and separation, Mother take me with you now x 2

13316. Mother Mother - Chords

Mother Mother 
Misty River

[Intro]
Bm                       E
Mother mother what can I do
Bm                        F#
A man has come to take me away
Bm                      E
Mother mother how can I stay
Bm         F#        Bm
This is my childhood home
 
 
[Verse 1]
Bm                        Bm
There's a man who doesn't love me



E          Bm
How can he love me
Bm               F#
He only knows my name
Bm              Bm
He says he will keep me
E                    Bm
But he's promised to keep me
Bm                    F#       Bm
And we'll make a life just the same
 
 
[Verse 2]
Bm                        Bm
He's got a house and some land
E           Bm
40 acres of land
Bm                  F#
3 children from his wife
Bm                  Bm
There is work to be done
E                        Bm
There will be work to be done
Bm               F#        Bm
Till we're taken from this life
 
 
[Chorus]
E                               Bm
Mother, mother, I've nothing to choose
Bm                F#      Bm
But the choice it must be made
E                             Bm
Mother mother I've nothing to lose
Bm               F#     Bm
It's a hard life either way
 
 
[Verse 3]
Bm                    Bm
This house, I hate to leave it
E                     Bm
This house, I hate to grieve it
Bm               F#   Bm
But it's been my only home
Bm                Bm
And maybe he will love me
E                 Bm
He could learn to love me
Bm           F#    Bm
And he would be my own
 
 
[Chorus]
E                               Bm
Mother, mother, I've nothing to choose
Bm                F#      Bm



But the choice it must be made
E                             Bm
Mother mother I've nothing to lose
Bm               F#     Bm
It's a hard life either way
E                             Bm
Mother mother I've nothing to lose
Bm               F#     Bm
It's a hard life either way

13317. Mother Nature

Mother Nature
Front Country

Right from the beginning
You knew it was wrong
When you tried to hold her
Did she move along?
Floating on the water
Turning in the earth
Bleeding without dying
In infinite rebirth

Multiply my sorrow
Cover up my pain
Convince me i'm unholy
Unworthy and ashamed
Someone built a weapon
And they fashioned it by hand
When they called her mother nature
And they called god a man

When you dreamed of danger
Tangled in her waves
Did she give an answer?
Did you even wait?
Rising in the darkness
Moonlight in her eyes
Dripping with a mystery
That could make a grown man cry

Multiply my sorrow
Cover up my pain
Convince me i'm unholy
Unworthy and ashamed
Someone built a weapon
And they split the world in half
When they called her mother nature
And they called god a man



13318. Mother No Longer Awaits Me At Home

Mother No Longer Awaits Me At Home - Ralph Stanley

One night while the moon from heaven was shining
My mother was praying for me to come home
She asked her dear lord watch o'er me out yonder
To send me back home to never more roam

When I left my old home way back in the mountains
I said I'd return with honor and fame
But a young reckless heart turned wrong at the crossroads
Now as I go home I bring mother shame

When I got to the place where I spent my childhood
The silvery moon was shining so bright
When I asked my dear friends to tell me of mother
They said she was called to heaven last night

She told them of how she was longing to see me
How lonely her home since I went away
Said darling repent and ask for forgiveness
And meet mother there in heaven some day

Mother has gone to live with the angels
Her soul is at rest around the great throne
Now I have no one left here to advise me
For mother no longer awaits me at home

13319. Mother Of A Miner's Child

Mother Of A Miner's Child
Gordon Lightfoot

She is my flower
And she blooms for the one who loves her best
The miners stop to watch as she walks
They know her love is not for sale
She will never fail me 'cause I know
I watch her grow
And the mother of a miner's child
Waits for me beside the kitchen door

She is my light
In this place where the darkness never ends
She'll guide me where the tunnels twist and bend
She's the only one who listens when I tell her
I got less than I can spend
She knows the pace



Oh mother of a miner's child
Wash away the coal dust from my face

When the night shift's done
She'll be waiting by the table when I come
Searchin' for another dream to chase
Oh mother of a miner's child
I know that you still think about the day
When we'll be movin' on
Remember dear old Daddy and
The promise that I made to carry on

Sometimes I smile
In the cage where the cables softly hum
I'd curse that old straw boss to the bone
But the mother of a miner's child
Is waiting for her paycheck to come home
Come Saturday
And he is just a miner's boy
I hope that he will find a better way

She is my flower
And she blooms for the one who loves her best
The miners stop to watch as she walks
They know her love is not for sale
She will never fail me 'cause I know
I watch her grow
And the mother of a miner's child
Waits for me beside the kitchen door

13320. Mother Of Love

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Mother of love
Composer: Ken Edwards

Music blows from the radio like the wind
And it fits you like a glove
And the towns roll by beneath the midnight sky again
But it's you I'm thinking of

Mother of love
Open your eyes and see the spot I'm standing in
Mother of love
Let me ride

I could not be what I wanted to be back then
And I guess I never will
I could almost see what I wanted to be at ten
And I'm looking for it still

Mother of love
Open your eyes and see the spot I'm standing in
Mother of love



Let me ride

Come to me, you can see right through me
I'm a child in a man's disguise
Come on and treat me
Make me wise

And the music blows from the radio like the wind
But it's you I'm thinking of

Mother of love
Open your eyes and see the spot I'm standing in
Mother of love
Let me ride
Let me ride
Let me ride
Let me ride

13321. Mother Of The Bride

Mother of the Bride
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

I hired the band, you planned the buffet line
the food and the music would be grand
you fought with our daughter
over what color oughta be featured in pastel chiffon

we rented the Elk's Club and decked it in palm trees affecting a
tropical air and you and I set aside what separates us
as we celebrate the wedding of our child Our friends filled the
hall and brought their presents wanted our little girl to have
enough to feather a nest and start a family the kids must feel
this outpouring of love I just hope that thse frieds and this
family will keep our baby in their thoughts And we'll be there
in years to come to help them use up and eat off all the stuff
they brought will keep our baby in theri thoughts

so dance wth me, mother of the bride and stand strong against me
at my side Take a look with joy and wonder as our daughter and
her man Take the floor we really want them to be happy as they
can squeeze my hand and whisper earnestly that you hope they
avoid all the pain that we went through i agree that they'll be
lucky and it's the truth if he loves her half as much as I love
you as papa I proudly waltz 'round with the bride but one dance
with her won't be enough, dear I gave her away on the hillside
this morning but its not that easy giving her up

so dance with me mother of the bride
cheek to cheek so she won't know that I have cried take a look
with joy and wonder take the floor we want em to be happy as
squeeze my hand and whisper earnestly that you hope they avoid
all the pain that we went through and I agree if he loves her



half as much as I love you if he loves her 1/2 as much as I love
you

13322. Mother Prays Loud In Her Sleep

Mother Prays Loud in Her Sleep
The Earls of Leicester

[Chorus]
My Mother prays so loud in her sleep
She wakes all the neighbors with her sweet dreams
But no one complains their hearts feel at ease
When they hear mother praying so loud, (loud, loud)
When they hear Mother praying so loud in her sleep

[Verse 1]
I come home at night and the first thing I hear
Is a sweet tender voice ringing so clear
She's thanking the good Lord for all he has done
And praying that God will save everyone

[Chorus]
My Mother prays so loud in her sleep
She wakes all the neighbors with her sweet dreams
But no one complains their hearts feel at ease
When they hear mother praying so loud, (loud, loud) when they hear Mother praying so loud i
n her sleep

[Verse 2]
When Mother is praying so loud in her sleep
Upon her face there's a smile so sweet
There's a picture I wish that the whole world could see
When Mother is praying so loud in her sleep

[Chorus]
My Mother prays so loud in her sleep
She wakes all the neighbors with her sweet dreams
But no one complains their hearts feel at ease
When they hear mother praying so loud, (loud, loud) when they hear Mother praying so loud i
n her sleep

13323. Mother's At Rest

Mother's At Rest

On a dark stormy night the angels call Mother.
Her love that we shared was such a short while.
She called us around and said she was leaving.
Then closing her eyes she left with a smile.



Chorus:
Mother's at rest in a lonesome old grave yard.
On a hill far away there stand her white tomb.
With the grass covered o'er it seems so neglected.
When the spring season comes sweet flowers will bloom.
I'll never forget the love Mother gave us.
As children we played around the old home.
I know her reward is a mansion in Heaven.
Her children on earth are scattered and gone.

13324. Mother's Bible

Mother's Bible

There's a book that Mother left me
That grows sweeter every day
I have often read the pages
Since my Mother passed away
When but just a baby boy
I would sit upon her knee
Mother looked just like an angel
When she read this book to me

Mother's bible Oh, how dear
With the covers, Worn and old
Mother's bible Much more sweeter
Worth much more To me than gold
And she told me Yes she told me
Just before she went to sleep
If I read it and believed it
Jesus then my soul would keep

Now my Mother's gone to heaven
And some times I feels so sad
Then I go get Mother's bible
That she left for me and Dad
Though the years there may be changes
But one change there'll never be
It's that old and faded bible
That my Mother left for me

* Refrain

13325. Mother's Footsteps Guide Me On

The Stanley Brothers - Mother's Footsteps Guide Me On

As a boy I learned of Jesus 
With my mother here at home



Gathered there around the fireside
Mother taught us right from wrong

Happy days I still remember
With a mother long gone on
Now rejoicing with the angels (up in heaven)
Mother's footsteps guide me on

Mother's love will always guide us
As I journey on and on
There will be a great reunion
Mother's footsteps guide me on

13326. Mother's Lament (Down The Plughole)

Mother's Lament (Down The Plughole)
Traditional

A mother was washing her baby one night,
The youngest of ten and a delicate mite.
The mother was poor and the baby was thin
'Twas nought but a skeleton covered in skin.

The mother turned round for the soap off the rack.
She only a moment, but when she turned back,
Her baby was gone, and in anguish she cried,
'Oh, where 'as my baby gone?' The angels replied:

"Your baby has gone down the plug'ole
Your baby has gone down the plug.
The poor little thing was so terribly thin,
He should have been bathed in a jug (in a jug).

"Your baby is perfectly happy
He's at home and safe with the Lord.
He's muckin' about with the angles above,
And he won't need a bath anymore."

13327. Mother's Mansion Is Higher Than Mine - Chords

Mother's Mansion Is Higher Than Mine
Recorded by Mac Wiseman
Written by Albert E. Brumley Sr.

G                                                   C               G
There are mansions high there are mansions wide way up in the glory land 
                                         A7              D7
There are mansions filled with jasper of wondrous beauty grand
       G                                  C              G



I've a mansion high prepared for me 'twas built by hands divine 
                                  D7          G
But I know my mother's mansion is higher than mine 

                              C           G
I know my mother's mansion is higher than mine
       A7             D7
Her mansion is many stories high a gift of heaven divine
          G                                    C              G
There's a room for every tear she shed in this world she left behind
                                  D7          G
And I know my mother's mansion is higher than mine

                                C               G
For many years she labored here beset with many cares
                                  A7                D7
She's living now with Jesus and I mean to meet here there
    G                                C             G
Her many smiles and labors here will truly mine outshine
                                  D7          G
And I know my mother's mansion is higher than mine

Repeat #2

13328. Mother's Only Sleeping

Mother's Only Sleeping
(Mothers not dead, she's only sleeping)
Bill Monroe - Stanley Brothers

   Mothers not dead, she's only a sleeping
   Just patiently waiting for Jesus to come
   The birds will be singing while Mother is sleeping
   They will sing o'er as the grave sinks away

Well I left my old home way back in the mountains
For mother and father had both passed away
We followed our mother up to the graveyard
For mother was called to heaven that day

 Oh how we miss her around the old home place
Everything seems so lonesome since she went away
Mother is sleeping way back the mountains
Yes mother is sleeping way back in the hills

13329. Mother's Only Son

Mother's only son
Yonder Mountain String Band



I am my mother's only son
And you might think that I'd regret the things I've done
But I can only think of one right now
You and I both know the reason why you've turned your gun on me

I'm rarely held in high regard
And most folks don't seem to trust me very far
But I can promise you one thing
I would've turned my back and walked away if she had worn a ring

Chorus:
Please don't put your bullets in me
Please don't bury me neath the cold, cold ground
You and I alone will know the truth of what went on
And you will never see my face again in town

Most nights I go to bed alone
And there's no place on this earth that I'd call home
And I admit I have a roving
But I'm not the only man who turned to look when she walked by

I don't expect to buy much time
But I need to find a way to change your mind
And to convince you that I couldn't know
She wore no ring upon her hand to mark the vows that she had spoken

[ Chorus - 'So I'm beggin' you...' ]

I swear the whole world must be blind
If I'm the first man to see murder in your eyes
How fitting now the wind is turning cold
And with my dying breath I curse your life, I curse your very soul

[ Chorus ]

13330. Mother's Prayer

Mother's Prayer

The postman came and brought a letter
It was from her boy who went away
She gave him up to join the colors
Each time he writes I hear her pray

   Dear God watch o'er my boy in service
   Help him win his victory
   And when this cruel war is over
   Bring him safely back to me

Then came the day they walked together
To the train that took him away
She knew her boy would be a hero



Her smilin eyes just seemed to say

Now soldier boy don't e'er forger her
She prays to God for you each day
That harm may never overtake you
While you are fighting far away

13331. Mother's Voice Is In The Wind

Mother's Voice is in the Wind 
Bluegrass Cardinals

As I rock my child in slumber 
My thoughts return to bygone days 
My mother's love I know was tender 
Around her feet I'd often play
 
CHORUS: 
I can almost hear my mother 
I always knew she'd sing again 
Singing with the angel chorus 
Her voice is in the summer wind 
 
Mother dear I have a question 
One that I ain't asked before 
Do you remember the road you traveled 
The one that leads to Heaven's golden door 
 
Little baby now is sleeping 
I know someday he'll be a man 
Then he'll need the same direction 
To walk with daddy up yonder hand in hand 
 
Her voice is in the summer wind

13332. Mother, the Queen of My Heart

Mother, the Queen of My Heart

I had a home out in Texas,
Down where the blue bonnet's grew.
I had the kindest old mother;
How happy we were just we two.
Till one day the angels' called her,
That debt we all have to pay.
She called me close to hr bedside,
These last few words to say.

'Son, don't start drinking and gambling,



Promise you'll always go straight. '
Ten years have passed since that parting,
That promise I've broke, I must say.
I started gambling for pastime,
At last I was just like them all.
I bet my clothes and my money,fall.

One night I bet all my money,
Nothing was left to be seen.
All that I needed to break them was one card,
And that was a queen.
The cards were dealt all 'round the table,
Each man took a card on the draw.
I drew the one that would beat them;
I turned it and here's wat I saw.

I saw my mother's picture,
And somehow she seemed to say.
'Son, you have broken your promise,'
So I tossed the cards away.
My winnings I gave to a newsboy,
I knew I was wrong from the start.
And I'll ne'er forget that promise,
To Mother, the queen of my heart.

13333. Motherless Child Blues

Earl Scruggs - Motherless child blues
Composer: S. Belson

Mama told me just before she died
My mama told me just before she died
My mama told me just before she died
Mama told me just before she died

She said daughter daughter please don't be like me
She said daughter daughter please don't be like me
She said daughter daughter please don't be like me
Don't go around with every man you see

I did not listened to what my mama said
Oh I did not listened to what my mama said
Oh I did not listened to what my mama said
Now I'm a motherless child and I'm long way from my home

Do you remember when you drove me from your door
Do you remember when you drove me from your door
Oh do you remember when you drove me from your door
They go away from you woman they don't want you no more
They go away from you woman they don't want you no more



13334. Motherless Children

Motherless Children - Lucinda Williams

Motherless children have a hard time when their mother is dead
Motherless children have a hard time when their mother is dead
See them wander from door to door
Lord, they've got no place to go
Nobody loves you like your mother can, when your mother's dead

Father will do the best he can when your mother's dead
Father will do the best he can when your mother's dead
Father will do the best he can
Some things your father can't understand
Nobody loves you like your mother can, when your mother's dead

When your mother's dead
When your mother's dead, Lord
Nobody loves you like your mother can, when your mother's dead

When your mother's dead
When your mother's dead, Lord
Nobody loves you like your mother can, when your mother's dead

Sister will do the best she can when your mother's dead
Sister will do the best she can
No way she'll leave you for another man
Nobody loves you like your mother can, when your mother's dead

When your mother's dead
When your mother's dead, Lord
Nobody loves you like your mother can, when your mother's dead

When your mother's dead
When your mother's dead
Nobody wants you
Nobody needs you
Nobody loves you like your mother can, when your mother's dead

13335. Motivation

Motivation
Sicard Hollow

Motivation, please come to me
Allow my tired eyes to once again see
That fire inside has died, but I know it will revive
Oh motivation, push me to the peak
To the peak



I wanna be all that I can be
Take care of my friends and my family
Watch them grow, then away they'll go
But their spirit's never far from me

I wanna see all of my dreams come true
And you know I wish the same for you
Inspiration move me brightly through my darkest days
I'm on my knees prayin'

Motivation come to me
Allow my tired eyRs to once again see
That fire inside has diRd, but I know it will revive
Oh motivation, push me to the peak
To the peak

There's people in this life
That will stick right by your side
And no matter where you ride
They will lift you to the skies

And so you're clinging to the road
You're trying not to overload
And as your engine starts to smoke
You think back to words once spoke

Motivation come to me
Allow my tired eyes to once again see
That fire inside has died, but I know it will revive
Oh motivation, push me to the peak

Motivation come to me
Allow my tired eyes to once again see
That fire inside has died, but I know it will revive
Oh motivation, push me to the peak
To the peak

13336. Motor - Chords

Motor 
Donna the Buffalo

[Intro]
D
 
[Verse 1]
D
You might feel the notion
D
Sensin' you should run
D
You might slip and fall down



A                   D
You're not the only one
 
[Verse 2]
D
You might feel the earth move
D
Shake you from within
D
You might let a tear fall
A              D
Wash away your sin
 
 
[Chorus]
           G                                 D
You'll be dancing under the moon before too long
           A                                        D
you'll be flying high as a kite when the wind gets blowing
           G                     D
you'll be right back where you started
           A                                        D
you'll be holding tight to the motor that gets you going
 
 
[Verse 3]
D
You might feel broken
D
You might feel old
D
You might be grateful
A                 D
for the rock and roll
 
 
[Chorus]
           G                                 D
You'll be dancing under the moon before too long
           A                                        D
you'll be flying high as a kite when the wind gets blowing
           G                     D
you'll be right back where you started
           A                                        D
you'll be holding tight to the motor that gets you going
 
 
[Bridge]
A           D
Stands to reason
A                                            D
Stubborn as a mule Living in the past endlessly
A         G  D
Eyes wide open
A                                            D
Don't be looking back, Jack, that stuff's history
 



 
[Verse 4]
D
Cooking in the kitchen
D
Love on the stove
D
Riding on a sound wave
A            D
In a pecan grove
 
 
[Chorus]
           G                                 D
You'll be dancing under the moon before too long
           A                                        D
you'll be flying high as a kite when the wind gets blowing
           G                     D
you'll be right back where you started
           A                                        D
you'll be holding tight to the motor that gets you going
           A                                        D
you'll be holding tight to the motor that gets you going-

13337. Motorcycle Cowboy - Chords

Motorcycle Cowboy
Recorded by Merle Haggard

C
I married me a hippy ran away with a stringy haired blonde 
       F                                                 C
Lord I married me a hippy ran away with a stringy haired blonde
    G7                                                C
Now were both old and happy fishing on our own golden pond

Hey I love my biker baby she loves her guitar picking pal
       F                                                C
Lord I love my Harley mama she loves her guitar picking pal
        G7                                   C
I'm her motorcycle cowboy she's my long tall gal

When the party's over it's really over for good
                 F                                  C
I said when that party is over it's really over for good
      G7                                           C
Honey everything changes wouldn't change back if I could

Yeah ain't got no driveway park my hog out on the lawn
      F                                              C
Ain't got no driveway park my big old hog out on the lawn
      G7                                      C
Now I ain't got much money got me a long tall blonde



I'm her motorcycle cowboy she's my stringy haired blonde
  F                                                 C
I married me a hippy ran away with a stringy haired blonde
    G7                                                 C
Now were both gold and happy fishing on our own golden pond

13338. Mountain

Mountain
Kitchen Dwellers - Mountain

Well the mountain stands high up across the plains
Through the strong and the mystic season
He stands so tall lady snow she rests on his side

Never thinking at the end of the winter
She'd trade his soul for the river
And she'll flow away further and faster with time

Well the mountain is there still strong but bare
But the river is taking her home
Spring-time comes and he knows that he'll be alone
But at the end of the summer she'll return
But he knows that it ain't for him
She'll stand on the side of another broken mountain

I wish I was a mountain
So strong in my resolve
I wish I was a mountain
'Cause I would stand my ground and never fall

Well the winter returns to the mountain each year
But the mountain knows its never the same
And this year his lady snow, she came as rain
And she tore up his sides and crumbled his cliffs
And mud, like his tears, rained down
But he stood tall and would never topple to the ground

I wish I was a mountain
So strong in my resolve
I wish I was a mountain
'Cause I would stand my ground and never fall

Well the winter returns to the mountain each year
But the mountain knows its never the same
And this year his lady snow, she came as rain



13339. Mountain

David Rawlings
Mountain

Oh, I was
On top of a mountain
Lookin' down
On where I been
Just like forgotten
It was another world
Livin' in
And I was another girl
I should've know
But when in Rome
And I did know
But you roll along
Like a stone
In a whirlpool
Do remind me
That it was yesterday
And it can't be changed
Or locked away
But behind me
And you will find your way
Will be rearranged
You'll get used to change
Oh...Just like it turn around, it is, it is
Whoa, lately
In a common thread
Among my friends
Whoa, the thrill is dead
Come slowly
Then like it was always there
You're drinkin' up
From the golden cup
I should have known
But when in RomR
And I did know
But perspective is likR a light switch
In the darkest room,.
Whoa, impending doom
Is only I will die
Like a fire fly
Out goes the light
Always, there'll be a sadder day
And won't you
Remember it that way
Oh...Just like it turn around, it is, it is

13340. Mountain Angel



Mountain Angel
Chris Thile

Pretty as an angel from the day that she was born
Skin as fair as lilies, hair as golden as the corn
They knew that she was special
From the moment she first cried
She was a mountain angel, certify
She was her momma's baby, she was her daddy's pride
Good at home, at church and school, at everything she tried
Everybody's darling led a charmed and peaceful life
The perfect mountain angel 'til he arrived
And ohh, she fell so deeply
Ooh, she couldn't stop
She gave herself to him, yielded completely
He lifted her so high and let her drop
She gave up everything for him that mattered in her life
All the others that had loved her and she vowed to be his wife
She dreamed of bearing children in an ivy-covered house
The mountain angel's sunshine turned to clouds
The wicked handsome stranger left the way he came
Broke her heart and broke her mind
She never was the same
They say he was the devil
That had come to steal her soul
She never loved another it was told
They say she had a baby
Some say that it had died
They say it's just as well
As it had been the devil's child
They say good conquers evil
But here, evil won the prize
So the mountain angel took to the wild
And ooh, she couldn't take it
Years passed and she had long since lost her mind
She waited for him as her beauty faded
Her parents died from grief before their time
She tried to gather pieces of her life, they wouldn't fit
Beside the tiny grave deep in the woods is where she'd sit
Talking to the child, herself, to him, who knew for sure
Possessed they say by satan's insane lure
High a top the mountain, for years they say she's seen
Looking down upon the town where she had once been queen
She'd sneak around the playground, watch the little children play
They'd see the crazy lady then run away
They say she roamed these hills for years, wearing not a stitch
The lovely mountain angel now thought to be a witch
She made those wailing mournful sounds
That you could hear for miles
Long after she laid down upon her baby's grave and died
And ooh, her ghost is calling
She's waiting for the ones that she adored
Through spring and summer, fall when snow is falling
Her spirit roams these hills forever more
The mountain angel's voices ever more
Oohh, oooo
Oohh, oooo
Oohh, oooo



13341. Mountain Angel - Chords

Mountain Angel

capo 2
G C G C
Pretty as an angel from the day that she was born
G C G D
Skin as fair as Lily's hair, as golden as the corn
G C G C
They knew that she was special from the moment she first cried
G C D G
She was a mountain angel certified
G C G C
She was her momma's baby, she was her daddy's pride
G C G C
Good at home, at church and school, at everything she tried
G C G C
Everybody's darlin' led a charmed and peaceful life
G C D G
The perfect mountain angel 'til he arrived

G C G
And ohh, she fell so deeply
G C G
Ooooh, she couldn't stop
G C G C
She gave herself to him, milled it completely
G C D G
He lifted her so high he let her drop

G C G C
She gave up everything for him that mattered in her life
G C G D
All the others that had loved her and she vowed to be his wife
G C G C
She dreamed of bearing children in an ivy-covered house
G C D G
The mountain angel's sunshine turned to clouds
G C G C
The wicked handsome stranger left the way he came
G C
Broke her heart and broke her mind
G D
She never was the same
Em C
They say he was the devil
G C
That had come to steal her soul
G C D G
She never loved another it was told
G C
They say she had a baby



G C
Some say that it had died
G C
They it's just as well
 G D
As it had been the devil's child
G C
They say good conquers evil
G C
But here, evil won the prize
G C D G
So the mountain angel took to the wild

G C G
And ooh, she couldn't take it
G C G
Years passed and she had long since lost her mind
G C G C
She waited for him as her beauty faded
G C D G
Her parents died from grief before their time
G C G C
She tried to gather pieces of her life, they wouldn't fit
G C G D
Beside the tiny grave deep in the woods is where she'd sit
G C G C
Talking to the child, herself, to him, who knew for sure
G C D G
Possessed they say by satan's insane lure

G C G C
High a'top the mountain, for years they say she's seen
G C G D
Looking down upon the town where she had once been queen
G C G C
She'd sneak around the playground, watch the little children play
G C D G
They'd see the crazy lady then run away
G C G C
They say she roamed these hills for years, wearing not a stitch
G C G D
The lovely mountain angel now thought to be a witch
G C
She made those wailing mournful sounds
 G C
That you could hear for miles
G C D G
Long after she laid down upon her baby's grave and died

G C G
And ooh, her ghost is callin'
G C G
She's waiting for the ones that she adored
G C G
Through spring and summer, fall when snow is fallin'
G C D G
Her spirit roams these hills forever more



G C D G
The mountain angel's voices ever more

13342. Mountain Annie

Mountain Annie
Fruition

Well I went down to the train yard
Looking to forget you
And I laid my head down on the rail
Well these tracks they must run near you
'Cause I swear that I could hear you singing
And I wish I couldn't say
Since you been away
Well I don't feel like I know myself
Yes and when I get to thinkin 'bout it
It just turns to drinking 'bout it, over and over again

Oh why, oh why
Do I let myself cry over you?
When I call out your name
You don't do the same, now do you?
Get out of my head
Give me back my heart, Mountain Annie

Oh why, oh why
Do I let myself cry over you?
When I call out your name
You don't do the same, now do you?
Get out of my head
Give me back my heart, Mountain Annie

Now in the flicker of a candle's flame
Smoke that rises spells your name
And then it disappears
And my heart's grown tired of beating
And my lips are tired of speaking, so I won't
And the sky must know
The way that these things go
Because it's raining like it's never gonna stop
And if this flood comes running through
Lord, I hope I can float away from you and break these chains

Oh why, oh why
Do I let myself cry over you?
When I call out your name
You don't do the same, now do you?
Get out of my head
Give me back my heart, Mountain Annie

Get out of my head
Give me back my heart, Mountain Annie



13343. Mountain Boy

Mountain Boy 
Blue Moon Rising
 
I was born in Sweet Gum Holler in the spring of fifty two 
Raised on food we grew there on the farm
Taught to honor God, and respect my native land 
Hard work and a simple life is the makin' of a man
 
CHORUS : 
Cool October breeze is blowin' softly through the pines 
Harvest moon is shinin' brightly down 
Maple leaves are sparklin', like rubies in its light
I'm proud to be a mountain boy tonight
 
The city lights they lured me, when I was in my teens 
Where they find a scratch for things they don't need, 
The more they get the more they want, they're livin' a lie 
I'm back in this old holler where I'll stay 'til I die
  
Oh I'm proud to be a mountain boy tonight

13344. Mountain Dew

The Stanley Brothers - Mountain Dew (Radio Edit)

Down the road here from me there's an old holler tree 
where ya lay down a dollar or two.
Go on 'round the bend come back again
There's a jug full of that good old mountain dew

(Chorus)
Oh they call it that good old mountain dew
And them that refuse it are few
I'll hush up my mug if you fill up my jug 
with that good old mountain dew

The preacher rode by with his head histed high
Said his wife had been down with the flu
I thought that I ou'rght to sell him a quart 
of my good ol' mountain dew

(CHORUS)

Now Mr. Roosevelt told 'em just how he felt
When he heard that the dry law 'd gone through
If your liquor 's too red it'll swell up your head
Better stick to that good old mountain dew



(CHORUS)

Well my uncle Snort he's sawed off and short
He measures four feet two
But he feels like a giant when you give him a pint 
o' that good old mountain dew

(CHORUS)

13345. Mountain Dew

Mountain Dew
(Good Old Mountain Dew)

There's a big hollow tree down the road here from me
Where you lay down a dollar or two
You stroll 'round the bend and you come back again
There's a jug full of good old mountain dew

   They call it that mountain dew
   And them that refuse it are few
   I'll hush up my mug if you fill up my jug
   With that good old mountain dew

My uncle Mort, he's sawed off and short
He measures about four foot two
But he thinks he's a giant when you give him a pint
Of that good old mountain dew

Well, my old aunt June bought some brand new perfume
If had such a sweet smelling pew
But to her surprise when she had it analyzed
It was nothing but good old mountain dew

Well, my brother Bill's got a still on the hill
Where he runs off a gallon or two
The buzzards in the sky get so drunk they can't fly
From smelling that good old mountain dew

13346. Mountain Flower

Carolina Blue - Mountain Flower

[Verse 1]
I found her in the wild wood, out among the trees
Her beauty is unmatched, by any living thing
The fragrant honeysuckle, growin' on a vine
Knows it can't compare to her, her beauty is so fine



[Chorus]
She's my little mountain flower growing wild among the hills
Blowing in the wind, she makes my heart build
Through every little wind, she's got me in her power
I can't resist the beauty of my little mountain flower

[Verse 2]
My little mountain flower, her Mama made her rose
With each and Rvery passin' year, her bRauty grows and grows
Oh, how I long to be with her, each minute every hour
She knows how to hypnotize my little mountain flower

[Chorus]
She's my little mountain flower growing wild among the hills
Blowing in the wind, she makes my heart build
Through every little wind, she's got me in her power
I can't resist the beauty of my little mountain flower

[Chorus]
She's my little mountain flower growing wild among the hills
Blowing in the wind, she makes my heart build
Through every little wind, she's got me in her power
I can't resist the beauty of my little mountain flower

13347. Mountain Girl

Mountain Girl
Sideline - Special Consensus

[Chorus]
Mountain girl, I love you
Mountain girl, I still care
And if you feel the same way
Joy of life we'll share

[Verse 1]
She lives where the city cannot harm her
They can't take away her old-fashioned ways
She's pretty like flowers on the mountain
She's my sunshine on a cold rainy day

[Chorus]
Mountain girl, I love you
Mountain girl, I still care
And if you feel the same way
Joy of life we'll share

[Verse 2]
Soon that little church up on the mountain
Will be the scene of joy and happiness
I'll make that mountain girl my one and only
We'll live a life of joy and happiness



[Chorus]
Mountain girl, I love you
Mountain girl, I still care
And if you feel the same way
Joy of life we'll share

[Chorus]
Mountain girl, I love you
Mountain girl, I still care
And if you feel the same way
Joy of life we'll share

13348. Mountain Girl - Chords

Mountain Girl 
Caribou Mountain Collective

[Intro]
D G D G D
C G D
C G D
 
 
[Verse 1]
     D
Last winter I spent alone,
D
Bitter cold chilled my bones
    Bm               G                 A
The sunlight and the silence cleared my mind
  G
I thought of where I've been
        A               D
Now I'm ready to start again
  C                           G       D
A mountain girl would make my house a home
 
'■
[Chorus]
         G         A              D
Mountain girl, who knows nature's ways
Bm        G               A
Two of us keeping warm at night
    G                               A                D
The seasons come and go but there's one thing that I know
  Bm             G    A        D
I need to find a real mountain girl
 
D G Bm G A
G A D C G D
C G D
 



'■
[Verse 2]
    D
The pleasures of the town,
D                G
All that running round
Bm            G               A
I could never find my comfort there
         G
Thing I learned along the way
        A          D
Made me who I am today
  C                    G             D
I need to breathe that high mountain air
 
'■
[Chorus]
         G         A              D
Mountain girl, who knows nature's ways
Bm        G               A
Two of us keeping warm at night
    G                               A                D
The seasons come and go but there's one thing that I know
  Bm             G    A        D
I need to find a real mountain girl
 
G Bm G A
G A D
C G D
C G D
 
'■
[Verse 3]
D
Now there's two coats up on hooks,
    G
And twice as many books
   Bm                 G             A
The woodstove warms a table set for two
      G
Now I know I'm only dreamin
       A              D
On the windowsill I'm leanin'
C             G             D
Dreamin of my real mountain girl
 
'■
[Chorus]
         G         A              D
Mountain girl, who knows nature's ways
Bm        G               A
Two of us keeping warm at night
    G                               A                D
The seasons come and go but there's one thing that I know
  Bm             G    A        D
I need to find a real mountain girl
 



 
[Outro]
    G                               A                D
Well the seasons come and go but there's one thing that I know
  Bm             G    A        D
I need to find a real mountain girl
 
G D
C G D

13349. Mountain High

Mountain High
Davisson Brothers Band

We get down on a Mountain High
It'²s where we're from it'²s where we'll die

Hunting for your food hunting for your hunny
Copper mesh still still how we making money
We hang all we got on our family name

We fill our jug with fresh spring water
Six strings strumming back up in a holler
Just a picking and grinning to the rhythm of a tin roof rain

We get down on a Mountain High
It's where we'²re from it'²s where we'll die
Ain'²t no road map ain't no sign

Just a little piece of heaven that can'²t be found
We get down on a Mountain High

We play country music like our daddy did
Pray to the lord and so will our kids
Round here take care of our own

A bunch of our buddies dig down in the mines
When they come back up it's a damn good time
We get together and fire up a little home grown

We get down on a Mountain High
It'²s where we're from it's where we'²ll die
Ain'²t no road map ain't no sign

Just a little piece of heaven that can'²t be found
We get down on a Mountain High

We get down on a Mountain High
It's where we'²re from it's where we'²ll die
Ain't no road map ain't no sign

Just a little piece of heaven that can'²t be found



We get down on a Mountain High
It'²s where we're from it'²s where we'll die

We get down on a Mountain High
It'²s where we're from it'²s where we'll die

We get down on a Mountain High
It's where we'²re from it'²s where we'll die

13350. Mountain Hymm

Rhiannon Giddens - Mountain Hymm

Mmmm Mmmm
Mmmm Mm-hmm
Mm-hmm Mmm
Mm-mmm Hm-mmm
Mmmm Mmmm
Mmmm Mm-hmm
[repeat]
The day is done
The tide has come
You battled hard
The war is won
You did your worst
You tried your best
Now it's time to rest
Now it's time to rest
Mm-hmm Mm-hmm
Mm-hmm Mm-hmm
Mm-hmm
See the fire in your eyes
See the fire in your eyes
See the fire in your eyes
See the fire in your eyes
Ohhh Ohhhhhh
Ohhh Ohhhhhh
Ohhh Ohhhhhh
Ohhh Ohhhhhh
[repeat to fade]

13351. Mountain Jumper

Crooked Still 
Mountain Jumper

When I'm walking alone in the night I see the green coyote in the distance
Strolling in the desert long beneath the crescent moon



In the boomerang action of the noon gang I climb the hills and I wonder
Thunder and the lightning falls into a barren zone

Maybe someone saw me in the forest last Wednesday night, I don't know
I visit all the time but then again I try to not to be seen, in the green
'Cause I'm a mountain jumper, when I ride the night
I'm a mountain jumper, when I ride the night

I look at the bones, purplish tones, across the valley painted by the sage brush
Driest open prairie waiting for the fallen stars
On a rock edge hanging off a steep ledge I climb on down into an oak tree
Rolling in it's twisted limbs I float above the ground

Running from a rolling angry tumbleweed down a hill, in the wind
Sliding on the gravelly traveling avalanches on the slope, in the plain
'Cause I'm a mountain jumper, when I ride the night
I'm a mountain jumper, when I ride the night

On the high ground, shaken by a low sound, the desert looming in the distance
Looking at the sunlight dying through the blackened ridge
Water out of nowhere, flying through the air, I see the tidal wave and I'm under
Holding in my breath I sink into the desert sea

Swimming through the turning and churning into the afternoon sun, up above
Floating river canyon abandoned by sand and heat and all the rocks, on the plain

'Cause I'm a mountain jumper, when I ride the night
I'm a mountain jumper, when I ride the night
I'm a mountain jumper, when I ride the night
I'm a mountain jumper, when I ride the night...

13352. Mountain Laurel

Mountain Laurel

   Like the Mountain Laurel in the grove dear
   My love is it's ever green
   Like the Mountain Laurel finds the grove dear
   I'll find you again

Where the mountain breezes blow
There's a place I long to go
You'll be waiting there I know
In the pine and we'll climb

Into the hills we knew in days gone by
When your heart was gay and so was I
And we'll find a love we left behind
Long ago long ago



13353. Mountain Laurel - Chords

Mountain Laurel 
The Bluegrass Cardinals
 
[Intro]
F  Bb C  F
 
 
[Verse 1]
F                            Bb
On the banks of a cool shady river
Bb     C                        F
I made love to a sweet mountain girl
F                           Bb
And I begged her to be mine forever
F         C                   F
And we'll travel all o'er the world
 
 
[Chorus]
F                                     Bb      Bb
Come away (come aawy) sweet mountiain laurel (for I need you)
F          C       C           Bb    F     Bb    F
You're the flower (the flower) in my mind (in my mind)
F       Bb       F     Bb         C        F       F
Say you love me (stand beside me) mountain laurel (never leave me)
F   C          F
And forever be mine.
 
 
{Instrumental}
A  A  D D
E7 E7 A A
A  A  D D
E7 E7 A A
 
[Verse 2]
A                                      D
But she said she could never leave the mountains
A     E7                        A
oke hardly a word beneath those pines
A     E7                         A
And my tears flowed again like a fountain
A         E7                       A
when they wrote me and told me she died
 
 
[Chorus]
F    Bb    Bb   C     C               F       F
Come away (come aawy) sweet mountiain laurel (for I need you)
F          C       C           Bb    F     Bb    F
You're the flower (the flower) in my mind (in my mind)
F       Bb       F     Bb         C        F       F
Say you love me (stand beside me) mountain laurel (never leave me)
F   C          F
And forever be mine.



 
 
[Instrumental]
F  Bb  C   F
F  Bb  C   F
F  Bb  C   F
C  Bb  F
 
[Chorus]
F    Bb    C    Bb                    F       F     F
Come away (come away) sweet mountiain laurel (for I need you)
F          C       C           Bb    F     Bb    F
You're the flower (the flower) in my mind (in my mind)
F       Bb       F     Bb         C        F       F
Say you love me (stand beside me) mountain laurel (never leave me)
F   C          F
And forever be mine.
 
 
[Outro]
Bb  Bb  C   C
F   C   Bb  F

13354. Mountain Laurels

Mountain Laurels 
Audie Blaylock
 
CHORUS 
I'll meet you there on the hillside  
In the light of the big silver moon
I'll meet you there on the hillside 
When the mountain laurels are in bloom  
 
I left my old home in the mountains 
I rambled near and far 
But I still love you little darlin  
And I wonder where you are 
 
When I returned to the mountains 
The friends that I knew were all gone 
They all left here on the hillside 
Where she's left and I'm so alone

13355. Mountain Man

Mountain Man
Hayseed Dixie - Mountain Man



You wanna go where the rivers flow with liquor
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
Where the wine works fine, but the herb works quicker
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
Where the fish all fight and the girls are all tight
Down where we pick that banjo and drink all night
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man, Yeah Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
I got nothing against where the land is flat
You gotta grow that corn somewhere
And you can bring it up to where I'm at
I got 50 pounds of yeast, and some copper and wine
We can turn that corn into something that, Lord, is fine
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man, Yeah Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
You wanna go where the rivers flow with liquor
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
Where the wine works fine, but the herb works quicker
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
Where the fish all fight and the girls are all tight
Down where we pick that banjo and drink all night
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man, Yeah Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
I got nothing against nobody's government
Yeah, but taxes don't mean nothing to me:
I like to see where my money's being spent
I got my family here, I got the people I love
I pledge my allegiance to the Lord above
You wanna go where the rivers flow with liquor
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man, Yeah Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
You wanna go where the rivers flow with liquor
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
Where the wine works fine, but the herb works quicker
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
Where the fish all fight and the girls are all tight
Down where we pick that banjo and drink all night
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man, Yeah Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
You wanna go where the rivers flow with liquor
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
Where the wine works fine, but the herb works quicker
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
Where the fish all fight and the girls are all tight
Down where we pick that banjo and drink all night
Baby, I'm a Mountain Man, Yeah Baby, I'm a Mountain Man
I said: Baby, I'm a Mountain Man, Yeah Baby, I'm a Mountain Man

13356. Mountain Man

Mountain Heart - Mountain Man 
Album: Road That Never Ends

Vs.1 I live on a mountainside. I've raised a family and I've made a life.
I've never known no other way. The mountain man is here to stay.
Today a man knocked on my door, said you can't live here anymore.
He had some papers in his hand, and money for to take my land.
Chorus You can buy a concrete city, buy their beaches and their sand.



Count your gold and silver, hold your diamonds in your hand,
Cut down all the mighty mountain timber where it stands,
But you can't buy a mountain man.

Vs.2 In the early mornin' light I see, men with guns among the trees.
Inside my family safe and warm. The peaceful time before the storm.
With scattered thoughts I grab my gun, while prayin' to God's only Son.
Lord I don't know just what to do. Please see this mountain family through.
Chorus You can buy a concrete city, buy their beaches and their sand.
Count your gold and silver, hold your diamonds in your hand,
Cut down all the mighty mountain timber where it stands,
But you can't buy a mountain man.

13357. Mountain Of Sorrow

Nanci Griffith - Mountain of Sorrow

Easy come, easy go
Anything but easy though
You were here, now you're gone
That's the only thing I know

And it's just one more sorrow 
To throw upon the heap
Mountain of sorrow steep

What you see, the new me
Changing right before your eyes
Like a leaf on a tree
Letting go before she flies

And it's just one more sorrow
To throw upon the heap
Mountain of sorrow steep

Mountain of sorrow
How high the top
Must I climb, must I climb
Ever blue
Mountain of sorrow
When I can I stop
And be fine 
Knowing I'm over you?

Easy come, easy go
Anything but easy though
Said goodbye, knowing I 
Would have rather said hello

And it's just one more sorrow
To throw upon the heap
Mountain of sorrow steep
Mountain of sorrow steep



13358. Mountain Of The Lord

Mountain of the Lord - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford/Daniel House Music, BMI) 

CH) Come to the mountain of the Lord 
He will provide 

1) God tested Abraham 
He said take your only son 
Bring Isaac to Moriah 
though his life has just begun 

2) Offer up a sacrifice 
of the lamb you deem most fair 
Bring Isaac to the mountain 
then you must kill him there 

3) That humble Hebrew servant 
built an altar in the sky 
He bound his son upon it 
then he drew his dagger nigh 

4) Then an angel of Jehovah 
called to Abraham on high 
 You've proved to God you're worthy 
Take your son, he need not die  

5) Now tell me brother tell me 
What would you have done 
If God required a sacrifice 
of your only precious son 

6) Yet Jesus came among us 
Through his father's plan on high 
To save the world from darkness 
His precious lamb did die

13359. Mountain Pass

Mountain Pass

Well, I'm runnin' down this mountain pass at midnight;
Those truckers, they all flash their lights at me.
This highway ain't the very best companion,
'cause I know there's somewhere else I'd rather be.
The moonlight on the snow just sets me thinking
'bout the way your smile shines upon your face.
And I know this ain't the last beer I'll be drinking



Before I reach my final resting place
Oh, i...
(chorus)
...wish that I was in your arms a' sleeping,
Dreaming of the sweet love we just made,
But I'm runnin' down this mountain pass at midnight,
Wishin' I was in your arms again.
Oh my wheels are running hard against this mountain,
I finally crossed the archuleta line.
Another hour and I'll be with my darlin'
To dry those lonesome tears that she's been cryin'
But i...
(chorus)
I'm runnin' down this mountain pass at midnight;
Those truckers, they all flash their lights at me.
This highway ain't the very best companion,
'cause I know there's somewhere else I'd rather be.
Oh, i...
(chorus)
I am runnin' down this mountain pass at midnight,
Wishin' I was in your arms again.

13360. Mountain Road

Mountain Road

There's a little road back in the mountains
That I traveled on when just a kid
Many years ago I was bound to travel
Now I'm sorry for the things I did

I remember how my Mom was weeping
As she held me close whispered son don't go
And Daddy's out stretched hand was trembling
His heart was breaking now I know

After many years I came to see them
My joy to grief turned like a stone
Two graves with words please hurry home son
We're waiting for you by your mountain road

13361. Mountain Rosa Lee

Mountain Rosa Lee

I met the girl named Jole Blon and I know her sister too
I met Ann from Old Cheyenne and I know Sue City Sue
There's sweet Marie from Tennessee and Louisiana Lou
I know them all from A to Z and I met Miss Molly too



But of all the pretty girls I met there's just one girl for me
She lives away back in the hills my Mountain Rosa Lee
Her hair is dark and curly and her eyes are big and blue
Raised on corn and taters and she loves her mountain dew

   Mountain sweet heart
   Mountain Rosa Lee
   Hillbilly baby waiting there for me
   Cheeks are red as roses and lips are meant for me
   Hillbilly baby my Mountain Rosa Lee

There's Texas Red in Texas they say she's out of sight
Pistol Packing Mama full of dynamite
Sadie from Missouri as fine as she can be
But none can satisfy me like my Mountain Rosa Lee

Now you can have your Texas gals and Louisiana Lou
I'll give you Miss Molly and sweet Sue City Sue
I'll give you Ann from Old Cheyenne and Marie from Tennessee
I'm going back to the mountains and Marry Rosa Lee

13362. Mountain Song

Mountain Song - Del Mccoury Band
Larry Keel Experience

Way up on the mountain
In the sweet southern air
Is where I seem to lose loads I have to bear
Silence of the snow fall and the peacefulness around
I feel so blessed with all that I have found
I feel so blessed with all that I have found

Chorus:
Holler in the moonlight
Sip the mountain shine
The sound of the music playin'
Everything so fine
Lookin' up a trail for a sign as I travel there
A liquor still, an old deer trail, or the home of a big old bear
Wouldn't wanna mess with him because it is his home
He's like me he's better left alone
He's like me he's better left alone

Fishin' in the river at the bottom of these hills
Helps me find my peace of mind
In all these natural frills
These mountains were the first to show their face up to the sky
Lay me to rest here when I die
Lay me to rest here when I die



13363. Mountain Time

Railroad Earth - Mountain Time 

Met a man who could not lie for silver
Met a man who would not sing for gold
Got out & his hands were shakin'
Got out somewhere down the road

Gonna be . . . All his life
Livin' . . . On mountain time

Met a man walkin' by a river
. . . His steps were all his own
Got out & his heart was broken
Got out somewhere all alone

Gonna be . . . All his life
Livin' . . . On mountain time

Met a man - his soul he could not treason
Met a man who would not wave that flag
Got out & his hands were shakin'
Got out somewhere down the road

Gonna be . . All his life
Livin' . . On mountain time
Gonna be . . All right
Livin' . . On mountain time

13364. Mountain Top

Mountain Top
Leftover Salmon - Mountain Top

[Verse]
I've been livin' on a mountain top
With too much ice and snow
And a wild wind that just won't stop
But I won't live down below
When buildings reach up to the sky
There's a big old part of me that dies
When confusion, it just won't stop
Take me back to my Mountain Top

[Chorus]
Take me back to my mountain top
Where time it moves real slow
There's no tickin' of the clock



And nowhere you gotta go
On the fiddle and the bow
Where I want just what I got
Take me back to my mountain top

[Verse]
I've lived down there in town
In the valley far below
Everybody runnin' round
Lord I wonder where they go
I couldn't find a reason why
To live that fast until you die
I packed it up and turned around
Took it back to that mountain town

[Chorus]
Take me back to my mountain top
Where time it moves real slow
There's no tickin' of the clock
And nowhere you gotta go
On the fiddle and the bow
Where I want just what I got
Take me back to my mountain top

[Verse]
I've seen the other side
And I've kept my eyes open wide
But I never liked just what I'd found
Down in that crazy frantic town
When time moves a bit too fast
You got to hold to something that can last
Where the old times aren't forgot
Take me back to my mountain top

13365. Mountain View Missionary Baptist Church - Chords

Mountain View Missionary Baptist Church 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

[Intro]
G  C  G  G  D  G  C  G  D  G
 
[Verse]
G                  C             G
Tucked back in the shadow of the mountains
    G             G                 D
surrounded by the dogwoods and tall pines
  G                C                    G
a hundred year old churchhouse is still standing
      G                D                G
every Sunday it's like steppin' back in time.
 
[Verse]



          G           C              G
You won't find a more friendly congregation.
        G                   G                D
They'll shake your hand and greet you with a smile.
    G               C            G
The minute you walk in the sanctuary
        G          D                G
you can feel God's presence there inside.
 
[Chorus]
           G                               C           G
Where they pray                  like they know God is listening.
               (Pray, pray, pray)
         G                           G     D
And they shout                      Amen, Amen
               (Shout, shout, shout)
     G                   D
to affirm the preacher's word.
         G                                C            G
And they sing                  lift their voices up to heaven
             (Sing, sing, sing)
       G             D                  G
at The Mountain View Missionary Baptist Church
 
G  C  G  G  D  G  C  G  D  G
 
[Verse]
          G         C                  G
There's a cross on every stained glass window.
        G                G           D
All the pews are made of quarter-sawn oak.
    G                  C               G
The carpet's worn from kneelin' at the altar
      G            D                  G
where peace can be found for troubled souls.
 
     G                 C            G
When sister Anna Smith gets in the spirit
    G                    G                     D
she runs up and down the aisle with both hands raised.
         G              C            G
Once you hear Reverend Wilbur Watson preachin' 
       G                 D               G
you're gonna leave there with a lot more faith.
 
[Chorus]
           G                               C           G
Where they pray                  like they know God is listening.
               (Pray, pray, pray)
         G                           G     D
And they shout                      Amen, Amen
               (Shout, shout, shout)
     G                   D
to affirm the preacher's word.
         G                                C            G
And they sing                  lift their voices up to heaven
             (Sing, sing, sing)



       G             D                  G
at The Mountain View Missionary Baptist Church
 
[Chorus]
           A                               D           A
Where they pray                  like they know God is listening.
               (Pray, pray, pray)
          A                         A      E
And they shout                      Amen, Amen
               (Shout, shout, shout)
     A                   E
to affirm the preacher's word.
         A                                D            A
And they sing                  lift their voices up to heaven
             (Sing, sing, sing)
       A             E                   A
at The Mountain View Missionary Baptist Church.
       A             E                   A
at The Mountain View Missionary Baptist Church.
 
A  E  A

13366. Mountaineer Is Always Free

Mountaineer Is Always Free
Tim O'Brien - Mountaineer Is Always Free

I'm one of the few, proud to be standing
I walked up the pier from the coffin ships landing
My clothes were just rags, no use in this weather
But my back was strong, my hands tough as leathe

I climbed up these hills till I came to the spot where I stand
I cleared these fields and I pulled up the stumps with my hands
No more a wanderer, no more a refugee
A mountaineer is always free

Took a Cherokee bride, she gave me five babies
I sang at the wakes, I cried at the weddings
I taught all my children the songs of my youth
To dance to the fiddle and practice the truth

I carried them up on my shoulders to where they could see
The whole world before them just so they would know what it means
No more a wanderer, no more a refugee
A mountaineer is always free

No kings and no landlords to treat us like beggars and thieves
There's no one but God here to fear or to look down on me
No more a wanderer, no more a refugee
A mountaineer is always free



13367. Mountains In Mississippi - Chords

Mountains In Mississippi 
Darin & Brooke Aldridge

[Intro]
Bm  G  x2
 
[Verse 1]
     Bm                            G
They said there'd be a warm breeze, down in Biloxi
       D                                A
It's a perfect place to leave you far behind
             Bm                            G
Said there's blue skies and palm trees, but that's not what I see
     D                                A
This heartache's playing tricks on my mind
     Cadd9         G                   D
When I look out my window, there's no ocean view
  Em                              A
I know that it sounds crazy but I swear it's true
 
[Chorus]
        G
There's mountains in Mississippi
             D                     A
Mountains of memories to reach the sky
    G
Oh, mountains of heartaches
         D              A
That you left for me to climb
            Bm                                G
And they're bitter and they're cold, and everywhere I go
                         Em
They rise up in front of me
             G                 Bm     G
There's even mountains in Mississippi
 
[Interlude]
Bm  G
 
[Verse 2]
   Bm                G
If this was Colorado, I'd expect the wind and snow
    D                             A
And granite peaks as far as I can see
       Bm                         G
But I'm on the Gulf of Mexico with white sand between my toes
    D                               A
And I still feel them towering over me
Cadd9                  G             D
Seems there's no place I can take my heart and hide
       Em              F#m     A



With a hurt big as the Rockies trapped inside
 
[Chorus]
        G
There's mountains in Mississippi
             D                     A
Mountains of memories to reach the sky
    G
Oh, mountains of heartaches
         D              A
That you left for me to climb
            Bm                                G
And they're bitter and they're cold, and everywhere I go
                         Em
They rise up in front of me
             G
There's even mountains in Mississippi
 
[Interlude]
D  A  G  D  A
 
[Tag]
Bm                            G          Bm G
Said there'd be a warm breeze, down in Biloxi
 
[Outro]
Bm  G  x2

13368. Mountains O' Mourne

Mountains O' Mourne
Traditional

Oh, Mary, this London's a wonderful sight
with people here working by day and by night.
They don't sow potatoes nor barley nor wheat
but there's gangs of them diggin' for gold in the street.
At least when I asked them that's what I was told
so I just took a hand at this diggin' for gold,
But for all that I found there I might as well be
where the Mountains O'Mourne sweep down to the sea.

I believe that when writing a wish you expressed
as to how the fine ladies in London were dressed,
Well, if you'll believe me when asked to a ball,
they don't wear no top to their dresses at all.
Oh, I've seen them meself and you could not in truth
say that if they were bound for a ball or a bath,
Don't be startin' them fashions, now, Mary McCree,
where the Mountains O'Mourne sweep down to the sea.

There's beautiful girls here, oh, never you mind,
with beautiful shapes nature never designed.



And lovely complexions, all roses and cream
but let me remark with regard to the same
That if at those roses you venture to sip,
the colors might all come away on your lip,
So, I'll wait for the wild rose that's waitin' for me
in the place where the dark Mourne sweeps down to the sea.

13369. Mountains O' Things

The Duhks - Mountains O' Things 

The life I've always wanted
I guess I'll never have
I'll be working for somebody else
Until I'm in my grave
I'll be dreaming of a live of ease
And mountains Oh mountains o' things

To have a big expensive car
Drag my furs on the ground
And have a maid that I can tell
To bring me anything
Everyone will look at me with envy and with greed
I'll revel in their attention
And mountains Oh mountains o' things

Sweet lazy life
Champagne and caviar
I hope you'll come and find me
Cause you know who we are
Those who deserve the best in life
And know what money's worth
And those whose sole misfortune
Was having mountains o' nothing at birth

Oh they tell me
There's still time to save my soul
They tell me
Renounce all
Renounce all those material things you gained by
Exploiting other human beings

Consume more than you need
This is the dream
Make you pauper
Or make you queen
I won't die lonely
I'll have it all prearranged
A grave that's deep and wide enough
For me and all my mountains o' things

Mostly I feel lonely
Good good people are



Good people are only
My stepping stones
It's gonna take all my mountains o' things
To surround me
Keep all my enemies away
Keep my sadness and loneliness at bay

I'll be dreaming, dreaming... Dreaming...

13370. Mountains Of Mexico

Jerry Jeff Walker - Mountains of Mexico

I'm going away to leave you, you said I'm going down that road
To see what I'll see you, see what I've never known
And one things resting on my mind
You said I'm off to see what I wonder I'll find
I'll be in the mountains of Mexico
Said I see smiling faces, off on farther down the road
There all in their places, each with a heavy load
Seemed like just good people tarnished by the sun
They all seemed to be living as one
Up in those mountains of Mexico
As the road winds onward, twists through unchanging lands
We look for Mr. Cancer, all we see is those tiny hands
And offer us sparkling rocks for bread
We just stopped and shared with the children what we had
Up in those mountains of Mexico
So we're coming home to see you, we've travelled that lonesome road
I'm gonna tell you, all the things that we've never known
And one thing's still on my mind
I keep on wondering what it was we went to find
Up in those mountains of Mexico

13371. Mountains Of New Mexico

Mountains Of New Mexico
Stillhouse Junkies

Here's a tale that I will tell you
Of a man caught in between
All the troubles back behind him
And the ones he ain't yet seen

Was a dusty July morning
He was pickin' up his pay
From another week of diggin'
On the railroad man's highway
Headed up to Colorado



And the work was gettin' slow
Cuttin' through the bedrock of
The mountains of New Mexico

Heard the growlin' of a stranger
Tellin' him to make it fast
He wasn't looking for no trouble
Only looking for some cash
Found the trigger of his pistol
And the next thing he did know
Was a gunshot ringing through
The mountains of New Mexico

They made it right up to the canyon
Headin' for the higher ground
When the Sheriff reined his horse in
Told  em all to gather round
Said,  It's as sure a death as hangin',
If he's fool enough to go
Looking for salvation in
The mountains of New Mexico 

He kept runnin' into nowhere
Through the fields of broken stone
Til he knew that he had lost  em
And he knew he was alone
But he felt a chill come to the air
As those desert winds began to blow
And felt his joy turn to despair
In the mountains of New Mexico

Now if you listen to the stories
All the cowboys like to tell
He made it up to purgatory
Maybe all the way to Hell
But the truth out here is what you make it
And it was fifty years ago
That I gambled everything I had
In the mountains of New Mexico

13372. Mountains Of Tennessee, The

Mountains Of Tennessee, The

Take me back take me back to my old mountain home
Take me back where my heart longs to be
Where we played by the brook in the cool shady nook
In the mountains of Tennessee

In my old mountain home where the wild roses bloom
Is a spot just like heaven to me
Take me back take me back to my old mountain home
In the mountains of Tennessee



Take me back take me back to my old mountain home
Take me back to my old mothers knee
Where the stars shine bright and the birds are free
In the mountains of Tennessee

Round my old mountain home where I used to roam
Their waiting a welcome for me
Take me back to my old log cabin home
In the mountains of Tennessee

13373. Mournin' Blues

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Mournin' blues
Composer: Tony Sbarbaro

Been in business and I been in love
I used to fly high like a turtle dove
I had the blues many a time
Just a girl on a poor boy's mind

I got the mournin' blues
Oh so bad
Mama come a-kiss me
They're the worst I ever had

A nickel's worth of grease and a dime's worth of lard
I would buy more but the times are too hard
There ain't no use for me to work so hard
'Cause I can live off the chickens in my neighbor's yard

I got the mournin' blues
Oh so bad
Mama come a-kiss me
They're the worst I ever had

I woke up this mornin' with a pain in my head
So I crawled right back in bed
Alone in the mornin' makes you feel so sad
The lonesome blues make you feel so bad

I got the mournin' blues
Oh so bad
Mama come a-kiss me
They're the worst I ever had

13374. Mourning Flies



Mourning Flies
Railroad Earth - Mourning Flies

What were you dreaming?
That made you sweat
Soaking wet
In a fever?

Dark wings circling
Slowly around
Slowly around
Slowly around

What grip held you?
Tossed and turned you
Tossed and turned you?

Where were you going?
Carried away
Carried away
And calling?

Oh
Then mourning flies
The fields awake & come alive
Darkness goes
The crows appear
The scurrying squirrel
The apple tree deer
The sun fills
Our bed
The sun fills our bed
Some cloud's caught us
Trouble all around
Trouble comin' down

Six wings circling
Slowly around
Slowly comin' down
Upon me

Oh
Then mourning flies
The fields awake & come alive
Darkness goes
The crows appear
The scurrying squirrel
The apple tree deer
The sun fills
Our bed
The cats walk our head

13375. Mourning Flies (Live)



Railroad Earth - Mourning Flies (Live) 

what were you dreaming? . . . that made you sweat . . soaking wet . . . in a fever?
dark wings circling . . . slowly around . . slowly around . . slowly around

what grip held you? . . tossed & turned you . . tossed & turned you?
where were you going? carried away . . carried away . . & calling?

oh . . then mourning flies . . the fields awake & come alive . . darkness goes . .
the crows appear . . the scurrying squirrel . . the apple tree deer . . the sun fills
our bed . . the sun fills our bed

some cloud's caught us . . trouble all around . . trouble comin' down
six wings circling . . slowly around . . slowly comin' down . . upon me

oh . . then mourning flies . . the fields awake & come alive . . darkness goes . .
the crows appear . . the scurrying squirrel. . the apple tree deer . . the sun fills our bed
. . the cats walk our head

they were on my chest . . it was a funny feeling . .
they had a map of my heart . . pulled pieces & parts & flew away . .
the birds were on my breast . . it was a funny feeling . .
they had a map of my soul . . dug for the coal & pulled it out . .

will you ever know?. . i'll be right there with you . .
i have a map of your heart . . the pieces & parts
to make it whole again

oh . . til mourning flies . . the fields awake & come alive . . darkness goes . .
crows appear . . the scurrying squirrel . . the apple tree deer . . carry me through
. . i'll carry you

where have you been?
tell me where have you been?
where have you been?
tell me where have you been?

13376. Mouth To Mouth Resuscitation

John Hartford - Mouth to Mouth Resuscitation

Mouth to mouth resuscitation
Good for the country, good for the nation
Nothing quickens your respiration
Like a little old bit of that sweet sensation
That mouth to mouth resuscitation

I dreamt last night that Brigitte Bardot
Was drowning in the clutches of a big undertow
And guess who the lifeguard, her only salvation
That mouth to mouth resuscitation

Mouth to mouth resuscitation
Good for the country, good for the nation



Nothing quickens your respiration
Like a little old bit of that sweet sensation
That mouth to mouth resuscitation

Well, do it every day. Don't do it annual
On page fifteen of your first aid manual
And through the whole book the finest creation's
That mouth to mouth resuscitation

Mouth to mouth resuscitation
Good for the country, good for the nation
Nothing quickens your respiration
Like a little old bit of that sweet sensation
That mouth to mouth resuscitation

Now fat folks do it And skinny folks do it
And Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton do it
And even the French got their own stylization
Of that mouth to mouth resuscitation

Mouth to mouth resuscitation
Good for the country, good for the nation
Nothing quickens your respiration
Like a little old bit of that sweet sensation
That mouth to mouth resuscitation

13377. Move - Chords

Move 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
G D G D
 
[Verse 1]
            G
Don't wanna watch the wonder leave you
    D
The spark die in your eye
     Em
Tell yourself it's too late anyhow
C
What's the use of trying?
            G
Don't wanna watch the worry take you
        D
See you reaching for your phone
        Em
Looking for a better place in time
  C
A place that feels like home
 
 



[Chorus]
                G
I wanna see you move
                D
I wanna see you dance
                 Em          D/F#
I wanna hear the shackles fall
                       C
Watch you take another chance
        Em                               C
I wanna see you sweep somebody off their feet
         Em                   C
Like the way you were made to be
                G     D
I wanna see you move
                 G        D
(I wanna see you move, mmm)
 
 
[Verse 2]
            G
It's been a minute since I've seen you
          D
Now we're toasting to a friend
       Em
You congratulate and celebrate
    C
But you're still on the mend
 
 
[Chorus]
                G
I wanna see you move
                D
I wanna see you dance
                 Em           D/F#
I wanna hear the shackles fall
                       C
Watch you take another chance
        Em                               C
I wanna see you sweep somebody off their feet
         Em                   C
Like the way you were made to be
                Em  D  G  C (x4)
I wanna see you move
 
 
[Bridge]
        Em                               C
I wanna see you sweep somebody off their feet
         Em               C
Like the way you did with me
 
 
[Chorus]
                G
I wanna see you move



                D
I wanna see you dance
                 Em           D/F#
I wanna hear the shackles fall
                       C
Watch you take another chance
        Em                               C
I wanna see you sweep somebody off their feet
         Em                   C
Like the way you were made to be
                G
I wanna see you move
 
I wanna see you move

13378. Move It

Richard Thompson
Move It

Well, come on pretty baby let's move it and groove it
Shake it, baby, shake it, baby. Please don't lose it
The rhythym will get you to your heart and soul
Well, you know, pretty baby, it's called rock and roll
They say it's gonna die, but, honey, please let's face it
Well they just don't know what's going to replace it
Well, talented blues ain't got nothing on
Real bopping music that just drives along
Honey, move it
Honey, move it

So come on pretty baby let's move it and groove it
Shake it, baby, shake it, baby. Please don't lose it
The rhythym will get you to your heart and soul
Ah, Well, you know, pretty baby, it's called rock and roll
They say it's gonna die, but, honey, please let's face it
Yeah they just don't know what's going to replace it
Well, talented blues ain't got nothing on
Real bopping music that just drives along
Honey, move it
Honey, move it

13379. Move Me

Sara Watkins - Move Me
Aoife O'Donovan

[Verse 1]
Every step's been shown to you



Like all those years in school
What they said is what you say
What they saw is what you see
You like a clear drawn line, partitioned and defined
So you can rest knowing everything is as it should be

[Chorus]
But I want you to move me
Want you to move me
I want you to move me

[Verse 2]
We've got our back and forth
We always stay the corse
Talking quickly doesn't leave much time for questioning
So much is repetition
We mimic old decisions
And walk the same path
Just because we know where it will lead

[Chorus]
But I want you to move me
Want you to move me
I want you to move me
Want you to move me
But you just keep the peace

[Bridge]
I won't give you all I got
Cause I fear you'll disapprove
Underlined and open eyes
The heart will follow through
Take you up and bring you back
But you will not be moved

[Chorus]
But I want you to move me
Want you to move me
I want you to move me
Want you to move me, move me
I want you to move me
Want you to move me
I want you to move me

13380. Movement And Location

Punch Brothers - Movement and Location 

Did he ever live, in those three and twenty years,
For a thing of movement and location

If she'd raised her voice,
Not her sparkling shallow eyes,



To indict my movement and location,
Would the battle be lost?

You can watch the tape
You can try to hit your spots
But don't do it for anything
But the thrill of movement and location
Or the battle is lost.

13381. Movin On Down That Line - Chords

Movin On Down That Line 
Fireside Collective
 
[Intro]
F#m   F#m
A     A     D     F#m
A     A  D     E  A
A     A
 
[Verse 1]
A              A
Woke up today, with a lonesome feeling
    D                       F#m
The walls are closin' in on me
  A                  A
I rolled out of bed, stumbled to the door
        A        E       A
Just to see what I could see
  A                     A
I looked to the east, I looked to the west
         D                     F#m
See them dark clouds movin' on down
    A               A               D
I'm packin' my bag, headin' for the sun
         A            E        A
Lord I'm leavin' this lonesome town
 
[Chorus 1]
           A
I'm movin' on (movin' on)
       A
Movin' on (movin' on)
         D                   F#m
Lord I'm movin' on down that line
  A                          A          D
I know where I've been and I can't stay here
         A         E         A
Lord I'm movin' on down that line
 
[Instrument Break 1]
A     A     D     F#m
A     A  D  A     A



 
[Verse 2]
  A                    A
I once had a girl, she promised the world
        D                  F#m
But she couldn't see me at all
  A                     A               D
I kissed her goodbye, I told her not to cry
       A          E     A
Turned around and I was gone
 
[Chorus 2]
           A
I'm movin' on (movin' on)
       A
Movin' on (movin' on)
         D                   F#m
Lord I'm movin' on down that line
  A                          A          D
I know where I've been and I can't stay here
         A         E         A
Lord I'm movin' on down that line
 
[Instrument Break 2]
A     A     D     F#m
A     A  D  A  E  A
A
 
[Bridge]
F#m                   A
Every now and then, I feel that blowin' wind
         D                           F#m
And I'll think of all the roads I've crossed
     A                    A               D
When every place you roam feels just like home
        A       E       A
Tell me how can you get lost
 
[Instrument Break 3]
A     A     D     F#m
A     A  D  A  E  A    A
 
[Verse 3]
  A                 A
I look to the east, look to the west
          D                F#m   F#m  F#m
Hear that lonesome whistle blow (whoo-whoo)
  A                      A
I just can't stay in the same place too long
          A        E     A
Lord it's time for me to go
 
[Chorus 3]
    A
I'm movin' on (movin' on)
       A
Movin' on (movin' on)



         D                   F#m
Lord I'm movin' on down that line
  A                          A
I know where I've been and I can't stay here
         A         E         A
Lord I'm movin' on down that line
  A                          A          D
I know where l've been and I can't stay here
 
[Outro]
  F#m  E     A

13382. Movin' On

Movin' On

Big wheels rollin', big wheels rollin'
Movin' on.

Big wheels rollin', gotta keep 'em goin',
Big wheels rollin',
Movin' on.

The white line is the life line to a nation.
And men like Will and Sonny make it move.
Livin' like a gypsy, always on the go
Doin' what they best know how to do.

Jammin' gears has got to be a fever,
'Cause men become addicted to the grind.
It takes a special breed to be a truck drivin' man,
And a steady hand to pull that load behind.

Big wheels rollin', big wheels rollin'
Movin' on.

13383. Movin' On

Donna the Buffalo - Movin' On

You know all those conversations
All them funky ones we had before
Now they mean nothing to me
'Cause I'm here movin' on

Renewed spirit and a brave brave heart
I'll face the odds and conquer I shall
The future's all there is to me
'Cause I'm movin' on now



If getting drunk would help, drink up I would
But drinkin' don't seem to work like it used to
Sense of freshness is what we need 
After all that we been through

I'm takin' with me everything that I've learned
And I ain't going anywhere anyhow
With a sense of cosmic reborn
I'm movin on now

You can look at all of our great friends
They're busy busy tied up in knots
Well you know that I'm just like them
Except this morning I've come untied

This morning freedom paid a visit
And lifted me from a funk ridden cloud
All is right on these two feet
'Cause I'm movin on now

13384. Movin' On

Movin' On   

Verse 1:
That big eight-wheeler rollin' down the track
Means your true-lovin' daddy ain't comin' back
'Cause I'm movin' on
I'll soon be gone
You were flyin' too high for my little old sky
So I'm movin' on

Verse 2:
That big loud whistle as it blew and blew
Said hello to the southland we're comin' to you
When we're movin' on
Oh hear my song
You had the laugh on me so I set you free
And I'm movin' on

Verse 3:
Mister fireman won't you please listen to me
'Cause I got a pretty mama in Tennessee
Keep movin' me on
Keep rollin' on
So shovel the coal let this rattler roll
And keep movin' me on

Verse 4:
Mister Engineer take that throttle in hand
This rattler's the fastest in the southern land
To keep movin' me on



Keep rollin' on
You're gonna ease my mind put me there on time
And keep rollin' on

Verse 5:
I've told you baby from time to time
But you just wouldn't listen or pay me no mind
Now I'm movin' on
I'm rollin' on
You've broken your vow and it's all over now
So I'm movin' on

Verse 6:
You've swtched your engine now I ain't got time
For a triflin' woman on my main line
Cause I'm movin on
You done your daddy wrong
I warned you twice now you can settle the price
'Cause I'm movin on

Verse 7:
But someday baby when you've had your play
You're gonna want your daddy but your daddy will say
Keep movin' on
You stayed away too long
I'm through with you too bad you're blue
Keep movin' on

13385. Movin' On Down That Line

Movin' On Down That Line - Fireside Collective

Woke up today, with a lonesome feeling
The walls are closin' in on me
I rolled out of bed, stumbled to the door
Just to see what I could see

I looked to the east, looked to the west
See them dark clouds movin' on down
I'²m packin' my bag, headin' for the sun
Lord I'²m leavin'² this lonesome town

I'm movin'² on (movin' on)
Movin'² on (movin' on)
Lord I'²m movin' on down that line
I know where I've been and I can'²t stay here
Lord I'²m movin' on down that line

I once had a girl, she promised the world
But she couldn'²t see me at all
I kissed her goodbye, I told her not to cry
Turned around and I was gone



I'm movin'² on (movin' on)
Movin'² on (movin' on)
Lord I'm movin'² on down that line
I know where I'²ve been and I can't stay here
Lord I'²m movin' on down that line

Every now and then, I feel that blowin'² wind
And I'll think of all the roads I'²ve crossed
When every place you roam feels just like home
Tell me how can you get lost

I look to the east, look to the west
Hear that lonesome whistle blow (whoo-whoo)
I just can't stay in the same place too long
Lord it's time for me to go

I'²m movin'² on (movin' on)
Movin'² on (movin' on)
Lord I'²m movin' on down that line
I know where I'²ve been and I can't stay here
Lord I'm movin'² on down that line
I know where I'²ve been and I can't stay here

13386. Moving Father's Grave

Moving Father's Grave
Traditional

They're moving father's grave to build a sewer
They're moving it regardless of expense.
They're moving his remains to lay down nine-inch drains
To irrigate some posh bloke's residence.

Now what's the use of having a religion?
If when you're dead you cannot get some peace
'Cause some society chap wants a pipeline to his tank
And moves you from your place of rest and peace...

Now father in his life was not a quitter
And I'm sure that he'll not be a quitter now.
And in his winding sheet, he will haunt that privy seat
And only let them go when he'll allow.

Now won't there be some bleedin' consternation,
And won't those city toffs begin to rave!
But it's no more than they deserve, 'cause they had the bleedin' nerve
To muck about a British workman's grave.



13387. Moving On

Moving On 
Rhonda Vincent

Now and then, there's a cold wind 
Blowing through in the morning
And it calls my memory  
Of an old love that's gone 
Like the words, of a song sweet dreams about you 
 
CHORUS:
I've got this old heart of mine 
It'll never walk the line 
Sad but true, here's to you, I'm moving on 
 
He had arms that could hold me 
But his eyes always told me I'm not the only one  
Thinking 'bout, the price I'd pay 
If I did decide to stay I'll see you around some time 

So I'll leave you as a friend 
And I hope you'll understand, 
When I close the door 
Goodbye is just a word 
That too often I have heard and this is just one more 

Sad but true, here's to you, I m moving on

13388. Moving On Up

Moving on Up
Cornmeal

Well we're movin on up,
To the east side.
To a deluxe apartment in the sky.
Movin on up
To the east side.
We finally got a piece of the pie.

Fish don't fry in the kitchen;
Beans don't burn on the grill.
Took a whole lotta tryin'
Just to get up that hill.
Now we're up in the big leagues
Gettin' our turn at bat.
As long as we live, it's you and me baby
There ain't nothin wrong with that.

Well we're movin on up,
To the east side.
To a deluxe apartment in the sky.



Movin on up
To the east side.
We finally got a piece of the pie.

13389. Moving Pictures Of My Mind

Moving Pictures Of My Mind
Chatham County Line

Handkerchief dropped on the sidewalk in May
An old black and white scene it plays
Now showing, the greatest film of all time
Where she is the star - the moving pictures of my mind

A summer romance lost in the wind
We can't shoot our scenes again
She hums a tune I swore had no rhyme
The Soundtrack to the moving pictures of my mind

Going through those old photographs
Frozen moments from our past
Memorize every image I can find
Where she is star - the moving pictures of my mind

Reach back now for that memory
Initials carved in a stout oak tree
One look and the reels start to wind
Where she is the star - the moving pictures of my mind

In the dark I stare at the screen
Waiting for that familiar scene
She walks out the door, it closes behind
The ending to the moving pictures of my mind

13390. Moving Things

Moving Things
Darrell Henderson

There are times
When you face becomes a picture in my mind
And the feeling that I get - so cold and lonely
It can't be described
Nostalgia grips my soul, and I reach wildly
For something left behind

Chorus:
Those (* times) are only moving things like me
Down a long highway of endless dotted lines



There are dreams
That fools like me have from time to time
The plans we made, and games we played but never won
The times we had, both good and bad
And feelings felt, both glad and sad

Chorus; (* dreams)

There are nighes
When I sing my songs to a memory of you
And with misty eyes, like L.A. skys
I know what's meant by feeling blue
But when morining the sunrise
Lord, it makes me realize

Chorus; (* songs)

Repeat chorus

13391. Moving Work Of Art

Rodney Crowell - Moving Work of Art

Time is jammed and flying fast
Breaks the bed and the pots hold rough
I'm out here running from the past
What we had was not enough
And she just touched down in Hollywood
And her friends all say she's looking good
I saw it coming from the start
She's a moving work of art
The night is thick and the moon rings red
And the stars are out of place
My mind is liquid in my head
Beneath the waves I see her face
Then she pulls herself some tall coin gown
Turning heads out there in tinsel town
She's so cool, it breaks your heart
She's a moving work of art
Who we were and what we had
Keeps me guessing to this day
It's enough to drive you mad
She's a million miles away
Bet she's out there thinking on her feet
Making passes through [Incomprehensible] complete
She's as smooth as she is smart
She's a moving work of art
You see how she sets herself apart
She's a moving work of art



13392. Mozambique

Emmylou Harris
Mozambique

[Verse 1]
I like to spend some time in Mozambique
The sunny sky is aqua blue
And all the couples dancing cheek to cheek
It's very nice to stay a week or two
And maybe fall in love, just me and you

[Instrument Break]

[Verse 2]
There's lot of pretty girls in Mozambique
And plenty time for good romance
And everybody likes to stop and speak
To give the special one you seek a chance
Or maybe say hello with just a glance

[Instrument Break]

[Verse 3]
Lying next to her by the ocean
Reaching out and touching her hand
Whispering your secret emotion
Magic in a magical land

[Verse 4]
And when it's time for leaving Mozambique
To say goodbye to sand and sea
You turn around to take a final peek
And you see why it's so unique to be
Among the lovely people living free
Upon the beach of sunny Mozambique
[Instrument break]

13393. Mr And Mrs Used To Be - Chords

Mr And Mrs Used To Be
Ernest Tubb And Loretta Lynn

Banjo Key D, tuned E No Capo

Mr. and Mrs Used To Be
 D A G D
Now we go our seperate ways, Mr and Mrs Used To Be
 G D



For oh so long I've loved you, I know that you loved me
 G D
But time moved on and we grew far apart
 E7 A
It's not the way I wanted, but the judge has set you free
 G A D
Although you're still the first one in my heart

 D A G D 
I just don't understand it, how people such as we
 E7 A D G
Could know the love that we have known, but somehow disagree
 D A G D
I hope that you'll be happy, the same dear you from me
 A D G D
Now we go our seperate ways Mr and Mrs Used To Be

( guitar )

 D A G D
At first it was like heaven on earth for you and me
 G D
But heaven's sure has changed a lot since then,
 A G D
I can't put all the blame on you, for some belongs to me
 G D
But started out at heaven reached an end

 D A D G D
I guess we could have made it, but pride stood in our way
 E7 A D G
For love to live it must have worked we never seemed the same
 G D
And so I say goodbye now kiss the kids for me
 A D G D
Now we go our seperate ways Mr and Mrs Used To Be

13394. Mr Blues Man - Chords

Mr Blues Man 
Dickey Betts
 
[Verse 1]
A         C#m
 Hey, Mr. Blues Man
D         A
 Play me a melody
D             A
 Sing me some harmony
Bm               E
 On your blue guitar
 
A         C#m



 Hey, Mr. Blues Man
D             A
 I know every note you play
D                A
Please play them anyway
    Bm                 E
I'm feeling just like you
 
[Verse 2]
A   C#m
 Sad eyed lady
D              A
 I wonder just what she sees
D     A
 From her own eyes crying
       Bm         E
Please, bring him back to me
 
A        C#m
Hey, Mr. Blues Man
D        A
 Let her know she's free
D     A
 Play your melody
Bm        E
 Especially for her
 
[Guitar Solo]
 
A C#m D A D A Bm E
A C#m D A D A Bm E E
 
[Verse 3]
A         C#m
 Hey, Mr. Blues Man
D           A
 There's no way to hide
D           A
 (No use to keep inside)
Bm                  E
Lessons that you've learned
A          C#m
 So go on, fly away
D              A
 On a song you love to play
D                  A
 Maybe you'll come back someday
    Bm                                   E
And tell how long your bridges have been burned
 
 
[Verse 4]
A     C#m
 Hey, Mr. Blues Man
D  A
 I know every note you play
D       A



 Please play them anyway
    Bm                E
I'm feeling just like you
 
[Guitar Solo]
 
A C#m D A D A Bm E

13395. Mr Engineer

Mr Engineer

I'm gonna catch me a freight train
Lord I'm leaving this lonesome town
The one I loved and gave my heart to
For someone else she turned me down

   Engineer reach up and pull the whistle
   Let me hear that lonesome sound
   For it blends with the feeling that's in me
   The one I loved has turned me down

There's sixteen cars behind each engine
I'll ride the last one till the end of the line
I don't know where I'll go or where I'll wind up
Just anything to ease my worried mind

13396. Mr Midnight - Chords

Mr Midnight 
The Devil Makes Three

[Verse 1]
B
House is burning, you can't go home
 
Got no reason to be all alone
F#
Sneaking down the alley like a snake in the grass
 
To see where you're going I don't need a looking glass
 
     G#m                    B            G#m                     B7
Well I won't judge you at a distance, we all got our ways to get along
G#m                          B                     C#                               F#
Once the two of you start to dancing, you're gonna dance now till the dance floor's gone
 
[Chorus]
B                     D#



Now you can't go out, you can't go home
E                        C#         E                             F#    F#7
Even in a crowd you feel all alone, find yourself hiding from the light
B                           D#7
You need some money, got no shame
       E7                  C#
You're just a pawn running in his game
E             F#7             B
Mr. Midnight, it's always the same
 
[Verse 2]
B
Too many lies, the web gets so tight
 
Tangled at an angle that you just can't see right
F#
Heavy loaded, flying low, you say you got it all under control
 
G#m                       B   G#m                         B7
I know why you go back to him though he's such a mean old man
G#m                         B7
He whispers secrets in your ear, now
    C#            F#
His wish is your command
 
[Chorus]
B                     D#
Now you can't go out, you can't go home
E                        C#         E                             F#    F#7
Even in a crowd you feel all alone, find yourself hiding from the light
B                           D#7
You need some money, got no shame
       E7                  C#
You're just a pawn running in his game
E             F#7             B
Mr. Midnight, it's always the same
 
[Verse 3]
B
You're running downhill, you just cannot stop
 
Whole life small enough to fit in a matchbox
F#
Holding patterns on well-worn ground
B
Cowards, corners, making the rounds
G#m                              B
Who's looking back at you in the mirror?
G#m                         B7
Skin and bones, you look so thin
G#m                       B                        C#               F#
This is his song you sing along to, it's called notify your next of kin
 
[Chorus]
B                     D#
Cause I can't go out, I can't go home
E                        C#         E                             F#    F#7



Even in a crowd I feel all alone, find myself hiding from the light
B                           D#7
I need some money, got no shame
       E7                  C#
I'm just a pawn running in his game
E             F#7             B
Mr. Midnight, it's always the same
 
E             F#7             B
Mr. Midnight, it's always the same
 
E             F#7             G#m
Mr. Midnight, it's always the same
                C#
It's always the same
                E F# B
it's always the same

13397. Mr Rebound - Chords

Mr Rebound 
Richard Thompson
 
Bb
My sweetheart she bounced right out of my arms
        C
She was gone before I remembered to cling
Bb
Did I reach out too slowly to catch her
   C                    G
Or was she by nature a slippery thing
 
Chorus:
Dm       Am      Dm  Am       Dm       Am      C        Am
Into the arms of Mr  Rebound, into the arms of clean up Joe
Dm       Am      Dm  Am       F  Am                      Dm
Into the arms of Mr  Rebound, Mr Rebound, as if I didn't know
 
He'll give her laughs and he'll give her dreams
I gave her the kids and the pots and pans
He'll do for the dash and he'll do for the sprint
But he won't do for a marathon man
 
Chorus
 
I know for a fact that she ain't coming back
To tell you the truth, I'm a little bit glad
She may be blind with the things on her mind
But how can she stand to touch something that bad
 
Chorus



13398. Mr Right

Mr Right - Garth Brooks 

I can tell by the way you've been turning men down 
Not your ordinary guy is gonna do 
You've been waitin' for that someone 
Who can turn your head around 
Well now honey, I'm that special one for you 
There must be a million fish out in that ocean 
So you must find the one that's right for you somehow 
Well, it's up to you, I'm here for years 
Or 'till the night-time disappears 
I'm Mr. Right or Mr. Right now 
And if you'd choose to be my wife 
I would love you all my life 
I'd do everything your precious heart allowed 
Or we could make love all night long 
And in the morning I'd be gone 
I'm Mr. Right or Mr. Right now 
There must be a million fish out in that ocean 
So you must find the one that's right for you somehow 
Well, it's up to you, I'm here for years 
Or 'till the night-time disappears 
I'm Mr. Right or Mr. Right now 
I'm Mr. Right forever or just until whenever 
Mr. Right or Mr. Right now

13399. Mr Spaceman

Mr Spaceman
The Flying Burrito Brothers
Magnolia Express

Woke up this mornin' with light in my eyes
And then realized it was still dark outside
It was a light comin' down from the sky
I don't know who or why

Must be those strangers that come every night
Whose saucers shaped light, put people up tight
Leave blue green footprints that glow in the dark
I hope they get home all right

Hey Mr Spaceman
Won't you please take me along and I won't do anything wrong?
Hey Mr Spaceman
Won't you please take me along for a ride?



Woke up this mornin', I was feelin' quite weird
Had flies in my beer, my tooth paste was smeared
I opened my window, they'd written my name
Said, "So long, we'll see you again"

Hey Mr Spaceman
Won't you please take me along and I won't do anything wrong?
Hey Mr Spaceman
Won't you please take me along for a ride?
Hey Mr Spaceman
Won't you please take me along and I won't do anything wrong?
Hey Mr Spaceman
Won't you please take me along for a ride?

13400. Mr Wolf and Mamabear

Robert Earl Keen - Mr. Wolf and Mamabear 

Mr. Wolf and Mama Bear were banging on the door
I told 'em once, I told 'em twice, don't come 'round here no more
They've stolen all our chickens, they killed our neighbor's cat
Last night I saw 'em talking to big weasel and his rat
It's such a cozy neighborhood, we love our little town
Lately things ain't been so good, there's something goin' down

It happened just a year ago; someone hired a band
They had a dog and pony show that got clean out of hand
There was fur and feathers flyin', the son of the old goat
Said Coon-boy pulled a shotgun from his worn out overcoat
Bobcat killed Miss Peacock; Coon-boy shot the Mare
While Mr. Wolf smoked opium and grinned at Mama Bear

Two dead ducks lay there beside Miss Peacock on the floor
The fat goose grabbed the telephone and called the Dogs of War
The guineas begged for mercy, the pigs began to squeal
Coon-boy took the kitty, jumped in his automobile
Bobcat and the wheelman, the famous Wolverine
Shot out the light and in the night they faded from the scene

Chief Detective Rambouillet did not work for free
And Sheriff Hog was called away unexpectedly
The sheriff's re-election, the murder of the Mare
Might get Hog implicated with the Wolf and Mama Bear
So Rambouillet took up the case then shut it down for good
He bought a house in southern France but lives in Hollywood

The bodies of the bobcat and the famous Wolverine
Were found inside a motel room outside of San Joaquin
The city council voted the insurance board to pay
The victims of that heinous crime upon that dreadful day
And I watch from the shadows where beneath a frosty moon
Mr. Wolf and Mama Bear feed on a dead raccoon



13401. Mr. & Mrs. Used To Be

Iris Dement - Mr. & Mrs. Used To Be

Now we go our separate ways, Mr. and Mrs. Used To Be
For oh so long I've loved you, and I know that you loved me
But time moved on and we moved far apart
It's not the way I wanted, but the judge has set you free
Although you're still the first one in my heart
I just don't understand it, how people such as we
Could know the love that we have known, but somehow disagree
I hope that you'll be happy, the same to you from me
Now we go our separate ways, Mr. and Mrs. Used To Be
At first it was like heaven on earth for you and me
But heaven sure has changed a lot since then
I can't put all the blame on you, for some belongs to me
What started out as heaven reached an end
I guess we could have made it, but pride stood in our way
For love to live, it must have words we never seemed the say
And so I'll say goodbye now, kiss the kids for me
Now we go our separate ways, Mr. and Mrs. Used To Be
Now we go our separate ways, Mr. and Mrs. Used To Be

13402. Mr. And Mrs.

The Incredible String Band - Mr. And Mrs. 

He's wearing the breaches that father bequeath'd him
Grandfather's jacket, still stained from the war
Schoolmaster's hat and mother's familiar
And thousands of souvenirs kept from before

Still wearing the bruises of coppers and robbers
Ring of the bishop on loving his pomp
Once-bitten apples of jealous dispassion
Twice-eaten hopes with the crust and the crumb

She carries a gramophone and plays the same records
Family choir claim truth equals pain
Compulsively buying the devil's selection
Of sure good for nothing again and again

Children come follow in grandfather's footsteps
Laced on her fears and her man-o-war stare
Mapping a course with the hard learned lesson
Magistrate's customer and the prefect

Mr. and Mrs. I know it's sore with the daily pitchfork
And the marshal law



Oh, chatting young lovers sweetness heart
Working together to make this world
Out of the pain the sweet gone sour
I'm going to the beautiful country don't you want to come

A check for the break in my telephone line
And people are buzzing me most of the time
I'm dialing your line I wait for my reply

I'm here, I'm here
Now I'm on my way, now I'm on my way
Oh, Mr. and Mrs., oh, Mr. and Mrs.
Well, I just can't stay
So many haters in this town, so many haters

Everyone's trying to put you down
Mr. and Mrs., oh, Mr. and Mrs.
You're in this mess
I understand you're in such a mess

Oh, Mr. and Mrs.
Palm the tears in your eyes
Talking about tears in your eyes
You know, I won't leave till you come through

Doo, we, oo, we, ooh
Doo, we, oo, we, ooh

13403. Mr. And Mrs. Santa Claus - Chords

Mr. And Mrs. Santa Claus
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Dallas Frazier and Earl Montgomery
 
G              C                 G
Honey the snow outside is softly fallin'
                                    D7
The kids are all tucked in and fast asleep
G                        C                 G
We got a cozy den with a big old fireplace burnin'
          A7                                     D7
Don't you think it's time we think about you and me
   G                                C
As long as there's a holiday called Christmas
   A7                                  D7
As long as there's a snowflake left to fall
      G                                      A7
There ain't nobody gonna keep true love from callin' us
D7                 G
Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus
               C                G
Honey do you remember our first Christmas
                 A7                 D7



Standin' by that poor old Christmas tree
G                    C               G
And all that we ever needed was each other
    A7                                     D7
And that's the way honey it's always gonna be
Repeat #2 x2
No they won't
A7      D7         G
Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus

13404. Mr. Blue

Mr. Blue
Garth Brooks - Mr. Blue

Our guardian star lost all it's glow
The day that I lost you
It lost all its glitter the day you said no
And its grey stars turned to blue
Like him I am doubtful that your love is true
So if you decide to call on me
Ask for Mr. Blue
I'm Mr. Blue
When you say you love me
Then prove it by going out on the sly
Provin' your love is untrue
Call me Mr. Blue
I sleep alone each night
Wait by the phone each night
But you don't call
And I won't hurt my pride
Call me mister
I won't tell you
When you paint the town
A bright red to turn it upside down
I'm painting it too
But I'm painting it blue
I sleep alone each night
Wait by the phone each night
But you don't call
And I won't hurt my pride
Call me mister
I won't tell you
When you paint the town
A bright red to turn it upside down
I'm painting it too
But I'm painting it blue
Call me Mr. Blue
Call me mister



13405. Mr. Bojangles

Mr. Bojangles
Jerry Jeff Walker

I knew a man Bojangles and he'd dance for you,
In worn out shoes,
With silver hair, a ragged shirt, and baggy pants,
The old soft shoe.
He jumped so high, jumped so high, then he'd lightly touch down.

I met him in a cell in New Orleans,
I was down and out.
He looked to me to be the eyes of age
As he spoke right out.
He talked of life, talked of life, he laughed, slapped his leg a step.

Chorus:
Mr. Bojangles,
Mr. Bojangles,
Mr. Bojangles, dance.

He said his name "Bojangles" then he danced a lick
Across the cell.
He grabbed his pants for a better stance, then he jumped so high,
And he clicked his heels.
He let go a laugh, let go a laugh, shook back his clothes all around

Chorus

He danced for those at minstrel shows & county fairs
Throughout the south.
He spoke with tears of 15 years how his dog and him
Traveled about.
His dog up and died, he up and died, after 20 years he still grieves.

Chorus

He said I dance now at every chance in honky tonks
For drinks and tips
But most the time I spend behind these county bars
'Cause I drinks a bit.
He shook his head, and as he shook his head I heard someone ask him please

Chorus

13406. Mr. Bottle

Mr. Bottle

Well, hello Mr.Bottle
We seem to meet again
Today has been a long day



Thought it would never end
I knew that you'd be waiting
You never turn me down
I'm gonna tell you, all my troubles
In you I'll let them drown

An empty bottle on the table
And the juke box plays too loud
I seem to be so all alone
Even though I'm with a crowd
If I see my baby's sweet face
Coming through that door
I wouldn't have to drown my sorrow
In Mr.Bottle anymore

Now listen, Mr.Bottle
I think you are my friend
You've helped me over troubles
That never seem to end
I've searched my mind, so many times
To see if I was wrong
Now it doesn't seem to matter
I just want my baby home

* Refrain

13407. Mr. Charlie

Mr. Charlie
Grateful Dead - Shadowgrass

I take a little powder
Take a little salt
Put it in my shotgun
And I go walkin' out

Chuba, chuba, wooley, booley
Lookin' high, lookin' low
Gonna scare you up and shoot you
'Cause Mr. Charlie told me so

I won't even take your life
Won't even take a limb
Just unload my shotgun
And take a little skin

Chuba, chuba, wooley, booley
Lookin' high, lookin' low
Gonna scare you up and shoot you
'Cause Mr. Charlie told me so

Well, you take a silver dollar
Take a silver dime



Mix it up together
In some alligator wine

And I can hear the drums
Voodoo all night long
Mr. Charlie tellin' me
I can't do nothin' wrong

Chuba, chuba, wooley, booley
Lookin' high, lookin' low
Gonna scare you up and shoot you
'Cause Mr. Charlie told me so

Dear Mr. Charlie told me
Thought you'd like to know
Give you a little warning
Before I let you go

Chuba, chuba, wooley, booley
Lookin' high, lookin' low
Gonna scare you up and shoot you
'Cause Mr. Charlie told me so
Gonna scare you up and shoot you
Mr. Charlie told me, Mr. Charlie told me so

13408. Mr. Engineer

Mr.engineer
Jimmy Martin

Engineer reach up and pull the whistle
Let me hear that lonesome sound
For it blends with the feeling that's in me
The one I love has turned me down

I'm gonna catch me a freight train
Lord, I'm leaving this lonesome town
The one I loved andgave my heart to
That's the one that turned me down

* Refrain

There's sixteen cars behind each engine
I ride the last one to the end of the line
I don't know where I'm going or where I'll wind up
Just anything to ease my worried mind

* Refrain



13409. Mr. Jukebox - Chords

Mr. Jukebox
Recorded by Ernest Tubb

(Capo on 2)

Intro.: / (D) / (D) / (C) / (G) / (G)
The (G)jukebox just (D)told my life (G)story (G7)
(C)Told it in the (D)words of a (G)song
So I'll have another (G7)drink to the (C)jukebox
And (G)one to the (D)man that wrote the (G)song

(Chorus)
So (D)hear Mr. Jukebox please (C)take my last (G)dime
(D)Tell me the story of my (C)life one more (G)time
Bring back the mem'ries of the (C)past that was (G)wrong
Here's an-(D)other drink to you and the (C)man who wrote the (G)song

Guitar solo : / (G) / (G) / (C) / (G) / (D) / (D) / (C) / (G) / (G)

(Chorus)
So (D)hear Mr. Jukebox please (C)take my last (G)dime
(D)Tell me the story of my (C)life one more (G)time
Bring back the (G7)mem'ries of the (C)past that was (G)wrong
Here's my (D)last drink to you, so Mr. (C)Jukebox, so long (G) -----

13410. Mr. Lovemaker

Mr. Lovemaker

Mr. Lovemaker, don't let anyone take her
I need that woman's love to set me free
Mr. Lovemaker, don't let anyone take her
Till I can make her love me

Hey, I know you're out there somewhere
And I know you've got the power to make her care
If you've ever thought of helping me, help me now
Take her by the hand and guide her to my arms somehow

Mr. Lovemaker, don't let anyone take her
I need that woman's love to set me free
Mr. Lovemaker, don't let anyone take her
Till I can make her love me

Mr. Lovemaker, don't let anyone take her
I need that woman's love to set me free
Mr. Lovemaker, don't let anyone take her
Till I can make her love me



13411. Mr. Midnight

Mr. Midnight - Garth Brooks

Rain on the roof and time on my hands
It sure seemed quiet out there in radio land
They call me at the all-night station
Make their special dedications
And I do my best to play their request
When it's a desperate situation
This was a desperate situation

I'm Mr. Midnight alone and blue
The brokenhearted call me up
When they don't know what else to do
Every song is a reminder of the love that they once knew
I'm Mr. Midnight, can I play a song for you

"Caller on the line could you please hold on?"
I recognized her voice the minute i picked up the phone
Should I tell her that it's me or leave it at a memory
Haven't been myself since the day she left
And I'm never gonna be
I'm forever gonna be

Mr. Midnight alone and blue
The brokenhearted call me up
When they don't know what else to do
Every song is a reminder of the love that they once knew
I'm Mr. Midnight, can I play a song for you

Imagine my surprise when she spoke my name
She said, "Could you tell him that I love him
and I wish things could be the same."
Then a voice I never knew
Said, "Honey who you talking to?"

Mr. Midnight alone and blue
The brokenhearted call me up
When they don't know what else to do
Every song is a reminder of the love that they once knew
I'm Mr. Midnight, can I play a song for you

13412. Mr. Mudd & Mr. Gold

Steve Earle - Mr. Mudd & Mr. Gold

Well the wicked King of Clubs awoke
And it was to his queen turned



His lips were laughing as they spoke
His eyes like bullets burned
The sun's upon a gambling day
The Queen smiled low and blissfully
Let's make some wretched fool to pay
And plain it was she did agree
So he sent his deuce down into diamond
His four to heart, and his trey to spade
Three kings with their legions come
And preparations soon were made
They voted Club the days commander
Gave him an army face and number
All but the outlaw Jack of Diamonds
And the Aces in the sky
Well, they gave the sevens his first instructions
Spirit me a game of stud
Stakes unscarred by limitations
Between a man named Gold and a man named Mud
Club filled Gold with greedy vapors
Till his long, green eyes did glow
And Mudd was left with the sighs and trembles
Watching his hard earned money go

13413. Mr. Mudd And Mr. Gold

Mr. Mudd And Mr. Gold
Townes Van Zandt

The wicked king of clubs awoke
it was to his queen turned
his lips were laughing as they spoke
his eyes like bullets burned
the sun's upon a gambling day
his queen smiled low and blissfully
let's make some wretched fool to pay
plain it was she did agree

He sent his deuce down into diamond
his four to heart, and his trey to spade
three kings with their legions come
preparations soon where made
they voted club the days commander
gave him an army face and number
all but the outlaw jack of diamonds
and the aces in the sky

He gave his sevens first instructions
spirit me a game of stud
stakes unscarred by limitation
'tween a man named Gold and man named Mudd
Club filled Gold with greedy vapors
'til his long, green eyes did glow
Mudd was left with the sighs and trembles



watching his hard earned money go

Flushes fell on Gold like water
tens they paired and paired again
but the aces only flew through heaven
and the diamond jack called no man friend
The diamond queen saw Mudd's ordeal
began to think of her long lost son
fell to her knees with a mother's mercy
prayed to the angels every one

The diamond queen, she prayed and prayed
and the diamond angel filled Mudd's hole
the wicked king of clubs himself
fell face down in front of Gold
now three kings come to Club's command
but the angels from the sky did ride
three kings up on the streets of Gold
three fireballs on the Muddy side

The club queen heard her husband's call
but Lord that queen of diamond's joy
when the outlaw in the heavenly hall
turned out to be a wanderin' boy
Now Mudd he checked and Gold bet all
and Mudd he raised and Gold did call
and the smile just melted off his face
when Mudd turned over that diamond ace

Now here is what this story's told
if you feel like Mudd you'll end up Gold
if you feel like lost, you'll end up found
so amigo, lay them raises down

13414. Mr. Radio

Linda Ronstadt - Mr. Radio

Oh what a sunny day
When they carried the radio home
Bringing him in off of the truck
And the dogs wouldn't leave us alone
Mr. Radio
Come down here to keep us company

We listen in a room
Through the miles and miles of night
Deep in the heart of the Bible Belt
In the golden radio light
Mr. Radio
Come down here to keep us company

And it's hard days out in the field



The crows in the high tree top
If the man's away from his home all day
His chickens might fall to the fox
Mr. Radio
What can you do about that uh huh

And you can take me down to a river town
Where the citizens dance till dawn
Dance so close it's a sin almost
The way they carry on
Mr. Radio
I never dreamed you could

And it's miles at the careless touch
Of a tired hand in time
When evening fell I heard a stranger sell
Dreams that were never mine
Mr. Radio
Come down here to keep us company
Come down here to keep us company

13415. Mr. Rain

Blue Dogs - Mr. Rain

I must've been crazy out of my mind
I must've been a fool to leave an angel crying
But nothing makes a fool wise and realize where he was wrong
Like the bitter taste of lonesome and the night so long

What I need is to get next to you
Heaven please, see what you can do
Send Mr. Rain, come on down
Give me just enough time to turn this love around

Mr. Rain, can't you see
You're the only thing I got to bring her back to me
The like a picture I see your big brown eyes
At a picnic, in a sun dress, on the 4th of July

With little raindrops falling, come from up overhead
The the whole crowd makes a beeline for the tractor shed
And like a dream that's coming true
Mr. Rain brings me face-to-face with you

Send Mr. Rain, come on down
Give me just enough time to turn this love around
Mr. Rain, can't you see
You're the only thing I got to bring her back to me



13416. Mr. Rebound

Richard Thompson - Mr. Rebound

My sweetheart, she bounced right out of my arms
She was gone before I remembered to cling
Was I moving too slowly to catch her
Or was she by nature a slippery thing

Into the arms of Mr. Rebound
Into the arms of clean up Joe
Into the arms of Mr. Rebound
Mr. Rebound, as if I didn't know
As if I didn't know

He'll give her laughs and he'll give her dreams
I gave her the kids and the pots and pans
He'll do for the dash and he'll do for the sprint
But he won't do for a marathon man

Into the arms of Mr. Rebound
Into the arms of clean up Joe
Into the arms of Mr. Rebound
Mr. Rebound, as if I didn't know
As if I didn't know

I know for a fact, she ain't coming back
To tell you the truth, I'm a little bit glad
She may be blind with the things on her mind
But how can she stand to touch something that bad

Into the arms of Mr. Rebound
Into the arms of clean up Joe
Into the arms of Mr. Rebound
Mr. Rebound, as if I didn't know

Into the arms of Mr. Rebound
Into the arms of clean up Joe
Into the arms of Mr. Rebound
Mr. Rebound, as if I didn't know
As if I didn't know
As if I didn't know

13417. Mr. Right

Mr. Right
Garth Brooks - Mr. Right

I can tell by the way you been turnin' men down
Not your ordinary guy is gonna do 
you've been waitin' for that someone 
Who can turn your head around 
Well now honey, I`m that special one for you



[Chorus]
There must be a million fish out in that ocean
So you must find the one that's right for you somehow
Well its up to you I'm here for years 
Or till the night time disappears 
I'm Mr. Right or Mr. Right now 

And if you choose to be my wife 
I would love you all my life 
I`d do everything your precious heart allowed
Or we could make love love all night long 
And in the morning I`d be gone 
I`m Mr. Right or Mr. Right now 

[Chorus]

I`m Mr. Right forever or just until whenever
Mr. Right or Mr. Right now

13418. Mr. Sandman

Linda Ronstadt - Mr. Sandman

Mister Sandman, bring me a dream
Make him the cutest that I've ever seen
Give him two lips like roses and clover
Then tell him that his lonesome nights are over

Sandman, I'm so alone
Don't have nobody to call my own
Please turn on your magic brean

Mister Sandman, bring me a dream
Mister Sandman, bring me a dream
Make him the cutest that I've ever seen
Give him the word that I'm not a rover

Then tell him that his lonesome nights are over
Mister Sandman, bring me a dream
Give him a pair of eyes with a come hither gleam
Give him a lonely heart like Pagliacci

And lots of wavy hair like Liberace
Mister Sandman, someone to hold
Would be so peachy before we're too old
Sp please turn on your magic beam

Mister Sandman, bring us
Please, please, please
Mister Sandman, bring us a dream



13419. Mr. Sandman - Chords

Mr. Sandman
Recorded by Emmylou Harris, Dolly Parton, Linda Rhonstadt 
Written by Pat Ballard
 
C           B7
Mr. Sandman bring me a dream
E7                       A7
Make him the cutest that I've ever seen
D7                     G7
Give him two lips like roses in clover
C                              A7         G
And tell him that his lonesome nights are over

C       B7
Sandman I'm so alone
E7                   A7
Don't have nobody to call my own
Dm                        F
Please turn on your magic beam
    C       D7       G7 C
Mr. Sandman bring me a  dream
 
            B7
Mr. Sandman bring me a dream
E7                       A7
Make him the cutest that I've ever seen
D7                     G7
Give him the word that I'm not a rover
C                              A7         G7
And tell him that his lonesome nights are over

Repeat #2 
 
            B7
Mr. Sandman bring us a dream
E7                             A7
Give him a pair of eyes with a come-hither gleam
D7                           G7
Give him a lonely heart like Poliachi
C                          A7   G
And lots of wavy hair like Liberace

C          B7
Mr. Sandman someone to hold
E7                   A7
Would be so peachy before we're too old
   Dm                        F
So please turn on your magic beam
    C       D7       C
Mr. Sandman bring us please please please
            D7       G7 C



Mr. Sandman bring us a  dream

13420. Mr. Stupid

Richard Thompson - Mr. Stupid 

Richard Thompson
Sweet Warrior
Mr. Stupid
If I say what's on my mind dear
The judge will slap me down
You got me in the corner
And it's only the second round
So I'll keep my mouth shut darling
I'll be quiet as a lamb
And I'll act just as dumb dear
As you really think I am

I can shake your hand like an orang-utang
Act goofy as a clown
Clear the streets and book your seats
Mr Stupid's back in town
You can see me shoot right through that hoop
It's a trick of great renown
Flip your lids and bring the kids
Mr Stupid's back in town

And when your friends point out you're stuck with
A neanderthal for an ex
Don't fret about it darling
I still sign my name on cheques
I could grunt my way through questions
I could scratch myself and howl
I could numb you with my dumbness
I could lay it on with a trowel

I can shake your hand like an orang-utang
Act goofy as a clown
Clear the streets and book your seats
Mr Stupid's back in town
O Mr Stupid's back in town
Mr Stupid's back in town
Mr Stupid's back in town

On your thirty seventh birthday
When he handed you that mink
Did you still feel like a victim
With your elbows in the sink?
But I've said too much already
Now I think I'll step aside
My alter ego's ready
For any questions on your mind



I can shake your hand like an orang-utang
Act goofy as a clown
Clear the streets and book your seats
Mr Stupid's back in town
You can see me shoot right through that hoop
It's a trick of great renown
Flip your lids and bring the kids
Mr Stupid, Mr Stupid's back in town

13421. Mr. Sun

Little Big Town - Mr. Sun

[Verse 1]
Mr. Sun
Please don't shine today
Leave me in the gray
She's gone and I don't need the light in my eyes
I don't feel like making any good time plans
Leave the shadows on the sand
Take the whole day off
Let it rain if you want

[Chorus]
Maybe you could pour me
Something dark and stormy
I wish you could have warned me
How the tide could take away
All of my blue skies
Now I'm missing those blue eyes
Mr. Sun
You don't need to shine
'Cause she's gone away

[Verse 2]
Mr. Sun
I hope I can count on you
To lay low 'causR I'm blue, can't you tell?
You know I'm missing her likR hell
Leave it cold, ain't no need to scare away
The clouds over Cruz Bay
Don't push 'em out to sea
Just let 'em cover me

[Chorus]
And maybe you could pour me
Something dark and stormy
I wish you could have warned me
How the tide could take away
All of my blue skies
Now I'm missing those blue eyes
Mr. Sun
Oh, you don't need to shine



'Cause she's gone away

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Maybe you could pour me
Something dark and stormy
I wish you would have warned me
How the tide could take away
All of my blue skies
Now I'm missing those blue eyes
Oh, Mr. Sun (Oh, Mr. Sun)
Oh, Mr. Sun (Oh, Mr. Sun)
No need to shine
'Cause she's gone away

[Outro]
She's gone away (Ooh-ooh)
No need to shine today (She's gone, she's gone away)
She's gone away (She's gone, she's gone away)
No need to shine, no need to shine today (She's gone, she's gone away)
No, no
No need to shine today (She's gone, she's gone away)
No need to shine
She's gone away (She's gone, she's gone away)
She's gone away
Whoa-oh

13422. Mr. Tambourine Man

Mr. Tambourine Man
Bob Dylan
Flatt & Scruggs

Hey! Mr. Tambourine Man, play a song for me,
I'm not sleepy and there is no place I'm going to.
Hey! Mr. Tambourine Man, play a song for me,
In the jingle jangle morning I'll come followin' you.

Though I know that evenin's empire has returned into sand,
Vanished from my hand,
Left me blindly here to stand but still not sleeping.
My weariness amazes me, I'm branded on my feet,
I have no one to meet
And the ancient empty street's too dead for dreaming.

Hey! Mr. Tambourine Man, play a song for me,
I'm not sleepy and there is no place I'm going to.
Hey! Mr. Tambourine Man, play a song for me,
In the jingle jangle morning I'll come followin' you.

Take me on a trip upon your magic swirlin' ship,
My senses have been stripped, my hands can't feel to grip,



My toes too numb to step, wait only for my boot heels
To be wanderin'.
I'm ready to go anywhere, I'm ready for to fade
Into my own parade, cast your dancing spell my way,
I promise to go under it.

Hey! Mr. Tambourine Man, play a song for me,
I'm not sleepy and there is no place I'm going to.
Hey! Mr. Tambourine Man, play a song for me,
In the jingle jangle morning I'll come followin' you.

Though you might hear laughin', spinnin', swingin' madly across the sun,
It's not aimed at anyone, it's just escapin' on the run
And but for the sky there are no fences facin'.
And if you hear vague traces of skippin' reels of rhyme
To your tambourine in time, it's just a ragged clown behind,
I wouldn't pay it any mind, it's just a shadow you're
Seein' that he's chasing.

Hey! Mr. Tambourine Man, play a song for me,
I'm not sleepy and there is no place I'm going to.
Hey! Mr. Tambourine Man, play a song for me,
In the jingle jangle morning I'll come followin' you.

Then take me disappearin' through the smoke rings of my mind,
Down the foggy ruins of time, far past the frozen leaves,
The haunted, frightened trees, out to the windy beach,
Far from the twisted reach of crazy sorrow.
Yes, to dance beneath the diamond sky with one hand waving free,
Silhouetted by the sea, circled by the circus sands,
With all memory and fate driven deep beneath the waves,
Let me forget about today until tomorrow.

Hey! Mr. Tambourine Man, play a song for me,
I'm not sleepy and there is no place I'm going to.
Hey! Mr. Tambourine Man, play a song for me,
In the jingle jangle morning I'll come followin' you.

13423. Mr. Wrong

Mr. Wrong (Mr Wrong)
Leftover Salmon

Well, meet me by the river that goes nowhere
Let me lay my sorry trip on you
Yeah, won't you meet me by the river, little darlin'?
I might just let you see my bad tattoo

Well I was gonna bring you flowers, but I didn't
It's the thought that counts and I think I'm a bit too broke
But there's some change in my ashtray- maybe just enough to pay
For a half pint of somethin', probably make us choke



[Chorus]
Well you know I'd rather not go and meet your family
They'd probably send me back where I belong
Don't wanna hear about your Mr. Right
'Cause he's out of town tonight
Baby come and spend some time with Mr. Wrong

I drive a one-eyed Malibu without a muffler
And a tape deck that works if you kick it hard enough
A' baby if you like to read, I've got some great pornography
And a ten pound flashlight floating in the trunk

[Chorus]

And now, do you have a girlfriend?
And does she look as good as you?
Hey! Would she like to meet my brother?
He'll be out of jail in a month or two

[Chorus]
Yeah, where I come from they call me Mr. Wrong

13424. Mrs. Cooper's Tea Party

Tom T Hall - Mrs. Cooper's Tea Party

[Verse 1]
Did you read the mornin' paper?
If you did, I wonder if you read the note
Where the Coopers have announced
That they were movin' to the big old house next door
Well, they'll bring along their Cadillac, their sports car
And their big old fishin' boat
And she'll bring along binoculars
To keep an eye upon the simple folk

[Verse 2]
Well, you know they're pretty classy
And they just can't stand the sight of beer and gin
We oughta buy a case
And have it ready for the day that they move in
We oughta walk right over, pop a top
And say, "How are you folks doin'?"
Then watch Mrs. Cooper call the mayor
Tell him that the neighborhood's a ruin

[Verse 3]
Well, they have a dog that wears a coat and tie
And has some artificial teeth
He lives on steak and gravy
And there really ain't no tellin' where he sleeps
Mrs. Cooper has two maids
And says she simply cannot stand the sight of dirt



But not many people know
She has a brother doin' time in Leavenworth

[Verse 4]
Mrs. Cooper's daughter was an artist
And a most unruly little girl
They gave her $20,000, and she went off someplace she said
To see the world
But somebody said they saw her up in Greenwich Village
Not too long ago
And she was havin' folks to dinner
Like they have in recent motion picture shows

[Verse 5]
Mr. Cooper still complains
'Bout a bad leg that he picked up in the war
He made a fortune sellin' real estate
But really doesn't do much anymore
Ah yes, to be a wheeler dealer, yeah
Once he was the tiger of the town
Now, a little shot of morphine
Then they wheel him out to watch the sun go down

[Verse 6]
Well, our home is just a simple one
And people know we wouldn't harm a soul
The preacher is a friend of ours
And knows that we're not made of solid gold
But we might as well get ready
For a social revolution pretty soon
'Cause we're all invited out to tea
At Mrs. Cooper's Wednesday afternoon

[Outro]
Yeah, we're all invited out to tea
At Mrs. Cooper's Wednesday afternoon
Oh, we're all invited out to tea

13425. Mrs. Jones, Your Daughter Cried All Night

Tom T Hall - Mrs. Jones, Your Daughter Cried All Night

I bought a ring and gave it to your daughter Mrs Jones
She promised me that she would be my wife
But after she had talked to you she gave me back my ring
Mrs Jones your daughter cried all night
Mrs Jones your daughter cried all night you wouldn't give your blessings to our love
You said she should stop seeing me and maybe you are right
But Mrs Jones your daughter cried all night
Mrs Jones some day some man may bring your daughter wealth
And all the things that I could never buy
But Mrs Jones we love each other and wealth won't buy a love
And I guess that's why your daughter cried all night



Oh how I wish that I could be the man
Who has the wealth to win your daughter's hand
You know her life is in your hands and you hold on so tight
Mrs Jones your daughter cried all night
Mrs Jones your daughter...

13426. Mrs. Rita

Richard Thompson
Mrs. Rita

Oh kind Mrs. Rita I never will tell
The way that you keep us poor girls here in hell
And I never will sneak to the News of the World

Oh kind Mrs. Rita
Sincere Mrs. Rita
A friend to a stranger, a ma to a girl

With the chalking and cutting and stitching and such
We earn what we earn and it isn't too much
Enough to keep half a step higher than trash

Oh kind Mrs. Rita
Sincere Mrs. Rita
So loose with the purse strings, so free with the cash

Some guardian angel take pity and sweep me away
Seems I work every hour God sends in a day
To line the pockets of Rita O'Connor
To line the pockets of Rita O'Connor

Oh you can't call it stealing, more helping yourself
If the odd pair of nylons should fall off the shelf
And fall into somebody's handbag let's say

Oh kind Mrs. Rita
Sincere Mrs. Rita
It sort of makes up for the pitiful pay
Oh kind Mrs. Rita
Sincere Mrs. Rita
God keep and preserve you, we'll love you always

13427. Mrs. Robinson

Mrs. Robinson
Garth Brooks - Mrs. Robinson

And here's to you, Mrs. Robinson,



Jesus loves you more than you will know.
Woah, woah, woah
God bless you, please Mrs. Robinson.
Heaven holds a place for those who pray,
Hey, hey, hey
Hey, hey, hey

We'd like to know a little bit about your for our files
We'd like to help you learn to help yourself.
Look around you all you see are sympathetic eyes,
Stroll around the grounds until you feel at home.

And here's to you, Mrs. Robinson,
Jesus loves you more than you will know.
Woah, woah, woah
God bless you, please Mrs. Robinson.
Heaven holds a place for those who pray,
Hey, hey, hey
Hey, hey, hey

Hide it in the hiding place where no one ever goes.
Put it in your pantry with your cupcakes.
It's a little secret just the Robinsons' affair.
Most of all you've got to hide it from the kids.

Koo-koo-ka-choo, Mrs. Robinson,
Jesus loves you more than you will know.
Woah, woah, woah
God bless you, please, Mrs. Robinson.
Heaven holds a place for those who pray,
Hey, hey, hey
Hey, hey, hey

Sitting on a sofa on a Sunday afternoon.
Going to the candidate's debate.
Laugh about it, shout about it
But when you've got to choose
Every way you look at this you lose.

Where have you gone, Joe DiMaggio,
The nation turns it's lonely eyes to you.
Woo, woo, woo
What's that you say, Mrs. Robinson.
Jotting Joe has left and gone away,
Hey, hey, hey
Hey, hey, hey

13428. Ms. Brown's Teahouse

Ms. Brown's Teahouse

When you get the notion drink of that potion
Just walk slow across town until you reach Mrs. Brown's



There's no need to worry or be in a hurry
Just tell them you're lookin' and they'll get something cooking

Chorus:
Where you going man?
Mrs. Brown's
What you say?
Where you going man?
Mrs. Brown's Teahouse

When your mind travels far, you're gonna look to the stars
Just be sure the beach is always in reach
The music is thumping and the people start jumping
Keep track of your friends, you're gonna need them in the end

Chorus

Grab a table in the sand and check out the reggae band
The red stripes all around while you soak up the sound
The waiter is moving like a robot is groovin'
I can't take it no more so I head for the shore

Chorus

Everybody got their own trip as you walk down the strip
Your life could be changed by a talk with a stranger
Someone told me a story they said that he knew me
He told me a rhyme that transcended on time, 
how we shared the same space,
Another time, another place 
He spoke with a rush about how so many lives have been touched
I said,  I remember it well, just how it felt.
Like an arrow of love had been shot from above

Chorus

13429. Ms. Marie

The Lil' Smokies - Ms. Marie

The kids called her Ms. Marie
A painter without brushes, she instead uses her body
And she moves with grace and ease
But it had been a while since she had felt her heart beat
Men smiled at Ms. Marie
But she kept our lure alive, forever fond of its tasting
I guess this never deterred me
Because for a while we danced, just me and Ms. Marie
We spun each other  round and around  round  round
High above the clouds, never to be found
I swam inside her blue eyes and almost drowned
Spinning each other around and around  round  round
I always knew that Ms. Marie



She'd wind up in these songs, the shadow of a tragedy
A hardened, tarnished memory
From a time when I loved something so much more than I loved me
I spun myself around and around  round  round
High above the clouds never to be found
I swam inside her blue eyes and almost drowned
Spinning myself around and around  round  round
The kids asked her, Ms. Marie
They wanted to know why she loved dancing
She said she'd never felt that free
As when she had aligned her body, mind and feet
She'd spin herself around and around  round  round
High above the clouds, never to be found
She stared into the vastness and almost drowned
Spinning herself around and around  round  round
Kinda like now

13430. Ms. Parsley

Ms. Parsley
Donna the Buffalo

Ooh Ms. Parsley sing it out as a prayer
It's floating on sensational
You make the change in the air
Let's let it be all right
Step it up to life
Ooh Mr. Rudy there's something ? about your hand
If the night is dark the magic question mark
It helps to feel it when you can
Go on and be the light
Step it up to life

Chorus:
With the way you move the rhythm you're shaking to
Upon the rails of love every way you see
Living on fields of green with a sky of dreams
In the air you breathe
Pilgrimed up the mountain
Two mules and a bag of beans
For the saving grace to show a face
And do something we have never seen
Awaited for the strike
Step it up to life
She appeared in a shroud of molten sparks
The crowd spooked and start to run
And said I can't help a bit if you're missing it
The miracle is already done
Go on and be the light
Step it up to life
Walked a street so dark and ragged
Clinging to my misery
She said let it go and time will show



There's another way to be
Go on and be the light
Step it up to life
Like a morning bloom out from mama's womb
Free will up up
For the dip and rise
Receiving all needed clues
When you're choosing to
Step it up to life

13431. Ms. Peabody

Ms. Peabody
King Wilkie

Here comes Miss Tennessee
Seemed a regular divorcee
Down in Memphis, twenty years older than me
We sat down in the lobby
She's so blameless and oh, so sweet
Miss Peabody, could be any body to me
(whistling)
Up to your tenth floor hotel suite
Bottle of champagne from the maitre d'
Miss Peabody, you were any body to me
You got old
I stayed young
You lusted after many
I wanted only one
Nonetheless, I undid your gown
......all the way down
Miss Peabody, lets hold hands
I'm the little boy at your command
Miss Peabody, you were anybody to me

13432. Ms. Santa Cruz County

Ms. Santa Cruz County
Leftover Salmon

INTRO:
So let's all be someone else
I'm tired of being myself
Let's all be someone else

You could be someone else
I know you're tired of yourself
You say you're so bored you could cry
Well let me tell you, so am I



Well, Lola came from Mesilla
She sometimes called herself Anita (background shout: Bebidas)
But no-one ever knew why
But things just seemed to work out right, right, right

CHORUS:
So let's all be someone else (do do do doo do do do)
I'm tired of being myself (do do do doo do do do)
So let's all be someone else
Let's all be someone else

The blue ladies rode the bikes
And what they were, we assumed rhymed with bikes
But them one day one did not get out of bed
She was dead, and a guy, that's what the paramedic said

REPEAT CHORUS

MIDDLE SECTION:
So come on down Miss Santa Cruz County
Won't you come on down from your daddy's hydroponic farm?
'Cause there's no shame in being seen as the Artichoke Festival Queen
You know we like what you've become
You know we like what you've become

REPEAT CHORUS

So let's all be someone else (do do do doo do do do)
I'm tired of being myself (so tired)(do do do doo do do do)
Let's all be somebody else
Let's all be someone else

REPEAT CHORUS

Let's all be someone else
Let's all be someone else
Let's all be someone else
Let's all be someone else
Someone else

13433. Much Too Young (To Feel This Damn Old)

Much Too Young (To Feel This Damn Old) - Garth Brooks 

This ol' highway's getting longer  
Seems there ain't no end in sight  
To sleep would be best, but I just can't afford to rest  
I've got to ride in Denver tomorrow night  

I called the house but no one answered  
For the last two weeks no one's been home  
I guess she's through with me, to tell the truth I just can't see  



What's kept the woman holding on this long  

And the white line's getting longer and the saddle's getting cold  
I'm much too young to feel this damn old  
All my cards are on the table with no ace left in the hole  
I'm much too young to feel this damn old  

The competition's getting younger  
Tougher broncs, you know I can't recall  
The worn out tape of Chris LeDoux, lonely women and bad booze  
Seem to be the only friends I've left at all  

And the white line's getting longer and the saddle's getting cold  
I'm much too young to feel this damn old  
All my cards are on the table with no ace left in the hole  
I'm much too young to feel this damn old  

Lord, I'm much too young to feel this damn old

13434. Mud On The Tires

Brad Paisley - Mud On The Tires 

I've got some big news, the bank finally came through,
And I'm holding the keys to the brand new Chevrolet
Have you been outside? It sure is a nice night
How ?bout a little test-drive, down by the lake?
There's a place I know about, where the dirt road runs out
We can try out the four-wheel drive
Come on now whata? ya say? Girl I can hardly wait-
To get a little mud on the tires
Cause it's a good night, to be out there soakin? up the moonlight
Steak out a little piece of shoreline, I got the perfect place in mind
It's in the middle of nowhere, only one way to get there
Gotta get a little mud on the tires
Moonlight on a duck vine, catfish on a trout line
Sun sets about nine, this time of year
We can throw a blanket down, crickets singing in the background
And more stars than you can count on a night this clear
Tell ya what we need to do, grab a sleepin? bag or two
And build us a little campfire
Then with a little luck, we might just get stuck
Lets get a little mud on the tires
Cause it's a good night, to be out there soakin? up the moonlight
Steak out a little piece of shoreline, I got the perfect place in mind
It's in the middle of nowhere, only one way to get there
Gotta get a little mud on the tires
Then with a little luck, we might just get stuck
Lets get a little mud on the tires



13435. Mudcat John

Mudcat John (Larry W. Jones 11/22/2006) 

Mama said stay away from the river
And don't go fishin' with Mudcat John
That 'ol black man's hair was silver
After years of pickin' cotton was done
Mudcat John was born in Vicksburg
Mudcat John had been a slave, you know
But to me he was a brave and good man
Mudcat John was my best friend
Many long years ago
Mama said stay away from the river
And don't go fishin' with Mudcat John
That 'ol black man's hair was silver
After years of pickin' cotton was done
I dream of huntin' squirrel and possom
And white cotton fields of toil and woe
Scent of Vicksburg's magnolia blossoms
And 'ol Mudcat John workin' with his hoe
Mama said stay away from the river
And don't go fishin' with Mudcat John
That 'ol black man's hair was silver
After years of pickin' cotton was done
Mudcat John was born in Vicksburg
Mudcat John had been a slave, you know
But to me he was a brave and good man
Mudcat John was my best friend
Many long years ago

13436. Muddy Bottom - Chords

Muddy Bottom 
The Osborne Brothers

[Intro]
G  G  G  G
 
[Verse 1]
G                                   C
A country boy don't perspire, and a city girl don't sweat
    G                              D
But any fool can tell you,  either one will make you wet
    G                             C
Now I found out the hard way, and I can tell you yet
           G               D             G
You'll do one or the other down in Muddy Bottom.
 
[Chorus]
      D                             G
Muddy Bottom is a cornfield that my daddy gave to me
   C                              Bm



It laid along a river bank,  back home in Tennessee
    C                                G
The hottest place this side of where nobody wants to be
               D              G
Ruddy, cruddy, good ole Muddy Bottom.
 
[Verse 2 ]
G                           C
I hankered for the city and all the city lights
G                               D
So I lit out to make my way and see the city sights
      G                             C
Now I catch myself thinking through long hot city nights
       G                   D             G
I'd be way better off back down in Muddy Bottom.
 
[Chorus]
      D                           G
Muddy Bottom ain't as lonely as a busy city street
    C                                   Bm
And rattlesnakes ain't half as mean, as lots of folks I meet
     C                               G
I've come to the conclusion that ole Bottom's hard to beat
               D              G
Ruddy, cruddy, good ole Muddy Bottom.
 
[Instrumental ]
 
G   C   G   D
 
G   C   G   G   G
 
[ Verse 3 ]
G                               C
I sure do miss the river and my secret fishin' pool
  G                                          D
I miss the girls I'd chase down through the cornfield after school
    G                          C
You may not understand it  but I sure do miss my mule
      G            D              G
Now I wonder why I left ole Muddy Bottom.
 
[Chorus]
      D                             G
Muddy Bottom is a cornfield that my daddy gave to me
   C                            Bm
It laid along a river bank back home in Tennessee
    C                                G
The hottest place this side of where nobody wants to be
                D              G
Ruddy, cruddy,  good ole Muddy Bottom.
 
[Outro]
               D              G      G   G    G
Ruddy, cruddy, good ole Muddy Bottom.



13437. Muddy River

Muddy River
Alecia Nugent - Muddy River

Roll on muddy river, roll to the sea
Take all these memories from me
Take all of the rain that's falling down
Take all of these teardrops splashing on the ground

It's about a love that's got me blue
A love forsaken for somebody new
He roles through town just like you do
He's just like the river that's only passing through

So roll on muddy river, roll to the sea
Take all these memories from me
Take all of the rain that's falling down
Take all of these teardrops splashing on the ground

I've grown so tired of all those lies
I'm on my way now to find some bluer skies
Gonna find me a ticket far from this town 
Far from the river that only brings me down

I've got a broken heart, it's about to mend
Like it always has, time and time again
Gonna send these troubles on down the line
I'm gonna let them spill and flow away like wine

Roll on muddy river, roll to the sea
Take all these memories from me
Take all of the rain that's falling down
Take all of these teardrops splashing on the ground
Take all of the rain that's falling down
Take all of these teardrops splashing on the ground

13438. Muddy Water Home

Leftover Salmon - Muddy Water Home 

Walkin' on down the track, bringing my baby back
Well, I'm on my way to that muddy water home
Things ain't been the same since she got on that train
Done jumped that rail, done left me all alone

When you hear that whistle blow, I'm headed down the road
Gonna bring my darlin' back where she belongs
Don't sleep through the night without that woman to hold me tight



Come mornin' look and I'll be gone

Walkin' on down the line, leavin' these blues behind
She's the only one who would ever let me know
Now I'm thinking back on the day before she went away
Wonderin' why she ever had to go

When you hear that whistle moan, I'm headed down the road
Gonna bring my darlin' back where she belongs
Can't sleep through the night without that woman to hold me tight
Come mornin', look and I'll be gone

Walkin' on down the track, bringing my baby back
Well, I'm on my way to that muddy water home
Things ain't been the same since she got on that train
Done jumped that rail, done left me all alone

When you hear that whistle moan I'm headed down the road
Gonna bring my darlin' back where she belongs
Can't sleep through the night without that woman to hold me tight
Come mornin', look and I'll be gone

Well, I'm on my way to that muddy water home

13439. Muddy Waters

Muddy Waters
Bill Monroe - Seldom Scene

Mary grab the baby river's rising
Muddy waters taking back the land
Well this old house it won't take one more beating
Ain't no use to stay and make a stand.

The morning light showed water in the valley
Daddy's grave just went below the line
Things to save you just can't take them with you
The flood will swallow all we leave behind.

   I won't be back to start all over
    'Cause what I felt before is gone
   Mary grab the baby river's rising
   Muddy waters taking back our home.

Now the road is gone there's just one way to leave here.
I'll turn my back on what I've left below
Shifting land and broken farms around me
Muddy water's changing all I know.

It's hard to say just what I'm losing
Ain't never been so all alone
Mary grab the baby river's rising
Muddy water's taking back my home.



Well muddy water's taking back my home.

13440. Muir Maid

Muir Maid
Kitchen Dwellers - Muir Maid

Sensible opinion with a visual answer I saw within my sleep
Forty years ago in the summer where we found ourselves to be
We took to the North, wondering where the apathy had gone
Queen Charlotte scared us straight into that stupor we called home

We bottled up our fears by kerosene with emotions left outside
Those weeks we spent in Tracy Arm and the coves where we could hide
Bio-luminRscence in her wakR and in your eyes
That passage was the road for us and the tears we hid inside

Fords Terror wasn't quite, what they made it out to be
That Perkins pushed on through the crazy riptide

And the elegy was strong
And that stove was nice and warm
Anchored in the solemn midnight air
On the Muir Maid

Similarity was nice when we carried on that sister ship
A favor for a friend ain't as much as it was way back then
But Rhiannon wasn't quite the ship that the Maid was built to be
She gave us hell, though we treated her well when she tested you and me
We left from a port near Anacortes when shit started hitting the fan
That engine bare was a damn nightmare, you could barely reach your hand
But the plumb bow carried twice the fuel for a boat that's near her size
So we headed out to the straight of Georgia before the morning light

Ford's Terror wasn't quite, what they made it out to be
That Perkins pushed on through the crazy riptide

And the elegy was strong
And that stove was nice and warm
Anchored in the solemn midnight air
On the Muir Maid
And the wind blew up that gale
With the haystacks to the east
Fifty knots against the tide
Against our lives

13441. Mule Train - Chords



Mule Train
Recorded by: Gene Autry
Words and music by: J. Lange, H. Heath & F. Glickman

[*D] Mule Train! (Haw!) [stay in D]
Mule Train! (*)
Clipity-Clopin' over hill and plain
Seems as how they never stop
Clipity-Clop, Clipity-Clop
Clipity-Clipity, Clipity-Clipity
Clipity-Clopin [A7] a-[D] long.

There's a [G] plug of chawin' tabaccer
For a [D] rancher in Corona
A [G] guitar for a Cowboy
Way [D] out in Arizona
A [G] dress of Calico
For a [D] pretty Navajo
Git along mule [A7] git a-[D] long.

Mule Train! (Haw!)
Mule Train! (*)
Clipity-Clopin' along the mountain range
Soon they're gonna reach the top
Clipity-Clop, Clipity-Clop
Clipity-Clipity, Clipity-Clipity
Clipity-Clopin' along.

There's some cotton, thread and needles
For the folks a way out yonder
A shovel for a miner
Who left his home to wander
Some rhumatism pills
For the settlers in the hills
Git along mule, git along.

Mule Train! (Haw!)
Mule Train! (*)
Clipity-Clopin' thru the wind and the rain
They'll be goin' till they drop
Clipity-Clop, Clipity-Clop
Clipity-Clipity, Clipity-Clipity
Clipity-Clopin' along.

There's a letter full of sadness
It's black around the border
A pair of boots for someone
Who had 'em made to order
A bible in the pack
For the Reverend Mr. Black
Git along mule, git along.

Note. [*] = Whip/Pop sound



13442. Muleskinner Blues

Muleskinner Blues (Blue Yodel No. 8)

Good morning, Captain
Good morning, Shine
Do you need another mule skinner
Out on your new mud line?

I like to work
I'm rolling all the time
I can carve my initials
On a mule's behind

Hey, little water boy
Bring that water round
If you don't like your job
Set that water bucket down

Walking on the good roads
Dollar and half a day
My good gal's waiting on Saturday night
Just to draw my pay

I'm going to town, honey
What you want me to bring you back?
Bring a pint of booze
And a Johny be Stetson hat

I smell your bread a burning
Turn your damper down
If you ain't got a damper
Good gal, turn your bread around

13443. Muleskinner Blues

Bill Monroe - Muleskinner Blues

Good morning captain good morning son
Do you need another mule skinner
Out on your new road line

Well I like to work I'm rolling all the time
Lord I like to work boy I'm rolling all the time
I can pop my initials Right on a mule's behind

Well it's hey little water boy bring your water 'round
Lord it's hey little water boy bring your water 'round
And if you don't like your job just set that water bucket down

I work out on the new road from a dollar and a dime a day
Lord I work out on the new road I make a dollar and a dime a day
I've got three women on Saturday night Waiting to draw my pay



Well I'm going to town honey what can I bring you back
Well I'm going to town baby what can I bring you back
Just bring a pint of good rye And a John B.Stetson hat

Lord it's raining here and it's storming on the deep blue sea
Lord it's raining here and it's storming on the deep blue sea
Can't no blonde headed woman make a monkey out for me

If your house catches fire and there ain't no water 'round
If your house catches fire and there ain't no water 'round
Just throw your good gal out the window let your house just burn on down

Well I'm leaving here and I ain't gonna take no clothes
I'm leaving here and I ain't gonna take no clothes
There may be good times in this old town but it's better on down the road

13444. Muleskinner Blues

Rhonda Vincent - Muleskinner Blues
(Mule Skinner Blues)

Good morning captain
Good morning to you sir, hey, hey, yeah
Do you need another mule skinner
Out on your noon day run? Hey, hey, yeah
Yodel-ay he he, he, he, he he he he he he

I'm a lady mule skinner
Out on old Tennessee way, hey, hey, yeah
I can make any mule listen
No I won't accept your pay, hey, hey, yeah
Yodel-ay he he, he, he, he he he he he he

Hey, hey little waterboy
Won't ya bring that water round, hey, hey, yeah
Well, if you don't like your job
Why you can throw your bucket down
Throw it down, boy, throw it down now
Yodel-ay he he, he, he, he he he he he he
Yodel-ay he he, he, he, he he he he he he

Muleskinner blues

13445. Mull It Over

Dierks Bentley - Mull It Over

[Verse 1]



Baby, you've made up your mind
That for you and me, it's goodbye time
And your heart is movin' on
But on second thought, you could be wrong

[Chorus]
Baby, maybe you should mull it over
Give me one more chance (One more chance)
Don't Let your love grow any colder
Take me back and I swear I'll love you
Longer than the hair on my shoulder
Oh, baby, maybe you should mull it over
Mmm

[Verse 2]
If you leave, you'll never know
All the different lengths I'd go
To give your love a home
So please search your heart with a fine-tooth comb

[Chorus]
Baby, maybe you should mull it over
Give me one more chance (One more chance)
Don't let your love grow any colder
Take me back and I swear I'll love you
Longer than the hair on my shoulder
Oh, baby, maybe you should mull it over

[Bridge]
I know if you just stop
And think a little while
You'll see that what we got
Ain't ever goin' out of style

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Baby, maybe you should mull it over, mm
From front to back, think it through
'Cause the long and the short of it is I love you
Don't cut me off and I swear I'll love you
Longer than the hair on my shoulder
Oh, baby, maybe you should mull it over

[Outro]
Oh, baby, maybe you should mull it over
Mmm, yeah

13446. Mull River Shuffle - Chords

Mull River Shuffle

D G A



Here comes Mister MacNeil
D G Em
The fine shape that he is in
D G A
There is no telling which way he'll feel
D G Em
After his twister around the bend

D G A
Raisin' the jar and raisin' hell
D G Em
There's plenty of stories that they will tell
D G A
Some are born of true detail
D
Some are purely fiction

D G A
Look up yonder it's old MacPhee
D G Em
He's having a few he can hardly see
D G A
Wrapped his buggy around a tree
D
Someone call the Mounties

 CHORUS

D G A
Up spoke fine young Cameron
D G Em
At the dance got a fearful hammerin'
D G A
Today he'll be stutter and stammerin'
D
There'll be hell to pay come Saturday
D G A
Raisin' the jar and raisin' hell
D G Em
There's plenty of stories that they will tell
D G A
Some are born of true detail
D
Some are purely fiction

 INSTRUMENTAL

D G A
Danny Wright had a light
D G Em
Burning bright every night
D G A
Waiting for the fish to bite
D
Along the shores of 'Cocomagh

 CHORUS



D G A
There they stand by the door
D G Em
Selling bush by the score
D G A
Asking you to buy some more
D
Along the shores of 'Cocomagh

 CHORUS

D G A
I'll go home, I'll go home
D G Em
Full of the devil and full of the rum
D G A
I'll go home, I'll go home
D
We'll all go home in the morning

13447. Multiply The Heartaches - Chords

Multiply The Heartaches
Recorded by George Jones with Melba Montgomery 
Written by Kathy Dee
 
C                                     F
Once I thought two happy hearts would someday beat as one
    G7                                                C
But then a third heart came along and now our love is gone
                                F
I count the many times I said I love no one but you
    G7                                                      C
But don't be fooled by counting dreams that never will come true
             F                     C
Subtract one love and multiply the heartaches
           G7                    C
Divide the tears by every time a heart breaks
           F                    C
The answer only tells that it's too late
             G7                    C
Subtract one love and multiply the heartaches
Repeat #2
             G7                    C
Subtract one love and multiply the heartaches

13448. Multisyllabic - Chords



Multisyllabic 
Keller Williams
 
Intro:
      C/D  D D D
b /---3/5--5-5-5---/
F#/---5/7--7-7-7---/
D /o--5/7--7-7-7--o/
A /o--5/7--7-7-7--o/
E /---3/5--5-5-5---/
B /----------------/
 
     G
b /--3--/
F#/--0--/
D /--0--/
A /--0--/
E /--2--/
B /--3--/
 
G
Multisyllabic
     D
Sans-linguistic pro-fantastic
F
Slyly systematic
C
Excessively ecstatic
 
(w/ intro guitar part)
Oh yeah
Whoa-o-o... yeah
Whoa oh oh
 
 
(verse; same progression as chorus)
Cumulo nimbus
Out of my taurus
Mighty atmospheric
Tiny rhino-sauros
He bored, he gored us
He whored us like a ho
The tyrannosaurus rex
He snapped 'em to the flow
Of the lava, the magma
Tectonic plates go bamma
Paleolithic lizards
Bump a monsta mamma jamma
Meteors ablaze
Streaking through the sky
Stratospheric concentrate
Strobing in my eye
 
Chorus
 
Bridge:
G D F C
Eb Bb Amin9 B/A



 
 
Chaotic erruption
Futuristic luncheon
Prehistoric theory
A blatent safe assumption
Surfing the tsunami
Calling for your mommy
Catastrophic supersonic
Omniscient swami
Who speak in perfect babble
Use his hands for a paddle
If you can ride up on it bareback
You don't need no saddle
I love it, I'm above it
You're below it, so heroic
It makes me smiley every time
I recite this here little rhyme
 
Chorus

13449. Murder In The City

The Avett Brothers - Murder In The City 

If I get murdered in the city
Don't go revenging in my name
One person dead from such is plenty
No need to go get locked away
When I leave your arms
The things I think of
No need to get over alarmed
I'm coming home

I wonder which brother is better
Which one our parents loved the most
I sure did get in lots of trouble
They seemed to let the other go
A tear fell from my father's eye
I wondered what my dad would say
He said, 'I love you and I'm proud of you both,
In so many different ways'

If I get murdered in the city
Go read the letter in my desk
Don't bother with all my belongings
Pay attention to the list
Make sure my sister knows I love her
Make sure my mother knows the same
Always remember there was nothing worth sharing
Like the love that let us share our name
Always remember there was nothing worth sharing
Like the love that let us share our name



13450. Murder Of Crows

Murder of Crows
Greensky Bluegrass - Murder of Crows

[Verse 1]
She wrote you a letter, you ain't never read it
Sat out on your doorstep since the day that she sent it
She had lots to say but the words just blew away
The letters got replaced with things she didn't say

[Verse 2]
Nail a crow to the fence and behold death's romance
The rest of the murder bear witness from the telephone wires
Lost lovers and friends, well they will all attend
With roses and incense on the funeral pyre

[Chorus]
She wrote it all down with an eagle's feather
Dipped in cocaine and blood
A diamond needle on a broken record
Of a melody never sung
[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
You stumbled for hours over pages with gilded edges
Ink and newsprint smeared with cliffs, sharp ledges
The image you saw, out of focus and out of turn
An envelope left in the light of the rising moon

[Chorus]
She wrote it all down with an eagle's feather
Dipped in cocaine and blood
A diamond needle on a broken record
Of a melody never sung

[Verse 4]
Time has left a handful of tear-stained pages
Washed out memories left lost and faded
You've called out her name, only left unsettled
A lone phonograph, a thousand unspoken words

13451. Murder On Music Row

Alan Jackson - Murder On Music Row 
Larry Cordle & Lonesome Standard Time

Nobody saw them running 
From 16th Avenue



They never found the fingerprints
Or the weapon that was used
But someone killed country music
Cut out its heart and soul
They got away with murder
Down on music row
The almight dollar
And the lust for worldwide fame
Slowly killed tradition
And for that, someone shouldhang   ("Ahh, you tell 'em Alan")
They all say "Not Guilty!"
But the evidence will show
That murder was committed
Down on music row
For the steel guitars no longer cry
And the fiddles barely play
But drums and rock 'n' roll guitars
Are mixed up in your face
Ol'  Hank wouldn't have a chance
On today's radio
Since they committed murder
Down on music row
They thought no one would miss it
Once it was dead and gone
They said no one would buy them ol'
Drinkin' and cheatin' songs   ("Oh, but I still buy 'em")
Well there ain't no justice in it
And the hard facts are cold
Murder's been committed
Down on music row
For the steel guitars no longer cry
And you can't hear fiddles play
With drums and rock 'n' roll guitars
Mixed right up in your face
Why the Hag wouldn't have a chance
On today's radio
Since they committed murder
Down on music row
Why they even tell the Possum
To pack up and go back home
There's been an awful murder
Down on music row

13452. Mushrooms Are Growing After the Rain

Jim Lauderdale - Mushrooms Are Growing After the Rain

Mushrooms are growin' after the rain
Poppin' their heads up and rising away
On the ground, under the lion's mane
Mushrooms are growin' after the rain
A simple body, stem and a cap
What is the kind and the size of the hat?



All different colors, from fancy to plain
Mushrooms are growin' after the rain
Thanking the Earth
Giving birth from the soil
Or a tree that fell, be well
With a new life comin'
Thanking the Earth
Giving birth from the soil
Or a tree that fell, be well
With a new life comin'
Always be careful to touch either way
That one is poison and this onR is safe
Before you go pickin', know thRm by name
Mushrooms are growin' after the rain
Showers are bringin' another refrain
Mushrooms are growin' after the rain

13453. Music Makes Me Feel Like Dancing

David Peterson - Music Makes Me Feel Like Dancing

I know that you can feel it
From your head to your toes
In your heart and your soul
And it's taking control

The energy inside of me
From melodies and harmonies
The beat's becoming part of me
And now I'm what I want to be

Music makes me feel like dancing
Music makes me feel

13454. Music Makin Mama From Memphis - Chords

Music Makin Mama From Memphis
Recorded by Hank Snow
Words and music by Hank Snow

[D] Listen to a story about a gal I know
She's my music makin' mama, I'm her hillbilly beau
[G] She's sweeter than the music when she tickles the strings
[D] Sweeter than the flowers down in New Orleans
She's my [A] Music Makin' Mama from Mem-[A7] phis, Tennes-[D] see.

She'll play a little rhythm, do the boogie up right
A Tennessee polka, maybe blues in the night
Ever'body travels from near and far



To hear her when she picks it on that old guitar
My Music Makin' Mama from Memphis, Tennessee.

You can hear her in the ev'nin', when the sun sinks low
A-singin' and a-pickin on that old banjo
You wanta jive when the words roll out of her mouth
Ever'body's callin' her the Queen of the South
She's my fiddle playin' mama from Memphis, Tennessee.

You gotta start dancin' when she gets in the groove
Picks a big bass fiddle or yodels the blues
Plays a downbeat, offbeat, any old beat
A breakdown, a hoedown and does it up neat
She's my bass pickin' baby from Memphis, Tennessee.

You'll know when my baby is a-comin' to town
All the jive-jumpin' jitterbugs, they gather around
They keep a-yellin' to my sweetie, now, honey, let's go
My baby starts pickin' and a pickin' down low
My Music Makin' Mama from Memphis, Tennessee.

Repeat verse two

13455. Music Of The Mountains

Music of the Mountains
Dailey & Vincent

The music of the mountains is like a crystal stream
Flowing with the rhythm, makes everybody wanna sing
Makes everybody wanna sing, makes everybody wanna sing
The music of the mountains, makes everybody wanna sing

Daddy won my mamas heart back in the good old day
He loved her like the flowers where the roses never fade
Where the roses never fade, where the roses never fade
He loved her like the flowers where the roses never fade

Sunday go to meetin's, there's dinner on the ground
Dancing in the meadow until the sun goes down
Until the sun goes down, until the sun goes down
Dancing in the meadow until the sun goes down

The music of the mountains is like a crystal stream
Flowing with the rhythm makes everybody wanna sing
Makes everybody wanna sing, makes everybody wanna sing
The music of the mountains makes everybody wanna sing

Makes everybody wanna sing, makes everybody wanna sing
The music of the mountains makes everybody wanna sing

Ohhhh
Makes everybody wanna sing, makes everybody wanna sing



The music of the mountains makes everybody wanna sing

13456. Music To My Ears - Chords

Music To My Ears 
Ricky Skaggs

[Intro]
E  Bm  E
 
[Chorus]
E
The Name of the Lord is music,
E
The Name of the Lord is music,
E                             Bm    E
The Name of the Lord is music to my ears.
 
 
[Verse]
 
Bm                  D
I'm gonna sing and shout it,
D             E
Gonna tell all about it.
 
Bm     E    D
Cannot live without it,
E       D       A
In this veil of tears.
 
E                       Bm          E
The Name of the Lord is music to my ears.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
E
The Peace of the Nations is music,
E
The Peace of the Nations is music,
E                           Bm    D     E
The Peace of the Nations is music to my ears.
 
 
[Verse]
 
E              Bm
When Babel was divided,
D                     E
Our tongues grew many sided,
 
E         Bm  D



Still all are united
E       D       A
in song that's crystal clear.
 
E                           Bm    D     E
The Peace of the Nations is music to my ears.
 
 
[Bridge]
 
Bm                  D
I'm gonna sing and shout it!
D              E
Gonna tell all about it!
Bm          D
Cannot live without it,
D         Bm     E
Oh music, to my ears!
 
 
[Chorus]
 
E
Children laughing is music,
E
Children laughing is music,
E                          Bm    E
Children laughing is music to my ears.
 
 
[Verse]
 
E                  Bm
If we could all be children,
D                   E
A joyful noise make with them,
E        Bm       D
Innocent and once again,
E       D       A
Unfettered by the years.
E                    Bm    D     E
Children laughing is music to my ears.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
E
The Name of the Lord is music,
E
The Name of the Lord is music,
E                             Bm    E
The Name of the Lord is music to my ears.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
E



Children laughing is music,
E
The Peace of the Nations is music,
E                             Bm    E
The Name of the Lord is music to my ears.
 
 
[Refrain]
 
Bm       D
Oooohhh, Oooohhh,
D         E
Oooohhh,  Oooohhh,
Bm          D
OoooOooooohh,
D
Oh music,
D
Oh music,
D        Bm    E
Oh music to my ears.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
E
The Name of the Lord is music,
E
The Name of the Lord is music,
E                             Bm    E
The Name of the Lord is music to my ears.
 
 
[Chorus]
E
Children laughing is music,
E
The Peace of the Nations is music,
E                             Bm    E
The Name of the Lord is music to my ears.

13457. Music's What I See - Chords

Music's What I See 
Rhonda Vincent

[Intro]
D     G     D     G
 
[Verse 1]
      D
I was down on lower Broadway
 



When I heard a plaintive sound
G
  There musta been a hundred people
 
Gathered all around
  Em                         G
A blind old man sitting on a stool
              A
No one made a sound
 
When he sang
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D
  Jesus loves me, this I know
G
Somewhere bluebirds fly over the rainbow
D                G              Em
God is great and God is good to me
D/F#       G
He gave me music
A              D
Music's what I see
 
 
[Chorus]
        G
I could almost feel the snow
             A              D
When he sang Rocky Mountain High
Em
He brought me to tears
            A
With I'm so lonesome I could cry
  G
I shivered in the chorus
               A             Bm
When he played cold Kentucky rain
       Em
But he really got to me
             G
When he sang music
A              D     G     D     G
Music's what I see
 
 
[Verse 2]
        D
He said my imagination
 
These songs and this guitar
G
  Have taken me around the world
 
I've even touched a star
Em                          G



 He sang for nothin' but he smiles
                        A
When the money hits the jar
 
When he sang
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D
  Jesus loves me, this I know
G
Somewhere bluebirds fly over the rainbow
D                G              Em
God is great and God is good to me
D/F#       G
He gave me music
A              D
Music's what I see
 
 
[Chorus]
          G
I've been busted flat in Baton Rouge
     A          D
On a long black train
         Em
Felt the tracks of my tears
                A
With blues eyes cryin' in the rain
  G
I faced a ring of fire with
       A              Bm
Sunday morning coming down
       Em                             D/F#  G
He was looking straight at me when he said  music
A              D     G     D     G
Music's what I see
 
 
[Outro]
D                  G              Em
  God is great and God is good to me
   D/F#  G
He gave  me music and
A
Music's what I see
 
D     G     D     G     D

13458. Muskrat

Doc Watson & Merle Watson 
Muskrat



Muskrat, oh, muskrat, what makes you smell so bad?
Layin' around the farmer's house eatin' up all he had, eatin' up all he had
Eatin' up all he had, boys, eatin' up all he had

Muskrat, oh, muskrat, I'll track him through the sand
Muskrat, oh, muskrat, gonna catch him if I can, catch him if I can
I'll catch him if I can, boys, I'll catch him if I can
I found out where he's been a-using last night

Muskrat, oh, muskrat, catch you sure as you're born
Runnin' around all over the field eatin' up all my corn, eatin' up all my corn
Eatin' up all my corn, boys, eatin' up all my corn
Gnawin' on every big ear he can find

Muskrat, oh, muskrat, I'll trap him on the bank
I'll skin him out and stretch his hide and tack it on a plank, I'll tack it on a plank
Tack it on a plank, boys, I'll tack it on a plank

Muskrat, oh, muskrat, trap him on the farm
Sell the hides when they get dry to keep some pretty gal warm, to keep some pretty gal warm
Keep some pretty gal warm, boys, to keep some pretty gal warm

Muskrat, muskrat, what makes you smell so bad?
Layin' around the farmer's house eatin' up all he had, eatin' up all he had
Eatin' up all he had, boys, eatin' up all he had
Even been in the onion patch

13459. Must Be A Reason

Pokey LaFarge - Must Be A Reason

I lit a fire in my heart for you
But all you give me is cold, cold rain
Said you wanted a diamond ring
In return I get a ball and chain
Well, I don't need nobody telling me what I already know

Must be a reason
I love you
It's cause you're crazy
And I'm a crazy fool

My heart was just a thing you stole
Polished up and made shine like gold
Now it's just another thing you got
Buried down in your jewelry box
But I could never leave you, who else could make pain feel so good

Must be a reason
I love you
It's cause you're crazy
And I'm a crazy fool



And I know, yes I know, oh I know
The reason I will never go
Though you make me cry
Without you I would die
Cause it's plain to see
You're the same kinda crazy as me

I would fight for a life with you
The same thing that would kill me too
Love's a war I cannot win
But I'll see it through until the end
I made a promise till death do us part

Must be a reason
I love you
It's cause you're crazy
And I'm a crazy fool

13460. Must Be Losing My Mind

Brett Dennen - Must Be Losing My Mind

Burned out in the lawn in Tuscon, Arizona
With the scavengers on 4th Avenue
Feeling old, boredom of the second hand stores
Hoping maybe I could find something new
Now, now, now, now, now
Here it comes
Here it comes again
Behind the theater, in the alley by the dumpsters
Far away from the glow of the marquee
There alone in the darkness, below the Hotel Congress
I was ? for a second but I then I fell asleep
Now here it comes
Here it comes again, ah
Yeah, here comes that feeling, yeah
I must be losing my mind
(I'm losing, I'm losing my mind)
I must be losing my mind
Oh, my God, there's ghosts in my hotel room
Why do they bother me here?
Oh, my heart, hey, where is my lover?
She, she built a way to the southern hemisphere

13461. Must Be Love

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Must be love
Composer: Bob Carpenter - Jeff Hanna - Gretchen Persons



Never had trouble sleepin'
Always had someone next to me
Nights I won't remember
I fooled around til the fool was me

Never thought much about you
On and off like a well worn shoe
Now I worry where you're walkin'
I guess the shoe's on another foot

Ohoh a little more pain and I'll know it
A little more hurt, I'll know it's love
Over and over til it's over
Drives me crazy, it must be love

Lately I'm hearin' rumors
You've been makin' serious plans
Should I have held you when I had you
Right here in the palm of my hand

This much heartache, it must be love

Ohoh a little more pain and I'll know it
A little more hurt, I'll know it's love
Over and over til it's over
Drives me crazy
A little more pain and I'll know it
A little more hurt and I'll know it's love
Over and over til it's over
Drives me crazy, drives me crazy

This much heartache, it must be love

Must be love, it must be love
Oh it must be love, must be love
It must be love, must be love
It must be love, oh it must be love
Must be love, oh it must be love

13462. Must Be Seven

Billy Strings 
Must Be Seven

Dirty broken dishes
Cigarette burns on the floor
She held a look of disbelief
And wandered through the door
To have a seat and meet the parents of the child
That was heading the wrong way
And it's probably seven years
Since she turned around and hit the road that day



Paper tearing off the walls
A rotten, moldy sink
Well, he wandered to the cupboard
Just to fix himself a drink
Like there wasn't something wrong
Like he couldn't see the sorrow in the soul
And it must be seven years
Since he tipped his hat and told 'em all "So long"

Well, she was so distracted
By the color of the room
She never thought that she would see
Her little flower bloom
And take the cards that he was dealt
Into the house the big, bad wolf could not blow down
And it must be seven years now
Since they turned their lives around

She said, "Stay on track
Don't let me see you lookin' back
Never mind what's left behind and don't look back
Don't look back"

Well the house shrunk in the rearview
They left it far behind
It faded out of sight
Back to the shadows of her mind
Like the shards of shattered mirrors
Broken pieces scattered o'er the burial ground
And it must be seven years now
Since they got out of that town

She said, "Stay on track
Don't let me see you lookin' back
Never mind what's left behind and don't look back
Don't look back"

13463. Must Look Like We're In Love

Gillian Welch - Must Look Like We're In Love

Well I met you at the laundromat
Cowboy boots and a baseball bat
Talked 'til our clothes were all dry
And you liked me and I liked you
Half our town liked us too
They walked out and watched us go by

Everybody smiles when we walk past
I don't know why they laugh
Guess we looked funny and happy as doves
We must look like we're in love



Well sweethearts must be gettin' rare
Cause we turn heads everywhere
But don't they hold hands anymore?
Oh put two straws in a soda pop
Or even go to a soda shop
I feel like an old dinosaur

Everybody smiles when we walk past
I don't know why they laugh
Guess we looked funny and happy as doves
We must look like we're in love

Now everybody smiles when we walk past
I don't know why they laugh
Guess we looked funny and happy as doves
We must look like we're in love

Yea we must look like we're in love
Yea we must look like we're in love

13464. Must You Throw Dirt In My Face

Must You Throw Dirt in My Face
Louvin Brothers - Jim & Jesse

What is it that brings you to this part of town
Curiosity, conscience or fate
I know it`s not love
'Cause I once gave you love
And all you showed me was the gate

I got a feeling you've come back
To just rub it in
And to really put me in my place

You've already but big old tears in my eyes
Must you throw dirt in my face
Must you keep telling me that you've got a new love
I don`t need you to remind me
Must you keep telling me how I look so lonely
And my better days are behind me

Must you keep showing me pictures of him
Boasting of his warm embrace
You've already put big old tears in my eyes
Must you throw dirt in my face

You've already left me
And broken my heart
Told me how much you don`t want me
Believe me I`m happier when we`re apart
Why must you come back now to haunt me



Must you keep showing me pictures of him
Boasting of his warm embrace
You've already put big old tears in my eyes
Must you throw dirt in my face
You've already put big old tears in my eyes
Must you throw dirt in my face
Must you throw dirt in my face

13465. Must've Had A Ball

Must've Had A Ball

Well I must've had a ball last night
I can't recall what even started our fight
I must've drank away my blues
'Cause I don't remember losin' you
Well I must've done the town up right
'Cause this morning my hats just a little too tight
There ain't no way of knowin'
But all the signs are showin'
I must've had a ball last night

Well I woke up this mornin'
Underneath my bed
And someone's in the kitchen sink
With cowboy boots on and nothin' else at all
Except my hat turned backway on her head

Well I must've had a ball last night
I can't recall what even started out fight
Well I must've drank away my blues
'Cause I don't remember losing you
Well I must've done the town up right
'Cause this morning my hats just a little too tight
There ain't no way of knowin'
But all the signs are showin'
I must've had a ball last night

Well my picture's on the table
Somebody tore it right in two
Well who'd do such a crazy thing
Someone took your suitcase and your little car
And I hate it 'cause the tires are new

Yeah, I must've had a ball last night
I can't recall what even started out fight
I must've drank away my blues
'Cause I don't remember losing you
Well I must've done the town up right
'Cause this morning my hats just a little too tight
There ain't no way of knowin'
But all the signs are showin'



I must've had a ball last night

Well I must've done the town up right
'Cause this morning my hats just a little too tight
There ain't no way of knowing
But all the signs are showing
I must've had a ball last night
Well, there ain't way knowin'
But all the signs are showin'
I must've had a ball last night

13466. Must've Had Your Reasons

Yonder Mountain String Band - Must've Had Your Reasons (Live)

Must've had your reasons when you left without a call
I don't want you thinkin' that I shed too many tears
I never felt the need to cry for all the wonderin' why
I don't think love can ever feel that way again

I searched this whole town 'round for a whisper of your name
I don't need you thinkin' that you got the best of me
And it doesn't shame me that I spent a lot of time
Wonderin' if love can ever feel that way again

I wouldn't bet you're thinkin' 'bout me now
But that's all the same to me 'cause I don't think that much of you
Since those couple nights I spent alone,
Sitting home waiting for you to call
And you never called at all

The reason why I'm singin' this ain't that you done me wrong
It's not because I'm worried, I've left all that stuff behind
It's just I find it funny how you chose to treat a friend

A friend of ours has seen you and he said you're lookin' fine
He was talking 'bout your beauty and I was asking 'bout your mind
Besides it's not your face I find a-missin' in the end
I don't think love can ever feel that way again
I don't think love can ever feel that way again

13467. Musta Been Something

Musta Been Something
Lake Street Dive

[Chorus]
You said I, I didn't do anythin' wrong
But there must have been somethin' I could've done better



Oh, oh you said I, I didn't do anythin' wrong
But there must have been somethin' I could've done better

[Verse 1]
Did you want me at home more?
Was I runnin' around more than you liked, me leavin' you?
Did you want more alone time?
Was I callin' you up every night when I needed you?

[Pre-Chorus 1]
Times that I was tired and selfish
I don't know why I did it, I couldn't help it
But you know that I've tried
Now I keep on askin', could I?
Could I?

[Chorus]
You said I, I didn't do anythin' wrong
But there must have been somethin' I could've done better
Oh-oh you said I, I didn't do anythin' wrong
But there must have been somethin' I could've done better

[Verse 2]
Memories twist the light
I know you're thinkin' tonight about the things I did right
But seein' you so happy now
Has got me thinkin' about all the things I did wrong

[Pre-Chorus 2]
Times that I was quiet and distant
I don't know why I didn't tell you what I meant
But you know that I've tried
Now I keep on askin', could I?
Could I?

[Chorus]
You said I, I didn't do anythin' wrong
But there must have been somethin' I could've done better
You said I, I didn't do anythin' wrong
But there must have been somethin' I could've done better

I didn't do anythin' wrong
There must have been somethin' I could've done better
You said I, I didn't do anythin' wrong
But there must have been somethin' I could've done better

13468. Muswell Hillbilly

Tim O'Brien - Muswell Hillbilly

Well I said goodbye to Rosie Rooke this morning
I'm gonna miss her bloodshot alcoholic eyes
She wore her Sunday hat so she'd impress me



I'm gonna carry her memory 'til the day I die
They'll move me up to Muswell Hill tomorrow
Photographs and souvenirs are all I've got
They're gonna try and make me change my way of living
But they'll never make me something that I'm not
' Cause I'm a Muswell Hillbilly boy
But my heart lies in old West Virginia
Never seen NRw Orleans, Oklahoma, Tennessee
Still I drRam of the Black Hills that I ain't never seen
They're putting us in little boxes
No character just uniformity
They're trying to build a computerised community
But they'll never make a zombie out of me
They'll try and make me study elocution
Because they say my accent isn't right
They can clear the slums as part of their solution
But they're never gonna kill my cockney pride
'Cause I'm a Muswell Hillbilly boy
But my heart lies in Old West Virginia
Though my hills, they're not green
I've seen them in my dreams
Take me back to those Black Hills
That I ain't never seen
Well I'm a Muswell Hillbilly boy
But my heart lies in Old West Virginia
Though my hills, they're not green
I've seen them in my dreams
Take me back to those Black Hills
That I ain't never seen

13469. My Aching Heart

My Aching Heart
James King Band

In time my aching heart will mend
Through all the sorrow that I'm in
And then I'll see the light sweetheart
For someone new will take your place

   So I'll stand up and be brave
   I'll grieve each minute of the way
   And on the day my tears will dry
   I'll forget I've ever lived this life

I've paid the price for loving you
And lived in dreams that could not be
I never thought it'd end this way
But I will smile again someday



13470. My Adobe Hacienda - Chords

My Adobe Hacienda
As recorded by Hank Snow & Anita Carter

Key of C - 120 bpm - 4/4 time
Intro: /G7 /G7 /C /C

Verse
 /C / /G7 /
In my Adobe Hacienda
/G7 / /C /
There's a touch of Mexico
/C / /G7 /
Cactus lovelier than orchids, 
/G7 / /C /
Blooming in the Patio
/C /
Soft deserts stars 
 /F / 
And, the strum of guitars
/D / /G /
Makes every evening seems so sweet
 /C / /G7 /
In my Adobe Hacienda
/G7 / /C /
life and love are more complete

Instrumental break
/C /C /G7 /G7 /G7 /G7 /C /C /C /C /G7 /G7 /G7 /G7 /C /C

Verse
 /C / /G7 /
In my Adobe Hacienda
/G7 / /C /
Nestled in the western hills
/C / /G7 /
Evening breezes softly murmur
/G7 / /C /
Harmony with Whippoorwills
/C /
West setting sun
 /F / 
says the long day is done
/D / /G7 /
Sweet music starts to fills the air
 /C / /G7 /
In my Adobe Hacienda
/ / /G7 (The Last phrase slows to half tempo)
harmony is e v e r y w h e r e.

13471. My Alice Live - Chords



My Alice Live
Billy Strings

[Intro]
Dm C Am C Dm
 
[Verse 1]
Dm                  C               Am
Early in the fall, back deep in the woods
     C                          Dm
The first hint of frost is upon you
                      C             Am
About a mile beyond a field's stone wall
     C                            Dm
It's not hard to get lost if you want to
 
Dm                       C              Am
Too far from the city to see the white lights
   C                         Dm
I move in the shadows under cover of night
                            C            Am
Too far from the highway to blow a flat tire
      C                      Dm
So I stare at the ashes and fire
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm C Am C Dm
 
 
[Verse 2]
Dm                      C          Am
Well John St. Paul is a well-known man
   C                         Dm
Of wealth in his skyscraper palace
                          C                 Am
He likes his old Cadillac prepped for long drives
         C                       Dm
I don't like how he looks at my Alice
 
Dm                      C            Am
I work his garage with wrench in my glove
 C                                Dm
Bring the stench of his gasoline home to my love
                               C       Am
She swears once again she has all she desires
   C                         Dm
As I stare at the ashes and fire
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm C Am C Dm
 
 
[Verse 3]
Dm                          C          Am
One day late last week when I got the word
    C                         Dm



The boss needs his Caddy all steady
                           C       Am
I remembered his eyes all over my wife
   C                         Dm
As I carefully got my tools ready
 
Dm                               C          Am
What a terrible shame should he ever break down
     C                                Dm
With me on his trail and so far from town
                                   C          Am
If his brakes were to fail, if he blew out a tire
    C                          Dm
And I stared in the ashes and fire
 
 
[Instrumental]
Dm C Am C Dm
 
 
[Outro]
Dm                      C         Am
Now John St. Paul is a well-known man
   C                        Dm
Of wealth in his skyscraper palace
                          C                Am
He likes his old Cadillac prepped for long drives
   C                             Dm
I don't like how he looks at my Alice
   C                             Dm
I don't like how he looks at my Alice
 
 
Intro/Melody Tab (Simplified - Capo 5)
 
e/---------------------1-1--0--------0----0-00-----------1-1-1-------------/
B/------------3--------3-3--1--------1----1-11-----------3-2-2-------------/
G/-----------2--2-0h2--2-2--0--------2----0-00-0---0----2--3-3-------------/
D/--------0-------0----0-0--2--0h2p0-2----2-22-0h2-0---0-----0-------------/
A/--0--3--------------------3--------0----3-33-3---3-3---------------------/
E/-------------------------------------------------------------------------/

13472. My Angelie

My Angelie
Head for the hills - My Angelie

Back again
While I wonder how you've been old friend?
Have you been traveling on?
Has the road gone on and on
Remember when we had nothing but our time to spend
Time's where better then but all was bound to end



So we'd go said I wonder where the river flows
And is it running nowhere, running round from head to toe
Did you go where the wind though the willows blows
Did you see my Angelie
Way down below?
Used to say if and ever I should lose my way
That we'd meet again we'd meet up when the river's bend
Since that day boy I thought about you every day
When you floated down I swear I heard you say
Far from here there is a place where life is as it was
Where living well means laying beneath the stars above
Did you see if such a place exists
Is it what you thought it was?
Did you ever find better days you been dreaming of?
Did you see people living like they ought be
Free from anything that spreads the fear of everything
Seems to me things are never really as they seem
And by the way old friend did you see my Angelie?
Far from here there is a place where life is as it was
Where living well means laying beneath the stars above
Did you see if such a place exists
Is it what you thought it was?
Did you ever find better days you been dreaming of?

13473. My Angeline - Chords

My Angeline 
IIIrd Tyme Out
 
Tuning: Standard
 
C                                     Am
Angelina Baker, lived just down the street
C                                                             Am
And my my heart would set to achin' every time we chanced to meet
C                                                 Am
Although she's now another's, I still recall the time
C               Am               Dm              C
When my little Angie swore that she'd always be mine
 
C                                 Am
Temper of a fury, Irish born and bred
C                                               Am
Skin of cream and roses, and her hair was curly red
C                                                         Am
She could sing just like a songbird, in a sweet magnolia June
C                          Am                      Dm                 C
And she could play upon a young man's heart, like sawin' on a fiddle tune
 
C                                                   Am
Well the ocean is a mistress, once she gets in the veins
C                                                        Am
And to live a life without her Lord, would drive a man insane



C                                                 Am
My Angeline grew jealous, said it's either her or me
C                            Am              Dm             C
And she cursed my name in a last farewell, as I set out to sea
 
C                                               Am
For ten long years I terried, in every port of call
C                                                         Am
Tryin' to forget that gal of mine, wouldn't do no good at all
C                                              Am
So I went to beg her pardon, and make another start
C                  Am         Dm                C
Just to find my Angeline had died of a broken heart
 
 
Break: (Verse progression)
 
 
Note: (If you have a banjo player, strum each following note once while the banjo
continues to play)
 
C                                                    Am
I'm not much good for nothin', my youth long passed away
C                                                        Am
But if you hand me down my banjo son, I do believe I'll play
C         Dm       C        Am
Angelina Baker  Angeline I know
     C                Am        Dm             C
I should'a married Angeline 40 some-odd years ago
C         Dm       C        Am
Angelina Baker  Angeline I know
     C                Am        Dm             C
I should'a married Angeline 40 some-odd years ago
C         Dm       C        Am
Angelina Baker  Angeline I know
     C                Am        Dm             C
I should'a married Angeline 40 some-odd years ago

13474. My Antonia

Emmylou Harris - My Antonia

He said "Oh my love. Oh my Antonia 
You with the dark eyes and palest of skin 
Tonight I am going from Santa Maria 
Wait for me till I'm in your arms once again"

She held me, she kissed me, begged me not to leave her 
To cross on 1he mountain my fortune to win 
But a letter now tells me she died of a fever 
I'll never see her in this world again

You are my sorrow, you are my splendor 



You are my shelter through storm and through strife 
You are the one I will always remember 
All off the days of my life 

I curse the ambition that took me far from her 
For a treasure not ever so fine or so fair 
As the flash of her smile or the touch of her fingers 
The fire in her heart and the smell of her hair 

She left me a note that cried "Do not weep for me 
Behold you are with me as sure as the stars 
That rise in the evening to shine down upon me 
Behold I am with you wherever you are" 

I can still hear him. he calls to me only 
What once was begotten shall come to no end 
But the road is so long and the nights are so lonely 
My soul just to hold him in this world again 

You are my sorrow, you are my splendor 
You are my shelter through storm and through strife 
You are the one I will always remember
All of the days of my life

Oh my love, Oh my Antonia 
You with the dark eyes and palest of skin 
How could I know that night in Santa Maria
I'd never see you in this world again

13475. My Baby Left Her Jingling John for Folding Fred - Chords

My Baby Left Her Jingling John for Folding Fred
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Dallas Frazier

G                                               D7
Well my baby left her jingling John for folding Fred
                                            G
True love never backed up one word that she said
                                                       C
That proved to me that a black bear is green when it's red
   G                      D7               G
My baby left her jingling John for folding Fred
                                             D7
Well my baby told me honey you're poor but I love you
                                                        G
And you could make me happy just living in a little old shack
                                                     C
You seemed real happy with my jingling John's pocket money
         G                       D7               G
Till the grapevine told her that folding Fred was back
repeat #1
                                               D7



Now her love was sweeter than a great big watermelon
                                                      G
And love was fifty-fifty right done the middle of the line
                                                 C
I'd a been better off if I'd never of tasted her loving
             G                      D7                      G
She took the heart from a melon and left me nothing but the rind 
repeat #1

13476. My Baby Needs A Shepherd

Emmylou Harris - My Baby Needs A Shepherd

My baby needs a shepherd
She's lost out on the hill
Too late I tried to call her
When the night was cold and still
And I tell myself I'll find her
But I know I never will
My baby needs a shepherd
She's lost out on the hill

My baby needs an angel
She never learned to fly
She'll not reach sanctuary
Just by looking to the sky
I guess I could have carried her
But I didn't even try
My baby needs an angel
She never learned to fly

Oh I ran so far through a broken land
I was following that drummer
Beating in a different band 
And somewhere on the highway
I'let go of her hand
Now she's gone forever
Like her footprints in the sand

Toora loora loora lo
First the seed and then the rose
Toora loora loora li
My kingdom for a lullaby

My baby needs a pilot
She has no magic wand
To help her part the troubled waters
Of the Rubicon
But in my soul I know she'll
Have to go this one alone
After all that is only way she's ever known

But there is no lamp in all this dark



That could chase away her shadow
From the corners of my heart
I pray she's ride a dolphin
But she's swimming with the shark
Out where none can save her
Not even Noah and his ark

Toora loora loora lo
To the cradle comes the crow
Toora loora loora li
My kingdom for a lullaby

My baby needs a mother
To love her till the end
Up every rugged mountain
And down every road that bends
Sometimes I hear her cryin'
But I guess it's just the wind
My baby needs a mother
To love her till the end

13477. My Baby No Esta Aqui

My Baby No Esta Aqui
Garth Brooks - My Baby No Esta Aqui

She used to be my rosa amarilla
My litte mexicali tomatilla
But then one night I drank to much sangria
Woke up and found a note that said I'll see ya

Oh my baby no esta aqui no more
My baby no esta aqui no more
She left me here with nada
Broken heart like a pinata
My baby no esta aqui no more

Whoa, whoa, whoa, if you see her
Please, please tell her that I need her
I used to be her number one vaquero
Her numero uno caballero
But I've had to hock my spurs and my sombrero
'Cause when she left she tookall my dinero

Oh, my baby no esta aqui no more
My baby no esat aqui no more
She left me here with nada
Broken heart like a pinata
My babay no esta aqui no more

Whoa, whoa, whoa if you see her
Please, please tell her that I need her



Oh, my baby no esta aqui no more
My baby no esta aqui no more
She left me here with nada

13478. My Baby Thinks He's A Train

Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell
My Baby Thinks He's a Train

It's three a.m. in the morning
The train whistle is blowin'
It sounds like some lonesome song got in my soul, in my soul
My baby split blank and he won't be back no more

My baby thinks he's a train
He makes his whistle stop, then he's gone again
Sometimes it's hard on a poor girl's brain, a poor girl's brain
I'm tellin' you, boys, my baby thinks he's a train

Locomotion is the way he moves
He drags me 'round just like an old caboose
I'm tellin' you, girls, that man's insane
My baby thinks he's a train

Choo-choo rages on, train sound
It's the noise that you hear when my baby hits town
With his long hair flyin', man, he's hard to take
What are you s'posed to do when your baby thinks he's a train?

He eats money like a train eats coal
He burns it up and leaves you in the smoke
If you want to catch a ride, you wait till he unwinds
He's just like a train, he always gives some tramp a ride

Locomotion is the way he moves
He drags me 'round just like an old caboose
I'm tellin' you, girls, that man's insane
My baby thinks he's a train

13479. My Baby Worships Me

Steve Earle - My Baby Worships Me

Let me tell you  bout the girl of mine
Got her walkin' down th'assembly line
She bring the paycheck home to me
My baby, she worships me

She like the way I walk



She like the way I talk
That woman can't let me be
My baby, she worships me

Go tell her, she pays the bill
She make the payment on my Coupe de Ville
She leave a 20 for me every day
My baby, she pays my way

She like the way I walk
She like the way I talk
That woman can't let me be
My baby, she worships me

My baby, she treat me right
We ain't never been in a fight
Once she caught me with her best friend Sue
She just giggled, say "Ain't he cute?"

She like the way I walk
She like the way I talk
That woman can't let me be
My baby, she worships me
My baby, she worships me

13480. My Baby's Gone

My Baby's Gone
Flying Burrito Brothers
Chris Hillman - Emmylou Harris

Hold back the rushing minutes make the wind lie still
Don't let the moonlight shine across the lonely hill
Dry all the raindrops hold back the sun
My world has ended my baby's gone

The milkman whistles softly as he cames up to my door
The mailman brings the letters by just like he did before
They seem so busy all day long as though there's nothing wrong
Don't they know my world has ended my baby's gone

* Refrain

I wake up sometimes in the night and realize you're gone
Then I toss upon my bed and wait for day to come
I try to tell my broken heart it must go on alone
When it finds the world has ended my baby's gone

* Refrain



13481. My Baby's Gone

The Louvin Brothers - My Baby's Gone [Handpicked By Graham Nash]
Jim & Jesse

Hold back the rushing minutes
Make the wind lie still
Don't let the moonlight shine
Across the lonely hill
Dry all the raindrops
And hold back the sun
My world has ended
My baby's gone

The milkman whistles softly as he comes up to my door
The mailman brings the letters by just like he did before
They seem so busy all day long
As though there's nothing wrong
Don't they know the world has ended
My baby's gone

Hold back the rushing minutes
Make the wind lie still
Don't let the moonlight shine
Across the lonely hill
Dry all the raindrops
And hold back the sun
My world has ended
My baby's gone

I wake up sometimes in the night
And realize you're gone
And then I toss upon my bed
And wait for day to come
I try to tell my lonely heart
It must go on alone
But it cries "the world has ended
My baby's gone"

Hold back the rushing minutes
Make the wind lie still
Don't let the moonlight shine
Across the lonely hill
Dry all the raindrops
And hold back the sun
My world has ended
My baby's gone

13482. My Baby's Gone

Jimmy Bowen - My baby's gone
Composer: Bowen - Lanier



(Listen to my story...)
Well, my baby told me Saturday
That she was leaving town
Well, now my baby's gone away
She never comes around
Oh well, she left me
Oh well, she's left me, she's gone
She bid me goodbye
Oh well, she moving-moving along
Well, she left town on Sunday
With a man named Clay
Well listen, oh my baby
All he wanna do is play
Oh well, she'll leave him
Oh well, she'll leave him one day
She'll get all his money
And then leave him one day

Well, the last time I saw her
She had a drink in her hand
A mink around her shoulders
And her arm around a man
A-wearing pearls and diamond necklace
Hair like golden-golden sand
But her ruby-ruby lips
They were kissin' another man
Well, they tell me that my baby
Lives in another town
They tell me that she's married
And that she's settled down
Well, I'm happy for my baby
Well, I'm happy, oh yeah
Well, I'll just find me another baby
But I'll never settle down
Well, I'll just find me another baby
But I'll never settle down
Well, I'll just find me another baby
But I'll never settle down

13483. My Baby's Gone - Chords

My Baby's Gone   
written by Hazel Houser
Herb Pedersen

D
Hold back the rushing minutes
G
Make the wind lie  still
A7                                              D
Don't let the moonlight shine across the lonely hill
                        G
Dry all the raindrops   hold back the sun



A7                            D
My world has ended  my baby's gone
    A7                              G              D
The milkman whistles sofltly  as he comes up to my door
        A7                                G           D
And the mailman bring the letters by just like he did before
D                                 D7                  G
They seem so busy all day long as if though's nothing wrong
               A7                                  D
Don't they the know the world has ended my baby's  gone
D
Hold back the rushing minutes
G
Make the wind lie  still
A7                                              D
Don't let the moonlight shine across the lonely hill
                        G
Dry all the raindrops   hold back the sun
A7                            D
My world has ended  my baby's gone

SOLO

  A7
I wake up sometimes in the night
    G              D 
And realize you're gone
    A7
And then I  toss upon my bed  
     G               D
And wait for  day to come
D
I tried to tell my lonely heart
   D7           G
It must go  on alone
       A7                                   D
But it cries the world has ended  my baby's gone
D
Hold back the rushing minutes
G
Make the wind lie  still
A7                                              D
Don't let the moonlight shine across the lonely hill
                        G
Dry all the raindrops   hold back the sun
A7                            D
My world has ended  my baby's gone
Em           A7     G         D  
My world has ended  my baby's gone

    From The Bakersfield Bound CD 
    1996 Sugar Hill Records



13484. My Baby's Just Like Money

Lefty Frizzell
My Baby's Just Like Money

[Verse]
Well, my baby's just like money
True while you hold her tight
But if you let her go, she'll blow like dough
Honky-tonk day and night

[Verse]
'Cause a friend of mine, he came and wised me up
This is what he said
"Money goes from hand to hand
And your baby goes to man to man"

[Bridge]
Listen now, baby, and I don't mean maybe
Honey, I'm telling you you're making me blue
That's why I know it's true

[Verse]
'Cause I found out, honey, you're just like money
The root of all evil
Money goes from hand to hand
And you know you go from man to man

[Verse]
Yeah, my baby's just like money
She goes everywhere
And I'm telling you her love's untrue
And I know that she don't care
[Verse]
Just as long as she's got a ticket to ride
That gal's satisfied
Money goes from hand to hand
And my baby goes to man to man

[Bridge]
Listen here, baby, and I don't mean maybe
You got to change your ways starting today
Or your Daddy's not got to stay

[Verse]
'Cause I found out, honey, you're just like money
The root of all evil
Money goes from hand to hand
And you know you go from man to man

13485. My Back Pages



Steve Earle - My Back Pages
Composer: Bob Dylan

Crimson flames tied through my ears
Rollin' high and mighty traps
Pounced with fire on flaming roads
Using ideas as my maps
We'll meet on edges, soon said I
Proud neath heated brow
Ah but I was so much older then
I'm younger than that now

Half-wracked prejudice leaped forth
"Rip down all hate I screamed
Lies that life is black and white
Spoke from my skull. I dreamed
Romantic facts of musketeers
Foundationed deep somehow
Ah but I was so much older then
I'm younger than that now

Girls' faces formed the forward path
From phony jealousy
To memorizing politics
Of ancient history
Flung down by corpse evangelists
Unthought of, though, somehow
Ah, but I was so much older then
I'm younger than that now

A self-ordained professor's tongue
Too serious to fool
Spouted out that liberty
Is just equality in school
Equality I spoke the word
As if a wedding vow
Ah, but I was so much older then
I'm younger than that now

In a soldier's stance I aimed my hand
At the mongrel dogs who teach
Fearing not that I'd become my enemy
In the instant that I preach
My pathway led by confusion boats
Mutiny from stern to bow
Ah, but I was so much older then
I'm younger than that now

Yes, my guard stood hard when abstract threats
Too noble to neglect
Deceived me into thinking
I had something to protect
Good and bad I define these terms
Quite clear no doubt, somehow
Ah but I was so much older then
I'm younger than that now



13486. My Best Friend's Girl

My Best Friend's Girl
Hayseed Dixie - My Best Friend's Girl

You're always dancing down the street
With your suede blue eyes
And every new boy that you meet
He doesn't know the real surprise
Here she comes again
When she's dancing 'neath the starry sky
Oh she'll make you flip
Here she comes again
When she's dancing 'neath the starry sky
I kinda like the way she dips
Well she's my best friend's girl
She's my best friend's girl-irl
But she used to be mine
You've got your nuclear boots
And your drip dry glove
Oh when you bite your lip
It's some reaction to love, o-ove, o-ove
Here she comes again
When she's dancing 'neath the starry sky
Yeah, I think you'll flip
Here she comes again
When she's dancing 'neath the starry sky
Here she comes again
I kinda like the way
I like the way she dips
'Cause she's my best friend's girl
Well she's my best friend's girl-irl
And she used to be mine
She's so fine
You're always dancing down the street
With your suede blue eye-eyes
And every new boy that you meet
Doesn't know the real surprise
Here she comes again
When she's dancing 'neath the starry sky
Here she comes again
Oh she'll make you flip
Here she comes again
When she's dancing 'neath the starry sky
Here she comes again
I kinda like the way, I like the way she dips
'Cause she's my best friend's girl, uh
She's my best friend's girl-irl-u-irl
She used to be mine
She so fine



13487. My Better Years

My Better Years
Hazel Dickens - Johnson Mountain Boys

   Now you're back on my doorstep a' crying
   Like I cried through all those lonely years
   But I can't dry your tears it's been too long since love was here
   And I've already gave you my better years

And so the pages of time kept right on turning
They never stopped for us to harvest the years
And old embers of love kept right on dying
For there was no one to drown my tears.

But I've tried not to blame you
and I try not to shame you
All I can do now is wish you well
But if you should need a friend
I'll be there until the end
Just don't ask me to love you again.

   And don't come back to my doorstep a' crying
   Hoping for what's been dead so long
   For the embers have all turned to ashes
   There's nothing here but old memories and this song.

   No don't come back to my doorstep a' crying
   There's nothing here but old memories and this song.

13488. My Bible Tells Me

Tommy Brown and the County Line Grass - My Bible Tells Me 
Album: Leaving This Town

I've been told that Jesus is coming
You better prepare for the final day
There's only thing to do to get ready
You gotta get down on your knees and pray

My bible tells me that The Lord is coming
You better prepare for the judgment
My bible tells me The Lord is coming
You gotta get down on your knees and pray

Like a thief in the night The Lord will be here
Need to get ready to meet him in the sky
The rapture is coming it is very near
Going to meet our savior up on high



My bible tells me that The Lord is coming
You better prepare for the judgment
My bible tells me The Lord is coming
You gotta get down on your knees and pray

My bible tells me that The Lord is coming
You better prepare for the judgment
My bible tells me The Lord is coming
You gotta get down on your knees and pray

13489. My Blinded Heart

Mandolin Orange - My Blinded Heart

My blinded heart, these binding chains
Are gonna make a loner-traveling-onward out of me
I'm just a rambler at heart for a constant change
Cause constant sorrow follows me all of my days

Well I'm a careless lover grieving over all the angst
And the hearts that cannot break
And its breaking mine
If the tides should turn and I'll learn all they know
Could I let you go if that should ever come time

My blinded heart, these binding chains
Are gonna make a loner-traveling-onward out of me

When did all the good times turn to hard lines on my face
And leave me so far from my place, right by your side
When did all the sad songs that we used to know
Come to haunt me so, each lonely night

My blinded heart, these binding chains
Are gonna make a loner-traveling-onward out of me
I'm just a rambler at heart for a constant change
Cause constant sorrow follows me all of my days
Cause constant sorrow follows me all of my days

13490. My Blue Heaven

Mac Wiseman - My blue heaven
Composer: George Whiting - Walter Donaldson

Whippoorwills call, evenin' is nigh
Hurry to my Blue Heaven
Turn to the right, there's a little white light
Will lead you to my Blue Heaven



You'll see a smilin' face, a fireplace, a cozy room
Little nest that nestles where the roses bloom

Molly and me, and the baby makes three

We're happy in my, in my Blue Heaven

You're gonna see a smilin' face, fireplace, cozy room
And a little nest nestled where the roses bloom

Just Molly and me, and the baby is three
We're so happy in my Blue Heaven
We're happy in my Blue Heaven
We're happy in my Blue Heaven!

13491. My Blue Heaven - Chords

My Blue Heaven
Recorded by: Bob Wills; vocal by Leon Rausch

[1] You're the only Star in my Blue [4] Heaven
[1] And You're Shinin' just for [2] Me [5]
[1] You're the only Star in my Blue [4] Heaven
[1] And in Dreams, your [2-7] Face [5] I [1] See [1-7]

BRIDGE
[4] You're the Guiding Light
That [1] Brightens up the Night
[4] 'Til you Come inside my Heart is [2-7] Lone-[5]-ly
[1] You're the only Star in my Blue [4] Heaven
[1] And You're Shinin' [2-7] just [5] for [1] Me

REPEAT BRIDGE

13492. My Blue Ridge Mountain Boy

Dolly Parton - My Blue Ridge Mountain Boy 

From a shack by a mountain stream
To a room in New Orleans
So far from my Blue Ridge Mountain home
The men I meet ain't warm and friendly
Like the one in old Virginie
Oh they ain't real like my Blue Ridge Mountain boy
I was just a little past eighteen
When I came to New Orleans
I'd never been beyond my home state line
There was a boy who loved me dearly



But I broke his heart severely
When I left my Blue Ridge Mountain boy
Life was dull in my hometown
Lights were out when the sun went down
And I thought that city life was more my style
But nights get lonely away from home
And it's easy to go wrong
The men ain't kind like my Blue Ridge Mountain boy
New Orleans held things in store
Things I'd never bargained for
And every night a different man knocks on my door
But late at night when all is still
I can hear a whippoorwill
As I cry for my Blue Ridge Mountain boy
Oh but I can never go back home
Since the boy I love is gone
He grew tired of waiting for me to return
They say he married last October
But I never will get over
Oh the sweet love of my Blue Ridge Mountain boy
Blue Ridge Mountain boy

13493. My Blue Tears

Linda Ronstadt - My Blue Tears
Vocals by Emmylou Harris, Dolly Parton, and Linda Ronstadt
written by Dolly Parton
Velvet Apple Music (BMI)

Fly ye away from my window little bluebird
Fly ye as far as you can away from here
Let not your song fall upon my ear
Go spread your blue wings and I'll shed my blue tears

For the one that I have loved
He has left me and gone
And I am in no mood
For to hear your sad song

Bring not your light into my dark room, yellow sunshine
Waste not your warmth on the coldness in here
Oh trouble me not, go ye elsewhere
Go light your blue sky and I'll shed my blue tears

For the only one that I have ever loved has gone away
And I am in no mood for the sunshine today

Go spread your blue wings
Light your blue sky
And I'll shed my blue tears



13494. My Bluebonnet Belle

My Bluebonnet Belle (Larry W. Jones 12/15/2006) 

My bluebonnet belle, your eyes are so blue
Let me dry your tears, my bluebonnet belle
Now come outside, I'll show you it's true
One kiss will make you my bluebonnet belle
My bluebonnet belle, here's a bluebonnet bouquet
Let these flowers tell you the love words I say
Somewhere your heart was lost
That I surely can tell
I'll love you whatever the cost
My bluebonnet belle
My bluebonnet belle, your eyes are so blue
Let me dry your tears, my bluebonnet belle
Somewhere your heart was lost
That I surely can tell
I'll love you whatever the cost
My bluebonnet belle
I'll love you whatever the cost
My bluebonnet belle

13495. My Bones Are Gonna Rise Again - Chords

My Bones Are Gonna Rise Again 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
capo on 2
chords listed are just finger placement in relation to capo
 
 G
well i knowed it knowed it
 C
indeed i knowed it sister
 G
i knowed it knowed it
 G            D    G
my bones gon rise again
well me and my girl went down to the lake
G                D    G
my bones are gon rise again
to eat hot dogs and chocolate cake
 G                D    G 
my bones are ton rise again
well my girl sat down on a big black snake
G                D    G
my bones are ton rise again
she never got up boys it was too late



G                D    G
my bones are gon rise again
 G
well i knowed it knowed it
 C
indeed i knowed it sister
 G
i knowed it knowed it
 G                D    G
my bones are gon rise again
 
SOLO
 
G C G G D G and repeat 
well i got my gal to ride with me
 G                D    G
my bones are gon rise again
 
she got on in and sat on my knee
 G                D    G
my bones are gon rise again
 
we stayed out that night til three
 G                D    G
my bones are gon rise again
Lord i'll never be the same as i used to be
G                D    G
my bones are gon rise again

SOLO
 
G C G G D G
 G
well i knowed it knowed it
 C
indeed i knowed it sister
 G
i knowed it knowed it
 G                D    G
my bones are gon rise again
well if you wanna get to Heaven i'll tell you what to do
 G                D    G
my bones are gon rise again
feed your children mutton stew
 G                D    G
my bones are gon rise again
glide right over and kick the devils hand
 G                D    G
my bones are gon rise again
Lord you'll ride into the promised land
 G                D    G
my bones are gon rise again
 G
well i knowed it knowed it
 C
indeed i knowed it sister
 G



i knowed it knowed it
 G                D    G
my bones are gon rise again

13496. My Broken Heart Is On The Mend

My Broken Heart Is On The Mend (Larry W. Jones 12/03/2007) 

Hot pancakes and coffee sweet with cream
The rest of today will be a pleasant dream
Each day I'm in clover kissed with dew
Every morning I start over loving you
My broken heart is on the mend
Blue memories have come to an end
My eyes now have no tears to dry
Since you said your love will never die
- instrumental -
Each day I'm in clover kissed with dew
Every morning I start over loving you
No more old saloons at night
Pure gold is the moon's soft light
And when I hold you in my arm's embrace
I see the love that forms upon your face
My broken heart is on the mend
Blue memories have come to an end
My eyes now have no tears to dry
Since you said your love will never die

13497. My Brother My Keeper - Chords

My Brother My Keeper 
Mandolin Orange

[Intro]
F F F F F F F F
 
[Verse 1]
   Dm
As I went out on a day
Dm
Roamed the hills and made my way
     Dm
Good fortune failed and to my surprise
   Dm
My brother left me here to die
     F
Put away his blade and said, hmm that's tough
    F
The elements should take you soon enough



 
[Interlude]
Dm Dm Dm Dm
 
[Verse 2]
Dm
So it goes I lie here still
   Dm
If I could fight I'd probably kill him
   Dm
My heart is broken and I'm filled with dread
Dm                                F
Dizzied by the buzzards circling overhead
 
[Chorus]
              F
My brother, my keeper
              F
My brother, my friend
             Dm
What an end, what an end
 
[Interlude]
Dm Dm Dm Dm Dm Dm Dm Dm
x2
 
[Verse 3]
Dm
As we wander in solitude
   Dm
We can but ponder who's looking out for who
    Dm
The future's tinted in steely greys
    Dm                                 F
It bursts with color as we see it all play out
 
[Chorus]
              F
My brother, my keeper
              F
My brother, my friend
              F
My brother, my keeper
              F
My brother, my friend
 
[Interlude]
F F F
 
[Outro]
F              Dm
What an end, what an end



13498. My Brother Works For The CIA

Trampled By Turtles - My Brother Works for the CIA

[Verse 1]
I'm still looking out your window, your shady tones of home
Where dusty memories echo down like rain
And the years grow ever longer, the days go flying by
But I can't wait 'til you and I are finally home again

[Chorus]
Well there ain't no easy answers when the circus is in town
Troubled juries hang each other dead
And the TV's filled with poets who only write in rhyme
And my brother works for the CIA when he's not doin' time

[Verse 2]
When comfort comforts no one, surrounded by your name
There is no one that I can talk to now
And this town is a painting and I am but a dream
So come live me outside the lonely fields of midnight May

[Chorus]
Well there ain't no easy answers when the circus is in town
Troubled juries hang each other dead
And the TV's filled with poets who only write in rhyme
And my brother works for the CIA when he's not doin' time

[Verse 3]
And when the nighttime tricks me to believin' I'm the same
As every barstool in this goddamn place
You come put your arms around me, slowly say my name
So come live with me outside the lonely fields of midnight May

[Chorus]
Well there ain't no easy answers when the circus is in town
Troubled juries hang each other dead
And the TV's filled with poets who only write in rhyme
And my brother works for the CIA when he's not doin' time

[Chorus]
Well there ain't no easy answers when the circus is in town
Troubled juries hang each other dead
And the TV's filled with poets who only write in rhyme
And my brother works for the CIA when he's not doin' time

13499. My Brother's Bride

My Brother's Bride - Stanley Brothers

I walk in the garden where often we met
Think of the one I've lost but love yet
The church organ plays for your wedding I learned



My heart is broken the day I returned

Why let me believe that I was the one
Far away I dreamed of you and home
I cherished your letters and pictures inside
Memories sacred helped keep me alive

I face the place where we shared our embrace
How often you promised to be my sweet wife
Emotion chokes me so to see you pass by
And sorrow yes sorrow will mar me for life

When friends gather round them I brush tears aside
I'll try my best my feelings to hide
How lovely she looks as on by me they ride
My false sweetheart is my brothers bride

13500. My Brother's Will

My Brother's Will
Louvin Brothers

My brother and I were out hunting
A stray bullet made him it's mark
I carried him back to the cabin
His life nothing more that a spark

He whispered to me very softly
Dear brother I'm going away
So listen and come to me closely
There's so much that I have to say

My sweetheart her pure name is Sally
Her Mother and Father have died
She's waiting alone in the valley
When I left her oh how she cried

I've promised to bring her my fortune
Return to the valley and wed
But I've had a call from my Maker
So I'll have to go there instead

He gave me the ring he had bought her
And told of the plans they had made
He spoke of how long she had waited
And for his return how she prayed

He gave me a small piece of paper
The will he had made for this day
I promised to do as he wanted
The good Lord would show me the way

He gave me his home in the valley



And all of the money he had
He asked me to marry his Sally
And promise she'd never be sad

But once long ago we were rivals
For I loved her too from the start
I made up my mind to stay single
For Sally had broken my heart

13501. My Brown-Eyed Darling

My Brown-Eyed Darling - Larry Sparks

I'll never forget the mornin' you left me
I tried to smile but instead I cried
I couldn't hold my tears no longer
The moment you told me good-bye

   My brown eyed dar-lin' you know I love you
   I'll always be faithful and true
   Though tonight you're miles away dear
   I want you back dear I'll be true

My darlin' I hope you will trust me
'Cause I'll be wait-ing just for you
Night after night upon my pillow
I try to sleep but I can't for you

I know I can depend on you dear
I hope that soon you'll come back home
I'm hopin' and prayin' for you my darlin'
And the day I'll call you my own

13502. My Bucket's Got a Hole In It

My Bucket's Got a Hole In It (live)

(Clarence Williams)

Yea! my bucket's got a hole in it
Yea! my bucket's got a hole in it
Yea! my bucket's got a hole in it
I can't buy no beer.

Well I'm standin' on a corner
With a bucket in my hand
I'm waitin' for a woman
That ain't got no man.



'Cause my bucket's got a hole in it
Yea! my bucket's got a hole in it
Yea! my bucket's got a hole in it
I can't buy no beer.

Well, I went up on the mountain
I looked down in the sea
I seen the crabs and the fishes
Doin' the be - bop - bee.

Well, there ain't no use
Of me workin' so hard
When I got a woman
In the boss man's yard.

Well, me and my baby
We just bought a Ford
And now we sit together
On the running board...

13503. My Buddy

Jerry Jeff Walker - My Buddy

[Verse 1]
Nights are long
Since you went away
I think of you
All through the lonely days
My buddy
My buddy
Nobody's quite so true

[Verse 2]
I miss your voice
Miss the touch of your hand
I miss the way
Your eyes saw things upon the land
Oh, buddy
Oh, buddy
Your buddy's missing you

[Bridge]
They tell me that life's a book to study
With lessons to find
Well, ours was written
Every part, you and I
But buddies through the good days
And pals if things would fall
It's just the gray days
I miss you most of all
Buddy
Oh, buddy



Your buddy's sure missing you

[Verse 4]
Yes, sir, they say
That it must be in his plan
So I'll quack like a good boy
Say I understand
But buddy
Your buddy
Will always have the blues

[Refrain]
Oh, buddy
Your buddy
Your buddy's missing you

13504. My Cabin In Caroline

My cabin in caroline
Earl Scruggs - Osborne Brothers

There's a cabin in the pines in the hills of Caroline
And a blue eyed girl is waiting there for me
I'll be going back some day and from her I'll never stray
And the cabin in the hills of Caroline

Oh, the cabin in the shadow of the pines
And the blue eyed girl way down in Caroline
Some day she'll be my wife and we'll live a happy life
In the cabin in the hills of Caroline

I'm packing my grip for that long, long trip
Back to the hills of Caroline
I want to see that blue eyed girl she's the sweetest in the world
And the cabin in the hills of Caroline

Oh, the cabin in the shadow of the pines
And the blue eyed girl way down in Caroline
Some day she'll be my wife and we'll live a happy life
In the cabin in the hills of Caroline

And when it's late at night and the moon is shining bright
And the whippoorwill is calling from the hills
Then I'll tell her of my love beneath the stars above
How I love her and I know I always will

Oh, the cabin in the shadow of the pines
And the blue eyed girl way down in Caroline
Some day she'll be my wife and we'll live a happy life
In the cabin in the hills of Caroline



13505. My Carolina Sunshine Girl

Bill Monroe - My Carolina Sunshine Girl

Moon moon I can see you smilin' low
You made me think of a sweetheart
A little girl that I loved so
After I've wondered the whole night through
Wonderin' if you think of me
While I'm on my lonesome thinkin' of someone
I'm thinkin' only of you

My Carolina sunshine girl
You have turned my heart to stone
My Carolina sunshine Girl
You have left me all alone

I wonder why I sit and cry
When I really should laugh
At your little old photograph
For you're the sweetest angel in this world

And I love love love you
My Carolina sunshine girl

13506. My Cello

My Cello
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

1 2 3
Come on
Come on
Come on
Ah khachinca, ah khachinca
Come on
Ah khachinca, ah khachinca
Come on

The first gun I ever seen
It was down the barrel
(Lookin' down the barrel)
The first road I ever been
It was dark and narrow, as a rule

But I know you read your magazines
You probably hear my name
(You probably heard my name)
Now you read your magazines, followin' my fame



(followin' my fame)

The baddest thing I ever done
Was just to be a fellow
That didn't seem to work with you
What happened to your mellow

But you don't need this can of beans
So get back to your magazines
Check what's on page 92
TherR's a recipe for lovin' you

It's a cookin' little rRcipe
All you're needin' is a fellow
(You need a mighty fellow)
Why couldn't that boy be
I'm a mellow as a cello
But I want to know
How come my cello don't play for you?
In needs to play your ink is blue
If it don't play a song a day
I might as well throw the thing away
Might as well throw the thing away

[Violin solo]

But you're still lookin' at my darker side
A side I never denied
But I'm changin' every day

You're still pickin' on my weaker points
And I've been loosin' up my joints
To make my cello play

Where you gettin' all that stuff you read?
Round the corner do your shoppin'
Sounds like some kind of basic need
That would really get you hoppin'
You can hop on this

I know you're recognizin' me
(Got to play my cello)
I'm on page 12 and 43
(Got to play my cello)
I've got the music so just relax
(Got to play my cello)
I'll play cello to the max
(Got to play my cello)
I've got to play my cello for you
(Got to play my cello)
It needs to play or it gets blue
(Got to play my cello)
It needs to play or it gets blue
(Got to play my cello)

It needs to play for you...



13507. My Clinch Mountain Home

My Clinch Mountain Home

Far away upon a hill on a sunny mountain side
Many years ago we parted, my own true love and I From the sunny mountain side 

Oh she clung to me and trembled, when I told her we must part
And she said don't go my darling I know twill break my heart
When we two are far apart 

   Carry me back to old Virginia back to my clinch mountain home
   Carry me back to old Virginia back to my old mountain home 

My mother's old and feeble and my father's getting gray
Carry me back to old Virginia for its there I want to stay 

Oh I held her in my arms leaned her head upon my breast
And I told her that I'd wed her when I come back from the west
To my old clinch mountain home 

In my hand I hold a picture of the old home far away And the picture of my sweetheart
I'm thinking of today
On the sunny mountain side

13508. My Closed Mind

Swingin' Utters - My Closed Mind

Don't want to write, don't want to talk, don't want to fight
Don't want to fuck, don't want to clear my mind
I'm a non-believer, babe
Won't speak those lines, not innocent or naive
Words on long distance lines
Would ease your mind and clear my name from any crimes
Maybe a taste of beer and wine
Would buy some time, or would I just forget my lines?
Don't want to hate, don't want to weep, don't want to wait
Don't want to walk away, don't want to give it up
I'm not the quitting kind
And I'm a cynic and a clod, don't see the good in all your gods
Words on long distance lines
Would ease your mind and clear my name from any crimes
Maybe a taste of beer and wine
Would buy some time, or would I just forget my lines?
I won't open up at all today
Sing songs so happy, full of praise
I've shut my mind, stowed it away
Won't open up at all today



13509. My Creole Belle - Chords

My Creole Belle 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
F     C
G     C
F     C
G     C
 
[Chorus]
          F                 C
My Creole Belle, I love you well
           G               C     C7
My darlin' baby, my Creole Belle
          F                 C
Oh Creole Belle, I love you well
                 G               C     C7
She's my darlin' baby, my Creole Belle
 
[Verse 1]
                F            C
When stars come out, I walk about
             G               C     C7
With darlin' baby, my Creole Belle
          F                 C
Oh Creole Belle, I love you well
               G               C
Little darlin' baby, my Creole Belle
 
[Instrumental]
F     C
G     C C7
F     C
G     C
 
[Chorus]
          F                 C
My Creole Belle, I love you well
           G               C     C7
My darlin' baby, my Creole Belle
          F                 C
Oh Creole Belle, I love you well
           G               C
My darlin' baby, my Creole Belle
 
[Verse 2]
             F                    C
Your smiling eyes and your pretty curls
             G                        C      C7
Make you the envy of the rest of the  girls
          F                 C



Oh Creole Belle, I love you well
           G               C
My darlin' baby, my Creole Belle
 
[Instrumental]
F     C
G     C C7
F     C
G     C  C7
 
[Chorus]
          F                 C
Creole Belle, I love you well
           G               C     C7
My darlin' baby, my Creole Belle
                 F                 C
Oh little Creole Belle, I love you well
           G               C
My darlin' baby, my Creole Belle

13510. My Cross To Bear

My Cross To Bear
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
What's done is done, no turning back
You can bury the truth, but you can't hide the fact
Blood on my hands, can't wash 'em clean
May all that remains remain unseen

[Chorus]
I hear the wind a howlin' through the weeping willow trees
Whispering the secret that's forever haunting me
A constant reminder of my pain and despair
But that's my cross to bear
But that's my cross to bear

[Verse 2]
See the birds on high, circlin' o'er the hill
Where I left him on that dreadful day, lyin' cold and still
I'm hangin' by a thread, unravelin' at the seams
Prayin' that someday I'll awaken from this dream

[Chorus]
I hear the wind a howlin' through the weeping willow trees
Whispering the secret that's forever haunting me
A constant reminder of my pain and despair
But that's my cross to bear

[Bridge]
On that day of judgement, there'll be no place to hide
When I meet my maker, I will be justified



[Chorus]
I hear the wind a howlin' through the weeping willow trees
Whispering the secret that's forever haunting me
A constant reminder of my pain and despair
But that's my cross to bear
That's my cross to bear
That's my cross to bear
That's my cross to bear

13511. My Daddy Is Only A Picture - Chords

My Daddy Is Only A Picture
Recorded by Eddy Arnold 
Lyrics and music by Thomas C. Dilbeck

Intro
 G D7 G
I asked a little boy to call his daddy
 D7 G
He said he couldn't and sighed
 B7 Em 
And when I asked him what was wrong
A7 D7
here's what the little boy replied

 D7 G D G G7
My Daddy is only a picture, in a frame that hangs on the wall
 C Cm G Em A7 D7
Each day I talk to my daddy, but he never talks at all
 D7 G D7 G G7
I tell him all of my secrets and all of my little plans
 C Cm G Em A7 D7 G
and from the way he smiles at me, I know he understands

 D7 G D7 G G7
The angels took Daddy to heaven, when I was just goin' on three
 C Cm G Em A7 D7
But I'll bet they never told him - how blue and lonesome We'd be
 D7 G D7 G G7
I try to cheer up my mommie, when the tears roll down her face
 C Cm G Em A7 D7 G
My daddy is only a picture, but I'm tryin' to take his place

13512. My Darlin's In Heaven

My Darlin's In Heaven

There's a little cabin that's lonely today



And the love that was sheltered has vanished away
Alone now I sit by the old cabin door
And long for the home that I'll see there no more

I looked at the casket where she lay asleep
But for the one who's gone it's useless to weep
The lips that would smile and kiss me each day
Are now still forever God called her away

My darlin's in heaven she's happy I know
But each hour that passes I miss her so
The roses are fading she tended with care
And my lonely sorrow is so hard to bear

I just can't believe that in the old cabin door
My darlin' will be waiting there no more
The one that I love can't come back to me
But someday in heaven my darlin' I'll see

13513. My Darling Home Town - Chords

My Darling Home Town
My Darlin' Hometown
John Prine/Rodger Cook

(ci:Intro:)
(F) (Gm) (C) (F)
(F) (Gm) (C) (F)

 F Gm
Far away over the sea
 C F
There's a river that's calling to me
 Gm
That river she runs all around
 C F
The place that I call my hometown
 F Gm
There's a valley on the side of the hill
 C F
And flowers on an old windowsill
 Gm
A familiar old picture it seems
 C F
And I'll go there tonight in my dreams

 Bb
Where it's green in the summer
 F
And gold in the fall
 G
Her eyes are as blue
 C



As the sky I recall

Far away over the sea
There's a place at the table for me
Where laughter and music abound
Just waiting there in my hometown

The river she freezes
When there's snow on the ground
And the children can slide
To the far side of town

Instrumental
(F) (Gm) (C) (F)
(F) (Gm) (C) (F)

Far away far away me
Hung up on a sweet memory
I'm lost and I wish I were found
In the arms of my darlin' hometown
With the evening sun sittin'
On the top of the hill
And the mockingbird answering
The old chapel bell

Far away over the sea
My heart is longing to be
And I wish I could lay myself down
In the arms of my darlin' hometown

Ending
(F) (Gm) (C) (F)

13514. My Darling's Last Goodbye

My Darling's Last Goodbye
Flatt & Scruggs

Now I just heard my darlilng's last goodbye
Her precious lips can speak to me no more
The teardrops stain my cheeks although I tried
To remember that we'll meet on heaven's shore

The vows we said as planned today
So she would know no one could take her place
My love so young and fair was called away
And I'm left an empty life to face

I know someday I'll leave this empty life
To join my precious sweetheart up on high
'Til then I'll bear the sorrow and the strife
For I just heard my darling's last goodbye



13515. My Darling, You Know That I Love You

My Darling, You Know That I Love You

Now darling, you know that I love you
And hope you will love me sometime
Now darling you know that I trust you
And I hope you will soon change your mind

I wish we were both here together
While I'm writing the words to this song
But if you could write me a letter
Then it wouldn't seem so very long

* Refrain

Remember when we were together
You said you'd come back some day
I'm saving all my love for you darling
And that's all that I can ever say

* Refrain

If you ever change your mind dear
And feel that you want someone new
Just tell me all about your little secret
Then I won't feel so sad and so blue

* Refrain

13516. My Dear Companion

Emmylou Harris - My Dear Companion
Written by Jean Ritchie
1976 Geordie Music Pub Co.

Oh have you seen my dear companion
For he was all this world to me
I hear he's gone to some far country
And that he cares no more for me

I wish I were a swallow flying
I'd fly to a high and lonesome place
I'd join the wild birds in their crying
Thinking of you and your sweet face

Oh have you seen my dear companion
For he was all this world to me
But now the stars have turned against me



And he cares no more for me

Oh when the dark is on the mountain
And all the world has gone to sleep
I will go down to the cold dark waters
And there I'll lay me down and weep

Oh have you seen my dear companion
Oh have you seen my dear companion
Oh have you seen my dear companion
For he was all this world to me

13517. My Dear Old Southern Home

Doc Watson & David Grisman 
My Dear Old Southern Home

In my dear old southern home
I was happy as I could be
Where the mockingbirds sing
At night while they rest
In that little old log cabin by the sea

Ode-lay-ee-dee-oh-dee-oh-lay-ee
Ode-lay-ee-oh-dee-oh-lay-ee
Ode-lay-ee-oh-dee-oh-lay-ee-oh
Dee-oh-lay-ee-yay-ee-oh-lay-ee

Oft I think of my mother and dad
When I left them, I know it made them sad
But soon I'm going back to that little old log shack
Where I spent my happy days as a lad

In my dear old southern home
I was happy as I could be
Where the mockingbirds sing
At night while they rest
In that little old log cabin by the sea

Yes, my friends, I must leave you today
Soon I'll be going far away
From the old southern home I never more will roam
I'm going right back there to stay

In my dear old southern home
I was happy as I could be
Where the mockingbirds sing
At night while they rest
In that little old log cabin by the sea

Ode-lay-ee-dee-oh-dee-oh-lay-ee
Ode-lay-ee-oh-dee-oh-lay-ee
Ode-lay-ee-oh-dee-oh-lay-ee-oh



Dee-oh-lay-ee-yay-ee-oh-lay-ee

13518. My Deceitful Heart

My Deceitful Heart - Ricky Skaggs
Ralph Stanley

   My deceitful heart keeps changing its mind
   Hurting everyone but me
   Each time I fall in love it's soon that I find
   My fickle heart longs to be free

Don't fall love with me let me warn you from the start
I'm so in love with you but I know I'll break your heart
Yes I'll only break your heart

Gee but your wonderful and I'd like to make you mine
But I don't think my love could ever stand the test of time
Could ever stand the test of time

13519. My Destination

My Destination - Infamous Stringdusters
written by Andy Hall

 Verse 1 
When I was a child and all the world was new
I met a little girl just a sweet as mornin' dew
And she gave me a promise
I hope will last forever more

I was just a country boy who had it in his mind
To leave that country town just to see what I could find
But I knew I'd come back
To find the girl I loved before

 Chorus 
And love, love, love was my destination
I traveled so far to be with you again
And the train, train, train will leave me at the station
Will you be there to take me by the hand

 Verse 2 
In my pocket is a letter you wrote me long ago
'Bout how you'd always love even if I had to go
But it's just a piece of paper
And you were just a child

And the picture that I have of you is all faded and brown



But it's all I've got to get me back to the old hometown
Where you'll be waiting for me
Like you promised that you would

 Chorus 
And love, love, love was my destination
I traveled so far to be with you again
And the train, train, train will leave me at the station
Will you be there to take me by the hand

( Solos )

 Verse 3 
Pulled into the depot, for ten years I've been gone
And would I know what you like after being gone so long
Then I thought I caught a glimpse
Of that long golden hair

But it was just an illusion
Because you were no where to be found
I was lost in the confusion
And the train pulled out just as I turned around

 Chorus 2 
And love, love, love was my destination
I traveled so far to be with you again
And the train, train, train has left me at the station
Left me alone to hang my head and cry
Left me alone to hang my head and cry

13520. My Dixie Darling

My Dixie Darling

   My Dixie darling
   Listen to this song I sing
   Beneath the silver moon
   With my banjo right in tune
   My heart is ever true
   I love no one but you
   My Dixie darling
   My Dixie queen

Way down below the Mason Dixie's line
Down where the honey suckles are entwined
There's where the southern winds are blowing
There's where the daisies growing

The girls of the north in the gay finery
Whirling around in the society
Singing a song of Dixie darling
Where I long to be



Going down south to have a big time
See my girl in old Caroline
I'll drink my booze and do as I please
For all those girls I long to squeeze

Singing songs of Dixie darlings
There's where I long to be going
Down where the jelly roll growing
With my Dixie queen

13521. My Dixie Home

My Dixie Home

I hear the special coming and I'll be on the blinds
When she pulls out for Dixie on that Mason Dixon line
Now when I left the old home I was not satisfied
When I kissed my love goodbye, she hung her head and cried

I knew a girl in Dixie, she was my childhood pal
She said if I'd quit bummin, that she would be my gal
At night I think about her, she's always on my mind
And when we played together, she was so good and kind

I've travelled this whole world over on freight trains thataway
I'm heading back to Dixie, and there I'll spend my days
I hear the special coming and I'll be on the blinds
When she pulls out for Dixie on that Mason Dixon line

13522. My Dream Now Is Gone

My Dream Now Is Gone (Larry W. Jones 10/09/2007) 

Somewhere in my mind lives a memory
A dream of love that now is gone
Someone I find who is still real to me
The kind only heard in a song
Somewhere I know there's a girl I love so
I've searched high and low and above
Among all the stars and the moonlight glow
Everywhere for my dream of love
I knew her splendor was soon to depart
Now my dream, my dream now is gone
My memory renders pain in my heart
For a dream that once was my own
- instrumental -
Vows that were broken are now spoken low
Here deep in my heart where they groan
Stars and the moonlight have all lost their glow



Now my dream, my dream now is gone
I knew her splendor was soon to depart
Now my dream, my dream now is gone
My memory renders pain in my heart
For a dream that once was my own

13523. My Dying Bed

My Dying Bed

Our love first start started from childhood days
And parting brought me pain
I'd live for you and no other one
Sin would not have been to blame

I know I'm on my dying bed
I beg you to kneel down and pray
With love from you and the help of God
May save my soul today

If I die this way my sould will be lost
I hear old Satan calling me
It sound so different from Got I know 
Oh, Lord, please set me free

* Refrain

My friends were here and prayed for me
The lights are fading low
My heart feels light and my sould is not doomed
Dear God, I'm ready to go

* Refrain

13524. My Empty Arms

My Empty Arms

Theres a big bright moon tonight
And it's shining just right
Just let me hold you tight
and tell you of your charms
It don't matter to me just now
If you've broken every vow
Just let me take you
In my empty arms

You can put the blame on me
If you heart desires



I love you more and more
I'll prove it by the stars
Do you recall the time
You said I'd have to pay
I'm left here all alone
These hard hard words to say.

13525. My Enemy

Richard Thompson - My Enemy 

When you thought I was winning the game
You came and snuffed out the flame
You thought you finished me off
But you just made me strong
Each time you dealt me a blow
Each time you brought me so low
I found something inside to help me along

My enemy, enemy
How I need my enemy
Oh my enemy, enemy
How I need my enemy

Did I slight you in some little way
Or does hate help you get through the day?
One way or another, I'm happy your aim was so true
If the demons in you hadn't jarred
I would never have struggled so hard
The only thing now eating me is, what's eating you?

My enemy, enemy
How I need my enemy
Oh my enemy, enemy
How I need my enemy
[x2]

Now we're just two old men on the brink
Each waiting for the other to blink
If I should lose you, I'd be left with nothing but fate
As I see your life fall apart
I should smile but I don't have the heart
At the end of the day, it's still too much effort to hate

My enemy, enemy
How I need my enemy
Oh my enemy, enemy
How I need my enemy



13526. My Epitaph

My Epitaph
Uncle Earl - Ola Belle Reed

When I go from this life, let me go in peace
Don't want your marble at my head and feet
Don't gather round me oh just to weep and moan
Where that I'm going I won't be alone

The flowers you give, please give them today
Don't waste their beauty on cold lifeless clay
One rose with love could do so much good
And I think all would give it if they just understood

Now God gives life freely, then he takes away
What we do for eachother let us do it today
For we have no promise that tomorrow will come
Don't sing my praises lord after I'm gone

When life has departed it's not me any more
Just a form that has suffered, A still heart that was sore
For the soul that has blossomed, it don't need you anymore
So let it freely to God's evermore

13527. My Eyes Can Only See You

Dolly Parton - My Eyes Can Only See You 
(Dolly Parton)

When your eyes meet mine, my heart beats out of time
And I burn with desire through and through
I can't help myself, I can see no one else
'Cause my eyes can only see you
My eyes can only see you
My eyes can only see you
Your face is always in view
Oh, and my eyes can only see you
I want you so much and I long for your touch
And your eyes tell me you want me too
Oh, it may not be right, but I'm too weak to fight
And my eyes can only see you
My eyes can only see you
My eyes can only see you
Your face is always in view
And my eyes can only see you
And my eyes can only see you

13528. My Face



John Hartford - My Face

My face, I don't mind it
I'm standing behind it
It hangs down in front by my hair

It studies the cards
All the aces and spade
But it don't have to call which they are

I've taught it to smile
And to wrinkle its nose
And to froth at the mouth when its mad

I've taught it to yawn
And to laugh and to snarl
And to hang out its lip when its sad

My face, I don't mind it
I live here behind it
Quite tightly it's wedged 'tween my ears

It acts like a wall
Over which lies the world
So they can't read my hopes or my fears

In front of my chin
Past the sights and the smells
And the songs and the sounds of the horns

Of the traffic and blaring
And honking and screeching
Of time since the day I was born

My face, if you find it
I'm back here behind it
Its only a mask for the soul

It don't have no lines
You can follow as such
For its only a part not the whole

While you could be talking
Or snarling or coughing
Or holding your head while you weep

In back of this face I could
Watch or be singing
Or sometimes I might be asleep

13529. My Family

My Family - Kathy Kallick



My Gramma came from China and
My Grandpa came from France
My Nana came from Russia where
She was a famous dancer
Her husband, who was my grandfather,
Lived right here in town
Just like his folks before him
And that's what makes the world go 'round.
CHORUS:
My family is different from yours
We eat breakfast, lunch, and dinner
And we're vegetarians
My family is just like yours
We work and play and laugh and cry
And that's what's makes the world go 'round.
I've got three brothers and three sisters
We are quite a crew
We eat six loaves of bread a week
We make a lot of noise, it's true
My Mommy is a doctor and my Daddy is a chef
His skin is pink and hers is brown
And that's what makes the world go 'round.
CHORUS:
My family is different from yours
We eat breakfast, lunch, and dinner
In pandemonium
My family is just like yours
We work and play and laugh and cry
And that's what's makes the world go 'round.
My Mommy lives in one house and
My Father lives 'cross town
It took some getting used to, but
Both places fell like home by now
I've got a new Stepfather and he's nice
'Though he's not Dad
There's lots of love to go around
And that's what's makes the world go 'round.
CHORUS:
My family is different from yours
We eat breakfast, lunch, and dinner
At my Mom's or at my Dad's
My family is just like yours
We work and play and laugh and cry
And that's what's makes the world go 'round.
I've got a little brother and
His hair is very red
He looks a lot like Mommy and she looks like him
Which makes good sense
Our family has two mothers
One is "Mommy," one is "Mom"
That may not be like your house, but
Two mothers can be lots of fun
That may not be like your house, but
That's what's makes the world go 'round.
CHORUS:
My family is different from yours
We eat breakfast, lunch, and dinner



Sitting on our mothers' laps
My family is just like yours
We work and play and laugh and cry
And that's what's makes the world go 'round.
We work and play and laugh and cry
And that's what's makes the world go 'round.

13530. My Father Was A Lighthouse Keeper

The Incredible String Band - My Father Was A Lighthouse Keeper 

Lying on the beach with desire
Rocking to the music of the waves
I was in despair, my heart needed repair
My lover had lied to me but
I was bored by what I saw there
Why? Why? Why?

My father was a lighthouse keeper
Watched the waves getting steeper
Watched the ships going down
In Cadillacs they sailed with the tide

Beneath the pier the sea, she stroked the night
I rocked a little then I moved my body again
My lover kissed my lips
I was digging what I saw there
Why? Why? Why?

My father was a lighthouse keeper
Watched the waves getting steeper
Watched the ships going down
We watched the days slip by and the stars explode
And we watched them once again

Oh, the laughter rose a cheer
Oh, the laughter so nice to hear
Oh, the laughter so good and free
Oh, the laughter so nice to see

I lay among the shells and coke cans in my lover
All the people were eating and smiling sadly in their big cars
My father looked down from his lighthouse
He saw it all he knew it all then he laughed a little
Oh, so pretty
Oh, so easy

13531. My Father's House - Chords



My Father's House - Darrell Scott

E                     A   B                          E
He sang a walk on the wildside lasts a lifetime with me 
E     A        E         B            E
I was born and raised in my father's house 
A            E           B
Can catching rain in the kitchen 
          A               E         B         E
He said a good song never comes to those who chase 
   A        E         B
It comes to those who listen 

And I'd listen to him 
A      E         B             E     
Waking up in the middle of the night 
A         E                B 
I know he thought we were sleeping 
            A   E            B         E
And with an old melody and a guitar in hand 
      A           E            B
Somewhere between dreaming and weeping 
                         A  B                          E
He'd sing a walk on the wildside lasts a lifetime with me 
  A       E           B        E
I grew up quick in my father's house 
A        E           B
Mama she gave him no daughters 
       F#m         E        B        E
Just a look in the eye of a woman in need 
      A         E          B
To be free of a love grown harder 
       F#m     E         B      E
So she hit the road in a Galaxy Ford 
A               E         B
The one that my daddy had bought her 
         F#m        E          B            C#m
And she crossed the tracks and never looked back 
        A         E           B
She was hummin' a song he had taught her 
                       A   B                          E
She sang a walk on the wildside lasts a lifetime with me 

SOLO

B                  A     E            B        E

There was this big black trunk in my father's house 
         A            E            B
Where he kept all the ledgers he'd write in 
      F#m        E  B              E 
So  I broke into it before I moved out 
A                 E             B
To see if I could find out more about him 
           F#m     E              B          E
There were letters written, never sent to my mom 
A                E     B
It's a wonder it never killed him 



               F#m        C#m        B   E
And there were lines, and songs, and poetry 
A            E             B
Damn near as good as Hank Williams 
                   A    B                         E
Sing a walk on the wildside lasts a lifetime with me 

From Darrell Scott "Family Tree"
EMI Music/House of Bram Music, ASCAP)

13532. My Father's House - Chords

My Father's House
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Bruce Springsteen 
Aoife O'Donovan

C                         F       C
Last night I dreamed that I was a child 
                                  G7
Out where the pines grow wild and tall
      C         F                        C
I was trying to make it home through the forest 
              G7     C
Before the darkness falls

                          F           C
I heard the wind rustling through the trees 
                                 G7
And ghostly voices rose from the fields
                    C        F                C
I ran with my heart pounding down that broken path
               G7             C
With the devil snappin' at my heels
 
                              F            C
I broke through the trees and there in the night
                                         G7
My father's house stood shining hard and bright 
                 C        F                                C
The branches and brambles tore my clothes and scratched my arms
                      G7             C
But I ran till I fell shaking in his arms

                           F                          C
I awoke and I imagined the hard things that pulled us apart
                                               G7
Will never again sir tear us from each other's hearts
      C                   F           C
I got dressed and to that house I did ride from out on the road 
            G7                     C
I could see his windows shining in light
              



                          F            C
I walked up the steps and stood on the porch

A woman I didn't recognize 
                                         G7
Came and spoke to me through the chained door
              C         F            C
I told her my story and who I'd come for
                                      G7                 C
She said I'm sorry but no one by that name lives here anymore

                         F        C
My father's house shines hard and bright 
                                          G7
It stands like a beacon calling me in the night
            C          F         C
Calling and calling so cold and alone
                                               G7          C
Shining across this dark highway where all our sins lie unatoned

13533. My Father's Son

My Father's Son
Ricky Skaggs

My history is no secret, It's written in the stones
In the hill beside this river,Rest my mother gentle bones.

And daddy there beside her, On my mothers next of kin
And their legacy passed down to me, The sons of mountain men.

Raised to be a miner, By a miners callised hands
Has my youth between these mountains, Where i grew to understand.

That family was the word of God, And faith was its demand
And life and death is sinking, From the coal beneath this land.

Well, a rich man writes the book of laws A poor man must defend
But the highest laws are written On the hearts of honest men

If that cup is passed to me To do what must be done
When they lay me down remind them I was just my father's son.

I've walked among these people Heard the stories that they tell
I've crawled beside them in the mines And touched the walls of hell.

I've shared their sacred secrets Known their triumph and their pain
And right or wrong i'll stand with them On the final judgement day.

They say God gives his comfort When the time of trouble comes
They say we'll own no share of peace Til we lay down our guns.

But will my boy have the chance to do The things i've never done



Or will he like me be told to be Must be his father's son.

Well a rich man writes the book of laws A poor man must defend
But the highest laws are written On the hearts of honest men.

When that cup is passed to me To do what must be done
On chunk of coal just carve these words I was just my father's son...

13534. My Father's Son - Chords

My Father's Son
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Ricky Skaggs and George Green

G                            C              D7
My history is no secret it's written in the stones
       G                               C               G
In the hill beside this river rests my mother's gentle bones
                                C                 D7
And daddy there beside her home among his next of kin
          G             C                              G
And their legacy passed down to me the son of mountain men

                          C                 D7
Raised to be a miner by a miner's calloused hands
          G                                    C            G
Passed my youth between this mountains where I grew to understand
                                    C             D7
That family was the word of God and faith was its demand
    G                                     C                 G
And life and death the same came from the coal beneath this land

       D7                  G              D7              G
Well a rich man writes the book of laws a poor man must defend
        C                G                               Em
But the highest laws are written on the hearts of honest men
G                              C               D7
If that cup is passed to me to do what must be done
          G                             C                G
When they lay me down remind them I was just my father's son

                                         C                 D7
I've walked among these people heard the stories that they tell
     G                                    C                    G
I've crawled beside them in the mines and touched the walls of hell
                                             C                 D7
I've shared their sacred secrets known their triumph and their pain
    G                                          C              G
And right or wrong I'll stand with them on the final judgment day

                                       C               D7
They say God gives us comfort when the time of trouble comes
     G                                     C               G



They say we'll know no share of peace till we lay down our guns
                                         C                 D7
But will my boy had the chance to do the things I've never done
        G                               C               G
Or will he like me be told that he must be his father's son

       D7                  G              D7              G
Well a rich man writes the book of laws a poor man must defend
        C                G                               Em
But the highest laws are written on the hearts of honest men
G                                C               D7
When that cup is passed to me to do what must be done
     G                                    C                      G
On a chunk of coal just carve these words I was just my father's son

13535. My Favorite Lies - Chords

My Favorite Lies
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Jack Ripley

G      C         D7       G
Just a few of my favorite lies
         C          G
Lately I don't even miss her
         C           D7           G
Yes it's true out of sight out of mind
                     G7         C
All my love of yesterday it has faded away
       G                          D7
I'd be lonely if I could find the time
           G        C             G
Helped her open the door when she left me
      C             D7           G
All I said was good luck and goodbye
                 G7          C
Now at last I am free like I wanted to be
            G         D7       G
These are a few of my favorite lies
    C                           G
I'm surprised I'm still talking about her
                             D7
For I can stop anytime and I will
       C                       G
But if you feel like asking me questions
                              D7
I have more lies I'm dying to tell
        G             C             G
There's no room in my heart now for sadness
     C          D7            G
I've completely forgot how to cry
                 G7            C
If she came back today I would turn her away



            G         D7       G
These are a few of my favorite lies
       C         D7       C    G
Just a few of my favorite l--ies

13536. My Favorite Memory

The Osborne Brothers - My Favorite Memory
Album: Yesterday Today And Osborne Brothers [Decca]
(Richard D. Steadtler)

Once in life you meet someone who gives to you
The reason for that life and what some love can do
So now I'm armed for trouble times with all I need
For I have you my favorite memory.

You gave me something time can never take from me
A light that guides me when life's dark and I can't see
When I'm cold your hand to hold will comfort me
'Cause you'll be there my favorite memory.

--- Instrumental ---

Your lips were sweet your arms were warm I tasted life
You'll have my heart in all my dreams each night
Though something calls up yonder now and I must leave
You'll always be my favorite memory.

So now don't cry it's not goodbye it's just so long
I'll take you with me where I travel from now on
'Cause when I close my eyes at night and go to sleep
You're lying there my favorite memory...

13537. My Favorite Memory Of All

My Favorite Memory of All

First time we met is a favorite memory of mine
They say time changes all it pertains to
But your memory is stronger than time
I guess everything does change except what you choose to recall
There's a million good daydreams to dream on
But baby, you are my favorite memory of all

Like the night we made love in the hallway
And slept all night long on the floor
Like the winter we spent on Lake Shasta alone and closer than ever before
And I remember that London vacation
It was you made the whole thing a ball



There's a million good times I could dwell on
But baby, you are my favorite memory of all

First time we met is a favorite memory of mine
They say time changes all it pertains to
But your memory is stronger than time
I guess everything does change except what you choose to recall
There's a million good daydreams to dream on
But baby, you are my favorite memory of all

13538. My Favorite Picture Of You

Jerry Jeff Walker - My Favorite Picture Of You

My favorite picture of you
Is one where you're staring
Straight into the lens
It's just a Polaroid shot
Smeone took on the spot
No beginning no end
Just a moment in time
You can't have back
You never left but
Your bags were packed
Just in case
My favorite pciture of you
Is bent and it's faded
And it's pinned to my wall
You were so angry
It's hard to beleive we were lovers at all
There's a fire in your eyes
You got your heart on your sleeve
A curse on your lips
But all I can see is beautiful
My favorite picture of you
Is the one where your wings are showing
Your arms are crossed your fists are clinched
Not gone but going
A stand up angel who won't back down
Nobody's fool and nobody's clown
You were smarter than that
My favorite picture of you is one where it hasn't rained yet
As I recall there came a winter squall
We got soaking wet
A thousand words in the blink of an eye
The camera loves you and so do I
Click my favorite picture of you
Is one where you're staring straight into the lens



13539. My Favourite Faded Fantasy

David Rawlings
My Favourite Faded Fantasy
[Produced by Rick Rubin]

[Verse 1]
You could be my favourite taste to touch my tongue
I know someone who could serve me love
But it wouldn't fill me up
You could have my favourite face and favourite name
I know someone who could play the part
But it wouldn't be the same

[Chorus 1]
No, it wouldn't be the same
No, it wouldn't be the same
No, it wouldn't be the same
As with you

[Verse 2]
You could be my favourite place I've ever been
I got lost in your willingness
To dream within the dream
You could be my favourite faded fantasy
I've hung my happiness upon what it all could be

[Chorus 2]
And what it all could be
What it all, what it all could be
What it all, what it all could be
With you
What it all, what it all could be
What it all, what it all could be
What it all, what it all could be
With you
[Verse 3]
You could hold the secrets that save me from myself
I could love you more than love could
All the way from hell
You could be my poison, my cross, my razor blade
I could love you more than life
If I wasn't so afraid

[Chorus 3]
Of what it all could be
What it all, what it all could be
Of what it all, what it all could be
With you
What it all, what it all could be
Of what it all, what it all could be
What it all, what it all could be
With you

[Bridge]
Love dissolved the bloom
Always watch it



Never let someone go or they
I ain't never loved like you

[Outro]
'Cause I've never loved
I've never loved
I've never loved another like you
I've never loved
I've never loved
I've never loved
I've never loved another like you
I've never loved
I've never loved

13540. My Filipino Rose - Chords

My Filipino Rose
Recorded by Hank Snow
Words and music by Hank Snow

[C] The postman dropped a [G7] letter in my [C] door
The [F] address wasn't plain, but I could [C] see
It had [F] traveled far across the great Pa-[C] cif-ic
>From My Filipino [G7] Rose across the [C] sea.

[C] The writing from her [G7] tremblin' hand was [C] blurred
The [F] paper, it was badly stained with [C] tears
It [F] read, "They tell me you have wed a-[C] nother
After I have longed and [G7] waited all these [C] years."

CHORUS
[C] "But I'm still prayin', that the [F] tradewinds
Send you [G7] sailin' across the [C] blue
In my harbor, I've dreamed you'll [F] anchor
Where your [G7] lonely Filipino waits for [C] you."

I promised her that I'd return some day
I told her she'd won my heart and hand
I told her a lie, 'cause I was lonely
Far from home, a stranger in that foreign land.

She wrote, "I've watched the driftwood float on by
I've watched the sea roll on its weary way
I've watched the silver sails out on the ocean
Hopin' you might return to me someday."

"The chains of love may never set you free
But thru the years, as mem'ries fonder grow
This broken heart will always wait for you, dear."
It was signed, "Your lonely Filipino Rose."

CHORUS



13541. My First Lover

Gillian Welch - My First Lover

My first lover
My first lover

He was tall and breezy with his long hair down
But he gets a little hazy when I think of him now

My first lover
My first lover

He was always talking trying to bring me down
But I was not waiting for a white wedding gown
From my first lover

I do not remember any going wrong
Just a record playing that old Steve Miller song

Quicksilver girl
Quicksilver girl

At a surfer party with the whiskey porin
And the bottle rolling I was on the floor
With my first lover
My first lover

I do not remember any fights or fits
Just shakey morning after calling it quits
With my first lover

Quicksilver girl
Quicksilver girl
Quicksilver girl, and she's free

13542. My First Mistake

Alecia Nugent - My First Mistake 

The first mistake I made was falling in love with you
Believin' you had changed was mistake number two
I should have known you'd leave me alone
All of my friends said that I'd be crying and I am
Ooooo, Ooooo

This heart of mine is all in pieces it's so broken
I swallowed your lies now on those words I'm chokin'
In spite of all the hurt you had to throw in dirt



My first mistake will always be my sweetest memory
Ooooo, Ooooo

The music we made sounded like a magic answer
But now the fiddle plays for a lonely dancer
I don't have regrets the love we made was the best
My first mistake will always be my sweetest memory
Ooooo, Ooooo
Ooooo, Ooooo

13543. My Florida Sunshine

My Florida Sunshine
Claire Lynch

CHORUS: 
Way down in the state of Florida Florida
Where the old Swannee River flows
Where my sunshine is waiting for me
Way down where the orange tree grows

In my mind I can see the palm trees waiving 
while the moon is shinin so bright
I know he loved me, his heart was breaking, 
the night we said goodbye

Chorus

Musical interlude. Guitar, mandolin

I wanna go back to see my darling and I wonder if he's still free
To me he's dear and sweet as honey, and will he be waiting for me?
Chorus..
Musical interlude.BANJO . Mandolin

Chorus

.goodbye
As my sunshine is waiting for me way down where the orange tree grows

13544. My Forever You

Blue Dogs - My Forever You

In midnight
In the midnight sky I call for you
Call for you
In daylight
In daylight I search clouds for you



Clouds for you
Then the sky falls down into this river in me
And the water will rise and finally find me with you
My Forever You
I thought I
I thought I wanted a pretty view
Just a pretty view
In your eyes
In your eyes I found words I thought I knew
I only thought i knew
Then the sky falls down into this river in me
And the water will rise and finally find me with you
My Forever You
It's a long trip to take
What a raindrop makes
The moon in waning
The sky keeps raining
Heaven to the sea
From me to you
From me to you
My Forever You

13545. My Friend

My Friend
Sara Watkins - My Friend

My friend is worn and torn, he's badly wounded
I don't know what he really needs
Bring hope to his heart, relief to his mind
Bring hope to his heart, relief to his mind
He lives for love of what he knows
But he cannot put his trust in much anymore
Bring hope to his heart, relief to his mind
Bring hope to his heart, relief to his mind
Keep my friend safe, strengthen his eyes
The night has been long but the dawn is sure to be fine
Bring hope to his heart, relief to his mind
Bring hope to his heart, relief to his mind

13546. My Funny Valentine

Linda Ronstadt - My Funny Valentine

My funny valentine
Sweet comic valentine
You make me smile with my heart
Your looks are laughable
Unphotographable



Yet your my favorite work of art

Is your Figure less than Greek?
Is your mouth a little week?
When you open it to speak
Are you smart?

But don't change your hair for me
Not if you care for me
Stay little valentine stay
Each day is Valentines day

Is your figure less than Greek
Is your mouth a little weak
When you open it to Speak
Are you smart

But don't change your hair for me
Not if you care for me
Stay little valentine stay
Each day is valentines day

13547. My Future - Chords

My Future 
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse]
EbMaj7
I can't seem to focus
        Eb7
And you don't seem to notice
        Ab
I'm not here
           Abm
I'm just a mirror
 
    EbMaj7
You check your complexion
   Eb7                         Ab
To find your reflection's all alone
         Abm
I had to go
 
G
Can't you hear me?
Cm      Gm     F
I'm not comin' home
       Ab
Do you understand?
     Abm
I've changed my plans
 



       EbMaj7    Eb7
'Cause I, I'm in love
        Ab
With my future
              Abm
Can't wait to meet her
    EbMaj7    Eb7
And I, I'm in love
                Ab
But not with anybody else
                  Abm
Just wanna get to know myself
 
Ebmaj7
I know supposedly I'm lonely now
Eb7
Know I'm supposed to be unhappy
        Ab
Without someone
             Abm
But aren't I someone?
Ebmaj7 Eb7          Ab
I'd like to be your answer
                 Abm
'Cause you're so handsome
 
    G
But I know better
Cm      Gm        F
Than to drive you home
             Ab
'Cause you'd invite me in
           Abm
And I'd be yours again
 
    Ebmaj7    Eb7
But I, I'm in love
        Ab
With my future
              Abm
And you don't know her
    Ebmaj7    Eb7
And I, I'm in love
                Ab
But not with anybody here
                  Abm         Ebmaj7
I'll see you in a couple years

13548. My Generation (Part II)

My Generation (Part II)
Todd Snider - My Generation (Part II)



My genration, part two, book three, verse four, 
Jackson Five, Nikki Sixx

My old man says the Woodstock generation
Found a way to make this nation
Open up its eyes and take a look around
And he says my generation
Ain't good for nothing
I could think of something
So I thought I'd jot it down

Here's to hair gel
Hanging out at the health spa
Using condom sense
Watching L.A. Law
Here's to drum machines
Stonewashed jeans
Credit cards, fax machines
Big bow-headed chicks and frat guys
Wearing forty dollar tie-dyed t-shirts
And big old paisley ties
Here's to living off dad as long as you can
And blending in with the crowd
Oh, my generation
My generation
My generation should be proud

We were raised up in the hallowed halls
Of half a million shopping malls
And there ain't any price that we're too proud to pay
We'll buy anything from Diet Sprite
To one thousand points of light
Hey, I admit we're not that bright
But I'm proud anyway

Here's to hair gel
Hanging out at the health spa
Using condom sense
Watching Arsenio Hall
Here's to drum machines
Stone-washed jeans
Credit cards, fax machines
Big bow-headed chicks and frat guys
Wearing forty dollar tie-dyed t-shirts 
And big, bold paisley ties
Here's to living off dad as long as we can
And blending into the crowd
Oh, my generation 
My generation
My generation
God, I hope I die before I get old
My generation
My generation
My generation
Strike a pose--there's nothing to it
My generation
My generation



Oh, my generation should be proud

13549. My Girl (My Love)

Dolly Parton - My Girl (My Love) 
(Williams Robinson - Ronald White)

I've got sunshine on a cloudy day
And when it's cold outside well I've got the month of May
I guess you say what could make me feel this way
My love my love my love talking bout my love my love
I've got so much honey you know the bees envy me
I've got a sweeter song oh than the birds in trees
Oh and I know I know I know what you're gonna say
What what could make me feel this way
My love my love my love talkin' about my love my love
[ choir ]
I don't need no money don't need the right or chance for fame
And I've got all the riches baby than anyone could want to claim
Ah oh and I know I know I know...

13550. My Girl's Waiting For Me

Tim O'Brien - My Girl's Waiting For Me (River Driving)

River drivin on the Sacandaga*
Floatin on a slippery log
Sleepin in a frozen bog
My girl's waitin for me

Hard boiled eggs three times a day
Wet as beavers we hit the hay
Not much sleep but great good pay
My girl's waitin for me

Big French Joe and I went out
To break a jam when I heard him shout
Prenez guard and the jam went out
My girl's waitin for me

Big French Joe the logs drowned him
He had no chance to fight or swim
With the logs jammed up to the river's rim
My girl's waitin for me

His girl comes to me and cries
If he's dead then I shall die
My petit he used to sigh
My girl's waitin for me



We will find him down below
Around the bend where the water is slow
Floatin with his pike in tow
My girl's waitin for me

My petit will wring her hands
As we scrape away at the yellow sand
And bury him by the river strand
My girl's waitin for me

One more night and one more day
And the logs will reach the river bay
I'll skin off these togs and I will say
My girl's waitin for me

13551. My God Liveth

My God Liveth

I know my GOD liveth
I know my GOD liveth
He is my redeemer , my helper, my comforter, provider
'cause He lives
I will live and face tomorrow
And show forth His praise
I know my GOD liveth
I know my GOD liveth
He is my redeemer , my helper, my comforter, provider
'cause He lives, 
I will live and face tomorrow 
And show forth His praise
And show forth His praise
And show forth His praise
And show forth His praise
And show forth His praise
And show forth His praise

13552. My God Will Make a Way for Me

My God Will Make a Way for Me - Marty Stuart and His Fabulous Superlatives

I open the door to God's golden stair
A place I can go, he waits for me there
And in the midst of His beauty
And splendor I stand
He says, "Welcome my child
You're a part of my plan"



And as I walk through this world
I know this to be
My God will make a way for me

The creator of life and the keeper of stars
Knows every struggle and strife
The truth in my heart
He loves as he watches
He knows and he sees
And offers his blessings
For me to receive

And as I walk through this world
I know this to be
My God will make a way for me

13553. My God Will Set Me Free

My God Will Set Me Free
Seth Mulder & Midnight Run

My whole life's been filled with sin
Only sadness
No peace within
But traveling down
Life's weary road
He turned me around
And now I know

I'm a ready to go (I'm ready to go)
To the promised land (To the promised land)
Walk beside my lord
And hold my saviors hand
When I get there
And he welcomes me
(My lord my God) My Lord my God will set me free

Every Song I sing
Is in his name
He just lit the torch
And I carry the flame
Now I'm living
In his word
I'm not afraid
To praise the God I serve

I'm a ready to go (I'm ready to go)
To the promised land (To the promised land)
Walk beside my lord
And hold my saviors hand
When I get there
And he welcomes me
(My lord my God) My Lord my God will set me free



Now when I reach
That golden shore
There'll be everlasting love
Forever more
I'll stand before
His mighty throne
(And worship him) and worship him
When I get home

I'm a ready to go (I'm ready to go)
To the promised land (To the promised land)
Walk beside my lord
And hold my saviors hand
When I get there (oooooooh ooooh)
And he welcomes me
(My lord my God) My Lord my God will set me free

I'm a ready to go (I'm ready to go)
To the promised land (To the promised land)
Walk beside my lord
And hold my saviors hand
When I get there
And he welcomes me
(My lord my God) My Lord my God will set me free

13554. My Good Gal

Old Crow Medicine Show - My Good Gal

Well she drug me down
Tossed me 'round
Slammed my name all over town
My good gal ain't no good to me
She makes true love more like misery

Now I'm walkin' hunched
I get drunk a bunch
So would you sucker up and take a punch
My good gal ain't no good to me
And I think I've acted reasonably

Ah, but I miss her
And all that I wish from her

Is the time of day
Don't go out of your way
Just a-leave me with a stack of them bills to pay
My good gal ain't no good to me
And she don't have the courtesy

To shut the door
When she's been playin a whore



I don't wanna see his rags out on the floor
My good gal ain't no good to me
And I only wish that she could see

That I miss her

Ah, but I miss her
All I have is a picture... of her

It was taken years ago
I was a kid, you know
Just a-leanin' up against that El Dorado
My good gal ain't no good to me
And the final word belongs to me

Because I drove her out of town
And I shot her down
And I left her there in the cold, cold ground
My good gal ain't no good to me
Not even in her memory

13555. My Hands Are Tied

Dolly Parton - My Hands Are Tied 

To be with you is what I want more than anything
But I must share my life with the one who wears my ring
And there are tiny places I look into each night
I love you but my hands are tied
I know how much they need you and dear I understand
I know you'll never leave 'em cause you're not that kind of man
But I can't control my feelings though heaven knows I tried
And I love you but my hands are tied
My hands are tied and I can't break the ties that bind
I love you more than life but you never will be mine
I know how much you want me I can see it in your eyes
And I love you but my hands are tied
[ steel ]
My hands are tied...
Yes I love you but my hands are tied

13556. My Happiness - Chords

My Happiness

C F C
Evening shadows make me blue when each weary day is through
 G7 C
How I long to be with you my happiness



 F C
Everyday I reminisce dreaming of your tender kiss
 G7 C C7
Always thinking how I miss my happiness

 F C
A million years it seems have gone by since we shared our dreams
G7 D7 G7
But I'll hold you again there'll be no blue memories then
 C F C
Whether the skies are grey or blue any place on earth will do
 G7 C
Just as long as I'm with you my happiness
repeat #2

13557. My Heart Can't Stop Loving You

My Heart Can't Stop Loving You

The day's are so lonely without you by my side
You told me that you loved me but I guess that you lied
If you could see me here sittin' all alone
You'd think of the love we shared and come back home

Forget that I love you forget that I cried
Leave every memory of me behind
If it's all over please tell me that it's true
But darling my heart can't stop loving you

I waited so long to find a new love
And I know that time will heal my broken heart
But still there's a thing or two I cannot forget
Just like those words of love that said we never would part

13558. My Heart Is Yours

My Heart Is Yours 
Doyle Lawson

My heart is yours, my kisses belong to you 
These loving arms of mine 
Were made for holding you  
You're all I need, all I cherish and more 
And from this moment on, my heart is yours  
 
I count my blessings each night 
While you're asleep in my arms 
Whisper your name out low 
Tell you I need you and love you so  



You are the one I've been waiting for 
And 'til the end of time, my heart is yours 
  
I breathe a silent prayer, with every breath I take 
I thank the Lord up above 
That you're loving me, such a lucky break  
You are the one I've been waiting for 
And 'til the end of time, my heart is yours  
And 'til the end of time, my heart is yours
My heart is yours

13559. My Heart Skips A Beat

My Heart Skips A Beat

   Oh my heart skips a beat when we walk down the street
   I feel a trembling in my knees
   Just to know you're mine until the end of time
   Makes my heart skip a beat

Well I did a double take the day I met you
My heart turned a flip as I stood next to you
And I knew right then I never could forget you
You are my every dream come true

Well you came into my life without a warning
Turned my cloudy skies from gray to blue
You're my sunshine that comes up every morning
You are my every dream come true

13560. My Heart Started Breaking

Dolly Parton - My Heart Started Breaking 
(Dolly Parton)

Love can make you feel just like you own the world
Or it can make you wish you've never seen it
The lips of one you love can give you cause for living
Or tell you things that never really mean it
Once I had a love I thought that it was mine just thought to take it
And all at once he left and all at once my heart started breaking breaking
Judging by my love for him I thought his love for me was just as strong
And all the things he told me I really thought he meant them all alone
He had no plans to carry out all his plans that we'd been making
Cause all at once he left and all at once my heart started breaking breaking
Oh all at once I realized love can be a cruel and hurtin' thing
It can fill your world with sunshine but it can also bring you rain
And I know where the clouds would gather in my sunny sky of love
The rain came down he let me down he left and my heart started breaking



breaking

13561. My Heart Will Break

My Heart Will Break (Larry W. Jones 10/26/2007) 

Dear, my poor heart just can't understand
Why you say you love another man
It doesn't want to believe we're through
I keep walking up and down the floor
As you say you're walking out the door
My heart will break before it's over you
I believe my heart has lost its mind
I believe it's gonna break in time
My heart's already cracked, I know
And I know it won't have far to go
It keeps right on loving you the same
Now that's just not right, it's such a shame
Dear, how can you do the things you do
My heart will break before it's over you
- instrumental -
I believe my heart has lost its mind
I believe it's gonna break in time
My heart's already cracked, I know
And I know it won't have far to go
Your letters that I said I should burn
They will still be here should you return
My heart cries from what it's going through
Dear, I'll miss you in ways big and small
Even kiss your picture in the hall
My heart will break before it's over you

13562. My Heart Would Know

Osborne Brothers - My heart would know
Composer: Hank Williams

I could say it's over now that I was glad to see you go
I could hate you for the way I'm feeling
My lips could tell a lie but my heart would know

It's a sin to make me cry when you know I love you so
I could tell my heart that I don't miss you
My lips could tell a lie but my heart would know

I could give you all the blame but I'm sure the truth would show
I could tell the world I found a new love
My lips could tell a lie but my heart would know



I can't fool my crying heart cause it knows I need you so
I could tell my heart I'm glad we parted
My lips could tell a lie but my heart would know

13563. My Heart Would Know - Chords

My Heart Would Know
Recorded by Merle Haggard 
Written by Hank Williams
 
C       G7            C        F                     C
I could say it's over now that I was glad to see you go
    F                      C            Am
And I could tell the world that I don't love you
   G7                                       C
My lips could tell a lie but my heart would know
        G7               C     F                            C
I could give you all the blame but I'm sure the truth would show
    F                         C       Am
And I could tell my friends I found a new love
   G7                                       C
My lips could tell a lie but my heart would know
F                      C     G7                        C
I can't fool my crying heart cause it knows I need you so
F                     C       Am
I could lie about the way I'm feelin'
   G7                                       C
My lips could tell a lie but my heart would know
 
F                     C       Am
I could lie about the way I'm feelin'
   G7                                       C
My lips could tell a lie but my heart would know

13564. My Heart's In Its Right Place

My Heart's In Its Right Place
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Walk four blocks
Quicken your pace 'til you're tumbling
Lost my socks
Thought I had bet on a sure thing
Worn through Keds
Have nothing on drunk desperation
It depends
On just how much you want to take on



[Verse 2]
Who needs friends
Who think you're just someone to flake on?
Conventions
Could use a good Saturday break from

[Pre-Chorus]
Left behind on Water Street, you
Ought to see the twos and threes you
Were relyin'
That's when I fly in

[Chorus]
You may find that it's hard to just trust me
In this frightening Friday night race
Can you tell that my chivalry's rusty?
Don't be scared, 'cause my heart's in its right place

[Musical Interlude]

[Pre-Chorus]
Relishing in lows and highs, I
Ought to see the four and fives I
Was ignoring
That's when you horn in

[Chorus]
You may find that it's hard to just trust me
In this frightening Friday night race
Can you tell that my chivalry's rusty?
Don't be scared, 'cause my heart's in its right place
You may find that it's hard to just trust me
In this frightening Friday night race
Can you tell that my chivalry's rusty?
Don't be scared, 'cause my heart's in its right place
You may find that it's hard to just trust me
In this frightening Friday night race
Can you tell that my chivalry's rusty?
Don't be scared, 'cause my heart's in its right place

13565. My Heart's Own Love

My Heart's Own Love
Laurie Lewis - Della Mae

I was walking along Life's highway
Lost and lonely as I could be
Looking for my own true lover
One I thought I would never see

Just when I thought I'd never know love
Just when my dreams all fell apart
I looked up from the deepening shadows



And you were standing next to my heart

Bless your heart, you are my darlin'
Bless your soul, you are the one
Bless the fate that brought you to me
At last I've found my heart's own love

Sometimes we wander like lonely pilgrims
Like old soldiers who long for home
Hoping when our journey's ended
We'll find the sweetest peace we've known

Just when I thought I'd never know love
Just when my dreams all fell apart
I looked up from the deepening shadows
And you were standing next to my heart

Bless your heart, you are my darlin'
Bless your soul, you are the one
Bless the fate that brought you to me
At last I've found my heart's own love

13566. My Heart's Tonight In Texas

My Heart's Tonight In Texas

In the distant state of Texas
By the silver Rio Grande
Strolled a couple out one evening
Was two sweethearts hand in hand
Was a rich man's pretty daughter
And the lad she loved so dear
Though tomorrow they must part for many a year

   My heart's tonight in Texas
   Though I'm far across the sea
   The band is playing Dixie
   And that's where I long to be
   Dad says the earl I'll marry
   But although here is my hand
   My heart's tonight in Texas
   By the silver Rio Grande

To Europe she was going
To become a lady grand
For her father hoped an
Earl of course she'll wed
But she went away next morning
And her heart was true to Jack
A letter came one day and this it read

At a stately ball in England
Stood the Texas lass one night



The scenes were all splendid
And the light were dizzyingly bright
The earl knelt beside her
Asking her to be his bride
But her thoughts were by the silver Rio Grande

13567. My Hero

Linda Ronstadt - My Hero

There's something in his eyes that I like
He's got this lazy little smile
That he stole from a movie star
But I like him

He's a momma's boy for sure
It's their lips that give him away, you know?
So soft, so pink
My hero, my little hero

I believe that in the sky
There shines a star for me
Clear and bright
And shining like the sunshine

And when it seems that life was hard
Impossible to find your way
I thought about, a star, and kept on

Listen to your heart
It will tell you everything
Follow it, wherever it would go

I believe, that in the sky
There shines a star
A special star
But I like this boy
And I hope that he likes me
I like this boy
And I hope that he likes me

13568. My Heroes Have Always Been Highways

Tom T. Hall - My heroes have always been highways
Composer: Tom T. Hall

My heroes have always been highways and that's why I'm gone all the time
Route 60 ran by my house as a kid and Lord how I loved the white lines
I know there's a warm place beside you and the kids ask about me sometimes



But my heroes have always been highways I got a lowdown highway in mind

Well I missed all the PTA meetin's I guess I'm not a PTA man
I've got a black coffee outlook and I dream with a wheel in my hand
Lord I wish there was a way I could change in anything that I do or I did
But my heroes have always been highways and they have been since I was a kid

And I love you the way that I love you not the way that another man would
I know that I live by a roadmap but I don't wanna be great I wanna be good
I guess I'm a quart low on something that makes for the home loving kind
But my heroes have always been highways I got a lowdown highway mind
My heroes have always been highways I got a lowdown highway mind

13569. My Hillbilly Baby

Ernest Tubb 
My Hillbilly Baby

My hillbilly baby the sweetest gal in town
You can bet I'll see her when the sun goes down
Someday I will marry her I hope I'm not too late
But until she's older oh I guess I'll have to wait

Well, I know I'm mighty lucky a country boy like me
If I make her happy happy I will be
So until the wedding day I hope the time's not far away
I'll be waiting my hillbilly baby

Now I've heard songs about the valleys and the mountain shacks
Songs about most every moon I know
But I'd rather sing a song about that gal of mine
She's the cutest little girl I know

My hillbilly baby the sweetest gal in town
You can bet I'll see her when the sun goes down
Someday I will marry her I hope I'm not too late
But until she's older oh I guess I'll have to wait

Well, I know I'm mighty lucky a country boy like me
If I make her happy happy I will be
So until the wedding day I hope the time's not far away
I'll be waiting my hillbilly baby

13570. My Home Ain't In The Hall Of Fame

Robert Earl Keen - My Home Ain't in the Hall of Fame

Chorus:
My home ain't in the hall of fame



You can go there but you won't find my name
And my songs don't belong on top forty radio
I'll keep the old back forty for my home

Ain't no truck drivin' man
Baby, I hitch-hike all I can
I know the highway
It takes me where I need to go
I got a sunburned thumb
Yeah, I'm just a highway bum
Playin' my guitar and fall in love some more

(Repeat Chorus)

Some friends I left behind
You know some have left me cryin'
And some have stayed right up there by my side
It's good to have a home
Sometimes it's good to be alone
You know it sure feels good just to
Keep your good friends high

(Repeat Chorus)

13571. My Home Among The Hills

My Home Among The Hills
The Carter Family

Got a home in the hills of old Virginia I love still
And it stands near the lonesome pines
And I long to go back to the vine covered shack
Where I left that old mother of mine 

I can still see her there in that old rocking chair
In my home among the hills
And I seem to hear her say why did you go away
From your home among the hills

The pine trees stand alone near my old Virginia home
And that silver hared mother of mine
I can see her smiling face in that old familiar place
In my home among the hills

I'm leaving here today I'm going back to stay
In my home among the hills
How happy we will be near the lonesome pine trees
In my home among the hills



13572. My Home In The Mountains

My Home In The Mountains

I want to go back my home in the mountains
Where shade trees grow all around
Where grass grows so green and flowers are still blooming
I'm leaving and that's where I'm bound

I'm only a mand I don't care for riches
I'm tired of living this way
I'm going back to my home in the mountains
And this time I'm going to stay

I want to be free where the birds are still singing
And whippoorwill's call out at night
The air is still clear and neighbors say howdy
And stars in Heaven shine bright

* Refrain

13573. My Home's Across The Blue Ridge Mountain

My Home's Across The Blue Ridge Mountain

   My home's across the Blue Ridge Mountain (3X)
   For I never expect to see you any more

How can I keep from crying (3X)
For I never expect to see you any more

Oh how I hate to leave you (3X)
For I never expect to see you any more

I'll be leaving Monday morning (3X)
For I never expect to see you any more

Rock the baby and feed her candy (3X)
For I never expect to see you any more

Goodbye my little darling (3X)
For I never expect to see you any more

13574. My Home's Across The Blue Ridge Mountains

My Home's Across The Blue Ridge Mountains

How can I keep from crying ?
How can I keep from crying ?
How can I keep from crying ?



For I never expect to see you anymore

   My home's across the blue ridge mountains
   My home's across the blue ridge mountains
   My home's across the blue ridge mountains
   And I never expect to see you anymore

Oh how I hate to leave you
Oh how I hate to leave you
Oh how I hate to leave you
For I never expect to see you anymore

So goodbye my little darling
So goodbye my little darling
So goodbye my little darling
I never expect to see you anymore

13575. My Home's Across The Smoky Mountain

My Home's Across The Smoky Mountain

My home's across the smoky mountain
My home's across the smoky mountain
My home's across the smoky mountain
And I'll never get to see you any more, more, more
I'll never get to see you any more
Goodbye honey, suger darling
Goodbye honey, suger darling
Goodbye honey, suger darling
And I'll never get to see you any more, more, more
I'll never get to see you sny more
Rock my baby, feed her candy
Rock my baby, feed her candy
Rock my baby, feed her candy
And I'll never get to see you any more, more, more
I'll never get to see you any more

13576. My Honey Lou

My Honey Lou

When the sun sets in the west my Honey Lou
Then's the time I love you best my Honey Lou
Come and look into my eyes
When the moon shines in the skies
I'll be in paradise my Honey Lou

   Last night I waited long my Honey Lou
   And told the birds my song my Honey Lou



   When the bright and silver moon
   Sheds its soft and mellow light
   I'll love you more each night my Honey Lou

When the birds have hushed their song my honey Lou
All the twilight shadows on my Honey Lou
My heart forever beats
For my honey gal so sweet
I'll lay it at your feet my Honey Lou

13577. My House

My House
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI) 

My house is full of dirty dishes
Leaky sink, peeling paint, and I think a broken window
Great big  to do  list, another list of wishes
it'll never be perfect, shame it ain't perfect
 
My house is full of stacks of paper
On the desk, the counter, the table in the hallway
All of the business I'm gonna get to later
Shame it ain't perfect but it's home
  
CHORUS:
     Well, it ain't home if I don't live there
     If I don't have to climb over stuff when I get there
     Guess I'll probably stay  til I can't climb the stairs
     And they come and haul me over to the home
  
My house looks better with the light out
When you can't see the piles of shoes and newspapers
Sure is sweet lying together with the light out
Shame it ain't perfect, but it's home
 
CHORUS
 
At the end of the day when we finally turn the light out
And we lie and look at the shadows on the ceiling
Sure is sweet lying together with the light out
Shame it ain't perfect but it's home

13578. My Houses Ain't Hungry

My Houses Ain't Hungry

My houses ain't hungry, they won't eat your hay
So fare you well Polly, I'm going away



Your parents don't like me, they say I'm too poor
They say I'm not worthy to enter your door

My parents don't like you, you're poor I am told
But it's your love I'm waiting, not silver or gold
Then come with me Polly, we'll ride till we come
To some little cabin, we'll call it our home

Sparking is pleasure, but parting is grief
And a false headed lover is worse than a thief
A thief will just rob you and take what you have
But a faise hearted lover will lead you to the grave

13579. My Kind Of Man

Dolly Parton - My Kind Of Man 
(Dolly Parton)

If I'm not your kind of woman
Being just the way I am
Then I know you're really not
My kind of man
I don't believe you have the right
To ask me to be different
Either take me like I am
Or let me be
If you really love me
I mean, really loved or love me
You wouldn't want to change
One part of me
If you can't be satisfied with me
The way I am
If I can't make you happy
Find someone who can
If I'm not your kind of woman
Being just the way I am
Then I know you're really
Not my kind of man
I couldn't make you happy
If I let you change me
For I know you wouldn't love me
That-a way
I can only be myself
But if you want something else
Then I can see no reason
I should stay
If you can't be satisfied with me
The way I am
If I can't make you happy
Find someone who can
If I'm not your kind of woman
Being just the way I am
Then I know you're really



Not my kind of man
If I'm not your kind of woman
Being just the way I am
Then I know you're really
Not my kind of man

13580. My Kind of Woman My Kind of Man

Vince Gill - My Kind of Woman/My Kind of Man

You don't need diamonds or big fancy cars
You say you're happy right where you are
We're bound together by a little gold band
You're my kind of woman, you're my kind of man

Oh, living without you is my only fear
You still drive me crazy when I hold you near
My body trembles with the touch of your hand
You're my kind of woman, you're my kind of man

You're my kind of woman, you're my kind of man
A match made in Heaven by God's gentle hands
I'll love you forever, together we'll stand
You're my kind of woman, you're my kind of man

You're my kind of woman, you're my kind of man
A match made in Heaven by God's gentle hands
I'll love you forever, together we'll stand
You're my kind of woman, you're my kind of man
You're my kind of woman and you're my kind of man

13581. My Kind Of Woman My Kind Of Man - Chords

My Kind Of Woman My Kind Of Man
Recorded by Vince Gill with Patty Loveless
Written by Vince Gill

G                          C         G
You don't need diamonds or big fancy cars
                                     D7
You say you're happy right where you are
C                                G
We're bound together by a little gold band
       C          G            D7         G
You're my kind of woman you're my kind of man
                         C       G
Oh living without you is my only fear
                                         D7
You still drive me crazy when I hold you near



C                                  G
My body trembles with the touch of your hand
       C          G            D7         G
You're my kind of woman you're my kind of man
       C                                  G
You're my kind of woman you're my kind of man
                          A7           D7
A match made in heaven by God's gentle hand
     C                               G
I'll love you forever together we'll stand
       C          G            D7         G
You're my kind of woman you're my kind of man
Repeat #3
       C          G                D7         C  G
You're my kind of woman and you're my kind of man

13582. My Lady And The Mountian

My Lady and the Mountian
The Avett Brothers

I brought you to the river
to watch the fish swim by
and lay around that grassy bank
and breath in that blue sky

I brought you to these waters
to see what you could see
the difference in the two worlds
cant help but frighten me

But darlin, its been a long time
since Ive seen you smile that way at me
darlin, just feel the warmth here
happy's not the word
you make me free

I brought you to the mountians
to watch the clouds float by
the wind here gives me shivers
the freedom makes me cry

and being with you darlin
forget what we have not
just being at the top here
if theres anyone, theres a god

But darlin, its been a long time
since Ive seen you smile that way at me
darlin, just feel the warmth here
happy's not the word
you make me free
(Make me free now)



I gave you my decision
reguardless wrong or right
the hills, they make me feel good
they make me feel alive

Like singing with my family
on Sunday afternoon
like laughing in the morning
wrapped up tight with you

But darlin, its been a long time
since Ive seen you smile that way at me
darlin, just feel the warmth here
happy's not the word
you make me free

13583. My Last Date With You

Skeeter Davis - My last date with you
Composer: Boudleaux Bryant - Floyd Cramer - Skeeter Davis

One hour and I'll be meeting you
I know you're gonna make me blue
My heart is trembling
Through and through

Cause I know very well
I can tell, I can tell
This will be my last date with you

Just can't believe that this could end
I know I'll never love again
You'll ask me to be just a friend

This is plain as can be
I can see, I can see
This will be my last date with you

I know we had a quarrel
But all sweethearts do
I gave my love to prove to you
That I will always love you and be true

I know you've met someone new
You'll tell me you and I are through
My plans and dreams cannot come true

And when you say goodbye
I know I will cry cause
I'll know it's my last date with you



13584. My Last Day In The Mine

My Last Day in the Mine - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Wayne Taylor/Daniel House Music, BMI-Forty WAT Music, BMI)

V1) It's my last day on the job, after forty years of loading coal I knew one day I'd face the en
d

Seems like only yesterday, a straight backed boy barely twenty one who didn't have to strain 
to catch his wind

There's a lot of mixed emotions, all the friends and family I've seen come and go down in the 
hole

And I'm  not sure if I'm the kind of man, who can spend all day sitting by himself, slowly growi
n' old 
With a fishin' pole 

CH) it's my  last day in the mine
I never thought there would come a time
Id never go back underground, lay my dinner bucket down
It's my last day in the mine

V3) the super said to me, today we're gonna keep you off the line, just stay behind

Well I know that's how it goes, but I'd rather throw my marker in the car one last time Would b
e so fine

13585. My Last Excuse To Drink

My Last Excuse to Drink
(Tim Stafford, Steve Gulley)

1) Another sad love story--that's how they all begin
I can't tell you where it started, but I do know where it ends
Could be a woman or a bottle, no matter what you think
There's always a last excuse to drink

2) If Daddy hadn't left us, if Momma hadn't died,
If living on the streets hadn't robbed me of my pride
If you hit rock bottom, how much lower can you sink?
You don't need a last excuse to drink

CH} I saw it in the mirror in the way I wore my skin 
I saw what I'd become, not what I could have been
30 years had come and gone in the time it takes to blink
Just searching for my last excuse to drink

3) Stand up and say your name, tell 'em what you are



Tell 'em all the reasons why you let it go this far
A family of believers tries to pull you from the brink
And take away that last excuse to drink

4)  She was always waiting every Tuesday night
There at 7:30, to help me fight the fight
She'd stand and tell the sinners, "I believe in you."
I'm not here to judge, 'cause I'm a sinner too"

CH)  I ran out of reasons for running from myself
from reasons for believing when there was nothing left
Cause when she came into my life, I found the missing link
She took away my last excuse to drink

13586. My Last Go'■-'■Round

My Last Go'■-'■Round
by Laurie Lewis

What sweet love have I come by, on my last go-round?
Soft caresses, tender sighs, have my heart unbound
I have wandered, lost and wild, onto sacred ground
I have loved just like a child on my last go-round

Riding down those rusty rails of my memories
Those honky-tonks and whiskey rivers all flow back to me
We drank the rivers, we rode the twisters, we tumbled down to the ground
but we'll rake and ride, we'll spur to glory, on our last go-round'

And when my wandering should shall rest, and my last song is sung
I ll find the brightest and the best on my way back home
All my long-lost friends and lovers, once again they will be found
And I'll kiss all their shining faces on my last go-round

13587. My Last Name

Dierks Bentley - My Last Name

[Verse 1]
I learned how to write it when I first started school
Some bully didn't like it, he said it didn't sound to cool
So I had to hit him and all I said when the blood came
It's my last name

[Verse 2]
Grandpa took of to Europe to fight the Germans in the war
It came back on some dog tags nobody wears no more
It's written on a headstone in the field where he was slain
It's my last name



[Chorus]
Passed down from generations too far back to trace
I can see all my relations when I look into my face
May never make it famous but I'll never bring it shame
It's my last name

[Verse 3]
Daddy always told me far back as I recall
Son, your part of something, you represent us all
So keep it how you got it , as solid as it came
It's my last name

[Chorus]

[Verse 4]
So darling if you're wondering why I've got you here tonight
I want to be your husband, I want you to be my wife
I ain't got much to give you but what I've got means everything
It's my last name, oh, it's my last name

[Outro]
I learned how to write it when I first started school

13588. My Last Old Dollar

My Last Old Dollar
Bill Monroe

I wrote to my girl last night
I wrote to my girl last night
I wrote to my girl that I was comin' home
But my last old dollar is done gone

Oh my last old dollar is done gone
Oh my last old dollar is done gone
Now how can a poor boy get back home
When his last old dollar is done gone

I've drank and I've rambled around
I've drank and I've rambled around
Now the time has come when I wanna go home
But my last old dollar is done gone

Now the east bound train is done run
Now the east bound train is done run
Now that train is done run and left me all alone
'Cause my last old dollar is done gone



13589. My Last Request

Jim Lauderdale - My Last Request

My last request is playing now
It sounded best when you were around
But now it's so different it just makes me feel blue
My last request will remind me of you

I lose myself in sweet mem'ries of us
But I'll find my way again I know that I must
I give my heart you're not impressed
Now you don't hear this my last request

[ guitar ]

We danced along and you wanted to hear
That this would never end I felt your happy tear

There's no way out I must accept
But play this one slow pick up what's left
When our love was dying and I tried my best
You would not listen to my last request

Now I still hear my last request

13590. My Last Song To Jenny

The Avett Brothers - My Last Song to Jenny 

Oh tell me please
that I don't have to read
between the lines
Hey this is me
and you don't have to keep
something heavy on your mind
Did you sleep?
Not a wink
Well neither did I

I've never been
too good at readin' in
between the lines
So babe spell it out
but you don't have to shout
when you're talking to me
Do you care?
Do you care?
Are you there?
Well neither am I

Don't lock your door
everyone is poor



between the lines
And I could never steal
the sadness you feel
when your changing you mind
Oh my dear
Can you hear?
Well neither can I

I want to live
and I want you to live
happy and free
But I don't know how
to seperate the now
from what used to be
Will you sleep?
Not a wink
Well neither will I

13591. My Life

Iris Dement - My Life

[Verse 1]
My life, it don't count for nothing
When I look at this world, I feel so small
My life, it's only a season
A passing September that no one will recall

[Chorus]
But I gave joy to my mother
And I made my lover smile
And I can give comfort to my friends when they're hurting
And I can make it seem better for a while

[Verse 2]
My life, it's half the way travelled
And still I have not found my way out of this night
And my life, it's tangled in wishes
And so many things that just never turned out right

[Chorus]
But I gave joy to my mother
And I made my lover smile
And I can give comfort to my friends when they're hurting
And I can make it seem better for a while

13592. My Life Is Starting Over Again



Norman Blake - My Life Is Starting Over Again

My life is starting over again
My friends say I'm back again
My life is starting over again, over again
My fame is spreading across the land
Now I've got me a band, got me a band
My fame is spreading across the land
My life is starting over again, over again
I know that there's no place left to hide
I guess that it's better than suicide
The years of suffering and pain
There's no one to blame except myself
But my life is starting over again, over again
My time is fleeting fast
It just won't last
I forgot about the past
But my lifR is starting over again, over again
I know that therR's no place left to hide
I guess that it's better than suicide
My life is starting over again, over again
My friends say I'm back again
My life is starting over again, over again
Over again
Over again

13593. My Life's Been a Pleasure

My Life's Been a Pleasure

I still love you as I did in yesterday
Many years have gone by though it seems just like a day
It's no wonder that I love you; you have been so kind and true
There will never be another; it will always be just you
We've come along the way together when you've proved your love is true
My life's been a pleasure, and it's all because of you
And to me you'll always be just as sweet as flowers in May
And I'll still love you as I did in yesterday

I still love you as I did in yesterday
Many years have gone by though it seems just like a day
And to me you'll always be just as sweet as flowers in May
And I'll still love you as I did in yesterday

13594. My Life's Been Grand

My Life's Been Grand
(Merle Haggard/Terry Gordon)

My life's been grand



I been a hand at livin' it up all the way
I've had good times and bad times
And hard times and done time
But life's been a blessing every day.

My life's been grand
You know I'd write home and tell 'em
But they wouldn't believe
How good my good luck's been
And if it ended today
Hell, I've been all the way
My life's been grand.

--- Instrumental ---

My life's been grand
I'd know I'd write home and tell 'em
But they wouldn't believe
How good my good luck's been
And if it ended today
I've been all the way
My life's been grand.

My life's been grand...

13595. My Little Baby - Chords

My Little Baby 
Rose Maddox
 
(Intro)
 E D E
 
 
(Verse 1)
E         A
My little baby, he loves me, loves me.
            D
He takes me dancin' at the hop, he buys 
   A
me candy and soda pop.
             D
He taught me how to do The Bop and Chicken, 
E           A   D E D E
too, ah-hoo-hoo.
 
 
(Interlude)
 E D A D E..D E D E
 
 
 
(Verse 2)



          A
My little baby, he loves me, loves me.
     D                                    A
He's my little baby, he's my own, he's my one, 
 
he's my only.
        D                            E
When he calls me on the phone I just say,
      A   D E D E
a-hey-hey.
 
 
 
(Interlude)
 E D A D E..D E D E
 
 
 
(Verse 3)
          A
My little baby, he loves me, loves me.
          D                                   A
I'm gonna set the world on fire, he taught me how 
 
to play guitar.
             D                         E
Now, you can see me on Bandstand every day.
      A   D E       A  D E       A  D E
A-hey-hey....a-hey-hey....a-hey-hey....
      A   D E
a-hey-hey.....(Fade.)

13596. My Little Carpenter

My Little Carpenter
Uncle Earl

I'll tell to you a new song, 'tis lately been made
Of a little carpenter who courted a fair maid
He courted her, he courted her. He loved her as his life
Oft times he'd asked her if she would be his wife

Along come an old man, he come from Noah's ark
A long way to travel and going in the dark
I can't fancy you old man, you look so old and grim
Oh my little carpenter, oh what's become of him

Along come the blacksmith, it was the other day
He gave me a handkerchief, or so the people say
He gave me a golden ring to talk with him again
Oh my little carpenter, oh what's become of him

Along come a young man, he come from Scarlet town



With gold chains and finger rings, he throwed 'em on the ground
I can fancy you, young man, you look so neat and trim
Oh my little carpenter, what would become of him

Along come the carpenter, he come so neat and slow
All the money that he makes he brings to me to show
He hews with his broad axe all day, he sits by me at night
Oh my little carpenter, my whole heart's delight

13597. My Little Darlin'

My Little Darlin' - Del Mccoury Band

[Verse 1]
I felt, dear, all the time we lived together
That she only kept me for a plaything
How she seemed so like a little child
Who stays a while then laughs and runs away

[Chorus]
I hear all this talking going down
She just dares to sleep around
Though I still cared for my little darlin'
I know she no longer cares for me

[Verse 2]
When I'm dead and laying in my coffin
And my friends all stand around me weeping
Then perhaps I will forget about her
When I'm in my deep and dreamless sleep

[Chorus]
I hear all this talking going down
She just dares to sleep around
Though I still cared for my little darlin'
I know she no longer cares for me

[Verse 3]
Now I know just what a fool I've been
It's so easy now to see
Though my heart breaks for my little darlin'
I know she no longer cares for me
[Chorus]
I hear all this talking going down
She just dares to sleep around
Though I still cared for my little darlin'
I know she no longer cares for me

[Outro]
She no longer cares for me



13598. My Little Georgia Rose

Bill Monroe - My Little Georgia Rose

Now come and listen to my story
A story that I know is true
A little rose that bloomed in Georgia
With hair of gold and a heart so true

Way down in the blue ridge mountains
Way down where the tall pines grow
Lives my sweetheart of the mountains
She's my little Georgia rose

Her mother left her with another
A carefree life she had planned
The baby now she is a lady
The one her mother couldn't stand

We often sing those songs together
I watched her do her little part
She smiled at me when I would tell her
That she was my sweetheart

13599. My Little Girl In Tennessee

My Little Girl in Tennessee
Flatt & Scruggs - Osborne Brothers

Oh, little girl of mine in Tennessee
I know she's waiting there for me
Someday I'll settle down in that little country town
With that little girl of mine in Tennessee

Oh, a long long time ago when I left my home to roam
Down in the hills of Tennessee
Was the sweetest little girl that was ever in this world
Down in the hills of Tennessee

Oh, little girl of mine in Tennessee
I know she's waiting there for me
Someday I'll settle down in that little country town
With that little girl of mine in Tennessee

Oh, she begged me not to go, ?You'll be sorry, dear, I know?
For the way that you've were treating me
So I rambled all around and nothing could be found
To take the place of her in Tennessee



Oh, little girl of mine in Tennessee
I know she's waiting there for me
Someday I'll settle down in that little country town
With that little girl of mine in Tennessee

Oh, someday I'll wander back to that little cabin shack
Little girl that's waiting there for me
I can see her smiling face waiting for me at the gate
Oh, the little girl of mine in Tennessee

Oh, little girl of mine in Tennessee
I know she's waiting there for me
Someday I'll settle down in that little country town
With that little girl of mine in Tennessee

13600. My Little Girls Little Girl

My Little Girls Little Girl
Lester Flatt

And I'll thank him until the day I die for my little girl's little girl
I sure have made a lot of friends over the past few years by making my living with a song.
Although I love my work very much I've had to spend a lot of time away from home
But there is one thing above everything else that really sets my heart a whirl and 
That's coming home and spending time with my little girl's little girl
I've made her my regular fishing buddy and she's into something all the time
and she squeals every time she sees a worm and she's always getting tangled up in the line
but we don't fret done if we don't catch none cause we're in our own little world 
I can't even thank the Lord enough for my little girl's little girl
I guess at nighttime When I tuck her in bed is one of my truly greatest joys
cause she always winds up by telling me some of the wildest bedtime stories
The next morning she'll wake up and tell me what we did last night in her little dream world
Then my whole day started out happy by my little girl's little girl 
Last week I took her to Sunday school and when they asked her who was the greatest man o
f all
She threw back her little shoulders and said why that's my PAPA
And you know I can't help but lover her more than anything else in the world 
Because times like this that I stand ten feet tall because of my little girl's little girl
Now I thank the Lord for making me the happy man that I am today 
cause I've got everything that I've ever dreamed of and I am just plain flat happy all the way
The good Lord has shared me with many many gifts
but one of the greatest gifts of all
is when my little girl's little girl HUGGS my neck and says I love you PAPA

13601. My Little Home In Tennessee

The Carter Family - My Little Home in Tennessee
IIIrd Tyme Out



[Verse]
Every night I'm dreaming of a little home
Down among the hills of Tennessee
And I'm always lonely, longing to return
To the place that means the world to me

Just a little shack, roof all turning black
Still it is a palace fair to me
Songbirds always singing 'round my kitchen door
In my little home in Tennessee

I can see my mother standing by the gate
As I drove the old horse up the lane
She would never scold me when I'd get in late
How I wish I'd never caused her pain

With her tender smile beaming all the while
No one could be so kind to me
Now she's gone to heaven and she'll never return
To my little home in Tennessee

I can still remember many years ago
When my sweetheart wandered by my side
Down among the mountains where wildflowers grow
There she promised she would be my bride

Then another man won her heart and hand
Then I knew how much she meant to me
I was brokenhearted and I went away
From my little home in Tennessee

13602. My Little Honeysuckle Rose

My Little Honeysuckle Rose

My little honeysuckle rose you know I love you
Even though you're many miles away
You're a sweetheart so divine and I'll always call you mine
And I'm hopin' that we meet again someday

Little honeysuckle rose how I miss you
Darlin' could you ever forget
Oh the day seemed like years and I've shed so many tears
And as I loved you then I love you yet

Among the honeysuckle vines we use to wander
When I was with the girl I loved the best
When you promised to be true I'll remember dear to you
When I pinned a lovely rose upon your breast

Now I'll say my last goodbye my little darlin'
The roses for me dear I know you'll save
After I am dead and gone if that love still linger's on



There's honeysuckle vines upon my grave

13603. My Little Sweetheart Of The Mountain

My Little Sweetheart Of The Mountain

My little sweetheart of the mountains
With hair as red as anybody's
And her lips as sweet as honey
She shines like the morning stars

Meet me out in the Blue Ridge Mountains
Underneath the lonesome pine
We'll settle down up there forever
Mary Jane won't you be mine

I'm going back to North Carolina
Where the mountain tops are blue
Mary Jane you know I love you
And I'm coming back to you

13604. My Little Woman You're So Sweet - Chords

My Little Woman You're So Sweet 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
D D7 D D7
D    D7
G   A7  D     A7
 
[Verse 1]
D N.C.    D7 N.C.   D7 N.C.           D D7             D7
  Hey mama,  yay gal,  don't you hear me  callin' you?
         G         A                          D      A7
She's so sweet, so sweet, my little woman, so sweet
 
 
[Verse 2]
     D                             D7                  D
Well I'll travel over this country,  make a million or more
                                         D7
I'll give it all to see my baby once more
N.C.     G         A                          D      A7
She's so sweet, so sweet, my little woman, so sweet
 
 
[Instrumental]
D D7 D D7



D    D7
G   D
A  G   D  A7
 
[Verse 3]
D N.C.                  D7 N.C.                    D
  When you see my baby',   don't you  get so smart
       D
Do I'm 'onna stab your liver, then I'm all slash your heart
D G                   A                          D      A7
   She's so sweet, so sweet, my little woman, so sweet
 
 
[Verse 4]
D7
  Well I see my baby comin', I'm gonna hurry back home
D7
Ain't had no lovin' since my honey child bin gone
G              A                        D
 So sweet , so sweet my little woman so sweet

13605. My Long Skinny Lanky Sarah Jane

The Stanley Brothers - My Long Skinny Lanky Sarah Jane

Not too many miles from here
In a town that I love dear
There's a lady that's got me on a string
She's the worst you ever saw
She nearly broke my jaw
She made me carry my left arm in a sling.

She's my darlin, my daisy
She's knock-kneed, she's lazy
Humpbacked, box-ankled and she's lame
Oh, her nose is like a cork,
She's the terror of New York
My long, skinny, lanky Sarah Jane.

Oh Jane, my good old Jane,
Won't you come back to yer bonehead once again
Oh, they say she's mighty nice
but her armpits smell like spice
She's my long, skinny, lanky Sarah Jane.

Oh she promised to meet me in stockyard 17
Down at the stockyards, just three miles out of town
Our pigsfeet, and pigs ear, and tough old Texas steer
And sell all the steaks for 14 cents a pound

She's my darlin, my daisy, she's my peaches ----
Humpbacked, bowlegged and she's lame
For they say her teeth are false, for they rattle when she walks



She's my long, skinny, lanky Sarah Jane.

Oh Jane, my good old Jane,
Won't you come back to yer bonehead once again
Oh, they say her breath is sweet
but I'd rather smell her feet
She's my long, skinny, lanky Sarah Jane.

13606. My Lord - Chords

My Lord 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
                              C           G
He unlocked the shackles that bound me in sin
                              G
He opened up my eyes so i can see
                          C         G
He lifted my burdens when he let me in
           D         G
Glory Hallelujah i'm free
 
 
[Chorus]
                      C                  G
My Lord can bring the mountains tumbling down
                            D
My Lord can calm the raging sea
G                            C       G
My Lord can reach you in the darkest hour
                   D      G
And lift you as he lifted me
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
G
 
G C G
G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                           C       G
Like Paul and Silas in the days of old
                     G
Daniel in the lion's den
                       C        G
They didn't worry what accusors said



           D        G
They had a powerful friend
 
 
[Chorus]
                      C                  G
My Lord can bring the mountains tumbling down
                            D
My Lord can calm the raging sea
G                            C       G
My Lord can reach you in the darkest hour
                   D      G
And lift you as he lifted me
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
G
 
G C G
G D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
                          C          G
He sees the weary and the cross they bare
                              G
He sees each footprint in the sand
                           C        G
He sees the humble as they kneel in prayer
                  D            G
And reach for his outstretched hand
 
 
[Outro]
                      C                  G
My Lord can bring the mountains tumbling down
                            D
My Lord can calm the raging sea
G                            C       G
My Lord can reach you in the darkest hour
                   D      G
And lift you as he lifted me

13607. My Lord Has Called Me - Chords

My Lord Has Called Me
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Lester Weytek

C           G7        C    G7
My Lord has called me today
                              C 



To go the straight and narrow way
                           F
So for my Lord I'll surely live
       C        G7        C
Yes my Lord has called me today
              G7  
God warned us all
                  C
To live in sin no more
               D7         
Just place our faith in Him
                   G7 
To reach the other shore
   C        G7        C    G7
My Lord has called me today
                              C 
To go the straight and narrow way
                           F
So for my Lord I'll surely live
       C        G7        C
Yes my Lord has called me today
              G7  
God warned us all
                  C
To live in sin no more
               D7         
Just place our faith in Him
                   G7 
To reach the other shore
   C        G7        C    G7
My Lord has called me today
                              C 
To go the straight and narrow way
                           F
So for my Lord I'll surely live
       C        G7        C
Yes my Lord has called me today

13608. My Lord Keeps A Record

My Lord Keeps a Record

    My Lord keeps a record of things in the past
    Tells us the story of a life that won't last
    And when I have reached my heavenly home
    My Lord keeps a record of things gone on

I remember when I was so young
All of the evil things I had done
But now I know my life's crown is won
My Lord keeps a record of things gone on

Many years have come and they've gone



I see King Jesus sitting there in his throne
Flying with the Angels to my heavenly home
My Lord keeps a record of things gone on

13609. My Lord Keeps A Record - Chords

My Lord Keeps A Record
recorded by Jimmy Martin
written by Carl Story and William York

C                          F         C
What a wonderful beautiful picture I have
                             G7
Of a place without sorrow or fear
    C                         F        C
And I'm going to live in that city someday
                    G7            C
For my days are all numbered down here

 
My Lord keeps a record
       F                       C
Of the moments I'm living down here

He knows all about me
                   D7         G7
All my troubles my sorrows my fears

C
I'm living each moment
        F                           C
Through the mercies of God's loving grace

And someday he will call me
                  G7        C
To that wonderful beautiful place

                       F          C
I want to be doing the will of my Lord
                           G7
As I travel this wearisome land
   C                         F         C
So I'll not be ashamed of my record up there
                    G7            C
When I stand at the Saviors right hand

repeat #2 & 3



13610. My Losing Bet

My Losing Bet
The Avett Brothers

I waited for you
A hard thing to do
Knowin' we're through
And though I don't have to choose
To welcome you back or push you away
But wait we're not there yet
And though I'm losing the bet
There's still the sunset

I felt so surprised
When she arrived
Wearing a smile
Smiles soon turn to tears
Out on her back pier
After all the love how did I end here

Oh Lord, Oh Lord...

13611. My Love Affair With Trains

My Love Affair With Trains
(Dolly Parton)

Everytime I hear the sound of a train a comin' down that railroad track
I get that faraway look in my eyes
And I'd like to throw my hammer down and take off to some distand town
And not even take the time to say goodbye.

I've got to think about my babies about my job and my old lady
And how much she'd miss me if I's gone
And I love them more than anything but I got this feeling near by trains
And some other wish I's on that train and gone.

That train keeps a rolling down the track
Bringing my old mem'ries back
Making hobo blood ball in my veins
Reviving my old love affair with trains.

--- Instrumental ---

The nights ain't never long enough my wife keeps sayin' you get up
For you'll be late to work and miss your ride
I grab my dinner bucket up and jump on the back of your pickup truck
And I wonder if I'll jump that train tonight.

And it wasn't long ago that I was free to jump that train and ride
But I gave it up to be a family man
And I don't suppose I'll ever go but when I hear that whistle blow



I think of my old love affair again.

That train keeps a rolling down the track
Bringing my old mem'ries back
Making hobo blood ball in my veins
Reviving my old love affair with trains.

That train keeps a rolling down the track
Bringing my old mem'ries back
Making hobo blood ball in my veins
Reviving my old love affair with trains...

13612. My Love Come Rolling Down - Chords

My Love Come Rolling Down 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
G  D
 
[Verse 1]
G                                   D
Don't need your whiskey, don't need your rum.
G                                        D
Don't need your whiskey, don't need your rum.
                 G           A                       D
All I need is my sweet Mamma    when the summertime come.
 
[Chorus]
                 Dmaj7     G                D
She makes my love     come rollin', rollin' down
             Dmaj7     G                D     G   D
She makes my love come rollin', rollin' down
 
[Verse 2]
          G                                             D
There's a warm wind a'blowing, and its blowing from the south.
          G                                             D
There's a warm wind a'blowing, and its blowing from the south.
          G                  A                    D
Like the sweet words flowing   from babies pretty mouth
 
[Chorus]
                 Dmaj7     G                D
She makes my love     come rollin', rollin' down
             Dmaj7      G                D
She makes my love  come rollin', rollin' down
 
[Verse 3]
       G                                         D
Look a way over yonder, don't you see that eagle rise.
       G                                         D
Look a way over yonder, can't you see that eagle rise.



       G                 A                               D
Lord I love my sweet baby   like that big bird loves the sky
 
[Outro]
             Dmaj7     G                D
She makes my love come rollin', rollin' down
             Dmaj7     G                D
She makes my love come rollin', rollin' down
             Dmaj7     G                D
She makes my love come rollin', rollin' down

13613. My Love Follows You Where You Go

My Love Follows You Where You Go
Alison Krauss & Union Station

More wishes than a thousand hearts can count for you
More smiles than a merry-go-round
The sweetest ending to a bedtime story told
My love follows you where you go

More laughter than a kindergarten out to play
One Sunday morning song that says it all
More summer than the California beach can hold
My love follows you where you go

Future like a promise
Your city of gold
Stubborn in your bones and
Jesus in your soul
Seeing you stand there
Starin' at the unknown
I won't pretend that it's not killin' me
Watchin' you walk away slow

Take forgiveness, take a prayer, take the deepest breath
And take the answers in your heart
When you wake up and the world is cruel and cold
My love follows you where you go

Future like a promise
Your city of gold
Stubborn in your bones and
Jesus in your soul
Seeing you stand there
Starin' at the unknown
I won't pretend that it's not killin' me
Watchin' you walk away slow

More freedom than a field of flowers in the day
More beauty than a mornin' after rain
Up the steepest hill, a dark and crooked road
My love follows you where you go



Future like a promise
Your city of gold
Stubborn in your bones and
Jesus in your soul
Seeing you stand there
Starin' at the unknown
I won't pretend that it's not killin' me
Watchin' you walk away slow

13614. My Love For You

My Love For You
(Jeannie Seely)

My love is like a flame forever burning
And like a flame my love for you is warm
My love is a like a wheel that keeps on turning
My love for you is strong enough to weather any storm.

My love is flowing like the raging river
And it will stop when river cease to flow
My love is growing like a weed in garden
My love for you will die when these weeds no longer grow.

I've tried every way I know to tell you
But words don't seem to say what I want them to
My love for you's beyond compare
I just like to share my thoughts with you.

They say that love is like a ray of sunshine
They say that love's what makes the flowers grow
Well all I know is that I really love you
My love for you can't be compared to anything I know...

13615. My Love Lies in the Ground

My Love Lies in the Ground

My love you lie in the cold cold ground
In a grave not one week old
To kiss once more your cold cold lips
I'd give my weight in gold gold
I'd give my weight in gold

I can't see clear to leave your side
I never more will roam
I'll make my bed upon your grave 
A pillow from your stone stone



A pillow from your stone

There is no fire can warm me now
No blanket made of down
The warmth I feel is from your soul
A seeping through the ground ground
A seeping through the ground

And I do not want a house of gold
Or a cold dark cave
I'll make my home in the musty soil 
That lies around your grave grave
That lies around your grave

Well I can't abide their laughter
It cuts me like a blade
I prefer the night owl call 
And the rhythm of my spade spade
The rhythm of my spade

Soon I'll be at your side
Apart we'll never be
And I won't hear those above
That make a fool of me me
That make a fool of me

13616. My Love Tells Me So

My Love Tells Me So - Garth Brooks 

You don't have to cry when I say good-bye, good-bye
You know I'll be coming back real soon
And when I do, you know
It will be such a sweet hello

Rising like the sun above the sky line, sky line
Love is brighter than ever before
And that should be understood
When is said I do you knew I would

Some things can be good forever
My love tells me so
Two hearts can be one together
My love tells me so

Let me lay your head upon my pillow, baby
Whisper what you need to me, my dear (my dear)
Don't worry, close your eyes
Morning will find me by your side

Some things can be good forever
My love tells me so
Two hearts can be one together



My love tells me so

Give me a chance and I'll sing for you
I have a song for you
To be with you is a dream
I dream of you

Some things can be good forever
My love tells me so

13617. My Love Will Follow You

Dierks Bentley - My Love Will Follow You
Buddy Miller

[Verse 1]
Take your suitcase and take your heart
Take a train to the boulevard
My love will follow you, my love will follow you
You can try to lose yourself downtown
You can burn all your bridges down
My love will follow you, yeah my love will follow you

[Chorus]
My love will follow you
Down every highway of your soul
You can leave me far behind
But my love will be your shadow
Everywhere you go

[Verse 2]
So close the door, turn in the key
Leave me here like a memory
My love will follow you, my love will follow you
Even on a road that takes you down where
Cords of human kindness come unwound
My love will follow you, yeah my love will follow you

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
If you should go so far, that you can not get back
Girl, you may not remember, but my heart will not lose track
So go ahead and take that train
In my heart you'll still remain

[Outro]
My love will follow you, my love will follow you
My love will follow you
Oh, follow you
My love will follow you



13618. My Love Will Keep

My Love Will Keep
Adrienne Young
Adrienne Young / Mark D. Sanders

Baby were you just about to kiss me
Or were you just about to leave
Come and sit down here beside me
Maybe take a moment just to breathe

Well I could say I'm sorry
And I could tell you I was wrong
I just can't say FOREVER
But here after from NOW ON

I love you in the winter when the roots grow deep
Love you in the spring when the leaves turn green
I love you in the summer when the trees grow tall
I love you in the fall of the year
When the leaves turn brown
When they cover the ground
Down where the roots grow deep
My love will keep

Why worry 'bout our future
If we're not worried 'bout our past
So don't you worry 'bout that question
You've been just about to ask

I love you in the winter when the roots grow deep
Love you in the spring when the leaves turn green
I love you in the summer when the trees grow tall
I love you in the fall of the year

When the leaves turn brown
When they cover the ground
Down where the roots grow deep
My love will keep

13619. My Love Will Never Die

My Love Will Never Die 
Blue Moon Rising

The trees still grow on the mountain side 
The dogwoods still bloom in the spring, 
The birds still built their nests so high 
The grass still waits for the rain



 
The streams still flow beneath my feet 
Toward the ocean blue, 
My love for you, is as these things 
So faithful and so true
 
CHORUS : 
And as the sun sets o'er your grave 
I think of days gone by
Like the passing sea sons of the years 
My love will never die
 
The house we built, is standin' strong 
Beside the old oak tree
And the flowers you planted still bloom each year 
Where your garden used to be
 
The children that we raised with love 
Live  just down the road
Each time I see our daughter's face 
Your beauty within her glows

13620. My Love Will Not Change

Del McCoury - My Love Will Not Change

Well, the seasons come and the seasons go
And the reason you left is I'll never know
There will be others, yes, I know it's true
But they won't do like I did for you

My love will not change
My love will not change
It just rolls like a river to the sea of your name

My love will not change
My love will not change
It's as steady as the rhythm of the pouring rain

Strong as the wind 'cross the mountaintop
Hey, my love is movin' and it just won't stop
I turned you loose, honey, I let you fly
Now all I can do is hang my head and cry

My love will not change
My love will not change
It just rolls like a river to the sea of your name

My love will not change
My love will not change
It's as steady as the rhythm of the pouring rain

My love will not change



My love will not change
Might as well try holding back a fast freight train

My love will not change
My love will not change
Baby ask me tomorrow and I'll tell you the same

My love will not change
My love will not change

13621. My Main Trial Is Yet To Come

My Main Trial Is Yet To Come - Stanley Brothers

Sittin' alone in my cold prison cell
Watchin the sinkin' sun
My trial on earth is over now
But my main trial is yet to come

   My main trial is yet to come oh Lord
   I'll die in the morning at dawn
   But after I die in the electric chair
   My main trial is yet to come

Oh mother I'm leavin' you here all alone
I've disgraced your name I know
This trial on earth is for my life
But the main trial will be for my soul

The judge gave me the electric chair
But that don't worry me
It's what the verdict will be on that day
When the main judge's face I see

13622. My Many Days - Chords

My Many Days 
Dead Horses

[Verse 1]
Bm             G        Bm  D
How do I spend my many days?
                     G   Bm A
With all my restless ways
                  G    Bm D
Got me feelin' so strange
               G
Paintings in a cave
 



[Instumental]
Bm A G BM D G Bm A
 
[Verse 2]
A                          G  Bm D
How do I spend my youthful days?
                     G  Bm A
They think I lost my way
                     G     Bm D
Every day we change, we change
               G
Life's a messy maze
 
[Instrumental]
Bm A Em D A Em D F C Bm A
 
[Verse 3]
A                          G  Bm D
How do I spend my numbered days?
                      G   Bm A
You see we're all the same
                          G  Bm D
I'd like to rid myself of shame
                       G  Bm A
Well that would be the day
        G          D
Cause I know we're gonna win
       G          D
Yes, I know we're gonna win
       G          D
Yes, I know we're gonna win
 
[Instrumental]
C Bm Bb A C Bm Bb A C Bm Bb A G
 
[Verse 4]
G                         Bm D
How do I spend my human days?
                           G    Bm A
She said, "Just don't lose faith."
Em                     G    Bm
Well that would be the day, Babe
D                 G
That would be the day.
 
[Outro]
G Bm A Em D A Em D F C Bm A C Bm Bb A G F#
F C Bm Bb A G F# F Em C Bm Bb A G F# F C Bm

13623. My Many Hurried Southern Trips - Chords

My Many Hurried Southern Trips
Parton Wagoner



INTRO: D
D A7 D
I drive for the bus lines to all points south I drive
G D A7
Guess I've heard a million stories from the folks that ride
 G A7 G D
Have your tickets ready please, and don't forget to check your grip
 A7 D
And I'm leavin' on another one of my hurried southern trips

CHORUS:
 G A7
These big wheels roll in the heat and the cold
 G D
And the thunder and the lightning whips
 G D
And the folks that ride got a reason to ride
 A7 D
On a hurried southern trip

With tear filled eyes a young girl got onboard at Willow Springs
She was bearin' child and I didn't see a ring
I'm on my to Memphis she said thru tremblin' lips
At the unwed mother's home I'll end my hurried southern trip

CHORUS

(KEY CHANGE)
 E B7 E
A man stepped aboard in Memphis, said do you remember me
A E B7
I rode here to look for work in nineteen fifty-three
 A B7 A E
And I've been in prison all these years 'cause I made one bad slip
 B7 E
And I took him home to Rogersville on a hurried southern trip

CHORUS:
 A B7
These big wheels roll in the heat and the cold
 A E
And the thunder and the lightning whips
 A E
And the folks that ride got a reason to ride
 B7 E
On a hurried southern trip

A soldier boy said hello Joe it's been a long long time
Do you still make a special at the Shannon County line
And it wasn't long 'til we were there to meet the folks he'd missed
Tears of joy filled every eye on that hurried southern trip

CHORUS

 B7 E
On a hurried southern trip



 B7 E
On a hurried southern trip

13624. My Marie

My Marie
Guy Clark
Gene Clark My Marie written by Gene Clark

A C#m
Saw you down the underground
F#m D A
The knight in tarnished armour
D A
You looked a little harder
C#m E
There was softness in your smile
A C#m
The Magic spell you weave so well
F#m D A
Still lives in me unbroken
D A
My love for you unspoken
C#m E
It's been there for awhile
D F#m D A
I can't believe it's really you my Marie
D F#m D A
Have you finally realized where you want to be
D A F#m B7
I've know for sometime somewhere down the line
D E A
You were meant to be with me Marie.
A C#m
The last I heard your painted word
F#m D A
Lived with canvas dancers
D A
Who ask you for no answers
C#m E
To the questions you deny
A C#m
You bring the darkened walls to light
F#m D A
While the city was in slumber
D A
Reflecting what you remember
C#m E
From the ages you survived
D F#m D A
I can't believe it's really you my Marie
D F#m D A
Have you finally realized where you want to be



D A F#m B7
I've know for sometime somewhere down the line
D E A
You were meant to be with me Marie
E
Your brush it swirls thru worlds now lost ..
F#m B7 F#m B7
Two worlds of greed and passion
E
To the few who do survive
F#m B7 F#m B7
There is no satisfaction.

Harmonica solo

A C#m D A
The mirror of the morning finds a poet half awakened
D A
A song that was mistaken
C#m E
And a dream still in his mind
D F#m D A
I can't believe it's really you my Marie
D F#m D A
Have you finally realized where you want to be
D A F#m B7
I've know for sometime somewhere down the line
D E A
You were meant to be with me Marie
D E A
You were meant to be with me Marie

13625. My Mary

My Mary

I take a trip every evening
Strolling down memory lane
I'm walkin' again those familiar paths
Dreaming those dreams again
And I can always see my sweetheart
Just as she used to be
Waiting for someone at the garden gate
And I know that someone is me
Big brown eyes and pearly hair
And you'd tell that's Mary
Rosy cheeks and ruby lips
Can't you tell that's Mary?
Oft times in the evenings
We'd go strolling
Hand in hand together
Beneath the pepper tree
And I can feel her hand in mine



As I sit alone tonight
Dreaming of the times I spent with Mary

Oft times in the evenings
We'd go strolling
Hand in hand together
Beneath the pepper tree
And I can feel her hand in mine
As I sit alone tonight
Dreaming of the times I spent with Mary
Oh, gee, wouldn't it be wonderful
To open up the doors of the past
And live again as yesterday?
But you know no matter where I wander
No matter where I roam
There'll always be a place in my heart, boys
For a girl away back, for a girl that
I used to call Mary

13626. My Mind's Got A Mind Of Its Own

My Mind's Got a Mind of Its Own

Chorus:
My mind's got a mind of its own 
It takes me out a walkin' when I'd rather stay at home 
Takes me out to parties when I'd rather be alone 
My mind's got a mind of its own

Verse 1:
I've been doing things I thought I'd never do 
I've been getting into trouble without ever meaning to
I'd as soon settle down but I'm right back up again 
I feel just like a leaf out in the wind

Verse 2:
I seem to forget half the things I start 
I try to build a house and then I tear the place apart 
I freeze myself on fire and then I burn myself on ice 
I can't count to one without thinking twice

Verse 3:
I tell myself to do the things I should 
And then I get to thinkin' that
Them things ain't any good. 
I tell myself the truth but know I'm lying like a snake 
You can't walk on water at the bottom of a lake.



13627. My Mom And Santa Claus

My Mom And Santa Claus
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Clyde W. Beavers

G
Well I saw mommy in her night gown she was jumpin' all around
                       D7
Neckin' with old Santa Claus
The records kept a-playin' and mommy kept a-sayin'
                               G
Old Santa wasn't built for the cause
His tummy kept a-shakin' and mommy kept a-makin'
                            D7
Jokes about the look in his eye
I'll make a little bet I'll never forget
                              G
Mommy dancin' with Santa that night
Well it was Christmas night and all was quiet
                    D7
And I was in my bed asleep
And something woke me from the other room
                                      G
So I thought I'd better take a little peek
I sneaked up to the old keyhole
                       D7
And took a little look inside
And the sight I saw out jumps the soul
                                G
I'd a-liked to jumped out of my hide
Repeat #1,2
 
Well then I cracked the door I stuck my head inside
                          D7
And tried to get a better view
And then I stubbed my toe when I fell inside
                          G
But I got another look or two
Repeat #1,2

13628. My Montana Home

My Montana Home
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI)

Small rivers and streams flow behind the home place
And spill into the mighty Missouri
As I look out my door towards the great western plains
There's a sweet view that's been a home to me
 
Rolling hills and acres of tall prairie grass
Slope east of the Rockies divide



A hundred valleys so green 'neath the purple mountains
Water flows along either side
 
CHORUS
            Oh my Montana home
            Why oh why did I roam
            From the prairies so wide
            My dear little fireside
            Oh my Montana home
 
Oh, I left my home and I set out to roam
Seeking fortune and some better life
And how could I know when I set out to go
City wind was as sharp as a knife           
 
Tall buildings obscure every view of the sky
And the grey concrete hurts all my bones
Oh the bitter cold air brings tears to my eyes
And the way I feel always alone
 
CHORUS
           
Now I lie and I dream of my Montana home
Where the clean water flowed by our door
Where the endless blue sky was a feast for my eyes
And I swear I would stray never more
 
CHORUS

13629. My Morphine

Gillian Welch - My Morphine

I looked around and all up and down
I never wasted time on two or three
There's only one girl for me

There was a time she used to treat me fine
But lately she's been acting awful stoned
Makes a man weep alone

[Chorus]
Eye dee oh lay ee tee
Eye dee leeldle odle ay oo ee tee
Eye dee oh lee tee
Lee tee
Deedle ohdle lee tee
My morphine be the death of me

You should have seen me and my morphine
When we used to go dancing in the war
Spin me right off the floor



[Chorus]

Morphine, morphine, what made you so mean?
You never used to do me like you do
Where's that sweet gal I knew?

[Chorus]

My morphine

13630. My Mother - Chords

My Mother

[A]There are friends who will want you but[E7] just for a day
There are pals you think true that will [A]cast you away
[A7]There's one loving soul boys I'd[D] sure recommend
Through this whole world of [A]sorrow, she'll be[E7] true to the[A]
end.

Mother, though her hands are all wrinkled and [E7]old
Mother, silver hair that has lost all it's[A] gold.
You left her alone, went to [D]roam through the years
But [B7]all that you left her were [E7]heartaches and tears
So [A]kiss her old brow, whisper [D]softly and true
Mother,[Dm] you're just an angel and [E7]I love [A]you.

(spoken)
On the door of a cottage, a wreath sadly hung.
And a hearse stood there waiting,
As the choir softly sung.
There were flowers in their beauty, And the old parson he prayed.
This was the last tribute, as they left for her grave.
She won't meet ya tonite son, when you crave her carress.
She has raised you to manhood and, now you've laid her to rest.
Those flowers in their beauty, ahhh to her they're unknown.
Cause tonite she's with the angels, up around Gods' great throne.
So don't wait that late son, to try and repay.
Give those flowers and give those treasures, and give them today.
Let her know that you love her and, kindly show her that ya care.
Cause she's your mother, God love her, She's as true as a prayer.

So [A]kiss her old brow, whisper [D]softly and true
Mother,[Dm] you're just an angel and [E7]I love [A]you.

13631. My Mother The Moon - Chords

My Mother The Moon
Dead Horses



[Intro]
E C E C D C E
 
[Verse 1]
C         E
Oh sacred fallacy,
C             E
What have you done to me?
C               E
My hands aren't clean,
D               C     E
My hands aren't clean.
 
[Verse 2]
C             E
My mother the moon
C           E
Mass tables too
C           E   D           C
Stranger in me, stranger in you
E
What are we to do?
 
[Instrumental]
G E C Bb Am G C E C Bb Am E
 
[Verse 3]
C         E
Oh secret wisdom,
C            E
Tell me what has become.
C          E
What did I do?
D          C   E
What did I do?
 
[Verse 4]
C        E
Oh lover ecstasy!
C      E
Killer inside of me.
C             E
Searching for harmony
 
[Instrumental]
D C E D G E C Bb Am G E D C Bb Am E
 
[Verse 5]
C         E
David who lost his star,
C               E
She hasn't gone very far
C        E
In every note
D     C   E
Every song



 
[Verse 6]
C             E
My mother the moon,
C           E
Mass tables too
C           E
Stranger in me,
D           C
Stranger in you
               E
What are we to do?
 
[Outro]
Am G E C Bb Am G C E C Bb Am G E C Bb Am G E C E

13632. My Mother's Bible - Chords

My Mother's Bible
Recorded by Don Reno and Bill Harrell
Written by Don Reno

G
There's a book that mother left me 
           C             G
That grows sweeter every day

I have often read the pages 
         A7            D7
Since my mother passed away 

         G
When but just a baby boy
        C            G
I would sit upon her knee

Mother looked just like an angel
         D7                G
When she read this book to me  
 

Mother's bible oh how dear
         C               G
With the covers worn and old

Mother's bible much more sweeter
           A7              D7
Worth much more to me than gold

        G
And she told me yes she told me 
     C                  G
Just before she went to sleep



     C
If I read it and believed it 
      D7                 G
Jesus then my soul would keep 

 
Now my mother's gone to heaven
        C               G
And sometimes I feel so sad

Then I go get mother's bible 
         A7              D7
That she left for me and dad

            G
Through the years there may be changes
        C                     G
But one change there'll never be

It's that old and faded bible 
        D7              G
That my mother left for me
 
Repeat #3,4

13633. My Muse

Sarah Jarosz - My Muse

I spin around in your love
In a place of wonder
I want to wander
With you, my muse

In a dream of carousels
On waves in caravels
Collecting seashells
For you, my muse

I peruse and conjure
Sit and ponder
Then go under
The blanket of your words
The way I feel
The things I sing
The songs I write
The joy you bring
To me my muse

Stillness surrounds me
But you have found me
And I have found you
My muse



In a night of silence
I'm settled by your sounds
In a dream of quiet
Contentedness surrounds

I peruse and conjure
Sit and ponder
Then go under
The blanket of your words
The way I feel
The things I sing
The songs I write
The joy you bring
To me my muse

Delightfully exhausted
Willingly this way
Always yours, always yours I'll stay
With you, my muse

13634. My Name

My Name
Sierra Ferrell

It's getting pretty dark, let's go to the creek
You know the one, where we always' meet
Take' my little hand,' pretend you're my man
I won't say,' where you've always been
And it's down through the woods we will go
To the creek, where we take off our clothes, and
We jump on in, it feels so good on skin, and I hold you under

You're not breathing anymore
You're not breathing anymore
You can't say my name

And out of the woods I will go
I'm alone, no place in mind to roam
You're not breathing anymore
You're not breathing anymore
You can't say my name
Not my name, (no not my name)
You're driving insane (no not my name x2)
I say its all the same

13635. My Name Is Death



The Incredible String Band - My Name Is Death 

I am the question that cannot be answered
I am the lover that cannot be lost
Yet small are the gifts of my servant the soldier
For time is my offspring, pray what is my name?

My name is death, cannot you see?
All life must turn to me
Oh, cannot you see?
And you must come with me
You must come with me

I'll give you gold and jewels rare
And all my wealth in store
All pleasure's fair
If I may live but a few short years more

Oh lady, lay your jewels aside
No more to glory in your pride
Tarrying here there is no way
Your time has come that you must away
And you must come to clay

13636. My Name Is Emmett Till

Emmylou Harris - My Name Is Emmett Till

I was born a black boy
My name is Emmett Till
I walked this earth for fourteen years
Then one night I was killed
For speaking to a woman
Whose skin was as white as dough
That's a sin in Mississippi
But how was I to know

I'd come down from Chicago
To visit with my kin
Up there I was a cheeky kid
I guess I always been
But the harm they put upon me
Was too hard for what I done
For I was just a black boy
I never hurt no one

They took me from my uncle's house
Mose Wright was his name
He'd later stand and without hesitation
Point the blame
At the ones who beat and cut me
And shot me with a gun
Then threw me in the river
Like I was trash when they were done



I was sent back to my mother
At least what was left of me
She kept my casket open
For the whole wide world to see
The awful desecration
And the evidence of hate
You could not recognize me
The mutilation was so great

There came a cry for justice then
To be finally fulfilled
All because of me, a black boy
My name is Emmett Till

But I'd have rather lived
'Til I was too old to die young
Not miss all I left behind
All that might have come
The summer clouds above my head
The grass beneath my feet
The warmth of a good woman
Her kisses soft and sweet

Perhaps to be a father
With a black boy of my own
And watch him grow into
A kinder world than I had known

Where no child would be murdered
For the color of his skin
And love would be the only thing
Inside the hearts of men

They say the horror of that night
Is still haunting heaven still
Where I am one more black boy
My name is Emmett Till

13637. My Name Is Jimmy Martin

My Name Is Jimmy Martin

I was walking down an old dirt road and it was Sunday time
When I heard the sound that changed my life coming down the mountainside
On the hill there stood a cabin, weathered, gray and old
That front porch bluegrass picking, son, was pure Kentucky gold
They sang Blue Moon of Kentucky just the way that it was wrote
They played a song called Down the Road and they never missed a note
There was a man a'singing and he wore a big white hat
It could have been old Bill Monroe or maybe Lester Flatt
I learned to play the guitar and sing a lonesome song
I wrote a song called Tennessee, that's where my heart belongs



I took sunny mountain music to the Grand Old Opry
My name is Jimmy Martin, do you remember me
They fired me from that factory job I needed at the time
Little did I know the fame waited just on down the line
With my guitar in an old tote sack, my heart was full of joy
When this Hancock County farmer's son became a bluegrass boy
I took my music far and wide where I heard the people call
For the sunny side of the mountain where the rippling waters flow
They called me the king of bluegrass, everybody knew my name
From a little town called Sneedville the the bluegrass hall of fame
I learned to play the guitar and sing a lonesome song
I wrote a song called Tennessee, that's where my heart belongs
I took sunny mountain music to the Grand Old Opry
My name is Jimmy Martin, do you remember me

13638. My Name Is Morgan (but It Ain't J.P.)

My Name Is Morgan (but It Ain't J.P.)
Norman Blake

A man named William Morgan took his girl to see a play,
And on the journey homeward, they stopped into a cafe.
As soon as they got seated, Liza grabbed the bill of fare,
She called the waiter and she ordered everything was there.
Bill says, "I know you're hungry, girl, and I don't like to squeal,
But who do you suppose is going to pay for such a meal?
You may have known me pretty long, but you sure have got my initials wrong;
My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P."

cho: My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P.
There is no bank on Wall Street that belongs to me.
You may have known me pretty long,
But you sure have got my initials wrong;
My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P."

Bill Morgan married Liza, thinking he could change her ways,
But what she did to William, first, I'm most ashamed to say.
Whenever she'd go shopping, she'd buy everything she'd see,
And what she couldn't pay for, had it sent home COD.

cho: My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P.
There is no Texas oil well that belongs to me.
You may have known me pretty long,
But you sure have got my initials wrong;
My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P."

One day six big delivery wagons back up to Bill's door,
They asked him to accept the goods while they went back for more;
It didn't take Bill very long to grab his hat and coat,
When Liza she returned again, she found this little note:

cho: My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P.
You must think I own a railroad company.



You may have known me pretty long,
But you sure have got my initials wrong;
My name is Morgan, but it ain't J. P."

13639. My Native Home

My Native Home
Flatt & Scruggs
Nashville Bluegrass Band

I'd like to see my native home
The lofty trees, the golden sand
The rugged hills all crowded round
My mother's voice how sweet would sound

Sometimes I dream of home and friends
My dreams are false my heart is rent
And when I wake I'm all alone
My dreams are false my friends are gone

I'd like to see my heart's delight
Her beautiful face and eyes so bright
And how she'd smile as I drew near
I'd kiss her with a falling tear

It fills my heart with fondest love
To listen to that lonesome dove
She mourns as if her mate was gone
As if like me left all alone

Nine or ten years have passed and gone
And I'm still left here all alone
Virginia oh my native home
Among your hills I'd love to roam

13640. My Neighbor Is Happy Again - Chords

My Neighbor Is Happy Again 
Keller Williams

[Verse 1]
F                        C
I don't have a lawnmower because I got a goat
    Bb
And my neighbor got mad when my goat
F
ate all through his grass
F
So I had to dig a moat



   C
To keep in my goat
      Bb
And I had to buy a boat
  F
Because my goat don't float
       C                  F
But my neighbor is happy again
 
[Verse 2]
F                             C
I don't have a trash compactor because I got a goat
       Bb
And my neighbor got mad when my goat
F
ate all through his trash
F
So I had to dig a moat
   C
To keep in my goat
      Bb
And I had to buy a boat
  F
Because my goat don't float
       C                  F
But my neighbor is happy again
 
[Verse 3]
F                              C
One day my goat got loney so I bought him a friend
Bb                                     F
Now I don't have to drink that moo moo moo
F                         C
When I wasn't lookin' they went behind the barn
Bb               F
Now I have three goats
           Bb                 F
And that's why I had to dig a moat
   C                 F
To keep in all of my goats
           Bb                 F
And that's why I had to buy a boat
  C                    F
Because my goats don't float
       C                  F
But my neighbor is happy again
          C                  F
I said my neighbor is happy again
          C                  F
Oh yes my neighbor is happy again

13641. My New Life Is Waiting In Old Mexico - Chords



Robert Earl Keen - My New Life is Waiting

A  
I crossed the Mississippi, 
        F#m
turned south at San Anton 
E  
A bowie knife, a woolen coat,
   D              A
a grip bag on my arm
A                          F#m
It's all somebody needs to make it through the land 
E                              D              A
Walk the night, travel light, cross the Rio Grande
F#m                D        A                 E
Someone strums a mandolin, soft gulf breezes blow
A               D      E          A           
My new life is waiting in old Mexico

A                          F#m
I was once a married man livin' peacefully 
E                             D             A
Hard to say exactly when the devil blinded me 
A                                     F#m                             
But there was some confusion when my sweet
                 
wife left this world 
E
Darker times, drunken crimes,
   D                  A
a dead young working girl 
F#m                       D        A                    E
Left a jailer there in Caroline, watching me from down below
A                 D    E          A
My new life is waiting in old Mexico

F#m              D 
Livin' in the shadows 
F#m               D
Runnin' from my fame
  A                D
Blowin' where the wind blows
      D                E
Where no one knows my name

A                             F#m
In the El Vaquero Bar in the town of Eagle Pass 
E                              D             A             
Moments from my freedom warm whiskey in my glass
A                             F#m
Some boracho took me for the man who stole his wife
E                             D                 A
He went for his forty-four as I reached for my knife 
F#m                      D    A                E
He never fired a second shot he was just too slow
A                D      E          A
My new life is waiting in old Mexico
A                         F#m



I hear of hidden harbors south of Mazatlan 
     E
Where cool spring mountain waters 
          D            A
meet the warm Pacific sun
A                                  F#m
I praythe miles I've traveled and all the sins I bear 
E                               D             A
Burn away like mornin' fog and vanish in the air 
F#m                      D    A                E
Miles beyond the border now, but many miles to go
A                 D     E          A
My new life is waiting in old Mexico

A                 D     E          A
My new life is waiting in old Mexico

13642. My New York City - Chords

My New York City 
Mike + Ruthy

[Intro]
D A Bm G D A Bm G
 
[Verse 1]
 
     D              A
I am riding on this western train
     Bm             G
This grey and rainy day
    D              A           Bm               G
I'm looking out my window at a sight so fair to see
     D                  A
I've walked and rode in rain and sun
        Bm                   G
Through Brooklyn, Bronx, and Queens
       Em              Bm
Seen a billion jillion faces that are New York town to me
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G                                 D
Ride my subway train from here to heaven 
G                              D
Ride my ferry boat up my muddy river
G                                     Bm
Walk our beach sand and our blades of green grass
   A                    G
My New York City is the town where I found you
 
D A Bm G D A Bm G



 
 
[Verse 2]
 
      D                  A                Bm               G
I can see our black roof housetop shining wandering in the rain
      D                A               Bm               G
I can see our concrete highway running wild beneath the sun
      D                   A                 Bm               G
I can see your face there shining where the kids play in the streets
      Em              Bm
And a billion jillion windows that are New York town to me
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G                                 D
Ride my subway train from here to heaven 
G                              D
Ride my ferry boat up my muddy river
G                                     Bm
Walk our beach sand and our blades of green grass
   A                    G
My New York City is the town where I found you
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
   D            A                 Bm                 G
No matter where this train goes I look out my window glass
     D                A                  Bm               G
Your eyes shine in my tree leaves and my buildings that I pass
        D                A             Bm             G
And I'd give my fame and fortune up to hold your hand today
         Em              Bm
And go a billion jillion places that are New York town to me
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G                                 D
Ride my subway train from here to heaven 
G                              D
Ride my ferry boat up my muddy river
G                                     Bm
Walk our beach sand and our blades of green grass
   A                    G
My New York City is the town where I found you
 
 
[Outro]
 
   A                    G
My New York City is the town where I found you
   A                    G                   D  A Bm G
My New YOrk City is the town, where I found you
G             D  A Bm G



Where I found you
G             D  A Bm G
Where I found you
     D              A
I am riding on this western train 
     Bm             G    D
This grey and rainy day

13643. My Night To Howl

My Night To Howl
Grascals

Well I've been working all week long
But tonight is wine, women and song
Gonna get me a jug get away from it all
Gotta pocket full of money and I'm feeling mean
Gonna give this town something it ain't see
This country boy is really gonna have a ball

I'm gonna play loud music
Gonna drink hard liquor
Gonna chase wild women
Tonight's my night to howl

Well I'm gonna be where there's lights and smoke
Ain't gonna home til I'm flat broke
Gonna trun this town ever way but loose
Turn the juke box up til I can't think
Mr.bartender bring another drink
Cause I may wind up sleeping in the calaboose

* Refrain

13644. My Nova Scotia Home - Chords

My Nova Scotia Home
Words and music by Hank Snow

CAPO: 1st fret/KEY: C#/PLAY: C

[C] There's a place I'll always cherish, 'neath the [G7] blue Atlantic sky
Where the shores down in Cape Breton bid the [C] golden sun to rise
And the fragrance of the apple [C7] blossoms [F] sprays the dew-kissed lawns
Back in [C] dear old Nova Scotia, [G7] a place where I was [C] born.

The Scotian and the Ocean Limited, and the Maritime Express
Their mighty engines throbbing, make their way towards the west
And the sturdy fishin' schooners, sways so laz'ly to and fro



Nova Scotia is my sanctuary, and I love her so.

Change to D:
For across the great Dominion, I have traveled far and wide
Where the shores out in Vancouver, kiss the blue Pacific tide
I have crossed the snow-capped Rockies, saw the wheat fields' golden blaze
Headed back to Nova Scotia, where contented cattle graze.

Where the pretty Robin Red Breast, seeks its' loved ones in the trees
And the French di'lect in old Quebec, keeps callin' out to me
It seems to say, be on your way, there's a welcome at the door
Where the kinfolks are a-waiting on that gay Atlantic shore.

Change to Eb:
Down through beautiful New Brunswick and across the P.E.I.
To the rock-bound coasts of Newfoundland, I'll love them till I die
But if God came here on Earth with us and asked if he could rest
I'd take him to my Nova Scotia home, the place that I love best.

13645. My Oh My

Punch Brothers - My Oh My 

Rise up blinking in the sun
Wrapped in invisible wire
Something beautiful's gonna come

Out from underneath our thumbs
To let freedom vibrate not ring
'Cause we can't listen to (listen to (listen to)) everyone
If we wanna hear ourselves sing

My oh my what a wonderful day we're having...
Why oh why are we looking for a way outside it...

I see the green grass below
I feel the warmth of the screen
Is it beautiful (maybe not (maybe not)) but maybe so
Whatever keeps us singing

My oh my what a wonderful day we're having...
Why oh why are we looking for a way outside it...
How long O Lord can you keep the whole world spinning under our thumbs...

13646. My Old Cottage Home

My Old Cottage Home

I am thinking tonight of an old cottage home



That stands on the brow of the hill
Where in life's early morning I once loved to roam
But now all is quiet and still

   Oh my old cottage home my old cottage home
   That stands on the brow of the hill
   Where in life's early morning I once loved to roam
   But now all is quiet and still

Many years have gone by since in prayer there I knelt
With dear ones around the old hearth
But my mother's sweet prayers in my heart still are felt
I'll treasure them awhile on earth

One by one they have gone from the old cottage home
On earth we shall see them no more
But we'll meet them again on that beautiful shore
Where partings will come never more

13647. My Old Flame

Linda Ronstadt - My Old Flame

My old flame
I can't even think of his name
But it's funny now and then
How my thoughts go flashing back again
To my old flame

My old flame
My new lovers all seem so tame
For I haven't met a gent
So magnificent or elegant
As my old flame

I've met so many who had fascinating ways
A fascinating gaze in their eyes
Some who took me up to the skies
But their attempts at love
Were only imitations of
My old flame
I can't even think of his name
But I'll never be the same
Until I discover what became
Of my old flame

My old flame
I can't even think of his name
But I'll never be the same
Until I discover what became
Of my old flame



13648. My Old Friend - Chords

My Old Friend
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Claude Putman Jr. and Keith Whitley

C                      F                 C
I used to get a lot of pleasure from the bottle
         F         C               G7
Drinking seemed so good to me back then
         C                F              C
When the pressure got too much for me to handle 
D7                            G7
I could always turn to my old friend

       C              F                     C
And he always gave me strength and built my courage
            F       C               G7
And made me think I was his closest friend
            C            F
But darlin' you saved me before
              C             F
I reached the bottom of the bottle
    C       F        C          G7     C
And made me see this friendship had to end

                            F                    C
I can't believe that my old friend would turn on me
             F       C               G7
And drive me from my feet down to my knees
     C                F            C
It's attempted murder in the first degree
  F       C            G7                   C
I can't believe my old friend would turn on me

        F                                    C
Darlin' you showed me that my old friend was wrong
         D7                                 G7
Still it hurts me so cause I trusted him so long
  
        C                   F                    C
I can't believe that my old friend would turn on me
             F       C               G7
And drive me from my feet down to my knees
            C                   F              C
But darlin' your love picked me up and made me see
  F       C            G7                   C
I can't believe my old friend would turn on me
  F       C            G7                   F  C
I can't believe my old friend would turn on me



13649. My Old Friend The Blues

Steve Earle - My Old Friend the Blues

[Verse]
Just when every ray of hope was gone
I should have known that you would come along
I can't believe I ever doubted you
My old friend the blues

[Verse]
Another lonely night, a nameless town
If sleep don't take me first, you'll come around
I know I can always count on you
My old friend the blues

[Verse]
Lovers leave and friends will let you down
But you're the only sure thing that I've found
No matter what I do, I'll never lose
My old friend the blues

[Verse]
Lovers leave and friends will let you down
But you're the only sure thing that I've found
No matter what I do, I'll never lose
My old friend the blues

[Outro]
Just let me hide my weary heart in you
My old friend the blues

13650. My Old Friend The Blues - Chords

My Old Friend The Blues
Steve Earl - My Old Friend The Blues

G
Just when every ray of hope was gone
                          C               G
I should have known  that you would come along 
                   D            D7
I can't believe  I ever doubted you
C      D7         G
My old friend the blues
G
Another lonely night in this town
                       C                  G
The Sleep dont take me first you'll come around



             D               D7
I know I can always count on you
C      D7         G 
My old friend the blues
G7                 C
Lovers leave and  friends will  let you down
                  G
But your the only sure thing that I found
                 D             D7
No matter what I do I'll never lose
C      D7         G
My old friend the blues  

SOLO

G7                 C
Lovers leave and  friends will  let you down
                  G
And your the only sure thing that I found
                 D             D7
No matter what I do I'll never lose
C      D7         G
My old friend the blues  
G                   D     D7
Just let me hide my weary heart in you
C      D7          G 
My old friend the blues

----7----5----3---
------------------
-7----5----4------
------------------
------------------
------------------

>From Steve Earle "Guitar Town"
MCA Records 1986

>From Steve Earle "Ain't Ever Satisfied"
Hip Records 1996

13651. My Old Kentucky And You

Bill Monroe - My Old Kentucky and You

There's a bluegrass girl a-waiting
In the state of Old K.Y.
Way up in the mountains
Where the tall pines touch the sky
Her hair is like the autumn
And her eyes are heavenly blue
I'm coming back to see you
My Old Kentucky and you



She's the jewel of all the bluegrass girls
A diamond in the rough
Sparkles with love that's just for me
I can't see her enough
Her hair is like the autumn
And her eyes are heavenly blue
I'm coming back to see you
My Old Kentucky and you

In the hills of old Kentucky
Where the bluegrass grows so sweet
A scene from heaven here on earth
Where an angel waits for me
Her lips are sweet as honey
And moist as the morning dew
I'm coming back to see you
My Old Kentucky and You

She's the jewel of all the bluegrass girls
A diamond in the rough
Sparkles with love that's just for me
I can't see her enough
Her lips are sweet as honey
And moist as the morning dew
I'm coming back to see you
My Old Kentucky and you

She's the jewel of all the bluegrass girls
A diamond in the rough
Sparkles with love that's just for me
I can't see her enough
Her hair is like the autumn
And her eyes are heavenly blue
I'm coming back to see you
My Old Kentucky and you
My Old Kentucky and you
My Old Kentucky and you

13652. My Old Kentucky Home

My Old Kentucky Home
Chris Stuart & Backcountry
Osborne Brothers

The sun shines bright on my old Kentucky home
'Tis summer, the folks there are gay
The corn top's ripe and the meadow's in bloom
While the birds make music all the day 

   So weep no more, my lady
   Oh, weep no more, today
   We'll sing one song for the my old Kentucky home



   For my old Kentucky home far away 

The young folks roll on the little cabin floor
All merry, all happy and bright
By 'n by hard times come a-knocking at the door
Then my old Kentucky home good night 

They hunt no more for the 'possum and the coon
On meadow, the hill and the shore
They sing no more by the glimmer of the moon
On the bench by that old cabin door

The head must bow and the back will have to bend
Wherever the poor folks may go
A few more days and the trouble will end
In the field where sugar-canes may grow 

A few more days for to tote the weary load
No matter, 'twill never be light
A few more days till we totter on the road
Then my old Kentucky home, good night

13653. My Old Log Cabin

My Old Log Cabin

I've got an old log cabin by the side of the road
And you're welcome to rest there if you bear a heavy load
There's a picture of Jesus hanging over my door
And I talk to my Savior from my knees on the floor

Many years I have lived here just struggling along
Once the walls shook with laughter they heard many a song
It seen the joys of my family shared my grief since they're gone
Kept me dry from the rain weathered many a storm

I'm just an old feeble man now not much father to go
Soon my savior's gonna call me for He's often told me so
I'll just stay in my cabin till I've lived my life's span
And in my Savior's name I'll do all that I can

It heard me sing Rock of Ages and the Old Rugged Cross
Heard me pray for many people who's soul thought was lost
Seen me welcome many strangers who needed help on their way
Will see the angels come for me when I've lived my last day

13654. My Old Man



My Old Man
Steve Goodman

I miss my old man tonite,
and I wish he was here with me.
With his corny jokes and his cheap cigars,
He could look you in the eye and sell you a car.
That's not an easy thing to do,
but no one ever knew a more charming creature
on this earth than my old man.

He was a pilot in the big war
in the U.S. Army Air Corps
in a C-47 with a heavy load
full of combat cargo for the Burma Road.
And after they dropped the bomb
he came home and married Mom,
and not long after that
he was my old man.

And oh the fights we had
when my brother and I got him mad;
He'd get all boiled up and he'd start to shout
and I knew what was coming so I tuned him out.
And now the old man's gone, and I'd give all I own
to hear what he said when I wasn't listening
to my old man'

I miss my old man tonite
and I can almost see his face
He was always trying to watch his weight
and his heart only made it to fifty-eight.
For the first time since he died
late last night I cried.
I wondered when I was gonna do that
for my old man.

13655. My Old Pal - Chords

My Old Pal
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Elsie McWilliams and Jimmie Rodgers
[3/4 time]

C                               G7
I'm thinking of you tonight old pal
                          C
And wishing that you were here
    F                          C
I'm dreaming of a time and the days gone by
D7                            G7
When you filled my heart with cheer

C                             G7



I remember the night when all alone
                 C
We sang Sweet Adeline
F                 C
No other face can take your place
D7              G7     C
In my heart old pal of mine

                                G7
Now the old pals are always the best you see
                               C
New Friends you can find every day
    F                             C
But they can't fill the places or ever be 
D7                   G7    C
Like the old pals of yesterday

                                 G7
I'm wondering just where you are tonight
                         C
And if you ever think of me
   F                            C
It would make my weary heart so light sweetheart 
D7                 G7
Your face again to see

Repeat #2,3

13656. My Old Timey Baby

My Old Timey Baby
Dan Hicks

My, you girls are sure lookin' nice tonight
Thanks, Dan
Yeah, you remind me of a girl who lives in my apartment complex (oh, yeah?)
Really, I don't know where she does her shoppin', but man, what style

She's a bit old-timey, but that's alright with me
She wears a dress of velvet that hangs below her knees, her knees
She's a bit old-fashioned, as all the world can see
The cameo she wears upon her bosom, puts me in ecstasy, ecstasy
Yes, she's her own grandmother, that's what they're telling me
But my old-timey baby is swell enough for me, you see

You see, she plays her old Victrola
The lamp is low, kerosene, you know
You know we lie, we lie upon her bed
The patchwork quilt beneath her head
(Her wheel is spinning, spinning) or while her wheel is spinning
She sews some lace or we embrace
Or when we go out strolling, the world can plainly see
(That my old-timey baby is swell (she's swell) enough, she's young (she's young) enough



She's hip enough for me

13657. My Old Virginia Home

My Old Virginia Home

It was on one winter day from my home I went away
Far away from friends and home I longed to roam
But tonight I'm lone and sad just a little homesick lad
And I'm longing for my old Virginia home

   I'm a lad from old Virginia bravely knocking my way back home
   To that cabin home in the mountains never more let me roam
   I'm a lad from old Virginia and I'm coming coming home
   There I'll settle down forever in my old Virginia home

Since I left that little shack how my mind has wandered back
How mother often prayed for her lad
But from her I went astray and I know I've dearly paid
So I'm coming back to mother and my dad

13658. My One True Love

My One True Love
Bearfoot

My hair fell down
In golden curls
I kissed your forehead
My tears rolled down
I left your room
Not knowing then
That the words we spoke
Would be the last you'd say
Oh my angel, my one true love
Has gone a way to heaven
Oh my angel, my one true love
Has gone a way to heaven
My heart stood still
The sun shone down
I held your hand
So cold in mine
Oh my angel, my one true love
Has gone a way to heaven
Oh my angel, my one true love
Has gone a way to heaven



13659. My Only Love

My Only Love - Dailey And Vincent 

You and I were meant for one another
Today will join our hearts eternally
And this moment I'll always remember
All the words that mean so much to me

And you're my only love
My only love
And I just thank the Lord above
For you each day
I can't believe the way I feel
You're so special
You're so real
And I know you'll always be
My only love

Listen closely to the words I'm saying
I know I never meant them more 
For your love only, I've been prayin'
You and I are what this love is for 

And you're my only love
My only love
And I just thank the Lord above
For you each day
I can't believe the way I feel
You're so special
You're so real
And I know you'll always be
My only love

I know you'll always be
My only love

13660. My Opening Farewell

My Opening Farewell
Alison Krauss & Union Station

My love stands before the open window
Staring so far away
He can almost feel the southern wind blow
Almost touching my restless days

He turns from the window to me
Sad smile his apology
Sad eyes reaching for the door

Daylight loses to another evening
And still he spares me the word goodbye



He sits alone beside me fighting his feelings
He struggles to speak but in the end I only cry

Suddenly it's so hard to find
The words that would help me speak my troubled mind
He's offering these to me as if to be kind:
There is a train everyday leaving either way
There is a train everyday leaving either way
There is a world, you know
And there is a way to go
And we'll soon be gone, it's just as well
This is my opening farewell

A child's drawing is on the table
A woman's silk lying on the floor
And he would keep me here if I were able
And lock us safe behind this open door

But suddenly it's so clear to me
I've asked him to see what he may never see
Now his kind words find their way back to me
There is a train everyday leaving either way
There is a world, you know
And there is a way to go
And we'll soon be gone, it's just as well
This is my opening farewell

13661. My Own Hands

My Own Hands
Stillhouse Junkies

Far as this old memory goes
My roots have been down here
Dust and flood and heaven knows 
It's just another year
Just another year

Sand and stone and nothing grows
No green among the brown
But it's more than someone's lonely bones that's
Buried underground
Waiting to be found

PRECHORUS
But these secrets never keep
When there's always someone creeping  round
Well I have never been a rich man
Living off this land
Only needed what I built 
With the strength of my two hands
With the strength of my own hands



PRECHORUS
Now they're digging in my soil
And they're drinking up my oil

CHORUS
Crossed that line
In the sand
Comes a time
To take matters into my own hands

All these years gone by now, I've
Been keeping to myself
But sometimes trouble finds you 
When you're looking somewhere else
When your mind is somewhere else

PRECHORUS
And they wonder if I might
Let them take it all without a fight  

Now the quiet's almost hard to bear
Just the coyotes comin' round
And it's more than someone's lonely bones
That's buried underground
No more to be found

13662. My Own Kind Of Hat

Alan Jackson - My Own Kind Of Hat 

Cowboys and outlaws, right guys and south-paws
Good dogs and all kinds of cats.
Dirt roads and white lined, and all kinds of stop signs
I'll stand right here where I'm at
'Cause I wear my own kind of hat.
There's two kinds of lovers, two kinds of brothers
Two kinds of babies to hold.
There's two kinds of cherries, two kinds of fairies
Two kinds of mothers I'm told I'm told
Cowboys and outlaws, right guys and south-paws
Good dogs and all kinds of cats.
Dirt roads and white lines and all kinds of stop signs
I'll stand right here where I'm at
Cause I wear my own kind of hat.
There's two kinds of brother, two kinds of lovers
Two kinds of babies to hold
There's two kinds of cherries, two kinds of fairies
Two kinds of mothers I'm told I'm told
Cowboys and outlaws, right guys and south-paws
Good dogs and all kinds of cats.
Dirt roads and white lined, and all kinds of stop signs
I'll stand right here where I'm at
'Cause I wear my own kind of hat.



13663. My Own Peculiar Way

My Own Peculiar Way

(I'll always love you in my own peculiar way)
It would be a comfort just to know you never doubt me
Even though I give you cause most every day
Sometimes I think that you'd be better off without me
Although I love you in my own peculiar way
Don't doubt my love if sometimes my mind should wonder
To a suddenly remembered yesterday
'Cause my mind could never stay too long away from you
I'll always love you in my own peculiar way
And though I may not always be the way you'd have me be
And though my faults may grow in number day by day
Let no one ever say that I've ever been untrue
I'll always love you in my own peculiar way
I'll always love you in my own peculiar way

13664. My Own Sweet Time

My Own Sweet Time

You'll be hearing stories rumors around town
Of a heart that's broken and slow to come around
Let them tell their stories well even if they're true
No one's going to tell me how to forget about you.

   I'm gonna take my own sweet time
   That's what I'll do
   I'm gonna take my own sweet time
   Getting over you.

Daisies love the sunshine and roses love the dew
People try to tell me Go find someone new
Someday I'll remember to forget we ever met
But until it's over well I'm not through with you yet.

13665. My Own Town

My Own Town
Glen Phillips

They all went away and left me alone
And now there's nobody around anymore
Just this big empty house, big empty street



In a big empty town and a big empty state

The radio is dead and the streets are blocked off
And I've been smashing windows, trying to get lost
And I read a few books but it just made me sad
Nobody to talk to about what I read

Heaven knows why I'm around
Heaven knows what keeps me here
There is nothing that can keep me down
There is nothing left to fear
It's my town now, my own town
Yeah, it's my town now
But I wish you were here

I'm wondering if I should learn how to fly
A police helicopter would be a good way to die
I'd be a fireball come crashin', leavin' nothing but ashes
A bald spot on the globe like nothing ever had happened here

(Chorus)

13666. My Past Brought Me To You (Your Past Brought You To Me)

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
My Past Brought Me To You (Your Past Brought You To Me)

Ours was a love people said just couldn't last
They said we'd have no future cause we had too much past
But we're still together and we will always be
My past brought me to you your past brought you to me

No matter what we've ever done whether it be wrong or right
It led us to each other's arms and to this place tonight
So be thankful for a past without it we could never be
My past brough me to you your past brought you to me

We were unhappy so we started slippin' around
We met each other and we like what we found
We found a true love that will last eternaly
My past brought me to you your past brought you to me

No matter what we've ever done...

13667. My Past Is Present

Rodney Crowell - My Past Is Present

The girl I love so much just walked in the door



My past is present but she's not mine anymore
Did she stop by to hurt me or does she even know I'm here
My past is present it'd be that she still cares
For without her there's no future she's close yet far away
I keep hoping that my tomorrows will catch up with yesterday
For time has stopped my world has stopped since she went away
My past is present I just hope she's back to stay
For time has stopped my world has stopped since she went away
My past is present I just hope she's back to stay

13668. My Past Is Present

My Past Is Present

The girl I love so much just walked in the door
My past is present but she's not mine anymore
Did she stop by to hurt me or does she even know I'm here
My past is present, could it be that she still cares

For without her there's no future, she's close yet far away
I keep hoping that my tomorrows will catch up with yesterday
For time has stopped my world has stopped since she went away
My past is present, I just hope she's back to stay

For time has stopped my world has stopped since she went away
My past is present, I just hope she's back to stay

13669. My Poor Old Heart

Alison Krauss - My Poor Old Heart

Don't expect too much from my poor old heart,
You can blame me unforgiven for my scars,
you might just be the best that I can find,
but I can't seem to forget the tears I've cried,
I don't know that I will ever trust again,
it's a price I must pay for all my sins,
Time has changed me and left me full of doubt,
and my heart may be lost never to be found,

Once upon a time I did believe,
in my true love that swept me off my feet,
the nthe wind of change swept him away,
and left me drowning in my own pain
I don't know that I will ever love again,
it's a price that I must pay for all my sins,
time has changed me and left me full of doubt,
and my heart may be lost never to be found,
I don't know that I will ever love again,



it's the price that I must pay for all my sins,

time has changed me and left me full of doubt,
I don't know that I will ever trust again,
it's the price I must pay for all my sins,
time has changed me and left me full of doubt,
and my heart may be lost never to be found.

I don't know that I will ever trust again

13670. My Portion

My Portion
I Draw Slow

When the morning comes and I wake up miles away
Any other day, it's all the same
All the same

With the rising sun there's a hunger born again
Oh-oh-oh-oh-oh, put out the flame
Put out the flame

And the shortest road to the sunset doesn't turn
It's what I gotta learn, every day
Every day

Just a few more miles to the point of no return
Oh-oh-oh-oh-oh, the way is plain
The way is plain

[Chorus]
Oh love, you give me what I need
You take like a one-armed bandit
Oooh, be my strength, be my portion
Oh love, you give me what I need
To live by your one commandment
Oh, be my strength be my portion
Be my strength be my portion

[Instrumental]

Take away my pride so I never have to lose
Never gonna lose, I played the game
I played a game

Take away desire so I never have to choose
Oh-oh-oh, lay the blame
Lay the blame

Keep me up all night so I never have to wake
Never gonna break away again
Away again



Give me no advice that I ever have to take
And you're not my friend
No, you're not my friend

[Chorus x2]

Be my strength, be my portion
Be my strength, be my portion

13671. My Precious Waltz / I Hate How Happy She Is

Cadillac Sky - My Precious Waltz / I Hate How Happy She Is 
Album: Gravity's Our Enemy

Saw a picture in the paper
My baby, and her husband to be
Ceremony is on Sunday
Honeymoon in Waikiki
She was smiling like a float in a parade
Happiness written all over her face

I knew someday she'd move on
Man it didn't take her long
How'd it come to this?
She's in Heaven, I'm in Hell
I'd love to wish her well
But I hate how happy she is
How happy she is

I knew she wouldn't break down
After we broke up
But I thought she'd take a moment
To she'd a tear or two for us
She don't seem to miss me at all
And it's driving me up the wall

I knew someday she'd move on
Man it didn't take her long
How'd it come to this?
She's in Heaven, I'm in Hell
I'd love to wish her well
But I hate how happy she is
How happy she is

Why can't she be
(Why can't she be)
As miserable as me
(Miserable as me)

I knew someday she'd move on
Man it didn't take her long
How'd it come to this?



She's in Heaven, I'm in Hell
I'd love to wish her well
Come to think of it

Spiteful as it sounds
I hope it all comes crashing down
Right on top of her and him

She's in Heaven, I'm in Hell
I'd love to wish her well
But I hate how happy she is
How happy she is

13672. My Pretty Little Pink

My Pretty Little Pink

And now, my pretty little Pink,
I once did think
That you and I would marry,
But now I've lost all confidence
And will no longer tarry.

I'll take my knapsack on my back,
My rifle on my shoulder
And march away to New Mexico,
And there I'll be a soldier.

Where coffee grows on white oak trees,
And the rivers flow with brandy.
The Rocky Mountains are covered with snow,
And the girls are sweet as candy.

13673. My Quiet Mind - Chords

My Quiet Mind 
Gibson Brothers

[Intro]
Bm  F#m  Bm  A  D
 
[Verse 1]
            G     D
I lie on my bed alone,
                   G     D
In the wake of you being gone
             G      F#m  Em
I try not to wonder why,
                A        A7



You're not mine tonight
                G    D
But still in my head I,
               G    D
Hear echoes of good-bye
                G   F#m             Em
It might take a lifetime, trying to find
   A     D
My quiet mind.
 
 
[Chorus]
    Bm    A         G             D
The quiet mind is a hard thing to find
Bm       A          G          D
Everyone listens to voices sometimes.
Bm        A
Maybe i'm crazy,
         G         F#m          Em     A
Thinking I deserve something so fine.
                G   F#m             Em
It might take a lifetime, trying to find
   A     D
My quiet mind.
 
 
[Instrumental]
Bm  F#m  Bm  A  D
 
 
[Verse 2]
                   G        D
Well, here in this lonesome room
              G          D
Night cries a cold, cold tune
       G      F#m     Em
Of the love I left unsaid
               A      A7
And you left behind.
             G    D
Watching the fire die
            G      D
It too runs out of time
                G   F#m            Em
It might take a lifetime trying to find
   A     D
My quiet mind
 
 
[Chorus]
    Bm    A         G             D
The quiet mind is a hard thing to find
Bm       A          G          D
Everyone listens to voices sometimes.
Bm        A
Maybe i'm crazy,
         G         F#m          Em     A



Thinking I deserve something so fine.
                G   F#m             Em
It might take a lifetime, trying to find
   A     D
My quiet mind.
 
 
[Outro]
                G   F#m             Em
It might take a lifetime, trying to find
   A     D     G  Em  D
My quiet mind.

13674. My Rag

John Hartford - My Rag

Now about this lick I'm a pickin' on the guitar, really feels down home
Gives me a little jazz and a little blues
Maybe I need me a buncha more notes and a mess of them fancy chords
Those weird ones like Arthur Fiedler uses

It's a riff I used to play each night before I went on stage
Wasn't really trying to make any kind of tune, you see
It's just my style, just my bag, guess come to think of it
It's just my rag and I'm sitting her picking it out for?

First it's D and then it's G, then A, then back to D
G a little more and then back to A
Back to D then G then A the back to D
Go to E right here then back to A
And make a little run

The to D then G then A then back to D
Back to G some more then G flat with a 7th B minor D 7th
Then to G then to E then to A
This little run the back to D
Then the minor parts be minor and you go and hit G flat

Then you do it once again just one more time
Then you go to D and you bring it back to A
The one more time to D then back to A
That's where it's at

13675. My Rambling Boy

My Rambling Boy (My Ramblin' Boy)
Country Gentlemen



He was a man and a friend always
He stuck with me in the hard old days
He never cared if I had no dough
We rambled around in the rain and snow

And here's to you, my rambling boy
May all your rambling bring you joy
Here's to you, my rambling boy
May all your rambling bring you joy

In Tulsa town we chanced to stray
We thought we'd try to work one day
The boss said he had room for one
Said my old pal we'd rather bum

* Refrain

Late one night in a jungle camp
The weather it was cold and damp
He got the chills and he got 'em bad
They took the only friend I had

* Refrain

He let me here to ramble on
My rambling pal is dead and gone
If when we die we go somewhere
I bet you a dollar he's a rambling there

* Refrain

13676. My Ramona - Chords

My Ramona
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                   F         G7
Everybody's talking bad about Ramona
     C                   F                   G7
They say she's changed a lot since I've been gone
     C               C7             F
They say she may not be too glad to see me
      C              G7              C
Cause Ramona doesn't know I'm comin' home
                   F           G7
Ah but everybody's wrong about Ramona
             C            F                G7
They're just goin' by the way she's actin' now
       C                 C7              F
I just can't believe the things they say about her
      C                G7             C
Cause Ramona knows the things I won't allow
  G7                          C



Ramona's gonna be the way she used to be
            F                 C          G7
And I'll be proud of her just like I was before
    C                                G7
She never was the kind to like those crowded bars
    C               G7            C
And Ramona won't be seen there anymore
                   F         G7
They say I may not recognize Ramona
    C            F              G7
And goin' by the picture they describe
    C                   C7                F
The life they say she's livin' sure don't fit her
      C                    G7              C
But I know she's still the same sweet girl inside
repeat #3

13677. My Real World Of Make Believe - Chords

My Real World of Make Believe
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Buddy Cannon and Michael Wayne Smotherman

C C7 F
I love the way the sunrise catches in your eyes
 C G7
I love the promise in your sleepy smile
 C F D7
The look that says you love me and that you'll never leave
 C G7 C
My real world of make believe

 C7 F
The bird outside the window sings his morning song
 C G7
Lets me know we loved the night away
 C F D7
And through the open curtains the sunlight we receive
 C G7 C
In my real world of make believe

 F C
There's a clock on the wall that never changes
 G7 C
The hands were frozen by the closing of the door
 F G7 C G7 C
And until that door reopens this is real to me
 D7 G7
As real as all that make believe before

C C7 F
The moonlight in the mirrors is all the light we need
 C G7



To see forever in each others eyes
 C F D7
We'll always be together inside the spell I weave
 C G7 C F
In my real world of make believe

 C G7 F C
In my real world of make believe

13678. My Reckless Sweetheart

My Reckless Sweetheart (Larry W. Jones 01/19/2007) 

Well, you said your love was for me alone
And you promised to always be my own
But when someone new came, you forgot
That just a little promise can mean a lot
My reckless sweetheart, so recklessly
You forgot that promise you made to me
You're gone and now you've made me blue
My reckless sweetheart, now where are you
The last words you said had a certain ring
And for certain, heartaches they now bring
Sweetheart, I kept my word and it never occurred
My reckless sweetheart, another you preferred
My reckless sweetheart, so recklessly
You forgot that promise you made to me
You're gone and now you've made me blue
My reckless sweetheart, now where are you
When tomorrow comes in bygone years
Then sorrows will come along with tears
You'll cry and think back on that evil day
When you said goodbye and you went away
My reckless sweetheart, so recklessly
You forgot that promise you made to me
You're gone and now you've made me blue
My reckless sweetheart, now where are you

13679. My Redeemer Is Faithful And True

Steven Curtis Chapman - My Redeemer Is Faithful and True

As I look back on the road I've traveled
I see so many times He carried me through;
And if there's one thing that I've learned in my life
My Redeemer is faithful and true
My Redeemer is faithful and true
My Redeemer is faithful and true
Everything He has said He will do



And every morning His mercies are new
My Redeemer is faithful and true
My heart rejoices when I read the promise
'There is a place I am preparing for you.'
I know someday I'll see my Lord face to face
'Cause my Redeemer is faithful and true
My Redeemer is faithful and true
My Redeemer is faithful and true
Everything He has said He will do
And every morning His mercies are new
My Redeemer is faithful and true
And in every situation He has proved His love to me;
When I lack the understanding, He gives more grace to me
My Redeemer is faithful and true
Everything He has said He will do
And every morning His mercies are new
My Redeemer is faithful and true

13680. My Redeemer Lives Today

My Redeemer Lives Today

When my heart was black with sin
And I had no peace within
I didn't know that Jesus lives today
I was deep in the miry clay
Then Jesus set me free one day
I know, my Redeemer lives today

I know, I know my Redeemer lives today
I know, I know, no matter what men may say 
For Jesus cleansed my soul from sin
Made me pure and whole within
I know, I know, my Redeemer lives today

Now there is peace within my heart
From now on I'll do my part
I know that Jesus lives today
I know he left this world of sin
But soon He's coming back again
I know, I know, my Redeemer lives today

* Refrain

13681. My Religion

Tim O'Brien - My Religion
Dierks Bentley



[Verse 1]
I fell in love on the L train
Headed somewhere north of where you are
Thought I knew where I was going
Now I know I'm going where you are

[Chorus]
Ain't gonna lie I've been drinking
That Colorado's got me stoned
And every time I close my eyes the angels are singing
Loving you ain't my decision
Loving you is my religion

[Verse 2]
I wanna hear what's been hurting
I carve that on a bench in Central Park
And when I showed up there the next day
You'd written your initials in a heart

[Chorus]
Ain't gonna lie I've been drinking
That Colorado's got me stoned
And every time I close my eyes the angels are singing
Loving you ain't my decision
Loving you is my religion

[Verse 3]
I'm in love out in LA
Paris, Tokyo, coast to coast
And it's you that keeps me going
Love from you will always mean the most

[Chorus]
Ain't gonna lie I've been drinking
That Colorado's got me stoned
And every time I close my eyes the angels are singing
Loving you ain't my decision
Loving you is my religion

13682. My Rock, My Rope

Richard Thompson - My Rock, My Rope

In my pain, in my darkness
Is my comfort and hope
In my loss and in my sorrow
Is my rock, is my rope

Give me the strength to bear it
Give me the strength to see
That this is not forever
But what must be, must be



In my cloud of illusion
Give me some way I can steer
Through the shores and the shipwrecks
'Til I see my way is clear

Let me uplift it
Or take this away from me
And heal me from my demons
And forever I'll be free

In my pain, in my darkness
Is my comfort and [?]
In my loss and in my sorrow
Is my rock, my rope
Is my rock, my rope
Is my rock, is my rope

13683. My Ropin' Days Are Done

My Ropin' Days Are Done
Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Robert G. Starnes/Daniel House Music, BMI-It Says What It Says Music, BMI)

I was thinkin' 'bout Mary as I left Tucumcari
With four hours to make Santa Fe
I know she's been hopin' I'll quit this damn ropin'
But that's one thing that she'd never say
It's a cowboy's addiction, the smell and the friction
Of the rope when it's dallied and taut
Every year it gets rougher
But her love is tougher
Than any steer I've ever fought
It's more than a livin', it's been my whole life
Taken and given the pleasure and strifeÂ
But I've known all along that this day would come
Guess my ropin' days are done
There's headers and heelers, addicts and dealers
And Crown to cover the fear
I been a saint and a sinner, a loser and winner
So where do I go from here?
I could be home by daybreak if I turn around now
I'God boys, it's been fun
Tell the girls in Nogales I'm headed to Dallas
Now my ropin' days are done

13684. My Rose Of Old Kentucky

My Rose Of Old Kentucky
Bill Monroe



She bloomed for me near a little village
In a cabin on the hill
We made our vows we'd love each other
And I know we always will

   She's my rose of old Kentucky
   I watched her bloom as the years roll by
   And to me there'll never be another
   I'll love her 'til the day I die

Oh in dreams I see my darling
In a gingham dress she looks so sweet
Oh I long for old Kentucky
And my darling was more to me

Oh I know you often wonder
So I'll tell you the reason why
She's my rose of old Kentucky
And I know she'll never lie

13685. My Rose Of Old Kentucky

Doc Watson - My Rose of Old Kentucky
Seldom Scene

She bloomed for me near a little village
In a cabin on the hill
We made our vows to love each other
And I know we always will

She's my rose of old Kentucky
I watch her bloom as the years roll by
And I know there'll never be another
I love her till the day I die

In my dreams I can see you, darling
In a gingham dress you look so neat
I long to feel your arms around me
And to kiss your lips so sweet

She's my rose of old Kentucky
I watch her bloom as the years roll by
And I know there'll never be another
Gonna love her till the day I die

Since I left you in old Kentucky
I've missed your love and need you so
But from now on we're gonna be together
From your lovin' arms I'll never go

Yes, she's my rose of old Kentucky
I watch her bloom as the years roll by



And I know there'll never be another
Gonna love her till the day I die

13686. My Rough And Rowdy Ways

Doc Watson - My Rough and Rowdy Ways

For years and years I've rambled
I drank my wine and gambled
But then one day I thought I'd settle down

I met a sweet little lady
And she told me that she'd be my baby
We build a cottage in the old hometown

I can't forget my good old rambling days
Them old freight trains keep calling me always
I may be rough, may be wild
May act tough but it's just my style
'Cause I can't forget my good old rough and rowdy ways

Sometimes when I meet a bounder
Who knew me when I was a rounder
He grabs my hand and he'll say, "Boy, have a drink"

We go down to the poolroom
Get in the gang and then soon
It's broad daylight and I ain't had a wink

I can't forget my good old rambling days
Them old freight trains keep calling me always
May be rough, may be wild
May act tough but it's just my style
'Cause I can't forget my good old rough and rowdy ways

13687. My Rough And Rowdy Ways - Chords

My Rough And Rowdy Ways
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Jimmie Rodgers

C                               F                 C
For years and years I rambled I drank my wine and gambled
F              C              G7     C
But one day I thought I would settle down
                         F                    C
I had met a perfect lady she said she'd be my baby
D7                                   G7
We'd build a cottage in the old home town



C
But somehow I can't give up my good old rambling ways
     D7                                 G7
Lord the railroad trains are calling me away
  C              C7
I may be rough I may be wild
 F
I may be tough but that's just my style
  C                D7                 G7    C
I can't give up my good old rough and rowdy ways

But somehow I can't give up my good old rambling ways
     D7                                 G7
Lord the railroad trains are calling me away
  C              C7
I may be rough I may be wild
 F
I may be tough but that's just my style
  C                D7                 G7    C
I can't give up my good old rough and rowdy ways

13688. My Sally

My Sally
Last Train Home - Wayword Sons
Greensky Bluegrass

Hey ho, rain and snow, dark down in the hollow
Play for you with a fiddle and bow
And I'll be gone tomorrow

Hey hey, cloudy day, no sun in the valley
Ever since she went away
I sure miss my Sally

A little while not long ago
We went to the city
She found it a lovely place
But I saw nothing pretty
She stayed, I went
Now I do regret it
In my mind I see her smile
Never will forget it

Hey ho, rain and snow, dark down in the hollow
Pay for you with a fiddle and bow
And I'll be gone tomorrow

She wrote a letter short and sweet
Saying all was well
I wrote one back telling her
That my life was hell



I begged her to return
I swallowed all my pride
Never heard another word
I guess she did decide

Hey hey, cloudy day, no sun in the valley
Ever since she went away
I sure miss my Sally

Her letter's in my pocket
My bags are at my door
I'll play one more fiddle tune
Then I won't play no more

You'll find me at the station
Waiting on a northbound train
I'll find the girl who stole my heart
And be with her again
I'll find the girl who stole my heart
And be with her again
Hey ho, rain and snow, dark down in the hollow
Play for you with a fiddle and bow
And I'll be gone tomorrow

Hey hey, cloudy day, no sun in the valley
Ever since she went away
I sure miss my Sally
Ever since she went away
I sure miss my Sally

13689. My Saro Jane

My Saro Jane
Flatt & Scruggs

Oh rockaby my Saro Jane
Rockaby my Saro Jane
Nothing to do but sit aroundand sing
Rockaby my Saro Jane

I met a gal who's sweet to me
She lives down in Tennessee
Oh, Saro Jane
Nothing to do but sit around and sing
Rockaby my Saro Jane

* Refrain

I've been around here all my life
All that's left is just one wife
Oh, Saro Jane
Nothing to do but sit around and sing
Rockaby my Saro Jane



* Refrain

Now you get a line and I'll get a pole
We'll go down to the fishing hole
Oh, Saro Jane
Nothing to do but sit around and sing
Rockaby my Saro Jane

* Refrain

13690. My Savior Walks With Me - Chords

My Savior Walks With Me 
Recorded by Dailey and Vincent
Written by Jamie Dailey and Doyle Lawson

C                      F         C
Sometimes in my life I get so discouraged
                                G7
As struggles of life press me sore
     C                       F          C
Then down on my knees I call on my dear Savior
                   G7         C
For comfort though billows do roar

     F                     C
I've no thought of turning around
                          G7
For I know I'm heavenward bound
       C                        F          C
Though straight is the gate and narrow the way
                G7      C
My Savior walks with me today

                              F          C
I know there are times when I falter and stumble
                                G7
From the trials temptations and strife
         C                       F          C
But I've anchored my soul in the rock of salvation
                  G7        C
Blessed Jesus the Savior of life

Repeat #2

                                F          C
Though straight is the gate and narrow the way
                G7      C
My Savior walks with me today



13691. My Sin Is Pride

My Sin Is Pride
Adrienne Young
Will Kimbrough / Tim Littlefield

I let you walk away
I kept it all inside
Swore you'd be back someday
My Sin Is Pride

I could have reached out to you
But I felt like my hands were tied
I'm always bound to prove
My Sin Is pride

Wasted so many words
When I told the truth I lied
I never will confess
My Sin Is Pride

I've chosen a narrow path
Lost sight of the road so wide
But I never will look back
My Sin Is Pride

Nobody sees the pain
Nobody knows I've cried
I never will confess
My sin is pride
I never will confess

My Sin Is Pride

13692. My Sinful Past

My Sinful Past - Stanley Brothers

Come listen to my story
It tells of sorrow and pain
My sinful past still haunts me
I've lived my lifetime in vain

 The hand reached down to guide me
The smile was sweet to see
I heard a sinner murmur
Oh Lord, have mercy on me

I've lead a life so wicked



I've lost all I ever had
That's why I'm bound for destruction
It's sinful, it's shameful and sad

13693. My Song

Brandi Carlile - My song

Everything I do
Surrounds these pieces of my life
That always change
Or hey, maybe I've changed

Sometimes being happy
Can be self-destructive
Even when you're sane
Yeah you're only insane

But don't bother waking me today

Here I am
I'm so young
Hey I am bitter
I've been jaded
Cause everyday
I bite my tongue
If you only knew
My mind was full of razors
To cut you like a
Worry from this song

This is my song
This is my song

I live everyday
Like they'll never be a last one
Till they're gone
And they're gone
I'm stick to make me your
Your attention and your friendship
And your time
So you could come and get it from now on

Chorus

This is my song
This is my song



13694. My Songbird - Chords

My Songbird
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Jesse Winchester

C             F      C          G7         C
Songbird in a golden cage she'd prefer the blue
F               C      G7     C    F C
How I crave the liquor of her song
                  F       C              G7        C
Poor bird who has done no harm what harm could she do
F               C        G7       C
She shall be my prisoner her life long

   F                  C
My songbird wants her freedom
    F                 C
Now don't you think I know
            F       C    F       C               Am G7
But I can't find it in myself to let my songbird go
  F          G7      C
I just can't let her go

                  F         C         G7      C
Oh Lord when your jeweler's eye peers into my soul
F            C   G7        C
Oh Lord I am overcome with shame
                 F   C       G7        C
Take me Lord and purify heal me with a word
F            C      G7       C
Lord I beg a gift I dare not claim

   F                  C
My songbird wants her freedom
    F                 C
Now don't you think I know
            F       C    F       C               Am G7
But I can't find it in myself to let my songbird go
  F          G7      C
I just can't let her go

13695. My Soul, My Soul

Richard Thompson - My Soul, My Soul 

My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul

She's never gonna shake it up
She's never gonna shake it up



She's never gonna shake it up
She'll never be satisfied

She's never gonna eye me right
She's never gonna eye me right
She's never gonna eye me right
The way I want to be eyed

My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul

Way she crimps her curls
Way she calls that hog
Way she sips her tea
Way she smokes that log
Way she bangs the wall
Way she walks the dog

My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul

My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul

I showed her my invitation
I showed her my invitation
I showed her my invitation
If she didn't go and scratch me off

She gave me my party favors
She gave me my party favors
She gave me my party favors
But nothing was sweet enough

My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul

Haven't I flipped you a thousand times or more?
Haven't I flipped you a thousand times or more?
Haven't I flipped you a thousand times or more?

My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul

She's never gonna shake it up
She's never gonna shake it up
She's never gonna shake it up
She'll never be satisfied



She's never gonna eye me right
She's never gonna eye me right
She's never gonna eye me right
The way I want to be eyed

My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul

My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul
My soul, my soul, my soul

13696. My Special Angel

Doc Watson 
My Special Angel

You are my special angel, sent from up above
The lord smiled down on me, and sent me an angel to love
You are my special angel, right from paradise
I know that you're an angel, cause angel is in your eyes

The smile on your lips bring the summer sunshine
The tears from your eyes bring the rain
I feel your touch, your warm embrace, and I'm in heaven again

You are my special angel, through eternity
I'll have my special angel here to watch over me

13697. My Speed

My Speed
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Get out of bed 'cause I swear you'll see the death of me
Coni¬■ned inside this space; it's an empty April curse
In the room under the stairs in this waterlogged land
Where I'm the only one on hand

[Verse 2]
Let's call a cab, 'cause I swear you'll see the death of me
We're i¬■oating yellow ghosts without thoughts and no remorse
In the room under the stairs in this waterlogged land
Where I'm the only one on hand



[Chorus]
I sing you're my speed
Just like staying in the lines
And I'm your speed
Just like turpentine and limes

[Guitar Solo]

[Verse 3]
Turn off the set, 'cause I swear you'll see the death of me
It i¬■gures that we'd see our favorite stars of stage and screen
In the room under the stairs in this waterlogged land
Where I'm the only one on hand

[Chorus]
I sing you're my speed
Just like staying in the lines
And I'm your speed
Just like turpentine and limes

And you're my speed
Just like staying in the lines
And I'm your speed
Just like turpentine and limes

And you're my speed
Just like staying in the lines
And I'm your speed
Just like turpentine and limes

13698. My Suitcase Is Always Packed - Chords

My Suitcase Is Always Packed 
The Red Stick Ramblers
 
[Intro]
C C C C
F F D G
C C C C
F CD D G
C C
 
[Chorus]
 
C
My Suitcase is always packed,
 
Yes Ma'am it's a matter of fact
F
So before you go gettin' attached
       D                                    G
Let me stop you in your tracks before those ideas hatch



C
My shoes always point to the door
 
So if you don't ever see me no more
F                                    C             D
Baby, please don't get to thinkin is something you lack
G                     C
My Suitcase is always packed
 
[BREAK]
 
C C C C
F F D G
C C C C
F CD D G
C C
 
[Verse]
 
C
Yes I believe in travelin' light
 
Can't pick extra baggage each night
F
Cause all it does is slow me down
          D                             G
But it be nice if I could call you next time I'm in town
C
Do you need another jigger of gin
 
They say that it will make you sin
F                                     C                     D
And then we won't get to talkin' bout who's wrong or what's right
G                          C
Baby I believe in travelin' light
 
[BREAK]
 
C C C C
F F D G
C C C C
F CD D G
C C
 
[Chorus]
 
C
My Suitcase is always packed,
 
Yes Ma'am it's a mstter of fact
F
So before you go gettin' attached
       D                                    G
Let me stop you in your tracks before those ideas hatch
C
My shoes always point to the door
 



So if you don't ever see me no more
F                                    C             D
Baby, please don't get to thinkin is something you lack
G                     C
My Suitcase is always packed
 
[Outro]
 
F                                    C             D
Baby, please don't get to thinkin is something you lack
G                     C
My Suitcase is always packed

13699. My Sweet Blue Eyed Darling

My Sweet Blue Eyed Darling (My Sweet Blue-Eyed Darlin')
Lonesome River Band
Bill Monroe

   You're my sweet blue-eyed darling
   And my love belongs to you
   All I ask (all I ask) of you my darling (my darling)
   Is love me good (is love me good) and be true

Days come and go and I still love you
And I see your smiling face
Just tell me love, that you need me
And no one's gonna take my place

And today I need an answer
And I want to hear you say
You don't belong to another
And in my arms you're gonna to stay

13700. My Sweet Lord

Emmylou Harris
My Sweet Lord

My sweet Lord, desperately
I am alone, and afraid to be
My love is gone, so far away
I need my sweet Lord's help today

Let Your love shine down on me
And light the way to be
Oh and these are the words that I pray
I need my sweet Lord's help today



Blind is the fool, I see that now
I broke the rules, and let You down
I walked alone, now I have run dry
I need my sweet Lord's help tonight

Let Your love shine down on me
And light the way to be
Oh and these are the words that I pray
I need my sweet Lord's help today
I need my sweet Lord's help today

13701. My Sweet Love Ain't Around

Osborne Brothers - My Sweet Love Ain't Around
Rhonda Vincent

Listen to the rain a-fallin'
Can't you hear that lonesome sound
Oh, my poor old heart is breakin'
'Cause my sweet love ain't around.

Lord, I think I'll start to ramble
Got to leave this weary town
This old place is way too lonely
'Cause my sweet love ain't around.

On that train tonight I'm leavin'
And don't ask me where I'm bound
I can't stay here any longer
'Cause my sweet love ain't around.

Mem-o-ries come back to haunt me
My dream house has done fell down
This old world is dark around me
'Cause my sweet love ain't around.

Something tells me that I'm losing
'Cause these weary blues I've found
Oh, my bab' y left this morning
Lord, my sweet love ain't around.

13702. My Tears Are Overdue - Chords

My Tears Are Overdue
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Freddie Hart

C                    F         C
(Just hang around my tears are overdue)



                       G7             C
If you want to see somebody cry their heart out
                G7            C            C7
For a love they lost and must live without
          F             G7     F             C
If you're not afraid my misery might rub off on you
                    F         C
Just hang around my tears are overdue
                       G7              C
If you want to hear confessions from a broken man
                G7            C                 C7
Who once held a world of love right in his hands
       F           G7               C       F
If you wanna see a heartbreak right into in front of you
     C              F         C
Just hang around my tears are overdue
            F         G7             F                  C
Now there's not a way that I can say how much it really hurts
F             G7               F                   C
When a broken heart and guilty conscience start to work
                 G7                   C
I hope you won't forget the sight you see today
              G7              C         C7
Just remember love I had then threw away
          F             G7     F             C
If you're not afraid my misery might rub off on you
                    F         C
Just hang around my tears are overdue
                    F         C
Just hang around my tears are overdue

13703. My Tears Don't Show

John Hartford 
My Tears Don't Show

I've learned to hide my bleed within my heart
And to conceal the thing that hurts me so
For every time somebody calls your name
I cry for you but still my tears don't show

For my heart is big enough to hold many tears
'Long with all them memories I'll treasure through the years
Sweet memories that make the teardrops flow
Although I cry for you my tears don't show

Some friends of mine ask me if we were through
They found it strange that we should be apart
Although I smile and say that, "I don't care"
If they could only see inside my heart

They could see the memories that I still treasure there
They could see how much I've cried and know how much I've cared



But when I'm blue no one will ever know
When memories make me cry my tears don't show

Sweet memories that make the teardrops flow
Although I cry for you, my tears don't show

13704. My Tennessee Mountain Home

My Tennessee Mountain Home

Sittin'on the front porch on a summer afternoon
In a straight-back chair on two legs leaned against the wall
Watch the kids a-playin' with june bugs on the string
And catch the glowin'firelies when evening shadows fall

In my Tennessee mountain home
Life is as peaceful as a baby's sigh
In my Tennessee mountain home
Crickets singing in the fields nearby

Honeysuckle vines cling to the fences along the lane
Their fragrance makes the summer wind so sweet
And on a distant hilltop an eagle spreads its wings
And a songbird on a fence post sings a melody

* Refrain

Walkin'home from charch on sunday with the one you love
Just laughin,'talkin' makin'future plans
And when the folks ain't lookin' you might steal a kiss or two
Just sittin'in the porchswing holdin' hands

* Refrain

13705. My Tennessee Mountain Home - Chords

My Tennessee Mountain Home
Written and recorded by Dolly Parton
  
C                               F           C
Sitting on the front porch on a summer afternoon
                                     G7                 C
In a straight back chair on two legs leaned against the wall
                                F              C
Watch the kids all playing with June bugs on a string
                                       G7              C
And chase the glowing fireflies as the evening shadows fall

                F



In my Tennessee mountain home 
C                        G7     C
Life is as peaceful as a baby's sigh
                F
In my Tennessee mountain home 
C                    G7         C
Crickets sing in the fields nearby

                               F               C
Honeysuckle vines cling to the fence along the way
                        G7             C
Its fragrance makes the summer wind so sweet
                            F                 C
And on a distant hilltop an eagle spreads its wings
                                  G           C
And a song bird on the fence post sings a melody

Repeat #2

                                   F                C
Walking home from church on Sunday with the one you love
                      G7            C
Just laughing talking making future plans
                                           F               C
And when the folks ain't looking you might steal a kiss or two
               G7                  C
Sitting in the porch swing holding hands

Repeat #2

13706. My Texas Girl

My Texas Girl
The Carter Family

All my life I've wondered if what I done was wrong
All I ever cared to do was ride my pony on
I never had no heartache was always happy and gay
Until I met a Texas girl who stole my heart away

   Where the sleepy Rio Grande goes slowly to the sea
   It was there she promised to be mine throughout eternity
   But the angels they grew jealous of her beauty and her smile
   And came along one stormy night and stole away my bride
   The birds have hushed their singing sadness is over the land
   The birds miss my darling by the sleepy Rio Grande

Her lips were like the Russian wine her hair it hung in curls
Her cheeks were like the dawn of day that breaks upon the world
She's gone and left me lonely I miss the touch of her hand
Tonight while I am walking by the sleepy Rio Grande



13707. My True Story

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - My true story
Composer: Eugene Pitt - Oscar Waltzer

Cry, cry, cry whoa-uh-oh-oh-oh-oh
Cry, cry, cry whoa-uh-oh-oh-oh-oh

There is a story yeah
That I must tell
Of two lovers
That I bewail
Now they must cry, cry, cry whoa-uh-oh-oh-oh-oh
Their blues away
(Cry cry cry their blues away)

Her name was Sue yeah
His name was Earl
His love was Lorraine
She's a wonderful girl
But they must cry, cry, cry whoa-uh-oh-oh-oh-oh
Their blues away
(Their blues away)

Love will make you happy
And love will make you cry
Love will make the tears fall
When your lover says goodbye

And then you'll cry, cry, cry whoa-uh-oh-oh-oh-oh
Your blues away
(Cry cry cry their blues away)

This story ends, it was no lie
Names have been changed, dear, to protect you and I.

But we must cry, cry, cry our blues away
Our blues away
We must cry cry cry cry our blues away.

13708. My Turn

My Turn - Acoustic Syndicate

Out This morning
To take my look around
The sun gave warning
Of the day coming down
Gonna be a rough one



I can already see
A little break from the grind
Is what we need

Patiently
When'²s it gonna be my turn?

My turn
I'm ready for a good time
My turn
My turn
Some day it will be my turn

I'²ve spent all my time
Just workin in this town
Trying to be happy
With the things I have found
But seems like my groove is gone and
My luck just won't change
There's a thousand more like me
Just waiting in the rain

Patiently
When'²s it gonna be my turn?
My turn
I'²m ready for a good time
My turn
My turn
Some day it will be my turn

The old ones tell us
How much better things are now
I shouldn't grumble
But I still do somehow
It'²s just that I don't care
To spend all my days
Making money for
Someone who never pays

Patiently
When'²s it gonna be my turn?

My turn
I'm ready for a good time
My turn
My turn
Someday it will be my turn
My turn

13709. My Turn

My Turn
Hackensaw Boys - My Turn



[Verse 1]
I know you're thinking of leaving
I can tell you feel like it's time
I can see it on your face
That you're worn out and over your line
I know you're so unhappy
With me and the way things have been
But I'm asking you to try, please try
To open your heart again

[Chorus]
Even though I robbed you of the time
You rightly should have had
I left you all alone
When you needed me so bad
Guess it's my turn to feel that sad

[Verse 2]
We've had our differences
Many times late into the night
We quarreled over little things
Had knock down, drag out fights
I know that I lost you
I traded us for the road
I left you with our children
To carry an unequal load
That was wrong, in fact it was dumb
And lacking any foresight
So here I sit heavy-hearted
Wishing you were here tonight

[Outro]
I suppose if you leave
I'll have it coming to me
But I'm begging you to stay
And try to relearn to love me
I'm begging you to stay
And try to relearn to love me

13710. My Turn

My Turn 
Blue Moon Rising

I've been mopin' around with my head hanging down 
And I think that you'd like it that way 
Though I beg you to stay 
You wouldn't have it that way 
You'd much rather play your little game 
 
CHORUS : 
Alone and so blue is how you left me 



But in sorrow no longer I will stay 
Goin' out on the town goin' cattin' around 
It's my turn to play your little game 
 
I've been under your thumb, never havin' any fun 
Each new day was always the same 
But tonight is the night, I'm gonna make it alright 
It's my turn to play your little game 
 
Now my life can begin, 'cause you said it's the end 
I don't care who's at fault or to blame 
'Cause today is the day, to chase the heartache away 
It's my turn to play your little game 
 
It's my turn to play your little game

13711. My Uncle

My Uncle
Flying Burrito Brothers - Steve Earle

A letter came today from my draft board
With trembling hands I read the questionnaire
It asked me lots of things about my mama and poppa
Now that ain't what I call exactly fair

So I'm headed for the nearest foreign border
Vancouver may be just my kind of town
'Cause they don't need the kind of law and order
That tends to keep a good man underground

A sad old soldier once told me a story
About a battlefield that he was on
He said a man should never fight for glory
He must know what is right and what is wrong

So I'm headed for the nearest foreign border
Vancouver may be just my kind of town
'Cause they don't need the kind of law and order
That tends to keep a good man underground
Oh yeah

Now I don't know how much I owe my uncle
But I suspect it's more than I can pay
He's asking me to sign a three year contract
I guess I'll catch the first bus out today

So I'm headed for the nearest foreign border
Vancouver may be just my kind of town
'Cause they don't need the kind of law and order
That tends to keep a good man underground
That tends to keep a good man underground



13712. My Virginia Mama

My Virginia Mama
The Grascals

[Verse 1]
Boys, I know you know there ain't no use denyin'
That my heart is far away from New York City
Now boys, I'm headed home where I left someone a-cryin'
And I gotta say there's none so doggone pretty

[Chorus]
As my Virginia mama
Lordy, every day I'm thinkin' of her
My Virginia mama
Glory hallelujah, how I love her

[Verse 2]
Her pa said we should marry if I made some money
So I got a job with Mr. Rockefeller
This letter that I carry should win me my honey
There's a million reasons I can't wait to tell her

[Chorus]
My Virginia mama
Lordy, every day I'm thinkin' of her
My Virginia mama
Glory hallelujah, how I love her

[Verse 3]
Best me on my way, boys, time, it is a-wastin'
That train ain't gonna wait on me forever
In just a couple days, sweet kisses I'll be tastin'
I'll be hers and she'll be mine forever

[Chorus]
My Virginia mama
Lordy, every day I'm thinkin' of her
My Virginia mama
Glory hallelujah, how I love her

13713. My Virginia Rose Is Blooming

My Virginia Rose Is Blooming

My Virginia rose is blooming
She's waiting there for me
In the hills of old Virginia
That's where I long to be



She wears a winning' smile
And her loving eyes are blue
She's won my heart forever
For she's the girl that's true

Beneath the scarlet maple
By the twinkling little spring
That's where I bid her promise
And gave to her the ring

Springtime is approaching'
The birds and doves are here
They are singing so sweetly
But none can sing like her

It's love that calls me to you
My rose that never fades
Or loses its crimson leaves of love
Love that's perfect made

I long to see my darlin'
there in the mist of dew
With the diamond dewdrops all 'round her
She'll be a queen in the view

She's a wild rose in the forest
A fairy in a dream
My darlings in Virginia
her age is just sixteen

I'm a long, long ways from my darlin'
Just a little too far to be
My Virginia rose is blooming
She's waiting there for me

13714. My Walkin' Shoes

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - My Walkin' Shoes
(My Walking Shoes Don't Fit Me Anymore)
Jimmy Martin

My walkin' shoes don't fit me anymore
My walkin' shoes don't fit me anymore
Stay on your side of town, honey, I won't be around
My walkin' shoes don't fit me anymore

It's a long way from here to over yonder
My feet, they're getting mighty sore
I ain't comin' back, you've made your mind to wander
My walkin' shoes don't fit me anymore

My walkin' shoes don't fit me anymore



My walkin' shoes don't fit me anymore
Stay on your side of town, honey, I won't be around
My walkin' shoes don't fit me anymore

I'll be a long time gone from you, baby
You'll never hear me knock upon your door
Thought you were worth it once but I was crazy
My walkin' shoes don't fit me anymore

My walkin' shoes don't fit me anymore
My walkin' shoes don't fit me anymore
Stay on your side of town, honey, I won't be around
My walkin' shoes don't fit me anymore

13715. My Walking Stick

My Walking Stick
Laurie Lewis

Without my walking stick, I'd go insane
I can't look my best I feel undressed without my cane.
Must have my walking stick 'cause it may rain
When it pours can't be outdoors without my cane.

If I ever left my house without my walking stick
Well it would be something I could never explain
Oh the thing that makes me click, on lovers lane
Would go for naught if I were caught without my cane.

13716. My Way

My Way
Keith Moseley
String Cheese Incident

Sometimes when the moon is right I get a funny kind of feelin' 
And I think I might Just set out on the road 
Get some miles before daylight 
You know the runnings always good 
With the cover of night 
Don't want anyone to see my heavy load 
Runnin' scared 
Runnin' wide 
Runnin' hard now I'm outta time >
From somethin' I don't want to see 

I've been down this road before 
Lookie here now, I'm back for more 
What I'm really running from is me 



I did it my way, and hit the highway to put some miles between, me and last night I kept thinki
ng one day, I'm gonna get away 
Runnin' ain't ever gonna make it right 

(guitar solo)

Tryin' runnin' a time or two 
Didn't get very far 
What good did that do 
To haul ass out the door 
You'll be back now soon enough 
I seen the tricks you said 
And I called your bluff 
And you'll be runnin' right back for more 
Where you're at now 
You're probably right

Didn't mean it and its cold tonight 
Let's try and work it out 
Oh yeah, what i meant to say 
Sounds like you had a real hard day And i'm

sorry i had to shout I did it my way, and hit the highway 
To put some miles between, me and last night 
I kept thinking one day, I'm gonna get away wonderin if I'm ever gonna get it right. 

(piano solo) 
(guitar solo over chorus)

13717. My Window Faces The South - Chords

My Window Faces The South
recorded by Bob Wills

 C
My window faces the South,
 C7
and I'm almost halfway to heaven
 F f#o C A7
The snow is fallin' but all I can see
D7 G
Are those fields of cotton smilin' back at me
 C
My Window faces the South
 C7
and though I am far from that Swanee
F f#o C A7
I'm never frownin' or down in the mouth
 D7 G C
My Window faces the South



13718. My Woman

Tyler Childers - My Woman

[Verse 1]
My love is like the whippoorwill
She bellows out across the hills
Hits me where I need it son, keeps me up at night
She dances cross the threshing floor
O'er the grain till her feet are sore
And the men line up to lay her down
But she don't even see

[Chorus]
Honey take my hand
Take me home
And if the good Lord comes to fetch me
Then he knows just where to go

[Verse 2]
My woman loves just like a train
Eight and the sand through the pourin' rain
Takes a lot to wear her out
Buddy she could run for days
Looks my way and I get weak
Calls my name and I can't speak
Gets me through the loneliness
Takes the blues away

[Chorus]
Honey take my hand
Take me home
And if the good Lord comes to fetch me
Then he knows just where to go

[Verse 3]
My love is like the gospel truth
Puts my hands to proper use
Gets me through the loneliness
Takes the blues away
She dances cross the bedroom floor
Shuts the blinds and locks the door
Always leaves me wantin' more each time she turns away

[Chorus]
Honey take my hand
Take me home
And if the good Lord comes to fetch me
Then he knows just where to go



13719. My Woman Keeps Loving Her Man - Chords

My Woman Keeps Loving Her Man
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
[3/4 time]

C                          F           C
My woman still loves me in spite of my ways
                        G7
For reason I don't understand
        C                  F                 C
I guess some day she knows I'll come home to stay
                    G7               C   C7
That's why my woman keeps loving her man
F                         C
Someday she knows I'll be feeble and old
                        G7
And unable to leave her again
      C                       F            C
She's happy just knowing that someday I'll change
                    G7               C
That's why my woman keeps loving her man
                      F          C
My woman is guilty of loving too much
                   G7
A man who's only a man
        C                          F                C
And the memory she clings to gives her something to touch
                    G7               C   C7
That's why my woman keeps loving her man
F                         C
Someday she knows I'll be feeble and old
                        G7
And unable to leave her again
    C                 F                 C
And someday she knows I'll come home to stay
                    G7               C
That's why my woman keeps loving her man
                    G7               F  C
That's why my woman keeps loving her m-an

13720. My, My, My

My, My, My
Seth Mulder & Midnight Run

See her coming down the road
My my my
That pickup truck with that heavy load
My, my, my
I'm tired of living all alone
With the TV set and the telephone
Looks like baby's coming home



My my my
She's been gone for one long year
My my my
Postcard said when she was here
My my my
I'm tired of living all alone
With the TV set and the telephone
Looks like baby's coming home
My my my

She pulled up and blew her horn
My my my
Makes me so happy I was born
My my my
I'm tired of living in a pen
I'll even help her pay the rent
Your love was always heaven sent
My my my

See her coming down the road
My my my
That pickup truck with that heavy load
My my my
I'm tired of living all alone
With the TV set and the telephone
Looks like baby's coming home
My my my

I'm tired of living all alone
With the TV set and the telephone
Looks like baby's coming home
My my my

13721. Myra

Tom T Hall - Myra

Her name is Myra and her golden skin
Is tanned by the sunshine and the wind
She does'nt wear make-up and she firmly believes
In everything that Jesus came to teach
I am the opposite of her gentle ways
Yet, she remembers me each time she prays
Her heart ignoring what her eyes can see
One summer day she fell in love with me
What a pity that it cannot last
Before too many summer days have passed
She will be changing and I'll set her free
Myra, you have meant so much to me
Myra, Myra, Oh, what can I say
Go join the world and I will stay
Our lives, so different, it will kill your love
Maybe, I'll die with it when it does



13722. Myshall Morning Melody

Myshall Morning Melody
Gary Ferguson

Wandering down a narrow lane in the Myshall morning mist
A cross eyed cat beside me through every turn and twist
Sheep wail down in the valley hear the crows loud beck and call
Sun peeks over the mountain old Leinster standing tall

Yellow Furze on either side and heather on the rise
A gentle Myshall morning breeze shakes the trees and sighs
All of nature wakes again to embrace another day
While deep in my soul a song is born and it begins to say

Chorus:
Myshall morning melody swirling round and round
In a close and tender harmony with nature's morning sound
Like my early morning coffee that wakes me from my dreams
About the beauty and my life among these hills and streams
Myshall morning melody

I remember when we first met in that place so much like this
Your beauty took my breath away and the sweetness of your kiss
Now I see things clearly and I wish that we could be
Together again here in these hills my Myshall morning melody

Chorus:

13723. Mysteries Of Life - Chords

Mysteries Of Life
Recorded by: HANK LOCKLIN

[1] So many beautiful stories are [4] told
Of [5] love and affection that's purer than [1] gold
They meet and they love and he makes her his [4] wife
And [5] why it can't last is a mystery of [1] life.

I love you my darlin', I've always been true
Wherever you go, I'll be thinkin' of you
You say you don't want me, you wish to be free
If that's what you want, that's the way it will be.

I love you too much and not wisely, I know
I thought it was right 'cause you said it was so
And now for my wrong, dearly I pay the cost
The price is so high, if your love I have lost.



When Daddy told Mother till death to us part
He said it and meant it, right from the heart
But now it is different, how people have changed
The words of the Bible, they don't mean a thing.

God made the Ocean, the Forest and Trees
He made the Flowers, the Birds and the Bees
And why He permits all these Troubles and Strife
That is just one of the Mysteries Of Life

13724. Mystery Man

John Butler - Mystery Man

Mystery man with your mystery smile
Come on tell me something I don't already know
I've been looking around
I've been chasing these channels of the information age
And I'm sick of this show

I've been waiting for so long
So Mr won't you tell me whats going on
Cause now I am gone
Yes I am gone, long gone
Yes I'm gone
Don't care if I am right or wrong

Round we go, round we go, round we go in circles
I wonder what all the commotions about
Thieving and loving and waring and running
We're all just the same on this merry go round

I've been waiting for so long
So Mr won't you tell me whats going on
Cause now I am gone
Yes I am gone, long gone
Yea I'm gone
Don't care if I am right or wrong

13725. Mystery Of Love

Mystery of Love (90th Academy Awards Performance)
Chris Thile

[Verse]
Oh, to see without my eyes
The first time that you kissed me
Boundless by the time I cried
I built your walls around me



White noise, what an awful sound
Fumbling by Rogue River
Feel my feet above the ground
Hand of God, deliver me

[Chorus] (x2)
Oh, oh woe-oh-woah is me
The first time that you touched me
Oh, will wonders ever cease?
Blessed be the mystery of love

13726. Mystery Train

Emmylou Harris - Mystery Train

Train arrive 16 coaches long
Train arrive 16 coaches long
Well, that long black train
Took my baby back home

Train train, rolling round the bend
Train train, rolling round the bend
Well, it took my baby
Away from me again

Went down to the station
To meet my baby at the gate
Ask the station master
If her train is running late

He said no if your wait
On that old 44
I hate to tell you son
But that train don't stop her anymore

Train train, rolling round the bend
Train train, rolling round the bend
Well, it took my baby
Away from me again

Heard that whistle blowing
It was the middle of the night
When I got down to the station
The train was rolling out of site

Mystery train, rolling round the bend
Mystery train, rolling round the bend
Well, it took my baby
Away from me again



13727. Mystery Train

Mystery Train
The Grascals

[Verse 1]
Train train, sixteen coaches long
Train train, sixteen coaches long
Well that long black train got my baby and gone

[Verse 2]
Train train, coming round the bend
Train train, coming round the bend
Well it took my baby, but it never will again

[Verse 3]
Train train, coming down the line
Train train, coming down the line
Well it's bringing my baby,  cause she's mine all, all mine

[Verse 4]
Train train, sixteen coaches long
Train, sixteen coaches long
Well that long black train got my baby and gone
Well that long black train got my baby and gone
Well that long black train got my baby and gone

13728. Mystery Train

Mystery Train
Leon Russell & The New Grass Revival

[Verse 1]
Train I ride (Train I ride, train I ride)
Coming 'round the bend
Train I ride (Train I ride, train I ride)
Coming 'round the bend
Well, look at that long black train, bringing my baby home again

[Verse 2]
Train, train (Train, train, train, train)
Sixteen coaches long
Train (Train, train, train, train)
Sixteen coaches long
Well, look at that long black train, bringing my baby home again, yeah

[Verse 3]
Train I ride (Train I ride, train I ride)
Sixteen coaches long
Train I ride (Train I ride, train I ride)
Coming 'round the bend
Well, look at that long black train, it brings my baby home again
Bringing my baby home again



13729. Mystery Train Part II

Norman Blake - Mystery Train Part II
Steve Earle

There's a train a comin'
There's a train a comin'
Hear them tracks a-hummin'
There's a train a comin'

Can't you hear her blowing?
Can't you hear her blowing?
Wonder where she's going
Can't you hear her blowing?

Run down to the station
Run down to the station
Dread and fascination
Run down to the station

Don't you want to ride her?
Don't you want to ride her?
Wonder what's inside her
Don't you want to ride her?

She ain't bound for nowhere
She ain't bound for nowhere
Engineer just don't care
She ain't bound for nowhere

She run down the mountain
She run down the mountain
She won't even slow down
Mmm, down the mountain

There's a train a coming
There's a train a coming
Wait till you hear her humming
There's a train a coming

13730. Mystery Wind

Richard Thompson - Mystery Wind 

Mystery wind blowing tonight
Driving rain, close up tight
Don't leave a crack for the rain to get in
Don't leave a hole for the mystery wind



From some other time, from some other place
Mystery wind make a fool say grace
Lord above how great Thou art
Mystery wind blowing right through your hearts

Whistling down from out of this world
Take an honest man away from his girl
Stir up trouble in a married man's bed
Make you say things better left unsaid

The mystery wind, the mystery wind
It's a cruel wind, screams and moans
Don't know where from, don't know where it goes
Rustling the leaves around your door
Cold, cold fingers through the cracks in the floor
The mystery wind

Can't you smell it, you can almost feel it
Mystery wind, you just can't see it
Foul your water, and steal your bread
Wake up things better left for dead

Mystery wind, are you strong enough
To fight for your right when the time gets tough?
Plague and hunger and burning rain
Too many good men blown away by the mystery wind

The mystery wind
It's a cruel wind, screams and moans
Don't know where from, don't know where it goes
Rustling the leaves around your door
Cold, cold fingers through the cracks in the floor
The mystery wind

Mystery wind blowing tonight
Driving rain, close up tight
Don't leave a crack for the rain to get in
And don't leave a hole for the mystery wind
The mystery wind

N - 13731. N.Y.C.

Steve Earle - N.Y.C.

[Verse 1]
He was standing on the highway somewhere way out in the sticks
Guitar across his shoulder like a 30-ought-six
He was staring in my headlights when I come around the bend
Climbed up on my shotgun side and told me with a grin

[Chorus]
I'm going to New York City
I never really been there



Just like the way it sounds
I heard the girls are pretty
There must be something happening there
It's just too big a town

[Verse 2]
He was cold and wet and hungry, never did complain
Said he'd come a thousand miles through sleet and snow and rain
He had a hundred stories about the places that he'd been
He'd hang around a little while and hit the road again

[Chorus]
I'm going to New York City
I never really been there
Just like the way it sounds
He said the girls are pretty
There must be something happening there
It's just too big a town

13732. Nadine

Nadine
The Seldom Scene

I got on a city bus and found a vacant seat,
I thought I saw my future bride walking up the street,
I shouted to the driver hey conductor, you must slow down.
I think I see her please let me off this bus

Nadine, honey is that you?
Oh, nadine. honey, is that you?
Seems like every time I see you darling you got something else to do

[alternate verse: seems like every time I catch you,
Datcha you're up to something new]

I saw her from the corner when she turned and doubled back
And started walkin' toward a coffee colored cadillac
I was pushin' through the crowd to get to where she's at
And I was campaign shouting like a southern diplomat

Downtown searching for her, looking all around.
Saw her getting in a yellow cab heading up town.
I caught a loaded taxi, paid up everybody's tab.
With a twenty dollar bill, told him 'catch that yellow cab.'

She move around like a wave of summer breeze,
Go, driver, go, go, catch her balmy breeze.
Moving thru the traffic like a mounted cavalier.
Leaning out the taxi window trying to make her hear



13733. Nahlin River Song

Nahlin River Song
Jenny Lester

C F
There's an eagle above a mountain
C G
Floating high upon the breeze
C F
We are rolling to the river
C G C
And the river is rolling to the sea
I have felt the raindrops
I have shed the tears
Let the rivers rise up
Wash away our fears
Chorus
Dance upon the white caps
Bathe in the sun
Look up to the morning
The day is almost done
Chorus F G
Now stand in the moment
 F G
Before the moments gone
 F G
You can come back through the memories
F G
But the memories might be wrong
Chorus
4/4 
Verse & Chorus 
C C F F
C C G G
C C F F
C G C C
Bridge:
F F G G
F F G G
F F G G
F F G G

13734. Naive

John Hartford - Naive

[Verse 1]
I got a feeling that there's something wrong



I got a feeling what we had is gone
And I'm not sure I'm still your only one
(Was it something I said?)
(You can tell me the truth)
I was hoping for a sign saying
I'm sorry, you will always be my only
I've been longing, counting down the hours for you

[Chorus]
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I guess I was a bit naive

[Verse 2]
I opened up my heart and gave it all
I told you things that no one's heard before
Now I know I should have asked for more
(What does she have that I don't have?)
I call his phone, he's unavailable
Oh no, I think that that is just what's happening
This can't be good, am I losing you?
Oh no, this can't be good

[Chorus]
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I guess I was a bit naive
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I should've, I should've known better, baby

[Bridge]
I turned to you, damn you said that we were soulmates
I needed you, now you're falling at a fast pace
Now I see through, you're just another deadweight
I trusted you, I trusted you
(You think you know somebody)
I should've known better, baby

[Chorus]
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I guess I was a bit naive
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I should've, I should've known better, baby
I guess I was a bit naive

13735. Naked Blue



Naked Blue - Hot Buttered Rum

We came from the lowlands for
To see what we would find
Leave behind the car
Walk out the poison
Remember the sound
Whitewater explodes
As I sigh a deep breath of pure calm
We were built to walk
We were built to love
Now we've come so far
A cool, calm expression of mystical love
As we set the sun spinning to the sky
With an alpen glow dawn

There once was a time
When the world didn't shine
But I'm gonna take this down
To my hometown
Now my skin is bare
There's nothing left to wear
My skin is pulled is pulled tight
By the naked blue

Naked bluegrass sits on the wind
I might just tap my toes
To try and keep the time
Through thee unscrew me
A placid white cloud
A happy bright mass is released from its shroud
And says,
"Look, well come on and feel, and know
That in every water drop
On every mountain top
Your naked blue abounds"

13736. Naked In Spite Of Myself

John Hartford - Naked in Spite of Myself

This tongue of yours so razor sharp has cut me deep within
I feel as though your fingernails have stripped me of my skin
Could not bear to hear your voice or feel your icy touch
I'm one outside alone I find I'm naked in spite of myself

My brain is burning up inside my eyes go fiery red
My pride has turned to ashes now right here inside my head
My fingers slip in silence from the things I dearly held
I'm one outside alone I find I'm naked in spite of myself

I'm guilty here with no excusR I cannot say I tried
No place to turn no place to run no holR where I can hide
No hope of walking out to find some other kind of hell



I'm one outside alone I find I'm naked in spite of myself

My feet are numb on broken glass as on this spot I stand
I only asked for mercy but you spat into my hand
Words that split my eardrums now drown out all pleas for help
I'm one outside alone I find I'm naked in spite of myself

13737. Name A Drink After You - Chords

Name A Drink After You
(Yes I Guess They Oughta Name A Drink After You)
John Prine

[E] [A]
Oh,[A]I get drunk most every night
S[D]eems like all we do is fight
The m[A]ore I drink the less I feel b[E]lue
Some[A]times I feel like an awful fool
[D]Spending my life on an old bar stool
And y[A]es, I guess they oug[E]hta name a drink after y[A]ou

(spoken: Bloody Mary)
[E] [D] [E] [A]

If[A] this date were to be our last
[D]I'd never sit down this glass
It'd [A]take all the booze in the world to forget [E]you
You've l[A]eft my heart a vacant lot
I[D]'ll fill it with another shot
And [A]yes, I guess they ou[E]ghta name a drink after [A]you

(spoken: Near Beer)
[E] [D] [E] [A]

L[A]ooks like I had my fill
Gu[D]ess I better pay my bill
When I st[A]arted out I only meant to have a f[E]ew
Som[A]eone just said that you left town
I[D] better get a double round
And y[A]es, I guess they ou[E]ghta name a drink after y[A]ou
Y[A]es, I guess they ou[E]ghta name a drink after y[A]ou
[E] [A]

13738. Nanci

Glen Phillips - Nanci

I can't believe you
You bend your words like Uri Geller's spoons



Not quite safe here
When every judgement seems to smack of doom
Are you ok? I'm just fine
You take Nanci, for me Loretta's fine
A legal precedent could set us straight
But no one's brought up suit
And I'm assuming if they did
The point would still be moot
Are you joking? No I'm just fine
You take Nanci, for me Loretta's fine
No, I've changed my mind
I'll take nanci, for you Loretta's fine
And still we walk without quite seeing things
And I'll admit there's not that much to see
I will follow through
And expect that you will follow suit
And I can't believe you
You bend your words like Uri Geller's spoons
Not quite safe here
When every judgement seems to smack of doom
Are you ok? I'm just fine
You take Nanci, for me Loretta's fine
No, I've changed my mind
I'll take Nanci, for you Loretta's fine
Loretta's fine
Loretta's fine

13739. Nascemos Pra Passar

Nascemos Pra Passar
Chris Stapleton

[Verso]
Se esperou por qualquer melhora
Saiba que ainda nÃ£o vai ser agora
Todo o dia o tempo é mau e nÃ£o vai embora
Ficamos ásperos por dentro e por fora

[RefrÃ£o]
Essa poeira toda nos faz chorar
Todos esses anos sem terminar
Com toda essa miséria nÃ£o dá pra negar
Sei que sÃ³ nascemos pra passar
E assim porque, nascemos pra passar

[Verso]
Se esperou por qualquer melhora
Saiba que ainda nÃ£o vai ser agora
Todo o dia o tempo é mau e nÃ£o vai embora
Ficamos ásperos por dentro e por fora

[RefrÃ£o]
Essa poeira toda nos faz chorar



Todos esses anos sem terminar
Com toda essa miséria nÃ£o dá pra negar
Sei que sÃ³ nascemos pra passar
E assim porque, nascemos pra passar

[Pausa Instrumental]

[RefrÃ£o]
Essa poeira toda nos faz chorar
Todos esses anos sem terminar
Com toda essa miséria nÃ£o dá pra negar
Sei que sÃ³ nascemos pra passar
Sei que sÃ³ nascemos pra passar
E assim porque, nascemos pra passar

13740. Nashville

Todd Snider - Nashville

[Chorus 1]
There isn't nothing wrong with Nashville
These rolling hills of Nashville, Tennessee
There isn't nothing wrong, nothing wrong with Nashville
There ain't nothing wrong with you or me

[Verse 1]
Well if you ever find yourself in Memphis, Tennessee
Be sure to look up my old buddy Jason D
He is as cool a rockin' daddy as you'll ever see
The stone second coming of Jerry Lee
Jumpin' like a monkey on them piano keys
A better rock-n-roller you will never see

[Chorus 2]
But there is nothing wrong with Nashville
These rolling hills of Nashville, Tennessee
There isn't nothing wrong, nothing wrong with Nashville
We're makin' country music history

[Verse 2]
Well if you ever find yourself in some old Texas town
Look for my old buddy Jack out driving around
He's in a beat up Ford, he got a band in the back
Every time he pull over another place gets packed
People going crazy, people going wild
There's just something about country music Texas style

[Chorus 3]
But there's nothing wrong with Nashville
There ain't nothing wrong with pickin' out in the sticks
There isn't nothing wrong with rolling in the Cashville
There isn't nothing wrong that we can't fix in the mix
Alright!



[Instrumental]

[Chorus 4]
There isn't nothing wrong with Nashville
These rolling hills of Nashville, Tennessee
There isn't nothing wrong, nothing wrong with Nashville
There isn't nothing wrong
With pickin' country songs
Down in Nashville, Tennessee

13741. Nashville - Chords

Nashville - Hackensaw Boys

D
Where do I go from here 
D                  A
Where do I go from here 
         D
Well you broke my heart and you made me cry 
G
Now I wanna lay right down and die 
D          A       D
Where do I go from here 

D
Tomorrow will be a brand new day 
D                            A
Tomorrow will be a brand new day 
     D
Well I just wanna say goodbye 
G
All these tears I cannot hide 
D             A              D
Tomorrow will be a brand new day 

Chorus:
D
Why I did I come to Nashville 
D                  A
What did I hope to find 
D
Why did I come to Nashville, Tennessee 
D
It's gonna break my heart 
     A              D
It's gonna break my mind 

Them rumors are spreading around 
Them rumors are spreading around 
We sing on the wrong side of town 
Now the man wanna hunt us down (?) 



Chorus 

Well I'm gonna pack my mule and ride 
Gonna pack my mule and ride 
Go on back to my sheltered road (?) 
Leave behind that Nashville road (?) 
Gonna pack my mule and ride 

Chorus
Chorus

13742. Nashville 1972

Rodney Crowell - Nashville 1972

[Verse 1]
I had a dog named Banjo and a girl named Muffin
I'd blew in from Texas, I didn't know nothin'
But I found my way around this town with a friend I'd made named Guy
Who loved Susanna and so did I

[Verse 2]
Now there was this run-down shack on Acklen Avenue that I shared with Skinny Dennis
And a poet, name of Richard Dobson who had a novel he'd never finished
And that's when Johnny Rodriguez, David Olney, and Steve Earle first came through
And every other guitar bum whose name I never knew

[Chorus]
Old school Nashville
Harlan Howard, Bob McDill
Tom T. Hall go drink your fill
And blow us all away

[Verse 3]
There was this tight-rope walker who called herself the Queen of Poughkeepsie
Who ran away from the circus with this roustabout redneck gypsy
They were Townes Van Zandt fans and prone to combustion
They fought like dogs in Spanish and made love in Russian

[Bridge]
I wish Newberry and Buck White
Would drop on by the house tonight
Things have changed around here, you bet
But it don't seem much better yet

[Verse 4]
I first met Willie Nelson with some friends at a party
I was twenty-two, yeah so, and he must have been pushing forty
Now there was hippies and reefer and God knows what all, I was drinking pretty hard
I played him this shitty song I wrote then puked out in the yard

[Chorus]



Old school Nashville
Harlan Howard, Bob McDill
Tom T. Hall, go drink your fill
And blow us all away

[Outro]
Tom T. Hall, go drink your fill
And blow us all away

13743. Nashville Blues

Nashville Blues
Doc Watson

I've got the blues those Nashville blues
I've got the blues those Nashville blues
Ain't got no hat ain't got no shoes

The people here they treat me fine
The people here they treat me fine
They give me beer they give me wine

I've got the blues I've got 'em bad
I've got the blues I've got 'em bad
Somebody stole that girl I had

She's gone she's gone away from me
She's gone she's gone away from me
One thing she left she left me free

I wish I was a turtle dove
I wish I was a turtle dove
I'd fly away to the girl I love

It's hard to tell what a girl will do
It's hard to tell what a girl will do
They'll win your love and leave you blue

I'm going home to Arkansas
I'm going home to Arkansas
Gonna stay right there with ma and pa

If you find me sad please go away
If you find me sad please go away
Come back again some other day

13744. Nashville Cats



Nashville Cats
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs
Del McCoury Band

Nashville cats
Play clean as country water
Nashville cats
Play wild as mountain dew
Nashville cats
Been playin' since they's babies
Nashville cats
Get work before they're two

Well, there's thirteen hundred and fifty-two guitar pickers in nashville
And they can pick more notes than the number of ants on a tennessee ant hill
There's thirteen hundred and fifty-two guitar cases in nashville
And anyone that unpacks his guitar can play twice as better than I will

I was just 13 you might say I was a musical proverbial knee-high
When I heard a couple new sounding tunes on the tube and they blasted me sky high
Then the record man said everyone is a yellow sun record in nashville
And up north there ain't nobody buy 'em and I said, but I will

There's sixteen thousand eight hundred twenty-one mothers from nashville
All their friends play music and they ain't uptight if one of the kids will
Because it's custom made for any mother's son to be a guitar picker in nashville
And I sure am glad I got a chance to say a word about the music and the mothers from nashv
ille

13745. Nashville Is A Groovy Little Town

Tom T Hall - Nashville Is A Groovy Little Town

[Verse 1:]
My plane set down in nashville at a quarter after 2
A little while and I'd be on my way back home to you
While I was waitin' for my flight, got out and looked around

[Chorus:]
Nashville is a groovy little town

[Verse 2:]
I met some entertainers and they had an extra girl
I told them I was just a tourist out to see the world
From one place to another, yes we really made the rounds

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Next day they all took me in just like they did before
I guess I'm trying to tell you I won't be home anymore
Now this may sound poetic, but I'm happy as a clown

[Chorus]



[Verse 4:]
Remember how I used to sit and drink and play guitar
And I'd get up and sing for all those folks at jody's bar
Well I found out it ain't too bad, the way I pick and sound

[Chorus]

[Verse 5:]
You know that nest egg that we buried in the bank awhile
Take it out and spend it darlin', dress yourself in style
You have always been a swinger and now I won't be around

[Chorus]

[Verse 6:]
I've got myself a little shack out on ol' hickory lake
And now and then I get a gig and buy myself a steak
Why'know, they published one of my old songs, they're showing it around

[Chorus]

[Verse 7:]
You remember all those tranquilizers that I used to take
Well I'm not on those anymore, I'm on old hickory lake
So when you start cryin' here's the best one-liner I have found

[Chorus:]
What else you got? Yes, nashville is a groovy little town

13746. Nashville Is A Groovy Little Town - Chords

Nashville Is A Groovy Little Town
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                                   F             C
My plane sat down in Nashville at a quarter after two
F                  C                             G7
A little while and I'd be on my way back home to you
      C                           F                  C
While I was waitin' for my flight got out and looked around
F              G7            C
Nashville is a groovy little town
                                 F            C
I met some entertainers and they had an extra girl
F                 C                             G7
I told them I was just a tourist out to see the world
     C                           F               C
From one place to another yes we really made the rounds
F              G7            C
Nashville is a groovy little town
                                  F             C
Next day they all took me in just like they did before



  F                   C                           G7
I guess I'm tryin' to tell you I won't be home anymore
    C                             F          C
Now this may sound poetic but I'm happy as a clown
F              G7            C
Nashville is a groovy little town
                               F              C
Remember how I used to sit and drink and play guitar
F                  C                                  G7
And I'd get up and sing for all those folks at Jody's Bar
C                                     F              C
Well I found out it ain't too bad the way I pick and sound
F              G7            C
Nashville is a groovy little town
                                      F           C
You know that nest egg that we buried in the bank awhile
F               C                                  G7
Take it out and spend it darlin' dress yourself in style
         C                         F              C
You have always been a swinger and now I won't be around
F              G7            C
Nashville is a groovy little town
                               F                  C
I've got myself a little shack out on old Hickory Lake
F                C                            G7
And now and then I get a gig and buy myself a steak
         C
You know they published one of my old songs 
F                  C
They're showin' it around 
F              G7            C
Nashville is a groovy little town
                                     F              C
You remember all those tranquilizers that I used to take
F                     C                          G7
Well I'm not on those anymore I'm on old Hickory Lake
        C                                    F            C
So when you start crying here's the best one-liner I have found
     F                C              G7            C
What else you got yes Nashville is a groovy little town

13747. Nashville Mess Around

Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway - Nashville Mess Around

[Verse 1]
Just rolled in from Fond du Lac, I'm looking for some fun
Going down to Nashville town, see the ponies run
Just rolled in from Fond du Lac, sing a little diddy
Raise some hell and giddy all the way down in Music City

[Chorus]
It's blooming down in Nashville, let's go light up the town



Raise a glass and drink it fast before they bust it down
Shine up your shoes, come on let's do the Nashville mess around
Yodel-ayy-hey, yodel-ayy-ho, yodel-ayy-hee

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
It's hard to hit the honky tonks if you ain't got a dollar
And if your banjo's out of tune, the girls won't hoot and holler
No they won't even clap their hands unless you are somebody
Not some Jack from Fond du Lac who drank up all his money

[Chorus]
It's blooming down in NashvillR, let's go light up the town
Raise a glass and drink it fast bRfore they bust it down
Shine up your shoes, come on let's do the Nashville mess around
Yodel-ayy-hey, yodel-ayy-ho, yodel-ayy-hee

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
So wipe house and pilgrims, and in from out of towners
We had a boom now there's no room so don't you hang around here
You're out of luck so don't pick up when Nashville comes a calling
You best go back to Fond du Lac and and quit your honky talking

[Chorus]
It's blooming down in Nashville, let's go light up the town
Raise a glass and drink it fast before they bust it down
Shine up your shoes, come on let's do the Nashville mess around
Yodel-ayy-hey, yodel-ayy-ho, yodel-ayy-hee

13748. Nashville Rising - Chords

Nashville Rising 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
A E D A E D A
 
[Verse 1]
                            E          D
They say the spring marches in like a lion
                  A       E          D
And look at that wildcat wind touch down
              A     E           F#m
In all of its ruin, rubble, and rain
D                A               E           A
That's troublin' poor Nashville, my hometown
 
[Chorus]
                        E
But ain't we gonna rise?



          D
Nashville risin'
               A      E         D
Ain't we gonna rise up singin' again?
                     E         A
We're gonna build it back, together
D              A        E
Better than it ever was
                D
Than it's ever been
 
[Break]
A E D A
 
[Verse 2]
 
Now this ain't the first time
    E          D
The hard truth stared our city down
                    A          E            D
And it won't be the last one that we'll overcome
             A       E       F#m       D
See how the circle remains unbroken, Lord?
               A                E              D     A
See how these trials and tribulations make us strong?
 
[Chorus]
                        E
But ain't we gonna rise?
          D
Nashville risin'
               A      E         D
Ain't we gonna rise up singin' again?
                     E         A
We're gonna build it back, together
D              A        E
Better than it ever was
                D
Than it's ever been
 
[Break]
A  E  D  E  D  A  F#m  D  E
 
[Bridge]
             A              E         D
They say the spring marches in like a lion
          A              E                 D
And they say she'll walk away just like a lamb
           A      E      F#m                 D
Until that day, I pray God's gonna light the way
            A        E       D
We're gonna shine my city up again, and again
 
[Chorus]
                        E
But ain't we gonna rise?
          D



Nashville risin'
               A      E         D
Ain't we gonna rise up singin' again?
                     E         A
We're gonna build it back, together
D              A        E
Better than it ever was
                D   A
Than it's ever been
 
[Outro]
N.C.
Ain't we gonna rise?
 
Nashville risin'
               A               D
Ain't we gonna rise up singin' again?
                     E         A
We're gonna build it back, together
D              A      E
Better than it ever was
               F#m  D
Than it's ever been
                       A
So much better than it ever was
 E             D   A
Than it's ever been

13749. Nashville, TN

Nashville, TN
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I met you when I had a dream
Not so long ago, it seems
We closed down a million bars
Yeah, you and me, we've come so far
You showed me how to write a song
We wrote some right, we wrote some wrong
I was down and out, you let me in
At times you were my only friend

[Chorus]
So long, Nashville, Tennessee
You can't have what's left of me
And as far as I can tell
It's high time, I wish you well
You build me up, you set me free
You tore down my memories
So you be you and I'll be me
So long, Nashville, Tennessee



[Verse 2]
Now you won't miss me when I'm gone
You're custom made for movin' on
And time to time I'll pass you by
Face that I don't recognize
And who knows? Maybe years from now
You'll be the one I think about
But I just can't imagine that
'Cause I'm not one for lookin' back

[Chorus]
So long, Nashville, Tennessee
You can't have what's left of me
And as far as I can tell
It's high time, I wish you well
You build me up, you set me free
You tore down my memories
So you be you and I'll be me
So long, Nashville, Tennessee

[Outro]
So long, Nashville, Tennessee
You can't have what's left of me
And as far as I can tell
It's high time, I wish you well
You build me up, you set me free
You tore down my memories
You're not who you used to be
So long Nashville, Tennessee

13750. Natchez Whistle

John Hartford - Natchez Whistle

Well, I thought I heard that Natchez whistle blow
I thought I heard that Natchez whistle blow
It blowed so low
It blowed so sweet

I was laying on my bed down on Toulouse street
Well, I thought I heard that Natchez whistle blow
Well, I thought I heard that Natchez whistle blow
Well, I thought I heard that Natchez whistle blow

She blowed so low
She blowed so sweet
I was laying on my bed down on Toulouse street
Well, I thought I heard that Natchez whistle blow
Well, thought I heard that Natchez whistle blow

In the rain out there over by Algiers
It may be ghosts or the noise of trucks grinding through their gears
Well, I thought I heard that Natchez whistle blow



Well, I thought I heard that Natchez whistle moan

It was strange it hung in the corners of the room
And I wondered if she would be back soon

Well, I thought I heard that Natchez whistle blow
Well, I thought I heard that Natchez whistle blow

13751. National Hotel

National Hotel
Ian Tyson

All the halls are haunted
At the National Hotel
Snoring and screaming
Down the halls the demons dwell.
Every night the knocking
Come a-knocking at my door
Calling out for Shirley.
She don't live here anymore.

The radiator rumbles
She's trying to get away
From the cockroach in the corner
Who likes living this-a-way?

And the smell that keeps rising
From down in the green dining room
Makes me think of the waitress
Who's got me baying and howling at the moon.

The carpet lives on ketchup
And the lightbulbs live on flies
And the wallpaper pattern lives on anything
That it can hypnotize.

Repeat First Verse

13752. Native Son - Chords

Native Son 
The Devil Makes Three

[Intro]
Em D Em D Em D C G D
 
[Verse 1]
G



Came through snow and driving rain
C
I came free and I came chained
D                          G      D
I watched ships pull up on shore
G
Worked and played, lived and died
C
Valleys deep in mountainside
D                              G     D
Don't say you don't need me anymore
 
[Chorus]
       C             G
'Cause I ain't going nowhere
           D               G
'Cause I'm right where I belong
C
I don't have to love it
    G               Em
And I don't have to leave it
         C              D                G
Ain't no stranger here, I am your native son
 
[Verse 2]
G
Soldier, sailor, servant, slave
C
All the blood and sweat I gave
D                             G     D
I sang songs of home I left behind
   G
My head's been beaten, my soul's been spent
   C
My taxes taken, my back's been bent
    D                       G     D
And no one ever paid me any mind
 
[Chorus]
    C             G
And I ain't going nowhere
           D               G
'Cause I'm right where I belong
C
I don't have to love it
    G               Em
And I don't have to leave it
         C              D                G
Ain't no stranger here, I am your native son
         C              D                Em
Ain't no stranger here, I am your native son
 
[Guitar Solo]
Em D Em G D G Em G D C G D
 
[Verse 3]
     G



Been written out of every book
C
Jailed and slandered, robbed and took
D                          G    D
But I always found another way
G
Earn in a factory, fought in the streets
C
Hung from the bridges and died to speak
  D                                 G    D
I brought you everything you have today
 
[Chorus]
    C             G
And I ain't going nowhere
           D               G
'Cause I'm right where I belong
C
I don't have to love it
    G               Em
And I don't have to leave it
         C              D                G
Ain't no stranger here, I am your native son
         C              D                Em
Ain't no stranger here, I am your native son
 
[Bridge]
         G                 D                      Em
I'm your brother I've been beaten and mistreated
                             D
I'm your daughter, I've been lied to, I've been cheated
Em               G             D
I'm the one they call now when everything's in pieces
Em            G              D
The forgotten child that you thought you never needed
 
[Chorus]
C             G
I ain't going nowhere
           D               G
'Cause I'm right where I belong
C
I don't have to love it
    G               Em
And I don't have to leave it
 
[Outro]
         C              D                G
Ain't no stranger here, I am your native son
         C              D                Em
Ain't no stranger here, I am your native son



13753. Natural Bridge

Natural Bridge
Adrienne Young - Natural Bridge

Feel like I been riding for a thousand years
'Long this lonesome road and bitter trail of tears
But I gotta keep on
Gotta be strong
Emptied out this vessel in the desert sand
It was filled up with so many things I couldn't understand
Yeah I did a lot wrong 
Trying to belong
What makes you do wrong 
When you want to belong

Damn this dead end road
Down again I go
There's a different path that I can see
And it's waiting for me

(Chorus)
It's a natural bridge that I'll be crossing over
A simple high green ridge to bonny fields of clover
And there my soul will dance again with my true love and all my kin
The greatest privilege to cross a natural bridge

Underneath the trees I breathe the breezes in
I know it's time to start and I know where to begin
I got to move on 
Kick back and roll on

I say, damn this dead end road
Down again I go
There's a new path that I can see
And it's waiting for me

(Repeat Chorus)

Feel like I been ridin for a thousand years
'Long this lonesome road and bitter trail of tears
But I gotta keep on
I am strong

13754. Natural Disaster - Chords

Natural Disaster - Steep Canyon Rangers

Standard tuning - capo on 3

Verse:
F                                C
Thunder roars and lightening strikes



G                 Am      G
Storms are moving in tonight
F                  C                         G                     
Howling winds and crashing rain like a hurricane

F                 C
Levees breaking with desire
G                  Am         G  
Take my hand and let's get higher
F                  C                                   G           
Feel your soul and feel your heart shake like an earthquake

Chorus:
Am            F       C       F          C       G
Love is a natural disaster, a natural disaster baby
Am          F            C
Love is a natural disaster
      F              C   
Never get what I'm after cause
G                  Am
Love is a natural disaster

Verse:
Earths crumbling into the sea
Wake of emotion rolling over me
Seems like this whole thing's gonna blow like a volcano

Everything's blown up against the barbed wire
Ya we can fight fire with fire
C'mon baby why don't we go like a tornado

Bridge:
Am                       Em
I always bend until I'm broken hearted
Am                     Em
I get so lost I don't where I started
Am                       C      G
What can I do against an act of god

13755. Natural Forces

Natural Forces 

[Verse 1]
I rode across the great high plains
Under the scorching sun and through the driving rain
And when I set my sights on the mountains high
I bid my former life goodbye

[Chorus]
So thank you, man, I must decline
For it's on my steed I will rely
I've learned to need the open sky



Well, I'm subject to the natural forces
Home is where my horse is

[Verse 2]
We loaded up in Buffalo
And took 90 South down to Ohio
On 80 West, I'm Frisco-bound
And when I get there, I'll turn back around

[Chorus]
So thank you, man, I must decline
For it's on these eighteen wheels I ride
I learned to need the western sky
Well, I'm subject to the natural forces
Home is where my horse is

[Verse 3]
And every year, they come to town
And then drag 'em all right in the round
And Mr. Bradley calls the score
Of the cowboy there who'll try for more

[Chorus]
So thank you, man, I must decline
For it's on my three-year-old I ride
And I'll spin and run and stop and slide
But I'm subject to the natural forces
Home is where my horse is

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 4]
The Cherokee and the Chickasaw
The Creek Seminole and the old Chocktaw
We volunteered to move, they say
And we'll understand come Judgement Day

[Chorus]
So thank you, man, I must decline
For it's on this trail of tears I ride
I've done the road, the homeless sky
Sometimes at night, I hear their voices
Home is where my horse is

13756. Natural High

Natural High

You stayed with me through thick and thin
Watched me lose, you watched me win
You picked me up off of the ground
You never one time let me down
And you put me on a natural high



And I can fly, I can fly
I was drowning in a sea of make-believe
As helpless as a falling leaf
You gave your hand to me that day
And you did it, ''cause you're made that way
And you put me on a natural high
And I can fly, I can fly

You always seem to let your feelings show
You love me and you let me know
Darling just remember these three words:
I love you, I love you
And you put me on a natural high
And I can fly, I can fly

And you put me on a natural high
And I can fly, I can fly

13757. Natural Thing To Do - Chords

Natural Thing To Do 
Cahalen Morrison & Eli West
Larry Sparks
 
[Verse]
B                 B7 walk              E
Go on and tell me you don't love me anymore
          B                          F#7
Go on and hurt me like you hurt me before
             B                  B7 walk               E
I'll find a reason to look away anytime that you're untrue
        B                     F#7              B
Cause I love you and it's the natural thing to do
 
left: C#,B (slow)
[Chorus]
   F#                            E        B    left: B,C (quick)
No matter how you treat me I'll stand a chance
  C#7                          F#
Until this love of mine stands out from all the rest
            B
And I'll be there to mend the pieces
B7 walk                      E
When he breaks your heart in two
          B                     F#7              B
Because I love you and it's the natural thing to do
 
 
[Verse]
                      B7 walk          E
If we could only just recall old yesterday
              B                                  F#7
When love was blooming like the flowers bloom in May



        B           B7 walk        E
But I'm wishin' for things to come true
          B                     F#7               B
Because I love you and it's the natural thing to do
 
left: C#,B (slow)
[Chorus]
   F#                            E        B    left: B,C (quick)
No matter how you treat me I'll stand a chance
  C#7                           F#
Until this love of mine stands out from all the rest
            B
And I'll be there to mend the pieces
B7 walk                      E
When he breaks your heart in two
          B                     F#7           B   (E note?)
Because I love you and it's the natural thing to do
 
 
            B
And I'll be there to mend the pieces
B7 walk                      E
When he breaks your heart in two
          B                     F#7              B --> E rings out
Because I love you and it's the natural thing to do
(still E)  B                    F#7              B   Bsus   B
Because I love you and it's the natural thing to do

13758. Natural To Be Gone

John Hartford - Natural to Be Gone

[Verse 1]
Well you seem a little colder when I say I must be leaving
But it's an ugly way for us to let it end
What's the use in being worried 'cause I'm going in an hour
When the time is running out that we can spend

[Chorus]
What's the difference being different when it's difference now that looks alike
You say I'm changing I'm not sure that's wrong
It's just today it may be natural sitting here discussing it
Tomorrow just as natural to be gone
[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
There's no season in my mind that I can count on for an answer
And I dug too many holes expecting snow
I'm not sure to where I'm headed how I'll ride or who I'm with
If I return or when I think I might go

[Chorus]
What's the difference being different when it's difference now that looks alike



You say I'm changing I'm not sure that's wrong
It's just today it may be natural sitting here discussing it
Tomorrow just as natural to be gone

13759. Navajo Rug

Jerry Jeff Walker - Navajo Rug

[Verse 1]
Well it's two eggs up on whiskey toast
Home fries on the side
You wash her down with the roadhouse coffee
That burns up your insides
It's just a Canyon, Colorado diner
A waitress I did love
We sat in the back 'neath an old stuffed bear
A worn out Navajo rug

[Chorus]
Aye aye aye, Katie
Shades of red and blue
Aye aye aye, Katie
Whatever became of the Navajo rug and you?

[Verse 2]
Well old Jack the boss, he left at six
It was, "Katie, bar the door"
She'd pull down that Navajo rug
And we'd spread it across the floor
I saw lightnin' frame the sacred mountains
The wooin' of the turtle doves
Just Iyin' next to Katie
On that old Navajo rug

[Chorus]
Aye aye aye, Katie
Shades of red and blue
Aye aye aye, Katie
Whatever became of the Navajo rug and you?

[Verse 3]
Well I saw old Jack about a year ago
Said the place had burned to the ground
All he'd saved was an old bear tooth
And Katie, she left town
Well Katie got a souvenir too
Jack smiled as he spit out a big old plug
"Well you shoulda seen her coming through the smoke
"She was dragging that Navajo rug"

[Chorus]
Aye aye aye, Katie
Shades of red and blue



Aye aye aye, Katie
Whatever became of the Navajo rug and you?

[Verse 4]
So every time I cross the sacred mountains
And lightning jumps above
It always takes me back in time
To my long lost Katie love
You know everything keeps on a-moving
Everybody's on the go
Hey, you don't find things that last anymore
Like a hand-woven Navajo

[Chorus]
Aye aye aye, Katie
Shades of red and blue
Aye aye aye, Katie
Whatever became of the Navajo rug and you, Katie?
Shades of red and blue
Aye aye aye, Katie
Whatever became of the Navajo rug and you?
Whatever became of the Navajo rug and you?

13760. Neapolitan Sky

Neapolitan Sky - Avett Brothers

From the foot of the bed
To the cold Neapolitan sky
From the back of my mind
To the front of this tired disguise

What's with this moment?
What's with this feeling?
What's with January and the locks on the door?
How do I make my escape?
How do I find what I'm lookin' for?

From the memory of the wall
From the pyramid of cans to the call
From the tender touch of your lips
To the straps slipping off of your hips

What's with this moment?
What's with this feeling?
What's with January and the locks on the door?
How do I make my escape?
How do I find what I'm lookin' for?

Hospitals and lobby lust
Truth in all of its disgust
Love was never blind
But I was



Clouded glass and surface rust
Voices I could never trust
Love was never blind
But I was

From the paper to the glue
On the letters written to you
From the start of the affair
To the last kiss we would share

What's with this moment?
What's with this feeling?
What's with January and the locks on the door?
How do I make my escape?
How do I find what I'm lookin' for?

Hospitals and lobby lust
Truth and all that's discussed
Love was never blind
But I was
Clouded glass and surface rust
Voices I could never trust
Love was never blind
But I was

13761. Near Death Experience - Chords

Near Death Experience
Andrew Bird

 
e/--3--2--0-----0----------------------------------------------/
B/-----------0-----4--2-----2--1-------------------------------/
G/-----------------------1--------3-----3--2--0-----0----------/
D/-----------------------------------3-----------0-----4--2----/
A/-----------------------------------------------------------2-/
E/-------------------------------------------------------------/
 
e/---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G/----1-----------------------0-----------------------------------------------------0--2-/
D/-2-----4-----4--3--1-----1-----3-----3--2--0-----0--4--2-----2-----------0--2--3-------/
A/----------4-----------1-----------3-----------0-----------2-----0--2--4----------------/
E/---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
Intro: Dm    A    Bb    F
 
Dm            A          Bb            F
Used to be like toffee in a kitten's teeth
Dm                                     A
Used to build air raid shelters out of sticks and leaves
Bb                          F
And spend the whole day underneath



 
Dm                 A
Used to be like copper
Bb             F
Pliable but strong
Dm                                     A
Used to smile and nod and say you're right be polite 
Bb                             Fmaj7
When you know that everybody's wrong
Bb                     Fmaj7
Know that everybody's wrong
Bb                    E
Know that everybody's wrong
 
Dm                       A
So you dare the plane to crash
Bb                                          F
Redeem the miles for cash when it starts to dive
Dm                              A
And we'll dance like cancer survivors
Bb                                  F
Like you're grateful simply to be alive
 
 
Dm                 A
Dare the plane to crash
Bb                   F
Redeem the miles for cash
Dm                              A
And we'll dance like cancer survivors
Bb                                        E
Like the prognosis was that you should've died
 
 
Dm    A    Bb    F
 
 
Dm                   A
No there's nothing wrong
Bb                                      F
There's nothing wrong when it starts to dive
Dm                              A
And we'll dance like cancer survivors
Bb                                F
Like we're grateful simply to be alive
 
Dm                   A
No there's nothing wrong
Bb                                      F
There's nothing wrong when it starts to dive
Dm                              A
And we'll dance like cancer survivors
 
 
Dm    A    Bb    F



13762. Near Me

Yonder Mountain String Band - Near Me (Live)

I'll ask you once as I'm leaving
Is there anything that I can do to make you change your mind
I'll ask you once now that I'm leaving
Will you leave all of our memories behind

I told you that my mind was all askew
And I hope that you know anything at all
If we could hold onto all of our memories
And I'll face all the trouble I have caused
I need you near me, oh

How many times must I tell you
Everything that I have, I give it all to you
And though I know how you're feeling
I hope that you can see that I will make it up to you

Well, now you think that it's not working
Well, give me time and I'll show you that you're wrong
And then I'll hope that it will tell you
What a waste it would be to throw it all away

Now it's clear how wrong I was
I never want to hurt you again
To look in your eyes and see that you've cried
It pains me inside to know what I've done

Just one more time I have to ask you
Is there anything I can do to make you change your mind
And one more time as I'm leaving
Will you leave all of our memories behind

13763. Near The Cross

Near The Cross - Dailey And Vincent 

Jesus, keep me near the cross
There's a precious fountain
Free to all, a healing stream
Flows from Calvary's mountain

In the cross, in the cross
Be my glory ever
'Till my raptured soul shall find
Rest beyond the river



Near the cross, a trembling soul
Love and mercy found me
There the bright and morning star
Sheds its beams around me

In the cross, in the cross
Be my glory ever
'Till my raptured soul shall find
Rest beyond the river

Near the cross I'll watch and wait
Hoping, trusting ever
'Till I reach the golden strand
Just beyond the river

In the cross, in the cross
Be my glory ever
'Till my raptured soul shall find
Rest beyond the river

'Till my raptured soul shall find
Rest beyond the river

13764. Near You

Dwight Yoakam - Near You
(Dwight Yoakam)

Everywhere you go each day
I will be near you
Oh and dear you
Don't even have to say much
For me to hear you
Because it's clear you
Have a very simple way
To keep me near you
Oh yeah dear
Through the power of love
Through the power of love
Every morning, night and noon
I will be near you
Oh and dear you
Won't even have to do much
For me to feel you
Are sincere you
Like a magnet pull so strong
It keeps me near you
Oh yeah dear
Through the power of love
Through the power of love
I could try to just lie
And tell people I'm free
Like a wave tellin' sand



It won't go back to the sea
But what I say doesn't do no good
Like I ever thought it would
Everywhere you go each day
I will be near you
Oh and dear you
Don't even have to say much
For me to hear you
Because it's clear you
Have a very simple way
To keep me near you
Oh yeah dear
Through the power of love
Through the power of love
The power of love
The power of love

13765. Nearer My God To Thee

Nearer My God to Thee - Osborne Brothers

Nearer, my God, to Thee, nearer to Thee
Even though it be a cross that raiseth me
Still all my songs shall be, near- er, my God, to Thee
Nearer, my God, to Thee, nearer Thee

Though like the wanderer, the sun gone down
Darkness be over me, my rest a stone
Yet in my dreams I'd be nearer, my God, to Thee
Nearer, my God, to Thee, nearer to Thee

Or, if on joyful wings cleaving the sky
Sun, moon, and stars forgot, upward I'll fly
Still all my songs shall be, nearer, my God, to Thee
Nearer, my God, to Thee, nearer to Thee

13766. Nearly In Love

Richard Thompson - Nearly In Love 

Love makes people so blind
That's why I can't make up my mind
If you stop me dead in my tracks
Or you just paper over the cracks

You're the one I've wanted so long
But then again I might be wrong
Now you look just right in the pale moonlight
But let me turn the headlights on



'Cause I'm nearly in love, I'm nearly in love
I'm almost aware of walking on air
Yes, I'm nearly in love

I'm nearly in love, I'm nearly in love
I wish I was really, I'd love to dearly
But I'm nearly in love

I don't want to cause you doubt
But I'm really checking you out
You're the closest to my heart bar none
Except for my wallet and my gun

I never felt like this before
That's why I want to make quite sure
That it's not just a dose of the flu
That gives me the chills for you

I'm nearly in love, I'm nearly in love
I'm almost aware of walking on air
Yes, I'm nearly in love

I'm nearly in love, I'm nearly in love
I wish I was really, I'd love to dearly
But I'm nearly in love

I reserve the right to love you
After all I'm the first in line
I'm not one for shout and screaming
Mine, all mine, all mine, all mine, all mine

I'm nearly in love, I'm nearly in love
I'm almost aware of walking on air
Yes, I'm nearly in love

I'm nearly in love, I'm nearly in love
I wish I was really, I'd love to dearly
But I'm nearly in love

13767. Neath That Cold Grey Tomb Of Stone - Chords

Neath That Cold Grey Tomb Of Stone 
The Lilly Brothers and Don Stover
 
[Intro]
F Bb F Bb F  C F
 
 
[Verse 1]
F
Passing by a lonesome graveyard
     Bb              F



Everything i love is gone
        Bb             F
Weeping as they lay my darling
        C                 F
Neath a cold gray tomb of stone
 
 
[Verse 2]
F
Out there in that lonesome graveyard
       Bb            F
She is sleeping all alone
         Bb               F
And they burried my heart with her
        C                 F
Neath a cold gray tomb of stone
 
 
[Instrumental]
F Bb F Bb F  C F
 
 
[Verse 3]
F
My heart is dead and yet i`m living
          Bb                  F
Wandering through this world alone
      Bb               F
Oh my precious darling sleeping
        C                 F
Neath a cold gray tomb of stone
 
 
[Instrumental]
F Bb F Bb F  C F
 
 
[Verse 4]
F
Skies above are dark and stormy
        Bb               F
All the sunshine now has fallen
        Bb            F
For the one i love is sleeping
        C                 F
Neath a cold gray tomb of stone
 
 
[Verse 5]
F
Passing by a lonesome graveyard
     Bb              F
Everything i love is gone
        Bb             F
Weeping as they lay my darling
        C                 F
Neath a cold gray tomb of stone



 
 
[Instrumental]
F Bb F Bb F  C F
 
 
[Verse 6]
F
Through this world alone i wander
        Bb             F
With no one to call my own
            Bb            F
I wish that i was with my darling
        C                 F
Neath a cold gray tomb of stone

13768. Neath the Stars

'Neath The Stars (Beneath The Stars)
Railroad Earth

why do they call her wren? she changed her name to fit the way that she was feeling then
then wren, she spilled some wine, forgot the names they used to call her in those other times

truly, underneath the stars there are a million ways to be the way you are . . all of them dying
underneath the rays there'll be a million ways to live the days ahead . . why are we crying?

if i knock . . what will i say? i know you've been in your home & i've been far away
when i knock . . who will i be? i know you're a different you & i've forgotten me

truly, underneath the stars there are a million ways to be the way you are . . all of them dying
underneath their rays there'll be a million ways to live the days ahead . . why are we crying?

why not change our names? some things we won't recognize . . some will remain the same
some people roll a stone . . find out they were never really even in their home

underneath the stars there are a million ways to be the way you are . . all of them dying
underneath the rays there'll be a million ways to live the days ahead . . why are we crying?

there were words . . on my skin . . you touched them & they woke again . . now they're on the
 wind . .

13769. Nebraska

Steve Earle - Nebraska
Aoife O'Donovan

I saw her standin' on her front lawn just twirlin' her baton
Me and her went for a ride sir and ten innocent people died



From the town of lincoln, nebraska with a sawed off .410 on my lap
Through to the badlands of wyoming I killed everything in my path
I can't say that I'm sorry for the things that we done
At least for a little while sir me and her we had some fun
The jury brought in a guilty verdict and the judge he sentenced me to death
Midnight in a prison storeroom with leather straps across my chest
Sheriff when the man pulls that switch sir and snaps my poor head back
You make sure my pretty baby is sittin' right there on my lap
They declared me unfit to live said into that great void my soul'd be hurled
They wanted to know why I did what I did
Well sir I guess there's just a meanness in this world

13770. Neck Deep In The Blues

Neck Deep In The Blues (Larry W. Jones 11/22/2006) 

Lately I'm mulling things over About this heart so full of tears
I'm not drunk, just stone sober But I'm in blues up to my ears
My bluebird long ago flew away Wish I could follow in his shoes
The song that I sing, as they say I wallow neck deep in the blues

Lately I'm mulling things over About this heart so full of tears
I'm not drunk, just stone sober But I'm in blues up to my ears
No need to ask why I'm lonely Love makes up its own rules
Now I'm just by myself only And I'm neck deep in the blues

Lately I'm mulling things over About this heart so full of tears
I'm not drunk, just stone sober But I'm in blues up to my ears
No need to ask why I'm lonely Love makes up its own rules
Now I'm just by myself only And I'm neck deep in the blues

13771. Ned Of The Hill (Eamonn A' Chnuic)

Ned Of The Hill (Eamonn A' Chnuic)
Traditional

Dark is the evening, silent the hour,
Oh who is that minstrel by yonder lone tower?
Whose heart is so tenderly touching with skill,
Oh who could it be, but young Ned of the hill?
Who sings lady love, will you come with me now?
Come and live out with me, under the bough.
I'll pillow your head, where the light faeries tread,
If you will but wed with young Ned of the hill.

Young Ned of the hill, has no castle nor hall,
No bowmen nor spearmen to come at his call,
But one little archer, or exquisite skill,
Has shot a bright shaft for young Ned of the hill.



It is hard to escape from this young lady's power,
For high is the castle, and guarded the tower,
But the mind knows the way, where the heart falls the will,
And time is gone, with young Ned of the hill.

13772. Need A Minute - Chords

The Lil' Smokies - Need A Minute

[Intro]
G A C G
G A C
 
[Verse 1]
G     A                C          G
After we were done painting the town
G         A                C
We had colored ourselves faded
G         A             C            G
Spinning iron seemed to be pointing down
G              A                C
And time like tree pitch was dripping
 
[Break]
G A C
 
[Verse 2]
G        A            C               G
It's so hard and you never quite can tell
G         A                  C
When the soft hand becomes grated
 
[Chorus]
           D   Em         C         G
But it's true I lost my voice over you
Em            D            C
It seemed to force me to listen
    Em          D          C             G
And I needed truth and to find myself through
           Em           A       C
But maybe right now I need a minute
       Em          A       C
Maybe right now I need a minute
 
[Break]
G A C G
G A C
 
[Verse 3]
G               A          C               G
We watched the tree tops light up like a flare
G        A       C
Finally all the dust had settled



 
[Chorus]
           D   Em         C         G   Em
But it's true I lost my voice over you
Em             D          C
It seemed to force me to listen
Em              D          C             G
And I needed truth and to find myself through
           Em           A       C
But maybe right now I need a minute
       Em          A       C
Maybe right now I need a minute
 
[Bridge]
D           Em          C              G
Press your face to the cold frosted glass
G    Am         Em     A  Am  D
And watch the seasons breathe
 
[Chorus]
          Em            C         G
But it's true I lost my voice over you
Em             D          Am7
It seemed to force me to listen
Em              D          C             G
And I needed truth and to find myself through
           Em           A       C
But maybe right now I need a minute
       Em          A       C
Maybe right now I need a minute
       G        A        Cm   G
Maybe right now I need a minute
  G             A           F   G
Maybe right now I need a minute
G        A               Cm   G
Maybe right now I need a minute
  G             A           F   G
Maybe right now I need a minute
            G        A               Cm   G
(Fade out: Maybe right now I need a minute

13773. Need Someone

Need Someone
Claire Lynch

Passin' cars and passin' faces
Strangers in familiar places
Wonder if you wonder just like me?
How ya doin  where ya come from?
Nice to see you are you lonesome?
If you only had one prayer what would it be?



Do you need someone
Need someone to love?
I need someone
Need someone to love me

Life's as busy as you make it
Keep a smile and try to fake it
Never let 'em see your hungry eyes
Moments come and seldom linger
Time it takes to snap your finger
You don t wanna wave a perfect chance goodbye
 
Do you need semeone
Need someone to love?
I need someone
Need someone to love me

Maybe this notion of happiness is
Way beyond belief, but
Lately I'm open to possibilities

Do you need someone
Need someone to love?
I need someone
Need someone to love...

Do you need someone
Need someone to love?
I need someone
Need someone to love me

13774. Needed

Robbie Fulks - Needed

[Verse 1]
In daddy's car with three stoned friends and a fake ID
Fresh out of school, not a care in the world at all
In my eighteen's summer life never was so free
And it was just then that the change began to fall
She was dark haired, she was wild eyed
I was helpless and spellbound
What she made me feel was strange back then
But I know what it was now

[Chorus]
Needed
Something about "Needed"
Leaves every other word
Weak and small
Needed
When you're really needed
You can rise to meet it



Or you can fall

[Verse 2]
For what happened next I offer no excuse
Maybe we were drawn to what our parents said was sin
But in our passion we saw just one thing to do
Throw ourselves at each other and caution to the wind
She longed to keep it
I said no
I had my future to think of
And in her darkest hour she learned
What young men won't do for love

13775. Needle And Thread

Richard Thompson - Needle and Thread

I see young girls with old faces
I see good girls in bad places
I see plain girls in finery
And every one be the death of me

Needle and Thread, Needle and Thread
Hand me down my Needle and Thread
Hey Hey Hey
Hey Hey Hey
Going to thread up my needle and then
Gonna sew my soul back together again

Now pretty Caitlin she went too far
Shaking all she had at the topless bar
Right in the face of Ben and Bob
Put a little too much into the job

Now sweet Myfanwe she took a shine
Dumped me for Dai worked down the mine
I was a temp, Dai was a keeper
He knew how to dig that little bit deeper

Now Bonnie Jean meant everything
But she threw back my hard-earned ring
Said she had other men who dig her
She was holding out for something bigger

13776. Negatory Romance

Tom T Hall - Negatory Romance

[Verse 1:]



He's wantin' her more than he's wantin' his wife
Buddy, that's a good way to screw up your life
He sneaks off to see her when he gets a chance
That's a perfect example of a negatory romance

[Chorus:]
Sneakin' in the back door that ain't no 10-4
It's a negatory romance
It's a real breaker maker when your heart is a taker
It's a negatory romance

[Verse 2:]
Now girl, don't go chasin' a man who ain't free
You know there are plenty of fish in the sea
So girl, don't go chasin' whatever wears pants
That's another example of a negatory romance

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Slippin' around on the back streets of life
Changin' your handle for one cheatin' night
Slidin' off your gold band just so you can dance
That's another example of a negatory romance

[Chorus]

13777. Neighbor Song

Neighbor Song
Lake Street Dive

I can hear my neighbors making love upstairs
Their love is rattling my tables and my chairs
Keeping me awake
The love they make, it's keeping me awake
While I'm just trying to get some sleep
On the ground floor

I don't mind my neighbor making love upstairs
'Cause I was once the lover making all my neighbors scared
You and me
Thundering the floorboards with our power and our force
While they're just trying to get some sleep
On the ground floor

I can hear my neighbors making love upstairs
Their love is amplifying all of my despair
'Cause I was once a lover
Now I have to listen to my neighbors
Making love upstairs
From down on the ground floor
From down on the ground floor



From down on the ground floor

[Musical Interlude]

In this city all the humans live in layers
I got people down the hall and down the stairs
We all move in and out and live our lives
In stacks and rows and pairs
And try to find someone with whom we can share it

I can hear my neighbors making love upstairs
Wish I didn't have to be so well informed of their affairs
But if they have to be doing something
At least they're having fun
Sometimes I forget that all of us are just human

'Cause we're all stacked in rows and columns
And if one of them should fall on me
My neighbors making love upstairs would crush me

I'm down on the ground floor
I'm down on the ground floor
I'm down on the ground floor

13778. Neil Jung

Norman Blake - Neil Jung

You had a girlfriend
That wasn't good enough for you
She was younger
But that was old enough you knew
To get undressed for you
Stressed for you
Distorting everything
Became depressed for you
You were changing
Didn't want to stay the same
Re-arranging
Dropped a letter from your name
She'd get uptight with you
Would fight with you
And you would never win
It wasn't right for you
Was going nowhere
Couldn't take the pain and left it there
Was going nowhere
Couldn't take the pain and left it there
Not understanding
Had a different point of view
Tried to reach her
When she moved away from you
She was confusing you



Using you
You couldn't understand
Began amusing you
Was going nowhere
Couldn't take the pain and left it there
Was going nowhere
Couldn't take the pain and left it there
{SOLO}
Was going nowhere
Couldn't take the pain and left it there
Was going nowhere
Couldn't take the pain and left it there
Couldn't take the pain and left it there
Couldn't take the pain and left it there
{SOLO}

13779. Nellie Kane

Nellie Kane
Hot Rize

As a young man I went riding out on the western plain
In the state of North Dakota I met my Nellie Kane
I met my Nellie Kane

She was living in a lonely cabin with a son by another man
Five years she had waited for him as long as a woman can
As long as a woman can

   I don't know what changed my mind
   'Til then I was the rambling kind
   The kind of love I can't explain
   That I had for Nellie Kane

She hired me on to work that day to help her till the land
In the afternoon we planted seeds in the evening we held hands
In the evening we held hands

Her blue eyes told me everything a man could want to know
It was then I realized that I would never go   
That I would never go

Now many years have gone by and her son has grown up tall
I became a father to him and she became my all
She became my all

13780. Nelson County - Chords



Nelson County 
Chamomile And Whiskey
 
INTRO:
G  Em  C CM9/B D
 
VERSE:
G                       Em
 I can see that county line
C                        D
 Flickerin' neon in the vacancy sign
G                         Em
 Swingin' like blue jeans on clothes lines
     C                            D
And all these miles I've yet to travel in this life
 
G  Em  C CM9/B D
 
 
VERSE:
G                          Em
 Think of her to pass the time
     C                    D
The Dogwood smile, those lips of wine
G                           Em
 The memories they flowin' wide
               C
It's like the James River
     D              D
The back of my mind
 
 
CHORUS:
       C             G
Oh Virginia, little darlin'
   D                   Em
I call your mountains home
 C      G
Nelson County
            D         Am        C
Where I'll never be alone no no no
                G
I'll never be alone
Am        C
No, no no no,
                G
I'll never be alone
 
G  Em  C CM9/B D
 
 
VERSE:
         G                       Em
And the highway, she's cold and long
         C                      D
Just a three word verse, to an old time song
G                 Em
 Drunken circles, we keep rowin' along



 C
Let that someone echoes,
     D
For all that I've done wrong
 
G  Em  C CM9/B D
 
 
VERSE:
        G                             Em
That's West Virginia railcars to the Carolina pines
  C                                 D
Snowy hills of Vermont and that Manhattan skyline
        G                              Em
We'll close down the bars on down the line
         C
I got a red clay heart
       D                   D
I got one place on my mind
 
 
CHORUS:
       C             G
Oh Virginia, little darlin'
   D                   Em
I call your mountains home
 C      G
Nelson County
            D         Am        C
Where I'll never be alone no no no
                G
I'll never be alone
Am        C
No, no no no,
                G
I'll never be alone
 
 
BREAK:
 Am
Take my hand baby
          C
With the Blue Ridge in your eye
       Am                           C
Well, soak it down darlin' and the rockfish over tide
 Am                             C
Underneath the tower can't you hear that heavy call
      Am                             C          D  D
It's barn dust in the whiskey let's amplify it all
 
 
CHORUS:
       C             G
Oh Virginia, little darlin'
   D                   Em
I call your mountains home
 C      G



Nelson County
            D         Am        C
Where I'll never be alone no no no
                G
I'll never be alone
Am        C
No, no no no,
                G
I'll never be alone
 
 
OUTRO:
Am        C
No, no no no,
                G
I'll never be alone
 
Am        C
No, no no no,
                G
I'll never be alone

13781. Nenna Nenna

Rhiannon Giddens - Nenna Nenna

Nenna nenna nena
Lu passariellu  intÃ  l'avena
Se nun lu va a parÃ 
Tutta l'avena s'adda magnÃ 
Lizz e lizz e lizzi
Lu muccaturu a quattu pizzi
Muccaturu arreca a tu
Lu zitu miu s'Ã¨  nnamuratu
Rena rena rena
Viti ci aria ca tena
Viti c'aria ch'a pigghiata
Mo da quannu s'a  mmaritata
Uja oje lia
Tu nun sai cé tengu ja
Ju tengu n'auciellu
Se lu viti quantu Ã¨ bellu
Ore ore ore
Mo de Lecce lu sunatore
Bedda mea de Scurrano
Veni quai e damme la mano

13782. Neon Tombstone - Chords



Neon Tombstone 
The Wood Brothers
 
[Intro]
C G C G
 
[Verse 1]
C                       G
     I see the backbone of a thin man
 
C                           G
     Ribs comin' out of his chest
 
C                                    G
     He's got the same troubles as a tin man
 
C                         D
     His heart is a rusted mess
 
 
[Build Up 1]
Em
   He keeps chasin' those bombshells
 
A
   With the painted on smiles
 
Em                             A            D
   But they don't give him the time of day
 
       C                         Am          D7
   And that's the fool reason he cries...    
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                  D
When I die I wanna be sent back to try try again
 
                                   G         G7
When I die I wanna be sent back to try try again
 
C                              G B Em
I'm not ready to let go of the pain
 
A7                          C      D           C         G   C   G
I'm not ready for heaven so let me off of this train
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                         G
     Says he wants a neon tombstone
 
C                          G
     When it's his time to go
 
C                            G
     Says he'd hate to be forgotten
 



C                      D
     When he's six feet below
 
 
[Build Up 2]
Em
   And if you try to love him
 
A
   He won't stay
 
Em                       A      D
   Likes his love from a distance
 
   C                   Am       D7
   He'll just push you away...
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                  D
When I die I wanna be sent back to try try again
 
                                   G         G7
When I die I wanna be sent back to try try again
 
C                              G B Em
I'm not ready to let go of the pain
 
A7                          C      D           Am       Em   Am   Em   Am   D7
I'm not ready for heaven so let me off of this train
 
 
Brief Melodica interlude
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G                                  D
When I die I wanna be sent back to try try again
 
                                   G         G7
When I die I wanna be sent back to try try again
 
C                              G B Em
I'm not ready to let go of the pain
 
A7                          C      G           C         G
I'm not ready for heaven so let me off of this train
 
                   C        G
Let me off of this train
 
C                                                        G
I'm not ready for heaven so let me off of this train



13783. Never Again

Never Again
Fruition

Well I've been running
I've been running
I've been running oh so fast
But I can't get away get away from the past
No I can't get away from your eyes in my mind and I'm lost

Well my heart keeps telling me telling me to go back
But my brain knows better and it knows that it won't last
And I feel just like a circuit with a couple of wires that are crossed

So turn your head babe
Turn your head
Let me go
And how I loved you you will never know
You'll never know
'Cause you never did
And I never will
Never again

Well if I knew what was good for me I never would go back
But I'm a sentimental man reminiscing of the past
When times were so good
Somehow I forget all the pain

Well but I never ever want to be your fool anymore
No you'll never never see me back there knocking at your door
I'd rather spend the night sopping wet soaking cold out in the rain

So turn your head babe
Turn your head
Let me go
And how I loved you you will never know
You'll never know
'Cause you never did
And I never will
Never again

So turn your head babe
Turn your head
Let me go
And how I loved you you will never know
You'll never know
'Cause you never did
And I never will
Never again



13784. Never Again

Trampled by Turtles - Never Again

I'll never write another song again
'Cause they all sound the same
And I should be ashamed
And I'm breaking my guitar
As soon as I get home

I'll never have another drink again
Because I woke up on the floor
I can't remember anymore
And it's going down the drain
As soon as I get home

Never again
Never again

I'll never smoke another cigarette
'Cause it smells like shit
I can't afford to pay for it
And I'll break 'em all in half
As soon as I get home

I'm never gonna fall in love again
'Cause they'll break you in two
And there ain't nothing you can do
And I'm unplugging my phone
As soon as I get home

Never again
Never again

I'm never gonna vote for President
'Cause they're all the same
Close your eyes and pick a name
We should throw the bastards out
As soon as we get home

Never again
Never again

13785. Never Again

Richard Thompson - Never Again 

Oh, who will remember
Oh, who will be sure



And still feel the silence
As close as before?

And was there a season
Without any rain?
Ah, never, oh, never
Oh, never again

The time for dividing
And no one will speak
Of the sadness of hiding
And the softness of sleep

Oh, will there be nothing
Of peace till the end?
Oh, never, oh, never
Oh, never again

Old man, how you tarry
Old man, how you weep
The trinkets you carry
And the garlands you keep

Oh, the salt tears of lovers
And the whispers of friends
Oh, never, oh, never
Oh, never again

13786. Never Again (Will I Knock on Your Door)

Bill Monroe - Never Again (Will I Knock on Your Door)

The stars up in the sky remind me of your eyes
And the way they use to gaze into mine
The moon up above brings back memories of love
I thought was true and so divine

So never again, oh never no more
Never again will I knock upon your door
Never again but these words I can say
I'll try not to love and stay out of your way

We had the greatest start but deep within your heart
You led me on before I knew the score
You cheated and you lied I stayed right by your side
Until one day simply closed the door

13787. Never Alone - Chords



Never Alone
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Rosanne Cash and Vince Gill

C                                    Am
You were like a lost kid looking for home
C                                     Am   F
You found what you wanted right in my arms
            G7        F               G7    F
If you walk out on me just leave your memory
        G7           Am
Take my sympathy and go
       F      G7           C    Am
I love you so you're never alone
C                                    Am
If you find another woman turns your head
C                                     Am    F
And you can't understand why it hurts so bad
            G7        F               G7    F
If you walk out on me just leave your memory
        G7           Am
Take my sympathy and go
       F      G7           C     F
I love you so you're never alone
G7
There ain't no need to talk about it
Am                      G7
I can learn to live without it
                                      F G7 C
Just leave your heart right here with me
F           G7        F               G7    F
If you walk out on me just leave your memory
        G7           Am
Take my sympathy and go
F           G7        F               G7    F
If you walk out on me just leave your memory
        G7           Am
Take my sympathy and go
       F      G7           C
I love you so you're never alone
Am              C
No you're never alone
Am              C
No you're never alone
Am              C
No you're never alone

13788. Never And Always - Chords

Never And Always 
The Wood Brothers

Riff 1
e/-----------------------/



B/-----------------------/
G/------------------2----/
D/---4----4----4----2----/
A/---4----4----4----0----/
E/---2----0----2---------/
 
Riff 2
e/-----------------------/----------------------/
B/-----------------------/----------------------/
G/------------------2----/-------------2--------/
D/---4----4----4----2----/-----2---4---2--------/
A/---4----4----4----0----/-/4----------0--------/
E/---2----0----2---------/----------------------/
 
(verse)
 
C#7                                  F#m
Well i woke up with a dust face to a thunderclap
C#7                                 Riff 1
thanked the grey sky for another chance
C#7                                   F#m
and i must have dreamed a romance guess it never happened
C#7                                    Riff 2
used my love letters for the fish wrappin
 
(chorus)
 
E                     A
Salvation just out of reach guess that's the 
E                     A
way it might ought to be
E                                  B7
how else can you stay on the right road home
Riff 1
sometimes it feels like
Riff 1               Bm     A      Bm    A
i'm never and always alone
 
(verse)
 
C#7                                F#m
Like a dead man i rose up from the sleep of life
C#7                       Riff 1
kicked a tin can in the moonlight
C#7                                          F#m
lost a back tooth went to look for it by the apple tree
C#7                              Riff 2
pretty dragon fly watchin' over me
 
(chorus)
 
E                     A
Salvation just out of reach guess that's the 
E                     A
way it might ought to be
E                                  B7
how else can you stay on the right road home



Riff 1
sometimes it feels like
Riff 1               Bm     A      Bm    A
i'm never and always alone
Riff 1
sometimes it feels like
Riff 1               Bm     A      Bm    A
i'm never and always alone
 
(bridge)
 
E
Even when i'm sitting still
E
my soul still wants to roam
 
(chorus)
 
E                     A
Salvation just out of reach guess that's the 
E                     A
way it might ought to be
E                                  B7
how else can you stay on the right road home
Riff 1
sometimes it feels like
Riff 1               Bm     A      Bm    A
i'm never and always alone
Riff 1
sometimes it feels like
Riff 1               Bm     A      Bm    A
i'm never and always alone

13789. Never Anew

Never Anew
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - Never Anew

[Verse 1]
An unweary promise of yesterday's love
Sun-faded albums burnt through his hope
Can't swallow the sorrows of what could've been
And it's never anew, again and again
And never anew again

[Verse 2]
Slouched, tired eyes, ex-memories recited
Rebaling balance, commotions enshrined
Can't change the past, but I'll have another
And it's never anew, again and again
And never anew again

[Chorus]



Can't go back to the way that it was
Can't go back to the way that it was
Back to the way that it was

[Verse 3]
We broke through their lines
A thirst for the throne and a picketer's pride
These unmade goliaths sealed David's damnation
And it's never anew, again and again
And never anew, again and again

[Outro]
(Can't go back to the way that it was)
And never anew, again and again
(Can't go back to the way that it was)
And never anew, again and again
(Can't go back to the way that it was)
And never anew, again and again
(Can't go back to the way that it was)
And never anew, again and again
(Can't go back to the way that it was)
And never anew, again and again
Can't go back to the way that it was
Can't go back to the way that it was
Back to the way that it was

13790. Never Be Anyone Else But You

Emmylou Harris - Never Be Anyone Else But You

There'll never be anyone else but you for me
Never ever be, just couldn't be, anyone else but you

If I could take my pick of all the girls I've ever known
Then I'd come and pick you out to be my very own

There'll never be anyone else but you for me
Never ever be, just couldn't be, anyone else but you

A heart that's true and longs for you is all I have to give
All my love belongs to you as long as I may live

There'll never be anyone else but you for me
Never ever be, just couldn't be, anyone else but you

I never will forget the way you kiss me
And when we're not together, I wonder if you've missed me

'Cause I hope and pray the day will come when you belong to me
Then I'm gonna prove to you how true my love can be

There'll never be anyone else but you for me
Never ever be, just couldn't be, anyone else but you



Mm, mm, mm, mm
Mm, mm, mm

Mm, mm, mm

13791. Never Be You

Rodney Crowell - Never Be You

Take a look at my eyes
It's been a long, long time
I used to feel so strong
When I knew you were mine
But since you let me down
I'm hard to be around
I don't know what I'm gonna do
He could never be you
He could never be you
I guess it all comes around
Baby, please don't cry
Love is gonna be a little reckless
Oh, lovers all have to stand trial
Since you let me go
There's nothing going on
I don't know what I'm gonna do
He could never be you
He could never be you
Uh-uh, uh-uh, huh
He could never be you
He knows the rules
And he plays the part
But he only has me
He don't have my heart
He could never be you
So take a look at my eyes
No, you can't hide the truth
No, you don't get by on pride
It'll run over you
Since you let me down
I'm hard to be around
I don't know what I'm gonna do
He could never be you
He could never be you
Uh-uh, uh-uh, huh
He could never be you
Uh-uh, uh-uh, huh
Uh-uh, uh-uh, huh
He could never be you
Uh-uh, uh-uh, huh
Uh-uh, uh-uh, huh
Uh-uh, uh-uh, huh
He could never be you



13792. Never Been Alive

The Avett Brothers - Never Been Alive 

Woah, money won't do the trick
But it will help
Woah, to open the doors we need it to
To help someone else.

Still we won't need it
To turn things around.
I've never been alive, Woah.
I've never been alive, Woah.
I've never been alive like I am now.

Woah, you need only tell me
When you're under the gun.
Woah, if you need someone to lend a hand
Consider it done.

Still you won't need me
To turn things around.
I've never been alive, Woah.
I've never been alive, Woah.
I've never been alive like I am now.
Like I am now.
Like I am now.
Like I am now.

13793. Never Been So Blue

Never Been So Blue
Cadillac Sky

The willows are weepin'
The grass is bowed down
Coming down from the mountain
Drifts a high lonesome sound
Down in the valley sorrow runs deep
The river stands still as they lay him to sleep

And the twin fiddles play and the whippoorwill sings
All the angels in heaven whisper his name
As tears fall on the meadow like morning dew
The bluegrass has never been so blue

For that boy from Kentucky
The whole world will mourn
As that wayfaring stranger



Reaches that distant shore
All his disciples pay their respects
To the music he made and the legacy left

And the twin fiddles play and the whippoorwill sings
All the angels in heaven whisper his name
As tears fall on the meadow like morning dew
The bluegrass has never been so blue

Oh, there'll never be another to fill his shoes
The bluegrass has never been so blue
Oh, the bluegrass has never been so blue

13794. Never Been To Spain

Blue Dogs - Never Been To Spain

Well I never been to Spain
But I kinda like the music
See the ladies are insane there
And they sure know how to use it
They don't abuse it
Never gonna lose it
I can't refuse it....hmmmmm...
Well I never been to England
But I kinda like the Beatles
Well I headed for Las Vegas
Only made it out to Needles
Can you feel it, it must be real
It feels so good, feels so good
Well I never been to heaven
But I've been to Oklahoma
Well they tell me I was born there
But I really don't remember
In Oklahoma, not Arizona
What does it matter
Well I never been to Spain
But I kinda like the music
See the ladies are insane there
And they sure know how to use it
They don't abuse it
Never gonna lose it
I can't refuse it....hmmmmm...

13795. Never Broken

Never Broken
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - Never Broken



[Verse 1]
Green to gold, red to gray
All the years we've walked today
Can't be smiling without crying
I can't be living without dying

[Pre-Chorus]
Change won't lay still remains the constant
It's never broken as long as it's not forgotten

[Chorus]
Won't lay to rest
All the time spent
But it's hard to ignore
When lightning strikes
Your heart's backdoor

[Verse 2]
Hair turns from brown to possum blond
What once was lakes, now barely a pond
There's a big-ass house where prairie grass pranced
There's an empty church where neighbors once danced

[Pre-Chorus]
Fallow lie fiRld without a man to work it
It's never broken as long as it's not forgottRn

[Chorus]
Won't lay to rest
All the time spent
But it's hard to ignore
When lightning strikes
Your heart's backdoor

[Instrumental Bridge]

[Chorus]
Won't lay to rest
All the time spent
But it's hard to ignore
But it's hard to ignore
It's hard to ignore
When lightning strikes
Your heart's backdoor

13796. Never Come Home

Robbie Fulks - Never Come Home

[Verse 1]
Maybe time has brought some changes
Maybe I remember wrong
It stands to reason I've grown softer



I was married for so long
I took a chill late last April
Lost thirty pounds by mid July
Not that the old place was the answer
Just one last thing that I could try
I had scarcely laid my bag down
When my misjudgement hit me square
I was welcomed like a guilty prisoner
Old grievances fouled the air

[Chorus]
Four hundred miles mean nothing
One mans troubles are his own
The land is run down and ragged
I should have never come home

[Verse 2]
There's a couple of babies in the cradle
Sister's gone east for a time
Mama's boiling water by the wood stove
Neighbours stealing glances through the blind
Now she's looking at me through their eyes
And I see the thought she hides in vain
All my years among the silken-tongued, the fallen
Have made this cancer in my brain
Cheap coal's spilling from the hilltops
The earth is shaking from them old drag lines
But when these little towns lie sleeping
It's like it must have been before mankind
Watch the wild mid summer moonlight
Drifting slow across the lawn
Catch the outlines the creation
As morning comes on
Now there's cousins dropping in from Briersville
With self regard these baptists farely shine
Mama gives them high admiration
Contempt is the best that I can find

13797. Never Could

Robbie Fulks - Never Could

[Verse 1]
You've been hurt by love
And now you hate the world
The night yields to dawn
Now your dreams are all gone
And you've got to go on without that girl

[Chorus]
It never could
It never would
It never can



It never will
'Cause it's got the whole world moving
While your feet are standing still
It's got you staring into space
It's knocked the smile right off your face
Nothing's taken the place of love's sweet thrill
No, nothing ever could or ever will

[Verse 2]
She's hit you and run
And now you've lost the will
To live [only mild?]
Wear that false little smile
Just knowing all the while you want her still

13798. Never Ending Love

Dolly Parton - Never Ending Love 
(Dolly Parton)

Chorus:
I've got a never ending love for you
From now on, that's all I want to do
From the first time we met I knew
I'd have a never ending love for you
After all this time of being alone
We can love one another
Feel for each other
From now on
Feel so good I can hardly stand it
Repeat Chorus

13799. Never Ending Song Of Love

Earl Scruggs - Never ending song of love
Composer: Delaney Bramlett - Bonnie Bramlett

I've got a never ending love for you from now on that's all I wanna do
From the first time we met I knew I'd have a never ending love for you

I've got a never ending love for you...

After all this time of being alone
We can love one another live for each other from now on
Feels so good I can hardly stand it
Never ending love for you from now on that's all I wanna do
From the first time we met I knew
I'd sing my never ending song of love to you



After all this time of being alone...
Never ending love for you...
I'd sing my never ending song of love to you

13800. Never Felt Love

Little Big Town - Never Felt Love

[Verse 1]
I've seen it come and I've watched it go
The ins and outs and the highs and lows
Well, I gave my heart and I paid the cost
For the loves I made, there were friends I lost
At the point I'd almost had enough (had enough)
Like the morning sun you woke me up (woke me up)
You held me close and you helped me see
Oh, you made a believer out of me

[Chorus]
Now, I'm alright
I've got you in my life
And I've never felt love ever feel so right
Yeah

[Verse 2]
It's a miracle and a mystery
How the hands of fate brought you to me
I had lost all hope, I had lost all faith
With each kiss you loved my fear away

[Chorus]
Now, I'm alright
I've got you in my life
And I've never felt love ever feel so right

[Bridge]
Well, it's good to feel and for once I know
That I'll never have to worry about you letting go
No matter where the road may lead
As long as I've got you with me

[Chorus]
I'll be alright
I've got you in my life
Now, I'm alright
And I've never felt so love feel so right

[Outro]
(Ooh, ooh, ooh)
Never felt love ever feel so right
(Never felt love)
(Never felt so right)
(Never felt so right)



Never felt love ever feel so right
Never felt love
(Never felt so right)
(Never felt so right)
Never felt love ever feel so right
Never felt love...

13801. Never For Nothing - Chords

Never For Nothing 
The Stray Birds
 
[Verse 1]
A                      G     D
Full moon rising on an early frost
    A                          G              D
I'm dripping from the rivers I never meant to cross
      A                                      G             D
But I like the things I'm learning more than anything I've lost
 
[Chorus 1]
    A
And oh I have lost
F#        Bm
Oh I have lost
A           G
But not for nothing
A         D
Never for nothing
 
[Verse 2]
       A                G            D
Like a sparrow in Paris perched on a rung
       A                        G           D
To the alleys of London and her underground lungs
    A                      G            D
For copper and bread and a beggars good thumb
 
[Chorus 3]
A
Oh I have sung
F#        Bm
Oh I have sung
A           G
But not for nothing
A         D
Never for nothing
 
[Instrumental Interlude]
A G D x3
A F# Bm A G A D
 
[Verse 3]



A                     G          D
Roots and rings are a promise of trees
         A                       G               D
But I'll hold you as dear as the shore holds the sea
        A                    G         D
And for you, pretty baby, my loving is free
 
[Chorus 4]
   A
My loving is free
   F#        Bm
My loving is free
A           G
But not for nothing
A         D
Never for nothing
 
[Coda]
A                      G     D
Full moon rising on an early frost...

13802. Never Get To Hold You In My Arms Anymore

Never Get To Hold You In My Arms Anymore
Reny & Smiley

I used to take you in my arms and hold you close to me
I used to tell you how I cared how happy we could be
Bue someone else has won your heart and knocking at your door
And I never get to hold you in my arms anymore

I tried a million times or more to forget about the past
But it seems to me your memories are the ones that always last
I lie awake and cry for you and sometimes walk the floor
But I never get to hold you in my arms anymore

I'll step aside and give you up although it makes me blue
You'll never know how much it hurts to see him holding you
I'll always care and always love you just as before
But I'll never get to hold you in my arms anymore

13803. Never Go To Town Again

Sturgill Simpson - Never Go To Town Again

Oh woman, I'm going away
Oh woman, I'm going away
Promised you my heart but you know I can't stay
Promised you my heart but you know I can't stay



Where is your pity, where is your smile
Where is your pity, where is your smile
Seems like they've been gone from your face for a while
Seems like they've been gone from your face for a while
I've had a heavy weight bearing down on me
I've had a heavy weight bearing down on me
It's taken a toll that is plainly to see
It's taken a toll and it's plainly to see
I thought that old railroad would drive me out my mind
I thought that old railroad would run me out my mind
Left thRre running, another job I'll nevRr find
Left there running, another job I'll never find
I'll go back home Kentucky boy and I'll disappear
I'll go back home Kentucky boy and I'll disappear
Far back in the hills and from me you'll never hear
Far back in the hills and from me you'll never hear
Well I'll find a pretty bluebird and teach it to sing
Well I'll find a pretty bluebird and teach it to sing
Only joy in this world that I'll know it will bring
Only joy in this world that I'll know it will bring
I'll never go into town again
Never go into town again
Never find another love, no one to call my friend
Never find another love, no one to call my friend

13804. Never Going Back Again

Never Going Back Again
Stillhouse Junkies

She broke down and let me in
Made me see where I'd been

CHORUS
Been down one time
Been down two times
Ooh, ain't never going back again

Mmm, you don't know what it means to win
Come on down and see me again

Been down one time
Been down two times
Ooh, ain't never going back again
Ooh, ain't never going back again

13805. Never Got Off The Ground



Alison Krauss - Never Got Off The Ground

My father was a farmer
But his head was in the sky
He worked everyday but Sunday
'Til the day he died

He prayed for rain and thunder
And listened for the sound
In the dry years he went under
He never got off the ground

We all dream when we're younger
That we will do great things
Me, I used to have a hunger 
To wear a pilot's wings

But the circle's that I ran in
Turned my head around
And the planes I had my plans in
Never got off the ground

Don't raise your hopes
You hear so many say
The higher they get
The closer they are to flying away
Fly away

Don't raise your hopes
You hear so many say
The higher they get
The closer they are to flying away

They say there but for fortune
Is the way it would have been
If we could take a bigger portion
We'd fill our hands again

You see them on the sidewalks
In the parks all over town
Those who've taken flight
Never got off the ground

13806. Never Grow Up Boy

Never Grow Up Boy - Del Mccoury Band

I ain't seen 18 in a long time
I ain't seen my baby for a while
But I'll be home by Monday mornin'
After I drive 200 miles

I make my living with a guitar
My job is standing on a stage



I played in churches, fairs, and dive bars
I ain't never gonna act my age

CHORUS:
Don't never let it be said darlin'
That what I do don't bring me joy
Climb in the seat beside my Martin
Cause I'm a guitar pickin', bluegrass singing
Never grow up boy

Sometimes when I look in the mirror
I see the boy I used to be
And after all these years its clearer
The dreams of boys can set men free

I know I've put you through some hard times
Those lonely nights I wasn't there
But you were never far from my mind
Your love was with me everywhere

CHORUS:

I ain't seen 18 in a long time
Ain't seen my baby for awhile

13807. Never Had One I Wanted - Chords

Never Had One I Wanted
Recorded by: Ernest Tubb
Writers: Jimmie Louis, Claude Gray & Sheb Wooley

[D] I never had the one that I [G] wanted
Never [A] wanted the one that I [D] had
For the one that I had was a [G] good girl
And the [A] one that I wanted was [D] bad.

[D] They say that the [G] grass always looks [D] greener
And I guess that's the nature of a [A] man
To let [D] pashion have its' way
Never [G] thinkin' what he'll pay
And it's [A] hard oh, aint it hard to under-[D] stand.

CHORUS
What makes a man want to flirt with danger
Like a child that's playin' with a fire
Must the most lucious peach, be always out of reach
And the things you can't have, you desire.

I never had the one that I wanted
Never wanted the one that I had
If I ever get back to the good girl
I will never go back to the bad.



13808. Never Had To Go

Never Had To Go
Dustbowl Revival

If I was a bird flyin' high in the sky
If I was the apple of' your' eye
If I didn't' have such a restless heart
We could' be together
I could never part

And if I was a beetle crawlin' at your feet
If I was a car and I hit you in the street
Would you stop and pay me any mind?
We could say hello
I may never goodbye

Ooo Ooo Ooo
You hit the road
It's all my fault
I know, I know
Say it isn't so
Never had to go

If I was a cloud flyin' over the park
If I was a knock on your door in the dark
Would you open up and give me a kiss?
Didn't have to end it baby
Not like this

And if I was a creek flowin' by your mama's house
Would you drink me up with your honey mouth?
Would you stop and hear what I would say?
That one night with Bobby don't mean nothin' anyway
Ooo Ooo Ooo
You hit the road
It's all my fault
I know, oh I know
Say it isn't so
You never had to go

Well if I was a spire way up on a steeple
If I was a fire rainin' down on all the people
Would you stop and hear what I would say?
That one night with Bobby
Baby, it didn't mean a thing

Ooo Ooo Ooo
You hit the road
It's all my fault
I know, oh I know
Say it isn't so
You never had to go



I know, oh I know
You never had to go
Oh you never had to go
Oh you never had to go

13809. Never Had To Go - Chords

Never Had To Go 
The Dustbowl Revival

INTRO: C  F  C  G  C  F  C  G  F  C
 
   C                      F                C                  G
1. If I was a bird flying high in the sky, if I was the apple of your eye
C                       F
If I didn't have such a restless heart
C              G              F         C
We could be to-gether, I mean...never a-part
    C                          F             C                    G
And if I was a beetle crawling at your feet, if I was a car and I hit you in the street
C                  F
Would you STOP and pay me any mind
C                G          F          C
We could say hel-lo, I mean never good-bye
 
CHORUS:
      Dm             C                 Dm      C       G
Oh oh oh you hit the road, it's all my fault I know, I know
C            F       C
Say it isn't so, you never had to go
 
REPEAT INTRO
 
   C                       F              C                        G
2. If I was a cloud flying over the park, if I was a knock on your door in the dark
C                     F
Would you open up and give me a kiss
   C              G           F        C
We didn't have to end it baby not like this
    C                        F
And if I was a creek flowing by your mama's house
C                     G
Would you drink me up with your honey mouth
C                  F
Would you STOP and hear what I would say
     C              G                F           C
That one night with Bobby don't mean nothing any-way
 
REPEAT CHORUS
        C                    F                C                          G
3. Well if I was a spire way up on a steeple, if I was a fire and rained down on all the people
C                  F



Would you STOP and hear what I would say
     C              G                F           C
That one night with Bobby don't mean nothing any-way
 
REPEAT CHORUS
 
ENDING:
  C       G     C            F       C
I know, I know, say it isn't so, you never had to go, oh you never had to go, oh you never had
 to go

13810. Never Having You

Tom T Hall - Never Having You

[Chorus:]
I guess I'll go through life never having you
I guess I'll go out of this world never having you

[Verse 1:]
There's no way for me to love you
At this late day it wouldn't be the same
There's no way for me to win you I'm
So far behind it's so late in the game
I know I'll go through life never having you
I guess I'll go out of this world never having you

[Chorus]

[Verse 2:]
I must believe in reincarnation
I got to have another chance with you
You're wrapped up in your situation
You are music and I'm so far out of the tune

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
I get mad when I think about it
I know I'm a free thinking fool
This hunger is eatin' my heart out
I'm a lunitic and you are so super cool

[Chorus]

13811. Never Having You - Chords

Never Having You
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall



G                                  D7
I guess I'll go through life never having you
                                        G
I guess I'll go out of this world never having you
        C
There's no way for me to love you
        G
At this late date it wouldn't be the same
        C
There's no way for me to win you
       A7                 D7
I'm so far behind it's so late in the game
  G                               D7
I know I'll go through life never having you
                                        G
I guess I'll go out of this world never having you
                                  D7
I know I'll go through life never having you
                                        G
I guess I'll go out of this world never having you
       C
I must believe in reincarnation
  G
I got to have another chance with you
       C
You're wrapped up in your situation
        A7               D7
You are music and I'm so far out of tune
  G                                D7
I guess I'll go through life never having you
                                       G
I know I'll go out of this world never having you
  C
I get mad when I think about it
  G
I know I'm a free thinking fool
     C
This hunger is eatin' my heart out
      A7                  D7
I'm a lunatic and you are so super cool
  G                               D7
I know I'll go through life never having you
                                        G
I guess I'll go out of this world never having you

13812. Never Hold You - Chords

Never Hold You
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

F
I've seen 'em watch you 



And make plans what they'll do when
                          C
Someday you are no longer mine
     F
I've heard 'em carry on bout 
How when I'm finally gone they're
                      C
Gonna treat you oh so fine
G7
But I could have told them 
F                                  C
That they'd never hold you if they tried
F
I could have told them 
That you bend and fold men 
                                      C
Who thought they would have you for a prize
F
I could have told them 
Those foolish souled men that
                              G7       C
They'd never hold you if they tr-i-e-d hey
F
I've been made real aware of pleasure 
That they'll share 
                             C
With you soon as I slip your mind
F
I've listened to 'em boast 
How I'll just be a ghost 
                               C
Once they start takin' up your time
repeat #4,5

13813. Never Knew Lonely - Chords

Never Knew Lonely
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Vince Gill and Amy Grant

C                    F
No other lover never really cared
C         G7                         C
When I've reached out for you you've always been there
                        F
Now I'm so far away and baby I'm scared 
  C          G7          C
I never knew lonely till you
                        F
You are my rock and the strength I need
C          G7           C
To keep me sane in this life that I lead
                            F



Now I'm not with you and my broken heart bleeds 
  C          G7          C
I never knew lonely till you
                        F
Never knew lonely could be so blue
C          G7           C
Never knew lonely could tear you in two
                         F
Never loved someone like I love you
       C          G7          C
Well I never knew lonely till you
                        F
I can't make up for the times I've been gone
C            G7              C
I'll prove I love you in the words of this song
                            F
Back in your arms girl it's where I belong 
  C          G7          C
I never knew lonely till you
repeat #3
                         F
Never loved someone like I love you
       C          G7          C  F G7 C
Well I never knew lonely till you

13814. Never Learn - Chords

Never Learn 
The Devil Makes Three
 
      Dm   Am   E5   C    G    E    F
e/----5----5----7----8----3----0----1----/
B/----6----5----9----8----3----0----1----/
G/----7----5----9----9----4----1----2----/
D/----7----7----9----10---5----2----3----/
A/----5----7----7----10---5----2----3----/
E/---------5---------8----3----0----1----/
 
 
Intro: Dm / Am / E / Am / Dm / Am / E / Am
 
 
Am                               Dm
Let all them hounds off of their leashes
Am                         E5
Gave all that money to the rich
              Am                      Dm
They're gunna hand you down now, that Short handed shovel
    Am          E5              Am
And direct you, directly to the ditch
 
 
Am                                 Dm



Now just hear them talking tongues child
Am                            E5
Though you know not what they mean
            Am              Dm
Ain't gunna make no kind of difference
               Am   E5             Am       E5   Am
Just keep your eyes focused on the screen
 
 
Am            C
Yes I guess I see
G                                 E               F
They ain't doing nothing hear but leaching off of you and me, well...
Am            C
Yes I guess I know
G                                 E                  F
There ain't no place left on this earth that I could call my own, and...
Am           C
Yes I hope I see
G                          E               F
The day we all wake up and stop them ships upon the sea, well...
 
 
Am   Dm    Am               E5
Hallelujah! Let it all just burn
          Am                 Dm
Cuz' they ain't the type for listening
         Am         E5         Am
And they sure ain't ever gunna learn
 
 
Am                         Dm
You can watch them as they circle
Am                        E5
Like them vultures in the sky
Am                   Dm
Waiting now, just so patiently
Am        E5                Am
For every breathing soul to die
 
 
Am                           Dm
Yes they feed off your blood child
Am                      E5
As it flows out of your veins
         Am                  Dm
And I've found what you have lost now
Am        E5        Am       E5   Am
Only what they have gained
 
 
Am            C
Yes I guess I see
G                                 E             F
They ain't doing nothing hear but living off of you and me, well...
Am            C
Yes I guess I know



G                                 E                  F
There ain't no place left on this earth that I could call my own, and...
Am           C
Yes I hope I see
G                          E               F
The day we all wake up and stop them ships upon the sea, well...
 
 
Am   Dm    Am               E5
Hallelujah! Let it all just burn
          Am                 Dm
Cuz' they ain't the type for listening
         Am         E5         Am
And they sure ain't ever gunna learn
 
 
Am                              Dm
You can feel them as they watch you
Am                                E5
A thousand nights now filled with pain
          Am           Dm
I'll just sit back and relax now
        Am    E5                    Am       E5   Am
As your heart disconnects from your brain
 
 
Am            C
Yes I guess I see
G                                 E             F
They ain't doing nothing hear but living off of you and me, well...
Am            C
Yes I guess I know
G                                 E                  F
There ain't no place left on this earth that I could call my own, and...
Am           C
Yes I hope I see
G                          E              F
The day we all wake up and get up off our bended knees, well...
 
 
Am   Dm    Am               E5
Hallelujah! Let it all just burn
          Am                 Dm
Cuz' they ain't the type for listening
         Am         E5         Am
And they sure ain't ever gunna learn

13815. Never Let Me Down

Todd Snider - Never Let Me Down

Thanks again for everything
For everything I know



For everything that I have seen
Between these places that I go
Down that highway, up that street
In your love I know I?ll never lose my feet
In all these years that I have moved around
You never let me down
You never let me down
Thanks again for all you do
To see us through this mess
Without you these skies of blue
They cloud up with loneliness
Up that mountain, down that stream
Through that nightmare and into that dream
In all these tragic wonders I have found
You never let me down
You never let me down, no, no
You never let me down, no
When I think of who we are
And who we?ll be behind those stars
I say oh thank God
You know lately I?ve been feeling kinda lonely
Everybody seems so afraid
I clench my teeth together so tightly sometimes
That I forget that promise you made
Knock and you will open, seek and I?ll find
Ask and you will answer in your own perfect time
In all these years that I?ve been losing ground
In all these tragic wonders I have found
In all these years that I have moved around
You never let me down
You never let me down, oh no
You never let me down, oh
You never let me down
You never let me down
You never let me down
You never let me
You never let me down, no

13816. Never Let The Devil Get The Upper Hand Of You

Never Let The Devil Get The Upper Hand Of You

My tender parents brought me up
Provided for me well
Twas in the city of Lanson Town
They placed me in a mill

It was there I spied a pretty fair miss
On whom I cast my eye
I asked her if she'd marry me
And she believed a lie

Three weeks ago last Saturday night



Of course it was the day
The devil put it in my mind
To take her life away

I went into her sisters house
At eight o'clock one night
But little did the sister ? think
On her I had my spite

I asked her if she'd take a walk
With me a little ways
That she and I might have a talk
About our wedding day

We walked along until we came
To my little desert place
I grabbed a stick off of the fence
And struck her in the face

I run my fingers through her coal black hair
To cover up my sin
I drug her to the river side
And there I plunged her in

I started back unto my mill
I met my servant John
He asked me why I was so pale
And it so very warm

Come all young men and warning take
Unto your lovers be true
And never let the devil get
The upper hand of you

I met my servant John

13817. Never Look Back - Chords

Never Look Back 
Kathy Mattea
 
CAPO: 2nd Fret
 
INTRO: G   C   G   C
 
N.C.      G               C              G
There's a red sun setting in the western sky
                           C            G
A chilly wind is blowing a tear from my eye
  C                         F      C        G
I sat beside a river in the fading light of day
                            D              G
Cast in all my memories and let 'em drift away



 
 
CHORUS:
           C                G
Never look back, never look back
     D             G
I've seen too many heartaches
           C                G
Never look back, never look back
      D            G
Gonna put it all behind
           C                G
Never look back, never look back
        D            G
There's too much up ahead
      C    G   C    G  D  Em7-D
Gonna roll on, roll on
N.C.           G     C   G   C
And never look back
 
 
G                   C             G
Somebody's waiting, up around the bend
                         C            G
I keep on believing that I will love again
C                         F         C         G
Someone who is willing to walk this road with me
                          D                G
Leave behind the ruins of what could never be
 
 
CHORUS:
N.C.           C                G
And never look back, never look back
     D             G
I've seen too many heartaches
           C                G
Never look back, never look back
      D            G
Gonna put it all behind
           C                G
Never look back, never look back
        D            G
There's too much up ahead
      C    G   C    G  D  Em7-D
Gonna roll on, roll on
 
 
CHORUS:
           C                G
Never look back, never look back
     D             G
I've seen too many heartaches
           C                G
Never look back, never look back
      D            G
Gonna put it all behind



           C                G
Never look back, never look back
        D            G
There's too much up ahead
      C    G   C    G  D  Em7-D
Gonna roll on, roll on
N.C.           G      C
And never look back
 
 
OUTRO:   (## fade to end ##)
           G      C
Never look back
      G                 C
Gonna roll on, roll on
               G      C
And never look back
                G                 C
Hmm, hmm, gonna roll on, roll on
               G      C
And never look back
      G               C
Gonna roll on, roll
G                 C
Roll on, roll on
      G             C
Gonna roll on, roll on
               G      C
And never look back
G              C
Ooh, ooh, ooh
                G      C
Ooh, never look back
           G      C
Never look back
G              C
Ooh, ooh, ooh

13818. Never Love You Again

Little Big Town - Never Love You Again

[Verse 1]
Baby, you cast a spell on me
And it's crazy, my heart won't let me leave
[Pre-Chorus]
Even though I know I have some fire burnin'
Even though I know you're broke 'cause I am hurtin'
And every time I blow a kiss goodbye, I'm yearnin'
It's only until I see you callin'

[Chorus]
Oh-woah, oh, no, no, oh, no, no, no, no



I swore I, I'd never love you again
Oh, no, no, oh, no, no, no, no
Baby, I swore I, I'd never love you again
I said I wouldn't do it to myself (To myself)
But you touch me like no one else
Oh, no, no, oh, no, no, no, no
I swore I, I'd never love you again
I'd never love you again

[Post-Chorus]
I'd nRver love you again

[Verse 2]
Sorry, but I blame thR chemicals
Just two bodies messed up and beautiful
Oh, oh

[Pre-Chorus]
Even though I know I have some fire burnin'
Even though I know you're broke 'cause I am hurtin'
And every time I blow a kiss goodbye, I'm yearnin' (Yearnin')
It's only until I see you callin'

[Chorus]
Oh-woah, oh, no, no, oh, no, no, no, no
I swore I, I'd never love you again (Ooh)
Oh, no, no, oh, no, no, no, no
Baby, I swore I, I'd never love you again
I said I wouldn't do it to myself (To myself)
But you touch me like no one else
Oh, no, no, oh, no, no, no, no
I swore I, I'd never love you again
I'd never love you again

[Post-Chorus]
I'd never love you again

[Outro]
Oh, no, no, oh, no, no, no, no
I swore I, I swore I'd never love you again
Oh, no, no, oh, no, no, no, no
Baby, I swore I, I swore I'd never love you again

13819. Never Loved Before

Never Loved Before (With Martina Mcbride)

Girl I swear you got me acting crazy
Half the time I don't know what my name is
I'm the kind that like to take it slow and lazy
And girl you got me running hot and haziest

(Chorus)



Oh, I love you like I never
Oh, I love you like I never
Oh, I love you like I never loved before

(Martina McBride)
Boy you got me burning like a rocket
You stole my heart and stuck it in your pocket
Now I got your face inside my locket
I've really tried but I don't think I can stop it baby

(Chorus)
Oh I, love you like I never
Oh I, love you like I never
Oh I, love you like I never loved before

(Alan Jackson)
You sat beside me last night on the sofa
I took your hand and pulled you little closer
You kiss my lips and then you let me hold you
That feels the way that love supposed to baby

(Chorus)
Oh, I love you like I never
Oh, I love you like I never
Oh, I love you like I never loved before

(Martina McBride)
You held the door when we went to the movies
I like your corky sneaky sense of humor
You're strong and sweat and all the things I needed
You're the one that keeps my heart beating baby

(Chorus)
Oh, I love you like I never
Oh, I love you like I never
Oh, I love you like I never loved before

(Martina McBride)
Oh, my heart stops beating
When it's time for you to leave me

(Alan Jackson)
Yeah, and my head starts spinning
Every time that you are near me

(Chorus)
Oh, I love you like I never
Oh, I love you like I never
Oh, I love you like I never loved before

(Chorus)
Oh, I love you like I never
Oh, I love you like I never



13820. Never Lovin' You

Never Lovin' You
Chris Stapleton

[Intro]
Now listen to me
This here is how it used to be

[Verse 1]
I can see the day that I won't want to hang out with the boys all night
Yeah, and I can see a day when I'll walk off this dead end job for good
And I can see a day when I won't be afraid of getting older
But no matter what I do, honey, I can't see me never loving you

[Chorus]
Some things are bound to change, but some things stay the same
Like they ought to
Some things are meant to be, just like you and me
Together
If I die today, or if I find a way
To live forever
No matter what I do
Darling, I can't see me never loving you

[Verse 2]
Yeah, and I can see a time when you won't think you look as good
As you used to
Oh, and I can see a time your auburn hair will turn
To gray
And I can see a time when you think that you won't blow my mind
But I can tell you
No matter what I do
Darling, I can't see me never loving you

[Chorus]
Some things are bound to change, but some things stay the same
Like they ought to
Some things are meant to be, just like you and me
Together
But if I die today, or if I find a way
To live forever
No matter what I do
I can't see me never loving you

[Post-Chorus]
No matter what I do
Honey, I can't see me never loving you

[Outro]
Oh, I've seen a lot of things
But I can't see that
I just can't see it happenin', mm-mm



13821. Never Meant To Be

Tony Rice - Never Meant to Be 

In the darkness of the night,
All I hear is a ringing in my ears;
And my eyes are are full of tears that I can't see.
And I'll see comfort in bad places,
And I'm trying to forget the faces,
But the many friends will say,
That it was never meant to be.

And you can always write if off by saying,
That it was never meant to be,
Though you once told me we'd always be as one.
And then you wish me a better day
As you turn your back away
And then you write if off by saying,
"It was never meant to be."

Well, it left some damage in my wake,
But I have the liberty to take the time to say,
"It ain't all my fault alone.
I've been deceived
And I've been forced to leave my anger and my greaving
In a heart thats still believing,
It was always meant to be."

And you can always write if off by saying,
That it was never meant to be,
Though you once told me we'd always be as one.
And then you wish me a better day
As you turn your back away
And then you write if off by saying,
"It was never meant to be."

You have turned your beauty and your charme
Into a weapon of badly harm;
The man you said,
Was the best friend you've been knowing.
Then, your ways are justified
By stubborn, foolish pride.
And the price is payed by me,
Because thats the way its meant to be.

And you can always write if off by saying,
That it was never meant to be,
Though you once told me we'd always be as one.
And then you wish me a better day
As you turn your back away
And then you write if off by saying,
"It was never meant to be."

There is no dignity in remaining;
Love ain't worth retaining, anymore.
So lets just do each other in.
And leave the sadness and the fury,



The judgement of a jury,
And the signature thats saying,
"It was never meant to be."

And you can always write if off by saying,
That it was never meant to be,
Though you once told me we'd always be as one.
And then you wish me a better day
As you turn your back away
And then you write if off by saying,
"It was never meant to be."

13822. Never Mind

Nanci Griffith - Never Mind

You say you're heading out to
California
You've heard the grapes are falling
From the vine
I was hoping you might have the
Urge to write me
But, I don't believe you will

So never mind
I was talking to a man down at Genesco
He said they might be hiring any time
I'm so tired of going any way the
Wind blows
And I thought that me and you

But never mind

[Chorus:]
Never mind, never mind
I'm just talkin' through the wine
And you know that drinkin' always
Makes me sad
But before this night is through

I better say I love you
Or I'm gonna always wish that
I had
I first saw you pickin' oranges
In Orlando
All day you kept your ladder close
To mine
We froze in Georgia, burned up

In Chicago
And I always thought that we,
But never mind
Did you know today my baby called



You daddy?
Sometimes I've wished that she was
Yours and mine
I could call my brother Milt in Cincinnati
And ask him for a loan,
But never mind

[Chorus]

13823. Never Never Land - Chords

Never Never Land

Capo 1
D A7 G D
Here in never never land 
 A7 D A7
There is no rainbow's end
 D A7
It's cold and dark
G D
Here in my heart
 A7 D
In never never land

G
Nobody told me that love could hurt me
 D
Nobody mentioned the pain
G
There was not one word
That love could desert me
 A7
Nobody mentioned your name
D A7 G D
Here in never never land 
 A7 D A7
There is no rainbow's end
 D A7
It's cold and dark
G D
Here in my heart
 A7 D
In never never land

G
I spend the night time longing for daytime
 D
Counting the ticks of the clock
G
How long is forever
When is now or never
 A7



And when will this missing you stop

D A7 G D
Here in never never land 
 A7 D A7
There is no rainbow's end
 D A7
It's cold and dark
G D
Here in my heart
 A7 D
In never never land
 D A7
It's cold and dark
G D
Here in my heart
 A7 D
In never never land

13824. Never No Mo Blues - Chords

Never No Mo Blues 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
G7  C
 
[Verse 1]
C                            C7
I'm just as blue as I can be
F                           C
Since Suzie said goodbye to me
   G7
My life is a failure, I see
    G7                 C
She won't be my gal no more
   C
No more, no more, no more, no more
      C                G7          C     G7  C
yodel layee odle eedle ayee yodel ayee
 
[Bridge]
      C
Gonna pack my things in a grip
          C
Take me a long ocean trip
         G7
Out on a great big steam ship
       G7                     C               C  G7  C
She'll never see her daddy no mo', no mo'
 
 
[Verse 2]



     C                    C7
Oh I hate to say farewell
F                         C
To my mammy and my sister Nell
        G7
They're sure gonna cry when I tell
       G7                   C
Them I ain't comin' home no mo'
   C
No mo',no mo', no mo',  no more
      C                G7          C     G7  C
yodel layee odle eedle ayee yodel ayee
 
[Verse 3]
C                           C7
Whether I'm right or wrong
F                        C
I'm gonna be gone before long
              G7
And then I'll hush my crazy song
       G7                 C
That I never will sing no mo' no mo'
      C                G7          C     G7  C
yodel layee odle eedle ayee yodel ayee
 
[Verse 4]
  C                            C7
I guess I'll be sorry someday
F                       C
If I leave here and go away
        G7
But you need not ask me stay
     G7                      C
I'll never change my mind no mo'
           C
No mo', no mo', no mo'
       C                G           C      G7  C
yodel layee odle eedle ayee yodel ayee

13825. Never Really Gone

Broken Compass Bluegrass
Never Really Gone
written by DJANGO RUCKRICH

Staring through the shadows of myself I left here
I see the same old day that took so many of my years
A red sun burns through the eastern sky
As the nightbirds cry in the morning light

I'm going but I'm never really gone
Trying to find something I had all along



I lost my beliefs but I found some to doubt
I found a man they said knew what life's all about
His head stole his heart and he lived in a lie
Me I just follow what I feel inside

I'm going but I'm never really gone
Trying to find something I had all along

Starlight shines
Upon the broken doorway
All my dead dreams live as ghosts
Of lifetimes I've betrayed

Now I'm lost to the world but I don't really care
I know I belong I just don't know where
I'll spend my life searching and at least I'm sure
Well if I die first I had something to live for

I'm going but I'm never really gone
Trying to find something I had all along

I'm going but I'm never really gone
Trying to find something I had all along

Going but I'm never really gone..

13826. Never Say Die

Never Say Die
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
Lyin' next to you in the dark
I can feel your beating heart
You've been here beside me through the test of time
We've both had our share of doubts
Waited out those old storm clouds
Boy, it's nights like this that I know why

[Pre-Chorus]
Lovers like you and me will never say die

[Chorus]
'Cause there's a long line of folks givin' up on love
So many hearts get broken in the push and shove
I'll believe in you for the rest of my life
Baby, lovers like you and me will never say die

[Verse 2]
Tears of joy and tears of pain
Tears say more than words explain
There's no need for words here tonight
We've both felt each other's power



A tender touch in the wee small hours
Is strong enough to hold us for a lifetime

[Pre-Chorus]
Lovers like you and me will never say die

[Chorus]
'Cause there's a long line of folks givin' up on love
So many hearts get broken in the push and shove
I'll believe in you for the rest of my life
Baby, lovers like you and me will never say die

[Outro]
Oh, lovers like you and me will never say die

13827. Never Say Never Again

Never Say Never Again 
Dwight McCall

I swore to my-self I'd never love no one again 
Love was just a fool's game, one I'd never win 
You walked in my life and turned my world around one day 
Now I'm takin back the words, I always used to say 
 
CHORUS : 
I'll never say never again  
Though I've never known love without an end  
I was lonesome as I'd ever been 
But you've got me feelin better 
Think about forever 
Oh I'll never say never again 
  
I can't see in front of me, you're always looking back 
It's hard to see the future, when you're blinded by the past 
Your eyes see apart of me, I can't see with my own 
Maybe this old heart of mine, has finally found a home 
 
Yeah you' ve got me feelin better 
Think about forever 
Oh I'll never say never, never no never  
I'll never say never again

13828. Never See My Home Again

Never See My Home Again - The Dillards
Sam Bush Band

In the hollow where the pines were standing tall



In the shadows where the woods were dark and still
To a worn and weathered shack my thoughts keep turning back
To that old mountain home below the mill

I left it in the springtime when the flowers were in bloom
And i told my folks i'd see them in the fall
But the road keeps stretching onward from the cradle to the tomb
And i guess i'll never see my folks at all

I can hear the wild goose calling in the sky
I can see the dry leaves falling in the lane
I miss the wood fire on a cold and rainy night
And the trees scratching at my windowpane

I left it in the springtime when the flowers were in bloom
And i told my folks i'd see them in the fall
But the road keeps stretching onward from the cradle to the tomb
And i guess i'll never see my folks at all

As the years go by the seasons pass away
That old home keeps returning to my mind
I'd give a lot to see that place so dear to me
That hollow in the woods i left behind

I left it in the springtime when the flowers were in bloom
And all the birds were singing in the glen
But the road keeps stretching onward from the cradle to the tomb
And i guess i'll never see my home again

13829. Never Together But Close Sometimes

Rodney Crowell - Never Together but Close Sometimes
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

There's a song in your eye that's as blue as the sky
And just looking at you keeps me singing it
There's this music and wine don't it sparkle and shine
And it's one for your money and two to quit

And every day it's getting less hard to be
Never together but close sometimes
Windows and rain
Blue birds and planes
They're never together but they're close sometimes

A boy in New York once captured my heart
But her winter was cold so I had to split
Sweet Tennessee spoke softly to me
Home is your home when you're loving it

And every day it's getting less hard to be
Never together but close sometimes
Windows and rain



Blue birds and planes

They're never together but they're close sometimes
There's life in these bars when you make believe stars
People and loneliness passing time
A world full of fools sitting glued to that stool
Drowning their sadness in rosey wine
And every day it's getting less hard to be
Never together but close sometimes
Windows and rain
Blue birds and planes
They're never together but they're close sometimes
Never together but they're close sometimes

13830. Never Too Close

Never Too Close

Verse 1:
Move a little closer
I can barely feel your touch
Hold me when you're kissing me
I can never get enough
Something I will tell you
Something you need to know
Oooh you're never too close

Verse 2:
Lay your body next to mine
Your breath warm on my skin
Somehow in the heat of things love just 
waltzed right in
Something I will tell you
Something you'll need to know
Oooh you're never too close

Verse 3:
Move a little closer
I can barely feel your touch
Hold me when you're kissing me
I can never get enough
Something I will tell you
Something you need to know
Oooh you're never
Too close
You're never, you're never
Too close



13831. Never Wanted Nothing More

Never Wanted Nothing More
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Couldn't wait to turn 16 and drive all the boys around
Foot on the gas and hands on the wheel was all I could think about
A little rust in the bed of that truck and a four speed on the floor
Five-hundred dollars it was mine, all mine and I never wanted nothing more

[Verse 2]
I took Katie down by the river with a six dollar bottle of wine
Just a fool trying' to play it cool hoping' she'd let me cross the line
I was praying that she couldn't tell I never been that far before
The first time's a one time feeling and I never wanted nothing more
No I never wanted nothing more..

[Chorus]
Well I'm what I am and I'm what I'm not
I'm sure happy with what I've got
I live to love and laugh a lot
And that's all I need

[Verse 3]
My buddies all tried to change my mind
But I told them that I'd thought it through
Katie laughed and my mama cried when they heard me say "I do"
Her little ring is a little thing, but its all I could afford
Now she's mine, all mine till the day I die, and I never wanted nothing more

[Chorus]
Well I'm what I am and I'm what I'm not
I'm sure happy with what I've got
I live to love and laugh a lot
And that's all I need

[Verse 4]
One Sunday I listened to the preacher and I knew he was preaching to me
I couldn't help it I walked up front and I got down on my knees
Right then and there, I swear I changed when I found the Lord
Glory Hallelujah, good God almighty I never wanted nothing more

[Chorus]
Well I'm what I am and I'm what I'm not
I'm sure happy with what I've got
I live to love and laugh a lot
And that's all I need

[Outro]
Never wanted nothing more
And I never wanted nothing more



13832. Never Will Give Up

Alison Krauss - Never Will Give Up 

When this world is caught on fire
I wanna be caught in your will

No I never will give up, no, no
No I never will no, no
No I never will give up, no, no
No I never will no, no

And when this world is caught on fire
I wanna be caught in your will
I never will give up no, no,
No I never will, no, no, no, no, no

I'll always remember, ya, ya
You know I always will, ya, ya
I'll always remember, ya, ya
Ya know I always will, ya, ya

When they crucified my Lord up on Calverie's hill
I'll always remember, ya, ya
Ya know I always will ya, ya, ya, ya, ya

No I never will give up, no, no
No I never will no, no
No I never will give up, no, no
No I never will no, no

And when this world is caught on fire
I wanna be caught in your will
I never will give up no, no
No I never will, no, no, no, no, no

I'll always keep singin', ya, ya
Ya know I always will, ya, ya
I'll always keep singin' ya, ya
Ya know I always will, ya, ya

And when they crucified my Lord up on Calverie's hill

No I never will give up, no, no
No I never will, no, no, no, no, no

13833. Never Will I Marry

Linda Ronstadt - Never Will I Marry

They say that love's a gentle thing
But it's only brought me pain
For the only man I ever loved



Has gone on the morning train

I never will marry
I'll be no man's wife
I expect to live single
All the days of my life

Well, the train pulled out
The whistle blew
With a long and a lonesome moan
He's gone, he's gone
Like the morning dew
And left me all alone

I never will marry
I'll be no man's wife
I expect to live single
All the days of my life

Well, there's many a change in the winter wind
And a change in the cloud's design
There's many a change in a young man's heart
But never a change in mine

I never will marry
I'll be no man's wife
I expect to live single
All the days of my life

13834. Neverland

James King - Neverland

As you walk through your life
Time grows short
You lose your shine
Please never get
Please never get older
Please never get
Please never get over
Standing on my shoulders
Come away with me my love
We'll dance thorugh the daisies
Come away with me my love
Come away with me my love
We can get a little hazy
Come away with me my love
My love

So there's this place
I think you'd like
Where time's not wasted
Age and I don't fight



And I'll never get
I'll never get older
But please never get
Please never get over
Standing on my shoulders
Come away with me my love
We'll dance through the daisies
Come away with me my love
Come away with me my love
We can get a little hazy
Come away with me my love
My love

So let's retreat
Cheat the game one more time
We can beat
This age if we tried
I'll never get
I'll never get older
Please never get
Please never get over
Standing on my shoulders
Come away with me my love
We'll dance through the daisies
Come away with me my love
Come away with me my love
We can get a little hazy
Come away with me my love
My love

Come away with me my love
We'll dance through the daisies
Come away with me my love
Come away with me my love
My love

13835. Nevermind

Nevermind
Jeremy Garrett

[Chorus]
What if I left and it made no sense
And you tell your friends and they hold your hands?
Baby, never mind, never mind, never mind
What if I left and it made no sense
And you tell your friends and they hold your hands?
Baby, never mind, never mind, never mind

[Verse 1]
Alright, I'm ready now, ready now
I ain't gonna, I ain't gonna fall back down now
Alright, I'll take it on, take it on me



[Verse 2]
All I ever ask, ever ask
Are you gonna, are you gonna be my lover?
Tonight, and take it with, take it with me

[Chorus]
What if I lRft and it made no sense
And you tRll your friends and they hold your hands?
Baby, never mind, never mind, never mind
What if I left and it made no sense
And you tell your friends and they hold your hands?
Baby, never mind, never mind, never mind

[Verse 3]
Alright, I'm ready now, ready now
I ain't gonna, I ain't gonna stop right now, no
Alright, I'll take it on, take it on me

[Verse 4]
All I ever ask, ever ask
Do you wanna, do you wanna see my fire?
Tonight, and take it with, take it with me

[Chorus]
What if I left and it made no sense
And you tell your friends and they hold your hands?
Baby, never, never, never mind
What if I left and it made no sense
And you tell your friends and they hold your hands?
Baby, never mind, never mind, never mind
What if I left and it made no sense
And you tell your friends and they hold your hands?
Baby, never mind, never mind, never mind
What if I left and it made no sense
And you tell your friends and they hold your hands?
Baby, never mind, never mind, never mind

[Break]
Yeah

[Chorus]
What if I left and it made no sense
And you tell your friends and they hold your hands?
Baby, never mind, never mind, never mind
What if I left and it made no sense
And you tell your friends and they hold your hands?
Baby, never mind, never mind, never mind
What if I left and it made no sense
And you tell your friends and they hold your hands?
Baby, never mind, never mind, never mind
What if I left and it made no sense
And you tell your friends and they hold your hands?
Baby, never mind, never mind, never, never, never, never mind
Never, never, never, never mind



13836. New & Improved

New & Improved
Greensky Bluegrass

You say you've heard it all before
Now you're walking out the door
I've got few more thoughts
If you've got a moment

The same old defense again
Won't help me to reel you in
There's something new for you, babe
Here, if you want it

Look, I get it hun
You're not the only one
So weary of the way we seem to come undone

You say the trust is gone
You say the bird has flown
How many chances do I get till there's not another onÐµ?

The truth is you haven't been wrong
Been hard pressÐµd to say it
And it took me so long
But I've got a whole new some kind of love for you
Like you've never seen before

New and improved!
State of the art!
I got that new shit, baby
Top of the line!
Above and beyond!
Straight and truly, baby

And I'll be honest, babe
I've had dishonest days
And I'd be lying if I told you it was the other way

How can I help you see
My newfound maturity
Isn't the same old bullshit, how could it be?

The truth is you haven't been wrong
Been hard pressed to say it
And it took me so long
I've got a whole new some kind of love for you
Like you've never seen before

New and improved!
State of the art!
Got that new shit, baby



Top of the line!
Above and beyond!
Straight and truly, baby

It's what you expect today
That I've got a lot to say
If I've told you twice I bet there's another way

But in total honesty
There's something new in me
And this time's nothing like
The previous two or three

The truth is you haven't been wrong
Been hard pressed to say it
And it took me so long
But I've got a whole new some kind of love for you
Like you've never seen before

New and improved!
State of the art!
I got that new shit, baby
Top of the line!
Above and beyond!
Please believe me, baby
You just can't leave me, baby

13837. New Again

Brad Paisley - New Again (With Sara Evans) 

(Brad Paisley)
Mother - do not cry for me
All of this is exactly how it's supposed to be
(Sara Evans)
I'm right here. Can you hear my voice?
My life, my love, my Lord....my baby boy
(Brad Paisley)
As they nail me to this tree
Just know my Father waits for me
(Sara Evans)
God how can this be your will?
To have your son and my son killed?
(Brad Paisley)
Whatever happens...whatever you see...
Whatever your eyes tell you has become of me
This is not...
Not the end...
I am making all things new again
(Sara Evans)
I remember when you were born
In that manger where I first held
You in my arms



So many miracles and lives you've changed
And this world repays you how?
With all this pain
(Both)
Whatever happens(Whatever happens)...whatever you see(I don't wanna see)...
Whatever your eyes tell you has become of me
This is not...
Not the end...
I am making all things new again

13838. New Black Suit

New Black Suit

I've got a new black suit in a box on the shelf
It's she first new suit ever bought for myself
If it was gray or blue I would think it a prize
But that new black suit brings tears to my eyes

Mama's dying, mama's dying
And I just can't stand the thought
How can I bear it, must I wear it
That new black suit I bought

I was just last night the doctor looked at me and said
Son I've done all I can soon your mom will be dead
So I sent for the preacher and called up the kin
Before long, one by one, they'll all start comming in

* Refrain

In that new black suit that I couldn't afford
I watched them carry my mom as she goes to the lord
Then I'll think about Heaven and try not to cry
As I stand by her for that last good-bye

* Refrain

13839. New Blood

New Blood - Nickel Creek 

Friend when I hear you speak
It's like listening to the mirror
We steel ourselves against the advancing seas
Friend when I hear you speak
It's like listening to the mirror
And dissenting neighbors



We are one
But when
Has one
Ever been
Enough
Old friends?

New blood come and bring my blood to boil
Let's melt the wall down and form a pearl
Been stuck on the sound of my own voice
You're my grain of sand and, buddy, I'm your oyster

Have you read the Times today?
We are this poor world's virus
Its fever's fit to spike and, buddy, when it breaks
Who cares what the papers say
When we have the word of Jesus
Which of those old verses will you dust off to prove a just God
To help us lose our taste for their worldly ways
Chafe, fellow strangers, chafe
Would still want to save us?
Comfort has failed to save us)
That His love might save us
We are one

We are lost
We've prayed and we've prayed but we're no less afraid
We've thought and we've thought but we're no better off

Cause one's
Never been
Enough
Old friends
Deep ruts
Dead ends
Good luck
Amen

New blood come and bring my blood to boil
Let's melt the wall down and form a pearl
Been stuck on the sound of my own voice
You're my grain of sand and, buddy, I am your
New blood come and bring my blood to boil
Let's melt the wall down and form a pearl
Been stuck on the sound of my own voice
You're my grain of sand and, buddy, I'm your oyster

13840. New Born Soul

The Staple Singers - New Born Soul 

Since the Holy Ghost took control
I got a new way of praying, a new way of saying



Thank God, I've got a new born soul

I've got a new born soul
Since the Holy Ghost took control
I've got a new born soul
Since the Comforter made me whole

My hands look new, my feet did too
My head got wet in the midnight dew
But oh, all I know, thank the Lord
I've got a new born soul

I got a new way of preaching, a new way of teaching
Since the Holy Ghost took control
Souls are winning, a new beginning
Thank the Lord, I've got a new born soul

I've got a new born soul
Since the Holy Ghost took control
I've got a new, new born soul
Since the Comforter made me whole

My hands look new, my feet did too
My head got wet in the midnight dew
But oh, all I know, thank God
I've got a new born soul

I've got a new born soul
Since the Holy Ghost took control
I've got a new, new born soul
Thank the Lord, I've got a new born soul

Since the Holy Ghost took control
I got a new way of praying, a new way of saying

13841. New Circle Road

Tyler Childers - New Circle Road

[Verse 1]
Crazy as hell
And hotter than fire
Brianna, won't you walk my way
Well I'd give you the world if I knew you weren't leavin'
The minute the band stops the music they play
Well I'm drunker than hell
And I'm young and I'm rowdy
I doubt I'll ever change
But I'd give it all up if the good Lord would let me
Stay here forever just watching you sway

[Chorus]
But the time has come for the club to close



I'll go my way and you'll go home
With the money you've earned and the hearts you stole
Up on the stage down on new circle road

[Verse 2]
I wish that the stars
Stayed out for ages
I'd sit right in this chair
Watching you dance for the boys and your wages
Lustin' in vain just like every boy here

[Chorus]
But the time has come for the club to close
I'll go my way and you'll go home
With the money you've earned and the hearts you stole
Up on the stage down on new circle road

[Verse 3]
When I was just a young boy
My momma told me, son
She said don't go chasin' night owls
Cause they'll leave you when mornin' comes

[Chorus]
So the time has come for the club to close
I'll go my way and you'll go home
With the money you've earned and the hearts you stole
Up on the stage down on new circle road

13842. New Connection

Todd Snider - New Connection

Runnin' out of gas where a gas station's hard to find
These East Coast toll roads drive me out of my mind
You can't go any faster than the guy you gotta go behind
I need a new connection
There ain't nothin' I hate more than waitin' in an airport line
Except a nine dollar glass of some cheap ass airport wine
I never do have enough room to move when I'm ridin' that jet airline
Jet airline
I need a new connection, I need a new direction
I'm so tired of lookin' at the same reflection in the rear view mirror that I always do
I need a new inspiration, another kind of conversation
Anything but this situation we've all been through and through and through
A new connection to you
I was ridin' in a cab around a town I'd never been
Cab driver's chain smokin' tryin' to get a station in
Twenty minutes in the ride the guy asked where I was goin' again
Where was I goin' again ?
I need a new connection, I need a new direction
I'm so tired of lookin' at the same reflection in my rear view mirror when I'm passin' through
I need a new inspiration, another kind of conversation



Anything but this situation we've all been through and through and through
A new connection to you
I got a hand full of car keys jinglin' on a ring
I got a head full of worries doin' the same damn thing
I got a lot more songs than I've got words to sing
Sometimes you just gotta sing
I need a new connection, I need a new direction
I'm so tired of lookin' at the same reflection in the rear view mirror that I always do
I need a new inspiration, another kind of conversation
Anything but this situation we've all been through and through and through
A new connection to you

13843. New Country Blues

New Country Blues [Emmitt-Nershi Band]

Well I ain't goin' back to the city no more,
I'm stayin' right here on this farm.
I'll drink your good corn liquor from jar,
And hold you in my arms.
Hold you in my arms.
Hold you in my arms.
Well I ain't goin' back to the city no more,
I'm stayin' right here on this farm.

Well I been so long on this road my friend,
I've been all around this world.
You know I'll be comin' back again,
To be with you my girl.
Be with you my girl.
Be with you my girl.
Well I been so long on this road my friend,
I've been all around this world.

Well I've been up north in the freezing cold,
Back east in the driving rain.
I've been down south with a sun so hot,
It could drive a man insane,
Drive a man insane.
Drive a man insane.
Well I've been up north in the freezing cold,
Back east in the driving rain.

Well I'll bring you diamonds, I'll bring you pearls,
I'll give you my gold watch and chain.
I'll give to you all the stars in the sky,
I'll give you the wind and the rain.
Give you the wind and rain.
Give you the wind and rain.
Well I'll bring you diamonds, I'll bring you pearls,
I'll give you my gold watch and chain.

Well I ain't goin' back to the city no more,



I'm stayin' right here on this farm.
I'll drink that good corn liquor from jar,
And hold you in my arms.
Hold you in my arms.
Hold you in my arms.
Well I ain't goin' back to the city no more,
I'm stayin' right here on this farm.

13844. New Cut Road

Emmylou Harris - New Cut Road

Coleman Bonner was a fiddle playin' fool
He's a backwoods rounder and a breaker of mules
Coleman Bonner's got a wore out bow
He's been playin' all day down the new cut road

Coleman's little sister said you better act right 
Daddy's gone to Louisville he'll be back tonight
He's gonna get another wagon and a good pair of mules
And we gonna move to Texas we just waitin' on you

Coleman's daddy pulled up in the yard
He said, pack up your lives kids, it's gettin' too hard
Kentucky's all right but there's too many people
Just the other day I thought I saw a church steeple

Coleman said daddy don't you worry about me
I'm gonna stay here in Kentucky until the day I die
I'm gonna drink that sourmash and gonna race that mare
And find that woman with the fox red hair

Now you all been movin' west since the day you got married
Well I'm gettin' off the wagon daddy I'm too old to be carried
Gonna stay here in Kentucky where the bluegrass grow
I'm gonna play it all night down the new cut road

Coleman's daddy said now what's it all comin' to
Young people these days are just as stubborn as mules
You can't make him go he's too old for that
It's that damned old fiddle and that bowler hat

Coleman's mama said let the boy stay
He's raised up solid and he can find his own way
But as for me honey I'm with you
I always thought Kentucky was just passin' through

Coleman's little sister then she started into a cryin'
And his daddy shook his head for the very last time
Coleman's mama said somebody's gotta do it
Wouldn't be no Kentucky less you didn't stick to it 

Coleman Booner stood on the porch of that cabin



Watched 'em all go to Texas in a covered wagon
He pulled out his fiddle and he rosined up his bow
And he played a little tune called the new cut road

13845. New Damnation Alley

Iris Dement - New Damnation Alley

Bloody curtains in Plymouth
Dried out in St. John's
Making a living
On a whim outta town
Feeling my age
Feeling cynical and wrong
Too scared to believe
I belong anymore
Jude's rolling in the evening
Not a crumb for a bum
You can bet your bottom dollar
One day he gonna run
Billionaire barbarians
Old cut throat history breeds
Old money drags a poor man down
The new damnation alley
The new damnation alley
The truth takes a beating
Like a whipping boy screams
Rich guys smiling
For the Kings and Queens
Limousine liars
Clipper ships for slaves
Street to street
Shore to shore
Billionaire barbarians
Old cut throat history breeds
Old money drags a poor man down
The new damnation alley
The new damnation alley
Coast to coast
Now face to face
See the lovely children
Tore up inside
Stories tell the times
Of the names and graves
Covered up by the love
We forgot to save
Billionaire barbarians
Old cut throat history breeds
Old money drags a poor man down
The new damnation alley
The new damnation alley
Billionaire barbarians
Old cut throat history breeds



Old money drags a poor man down
The new damnation alley
The new damnation alley

13846. New Dreams And Sunshine - Chords

New Dreams And Sunshine
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent and Charlie Louvin
Written by Curly Putman

C                              F
Don't it seem to rain a lot in our lives
      G7                                   C
Those dark clouds always seems to hide our blue skies
                                            F
But this Texas sun has burned its way right through my brain
    G7                                        C
Now my job is done and hard times follow just like rain

                           F
California seems to be the place to go
G7                                      C
Dreams out there come true they say and turn to gold
                                        F
But our California dreams turned out to be just lies
         G7                    C
Don't it seem to rain a lot in our lives

                                    F
But somewhere we'll find new dreams and sunshine
      G7                          C
Green fields and blue skies where blue birds fly
                                          F
Where the only rain is a summer shower to cool the nights
    G7                               C
Yes somewhere there's new dreams and sunshine

                                  F
Last night I went to Tennessee in new dreams
      G7                                     C
Where cotton jumped into your sack and money grew on trees
                                           F
But when I awoke and found I had dream and almost cried
         G7                    C
Don't it seem to rain a lot in our lives

Repeat #3
              G7                    C
Lord don't it seem to rain a lot in our lives



13847. New Faces In The Field - Chords

New Faces in the Field
IIIrd Tyme Out

The Highway sun said the Georgia Line
A F#m
was twenty miles away.
E F#m B7 A
I thought I'd take a detour, and see the old home place.
E G#m A
I could have found my way back with my eyes closed,
F#m
and in the dark.
E B7 E
This old dirt road 'aint on the map, I know the way by heart.

(Chorus)

A
And the house still looks the same,
E
though the name on that old mailbox has been changed.
A
And the tractor turns the Earth,
E
That my daddy and a mule had plowed up first.
C#m F#m
As the memories return, and my eyes begin to burn.
A B7 A E
This old place, has new faces in the field.

The rocking chair is on the front porch
Moved from the sudden wind.
Its almost like my mom and dad, are sitting there again.
I hear my brother calling me from his favorite, climbing tree
But I'm just hearing echoes, of how things used to be.

13848. New Favorite

Alison Krauss - New Favorite 
David Rawlings

New Favorite
They who say it
I'll say it too
You've got a New Favorite

Your old standby
Your right hand guy
Is nothing new
You've got a New Favorite



Why do you lie about love
I saw the light go out 

And should I go
You won't say so
I know it's true
I know you got a New Favorite
I know you got a New favorite
You've got a New Favorite

13849. New Favorite Memory

Brad Paisley - New Favorite Memory 

You're fumbling around in the bedroom,
Trying to put on your shoes,
Hair still down, dress half on,
Looking like you're about to blow a fuse.
I know what's about to happen,
I can read you like a book,
You're about to shoot that cute little "yeah, we're late" look...
And there it is,
Baby, don't move,
I wanna soak this in,
I've got a new favorite memory of you.
Driving through town, running red lights
You take my hand in the car,
Finally make it to the restaurant,
And our friends are two drinks in at the bar.
I know what's about to happen,
Yeah, folks don't change that dial,
She's about to light the room up with a laugh and a smile...
And there it is,
Baby, don't move,
I wanna soak this in,
I've got a new favorite memory of you.
Yeah, I'm gonna fall farther,
Baby, I know, wait for it
And wait for it,
Here I go...
You're fumbling around in the bedroom,
Trying to take off your shoes,
Hair back down, dress half off,
You look at me...
And there it is,
Baby, don't move,
I wanna soak this in,
I've got a new favorite memory of you.
Here we go again,
I've got a new favorite memory of you.



13850. New Fool

New Fool - Alison Krauss

Sad songs and teardrops will surely mend this broken heart
Time forgets these bitter things I feel
But your days are numbered
you learned your lesson well
When you finally play a heart that plays for real

There's a new fool somewhere waiting
For you old fashioned heart-break love affair
He'll see through your intentions
with each lie that you tell
And the old ways will go out with the new somewhere

Leavin' was so easy
but old hands do make fancy moves
Enough for one fell victim to your game
But someday you'll see
that cold hearts can be broken too
And what goes 'round must come around your way

13851. New Freedom Bell

New Freedom Bell
Country Gentlemen

Oh ring, or ring new freedom bell
So we will know that all is well
Its name is there for all to see
In the land of the happy and free

Now have you found that freedom soul
The Liberty Bell it may sow
So it may ring throughout the land
And we will know that freedom will stand

* Refrain

It hangs so high in the city of Berlin
Not so long ago was a city of sin
But freecom won and all is well
There now hangs the new freedom bell

* Refrain



13852. New Freedom Blues

New Freedom Blues
Town Mountain

[Verse 1]
Startin' my morning in the middle of the afternoon
Yesterday's coffee and a little smoke to get me through
Tryin' to get my day on track
Aw, first let me knock one back
'Til I'm all balled-up and pining at the thought of you

[Verse 2]
Thought it'd be best if we went our separate ways
So I cut you loose on a cold November day
And now I'm fighting back the tears
Reminiscing on our two good years
And these four walls feel like a coffin done already made

[Chorus]
I got the new freedom blues
Either way I just can't win for losin'
Seems like any path I choose
There's heartache up ahead, I'm a-goin' through it
And it's no fault but my own
That I'm stumblin' and stoned
Barely hangin' on
With new freedom blues

[Verse 3]
Rollin' like a freight train, listen to my whistle wail
Sooner or later, you know buddy, I'm'a jump that rail
Well I can't seem to hit them brakes
And I might even up them stakes
Just pour me what you got, fill it up, and let's give it hell
Let's give 'em hell

[Chorus]
I got the new freedom blues
Either way I just can't win for losin'
Seems like any path I choose
There's heartache up ahead, I'm a-goin' through it
And it's no fault but my own
That I'm stumblin' and stoned
Barely hangin' on
With new freedom blues

[Verse 4]
Well I thought by now I'd be steppin' out and movin' on
I got some good time friends and they say they wanna hear my songs
If I saw you out on the street
Not giving a damn about me
Don't you know it'd cut me down to the bone

[Chorus]
I got the new freedom blues
Either way I just can't win for losing



Seems like any path I choose
There's heartache up ahead, I'm a-goin' through it
And it's no fault but my own
That I'm stumblin' and stoned
Barely hangin' on
With new freedom blues

13853. New Highway

New Highway

I have been down a lot of roads in my time
I have taken some bad turns in my life
I wanted to stop all my stumbles and falls
But I kept on rolling and kept on going

   Now I'm riding on a new highway
   I got off Heartbreak Boulevard
   Every mile that I've been through
   Each and every avenue
   Has taken me through some rough and rocky days
   Now I'm riding on a new highway

Every crossroad that I've taken goes wrong
It's a good thing that you came along
I knew I was headed down a lonely street
But I kept on trying and kept on driving

13854. New Highway - Chords

New Highway
Recorded by Larry Sparks

C             F
I read a book about a man
    G7            C
Who never went to school
                       F
He could tell you more things about life
     G7           C
Than any man ever knew

                        F
He didn't study to be a carpenter
    G7              C
But things He could build
                       F
Would stand the storms life could bring
   G7                  C



No matter how small or big

                       F      C
And He built a new highway to heaven
                                        G7
And few there'll be me that travel thereon
               C       F      C
He put me on a new highway to heaven
                           G7                   C
There's no detour sign you don't have to travel alone

                        F
He didn't study to be a scientist
   G7              C
Or have a doctor's degree
                      F
He knew more than any surgeon
        G7               C
Of this world could ever teach

                F
He can remove a stony heart
      G7             C
Put a new one in its place
                     F
Jesus does this from inside out
          G7             C
Leaves no scars no other trace

                           F      C
And He put me on a new highway to heaven
                                        G7
And few there'll be me that travel thereon
               C       F      C
He put me on a new highway to heaven
                           G7                   C
There's no detour sign you don't have to travel alone

Repeat last verse

                       F      C
He put me on a new highway to heaven

13855. New Horizons

Yonder Mountain String Band - New Horizons (Live)
Broken Compass Bluegrass

Come son, take hold of my hand now
Come daughter, jump into my arms
Come sweet darling wife, move quickly I'll keep us from harm
Well, the water from the sky, it is coming
And it's rising each minute of the day



And soon our dear home and our pleasures will be washed away

There's a new horizon and it's coming my son
Coming soon but I don't know when
When the sky will dry up and stop all this raging
When we'll be coming back again
The sun is trying to start shining
But the rain is pouring down
With the thunder and the lightning
With the rain is pouring down

For two long weeks it's been falling
And rolling through streets of our town
Forcing families to flee from their homes, pulling crops from the ground
We must leave behind our pleasures
Yes darling we must leave them all behind
Come family now move quickly, higher ground we must find

The sun is trying to start shining
But the rain is pouring down
With the thunder and the lightning
Where the rain is pouring down

As I stand at this lonely hilltop, and I stare at the town down below
Tops of trees and muddy old roofs now all that do show
As the tears roll down my cheeks
And they match with the patter of the rain
Look in the distance for the horizon, pray we'll come again

13856. New Jerusalem Way - Chords

New Jerusalem Way 
Carl Story
 
[Intro]
F C G C
 
 
[Verse 1]
       C
In the new found way, the gospel highway,
                     C
Leading to the home eternal,
  G
I walk and talk with the Master ev'ry day;
         C
When the storms betide, He safely guides me,
                           C
While the blessings flow supernal,
  F        C           G             C
I walk and talk in the New Jerusalem way.
 
 



[Chorus]
                                   G
Walk and talk in the New Jerusalem way,
                                 C
Press along, land of everlasting day
                                                 F
Then at last "well done" I shall hear the Master say,
         C           G             C
Walk and talk in the New Jerusalem way.
 
 
[Instrumental]
F C G C
 
 
[Verse 2]
         C
While to Him I cling, I'll ever sing,
                          C
and tell about the gospel story,
  G
I walk and talk with the Master ev'ry day;
         C
Then for evermore I shall adore Him,
                    C
Over in the land of glory,
  F        C           G             C
I walk and talk in the New Jerusalem way.
 
 
[Chorus]
                                   G
Walk and talk in the New Jerusalem way,
                                 C
Press along, land of everlasting day
                                                 F
Then at last "well done" I shall hear the Master say,
         C           G             C
Walk and talk in the New Jerusalem way.
 
 
[Instrumental]
F C G C
 
 
[Outro]
                                   G
Walk and talk in the New Jerusalem way,
                                 C
Press along, land of everlasting day
                                                 F
Then at last "well done" I shall hear the Master say,
         C           G             C
Walk and talk in the New Jerusalem way.



13857. New John Henry Blues

New John Henry Blues

John Henry was a little colored boy
You could hold him on the palm of your hand
And his papa cried out this lonesome farewell
Son gonna be a steel drivin' man Lord Lord
Son gonna be a steel drivin' man

John Henry went upon the mountain
Looked down on the other side
Lord the mountain was so tall
John Henry was so small
He laid down his hammer and he cried Lord Lord
He laid down his hammer and he cried

John Henry walked to the top
Had his captain by his side
The last words that John Henry said
Bring me a cool drink of water 'fore I die Lord Lord
Bring a cool drink of water 'fore I die

Talk about John Henry as much as you please
Say and do all that you can
Never was born in these united states
Nonesuch a steel drivin' man Lord Lord
Nonesuch a steel drivin' man

John Henry told his captain
I want to go to bed
Fix me a pallet of straw to lay down
Got money roarin' in my head Lord Lord
Got money roarin' in my head

13858. New Lee Highway Blues - Chords

New Lee Highway Blues 
David Bromberg

[Verse 1]
    F               C
All through northern Oregon
  F           C
Al-ways at my - side
     F             Am
Sleep-ing in those - narrow beds
              G       G7
And then we'd - ride



 
 
[Verse 2]
     F             C
Drink-ing in those - dirty bars
     F            C
Keep - ing out of - sight
      F             Am
Sleep - ing in that - cold back seat
              G       G7
And then we'd - ride
 
 
[Bridge]
              F                                   C
You know that - damn road seemed like it went for - ever
   F                                        C
Ex - haust fumes made our eyes turn red and - swell
         F                                      Am
With our - clothes stuck to the seat and to our - bodies
             G                                      G7
It was the - stinking summer trip thorough southern - hell
 
 
[Verse 3]
    F                C
Eat - ing carbonated - crap
      F           C
Churn - ing up in - side
           F                 Am
Gas soaked - Service Station - Johns
              G        G7
And then we'd - ride
 
 
[Verse 4]
    F                     C
Sil - ence in the - front - seat
           F            C
Trying not - to start a - fight
    F             Am
Qui - et have hid - crying
              G        G7
And then we'd - ride
 
 
[Bridge]
                 F                                            C
You know you can - grow to hate these crummy little one horse - towns
         F                         C
With the - seamy movie houses long - closed down
   F                                 Am
No - where to go from here but up or - down that road
     G                                    G7
Noth - ing over there but the same damned - town
 
 



[Verse 5]
    F               C
Ano - ther sour cof - fee cup
         F                    C
One more - piece of cardboard - pie
            F             Am
Buy a tooth - brush and a - change of clothes
              G         G7
And then we'd - ride

13859. New Life In Old Mexico

Robert Earl Keen - New Life in Old Mexica 

I crossed the Mississippi, turned south at San Antone
A bowie knife, a woolen coat, a grip bag on my arm
It's all somebody needs to make it through the land
Walk the night, travel light, cross the Rio Grandee
Someone strums a mandolin, soft gulf breezes blow
My new life is waiting in old Mexico

I was once a married man livin' peacefully
Hard to say exactly when the devil blinded me
But there was some confusion when my sweet wife left this world
Darker times, drunken crimes, a dead young working girl
Left a jailer there in Caroline, watching me from down below
My new life is waiting in old Mexico

Livin' in the shadows
Runnin' from my fame
Blowin' where the wind blows
Where no one knows my name

In the El Vaquero Bar in the town of Eagle Pass
Moments from my freedom warm whiskey in my glass
Some Borracho took me for the man who stole his wife
He went for his forty-four as I reached for my knife
He never fired a second shot, he was just too slow
My new life is waiting in old Mexico

I hear of hidden harbors south of Mazatlan
Where cool spring mountain waters meet the warm Pacific sun
I pray the miles I've traveled and all the sins I bear
Burn away like mornin' fog and vanish in the air
Miles beyond the border now, but many miles to go
My new life is waiting in old Mexico

13860. New Love



New Love 
Lonesome River Band

As I sit here tonight, I'm so lonesome 
Another love has gone and turned me down 
You don't know the pain you cause me darlin' 
Though you're gone, you're memory's still around 
 
CHORUS:  
That blue moon's still shinin' in my window 
Your memory just keeps hangin' 'round 
Cold wind's still blowin' in my door now 
It reminds me of the new love you have found 
 
I'm reminded of the days, when life was happy 
And the days I thought you were mine 
Those vows of love you made have all been broken 
And your cheatin' heart can move on down the line 
 
Well I guess that only time, can bring you back dear 
Still I'm waitin' for the day, you come back home 
As I sit here in the dark I'm so lonely 
I can't wonder just how long I'll be alone

13861. New Love Warms My Heart - Chords

New Love Warms My Heart 
John Hartford

E
There's a cold place in my heart
A                  E
Where love used to be
 
And it's a hard place to start
F#                       B
For anyone that tries to love me
A                            E
But a moonlit night when the feeling is right
F#                        B
Love is like a baby in my arms
A                    E
Safe from harm I let down my guard
F#            B        E
As a new love warms my heart
 
CHORUS
E
And a new love wipes away the tears
A                           E
That I thought were here to stay
 
And the pain that's lingered through the years
F#                    B



Has now all but faded away
A                       E
And a new wave has come over me
F#                      B
And I'm through falling apart
A                                E
And the cold cold place is now a means to an end
F#            B        E
As a new love warms my heart
 
Mandolin then Banjo Solo
 
CHORUS
E
And a new love wipes away the tears
A                           E
That I thought were here to stay
 
And the pain that's lingered through the years
F#                    B
Has now all but faded away
A                       E
And a new wave has come over me
F#                      B
And I'm through falling apart
A                                E
And the cold cold place is now a means to an end
F#            B        E
As a new love warms my heart

13862. New Mississippi Flag

New Mississippi Flag
Old Crow Medicine Show - New Mississippi Flag

She'll be the color of the big muddy
Green as a burial mound
Gold like stars twinkling on a sleepy little delta town
In the middle put a big magnolia
Raise her up from the capitol ground
When the brand new Mississippi flag goes flying

She'll have a diamond for Elvis
Eudora Welty lines
Railroad dust for the brakemen singing Blue Yodel #9
She'll have a stripe for Robert Johnson
And one for Charlie Pride
When the brand new Mississippi flag
When the brand new Mississippi flag
When the brand new Mississippi flag goes flying

And she can take the wind or a hurricane
Rattling chains and all the pain



And still she stands and proudly she waves
Yes, and it's high time that she honors all
The ones that justice never called
And all her sons and daughters who died on the road to change

She'll be the color of the big muddy
For the river that gave her life
And carried us to the crossroads of doing wrong and making right
I love you Mississippi and I won't be ashamed to cry
When the brand new Mississippi flag
When the brand new Mississippi flag
When the brand new Mississippi flag goes flying

13863. New Moon Over Jamaica

Tom T Hall - New Moon Over Jamaica

[Chorus]
There's a new moon over Jamaica
And the new year just got here, you see
There's a new moon over Jamaica
And I'm living with an old memory

[Verse 1]
So won't you come back to Jamaica?
You know it isn't so far
Look up in the sky where you left me that night
I'll be standing right under that star

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]
I said good evening to Venus
She said good evening too
Out there somewhere, you know I could swear
She sent a message of true love from you

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
A new moon makes someone feel happy
A new moon makes someone love-sick
I'm thinking of you, but what can I do?
New moons and new years and old loves don't mix

[Chorus]

13864. New Moon Over My Shoulder



New Moon Over My Shoulder
G. Autrey, S. Burnette
Shady Mix

There's a new moon over myshoulder
and an old love still in my heart.
I remember now that I'm older
what you told me the day we had to part.
 
You promised with the new moon
you'd he coming home to me.
Now many moons have passed
and I'm still waiting patiently.

There's a new moon over my shoulder
and an old love still in my heart

13865. New Mule Skinner Blues

Bill Monroe - New Mule Skinner Blues
New Muleskinner Blues - Bill Monroe

Good mornin', foreman good mornin', boss
Do you need another mule skinner
With a blacksnake whip to toss.

Refrain:
Yodel lay, ee ee, yodel ay ee ee.

Lord, I been workin' hard
An' ah feel so bad!
I've got a good woman
An' I want to keep 'er glad.

Refrain:

I'm an ol' mule skinner from down Kentucky way
I can make any mule listen
Or I won't accept no pay.

Refrain:

13866. New Old John Robertson - Chords

New Old John Robertson 
Chris Hillman
 
[Verse 1]
G                     C              G
Old John Robertson he wore a Stetson hat



G                             D
People passing by would never look back
G          C                G            D
Long white hair bright blue eyes shining through
D        C                   G
As if he knew, and he always knew
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                         C               G
Children laughing playing didn't know his name
G                           C               D
They could tell that he was coming just the same
G       C                    G                    D
Walking slow with old John's crippled wife by his side
D        C                G
Then she sighed, then she died
 
 
[Verse 3]
G                        C    G       D
As a younger man he wore many hats so well
G                                 C               D
In the early days of Hollywood so many stories to tell
D   G          D         C      A
And after many years his legacy remains
G                              C            G
Settled down in the country in Rancho Santa Fe
 
 
[Instrumental - Fiddle]
G    C    G     D    G
 
 
[Verse 4]
G                    C                    G
Magic words from him caressing children's ears
G                            C             D
And their laughter helped to hide away his tears
G      D              G             Am          D
All in vain it was no game for he'd lost an old friend
C                  D
In the end, in the end
 
 
[Verse 5]
G                     C              G
Old John Robertson he wore a Stetson hat
G                       C                D
People everywhere would laugh behind his back
G      C                 G            D
No one cared to take any time to find out
D               C
What he was all about



13867. New Old Trucks

Dierks Bentley - New Old Trucks

[Verse 1]
Off-white, three-fifty, farmer four
Gotta pump the throttle, gotta slam the door
Pulls right, but it'll pull anything
Sounds good, but man, it drinks gasoline
Cherry mark on the seat from a Camel Crush
And that pre-game burnt CD's still stuck
There's plenty of shined-up Chevies rolling right off the line
Yeah, but they ain't got nothing on mine

[Chorus]
'Cause they ain't making new old trucks
Can't fake the fade on the rocker panel rust
Dents from a fence post I didn't see coming
Scratch on the hood from her Levi buttons
Daddy had it for the first hundred K
I drove the rRst, wouldn't sell or trade
That many miles of mRmories for a million bucks
'Cause they ain't making new old trucks

[Verse 2]
Whatchya know about it, Dierks?
Seen the beach, seen the creek, seen the Bible Belt
Sunrise after all night of raising hell
Didn't break down when I did
Never gonna find another one like this

[Chorus]
'Cause they ain't making new old trucks
Can't fake the fade on the rocker panel rust
Dents from a fence post I didn't see coming
Scratch on the hood from her Levi buttons
Daddy had it for the first hundred K
I drove the rest, wouldn't sell or trade
That many miles of memories for a million bucks
'Cause they ain't making new old trucks, mmm

[Post-Chorus]
Yeah, you can't find 'em, you can't buy 'em
Pretty girls like 'em, good ol' boys drive 'em
'Round map-dot towns
'Til they run 'em into the ground

[Chorus]
'Cause they ain't making new old trucks
Can't fake the fade on the rocker panel rust
Dents from a fence post I didn't see coming
Scratch on the hood from her Levi buttons
Daddy had it for the first hundred K



I drove the rest, wouldn't sell or trade
That many miles of memories for a million bucks
'Cause they ain't making new old trucks
No, they ain't making new old trucks

[Post-Chorus]
Yeah, you can't find 'em, you can't buy 'em
Pretty girls like 'em, good ol' boys drive 'em
'Round map-dot towns
'Til they run 'em into the ground

13868. New Orleans

Trampled by Turtles - New Orleans

She followed the man she loved
All the way to New Orleans
She come back broken-hearted and mean

She tried to escape the pain
But sometimes it's all that's real
It's no excuse for living pain free, that's the deal

It's a bitch, ain't it babe
To live while you're young
I'm crushed that the world turned over so soon

A pile of old memories
Just lying all aroud
Seems like everywhere I look I've fallen to the ground

And I can't help it if it's over babe
You can't help it, though you tried
Your poor little soul is wearing pretty thin

It's a bitch, ain't it babe
To live while you're young
I'm crushed that the world turned over so soon

13869. New Orleans

Emmylou Harris - New Orleans

My Lord how the rains came down
The waters made a mighty sound
When the levees broke that day
Washin' all those souls away
The whole world stood to watch us drown
But we took it to a higher ground



It takes more than a hurricane
To empty out the Pontchartrain
Long ago we broke the chains
In New Oreleans New Orleans
When Brother Bill and Sister Nell
Are singing like a ringing bell
Then you'll know all is well
In New Orleans New Orleans

Bring it all, fire and flood
Fill the rivers up with mud
To cut and run ain't in our blood
We are New Orleans

So baby let the life roll on
The blues were made to make us strong
We're walkin' in a brighter day
Nothin' can get in our way
The whole world stood to watch us drown
But we took it to a higher ground

13870. New Orleans

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - New Orleans
Composer: Frank Guida - Joseph Royster

I said a hey, hey, hey yeah
I said a hey, hey, hey yeah.

Come on everybody, take a trip with me
Well, down the Mississippi down to New Orleans
They got the Honey Suckle's bloomin' on the Honey Suckle vine
And love is a-blooming there all the time.

You know every Southern Bell is a Mississippi Queen
Down the Mississippi down to New Orleans.

Yeah
I said a hey, hey, hey yeah.

Come on take a stroll down to Basin Street
Yeah, listen to the music with the dixieland beat
A-where the magnolia blossoms fill the air
Yeah, and if you ain't been to heaven then you ain't been there.

They got the French moss hangin' from a big oak tree
Down the Mississippi down to New Orleans.

I said a hey, hey, hey yeah
I said a hey, hey, hey yeah.

Come on everybody, take a trip with me, yeah



Well, down the Mississippi down to New Orleans
They got the Honey Suckle's bloomin' on the Honey Suckle vine
Yeah, and the love is a-blooming there all the time.

You know every Southern Bell is a Mississippi Queen
Down the Mississippi down to New Orleans, New Orleans.

I said a hey, hey, hey yeah
New Orleans

13871. New Partner Waltz

Osborne Brothers - New Partner Waltz  

You're waltzing with me looking over my shoulder
That gleam in your eyes tells me I'm losing you
You're waltzing with me but your heart's with another
You'll have a new partner when the next waltz be here.

We came to the dance together
But I see that I'll be all alone when it ends
You're waltzing with me looking over my shoulder
You'll have a new partner when the next waltz be here.

--- Instrumental ---

We came to the dance together
But I see that I'll be all alone when it ends
You're waltzing with me looking over my shoulder
You'll have a new partner when the next waltz be here...

13872. New Patches

New Patches
Osborne Brothers

Now and then an old friend tries to help me
by telling me theres someone I should meet
But I don't have the heart to start all over
My heart is laying at anothers feet.

You just don't put new Patches on old garments
I don't want no one else on my mind
I just don't need nobody new to cling too
I still love someone I've known a long, long time

I have built my world around a memory
and he's the only one I'll let in
Everytime I try to love somebody



in my mind I'm loving him again.

You just don't put new patches on old garments
I don't want no one else on my mind
I just don't need nobody new to cling too
I still love someone I've known a long, long time.
I still love someone I've known a long, long time.

13873. New Railroad

Crooked Still 
New Railroad

Workin on a new railroad mud up to my knees
Workin on a new railroad mud up to my knees
I'm working for big John Henry and he's so hard to please
I've been all around this world

Used to have a big grey horse arrow was his name
Used to have a big grey horse arrow was his name
They caught me making liquor and they told me get off their plain
I've been all around this world

Hang me oh hang me and I'll be dead and gone
Hang me oh hang me and I'll be dead and gone
It's not the hanging that I mind it's laying in the grave so long
I've been all around this world

Single girl single girl go spend your days in town
Single girl single girl go spend your days in town
Just wait til you get married you'll work till the sun goes down
I've been all around this world

Lulu oh lulu won't you open up that door
Lulu oh lulu won't you open up that door
Before I come and open it with my old 44
I've been all around this world

Diggin on a new railroad mud up to my knees
Diggin on a new railroad mud up to my knees
Diggin for big John Henry and he's so hard to please
I've been all around this world
Been all around this world
I've been all around this world

13874. New River Train

New River Train



   I'm ridin' that New River train
   I'm ridin' that New River train
   The same old train that brought me here
   Is gonna carry me home again

Darlin' you can't love one
Darlin' you can't love one
You can't love one and have any fun
Oh darlin' you can't love one

Oh darlin' you can't love two
oh darlin' you can't love two
You can't love two and your little heart be true
Oh darlin' you can't love two

Darlin' you cant love three
Darlin' you cant love three
You can't love three and still be true to me
Oh darlin' you cant love three

Oh darlin' you cant love four
darlin' you cant love four
You can't love four amd love any more
Oh darlin' you cant love four

Darlin' you cant love five
Oh darlin' you cant love five
You can't love five you'll be sorry you're alive
Oh darlin' you cant love five

Oh darlin' you cant love six
Oh darlin' you cant love six
You can't love six six will never mix
Oh darlin' you cant love six

Oh darlin' you cant love seven
Oh darlin' you cant love seven
You can't love seven it might as well be 'leven
Oh darlin' you cant love seven

Oh darlin' you cant love eight
Oh darlin' you cant love eight
You can't love eight for a date they'll show up late
Oh darlin' you cant love eight

Oh darlin' you cant love nine
Oh darlin' you cant love nine
You can't love nine keep them danglin' on a line
Oh darlin' you cant love nine

Oh darlin' you cant love ten
Oh darlin' you cant love ten
You can't love ten when can I see you again
Oh darlin' you cant love ten



13875. New River Train (Alternate)

New River Train (Alternate)

Chorus
I'm ridin' on that New River Train, 
I'm ridin' on that New River Train,
That same old train that brought me here, 
Is gonna' carry me away again.
Darlin' you can't love but one, 
Darlin' you can't love but one,
You can't love but one, and still have your fun, 
Oh darlin' you can't love one.
Oh darlin' you can't love two, 
Darlin' you can't love two,
You can't love two and your little heart be true, 
Oh darlin' you can't love two.
Darlin' you can't love three, 
Oh darling you can't love three,
You can't love three, and still be true to me, 
Oh darlin' you can't love three.
Darlin' you can't love four, 
Oh darlin' you can't love four,
You can't love four, and still come knocking on my door, 
Oh darlin' you can't love four.
Darlin' you can't love five, 
oh darlin' you can't love five,
You can't love five, you'll be sorry your alive, 
Oh darlin' you can't love five.
Oh darlin' you can't love six, 
Darlin' you can't love six,
If you try to love six, you'll be in an awful fix, 
Oh darlin' you can't love six.
Oh darlin' you can't love seven, 
Darlin' you can't love seven,
You can't love seven, it might as well be 'leven
Oh darlin' you can't love seven, 
Oh darlin' you can't love eight, 
Darlin' you can't love eight,
You can't love eight, and get thru the pearly gates,
Darlin' you can't love eight,
Oh darlin' you can't love nine, 
Darlin' you can't love nine,
You can't love nine, and be a gal of mine,
Darlin' you can't love nine,
Oh darlin' you can't love ten, 
Darlin' you can't love ten,
You can't love ten, and break my heart again,
Oh darlin' you can't love ten
Darlin' you can't love but one
oh darlin' you can't love but one,
You can't love but one, so won't you give my heart a run,
Oh darlin' you can't love but one.



* Chrous

13876. New San Antonio Rose

New San Antonio Rose 

Deep within my heart lies a melody
A song of old San Antone
Where in dreams I live with a memory
Beneath the stars all alone

It was there I found beside the Alamo
Enchantment strange as the blue, up above
A moonlit path that only she would know
Still hears my broken song of love

Moon in all your splendor knows only my heart
Call back my Rose, Rose of San Antone
Lips so sweet and tender like petals fallin' apart
Speak once again of my love, my own

Broken song, empty words I know
Still live in my heart all alone
For that moonlit pass by the Alamo
And Rose, my Rose of San Antone

--- Instrumental ---

13877. New Shoes - Chords

New Shoes 
Joy Kills Sorrow

[Intro]
F#m A E   Am
 
[Verse 1]
A
Well, if you're going down to New Orleans
                         E
Baby, won't you take me with you
E
I can't stand the sitting around
                           A
Wonderin' what it is that you do
 
 
[Verse 2]
A



It seems the way that you talk to me
                        E
Ain't like the way you used to
E
Now, if things 'round here don't straighten out
                           A
I'm gonna buy myself some new shoes
 
 
[Chorus]
           D         A             E
I'm gonna waaaaalk away from your heart
           D          A         E
I'm gonna siiiing my way back home
              F#m
Doo-doo-n-doo-doo
 
 
[Verse 3]
       A
Now, Louisiana and Baton Rouge
                                  E
Newton town to sing the blues to yooou
E
Well, I call you on the telephone
                                     A
I find out you're not all alone and I'm blue
 
 
[Verse 4]
A
Well, I'll walk on down to the five and dime
                                     E
Buy some shoes, start lookin' fine today
E
I got my head up high and I never cry
                     A
Gonna carry on that waaay
 
 
[Chorus]
           D         A             E
I'm gonna waaaaalk away from your heart
           D          A         E
I'm gonna siiiing my way back home
           D         A             E
I'm gonna waaaaalk away from your heart
           D          A         E
I'm gonna siiiing my way back home
           D         A             E
I'm gonna waaaaalk away from your heart
           D          A         E
I'm gonna siiiing my way back home
              A
Doo-doo-n-doo-doo



13878. New Sleepy-Eyed John - Chords

New Sleepy-Eyed John 
Steep Canyon Rangers

[Chorus]
E                  G#
Sleepy - eyed john
              C#m
Sleepy - eyed john
    A    E   A         B                  E      B
You woke too late, you missed the morning train
E
Sleepy - eyed john
   G#               C#m
No need to put your boots on
   A            E      B              E
Go back to your dreams, sleepy - eyed john
 
[Verse]
    A                            E
Way back in the woods where the whipple wills a singin
   B                    E
He came in this world a kickin and a screamin
   A                           E
He must have known something nobody else did
       B                                  E
Cuz he spent all his time just a layin in bed
 
[Verse]
        A                              E
So they called for the doctor and they called for the priest
      B                       E
No he wasn't possessed, no he wasn't diseased
       A                        E
All he needs is an honest day's work with his hands
        B                              E
So they sent him away to be a railroad man
 
[Chorus]
E                  G#
Sleepy - eyed john
              C#m
Sleepy - eyed john
    A    E   A         B                  E      B
You woke too late, you missed the morning train
E
Sleepy - eyed john
   G#               C#m
No need to put your boots on
   A            E      B              E
Go back to your dreams, sleepy - eyed john
 



[Instrumental]
E  G#  C#m  A E A B E
 
A  E   B  E  -  A  E  B  E
 
[Verse]
                 A          E
Well sleepy-eyed john never did what he should
     B                   E
It's hard to be mad at a pig in the mud
         A                       E
"He's no good, he's no good," is what people said
        B                             E
But you know he never ever did nobody bad
 
[Verse]
     A                            E
Some folks have a dream that they just can't shake
    B                             E
Old John's got a dream that he'll never awake
         A                           E
When the morning train comes and the train is gone
    B                                E
Old John's in a world that's all his own
 
[Chorus]
E                  G#
Sleepy - eyed john
              C#m
Sleepy - eyed john
    A    E   A         B                  E      B
You woke too late, you missed the morning train
E
Sleepy - eyed john
   G#               C#m
No need to put your boots on
   A            E      B              E
Go back to your dreams, sleepy - eyed john
   A            E          A            E          A            E             A   B
Go back to your dreams, Go back to your dreams, Go back to your dreams, dream on,
 
[Instrumental]
E  G#  C#m  A E A B E

13879. New Speedway Boogie

New Speedway Boogie
Song by Grateful Dead

Please don't dominate the rap, Jack
If you've got nothing new to say
If you please, don't back up the track
This train's got to run today



I spent a little time on the mountain
I spent a little time on the hill
Heard some say: Better run away
Others say you better stand still

Now I don't know, but I been told
It's hard to run with the weight of gold
Other hand I have heard it said
It's just as hard with the weight of lead

Who can deny? Who can deny?
It's not just a change in style
One step done and another begun
And I wonder how many miles?

I spent a little time on the mountain
Spent a little time on the hill
Things went down, we don't understand
But I think in time we will

Now, I don't know but I was told
In the heat of the sun a man died of cold
Keep on coming or stand and wait
With the sun so dark and the hour so late

You can't overlook the lack, Jack
Of any other highway to ride
It's got no signs or dividing lines
And very few rules to guide

I spent a little time on the mountain
I spent a little time on the hill
I saw things getting out of hand
I guess they always will

Now, I don't know, but I been told
If the horse don't pull you got to carry the load
I don't know whose back's that strong
Maybe find out before too long

One way or another
One way or another
One way or another
This darkness got to give
One way or another
One way or another
One way or another
This darkness got to give
One way or another
One way or another
One way or another
This darkness got to give



13880. New Star

New Star
Watchhouse

[Verse 1]
We settled in for the winter
The cast in our lives found a new star
And all of our remaining hours
Were bundled up tight and placed in our arms

[Chorus]
Someday we'll be older
Our eyes may cry
Look what's become of me and my former
Steal away, steal away, remember
At least we're all here together

[Verse 2]
Finding our way as a teacher
Stumbling along a little unrested
If only one lesson could rRach her
She'll know our love could nRver be tested

[Chorus]
Someday she'll be older
Our eyes may cry
Look what's become of me and my former
Steal away, steal away, remember
At least we're all here together

[Outro]
At least we're all here together
We settled in for the winter
The cast in our lives found a new star

13881. New Star Shining

Ricky Skaggs - New Star Shining

They didn't own a house, no crib no toys were waiting
Still they had their love for the child they were anticipating
He was born one winter night on a road between two towns
They wrapped him up so warm and tight and said
It looks like heaven's come down

There was a new star shining in the sky up above
By its light that winter night
They found peace and perfect love
If we want to find it, I know we always will
For that new star is shining for us still

He worried how to feed him on the trade that was all he knew



It was hard enough to make ends meet when they were only two
But the cold, the dark and hunger couldn't take away their joy
And she knew that they would find a way
For their precious baby boy

There was a new star shining in the sky up above
By its light that winter night
They found peace and perfect love
If we want to find it, I know we always will
For that new star is shining for us still

13882. New Star Shining - Chords

New Star Shining
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by John Hall and Johanna Hall

C                 Em       F                 C    G7
They didn't own a house no crib no toys were waiting
F                    C            F               C    G7
Still they had their love for the Child they were anticipating
       C               Em         F                E7
He was born one winter night on a road between two towns
     F                 C
They wrapped Him up so warm and tight 
            F          G7            C
And said it looks like heaven's come down
 
            F        G7             C      F
There was a new star shining in the sky up above
       Dm                Am               Dm                F   G7
By His light that winter night they found peace and perfect love
      F       G7        Am      Em     D7
If we want to find it I know we always will
           F           Dm      G7     C    G7
Cause that new star is shining for us still
     C              Em              F                  C  G7
They worried how to feed Him simple trade was all they knew
       F              C                   F              G7
It was hard enough to make ends meet when they were only two
        C                 Em              F               E7
But the cold the dark and hunger couldn't take away their joy
        F                        C
And she knew that day they would find a way 
         F        G7   C
For that precious baby boy
            
Repeat #2
   
      F       G7        Am      Em     D7
If we want to find it I know we always will
           F           Dm      G7     C
Cause that new star is shining for us still



13883. New Tin Roof

New Tin Roof 
David Parmley

I bought a little cabin, in East Tennessee 
A little hideaway, for my baby and me 
I won't have to work too hard 
She'll pretty up the front yard 
All I've got to do is give it a new tin roof 
 
Every night we're gonna snuggle down tight 
Far away from the city lights 
 
CHORUS: 
Under my new tin roof, in a big brass bed 
Gonna listen to the raindrops, beatin' overhead 
Singin' rat, tat tat, tat tat, baby's gonna love that 
I'm gonna love it too, under my new tin roof 
 
Haven't given her roses, since eighty three 
I didn't give her no diamond ring, when she married me 
Gonna make it up to her, gonna give her 
Somethin' that shines 
On a moonlight night it's gonna light  up the sky 
 
When I whisper that I love her 
She'll hear that music above her

13884. New Train - Chords

New Train
John Prine

A D
Full blown silence in an empty room
 A
A former bride and a former groom
 E
A folding table and a folding chair
 A
A folded hand of poker there
 D
All new directions must go everywhere
 A
Big round people in a cool little square
 E
You can't cut it with a boat or a plane
 D A



Man it's gonna take a new train

You'll be leaving on a new train
Far away from this world of pain
And when you look out your window you'll see
Your home, your baby, and your family
No melted ice cubes in a paper cup
Hell, you'll be happy, you'll be all shook up
The friends that greet you will be simple and plain
When you step down from that new train

Collected volumes of history say
Man makes mistakes most every day
The half a pound of chopped ground round
Is still a burger when it goes downtown
No faded photographs of yesterdays
Are in the books that I read these days
To fly away from that memory town
You must keep both your feet on the ground

 Repeat II

I'll be leaving on a new train
Far away from this world of pain
The friends that greet me will be simple and plain
When I step down from that new train
New train new train

13885. New Virgina Creeper - Chords

New Virgina Creeper
Old Crow Medicin Show - New Virgina Creeper
 
C
chug along chug along like the old virginia creeper
Am
down along the mountain lorel i'm a gonna meet ya????????? 
D7                    G              G7   C
baby stoke my fire so we can make it home tonight 

a come along come along come a riding to the station
slide me up your ticket baby climb up on my engine 
i'll ride you in my sleeper i'm the new virginia creeper tonight 

i'm a rollin down the mountain can't ya hear my wheels a chugin 
all the women standin around a pushin and a shuvin 
but you can have my lovin come on and watch my big wheels ride 

I got smoke from my chimney belchin' blacker then coal,
would you think about me if i fed my soul
i'll ride you in my sleeper i'm the new virginia creeper tonight 

                 E     E7                       Am



and if youre but in a hurry now don't you worry we wont ride slow
                 D7             D              G
you've got my full on attention upon my engine we'll let the whistle blow 

chug along chug along chugin right to your door
and if you'd like to ride i'd like to ride you some more 
i'll ride you in my sleeper i'm the new Virginia creeper tonight 

            E                  E7             Am
and if you take up the notion for locomotion i'll make a stop 
                 D7               D                  G
and slide right into your station but pay attention that rail gets hot 

chug along chug along chugin right to your door 
and if you'd like to ride i'd like to ride you some more
i'll ride you in my sleeper i'm the new virginia creeper tonight
Am
alright
D7                                   G            G7     C 
i'll ride you in my sleeper i'm the new virginia creeper tonight 
C             Am
that's what i said 
D7                                   G            G7      C
i'll ride you in my sleeper i'm the new virginia creeper tonight
C        Am 
one more time 
D7                                   G            G7      C
i'll ride you in my sleeper i'm the new virginia creeper tonight

13886. New Virginia Creeper

New Virginia Creeper
Old Crow Medicine Show - New Virginia Creeper

Chug-along, chug-along, like the old Virginia Creeper,
Down among the Mountain Laurel, I'm a gonna meetcha,
Baby stoke my fire, 
So we can make it home tonight!

A come along, come along, come a right to tha station,
Slide me up yo ticket baby, climb up on my engine,
I'll ride you in my sleeper on the New Virginia Creeper Tonight!

I'm a rollin' down the mountain can't you hear my wheels a chuggin',
All the women stand around a pushin and a shovin'
But you can have my lovin', 
Come on and watch my big wheels ride!

I got smoke from my chimney belchin' blacker than coal,
What would you think about me if I bared my soul,
I'll ride you in my sleeper on the New Virginia Creeper Tonight!

And-if-you're,



Quite in a hurry,
Now don'tcha worry,
We won't-ride-slow,
You've got my,
Full-on attention,
Upon my engine,
We'll let, the whistle blow!

Chug-along, chug-along, chuggin' right to your door,
And if you'd like to ride I'd like to ride you some more,
I'll ride you in my sleeper on the New Virginia Creeper Tonight!

And-if-you,
Take up the notion,
For locomotion,
I'll make-a-stop,
And slide right,
Into your station,
But pay attention,
That rail gets hot!

Chug-along, chug-along, chuggin' right to your door,
And if you'd like to ride I'd like to ride you some more,
I'll ride you in my sleeper on the New Virginia Creeper Tonight!

All Right!

I'll ride you in my sleeper on the New Virginia Creeper Tonight!

That's What I Said!

I'll ride you in my sleeper on the New Virginia Creeper Tonight!

One More Time!

I'll ride you in my sleeper on the New Virginia Creeper Tonight!

13887. New Way to Fly

New Way to Fly - Garth Brooks 

Like birds on a high line
They line up at night time at the bar
They all once were lovebirds
Now bluebirds are all that they are
They landed in hell
The minute they fell from love's sky
And now they hope in the wine
That they'll find a new way to fly

A new way to fly
Far away from goodbye
Above the clouds and the rain



The memories and the pain
And the tears that they cry
Now the lessons been learned
They've all crashed and burned
But they can leave it behind
If they could just find
A new way to fly

By the end of the night
They'll be high as a kite once again
And they don't seem to mind all the time
Or the money they spend
It's a high price to pay
to just find a way to get by
But it's worth every dime
If they find a new way to fly

A new way to fly
Far away from goodbye
Above the clouds and the rain
The memories and the pain
And the tears that they cry
Now the lessons been learned
They've all crashed and burned
But they can leave it behind
If they could just find
A new way to fly

They'll leave it behind
As soon as they find
A new way to fly

13888. New Woman's World

New Woman's World
The Avett Brothers

It used to be a man's world, but we didn't treat it right
It used to be a man's world, but all we did was fight
I'm glad it's finally in the hands of the women and the girls
I can't wait to see what they do with what's left of the world

Ladies, I'm sorry, but we couldn't seem to learn
How to live in peace, so Rome had to burn
And we cared about clean air, but there was money to be made
And breathing's nice, but it don't compare with getting paid

It used to be a man's world, but we didn't treat it right
It used to be a man's world, but all we did was fight
I'm glad it's finally in the hands of the women and the girls
I can't wait to see what they do with what's left of the world

Please, I beg your pardon, but we got a bit confused



Some of our brothers thought our sisters were born for getting used
Then we made the assumption that's how it should be done
Then tried to excuse ourselves in the name of fun
Don't get me wrong, hope ain't fully gone
Scores of decent men built the road I'm standing on
But a lot of it has crumbled through prideful mistakes
And ashes cover much of what the flooding didn't take

I know that we are giving you a lot to straighten out
The silver lining broke away from the thunder cloud
And it took us a few thousand years to make a mess so fine
I bet y'all sort it out in less than half the time

It used to be a man's world, excess in the extreme
Oh, it used to be a man's world, but we ran out of steam
We couldn't seem to reach the grace that's born in every girl
Still, I hope that I can lend a hand in this new woman's world
Let me know if I can help out in this new woman's world

13889. New Womans World - Chords

New Womans World
Avett Brothers - New Womans World

[Intro]
D7 x4
 
[Chorus]
   G       C    G                   C               G
It used to be a man's world, but we didn't treat it right
   G       C    G                Am             D7
It used to be a man's world,' but all we did was fight
    C                                     G     D/F#    C
I'm glad it's finally in the hands of the women and the girls
        Am          D                        C    D      G      F    G
I can't wait to see what they do with what's left of the world
 
[Verse 1]
Bm          Em            C                G
Ladies, I'm sorry, but we couldn't seem to learn
C              G         Bm
How to live in peace, so Rome had to burn
       C                 G                  Bm          Em
And we cared about clean air, but there was money to be made
     C                       G                  Bm
And breathing's nice, but it don't compare with getting paid
   C   D7
Hmmmmmmm
 
[Chorus]
   G       C    G                   C               G
It used to be a man's world, but we didn't treat it right
   G       C    G                Am             D7



It used to be a man's world,' but all we did was fight
    C                                     G     D/F#    C
I'm glad it's finally in the hands of the women and the girls
        Am          D                        C    D      G      F    G
I can't wait to see what they do with what's left of the world
 
[Verse 2]
Bm                 Em            C              G
Please, I beg your pardon, but we got a bit confused
             C                   G                      Bm
Some of our brothers thought our sisters were born for getting used
     C             G               Bm               Em
Then we made the assumption that's how it should be done
     C          G                     Bm
Then tried to excuse ourselves in the name of fun
              C               G
Don't get me wrong, hope ain't fully gone
           C          D7                 G
Scores of decent men built the road I'm standing on
      F                               Em
But a lot of it has crumbled through prideful mistakes
     F                              D
And ashes cover much of what the flooding didn't take
 
[Interlude]
C  D  G x4
 
[Verse 3]
  Bm                 Em         C                 G
I know that we are giving you a lot to straighten out
   C              G                   Bm
The silver lining broke away from the thunder cloud
       C              G                Bm             Em
And it took us a few thousand years to make a mess so fine
  Am                                 D7
I bet y'all sort it out in less than half the time
 
[Chorus]
   G       C    G               C              G
It used to be a man's world, excess in the extreme
       G       C    G                Am            D7
Oh, it used to be a man's world, but we ran out of steam
   C                                       G       D/F#  C
We couldn't seem to reach the grace that's born in every girl
       Am                D7                  C    D7      G
Still, I hope that I can lend a hand in this new woman's world
       Am            D7               C    D7      G
Let me know if I can help out in this new woman's world
 
F  G x4

13890. New Years Day - Chords



New Years Day
Allison Moorer

[Intro]
Bbm
 
[Verse 1]
Bbm                                  Eb7
Black-eyed peas in a plastic bowl on New Year's Day
Bbm                             Eb7
Sitting in my swingset swing to get away
Db                           Eb7
Sissy says don't worry it'll be ok
Bbm                        Eb7
So we do what we always do stay out of the way
Bbm
Out of the way
 
[Chorus]
Db
Now I lay me donw to sleep
  Eb7                           Bbm Bb Bbm
I pray the lord my soul to keep
 
[Verse 2]
Bbm                          Eb7
Turning up the volume on the radio
Bbm                               Eb7
Straining not to hear the sound I still cannot let go
Db                            Eb7
Hoping that the fight'll take away the cold
Bbm                                Eb7
Grandaddy's house is just a minute down the road
     Bbm
Just down the road
 
[Chorus]
Db
Now I lay me donw to sleep
  Eb7                           Bbm Eb7
I pray the lord my soul to keep
 
[Instrumental]
Bbm Ab Gb Db Ab
Bbm Ab Gb
Bbm Eb7 Bbm
 
[Verse 3]
Bbm                             Eb7
We got school tomorrow and it's past bedtime
Bbm                             Eb7
Momma's coming down the hall to say goodnight
Db                           Eb7
She can't cover up her wory, but she tries
Bbm                                       Eb7
I love you girls now say your prayers and close your eyes
 
[Chorus]



Db
Now I lay me down to sleep
  Eb7                          Bbm
I pray the lord my soul to keep
   Db
If I should die before I wake
  Eb7
I pray the lord my soul to take

13891. New York Banker

Todd Snider - New York Banker

[Verse 1]
All these years, Arkansas
Teachin' at the high school
How was I to know by retirement day
I'd learn a lesson so cruel?
I came to the day I had waited on
Just to find out all the money in our pension was gone
We invested in somethin' called the Abacus Bond
Sold to us by a New York banker

[Chorus]
Good things happen to bad people, bad people, bad people
Good things happen to bad people, bad people, bad people

[Verse 2]
A big time banker from New York City
Came down south one day
Sold our people on the bond, had our money bettin' on
Some kinda home loans getting' paid
"Buy in," they said, we were clearly told
This kinda thing was even safer than gold
But later on we found out the bond we'd been sold
Had been set up to fail all along

[Chorus]
Good things happen to bad people, bad people, bad people
Good things happen to bad people, bad people, bad people

[Verse 3]
We'd been set up to fail all along
Though none of our people had ever quite sensed it
Come to find out the bond born to fail'd been built
So that banker could bet his bread against it
When the house market crashed our retirement did too
Everybody said there was nothing we could do
That banker walked off with a million or two
I'm still teachin' at the high school

[Chorus]
Good things happen to bad people, bad people, bad people



Good things happen to bad people, bad people, bad people

[Outro]
Good things happen to bad people, bad people, bad people
Good things happen to bad people, bad people, bad people
Good things happen to bad people, bad people, bad people

13892. New York City

Punch Brothers - New York City 

Snow falls on the Hudson
Souls are lost by the lonely dozen
She was here and then she wasn't
Out there in the weather

Was it a frostbitten wind or a whisper?
I could swear I felt her

If I knew her face
If I knew her name
If I knew, would you?

How long can my heart live with the key
Kept away from its cage of locked ribs?
If it's mine, why is it in prison
Out there in the weather?

Where it's cold as it is bitter
It could die or it could find her

If you knew her face
If you knew her name
If you knew, would you?

New York City, would you give her to me?
I'd be yours forever, my old man says
"If you're good the world gives you
The things you ask for"

New York, was I wrong when I built
My dreams on a little island?
Did I ever really want them?
Bridges in all directions, three in the morning

Can't believe I never saw them
Maybe I should be going

If she knew my face
If she knew my name
If she knew, would you?

New York City, would you give her to me?



I'd be yours forever, you know what I'm after
Tell me how many times do I have to ask you?
I'd be yours forever

13893. New York City Blues

New York City Blues
(Merle Haggard)

Everyone in New York City's got a frowning face
And I'm sure glad that I'm just passing through
This old country boy from Okie sure feels out of place
That's why I'm singing these New York City blues,

Now southern hospitality is far behind
A thing these yankee folks don't ever use
You'll find it somewhere down below that Dixon Line
Oh Lordm I got these New York City blues
Here comes now,

--- Instrumental ---

This old town sure gets lonely late at night
When your only friend's a rotgut jug of booze
But come daylight in the morning I'll be out of sight
Lord I got these New York City blues.

Yeah, southern hospitality will soon be mine
'Cause I'm going back where the sidewalks fit my shoes
Mmm, mhm ,mhm, mhm, mhm
I got these New York City blues...

13894. New York Town

Flatt & Scruggs - New York town
Composer: Woody Guthrie

I was standing down in New York town one day
Standing down in New York town one day
I was standing down in New York town one day
Singing Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey

I was broke I didn't have a dime
I was broke I didn't have a dime
I was broke I didn't have a dime
Singing Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey

Every good man gets a little hard luck sometimes
Every good man gets a little hard luck sometimes



Every good man gets a little hard luck sometimes
Singing Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey

Down and out he ain't got a dime
Down and out he ain't got a dime
Down and out he ain't got a dime
Singing Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey

I'm gonna ride that New Mourning Railroad
I'm gonna ride that New Mourning Train
Yes sir I'm gonna ride that New Mourning Train
Singing Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey

Never coming back to this man's town again
Never coming back to this man's town again
Never coming back to this man's town again
Singing Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey

13895. News From Colorado

News from Colorado
Steve Earle - Allison Moorer

[Verse 1]
Sunlight slipped right through the blinds I'd carefully pulled down
Drive me from my dreaming and I woke up on the ground
The phone's ringing by my head, just like I knew it would
News from Colorado's never good

[Verse 2]
My brother stole another car, they're holding him downtown
Sister's telling everyone he's in the army now
Mama only says the things that Daddy say she should
News from Colorado's never good

[Bridge]
How'd it get so far away? It seemed like only yesterday
I took my first few steps out on my own
Look at me in the mirror now, I see a thousand miles
And somehow Colorado doesn't feel like home

[Verse 3]
There ain't no way to go back even if I wanted to
It'd only be a waste of time and there's nothing I can do
Breaks my heart, but somehow I have always understood
News from Colorado's never good

[Outro]
News from Colorado
News from Colorado
News from Colorado



13896. News From Up The Street - Chords

News From Up The Street 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Verse]
Em6
Ride your pony and     take a letter to     someone waitin' to hear from
Em6
Ride your pony and     take my letter you     know I'm waitin' to get some
 
             Am                           Em6
News from up the street     she's people I'd like to meet
             Am                           Em6
News from up the street     she's people I'd like to meet
 
Em6
One in particular must     get my letter so     she'll know that I live here
Em6
And read those words that were     written from my heart     if only I could hear
 
[Chorus]
               Am                              Em6
Some news from up the street     she's people I'd like to meet
          Am                              Em6
News from up the street     she's people I'd like to meet
Em6
She's people     I'd like to meet
              Am          F9               Em                      Am          F9                Em
If only you'd deliver it      the letter I write     If only you'd deliver it       the letter I write
              Am          F9
If only you'd deliver it
                 Am          F9                 Am          F9                Em6
The letter  I    deliver it      the letter  I  deliver it      the letter  I write
 
[Verse]
Em6
There's a girl I've just     got to hear from     I wrote her a letter
Em6
And when she gets it I     know she'll answer it     I'll be feelin' much better
Em6
And when she gets it I     know she'll answer it     that's the way that I wrote it
Em6
So ride your pony and     take my letter   hear     I'll be lookin' and hopin' for
 
[Chorus]
          Am                              Em6
News from up the street     she's people I'd like to meet
          Am                              Em6
News from up the street     she's people I'd like to meet
Em6
She's people I'd like to meet
              Am          F9                 Am          F9                   Am          F9



If only you'd deliver it      the letter  I  deliver it      the letter  I    deliver it
              Em
The letter  I write          the letter  I write          the letter  I write

13897. Next Big Thing

Vince Gill - Next Big Thing

Things have changed in the modern world
It makes it kinda crazy for a boy and girl
All a lot of noise on the radio
It really don't rock
It really don't roll

Well, a kid come along make the young girls swoon
They all put his picture in their pink bedrooms
They all hail the brand new king
Everybody's waiting for the next big thing

Big cigars, diamond rings
Ridin' all around in a limousine
When you finally hit the top
Man you know what that means
Everybody's ready for the next big thing

For a little while
You can do no wrong
Live it up son
Cause it don't last long

There's always somebody
Waitin' in the wings
Thinking they're going to be the next big thing

Big cigars, diamond rings
Ridin' all around in a limousine
When you finally hit the top
Man you know what that means
Everybody's ready for the next big thing

I'll get a cowboy hat
Some real tight jeans
Lose a little weight and
Get a bellybutton ring

You can stand back I'm a lean machine
Maybe I'm gonna be the next big thing

Big cigars, diamond rings
Ridin' all around in a limousine
When you finally hit the top
Man you know what that means
Everybody's ready for the next big thing



Everybody's ready for the next big thing

13898. Next Big Thing

Next Big Thing 
Blue Moon Rising

Sure is crowded down, town tonight 
Who knows you may fall in love, in these lights 
Doorman says Come in  
It's a place you've never been
 
Follow laughter, out into the street 
Smile for every pretty face, that you meet 
But there's restless in your soul  
You flip your collar to the cold
 
CHORUS: 
Well I hope you know the happiness 
The road you're on, could never bring 
After tears have dried, you search the sky 
For the next big thing  
 
It's late mornin', how the time does fly 
You get up and wipe sleep from your eyes 
And forget the best you can  
What drags you back again,

13899. Next Go 'Round - Chords

Next Go 'Round
Old Crow Medicin Show - Next Go 'Round

E
WELL THE SUMMERS COME AND GONE
AS THE LEAVES FALL ON THE LAWN
  A                                       E
I THINK HOW ALL THOSE PLEASURES PASSED ME BY
AND IM THINKING OF MY OLD HOME
AND THE LOVE I LEFT BEHIND
      B7                          E
NO I COULDNT GO BACK THERE IF I TRIED

CHORUS:
      A
ON MY NEXT GO ROUND, IM GONNA GET BACK TO
                                        E
THE DREAMS WE KNEW, BEFORE I BROKE THEM DOWN



          A
IM GONNA TAKE YOUR HAND, GONNA BE THE MAN
                       E
WHO PULLS YOU FROM THE GROUND
               B7                  E
I WONT LET YOU DOWN, ON MY NEXT GO ROUND

YOU WERE STANDIN ON THE EDGES
OF A THOUSAND BURNING BRIDGES
SIFTING THROUGH THE ASHES EVERYDAY
WHAT WE THOUGHT WAS NEVER ENDING
NOW IS NOTHING MORE THAN MEMORY
THE WAY THINGS WERE BEFORE I LOST MY WAY

REPEAT CHORUS

INSTRUMENTAL

NOW THE WINDS ARE BLOWIN STEADY
MY BAGS THEYRE AWFUL HEAVY
I WISH THAT I COULD STOP AND TURN AROUND
BUT THERE ARE NO SECOND CHANCES
IN A WORLD OF CIRCUMSTANCES
NO IN THIS LIFE
YOU DONT GET NO NEXT GO ROUND

REPEAT CHORUS

13900. Next Rodeo

Next Rodeo
Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway

[Verse 1]
Well, this ain't my first rodeo
Been staring down the barrel since I left home
Through the highs and lows and the hurts like hell
Still reaching for the ring on the carousel
I been down this trail a time or two
Knocked out, fenced in, but I broke through
Life ain't fair and you can't fight it
So take it by the horns and ride it

[Chorus]
Woah
Gotta giddy up and go
'Cause there's a cowboy just like you
Waiting at the end of every road
Oh no
Ain't got time to do-si-do
Gotta get on to my next rodeo

[Verse 2]



Well, it's two hundred towns of one-night stands
Tearing up the road with a five-piece band
Some days are diamonds, some days are rust
The towns of tomorrow are yesterday's dust
Love comes easy if it comes at all
And I've seen you on the floor of this old dance hall
Long and tall with a steady hand
But I don't want another wanted man

[Chorus]
Woah
Gotta giddy up and go
'Cause there's a cowboy just like you
Waiting at the end of every road
Oh no
I ain't got time to do-si-do
Gotta get on to my next rodeo

[Post-Chorus]
Woah
Get on to my next rodeo

[Bridge]
Woah
Next rodeo
It's the only life I know, so here we go again

[Verse 3]
Now I'm back in the saddle with this old guitar
Gonna hitch my wagon to a shooting star
Say so long it's been good to know ya
I'll see you at the next rodeo, yeah

[Chorus]
Woah
Gotta giddy up and go
'Cause there's a cowboy just like you
Waiting at the end of every road
Oh no
I ain't got time to do-si-do
Gotta get on to my next rodeo, woah

[Outro]
Woah
Gotta giddy up and go
It takes a cowgirl just like me
To leave 'em in the dust at the end of the road
Oh no
I ain't got time to do-si-do
Gotta get on to my next rodeo
Get on to my next rodeo



13901. Next Sunday Darling Is My Birthday

Next Sunday, Darling, Is My Birthday
Stanley Brothers

Next Sunday, Darling, is my birthday.
A day that should be free from care.
Best wishes and congratulations,
But only sorrow fills the air.

While friends are singing Happy Birthday,
There'll be a smile upon my face.
But when they're gone the smile will vanish;
A broken heart will take its place.

Another year has come and gone now.
The plans I made have gone astray.
The day that should be filled with laughter
Will only be another day.

The little house we planned together
Is empty now without you, Dear.
But in my dreams you're there beside me.
So let me dream that you are here.

13902. Next To Nothing

Mandolin Orange - Next to Nothing

How long, how long must I run
Before my shadows left my side for good
Until my eyes no longer lie as they do

How soon, How soon will you fly
Away to where your angel once stood
Next to nothing his heart was pure and seemed true

Well my Dear, my dearest friend
Wild and troubled is it my cold hands you fear
Or the world that lies behind their touch

How soon, how soon will you fly
Away to a kinder hope its clear
Next to nothing a world ill never know

How long, how long must I seek
Stones this world has left untured
Hold them high, just before their thrown

How soon, how soon, will you fly
My eyes can no longer wait unknowing
Because next to nothing you are all I want
And next to nothing you are all I want



13903. Next To Nothing

Next To Nothing 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
When I woke up, in the middle of the night 
I reached over,  to hold you tight 
Oh, and I found nothing, I'm next to nothing 
Since you been gone, since you been gone 
 
I still do the things,  like we used to do 
But it's not the same, since I lost you 
Oh, I feel like nothing, I'm next to nothing 
Since you been gone, since you been gone 
 
CHORUS :
And I m not the girl that I used to be 
Cause you're no  longer 
here with me, I m so alone 
I'm next to nothing since you've gone 
  
Gave you my heart, body and soul 
Gave you my love and I gave you it all 
And you left me nothing, I'm next to nothing 
Since you been gone, since you been gone 
 
Oh I'm so alone
I'm next to nothing since you've gone 
You're gone

13904. Next To The Trash

Punch Brothers - Next to the Trash 

She puts my body away
Next to the trash
Under the sink
Along with all the cleaning's supplies and the things that we buy 
and decide we don't need

Well it's damp and it's dark and it's lonely in here
Next to the trash
Under the sink
But everyone needs some time off now and then
'Cause I'm happy my friends
Don't feel sorry for me

She says if you're playin' the game
I hope you know you won't win it



And you can tell me next to the trash
Well I'll tell you I'm in it
Why would you want me to touch it if you know I don't need it
She's right I'm mean when I'm bored
So I dig through the trash looking for her
She would wash herself off
In the mist from the pipes
We could use more of that around here that's for sure

But it seems that whoever has thrown her away
Has forgotten the trash under the sink
Or was it a joke meant to buy her some time
All this citrus and pine make it harder to think

So I say if you're playing the game
I hope you know you won't win it
And I'll be sorry if they threw you away
It's just that they didn't
She says "Boy, you'd better take it back right now and I mean it"

She puts my body away
Then chases my mind up to the roof
It jumps in the gutter
But she pulls it out
And it's all part of having a man in the house
It jumps in the gutter she pulls it out

And it's all part of having a man in the house

13905. Next To You

Little Big Town - Next to You

[Verse 1]
Babe, I don't wanna talk right now
Stop, I need a little space
Ooh, ooh
Wait, didn't mean to say it like that
Stay a little longer please
I sleep a little deeper when you're next to me

[Chorus]
Don't you know you're the fire in my bones?
You're my heart and my home
Ooh, and I know I don't say it enough
I've been down on my luck, my luck
But I'll be fine in the mornin' next to you

[Verse 2]
Ooh, think I'm losin' my mind again
Go slow, touch me like you do
Love, come a little closer now
I breath a little deeper when I'm next to you



[Chorus]
And don't you know you're the fire in my bones?
You're my heart and my home
Ooh, and I know I don't say it enough
I've been down on my luck, my luck
But I'll be fine in the mornin' next to you

[Bridge]
Oh-oh-oh, oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh-oh, oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh-oh-oh (Next to you)
Oh-oh-oh, oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh-oh-oh (Next to you)
Oh-oh-oh, oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh-oh-oh (Next to you)
Oh-oh-oh, oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh-oh-oh

[Outro]
I'll be fine in the mornin'

13906. Next Voice You Hear

Ernest Tubb 
Next Voice You Hear

The next voice you hear will be your conscience
As you lie awake and try so hard to sleep
And your unfaithful heart will have to listen
To the shabby little secrets you keep

You'll be tormented like you tormented me
And tears of shame will fall with every memory
But the next voice you hear will make you listen
Till you wish that you had listened to me

You'll be tormented like you tormented me
And tears of shame will fall with every memory
But the next voice you hear will make you listen
Till you wish that you had listened to me

13907. Nick Of Time

Nick of Time
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]



A friend of mine, she cries at night
And she calls me on the phone
Sees babies everywhere she goes
And she wants one of her own
She's waited long enough, she says
But still, he can't decide
Pretty soon, she'll have to choose
And it tears her up inside

[Refrain]
She is scared
Scared to run out of time

[Verse 2]
I see my folks, they're getting on
And I watch their bodies change
I know thRy see the same in me
And it makRs us both feel strange
No matter how you tell yourself
It's what we all go through
Those lines are pretty hard to take
When they're staring back at you

[Refrain]
You are scared
Scared to run out of time

[Bridge]
When did the choices get so hard
With so much more at stake?
Life gets mighty precious
When there's less of it to waste

[Refrain]
Mmm-hmm, mmm
Scared to run out of time

[Verse 3]
Just when I thought I'd had enough
And all my tears were shed
No promise left unbroken
There were no painful words unsaid
You came along and showed me
I could leave it all behind
You opened up my heart again
And then much to my surprise

[Chorus]
I found love, darling
Love in the nick of time (Love in the nick of time)
Oh, yeah, I found love (Love in the nick of time)
Oh, yeah, in the nick of time (Love in the nick of time)
I found love, baby, nick of (Love in the nick of time)
(Love in the nick of time)
I found love (Love in the nick of time)
Oh, in the nick of time (Love in the nick of time)
I found love, baby



Love in the nick of time

[Outro]
Ooh, yeah
Thought I'd given up on you, but then I found love
I found love, baby, ooh
Oh, in the nick of time
Oh, yeah, I found love
Oh, in the nick of time
Thought I'd given up on you, but then I found love

13908. Nickel And Dime Blues - Chords

Nickel And Dime Blues 
Gangstagrass

[Intro]
A D E x2
 
[Verse 1]
A
Well I went on down to the corner store
A
Just to get a little bottle of' pills
A
Cause' the man on' the television told me
A
There's a cure' for all my ills
A
Well I walked on up to the counter
A
And I told him what I had
A
He said "You ain't got no money
A
You can't afford to be feeling so bad"
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Oh, can you spare a nickel, brother
A
Can you spare a dime
D
Need a couple more dollars now
                  E        A
Just to get me on down the line
 
Rap:
A
Hey there how you doing ask the folks
A
I tell them all the same thing old black & broke



A
And they think that's a joke but I ain't playing
A
100% truth to what I'm saying
A
Cuz my bones crack I'm so pro black
A
And I got so many bills and they ain't dough stacks
A
Pardon me kojak sucking on your lollipop
A
You think I can get dropped off at the trolley stop
A
I'm leaving my first gig heading to the next one
A
I'll sleep when I'm dead trying to get these checks son
A
Hit the studio in full Rakim mode
A
Cuz my credit score is in permanent limbo
A
Speed up the tempo I got to get the paper
A
The garnish on my wages isn't adding any flavor
A
Keep the weed in dank amounts
A
I need folding green to fill my bank accounts
 
 
[Verse 2]
A
Well I went down to the bodega
A
Just to get a little mountain dew
A
When I opened up my wallet
A
There wasn't nothing but an IOU
A
Well I told my situation, I asked him
A
"What do you got for me?"
A
He said "I got this knuckle sandwich
A
And I'll give it to you for free"
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Oh, can you spare a nickel, brother
A
Can you spare a dime
D
Need a couple more dollars now
                  E        A



Just to get me on down the line
 
(Violin Solo)
(Banjo Solo)
 
A
Well I could not pay my ticket
A
And I could not pay my bail
A
Well the judge couldn't pay me the time of day
A
And he throwed my ass in jail
A
Well they gave me a nickel and a dime
A
And they placed them upon my eyes
A
For it cost much more to keep me here
A
Than it did to let me die
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Oh, can you spare a nickel, brother
A
Can you spare a dime
D
Need a couple more dollars now
                  E        A
Just to get me on down the line
 
[Chorus]
A
Oh, can you spare a nickel, brother
A
Can you spare a dime
D
Need a couple more dollars now
                  E        A
Just to get me on down the line

13909. Nickel Dreams

Nanci Griffith - Nickel Dreams

A little girl dreamer
Ribbons and long curls
Reflections of yesterdays past
Headlines and footlights
Wee hours and long nights
Keep everything moving so fast



It's taken a long time
And she's walked a fine line
For fortune and fame have arrived
She kept on striving
And half-way surviving
Till part of those dreams came alive

[Chorus:]
Now she wishes she looked like they tell her she looks all the time
What she'd give just to feel like she tells them she's feelin' just fine
All that money she makes every night ain't as much as it seems
Cause it's a dollar a wrinkle and less than a nickel a dream

Well, her heart may be breaking
But she keeps on taking what she thought she wanted back then
It's too late to change her,
There's always a stranger to tell her she's someone again

[Chorus]

13910. Nickel In The Well

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Nickel in the well
Composer: Chris Waters - Lonnie Wilson

I got a four leaf clover
Hung a horseshoe on the wall
Threw salt over my left shoulder
I'll try anything at all
To get lucky with you
I want you so much
Until you want me too
I ain't gonna give up

I'll throw another nickel in the well
Tell myself this time maybe it'll help
To make my dreams come true
I'll make another wish upon a star
Just in case you're out in your backyard
Lookin' up there too
With a lot of love and a little luck
You'll fall like I fell
I'll just cross my fingers
And throw another nickel in the well

If I could get Houdini
To teach me a trick or two
Then maybe you would see me
In the way I want you to
I'm gonna knock on wood
It ain't been easy
I've done everything I could



To make you need me

I'll throw another nickel in the well
Tell myself this time maybe it'll help
To make my dreams come true
I'll make another wish upon a star
Just in case you're out in your backyard
Lookin' up there too
With a lot of love and a little luck
You'll fall like I fell
I'll just cross my fingers
And throw another nickel in the well

With a lot of love and a little luck
You'll fall like I fell
I'll just cross my fingers
And throw another nickel in the well
I'll just cross my fingers
And throw another nickel in the well

13911. Nickels And Dimes

Dolly Parton - Nickels And Dimes 

I used to stand on a corner when I was a child
And I'd play my guitar and sing as the people went by
The sidewalks were crowded but I'd just sing louder cause I didn't mind
Just spending my time, spinning my rhymes and singing for nickels and dimes

Nickels and dimes a song at a time for nickels and dimes
I'd brighten their day as they go on their way and they'd brighten mine
A sidewalk rehearsal for dreams that I held in my mind
I knew that someday in my own special I'd repay all their nickels and dimes

I recall the sidewalk each night as I stand on the stage
As I play my guitar and sing for the people who paid
Cause I finally made it to what they all call the big time
But I still remember I still owe some nickels and dimes

Nickels and dimes a song at a time for nickels and dimes
A sidewalk rehearsal for dreams that I held in my mind
So if you remember a child on the corner of time
You'll know that I wrote this to repay your nickels and dimes

Nickels and dimes a song at a time for nickels and dimes
A sidewalk rehearsal for dreams that I held in my mind
So if you remember a child on a corner of time
You'll know that I wrote this to repay your nickels and dimes

Nickels and dimes a song at a time for nickels and dimes
A sidewalk rehearsal for dreams that I held in my mind
So if you remember a child on a corner of time
You'll know that I wrote this to repay your nickels and dimes



13912. Night

Night

Night while everybody's sleeping
Night these memories have got me weepin
Pretty soon daylight will come creepin

Daylight and I'll be just as lonely
Daylight and I'll be thinkin of you only
Night will come once again my past will haunt me

Cry every night the same old story
Talking to my heart but it ignores me
Night just darkness before me

Night
Uh huh
Night

13913. Night Accident

Robbie Fulks - Night Accident

"Can you hear me now, John?" said the voice in my ear
"In God's name, give me a sign
"For the rumble of wheels, I swear it grows near
"And the sound sends a chill to my spine
"Through the broken windshield the world looks all wrong
"But it's us, not the world, turned sideward
"And this ain't the county two-lane we're on
"It's the tracks of the Burlington Northern"
"See the wide, crooked trail down the muddy bank, John
"Now the broken brush clings to the ground
"See the eyes that the light each second fades from
"And the two twisted arms hanging down
"See the black mesh of wire, the tangle of steel
"That traps us together inside
"And hear these last true words I reveal
"For I know this night I must die"
She came with a hand of kindness outstretched
In the time of my heart's deepest need
But as day turned to night and kindness to flesh
Our bodies trembled with greed
And when the first rays of the morning crept in
The memory of another had died
But by the ring that she wore, I knew I had sinned
And I knelt before Jesus and cried



13914. Night After Night

Night After Night
Desert Rose Band
Hillman-Woody

These are the times than can try a good man's soul
While the future looks bright oh the past can seem so cold
And let's leave it all behind
The end of a broken line that no-one crossed over and I still believe
There's luck in the draw if you got an angel on your side
I'm counting my blessings in every hour that I'm alive
When all else is forsaken and all that remains
Cause once in a lifetime I wanna hear it again
Night after night while the whole world is sleeping
Whisper my name and soothe my soul
When the silence surrounds us with that lonesome feeling
Night after night you're the one thing I know

SOLO
Oh and money don't matter yea and power can betray
I've got something to hold on won't let the world get in my way
I don't take it for granted I just take it real slow
Once in a lifetime finally know
Night after night while the whole world is sleeping
Whisper my name and soothe my soul
When the silence surrounds us with that lonesome feeling
Night after night you're the one thing I know

13915. Night Comes In

Richard Thompson - Night Comes In 

Night comes in like some cool river
How can there be, be another day?
Take my hand, oh real companion
And we'll dance, dance till we fade away

Oh, the songs poured down like silver
They can only, only break my heart
Drink the wine, the wine of lovers
Lovers tired of being apart

Dancing till my feet don't touch the ground
I lose my mind in dance forever
Lose my mind in dance forever
Turn my world around, turn my world around

Oh, this night is like no other



And this room is ringing in my ears
And these friends will never leave me
And these tears are like no other tears

Dancing till my feet don't touch the ground
I lose my mind in dance forever
Lose my mind in dance forever
Turn my world around, turn my world around

Well, I may find that street tomorrow
Leave the shadow of my lonely room
See my one, my one and only
Heart and soul, I'm coming soon

13916. Night Flyer

Emmylou Harris - Night Flyer

The window is open, so why don't you fly?
Could it be you have lost all the yearning to try?
Your cage is a prison, they've kept you so long
But wings are for flying, the throat's for a song

So fly like an eagle and land like a dove
Go find all the places you must have dreamed of
Fly away with your troubles and drop them somewhere
And if you're only dreaming I don't really care

They won't even miss you or ask where you've been
They'll feed you and listen for a song now and then
Fly over the mountain and come back to me
And tell in your song what it's like to be free

So fly like an eagle and land like a dove
Go find all the places you must have dreamed of
Fly away with your troubles and drop them somewhere
And if you're only dreaming I don't really care

God gave us the places to labor and strive
But if living ain't nothing but staying alive
Then give me the dying if that's what you found
Don't sing on my grave or drop flowers on the ground

So fly like and eagle and land like a dove
I'll find all the places that I have dreamed of
Fly away with my troubles and drop them somewhere
And if I'm only dreaming I don't really care



13917. Night Is Left Behind

Night is Left Behind
Yonder Mountain String Band

Though the night is left behind and the morning wind it blows
The night is left behind, shaking off your clothes
As I wandered in the spring, I never felt so low
As I wandered in the spring, I had no where to go

Sing your way through the hardtimes
Won't be far to go
Sing your way through the hardtimes
Something no one knows
Something no one knows

Though the morning sun does shine on folks both young and old
The morning sun was bright, she took it as her own
Though the summer blackbird flies (???)
The summer blackbird flies to some place that is real

Sing your way through the hardtimes
Won't be far to go
Sing your way through the hardtimes
Something no one knows
Something no one knows

All the fields I walk beside, the forever story told
The corn's been turning gold
The nights are growing cold

Sing your way through the hardtimes
Won't be far to go
Sing your way through the hardtimes
Something no one knows
Something no one knows

Though the night is left behind, the morning wind it blows
The night is left behind, shaking off your clothes

13918. Night On Our Side

Little Big Town - Night on Our Side

[Intro]
Under the cover of darkness falling
We make the rules till day is dawning
Anything can happen underneath the moonlight
Tonight, tonight, tonight the night

[Verse 1]
Midnight sky overload
Constellations in control



There's too much freedom to just go home
And it's too damn lonely to be alone
Magnetic forces pull us close

[Chorus]
Under the cover of darkness falling
We make the rules till day is dawning
Anything can happen underneath the moonlight
Tonight, tonight, tonight the night
Yeah, tonight, tonight, tonight the night is on our side
On our side, yeah

[Verse 2]
Satellites, you and me
Spinning 'round in circles
Can't get free
Who says you can't defy gravity?
Who says you gotta stay in this galaxy?
Let's start a revolution, let's start a revolution

[Chorus x2]
Under the cover of darkness falling
We make the rules till day is dawning
And anything can happen underneath the moonlight
Tonight, tonight, tonight
Yeah, we've still got a few more miles
Out where love can still be wild
And we might live forever for a little while
Tonight, tonight, tonight
Yeah, tonight, tonight, tonight the night is on our side
On our side
Let's start a revolution, start a revolution
Start a revolution, start a revolution

[Outro]
Yeah, tonight, tonight
Tonight the night is on our side
On our side
Let's start a revolution

13919. Night On The River

Night On The River - Infamous Stringdusters

I don't know where the money's gone
Don't know where it's gonna be
Not much to show for the work I've done
What else would I need

A night on the river is all I need
A cool drink of water is all I need

The bottom of the barrel



I know I've had my share
Tastes like it always does
No surprises there

When I think about old times
I laugh so hard I cry
Got turned around along the line
But I still enjoy the ride

13920. Night On The Sun

Iron Horse - Night on the Sun

[Pre-Chorus]
So, turn off the light cause it's night on the sun
You're hopelessly hopeless
I hope so, for you

[Chorus]
Freeze your blood and then stab it into, in two
Stab your blood into me and blend
I eat my own blood and get filled up, I'll get filled up
I get filled up on me and end

[Pre-Chorus]
So, turn off the light cause it's night on the sun
You're hopelessly hopeless
I hope so, for you
So, turn off the light cause it's night on the sun
You're hopelessly hopeless
I hope so, for you

[Chorus]
Freeze your blood and then stab it into, in two
Stab your blood into me and blend
I eat my own blood and get filled up, I'll get filled up
I get filled up on me and end

Bridge]
Freeze your blood and then stab it into me
Freeze your blood and then stab it into me
Freeze your blood and then stab it in two into me and blend

13921. Night Out

Yonder Mountain String Band - Night Out (Live)

Midnight, streetlights
Give it up



I'm going home
Where the lamps are always burning
And you're always waiting
And I'm forever falling
Last one undone
Hanging out
I'm hanging on
Where someone's always yelling
Way back in the corner
And I'm forever dreaming

There's more to a dream, anyway
Shadows grow long on our face
There's more to a dream, anyway
And I won't know what's left in its place

Strange games, new names
Rearrange
Where I'm from
Wherever I am going
You know I'm always guessing
And I'm forever standing
Wait awhile and see
Nothing seems right to me
Hide me from this town
Fill me up when I'm down

13922. Night Owl

Little Big Town - Night Owl

[Intro]
Where the steeples and the skyways meet
Through the lonely and deserted streets
I've been wandering my way back home
To the girl with the secret smile
That owns my heart a million miles away
Wherever I roam

[Chorus]
Praying for the bright headlights
Coming over the hills (I'll never go away again, I swear)
It's turning darker with the passing time
But I'll be here still (I hope you're not asleep when I get there)
I'm a night owl waiting for you

[Verse 1]
County lines and water towers
I'm making ground, burning daylight hours
Getting lost in rolling fields and pastures
But as the stars begin to fall
I find myself trying to count them all
And wish on one to get me there faster



[Chorus]
Praying for the bright headlights
Coming over the hills (I'll never go away again, I swear)
It's turning darker with the passing time
But I'll be here still (I hope you're not asleep when I get there)
I'm a night owl waiting for you

[Verse 2]
Hurry up, hurry up
Before the morning
I'll be staying up, staying up
Dreaming of you

[Chorus]
Praying for the bright headlights
Coming over the hills (I'll never go away again, I swear)
It's turning darker with the passing time
But I'll be here still (I hope you're not asleep when I get there)
I'm a night owl waiting for you

[Outro]
I'm a night owl waiting for you

13923. Night Owl - Chords

Night Owl 
Mandolin Orange

[Chorus]
A               F#m           Bm
As sure as the night owl keeps watch
          D            E          A
With his keen sense of wisdom and wit
         A         F#m
Ill be deep in my dreams
            Bm
And youll be out on the scene
D            E          A
Playing the fool once again
 
[Verse]
 
     A        D
The Flip of a coin
                E
The Pluck of a petal
            F#m    A7     F#m
Luck of the draw prove no better
                      D
Than the night owl's song
                  E
But you won't be home



                      A
And ill be sleeping alone
 
[Chorus]
 
A                  F#m          Bm
As sure as the night owl keeps watch
D                 E      A
Singing the night owl's blues
         A      F#m
Ill be slipping away
   Bm
In fear of the day
          D           E       A
That our love may end up old news
 
[Verse]
 
    A          D
The Flip of a coin
                E
The Pluck of a petal
           F#m    A7      F#m
Luck of the draw prove no better
                     D
Than the night owl's song
                  E
But you won't be home
                    A
And ill be sleeping alone

13924. Night Rider's Lament

Nanci Griffith - Night Rider's Lament

While I was out a-ridin'
The graveyard shift midnight till dawn
The moon was as bright as a reading light
For a letter from an old friend back home

[Chorus]
He asked me
Why do you ride for your money?
Why do you rope for short pay?
You ain't gettin' nowhere
And you're losin' your share
You must've gone crazy out there

He said last night I ran into Jenny
They married and have a good life
Oh, you sure missed the track when you never came back
She made the perfect professional's wife



[Chorus]

They've never seen the northern lights
Never seen a hawk on the wing
Never seen the spring hit the Great Divide
Oh, they never heard old Camp Cookie sing

I read up the last of my letter
And tore off the stamp for Black Jim
Little Dougie rode up to relieve me
He just looked at my letter and grinned

[Chorus]

They've never seen the northern lights
Never seen a hawk on the wing
Never seen the spring hit the Great Divide
Oh, they never heard old Camp Cookie sing

13925. Night Right For Love

Robert Earl Keen - Night Right for Love 

When the sun goes down on the wild frontier
the stars come out so bright and clear.
That big round moon shines down from above.
The wind sings a tune on this night right for love.

I hold you near as we lie in the dark
and all that I hear is the beat of your heart
like the sound of the wind on the wings of a dove.
There's no need to pretend on this night right for love.

I've been a lonely rider on a road so dark and long
with no one to provide the kind of love to carry on.
You set my soul on fire like no one else before
and I thank my lucky stars tonight I ride alone no more.

And I know the wheels beneath us will roll.
And time surely steals this moment we hold.
But tonight is the night that dreams are made of.
Beneath the moonlight on this night right for love.
Underneath the moonlight on this night for love.

13926. Night Singing

Sara Watkins - Night Singing

[Verse 1]



Look, I painted the sky for you
Look, I painted the moon
Listen to the night singing
Each one sends a tune

[Verse 2]
So rest your eyes, lay down your head and
Trust the earth beneath your bed
Listen to the night singing
Each one sends a tune

[Verse 3]
I love you
I love you
I love you
I love you
I love you
I do

13927. Night Train To Memphis

Osborne Brothers - Night Train to Memphis 
Roy Acuff

Take that night train to Memphis, take that night train to Memphis
And when you arrive at the station
I'll be right there to meet you, I'll be right there to greet you
So don't turn down my invitation.

Hallelujah, hallelujah
I'll be shoutin' hallelujah all the day
Oh we'll have a jubilee down in Memphis Tennessee
And we'll shout hallelujah all the day.

--- Instrumental ---

Take that night train to Memphis, take that night train to Memphis
You know how I'm longing to see you
Leave that 3-50-7 and arive at eleven
Then I'll be shoutin' hallelujah.

Hallelujah, hallelujah
I'll be shoutin' hallelujah all the day
Oh we'll have a jubilee down in Memphis Tennessee
And we'll shout hallelujah all the day.

--- Instrumental ---

Take that night train to Memphis, take that night train to Memphis
Tell that engineer to pull a trottle open
Keep that engine stack a smokin', I'm not kiddin' I'm not jokin'
And I'll soon be with my girl I'm hopin'.



Hallelujah, hallelujah
I'll be shoutin' hallelujah all the day
Oh we'll have a jubilee down in Memphis Tennessee
And we'll shout hallelujah all the day...

13928. Nightbird

Nightbird
Watchhosue

I'm standing at the door
crying let me in
I see her dancing there in all her wonder
How her body moves, with eternal youth
and her footsteps hammer on like rolling thunder

While I'm stuck here in the shadows
fueling the dream
Another face just flashing in the night
The smoke it folds around me
like unenchanted wings
as I listen to the nightbirds singing in their flight

Oh close this great divide
between my heart and mind

Once she held me in my anguish
Pulled me from my pain
and sheltered me from life's mysteries
Somewhere beyond the darkness
lies incredible light
At least that's what she once made me believe

So go dive in empty spaces
where magic weaves and spins
Go find her there, it's where she set me free
Now I'm pulling chains from every corner of her memory
Go find her there and bring her back to me

Oh close this great divide
Between my heart and mind

Just listen to the nightbirds
Listen to the nightbirds
Listen to the nightbirds,
Listen to the nightbirds

Well if I could turn my back now
and lay back down with you
I'd pull you in and finally get some sleep
Listening to the nightbirds
without wondering how
they hold her in their song so casually



13929. Nightfall

The Incredible String Band - Nightfall 

Nightfall, o river of night flow through me
Washing the thoughts of the day on your waters away
For the morrow that dawns never knew me

Nightfall nightfall folding her dark locks around you
Her eyes they have found you
Would show you this new dream they're holding

O sleep, o come to me you who are night's daughter
And I'll give you my eyes for the colors that rise
As time's echoes reflect on your water

13930. Nightingale Song

Glen Phillips - Nightingale Song

We sing the nightingale song alive
Streets never border further than my eyes
We sing the nightingale song alive
We might be different but our hearts won't lie
And little ever changes if anything at all
But the song rings loudly through these halls
We sing the nightingale song alive
We might be different but our hearts won't lie
And little ever changes when you view it from the sky
The damage we encounter, Earth just passes by
Little ever changes, if anything at all
Just remind ourselves how small we are

13931. Nights In Oklahoma

Nights In Oklahoma

Big city nights
Cold and brught
Husting through the crowd
Jammed-up freeways
You gotta stand in line
I've just got get out

So give me sweet warm nights in Oklahoma
I'm so tired of feeling alone



And when the moon climbs over Texoma
We'll be on our way back home
We're on our way back home

Southern wind
Blow on in
Lord, it's been so long
I've said goodbye
To those smoggy skies
Now I'm moving on

To those sweet warm nights in Oklahoma
I'm so tired of feeling alone
And when the moon climbs over Texoma
We'll be on our way back home
We're on our way back home

13932. Nights In White Satin

Nights In White Satin
Larkin Poe - Nights In White Satin

Nights in white satin
Never reaching the end
Letters I've written
Never meaning to send
Beauty I'd always missed
With these eyes before
Just what the truth is
I can't say any more
'Cause I love you
Yes, I love you
Oh, how I love you
Gazing at people
Some hand in hand
Just what I'm going through
They can't understand
Some try to tell me
Thoughts they cannot defend
Just what you want to be
You will be in thR end
'Cause I love you
YRs, I love you
Oh, how I love you
Oh...
Oh, 'cause I love you
Yes, I love you
Oh, how I love you
Oh...
Nights in white satin
Never reaching the end
Letters I've written
Never meaning to send



13933. Nights In White Satin - Chords

Nights In White Satin 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
Am G F  E E7
Am G F  E E7
 
 
[Verse 1]
Am               G    Am                   G
 Nights in white satin, never reaching the end,
F             C       E7                Am    Dm   Am
 Letters I've written, never meaning to send
           G              Am                 G
Beauty I've always missed, with these eyes before
F              C       E7               Am   Dm  Am
 Just what the truth is, I can't say anymore
 
[Chorus]
          D        Dsus2
Because I love you
       Am
Yes, I love you
E7          Am     Dm  Am
 Oh, how I love you
 
[Instrumental]
Am  G  F   E E7 X2
Am  F  Dm   E7   Dm   E7
 
[Verse 2]
Am        G      Am               G
Gazing at people, walking hand in hand
F              C            E7               Am    Dm  Am
 Just what I'm going through they can't understand
            G      Am                       G
Some try to tell me, thoughts they cannot defend
F              C         E7                   Am  Dm Am Em/B Am
 Just what you want to be, you will be in the end
 
[Chorus]
      D       Dsus2
And I love you
       Am
Yes, I love you
E7          Am     Dm  Am
 Oh, how I love you
      D       Dsus2
And I love you
       Am
Yes, I love you



E7         Am
 Oh, how I love you

13934. Nine Blue Days

Nine Blue Days (Larry W. Jones 02/02/2007) 

There's nine days which I try to survive
Nine days made of more than nine to five
Nine days as hard as climbing Kilimanjaro
Last week was seven and today ain't heaven
And day nine will surely come tomorrow
There's nine days and all of them are blue
Nine days and nine ways of missing you
What good would it do to reach the end
Each of them would find a new way to begin
There's nine days which I try to survive
Nine days with more than nine to five
Nine days as hard as climbing Kilimanjaro
Last week was seven and today ain't heaven
And day nine will surely come tomorrow
- instrumental -
There's nine days which I try to survive
Nine days made of more than nine to five
Nine days as hard as climbing Kilimanjaro
Last week was seven and today ain't heaven
And day nine will surely come tomorrow
There's nine days and all of them are blue

13935. Nine Days

Nine days
Greensky Bluegrass

I've been fishing this river
Four days and three nights
No coffee with breakfast and I don't feel alright
All this time on my hands and all of my arms
So many we've hurt that there's none left to harm
Take me back up the river to my home
I've earned nothing here worthy to save
And I'm tired of pushing my hands
Boat bought by my father I can't seem to earn
Nothing feels like it's mine except these bridges I've burned
Here I hide all my troubles while I try to keep face
I'm behind my own self, I can't keep my own pace
Take me back down the road to my home
I've earned nothing here worthy to save
And I'm tired of racing myself



Five days to row home, still I've nothing to save
It's all the work that I've wasted
That makes me this way
I'm twisting this piece that I took on myself
Only hope for me left is to redefine wealth
Let me back in the house that's my home
I've earned nothing here worthy to save
And I'm tired of making excuses

13936. Nine Pound Hammer

Nine Pound Hammer

This nine pound hammer is a little too heavy
For my size, Buddy for my size

   Roll on buddy, don't you roll so slow
   How can I roll, when the wheels won't roll

I'm going to the mountain, just to see my baby
And I ain't coming back, no I ain't coming back 

There ain't one hammer, down in this tunnel
That can ring like mine, that can ring like mine

   Rings like silver, shines like gold
   Rings like silver, shines like gold

This old hammer, it killed John Henry
Ain't gonna kill me, ain't gonna kill me

It's a long way to Harlan, and a long way to Hazard
Just to get a little booze, just to get a little booze

Buddy when I'm log gone, won't you make my tombstone
Out of number nine coal, out of number nine coal

13937. Nine Pound Hammer (Roll On Buddy)

Nine Pound Hammer (Roll On Buddy)
Merle Travis

Chorus:
Roll on buddy! Don't you roll so slow.
How'm I gonna roll, when the wheels won't go.
Roll on buddy! Pull a load of coal
How'm I gonna pull, when the wheels won't roll.

This nine pound hammer is a little too heavy



For my size, buddy, for my size.

I'm a-goin' on the mountain for to see my baby
An' I ain't comin' back. Lord, I ain't comin' back.

Well when I die, you can make my tombstone
Out of number nine coal, out of number nine coal.

Ain't nobody's hammer on this here mountain
Rings like mine, that rings like mine.

Well this old hammer, it killed John Henry
Killed John Henry, but it won't kill me.

An' this old hammer rings like silver
Rings like silver, rings like gold.

It's a long way to Harlan, it's a long way to Hazard
Just to get a little brew, just to get a little brew.

13938. Nine To Five

Dolly Parton - Nine To Five 

Tumble out of bed and stumble to the kitchen;
pour myself a cup of ambition,
and yawn, and stretch, and try to come to life.
Jump in the shower, and the blood starts pumping;
out on the street, the traffic starts jumping,
with folks like me on the job from nine to five.
Chorus: 1,3,5.
Nine to five, what a way to make a living;
barely getting by,it's all taking and no giving.
They just use your mind, and (depending on verse) "they never give you" or
"you never get the" credit; it's enough to drive you crazy, if you let it.
Verse 2
They let you dream just to watch them shatter;
You're just a step on the boss man's ladder,
But you've got dreams he'll never take away.
In the same boat with a lot of your friends;
Waitin' for the day your ship'll come in,
And the tide's gonna turn, and it's all gonna roll your way.
Chorus: 2
Nine to five, for service and devotion;
you would think that I would deserve a fair promotion;
want to move ahead, but the boss won't seem to let me.
I swear some-times, that man is out to get me.
Chorus: 4,6.
Nine to five, they've got you where they want you;
There's a better life, and you dream about it, don't you?
It's a rich man's game, no matter what they call it;
And you spend your life putting money in his pocket.



13939. Ninety and Nine

Ninety and Nine

There were ninety and nine that safely lay
In the shelter of the fold
But one was out on the hills away
Far off from the gates of gold
Away on the mountains wild and bare
Away from the tender Shepherd's care
Away from the tender Shepherd's care

Lord, Thou hast here Thy ninety and nine
Are they not enough for Thee
But the Shepherd made answer tis this of Mine
Has wandered away from Me
Although the road be rough and steep
I go to the desert to find My sheep
I go to the desert to find My sheep

But all through the mountains thunder-riven
Up from the rocky steep
There arose a glad cry to the gate of heaven
Rejoice I have found My sheep
And the angels echoed around the throne
Rejoice for the Lord brings back His own
Rejoice for the Lord brings back His own

13940. Ninety Nine Years (And One Dark Day)

Ninety Nine Years (And One Dark Day)
Hot Rize

I've been in this prison twenty years or more
I shot my woman with a 44
I'll be right here till my dyin' day
I got 99 years and one dark day 

Well the food is bad and the beds are hard
I spend all day breakin' rocks in the yard
Well there ain't no change, gonna stay that way
I got 99 years and one dark day 

Ain't no singer that can sing a song
Ain't no one saying that I ain't wrong
His mind's made up, gonna stay that way
I got 99 years and one dark day 

I never learned to read, I never learned to write



My whole life's been one big fight
I never heard about the righteous way
I got 99 years and one dark day 

I remember a time many years ago
I shot my woman with a 44
I'll be right here till my dyin' day
I got 99 years and one dark day
I got 99 years and one dark day

13941. Ninety Nine Years is Almost For Life

Ninety Nine Years is Almost For Life
(99 Years Is Amost For Life) - Flatt & Scruggs

The court room the judge waited there
My mother was crying when I left my chair
The sentence were sharp for it cut like a knife
For ninety nine years folks is almost for life

I dreamed of the whistle I heard the bells ring
My sweetheart was coming some good news to bring
I knew that she loved me and that she'd be true
She said she would save me I'm guilty as you

She went for a pardon or else for parole
I know she'll come back for she's part of my soul
If she ever fails me I'll be mighty blue
I'll stay in this jailhouse I'll die in here too

They said I was a criminal and to my despair
They sent me to Nashville and shaved off my hair
So come hear my story I'll tell you my fate
I'm serving in Nashville for another man's hate

I just got a letter from Nashville town
And after I read it my spirit broke down
It's sad that my sweetheart and the judge would be wed
And here in this jailhouse I wish I was dead

No matter how right folks a man he may be
Bad company will send him to prison like me
So take a good woman and make her your wife
For ninety nine years folks is almost for life

13942. Ninja Of Love

Ninja of love
Keller Williams - Ninja of love



I can silently sneak through your halls
(whispers) i'm a ninja
With great ease i can scale your walls
(whispers) i'm a ninja
I can leap up from the ground to the middle of your tree
(whispers) i'm a ninja
Dive out head first land upon my feet
(whispers) such a ninja
I can be invisible and blend in with the night
(whispers) i'm a ninja
Completely irresistable your fate i will delight
(whispers) i'm a ninja
Sticking to your skin and swimming through your veins
(whispers) i'm a ninja
I stuff my way into your heart and your brain
(whispers) i'm a ninja
Chorus:
Cuz i'm a ninja of love
Your signal intercepted
I'm a ninja of love
I'm up to your task
I'm ninja of love
Don't need no weapon
Ninja of love
I don't need no mask
I can live off the love so blow it from above
Woo-woo-woo
It's fear i will shove that's with fly like the dove
Woo-woo-woo
The feeling will produce that could make us feel loose
Woo-woo-woo
While at the same time give us the added boost
Woo-woo-woo
No need to pull me in the right direction
Di-rec-tion
I'm here for your heart and your heart needs protection
Pro-tec-tion
I slip into your dreams you got quite the collection
Col-lec-tion
My love is so it seems well it needs no correction
I'm a ninja

13943. Nipper's Corner

Nippers' Corner
Adrienne Young

[Verse 1]
Bumping down the county road, some sneaky in the beat
Agnes sighs and checks her thighs she's moving, movin' through the
Heat, it takes a heavy toll that the people love to pay
So get your roll of dimes and your sippin' wine



 Cause forgettin' time's the order of the day

[Verse 2]
Yellow bus drops Gospel Jones, he lost that eye in '43
Soggy smile, he'll preach a while about losin'
Losin' nothing but a state of mind like a roll of dice
You gotta let 'em fall where they may
But the gospel's gold is in the glass he holds
And ain't nobody gonna take it away

[Bridge]
Token stories, trading glory for the flame
Stumbling softly, fire gently soothes the soul

[Verse 3]
Detroit Hank looking for some love raises a glass to Lemon Klein
Looking bold, she's off parole and gleaming
Scheming from behind a different bar and a darker star
Where everyone takes a seat
'Cause when you're fightin' time and you're soaked with wine
You forget that you can leave
[Chorus]
Gospel's watching Agnes dancing near the flame
Stumbling softly, fire gently soothes the soul
Heated prancing she keeps dancing with pain
Gospel's singing, Nipper's Corner's gonna blow

[Outro]
Bumpin' down the county road, some sneaky in the beat
Agnes sighs and drops her eyes
She's movin'

13944. No

No 
Richard Thompson

You can say no to the beggar in the street
And to the zealot with the blissed-out smile
No to the dog and the parakeet
No to the crying child

You can say no to the waiter who's pushing
The twelve-day-old cole slaw
You can say no to your uncle or your brother
Your father or your father-in-law

You can answer no in a Gallup poll
And vote no in a voting booth
You can refuse to accept the facts
You can refuse the truth

No on the loan of your lawn mower



To the neighbor who lives next door
You can say no to the bartender
When he starts to pour one more

But you can't no
No, no to that woman
You can't say no
No, no, to that woman

You can say no to the bully or the boss
Fat belly with the big cigar
You can say no to the sergeant-at-arms
And the Sheriff with the shining star
You can say no to sure success
No to fame and wealth
You can say no to the devil in the desert
And you can say no to yourself

You can turn down an interview
And turn down an autograph hound
You can decline the lines
The dope dealer is passing around

You can say no to the old homo
Who's tryin' a squeeze your thigh
You can say nay to the CIA
Next to the FBI

But you can't no
No, to that woman
You can't say no
No, no, to that woman

You can give up cigarettes
Sugar and meat for Lent
You can renege on your landlord
When the time comes to pay the rent

You can say no to almost anything
You're asked to do
You can say, "No", you can say, "No way"
Or you can say, "No thank you"
You can reject a final request
Deny a desperate plea
You can say no when they ask you
To agree to surgery

Almost every single time
Negativity'll pull you through
But you're in a mess when she wants a yes
'Cause she will get it right out of you

Can't say no
No, no to that woman
Can't say no
No, no to that woman



13945. No Ambition

No Ambition
Stillhouse Junkies

In my younger days I thought I had   
This whole thing figured out
Chasin' dead-end promises     
Never havin' any doubt 

I tried to make the best of things
Keepin' up was tough
Everybody always wanting more
Never havin' quite enough

But it's a short time here, and a long away
I came around to see      
Livin' not to waste the day 
Is the only thing I need

It's all too fast for the likes of me
A race I'll never run
And I've ended up where I belong
When all is said and done 

CHORUS
I got no ambition but to go out fishin' sometimes
My only inclination is some conversation with a couple of friends of mine
Everybody runnin' round, hard to keep your feet on solid ground
Want to get right out of this town and go fishin' sometimes

BRIDGE
Most times I find
My peace of mind inside
But when I can
I leave it all behind and then
I'm satisfied like I have never been

13946. No Burdens Pass Through

No Burdens Pass Through - Stanley Brothers

The storm clouds rise no light in the sky
And my loved ones have gone and left me
There's glory divine it's riches are mine
He tells me no burdens pass through

Oh (what a day) what a day (oh what a day)
When the clouds pass away (when the clouds, clouds pass away)



And Jesus supreme on his throne
My tears wiped away (all my tears, tears wiped away)
And the night turns to day (and the night, the nights changed to day)
No burdens are allowed to pass through

There'll be no sorrow in our new home
No funeral train in the sky
No rent to pay no taxes come due
No burden's are allowed to pass through

He never fails me when I'm in need
My soul is so weighted with care
He leads me through He helps me to stand
He whispers no burdens pass through

13947. No Chance

No Chance - Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen

I've given up on trying
To make you see my side
You've made up your mind
And there's no chance of slowing down

You're running like a freight train
Out of control and off the track
You're leaving me behind
And there's no chance of slowing down

No chance of slowing down
No chance of turning around
You're going too fast to see
The damage that you leave

You're breaking every promise
You're tearing us apart
You're acting like a child
And there's no chance of slowing down

You're living for the moment
You don't care about the past
You're throwing it all away
And there's no chance of slowing down

No chance of slowing down
No chance of turning around
You're going too fast to see
The damage that you leave

You've got to slow down
You've got to turn around
You've got to see what you've done
Before it's too late to run



No chance of slowing down
No chance of turning around
You're going too fast to see
The damage that you leave

No chance, no chance, no chance, no chance, yeah!

13948. No Concern Of Yours

Punch Brothers - No Concern of Yours 

Well it's no concern of yours my friends, it's no concern of yours
The nail that's sticking up will just get hammered to the board
And it's no concern of yours my friends, it's no concern of yours

It's hard to hold your head up when it's in your hands
To wash off last night's trouble in a clean white shirt
If anyone can do it I can

And it's no concern of yours my friends, it's no concern of yours
The finest looking apple can be rotten to the core
And it's no concern of yours my friends, it's no concern of yours

We're not here to talk about me
We're here to get things done
'Cause if we do my daddy won't have ruined both his sons
He's going down, down. down

It's no concern of yours my friends, it's no concern of yours
A word can break as easy as it's spoken snarled or sworn
And it's no concern of yours my friends, it's no concern of yours

When your name is on this building take me out for lunch
After three or four Old Fashioned's tell me what you've heard
Then you'd better listen closely, I'll only say it once

13949. No Deal

No Deal
Stillhouse Junkies

No dice (no dice), no deal (no deal)
No foolin', honey, this time it's for real
I laid it all out on the table, I put too much down on you
Now it's a shame to say we're through
But there's no deal 

I never made it off the mountain



Stuck up here for days
Went too far above the crowd and
Then I lost my way
I called you half a dozen times just hoping I could ask you for a ride
But it was always,  too late ,  no time , 
Getting mighty cold to go outside 

You left me stranded up the river 
In the pouring rain
Water's risin' all around me
And it's gettin late
You said you'd be back in the morning when you'd had some time to think it through
But it was no big surprise 
That's why I'm finally tellin' you

Now all these names up on the tree
And still no sign of yours
I won't regret it if I have to 
Carve a hundred more 
Better late than never when you realize it just wasn't meant to be
It's a long ride / back home / but I'll make it on my own, cause it's

13950. No Deal

Rodney Crowell - No Deal

I said, "no deal, you can't sell that stuff to me!"
Oh no deal, I'm going back to Tennessee
I said, "no deal, you can't sell that stuff to me!"
Oh no deal, I'm going back to Tennessee
Now this man down at the used car lot
Tried to sell me four wheels and a trunk
I said, "Man, there ain't no engine!"
He said, "The engine's just a bunch of junk"
He said, "You don't need no engine to go downhill
And I could plainly see, that that's the direction
You're headed in", and he handed me the keys
I said, "no deal, you can't sell that stuff to me!"
Oh no deal, I'm going back to Tennessee
Well, I went to a doctor of the highest order
He said I couldn't have a drink for a year
One glass of wine on my birthday
If my birthday wasn't too very near
Lord, he must have put me in a state of shock
'Cause I made it for about two weeks
Then he sent me a bill that knocked me flat off the wagon
And back down on my feet
I said, "no deal, you can't sell that stuff to me!"
Oh no deal, I'm going back to Tennessee
I said, "no deal, you can't sell that stuff to me!"
Oh no deal, I'm going back to Tennessee
Well, I come through this life a stumbler, my friends
I expect to die that way



It could be twenty years from now
It could be most any day
But if there ain't no whiskey and women, Lord
Behind them heavenly doors
I'm gonna take my chances down below
And of that you can be sure
I said, "no deal, you can't sell that stuff to me!"
Oh no deal, I'm going back to Tennessee
I said, "no deal, you can't sell that stuff to me!"
Oh no deal, I'm going back to Tennessee

13951. No Depression In Heaven

No Depression In Heaven - Carter Family

For fear the hearts of men are failing,
For these are latter days we know
The Great Depression now is spreading,
God's word declared it would be so

   I'm going where there's no depression,
   To the lovely land that's free from care
   I'll leave this world of toil and trouble,
   My home's in Heaven, I'm going there

In that bright land, there'll be no hunger,
No orphan children crying for bread,
No weeping widows, toil or struggle,
No shrouds, no coffins, and no death

This dark hour of midnight nearing
And tribulation time will come
The storms will hurl in midnight fear
And sweep lost millions to their doom

13952. No Dope

David Rawlings
No Dope

No dope no pill
No drinkin' fill
Can tow this time of tears
No time alone away from home
Can take this out of years
Goodbye my love
Of pride and stuff
Hello my love I'm here
No old flame



For cryin' shame
Can carry cross this line
And no short cut
I'll tell you what
Can make this race seem mild
I'm gonna walk it yes I am
And I'm gonna take my time
I'm here
Though there's a breeze
Over empty seas
Captain me
No way no wonder of the world
Can make me change my mind
No medicine or heroine
Could makR me go sleep light
My old friend fear
Has disappRared
Hello my love I'm here
No dope no pill
No drinkin' fill
Can tow this time of tears

13953. No Doubt About It

No Doubt About It 
Flatt & Scruggs

Hmm I  think you're the sweetest thing 
And I like your talk
I like your curly hair honey and I like your walk
I like the way you hold me I like your eyes of blue
There's no doubt about it honey I'm in love with you
 
CHORUS: 
Oh, when you hold me, my poor heart skips a beat
Mmm, when you-kiss me, it knocks me off my feet
I like your little stories, I like everything you do
There's no doubt about it, I'm crazy over you 
 
Mmm, I  like the way you smile, I like your dimpled chin
I like to see you laugh, and I like to see you grin
I like the way you hold me, I like everything you do
There's no doubt, about it honey I'm in love with you
 
There's no doubt, about it, I'm crazy over you

13954. No Easy Way



Vince Gill - No Easy Way

From my room I can hear you laughing
You spend all your time with my best friend
Oh, I wish you knew how bad I've fallen for you
There's no way to know how things may end

Cause babe, I don't know where to start
Longing is the hardest part
There ain't no easy way into your heart

In my mind I can see us together
Crazy in love and paintin' the town
When you look at him I know there's no way I can win
I came running for you, would you turn me down?

Cause babe, I don't know where to start
Longing is the hardest part
There ain't no easy way into your heart

Babe, I don't know where to start
Longing is the hardest part
There ain't no easy way into your heart

Babe, I don't know where to start
Longing is the hardest part
There ain't no easy way into your heart

13955. No End Of Love

John Hartford - No End of Love

[Verse 1]
I'd like to go where you go
And see the things you see
I'd like to hear the sounds you hear
And breathe the air you breathe
And hurt for you in times of pain
And smile when things are right again
Love you like there was no end of love
No end of love

[Verse 2]
With you I'd like to do the things, that I have done before
But have a different meaning now
That wasn't there before
As if I started out a new
Just when I stumbled on to you
For now my dreams divide in two for you
No end to love

[Verse 3]
I'd like to sing the songs you sing
And play the games you play



I'd like to walk the road you walk
And let you lead the way
I'd like to get the notes you send
And keep you dry from a summer's rain
I love you like there was no end of love
No end of love

[Verse 4]
With you I'd like to do the things
That I have done before
That have a different meaning now
That wasn't there before
As if I started out anew
Just when I stumbled on to you
For now my dreams divide in two for you
No end of love

13956. No End To Heaven

IIIrd Tyme Out - No End to Heaven 

Life here will soon be ended
my burdens all laid down
We'll walk the streets of Heaven
and wear a golden crown

We'll meet our Lord in glory
and sing around the throne
the song of old acquaintance
with the loved ones who are gone

There'll be no end to Heaven
no more sad goodbyes
never no pain or sorrow
and noone will ever die
There we'll live forever
in the homeland of the souls
There'll be no end to Heaven
while the glad ages roll

There'll be no separation
and no more parting there
Our hearts will be contented
and there'll be no cause to fear

I'm layin' up my treasures
in the homeland up above
There is no end to Heaven
it's everlasting love

There'll be no end to Heaven
no more sad goodbyes
never no pain or sorrow



and noone will ever die
There we'll live forever
in the homeland of the souls
There'll be no end to Heaven
while the glad ages roll

There'll be no end to Heaven
no more sad goodbyes
never no pain or sorrow
and noone will ever die
There we'll live forever
in the homeland of the souls
There'll be no end to Heaven
while the glad ages roll

13957. No Expectations

No Expectations
Della Mae - Yonder Mountain String Band
John Hartford

[Verse 1]
Take me to the station
And put me on a train
I've got no expectations
To pass through here again

[Verse 2]
Once I was a rich man and
Now I am so poor
But never in my sweet short life
Have I felt like this before

[Verse 3]
Your heart is like a diamond
You throw your pearls at swine
And as I watch you leaving me
You pack my peace of mind

[Verse 4]
Oh, our love was like the water
That splashes on a stone
Our love is like our music
It's here, and then it's gone

[Verse 5]
So take me to the airport
And put me on a plane
I've got no expectations
To pass through here again

[Outro]
Oh, to pass through here again



Oh, to pass through here again

13958. No Future For Me In Our Past - Chords

No Future For Me In Our Past
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Leigh Dillard and Glenn Martin
[3/4 time]

C                 F
Word is around he walked out on you 
    G7                           C
And your world it shattered like glass 
                      F
I just found out that you're back in town 
    G7                          C
And searching for parts of your past
 
F             G7    F          C
You loved and lost  I lost and found
  F                    C
A new love I know will last 
   F                G7    C                F
If you're hoping to find  what you've left behind 
           C          G7        C
There's no future for me in our past
 
                       F
I know you're hurt and what you're going through 
G7                        C
I want what's hurting for you 
                                F
But there's not one thing in my past I can change 
G7               C
Even if I wanted to
 
Repeat #2

F          C          G7        C
There's no future for me in our past

13959. No Future in Sight

No Future in Sight 

The clock in your pocket keeps tickin'
But that don't get prayed to by me
I threw away all I was given
Just so that I could be free



I've got no future in sight
Time won't deny that I'm right
The past has always been bright
But I've got no future in sight

So, if for me you have come a-lookin'
You better knock with a gun in your hand
For boldness has started a journey
That only the graveyard will end

I've got no future in sight
Time won't deny that I'm right
The past has always been bright
But I've got no future in sight

I made love to my pretty wife this morning
Then I kissed my sleepin' babies goodbye
And have set forth upon those who decided
That this is the day I'd die

And I've got no future in sight
Time won't deny that I'm right
The past has always been bright
But I've got no future in sight

13960. No Future In The Past - Chords

No Future In The Past
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Carl Jackson and Vince Gill

C                         D7
I lie here tonight in the darkness
G7                 C
I've never felt so alone
                            D7
Tomorrow I'll wake up still lonesome
      G7                                  C   G7
Cause things haven't changed since you've gone
    C                           D7
You walked out with angry words spoken
     G7                       C
Your leaving cut right to the bone
                                 D7
I'll pick up the pieces you have broken
G7                      C
Find the strength to go on
Am      D7            G7           C
I still remember when my arms once held her
    F           G7       C
How long do old memories last
    Am      D7        G7        C



Why can't I forget it can't I admit it
F              G7            C
There ain't no future in the past
repeat last verse
    Am      D7        G7        C
Why can't I forget it can't I admit it
F              G7            C
There ain't no future in the past

13961. No Good Way Of Saying Good-bye

Dolly Parton - No Good Way Of Saying Good-bye 

The truth is too painful
This moment too real
Saying good-bye
But loving you still
Too late to start over
We've tried that before
And I just don't have it in me
To try anymore
Chorus:
But I know I'll miss you
And I know I'll cry
I know you loved me
And I know you've tried
It's the hardest thing
I'll ever do in my life
But I know no good way
Of saying good-bye
2nd Chorus:
I know I'll miss you
And I know I'll cry
I know you loved me
And I know I'll ask why
I know I'll have moments
When I'll want to die
But I know no good way
Of saying good-bye
Tag:
And the longest night
I'll ever spend will be tonight
'Cause I know no good way of saying

13962. No Hablo Espanol

Keller Williams - No Hablo Espanol

Yo no hablo espanol



Muy, muy penquena
No se que pasa
Donde esta mi amiga?
Adios, uno dos, tres y cuatro
Entrada y bailar, y San Louis Obismo
Y San Francisco, Orlando, San Antonio
Ontario, jueves el rancho

Yo ti quero mi chiquita 
Mi mamacita
She me gusta burrito, margarita, y Puente y Tito
Do the salsa y rhumba
Es musica Latina
She me gusta de grammon yeah
De cafe, no no ye-yo

Yo tiquero mi chiquita 
Mi mamacita
Mi no tiquero no vino, no, no tequila, no cerveza
No nacho el grande, si, si Chalupa
Yo chiquero mi chiquita
me esposa

13963. No Hard Feelings

The Avett Brothers - No Hard Feelings 

When my body won't hold me anymore
And it finally lets me free
Will I be ready

When my feet own't walk another mile
And my lips give their last kiss goodbye
Will my hands be steady

When i lay down my fears, my hopes and my doubts
The rings on my fingers the keys to my house
With no hard feelings

When the sun hangs low in the west 
And the light in my chest won't be kept
Held a day any longer

When the jealousy fades away and it's ash and dust 
the cash and what and it's just hallelujah
and lvoe in thout love in the wrods
love in the songs they sing in the church 
and no hard feelings

Lord knows they haven't done
much good for anyone
can be afraid and cold
with so much to have and hold



When my body won't hold me anymore
And it finally let's me free
Where will I go

Will the trade winds take me south 
Through georgia train tropical rain 
A snow from the heavens

Will i join in the ocean blue or run into a savior true
And shake hands laughing
And walk through the night
Straight to the light 
Holding a love ive known in my life
And no hard feelings

Lord knows they haven't done
Much good for anyone
Can't be afraid and cold
With so much to have and hold

Under the perfect sky
I'm finally learning why
It matters for me and you
To say it and mean it to 
The life that is loveliness
And all of it's ugliness
Good as it's been to me 

I have no enemies
I have no enemies
I have no enemies
I have no enemies

13964. No Hard Times - Chords

No Hard Times
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Jimmie Rodgers

C                                                   C7
I got a barrel of flour Lord I got a bucket of lard 
        F                                      C
I got a barrel of flour Lord I got a bucket of lard
      G7                                  C
Ain't got no blues got chickens in my backyard
                                                C7
I got corn in my crib cotton growin' in my patch
      F                                    C
I got corn in my crib cotton growin' in my patch
  G7                                                     C
I got that old hen a sittin' waitin' for that old hen to hatch
            G7        C



Yodel-lee-o hard time blues
                                                       C7
I'm gonna hitch up my mule and take a holt of my lines
          F                                      C
I'm gonna hitch up my mule and take a holt of my lines
  G7                                      C
I can't be bothered with all the old hard times
                                                       C7
I'm gonna build me a shanty Lord I'm gonna settle down
          F                                       C
I'm gonna build me a shanty Lord I'm gonna settle down
    G7                                            C
Get me a corn fed momma and Lordy quit a runnin a'round
                                            C7
I can make more money with my pick and plow
      F                                C
I can make more money with my pick and plow
     G7                                      C
With my one-eyed mule and my good ole Jersey cow
            G7        C
Yodel-lee-o hard time blues

13965. No Hiding Place Down Here

No Hiding Place Down Here
Blue & Lonesome - Flatt & Scruggs

Sister Mary she wears a golden chain
Sister Mary she wears a golden chain
Sister Mary she wears a golden chain
On every link there's Jesus name
There's no hiding place down here

   There's no hiding place down ground
   There's no hiding place down ground
   Well I run to the rocks and I hide my face
   The rocks cried out No hiding place
   There's no hiding place down here

I'll pitch tent on the old camp ground
I'll pitch tent on the old camp ground
I'll pitch tent on the old camp ground
I'll give old Satan old more round
There's no hiding place down here

Oh the devil he wears a hypocrite's shoe
The devil he wears a hypocrite's shoe
The devil wears hypocrite's shoe
If you don't watch he'll slip it on you
There's no hiding place down here



13966. No Home - Chords

No Home 
The Blue Sky Boys

[Verse]
 
F
Once I was happy with
  Bb              F
a heart free from care.
      F                  C
Had a daddy and mommy so sweet,
F
Dog and a doggy and
Bb            F
playthings so dear
    F             C           F
And stockings and shoes on my feet
    F
But now through this world
       Bb      F
I must wander alone,
F                       C
begging for pennies and bread.
    F                   Bb
For I have no daddy nor momma
    F                 C         F
nor home, no place to pillow my head.
 
[Chorus]
 
Bb              F
No home (no home), No home (No home)
F                     C
No place to pillow my head
F
The day seems so sad and
    Bb          F
the night is so lone,
      F         C         F
since daddy and momma are dead
 
[Verse]
 
  F
I long for those hands
   Bb         F
so gentle and warm...
     F                  C
that tuck me away in my bed
  F
I miss that sweet voice



         Bb      F
and that lullaby song
   F             C           F
at night when my prayers are said.
   F
No one was so kind
       Bb         F
and so gentle and true.
   F                          C
No treasure so precious could be.
     F
In a beautiful garden
   Bb      F
in Heaven above,
  F           C           Fm
I know she is waiting for me.
 
[Chorus]
 
Bb              F
No home (no home), No home (No home)
F                     C
No place to pillow my head
F
The day seems so sad and
    Bb          F
the night is so lone,
      F         C         F
since daddy and momma are dead
 
[Instrumental Interlude]
 
[Verse]
 
   F                    Bb       F
My daddy is resting far over the sea,
       F
in the fields where the
             C
poppies peek through.
F
Marked by the cross
         Bb              F
with the trines of green leaves,
  F        C           F
beside his comrades so true.
    F                       Bb      F
His soul it has gone to the father above.
        F                       C
May his slumber be peaceful and sweet.
    F                  Bb       F
The battle is over for him over there.
    F         C         F
The bugle has sounded retreat.
 
[Chorus]
 



Bb              F
No home (no home), No home (No home)
F                     C
No place to pillow my head
F
The day seems so sad and
    Bb          F
the night is so lone,
      F         C         F
since daddy and momma are dead
 
[Verse]
 
F
Once I was happy with
  Bb              F
a heart free from care.
      F                  C
Had a daddy and mommy so sweet,
F
Dog and a doggy and
Bb            F
playthings so dear
    F             C           F
And stockings and shoes on my feet
    F
But now through this world
       Bb      F
I must wander alone,
F                       C
begging for pennies and bread.
    F                   Bb
For I have no daddy nor momma
    F                 C         F
nor home, no place to pillow my head.
 
[Chorus]
 
Bb              F
No home (no home), No home (No home)
F                     C
No place to pillow my head
F
The day seems so sad and
    Bb          F
the night is so lone,
      F         C         F
since daddy and momma are dead

13967. No Home To Go Home To

No Home To Go Home To
Blue Highway



I grew up in a small town, had all those small town dreams
'bout a wife and family and all those simple things
I watched Mom and Daddy struggle, they did the best that they could do
To make sure we had a home to go home to

Daddy was a long haul trucker, Momma was a good house wife
Can't really lay the blame on either one of them, they both started gettin' lonely at night
After fifteen years of marriage they decided they were through
And all at once we had no home to go home to

A house don't make a home, that's what Mom would always say
It's nothing but a building once true love fades away
You might live in a mansion all fancy and new
And still not have a home to go home to

Well I made myself a promise if I ever left this town
I'd find someone I really loved and do my best to settle down
But life can sure be funny, can play some real strange tricks on you
Now I'm growin' old with no home to go home to

A house don't make a home, that's what Mom would always say
It's nothing but a building once true love fades away
You might live in a mansion all fancy and new
And still not have a home to go home to

13968. No Idea

No Idea
Greensky Bluegrass

We've been skippin' around blind
Somebody's probably gonna lose an eye
Pokin' around in the dark
Somebody always gets fucked

We're all drivin' cars drunk
One of us is gonna end up locked up
Tossin' around all the blame
We're all going down on someone else's dime

We have no idea
We have lots of ideas
We buried away our fear with ambition
We discovered what we fear with ambition

We're carving a name
Somebody's gonna look back at where we've been
But we're walking so light
Nobody's gonna know where we were today

We have no idea
We have lots of ideas



We buried away our fear with ambition
We discovered what we fear with ambition

We've been gettin' stoned all day
Somebody needs to write this down
And I've been singin' my whole life
Nobody's sayin' which part I can't get right

We have no idea
We have lots of ideas
We buried away our fear with ambition
We discovered what we fear with ambition

Raisin' our debts to fill the space
Somebody's gonna come take this away
And we're losing our stuff
Who's gonna be left to sort shit out

We have no idea
We have lots of ideas
We buried away our fear with ambition
We discovered what we fear with ambition

We buried away our fear with ambition
We discovered what we fear with ambition

13969. No Kinda Dancer

Robert Earl Keen - No Kinda Dancer 

The first of the month
Brings back the notion
Of a big round white dance hall
And a cool summer night
Red cherry faces set black shoes in motion
To the oom pa pa rythym of a German delight

And I tried hard to tell you I was no kinda dancer
'Took my hand to prove I was wrong
You guided me gently
Though I thought I could never
We were dancing together at the end of the song

A taught little bald man
Like a German war hero
With buxom matrons to a quick John Paul Jones
Drapes of crepe paper
A ball made of mirrors
Cast shiny reflections on a brass slide trombone

And I tried hard to tell you I was no kinda dancer
'Took my hand to prove I was wrong
You guided me gently



Though I thought I could never
We were dancing together at the end of the song

A man was still dancing
With his phantom partner
Though the band had quit playing
At the evening's end
And it made me feel lucky that I had a partner
To teach me the dance steps
And come back again

And I tried hard to tell you I was no kinda dancer
'Took my hand to prove I was wrong
You guided me gently
Though I thought I could never
We were dancing together at the end of the song

And I tried hard to tell you...
'Took my hand to prove I was wrong
You guided me gently
Though I thought I could never
We were dancing together at the end of the song

13970. No Leg Left

Yonder Mountain String Band
No Leg Left

[Verse 1]
Took a long ride on two-hundred-eighty horses and
More than a ton of steel
Searching these old mountain trees for anything to ease the mess I'm feelin'
And the lines that swerve where the river curves stir a little hope up in my soul
Wouldn't you know that I don't know
The way my thoughts roll

[Chorus]
You tell me I need to figure my own mind
And I figure I will in time
Just in time to be too late
You've had all you can take
And I've got no leg left to stand on

[Verse 2]
I'm a man child, you already know
Running free as a banjo roll
Getting by, picking, choosing
Life gets real so I don't do it
And I've tried to own every need I've known
Some have grown out of control
And all this trying to keep my youth from dying
Really takes its toll



[Chorus]
You tell me I need to figure my own mind
And I figure I will in time
Just in time to be too late
You've had all you can take
And I've got no leg left to stand on
[Bridge]
Why do I keep on trying
To live more than one life at a time?

[Verse 3]
So watch me sink or watch me rise
Baby, look me in the eyes
If all that's left is just to leave
Baby, leave me on my knees
Yeah, all the questions, so much doubt
It's just a mountain to dig myself out of
'Cause you're in my soul
That much I know

[Chorus]
You tell me I need to figure my own mind
And I figure I will in time
Just in time to be too late
You've had all you can take
And I've got no leg left to stand on
I ain't got no leg left to stand on
Ain't got no leg left to stand on

13971. No Letter In The Mail

No Letter In The Mail
Bill Monroe - Ralph Stanley

No answer to my love letter
To sooth my achin heart
Why did God ever permit
True love like ours to part

   No letter in the mail today
   No answer from my love
   Nobody knows what I've been through
   No one but God above

This is what I wrote to her
I know I'm to blame
Let me prove my love for you
Then I'll sign my name

I'm walking down this lonesome road
Travellin while I pine
If there's no letter in the box
I'll leave this world behind



13972. No Lighted Windows

No Lighted Windows
Sean Watkins - No Lighted Windows

I've had enough of these gray streets
Endless and empty
It's always dusk and there's no noon
There's no midnight
I can't recall when i arrived
Or how i got here
But i've been in this town for way too long
A graveyard has more cheer
I wandered around looking for life
But i found no one
Save this queue of a nervous few
But i wouldn't count them
I'm not going back to
Those gray streets where there's
No lighted windows

13973. No Lonesome Tune

No Lonesome Tune
Peter Rowan

Well I ain't gonna sing no lonesome tune
Oh, Babe, I'm coming soon
I cannot believe I stayed so long away.
But a man must look around
And you're the sweetest thing I've found
Your lost high roller's rolling home today.

Well my daddy said to me
Son, it's hard as you will see
To find someone upon whom to rely.
And in the kitchen Mama sneezed
And he grinned big as you please
Said "Bless you" and a tear come to his eye.

Well I did decide that very day
That I would like to live that way
And now I know I've just been wasting time.
It's with you that I should be
And if you feel the same about me
Well I'm headed home along the straightest line.

I ain't gonna sing no lonesome tune
Oh, Baby, I'm coming soon



I cannot believe I stayed so long away.
But a man must look around
And you're the sweetest thing I've found
Your lost high roller's rolling home today.

13974. No Longer A Sweetheart Of Mine - Chords

Chris Hillman   No Longer A Sweetheart Of Mine
written by by Don Reno/Fred Swift/Red Smiley

D  G  A  D
 
D                            A
We are saying goodbye dear forever 
                               D
I'm  leaving your false love behind 
D                               G
Every promise you made has been broken 
           A                     D
You're no longer a sweetheart of mine 
D                         A
I wanted someone true and faithful 
A                             D
For  that's the way it had to be 
D               D7         G
You wanted your honky-tonk life dear 
          A                      D
You're no longer a sweetheart to me 
   A                        D     
Go back to the bar down the street dear 
    A                           D
And stay with your honky-tonk kind 
   D7                             G
Go back to the life you've been living 
          A                      D
You're no longer a sweetheart of mine 

SOLO

D                              A
>From a bottle to a ride in the moonlight 
                                     D
And  the arms of the first man you see 
D              D7             G
Another victim added to your list dear 
          A                      D
You're no longer a sweetheart to me 
                           A
I will never pretend to be happy 
A                         D
Until a true love I shall find 
        D7                   G
For you lived a lie from the start dear 



          A                       D
You're no longer a sweetheart of mine 
   A                        D     
Go back to the bar down the street dear 
    A                           D
And stay with your honky-tonk kind 
   D7                             G
Go back to the life you've been living 
          A                      D
You're no longer a sweetheart of mine 
   D7                             G
Go back to the life you've been living 
          A                      D
You're no longer a sweetheart of mine 

>From Chris Hillman & Herb Pedersen "Way Out West"
Back Porch Records 2002
Fort Knox Music(BMI)/Trio Music(BMI)

13975. No Love Have I - Chords

No Love Have I
Buck Owens

Capo 1
Intro: G-D7-G

G C G D7
A man can be happy without money, but he must have some love in his life
 G C G D7 G
I've lost you and now I'm so lonely, lonely cause no love have I
 C G A D7
I'd trade my life for a beggar, if he had someone close by his side
 G C G D7 G
Sometimes I can't keep from crying, crying cause no love have I

Solo Steel: G-D7-G

G C G D7
I know that I must keep on living, but it's so hard to hold my hand high
 G C G D7 G
My worldly possessions mean nothing, nothing cause no love have I
 C G A D7 
I hope you'll be happy in your world, I've wondered since we've said goodbye
 G C G D7 G
I've prayed that you'll always have someone and never say no love have I

13976. No Love In Arkansas (The Ring)



No Love In Arkansas (The Ring)
Darrell Scott - No Love In Arkansas (The Ring)

when first i took the ring off
i was surprised to see
another ring just underneath
as white as snow can be
through rich and poor, sickness and health
until the day we die
oh, the day i took the ring off
i lay right down and cried

oh mother if you're listening
please say a prayer for me
i love a lovely lady
from the green hills of tennessee
i know jesus loves a sinner
he must love me most of all
tell brenda i am sorry
but there's no love for me in arkansas
no love in arkansas

that mississippi river
it's muddy and it's wide
and you can't see what you're leaving
 til you look back from the other side
and there i saw the years i'd spent
and all the years i'd left to go
i took that ring from my finger
and through it in the muddy mississippi river down below

oh mother if you're listening
please say a prayer for me
i love a lovely lady
from the green hills of tennessee
i know jesus loves a sinner
he must love me most of all
tell brenda i am sorry
but there's no love for me in arkansas

13977. No Love Left

Dolly Parton - No Love Left 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writer Bill Owens

There's no love left our love's beyond help
Why do we keep on tryin' when there's no love left
The feeling we felt for each other for a long time now has been dying
We'd both be better off without each other
We can't bring it back to life why do we keep trying
There's no love left...
When love is gone it's gone and you can't bring it back
When the warm sun goes down it turns cold



We both might as well just accept the fact there's nothing warm left for us to
hold
There's no love left...
There's no love left...

13978. No Man - Chords

No Man
Avett Brothers - No Man

[Intro]
 
e/---------------/-----------/-----------/-----------/
B/-0-------------/-----------/-----------/-----------/
G/---2-0h2-0-----/-0-----0---/-0-----0---/-0-----0---/
D/-----------2---/---0h2---2-/---0h2---2-/---0h2---2-/
A/-------------3-/-----------/-----------/-----------/
E/---------------/-----------/-----------/-----------/
 
e/---------------/-------------/-------------/------------/
B/---------------/-------------/-------------/------------/
G/-0-2/4-2p0-----/--0-----0----/--0-----0----/-0----------/
D/-----------2p0-/----0h2---2--/----0h2---2--/---2-0------/
A/---------------/-------------/-------------/-------2----/
E/---------------/-------------/-------------/---------3--/
 
/ h   Hammer-on
/ p   Pull-off
/ /   Slide up
 
 
[Chorus]
               G
There ain't no man-can save me
 
There ain't no man-can enslave me
                                                         D
Ain't no man or men that can change the shape my soul is in
        C            G            D                G
There ain't nobody here who can cause me pain or raise my fear
      C                   D
Cause I got only love to share
             C                    D                    G       G
If you're looking for truth I'm proof you'll find it there
 
 
[Verse 1]
                     C                   G
You got to serve something, ain't that right?
                 D                         G
I know it gets dark, but there's always a light
                   C                       G
You don't have to buy in to get into the club



              D            D
Trade your worries
                C                   G
You gotta show up if you wanna be seen
                  D                    G
If it matters to you ma, it matters to me
 
D
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
                    C                  G
I'm going to fall hard, yeah I know I am
                       D
When the crowds crack up, I laugh with them
 
 
[Chorus]
                G
There ain't no man-can save me
 
There ain't no man-can enslave me
                                                         D
Ain't no man or men that can change the shape my soul is in
        C            G            D                G
There ain't nobody here who can cause me pain or raise my fear
      C                   D
Cause I got only love to share
             C                    D                    G
If you're looking for truth I'm proof you'll find it there
 
 
[Verse 2]
                   C                     G
You say you look funny, I say you're a star
                 D                   G
I say you're whatever you think you are
              C                     G
Watch the naysayers fall right in line
                            D N.C.
If we believe that they'll say, "she is so pretty; he is so fine"
 
 
[Chorus]
                G
There ain't no man-can save me
 
There ain't no man-can enslave me
                                              D
Ain't no man or men that can change the shape my soul is in
        C            G            D                G
There ain't nobody here who can cause me pain or raise my fear
      C                   D
Cause I got only love to share
             C                    D                    G
If you're looking for truth I'm proof you'll find it there
 



 
[Bridge]
                C                    G
You got to go somewhere, ain't that true?
                    D             G
Not a whole lotta time for me or you
                     C           G                   D
Got a whole lotta reasons to be mad; let's not pick one
             C                       G
I live in a room at the top of the stairs
                       D                G
I got my windows wide open and nobody cares
                C                    G                         D
And I got no choice but to get right up when the song comes through
 
 
[Chorus]
                G
There ain't no man-can save me
 
There ain't no man-can enslave me
                                                         D
Ain't no man, or men that can change the shape my soul is in
        C            G            D                G
There ain't nobody here who can cause me pain or raise my fear
      C                   D
Cause I got only love to share
             C                    D                    G
If you're looking for truth I'm proof you'll find it there
             C                    D                    G
If you're looking for truth I'm proof you'll find it there
             C                    D                    G
If you're looking for truth I'm proof you'll find it there

13979. No Man's Mama

Carolina Chocolate Drops
No Man's Mama

You may wonder what's the reason
For this great big smile
Say, I haven't been so happy
For the longest while
Got a big load off my mind
Here's the papers, sealed and signed
And the judge was nice and kind
All through the trial
This ends the five-year war
I am myself once more

I can go where I please, I can come when I please
I can flit, fly and flutter like the birds in the trees
Because I'm no man's mamma now



I can do what I like, I can say what I like
I'm a gal who is on a matrimonial strike
Because I'm no man's mamma now

I'm screamin', "There, I know how
A fella feels gettin' out of jail"
I've got twin beds
And I take pleasure in announcin' one's for sale

Am I makin' it plain? I will never again
Drag around another ball and chain
Because, I'm no man's mamma now

I can smile, I can wink, I can go take a drink
And I don't have to worry what my hubby will think
Because, I'm no man's mamma now
Are you gettin' it yet?

I can spend what I choose, I can play and sing the blues
And there's nobody messing with my ones and my twos
Because, I'm no man's mamma now

I'll tell you there was a time
I used to think that men were grand
No more for mine
I've gone and labeled my apartment "No Man's Land"

I got rid of my cat, cause my cat's name was Pat
Won't even have a mailbox in my flat
Because, I'm no man's mamma now

Am I makin' it plain? I will never again
Drag around another ball and chain
Because, I'm no man's mamma now

13980. No Matter

Richard Thompson - No Matter

No matter what you say, I believe
I don't see [?] up your sleep
Can't you see me smile?
Just the shadow of a frown?
Even if wanting you would tear my mansion down

No matter what you say, my head's in the sink
Born yesterday, I don't think
I've seen it all before
Love [?]
Contemplating suicide before the tide has turned

And I can leave my life like Shakespeare on the run



Some lads are [?] won't come

I'm living on fantasy
Real life's too good for me
Let me disappear from here
And be no one

No matter what you say, do you need me?
Doesn't mean you'll stay, doesn't mean that you'll leave
'Cause every body bleeds
And everybody cries
Now it's time for bandages and rags to dry our eyes

I'm living on fantasy
Real life's too good for me
Let me disappear from here
And be no one

No matter what you say, I believe
I believe
I believe
I believe
I believe

13981. No Matter How High

No Matter How High
Oak Ridge Boys - No Matter How High

When I was a young boy I would dream about life
And wonder just how sweet it would be
But baby I got lucky when I met you that night
Now you'll always have this promise from me.

No matter how high I get,
I'll always look up to you,
You'll always be number one,
I'll settle for number two.
You've always been there for me
Baby, I must confess
I'll always look up to you
No matter how high I get.

Up here on the mountain it gets crazy sometimes,
So crazy I don't know what to do.
When I've had it up to here with all of their lies
I can count on you to tell me the truth.

No matter how high I get,
I'll always look up to you,
You'll always be number one,
I'll settle for number two.
You've always been there for me



Baby, I must confess
I'll always look up to you
No matter how high I get.

You are the one that turned me around,
You help me keep my feet on the ground.

No matter how high I get,
I'll always look up to you,
You'll always be number one,
I'll settle for number two
You've always been there for me
Baby, I must confess
I'll always look up to you
No matter how high.

No matter how high I get,
I'll always look up to you,
You'll always be number one,
I'll settle for number two
You've always been there for me
Baby, I must confess
I'll always look up to you
No matter how high.

No matter how high I get,
I'll always look up to you,
You'll always be number one,
I'll settle for number two.
You've always been there for me
Baby, I must confess
I'll always look up to you
No matter how high I get.

13982. No Matter What Happens My Darling

Ernest Tubb 
No Matter What Happens My Darling

Now the fate takes us both to the crossroads
It seems that we two have to part
No matter what happens, my darling
You'll always be close to my heart

If troubles and cares overtake you
Whatever your sorrows may be
No matter what happens, my darling
I want you to please call on me

I'll always be ready to guide you
If destiny leads you astray
No matter what happens, my darling
My heart's with you each night and day



So remember that you're always with me
In memory you'll be by my side
No matter what happens, my darling
You'll still be my true love and bride

13983. No Memories Hanging 'Round

No Memories Hanging 'Round
Emmylou Harris & Rodney Crowell

You don't want no more heartaches
I don't want no teardrops
What else is left to talk about?
I ain't yours, you ain't mine
The songs don't fit and the words don't rhyme
Old memories keep standing in the way
You lost her, I lost him
Two old hearts just want love again
They don't need no memories hanging 'round

Since she's gone, it don't feel right
I'm better off left alone at night
I ain't faking feeling far away
The days just come and disappear
You can't talk and I don't hear
It don't make no difference anyway
Because I lost her, you lost him
Two old hearts just want love again
They don't need no memories hanging 'round

'Cause I want her (and I need him)
Two old fires just won't burn again
They don't need no memories hanging 'round
No we don't keep no memories hanging 'round

13984. No Mistakes - Chords

No Mistakes 
Darin & Brooke Aldridge

[Intro]
Am  Dm  Am  Dm  Am  Dm  Am  Dm
 
[Verse 1]
Dm     Am               F
When I break instead of bend
  C                             G
I try to tell myself I won't do that again



      Am                        F
Swear I'll change then like the wind
     C                               G
I go back and do the same thing only different
      Dm              Am                F
Every battle scar and broken heart that has to be
     Dm                  C             F
Is a lesson learned that I have earned 'cause I believe
 
 
[Chorus]
F         C     Dm
There are no mistakes
C                                         Dm
Even when you think you're lost along the way
     C            Dm
Just let go, have faith
Am                    G            F
We are right where we need to be today
          C      Dm        C  Dm
There are no mistaa--aakes
 
 
[Verse 2]
Dm     Am               F
No one wants to lose control
    C                                Dm
Sometimes the hardest thing to do is letting go
          Am            F
When it's out of my own hands
  C                            Dm
I may not ever know or have to understand
                              Am             F
Because a heart will know the answer if it's listening
         Dm              Am               F
There is comfort when we hear what God is whispering
 
 
[Chorus]
F         C     Dm
There are no mistakes
C                                         Dm
Even when you think you're lost along the way
     C            Dm
Just let go, have faith
Am                    G            F
We are right where we need to be today
          C        Dm      C  Dm
There are no mista--aakes
 
 
[Bridge]
Am                  G
I can be shaken and I may feel broken
    F
And I will be lonely now and then
Am                       G



You have the power, your love makes me stronger
Dm                               F
You have shown me time and time again
 
 
[Chorus]
F         C     Dm
There are no mistakes
C                                         Dm
Even when you think you're lost along the way
     C            Dm
Just let go, have faith
Am                    G            F
We are right where we need to be today
          C     Dm
There are no mistakes
C                                         Dm
Even when you think you're lost along the way
         C        Dm
Just let go, have faith
Am                    G            F
We are right where we need to be today
Am                    G          F
We don't ever have to really be afraid
          C        Dm      C  Dm
There are no mista--aakes
          C        Dm      C  Dm
There are no mista--aakes
 
 
[Outro]
C  Dm  F  Dm  C

13985. No More Frowns

No More Frowns
Sierra Ferrell

Something 'bout that midnight moon, downtown life
And all the tourists taking in the sights
Sidewalk salt' glistening' from the rain
Never' mind that, oh oh
Never mind that' know your place

Come here, come here
Say something to me

No more frowns for you
I'm gonna see you smile
You give me deja vu, and
I don't know what to do

No more frowns for you



I'm gonna see you smile
Well now you, you give me deja vu
Sweetheart, I don't know what to do

13986. No More Fun

Greensky Bluegrass 
No More Fun

Left my coat
In some kind of statement
Tried to make a scene
But now I'm walking cold

Let you fall
On untied shoes
Learn to stay out
I'm tired of telling you what to do

This is no fun anymore

No time asking
Whose place for more?
Cuz everybody's hungry
When there's plenty to spare

We all long for
Nothing to lose
Ain't nobody's business
Who's turn to choose

This is no fun anymore

Song unheard
Left out of tune
Sung in silence
For the meaning of the words

No one came
Or ever asked
Pieces left used
Cuz nothing can last

This isn't any fun anymore

13987. No More Lonely Nights

No More Lonely Nights



No more lonely night
No more sad goodbyes
Now that you're mine
There'll be no more lonely nights
The rain just cleared this morning
You can see almost a hundred miles
Through the warm clean air
It's been years I sweat
And I can wake-up
Feeling easy now
And take it with a smile
Cause I'm the only one
In her eyes
In her eyes

No more lonely nights
Bring on that old moonlight
What I thought I'd lost forever
Just walked back in sight
No more lonely nights
No more sad goodbyes
Now that you're mine
There'll be no more lonely nights

All there broken hearted people
Just keep knocking on my door
I know that long sad face
They're all over the place
And as for me
I'm falling deep in love
I'm finally off the floor
And there'll be no more heartaches
Anyomre
Nevermore

* Refrain

13988. No More The Moon Shines On Lorena

No More The Moon Shines On Lorena

Way down upon the old plantation
Old Massey used to own me as a slave
He had a yeller gal he called Lorena
And we courted where the wild bananas waved

For long years there we courted
And we were as happy as one
And my hard work for did Massey
And the happiness of life had just begun

   No more the moon shines on Lorena
   As we'd sit and watch the coons among the corn



   And the possums laying on the wild bananas
   And the old owl a hootin like a horn

One day I called to see my dear Lorena
I thought she would meet me at the gate
But they took her away to old Virginy
And left me to mourn for her fate

For years I have longed to see her
And the thoughts of her was ever in my head
One day Massey read me a letter
Telling me the Lorena she was dead

But I know that her soul has gone to heaven
And there she is ever free from pain
And to her a brighter crown is given
And no more she will wear the darkie's chain

13989. No More To Be Lonesome

No More To Be Lonesome

Way down in old Georgia deep down in the pines
I left my sweet children my home and my wife
I rambled all over this country you see
I wound up a loner out on the high seas

    Out on the high waters where the cold wind blows
    I'll always be lonesome for the ones I love most
    But beneath the blue waters my body they'll find
    No more to lonesome for those left behind

She never loved me and pushed me aside
I still long to see her and be by her side
My children are angels and mean all to me
But a dear lovin father she won't let me be

13990. No More To Leave You Behind

No More To Leave You Behind - Infamous Stringdusters

Riding at night through the wind and rain.
Trying to find my way home.
This weary traveller's been gone to long.
I return, never more to roam.

I've seen big city lights and miles of highway.
White lines they never seem to end.
But they light the way to a beautiful place



Back to see my best friend

And this road is lonesome and I'm feeling blue,
And I can't get you off of my mind.
When I get back, babe, I'm gonna stay,
No more to leave you behind.

The silhouette of tree tops they flash by the window.
Been down this road a hundred times before.
I can drive it in my sleep from here to our cabin.
The sign says just twenty miles more.

The road I travel, it leads to your door.
You know that's where I wanna be.
Now I can see a light in the window of a cabin.
And a little girl that's waitin' there for me.

13991. No More Trains To Ride

No More Trains To Ride
(Merle Haggard)

I was raised in Santa Fe
Reefer in little California town
Three door down from the railroad track
Where they set the old boxcar down.

Born the son of a railroad man
Who rode 'em until he died
I'd like to live like my daddy did
But there's no more trains to ride.

No, no more trains to ride
No more trains to ride
I'd like to live like my daddy did
But there's no more trains to ride.

--- Instrumental ---

I learned to be a guitar picker
Singing and strummin' long
Songs like Hobo Bill's Last Ride
I love the good ramblin' song.

Bill was the son of a rambling man
Who rambled until he died
I'd like to live like Billy did
But there's no more trains to ride,

No, no more trains to ride
No more trains to ride
I'd like to live like my daddy did
But there's no more trains to ride...



13992. No More You and Me

No More You And Me
(Merle Haggard)

Today something told me not to call you
But with trembling hands I dialed the telephone
And as it rang the seventh time
I knew I'd lost what once was mine
There'll be no more you and me from now on
There'll be no more you and me there'll be only misery
Cause you and him me and loneliness but no more you and me
I don't have to see his arms wrapped around you
To know you've chosen him instead of me
But just to know you'd be with him I called the place you'd been
I had to verify the thing I couldn't see
There'll be no more you and me...

13993. No Mother In This World

No Mother In This World
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

I have no mother in this world no mother in my home
The place don't seem the same to me since mother she has gone
No mother in this world today no one to call my hand
No one here to care for me till we meet in the promised land

I never shall forget the day my mother said farewell
How I miss her in this world no one but god can tell
No mother in this world...

13994. No Mother Or Dad

No Mother Or Dad
Flatt & Scruggs

Now Brother and I are all alone
We have no place to call our home
It will never be like home no more
Till we meet them on that other shore 

   Oh Mother dear and Daddy too
   We wish that we were there with you
   It's not the same since you're away
   We'll see you Mother and Dad some day 



Now Mother and Dad was old you know
It hurt us so to see them go
It's not the same since they are gone
Oh Mother and Dad we're so alone

Our little home will tumble down
Since Mother and Dad are not around
What is a home without a friend
I'll can never go back home again

13995. No New Friends Please

Tom T Hall - No New Friends Please

[Chorus:]
I'd like to be your friend but think of all the friends I've been
I never thought there'd come a day, I never thought I'd hear me say
I'd disappoint you in the end
No new friends please, no new friends for me

[Verse 1:]
Memories of old acquaintances keep on coming back
Some I met at garden parties, buddies, by the railroad track

[Chorus]

[Verse 2:]
What we are is self-appointed, there's nothing we can do
We'd lose touch with one another and that ain't fair to me or you

[Chorus]

13996. No News Is Good News

No News Is Good News
Pert Near Sandstone

Verse
I don't read the news
It just gives me the blues
It's never better than the day before
I don't care for CNN
Always kills the mood I'm in
Afraid to even open up the door
If you hear it on the radio
The world's becoming rubble
I'll spin the dial and try
To stay outta trouble



No news is good news
I've heard it said
Just tell me  good luck  instead

Verse
I don't turn my TV on
Answer the telephone
Or even open up thR shades
Threw away my newspapRrs
Too filled with dictators
This could surely be the end of days
Ignorance is bliss
I'm beginning to believe
I maybe an escapist but
From home I'm scared to leave
No news is good news
I've heard it said
Just tell me  good luck  instead

Bridge
Social media
I don't need ya
You're giving me anxiety
Shut down my computer
Facebook and Twitter
Somehow I still hear
The headline story

Outro
No news is good news
I've heard it said
Just tell me  good luck  instead

13997. No Next Time - Chords

No Next Time
Allison Moorer
 
Intro
B C#m E B
 
B                       C#m
You've finally gone and done it
E                     B
You broke it right in two
B                      C#m
There's no way you can fix it
   E             F#
So pocket your excuse
Eb                        G#m
Don't tell me that you're sorry
Eb                     E    F#
That'll only make it worse



B                    A
I'm tired of your stories
F#                 B
I know it word for word
 
 
B                    C#m
I make no bones about it
E                     B
Stupid is as stupid does
B                     C#m
I had to learn the hard way
E                          F#
You're a man that I can't trust
Eb                  G#m
If only I'd known sooner
Eb                   E     F#
I was going to be betrayed
B                   A
I would've left the first time
F#               B
I ever heard you say
 
Chorus
 
E                F#
I didn't mean to break your heart
Eb     G#m
I apologise
E                      F#
If you'll just give me one more chance
Eb                  G#m
There'll be no next time
   E             F#                B
I promise I will never break your heart
G#m       E        C#m
Again,   Again,   Again
 
Break
B  C#m  E  B
 
 
B                 C#m
Right now it's a hurting
E             B
But It'll be O.K.
B                      C#m
I'll pick up both the pieces
E            F#
And be on my way
Eb              G#m
You know that I love you
Eb            E    F#
That's been my mistake
B                    A
So before I go let's hear it
F#                      B



Once more for old times sake
 
 
Chorus
 
End Break
G#m  E  C#m to end

13998. No One

No One

I went to the old home where I once used to roam
And my playmates had every one gone
How sad and how drear no voice could I hear
There was no one to welcome me there

    No one to welcome me home
    No one to welcome me home
    How sad and how drear no voice could I hear
    There was no one to welcome me there

I wnt to the spring that was flowing so free
And there I drank of water so clear
And sadly this voice seemed to whisper to me
There is no one to welcome you here

    No one to welcome me home
    No one to welcome me home
    But when I behold those mansions above
    There'll be someone to welcome me home

13999. No One But My Darlin'

Bill Monroe - No One But My Darlin'

I'll never love no one else but my darlin'
Even though we both had to part
I'll never love no one else but my darlin'
Where ever she goes she'll always have my heart

As most people say absence makes the heart grow cold
But the kind of love we had each other's heart will hold
I'll never love no one else but my darlin'
As we travel down two different lonesome roads

I'll never let no one take your place my darlin'
For you know you meant the world to me
I'll never let no one tale your place my darlin'



For your love won't let my heart be free

14000. No One But You

Chris Thile - No One But You

Where is your love
Who are you not above

Your babies aren't born
Their mother won't return
The torch you're trying to carry burns
For no one but you

Play us a song
Show us where we belong

Our lovers nod their heads
But they'll never tell our kids
They wish they'd had the life you've lived
For no one but you

'Cause when it's time to go
You'll have so many things to show
To no one but you

14001. No One Can Love You Dear - Chords

No One Can Love You Dear
Lonesome River Band

Capo 3
G C G
I can't help but wonder if it could ever be
G C G
You'd put your little hand in mine and give your heart to me
G C G
I promise I'll be true to you and swear you'll never find
 G C G
No better man could love you, no better heart than mine

 G
You know that I have always loved you
 D G G7
I hope someday you'll love me too
 C G
Don't trust your heart to another
 G D G
No one can love you, dear, the way I do



G C G
Another's lips may kiss you, and promise to be true
G C G
He may bring you diamonds and pretty flowers too
G C G
When those flowers wilt and fade, diamonds fail to shine
G C G
You'll realize his love could never be as true as mine

14002. No One Else

No One Else
Desert Rose Band

When the mood is quiet somewhere usually late at night
I've got time to think about what you've been saying
If it looks like I don't listen doesn't mean that I don't care
In your heart you know I'll always be there

For the sake of conversation are you trying to release
All the feelings deep inside that you've been hiding
It used to be so easy to open up our hearts
We always had a silent understanding

What has tamed this burning fire that started long ago
What has taken our desire to believe
If we're meant to be together we should try to make it right
Holdin' on is all we've got today no one else should ever feel this way

( guitar )

I've forgotten more than many you've remembered quite a lot
That's why it really matters what we're saying
Don't be led astray by others always listen to your heart
The dreams we hold together are worth saving

What has tamed this burning fire...

( guitar - steel )

What has tamed this burning fire...
If we're meant to be together...

14003. No One Else

No One Else

Who could come from heaven



and be born of a virgin's womb?
What king would die for all man's sin
and be laid in a borrowed tomb?
What man could raise up from the dead
and ascend to heaven's throne?
No one else could do what He has done.
No one else could take the burdens from me.
No one else could melt this heart of stone.
It took Jesus and the blood He shed on Calvary.
No one else could do what He's done for me
Who's love could take a wicked heart
and make it white as snow?
Who's blood could take a ruined life
and make it pure and whole?
There is only one man
who can set a sinner free.
No one else could do what He's done for me.
No one else could take the burdens from me.
No one else could melt this heart of stone.
It took Jesus and the blood He shed on Calvary.
No one else could do what He's done for me
No one else could take the burdens from me.
No one else could melt this heart of stone.
It took Jesus and the blood He shed on Calvary.
No one else could do what He's done for me

14004. No One Feels My Hurt

Tom T Hall - No One Feels My Hurt

[Verse 1:]
One time when I was hurt so bad I thought that I would die
You held me in your gentle arms until it passed me by
No matter what the trouble is you help me see it through
No one feels my hurt the way you do

[Chorus:]
Anytime I'm hurtin' you hurt as much as I
I'm a man I'm not allowed so you're the one who cries
Somehow it seems the worst in me brings out the best in you
No one feels my hurt the way you do

[Verse 2:]
Well, you remember when I lost that job the one I liked so well
I got drunk and wrecked the car hmm I raised a lot of hell
I phoned some friends and I called their names and I guess I lost a few
But no one feels my hurt the way you do

[Chorus]



14005. No One Knows My Name

Gillian Welch - No One Knows My Name

Oh my mother was just a girl, seventeen
Oh my mother was just a girl, seventeen
And my dad was passin' through doing things a man will do
Oh my mother was just a girl, seventeen

It's a wonder that I'm in this world at all
It's a wonder that I'm in this world at all
And I have a life to claim though I really don't know my name
It's a wonder that I'm in this world at all

Ain't one soul in the whole world knows my name
Ain't one soul in the whole world knows my name
But it's written up in the sky and I'll see it by and by
Ain't one soul in the whole world knows my name

Well I had a good mother and dad just the same
Well I had a good mother and dad just the same
And they took me to their breast and they surely stood the test
Well I had a good mother and dad just the same

Ain't one soul in the whole world knows my name
Ain't one soul in the whole world knows my name
Just another baby born to a girl lost and lorn
Ain't one soul in the whole world knows my name

Now and then there's a lonesome thought in my mind
Now and then there's a lonesome thought in my mind
And on the crowded street I see a strangers face that looks like me
Now and then there's a lonesome thought in my mind

Ain't one soul in the whole world knows my name
Ain't one soul in the whole world knows my name
But I'll see it by and by cause it's written up in the sky
Ain't one soul in the whole world knows my name

14006. No One Like You (La)

Tommy Brown and the County Line Grass - No One Like You (La) 
Album: Leaving This Town

She left here just yesterday she left Kentucky for LA
She said now don't you worry you know I'll be back soon
As the tears filled her eyes I was trying hard not to cry
I kissed her one more time and said you know I'll wait for you

She said I'll call you when I get to Dallas
while I'm waiting on my next plane
All those miles may be between us
but there's no one like you in LA



It was love at first sight as soon as I saw her eyes
That's the moment I realized I needed her in my life
Her hair shined like gold she's got a smile that will never got old
I just know I had to make that LA girl mine

She said I'll call you when I get to Dallas
while I'm waiting on my next plane
All those miles may be between us
but there's no one like you in LA

I'm just sitting here by the phone waiting here all alone
I'll never understand why she done me this way
I never thought she'd break my heart I guess the miles tore us apart
All I'm left with now are the words she said that day

She said I'll call you when I get to Dallas
while I'm waiting on my next plane
All those miles may be between us
But there's no one like you in LA

14007. No One To Kiss Me Goodnight

No One To Kiss Me Goodnight

No one to kiss me goodnight
Alone I lay on my bed
Longing to hear from my darling
I'm praying tonight he's not dead

Viet Nam called, and he went to serve
As all true Americans do
Now he's in a strange land there fighting
Protecting the red, white and blue

* Refrain

I remember the day, that he said
For awhile, I must go far away
To fight for my loved ones and freedom
Just pray that I'll come back someday

* Refrain

I want for a letter each day
The postman keeps passing me by
That's why I'm so blue and so lonesome
And praying tonight, he won't die

* Refrain



14008. No One To Listen

No One to Listen
Mountain Heart - No One to Listen

I'm somewhere off 140 West
Heading to the coast of California more or less
Gotta show to do there come Sunday
Stopped off in this little quiet town
Found a bite to eat, a place to bed down
Yeah, I know it's getting late
But I couldn't sleep at all
And I didn't know who to call

I got an empty bed and a heavy heart
My whole live's wrapped up in this guitar
These hotel walls feel like cold dark prisons
I've got a brand new song and no one to listen

Guess you could say that I'm the lucky one
Chasing a dream off into the setting sun
Like some kind of gypsy on the web
Every call I've made, every letter that I've wrote says
Life sure is great way out here on the road
But you know, even gypsies need a friend

You know I'm the worst at saying goodbye
Can't find the words, it happens every time
After all the years and miles
You still got a way of making me smile

When I got an empty bed and a heavy heart
My whole live's wrapped up in this guitar
When all my dreams seem like falling stars
When hotel walls feel like cold dark prisons
When I've got a brand new song and no one to listen
Yeah, when hotel walls feel like cold dark prisons
When I've got a brand new song and no one to listen

14009. No One to Sing For

No One to Sing For (But the Band)

Once I had a girlfriend, she loved to hear me sing
But I left her in Nashville, flew west on a silver plane
My family can't kid me anymore
They never really liked my songs before
Now I'm all grown up and I'm a lonely man
And there's no one to sing for but the band



No there's no one to sing for but the band 
They always say I'm singin' grand
But if you listen close you'll understand
Why there's no one to sing for but the band

I had a friend in Houston, thought I was somethin' else
She moved on to another town in spite of the way she felt
My family can't kid me anymore
They never really liked my songs before
Now I'm all grown up I'm a full grown lonely man
And there's no one to sing for but the band

No there's no one to sing for but the band 
They always say I'm doin' grand
But if you listen close you'll understand
Why there's no one to sing for but the band

No there's no one to sing for but the band 
They always say I'm singin' grand
But if you listen close you'll understand
Why there's no one to sing for but the band

14010. No One Will Ever Know

Roy Acuff - No one will ever know
Composer: Fred Rose - Mel Foree

No one will ever know my heart is breaking
Although a million teardrops start to flow
I'll cry myself to sleep and wake up smiling
I'll miss you but no one will ever know

I'll tell them we grew tired of each other
And realize our dreams could never be
I'll even make believe I never loved you
Then no one will ever know the truth but me

No one will ever know how much I'm pining
Each time the past comes back to haunt me so
No one will ever see the tears I'm hiding
You've hurt me but no one will ever know

I'll tell them I've found true love with another
That I was glad the day you set me free
I'll even make believe I never loved you
Then no one will ever know the truth but me



14011. No Other Name

No Other Name
Noel Paul Stookey

Know me by the light of a fire shinin' bright,
Know me by your bed where I've lain
Know me, and you might, if just for a night
You'll know me by no other name.

Some girls will bring you silver
Some will bring you fine Spanish lace
Some will say "I love you"
Some will have my face.

Some will bring you gold, babies to hold,
I'll bring you only pain.
You can know me, if you will, by the wind on the hill
You'll know me by no other name.

Some girls will die for money,
Some will die as they're born,
Some will swear they'd die for love,
Some die ev'ry morn.

I'll die alone, away from my home
Nobody knows where I came.
The stone at my head will say I am dead,
It knows me by no other name.
It knows me by no other name.

14012. No Other's Bride I'll Be

No Other's Bride I'll Be

Just one year ago today love
I became your happy bride
Changed a mansion for a cottage
To live by the river side

You told me I'd be happy
But no happiness I see
For tonight I am a widow
In the cottage by the sea

   All alone by the seaside he left me
   And no other's bride I'll be
   For in bridal flowers he begged me
   In the cottage by the sea

From my cottage by the seaside
I can see my mansion home
I can see those hills and valleys



Where with pleasure I have roamed

The last time that I saw him
Oh how happy then were we
But tonight I am a widow
In the cottage by the sea

14013. No Pariah

Swingin' Utters - No Pariah

You're just a punk, you're just a punk
You're just a punk, they say you don't know what you want
You learn to fight, to bark and bite
Test all the limits of little minds that you despise
Here it says that my time has come and gone
Here it says my days are done
Here it reads my precious epitaph
It says I'm gone and cites my wrongs
I'm no pariah
No pariah
No pariah
No pariah
I've been abused, know they're amused
I'm just a walking, barking catchphrase from old news
I've reached the last, reached the last rung
I've reached the last rung of the ladder, now I'm done
Here it says that my time has come and gone
Here it says my days are done
Here it reads my precious epitaph
It says I'm gone and cites my wrongs
I'm no pariah
No pariah
No pariah
No pariah

14014. No Peace No End

Richard Thompson - No Peace, No End

Where were you when the walls were crumbling
Where were you when the guns were rumbling
Where were you when the hounds of hell
Took sons and lovers away
Did you see me on the slippery slope
Wrong end of a telescope
Do you even pause for breath
As you sleepwalk through the day



Some day won't you
Stand in my shoes
And see the world I see
No hope no friend
No Peace No End

I'm ground between two stones
Soon I'll be nothing but bones
Who'll be my shining savior
Before I turn to dust?
Are you the hand that kills me?
Are you the hand that saves me?
When they both sell you down the river
Which one can you trust?

Some day won't you
Stand in my shoes
And see the world I see
No hope no friend
No Peace No End
No hope no friend
No Peace No End

In the peace museum there's a mangy dove
To remind us all of universal love
You can rent her out for your corporate dinner
And feel good about yourself
Geneva Convention they use as a pessary
Olive branch is a fashion accessory
In the big chess game there's just one winner
And it's always somebody else

Some day won't you
Stand in my shoes
And see the world I see
No hope no friend
No Peace No End
No hope no friend
No Peace No End

14015. No Place Like The Right Time

Donna the Buffalo - No Place Like the Right Time

Crooked fence, chicken yard
Life can be simple and still be hard
Oh my head it hurts my eyes
The world's getting bigger as it shrinks in size

You walked by out of the blue
I never expected to be loved by you
I always thought the most of you
Now we're sittin' and we're drinkin' too



Chorus:
There's no place I can find
There's no place, no place like the right time
There's no place I can find
There's no place, no place like the right time

Sit and watch the tall grass grow 
I run and hide from the things I know
Catch the dust up in my eye
All is lookin' different as the years go by

There's a dish that I'm not passing
Yours is a love that is everlasting
You give to the world, you give to yourself
When you're giving your best to somebody else

Bridge:
World keeps turning but I don't know why
Blackbirds singing on a country wire
White steam rising off the blackest tar
Who ever thought we'd ever come this far
Jet stream riding as the clock strikes three
Tea for two honey, tea at three
Ask me your question it'll set you free
All wound up on bended knee

14016. No Place That Far

No Place That Far
Vince Gill 

I can't imagine, any greater fear
Then waken up, with out you near
And though the sun, will still shine on
My whole world, would all be gone
But not for long

If I had to run
If I had to crawl
If I had to swim a hundred rivers
Just to climb a thousand walls
Always know that I would find a way
To get to where you are
There's no place that far

It wouldn't matter, why we're apart
The lonely miles, two stubborn hearts
And nothing short, of God above
Could turn me away, from your love
I need you that much

If I had to run



If I had to crawl
If I had to swim a hundred rivers
Just to climb a thousand walls
Always know that I would find a way
To get to where you are
There's no place that far

Oh if I had to run
(If I had to run)
Of I had to crawl
(If I had to crawl)
If I had to swim a hundred rivers
Just to climb a thousand walls
Always know that I would find a way
To get to where you are
There's no place that far
Baby there's no place that far

14017. No Place To Fall

Steve Earle - No Place to Fall

If I had no place to fall
And I needed to
Could I count on you
To lay me down?
I'd never tell you no lies
I don't believe it's wise
You got pretty eyes
Won't you spin me round?
I ain't much of a lover, it's true
Here, then I'm gone
And I'm forever blue
But I'm sure wanting you
Skies full of silver and gold
Try to hide the sun
But it can't be done
Least not for long
And if we help each other grow
While the light of day
Smiles down our way
Then we can't go wrong
Time's a fast old train
She's here and she's gone
And she won't come again
Please take my hand
If I had no place to fall
And I needed to
Could I count on you
To lay me down?



14018. No Place To Hide

Alison Krauss - No Place To Hide 
So Long So Wrong
(bob lucas/belly boy music, bmi)
The Boxcars - Serene Green

When i was a child
I used to love to watch the rain
I'd stand under the downspout
Let the water cool my brain
I never thought to worry
If the river rose too high
That all the seeds we planted
Would get washed out with the tide
But now i am a man
And i need a place to hide

Chorus:
But there's nowhere to run
And there's no place to hide
Where the water runs free
And the mud starts to slide

When i was a young man
I could work through wind and rain
I never thought to worry
Had no reason to complain
I thought that i was standing
On a rock so firm and strong
But it was easy then to see
Just what was right
And what was wrong
But now i am a man
I won't be hanging round too long

When i was a child
I used to love to watch the rain
I'd stand under the downspout
Let the water cool my brain
I never thought to worry
If the river rose too high
And all the dreams we planted
Would get washed out with the tide

Chorus

Where the water runs free
And the mud starts to slide



14019. No Reason To Hurry Home

Dolly Parton - No Reason To Hurry Home 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writer Dolly Parton

There is no love and there is no hate there is no feeling at all
I look at you and you look at me but we might as well stare at the wall
Cause you don't see me and I don't see you just the shadow of love that is gone
There is no love and there is no hate no reason to hurry home
There's no tiny hands to reach out to us no plans bein' made anymore
We have no tomorrow our future is gone there is only sadness in store
We don't care enough to even ask questions
And when we're together we still feel alone
There is no love and there is no hate no reason to hurry home
There is nothing to look forward to no reason to hurry home

14020. No Reason to Quit

No Reason to Quit

There's a circle of people where I'm no longer welcome
I'm ashamed to say that I'm no longer fit
I could sober up tomorrow and face my friends again
But I've got no reason to quit

No I've got no reason for living right and there's no other way to forget
I could sober up tomorrow and face my friends again
But I've got no reason to quit

I've got no reason for living right and there's no other way to forget
I know down deep inside me I'm man enough to change
But I've got no reason to quit

14021. No Reason Why

No Reason Why
Donna the Buffalo

Maybe there's no reason why
Maybe birds just have to fly
Maybe there's no where for them to stand
Way up in the great blue sky
Maybe there's a better way
Maybe this one is yours to face
Maybe nothing turns over 'til the world
You want is now a new embrace
Hey Hey
And maybe nothing ever stays the same
And maybe trying to lose the game



And maybe letting the world turn you upside down
Makes the world go round and round

Bridge:
???? that you see you believe it
???? heard that you do not
????
???? you know can take it or leave it
????
I gave it up and then I know you been cheated
Whoa we both know but we're leaving it
And you know you can take it or leave it
???? need it
I sober up and then I ????
????
Honey ???? either take it or leave it
???? I know you can feel it
I know the now you can live it
Oh Baby now you gonna ????
You know you can take it or leave it

14022. No Regrets

No Regrets
Tom Rush - Emmylou Harris

I know your leavin's too long over due.
For far too long I've had nothing new to show to you.
Goodbye dry eyes -- I watched your plane fade off west of the moon.
It felt so strange to walk away alone.

Chorus:
No regrets.
No tears goodbye.
Don't want you back.
We'd only cry again.
Say goodbye again.

The hours that were yours echo like empty rooms.
Thoughts that we once shared I now keep alone.
I woke last night and spoke to you
Not thinkin' you were gone.
It felt so strange to lie awake alone.

Chorus

Friends have tried to turn my nights to day.
Strange faces in your place can't keep the ghosts away.
Just beyond the darkest hour, just behind the dawn.
It feels so strange to lead my life alone.

Chorus



14023. No Right Way To Be Wrong

Jim Lauderdale - No Right Way to be Wrong

Look out
When you come to that place in the road
Look out
Find yourself another way to go
There won't be a right way to be wrong
Look out
When you come to that place in the night
Look out
When you think that you just had to lie
There won't be a right way to be wrong
Well when your world comes crashing down
And you need to escape
Your mind starts to tell and do whatever it will take
Get yourself in deeper and farther from the truth
A different kind of danger got a hold of you
Well when your world comes crashing down
And you need to escape
Your mind starts to say and do whatever it will take
Get yourself in deeper then farther from the truth
A different kind of danger starts to get a hold of you
Look out
When you come to that place in your life
Look out
And keep from doing what you think you might
There won't be a right way to be wrong
There won't be a right way to be wrong
There won't be a right way to be wrong

14024. No Room At The Inn

No Room at the Inn
Joe Mullins

No room at the inn they told Joseph
No place for Mary to sleep
Surely they could see how worried was he
When told no room at the inn

We read in the Bible the true word of God
How Joseph sought a place for Mary one night
Each place he went these words he was told
No room at the inn for another soul

The Christ child was born to Mary that night
His bed was manager of hay



This won't be in vain if for Him you will live
And let Him reign in your heart today

14025. No Roots In Ramblin'

Jerry Jeff Walker - No Roots In Ramblin'

Thinking lonely thoughts about tomorrow
Like my emptiness today
At how I know that the blues will haunt me
'Til I die or rambling' sets me straight
I do not doubt that you are really trying
It's just that I must break things down
I cannot see myself in your shoes
I've got to go and bring it back around
I'm here today and then I'm gone tomorrow
I'm like a packrat in disguise
I leave a song and I take your wine, truth
To spend the night alone beneath the sky
I'm now alone and I know I need to ramble
'Cause it's the call from deep inside
Away out there I'm sure am honest
For it's the strongest friend that I can find
Thinking lonely thoughts about tomorrow
Like my emptiness today
At how I know that the blues will haunt me
'Til I die or rambling' sets me straight

14026. No Roundtrip Ticket - Chords

No Roundtrip Ticket
Utah Phillips

Banjo tuned E, Capo2, Key E

 E B7
Headed for Tolono on the Wabash Cannonball
 A E
Norfolk and Western, all the way
E7 A 
St Louis down the line
 E
Detroit somewhere behind
 B7
I thought I heard that old conductor say,

Chorus:
 E E7
No round trip ticket



This Cannonball is never coming back
 B7
Tomorrow she'll be just another memory,
 A E
An echo down a rusty railroad track

I got off at Tolono, just below Champaign,
A flag stop on the edge of yesterday;
The whistle blew a song, I whispered, "So long,"
Waved my hand and slowly walked away.

I think about tomorrow and wonder why it is
We give up all the things we love the most.
Goodbye, you old hog,
I'll have to ride the dog
Until they build a subway coast to coast

14027. No Rush

No Rush
Josh Turner - No Rush

Darlin', it seems like the whole world's just turnin' so fast
Everything's changin' and we're just tryin' to keep up
But we've got something special here
Something worth waitin' for
Yeah, we're right on the edge of fallin'
Fallin' in love

No rush, no rush, ain't this world turnin', baby
Fast enough
Let's slow it on down to just the two of us
No rush

Walkin' (walkin') an' talkin' (talkin')
Dreamin' with you, wonderin' (wonderin')
And tell me baby, I've been wonderin'
Are you feelin' it too

No rush, no rush, we've got forever, baby
For catchin' up
Let's lay it on back to the speed of love
No rush

[Instrumental]

No rush, no rush, ain't this world turnin', baby
Fast enough
Let's slow it on down to just the two of us
No rush

No rush, no rush, we've got forever, baby
For catchin' up



Let's lay it on back to the speed of love
No rush
Let's slow it on down to just the two of us
No rush

14028. No Sanctuary Here

Chris Jones - No Sanctuary Here 
Album: Roadhouses & Automobiles

Caesar called for a census, boss wants to know what's goin' on
So Joseph and Mary hit the road, with Mary nigh on nine months gone
Now you know we're talkin' 'bout a hell of a walk and they had no place to stay
They tried the inns and the hotels, but the message was plain as day you get

No refuge, no respite, no sanctuary here
No refuge, no respite, no sanctuary here

Juan and his Juanita, and a baby boy they'd named Miguel
On the other side of the line it's heaven, on this side it's a livin' hell
So you do what it takes and you pull up stakes
Tryin' to escape the drought
But when you get to the border the INS has got the welcome wagon out you get

No refuge, no respite, no sanctuary here
No refuge, no respite, no sanctuary here

Now you got your haves and your have-nots, almost nothin' in between
Religions that preach about lovin' your brother, but they're run by the foldin' green
Now there's a lot of folks looking over the edge of that plate we've piled so high
When they all decide to come over the border, time to kiss it all goodbye there'll be

No refuge, no respite, no sanctuary here
No refuge, no respite, no sanctuary here

No refuge, no respite, no sanctuary here
No refuge, no respite, no sanctuary here

No sanctuary here

No sanctuary here

14029. No Shirt, No Shoes, No Knuckleheads

Sturgill Simpson - No Shirt, No Shoes, No Knuckleheads

[Verse 1: Sturgill Simpson]
Well you want some good food when your night out ends
The big yellow sign is your new best friend



They got waffles and bacon and coffee too
But an all-star breakfast comes with some rules

[Verse 2: Stephen Colbert]
Cause this ain't no waffle zoo, it ain't no waffle barn
It's a place of waffle business run with style and charm
Save that 'rowdy bizz' for the other waffle shops
Follow the rules or someone's calling the cops

[Chorus 1: Stephen & Sturgill]
Don't say no swears or write on the wall
You can have your fun son, but don't have a brawl
No spitting, no yelling, no slip n' slide
And if you're gonna get sick, better head outside
Don't sleep in the booth, save it for your bed
No shirt, no shoes, no knuckleheads

[Verse 3: Sturgill Simpson]
You're killing your hangover, but you're killing my mood
All these nice, upstanding families just came for some food
If you're gonna cause a ruckus, then I must object
These are some world famous waffles son, show some respect

[Verse 4: Stephen Colbert]
Cause this ain't no waffle circus or a waffle asylum
You got problems with that, you better reconcile 'em
If you want to be a drunken mess, you better do it at brunch
Cause this house has rules, and there's a bunch

[Chorus 2: Stephen & Sturgill]
No drinkin', no druggin', don't show your behind
Don't build no evil robots for enslavin' mankind
No skeletons or zombies, because we don't serve the dead
No shirt, no shoes, no knuckleheads
You want 'em scattered, smothered, covered, listen what I said
No shirt, no shoes, no knuckleheads

[Outro: Stephen Colbert]
Waffle House, Waffle House
Do the right thing

14030. No Show Jones

No Show Jones

Hey George, did you know Waylon and Willie?
The outlaws, I didn't know that at all
Did you know roger was king of the road?
You got it possum

Everyone knows hank's been in prison
We didn't know that
And dolly's got two big reasons she's well known



They call me no show Jones
They call me no show Jones
Still I'm never on
Still never on
Instead of just singin' my songs, my whereabouts are unknown
They call me no show Jones
They call me no show Jones

Here's ? Loretta is ? daughter
Ah, she's mighty pretty son
Johnny wears black, his tans all along
Boy, that's lonesome

Everyone knows Kenny is a gambler
I didn't know that at all
About Tammy
Tammy had some kind excuse, she divorced George Jones

They call me no show, they call me no show Jones
I'm still never on
I'm still never on
Instead of just singin' my songs, my whereabouts are unknown
They call me no show Jones
They call me no show Jones

They call me no show, they call me no show Jones
I'm still never on
On what?
The stage
Singin' my songs, the whereabouts are unknown
They call me no show Jones
They call me no show Jones

14031. No Sir - Chords

No Sir
Big Smith

        G
Well my cousin's got a heartache
       C              D
But he doesn't have a car
       G
So I'm drivin' down to Texas
          C                  D
Where the biggest heartaches are
    D                 C
But something's goin' wrong 'round here
        D             C
There's rollers in my rear-view mirror
      C                              D
Those Atoka dogs can smell your very fear



 
       G
And my plates are out of state
     C              D
So I get a bit more hell
  G
I tell him I don't wish him harm
      C                   D
But I sure don't wish him well
 
          D             C
But he'll use that Okie scare(stare?) on me
        D                  C
And the highway boys get a show for free
        C                                       D
He says do you have something you should let me see
 
 
           G               C       D
And I Said no sir, no sir, no sir, no sir
G               C      D
no sir, no sir, let me go sir
G               C       D
no sir, no sir, no sir, no sir
G               C      D
no sir, no sir, let me go
 
          C                 G
I want to know what's goin' on
          C                 G
I'm gonna know what's goin' on
 
 
    G
The only words in Spanish
   C             D
On highway forty-four
    G
Say checkpoint straight ahead
            C                   D
So you know who they're lookin' for
 
   D                C
So tell me why does not one say
  D           C
Bienvenidos enjoy your stay
    C                                   D
You can't tell me that there's no other way
 
  G
A half an hour in handcuffs
      C               D
And a half a pound of sweat
     G
Like minnows just green enough
   C                  D
To shimmy through the net



 
       D                 C
That's over you and it's over me
        D                       C
And the chain gangs workin' for all to see
        C                       D
Servin' mandatory penitentiary
 
 
           G               C       D
And I Said no sir, no sir, no sir, no sir
G               C       D
no sir, no sir, no sir, no sir
G               C       D
no sir, no sir, no sir, no sir
G               C      D
no sir, no sir, let me go
 
 
          C       G
You never talk to me
               C       G
You just put a lock on me
 
 
      D                  C
Well, he's out there and I'm in here
    D                  C
For reasons that don't seem quite clear
          C                                 D
If you'll let me close I'll whisper in your ear
 
 
G               C       D
No sir, no sir, no sir, no sir
G               C      D
no sir, no sir, let me go sir
G               C       D
no sir, no sir, no sir, no sir
G               C      D
no sir, no sir, let me go

14032. No Sleep Blues

The Incredible String Band - No Sleep Blues 

Cracks rack the windows, howls hold the floor
Rains rot the rafters and do you just have to snore?
It's a most inclement climate, for the season of the night
Is that mouse playing football, oh, I thought they didn't like the light?

And the dawn comes sneaking up when it thinks I'm not looking
I am starting to grieve, man, I used to know but now I believe, man



They tell me sleep is a gas and if I want to lay down
But I'm sorry I woke you, I mean I've got the no sleep blues

There's mayhem in this mansion, since the cows were coming home
With delirium no sleep um, in a cloud of nylon foam
But release scours the outhouse and a hard rain sears the sky
But if you let the pigs decide it, they will put you in the sty

And the dawn comes sneaking up when it thinks I'm not looking
I am starting to grieve, man, I used to know but now I believe, man
They tell me sleep is a gas and if I want to lay down
But I'm sorry I woke you, I mean I've got the no sleep blues

I think I'll get a picture and I think I'll put it on a nail
I think I'll get another one and put it in a pail
But the pail got so rusty I called it red, red, red for fun
And I laughed like a leaver till you ought to seen it run

And the dawn comes sneaking up when it thinks I'm not looking
I am starting to grieve, man, I used to know but now I believe, man
They tell me sleep is a gas and if I want to lay down
But I'm sorry I woke you, I mean I've got the no sleep blues

The size of the future declared itself no part
Aloof like a Sultan in the autumn of your heart
But the heart got so hearty, that it pulled for the shore
And the sailors fired a big salute and it made my ears quite sore

And the dawn was sneaking up when it thinks I'm not looking
I am starting to grieve, man, I used to know but now I believe, man
They tell me sleep is a gas and I want to lay down
But I'm sorry I woke you, I mean I've got the no sleep blues

I mixed stones and water, just to see what it would do
And the water it got stoney and the stones got watery too
So I mixed my feet with water, just to see what could be seen
And the water it got dirty and the feet they got quite clean

And the dawn comes sneaking up when it thinks I'm not looking
I am starting to grieve, man, I used to know but now I believe, man
They tell me sleep is a gas and if I want to lay down
But I'm sorry I woke you, I mean I've got the no sleep blues

14033. No Such Thing

Dwight Yoakam - No Such Thing

There's no such thing
As tears or heartache
There's no such thing
As lonely or blue
There's no such thing
As any memory about us



Cause there's no such thing
As me and you
There's no such thing
As it turning out badly
There's no such thing
As hopes and dreams gone bust
There's no such thing
As this all ending sadly
Cause where we are concerned
There is no such thing as love
You never wanted
To be kissed or told
That I never wanted
Another to hold
We never laughed, we never cried
If that's not the truth,
It's just better to lie
Cause there's no such thing
As any trouble forgetting
And there's no such thing
As deceit or mistrust
Yeah, there's no such thing
As remorse or regretting
Cause where we're concerned
There was no such thing as love
Where we're concerned
There was no such thing as love

14034. No Telephone In Heaven

No Telephone In Heaven

Now I can't wait on baby the smiling merchant said
As stooped and softly toyed with his golden curly head
I want to call up mamma came the answer full and free
Will you telephone and ask her when she's coming back to me

   My child the merchant murmured as he stroked the anxious brow
   No telephone connection where your mother lives at now
   No telephone in heaven and a tear sprang in her eyes
   I thought God had everything with him up in the sky

Tell her that I get so lonesome that I don't know what to do
And pappa cries so much I guess he must be lonesome too
Tell her to come to baby cause at night I get so 'fraid
With no one there to kiss me when the lights begin to fade

All through the day I want her since my dolly's got so sore
With the awful punching brother give it with his little sword
There aint no one to fix it since mamma's gone away
And poor little lonesome dolly's getting thinner every day



14035. No Time

No Time - Acoustic Syndicate

Tonight I am sitting all alone
When you call me up
Wantin' to talk on the telephone
You were telling all about
How the world has been so cruel to you
Well I'²m sorry my friend
But I got my problems too

I don't have time
To listen to your troubles
I'²d be just fine
If for a while
You just left me alone
I am sorry, so sorry
But I can't help you tonight
My old friend
Cause believe it or not
I got problems of my own

Well I know
That I should sit here and listen
To offer some advice
And try to be a good friend
Heaven knows, through the years
You've sure been a friend to me
But tonight, my old friend
I'²m fighting back the tears

I don'²t have time
To listen to your troubles
I'd be just fine
If for a while
You just left me alone
I am sorry, so sorry
But I can'²t help you tonight
My old friend
Cause believe it or not
I got problems of my own
I don't have time
To listen to troubles
I'²d be just fine
If for a while
You just left me alone
I am sorry, so sorry
But I can't help you tonight, my old friend
Cause believe it or not
I got problems of my own
Believe it or not
I got problems of my own



14036. No Time To Cry

Iris Dement - No Time to Cry

[Verse 1]
My father died a year ago today
The rooster started crowin' when they carried Dad away
There beside my mother, in the living room, I stood
With my brothers and my sisters knowing Dad was gone for good
Well, I stayed at home just long enough
To lay him in the ground and then I
Caught a plane to do a show up north in Detroit town
Because I'm older now and I've got no time to cry

[Chorus]
I've got no time to look back, I've got no time to see
The pieces of my heart that have been ripped away from me
And if the feeling starts to comin', I've learned to stop 'em fast
Because I don't know if I let 'em go, they might not wanna pass
And there's just so many people trying to get me on the phone
And there's bills to pay and songs to play
And a house to make a home
I guess I'm older now and I've got no time to cry

[Verse 2]
I can still remember when I was a girl
But so many things have changed so much here in my world
I remember sittin' on the front yard when an ambulance went by
And just listening to those sirens, I would break down and cry
But now I'm walking and I'm talking
Doing just what I'm supposed to do
Working overtime to make sure that I don't come unglued
I guess I'm older now, I've got no time to cry

[Chorus]
I've got no time to look back, I've got no time to see
The pieces of my heart that have been ripped away from me
And if the feeling starts to comin', I've learned to stop 'em fast
Because I don't know if I let 'em go, they might not wanna pass
And there's just so many people trying to get me on the phone
And there's bills to pay and songs to play
And a house to make a home
I guess I'm older now and I've got no time to cry

[Verse 3]
I sit down on the sofa and I watch the evening news
There's a half-a-dozen tragedies from which to pick and choose
The baby that was missing was found in a ditch today
And there's bombs a-flying and people dying not so far away
And I'll take a beer from the refrigerator
And go sit out in the yard and with a cold one in my hand
I'm going to bite down and swallow hard
Because I'm older now, I've got no time to cry



[Chorus]
I've got no time to look back, I've got no time to see
The pieces of my heart that have been ripped away from me
And if the feeling starts to comin', I've learned to stop 'em fast
Because I don't know if I let 'em go, they might not wanna pass
And there's just so many people trying to get me on the phone
And there's bills to pay and songs to play
And a house to make a home
I guess I'm older now, I've got no time to cry

[Outro]
I guess I'm older now
I just ain't got no time to cry
No time to cry
No time to cry
No time to cry

14037. No Use Living For Today

No Use Living For Today
Darrell Scott

There's no use living for today
There's no use living for today
Well, today was once tomorrow
And today's tomorrows' yesterday
There's no use living for today

The girl I love is up and gone
The girl I love is up and gone
She left yesterday morning
And by supper time I had a brand new song
The girl I left is up and gone

The cat is scratching at my door
Got a big black cat and he's scratching at my door
He runs by me kind of funny
'Cause I've never let him in before
The cat is scratching at my door

Everybody needs some time away
(Don't you think?)
Everybody needs a little bit of time away
She'll only be gone for the weekend
But it feels like Sunday every
Everybody needs some time away

She's coming in on the 1209
My baby's coming on the 1209
She will ask me about the weekend
And I'll lie and tell her it was fine
She'll be coming in on the 1209



There's no use living for today
There's no use living for today
Well, today was once tomorrow
And today's tomorrows' yesterday
There's no use living for today

14038. No Use To Cry - Chords

No Use To Cry
Written and recorded by George Jones

G                                    C                   G
No use to cry don't even try to stop yourself from being lonely
                                              D7
I'm leaving you so you'll be blue a long long time
                     G
You thought you were smart to break a heart 
              C                G
That loved no one but you dear only
                            D7               G
I'm gonna do your heart the same way you did mine

                                                  C             G
I'll board the train I won't explain just why the reason is I'm lately
                                                   D7
Cause you'll know why but not to cry just wait and see
             G
I gave you a home you done me wrong 
           C            G
I tried so very hard to please you
                            D7             G
Well it's goodbye no use to cry it's gotta be

                                           C                 G
You'll never win so think again before you do the same thing over
                                             D7
There's not a man that ever can believe your lies
         G
Go right ahead and wish you was dead 
              C              G
Keep all your love deep undercover
                               D7              G
Then when he's gone and you're alone no use to cry

14039. No Vacancy

Glen Campbell - No Vacancy



All along the road of life I roam
Looking for a place to call my own
Not a fancy mansion or a bungalow for me
Everywhere I go I seem to find
Hanging on the door that same ole sign
My heart beats slow when I read on the door
"No vacancy"
No vacancy, no vacancy
All along the line it's the same ole sign
Awaiting for me
No vacancy, no vacancy
My heart beats slower when I read on the door
"No vacancy"
Not so long ago it seems, many a happy dream I dreamed
Of a little nest where I could nest and the world was free
One of the mighty warriors over in one, trouble and trials just begun
Faced that terrible enemy no vacancy. No vacancy
No vacancy
All along the line it's the same ole sign awaiting on me
No vacancy, no vacancy
My heart beats slower when I read on the sign
"No vacancy"

14040. No Way Out Of Time

David Rawlings
No Way Out Of Time

I saw a man and he had no head
The'■ day you stop is the day you're dead
I'■ keep going
I saw a woman who has no face
"Oh, I've got used to it now" she says
In'■ the limelight and the lime
And'■ there's no way out of time

I kissed your face in the evening air
I'■ kissed your face and I wasn't there
But the feeling was sublime
I saw you once from a long way off
And it was you I was thinking of
I'm'■ thinking all the time
But there's no way out of time

Now you and me are the best of friends
Until we're not and the story ends
It's a story not a crime
A genius muttered through the hair
"You feel this way because you are here
If you're somewhere else, that's fine"
And the carbon angels chime
That there's no way out of time



14041. No Way To Stop The Flow

Tim O'Brien - No Way To Stop The Flow

Sortin' through my junk mail
Pickin' up all my scraps
Siftin' through this deep pile
I'm checkin' out all of my traps
Unpackin' my suitcase
But it's already time to go
A rushin' river of detail
No way I can stop the flow
No way I can stop the flow
Don't know when it's mornin'
Or when it's time to sleep
Fallin' into a tunnel, boys
It surely is dark and deep
Take a look at me, honey
Is my head spinnin' around?
Are there still bones here in my body?
Are my feet still touchin' the ground?
Are my feet still touchin' the ground?
I don't need any acid
I don't need any bass
I got plenty here to amuse me
And it's hidin' here behind my face
The dew is heavy in the mornin'
Also heavy in the dark
The flowers are growin' all around me
When I make my bed in the park
When I make my bed in the park
Little Henry, the hamster
Is Henrietta today
Startin' out in one direction
And then comin' back the other way
Someday I might burn up
I might just leave a little stain
Spontaneous action
I'll be gone the next time it rains
Gone the next time it rains
Sortin' through my junk mail
Pickin' up all my scraps
Siftin' through my deep pile
I'm checkin' out all of my traps
Unpackin' my suitcase
But it's already time to go
A rushin' river of detail
No way I can stop the flow
There's no way to stop the flow



14042. No Weight

No Weight
Mandolin Orange - No Weight

I wanted you once but I need you now
Like a bird flying high, in the winter flies south
And these stones that you've thrown haven't come close
To turning my eyes
They're just rocks in the road

CHORUS:
I carry your heart on my shoulders
And it's no cross to bear
It's no ball and chain
It's no weight
It's so easy
We eased down in the water and drifted away
We could hear others calling but not a word they were saying
And these stones that you've thrown, too big for some
Have just rippled the water
And sunk to the bottom
CHORUS

14043. No Woman No Cry

No Woman No Cry - Peter Rowan

I remember when we used to sit
In the government yard in trenchtown,
Oba - obaserving the ypocrites
As they would mingle with the good people we meet.
Good friends we have, good friends weve lost
Along the way.
In this great future, you cant forget your past;
So dry your eyes, I say.

No, woman, no cry;
No, woman, no cry.
Singin  with now:
No, woman, no cry.

And I remember when we used to sit
On music row in Nashville town
Oh Mark he would light a fire bright,
The fiddle was a-blazing through the night.
Then we would make cornmeal porridge,
Of which Ill share with you;
My feet is my only carriage,
So Ive got to push on through.
But while Im gone
Everythings gonna be all right!
Everythings gonna be all right!



Everythings gonna be all right!
Everythings gonna be all right!
Everythings gonna be all right!
Everythings gonna be all right!
Everythings gonna be all right!
Everythings gonna be all right!

No woman, no cry;
No woman, no cry, yeah

Everythings gonna be all right!
Everythings gonna be all right!
Everythings gonna be all right!
Everythings gonna be all right!

No woman, no cry;
No woman, no cry, yeah
No woman, no cry, no woman, no woman, no cry;
Oh my little darling dry your eyes i said

14044. No's Not A Word

Richard Thompson - No's Not A Word 

I'm going to pretend you like me too
All of my messages come from you
If I keep it up it might even drive you crazy

I'm going to pretend you're my squeeze
Arm in arm on the Champs Elysees
If I keep it up it's the only thing might save me

All of my life is a ritual dance
A ritual dance around you
And the worship hurts to pieces

Touch me here, touch me here
On the precious jewel
I wear in my head for you
That only your hand releases

Let me steal your thunder, won't you
Let me be your boy wonder, won't you
Let me thrill you, will you, won't you

And no's not a word we use around here
No's not a word we use around here
No's not a word we use around here

I'm going to pretend you're head over heels
Sending me flowers, cooking me meals
If I keep it up it might even drive you crazy



I'm going to pretend we don't even sleep
Bending the bedsprings, dogs on heat
If I keep it up it's the only thing that might save me

You don't need me creeping around
Creeping around your door
Like a lovesick Labrador

You don't need a bird-brain
From the bottom of the food chain
At the Rory O'More
But it's what you'll get for sure

Oh, let me steal your thunder, won't you
Let me be your boy wonder, won't you
Let me thrill you, will you, won't you

And no's not a word we use around here
No's not a word we use around here
No's not a word we use around here

Oh, no's not a word we use around here
No's not a word we use around here
No's not a word we use around here

I said, "No's not a word"
No's not a word
No's not a word

14045. No. 29

Steve Earle - No. 29

I was born and raised here, this town's my town
Everybody knows my name
But ever since the glass plant closed down
Things around here ain't never been the same
I got me a good job all right, but some nights
Take me to another time
Back when I was number 29

I was pretty good then, don't you know? Watch him go
Buddy, I could really fly
Everyone in town came, hip flasks, horn blasts
Any autumn Friday night
Sally yelled her heart out "push 'em back, way back"
I was hers and she was mine
Back when I was number 29

We was playing Smithville, big boys, farm boys
Second down and four to go
Bubba brought the play in, good call, my ball
Now they're going to see a show



But Bubba let his man go, I cut back, heard it crack
It still hurts me, but I don't mind
Reminds me I was number 29

Now, I go to the ballgames, cold nights, half pints
Friday nights, I'm always here
We got a pretty good team, good boys, strong boys
District champs the last three years
We got a little tailback, he's pretty quick, he's real slick
I take him for a steak sometimes
Nowadays he's number 29

14046. No. 29 - Chords

No. 29
Steve Earl - No. 29

(C) I was born and raised here, 
This town's my town
(G) Everybody knows my (C) name
But (C) ever since the glass plant 
Closed down things round
(G) Here ain't ever been the (C) same
Well (F) I got me a good job
Alright, some nights
(C) Take me to a (G) nother (C) time (walk down bass)
(G) Back when I was number twenty (C) nine

I was pretty good then
Don't you know, watch him go
Buddy I could really fly
Everyone in town came
Hip flasks, horn blasts
Any autumn Friday night
Sally yelled her heart out
Push em back, way back
I was hers and she was mine
Back when I was number 29

We were playing Smithville 
Big boys, farm boys
Second down and four to go
Bubba brought the play in
Good call, my ball
Now they're gonna see a show
But Bubba let his man go
I cut back, heard it crack
It still hurts me but I don't mind
Reminds me I was number 29

Now I go to the ballgames, 
Cold nights, half pints
Friday nights I'm always here



We got a pretty good team
Good boys, strong boys
District champs the last 3 years
Got a little tailback
Pretty slick, real quick
I take him for a steak sometimes
Nowadays he's number 29

(F) I don't follow rainbows
Big dreams, brass rings
(C) I've already (G) captured (C) mine (walk down bass)
(G) Back when I was number 2(C)9

14047. Nobody But You / Continental Trailways Blues

Steve Earle - Nobody but You/Continental Trailways Blues

Well, I'm sittin' in the depot long before the break of day
I just bought my ticket, lord I hope the bus ain't late
I'll have a cup of coffee and a sandwich from the microwave
Now I'm gonna see my baby if it's the last thing I ever do
Got this sittin' in the station sick and tired of waitin'
Continental Trailways blues
Well rollin' out for Houston, man we're finally rollin' now
Try to get some sleep and listen to that highway sound
I guess we must have stopped in every single little town
Now I've bought myself a copy of the Natchez, Mississippi news
With the just pulled out of lake Charles rollin' into Sulphur
Continental Trailways blues
Now, we're rollin' into Houston, don't them city lights look fine
Headed for the pay phone, hangin' onto my last dime
Well, she says she's got a new man, son, it's been a long, long time
She left me standin' by the highway with the rain runnin' through my shoes
With the sittin' by the road side wishin' I was inside continental Trailways blues
I got the wishin' I was downtown waitin' on a Greyhound
Continental Trailways blues

14048. Nobody Eats At Linebaugh's Anymore

John Hartford - Nobody Eats at Linebaugh's Anymore

Where can you go to see the country music stars?
That's what we come to Nashville for
No one comes around to play the pinball machines
Nobody eats at Linebaugh's anymore

Now the Opry's gone and the streets are bare
Ernest Tubb's record shop is dark
And the drunks are gone from the Merchant's Hotel



Everybody's gone to the park

Where can you go to see the country music stars
Sittin' drinkin' coffee 'til four?
Shoney's closed at nine o'clock; there's nothing left to do
Nobody eats at Linebaugh's anymore

Now the Opry's gone and the streets are bare
Ernest Tubb's record shop is dark
And the drunks are gone from the Merchant's Hotel
Everybody's gone to the park

Won't no one hear the phone ring - is Benny Martin there?
Or watch to see who comes in through the door
'Cept the few that come around again to use the parking lot
Nobody eats at Linebaugh's anymore

Now the Opry's gone and the streets are bare
Ernest Tubb's record shop is dark
And the drunks are gone from the Merchant's Hotel
Everybody's gone to the park

Somewhere in the suburbs the Opry plays tonight
But the people come around to take the rides
The park shuts up at bedtime, there's nowhere else to go
Nobody eats at Linebaugh's anymore

14049. Nobody Else

Trampled by Turtles - Nobody Else

These two kids got a beautiful life
Oh, they work real hard
But that's alright
She gets up about a quarter to five
And he sleeps all day
'Cause he's out all night

But she don't want nobody else
Nobody else
Nobody else
And she don't want nobody else
Nobody else
Nobody else

Summertime comes and they get in the van
And they play their songs
The best they can
He looks around at the guys in the band
And they're rockin' out
Like nobody else can

They don't want nobody else



Nobody else
Nobody else
Yeah, they don't want nobody else
Nobody else
Nobody else

Well the tour's almost done
Yeah, it's time to go home
I miss my wife
I hate to leave her alone
No TV, disconnect the phone
If you've got someone who loves you
You're never alone

And I don't want nobody else
Nobody else
Nobody else
Yeah, I don't want nobody else
Nobody else
Nobody else

Yeah, I don't want nobody else
Nobody else
Nobody else
Yeah, I don't want nobody else
Nobody else
Nobody else

14050. Nobody Gets Off In This Town

Nobody Gets Off In This Town - Garth Brooks 

Nobody gets off in this town
Trains don't even slow down

My high-school sweetheart is married and gone
They met on a bus to San Antone

The greyhound stops and somebody gets on
But nobody gets off in this town

Nobody gets off in this town
Old folks 'round here wear a frown

Now let me see if I can set the scene
It's a one dog town and he's old and mean

There's one stop light but it's always green
Nobody gets off in this town

Nobody gets off in this town
The high school colors are brown
They can't drag main because it kicks up dust



The cars and their dreams are starting to rust
The high school dances are always a bust
Nobody gets off in this town

Nobody gets off in this town
They ought to just tear it down

In the winter you freeze, and in the summer you fry

Utility bill's the only thing that gets high
I'd go for a drink But this county is dry

Nobody gets off
Nobody gets off

Nobody gets off in this
Swear old merry go round
No nobody gets off in this town

14051. Nobody Hops A Train Anymore

Melonie Cannon - Nobody Hops a Train Anymore 

Well she picked up her feet
She picked up her heart
She picked up the moonlight,
Right around dark
She made a break,
When she made that train
Took a free ride on the Santa Fe

Nobody hops a train anymore
Nobody hops a train anymore

Well she wound up in Phoenix,
In a cheap motel
Scared to death but mad as hell
At an Indian man with a white man's line
She said  I won't be no squaw this time 

Nobody hops a train anymore
Nobody hops a train anymore

She got away in the middle of the night
With a buffalo robe,
And his daddy's peace pipe

She's the hottest thing you've ever seen
She's everywhere on the talk TV
Got a best selling book all the women love
Called Husbands, Trains and Indian Stuff



Nobody hops a train anymore

14052. Nobody In His Right Mind - Chords

Keith Whitley
Capo 2 
  
D             A                 Bm             Bm A 
I burn with desire each time my heart fans the fire 
        G                              D    A 
To that old flame that burns inside of me 
D                A               Bm        Bm A 
She cried when I left her, now I cry to forget her 
        G                           A 
Oh, how foolish I was to ever wanna leave 

       D                    Bm                  G    
'Cause nobody in his right mind would've left her 
D           Bm           G     A 
I had to be crazy to say goodbye 
D             Bm                  G 
Nobody in his right mind would've left her 
        G                A               D      Bm  G   A 
Even my heart was smart enough to stay behind< R> 
 
 
D                 A       Bm          Bm A 
I still carry her picture, I wish her well  
          G                              D    A 
with that new love I know she's found by now 
     D              A              Bm          Bm A 
Each night finds me dreaming, each day I spend thinking 
           G                   A 
How much I wish she was still around 
 
 
Chorus 
 
        G               A                D     Bm   G   A  
Even my heart was smart enough to stay behind

14053. Nobody Knows

Nobody Knows
Dillards

Nobody knows, nobody ever knows
No one ever knows that things won't stay the same.
She's in love with you, and you know you love her, too.



There will come a time when she won't know your name

Chorus:
There's a lot of things that die
Every time a day goes by
There's a lot of things that people can't explain.
You can be in love today
Meaning every word you say
Knowing when tomorrow comes the words you say
Will be a lie....

Nobody knows, nobody ever knows
No one knows that love must go away.
We played the games, never really understood
Never really understood the games we play

Chorus

Repeat first verse

14054. Nobody Knows (Is It You)

Nobody Knows (Is It You)
WRITTEN BY Z, LUPETIN
MUSIC BY DUSTBOWL REVIVAL

Monday morning I woke up
I didn't know whol was
A broken soul in a motel room
Living in my pharaohs tomb

But Tuesday morning
I started to run across this country just because
Like a Texas tornado in my Chevrolet
Smiling because I got it made

Oh. oh, oh, oh
Nobody really knows
Where we're going going to
Ob, ob, ob, ob somebody's gotta know
Tell me is it is it you

Wednesday morning came and went
They say I ran for president
Though nobody even knew my name
They voted for me just the same

Thursday morning in old D.C.
Everybody's coming to see me
They asked about my philosophy
I said be strong and steady
Like an old oak tree



Oh. oh, oh, oh
Nobody reatly knows
Where we're going going to
Oh, oh, oh, oh somebody's gotta know
Is it is it you

Hey bey
Is it you?

Oh, I got to know
Got to knew
Oh why, I keep living like I'm dying
Living like I'm dying
Every night I wake up crying

Friday morning I resigned
I'm moving to the country
To grow my wine
Keep it simple tell no lie
Look everybody right in the eye

Saturday a big storm came
It killed my crops sol ran away
Sunday morning praying to the lord
He said every broken window
Opens a door

Oh. oh, oh, oh
Nobody really knows
Where we're going going to
Ob, ob, ob, ob somebody's gotta know
Tell me is it is it you?

Hey bey

Is it is it you? (x7)

14055. Nobody Knows - Chords

Nobody Knows 
Trampled by Turtles

[Intro]
 G  D   G
 
[Verse 1]
G
Nobody knows me   cause I am nothing 
                D                 G
just a ghost of silence I have no home
G
made up of starlight  hard earth and music
                 D             G      G7



ill leave like I came    on my own
 
 
[Chorus]
 
         C
we tread lightly
             G
both feet in heaven
            D
ya were all pulling
           G
this world around
       C
broken windows
               G
and hearts not broken
             D
far cry from hearing 
               G
the beautiful sound
 
 
[Solo]
 
C  G  D  G  x2
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G
I had peace and I lost it  same goes for love too
D                                 G
slip through my fingers    that's how it goes
G
silver and sharp knifes   I remember good times
               D                G         G7
where to from here babe  nobody knows
 
 
[Chorus]
 
         C
we tread lightly
             G
both feet in heaven
            D
ya were all pulling
           G
this world around
       C
broken windows
               G
and hearts not broken
             D
far cry from hearing 
               G



the beautiful sound
 
 
[Solo]
 
C  G  D  G  x2
 
 
[Chorus]
         C
we tread lightly
             G
both feet in heaven
            D
ya were all pulling
           G
this world around
       C
broken windows
               G
and hearts not broken
             D
far cry from hearing 
               C          G
the beautiful sound

14056. Nobody Knows But Me

Nobody Knows But Me

You say I'm crazy when I look at you but
You can't tell me what to do
Let it go, lose control, get out of hand
You know I'm not an angel
I'm more of a devil
And you can't stop a rebel

You say I need help but I just don't care
You say I need love but its all in the air
Let it go, lose control, get out of hand
You know I'm not an angel
I'm more of a devil
And you can't stop a rebel

14057. Nobody Knows But Me

Lefty Frizzell
Nobody Knows But Me



[Verse 1:]
Nobody knows about the jailhouse blues
Till you get within four walls
The old jailer man turns the big black keys
That's when your spirit falls
Then you drag yourself up to the bars
And while you gaze out at the stars
This is what you'll say

[Chorus:]
Why did I stray from the righteous path
Nobody knows but me
There on the outside you often left
I don't need your sympathy

[Verse 2:]
For after I paid for the liquor I stole
I'll leave this place with no way and gold
Why did I stray from the righteous path
Nobody knows but me
When you realize that you're all alone
Seated in a two by four
That little cell is just a taste of hell
If you ain't been there before
You're locked up tight but they treat you fair
You gave everything that you need in there
That's just why you'll say

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
For after I paid for the liquor I stole
I'll leave this place with no way and gold
Why did I stray from the righteous path
Nobody knows but me[x2]

14058. Nobody Knows But Me - Chords

Nobody Knows But Me 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
             G            G9                C                         B C
e /--------/--3-------1-/---------------/--------------------/-----0-------/
B /--------/------------/-----5-------3-/---1---1------------/-----1---4/5-/
G /--0-2-3-/4---4-3-2---/---------------/-0-----0--0---------/-----0---4/5-/
D /--------/------------/-3/5---5-4-3---/-------2--2---------/-----2---4/5-/
A /--------/------------/---------------/----------3-----0-2-/---3---------/
E /--------/------------/---------------/-------------3------/-------------/
 
 
 
 



[Verse 1]
C                           A7                        D7        G7        C
You'll never know about the jailhouse blues 'til they put you behind four walls
     C                       A7                 D7                     G7
The jail house man turns the big black key and that's when your spirit falls
    C             C7                  F                F#dim
You drag yourself up to the bars and then you gaze out at the stars
D7                 G7
 Thats when you'll say
 
[Chorus]
C                       A7                  D7     G7        C
Nobody knows about the jailhouse blues, hey nobody knows but me
    C                         A7                D7                     G7
And there on the outside you all can laugh, but I don't need your sympathy
     C                   C7
'Cos after I've paid for what I've stole
     F                         F#dim
I'll leave this place worth my weight in gold
C                       A7              D7     G7        C
Nobody knows about the jailhouse blues, nobody knows but me
 
[Instrumental]
C     A7    D7  G7 C
C      A7    D7  G7
C        C7
F       F#dim
C   A7   D7  G7  C
 
[Verse 2]
C                           A7                      D7        G7        C
You won't realize that your freedoms gone 'til they slam that big iron door
C                             A7                   D7                   G7
You won't realize that you're all alone 'til you're seated in that 2 by 4
C                        C7
My gal said she loves me even shed a tear
    F                               F#dim
She ain't been to see me since they put me here
D7                    G7
But I'll get out some day
 
[Chorus]
C                       A7                  D7     G7        C
Nobody knows about the jailhouse blues, hey nobody knows but me
    C                         A7                D7                     G7
And there on the outside you all can laugh, but I don't need your sympathy
     C                   C7
'Cos after I've paid for what I've stole
     F                         F#dim     G7
I'll leave this place worth my weight in gold
C                       A7              D7     G7        C
 
 
[Instrumental]
C     A7    D7  G7 C
C      A7    D7  G7
C        C7



F       F#dim
C   A7   D7  G7  C
 
[Chorus]
C                       A7                  D7     G7        C
Nobody knows about the jailhouse blues, hey nobody knows but me
    C                         A7                D7                     G7
And there on the outside you all can laugh, but I don't need your sympathy
     C                   C7
'Cos after I've paid for what I've stole
     F                         F#dim     G7
I'll leave this place worth my weight in gold
C                       A7              D7     G7        C
Nobody knows about the jailhouse blues, nobody knows but me
 
[Outro]
            G              G9             C                      C6
e /--------/--3-------1-/---------------/--------------------/----3---------------/
B /--------/------------/-----5-------3-/-----1--------------/----1---------------/
G /--0-2-3-/4---4-3-2---/---------------/-------3-2--0-------/----2---------------/
D /--------/------------/-3/5---5-4-3---/-0-2----------1-0---/----2---------------/
A /--------/------------/---------------/--------------------/-3--3---------------/
E /--------/------------/---------------/------------==------/--------------------/

14059. Nobody Knows I'm Hurtin'

Nobody Knows I'm Hurtin'

Nobody knows I'm hurtin' and nobody cares
Nobody knows I'm yearnin' and no one's nowhere
I'm even livin' with more heartaches in my share
Nobody's cryin' for me and I got nobody to care
Well I'm not to find me someone who'd do a little somethin' for me
I'm lookin' for a gal who's kind and sweet cause I need some sympathy
I just can't feel quite sorry enough for the way I been done
I'm about to find me a good ole gal who'll want me when I come
[ guitar ]
Cause nobody knows I'm hurtin'...

14060. Nobody Knows My Name

Nobody Knows My Name
Traveller's Three

Streets are so long, lord
Buildings so high.
Walls all around me
Can't see the sky



Chorus:
Nobody knows my name
Nobosy knows my name

Once I had blue eyes
Eager to see
Now turned to gray;
Life has left me

Chorus

Bridge:
Talking 'bout how
Things gonna be
Don't want to hear you talk
Let me be

Chorus

Gone is the warm glow,
Flown from your eyes
Dead is our love now,
Conquered by lies

Chorus

Repeat first verse

14061. Nobody Knows What You Do

John Hartford - Nobody Knows What You Do
Mighty Pines

Nobody knows what you do
You're all alone, its just you
You're on your own, its just you
Nobody knows what you do

Nobody knows what you're sayin'
Whether you're workin', whether you're playin'
You can sure have your way
Nobody knows what you do

For sure, no one will ever know
You can come, and you can go
Nobody knows what you do

No-one can see what goes down
If nobody else comes around
Nobody knows what you do

Nobody knows what you see
When you're down on your knees



And when you're high in your room
Nobody knows what you do

Nobody comes to hang around
Nobody there to put you down
Or else to say they approve
Nobody knows what you do

For sure, no one will ever know
You can come, and you can go
Nobody knows what you do

Nobody can see what goes down
If nobody else comes around
Nobody knows what you do

For sure, no one will ever know
You can come, and you can go
Nobody knows what you do

No-one can see what goes down
Nobody else comes around
Nobody knows what you do

For sure, no one will ever know
You can come, and you can go
Nobody knows what you do

No-one can see what goes down
Nobody else comes around
Nobody knows what you do

For sure, no one will ever know
You can come, and you can go
Nobody knows what you do

No-one can see what goes down
Nobody else comes around
Nobody knows what you do

For sure, no one will ever know
You can come, and you can go
Nobody knows what you do

No-one can see what goes down
Nobody else comes around
Nobody knows what you do

For sure, no one will ever know
You can come, and you can go
Nobody knows what you do

Nobody can see what goes down
If nobody else comes around
Nobody knows what you do



14062. Nobody Knows You

Nobody Knows You - Steep Canyon Rangers

Nobody forgot when you went away
And left this town without a word to say

Going down south to a simple life
You were always the wind and never a wife

Do you ever wonder what you left behind
I never got to tell you what was on my mind

Nobody knows you quite the way I do
No one can love you the way that I can
It's been so long and I'm thinking of you
Just say the word and I'll be your man

I told my pride I'd never take you back
But I've seen enough to know better than that
As long as I live, as long as I live
The least I can do, is learn to forgive

14063. Nobody Knows You When You're Down And Out

Nobody Knows You When You're Down And Out
Ida Cox / B. Feldman (Bessie Smith)

Once I lived the life of a millionaire
Spending my money, I didn't care
I carried my friends out for a good time
Bying bootleg liquor, champagne and wine

Then I began to fall so low
I didn't have a friend, and no place to go
So if I ever get my hand on a dollar again
I'm gonna hold on to it till them eagle's green

Nobody knows you when you down and out
In my pocket not one penny
And my friends I haven't any
But If I ever get on my feet again
Then I'll meet my long lost friend
It's mighty strange, without a doubt
Nobody knows you when you down and out



14064. Nobody Like Yours - Chords

Nobody Like Yours
Recorded by Keith Whitley
 
Am
Nobody I've ever seen
G7
Not even in my wildest dreams
F                                       G7
Nobody ever looked more like a lover to me
 
Am
Nobody ever lifted me up
   G7
As high as you do when we make love
          F
You're my woman for sure 
G7                  Am   G7
There's nobody like yours
 
        F
I never knew what I was missing
                             C
Till I listened to your body talk 
  F
I never thought desire would stir up such a fire
                             G7
Until your loving touched it on

Am
Nobody runs me right through the heat
G7
Nobody ever left me so weak
    F
And still left me begging for more
G7                  Am
There's nobody like yours
 
 
Nobody moves a night like you can
     G7
When you're in my arms the world's in my hands
F                                    G7
Nobody ever made me feel more like a man
 
Am
Nobody shook me down to the bone
G7
Nobody ever melted my soul 
      F
Right down to the chore
G7                  Am
There's nobody like you
 
Repeat #3,4



G7        F
You're my woman for sure 
G7                  Am
There's nobody like yours

14065. Nobody Loves Me

Nobody Loves Me
Bill Monroe

   Nobody loves me nobody cares
   If life is empty and full of tears
   I've longed for true love searched everywhere
   Nobody loves me nobody cares

Searching for true love has been in vain
Through years my heart has suffered with pain
Life's lonesome burden now I must bear
Nobody loves me nobody cares

Nights on my pillow I dream of love
Through space I gaze at the stars above
They seem to whisper from way up there
Nobody loves you nobody cares

A lonesome heart and a troubled mind
In this world now is all I find
I look to heaven for I know there
Someone will love me someone will care

14066. Nobody Loves You Like I Do - Chords

Nobody Loves You Like I Do 
Highway 101

[Intro]
( F - C - F )
 
F                     C                F
Leave your heartaches just outside the door
F                 C             F
Lean you troubles up against my heart
                       F7                 Bb       G
And anytime you need a friend to laugh or cry with you
         C                       F
Remember nobody loves you like I do
 
F                C                  F
Sometimes things just don't go your way



F                     C            F
Sometimes rain clouds cover up the sky
                           F7         Bb       G
And someday you think that I've grown tired of you
         C                       F
Remember nobody loves you like I do
 
C                          Bb         F
There's no one else in the whole wide world
C                            F
Could ever take the place of you
C                      Bb         F
And no one else in the whole wide world
G                   C
Could ever love you like I do
 
F                  C              F
Don't be afraid of what today may bring
F               C         F
Yesterday don't matter anymore
                    F7               Bb        G
Just as long as you need me, I'll be there for you
                C                       F
'Cause darlin', nobody loves you like I do
Just as long as you need me, I'll be there for you
'Cause darlin', nobody loves you like I do

14067. Nobody Said That It Would Be Easy

Nobody Said That It Would Be Easy 

Nobody said that it would be easy
To take away my walkin' shoes
Cause honey I found I can't settle down
On my road there's another town
Where the people wanna hear a man
who sings the blues

Nobody said that it would be easy
Stay at home all alone
Honey I found I can't settle down
With you,
My road, there's another town
I gotta keep movin'
I gotta keep rollin' on

Some say I'm a fool
Crazy fanatic
Dreamer
Drifter
And more

I guess it's true



Like getting static
For a new pair of boots
And the way out the door

Nobody said that it would be easy

Sometimes you'll get confused
But honey I found I can't settle down
At the end of my road
There's another town
Where the people wanna hear a man
Who sings the blues

Some say I'm a fool
Crazy fanatic
A dreamer a drifter and more
I guess it's true
Cause I get ecsatic
For a new pair of boots
and a way out the door

Nobody said that it would be easy
Sometimes you'll get confused
But honey I found I can't settle down
At the end of my road
There's another town
Where the people wanan hear a man
Who sings the blues
Yeah honey I found I can't settle down
At the end of my road
There's another town
Where the people wanna hear a man
Who sings the blues

14068. Nobody That Somebody Loves

Nobody That Somebody Loves (Larry W. Jones 12/05/2007) 

I know her looks aren't very charmin'
But she still suits me to a tee
And something deep inside is warmin'
Abiding in this heart of me
She's nobody that somebody loves
That nobody is mine, mine, mine
She's nobody that somebody loves
Cause to me she's just fine, fine, fine
She's nobody that somebody will marry soon
For her love I would die, die, die
She's nobody that somebody will write a tune
About a happy, happy guy
- instrumental -
She thinks she's just a Cinderella
Who doesn't even try, try, try



To find for her a lovin' fella
She doesn't know that I'm her guy
She's nobody that somebody loves
That nobody is mine, mine, mine
She's nobody that somebody loves
Cause to me she's just fine, fine, fine
She's nobody that somebody loves
She's nobody that somebody loves

14069. Nobody to Blame

Nobody to Blame
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
She took down the photograph
Of our wedding day
Ripped it down the middle
And threw my half away
And I got nobody to blame but me
I got nobody to blame but me

[Verse 2]
She broke all my fishing rods
Put my guns in hock
Threw my clothes out in the yard
And changed out all the locks
And I got nobody to blame but me
I got nobody to blame but me

[Chorus]
I know right where I went wrong
I know just what got her gone
Turned my life into this country song
And I got nobody to blame but me
I got nobody to blame but me

[Verse 3]
She fired up my old hot rod
Ran it in the pond
Put sugar in my John Deere
I can't even mow my lawn
And I got nobody to blame but me
I got nobody to blame but me

[Verse 4]
She built her a bonfire
With my old six string
Took all my good whiskey
And poured it down the drain
And I got nobody to blame but me
I got nobody to blame but me



[Chorus]
I know right where I went wrong
I know just what got her gone
Turned my life into this country song
And I got nobody to blame but me
I got nobody to blame but me

14070. Nobody's

Linda Ronstadt - Nobody's
David Bromberg

One year later I saw her
Wearing a face in a strange disguise
Carried a smile they taught her
Gives it away at the edge of her eyes

Didn't I see the sunshine through the rainfall
She's crying and she knows it
She's crying and she shows it on the outside now
Whatever happened to the girl that was
Did she go inside because it's cold out here

Sooner or later she told me
I am in love again, truly this time
Nothing at home left to hold me
The city's just great and the world treats me fine

Didn't she think I heard that old refrain before
She's lying and she knows it
She's lying and she shows it on the outside now
Whatever happened to the girl that was
Did she go inside because it's cold out here

Didn't she think I'd seen someone in pain before
She's crying and she knows it
She's crying and she shows it on the outside now
Whatever happened to the girl that was
Did she go inside because it's cold out here

14071. Nobody's Angel

Nanci Griffith - Nobody's Angel

Something's disturbed me
I'm out of your company
I'm Out of the country
With another man's heart
I'm angered and doubtful



And I'd shout an earful
But nothing comes out
When I open my mouth

[Chorus:]
I'm nobody's angel now
(she's out of the country now)
Nobody's angel now
(she's out of the country now)
And if I can't give love
I can't rise above the clouds
Nobody's angel now

I was the forest for love songs
The one who can't love wrong
The one who won't fall
But will still write it down
I'm the one who would understand
Who listens with pen in hand
I'm everyone's shoulder
Till it's me who falls down

[Chorus]

[Bridge:]
I'm grounded and rusty
An' my dance card is dusty now
Because I wanted to be
What the angels see
When they look down
Just a couple on the avenue
With their feet on the ground
And I'm nobody's angel now

Something's disturbed me
I'm out of your company
I'm out of the country now
Something's disturbed me
I'm out of your company
I'm out of the country
Nobody's angel now
(she's out of the country now)
Nobody's angel now
(she's out of it)
I'm out of the country now
I'm out of the country
And nobody's angel now

14072. Nobody's Business

Nobody's Business

Nobody's business, nobody's business, nobody's business what I do



Nobody's business, nobody's business, nobody's business what I do

My gal drives a Cadillac, I walk the railroad track
It's nobody's business what I do
She drives a limousine, I buy the gasoline
It's nobody's business what I do

* Refrain

Earl says, boys let's leave a eight
Flatt say, that's too late
It's nobody's business what I do
And we say, well what the heck
But they're guys who sign the check
So I guess it's their business what we do

* Refrain

14073. Nobody's Business

Nobody's Business - Stanley Brothers

That's where my money goes
To buy my baby clothes
Nobody's business what I do
Nobody's business, nobody's business
Nobody's business what I do

Sliced ham and pickled feet
Ham and eggs and sausage meat
Nobody's business what I eat
Nobody's business, nobody's business
Nobody's business what I do

Some day I'll wake up crazy
Kill my wife and save my baby
Nobody's business what I do
Nobody's business, nobody's business
Nobody's business what I do

She rides the limousine
I crank the old machine
Nobody's business what I do
Nobody's business, nobody's business
Nobody's business what I do

14074. Nobody's Child



Nobody's Child

I was slowly passing by
An orphan's home one day
And I stopped there for a moment
To watch the children play
Alone a little boy was standing
And when I asked him why
He truned to me, but did not speak
And he began to cry

I'm nobody's child
I'm nobody's child
I'm like a flower
Just growing wild
No mommy's kisses
And no body's smiles
Nobody wants me
I'm nobody's child

People come for children
And take them for their own
Then they have a mom and dad
And a fine home
I know they like my golden curls
But when they see I'm blind
They always take some other shild
And I am left behind

14075. Nobody's Darling

Stanley Brothers - Nobody's darling
Composer: Gilliam Banmon Grayson - Henry Whitter

Out in this cold world alone
Wandering about on the street
Asking a penny for bread
Begging for something to eat

I'm nobody's darling on earth
Heaven have mercy on me
For I'm nobody's darling
Nobody cares for me

When I was but a young lad
Mother was taken from home
Now I have no one to love me
No one to call me their own

While others are sleeping so sound
Or dreaming of silver and gold
I'm out in this cold world alone
Wandering about in the cold



If I'm fortunate enough
To get to the Heavenly home
I will have some one to love me
Some one to call me their own

14076. Nobody's Darling But Mine

The Louvin Brothers - Nobody's Darling But Mine
The McPeak Brothers - Emmylou Harris

Come sit by my side little darlin' 
Come lay your cool hand on my brow
And promise me that you will 
Never be nobody's darlin' but mine

Be nobody's darlin' but mine 
Love be honest be faithful be kind
And promise me that you will 
Never be nobody's darlin' but mine

You're as sweet as the flowers of springtime
You're as pure as the dew from the rose
I had rather be somebody's darlin'
Than a poor boy that nobody knows

Be nobody's darlin' but mine love

14077. Nobody's Darling But Mine - Chords

Osborne Brothers - Nobody's Darling But Mine

[G] Come sit by my side, little [C] darlin'
Come [D] lay your cool hand on my [G] brow
Promise me that you will nev-[C] er
Be [D] nobody's darlin' but [G] mine.

Nobody's darlin' but mine, love
Be honest, be faithful, be kind
Promise me that you will never
Be nobody's darlin' but mine.

You're as sweet as the flowers of springtime
You're as pure as the dew from the rose
I had rather be somebody's darlin'
Than a poor girl that nobody knows.

My Mother is dead and in heaven
My Daddy has gone down below
Sister has gone to meet Mother



An where I'll go, nobody knows.

Goodbye, goodbye little darlin'
I'm leaving this cold world behind
Promise me that you will never
Be nobody's darlin' but mine.

14078. Nobody's Darling On Earth

Nobody's Darling On Earth

Out in this cold world alone
Wandering about on the street
Asking a penny for bread
Begging for something to eat

   I'm nobody's darling on earth
   Heaven have mercy on me
   For I'm nobody's darling
   Nobody cares for me

When I was but a young lad
Mother was taken from home
Now I have no one to love me
No one to call me their own

While others are sleeping so sound
Or dreaming of silver and gold
I'm out in this cold world alone
Wandering about in the cold

If I'm fortunate enough
To get to the Heavenly home
I will have some one to love me
Some one to call me their own

14079. Nobody's Fault but Mine

Leftover Salmon - Nobody's Fault But Mine - Featuring John Bell 

Nobody's fault but mine
Nobody's fault but mine
If I don't read, my soul get lost
And nobody's fault but mine

My mama taught me how to sing
My daddy taught me how to pray
If I don't pray and sing all night long
Ain't nobody's fault but mine



Nobody's fault but mine
Ain't nobody's fault but mine
If I don't pray and sing all night long
See it's nobody's fault but mine

Well, I know right from wrong
Well, I know right from wrong, I know
If I don't do it my soul get lost
Ain't nobody's fault but mine

Ain't nobody's fault but mine
Ain't nobody's fault but mine
If I don't do it my soul get lost
Nobody's fault but mine

I got a Bible in my home
I got a Bible in my home
If I don't read all my soul get lost
Ain't nobody's fault but mine

Nobody's fault but mine
Ain't nobody's fault but mine
If I don't read my soul get lost
Nobody's fault but mine

If I don't read my soul get lost
Nobody's fault but mine

14080. Nobody's Fault But Mine

Leftover Salmon - Nobody's Fault But Mine - Featuring John Bell 

Nobody's fault but mine
Nobody's fault but mine
If I don't read, my soul get lost
And nobody's fault but mine

My mama taught me how to sing
My daddy taught me how to pray
If I don't pray and sing all night long
Ain't nobody's fault but mine

Nobody's fault but mine
Ain't nobody's fault but mine
If I don't pray and sing all night long
See it's nobody's fault but mine

Well, I know right from wrong
Well, I know right from wrong, I know
If I don't do it my soul get lost
Ain't nobody's fault but mine



Ain't nobody's fault but mine
Ain't nobody's fault but mine
If I don't do it my soul get lost
Nobody's fault but mine

I got a Bible in my home
I got a Bible in my home
If I don't read all my soul get lost
Ain't nobody's fault but mine

Nobody's fault but mine
Ain't nobody's fault but mine
If I don't read my soul get lost
Nobody's fault but mine

If I don't read my soul get lost
Nobody's fault but mine

14081. Nobody's Fool

Nobody's Fool
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
One more night with the same neon lights
And I'll find my place at the bar
One more dance so I'll buy one more round
And I'll try to drown out my heart

[Verse 2]
He'll walk in and make every head turn
And he'll always be dressed to kill
Day I left is my only regret
And now it's become his biggest thrill

[Chorus]
All my friends'll say "hey don't you know him?"
And I'll try to play it off cool
When they ask I'll just say he's nobody
And me, well I'm nobody's fool

[Verse 3]
Won't take long and he'll find him someone
And then pull them out for a dance
Every note tells me that's all she wrote
And reminds me how I missed my chance

[Verse 4]
When he's done, he'll have a little more fun
And he'll let her act like she's smooth
As they walk out while I'm learning about
What it is to have nothing to lose



[Chorus]
And all my friends'll say "hey, don't you know him?"
And I'll try to play it off cool
When they ask I'll just say he's nobody
And me, well I'm nobody's fool, yeah

[Chorus]
All my friends'll say "hey, don't you know him?"
And I'll try to play it off cool
When they ask I'll just say he's nobody
And me, well I'm nobody's fool
Oh, and me, well I'm nobody's fool

14082. Nobody's Fool But Yours

Nobody's Fool But Yours - Vince Gill
(originally by Buck Owens)

They say for everybody there is a fool
And that's the way it's always been between me and you
Anytime you're ready you treat me like a friend
'Cause you know that I'm just fool enough to take you back again.

Yes, I'm nobody's fool, nobody's fool
Nobody's fool but yours
And although you do me wrong I'll still tag along
'Cause I'm nobody's fool but yours.

You falsely accused me of doing you wrong
That's just an excuse you used to string me along
A toy you play with and when you are through
You throw me away and find somebody knew.

Yes, I'm nobody's fool, nobody's fool
Nobody's fool but yours
And although you do me wrong I'll still tag along
'Cause I'm nobody's fool but yours.

And although you do me wrong I'll still tag along
'Cause I'm nobody's fool but yours.

14083. Nobody's Gonna Rain On Our Parade

Kathy Mattea - Nobody's Gonna Rain on Our Parade

Well there's a blue moon hangin' in a small town sky
Nobody's listenin' to the band tonight
Nobody feels like dancin' in this sad cafe
Oh, but you and me baby we got somethin' to live for



One more step and we'll be out that door
I don't know where we're goin' but we're already on our way

The train is leavin' and it won't come back
We got one-way tickets on a one-way track
Nobody's gonna get their hands on the plans we made
And nobody's gonna rain on our parade

Well there's a red light blinking on an empty street
Church bells ringing in the dog day heat
The more we try to change things, the more they stay the same
But there ain't no tellin' just what we'll find
Out past the city limit sign
There's a voice out there and I heard it callin' our name

The train is leavin' and it won't come back
We got one-way tickets on a one-way track
Nobody's gonna get their hands on the plans we made
And nobody's gonna rain on our parade

Well there ain't nobody, don't need nobody
Couldn't be nobody, don't see nobody
Nobody's gonna rain on our parade

The train is leavin' and it won't come back
We got one-way tickets on a one-way track
Nobody's gonna get their hands on the plans we made
And nobody's gonna rain on our parade

Train is leavin' and it won't come back
One-way tickets on a one-way track

14084. Nobody's Gonna Rain On Our Parade - Chords

Nobody's Gonna Rain On Our Parade
Kathy Mattea - Nobody's Gonna Rain On Our Parade

   ----->(Capo 1st Fret)-----

Intro:  C - F - C - G - C - F - C - G

(verse 1)
                F                     G
Well there's a blue moon hangin' in a small town sky,
C        G/B              Am     Am/G
Nobody's listening to the band tonight,
F                  G                     C - F - C - G
Nobody feels like dancing in this sad cafe,
       F                     G
Oh but you and me Baby we got something to live for
C        G/B               Am        Am/G
One more step and we'll be out that door,
        F                                                G



I don't know where we're goin' but we're already on our way,

(chorus)
 C         Bb            F          C
The train is leaving and it won't come back,
    C       Bb           F       C
We got one way tickets on a one way track,
F            C/E       Dm           Dm/C     G  G/F - G/E - G/D     
Nobody's gonna get their hands on the plans we made,
F              G             C      F - C - G
And nobody's gonna rain on our parade,

(verse 2)
               F                         G
Well there's a red light blinkin' on an empty street,
C            G/B            Am      Am/G
Church bells ringin' in the dog day heat,
     F                                G                   C  F  C G
The more we try to change things  the more they stay the same,
          F                     G
But there ain't no tellin' just what we'll find,
C            G/B  Am    Am/G
Out past the city limit sign,
          F                                          G
There's a voice out there and I heard it callin' our name,

(chorus)
 C         Bb            F          C
The train is leaving and it won't come back,
    C       Bb           F       C
We got one way tickets on a one way track,
F            C/E       Dm           Dm/C     G  G/F - G/E - G/D     
Nobody's gonna get their hands on the plans we made,
F              G             C      F - C - G
And nobody's gonna rain on our parade,

(bridge)
      F                    G
Well there ain't nobody don't need nobody,
     F/A             G/B           F
Couldn't be nobody don't see nobody,
          G         C
Nobody's gonna rain on our parade,

(chorus)
 C         Bb            F          C
The train is leaving and it won't come back,
    C       Bb           F       C
We got one way tickets on a one way track,
F            C/E       Dm           Dm/C     G  G/F - G/E - G/D     
Nobody's gonna get their hands on the plans we made,
F              G             C      F - C - G
And nobody's gonna rain on our parade,
     C        F             C           G
The train is leaving and it won't come back,
C       F           C        G
One way ticket on a one way track,



    C        F               C         G
The train is leaving and it won't come back,

14085. Nobody's Lonely Tonight

Nobody's Lonely Tonight
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Sittin' here, it's closing time
You've got your troubles and I bet they're just like mine
Somebody told you goodbye

[Verse 2]
I know a way, can't go wrong
Nobody leads nobody on
Nobody's lonely tonight

[Chorus]
What's love but just some illusion we believe
What's love but just some confusion we don't need

[Interlude]

[Chorus]
What's love but just some illusion we believe
What's love but just some confusion we don't need

[Outro]
You be her and I'll be him
For a while we'll pretend
Nobody's lonely tonight

14086. Nobody's Love Is Like Mine

Nobody's Love Is Like Mine
Blue & Lonesome - Stanley Brothers

   Nobody's love is like mine
   No one's as faithful and kind
   Love that is true as the ocean
   Nobody's love is like mine.

They tell me little darling that you are leaving
That you're going far away
Why did you leave me little darling
I loved you both night and day.

I guess I'll just go on dreaming



Wondering why you left me
Someday little darling you'll be sorry
For the way you treated me.

14087. Nobody's Perfect

Emmylou Harris
Nobody's Perfect

[Verse 1: Sheryl Crow]
Stickers on a suitcase, tell me where you've been
Could this be the one place you don't leave again
All the best intentions lead you down the path
Of wishing you could take your lame excuses back

[Chorus: Sheryl Crow & Emmylou Harris, Sheryl Crow]
Nobody's perfect, how could anyone be?
Nobody's perfect, especially me
I've been around enough to know
Sometimes it's hard to see
Nobody's perfect

[Verse 2: Emmylou Harris]
There are no mistakes in life, that's what I find
If they want to tear us down, they can get in line
Proving something to them is way beyond my reach
At least if we screw up, we do it honestly

[Chorus: Sheryl Crow & Emmylou Harris, Sheryl Crow]
Nobody's perfect, how could anyone be?
Nobody's perfect, especially me
"I'm sorry" goes a long, long way
But sometimes it's hard to say
Nobody's perfect
[Bridge: Sheryl Crow]
Proving something to the world is way beyond my reach
At least if we screw up we do it honestly

[Chorus: Sheryl Crow & Emmylou Harris, Sheryl Crow]
Nobody's perfect, how could anyone be?
Nobody's perfect, especially me
"I'm sorry" goes a long, long way
Sometimes it's hard to say
Nobody's perfect

14088. Nobody's Perfect

Jim Lauderdale - Nobody's perfect
Composer: Jim Lauderdale



Well you got to be careful and might need to be
Your heart was ready and stolen by thieves
Then comes the searching that takes you away
One time too many but those are the breaks

Nobody's perfect haven't you heard that
So much to learn yet so much to change
And you're looking for fate to come to the table
And you're playing it safe till it's meant to be

Well I thought I was ready for some kind of move
So many things that I wanted to prove
You heard your calling and went out to see
Some throw away what some others still need

Nobody's perfect haven't I heard that
So much to learn yet so much to change
Looking for fate to come to the table
Playing it safe knowing that

Nobody's perfect haven't you heard that
So much to learn yet so much to change
And you're looking for fate to come to the table
And we played it safe cause it's meant to be

14089. Nobody's Perfect

Jim Lauderdale - Nobody's Perfect

Well you got to be careful and might need to be
Your heart was ready and stolen by thieves
Then comes the searching that takes you away
One time too many but those are the breaks
Nobody's perfect haven't you heard that
So much to learn yet so much to change
And you're looking for fate to come to the table
And you're playing it safe till it's meant to be
[ steel ]
Well I thought I was ready for some kind of move
So many things that I wanted to prove
You heard your calling and went out to see
Some throw away what some others still need
Nobody's perfect haven't I heard that
So much to learn yet so much to change
Looking for fate to come to the table
Playing it safe knowing that
Nobody's perfect haven't you heard that
So much to learn yet so much to change
And you're looking for fate to come to the table
And we played it safe cause it's meant to be



14090. Nobody's Perfect - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Nobody's Perfect    
by Jim Lauderdale

D         Em    G          D

-14-12-10-12----12--10-----10-----
-------------12--------12---------
----------------------------------
----------------------------------
----------------------------------
----------------------------------

         Em        D           Em            D
Well you got to be careful and might need to be
Gmaj7          F#m        Asus          D                        
Your heart was ready and stolen by thieves
Gmaj7          F#m             Asus      D      
Then comes the searching that takes you away
Gmaj7       F#m        Asus
One time too many but those are the breaks
D        Em       G          D
Nobody's perfect haven't you heard that
D          Em        G          D
So much to learn yet so much to change
           F#m         A       D
And you're looking for fate to come to the table
           F#m        A    G    F#m  Em       D
And you're playing it safe till it's meant to be

D Em G  D   D  Em  G   D

       Em            D         Em            D
Well I thought I was ready for some kind of move
Gmaj7   F#m            A         D
So many things that I wanted to prove
Gmaj7          F#m         Asus         D
You heard your calling and went out to see
Gmaj7           F#m             Asus
Why some  throw away what some others still need
D        Em       G          D
Nobody's perfect haven't I   heard that
D          Em        G          D
So much to learn yet so much to change
F#m         A       D
Looking for fate to come to the table
F#m        A    G  F#m  Em
Playing it safe knowing that
D        Em       G          D
Nobody's perfect haven't you heard that
D          Em        G          D
So much to learn yet so much to change



       F#m         A   D
And we looked for fate coming up to the table
       F#m       A          G    F#m   Em D 
And we played it safe cause it's meant to be

>From Jim Lauderdale  "Persimmons"
Upstart Records 1996
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)

14091. Nobody's Stopping You Now

Nobody's Stopping You Now
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Lay down good, the summer's coming on
Take off your makeup and take off your shoes
Trade in a dress for something oversized
And let your mind go wherever you choose

[Chorus 1]
Don't try to be a woman anymore
Nobody's taught you how
Skin your knees and throw punches in the air
Nobody's stopping you now
It's okay to step away from the crowd
Nobody's stopping you now

[Verse 2]
You're on the cusp of an obsession
Time is not on your side
All winter trying for perfection
But somehow, you're never satisfied

[Chorus 2]
And that hunger'll last you for a lifetime
Until you learn how to set it down
Sip the nectar from a honRysuckle bush
'Cause nobody's stopping you now
It's okay to let thR real you out
Nobody's stopping you now

[Post-Chorus]
It's okay to let the real you out
Nobody's stopping you now
Nobody's stopping you now

[Chorus 3]
Lay down good and rest your weary head
I know you'll make it through somehow
Dip your toes down deep into the riverbed
'Cause nobody's stopping you now
It's okay to sing it right out loud



Nobody's stopping you now (Nobody's stopping you now, nobody's stopping you now)

[Outro]
It's okay to sing it right out loud (Nobody's stopping you now, nobody's stopping you now)
Nobody's stopping you now (Nobody's stopping you now, nobody's stopping you now)
Nobody's stopping you now (Nobody's stopping you now, nobody's stopping you now)
(Nobody's stopping you now, nobody's stopping)

14092. Nobody's Wedding

Richard Thompson - Nobody's Wedding 

Everybody came to nobody's wedding
Everybody knew it was bound to be a hoot
What can you do when nothing else is cooking
You make your own amusement, bring a pile of loot

There was Alice the butcher, Tidy and Gunn
Who couldn't see where they were heading
It was sixteen days and sixteen nights
And it weren't even nobody's wedding

"What a great reception", all the people cried
Who stole the groom and who stole the bride
How did the countess slide underneath the door
Why is the wild boy chopping up the floor?

There was Alice the butcher, Tidy and Gunn
Who couldn't see where they were heading
It was sixteen days and sixteen nights
And it weren't even nobody's wedding

I didn't hear the sound of the tin cans rattle
I didn't hear a teardrop, I didn't hear a prattle
Didn't hear the words of the bible being read
When it's nobody's wedding, nobody's wed

There was Alice the butcher, Tidy and Gunn
Who couldn't see where they were heading
It was sixteen days and sixteen nights
And it weren't even nobody's wedding

14093. Nobodys Dirty Business - Chords

Nobodys Dirty Business 
The Devil Makes Three
 
[Intro]
C F G C



 
 
[Chorus]
        C
Said it ain't nobody's dirty business 
F
How my baby treats me 
G                        C
Nobody's business but my own.
        C
Said it ain't nobody's dirty business 
F
How my baby treats me 
G                        C
Nobody's business but my own.
 
 
[Verse 1]
 
C
Hey now baby did you get that letter? 
    F                                       G
You take me back and I'll treat you better. 
 
Ain't no one's business but my own.
C
Hey now baby did you get that letter? 
    F                                       G
You take me back and I'll treat you better. 
 
Ain't no one's business but my own.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        C
Said it ain't nobody's dirty business 
F
How my baby treats me 
G                        C
Nobody's business but my own.
        C
Said it ain't nobody's dirty business 
F
How my baby treats me 
G                        C
Nobody's business but my own.
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
C
Well sometimes my baby is boozy 
F                                   G
And sometimes she tries to rule me. 
 
Ain't no one's business but my own.



C
Well sometimes my baby is boozy 
F                                   G
And sometimes she tries to rule me. 
 
Ain't no one's business but my own.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        C
Said it ain't nobody's dirty business 
F
How my baby treats me 
G                        C
Nobody's business but my own.
        C
Said it ain't nobody's dirty business 
F
How my baby treats me 
G                        C
Nobody's business but my own.
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
C
Champagne don't make me lazy, 
F                            G
Cocaine don't make me crazy, 
 
Ain't no one's business but my own.
C
Cocaine don't make me crazy, 
F                             G
Champagne don't make me lazy. 
 
Ain't no one's business but my own.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        C
Said it ain't nobody's dirty business 
F
How my baby treats me 
G                        C
Nobody's business but my own.
        C
Said it ain't nobody's dirty business 
F
How my baby treats me 
G                        C
Nobody's business but my own.
 
 
[Verse 4]



 
C
Well sometimes I might get a little crazy 
  F                             G
I take my gun and shoot my lady, 
 
Ain't no one's business but my own.
C
Well sometimes I might get a little crazy 
  F                             G
I take my pistol shoot my lady, 
 
Ain't no one's business but my own.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        C
Said it ain't nobody's dirty business 
F
How my baby treats me 
G                        C
Nobody's business but my own.
        C
Said it ain't nobody's dirty business 
F
How my baby treats me 
G                        C
Nobody's business but my own.

14094. Noise Machine - Chords

Noise Machine 
Chris Thile
 
[Intro]
Gm7  Gm7  Gm7
Fmaj7 Fmaj7 Fmaj7
Ab Ab Ab
Gmaj7 Gmaj7
Fmaj7 Fmaj7
Fm7 Fm7
Dm Dm
 
[Verse 1]
              Gm
Listen, just between you and me
             Fmaj7      Ab
This is the life
                     Gmaj7                Fmaj7     Dm
Laughing through the still of the night
Gm                           Fmaj7
Child you can take it from me, one of the best



Ab
You gotta sleep
                       Gmaj7
It's more clay for the wheel in your head
                       Fmaj7                                   Fm7
And better chances the angel watching over us catches a breath
Dm
When you're asleep
 
 
[Chorus]
Dbmaj7                    Cm7      Ab
So I sing, just above the noise machine
                 Gb
Your mother is a hero
 
We're lucky to be here
       Dbmaj7              Cm7         Ab
Little son, if anything is worth being sung
                       Gb
If there's anything I want you to know
 
Your mother is a hero
                 Gb/Bb
Your mother is a hero
 
[Solo 1]
Bb  Bb  Gm
Fmaj7 Fmaj7 Fmaj7
Ab Ab Ab
Gmaj7 Gmaj7
Fmaj7 Fmaj7
Fm7 Fm7
Dm Dm Dm
 
 
Last time: vamp Fm7
[Verse 2]
                 Fm7
Woke up with you smiling at me
Ebmaj7
The last of the stars
Bm                   Fmaj7
And the angels plea
               Ebmaj7           Ebm
Just give me a couple of hours
                     Bm                 Bbm
I'll turn them into another 24 for this baby of ours
Ab
Who never sleeps
[Interlude]
Bmaj7 Bmaj7
Bbm7  Gb
[Solo 2]
E  E  E  E
E  E  E  E
Gb Gb Bbm Bbm



Dbm Dbm Ab  Ab
 
[Chorus]
Dbmaj7                    Cm7      Ab
So I sing, just above the noise machine
                 Gb
Your mother is a hero
 
We're lucky to be here
       Dbmaj7              Cm7         Ab
Little son, if anything is worth being sung
                       Gb
If there's anything I want you to know
                 Gb
Your mother is a hero
                 Gb
Your mother is a hero
                 Gb
Your mother is a hero
                 Gb
Your mother is a hero
 
[Outro]
N.C.  (But the lick is based on Ab pentatonic)
 
Db
Bbm  Bbm  Bbm
Ab  Ab  Ab
Gm Gm Gm Gm Gm

14095. Nolan Ryan (He's A Hero To Us All)

Jerry Jeff Walker - Nolan Ryan (He's a Hero to Us All)

Well, our story starts in Texas, where he's tempered by the heat
That skinny Alvin boy believes his fastball can't be heat
So he brings it and he brings it and it passes every test
They're talkin' he's a wild man might be the fastest in the West
Well, he's drafted by New York, he's gonna pitch up there in Shea
With those amazing Mets, he'll help them take it all the way
He gets a World Series ring, he stays modest, he don't boast
Now it's off to California, where he'll make history on the coast

Chorus:
Nolan Ryan, he's a hero to us all
Nolan Ryan, he stands straight, he stands tall
He don't mess around boys
He just throws a mean fast ball
Tom Morgan is the angel, gets Nolan in second gear
Then he pitches four no-hitters in about as many years
He's working for Gene Autry, they're calling him the Ryan Express
He throws one ball a hundred, now he's the fastest in the West
But after eight years on the left coast



He says he wants to come home
So he signs on with the Astros
He'll bring magic to the dome
As he throws his fifth no-hitter
They're talkin' about he might be the best
In Texas people know, he's the fastest in the West

Chorus
Now he's a Texas Ranger, but he don't tote no gun
He'll mow you down with the heater, you smell leather, hear it hum
He throws a sixth no-hitter, the Oakland A's just met Big Tex
Now they're gonna judge all the rest
Boys, against the fastest in the West
Now let's count up some numbers, he's forty-three years of age
He's got 5200 strike-outs, six no-hitters to date
There's 57 shut-outs, right up against 300 wins
And on the very first ballot, the Hall of Fame's gotta take him in

Chorus x2

14096. Non-Stop Dance - Chords

Non-Stop Dance 
Gibson Brothers
 
D         Em        Dm        C#m       Bm        A         A7
e/--2--/  e/--0--/  e/--1--/  e/--4--/  e/--2--/  e/--0--/  e/--3--/
b/--3--/  b/--0--/  b/--3--/  b/--5--/  b/--3--/  b/--2--/  b/--2--/
g/--2--/  g/--0--/  g/--2--/  g/--6--/  g/--4--/  g/--2--/  g/--2--/
D/--0--/  D/--2--/  D/--0--/  D/--6--/  D/--4--/  D/--2--/  D/--2--/
A/--X--/  A/--2--/  A/--X--/  A/--4--/  A/--2--/  A/--0--/  A/--0--/
E/--X--/  E/--0--/  E/--X--/  E/--X--/  E/--X--/  E/--X--/  E/--X--/  
 
Intro:
A D Dm A    1x
 
A
When you got the feeling
D
You try to get higher
Dm                     A
You think you're going insane
 
A
You're almost crazy
D
It really drives you mad
Dm                      A
You feel it coming your way
 
Verse
       Em        D
Have a real good time



       A
Do the dance (Wooow!)
       Em        D
Have a real good time
       C#m Bm   A
Do the non stop dance
 
A
Oh, when you spin  n' stompin'
D
There's no way out
D                          A
You're getting down by the sound
A
And when you fool about, feet around
D
As you inspire
Dm                        A
It really knocks yourself out
 
Verse
       Em        D
Have a real good time
       A
Do the dance (Yooow!)
       Em        D
Have a real good time
       C#m Bm   A
Do the non stop dance
 
A
Come on man, y'all!
(Sax Solo)
A D Dm A
                           Yeah, you got it now
A D Dm A
 
       Em        D
Have a real good time
       C#m Bm   A
Do the non stop dance
A             A7
Non stop, Mmm dance
(Guitar rhythm)
A7 A
                          Yeah, 
A7 A
Non stop, dance
A7 A
Non stop, dance
A7 A
Non stop, dance
A   D
Non stop, dance    
Dm   A
Non stop, dance!
A



When you got the feeling
D
You try to get higher
Dm                     A
You think you're going insane
A
You're almost crazy
D
It really drives you mad
Dm                      A
You feel it coming your way
 
Verse
       Em        D
Have a real good time
       A
Do the dance (Hey!)
       Em        D
Have a real good time
       C#m Bm   A
Do the non stop dance
A             D
Do the dance (do the dance)
Dm                                       A
Do the dance (you're getting down by the sound)
A             D
Do the dance (do the dance)
Dm                                      A
Do the dance (it really knocks yourself out)
A
Come on, do the dance!
 
Em D A 1x
 
       Em        D
Have a real good time
       C#m Bm   A
Do the non stop dance
A             D
Do the dance (do the dance)
Dm                                       A
Do the dance (you're getting down by the sound)
A             D
Do the dance (do the dance)
Dm                                      A
Do the dance (it really knocks yourself out)
A
Come on, do the dance!
 
Em D A   1x
 
       Em        D
Have a real good time
       C#m Bm   A
Do the non stop dance
       C#m Bm   A
Do the non stop dance



       C#m Bm   A
Do the non stop dance
       C#m Bm   A
Do the non stop dance

14097. None'ya

Allison Moorer
None'ya

[Verse 1]
I asked you where you'd been and you said "None'ya"
"None'ya business, don't you ask no more"
You said "If you would do a better job of listenin'
Then maybe you would understand why I'm at the door"
You just had to paint the front porch ceiling turquoise
You said "That's the way we do it in the South"
You claimed it keeps out all the evil spirits
Sometimes I can't believe the words a-comin' out your mouth

[Chorus 1]
But I try because I want to
I know your heart the best way that I can
Through the laughter and the pain
And the sometimes just insane
Girl, all I wanna do is be your man

[Verse 2]
Sometimes we'll pretend like we are strangers
Out there meeting up for the first time
I'll be a doctor or a secret agent
Just hopin' that you laugh at me as I throw out my lines

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
I used to tell myself I had it covered
That everything was where it needs to be
But then you showed up and you looked me over
And now I see, aw, I see
Now I see, darlin', I see
[Chorus 2]
And so I try because I need to
I know your heart the best way that I can
For the laughter, for the pain
For the way you call my name
Girl, all I wanna do is be your man

[Outro]
I asked you where you'd been and you said "None'ya"
"None'ya business, don't you ask no more"



14098. Noon or Midnight

Noon or Midnight
Hackensaw Boys - Noon or Midnight

Fell asleep at 10 am
Don't think I know where I am
Down again
Dark coming through the strangest door
And I pull myself up a piece of floor
I'm down again
White ceilings all look the same
I'm laying here trying to guess your name
I'm down again
Is it noon or midnight?
Either sun is glowing dull or maybe moon is glowing bright
I think it shines a little bright, even for me
Is it noon or midnight?
Is it noon or midnight for you?
Out of tune and slightly broken
Bought it used or found it stolen
I'm down again
You been swimming all the places I've been
You got the [net tan?] color of the water
I'm drowning in
Is it noon or midnight?
Either sun is glowing dull or maybe moon is glowing bright
I think it shines a little bright, even for me
Is it noon or midnight?
Is it noon or midnight for you?
[Instrumental]
Is it noon or midnight?
Either sun is glowing dull or maybe moon is glowing bright
I think it shines a little bright, even for me
Is it noon or midnight?
Is it noon or midnight for you?

14099. Norfolk Captain

Norfolk Captain
(Kyle Wood)
Crucial Smith

Vs 1
Across from a dry dock in Norfolk
I thought I heard a man calling me
He looked like a dream or a nightmare
Or an old ship long lost at sea



His white cap was threadbare and tattered
His face was chapped from the cold
His eyes shown bright like a lighthouse
As if to light a pathway to home

Chorus:
I might sleep here by the roadside
I might lay down by the tracks
But I'd rather rest by a ship's side
Stow away and never come hack

Vs 2
He said, Could you lend me a dime sir,
Or have you a nickel to spare?
I've no home towards which to wander
Or wealth with which to pay a fare

I go with the North or the South wind
Wherever shipyards are found
I've spent my days as a sailor
And water's where I'm bound 

Chorus

14100. North Carolina - Chords

North Carolina 
The Devil Makes Three
 
Chorus
 
G                                  C   D
Sweet demon North Carolina
G                                C     D
Gave your daughter to me
G                                C    D
She left me on that corner starin'
G                                 C   D
Knocked the wind outta me
 
Verse
 
G                                          C
Well dime to a dollar now, and that dollar back to a dime
                      G                                D
I'm wonderin' how I been wasting all that precious time
                   G                                     C
I just been sitting down here on that railway line
                G               D                  G
Thinkin' about what used to be mine
 
 
Pre-Chorus



                D                                     G
Girl, I'm just sittin' down here wonderin' why
                      D                             G
Just watchin' days like hours all fly on by
             C                                          G                 E
I'm just sitting 'round here with my head in my hand,
 A                                  D
Wonderin' how many years it's been
 
Singin'...
 
Bridge
 
G  C  G  D  G  C  G D  G
D  G  D  G  C  G Em  Am  D
 
Chorus
 
 G                             C     D
Sweet demon North Carolina
 G                              C     D
Gave your daughter to me
G                               C     D
She left me on that corner starin'
G                              C     D
Knocked the wind outta me
 
Verse
 
       G                                                   C
Well if I'd a known that things woulda ended up this way
                  G                                  D
I would have never left my happy home anyway
                 G                                       C
I would've stayed down on my bended knees and prayed
 G                                D           G
Hopin' I would never see this day
 
 
Pre-Chorus
             D                                    G
Girl, I'm just sittin' down here wonderin' why
                  D                             G
Just watchin' days like hours all click on by
         C                                          G                 E
I'm just sitting 'round here with my head in my hand,
A                                  D
Wonderin' how many years it's been
 
Singin'
 
Chorus
 
 G                             C     D
Sweet demon North Carolina
 G                              C     D
Gave your daughter to me



G                                    C     D
She left me on that corner starin'
G                              C     D
Knocked the wind outta me
G

14101. North Country Girl

North Country Girl - Acoustic Syndicate

When You Travel
To the green hills of Ayr
Where the sea breaks
Windows on the border line
Remember me to a girl
Who lives there
For she once was
A true love of mine

Please see for me
That her red hair is long
And flows and curls
Down her back and breast
Please see for me
That her red hair is long
For that'²s why
I remember her the best

North county girl
North county girl
North county girl
North county girl

See that she's warm
When the summer ends
When the trees are bare
And the rivers freeze
She washes clothes
Where the river bends
She'²s working on her knees

Please see for me that her
Coat's pulled up close
And her beret frames
Her sweet pretty face
See that she's warm
And drink her a toast
For I am exiled in a lonely place

Please let me know
If she remembers me at all
A hundred times
I'²ve hoped and prayed



That way up there
Near the Roman wall
She didn'²t suffer
When the fall-out sprayed

North county girl
North country girl
North country girl
North country girl

14102. North Cumberland Blues

Jerry Jeff Walker - North Cumberland Blues

Throwing rods down from North Cumberland
Left my gal that I love way back there
But I'll be back some old day yes I will
I'll be back some old day
How bout another round
Went to Texas to build me up a home
Told my gal I was going to make it there on my own
But I'll be back some old day yes I will
I'll be back some old day
Let's have another round
California next, I went on a freight
Figured here boys I would finally have it made
But I'll be back some old day ..
Fast fine women living high got my bread
Expensive wine, I lost my time, I lost my head
But I'll be back some old day ...
Got a letter up in Portland, Oregon and it read
After 6 years, Jeff we're finally wed
But I'll be back some old day 
With my gal gone, I guess I'll ramble on
Looking for whatever it is that I want
But I'll be back some old day ...

14103. North East Texas Woman

North East Texas Woman 
Jimmy Buffett

South of Oklahoma, east of New Mexico
West of Louisiana where all them cajuns go
Well, we gotta a little place called Texas
Where the women grow on trees
They're right there for the pickin' just as easy as you please

Chorus:



You better run, take hold
You're gonna get young 'fore you get old
And them Texas women is Texas gold
With kisses that are sweeter than cactus.

Now north of Amarillo, east of Old Dime Box
You can find your Cinderella or a genuine Goldilocks
And if ya don't like love attachments, if your taste in women is strange
Then go on and spend your money, boys, down in old La Grange.

And you better tell it to the world
You want to get a Lone Star girl
With her cast iron curls
And her aluminum dimple
And it's so simple.

--- Instrumental ---

Chorus:
You better run, take hold
You're gonna get young before you get old
And them Texas women is Texas gold
With kisses that are sweeter than cactus.

Now north of Waxahachie, east of Old Cowtown
Them Dallas women standin' up beat the others lyin' down
Well, God bless the Trinity River and any man who is unaware
Of the northeast Texas women with their cotton candy hair.

And you better tell it to the world
You want to get a Lone Star girl
With her cast iron curls
And her aluminum dimple
And it's so simple.

Home a do do wah... (repeated 12 times)

14104. North Of Cheyenne

North of Cheyenne
Town Mountain

[Chorus]
Now I'm north of Cheyenne
Where the road, it just goes on
Know I've done the best I can
Still, I've never been so lost
Out and on my own
Like a coyote in the rain
Now I'm north of Cheyenne
Where the light fades away

[Verse 1]



Out in Colorado
Thought I'd find my place
Somewhere I'd be free to roam
But what did I know
I'm just a southern boy
A little too far from my home
Played every bar in town
[Twenty-first?] all night
But each night it ends the same
Full of friends fair-weather
Can't even remember my name

[Chorus]
Now I'm north of Cheyenne
Where the road, it just goes on
Know I've done the best I can
Still, I've never been so lost
Out and on my own
Like a coyote in the rain
Now I'm north of Cheyenne
Where the light fades away

[Verse 2]
Once I held a Gypsy [rogue?]
Through the eyes of [black diamond?]
Thought she loved me from the start
But she played me like a picture show
Where the bright lights shine
Right through my [flailing?] heart
In the back of my mind
I hear a voice sometimes
Like a distant church bell toll
But it don't slow me down
Oh I was born and bound
For the lonesome road

[Chorus]
Now I'm north of Cheyenne
Where the road, it just goes on
Know I've done the best I can
Still, I've never been so lost
Out and on my own
Like a coyote in the rain
Now I'm north of Cheyenne
Where the light fades away

[Verse 3]
So I'll just let the four wheels run
Go away from everyone
Try to leave this hurt behind
[?] chase [?] dying [?]
Let it push and pull me
On through that borderline
Up where the old man bends
'Neath the prairie wind
And the sweet Borealis play
It occurred to me:



Am I alone or free
Or maybe they're just the same?

[Chorus]
Now I'm north of Cheyenne
Where the road, it just goes on
Know I've done the best I can
Still, I've never been so lost
Out and on my own
Like a coyote in the rain
Now I'm north of Cheyenne
Where the light fades away

14105. North Of The Carolinas - Chords

North Of The Carolinas 
Wildwood Valley Boys

[Banjo Intro]
A       E       C#m     B
A       E       B       E
 
[Chorus]
E                 A                E
Just a little bit north of the Carolinas
                    C#m         B
Near the Cumberland Gap to Tennessee
                       A                   E
There's a little white house in a lonesome valley
                B                 E
That's where my darling waits for me
 
[Verse 1]
E
I left her there, it was early springtime
           A
My country called for a few good men
                        E
I went away to do their battle
           B                      E
I'm coming home, but I don't know when
 
[Chorus]
E                 A                E
Just a little bit north of the Carolinas
                    C#m         B
Near the Cumberland Gap to Tennessee
                       A                   E
There's a little white house in a lonesome valley
                B                 E
That's where my darling waits for me
 
[Fiddle and Mandolin Break]



A       E       C#m     B
A       E       B       E
 
[Verse 2]
E
The days are long, the nights are lonely
           A
I miss the touch of my baby's hands
                         E
One day soon, we'll be together
         B              E
When I return to my homeland
 
[Chorus]
E                 A                E
Just a little bit north of the Carolinas
                    C#m         B
Near the Cumberland Gap to Tennessee
                       A                   E
There's a little white house in a lonesome valley
                B                 E
That's where my darling waits for me
 
[Dobro and Fiddle Break]
A       E       C#m     B
A       E       B       E
 
[Verse 3]
E
Now there's a light shining in the window
          A
I see her standing in the door
                                    E
I hear her voice, and I run to meet her
           B            E
I hold her close forevermore
 
[Chorus]
E                 A                E
Just a little bit north of the Carolinas
                    C#m         B
Near the Cumberland Gap to Tennessee
                       A                   E
There's a little white house in a lonesome valley
                B                 E
That's where my darling waits for me
 
[Fiddle Ending]
B       E

14106. North Star



North Star
Kathy Kallick

CHORUS:

If you look in the sky and you see the north star
I can look up above and see the same star
Maybe we're not so far apart after all
I can still hear your voice like a distant bell
Tolling in my mind with a song to tell
Baby, look in your heart, we're not so far apart

I've been busy barking at the darkness
Just howling at the moon
I've been worried you're finding me heartless
I could leave you to sing this tune

CHORUS

I wake in the night and know you want me
With the silence asking why I'm gone
Then I see your face and it haunts me
Ain't no time to wonder where I belong

CHORUS

14107. North To Alaska

North To Alaska
Johnny Horton / Tillman Franks

North to Alaska, go north, the rush is on.
North to Alaska, go north, the rush is on.

Big Sam left Seattle in the year of ninety-two
With George Pratt, his partner and brother Billy, too.
They crossed the Yukon River and found the bonanza gold
Below that old White Mountain, just a little southeast of Nome.

Sam crossed the Majestic Mountains to the Valleys far below.
He talked to his team of huskies as he mushed on through the snow
With the Northern Lights a-runnin' wild in the land of the Midnight Sun.
Yes, Sam McCord was a mighty man in the year of nineteen-one.

Chorus:
Where the river is windin', big nuggets they're findin'.
North to Alaska, go north, the rush is on.
North to Alaska, go north, the rush is on.

George turned to Sam with his gold in his hand.
Said, Sam, you're a-lookin' at a lonely, lonely man.
I'd trade all the gold that there is in this whole land
For one small band of gold to place on sweet little Jenny's hand.



'Cause a man needs a woman to love him all the time.
Remember, Sam, that true love is so hard to find.
I'd build for my Jenny a honeymoon home
Below that old White Mountain just a little Southeast of Nome.

Chorus

14108. Northbound

Northbound
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - Northbound

[Verse 1]
Heading up northbound
On a two-lane highway
Got another work week done
Now all my time's on Mountain Monday

[Verse 2]
Towns I'm passing
They got one gas station
But I only need one tank
To get to my final destination

[Chorus]
Let me rest here
By the cool lake breeze and coniferous trees
If we do our best here
Maybe one day we'll call it home

[Verse 3]
Sun is shining
And the bugs are buzzing
Girl, I hope you're hungry
'Cause I'm catching bluegills by dozen

[Verse 4]
Fire 'em up into
That cornmeal batter
Let the breeze run down my chin
Like nothing else in this world matters

[Chorus]
Let me rest here
By the cool lake breeze and coniferous trees
If we do our best here
Maybe one day we'll call it home

[Verse 5]
Night is falling
And the logs are burning
Let the cricket fiddle
Take away my weekday workday yearning



14109. Northbound Bus

Northbound Bus
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Catch a ride on a northbound bus
'Cause there's nothin' goin' on down here
Could have cried for the way it was
But there's no one left to dry my tears

When I think of how it used to be
When we all played together just for fun
Didn't matter who was right or wrong
Now I gotta get away, I can't be what is coming
I think I've been around too long

You and I were the best of friends
Well I think it was a thousand years
Now good bye this is where it ends
'Cause there's nothin' goin' on down here

WhRn I think about the way I was paid for my trouble
It don't seem right and that's why I gotta sing this song
Now I gotta get away, I can't bR what is coming
I think I've been around too long

[Solo]

When I think about the way I was paid for my trouble
It don't seem right and that's why I gotta sing this song
Now I gotta get away, I can't be what is coming
I think I've been around too long

Catch a ride on a northbound bus
'Cause there's nothin' goin' on down here
Could have cried for the way it was
But there's no one left to dry my tears

When I think of how it used to be
When we all played together just for fun
Nobody had to come on strong
Now I gotta get away, I can't be what is coming
I think I've been around too long, around too long

14110. Northeast Texas Women

Jerry Jeff Walker - Northeast Texas Women

[Verse 1]



Say if you're south of Oklahoma
East of New Mexico
West of Louisiana
Where Papa Charles always go
We got a little place we call Texas
Where the women just grow on trees
Right there for the pickin' good, buddy
Just as easy as a man could please

[Chorus]
Run, take a hold
You gon' get young 'fore you get old
Those Texas ladies are Texas gold
Kisses sweeter than cactus
Take no practice to love, yeah

[Verse 2]
Now there east of Amarillo
A little south of old Dime Box
You can find a Cinderella, yeah, or a genuine Goldilocks
If you don't like no love attachments
If your taste in women gets strange
You could probably find some things to live on down in old La Grange

[Chorus]
You'd run, tell the world
You gotta have a Lone Star girl
With her cast iron curls
Her aluminum dimples
'Cause she's so simple to love, yeah

[Verse 3]
Now she's probably in Dallas
Maybe down in old Cowtown
I've heard 'em tell Texas women
Beat the others lyin' down
I just thought I might tell you
In case you were unaware
'Bout those northeast Texas women
With their cotton candy hair

[Chorus]
You run, dig a hole
You gon' get young 'fore you get old
Texas women are Texas gold
Ah, they're sweeter than cactus, woah

[Bridge]
Easy to love, yeah
Easy to love
Woah, easy to love, mmm

[Chorus]
You run, tell the world
How you'll get Lone star girls
With their cast iron curls
She's sweeter than cactus



And easy to love

14111. Northern Island

Northern Island

14112. Northern Town - Chords

Northern Town 
Fruition

[Intro]
G           B
G           B
 
[Verse]
G                                           B7
All my friends are gone and the sun is down
Em                      C       G
Cold and lonely in a northern town
G                                         B
Could keep going but I'm too tired to see
      Em                    C             G
So these ball room walls build a home for me
G                                               Bm
'Cause here to my home is like here to the stars
      Em                C         G
In a northern town in a lonely bar
 
 
B               Em        Am     D
Why do I keep leaving why do I stray
B               Em           Am           D
Time running shorter I can feel it day by day
B7                  Em               D          C
When I try and call you I know just what you'll say
 
 
G                    D       Em           C
You'll say my love, your love is with me
        G                  D    Em         C
Under this same moon along the same street
 
 
G                                          B7
Soon my work is done you'll be back around
               Em        C       D        G
Out of that lonely bar in that northern town
G                               B



When I started up was an easy choice
        Em              C       D         G
Want to see the world want to raise my voice
G                                          B7
Then I fell in love and felt the pull of time
   Em                   C       D       G
Now I see your face in every highway sign
 
 
G                       C           G   B
And I put in too much to pull out now
             Em             C             D        G
One day she'll come with me to all these northern towns
 
 
B               Em        Am       D
Why do I keep leaving why do I stray
B               Em           Am         D
Time running shorter I can feel it day by day
B               Em              D               C
When I try and call you I know just what you'll say
 
 
G                    D             Em     C
You'll say my love, your love is with me
G                     D         Em         C
Under this same moon along the same street
G            D          Em      C
My love, your love is with me
G             D             Em      C
On a mountain high in the darkest sea
 
 
G                                               Bm
Soon I'll see the sun and you'll be back around
     Em                  C            D         G    B
And you'll come with me to all these northern towns
        Em             C             D      G     B
You'll come with me to all these northern towns
   Em            D      C

14113. Northern Wind - Chords

Northern Wind
Steve Earl - Northern Wind

To play this song, you play PART 1 twice, and then PART 2 twice.
On the second time through PART 2, when you get to the end, don't play the 
last 2 notes, cos the song ends on the chord.

Where I've indicated that the tonality is of an A chord, you can think either
A or A(add9)....I would personally think A(add9), but it was quicker to type A...lol



****************************************************************************

PART 1

   A                     G             A                           

E-----0---0-0---------------0h2-3p2-5----0--0-0-0-----------3p0------------------
B-----3/5-5-5-5-5-3h5p3--0--3---3---3----3/5-5-5-5-3h5p3-3p0---3p0---3-----------
G----------------------4-0--0---0---0-------------------4---------2/4--4\2-0-----
D------------------------0--0---0--0----------------------------------------2p0--
A--0-----------------------------------0-----------------------------------------
E--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   A                  G                                               A   G

E-----0---0-0-0----------0-2-3---5--3h5p3------------3h5p3---------------------/
B-----3/5-5-5--3h5p3--0--3---3---3-------5-5-3h5p3-0-0----5-3-0-0h1p0-----0----/
G-------------------4-0--0---0---0-0---------------0------------------2-2--0---/
D---------------------0--0---0-0-0-0----------------------------------2-2------/
A--0------------------------------------------------------------------0-0------/
E-----------------------------------------------------------------------0------/

PART 2

   A                    G               A  

E----3/5--5-5--5-0---------0-2-3---5-5-------5-5--0-0--------3p0------------------
B----3/5--5-5--5-3h5p3--0--3---3---3------3/5-5-5---3h5p3-3p0---3p0---3-----------
G---------------------4-0--0---0---0---------------------4---------2/4--4\2-0-----
D-----------------------0--0---0-0-------------------------------------------2p0--
A--0------------------------------------0-----------------------------------------
E---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   A                      G                                                 A   G

E----3/5--5-5--5-0-0---------0-2-3---5----3h5p3------------3h5p3-3------------------/
B----3/5--5-5--5---3h5p3--0--3---3---3-3-0-----5-5-3h5p3-0-0------3-0-0h1p0-----0---/
G-----------------------4-0--0---0---0---------------------0----------------2-2--0--/
D-------------------------0--0---0-0-0--------------------------------------2-2-----/
A--0------------------------------------------------------------------------0-2-----/
E-----------------------------------------------------------------------------0-----/

14114. Norwegian Wood

Norwegian Wood
Lennon / McCartney - New Grass Revival

I once had a girl, or should I say, she once had me.
She showed me her room, isn't it good, Norwegian wood?

She asked me to stay and she told me to sit anywhere,
So I looked around and I noticed there wasn't a chair.



I sat on a rug, biding my time, drinking her wine.
We talked until two and then she said, "It's time for bed".

She told me she worked in the morning and started to laugh.
I told her I didn't and crawled off to sleep in the bath.

And when I awoke I was alone, this bird had flown.
So I lit a fire, isn't it good, Norwegian wood.

14115. Nose On The Grindstone

Sturgill Simpson - Nose on the Grindstone
Tyler Childers

[Verse 1]
Daddy worked like a mule minin' Pike County coal
'Til he fucked up his back, couldn't work anymore
He said, "One of these days you'll get out of these hills
"Keep your nose on the grindstone and out of the pills"

[Verse 2]
"See, the ways of this world will just bring you to tears
"Keep the Lord in your heart and you'll have nothin' to fear
"Live the best that you can and don't lie and don't steal
"Keep your nose on the grindstone and out of the pills"

[Chorus]
Well, Daddy I've been tryin', I just can't catch a break
There's too much in this world that I can't seem to shake
But I remember your words, Lord, they bring me to chills
"Keep your nose on the grindstone and out of the pills"

[Verse 3]
"Now keep in mind that a man's just as good as his word
"It takes twice as long to build bridges you've burnt
"And there's hurt you can cause time alone cannot heal
"Keep your nose on the grindstone and out of the pills"

[Chorus]
Well daddy I've been tryin', I just can't catch a break
There's too much in this world I can't seem to shake
But I remember your words, Lord, they bring me to chills
"Keep your nose on the grindstone and out of the pills"
"Keep your nose on the grindstone"

14116. Not A Drop Of Rain

Robert Earl Keen - Not a Drop of Rain 



Streets are almost empty, shops are all closed down
There's not a soul left in the bar to tell my troubles to
Think I'll walk down to the river that runs just south of town
I hate like hell when there ain't nothin'left to do
But stand beneath the river bridge and listen for the train
It's been a long hot summer, not a drop of rain

Well, I broke down in December, I headed for the coast
I thought the wind and water would elevate my mind
I surfaced in the springtime feelin'like a ghost
Missin'more than ever the things I left behind
Now I'm standin'on this riverbank and still cannot explain
It's been a long hot summer, not a drop of rain

My bag is full of letters, unopened and unread
I'm sure they'd tell the story of worry and of form
My heart is beating heavy with all we left unsaid
And I swear to you I never meant you any harm
This sacrifice and compromise could never stand the strain
It's been a long hot summer, not a drop of rain

Tonight I'll close my eyes again, try to see your face
Listen for your voice to tell me it's alright to sleep
Convince myself I'll wake up in another time and place
Knowin'all the while that it's a promise I can't keep
A string of broken promises, another link of chain
It's been a long hot summer, not a drop of rain

The children on the playground, the lovers in the shade
Remind me of a life and time that feels more like a dream
When the sound of love and laughter was the music that we played
As we lay beside the waters of a never ending stream
Now the stream has gone to hiding, the dream lives on in vain
It's been a long hot summer, not a drop of rain

The clouds are building slowly on the skyline to the east
The wind and dust are dancing like the devil across the lake
I could try to find a bottle or try to find a priest
Salvation won't be traveling either road I take
So I turn my collar to the wind that echoes this refrain
It's been a long hot summer, not a drop of rain

14117. Not A Drop Of Rain - Chords

Not A Drop Of Rain
By Robert Earl Keen Jr.

Capo 3

D        
Streets are almost empty, the shops are all closed down
        F#m
There's not a soul left in the park to tell my troubles to



           Bm
Think I'll walk down to the river that runs just south of town
  G
I hate like hell when there ain't nothin' left to do
    D                 A                Bm     A       G
But stand beneath the river bridge and listen for the train
     Bm                      A             D
It's been a long hot summer, not a drop of rain

When I broke down into simpler, I headed for the coast
I thought the wind and water would elevate my mind
I surfaced in the springtime feelin' like a ghost
Missin' more than ever the things I left behind
Now I'm standin' on this river bank and still cannot explain
It's been a long hot summer, not a drop of rain

My bag is full of letters, unopened and unread 
I'm sure they tell the story of worry and reform
My heart is beatin' heavy with all we left unsaid
I swear to you I never meant you any harm
The sacrifice and compromise can never stand the strain
It's been a long hot summer, not a drop of rain

Tonight I close my eyes again and try to see your face
Listen for your voice to tell me it's alright to sleep
Convince myself I'll wake up in another time and place
Knowin' all the while it's a promise I can't keep
String of broken promises, another link of chain
It's been a long hot summer, not a drop of rain

The children on the playground, the lovers in the shade
Remind me of a life and time that feel more like a dream
Where the sound of love and laughter was the music that we played
As we laid beside the waters of the never ending stream
Now the stream is gone to hiding, the dream lives on in vain
It's been a long hot summer, not a drop of rain

The clouds are building slowly on the skyline to the east
The wind and dust are dancin' like the devil 'cross the lane
I could try to find the bottle, or try to find a priest
Salvation won't be travelin' either road I take
So I turn my collar to the wind that echoes this refrain
It's been a long hot summer, not a drop of rain

14118. Not A Free Country - Chords

Not A Free Country
Brett Dennen

   (Riff 1)
   Am        C/F      A Bb
e/-----------------------------/
B/-----------5-----------------/



G/---2p0-2-----5-----5---------/
D/-------------------------5---/
A/---------------8-------------/
D/-0------------------7h8------/
 
   (Riff 2)
   C/G   C/A C/Bb
e/-----------------------------/
B/-5-5------------6p5----------/
G/-5-5---------------7p5---0---/
D/-5-5------------------7p5----/
A/-----------------------------/
D/-5-5---5-7-8-----------------/
 
   (Riff 3) (for Outro)
   C/G   C/A C/Bb
e/------------------------------/
B/-5-5------------6p5-----------/
G/-5-5---------------7-5h7-5h7--/
D/-5-5--------------------------/
A/------------------------------/
D/-5-5---5-7-8------------------/
 
Chords:
F: 333xxx
C: 101010xxx
D:x577xx
F*: x81010xx
Bb: 888xxx
 
-----
[Intro]
Riff 1 /x4
 
 
[Verse 1]
Riff 1
So many colors on the street are bleeding
Riff 1
None of them are red, white and blue
Riff 1
People talking 'bout the Sunday funnies
Riff 1
People walking in shopping bag shoes
 
[Verse 2]
Riff 1
You were born into a history of violence
Riff 1
It takes a war to go to work
Riff 1
Every time you go making a bullet
Riff 1
You make a target, target
 
[Chorus]
F           C  D       F*         Bb



 It's not a free, it's not a free country, no no no
F           C  D       F*         Bb
 It's not a free, it's not a free country, no no no
F           C  D       F*         Bb    Riff 2
It's not a free, it's not a free country
 
[Break]
Riff 1 /x2
 
[Verse 3]
Riff 1
I see you sitting there, I see you in your chair
Riff 1
I'm sure the view by the edge is better
Riff 1
No talking politics, I think I'm over it
Riff 1
No talking politics, I think I'm over it
 
[Chorus]
F           C  D       F*         Bb
 It's not a free, it's not a free country, no no no
F           C  D       F*         Bb
 It's not a free, it's not a free country, no no no
F           C  D       F*         Bb    Riff 2
It's not a free, it's not a free country
 
[Break]
Riff 1 /x2
 
[Verse 4]
Riff 1
I wish that you would put the gun down in the ground
Riff 1
I know you hate the way I am
Riff 1
I'd say you're mad about the life you're living
Riff 1
We are in dissonance, dissonance
 
 
[Chorus]
F           C  D       F*         Bb
 It's not a free, it's not a free country, no no no
F           C  D       F*         Bb
 It's not a free, it's not a free country, no no no
F           C  D       F*         Bb    Riff 2
It's not a free, it's not a free country
 
[Outro]
Riff 3
Riff 2



14119. Not A Word

Not a Word
Mandolin Orange - Not a Word

This trail of tears I follow
Has led me to your cryin' eyes
You've grown so sad and hollow
From a life you've been denied

You spoke not a word as a child
Well not a word has changed
And now the black day speaks so clearly

Hang loosely on the spoken
It's plain to see it's not the same
A heart so close when broken
Blackens the light of day

You spoke not a word as a child
Well not a word has changed
You spoke not a word as a child
Well not a word has changed
His loving arms grew cold
And they hold you now as chains

14120. Not A Word From Home

Not A Word From Home
Roy Acuff

No not a word no not a word
No not a word from home anyhome

If only I could hear just one little word
From Mother and Daddy my heart would fill with cheer
Each day I take a walk I travel down the trail
Each day the postman tells me no letter in the mail

If only I could hear one little word from home
My heart would be so flattered I never more would roam
The days have turned to weeks the weeks have turned to years
Without one little word from ones I love so dear

The last time Mother wrote they were all okay
But I'm getting worried they're getting old and gray
Each night I say a player and I always say
I'll start home tomorrow I can't live on this way



14121. Not Afraid O' Dyin'

Tim O'Brien - Not Afraid O' Dyin'

[Chorus:]
Not afraid of dyin, it's just waitin around that's wearin on me*
Just breathin easy, it's a whole lot harder than it used to be
Well I read my book, I paid a bill, I see a check came in
Pick up the widows at six, drive em to dinner then home again
I'm afraid of fallin, just sittin down it's hard enough to get back up
Must have dozed a little
Remind me again what we were talking about

[Repeat Chorus:]
I've heard every joke, I can't remember enough of even one to tell
Put it on speaker phone, that way the caller won't have to yell
I been around too long
While I wasn't lookin my life just blew on past
Each time I see you I know full well it could be my last

Chorus
I watched the news tonight
Is that download thing kinda hurtin you some?
Who set's all your stuff up?
When you play here again I sure hope I can come
You know I tried that station
It just won't come on inside these walls
I'm hard of hearing but sometimes I hear your mother call
You're always movin, you need to find a way to stay at home
Thought by now you'd be a teacher
I guess that music grabbed you wouldn't leave you alone
You know your boys are somethin'
And you're lucky you found yourself a beautiful wife
Thanks for comin to see me lad
You know I might have had about enough of this life -

Chorus x 2

14122. Not Counting You

Not Counting You - Garth Brooks 

When loving turns to parting I'm always the first to leave  
Cause when it comes to heartaches I'd rather give than to receive  
I've never cried myself to sleep just praying I'll get through  
I've never lost at love not counting you  

Not counting you I've never had a heartache  
Not counting you I never have been blue  
There's no exceptions to the rule  
I've never been nobody's fool  
I've never lost at love not counting you  



I've never got down on my knees and asked the Lord above  
If He would only bring to me the one I'm dreaming of  
Begging to be taken back and swearing I'll be true  
Has never crossed my mind not counting you  

Not counting you I've never had a heartache  
Not counting you I never have been blue  
There's no exceptions to the rule  
I've never been nobody's fool  
I've never lost at love not counting you  

There's no exceptions to the rule  
I've never been nobody's fool  
I've never lost at love not counting you  
No, I've never lost at love not counting you

14123. Not Enough

Emmylou Harris - Not Enough

Oh my darling, I miss you so.
How I loved you, you'll never know.
Though it's time for me to let you go.
Oh my darling, I'll miss you so.

Can't believe you're really gone for good.
I still hold on to places you once stood.
I should move on, but I never could,
Really believe you're gone for good.

Oh my friend, what could I do?
I just came home to bury you.
The road is long, the road is rough.
Your in my heart, that's not close enough.

All those years, disappear
All my tears, are not enough, not enough.
How can it be the ties that bind,
Cut down deep and are so unkind?
When we lose them we will never find,
Anything stronger than the ties that bind.

I still have your memory.
One or two pictures of you and me.
Life is long and life is tough,
But when you love someone,
Life is not long enough.



14124. Not Fade Away

Not Fade Away
Buddy Holly - Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

I'm gonna tell you how it's gonna be
You're gonna give your lovin' to me
I'm gonna love you night and day
You know my lovin' won't fade away
You know my lovin' won't fade away

My love is bigger than a Cadillac
I try to show you but you drive me back
Your love for me has got to be real
For you to know just how I feel
A love for real, not fade away

I'm gonna tell you how it's gonna be
You're gonna give your love to me
A love to last more than one day
A love that's love and not fade away
A love that's love and not fade away

14125. Not Far Away

Yonder Mountain String Band - Not Far Away (Live)
Wayword Sons

There's a deep dark hole in the mountain
Where the devil sleeps all the time
Guarding his gold from the boys, young and old
From the men who worked the mine
From the men who worked the mine

There's a deep dark hole in the mountain
Where we'd shovel and pick everyday
Stealin' his gold, yeah, the boys, young and old
They're gone but not far away
They're gone but not far away

Oh, devil's dream in the mountain
Haulin' it down to the mill
Day after day, drawin' our pay
From a deep dark hole in the hill
From a deep dark hole in the hill

There's a deep dark hole in the mountain
That last shot was a bum
Let's muck her out, boys, load'er up
And blow her to kingdom come
We'll blow her to kingdom come



14126. Not For Me

Dolly Parton - Not For Me 
(Dolly Parton)

Birds sing for everyone but me, for me it rains
And I can't hear the music for the pain
I see such happiness for some, but not for me
With love, I always try so hard to get it right
I find it gone just when I think I might
Regretfully I see it last for some, but not for me
Out of reach of all the things I want to have and hold
I've come to just accept that's how it goes
I've come so close
Not for me, it's not for me to question, I suppose
But I keep wonderin' what the future holds
Why must it be?
That life's so sweet for some, but not for me
Birds sing for everyone but me, for me it rains
And I can't see the sunshine for the pain
But I see such happiness for some, but not for me
For me it rains, there's only pain
It's not for me

14127. Not Getting Better Goodbye - Chords

Not Getting Better Goodbye 
Buddy Miller

C                    F
Seems like I've been here before
G                 C
Just outside some closing door
                   F               G
Standing here just searching for a line
C                      F
You'd think by now I'd have it down
G                  C
I know I should be wiser now
                     F                G
Cause no one's gonna bail me out this time cause
        F           G              C
I'm not gettin  any better at goodbyes
        F                          C
I'm not any better now than when I first began
         D7                          G
It hurts every bit as much as it did way back then
C              F
I suppose I cry a lot



G                  Am               F           G             C
The only thing for sure is  I'm not gettin' any better at goodbyes
 
C                     F
Friends will come and friends will go
G                   C
But lovers memories die so slow
C                     F                 G
And they won't always let you know it's time oh
C                   F
But even this shall pass I guess and
G                   C
You'll be just like all the rest
C                  F               G
I'll start dusting off all my best lines cause
        F           G             C
I'm not gettin' any better at goodbyes
        F                          C
I'm not any better now than when I first began
         D7                          G
It hurts every bit as much as it did way back then
C           F
I suppose I cry a lot
G                  Am               F           G             C
The only thing for sure is  I'm not gettin  any better at goodbyes
        F           G             C
I'm not gettin  any better at goodbyes

14128. Not Gonna Be Tonight

Not Gonna Be Tonight
Gibson Brothers 

I could put up a fight
I sincerely believe someday I might
But it's not gonna be tonight

It's a cold and simple fact
I need to get this monkey off my back
And make things right
But it's not gonna be tonight

[Chorus]
I'm too weak to take a stand
Staring at my tremblin' hand
I guess I'll never be the man my dear old daddy was

Someday I'll change my ways
Walk out of this haze into the light
And live my life
But it's not gonna be tonight

[Chorus]



I'm too weak to take a stand
Staring at my tremblin' hand
I guess I'll never be the man my dear old daddy was

To those that I've let down
Who pray that I'll turn this ship around
Wouldn't that be nice
But it's not gonna be tonight
No it's not gonna be tonight

14129. Not Innocent Enough

Nanci Griffith - Not Innocent Enough

What the hell was I doing there
In that fast-food parking lot
They say I robbed the restaurant
and a Memphis cop got shot
I was trying to feed my habit
I was scared and I was high
It was never my intention
That anyone should die

Just how many of us are innocent enough
Just how many of us are innocent enough
Just how many of us are innocent enough
My name is Philip Workman
And I'm not innocent enough

It's not a long walk from a trailer park
to a Tennessee cell block
But I got saved behind these bars
Soon I'll give my soul to God
Reverend Joe is praying for me
And the family left behind
They say my bullet took his life
but that bullet was not mine

Just how many of us are innocent enough
Just how many of us are innocent enough
Just how many of us are innocent enough
My name is Philip Workman
And I'm not innocent enough

I had no money for a lawyer
To fight the system from within
There's no justice for the poor
From the witness they brought in
Circumstance and random chance
I never meant to do no harm
Now that cop and I, we've both died
from that needle in my arm



And there where those who called for mercy
In those final days
Even the officer's daughter
cried to grant me stay
but I'm not innocent enough
I'm not innocent enough
I'm not innocent enough
I'm not innocent enough

Just how many of us are innocent enough
Just how many of us are innocent enough
Just how many of us are innocent enough
My name is Philip Workman
And I'm not innocent enough

14130. Not Let You Go

Jim Lauderdale - Not Let You Go

It ain't none of your business
What I wear in the house
But since you've come to trust us
I'll tell you the gist of it now
You married into the family
Knowing we were secrets there
Winking, blinking and
Our rules do live and let live
We will not let you go
Trim the candle way down low
If someone comes snooping round this door
They won't come snooping round no more
We will not let you go
Back in old Arcadio
A hundred and eighty three years ago
Someone died by an act of god
Conducted through a lightning rod
No one bore witness but the chicken
Our Ken ran off like Dickens
Who's to blame is not in question
It's a haunted history lesson
We will not let you go
No, we will not let you go
The husband of the first-born daughter
Each generation is marked for slaughter
We will not let you go
Left Nova Scotia, once Arcadia
Settled in South Louisiana
Cold revenge followed us here
With lingering doubt and living fear
There's a proud family that won't forget
As far as we know, they remember yet
Only question I've got for you
Are you one of them, and if you knew



14131. Not Me

Emmylou Harris - Not me
Vince Gill

No one raised their hand that day when they asked for volunteers
He got picked out by default he was the only daddy there
They said we know what you're thinking
Choose someone else instead but this league is built on coaches
Who stood right there and said

Not me not me no way with this job of mine i could never find the time not me not me
The world becomes a better place when
Someone stands and leads the way steps forward when they'd rather say not me

The judge says you're the oldest makes you the legal guardian
I'm sorry that you lost your folks but there's no next of kin
Two brothers and a sister she knew how hard it would be but she softly said
I'll raise them while a voice inside her screamed

Not me not me i can't believe what's happening
This isn't how it's supposed to be not me not me
The world becomes a better place when someone stands
And leads the way steps forward when they'd rather say not me

A young captain at attention a star pinned on his chest
He recalls the battle while the final roll call's read
They were the finest soldiers it was my privilege to lead
They deserve the medals the men who died not me

Not me not me i just did what i was called to do you'd do the same if it was you
Not me not me
The world becomes a better place when someone stands
And leads the way steps forward when they'd rather say not me

Yeah steps forward when they'd rather say not me

Not me
Not me

14132. Not My Baby

Norman Blake - Not My Baby

[Verse 1]
Now that you're not my baby, I'll go do whatever I want
No need to turn around to see what's behind me, I don't care
And it's true, I've been checking out lately, I go do whatever I want
No need to turn around to see what's behind me, I don't care



[Refrain]
Because I'm really not there
I'm really not there

[Verse 2]
And now that you're not my baby
I'll go do whatever I want
No need to sit at home with the dial tone
'Cause I don't care
And it's true, I've been going out lately
And I go do whatever I want
You can write it down with a fountain pen
Close your eyes and then count to ten
You can tell your friends that I don't make sense
And I don't care

[Refrain]
Because I'm really not there
I'm really not there

[Verse 3]
The night is like a fading radio
The lake was frozen over long ago

[Chorus]
Now that you're not my baby
(Now you're not)
Now that you're not my baby
(Now you're not)

[Verse 4]
You sought an eye
So did I for an island
You sought an eye
So did I for an eye
Traded my rose-coloured shades for a wide lens
Used to make noise, now, I much prefer silence

[Chorus]
Now that you're not my baby
(Now you're not)
Now that you're not my baby
(Now you're not)
Now that you're not my baby
(Now you're not)
Now that you're not my baby
(Now you're not)

[Outro]
I feel alive for the first time
Since I don't know how long
I see a light for the first time
Since I don't know how long



14133. Not My Time To Go - Chords

Not My Time To Go 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Verse 1]
 A                                   B7                           D
The  morning  comes  with  such  pain,   but  it's  nothing  like 
            E7             A   As4  A                            B7
The dose I get, when it's night,   and I can't help but wondering 
                   D            E7                A   As4 A
Just  what  it  is,  ain't  I  living  my  life  right
 
[Verse 2]
                           B7               D                 E7
The cigarettes I'm smoking,  don't realize,  nor does the glass 
             A       As4 A                                   B7
From  which  I  drink,    for  how  are  they  to  know  just  
                   D                E7                A
Just  what  it  is,  to   be   a   man,   about  to  sink
 
[Chorus]
Ab                  A
Oh  Lord,   it's   not  my  time  to  go  
Ab             A        D          A        B7     A
Oh  Lord,   before  I  go,  I've  got  to  show
 
[Verse 3]
                                  B7                               D
The  lights  keep  getting  dimmer,  hey,  but  what's  that  to  me
             E7                A   As4  A                          B7
The morning comes,  with each night,  a voice keeps calling my name
                     D           E7               A
So loud and so clear,  I'll  pretend,  I'm  not  here
 
[Chorus]
Ab                  A
Oh  Lord,   it's   not  my  time  to  go
Ab             A        D          A        B7      A
Oh  Lord,   before  I  go,  I've  got  to  show,  (something)
 
[Instrumental]
A  B7  D  E7  A As4  A  B7  D  E7  A
 
[Verse 4]
 A                               B7                  D
No,  I  can't  go  yet  no  I've,  something  to  do 
                 E7                  A  As4
And  it  might  take,  a  bit more  time 
A                                B7                           D
The  time  it  takes  to  get  up,  and  walk  out  that  door  
                E7           A
And  see  the  world  as  before



 
[Chorus]
Ab                 A
Oh  Lord,   it's  not  my  time  to  go
Ab             A        D         A      B7     A
Oh  Lord,   before  I  go,  I've got to show
 A  B7  D  E7  A

14134. Not My Way Home

Nanci Griffith - Not My Way Home

I know you believe in miracles
That this love will come back around
I know you believe the grass is growing
Across this winter
To the south of this town

I know your kiss is sweeter
Than the dust that this love has become
Yet, I know your path is clearer
Shed of me, out there on your own

[Chorus:]
I don't intend to sound ungrateful
You've given love when I had none
My feet have tread upon the road you're on
And I know it's not my way home
I know, it is not my way home
I know, it is not my way home

You know, this love has left us
Don't count the years, it took a long time to kill
I know you will find a place for memories
And you'll be out there runnin',. I will be here to be still

14135. Not Of This Earth

Keller Williams - Not of This Earth

Freak of nature, with jaw dropping skill
From the low rhythmic bass lines to the harmonic fills
New Age Funk on acoustic guitar
Always wanted to be like him, Except for that day in the car
With the old beat up Martin
He would spank like a hound
Not even God knew what he turned to he had his own sound

[Chorus]



He was "Live on a Double Planet" 
He was "Watching his Life go By"
All the "Aerial Boundaries"
Lifted me so I could fly
He had "Breakfast in the Field" with the "Taproot"
And the "Tourched" theories would burn
"The Oracle" of his own existence
Is now on "The Road to Return"

Sometimes the louden or the Impossible Harp thing
Playing drum on a bouncing ball, I loved to hear him sing
Spike dog collar that hung his rabies tag
Dramatic interpretation his shows would never drag

[Chorus]

The Flood Zone or Wolf Trap
Or way up to Telluride
Or that day in High Sierra
Where we definitely locked eyes.

14136. Not Ready To Make Nice

Dixie Chicks - Not Ready To Make Nice

Forgive, sounds good
Forget, I'm not sure I could
They say time heals everything
But I'm still waiting

I'm through with doubt
There's nothing left for me to figure out
I've paid a price, and I'll keep paying

I'm not ready to make nice
I'm not ready to back down
I'm still mad as hell, and I don't have time
To go 'round and 'round and 'round
It's too late to make it right
I probably wouldn't if I could
'Cause I'm mad as hell
Can't bring myself to do what it is
You think I should

I know you said
Can't you just get over it?
It turned my whole world around
And I kinda like it

I made my bed, and I sleep like a baby
With no regrets, and I don't mind saying
It's a sad, sad story
When a mother will teach her daughter



That she ought to hate a perfect stranger
And how in the world
Can the words that I said
Send somebody so over the edge
That they'd write me a letter
Saying that I better
Shut up and sing
Or my life will be over?

I'm not ready to make nice
I'm not ready to back down
I'm still mad as hell, and I don't have time
To go 'round and 'round and 'round
It's too late to make it right
I probably wouldn't if I could
'Cause I'm mad as hell
Can't bring myself to do what it is
You think I should

I'm not ready to make nice
I'm not ready to back down
I'm still mad as hell, and I don't have time
To go 'round and 'round and 'round
It's too late to make it right
I probably wouldn't if I could
'Cause I'm mad as hell
Can't bring myself to do what it is
You think I should, what it is you think I should
What it is you think I should

Forgive, sounds good
Forget, I'm not sure I could
They say time heals everything
But I'm still waiting

14137. Not That Bad/Blinders On

Not That Bad/Blinders On
Sean Watkins - Not That Bad/Blinders On

It's always perfect always safe
And every place is the same
What more could you ask for
Look it's clean as a hospital
I guess it's ok it's not that bad
She and i could have it worse
We might as well why not i've heard
Aiming high can hurt
A thousand sundays fill a box
Packaged neatly in my head
I'll take what they handed me i guess
That's as good as it gets
I listened carefully i heard



Every word that he said
But the closest i put it to my heart
Is this cross around my neck
----------
With my blinders on
It's all pretty good
I could take them off
But i dont see why i should

14138. Not Through Loving You

Dierks Bentley - Not Through Loving You
(Jason Carter / Scott Boyd / Dierks Bentley)

t's dark outside my window and cold without you near
I keep thinkin back on the times when you were mine
But rings and dreams don't matter cause I know you're with him tonight
And you've already left without a fight

What can I do to make you believe my love is true
What can I say to keep you from walkin away
How can I make my heart believe we're really through
When it's not through loving you

The dawn will bring a new day and I suppose the sun will shine
But it won't bring back the light in my life
Cause I'm afraid I've waited too long to tell you how I feel
It's sad to think I lost you cause I couldn't lose my pride

How can I make my heart believe we're really through
When it's not through loving you

14139. Not Tonight

Not Tonight - Infamous Stringdusters

Oh ill be home again
Rest your weary eyes
Oh i dont know when
But not tonight

Oh driving to the wind
Pulled over to the side.
The road is my my friend
But not tonight

(chorus)
I thought id never run again
I though id be alright.



I know i will love again
But not tonight oh not tonight

Oh when tomorrow comes
If im on you mind
Would you let me in
If not tonight

Chorus

Oh not tonight
Not tonight
Oh not tonight

14140. Not Too Late

Brett Dennen - Not Too Late

When you find a love that satisfies your soul
Nothing else on earth on else will ever do
I don't think too much about what the future holds
I know I wanna spend my time with you
I've been higher than a frequent flyer
I've been down so low
Hey I, got this feeling I can't deny
That its not too late to give it one more try
Hey now, come on baby don't let me down
Cuz it's not too late to turn this thing around
When you're driving down along a lonesome road
The less you have, the more you will receive
Put down your heavy load
The more you give, the less you really need
I feel higher than a frequent flyer
Nothing's gonna get me down
Hey I, got this feeling I can't deny
That its not too late to give it one more try
Hey now, come on baby don't let me down
Cuz it's not too late to turn this thing around

14141. Not What I Had In Mind - Chords

Not What I Had In Mind
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Jack Clement

G                       C              G
Just thought I'd have a little fun and paint the town
C        G                 D7       G
I always said someday I'll walk the line



                       C              G
But now she's gone and I'm the bluest guy around
C          G           D7            G
And that's not exactly what I had in mind

                       C                  G
I thought that I could play the field and be a clown
C           G                   D7   G
I broke the heart that loved me many times
                C                       G
Yes I know that I'm the biggest fool in town
C          G           D7            G
And that's not exactly what I had in mind

  C                             G
I didn't mean for things to get so out of hand
                          D7    G
I always meant to make it up in time
                       C              G
But now she's gone she hates the very sight of me
C          G           D7            G
And that's not exactly what I had in mind

  C                                 G
I told myself go play around you're young and free
                            D7    G
Too late I found that I was oh so blind
                  C           G
I lost the love I never did deserve at all
C          G           D7            G
But that's not exactly what I had in mind

C         G           D7            G
No that's not exactly what I had in mind

14142. Nothin'

Alison Krauss - Nothin'

Hey mama, when you leave
Don't leave a thing behind
I don't want nothin'
I can't use nothin'

Take care into the hall
And if you see my friends
Tell them I'm fine
Not using nothin'

Almost burned out my eyes
Threw my ears down to the floor
I didn't see nothin'
I didn't hear nothin'



I stood there like a block of stone
Knowin' all I had to know
And nothin' more
Man, that's nothin'

As brothers our troubles are
Locked in each others arms
And you better pray
They never find you

Your back ain't strong enough
For burdens double fold
They'd crush you down
Down into nothin'

Being born is going blind
And buying down a thousand times
To echoes strung
On pure temptation

Sorrow and solitude
These are the precious things
And the only words
That are worth rememberin'

14143. Nothin' But Nothin'

Nothin' but Nothin' [Yonder Mountain String Band]

I don't mind smoky bars,
If I did, then I would just leave.
You've got big ideas about your big ideas,
But they're hard for me to believe.

You brought nothin' but nothin' in here,
And that's all your gonna leave.
You've been hangin' round,
Bringin' everybody down,
You're nothin' but nothin' to me.

I don't recall cashing paychecks from you,
Why do you think you can push me around?
Your skin's showing, should be hot,
But tonight it's just bringing me down, way down.

You brought nothin' but nothin' in here,
And that's all your gonna leave.
You've been hangin' round,
Bringin' everybody down,
You're nothin' but nothin' to me.

Run from like you, like you're on fire.



Run from like you, like you're on fire.
You're nothin' but nothin' to me.

Yes my baby, honey dear,
Oh, I think it's about time you knew.
Gotta wait in line, and punch that card,
My dear, everytime you rush through.

You brought nothin' but nothin' in here,
And that's all your gonna leave.
You've been hangin' round,
Bringin' everybody down,
You're nothin' but nothin' to me.

No, you're nothin' but nothin' to me.
No, you're nothin' but nothin' to me.

14144. Nothin' But You

Steve Earle - Nothin' but You

Daddy used to tell me "Don't you drag your feet"
"Never seen a good intention that a man could eat"
Well, I got about a million things I need to do
I don't wanna think about nothin' but you

Everybody talk about Maybellene
Yellow Rose Of Texas and the Sweet Sixteen
Well, I don't wanna hear about no Peggy Sue
I don't wanna think about nothin' but you

I don't need no money, no fancy car
House up on the hill where all the rich folks are
Well, they can have the whiskey, keep the cocaine, too
I don't wanna think about nothin' but you

Everybody talk about Maybellene
Yellow Rose Of Texas and the Sweet Sixteen
Well, I don't wanna hear about no Peggy Sue
I don't wanna think about nothin' but you

Everybody talk about Maybellene
Yellow Rose Of Texas and the Sweet Sixteen
Well, I don't wanna hear about no Peggy Sue
I don't wanna think about nothin' but you

14145. Nothin' Can Hurt You - Chords



Nothin' Can Hurt You
Ricky Skaggs

          D           F#m            G           D
There's a time in the mornin' when I feel a cold chill
      Bm        E7         A
And I try to forget what I know
   G          D                F#             Bm
It amazes me, darlin' how your words haunt me still
               E7             A7
Though they're spoken so long ago

Chorus:
      G           D
Cause nothin' can hurt you
F#          Bm
Nothin' can hurt you
G          D
No one can hurt you
     E7      A    D
Like someone you love

Well I fin'lly got over the words that you said
That were spoken in anger to me
Well, the words lose their power though they're never quite dead
You'll forget them but you can't forget me

Chorus

Bridge:
Bm        F#m    G           D
Why do we do it, what can we gain
   Bm           E7       A
By hurting each other so bad
     G          D              F#            Bm
Everytime we go through it, it turns out the same
     E7                          A
Left over from a love that don't last

There's a time in the mornin' when I roll back to sleep
Cause I don't want to remember our past
It amazes me, darlin', all the heartaches we keep
Left over from a love that don't last

Chorus

14146. Nothin' Fancy

Nothin' Fancy

No candle light, no wine
No plans and that's just fine
Just put your hand in mine
Nothing fancy.



Don't need no party dress,
I like you just like this.
Just like the night we met,
Nothing fancy.
Girl, this is everything I'm looking for
There's nothing you could do
To make me want you more.
So I hope it's still okay
That when I feel this way
 I love you is all I say,
Nothing fancy.
Girl, this is everything I'm looking for
There's nothing you could do
To make me want you more.
So I hope it's still okay
That when I feel this way
I love you is all I say
Nothing fancy.

14147. Nothin' For A Broken Heart

Nothin' For A Broken Heart (Duet w/Rodney Crowell) - Vince Gill
(feat. Rodney Crowell) 

There ain't nothing in the bottom of your glass 
For a broken heart 
You were doing pretty good till she came 
And tore your world apart 
She found a little younger model 
You ran straight for the bottle 
There ain't nothing in the bottom of your glass 
For a broken heart 

Do you find yourself tossin' and a turnin' 
In the middle of the night 
With a cigarette burning 
Staying up until the broad daylight 
Well you gotta be going crazy 
With another man lovin' on your baby 
There ain't nothing in the middle of the night 
For a broken heart 

(Chorus) 
There ain't never been a cure for the lowdown blues 
When a woman puts on a pair of walking shoes 
You ought to know by now 
There's nothing, son, that you can do 
For a broken heart 

Ain't nothing when the morning finally comes 
Gonna change a thing 
A little hair of the dog ain't gonna hurt you 
Have yourself a drink 



She found another lover 
I sure feel for you brother 
Ain't nothing in the whole wide world for a broken heart 

Repeat Chorus

14148. Nothin' For The Dead

Iris Dement - Nothin' For The Dead

[Verse 1]
Looking out at a solitary tree
Standing in a snowy park
Everything that lives gets battered
Everyday goes dark
Love is such a tender thing
But not everyone can bear up to a gilt
Some get hauled away to the graveyard
Wrapped up in grandma's pretty quilt

[Verse 2]
A little boy is screaming in the corner
While his mama tries to soothe him on her lap
He's dressed up just like his father
They're both in matching baseball caps
From the cradle poured straight into the mold
It's kinda sweet but kinda sad
Don't be fooled, there is no separating
The good stuff from the bad

[Verse 3]
I'm all twisted up inside
Is there something left to learn here in this school
Where all my truth and all my fiction
Is facing off in a duel
The storyline I can read with my own eyes
Don't fit the one that I've been carrying around in my head
Life is no respecter of persons
Even little children's hearts get torn to shreds

[Verse 4]
And these waves of inspiration
Sure can be few and far between
Like a train that just won't leave the station
They resist my plans and schemes
But I'm not holding back nothin' anymore
And I'm done with being afraid of being bled
Use me up while I am living, Lord
Let's not leave nothin' for the dead

[Outro]
Use me up while I am living, Lord
Let's not leave nothin' for the dead



14149. Nothin' Left to Say

Vince Gill - Nothin' Left to Say

I work my fingers to the bone
Just trying to keep up with the Jones
You call me on the telephone
Say baby hurry hurry home

Pour me a little splash of red
You look like you could raise the dead
Have you got something on your mind
Come on girl we're wasting time

(Chorus)
Just let your body do the talking
Don't let the words get in the way
Yeah I can tell the way you're walking
That you got nothing left to say

Ain't gonna watch the evening news
Cause I don't care who's shooting who
You're putting on my favorite shoes
About to do that thing you do

Ah let's do it all night long
Cause in the morning I'll be gone
If everything works out all right
Same place, same time tomorrow night

[Chorus]

Ain't got nothin' to say

[Chorus]

Yeah I can tell the way you're walking
That you got nothing left to say
Nothin' baby

14150. Nothin' Like A Guy Clark Song

Nothin' Like A Guy Clark Song - Vince Gill 

My old friends and boats, the stuff that works
A random knife, an old blue shirt
Strong and steady, like Texas dirt
It's a place to hide when you're really hurt
Well, Coleman Bonner and Sis Draper, a worn-out fiddle case



Old skinny Dennis, I can still hear him singin' bass
Well, that workbench was a holy place
His favorite picture, Susanna's face

There ain't nothin' like a Guy Clark song
You're feelin' fragile, 'fraid you don't belong
It's a lonely road you're travelin' on
Well, there ain't nothin' like a Guy Clark song

Homegrown tomatoes and a Dallas whore
A girl named Rita doin' a slow bandera across a dance hall floor
Well, he rolled his own and he loved to roar
Man, it's been over forty years since we shared that stage at the Troubadour

There ain't nothin' like a Guy Clark song
You're feelin' fragile, 'fraid you don't belong
It's a lonely road you're travelin' on
Well, there ain't nothin' like a Guy Clark song

Well, what do you do when your heroes die?
Man, you let 'em roll, you let 'em fly
'Cause desperadoes don't worry or wonder why
Well, son of a b**ch, old Rodney's gon' miss you, Guy

And there ain't nothin' like a Guy Clark song
You feel abandoned, your friends are gone
It's a lonely road you're travelin' on
Well, there ain't nothin' like a Guy Clark song

14151. Nothin' Like A Woman - Chords

Nothin' Like A Woman (capo)
Vince Gill - Nothin Like A Woman(capo)

CAPO 4

INTRO: G  C  G  C

            G                   C             G         C
Oh, there's nothin' like a woman, When you're all alone.
            G                   C           G             C 
No, there's nothing like a woman, To make a man come home.
G                     B7         Em          G/B   C
She's always there to understand, The little boy inside of the man.
            G                   C            G   C
Oh, there's nothin' like a woman, Nothin' at all. 

C                 D             C                  D 
She knows when to hold you, and when to leave you alone.
C              D                      Em                        G
She's there to console you, When ev'rything in the world's gone wrong.
C            D           C                     D
She lights a candle, and gets that look in her eye.



C                         D              Em             D     
And she says "Boy can you handle staying up with me all night?" 

           G                   C             G         C
Oh,there's nothin' like a woman, When you're all alone.
           G                      C           G             C 
No,there's nothing like her lovin', To make a man come home.
G                     B7         Em          G/B   C
She's always there to understand, The little boy inside of the man.
            G                   C            G   D
Oh, there's nothin' like a woman, Nothin' at all. 

BREAK: C  D  C  D, C  D  Em  D

           G                   C             G         C
No,there's nothin' like a woman, When you're all alone.
           G                   C           G             C 
No,there's nothing like a woman, To make a man come home.
G                     B7         Em          G/B   C
She's always there to understand, The little boy inside of the man.
            G                   C            G   C
Oh, there's nothin' like a woman, Nothin' at all. 
G                     B7         Em          G/B   C
She's always there to understand, The little boy inside of the man.
            G                   C            G    C
Oh, there's nothin' like a woman, Nothin' at all. 
    G   C  G  C 
Noooooo

OUTRO: G  C  G  C   -FADE

14152. Nothin' Special

Nothin' Special - Del Mccoury Band

You've heard a life of luxury is every girl's dream
Lookin' for a millionaire to build her self esteem
But my interest don't fall in monetary desires
Just a steady dose of passion baby's all I require

CHORUS:
Nothin' special
I'll take what you've got and be satisfied
Nothin' special
Don't claim to be greedy or dignified
Nothin' special
All I need is you here by my side
Nothin' special
Nothin' special for me

Don't need no pearls or no diamond rings
No trips to Paris for a weekend fling
Just your sweet kiss is all that you need to bring



Cause honey I'm not into all those fancy things

You can keep your lavish parties with your caviar
No need for modern fashions or a brand new car
No fancy mansions with my breakfast in bed,
Just satisfy my hunger with your loving instead.

Don't need a shrink to tell me what I'm feeling inside
Honey give me half a chance and I'll let you decide
I'm no women's lib but Lord I sure ain't no slave
Your warm and tender body is the only thing I crave

CHORUS:

14153. Nothin' To Do but Pray

Nothin' to Do but Pray
Jim Hurst

[Verse 1]
Teenage boy just left the house, car keys in his hand
I taught him everything I know to be a righteous man
I've lectured, preached, and threatened, now he's bound to go his way
But there ain't nothin', nothin' to do but pray

[Chorus]
When there's nothin' you can do and there's nothin' you can say
There ain't nothin', nothin' to do but pray

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
This woman that I'm married to, Lord, how we can fight
You would swear the world revolves around which one of us is right
When I'm walkin' to, you leave it, but I know that I should stay
But there ain't nothin', nothin' to do but pray

[Chorus]
When there's nothin' you can do and there's nothin' you can say
There ain't nothin', nothin' to do but pray

[Verse 3]
I've watched those folks in Washington, I don't like what I see
Lies and greed and wastefulness and pure stupidity
I've written, called, and voted, raised the flag on Veterans Day
But there ain't nothin', nothin' to do but pray

[Chorus]
When there's nothin' you can do and there's nothin' you can say
There ain't nothin', nothin' to do but pray

[Outro]
Oh, when there's no more you can do and there's no more you can say



There ain't nothin', nothin' to do but pray
There ain't nothin', nothin' to do but pray

14154. Nothin' Without You

Steve Earle - Nothin' Without You
Emmylou Harris

[Verse]
I'm the keeper of your heart
I keep the flame when we're apart
And I'm a lover in your arms
Or a baby soft and warm

[Verse]
I'm a hero in your eyes
I'm a comfort when you cry
When you hurt me, I'm your fool
But I'm nothin' without you

[Chorus: Earle and Harris]
No, I'm nothin' without you
It don't matter what I do
If I win or if I lose
Sweetheart, I'm nothin' without you

[Verse]
I'm a beacon in the night
To show the way until it's light
I'm a stumbler in the dark
And I can't say what's in my heart

[Verse: Earle and Harris]
I'm a poet just the same
Every time I speak your name
I'm just a shadow when I'm blue
But I'm nothin' without you

14155. Nothing

Dwight Yoakam - Nothing
(Dwight Yoakam)

I couldn't change your heart
I couldn't change your mind
So I just had to learn to live with
This empty life you left behind
You didn't try to hear
You didn't try to see



No you just stared right through the teardrops
Like there was nothing left of me
Nothing but sorrow, nothing but pain
Nothing but memories that whisper your name
Nothing but sadness, nothing but fear
Nothing but silence is heard around here
Bridges were burned
Lessons were learned
Promises made that were broken
Tender lies so softly spoken
You didn't try to hear
You didn't try to see
You just stared right through the teardrops
Like there was nothing left of me
Nothing but sorrow, nothing but pain
Nothing but memories that whisper your name
Nothing but sadness, nothing but fear
Nothing but silence is heard around here
Nothing but sorrow, nothing but pain
Nothing but memories that whisper your name
Nothing but sadness, nothing but fear
Nothing but silence is heard around here
Nothing but sorrow, nothing but pain
Nothing but memories that whisper your name
Nothing but sadness, nothing but fear
Nothing but silence is heard around here

14156. Nothing - Chords

Nothing 
Chatham County Line

[Verse 1]
C                        F
You know most days now I do what I want
G                      C
I got a great list you see
C              F
Tighten this I loosen that
A                          D
plenty of places for me to be
C                  C7          F         D#dim
Sure someday these feet get to rustling
C       G      A7   Ddim7
Most my days I find myself
F       G       C
working hard at nothing
 
[Verse 2]
C           F
A man ain't worth his sand
G                             C
unless he's getting something done



C                  F             A         D
So I consider it a full time job having my fun
C                  C7                 F        D#dim
Sure somedays this smokestack gets to puffing
C           G        A7  Ddim7
But most my days I'm overworked
F        G        C
and worn out from nothing
 
[Chorus]
F                    D#dim          C
Nothing, sitting and staring at the sun slowly creeping by
F                         D#dim     C               A7
Nothing, I'm watching the birds and learning how to fly
C                                    E7                F        G       C
I used to get in trouble for all the things I done but that old race is run
F                    A7         E7         F            G        C
So come down now the leaves are rustling I got a little time for nothing
 
[Verse 3]
C                 F                 G                                     C
A cold beer ain't worth a damn lest it's sweating in your hand
C                       F            A                D
So hand me down another friend let's make a plan
C                C7                F         D#dim
The day may come we'll get back to hustling
C             G         A7       Ddim7
But till that day let's make our hay
F      G       C
making bets on nothing
 
[Chorus]
F                    D#dim          C
Nothing, sitting and staring at the sun slowly creeping by
F                         D#dim     C               A7
Nothing, I'm watching the birds and learning how to fly
C                                    E7                     F   G       C
I used to get in trouble for all the things I done but that old race is run
F                    A7         E7         F            G        C
So come down now the leaves are rustling I got a little time for nothing

14157. Nothing Breaks Like A Heart

The Hillbilly Moonshiners Bluegrass Band - Nothing Breaks Like a Heart

This world can hurt you
It cuts you deep and leaves a scar
Things fall apart, but nothing breaks like a heart
And nothing breaks like a heart

I heard you on the phone last night
We live and die by pretty lies
You know it, oh, we both know it



These silver bullet cigarettes
This burning house, there's nothing left
It's smoking, we both know it

We got all night to fall in love
But just like that we fall apart
We're broken, we're broken
Mmm, well nothing, nothing, nothing gon' save us now

Well, there's broken silence
By thunder crashing in the dark (crash in the dark)
And this broken record
Spin endless circles in the bar (spin 'round in the bar)

This world can hurt you
It cuts you deep and leaves a scar
Things fall apart, but nothing breaks like a heart
Mhmm, and nothing breaks like a heart

We'll leave each other cold as ice
And high and dry, the desert wind
Is blowin', is blowin'

Remember what you said to me?
We were drunk in love in Tennessee
And I hold it, we both know it

Mmm, nothing, nothing, nothing gon' save us now
Nothing, nothing, nothing gon' save us now

Well, there's broken silence
By thunder crashing in the dark (crash in the dark)
And this broken record
Spin endless circles in the bar (spin 'round in the bar)

This world can hurt you
It cuts you deep and leaves a scar
Things fall apart, but nothing breaks like a heart
Mhmm, and nothing breaks like a heart
Nothing breaks like a heart
Mhmm, and nothing breaks like a heart

Nothing, nothing, nothing gon' save us now
Nothing, nothing, nothing gon' save us now

Well, there's broken silence
By thunder crashing in the dark (crash in the dark)
And this broken record
Spin endless circles in the bar (spin 'round in the bar)

This world can hurt you
It cuts you deep and leaves a scar
Things fall apart, but nothing breaks like a heart
Mhmm, but nothing breaks like a heart
But nothing breaks like a heart
Mhmm, but nothing breaks like a heart



14158. Nothing But A Child

Steve Earle - Nothing but a Child
Kathy Mattea

[Verse 1]
Once upon a time in a far off land
Wise men saw a sign and set out across the sand
Songs of praise to sing, they traveled day and night
And precious gifts to bring, guided by the light
They chased a brand new star, ever towards the west
Across the mountains far, but when they came to rest
They scarce believed their eyes, they'd come so many miles
And this miracle they prized was nothing but a child

[Chorus]
And nothing but a child could wash those tears away
Or guide a weary world into the light of day
And nothing but a child could help erase those miles
So once again we all can be children for a while

[Verse 2]
Now all around the world, in every little town
Every day is heard a precious little sound
And every mother kind and every father proud
Looks down in awes to find another chance allowed

[Chorus]

[Outro]
Nothing but a little baby
Nothing but a child

14159. Nothing But A Whippoorwill

Nothing But A Whippoorwill
Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Steve Gulley/Daniel House Music, BMI-Mountain Heart Music, BMI)

Well I'm running down this road
A hundred miles from home
We quarreled like true lovers often will
And I still recall the shame
Thought I heard her call my name
But it was nothingnothing but a whippoorwill
Dark clouds, lightning in the air
The rain was softly falling as I brushed away her hair
She said we had to part, even though she held my heart
And to this day, I know she always will



It was such a dreadful sight, but she's peaceful there tonight
Lying in the ground so cold and still
I couldn't let her walk away
From everything she promised on our wedding day
Now I'm running every day, but I'll never get away
From the rhythm of her voice, it haunts me still
As I turned my gun around
Thought I heard that mournful sound
But it was nothingnothing but a whippoorwill
Dark clouds, lightning in the air
The rain was softly falling as I brushed away her hair

14160. Nothing But Blue Skies

Trampled By Turtles - Nothing but Blue Skies

[Verse 1]
There's nothing but blue skies
Ain't it strange how a heart dies?
Tied up on the inside
With nowhere to run
And part dirt from the dark woods
Part of the greater good
I know where I'm going
By the look in your eyes

[Verse 2]
My lights are not blinking
My ship is not sinking
Oh, but lately I'm thinking
I'm not the same anymore
I drank more than I should
I can't help it, it felt good
I'll see you tomorrow
If you open the door

[Verse 3]
I'm out where the wind blows
I fell for it, I know
I think maybe I'll go
But I always stay
But there's nothing but blue skies
Ain't it strange how a heart dies?
Tied up on the inside
With nowhere to run

14161. Nothing but The Blood



Nothing but the Blood
Jesse Lee Campbell

[Verse 1]
What can wash away my sin?
Nothing but the blood of Jesus
What can make me whole again?
Nothing but the blood of Jesus

[Chorus]
O precious is the flow
That makes me white as snow
No other fount I know
Nothing but the blood of Jesus

[Verse 2]
This is all my hope and peace
Nothing but the blood of Jesus
This is all my righteousness
Nothing but the blood of Jesus

[Chorus]
O precious is the flow
That makes me white as snow
No other fount I know
Nothing but the blood of Jesus

[Instrumental Bridge]

[Chorus]
O precious is the flow
That makes me white as snow
No other fount I know
Nothing but the blood of Jesus

[Outro]
What can wash away my sin?

14162. Nothing Can Hurt You - Chords

Nothing Can Hurt You
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
written by John Salz
[3/4 time]
 
C                     E7             F           C
There's a time in the morning when I feel a cold chill
      Am         D7         G7
And I try and forget what I know
   F         C                E7             Am
It amazes me darling how your words haunt me still
               D7             G7
Though they're spoken so long ago



      F           C
Cause nothing can hurt you
E7          Am
Nothing can hurt you
F          Am
No one can hurt you
     Dm          C
Like someone you love

G7      C           E7       F              C
Well I finally got over the words that you said
          Am        Em       D7  G7
That were spoken in anger to me
         F                C                 E7          Am
Well the words lose their power but they're never quite dead
       D7                               G7
You'll forget them but you can't forget me
 
Repeat #2

Am        Em    F           C
Why do we do it what can we gain
   Am           D7       G7
By hurting each other so bad
      F          Em             E7            Am
Every time we go through it  it turns out the same
     D7                          G7
Left over from a love that don't last

          C           E7             F            C
There's a time in the morning when I roll back to sleep
        Am            D7           G7
Cause I don't want to remember our past
   F         C               E7            Am
It amazes me darling how the heartaches we keep
     D7                          G7
Left over from a love that don't last

Repeat #2
 
F           C
Nothing can hurt you
E7          Am
Nothing can hurt you 
F          Am
No one can hurt you
     Dm       G7          C
Like someone  someone you love

14163. Nothing Can Stop Me

Buddy Miller - Nothing Can Stop Me



Gotta get up gotta get going Rain or shine sleet or snowing
Nothing can stop my loving you
Walk through the woods climb a tall mountain
Loving's in my heart like water's in a fountain
Nothing can stop me stop me stop my loving you
I'd crawl through a fire walk through a river
You be the taker I'll be the giver
I'll give you lovin, lovin
Honey that's what I'll do
Build a brick wall I'm gonna tear it to pieces
Gotta get to your loving and kisses
Nothing can stop me stop me stop my loving you
I can't stop praising the day I found you
I'd walk a hundred miles just to be around you
Nothing can stop my loving you
Nothing at all nothing in the world can make me stop wanting you for my girlfriend
Nothing can stop

14164. Nothing Can Touch Me - Chords

Nothing Can Touch Me
recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Lois Begly Dow
[3/4 time]

C                                     C7
Many times burdens drive me to my knees 
    F                            C
And I wonder what the reason can be 
        G7
For the things that bring me pain 
        C
For the day filled with rain 
       D7                         G7
And my tears like the river start flowing again 

     C                            C7
Many times I cry Jesus hear my plea 
F                             E7
Precious Savior have mercy on me 
F                                C      D7
Then my faith grows stronger and I understand 
F                G7                                     C
That nothing can touch me that doesn't pass through His hands 

G7                          F                  C
Nothing can touch me though life's billows may roll 
G7                            F           C
Nothing can touch me for He's still in control 
                                       D7
Nothing can touch me unless He says it can 
F               G7                                     C
For Nothing can touch me that doesn't pass through His hand 



                                        C7
Many times world conditions seem so drear 
F                                   C
And my heart beats ever faster with fear 
         G7                           C
When the pride of mortal man tries to gain control again 
       D7                       G7
And it seems that the forces of evil might win 

Repeat #2,3

14165. Nothing Clings Like Ivy

Emmylou Harris
Nothing Clings Like Ivy

[Chorus 1]
Nothing clings like Ivy
Frightened by the dark
Though she cuts deep
It never leaves a mark

[Verse 1]
No one quite like Ivy
Ever gets it straight
What she believes
She won't negotiate

[Chorus 2]
All the words of tenderness
That never quite got through

[Verse 2]
She said "You know how young girls are
From my contempt for you

Outside in the hollow
She may dare herself
For there may be
A serpent in the grass

Nothing clings like Ivy
Trying to scare herself
And it may strike or
Wait for her to pass
All the words of tenderness
That she never possessed
"So what's the use of promises?
I had my fingers crossed

[Chorus 2]



[Bridge]
She said, "I laughed behind your back
When I told them to you

[Chorus 1]

14166. Nothing Else Matters

Nothing Else Matters
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
So close no matter how far
Couldn't be much more from the heart
Forever trusting who we are
And nothing else matters

[Verse 2]
Never opened myself this way
Life is ours, we live it our way
All these words I don't just say
And nothing else matters

[Verse 3]
Trust I seek and I find in you
Every day for us something new
Open mind for a different view
And nothing else matters

[Chorus 1]
Never cared for what they do
Never cared for what they know
But I know

[Verse 1]
So close no matter how far
Couldn't be much more from the heart
Forever trusting who we are
And nothing else matters

[Chorus 1]
Never cared for what they do
Never cared for what they know
But I know
[Instrumental]

[Verse 2]
Never opened myself this way
Life is ours, we live it our way
All these words I don't just say
And nothing else matters

[Verse 3]



Trust I seek and I find in you
Every day for us something new
Open mind for a different view
And nothing else matters

[Chorus 2]
Never cared for what they say
Never cared for the games they play
Never cared for what they do
Never cared for what they know
And I know, yeah

[Verse 1]
So close no matter how far
Couldn't be much more from the heart
Forever trusting who we are
And nothing else matters

[Instrumental Outro]

14167. Nothing Ever Hurt Me - Chords

Nothing Ever Hurt Me (Half as Bad as Losing You)
Recorded by George Jones written by Bobby Braddock

G                         C                G              C
Well I've had a splitting headache from my eyebrows to my backbone
G          C           G                   C
Arthritis appendicitis brights disease and gall stones
G               C                 G          C
Bleeding ulcers ingrown toe nails swollen adenoids
    G           C               G              C
The Asian flu a time or two and inflamed vocal chords
     G               C            G       F     E7
I've had a toothache so severe my jawbone split in two
    A7             D7              G
But nothing's ever hurt me half as bad as losing you

                               C             G          C
Well I've had the lit end of a cigar pressed against my belly
G                 C               G                 C
Whipped on with a crowbar till my eyeball turned to jelly
G            C               G             C
Accidentally nailed my index finger to the wall
    G          C                  G           C
Cut off all my toes and soaked my foot in alcohol
     G             C              G     F     E7
I've had my pelvis ruptured by an angry kangaroo
    A7             D7              G
But nothing's ever hurt me half as bad as losing you

          C
Well it's not because you measure fifty twenty forty four



     G
It's surely not because you own a chain of liquor stores
     C
It's not because your daddy is the richest man in town
     D7
It's just that I've grown used to you and having you around

G                                  C          G      C
I've had my parents tell me son we don't love you at all
G                     C            G             C
I've seen my sister's name written on a washroom wall
G                     C            G                  C
My best friend set my barn on fire burned my horse to death
  G               C                G              C
I went out with a girl who told me that I had bad breath
     G             C            G       F        E7
Last week I drew a crowd when I went to the city zoo
    A7             D7              G
But nothing's ever hurt me half as bad as losing you

Repeat #1

14168. Nothing For A Broken Heart - Chords

Nothing For A Broken Heart
Vince Gill - Nothing For A Broken Heart

(A)There ain't nothing in the bottom of your glass
For a broken heart
You were doing pretty good till she came
And tore your world apart
(D)She found a little younger (A)model
(E)You ran straight for the (A)bottle
There ain't (D)nothing in the bottom of your (E)glass
For a broken (A)heart

(A)Do you find yourself tossin' and a turnin'
In the middle of the night
With a cigarette burning
Staying up until the broad daylight
Well you (D)gotta be going (A)crazy
With (E)another man lovin' on your (A)baby
There ain't (D)nothing in the middle of the (E)night
For a broken (A)heart

(Chorus)
There ain't (D)never been a cure for the lowdown blues
When a woman puts on a pair of walking shoes
You ought to know by now
There's nothing, son, that you can (E)do
For a broken (A)heart

LEAD BREAK



(A)(D)(A)(E)(A)

(A)Ain't nothing when the morning finally comes
Gonna change a thing
A little hair of the dog ain't gonna hurt you
Have yourself a drink
(D)She found another (A)lover
(E)I sure feel for you brother
Ain't (D)nothing in the whole wide (E)world for a broken (E)heart

14169. Nothing Gets Old Anymore - Chords

Nothing Gets Old Anymore
Utah Phillips

3/4 Time
 D A7 D
Nothing gets old any-more
 G D
Nothing gets old any-more
 G D
Nothing to patch up or fix or mend
 G D
Nothing is worth even half
 D
What you spend
 G D
And nothing can help you buy
 D
Back an old friend
 A7 D
Cause nothing gets old any-more

SPOKEN:
When the big event was the west-bound stage
A carpenter then was worth his wage,
And whatever he built was built to age
Like some fine and ancient wine.
With skillful touch and patient hand
He built on rock and sage and sand,
And left behind El Capitan***
To weather the passing of time.

Now through her bones the Norther wails,
Drifting sand on the long brass rails
Where tin-horn gamblers polished their nails
And hustled the dance hall w***es.
Her hardwood floors and polished beams
Bore the weight of a thousand dreams,
'Til the dried-up range and played-out seams
Boarded her windows and doors.



The hotel served the railroad line,
But the highway followed close behind
With cheap motels and flashing signs
And the European Plan.
It took a ton of powder to kill
What was built with love and pride and skill.
Build another? You never will,
Like the old El Capitan

14170. Nothing I Can Do

Nothing I Can Do
Sim Redmond Band

I can almost touch your hand, 
but then theres something I dont understand 
I can almost feel your heart, 
but then there's something keeping us apart 
I can almost read your mind, 
but then there's something there that keeps me blind 
but when I put it away to hang, 
it comes back at me like a boomerang

Chorus:
no I just cant shake it 
there's nothing I can do 
this feeling that I've got for you 
there's nothing I can do

many many years ago, a seed was planted 
that began to grow and through the days and centuries, 
many fruits were born from that tree 
and of the sweetest ever tasted, 
was yours and mine come on let's not waste it

Bridge:
it keeps on rushing like a waterfall 
and these emotions they wont fade at all 
an old car that just refuses to stall 
like a rain that just wont fall

strange times we're living in, 
sometimes I lose my mind 
but i'm not giving in no it may not keep me sane 
but it keeps on coming like a hurricane

14171. Nothing I Can Do



Nothing I Can Do
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
Sitting by my window just thinking about you
Who cares about the weather you're my skies of blue
Again I find/ there's no use in trying
There's nothing I can do when you're on my mind

Ain't that a pity we're not alone here tonight
Ain't that a pity I'm going away for a while
I could be an island, but always feel the sea
The same moon that shines on you is shining on me

[Chorus]
The world's is a hive that keeps buzzing all day
I'm chasing the queen but she's getting away
I want some honey and I know I'll get stung
But I know it's worth it, Honey, for your love

[Verse]
If you're hurting now babe you won't be for long
The days are gRtting brighter and the spring is coming on
WhichevRr part of year the sky is clear
The weather's always fine with you on my mind

You don't have to feel cool don't have to feel smart
But you better be easy with my heart
Again I find / that you're just my kind
There's nothing I can do when you're on my mind
[Chorus]

14172. Nothing Is Alone

Glen Phillips - Nothing Is Alone

Something rushes over me
And I find myself standing here
Lift my eyes up to the sky
And offer a silent prayer
Sometimes all the shouting stops
And the restlessness loses hold
And I cry out to everything
That nothing is alone
If the winter won't turn me
Then the summer can't burn me
And the rain will never
Fall upon a restless soul
Nothing is alone



14173. Nothing Lasts Forever

Brett Dennen - Nothing Lasts Forever

I saw you spiraling
I saw you spinning back in time
Through all your memories
Such a quiet disease
You had forgotten me
But I'll always remember you dancing
Across the kitchen in your orange handkerchief
Such a quiet disease
I pray that when you dream you would remember everything
You know it all comes back to you
In one conscience dream
Maybe you'd sing and put words to all the things
That you think of in a day
But forgotten how to say
Nothing last forever
Not even the mountains
Someday they will be swept away and swallowed by the sea
We all shall be blessedly released
Life is so precious it's as fragile as a dream
And in a moment we all grow our wings
I wish to sing as if no ones listening
I wish to dance as if no one is watching
I wish to dance as if no one is watching
And I, give thanks for my dreams
You can rob me of my sight
And you can poison my blood stream
But as long as I can dream then life is worth living
Nothing last forever
Not even the mountains
Someday they will be swept away and swallowed by the sea
We all shall be blessedly released
Nothing last forever
Not even the sun
For all we know it could have burned out light years ago
Darkness remains the hardest thing for us to outrun

14174. Nothing Left To Do

Nothing Left To Do 

I shaved my face and combed my hair, put on a new pair of underwear
And sat on the porch with my Labrador like a hundred other times before
She changed her shoes and freshened up her face, put on some skimpy sexy lace
And finally made her way through the back screen door, we loaded up on the front seat of my
 Ford
And we went out to dinner and we drove right back home, watched an old movie and drank a 
half a bottle of Rum
Then we turned off the tv and we got right down to it, there aint nothin left to do now that wev
e done it



Oh, yes
It seems like it happens everytime, we get a chance to reignite that fire
We burn it fast and then retire just before the news on channel five
Yeah, we went out to dinner and we drove right back home, watched an old movie and drank 
a half a bottle of Rum
Then we turned off the tv and we got right down to it, there aint nothin left to do now that wev
e done it
After all these years it can get routine, you can change the order up, or use different names
Try it in the mornin or the middle of the day, the end results still the same
Oh, we went out to dinner and we drove right back home, watched an old movie and drank a 
half a bottle of Rum
Then we turned off the tv and we got right down to it, there aint nothin left to do now that wev
e done it
Oh, Lord, weve turned off the tv and we got right down to it, and there aint nothin left to do no
w that weve done it
Hey, honey, hand me that remote

14175. Nothing Like A Woman - Chords

Nothing Like A Woman
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Reed Nielsen and Vince Gill

C          G                    C            G        C
Oh there's nothing like a woman  when you're all alone
           G                    C          G            C
No there's nothing like a woman  to make a man come home
G                     B7         Em          G     C
She's always there to understand  the little boy inside of the man
           G                    C           G
Oh there's nothing like a woman  nothin' at all
C                 D7       C                      D7
She knows when to hold you  and when to leave you alone
C              D7               Em                             G
She's there to console you when everything in the world's gone wrong
C            D7     C                          D7
She lights a candle  and gets that look in her eye
C                          D7             Em             D7
And she's says boy can you handle staying up with me all night
C          G                    C            G        C
Oh there's nothing like a woman  when you're all alone
           G                      C           G            C
No there's nothing like her lovin'  to make a man come home
G                     B7         Em          G     C
She's always there to understand  the little boy inside of the man
           G                    C           G
No there's nothin' like a woman  nothing at all
Repeat last verse
                      B7         Em          G     C
She's always there to understand  the little boy inside of the man
           G                    C           G
Oh there's nothing like a woman  nothin' at all



14176. Nothing New - Chords

Nothing New 
The Waifs

[Intro]
D G D A 2x
 
[Verse]
D                            G
I?m going to dress up tonight
    D                    A
And I?ll look real pretty for I don?t know who
     D                           G
I?ll find my own way around this great big city
              D                               A
And I?m gonna sit at a bar and I?ll have a drink
    D                           G
I?ll leave you to revel in your youthful yearnings
  D                                A
I know you like to visit them from time to time
    D              G/F#                G
And like a thief I steal the words you write to her
  D                           A
I take them to my heart and I wish them to be mine
 
[Chorus]
            D           G
But this is nothing new
             D       A
But it ain?t nothing
             D           G
Well this is nothing new
             D       A
But it ain?t nothing
 
[Instrumental]
D G D Dsus4 D  G  D A
 
[Verse]
D                         G
You long for sweetness does mine make you sickly
   D                          A
Or maybe I no longer have the sweetness you require
        D                     G/F#       G
There?s nothing sweet about a heart so embittered
     D                      A
It?s ugly and it?s cold and tonight it?s out for hire
 
[Chorus]
            D           G
But this is nothing new
             D       A



But it ain?t nothing
             D           G
Well this is nothing new
             D       A
But it ain?t nothing
 
[Instrumental]
D G D Dsus4 D  G  D A
 
[Bridge]
G                    A
We live through this day after day
       G                          A
And complacency?s a curse but you just can?t escape it
         G                              A
And I?ve arrived at that place where my tolerance gave way
      G           G/F#    G       A
And I struggle to hold my head up high
 
[Outro]
             G           D
But it ain?t nothing new
        G           A
This is nothing new
             D
Ohhhhh yeahhh

14177. Nothing On But The Stars

Dierks Bentley - Nothing On But the Stars

[Verse 1]
You know we didn't get it right
But it wasn't all wrong
It wasn't just a phase
And it isn't all gone
Before we go and let the lonely
Do what it does
I want one more memory of us

[Chorus]
With nothing on but the stars
Through the window pane
Burn your silver silhouette into my brain
I can't have you forever
But I'll take tonight
I wanna remember you right now just like you are
With nothing on but the stars
Yeah

[Verse 2]
You can take your things
And I'll take my mine



Before you go and leave it all behind
I wanna drink you all up
And soak you all in
And watch those constellations crawl across your skin

[Chorus]
Nothing on but the stars
Through the window pane
Burn your silver silhouette into my brain
I can't have you forever
But I'll take tonight
I wanna remember you right now just like you are
With nothing on but the stars
My hands on your hips in the dark
Nothing on but the stars

[Bridge]
'Cause I ain't ready to let you let me go
Just give me one more night to hold you close

[Chorus]
With nothing on but the stars
I can't have you forever
But I'll take tonight
I wanna remember you right now just like you are
With nothing on but the stars
My hands on your hips in the dark
Nothing on but the stars

[Outro]
Before we go and let the lonely
Do what it does
I want one more memory of us

14178. Nothing Short Of Thankful

Nothing Short of Thankful
The Avett Brothers

Hey men - yes
Do you think we'll ever get back home?
Well I - guess
We choose our battles one by one
How I need - rest
One more day of travel on the road
How we've been - blessed
Some times it don't feel that way

Nothing gonna change my mind
I'm walking a different highway
Nothing gonna change my mind
I'm traveling a different line, oh
Nothing gonna change my mind



You'll find what you need if you want it
Nothing gonna change my mind
I'll find mine

Brother - yes
I know I'm up and down please
Try to accept
Apologies for the sadness that I've found
The years we've - spent
Nothing short of grateful for our trip
And those we've - met
Nothing short of thankful.

Nothing gonna change my mind
I'm walking a different highway
Nothing gonna change my mind
I'm traveling a different line, oh
Nothing gonna change my mind
You'll find what you need if you want it
Nothing gonna change my mind
I'll find mine

Boss man said work can wait
Put it off for another day
I'm not listening
Tomorrow may not come
Lazy man find an easy way
Easy work for easy pay
I'm not listening
There ain't no such a thing
Boss man said work can wait
Put if off for another day
I'm not listening
Tomorrow may not come
Lazy man find an easy way
Easy work for easy pay
I'm not listening
There ain't no such a thing as that

Hey man - yo!
Do you think they're listening to
A thing - no no no
I wonder what's on their minds
We all should - go
Break down the walls being built up around us
We'll make the - show
Make it for our sons and our daughters

Nothing gonna change my mind
I'm walking a different highway
Nothing gonna change my mind
I'm traveling a different line, oh
Nothing gonna change my mind
You'll find what you need if you want it
Nothing gonna change my mind
I'll find mine



14179. Nothing Sure Looked Good On You

Nothing Sure Looked Good On You 

You found your greener pastures in a mansion on a hill
with a flashy foreign car to drive and lots of time to kill,
but my mind goes on remembering the days of me and you,
when we were down to nothing, nothing sure looked good on you.

You said you needed simple things that I had plenty of
and through the days of dark and lean, we could always live on love.
With his style of life he lured you, and you could not refuse,
but when we were down to nothing, nothing sure looked good on you. 

When you honeymooned in Paris, it was carried on the news.
And I heard you laughed your cares away on a Caribbean cruise.

You were always one for dreaming, now you're dreams can all come true,
but when we were down to nothing, nothing sure looked good on you.

You said you needed simple things that I had plenty of,
and through the days of dark and lean, we could always live on love.
With his style of life, he lured you, and you could not refuse,
but when we were down to nothing, nothing sure looked good on you.

Yes, when we were down to nothing, nothing sure looked good on you.

14180. Nothing That You Are

Brett Dennen
Nothing That You Are

[Verse 1]
Somebody told me
They saw you somewhere
Somebody hold me
'Cause suddenly I'm a little cold

[Pre-Chorus]
Well, I must be mistaken
It was somebody else
I know you all too well
Or do I?

[Chorus]
I heard you say
We were one and the same
Well, wrong again
I could never do those things you did to me



I will be okay
In time you'll fade
Into the nothing that you are
The nothing you are

[Verse 2]
Somebody sold me (Somebody sold me)
The same old story
Hadn't you told me
You were there the whole time
[Pre-Chorus]
Well, I must be mistaken
You were somebody else
I hope you burn in hell
Or do I?

[Chorus]
I heard you say
We were one and the same
Well, wrong again
I could never do those things you did to me
I will be okay
In time, you'll fade
Into the nothing that you are
The nothing you are

[Bridge]
And your mistakes will hunt you down
Eventually
You'll know that when you hit the ground
Your weakness did you in and dealt me out
It's ok, I have the truth on my side

[Chorus]
I heard you say
We were one and the same
Well, wrong again
I could never do those things you did to me
I will be okay
In time, you'll fade
Into the nothing that you are
The nothing you are
[Outro]
The nothing you are
The nothing you are
The nothing you are

14181. Nothing To It

Rhiannon Giddens - Nothing To It

[Verse 1]
Well, I knew I was young enough



And I knew there was nothing to it
'Cause I'd already seen it done enough
And I knew there was nothing to it
There was no organization I wanted to join
So I stayed by myself and took out a coin
There I sat with my eyes in my hand
Just contemplating killing a man

[Chorus]
For greed was one thing I just couldn't stand
If I was you I'd put back what I took
A guilty man's got a guilty look
Heads I will and tails I won't
As long as the call be won't be my own

[Verse 2]
Well, you don't have to turn your pockets inside out
But I'm sure you can give me something
Well, you don't have to go into your bank account
But I'm sure you can give me something

[Chorus]
Well, I knew I was young enough
And I knew there was nothing to it
'Cause I'd already seen it done enough
And I knew there was nothing to it
Well, I knew I was young enough
And I knew there was nothing to it
'Cause I'd already seen it done enough
And I knew there was nothing to it

[Outro]
And I knew there was nothing to it
And I knew there was nothing to it
And I knew there was nothing to it
And I knew there was nothing to it
And I knew there was nothing to it

14182. Nothing To Lose

Melonie Cannon - Nothing To Lose

Well, I'm sitting on the bus
Rolling down through Georgia
Don't know where I'm going
And I don't care what's new
I've got nothing to lose

Well, I've had no sleep
Going on three days
Smoked my last cigarette
Somewhere near Atlanta
It's true, I've got nothing to lose



Nothing to lose since I've lost you
Feeling all alone
Used to have it all and now my heart is gone
It's true, I've got nothing to lose

Well, we're coming up on Macon
Gonna rest here a spell
Making idle conversation
With a stranger without you
I've got nothing to lose

Nothing to lose since I've lost you
Feeling all alone
Used to have it all and now my heart is gone
It's true, I've got nothing to lose

Ooh, nothing to lose
Ooh, since I lost you

You left me with no worry
You left with no cares
And you took my whole life with you
And you left me standing there
It's true, I've got nothing to lose

Nothing to lose since I've lost you
Feeling all alone
Used to have it all and now my heart is gone
It's true, I've got nothing to lose

Yes, it's true
I've got nothing to lose

I've got nothing, nothing left to lose
I've got nothing, nothing left to lose
I've got nothing, nothing left to lose
I've got nothing, nothing left to lose

Nothing left to lose

14183. Nothing Was Delivered - Chords

Nothing Was Delivered

G C G
Nothing was deliverd and I tell this truth to you
 D G G7
Not out of spite or anger but simply 'cause it's true
 C G
Now you must provide some answers for what you sell was not received
 D G
And the sooner you come up with it then the sooner you can leave



 Em G
Nothing is better, nothing is best
 C G C G
Take care of your health and get plenty of rest
G C G
Nothing was delivered and it's up to you to say
 D G G7
Just what you had in mind when you made everybody pay
 C G
Now I hope you won't object to this giving back all that you owe
 D G
But the sooner you come up with it then the sooner you can go
 Em G
Nothing is better, nothing is best
 C G C G
Take care of your health and get plenty of rest
G C G
No nothing was deliverd, I can't say I sympathize
 D G G7
With what your fate is goin' to be yes for telling all those lies
 C G
No nothing was delivered yes and someone must explain
 D G
But as long as it takes to do this then that's how long that you
remain
 Em G
Nothing is better, nothing is best
 C G C G
take care of your health and get plenty of rest

14184. Nothing Wasted, Nothing Gained

Nothing Wasted, Nothing Gained
Stephen F. Brines, Sam Bush
New Grass Revival

If love (if love) has bright eyes
I can judge by your face
Why did (why did) you come back
Anyway
But as long (but as long) as you're here
You might as well stay
Nothing wasted, nothing gained.

Don't say (don't say) that I'm cruel
If I tell the truth
I gave (I gave) up kindness
After you
I'll take (I'll take) your tears now
A smile used to do
Prove to me you want me
With your fame
Nothing wasted, nothing gained



Chorus:
Hold me closely
One more time
Try to realize
The fire that's died
If you wanna make love
It's all right
Even if the morning
Changes your mind
Nothing wasted, nothing gained

I still (I still) think of you
In so many ways
Your part of my best yesterday (yesterday)
I hate (I hate) to see them
Fade away
Already life goes by too fast
Can't just one thing stay the same

Chorus:

14185. Nothing Without You

Nothing Without You
Bryan Hayworth
New Grass Revival

Of all the girls I've ever loved You're the one I'm thinkin' of
With all the places I've ever been
This is the best I've ever seen
Without you I am nothing
Without you I am nothing

I used to smile when I was sad inside
Now I've got no tears to hide
You won my heart and you made me sure
I never felt like this before
Without you I am nothing
Without you I am nothing

Without you I'm sure that I'd fall
When I reach the end, when I need a friend
I find you're always there
Waving your hand
Waving your hand
Waving your hand
At me

I've got no strength and I have no will
I do you wrong and you love me still
You keep me warm and you keep me well
Why you love me I'll never tell



Without you I am nothing
Without you I am nothing

Without you I'm sure that I'd fall
And when I reach the end, when I need a friend
I find you're always there
Beside me
Waving your hand
Waving your hand
Beside me
Waving your hand
Waving your hand
Right beside me
Waving your hand

14186. Nothing's Changed Here

Nothing's Changed Here

I hear you walking across the floor
I think that I'm dreaming
'Til I hear you shut the door
I wake up crying and calling your name
Nothing's changed here without you
I start every day the same

The same old sun comes up to shine
On this old bed at the same old time
I tell myself the same old lie
I've got you off my mind

I feel your body lyin' next to mine
I reach out in the darkness
But you're not there for me to find
There's only sorrow followed by pain
Nothing's changed here without you
I start every day the same

I see your sweet lips softly kiss me goodbye
I taste the salt of my teardrops 
As they fall down from my eyes
I take a deep breath
But it's only in vain
'Cause nothing's changed here without you
I start every day the same
I start every day the same

14187. Nothing's Changed Here - Chords



Nothing's Changed Here
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Dwight Yoakam and Kostas

C                  F            C
I hear you walking   across the floor
                 G7       F
I think that I'm dreaming   
                         C
Till I hear you shut the door
                 F                  C
I wake up crying   and calling your name
                       G7         F
Nothing's changed here without you 
                      C
I start every day the same
F
The same old sun comes up to shine 
        C
On this old bed at the same old time
F
I tell myself the same old lie 
C                   G7
I've got you off my mind
C                F               C
I feel your body   lying next to mine
                   G7      F
I reach out in the darkness 
                               C
But you're not there for me to find
                    F             C
There's only sorrow   followed by pain
                       G7         F
Nothing's changed here without you 
                      C
I start every day the same
                      F                    C
I see your sweet lips   softly kiss me goodbye
                       G7       F
I taste the salt of my teardrops 
                          C
As they fall down from my eyes
                     F                  C
I take a deep breath   but it's only in vain
                       G7         F
Nothing's changed here without you 
                      C
I start every day the same
                            G7         F
Yeah nothing's changed here without you 
                      C
I start every day the same



14188. Nothing's Gonna Bother Me Tonight

Forester Sisters - Nothing's gonna bother me tonight
Composer: Bernie Nelson - Allen Shamblin

It's been a long week all
It's all behind me now
Everything that could go wrong went wrong somehow
But when I heard that whistle blow
I let it go and that's gone, long gone
When the stars come out tonight
You know the that I'm gonna be singing a new song

I wanna dance all night till the break of dawn
Can't help feelin' nothing can go wrong
If it does it will be alright
Nothing's gonna bother me tonight

Let it rain, baby, let it snow
Never mind the weather
Let that hurricane blow
I got a jingle in my pocket feelin' like a rocket
Don't you know

I left those blues behind me
They won't be there
Can't find me
I'm headin' for that old dance floor

I wanna dance all night till the break of dawn
Can't help feelin' nothing can go wrong
If it does
It will be alright
Nothing's gonna bother me tonight

I wanna dance all night till the break of dawn
Can't help feelin' nothing can go wrong
If it does
It will be alright
Nothing's gonna bother me tonight

14189. Nothing's Working

Billy Strings 
Nothing's Working

Absolutely nothing
Nothing for to show
She's feeling helpless
Like there's nowhere left to go

Things she set out to do
She made sure were done



She's feeling dismal
But she's not the only one

Take time to listen to the quiet ones
Watch how the pain lives
Underneath the skin
Forgotten words and lost
Love won't make the grade

On a lonesome journey
Tryin' to stay high
Put another coin in and
Stop to wave goodbye
Praying to the hologram
High up in the sky
Is it for justice or is it just for the crime

Take time to listen to the quiet ones
Watch how the pain lives
Underneath the skin
Forgotten words and lost
Love won't make the grade

Killers on the TV
Writing on the wall
How could such a kind heart
Take such a heavy fall

Absolutely nothing
Nothing for to show
Heart and guts against the wind
And nowhere left to go

Take time to listen to the lonely ones
Watch how the rain gives
Up a chance to swim
Burn the broken bridges and
We'll build them up again

14190. Nothing's Worse Than Losing

Nothing's Worse Than Losing
(Merle Haggard)

Nothing's worse than losing something worked it all
After giving what you know to be your very own
To sit and watch a love grow cold hurts me deep down in my soul
Nothing's worse than losing something worth it all.

I can't help but cry a little now and then
While I watch my whole world tumble to the ground again
I've been down this road before and I can't stand the pain no more
Nothing's worse than losing something worth it all.



I changed my way of life to try to fit your style
And you only meant to stay with me a little while
I gave you all I had to give now I don't even want to live
Nothing's worse than losing something worth it all, yeah.

--- Instrumental ---

I've been down this road before and I can't stand the pain no more
Nothing's worse than losing something worth it all.

Nothing's worse than losing something worth it all.
Right...

14191. Nothing, Then

Punch Brothers - Nothing, Then 

Nothing nothing then a kiss
In the middle of the street
And I'm loosening my grip

On the throat of a bad dream
Turning gold above your head
A bell to ring me to my knees

Do you darling 'til you're dead
Or do you darling 'til you're bored
With this ringing I thee wed

Nothing then a haloed whore
And an angel that she bribed
And a god he's working for

Come to take me from your side
Where I wake in a cold sweat
Wringing love out of my life

So do you darling 'til you're dead
Or do you darling 'til you're bored
With thing wringing I thee wed

14192. Nova Scotia Farewell

Nova Scotia Farewell
Traditional

The sun was setting in the west
The birds were singing on every tree



All nature seemed inclined to rest
But still there was no rest for me.

Chorus:
Farewell to Nova Scotia
The seabound coast
Let your mountains, dark and dreary, be
For when I am far away
On the briny ocean, tossed
Will you ever heave a sigh and a wish for me?

I grieve to leave my native land
I grieve to leave my comrades, all
And my parents, whom I've held so dear
And the bonnie, bonnie lass I do adore

Chorus

The drums, they do beat
The wars, they alarm
The captain calls, we must obey
So farewell, farewell to Nova Scotia's charms
For it's early in the morning and I'm far, far away

I have three brothers
They are at rest
Their arms are folded on their breast
But a poor simple sailor just like me
Must be tossed and driven
on the dark blue sea

Chorus

14193. Novels Of Acquaintance

Novels Of Acquaintance - Rising Appalachia

I met you over mountain moons
Banjo riffs and fiddle tunes
Sugar river, stair creek
First once now twice now every week 
Lean in, beloved friend
Bits of tender, reel me in
Tip the cup and pour the rubies
Wild laughter, lust, and beauty 

Yeahhhh. Fine-tune me with patience
And I'll write you novels of acquaintance 

Thank you dear family
For stepping up unanimously
Everywhere we've gone were home
Voice for glory, grace we're shown



It's boundless what were in
The movements growing, spreading kin
Teach me treasure, grow me strong
Give me strength in every song

Dear quiet mystic neighbor
Here's to trails and trails of paper
My firm-footed letter lover
You're the best thing I've discovered 
It's a love song, it's true
Not hints no riddles no clues
No threads no strings no bounding
Damn baby you make me grounded

I'd never be here without
All your hands, rejoice and shout
You who came broke and weary
Sick, step into the clearing
Let this be a moment healing
I see you picture perfect
Rise together, loose no faith
That I've got you and you've got me

14194. November

November - Acoustic Syndicate

Welcome back old friend november
Another season set to change
Gone are the dog days of September
Trade back the crazy for the sane

Come and take these blues away
Make them fall away with the leaves
I need to shake this mood that I'²m in
Too much tonic and gin
Won't wash my sins away

Welcome back old friend, November
Where have you been now for so long
I'²ve got so many things to tell you
So much happens while your gone

The old man comes with cold rain and snow
It's a hard way to go for a while
But spring soon comes and warms me again
By the long summers end
I'm ready for your smile
Once out of excuses
Just blame it on June
No rest for the wicked
In the heat of the noon day sun



Fare thee well old friend, November
I have to reason with my day
And if my plans
They all should fail me
November comes again one day

Come and chase these blues away
Make them fall away with the leaves
I need to shake this mood that I'²m in
Too much tonic and gin
Won'²t wash my sins away

14195. November

Trampled by Turtles - November

It's alright momma, it's so good to see you
We've been out hiding for such a long time
Lonesome hillsides so brown in November
But you'll stay the same for your whole life

The tragic church bells rang for free
Hollowed out for you and me

I was drunk Sunday so I don't remember
Images come flowing like a river so wide
I was on a rooftop when I first discovered
That you hold all your pain like a cannon inside

Under revolution clouds
You fight to come up and I fight to come down

Every time we find something peaceful
I have to go and tear it all down
But the weather don't lie, babe, and you can't either
Ever since you came to this faithless town

Your darkened debt don't bother me
It blinds me like the morning sun

14196. November Blues

November Blues
The Avett Brothers

And if I weren't leavin',
Would I catch you dreamin'
And if I weren't gonna be gone now,
Could I take you home



And if I told you I love you,
Would it change what you see
And if I was staying,
Would you stay with me

And if I had money,
Would it all look good
And if I had a job now,
Like a good man should

And if I came to you tomorrow,
And said "let's run away"
Would you roll like the wind does,
Baby would you stay

My heart is dancin',
To a November tune
And I hope that you hear it,
Singing songs about you

And I sing songs of sorrow,
Because you're not around
See, babe I'm gone tomorrow,
Baby follow me down

And I don't know why I have to,
But this man must move on
I love my time here,
Didn't know 'til I was gone

November shadows, shade November change
November spells sweet memory, the season blue remains
November spells sweet memory, the season blue remains

Your yellow hair is like the sunlight,
However sweet it shines
Bit by the cold of December,
I'm warm beside your smile

Oh lady tell me I'm not leaving,
You're everything I dream
I'm killing myself thinking,
I've fallen like the leaves
I'm killing myself thinking,
I've fallen like the leaves

14197. November Rain - Chords

November Rain 
Lost Highway/Ken Orrick

[Verse]



F                     Bb
It's raining in the valley
F               C
Snowing on the hill
Bb                C     F
Winter seems to bring back memories
F                       Bb
Us sitting  round the fireplace
F                     C
While everything is still
Bb                      C          F
The old folks singing songs in harmony
 
[Chorus]
C
November rain
               F
Keeps calling me
            C
Back to my home
        F
In Tennessee
 
F                       Bb
The amber leaves are falling
                C
From the laurel trees
      Bb            C
The cold November rain
            F
Is calling me
 
 
[Verse]
F                      Bb
Mom breaks out the overcoats
         F              C
There's a chill in the air
Bb                         C               F
The days grow short, It's dark by supper time
 
F                       Bb
That cold November wind a blowin'
F                C
Beating at our door
Bb                 C            F
Are some of the memories left behind
 
[Chorus]
C
November rain
               F
Keeps calling me
             C
Back to my home
        F
In Tennessee



 
F                       Bb
The amber leaves are falling
                C
From the laurel trees
      Bb            C
The cold November rain
           F
Is calling me
 
 
[Verse]
F                              Bb
Come springtime when the flowers bloom
F                    C
The snow will all be gone
Bb                    C                 F
The smell of mountain laurel fills the air
 
F                       Bb            F        C
But wintertime will always be my favorite memory
Bb                 C            F
The cold November rain is calling me
 
[Chorus]
C
November rain
               F
Keeps calling me
             C
Back to my home
        F
In Tennessee
 
F                       Bb
The amber leaves are falling
                C
From the laurel trees
         Bb        C
The cold November rain
        F
Is calling me

14198. Novocaine

Little Big Town - Novocaine

[Verse 1]
Baby its alright (alright)
Somehow were gonna get to the bottom of this
If it takes us all night (all night)
Somehow were gonna find that moment of bliss
Come one let me kiss and make it better



Cause better ain't the best i can do

[Chorus]
Ill take your wrong and make it right
Take your load and make it light
Dry your eyes and you can bet
Any hurt that you remember
Im gonna help you forget
Make you numb to the pain
Hey ill be your novicane

[Verse 2]
Well have us a good time (good time)
Baby let me pull you out of the shade
Meet me in the sunshine (sunshine)
Do you wanna come out and play
Baby theres been alot of talking
Talking ain't all i wanna do

[Chorus]

[Bridge]
Come on let me kiss and make it better
Cause better ain't the best i can do

[Chorus]
[Chorus]

[Outro]
Make you numb to the pain
Hey ill be your novicane

14199. Now And Then

Now And Then - Acoustic Syndicate

Now and then
I put my foot in my mouth I should just keep quiet
it's just a matter of time before it happens again
But this time
By the look on your face I think I've really done it
Delivered a wound that I may not be able to mend

The times before it
It would be alright
I'²ve always been able to talk my way out until now
I can see now
Now that it's done
If I had the chance
If there was a way

If I could start over
I wish that I could live this moment again



You know that I'm sorry
I didn'²t mean what I said
You know how I am now and then
Now and then
Now and then
I put my foot in my mouth I should just keep quiet
Sooner or later I'²ll say something totally wrong
But this time
By the look on your face
I think I've really done it
Same old line, same old dance, same old song

The times before
It would be alright
I'²ve always been able to talk my way out until now
But I can see now
Now that's its done
If I had the chance
If there was a way

If I could start over
I wish that I could live this moment again
You know that I'²m sorry
I didn't mean what I said
You know how I am now and then
Now and then

14200. Now Be Thankful

Richard Thompson - Now Be Thankful

When the stone is grown too cold to kneel
In crystal waters I'll be bound
Cold as stone, weary to the sounds upon the wheel

Now be thankful for good things below
Now be thankful to your maker
For the rose, the red rose blooms for all to know

When the fire is grown too fierce to breathe
In burning irons I'll be bound
Fierce as fire weary to the sounds upon the wheel

Now be thankful for good things below
Now be thankful to your maker
For the rose, the red rose blooms for all to know

When the stone is grown too cold to kneel
In crystal waters I'll be bound
Cold as stone, weary to the sounds upon the wheel

Now be thankful for good things below
Now be thankful to your maker



For the rose, the red rose blooms for all to know

14201. Now Is Not The Time

Now Is Not The Time - Deadly Gentlemen

I'll be leaving in the morning as I tend to do,
Just to make a dollar and a friend or two,
I left so many days, so many years ago,
Now one at a time I'm running out of years to blow.

Now is not the time and this is not the place,
A soul you've got divine lay your kisses not to waste,
Now is not the time and this is not the place,
A soul you've got to find lay your kisses not to waste.

I'll be leaving in the morning as I tend to do,
Just to make a dollar and a friend or two,
I left so many days, so many years ago,
Now one at a time I'm running out of years to blow.

Now is not the time and this is not the place
A soul you've got divine lay your kisses not to waste
Now is not the time and this is not the place
A soul you've got to find lay your kisses not to waste

Even if I can't stand to be wrong,
The one thing I thought would carry me back home,
Has stranded me gone,
To the friends I'll find and the friends I'll leave,
None of them truer than friends like these,
None of them truer than friends like these.

I'm still believing in the morning as I tend to do
I'm gone to make a dollar,
And a friend or two,
I left so many days, so many years ago,
Now one at a time I'm running out of years to blow.

14202. Now Is The Cool Of The Day

Kathy Mattea - Now Is the Cool of the Day

And my Lord he said down to me
Do you like my garden so fair?
You may live in this garden if you keep the grasses green
And I'll return in the cool of the day.

And my Lord He said down to me



Do you like my garden so pure?
You may live in this garden if you keep the waters clean
And I'll return in the cool of the day.
Now is the cool of the day,
Now is the cool of the day,
Of this earth there is a garden, the garden of my Lord
And He walks in His garden in the cool of the day.

And my Lord he said down to me
Do you like my pastures so green?
You may live in this garden if you will feed my lambs
And I'll return in the cool of the day.
And my Lord he said down to me
Do you like my garden so free?
You may live in this garden if you keep the people free,
And I'll return in the cool of the day.
Now is the cool of the day,
Now is the cool of the day,
Of this earth there is a garden, the garden of my Lord
And He walks in His garden in the cool of the day.
Yes, He walks in His garden in the cool of the day.

14203. Now It Belongs To You

Mark O'Connor - Now it belongs to you
Composer: Steve Wariner

My grandpa made this fiddle with his two hard workin' hands
And they say he really made the music pro
And he even took his old fiddle off to war he's in
And they both came back, don't you know

It was cold December when he passed away
They say he smiled at my dad, and they heard him say;

Take ever of my fiddle, son, 'cause it's yours from now on
Keep it in the family after you and I are gone
And play every song just like you playin' days all through
Just take good care of my fiddle, son, now it belongs to you

I was just a boy when daddy's called to fight for Uncle Sam
He let me keep his fiddle while he was away
I had it in my hands when we got the awful news
And I swear that I can hear him say;

Take care of my fiddle, son, 'cause it's yours from now on
Give it to that boy of yours when you and I are gone
And play every song just like you playin' days all through
Just take good care of my fiddle, son, now it belongs to you

Now I'm so proud to get the chance to see my little boy
As he tries his best to play my violin
One day, he'll know about the love there in his hands



That's when I will say to me;

Take care of my fiddle, son, 'cause it's yours from now on
Keep it in the family after you and I are gone
And play every song just like you playin' days all through
Just take good care of my fiddle, son, now it belongs to you

Just take good care of my fiddle, son, now it belongs to you

14204. Now My Flower's Gone Away

Now My Flower's Gone Away

The only love I ever wanted
I lost so many years ago
The Saviour's called her up to heaven
But I'll see her some sweet day I know 

    I've waited so long for you my darling
   You know out love could be so grand
   I've lost the one whose love I cherished
   And now she's with an angel band. 

 We grew from childhood days together
I knew she'd be mine some sweet day
A lovely flower that was bloomin'
And now my flower's gone away.

14205. Now She's Gone - chords

Now She's Gone 
Steve Earle
 
[Intro]
/ G     / D     / G     / G6/D C /
/ G     / C G6/D / G     / G F# Em /
 
[Verse 1]
Em          D              G  G6/D
She was her daddy's little darling
    C      G6/D G     C G6/D  G6/D  G  G F# Em
Her mama's only child
 
[Verse 2]
Em          D             G  G6/D
They didn't understand at all
         C       G6/D    G    C G6/D  G6/D  G  G F# Em
When she took to running wild
 



[Verse 3]
Em
She left town one day
    D              D7
And never said goodbye
    G                      G6/D
And left a hole in Daddy's lap
      C              C   Em
And a tear in Mama's eye
Em      G  F# Em  D
Where'd we go wrong?
    C         G    C G6/D  G6/D  G  G F# Em
And now she's gone
 
[Verse 4]
Em        D         G   G6/D
She met a boy up in Kentucky
C       G6/D    G    C G6/D  G6/D  G  G F# Em
Charlie was his name
 
[Verse 5]
Em           D              G  G6/D
Just when he thought he got lucky
    C         G6/D      G    C G6/D  G6/D  G  G F# Em
She stole his watch and chain
 
[Verse 6]
Em                 G6/D
She always kept on moving
        D            D
And she never wasted time
         G
And they said
                           C                    Em
She left quite a string of broken hearts behind
Em   G  F# D
Woke up alone
    C         G    C G6/D  G6/D  G  G F# Em
And now she's gone
 
[Instrumental]
/ Em     / D      / G G6/D / C      /
/ G      / C G6/D / G    C / G6/D G /
 
/ G      / D      / C G6/D / C      /
/ G      / C      / G6/D G / C    G /
 
/ Em     / D      / G G6/D / C      /
/ G      / C G6/D / G    C / G      /
 
[Verse 7]
Em    D           G
Me, I wasn't even trying
          C         G       C G6/D  G6/D  G  G F# Em
You could say I was content
 
[Verse 8]



Em       D                    G   G6/D
She went through my life like lightning
C    G6/D          G    C G6/D  G6/D  G  G F# Em
Blew out the other end
 
[Outro]
       G               G6/D
Well I still taste her kisses
          D
Smell her perfume in the wind
    G
And if I could
                      C
You know that I would do it all again
Em  G    F# Em  D
She done me wrong
    C         G     C  Bm  G6/D  G
And now she's gone
/ Em     / D      / G G6/D / C    G /

14206. Now That We're Alone

Rodney Crowell - Now That We're Alone

And tell me what you're feelin' now
That everybody 's left and gone
Anybody break your heart?
Anybody done you wrong?
Hey, I know what you need to hear
Way down inside your ear
Now that we're alone
Now that we're alone
Let's talk about it now that we're alone
And too many smiling faces
Try to turn your head around
Too many times and places
When those uptown dreams
Just drag you down
Hey, I know what you need tonight
I'm goin' to hold you tight
Now that we're alone
Oh, now that we're alone
Let's talk about it now that we're alone
Now you might see rain outside your window
And you might hear footsteps down your hall
So tell me what you think about it
Now that the day's complete
Anybody hurt your feelings, darling?
Did anybody cut you deep?
Hey, I know what you need to know
I'm never gonna let you go
Now that we're alone
Now that we're alone



Let's talk about it now that we're alone
Now you might see rain outside your window
And you might hear footsteps down your hall
So tell me what you're feelin' now
That everybody's left and gone
Anybody break your heart?
Anybody done you wrong?
Hey, I know what you need tonight
I'm gonna hold you tight
Now that we're alone
Oh, now that we're alone
Let's talk about it now that we're alone
Let's talk about it now that we're alone

14207. Now That You Have Me

Lester Flatt - Now that you have me
Composer: Josh Graves

Our love affair is ending you say I'm not the one
If only you could realize the wrong things you have done
If I could make you understand just what you mean to me
I'm sure that you would come on back and ease this misery

Now that you have me you don't want me
Though I broke another's heart to be with you
I gave up my happiness the things I held so dear
I believe in promises you whisper in my ear
But things didn't turn out right now it's plain to see
The one I broke the heart for is walking out on me

Now that you have me you don't want me
Though I broke another's heart to be with you

14208. Now That You're Gone

Now That You're Gone 
Josh Williams

I look out the window, at the rising sun 
Boy this night sure went by fast 
I still can't believe the words 
you told me last night 
I always thought our love would last 
 
I go to the kitchen, put the coffee on 
And try to pretend like nothin's wrong 
I look in the mirror, but a stranger's there 
Guess I'm not me now that you're gone 



 
CHORUS : 
Now that you're gone, I can't see the light 
And I miss those arms, 
and the way they used to hold me tight 
Inever thought that I would go 
And lose my onlyone 
But I believe it now that you're gone 
 
But I believe it, now that you're gone
Yes I believe it, now that you're gone

14209. Now That's Country

Marty Stuart - Now That's Country

Ridin' twenty miles on a midnight train
Just to go fishin' in the pourin' rain
Take along your baby, just 'cause you're in love
Fishin' and lovin': I can't get enough

Well, that's country
I was raised a country child
Now, that's country
Baby, that's my style

Got me a pick-up
I got a piece-of-nothin' farm
Shotgun and a hound dog
I got a tractor in the barn
Rockin' chair on my front porch 
And a jug of home-made wine
When I ain't makin' music
That's how I spend my time

Well, that's country
I was born, yes, a country child
Now, that's country
But, baby, that's my style

You know every man and woman
Ought to have a place to lay their burdens down
You all can do it in that city
But it ain't the same in a big old town

Now, me, just talk to y'all one time

Have you ever laid in a field of clover 
Late into the night
And watched a shooting star fall from heaven 
Till the moon fades outta sight?
Get up and go visitin'
That's just what neighbors do



I'm proud to be from the country
Now, how about you?

Oh, that's country
I was raised on that Mississippi mile
Now, that's country
But, baby, that's my style

Well, that's country
Guess I was born a country child
Now that's country
And, baby, that's my style

Oh

14210. Now Westlin Winds

Now Westlin Winds
Robert Burnes

Now westlin winds and slaughtering guns
Bring autumn's pleasant weather
The moorcock springs on whirring wings
Among the blooming heather
Now waving grain, wild o'er the plain
Delights the weary farmer
And the moon shines bright as I rove at night
To muse upon my charmer

The partridge loves the fruitful fells
The plover loves the mountain
The woodcock haunts the lonely dells
The soaring hern the fountain
Through lofty groves the cushat roves
The path of man to shun it
The hazel bush o'erhangs the thrush
The spreading thorn the linnet

Thus every kind their pleasure find
The savage and the tender
Some social join and leagues combine
Some solitary wander
Avaunt! Away! the cruel sway,
Tyrannic man's dominion
The sportsman's joy, the murdering cry
The fluttering, gory pinion

But Peggy dear the evening's clear
Thick flies the skimming swallow
The sky is blue, the fields in view
All fading green and yellow
Come let us stray our gladsome way
And view the charms of nature



The rustling corn, the fruited thorn
And every happy creature

We'll gently walk and sweetly talk
Till the silent moon shines clearly
I'll grasp thy waist and, fondly pressed,
Swear how I love thee dearly
Not vernal showers to budding flowers
Not autumn to the farmer
So dear can be as thou to me
My fair, my lovely charmer

14211. Nowhere

Nowhere
Longview

You're not where you are
Only where you want to be
You're not what you've seen
Only what you could've been

And out of sight
Then out of mind
Go

You won't try you don't care
You won't try you don't care
You won't try you don't care
You won't try you don't care

And keep moving fast
But still go nowhere
With so much to say
So what anyway?

The sooner you see
The sooner you'll move
On

You won't try you don't care
You won't try you don't care
You can't see you're not there
You don't talk you don't hear
You won't try you don't care
You don't feel it's so clear
You can't see you're not there
You won't try you don't care

You won't try you don't care
You can't see you're not there
You don't talk you don't hear
You don't feel it's so clear



You won't go you stay near
You won't try you don't care
You can't see you're not there
Do not believe you're not there
You are the same you're not rare
You don't care you don't care

14212. Nowhere Fast

Nowhere Fast
Josh Turner - Nowhere Fast

I used to think that I was living big
Bet my money on almost anything
Time and time, I got caught struggling
Oh, I had plans, I had dreams

And I had an open bar policy
Spending time tryin' to numb the pain
Lost my family just to gain a friend
Oh, strange faces I didn't need

I'm on a highway
Ain't going no place
Ain't got nowhere to run
I think this deal is done
Traveling goin' nowhere fast

My folks used to tell me
Turner stop and think
Don't waste your whole life
Doing selfish things

Hurting your loved ones
Just to get yourself a stir
There comes a time when
You gotta let it be

I thank the Lord
He had his hands on me
Not really thinking
I had sunken deep

I looked all around
And I was standing all alone
I had dug my myself a hole

I'm on a highway
Ain't going no place
Ain't got nowhere to run
I think this deal is done
Traveling goin' nowhere fast



And I looked around
And I was standing all alone
I had dug my myself a hole

I'm on a highway
Ain't going no place
Ain't got nowhere to run
I think this deal is done
Traveling goin' nowhere fast

I'm on a highway
A lonesome byway
You know, I don't know where to start
With changes on my heart
Traveling goin' nowhere fast
Traveling goin' nowhere fast
Traveling goin' nowhere fast

14213. Nowhere Man

John Butler - Nowhere Man

I'm in, and I'm out
Alien from somewhere else
Don't know what the hell
I be yelling about
But from here and there
Belong nowhere
Seem so many northern man
Now things don't seem to be the same
But they are some how
Cause all my life I lived on the outside
But now I'm in, but in nowhere
Nowhere Man
Strangely enough I'm more
Like lawn trees
I love those forests
But the lawn better suits me but
I love to share just like the pollen loves to be free
And flying in through the air
Nowhere better suits me
Somewhere down deep inside in me
I guess I always wanted to
Be part of that beat?
And now I found that in my family
And now I'm happy just to be
Nowhere Man



14214. Nowhere Massachusetts - Chords

Nowhere Massachusetts 
Black Prairie
 
G                                              D
It was wintertime I was watching the boys shoot rockets at the girls
G                                      D
January, New Year and I'm watching the northern lights swirl
            C             G
You were in Nowhere, Massachusetts
            C             D
You were in Nowhere, Massachusetts
 
Now I'm in New York City and I'm watching the birds and the dogs
All the ladies laughing and men with their dirty thoughts
You were in Nowhere, Massachusetts
You were in Nowhere, Massachusetts
 
C,Am,Em,C,Am,Em,D
 
It was wintertime I was watching the boys shoot rockets at the girls
January, New Year and I'm watching the northern lights swirl
You were in Nowhere, Massachusetts
You were in Nowhere, Massachusetts
 
C
            Em
You were in Nowhere
            C
You were in Nowhere
            Em
You were in Nowhere 
            C        D             C
You were in Nowhere, Massachusetts
 
            Em
You were in Nowhere
            C
You were in Nowhere
            Em
You were in Nowhere
            C
You were in Nowhere
            Em
You were in Nowhere
            C        Em
You were in Nowhere

14215. Nowhere Road - Chords

Nowhere Road
Steve Earl - Nowhere Road



   G

---3--------------------------
---3--------------------------
---0-----------------------0--
---0-3-2-0-0h2h3--------------
---2-------------0h2h3-0h2----
-3-3-------------------------3

Verse 1

G
There's a road, in Oklahoma
F                           C
Straighter than a preacher
               G
Longer than a memory
G
And it goes, forever onward
F
Been a good teacher
C                             G
For a lot of country boys like me

Verse 2

G
I push that load from here to someday
                                                           F   
I'll push as long as I'm alive, 
C                         G
but I don't know how long I'll last
G
Cause it's just a road, it ain't no highway
F
I'm blowin' by the double five
C                           G
I know I'm going way too fast

Chorus

G
I been down this road just searching' for the end
D                     C  
It don't go nowhere, it just brings you back again
G
Leaves you lonely and cold, standin' on the shoulder
D                     C
But you've come too far to go back home
G
So you're walkin' on a nowhere road

Verse 3
G
Some folks say, if you keep rollin'
F



And keep it on the yellow line
C
It'll take you on the big highway
G
But there's a toll to pay, if you're going
F
The keeper of the gate is blind
C
So you better be prepared to pay

14216. Nowhere To Hide

Trampled by Turtles - Nowhere to Hide

I'm just a poor boy I don't know how
I end up with a girl like you
Well there's a fire on the highway
And it's dark in town
Just like old songs I knew

There's a home in the valley
There's a home for me
Somewhere across the great divide
All of your words give me time to run
But there's nowhere to hide

Well, you're a sweet loving woman
In a dirty town
That emptied out my soul
It's a tear dropping memory of a holy man
Whose got nowhere to go

There's a home in the valley
There's a home for me
Somewhere across the great divide
Lamplit corners for everyone
But there's nowhere to hide

I guess I'll walk on forever
Never settle down
'Cause there's no time for me
You know, your words of redemption
Just slow me down
In my attempt to see

There's a home in the valley
There's a home for me
Somewhere across the great divide
It's a flat lonely desert of air and cloud
But there's nowhere to hide
No, there's nowhere to hide



14217. Nowhere To Sleep

Nowhere To Sleep
Chatham County Line

I have nowhere to sleep tonight
Not a place to lay my head
If I don't get near some kindling, dear
Somebody's gonna find me dead
Now when I left you, babe, I thought my life would turn
But ever since that day this heart just burns, burns, burns
Trying to make my way back to you
But, honey, I lost my way
Can't even find me a place to stay
'Cause I have nowhere to sleep tonight
Not a place to lay my head
If I don't get near some kindling, dear
Somebody's gonna find me dead
I wandered coast to coast trying to earn my keep
But a couple bucks a day don't buy this rambler a place to sleep
And that Old Man Winter, he's a-keeping me on the run
Never to find my home
'Cause I have nowhere to sleep tonight
Not a place to lay my head
If I don't get near some kindling, dear
Somebody's gonna find me dead
I was keeping myself warm on a park bench with the local press
When I saw your picture in the Socials in a long, white dress
You've found another man with whom you can raise a tent
I'm just trying to raise my rent
'Cause I have nowhere to sleep tonight
Not a place to lay my head
If I don't get near some kindling, dear
Somebody's gonna find me dead

14218. Nowhere Town

Dave Evans - Nowhere Town
 
I want to see you anytime of day
It doesn't matter when
It's always been that way.

I'd love to see you when the
Sun has said hooray
End of day.

It never matters where we ever go
Because when I'm with you



I always seem to know.

It's never been about the where
It's always who
When it's you
Always you.

We never ever have to leave our space
We'll go to Nowhere Town.

It seem to always be a magical place
Down in Nowhere Town.

I want to be there when the sun goes down.
Sitting with my baby like a Man About Town.
I'll be there with you cause you lighten up my day.

I want to be there on a Saturday night.
Rocking to the music In The Heat of the Night.
I'll be your Rock and you can
Be my Doris Day...
Hey
Hey

It never matters where we ever go
Because when I'm with you
I always seem to know.

It's never been about the where
It's always who
When it's you
Always you.

I want to be there when the sun goes down.
Sitting with my baby like a Man About Town.
I'll be there with you cause you lighten up my day.

I want to be there on a Saturday night.
Rocking to the music In The Heat of the Night.
I'll be your Rock and you can
Be my Doris Day...

I want to be there when the sun goes down.
Sitting with my baby like a Man About Town.
I'll be there with you cause you lighten up my day.

I want to be there on a Saturday night.
Rocking to the music In The Heat of the Night.
I'll be your Rock and you can
Be my Doris Day...
Hey
Hey



14219. Numbers - Chords

Numbers
Recorded by Bobby Bare
Written by Shel Silverstein

[G] I was sittin' here Friday suppin' on a glass of [D] wine
When in walked a chick who almost struck me [G] blind
Had wet blue eyes and her legs were long and [C] fine
On a [D] scale of ONE to TEN (pause) I'd give her a [G] NINE.

Now on my scale there ain't no TEN's, you know
NINE is about as far as any chick can go
So I flashed her a smile, but she didn't even look at me
So for brains and good judgement, give her a THREE.

I said, hey sweet thing, you look like a possible EIGHT
You and me could, uh! make EIGHTEEN, if your head's on straight
She looked up and down my perfect frame
And said these words that burned into my perfect brain.

She said, well, another one of those macho Texas men
Tryin' to grade all women on scales of ONE to TEN
And, uh!, you give me an EIGHT, well, that's a generous thing to do
Now, let's just see, just how much I give you.

(CHANGE TO KEY OF A)

[A] She said you comin' on to me with that phony NUMBERS [E] jive
Your style makes me smile, I give it a [A] FIVE
When you walked up I noticed that suit of [D] (yores)
It's [E] last year's double knit-french cuffs, give it a [A] FOUR.

That must be your car parked out on the curb
That 'SIXTY-NINE homemade convertible, A THREE and A THIRD
I saw that build, I guess (yore) less than FIVE
Said, for your pot belly, I'd give that a TEN for size.

That wine you're pourin' might be fine to you
But I'm used to fine champagne, I give it a TWO
It's hard to tell what your flashin' smile is worth
I give it a SIX, you could use some dental work.

But, It's your struttin' rooster act that really makes me laugh
It may be a TEN to these country hens, but to me a THREE and A HALF
And there really ain't much to add once the subtractin's done
And since there ain't no ZEROes, I give you a ONE.

She walked out, while up and down the line
The whole bar was laughin', sayin' BARE, what happened to your NINE
NINE says I, hell soon as she started to talk I knew
She didn't have no class, I barely gave her a TWO.

(TALK) Yeah! No matter how good they look at first
There's flaws in all of them
That's why on a scale of TEN to ONE, friend
There ain't no TEN



14220. Nyc - Chords

Nyc
Steve Earl - Nyc

2X - (Bb F C F  Bb F C )

       Bb              F                  C              F
He was standing on the highway, somewhere way out in the sticks
   Bb             F               C
Guitar across his shoulder like a 30.06
    Bb               F                    C             F
He was staring in my headlights, when I come around the bend
           Bb          F               C
Climbed up on my shotgun side and told me with a grin

Chorus:

Bb             F            C        F
I'm goin' to New York City
      Bb                   F                C
I've never really been there, just like the way it sounds
Bb   F                   C    F
I heard the girls are pretty
                Bb           F                C
There must be something happening there, it's just too big a town

He was cold and wet and hungry, but he never did complain
Said he'd come a thousand miles through sleet and snow and rain
He had a hundred stories about, the places that he'd been
He'd hang around a little while and hit the road again

Repeat Chorus

See, I've been to New York City, seems like it was yesterday
I was standing like a pilgrim on the great white way
The girls were really pretty, but they wouldn't talk to me
I held out about a week, went back to Tennessee

So, I thought I better warn him, as he climbed out of my car
Grabbed his battered suitcase and shouldered his guitar
I knew I was just jealous, if I didn't wish him well
I slipped the kid a twenty, said, Billy  em hell

Repeat Chorus Twice

O - 14221. O Christmas Tree

Tom T Hall - O Christmas Tree



O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree
Thy leaves are so unchanging
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree
Thy leaves are so unchanging
Not only green when summer's here
But also when 'tis cold and drear
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree
Thy leaves are so unchanging
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree
Much pleasure thou can'st give me
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree
Much pleasure thou can'st give me
How often has the Christmas tree
Afforded me the greatest glee
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree
Much pleasure thou can'st give me
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree
Thy candles shine so brightly
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree
Thy candles shine so brightly
From base to summit, gay and bright
There's only splendor for the sight
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree
Thy candles shine so brightly
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree
How richly God has decked thee
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree
How richly God has decked thee
Thou bidst us true and faithful be
And trust in God unchangingly
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree
How richly God has decked thee

14222. O Cinderella

Richard Thompson - O Cinderella

I've been drifting along with a skeleton crew
[?] O'Grady, [?] blackjack and Willie McGrew
But I ran into trouble the day that I ran into you

I thought you was looking for money stuffed under the bed
You were talking to the mirror, I thought you was gone in the head
But you were just saying Hail Marys to comfort the dead

O Cinderella, your rags are so chic
Did they come off the peg at your favorite boutique?
Could you please spare the time to run an old [tire?] up the creek?
Well I hope that you're listening, I'm stating my case
I say it again 'til I'm blue in the face
O Cinderella, I'm not very house-trained, it's true
But I want to make cupcakes with you



O Cinderella, you run like I'm Jack the Ripper
Won't you trade up your rags and slide your foot in the slipper?
You're working-class cool, but a glass slipper is hipper

O Cinderella, your rags are so chic
Did they come off the peg at your favorite boutique?
Could you please spare the time to run an old [?] up the creek?
Oh I hope that you're listening, I'm stating my case
I say it again 'til I'm blue in the face
O Cinderella, I'm not very house-trained, it's true
But I want to dust cobwebs with you
Cobwebs with you
I want to dust cobwebs with you

14223. O Come All Ye Faithful

Vince Gill - O Come All Ye Faithful

Oh, come all ye faithful, joyful and triumphant
Oh, come ye, oh, come ye to Bethlehem
Come and adore him he's the King of angels
Oh, come let us adore him, oh, come let us adore him
Oh, come let us adore him Christ the Lord.

14224. O Come, All Ye Faithful

Alan Jackson - O Come, All Ye Faithful 

O come, all ye faithful,
Joyful and triumphant,
O come ye, O come ye, to Bethlehem.
Come and behold Him,
Born the King of angels
O come, let us adore Him,
O come, let us adore Him,
O come, let us adore Him,
Christ the Lord.
Sing, choirs of angels,
Sing with exultation;
Sing, all ye citizens of heaven above!
Glory to God, glory in the highest
O come, let us adore Him,
O come, let us adore Him,
O come, let us adore Him,
Christ the Lord.
Yea, Lord, we greet Thee,
Born this happy morning;
Jesus, to Thee be all glory given;
Word of the Father,



Now in flesh appearing.
O come, let us adore Him,
O come, let us adore Him,
O come, let us adore Him,
Christ the Lord...

14225. O Come, O Come, Emmanuel

Punch Brothers - O Come, O Come, Emmanuel

O come o come emmanuel
And ransom captive israel
That mourns in lonely exile here
Until the son of god appears

Rejoice
Rejoice
Emmanuel
Shall come to thee oh israel

Oh come thou day-spring come and cheer
Our spirits by thine advent here
Disperse the gloomy clouds of night
And death's dark shadows put to flight

Rejoice
Rejoice
Emmanuel
Shall come to thee oh israel

Rejoice
Rejoice
Emmanuel
Shall come to thee oh israel

Rejoice
Rejoice
Emmanuel
Shall come to thee oh israel

14226. O Cumberland River

O Cumberland River
Old Crow Medicine Show - O Cumberland River

Built a little shanty by the Cumberland River
But the rainstorm started and the water did rise
Wildcat winds and ten foot rollers lordy
Bless my soul, it was a hell of a ride



Eyes popped open I was laying on the levy
Lord I ain't got to heaven but I feel alright
Smallmouth jumping I'm rolling up something
Gonna throw a little high water party tonight

O Cumberland River
Flowing through the heart of a guitar town
O Cumberland River
Can't you hear me singing your song
Can't you hear me singing your song

John boat plowing up the deep green water
Looky yonder comes Jimmy with the Sly Rye beer
Five string floating in the Tennessee sun
Always sounds a little muddy when we pick it down here
She runs wild, fast and free
Born in the mountains up in Kentucky
Heading for the falls of the Ohio
Asking me darling, don't you wanna go?

O Cumberland River
Flowing through the heart of a guitar town
O Cumberland River
Can't you hear me singing your song
Can't you hear me singing your song

Bonfire burning on the banks of the river
All the girls come running when they smell the fish fry
Barefoot dancing when we dip into the water
I'll be loving this river 'til the day I die
Locks and dams weren't made to last
There's nothing we can build to ever hold her back
She can't be held by the hands of man
The Cumberland River is gonna rise again

O Cumberland River
Flowing through the heart of a guitar town
O Cumberland River
Can't you hear me singing your song
Can't you hear me singing your song

14227. O Evangeline

Emmylou Harris - O Evangeline

O Evangeline you been gone so long
And for a time it seemed
Every road you took turned wrong
But a second chance would come
With each new bridge you burned
I know you squandered some
But then from some you learned
And the point of rescue well



You passed that long ago
O but to hear you teil it was
Just another part of the show
O Evangeline your faith shone blind and true
We raise our glass and sing
Of you Evangeline

O Evangeline you with no kith or kin
The nights so hard and mean
You shed them like a skin
For you were always strong
When the bad slid down to worse
You still had that song
It was your blessing and your curse
But in your tongue
There is no word for home
There'll be no one
To roll away the stone
O Evangeline you have been a prisoner here
Bread and roses we shall bring
To you Evangeline

O Evangeline what are you fighting for
You stayed out in that ring
When nobody's even keepin' score
But round by round you earned
Your stumble into grace
Still with every turn the world
Becomes a sadder place
It swallows up the ones
You have loved the most
So you sleep with none
You wake with ghosts
O Evangeline
You have salted with your tears
Every lonely mile you've seen
through the years Evangeline

It's a fatal shore
You now wash upon
So weary of the war
And no longer young
O Evangeline your voice
Risin' sweet and clear
We close our eyes and dream
Of you Evangeline

14228. O Heartbreaker

O Heartbreaker
Front Country

I'm beginning to think that it's the end of the world



From the way that you talk about that girl
You said that she was the one that you could trust with your heart
But here we are at the end again, looking for a brand new start

Heartbreaker, there you go again
Heartbroken, in front of all your friends
With strings a playing up in your soundtrack head
Oh, nobody's listening anymore
Anymore, anymore, yeah

I'm beginning to see that it doesn't mean much
When you say you're in love, it's just another crush
You keep it all on the surface, oh, you love to watch yourself flirt
Yeah, it's all part of the carnival, till you fall and somebody gets hurt

O Heartbreaker, there you go again
Heartbroken, in front of all your friends
With strings a playing up in your soundtrack head
Oh, nobody's listening anymore
Anymore, oh, anymore

Even with a lover you're alone
And even in your house, you've got no home
You will never love nobody else
Let alone learn to love yourself
You'd better go and learn to love yourself

Heartbreaker, there you go again
Heartbroken, in front of all your friends
With strings a playing up in your soundtrack head
Oh, nobody's listening anymore
Anymore, oh

14229. O Holy Night

Vince Gill - O Holy Night

O holy night
The stars are brightly shining
It is the night of our dear savior's birth
Long lay the world in sin and error pining

Till he appeared and the soul felt its worth
A thrill of hope the weary soul rejoices
For yonder breaks a new and glorious morn
Fall on your knees

O hear the angels' voices
O night divine, o night when Christ was born
O night, O holy night, O night divine
O night divine, O night, O night divine



14230. O How I Love Jesus

O How I Love Jesus 

There is a name I love to hear
I love to sing its worth
It sounds like music in mine ear
The sweetest name on earth

Oh, how I love Jesus
Oh, how I love Jesus
Oh, how I love Jesus
Because He first loved me

It tells me of a Savior's love
Who died to set me free
It tells me of His precious blood
The sinner's perfect plea

Oh, how I love Jesus
Oh, how I love Jesus
Oh, how I love Jesus
Because He first loved me

It tells of One whose loving heart
Can feel my deepest woe
Who in each sorrow bears a part
That none can bear below

Oh, how I love Jesus
Oh, how I love Jesus
Oh, how I love Jesus
Because He first loved me

Oh, how I love Jesus
Oh, how I love Jesus
Oh, how I love Jesus
Because He first loved me

14231. O Little Town Of Bethlehem

Dolly Parton - O Little Town Of Bethlehem 
Composer:  Lewis Redner - Phillips Brooks
Emmylou Harris - Vince Gill

O Little town of Bethlehem
How still we see thee lie
Above thy deep and dreamless sleep
The silent stars go by.



Yet in the dark street shineth
The everlasting light
The hopes and fears of all the years
Are met in thee tonight.

For christ is born of mary
And gathered all above
While mortals sleep the angels keep
Their watch of wondering love.

O morning stars together
Proclaim the holy birth
And praises sing to God our King
And peace to men on earth.

14232. O Praise Him (All This For A King)

O Praise Him (All This For A King)
Bluegrass worship band

Turn your ear
To Heaven and hear
The noise inside
The sound of angels awe
The sound of angel's songs
And all this for a King
We could join and sing
All to Christ the King
How constant
How divine
This song of ours will rise
Oh, how constant
How divine
This love of ours will rise
Will rise
O praise Him!
O praise Him!
He is Holy!
He is Holy, yeah!
Turn your gaze
To Heaven and raise
A joyous noise
Oh, the sound of salvation come
The sound of rescued ones
And all this for a king
Angles join to sing
"All for Christ the King!"
Oh la la la la la...
O pra-ise Him!
O pra-ise Him!
He is Ho-ly!
He is Ho-ly!



How infinite and sweet
This love so rescuing
Oh how infinitely sweet
This great love that has redeemed
As one, we sing
Hallelujah
Hallelujah
He is Ho-ly
He is Ho-ly!
O pra-ise Him!
O pra-ise Him!
He is Ho-ly!
He is Ho-ly!
Oh, la la la la la la
Hallelujah
Hallelujah
He is Ho-ly
He is Ho-ly
O pra-ise Him
O pra-ise Him
He is Ho-ly
He is Ho-ly
Oh la la la la la la

14233. O The Love Of My Redeemer - Chords

O The Love Of My Redeemer 
Joe Mullins and the Radio Ramblers

G              Em             C                 G
Highest heights or darkest deep
 Em             C                 G
Be there pain or poverty
          Em                C                 G
There is nothing that can keep
     C                           D         G
My Redeemer's love from me
 
 
[Verse 2]
 G     Em                 C             G
All alone though I may feel,
      Em C                      G
All the world my enemy
              Em      C                 G
Still there's no one that can steal
     C                                   D      G
My Redeemer's love from me
 
 
[Chorus]
       D                Em            G
O the love of my Redeemer



             Em                 C
Never failing, come what may
         D                          G
He has purchased my forgiveness
                  C               D                G
And has washed my sins away
 
 
[Verse 3]
 G             Em              C        G
Although burdened by the weight
       Em    C                  G
Of great trial or tragedy
      Em     C                 G
None of these can separate
     C                       D                G
My Redeemer's love from me
 
 
[Chorus]
       D                 Em              G
O the love of my Redeemer
             Em                 C           G
Never failing, come what may
         D                          G
He has purchased my forgiveness
                  C               D                G
And has washed my sins away
 
 
[Verse 4]
 G          Em                                          G
Though the earth's foundations shake,
          Em C                      G
Driving wind or raging sea
         Em C                       G
Neither death nor life can take
     C                       D               G
My Redeemer's love from me
 
 
[Verse 5]
  G            Em    C                                G
Through this world's few passing days
            Em      C              G
and through all eternity
       Em C                       G
I will never cease to praise
     C                         D              G
 My Redeemer's love for me
 
[Chorus]
       D                Em               G
O the love of my Redeemer
             Em                 C
Never failing, come what may
         D                          G



He has purchased my forgiveness
                  C               D                G
And has washed my sins away
 
       D                Em               G
O the love of my Redeemer
             Em                 C
Never failing, come what may
         D                          G
He has purchased my forgiveness
                  C               D                G
And has washed my sins away

14234. O The Wind and Rain

O The Wind and Rain
by Laurie Lewis

Early one morning in the month of May, O the wind and rain
Two sisters went a-fishing on a hot summer s day, crying the dreadful wind and rain

Two sweet sisters side-by-side, O the wind and rain
Both of them want to be Johnny s bride, O the dreadful wind and rain

Johnny gave the young one a golden ring, O the wind and rain
He didn t give the other one anything, O the dreadful wind and rain

The sisters went a-walking by the water s brim, O the wind and rain
The older one pushed the younger one in, crying the dreadful wind and rain

She pushed her in the water to drown, O the wind and rain
And watched her as she floated down, crying the dreadful wind and rain

She floated till she came to the miller s pond, O the wind and rain
Father, Father, there swims a swan, O the dreadful wind and rain

The miller ran for his drifting hook, O the wind and rain
He pulled that poor girl from the brook, crying the dreadful wind and rain

He laid her on the bank to dry, O the wind and rain
A fiddler then came a-walking by, O the dreadful wind and rain

He saw that poor girl lying there, O the wind and rain
He took thirty strands of her long yellow hair, crying O the dreadful wind and rain

He made a fiddle bow of her long yellow hair, O the wind and rain
And he made fiddle pegs of her little finger bones, O the dreadful wind and rain

He made a little fiddle out of her breast bone, O the wind and rain
With a sound that could melt a heart of stone, O the dreadful wind and rain
And the only tune that fiddle would play, O the wind and rain
The only tune that fiddle would play was O the dreadful wind and rain



14235. O'Donnell Abu

O'donnell Abu
Traditional

Proudly the note of the trumpet is sounding
Loudly the war cries arise on the gale
Fleetly the steed by Lough Swilly is bounding
To join the thick squadrons on Saimer's green vale
On every mountaineer, strangers to flight or fear
Rush to the standard of dauntless Red Hugh
Bonnaught and Gallowglass, throng from each mountain
Pass onward for Erin O'Donnell Abu

Princely O'Neill to our aid is advancing
With many a chieftain and warrior clan
A thousand proud steeds in his vanguard are prancing
'Neath the borderers brave from the Banks of the Bann
Many a heart shall quail under its coat of mail
Deeply the merciless foeman shall rue
When on his ears shall ring bourn on the breeze's wing
Tir Conwell's dread war cry, O'Donnell Abu

Wildly o'er Desmond the war wolf is howling
Fearless the eagle sweeps over the plain
The fox in the streets of the city is prowling
And all who would scare them are banished or slain
On with O'Donnall then, fight the old fight again
Sons of Tir Conwell are valiant and true
Make the proud saxon feel Erin's avenging steel
Strike for your country O'Donnell Abu

14236. O'Reilly At The Bar - Chords

O'Reilly At The Bar 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks
 
[Verse 1]
 
D7                   A7
O'Reilly he was talkin' to his other friend
D7                  A7
What was that name again
D7                     A7
Wasn't that beer there one of mine
D7                    A7
Stealin' my beer is a sin
D7                    A7
Stealin' my drink has caused me to think



D7                          A7
Think about the rat that you are
D7                   A7          F#7
Whoever you are, you pushed me too far
E7                       A7
Now I'm gonna smash your face
 
[Verse 2]
 
D7                           A7
O'Reilly, it was plain, was feelin' no pain
D7                            A7
I think you better reckon with me
D7                            A7
Life at the bar was taking a jar
D7                         A7
O'Reilly was as drunk as can be
D7                   A7          F#7
Whoever you are, you pushed me too far
E7                       A7
Now I'm gonna smash your face
 
[Chorus]
 
E7                       A7
*Those drunks they laugh so loud
E7                       A7
O'Reilly was pleasin' the crowd
E7                       A7
The fight was on the bar
E7                       E7
O'Reilly was swingin', O'Reilly was singin'
E7                       A7
Says I'm gonna smash your face
E7                       A7
O'Reilly was smashin' his face
 
That's me
 
[Verse 3]
 
D7                 A7
The bar was in a turmoil
D7             A7
The fight had begun
D7                          A7
O'Reilly was the prince of good cheer
D7                              A7
And just to be kind some drunk came down
D7                              A7
And laid his hands on Reilly's new beer
D7                                   A7
You've stolen my beer, and that ain't right
D7                        A7
You gettin' yourself in a fight
D7                   A7          F#7
Whoever you are, you pushed me too far



E7                       A7
Now I'm gonna smash your face
 
*Repeat

14237. O.D. Corral

Jerry Jeff Walker - O.D. Corral

Bye buckaroos it's the end of another go round
I can see by the look in our eyes that we're finally windin down
To the end of the wrong long time out on the trail it seems
It's time we were headed home to beddie bye and dreams
I'am headed for the O.D. Corral
I ust a little farther down the trail
I'am headed for the O.D. Corral
If you see the bear tell him to wait there
Well it's late in the evenin all the stars are out tonight
I am too-so I'am gonna go trippin home by the light
Of little bitty rabbits by the road with little bitty flashlights
Showin me all the chuckholes in the road on our way back home tonight
I'am headed for the O.D. Corral
Just a little farther down the trail
I'am headed for the 0. D. Corral
If you see the bear tell him to wait there

14238. Oak Grove Church

Oak Grove Church

There's an old church so dear, standing lonesome and still
And in memory it's still to me
A place still so sweet for I heard as a boy
The old hymn Near my God to thee

Oh, the wonderful, beautiful memories untold
Oh, the m-e-m-o-r-i-e-s, untold
Of an old fashioned church, yes Oak Grove Church of old
Oak g-r-o-v-e Church of old
Will live on till the end of time
For my wonderful, heavenly Saviour was there
S-a-v-i-o-r was there
Each time, yes each time that old church bell would toll
Each time the bell tolled
Looking for his lost sheep to find

There I heard Daddy pray and I heard Mother sing
With the tears runing down their face
Many now have passed on, who's souls there were saved



While we all sang Amazing Grace

* Refrain

There is still an Oak Grove where I played as a boy
And I'm sure there is still a well
And I know every spring sweetly still the birds sing
Some will nest in the old church bell

* Refrain

14239. Oak Valley Girl

Oak Valley Girl - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

Thought I saw you but your not around
I must have been dreamin' again
I miss you sometimes, so much that my mind
Goes back to where our love began
I remenber the first time we met
You were wearin' that white cotton dress
It was under that oak tree were your eyes smiled at me
Oh Darlin' I'll never forget

(Chorus)
Cause I still dream of you in my arms
Your the first love I had in this world
And I'll never know love again
Like the love of my Oak Valley Girl

It 's the small things that come to my mind
Like the flowers you picked in the spring
How you'd weave them together to wear on our fingers
and said darlin' this is our wedding rings
If I could turn back the pages of time
to where I left the valley that day
This time I'd know better, I'd hold you forever
And never go driftin' away

Chorus
And I'll never know love again
Like the love of my Oak Valley Girl

14240. Occupy

Occupy
Rising Appalachia

Soon I will be done with the troubles



Soon I will be done with the troubles
Soon' I' will be done' with the troubles
Soon I will be' done with the troubles...

Soon I will be done with the troubles of the world
With the troubles of the world, the troubles of the world...
Gonna occupy my mind...

No more weeping and a-wailing, no more seeking salvation
No more weeping and a-wailing... Gonna occupy my mind
No more weeping and a-wailing, no more big bank bailing
No more weeping and a-wailing... Gonna occupy my mind

Occupy Appalachia and occupy the bayou
Occupy your soundwaves cos we will not be lied to
Occupy your bank account and occupy your healthcare
Occupy your garden cos oh my dear you best beware
Occupy your mother tongue and occupy your neighborhood
Occupy reality, delivered up the best you could
Occupy your homelands, occupy your public schools
Occupy the pen and ink, occupy the law and rule
Occupy Wall Street, occupy your corner store
And occupy the soundwaves, occupy your front door
Occupy Wall Street, occupy your basic rights
Occupy the frontlines and when it's time step up to fight
Occupy Wall Street, occupy your basic rights
Occupy the frontlines and when it's time step up to fight
Occupy Wall Street, occupy your basic rights
Occupy the frontlines and when it's time step up to fight

Soon I will be done with the troubles of the world
With the troubles of the world, the troubles of the world
Soon I will be done with the troubles of the world... Gonna occupy my mind

No more weeping and a-wailing, no more seeking salvation, no more weeping and a-wailing..
. Gonna occupy my mind
No more weeping and a-wailing, no more big bank bailing, no more weeping and a-wailing... 
Gonna occupy my mind

Soon I will be done (with the troubles)...

14241. Ocean Breathes Salty

Iron Horse - Ocean Breathes Salty

Your body may be gone
I'm gonna carry you in
In my head, in my heart, in my soul
And maybe we'll get lucky and we'll both live again
Well I don't know, I don't know
I don't know. Don't think so
Well that is that and this is this
You tell me what you want and I'll tell you what you get



You get away from me
You get away from me
Collected my belongings and I left the jail
Well thanks for the time
I needed to think a spell
I had to think awhile
I had to think awhile
The ocean breathes salty, won't you carry it in?
In your head, in your mouth, in your soul
And maybe we'll get lucky and we'll both grow old
Well I don't know. I don't know
I don't know. I hope so
Well that is that and this is this
You tell me what you want and I'll tell you what you get
You get away from me
You get away from me
Collected my belongings and I left the jail
Well thanks for the time, I needed to think a spell
I had to think awhile
I had to think awhile
Well that is that and this is this
Will you tell me what you saw and I'll tell you what you missed, when the ocean met the sky
You missed when time and life shook hands and said goodbye
When the Earth folded in on itself
For your sake, I hope you're really in Heaven
Are you really there? Well I won't hold my breath
You wasted life, why wouldn't you waste death?
You wasted life, why wouldn't you waste death?
The ocean breathes salty, won't you carry it in?
In your head, in your mouth, in your soul
The more we move ahead the more we're stuck in rewind
Well I don't know
I don't know
I don't know
I hope so
Well that is that and this is this
You tell me what you want and I'll tell you what you get
You get away from me
You get away from me
Collected my belongings and I left the jail
Well thanks for the time, I needed to think a spell
I had to think awhile
I had to think awhile

14242. Ocean Floor

Ocean Floor
The Greencards - Ocean Floor

[Verse 1]
Well I guess I could've stayed ashore, I didn't have to go
They say sometimes to find yourself, you gotta let go
And the water's cold around me now, so far below



And I hear a voice inside me now, "Just try to let go"

[Chorus]
I'm still here, on the ocean floor
But the world's not moving anymore
In the quiet, something has changed
I can hear you, calling my name
Oh, oh

[Verse 2]
But before I go, I wanna take a moment of rest
And look back on all my days, and how I was blessed
And I wasn't all I could've been, that I confess
But I love my God and family, no regrets

[Chorus]
I'm just here, on the ocean floor
I can feel my heart beating warm
In the quiet, something has changed
I can hear you, calling my name
Oh, oh

[Outro]
Well I guess I could've stayed ashore, I didn't have to go

14243. Ocean Of Diamonds

Ocean Of Diamonds
Bluegrass Album Band - Jimmy Martin

Some people drink champagne out under the stars
While others drink wine leaning over a bar
But all that I need dear to make me feel fine
Is to know that your love will forever be mine

   I'd give an ocean of diamonds or a world filled with flowers
   To hold you closely for just a few hours
   Hear you whisper softly that you love me too
   Would change all the dark clouds to bluest of blue

I don't drink their champagne and I don't drink their wine
So if you refuse me my poor heart will pine
I'll be so lonely till the day that I die
And as long as I live dear you'll still hear me cry

14244. Ocean Of Teardrops

Ocean of Teardrops - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver



A drop in the ocean
A change in the weather
I was praying that you and me might end up together
Its like wishing for rain as i stand in the desert
But i'm holding you closer than most,
Cause you are my heaven.

I dont wanna waste the weekend
If you dont love me, pretend a few more hours, then its time to go
As my train rolls down the east coast I wonder how you keep warm
Its too late to cry
To broken to move on
And still i cant let you be
Most nights i hardly sleep
Don't take what you dont need from me

Its just a drop in the ocean
A change in the weather
I was praying that you and me might end up together
Its like wishing for rain as i stand in the desert
But i'm holding you closer than most,
Cause you are my heaven.

Misplaced trust and old friends
Never counting regrets
But a grace of god i do not rest at all
In new England as the leaves change
The last excuse ill claim, i was a boy who loved a women like a little girl
And still i cant let you be
Most nights i hardly sleep
Dont take what you dont need from me

Its just a drop in the ocean
A change in the weather
I was praying that you and me might end up together
Its like wishing for rain as i stand in the desert
But i'm holding you closer than most,
Cause you are my,

Heaven doesnt seem far away anymore no no
Heaven doesnt seem far away
Heaven doesnt seem far away anymore no no
Heaven doesnt seem far away

A drop in the ocean
A change in the weather
I was praying that you and me might end up together
Its like wishing for rain as i stand in the desert
But i'm holding you closer than most,
Cause you are my heaven.

You are my heaven



14245. Oceans

Oceans

You call me out upon the waters
The great unknown where feet may fail
And there I find You in the mystery
In oceans deep
My faith will stand

And I will call upon Your name
And keep my eyes above the waves
When oceans rise
My soul will rest in Your embrace
For I am Yours and You are mine 

Your grace abounds in deepest waters
Your sovereign hand will be my guide
Where feet may fail and fear surrounds me
You've never failed and You won't start now 

Spirit lead me where my trust is without borders
Let me walk upon the waters
Wherever You would call me 

Take me deeper than my feet could ever wander
And my faith will be made stronger
In the presence of my Savior 

I will call upon Your Name
Keep my eyes above the waves
My soul will rest in Your embrace
I am Yours and You are mine

14246. October Reasons

Nanci Griffith - October Reasons

I'm gonna open up the window and let in October
And roll up my sleeves in the rain

Roll out on the freeway with a heart a little harder
Breezes gettin' cooler by the day
5 a.m. travelers, bleary eyed and lonely
We're all countin' miles and tradin' lanes
But if I stopped to call you
What would I say?
Hell, I know I'd feel the same
I can open up the window and let in October
Roll up my sleeves in the rain

Gonna tie up the pieces and sleep out in the country
Where the phone don't ring my dues to pay



And the echoes of your city
No longer call my name
I said I wasn't happy anyway
The ghosts in the closet
You need to drive away
Ain't gonna take this pride I've saved
I can open the window and let in October
And roll up my sleeves in the rain

Ain't it gonna be hard when you realize
You're still the same old fool inside
I ain't gonna let your blues take the prize

So honey open up the window and let in October
You may never love quite the same
And it's yesterday's mornin's
Lord they'll always remain

14247. October Rose

October Rose
(L. Maring)
Shady Mix

Chorus
Like an October rose, whose petals will wither
when the cold winds blow from the north,
Nobody knows when the cold winds will hit us,
But this love is bound to wither like an October rose.

How many times has my heart tried to warn me
How many times have I cried in my sleep?
How many loves will just wither before me,
Until I can find one I can keep?

Chorus

Frost on the pumpkin and frost on the flowers,
Frost on a heart that's grown cold as the clay.
I'll stand at the window and toss you a rosebud
When the cold winds come to carry you away.

Chorus

14248. October Song

The Incredible String Band - October Song 

I'll sing you this October song



Oh, there is no song before it
The words and tune are none of my own
For my joys and sorrows bore it

Beside the sea
The brambly briers in the still of evening
Birds fly out behind the sun
And with them I'll leaving

The fallen leaves that jewel the ground
They know the art of dying
And leave with joy their glad gold hearts
In the scarlet shadows lying

When hunger calls my footsteps home
The morning follows after
I swim the seas within my mind
And the pine-trees laugh green laughter

I used to search for happiness
And I used to follow pleasure
But I found a door behind my mind
And that's the greatest treasure

For rulers like to lay down laws
And rebels like to break them
And the poor priests like to walk in chains
And God likes to forsake them

I met a man whose name was Time
And he said, "I must be goin'
But just how long ago that was
I have no way of knowing

Sometimes I want to murder time
Sometimes when my heart's aching
But mostly I just stroll along
The path that he is taking

14249. Octopus's Garden

Octopus's Garden
Starkey

I'd like to be under the sea
In an octopus' garden in the shade
He'd let us in, knows where we've been
In his octopus' garden in the shade

I'd ask my friends to come and see
An octopus' garden with me
I'd like to be under the sea
In an octopus' garden in the shade.



We would be warm below the storm
In our little hideaway beneath the waves
Resting our head on the sea bed
In an octopus' garden near a cave

We would sing and dance around
because we know we can't be found
I'd like to be under the sea
In an octopus' garden in the shade

We would shout and swim about
The coral that lies beneath the waves
(Lies beneath the ocean waves)
Oh what joy for every girl and boy
Knowing they're happy and they're safe
(Happy and they're safe)

We would be so happy you and me
No one there to tell us what to do
I'd like to be under the sea
In an octopus' garden with you.

14250. Ode De Toilet (The Toilet Song)

Brad Paisley - Ode De Toilet (The Toilet Song) 

She says not to buy her flowers
Or big expensive gifts
She says she don't want jewlery
And she doesn't need another dress
If I want to show her how much I adore her
The best way that I've found
Is to make sure when I'm finished
I put that toilet seat down
We've been to counseling
To try and see the ways we could improve
This thing between us
And different ways to show each other "I love you"
Forget about those getaway vacations
To romantic coastal towns
If you want to say "I love you"
Then put that toilet seat down
'Cause in the middle of the night
It's cold and it's dark
And when I hear my name in vain
I know I haven't done my part
She just wants me to support her
And the best way that I've found
So with a gentle hand and a loving touch
I put that toilet seat down
I know it's kind of funny
You can teach a little puppy



But it's very hard to train a grown man
When I'm all about my buisiness
And the path of least resistance
She's the one that suffers in the end
In the middle of the night
It's cold and it's dark
And when I hear my name in vain
I know I haven't done my part
She just wants me to support her
And the best way that I've found
So with a gentle hand and a loving touch
I put that toilet seat down
Down, down

14251. Ode To A Half A Pound Of Ground Round

Tom T Hall - Ode To A Half A Pound Of Ground Round

[Verse:]
This is the song about the time
I nearly starved to death in Roanoke Virginia
I woke up Wednesday morning in my little motel bed
Knowing I would die the minute that I move my head
I felt around to make sure I was in my bed alone
I meet some friendly people when I'm stoned
My payday was on Friday I had two more days to go
Even in my agony I knew that I was broke
Lemme pay the check I said and keep the change my friend
She wiggled out of sight with my last ten
At noon I realized there wasn't any way to eat
For lunch I just went out and shuffled up and down the street
At four o'clock I had a funny feeling in my chest
How long's it take to starve a man to death
I found some pennies in my junk and bought a candy bar
Divided it in pieces and I ate one every hour
I just rolled into town and didn't know a single soul
There wasn't any way to make a loan

Thursday morning I was nearly panicked on the job
I heard my stomach growlin' and my head began to throb
I contemplated murder of the folks that brought their lunch
The sudden smell of food would make me jump
Thursday night they run all food commercials on TV
I slept till nine or ten and then I walked the floor to three

Friday morning I looked for some ketchup on my shirts
My mind was gone my legs began to hurt
The last few minutes up to payin' time were all the worst
The minutes were the years it took to build the universe
Finally it came I got my check and made a dash
Yes I said the man will eat at last
Running down the sidewalk I could see the words so sweet
The sign was flashin' on and on Eat Eat Eat



A half o'pound of ground round ma'm and please don't cook it long
The frizzle of the grill was like a song
I've traveled this world over and I ain't been hungry much
I've been down in my thinking and I've been down on my luck
But the sweetest meal I've ever had in anybody's town
Was a half a pound of plain ground round ground round

14252. Ode To Big Blue

Ode To Big Blue
Gordon Lightfoot

The oceans of the world were the home of Big Blue
He was the greatest monster that the world ever knew
And the place that he loved best was the waters to the west
Around the blue Pacific he did roam

Big Blue moved alone for a mighty blue was he
And the battles of the whales was an awesome sight to see
And he took them one by one and he drove them all away
In the mating of the day was the king

Big Blue had fifty wives and he sired forty sons
Though most of them fell victim to the cruel harpoon guns
Ah, but he was too much wise to get caught by the gunner's eyes
And so he lived at sea a hundred years

His mouth was as large as a tunnel so they say
His hide was thick as leather and his eyes quick and small
And his back was all scarred by the times he got away
And he knew the smell of whalers did Big Blue

Big Blue passed away to his natural decay
Beside the Arctic Circle as he travelled up that way
And there never was a man who was born with a gunner's hand
Who ever took a pan to Big Blue

Now the gray whale is run and the sperm is almost done
The finbacks and the Greenland rights have all passed and gone
They've been taken by the men for the money they could spend
And the killing never ends it just goes on

The oceans of the earth were the home of Big Blue
He was the greatest monster that the world ever knew
The place that he loved best was the waters to the west
Around the blue Pacific he did roam

14253. Ode To Billie Joe



Flatt & Scruggs
Ode to Billie Joe

It was the third of June another sleepy dusty Delta day
I was out choppin' cotton and my brother was bailin' hay
And at dinner time we stopped and walked back to the house to eat
And mama hollered at the backdoor you all remember to wipe your feet
And then she said I got some news this morning from Choctaw Wridge
Today Billie Joe Macallister jumped off the Tallahatchie Bridge

Papa said to mama as he passed around the black eyed peas
Billie Joe never had a lick of sense pass the biscuits please
There's five more acres in the lower forty I got to plow
And mama said it was a shame about Billie Joe anyhow
Seems like nothing ever comes to no good upon Choctaw Wridge
Now Billie Joe Macallister jumped off the Tallahatchie Bridge

Brother said he recollected when he and Tom and Billie Joe
Put a frog down my back at the Caroll County picture show
And wasn't I talkin' to him after church last Sunday night
I'll have another piece of apple pie you know it just don't seem right
I saw him at sawmill yesterday on Choctaw Wridge
Now you tell me Billie Joe's jumped off the Tallahatchie Bridge

Mama said to me child what's happened to your apetite
I've been cooking all morning and you haven't touched a single bite
And nice young preacher brother Tailor dropped by today
Said he'd be pleased to have dinner on Sunday oh by the way
Said he saw a girl that looked a lot like you upon Choctaw Wridge
She and Billie Joe was throwin' something off the Tallahatchie Bridge

Year's come and gone since we heard the news about Billie Joe
Brother married Becky Thompson and they bought a store in Tupelo
There was a virus goin' round papa caught it and he died last spring
Now mama doesn't seem to want to do much of anything
And me I spent a lot of time pickin' flowers upon Chotaw Wridge
And dropped 'em into the muddy water off the Tallahatchie Bridge

14254. Ode To Billy Joe

Tim O'Brien - Ode To Billy Joe
Kathy Mattea

It was the third of June, another sleepy, dusty Delta day
I was out choppin' cotton, and my brother was balin' hay
And at dinner time we stopped and we walked back to the house to eat
And mama hollered out the back door, Y'all, remember to wipe your feet
And then she said, I got some news this mornin' from Choctaw Ridge
Today, Billy Joe MacAllister jumped off the Tallahatchie Bridge
Papa said to mama, as he passed around the blackeyed peas
Well, Billy Joe never had a lick of sense, pass the biscuits, please
There's five more acres in the lower forty I've got to plow
And mama said it was shame about Billy Joe, anyhow
Seems like nothin' ever comes to no good up on Choctaw Ridge



And now Billy Joe McAllister's jumped off the Tallahatchie Bridge
Brother said he recollected when he and Tom and Billie Joe
Put a frog down my back at the Carroll County picture show
And wasn't I talkin' to him after church last Sunday night?
I'll have another piece of apple pie, you know, it don't seem right
I saw him at the sawmill yesterday up on Choctaw Ridge
And now you tell me Billie Joe's jumped off the Tallahatchie Bridge
Mama said to me, child, what's happened to your appetite?
I've been cookin' all morning, and you haven't touched a single bite
That nice young preacher, Brother Taylor, dropped by today
Said he'd be pleased to have dinner on Sunday, oh, by the way
He said he saw a girl, looked a lot like you, up on Choctaw Ridge
And she and Billy Joe was throwing somethin' off the Tallahatchie Bridge
Well a year's come and gone since we heard the news about Billy Joe
Brother married Becky Thompson, they bought a store in Tupelo
There was a virus going  round, papa caught it and he died last spring
And now mama doesn't seem to want to do much of anything
And me, I spend a lot of time pickin' flowers up on Choctaw Ridge
And drop  em into the muddy water off the Tallahatchie Bridge
I drop  em into the muddy water off the Tallahatchie Bridge

14255. Of Which There Is No Like

Mandolin Orange - Of Which There Is No Like

[Verse 1]
Every night's just like the last
And those summer rains keep falling
I'll know I'm home at last
When these thoughts no longer call me

[Chorus]
Away from the arms of my darling
And into the dark, dark night
Out to sea, such jubilee
Of which there is no like

[Verse 2]
All the faces and the names
Pass me by in color
We dance among the blameless
Our only friends and lovers

[Chorus]
Away from the arms of my darling
And out in the dark, dark night
Out to sea, such jubilee
Of which there is no like

[Bridge]
Every night comes to an end
A faded heart for every star
One by one is overcome



By the pale blue light of dawn

[Outro]
Hold me tight tonight, my darling
Out of the dark, dark night
Home to see, such jubilee
Of which there is no like

14256. Off To Join The World

Off To Join The World
Blaine Larsen
Guy Clark & Verlon Thompson

Now, friends listen well, let me tell you a story
I remember just like yesterday
Of a footloose young lad who ran off with the circus
Much to his mama's dismay

He was cleaning up after the elephants when
This high-flying trapeze girl smiled down
In search of a handsome companion because
She had just broken up with a clown

Now the with one graceful aerial flip he was smitten
With her and her little tutu
Standing there love struck, why he almost stumbled
Into the elephants doing their tricks

And the ringmaster smiled tipped his top hat and said
"Son, bid adieu to your heart"
And his words rang true right there under the bleachers
Soon after that big top went dark

Now, the old bearded lady, she whispered, "Be careful"
On the train to the very next town
And the handful of midgets who ride unicycles
Peddled by with one smile and four frowns

So he had a vague sense of uneasiness when
His new sweetheart opened the door
And he knew when he saw the clown standing behind her
In front of her, there stood one more
Now, I can't say for sure if it was Barnum or Bailey
To whom I handed the note
But a tall skinny feller standing on stilts
First read these words that I wrote

It said, 'I promise to never again give my heart
To some high flying trapeze girl
Goodbye cruel circus
I'm off to join the world'



14257. Off To Sea Once More

Off to Sea Once More
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

When first I came to Liverpool
I went upon a spree
Me money alas I spent too fast
Got drunk as drunk could be

And when my money was all gone
'Twas then I wanted more
But a man must be blind to make up his mind
To go to sea once more

I spent the night with Angeline
Too drunk to roll in bed
My watch was new and my money too
In the mornin' with 'em she fled

And as I roamed the streets about
The whores they all would roar
Here comes Jack Rack, the young sailin' lad
He must go to sea once more

As I was walkin' down the street
I met with Rapper Brown
I asked for him to take me in
And he looked at me with a frown

He said "Last time you was paid off
With me you jobbed no score
But I'll take your advance and I'll give ya's a chance
And I'll send you to sea once more

I hired me aboard of a whaling ship
Bound for the Arctic seas
Where the cold winds blow through the frost and the snow
And Jamaican rum would freeze

And worst and bear I'd no hard weather gear
For I'd lost all my money ashore
'Twas then that I wished that I was dead
So I'd gone to sea no more

Some days we're catching whales me lads
And some days we're catching none
With a twenty foot oar cocked in our hands
From four o'clock in the morn

And when the shades of night come in
We rest on our weary oar
'Twas then I wished that I was dead



Or safe with the girls ashore

Come all you bold seafarin' men
And listen to my song
If you come off of them long trips
I'd have ya's not go wrong

Take my advice, drink no strong drink
Don't go sleeping with no whores
Get married lads and have all night in
So you'll go to sea no more

14258. Off Your Mind

Off Your Mind 

If you see me
You don't have to say hello
The way you never said goodbye
So long ago
If you wonder
How I am just fine
Alone right where you left me
Off your mind

When I heard the news
About your life
I never doubted you
Became his wife
But I can safely tell you
I'm okay
Right here where I've stayed
Out of your way
Sometimes I wonder
How I do
This without you
Then sometimes I wonder
If you wonder too
Could that be true

If you wonder
How I am just fine
Alone right where you left me
Off your mind

If you have dreams
About someone like me
Just take those pills of yours
And try to get some sleep
You'll never have to hear
My voice no more
It stopped making sound
When you walked out the door



If you see me
You don't have to say hello
The way you never said goodbye
So long ago
If you wonder
How I am just fine
Alone right where you left me
Off your mind

14259. Offering

The Avett Brothers - Offering (Live) 

Babe I'm lost
Cause I don't know what to say
Hmmm I love you
Want to make you my wife someday

Don't wanna steal you
Of a young woman's light
To me its perfect
Just wanna do you right

And I've known others
And I've loved others too
But I loved them cause they were stepping stones
On a staircase to you

Sometimes I act foolish
I don't know what to do
Please babe try not to judge me
For my offering is true

And I dream of children
We can call our own
Watch 'em run around in the front yard
From the front porch of our home

14260. Officially Alive

Brad Paisley - Officially Alive 

So you ruffled some feathers, yeah, you've done it now
Turned the tables in the temple clean upside down
You're out on a ledge and one thing's for sure
When you've got 'em all wishin' you'd never been born
Congratulations, you are officially alive
It's confirmation you are officially alive



It's not the double kick of an ultrasound
Or a piece of paper on file downtown
It takes more than a beat and a breath and a name
It's when you're so in love and so in pain
Congratulations, you are officially alive
Here's affirmation, you are officially alive
Yeah, it's a tragedy to go through history and simply just exist
You're gonna realize how quick it flies by and everything you missed
And suddenly you're standing there in scrubs
Love has found new flesh and blood
It's a feeling you weren't ready for
When you're lookin' in eyes that look like yours
Congratulations, you are officially alive
This is creation, you are officially alive
You are officially alive

14261. Oh Adeline - Chords

Oh Adeline
The .357 STring Band

[Verse 1]
Em                               G
I'm feeling so low down and the rain it just won't let up
Em                               G
It's a demon in my head and the devil in my cup
Em                                C
Things keep on moving forward but I keep falling down
 
[Chorus]
And I said
G  D   Em
Oh Adeline,
C                G    D  Em
You're the only girl for me
      C            Am
So I pour another round
                         C
As the evening sun goes down
                      G
Wherever I'm hanging around, my love,
      D            G
'Till I return to thee
 
[Verse 2]
Em                                           G
I been putting them spirits down, to try to keep my spirits up
Em                                  G
I got a sweetheart home alone, she puts the fever in my blood
Em                               C
And I gotta keep on moving but tell her I'm coming home
 
[Chorus]



And I said
G  D   Em
Oh Adeline,
C                G    D  Em
You're the only girl for me
      C             Am
So I raise another glass
                             C
Pray the future forgets the past
                                 G
And that that day might come at last, my love,
     D            G
When I return to thee
 
[Instrumental]
Em///G///Em///G///Em///C///G/D/Em/C/G/D/Em/C/Am///C///G/D/G///
 
[Verse 3]
Em                                       G
Well it's one more honky tonk and it's one more hazy night
Em                                   G
It's one more Maker's Mark and it's one more lonely fight
Em                                 C
It's one more sad song then I'll drive on through the night
 
[Chorus]
And I said
G  D   Em
Oh Adeline,
C                G    D  Em
You're the only girl for me
       C            Am
So I drink to who I was
                               C
It won't bring me peace, what does?
                      G
Well, not a thing my love, 
      D            G
'Till I return to thee
 
And I said
G  D  Em
Oh Adeline,
C                G    D  Em
You're the only girl for me
       C            Am
So I drink to who I was
                               C
It won't bring me peace, what does?
                      G
Well, not a thing my love, 
      D            G
'Till I return to thee



14262. Oh Adilene - Chords

Oh Adilene
The .357 STring Band

[Verse 1]
Em                               G
I'm feelin' so low down and the rain it just won't let up
Em                               G
It's a demon in my head and the devil in my cup
Em                                C
Things keep on moving forward but I keep falling down
 
And I said
 
[Chorus]
G   D   Em
Oh Adilene,
C                G   D   Em
You're the only girl for me
     C             Am
So I pour another round
                         C
As the evening sun goes down
                      G
Wherever I'm hangin' round, my love,
  D                G
'Till I return to thee
 
[Verse 2]
Em                                           G
I been puttin' them spirits down, to try to keep my spirits up
Em                                           G
I got a sweetheart home alone, she puts the fever in my blood
Em                               C
And I gotta' keep on movin' but tell her I'm coming home
 
And I said
 
[Chorus]
G   D   Em
Oh Adilene,
C                G   D   Em
You're the only girl for me
      C             Am
So I raise another glass
                            C
Pray the future forgets the past
                                 G
And that that day might come at last, my love,
     D             G
When I return to thee
 
[Verse 3]
Em                                  G
Well it's one more honkey tonk and it's one more hazy night
Em                                  G



It's one more Maker's Mark and it's one more lonely fight
Em                               C
It's one more sad song then I'll drive on through the night
 
And I said
 
[Chorus]
G   D   Em
Oh Adilene,
C                G   D   Em
You're the only girl for me
      C             Am
So I drink to who I was
                               C
It won't bring me peace; what does?
                       G
Well, not a thing my love,
      D             G
'Till I return to thee

14263. Oh Atlanta

Oh Atlanta
Little Feat - Railroad Earth - Chris Robinson

They got a place down Kentucky
Right down near Ohio
Where you can watch the planes at night
People line up to watch each flight

I said watchin' them planes
I wish I was on one
I'm sittin' here thinkin' 'bout my red head dream
If I could only see her tonight

Oh Atlanta, oh Atlanta!
I said yeah! yeah! yeah! Atlanta, got to get back to you

Well you can drop me off on Peachtree
I got to feel that Georgia sun
And the women there in Atlanta
They make you awfully glad you come

I said watchin' them planes
I wish I was on one
I'm sittin' here thinking 'bout my crazy dream
If I could only be there tonight

Oh Atlanta, oh Atlanta!
I said yeah! yeah! yeah! Atlanta, got to get back to you

We make a day and how just you and me
But the music plays all night



They got the boogie band blowin' that's bound for hell
And when they get to movin' they never stop
You just keep on playin' that down home beat
You just keep on layin' it down hot

I wish I was on one
I'm sittin' here thinkin' 'bout my red haired dream
If I could only see her tonight

Oh Atlanta, oh Atlanta!
I said yeah! yeah! yeah! Atlanta, got to get back to you

14264. Oh Atlanta

Alison Krauss - Oh, Atlanta
Emmylou Harris

Same old place, same old city
What can I do? I'm fallin' in love
I'm just an old hound dog
Roamin' around, oh, Lord
I've got all this and Heaven above

Oh, Atlanta, I hear you callin'
I'm comin' back to you one fine day
No need to worry, there ain't no hurry
'Cause I'm on my way back to Georgia
On my way back to Georgia

I get a feeling in me when I remember
All those crazy days and crazier nights
Can't you hear the music playing?
You must have heard them saying
?We're gonna rip 'em up and light up the night?

Oh, Atlanta, I hear you callin'
I'm comin' back to you one fine day
Hey, no need to worry, there ain't no hurry
'Cause I'm on my way back to Georgia
On my way back to Georgia

Same old place, it's the same old city
What can I do? I'm fallin' in love
I'm just an old hound dog
Roamin' around, Lord, Lord
I've got all this and Heaven above

Oh, Atlanta, I hear you callin'
I'm comin' back to you one fine day
Hey, no need to worry, there ain't no hurry
'Cause I'm

Well, Atlanta, I hear you callin'



I'm comin' back to you one fine day
Hey, no need to worry, there ain't no hurry
'Cause I'm on my way back to Georgia
On my way back to Georgia

14265. Oh Babe It Ain't No Lie

Oh Babe It Ain't No Lie
Gillian Welch

One old woman, Lord, in this town
Keep telling those lies on me
I wish to my soul that old woman' would die
Keep telling those lies on' me
Oh babe, it ain't no lie
Oh babe, it ain't no lie
Oh babe, it ain't no lie
Know this life I live is mighty high
I've been all around this whole wide world
That I just got back today
Work like a dog, honey, all week through
Honey babe, what more can I say?
Oh babe, it ain't no lie
Oh babe, it ain't no lie
Oh babe, it ain't no lie
Know this life I live is mighty high
Oh babe, it ain't no lie
Oh babe, it ain't no lie
Oh babe, it ain't no lie
Know this life I live is mighty high

14266. Oh Baby Mine - Chords

Oh Baby Mine
By: The Statler Brothers

Key of F
Chorus 1
F C
 (oh baby mine) I get so lonely when I dream about you,
 F
Can't live without you, that's why I dream about you
 C
If I could only put my (arms) arms around you,
 F
(life) life would be so fair

F C
(if you were here) we two could hug and kiss and never tire,



 F
I'm on fire,(you are) you are my one desire
 C
I get so lonely when I (dream) dream about you,
 F
(why) why can't you be there?

Chorus 2
 Bb
(oh baby) Tossing and turning in my slumber
 F G#m F
(oh baby) Holding you it seems
 Bb C C Bb A G
(oh baby) I'd give you kisses without number, but only in my dreams

Chorus 1
Chorus 2 C F
Chorus 1 + (oh baby life) life would be so fair (repeat and fade)

14267. Oh Boy

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Oh boy
Composer: Buddy Holly - Norman Petty - Bill Tilghman - Sonny West

All my love, all my kissing
You don't know what you've been a-missing
Oh boy, when you're with me
Oh boy, the world will see that you were meant for me.

All my life, I've been a-waiting
Tonight there'll be no hesitating
Oh boy, when you're with me
Oh boy, the world will see that you were meant for me.

Stars apear and the shadow is a-falling
I can hear my heart a-calling
A little bit of lovin' make everything right
I'm gonna see my baby tonight.

All my life, I've been a-waiting
Tonight there'll be no hesitating
Oh boy, when you're with me
Oh boy, the world will see that you were meant for me.

Stars apear and the shadow is a-falling
I can hear my heart a-calling.
A little bit of lovin' make everything right
I'm gonna see my baby tonight.

All my love, all my kissing
You don't know what you've been a-missing
Oh boy, when you're with me
Oh boy, the world will see that you were meant for me



That you were meant for me
That you were meant for me.

14268. Oh Carolina - Chords

Oh Carolina
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Mark D. Sanders, Jim Elliott, Randy Albright

G                                  Em      G      C
The sunrise through the evergreens another day is born
                    Bm          C          D7
The hills take on a golden glow a Carolina morn
G                        Em       D7            C
I used to see you in her eyes now I just got to know
   D7     Em   C             D7      G
Oh oh Carolina how could you let her go
C      G    D7          G
Oh Carolina if I'd only known 
C         G Em C            D7    G
Oh oh Carolina I would have never gone
I thought the beauty of your hills 
      Em       Bm       C
Would hold her here for me
                      Bm
I never dreamed while I was gone 
C                  D7
You'd ever set her free
G
I trusted you with all my heart 
        Em   D7        C
And the only love I've known
   D7     Em   D7  C         D7      G
Oh oh Carolina how could you let her go
C      G    D7          G
Oh Carolina if I'd only known
C      G Em C            D7    G
Oh Carolina I would have never gone
C      G    D7          G
Oh Carolina if I'd only known
C      G Em C            D7    Em
Oh Carolina I would have never gone
C            D7    G
I would have never gone

14269. Oh Christmas Candle - Chords

Oh Christmas Candle
Recorded by Doyle Lawson



Written by Tom T. Hall and Dixie Hall

[3/4 time]
G
Oh Christmas candle please light up the way
D7 G
Back to my memories of yesterday

Icicles hanging on evergreen trees
D7 G
Buttery snowflakes that fell on my cheeks
C G
Momma's sweet singing and daddy's big hands
 D7 G
And Christmas all over the land

Oh Christmas candle please light up the way
D7 G
To when I would ride on a small wooden sleigh
Riding on snow just as pure as the heart
D7 G
Of sweet baby Jesus in His mother's arms
C G
Starlight that glistened on snow covered hills
 D7 G
When Christmas was holy and still

Oh Christmas candle please light up the way
D7 G
Into the past and the innocent days

When we were just children with hearts full of trust
D7 G
And we thought that Christmas was all about us
C G
There by the fireside with sweet smelling wood
 D7 G
We made a promise that we would be good

Oh Christmas candle please light up the way
D7 G
I want to go back there for one Christmas day

Be with my loved ones and breathe in the air
D7 G
I light this candle and send up this prayer
C G
Starlight that glistened on snow covered hills
 D7 G
When Christmas was holy and still

14270. Oh Come, O Come Emmanuel



Tim O'Brien - Oh Come, O Come Emmanuel

[Verse 1]
O come, O come, Emmanuel
And ransom captive Israel
That mourns in lonely exile here
Until the Son of God appears

[Refrain]
Rejoice, rejoice
Emmanuel shall come to thee, O Israel

[Verse 2]
O come, O come, Thou Lord of might
Who to Thy tribes, on Sinai's height
In ancient times didst give the law
In cloud, and majesty and awe

[Refrain]
Rejoice, rejoice
Emmanuel shall come to thee, O Israel
[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
O come, Thou Rod of Jesse, free
Thine own from Satan's tyranny
From depths of hell Thy pRople save
And give thRm victory o'er the grave

[Refrain]
Rejoice, rejoice
Emmanuel shall come to thee, O Israel
[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 4]
O come, Thou Key of David, come
And open wide our heavenly home
Where all Thy saints with Thee shall dwell
O come, O come, Emmanuel

[Refrain]
Rejoice, rejoice
Emmanuel shall come to thee, O Israel
Rejoice (Rejoice), rejoice
Emmanuel shall come to thee, O Israel

14271. Oh Cumberland

Oh Cumberland
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Emmylou Harris
Writer/s: GARY STEFAN HARRISON, MATRACA MARIA BERG

Fire on the asphalt L.A. freeway
Santa Anna windstorm come blow me away



'Cause this rear view mirror could use some adjustment
Some other reflection, some other place

Oh Cumberland, I'm a faithful son
No matter where I go I hear you calling me
The Mississippi's wide long, St. Paul to New Orleans
But my heart's resting on your banks in Tennessee

Lazy ol' river not a lick of ambition
Get to Kentucky then you roll on home
If you were a highway you wouldn't go nowhere
And I wouldn't be lost and all alone

Oh Cumberland, I'm a faithful son
No matter where I go I hear you calling me
The Mississippi's wide long, St. Paul to New Orleans
But my heart's resting on your banks in Tennessee

There's a stolen river in the San Fernando
Down in the valley in the shadow of greed
But I have a memory knee deep in salvation
That old muddy water that once washed me clean

Oh Cumberland, I'm a faithful son
No matter where I go I hear you calling me
The Mississippi's wide long, St. Paul to New Orleans
But my heart's resting on your banks in Tennessee
Oh Cumberland, oh Cumberland

14272. Oh Death

Rhiannon Giddens - Oh Death

[Chorus]
Oh, death
Oh, death in the morning
Oh, death
Spare me over 'til another year

[Chorus]
Oh, death
Oh, death in the morning
Oh, death
Spare me over 'til another year

[Verse 1]
Death walked up to the sinner's door
Said, "Now sinner, you got to go"
The sinner looked around and began to cry
Said, "Oh no, death, I'm not ready to die"

[Chorus]
Singing oh, death



Oh, death in the morning
Oh, death
Spare me over 'til another year

[Verse 2]
Gonna fix your feet where you can't walk
Gonna fix your tongue where you can't talk
Gonna close your eyes so you can't see
Now you gotta come now and go with me

[Chorus]
Singing oh, death
Oh, death in the morning
Oh, death
Spare me over 'til another year

[Verse 3]
Oh, death, please consider my age
And do not take me at this stage
All of my wealth is at your command
If you'll just remove your cold, icy hand

[Chorus]
He's singing oh, death
Oh, death in the morning
Oh, death
Spare me over 'til another year
He's singing oh, death
Oh, death in the morning
Oh, death
Spare me over 'til another year
Spare me over 'til another year
Spare me over 'til another year

14273. Oh Death

Oh Death - Rising Appalachia

Oh death
Oh death
Won't you spare me over for another year

Mother came unto my bed
Placed a towel upon my head
Head is warm my feet are cold
Death is movin' upon my soul

Oh death how you're treatin' me
You close my eyes so I cant see
You're hurtin' my body, your makin' me cold
You run my life right outta my soul
Oh the young the rich the poor
Makes no difference who you are



No wealth, no land, no silver, no gold
Nothing satisfies but your soul

14274. Oh Death

Ralph Stanley - Oh Death

[Chorus]
Oh, Death
Whoa, Death
Won't you spare me over till another year?

[Verse 1]
Well, what is this, that I can't see?
With ice-cold hands taking hold of me
Well, I am Death, none can excel
I'll open the door to Heaven or Hell

[Verse 2]
 Oh, Death,  someone would pray
 Could you wait to call me another day? 
The children prayed, the preacher preached
Time and mercy is out of your reach

[Verse 3]
I'll fix your feet till you can't walk
I'll lock your jaw till you can't talk
I'll close your eyes so you can't see
This very hour, come and go with me

[Verse 4]
Death, I come to take the soul
Leave the body and leave it cold
To drop the flesh off of the frame
The earth and worms both have a claim

[Chorus]
Oh, Death
Whoa, Death
Won't you spare me over 'til another year?

[Verse 5]
My mother came to my bed
Placed a cold towel upon my head
My head is warm, my feet are cold
Death is a-moving upon my soul

14275. Oh Death



Oh Death

   Oh death, oh death
   Won't you spare me over til another year

Well what is this that I can't see With ice cold hands taking hold of me
Well I am death none can excel I'll open the door to heaven or hell

Whoa death someone would pray Could you wait to call me til another day
The children pray the preacher preached Time and mercy is out of your reach

I'll fix your feet til you can't walk I'll lock your jaw til you can't talk
I'll close your eyes so you can't see This very hour come and go with me

In death I come to take the soul Leave the body and leave it cold
To drop the flesh off of the frame The earth and worms both have a claim

   Oh death, oh death
   Won't you spare me over til another year

My mother came to my bed Place a cold towel upon my head
My head is warm my feet are cold Death is a movin upon my soul

Oh death how you're treatin me You close my eyes so I can't see
Well you're hurtin my body you make me cold You run my life right out of my soul

Oh death please consider my age Please don't take me at this stage
My wealth is all at your command If you'll remove your icy hands

Oh the young the rich or poor All alike to me you know
No wealth no land no silver or gold Nothin satisfies my but your soul

   Oh death, oh death
   Won't you spare me over til another year
   Won't you spare me over til another year
   Won't you spare me over til another year

14276. Oh Fait Pitie d'Amour (Love Have Mercy On Me)

Buddy Miller - Oh fait pitie d'amour (Love Have Mercy on Me)

You been taking advantage of the weak
Tying up my tongue till I can't speak
What have you done to my mean streak
Oh fait pitie d'amour
You spin me around like a top
Making me sweeter than soda pop
This has got to come to a stop
Oh fait pitie d'amour
You're gonna wreck up my lonely life
With love and happiness and laughter
And take up my time making you my wife
And living happily ever after
Quit making me so satisfied



Just to be sitting here by your side
Thinking that you oughta be my bride
Oh fait pitie d'amour
How did you get a full grown
Sitting right in the palm of your hand
Making him think that it was all his plan
Oh fait pitie d'amour
You play me just like a tune
Making me eat right out of your spoon
You've been collaborating with the moon
Oh fait pitie d'amour

14277. Oh Girl

Tim O'Brien - Oh Girl

Girl, I know that there are times
When I don't listen to you
And maybe know it seems that I am untrue
But give me one more chance
And I'll prove my love to you
And oh girl i'll do anything
To be back with you
I'll show affection and anything you choose
And I'll do all this to prove that I love you
I do love you
And girl you know I'll love you and I care
And if you ever need me I will always be there
I'm missin' all the love (All the love)
That you and I shared
And oh girl (Oh girl)
You and I should never be apart
So can we try it again
And make a brand new start
You know I love with all my heart
Cause baby I love you
I do love you
Now I lay me down to sleep
Your not by my side
My pillow soakin' wet
From all the tears that I cried
When I look in your eyes
I don't see me any more
So can we try it one more time
Before you walk out that door
And oh, oh girl (Oh girl)
I'm sorry I didn't understand
That all you wanted
Was a sensitive man
So i'll do all that I can
To show you I love you
Baby I do love you
You know girl



I love you so much
I just can't understand how come
Why, things can work out for us
If I could only tell you right how I feel
I know everything between you and me
Would be all right
Know I love you baby
You know girl
I love you so much
I just can't understand how come
Things can work out for us
It's gonna be alright now baby
I love you so much
I just can't understand how come
Things can work out for us
You know girl
I love you so much
I just can't understand how come
Things can work out for us
I need you with me, I want you with me
I just can't understand how come
Things can work out for us

14278. Oh Girl (You Know Where To Find Me)

Vince Gill - Oh Girl (You Know Where to Find Me)

Oh girl you know where to find me
Oh girl you know where I'll be
I'll be waitin' at the end of your line
'Cause baby I've got nothin' but time
Oh girl you know where to find me

It was love at first glance
I asked you may I have this dance
You said you would I froze right where I stood
I come here every night
Oh there's nobody special in my life
So if you think you'd like to
Find someone to hold you some night

Oh girl you know where to find me
Oh girl you know where I'll be
I'll be waitin' at the end of your line
'Cause baby I've got nothin' but time
Oh girl you know where to find me

Oh girl you know where to find me
Oh girl you know where I'll be
I'll be waitin' at the end of your line
'Cause baby I've got nothin' but time
Oh girl you know where to find me



Oh girl you know where to find me

14279. Oh Girl - Chords

Oh Girl 
The Hackensaw Boys
 
[Verse]
     Gm
Well my little girl she's a pretty young thing
 
Gonna buy that girl a black diamond ring
   D7   Gm
Oh girl
 
       Gm
Better wear that ring, better wear it proud
 
Better wear that ring all over town
   D7   Gm
Oh girl
 
         Gm
And your daddy seemed like a sensable man
 
If he knows what's right he'll let you take my hand
 
   D7   Gm
Oh girl      -- Yeah
 
 
[Refrain]
   Gm
Oh girl, are you avoiding me?
   D7   Gm
Oh girl
 
 
[Verse]
      Gm
Gonna buy my love a black SUV
 
I'm gonna sink it in the deep black sea
   D7   Gm
Oh girl
 
         Gm
And when I come calling 'round your door
 
Your daddy says that you'd been gone the night before
   D7   Gm
Oh girl
 



 
[Refrain]
   Gm
Oh girl, are you avoiding me?
   D7   Gm
Oh girl
 
   Gm
Oh girl, are you avoiding me?
   D7   Gm
Oh girl
 
 
[Verse]
   Gm
If I find out you've been avoiding me
 
Imma sugar your tank and salt your tree
   D7   Gm
Oh girl
 
 
[Refrain]
   Gm
Oh girl, are you avoiding me?
   D7   Gm
Oh girl
 
   Gm
Oh girl, are you avoiding me?
   D7   Gm
Oh girl
 
   Gm
Oh girl, are you avoiding me?
   D7   Gm
Oh girl

14280. Oh Heart Look What You've Done

Oh Heart Look What You've Done
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Carl Jackson and Russ Roberts

[3/4 time]
C
My heart spoke to m--e at the moment you left
 G7 C
Said I promise you s--on there'll be nobody else
C7 F C
But now someone n--ew has a hold on me
 G7 C C7
To late I f--ind that I've been deceived



 F C
O-h he--art look what you've done
 G7 C
After the l-ove w-e lost and the battle we won
C7 F C
You broke your v-ow t-o me now there's no where to run
 G7 C
O-h he--art look what you've done

After the l--oss you made me believe
 G7 C
That falling in l--ove was the last thing I need
C7 F C
I may get hurt a-gain but I can't help myself
 G7 C C7
You let me d--own when I needed your help

Repeat #2

C7 F C
You broke your v-ow t-o me now there's no where to run
 G7 C
O-h he--art look what you've done

14281. Oh How I Miss You - Chords

Oh How I Miss You

G C
Oh how I miss you since you went away
D7 G
Oh how I need you more every day
 C
I'll be so happy when you're back to stay
D7 G
Oh how I miss you since you went away

 C
I lost my sunshine the day you went away
D7 G
All of my blue skies have turned into gray
 C
I'm so brokenhearted that's all I can say
D7 G
Oh how I miss you since you went away

 C
I miss your blue eyes your sweet smiling face
D7 G
No one on earth dear could ever take your place
 C
Don't think I'm fooling when these words I say



D7 G
Oh how I miss you since you went away

14282. Oh I Swear

Richard Thompson - Oh I Swear

Oh, I swear and I swear and I swear
But my heart's not in it

I can deadpan as dead as I can
But my heart's not in it

What little of yours, what little of mine
And we'll get by

Like jailbirds locked in a cell
We go well together

Like a marriage arranged in hell
We go well together

Cruel poverty is the tie that binds
And we'll get by

Can't run in a dead end street
Can't run in a dead end street
No wings upon your feet
All your dreams are shackled to the ground

Can't run in a dead end street
Can't run in a dead end street
No wings upon your feet
And all your dreams are shackled to the ground

And it couldn't be love
And it couldn't be love
Oh it couldn't be love
Oh it couldn't be love

What little of yours, what little of mine
And we'll get by

14283. Oh Jericho Road

Oh Jericho Road
On The Jericho Road

As you travel along on the Jericho Road



Does the world seem all wrong and heavy your load
Just bring it to Christ your sins all confess
On the Jericho Road your heart he will bless

CHORUS:

On the Jericho Road there's room for just two
No more or no less just Jesus and you
Each burden he'll bear each sorrow he'll share
There's never a care for Jesus is there.
On the Jericho road blind Barnabus said
His life was a void so empty and plain
But jesus appeared one word him brought him sight
On the Jericho road Christ banished his night.

CHO

Oh brother to you this message I bring
Though hope may be gone he'll cause you to sing
At Jesus' command sin's shackles must fall
On The Jericho road will you answer his call.

CHO

14284. Oh King Richard

Rodney Crowell - Oh King Richard

Oh King Richard you rum runner's dream
The swiftest of outlaw that I've ever seen
Your checkered flag waving so high in the esteem
And no one can catch you at all
So what can you say 'bout the man built for speed?
The master mechanic gave you what you need
Survival on instinct and heart that don't bleed
The winning tradition of a vanishing breed
When I think about a lesser man much like myself
Alive in a vacuum alone on a shelve
To never go no place 'till all I got left
Is staring at these lonely walls
Oh King Richard just keep up the pace
Your boot in your gas tank the smile on your face
And you'll set the standard that time can't erase
And God only knows how you feel
If there's life in the fast lane
Than you wrote the book
But it don't come as easy as you make it look
'Cause a man in his sunshades can't never slow down
With out someone sneaking round stealing your crown
From a dirt track in Charlotte to the Daytona line
Your life flying by & you don't even mind
The world loves a winner & you've shown them all
How easy the King gets it done



Oh King Richard just look out below
Some punk on your bumper your running to slow
Than one day you're older the next thing you know
Your races are already run
Oh King Richard man they're tryin' get ya
Yeah, but they never can catch you
'Cause you know how to drive like a fiend
Oh King Richard yeah they're trying to catch ya
But they never can catch ya
'cause ya know how to drive like a fiend
Oh King Richard, Oh King Richard
I wanna live my life through your eyes
I'm going spend my life watching you drive
Oh King Richard, Oh King Richard
Oh their never gonna take you their never gonna catch you
Their never gonna
Oh King Richard, Oh King Richard
You gotta have nerve to live this way
Yeah you gotta hang on everyday
Their never gonna stop you
They're never gonna top you
Oh King Richard, Oh King Richard
Burnin' it, rockin' it
Oh King Richard, Oh King Richard

14285. Oh Leah Lee

Cornmeal - Oh Leah Lee
Album: Live In Chicago Vol. 1

I've traveled all around this world.
Another town, another girl.
Until I met my fantasy.
As if she were made for me.

I knew right from the very start,
That she would come and steal my heart.
Much sweeter than the summer rain.
I beg you please don't ever change.

Chorus
Oh Leah Lee
Oh Lee ole'
You send a little sunshine and brighten up my day.
Oh Lee ole'
Oh Leah Loo.
Oh Leah may I spend my time with you?

On cloudy days when I feel blue.
That's the time I think of you.
You put a smile back on my face,
And take me to a happy place.



Chorus

Oh late at night when I'm alone.
Call me on the telephone.
With pleasant thoughts before I sleep.
Right by my side is where you ought to be.

Chorus

14286. Oh Lonesome Me

Oh Lonesome Me - Jim Hurst
Wayne Taylor

Everybodys going out and having fun
I'm just a fool for staying home and having none
I cant get over how she set me free
Oh lonesome me

A bad mistake I'm makin by just stayin round
I know that I should have some fun and paint the town
I've thought of everything from a to z
Oh lonesome me

I'll bet she's not like me
Shes out and fancy free
Flirting with the boys with all her charms

But I still love her so
And brother don't you know
I'd welcome her right back here in my arms

There must be some way that I can lose these lonesome blues
Forget about my past and find someone new
I've thought of everything from a to z
Oh lonesome me

14287. Oh Lord Don't Leave Me Here

Oh Lord don't leave me here
Country Gentlemen

When this earth falls on fire
and hearts are filled with fear.
When I, see the morning star.
Oh, Lord don't leave me here.

Dear Lord, when you come again,
and eyes, are filled with tears.



Let me, go with thee, to reign.
Oh, Lord don't leave me here.

This world, will begin to rock
the way will be dark and drear'.
I'll be with the righteous flock.
Oh, Lord don't leave me here.

Dear Lord, when you come again
and eyes are filled with tears.
Let me go with thee, to reign.
Oh, Lord don't leave me here.

Dear Lord, will you let me be,
prepared when you shall appear.
I'll cry, hear my daily plea,
Oh, Lord don't leave me here.

Dear Lord, when you come again
and eyes are filled with tears.
Let me go with thee to reign.
When this earth falls on fire
and hearts are filled with fear.
When I, see the morning star.
Oh, Lord don't leave me here.

Dear Lord, when you come again,
and eyes, are filled with tears.
Let me, go with thee, to reign.
Oh, Lord don't leave me here.

This world, will begin to rock
the way will be dark and drear'.
I'll be with the righteous flock.
Oh, Lord don't leave me here.

Dear Lord, when you come again
and eyes are filled with tears.
Let me go with thee, to reign.
Oh, Lord don't leave me here.

Dear Lord, will you let me be,
prepared when you shall appear.
I'll cry, hear my daily plea,
Oh, Lord don't leave me here.

Dear Lord, when you come again
and eyes are filled with tears.
Let me go with thee to reign.
Oh, Lord don't leave me here.

14288. Oh Lord Part 3 - Chords



Oh Lord Part 3 Live
Josh Ritter with Chris Thile, Sarah Jarosz, Aoife O'Donovan, Richard Dworsky, Chris Eldridg
e, Alan Hampton, James McAlister and Gabe Witcher

[Intro]
 G                     D                    G   C  G
Sometimes it's hard to carry this great weight
 C/G                                     G   C/G   G
Either bound to burn or to the pearly gates
          C/G
And I'm as aimless as can be
      G        G/F#          Em
Often nameless though I'm free
    C/E                          D7
Oh Lord, do You have a plan for me?
 
 
[Verse 1]
                        G
I've been kicked out of Texas
                    C/G
Stole an infamous necklace
                   G
Became a spiritual master
                  D
Got rejected by Vassar
 
                    G
A cool head in the game
                 C/G
Of whatever I'm playing
                    G
I'm the favorite of babies
             D
And society mavens
 
 
[Chorus]
      G
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
      Em
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
         C/G       D7             G
Will You ever ever have a plan for me?
 
 
[Verse 2]
                   G
I have marveled at splendors
            C/G
Upended the vendors
                    G
Been kidnapped and ransomed
                   D
Just a little too handsome
 
                G
And more than a few times



                   C/G
I've lived without sunshine
               G
And yes I've wondered
                    D
Should a life be a lifetime?
 
 
[Chorus]
      G
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
      Em
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
         C/G       D7             G
Will You ever ever have a plan for me?
 
 
[Verse 3]
                 G
I'm dedicated to freedom
             C/G
The American Legion
                 G
I got invited to Paris
           D
By a real Parisian
 
                            G
I've been the best and the worstest
                 C/G
Composed my own curses
                   G
Got my heart broke so bad
                        D
They had to call in the nurses
 
 
[Chorus]
      G
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
      Em
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
         C/G       D7             G
Will You ever ever have a plan for me?
 
[Break]
G  C/G  C/G  D7 G
G  Em   C/G  G
 
 
[Verse 4]
                 G
I have had good intentions
               C/G
Blue-blooded pretensions
                         G
I've been the subject of rumors



              D
At the party conventions
 
             G
My feature's harmonic
        C/G
Wisdom Solomonic
                    G
If there's a board of directors
                    D
You can bet that I'm on it
 
 
[Chorus]
      G
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
      Em
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
         C/G       D7             G
Will You ever ever have a plan for me?
 
 
[Verse 5]
                           G
I take my place with the sages
              C/G
Belong to the ages
                       G
Give my clothes to the poor and
                D
My love to the ladies
 
               G
May all them wish me
               C/G
Commended to history
                 G
Write books all about how
                  D
Every one of them miss me
 
 
[Chorus]
      G
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
      Em
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
         C/G       D7             G
Will You ever ever have a plan for me?
 
 
[Verse 6]
                    G
And so for now I go aimless
                 C/G
Convicted though blameless
               G



At times using nicknames
               D
At times going nameless
 
         G
Royalty unquestioned
               C/G
A gentleman of discretion
            G
Y'all sing Hallelujah
                  D
For here ends the lesson
 
 
[Chorus]
      G
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
      Em
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
         C/G       D7             G
Will You ever ever have a plan for me?
 
[Chorus]
      G
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
      Em
Whoa Lord (Oh Lord)
         C/G       D7             G
Will You ever ever have a plan for me?
 
G
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gathering - Home Recordings
Capo 5
 
[Intro]
 G                     D                    G   C/G  G
It's hard sometimes to carry this great weight
 C/G                                     G
Either bound to burn or to the pearly gates
          C/G
And I'm as aimless as can be
      G        G/F#          Em
Often nameless though I'm free
    C/E
Oh Lord, do You have a plan for me?
 
 
[Verse 1]
                        G
I've been kicked out of Texas
                  C/G
Stole an infamous necklace
                 G
Got rejected by Vassar
                   D



Became a spiritual master
 
           G
I'm nimble downlow
             C/G
An anonymous hero
                    G
Who at the end of a long day
            D
Pops open a beer-o
 
 
[Chorus]
      G
Whoa Lord
      Em
Whoa Lord
         C/G       D7              G
Will You ever ever have a plan for me?
 
 
[Verse 2]
                   G
I have marveled at splendors
            C/G
Upended the vendors
                    G
Been kidnapped and ransomed
                   D
Bit little too handsome
 
                G
And more than a few times
                   C/G
I've lived without sunshine
              G
And yes we've wondered
                   D
Should a life be a lifetime?
 
 
[Chorus]
      G
Whoa Lord
      Em
Whoa Lord
         C/G       D7              G
Will You ever ever have a plan for me?
 
 
[Verse 3]
                 G
I have had good intentions
               C/G
Blue-blooded pretensions
                         G
I've been the subject of rumors



              D
At the party conventions
 
             G
My feature's harmonic
        C/G
Wisdom Solomonic
                      G
If there's a board of directors
                    D
You can bet that I'm on it
 
 
[Chorus]
      G
Whoa Lord
      Em
Whoa Lord
         C/G       D7              G
Will You ever ever have a plan for me?
 
 
[Verse 4]
                       G
I've been dedicated to freedom
             C/G
The American Legion
                 G
I got invited to Paris
           D
By a real Parisian
 
                            G
I've been the best and the worstest
                 C/G
Composed my own curses
                   G
Got my heart broke so bad
                   D
Had to call in the nurses
 
[Break]
G           Em  C/G  D7  G
Whoa Lord
G  Em  C/G  D7  G
 
 
[Verse 5]
              G
Belong to the ages
                         C/G
I take my place with the sages
                       G
Give my clothes to the poor and
                D
My love to the ladies
 



              G
May all them miss me
              C/G
Commended to history
                 G
Write books all about how
                  D
Every one of them kissed me
 
 
[Chorus]
      G
Whoa Lord
      Em
Whoa Lord
         C/G       D7              G
Will You ever ever have a plan for me?
 
 
[Verse 6]
                    G
And so for now I go aimless
                 C/G
Convicted though blameless
                G
At times taking nicknames
               D
At times going nameless
 
         G
Royalty unquestioned
               C/G
A gentleman of discretion
            G
Y'all sing Hallelujah
                  D
For here ends the lesson
 
 
[Chorus]
      G
Whoa Lord
      Em
Whoa Lord
         C/G       D7              G
Will You ever ever have a plan for me?
 
[Chorus]
      G
Whoa Lord
      Em
Whoa Lord
         C/G       D7              G
Will You ever ever have a plan for me?
 
G  Em  C/G  D7  G
G  Em  C/G  D7  G



14289. Oh Love

Brad Paisley - Oh Love 

(feat. Carrie Underwood)
[Brad Paisley]
Strong like a mother holds her child
Free as horses running wild
And real as a prayer on a lonely night
And sure as the ocean tide
[Both]
Oh love
Oh love
Oh the many colors that you're made of
You heal
You bleed
You're the simple truth
And you're the biggest mystery
Oh love
Oh Love
[Carrie Underwood]
Deep as the life from Gods own breath
And it's even after death
Gone like the sunset
[Brad Paisley]
You can break a heart in pieces
Put it back together again
[Carrie Underwood]
You can break down sweet forgiveness
You're the one that never ends
[Both]
Oh Love
Ooooohhhh
Ooooohhhh
Oh love
Oh love
Oh the many colors that you're made of
You heal
You bleed
You're the simple truth
And you're the biggest mystery
Oh love
Oh love
Yeah yeah yeah yeah
Yeah yeah yeah yeah

14290. Oh Love Is Teasin'



Rhiannon Giddens - O Love Is Teasin'

[Chorus]
Oh love is teasin' and love is pleasin'
And love's a pleasure when first it is new
But as love grows older, it still grows colder
And fades away like the mornin' dew

[Verse 1]
Come all ye fair maids, now take a warnin'
Don't ever heed what a young man will say
He's like a star on a foggy mornin'
When you think he's near, he is far away

[Verse 2]
I left my father, I left my mother
I left my brothers and my sisters too
I left my home and my fond dwelling
My young man, for the sake of you

[Chorus]
Oh love is teasin' and love is pleasin'
And love's a pleasure when first it is new
But as love grows older, it still grows colder
And fades away like the mornin' dew

14291. Oh Mama

Oh, Mama
Song by Aoife O'Donovan

When I was a barmaid,
You were my mead
When I was a brave knight,
You were my steed
When I was so lonesome,
I wanted to cry
You came to me in the night
You cried o Mama, sing me a love song
Pour me some bourbon
Lay me down low
O baby my poor heart is breaking
I feel the ground shaking
Right under my feet.
Just put me to sleep
When I was a sailor
You were my land
Always receding nowhere to stand
And when I fell over
You were the whale
You picked me on on your tail
You cried o Mama, sing me a love song
Pour me some bourbon
Lay me down low



O baby my poor heart is breaking
I feel the ground shaking
Right under my feet.
Just put me to sleep
When I was a farmer you were my rain
When I was a young lover
You were my pain
When all the fireflies that we trapped in jars
Escaped last night under the stars
You cried, o darling, sing me a love song
Pour me some bourbon,
And lay me down low
Mm baby, your poor heart is breaking
I feel the ground shaking
Right under my feet

Oo mama,
Sing me a love song
Pour me some bourbon
And lay me down low
Oo baby, poor heart is breaking
I feel the ground shaking
Right under my feet
Just put me to sleep
Put me to sleep

14292. Oh Mary

Oh Mary 
The Rarely Herd

Well I'm singing Mary (Oh Mary don't you weep)
Tell Martha not to mourn (Martha not to mourn)
Well, well, well Mary (Oh Mary don't you weep)
Tell Martha not to mourn (Martha not to mourn)
I'm singin'... if (if I could)
You know that I would (I surely would)
Stand on the rock (stand on the rock)
Where Moses stood (Moses stood)

Well Mary and Martha were crying
Lord hurry on your way
Make your way down to Bethany town
Save Lazarus from the grave

Well I'm singing Mary (Oh Mary don't you weep)
Tell Martha not to mourn (Martha not to mourn)
Well, well, well Mary (Oh Mary don't you weep)
Tell Martha not to mourn (Martha not to mourn)
I'm singin'... if (if I could)
You know that I would (I surely would)
Stand on the rock (stand on the rock)
Where Moses stood (Moses stood)



Well, He walked down to the graveside
And He freed them from there doubt
Jesus called into Lazarus there
And Lazarus walked right out

Well I'm singing Mary (Oh Mary don't you weep)
Tell Martha not to mourn (Martha not to mourn)
Well, well, well Mary (Oh Mary don't you weep)
Tell Martha not to mourn (Martha not to mourn)
I'm singin'... if (if I could)
You know that I would (I surely would)
Stand on the rock (stand on the rock)
Where Moses stood (Moses stood)

14293. Oh Me Oh My

Oh Me Oh My
Chatham County Line

[Verse 1]
Oh me oh my time never flies
When you're waitin' on love to catch your eye
And you're lonely all alone
Might as well hit a bar, prop up a stool
Play pinball, play the fool
Getting lower than a baritone

[Chorus]
There must be hope for me somewhere
There must be a lucky roll of the dice
For now I sit and stare out these blue eyes
Lookin' for a love oh me oh my

[Verse 2]
Oh my oh me, the poor honey bee
Works all day long for his queen
A woman he's never seen
Sleeps all night by his self
Don't he long for someone else
A bee I should've been

[Chorus]
There must be hope for me somewhere
There must be a lucky roll of the dice
For now I sit and stare out these blue eyes
Lookin' for a love oh me oh my



14294. Oh Me, Oh My

Oh Me, Oh My
Abigail Washburn

Grain falling from the sky
What a vision oh me, oh my
Leave the chaffe for a bitter rain
The gods knew you'd call my name

No, I don't know why, I don't know why,
No, I don't know why you love me
No, I don't know why but, oh, you do

Spider crawling up my thigh
What a vision oh me, oh my
Laid its silk along my vein
The gods knew you'd stake this claim

Thistle hair and a mangey train and no one no one no one else to blame
Laden steps on a drifting plane and two more two more steps
and I'll make my way to you

Celestial body in your blinking eye
What a vision oh me, oh my
Stayed its course to ease my pain
The gods knew which stars to hang

14295. Oh My Goodness

Jim Lauderdale - Oh My Goodness

[Verse 1]
I'm glad we don't feel out of place
Now that we're right here face to face
'Cause it's a different world out there
Than the one we used to share

[Chorus]
Oh my goodness
Who'd thought it would be like this?
Oh my goodness
Don't you want to stay?

[Verse 2]
You know you brought me back to life
And you showed me so much light
Now there's not much left to see
There's not much left of me

[Chorus]
Oh my goodness
Who'd thought it would be like this?



Oh my goodness
Don't you want to stay?
Oh my goodness
Don't you want to stay?

14296. Oh My Loneliness

Oh My Loneliness (Larry W. Jones 07/05/2007) 

Twilight shadows bring the blues
When everything you have, you lose
And I lost everything with you
Oh, my loneliness
Now I spend each day remembering
The happiness your kiss would bring
How did it all come to this
Oh, my loneliness
The moon still shines its golden beams
But what's the use when there's no dreams
I'll never have your love again
My dreams were all in vain
Blue skies of yesterday turned grey
Now that you have gone away
How I miss your sweet caress
Oh, my loneliness
- instrumental -
The moon still shines its golden beams
But what's the use when there's no dreams
I'll never have your love again
My dreams were all in vain
Blue skies of yesterday turned grey
Now that you have gone away
How I miss your sweet caress
Oh, my loneliness

14297. Oh My Love

Oh My Love
Bearfoot

Oh my love, can't you see?
There's no fear past the meadow in my eyes of green
Take my hand, walk beside
Ain't no casanova, just a burn inside
I can't help what i'm feeling inside
When it feels so right, when you kiss me goodnight
I will take you to the sea to wash away a part of me that's been so lonely all these years
I've got a friend
Ain't no lie



Like the lies it's been telling
It keeps making me cry
Oh my love, follow me
See the love past the meadows in your eyes of green
I can't help what i'm feeling inside
When it feels so right, when you kiss me goodnight
I will take you to the sea to wash away a part of me that's been so lonely
And i'm alive
Thinking i'm holding on to this bird eyes view
In my cage
Say goodbye
Tell me a story
La da dee
La dee da
I can't help what i'm feeling inside
When it feels so right, when you kiss me goodnight
I will take you to the sea to wash away a part of me that's been so lonely
I'm alive

14298. Oh My Sweet Carolina

Emmylou Harris - Oh My Sweet Carolina

Well I went down to Houston and I stopped in San Antone
I passed up the station for the bus
Was trying to find me something but I wasn't sure just what
I ended up with pockets full of dust. 

So I went on to Cleveland and ended up insane
Bought a borrowed suit and learned to dance
I was spending money like the way it likes to rain
And I ended up with pockets full of 'caine. 

Oh my sweet Carolina
What compels me to go?
Oh my sweet disposition
May you one day carry me home. 

I ain't never been to Vegas but I gambled up my life
Building news print boats I raced in sewer mains
I was trying to find me something but I wasn't sure just what
Funny how they say that some things never change. 

Oh my sweet Carolina
What compels me to go?
Oh my sweet disposition
May you one day carry me home. 

Up here in the city it feels like things are closing in
The sunset's just my light bulb burning out
I miss Kentucky and I miss my family
All the sweetest winds they blow across the south. 



Oh my sweet Carolina
What compels me to go?
Oh my sweet disposition
May you one day carry me home
May you one day carry me home.

14299. Oh No Not My Baby

Linda Ronstadt - Oh No Not My Baby

When my friends told me you had someone new,
I didn't believe a single word was true.
I told them all I had faith in you.
I kept right on sayin':
Oh, no, not my baby.
Oh, no, not my sweet baby.
You're not like all those other girls 
Who play with man's hearts like they were toys.

My mama told me, "Son,when rumors spread 
That there is truth somewhere 
And you should use your head."
But I sure didn't listen to what she said;
Don't you know I kept right on sayin':
Oh, no, not my baby.
Oh, no, not my sweet baby.
You're not like all those other girls 
Who lead you on and tell you lies, no, not my baby.

Tell me, baby, 
I don't believe what they're sayin', no.
Oh, no, not my baby.
Oh no, not my sweet baby.
Oh, no, not my baby.
Oh no, not my sweet baby.

Not my baby, not my baby
Not my baby, not my baby, not my baby 
Not my, not my sweet, sweet baby.
Not my baby, not my baby
Not my baby, not my baby, not my baby 
Not my, not my sweet, sweet baby.

Not my baby, not my baby,
Not my baby, not my sweet, sweet baby.
Oh, no, not my baby.
Oh no, not my sweet baby.
Oh, no, not my baby.



14300. Oh Pretty Woman

Ray Stevens - Oh, Pretty Woman

Pretty woman, walkin' down the street
Pretty woman, the kind I'd like to meet
Pretty woman, I don't believe you, you're not the truth
No one could look as good as you
Lord, have mercy
Pretty woman, won't you pardon me?
Pretty woman, I couldn't help but see
Pretty woman, that you look lovely as can be
Are you lonesome just like me?
Pretty woman, stop a while
Pretty woman, talk a while
Pretty woman, give your smile to me
Pretty woman, yeah, yeah, yeah
Pretty woman, look my way
Pretty woman, say you'll stay with me
'Cause I need you, I'll trRat you right
Come to me, baby, be minR tonight
Pretty woman, don't walk on by
Pretty woman, don't make me cry
Pretty woman, don't walk away, hey, alright then
If that's the way it must be, okay
I guess I'll go on home, it's late
There'll be tomorrow night, but wait
What do I see?
Is she walkin' back to me?
Yeah, she's walkin' back to me
Oh, oh, pretty woman

14301. Oh Rosie

Robert Earl Keen - Oh Rosie 

I'm long past hungry
I need a bed
I got some real wild things
Runnin' through my head
Oh Rosie, don't forget me now

I've been to Tulsa
And New Mexico
Still got Tucson and
Colorado left to go
Oh Rosie don't forget me now

Chorus:
Do you remember
Our lucky star
We gave all our wishes to
Now I'm in Denver



In this old bar
Tryin' to do anything to hang on to you
And not be blue

It's all-night TV
With nothin' on
I should be goin' but I'm
Too far gone
Oh Rosie, don't forget me now

There's rotten singers
Lousy art
Western swingers
And my old broken heart
Oh Rosie, don't forget me now

Chorus

It's a hard old highway
A long slow burn
I think about ya Rosie
At every little turn
So don't you worry
Please don't cry
When we're together
That old time will fly on by
Oh Rosie, don't forget me now

Chorus

It's a hard old highway
A long slow burn
I think about ya Rosie
At every little turn
Oh Rosie, don't forget me now

14302. Oh Sally - Chords

Oh Sally 
I Draw Slow

[Intro]
Am     F           C   F C
oooooo-ooooooooooooooo
Am     F           C   F C
oooooo-ooooooooooooooo
 
[Verse 1 ]
C
Oh Sally it just seems wrong, A woman to stay out all night long
C
O Sally it's just not right, Why won't you say where you were last night?
C



O Sally it's just not fair, Your big brown eyes, your golden hair
C
O Sal if it's the same to you, Let's pretend, please let's do
 
 
[Chorus]
F              G              C
We could get drunk and dance all night
F                 G               C
And I could come rolling home to you
F                                  C
And even if you don't feel the way I do, I do
G                      Dm
Let's pretend like you do
F                            C
And we could out the way we used to, used to
G                            Dm
And I would paint the whole town blue
 
 
[Verse 2]
C
Oh Sal it's no sacrifice, All you had to do was just be nice
C
Oh girl you're all dirt and lace,, Wipe that stuff off your face
C
Won't you keep the boys away from you?, They don't feel the way I do
C
And I don't care whatever they say, It's not their business anyway
 
 
[Chorus]
F              G              C
We could get drunk and dance all night
F                  G             C
And I could come rolling home to you
F                                  C
And even if you don't feel the way I do, I do
G                   Dm
Let's pretend like you do
F                            C
And we could out the way we used to, used to
G                            Dm
And I would paint the whole town blue
 
 
[Bridge]
Am     F           C   F C
oooooo-ooooooooooooooo
F Am     F           C   F C
oooooo-ooooooooooooooo
 
 
[Chorus]
F              G              C
We could get drunk and dance all night
F                  G             C



And I could come rolling home to you
F                                  C
And even if you don't feel the way I do, I do
G                   Dm
Let's pretend like you do
F                            C
And we could out the way we used to, used to
G                            Dm
And I would paint the whole town blue
 
[Outro]
C
Oh Sally it's just seems wrong, A woman to stay out all night long...
 
C

14303. Oh Sarah

Sturgill Simpson - Oh Sarah

[Verse 1]
Oh Sarah, here we go again
I can't get past the pain of what I want to say to you
I'm too old now to learn how to let you in
So I'll run away just like I always do
She said if there's something I should know then tell me now
Before I go and give my heart away
So I can get on with my life
You can go on with your strife
Wish you'd speak the words those eyes are trying to say

[Chorus]
Sometimes this life feels like a big old dream
I'm floating around on a cloud inside
When my cloud starts coming apart at the seams
Oh Sarah, that's when I slide

[Verse 2]
There's going to be times that I gotta go away
But don't worry baby I'll come home
Out on the road is where I'm going to find my way
But I'll always find the time when I'm alone
So forgive me if sometimes I seem a little crazy
But god damn, sometimes crazy is how I feel
And my brain is starting to swirl
Down the drain of this old world
And there's only one thing girl I know is real

[Bridge]
It's the love that I feel in your arms
It's the glow you wear around you like a charm
It's the tender in your eyes
That keeps me safe and warm at night



From this life

[Chorus]
Sometimes this life feels like a big old dream
I'm floating around on a cloud inside
When my cloud starts coming apart at the seams
Oh Sarah, that's when I slide

14304. Oh Sing To Me Of Heav'n

The Lonesome Sisters - Oh Sing to Me of Heav'n

O sing to me of Heav'n
When I am called to die
Sing songs of holy ecstasy,
To walk my soul on high.

There'll be no sorrow there
there'll be no sorrow there
In Heav'n above where all is love
there'll be no sorrow there

When cold and sluggish drops
Roll off my dyin brow,
Break forth in songs of joyfulness,
Let Heav'n begin below.

There'll be no sorrow there
there'll be no sorrow there
In Heav'n above where all is love
there'll be no sorrow there

Then to my raptured ear
Let one sweet song begin
Let music charm me last on earth,

And greet me first in Heav'n.

14305. Oh Sleeper

The Lonesome Sisters - Oh Sleeper

Doves are mourning way up in the lattice
The night folds back its starry wings
I'm thinking of you in the twilight
Among the shadows of the angels it brings

Oh sleeper now you're heart is waking
As you leave me on this silent shore



And the chords of your soul that once were broken
Will ring across the waves now evermore

One terrible beautiful morning
As the bird shakes off the rain of dawn
I'll shake off time from this body
And meet you in that eternal home

14306. Oh Susanna

Oh Susanna

I come from Alabama
With my banjo on my knee
I'm going to Louisiana
My true love for to see

It rained all night the day I left
The weather it was dry
The sun so hot I froze to death
Susanna don't you cry

    Oh Susanna
    Oh don't you cry for me
    For I come from Alabama
    With my banjo on my knee

I had a dream the other night
When everything was still
I thought I saw Susanna
A-coming down the hill

The buckwheat cake was in her mouth
The tear was In her eye
Says I I'm coming from the south
Susanna don't you cry

    Oh Susanna
    Oh don't you cry for me
    For I come from Alabama
    With my banjo on my knee

14307. Oh Suzanna

Oh Suzanna

I come from Alabama with a banjo on my knee
I'm going to Louisiana my true love for to see
It rained all night the day I left the weather it was dry



Sun so hot I froze to death Suzanna don't you cry

   Oh, Suzanna don't you cry for me
   I come from Alabama with a banjo on my knee

I had a dream the other night when everything was still
I dreamt I saw Suzanna way up on the hill
Buckwheat cakes was in her mouth, the tears was in her eyes
Said I'm a comin from the south Suzanna don't you cry

I'm headed down to New Orleans and there I'll look around
And if I do not find Suzanna I'll fall upon the ground
And if I do not find her then I'll surely die
And when I'm dead and buried, Suzanna don't you cry

14308. Oh Sweet Longing

Oh Sweet Longing
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
I dreamed of you in white dress and garlands
[?] golden to give you away
With Riesling and huckleberries gracing the table
Teaching the children to laugh and to pray

[Verse 2]
I grieved for you in the hills of Sienna
I called out your name to the great North Sea
I reached for your hand in a snowfield near Gardner
My longing for you always brought me to me

[Chorus]
Oh, sweet longing
I drink from a cup that will never be filled
Oh, sweet longing
I long for you now and I always will
Always will

[Verse 3]
From the foot of a redwood I looked up in wonder
From the side of a canyon in fresh fallen snow
On the bank of a mountain stream I heard you calling
I know I must follow wherever you go

[Chorus]
Oh, sweet longing
I drink from a cup that will never be filled
Oh, sweet longing
I long for you now and I always will
Always will

[Verse 4]



I live in the hope you stir up inside me
Filling my heart and filling my eyes
Like a river love flows to the valley below me
I stand on a mountain and hear my own cry

[Verse 5]
I believe in old souls, I believe in forever
I believe that this moment is all we can see
I believe in the one who calls lovers forward
My longing for love always brings me to me

[Chorus]
Oh, sweet longing
I drink from a cup that will never be filled
Oh, sweet longing
I long for you now and I always will, always will

14309. Oh Take Me Back

Oh Take Me Back
The Carter Family

Woke up this morning and I could not keep from crying
Woke up this morning and I could not keep from crying
My good gal left me with a troubling mind

Oh just look where that evening sun has gone
Oh just look where that evening sun has gone
Gone down behind the mountain and it wont be back till dawn

Oh hand me that long distance phone
Oh hand me that long distance phone
Gonna talk to my honey all night long

Oh take me back and try me one more time
Oh take me back and try me one more time
And if I don't do then send me down the line

14310. Oh The Glorious

Brett Dennen - Oh the Glorious

After all these tears have dried
These knots are gonna come untied
And when I climb down from this tree
To walk on land will be so heavenly
And if I don't know what to do
Oh, I swear I won't follow any of you
Because all thats wanted by us



To lay our tracks in the settling dust
All that's wanted by us
Mhmm, is the glorious
And I've been loved inside a heart for years
And I'm breaking out
I'm busting rims
And I'm led blinding through the light of day
And I know now that none of you fools know the way
None of you fools know the way
When my words are rehearsed and clear
May I speak loud enough for everyone to hear
And when my arrow flies straight and true
May it pierce the clouds soar through on through
And when I gain the strength to make a move
I'll drift above and sail away from this cold wet ground
Because all that's wanted by us
Is to lay our tracks in the settling dust
All that's wanted by us
Mhmm, is the glorious
And I've been loved inside a heart for years
And I'm breaking out
I'm busting rims
It's time for me to go off on my own
You can tell them that this child has grown
Tell them that this child has grown

14311. Oh The Pain Of Loving You

Osborne Brothers - Oh, the pain of loving you
Composer: Dolly Parton - Porter Wagoner

Oh the pain of loving you oh the mis'ry I go through
Never knowing what to do oh the pain of loving you

You just can't stand to see me happy seems you hurt me all you can
Still I go on loving you but I'll never understand

Oh the pain of loving you...

To love and hate at the same time the line between the two is fine
But two has bound me heart to soul so strong that I can't let you go

Oh the pain of loving you...
Oh the pain of loving you

14312. Oh Those Tombs

Oh Those Tombs



I was strolling one day in a lonly graveyard, 
When a voice from the tomb seemed to say,
I once lived as you lived walked and talked as tou talked,
But from earth I was soon called away
Chorus
Oh those tombs ( oh those tombs) lonely tombs (lonely tombs)
Seemed to say in a low gentle tone
Ph how sweet (oh how sweet) is the rest(is the rest)
In our beautiful Heavedly home
Every voice from the tomb seemed to whisper and say,
Living man you must soon follow me,
And I thought as I looked on those cold marble slabs
What a dark lonely place that must be,
Then I came to the place where my mother was laid,
and in silence I stood by her tomb,
and her voice seemed to say in a low gentle tone,
I an safe with my Savior at home.
Chorus

14313. Oh What A Beautiful World

Rodney Crowell - Oh What A Beautiful World

It's the time and the place
Every line on your face
It's the truth and the lie
It's to live and to die
Oh what a beautiful world
It's a girl and a boy
And the first taste of joy
It's an old photograph of two hearts torn in half
Oh what a beautiful world
We build our hopes up high, perchance to someday fly
Across a clear blue sky to someplace new
It's a walk in the park or a shot in the dark
It's a thief in the night, or the first ray of light
Oh what a beautiful world
We live our legends down, wake up in lost and found
Become that highway sound and roll on through
It's the rise and the fall of the clocks on the wall
It's the first and the last of your days flying past
Oh what a beautiful world

14314. Oh What A Love

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Oh What a Love

Oh what a love, that'll bind the wounds of a loss and heal my heart
Oh what a love, to cast away the pain



Oh what a love, that'll bear for me the cost of a brand new start
Oh what a love, to let me begin again

Oh what a life, that'll brighten up the corners of a lonely life
Oh what a life, to cast away the rain
Oh what a life to remove the gloom I face in the dark alone
Oh what a life, I believe I can see again

I remember the day
We walked on the beach till sunset, then we sang
And the songs we played were a promise of love that'll last beyond the grave

Oh what a song, learned from the sea taught slowly to the young
Oh what a song, to cast away the rain
Oh what a song, to break the bonds of fear and still the sound
Oh what a song, I believe I can sing again

I remember the day we met at a place of hope, I took what you gave
And the words we'd say were a promise of love that'll honor beyond the grave

Chorus

14315. Oh What A Silent Night - Chords

Oh What A Silent Night 
Marty Stuart

Capo on 3
 
[Intro]
/ D   / D   / G   / D   / F   / G   / D   / D
 
[Verse]
    D
The wind is creepin' across the mountains
    G       F          D
The moon is nowhere in sight
G                     D
Gone is the voice I'm used to hearing
F          G      D
Oh, what a silent night
 
    D
The telephone's been disconnected
G                F            D
But she wouldn't call me any- way
    G                           D
But even if she did, I wouldn't answer
F                      G            D
'Cause there's not one word left to say
 
[ChorusÑ■
    G                       D



She told me, she was disen- chanted
    G                     A
She needed those big city lights
        D
Well, I loved her and I told her, her wish was granted
F          G      D
Oh, what a silent night
 
[Instrumental]
/ D   / D   / D   / D   / G   / F   / D   / D   /
/ G   / G   / D   / D   / F   / G   / D   / D
 
[Verse]
  D
I sit here, feelin' my heart breaking
G         F               D
I think I felt a teardrop fall
  G                       D
I listen for the sound my heart is making
F            G                D
But it don't make no sound at all
 
      D
And I wonder just how long I'll miss her
G       F                D
Will my hair be black or white
G                        D
God, I'd give my soul to kiss her
F          G      D
Oh, what a silent night
 
[Chorus]
    G                       D
She told me, she was disen- chanted
    G                     A
She needed those big city lights
        D
Well, I loved her and I told her, her wish was granted
F          G      D
Oh, what a silent night
 
[Outro]
F          G      D       F G D D F G C D
Oh, what a silent night

14316. Oh What A World - Chords

Oh What A World 
Kacey Musgraves

[Intro]
B                  F#m
Oh, what a world, I don't wanna leave



        A                        E
There's all kinds of magic; it's hard to believe
B                    F#m
Oh, what a world, I don't wanna leave
         A                        E
There's all kinds of magic; it's hard to believe
 
[Verse 1]
B               F#m
Northern lights in our skies
A               E
Plants that grow and open your mind
B              F#m
Things that swim with a neon glow
A                    E          F#m
How we all got here, nobody knows
 
[Pre-Chorus]
          E         B  F#m
These are real things
          E        A
These are real things
 
[Chorus]
              B                F#m
Oh, what a world, don't wanna leave
              E                        B
All kinds of magic all around us; it's hard to believe
               B                   F#m
Thank God it's not too good to be true
            A E                      B   F#m   A   E
Oh, what a world, and then there is you
 
[Verse 2]
B               F#m
Did I know you once in another life?
A                    E
Are we here just once or a billion times?
B                  F#m
Well, I wish I knew, but it doesn't matter
A                             E                   F#m
'Cause you're here right now, and I know what I feel
 
[Pre-Chorus]
          E         B  F#m
These are real things
          E        A
These are real things
 
[Chorus]
              B                F#m
Oh, what a world, don't wanna leave
              E                        B
All kinds of magic all around us; it's hard to believe
               B                   F#m
Thank God it's not too good to be true
            A E                      B   F#m   A   E



Oh, what a world, and then there is you
                       B   F#m   A   E  F#m
Oh, and then there is you
 
[Pre-Chorus]
          E         B  F#m
These are real things
          E        A
These are real things
 
[Chorus 2]
             B F#m             E  B
Oh, what a world, all kinds of magic
              B                  F#m
Tell me it's not too good to be true
              A E                  B   F#m   A   E
Oh, what a world, and then there is you
 
[Outro]
B                   F#m
Oh, what a world, I don't wanna leave
        A                        E
There's all kinds of magic; it's hard to believe
(And then there is you)
B                   F#m
Oh, what a world, I don't wanna leave
        A                        E
There's all kinds of magic; it's hard to believe
(And then there is you)
B                   F#m
Oh, what a world, I don't wanna leave
        A                        E
There's all kinds of magic; it's hard to believe
(And then there is you)
B                   F#m
Oh, what a world, I don't wanna leave
        A                        E
There's all kinds of magic; it's hard to believe

14317. Oh When My Body Stops - Chords

Oh When My Body Stops - John Hartford 

  E                     
Say that I stop changing
             A       E
Say that I stop growing
    E
Say that I stop growing
                   A   E
Is to admit that I am dead

Chorus 1:



  F#                 E
Oh----when my body stops
                        A            E
My brain will have to slam on its brakes

And it will skid on ----a- few- more- feet
  A         E
Before it crashes

Chorus 2:
  E            
Say that I am a thinker
                       A   E
Just say that I know something
   E                              
It is to say that I know something
     A            E
Is nothing in itself
  F#
Oh---when my poetry stops
My brain will slam on its brakes
Will it skid--- on a few more feet
Before it whispers

Chorus 1:
  E
Oh---to say that I am imperfect
                A     E
Is to say that I am human

And to say I am human
    A          E
Is perfection in itself

14318. Oh Why Not Tonight - Chords

Oh Why Not Tonight 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro]
E  E  E B  E A  E
 
E              B7          E
Oh, do not let the Word depart,
     B7                           E
And close thine eyes against the light;
                     A         E
Poor sinner, harden not your heart,
A    E    B7     E
Be saved, oh, tonight. 
 
E                     B7      E
Oh, why not tonight? (not tonight)



    B7                        E
Oh, why not tonight? (not tonight)
          A    E
Wilt thou be saved?
A    E   B7      E
Then why not tonight?
 
E                   B7    E
Tomorrow?s sun may never rise
    B7                      E
To bless thy long-deluded sight;
                  A            E
This is the time, oh, then be wise,
A    E    B7     E
Be saved, oh, tonight.
 
E                     B7      E
Oh, why not tonight? (not tonight)
    B7                        E
Oh, why not tonight? (not tonight)
          A    E
Wilt thou be saved?
A    E   B7      E
Then why not tonight?
 
[Inst](Same as intro)
 
E                         B7
Our Lord in pity lingers still,
E
And wilt thou thus His love requite?
B7
Renounce at once thy stubborn will,
E
Be saved, oh, tonight.
 
E
Our blessed Lord refuses none
             B7          E
Who would to Him their souls unite;
           A     E
Believe on Him, the work is done,
B7        E
Be saved, oh, tonight.
 
E                     B7      E
Oh, why not tonight? (not tonight)
    B7                        E
Oh, why not tonight? (not tonight)
          A    E
Wilt thou be saved?
A    E   B7      E
Then why not tonight?



14319. Oh You Engineer

Oh You Engineer
Shel Silverstein

Henry Green was an engineer driver of the five-o-nine.
On his regular run he would stop for some fun
With the ladies down the line.
He'd love 'em and deceive 'em
Lie to 'em and leave 'em.
Finally the word leaked out.
His wife was waiting by the roundhouse door.
You could hear her shout:

"Oh! sweet engineer, won't you kindly turn your engine down.
If you go too fast you'll never get to Natchez, baby.
You'll break down outside of town.
If your wine ain't corked, it'll just turn sour.
Whatcha really need now dad is stayin' power.
Oh, sweet engineer won't you kindly turn your engine down?"

"Oh! sweet engineer, you're causin' me worry and pain.
If you go too fast you just can't last.
Little Judy ain't gonna ride your train.
Your stack is smokin' and your boiler's hot,
Your valves are leakin' and your brakes are shot.
Oh, sweet engineer won't you kindly turn your engine down?"

14320. Oh, Agamemnon

Crooked Still 
Oh, Agamemnon

Oh my darling
Lay yourself down
I'll tell you a sad sad tale of the love that I hadn't found
Till you whispered to me your sweet sound

Oh my lady
Put your hand in mine
I'll pull you in to me for a dance that has no time
To a song that doesn't rhyme

All I can give you is this pool I'm in
And I forgive you if you find that you cannot swim
Stop me from thinking of what I once knew
Save me from sinking in the river of your eyes so blue
Sit down beside me
Sing to me a song
Play me a fiddle tune and forget about what we did wrong
How we stayed away too long

Draw me a picture of a lonesome turtle dove



Write me a line of verse that was sent from heaven above
And you'll win back my love

All I can give you is this gentle heart
And I forgive you if it rips your world apart
All I can say dear, is take me to your bed
Just let me stay here and rest my aching head...

14321. Oh, Girl

Oh, Girl
Hackensaw Boys - Oh, Girl

Well my little girl she's a pretty young thing
Gonna buy that girl a black diamond ring
Oh girl

Better wear that ring
Better wear it proud
Better wear that ring all over town
Oh girl

And your daddy seemed like a sensable man
If he knows what's right he'll let you take my hand
Oh girl
Yeah
Oh girl
Are you avoiding me?
Oh girl
Gonna buy my love a black SUV
I'm gonna sink it in the deep black sea
Oh girl
And when I come calling 'round your door
Your daddy says that you'd been gone the night before
Oh girl
Oh girl
Are you avoiding me?
Oh girl
Oh girl
Are you avoiding me?
Oh girl
If I find out you've been avoiding me
Imma sugar your tank and salt your tree
Oh girl

14322. Oh, He's Everywhere

Dolly Parton - Oh, He's Everywhere 
(Porter Wagoner)



He walks in my mind like a shadow
Someone speaks his name and he appears
I can see his face in total darkness
Oh, he's everywhere
He left a memory that lives with me
A memory of how it used to be
And I remember all the things we used to share
Oh, he's everywhere
He waits in the corners of my mind
And in the stillness of the night, he walks around
Sometimes his memory's so real I think he's really there
Oh, he's everywhere
He left a memory that lives with me
A memory of how it used to be
I remember all the things we used to share
Oh, he's everywhere
Oh, he's everywhere

14323. Oh, Sister

Emmylou Harris
Oh, Sister

[Verse 1]
Oh, sister, when I come to lie in your arms
You should not treat me like a stranger
Our Father would not like the way that you act
And you must realize the danger

[Verse 2]
Oh, sister, am I not a brother to you
And one deserving of affection?
And is our purpose not the same on this earth
To love and follow His direction?

[Verse 3]
We grew up together
From the cradle to the grave
We died and were reborn
And then mysteriously saved

[Verse 4]
Oh, sister, when I come to knock on your door
Don't turn away, you'll create sorrow
Time is an ocean but it ends at the shore
You may not see me tomorrow



14324. Oh, What A Feeling

Rodney Crowell - Oh, What A Feeling

[Verse 1]
When I'm feeling down and blue
And I need someone to lean on
I know she'll be coming through
Give me something I can dream on

[Chorus]
It feels so good holding her at night
No one else could be so right
Oh, what a feeling

[Verse 2]
When I'm knocking on her door
I know she's glad to see me
When I'm calling out for more
She gives her love so freely

[Chorus]
It feels so good holding her at night
No one else could be so right
Oh, what a feeling

[Guitar Solo]

[Verse 3]
When I'm feeling down and blue
And I need someone to lean on
And if I don't know what to do
She gives me something I can dream on

[Chorus]
It feels so good holding her at night
No one else could be so right
Oh, what a feeling
Oh, what a feeling

14325. Oh, What A Silent Night - Chords

Oh, What A Silent Night
Marty Stuart - Oh, What A Silent Night
Written by Marty Stuart & Harlan Howard
Recorded by Marty Stuart
Album Love & Luck (1994)

(Capo on 3)

Intro.:  /(D) /(D) /(G) /(D) /(F) /(G) /(D) /(D)

The (D)wind is creepin' across the mountains



The (G)moon is (F)nowhere in (D)sight
(G)Gone is the voice I'm (D)used to hearing
(F)Oh, what a (G)silent (D)night 

The (D)telephone's been disconnected
(G) But she wouldn't (F)call me any-(D)way
But (G)even if she did, I wouldn't (D)answer
(F) 'Cause there's not one (G)word left to (D)say

(Chorus)
She (G)told me, she was disen-(D)chanted
She (G)needed those big city (A)lights
Well, I (D)loved her and I told her, her wish was granted
(F)Oh, what a (G)silent (D)night

Inst.:  /(D) /(D) /(D) /(D) /(G) /(F) /(D) /(D) /
        /(G) /(G) /(D) /(D) /(F) /(G) /(D) /(D)

I (D)sit here, feelin' my heart breaking
(G) I think I (F)felt a teardrop (D)fall
I (G)listen for the sound my (D)heart is making
(F) But it don't (G)make no sound at (D)all

And I (D)wonder just how long I'll miss her
(G) Will my (F)hair be black or (D)white
(G) God, I'd give my soul to (D)kiss her
(F)Oh, what a (G)silent (D)night

(Chorus)
She (G)told me, she was disen-(D)chanted
She (G)needed those big city (A)lights
Well, I (D)loved her and I told her, her wish was granted
(F)Oh, what a (G)silent (D)night

(Tag)
(F)Oh, what a (G)silent (D)night /(F) /(G) /(D) /(D) /(F) /(G)(C)/(D) -----

14326. Oh, Yes I Can

Rodney Crowell - Oh, Yes I Can

Rain, rain, Lord, watch it rain
Wash away the dirt, can't wash away the pain
I feel as empty as a paper cup
Gonna take that thing, gonna fill it up
Oh yes I can anytime I want to
Oh yes I can, baby, and I think that I'm going to
Break my heart, this one's on me
I ain't lookin' for any sympathy
I feel like fallin' for some old worn-out line
Oh don't you know I can get it anywhere anytime?
Oh yes I can anytime I want to
Oh yes I can, baby, and I think that I'm going to



Night is calling and I want to answer
Got to move in closer, baby, 'cause I'm a dancer
Got to play it louder, got to make it stronger
Got to dance my heart out just a little while longer
Oh yes I can anytime I want to
Oh yes I can anytime I want to
Oh yes I can, baby, and I think that I'm going to

14327. Okanagan Valley

Okanagan Valley
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
Peaches in the summertime, apples in the fall
Up and down this valley I've picked buckets of them all
300 dollars a week, and good times here to tell
How can a young man stay at home when the girls all look so well

[Chorus]
Okanagan Valley, a fruit picker's delight
Work hard in the daytime and singing all the night
(Alt) Drinking wine and singing songs all hours of the night
Okanagan Valley, you've never done me wrong
Sleep under a cherry tree, then up to work at dawn

[Verse]
I'll never marry a rich girl, she'll sit at home and cry
Marry me a country girl who can bake an apple pie
With money in my pocket, and shoes upon my feet
Everywhere I look there's more fruit than a man can eat

[Chorus]
Okanagan Valley, a fruit picker's delight
Drinking wine and singing songs all hours of the night
Okanagan Valley, you've never done me wrong
Sleep under a cherry tree, then up to work at dawn

[Verse]
Them fruit trees are heavy, limbs hang on the ground
Grab my pack across by back and head from town to town
A poor man takes a Greyhound bus, a rich man rides a plane
Me I'm gonna walk that road and get there just the same

[Chorus]
Okanagan Valley, a fruit picker's delight
Work hard in the daytime and singing all the night
Okanagan Valley, you've never done me wrong
Sleep under a cherry tree, then up to work at dawn



14328. Okie From Muskogee

Merle Haggard - Okie From Muskogee
Album: This Is Merle Haggard

We don't smoke marijuana in Muskogee;
We don't take no trips on LSD
We don't burn no draft cards down on Main Street;
We like livin' right, and bein' free.

I'm proud to be an Okie from Muskogee,
A place where even squares can have a ball
We still wave Old Glory down at the courthouse,
And white lightnin's still the biggest thrill of all

We don't make a party out of lovin';
We like holdin' hands and pitchin' woo;
We don't let our hair grow long and shaggy,
Like the hippies out in San Francisco do.

And I'm proud to be an Okie from Muskogee,
A place where even squares can have a ball.
We still wave Old Glory down at the courthouse,
And white lightnin's still the biggest thrill of all.

Leather boots are still in style for manly footwear;
Beads and Roman sandals won't be seen.
Football's still the roughest thing on campus,
And the kids here still respect the college dean.

We still wave Old Glory down at the courthouse,
In Muskogee, Oklahoma, USA.

14329. Oklahoma Borderline

Vince Gill - Oklahoma Borderline
Bluegrass Etc

Well it's rainin' down in Houston
And I got holes in both my shoes
Baby's put me on the street
She says "I'm through with you"

She thinks I'm gonna miss her
Someone tell her that she's wrong
I'm goin' back to Oklahoma, boys
'Cause that's where I belong

I need one good ride
I'll be satisfied
Come on Oklahoma borderline
If we roll all night
She'll be comin' into sight



Come on Oklahoma borderline

Well now I don't need no Texas girl
Doggin' me around
I may be a Okie, son
But I've still been to town

Well those Oklahoma city girls
They always treat you right
Well tell mama that I'm comin' home (not sure of this line...)
And I'm leavin' out tonight

I need one good ride
I'll be satisfied
Come on Oklahoma borderline
If we roll all night
She'll be comin' into sight
Come on Oklahoma borderline

So with two bucks in my pocket
And my thumb stuck in the wind
When I cross Red River, boys
I won't be back again

Give me old back roads and truck stops
And 18 wheels that whine
And some good ol' boy to take me
To that Oklahoma line

I need one good ride
I'll be satisfied
Come on Oklahoma borderline
If we roll all night
She'll be comin' into sight
Come on Oklahoma borderline

I caught one good ride
She's comin' into sight
Hello Oklahoma borderline

14330. Oklahoma Gals

Oklahoma Gals
Recorded by Bob Wills (Vocal: Tommy Duncan)

[D] Grab your gal and [D/F#] turn her [D] 'round
[A7] Let your little foot [D] jar the ground
Bawl just like a [D/F#] long-haired [D] hound
[A7] Tell me - are you comin' out to-[D]night?

Refrain:
[D] Oklahoma Gals, Ain't cha [D/F#] comin' out to-[D] night?
[A7] Comin' out tonight? [D] Comin' out tonight?



Oklahoma Gals, ain't cha [D/F#] comin' out to-[D] night?
And [A7] dance by the light of the [D] moon?

[D] Over the river to [D/F#] feed the [D] ducks
[A7] Over the river to [D] Charlie's
Over the river to [D/F#] feed the [D] ducks
And [A7] gather the [D] Barley.

Refrain:
Jaybird sittin' on a piece of tin
I picked up a rock and hit 'im on the shin
He said, little boy - don't you do that again
Tell me - are you comin' out tonight?

Refrain:
On your left and now your right
Treat 'em all alike - if it takes all night
We wont' go home till broad daylight
Tell me - are you comin' out tonight?

Refrain:

oo4212 D/F# (Optional)

14331. Oklahoma Hills

Oklahoma Hills
Woody Guthrie / Jack Guthrie

Many a month has come and gone
Since I've wandered from my home
In those Oklahoma hills
Where I was born

Many a page of my life has turned
Many lessons I have learned
And I feel like in those hills
Where I belong

Chorus:
Way down yonder in the Indian nation
Ridin' my pony on the reservation
In the Oklahoma hills where I was born

Way down yonder in the Indian nation
A cowboy's life is my occupation
In the Oklahoma Hills where I was born

But as I sit here today
Many mile's I am away
From the place I rode my pony
Through the draw



Where the oak and black-jack trees
Kiss the playful prairie breeze
And I feel back in those hills
Where I belong

Chorus

Now as I turn life a page
To the land of the great Osage
In those Oklahoma hills
Where I was born

Where the black oil rolls and flows
And the snow white cotton grows
And I feel like in those hills
Where I belong

Chorus

14332. Oklahoma Sky

Allison Moorer
Oklahoma Sky

[Verse 1]
How long has it taken me to find you
Five hundred years, five hundred thousand miles
It don't matter now
Love's always on time
Meet me underneath the Oklahoma sky

[Verse 2]
Lightning flashed, everything went silent
A feather could have knocked me to the floor
Missing piece was found
I was finally alive
Meet me underneath the Oklahoma sky

[Bridge]
With the speed of sound
I'm homeward bound mhmm

[Verse 3]
All our sorrows swept away forever
Each and every tear washed out to sea
There ain't no goodbye
With your hand in mine
Meet me underneath the Oklahoma sky
Oklahoma sky



14333. Oklahoma Swing - Chords

Oklahoma Swing
Recorded by Vince Gill and Reba McEntire
Written by Tim Dubois and Vince Gill

G                                       C
There's a redhead from my hometown that loves to let her hair down
    G
She tears my heart out when she starts to sing
                                                 C
She's from the right side of Red River and she's pretty as a picture
                     D7                G
Don't you know she's this ole cowboy's dream
             C                      F
Oh there's a boy from Okie City and I sure think he's pretty
      C                   G              C
But I know he's tryin' to steal my heart away
                                       F
Oh my momma tried to warn me he's done time in California
          C          G              C
But he'll be an Okie till his dyin' day
          F                  C
There's a dance we do in Oklahoma
  F                       C
A dance like you've never seen
    F                    C
Sit back and we're gonna show ya
D7             G        C
How to do that Oklahoma swing
G             C                              F
Well when two Okies get together man there's nothin' they like better
        C               G            C
Than to hold each other on a sawdust floor
                                         F
Oh I love it when we're swayin' to those sweet twin fiddles playin'
C                    G          C
Come on boy what are we waitin' for
repeat #3 x2
     D7             G        C
Yeah how to do that Oklahoma swing

14334. Ol' Cook Pot

The Duhks - Ol' Cook Pot 

Mama gonna bargain with the 'ol cook pot
Try to get more than what that bowler got
Don't trim no fat, pulls potatoes from a box
Mama gonna bargain with the 'ol cook pot

Mama gonna water that gravy down
Got to make enough to go around



With five mouths to feed and Papa in the ground
Mama gonna water that gravy down

Well, thank the Lord and sit up straight
Mind your manners and clean your plate
Don't ask for seconds savor every drop
'Cause there's nothin' more comin' from that ol' cook pot

Now Mama's gonna bargain with the ol' cook pot
Pray to the Maker, make the hunger stop
And ask a little more than what we've got
Oh, Mama gonna bargain with the ol' cook pot

Thank the Lord and sit up straight
Mind your manners and clean your plate
Don't ask for seconds savor every drop
'Cause there's nothin' more comin', nothin' more comin', no more

Mama gonna bargain with the 'ol cook pot
Try to get more than what that bowler got
Don't trim no fat, pulls potatoes from a box
Mama gonna bargain with the 'ol cook pot

Mama gonna bargain with the 'ol cook pot
Mama gonna bargain with the 'ol cook pot

14335. Ol' Dood (Part I)

Sturgill Simpson - Ol' Dood (Part I)

[Verse 1]
One and all had heard the stories, an eyewitness had been sworn
'Bout a man born in Hardburly back in June of twenty-nine
Must have got that Martin Meylin muzzle day he was born
Things he could do with that rifle, blow the balls off a bat, reload, and shoot it one more time

[Verse 2]
Had a monster of a mule, was a mighty fine steed
Sham and Sam, a tomahawk and that flintlock's all he need
Finding food and finding trouble and always taking heed
Any man that crossed him was surely gonna bleed
And he'd stretch you up and burn you for callin' him half-breed

[Chorus]
Left the varnish off his words, feared no beast nor man
Didn't want to end up in his debt 'cause it'd damn sure get paid
He was harder than thR nails hammered Jesus' hands
HR was the one they called Dood
Son of a mountain miner and a Shawnee maiden

[Verse 3]
Wore a size seventeen ring, had hands like a bear
And if he got 'em on ya, he's takin' that top hair



His grandfather taught him how to hunt, how to live off the land
Taught him how to take a scalp when you kill a man

[Verse 4]
He was a deadly warrin' daddy with a gun gleam in his eyes
Till he found him a good woman, calm down the rage
He built a home from the land with the hands the Good Lord gave him
Then old Dood got his own food, had no need for the scrip that old coal company paid

[Chorus]
Left the varnish off his words, feared no beast nor man
And if either came upon him they'd damn sure get slain
He was harder than the nails hammered Jesus' hands
He was the one they called Dood
Son of a mountain miner and a Shawnee maiden
Son of a mountain miner and a Shawnee maiden

14336. Ol' Dood (Part II)

Sturgill Simpson - Ol' Dood (Part II)

[Verse 1]
He found Seamus sitting in a bottom, perched on a bay
Dood figured that he was about three hundred yards away
Seamus didn't know that he was deadly as can be
Thought he was out of range of that rifle from Cantuckee

[Verse 2]
Dood laid that old long rifle right across a fallen tree
Took moonlight sight on Seamus, let that iron ball fly free
His shot was true as David's rock, and it found its mark for sure
Knocked him flying from his horse, the one they call McClure

[Chorus]
Left the varnish off his words, feared no beast nor man
And if either came upon him, they'd damn sure get slayed
He was harder than the nails hammered Jesus' hands
He was the one they called Dood
Son of a mountain miner and a Shawnee maiden

[Verse 3]
Ol' Dood walked down the holler to go inspect his man
He found Seamus playing possum, knife ready in his hand
But ol' Dood saw it coming, beat him to the draw
Moonlight bouncing off that tomahawk was the last thing ol' Seamus ever saw

[Chorus]
He left the varnish off his words, feared no beast nor man
Didn't wanna end up in his debt, 'cause it'd damn sure get paid
He was harder than the nails hammered Jesus' hands
He was the one they called Dood
Son of a mountain miner and a Shawnee maiden
Son of a mountain miner and a Shawnee maiden



14337. Ol' Nick

Ol' Nick
Hackensaw Boys - Ol' Nick

[Verse 1]
Ol' Nicky will get you if he can
Yes Ol' Nicky will get you if he can
Grab you by your arm
When he sees you cannot stand
Ol' Nicky gonna get you if he can

[Verse 2]
Nicky will tell you he's your friend
Yes ol' Nicky will you tell you he's your friend
He'll tie you up in knots
And make fast your bitter end
Ol' Nicky gonna tell you he's your friend

[Chorus]
Say you'll be my sinner
You'll be my saint
I love you for what you are
I love you for what you ain't

[Verse 3]
Don't you ever give Nick the time of day
Don't you ever give Nick the time of day
He'd make his home in your house where love don't stay
Don't you ever give ol' Nick the time of day

[Chorus]
Say you'll be my sinner
You'll be my saint
I love you for what you are
I love you for what you ain't
Don't you ever listen to what Nick say
Don't you ever listen to what Nick say
Be the last to notice when your heart has gone away
Don't you ever listen to what ol' Nick say

[Chorus]
You'll be my sinner
You'll be my saint
I love you for what you are
I love you for what you ain't

14338. Old '59



Jerry Jeff Walker - Old '59

The other night we was having fun
Seemed like the party had just begun
Everybody was getting loose
A couple friends I was talking to
They said, whoa yeah it feels just like it used to
Oh yeah it feels so fine
Oh yeah it feels like 1959
Took me back to the good old days
Be-bop-a-lula was all the craze
When nothing matters except having fun
And rocking all night 'til the rising sun
Say whoa yeah it feels like it used to  
So everybody will get up and dance
Happy feet
The whole band will be rocking on a greasy beat
Tweedlee Dee
Yeah the rocking robin was in the trees
Betty Sue was always next to me
'Cause everybody needs to party down
To be with them when they're feeling wild
Whoa yeah it feels like it used to  
Now everybody's got themselves a head of steam
Jimmy Clanton is singing everything is just a dream
Just a dream
Just a dream
That's the way it felt that night
Like we was back there in '59
Jitterbugging like we were at the hop
Felt so good you don't want to stop
Say oh no, it feels just like it used to ...

14339. Old Account Settled

Old Account Settled

There was a time on earth, when in the book of heaven
An old account was standing for sins yet unfor- given
My name was at the top, and many things below
I went unto the Keeper, and settled long a go

Long a go (down on my knees) long a go (I settled it all)
Yes, the old account was settled long a go (hallelujah!)
And the record's clear today, for He washed my sins a way
When the old account was settled long a go

The old account was large, and growing every day
For I was always sinning, and never tried to pay
But when I looked ahead, and saw such pain and woe
I said that I would settle, I settled long ago

When in that happy home, my Savior's home above
I'll sing redemption's story, and praise Him for His love



I'll not forget that book, with pages white as snow
Because I came and settled, and settled long ago

O sinner, trust the Lord, be cleansed of all your sin
For thus He hath provided for you to enter in
And then if you should live a hundred years below
Up there you'll not regret it, you settled long ago

14340. Old Age Pension Cheque

Roy Acuff - Old age pension cheque
Composer: Roy Acuff

When our old age pension check comes to our door
We won't have to dread the poorhouse anymore
Though we're old and thin and gray good times will be back to stay
When our old age pension check comes to our door
When her old age pension check comes to her door
Dear old grandma won't be lonesome anymore
She'll be waiting at the gate ever night she'll have a date
When her old age pension check comes to her door

Grow a flowing long white beard and use a cane
Cause you're in your second childhood don't complain
Life will just begin at sixty we'll all feel very frisky
When our old age pension check comes to our door
Powder and paint will be abolished on that day
And hoop skirts will then be brought back into play
Painted cheeks will be the rage and old maids will tell their age
When their old age pension check comes to their door

All the drug stores will go bankrupt on that day
For cosmetics they will all be put away
I'll put a flapper on the shelf get a grandma for myself
When her old age pension check comes to our door
There's a man that turned this country upside down
With his old age pension rumor going round
If you want in on the fun send your dime to Washington
And that old age pension man will be around

14341. Old And In The Way

Old And In The Way

Chorus
Old and in the way
That's what I heard him say
They used to heed the words he said
But that was yesterday



Coal will turn to gray
And youth will fade away
They'll never care about you
Cause you're old and in the way

As I hear tell he was happy
He had his share of friends and were kind
Now those freinds have all passed on
He don't have a place called home
Looking back to a better day
When you're old and in the way

* Refrain

When just a boy he left his home
Thought he'd have the world on a string
Now the years have come and gone
Through the streets he walks alone
LIke the old dog gone astray
He's just old and in the way

* Refrain

They'll never care about you
Cause you're old in the way

14342. Old Barns

Old Barns
Greensky Bluegrass

I can remember 2.06 a gallon
still I can't recall how fast I was drivin'
didn't wake up feelin 'scared
cause you're the one I love and you're standing there.

Can't touch my heart
it's not my time.
Bust my bones and throw my body on the line
Cause I've got love to fill me in
I've family to help me re-begin

Old barns don't tear down
let 'em stand proud until they fall to the ground.

A strange feeling waking up to meet my Savior
this whole bizarre ballet that I lived through
but I'm not living all alone
these wounds of mine will set me free

Old barns don't tear down
let 'em stand proud until they fall to the ground.



I feel like every man should know what I know
this boy I've raised will take care of things when I go,
but I'm not looking on scared
'cause you're the one I love and you're standing there.

Old barns don't tear down;
let 'em stand proud until they fall to the ground.

14343. Old Before Your Time

Old Before Your Time
Ray LaMontagne

When I was a younger man lookin' for a pot of gold
Everywhere I turned the doors were closin'
It took every ounce of faith I had to keep on keepin' on
And still I felt like I was only losin'

I refused then like I do now to let anybody tie me down
And I lost a few good friends along the way
I was raised up poor and I wanted more
And maybe I'm a little too proud
Lookin' back I see a kid who was just
Afraid, hungry and old before his time

Through the years I've known my share of broken hearted fools
And those who couldn't choose a path worth taking
There's nothin' in the world so sad as talking to a man
Who never knew his life was his for making

Ain't it about time you realize? It's not worth keepin' score
You win some, you lose some and you let it go
What's the use of stacking on every failure, another stone
Till you find you've spent your whole life building walls,
Lonely and old before your time

It took so long to see
That truth was all around me

Now the wren has gone to roost and the sky is turnin' gold
Like the sky my soul is also turnin'
Turnin' from the past, at last and all I've left behind
Could it be that I am finally learnin'?

Learnin' that I'm deserving of love and the peaceful heart
I won't tear myself apart no more for tryin'
I'm tired of lyin' to myself, tryin' to buy what can't be bought
It's not livin' that you're doin' if it feels like dyin'
Cryin', growin' old before your time
Cryin', growin' old before your time



14344. Old Bicycle Chain

Old Bicycle Chain 
Junior Sisk

CHORUS: 
It's never too late to change your ways dear 
Face your mistakes and take the blame 
And don't come back messin' 'round here 
Or I'll whip you with an old bicycle chain 
 
You mostly leave the car on empty 
Your clothes are always in the dryer 
You drink the last cup of coffee 
And you won't let me rest when I'm tired 
  
You trashed my trailer last Sunday 
While I was at church singin' hymns 
I've had enough of your bad ways 
So hold this anchor and take a swim  
 
I saw you hide that piece of pizza 
When you heard me comin' down the hall 
I know you've been fakin' your headaches 
Bet you're the one that broke my bowlin' ball

14345. Old Bill Jones

Old Bill Jones

Old Bill Jones was a son of a gun
When he got a drink or two
He'd hug the boys and kiss the girls.
He'd kiss their babies too
He lived on a trail that was easy to foller
Way down yonder in Moonshine Holler

He loved his fiddle and he loved his fun
And he loved his mountain dew
Old Bill Jones was a son of a gun
When he got a drink or two

They had a big meetin on the Cumberland Crag
And the people gathered in
The preacher preached till his tongue couldn't wag
But he couldn't stop their sin'
When old Bill came to give his greetin'
They all got happy and had a big meetin'



Well old Bill run for sheriff
Against the Prohibition men.
He swore he'd drink the country dry
If the folks would put him in.
I t almost tickled the Wets to death
When the Drys got drunk on old Bill's breath.

Old Bill went a-courtin'
And his girl got mad and said

Bill Jones, I would not marry you
If all the rest were dead!
He slipped some whiskey in her coffee cup

And she was Mrs. Jones when she woke up.

Liner note says-
I knew this old Bill Jones since I was a boy
and if anything
this song I
wrote
about him is an understatement. He was the kind of man who would do anything
for his friends-and anything to his enemies-and was only afraid of two
things

the rattlesnake and the wild hog. Soon after I met him
he traded his saddle
mule for a Model T and became a "son-of-a-gun on wheels." His wild days
over

he married
settled down
and raised a family. He studied at night school
and
became a lawyer
then a wise
respected judge. He was to give many a
suspended
sentence to young cutups-fellows like he used to be.

14346. Old Bill Miner

Old Bill Miner

Way down in old Kentucky boys on one winter's morn
In eighteen forty-seven Old Bill Miner was born
But nothing ever suited Bill at least that's what they say
And at the age of thirteen years one night he ran away
 
From ranch to California ranch he did his life enjoy
When asked his occupation there he would reply cowboy
With a rocky mountain highway man Bill LeRoy some say
They robbed until LeRoy was hung and old Bill got away



 
In Turkey and in London 'twas there he could be free
A desert raider a slave trader he soon became you see
Running guns in Rio and South Americae
Then robbing trains in the diamond fields of old North Africae
 
    Hands up boys hold them steady the usual command
    From old Bill Miner the gentleman bandit a six gun in his hand
    Robbing trains all his life he would often say
    Ain't no jail that can hold me I'll surely get away
    Oh I'll surely get away
 
Back home in California he robbed the Sonora state
San Quentin prison and twenty years brought him the middle age
And they let him out for being good in nineteen hundred one
The twentieth century was young he bought himself a gun
 
Upon that mainline CPR he stopped the fast mail train
Got a life in New Westminster Bin in the ol' Victoria rain
But Bill was good to his word and knew what he was about
Thirty-five feet of tunnel in nineteen seven he dug out
 

 
Head wide so? for Georgia in a manner grand and slow
He robbed the southern rail express his hair was white as snow
Caught by W.A. Minster that persistent Pinkerton man
Tell me now just who you are was his gruff command
 
I am G.W.Edwards a-standing in the mud
George Anderson William Miner or maybe old Bill Mud
Bill broke out of the Georgia bin in the swampy waist-deep water
They hunted him down with dogs and guns for three miles and a quarter
 
And way down south in Milledgeville no hope for a pardon
Old Bill tended to the flowers in the penitentiary garden
But sometimes old memories are all that we can keep
And two years later to the day old Bill died in his sleep

14347. Old Black Choo Choo

Old Black Choo Choo

I'm just an old black choo-choo
On a rusty railroad track
They put me in the choo-choo graveyard
And they're never gonna bring me back

They're pulling my cars with a diesel
And the diesel sure looks proud
But he'll never make the sound of a choo-choo
When he blows his whistle loud



    There's many-many little children
    Can never thrill to my choo-choo sound
    If they don't put me back upon the railroad
    I'll never keep on chuggin' around

    So me fa fa fa so la mi so so fa
    So me fa fa fa so la mi so
    So me fa fa fa so la la
    So me fa fa fa so la

My coat was black and shiny
On the day of my trial run
I'll never forget how they eyed me
As I glistened in the sun

I'll be the diesel's helper
If they'll only set me free
I'll blow my whistle at the crossing
Make the diesel proud of me

Well, the black smoke rose in the distance
As the diesel roared  on by
But the coalburner kept on a-chuggin'
As he went on down the line

There's a new day coming tomorrow
When you won't hear the whistle scream
You'll just hear the roar of the diesel
Like the foghorn out at sea

14348. Old Black Joe

Old Black Joe

Gone are the days when my heart was young and gay
Gone from this earth to the cotton fields away
Gone from the earth to a better land I know
I hear their gentle voices calling, Old Black Joe

    I'm coming, I'm coming, for my head is bending low
    I hear their gentle voices calling, old black Joe

Why do I weep, when my heart should feel no pain
Why do I sigh when my friends come not again
Grieving for forms now departed long ago
I hear their gentle voices calling, Old Black Joe

Where are the hearts once so happy and so free
The children so dear that I held upon my knee
Gone to the shore where my soul has longed to go
I hear their gentle voices calling, Old Black Joe



14349. Old Black Kettle

Dolly Parton - Old Black Kettle 
(Dolly Parton)

Well I remember when I was just little
Mama used to cook on an old black kettle
On an old wood stove she'd had since she was wed
Well the oven door was sprung a little bit
So we propped it up with a forked stick
But that didn't matter cause Mama kept us fed
My mama and daddy must have loved each other
Cause I had eleven sisters and brothers
And the girls worked just as hard as the boys did
There was corn to hoe then we'd go hoe it
We might have been poor but we didn't know it
We'd heard that word but we didn't know what it meant
Oh we used to have such a good life
And the days that I knew then are the happiest I've known
And oh didn't we have such a good time
It's sad to think the old black kettle's gone
Well there was nothing that pleased us any better
Than when we got an occasional letter
From kin folks livin' up north in some big town
We'd think of all the games we'd play
And we just couldn't hardly wait
When our city cousins said they'ze a comin' down
Now Mama's done away with the old black kettle
She used to cook in when I was just little
And the door ain't sprung on her electric range
That little farm and home we had
It ain't there no more and that's too bad
Folks are doin' away with the simple things
And oh we used to have such a good life
And the days that I knew then are the happiest I've known
And oh didn't we have such a good time
It's sad to think the old black kettle's gone
Now, I just mean to say the simple things are gone
The old black kettle's gone

14350. Old Black Mountain Saturday Night

Old Black Mountain Saturday Night

On old Black Mountain, on Saturday night
Mountain boys are doin' alright
From an old fruit jar they get on the jag
and a hootin' up a tune called the Black Mountain Rag



Hey, over there's a pretty little widder
Bet you five bucks that I'm a-gonna git 'er
Gonna swing her round the corner and her feet won't lag
When you're hootin' up a tune called the Black Mountain Rag

When the caller tips in the middle of the floor
Y'all join hands and circle four
A-la-main left and a-la-main right
Swing your honey and you hold her tight
All join hands and circle the wheel
The more you dance then the better you feel
Swing your honey and her feet won't lag
When you're hootin' up a tune called the Black Mountain Rag

With a homemade fiddle and a shoestring bow
And a little bit of rythm of an old banjo
Give the fiddle a dram, and let it get right
Black Mountain is a rockin' on Saturday night

Hey, over there's a pretty little widder
Well I bet you five bucks that I'm a-gonna git 'er
Gonna swing her round the corner and her feet won't lag
When you're hootin' up a tune called the Black Mountain Rag

14351. Old Blevins - Chords

Old Blevins
Conrad Deisler / Hank Card
(Austin Lounge Lizards)

G C
We had a little quarrel, she and I. She told me just to curl up and die.
D
I crept out to drown my sorrows at a joint called "No Tomorrows",
D G
Where the old man came and looked me in the eye -- Old Blevins

I could see he had some wisdom to impart. Some story that was etched and burned and
stamped upon his heart
D
Then his eyes began to glisten 'cause he could see that I would listen
D G
We sat there at that bar 'til nearly three, and this is what Old Blevins said to me.

Chorus:
C G
He said Blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah... in Tiajuana
C AD
Blah, blah, blah... back in 1963
C G
Moaning Blah, Blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah... you should have been there.
D G
Blah, blah, blah is what Old Blevins said to me.



I sat there and I listened to his words.
As they flapped around my head like little birds.
Had he gone plumb 'round the bend, or could I just not comprehend?
His lips were writing lines I could not read, when suddenly, it all came clear to me.

Chorus:
Blah, ... them crazy hippies.
Blah, ... no effect on me.
Blah, ... the Great Depression.
Blah, ... and he would not leave me be.

A
Old Blevins was still talking when I seized my chance to flee.
C D
Back home she's never known I'm not the fool I used to be
C G
But I know that a man and woman's lives were somehow changed
C A D
By a loathsome, toothless geezer, incoherent and deranged.

C G
And my memories of that evening fuel an inner mounting fear
C A D
That I might become Old Blevins anywhere that they sell beer.

Chorus: And I'll say
Blah, ... I don't remember.
Blah, ... mistakes were made.
Blah, ... How "bout them Cowboys?
Like Old Blevins used to say.
Old Blevins.

14352. Old Blue

Old Blue - The Dillards
Chris Stuart

Had a dog and his name was Blue
Had a dog and his name was Blue
Had a dog and his name was Blue
Bet-cha five dolars he's a good dog too
Here, blue, you good dog, you

Shouldered my gun and tooted my horn
Gonna find a possum in the new ground corn
Old Blue barked and I went up to see
Cornered a possum up in a tree
Here, blue, you good dog, you

Old Blue died and he died so hard
Shook th ground in my backyard
Dug his grave with a silver spade



Lowered him down with links of chains
Here, Blue, you good dog, you

14353. Old Brush Arbors

Osborne Brothers - Old brush arbors
Composer: Darrell Edwards - Gordon Ardis

I remember them so clearly
Mom and dad loved them so dearly
Old brush arbors by the side of the road
There I learned about salvation
From the book of revelations
In brush arbors by the side of the road

Old brush arbors by the side of the road
Where a sinner could lay down his heavy load
It was in those old brush arbors
Troubled souls found peaceful harbors
Brush arbors by the side of the road

Many times I have departed
From the way of life I started
In an arbor by the side of the road
But each time the devil's caught me
I remember what they taught me
In brush arbors by the side of the road

Old brush arbors by the side of the road
Where the mighty light of God's great mercy fload
There was prayin' shoutin' singin'
Till the country side was ringin'
Brush arbors by the side of the road
Old brush arbors by the side of the road

14354. Old Buccaneer

The Incredible String Band - Old Buccaneer 

Sissie wouldn't believe, when I told her the old man was gone
The one who lived all alone in the shack on the shore
That's so hard to find, so had to go past

He used to light our cigarettes and never tell anyone
He had blue tattoos and he'd tell us tall stories
From the bottom of a rum glass

He's got things to see on the Spanish main
He's gone away for awhile



He's gone skull daggering on the Spanish main
He's gone away far away

Thought I heard sails creaking as the stars paled
Anchor chains clinking as the night failed way out on the bay

No one else knows how he crowed
When they crowned him king of the cannibal isles
Or how he'd really feel blind drunk
At the wheel through a high hurricane

He could dupe the devil at dice
And charm charmers with his beguiling smile
How he fell in love in Lima and a schemer stole his pearly girl
And broke his heart again

Now all the foes he killed, call him in to fight
With their beckoning bones
And all the gold he stole sparkles in the morning light
His sweet ladies are all alone

Sissie dear, let's not go near the church today
The big bells tolling the hearse
Goes rolling the holy Jose pray
As they lay him away

Lived one too many winters cold, cold weather
Had to sail down to the south sea waters warm
His old bones there
Let an old man go through
Let an old man go through

14355. Old Buddy Goodnight - Chords

Old Buddy Goodnight
(By Utah Phillips)

Banjo Tuned E, Capo 1, Key of G
3/4 time

 G C 
I was there when they opened the boxcar, we found him stone dead on  G  the floor
 C G D7
Though thumbing and bumming was all of our trade no one had seen him  G before
 C G
He wore the face of a stranger lost and unseen in the crowd
 C G D7
He looked so small when we carried him down wrapped in a newspaper  G shroud

The wind blows cold in Wyoming, the stars shine clear and bright
If you don't wake up tomorrow at all I guess it's old buddy goodnight

His hair was the color of winter, streaked with iron and coal



And all you could see in his soft prairie eyes was the wind and the rain and the snow
The backs of his hands were like roadmaps, the lines on his face were the same
And on his arm a faded tattoo, bordered a rose and a name
The wind blows cold in Wyoming, the stars shine clear and bright
If you don't wake up tomorrow at all I guess it's old buddy goodnight 
Now I don't know where he came from his train was a UP freight
If there's someone waiting for him down the line, he'll be a little
bit late
Give a line for him in your paper, here's what I want you to say
There's some things worse than dying alone, and one of them's living that way
The wind blows cold in Wyoming, the stars shine clear and bright
If you don't wake up tomorrow at all I guess it's old buddy goodnight

14356. Old Camp Meeting Time - Chords

Old Camp Meeting Time 
Doc Watson - Jim & Jesse
 
[Introduction]
C   F   C
C  D7   G7
C  F    C
C  G7    C
 
 
[Verse 1]
C             F            C                    C7
Long ago when but a boy at old camp meeting time
F                C                D7                  G7
How my heart did leap with joy to hear the old bells chime
C               F               C
Calling all the saints of God into the house of prayer
F               C                 G7               C
Oh such praying singing  shouting for the Lord was there
 
 
[Chorus]
C                   F                  C
I like the old time preaching praying  shouting  singing
C                   D7               G7
I like the old time reading of God's word
C                   F          C
I like to hear them Glory Hallelujahs ringing
C                   G7             C
I like the old time worship of the Lord
 
 
[Instrumental]
C   F   C
C  D7   G7
C  F    C
C  G7    C
 



 
[Verse 2]
C                 F             C                           C7
Preaching in them good old days was filled with a holy flame
F                 C                D7              G7
Preaching for the souls of men and not for worldly fame
C              F                   C                    C7
Under such old fashioned preaching sinners fell to pray
F            C                       G7               C
And the Lord did save them in that good old fashioned way
 
 
[Chorus]
C                   F                  C
I like the old time preaching praying  shouting  singing
C                   D7               G7
I like the old time reading of God's word
C                   F                 C
I like to hear them Glory Hallelujahs ringing
C                   G7             C
I like the old time worship of the Lord
 
 
[Instrumental]
C   F    C    C7
F   C    D7 G7
C   F    C   C7
F   C    G7 C
C   F    C
C   D7   G7
C   F    C
C   G7   C
 
 
[Verse 3]
C               F                  C                      C7
In these latter days they say that there's no use to pray
F                 C               D7           G7
All we need is to think religion 'tis a better way
C               F                C
But I'm glad to tell you brother Jesus saves from sin
F               C               G7                C
In the old time way He saved me now He dwells within
 
[Chorus]
C                   F                  C
I like the old time preaching praying  shouting  singing
C                   D7               G7
I like the old time reading of God's word
C                   F                 C
I like to hear them Glory Hallelujahs ringing
C                   G7             C
I like the old time worship of the Lord
 
 
[Outro]
C   F    C



C   D7   G7
C   F    C
C   G7   C

14357. Old Cheater's Blues

Old Cheater's Blues
Larry Cordle and Lonesome Standard Time

How did you get this number? What do you want with me
No I don't wanna meet you somewhere for a drink
Sounds like you've already had yourself a few
It must be hard to live with them old cheaters blues

You say circumstances are what caused you to fall
One inhocent slow dance too much alcohol
What's that? You can't live if I don't come back fo you? 
Well don't worry you've just got Them old cheaters blues

Chorus: You can't keep a secret like that very long
And it hurt when I found out you were doing me wrong
But now that I've moved on and found someone true
You can sleep with your conscience And them old cheaters blues

You were wearin' my ring while, you were sneakin' around 
Played me for a fool but that's all over now
You laughed when you walked out, in your two-timin' shoes
Now you're singin' a sad song, them old cheater's blues

Repeat chorus

14358. Old Coat

Old Coat
Arr. Stookey / Travers / Mezzetti / Sears

Chorus:
Take off your old coat and roll up your sleeves,
Life is a hard road to travel, I believe.

I look to the east, I look to the west,
A youth asking fate to be rewardin'.
But fortune is a blind god, flying through the clouds,
and forgettin' me on this side of Jordan.

Chorus

Silver spoons to some mouths, golden spoons to others,
Dare a man to change the given order.



Though they smile and tell us all of us are brothers,
never was it true this side of Jordan.

Chorus

Like some ragged owlet with its wings expanded,
Nailed to some garden gate or boardin'.
Thus will I by some men all my life be branded
Never hurted none this side of Jordan.

Chorus

14359. Old Country Baptizing - Chords

Old Country Baptizing
Recorded by Emmylou Harris and Gram Parsons
Written by Carl Story
 
C                             F           C
Traveling down a country road on a Sunday morn
                                  D7                  G7
Saw a crowd gathered at the creek at a little country farm
C                               F               C
I thought that I'd go closer so I might see and hear
                               G7                 C
Why they looked so happy there without a thing to fear

                                 F             C
Was a good old country baptizing I was at that day
                                     D7                             G7
They'd preach awhile and sing awhile then they'd all kneel down and pray
C                                       F              C
God's spirit seemed to fill the air and every soul was meek
                                G7          C
At a good old country baptizing down at the creek

                                F                 C
I heard an old and gentle voice sing right in the end
                               D7              G7
We're so glad to have you here welcome down my friend
C                           F              C
We've had a big revival sir down to it all week
                             G7          C
Now we're having a baptizing down at the creek

Repeat #2

                               F          C
Well among them happy be among that happy throne
                               D7                     G7
See them all go air their sins while they're at their own
C                             F                C
They seem to be saying with a smile upon their face



                            G7            C
I'm ready now to move along to my resting place

14360. Old Country Church

Tyler Childers - Old Country Church (Hallelujah Version)
Ralph Stanley

[Verse 1]
There's a place dear to me where I'm longing to be
With my friends at the old country church
There with mother, we went, and our Sundays were spent
With my friends at the old country church

[Refrain]
Precious years of memories
Oh, what joy they bring to me
How I long once more to be
With my friends at the old country church

[Verse 2]
As a small country boy, how my heart beat with joy
When I knelt in the old country church
And the Savior above, by His wonderful love
Saved my soul in the old country church

[Refrain]
Precious years of memories
Oh, what joy they bring to me
How I long once more to be
With my friends at the old country church

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
How I wish that today all the people would pray
As they prayed in the old country church
If they'd only confess, Jesus surely would bless
As He did in the old country church

[Refrain]
Precious years of memories
Oh, what joy they bring to me
How I long once more to be
With my friends at the old country church
Precious years of memories
Oh, what joy they bring to me
How I long once more to be
With my friends at the old country church

[Outro]
With my friends at the old country church



14361. Old Country Town

Old Country Town 
Lonesome River Band

City sun goes down at night
Making way for neon lights
Country boy is looking at the moon

City girl is dressed just right
She may stay out late tonight
Country boy just plowed today till noon

From Birmingham to Ohio
How they met nobody knows
But every now and then they get together

She used to want to climb the walls
She'd never really been loved at all
Not until old country came to town

He's the first one to the room
Ice and drinks will be up soon
Everything is perfect when she walks in

They kiss and hold each other tight
But they know what's in store tonight
There not some place they have never been

From Birmingham to Ohio
How they met nobody knows
But every now and then they get together

She used to want to climb the walls
She'd never really been loved at all
Not until old country came to town

She used to want to climb the walls
She'd never really been loved at all
Not until old country came to town

14362. Old Cowhand

Old Cowhand

 D G D D G D
1. Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay, Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay
 G A D
 I'm an old cowhand from the Rio Grande



 G A D
 And I sing the songs in the cowboy band

Chorus:
 Bm F#m
 I know all the songs that the cowboys know
 Bm F#m
 About the big corral where the dogies go
 Bm F#m
 'Cuz I learned 'em all on the radio

2. Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay, Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay
 He's an old cowhand from the Rio Grande
 And he plays the fiddle in the cowboy band
Fiddle solo like chorus (Bm F#m)

3. Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay, Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay
 He's an old cowhand from the Rio Grande
 And he calls the dance in the cowboy band

Caller's Chorus: (Bm F#m)
 Dosie-do all around your pard
 Swing that gal 'til she gits "tarred" (tired)
 Allemande left in your own backyard.

4. Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay, Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay
 He's an old cowhand from the Rio Grande
 And he plays guitar in the cowboy band
Guitar solo like chorus (Bm F#m)

5. Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay, Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay
 He's an old cowhand from the Rio Grande
 And he plays the bass in the cowboy band
Bass solo like chorus (Bm F#m)

6. Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay, Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay
Fiddle, guitar, bass instrumental like chorus (Bm F#m)

7. Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay, Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay
 Ooooooeeeeoooooeeeeeeoooooaaaaaeeeeoooooo.... (yodeling)
 Ooooooeeeeoooooeeeeeeoooooaaaaaeeeeoooooo.... (yodeling)
 Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay, Yipee-yi-O-kie-yay

14363. Old Cowpoke - Chords

Old Cowpoke 
Riders In The Sky

[Verse 1]
       D                   D7            G                        Gm
I'm an old cowpoke I don't use no soap I swing some rope and eats antelope
   D                Bm          Em   A7
No Sunday thunder's got me buffalo



      D             D7                 G                Gm
Devastation rides upon my breath and I scare the ladies plum to death
       D                 Bm           Em          A7    D
When I rares back in the saddle and I    lets the yodel go
 
[Chorus]
D            G            D     Em  A  D
(yodeling)
 
[Verse 2]
     D                 D7             G                  Gm
Well spin my spurs and kink my rope I soaked up too much campfire smoke
D           Bm                    Em    A7
   This old cowpoke's headin' for town
        D                D7                  G               Gm
Yeah, I just got paid my sitch is grave this ain't no social call it's a raid
       D                    Bm          Bm6          Em      A        D
I'm an old lone wolf with a barbed wire tail     And it's my night to howl
 
[Chorus]
D            G            D     Em  A  D
(yodeling)
 
[Bridge]
    F#m                 Bm                F#m                Bm
Now some folks say that life is swell     some complain it's troublesome
    E                    E7                 A7
But I don't care if it's Heaven or Hell     I'm gonna have me some fun
 
[Verse 3]
D                       D7                 G                  Gm
Barkeep you call that a double (yeah) well make mine a double double (alright)
         D                  Bm             Em   A7
Stronger whiskey and weaker women's what I say
          D                       D7                  G                 Gm
Yeah I'll sit here and drink  til I get full and then try and stop this rodeo bull
           D                       Bm               Em          A       D
There be a whole lotta me that's a bluffin' man and whole lotta me that ain't
 
[Chorus]
D            G            D     Em  A  D
(yodeling)
 
[Verse 4]
         D                   D7                       G                  Gm
Weeeeell bustin' bottles and flying lead they broke a porch of furniture over my head
      D                   Bm                Em             A7
I had quite the time last night   is what I hear (sure did Slim)
             D                     D7                         Bm6
But when the morning comes and the sun's getting brighter I'm snaking across the prairie like
 a spider
           D                        Bm                       Em          A       D
I hope the sheriff ain't taking the trail that I'm making    back to wherever it is
 
[chorus]
D            G            D     Em  A  D
(yodeling)



D            G            D     G   A  D
(yodeling)                             he's an old cowpoke

14364. Old Dan Tucker

Old Dan Tucker

Now old Dan Tucker's fine old man
Washed his face in a fryin' pan
Combed his head with a wagon wheel
And died with a toothache in his heel

Get out of the way old Dan Tucker
Get out of the way old Dan Tucker
Get out of the way old Dan Tucker
You're too late to get your supper

Now old Dan Tucker is come to town
Riding a billy goat leading a hound
Hound dog bark and the billy goat jump
Landed Dan Tucker on top of the stump

Now old Dan Tucker he got drunk
Fell in the fire and kicked up a chunk
Red hot coal got in his shoe
And oh my lawd how the ashes flew

Now old Dan Tucker is come to town
Swinging the ladies round and round
First to the right and then to the left
Then to the girl that he loves best

* Refrain

The Deserick Sisters; The National Barn Dance

14365. Old Devil's Dream

Old Devil's Dream
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Young devils find love most every night
They lie with their dreams and their arms til daylight
They use love like whiskey, their cares to dissolve
To charm them and warm them but, not to involve

I was a young devil sturdy and proud
I used to laugh often, I used to laugh loud
I laughed when you told me goodbye that last time



I didn't know how you'd linger on this old devil's mind

   Old devils dream, all alone it seems
   Old devils dream all alone
   When their devilment is done
   Their wildest races run
   Old devils dream all alone

Young devils find even they must grow old
Love that was always so warm has grown cold
Their sweet things have vanished and sweet dreams have flown
Sleep when it comes finds them sleeping alone

14366. Old Doc Brown

Old Doc Brown
(Red Foley) 

(Spoken)
Let me tell you bout a song called Doc Brown
And it needs no introduction

(Sang)
He was just an old country doctor in a little Kentucky town
Fame and fortune had passed him by though we never saw him frown
As day by day in his kindly way he'd serve us one and all
Many a patient forgot to pay although Doc's fees were small.

Though he needed his dimes and there were times that he'd receive a fee
He'd pass it onto some poor soul that needed it more than he
He had to sell his furniture cause he couldn't pay his office rent
So to a dusty room over a livery stable Doc Brown and his satchel went.

And on the hitchin' post at the kerb below to advertise his wares
He nailed a little sign that read Doc Brown has moved upstairs
Then one day he didn't answer when they knocked upon his door
Old Doc Brown was layin' down but his soul was no more.

They found him there in that old black suit on his face was a smile of content
But all the money they could find on him was just a quarter and a copper cent
So they opened up his ledger and what they saw gave their hearts a pull
For beside each debtor's name old Doc had write these words Paid In Full.

Old Doc should had a funeral fine enough for king
It was a ghastly joke our town was broke and no one could give a thing
Ah cept to ole Curly Jones an undertaker he did mighty well
Donated an old iron casket he had never been able to sell.

And that funeral procession well it wadn't much for grace and pomp and
the style
But those wagon loads of mourners they stretched out for more than a mile
We wanted to give him a monument we kinda figured we owed him one
Cause he made our town a better place for all the good he'd done.



So we pulled up that old hitchin' post where Doc had nailed a sign
We painted it white and to all of us it certainly did look fine
Now the rains and the snows have washed away our white trimmin's of paint
There ain't nothin' left but Doc's own sign and that's gettin' kinda faint.

But you can still see that old hitchin' post as if in answer to our prayers
Mutually tellin' the whole wide world Doc Brown has moved upstairs...

14367. Old Dogs Children And Watermelon Wine

Tom T. Hall - Old dogs-children and watermelon wine
Composer: Tom T. Hall

"How old do you think I am?" he said.
I said, well, I didn't know.
He said, "I turned 65 about 11 months ago."

I was sittin' in Miami, pouring blended whiskey down
When this old gray, black gentleman was cleaning up the lounge.

There wasn't anyone around, except this old man and me.
The guy who ran the bar was watching Ironside on TV.
Uninvited, he sat down and opened up his mind
On old dogs and children and watermelon wine.

"Ever had a drink of watermelon wine?" he asked.
He told me all about it, though I didn't answer back.
"Ain't but three things in this world that's worth a solitary dime,
But old dogs and children and watermelon wine."

He said, "Women think about theyselves, when men-folk ain't around.
And friends are hard to find when they discover that you're down."
He said, "I tried it all when I was young and in my natural prime,
Now it's old dogs and children and watermelon wine."

"Old dogs care about you even when you make mistakes.
God bless little children while they're still too young to hate."
When he moved away I found my pen and copied down that line
'Bout old dogs and children and watermelon wine.

I had to catch a plane up to Atlanta that next day.
As I left for my room I saw him picking up my change.
That night I dreamed in peaceful sleep of shady summertime,
Of old dogs and children and watermelon wine.

14368. Old Dominion - Chords



Old Dominion 
Eddie From Ohio

[Intro]
    C                      G
You think you'll find some mountains
   Am      Em
In western Colorado
Em    D        G     C
Fifty weeks of snowy peaks
   Am                 Em
Is where you're gonna be
    C              G              Am       Em
But babe the Rocky Mountains are gradually eroding
    Em        D         G        C
The hills of Coors are nothing more
     D               G
Than Blue Ridge wannabes
 
[Verse]
 
G
A turkey on its belly
  C               G
A chicken on its back
G
Anyway you look at it
        D
You'll find her on the map
    C               G
She revels in the seasons
   Am                     Em
Shakes hands with the north
Em        D/F#    G            Am             D
Hugs the land of dixie while dancing on the porch
 
[Verse]
 
         G
You think that autumns in new england
        C                G
Are the greatest of them all
    G                               D
But give me sweet Virginia for the fireworks of fall
    C            G       Am             Em
The prettiest October in all the fifty states
      Em      D/F#    C
Just drive up to the skyline
D                    G
Park the car and wait
 
[Pre-Chorus]
   C            G
So grow up, Colorado
   C              G
Excuse me, Tennessee
   C                      G     Em
If you don't mind, North Caroline



        Am             D
Here's where I want to be
 
[Chorus]
 
G
When you're talking home
             C     G
You mean the old dominion
Em          D/F#   G            F            C
Just southeast of heaven to the surf and the hills
          C                G
She's the best of thirteen sisters
    Am           Em
And thirty-seven more
Em     D/F#     G      C      D            G
Sweet, sweet Virginia always keeps an open door
 
[Verse]
 
G
They're fiddlin' in Galax
C             G
Pickin' up in Floyd
    G
And in the land of Patsy Cline
        D
There's songs you can't avoid
            C             G
When you're walking after midnight
  Am              Em
I fall to pieces, too
    Em    D/F#    G                Am              D
I'm crazy back in baby's arms with sweet dreams of you
 
[Verse]
 
        G
They're sailing down in Norfolk
C             G
Skiing up in Bryce
G                               D
Climbing up the Devil's Stairs against the ranger's advice
        C             G          Am         Em
They're harvesting in Loudoun to Shenandoah winds
    Em         D/F#  G          D                        G
And in the land near Washington they're rooting for the 'skins
 G         D   G
(Fight for old D.C.!)
 
[Pre-Chorus]
 
   C            G
So grow up, Colorado
   C              G
Excuse me, Tennessee
   C                      G    Em



If you don't mind, North Caroline
         Am            D
Here's where I want to be
 
[Chorus]
 
G
When you're talking home
             C     G
You mean the old dominion
Em         D/F#    G             F           C
Just southeast of heaven to the surf and the hills
          C                G
She's the best of thirteen sisters
    Am           Em
And thirty-seven more
Em     D/F#     G      C     D             G
Sweet, sweet Virginia always keeps an open door
 
[Bridge]
 
F              G
Pack up your Impala
    F                  G
And make your move out west
F                   G
Past the Blue Ridge mountains
       D                   C
You'll find you passed the best
    F                     G
And when your dreams have ended
      F                G
Where mountains are concerned
F                 G         D               C
Me and sweet Virginia will await for your return
 
[Chorus]
 
G
When you're talking home
             C      G
You mean the old dominion
Em         D/F#    G            F            C
Just southeast of heaven to the surf and the hills
          C                  G
She's the best of thirteen sisters
    Am           Em
And thirty-seven more
Em     D/F#     G     C      D             G
Sweet, sweet Virginia always keeps an open door
 
[Chorus]
 
N.C.
When you're talking home
N.C.
You mean the old dominion



N.C.
Just southeast of heaven to the surf and the hills
N.C.
She's the best of thirteen sisters
N.C.
And thirty-seven more
N.C.
Sweet, sweet Virginia always keeps an open door
N.C.
Sweet, sweet Virginia always keeps an open door
 
[Outro]
 
N.C.
Sweet, sweet Virginia always keeps an open door
N.C.
Sweet, sweet Virginia always keeps an open door

14369. Old Enough To Want To (Fool Enough To Try)

Tom T Hall - Old Enough To Want To (Fool Enough To Try)

[Verse 1:]
I hope that gleam that you have in your eye
Is reflection from the buttons on your blouse
If it's not then we're in trouble, I can tell you why

[Chorus:]
I'm old enough to want to and fool enough to try

[Verse 2:]
They don't make women like you anymore
And since there's not enough to go around
If you think what I think you're thinking, this is what I think
I'd be a crazy fool to turn you down
I hope that smile that you have on your lips
Is just a smile that you wear all the time
If it's something special then start making up your line

[Chorus][x2]

14370. Old Enough To Want To (Fool Enough To Try) - Chords

Old Enough To Want To (Fool Enough To Try)
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                      Am               C
I hope that gleam that you have in your eyes
                       Am              C



Is reflection from the buttons on your blouse
F                                C              F
If it's not and we're in trouble I can tell you why
                  C       G7                 C
I'm old enough to want to and fool enough to try
G7                                C
They don't make women like you anymore
    G7                             C
And since there's not enough to go around
       G7
If you think what I think you're a thinking 
C
This is what I think
D7                              G7
I'd be a crazy fool to turn you down
  C                    Am               C
I hope that smile that you have on your lips
                       Am               C
Is just the smile that you wear all the time
F                              C                    F
If it's somethin' special then start makin' up your line
                  C       G7                 C
I'm old enough to want to and fool enough to try
F                 C       G7                 C
I'm old enough to want to and fool enough to try

14371. Old Faded Picture

Old Faded Picture 
Larry Sparks

Tonight I count the stars high up above 
I think of all the reasons that we fell in love 
The memory had faded then out of the blue 
And an old faded picture brought my mind back to you 
 
CHORUS: 
An old faded picture brought you back in my mind 
Brought back old memories, I thought I'd lost in time 
My hands are trembling, the years have gone by 
An old faded picture brought you back in my mind 
 
Tonight I'm reminded darlin' of the dreams that we knew 
How your eyes did sparkle when I gave this ring to you 
The tears fell so sweetly our  love was so true 
An old faded picture brought my mind back to you

14372. Old Farmer's Mill



Old Farmer's Mill - Cabinet

There's wind blowing high on the mountain
There's trees growing high on the hill
And I'm standing in the tall grass
On the old farmer's mill

It was on this land that I labored
Spilled out just for the drill
And I'm standing in the tall grass
On the old farmer's mill

It was on this land that I labored
Spilled out just for the drill
And I'm dreaming the tall grass
On the old farmer's mill

It was on this land that I labored
It was here I waited until
That old time box struck four o' clock
On the old farmer's mill

Getting drunk behind the silo
Drinking moonshine fresh from the still
And I can't seem to find my way back to
The old farmer's mill

It was on this land that I labored
Spilled out just for the drill
And I'm dreaming the tall grass
On the old farmer's mill

There's wind blowing high on the mountain
There's trees growing high on the hill
And I'm standing in the tall grass
On the old farmer's mill
On the old farmer's mill
On the old farmer's mill
On the old farmer's mill.

14373. Old Fashioned Christmas

Old Fashioned Christmas
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

[To the tune of "Back in the Saddle Again"]

We'll have on old fashion Christmas this year
Goin' back to the roots we hold dear
Gonna' get' out there and' shop
Gonna shop 'till we drop
And drink' egg nog 'till it's up to here

We'll have a Bethlehem scene on the lawn



And a picture of Rudolph in the john
We'd be out there shovel'n snow
But it's too cold, you know
We wear our long johns with every Christmas song

We'll be pickin' and grinnin' and grinnin' and pickin'
And havin' a great Yuletide
We'll be eatin' that chicken
Cookin' some turkRy
And feelin' so fine inside

We'll bR yodel-odel-lady-oh
And wanna do the heavy loadin'
And bringin' in the tree
We'll have bells that are ringin'
And a buncha people singin'
Which suits us to a T

We'll use up last year's wrappin's again
Since when is recyclin' a sin?
We'll get out the tenor sax
It's the perfect Christmas axe
To sing songs with like "Frosty, where you been?"
(Where you been?)

We'll do a Christmas like it used to be
Take the kid down to sit on Santa's knee
And while they're sittin' there
And pullin' on his hair
We'll pickin' and grinnin' and keepin' our sanity

(Sanity, sanity, sanity, sanity, sanity!)

(Holdin' on to sanity, holdin' on to sanity)

We'll be pickin' and grinnin' and grinnin' and pickin'
And havin' a great Yuletide
We'll be eatin' that turkey and lookin' so perky
And feel so fine inside

We'll be yodel-odel-lady-oh
And wanna do the heavy loadin'
And bringin' in the tree
We'll have bells that are ringin'
And a buncha people singin'
Which suits us to a T

(And that's how it it shall be)

And that's how it it shall be

14374. Old Fashioned Love



Old Fashioned Love
Country Gazette

I've got that old fashioned love in my heart
There it shall always remain
Like an ivy clinging vine, clinging closer all the time
Through the years, through these tears, just the same

I've got that old fashioned faith in my heart
And nothing can tear us apart
Although the land may change to sea
But there'll be no change in me
I've got that old fashioned love in my heart

I've got that old fashioned love in my heart
There, it shall always remain
Like an ivy clinging vine, clinging closer all the time
Through the years, through these tears, just the same

I've got that old fashioned faith in my heart
And nothing can tear us apart
Although the land may change to sea
But there'll be no change in me
I've got that old fashioned love in my heart

Although the land may change to sea
But there'll be no change in me
I've got that old fashioned love in my heart

14375. Old Fashioned Preacher - Chords

Old Fashioned Preacher
Recorded by Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs
Written by Jerry Organ and Gladys Stacey

G                               C            G
My heart is longing now for the days of long ago
                                A7             D7
And an old country church where Mother used to go
    G                                    C             G
The choir you could scarcely say was the best you ever heard
                                      D7               G
But that old fashioned preacher would claim God's holy word

     C                           G
That old fashioned preacher that taught us of the cross
                       A7                 D7
How Jesus came down to save those who are lost
    G                                  C                 G
You could feel the Holy spirit and you knew that God was there
                                       D7               G
When that old fashioned preacher would kneel to lead in prayer
 
                       C            G



In fancy I can hear as if it were today
                                      A7             D7
When He said the blood of Jesus would take your sins away
      G                      C            G
There seemed to be a tear in almost every eye
                                 D7            G
When he told us how for love the Savior had to die

Repeat #2 x2

14376. Old Five And Dimers Like Me

Emmylou Harris - Old Five and Dimers Like Me
Composer: Billy Joe Shaver
Tom T Hall

I spent a lifetime making up my mind to be
More than the measure of what I thought others could see
Good luck and fast bucks are too far and too few between
Cadillac buyers and old five and dimers like me

Yes she stood beside me letting me know she would be
Something to lean on when everything ran out on me
Fenced yards ain't hole cards and like is not never will be
Reason for rhymers and old five and dimers like me

It's taken me so long but now that I know I believe
All that I do or say all that I ever will be
Too far and too high and too deep ain't too much to be
Too much ain't enough for old five and dimers like me

Too far and too high and too deep ain't too much to be
Too much ain't enough for old five and dimers like me
And an old five and dimer is all I intended to be

14377. Old Flames

Dolly Parton - Old Flames Can't Hold A Candle To You 
The Lonesome Sisters

Downtown tonight, I saw an old friend, someone who
I use to take comfort from long before I met you
I caught a spark from his eyes of forgotten desire
With a word, or a touch, I could have rekindled that fire

Old flames can't hold a candle to you
No one can light up the night like you do
Flickering embers of love
I've known one or two



But old flames can't hold a candle to you

Sometimes at night, I think of old lovers I've known
I remember how holding them helped me not feel so alone
Then I feel you beside me and even their memories are gone
Like stars in the night lost in the sweet light of dawn

Old flames can't hold a candle to you
No one can light up the night like you do
Flickering embers of love
I've known one or two
But old flames can't hold a candle to you
Old flames can't hold a candle to you
Mmmm...

14378. Old Folks At Home

Old Folks at Home

Way down upon the Swanee River, Far, far a way
That's where my heart is yearning ever, That's where the old folks stay
All up and down the whole cre- ation, Sadly I roam
Still longing for the old plan- tation, And for the old folks at home

All the world is sad and dreary, Everywhere I roam
Oh, brothers, how my heart grows weary, Far from the old folks at home

All 'round the little farm I wandered, When I was young
There many happy days I squandered, Many the songs I sung
When I was playing with my brothers, Happy was I
Oh, take me to my kind old mother, There let me live and die

One little hut among the bushes, One that I love
Still sadly to my memory rushes, No matter where I roam
When will I see the bees a-hummin', All 'round the comb
When will I hear the banjo strummin', Down in my good old home

14379. Old Friend

Old Friend
Todd Snider - Old Friend

For as long as I have known you
You've been coming to my rescue
And I'm always here to catch you
Every time you fall
After all that we have been through
Guess what it all comes down to
Is knowing I can call you



When my back's against the wall

Old friend
Old friend
You keep on believing
Some day we'll come out even
Even if we lose again
Old Friend
Old Friend
God knows where we're going
I guess half the fun's not knowing where we'll wind up in the end

We end up in trouble
Every time we get together
People say we should know better
But I hope we never do
We can't live forever
It's here and now or never
You know one way or another we will always make it through

Old friend
Old friend
You keep on believing
Some day we'll come out even
Even if we lose again
Old Friend
Old Friend
God knows where we're going
I guess half the fun's not knowing where we'll wind up in the end
Old Friend
God knows where we're going
I guess half the fun's not knowing where we'll wind up in the end
Old Friend

14380. Old Friend

Old Friend
by Laurie Lewis
Jeannie Kendall

Old friend, you just grow dearer
The lines grow deeper, the paths grow clearer
I recall your every look
Each of them an open book

And though long miles may separate us
My love for you endures
With warm regard and in fond affection
I am truly yours

Old friend, we ve seen so much together
Stormy days and windy weather
And like a cloak against the cold



I wrap myself in friendship s folds

Old friends like warp and woof entwine,
Each crossing defining the design
And though in places frayed and worn
The fabric remains untorn

14381. Old Friend Of Mine

Old Friend of Mine
The Grascals - Old Friend of Mine

To see you again, it all comes back
To the good old time we shared
Our first baseball games we played in the pasture
Back when we would still take a dare
We had fires with marshmellows
Dated sisters in high school
We created the phrase "raisin' hell"
The first time we left home
We did it together
But soon had to chose separate trails
I'm feeling now like I did way back then
When we were companions, and the world's greatest friends
It seems like forever, it's been a long time
Good to see you, old friend of mine
There is a room full of flowers, with friends and the family
Who all come to say there goodbyes
But old friend, you know, when it's your time to go
I'll  be waiting on life's other side
Don't feel bad for me, I'm doing just fine
The only ones hurtin' are the ones left behind
But that's not forever, the hurt heals with time
I've got to leave you, old friend of mine
You know I love you, old friend of mine

14382. Old Friends

Steve Earle - Old Friends
Emmylou Harris

[Chorus: Steve Earle and Emmylou Harris]
Old friends
They shine like diamonds
Old friends
You can always call
Old friends
Lord, you can't buy 'em
You know it's old friends after all



[Verse 1: Terry Allen & Jerry Jeff Walker]
It's like when you're makin' conversation
And you're tryin' not to scream
You're tryin' not to tell 'em
You don't care what they mean
Yeah, and you're feelin' really fragile
And you really can't get home
And you really feel abandoned
But you want to be alone

[Chorus: Steve Earle and Emmylou Harris]
Old friends
They shine like diamonds
Old friends
You can always call
Old friends
Lord, you can't buy 'em
Oh, it's old friends after all

14383. Old Friends

Steve Earle - Old Friends
Emmylou Harris

[Chorus: Steve Earle and Emmylou Harris]
Old friends
They shine like diamonds
Old friends
You can always call
Old friends
Lord, you can't buy 'em
You know it's old friends after all

[Verse 1: Terry Allen & Jerry Jeff Walker]
It's like when you're makin' conversation
And you're tryin' not to scream
You're tryin' not to tell 'em
You don't care what they mean
Yeah, and you're feelin' really fragile
And you really can't get home
And you really feel abandoned
But you want to be alone

[Chorus: Steve Earle and Emmylou Harris]
Old friends
They shine like diamonds
Old friends
You can always call
Old friends
Lord, you can't buy 'em
Oh, it's old friends after all



14384. Old Grey Mare

Old Grey Mare
Norman Blake - Old Grey Mare

Once I had an old gray mare
Once I had an old gray mare
Once I had an old gray mare
She couldn't see and she couldn't hear
I took her down in the field to plow
I took her down in the field to plow
I took her down in the field to plow
That damned old fool she didn't know how
I got down on my knees to pray
I got down on my knees to pray
I got down on my knees to pray
And I scared that damned old fool away
I jumped up and followed her track
I jumped up and followed her track
I jumped up and followed her track
And I found her in a mud hole flat on her back
Once I had an old gray mare
Once I had an old gray mare
Once I had an old gray mare
She could not see and she couldn't hear

14385. Old Guitar Case

Old Guitar Case
Sideline 

[Verse 1]
It was back in '88 when she came my way
Ups and downs and no-name towns and it's still here today
It sure ain't much to look at, handle's fallin' off
It spent its life on the road with me in this old modern box

[Chorus]
Ain't no other could ever take its place
This old guitar case

[Verse 2]
Got stickers sayin' Luckenbach and Wheeling Jamboree
Some on top of others, so faded you can't read
It still reeks of whiskey and stale cigarettes
Of all those dingy barn rooms I never will forget

[Chorus]
Been travelin' round from place to place



With this old guitar case
It was there when Claire walked out and gavÐµ up on my dreams
I've got my stash and a little cash still hiddÐµn in the seams

[Verse 3]
Times pass by, I realize I'm finally slowin' down
There'll come a day when I can't play, no longer get around
Don't put my ashes in the sea or shoot 'em off in space
Put my remains with them Black Diamond strings
In this old guitar case

[Chorus]
Ain't no other could ever take its place
This old guitar case

14386. Old Habits Die Hard

Tom T Hall - Old Habits Die Hard

Old habits die hard old habits like loving you
Like spending my days and nights in missing you
Hours that were yours echoe like empty rooms
Strange faces and your place can't keep away the gloom
Old habits die hard now that you're gone
Old habits die hard old habits like being true
Like counting the hours till I could be with you
Things we used to share I now keep alone I waste my nights here by the telephone
Old habits die hard now that you're gone

( piano )

Hours that were yours...

14387. Old Hands

Old Hands 
The Whites

He's an old hand at shuckin' corn and bailin' hay 
And there's nothin he can't fix on that old farm 
He's tougher than leather, for a man his age 
But he's twenty one, when she's  lying in his arms
 
She's an old, hand at baking bread and washing clothes 
And rocking little babies to sleep 
But the calloused hands are softer than the morning rose 
And she always seems to know just what he needs 
 
CHORUS : 



When old hands hold hands 
With just a touch they understand 
Life and love and makin' plans 
'Cause they're old, hands 
 
They've pulled a load together down, a long hard road 
And they both know, that their journey will end 
But they won't be afraid, when it's their time to go 
'Cause chances are, they'll just go hand in hand 
 
They know life and love and makin' plans 
'Cause they're old hands

14388. Old Hanoi

Nanci Griffith - Old Hanoi

Where are all the Satchel Boys
Selling books outside the Metripole?
Books to read in English, books of light and sorrows
Of this foreign land and they are gone and they've flown away

Where are all the cyclos
With their drivers pedaling grace?
Crowded out by motorbike, confined to lesser space
In old Hanoi and they grew wings and they've flown away

And in the words of Graham Greene
Like the Quiet American
Who's searching these sacred streets
For old Hanoi

And in all of these sacred things
That I've been blessed in life to see
I believe I'm in someone?s dream
In history

Where is the eloquence
Of the ladies on their bicycles?
Dressed in their au dias in the lotus flowered nights
Of Indochine and they rode to progress and they've flown away

And in the words of Graham Greene
Like the Quiet American
Who's searching these sacred streets
For old Hanoi, old Hanoi, old Hanoi
Searching for Indochine, the old Hanoi
Cherchant l? Indochine, in old Hanoi, in old Hanoi



14389. Old Henry Hill

Old Henry Hill 
The Boxcars

Many nights she told me she'd leave me
If I didn't start changin' my ways
The next mornin' she'd always forgive me
Lord it seems so different today
 
CHORUS: 
By the water that runs down old Henry Hill 
She walked down the mountain alone, 
And all I could say, as she walked away
If you leave now, you ain't comin' home 
Now she's packed all her things and she's gone
 
No I ain't had much formal schoolin'
Since I learned how to write down my name
But even I can see she's ain't foolin'
I guess the liquor and me are to blame 
  
If you leave now, you ain't comin' home
Now she's packed all her things and she's gone
Now she's packed all her things 
and she's gone

14390. Old Hickory - Chords

Old Hickory 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Verse 1]
A                Bm
Virgil Lee was a mighty man
        D           A
He could outrun the L&N;
A                     Bm
Caught a wild cat and made him his friend
        D             A
He was a flat woods boy
A                          Bm
Caught his learnin' from a runnin' brook
           D                    A
Taught him go with the flow and don't get hooked
A                     Bm
But Virgil Lee kindly mistook
    D                      A
The devil for a dear friend
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Bm



You can fool all the jokers with diamonds
        C#m
You can playboy ramblin' roots
        D
You can lie like a penny on the CNO line
        E
But the good Lord knows the truth
 
 
[Chorus]
           A    Bm
Just like a old hickory
D                                             A
Shadin' the porch of a house that's been torn down
A                                       Bm
There ain't nothin' that's left but the memory
D                                              A
And that long, tall, scraggily, bitter nut old hickory
 
 
[Verse 2]
A                       Bm
It was Gainsboro at the Glow Worm Bar
        D                A
We were passin' around a jug and a guitar
A                        Bm
Virgil picked it like an Opry star
           D              A
I mean the boy was on fire
A                                    Bm
I said, "Hey Virgil Lee, where'd you get that stuff?"
         D                             A
He said, "I don't know, I guess I made it up?"
A                 Bm
Well sometimes an empty cup
     D        A
Just overflows
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Bm                                     C#m
And all that summer was fire and rain
                                      D
Virgil Lee started nursin' the pain
 
'Til every one of them songs he would play
    E
Was twisted, falling down
 
 
[Chorus]
       A     Bm
Like a old hickory
D                                             A
Shadin' the porch of a house that's been torn down
A                                       Bm
There ain't nothin' that's left but the memory



         D                                     A
And that long, tall, scraggily, bitter nut old hickory
 
 
[Verse 3]
A                   Bm
Laid him out in his overalls
                D                    A
'Cause when you get too big for your breeches well that's all
A                       Bm
Hung his fiddle and his flat top guitar
D                     A
Up in the high school gym
A      Bm
Nobody remembers his name
    D              A
And I can't say anyone's to blame
A                            Bm
One of these times you gotta hear him play
           D                    A
He was the greatest that's ever been
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Bm
You can fool all the jokers with diamonds
        C#m
You can playboy ramblin' roots
        D
You can lie like a penny on the CNO line
        E
But the good Lord knows the truth
 
 
[Chorus]
            A   Bm
Just like a old hickory
D                                             A
Shadin' the porch of a house that's been torn down
A                                       Bm
There ain't nothin' that's left but the memory
         D
And that long, tall, scraggily, bitter nut
A   Bm
Old hickory
D                                             A
Shadin' the porch of a house that's been torn down
A                                       Bm
There ain't nothin' that's left but the memory
         D                                     A
And that long, tall, scraggily, bitter nut old hickory
D                                                 A
Oh and that long, tall, scraggily, bitter nut old hickory



14391. Old Hollow Tree

Old Hollow Tree 
The Boxcars
 
Our feud in the families,drove him away
He looked in her eyes and said I'll go but not stay
Go into the forest in the full of the moon
And watch for me darling I'll be coming there soon
 
REFRAIN: 
She sets in themoon light by the old hollow tree 
She waits for her true love that never can be
 
But an other was list'nin', when he made her that vow 
Then he came up behind him, with a purpose of foul 
He killed her poor darlin', to keep them apart
But nothing on earth could take him from her heart
 
Her true love was buried, his grave is not known
She waits in the moonlight but she waits all alone
A love more hopeless there never could be
But there's two sets of footprints by the old hollow tree
 
She sets in the moonlight, by the old hollow tree 
She waits for her true love, that never can be

14392. Old Home Place

Old Home Place
the Dillards

It's been ten long years since I left my home
In the hollow where I was born
Where the cool fall nights make the wood smoke rise
And the foxhunter blows his horn

I fell in love with a girl from the town
I thought that she would be true
I ran away to Charlottesville
And worked in a sawmill or two

   What have they done to the old home place
   Why did they tear it down
   And why did I leave the plow in the field
   And look for a job in the town

Well my girl she ran off with somebody else
The taverns took all my pay
And here I stand where the old home stood
Before they took it away

Now the geese they fly south and the cold wind blows



As I stand here and hang my head
I've lost my love I've lost my home
And now I wish that I was dead

14393. Old Home Place Of Mine

Old Home Place Of Mine

There's a place in old Kentucky where I'm longing to be
Where the bluegrass is growing so fine
Where the dogwoods are in bloom in the mountains so high
Around that old home place of mine

Oh the bluegrass is growing in the valley
And the birds are singing in the trees
That's where I want to go when I leave this world below
It's home sweet home to me

Oh the good time I had playin' as a lad
They often enter my mind
Oh how long my heart did grive that day I had to leave
That dear old home place of mine

I remember Dad and Mom sitting there all alone
That day I left them behind
Oh how my heart does yearn for the day when I'll return
Back to that old home place of mine

14394. Old Jimmy Sutton

Old Jimmy Sutton - High Woods Stringband
High Woods Stringband on 'Feed Your Babies Onions' CD. 

Cow and sheep walking through a pasture,
Cow says, "Sheep, can't you walk a little faster?" 
Baaaa!

Sheep says, "Cow, I got a sore toe,"
Cow says, "Sheep, I did not know."
Baaaa!

Me and Bill went a-hunting,
Bang! Went the gun and down went the mutton,
Baaaa!

I can't stand meal, I can't stand mutton,
I don't give a damn for Old Jimmy Sutton,
If you can't sing that, you can't sing nothin'
Baaaaa!



14395. Old Joe

Tim O'Brien - Old Joe
(Tim O'Brien,  John Smith)

Outside of town where the bodies are buried
The bodies are buried outside of town
They decorate the graves with the flowers they carry
The flowers they carry all scattered around

Old Joe pulls back the weeds from the headstones
He cuts the vines that grow in between
Old Joe works at the cemetery
At the cemetery keeping it clean

Old Joe carries a spade and shovel
A spade and a shovel to the top of the hill
He gets a rhythm and he starts diggin
He starts singin with the Whipporwill

Joe sees families comin and goin
Comin and goin as the years roll by
The whole town comes here sooner or later
Sooner or later everyone dies

Old Joe knows they all had secrets
They all had secrets they took to the grave
Old Joe knows the secrets don't die
Secrets don't die on the burying day

Old Joe knows the hearse will be comin
The hearse comes rollin when the church bell tolls
Tomorrow morning they'll be prayin and preachin
Prayin and preachin right over this hole

Old Joe sees the loved ones leavin
The loved ones leavin wiping their eyes
Old Joe looks where they lowered the casket
The ground's still wet from the tears they cried

After the body is six feet under
Six feet down beneath the clay
He walks to the gate as the sun is settin
His workin is done for one more day

And no one hears the voices risin
The voices risin from below the ground
No one hears the stories they're telling
The songs they sing when the sun goes down



14396. Old Joe Clark

Old Joe Clark

Wished I had a dime
Wished I had a pretty girl
To kiss and call her mine

   Fare thee well old joe clark
   Fare thee well I say
   Fare the well old joe clark
   I'm a goin' away

I will not marry an old maid
I'll tell you the reason why
Her neck is so long and stringy
I'm afraid she'll never die

I asked my girl to marry me
And what do you think she said
Time enough to marry you
When all the rest are dead

Old joe clark did take sick
And what do you think ailed him
He drank a churn of buttermilk
And then his stomach failed him

Old joe clark did get drunk
And not a word could he utter
He fell down on the supper table
And stove his nose in the butter

14397. Old Joe Clark

John Hartford 
Old Joe Clark

Old Joe Clark was a preacher-man
He preached all over the plain
The highest text he ever took
Was a-High Low Jack in the Game

Well, he came down to my house
And showed me all of his cards
He whispered low in his gambler's voice
It's really not too hard

Said he never had no trouble
Just a-walk around wearing a sheet
Buncha people waving them palm leaves
To keep Joe Clark from the heat



Joe Clark, now, got nothing to do
Got a little ol' rubber cross
Picking up pennies from the folks that's rich
And a-give a little smile when the lost

Singing, get on down to Canaan, Brother
There's a lotta good things goin' down
With a little bit of luck and a couple of bucks
You can be down there where the Glory Rolls

Wake up, Brother, there's a new day a-comin'
And it hasn't got time to stop
If you got the bread, you can change your head
You can be down there when the Glory rolls

Well, Old Joe Clark's got 2 little girls
To wash his feet and sing
"Old Joe Clark," I heard one say
"We'll give you anything"

Let's go down to the church-house
There's a lotta good things goin' down
The crowd turns over at 9 o'clock
With the cream of the underground

Singing, get on down to Canaan, Brother
There's a lotta good things goin' down
With a little bit of luck and a couple of bucks
You can be down there where the Glory Rolls

Wake up, Brother, there's a new day a-comin'
And it hasn't got time to stop
If you got the bread, you can change your head
You can be down there when the Glory rolls

Well, I got this Environment record
And we play it in every room
And we got us plenty of light bulbs
To keep us out of the gloom

And everyone says, "Right On! Far Out!"
Then stands around and laughs
I guess I'd better say it, too
Or Joe might kick my ass

Singing, get on down to Canaan, Brother
There's a lotta good things goin' down
With a little bit of luck and a couple of bucks
You can be down there where the Glory Rolls

Wake up, Brother, there's a new day a-comin'
And it hasn't got time to stop
If you got the bread, you can change your head
You can be down there when the Glory rolls

I used to want to be hip so bad
And be with the folks that know



But I had me some tie-died underwear
And a little bit of snow to blow

I'm really mad that I'm so sad
So mad that I don't feel well
I'd trade my key to Heaven
If I could safely go to Hell

Singing, get on down to Canaan, Brother
There's a lotta good things goin' down
With a little bit of luck and a couple of bucks
You can be down there where the Glory Rolls

Wake up, Brother, there's a new day a-comin'
And it hasn't got time to stop
If you got the bread, you can change your head
You can be down there when the Glory rolls

Well, I need an old Orpheum 5-string
With a 12 inch open back pot
So the next time you go to the attic
Look and see what you've got

Or a 12 inch Farland open-back
28 three-eighths inch scale
I wish you'd write and let me know
If you got one for sale

Singing, get on down to Canaan, Brother
There's a lotta good things goin' down
With a little bit of luck and a couple of bucks
You can be down there where the Glory Rolls

Wake up, Brother, there's a new day a-comin'
And it hasn't got time to stop
If you got the bread, you can change your head
You can be down there when the Glory rolls

Now, I asked old Joe to manage me
So that I could go and sing
He said hurry up, I could wait on him
And he'd help me to do my thing

Now he calls me every hour
When I'm trying to be alone
Just wants to keep me posted
That there's nothin' goin' on

Singing, get on down to Canaan, Brother
There's a lotta good things goin' down
With a little bit of luck and a couple of bucks
You can be down there where the Glory Rolls

Wake up, Brother, there's a new day a-comin'
And it hasn't got time to stop
He's a high-flying daddy with his hat and coat ready
And he's gonna be there when the Glory rolls



14398. Old Joe Clark

Bill Monroe - Old Joe Clark

Old Joe Clark's a fine old man
Tell you the reason why
He keeps good likker 'round his house
Good old Rock and Rye

Fare ye well, Old Joe Clark
Fare ye well, I say
Fare ye well, Old Joe Clark
I'm a going away

Old Joe Clark, the preacher's son
Preached all over the pain
The only text he ever knew
Was High, low, Jack and the game

Old Joe Clark had a mule
His name was Morgan Brown
And every tooth in that mule's head
Was sixteen inches around

Old Joe Clark had ayellow cat
She would neither sing or pray
She stuck her head in the butermilk jar
And washed her sins away

Old Joe Clark had a house
Fifteen stories high
And every story in that house
Was filled with chicken pie

I went down to Old Joe's house
He invited me to supper
I stumped my toe on the table leg
And stuck my nose in the butter

Now I wouldn't marry a widder
Tell you the reason why
She'd have so many children
They'd make those biscuits fly

Sixteen horses in my team
The leaders they are blind
And every time the sun goes down
There's a pretty girl on my mind

Eighteen miles of mountain road
And fifteen miles of sand
If ever travel this road again
I'll be a married man



14399. Old Kentucky Hillside

Old Kentucky Hillside

There's an old oak tree near the top of the hill
And an old stone chimney close beside
All that's left to mark the years Of the toil sweat and tears
That we shed on this old kentucky hillside

Goin back in memory to the top of the hill
I hear the wind a blowin through the oak tree with a sigh
I see the children as the play i hear mom and dad pray
Giving thanks to that old Kentucky hillside

    That old kentucky hillside farm
    Where mommy and daddy now lie
    The only crop we ever raised daddy said before he died
    Was the children raised on this old kentucky hillside

At last I return to the top of the hill
And tears of happiness filled my eyes
Here my children will be raised and God forever praised
I'd give everything for this old Kentucky hillside

14400. Old Kentucky Miners

Old Kentucky Miners
Written and performed by: Bert Colwel
Larry Cordle & Lonesome Standard Time

We're old Kentucky miners soon we'll all be gone
Leaving nothing behind but some words upon a stone

We got coal dust in our lungs we can barely catch our breath
We got Zippos in our pockets and Camel cigarettes
Merle Travis sang aboutus when he did Sixteen Ton
Here's to John L. Lewis still our favorite son

We're old Kentucky miners soon we'll all be gone
Leaving nothing behind but some words upon a stone

Our sons andour daughters they've all moved away
Some work for IBM and some make Chevrolets
They seldom return except for funerals and such
They've found a better way, they don't have to eat this dust

We're old Kentucky miners soon we'll all be gone
Leaving nothing behind but some words upon a stone



When we lay our shovels down at the end of the line
Don't take us to the graveyard let us rest here in this mine
Just sing Amazing Grace and give an alter call
Then rip out all the timbers and let the mountain fail

On old Kentucky miners soon we'll all be gone stane
Leaving nothing behind but some words upon a stone

14401. Old Kentucky Shore - Chords

Old Kentucky Shore (ft. Joan Osbourn)
Ricky Skaggs - Old Kentucky Shore (ft. Joan Osbourn)

CAPO 2 

(Acapella) 
Up along the Ohio River 
Over on the old Kentucky shore 
     G                  D 
Once dwelt a fair young maiden 
              D        A      D     D
Now there's a crepe up-on her door 
 
  D                D                      
I walk down to the graveyard 
     G      C         D
Down by the Church of God 
  G         C      D   
I looked up-on the one I love 
           D       A            D
That would soon be covered with sod 

CHORUS:
    D 
Up along the Ohio River 
     G                   D
Over on the old Kentucky shore 
     G       C          D 
Once dwelt a fair young maiden 
              D        A      D  
Now there's a crepe up-on her door 

BREAK: D  F  C  D, D  C  A, D  F  C  D,  D  A  G 

    D              D
The angels took my darlin' 
    G          C     D      
God needed the one I love 
  G           C            A         D
I reached the old Kentucky shore too late 
             D         A           D            
I'll make my plans and meet her up above 



    D
The last words that my darling spoke 
             G     C    D       (softly)
Was tell the one I love goodbye 
    G       C       A        D
I'd like to see him before I go 
         D        A      D      
But I'll meet him in the sky 

CHORUS:
    D 
Up along the Ohio River 
     G                   D
Over on the old Kentucky shore 
     G       C          D 
Once dwelt a fair young maiden 
              D        A      D  
Now there's a crepe up-on her door 
              D        A      D  (softly)or acapella
Now there's a crepe up-on her door

14402. Old Kind Of Love - Chords

Old Kind Of Love
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Paul Overstreet

Intro:
C        Bb7    F        G7         
It's the newest craze in town
C          Eb          G7         C
There's an old kind of love goin' round
                                 F  
Husbands are being true to their wives again
C                             G7
Women are taking care to take care of their men
C                       F              
And families are really growing strong
Dm                          G7
Cause mamas and daddies are holdin' on
           C                      F
There's an old kind of love goin' round
  C                  G7 
A new generation has found
C                         F
And it's a mighty welcome sight to see
      Dm                             G7
Cause things are getting back to the way they used to be
     F                  G7                 Am 
When hearts could stand strong against the wind
    F                    C       G7
And though the times are tougher than they've ever been
         Bb7    F        G7



It's the newest craze in town
           Eb          G7         C
There's an old kind of love goin' round
                                  F
Young girls are waiting for their wedding day
C                                     G7  
Young men are patient because they're there to stay
    C                          F
The world is searching for the truth it seems
Dm                       G7
People are saying it's a brand new thing
Repeat #4,2,3,1

14403. Old King Coal

Sturgill Simpson - Old King Coal

Many a man down in these here hills
Made a living off that old black gold
Now there ain't nothing but welfare and pills
And the wind never felt so cold

I'll be one of the first in a long long line
Not to go down from that old black lung
My death will be slower than the rest of my kind
And my life will be sadder than the songs they all sung

Old King Coal what are we gonna do
When the mountains are gone and so are you

They come from the city to lend a hand
Carrying signs saying, Shut the mines down
We ain't looking for pity and you don't understand
So go back to your city now cause this ain't your town

My Great Grandfather spent his days in a coal mine
And his nights on the porch in a chair
Now he's in heaven and down here in hell
The rivers run muddy and the mountains are bare

14404. Old Lady From Carlsbad

Keller Williams - Old Lady from Carlsbad

Met an old lady in Carlsbad
Who got bit on the ankle by a spider
It swelled on up to about the size of her knee
She was carrying clothes in a plastic bag and breathing kinda heavy
Havin' a hard day was plane to see



She said "somebody stole my shopping cart
It's sittin' out side the door
I don't understand, who could be so cruel?"
She said "Karma is a serious thing and a force to be reckoned with
And well the wipper-snapper that took it is a fool"

And now I'm walkin' with an old lady
Down to the corner bus stop
Talkin' about Jesus and how her heart he won
Talkin' with an old lady down at the corner bus stop
She said expect you a miracle before the day be done.

14405. Old Love Letters

Old Love Letters - Ralph Stanley
Warrior River Boys

Today I burned your old love letters
I burned 'em gently one by one
And as I'd light the flame I'd read it
For I could see what you had done

    The first you wrote me was the sweetest
    The last one broke my heart in two
    And as I'd light the flame I'd read it
    For I can say I still love you

And as I burned your old love letters
It brought back memories from the past
It told about you and your new love
A love I knew could never last

14406. Old Love, New Eyes

Rodney Crowell - Old Love, New Eyes

Did somebody ask that hurtin' question
What are you searchin' for
Well how could you tell you know what I'm thinkin'
When I don't know nothin' at all
Well the faces may change as hearts rearrange
Set on a course of their own
If I stay afloat, by this lump in my throat
I don't know nothin' at all
A face in the crowd, a fool on the phone
Showin' his face at the door
I look at him and he looks at me
And we don't see nothin' at all



Old love has new eyes
Two lips, same sweet smile
And a gentle hand
I'll never hold again
In the old ways I'm slow to change
Still turn around when I hear your name
From across the room
In the air and the way she moves

14407. Old Lovers - Chords

Old Lovers 
Bryan Bowers

[Intro]
G D C A G D
G C Am Bm D
 
[Verse]
G                    D      C
They came out on the dance floor
Am                     Bm           D
Their faces were lined with care
G                      D     C
She pushed her purse up on her arm
A                       Bm                       D
He smoothed down his thinning hair
 
[Chorus]
G                                        C
As they started to dance like old lovers
G              Bm                  D
Who know and cherish each other's grace
G
And his arms never pushed nor pulled her
D                           G
And her eyes never left his face
 
[Instrumental]
G D C Am Bm D X2
 
[Verse]
G                    D            C
A rock 'n' roll band was playing
Am                     Bm           D
The two of them looked so out of place
G                      D           C
With no one else over thirty
Am               Bm           D
No one else in an embrace
 
[Chorus]
G                                        C



As they started to dance like old lovers
G              Bm                  D
Who know and cherish each other's grace
G
And his arms never pushed nor pulled her
D                           G
And her eyes never left his face
 
[Instrumental]
G D C Am Bm D X2
 
[Verse]
G                    D            C
There wasn't much more to the story
Am           Bm           D
She whispered something I believe
G                      D           C
He smiled and said "yes, yes..."
Am               Bm           D
It looked like they were gonna leave
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                        C
But then they started to dance like old lovers
G              Bm                  D
Who know and cherish each other's grace
G
And his arms never pushed nor pulled her
D                           G
And her eyes never left his face

14408. Old Man

Old Man
Neil Young - Acoustic Syndicate

Old man, look at my life
I'm a lot like you were
Old man, look at my life
I'm a lot like you were

Old man, look at my life
Twenty-four and there's so much more
Live alone in a paradise
That makes me think of two

Love lost, such a cost
Give me things that don't get lost
Like a coin that won't get tossed
Rolling home to you

Old man, take a look at my life. I'm a lot like you



I need someone to love me the whole day through
Ah, one look in my eyes and you can tell that's true

Lullabies, look in your eyes
Run around the same old town
Doesn't mean that much to me
To mean that much to you

I've been first and last
Look at how the time goes past
But I'm all alone at last
Rolling home to you

Old man, take a look at my life. I'm a lot like you
I need someone to love me the whole day through
Ah, one look in my eyes and you can tell that's true

Old man, look at my life
I'm a lot like you were
Old man look at my life
I'm a lot like you were

14409. Old Man & Me

Old Man & Me
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - Old Man & Me

[Verse 1]
If this life were just a memory
Of the old man that one day I'll be
Could I improvise a symphony
Add a few more crescendos

[Chorus 1]
Tangle, your fingers in mine
Hot sex, and ice cold brandy wine
This night, could transcend space and time and time again
Take off your karma at the door
Strip down, till there's you and nothing more
Scream out, cause we're young and dumb and pour another drink

[Interlude 1]

[Verse 2]
If this life were just a minstrel show
For the old man right before he goes
To be bRneath his last laurel
My epitaph agreed

[Chorus 2]
ConsidRr friend as you walk by
As you are now, so once was I
As I am now you too shall be grateful for today



Work hard and play 'till you can't breathe
Your love, is all that you can leave
Time lost, is something you should grieve but not for me

[Interlude 2]

[Verse 3]
If this life were just a dying dream
Or a stroke of serendipity
Would it really bother you not me
Cause it plays out all the same

14410. Old Man And His Fiddle

Old Man and his Fiddle - Larry Sparks

High on the mountain above the timberline
There lies an old man With a look of death in his eyes

In his one room cabin beside a rocking chair
Lies a hand made fiddle he made with loving care

His hands are weak and trembling his bow is worn and frayed
He thinks of lonesome ballads he's not strong enough to play

The old man is now in heaven but his fiddle stayed behind
To play a strange and lonesome melody hear it crying through the pines

In his one room cabin beside a rocking chair
Lies a hand made fiddle he made with loving care

14411. Old Man And The Land

Railroad Earth - Old Man and the Land (Live) 

there came a time for the old man
when a place of beauty, a lay of land
spoke out to him, said understand,
you should rest now,
i'm an open hand
and the man said yes!
i'd like the days here
i'd like the nights here
here I will settle me down
i'll spend my days here
the rest of my days here
here I will watch the world go round

there came a time for the old man



when a place of beauty, a lay of land
spoke out to him like a long lost friend
said stay with me now until the end
the man said yes!

I'd like the summers here
i'd like the winters
here I will settle me down
i'll spend my days here
rest of my days here
here I will watch
the world go round

and so they lived
the man and the land
they lived as one
until the end
and the man sang out

I like the days here
I like the nights here
oh! how the world spins around
I like the summers here
I like the winters here
here I will sleep in the ground
here I will sleep in the ground
here I will sleep in the ground

14412. Old Man At The Mill

Old Man At The Mill - The Dillards

   Same old man sitting at the mill
   The mill turns around of its own free will
   Hand in the hopper and the other in the sack
   Ladies step forward and the gents fall back

Down sat an owl and he said all quiet
Lonesome day and a lonesome night
Thought I heard a pretty girl say
Court all night and you sleep next day

Well then, said the raven as she flew
If I was a young one I'd get two
One for to fetch and the other to sew
I'd have a string for my bow, bow, bow

My old man's in Kalamazoo
He don't give no "yes, I do"
First to the left and then to the right
This old mill grinds day and night



14413. Old Man Below

Old Man Below

If you want to get married I'll tell you where to go
Go to the old man that lives down below
The old folks is gone and the girls all at home
They want to get married with their heads not combed

Children the children are crying for bread
Goin build on a fire just as high as your head
Then you rake in the ashes for to lie in the dough
And the name that you give 'em is dough boy dough

They called me in to supper and I thought I'd go eat
I went to the table for to carve on the meat
I had an old old knife and I had not a fork
I sawed about an hour and I never made a mark

I sawed another hour and I got 'im in my plate
And the girl said young man I think you better wait
Young man young man you better run
For the old man's a comin with his double barrel gun

The old man a grinnin as he come a walkin in
Patches on his britches and whiskers on his chin
He had an old hat that he wore the year around
But he had neither hat nor the brim nor the crown 

I stood right there just as brave as a bear
And I wiggled my finger in the old man's hair
He says young man I think you're the best
Pull you up a chair boy and sit down and rest

If you want to get married I'll tell you where to go
Go to the old man that lives down below
The old folks is gone and the girls all at home
They want to get married with their heads not combed

14414. Old Man From The Mountain - Chords

Old Man From The Mountain
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

G
The old man from the mountain's coming home home home

Thought I'd better warn you 
     A7                D7



So I called you on the phone
    G                          C               G
Get rid of Joe the grinder you better be there alone
                           D7                G
Cause the old man from the mountain's coming home

                                  
I've been a-working in the sawmill
    C                G
I'm all up-tight and tense

And I got wind that someone's 
     A7                    D7
Been digging under my back fence
        G               C                G
Thought I'd better call you let you know today
                          D7                G
That the old man from the mountain's on his way

Repeat #1

Been working my dang fool head off all for a dollar bill

Now I need a bunch of good loving
       A7              D7
So I'm coming down the hill
      G                       C             G
Don't want no friendly Henrys warming up my bed
                         D7                     G
And the old man from the mountain means what he said

Repeat #1 x2

14415. Old Man In The Mill - Chords

Old Man In The Mill - The Dillards

Dm                        C
Same old man livin at the mill
Dm
The mill turns around of its own free will
Dm                         C
Hand in the hopper and the other in the sack
Dm                          C          Dm
Ladies step forward and the gents fall back

Then said the owl with his head all a white
A lonesome day and a lonesome night
I thought I heard a pretty girl say
I court all night and you sleep all day

(Chorus)



Then said the raven as she flew
If I was a young man, I'd have two
One for to knit and one for to sew
And I'd have a little ribbon to my bow, bow, bow

My old man's in Kalamazoo
He don't wear no "Yes, I do"
First to the left and then to the right
This old mill grinds day and night

(Chorus)

14416. Old Man In The Mirror

Old Man in the Mirror (Gary Ferguson/Errol Walsh)

Looking in the mirror, who's that staring back at me?
Some old man, I don't even know
Don't know where the time went, how it slipped away
Won't be long till it's my time to go

We played all the big shows from Maine to Alabam'
From Portland all the way to San Antone
All the pretty girls a man could ever want
Never had to spend a night alone

Chorus: 
I used to be a showman
Traveled this country far and wide
Up and down these highways
This old guitar by my side

Now my days are getting shorter my nights are getting longer
As time goes sailing by
I used to be so young and bold but now I'm tired and old
And I'm rocking on this back porch on my own

But it aint so bad thinking  bout the times we had
Remember that old truck stop out on highway 49
When old Billy Bob sat in with the band
He got drunk and blew us off the stand Lord Lord
Somewhere out on Highway 49

I sit alone thinking on the stories I could tell
Tears of sadness, tears of happiness and joy
And if I had a dollar for every tear I cried
I'd give it all to be back on the road

I was happy, life was sweeter then and every day was new
Full of promise endless roads to run
Each and every rainbow's end was just round the bend
out of view and everybody was my friend



Chorus:  x 2

14417. Old Man In The Park

Old Man In The Park
Bluegrass Cardinals - Special Consensus
Key: G

Met an old man in the park
And we talked until dark
Listening to the stories he could tell
Even though he'd lost his sight
He could make you laugh or cry
And he often had these words he'd ask of me.

Chorus:
Are the leaves still painted green
Do the birds still look the same
Do the old dogs sleep all day
Then the old man smiled at me and walked away

I go back to walk around
But the old man can't be found
Still seeing carving on his wooden cane
No, will never be back again
I'm remembering my old friend
And the very last words that he said

Chorus:
Chorus:

14418. Old Man In The Shanty - Chords

Old Man In The Shanty 
Lonesome River Band
The Chapmans

[Verse]
A                                 D
Up the road that leads by Mission Hollow
          A                           E
Stands a shanty in a field there all alone
A                                        D
Worn out burlap sacks a hanging over the windows
         A            E                 A
And the smoke from an old wood burning stove
A                                    D
In the shanty lives an old man from nowhere
           A                        E



Where the only name I ever knew was Reed
      A                                  D
Momma said he was a drunkard in her childhood
     A                     E                   A
She wished that he'd just pack his things and leave
 
 
[Chorus]
A                                     D
Don't you go near the shanty son the old man's got a gun
                    A                                E
And when he gets to drinking he'll shoot it just for fun
A                                  D
But they never knew I was the old man's only friend
                   A            E              A
The old man in the shanty how I still remember him
 
 
[Verse]
A                                       D
Sunday mornings I would sneak out of my window
        A                            E
He'd be waiting in the shanty by the door
         A                                   D
Plate of bacon, eggs and home made bread and butter
          A                   E                 A
That he'd made for me on that old wood burning stove
                                  D
And he told me how he came about living there
         A                          E
How his family had died that awful day
        A                               D
Now the only thing he turned to was his bottle
     A            E              A
Ever sense has he let that bottle lay
 
 
[Chorus]
A                                     D
Don't you go near the shanty son the old man's got a gun
                    A                                E
And when he gets to drinking he'll shoot it just for fun
A                                  D
But they never knew I was the old man's only friend
                   A             E              A
The old man in the shanty how I still remember him
 
 
A                                  D
Yesterday was the last time that I saw him
     A                             E
Oh I guess that ole bottle finally won
       A                                     D
With a dying breath he looked up towards the ceiling
    A                   E               A
Said God forgive me for all that I have done
     A                                    D



Well I buried him in the place that he'd shown me
         A                        E
I Said a prayer, sang a song as I dug
       A                              D
No-one ever knew or realized what had happened
                 A           E              A
They thought the old man had finally up and gone
 
 
[Chorus]
A                                    D
Don't you go near the shanty son the old man's got a gun
                     A                               E
And when he gets to drinking he'll shoot it just for fun
 A                            D
But they never knew I was the old man's only friend
                   A            E              F#m
The old man in the shanty how I still remember him
             D              A             E              A
He's just an old man in the shanty how I still remember him

14419. Old Man Inside A Young Man

Richard Thompson - Old Man Inside A Young Man 

I was walking down the street when I met with Billy
He shook his head at me and then he shook my hand
He said, "I've seen the world and I've done some living
I don't believe in giving, you've got to take it while you can"

I'm an old man inside a young man
You've got to take it while you can
I'm just an old man inside a young man
Take a heart and break it while you can

He said, "I'm sick of whores, madames and misses
The only kiss for me is the kiss of a knife
There's no one thing on earth that I'm not through with
What can I do with the rest of my life?"

I'm an old man inside a young man
You've got to take it while you can
I'm just an old man inside a young man
Take a heart and break it while you can

Billy turned and he walked away, he said, "I must be going
There's just no knowing who follows me around
They see my fancy clothes and they want to shoot me
I'd rather be dead on my feet than dead down in the ground"

I'm an old man inside a young man
You've got to take it while you can
I'm just an old man inside a young man



Take a heart and break it while you can

I'm an old man inside a young man
You've got to take it while you can
I'm an old man inside a young man
Take a heart and break it while you can
I'm just an old man inside a young man

14420. Old Man's Boots

Old Man's Boots
Osborne Brothers - Old Man's Boots

My old man's shoes were steel toed boots
Ripped up rawhide leather
Seams splitting like the Red Sea
So duct tape held 'em together
They've worn more tread than a Firestone
Underneath a '65 Fastback Ford
Size 12 wide, spent Saturday nights
Cuttin' rug on a bar room floor

They weren't built for speed, they weren't built for comfort
But you can bet that they were buildin' somethin'
Might not look like much to you
But there wasn't really much they couldn't walk through
They weren't flashy, they weren't classy
But they made him workin' class happy
And I'd be lucky
I'd be lucky to walk a mile in my old man's boots

They didn't bring home a fortune
But we were fortunate for doin' just fine
Sunrise to bed, they kept us fed
And the lights on most of the time
[?] joint rips on the laces
Scuffed up and scarred from heal to toe
Looked twice their age on a good day
Broken in don't even come close

They weren't built for speed, they weren't built for comfort
But you can bet that they were buildin' somethin'
Might not look like much to you
But there wasn't really much they couldn't walk through
They weren't flashy, they weren't classy
But they made him workin' class happy
And I'd be lucky
I'd be lucky to walk a mile in my old man's boots

They didn't bring home a fortune
But we were fortunate for doin' just fine

They weren't built for speed, they weren't built for comfort



But you can bet that they were buildin' somethin'
Might not look like much to you
But there wasn't really much they couldn't walk through
They weren't flashy, they weren't classy
But they made him workin' class happy
And I'd be lucky
I'd be lucky to walk a mile in my old man's boots
My old man's boots

14421. Old Memories Mean Nothing To Me

Old Memories Mean Nothing To Me
Del McCoury Band

   Old memories mean nothing to me
   They've all gone away from me now
   I'm alone in the night it's plain to see
   And old memories mean nothing to me

It's the day that I'm thinkin' of
I've forgotten yesterday's love
So if you don't love me now set me free
For old memories mean nothing to me

Time has a way of passing by
Over the ruts of our lives it will fly
And if you don't love me now I can see
And old memories mean nothing to me

I know we once had a fine love
Over others you towered above
But I'm not the playful kind you can see
And old memories mean nothing to me

Del McCoury; Blue Side Of Town

14422. Old Memory Found Way Back - Chords

Old Memory Found Way Back
Rhonda Vincent - Old Memory Found Way Back

G       C
I thought I had driven you outta my mind

G  D
When I crossed that bridge on memory lane and burned it once last time

G                   C
I told myself it's over and I'm finally free



D
But just when I thought I had buried your memory it shows up just like a bad penny

CHORUS:

G  C D
An old memory found its way back home again

G  C G  D
Old feelin's that I thought I'd lost had found their way back in

                    G
Like an old dog that you drop off just outside of town

C
Uninvited comin' back anyhow

G D                       G
An old memory found its way back home again

I swept every room when I cleaned house
Tore up your old love letter and threw all your pictures out
But I can't throw away what I can't see
I guess I fooled myself into believin' forgettin' you was gonna be easy

CHORUS

C G
Whycan't I keep your memoryaway

C D
It'slike a fire I can't put out a cold that I can'tshake

CHORUS

Repeat last line

14423. Old Mexico - Chords

Old Mexico 
Marty Stuart & His Fabulous Superlatives

[Intro]
A
 
[Verse 1]
A             D             A
The border is nowhere is in site
               D                  A         E
And I got me a feeling I won't be seeing it tonight
    D               E          A
But I'll ride on as fast I can go



                  D    G            A
Freedom waits for me         in Old Mexico
 
G A
 
[Verse 2]
 
A                D                A
There's a pretty senorita waiting there
                D        A          E
With mysterious eyes and wavy black hair
    D               E         A
She always welcomes me to her door
             D      G              A
Loves on the line           in Old Mexico
 
G A
 
[Chorus]
 
A
Well it's a place where I'm not wanted
 
There's no price on my head
      D    G   D                    G    A
I can live and breath and come back from dead
 
The shadows are friendly and friends well I've many
         D       G            A      E
As far I know          in Old Mexico,
      A       E       A          D   A
in Old Mexico, in Old Mexico
 
[Verse 3]
 
       A               D             A
If you ever steal some gold from the Red White and Blue
                       D                   A             E
They've got an army of soldiers they'll be sending after you
      D          E                 A
Those government horses sure ain't slow
                     D   G         A
They can run all the way    to Old Mexico
 
 
[Chorus]
 
A
Well it's a place where I'm not wanted
 
There's no price on my head
      D    G   D                    G    A
I can live and breath and come back from dead
 
The shadows are friendly and friends well I've many
         D       G            A      E
As far I know          in Old Mexico,



      A       E       A          D   A
in Old Mexico, in Old Mexico

14424. Old Mule Skinner

Old Mule Skinner (Larry W. Jones 02/12/2007) 

Mule train, mule train, pullin' so slow
Mule train, mule train, so tired I know
One of these days I'm gonna be movin' on
Boss man's gonna miss this old mule skinner when I'm gone
Mule train, mule train, pull those logs around the bend
Mule train, mule train, one more time and do it again
One of these days I won't be found around
Don't look for me, I'll be homeward bound
Mule train, mule train, pullin' so slow
Mule train, mule train, so tired I know
One of these days I'm gonna be movin' on
Boss man's gonna miss this old mule skinner when I'm gone
There's just one place I'd love to see
Where the pace is slow as slow can be
In those Blue Ridge mountains I'd spend my time
By a creek under a bridge drinkin' sweet sweet wine
And when I die don't pine for me
Just bury me by a tall pine tree
I won't hear tired old mules when they whine
Cause I won't be an old mule skinner when I die
I'm gettin' tired, I'm almost in my grave
I've given and given and gave and gave
There ain't nothin' else for me to crave
I've just been an old mule skinner slave
Mule train, mule train, pullin' so slow
Mule train, mule train, so tired I know
One of these days I'm gonna be movin' on
Boss man's gonna miss this old mule skinner when I'm gone
Boss man's gonna miss this old mule skinner when I'm gone

14425. Old New Mexico

Old New Mexico
Hackensaw Boys - Old New Mexico

[Verse 1]
I realize I don't know how to be your friend
It burns me to no ending
When all I want is a touch from your hand
I sit on street corners all around our town
Hoping I see you driving around
And you'll smile so big and stop to pick me up



Still I'm lonely, although you were just sitting here
Both hands on the wheel so you could steer
To drop me off where I stay, to leave me and it's hard
To ask for something I know she won't give
Though not long ago, she freely did
She took it all away and now I'm feeling like her toy

[Chorus]
Out of Austin and into the rain
Old New Mexico won't call again
The one I love don't need me
I'm searching for the lost chord that'll tie you back to me
Tie you back to me

[Verse 2]
And it hurts knowing how this life can be
In a teacup floating out to sea
This is like a car wreck that we're both living in
So I decided to say nothing and go to bed
While you swam all inside my head
I wish you were here to help me tame this spin
Cinders and ashes, I won't open my eyes
A big old blue sky surprise
While you have your tinder mended
I'll wait to phone you up

[Chorus]
Out of Austin and into the rain
Old New Mexico won't call again
The one I love is far from me
I'm searching for the lost chord that'll tie you back to me
Tie you back to me

14426. Old Number Seven

The Devil Makes Three - Old Number Seven

I guess I grew up on an old dirt road
A-pedal to the metal, always did what I's told
'Til I found out that my brand new clothes
A-came second hand from the rich kids next door
And I grew up fast, I guess I grew up mean
There's a thousand things inside my head I wish I ain't seen
And now I just wander through a real bad dream
A-feelin' like I'm comin' apart at the seams

Well, thank you Jack Daniel's Old Number Seven
Tennessee whiskey got me drinkin' in heaven
An'a, angels start to look good to me
They're gonna have to deport me to the fiery deep
Oh, thank you Jack Daniel's Old Number Seven
Tennessee whiskey got me drinkin' in heaven
An'a I know I can't stay here too long



'Cause I can't go a week without doin' wrong
(Old Number Seven)
Without doin' wrong (I'm drinkin' in heaven)
Without doin' wrong (Old Number Seven)
Without doin' wrong (I'm drinkin' in heaven)

So I'm sittin' as the barstool, it starts to grow roots
I'm feelin' like an old worn-out pair of shoes
Oh, tell me what is it that I should do
When I'm a-swimmin' in the liquor, only halfway through?
So I'm watchin' as his wings spread as wide as could be
A-come on now and wrap them around me
'Cause all I want to do now is fall to sleep
A-come down here and lay next to me

Oh, thank you Jack Daniel's Old Number Seven
Tennessee whiskey got me drinkin' in heaven
An'a up here the bottle never runs dry
And you never wake up with those tears in your eyes
Oh, thank you Jack Daniel's Old Number Seven
Tennessee whiskey got me drinkin' in heaven
An'a angels start to look good to me
They're gonna have to deport me to the fiery deeps
(Old Number Seven)
To the fiery deeps (I'm drinkin' in heaven)
To the fiery deeps (Old Number Seven)
To the fiery deeps (I'm drinkin' in heaven)

14427. Old Old House

Old Old House
Bill Monroe - Country Gentlemen
Writer/s: George Jones / Hal Bynum

There's an old, old house that once was a mansion
On a hill overlooking the town
But time has left a wreckage where once there was beauty
And soon the old house will tumble down

But when the leaves start to fall in autumn
And the raindrops drip from the trees
There's an old old man who walks in the garden
And his head is bowed in memories

They say he built the mansion for the love of a woman
They planned to be married in the fall
But her love for him faded in the last days of summer
And the house stands empty after all



14428. Old Paint

Linda Ronstadt - Old Paint

I ride an old paint
I lead an old dam
I'm going to Montana
To throw a houlihan
They feed in the coolies
They water in the draw
Their tails are all matted
Their backs are all raw

Ride around
Ride around real slow
The fiery and the snuffy are raring to go

Old Bill Brown
Had a daughter and a son
One went to Denver
And the other went wrong
His wife she died in a poolroom fight
And still he keeps singing from morning til night

Ride around
Ride around real slow
Well the fiery and the snuffy are raring to go

Well when I die
Take my saddle from the wall
Put it on my pony
And lead him from his stall
Tie my bones to his back
Turn our faces to the west
And we'll ride the prairie
That we like the best

Ride around
Ride around real slow
Well the fiery and the snuffy are raring to go

Ride around
Ride around real slow
Well the fiery and the snuffy are raring to go

14429. Old Pal Of Yesterday - Chords

Old Pal Of Yesterday 
Norman Blake

Capo 5
        C                            G
In the twilight when the shadows are falling



                               C   G
at the close of a long, weary day
        C       C7           F        Dm
Then I fancy I hear a voice calling
         C          G     C     G
It's my old pal of yesterday
 
[CHORUS]
 C               G              C
Old pal, I'm so blue since you left me
 G                       C   G
Life's been a burden to bear
  C           G            C     Am
I wonder, old pal, if you miss me
   D7                  G7
I wonder if you still care
           C      C7       F     Dm
Does your memory stray to yesterday
    Am                           D7       G7
and take it to a heart that was light and gay
           C            C7       F     Dm
Won't you come back for I still love you
    C          G    C
My old pal of yesterday
 
        C                            G
When the whippoorwill calls in the wild wood
                               C   G
to his mate who is drifting away
        C       C7           F        Dm
Then my heart rambles back to my childhood
         C          G     C     G
of my old pal of yesterday
 
[CHORUS]
        C                            G
Now, laughter and gladness don't know me
                               C   G
and smiles are like strangers today
        C       C7           F        Dm
What friend could this happiness show me
         C          G     C     G
Oh, it's my old pal of yesterday
 
[CHORUS]

14430. Old Pickup

Dierks Bentley - Old Pickup

[Verse 1]
I can hear that bluebird
Out in the yard singin'



Slap of a screen door
That front porch swing creakin'
You kickin' your shoes off
To a song we used to know
Sounds like Luckenbach
Makes me wanna go

[Chorus]
Buy an old pickup
Just drive you around
Dial up some AM
Hand crank the window down
Reach in the glove box
Pull out that paper map
Find a forgotten road
One that'll take us back in time
Makes me wanna go buy an old pickup

[Verse 2]
Ain't got no console
So you can slide on over
Gotta love that bench seat
And your head on my shoulder
I could use a little simplify
Just you and the radio
Somethin' in the air tonight
Makes me wanna go

[Chorus]
Buy an old pickup
Just drive you around
Dial up some AM
Hand crank the window down
RRach in the glove box
Pull out that paper map
Find a forgottRn road
One that'll take us
Down to the riverbank
Back up that short bed
Watch that sun sink
See what happens next
Drive you around

[Outro]
Makes me wanna go buy an old pickup
Just drive you around
Dial up 650
Hand crank a window down
Reach in the glove box
Pull out that paper map
Find a forgotten road
One that'll take us back in time
Makes me wanna go buy an old pickup
Buy an old pickup
Just drive you around



14431. Old Pipeliner

Rodney Crowell - Old Pipeliner

Well, I'm an old pipeliner, I lay my line all day
Yes, I'm an old pipeliner and lay my line all day
I got forty-nine women waitin' to draw my pay
When you see me comin', better raise your window high
When you see me comin', better raise those windows high
And when you see me leavin', better hang your little head and cry
Well, I'm an old pipeliner, I lay my line all day
Yes, I'm an old pipeliner and lay my line all day
I got forty-nine women waiting to draw my pay
Ah, play them songs, boys...
Just like a one-eyed cat peeping in a seafood store
Just like a one-eyed cat sleeping in a seafood store
You don't want me 'round, baby, I won't mess around with you no more
Just let me be your little dog till your big dog comes
Just let me be your little dog till your big dog comes
And when the big dog gets here, watch your puppy dog run
Well, I'm an old pipeliner, I lay my line all day
Yes, I'm an old pipeliner and lay my line all day
I got forty-nine women waiting to hear Albert play
And he can play, yeah...
Yeah, I'm an old pipeliner, I lay my line all day
Yes, I'm an old pipeliner and lay my line all day
I got forty-nine women waiting to draw my pay
Well, I'm an old pipeliner, I lay my line all day
Well, I'm an old pipeliner and lay my line all day
I got forty-nine women waiting to draw my pay

14432. Old Railroad Track

Old Railroad Track

when I walked out one morning
Had the wind blowin at my back
As I couldn't find  no lonesome old road
so I found me an old railroad track

    As I walked down to that old railroad track
    To carry my blues away
    It was say no goodbyes start walkin those ties
    A rambler til my dyin' day

When I woke up that mornin'
It was I was slippin through the cracks
And the only thing to keep me from goin' insane
Was my feet on that old railroad track



14433. Old Rattler

Old Rattler - Ralph Stanley

Rattler was a good old dog as blind as he could be
But every night at suppertime I believe that dog could see

   Here Rattler here here Rattler here
   Call old Rattler from the barn here Rattler here

Rattler breaked the other night I thought he treed a coon
When I come to find him he's barkin' at the moon

Rattler was a friendly dog even though he was blind
He wouldn't hurt a living thing he was so very kind

One night I saw a big fat coon climb into a tree
I called Ol' Rattler right away to fetch him down for me

But Rattler wouldn't fetch for me because he liked that coon
I saw them walking paw in paw later by the light of the moon

Grandpa had a muley cow muley since she was born
It took a jaybird forty years to fly from horn to horn

Now old Rattler's dead and gone like all the good dogs do
Don't put on the dog yourself or you'll be going there too

14434. Old Red River Road

Old Red River Road (Larry W. Jones 12/11/2007) 

A new paved road comes down from Bobcat Pass
Brings tourists around into town enmass
But they all miss the Upper Valley view
Now the new paved road is an easy climb
But I'll take the old Red River Road every time
The old Red River Road just winds along
Easy as the lines of a slow love song
Wind in Ponderosa pines sound like chimes
Yeah, I'll take the old Red River Road every time
Lately most drive so fast that they can't stop
They can't wait to pass on the new black top
To me, that daily grind will never rhyme
So I'll take the old Red River Road every time
- instrumental -
The old red River Road, may it not fade
On it the elk and deer have right of way
Aspencade is magic in Autumn time



Yeah, I'll take the old Red River Road every time
The old Red River Road just winds along
Easy as the lines of a slow love song
Wind in Ponderosa pines sound like chimes
Yeah, I'll take the old Red River Road every time

14435. Old Richmond Prison

Ralph Stanley - Old Richmond Prison

Deep in the hills, way down in virginia
Was where I lived for 23 years
While driving one day, just ridin for pleasure
Just ridin for pleasure, I'd had a few beers
I shot the sheriff of Buckinham county
They threw me in jail without any bail
They tried me, in Buckinham county
For a crime that was done on the Dickenson side
The jury came in, with a verdict on monday
They said I was guilty and had to do time
Eighteen years, in Old Richmond Prison
Eighteen years, seems like 49
My thoughts go back, to my home in the mountains
To Buckinham County, near the Dickenson line
To Buckinham County, near the Dickenson line

14436. Old River

Old River

Old river you're wide, you're deep and your cold
You make a lonesome old sound as onward you roll
'Neath the crest of your waves I know I could sleep
And forget all the sorrows you brought to me

Many's the time and many's the night
We sat there talkin', makin' things right
You've heard all our vows, you've heard all our plans
Oh river I know that you'll understand

The dawn is breakin' on sea and on land
As I write my farewell upon your sand
Your wings will embrace me, my body you'll claim
Oh river oh river you're calling my name

Oh the ways of love is often times cold
Like the hearts of lovers, when love grows cold
River oh river your depths dark and deep
In a watery grave forever I'll sleep



14437. Old Riverman

Bill Monroe - Old Riverman Blues
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Old riverman's lonesome, old riverman's blue
He's working on the river with the riverman blues
On the Lakeview Highway, that's the riverman's home
And home is where the heart is and he's all alone

But when he hears that steamboat whistle blow
He can feel that river in his soul
Old riverman's lonesome, old riverman's blue
He's working on the river with the riverman blues

Three thousand miles old riverman goes
Down the Mississippi River and the Ohio
The Missouri and the Cumberland, Tennessee and Illinois
Monongahela, Allegheny and the big Conoy

But you just watch that old riverman's eyes
He always knows when the river's going to rise
Old riverman's lonesome, old riverman's blue
He's working on the river with the riverman blues
He's working on the river with the riverman blues

14438. Old Road

Jerry Jeff Walker - Old Road

Old road she keeps callin' to me
Old road she keeps callin' to me
Travel on down
Travel on down
Travel on down and see

(Harmonica)

13 and 3-0-1
13 and 3-0-1
250 West
250 West
250 West to 9

(Harmonica)

Lonely, so cold and blue
Lonely, so cold and blue
Tired and hungery



Tired and hungery
Tired and hungery too

(Harmonica)

14439. Old Rugged Cross

Emmylou Harris - Old Rugged Cross

On a hill far away stood an old rugged cross
The emblem of suffering and shame
And I love that old cross where the dearest and best
For a world of lost sinners was slain

So I'll cherish the old rugged cross
(Rugged cross)
Till my trophies at last I lay down
I will cling to the old rugged cross
(Rugged cross)
And exchange it some day for a crown

To the old rugged cross I will ever be true
Its shame and reproach gladly bear
Then He'll call me some day to my home far away
Where His glory forever I'll share

So I'll cherish the old rugged cross
(Rugged cross)
Till my trophies at last I lay down
I will cling to the old rugged cross
(Rugged cross)
And exchange it some day for a crown
And exchange it some day for a crown

14440. Old Satan

Old Satan

Living in the world of mass confusion
Where contentment's hard to find
Living in the days of revelation
With old Satan close behind

I've been talked about and laughed at
I've been locked out in the cold
But I don't aim to give ol Satan
Any claim upon my soul

You'd better look around you'd better look around



You'd better be wondering what salvation's all about
You better believe and understand before old Satan takes your hand
He's gonna take you but it ain't gonna be to the promised land

When your friends all turn against you
Even though you've done your best
Say a prayer and keep on trying
And let the good Lord do the rest

When temptations all around you
And you feel like turnin' back
Just remember that old Satan's
Right there breathin' down your back

14441. Old Satan - Chords

Old Satan
Recorded by Larry Sparks
Written by Jim Eanes and Lora Lowry

C
Living in the world of mass confusion
                            F
Where contentment's hard to find
              C
Living in the days of revelation
         G7            C
With old Satan close behind

You'd better look around you'd better look around
                                               F
You'd better be wondering what salvation's all about
             C              F                C
You better believe and understand before old Satan takes command 
                                       G7                 C
He's gonna take you but it ain't gonna be to the promised land

I've been talked about and laughed at
                            F 
I've been locked out in the cold
            C
But I don't aim to give ol' Satan
    G7            C
Any claim upon my soul

repeat #2

When temptations all around you
                          F
And you feel like turnin' back
       C
Just remember that old Satan's
            G7                  C  



Right there breathin' down your back

repeat #3 x2

14442. Old Shep

Old Shep
Red Foley

When I was a lad
And old Shep was a pup
Over hills and meadows we'd stray
Just a boy and his dog
We were both full of fun
We grew up together that way

I remember the time at the old swimmin' hole
When I would have drowned beyond doubt
But old Shep was right there
To the rescue he came
He jumped in and then pulled me out

As the years fast did roll
Old Shep, he grew old
His eyes were fast growing dim
And one day the doctor looked at me and said
"I can do no more for him, Jim"

With hands that were trembling
I picked up my gun
And aimed it at Shep's faithful head
I just couldn't do it, I wanted to run
I wish they would shoot me instead

He came to my side and looked up at me
And laid his old head on my knee
I had struck the best friend a man ever had
I cried so I scarcely could see

Old Shep, he has gone where the good doggies go
And no more with old Shep will I roam
But if dogs have a heaven there's one thing I know
Old Shep has a wonderful home

14443. Old Ship Of Zion - Chords

Old Ship Of Zion 
Ralph Stanley



G                     D            C
I was standing on the banks of the river
G                D               A
Looking out over life's troubled sea
G                   D             C
When I saw that ole ship that was sailing
            G           D      G
Is that the ole ship of Zion I see.
 
 
G            D        C
Its hull was bent and battered
G                  D            A
From the storms of life I could see
G                         D             C
Waves were rough but that ole ship kept sailing
            G           D      G
Is that the ole ship of Zion I see.
 
G                   D              C
At the stern of the ship stood the captain
G                  D             A
I could hear as he called out my name
G                     D           C
Get on board it's the ole ship of Zion
        G          D        G
It will never pass this way again
 
 
G            D             C
As I step on board I'll be leaving
G                  D          A
All my sorrows and heartaches behind
G                 D         C
I'll be safe with Jesus the captain
        G          D           D
Sailing out on the ole ship of Zion.

14444. Old Shoes (& Picture Postcards)

Old Shoes (& Picture Postcards)
Tom Waits - Acoustic Syndicate

Well I'm singing this song, cause it's time it was sung
I've been putting it off for a while,
Cause it's harder by now, and the truth is so clear
That I am crying when I'm seeing you smile.
So goodbye, so long, the road calls me dear
And your tears cannot bind me anymore,
And farewell to the girl with the sun in her eyes
Can I kiss you, and then I'll be gone.

And every time that I tried to tell you



that we'd lost the magic we had at the start,
I would weep my heart when I looked in your eyes
And I searched once again for the spark.
So goodbye, so long, the road calls me dear
And your tears cannot bind me anymore,
And farewell to the girl with the sun in her eyes
Can I kiss you, and then I'll be gone.

Oh you know that there's something calling me dear
and by morning, I'm sure to be gone
For I'm older than you and you know so well
That our time for to love was a song
So goodbye, so long, the road calls me dear
And your tears cannot bind me anymore,
And farewell to the girl with the sun in her eyes
Can I kiss you, and then I'll be gone.

Now I can see by your eyes, it's time now to go
So I'll leave you crying in the rain,
Though I held in my hand, the key to all joy
Honey my heart was not born to be tamed.
And goodbye, so long, the road calls me dear
And your tears cannot bind me anymore,
And farewell to the girl with the sun in her eyes
Can I kiss you, and then I'll be gone.
Can I kiss you, and then I'll be gone.

14445. Old Side Of Town - Chords

Old Side Of Town 
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

[A] Ain't it strange how people change
And [D] almost over-[A] night
[D] Who once was a [A] country girl
Is now a social-[E] ite
We're [A] proud for you, but when you're through
And [D] seek some common [A] ground
[D] Oh, we [A] miss you
On the [E] old side of [A] town.

[E] We still drink cokes and tell old jokes
And [D] bowl at [E] Splits 'n' [A] Strikes
[D] Country music still [A] plays
   (George Jones is still a hero--2nd chorus)
On the jukebox every [E] night
So-[A] ci-ety is not for me
But [D] I can still be [A] found
[D] Oh, we [A] miss you
On the [E] old side of [A] town.

R-S-V-P is not for me
And black ties are not my style



I thought you'd like to know
'Cause you ain't been here for awhile
We read about your Tour D'Force
We're glad you get around
But we miss you
On the old side of town.

CHORUS

Babe, we miss you on the old side of town.

14446. Old Slew Foot

Rose Maddox - Old Slew Foot

[Verse 1]
High on the mountain, tell me, what do you see?
Bear tracks, bear tracks looking back at me
Better get your rifle boys before it's too late
'Cause a bear's got a little pig and headed thru the gate

[Chorus]
He's big around the middle and he's broad across the rump
Running ninety miles an hour, taking thirty feet a jump
Ain't never been caught, he ain't never been tree'd
Some folks say he looks a lot like me

[Verse 2]
Saved up my money and I bought me some bees
They started making honey way up in the trees
Cut down the trees but my honey's all gone
Ole Slew-Foot's done made himself at home

[Chorus]
He's big around the middle and he's broad across the rump
Running ninety miles an hour, taking thirty feet a jump
Ain't never been caught, he ain't never been tree'd
Some folks say he looks a lot like me

[Verse 3]
Well, winter's coming on and it's twenty below
The river's froze over so where can he go?
We'll chase him up the gulley then run him in the well
We'll shoot him in the bottom just to listen to him yell

14447. Old Song

Lindsay Lou - Old Song



[Verse 1]
I had the notion to put life in motion
Make it breath, make it read like an old gospel devotion
But when I close my eyes, surprised to find
That what I carry with me is inescapably

[Chorus]
Just like an old song that brings you back home
Like a sweet old melody, you take it with you when you go
Like an old song that we've all heard before
Gives us peace of mind, takes us back in time before we needed more

[Verse 2]
I remember the day
I lost your voice but could see your face
Saying  What's up kid  with half a smile
And a spirit that could stretch half a mile
And I mourned you all over again, but I remember when
I waited for you patiently so we could sing

[Chorus]
That old song that brings you back home
Like a sweet old melody, you take it with you when you go
Like an old song that we've all heard before
Gives us peace of mind, takes us back in time before we needed more

14448. Old Soul - Chords

Old Soul 
Dead Horses

[Intro]
C F C  Am F C
C F C  Am F C
 
C               F                   C
If you take the path, I'll meet you on it
     Am                     F              C
Just bring a flashlight and I will bring a blanket
C                  F                 C
If it's cold we'll build ourselves a fire
Am             F                          C
Oh and lay our memories right down beside us
 
C F C Am F C
 
    C                  F               C
The branches block the weary sky above us
       Am                   F          C
Oh and with their lies they surely did deceive us
C             F                  C
In my head, I know that it's all worth it
   Am                  F                 C



Oh but in my heart sometimes I forget to feel it
 
 
        Fmaj7 C     G
Oh this old   soul
             Fmaj7   C     G
Inside these young   bones
          Fm7    C   G    C
And oh my old      soul
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
C F C Am F C
C F C Am F C
 
C                F                  C
Friend, I said I think I'm starting over
   Am            F                   C
Oh who I was and now I'm not, I lost her
    C          F                    C
And if we meet again before the sun sets
   Am             F                 C
Oh maybe we could somehow learn our lesson
 
 
        Fmaj7 C     G
Oh this old   soul
             Fmaj7   C     G
Inside these young   bones
          Fmaj7  C   G    C
And oh my old        soul
 
 
[fiddle solo]
C F C Am F C
C F C Am F C
E Am E Am
 
 
[bridge]
E                            Am
The lights that burn through out the night
E                      Am                    F
Lighting the road, but no, but you're not on it
E                            Am
The lights that burn through out the night
E                      Am                    F
Lighting the road, but no, but you're not on it
 
G          Fmaj7 C     G
   Oh this old   soul
             Fmaj7   C     G
Inside these young   bones
          Fmaj7   C
And oh my old     soul
 
[Outro]



G C

14449. Old Southern Porches

Old Southern Porches
(Leslie Winn Satcher)
Dale Ann Bradley

Verse 1
They're a harbor for flower pots
Ole folks and sleepy dogs
Sandals and wooden swings
They're known for their shade and their ice cold lemonade
And morning glory vines and wire screens
They keep the world from running right up to our front door
They're a place where time doesn't matter any more
And on a dark summer night they shine like torches
Old...southern porches

Verse 2
All the years of idle evening talk
Have crept into their floors and walls
Oh, the stories they could tell
They know the sound of snapping beans, roller skates and guitar strings
And box fans rattling on the window sills
To the one who's been away too long, their steps are open arms
And they've always been a place where young lovers exchange hearts
They're shelter from the rain and the August sun that scorches
Old...southern porches

Bridge
And if you've never known one, I'm so sorry
But they're some of my very favorite memories

Verse 3
Their views are framed by gingerbread
White columns and iron rails
Life looks like a movie passing by
If you find one let it rest you, sit back and let it bless you
I guarantee it's gonna ease your weary mind
Times are changing fast now and everything's a race
The world is full of trouble and no where is really safe
But I always find a harbor and a comfort in the voices
Of old..southern porches
Yes, I always find a harbor and a comfort in the voices
Of old...southern porches

14450. Old Swinging Bridge



Old Swinging Bridge
Lonesome River Band
James King

My old scrapbook is hidden away
I kept in memory of you
This old scrapbook is just a bouquet
Of things that we used to do

   Memories haunt me each night in my dreams
   It seems I can still see you there
   Your loving arms held out to me
   And smiling so sweet and so fair

Don't you remember the hours we spent
Swinging on the old swinging bridge
From June to December together we went
Swinging on the old swinging bridge

We built a dream across the old mill stream
And though the years have gone by
I'll still keep remembering here in my heart
And wonder if you wonder why

14451. Old Thames Side

Richard Thompson - Old Thames Side

As I was walking down by old Thames side
Oh my foot and my heart seem to falter
And there you were standing by a Custom House landing
Like Venus risen out of the water

And they say it's because, well, I'm a fool in love
That I swear there's no beauty before you
And those that deny or think that I lie
Well oh, those are the ones who never saw you

Oh, there never was anyone so perfect as you
As you stood there and smiled to greet me
And I searched for a phrase to capture your ways
Well, that's a task that'll always defeat me

And they say it's because, oh, I'm a fool in love
That I swear there's no beauty before you
But those that deny or think that I lie
Well those are the ones who never saw you

And they say it's because I'm a fool in love
That I swear there's no beauty before you
And those that deny or think that I lie
Well oh, those are the ones who never saw you



14452. Old Ties And Companions

Mandolin Orange - Old Ties And Companions

[Verse 1]
Old man give me endless time
Never let these ties sever
It's breaking bottles in the yard
Never still my mind again

[Chorus]
Mmm
Like old ties and companions
Just sitting on the fence

[Verse 2]
The tunes we've carried through the years will change
And man that's just enough
To keep these ghosts around those haunted fields

[Chorus]
Mmm
Like old ties and companions
You and I were just passing through

[Bridge]
It's a hundred thousand miles of lonely track
Holding back tomorrow
Someday I'll hop along and ride it home

14453. Old Time Angels

Old Time Angels
The Po' Ramblin' Boys

[Verse 1]
Out in Knoxville, beside the river
There's a spirit out wandering
First you'll feel the wind on your shoulder
Then you'll hear her start to sing

[Verse 2]
Little Maggie's still got her pistol
And Pretty Polly's got her spade
Darlin' Corey, she's a-coming for you
She's gonna dance upon your grave

[Chorus]
Look out for us old-time angels



We'll not serve you anymore
For we're up here in these mountains
Seeking vengeance for the score

[Verse 3]
Little Sadie drives that wagon
For to haul your body away
And Omie Wise sits right beside her
In the Tennessee River they'll make you pay

[Chorus]
Look out for us old-time angels
We'll not serve you anymore
For we're up here in these mountains
Seeking vengeance for the score

[Chorus]
Look out for us old-time angels
We'll not serve you anymore
For we're up here in these mountains
Seeking vengeance for the score
For we're up here in these mountains
Seeking vengeance for the score

14454. Old Time Camp Meeting - Chords

Old Time Camp Meeting
Recorded by Grandpa Jones

G             C            G
Long ago when but a boy at old camp meeting time
C                  G               A7                 D7
How my heart would leap for joy to hear the old bells chime 
G               C               G
Calling all the saints of God into the house of prayer 
C               G                    D7               G
Oh such praying singing and shouting for the Lord was there

                    C                 G
I like the old time preaching praying singing shouting 
                    A7               D7
I like the old time reading of God's word 
G                    C               G
I like to hear those old time Hallelujah stories 
                    D7             G
I like the old time worship of the Lord

                   C             G
Preaching in those good old days were filled with a holy flame 
C                 G                A7              D7
Preaching for the souls of men and not for worldly fame 
G              C                 G
Under such old fashion preaching sinner fell to pray 



C            G                       D7               G
And the Lord would save them in that good old fashion way

Repeat #2

                C                           G
In these latter days they say that there is no use to pray
C                 G               A7           D7
All we need is to think religion 'tis a better way
G               C                G
But I'm here to tell you brother Jesus saves from sin
C                G               D7            G
In that old time way He saved me He now dwells within

Repeat #2

14455. Old Time Fiddle

Vince Gill - Old Time Fiddle

I wanna hear an old time fiddle
Play an old time fiddle song
I might even drink just a little
If you play 'Little Jolie Blon'
If you're lookin' or me
I'm liable to be
In the middle of the ol' dance floor
I wanna hear an old time fiddle
Like you never get to hear anymore

[Chorus:]
I wanna throw down on a hoe down
Hanging with the people I know
Hear the sweet sound
Of a breakdown
When you put a little rosin on the bow
Y'all come on over when the sun goes down
Bang on the ol' screen door
I wanna hear an old time fiddle
Like you never get to hear anymore

I miss ol' Herman Stover
Playin' Listen To The Mockingbird
It was Piedmont, Oklahoma
It was the sweetest sound I ever heard
Skinny ol' man in a cowboy band
You could barely get the people in the door
I wanna hear an old time fiddle
Like you never get to hear anymore

I wanna throw down on a hoe down
Hanging with the people I know
Hear the sweet sound



Of a breakdown
When you put a little rosin on the bow
Play diggy diggy li
Diggy diggy lo
The a little Cotten-Eyed Joe
I wanna hear an old time fiddle
Like you never get to hear anymore.

[Chorus:]

Y'all come on over when the sun goes down
Bang on the ol' screen door
I wanna hear an old time fiddle
Like you never get to hear anymore...

14456. Old Time Music Is Here To Stay

Robbie Fulks - Old Time Music Is Here to Stay

Church bells soundin' dark clouds on the mountain
Dog in the pantry actin' strange
My old man's callin', each day a new problem
Only the worryin' don't change
Bolt on the back door and a rocker on the porch
Where I rock my cares away
Hearts fall, troubles rise, hopes dim and rain dries
Old time music's here to stay
Pluckin' on the 5-string keeps my hands from idling
And takes me back when I was young
When I'd see some hobo pickin' on his banjo
I'd plug my ears and run
That electrified guitar I bought in '84
Sits back in the closet these days
And to watch the years unreeling, the more I get the feeling
Old-time music's here to stay
Using your mind for what it weren't designed for
It's a good way to go insane
Me I've kept less than half of what I've pressed in
My poor unwilling brain
But when those old songs get down in your bones
You just let your fingers play
Livin' much makes you humble, everything built just crumbles
But old time music's here to stay

14457. Old Time Preacher Man

Old Time Preacher Man 
Blue Moon Rising
 



He was just an old time preacher man
bib overalls was all he wore
He'd preach the Word and work the land
Had a backbone like at wo by four
 
He could barely even write his name
But he knew the Good Book front to back
No earthly riches could he claim
He lived in an old tarpaper shack
 
CHORUS : 
I've studied all he taught me, even since I was a kid 
I followed in his footsteps watchin' everything he did 
Now I do my best to make the whole world understand
All the lessons that I've learned from the old time preacher man 
 
I was just a young boy seventeen
When revival came to my home town
Every word he spoke was meant for me
And I felt the power of God come down
He was there the day my Mama died
I didn't know what I was gonna do, I felt so empty down inside 
But he knew the words to help me through
 
He said just hold on tight to Jesus, trust in Him and never stray
Stay up on the straight and narrow, you'll see her again someday,
 
Those days are gone and won't return
There's troubled times throughout the land
There's a lot of things we all could learn
From an old time preacher man

14458. Old Time Religion

Old Time Religion (Revival Outtake)
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
It's good enough for me
[Verse 2]
It was good enough for mama
It was good enough for mama
It was good enough for mama
And that's good enough for me
[Verse 3]
It was good enough for papa
It was good enough for papa
It was good enough for papa
And that's good enough for me
[Verse 4]



You can read about it in the good book
You can read about it in the good book
You can read about it in the good book
And that's good enough for me
[Verse 5]
Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
It's good enough for me
Well that's good enough for me
Tell ya it's good enough for me

14459. Old Time Religion

Old Time Religion
Tennessee Ernie Ford - Jim & Jesse

Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
It's good enough for me

Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
It's good enough for me

It was good for our mothers
It was good for our mothers
It was good for our mothers
And it's good enough for me

Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
It's good enough for me

Makes me love everybody
Makes me love everybody
Makes me love everybody
And it's good enough for me

Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
It's good enough for me

It will take us all to heaven
It will take us all to heaven
It will take us all to heaven
And it's good enough for me

Give me that old-time religion



Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
It's good enough for me
One more time

Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
Give me that old-time religion
It's good enough for me (for me)

14460. Old Time River Man

John Hartford - Old Time River Man

Where does an old time river man go
After he's passed away
Does his soul still keep a watch on the deep
For the rest of his river days
Does he then come back as a channel cat
Or the wasp that lied on the wheat
Or the birds that fly through summer sky
Or the fish swimmin' under the key

Where does an old time pilot go
After he stood his last watch
Does he fall by the ear of the man who steers
Sayin' "Hold her on that notch"

There's a gentle sneeze in the river breeze
It's sayin' "Son, I'm goin' to bed"
And the light that [?] and go off in the night
Or was it fireflies instead

Where does an old time engineer go
After he's cooled her down
Gone up the hill to never come back
On the quiet side of town
Does his soul live on in the engine's soul
While the striker checks the gears
Is he still afloat on an old steam boat
After he's gone from here

14461. Old Time Sunshine Song

Roy Acuff - Old time sunshine song
Composer: Eddy Raven

I wanna hear it again just the way it was back then
When my mama sang to me it was love and harmony



In that old time sunshine song

With the mellowing of years we look back and see the tears
With happy times and ties that made us strong
We all worked in the fields it was love and it was real
Like an old time sunshine song
I wanna hear it again

I don't get back much these days since mama passed away
It's still the place I feel that I belong
So I go there in my mind hoping Lord that I might find
That old time sunshine song
I wanna hear it again

I wanna hear it again

14462. Old Time's Sake

Old Time's Sake
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

If this is our last dance
Let's take it slow-owly
Let's let our hearts break
Just for old time's sake
For old time's sake

I don't want to be the one
To say the night is over
I don't want to be the one
To say goodbye
Let's face the music
There's no turning back
Just take my hand

If this is our la-a-a-ast dance
Let's take it slow-owly
Let's let our hearts break
Just for old time's sake
For old time's sake

Baby let me waltz away
The memories of hard times
Let me wipe away
The tears from your eyes
Can we be tender
Just one more time
We have tonight

If this is our la-a-a-ast dance
Let's take it slow-owly
Let's let our hearts break
Just for old time's sake



For old time's sake

For old time's sake (For old time's sake)
Let me walk you home to your door
For old time's sake (For old time's sake)
Let's have one more night together
For old time's sake (For old time's sake)
Let me waltz you around across the floor
For old time's sake (For old time's sake)

14463. Old Timer's Waltz - Chords

Old Timer's Waltz
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
[3/4 time]

C G7
It's Saturday night way back home
 C
A line is beginning to form
 F
For a dollar a head in advance
 G7 C
You can watch the old timers dance

 G7
The band gets ready to go
 C
They play three weeks in a row
 F
They start with a slow steady beat
 G7 C
To get the old timers up on their feet

G7 C
And it's swinging your partner and Dosey Doe
 G7
It's the Tennessee Waltz and the old heel and toe
C
Cotton Eyed Joe the Blue Tail Fly
G7 C
Watch how the old timers dance the night by

 G7
Wearing their best change of cloths
 C
Slow dancing with their eyes closed
 F
They dream of love and romance
G7 C
Watch all those old timers dance

 G7



It's Saturday night way back home
 C
For many long years I've been gone
 F
Someday I'll have one more chance
 G7 C
To watch all those old timers dance
Repeat #3

14464. Old Times

David Rawlings
Old Times

Everything's in bags
I'm ready to go
I'm not trying to move fast but I can't stay slow
And the tail wag
Is something you know
Like the damned or the loved
Not friend nor foe
Oh, nothing's gonna get me like the old times, no, no
Oh nothing's gonna do it like the old times, no, no
Oh nothing from a bird's eye is close as it seems
Blue jay on your shoulder and life's but a dream
Oh everybody's looking for a rowboat
When you know they got a jay
Oh, nothing's gonna get me like the old times, no way
Nothing is wrong
I'm right where I belong
Like a honeybee buzzing through the nRighbor's lawn
Oh, nothing's gonna get me like thR old times, so long
Na na na na , sing singing along
Like the ink to the page don't know the song
Na na na na
Oh nothing from a bird's eye is close as it seems
Blue jay on your shoulder and life's but a dream

14465. Old Town New

Darrell Scott
Old Town New

[Verse 1]
On a lover's lee with a freeway view
Sitting on my hood, thinkin' about you
Going over in my mind every kiss and every fire
Yeah the fool on the hill, is beating down another night
There were days so hard ,I thought I had to go



I would get in my car and just follow the road
But this is my home and it is who I am
And I know I'd stay
If I could make this old town new again

[Chorus]
Color other than blue again
I would have something to do again
Instead of thinking about you again
But the people I know
The places I go
Remind me of you
Oh, somebody come around
And make this old town new

[Verse 2]
There were nights so long I thought the sun burned out
And there were girls so wrong I do not want to talk about
I was burning up the night yeah, in an alcohol flame
Lighting up my way
Trying to make this old town new again
[Chorus]
Color other than blue again
I would have something to do again
Instead of thinking about you again
But the people I know
The places I go
Remind me of you
Oh, somebody come around
And make this old town new

[Outro]
Love goes wrong but life goes on
And I know what I got to do
I am just hanging around
Trying to make this old town new

14466. Old Train

Old Train

Old train I can hear your whistle blow
But I won't be jumping on again
Old train I've been everywhere you go
And I know what lies beyond each bend.

   Old train each time you pass you're older than the last
   And it seems I'm too old for running
   I hear your rusty wheels grate against the rails
   They cry with every mile and I think I'll stay awhile.

Old train I grow weary from the miles
And I'll miss the freedom that was mine



Old train just to think about those times
I'll smile when you're high-balling by.

14467. Old Upright Piano - Chords

Old Upright Piano
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Old Upright Piano

Play with capo on 4th fret to match recording.

INTRO: C  G  D  G  G  
C                G               C                 G           C            G
For as long as I remember   When Friday night came round   The family would gather
G                 D           Am                   G             G        F         C
out at grandpa's house   With supper over and the dishes done   Then the best time came
      C           G           D7           G   
At an old upright piano  that only grandma played
              C                G            C          G            C           G  
CHORUS:   She played beautiful dreamer   my wild irish rose   never played them perfect
              G             D          C           G                G    F       C   
but there was love in every note   and grandpa sat beside her    in harmony they sang
       C           G            D            G 
at the old upright piano   that only grandma played  
Em            G                  Em              G       C                  G 
Grandpa was a stubborn man  They said it was his style   grandma called him onrery
    G                  D        Am               G              G       F       C
But she said it with a smile   Even he could not desguise   the love he felt so strong
C                          G              D                   G
We all could see it In his eyes  When she played his favorite song

REPEAT CHORUS:
Em           G           Em              G        C                     G 
I was almost seventeen   When my grandma died   I stayed all night with grandpa
    G             D          Am         G                 G       F        C
The old man never cried   We sat at her piano   There was nothing we could say
   C                        G             D7               G
It was the first time in my life   I ever heard my grandpa play

C                   G            C          G               C                   G 
It wasn't beautiful dreamer   my wild irish rose   it was a song he played from memory
       G              D        C               G            G         F       C
and he never missed a note   I sat right there beside him   until the morning came
       C                 G               D            G 
what a friend we have in Jesus   was the only song he played

REPEAT CHORUS:
       C           G            D            G
at the old upright piano   that only grandma played



14468. Old Village Churchyard

Old Village Churchyard

In that dear old village churchyard
I can see a mossy ground
That is where my mother's sleeping
In the cold and silent ground

I was young but I remember
When the night my mother died
There I saw her spirit fading
When she called me to her side

Saying Darlin I must leave you
Angels voices guide you home
Pray that we may meet in heaven
When your mother's dead and gone

Oft I wander to the churchyard
Flowers to plant with tender care
On the grave of my dear mother
Darkness finds me weeping there

Looking at the stars above me
Waitin for an early dawn
There by mother I'll be buried
And no more be left alone

14469. Old Virginia

Crooked Still 
Old Virginia

Once I lived in old Virginia
North Carolina was my home
There I courted a handsome lady
Oh, I called her my own

Her hair was yellow and her eyes were sparkling
And on her cheeks was a rosy red
And on her breast she wore white lilies
Oh, the tears I have shed

My father said that I must not marry
My mother said, "That'll never do"
But, oh, kind miss, if you are willing
Oh, I would run away with you

'Cause when I'm awake, I'm a-dreaming about you
When I'm asleep I'll take no rest
Cause every moment seems like hours
Oh, the pain lies in my breast



Oh, must I go to Old Virginia
All for your sake must I die
Must I go, sad, broken-hearted
Oh and darlin' say don't cry

When that golden sun is shining
On the top of calvary
It's sometimes lower that you are thinking
You must oft-times think of me

14470. Old Virginia

Cornmeal - Old Virginia
Album: Slow Street

Walk Me Back To Old Virginia
Take my hand in the rain
To that place I remember
Restless once again
In Old Virginia

You can reclaim what you lost here
Whatever it may be
All the good things that you gathered
With the wind to set you free
In old Virginia

Old Virginia

There's still time rejoice
There's still time for release
There's still time for forgiveness
There's still time to believe
In old Virginia

Can you let this song be sung?
I want to hear it everywhere
I want to sing it from the mountains
I want to breathe it in the air
In old Virginia

In old Virginia

14471. Old Ways

Old Ways
Oak Ridge Boys - Old Ways



My grandaddy's daddy settled down here on this land
A mule forty acres and two willing hands
Worked this timber turned to lumber, built the house where I was raised
And he did it all because he was taught the old ways

By the time my daddy started passing down these tools to me
They were time tested tried and true family legacies
Save the seeds out of the garden. Let the bible lead your way
Lord I am thankful he passed down the old ways

Well hard times are hard but they make you who you are
And the lessons that we've learned along the way
Are meant to be used often
Lest they be forgotten
Life ain't always made of good old days
And I'm a proud member of the old ways

Daddy crossed over in the spring of ninety-five
He left it on my shoulders to keep it all alive
Though I feel like a stranger in this fast and modern age
I live a life of passing round and handing down the old ways

Well hard times are hard but they make you who you are
And the lessons that we've learned along the way
Are meant to be used often
Lest they be forgotten
Life ain't always made of good old days
And I'm a proud member of the old ways
And I'm a proud member of the old ways

14472. Old West Side - Chords

Old West Side 
The Tillers
 
A      D         A             D            A
It's a long way up, still it's longer coming down
           D            A              E
It's a long way to Chicago on the South side of the town
      D             A               E              A
So to Johnny and to Sally who I met out in the alley
             D                A
Don't know if we'll meet again but thanks for showing me around
           D                    A            E                     A
I've found joy and I've found sorrow and it all could change tomorrow
         D                   A               E
And it's something from within that keeps me facing toward the wind
          D            A                E                A
And sometimes I can't believe what this old guitar and me
     D                 A           E
Have gotten ourselves into and the places that we've been
 
 



A         D             A            E              A
So let it reel, let it rock, let it rectify your soul
          D               A               E               F#m
Let our bones keep dancing round till our bodies all turn cold
    D                A             D             A
And when our run is through I know where I'll reside
         D          A            Bm        A
With the ladies and gents on the old west side
 
A E D A E D A
 
A       D              A              E              A
Now I'm way out on the highway like a mongrel dog to roam
         D         A              Bm
Got some pennies in my pocket as I play my way back home
       D              A
And I'd never think to trade it, I'll always tell you true
D                      A               E              A
The wheels they keep on turning and I'm thinking about you
       D                A              Bm            A
Now the factory's steady spewing by the dirty riverside
    D                      A             E
Where the trains belt out a midnight song and coyotes they cry
   D               A              E                 A
For their own to be returning, and it ain't much to you
D                      A                 E               A
The wheels they keep on turning still I'm thinking about you
 
 
A  D                   A            Bm          A
So let it reel, let it rock, let it rectify your soul
        D                 A              Bm               F#m
Let our bones keep dancing round till our bodies all turn cold
    D               A             D             A
And when our run is through I know where I'll reside
         D          A           Bm   A
With the ladies and gents on the old west side
 
A E D A E D A E D A E A
 
A          D                  A            E                A
I've found joy and I've found sorrow and it all could change tomorrow
     D                  A             Bm                  E
It's something from within that keeps me facing toward the wind
         D            A                 E
But sometimes at night I'll dream of you beneath "the open skies
    D                   A              D               A
And I'll miss you close beside me and the hazel in your eves
 
 
C#                                  D       C#
So let it reel, let it rock, let it rectify your soul
    D              F#                                        D
Let our bones keep dancing round till our bodies all turn cold
                                   A               F#m
And when our run is through I know where I'll reside
         D          A            E           A



With the ladies and gents on the old west side
  D                    A
So let it reel, let it rock, let it rectify your soul
       D                  A              E                   F#m
Let our bones keep dancing round till our bodies all turn cold
    D              A              E          A
And when our run is through I know where I'll reside
        D          A             Bm  A
With the ladies and gents on the old west side
 
A E D A E D A D

14473. Old Whiskey Bottle

The Infamous Stringdusters - Old Whiskey Bottle

[Verse 1]
I've seen a lot in my day
I've seen love gone away
I've known pleasure big and small
I've known trouble ten feet tall
Can't make me stay
Cuz I wanna go
Gonna buy my ticket to the show
With a guitar in a gunny sack
I'm leaving now I ain't coming back

[Chorus]
I might be an old whiskey bottle
With a little bit of dust
But an old whiskey bottle
Is something you can trust
Like an old tree on a hillside
I tend to take my time
And if you ask me how I'm doing now
I'd say I'm in my prime

[Verse 2]
No time to wait another day
Go on and say what you gotta say
But I keep rising up to a better view
Where the sky is yellow and the sun is blue

[Chorus]
I might be an old whiskey bottle
With a little bit of dust
But an old whiskey bottle
Is something you can trust
Like an old tree on a hillside
I tend to take my time
And if you ask me how I'm doing now
I'd say I'm in my prime
I might be an old whiskey bottle



With a little bit of dust
But an old whiskey bottle
Is something you can trust
Like an old tree on a hillside
I tend to take my time yeah
And if you ask me how I'm doing now
I'd say I'm in my prime
If you ask me how I'm doing now
I'd say I'm in my prime
I'd say I'm in my prime

14474. Old Wyom

Old Wyom
The Avett Brothers

Well I dreamed of how our life could be, oh yeah
Lovin' and a kissin' 'neath an old oak tree, uh huh
Well I'd be singing you a song that was twenty lines long
And be catchin' sweet kisses you can blow way out to Wyom

I'd work my day to come home to you, oh yeah
You could do whatever you wanted to, uh huh
With you big brown eyes and your curly brown hair
I'm doin' the best I can do just to try to not stare
My God your loveliness

Got a feeling you maybe won't like the news, oh no
Ya ain't going like it when you have to choose, oh no
If you and me were born to never be apart
I can feel it in my mind, I can feel it in my soul, in my heart

Oh baby please come around
Oh baby please come around
Oh baby please come around

Was that your man, he's you fiancee, oh yeah
Another one ties the knot each and everyday, uh huh
I've got to get up the nerve to pick up the phone
It's you sweet mama, I'm a-goin' carry you back home
Way out to Old Wyom

I probably shoulda thought about lettin' you know, uh huh
If I love you like I do I should've told you so, uh huh
Well I think about you each and every day
It's just my knees gettin' weak when I try to say

Oh baby please be mine
Oh baby please be mine
Oh baby please be mine

Got a feelin' I'm barkin' up an empty tree
How could something so beautiful think about me?



I put my tail between my legs and turn my back
Try on my trusty ramblin' sack

I'm off to Old Wyom
I'm off to Old Wyom
I'm off to Old Wyom

14475. Old Yellow Moon

Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell
Old Yellow Moon

We are counting the stars
Out in the night
Round an old yellow moon

With you right by my side
I got nothing to hide
From an old yellow moon

And now as I turn back the years
So little I've learned
About heartache and tears

But still I'm making my way
Into the heart
Of an unknown highway

We are following stars
Way across the sky
Round an old yellow moon

But still I'm making my way
Into the heart
Of an unknown highway

We are counting the stars
Out in the night
Round an old yellow moon
Out in the night
Round an old yellow moon

14476. Older Guys

Older Guys
The Flying Burrito Brothers

I don't ever think about tomorrow
Whether or why is all on another day



And I think that it's been said by somebody up ahead

The older guys tell me what it's all about
The older guys really got it all worked out
Since we got the older guys to show us how
I don't see why we can't stop right now

It's so cold staying living down on the ocean
Dead on the beach is where I want to rent my home
And I think that it's been said by somebody up ahead

The older guys get the ladies with their style
Yeah the older guys squeeze 'em till it makes them smile
What's the sense of looking like a cop on the beat ?
What's the sense of looking like a girl on the street ?

14477. Oldman

John Butler - Oldman

Old man he looks out the window
You know he gets quite a fright
Whole world has gone and changed on him
Feels like it was overnight
He saw a world war yeah it came and went
The man walked on the moon right there in his living room
Saw that TV become a relgion
The Wall came down and Big Mac beat the communists
Feels like it was overnight
Old man looks out the window
You know he can not open it anymore
The air outside its gone to rancid
And the doctor said for him you know it wouldn't be so good for
He saw a hole start opening up in the sky
He's buying water man he doesn't even know why
The smog alerts don't let him even go outside
And then he start he start to think
When the Earth it start to die
Feel like it was overnight
Enjoy your last
Last taste of freedom!
Old man he looks out the window
You know he does not feel so safe anymore
He come from those supposed good ole days
When you did not even have to go lock your doors
He saw security man look Police man
Saw the Police start looking like the Army Man
He saw Army start acting like the C.I.A
And guess what, the C.I.A was the president
Feels like it was overnight
Enjoy your last
Last taste of freedom!



14478. Ole Faithful - Chords

Ole Faithful
Recorded by Eddy Arnold
Written by Michael Carr and J. Hamilton Kennedy

Refrain:
[D] Ole [G] Faith-[D] ful, we [G] rode the range toge-[D] ther
Ole [G] Faith-[D] ful, in ev'ry kind of wea-[A7] ther
When your [D] round up days are [D7] over
There'll be [G] pastures white with clo-[D] ver
For you, Ole [A7] Faithful, pal o' [D] mine. [G] [D]]

Hurry [D] up ole fellow
'Cause the moon is [G] yellow to-[D] night
Hurry up ole fellow
'Cause the moon is [D7] mellow and [A7] bright
There's a [D] coyote howlin' to the [D7] moon above
So [G] carry me back to the one [D] I love
Hurry up ole fellow
'Cause we [A7] gotta get home to-[D] night.

Refrain:

TAG: Repeat last line of Refrain.

14479. Ole Lonesome George The Basset

Tom T Hall - Ole Lonesome George The Basset
Composer: Dixie Hall

Ole lonesome George the basset lived in Brentwood Tennessee
And even though he had his faults he was a sight to see
He taught the show dog puppies to always try and please
To hold their heads and tails up and not wet the judge's knees

Ole George was not a champion but his owners loved him so
They drived the car to the dogshows ole George would get the dough
But when he'd get out in the rain he never could win first
Several judges shook their heads and said he was the worst

Then one day the kannel keeper got an urgent call
From the local TV to Mr Tom T Hall
They said Johnny Cash is puttin' on the show tonight
He says he needs a basset you've got one ain't that right

Lonesome George went to the show and he did everything
He barked and growled and jumped around and made the rappers ring
He'd left the people cheering for another curtain call



And so ole lonesome George became the show dog after all mhm

14480. Ole Lonesome George The Basset - Chords

Ole Lonesome George The Basset
Recorded by Tom T. Hall
Written by Dixie Hall

G                                       C              G
Ole lonesome George the basset lived in Brentwood Tennessee
    C              G                 A7             D7
And even though he had his faults he was a sight to see
   G                              C              G
He taught the show dog puppies to always try and please
   C                    G                D7              G
To hold their heads and tails up and not wet the judge's knees
                                      C                G
Ole George was not a champion but his owners loved him so
     C                    G             A7                   D7
They drive the car to the dog-shows ole George would get the dough
    G                                C               G
But when he'd get out in the rain he never could win first
C              G                     D7              G
Several judges shook their heads and said he was the worst
                               C             G
Then one day the kennel keeper got an urgent call
C              G     A7        D7
From the local TV to Mr. Tom T Hall
G                                C             G
They said Johnny Cash is puttin' on the show tonight
   C               G             D7                 G
He says he needs a basset you've got one ain't that right
                                     C           G
Lonesome George went to the show and he did everything
   C                      G                 A7               D7
He barked and growled and jumped around and made the rappers ring
   G                            C               G
He left the people cheering for another curtain call
    C               G                 D7             G
And so ole lonesome George became the show dog after all mhm

14481. Ole Slew Foot

Ole Slew Foot
Bill Monroe - Jim & Jesse

High on a mountain, tell me what do you see
Bear tracks bear tracks looking back at me
Better get your rifles before its too late



The bear's got a little pig and he's headed for the gate

   He's big around the middle and broad across the rump
   Running ninety miles an hour, taking thirty feet a jump
   Ain't never been caught, he ain't never been treed
   And some folks say he looks a lot like me

Saved up my money and bought me some bees
Started making honey way up in the trees
Cut down the trees but the honey's all gone
Old slew foot has done made himself at home

Winter's coming on and it's forty below
River's froze over, so where can he go
I'll chase him up the gully and run him in the well
Shoot him in the bottom just to listen to him yell

14482. Oleanna

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Oleanna
Composer: Jimmie Fadden

I sit in the late afternoon with my back turned towards the sun
Drifting off in memories to a day when I was young
Slipping into the darkness, across the gulf stream a warm breeze blows
I can smell your sweet perfume, feel the sand beneath my toes.

Oleanna, I hear your voice at night
Calling me to come to you and splash in the moonlight
Oleanna, down beside the sea
You're a dream this dreamer keeps waiting there for me.

I awake from the dream just as the sun slides to the sea
Slipping under the ocean like the way you went from me
Ooh, the waves crashed and I heard your call, felt the emptiness within
I had love I thought I'd lost but soon I'll hold you again.

Oleanna, I hear your voice at night
Calling me to come to you and splash in the moonlight
Oleanna, down beside the sea
You're a dream this dreamer keeps waiting there for me.

I can feel you, I can touch you, I can hold you, yes, you're waitin' there for me
I can feel you, I can touch you, I can hold you, yes, you're waitin' there for me
Oleanna, waitin' there for me.

Oleanna, I hear your voice at night
Calling me to come to you and splash in the moonlight
Oleanna, down beside the sea
You're a dream this dreamer keeps waiting there for me.

I can feel you, I can touch you, I can hold you, yes, you're waitin' there for me
I can feel you, I can touch you, I can hold you, yes, you're waitin' there for me



14483. Olivia - Chords

Olivia 
by Dirk Powell
 
[Intro]
/ D          / D/F#   G   / D          /
/ D          / D/F#   G   / Em  Gadd9  / D          /
 
 
[Verse 1]
D                  D/F#                G           D
I see the girl who delights in all the world, Olivia
D                          D/F#        G
She shares a name with the woman you became
         Em             Gadd9      D
And they really are the same, Olivia
Em      G           G                D
Olivia, Olivia, how does your garden grow
Em      G       G                 D
Olivia, Olivia, my heart wants to know
 
 
[Verse 2]
D                     D/F#             G         D
You see the boy whose eyes are full of joy, Olivia
D                          D/F#               G
He shares a soul with this traveler brave and bold
     Em            Gadd9     D
This lover growing old, Olivia
Em      G            G              D
Olivia, Olivia, what flowers do you sow
Em      G             G            D
Olivia, Olivia, where do the hours go
 
 
[Verse 3]
    D                            D/F#             G          D
The light in your eyes, brighter than the winter skies, Olivia
    D                        D/F#              G
The warmth of my skin always seems to draw you in
      Em             Gadd9      D
Never want to lRave again, Olivia
Em      G           G                D
Olivia, Olivia, why do these momRnts pass
Em      G       G              D     D
Olivia, Olivia, will they ever last
 
 
[Bridge]
    F#m   Bm         G           D
The sun arrives with each bright morning
    Em        G                 D



The songbirds cast their quiet spell
    Em         F#m     Bm        A
You hear their joy but not their warning
G                  Gadd9           D
Time will pass but time will never tell
Em      G       G               D
Olivia, Olivia, time will never tell
 
 
[Instrumental]
/ D          / D/F#   G   / D          /
/ D          / D/F#   G   / Em  Gadd9  / D          /
/ Em      / G       / G   / D          /
/ Em      / G       / G   / D          /
 
 
[Verse 4]
D                    D/F#          G          D
I see us here in the shadow of our fear, Olivia
D                          D/F#        G
We share a heart, we don't have to be apart
           Em              Gadd9      D
Love could be a brand new start, Olivia
Em      G           G                D
Olivia, Olivia, how does your garden grow
Em      G       G           D
Olivia, Olivia, will I ever know
Em      G       G           D
Olivia, Olivia
Em      G       G           D
Olivia

14484. Olympia, WA

Molly Tuttle - Olympia, WA

[Verse 1]
Hangin' out with Lars down on 6th Street
He knew I was in trouble
I was feelin' much like the devil
There was something burnin' deep inside of me
Ran into three Puerto Ricans
These girls took us to the fun house
Where we played a lonely pinball machine

[Chorus]
Hangin' on the corner of 52nd and Broadway
Cars pass me by, but none of 'em seem to go my way
New York City, well I wish I was on the highway
Back to Olympia

[Verse 2]
I'm havin' a hard time understandin'



It gets all too demandin'
She's all gone and I'm stranded
Somethin' burnin' deep inside of me
All I know it's four o'clock
And she ain't ever showed up
And I watched a thousand people go home from work

[Chorus]
Hangin' on the corner of 52nd and Broadway
Cars pass me by, but none of 'em seem to go my way
New York City, well I wish I was on a highway
Back to Olympia

[Verse 3]
How many times will it take me
Before I go crazy?
Before I lose everything?
Somethin' burnin' deep inside of me
Ran into three Puerto Ricans
These girls took us to the fun house
I don't wanna be alone again

[Chorus]
Hangin' on the corner of 52nd and Broadway
Cars pass me by, but none of 'em seem to go my way
New York City, well I wish I was on a highway
Back to Olympia

14485. Omen

Omen
Hayseed Dixie - Omen

It's An Omen
Men
Men
Men
Men
Men
It's An Omen
It's An Omen
NOW!
The Writings on the wall and it won't go away
It's An Omen You, just run Ouwn automation
NOW!
The writings on the waull and it won't go away
Cuz its an Omen
It's An Omen
It's An Omen
NOW!
The writings on the wall and it won't go away
It's An Omen, you just run Ouwn automation
NOW!



NOW!
NOW!
The writings on the wall and it won't go away
Cuz It's An Omen, you just run Ouwn automation
The writings on the wall and it won't go away
It's An Omen
It's An Omen
It's An Omen
It's An Omen
NOW!
I'm a Firestarter, Twisted Firestarter
You'r a Firestarter, Twisted Firestarter
NOW!

14486. Omie Wise

Omie Wise - Doc Watson

I'll tell you a story about omie wise
How she was deluded by john lewis' lies
He told her to meet him by adam's spring
He'd bring her some money and other fine things

He brought her no money nor no other fine things
But get up behind me omie to squire ellis we'll go
She got up behind him so carefully they did go
They rode till they came where deep waters did flow

John lewis he concluded to tell her his mind
John lewis he concluded to leave her behind
Take pity on my infant and spare me my life
And I will go distracted and never be your wife

He kicked her and choked her and turned her around
He threw her in deep water where he knew she would drown
John lewis He remounted rode back to adam's farm
Inquiring after omie but she was not at home

John lewis was taken prisoner and locked up in jail
Locked up in jail there to remain for a while
John lewis he stayed there for about six months or more
Then he broke jail Into the army he did go

14487. On A Day Like This

On a Day Like This 
Gulley & Stafford
 
CHORUS : 



On a day like this all the world seems right 
Nothing holds you down, like a bird in flight 
Heaven can't be far away, on a day like this 
 
Fifth of April, nineteen eighty two 
That little church filled with  everyone we knew 
Two little words, we'd waited our whole lives to say  
 
It was a day like this, all the world seems right 
Nothing held us down, like two birds in flight 
How many hearts are joined that way, on a day like this 
 
You went to work, like everyday before 
I close my eyes and I see you close the door 
If I had known, I'd never see you smile again   
 
It was a day like this, when I lost the will 
There's a  hole inside, nothing else can fill 
I watched my world slip away, on a day like this 
 
It's been a long dark road 
Where it ends God only knows 
I'll just keep walking I suppose

14488. On A Golden Shore

On A Golden Shore (Larry W. Jones 02/14/2007) 

My world was blue, my heart was too
I didn't know what to do
My love had gone, a sad sad song
And I was feeling so alone
Then one day I sailed away
I couldn't take it anymore
I went to where the air was fair
And landed on a golden shore
Palm trees were swaying, breezes saying
You've found what you came for
The sand was warm, your lips were warm
Your eyes said, please adore
The sky is blue, my heart feels new
Now, I will stay here evermore
I bless the day I sailed away
And found you on a golden shore
- instrumental -
Palm trees were swaying, breezes saying
You've found what you came for
The sand was warm, your lips were warm
Your eyes said please adore
The sky is blue, my heart feels new
Now, I will stay here evermore
I bless the day I sailed away
And found you on a golden shore



14489. On A Hill Lone And Gray

On A Hill Lone And Gray

On a hill lone and gray
In a land far away
In a country beyond the blue sea
Where beneath that far sky
Went a man for to die
For the world and for you and for me

   Oh it bows down my heart
   And the tear drops do start
   When in memory that gray hill I see
   It was there on its side
   Jesus suffered yes he died
   To redeem a poor sinner like me

Oft I hear the dull blow
Of the hammer swung low
They are nailing my lord to the tree
With the cross he upraised
While the multitude gazed
He ascended that hill lone and gray

   Oh it bows down my heart
   And the tear drops do start
   When in memory that gray hill I see
   It was there on its side
   Jesus suffered yes he died
   To redeem a poor sinner like me
   
   Shout aloud to them I'm told
   Let the glad tidings roll
   From the land to the end of the sea
   Where beneath that far sky
   Went a man for to die
   For the world and for you and for me

14490. On A Hill Lone And Grey

Ralph Stanley - On A Hill Lone And Grey

On a hill lone and gray
In a land far away
In a country beyond the blue sea
Where beneath that far sky
Went a man for to die
For the world and for you and for me



Oh, it bows down my heart
And the tear drops do start
When in memory that gray hill I see
(Hill I see)
It was there on its side
Jesus suffered, yes, he died
To redeem a poor sinner like me
Hark, I hear the dull blow
Of the hammer swung low
They are nailing my lord to the tree
With the cross he upraised
While the multitude gazed
He ascended that hill lone and gray
Oh, it bows down my heart
And the tear drops do start
When in memory that gray hill I see
(Hill I see)
It was there on its side
Jesus suffered, yes, he died
To redeem a poor sinner like me
Shout aloud then my soul
Let the glad tidings roll
From the land to the end of the sea
(Of the sea)
Where beneath that far sky
When a man hoped to die
For the world and for you and for me

14491. On A Monday

On A Monday - Jerry Douglas

On a Monday, I was arrested
On a Tuesday I was locked up in jail
On a Wednesday, my trial was contested
On a Thursday nobody would pay my bail
And I'm all, almost down
Yes I know, almost dead
And I ain't gonna bring them yellow can

Take the straps, straps around my shoulders
Take these chains, these chains around my legs
Lord these straps, these straps don't worry me
But these chains lord,
These chains are gonna get me dead

And I'm all, almost down
Yes I know, almost dead
And I'm all, almost down
Yes I know, almost dead
And I ain't gonna bring them yellow can

On a Friday, my baby went on walking



On a Saturday, she locked me out of that door
On a Sunday, we sat down to talking
On a Monday she part all of my blues
And I'm all, almost down
Yes I know, almost dead
And I'm all, almost down
Yes I know, almost dead
And I ain't gonna bring them yellow can.

14492. On A Real Good Night

Rodney Crowell - On A Real Good Night

[Verse 1]
On a real good night
There is nothing I can't do
There is nothing I can't use
On a real good night
There is no chance I won't take
I've got nothing that I can lose
On a real good night
Like a bird just learn to fly high
On silver wings that glide upon the wind
That come and go like sunshine and old friends

[Bridge]
I'll be your lover, I'll be your friend
I can be nothing at all
A singer, a dancer, a drinker of wine
A sleeper wherever I fall

[Verse 2]
On a real good night
When old man magic spins it 'round
On a whirling web he spun out of a dream
On a real good night
When the moon is full and shining light
The jester at the mercy of the king
You got to make him laugh or make it with the queen

[Bridge]
I'll be your lover, I'll be your friend
Or I can be nothing at all
A singer, a dancer, a drinker of wine
A sleeper wherever I fall

14493. On A Starry Night - Chords



On a Starry Night                              A

                    C                     D
On a starry night, down in Virginia 
              C              D             G        
I fell in love with a blue eyed girl 
                     C                             D
Her kiss was warm, her touch was tender 
                     C    D           G
The sweetest one in all the world 
        Em  C   D          G  
At night I dream about her 
            Em                            D 
In my dreams, she holds me tight 
              C                             D
and when the clouds roll in at twilight 
                 C           D            G
I sit and dream of a starry night 

Then one day down in Virginia 
My blue eyed girl she went away 
I miss her love, I miss her Kisses 
I'll always mourn that cloudy day 

Now if you're goin' to Virginia 
don't be fooled by a blue eyed girl 
A starry night could leave ya dreamin' 
Of the sweetest one in all the world

14494. On And On

Robert Earl Keen - On And On 

In the purple setting sun, she rides her horse around the ring
Gives him a kick, he starts to run, keeping time and galloping
They ride around until they're free, into the wilderness unknown
Living out her fantasy, on that red strawberry roan

On and On
(On and On)

He locks the door, dims the light, trims the knob, flips a switch
He plays a chord, it sounds alright, his head is light, his fingers twitch
He plays the rythm and the blues from midnight to the dawn
Singin' "have you heard the news" like there ain't no other song

On and On
(On and On)

On and on from the beginning, round and round this world keeps spinning
All alone (all alone)
On and On (On and On)

in the summer of the loon, on the hen and harbor shores



by the shimmering moon they never wanted nothin more
and there aint another sound they been waiting for so long
she takes his hand and and pulls 'em down
and their love lives on and on

On and on
(on and on)

Standin' by his father's grave
trying hard to find the tears
Preacher says Jesus saves
but he did not save him here
andn wonders right out loud
"daddy, where did we go wrong?"
and his sad bewildered cryin'
leaves him starin' at the stone

On and on
(on and on)
On and on from the beginning, round and round this world keeps spinning
All alone (all alone)
On and On (On and On)

14495. On And On

Robert Earl Keen - On And On 

In the purple setting sun, she rides her horse around the ring
Gives him a kick, he starts to run, keeping time and galloping
They ride around until they're free, into the wilderness unknown
Living out her fantasy, on that red strawberry roan

On and On
(On and On)

He locks the door, dims the light, trims the knob, flips a switch
He plays a chord, it sounds alright, his head is light, his fingers twitch
He plays the rythm and the blues from midnight to the dawn
Singin' "have you heard the news" like there ain't no other song

On and On
(On and On)

On and on from the beginning, round and round this world keeps spinning
All alone (all alone)
On and On (On and On)

in the summer of the loon, on the hen and harbor shores
by the shimmering moon they never wanted nothin more
and there aint another sound they been waiting for so long
she takes his hand and and pulls 'em down
and their love lives on and on



On and on
(on and on)

Standin' by his father's grave
trying hard to find the tears
Preacher says Jesus saves
but he did not save him here
andn wonders right out loud
"daddy, where did we go wrong?"
and his sad bewildered cryin'
leaves him starin' at the stone

On and on
(on and on)
On and on from the beginning, round and round this world keeps spinning
All alone (all alone)
On and On (On and On)

14496. On And On

On And On
Bill Monroe

Traveling down this long lonesome highway
I'm so lonesome I could cry
With memories of how we once loved each other
And now you are saying good-bye

   On and on I'll follow my darling
   And I wonder where she can be
   On and on I'll follow my darling
   I wonder if she ever thinks of me

I've cried I've cried for you little darling
It breaks my heart to hear you name
My friends they all so loved you my darling
And they think that I'm to blame

I had to follow you little darling
I can't sleep when the sun goes down
Cause by your side is my destination
The road is clear and there's where I'm bound

14497. On And On - Chords

On And On
Dead Horses
  
[Intro]



G D G
 
[Verse 1]
G              D       G
Desolate ain't done no wrong
                      D       G
So I ride along and I write a song
                  D       Em  C
Been goin' on for way too long
G          D      G         G D G
And on and on and on and on
 
[Verse 2]
G                 D  G
Rain don't bother me tonight
                        D     G
The lights just seem to be so bright
                     D         Em   C
Well, honey babe, maybe you're right
G             D      G     G D G
I forgot just how to fight
 
[Chorus]
Em     G
On and on and on and on,
                D       G
Honey babe, did I do ya wrong?
          D          G   C
On and on and on and on,
G                                 G D G
Gonna find a place where I belong
 
[Verse 3]
G                              D      G
I've got a bag of tricks and a box of hats
                                  D        G
I'm gonna make you cry; I'm gonna make you laugh
                     D        Em   C
I was broken, do you remember that?
G                                   G D G
When I laid my head down on your lap
 
[Chorus]
Em     G
On and on and on and on,
                  D     G
Honey babe, did I do ya wrong?
              D      Em G C Em
On and on and on and on,
G
Gonna find a place where I belong
 
[Instrumental]
G D G D G D Em C G D G
 
[Verse 4]
G               D       G



Desolate, ain't done no wrong
                         D    G
Well maybe if I write it in a song
                    D    Em   C
And we can all just sing along
G                          D
And on and on and on and on
 
[Chorus]
Em            C      G
On and on and on and on,
                  D     G     C
Honey babe, did I do ya wrong?
              D      G
On and on and on and on,
G
Gonna find a place where I belong
 
[Outro]
G D

14498. On Christmas Eve

John Hartford - On Christmas Eve

Bonfire on the bank, hard bend to the right
On the lower Mississippi, full moon tonight
Where the Spanish moss, hangs from the trees
Down in Louisiana on Christmas Eve

That muddy water, (that muddy water)
Never quite comes clear (never quite comes clear)
When I try to give a reason (when I try to give a reason)
Why I wanta be here, (why I wanta be here)

Ain't ya got no family (ain't ya got no family)
No place to be (no place to be)
Out on the river (out on the river)
On Christmas Eve (on Christmas Eve)

See your reflections on this clear black night
Watchin the shoreline come into sight
I wanta hear steam, I just wanta feel wind
See the Pittman arm come around again

That muddy water, that muddy water
Never quite comes clear, never quite comes clear
When I try to give a reason, when I try to give a reason
Why I wanta be here, why I wanta be here

Ain't ya got no family, ain't ya got no family
No place to be, no place to be
Out on the river, out on the river



On Christmas Eve, on Christmas Eve

That muddy water, that muddy water
Never quite comes clear, never quite comes clear
When I try to give a reason, when I try to give a reason
Why I wanta be here, why I wanta be here

Ain't ya got no family, ain't ya got no family
No place to be, no place to be
Out on the river, out on the river
On Christmas Eve, on Christmas Eve
Out on the river, out on the river
On Christmas Eve, on Christmas Eve

14499. On Fire Tonight

Little Big Town - On Fire Tonight

[Verse 1]
Something's in the air, blowing through the trees
Got a fever in my bones, and something's calling me
Calling all my friends, got a yearning to be free
Turn this town upside down, watch and see

[Chorus]
Bet we're going to be on fire tonight
Bet we're going to get a little outta line
Bet we're going to have a damn good time
Bet it's going to roll on and on
Bet we're going to sing all night long
Bet we're going to drink until it's gone
Going to burn it down and shine a light
Bet we're going to be on fire tonight

[Verse 2]
I don't mean no harm, so don't misunderstand
If you want to let your troubles go, go on and take my hand
There's an history-making party baking baby you're in luck
If you want to come, I'm pretty sure we'll tear it up

[Chorus x2]
[x4]
Yeah we're going to be on fire tonight

14500. On Grafton Street

Nanci Griffith - On Grafton Street

On Grafton Street at Christmas time



The elbows push you 'round
This is not my place of memories
I'm a stranger in this town
The faces seem familiar
And I know those songs they're playin'
But I close my eyes and find myself
Five thousand miles away

[Chorus:]
It's funny how my world goes round without you
You're the one thing I never thought
I could live without
And I just found this smile to think about you
You're a Saturday night
Far from the madding crowd

The buskers sing by candle light
In front of Bewleys Store
A young nun offers me a chair
At a table by the door
And I feel compelled to tell her
Of the sisters that we knew
How when they lit their candles
I'd say a prayer for you

[Chorus]

The church bells ring for holy hour
And I'm back out in the rain
It's been twenty years or more
Since I last said your name
I hear you live near Dallas now
In a house out on the plains
Why Grafton Street brought you to mind
I really can't explain

[Chorus]

On Grafton Street at Christmas time
The elbows push you round
All I carry now are memories
I'm a stranger in this town

14501. On Green Dolphin Street

Tony Rice - On Green Dolphin Street

It seems like a dream, yet I know it happened
A man, a maid, a kiss, and then goodbye
Romance was the theme
And we were the players
I never think of this without a sigh



Lover, one lovely day
Love came, planning to stay
Green Dolphin Street supplied the setting
The setting for nights beyond forgetting
And through these moments apart memories live in my heart
When I recall the love I found on
I could kiss the ground on Green Dolphin Street

Lover, one lovely day
Love came, planning to stay
Green Dolphin Street supplied the setting
The setting for nights beyond forgetting
And through these moments apart memories live in my heart
When I recall the love I found on
On Green Dolphin Street

14502. On Ice

Chris Thile - On Ice

Just for a moment, the moment I met her, 
I lost my breath but my lips whispered "she is the one"
Forgot who I was and who I was fooling, 
didn't remember she could be my first cue to run

We moved so fast
Never thought twice
Mind came at last
Put us on ice

We stayed in touch but the touch I was wanting from her 
came from girls that scared me too little to love
So all of the thoughts I thought I might tell her 
turned into songs that until now she's never heard of

I had been taught
Love is a vice
Took all these thoughts
And I put them on ice

The vice bends and ice tends to melt
One night she asked me how I felt
The next day I woke up lying to myself
I feel fine, I feel fine, I feel fine

Thank God you're here, I need you to hear this
So sick of my shit, I promise, I'm through tempting fate
I know I'm in love now, you are what love is to me
Please tell me this isn't too little too late

Let's move fast
Making up would be nice
I'm so sorry I put these things on ice



14503. On Ice

On Ice - Sean Watkins

Feet don't slip beneath me now, careful as I walk around
Gingerly 'cause I'm on ice
I didn't see the season change, looked up and saw nothing the same
So please why don't you fill me in?

We used to be so beautiful, everyday a waltz
We used to be so useful, but now I see the faults

Second guessing every step, every movement every stare
It didn't used to be this way
A happy face and then a sigh, tears that fall but quickly dry
But never do I wonder why

We used to be so beautiful, everyday a waltz
We used to be so useful, but now I see the faults

I'm almost there, I still care
Just a little scared

We used to be so beautiful, everyday a waltz
We used to be so useful, but now I see the faults

Feet don't slip beneath me now, careful as I walk around
Gingerly 'cause I'm on ice

14504. On Ice (mandolin Into Outro)

On Ice (mandolin Into Outro)
Chris Thile 4 - On Ice (mandolin Into Outro)

intro 
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G--------------------------------------------------------------------

outro: 
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14505. On Ice (outtro)

On Ice (outtro)
Chris Thile - On Ice (outtro)
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14506. On My Mind

On My Mind
Flatt & Scruggs

I can't sleep and I can't eat all I do is sit and cry
And listen for your footsteps at my door
I keep asking myself why that you ever said goodbye
And I guess I've cried a million tears or more

   On my mind on my mind
   You're always in my heart and on my mind
   Once I thought my love would die darling here's what I find
   You're always in my heart and on my mind

Seems I miss you most of all when the twilight shadows fall
What a fool I was to ever let you go
If longing for you now could only bring you back somehow
You'd be here in these loving arms I know



14507. On My Mind Again

Dolly Parton - On My Mind Again 
(Dolly Parton)

I try hard to forget you and the love I once shared with you
But my mind won't let forgetfulness come in
There's no use in pretending. The hurt is just beginning
Just when I think it's ending you're on my mind again
On my mind again, just like you've always been
On my mind with memories I'm rememberin'
On my mind again, just like you've always been
Yes, I find I've got you on my mind again
Sometimes I go to places where certain things erases
All traces of your memory, now and then
Oh, then something will remind me of the love I left behind me
Then again, your memory finds me and you're on my mind again
On my mind again, just like you've always been
On my mind with memories I'm rememberin'
On my mind again, just like you've always been
Yes, I find I've got you on my mind again
Yes, I find I've got you on my mind again
On my mind again

14508. On My Own

Cornmeal - On My Own
Album: Feet First

Here I Stand, desperate quite and alone
Searching for forgiveness and a path to call my own
All we are is all we've left to find
Seeking our existence in this space and time

Dreams wake to tell of tales untold
Beauty breaks, as winds of change unfold
And I don't think I can make it on my own

And here she danced, as the lonesome fiddle called
Taking heed of the warning as the Cold Mountain falls
And here you find a light that guides from within
But death has no mercy for the fiddle and gin

Dreams wake to tell of tales untold
Beauty breaks, as winds of change unfold
And I don't think I can make it out here on my own

Out here on my own (Never seen so much beauty)
Out here on my own (Never heard the river cry)



Out here on my own (Never felt so much further from you)
Out here on my own (Never known the reason why)

14509. On My Way Back Home

On My Way Back Home 
Ronnie Bowman

I'm out on the road tonight 
I've been travelin' most all my life 
I need two arms to hold me tight 
I'm on my way back home 
 
Her voice on the telephone 
Two little kids, too much time alone 
The fires  burning and the lights are on 
I'm on my way back home 
 
CHORUS: 
No more runnin' no more wastin' time 
I've got a ticket on a one way ride 
On the next train, leavin' tonight 
I'm on my way back home 
 
Good Lord willin' and a little luck 
I'll be home before the sun comes  up 
I'll be in the arms of the one I love 
I'm on my way back home 
 
I'm  on my way back home

14510. On My Way Back To The Old Home

On My Way Back To The Old Home
Bill Monroe
Bluegrass Album Band

Back in the days of my childhood
In the evening when everything was still
I used to sit and listen to the fox hounds
With my dad in the old Kentucky hills

   I'm on my way back to the old home,
   That road winds on up the hill
   But there's no light in the window,
   That shined long ago where I lived

Soon my childhood days were over
I had to leave my old home



For my mom and dad were called to heaven
I was left in this world all alone

High in the hills of old Kentucky
Stands the fondest part of my memory
I'm on my way back to the old home
That light in the window I long to see

14511. On My Way To Canaan's Land

On My Way To Canaan's Land

I'm on my way to Canaan's land
I'm on my way to Canaan's land
I'm on my way to Canaan's land
I'm on my way (praise God) I'm on my way

If father wont go it wont hinder me
If father wont go it wont hinder me
If father wont go it wont hinder me
I'm on my way (praise God) I'm on my way

If mother wont go it wont hinder me

If sister wont go it wont hinder me

Oh be baptized in Jesus name

I'm on my way to Canaan's land

14512. On My Way To You

Vince Gill - On my way to you
Composer: Trisha Gagnon

When the swans return to our corn field in winter
And snow caps the mountains that surround
You'll know by this, I'm on my way to you, love
Dearest friend I'm homeward bound

If you see the white lilac bloomin' in springtime
And sweet perfume fills the night air
You'll know by this I'm on my way to you, love
My heart with you I long to share

From the shores of this distant place
The stars outshine the night
And I wish you were here by my side
As true as the crow flies I'll return to you



'cause in each other's arms the world feels right
And you're always in my thoughts and prayers each night

If the sun never tires from the long hours of summer
And fruit trees are not weary to bear
You'll know by this, I'm on my way to you love
My true companion I'll be there

And when the landscape's on fire
With the colors of autumn
Morning fog turns to diamonds on grass
You'll know by this, I'm on my way to you love
We'll be together at long last

Rom the shores of this distant place
The stars outshine the night
And I wish you were here by my side
As true as the crow flies I'll return to you
'cause in each other's arms the world feels right
And you're always in my thoughts and prayers each night

When the swans return to our corn field in winter
And snow caps the mountains that surround
You'll know by this, I'm on my way to you, love
Dearest friend I'm homeward bound
You'll know by this, I'm on my way to you, love
The truest friend I've ever found

14513. On Our Own

On Our Own
Hackensaw Boys - On Our Own

And the weather breaks, and the sun awakens
She looks down on a land of her suffering
Still the children cry, and why not I, she asks
Photographs tell her stories
Out the window she need not worry
Still the children cry, and why not I
A quiet shuffle in her slippers
Her glasses reflect a light off in the distance
You cannot tell from where
It makes no difference
We'll all carry on, on our own
We'll all carry on, on our own
The light shines on without her vision
A thousand fables, a thousand inscriptions
No ones got the right to tell her how
Take my hand she asks the children
A home is here, for whats its given
No is their reply, its not very easy
My home is here and needs attention
Spirit's gone its own direction



Try to find a way to make things better
We'll all carry on, on our own
We'll all carry on, on our own
Weather breaks, and the sun awakens
She looks down on a land of her suffering
Still the children cry, and why not I
We'll all carry on, on our own
We'll all carry on, on our own
We'll all carry on, on our own
We'll all carry on, our own song

14514. On Raglan Road

On Raglan Road
Patrick Kavanagh

On Raglan Road on an autumn day I met her first and knew
That her dark hair would weave a snare that I might one day rue.
I saw the danger, yet I walked along the enchanted way,
And I said, "Let grief be a fallen leaf at the dawning of the day."

On Grafton Street in November we tripped lightly along the ledge
Of the deep ravine where can be seen the worth of passion's pledge.
The Queen of Hearts still making tarts and I not making hay -
Oh, I loved too much and by such and such is happiness thrown away.

I gave her gifts of the mind, I gave her the secret sign
That's known to the artist who has seen the true gods of sound and stone. (*)
With word and tint, I did not stint, for I gave her poems to say
With her own name there and her own dark hair like clouds over fields of May.

On a quiet street where the old ghosts meet I see her walking now
Away from me so hurriedly my reason must allow
That I had wooed not as I should a creature made of clay.
When the angel woos the clay he'll lose his wings at the dawn of day.

And I said, "Let grief be a falling leaf at the dawning of the day."

Notes:
The lyrics are by Patrick Kavanagh. The music is the traditional
air "The Dawning of the Day".

(*) Alternate lyric:
That's known to the artists who have known the true gods of sound and stone.

14515. On Solid Ground - Chords

On Solid Ground
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent



Written by Terry Herd and Rhonda Vincent

C                               G7                          C
Darlin' we've been through some hard times and regrets I've had a few
                           G7                              C
I gave my best to make you happy it wasn't good enough for you
                  F                       C
So today it's all over I'll be seeing you around
                             G7                      C
I'm standing up and stepping over moving on to solid ground
                   F                       C
Cause life's about choices and I've made a few
                    G7                           C
To start living for myself now and honey not for you
                      F                                 C
But you better get it straight now I ain't leaving this town
              G7                           C
Baby from now on I'll be standing on solid ground
                               G7                      C
You taught me life is what you make it that's a simple line but true
                                G7                                C
But when it comes to how you're living the choice is really up to you
                   F                             C
Keep your eye upon tomorrow live your dreams and make 'em last
                           G7                                C
Take the time to smell the roses and learn a lesson from the past
Repeat #2
                             G7                               C
So darling thank you for the good times tears will never need to fall
                          G7                           C
It's not the end it's the beginning of a new day after all
                         F                        C
I'll just try to keep my head high even when they get me down
                              G7                           C
I'll take a stand and keep on standing high upon the solid ground
Repeat #2
                    G7                             C
You can count on it baby I'll be standing on solid ground

14516. On Some Foggy Mountain Top

Bill Monroe - On Some Foggy Mountain Top

1. If I had listened t'what Mama said,
I would not have been here today;
Wishing for things I'll never have,
And weeping my sweet life away.

cho: If I was on some foggy mountain top,
I'd sail away to the West
I'd sail all around this old wide world
To the one I love the best.



2. You caused me to weep, you caused me to mourn,
You caused me to leave my home;
Oh, that lonesome pine and those good old times,
I'm on my way back home.

cho...

3. Oh, when you see that two-faced blonde,
There's somethin' you can tell 'er;
She need not fool her time away,
A-tryin' to steal a feller.

cho...

4. Oh, when you come to courtin' now,
Put on you navy blue;
That long tail "roust-a-bout" you wear,
Don't do a thing for you.

cho...

14517. On Susans Floor - Chords

On Susans Floor - Mac Wiseman

C
Didn't feel so cold and tired,stretched out before her fire,
                                   G7
Rollin' smokes and drinkin' up her wine;
          C       F
And I re- -member candle-(C-light and singin' songs,
                      G7
Till we could sing no more,
                                    C
Then fallin' fast asleep on Susan's floor.
 
            F       C
Now that my song is sweeter,
         F    C
Lord I'd like to greet her;
                           F    C   G7
To thank her for the favor that she gave,
  F          C                               F  C
A stranger I came, my head bowed in the rain to her
G7
door.
                                   C
I sat and sang my songs on Susan's floor.
             F           C          F            C
In the morn- -ing I'd go on leaving Susan and my songs,
                              G7
Knowing I'd be back in just a while,
                               C



Healing in the sunshine of her smile.
 
              F        C
Well, lots of time and songs have passed,
            F          C
I catch my- -self just looking back;
                                 G7
Reliving all the wonder of those nights;
       F             C
That's where I would be to-day,
                     F   C     G7
If I had only stayed one night more,
                                 C
And sang another song on Susan's floor.
     F                   C
Like crippled ships that make it through a storm,
                          G7
And finally reach a quiet shore,
                                     C
The hopeless found a home on Susan's floor.

14518. On The Back Row - Chords

On The Back Row
Recorded by George Jones
written by Jerry Chestnut and Norris Wilson
 
C                 F             C
Here I sit on the back row in a church down the street
                    F                      C
Not to far from the place where we used to meet
                       C7               F
And to find me getting though to me you found someone to love
    G7                                             C
But I'll go back to the place that I keep thinking of
           F                                C
It's not a fancy place just a tavern in the lonely part of town
      G7                              C
Where lonely people find someone that hopes to settle down
          F                         C
They tell me to go and I can't understand
     G7                                           C
Here I sit on the back row  while you wed another man
                      F                  C
You'd never dream but after many years I may still be sitting there
                       F                 C
With just a bottle and two glasses right next to your favorite chair
                        C7              F
All alone you might not give him and he might even tell you wrong
      G7                                       C
There I'll sit in a tavern waiting for you all alone
Repeat #2



14519. On The Banks

Railroad Earth - On The Banks 

Its a long winding way through the mad river valley
Through the forests and mountains green
To the cabin we shared. By the wild running river
The most perfect Ive ever seen.

I live my life one the banks of the water
Singing my song to you. 
And all through my days, Ill remember you always
I never knew love so true

It's a tangled old past through the thick byers and brambles
Down to where the wild roses bloom.
And open their hearts in the heat of the summer
And freeze beneath the silver moon.

I live my life on the banks of the water
Singing my song to you
And all through my days Ill remember you remember you always
I never knew love like you.

Its a tumbling run down the bear creek canon
Through the rocks and the mountain sage
Its a trembling stream in the frozen winter
Running strong when the spring waters break.

I live my life on the banks of the water
Singing my songs to you
And all through my days Ill remember you always
I never knew love so true
I never knew love like you.

14520. On The Banks Of Old Tennessee

On the Banks of Old Tennessee

I have no father in this world
I have no father in this world
He's sleeping tonight where the moon shines so bright
On the banks of old Tennes- see

Refrain:On the banks of old Tennes- see, Lord, Lord
On the banks of old Tennes- see
He's sleeping tonight where the moon shines so bright
On the banks of old Tennes- see



I have no [mother, brother, sister, true love, etc.],...

14521. On The Banks Of The Ohio

Bill Monroe - On the Banks of the Ohio

I asked my love to take a walk
To take a walk, just a little walk
Down beside where the waters flow
Down by the banks of the Ohio

And only say that you'll be mine
In no other's arms entwine
Down beside where the waters flow
Down by the banks of the Ohio

I held a knife against her brest
As into my arms she pressed
She cried, "Oh, Willie, don't murder me,
I'm not prepared for eternity"

* Refrain

I started home 'tween twelve and one
I cried, "My God! what have I done?
Killed the only woman I loved
Because she would not be my bride"

* Refrain

14522. On The Banks Of The Old Ponchartrain - Chords

On The Banks Of The Old Ponchartrain 
Rose Maddox

[Verse 1]
A                        D         A                                        E7
I traveled from Texas to old Louisiane, through mountains and valleys, and plains
     A                    D       A             E7                       A
Both footsore and weary I rested awhile, on the banks of the old Pontchartrain
 
[Verse 2]
                              D      A                               E7
The fairest young maiden that I ever saw, passed by as it started to rain
   A                      D              A            E7                       A
We both found a shelter beneath the same tree, on the banks of the old Pontchartrain
 
[Verse 3]
A                         D       A                               E7



We hid from the shower an hour or so, she asked me how long I'd remain
  A                           D          A            E7                       A
I told her that I'd spend the rest of my days, on the banks of the old Pontchartrain
 
[Verse 4]
A                             D      A                              E7
I just couldn't tell her that I ran away, from jail on a West Texas plain
  A                          D        A             E7                       A
I prayed in my heart I would never be found, on the banks of the old Pontchartrain
 
[Verse 5]
                           D          A                            E7
Then one day a man put his hand on my arm and said I must go west the same day
  A                      D          A           E7                       A
I left her alone without sayin' goodbye, on the banks of the old Pontchartrain
 
[Verse 6]
                       D          A                                  E7
Tonight as I sit here alone in my cell, I know that she's waiting in vain
    A                      D        A            E7                       A
I'm hoping and praying someday to return, to the banks of the old Pontchartrain

14523. On The Borderline

Alison Krauss - On the Borderline 
(John Pennell)

There's a chill on this evening nights right for greaving
Darkness surrounds him as he wanders alone
He walked past the dim lights the pathways and street lights
They remind him of nights long ago.

When his love was strong
And his muscles hard
His whiskey throat
Was barley marred.

Seeking the misfortune in the lies that he told
Then a broken heart bought him to his knees
In the hour of his greatest need
Lost and forsaken by the love he could not hold.

On the borderline of love again
It's bound to make you pay
On the borderline we'll make our stand
Then watch it fall away.

And he stands in quiet solitude the nights reflects upon his mood
Seeking the vision that had once been so clear
When he felt the touch of his women's love
His pounding heart was warm and young.

Now locked inside him with his anger and fear



As he moves on slowly past the trees
Down the path way
Home through fallen leaves.

He can't believe how he'd sunken so low
So he learned to live with his injured pride
His purple heart hidden deep inside
The only reward for a love he could not hold.

On the borderline of love again
It's bound to make you pay
On the borderline we'll make our stand
Then watch it fall away.

On the borderline of love again
It's bound to make you pay
On the borderline we'll make our stand
Then watch it fall away...

14524. On The Boulevard

On The Boulevard
Pat Flynn
New Grass Revival

Well, I got a room over the boulevard
With a window on the second floor.
Yea, I can watch the daily parade go by,
Right outside my door.
I'm drinkin' short darks for the cheer
And I got a little time to kill,
With the one that makes me feel just fine,
I can tell you she's a friend of mine.

Refrain:
Life ain't very hard,
Life ain't very hard,
Life ain't very hard on the boulevard.

When the sun goes down under the boulevard,
The'll be music underneath the lights,
Yea, the whole town's getting their headaches
Here on Friday and Saturday nights.
They're drinkin' short darks for the cheer
And they drink a little more than they spill.
Keep the young ones dancin' till they can't stand,
I feel like a medicine man.

Refrain:

Anything you want you can find it here,
on the boulevard,
a place to meet someone a place to disappear,



on the boulevard,
you know it makes no difference what you do, it's all up to you,
on the boulevard,
nobody's embaÂrrassed by what they do, what they do, what they do.

I was talkin' to the old senora,
She'd tell me stories  bout the good old days,
When they were livin  on nothing but
Love and beans and the wine that her old man made.
They drank short darks for the cheer
And they parked up on the hill.
She said she got nervous, like a young girl can,
Lord, how she misses that man.

Refrain:

14525. On The Divide

On The Divide 
David Parmley
 
I met her in Deadman Colorado 
Up where the continent divides 
Spent the better part of a snowy winter there 
Tangled in the wonder of her eyes 
Along about April, my restless soul 
Started longing for the city life, and beggin' me to go 
 
She said I'll never love another quite like you 
I hope it doesn't turn my heart to stone 
Every night I'll light a candle in the window by the door 
So you can always find your way back home 
 
CHORUS: 
On the divide tonight there's a light 
And it burns to remind me, how good a love can be 
On the divide tonight there's a light always askin' me 
If all this freedom is really free 

Now it's one night in Dallas, one night in Illinois 
Pack up this guitar, and move out with the boys 
Lately come midnight, no matter where we are 
A candle keeps pullin' at myheart 
 
On the divide, on the divide 
On the divide

14526. On The Freshies



Keller Williams - On the Freshies

The word traverse is what I like to avoid,
My hobbies include popping ollies off an asteroid.
Felling the flow of the snow as we go,
The sun makes you blush in the slush,
you should know.
Fifty on the nose,
Trim nails on the toes,
Full charge on the pod,
when it dies it blows,
like the wind,
Again and again,
It's stingin my nerve ends,
the chills they send,
and the bend in my knee,
it makes me see,
this could be free,
if you hike up the trees,
Use them as a hand-hold brave and bold,
in the cold,
so I'm told.

Floatin' on the freshies
(scatting)

Use 'em as a hand-hold brave and bold,
You know it's not my thing,
too much work that it brings,
stick me on a lift,
stick a lighter in my fist,
I'm fightin for the flame it becomes a game,
pull jacket over brain,
works magic like David Blaine.

Levitatin, elevatin , glass box vegetatin,
Simulate, stimulate,
Distract yourself from the constant straight,
Goofy-footed, poofy hooded,
Left side as I'm shootin through the trees,
Just like the breeze,
As I'm floatin on the freshies.

Floatin on the Freshies

14527. On The Highway

Trampled By Turtles - On the Highway

[Verse 1]
Outer reaches come and go and I'm forever grateful
Come and tell me long and slow exactly what I'll wait for
Better times, yeah, better times, somehow I don't believe it
I built a house up long ago, just to up and leave it



[Verse 2]
There's a bright light in the cold dark night, so bloom where you're planted
But still I pray to the summer rain and every heart that's slanted
Borderlines and severed ties and the crickets in the meadow
Form a line and say goodbye to such a lucky fellow

[Chorus]
Out on the highway
Like a portrait in the rain
Out on the highway
We'll never be the same again

[Verse 3]
Whittled like a mousetrap, queen of the sky, oh, tell me I'm forgiven
Simulated pilgrims, why oh why won't they take me with them?
Sell me something bright and shinier than I can imagine
Parting ways those summer days, so happy to have had them

[Chorus]
Out on the highway
There's a storm out in the west
Out on the highway
Oh God, I'm such a mess once again

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Out on the highway
It all comes crashing down
Out on the highway
Yeah, where would we be now? I don't know

14528. On The House

On The House
Stillhouse Junkies

Does that whiskey make you miss me
Does that alcohol make you wanna fall 
In love again
Every time you're drinkin'
Do you find yourself thinkin'
I'm the man that you were wrong about 
Then baby, have another on the house

This bar I'm tending
And this heart I'm mending
It's just pretending everything's all right
When you walk through those doors
No use hidin' any more
Pull up a chair, let down your hair now, 
What's your drink of choice tonight?



Well it's clear enough to me
There's beer enough to last all night
But you keep looking at those bottles on the wall
Could it be your situation
Needs a little medication
Just a sip, and you'll take a trip 
Back to the time when you were mine 

BRIDGE 
Now are you over the moon, or just
Under the table
Cause you look about as stable 
As this broken heart of mine

The daylight's comin' soon,
Guess you'd best be on your way - 
There's no one half as good as you 
At leavin' me behind

14529. On The Inside

Rodney Crowell - On The Inside

We crawled night and day through the tears and debris
Now I'm reaching out to you, but I'm keeping my hands clean
The tables are turning, the tempo slows down
We're gettin' off this misery-go-round
It's a brand new world, baby, now things have changed
It's a brand new picture in a brand new frame
A turn of the page with a blink of your eye
Our two steps in rhythm, our hearts beat in time
On the inside
It all happened on the inside
It all went down on the inside
A critical moment, I know you'd agree
Both of us separate, but neither one free
We traded our papers for new walking shoes
But I had no idea how I'd feel without you
We watched it unravel, we heard it unwind
Imprisoned by anger, embittered by time
No one could tell me we'd be standing here today
Steeled by the fire and sealed by the pain
On the inside
It all happened on the inside
It all went down on the inside
I'm holding on to you
And I know you're holding on to me too
We gave it one more chance
And found the key to romance
None of it happens like we think it should be
It'd all be a disaster if left up to me
The power of love and protection divine



We found we held hands through the darkness and then there was light
On the inside
It all happened on the inside
It all went down on the inside
On the inside
It all happened on the inside
It all went down on the inside

14530. On The Jericho Road - Chords

On The Jericho Road
Recorded by Merle Haggard, The Statler Brothers, The Carter Family
Written by Don S. McCrossan

C
As we travel along (as we travel along)
               G7
On the Jericho Road (on the Jerico Road)
Does the world seem all wrong (does the world seem all wrong)
               C
And heavy your load (and heavy your load)
Just bring it to Christ (just bring it to Christ)
              F
Your sins all confess (your sins all confess)
               C
On the Jericho Road (on the Jericho Road)
     G7            C             F             C
Your heart will be blessed (your heart will be blessed)
               G7
On the Jericho Road (on the Jericho Road)
                      C            F             C
There's room for just two (there's room for just two)
                G7
(No more and no less) no more or no less)
               C         F         C
Just Jesus and you (just Jesus and you)
                  F
Each burden He'll bear (each burden He'll bear)
                  C
Each sorrow He'll share (each sorrow He'll share)
                G7
There's never a care (here's never a care)
             C          F        C
For Jesus is there (for Jesus is there)
Oh brother to you (oh brother to you)
               G7
This message I bring (this message I bring)
Though hope may be gone (though hope may be gone)
                   C
He'll cause you to sing (He'll cause you to sing)
At Jesus command (at Jesus command)
                    F
Sin's shackles must fall (sin's shackles must fall)



               C
On the Jericho Road (on the Jericho Road)
         G7         C              F          C
Will you answer His call (will you answer His call)
G7
On the Jericho Road (on the Jericho Road)
                      C            F             C
There's room for just two (there's room for just two)
                G7
(No more and no less) no more or no less)
               C         F         C
Just Jesus and you (just Jesus and you)
                  F
Each burden He'll bear (each burden He'll bear)
                  C
Each sorrow He'll share (each sorrow He'll share)
                G7
There's never a care (there's never a care)
             C            F       C
For Jesus is there on the Jericho Road

14531. On The Ledge

On the Ledge
(Tim Stafford, Bobby Starnes, Alan Stockard)

1) All it took was the first time
She swore she'd never do it again
She's only looking for a good time
Till the Devil came walking in

She found herself a shadow
of the girl she use to be
She tries her best to hide it
But the whole world can see

CH) that's she's on the ledge,on a rusty razor's edge

2) friends and family welcomed him home
with medals on his chest
Now he walks the streets alone
But he just can't get no rest

He did his time on the front line
for God, Country and Corps
but the battle still rages in his mind
in a different kind of war

CH) he's on the ledge, on a rusty razor's edge
 
Forty hours a week for eighty years
They worked out on the line
Then the company up and disappears



without a warning sign

the brand they wore moved offshore
'cause greed has no pride
Now the wolf is knocking down the door
and there's no place to hide

BR) God looks down on creation With teardrops in his eyes
The lust of every nation Creates its own demise

CH) We're on the ledge, On a rusty razor's edge

14532. On The Level

Jim Lauderdale
On The Level

I'm tired, so tired, of lying
The same I'm sure is true of you
So who do we think we're fooling
What harm would it do to be true

Let's both deal on the level
Tell the truth and shame the devil
We're both so tired of lying
While we watch our good love dying

The time has come and gone, dear
When we could hide in shadow
What do we think we have to fear
We can deal with that tomorrow

Let's both deal on the level
Tell the truth and shame the devil
We're both so tired of lying
While we watch our good love dying

We're both so tired of lying
While we watch our good love dying

14533. On The Line

Billy Strings 
On The Line

You can't stop us from movin'
You can't stop us from feelin' fine
You can't stop us from puttin' our lives on the line



You can't stop us from dancin'
You can't stop us from feelin' high
We can't help it if we'd like to stay out all night

It's a cure for the bleakness
It's a pill for the day-to-day
It's just a way for me to shake loose the dust and the clay

I'd love show you, but you wouldn't go
I'd love to take you, but I know the way you roll
You see it your way, I see it mine and I'll be fine
You see it your way, I see it mine and I'll be fine

While we're young and resilient
While fearless and fancy free
We'll be fine without you and your numbers and lines

While we're wishing and watching
While we're wishing and watching here
We won't see your illusional blanket of fear

Like a wave through the ocean
Like a gust on an August
While we're movin' you won't stand a chance in our way

I'd love show you, but you wouldn't go
I'd love to take you, but I know the way you roll
You see it your way, I see it mine and I'll be fine
You see it your way, I see it mine and I'll be fine

Should've been gone for years now
You should've packed up and left this place
You should've ducked out and given up your spot in the race

You can cling to your madness
You can swim down and hold your breath
But I'll be standing on dry ground with all of the rest

I'd love show you, but you wouldn't go
I'd love to take you, but I know the way you roll
You see it your way, I see it mine and I'll be fine
You see it your way, I see it mine and I'll be fine
You see it your way, I see it mine and I'll be fine

14534. On The Lonely Side Of Town

IIIrd Tyme Out - On the Lonely Side of Town 

You're uptown tonight where all the bright lights glow
Where all the honky tonks with wine and music flow
And I've been walking with these blues since then down
Looking for you on the lonely side of town
I can see the lights of town from where I stand



Now I know you're having fun and holding hand
I knew tonight when you never came around
That you had left me on the lonely side of town
Thought the life they live up, that has lured your heart
To where they dance and slip around till after dark
Now the wild life and the pretty girls you found
And you left me on the lonely side of town
I wish I could be uptown with you tonight
For I'm afraid that you found someone new you like
Now, I don't want to give away my wedding gown
And be left on the lonely side of town

14535. On The Loneseome Wind

On the Lonesome Wind 
Del McCoury
 
There's a wolf, howling in the darkness 
Night birds cry, around the river bend 
Old lovers' voices whisper gently through my window 
Just blameit on the lonesome wind
 
She knew I had to keep on movin' 
And her love for me she'll defend 
She deserves so much more than I can give her 
Shed a tear and blame it on  the lonesome wind 
 
CHORUS: 
Like the wind, I've traveled through the valleys 
And climbed so many mountain sides 
I've crossed all the great, wide oceans 
And like the wind, my soul will never die 
 
So many times I've tried to settle down 
But there's just no use to pretend 
When I die, won't you do me just one favor 
Let my ashes ride on the lonesome wind 
  
And like the wind, my soul will never die

14536. On The Old Kentucky Shore

On The Old Kentucky Shore
Bill Monroe

I walked out to the graveyard
Down by the Church of God
I looked upon the one I love
That would soon be covered with sod



   Up along the Ohio River
   Over on the old Kentucky shore
   Once dwelled a fair young maiden
   Now there's a crepe upon her door

The angels took my darling
God needed the one I loved
I reached the old Kentucky shore today
I'll make my plans and meet her up above

The last words that my darling said
Was tell the one I love goodbye
I would like to see him before I go
But I'll meet him in the sky

14537. On The Other Hand

Keith Whitley - On the Other Hand

On one hand I count the reasons I could stay with you
And hold you close to me, all night long.
So many lover's games I could play with you
And on that hand I see no reason why it's wrong

But on the other hand, There's a golden band
To remind of someone who would not understand
On one hand I could stay and be your loving man
But the reason I must go is on the other hand

In your arms I feel the passion, I thought had died
When I looked into your eyes I found myself
When I first kissed your lips I felt so alive
I've got to hand it to you girl, you're something else

But on the other hand, There's a golden band
To remind of someone who would not understand
On one hand I could stay and be your loving man
But the reason I must go is on the other hand

14538. On The Other Shore - Chords

On The Other Shore 
Carl Story

[Intro]
A D A E A
 
 



[Verse 1]
                                        D
Though i walk in shadows here with more grip than i can bare
       A                             E
I will walk in sunshine on the other shore
       A                       D
I will be a happy soul when my Jesus i behold
             A                 E      A
And with the angels i can sing forevermore
 
 
[Chorus]
     E            A
Over on the other shore
               D          E
I'll walk with him forevermore
              A                 D
With old time friends gone on before
               A            E     A
We'll sing and shout on the other shore
 
 
[Instrumental]
A D A E A
 
 
[Verse 2]
                                    D
The devil's angels fly away when on bended knees i pray
      A                       E
To my Jesus over on the other shore
            A                          D
Though they tempt my weary soul i have made it clear and bold
         A               E           A
That i'm clinging to his love forevermore
 
 
[Chorus]
     E            A
Over on the other shore
               D          E
I'll walk with him forevermore
              A                 D
With old time friends gone on before
               A            E     A
We'll sing and shout on the other shore
 
 
[Instrumental]
A D A E A
 
 
[Vere 3]
                                    D
There is consolation friend in just knowing in the end
      A                             E
I can walk and talk with him forevermore



        A                              D
In that home of peace and love he's prepared for me above
       A                E     A
I will meet over on the other shore
 
 
[Outro]
     E            A
Over on the other shore
               D          E
I'll walk with him forevermore
              A                 D
With old time friends gone on before
               A            E     A
We'll sing and shout on the other shore

14539. On The Other Side

On the Other Side
by Wes Homner
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

On the sea of life we travel
Thru the wind and rain we sail
But our pilot he is able
to calm the stormy gale
Let us pray to God our father
To safely lead the way
Till we anchor in the harbor
On the great and final day

chorus
On the other side of the raging water
With my Lord I will abide
I'll rejoice with Mother and Father
When we reach the other side

There'll be shoutin' - there'll be singin'
When we land on heaven's shore
No more sickness - no more cryin'
Death won't knock upon our door
Sheltered safely with our Savior
In His loving arms I'll hide
We will live in peace forever
When we reach that other side

14540. On The Other Side



On the Other Side
by Wes Homner
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

On the sea of life we travel
Thru the wind and rain we sail
But our pilot he is able
to calm the stormy gale
Let us pray to God our father
To safely lead the way
Till we anchor in the harbor
On the great and final day

chorus
On the other side of the raging water
With my Lord I will abide
I'll rejoice with Mother and Father
When we reach the other side

There'll be shoutin' - there'll be singin'
When we land on heaven's shore
No more sickness - no more cryin'
Death won't knock upon our door
Sheltered safely with our Savior
In His loving arms I'll hide
We will live in peace forever
When we reach that other side

14541. On The Outside Looking In

On the Outside Looking In
Alison Krauss & Union Station

You close the door in front of me, I wait patiently outside
And as the minutes tick away I feel my anger rise
And who's the object of my rage, and who's not being fair?
Is it you for your indifference or me for just standing there?

'Cause in my mind the room beyond is bathed in golden light
I dream about you through the day and I toss and turn at night
Sometimes it's hard to understand, when they say that pride's a sin
Should I go or should I stay on the outside looking in

Well I didn't make the grade today and I'm not the only one
But my heart, it won't stop hurting and feeling all alone
Maybe we'll trade places in some not so distant year
I'll hear your voice calling out, and I'll cover up my ears

'Cause in my mind the room beyond is bathed in golden light
I dream about you through the day and I toss and turn at night
Sometimes it's hard to understand, when they say that pride's a sin
Should I go or should I stay on the outside looking in

Well I could brag on the things I've done or the places I have been



But I never found a cure for on the outside looking in
Sometimes it's hard to understand, when they say that pride's a sin
Should I go or should I stay on the outside looking in

14542. On The Outskirts Of Town - Chords

On The Outskirts Of Town
Vince Gill - On The Outskirts Of Town

(No Capo)

Intro.:  /(A) /(G) /(D) /(D) / x 2

(D) Well you look like trouble, you surely do
Well you look like you have been around a time or two
(A) Meet me at midnight, (G) that's when it all goes (D)down
(A) A little place called "The Twilight", (G) on the outskirts of (D)town

(D) Well you'd look so pretty, ridin' in my Cadillac
Well let's find a cozy little table in the back
(A) Meet me at midnight, (G) they've got the coldest beer a-(D)round (Ice cold)
(A) A little place called "The Twilight", (G) on the outskirts of (D)town

(Chorus)
Well there's (G)nothing like that Twilight crowd, they like to play the jukebox loud
(D)It's the hottest honky-tonk around
(A) A little place called "The Twilight", (G) on the outskirts of (D)town
Ah, here come them boys!

Solo:  //(D) /(D) /(D) /(D) /(D) /(D) /(D) /(D) //
       //(G) /(G) /(G) /(G) /(D) /(D) /(D) /(D) //
       //(A) /(A) /(G) /(G) /(D) /(D) /(D) /(D) //
        x 3 times

(Chorus)
Well, there's (G)nothing like that Twilight crowd, they like to play the jukebox loud
(D)It's the swinginest honky-tonk around
(A) A little place called "The Twilight", (G) on the outskirts of (D)town

(D) Well this party's over, and it's time to go
I'll be here tomorrow night with a girl I hope will show
(A) Meet me at midnight, (G) and we'll burn that dancefloor (D)down (All the way down baby)
(A) A little place called "The Twilight", (G) on the outskirts of (D)town
I'll see you tomorrow night baby

14543. On The Radio

Emmylou Harris - On the Radio (Donna Summer cover)



Someone found the letter you wrote me on the radio 
And they told the world just how you felt 
It must've fallen out of a hole in your old brown overcoat 
They never said your name but I knew just who they meant 

Oh, I was so surprised and shocked and I wondered too 
If by chance you heard it for yourself 
I never told a soul just how I'd been feeling over you 
But they said it really loud and said it on the air 
On the radio 

Oh... on the radio 
Oh... on the radio 
Oh... 

Now don't it kinda strike you sad when you hear our song 
Things are not the same since we broke up last June 
The only thing I want to hear is that you love me still 
And that you think you'll be coming home real soon 

Oh... he kinda a made me feel proud when I heard him say 
You couldn't find the words to say it for yourself 
And now in my heart I know I can say what I really mean 
'Cause they said it really loud they said it on the air 
On the radio 

Oh... on the radio 
Oh... on the radio 
Oh... 

Now if you think that love isn't found on the radio 
Then tune right in you may find the love lost 
'Cause now I'm sitting here with the man I sent away long ago 
He found he really lied he said he really lied 
On the radio 

Oh... on the radio 
Oh... on the radio 
Oh...

14544. On The Road

On the Road
Bill Nershi
String Cheese Incident

Hey, Hey, I'm out on the road
Hey, Hey, I'm out on the road
Got no worries, get in the car and roll!

Hey, hey, I'm headed way down south
Hey, hey, I'm headed way down south
Well I hear that cajun music, really makes you jump and shout!



14545. On The Road

John Hartford - On the Road

When I go on the road I go fast I go slow
It gets cold don't you know, won't get home much this year

Back and forth up and down come'n out goin' round
Making love comin' down, won't get home much this year

When I go I see things I see nights without end
It depends what they spend and its cold

I was out 90 days I could live any place
Just a race to show my face on the road

Everyday its your turn, another verse to be earned
It's a road no big turn won't get home much this year

And the stories I will tell when I've none left to sell
What was/once had someplace else, won't get home much this year

On the road its your day gotta go gotta play
It's too short to be long so you know

When your on its all fun, got to play for everyone
Buts its so cold being alone on the road

Been a long night that's a fact, call me up we'll get back
And though its easy to lose track won't get home much this year

When I go on the road I go fast I go slow
It gets cold don't you know, won't get home much this year

14546. On The Road Again

On the Road Again
Billy Strings

Woah, all I want is on the road again
Just can't wait to get on the road again
The life I love is makin' music with my friends
And I can't wait to get on the road again

On the road again
Just can't wait to get on the road again
The life I love is makin' music with my friends
And I can't wait to get on the road again



On the road again
Like a band of gypsies we go down the highway
We're the best of friends
Insisting that the world be runnin' our way

And our way is on the road again
Just can't wait to get on the road again
The life I love is makin' music for my friends
And I can't wait to get on the road again

And on the road again
Like a band of gypsies we go down the highway
We're the best of friends
Insisting that the world be runnin' our way

And our way is on the road again
I can't wait to get on the road again
The life I love is makin' music with my friends
And I can't wait to get on the road again

I can't wait to get on the road again
I can't wait to get on the road

14547. On The Rock Where Moses Stood

On The Rock Where Moses Stood
Flatt & Scruggs

Crying holy unto the Lord
Crying holy unto the Lord
Oh, on that day when the bells don't toll
Crying holy unto the Lord

Crying holy unto the Lord
Crying holy unto the Lord
Oh, if I could I surely would
Stand on the rock where Moses stood

Sinners run unto the Lord
Sinners run unto the Lord
Now please don't let this pareble
Pass and lose your soul at last

* Refrain

Crying holy unto the Lord
Crying holy unto the Lord
See four and twenty elders
Bowing all around the altar crying
Holy unto the Lord

* Refrain



14548. On The Roof Of The World

On the Roof of the World
Blue Highway

[Verse 1]
When the black-necked cranes take to wing
And the peach blossoms bloom in the spring
I will go where the blue glaciers flow
And the chir pines sing down below

[Chorus]
Oh, it's been many years since I left
The high rocky plains of the west
When the rivers run blue, I'll return
Once again to the roof of the world

[Verse 2]
Herd the sheep across the frozen lake
As I tent, the howling timber shakes
While in the cold rocky heights undisturbed
Stands the grandmother goddess of the world

[Chorus]
Oh, it's been many years since I left
The high rocky plains of the west
When the rivers run blue, I'll return
Once again to the roof of the world

[Verse 3]
We came to base camp in May
And hoped to climb without delay
But we were caught by a storm above the steppe
And our teardrops froze as we wept

[Chorus]
Oh, it's been many years since I left
The high rocky plains of the west
When the rivers run blue, I'll return
Once again to the roof of the world

14549. On The Run

Yonder Mountain String Band - On the Run (Live)

A man stood in the shadows his face was dripping sweat
He took a break from running but he wasn't done yet
Looked over his shoulder when he heard the barking hounds
Dug his feet into the earth and headed out of town



The town line's far away and
He won't sleep for days
Because he just slept with Annie and she's the sheriff's wife
Now the sheriff's men have got him running for his life

He should have known that girl was trouble but he wasn't thinking clear
When she put her hand onto his leg and filled his glass with beer
But a deputy did see them and tracked the sheriff down
Just had time to grab his clothes and high ball out of town

The town line's far away and
He won't sleep for days
And even if he makes it, there's nothing he can do
But hope and pray the sheriff there hasn't heard the news

A man stood in the shadows thinking about the past
About all the women he had known and living life too fast
But he heard a noise behind him, felt a gun against his head
Should have known the sheriff wouldn't rest till he was dead

The town line's far away and
He's six feet in the grave
He's lying there with Annie, who was the sheriff's wife
Till the sheriff and his men robbed them of their lives

14550. On The Run

Yonder Mountain String Band - On the Run (Live)

A man stood in the shadows his face was dripping sweat
He took a break from running but he wasn't done yet
Looked over his shoulder when he heard the barking hounds
Dug his feet into the earth and headed out of town

The town line's far away and
He won't sleep for days
Because he just slept with Annie and she's the sheriff's wife
Now the sheriff's men have got him running for his life

He should have known that girl was trouble but he wasn't thinking clear
When she put her hand onto his leg and filled his glass with beer
But a deputy did see them and tracked the sheriff down
Just had time to grab his clothes and high ball out of town

The town line's far away and
He won't sleep for days
And even if he makes it, there's nothing he can do
But hope and pray the sheriff there hasn't heard the news

A man stood in the shadows thinking about the past
About all the women he had known and living life too fast
But he heard a noise behind him, felt a gun against his head



Should have known the sheriff wouldn't rest till he was dead

The town line's far away and
He's six feet in the grave
He's lying there with Annie, who was the sheriff's wife
Till the sheriff and his men robbed them of their lives

14551. On The Sea Of Galilee

On The Sea Of Galilee

Am I a soldier of the cross
A follower of the lamb
And shall I fear to own His cause
Or blush to speak His name

   On the sea (the sea the sea)
   Of Galilee (of Galilee)
   My Jesus is walking on the sea
   On the sea (the sea the sea)
   Of Galilee (of Galilee)
   My Jesus is walking on the sea

Must I be carried to the sky
On flowery beds of ease
While others false do win the prize
And sail through bloody seas

There shall I take my weary soul
In seas of heavenly rest
And not a wave of trouble roll
Across my peaceful breast

14552. On The Sea Of Galilee - Chords

On The Sea Of Galilee
Recorded by Emmylou Harris and The Peasall Sisters
Written by A.P. Carter

C              F
Am I a soldier of the cross
  C               G7
A follower of the lamb
    C               F
And shall I fear to own His cause
   C        G7        C
Or blush to speak His name

       F                            C



On the sea (the sea the sea) of Galilee (of Galilee)
   G7                      C
My Jesus is walking on the sea
       F                            C
On the sea (the sea the sea) of Galilee (of Galilee)
   G7                      C
My Jesus is walking on the sea
 
                  F
Must I be carried to the skies
   C               G7
On flowery beds of ease
      C                F
While others fought to win the prize
    C      G7             C
And sailed through bloody seas

repeat #2

                       F
There shall I bathe my weary soul
   C                G7
In seas of heavenly rest
    C             F
And not a wave of trouble roll
 C        G7       C
Across my peaceful breast

Repeat #2

14553. On The Sea Of Life

On The Sea Of Life
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

Verse 1
We are on the sea of life, sailing to a better home
Where are the saved of all the earth shall abide
Leaving all trails here, many pleasures wait us there
When we cross the foam and reach the other side.

Chorus
We are sailing onward sailing, sailing o're the foam
We are talking to the captain as the angry billows hum
Soon yes soon we'll reach the harbor and be safely o're there
We are going onward to the other side.

Verse 2
Many millions now abide, in that home beyond the tide
Where the ransomed pilgrims wait free from care
There is room on board for all, who will heed the Masters call
and take ship for heavens country bright and fair.



14554. On the Surface

Rodney Crowell - On the Surface

On the surface, everything seems right
No one notices the dimness of the light
For the world outside our door, our smiles are oh so bright
On the surface, everything's all right
We have the grace of actors on a stage
We orchestrate the moves that complement the play
But the things that we believe in, we just throw them away
And on the surface, everything's okay
We say goodnight and then we close our eyes
To drift in different worlds far from each other's sight
Dreaming of yesterday when we held each other tight
And on the surface, everything's all right
What are you thinking tonight? I don't know you
My words disappear in the night and there's no one there to notice
Maybe our lives will never be the same
But we can face tomorrow, if we can just get through today
I'm holding back the tears while you're pushing me away
But on the surface, everything's okay
Yeah on the surface, everything's okay

14555. On The Water - Chords

On The Water 
Steep Canyon Rangers

[Intro]
 
F#m E F#m E
F#m E F#m B E
 
[Verse 1]
         F#m      E              F#m  B    A
With the stars to guide us under full moon light
    F#m    E             F#m  B E
The wind behind us as we sail tonight
        C#m      B            C#m         E
We will hold our faces tilted towards the sky
        F#m     E
Arms in warm embraces
    F#m   B    E
Celebrate this night
 
 
[Chorus]
        F#m             E



Oh, oh, oh, ee, oh, ee, ayo
        F#m         E
Oh, oh, oh, ee, oh, aye
        F#m             E
Oh, oh, oh, ee, oh, ee, ayo
        F#m B   E
Oh, oh, oh, ee, aye
 
 
[Verse 2]
F#m    E            F#m B   A
On the water we are not the same
F#m   E                   F#m  B  E
Time away with friends is time we play
 C#m          B                 C#m    E
Following the tides and carried by the wind
      F#m    E                F#m   B        E
Lying here beside me with the salt upon your skin
 
 
[Chorus]
        F#m             E
Oh, oh, oh, ee, oh, ee, ayo
        F#m         E
Oh, oh, oh, ee, oh, aye
        F#m             E
Oh, oh, oh, ee, oh, ee, ayo
        F#m B   E
Oh, oh, oh, ee, aye
 
[Instrumental]
C#m B C#m B
F#m E A B E
F#m E F#m B A
F#m E F#m B E
 
[Bridge]
         F#m       E              F#m  B  A
With the lights of harbor we come sailing in
         F#m           E               F#m  B E
Will you still be here with me when we sail again
 
 
[Chorus]
        F#m             E
Oh, oh, oh, ee, oh, ee, ayo
        F#m         E
Oh, oh, oh, ee, oh, aye
        F#m             E
Oh, oh, oh, ee, oh, ee, ayo
        F#m B   E
Oh, oh, oh, ee, aye
        C#m             B
Oh, oh, oh, ee, oh, ee, ayo
        C#m         E
Oh, oh, oh, ee, oh, aye
        F#m            E



Oh, oh, oh, ee, oh, ee, aye
        F#m B   E
Oh, oh, oh, ee, aye
 
[Outro]
 
C#m B C#m B
 
[Optional Outro Tab]
 
A/-----------------------------/-----------------------/
E/--------0--2--4--2-----0-----/--------0--2--------0--/
C/-----1--------------1-----1--/-----1-----------1-----/
G/--4--------------------------/--4-----------4--------/
 
F#m E F#m B E

14556. On The Wings Of A Dove.

Dolly Parton - On The Wings Of A Dove

"On the wings of a snow white dove
He sends his pure sweet love
A sign from abouve- a sign from above
On the wings of a dove.
When troubles surround us, When evils come
The body grows weak, The spirit grows numb
When these things beset us, He doesn't forget us
He sends down His love
On the wings of a dove
On the wings of a snow-white dove
He sends His pure sweet love
A sign from above
On the wings of a dove
When Noah had drifted On the flood many days
He searched for land In various ways
Troubles, he had some, But wasn't forgotten
He sent him His love
On the wings of a dove
On the wings of a snow-white dove
He sends His pure sweet love
A sign from above
On the wings of a dove
When Jesus went down To the river that day
He was baptized In the usual way
And when it was done, God blessed his son
He sent him his love
On the wings of dove
On the wings of a snow-white dove
He sends His pure sweet love
A sign from above
On the wings of a dove
"



14557. On The Wings Of Love - Chords

On The Wings Of Love

A
I'm gonna be ridin' on the wings of love out there somewhere up above
 E
Movin' on and movin' up on the wings of love
 A
Gonna fly higher than the eagles fly gonna be sailin' on the silver sky
 D A E A
Gonna have a twinkle in my eye on the wings of love

A
Sunny days are gonna roll our way stormy nights are gonna blow away
 E
It's gonna be a brand new day on the wings of love
 A
Hangin' on with all of my might waitin' for you guidin' light
 D A E A
My lovin' arms are gonna hold you tight on the wings of love

A
I'm gonna be ridin' on the wings of love out there somewhere up above
 E
Movin' on and movin' up on the wings of love
 A
Gonna fly higher than the eagles fly gonna be sailin' on the silver sky
 D A E A
Gonna have a twinkle in my eye on the wings of love

A
Till forever comes and goes till the tide no longer flows
 E
I'll be standin' by ready to go on the wings of love
 A
My love for you will never stop I'm by your side no matter what
 D A E A
I'll finally reach the mountain top on the wings of love

A
I'm gonna be ridin' on the wings of love out there somewhere up above
 E
Movin' on and movin' up on the wings of love
 A
Gonna fly higher than the eagles fly gonna be sailin' on the silver sky
 D A E A
Gonna have a twinkle in my eye on the wings of love

A
So until the end of time till the stars fall from the sky
 D A E A
I'll be yours and you'll be mine on the wings of love



14558. On This Rainy Day

On This Rainy Day

Let those storm clouds fill the sky
Wipe those teardrops from your eyes
I will stay right by your side
On this rainy day

Can you feel the cold winds blow
Bad times come but they will go
There's one thing that you should know
On this rainy day

I don't care if the sun don't shine
Let it rain, that ll be just fine
Just as long as you are mine
On this rainy day  On this rainy day

You re on my mind when we re apart
I love you right from the start
This I say right from the heart
On this rainy day

14559. On Top Of Old Smoky

On Top of Old Smoky
Flatt & Scruggs

On top of Old Smokey
All covered with snow
I lost my true lover
From a-courtin' too slow

Now courting's a pleasure
And parting is grief
But a false hearted lover
Is worse than a thief

For a thief he will rob you
And take all you have
But a false hearted lover
Will lead you to the grave

And the grave will decay you
And turn you to dust
There ain't a girl in a hundred
That a poor boy can trust



They'll hug you and kiss you
And tell you more lies
Than the cross ties on railroads
Or stars in the sky

They tell you they love you
To give your heart ease
But as soon as your back's turned
They court whom they please

So come all you maidens
And listen to me
Never place your affections
On a green willow tree

For the leaves they will wither
And the roots they will die
And your true love will leave you
And you'll never know why

14560. On Your Time

On Your Time
Hackensaw Boys - On Your Time

[Verse 1]
Did you hear the birds while drifting by?
I wished and hoped we'd see them eye to eye
I fell asleep while sitting at my post
I see it on your face, you've seen a ghost

[Refrain]
If you need me to, I can stay here with you
If you want me to, I could be there for you

[Verse 2]
We were standing in the breeze so sweet
Right before it blast us off our feet
Lying on our backs, no stars above
Your heart felt so black, mine felt full of love

[Refrain]
If you need me to, I could be there for you
If you want me to, I could be there for you

[Bridge]
I could be the one to help you out
You could be the one to leave no doubts
I could be the one to keep it true
You could be the one to keep it, too
[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]



When's the time to let go of our past?
Lessons learned but will our memories last?
Choices made and choices that will change
Is this a room that someone's rearranged?
Where's the space you say the time you need
I can give because I feel no greed
When will you know truly how you feel?
Will I know the moment that it's for real?

[Refrain]
If you need me to, I could be there for you
If you want me to, I could be there for you

14561. Once Again

Once Again - Del Mccoury Band

[Verse 1]
It's been raining for days out my door
Coming down like I ain't seen before
That damned old weatherman, he's calling for more
It's been raining for days out my door
I've been drinking to numb the pain
But I can't drown your memory away
That bottle of comfort keeps calling my name
I keep drinking to numb the pain

[Chorus]
It's the same old same, yeah, night after night
Heartbroke' on a stool under the neon lights
I ought to go on home and get out of this bar
Once again, it's one a.m.
And I'm wondering where you are

[Verse 2]
Are you happy? Tell me, are you blue?
Do you miss me when you're with someone nÐµw?
Do you cry when it rains like I always do?
Babe, are you happy? Tell me, are you blue?

[Chorus]
It's the same old same, yeah, night after night
Heartbroke' on a stool under the neon lights
And I ought to go on home and get out of this bar
Once again, it's one a.m.
And I'm wondering where you are
[Outro]
Once again, it's one a.m.
And I'm wondering where you are



14562. Once He Finds Us

Todd Snider - Once He Finds Us

I don't know how I found Jesus
I don't care, now he's in my heart
And once he finds us, he never leaves us
No matter how far we fall apart
I used to wonder what I was missing
I used to think that I was missing things
Now the words of calmer voices
They sound like angels bowing strings
He was there when nobody else was
He was there when the work was thin
He was there when my father left us
So I am here now to work for him
I don't know how I found Jesus
But I don't care, now I don't care 'cause he's in my heart
And once he finds us, he never leaves us
No matter how far we fall apart
I don't know how I found Jesus
I don't care, now he's in my heart
And once he finds us, he never leaves us
No matter how far we all fall apart
Come together now
I don't know how I found Jesus
I don't care, now he's in my heart
And once he finds us, he never leaves us
No matter how far we all fall apart

14563. Once I Had A Sweetheart - Chords

Once I Had A Sweetheart 
Kruger Brothers
 
[Intro]
C Bm Am B E Am F C E AM D G C
 
[Verse 1]
 C      Bm      Am
once i had a sweetheart
 B            E              Am
And why she left me i don't know
 D                           G
She would'nt even write a letter
  D                    G
Tellin why she had to go
C       Bm            Am
Go and look out for another
 B        E            Am
It's so hard for me to do
  F               C   E          Am
Friends they all say be on your way



 D                  g                 C
instead of sittin round and feeling blue
 
 
[Verse 2]
C          Bm        Am
love don't last forever
 B            E              Am
If your not careful all the time
 D                                G
And you might lose your one and only
 D                      G
Just as fast as i lost mine
 C           Bm           Am
I Believed that she was happy
 B          E               Am
But now i know that i was wrong
 F              C
Now my love is gone
 E       Am        D                G                 C
im all alone she left me with this old heart broken song
 
 
[Solo]
C Bm Am B E Am D G D G [Lick] C Bm Am B E Am F C E AM D G C
 
 
[Verse 3]
 C    Bm     Am
if i had a sweethearT
B           E      Am
i wouldnt worry anymore
 D                           G
im dreaming of a blue eyed beauty
 D                               G
that i would carry through the door
 C       Bm              Am
all my lonely nights be over
 B           E                Am
if i could find that special one
 F            C   E            Am
when will i find my piece of mind
 D                     G               C
when will all these lonely nights be gone
 
 
[Outro]
 
A D G C A
  D                  G              C
when will all these lonely nights be gone
 
C Bm Am B E Am
  F           C   E          Am
When will i find my piece of mind
  D                   G                C
when will all these lonely nights be gone



14564. Once I Was Just A Boy.

Once I Was Just A Boy.

Once I was just a boy!
Grew up with second
Hand toys,and for me ,
Only brought me joy
Once I was just a boy.I
Those days are now gone,
bye / so long ago it was,I
Walked along the main road ,
Collecting all the five cent
Bottles, and tin cans ,that 
I could fine, to redeem at
The Conner store, for my
Momma needed flower,to
Feed kinfolk at home.
Back when I was a boy!.
Once I was just,a boy.

14565. Once In A Lifetime Love

Alan Jackson - Once In A Lifetime Love 

Some people have it, some people don't
Some people never will
Sometimes
it's hard to know when you've got it
Sometimes it's perfectly
clear
Well I know it's out there I've seen it happen
I know the way it
should feel
Cause there's no mistakin'
That good kind of achin'
Of a
once in a lifetime love
Once in a lifetime love
A love like we've all
dreamed of
It may go disguised or right before your eyes
A once in a
lifetime love
So if you think you've got it
If you feel it inside
you
Don't let it slip away
Cause you may not ever find what you



never
Thought you'd have anyway
And if you've always had it and just
realized
You know how lucky you are
To wake up beside what some never
find
A once in a lifetime love
Once in a lifetime love
A love like
we've all dreamed of
It may go disguised or right before your eyes
A once
in a lifetime love
It may go disguised or right before you eyes
A once
in a lifetime love

14566. Once In A Very Blue Moon

Nanci Griffith - Once In A Very Blue Moon
Dolly Parton - Frank Solivan

I found your letter in my mailbox today
You were just checkin' if I was okay
And if I still miss you
Well you know what they say

[Chorus:]
Just once in a very blue moon
Just once in a very blue moon
Just once in a very blue moon
And I feel one comin' on soon

No need to tell me you'd like to be friends
And help me get back on my feet again
And do I still miss you?
Well it's just now and then

[Chorus]

There's a blue moon shinin'
When I'm reminded
Of all we've been through
Such a blue moon shinin'
Does it ever shine down on you?

Oh, 'cause you act like
It never even hurt you at all
And I'm the only one
Gettin' up from a fall
Tell me you dont feel it
Oh can't you recall



[Chorus]

14567. Once In A While

Rodney Crowell - Once In A While

Once in a while when the wind lies sleeping
Deep in the night there's a silent light
That glows in my heart just barely a spark a gentle reminder of you
Sometimes I walk where the streets hang empty
Far from the crowd where the shadows fall
I sample the sound of the rain falling down and let go the past
And once in a while I still can smile
And face the day in a better way it's true
Once in a while I'm still in love with you
There will be times when the grey clouds come
They'll cover the sky try to hide the sun
They'll stand in my way but I'll make it okay I'm living this life ater you
Sometimes I walk where the sea meets the river
I carry a torch calling out your name
I'll savor the sound of the waves as they pound and let go the mask
And once in a while...
Once in a while once in a while I'm still in love with you

14568. Once Is Enough

Once Is Enough
(Kathy Kallick & Todd Phillips, Southern Melody Publishing Co./BMI)

The first night welcomed me back to the human race
Tired of living life like such a hard luck case
No one could know the emptiness inside that place
Tucked between my ears and just behind my face
In my mind I'm walking down that summer road
Listening to the sweetest stories we have told
If luck be with us time may find us growing old
Still enraptured watching as life unfolds
CHORUS:
This love is the kind of stuff that dreams are made of
It happens only once, once is quite enough
Once is quite enough

You have loved me like nobody has before
Your love is unlocking every secret door
And as I know myself I know I love you more
Your absence is the vacuum that my heart abhors
In my nature there's a need to fill your needs
The mirror image upon which your spirit feeds



To learn the taking turns will be our task, it seems
As we stay falling ever drawing closer you to me
CHORUS
This love is the kind of stuff that dreams are made of
It happens only once a lifetime, once is quite enough
Once is quite enough
Once is quite enough

14569. Once More

Desert Rose Band - Once More
Osborne Brothers

Once more to be with you dear
Just for tonight to hold you tight
Once more I'd give a fortune
If I could see you once more

Forget the past this hurt can't last
Oh I don't want it to keep us apart
Your love I'll crave I'll be your slave
If you'd just give me all of your heart

Once more to be with you dear
Just for tonight to hold you tight
Once more I'd give a fortune
If I could see you once more

Forget the past this hurt can't last
Oh I don't want it to keep us apart
Your love I'll crave I'll be your slave
If you'd just give me all of your heart

Once more to be with you dear
Just for tonight to hold you tight
Once more I'd give a fortune
If I could see you once more
If I could see you once more
Once more

14570. Once More From The Bottom

Once More From the Bottom 
Charlie Sizemore

CHORUS: 
Once more from the bottom  
Talk about the blues man I got 'em  
But not for long, the show must go on 



Well I know my part by heart 
Once I start there ain't no stoppin' 
Here I go again, once more, from the bottom  
 
Love's let me down before 
Left me lonesome and blue 
But it was just a dress rehearsal 
For the pain she put me through 
She took me to the top but once again I couldn't see 
That I'd soon be fallin' victim  
To the laws of gravity, and now it's 
 
The curtain fell this morning 
As I watched that woman go 
But the tears I cry will all be dried 
Before the evening show 
As the lights come up on a honky tonk 
You'll find me sitting there 
And my first line is Excuse me 
Don't I know you from somewhere, and then it's   
 
Here I go again, once more, from the bottom

14571. Once The Teardrops Start To Fall

Once The Teardrops Start To Fall
Claire Lynch

They say life's what you make it, and I know that's true
Cause every day I make myself believe I'm over you
They say put the past hehind you, let it go
But even after all this time I still miss you so

Sometimes late at nightI almost hear you sighin 
Right here beside me as I drift away
Try as I might, I can't keep from cryin' 
When those same heartless memories come to call
There's no holdin' back once the teardrops start to fall

My friends ail think they know me inside out
It's plain to see I'm over you this time without a doubt
I show no hint of heartache, no tell tale signs
As far as everybody knows, I've put our love behind

But sometimes late at night I almost hear you sighin 
Right here beside me as I drift away
 
Try as I might, I just can't keep from cryin'
When those same heartless memories come to call
There's no holdin' back once the teardrops start to fall

Sometimes late at night I almost hear you sighin' 
Right here beside me as I drift away



Try as I might, I just can t keep from cryin' 
When those same heartless memories come to call
There's no holdin' back once the teardrops start to fall
There ain't no holdin  back once the teardrops start to fall

14572. Once Upon A Christmas

Dolly Parton - Once Upon A Christmas 
(Dolly Parton)

Once upon a Christmas far away in Bethlehem
Mary being great with child had no place to lie down
So Joseph found a stable in which Mary had her child
Once upon a Christmas was the birth of Jesus Christ
Once upon a Christmas in a manger far away
A King was born His palace was a manger filled with hay
His royal robe was swaddling cloth a halo was His crown
Once upon a Christmas away in Bethlehem
And all the world rejoiced because the King was born at last
A savior had been promised now it had come to pass
And the joyful news that He was born spread quickly far and wide
Once upon a Christmas was the birth of Jesus Christ
Once upon a Christmas from the Far East wise men came
With gold and myrrh and frankincense to praise the newborn King
And shepherds left their flocks and came to see and worship Him
Once upon a Christmas away in Bethlehem
And all the world rejoiced because the King was born at last
A savior had been promised now it had come to pass
And the joyful news that He was born spread quickly far and wide
Once upon a Christmas was the birth of Jesus Christ
Once upon a Christmas far away in Bethlehem

14573. Once Upon A Memory

Dolly Parton - Once Upon A Memory 
(Dolly Parton)

Once upon a memory
I kissed lips as sweet as honey
And lived in Heaven with an angel
For a little while
I knew love sweet and tender
In a world of perfect splendor
Once upon a memory
Before he said goodbye
Once upon a memory
In Never-Neverland
I had a love I know I'll
Never ever have again



A love like those
You read in fairy tales
Filled with joy and laughter
Oh, but he ended it
And it broke my heart
And I've cried forever-after
Once upon a memory
I knew love beyond compare
Oh, then his sweet lips
Lost their sweetness
And all that Heaven in his eyes
Turned into a cold and distant stare
Gone is the love, sweet and tender
A world of heartache knows no splendor
Oh, but once, once upon a memory
I knew love beyond compare
Yes, once upon a memory
In Never-Neverland
I had a love I know I'll
Never ever have again
A love like those
You read in fairy tales
Filled with joy and laughter
But he ended it
And it broke my heart
And I've cried forever-after
Oh, but once, once upon a memory
I knew love beyond compare
That was once upon a memory

14574. Once Upon A Road - Chords

Once Upon A Road
Recorded by Tom T. Hall
Written by Tom T. Hall and Dixie Hall

C           F                             C
Once upon a road  when I was innocent and free
                      G7                             C
And the back roads of America  were like toy land to me
                  F                                     C
It surely was the promised land  and we had ourselves a dream
                          G7      F           C
Oh how the milk and honey flowed  once upon a road
            F                              C
Once upon a road  we could live off of the land
                   G7                         C
Watermelons on the vine  chicken cookin' in a pan
                      F                               C
Water clean and water free  you could sleep beneath a tree
                         G7    F                    C
Love and freedom was our code  that was once upon a road
            F                        C



Once upon a road  really was a crazy time
                          G7                                 C
We believed we could move mountains  so we moved them in our minds
                           F                                 C
Blood and sweat and bitter tears  took the days and took the years
                       G7    F                     C
We have little left to show  for being once upon a road
            F                               C
Once upon a road  we were young and we were fair
                        G7
Changed the face of all America  
                                    C
But never hung around in the barber chair
                       F                          C
We were fighting for a dream  fought a mighty big machine
                            G7    F                     C
There ain't nothing that we know  for being once upon a road
                       G7    F                     C
We have little left to show  for being once upon a road

14575. Once Upon A Time She Said - Chords

Once Upon A Time She Said
Allison Moorer

[INTRO]
G C G C

[VERSE 1]
G              C             G
  Just getting by is getting old
           C                Am
Locked up inside this pigeonhole
            D                 Am
Breaking my back with my bare hands
           D                C
Some of us can't some of us can
 
 
[CHORUS]
C                  Bm
I don't have it in me
                 Am
A bullet needs a gun
           Bm      Em
And in the land of plenty
            D    C
They need a champion
             Bm
I'm one more of many
Am                G   C G C
Not a lion in the sun
 



 
[VERSE 2]
G               C                 G
  Been hanging 'round and holding on
     C                   Am
Here underground way too long
          D                 Am
Losing my mind digging for gold
          D              C
All I can find as life unfolds is
 
 
[CHORUS]
C               Bm
I don't have it in me
                 Am
A bullet needs a gun
           Bm      Em
And in the land of plenty
            D    C
They need a champion
             Bm
I'm one more of many
Am                G
Not a lion in the sun
 
 
[BRIDGE]
       Em
It's unpopular
        D
To be unpopular
       Em
It's unpopular
        D    G  C G C Am D Am D
To be unpopular
 
 
[OUTRO]
         F
Isn't it sad?
    C            Eb         D
The ending won't be a happy one
F               C
I'm one more of many
      Eb          D
Not a lion in the sun

14576. Once You Love

Steve Earle - Once You Love

[Verse 1]



A long time ago, there lived a man
He had the world in the palm of his hand
Sultans and kings beat a path to his door
Had everything, but still wanted more
One day in spring came a lady so fair
He'd never looked on a beauty so rare
But he didn't trust her, so he locked her away
His gold lost its luster when love died that day

[Chorus]
Once you love, once you trust it
Once you give, your soul is bare
One false move and you know you're busted
Once you love, you care

[Verse 2]
Well, I knew an old man who lived all alone
In a sad little house at the end of the road
He sat on his front porch in an old rocking chair
And everyone swore he'd gone crazy down there
But no one comes near, so how could they know?
He lost someone dear to him once long ago
He remembers the laughter and still tastes the tears
He still calls her name out after all of these years

14577. Once You've Had The Best

Once You've Had The Best

I'm so glad to have you back within these arms of mine
I can finally go to sleep and get some rest
Never once did I think of finding someone new
'Cause there's nothing better, once you've had the best

You're the very thing they sing about in love songs
And one mistake don't mean you've failed the test
As I lay beside you softly sleeping this I know,
There's nothing better, once you've had the best

Within your arms, I've had the best
And I think the world should know
I don't care what you've said or done
I'll always love you so
You've got more love in your little finger, than all the rest
And there's nothing better, once you've had the best

Within your arms, I've had the best
And I think the world should know
I don't care what you've said or done
I'll always love you so
You've got more love in your little finger, than all the rest
And there's nothing better, once you've had the best



No there's nothing better, once you've had the best

14578. Once You've Loved Somebody

Once You've Loved Somebody
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
I should go out tonight, get on with my life
Break these chains of solitude
With a little luck and a little help, I might even find myself
In the arms of someone new

[Chorus]
'Cause once you've loved somebody
It ain't that easy to do
Once you've loved somebody
Like I loved you

[Verse 2]
Look what you've gone and done, ruined everything for anyone
Who tries to steal this heart away
I can't get you off of my mind, I've tried to tell myself a million times
A little time is all it takes

[Chorus]
'Cause once you've loved somebody
It ain't that easy to do
Once you've loved somebody
Like I loved you

[Bridge]
I gave you everything that I had to give
And I don't know if I could go that far again

[Chorus]
'Cause once you've loved somebody
It ain't that easy to do
Once you've loved somebody
Like I loved you

[Outro]
Oh, once you've loved somebody
It ain't that easy to do
Once you've loved somebody
Like I loved you

14579. One



One
Vince Gill

Every little whisper every little sound 
Brings me comfort whenever you're around
A heart full of wonder and sweel reverie
Gives me a reason a reason to believe

chorus: 
Forever's just begun
We'll never turn and run
Slowly we've become
One, one 
Slowly we've become one

I love the way we're different
And the way we're the same
Making love to each other
Is like shelter from the rain

Isn't it amazing
What I see in your eyes
I'll be your partner
And never leave your side

REPEAT CHORUS

14580. One - Chords

One
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Ed Bruce, Ron Peterson, Judith Bruce

G7     C                        F
If you want to hear a love song  I could sing one
       G7                            C
If you wanna feel the fire  we could build one
                                        F        Dm
If you need to catch a rainbow we could chase one
       G7                           F  C
If you want to be together we could be one
G7                            C
One and one I've always heard   adds up to two
    D7
But one and one is only one 
          G7
When that one is me and you
         C                         F        Dm
If you believe in forever we could start one
       G7                           F  C  G7
If you want to be together we could be one
        C                    F
Now you talk about tomorrows  I can see one
           G7                             C



There's no mountain we can't climb  if we reach one
                                   F        Dm
If you believe in forever we could start one
       G7                           F  C
If you want to be together we could be one
G7                            C
One and one I've always heard   adds up to two
    D7
But one and one is only one 
          G7
When that one is me and you
         C                         F        Dm
If you believe in forever we could start one
       G7                           F  C
If you want to be together we could be one
       G7                           F  C
If you want to be together we could be one

14581. One After 909

One After 909
Adam Aijala & Ben Kaufmann

Verse 1:
Well, my baby says [3rd verse: She said]
She's trav'ling on the One after Nine-O-Nine
She said move over honey I'm traveling on that line
She said move over once move over twice,
Come on baby don't be cold as ice
She said she's traveling on the One after Nine-O-Nine

Verse 2:
I begged her not to go and I begged her on my bended knee
I said you're only fooling  round
You're only fooling  round with me
She said move over once move over twice,
Come on baby don't be cold as ice
She said she's traveling on the One after Nine-O-Nine

Bridge:
Pick up my bag, run to the station
Railman says you've got the wrong location, yeah
Pick up my bag, run right home
Then I find you got the number wrong, well

14582. One And Only - Chords

One And Only



CAPO 1

INTRO: D G A D

VERSE 1:
D G
There's a hundred bluebirds, up above the clouds
A D
Putting all the color in the sky
D G
And twice as many tear drops, there to wash it down
A D
Every one's another lullaby

CHORUS:
A D
But there's only one and only
A G A
Who could go and leave me lonely

VERSE 2:
D G
There's a world of trouble, Trying to take its turn
A D 
I can hear it shaking underground
D G 
And half a dozen lessons, I might never learn
A D
Not until them troubles come around

CHORUS:
A D
But there's only one and only
A G A
Who could go and leave me lonely

INSTR: D G A D 2 x's

VERSE 3:
D G
There's a mile of blacktop, where the road begins
A D
It takes a time or two to recognize
D G
Growing at the roadside, scattered by the wind
A D
Are everybody's unsaid sad goodbyes

CHORUS:
A D
But there's only one and only
A G A
Who could go and leave me lonely

CODA:
A D
You're the only one and only



A G A
Why'd you go and leave me lonely

OUTRO: D G A D 2 x's

14583. One Away

Jim Lauderdale - One Away

One away, maybe not
Now it seems an awful lot
Here it comes, but not to stay
Second to none, one away
One away, maybe more
Who's to say? Keepin' score
Who'd've thought we'd see the day?
When all you got is one away
Seems like it took a while
Measure the speed of a mile
It hasn't happened until the last one
When you're not looking, they'll pull a fast one
And then it almost arrives
Seems like it took a while
Measure the speed of a mile
It hasn't happened until the last one
When you're not looking, they'll pull a fast one
And then it almost arrives
One away, another breath
It's how you play 'til nothing's left
Here we go, they cleaned the slate
It's sink or swim, one away
Not even close, we're one away
Here we are, one away

14584. One Beautiful Day - Chords

One Beautiful Day 
Front Range

[Intro]
E A D G
 
[Verse 1]
  D   Bm                     G          D
If we believe that we should make a new beginning
          Bm               G                A
If we are sure that we can walk the path of love
      Bm                 G                    D
If we decided to try and make this life worth living



             F#m            Em         A
Then we must look within as well as up above.
 
 
[Chorus]
                  G             D
And one beautiful day, we will awaken
                G                        A
To find that we all have shared the same dream
             Bm  G    D           B
Then we shall rise in celebration
         A         D             G D
Eager to seek what we have seen.
 
 
[Interlude]
A D
 
 
[Verse 2]
             Bm             G                 D
When we have broken all the heavy chains that bind us
            Bm               G              A
When we can leave behind the hatred and the strife
        Bm                 G           D
When we rejoice in all the differences among us
              F#m            Em             A
Then we shall truly know the beauty of this life.
 
 
[Chorus]
                  G             D
And one beautiful day, we will awaken
                G                        A
To find that we all have shared the same dream
             Bm  G    D           B
Then we shall rise in celebration
         A         D            G
Eager to seek what we have seen.
 
 
[Outro]
A D

14585. One Big Love

Emmylou Harris
One Big Love

[Verse 1]
Let's take a ride to the seaside
We can go out swimming in the high tide
Just wear your shorts and your long hair



Don't forget the lawn chair
Everybody's gone to the movies
Everybody's gone and its groovy
They went to the one about the big war
I didn't, I'd seen it before

[Chorus]
I guess I'm taking my chances
Giving up the ring
Throwing in my gloves
I guess I'm taking my chances
Trading in my things
For a couple wings on a little white dove
And one big love
One big love
One big love
One big love

[Verse 2]
Everybody do like a monkey
If you want to go on and be funky
No need to talk like a hero
Talk a walk and count down to zero
No sense defending your honor
Just go on and kiss him if you want to
Everything before is gone or going somewhere
[Chorus]
I guess I'm taking my chances
Giving up the ring
Throwing in my gloves
I guess I'm taking my chances
Trading in my things
For a couple wings on a little white dove
And one big love
One big love
One big love
One big love

[Bridge]
I don't know where we are and I don't care
And now we're out of gas and riding on air
And one big love
One big love
One big love
One big love

[Outro]
Let's take a ride to the seaside
We can go out swimming in the high tide
One big love
One big love
Everybody's gone to the movies
Everybody's gone and its groovy
One big love
One big love
Everybody do like a monkey
If you want to go on and be funky



One big love
One big love
No need to talk like a hero
Talk a walk and count down to zero
One big love
One big love
No sense defending your honor
Just go on and kiss him if you want to
One big love
One big love

14586. One Blade Shy of a Sharp Edge

Nanci Griffith - One Blade Shy of a Sharp Edge

You honk the horn on your Mercedes Benz
I've rolled up my window so you're honkin' again
Your stereo could drive the devil out
Hey, you drink too much and you talk too loud
But you think you got it made
Think you got it made
Think you got it made
When you're one blade shy of a sharp edge

Republican is the way you vote
You've got a sticker on your bumper that's how I know
And you think true love is around this bend
You've been around the bend since the age of ten
But you think you've got it made
Think you've got it made
Think you've got it made
When you're one blade shy of a sharp edge

Now, I'm a little too old for your toupee curls
I'm a full grown woman and you're lookin' for girls
Hey, it's Saturday night so go on down the road
I'll cancel you out when I go to the polls
But you think you got it made
Think you got it made
Think you got it made
When you're one blade shy of a sharp edge

14587. One Bright Star - Chords

One Bright Star  
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by John Jarvis

G                  Em    C        G



Long long ago in a world dark and cold
         D7             C
Night so still winter's chill
G                       D7
One bright star was shining  
     G                    Em C      G
On a bed made of hay in a manger He lay
    Am                   Em
Shepherds came they knew His name 
G
King of kings a brand new day
C                         D7  G
They saw the light in the darkness 
   Em        C     D7    G
It shines on us in tenderness
   C                             D7     G
It brings out the hope that's in all of us
       Am                 D7                 G    D7
May it shine its light on you this Christmas Night
   G
On this Christmas day
         Em   C          G
May that star light your way
               Am          Em
This Christmas Eve I still believe 
G                    D7
That same star still shines on me
C                         D7  G
They saw the light in the darkness 
   Em        C     D7    G
It shines on us in tenderness
   C                             D7     G
It brings out the hope that's in all of us
       Am                 D7                 G
May it shine its light on you this Christmas Night
       Am                 D7                 G
May it shine its light on you this Christmas Night

14588. One Christmas Tree - Chords

One Christmas Tree 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

[Intro]
E F#m A E

[Verse 1]
C#m              E                                B
   The season is on us when all our dreams come true
               A                              E
   And for a while the spirit of giving is renewed
C#m             E                             B
   And children wonder about the truth of things



              A                                E
   That they say at church or hear the angels sing
C#m              E                               B
   Our kids have two trees, one at each of our homes
                  A                                    E
   Yours with antique balls and mine with dime store globes
C#m                 E                           B
   Their Christmas wish is as simple as it's clear
              A                            E
   Let their parents pride and anger disappear
 
 
[Chorus]
   E                         B
   So this year at Yuletide,   here's how we'll do it
 E               A                E
   We'll put up one Christmas tree
   E                      B
   Then gather 'round it,   sing hallelujah
 A                N.C.                  E
   Peace on earth      and to our family
 
 
[Break]
C#m E B A E
 
 
[Verse 2]
C#m                      E                       B
   The kids swear they remember loving years before
              A                                    E
   When they heard the neighbors caroling at our door
C#m             E                                B
   And mom and dad were both snuggled in one chair
              A                        E
   Watching wrapping paper flying everywhere
 
 
[Chorus]
   E                         B
   So this year at Yuletide,   here's how we'll do it
 E               A               E
   We'll put up one Christmas tree
   E                      B
   Then gather 'round it,   sing hallelujah
 A                N.C.                  E
   Peace on earth      and to our family
 A                  E
   And to our family
F#m              A             E
   Peace on earth to our family
F#m              A                 E
   Peace on earth and to our family
 
 
[Outro]
F#m A E F#m A E



14589. One Dance

Little Big Town - One Dance

Just give me one dance tonight
I'll be your romance for life
Uuuh uuh, uuh uuh
Uuuh, oh oh
I see your game from a mile away
You think you're gonna win me over
I hear you got a reputation
But that won't get you any closer!
Calling Darlen, calling Louise
Think that you can have whoever you please
And then you want a kind of me
I, I, I heard that you were calling Darlene, calling Louise
Think that you can have whoever you please
And then you want a kind of me
Talking 'bout
Just give me one dance tonight
I'll be your romance for life
Uuuh uuh, uuh uuh
Uuuh, oh oh
Just give me one dance tonight
I'll be your romance for life
Uuuh uuh, uuh uuh
Uuuh, oh oh
I ain't no game that you wanna play
I see your moves getting bolder
You say it's not infatuation
So let's quit talking, let's start holla
Calling Darlene, calling Louise
Think that you can have whoever you please
And then you want a kind of me
I, I, I heard that you were calling Darlene, calling Louise
Think that you can have whoever you please
And then you want a kind of me
Talking 'bout
Just give me one dance tonight
I'll be your romance for life
Uuuh uuh, uuh uuh
Uuuh, oh oh
It's so ironic that we just met here
Just think about it
We'll be the couple of the year
Something in your eyes is telling me
It's clear
(Everybody get up) Get up!
Come get a little closer, babe
Calling Darlene, calling Louise
Think that you can have whoever you please
And then you want a kind of me
I, I, I heard that you were calling darling, calling new weez



Think that you can have whoever you please
And then you want a kind of me
Talking 'bout

14590. One Dance With You

Vince Gill - One Dance with You

Oh baby when you came walkin' in
I went crazy wonderin' where you been
I think maybe I just fell in love again

She ain't no Peggy Sue, sweet Mary Lou
She ain't no Maybeline, pretty miss Norma Jean
But I'd give up everything
For just one dance with you

Oh baby I sure like the way you move
I go crazy when you shake that thing the way you do
You think maybe I could have a dance with you

She ain't no Peggy Sue, sweet Mary Lou
She ain't no Maybeline, pretty miss Norma Jean
But I'd give up everything
For just one dance with you

She ain't no Peggy Sue, sweet Mary Lou
She ain't no Maybeline, pretty miss Norma Jean
But I'd give up everything
For just one dance with you

14591. One Day At A Time

Dolly Parton - One Day At A Time 

Life has dealt us our fair share of pain along the way
And many dreams have withered on the wine
But dreams are all such fleeting things and happiness is now
We'll just live our lives one day at a time
In all the stormy weather love has always seen us through
Happiness is knowing that you're mine
Why worry about tomorrow for tomorrow may not come
We'll just live our lives one day at a time
Just one thing I'm learning you take life as it comes
Each day is just a gift so don't be blind
Tomorrow may bring gladness or a little bit of sadness
We'll just live our lives one day at a time
[ guitar ]
We may not have a fortune making plans to change the world



We may leave little marks in life's design
But as long as we're together every hour is filled with love
And we'll just live our lives one day at a time
Just one thing I'm learning...
We'll just live our lives one day at a time

14592. One Day At A Time

One Day at a Time
Donna the Buffalo

Look into your eyes and I can see the future
Listen to the radio I hear the past
Somewhere in between my heart lies in confusion
Somewhere later on I might know what I need

Chorus:
You worry me
You caught my heart on your line
Hard as it may be
I take one day at a time
One day at a time
One day at a time
Standing alone my arms are tired and are aching
Standing across from me your arms reach out for mine
Lying alone my legs are tired and are twitching
Lying next to you my body warm and free

14593. One Day I Will

One Day I Will

I never have seen the face of my Savior
But serving Him has been such a thrill
I never have seen the gates to the city
But one day one day I will

One day I'm gonna walk on the streets of pure gold
And they tell me that half has never yet been told
I'll be united with my loved ones on Zion's holy hill
But one day one day I will

Since the day I first met Him He has been all to me
And my life with joy He has filled
And I'm longing for the day when my eyes will behold Him
But one day one day I will



14594. One Day I'll Walk

One Day I'll Walk
Bruce Cockburn
New Grass Revival

Oh, I have been a beggar
And shall be one again
And few the ones with help to lend
Within the world of men
One day I walk in flowers
One day I walk on stones
Today I walk for an hour
One day I shall be home

Well, I've sat on the lost street corner
And watched the bootheels shine
Well, I've sung out glad and I've sung out sad
With every voice of mine
One day I walk in flowers
One day I walk on stones
Today I walk for an hour
One day I shall be home
One day I shall be home

14595. One Day Soon - Chords

One Day Soon 
Hot Day at the Zoo
 
[Intro]
G D Em C X4
 
[Verse]
           G
Well I'm hitting the road on a four-day stretch
   D                      Em                     C
thinking about my baby bad, home there all alone
       G                                       D                      Em
It's times like this when I wonder why, and every mile I leave behind
                            C
Is one more I can't borrow
     G                                  D
One day I'll turn this rig around, one day she won't make a sound,
     Em                                 C
one day I'll be homeward bound for sure
     G                       D
One day I won't ever miss Diesel smoke or the airbrake hiss
 Em                  C
One day I'll be home, one day one day soon
 
(mandolin solo)
G D Em C



 
(banjo solo)
G D Em C
 
              G
There ain't nothin but loneliness out here
       D                               Em                                 C
and thinking out loud is all I hear, curse myself if I miss a gear or two
       G                                                D                                 Em
I'm telling you now that I'm coming back home cause I can't make love to you on the phone
                       C
One more night I know
 
     G                                  D
One day I'll turn this rig around, one day she won't make a sound,
     Em                                 C
one day I'll be homeward bound for sure
     G                       D
One day I won't ever miss Diesel smoke or the airbrake hiss
 Em                  C                     G      D
One day I'll be home, one day one day soon
 
                     Em    C
One day one day soon
                     G     D
One day one day soon
             Em    C
one day one day soon
 
(banjo solo)
G D Em C X2
 
finish with
 
e/----------------------1/
B/----------------------0/
G/----------------------0/
D/----------------------0/
A/-3----2----0----------2/
E/-----------------2----3/

14596. One Door Opens

Richard Thompson - One Door Opens 

One door opens, another shuts behind
One sun sets and another sun she rises
Love comes to you in old familiar ways
Love comes to you in shadows and disguises

She may quit you, she may forsake you
Drift away like a phantom in a fever
Who walks in to your heart of solitude



Who walks into the lair of the deceiver

They say it was my turn
They say I had it coming
They say that's what you earn
For living through a lie

If I could have my way
I'd leave it all tomorrow
There's sorrow if I stay
I've other fish to fry

When love breaks like a precious string of pearls
A thousand memories, they roll away and scatter
Make believe that there's ice runs through my veins
Shrug my shoulders as if it doesn't matter

14597. One Drop Of Rain

Tim O'Brien - One Drop of Rain

One rain drop fallin' down on
Some hilltop all alone it
Finds another and together
They roll on down

One mornin' then another
Discovering one another
Exploring, addin' on
To the love we found

And the river is wide
And our love, it runs deep
Comin' down from above
Again and again

What started so small
Now it's all I can see
Like a river growin' out
Of one drop of rain

One footstep, no hurryin'
And real easy no worryin'
Love's labor slowly turnin'
Into wine

Each day brings your sympathy
Like water rushin' over me
It heals me, and it's as if
You were always mine

And the river is wide
And our love, it runs deep



Comin' down from above
Again and again

What started so small
Now it's all I can see
Like a river growin' out
Of one drop of rain

What started so small
Now it's all I can see
Like a river growin' out
Of one drop of rain

14598. One Drop Of Water

Ralph Stanley - One Drop of Water

The rich man lived in luxury surrounded by his door
He always had the very best that money could afford
He left this world not caring about his resting place
He laid his eyes toward Heaven, but it was too late

CHORUS:
Give me one drop of water, the rich man cried from Hell
One drop of water, but still no water felt
He always was a selfish man, his heart was filled with greed
Now a little drop of water is all he'll ever need
You can't love gold and silver and love the Savior too
Like the eye of the needing no chance of getting through
So make your reservation before another day
For all your gold and silver will surely pass away

CHORUS:
Give me one drop of water, the rich man cried from Hell
One drop of water, but still no water felt
He always was a selfish man, his heart was filled with greed
Now a little drop of water is all he'll ever need
There's one way to Heaven, its by amazing grace
Where everyone is equal no matter creed or race
So have no other Bible, and always put God first
We'll live on milk and honey, and we will never thirst

CHORUS:
Give me one drop of water, the rich man cried from Hell
One drop of water, but still no water felt
He always was a selfish man, his heart was filled with greed
Now a little drop of water is all he'll ever need
Now a little drop of water is all he'll ever need
---
.



14599. One Emotion After Another

Dolly Parton - One Emotion After Another 
(Dolly Parton)

It's just one emotion after another
They will dress themselves as angels and theives
They will make you believe you're in heaven
Then they'll drag you through hell on your knees
It's just one emotion after another
One day I'm up just as high as it goes
Next day I'm down to the lowest of lows
I do love you baby but we can't get along
With or without each other it's al right or it's all wrong
It's hard to determine where the balance should be
We swear It's forever while we're packing to leave
Each time we end it I swear never again
But the minute you come knockin' I can't wait to let you in
It's just one emotion after another
They will dress themselves as angels and theives
They will make you believe you're in heaven
Then they'll drag you through hell on your knees
It's just one emotion after another
It's been that way since lovim' began
Like an ocean love flows with it's highs and it's lows
Like the tide it just goes out and in
It's just one emotion after another
It's just one emotion after another
But I guess that's just the way that it goes
Love is rainbow and rain, Love is pleasure and pain
I cannot stay the same I suppose
But I love you and that's all I know

14600. One Foot In The Gutter

One Foot in the Gutter
Dead Winter Carpenters

Mr. Jones and his woman they both make me nervous
freshly returned freaks from the circus
that's where the money's at with a simese fat house cat
the dog can feel the fun stuff- once is never enough

One foot in the gutter one fist in the gold
I prefer to try than to be sold
One foot in the gutter one fist in the gold
I'd rather not die before I get old

And maybe they are greasy but you know they're first-rate



Every time they come visit you always stay up late
Say 'no' to second helpings and always eat your greens
And fasten down the hatches and batten window screens

One foot in the gutter one fist in the gold
I prefer to try than to be sold
One foot in the gutter one fist in the gold
I'd rather not die before I get old

[instrumental]

Old Aunt Agness on the hill, you know she can't buy a thrill
But her old man thinks he can, he says he from Iran
And she just takes some pills and the bathtub's filled with laundry
She smiles when you see her, sitting home alone

One foot in the gutter one fist in the gold
I prefer to try than to be sold
One foot in the gutter one fist in the gold
I'd rather not die before I get old

14601. One For One

One For One
Al Silverman / Austin Delone

If I hadn't grown with you
And if half my life has been spent
When we came together
Would it have been different
Are there any more like yu
I know I've asked before
I'm sure there're quite a few like me
Why should I be different

Chorus:
Is it true that there's just one for one
Like I've been told

It's so hard to tell truth from lies
With young eyes of innocence
The glass slipper, the prince's kiss
They make no difference
I thought I knew what I knew
I thought I knew what they meant
Sold so soon, too late I realize
A meaning so differnt.

Chorus

The highway ends at the iron fence
Where the deisel trucks march by
The sounds of living can make no sense



When they make no difference.
Wooden boxes, cars of chrome,
Hollow faces beneath the stone.
And all of the blank ones on their way home
I see no difference

Chorus

14602. One Girl Cried

Tim O'Brien - One Girl Cried

In a room just like so many
Knives and forks and glasses clatter
He sat behind a microphone
In a corner where it didn't matter
For honest pay an honest player
Sang for tips and vacant stares
On a nowhere night like any other
In a nowhere place where no one cares

She took a seat at an empty table
Looked at the specials on the menu there
She'd been out of love for the longest time
Told her friends she didn't care
But from his list he picked a sad one
Because his heart was empty too
And the song she heard was like an arrow
From Cupid's bow it fairly flew

[Chorus]
And one girl cried to a melody that turned around her soul
One girl cried amazed at how the lyric took it's toll
There beside a little table she thought she was safe alone
But the music hit it's mark when one girl cried

People try to make things happen
They plant a seed to make it grow
They choose a crop to fit the climate
Till the soil into a row
But these two people had it different
More like bees on a flower vine
Instinct told them where to wander
Without a map they made out fine

Remember there's a hundred failures
For every seed that sprouts and grows
It's rare to find the right conditions
These things only nature knows
But miracles are bound to happen
And these two might just pass the test
And get the care and love they need
To carry on for all the rest



[Chorus]

14603. One Glass Of Whiskey

Robbie Fulks - One Glass of Whiskey

[Verse 1]
Sittin' on the front porch
Face toward the hill
A trail of years behind me
And a night ahead to kill

[Refrain]
One glass of whiskey to ease my mind
And another one to take it too far away to find

[Verse 2]
Starin' up at the mountain
Like to drive me mad
The mountain never changes
So I guess I better had

[Refrain]
One glass of whiskey to ease my mind
And another one to take it too far away to find

[Verse 3]
You know I came to the city
With a plan to get rich fast
Next time I'll take the money
And I'll put the plan last

14604. One Good Love

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - One good love
Composer: Jeff Hanna - Radney Foster

Well, the last time was the very last time
The absolute last time you were gonna trust another guy
And give your heart away
But here you go, honey with the same old song
The same old story about some boy doin' you wrong
And how love don't pay
Well, girl enough's enough
You better listen up

'Cause it only takes one good love
The genuine item, a real home run



To make you see what love can be
Just one good love
Baby, that's all, one good fall
So before you decide you might as well go and give up
I got one good love

I keep gettin' these tear-soaked calls
Two in the morning it sounds like you're losin' it all
I've heard it all before
Baby, you don't have to put with this pain
Another guy pushin' your buttons and pullin' your chain
I've figured out the cure
I think you're overdue
For a man that's true

'Cause it only takes one good love
The genuine item, a real home run
To make you see what love can be
Just one good love
Baby, that's all, one good fall
So before you decide you might as well go and give up
I got one good love

This time is the very last time
The absolute last time you'll ever have to trust another guy
And give your heart away
Just put your faith in me
And honey, I guarantee

That it only takes one good love
The genuine item, a real home run
To make you see what love can be
Just one good love
Baby, that's all, one good fall
So before you decide you might as well go and give up
I got one good love
One good love
One good love

14605. One Good Reason

Alison Krauss - One Good Reason 
(John Pennell)

Just give me one good reason to stay tonight
Must be something you could say to me
To keep me warm on this cold dark night
Can you bring out the best in me.

That old moon in shining brightly
Up above the midnight plains
I only want your love to guide me back through the night
And take us home again.



Can I bring out the best in you as well
Must be some way you could let me know
While we wait out the sun only time will tell
Will you love me or let me go.

That old moon in shining brightly
Up above the midnight plains
I only want your love to guide me back through the night
And take us home again.

So now my friend with this gentle plea
Can you tell me what is on your mind
There's just one good reason, that's all I need
Chase the sorrow from your eyes.

That old moon in shining brightly
Up above the midnight plains
I only want your love to guide me back through the night
And take us home again.

14606. One Has My Name, The Other Has My Heart - Chords

One Has My Name, The Other Has My Heart
Emmylou Harris

(A)One has my name, the (E) other has my heart
With one I'll remain, Thats (A) when my heartaches start
One has brown eyes, the (D) others eyes are blue
To (A) one I am (E) Tied, but to the other I am (A) true

(A) One has my love, the (E) other only me
But what good is love to a (A) heart that cant be free
So I'll go on living my (A7) life just the (D) same,
While (A) one has my heart, and the (E) other has my (A) name

********....instrumental break......2 lines... ***********

(A) One has my love, The (E) other only me
But what good is love to a (A) heart that cant be free
If I could live over my (A7) life i would (D) change
The (A) one who has my heart, would (E) also have my (A) name

14607. One Heart At A Time - Chords

One Heart At A Time
ARTIST: ANNALISA TORNFELT & SHOOK TWINS
 
INTRO:



         F     G     C C6/G C
E -------1------------------
B -------1------------------
G -------2---2-0------------
D -0-2-3-3-3-------0--------
A -------3-------2---3----3-
E -------1--------------3---
 
CHORUS:
                C                      G
One heart at a time, you'll make them fall
                G                   C
One heart at a time, no thought at all
       C             F
Every hour of every day
        G                       C
You're breaking one heart at a time
 
 
VERSE:
              C               G
Would you regret all that you do
             G           C
Would you repent if you knew
            C              F
That every word and every careless deed
    G                       C
Is breaking one heart at a time
 
 
CHORUS:
                C                      G
One heart at a time, you'll make them fall
                G                   C
One heart at a time, no thought at all
       C             F
Every hour of every day
        G                       C
You're breaking one heart at a time
 
 
POST-CHORUS:
                F
Ooh do dip doo doo
                  C
Ooh ooh ooh doop oop doo
                F
Ooh do dip doo doo
                  G
Ooh ooh ooh doop oop doo
 
 
VERSE:
                C              G
One heart at a time, I measure by
             G            C
All of the tears that I cried



                C             F
And with every day and every night
        G                       C
You're breaking one heart at a time
 
 
CHORUS:
N.C.            c                      g
One heart at a time, you'll make them fall
                G                   C
One heart at a time, no thought at all
       C             F
Every hour of every day
        G                       C
You're breaking one heart at a time
 
        G                       C
You're breaking one heart at a time

14608. One Heart Away

One Heart Away
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
Well you know how much you mean to me
And babe I know how much you really care
But when we talk about eternity
Forever seems to be too much for you to bear
Put your faith in my heart
And tell me you could be mine

[Chorus]
Just a minute of your time
I'll pull you closer until I make you mine
If you really love me let's start today
Our love is only one heart away

[Verse 2]
You say that you've been burned by the flame
And that you're never going to try love again
But there's just one thing that I need to say
For you to think of me as more than just your friend
When I look in your eyes
I see your heart in mine

[Chorus]
Just a minute of your time
I'll pull you closer until I make you mine
If you really love me let's start today
Our love is only one heart away

[Verse 3]



I don't know what your heart's been thinking
I only know that mine really needs you
We've been together long enough to know
We should just hold on

[Chorus]
Just a minute of your time
I'll pull you closer until I make you mine
If you really love me let's start today
Our love is only one heart away
Just a minute of your time
I'll pull you closer until I make you mine
If you really love me let's start today
Our love is only one heart away

14609. One Hit Wonder

Keller Williams - One Hit Wonder

Oh why can't I just latch on to your brain
And be that one song that drives everyone insane
The low end pumping right out of your trunk
That vibrate your sternum
The bazooka, a speaker of funk
That you feel,
From a block away
What is the deal?
I heard this song four times today
Reel to reel
Backed by heavies in la
No even keel

Overplay is the only way (2x)

Oh to be a one hit wonder
That will be oh so superb 
Oh only for 15 minutes or so
in and out and
nobody gets hurt
in and out
nobody gets hurt

Record label mafia
is a putting on the heat
With a new store in Seattle
The next day Miami Beach
the next day it's Jay Leno
and the next day Letterman
And then it's Oprah in chicago
Man, when will it all end?
But I say have now fear
I'll be gone before you know it
In my private Lear



No second chance I dont want to blow it
Disappear
To my neverending luai
In 15 years VH1 'where are they now?'

Oh to be a one hit wonder
That will be oh so superb 
Oh only for 15 minutes or so
in and out and
nobody gets hurt
in and out
nobody gets hurt

A simple little ditty
With a sharp catchy hook
And three little cowboy chords learned from a book
A pierce above my eyeball
And em cutting down my hair
I'll do what I'm told until I disappear
Into thin air

Oh why can't I just latch on to your brain
And be that one song that drives everyone insane
The low end pumping right out of your trunk
That vibrate your sternum
The bazooka, a speaker of funk
That you feel,
From a block away
What is the deal?
I heard this song five times today
Reel to reel
Backed by heavies in la
No even keel

Overplay is the only way (11x)

Oh to be a one hit wonder
That will be oh so superb 
Oh only for 15 minutes or so
in and out and
nobody gets hurt
in and out
nobody gets hurt

In and out
Nobody gets hurt

14610. One Hour Mama

Rhiannon Giddens - One Hour Mama

I've always heard that haste makes waste
So I believe in takin' my time



The highest mountain can't be raced
It's something you must slowly climb
I want a slow and easy man
He needn't ever take the lead
'Cause I work on that long-time plan
And I ain't a-lookin' for no speed
I'm a one hour mama
So no one minute papa
Ain't the kind of man for me
Set your alarm clock, papa
One hour, that's proper
Then love me like I like to be
I don't want no lame excuses
About my lovin' being so good
That you couldn't wait no longer
Now I hope I'm understood
I'm a one hour mama
So no one minute papa
Ain't the kind of man for me
I can't stand no greenhorn lover
Like a rookie goin' to war
With a load of big artillery
But he don't know what it's for
He's got to bring me a reference
With a great long pedigree
And prove he's got endurance
Or he don't mean that to me
I don't like no crowin' rooster
What hits a lick or two
Action is the only booster
Of just what my man can do
I don't want no limitation
My requirements ain't no joke
For I've got pure indignation
For a guy that's lost his stroke
I'm a one hour mama
So no one minute papa
Ain't the kind of man for me
Set your alarm clock, papa
One hour, that's proper
Then love me like I like to be
I may want love for one hour
Then decide to make it two
Takes an hour before I get started
Maybe three before I'm through
I'm a one hour mama
Ain't no one minute papa
Ain't the kind of man for me

14611. One Hundred Children

Tom T Hall - One Hundred Children



[Chorus:]
One hundred children, brave boys and girls
They come from nations all over the world
One hundred children marching along
One hundred children singing their song

[Verse 1:]
Don't blow up the world, don't kill all the flowers
Today this is your world, tomorrow it's ours
Leave us pure water and forest uncut
Think of tomorrow, leave something for us
Your God may be dead but ours is alive
We think without him, we cannot survive
Punish all the bad men, praise all the good
Talk to your neighbors about brotherhood

[Chorus]

[Verse 2:]
This is the song, I was singing one night
While I was thinking of wrong and of right
I thought of good things that still could be done
The marchers now number one hundred and one

[Chorus]

[Chorus:]
One hundred children, brave boys and girls
They come from nations all over the world
One hundred children marching along

14612. One Hundred Children - Chords

One Hundred Children
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall
  
G
One hundred children brave boys and girls
They come from nations all over the world
    C                G
One hundred children marching along
    C       G        D7            G
One hundred children singing their song
      D7                      C            G
Don't blow up the world don't kill all the flowers
D7                       C             G
Today this is your world tomorrow it's ours
                        C        G
Leave us pure water and forest uncut
C        G        D7                  G
Think of tomorrow leave something for us
D7                       C       G
Your God may be dead but ours is alive



   D7                   C         G
We think without Him we cannot survive
                       C              G
Punish all the bad men praise all the good
C            G         D7           G
Talk to your neighbors about brotherhood
Repeat #1
D7                     C           G
This is the song I was singing one night
D7                      C            G
While I was thinking of wrong and of right
                              C              G
I thought of good things that still could be done
C                G          D7          G
The marchers now number one hundred and one
Repeat #1 x2

14613. One Hundred Miles Away from Home

Glen Campbell - One Hundred Miles Away from Home

Teardrops fell on mama's note
When I read the things she wrote
She said, we miss you girl
We love you come on home
Well I didn't have to pack
I had it all right on my back
Now I'm five hundred miles away from home
Away from home, away from home
Cold and tired and all alone
Yes, I'm five hundred miles away from home
It's hard to tell the state I'm in
Where I'm going, where I've been
But there's a dream I've been following so long
If mama knew the things I've done
She'd forgive them everyone
But I'm still five hundred miles away from home
Away from home, away from home
Cold and tired and all alone
Yes, I'm five hundred miles away from home
Can't remember when I ate it's just thumb and walk and wait
And I'm still five hundred miles away from home
If my luck had been just right I'd be with them all tonight
But I'm still five hundred miles away from home

14614. One Hundred Years from Now

One Hundred Years from Now
The Coal Porters



Flying Burrito Brothers

One hundred years from this day 
will the people still feel this way
Still say the things that they're saying right now
Everyone said I'd hurt you, they said that I'd desert you
If I go away, you know I'm gonna get back some how

Nobody knows what kind of trouble we're in
Nobody seems to think it'll all might happen again

One hundred years from this time 
would anybody change their minds
And find out one thing or two about life
But people are always talking
You know they're always talking
Everybody's so wrong that I know it's gonna work out right
Nobody knows what kind of trouble we're in
Nobody seems to think it all might happen again

14615. One I Love Is Gone, The

One I Love Is Gone, The

I don't know I don't know where I'll go or what I'll do
It makes no difference what I'll do without you
Oh I love you my darling but I'll try and let you be
Goodbye, it's the last you'll hear of me

   Well I found a bluebird high on a mountain side
   And the bluebird would sing it's little song
   So I'll sigh, I'll cry, I'll even want to die
   For the one I love is gone

14616. One In The Saddle, One On The Ground

Sturgill Simpson - One in the Saddle, One on the Ground

[Verse 1]
First time old Dood laid eyes on Juanita
Knew then and there she was the one
She gave him a love every man knows is needed
She gave him a daughter, she gave him a son

[Verse 2]
One day while Juanita was out on the garden
A bandit rode up without makin' a sound
Dood was workin' the plow, far away from his rifle
Tried to get to it, but the bandit drew down



[Verse 3]
Last thing he remembered was Juanita screamin'
As the world faded black and Dood crumpled down
When hR came to, the bandit was nowherR to be seen
His true love Juanita nowhere to be found

[Chorus]
Man and his rifle, a mule, and his hound
One in the saddle, one on the ground

[Verse 4]
Saw the ball had passed through clean as a church floor
And the wound was washed up by Sam, his old hound
So he saddled up Shamrock and powdered his rifle
Put on his old hat, worn, weathered, and brown

[Verse 5]
Told his son to stay strong, take care of his sister
Till Daddy returned with Mama safe and sound
Then they set out together to go find Juanita
Old Dood in the saddle, Sam on the ground
Vowin' never to stop till Juanita was found

[Chorus]
Man and his rifle, a mule, and his hound
One in the saddle, one on the ground
One in the saddle and one on the ground

14617. One Kind Word - Chords

One Kind Word 
Front Country

[Intro]
A D A E F#m D A
 
[Verse 1]
     A                     D        F#m
My head is cold, like my hands and feet
       F#m     E           D         A
I'm looking around for something to eat
A                     D       F#m
I've got time, got nowhere to go
F#m          E     D           A
Broke down here, close to the bone
 
 
[Chorus]
       A       F#m                A
...and I don't want everything I see
A                  D      E                   A
I just want the little bit that you promised me



 
 
[Instrumental intro]
A D A E F#m D A
 
 
[Verse 2]
A               D           F#m
Silver spoon, gold diamond ring
F#m           E       D   A
New leather shoes and finery
A                       D     F#m
I don't want what you gave to me
F#m         E           D       A
Promisory notes and worthless things
 
 
[Chorus]
     A  E F#m           A
...what I got, I can't use
            D   E      A
and I get lonely over you
   A  E    F#m         D      A
Oh I don't want everything I see
A                  D      E                   A
I just want the little bit that you promised me
 
 
[Intrumental verse]
2x A D F#m E D A
 
 
[Verse 3]
A                 D      F#m
I don't want for what I need
   F#m         E         D        A
A heart that beats and lungs to breathe
A                  D       F#m
Ear to the ground all the time
F#m        E       D        A
One kind word is mine all mine
 
 
[Chorus]
 A    E   F#m               A
One kind word, I've waited for
A           D E              A
Just your love and nothing more
 
    A       F#m         D      A
And I don't want everything I see
 A                  D     E                   A
I just want the little bit that you promised me



14618. One Kiss Away From Loneliness - Chords

One Kiss Away From Loneliness
Recorded by the Osborne Brothers
Written by Paul Williams and Sam Humphrey

C G7
I'm walking you home for the last time
 C
I hope before we get there that you will change your mind
 G7
It hurts to know I've lost you I've loved you for so long
 C
What's happened to us darling what's brought this parting on

 G7
I'm just one kiss away from loneliness
 C
Hold me tight and love me is my last request
 G7
Broken heart we'll have to face it try to hold no regret
 C
I'm just one kiss away from loneliness

 G7
Now we'll soon be standing at your door
 C
Want you reconsider tell me now before I go
 G7
For when I say goodbye to you I'll leave I won't be back
 C
Loneliness will be my future memories will be my past

Repeat #2

14619. One Last Time

Sara Watkins - One Last Time

[Verse 1]
It isn't me, it's my attention that you're missing
It ain't my voice, but all the sweet things that I say
I'm not your only honey bee, who are you kidding?
Sing your sad songs to the rest
Let them believe they get your best

[Chorus]
It's time that we both stop faking
It ain't love we're making
No, I don't wanna be you missus
Mister, you won't miss me
You just miss my kisses



[Verse 2]
Don't save my number, you won't ever find me calling
I was happy before we met
Be even better after you've left
You can keep your seasons and I will keep my sunshine
Keep your money and your time and I'll hold onto mine

[Chorus]
It's time that we both stopped faking
No offense, none taken
No, I don't wanna be you missus
Mister, you won't miss me
You just miss my kisses
You won't miss me
You just miss my kisses

[Bridge]
Please don't make a scene
And don't pretend to cry
Just smile and say "goodbye"
And kiss me goodnight
One last time

[Chorus]
It's time that we both stopped faking
No one's heart is breaking
No, I don't wanna be you missus
Mister, you won't miss me
You just miss my kisses
You won't miss me
You just miss my kisses
You won't miss me
You just miss my kisses

14620. One Less Day To Go - Chords

One Less Day To Go
Recorded by The Statler Brothers
Written by Don Reid and Harold Reid
Dailey & Vincent

C
I've enjoyed being here with you 
                       G7
We sure had a high old time
            C
But there's something better coming
        G7            C
I can't get it off my mind

I've got one more day behind me
                          G7
How many are left I don't know



        C                   Am
But I'm getting closer to Jesus
     C       G7          C
I've got one less day to go

I'll be sorry when I leave here
                      G7
But it won't be for a while
  C
I won't be back but honey you'll be coming
              G7           C
I'll love you again heaven style

Repeat #2 x4

G7              C           Am
Yes I'm getting closer to Jesus
     C       G7          C
I've got one less day to go
             G7          C
I've got one less day to go

14621. One Life

One Life 
Ronnie Bowman

Never claimed to have much money,
No mansions do I own.
There are those who criticize me
But at least I'm not alone.
'Cause I've got friends and all my family
And they love me for who I am not what I'll be.
There are those who curse the losers,
Even the winners, but they can't see...
We only have One Life
Let someone live it.
Why don't we give up intolerant ways?
We have one world
And others live in it.
Why don't we give up instead of hate?
No one knows all the answers
We're still searching to find the way.
I'm not worried about tomorrow,
'cause I've got all I can handle today.
Well, I don't need to judge my brother.
Let's just love them for who they are
Not what they'll be.
We only have One Life
Let someone live it.
Why don't we give up intolerant ways?
We have one world
And others live in it.



Why don't we give up instead of hate?
We only have One Life
Let someone live it.
Why don't we give up intolerant ways?
We have one world
And others live in it.
Why don't we give up instead of hate?

14622. One Like Mine

One Like Mine
Josh Turner - One Like Mine

That second that I met her
It was like I found a treasure
And I swore I'd never let her get away

She's what you call a keeper
And she's made me a believer
The girls like that don't come around every day

When you find one like mine
No, you don't take for granted
That angel you've been handed
When she loves the way she loves
And you're looking in those eyes
You'll know it when you find
One like mine

When you find your one and only
And she lays her body on you
You're kissing all that loneliness goodbye

After all those nights of looking
I stumbled on a good one
And the only question I had in my mind
Was where you've been all my life

When you find one like mine
No, you don't take for granted
That angel you've been handed
When she loves the way she loves
And you're looking in those eyes
You'll know it when you find
One like mine

You're gonna hit your knees
You're gonna thank the Lord
You're gonna know you found
The one you looking for

When she loves the way she loves
And you're looking in those eyes



You'll know it when you find
You'll know it when you find

When you find one like mine
No, you don't take for granted
That angel you've been handed
When she loves the way she loves
And you're looking in those eyes
You'll know it when you find
You'll know it when you find one like mine

Oh, one like mine
One like mine

14623. One Line Wonder

The Avett Brothers - One Line Wonder (Live) 

I love you but I can't remember why
Stars fallin' from high forgotten sky
I was a one-line wonder in my own love song

I keep a little journal by my bed
Dreams help me find the words I haven't said
Like when a little girlie said goodbye to me

From behind a screen door
I won't see her again I'm sure
Didn't I say I need you
I tried to move on but I can't
I tried to think of bad times
Good memories are all I have

I love you but I can't remember why
I'd love to find a reason to deny
I was a one-hit wonder in my own hometown

And I guess I might have made a few mistakes
But maybe that's exactly what it takes
To get a little happy in this big sad world

How many have you made
And which of those have you laid on down to die
Well didn't I say I need you
I tried to move on but I can't
I tried to think of bad times
Good memories are all I have



14624. One Little Bird

Rodney Crowell - One Little Bird

[Verse 1]
When I was a child, an inch was a mile
Each passing day felt like a year
And now I'm here where time is fleet
It's short but sweet and that seems fair

[Verse 2]
Along the way, I'd have to say
I caused some hurt that I can't mend
And to that end, I came up short
If I were smart, I'd have left it right there

[Chorus]
There's this one little bird in the trees outside my door
And she's singing a song that goes right to the core
She says where will you go? Where will you be?
Why don't you know? Why can't you see it's almost over?

[Bridge]
I've seen the Rnd of a rainbow
Through a Greyhound window
Blue northern lights 'cross a prairiR sky
But when a drink of cool water
From a dried-up mountain spring
Says as much about anything
As the fifth of July
You need to ask yourself why

[Verse 3]
The name is Crowell, no harm no foul
Unless of course, I've been unkind
With that in mind, I'll rest my case
Your axe to grind is my saving grace
And I've been put in my place

[Chorus]
By this one little bird in all the trees outside my door
And she's singing a song that goes right to the core
She says where will you go? Where will you be?
Why don't you know? Why can't you see it's almost over?

14625. One Little Girl

Glen Phillips - One Little Girl

One little girl
Told to know her place
Told she must believe
And do what he says



One little girl
Taught that she is small
Taught that she is less
And man's decree is law
One little boy who'd know her too well
But that one little boy could send her to hell
One little man who'd care if she cried
But that one little man would leave her
And then she'd die
One little girl
Is beaten 'till she faints
Told that this is love
Told that she will have to take it
One little girl
Is just a bit confused
Thought that she was human too
One little girl
Couldn't run away
Anywhere she'd go
The rules and men the same
One little girl
Couldn't take the pain
Numbed herself 'till none remained

14626. One Little Song

Gillian Welch - One Little Song

There's gotta be a song let to sing
Cause everybody can't of thought of everything
One little song that ain't been sung
One little rag that ain't been wrung out completely yet
Gotta a little left

[Chorus]
One little drop of falling rain
One little chance to try again
One little bird that makes it every now and then
One little piece of endless sky
One little taste of cherry pie
One little week in paradise and I start thinkin'

There's gotta be a song left to sing
Cause everybody can't of thought of everything
One little note that ain't been used
One little word ain't been abused a thousand times
In a thousand rhymes

[Chorus]

Gotta be a song left to sign
Cause everybody can't of thought of everything
One little song that ain't been sung



One little rag that ain't been wrung out completely yet
Till there's nothing left

14627. One Little Word

One Little Word

The dream of love is over
Today we said goodbye
We parted not in anger
Though tears came in her eyes

Twas just as fate decreed dear
That we must never wed
Yet in her heart she loved me
She married wealth instead

   One little word could change my future life
   One little word could have made her my wife
   Too late too late now my fondest hopes are dead
   One little word that word was never said

In school days we had been sweethearts
She was her father's pride
Her folks lived in a mansion
Our cottage by its side

Though years have brought their changes
The same old love still holds
She wed to please her parents
A man of wealth and gold

14628. One Loaf of Bread

One Loaf of Bread

Now mommy and daddy, they live down the street
They will go out drinking, when they put me to sleep
I set there and cry because we've never been fed,
I could break out a window, i'd rather be dead
Cold winds a blowing, Oh the wind it howls
My mother and dad, they're lost in the crowd
They will even spend money on whiskey instead
I'd break out a window for one loaf of bread
A place is prepared in Heaven on high, 
Where little children of God have no need to cry
Oh when I am gone Lord, let it be said
I thank you dear Lord for this one loaf of bread
Three little graves just outside of town,



Where a family in prayer all gathered around
To gaze at a stone, these words they have read
They break no more windows, they steal no more bread, 
I beggied an I cried for the other kids sake 
Not a penny or nickel or a dime could I make. 
A little light shone bright off a stone up ahead, 
I broke out a window for one loaf of bread.

14629. One Lone Georgia Pine

One Lone Georgia Pine

There was one lone Georgia pine, to the Kentucky sky it rose
Where redbud and dogwood paint the hills, where mountain laurel grows.
You can search the world around, but I know you'll never find.
A more fitting tribute to a man, than that one lone Georgia pine.
He was only seventeen years old, as he stood by the kitchen door.
He kissed his mama one last time, and headed off to war.
She knew that it was coming, but she said not a word.
"Just tell my Daddy when I'm gone" was the last thing that she heard.
Heaven help my baby boy, 
He's my youngest one, my pride and joy.
Lord, let him walk these hills again. 
Then she got a bucket from the well,
Put a chair in the shade, to sit a spell,
And watched him disappear with the summer wind.
Well, he fell in with Rosencranz and some Illinois boys,
He learned to fight on the battlefield, midst the guns and blood and noise.
He got nicked at Chattanooga, but he got fixed in time.
To join up with his company when they crossed the Georgia line.
There on a September day
Thirty-five thousand laid away.
Chicamauga Creek was a flowing hell
Then he got hit from his blind side
And he laid himself down and died.
And they buried him right there just where he fell.
Well, the summers they came and went and the battles fade away.
And the horrors of that angry war seemed but a dying day.
Two young men in a wagon rode to the bridge where their brother died
To bring him back to Kentucky soil and to rest on the mountain side.
Oh, but when they brought him down
There was a tiny seed to his coffin bound
Put there by God's hand, so they say.
And from his grave grew a mighty tree
And all for miles around can see
It standin' proud and tall to this very day.
There's that one lone Georgia pine, to the Kentucky sky it rose
Where redbud and dogwood paint the hills, where mountain laurel grows.
You can search the world around, but I know you'll never find.
A more fitting tribute to a man, than that one lone Georgia pine.



14630. One Love

One Love, People Get Ready
Bob Marley, C. Mayfield
New Grass Revival - Sam Bush Band

One Love, One Heart
Let's get together and feel all right
One Love, One Heart
Give thanks and praise to the Lord and I will feel all right
Singin' let's get together and feel all right

Let them all pass all their dirty remarks
There is one question I'd really like to ask
Is there a place for the hopeless sinner
Who has hurt all mankind just to save his own
Believe me

So I said now, One Love, One Heart
Let's get together and feel all right
One Love, One Heart
Give thanks and praise to the Lord and I will feel all right
Singin' let's get together and feel all right

Let's get together to fight this Holy Armageddon (One Love)
So when the Man comes there will be no no doom (One Song)
Have pity on those whose chances grove thinner
There ain't no hiding place from the Father of Creation

So I said now, One Love, One Heart
Let's get together and feel all right
One Love, One Heart
Give thanks and praise to the Lord and I will feel all right
Singin' let's get together and feel all right

One Love, One Heart
Let's get together and feel all right
One Love, One Heart
Give thanks and praise to the Lord and I will feel all right
Singin' let's get together and feel all right

Let's get together and feel all right
Let's get together and feel all right
Let's get together and feel all right

14631. One Minute Of You (Song For Annie Gray)

One Minute of You (Song for Annie Gray)
The Gibson Brothers (Country)



Now babe, I know there comes a day
But I don't want to give away
One minute' of' you
I see your' eyes so big and bright
Giving everything' all your might
You got your heart in all you do

And I know that wanting to won't stop time
But I wish it would
And I'd be on every little hill you'll climb
If I only could

So when you're out there on your own
Just know that you're not alone
My love you can't outgrow
I hope you realize you are
The shiniest of the stars
The sky will ever show

And I know that wanting to won't stop time
But I wish it would
And I'd be on every little hill you'll climb
If I only could

Now babe, I know there comes a day
But I don't want to give away
One minute of you

14632. One Minute Past Eternity

Ernest Tubb 
One Minute Past Eternity

When will my arms grow cold when will your kiss grow old
When will I want to be free exactly one minute past eternity
When will I make you blue she done run around on you
Throw away the love you've given me exactly one minute past eternity

Eternity's for ever so darling have no fear
My love for you will last and last a million million years
When will I say goodbye break your heart and make you cry
Tell you to forget about me exactly one minute past eternity

Eternity's for ever so darling have no fear
My love for you will last and last a million million years
When will I say goodbye break your heart and make you cry
Tell you to forget about me exactly one minute past eternity
Exactly one minute past eternity



14633. One Monkey

Gillian Welch - One Monkey

[Chorus: x2]
One monkey don't stop the show
One monkey don't stop the show
One monkey don't stop the show
Whoa, so get on board

Here comes the freight train
Here comes the freight train
Here comes the freight train
So, get on board

[Chorus]

There is a purpose, a running keep
There is a captain, with a steady wheel
Wheel

[Chorus: x2]

Here comes the slow train
Here comes the slow train
Here comes the slow train
So get on board

[Chorus]

She's at the station, running slow
Ready for leavin', she's gonna go
Go

One monkey don't stop the show
One monkey don't stop the show
One monkey don't stop the show

Here comes the freight train
Here comes the freight train
Here comes the freight train
So, get on board

One monkey don't stop the show
One monkey don't stop the show
One monkey don't stop the show
Whoa

[Chorus: x2]

Here comes the freight train
Here comes the freight train
So, get on board



14634. One Moonlight Night

One Moonlight Night
David Davis & The Warrior River Boys

One moonlight night a year ago
A blue-eyed lass and lad
With tear-dimmed eyes and footsteps slow
Whose hearts were dear and sad
'Twas through a quiet lane they strolled
The maiden drooped her head
And gave the lad a band of gold
And to him softly said:

Take back the ring you gave me
Take it back, Jack, I pray
For wearing it would deprive me
More than ever today
To make me your wife would wrong you
Grief to your heart would bring
So take it back, I beg of you, Jack
Take back the engagement ring

"I love you, Nell, and you love me"
The faithful lad then said
"Forget the past and my wife be
Don't blight our lives instead
I'll honor and forgive you, Nell
To you through life I'll cling"
Her answer was a saddened sob
"No, Jack, take back the ring"

14635. One More Bridge - Chords

One More Bridge - Infamous Stringdusters
Appears on: Gospel (Jeremy & Glen Garrett)

Same progression for verse and chorus

B           E           B
As I travel down life's highway
                         F#                   
Heading for that setting sun
B                       E          B                                          
There's a bridge at the end of the highway
                              F#            
I must cross when the race is run

Chorus:
One more bridge across the river
And it spans that Jordan wide
Leading to that sweet forever
Safely on the other side



I am nearing this ol' river
Sweeter grows each passing day
For my lord is there to guide me
Safely to the land of day

One more bridge across the river
And it spans that Jordan wide
Leading to that sweet forever
Safely on the other side

14636. One More Chance To Be With You

Tom T Hall - One More Chance To Be With You

[Intro]
CorazÃ³n, déjame verte una vez más

[Verse 1]
I took a chance on losing you and lost you
At the time it seemed like what I ought to do
Now I'm coming back with all the odds against me
Will you give me one more chance to be with you

[Verse 2]
One more chance to be with you and I'll explain
One more chance to hold you in my arms again
Since I've been away you don't know all the changes I've been through
Darling give me one more chance to be with you

[Verse 3]
Me dijiste que no me querias ver jamás
Si me dejas contentarte siempre me amarás
Te daré todo el amor que ahora tÃº quiebras
CorazÃ³n, déjame verte una vez más
Darling give me one more chance to be with you

14637. One More Cup Of Coffee (Valley Below)

Emmylou Harris
One More Cup of Coffee (Valley Below)

[Verse 1]
Your breath is sweet
Your eyes are like two jewels in the sky
Your back is straight, your hair is smooth
On the pillow where you lie
But I don't sense affection
No gratitude or love



Your loyalty is not to me
But to the stars above

[Chorus]
One more cup of coffee for the road
One more cup of coffee 'fore I go
To the valley below

[Verse 2]
Your daddy, he's an outlaw
And a wanderer by trade
He'll teach you how to pick and choose
And how to throw the blade
He oversees his kingdom
So no stranger does intrude
His voice, it trembles as he calls out
For another plate of food

[Chorus]
One more cup of coffee for the road
One more cup of coffee 'fore I go
To the valley below
[Verse 3]
Your sister sees the future
Like your mama and yourself
You've never learned to read or write
There's no books upon your shelf
And your pleasure knows no limits
Your voice is like a meadowlark
But your heart is like an ocean
Mysterious and dark

[Chorus]
One more cup of coffee for the road
One more cup of coffee 'fore I go
To the valley below

14638. One More Day

Lucinda Williams - One More Day

Give me one more day
To turn things around
Give me one more day
To get my feet on the ground
To dig in my heels
And settle down
Give one more day
To turn things around

Give me one more day
To come up with a plan
Give me one more day



To see if I can
Find my way
To come back again
Give me one more day
To come up with a plan

Give me one more day
To do the right thing
Give me one more day
To see what it'll bring
To have one more day
I would give anything
Give me one more day
To do the right thing

Give me one more day
To try my love
Give me one more day
It's been a couple of months
To place my bet
And win back your love
Give me one more day
To try my love
Give me one more day
To put up a fight
Give me one more day
To take back the night
I always danced
With all of my might
Give me one more day
To put up a fight
Give me one more day
To look in your eyes
Give me one more day
To make you realize
That I don't know what to say
When my soul flies
Give me one more day
To look in your eyes
Give me one more day
Just one more day
Give me one more day

14639. One More Day - Chords

One More Day 
The Wood Brothers

[Verse]
D                         A
Well I seen you in a sadness
  D                            A
I seen you when you'd hope to die



E            A                                   E
I heard you say, well it's raining all over the world
 
[Chorus]
 D            A
What did I tell you
G             D
What did I say
                A            E
Just when your faith is gone
                   A
Give it one more day
 
[Verse]
D                         A
I seen you when your head is long
  D                    A
Face down on the ground
E            A                                         E
I heard you say, well you're lost and you couldn't be found
 
[Chorus]
 D            A
What did I tell you
G             D
What did I say
                A            E
Just when your faith is gone
                   A
Give it one more day
 
[Bridge]
A          D                              A
And next thang you're smiling back at the sun
D                          A
Blowing right back at the wind
D                          A
Rolling right back at the ocean
D                          G E
But nothing's gonna do you in
 
[Chorus]
                  A
Give it one more day
           D
One more day
                A            E
Just when your faith is gone
                   A
Give it one more day
 
[Verse]
D                         A
I seen when your soul shines
  D                            A
I seen you when you heart sings
E            A                                   E



I heard you say well the world don't owe you a thing
 
[Outro]
                      A
Hey and what did you tell me
G             D
What did you say
                A            E
Just when your faith is gone
                   A
Give it one more day
                G            E
Just when your faith is gone
                   A
Give it one more day

14640. One More Dollar

Gillian Welch - One More Dollar
Nashville Bluegrass Band

A long time ago I left my home
For a job in the fruit trees
But I miss those hills with the windy pines
Their song seemed to suit me

So I sent my wages to my home
Said we'd soon be together
For the next good crop would pay my way
And I'd come home forever

[Chorus]
One more dime to show for my day
One more dollar and I'm on my way
When I reach those hills, boys, I'll never roam
'Cause one more dollar and I'm going home

No work said the boss at the bunkhouse door
There's a freeze on the branches
So when the dice came out at the bar downtown
I rolled and I took my chances

[Chorus]

A long time ago I left my home
Just a boy passing twenty
Could you spare a coin and a Christian prayer
For my luck has turned against me

[Chorus]

One more dollar, boys, I'm going home



14641. One More Down - Chords

One More Down 
Mandolin Orange
 
[Intro]
C Em F C Am Em F F
Am Em F C Am G C C
 
C                Em  F            C
Went out on the town for just one round
       Am         Em                 F
And it seemed one down, just one enough
  Am               Em
I have no broken heart
   F                C
my soul is far from torn apart (But I know enough to play the part)
       Am                G                C
Heres one more down, and thats just the start
 
     C      Em          F      C
Well im a fool for the finest girl
    Am     Em        F
But shes no fool for me
  Am      Em     F        C
I try and try to catch her eye
    Am   G                    C
And pray someday that she may see
 
[Instrumental]
C Em F C Am Em F F
Am Em F C Am G C C
 
Dm             Am
But time is my answer?
F                          C    G
Draggin water through the crowd
Dm         Am                   G        G7
I ain't dancing, dancing on my cloud
 
     C      Em           F        C
Well I hear tale of that morning dove
    Am         Em      F
She flies from pine to pine
    Am       Em     F         C
So I'll take wing, mourn and sing
Am        G            C
Until that girl for me is mine
 
[Instrumental]
Dm Am F C G
Dm Am G G7
 



     C         Em         F          C
Well I laid down with circles in my head
      Am           Em            F
And I dreamed that dream I never had
      Am           Em              F          C
I was coming down a mountain into a deep dark core
            Am              G             C
But in that dream it didn't seem all that bad

14642. One More Last Chance - Chords

One More Last Chance
Recorded by Tom T. Hall
Written by Tom T. Hall Dixie Hal

lC                             F
One more last chance one more slow dance
         G7                         C
One more night with you beneath the moon
                                      F
I still love you you can tell it at a glance
        G7                          C
All I'm asking for is one more last chance
           G7                     C
I'll quit drinking and I'll quit rambling
          G7                              C
I'll come home when I'm supposed to every night
          G7                  C
I'll quit preaching I'll quit gamblin'
        F           G7               C
I'll do anything to make it turn out righ

tRepeat #1

          G7                    C
I've been downtown and that was low down
        G7                       C
Leaving you all alone at home by yourself
              G7         C
Well it ain't easy being sorry
         F           G7                C
One more last chance would really be a help

Repeat #1

            G7                          C
Hey all I'm asking for is one more last chance



14643. One More Last Chance - Chords

One More Last Chance
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Gary Nicholson and Vince Gill

C
She was standing at the front door 
     F                C
When I came home last night
A good book in her left hand 
      G7
And a rollin' pin in the right
         C
She said you've come home for the last time 
     F               C
With whiskey on your breath
If you don't listen to my preaching boy 
          G7                       C
I'm gonna have to beat you half to death
Give me just a one more last chance 
F                    C
Before you say we're through
I know I drive you crazy baby 
         G7
It's the best that I can do
                C
We're just some good ol' boys a making noise 
        F                C
I ain't running round on you
               F        C
Give me just a one more last chance 
G7                   C
Before you say we're through
At first she hid my glasses 
            F                  C
Because she knows that I can't see
She said you ain't going nowhere boy 
          G7
Until you spend a little time with me
         C
Then the boys called from the honky tonk 
               F                   C
Said there's a party going on down here
Well she might've took my car keys 
        G7                       C
But she forgot about my old John Deere
repeat #2 x2
 
               F        C
Give me just a one more last chance 
G7                   C
Before you say we're through



14644. One More Love Song

One More Love Song
Leon Russell
Live (in Toulouse Bluegrass Festival)
New Grass Revival

Gonna sing you one more love song
While I'm feelin this way
When your mind sometimes protects you
But your heart won't do the same
I'm down on my knees
With my problem in God's hand
Give me strength to carry on
And the heart to understand

Chorus:
I'll love you forever
Till the end of all time
Past all infinity
Baby I'm dyin
To love you forever
Oh, say that you're mine
Sweet holy trinity
At the end of the line

Whoa baby I'm tryin
Tryin hard to understand
Yeah, yeah
Well I've tried to stand back far enough
To see the master plan
Gonna say it one more time
Well then I'll just let it stand
Oh the least that I can say
Heaven is in your hands
.................in your hands

Chorus:

 Sweet holy trinity
At the end of the line

14645. One More Memory

Ernest Tubb 
One More Memory

Just give me one more memory that's all I ask of you
To see you once again would mean a lot to me
We'll pretend I'm just a friend that you once knew
So please, be there and give me one more memory

Now hello darling I'm just passing through this way



Thought I'd call you up I haven't long to stay
If you'll meet me in our same old meetin' place
I promise you that I won't speak of yesterdays

Just give me one more memory that's all I ask of you
To see you once again would mean a lot to me
We'll pretend I'm just a friend that you once knew
So please, be there and give me one more memory

Now I respect the choice you made so long ago
And if you're happy dear that's all I need to know
I'm not here to cause you any misery
But if I could see you I'd have one more memory

Just give me one more memory that's all I ask of you
To see you once again would mean a lot to me
We'll pretend I'm just a friend that you once knew
So please, be there and give me one more memory
So please, be there and give me one more memory

14646. One More Minute

One More Minute
Chatham County Line

I don't want to leave I don't want to go
But I make my living away from home
These hands of time too fast they wind
I d trade everything I own if I could just find

One more minute, one more second
To spend with you
One more minute, one more second
Just to hold you

I hear the whistle blow the idle hiss of the steam
There's such little time to tell you what I mean
So you keep this simple refrain and a kiss
I swear on my life we won't always miss

One more minute, one more second
To spend with you
One more minute, one more second
Just to hold you

But that is life and love you cannot control
If I was another man you might have less to hold
So I pack my grip and set my chin
Knowing that feeling when I see your face again

One more minute, one more second
To spend with you
One more minute, one more second



Just to hold you

One more minute, one more second
Don t tell me the truth
One more minute, one more second
Just to hold you

I hear the whistle blow the idle hiss of the steam
There's such little time to tell you what I mean

14647. One More Mistake I Made

One More Mistake I Made - Vince Gill 

Everything I ever learned
Every bridge I ever burned
Got me to where I am today
I've got no regrets
You can't win if you don't bet
It's just a game that we all play

And it's so hard to lose
When you have to choose
So go your separate ways
On that lonely road
Is such a heavy load
Just one more mistake I made

I did the best I could
And things I thought I never would
A whole lot more good than bad
It's you I miss the most
You still haunt me like a ghost
Your love is more than I've ever had

And it's so hard to lose
When you have to choose
To go your separate ways
On that lonely road
It's such a heavy load
Just one more mistake I made

Moments that stay with you
Will break your heart in two
Remember the ones your heart forgave
Everything I've ever learned
From the pages I have turned
Just one more mistake I made
Just one more mistake I made



14648. One More Name - Chords

One More Name
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G                                    C        G
My friends tried to tell me you were steppin' around
                            D7
But I wouldn't hear it no I shut them all down
    G                              C           G
But now I'm thinkin' you've made a fool out of me
                                        D7            G
Cause the words that are slippin' spell grief and misery
                                     C           G
One more name one more name you call out in your sleep
                                       D7
One more name and I'll know it's not a lie
         G                            C              G
One more name one more name that from your lips does creep
                      D7               G
One more name and our love will surely die
                            C            G
Haunted and tortured by the rumors about you
                        D7
Listening is silence to whispers of truth
  G                           C           G
Deceived by the soft kiss you forge every day
                                      D7          G
While each night those same lips give your secret away
                                     C           G
One more name one more name you call out in your sleep
                                       D7
One more name and I'll know it's not a lie
         G                            C              G
One more name one more name that from your lips does creep
                      D7               G
One more name and our love will surely die
                      D7               G
One more name and our love will surely die

14649. One More Night

One More Night
Bob Dylan
Performed by Tony Rice on "Church Street Blues"
Flatt & Scruggs

One more night, the stars are in sight
But tonight I'm as lonesome as can be.
Oh, the moon is shinin' bright,
Lighting ev'rything in sight,
But tonight no light will shine on me.



Oh, it's shameful and it's sad,
I lost the only pal I had,
I just could not be what she wanted me to be.
I will turn my head up high
To that dark and rolling sky,
For tonight no light will shine on me.

I was so mistaken when I thought that she'd be true,
I had no idea what a woman in love would do!

One more night, I will wait for the light
While the wind blows high above the tree.
Oh, I miss my darling so, 
I didn't mean to see her go,
But tonight no light will shine on me.

One more night, the moon is shinin' bright
And the wind blows high above the tree.
Oh, I miss that woman so,
I didn't mean to see her go,
But tonight no light will shine on me.

14650. One More Night

One More Night
Seth Mulder & Midnight Run

[Verse 1]
My sweetheart, she left me without notice
Packed her bags and headed out the door
I thought that she would always love me
But now this pain I must endure

[Chorus]
I can't bear to see another evenin' come
One more night to lose some sleep
One more night to dream about her
And one more night for me to weep

[Verse 2]
She had no reason for to leave me
For I in no way did her wrong
But she left her home and a little family
And now to another town she's gone

[Chorus]
I can't bear to see another evenin' come
One more night to lose some sleep
One more night to dream about her
And one more night for me to weep

[Verse 3]
I lie awake at night and I think about her



Oh, I wonder, does she ever think of me?
Does the pain that she caused ever haunt her
Or am I just a worn out memory?

[Chorus]
I can't bear to see another evenin' come
One more night to lose some sleep
One more night to dream about her
And one more night for me to weep

[Outro]
One more night to dream about her
And one more night for me to weep

14651. One More Night On The Road - Chords

One More Night On The Road 
Railroad Earth
 
[Intro]
//: A / B7 / D / A :// (x5)
 
[Verse 1]
A
I've been going down the road,
       D                        A
I been rolling down the old highway.
A
Been too long awhile,
  B7             E
I been too long away.
      A
Baby, we gonna rock, we gonna roll,
D
we gonna have a long time gone
A
One more night on the road,
    E               A
and then I'm coming home.
A         N.C.
One more, night on the road
D               A
then I'm coming home.
 
/ B7 / D / A //
// A / B7 / D / A //
 
[Verse 2]
A
Time been moving slow,
     D                        A
been draggin' like a ball and chain.
A



I been counting the hours,
B7            E
til I'm home again.
A
Better kick that mule outta my stall
     D
your old rocksteady gonna make it after all
A
One more night on the road,
    E               A
and then I'm coming home.
A         N.C.
One more, night on the road
D              A
and I'm coming home.
 
// B7 / D / A //
 
[Solo 1]
// A / A / D / A //
// A / A / B7 / E //
// A / A / D / D //
// A / A / E / A //
 
[Verse 3]
A
I been up in the mountain,
       D                    A
I been down in the southern shore.
A
I been east and west,
     B7                 E
been there and back and more.
A
Gotta turn the lock, throw out the key,
D
I don't wanna see no one but you and me
A
One more night on the road,
    E               A
and then I'm coming home.
A         N.C.
One more, night on the road
    D               A
and then I'm coming home.
 
// B7 / D / A //
 
[Solo 2]
//: A / A / D / A //
// A / A / B7 / E //
// A / A / D / D //
// A / A / E / A :// A //
 
[Verse 4]
     A
If I ever get the candles glowin',



        D              A
put the big log on the fire.
A
I'm gonna sing one more,
    B7               E
and then I'm gonna retire.
A
Baby, we gonna rock, side to side,
D
we gonna have a long, long ride.
A
One more night on the road,
    E               A
and then I'm coming home.
A         N.C.
One more, night on the road
    D               A
and then I'm coming home.
A         N.C.
One more, night on the road
    D               A
and then I'm coming home.
 
// B7 / D / A //
 
[Outro]
//: A / B7 / D / A ://
(Repeat to end)

14652. One More Round - Chords

One More Round
The .357 STring Band

Original in E, so when played in D: Capo 2
---
 
D
                                      G              D
It's gettin' harder every day just to try to make my way
  D                      D                  A       A
I swear I don't know how most folks make it through
        D                 D                     G           D
Well my parents raised me well, Lord knows I created my own hell
      D                    A                    D  D
But I just don't know what else I'm supposed to do
 
 
    D             D          G                D
Yes I can't concentrate on a lifestyle that I hate
     D                        D                A    A
Just livin' on the nickel and tryin' to settle down
     D               D              G                D



So instead I hit the booze, I guess I'm just born to lose
  D                  A             D    D
I swear to Christ, I do this every time
 
 
                 G         G                D       D
   It's one more round, bartender, one more   round
        D                      D                         A    A
   Keep settin' 'em up boy, so I can keep a-knockin' 'em down
               D                D                G    G
   I know this goddamn sickened world has got me down
        D                         A                D     D
   They can't beat a man, they'll go just one more round
 
 
         D            D             G                 D
Well all day I sit at home, waiting for my friends to call
    D               D                     A     A
And when they do, I can't even answer the phone
        D                D              G                   D
Smokin' weed to numb the pain, drinkin' whiskey till I go insane
   D                  A                D    D
Oh Lord, it's getting rough down here alone
 
 
             D                  D                   G                D
But when the times are too damn hard, they all know meet down at the bar
    D                   D                 A   A
And just like me, their weakness is their sin
             D                D            G               D
And then the bartender says: "Gee, tell me what's it gonna be"
        D                   A           D     D
I say: "Mac, set 'em up, oh here we go again"
 
 
                 G         G                D       D
   It's one more round, bartender, one more   round
        D                      D                         A    A
   Keep settin' 'em up boy, so I can keep a-knockin' 'em down
               D                D                G    G
   I know this goddamn sickened world has got me down
        D                         A                D     D
   They can't beat a man, they'll go just one more round
 
 
instrumental:
D D G D  /  D D A A  /  D D G D  /  D A D D
D D G D  /  D D A A  /  D D G D  /  D A D D
 
 
                 G         G                D       D
   It's one more round, bartender, one more   round
        D                      D                         A    A
   Keep settin' 'em up boy, so I can keep a-knockin' 'em down
               D                D                G    G
   I know this goddamn sickened world has got me down
        D                         A                D     D



   They can't beat a man, they'll go just one more round
 
 
                  D             D          G                D
'cause Lord knows I can't concentrate on a lifestyle that I hate
     D                        D                A    A
Just livin' on the nickel and tryin' to settle down
     D               D              G                D
So instead I hit the booze, I guess I'm just born to lose
  D                  A             D    D
I swear to Christ, I do this every time

14653. One More Saturday Night

One More Saturday Night
Keller Williams 

I went down to the mountain, I was drinking some wine
I looked up into heaven, lord I saw a mighty sign
Writ in fire across the heaven, plain as black and white
Get prepared, there's gonna be a party tonight

Chorus
Uh huh, hey, Saturday night
One more Saturday night
Hey, Saturday night

Everybody's dancing down at the local armory
With a basement full of dynamite and live artillery
Temperature keeps rising, everybody getting high
Come the rocking stroke of midnight, the whole place is gonna fly

[chorus]

I turn on Channel Six, the President comes on the news
Says I got no satisfaction, that's why I sing the blues
His wife says don't get crazy, Lord you know what to do
Just crank that old Victrola, put on your rocking shoes

[chorus]

Then God way up in heaven, for whatever it was worth
Thought he'd have a big old party, thought he'd call it planet earth
Don't worry about tomorrow, Lord, you'll know it when it comes
When the rocking, rolling music meets the rising, shining sun

[chorus]



14654. One More Song

Little Big Town - One More Song

[Verse 1]
Let's take a break from packing boxes, pour a glass of wine
Pull out the radio and we'll pretend it's Valentine's
There's so much to say that we don't have a thing to say
Baby, I can't help it when you look at me that way
Are we crazy? Are we stupid?
Either way, we're gonna do this

[Chorus]
Baby, just one more song
What do you say, we just dance all around?
The hurt and the pain
Kiss me in the middle of the mess that we made
Just like nothing went wrong
Maybe just one more
One more song

[Verse 2]
I can't put my finger on the moment that it died
But for a minute let's pretend and bring it back to life
It's irresponsible, I know, but we can't help ourselves
And when tomorrow morning comes it's gonna hurt like hell
But, oh well

[Chorus]
Baby, just one more song
What do you say, we just dance all around?
The hurt and the pain
Kiss me in the middle of the mess that we made
Just like nothing went wrong
Maybe just one more
One more song

[Bridge]
Oh, are we crazy? Are we stupid?
Either way, we're gonna do this
We got nothing left to prove, we got no reason not to do this

[Chorus]
Baby, just one more song
What do you say, we just dance all around?
The hurt and the pain
Kiss me in the middle of the mess that we made
Just like nothing went wrong
Baby, just one more
One more, one more
One more song, whoa
Just one more song



14655. One More Song For Jesus

Tom T Hall - One More Song For Jesus

[Verse 1:]
We've traveled this world over in our day and in our time
We've heard some songs that made no sense
And some that did not rhyme
We may never sing another song there ain't no way to know
But let's have one more song for Jesus 'fore we go

[Chorus:]
Oh, we may not live the letter of the law and live that truth
Judged and criticized for almost everything we do
But they cannot stop our singing though they're holier than we
Let's have one more song for Jesus if You please

[Verse 2:]
They say they're gonna burn us in a not too distant day
I don't think we should buy that cause it just ain't Jesus' way
Now they say He's mean and vicious and there's nothing that He won't do
They must know a different Jesus than we do

[Verse 3:]
Some atheist may tell us He was just another man
Some say that He's a superstar and they're his biggest fans
He means so much to so many that I think you will agree
We oughta have one more song for Jesus if you please

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
We oughta have one more song for Jesus if You please
Let's have one more song for Jesus on our knees
Let's have one more song for Jesus if You please

14656. One More Song For Jesus - Chords

One More Song For Jesus
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall 
 
C                                 F                  C
We've traveled this world over in our day and in our time
                                              D7                G7
We've heard some songs that made no sense and some that did not rhyme
   C                           F
We may never sing another song there ain't no way to know
               C        G7       C      F       C
But let's have one more song for Jesus 'fore we go
      G7                             F                 C
Oh we may not live the letter of the law and live that truth
G7                               F             C   G7
Judged and criticized for almost everything we do



C                                               F
But they cannot stop our singing though they're holier than we
           C        G7       C     F      C      F  C
Let's have one more song for Jesus if you please
                                    F               C
They say they're gonna burn us in a not too distant day
                                          D7                G7
I don't think we should buy that cause it just ain't Jesus' way
    C                                          F
Now they say he's mean and vicious and there's nothing that He won't do
          C      G7        C     F       C
They must know a different Jesus than we do
Repeat #2
                                F            C
Some atheist may tell us He was just another man
                                   D7                  G7
Some say that He's a superstar and they're His biggest fans
   C                               F
He means so much to so many that I think you will agree
               C        G7       C     F      C
We oughta have one more song for Jesus if you please
Repeat #2
                        G7       C     F      C      F  C
We oughta have one more song for Jesus if you please
                    G7       C     F      C
Let's have one more song for Jesus on our knees
                    G7       C     F      C
Let's have one more song for Jesus if you please

14657. One More Thing I Wished I'd Said

Vince Gill - One more thing i wished i'd said

So many nights you let me share your bed
That note on my pillow I never read
Oh losing you will haunt me 'till I'm dead
Still I search for one more thing I wished I'd said

I tried to give you everything I could
If I could have you back, God knows I would
Oh, your name still echoes through my head
Still I search for one more thing I wished I'd said

Oh, I wish I said I loved you a million times
I wish I'd held your body closer, closer to mine
But you turned to another's arms instead
As I search for one more thing I wished I'd said

Oh, I wish I said I loved you a million times
I wish I'd held your body closer, closer to mine
But you turned to another's arms instead
While I search for one more thing I wished I'd said
What I'd give to have you back here in my bed



Still I search for one more thing I wished I'd said

14658. One More Time Around

One More Time Around - Hot Buttered Rum

Washing in the waves, I feel the sun beams shining
On my face through the ocean spray
Swimming by the reef, the painted coral glowing
I see dolphins playing down below
Palm trees swaying in the breeze with ease
I got a feeling things will be all right
I can see my friends up on the valleys
And they're having them a real good time

(chorus:)
Live it up, don't look down
Feel your feet float, just above the ground
Feel your soul fly to the distant sound
One more time around, one more time around (x4)

Waking to a sun rise high upon the mountain
Where the grizzly and bison roam
Off to the West I see a river flow
Through the canyons of the ancient trees
Breathe deep and smile now, it's a Sunday morning
And the world is grinning ear-to-ear
I can see my friends, up on the hill above
And they're having them a real good time

(chorus)

14659. One More Try

One More Try
Longview

I'm sorry I never listened
I was selfish with my time
I know you don't believe me now but you were always on my mind
I know I've had two chances
You've already said goodbye
But please just reconsider once and give me one more try

Give me one more try
Give me one more try
Give me one more try
Give me one more try



Too much time on my hands lately
And I think too much
I think I'm out of touch
But all that's changing now
'Cause I've seen right through
But I won't see through you

Come with me
Come with me
Come with me
Give me one more try
Give me one more try
Give me one more try
Give me one more try

Dark clouds hang overhead
And obscure the view
When all along I knew
Still go sprightly now
There's fresh air today
This flame hasn't faded you say

Come with me
Come with me
Come with me
Give me one more try

I'm sorry I never listened
I was selfish with my time
I know you don't believe me now but you were always on my mind
I know I've had two chances
You've already said goodbye
But please just reconsider once and give me one more try

Give me one more try

I'm sorry I never listened
I was selfish with my time
I know you don't believe me now but you were always on my mind
I know I've had two chances
You've already said goodbye
But please just reconsider once and give me one more try

I'm sorry I never listened
I was selfish with my time
I know you don't believe me now but you were always on my mind
I know I've had two chances
You've already said goodbye
But please just reconsider once and give me one more try

Give me one more try



14660. One Morning

Gillian Welch - One Morning

One mornin', one mornin' as work I begun
What did I see ridin' out of the sun
On the road from Lexington

One rider, one rider beatin' the breeze
Down on his saddle, low to his knees
Comin' through my willow trees

Now closer, the terrible work of the gun
Was stiffened and black where his blood all had run
But I knew my wayward son

One mornin', one mornin' the boy of my breast
Came to my door unable to rest
Even in the arms of death

14661. One Morning In May

The Lonesome Sisters - One Morning In May

When I was a young girl, I used to seek pleasure
When I was a young girl, I used to drink ale
Out of the alehouse and into a jailhouse
Right out of the barroom and into my grave

Come papa, come mama and sit you down by me
Come sit you down me and pity my case
My poor head is aching, my sad heart is breaking
My body's salivated and I'm bound to die

Oh send for the preacher to come and pray for me
And send for the doctor to heal all my wounds
My poor head is aching, my sad heart is breaking
My body's salivated and hell is my doom

I want three young ladies to bear up coffin
I want four young ladies to carry me on
And each of them carry a bunch of wild roses
To lay on my coffin as I pass along

One morning, one morning, one morning in May
I saw this young lady all wrapped in white linen

All wrapped in white linen and cold as the clay



14662. One Morning In May (The Nightingales Sing)

One Morning In May (The Nightingales Sing)
Arr. James Taylor
Joe Val

One morning, one morning, one morning in May
I spied a young couple, they were making their way
One was a maiden so bright and so fair
And the other was a soldier and a brave volunteer

Good morning, good morning, good morning said he
And where are you going my pretty lady
I'm goig out a walkin on the banks of the sea
Just to see the waters gliding hear the nightingale sing

Now they had not been standing but a minute or two
And out of his knapsack a fiddle he drew
And the tune that he played made the valleys all ring
Oh hark cried the maiden hear the nightingale sing

Oh maiden fair maiden tis time to give o'er
Oh no kind soldier please play one tune more
For I'd rather hear your fiddle at the touch of one string
Than to see the waters gliding hear the nightingale sing

Oh soldier kind soldier will you marry me
Oh no pretty maiden that never shall be
I've a wife down in London and children twice three
Two wives and the army's too many for me

Well I'll go back to London and I'll stay there for a year
It's often that I'll think of you my little dear
And if ever I return it will be in the spring
Just to see the waters gliding hear the nightingale sing
To see the waters gliding hear the nightingale sing

14663. One Night A Day

One Night A Day - Garth Brooks 

There's not a lot of things to do 
I wouldn't rather do with you 
Guess I'm funny that way 

Lately I just sit and stare 
I talk to people who aren't there 
To get through one night a day 
One night a day 
One step away 

From leavin' you behind 
I sit up with the radio 



Sing along with the ones I know 
To get through one night a day 
One night a day 
One step away 

From leavin' you behind 
I'm callin' every friend I've had 
Wake 'em up, and make 'em mad 
Let 'em know that I'm OK 
I used to sit and talk to you 
They're all just a substitute 
To get through one night a day 
One night a day 
One step away 

From leavin' you behind 
I stay up with the late, late show 
Just another way I know 
To get through one night a day 
To get through one night a day

14664. One Night Stand

Lucinda Williams - One Night Stand

[Chorus]
Just another one night stand
Just another man to forget
Just another empty hand
With nothin' left to bet

It doesn't really matter what i say
There's no one here to blame
I'll just close the door and walk away
Let down once again
I can't even say you lied to me
'Cause you ain't said nothin' yet
You never even tried for me
There's nothin' to regret

[Chorus]

I'd like to speak to you someway
But the words won't come out right
How can it feel so wrong today
When it felt so right last night
I claim no hold on anyone
No silken strings to bind
No promises unbroken
No messages to find

[Chorus]



14665. One Notch Tighter

Tim O'Brien - One Notch Tighter

I know a man who sits at home
Says he thinks twice before he makes a run to town
Says he gets lonesome all alone
But money's scarce and he must hold what he has
Move your belt one notch tighter
Add some water to the soup
These hard times can't last forever
Don't know how, but we'll get through
Don't know how, but we'll get through
Most everything we need is what we grow
Work hard for what we need, leaving nothing for the crows
Winter creeps upon a stark and cold
Pull up all the jars and roots of some cellar we'll hold
Move your belt one notch tighter
Add some water to the soup
These hard times can't last forever
Don't know how, but we'll get through
Don't know how, but we'll get through
You'll chop enough wood for the range
I'll keep the fire burning through the night and day
Pull your nightcap down to ? your face
Thick wool blankets keep us warm till we wake
Move your belt one notch tighter
Add some water to the soup
These hard times can't last forever
Don't know how, but we'll get through
Don't know how, but we'll get through
Move your belt one notch tighter
Add some water to the soup
These hard times can't last forever
Don't know how, but we'll get through
Don't know how, but we'll get through

14666. One Of The Mysteries Of Life

Tom T. Hall - One of the mysteries of life
Composer: Tom T. Hall

If I were you I wouldn't waste my time
You can't answer all the questions in your mind
Love is love and you can't make it right
It's one of the mysteries of life

How can you know love when no one ever knew
It's mother of all happiness and father of the blues



Love puts sunshine in your days then steals your sleep at night
It's one of the mysteries of life

Maybe you should take it day by day
If you hold love too loosly it will fly away
If you hold love too tightly it will die
It's one of the mysteries of life

How can you know love when no one ever knew...

14667. One Of These Days

Emmylou Harris - One Of These Days
Chris Hillman

Well I won't have to chop no wood
I can be bad or I can be good
I can be any way that I feel
One of these days

Might be a woman that's dressed in black
Be a hobo by the railroad track
I'll be gone like the wayward wind one of these days

One of these days it will soon 
be all over cut and dry
And I won't have this urge to go all bottled up inside
One of these days I'll look back and I'll say I left in time
'Cause somewhere for me I know there's peace of mind

I might someday walk across this land
Carrying the Lord's book in my hand
Goin' cross the country singin' loud as I can
One of these days

But I won't have trouble on my back
Cuttin' like the devil with a choppin' axe,
Got to shake it off my back, one of these days

One of these days it will soon be all over cut and dry
And I won't have this urge to go all bottled up inside
One of these days I'll look back and I'll say I left in time
'Cause somewhere for me I know there's peace of mind
There's gonna be peace of mind for me, one of these days

14668. One Of These Days

One of These Days
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver



Everybody will gather round
When they hear that trumpet sound
One of these days, one of these days it won't be long
All the saints will fly away
We'll see Jesus on that day
One of these days, it won't be long

One of these days, one of these days
It won't be very long
One of these days, one of these days
When I hear that beautiful song
I'll see Him in that robe of white
Everything will be alright
One of these days, one of these days

What a day that will be
When He comes for you and me
One of these days, one of these days
It won't be long
One of these days, one of these days
It won't be long

14669. One Of These Trains

One of These Trains
P. Flynn, D. Rommereim
New Grass Revival

Refrain:
One of the trains
Leavin' tomorrow
Gonna take all, all of my sorrow
Take me away
I've got enough to pay
and it really doesn't matter where you're takin' me anyway

Take me as far as you can from this night
Across all the borders, or past all the lights
I'll take with me nothing but time and hope that it changes my mind

Refrain:

Life of the party, musical chairs
Everyone's willing but nobody cares
One thing's for sure now I know
I've sure got a long way to go

Refrain:



14670. One Of Those Days

One Of Those Days
Little Big Town 
Written by Pharrell Williams, Karen Fairchild, Jimi Westbrook, Philip Sweet, Kimberly Schlap
man. Produced by Pharrell Williams and Little Big Town. 

I think it's going to be one of those days
I think it's going to be one of those days
I'm doing everything right, stepping into the light
It's what I've been waiting for
I think it's going to be one of those days
I think it's going to be one of those days
I got your hand in mine and we're gonna wake up
To what we've been waiting for

In the dark, Burn inside, need the rain, let it come
Oh, we pray, come what may
We pray, let it rain

Hey, All my sisters and brothers
Hey, One foot in front of the other
Hey, All of the darkness in me
Hey, I see a new beginning
Oooh

I think it's going to be one of those days
I think it's going to be one of those days
I'm doing everything right, stepping into the light
It's what I've been waiting for
I think it's going to be one of those days
I think it's going to be one of those days
I got your hand in mine, we're gonna wake up
To what we've been waiting for

There's a sign through the haze
There's a will, there's a way
Oh we pray, everyday we pray
Oh we pray

Hey, All my sisters and brothers
Hey, One foot in front of the other
Hey, All of the darkness in me
Hey, I see a new beginning
Oooh

I think it's going to be one of those days
I think it's going to be one of those days
I'm doing everything right, stepping into the light
It's what I've been waiting for
I think it's going to be one of those days
I think it's going to be one of those days
I got your hand in mine, we're gonna wake up
To what we've been waiting for

Hey
Hey



Hey
Hey
Hey
Hey
Hey
Hey

Hey, All my sisters and brothers
Hey, One foot in front of the other
Hey, All of the darkness in me
Hey, I see a new beginning
Oooh

14671. One Of Those Days

Dolly Parton - One Of Those Days 
(Dolly Parton)

It's been one of those days
That reminded me in many ways
Of when we were happy, still in love
Just a certain way the wind blows
Just a certain way the sun glows
It's been one of those days that reminded me of us
And even though it's over I never will get over
These feelings that I get on certain days
And I know I'll always love you
And I'll always be thinkin' of you
In certain kinds of ways, on certain kinds of days
And today well, it's been one of those days
It's been one of those days and my heart feels so heavy
And my mind is so full of thoughts of you
It's been one of those days and I'd give my life to see you
And to once more know the love that we once knew
And even though it's over I never will get over
Oh these feelings that I get on certain days
I guess I know I'll always love you
And I'll always be thinkin' of you
In certain kinds of ways, on certain kinds of days
And today well, it's been one of, one of those days
It's been one of those days
That reminded me in many ways
Of when we were happy, still in love

14672. One Of Those Lives

Brad Paisley - One Of Those Lives 

Rush hour traffic,



Always puts me in a bad mood.
I got chewed out by the boss today,
And now I'm stuck on highway 92.
Then you call me on my cell phone,
While I'm cussin' out a Cadillac.
You say remember Tom and Jenny's little boy?
Well, the doctors say the cancer's back.
Man its been one of those days,
When I been thinking poor me.
I got no right to complain I guess,
Cause right now all I can see.
Is a little angel in a Yankees cap,
It makes me realize.
It's just been one those days for me,
But for him it's been one of those lives.
Everybody under my roof,
Is healthy- knock on wood.
Oh but I sure do sweat the small stuff,
I don't thank God as much as I should.
Tonight I'm thinking about Tommy and Jenny,
And how they spent the last four years.
All those extended stays in Memphis,
All the sleepless nights, the prayers, the tears.
It's just been one of those days,
Where I was thinking poor me.
I got no right to complain I guess,
Cause right now all I can see.
Is that family moving back to Target House,
It makes me realize.
It's just been one those days for me,
But for them its been one of those lives.
And so it's been one of those days,
I let things get to me.
I got no right to complain,
Cause when I look around I see.
Folks that are fightin' for every breath,
And it makes me realize.
It's just been one for those days for me,
But for them it's been one of those lives.

14673. One Of Those Songs

One Of Those Songs
Will Holt / Gerard Calvi

Chorus:
Well this is one of those songs that you hear now and then,
You don't know just where, you don't know just when,
It's one of those songs that are over and then,
It's one of those songs that start playing again.

Yes, it's just one of those songs that you hear for a while,
That come into fashion and go out of style,



It's one of those songs that you think you forgot,
But it's one of those songs you cannot!

Because it's one of those songs that can make you recall
A ride in the sprinttime, a walk in the fall,
A day in the country, a night on the town,
The sun coming up or the rain coming down.

Or else the evening you parted, the morning you met,
The love of your life you can never forget,
The reason is simple, the memory belongs,
To one of those wonderful songs!

Well, this is one of those songs that's so easy to hear,
You listen just once, then you play it by ear,
It's hummed on verandas, and strummed on guitars,
And all you remember is Lah-dee-dah-dah!

But later on you'll recall it in some other year,
You may start to smile or you may shed a tear,
You'll find that one part of your lifetime belongs
To one of those wonderful songs!

14674. One Paper Kid

Emmylou Harris - One Paper Kid

Cowboys and Indians and trees he could climb 
Tomorrow came too fast but he didn't mind 
The distance was short so light it again 
It don't take no time to get where I am 
But one paper kid wasn't really so mean 
Just a little bit scarred and a little bit green 
And he'd heard of a place it was legal to dream 
So he sat with his coffee in a blue Texas wind 
And he wrote on a rock 
The one paper kid is rollin' again 

Driver was drunk or he just didn't see 
The future is there it'll happen to me 
And all the time that he wasted was his once again 
Ah, it never takes long to get where you've been 
Broken hearts scattered all over the past 
Old bad memories trying to last 
Whiskey and women and growing up fast 
Fussing and loving and itching like grass 
Hell that one paper kid wasn't really so mean 
Just a little bit weird cause times were so lean 
Now he's gone to a place where it's legal to dream 
No camels no coffee no cold morning winds 
It was wrote on a rock 
The one paper kid is rollin' again



14675. One Piece At A Time

One Piece At A Time
by Steve Ivey

Where do you go when your dreams are broken,
shattered and scattered, laying on the ground?
Where do you go when all hope seems to have vanished?
There's only one place to turn it around.
God will gather the pieces,
He can see the master design.
Just put your trust in Him,
and He'll build your life again,
one piece at a time.
Life can turn in a moment, your whole world crashing,
crumbled and defeated, you wanna run and hide.
Life can turn back around, it may be a long journey.
There's peace along the way with God at your side
God will gather the pieces,
He can see the master design.
Just put your trust in Him,
and He'll build your life again,
one piece at a time.
one piece at a time.

14676. One Raindrop - Chords

One Raindrop
Recorded by the Gibson Brothers

C G7
One raindrop fell into the river
 C
That's all that heaven would allow
 G7
One raindrop fell into the river
 C
It's a different river now

 G7
One flower blooms in the meadow
 C
Where no flower had ever bloomed before
 F
In a field of gold under a blue sky
G7 C
Now I'm not lonely anymore

Repeat #1



 G7
One moon beam shined through the window
 C
Lit up the room so I could see
 F
Turned the darkness into diamonds
G7 C
That's what your love has done for me

Repeat #1

G7 C
It's a different river now

14677. One Red Rose

One Red Rose
John Prine

Rain came down on a tin roof.
Hardly a sound was left from the birthday party.
The kitchen light fell asleep on the bedroom floor.
Me and her were talking softer,
And all the time before I lost her
A picture set on a chest of drawers.

Chorus:
One red rose in the Bible,
Pressed between the holy alphabet.
Probably wouldn't believe you if you told me,
Cause what I never knew I never can forget.

Rainy nights get dark real early.
Her dress was soft; her hair was curly.
We danced around the table to the old banjo.
Rainy nights are made for lovers.
We lay so still beneath the covers,
And I swear I ain't never felt like that before.

Chorus

Nights of laughter. Days of sorrow.
Looking backward from tomorrow,
Everything is easier to see.
Though she always let it show,
It seems I was the last to know
The reddest rose of all was her and me.

Chorus

Original lyrics by John Prine, additional third verse lyrics by Walt Hultgren.



14678. One Row At A Time - Chords

One Row At A Time
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Red Lane and Dottie West

C                                      F              C
The southeast Georgia red clay dust is ground into my blue jeans
                                                   G7
A heavy hundred pound cotton sack a dragging along behind
C                                    F            C
Wanting to leave this place so bad I forget how I got here
           F        C     G7           C
Working my way back home  one row at a time
     F
It's a long old cotton road between here and Waco
                                              G7
Then three days of bumming to that California line
C                                    F                   C
And two more days of picking to that house just south of Fresno
           F        C     G7           C
Working my way back home  one row at a time
                         F                     C
Mississippi delta mud is caked in layers on my brogans
                                                  G7
Sunshine on the snow white cotton nearly makes me blind
C                          F                        C
I can almost see 'em now a home-folk running out to meet me
           F        C     G7           C
Working my way back home  one row at a time
           F        C     G7           C
Working my way back home  one row at a time

14679. One Short Year

One Short Year

Well it's all over town how you been runnin' round
You stay out every night till two or three
If you leave me here to cry good lord I don't know why
You ever made those sacred vows with me

   Can't you understand my dear I thought I made it clear
   I never thought it would end in one short year

Well I try to understand why you love another man
I try to understand but I don't
We had a life all planned you took another stand
Now I beg you to come back but you won't



Just a year ago today you vowed you would stay
You're empty words still torture my mind
Our love was meant to last you put it in the past
Do you think about the love you left behind

14680. One Sign

One Sign
Sim Redmond Band

I am a burning star you are a cool lake 
but I'm falling so hard I'm scared I might break

Chorus:
Just give me one sign please just this one time 
just give me one hope please just dont say no

I am a flying kite you are a warm breeze 
I'm at your mercy now you got me beggin baby please

14681. One Small Miracle

One Small Miracle - Bryan White
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

She's standing at the front door
With a suitcase in her hand
I'm staring down the hallway
Frozen where I stand
She says she doesn't love me anymore
Oh Lord what can I do?
It's gonna take a miracle to make us stay
That's why I'm asking you

So please don't you have a miracle just laying around
One small miracle nobody needs
Send it on down
I'll never make it through this night
Thinking she's with someone else
Please don't you have just one small miracle left

I know I haven't been a saint
And asking you for anything takes nerve
'Cause you've already blessed me with so much more in life than I deserve
But if you can make a blind man see
And change the water into wine
Then surely you can keep her from tearing out this ol' heart of mine



Please don't you have just one small miracle left

14682. One Step Ahead Of My Past - Chords

One Step Ahead Of My Past
Hank Locklin

Intro: A-E-A

A D A
The love that I've waited and longed for
 D A
Is here in my arms at last
 D A
But she doesn't know all about me
 E A
I'm just one step ahead of my past

A D A
Now I'm walking the old straight and narrow
 D A
But yesterday's coming up fast
 D A
Cause you can't keep people from talking
 E A
I'm just one step ahead of my past

A D
Cause when I played at love I made my mistakes
 A E A E
Where everyone could see
 A B
Now I'm wondering if she'll understand
 E
Is always haunting me

 A D A
Will the news break the heart of my darling
 D A
And close the door to my future at last
 D A
Till the day she knows all about me
 D A
I'm one step ahead of my past

14683. One Step Ahead Of The Blues

One Step Ahead of the Blues
Rhonda Vincent - One Step Ahead of the Blues



Sometimes I feel confident 
like I'm in control, 
Rolling out in Vegas 
and landing every roll. 
But lately I ain't winning 
it's snake eyes every time, 
I'm losing and I'm down 
to my last dime. 

(Chorus)

Now every day I hope and pray 
to make it through one more, 
As the winter wind rushes in 
and chills me to the core. 
I've lost so much that nothing 
is all I've got to lose, 
It's one day till tomorrow 
and one step ahead of the blues. 

Don't tell me that I'll be alright 
that's something you don't know, 
Or tell me not to be uptight 
or not to let it show. 
My confidence is sliding 
this I know is true, 
I'm barely just one step 
ahead of the blues. 

(Chorus 2x)

It's one day till tomorrow 
and one step ahead of the blues.

14684. One Step Closer

One Step Closer - String Cheese Incident

When the sunlight hits the top of the ridge
And the day is winding down
I'll be rolling on back to your arms
I'll be coming round
When the sun goes down

They say the darkest hour is right before the dawn
I've lived to find that is true
Somehow it don't seem so bad
Now that I found you
Now that I found you

One step closer
Love is coming into view



One step closer to heaven
One step closer to you

We went down to the river's edge
And walked along the sand
We lay down in its shadowy bed
The water rushed past our heads
I thought of something you said

That brought me back to the high mountain lake
In the West where I first met you
All around walls are coming down
But our love still stands true
Our love is still standing

One step closer
Love is coming into view
One step closer to heaven
One step closer to you

14685. One Step Closer To The Grave

The Gibson Brothers - One Step Closer to the Grave 

On a hillside in the suit I own
To say goodbye, now I'm left alone
The preacher's words are piercing through the haze
One step closer to the grave

Found my Bible in the back bedroom
Found the passage where the honey is ruined
Turn the pages to the words in red
On my knees beside the bed

One less heartbeat, one less breath
One less moment to prepare for death
To my sin I've been a slave, and it hits me
One step closer to the grave

My hair is gray and I have lost my glow
Youth is gone for me and now I know
Life is nothing if a man's not saved, we're all
One step closer to the grave

One less heartbeat, one less breath
One less moment to prepare for death
To my sin I've been a slave, and it hits me
One step closer to the grave



14686. One Step Forward

Desert Rose Band - One Step Forward

You held me up, held me down
Made me crazy, then you brought me around
Were my darkness and my light
You were my blindness and my sight

Were my shelter and my storm
Made me cold then you made me warm
You were my fever and my cure
Made me doubt then you made me sure

One step forward and two steps back
Nobody gets too far like that
One step forward and two steps back
This kind of dance can never last

You were my hope and my fears
You were my laughter and my tears
Were my destiny and my fate
Kept me movin', you made me wait

Were my weakness and my power
You were the thorn and the flower
You were my sunshine and the rain
Made me feel so good, brought so much pain

Now one step forward and two steps back
Nobody gets too far like that
One step forward and two steps back
This kind of dance can never last

And we were never really meant for each other
We were never really meant to last
In the years that we danced together
Each step forward we took two steps back
Each step forward we took two steps back

Now one step forward and two steps back
Nobody gets too far like that
One step forward and two steps back
This kind of dance can never last

One step forward and two steps back
Nobody gets too far like that
One step forward and two steps back
This kind of dance can never last

14687. One Step Over The Line



The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - One Step Over the Line

When I look into your eyes
See the world cut down to size
Baby don't apologize
Takin' me one step over the line

When I touch your secret skin
Babe I know it ain't no sin
I feel you startin' to give in
Now let's go one step over the line

I know it's just your daddy's car
Your daddy never went this far
Baby we know who we are
Let's go one step over the line

I can be your drivin' wheel
We could make those tires squeal
Ooo I like the way it feels
Takin' it one step over the line

One step forward and two steps back
It's for the first time baby
I'm talkin' cake walkin' into the black
A crossin' red line and I don't mean maybe

I hear they buried lover's lane
In a sea of tears and blame
It's you and me go up in flames
Baby, one step over the line

They're drawin' boxes on the ground
Just to make us look on down
All we gotta do is look around
And take it one step over the line

A one step over the line
Come on baby, one step over the line

14688. One Sure Honest Line

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - One Sure Honest Line

I made a living writing lover's dream words,
I found the notes to hang them on
I fround a way to play with the meaning of things
And I came up with a couple good songs.
And so I oughta have an easy answer,
I oughta have some pretty things to say,
But I haven't found the combination
That'll make you change your mind and wanna stay.

So I wish I had one sure honest line to say over and over again



Sung in tune and time to a melody pure
One clear everpresent pulse in the pocket
And I'm on the radio so you'll know that I am yours

Listen to the laughter of the children
She scratched on the back of a bill
As we climbed past the road to the schoolhouse
On the burnt crust browning pan hill
To where they don't take sad for an answer,
A place at the corner of your heart,
Where music meets with memories,
So you can recognize the feeling from the start

How I wish I had one sure honest line to say over and over again
Sung in tune and time to a melody pure
One clear everpresent pulse in the pocket?
I'm on the radio so you'll know that I am yours
They'll put us on the radio so you'll know that I am yours

14689. One Sweet Hello

Ernest Tubb 
One Sweet Hello

One sweet hello and one sad goodbye
Two empty arms and these lonely nights to cry
Together is was heaven but how quickly time did fly
With one sweet hello and one sad goodbye

These precious mem'ries linger on
Haunting my mind since you're gone
These little things between us that really have no ties
Are all we had together and all we realize

Was one sweet hello and one sad goodbye
Two empty arms and these lonely nights to cry
Together is was heaven but how quickly time did fly
With one sweet hello and one sad goodbye

14690. One Tear

Osborne Brothers - One Tear 
501 Central - Dan Tyminski

One tear won't make a heart break
One tear won't make a heart ache
If the tear I shed today is all I'll have to pay
One tear is all I've cried for you.



I thought I'd never live without the tender love we shared
But absence only showed my heart I'll never really care
I'm glad that it's all over now I'm glad that we are through
One tear is all I've cried for you.

One tear won't make a heart break
One tear won't make a heart ache
If the tear I shed today is all I'll have to pay
One tear is all I've cried for you.

--- Instrumental ---

I'll live a happy life again and have my dreams come true
My heart will bounce right back again and never think of you
Then when you'll come asking me to take you back again
One tear is all I'll cry for you.

One tear won't make a heart break
One tear won't make a heart ache
If the tear I shed today is all I'll have to pay
One tear is all I've cried for you.

--- Instrumental ---

One tear won't make a heart break
One tear won't make a heart ache
If the tear I shed today is all I'll have to pay
One tear is all I've cried for you...

14691. One Teardrop And One Step Away

One Teardrop and One Step Away
Recorded by Don Reno and Red Smiley
Written by Hender Saul

G7 C
I was one teardrop and one step away

 G7
I saw you last night through the tears in my eyes
 C
The dance floor was covered and I realized
 G7
The fun you were having as you danced by my way
 C
I was one teardrop and one step away

 G7
Just one teardrop and one step away
 C
My heart will be broken till my dying day
 G7
Your eyes told the story of the price I must pay



 C
While I was one teardrop and one step away

 G7
I know I will miss you and my heart will never mend
 C
If I can't be your sweetheart can I still be your friend
 G7
Of you I'll be thinking every single day
 C
While I am one teardrop and one step away

Repeat #2

14692. One That Got Away

Desert Rose Band - One That Got Away

One that got away came and tracked me down
What she had in mind, one for finer times
She always used to move me that way
She said
"What I'm looking to do is get my hands on you
And I'd be livin' a lie to say that I
Have the feelin' too"

That's why I'm sighin' in the night
Her dancing eyes laughin' so bright
And if she gets away from me again
I'll miss her till the end, if I'm right
I should go home tonight

Living in a lonesome town
She married late and settled down
I raised a family, found security
We loved what we call our own

I used to call her mine
We were so young and so fine
But do I want to stop two life-long broken hearts
And come together one last time

That's why I'm sighin' in the night
Her dancing eyes laughin' so bright
And if she gets away from me again
I'll miss her till the end, if I'm right
I should go home tonight

Hold you tonight and I throw my life away
Kids and a wife for the touch of yeterday

That's why I'm sighin' in the night
Her dancing eyes laughin' so bright



And if she gets away from me again
I'll miss her till the end, if I'm right
I should go home tonight 
I should go home tonight 
I should go home tonight 
I should go home tonight

14693. One Thing

Emmylou Harris
One Thing

[Verse 1]
Something wrong's goin' on today
People with nothing getting thrown away
Too much blood spilled by diseased minds
Filled with fear, yeah they're all filled with fear
So many broken faces
Everywhere I look
Killing of spirits people hold the power
Lights in their eyes have been
Turned off for so long

[Verse 2]
Everybody, everybody's tryin' to make a dollar
Made marvin scream
Made him wanna holler
This ain't livin'
It's just surviving
Don't you know, this ain't livin'
It's just surviving

[Chorus]
One thing I know for sure is that
Something just ain't right
One thing I know for sure is that
Something just ain't right
[Verse 3]
That man with no home
Was once a baby
A little baby
That lady with no home
Can't remember
How she got there

[Chorus]
One thing I know for sure is that
Something just ain't right
One thing I know for sure is that
Something just ain't right
One thing I know for sure is that
Something just ain't right
One thing I know for sure is that



Something just ain't right

[Outro]
So afraid of what you can't understand
Try harder to comprehend
Feelings of guilt keep pouring down
Deny deny it will eat you up inside

14694. One Thousand Miles - Chords

One Thousand Miles
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C
Runway four flight 209 
                                F
Teardrop falls when we start to climb
C                         G7
Window seat proved a poor choice 
F                              C
It shows the dream that's been destroyed
A little baby starts to cry 
                           F
Hey I would too if not for pride
         C                  G7
I owe so much to pride it's true 
   F                        C
It brought an end to me and you
                    F
If I could I'd turn around 
                        C
Put my feet back on the ground
                              G7
All this plane ride holds for me 
F                          C
Is a thousand miles of misery
I hear the engines watch the clouds 
                                   F
The whole damn world looks distant now
            C              G7
But I can't seem to put no space 
F                                    C
Between my cold heart and your sweet face
Across the aisle they're holdin' hands 
                            F
Revealing brand new wedding bands
              C                 G7
But our sweet gold it's gone to rust  
F                         C
Now my life has turned to dust
Repeat #3
 
                              G7



All this plane ride holds for me 
F                          C
Is a thousand miles of misery

14695. One Tin Soldier

Skeeter Davis - One tin soldier
Composer: Dennis Lambert - Brian Potter

Listen children to a story that was written long ago
'Bout a kingdom on a mountain and the valley down below
On the mountain was a treasure buried deep beneath a stone
And the valley people swore they'd have it for their very own.

Go ahead and hate your neighbor, go ahead and cheat a friend
Do it in the name of heaven you can justify it in the end
There won't be any trumpets blowing come the judgement day
On the bloody morning after ooh ooh one tin soldier rides away.

So the people of the valley sent a message up the hill
Asking for the buried treasure tons of gold for which they'd kill
Come an answer from the kingdom with our brothers we will share
All the secrets of our mountain all the riches buried there.

Now the valley cried with anger mount your horses draw your sword
And they killed the mountain people so they won their just reward
Now they stood beside the treasure and the mountain dark and red
Turned the stone and looked beneath it Peace on Earth was all it said.

Go ahead and hate your neighbor, go ahead and cheat a friend
Do it in the name of heaven you can justify it in the end
There won't be any trumpets blowing come the judgement day
On the bloody morning after ooh ooh one tin soldier rides away.

Go ahead and hate your neighbor, go ahead and cheat a friend
Do it in the name of heaven you can justify it in the end
There won't be any trumpets blowing come the judgement day
On the bloody morning after ooh ooh one tin soldier rides away

14696. One To Ten

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
One To Ten

If I had counted one two three before I made you cry
If I had counted four and five and made another try
If we had counted six seven eight and made a brand new start
If we had counted nine and ten we wouldn't be apart



One, two, three, come back to me and let bygones go by
Four and five, I know that I've been a foolish guy
Six, seven, eight, give me a date and I'll be as good as pie
Nine and ten, kiss me again, who wants to say goodbye

If I had counted one two three before I walked away
If I had counted four and five well I'd whispered darling stay
If we had counted six seven eight and turned on all our charms
If we had counted nine and ten we'd be in each other's arms

One, two, three, come back to me and let bygones go by
Four and five, I know that I've been a foolish guy
Six, seven, eight, give me a date and I'll be as good as pie
Nine and ten, kiss me again, who wants to say goodbye

One to ten, kiss me again, who wants to say goodbye

14697. One Toke Over The Line - Chords

One Toke Over The Line
Brewer & Shipley

Chorus:
One toke over the line, sweet Jesus, one toke over the line
Sittin' downtown in a railway station, one toke over the line
Waitin' for the train that goes home, sweet Mary
Hoping that the train is on time
Sittin' downtown in a railway station, one toke over the line

/ C - - - F - C - / C C/B Am D9 F G C - / :

Who do you love, I hope it's me
I've been changing, as you can plainly see
I felt the joy and I learned about the pain that my mama said
If I should choose to make it part of me
Would surely strike me dead

/ C - - - F - C - / C - D9 - F - G - / C - - - F - C - /
/ C Am D9 F G7 - C - /

And now I'm
Chorus

I sail away, a country mile
And now I'm returning, and showing off my smile
I met all the girls and I loved myself a few, and to my surprise
Like everything else that I've been through
They opened up my eyes, and now I'm

Chorus



14698. One Too Many Mornings

One Too Many Mornings
The Avett Brothers
Flatt & Scruggs

Down the street the dogs are barkin'
And the day is a-gettin' dark.
As the night comes in a-fallin',
The dogs 'll lose their bark.
An' the silent night will shatter
From the sounds inside my mind,
For I'm one too many mornings
And a thousand miles behind.

From the crossroads of my doorstep,
My eyes they start to fade,
As I turn my head back to the room
Where my love and I have laid.
An' I gaze back to the street,
The sidewalk and the sign,
And I'm one too many mornings
An' a thousand miles behind.

It's a restless hungry feeling
That don't mean no one no good,
When ev'rything I'm a-sayin'
You can say it just as good.
You're right from your side,
I'm right from mine.
We're both just one too many mornings
An' a thousand miles behind.

14699. One Town At A Time

Pokey LaFarge - One Town at a Time

Kentucky in the spring time, summer time in Tennessee
When it gets cold, I'm gonna hit the road down to New Orleans
Maybe hub it down to Texas too, where it's warm the whole year through
When the winter's gone, I'm moving on to somewhere new

Of travelling I've always enjoyed, I kept rambling to stay employed
And when I quit school, my mama said you fool, you're just a boy
But now she's changed her tune, cause I've been everywhere except the moon
And I'm sure proud that she don't doubt that I'll be there soon

Chorus:
Living life one town at a time, with help from these friends of mine



Cause they know that I'll travel these back roads  til the day that I die
With them I'll be just fine, on this road I don't mind dyin'
Well I can't have it all, but I'm having a ball one town at a time

Give me a van or a passenger train, I'll cross the ocean in a big airplane
In any style, I'm making miles just the same
Yes I gotta see what's around the bend, there ain't nothin' but time to spend
Soon as I'm gone, it won't take long till I'm back again

Chorus

Bridge:
To all the people back home today, working hard for honest pay
I can't say enough, cause it sure is tough living that way
But this travelling life of mine, I'm leading one town at a time
So down the road here I go, I don't mind
Chorus

14700. One Track Mind

One Track Mind

They say I got a one track mind and I'll admit it's true
So many women on my mind I got no time for you
There's a different sweetie every night I'm a workin' overtime
Can't concentrate on nothin' else I got a one track mind

   One track mind all the time
   Don't like you chasin' after me I'm a leavin' you behind
   Yonder lies a greener grass so don't expect me back
   They say I've got a one track mind and I'm on the right track

Well I'm not hard to satisfy but you gotta treat me right
I just want a different girl each day and three or four each night
Don't make me lose my temper I don't want to be unkind
Don't think that you can tie me down I got a one track mind

I think it's time to call an end to our little episode
I been tied down a bit too long it's time to hit the road
A rollin' stone won't rest alone that's what I always find
Don't blame me don't blame yourself blame that one track mind

14701. One True

One True
Uncle Earl

Is that how I lost you?
Love, I lost my one true.



Every place I wanted to go, been there.
Everything I had I had enough to share.
Never worried, only wondered what to wear
Every place I wanted to go, been there.

Chorus

If I ever cried, I knew it wouldn't last.
Candy bars I split, I got the big half.
Knew I had strong legs and I could run fast.
If I ever cried, I knew it wouldn't last.

Chorus

I lived up on the mountain and the view was long.
Knew the band would always play my favorite song.
Crowd of strangers, I knew just how to belong.
Lived up on the mountain and the view was long.

Chorus

Every place I wanted to go, been there.
Everything I had I had enough to share.
Never worried, only wondered what to wear
Every place I wanted to go, been there.

Chorus

14702. One Way

One Way
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I called up that old friend of mine
Just to ask her how she's doin'
She must've changed her number
I guess it's for the best

[Chorus]
Ain't funny how it used to be
It used to be so right
All the world was a slow kiss and a fast car on a Friday night
Everything that's on a memory gets lost on yesterday
And time is a river
It only runs one way

[Verse 2]
She was my first everything
Oh and even then I knew it
I guess I always thought
That she'd come back around



[Chorus]
Ain't funny how it used to be
It used to be so right
All the world was a slow kiss and a fast car on a Friday night
Everything that's on a memory gets lost on yesterday
And time is a river
It only runs one way

[Bridge]
Everybody knows things change
But they don't want it to
Nobody wants it to
I don't want it to

[Chorus]
Ain't funny how it used to be
It used to be so right
All the world was a slow kiss and a fast car on a Friday night
Everything that's on a memory gets lost on yesterday
And time is a river
It only runs one way
It only runs one way
It only runs one way
I called up that old friend of mine
Just to ask her how she's doin'

14703. One Way

One Way - Acoustic Syndicate

What good words have I
Have I for you
Time after time
Unto the faire
Why should I care
Why should you be
So close to me

Pictures on the wall
Framed in honesty
Frames from a world
I could not see
I could not be
Likely to know
Which way to go

One way will show
One way we'²ll know
One day will show
One day we'll know
The one way
One way



Pictures on the wall
Framed in honesty
Frames from a world
I could not see
I could not be
Likely to know
Which way to go

One way will show
One way we'²ll know
One day will show
One day we'll know
The one way
One way

14704. One Way Out

One Way Out
Rob Ickes & Trey Hensley

[Chorus]
One way out baby
Lord, I just can't go out the door
Ain't but one way out baby
Lord, I just can't go out the door
Cause there's a man down there
Might be your man I don't know

[Verse 1]
Lord you got me trapped a woman, on the second floor
If I get by this time I won't be trapped no more
So raise your window baby
Well, I'm gonna ease out soft and slow
And no, your neighbors, no they won't be
Talking that stuff that they don't know

[Verse 2]
I'm foolish to be here in the first place
I know some man gonna walk in and take my place
There ain't no way in the world
That I'm going out that front door
Cause there's a man down there
Might be your man, I don't know

[Chorus]
One way out baby
Lord, I just can't go out the door
Ain't but one way out baby
Lord, I just can't go out the door
Cause there's a man down there
Might be your man I don't know



[Chorus]
Lord, there's a man down there
Might be your man I don't know
Well, he might be your man
Lord, baby, I just don't know

14705. One Way Out

Balsam Range - One Way Out 

Chorus
Ain't but one way out babe, but I just can't go out the door
There ain't but one way out baby, but I just can't go out the door
'Cause there's a man down there, might be your man, I don't know

Verse 1
Lord, you got me trapped here, woman, on the second floor
I get out this time, I won't be stuck no more
Raise the window pane, I can ease out soft and slow
Lord, your neighbors won't be talkin' that stuff that they don't know

Verse 2
Yeah, I'm foolish to be here, in the first place
I know some man will come and take my place
There ain't no way in the world I'm goin' out that front door
'Cause there's a man down there, might be your man, I don't know

14706. One Way Rider

Ricky Skaggs - One Way Rider
Seldom Scene

Now you're off and runnin' run just like you're scared
Run just like a grey dog run just like a deer
Something in the bushes starin' out at you
Starin' at your feelings feelin' like you do

One way rider, one way down the road
Baby I'm right beside you everywhere you go

Once upon a victim circumstance is due
Tend to take a hold on everything you do
First we follow losers next we follow fools
Now we follow footsteps sneakin' upon you

One way rider, one way down the road
Baby I'm right beside you everywhere you go

Lovers save your secrets trust not into fools



Don't go look for trouble it will come to you
Like some long lost passage fly in broken lines
Here in the fleetin' moment really gone this time

One way rider, one way down the road
Baby I'm right beside you everywhere you go

Yeah, I'm a one way rider, one way down the road
Baby I'm right beside you everywhere you go

14707. One Way Road

John Butler - One Way Road

They come, they take
It's never enough because they can't relate
To the real world
They're thinking that the oyster is just for the pearl
They start those wars
They want to own the land, sea, and all the stars
And right those wrongs
They're changing history with their poison forked tongues
Alright, who's they?
'A' maybe it's the government of today
Or 'B' for the 'big businessman' who thinks the whole world, yeah,  revolves around him
Or 'C' for the 'corrupt official', for 'A' and 'B' he be the man in the middle
Or 'D' for 'discoverer', for Cook and Columbus and the pirate plunderer
Doesn't mean I ain't gonna fight now
Just because I don't got a gun
The lyrical is heavier than lead and
This guitar is my cannon
Just like Martin and Mahatma
I'm gonna love, I'm gonna overcome
Or maybe it's 'E' for 'all of the above'
But I don't want to be
Wrong way going down a one way road
Wrong way going down a one way road
Wrong way going down a one way road
Gonna turn it all around, gonna back it on up
Wrong way going down a one way road
Wrong way going down a one way road
Wrong way going down a one way road
Gonna turn it all around, gonna back it on up
These men, who they say we should follow
But we can't follow men if their hearts are hollow and
Mmmm yes, how can we respect puppet regimes that we do not elect?
Straight up, straight up, straight up like Pinocchio
And every time they lie, man, the fire just grows so
Now's time to be part of the solution
Raise your fist if you believe in revolution
Doesn't mean I ain't gonna fight now
Just because I don't got a gun
The lyrical is heavier than lead and



This guitar is my cannon
Just like Martin and Mahatma
I'm gonna love, I'm gonna overcome
Or maybe it's 'E' for 'all of the above'
But I don't want to be
Living in a pantomime
Living in a fantasy, oh
I don't wanna be, don't wanna be
I don't wanna be, don't wanna be, no
Living in a pantomime
Living in a fantasy, oh
I don't wanna be, don't wanna be
I don't wanna be, don't wanna be, no
Wrong way going down a one way road
Wrong way going down a one way road
Wrong way going down a one way road
Gonna turn it all around, gonna back it on up
Wrong way going down a one way road
Wrong way going down a one way road
Wrong way going down a one way road
Gonna turn it all around, gonna back it on up

14708. One Way Street

Tim O'Brien - One Way Street
New Grass Revival

You're leadin' me down a one way, a one way 
You're leadin' me down a one way street 
Is it a game that you play, that you play 
Here I've been thinkin' that you're so sweet 

I do the givin' and you take 
All of my lovin' and you make 
Promises that you don't keep 
Baby the price is too steep 
You're leadin' me down a one way, a one way 
You're leadin' me down a one way street 

You've been paintin' a picture, it's a picture 
Maybe it's pretty but it's not real 
You better start lookin' elsewhere, lookin' elsewhere 
Go find another heart you can steal 
You got my wheels a turnin', setting my heart to burnin' 
You never wanted a steady, you just wanted one that was ready 
For you to lead down a one way, a one way 
You're leadin' me down a one way street 

(Repeat first four lines) 

Maybe it won't be too long, you'll be singing the same song 
You'll be poundin' the pavement, wonderin' which way that I went 



You're leadin' me down a one way, a one way 
You're leadin' me down a one way street

14709. One Way Ticket To The Blues

One Way Ticket to the Blues
James King

Once I thought your love I'd win
But your old flame showed up in town again
Now I know your love I lose
I've got a one way ticket to the blues

I've got a one way ticket to the world that's full of tears
All my dreams and hopes are gone we built up through the years
Seems I can't win I always lose
I've got a one way ticket to the blues

[ fiddle - steel ]
I've tried to find somebody new
But in my heart there's only room for you
You gave me something I can't lose
I've got a one way ticket to the blues

I've got a one way ticket...

14710. One Way Track

One Way Track 
Golding & Skaggs - Chesapeake

CHORUS: 
My heart's breaking,  Lord it's taking 
Me on a one way trip going down the track 
My soul is burning, wheels are turning 
Hey Mister Engineer, bring my baby back 
 
VERSE: 
Headin' down this one way track 
One ways don't come back 
They just keep goin' on and on 
I don't know what I've done 
Must a had too much fun 
Lord I hate to see her go



14711. One Way Track

One Way Track
Boone Creek

Oh, the days are dark and the nights are lonely.
Since you left me all alone.
I love you so, my little darlin';
I worry so, since you've been gone.

Sweetheart of mine, can't you hear me callin'?
A million times: "I love you best."
I mistreated you, Lord, an' I'm sorry.
Come back to me is my request.

Instrumental break.

I remember, dear, the night we parted.
A big mistake is what caused it all.
If you come back, sunshine will follow;
To stay away, would be my fall.

Sweetheart of mine, can't you hear me callin'?
A million times: "I love you best."
I mistreated you, Lord, an' I'm sorry.
Come back to me is my request.

Instrumental break.

Sweetheart of mine, can't you hear me callin'?
A million times: "I love you best."
I mistreated you, Lord, an' I'm sorry.
Come back to me is my request.

14712. One Wide River To Cross

One Wide River to Cross.
Words and Music By: Unknown.
Country Gentlemen

Old Noah built himself an ark,
There's one wide river to cross!
He built it out of hickory bark,
There's one wide river to cross!
There's one wide river,
And that wide river is Jordan,
There's one wide river,
There's one wide river to cross.

The animals went in one by one,
There's one wide river to cross!
The elephant, who weighed a ton,
There's one wide river to cross!



There's one wide river,
And that wide river is Jordan,
There's one wide river,
There's one wide river to cross.

The animals went in two by two,
There's one wide river to cross!
The donkey and the kangaroo,
There's one wide river to cross!
There's one wide river,
And that wide river is Jordan,
There's one wide river,
There's one wide river to cross.

The animals went in three by three,
There's one wide river to cross!
The hippo and a mouse and flea,
There's one wide river to cross!
There's one wide river,
And that wide river is Jordan,
There's one wide river,
There's one wide river to cross.

The animals went in four by four,
There's one wide river to cross!
You should have heard the lions roar,
There's one wide river to cross!
There's one wide river,
And that wide river is Jordan,
There's one wide river,
There's one wide river to cross.

The animals went in five by five,
There's one wide river to cross!
The bumblebee, he brought his hive,
There's one wide river to cross!
There's one wide river,
And that wide river is Jordan,
There's one wide river,
There's one wide river to cross.

When Noah found he had no sail,
There's one wide river to cross!
He made one from his old coat tail,
There's one wide river to cross!
There's one wide river,
And that wide river is Jordan,
There's one wide river,
There's one wide river to cross.

And as they talked of this and that,
There's one wide river to cross!
The ark it bumped on Arrarat,
There's one wide river to cross!
There's one wide river,
And that wide river is Jordan,
There's one wide river,



There's one wide river to cross.

14713. One Wind Blows

Glen Phillips - One Wind Blows

Wouldn't know any more than home
And couldn't see much further
And light won't help
A wound untended grows
And never heals
Standing face to east
Waiting for an answer
But the only sound is desert wind
And when the wind was cold
Bundled up and packed away we shiver still
Finding more than one wind blows
I couldn't sleep
Something kept me still and wide awake
And gnawing at my breast
Something I don't know
I couldn't shake it
Laying face to wall
Plaster tells me nothing
But I sense a movement somewhere else
And 'though it's far away
Bundled up in safety here I shiver still
Finding more than one wind blows
He walked alone
Facing wind and snow
Moving slowly
He staggers, moves again
Somehow stronger now
The wind won't touch him

14714. One Woman Man

One Woman Man
Josh Turner - One Woman Man

If you told me that you love me
I would feel so proud
If you'd let me hold you honey
I'd holler out loud
I'll never love another even if I can
Oh, come to me baby, I'm a one woman man

Chorus:
Won't you let me, baby



Just a kind of hang around
I'll always love you honey
And I'll never let you down
I'll never love another
Even if I can
Well, come to me baby
I'm a one woman man

I'd climb the highest mountain
If it reached up to the sky
To prove that I love you
I'd jump off and fly
I'd even swim the ocean
From shore to shore
To prove that I love you
A little bit more

Repeat Chorus

If you told me that you love me
I would feel so proud
If you'd let me hold you honey
I'd holler out loud
I'll never love another even if I can
Oh, come to me baby, I'm a one woman man

Repeat Chorus

Come to me baby
I'm a one woman man

14715. One You Lean On

One You Lean On 
Dan Tyminski
 
There's aman who lives to be faithful and true 
He stands in love's purest light 
Take his hand, as you walk 
Through the joy and the pain 
The one who is loved, will be love to you 
 
I know life gets harder the farther we go 
'Cause our hopes and dreams tend to fade 
In the light of hope, from a far away land 
The voice who is loved, softly calls to me 
 
CHORUS: 
I'll be with you when all others turn away 
I'll be with you
Though the heart seems to say
Sorrow breaks me
And I can't see the light of day 



And I'll be the one you lean on 
 
When sorrow breaks you
And you can't see the light of day 
Then I'll be the one you lean on

14716. Oneida

Tyler Childers - Oneida

[Verse 1]
Back before birthdays were something she dreads
Back before children had settled her friends
Back when the radio spoke to her heart
Oh girls, they wanna have fun

[Verse 2]
I lay here awake and I laugh at her jokes
She is referencing movies I'm too young to know
And I'm letting her lead as we dance in the dark
Oh girl, I'm falling in love

[Chorus]
Oneida, I know that I'm younger than most
But I'm willing if you've got the time
To buy us some wine
I've played my guitar
I've been workin' on learning that song you've been dying to sing
About weddings and rings
I'll strum in the back
And come in where I can harmonize on a line or two
But this song's all you

[Verse 3]
Pleading my case with the bro at the door
Buddy, I know we've been through this before
You can't let me go in but if I wait outside
Will you give her a message for me?

[Chorus]
Tell her, "Oneida, I know that I'm younger than most
But I'm willing if you've got the time
To buy us some wine
I'll bring my guitar
I've been workin' on learning that song you've been dying to sing
About weddings and rings
I'll strum in the back
And come in where I can harmonize on a line or two
But this song's all you"



14717. Only A Matter Of Time

Only A Matter Of Time

There's no use in denying the tears you've been crying
Tell me have you made up your mind?
It seems all I can do is bring trouble to you
It was only a matter of time.

   Now that you're leaving me darling
   How slowly the hours pass me by
   Thought I could love you forever
   But it was only a matter of time.

Had I known from the start I'd only break your heart
Well darling I would have set you free
But a love that is wrong can only last so long
Before it fades to memory.

14718. Only A Northern Song

Only a Northern Song
The Beatles - Yonder Mountain String Band

[Verse 1]
If you're listening to this song
You may think the chords are going wrong
But they're not
We just wrote it like that

[Verse 2]
When you're listening late at night
You may think the band are not quite right
But they are
They just play it like that

[Chorus 1]
It doesn't really matter what chords I play
What words I say or time of day it is
As it's only a Northern song

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus 2]
It doesn't really matter what clothes I wear
Or how I fare or if my hair is brown
When it's only a Northern song

[Verse 3]
If you think the harmony
Is a little dark and out of key
You're correct
There's nobody there



And I told you there's no one there

14719. Only A Phone Call Away

Only a Phone Call Away 
Bill Emerson

I'll hold you close for the last time tonight 
Tomorrow darlin' you'll be gone 
So let's make the most of the time remaining 
We've still got from now until dawn 
 
I hope you will find all the things that you're wanting 
And your blue sky will never turn gray 
If he hurts you at all, or makes one teardrop fall 
I'm only a phone call away 
 
CHORUS: 
Don't ever think that I'll ever forget you 
My love will grow stronger each day 
I won't be far away from your arms if you need me 
I'm only a phone call away 
 
No doubt there'll be times, when his love will be warm 
But there will be times when it's cold 
Maybe he'll love you while you're young and pretty 
But honey I will love you when you're old 
 
I'm only a phone call away

14720. Only A Thought Away

Blue Highway - Only A Thought Away 

When it feels this world is closing in and no one really seems to care.
That's when I close my eyes and to my surprise I smell the perfume in your hair.
I thought I had known other loves in my life but that was before I met you.
Now I have no doubt what love is about you made all my dreams come true.

No matter how many miles between us,
or how long I have to stay.
No matter how far I am from you,

You're only a thought away.

Often times I fail to tell you, just how important you are in my life.
You're so much more than one person to me,
You're my friend, you're my lover, my wife.
Please don't think I take you for granted, if I forget to tell you how much I care.



Like a ship set adrift on an ocean of darkness, I'd be lost if you weren't there.

No matter how many miles between us,
or how long I have to stay.
No matter how far I am from you,

You're only a thought away.

No matter how many miles between us,
or how long I have to stay.
No matter how far I am from you,

You're only a thought away.

14721. Only A Woman's Heart

Emmylou Harris - Only a Woman's Heart

[Chorus]
My heart is low
my heart is so low
As only a woman's heart can be

As only a woman's
as only a woman's
As only a woman's heart can know

The tears that drip
From my bewildered eyes
Taste of bitter sweet romance
You're still in my hopes
You're still on my mind
And even though I manage on my own

[Chorus]

My heart is low
my heart is so low
As only a woman's heart can be

As only a woman's
as only a woman's
As only a woman's heart can know

When restless eyes
Reveal my troubled soul
And memories flood my weary heart

I mourn for my dreams
I mourn for my wasted love
And while I know that I'll survive alone

[Chorus]



My heart is low
my heart is so low
As only a woman's heart can be
As only a woman's
as only a woman's
As only a woman's heart can know

My heart is low
my heart is so low
As only a woman's heart can be
As only a woman's
as only a woman's
As only a woman's heart can know

14722. Only Blood

Only Blood
Chris Stapleton

[Verse]
She was lost and feelin' lonely, not knowin' what to do
Lookin' for salvation from the backslider pew
The preacher's words brought comfort, and he made her believe
Only blood can set you free
Preacher was a young man, barely twenty-nine
When the seed of love was planted there in that receiving line
Before too long they took their vows and became a family
Only blood can set you free

[Chorus]
Only blood is strong enough to wash away your sins
Only blood is strong enough to change the way you've been
Between Jesus and the Devil there's a path for you and me
Only blood can set you free

[Verse]
He put that inscription inside her wedding band
And soon she came to know him like the back of his hand
She clung to her Bible and got down on her knees
Only blood can set you free

[Chorus]
Only blood is strong enough to wash away your sins
Only blood is strong enough to change the way you've been
Between Jesus and the Devil there's a path for you and me
Only blood can set you free

[Verse]
He came home one evenin' and much to his surprise
He was greeted with a pistol and a fire in her black eyes
She said, I've talked to Jesus and he's been tellin' me
Only blood can set me free



[Chorus]
Only blood is strong enough to wash away your sins
Only blood is strong enough to change the way you've been
Between Jesus and the Devil there's a path for you and me
Only blood can set you free
Only blood can set you free
Penitence, penitence, penitence

14723. Only Daddy That'll Walk The Line

Ricky Skaggs - Only Daddy That'll Walk The Line

Everybody knows you've been steppin on my toes
And I'm gettin' pretty tired of it
You keep'a steppin out of line and'a messin' with my mind
If you had any sense you'd quit.

'Cause ever since you were a little bitty teeny girl
Said I was the only man in this whole world
Now you better do some thinkin' and then you'll find
You got the only daddy that'll walk the line.

I keep'a workin' everyday all you wanna do is play
I'm tired of stayin' out all night
I'm comin' unglued from your funny little moods
Now honey, baby that ain't right.

'Cause ever since you were a little bitty teeny girl
Said I was the only man in this whole world
Now you better do some thinkin' and then you'll find
You got the only daddy that'll walk the line.

You keep'a-packin' up my clothes nearly ev'rybody knows
That you're still just'a puttin' me on
When I start walkin' then I hear you start squawkin'
And a Beggin' me to come back home.

'Cause ever since you were a little bitty teen girl
Said I was the only man in this whole world
Now you better do some thinkin' and then you'll find
You got the only daddy that'll walk the line.

You got the only daddy that'll walk the line

14724. Only Girl I Ever Cared About, The

Only Girl I Ever Cared About, The



There's a town not far from here
Lived a maiden sweet and fair
And a lad that loved her better than his life
He was pleading every way
Just to have her name the day
That he might claim her for his little wife

When on the streets they meet
A question he'd repeat
She would laugh and turn her little face away
Till he saw with grief and pain
That his pleadings were in vain
In a jealous rage she softly heard him say

   You are the only girl I ever cared about
   You are the one I love and cannot live without
   Won't you brighten up my life
   Come and be my little wife
   You are the only girl I ever cared about

She never seen his face no more
Till one day he passed her door
Another girl was walking by his side
They seemed so bright and gay
As they strolled along the way
In a jealous rage she turned away and cried,

He has gone beyond recall
And I love him after all!
When she met the couple on the street next day
He called on her to wait
Introduced his cousin, Kate
Now she's happy 'cause she softly heard him say

14725. Only Heaven Knows - Chords

Only Heaven Knows 
Kathy Mattea

Intro: G-Em-F-D-G-Em-F
1st Verse
 
(G) Why ask (Em) why
Show (F)yourself some mercy(Am)
(G) Don't be (Em)shy
You don't (C add D) to look away
(G) It's al- (Em)right
You don't (F) have to know the (D)answers
In your (Am7) heart you'll (Bm7) know you'll do
The very(C add D) best you can (D)
 
Chorus
 



(D/F#) Sail away (G) tonight
On the (C) ocean of for- (D_-giveness
(G) We do not (Em)decide
Which (Am) way the wind will (D)  blow
(D/F#) Baby, close your (G)eyes
And (Am7) let go of (Bm7) tomorrow
Some (C add D)things in life
Only (D) Heaven (G) knows
G-Em- F-D, then to Verse 2
 
2nd Verse
 
(G)Face the (Em)sky
The (F)  light will never hurt (Am)you
(G) Live your (Em) life
You don't(C add D) have to be a-(D) fraid
(G) Hear the (Em) sighs
Of (F) those who truly (D)love you
There's (Am7) nothing you could (Bm7) ever do
To (C add D) make us turn a(D) way
 
(Repeat Chorus) then to Bridge
 
 
 
Bridge
 
(G-Em-Am) Hush, my (C) baby
(G) Don't (Em)you (C)cry
(D) Say (Bm) a  (Em) prayer to Heaven
(D) Everything will be al- (G) right
 
(Repeat Chorus)
 
(Em) Some things in (Am) life
Only (D) Heaven (G) knows
Fade out with repeats: G-Em - C
 
Originally in Key of Ab. Capo on first fret  to play in Key of G
 
(C add D): X32020
Alternate to Bm7: X20230

14726. Only Human

Rodney Crowell - Only Human

If I was stoned and on my own
Maybe I could take it when you leave me all alone
But you know I'm only human and it hurts me when you're gone
If my heart was like a diamond just as cold as ice
When I see you with another, you know I might not be surprised
But you know I'm only human and I've got to pay the price



Oh the blue sky reminds me of the place you put me in
You know I'm only human time and time again
If I could make it any better, I would be no matter what
I'd stay inside and lonely suffer and give up everything I've got
But you know I'm only human and you treat me like I'm not
Oh the blue sky reminds me of the place you put me in
You know I'm only human time and time again
If I could make it any better, I would be no matter what
I'd stay inside and lonely suffer and give up everything I've got
But you know I'm only human and you treat me like I'm not
Yea, you know I'm only human and you treat me like I'm not
Yea, you know I'm only human and you treat me like I'm not

14727. Only Me

Rhonda Vincent
Only Me

(feat. Willie Nelson)

[Verse 1]
The smoke is thick, the lights are dim
The music's way too loud
But through the haze, I see a face
That stands out through the crowd
Those lips, those eyes, they hypnotize
Like none I've ever seen
Though I know you can pick and choose
I hope you'll pick me, only me

[Chorus]
I'm the one who always loved you
Hang the moon and stars above you
I'd do anything it takes to make you mine
There's no place I wouldn't go
I'd swim the Gulf of Mexico
Say, see, see only me

[Instrumental]

[Verse 2]
A smile and dance, a passing glance
I was caught up in your spell
I won't waste your time, on warnin' lines
That you know won't do well
I must confide, I'd be obliged
If you would only see
That we were meant to be together
We can make it last together
I hope you'll pick me, only me

[Chorus]



[Instrumental]

[Chorus]

[Outro]
Say, see, see only me

14728. Only My Heart

Only My Heart
John Pennell
Sierra Hull 

I used to think if I could live life over
A million things I would change if I knew
That I would start with a heart much older
Older and wiser than when I knew you

Second chances don't happen you told me
They don't come around when you play
If only my heart would have made me believe you
If only me heart would have showed me the way

Only my heart can explain
Why I left your love without knowing the pain
Only my heart is to blame
For these bitter tears I cry would not be falling tonight

Only my heart can explain
Why I left your love without knowing the pain
Only my heart is to blame
For these bitter tears I cry would not be falling tonight

But here I stand looking over my shoulder
Here I stand without the love I once knew
With no plan though my heart has grown older
Older and wiser than when I knew you

14729. Only On The Brightside

Only on the Brightside
Hackensaw Boys - Only on the Brightside

[Verse 1]
Not today
I will not sing a sad song
Not today
I will not sing a sad line
But to sway



Only on the brightside
Not today
A hummingbird tear I'll cry
Not today
I will not stay locked here inside
But to sway
Only on the brightside

[Refrain]
And the one thing that I wish I would've said
As we laid there on your great-grandmother's bed
Was, "Hold me tight
Hold me tight a little bit longer
If you think you might"

[Verse 2]
All today
I found myself a new feel
All today
I made myself this one deal
Come on, man, stay
Only on the brightside
All today
The little things around me
All today
The beauty I let find me
Now I will stay
Only on the brightside

[Refrain]
And the one thing that I wish I would've said
As we laid there on your great-grandmother's bed
Was, "Hold me tight
Hold me tight a little bit longer
I hope you might"

14730. Only One

The Dustbowl Revival - Only One 

mmmm, mmmm
mmmm, mmmm

my guess that I was always yours
I just didn't know it, honey
even when we're sleeping on the kitchen floor
at your buddy Steve's house
we both ran out of money

and I said you were like a twenty day hangover
you said I know you wanna walk out, you face shows it
but I just gotta be your girl
even if it's the end of the world as we know it



'cuz your the only one, the only one
who can make me laugh when I feel like crying
make me laugh when I feel I'm dying
make me laugh when I know you're lying
and I know you're lying all the time
and it don't seem to matter now
'cuz I'm gonna love you anyhow

mmmm, mmmm

they say love's the only incurable cure
when you walk into the room
I know that it's for sure
sometime's I'd like to hit you with the nearest beer truck
and I'll take you to the races
and I'll take away all your good luck

but I love the smell of the top of your head
and the way you sleep diagonal in my bed
and I'd try to tell you to leave about a thousand times
but I sound just like a bad actor
and I forget all my lines

'cuz your the only one, the only one
who can make me laugh when I feel like crying
make me laugh when I feel I'm dying
make me laugh when I know you're lying
and I know you're lying all the time
and it don't seem to matter now
'cuz I'm gonna love you anyhow
I'mma love you anyhow
I'mma love you anyhow

mmmm, mmmm
mmmm, mmmm

14731. Only One

John Butler - Only One

[Verse 1]
There's something haunting me, running on thin ice
It's nothing you can see, I do all I can to hide
And all the rolling days, all the lonely nights
Where you don't know your place, all the fights
Oh, I keep on reading the same chapter
I cannot breathe, holding hiding truth
You always know when just to say let go

[Chorus]
To me you are the only one
Who can help unwind my tangled mind



I am the seed but you're the sun
I'm telling anybody tell everybody

[Verse 2]
Did they tell ya man that you can't fly?
Did they clip your wings when you did try?
Did they say you could knowing you can't?
Did you build your castles out of sand?
Oh, I keep on reading the same chapter
I cannot breathe, holding hiding truth
You always know when just to say let go

[Chorus]
To me you are the only one
Who can help unwind my tangled mind
I am the seed but you're the sun
I'm telling anybody tell everybody
To me you are the only one
Who can help unwind my tangled mind
I am the seed but you're the sun
I'm telling anybody tell everybody

[Outro]
The only one
The only one
The only one
The only one
The only one

14732. Only One And Only

Gillian Welch - Only One And Only

There's a hundred bluebirds
Up above the clouds
Putting all the color in the sky
And twice as many tear drops
there to wash it down 
Every one's another lullaby 

But there's only one and only 
Who could go and leave me lonely 

There's a world of trouble
Trying to take its turn 
I can hear it shaking underground 
And half a dozen lessons
I might never learn 
Not until them troubles come around 

But there's only one and only
Who could go and leave me lonely 



There's a mile of blacktop
Where the road begins
It takes a time or two to recognize 
Growing at the roadside
Scattered by the wind 
Are everybody's unsaid sad goodbyes 

But there's only one and only
Who could go and leave me lonely

You're the only one and only 
Why'd you go and leave me lonely

14733. Only Passing Through

Larry Rice - Only Passing Through 

Wooden porches on rundown houses
Mildewed sofas and grown-up yards
Driving past them I am reminded
Of where we come from and where we are
We are only passing through
Like it's all we have to do
And for all it means to me and you
We are only passing through
Up on Wall Street, they shape the curve (or curb)
By what we have and what we deserve
And I don't buy it and they don't care
I can't say which of us is most aware
We are only passing through
Like it's all we have to do
And for all it means to me and you
We are only passing through
Worse case scenario the world just keeps on turning
Best case scenario pretty much the same
And all that seems to matter
Is the scramble for the credit
And the blame
Big old houses and tall white columns
Iron gates to keep what's bad outside
Driving past 'em I am reminded
The price we pay just to enjoy the drive
We are only passing through
Like it's all we have to do
And for all it means to me and you
We are only passing through

Instrumental break

We are only passing through
Like it's all we have to do
And for all it means to me and you
We are only passing through



We are only passing through
We are only passing through
We are only passing through

14734. Only Rain

Brett Dennen - Only Rain

You haven't said it but I
Can hear it so loud
And there's a cloud around your head
I'll stick around
I could be a stranger in your town
Oh I could fly halfway around the world
Just to be turned down
Don't hold back your tears from falling
Don't pretend they're for me darling
You can tell me I'm not the one
I know the sun is shining somewhere on someone
It's only rain it doesn't mean the day is over
It don't change the way I feel it doesn't change a thing
It's only rain, it's only rain
It's only rain, it's only rain, yes it is
You combed the magazines and the silver screens
They hear the gold that's in your heart
I'll be fine oh I can stay with an old friend of mine
I can find myself some California wine
Don't hold back your tears from falling
Don't pretend they're for me darling
You can tell me I'm not the one
I know the sun is shining somewhere on someone
It's only rain it doesn't mean the day is over
It don't change the way I feel it doesn't change a thing
It's only rain, it's only rain
It's only rain, it's only rain, yes it is

14735. Only Seventeen

Only Seventeen
Blue Highway

Down in this place of endless night
By the pale blue glow of a carbide light
Where your next breath could be your last
Taken by a roof fall, or methane gas
He was just a young boy, only seventeen
With a heart filled with life and a head filled with dreams
Biding his time down in the ground
Until one night he heard that awful sound



The timbers cracked as the top came in
He the cries and prayers of some mighty men
Saying  God have mercy on our poor souls
Must we all perish for this seam of coal? 
It's been fifty years since those lives were lost
But in a miner s world There's still an awful cost
No one knows for sure, but many men have seen
The pale figure of a miner, only seventeen

14736. Only The Heart May Know

Emmylou Harris - Only the Heart May Know

Silent sea
Tell this to me:
Where are the children that we
used to be

Silent sea:
At picture shows
Where nobody goes
And only the heart can see.

Starry skies
Soft lullabies
Where do they go when their
melodies die?

Starry skies:
To a day
Far, far away
That only the heart may know.

Friends we knew
Follow us through
All of the days of our lives
Love we shared
Waits for us there
Where our wishes forever reside.

Falling tears
Memories` mirrors
Where are summers
Oh, where are the years?

Falling tears:
Carried far
To a wandering star
That only the heart may know.

Friends we knew
Follow us through
All of the days of our lives



Love we shared
Waits for us there
Where our wishes forever reside.

Starry skies
Soft lullabies
Where do they go when their
melodies die?
To a day
Far, far away
That only the heart may know.

14737. Only The Leading Role Will Do

Only the Leading Role Will Do

I have always held a second place
In a heart that I loved so dear
Waiting oh so long just to see a trace
Or a tiny sign that you care

   They say that time will heal a broken heart
   And I prayed that you'd love me too
   But I just can't play that second part
   Only the leading role will do

You had another love before I came along
How she hurt you I just don't know
I can't fill the shoes of your other love
So for God's sake let me go

No I just can't let play that second part
Lord knows I've tried not to let it show
Either love me now take me in your heart
Or for God's sake let me go

14738. Only The Lonely - Chords

Only The Lonely 
Hazel Dickens

[Chorus]
C
Only the lonely
F
Only the lonely
G
Only the lonely
F    C



Will know
 
[Verse 1]
C
I spent a lifetime
F
Searchin' for some kind
G
Of contentment
F          C
Here in my soul
 
[Verse 2]
C
Just a little sunshine
F
Only sometimes
G
In a place to come
F           C
In from the cold
 
[Chorus]
C
Only the lonely
F
Only the lonely
G
Only the lonely
F    C
Will know
 
[Verse 3]
C
Lost and lonely
F
Longing for only
G
One ray of light
F                     C
In this dark wheel of time
 
[Verse 4]
C
Hearts that's forsakin'
F
Left silently breakin'
G
Shipwrecked and lost
F                C
On life's stormy sea
 
[Chorus]
C
Only the lonely
F
Only the lonely



G
Only the lonely
F    C
Will know
 
Repeat chorus 4 times

14739. Only Thing That's Gone

Only Thing That's Gone
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1: Morgan Wallen]
She told me where I could go
Just stopped in here before I went
And I'll be here until you close
Or all my money's spent
So if you don't mind my friend

[Chorus: Morgan Wallen & Chris Stapleton]
Bartender, pour me one more
Make it quick and make it strong
'Cause buddy, my last drink, yeah
Ain't the only thing that's gone

[Verse 2: Chris Stapleton, Morgan Wallen, Chris Stapleton & Morgan Wallen]
Here's a hundred and some change
I'll take whatever that'll buy
Leave a twenty for the band
If they'll lay off lonesomR songs tonight
And whenever you gRt time

[Chorus: Morgan Wallen & Chris Stapleton]
Bartender, pour me one more
Make it quick and make it strong
'Cause buddy, my last drink, yeah
Ain't the only thing that's gone
Oh no

[Instrumental Break / Guitar Solo]

[Chorus: Morgan Wallen & Chris Stapleton]
Bartender, pour me one more
Make it quick and make it strong
'Cause buddy, my last drink, yeah
Ain't the only thing that's gone

[Outro: Morgan Wallen & Chris Stapleton]
And I ain't got nowhere to be
And I'd rather not go home
'Cause buddy, my last drink, yeah
Ain't the only thing that's gone



14740. Only Trust Him

Only Trust Him 

Come, every soul by sin oppressed
There's mercy with the Lord
And He will surely give you rest
By trusting in His Word

Only trust Him, only trust Him
Only trust Him now
He will save you, He will save you
He will save you now

For Jesus shed His precious blood
Rich blessings to bestow
Plunge now into the crimson flood
That washes white as snow

Only trust Him, only trust Him,
Only trust Him now
He will save you, He will save you,
He will save you now

Yes, Jesus is the truth, the way,
That leads you into rest
Believe in Him without delay
And you are fully blessed

Only trust Him, only trust Him,
Only trust Him now
He will save you, He will save you,
He will save you now

Only trust Him, only trust Him,
Only trust Him now
He will save you, He will save you,
He will save you now

14741. Only Two Hearts

Rodney Crowell - Only Two Hearts

No stars in the sky, the night seems so dark around you
You won't say a word, and wonder why no one's found you
Waiting for love, praying for love again
Love's a heavy weight, give it to me don't hesitate
Love's a heavy thing, too heavy for one heart to bring me your love
Give me your love again, it's not your fault



One heart can never win it takes
Two hearts, two hearts just to hold love
Two hearts, two hearts just to hold your lo-o-o-o-o-ve
Your lo-o-o-o-o-ve
And if your heart should ache remember me
And if your heart should break
Two hearts, two hearts they can mend it
Heartache, heartaches can be ended by love, by love
Love's a heavy weight, give to me don't hesitate
Love's a heavy thing, too heavy for one heart to bring me your love
Give me your love again, It's not too late
One heart can never win, it takes two hearts
Two hearts, two hearts just to hold love
Two hearts, two hearts just to hold your lo-o-o-o-o-ve
Your lo-o-o-o-o-ve

14742. Only Want You

Brett Dennen - Only Want You

Listen to the river
Does it make you wonder
How anything could ever stand still?
First lightning then thunder, thunder
A kiss in the rain, love
Feel the thrill
(chorus)
I only want you
I only want you
I want what we had
I only want you
I only want you
It's as simple as that
Run to the forest
You'll find some shelter
Remember how we fell in love so sweet?
You said watch your step
Walk softer softer
'Cause dreams are growing below our feet
(chorus)
I only want you
I only want you
I want what we had
I only want you
I only want you
Can we get it back?
I only want you
I only want you
I want what we had
I only want you
I only want you
It's as simple as that
Yours is the best love



It's the best love
So pure and so true
Our love will lift us
Our love will lift us
Only love, my darlin'
Only you
When I do not feel inspired
I can only speak my heart
I'm sitting in the middle of a fire, fire
And I can't even catch a spark

14743. Only Want You More - Chords

Only Want You More
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C                     F            C
Hey girl hey girl you warned me to go
                  F            C
But girl but girl little did I know
                                             F
All the things you told me about what lay in store
      C            G7       C
Would only make me want you more
   F
No not a word had one chance to save me
          C
From your love that wicked love
        F
There's not a prayer left for me escaping
          G7
From your love yeah that wicked love
       C               F                   C
Oh hey girl hey girl I begged and hollered please
                  F            C
But girl but girl even from my knees
                                             F
All the things you told me about what lay in store
C            G7       C
Only made me want you more
   F
No pain can stop or rid me what I'm needin'
          C
From your love that wicked love
             F
Cause what I crave all night 
And end each day still seekin'
        G7
Is your love yeah that wicked love
    C               F             C
Hey girl hey girl I tried to understand
                        F              C
But girl but girl there ain't no way I can



                                                   F
Cause all the things you told me about what lay in store
      C            G7       C
Would only make me want you more
                                                  F
Yeah all the things you told me about what lay in store
          C            G7       C
Yeah they only make me want you more

14744. Only Way Home

Only Way Home

I've been driftin' I've been stealin'
I've been lonesome I've been talkin'
To myself and I ain't got much to say
I'm tired of stories and I've heard them anyway

All those people slippin' by me
Got a place that they call home
I've got nothing but my longin'
And these hands to call my own

How far am I from where I began yesterday ?
How much father do I have to roam ?
I guess I'm weary of travelin'
And drinking my pay but I'm scared of the only way home

14745. Only What You Make Of It

Little Big Town - Only What You Make Of It

[Verse 1]
Your like everybody else
Got to deal with much on doubt
You choose that story that you tell
Blame the world or blame yourself
Sometimes life comes at your heart and its easy
To let it drag you down
Yeah i get it its mess
Its a struggle its a test
But can you find a place to rest
In a house of bitterness
Just cause it aren't what you planned
Don't mean it aren't what it got to be

[Chorus]
Because its only what you made of it yeah
Its only what you make of it yeah



Its only what you make of it
And you make it so hard on yourself

[Verse 2]
What you do and what you want
What you will and what you don't
What you take and you give up
What your risking when you give up
Its just where your looking from
If you walk or if you run
You take the long way back

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
You go looking for the darker side
Of anything you know your going to find it
You can hold on to it until it
Takes your wonder or you can let it go
Oh let it go oh
Oooooh ooooh oooh
No it aren't all your fault
But you know it isn't right
It aren't always fair

[Chorus]

[Outro]
Its only what you make of it with echo

14746. Only When You Sleep - Chords

Only When You Sleep 
Longview

Am                    F
You don't know what you do to me
C                    G
You don't know what you do to me
Am                    F
I don't know what I want to be
C                       G
And i know what i want to be
 
Am                       F
You don't know what you do to me
C                    G
You don't know what you do to me
Am                       F
I don't know what i want to be
C                     G
You don't know what you do to me
 



 
(only when you sleep)
Am             F
Cant believe it feels like
(only when you sleep)
C           G
Fight fire, can't forget
(only when you sleep)
Am              F
All's changing, now its real
(only when you sleep)
C                G
Can't believe the way i feel
 
You don't know what you do to me
(only when you sleep)
You don't know what you do to me
(only when you sleep)
Couldn't stop if i made you see
(only when you sleep)
You don't know what you do to me
 
(only when you sleep)
Cant believe it feels like
(only when you sleep)
Fight fire, can't forget
(only when you sleep)
All's changing, now its real
(only when you sleep)
Can't believe the way i feel
 
 
F                 G
Ever-lasting, still unchanging
C                Am
Ever-lasting, still unchanging
F
Ever-lasting
G
Still...
 
(only when you sleep)
Cant believe it feels like
(only when you sleep)
Fight fire, can't forget
(only when you sleep)
All's changing, now its real
(only when you sleep)
Can't believe the way i feel
(only when you sleep)
 
You don't know what you do to me
(only when you sleep)
You don't know what you do to me
(only when you sleep)
You don't know what you do to me
(only when you sleep)



You don't know what you do to me

14747. Only You

Only You - Buck Owens
Dwight Yoakam - Only You

Only you, can make my dreams come true
Only you, can turn my skies to blue
Love like ours, should not be far apart 
Only you, can break my heart

- Instrumental -

Only you, can end these sleepless nights
Only you, can make things turn out right
You and you alone, can keep us far apart 
Only you, can break my heart.
Only you can break my heart...

14748. Only You Can Bring Me Cheer (Gentleman's Lady)

Alison Krauss - Only You Can Bring Me Cheer (Gentleman's Lady) 

Oh, listen to me, dear
Remember Christmas only comes one time a year
Say, I wanna be a gentleman's lady
You alone can bring me cheer

Oh, I've been so alone
I can't remember when you felt so all alone
Then I saw you standing walk into the room
And you took away the sorrow
And you took away the gloom

Oh, listen to me, dear
Remember Christmas only comes one time a year
Say, I wanna be a gentleman's lady
You alone can bring me cheer
You alone can bring me cheer

Hey, how about you stay?
We could spend the night together
We could rock the night away

On holiday you need some company
I show a world o' culture
Show me what you got for me



Boy, you know what you are
You got the beauties
You are a shining star
You got everything that is on my list

Will you give it up, give it up
Give it up, give it up?

Oh, listen to me, dear
Remember Christmas only comes one time a year
Say, I wanna be a gentleman's lady
You alone can bring me cheer

Oh, listen to me, dear
Remember Christmas only comes one time a year
Say, I wanna be a gentleman's lady
You alone can bring me cheer

Oh, listen to me, dear
I wanna be a gentleman's lady

14749. Only You That I Love - Chords

Only You That I Love

(G)We met in a garden of (D)roses
One night when the moon was (G)blue
We (C)kissed as the breeze whispered (G)through the trees
I (D)love you, I love only (G)you

 Chorus:
You were (C)sweet as the dew on the (G)roses
(C)True as the new moon (G)above
(C)Forever and ever my (G)darling
It's (D)you, only you that I (G)love

We (G)promised to meet in the (D)garden
Again when the moon was (G)new
But (C)fate came between all our (G)hopes and dreams
For (D)heaven was lonely for (G)you

(G)Now I walk alone in the (D)garden
Each night when the moon is (G)new
And I (C)cry as the breeze whispers (G)through the trees
I (D)love you, I love only (G)you

My (C)tears make the dew on the (G)roses
(C)Blue as the new moon (G)above
(C)Forever and ever my (G)darling
It's (D)you, only you that I (G)love



14750. Onward

Cornmeal - Onward
Album: Feet First

Behind me leads a trail blazed by an aimless gale
And all the bridges I've burnt to bits as well
Through highlands and the low, through summer and through snow
The path that lies behind me leads to hell

But there ain't no looking back, no looking back on this trail, on this trail
There ain't no looking back on this trail, on this trail

So far as I recall it terror was my ball
And I carried them chains for sure everywhere I've been
Whether city town or farm, what's left behind is harm
Like locusts, plague, and famine follows sin

But there ain't no looking back, no looking back on this trail, on this trail
There ain't no looking back on this trail, on this trail

Well, onward I go as I wonder why this must be the trail for me
Yet, onward I go as I wander forever so aimlessly
Maybe someday soon I will be free
From the past that keeps on haunting me

Behind me leads a trail blazed by an aimless gale
And all the bridges I've burnt to bits as well
Through highlands and the low, through summer and through snow
The path that lies behind me leads to hell

But there ain't no looking back, no looking back on this trail, on this trail
There ain't no looking back on this trail, on this trail

14751. Ooh Baby Baby

Linda Ronstadt - Ooh Baby Baby

Ooh la, la, la, la.
I did you wrong, my heart went out to play 
And in the game I lost you, what a price to pay!
I'm cryin', ooh baby baby ooh baby baby

Mistakes I know I've made a few, 
But I'm only human;  you've made mistakes too!
I'm cryin', ooh baby baby ooh baby baby

Ooh baby baby
Ooh baby baby I'm just about at the end of my rope.



But I can't stop tryin', I can't give up hope 
'cause I feel someday I'll hold you near, 
Whisper I still love you 
Until that day is here ooh I'm cryin'.

Ooh baby baby ooh baby baby

14752. Ooh La La

Trampled By Turtles - Ooh La La

[Verse 1]
Poor old granddad, I laughed at all his words
I thought he was a bitter man, he spoke of women's ways
"They trap you and they use you before you even know
Well, love is blind and you're far too kind, don't ever let it show"

[Chorus]
I wish that I knew what I know now when I was younger
I wish that I knew what I know now when I was stronger

[Verse 2]
The can-can's such a pretty show, it'll steal your heart away
But backstage, back on Earth again, the dressing rooms are grey
They come on strong and it ain't too long, they're gonna make you feel a man
But love is blind and you soon may find you're just a boy again

[Verse 3]
When you want her lips and you get her cheeks it makes you wonder where you are
When you want some more and she's fast asleep, leaves you twinkling with the stars
Poor young grandchild, there's nothing I can say
You'll have to learn, just like me, and that's the hardest way

[Pre-Chorus]
Ooh-la-la, ooh-la-la, yeah, yeah
Ooh-la-la, ooh-la-la, yeah, yeah

[Chorus]
I wish that I knew what I know now when I was younger
I wish that I knew what I know now when I was stronger

[Outro]
I wish that I knew what I know now when I was younger
I wish that I knew what I know now

14753. Ooh Las Vegas

Emmylou Harris - Ooh Las Vegas



Ooh, Las Vegas ain't no place for a poor boy like me
Ooh, Las Vegas ain't no place for a poor boy like me
Every time I hit your crystal city
You know you gonna make a wreck out of me

Well, the first time I lose I drink whiskey
Second time I lose I drink gin
Third time I lose I drink anything
'Cause I think I'm gonna win 

Ooh, Las Vegas ain't no place for a poor boy like me, no 
Ooh, Las Vegas ain't no place for a poor boy like me
Every time I hit your crystal city
You know you gonna make a wreck out of me

Well, the Queen of Spades is a friend of mine
The Queen of Hearts is a bitch
Someday when I clean up my mind
I'll find out which is which 

Ooh, Las Vegas ain't no place for a poor boy like me
Ooh, Las Vegas ain't no place for a poor boy like me
Every time I hit your crystal city
You know you gonna make a wreck out of me

Well, I spend all night with the dealer
Trying to get ahead
Spend all day at the Holiday Inn
Trying to get out of bed 

Ooh, Las Vegas ain't no place for a poor boy like me
Ooh, Las Vegas ain't no place for a poor boy like me
Every time I hit your crystal city
You know you gonna make a wreck out of me

14754. Ooo-eee

Dolly Parton - Ooo-eee 
(Annie McLoone)

I just came by to let you know
I'll never ever let you go, oh my
Ooo-eee my love
And if you ever, ever stray
I know that that will be the day
That I die, oh my
Ooo-eee my love
Ooo-eee, ooo-eee my baby
Ooo-eee my baby
Ooo-eee my love
I've been around the world a bit
But you're the best thing I've seen yet, oh my
Ooo-eee my love



And if you want to take me on
We might be at it until dawn, oh my
Ooo-eee my love
Ooo-eee, ooo-eee my baby
Ooo-eee my baby
Ooo-eee my love
Hey baby
You see where I've been and you know where I'm going
Oh come on boy
My heart's on my sleeve and my love is showing
And if you stay around
I'm never ever gonna let you down, oh my, oh my
Ooo-eee my love
Ooo-eee, ooo-eee my baby
Ooo-eee my baby
Ooo-eee my love

14755. Oooh What A Life

Gibson Brothers - Oooh, what a life
Composer: Daniel Vangarde, Alex Francfort

There'll be love
Yes, there'll be love
Happiness yes
There'll be happiness too
There'll be love
Love for everyone
Tenderness yeah
There'll be tenderness too
Ooh, what a life
Ooh, what a life
Ooh, what a life
Ooh, what a life
Ooh, what a life
No more wars
No-one to kill no-one
No more tears
No more tears I promise
There'll be food enough for everyone
For many years
For many years
I promise
Ooh, what a life
Ooh, what a life
Ooh, what a life
Ooh, what a life
Ooh, what a life
What a life to live in
This world you'll see
What a life to live for
You and me yes
Everybody



Everybody
What a life to live
For you and me
Ooh, what a life
Ooh, what a life
Ooh, what a life
Ooh, what a life
Ooh, what a life.

14756. Oops, I Did It Again

Richard Thompson - Oops, I Did It Again 
(Karl Sandberg-Rami Yacoub)

Think I did it again
I made you believe we're more than just friends
Oh baby
It might seem like a crush
But it doesn't mean that I'm serious
'Cause to lose all my senses
That is just so typically me
Oh baby, baby

Oops!...I did it again
I played with your heart, got lost in the game
Oh baby, baby
Oops!...You think I'm in love
That I'm sent from above
I'm not that innocent

You see my problem is this
I'm dreaming away
Wishing that heroes, they truly exist
I cry, watching the days
Can't you see I'm a fool in so many ways
But to lose all my senses
That is just so typically me
Baby, oh

Oops!...I did it again
I played with your heart, got lost in the game
Oh baby, baby
Oops!...You think I'm in love
That I'm sent from above
I'm not that innocent

Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah
Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah

"All aboard"
"Britney, before you go, there's something I want you to have"
"Oh, it's beautiful, but wait a minute, isn't this...?"
"Yeah, yes it is"



"But I thought the old lady dropped it into the ocean in the end"
"Well baby, I went down and got it for you"
"Oh, you shouldn't have"

Oops!...I did it again to your heart
Got lost in this game, oh baby
Oops!...You think that I'm sent from above
I'm not that innocent

14757. Open All Night

Open All Night
Aoife O'Donovan

Well I had the carburetor baby cleaned and checked
With her line blown out she's humming like a turbojet
Propped her up in the backyard on concrete blocks
For a new clutch plate and a new set of shocks
Took her down to the carwash, checked the plugs and points
Well I'm going out tonight, I'm gonna rock that joint

Early North Jersey industrial skyline
I'm an all-set cobra jet creeping through the night time
Gotta find a gas station, gotta find a payphone
This turnpike sure is spooky at night when you're all alone
Gotta hit the gas, baby, I'm running late
This New Jersey in the morning like a lunar landscape

Now the boss don't dig me, so he put me on the night shift
It takes me two hours to get back to where my baby lives
In the wee wee hours your mind gets hazy
Radio relay towers, won't you lead me to my baby
Underneath the overpass, trooper hits his party light switch
Good night good luck, one two power shift

I met Wanda when she was employed
Behind the counter at Route 60 Bob's Big Boy Fried Chicken
On the front seat, she's sitting in my lap
We're wiping our fingers on a Texaco road map
I remember Wanda up on scrap metal hill
With them big brown eyes that make your heart stand still

Hoo hoo, whoa!
Ha!
Oh, hey

Well at 5 a.m. oil pressure's sinking fast
I make a pit stop, wipe the windshield, check the gas
Gotta call my baby on the telephone
Let her know that her daddy's coming on home
Sit tight, little mama, I'm a-coming around
I got three more hours but I'm covering ground



Your eyes get itchy in the wee wee hours
Sun's just a red ball rising over them refinery towers
Radio's jammed up with gospel stations
Lost souls calling long distance salvation
Hey mister deejay won't you hear my last prayer
Hey ho rock 'n roll deliver me from nowhere

Hey da da di da, di da da
Oh hey da da di da, di da da
Oh hey da da di da, di da da
Oh hey da da di da, di da da
[Fades out]

14758. Open Ended Life

The Avett Brothers - Open-Ended Life 

Pack a change of clothes
And a pillow for the road for when you drift off to sleep
Put the sketches and the notes in a box labeled "burn with furniture"
We will watch the fire burn the whole entire house we built down to ashes
From the mirror we'll admire how the flame quickly retires
We won't waste no long goodbye on the smoke or foolish lies
That finally passed us

I was taught to keep an open-ended life
And never trap myself in nothing

Let's find something new to talk about
I'm tired talkin' 'bout myself
I spent my whole life talking to convince everyone
That I was something else
And the part that kinda hurts
Is I think it finally worked
And now I'm leaving
I get the feeling things have changed
But the mystery to me
Is where and when along the way
Did anyone decide that they believed me

I was taught to keep an open-ended life
And never trap myself in nothin'
I was told to keep an open-ended life
To never trap yourself in nothing

When we settle down in another nowhere town
Let's tell our neighbors
We won't be here long
And we'll be quiet but don't go asking any favors
I can't stand the unexpected, uninvited visits from too many strangers
My trust has dwindled down
And I can leave just as abruptly as I came here.



I was taught to keep an open-ended life
And never trap myself in nothin'
I was told to keep an open-ended life
To never trap yourself in nothin'
I was taught to keep an open-ended life
And never trap myself in nothin'

14759. Open Pit Mine

Open Pit Mine 
Nashville Bluegrass Band
 
From Morenci Arizona, where the copper mines glow 
I can see Clifton in the canyon below 
In Clifton lived Rosie, we danced and we dined 
On the money I made from the open pit mine
 
I loved my sweet Rosie and she loved me too 
There was nothin' for Rosie that I wouldn't do 
Her hugs and her kisses were somethin' divine 
Gave me reason for working the open pitmine 
 
While I was out walking with Rosie one day 
We passed a store window with rings on display 
I bought those she wanted, oh how they did shine 
Spent the money I saved from the open pit mine
 
Her love would bring heartbreak as I would soon learn 
She would two time me, when by back was turned 
Rosie'd go dancing and drink the red wine 
While I worked like a slave, in the open pit mine 
 
One night I caught Rosie on her rendez-vous 
She was huggin' and kissin' with somebody new 
It was said that I shot 'em, while their arms were entwined 
And I buried them deep in the open pit mine 
 
I looked at my future and what did I see 
There was nothing but trouble waiting for me 
But on the next morning, I'll be satisfied 
They will find me there sleepin' by my sweet Rosie's side

14760. Open Road Ode

John Hartford - Open Road Ode

I'd like to get back on the open road as far as the eye can see
The open road is a good woman's love
Somewhere I know it's waiting for me



Mmm...

The street is like a stranger to me an alley can be like a friend
A boulevard like a noisy old drunk on a sidewalk that has no end

Mmm...

I used to ride the blacktop slab I used to travel alone
It used to be the open road but now all I see is a no parking zone

Mmm...

I'd like to get back on the open road as far as the eye can see
The open road is a good woman's love
Somewhere I know it's waiting for me

Mmm...

14761. Open Season On My Heart

Emmylou Harris - Open Season on My Heart

Here's to the corners yet to turn
Here's to the bridges yet to burn
Here's to the whole thing blown apart
It's open season on my heart

Days go by like flying bricks
Leave gaping holes too deep to fix
I'd just stay home if I were smart
It's open season on my heart

I can't blame anyone but me
For this restless fool I've come to be
My tired excuses just don't fit
It don't look good from where I sit

I tried to change without much luck
I reach a point where I get stuck
I hit the streets and the fireworks start
It's open season on my heart

I can't be something that I'm not
I can't give you what I haven't got
I don't know where I'll while away
I only know the shape of you

Here's to the clown down in the mouth
Here's to the whole thing going south
Just stay home if I were smart
It's open season on my heart



I hit the streets and the fireworks start
It's open season on my heart

14762. Open That Door - Chords

Open That Door
Ricky Skaggs - Open That Door
Honey Won't You Open That Door

Key of C

Chorus:
C                                       G
Honey, honey, honey won't you open that door

This is your sweet daddy don't you love me no more

It's cold outside you make me sleep on the floor
                          G
Honey won't you open that door

  C
I honkytonked around Dallas
                 F
I got in a poker game
                           C
Well somebody musta been a cheatin'
   G
I lost everything but my name
         C
Well, I walked half way to Memphis
                   F
I finally got back home
                          C
But I'd a been better off where I was
                    G           C
Cause here's where things went wrong

(chorus)
(Instrumental:  C, F, C, G, C, F, C, G, C  (verse chords))

  C
I went right down to see old Bob
                    F
I thought he was my friend
                        C
The landlord said that Bob's not here
    G               
The police done hauled him in
  C
I went right back to little honey's house
                   F
I got me a rocking chair



                          C
Said, "Honey if you don't open that door
                  G         C
I'm gonna rock on away from here."

(chorus)
(chorus)
C
Honey, Honey, Honey, Honey   Now honey won't you open that door

14763. Open The Door

Open the Door
Sim Redmond Band

Open the window, let the wind blow on your skin 
dont ever forget to open the door and let life in 
there's nothing more beautiful than the sun shining on your face 
there's nothing more true than all that you do and all that you say

Chorus:
but please dont grow up today, not today 
just stay with me now and play with me play

You will do great things, we'll say we always knew you would 
you will disrupt the evil and corrupt, just by being good 
yeah you got the future of this world right in your hands 
but for now wont you build me a house or a castle made of sand

Bridge:
If you get lost I'll help you find your way home 
You will always know that you are not alone 
You bring so much joy to everyone 
you know you open the door

14764. Open Up The Window, Noah - Chords

Open Up The Window, Noah
Seldom Scene

[Intro]
C Am G C F C F C
 
[Verse 1]
C               F           C
The little bird flew to the window and mourned 
C           F               C    F   C
Open up the window, let the dove fly in 
C                        Am       G



Get ready oh Noah theres comin' a storm 
C           F               C    F   C
Open up the window, let the dove fly in 
 
[Chorus]
C
Open up the window, Noah 
C           F       C
Open up the window, Noah 
C           F      C   Am
Open up the window, Noah 
C           F               C    F   C
Open up the window, let the dove fly in
 
[Instrumental]
C Am G C F C F C
 
[Verse 2]
C           F               C
For 40 long days it will be stormy and dark
C           F               C    F   C
Open up the window, let the dove fly in
C                        Am       G
So Noah get ready and build you an ark
C           F               C    F   C
Open up the window, let the dove fly in
 
[Chorus]
C
Open up the window, Noah 
C           F       C
Open up the window, Noah 
C           F      C   Am
Open up the window, Noah 
C           F               C    F   C
Open up the window, let the dove fly in 
 
[Instrumental]
C Am G C F C F C
 
[Verse 3]
C                F             C
Now the water is rising theres no time to lose
C           F               C    F   C
Open up the window, let the dove fly in
C                        Am       G
Go gather the creatures all in by twos
C           F               C    F   C
Open up the window, let the dove fly in
 
[Chorus]
C
Open up the window, Noah 
C           F       C
Open up the window, Noah 
C           F      C   Am
Open up the window, Noah 



C           F               C    F   C
Open up the window, let the dove fly in 
 
[Instrumental]
C Am G C F C F C
 
[Verse 4]
C               F           C
The little bird flew to the window and mourned 
C           F               C    F   C
Open up the window, let the dove fly in 
C                        Am       G
Get ready oh Noah theres comin' a storm 
C           F               C    F   C
Open up the window, let the dove fly in 
 
[Chorus Acapella]
N.C
Open up the window, Noah 
Open up the window, Noah 
Open up the window, Noah 
Open up the window, let the dove fly in 
Open up the window, let the dove fly in

14765. Open Up Them Pearly Gates - Chords

Open Up Them Pearly Gates 
Doc Watson

[Verse 1]
G                                  C                                        G
Now listen all you sinners if you want to go to heaven,  heaven  you better get down on your 
knees
D7    G                                    C                                     D7
pray. All you gamblin sinners you'd better quit sayin' seven 'leven you'd better get ready to
                    G
meet that judgement day
 
[Chorus 1]
G                          C                          G                             D7
Open up them pearly gates. Open up them pearly gates. Open up them pearly gates for me
G                                 C                            D7
When you hear that trumpet blast. I'll be coming home at last. Open up them pearly gates for
G
me.
 
[Verse 2]
G                            C                                 G                           D7
I've done had a vision. I've seen them pearly gates close and than I seen you sinners all outsi
de
G                                 C                                     D7
You better make your decision and pray you'll be chosen, chosen.  It'll be too late when you l
ay



         G
down and die.
 
[Chorus 1]
G                          C                          G                             D7
Open up them pearly gates. Open up them pearly gates. Open up them pearly gates for me
G                                 C                            D7
When you hear that trumpet blast. I'll be coming home at last. Open up them pearly gates for
G
me.
 
[Verse 3]
G                                       C                                       G
Better go out to your chicken roost and ask yourself an honest question and the good Lord's 
gonna
            D7    G                                                 C
know if you lie.  You better turn all them chickens loose or you're gonna die from indigestion
D7                                G
when you eat that stolen chicken pie
 
[Chorus 1]
G                          C                          G                             D7
Open up them pearly gates. Open up them pearly gates. Open up them pearly gates for me
G                                 C                            D7
When you hear that trumpet blast. I'll be coming home at last. Open up them pearly gates for
G
me.
 
[Verse 4]
G                                         C                                        G
You'd better take that old keg of gin and dump it every bit right in the river and don't let old
                D7     G                                      C
satan stay your hand. For if you fill it up again it's gonna eat a hole riht in your liver and
    D7                                             G
the gates won't open when you reach that promised land
 
[Chorus 1]
G                          C                          G                             D7
Open up them pearly gates. Open up them pearly gates. Open up them pearly gates for me
G                                 C                            D7
When you hear that trumpet blast. I'll be coming home at last. Open up them pearly gates for
G
me.

14766. Open Up Your Door

Steve Earle - Open Up Your Door

Here I am sittin' on your porch, dear
Beggin' you darlin', let me in
In total submission I have come here
Oh sweetheart, I know how bad I've been
I won't let my dog sleep in your hallway



I won't spit my tobacco on your floor
I'll come runnin' when you call me
If you just opened up your door
If you tell me you still love me
I won't drink or cuss no more
I won't call your mama ugly
And I won't chase women like before
I won't let my dog sleep in your hallway
I won't spit my tobacco on your floor
I'll come runnin' when you call me
If you just opened up your door
I won't let my dog sleep in your hallway
I won't spit my tobacco on your floor
I'll come runnin' when you call me
If you just opened up your door
If you just opened up your door

14767. Open Up Your Heart - Chords

Open Up Your Heart

CHORUS
Open up your heart and let my love come in 
Open up your heart and let my life begin 
The sun's gonna shine there'll be blue skies again 
When you open up your heart and let my love come in

VERSE
I know you've been hurt by an old love affair 
But darlin don't blame me I wasn't even there 
Your long lonely nights I will bring to an end 
When you open up your heart and let my love come in

REPEAT CHORUS

INSTRUMENTAL : G D G C G D G

VERSE 
Someone before me has treated you like dirt 
Someone before me has made your heart hurt 
Your long lonely nights I will bring to an end 
When you open up your heart and let my love come in

REPEAT CHORUS

14768. Open Your Window

Steve Earle - Open Your Window



Just open your window
On a night like tonight
No matter which way the wind blows
Let your heart out to ride

High above all the care and woe
In the world down below
Just open your window
Then you'll know where to go

On a big city sidewalk
All alone in a crowd
No one listenin' when he talks
To himself right out loud

He was somebody's darlin' boy
She held him close when he cried
Just open your window
And let him inside

You may think that you're dreaming
You may think you've gone blind
If your eyes fail to see 'em
Listen hard and you'll find

There's a song that the angels know
Ringin' true every time
If you open your window
Let the music inside

14769. Opening Statement - Chords

Opening Statement 
Todd Snider

[Verse 1]
Em        D        A        Em
Before I refuse to take any questions
 Em          D                  A                  Em
I've got an opening statement I'd like to keep to myself, but
 G               A          D
I'm open to the idea my death
 G         Em           G             A
May well defy all of my logic and imagination
 
[Chorus 1]
 D                              A                          G
I may never know this road I'm on The here and now or the gone
 G              D       A
Coming home or running away
 
[Verse 2]
 Em        D             A           Em



We were light and sound Before a darker matter
 Em        D             A     Em
Froze us into what we are for now
 G               A          D         G
Too late, over in a minute Losing a fight before I knew I was in it
 Em            G                                 A
Just kept me swinging until long after I knew that it was over
 
[Chorus 2]
 D                              A                          G
I may never know this road I'm on the here and now or the gone
 G              D       A
Coming home or running away
 D                       A                          G
You gonna miss my laugh someday   Somewhere along the way
 G                    D       A
Somewhere along the way
 
[Verse 3]
 Em        D             A           Em
We're frozen like light We're frozen sound like we're
 Em        D             A           Em
Seven billion different people Out walking around
 G                    A            D                       G
going down that road Feeling bad because that's just what people do
 Em                    G                A
Like every night is a Friday Night And every day is a Friday Night too
 
[Chorus 3]
 D                              A                          G
I may never know this road I'm on the here and now or the gone
 G              D       A
Coming home or running away
 D                       A                          G
You gonna miss my laugh someday   Somewhere along the way
 G                    D       A
Somewhere along the way

14770. Operator (That's Not The Way It Feels)

Operator (That's Not The Way It Feels)
Garth Brooks - Operator (That's Not The Way It Feels)

Operator, well could you help me place this call
See, the number on the match book is old and faded
She's living in L.A
With my best old ex-friend Ray
A guy she said she knew well and sometimes hated

But isn't that the way they say it goes
Well let's forget all that
And give me the number if you can find it
So I can call just to tell 'em I'm fine, and to show



I've overcome the blow
I've learned to take it well
I only wish my words
Could just convince myself
That it just wasn't real
But that's not the way it feels

Operator, well could you help me place this call
'Cause I can't read the number that you just gave me
There's something in my eyes
You know it happens every time
I think about the love that I thought would save me

But isn't that the way they say it goes
Well let's forget all that
And give me the number if you can find it
So I can call just to tell 'em I'm fine, and to show
I've overcome the blow
I've learned to take it well
I only wish my words
Could just convince myself
That it just wasn't real
But that's not the way it feels
No, no, no, no
That's not the way it feels

Operator, well let's forget about this call
There's no one there I really wanted to talk to
Thank you for your time
Ah, you've been so much more then kind
You can keep the dime

But isn't that the way they say it goes
Well let's forget all that
And give me the number if you can find it
So I can call just to tell 'em I'm fine, and to show
I've overcome the blow
I've learned to take it well
I only wish my words
Could just convince myself
That it just wasn't real
But that's not the way it feels

14771. Ophelia

Ophelia
The Wood Brothers

Boards on the window, mail by the door
What would anybody leave so quickly for?
Ophelia
Where have you gone?



The old neighborhood just ain't the same
Nobody knows just what became
Of Ophelia
Tell me, what went wrong?

Was it somethin' that somebody said?
Mama, I know we broke the rules
Was somebody up against the law?
Honey, you know I'd die for you

Ashes of laughter, the ghost is clear
Why do the best things always disappear
Like Ophelia
Please darken my door

Was it somethin' that somebody said?
Honey, you know we broke the rules
Was somebody up against the law?
Honey, you know I'd die for you

They got your number, scared and runnin'
But I'm still waitin' for the second comin'
Of Ophelia
Come back home

14772. Oppression

Oppression
Old School Freight Train

Oppression
you pray on us when we sleep
oppression
you chase after the tired the poor the weak
oppression
you know you mean only harm
oppression
you reach out with your long arm

but oppression
I won't let you near me
oppression
you shall learn to fear me

oppression
you seek population control
oppression
to divide and to conquer is your goal
oppression
I swear that hatred is your home
oppression
you just won't leave bad enough alone



but oppression
I won't let you near me
oppression
you shall learn to fear me

oppression
I don't see how you sleep
oppression
for your bleeding conscience I weep
oppression
you may have the dollar on your side
but oppression
from the gospel truth you cannot hide
and
oppression
I won't let you near me
oppression
you shall learn to fear me
oppression
I won't let you near me
oppression
you shall fear me

14773. Optimistic Messenger

Jim Lauderdale - Optimistic Messenger

I know I think my big mistake was written on the sky
To roll with fate or should I wait until we coincide
The optimistic messenger was in my neighborhood
You could have promised anything and I wish you would
Saying I'm sure saying I'm sure
More than the smile of a child on the mountains sweet and pure
You told the other passengers while we rode through the night
To close our eyes and become wise so we could have some sight
Saying I'm sure saying I'm sure
I'll never find another kind that's quite like yours
Saying I'm sure saying I'm sure
More than the smile of a child on the mountains sweet and pure

[ guitar ]

The optimistic messenger...
Saying I'm sure saying I'm sure
More than the smile of a child on the mountains sweet and pure
Saying I'm sure saying I'm sure
I'll never find another kind that's quite like yours
I'll never find another kind that's quite like yours



14774. Orange And Blue - Chords

Orange And Blue 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
Em G Cmaj7
Em G Cmaj7
 
[Verse]
Em     G             C
In the shadow of the cypress tree
Em        G               C
I stumbled in its tangled roots
Em         G                C
Surrounded by the tree's' forgotten' leaves
Em            G                    C
My knees were' bloodied, hands were bruised
Em          G             C
While I was' down upon the muddy ground
Em       G              C
I dug my hands into the earth
 
[Chorus]
G         A        Bm
I think I found it now
Bm          A         G
And nothing else will do
G                     A
A heart that burns so true
A
Burning orange and blue
 
[Instrumental]
Em G Cmaj7
Em G Cmaj7
 
[Verse]
Em     G          C
Overtaken by this fever dream
Em     G           C
I kept digging underground
Em       G               C
Tried to figure out just what it means
Em        G                   C
To find a thing that can't be found
 
[Chorus]
G                A        Bm
'Cause I think I found it now
Bm          A         G
And nothing else will do
G                     A
A heart that burns so true
A
Burning orange and blue
 



[Instrumental]
Am C F
Am C F
Am C F
Em Dm C
Em G
Em G
 
[Verse]
Em       G                C
I'm still kneeling by the water's edge
Em         G                 C
The sky is black and thunder rolls
Em        G                  C
But now I hold this heart within my hands
Em          G           C
And I won't ever let it go
 
 
[Chorus]
G                A        Bm
'Cause I think I found it now
Bm          A         G
And nothing else will do
G                     A
A heart that burns so true
 
[Outro]
A                  Em
Burning orange and blue
A                  Bm
Burning orange and blue
A                  Em
Burning orange and blue
A                  Bm
Burning orange and blue

14775. Orange Blossom Special

The Stanley Brothers - Orange Blossom Special

Look a-yonder comin'
Comin' down that railroad track
Hey, look a-yonder comin'
Comin' down that railroad track
It's the Orange Blossom Special
Bringin' my baby back

Hey talk about a-ramblin'
She's the fastest train on the line
Talk about a-travellin'
She's the fastest train on the line
It's that Orange Blossom Special



Rollin' down the seaboard line

14776. Orange Blossom Special

The Stanley Brothers - Orange Blossom Special

Look a-yonder comin'
Comin' down that railroad track
Hey, look a-yonder comin'
Comin' down that railroad track
It's the Orange Blossom Special
Bringin' my baby back

Hey talk about a-ramblin'
She's the fastest train on the line
Talk about a-travellin'
She's the fastest train on the line
It's that Orange Blossom Special
Rollin' down the seaboard line

14777. Orange Blossom Special

Bill Monroe - Orange Blossom Special

Look a-yonder comin', comin' down that railroad track
Hey, look a-yonder comin', comin' down that railroad track
It's the Orange Blossom Special bringin' my baby back

Well, I'm going down to Florida and get some sand in my shoes
Or maybe Californy and get some sand in my shoes
I'll ride that Orange Blossom Special and lose these New York blues

Say man, when you going back to Florida
When am I goin' back to Florida I don't know, don't reckon I ever will
Ain't you worried about getting your nourishment in New York
Well, I don't care if I do-die do-die, do-die, do-die

Hey talk about a-ramblin' she's the fastest train on the line
Talk about a-travellin' she's the fastest train on the line
It's that Orange Blossom Special rollin' down the seaboard line

14778. Orangedale Whistle

Orangedale Whistle
Written by Jimmy Rankin



Verse 1
/G----------------/G---------------------
The stationmaster looked all around
/C--------------/C----------/G-----/G----
Along the track both up and down
/G------------/G----------------
But the train could not be found
/C-----------/C----------------/G----/G---
For there was neither sight or sound
/Am-------------/AM--------/G-----/G-----
There was neither sight or sound

Verse 2
He walked on slowly to the station door
like so many times before
He looked outside into a sunshine beam
Closed his eyes and dreamed a dream
Drifted off into a dream

Chorus
/Am-------------/Am--------------
The winds of change forever blow
/Em-------------/Em-------------
Some things stay and some things go
/Am-------------/Am----------------
The falling rain must melt the snow
/Em------------/Am------/C----------
The orangedale whistle
------------/G----------/G-----/G---
will always blow

Verse 3 & 4
Years ago throughout this land
That line was laid by able men
But things are changed as time goes by
People drive and people fly
People drive and people fly
The stationmaster is long since gone
He faded off into the sun
But the whistle shrill still lingers on
In the hearts of everyone
Everyday from dusk till dawn

Repeat Chorus

14779. Ordinary Heart

Emmylou Harris - Ordinary Heart

An ordinary heart comes in a plain brown wrapper,
Believing in hopes and dreams and happy ever after.
Someone to love is all that really matters to a heart,
An ordinary heart.



An ordinary heart comes with a door that never closes.
Though it's gathering more than its share of thorns among the roses,
It will tell you that's just the price that life imposes on a heart,
An ordinary heart.
An ordinary heart could make an art of anything,
Pretend or break, mend or ache, forgive and live to sing.
An ordinary heart is just a diamond in the rough.
A diamond after all is made of ordinary stuff. 
Memories of lines in rhymes and old love letters,
Moments that shine in time and beats and measures,
No shrine of gold could hold the finer treasures of a heart
An ordinary heart.
An ordinary heart could make an art of anything,
Pretend or break, mend or ache, forgive and live to sing.
An ordinary heart is just a diamond in the rough.
A diamond after all is made of ordinary stuff.

14780. Ordinary People - Chords

Ordinary People 
The Wilders
 
D                       G
As the people move by look in thier eyes
You might find someone you recognize
It could be a good friend from long ago
And maybe some girl you'd still like to know
Am      C                 G                      D
Youv'e seen her all around this town
And she's not gonna bring you down
Go out and find her make it a game
She's thinking of you and feels the same
Way  you do
Just like ordinary people feelin blue
Chorus:
D                 G
I know she gets lonely
Oh oh she's so lonely
 
Look out kid shes gonna break your heart
We all saw that right from the start
I'm a little surprised you didn't see it too
Just look at all the crazy things that girls been doin to you
Look at all those crazy things that she does to you
Look at all those crazy things that she does to you
And you do em to her too
Yea, you do em to her too



14781. Orion's Belt

Orion's Belt
Avett Brothers

Dead heading east to west
Taking my memories, leaving this place
Earning my heartache, holding it tight
Owning my history outright
Like mine was the best
Everybody thinks they know everyone else
Looking for healing under a ceiling
But it's beyond Orion's Belt
Dead in my tracks, old and tired
Real time really done a number
Toes in the sand at the edge of the sea
Mother of mothers coming for me
Like mine was the best
Everybody thinks they know everyone else
Looking for healing under a ceiling
But it's beyond Orion's Belt
I hear the same words leaving the mouth of my enemy
And trouble the same
I feel the words; how complicated it can get to be
Trying to land in the same place
Where can I go for a little bit of peace?
Too much racket up in D.C
Whole lot of talking, money changing hands
Little bitty men with big plans
Like theirs was the best
Everybody thinks they know everyone else
Looking for healing under a ceiling
But it's beyond Orion's Belt
It's beyond Orion's Belt
It's beyond Orion's Belt

14782. Orphan Annie

Orphan Annie
Tony Rice - Orphan Annie
Punch Brothers - Norman Blake

[Verse 1]
Ridin' in planes and hailin' cabs
Been on the road so long
Lookin' for the sunshine every day
That I been missin' so long
It's just two blocks over, one street across
Uptown, around, and down
But there musta been somethin' just hidin' out somewhere
Someplace I ain't found

[Chorus]



Annie, orphan Annie
Are your Nashville nights still warm?
Somewhere to the west of town
Well, it's comin' up a storm
Are your rivers dark and muddy
Where the green swamp willows grow?
Nine more days and I'll be home
Lord, back in off the road

[Verse 2]
Pickin' and grinnin' and playin' their games
So listen to what I say
I wish I were down in Nashville town
About Fifth and Broadway
Where the Cumberland rows, the soft wind blows
And home, it ain't far away
But here I sit in New York City
Just hangin' out every day

[Chorus]
Annie, orphan Annie
Are your Nashville nights still warm?
Somewhere to the west of town
It's comin' up a storm
Are your rivers dark and muddy
Where the green swamp willows grow?
Nine more days and I'll be home
Lord, back in off the road

Chorus]
Annie, orphan Annie
Are your Nashville nights still warm?
Somewhere to the west of town
It's comin' up a storm
Are your rivers dark and muddy
Where the green swamp willows grow?
Nine more days and I'll be home
Lord, back in off the road
Nine more days and I'll be home
Lord, back in off the road

14783. Orphan Girl

Gillian Welch - Orphan Girl
Emmylou Harris - Tim O'Brien

I am an orphan on God's highway
But I'll share my troubles if you go my way
I have no mother no father 
No sister no brother 
I am an orphan girl

I have had friendships pure and golden



But the ties of kinship I have not known them
I know no mother no father
No sister no brother
I am an orphan girl

But when He calls me I will be able
To meet my family at God's table
I'll meet my mother my father
My sister my brother
No more orphan girl

Blessed Savior make me willing
And walk beside me until I'm with them
Be my mother my father
My sister my brother
I am an orphan girl

14784. Orphan Train

Orphan Train
Kate Brislin & Jodie Stecher
Dry Branch Fire Squad

Once i had a darlin mother, though i can't recall her name
I had a baby brother, who I'll never see again
Oh the children's home is sending us out on the orphan train
To try to find someone to take us in

Take us in
We have rode the orphan train
Take us in we need a home we need a name
Take us in
Oh won't you be our kin
We are lookin for someone to take us in

I have stolen from the poorbox, I begged the city streets
I've swamped the bars and poolrooms, for a little bite to eat
Had my daddy's old green jacket and these rags upon my feet
I've been lookin for someone to take me in

Take us in
We have rode the orphan train
Take us in we need a home we need a name
Take us in
Oh won't you be our kin
We are lookin for someone to take us in

And the children home they gathered us, me and all the rest
They taught us to sit quietly until the food was blessed
Then they put us on the orphan train, they sent us way out west, to try to find someone to tak
e us in
And the farmers and their families rode in from miles around
We lined up on the platform of the station in each town



And one by one we parted, like some living lost and found
And one by one we all were taken in

Take us in
We have rode the orphan train
Take us in we need a home we need a name
Take us in
Oh won't you be our kin
We are lookin for someone to take us in

Now there's a many a good doctor or a teacher in your school
There's many a fine preacher who can teach the golden rule
Who started out an orphan sleeping in the freezing rain
Who life began out on the orphan train

Take us in
We have rode the orphan train
Take us in we need a home we need a name
Take us in
Oh won't you be our kin
We are lookin for someone to take us in

14785. Orphans Of God - Chords

Orphans Of God 
Buddy Miller

[Intro]
G C G C G D
 
       G
I will rise from my bed
        C         G
With a question again
C            G
As I work to inherit
D
The restless wind
G
The view from my window
   C        G
Is cold and obscene
C         G
I want to touch
        D            G
What my eyes haven't seen
G
But they have packaged our virtue
C            G
In cellulose dreams
C               G
And sold us the remnants
        D



Til our pockets are clean
        G
Til our hopes fall 'round our feet
         C            G
Like the dust of dead leaves
C              G
And we end up lookin'
     D          G
Like what we believe
       C            G
We are soot-covered urchins
        C         D
Running wild and unshod
        G         C
We will always be remembered
       D          G     C   G  C C/B  D
As the orphans of God
     G
Like bees in a bottle
       C         G
We are flying at fate
C           G
Beating our wings
            D
Against the walls of this place
  G
Unaware that the struggle
       C            G
Is the blood of the proof
C              G
In choosing to believe
      D          G
The unbelievable truth
G
But they have captured our siblings
     C             G
They rendered them mute
C            G
Disputed our lineage
    D
And poisoned our roots
         G
We have bought from the brokers
         C            G
Who have broken their oaths
          C           G
And we're out on the streets
       D            G
With a lump in our throats
       C            G
We are soot-covered urchins
        C          D
Running wild and unshod
        G          C
We will always be remembered
       D           G
As the orphans of God



          C             G
They will dig up these ruins
          C            D
And make flutes of our bones
           G           C
And blow a hymn to the memory
       D          G   C   G  C   G  D  G  C   G   C   G  D  G
Of the orphans of God

14786. Osage Route

Osage Route (Larry W. Jones 06/25/2007) 

She rolled into sight a mile up the track
Working up steam with her brake shoes slack
Her whistle moaned when at the whistle post
Stopping at the station like a lonesome ghost
Old John heard the roar on the polished steel
Of steam drivers pounding on six big wheels
The flanges made a screech on ribbons of rail
As she rolled along west on the prairie trail
- instrumental -
Old John got ready and he took a chance
He climbed aboard to do the hobo's dance
He reached up high for the end door pin
Opened up the door and Old John climbed in
Old John didn't bother with counting sheep
He just crawled on in and went fast asleep
The whistle moaned as she high balled out
With Old John headed west on the Osage Route

14787. Ostie d'Or

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Ostie d'or

Je l'sais, c'est d'la piquette
Mais on va faire avec
C't'a bonne franquette frangine
On s'boit d'l'amour en chopine
On s'boit d'l'amour
On s'boit d'l'amour Ã  mort
Et on se taquine
Jusqu'Ã  l'amour hardcore
Et on se repentira plus tard
D'avoir abusé du moindre effort
D'avoir abusé Ã  tort
D'avoir mal investi l'or, ostie d'or
Mal investi l'or ostie d'or
De toute faÃ§on, on manquera de rien



Pis si on v'nait qu'Ã  avoir trop faim
Ben on s'mangera  a main
On gardera l'autre Ã  des fins
Strictement charnelle
Et la vie sera plus vraie, plus belle
Sucrée comme le sel
Salée comme le miel
Et nous on s'offrira Ã  elle
Comme la pucelle su'l'hôtel
Comme le mouton Ã  fÃªte de l'Aid
Comme un deux piasses dans dime

14788. Other Birds Of Prey

Other Birds of Prey
Glen Phillips

It doesn't make a difference
It doesn't change a thing
The air in your lungs
The taste on your tongue
How pretty you sing

You are the exception
That verifies the rule
The ebb and the flow
The devil we know
The flaw in the jewel

The fine lines
The lost time
The heavy atmosphere
The past tense
The cast nets
But a new day is here

You found me in the desert
As dry as stale toast
Awaiting the night
The end of the light
My heart in my throat

The other birds of prey
Were circling  round
For the blood and the bone
The sticks and the stones
The thorn in the crown

The fine lines
The lost time
The heavy atmosphere
The past tense
The cast nets



But a new day is here
A new day is here
A new day is here

The fine lines
The lost time
The heavy atmosphere
The past tense
The cast nets
But a new day is here
A new day is here
A new day is here
A new day is here
A new day is here

14789. Other Kind

Steve Earle - Other kind
Composer: Steve Earle

I woke up this morning and I took a look around
At all that I've got
These days I've been lookin' in the mirror
And wondering if that's me lookin' back or not
I'm still the apple of my mama's eye
I'm my daddy's worst fears realized
Here of late all this real estate
Don't seem all that real to me sometimes

I'm back out on that road again
Turn this beast into the wind
There are those that break and bend
I'm the other kind
I'm the other kind

Now my old buddy what's his name
Says man what the hell are you thinkin' bout
Fool you got two of everything
But you hang your head just like you was down and out
And I'm damn sure not suffering from a lack of love
There's plenty more where that came from
Ah - but leave it up to me to say something wrong
And hurt someone before I'm done

I'm back out on that road again...
I'm back out on that road again...

You see it used to be I was really free
I didn't need no gasoline to run
Before you could say Jack Kerouac
You'd turn your back and I'd be gone
Yeah nowadays I got me two good wheels
And I seek refuge in aluminum and steel



Ah it takes me out there for just a little while
And the years fall away with every mile

I'm back out on that road again...
I'm back out on that road again...
I'm the other kind I'm the other kind

14790. Other Shore

Other Shore - Del Mccoury Band

[Verse 1]
I still wake up and I'm livin'
I'm still lovin' and I'm givin'
But I cry now when I'm singin'
And there's always somethin' missin'
I never thought that it would be this way
I never thought that I'd have to say

[Refrain]
Woah-oh, woah-oh
I'll meet you on that other shore

[Verse 2]
It was you who taught me how to live
It was you that taught me how to give
It was you that taught me how to love
Now when I love, it's you I'm thinkin' of
It was you that got the best of me
Now I'm searchin' for the rest of me

[Refrain]
Woah-oh, woah-oh
I'll meet you on that other shore

[Chorus]
Whoa, don't you know that we've been wonderin'
Was there something that we could have done
To keep you here with us under the sun?
But you made up your mind
To leave this broken up world behind
All we can do is hope you made it there
And let you know that you're in our prayers
[Verse 3]
For now we keep on pushin' on
And I know one day we'll see that dawn
Just to see your smilin' face again
In a land where joy will never end
But for now your love is liftin' me
While I'm clingin' to your memory

[Refrain]
Woah-oh, woah-oh



I'll meet you on that other shore

[Chorus]
Whoa, don't you know that we've been wonderin'
Was there something that we could have done
To keep you here with us under the sun?
But you made up your mind
To leave this broken up world behind
All we can do is hope you made it there
And let you know that you're in our prayers

[Verse 4]
For now we keep on pushin' on
And I know one day we'll see that dawn
Just to see your smilin' face again
In a land where joy will never end
There's so much that I'd like to say
But I have to wait until the day
[Refrain]
Woah-oh, woah-oh
I'll meet you on that other shore

[Outro]
I'll meet you on that other shore

14791. Other Side Of The Hill

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Other Side of the Hill

Watch out when they start to twist
Hold tight with a leather fist
That's what my daddy told me
How to ride the bulls.
There's a jingle in my jeans,
Short places inbetween;
I'm leaving tennesee with a push and pull.

Ten-four, buddy, come on back.
Horse trailer on a cadillac,
You're talking to the cowboy in the coupe de ville.
Chug a lug up one side, glide down the other,
I'm a lover of the other side of the hill.

Turn up that radio & don't think about rodeo,
Don't think about roundup up in old cheyenne.
It's a crazy circuit, but you still work it.
Won't you turn the sound up and let's check the scan.

Ten-four, buddy, come on back.
Horse trailer on a cadillac,
You're talking to the cowboy in the coupe de ville.
Chug a lug up one side, glide down the other,
I'm a lover of the other side of the hill.



Bandanna on the rearview mirror
Still wet from ear to ear;
Once again it's provin' what the wise men say -
When you ride the last one, you better make it a fast one
Jump while he's movin, just walk away.

Ten-four, buddy, come on back.
Horse trailer on a cadillac,
You're talking to the cowboy in the coupe de ville.
Chug a lug up one side, glide down the other,
I'm a lover of the other side of the hill.

14792. Other Side Of The Mountain

Other Side of the Mountain
Balsam Range

Baby won't you let me take you
To the other side of the mountain
Where we can leave this life of worry far behind
Baby won't you let me take you
To the other side of the mountain
We'll settle down there and you can ease your troubled mind

[Verse]
Now I've been callin' on you
Every day for a year now
But ya never wanna give me a second glance
My affection for you is true
And the time's long ovRrdue
For you to give our love an honRst chance

[Chorus]
Baby won't you let me take you
To the other side of the mountain
Where we can leave this life of worry far behind
Baby won't you let me take you
To the other side of the mountain
We'll settle down there and you can ease your troubled mind

[Verse]
I understand you feel the sins of obligation
And you never wanna ruin the family name
But both your mom and daddy gone
You work the land all alone
But their ain't no winners in that kinda game

[Chorus]
Baby won't you let me take you
To the other side of the mountain
Where we can leave this life of worry far behind
Baby won't you let me take you



To the other side of the mountain
We'll settle down there and you can ease your troubled mind

[Bridge]
I promised I'd give you everything that you dreamed of
And all the wears a pretty girl deserves
Well I swear that it's true, you have every ounce of my love
I'm ready just as soon as you say the word
WELLLLLLLLL

[Chorus]
Baby won't you let me take you
To the other side of the mountain
Where we can leave this life of worry far behind
Baby won't you let me take you
To the other side of the mountain
We'll settle down there and you can ease your troubled mind
We'll settle down there and you can ease your troubled mind

14793. Other Side Of Town

Other Side Of Town
Steve Earl - Other Side Of Town

D
When I'm sad and blue 
        A7
And I'm feeling all alone 

There's a place that I go to 
            D
That no one knows 
D
Where no matter what I do 
        A7
Won't nobody put me down 

That's why I'm going to 
                  D
The other side of town 
D
On the other side of town 
          A7
Where the sun don't ever shine 

Everybody walks around 
       D
With a shadow cross their minds 
D
When that midnight train rolls by 
         A7
And they hear that lonesome sound 



They just hang their heads and cry 
                     D
On the other side of town 
D
Well it isn't very far 
         A7
And it's not that hard to find 
                                     D
You just follow all the other lonely souls 
D
Take a walk down lonesome lane 
         A7
'Til you see the dead end sign 
                                             D
And your broken heart will tell you where to go 
D
To the other side of town 
          A7
Where the sun don't ever shine 

Everybody walks around 
       D
With a shadow cross their minds 

When that midnight train rolls by 
         A7
And they hear that lonesome sound 

They just hang their heads and cry 
                     D
On the other side of town 

SOLO

D
So if you've find someone 
          A7
Who won't never let you down 
                               D
Hurry home before the sun goes down 
D
No matter what you do 
          A7
Don't let night fall like a shroud 
                                   D
And catch you on the other side of town 
D
On the other side of town 
          A
Where the sun don't ever shine 

Everybody walks around 
       D
With a shadow cross their minds 
D
When that midnight train rolls by 
         A



And they hear that lonesome sound 

They just hang their heads and cry 
                     D
On the other side of town 

>From Steve Earle "El Corazon"
Wartner Brothers Records 1997
South Nashville Music/WB Music Corp(ASCAP)

14794. Otto Wood The Bandit

Doc Watson - Otto Wood the Bandit

Step up, buddies, and listen to my song
I'll sing it to you right, but you may sing it wrong,
All about a man named Otto Wood,
I can't tell you all, but I wish I could.

He walked in a pawn shop a rainy day,
And with the clerk he had a quarrel, they say.
Pulled out his pistol and he struck him a blow,
And this is the way the story goes.

They spread the news as fast as they could,
The sheriff served a warrant on Otto Wood.
The jury said murder in the second degree,
And the judge passed the sentence to the penitentiary.

[Chorus]
Otto, why didn't you run?
Otto's done dead and gone.
Otto Wood, why didn't you run
When the sheriff pulled out his 44 gun?

They put him in the pen, but it done no good,
It wouldn't hold the man they call Otto Wood.
It wasn't very long till he slipped outside,
Drawed a gun on the guard, said, "Take me for a ride."

Second time they caught him was away out west,
In the holdup game, he got shot through the breast.
They brought him back and when he got well,
They locked him down in a dungeon cell.

He was a man they could not run,
He always carried a 44 gun.
He loved the women and he hated the law,
And he just wouldn't take nobody's jaw.

He rambled out west and he rambled all around,
He met the sheriff in a southern town.
And the sheriff says, "Otto, step this way,



'Cause I've been expecting you every day."

He pulled out his gun and then he said,
"If you make a crooked move, you both fall dead.
Crank up your car and take me out of town,"
And a few minutes later, he was graveyard bound.

14795. Our Baby Died Last Night

Our Baby Died Last Night
Traditional

Our baby died last night
It lived but 40 hours
And cost a hundred dollars
It was a lousy baby, anyway

It died just for to spite us
Of spinal meningitis
It was a lousy baby, anyway

So we ate it

14796. Our Baby's Book - Chords

Our Baby's Book
Recorded by: Ernest Tubb
Writer: Ernest Tubb

[G] There's a new star in heaven to-[D] night
The brightest of them all, up [G] there
As we [C] gaze at ths sky, [G] we wonder why
That the [D] Lord took our baby so [G] fair.

For he was as sweet a rose
His eyes were so big, bright and blue
And it made me so glad, They said he favored his dad
And my wife said; "He's the image of you." 

Now you should see our baby's book
It's pink and bordered with gold
No, it's not complete, But on the first sheet
Our darling's life story is told.

It tells of the day he came
To add more joy to our home
After seven short weeks, Our Master did speak
And now Roger Dale has gone.



[G] But I know that he's happy, up [D] there
I can vision each action and [G] look
Friends as [C] you travel on, Please re-[G] member this song
For it's [D] written in our baby's [C] bo-[G] ok

14797. Our Baby's Gone

Desert Rose Band - Our Baby's Gone 
Emmylou Harris
Composer: Herb Pedersen

I put our little baby to bed last night
She was sleeping real good while
I tucked her in tight
I looked at her once

Then I looked at her twice
Her little legs are longer
And I'm running out of time
The boys are gonna chase her

I'll be standing in line our baby's gone
Up at 7:30 she comes into our room
She wants to make her breakfast
But she can't find her spoon

We wake up and try to shake the sandman
Out of our eyes
She's already got her clothes on much to our surprise   
She did it all by herself and we realize our baby's gone

Three years old and she's the queen of the world
Humpty Dumpty's falling down
Little Jack Horner's on the boredom border
Oh mamma what do we do now

Playing outside her little face to the wind
The hours go by her strength is wearing thin
She doesn't call for daddy she's a big girl now
Her mamma looks in wonder and she don't know how

How our baby girl escaped us no more cuddling now
Our baby's gone
Three years old and she's the queen of the world
Humpty Dumpty's falling down

Little Jack Horner's on the boredom border
Oh mamma what do we do now
Our baby's gone



14798. Our Bed Of Roses - Chords

Our Bed Of Roses
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Keith Steagall and Zack Turner
 
G                                      C                        G    C  G
The morning we moved in this house you said let's make a bed of roses
   D7                                                       G      D7
So hand in hand we found that special place and I broke the ground
  G                               C                          G        C  G
I wiped that delta dirt from your face as you knelt there to sow them
       Am                               D7                         G  G7
Oh I'd give anything a mortal man could give if you could see them now

C                                            G     C  G
Through the kitchen windowpane I can see the roses
D7                                                                            G    G7
The ones we planted that first spring are blooming like they did when you were here
C                                                       G   Em
Someone's always left behind when the door of this life closes
Am                          D7                 G     C
So I sit alone and watch it rain on our bed of roses

G                                C                           G     C G
Some days I sit for hours at the time just stirring at those roses
     D7                                                              G     D7
They seem so young and full of life but soon they'll face the winter chill
G                           C                            G      C  G
I don't know how long I can survive but one thing that I know is
     Am                         D7                   G    D7
Come spring time the roses will return but you never will

Repeat #2
 
Am                          D7                 C  G
So I sit alone and watch it rain on our bed of roses

14799. Our Darling's Gone

Our Darling's Gone - Stanley Brothers

God, he sent a loving angel
And he called our darling home
For he needed another flower
To bloom around the shining throne

But we know that he is happy
Since he left this world below
For he saw his home in heaven
Just before he had to go

He has left our home so lonely



Loneliness you could not know
But we ask that he watch o'er us
And give comfort to our soul

He's as rest on a lonely mountain
In a deep and narrow gave
And we thank our loving savior
For the comfort that he gave

Now we're here so sad and lonely
In this wicked world alone
Just a window and poor orphans
In our little mountain home

14800. Our Happy Hour

Jim Lauderdale - Our Happy Hour

[Chorus]
Our happy hour
Is almost over
Can't turn back time
No matter how hard you try
We've had too many
Haven't we, baby?
Our happy hour
Is almost over

[Verse 1]
I got drunk on you
Way too fast
Too good to be true
Should have known
It wouldn't last

[Chorus]
Our happy hour
Is almost over
Can't turn back time
No matter how hard you try
We've had too many
Haven't we, baby?
Our happy hour
Is almost over
[Instrumental bridge]

[Verse 2]
The price of love
Keeps goin' up
It's sad to say
That we've had enough

[Chorus]



Our happy hour
Is almost over
Can't turn back time
No matter how hard you try
We've had too many
Haven't we, baby?
Our happy hour
Is almost over

14801. Our Hearts Are Holding Hands

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Our Hearts Are Holding Hands

We're far apart but our hearts are holding hands

Yes, it's hard to sit here by myself each night
Not knowing where you are or when I'll hold you tight
Yes I have temptations sometimes it's pretty rough
But temptation's never strong as our sweet love.

'Cause our hearts are holding hands across the miles
Even though we're lonely we can smile
'Cause I know you're my woman and I know you're my man
We're far apart but our hearts are holding hands.

Today a stranger looked my way and flashed his gold
And said he'd buy me all the treasures I could hold
But I took out your last letter where you wrote you love me so
And there I found the strenght to tell him no

'Cause our hearts are holding hands across the miles
Even though we're lonely we can smile
'Cause I know you're my woman and I know you're my man
We're far apart but our hearts are holding hands.

And come what may our hearts are holding hands...

14802. Our Lady Of The Tall Trees - Chords

Our Lady Of The Tall Trees Acoustic 
Cahalen Morrison & Eli West

[Instrumental]
C x4
C  F  G  C
C  F  G  C
 
[Verse]



                 C
Said our lady of the tall trees
                   F
Wears the wind and she wears the breeze
                   G
Wears the wind and she wears her sleeves
          C
All up on her arms
                 C
Said our lady of the tall trees
                   F
Wears the wind and she wears the breeze
                   G
Wears the wind and she wears her leaves
             C
Almost effortlessly
 
[Chorus]
                 F C
Said our lady of the tall...   trees
                 F C
Said our lady of the tall...   trees
G C
Supper's served
 
[Instrumental]
C  F  G  C
C  F  G  C
 
[Verse]
                 C
Said our lady of the tall trees
          F
Our lady of a lot
                      G
Said our lady of this and that
                        C
And other things that we forgot
                 C
Said our lady of the tall trees
            F
Our lady of the not
                      G
Wraps herself in rice and greens
                       C
And other fancy things she bought
 
[Chorus]
                 F C
Said our lady of the tall...   trees
                 F C
Said our lady of the tall...   trees
G C
Supper's served
 
[Instrumental]
C  F  G  C



C  F  G  C
 
[Verse]
                      C
Said our lady of the tall trees
                   F
Wears the wind and she wears the breeze
                   G
Wears the wind and she wears her sleeves
          C
All up on her arms
                 C
Said our lady of the tall trees
                   F
Wears the wind and she wears the breeze
                   G
Wears the wind and she wears her leaves
             C
Almost effortlessly
 
[Chorus]
                 F C
Said our lady of the tall...   trees
                 F C
Said our lady of the tall...   trees
G C
Supper's served
 
[Instrumental]
C  F  G  C
C  F  G  C

14803. Our Lady Of The Well

Our Lady Of The Well
Jackson Browne

It is a dance we do in silence
Far below this morning sun
You in your life, me in mine
We have begun
Here we stand and without speaking
Draw the water from the well
And stare beyond the plains
To where the mountains lie so still

But it's a long way that I have come
Across the sand to find this peace among your people in the sun
Where the families work the land as they have always done
Oh it's so far the other way my country's gone

Across my home has grown the shadow
Of a cruel and senseless hand



Though in some strong hearts
The love and truth remain
And it has taken me this distance
And a woman's smile to learn
That my heart remains among them
And to them I must return

But it's a long way that I have come
Across the sand to find you here among these people in the sun
Where your children will be born
You'll watch them as they run
Oh it's so far the other way my life has gone

If you look for me, Maria
You will find me in the shade
Wide awake or in a dream
It's hard to tell--
If you come to me, Maria
I will show you what I've made
It's a picture for our lady of the well

14804. Our Last Goodbye

Our Last Goodbye - Ralph Stanley
NewFound Road - Johnson Mountain Boys

Oh the nights are lonely here without you
All I see is grief and pain
For another's love you treasure
All my hopes are now in vain

   For I love you as no other
   Though you've gone far away
   Will you ever think my darling
   Of our last goodbye today

 I often dream of you my darling
You looked so sweet and smiled at me
And though another's arms may hold you
Those two blue eyes I long to see

Now if you ever need me darling
Don't forget to drop a line
My heart will be with you my darling
Won't you think of me sometime

14805. Our Love



Dave Evans - Our Love 

I want to feel love
Don't want to cry.
I want to taste it when I look in your eye.

I want to live life
I want to fly.
I want to see you when I gaze my mind's eye.

I need to know that you will always be mine.
Without your love I'm just a soul in decline.

We need to start our journey through life's vast domain.
Then we can live a life like those by Mark Twain.

Our love will be as strong as Arnold and Lou.
Our dreams will never end until they come true.
There are no boundaries when you put our love in play.
I'll be your Clyde and you'll be my Faye Dunaway.

I need to know that you will always be mine.
Without your love I'm just a soul in decline.

We need to start our journey through life's vast domain.
Then we can live a life like those by Mark Twain.

Our love will be as strong as Arnold and Lou.
Our dreams will never end until they come true.
There are no boundaries when you put our love in play.
I'll be your Clyde and you'll be my Faye Dunaway.

I want to feel love
Don't want to cry.
I want to taste it when I look in your eye.

14806. Our Love Don't Come Easy - Chords

Chris Hillman - Our Love Don't Come Easy  
by Herb Pedersen
 
E                            
Little Jennie said the same ol thing to me

The night we broke up

Talk is cheap you make me weep

It's time that you grow up
A
You never hear it's so unclear

The things I say to you
E



Why don't you ever finish things

That you never start to do
B
We go round and round again
A                      E
Our love it don't come easy
E
To find a space in our little place

We bump and fall about

It's time to look at where we are

That's right when you you want out
A
The cozy things that we both need

Are just a step away
   E
We get so awful close and then

You always seen to say
B
We go round and round again
 A                     E 
Our love it don't come easy

SOLO

A
Why do we still act the same
      B                 E
After what we both been through
A
Do you think we love the pain
E                        B
As a way to keep things new
E
24 and 12 will always  total 36 they say

But when you add our pros and cons

We don't come out that way
A
I guess the easy thing to do

Would be to say bye bye
E
I'd like to see if just the once 

The two of us can try
B
We go round and round again
A                      E
Our love it don't come easy
B



We go round and round again
A                      E
Our love it don't come easy
B
We go round and round again
A                      E
Our love it don't come easy

>From Chris Hillman & Herb Pedersen "Way Out West"
Back Porch Records 2002
Dusty Sink Music(BMI)

14807. Our Love Is On An Earthquake Zone

Our Love Is On An Earthquake Zone (Larry W. Jones 09/30/2007) 

What's that sound that I hear comin'
And what's that feelin' in my soul
Something is pressing mighty strong
It's bound to take a mighty toll
Darlin', what's that look in your eyes
I see it every time we meet
I feel the earth begin to rise
And I'm unsteady on my feet
Our love is on an earthquake zone
Dear, I can tell it by your tone
And you must think that I'm so blind
Not to notice the daily grind
You've been tossin' up a tremblor
You've been dousin' every ember
Darlin', I hope it ain't too late
For you to remember our love
- instrumental -
Now there's a dark cloud a-formin'
And I can see it's lined with pain
Your love is no longer warmin'
And I just know it's gonna rain
Our love is on an earthquake zone
Dear, I can tell it by your tone
And you must think that I'm so blind
Not to notice the daily grind
You've been tossin' up a tremblor
You've been dousin' every ember
Darlin', I hope it ain't too late
For you to remember our love
Our love is on an earthquake zone
Dear, I can tell it by your tone
Our love is on an earthquake zone
Our love is on an earthquake zone
Our love is on an earthquake zone



14808. Our Love It Don't Come Easy

Chris Hillman - Our Love It Don't Come Easy

Little Jennie said the same ol' thing to me the night we broke up
Talk is cheap you make me weep, it's time that you grow up
You never hear it's so unclear, things I say to you
Why don't you ever finish things that you never start to do?
We go round and round again, our love it don't come easy

To find a space in our little place we bump and fall about
It's time to look at where we are that's right when you you want out
Well, the cozy things that we both need are just a step away
We get so awful close and then you always seen to say
We go round and round again, our love it don't come easy

Why do we still act the same after what we both been through?
Do you think we love the pain as a way to keep things new?

Twenty four and twelve will always total thirty six they say
When you add our pros and cons, we don't come out that way
I guess, the easy thing to do would be to say bye bye
I'd like to see if just the once, the both of us can try
We go round and round again, our love it don't come easy

We go round and round again, our love it don't come easy
We go round and round again, our love it don't come easy

14809. Our Old Love Affair

Our Old Love Affair (Larry W. Jones 12/05/2007) 

Last night as I lay sleeping on my pillow
I saw a vision of you standing there
When I awoke the tears fell like a willow
It was a dream of our old love affair
I remember the first time that I saw you
A halo seemed to rest upon your hair
An angel of the morning's what I called you
Oh how I mourn for our old love affair
- instrumental -
Now each new day as I live through life's sorrow
Memories of you are so hard to bear
I know that before I awake tomorrow
A dream I'll have of our old love affair
I guess you will never know how I miss you
Dear, it seems that you didn't really care
But once again my darling, I will kiss you
I'll dream tonight of our old love affair



But once again my darling, I will kiss you
I'll dream tonight of our old love affair

14810. Our Own Jole Blon

Roy Acuff - Our own Jole Blon

In the evening, in the shadows,
I'll be waiting, in Louisiana,
And when I hear your sweet voice,
I'll rejoice, I'll be happy,
And saving my kisses for you.

Jole Blon, Cajun Angel,
Let me tell you how I love you,
In the springtime you promised,
That we would be married,
And I'm waiting, still waiting for you

Oh-ho-ho ah-ha.

When your hair turns to silver,
I'll still call you, Delta Flower,
Pretty Blond I still love you,
I love you I promise,
And I'm patiently waiting for you.

Oh-ho-ho ah-ha.

14811. Our Rockin Years - Chords

Our Rockin Years
Recorded by Dolly Parton and Ricky Van Shelton

F: [C] I'll do everything I can
F: To make you [F] proud to be my man
M: And I'll ful-[C] fill all your fanta-[G7] sies
F: I guess were [C] promisin' a lot
F: But for [F] now, it's all we got
M: And I'll stand [C] by you
D: [G7] Thru Our Rockin' [C] Years.

D: Rockin' [F] chairs, Rockin' babies
D: Rock-a-[G7] bye, Rock of Ages
D: Side by side, we'll be together, al-[G7] ways
F: And if you [C] hold me tight when when you love me
F: That's all [F] I'll ask of you
D: And I'll stand [C] by you
D: [G7] Thru Our Rockin' [C] Years.



M: I'll be your friend
F: I'll be you lover
M: Until the end, there'll be no other
F: And my heart has only room for one
M: Yes, I'll always love you
F: And I'll always be here for you
D: And I'll stand by you
D: Thru Our Rockin' Years.

D: Rockin' chairs, rockin' babies
D: Rock-a-bye, rock of ages
D: Side by side, we'll be together, always
M: And if you hold me tight when you love me
M: That's all I'll ask of you
F: And I'll stand by you
D: Thru Our Rockin' Years.

D: Rockin' chairs, rockin' babies
D: Rock-a-bye, rock of ages
D: Side by side, we'll be together, always
F: And yes, I'll always love you
M: And I'll always be here for you
F: And I'll stand by you
D: Thru Our Rockin' Years.

TAG:
F: Yes I'll be here
D: And I'll stand by you, Thru Our Rockin' Years
D: Thru --- Our --- Rockin' --- Years.
---------
F:=Dolly
M:-Ricky
D:=Both

14812. Our Rockin Years - Chords

Our Rockin Years
Recorded by Dolly Parton and Ricky Van Shelton

F: [C] I'll do everything I can
F: To make you [F] proud to be my man
M: And I'll ful-[C] fill all your fanta-[G7] sies
F: I guess were [C] promisin' a lot
F: But for [F] now, it's all we got
M: And I'll stand [C] by you
D: [G7] Thru Our Rockin' [C] Years.

D: Rockin' [F] chairs, Rockin' babies
D: Rock-a-[G7] bye, Rock of Ages
D: Side by side, we'll be together, al-[G7] ways
F: And if you [C] hold me tight when when you love me
F: That's all [F] I'll ask of you



D: And I'll stand [C] by you
D: [G7] Thru Our Rockin' [C] Years.

M: I'll be your friend
F: I'll be you lover
M: Until the end, there'll be no other
F: And my heart has only room for one
M: Yes, I'll always love you
F: And I'll always be here for you
D: And I'll stand by you
D: Thru Our Rockin' Years.

D: Rockin' chairs, rockin' babies
D: Rock-a-bye, rock of ages
D: Side by side, we'll be together, always
M: And if you hold me tight when you love me
M: That's all I'll ask of you
F: And I'll stand by you
D: Thru Our Rockin' Years.

D: Rockin' chairs, rockin' babies
D: Rock-a-bye, rock of ages
D: Side by side, we'll be together, always
F: And yes, I'll always love you
M: And I'll always be here for you
F: And I'll stand by you
D: Thru Our Rockin' Years.

TAG:
F: Yes I'll be here
D: And I'll stand by you, Thru Our Rockin' Years
D: Thru --- Our --- Rockin' --- Years.
---------
F:=Dolly
M:-Ricky
D:=Both

14813. Our Shangri-La

Emmylou Harris - Our Shangri-La

It's the end of a perfect day
For surfer boys and girls
The sun's dropping down in the bay
And falling off the world

There's a diamond in the sky
Our evening star 
In our shangri-la

Get that fire burning strong
Right here and right now
It's here and then it's gone



There's no secret, anyhow

We may never love again
To the music of guitars
In our shangri-la

Tonight your beauty burns
Into my memory
The wheel of heaven turns
Above us endlessly
This is all the heaven we've got
Right here where we are
In our shangri-la

This is all the heaven we've got
Right here where we are
In our shangri-la

14814. Our Song

Chris Stapleton
Our Song

[Verse 1]
In this time that I've been given
To fill my life with livin'
I hope I have' done' the best that' I can do
Yes, regrets, I've got' a few
But, honey, none of them is you
And I need you like a singer needs a song

[Chorus]
I don't know if Heaven's real
But that's how you made me feel
You make it all alright
When everything's wrong
And this is our song

[Verse 2]
In these miles that we have traveled
You've watched me come unraveled
And you put me back together again
And when darkness would come around
You kept my feet there on the ground
And you held me like a lover and a friend

[Chorus]
I don't know if Heaven's real
But that's how you made me feel
You make it all alright
When everything's wrong
And this is our song
And this is our song



And this is our song
This is our song

14815. Our Songs

Desert Rose Band - Our Songs

I know things are different then they were in '65
When the music came from the heart and kept our thoughts alive.
With the songs we were singing we tried to change the world
Oh, how can we sing our songs.

We marched on Alabama, we died in Ohio
We were the restless generation and now we're in control
Of the younger ones, who are hungry for things of this world
Oh, how can we sing our songs.

Let us sing our songs the way they're meant to be,
Our troubles and trials in three-part harmony.
The road is paved with gold, if you do all that you're told,
Oh, how can we sing our songs.

Now we are older and we've raised our families
And our young sons are reaching out for something they can't see,
They can't hear it on the radio or watchin' MTV,
Oh, how can we sing our songs.

Let us sing our songs the way they're meant to be,
Our troubles and trials in three-part harmony.
The road is paved with gold, if you do all that you're told,
Oh, how can we sing our songs.

How much do we compromise in what we want to say
How much creativity did we loose along the way
We tried to shape the world like a sculptor with one hand,
Oh, how can we sing our songs.

Let us sing our songs the way they're meant to be,
Our troubles and trials in three-part harmony.
The road is paved with gold, if you do all that you're told,
Oh, how can we sing our songs.
How can we sing our songs.

14816. Our Sunshine - Chords

Our Sunshine 
Paul Kelly with Uncle Bill (Australia)

[Intro]



Em
 
[Verse 1]
           Em                                                      D
Well there came a man on a stolen horse and he rode right onto the page
                                                    Em
Burning bright but not for long, lit up with a holy rage
                                                                 D
No turning back for the child of grace with the blood red on his hands
                                                       Em
Never known to hurt a woman, he never robbed an honest man
    C                              D
His mother held in jail, his daddy dead
C           G           Em             D
  And daily rising, the price upon his head
 
[Chorus]
       Em     D    Em                D     Em
Our sunshine           Our sunshine
C                         G
  Through fire and flood,   through dust and mud,
D                               Em
  through tears and blood still riding on
 
[Verse 2]
   Em                                                     D
Forever trapped in a suit of steel with a hotel burning behind
                                                         Em
Betrayed by his companions with a train waiting down the line
                                                                     D
Forever tall on a bareback horse, getting through by the skin of his teeth
                                                    Em
It's one more for the ladies and one more for the police
C                               D
Riding on out, hungry tired and cold
  C            G        Em           D
Into the misty morning,   never grow old
 
[Chorus]
       Em     D    Em                D     Em
Our sunshine           Our sunshine
C                         G
  Through fire and flood,   through dust and mud,
D                               Em
  through tears and blood still riding on
 
[Instrumental]
Em      D     Em
Em      D     Em
 
[Bridge]
C                              D
As you stood before the judges chair,
    C                  G             D
you said "I'm free and easy, see you there"
 
[Chorus]



       Em     D    Em                D     Em
Our sunshine           Our sunshine
C                         G
  Through fire and flood,   through dust and mud,
D                               Em
  through tears and blood still riding on
 
[Coda]
C          G               D              Em
  Fire and flood, dust and mud, tears and blood
C          G               D              Em                 C
  Fire and flood, dust and mud, tears and blood still riding on
C          G               D              Em
  Fire and flood, dust and mud, tears and blood
 
Em

14817. Our Town

Iris Dement - Our Town
Trampled By Turtles

And you know the sun's settin' fast
And just like they say, nothing good ever lasts
Well, go on now and kiss it goodbye
But hold on to your lover
'Cause your heart's bound to die
Go on now and say goodbye to our town, to our town
Can't you see the sun's settin' down on our town, on our town
Goodnight

Up the street beside that red neon light
That's where I met my baby on one hot summer night
He was the tender and I ordered a beer
It's been forty years and I'm still sitting here

But you know the sun's settin' fast
And just like they say, nothing good ever lasts
Well, go on now and kiss it goodbye
But hold on to your lover
'Cause your heart's bound to die
Go on now and say goodbye to our town, to our town
Can't you see the sun's settin' down on our town, on our town
Goodnight

It's here I had my babies and I had my first kiss
I've walked down Main Street in the cold morning mist
Over there is where I bought my first car
It turned over once but then it never went far

And I can see the sun's settin' fast
And just like they say, nothing good ever lasts
Well, go on now and kiss it goodbye



But hold on to your lover
'Cause your heart's bound to die
Go on now and say goodbye to our town, to our town
Can't you see the sun's settin' down on our town, on our town
Goodnight

I buried my Mama and I buried my Pa
They sleep up the street beside that pretty brick wall
I bring them flowers about every day
But I just gotta cry when I think what they'd say
If they could see how the sun's settin' fast
And just like they say, nothing good ever lasts
Well, go on now and kiss it goodbye
But hold on to your lover
'Cause your heart's bound to die
Go on now and say goodbye to our town, to our town
Can't you see the sun's settin' down on our town, on our town
Goodnight

Now I sit on the porch and watch the lightning-bugs fly
But I can't see too good, I got tears in my eyes
I'm leaving tomorrow but I don't wanna go
I love you, my town, you'll always live in my soul

But I can see the sun's settin' fast
And just like they say, nothing good ever lasts
Well, go on, I gotta kiss you goodbye
But I'll hold to my lover
'Cause my heart's 'bout to die
Go on now and say goodbye to my town, to my town
I can see the sun has gone down on my town, on my town
Goodnight
Goodnight

14818. Our Way Of Life - Chords

Our Way Of Life
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Earl Montgomery and Melba Montgomery

C                             F                    C
Well I'm tired of all of this cookin' and a makin' beds
                       D7               G7
And havin' to see that all the kids are fed
      C               F              C
While you work at the office all day long
                           G7                 C
And I'm a leavin' to go to work when you come home
G7                     C                G7
Well I'd love to be at home cookin' for you
                      A7               D7
I'd feed the kids and send them off to school
      G7           C                G7 



But I need to work help you pay the rent
                        D7                G7
And before it's made we know it's already spent
C              F      G7          C             Am
But that's our way of life and we gotta keep on livin'
      C         D7                G7
If we ever have anything to speak of
           F      G7             C             Am
That's our way of life and we're gonna keep on livin'
         F                G7            C
Till our way of life gets in our way of love
                        F                 C   
Well I guess I'm a satisfied the way life is
                             D7               G7
Cause the man next door he's not too proud of his 
        C              F                 C 
When he comes home you can see the awful hurt
                     G7                C
His wife is gone but she's not gone to work
G7                          C           G7 
Yes folks next door they're really in a fix
                         A7                  D7  
And it's not the dog who knows the brand new tricks
         G7          C              G7  
So let's be proud of livin' our own way
                     D7                      G7
And you keep workin' nights and I'll work by day
Repeat #3
 
        F                      G7            C  
And the way of life never gets in the way of love

14819. Our Way To Fall

Our Way To Fall
Chris Thile

[Verse 1: Chris Thile]
I remember a summer's day
I remember walkin' up to you
I remember my face turned red
And I remember starin' at my feet

[Verse 2: Chris Thile & Madison Cunningham]
I remember before we met
I remember sitting next to you
And I remember pretending I wasn't looking
[Chorus: Chris Thile & Madison Cunningham]
So try and try
Even if it lasts an hour
With all our might
We'll try and make it ours
'Cause we're on our way



We're on our way to fall in love

[Verse 3: Chris Thile & Madison Cunningham]
I remember your old guitar
I remember, I can't explain
I remember the way it looked around your neck
I remember the day it broke

[Verse 4: Chris Thile & Madison Cunningham]
I remember the song you sang
I remember "The Way You Look Tonight"
I remember the way it made me feel

[Chorus: Chris Thile & Madison Cunningham]
Try and try
Even if it lasts an hour
With all our might
We'll try and make it ours
'Cause we're on our way
We're on our way to fall in love

[Chorus: Chris Thile & Madison Cunningham]
We'll try and try
Even if it lasts an hour
With all our might
We'll try and make it ours
'Cause we're on our way
We're on our way to fall in love

[Outro: Chris Thile & Madison Cunningham, Madison Cunningham]
We're on our way to fall in love
Yeah, we're on our way to fall in love
(Oh-oh, oh-oh)
(Oh-oh, oh-oh)
(Oh-oh, oh-oh)
(Oh-oh, oh-oh)

14820. Oustanding In Our Field

Oustanding In Our Field
Brad Paisley, Dierks Bentley, Roger Miller, Hunter Hayes 

Posted By RoughStock Staff on Monday April 15, 2013 at 07:55AM PST
0

    Brad Paisley, Dierks Bentley, Roger Miller, Hunter Hayes - "Oustanding In Our Field"
Well, Christina waits on tables at Clarabelle's Cafe
Now she's waitin' on a bench for Johnny
At the end of another hard day
Hey, hey, he just got paid for washin' all them cars
They ain't goin' to the movies and they ain't goin' to a bar
They gonna pick up the keg and I'm gonna pick up the ice
And we're gonna show you how the experts kill us a Friday night



We drive out in the country, set somethin' on fire
We set an ice-cold beer on a tractor tire
Underachievers, no different than the rest
'Til we're burnin' up the moonlight chillin' on a hot night
That's what we do best
We ain't nothin' special, we ain't no big deal
But if you wanna throw a party in the middle of nowhere
We're outstanding in our field

Well, everyone except for David who's passed out in the grass
Somebody grab me a Sharpie, he's about to grow a mustache
Sara's already dancin', turn up the radio
Kenny's always got some moonshine if the keg starts runnin' low
We're all pyromaniacs, this place's about to blow

We drive out in the country, set somethin' on fire
Set a jar of that corn liquor on a tractor tire
Underachievers, no different than the rest
'Til we're burnin' up the moonlight chillin' on a hot night
That's what we do best
Yeah, we ain't nothin' special, we ain't no big deal
But if you wanna throw a party in the middle of nowhere
We're outstanding in our field

We can take a hundred acre big ol' empty pasture like this old farm
And turn it into the hottest weekend nightclub spot from here to Sunset Boulevard
That's just who we are

No we ain't nothin' special, we ain't no big deal
But if you wanna throw a party in the middle of nowhere
We're outstanding in our field

14821. Out All Night

Todd Snider - Out All Night

I don't ever wanna go back home again
I don't ever wanna let this summer end
You and me we got a lot in common
We keep thinkin' there's this place to go
You ask me I say we oughta keep drivin'
But turn up that radio

Let's stay out all night
Again tonight
Stay out all night
Again tonight

I don't ever wanna have to go to work for my dad
I guess that's about the only goal I've ever had
I got this feeling that my stepmom hates me
That gold digger's got a worthless bone



She stays drunk on rum and Pepsi, yeah
She'll never notice if I'm not home

Out all night
Again tonight
Stay out all night
Again tonight

We don't have to answer to
Anyone that we don't want to
And we can do anything, yeah
Yeah, we can do anything

You and me, we got a lot in common
We keep thinkin' there's a place to go
You ask me, I say we oughta keep drivin'
Hey, turn up the radio
Stay out all night
Again tonight
Stay out all night
Again tonight
Stay out all night
Again tonight
Let's stay out all night
Stay out all night
We can do anything, anything, anything
I don't ever wanna go back home again

14822. Out Among The Stars

Out Among the Stars
The Chapmans
Seldom Scene - Claire Lynch

It's midnight at a liquor store in Texas.
Beneath the neon, close up's just begun. 
When a boy walks in the door and points a pistol
He can't find a job, but man, he's found a gun.

But a change of heart before there's confrontation.
Let's the old man live and run out in the street 
But he knows that soon they'll come with guns a blazing 
And already he can feel a great relief.

Oh how many travlers get weary,
Bearing both their burdens and their scars,
Don't you think they'd love to stop complaining,
And fly like eagles out among the stars.

He pictures the arrival of the cruisers.
Sees that old familiar anger in their eyes
He knows that when they're shooting at this loser,
They'll be aiming at the deamons in their lives.



Oh how many travlers get weary,  
Bearing both their burdens and their scars 
Don't you think they'd love to stop complaining,
And fly like eagles out among the stars.

The evening news it carries all the details.
He dies in every living room in town.
And in his home a bottle's thrown in anger
And his father cries, 'We'll never live this down.'

Oh how many travlers get weary,
Bearing both their burdens and their scars
Don't you think they'd love to stop complaining,
And fly like eagles out among the stars.  
Oh-Oh, and fly like eagles out among the stars.

14823. Out Here In The Middle

Robert Earl Keen - Out Here in the Middle 

They broke into you car last night
Took the stereo
Now you say you don't know why
You even live there anymore
The garage man didn't see a thing
So you guess it was an inside job

You made a reservation
Table for three
Said you had to wait
Somebody must've bribed the maitre d
The boss got mad
And he blamed it all on you
The food was bad
And the deal fell through

Out here in the middle
You can park it on the street
You step up to the counter
You nearly always get a seat
Nobody steals
Nobody cheats
Wish you were here, my love
Wish you were here, my love

We got tractor pulls and Red Man chew
Corporate relo-refugees that need love too
And we ain't seen Elvis
In a year or two

We got justification for wealth and greed
Amber waves of grain and bathtub speed



Now we even got Starbucks
What else you need

Out here in the middle
Where the centers on the right
And the ghost of William Jennings Bryan preaches every night
To save the lonely souls
In the dashboard light
Wish you were here, my love
Wish you were here, my love

Out here in the middle
Where the buffalo roam
We're puttin' up towers
For your cell phones
And we screen all applicants
With a fine-tooth comb
Wish you were here, my love
Wish you were here, my love
Wish you were here, my love

14824. Out In The Cold World

Out In The Cold World
Bill Monroe

Out in the cold world and far away home
Some mother's boy is wandering all alone
With no one to guide him or keep his footsteps right
Some mother's boy is homeless tonight 

   Bring back to me my wandering boy
   For there is no other who's bound to give me joy
   Tell him that his mother with faded cheeks and hair
   Is at the old home awaiting him there 

Out in the hallway, there stands a vacant chair
An old pair of shoes that he used to wear
Empty is the cradle he used to love so well
Oh, how I miss him no tongue can tell 

Well I remember those parting words he said
We'll meet up yonder where tears are never shed
In that land of sunshine away from toil and care
When life is over, I'll meet you up there

14825. Out In The Darkness



Tim O'Brien - Out in the Darkness

Out in the darkness, out in the night
I see you standing there
I want to guide you into the light
Show you I really care

It's hard to show the way I feel
On this side of the line
How can I show you my love is real
It you can't see the sign

[Chorus]
A little bit harder, we're gonna have to try
A little bit farther, keep walking side by side
A little bit stronger, we're gonna have to be
A little bit longer, together we hold the key

Why do you hold back when I phone
You never come around
And when I'm with you I feel so alone
You never make a sound

[Chorus]

Out in the darkness, out in the night
I see you standing there
I want to guide you into the light
Show you I really care

14826. Out In The Open - Chords

Out In The Open 
Steep Canyon Rangers

[Intro riff]
C    F C   C    F C
 
[Verse 1]
          C
I've been chained to a lie.
            C
I've been a slave to a lie.
        C
I can't keep going on like this.
        C
I can't keep this lie on my lips.
 
 
[Chorus]
    C                Bb
I'm out in the open, out in the open,
F                   D
Out in the open and out on the loose...



C C7            F            Fm
    Standing in front of you,
N.C.
Just me and the truth.
 
 
[intro riff]
C    F C   C    F C
 
 
[Verse 2]
              C
I built these walls all around me.
               C
I watched them fall and I got free.
          C
Now I can see in every direction.
      C
I can see for miles and miles.
 
 
[Chorus]
    C                Bb
I'm out in the open, out in the open,
F                   D
Out in the open and out on the loose...
C C7            F            Fm
    Standing in front of you,
N.C.
Just me and the truth.
 
[intro riff]
C    F C   C    F C
[instrumental break]
G   G   F   F
G   G   F   F
G   G   F   F
C   Bb  F   D
 
 
N.C.
I've been chained to a lie
            C
I've been a slave to a lie
 
[Chorus]
    C                Bb
I'm out in the open, out in the open,
F                   D
Out in the open and out on the loose...
C C7            F            Fm
    Standing in front of you,
N.C.
Just me and the truth.
 
[intro riff]
C    F C   C    F C



14827. Out In The Parkin' Lot

Brad Paisley - Out In The Parkin' Lot (feat. Alan Jackson) 
Darrell Scott

I'm sittin' on the fender of someone else's truck
Drinkin' Old Crow Whiskey and hot 7 Up
Out in the parkin' lot
You can hear the band playin'
Right through the walls
Ain't no cover charge
Ain't no last call
Out in the parkin' lot
[Chorus]
Yeah, I love to see the neon dancin' on the gravel
And I love to hear the pickup trucks as they come unraveled
Some 've given up
Some 've given in
Looks like everybody's lookin' for a friend
Out in the parkin' lot
Whoops, there's a couple
Who could not wait to get home
They're probably in love so let's leave them alone
Out in the parkin' lot
There's a couple of cowboys
Puttin' up their dukes
But there weren't much to it after both of 'em puked
Out in the parkin' lot
[Repeat chorus]
Now the band is on the bus
And they're all loaded up to leave
But the drummer's got a girlfriend
And she's tuggin' at his sleeve
Out in the parkin' lot
[Repeat chorus]
I'm sittin' on the fender of someone else's truck
Drinkin' Old Crow Whiskey and hot 7 Up
Out in the parkin' lot

14828. Out In The Parking Lot

Steve Earle - Out in the Parking Lot
Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
Sittin' on a fender of someone else's truck
Drinking Old Crow whiskey and hot 7-Up
Out in the parking lot
You can hear the band playing right through the wall



Ain't no cover charge and no last call
Out in the parking lot
Now there's a couple of cowpokes puttin' up their dukes
Wasn't much to it after both of them puked
Out in the parking lot
Now someone called the police and the police finally came
Wrote them a couple of tickets, took a couple of names
Out in the parking lot

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
Oops, there's a couple who couldn't wait to get home
They're probably in love, let's leave them alone
Out in the parking lot
Now the band is on the bus, and they're all loaded up to leave
The drummer's got a girlfriend and she's tugging at his sleeve
Out in the parking lot

[Chorus]
I love to see the neon dancing on the gravel
I love to hear the pick-up trucks come unravelled
Some have given up, some have given in
Everybody lookin' for a friend

[Outro]
Now everybody's gone, they've shut out all the lights
The dust begins to settle and it's never been so quiet
Out in the parking lot

14829. Out Of Control

Out of Control
The Flying Burrito Brothers

She's a lot of woman but she's out of control
She's so hard to hold, she's out of control
You know she's got me losing again
She's a lot of woman but she's out of control
Needs a whole lot of love, I'm losing my hold
She's slipping right out of my hand?
She's got it all and knows how to use it

And I get caught up in the fire
She turns it around and knows I can't lose it
Leaving me lost in desire
She's a lot of woman, she can torture your soul
She's just gotta have more, she goes out of control
I'm hanging on the best way I can

She's a lot of woman but she's out of control
She's so hard to hold, she's out of control
And you know she's got me losing again



She's got it all and knows how to use it

And I get caught up in the firR
She turns it around and knows I can't lose it
Leaving mR lost in desire
Out of control

You've got me losing my mind...

14830. Out Of Control - Chords

Out Of Control
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones, Darrell Edwards, Herby Treece

G                        G7        C        G
What goes wrong with the mind of a man in a bar
                                    A7                  D7
Who sits and keep drinking with his thoughts strayed so far
         G            G7             C          G
It's the same old sad story that has often been told
    C          G            D7             G
One drink then another till he's out of control
                  G7             C          G
He sits down at a table with his hands on a glass
                          A7               D7
For him there's no future there's only the past
   G               G7             C                G
He reaches for the bottle but his hands don't take hold
    C               G     D7             G    G7
His eyes just can't focus he's out of control
        C                           G
Does he search for contentment that he might hope to find
       A7                      D7
From a honky tonk woman or the bottles of wine
G                G7            C               G
He shakes and he trembles even though he's not old
     C           G         D7             G
Like a leaf in a whirlwind he's out of control
                       G7         C              G
Yes I'm just like that fellow who sits there all alone
                       A7           D7
With no one to love me no family at home
      G          G7            C         G
I'm a picture of others with a future so cold
  C                G      D7                  G
A life ain't worth livin' when it's out of control



14831. Out Of Hand

Rhonda Vincent - Out of Hand

It all started out so easy
Nothing more than just a sweet tender kiss
But each one lead to another
Now there's something that we can't resist

Like a small flame that starts in the corner
Like a breeze blowing swiftly through the trees
We're both too much in love to fight it
It grows and grows until it's out of hand

Meeting you at first was just a pleasant way to pass the time
Now you're the only thing that never leaves my mind
The flame of love in my heart grow wild at your command
It grows and grows until it's out of hand

Meeting you at first was just a pleasant way to pass the time
Now you're the only thing that never leaves my mind
The flame of love in my heart grow wild at your command
It grows and grows until it's out of hand

It grows and grows until it's out of hand

14832. Out Of My Head

Brett Dennen - Out of My Head

Get outta my head, outta my head, outta my head now
Get outta my head, get into my heart
Get outta my head, outta my head, outta my now
Get outta my head, get into my heart
Without you I do believe I'm homeless and without
And without you, it's true. I'm out of focus
Got go now, I know now if I can can't live with you I will
Without me you'll be stuck in a pattern and without me, you'll see
It doesn't matter who you're made at
I've had that happen and I won't have that happen anymore
Why don't it go boom boom boom
Give me love, give me love, give me love now
Boom boom boom
Any you get it back and you get it back
Get outta my head, outta my head, outta my head, head now
Get outta my head, outta my head, outta my no, get into my heart
Get outta my head, outta my head, outta my head, head now
Get outta of my head, outta my head, outta my no, get into my heart
Get into my heart
Thought I'd changed inside
So I went up into the mountains and climbed
I got away from all the static and the sadness
I won't be caught up in that anymore



14833. Out Of My Mind

Out Of My Mind (featuring Patty Loveless) - Vince Gill
(feat. Patty Loveless) 

You've got legs just like a longneck bottle 
And lips just like strawberry wine 
You might be a lifetime of trouble 
Still I can't get you out of my mind 

(Chorus) 
Out of my mind, I'm goin' out of my mind 
And I see what I've been missing all this time 
Oh sweet neon angel, don't leave me behind 
No I can't get you out of my mind 

You're bringin' on a honky-tonk heartache 
And I know you'd never walk the line 
To let you slip away, a chance I won't take 
Still I can't get you out of my mind 

Repeat Chorus 

No I can't get you out of my mind

14834. Out Of Sight, Out Of Mind

Out of Sight, Out of Mind
(L. Maring)
Shady Mix

Left my home when I was sixteen years old
My mother and father were almost glad to see me go
And no one said a word
'cause there were no more words to say
And that gravel road was like a river
that would carry me away

I Kept on drifting until the age of thirty-three
Then on a cold, cold night in a foreign land
I heard my hometown calling me,
Remember how those hills looked
and remember all your friends.
That gravel road that carried you away
will take you home again

Alter many years of absence,
it all still looked the same.
The only thing that's different now



is that no one knows my name. 
I guess I should have called sometimes
to let the old folks know,
But when vou're out of sight, your're out of mind,
That's all I found back home.

14835. Out Of The Blue - Chords

Out Of The Blue 
Kathy Mattea
 
INTRO: D   A   D
 
N.C.     G
You were standing at the corner of my heart
                D         G   D  Dsus2
The day that we first met
      G
I was sitting with my coffee
                          D      G   D  Dsus2   Bm
Stirring in the sugar and regret
                          G              Em
Stuck in the same old memory once more
                           A
It was a day just like the day before
 
 
CHORUS:
     D          G          Em7           A
When out of the blue, blue cloud that surrounded me
    D             G     Em7       A
The sound of your voice cut right through
D             G        Em7            A
Felt like the sun had wrapped itself around me
F           C     Am7        D  F  C  Am7  D
You took my heart out of the blue___________
 
 
N.C.    G
Can't recall the conversation word for word
              D   G   D  Dsus2
It came so easily
       G
It was like somehow I knew you
                             D  G   D  Dsus2   Bm
Makes it all the more a mystery
                            G               Em
Somewhere down the line you called it love
                          A
Don't know why it happens like it does
 
 
CHORUS:



    D          G          Em7           A
But out of the blue, blue cloud that surrounded me
    D             G     Em7       A
The sound of your voice cut right through
D             G        Em7            A
Felt like the sun had wrapped itself around me
F           C     Am7        D  F  C  Am7  D
You took my heart out of the blue___________
 
 
BRIDGE:
    F
Oh, you____ reached out to me
Em7     A
You____ reached out to me
 
 
CHORUS:
D          G          Em7           A
Out of the blue, blue cloud that surrounded me
    D             G     Em7       A
The sound of your voice cut right through
D             G        Em7            A
Felt like the sun had wrapped itself around me
F           C     Am7        D
You took my heart out of the blue__
F           C     Am7        D
You took my heart out of the blue______
  F  C   Am7  D
Oooooooooooh

14836. Out Of The Fire

Iris Dement - Out Of The Fire

[Verse]
On a gravel back-road, down deep in the Fall
So long ago, yet how well I recall
My Grandfather's green truck with the rusted-out rims
And me on the seat, between my Mamma and him
How we rattled along, until the old Ford, it stalled
And Momma said "Jump on out, pick you a big cotton ball"
An Autumn leaf scraped its way across the road
We were headed back home
See the proud, thrusting, curve of the robin's red breast
Out gathering worms to return to her nest
The lavender haze at the first light of dawn
A woman's clear voice lilting in song
And all the fine words our poets have said
The sparkling dew upon the spider's silk web!
Does one matter more? Does one matter less?
Who of us can say?
The tents are rolled up, the Revival's left town



All that remains is the fine sawdust ground
Still wet from the tears that fell from the eyes
Of folks too far down to hang back in pride
And I am here, too, like I always was:
Deep in the pain, strong in the love
Still singing my prayer to Heaven above
Heartfelt and true
Once you were the dawn, the dusk, and the light
Without the dream of holding you tight
My days turned to black, I could hardly take breath
I stumbled my way thru a fate worse than death
But like the Phoenix that rose right out of the fire
I came back too, from a bed of desire
And shook from my wings the ash from the pyre
And headed back home

14837. Out Of The Rain

The Duhks - Out of the Rain 

It's been raining hard in Winnipeg, like where you've gone
So I am going to write a song to soothe my aching
For two whole days the rain came down and I've been thinking round
To when I was too young to see my heart was breaking

Oh baby I can't stay here in the rain another day
Though I've been trying to find a way to make it happen
Lately I've been trying to figure what it's all about
And when I know I'll work it out
But now I'm getting out of the rain

Out of the rain is where I'm headed for
Far from the pain of being tied to your back door
Oh, I know that it's not something that I can control
So I'll go, but you go on in the rain.

I've been wandering thirsty in the rain for so long now
But it ain't of the amount, but where I'm standing
In the sunshine I will see much clearer just what I can do
I'll keep it simple, free and true
I can do what I want to do

Out of the rain is where I'm headed for
Far from the pain of being tied to your back door
Take it slow, love yourself, or you can't love no one else
Oh, I know I can't go on in the rain.

Out of the rain, no hurting anymore
Into the sun to find what I've been yearning for
Take it slow, love yourself, or you can't love no one else
Oh, I know I can't go on in the rain
Oh, I know I can't go on in the rain



14838. Out Of The Running

Out Of The Running
Chatham County Line

You could say that I'm retired
I no longer get around
You could say anything
But you couldn't put me down

I guess I'm out of the Running
Thanks for your applause
i guess I'm out of the running
Say goodbye to the stars

I'll never have my name in lights
On a glowing marquee
Most of the world know right now
What it's like to be me

I guess I'm out of the Running
Thanks for your applause
i guess I'm out of the running
Say goodbye to the stars

when I look in your eyes
I hear the crowd start to cheer
And when we're alone in the night
I know I'm famous here

I guess I'm out of the Running
Thanks for your applause
i guess I'm out of the running
Say goodbye to the stars

14839. Out Of The Skillet

Out Of The Skillet
Author: Vernon McIntyre

Well I was romantic in my younger days
I courted and I married I'm sorry to say
I married a girl who was my heart's desire
Jumped out of the skillet right into the fire
Well the army was saying that they needed more men
At the recruiting station a man said step in
I signed all the papers to become a great liar
Jumped out of the skillet right into the fire
Well they sent me right quick where the bullets did fly



Made me a rifleman on the front line
I walked for miles under barded wire
To get out of the skillet right into the fire
Well if I had my choice of this army life
Or send me back home to my nagging wife
I guess I'd stay in here until I could retire
I jumped out of the skillet right into the fire
Now when I die and they lay me down I know
I hope it's above but just in case it's below
Just write on my tombstone, this boy he ain't no liar
He's been in the skillet, he's been in the fire
Law'd he's been in the skillet, he's been in the fire

14840. Out Of The Woods

Nickel Creek - Out Of The Woods 

I wish you out of the woods
And into a picture, with me
I wish you over the moon
Come out of the question, and be

If this is gonna
Run, round, in my head
I might as well be dreaming
Run, round, in my head

I roller coaster for you
Time out of mind
Must be heavenly
It's all enchanted and wild
It's just like my heart said
It's gonna be

If this is gonna
Run, round, in my head
I might as well be dreaming
Run, round, in my head

I wish you out of the woods
And into the picture, with me
I wish you over the moon
Come out of the question, and be

If this is gonna
Run, round, in my head
I might as well be dreaming
Run, round, in my head

If this is gonna
Run, round, in my head
I might as well be dreaming
Run, round, in my head



I might as well be dreaming

Run, round, in my head
  (Into the picture)
I might as well be dreaming
  (With me)
Run, round, in my head

  (I wish you out of the wood)
If this is gonna
Run, round, in my head
  (Into the picture)
I might as well be dreaming
  (With me)
Run, round, in my head

14841. Out Of The Woods - Chords

Out Of The Woods

Verse 1:
 D
I wish you out of the woods,
 G
And into the picture, with me.
 D
I wish you over the moon,
 G
Come out of the question and be.

Chorus:
 D A D 
If this is gonna run, round, in my head,
I might as well be dreaming,
 A G
Run, round, in my head.

Verse2:
I roller coaster for you.
Time out of mind must be heavenly.
It's all enchanted and wild,
Just like my heart said it was gonna be.
(Musical Interlude: fiddle verse, guitar chorus)

Chorus (with verse in background):
 D A Bm
If this is gonna run, round, in my head,
I might as well be dreaming,
G A Bm
Run, round, in my head.
 D A Bm
If this is gonna run, round, in my head,
I might as well be dreaming,



Bm A G
Run, round, in my head.

14842. Out Of Touch

Lucinda Williams - Out Of Touch

Once in awhile we might pass on the street
We nod and we smile and we shuffle our feet
Making small talk standing face to face
Hands in our pockets 'cause we feel so out of place

We have been so out of touch
We have been so out of touch

We speak in the past tense to talk about the weather
The broken sentences, we try to piece together
I ask you if you ever see an old friend 
You say that you used to
It's been a long time since then

We have been so out of touch
We have been so out of touch

Our paths may cross again in some crowded bar
We feel a little lost 'cause we've drifted away so far
Hoping to find the right words to say
We joke a little and then go on our way

We have been so out of touch
We have been so out of touch
We have been so out of touch

14843. Out Of You

Lefty Frizzell
Out Of You

[Verse 1]
Out of places filled with laughter
Where we used to go
Out of faces of old friends
Who used to say hello
Out of heaven since the skies have
Lost their last shade of blue

[Refrain]
Darling I've been out of everything
Since I've been out of you



[Verse 2]
The old familiar things that seem unreal
Like they were never home
And the happiness of yesterday
Now seems old and worn
Out of hoping out of hanging on
Since we've been through

[Refrain]
Darling I've been out of everything
Since I've been out of you
Darling I've been out of everything
Since I've been out of you

14844. Out On A Drunk

Tyler Childers - Out On A Drunk

[Verse 1]
I was out on a drunk
I was wild enough to shoot at
Too high to hit
Too low to try
Try as I may
Have good intentions
Natural-born heathens
Love backslider's wine

[Verse 2]
Brothers and sisters
That would be bourbon
That'd be 'bout the furthest
Thing that I need
All my born days
I ain't never been decent
At hidin' the demons
I'm haulin' in me

[Chorus]
Too often I reach
For things I know keep me for bein' all that I can
Like a man

[Verse 3]
There are things I recall
There are things that are hazy
There are things that just shame me
There are things I can't change
Try as I might
Too have good intentions
Natural-born heathens
Love backslidin' ways



[Chorus]
Too often I reach
For things I know keep me for being all that I can
Like a man

14845. Out On The Ocean

Out On The Ocean

I am sailling out on the ocean
Many a mile from this old place
And I wonder little darling
If I'll ever see your face

Do you remember little darling
Just how much I cared for you
When you went away and left me
Now I'm lonesome, sad and blue

I am just an lod true lover
Roming through this world alone
And I have no one to love me
Though this life I'll always roam

Do you remember little darling
On the night we said I do
Now I'm lonesome, sad, forsaken
I am lonesome without you

14846. Out On The Rolling Sea

Tim O'Brien - Out on the Rolling Sea

Out on the rollin' sea Jesus speaks to me
Out on the rollin' sea when she rolls
Out on the rollin' sea Jesus speaks to me
Out on the rollin' sea when she rolls

Out on the rollin' sea, just the fish and the gulls and me
As far as I can see it's just green and blue
The hot sun beatin' down, bakin' my body brown
There's not a thing in this world I'd rather do

Waves bobbin' up and down, tossin' me all around
Where I'm gonna end up only heaven knows
I'm driftin' with the tide, it's a slow and easy ride
I take it how it comes and how it goes



Above the world of the sea and below the world of the sky
My boat floats in a line between the two
I lost my sense of time when I left the land behind
I don't care which is old or which is new

Life has been this way since the dawn of the first day
No matter what we plan or how we roam
We're passin' through this place each at our different pace
The world is just a journey, it's not our home

Cannot own the earth, can't count how much it's worth
Cannot keep the riches that you earn
Remember you're a guest and forget about the rest
Just look and listen, love and try to learn

14847. Out On The Sea

Out On The Sea
John Dillon / Elizabeth Anderson

Out on the sea, there is an island
Out on the sea, there is a place
Out on the sea there's a wave
With the power to save
All the sailors from the dark and the deep

We used to dance in the shadows
Under the moon's pale light
Away from home and all alone
Turning away into the night

And she would shine like a diamond
Trapped in a clear crystal ring
And the tears in my eyes
Were the stars in the sky
Fading away when she would sing

Out on the sea, there is an island
Out on the sea, there is a place
Out on the sea there's a wave
With the power to save
All the sailors from the dark and the deep

14848. Out On The Western Plain

Out on the Western Plain
Rory Gallagher - Mighty Poplar

When I was a cowboy out on the Western Plain.



When I was a cowboy out on the Western Plain.
Well, I made a half a million,
Working hard on the bridle reins.

Come a cow-cow yicky. come a cow-cow yicky, yicky yea.

What was the greatest battle ever on the Western Plain?
What was the greatest battle ever on the Western Plain?
When me and a bunch of cowboys rode into Jesse James.

Come a cow-cow yicky, come a cow-cow yicky, yicky yea.
Come a cow-cow yicky, come a cow-cow yicky, yicky yea.

Now me and a bunch of cowboys rode into Jesse James.
When me and a bunch of cowboys rodc into Jesse James.
Well, those bullets were a-flying just like a shower of rain.

Come a cow-cow ylcky come a cow-cow yicky, yicky yea.
Come a cow-cow ylcky come a cow-cow yicky, yicky yea.

What was the greatest battle ever on Bunker Hill?
What was the greatest battle ever on Bunker Hill?
When me and a bunch of cowboys rode into Buffalo Bill.

Come a cow-cow yicky, come a cow-cow yicky, yicky yea.
Come a cow-cow ylcky, come a cow-cow yicky, yicky yea.

14849. Outbound Plane

Nanci Griffith - Outbound Plane
Special Consensus

I don't wanna be standing here
With this ticket for this outbound plane
Oh, I've been here before
Somehow this doesn't feel the same
Talk is cheap
So we could talk all night long
And we may never figure out just
Where your love went wrong

[Chorus:]
'Cause I don't wanna be standin' here
Don't wanna be talkin' here
And I don't really care who's to blame
'Cause if love won't fly on it's own
Free will
It's gonna catch that outbound plane

The old folks say
That love's not forever anymore
Because these young people walk
Away from love alone



To pace the floor
Young or old I say that love is still the same
You may walk away from love but
You'll fall head and heels again

[Chorus]

Two lonely hearts in this airport
Knowing
Neither cares where that other
Heart is going
But, if love won't fly on it's own
Free will, it's gonna catch that
Outbound plane

That frown you're wearing's
Just you're halo turned upside down
Where is the laughter we once
Shared back in the lost and found?
These broken wings are gonna leave
Me here to stand my ground
You can have this ticket for that
Lonely plane that's flying out

[Chorus]

14850. Outbound Train At Noon Blues

Outbound Train At Noon Blues
(Larry W. Jones 06/02/2007) 

When I woke up this morning
Skies were cloudy, it was raining too
When I woke up this morning
Skies were cloudy, it was raining too
My good gal, she done told me
She's leaving on the outbound train at noon
I asked my good gal why she was leaving
Why she was leaving so soon
I asked my good gal why she was leaving
Why she was leaving so soon
My good gal, well she told me
She was tired of grieving and wearing her worn out shoes
When I woke up this morning
My good gal was on a short fuse
When I woke up this morning
My good gal was on a short fuse
Now I've got to tell you fellas
I've got the outbound train at noon blues
- instrumental -
My good gal, well she told me
She was tired of grieving and wearing her worn out shoes
I tried to reason with my baby



But anything I said was no use
I tried to reason with my baby
But anything I said was no use
My good gal, she done told me
She's leaving on the outbound train at noon
When I said goodbye this morning
My good gal was on a short fuse
When I said goodbye this morning
My good gal was on a short fuse
Now I've got to tell you fellas
I've got the outbound train at noon blues

14851. Outlaw State of Mind

Chris Stapleton
Outlaw State of Mind

[Verse 1]
Cut my teeth on daddy's old LGO
And I lost my mind somewhere in New Mexico
TW put a snake on my back
I keep a redbone on my side

[Chorus]
And there's people all across the land
From West Kentucky down to Alabam'
Whole lot like I am all the time
I'm in an outlaw state of mind

[Verse 2]
I got friends who know how to have a good time
Yeah, they roll their own, drinkin' Carolina 'shine, hey
I've seen the devil in a dark coal mine
I've been higher than a Georgia pine

[Chorus]
And people all across the land
From West Virginia down to Rio Grande
Whole lot like I am all the time
I'm in an outlaw state of mind

And people all across the land
From New York down to old San Fran'
Just don't give a damn all the time
I'm in an outlaw state of mind
[Outro]
Just don't give a damn all the time
I'm in an outlaw state of mind



14852. Outlaw's Honeymoon

Del McCoury - Outlaw's Honeymoon

Come on pretty baby won't you take me by the hand 
I thought maybe that I could be your man 
And for a while (unknown) we could go in style 
Come on we're goin' on an outlaw's honeymoon 

I gotta keep movin', 'cause baby I'm a travelin' man 
And there ain't a lot of women out there that understand 
But if you do (unknown) I'll be good to you 
Come on we're goin' on an outlaw's honeymoon 

Goin' up the country honey, don't you want to go? 
Gotta little money, all you gotta do is let me know 
I know a place we could disappear without a trace 
Come on we're goin' on an outlaw's honeymoon

14853. Outside And Inside

String Cheese Incident - Outside and Inside

Outside and inside
It's all part of the same ride
You don't have to run and hide
Just keep your eyes open for the rising tide
Outside and inside
Where do you want to be?
What is it that you want to see?
Can you be with someone and still be free?
Outside and inside
No one wants to be denied
Sometimes you want to cry
When the air gets thick and your hands are tied
Outside and inside
Now I'm caught in-between
Is life just one long dream?
Can you get what you want and still come clean?

14854. Outside Of The Inside

Richard Thompson - Outside Of The Inside 

God never listened to Charlie Parker
Charlie Parker lived in vain
Blasphemer, womanizer
Let a needle numb his brain
Wash away his monkey music
Damn his demons, damn his pain



And what's the point of Albert Einstein
What do we need Physics for?
Heresy's his inspiration
Corrupt and rotten to the core
Curse his devious mathematics
Curse his deadly atom war

There's a message on the wind
Calling me to glory somewhere
There are signs too deep for the dumb
Like perfume in the air
And when I get to Heaven
I won't realize that I'm there

Shakespeare, Isaac Newton
Small ideas for little boys
Adding to the senseless chatter
Adding to the background noise
Hard to hear my oratory
Hard to hear my inner voice

Van Gogh, Botticelli
Scraping paint onto a board
Color is the fuel of madness
That's no way to praise the Lord
Gray's the color of the pious
Knelt upon the misery cord

There's a message on the wind
Calling me to glory somewhere
There are signs too deep for the dumb
Like perfume in the air
And when I get to Heaven
I won't realize that I'm there

I'm familiar with the cover
I don't need to read the book
I police the world of action
Inside's where I can never look
Got no time to help the worthless
Lotus-eaters, Mandarins, crooks

There's a message on the wind
Calling me to glory somewhere
There are signs too deep for the dumb
Like perfume in the air
And when I get to Heaven
I won't realize that I'm there

14855. Outskirts - Chords



Outskirts 
Trampled by Turtles
 
[Intro]
Dbm
Dbm
Dbm
Dbm
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
Dbm
 
[Verse]
       Dbm              E          B             Dbm
Well I turned around in time to see the flowers fade
Dbm                E    B         Dbm
Running back could only make them stay
Dbm           E           B       Dbm
Forward now I run down a winding road
Dbm                E            B           Dbm
Try to pay back everything that I have ever owed
 
[Break]
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
Dbm
 
[Verse]
Dbm                  E            B           Dbm
And when your money runs, will you buy a friend?
Dbm                        E            B           Dbm
And when your guns don't fire, will that be the end?
Dbm                  E               B           Dbm
With no land left to burn, and nowhere left to run
Dbm                  E              B           Dbm
Where then can we stand when it's all said and done?
 
[Refrain]
E                      B                           Dbm
But I hear the thunder roll, I feel the cold winds blowing
E                      B                            Dbm
But you won't find me there, 'cause I won't go back again
E                      B                       Dbm
While you're on smoky roads I'll be out in the sun
E                      B                        Dbm
Where the trees still grow, where they count by one
 
[Break]
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
Dbm
Dbm



Dbm
Dbm
Dbm B Dbm
Dbm B Dbm
Dbm B
A B Dbm
Dbm B Dbm
Dbm B
A B Dbm
Dbm B
A B Dbm
Dbm B
A B Dbm
B Dbm
B Dbm
B Dbm
B Dbm
B Dbm
B Dbm
B Dbm
B Dbm
Dbm
Dbm
Dbm
Dbm
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
Dbm
 
[Verse]
Dbm                    E            B           Dbm
Well you take from our schools to build a bigger bomb
Dbm                E         B               Dbm
You tell us fiery lies about the course we're on
Dbm                     E                 B            Dbm
And you'll kill all the world, and you'll reverse the sun
Dbm                        E           B            Dbm
And which would you sell first, your soul or your gun?
 
[Refrain]
E                      B                           Dbm
But I hear the thunder roll, I feel the cold winds blowing
E                      B                            Dbm
But you won't find me there, 'cause I won't go back again
E                      B                       Dbm
While you're on smoky roads I'll be out in the sun
E                      B                        Dbm
Where the trees still grow, where they count by one
 
[Outro]
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
E B Dbm
Dbm B Dbm



14856. Outskirts of Blue

Outskirts of Blue
The Greencards - Outskirts of Blue

I still call out for angels
I still wish on a falling star
And the rain makes me smile
When I wonder where you are
As the fields of green pass by
I taste the wine that we once shared
And I sing to the flowers on the mountain
Through the winds that whisper there
Oh, the truth has a habit of creeping right on up to you
You left your mark on my heart like an old stone tablet
Weathered and worn on the outskirts of blue
Today I found some old letters
At times I'd laugh then I'd cry
It made me feel a whole lot better
The thought of you by my side
Oh, the truth has a habit of creeping right on up to you
You left your mark on my heart like an old stone tablet
Weathered and worn on the outskirts of blue
You left your mark on my heart like an old stone tablet
Weathered and worn on the outskirts of blue

14857. Outstanding In Our Field

Brad Paisley - Outstanding In Our Field (feat. Dierks Bentley And Roger Miller With Hunter H
ayes) 

Christina waits on tables
And Clara bills cafe
Now she's waitin' on a bench for Johnny
At the end of another hard day
Hey, hey, he just got paid
For washing all them cars
They ain't goin' to the movies
And they ain't goin' to a bar
They gonna pick up the keg
I'm gonna pick up the ice
We're gonna show you how the experts
Kill us a Friday night
We drive out in the country
To set something on fire
Is that an ice cold beer on a tractor tire
Underachievers look different than the rest
'Til we're burnin' up the moonlight
Chillin' on a hot night



That's what we do best
We ain't nothin' special
We ain't no big deal
But if you wanna throw a party in the middle of nowhere
We're outstanding in our field
Well everyone except for David
Was passed out in the grass
Somebody grab me a sharpie
He's about to grow a mustache
Sam's already dancing
Turn up the radio
Kenny's always got some moonshine
If the keg starts running low
We're all pyromaniacs
This place about to blow
We drive out in the country
To set something on fire
Is that a jar with that corn liquor on a tractor tire
Underachievers no different than the rest
'Til we're burnin' up the moonlight
Chillin' on a hot night
That's what we do best
Yea we ain't nothin' special
We ain't no big deal
But if you wanna throw a party in the middle of nowhere
We're outstanding in our field
We can take a hundred acre big old empty pasture
Life is so fun
And turn into the hottest weekend nightclub spot from here
To Sunset Boulevard
That's just who we are
No we ain't nothin' special
We ain't no big deal
But if you wanna throw a party in the middle of nowhere
We're outstanding in our field

14858. Outta My Head - Chords

Outta My Head
Brett Dennen

Capo 5
 
C            G             Em            D
Get outta my head outta my head outta my head now
C            G           Em    D
Get outta my head, get into my heart
C            G             Em            D
Get outta my head outta my head outta my head now
C            G           Em    D
Get outta my head, get into my heart
 
G         C   D              G



Without you I do believe I'm homeless
G              C      D     G
And without you, it's true, I'm out of focus
C            D     G
Got to go now, I know now
                C            D   G
If I could live without you, I will
 
    C       D         G
Without me, you'll be stuck in a pattern
        C      D         G
And without me, you'll see 
                             C
It doesn't matter who you're mad at 
D          G               C              D    G
I've had that happen and I won't have it anymore
 
G               C    D     G
Why don't it go, boom, boom, boom
 
Give me love, give me love, give me love now
C    D     G
Boom, boom, boom
 
And you get it back, and you get it
 
C            G             Em            D
Get outta my head outta my head outta my head now
C            G           Em    D
Get outta my head, get into my heart
C            G             Em            D
Get outta my head outta my head outta my head now
C            G           Em    D
Get outta my head, get into my heart
C D G            C       D       G
     Get into my heart
 
        C          D   G
Thought I'd change inside
                      C         D   G
So I went up into the mountains and climbed
                        C     D        G
I got away from all the static and the sadness
                  C           D     G
I won't be caught up in that anymore
 
               C     D     G
Why don't it go boom, boom, boom
 
Give me love, give me love, give me love now
C    D     G
Boom, boom, boom
 
And you get it back, and you get it
C    D     G
Boom, boom, boom
 



Give me love, give me love, give me love now
C    D     G
Boom, boom, boom
 
And you get it back, and you get it
 
C            G             Em            D
Get outta my head outta my head outta my head now
C            G           Em    D
Get outta my head, get into my heart
C            G             Em            D
Get outta my head outta my head outta my head now
C            G           Em    D
Get outta my head, get into my heart
 
C          D              G
  Outta my head, outta my head
C  D  G
       Get outta my head, no
C  D  G
       Get outta my head, no
C          D              G
  Outta my head, outta my head
C  D  G
       Get outta my head, no
C  D  G
       Get outta my head, no
C          D              G
  Outta my head, outta my head
 
C            G             Em            D
Get outta my head outta my head outta my head now
C            G           Em    D
Get outta my head, get into my heart
C            G             Em            D
Get outta my head outta my head outta my head now
C            G           Em    D
Get outta my head, get into my heart
 
C     G                Em      D  C
All I know is what I'm feeling 
           G              Em   D  C
There's no coincidence at all
      G               Em       D  C
Empty spaces from the meaning
       G          Em    D
No memory I can recall
        C      G          Em   D
Into my heart, outta my head
        C     G    D
Into my heart



14859. Over And Out

Over And Out (Larry W. Jones 10/01/2007) 

(Over and out in the cold again)
That love song was sung so sweetly
The one that became our refrain
Now it's all over completely
Over and out in the cold again
I thought love would always be here
Out of stormy weather and rain
Now love is over, far from near
Over and out in the cold again
Dear, it hurts my heart to be no part of love that's new
And I can't convert my heart away from loving you
I needed your love around me
Just to keep me out of the rain
Now it's over dear, you've found me
Over and out in the cold again
- instrumental -
(Dear, it hurts my heart to be no part of love that's new)
(And I can't convert my heart away from loving you)
I needed your love around me
Just to keep me out of the rain
Now it's over dear, you've found me
Over and out in the cold again
Over and out
Over and out
Over and out in the cold again

14860. Over And Over - Chords

Over And Over

NC B E
Over and over, I've said that we are through
 F B
Over and over, I've said I'm leaving you.
 E
But when you say I love you, my heart goes in a spin
 B F B
And over and over I take you back again.

B E B
Time and time again, I've said This is the end
 F
And told my heart forget what might have been.
 E B
No matter what I'd do, I can't get over you
 F B
I love you over and over again.

Instrumental: B-F-B



B E B
Time and time again, I've said This is the end
 F
And told my heart forget what might have been.
 E B
No matter what I'd do, I can't get over you
 F B
I love you over and over again.

14861. Over And Over Again

Tom T Hall - Over And Over Again
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Over and over say you forgive me for the crazy fool I've been
Over and over I'll be sorry over and over again

Would I be untrue to you dear no no never again
That's one lesson I'll remember over and over again
Back together now and forever ever more will I be true
Over and over I'm gonna prove it over and over to you

Over and over say you forgive me I'll be faithful to the end
I will prove I can be trusted over and over again

Would I be untrue to you dear no no never again...
Over and over over and over over and over over and over
Over and over over and over over and over over and over

14862. Over And Over Again - Chords

Over And Over Again
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C
Over and over say you'll forgive me 
                        G7
For the crazy fool I've been
C                                    G7    C
Over and over I'll be sorry over and over again
F                                         C
Would I be untrue to you dear no no never again
F                                        C     F  G7
That's one lesson I'll remember over and over aga-in
C                                                 G7
Back together now and forever ever more will I be true
C                                         G7      C
Over and over I'm gonna prove it over and over to you



Over and over say you'll forgive me 
                        G7
I'll be faithful to the end
C                                      G7    C
I will prove I can be trusted over and over again
Repeat #2

14863. Over And Over And

Over And Over And
Elephant Revival

Well my friends, I miss you in this foreign land
You belong in the wind, but all is well, oh I'm home again
Iwas caught in the landslide, standi the hillside in the rain
When the ground gave out
In the shattered heart to split or all the pain and suffering in the war
Why the war
It's alright, it's alright
I won't fight no more
It's alright
But why does it reoccur
Over and over and
Over and over and
Over and over and
We were caught in a landslide
Staring up the hillside
In the rain, when the ground gave out
The cries from the children ring in and the classroom walls are crumbing and
The question window answer rings out
Why ask myself why
Over and over and
Over and over and
Over and over
Oh it's reoccurring
Over and over and
Over and over and
It's alright, oh or was it was
We don't have to make a pattern love
We don't have to be what was

14864. Over Drinking

Little Big Town - Over Drinking

[Verse 1]
No more props on a barstool, tear in my beer
Drowning my sorrows, wishing you were right here
No more 80-proof bourbon to get you off my mind



Ain't why I'm sitting here sippin' one tonight

[Chorus]
Yeah, I'm over drinking over you
I'm done with bottles or chasing the blues
I still go out with the boys and knock back a few
But I'm over drinking over you
Yeah, I'm over drinking over you

[Verse 2]
No more flipping through pictures in the corner on my phone
No more dialing your number in the dark all alone
If I'm out at a bar and I've tied one on
I'm drunk 'cause I'm happy, not drunk 'cause you're gone

[Chorus]
I'm over drinking over you
I'm done with bottles or chasing the blues
I still go out with the boys and knock back a few
But I'm over drinking over you
Yeah, I'm over drinking over you

[Bridge]
I ain't on the wagon
These wheels are still turning
But I'm tired of you draggin' my heart
Through the dirt and the hurt

[Chorus]
I'm over drinking over you
I'm done with bottles or chasing the blues
I still go out with the boys and knock back a few
But I'm over drinking over you
Yeah, I'm over drinking over you (Over you)
Over you (Over you)
I'm over drinking over you
I still go out with the boys and knock back a few
But I'm over drinking over you

14865. Over In The Glory Land

Over In The Glory Land - Stanley Brothers
(Over In The Gloryland)

I've a home prepared where the saints abide
Over in the glory land
And I long to be by my Savior's side
Just over in the glory land

   Just over ( over ) in the glory land
   I'll join ( yes join ) the happy angel band
   Just over in the glory land
   Just over ( over ) in the glory land



   There with ( yes with ) the mighty host I'll stand
   Just over in the glory land

I am on my way to those mansions fair
Just over in the glory land
There to sing God's praises and his glory share
Just over in the glory land

What a joyful thought that my Lord I'll see
Just over in the glory land
And with kindred saved there forever be
Just over in the glory land

With the blood washed throng I will shout and sing
Just over in the glory land
Glad hosannas to Christ
the Lord and King
Just over in the glory land

14866. Over In The Glory Land - Chords

Over In The Glory Land
Recorded by the Stanley Brothers
Written by James W. Acuff and Emmett S. Dean

G                              C       G
I've a home prepared where the saints abide
            A7    D7
Over in the glory land
  G                C        G
I long to be by my Savior's side
            D7    G
Over in the glory land

Just over in the glory land
     C                               G
I'll join (yes join) the happy angel band
            A7    D7   G
Over in the glory land just over in the glory land  
      C                                    G
There with (yes with) the mighty host I'll stand
            D7    G
Over in the glory land

                       C        G
I'm on my way to those mansions fair
            A7    D7
Over in the glory land
         G                      C         G
There to sing God's praises and His glory share
            D7    G
Over in the glory land



Repeat #2

                              C         G
What a joyful thought that my Lord I'll see
            A7    D7
Over in the glory land
         G                   C            G
And with kindred saved there forever I'll be
            D7    G
Over in the glory land

Repeat #2

14867. Over Over And

Over Over and
By Sage Cook
Elephant Revival

My friend
I missed you in this foreign land
We were long in the wind
All is well
Now were home again

I was caught in a landslide
Standing on the hillside in the rain
When the ground gave out
Shattered heart to splintered
All the pain and suffering
War  Why the war?

It's alright
It's alright
But why is it reoccurring
Over, over and over

We were caught in a landslide
Staring up at the hillside in the rain
When the ground gave out
And the cries from the children ring
The classroom wall a crumbling
The question with no answer rang out
Why ask myself why
Over, over and over, over and

It's alright
What was it was
We don't have to make a pattern, Love
What is don't have to be what was



14868. Over Something Good - Chords

Over Something Good
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Jodie Emerson

C                                       F
Your eyes could light the world tonight that's just how much they glow
G7                                                  C
Your face could give your heart away everyone would know
                                    F
But you have fell in love with me I never thought you would
G7                                                 C
But don't you let yourself feel bad over something good

                                 F
Let's be proud to show the world just what we've got into
G7                                                         C
Don't hang your head when you walk by honey let it show on you
                                  F
So hold me close and don't let go darling even if you should# 
G7                                                 C
And don't you let yourself feel bad over something good

F                     C
Over something good I know you're feeling bad
F                   C                   G7
But think about the lovely nights we've had
C                               F
The things would be much better darling if you only could
G7                                            C
Keep yourself from feeling bad over something good

                               F
Oh things would be much better darling if you only could
G7                                            C
Keep yourself from feeling bad over something good

14869. Over The Edge - Chords

Over The Edge - Sarah Jarosz

(No Capo)

Intro.:  /(Em) /(Em) /(C) /(Am) / x 2

(Em) Flip the switch and turn the night on (C) (Am)
(Em) Drop the needle on an old song (C) (Am)
(Em) Break the ice and pour it my way (C) (Am)



(Em) Turn the key and light the highway (C) (Am)

Solo:  /(Em) /(Em) /(Am) /(Am) / x 2

(Em) Lay me down beneath the shadows (C) (Am)
(Em) Meet me where the wild things grow (C) (Am)
(Em) Kick the moon and watch it shatter (C) (Am)
(Em) I don't mind if it don't matter (C) (Am)

(Chorus)
(Em)Hanging out, hanging out over the edge (Am)
(Em)Hanging out, hanging out over the edge (C) (Am)

Solo:  /(Em) /(G) /(C) /(Am) /

(Em) Endless lines of information (C) (Am)
(Em) Change the words & change the station (C) (Am)
(Em) Endless cries of complication (C) (Am)
(Em) Is anybody even listening? (C) (Am)

(Chorus)
(Em)Hanging out, hanging out over the edge (Am)
(Em)Hanging out, hanging out over the edge (C) (Am)

(Chorus)
(Em)Hanging out, hanging out over the edge (Am)
(Em)Hanging out, hanging out over the edge (C) (Am)

Outro.:  /(Em) /(Em) /(Am) /(Am) /
         /(Em) /(G) /(C) /(Am) /
         /(Em) /(G) /(C) /(Am) /
         /(Em) /(G) / / / (Em) ----

14870. Over The Garden Wall

Over The Garden Wall

My love stood under a walnut tree
Over the garden wall
She whispered and said she'd be true to me
Over the garden wall
She had beautiful eyes and beautiful hair
She wasn't very tall so she stood on a chair
Many is the time I kissed her there
Over the garden wall

Over the garden wall
The sweetest girl of all
There never was yet such eyes of jet
And you can bet I'll never forget
The night our lips in kisses met
Over the garden wall



There's always a will there's always a way
Over the garden wall
There's always a night as well as a day
Over the garden wall
We hadn't much money, but weddings were cheap
So while the old feller was snoring asleep
With her lad and her ladder she managed to creep
Over the garden wall

14871. Over The Hills To The Poorhouse

Over the Hills to the Poorhouse
Flatt & Scruggs

Oh how can it be they have driven
Their father so helpless and old
Oh God may their crimes be forgiven
To perish out here in the cold

I'm old I'm helpless and feeble
And the days of my youth have gone by
And it's over the hill to the poor house
I must wander alone there to die

Long years since Mary was taken
My faithful affectionate wife
Since then I've been alone and forsaken
The light has died out of my life

I'm old I'm helpless and feeble
And the days of my youth have gone by
And it's over the hill to the poor house
I must wander alone there to die

I gave them the house they were born in
A deed to the farm and more
I gave them the place that they lived on
And now I am turned from it's door

Oh me on the doorstep up yonder
I've set with my babe's on my knee
No father so happy or fonder
Than I of my little ones three

14872. Over The Line

Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway - Over the Line

[Verse 1]



I can't stop once the rebel hits the ground, I'm bound for Mexico
Sunlight wakes my sleeping head and turns the mountains gold

[Chorus]
But I've got one too many ties to you
One too many tries for you
I'm tumbling down the mountain side for you
And I can't say I mind when love goes over the line

[Verse 2]
There's a snake in the middle of the road, do I swerve to miss?
I can't shake this feeling that I hold, there's poison in your kiss

[Chorus]
But I've got one too many ties to you
One too many tries for you
I'm tumbling down the mountain side for you
And I can't say I mind when love goRs over the line

[Bridge]
Three morR hours, my heart gets tossed
I tumble down into the rocks
My sleepy eyes they start to cross and I'm lost

[Verse 3]
Well I behold your shaking soul, trembling at the core
Your eyes are just like dynamite, still I ask for more

[Chorus]
'Cause I've got one too many ties to you
One too many tries for you
I'm tumbling down the mountain side for you
And I can't say I mind when love goes over the line

[Outro]
No, I can't say I mind when love goes over the line

14873. Over The Mountain - Chords

Over The Mountain - John Hartford 

     A                      D
Like always my heart, it is easy
                          A
Not a care in this world have I
                         D
Cause I am in love with Nellie
           E7               A
I couldn't forget it if I tried

Chorus:

Yes, far away over the mountain



Where little birds sing in the trees
And the cabin is covered with ivy
My honey is waiting for me

Yes over, yes over the mountain
Where the little birds sing in the trees
And the cabin is covered with ivy
And my honey, waits for me

Instrumental:

Today, I bid good-bye to my honey
That day I'll never forget
Her tears bubbled up from their slumber
I fancy that I see them yet

They looked like little pearls in the ocean
As she wept her tears of love
Saying my Johnny, my boy, don't forget me
To be here and or above

Chorus;

Yes over, yes over the mountain

14874. Over The Pass

Over The Pass
Stillhouse Junkies

Mountain so high, mountain so high
Want to get back to my baby but the mountain's so high
Twenty more miles, gonna make it or die

Horses look tired, horses look tired
Ain't got no food and no water and the horses look tired 
Wish I was back in my cabin with my feet by the fire

(CHORUS)
Lookin' back all I see is a life of bad decisions
Feels like a lonely sea of trouble I'm in
Living so carelessly is a thing that's bound to kill you
But it's all right with me, I'll leave it til last 
When I'm over the pass

Thunder it rolls, the thunder it rolls
See that rain comin' up the valley and the thunder it rolls 
Trail getting rougher and it's darker than coal
Deep in my bones, deep in my bones
Feel that old fear and it's creepin down deep in my bones
No help coming, gotta go it alone

Mountain so high, mountain so high



Want to get back to my baby but the mountain's so high
Twenty more miles, gonna make it or die

14875. Over The Rainbow

Over the Rainbow
Composer: Harold Arlen - E.Y. Harburg
John Reischman - Tom T Hall

Somewhere over the rainbow, way up high
There's a land that I've heard of once in a lullaby.
Somewhere over the rainbow, skies are blue
And the dreams that you dare to dream,
Really do come true.

Someday I'll wish upon a star
And wake up where the clouds are far behind me.
Where troubles melt like lemon drops,
High above the chimney tops,
That's where you'll find me.

Somewhere over the rainbow, blue birds fly
Birds fly over the rainbow
Why then, oh why can't I?
If happy little bluebirds fly beyond the rainbow
Why, oh why can't I?

Somewhere over the rainbow, way up high
There's a land that I've heard of once in a lullaby.
Somewhere over the rainbow, skies are blue
And the dreams that you dare to dream,
Really do come true.

Someday I'll wish upon a star
And wake up where the clouds are far behind me.
Where troubles melt like lemon drops,
High above the chimney tops,
That's where you'll find me.

Somewhere over the rainbow, blue birds fly
Birds fly over the rainbow
Why then, oh why can't I?
If happy little bluebirds fly beyond the rainbow
Why, oh why can't I?

14876. Over The Sea

The Lonesome Sisters - Over the Sea 



Over life's strange restless sea
Beautiful voices come to me
Near and nearer yet they come
Breathing words of love from home

Over life's strange restless sea
Over the sea, over the sea
Beautiful voices come to me
Nearer they come where e'er I roam

Breathing sweet sounds
Of the dear ones from home
Over the sea, over the sea

Oh my beloved ones
Our journey's never done
Though our hearts alone we bear
This song we'll ever hear

Oh my beloved ones
Over the sea, over the sea
Beautiful voices come to me
Nearer they come where e'er I roam

Breathing sweet sounds
Of the dear ones from home
Over the sea, over the sea

14877. Over The Sunset Hill

Over the Sunset Hill

Over the sunset hill you have gone
You've fought life's battles and victory won
You've toiled an suffered through lonely years
You've shared our sorrow, our joys and tears

    Over the sunset hill you have gone
    Leavin fond memories to linger on
    Our lovin master called your name
    The chariots swung low and the angels came

You've carried your cross and won your crown
You've bore life's burden without a frown
You've laughed and smiled though feeble and weak
You've asked one and all the savior to seek

14878. Over The Waterfall



Robert Earl Keen - Over the Waterfall 

I slipped through your fingers
Into the clouds
Ran down the concrete hallways
Pushed through the crowds

I watched by the water
Reached for the sun
Why did I bother
What's done is done

And all that's left of me now
Is waiting to drown
Over the waterfall
 (Falling down)
Over the waterfall
 (Falling down)
Over the waterfall
 (Falling down)
I fall down

Soldiers of fortune
Stand by your door
You can't remember
What you hired them for

You cleared your conscience
And I left a stain
The beauty of sadness is
Feeling the pain

And all that's left of me now
Is waiting to drown
Over the waterfall
 (Falling down)
Over the waterfall
 (Falling down)
Over the waterfall
 (Falling down)
I fall down

And only the sad stone man can hear my cry
And only the tall blue girl can see
I lost my way, I have no alibi
So no one will know you knew me

Randomly speaking
Pieces of light
The clowns from the circus
Got drunk here last night

They talked of reunion
Then left on their own
What they've never known is
What you've always known

And all that's left of me now



Is waiting to drown
Over the waterfall
 (Falling down)
Over the waterfall
 (Falling down)
Over the waterfall
 (Falling)

Over the waterfall
 (Falling down)
Over the waterfall
 (Falling down)
Over the waterfall
 (Falling down)
I fall down

14879. Over Time - Chords

Over Time 
Lucinda Williams
 
Capo on 1st Fret
 
[Chorus]
    G*      Bm
Overtime
                 Am           Bm
That's what they all tell me
                 Am        D
That's what they say to me
    G**   G
Overtime
 
[Chorus]
    G*      Bm
Overtime
                 Am           Bm
That's what they all tell me
                 Am        D
That's what they say to me
    G**   G
Overtime
 
[Verse 1]
G         C*    D                 G**    Em
Your blue eyes,    your black eyelashes
                      Am   C               Am   D
The way you looked at life   in your funny way
                   G*    Bm           Am             Bm
I guess out of the blue,    you won't cross my mind
         Am       D      G**   G
I'll get over you   over time
 



[Instrumental]
  G*      Bm        Am        Bm        Am        Dsus4     G             G
e/3-------2-2-------0-0-3-3/7-2-2-------0-0-3-3/7-3-2-------3-------------3----------/
B/0-----0-3---3-----1---------3---3-----1---------3---3-----0-------------0----------/
G/0---0---4-----4---2---------4-----4---2---------2-----2---0-------------0----------/
D/0-0-----4---------2---------4---------2---------0-------0-0-5h7-5-------0----------/
A/2-------2---------0---------2---------0-------------------2-------7/9-7-2----------/
E/3-------2---------0---------2---------0-------------------3-------------3----------/
 
[Verse 2]
G         C*    D                   G**     Em
Your pale skin,   your sexy crooked teeth
                    Am   C                Am   D
The trouble you get in     in your clumsy way
                 G*    Bm           Am             Bm
I guess one afternoon,    you won't cross my mind
             Am       D      G**    G
And I'll get over you   over time
                   G*    Bm           Am             Bm
I guess out of the blue,    you won't cross my mind
         Am       D      G**    G
I'll get over you   over time

14880. Over Yonder (Jonathan's Song)

Steve Earle - Over Yonder (Jonathan's Song)

[Verse 1]
The warden said he'd mail my letter
The chaplain's waiting by the door
Tonight we cross that yard together
And they can't hurt me anymore

[Chorus]
'Cause I am going over yonder
Where no ghosts follow me
There's another place beyond here
Where I'll be free, I believe

[Verse 2]
You can give my radio to Johnson
Thibodeaux can have my fan
Just send my Bible home to Mama
Call her every now and then

[Chorus]
'Cause I am going over yonder
Where no ghosts follow me
There's another place beyond here
Where I'll be free, I believe

[Verse 3]
I suppose I got it coming



I can't ever pay enough
And all my rippin' and a-runnin'
I hurt everyone I loved

[Verse 4]
And the world'll turn around without me
The sun'll come up in the east
Shinin' down on all of them that hate me
I hope my going brings 'em peace

[Chorus]
But I am going over yonder
Where no ghosts'll follow me
There's another place beyond here
Where I'll be free, that's what I believe

14881. Over Yonder (Jonathan's Song) - Chords

Over Yonder (Jonathan's Song)
Steve Earl - Over Yonder (Jonathan's Song)

Intro Chords:
E  A  E  B

E                                  A
The warden said he'd mail my letter
    E                         B
The chaplain's waitin' by the door
E                              A
Tonight we'll cross the yard together
E                       B
Then they can't hurt me anymore

Chorus:
      E    B7         C#m     G#m
Cause I am going over yonder
A        E                B     
Where no ghost can follow me
E                       A  
There's another place beyond here
E                  B    
Where I'll be free, I believe

Give my radio to Johnson
Thibodeaux can have my fan
Just send my Bible home to Mama
Call her every now and then

Chorus

I suppose I got it comin'
I can't ever pay enough
All my rippin' and a-runnin'



I hurt everyone I loved
The world'll turn around without me
The sun'll come up in the east
Shinin' down on all of them that hate me
I hope my goin' brings 'em peace

Chorus

14882. Over Yonder In The Graveyard

Over Yonder in the Graveyard

Over yonder in the graveyard
Where the wild wild flowers grow
Oh there they laid my own true lover
She's gone from me forever more

Fairer than the sweetest flowers
Restless as a wildest wind
Born with love deep as the ocean
This is the girl that I did win

I left her there back in the mountains
To see the world riches to gain
When I returned no earthly treasure
Could ease this heart so full of pain

There so high upon that mountain
Beneath that little mound of clay
Oh the girl that I'd returned to marry
So still among the flowers did lay

I'll go away and I will wander
Lay aside my earthly gains
And I'll not end as a man with riches
Undone in sorry I'll remain

14883. Overachiever

Overachiever
Larkin Poe - Overachiever

Overachiever
You've always been
Running in and out of trouble
Time again
You're the silence in my sound
You're the ropes that keep me bound
You're the side of me that brings me down



You reach for perfection
And by the time you're done
You have strangled all the good things
One by one

You're the silence in my sound
You're the ropes that keep me bound
You're the side of me that brings me down
She's an overachiever
Puts on a show for the people
Fakes a smile as she's passing by
If she could hold it together
She would make it all better
While she's walking around in style

Overachiever
Face against the glass
Craving all the pretty things
That we don't have

You're the silence in my sound
You're the thorns within my crown
You're the side of me that brings me down

14884. Overland - Chords

Overland 
I'm With Her

[Chorus - banjo]
        D              G
Goodbye brother, hello railroad
   G        D
So long, Chicago
D      A/C#       Bm                   A                G
   All      these years, thought I was where I ought to be
    G
But times are changing
     Em
This country's growing
        Bm                         A
And I'm bound for San Francisco
 
[Verse 1: Watkins]
        G
Oh I've lived through more than I could tell
Em
I've sold all that I could sell
        Bm
Finally leaving it behind, goodbye, farewell
            G
If it isn't one thing, then it's one thing more



      Em
If it isn't a fever that shows you the door
         D    A/C#        Bm           A       G
It's the air,      or the water or the goddamn war
 
[Chorus]
 
        D              G
Goodbye brother, hello railroad
   G        D
So long, Chicago
D      A/C#       Bm                   A                G
   All      these years, thought I was where I ought to be
    G
But times are changing
     Em
This country's growing
        Bm                         A
And I'm bound for San Francisco
 
[Instrumental]
E/-------------------------------------------/
B/-------------------------------------------/
G/--------------------------------2----------/
D/------------------0--2--2h4--4-----4p2--0--/
A/--0h2--2--0--0h2---------------------------/
E/-------------------------------------------/
 
[Verse]
G
Mama died, brother was born
Em
   Daddy tried but he came up short
        Bm
We were hungry, scared, and needed more
G
How much can a person take?
Em
I been working hard since I was eight
    Bm                                               (G)
Got more than my share of years upon my face (upon my face)
 
G
Brother, I've made up my mind
      Em
Got a ticket on the Union Line
  D          A/C#  Bm          A     G
I know we'll meet again on the other side
 
[Chorus]
        D              G
Goodbye brother, hello railroad
   G        D
So long, Chicago
D      A/C#       Bm                   A                G
   All      these years, thought I was where I ought to be
    G



But times are changing
     Em
This country's growing
        Bm                         A                           (D)
And I'm bound for San Francisco      Where a new life waits for me
 
        D              G
Goodbye brother, hello railroad
   G        D    A
So long, Chicago
D      A/C#       Bm                   A                G
   All      these years, thought I was where I ought to be
    G
But times are changing
     Em
This country's growing
        Bm                         A                            G   Em   Bm
And I'm bound for San Francisco      Where a new life waits for me

14885. Overtime

Lucinda Williams - Overtime

Overtime
That's what they all tell me
That's what they say to me
Overtime
Your blue eyes, your black eyelashes
The way you looked at life
In your funny way
I guess out of the blue
You won't cross my mind
And I'll get over you
Overtime

Your pale skin, your sexy crooked teeth
The trouble you'd get in
In your clumsy way
I guess one afternoon
You won't cross my mind
And I'll get over you
Overtime

I guess out of the blue
You won't cross my mind
And I'll get over you
Overtime



14886. Owl Feather - Chords

Owl Feather 
John Hartford

[Verse]
C
There's a tiny owl feather
       F           D
In the puzzle over there
G
On the mantle by the ladle
C                     G
And my darlin' put it there.
C
She says it's from the scary bird
    F                    D
Was perched perchance to scare
G                                  C
The little hand that pets me every night
 
[Chorus]
C                      F       D
Oh little cabin in the glen so green
G                           C           G
Prettiest little cabin that I ever have seen
C
My darlin' waits there for me
         F             D
with her little tambourine
G                             C
tappin' out the rhythm of the rain
C
I can't go back 'cause I never left
F                 D
This little cabin home
G
With a wrap around porch and a dog trot
      C               G
And a well of granite stone
C
And an old wet dog all slobbered down
         F                 D
With the end of an old wet bone
G                                           C
Puffin' like a locomotive on an old freight train.
 
[Chorus]
C
Now I'm laying in this tanning bed
F              D
Dreamin' of my youth
G
The gangsta rap and the cowboy hat
     C               G
just make me feel uncouth.
C



But a vision of my mother
     F         D
Is a vision of truth
G                            C
Hangin' out the wash so long ago
 
[Verse]
C                      F       D
Oh little cabin in the glen so green
G                           C                G
Prettiest little cabin that I have ever have seen
C
My darlin' waits there for me
         F             D
with her little tambourine
G                             C
tappin' out the rhythm of the rain
G                             C
beatin' out the rhythm of the blues
G                             C
beatin' out the rhythm of the rain
G                                             C
observin' the all time high water mark of the 1927 flood
G                             C
beatin' out the rhythm of the rain

14887. Owner Of A Lonely Heart

Trampled By Turtles - Owner of a Lonely Heart

[Verse 1]
Move yourself
You always live your life
Never thinking of the future
Prove yourself
You are the move you make
Take your chances win or loser
See yourself
You are the steps you take
You and you, and that's the only way
Shake, shake yourself
You're every move you make
So the story goes

[Chorus]
Owner of a lonely heart
Owner of a lonely heart
(Much better than a)
Owner of a broken heart
Owner of a lonely heart

[Verse 2]
Say - you don't want to chance it



You've been hurt so before
Watch it now
The eagle in the sky
How he dancin' one and only
You, lose yourself
No not for pity's sake
There's no real reason to be lonely
Be yourself
Give your free will a chance
You've got to want to succeed

[Chorus]
Owner of a lonely heart
Owner of a lonely heart
(Much better than a)
Owner of a broken heart
Owner of a lonely heart
Owner of a lonely heart

[Bridge]
After my own indecision
They confused me so
Owner of a lonely heart
My love said never question your will at all
In the end you've got to go
Look before you leap
Owner of a lonely heart
And don't you hesitate at all - no no

{'■Instrumental}'■

[Chorus]
Owner of a lonely heart
Owner of a lonely heart
(Much better than a)
Owner of a broken heart
Owner of a lonely heart

14888. Oxford Town / Cumberland Gap

Crooked Still 
Oxford Town/Cumberland Gap

Oxford town oxford town everybody's got their heads bowed down
Sun don't shine above the ground ain't a goin down to oxford town

He went down to oxford town guns and clubs followed him down
All because his face was brown better get away from oxford town

Oxford town around the bend he come to the door but he couldn't get in
All because of the color of his skin what do you think about that my friend

Me and my gal and my gals son, we got hit by a tear gas bomb



I don't even know why we come I'm a going back to where I'm from

Oxford town in the afternoon everybody singing a sorrowful tune
Two men died 'neath the Mississippi moon somebody better investigate soon

14889. Oxycontin Blues

Steve Earle - Oxycontin Blues

Well, my daddy worked in the coal mine
Till the company shut it down
Then he sat around and drank his-self blind
Till we put him back underground
Now nothing grows on this mountain
And what's a poor boy to do?
Except to wander these hills forgotten
With the oxycontin blues
Well, I never cared much for whiskey
Because it only made Daddy mean
Wrapped a little bit tight, they tell me
For the methamphetamine
Then my cousin come up from Knoxville
And he taught me a thing or two
Now I'm headed nowhere, but downhill
With the oxycontin blues
Got a dollar bill in my pocket
Got a half a tank in my truck
Going to go and pawn Grandma's locket
Hell, maybe it'll change my luck
Ain't nothing gonna be right no how
Because I know I can't ever lose
This devil that's dragging me down
And the oxycontin blues

14890. Oxygen

Cabinet - Oxygen 
Album: Leap

Sweet grass of summer slowly fades away
When all the leaves are colored, they're here not to stay
With the autumn breeze throws a chill on my face
It's good to be alive today, feeling well
No you can't breathe oxygen down in hell
The trees grow tall, tall as they can
Then the man comes, with an ax in his hand
He builds a bridge, then he burns it down
he's not the kind of man you want to have around
I've told you once boys, I'll tell you again



Be good to the woman that let's you in
I've got them far fetched blues ever since you went away
I've been drinking whiskey mama, day after day

14891. Ozark mountain Jubilee

Ozark mountain Jubilee
Oak Ridge Boys - Ozark mountain Jubilee

I hear a rooster crowin' 
It's a frosty mornin' 
I can almost see the sign 
Goin' so fast I can't stop 
I'm just a stones-throw from Little Rock 
Headin' for that Missouri line

Don't need a map to get there 
You can get there from anywhere 
When you're goin' in your head 
I can see the arms outreachin' 
Just like the day I was leavin' 
It's been oh so many years.

Let me get on the Frisco Silver Dollar Line 
Take my time 
And see all I can see 
Fiddler rosin up your bow 
We'll have our own 
Ozark Mountain Jubilee

If I can't be a favorite son 
I'll be the prodigal one 
'Cause I've been gone too long 
Oh how the years have flown by 
Oh how I've realized 
How much of me is gone.

(Chorus)

P - 14892. P-R-O-B-L-E-M

P-R-O-B-L-E-M
Larkin Poe - P-R-O-B-L-E-M

I got a talent for screwing up
I choose a knife and then I, I cry when I get cut
I got no balance, I got no friends
I got worse than nothing, hey, hey
I got a P-R-O-B-L-E-M
Sound it out



'Cause that's how you spell your name, baby
P-R-O-B-L-E-M
Sound it out
'Cause that's how you spell your name, baby
And I don't know how to fix you
I don't know how to resist you
I gotta kill you or kiss you
Then figure out who to blame
Then figure out who to blame
Then figure out who to blame
Hey, hey
Hey, hey
Now, I see your talons, I see your claws
Oh, on the tenterhooks, no wonder I got caught
It's by the gallon, I'm all cried out
But I got worse than nothing, hey, hey
I got a P-R-O-B-L-E-M
Sound it out
'Cause that's how you spRll your name, baby
P-R-O-B-L-E-M
Sound it out
'Cause that's how you spell your namR, baby
And I don't know how to fix you
I don't know how to resist you
I gotta kill you or kiss you
Then figure out who to blame
Figure out who to blame
Figure out who to -

14893. P.S. I Love You

Larkin Poe - P.S. I Love You

[Thom Hell]
Sitting on the harbor, wishing, Lord, that he were home
He writes a letter
Written for his darling, the honey babe he left back home
He writes a letter:
"Tell me sweet Irene, are we together in your dreams?"
And then he falters
And he writes:

[Rebecca Lovell]
"I've walked this whole world through with you in my heart
And I've grown accustomed to
Thoughts of you in the back of my mind"

[Thom Hell]
"There is a right for every wrong
And a moon to race when the sun is gone
But there is no sweeter face
That could ever take your place"



[Larkin Poe]
Yes, remember me
Yes, remember me

[Rebecca Lovell]
Sitting on the front porch, wishing, Lord, that he were home
She gets a letter, oh it's written by her darling
That sweetest boy who's far from home
She reads her letter:
"Tell me sweet Irene, are we together in your dreams
When you falter?"
So she writes:

[Larkin Poe]
"I've walked the fresh air, too, my own small way
And I'm still waiting home for you
Won't you come and ease my worried mind?"

[Rebecca Lovell]
"There is a calm when the storm rolls on through
And a broken heart for every 'I love you'
But there is no sweeter face
That could ever take your place"

14894. P.S. I Love You

Tom T. Hall - P.s. i love you
Composer: Gordan Jenkins - Johnny Mercer

Dear, I thought I'd drop a line
The weather's cool, the folks are fine
I'm in bed each night at nine
P.S. I love you

Yesterday we had some rain
But, all in all, I can't complain
Was it dusty on the train?
P.S. I love you

Write to the Browns just as soon as you're able
They came around to call
I burned a hole in the dining room table
And let me see, I guess that's all

Nothing else for me to say
And so I'll close but, by the way
Everybody's thinking of you
P.S. I love you

Write to the Browns just as soon as you're able
They came around to call
I burned a hole in the dining room table
And let me see, I guess that's all



Nothing else for me to say
And so I'll close but, by the way
Everybody's thinking of you
P.S. I love you

14895. P.S. This Is Austin

Brad Paisley - P.s. This Is Austin 

She left without leaving a number
Said she needed to clear her mind
He figured shed gone back to Austin
Cause she talked about it all the time
It was almost a year before shed called him up
3 rings and an answering machine is What she got
If you're calling about the car, I sold it
If this is Tuesday night I'm bowling
If you got something to sell you're wasting your time
I'm not buying
If its anybody else wait for the tone you know what to do and
P.S. if this is Austin I still love you. . .
The telephone fell to the counter she heard
But she couldn't believe what kind of man would
Hang on that long what kind of love that must be
She waited 3 days and then she tried again
She didn't know what shed say but she heard 3 rings and then . . .
If its Friday night I'm at the ball game
And First thing Saturday if it don't rain
I'm headed out to the lake and ill Be gone
All weekend long but ill call you back when i get home on
Sunday afternoon and ps. if this is Austin i still love you
Well this time she left her number but not another word
And then she waited by the phone on sunday evening
And this is what he heard
If you're calling about my heart its still yours
I should have listened to it a little more
And it wouldn't have taken me so long to know where i belong
And by the way boy this is no machine you're are talking to
Can't ya tell this is Austin and I still love you.

14896. Pacific Time

Pacific Time
Tim Stafford Steve Gulley (Daniel House Music/Mountain Heart Music, BMI)
Kenny & Amanda Smith

Got my tickets and my bags are packed 
Seems I'm walking through this airport one more time 



Left a message on my phone today 
In pacific time

I don't know if T should call you back 
We've been through it a hundred times or more 
Like a train that's running out of track 
We both know what's in store 

chorus: 
Still think about you all the time 
But you're living three hours behind 
I'm moving on in my mind
But I'm still on pacific time

I remember a perfect sky 
Wind blowing through your hair 
We were living like we'd never die 
If we did we wouldn't care 
Now I'm looking for the words to say 
The number's busy but I'm still on the line 
You see clearer at the end of the day 
And it's clear I'm running blind

repeat chorus

tag: I'm moving fast but I'm further behind 
Got to try just one more time

repeat chorus

14897. Pacing The Cage - Chords

Pacing The Cage 
Erin & The Wildfire

[Verse]
EbM7
I
         Fm
I need a way
       Cm
To get out
                            BbM
My passions are pushing up daisies
     EbM
And I
                 Fm
Wanna see prison reform
                Cm
I wanna see my grandbabies born
            BbM
I miss them daily
 



 
Ohhhh, but I'm
          Cm
Pacing my cage
            EbM
For minimum wage
               AbM
And wishing my days wouldn't go by so slow
                BbM
While I'm here waiting
 
Ooh ohhhh wait
            Cm
Pacing the cage
 
 
EbM7
Pace
               Fm
I'm willing to work for it
           Cm
Losing' my hair
 
Gaining some scars
              BbM
That doesn't phase me
     EbM
And I
                Fm
I wanna shed my light
               Cm
It pulls on my heart
 
Heavy as the notion
              BbM
I want to be free
 
 
Ohhhh, but I'm
           Cm
Pacing my cage
            EbM
For minimum wage
                AbM
And wishing my days wouldn't go by so slow
                BbM
While I'm here waiting
 
Ooh ohhhh wait
            Cm
Pacing the cage
 
Fm                Gm
I don't care if I never see
AbM             BbM        Fm
Never see these walls again
              Gm



More a matter of
           AbM
What I can do
BbM       Fm
Before I end
                Gm
Sand through my hands
AbM
Wind
BbM             Fm
Wind through my hair
               Gm
Pulling me and pushing me
AbM
And keeping me
AbM
Keeping me
AbM
Keeping me
           BbM
Keeping me there
 
          Cm         EbM
Pacing my cage
               Fm
And wishin my days wouldn't go by so slow
                BbM
While I'm here waiting
 
Oohohhh wait
 
          Cm
Pacing my cage
         EbM
Oooooooooooooo
                Fm
And wishing my days wouldn't go by so slow
                BbM
While I'm here waiting oohhhh wait
          Cm
Pacing my cage

14898. Pack It Up - Chords

Pokey LaFarge

[Verse 1]
C#7             F#
Your troubles got you outnumbered,
C#7                   F#
You know that you've got to go somewhere,
C#7                 F#
So that you can do something,



B7(7)              E7(7-6-5-4) (just move the chord down untill you're back on C#7)
Ease your worried mind.
 
C#7             F#
Who cares what they say?
C#7                   F#
It's your chance to make it your way
C#7                 F#
I suggest you make it your day
B7(7)              E7(7-6-5-4) (just move the chord down untill you're back on C#7)
Before you're running out of time!
 
[Chorus]
A
Go and pack your own suitcase
     B         E7    A
And this time do it right
A
Come out and take your place
     B7           E7
It's on the road tonight
A
Cash your chips in on a dream
D7
Life's a big old slot machine
        B7          E7          A(var) E7 A(var)
Pack it up, pack it up, pack it up.
 
[Verse 2]
C#7             F#
It's a b c d e f g
C#7                   F#
It's a q r s take a tip from me
C#7                 F#
There's a lot of mighty fine scenery
B7(7)              E7(7-6-5-4) (just move the chord down untill you're back on C#7)
Around this great big country
 
C#7             F#
though you are feelin a little rejected,
C#7                   F#
Confused or disconnected
C#7                 F#
And a lot is hand selected boy
B7(7)              E7(7-6-5-4) (just move the chord down untill you're back on C#7)
Come along with me
 
[Chorus]
A
Go and pack your own suitcase
     B         E7    A
And this time do it right
A
Come out and take your place
     B7           E7
It's on the road tonight
A



Cash your chips in on a dream
D7
Life's a big old slot machine
        B7          E7          A(var) E7 A(var)
Pack it up, pack it up, pack it up.
 
[Solo]
(Chord progression like verse)
 
[Chorus]
A
Go and pack your own suitcase
     B         E7    A
And this time do it right
A
Come out and take your place
     B7           E7
It's on the road tonight
A
Cash your chips in on a dream
D7
Life's a big old slot machine
        B7          E7          A(var) E7 A(var)
Pack it up, pack it up, pack it up.

14899. Pack Up Your Sorrows

Pack Up Your Sorrows
R. Farina / P. Marden

No use crying, talkin to a stranger
Naming the sorrow you've seen
Too many sad times, too many bad times
Nobody knows what you mean

But if somehow you could pack up your sorrows
And give them all to me
You would loose them, I know how to use them
Give them all to me

No use rambling, walking in the shadows
Trailing a wandering star
No one beside you, no one to hide you
And nobody knows who you are

No use gambling, running in the darkness
Looking for a spirit that's free
Too many long times, too many wrong times
And nobody knows what you see

No use roaming, lying by the roadside
Seeking a satisfied mind
Too many highways, too many byways



And nobody's walking behind

14900. Packing Up Your Heart

Osborne Brothers - Packing up your heart
Composer: Boudleaux Bryant - Felice Bryant

My intuition tells me that something's troublin' you
I seem to know that soon I'm gonna cry
It's there beneath the surface it's almost breaking through
You're packing up your heart to say goodbye

Packing up your heart to say goodbye
Packing up your heart to make me cry
I'm picking up the clues behind that new look in your eyes
Packing up your heart to say goodbye

You walk around in circles I walk in the circles too
I'm gettin' busy wonderin' what to do
You're busy hidin' something I'm busy watchin' you
You're packing up your heart to make me blue

Packing up your heart to say goodbye...
Packing up your heart to say goodbye

14901. Paddy West

Paddy West
Traditional

As I was walkin' down London Street,
I come to Paddy West's house,
He gave me a dish of American hash;
He called it Liverpool scouse,
He said "There's a ship and she's wantin' hands,
And on her you must sign,
The mate's a bastard, the captain's worse,
But she will suit you fine."

Chorus:
Take off yer dungaree jacket,
And give yerself a rest,
And we'll think on them cold nor'westers
That we had at Paddy West's.

2. When we had finished our dinner,
Boys, the wind began to blow.
Paddy sent me to the attic,
The main-royal for to stow,



But when I got to the attic,
No main-royal could I find,
So I turned myself 'round to the window,
And I furled the window blind.
Chorus:

3. Now Paddy he pipes all hands on deck,
Their stations for to man.
His wife she stood in the doorway,
A bucket in her hand;
And Paddy he cries, "Now let 'er rip!"
And she throws the water our way,
Cryin' "Clew in the fore t'gan'sl, boys,
She's takin on the spray!"
Chorus:

4. Now seein' she's bound for the south'ard,
To Frisco she was bound;
Paddy he takes a length of rope,
And he lays it on the ground,
We all steps over, and back again,
And he says to me "That's fine,
And if ever they ask were you ever at sea
You can say you crossed the line."
Chorus:
5. To every two men that graduates,
I'll give one outfit free,
For two good men on watch at once,
Ye never need to see,
Oilskins, me boys, ye'll never want,
Carpet slippers made of felt,
I'll dish out to the pair o' you,
And a rope yarn for a belt.
Chorus:

6. Paddy says "Now pay attention,
These lessons you will learn.
The starboard is where the ship she points,
The right is called the stern,
So look ye aft, to yer starboard port
And you will find northwest."
And that's the way they teach you
At the school of Paddy West.
Chorus:

7. There's just one thing for you to do
Before you sail away,
Just step around the table,
Where the bullock's horn do lay
And if ever they ask "Were you ever at sea?"
you can say "Ten times 'round the Horn"
And Be Jesus but you're and old sailor man
From the day that you were born.

Chorus:
Put on yer dungaree jacket,
And walk out lookin' yer best,



And tell 'em that you're an old sailor man
That's come from Paddy West's.

14902. Paddy's Green Shamrock Shore

Paddy's Green Shamrock Shore
Traditional

From Derry quay we sailed away on the 23rd of May
We were taken on board by a pleasant crew, bound for Amerikay
Fresh water then we did take on, five thousand gallons or more,
In case we'd run short going to New York
Far away from the shamrock shore.

So fare thee well sweet Liza dear, and likewise unto Derry town.
And twice farewell to my comrade boys,
Who dwell on that sainted ground.
If fame or fortune should favor me, and I to have money in store
I'll come back and I'll wed the wee lassie I left
On Paddy's green shamrock shore.

At twelve o'clock we came in sight of famous Malin head.
And Inishtrahull far to the right stood out on the ocean's bend.
A grander sight ne'er met my eyes than e'er I saw before,
As the sun going down twixt sea and sky
Far away from the shamrock shore.

We sailed three days, we were all seasick, not a man on board was free.
We were all confined unto our bunks, and no one to pity poor me.
No father kind, nor mother dear, to lift up my head which was sore,
Which made me think more on the lassie I left
On Paddy's green shamrock shore.

We safely reached the other side, in 15 and 20 days.
We were taken as passengers by a man,
And led round in six different ways.
Then each of us drank a parting glass, in case we'd meet no more
And we drank a health to auld Ireland,
And Paddy's green shamrock shore.

14903. Pageant Material - Chords

Pageant Material 
Kacey Musgraves

[Verse]
 
        G
There's certain things you're s'posed to know



                                       Am
When you're a girl who grows up in the south
  G
I try to use my common sense,
                                 Am
But my foot always ends up in my mouth
       C
And if I had to walk a runway in high heels in front of the whole town
          Bm
I'd fall down
            C              D
And my mama cried when she realized
 
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        G
I ain't pageant material
           Em
I'm always higher than my hair
                                          C
And it ain't that I don't care about world peace
                                                    D
But I don't see how I can fix it in a swimsuit on a stage
         G
I ain't exactly Ms. Congenial
            Em
Sometimes I talk before I think, I try to fake it but I can't
            Am             C       D              G
I'd rather lose for what I am than win for what I ain't
 
 
[Verse]
 
               (G)
God bless the girls who smile and hug
                                          Am
When they're called out as a runner up on TV
  G
I wish I could, but I just can't
                                         Am
Wear a smile when a smile ain't what I'm feelin'
    C
And who's to say I'm a 9.5, or a 4.0 
                  Bm
If you don't even know me
            C                 D
Life ain't always roses and pantyhose and
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        G
I ain't pageant material
           Em
I'm always higher than my hair



                                          C
And it ain't that I don't care about world peace
                                                    D
But I don't see how I can fix it in a swimsuit on a stage
         G
I ain't exactly Ms. Congenial
            Em
Sometimes I talk before I think, I try to fake it but I can't
            Am             C       D              G
I'd rather lose for what I am than win for what I ain't
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
Em  C  D
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        G
I ain't pageant material
         Em
The only crown is in my glass
                                            C
They won't be handin' me a sash, and that's okay, cause there's no way
                                      D
You'll ever see me in a swimsuit on a stage
         G
I ain't exactly Ms. Congenial
            Em
Sometimes I talk before I think, I try to fake it but I can't
            Am             C       D              G
I'd rather lose for what I am than win for what I ain't
                Am             C       D              G
Yeah I'd rather lose for what I am than win for what I ain't
 
 
[Instrumental]

14904. Pain

Pain
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I lie awake at night and all I do is toss and turn
The more I live the more I wonder why I never learn
I try and travel, I'm no good at getting over you
I stare your empty pillow down until the teardrops fall
I turn my back so I don't think of you and face the wall
But I see your picture hanging there it breaks my heart in two

[Pre-Chorus]



Your every memory just brings me misery
I'm barely getting by ever since you said goodbye

[Chorus]
Anywhere anytime, it's all I ever do
Everyday that I die, I always think of you
Everyday every night, it's like this lonely room
It's an everlasting rain, nothing seems to stop this pain

[Bridge]
Anywhere anytime, it's all I ever do
Everyday that I die, I always think of you
Everyday every night, it's like this lonely room

[Chorus]
Anywhere anytime, it's all I ever do
Everyday that I die, I always think of you
Everyday every night, it's like this lonely room
It's an everlasting rain, nothing seems to stop this pain

14905. Pain

Emmylou Harris
Pain

Pain pain go away
Please don't come another day
Please don't make me fight you off again

I can't do it anymore
We've gone to battle, gone to war
I surrender to you pain, you win

Now my outsides are just about as battered as my insides
No I can't hide the lines around these sad eyes
I tried to keep it to myself, my own dark little secret
But you had to make sure everybody sees it, so be it

Pain pain you have been
A most destructive, loyal friend
You never left my side not even once

I'm tired and skinny I look rough
When I try to sleep you keep me up
I don't think I've smiled in seven months

And now my outsides are just about as battered as my insides
No I can't hide the lines around these sad eyes
I tried to keep it to myself, my own dark little secret
But you had to make sure everybody sees it, now they see it
Pain pain go away
You can visit but you cannot stay
It's shocking all the damage you have done



You've ravaged ruts into my mind
And you've aged me like the cheapest wine
Now everybody knows that you have won

14906. Pain In My Heart

Pain In My Heart
Osborne Brothers

When I first I met you, right from the start
You knew that I loved you, from the pain in my heart
So look in my eyes and see that it's true
And say that you love me, please don't make me blue

   With a pain in my heart and blues on my mind
   I'll always love you but can you be mine
   Can you be mine with another man's name
   You know that I love you and I'm not to blame

Say that you love me and you will be mine
With a pain in your heart and blues on your mind
Please say that you love me and don't say goodbye
You know that I love you, for you I would die

14907. Pain Killer

Little Big Town - Pain Killer

[Verse 1]
Don't need no whiskey
When I've had a bad day
No prescription honey
When my skies are grey
[Pre-Chorus]
No poppin the pills
No smokin the pills
That make me feel okay
But you go down easy baby
I could drink you by the case

[Chorus]
You're my painkiller
A little dose of you goes a long long way
You're my painkiller
Oh will you take it away
You take it away

[Verse 2]



Don't need no fixin'
I don't need no therapy
You're love drunk kissin
Is my kinda remedy
You're always lookin to fall
You're like the hair of the dog
When I'm feelin cursed
Don't need no doctor honey
I don't need no nurse

[Chorus]
You're my painkiller
A little dose of you goes a long long way
You're my painkiller
Oh will you take it away
You take it away
Oh you take it away
You take it away

[Break]
Ah La la la la la la la
Ooh Ooh
La la la la la la la
Ooh ooh
La la la la la la la
Ooh Ooh
La la la la la la la
Ooh Ooh
You're my la la la painkiller ooh ooh
You're my la la la painkiller ooh ooh

[Chorus]
Hey you're my painkiller
A little dose of you goes a long long way
You're my painkiller
Oh you take it away
You take it away
Oh you take it away
You take it away

14908. Pain Of A Troubled Life

Alison Krauss - Pain of a Troubled Life

And I've lived a dozen lifetimes in twenty-some-odd years
Got no use for trouble, got no use for tears
Can't you see it's killing me, I'm old before my time
I won't let you double the pain of a troubled life

I've had my share of sorrow, more than you could know
Save your lies and alibis, I've heard that tune before
Can't you see it's killing me, I'm old before my time
I won't let you double the pain of a troubled life



You're out all night, asleep all day, so pack it up and leave
I've got no use for trouble, trouble's using me
Don't you see my love won't be forever deaf and blind
I won't let you double the pain of a troubled life

I've had my share of sorrow, more than you could know
Save your lies and alibis, I've heard that tune before
Can't you see it's killing me, I'm old before my time
I won't let you double the pain of a troubled life

I've had my share of sorrow, more than you could know
Save your lies and alibis, I've heard that tune before
Can't you see it's killing me, I'm old before my time
I won't let you double the pain of a troubled life

Can't you see that love can't be forever deaf and blind?

14909. Pain Was The Love

Alison Krauss 
Pain Was The Love

What have we done
With all the time
A falling tear
Like an angel shines
Sometimes in those days gone by
Our hearts beat like one
And under the spell of night
We'd fall
There was anything that
I needed in this world
Your love was all

Where did they go

Your eyes and mine
I dreamed of you
Just to pass the time
And in the morning light
We found a place for us
Here on the other side
Of the cloud wall
There wasn't anything else
I could keep in my heart
Your love was all

All or nothing
Or nothing at all
If all of nothing
Was something
If only it didn't show



If only we didn't know
The difference now

But here in the dead of night
I found a place for us
Here on the other side
Of the cloud wall

There wasn't anything
Else I needed in this world
Your love was all

14910. Painkiller

Painkiller
Old Crow Medicine Show - Painkiller

I heard the first taste costs you a dime
They never mention how the prices climb
Mama, can you pick me up
In your steam-powered hearse?

I'm on South High and Main
Catching a train they call "Painkiller"

I hear the whistle and it's making me sweat
It's getting closer, but it ain't here yet
Climbing that smoke stack is gonna burn my brain
Lord, I'm holding on tight
Try to get through the night, I'm on Painkiller

Painkiller, mama, won't you ease my mind?
Painkiller, rolling down the dead end line

The engineer, he likes to roll the bones
Hop on the mainline if you wanna get gone
Hammer that big spike
Gonna be the death of me (Woo)
See, I'm fresh out of coal, just a lost soul running on Painkiller

Painkiller, mama, would you ease my mind?
Painkiller, rolling down the dead end line (Ha ha!)

Looks like the devil set the wheels a flying
From West Virginia to the Tennessee line
Here comes the tunnel, I can't feel a thing

I'm running out of time to the end of the line
Burning my brain until the very last grain
Driving insane on this runaway train they call "Painkiller"

Painkiller, mama, would you ease my mind?
Painkiller, rolling down the dead end line



I'm down a painkiller, mama, would you ease my mind?
Painkiller, rolling down the dead end line

14911. Paint And Glass

Paint and Glass - Jim Lauderdale

Build a mighty edifice to lean against the sky
Carve your name upon the gate in letters ten feet high
Brick, steel, paint and glass, this one thing will last
This alone survive the wrath of the wind's mighty path

Winds howl, flood will rise, earth will open wide
Smoke and thunder fill the skies, there'll be no place to hide
Time is just a shadow on the surface of the sun
Life is just a place to stand until your time is run

Build a mighty edifice to lean against the sky
Are you satisfied with this or do you wish to fly
And having flown will you contented be to die?
Having to yourself been true, or will your heart still sigh?

For bigger things and better things, for greater wealth and fame
Is love a worthy sacrifice at the altar of your name?
Time is just a shadow on the surface of the sun
Life is just a place to stand until your time is run

Far beyond the telling of the tower builder's art
Build yourself a dwelling in a loving human heart
Be kind to all your friends for you know not the hour
Of beginnings nor of ends, you do not have that power

Time is just a shadow on the surface of the sun
Life is just a place to stand until your time is run
A shadow of a shadow on the surface of the sun
Life is just a place to stand until your deal is done

14912. Paint It Black

Paint It Black
Hayseed Dixie - Paint It Black

I see a red door and I want it painted black
No colors anymore, I want them to turn black
I see the girls walk by dressed in their summer clothes
I have to turn my head until my darkness goes
I see a line of cars and they're all painted black
With flowers and my love both never to come back
I see people turn their heads and quickly look away



Like a newborn baby, it just happens every day
I look inside myself and see my heart is black
I see my red door and must have it painted black
Maybe then I'll fade away and not have to face the facts
It's not easy facin' up when your whole world is black
No more will my green sea go turn a deeper blue
I could not foresee this thing happening to you
If I look hard enough into the settin' sun
My love will laugh with me before the mornin' comes
I see a red door and I want it painted black
No colors anymore, I want them to turn black
I see the girls go by dressed in their summer clothes
I have to turn my head until my darkness goes
Hmm...
I wanna see your face painted black
Black as night, black as coal
I wanna see the sun blotted out from the sky
I wanna see it painted, painted, painted, painted black, yeah!
Hmm...

14913. Paint Me A Birmingham

Paint Me A Birmingham
Josh Turner - Paint Me A Birmingham

Verse 1:
He was sittin there
His Brushin hand
Painting waves as they dance upon the sand
With every stroke
He brought to life
The deep blue of the ocean
Against the mornin sky
I asked him if he only painted ocean scenes
He said for 20 dollars
I'll paint you anything

Chorus:
Could you paint me a birmingham
Make it look just the way I plan
A little house on the edge of town
Porch goin all the way around
Put her there in the front yard swing
Cotton dress, make it early spring
For a while she'll be mine again
If you could paint me a birmingham

Verse 2:
He looked at me
With knowing eyes
And took a canvas from a bag
There by his side
Picked up a brush



And said to me
Son just where in this picture
Would you like to be
I said if there's any way you can
Could you paint me back into her arms again

Chorus:
Could you paint me a birmingham
Make it look just the way I plan
A little house on the edge of town
Porch goin all the way around
Put her there in the front yard swing
Cotton dress, make it early spring
For a while she'll be mine again
If you could paint me a birmingham

Chorus:
Paint me a birmingham
Make it look just the way I plan
A little house on the edge of town
Porch goin all the what around
Put her there in the front yard swing
Cotton dress, make it early spring
For a while she'll be mine again
If you could paint me a birmingham

If you could paint me a birmingham

14914. Paint My Face - Chords

Paint My Face 
The Devil Makes Three
 
[Verse 1]
C#m                           F#                C#m               G#
Come paint my face, come take my hand, I do not wish you, to understand
            C#m             F#               C#m              G#         C#m
Someday you too, will go to war, and by that time may you not fear death anymore
 C#m                                 F#                 C#m             G#
Fortune may hold you, she's not your friend, kind words spoken, bows deepened
        C#m                            F#               C#m             G#           C#m
Foulest creature may wear the sweetest smile, Oh do not fear for I will see you in awhile
 
[Chorus]
C#m                           G#                Amaj               Bmaj Cmaj
Come paint my face, come take my hand, I do not wish you, to understand
            C#m            G#               Amaj             Bmaj          C#m
Someday you too will go to war, and by that time may you not fear death anymore
 
[Verse 2]
C#m                        F#                 C#m                   G#
Eyes upon you, through the years, all of your troubles, all of your fear
       C#m              F#            C#m             G#



Always watching, always see, I am you now and you are me
            C#m            F#                    C#m           F#
If I should fall, you take my sword, all that is mine, will be yours
         C#m               F#                   C#m          G#           C#m
Do not fear those we leave behind, the blood that runs in my veins, it is mine
 
[Chorus]
C#m                           G#                Amaj              Bmaj Cmaj
Come paint my face, come take my hand, I do not wish you to understand
            C#m             G#               Amaj              Bmaj      Cmaj
Someday you too, will go to war, and by that time may you not fear death anymore
             G#                Amaj         C#m
yeah by that time may you not fear death anymore
 
[Instrumental]
C#m F# C#m G#
C#m F# C#m G# C#m
 
[Verse 3]
       F#                       Emaj             Bmaj           C#m
I am a stone, falling through black water, on the bottom I start again
       F#                       Emaj         Bmaj         C#m
I am a stone falling through black water, my fall it never ends
   Bmaj          C#m
my fall it never ends.
 
[Chorus]
C#m                           G#                Amaj              Bmaj Cmaj
Come paint my face, come take my hand, I do not wish you to understand
            C#m             G#               Amaj              Bmaj      Cmaj
Someday you too, will go to war, and by that time may you not fear death anymore
             G#                Amaj         C#m
yeah by that time may you not fear death anymore
C#m                           G#                Amaj              Bmaj Cmaj
Come paint my face, come take my hand, I do not wish you to understand
            C#m             G#               Amaj              Bmaj      Cmaj
Someday you too, will go to war, and by that time may you not fear death anymore
             G#                Amaj         C#m
yeah by that time may you not fear death anymore
 
* And by that time may you not fear death anymore x3

14915. Paint The Town Beige

Robert Earl Keen - Paint the Town Beige 

I gave up the fast lane for a blacktop county road
Just burned out on all that talk about [Incomprehensible]
I traded for a songbird, a bigger piece of sky
When I miss the good old days I can't imagine why

Still I get restless and drive into town
I cruise once down Main street and turn back around



It's crazy but God knows I don't act my age
Like an old desperado who paints the town beige

Down along the river, past the swimming hole
You can find your piece of mind with just a fishing pole
And you can walk the river for miles and miles on end
And never stop believing in that dream around the bend

But still I get restless and drive into town
My radio playing, my window roll down
It's crazy but God knows I don't act my age
Like an old desperado who paints the town beige

Deep down in the winter, time slows to a crawl
There's really nothing much to do until the first spring thaw
It's then I get to thinking I must have gone insane
Memories roll through my mind like a long slow railroad train

Still I get restless and drive into town
Watch the world through a windshield as it all comes unwind
It's crazy but God knows I don't act my age
Like those old desperadoes who paint the town beige
I gave up the fast lane

14916. Paint The Town Tonight

Marty Stuart - Paint the Town Tonight

You left without a sign or a warning
I'm still holding some questions in my mind
In case you might ask how I'm a doin'
Here's what I think you're gonna find

I'm tired of mopin'. hopin', waiting on the telephone
I oughta know by now you ain't a gonna come back home
I'm goin' dancin', romancin', gonna love every girl in sight
I might worry tomorrow but I'll paint the town tonight

Well, I found me a honky tonk that loves me
And I'll close it down about daylight
'Cause me and my personal friends are a celebrating
And with every round you fade more out of sight

I'm tired of mopin'. hopin', waiting on the telephone
I oughta know by now you ain't a gonna come back home
I'm goin' dancin', romancin', gonna love every girl in sight
I might worry tomorrow but I'll paint the town tonight
Yeah, I'm might worry tomorrow but I'll paint the town tonight



14917. Paint This Town

Old Crow Medicine Show - Paint This Town

Ever since I was a young boy
I had a wandering soul
I walked and crawled across six state lines
By the time I was 8 years old
And landed in some cornfield
They called a town on the grow
So I climbed up on that water tower man
But the city was a no show
And that's when I spied you and we didn't mind
All night truck stops, drive-ins, dives
We were teenage troubadours
Hopping on box cars for a hell of a one way ride

It's just a Waffle House jukebox
My brains are scattered around
But one of these days you and me babe
We're gonna spill the whole bucket
And paint this town
Paint this town

Paint it red and white for Old Glory
Paint it blue for the cops tailing your old man's Ford
Shimmy up them power lines and paint some anarchy signs
Cause that's what you do when you're 15 years old
We'll paint it yellow for a warning
They'll never take us alive
We've given our hearts to this heartbreak city
Where farm kids go to make out or die

It's just a Waffle House jukebox
My brains are scattered around
But one of these days you and me babe
We're gonna spill the whole bucket
And paint this town
Paint this town

Now the train don't stop like it used to
Interstate missed by more than a mile
Still all these trailer park kids grow up thinking this
Is a place they will survive
And you and me babe we faded away
Like the yearbook page foretold
Now all I got left is the dirt under my fingernails
From we went digging for gold

It's just a Waffle House jukebox
Bright lights spinning around
But one of these days it just might light your way
Make you spill the whole damn bucket
And paint this town
Paint this town
Paint this town



14918. Painted Blue - Chords

Painted Blue Live 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
Em G Bm Am
 
[Verse]
Em                                G
Looking through the windows of my eyes
        Bm
Painted blue
         Am
Dreaming back to you
    Em                             G
I'm jumping off the ledge into the sky
        Bm
Painted blue
        Am
Falling back to you
 
 
[Chorus]
    C                G
And all those colors bleeding into one
    C                G               D                Am
And all those others looking for the sun to lead them in
   C
To begin
   Am       G          D
To find the light of a friend
          Am
Lead them in
   C
To begin
            Em  G
To find the light
 
Bm Am
 
 
[Verse]
Em                           G
Heron on the shoreline of my mind
        Bm
Painted blue
       Am
Flying back to you
    Em                             G
I'm looking out the windows to the sky
             Bm
Through blue eyes



        Am
See the morning rise
 
 
[Chorus]
    C                G
And all those colors bleeding into one
    C                G               D                Am
And all those others looking for the sun to lead them in
   C
To begin
   Am       G          D
To find the light of a friend
          Am
Lead them in
   C
To begin
            Em  G
To find the light
    Bm Am
the light
    Em  G
the light
    Bm Am
the light
 
 
[Solo]
Em G Bm Am
Em G Bm Am
 
 
[Chorus]
    C                G
And all those colors bleeding into one
    C                G               D                Am
And all those others looking for the sun to lead them in
   C
To begin
   Am       G          D
To find the light of a friend
          Am
Lead them in
   C
To begin
            Em  G
To find the light
    Bm Am
the light
    Em  G
the light
    Bm Am
the light
 
 
[Outro]
C Am



14919. Painted Ladies

Richard Thompson - Painted Ladies 

It's a grey, grey morning, the rain it do fall
I'm feeling hungry and low
My bed's so empty, I wish I could call
On the painted ladies I know

When you've got no credit, don't hold no sway
With the painted ladies I know
It's a, thank you for calling, we'll see you someday
The painted ladies I know

Leave at home what you value enough
And laugh your senses away
When you want to love everyone, how can you love?
The painted ladies all say

Us film stars and beauties will please you tonight
If you go to bed with a book
But they can't hold a candle to something that trembles
If you need to do more than look

They come from rich fathers and twinkle their eyes
And you're begging them, please, not to go
And you're starved for some loving, they can make you feel special
The painted ladies I know

If you're seeking fortune, if you're seeking fame
And you're looking yourself in the eye
And God help the children, playing their game
The end of the game is goodbye

They pass through your vision like thoughts in a dream
Your good times are slipping away
It's time to move on or go down with the ship
The painted ladies all say

14920. Painted Lips

Painted Lips

I walked into a tavern just lookin' for some fun
With lights so dim room filled with somke her story had just begun
I listened while she told them about her life and fame
We once knew love I broke all vows her lonely heart still aches

No one will know the sleepless nights the bitter tears she sheds



Or know how many prayers for me those painted lips have said
She's dancing with a stranger and smiling all the while
Although her heart is breaking her painted lips still smile

No one will know the truth dear how I have schemed and lied
Or know the loneliness and pain that painted lips can hide
She's dancing with a stranger she'll smile and drink his wine
Hidden behind those painted lips a broken heart you'll find

So when you see a woman with painted lips so bright
Don't be to quick to judge her a lady of the night
Her smiles too often cover the sudden tears that start
Behind her painted lips you'll find a woman's broken heart

A woman's broken heart, a woman's broken heart, a woman's broken heart

14921. Painting A Small Town Blue

Painting A Small Town Blue (Larry W. Jones 10/07/2007) 

Well, I used to drive the fast lane
Now I just drive on blacktop roads
I know it don't feel quite the same
But I'm rid of those heavy loads
Now I listen to the bluebirds
As they go winging freely by
But once in awhile it occurs
That I recall another time
And that's when I get so restless
And that's when I drive back downtown
Cruise the same old drag down Broadway
End up at the same turn-a-round
I know it all sounds a bit strange
It's so sad but it's all too true
I'm still dreaming of the fast lane
While I'm painting a small town blue
I still drive down by the river
And take out my old fishing pole
But peace of mind I find never
Coming from that old fishing hole
And I still walk along the stream
A mile or two around the bend
Guess I'm still looking for that dream
Somewhere down at the rainbow's end
- instrumental -
And that's when I get so restless
And that's when I drive back downtown
Tune the radio to country 
End up with the same cryin' sound
I know it all sounds a bit strange
It's so sad but it's all too true
I'm still dreaming of the fast lane
While I'm painting a small town blue



I know it all sounds a bit strange
It's so sad but it's all too true
I'm still dreaming of the fast lane
While I'm painting a small town blue

14922. Painting Box

The Incredible String Band - Painting Box 

When the morning of your eyes comes waking through my shadows
Leaving just a trace of twilight sleep
I whisper to the baby raindrops playing on my window
And tell them gently this is not the time that they should weep

For somewhere in my mind there is a painting box
I have every color there, it's true
Just lately when I look inside my painting box
I seem to pick the colors of you

My Friday evening's footsteps plodding dully through this black town
Are far away now from the world that I'm in
My eyes are listening to some sounds that I think just might be springtime
With daffodils between my toes I'm laughing at their whim

And somewhere in my mind there is a painting box
I have every color there, it's true
Just lately when I look inside my painting box
I seem to pick the colors of you

Oh, somewhere in my mind there is a painting box
I have every color there, it's true
Just lately when I look inside my painting box
I seem to pick the colors of you

The purple sail above me catches all the strength of summer
Fishes stop and ask me where I am bound
I smile and shake my head and say my little ship is sinking
But I kind of like the sea that I'm on and I don't mind if I do drown

And somewhere in my mind there is a painting box
I have every color there, it's true
Just lately when I look inside my painting box
I seem to pick the colors of you

14923. Painting Gray Clouds With A Silver Line

Painting Gray Clouds With A Silver Line (Larry W. Jones 10/08/2007) 

When I make believe I'm happy



I sure wish things turned out that way
But I'm only fooling this heart of mine
I'm painting gray clouds with a silver line
When I try to suppress a tear
The cry behind it I still hear
I know it's just a lie that I design
I'm painting gray clouds with a silver line
I'm just painting the sky all blue
Trying to hide my grief
I'm just painting a dream untrue
Just trying to believe
- instrumental -
When I try to suppress a tear
The cry behind it I still hear
I know it's just a lie that I design
I'm painting gray clouds with a silver line
I'm just painting the sky all blue
Trying to hide my grief
I'm just painting a dream untrue
Just trying to believe
But all my things are looking good
Just like I pictured they all would
I'll just keep pretending all of the time
I'm painting gray clouds with a silver line

14924. Pair For Two

Pair for Two
Sierra Ferrell

So don't get too comfortable
You'll be a spectacle, when all your life starts to change
All' I' do is follow' you
And clearly now we are through,' but I'll never get back my heart

It's a pair for two, friends won't do

Together we live on a boat, and yes she sure really will float
But we never learnt to set sail, no we never learnt to set sail

It's a pair for two, friends won't do

14925. Pale Blue

Glen Phillips - Pale Blue

Azul palido
As death it waits for me
After storms



And after pouring rain
Vainest thunder
Pale blue remains
Azul palido
As death it follows me
Mocking weather
An attempt in vain
Weakest thunder
Laughing at the rain
Azul palido
As death it comforts me
After storms
And after pouring rain
Crashing thunder
Pale blue remains

14926. Pale Moon

Pale Moon
Uncle Earl

Pale moon in the bright blue sky.
Quiet moon in the trumpeting sunlight

Full moon in the bright blue sky.
High noon is hiding your light.

I heard she's waiting. She waits for night.

Crescent moon in the bright blue sky
Tiny spoon. Little bite of the big pie.

Half moon in the bright blue sky.
Hold on. Hold back your better side.

Maybe she's waiting. She waits for night.

Crooked moon in the bright blue sky.
Corner of the room. You watch from the outside.

Shy moon in the bright blue sky.
Lonesome moon. Stars more your own kind.

Heard she's just waiting. She waits for night.

14927. Pale Moon

Pale Moon
BMI Work #: 9203298



Pale Moon (Larry W. Jones 10/24/2007) (song #5102)

You're an angel in disguise
I fell for your lies
I never would have known
That you'd fly like the breeze
But my world turned to black
When the stars turned their back
And now I'm back on the ground
Crawling on my knees
Now there's a pale moon
Shining a veil down on me
There's a pale sunrise
As far as eternity
I begged the stars to turn back
End this world of black
And brighten up the pale moon
Shining down on me
Dear, I thought you shared my dreams
Bought you everything
And you taught my now broken heart
That it could sing
I spent my nights and days
Thinking of all the ways
In which I could make you all mine
For all of time
- instrumental -
I spent my nights and days
Thinking of all the ways
In which I could make you all mine
For all of time
Now there's a pale moon
Shining a veil down on me
There's a pale sunrise
As far as eternity
I begged the stars to turn back
End this world of black
And brighten up the pale moon
Shining down on me
Now there's a pale moon
A sad and veiled moon
Now there's a pale moon
Shining down on me

14928. Pallbearer

Pallbearer
Josh Turner - Pallbearer

She left me in the darkness, all alone
She abandoned all the good times
And the love I thought we had



I'm like a lonesome pallbearer, walking down the isle
Traveling to the graveyard, counting down the miles
With every earth filled shovel
They dig that eternal bed
I'm like a lonesome pallbearer
Carrying the dead
Carrying the dead

She don't call me, and she don't try to
And my friend can't bring her back
My eyes are wide open
Watching my future fade to black

I'm like a lonesome pallbearer, walking down the isle
Traveling to the graveyard, counting down the miles
With every earth filled shovel
They dig that eternal bed
I'm like a lonesome pallbearer
Carrying the dead
Carrying the dead

I've pondered trading places
With the man laying in that hearse
I tried to hold my head up
But her leaving, is like a curse

I'm like a lonesome pallbearer, walking down the isle
Traveling to the graveyard, counting down the miles
With every earth filled shovel
They dig that eternal bed
I'm like a lonesome pallbearer
Carrying the dead
Carrying the dead
Carrying the dead

14929. Pallet On Your Floor

Pallet On Your Floor

Make me a pallet on your floor
Make me a pallet on your floor
When I reach Atlanta and have no place to go
Make me a pallet on your floor

These blues are everywhere I see
Weary blues are everywhere I see
Blues all around me, everywhere I see
Nobody's had these blues like me

* Refrain

Come all you good-time friends of mine
Come all you good-time friends of mine



When I had a dollar you treated me just fine
Where'd you go when I only had a dime

* Refrain

I'd be more than satisfied
If I could catch a train and ride
When I reach Atranta and have no place to go
Won't you make me a pallet on your floor

* Refrain

14930. Palms Of Victory - Chords

Palms of Victory
Recorded by The Country Gentlemen
Written by Dwight Brock and John B. Matthias

G                           D7                G
I saw a wayward traveler in tattered garments clad
                                  D7                 G
And struggling up the mountain it seemed that he was sad
                             D7                  G
His back was laden heavy his strength was almost gone
                          D7              G
It shouted as he traveled deliverance has come

                      D7           G
Then palms of victory crowns of glory
                 D7      G
Palms of victory I shall wear

                             D7              G
I saw him in the evening the sun was sinking low
                               D7               G
It'd overcome the mountain and reached the vale below
                            D7           G
He saw that golden city his ever lasting home
                         D7               G
And shouted loud Hosanna deliverance has come

Repeat #2

                               D7               G
While gazing on that city just o'er that narrow flood
                           D7                 G
A band of holy angels came from the throne of God
                                    D7               G
They bore him on their pinions they bore the dashing foam
                              D7              G
And joined him in his triumph deliverance has come

Repeat #2



                            D7                  G
It seems I hear the angels around the throne so grand
                                 D7                  G
They're shouting glad Hosanna we reached the promise land 
                                   D7                  G
When we have reached that city our race on earth we've run
                             D7              G
We'll all shout loud Hosanna deliverance has come

Repeat #2 x3

14931. Palomita De Ojos Negros

Linda Ronstadt - Palomita De Ojos Negros

Una blanca palomita, una blanca palomita
De ojos negors... negros... negros...
Se parÃ³ en mi ventanita a contarme su pena
Me delito tiene espinas
Ya no las puedo aguantar

Tristemente me contaba cuando en eso las campanas
De una iglesia chiquitita
Asustaron a la ingrata, y a su nido fue a parar
Sin que pudiera decirle que su mal era mi mal

Paloma... Paloma...
Justamente te pareces a mi alma
Paloma... Paloma...
Justamente eres hermana de mi mal

14932. Pamela Brown

Tom T Hall - Pamela Brown

[Verse 1:]
I'm the guy who didn't marry pretty Pamela Brown
Educated, well-intentioned, good girl in our town
I wonder where I'd be today if she had loved me too
Probably be driving kids to school

[Chorus:]
I guess I owe it all to Pamela Brown
All of my good times and all my roamin' around
One of these days I might come ramblin' through your town
And I guess I owe it all to Pamela Brown

[Verse 2:]



I've seen the lights of cites and I've been inside their doors
I've sailed to foreign countries and I've walked upon their shores
I guess the guy she married was the best part of my luck
She dug him 'cause he drove a pick-up truck

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
I don't have to tell you just how beautiful she was
Everything it takes to get a country boy in love
Lord, I hope she's happy 'cause she sure deserves to be
Especially for what she did for me

[Chorus]

14933. Pamela Brown - Chords

Pamela Brown - Tom T Hall

This is my interpretation of the chords. I don't say they're right, but
they work for me

[C]I'm  the guy who [F]didn't marry [C]pretty Pamela Brown
[F]Educated, [C]well intentioned [D7]good girl in our [G7]town.
I [C]wonder where I'd [F]be today if [C]she had loved me too;
[C]Probably be [G]driving kids to [C]school.

 And [F]I guess I owe it [G]all to Pamela [C]Brown
 [F]All of my [C]good times, and [D7]all my roamin' a[G]round
 [F]One of these [C]days I might come [C]ramblin' [E7]through your
[F]town
 And I [C]guess I owe it [G]all to Pamela [C]Brown

I've seen the lights of cities and I've been inside their doors.
I've sailed to foreign countries and I've walked upon their shores.
I guess the guy she married is the best part of my luck,
She dug him 'cause he drove a pickup truck.

 (cho)

I don't have to tell you just how beautiful she was
Everything it takes to get a country boy in love
Lord, I hope she's happy, she sure deserves to be
Espcially for what she did for me

 (cho)

14934. Pan American



Pan American
Seldom Scene - Roy Acuff

I have heard your stories about your fast trains
But now I'll tell you about one all the southern folks have seen
She's the beauty of the southlands listen to that whistle scream
It's that Pan American on her way to New Orleans.

She leaves Cincinnati headin' down that Dixie line
When she passes that Nashville tower you can hear that
Whistle whine
Stick your head out the window and feel that southern breeze
Your on that Pan American on her way to New Orleans.

Correction: Ohio and Kentucky Tennessee and Alabam, the delta state of
Mississippi, she's Louisina Bound, of the trains in the southland
This one is the queen, all the way from Cincinnati
Down to New Orleans.

If your ever in the south lands and want to see the scenes
Just get your self a ticket on that Pan American Queen
Louiville Nashville Montgomery the cap'tal of Ala-bam
You pass right through then all when your New Orleans bound.

She leaves Cincinnati headin' down that Dixie line
When she passes that Nashville tower you can hear that
Whistle whine
Stick your head out the window and feel that southern breeze
Your on that Pan American on her way to New Or-leans.

14935. Pan Bowl

Sturgill Simpson - Pan Bowl

[Verse 1]
I'd give anything to go back
Days I was young
All the way back to Pan Bowl
I sit down on the lakebed
Stare at the sun
Then I'd walk out in the water
Let it cleanse my soul
Spend my days up on Quicksand
There I would play
Wild as a rattlesnake
Right from the start
I'd push August in
Swing all day
Well she was the first girl that ever broke my heart

[Chorus]
Miss the days when this old life
Free from all the pain and strife
And all the sorrow it has brung



I'd give anything to go
All the way back to Panbowl
All the way back to days when I was young

[Verse 2]
Spend my summers hearing stories
Bout the one that got away
On a dock down at Watt's Bar
Every 4th of July
Uncle Everett was the coolest
Never had a word to say
When he died was the only time
I ever seen papaw cry
Every Sunday we'd go visit
My great-grandma Mary Ann
Lord I cry just thinking
About how good she was to me
My great-grandad Eli
Was a coal-mining man
Not a tooth in his head
But his eyes held the sea

[Chorus]

[Outro]
I'd climb up on high-tops
Stare as far as I could see
At the one and only home
My heart has ever known

14936. Panama Red

Panama Red

Panama Red, Panama Red
He'll steal your woman then he'll rob your head
Panama Red, Panama Red
On his wild horse Mescalito He come breezing though town
I bet your woman's up in bed with ol'Panama Red

The judge don't know when red' in town
He keeps well hidden underground
But everybody's acting lazy
Falling out and hanging round
Well, my woman said, he Pedro
You acting crazy like a clown
nobody feels like working
Panama Red in back in town

* Refrain

Everybody's looking out for him
Cause they know Red satisfies



Little girls love to listen to him
Sing and tell sweet lies
If ever things get too confusing, honey
We're better off in bed
And I'll be searching all the joints in town for Panama Red

* Refrain

14937. Pancho & Lefty

Rodney Crowell - Pancho & Lefty
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1]
Living on the road, my friend
Was gonna keep you free and clean
Now you wear your skin like iron
Your breath's as hard as kerosene
You weren't your momma's only boy
But her favorite one, it seems
She began to cry when you said goodbye
And sank into your dreams

[Verse 2]
Pancho was a bandit, boys
His horse was fast as polished steel
He wore his gun outside his pants
For all the honest world to feel
Pancho met his match, you know
In the deserts down in Mexico
And nobody heard his dying words
Oh, that's the way it goes

[Chorus]
All the federales say
They could have had him any day
Only let him slip away
Out of kindness, I suppose

[Verse 3]
Lefty, he can't sing the blues
All night long like he used to
The dust that Pancho bit down south
Ended up in Lefty's mouth
The day they laid poor Pancho low
Lefty split for Ohio
Where he got the bread to go
There ain't nobody knows

[Chorus]
All the federales say
Could have had him any day
We only let him slip away



Out of kindness, I suppose

[Verse 4]
The poets tell how Pancho fell
Lefty's living in a cheap hotel
The desert's quiet and Cleveland's cold
And so the story ends, we're told
Pancho needs your prayers, it's true
But save a few for Lefty too
He only did what he had to do
And now he's growing old

[Chorus]
All the federales say
Could have had him any day
We only let him slip away
Out of kindness, I suppose

[Outro]
A few gray federales say
Could have had him any day
We only let him go so long
Out of kindness, I suppose

14938. Pancho And Lefty

Pancho And Lefty - Pancho & Lefty
Townes Van Zandt

Living on the road my friend
Was gonna keep you free and clean
Now you wear your skin like iron
Your breath's as hard as kerosene
You weren't your mama's only boy
But her favorite one it seems
She began to cry when you said goodbye
And sank into your dreams

Pancho was a bandit boys
His horse was fast as polished steel
Wore his gun outside his pants
For all the honest world to feel
Pancho met his match you know
On the deserts down in Mexico
Nobody heard his dying words
That's the way it goes

All the federales say
They could have had him any day
They only let him hang around
Out of kindness I suppose

Lefty he can't sing the blues



All night long like he used to
The dust that Pancho bit down south
Ended up in Lefty's mouth
The day they laid poor Pancho low
Lefty split for Ohio
Where he got the bread to go
There ain't nobody knows

All the federales say
They could have had him any day
They only let him slip away
Out of kindness I suppose

The poets tell how Pancho fell
Lefty's livin' in a cheap hotel
The desert's quiet and Cleveland's cold
So the story ends we're told
Pancho needs your prayers it's true,
But save a few for Lefty too
He just did what he had to do
Now he's growing old

A few gray federales say
They could have had him any day
They only let him go so wrong
Out of kindness I suppose

14939. Pancho And Lefty - Chords

Pancho and Lefty
Recorded by Merle Haggard and Willie Nelson
Written by Townes Van Zandt

C
Living on the road my friend
G7
Was gonna keep us free and clean
F
But now you wear your skin like iron
C                                G7
And your breath's as hard as kerosene

F
You weren't your mama's only boy
C                       F
But her favorite one it seems
Am                        F         G7
She began to cry when you said good bye
F                  Am
And sank into your dreams

C
Pancho was a bandit boy



G7
Rode a horse fast as polished steel
F
He wore his guns outside his pants
C                           G7
For all the honest world to feel

F
Pancho met his match you know
C                      F
On the deserts down in Mexico
Am           F         G7
Nobody heard his dying words
F                     Am
But that's the way it goes

F
And all the federales say
C                           F
They could have had him any day
Am                F    G7
They only let him slip away
       F             Am
Out of kindness I suppose

C
Now Lefty he can't sing the blues
G7
All night long like he used to
F
The dust that Pancho bit down South
C                      G7
It ended up in Lefty's mouth

F
The day they laid poor Pancho low
C               F
Lefty split for Ohio
Am               F        G7
Where he got the bread to go
     F                  Am
Well there ain't nobody knows

F
And all the federales say
C                           F
They could have had him any day
Am                F    G7
They only let him slip away
       F             Am
Out of kindness I suppose

C
The poets tell how Pancho fell
G7
Lefty's living in a cheap hotel
F



The desert's quiet and Cleveland's cold
C                           G7
And so the story ends we're told

F
Pancho needs your prayers it's true
C                        F
But save a few for Lefty too
Am               F         G7
He only did what he had to do
F                    Am
And now he's growing old

F
And all the federales say
C                           F
They could have had him any day
Am                F     G7
They only let him go so long
       F             Am
Out of kindness I suppose

F
A few gray federales say
C                           F
They could have had him any day
Am                F     G7
They only let him go so long
       F             Am
Out of kindness I suppose

14940. Pantera Arctic Cat Triple 800

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Pantera Arctic Cat Triple 800

Un beau matin d'hiver
Une belle couche de neige neuve sué terres
J'cale mon café chemineau
J'm'attrique chaud, j'sors dehors illico
Et 1 2 pis 3 4 5 coups d'crinque
Donnes-y du choke
Donnes y du choke
Ecoute Ã§a décoller, chose!
T'es jaloux!
Oh oui t'es jaloux
Avec ton sled de montagne de quatorze
Milles piaces
Moé j'ai un Pantera Arctic Cat triple 800
J'te pogne d'un drag n'importe quand
Tu prônes que chez vous c'est Skidoo
C'pac'que t'es jaloux!
De mon Pantera arctic cat triple 800!
Oh j'te dis qu'c'est pas gÃªnant



Trois beaux bÃ¢tons en d'sour du hood
Dans l'doute, le gaz au boute
Dans l'tapis dins trails, pas d'permis d'trail, j'essaye de sortir d'la track
Ya rien Ã  l'épreuve de mon Pantera, Ã§'t'une machine de combat

14941. Pants

Pants

Happy Birthday I sent you a gift
Just to not hear you whine
How'd you get by this long without one?
I'm sending you a spine
Oh it comes with my fond regards
Since you've tuned out my rants
Since someone else is wearing yours
I've included a pair of pants
Oh baby put some pants on
Take a stance on something please
Show your potential, don't be deferential
If you want to have a chance with me
No I'm not mad, not at all
Fact is, I'm doing real good
The question is how are you?
Since someone stole your manhood
I'm only thinking, yes thinking of you
It's only because I care
I've enclosed a little pear tree
So you can grow yourself a pair
Oh baby out some pants on
Take a stance on something please
Show your potential don't be deferential
If you want to have a chance with me
If you want to dance a dance with me
Don't go commando
Baby take a stance and a chance to romance me

14942. Pants Is Overrated

Pants Is Overrated 

[Verse 1]
Oh, the nighttime air was fairly breezin'
Well, it was cold, but not quite freezin'
So I looked around to find my trousers
And this voice inside my head grew louder

[Chorus]
Pants is overrated



Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Yes, yes
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes

[Verse 2]
I'da never made it out that window (Out the window)
If I'da even put just one lÐµg in though
Well, as it was the circumstance
I gladly lost my favoritÐµ pants

[Chorus]
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Yes, yes
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
My people from across the pond
They hail from Scotland and beyond (Hey, yeah, yeah, hey)
Where sheep make wool for socks and shirts
And grown men run around in skirts

[Chorus]
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Yes, yes
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes

[Bridge]
See the little sheepies big and fat
Standing on the hillside, standing in the meadow
See the little sheepies big and fat
They're makin' me a sweater, they're makin' me a hat

[Verse 4]
Lord Jesus knew just what to wear (Oh, yes, He did, yes, He did)
Oh, to live a life in desert air (Ooh)
He walked the earth in poor man's shoes
And sang this ninth Beatitude



[Chorus]
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Yes, yes
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes

[Verse 5]
Now as I sit here in my jeans
Well, I think about what this all means
And children come into this world
Without a stitch on, boy or girl

[Chorus]
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Yes, yes
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Yes, yes
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Yes, yes
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Pants is overrated
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes

14943. Papa Gene's Blues

Papa Gene's Blues                  
Reflections Ridge

Verse 1:
No heartaches felt no longer lonely
Nights of waiting finally won me
Happiness that's all rolled up in you
And now with you as inspiration
I look toward a destination
Sunny bright that once before was blue

Chorus:
I have no more than I did before
But now I've got all that I need
For I love you and I know you love me



Verse 2:
So take my hand I'll start my journey
Free from all the helpless worry
That besets a man when he's alone
For strength is mine when we're together
And with you I know I'll never
Have to pass the high road for the low

Final Chorus:
I have no more than I did before
But now I've got all that I need
For I love you and I know you love me
Yes, I love you and I... know... you....love....me

14944. Papa Loved Mama

Papa Loved Mama
Garth Brooks - Papa Loved Mama

Papa drove a truck nearly all his life
You know it drove mama crazy being a trucker's wife
The part she couldn't handle was the being alone
I guess she needed more to hold than just a telephone
Papa called Mama each and every night
Just to ask her how she was and if his kids were alright
Mama would wait for that call to come in
When Daddy'd hang up she was gone again

Mama was a looker
Lord, how she shined
Papa was a good'n
But the jealous kind
Papa loved Mama
Mama loved men
Mama's in the graveyard
Papa's in the pen

Well, it was bound to happen on the night it did
Papa came home and it was just us kids
He had a dozen roses and a bottle of wine
If he was lookin' to surprise us, he was doin' fine
I heard him cry for Mama up and own the hall
Then I heard a bottle break against the bedroom wall
That old diesel engine made an eerie sound
When Papa fired it up and headed into town
Well, the picture in the paper showed the scene real well
Papa's rig was buried in the local motel
The desk clerk said he saw it all real clear
He never hit the brakes and he was shifting gears

Mama was a looker
Lord, how she shined



Papa was a good'n
But the jealous kind
Papa loved Mama
Mama loved men
Mama's in the graveyard
Papa's in the pen

14945. Papa Made A Livin'

Papa Made a Livin' 
Blue Moon Rising
 
In North Carolina where my papa came from 
A man was known, by the work that he'd done 
Welfare checks never paid his bills 
Papa made a livin' by workin' saw mills 
Papa made a livin' by workin' saw mills, 
 
CHORUS : 
And the chips would fly, and the blades would whirl 
Bringin' home a livin' to his Carolina girl 
Sweat would roll, where the wood met steel 
Papa made a livin' by workin' saw mills 
Papa made a livin' by workin' saw mills, 
 
He'd leave every morning with his axe and saw 
Cut down the timber that the horses would haul 
A God fearin' man with a woodman's skill 
Papa made a livin' by workin' saw mills 
Papa made a livin' by workin' saw mills
 
Lookin' back on it all now I finally understand 
It's hard to make a livin' as a saw mill hand 
But he raised nine kids with the love of steel feel
Papa made a livin' by workin' saw mills 
Papa made a livin' by workin' saw mills,

14946. Papa Was A Rodeo

Papa Was a Rodeo     

Verse 1:
I like your twisted point of view, Mike 
I like your questioning eyebrows 
You've made it pretty clear
What you like 
But it's only fair to tell you now 
That I leave early in the morning 
And I won't be back till next year 



I see that kiss-me pucker forming 
But maybe you should plug it
With a beer, cause 

Chorus:
Papa was a rodeo
Mama was a rock'n'roll band 
I could play guitar and rope a steer 
Before I learned to stand 
Home was anywhere with diesel gas - 
Love was a trucker's hand 
I never stuck around long enough
For a one night stand 
Before you kiss me you should know 
Papa was a rodeo

Verse 2:
The light reflecting off the mirror ball
Looks like a thousand swirling eyes 
It makes me think I shouldn't
Be here at all 
You know
Every minute someone dies 
What are we doing in this dive bar 
How can you live in a place like this 
Why don't you just get into my car 
And I'll take you away 
I'll take that kiss now 

Verse 3:
Solo
And now it's 55 years later 
We've had the romance of the century 
After all these years wrestling gators 
I still feel like crying when I think of 
What you said to me 

Ending:
What a coincidence
Your Papa was a rodeo too

14947. Papa Was A Steel-Headed Man

Robbie Fulks - Papa Was a Steel-Headed Man

[Verse 1]
Just a simple kid from way out in the country
It's a mystery how he won Mama's hand
For as long as I remember, she would tell me:
"Your Papa, he's a steel-headed man"
Every day at Six a.m. he'd be out plowing
Trying to make a buck on our acre plot of land
But for all his work, we never had much money



Papa was a steel-headed man

[Chorus]
Never had no schooling and he never left the farm
Never had a thing to show but the muscle in his arm
Yeah, the world was just a little more than he could understand
Papa was a steel-headed man

[Verse 2]
He used to tell us stories from the Bible
His homespun wisdom I still recall
It was only as a man I came to find out
He never knew much about anything at all
He couldn't read a book and keep his lips from moving
Or add two-and-two without looking at his hands
He thought laughter was a vice and Jews were evil
I declare, he was a steel-headed man

14948. Papa Writes To Johnny

Papa Writes To Johnny
Gillian Welch

[Chorus]
Papa writes to Johnny
But Johnny can't come home
It's been too much time now
Too many nights on the road
Oh, too many nights on the road

[Verse 1]
Blues on the table
There's blues every week
Pourin' out of the coffee pot
With the first cup of the day
Oh, the first cup of the day

[Verse 2]
Now where are my friends
When I'm takin' the heat?
Only help I got today
Was from a stranger on the street
Oh, the stranger on the street

[Verse 3]
And why would you laugh
If you wanted to cry?
Why would you say things
If you knew it was a lie?
Oh, you knew it was a lie

[Verse 4]
Dark was the night



The cold was on the ground
I couldn't sleep
So I got up and walked around
Oh, got up and walked around

[Verse 5]
And I walked into Dallas
Crying all the way
Running over in my mind
Everything I meant to say
Oh, everything I meant to say

[Chorus]
Papa writes to Johnny
But Johnny can't come home
It's been too much time now
Too many nights on the road
Oh, too many nights on the road

14949. Papa's Billy Goat

Papa's Billy Goat 
Dry Branch Fire Squad

Papa, bought us a brand new billy goat.
Mom, she washed most every day.
She hung the clothes out on that line,
And dog gone goat was a comin' that way
Now he pulled down Pa's red flannel shirt.
You oughta heerd them b***ons crack.
But Pa'll get even with the son of a gun,
Gonna tie him across the railroad track.

Well he tied him across the railroad track,
And the train was a comin' at a powerful rate.
The goat coffed up that old red shirt,
And then flagged down that durned old train.
So I went to the depot and I bought me a ticket,
And I walked right in and I sot right down.
Stuck my ticket in the brim of my hat
And the doggone wind blew it out on the ground.

The conductor came along and said "Gimme your ticket"
Well I had to pay again or get left on the track.
But I'll get even with the son of a gun,
I bought a round trip ticket and I ain't a comin' back.
Actin' me an old fool, I married me a widow.
And the widow had a daughter and her name was Maude.
Pop, bein' a widower, married her daughter,
And now my daddy is my own son-in-law.



14950. Papaw Taught Me

Papaw Taught Me 
Blue Moon Rising
  
He never owned a tractor, just a piece of land 
Worked it with a bay mule, he was-a heck of a hand 
Raised his children, behind a four foot plow 
There used to be men like him  
But there ain't none now          
 
He never went to school, couldn't read or write 
Made his livin' the hard way, workin' day and night 
Had a double barreled shotgun, if you crossed his path 
Smoked his share of Camels, nothin' wrong with that 
 
CHORUS : 
Followed his footsteps, watching all he did 
Ten years old, just a dirty faced kid 
Asking questions, tryin' to understand 
Papaw taught me, how to be a man 
 
Married his sweetheart, in forty three 
Made it through some hard times, raised a family 
How he ever made it, is a mystery 
With a ten dollar milk cow, and some dry corn seed 
 
Papaw taught me, how to be a man

14951. Paper Airplane

Paper Airplane
Alison Krauss & Union Station

I've put it all behind me
Nothin' left to do or doubt
Some may say

But every silver linin'
Always seems to have a cloud
That comes my way

Anticipated pleasure
Or unexpected pain
No choice I feel

Love is hard to measure
Hidden in the rain
That's why you'll find me



Here all alone and still wonderin' why
Waitin' inside for the cold to get colder
And here where it's clear that I've wasted my time
Hopin' to fly 'cause it's almost over now

People come together
People go their own way
Love conquers few

And I'll do whatever
I'll say what I need to say
Just not for you

How many days should I smile with a frown
'Cause you're not around with the sun on your shoulders?
And how many nights must I wake up alone
And know in my soul that it's almost over now?

Love is like a paper airplane
Flyin' in the folded dent
Ridin' high, dippin' low
But innocence is fair game
I'm hopin' I can hold it in
Our love will die, I know

14952. Paper And Pen - Chords

Paper & Pen - Alecia Nugent

VERSE 1 
(G)There's a letter in a (D)shoe box (G)in a dresser (C)she keeps locked.
(G)But she's never read it all the way (D)through.
(G)It was the last one he (D)wrote her, (G)she was sure it was (C)over 
(G)from all that he told her in the (D) first line or (G)two.
(G)He said times are (D)hard now, got some (G)things left to (C)sort out
(G)And a man and his freedom don't easily (D)part.
(G)That's were she stopped (D)reading, (G)her soul was (C)bleeding.
(G)So she chose her weapon and (D)went for his (G)heart.
GO TO CHORUS

VERSE 2
(G)Well, they say he went (D)crazy.  (G)In just a few (C)days,
he (G)got on the bottle and went out of his (D)mind.  
(G)To this day, (D)she don't know (G)in the letter that (C)he wrote, 
(G)He asked for her hand in the (D)very last (G)line. 
GO TO CHORUS

Chorus
(G)With paper & (D) pen she got her last word (G)in 
I (G)never loved (A)you was lie she wrote (D)him.  
He couldn't (C)believe the reply he'd (G)received.  
(G)What sad tragedy(C) for good love to end.



(G)Ah who needs a (C)knife when you can 
(G)take someone's life with (D)Paper & (G)Pen.
(on Final (G)Ah who needs a (D)knife when you can 
(C)take someone's (G)life with (D)Paper & (G)Pen.)

14953. Paper Angel

Paper Angel 
Jason Carter

Sometimes alone in the darkness
In the quiet of the night
I listen to the lonesome sounds
Of silence til daylight
Remembering a time
You were just a touch away
But empty is your place now
You are far, far away

You were my dear little angel
And nere a love so true
Ever was created
As for the one for me and for you
Nere again will hear your voice
Or feel your warm embrace
And only in a picture
Will I ever see your face

Now you're just a paper angel
Since the breath of life has passed
A silent paper angel
In a faded photograph A faded photograph

Oh how the warmth of life from you
Would make my heart rejoice
And how these cold and silent walls
Once echoed with your voice
No fragrance from the morning dew
To fill your empty space
And only in a picture
Will I ever see your face

Now you're just a paper angel
Since the breath of life has passed
A silent paper angel
In a faded photograph A faded photograph

14954. Paper Mountain



Paper Mountain
Mandolin Orange - Paper Mountain

[Verse 1]
Got no business crying, living out beyond the blue
High on paper mountain, where you live the lie you choose
Turn to face your neighbors and you never meet an eye
The currents overtake, the ink's not even dry

[Chorus]
High on paper mountain, where the black river flows
Where peace is just a legend no one knows
But the old gods have fallen, people watched them go
So will paper mountain

[Verse 2]
You're reading that old story, it's a dire circumstance
You comment on the image, a little face behind the fence
The mission bells are ringing for a mother and a child
You say all the news is bad and you're on to something else

[Chorus]
High on paper mountain, where the black river flows
Where peace is just a legend no one knows
But the old gods have fallen, the people watched them go
So will paper mountain

[Verse 3]
The desert night is stirring as paper mountain moves
The Rio's running wild and the cactus are in bloom
She's clinging to her freedom and her peace beneath the stars
The eagle spreads her talons, there's a rattle in the dark

[Chorus]
High on paper mountain, where the black river flows
Where peace is just a legend no one knows
But the old gods have fallen, the people watched them go
So will paper mountain

14955. Paper Prince

Paper Prince - Della Mae
(C. Woodsmith, C. Hartman)

Why must you wait?
Why must you wait?
Why must you wait for the sky to fall?
Your brittle fingers, your eyes I recall
your shy heart and your stone walls,
why must I wait when you have not called?

You've never been kissed,
never been kissed
never been kissed by the paper prince



you light your fires of words on pyres
you'll never be what your mind desires
you only imagine what it is that you have missed

And its gone long gone
in the fearless hum,
of a lonely song

I am a child,
I am a child
I am a child of waiting
the tears will fall upon my strings,
I'll bow my head and my voice will sing
I never knew how tightly I could cling

we never can change
never can change
never can change or wash the stains
but who am I to hold the reigns?
The stead I ride she has no name

And its gone long gone
in the fearless hum
of a lonely song

No one will know
no one will know
no one will know how the end of it goes
the story that has already been told
our eyes were closed through the rhythm and prose
we will wake as the last line closes

And its gone long gone
in the fearless hum
of a lonely song

14956. Paper Walls

Marc Cohn - Paper walls

Well, I had just checked in when the sun came up
After ten hours on the bus.
I was staring at the stains on the ceiling, baby,
Trying not to think about us.
But then someone in a room five-oh two
Started doing the thing that we used to do.
Every bang, every boom,
It was just like it was happening in my own room.

(CHORUS)
'Cause they've got paper walls, paper walls,
Paper walls... ooh, yeah.



I closed the curtain, I shut the light,
I heard the highway moan.
Next thing I remember they were having a fight,
And then, she was all alone.
I heard her cry in the darkest hour,
I heard it echo in the hotel shower,
I heard her start packing her things, so,
I called her number and I heard it ring...

(CHORUS)
Right through the paper walls, paper walls,
Paper walls, oooh yeah, now.

I've never seen such a sight before,
The way she looked when she opened the door.
Hush now baby don't make a sound,
When all your love comes a-tumblin' down...

(CHORUS)
Just like a paper wall, paper wall,
Paper wall, Ooh just like a paper wall.

(REPEAT AND FADE)
It ain't the road that kills you, baby,

It's the all night calls;

It ain't the road that kills you, baby,

It's just the paper walls

14957. Paper Wings

Gillian Welch - Paper Wings

Paper wings, all torn and bent
But you made me feel that they were heaven sent
Paper wings, not real at all

But they took me high enough to really fall
Your paper kisses faded too soon
Just like a paper rose beneath a paper moon
Paper wings, paper wings

Oh how could I expect to fly with only paper wings
Angels were singing, didn't you hear
If only I'd listened close when they whispered in my ear
Paper wings, paper wings

Oh how could I expect to fly with only paper wings
I tried to fly but found that I had only paper wings



14958. Papertown

Papertown
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Twenty years 'fore the Depression
Peter Thomson staked his claim
In a little mountain town
Canton was her name
Told everyone that was willin'
Steady work would be their reward
So they started makin' paper
Where the Pigeon River forks

[Chorus]
But this ain't just another papertown on a random riverside
She was built with blood, sweat, and tears and a whole lot of pride
From the mountains and the farmlands, 'round the smokestack she has grown
This ain't just another papÐµrtown, it's the one that I call home

[Verse 2]
WhÐµn Wall Street was crashin'
The mill kept goin' strong
While Hitler's war was ragin'
Everyone worked twice as long
There's been mergers and sellouts
Layoffs when times got tough
Talks about pollution
Then cleanin' the river up

[Chorus]
This ain't just another papertown somewhere along the tracks
She's seen her share of ups and downs and always bounces back
From the mountains and the farmlands, 'round the smokestack she has grown
This ain't just another papertown, it's the one that I call home

[Bridge]
She put food on the table, cars on the highway
Sent kids off to college bound to do things their own way
Through every generation, her influence is clear
She's taken care of young and old for over a hundred years

[Chorus]
This ain't just another papertown, it's part of who I am
Molded me as a little boy so I could be a better man
From the mountains and the farmlands, 'round the smokestack she has grown
This ain't just another papertown, it's the one that I call home
This ain't just another papertown, it's the one that I call home



14959. Parachute

Parachute
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Street lights along the highway
Throwin' shadows in the dark
And the memories keep on turnin'
To the rhythm of a broken heart

[Chorus]
You only need a roof when it's rainin'
You only need a fire when it's cold
You only need a drink when the whiskey
Is the only thing that you have left to hold
Sun comes up and goes back down
And fallin' feels like flyin' 'til you hit the ground
Say the word and I'll be there for you
Baby, I will be your parachute
Parachute

[Verse 2]
There's a song that I remember
I never learned to play
And a lifetime of forgotten words
I never got to say

[Chorus]
You only need a roof when it's rainin'
You only need a fire when it's cold
You only need a drink when the whiskey
Is the only thing that you have left to hold
Sun comes up and goes back down
And fallin' feels like flyin' 'til you hit the ground
Say the word and I'll be there for you
Baby, I will be your parachute
Parachute

[Bridge]
If you think you're goin' down
Just know I will be around

[Chorus]
You only need a roof when it's rainin'
You only need a fire when it's cold
You only need a drink when the whiskey
Is the only thing that you have left to hold
Sun comes up and goes back down
And fallin' feels like flyin' 'til you hit the ground
Say the word and I'll be there for you
Baby, I will be your
Baby, I will be your parachute
Parachute



14960. Paradise

Paradise
Composer: John Prine
Bluegrass Alliance
Jim & Jesse - Sturgill Simpson - Monroe Crossing

When I was a child my family would travel
Down to Western Kentucky where my parents were born
And there's a backwards old town that's often remembered
So many times that my memories are worn.

   And daddy won't you take me back to Muhlenberg County
   Down by the Green River where Paradise lay
   Well I'm sorry my son but you're too late in asking
   Mister Peabody's coal train has hauled it away

Well sometimes we'd travel right down the Green River
To the abandoned old prison down by Adrie Hill
Where the air smelled like snakes and we'd shoot with our pistols
But empty pop bottles was all we would kill.

Then the coal company came with the world's largest shovel
And they tortured the timber and stripped all the land
Well they dug for their coal till the land was forsaken
Then they wrote it all down as the progress of man.

When I die let my ashes float down the Green River
Let my soul roll on up to the Rochester dam
I'll be halfway to Heaven with Paradise waiting
Just five miles away from wherever I am.

14961. Paradise Hop

Paradise Hop
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
Lord only knows that I hate to work
But I'm happy when the paycheck comes
Anyone's who's ever met me knows
I'd rather be out on the bum

Out on the highway
Ain't got a dollar or a dime
I don't need what some call sin
Or your salvation
It's another day in paradise
Another Paradise is where we're going



[Chorus]
Told my boss I'm getting on the road
He said said  Man what you looking for? 
Poor old boy ain't got a home
Here today, tomorrow I'll be gone
Hop high ladies, get out on the road
Hop high, the cakes all dough
Hop high ladies, get out on the road
Hey Man, don't you want to go!
Grab my pack and give a big holler
Hitchhiking on someone else's dollar

[Verse]
My minds made up, I'm leaving here
No more dirt and jerks
I can't use your no good mood
And all these politics
Going In a dream, so it seems
Eight-lane highway of the mind
Don't need what some call sin
Or your salvation
It's another day in paradise
Another paradise is where we're going
[Chorus]

[Verse]
I've been here for so long now
It's starting to get cold
But when I get that itch you know
I gotta hit the road
Out on the highway
Ain't got a dollar or a dime
Don't need what some call sin
Or your salvation
It's another day in paradise
Another paradise is where we're going

[Chorus]

14962. Paradise Road

Dolly Parton - Paradise Road 

I grew up dirty and I grew up poor
The wolf didn't even hang 'round our door
Not a crumb to spare and the cupboard bare
And I had the gift of imagination
I could change my situation
Anytime I choose I could always go
Down Paradise Road
I found a kingdom deep within
A place dream and to pretend



And to prepare for the world out there
A dream can dress you when you're ragged
Fill you up when hunger's naggin'
I warmed my soul when life was cold
On Paradise Road
Chorus:
Paradise is a state of mind
The sun shines warm and all the time
And the rain don't flow and the wind don't blow
On Paradise Road
A place no one can take from me
A place of everlasting peace
Where dreamers go; It's never closed
Paradise Road
Paradise is a state of mind
Down the road of life and time
And the friends we meet
Make the travlin' sweet
On Paradise Road
Sometimes now when the world is mad
I find that place I've always had
Inside my soul; It's paved in gold
Paradise Road
I grew up dirty and I grew up poor
The wolf didn't even hang 'round our door
Not a crumb to spare and the cupboard bare
But I had the gift of imagination
I could change my situation
Anytime I choose I could always go
Down Paradise Road

14963. Paradise Valley

Paradise Valley
Kitchen Dwellers - Paradise Valley

Corn liquor take me by the hand
Lead me away from this land
Down and out my woman ran
Up and left my hands
With another man as I understand

I headed north of the antelope
Found somewhere I can roam
Settin' down lord to patch my bones
Here I'll build my home
Right along this river of Stone

But you won't ever see me
Diggin' for my Paradise
And as I walk through this valley
Oh I'll make no compromise
In this state of mind



On a trail named Gemini
I watched the comets align
Led by Prophets here in town
With strange words spreadin' round
Listen close now you can hear the sound

We've been working day and night
Chant to angels on high
But if the earth stops spinning round
We'll retreat underground
When that great atomic power comes raining down

But you won't ever see me
Diggin' for my Paradise
And as I walk through this valley
Oh I'll make no compromise
In this state of mind

But Uncle Sam keeps lookin' my way
Make provisions for the end of days
All the G men on the highway
They keep comin' back for me
Oh but I won't ever leave

14964. Paradise Valley - Chords

Paradise Valley
Recorded by Mac Wiseman - Seldom Scene

G                                  C
As I travel through life with this struggle and strife
       D7               G
I've a glorious hope to achieve on the way
                                   C            A7
Soon my toil will be o'er and I'll rest on that shore
          D7                         G
Where the night has been turned into day
 
 
The big the beautiful paradise valley
       C                    G
By the side of the river of life
 
How big the valley the wonderful valley
           A7                         D7
We will be free from all pain and all strife
 
G
There we shall live in the rose painted garden
          C
Neath the shade of the evergreen tree
                            G     E7



How I long for the paradise valley
          A7        D7          G
Where the beauty of heaven I'll see
 
                                 C
Though your garden is rare it is not to compare
         D7                        G
With the flowers that bloom in the garden above
                                C             A7
In the midst of it grows Sharon perfect sweet rose
       D7                  G
Is the wonderful flower we love
 
 
Up in the beautiful paradise valley
       C                    G
By the side of the river of life 
 
Up in the valley the wonderful valley
           A7                         D7
We will be free from all pain and all strife
 
G
And we shall live in the rose painted garden
            C
Beneath the shade of the evergreen tree
                            G     E7
How I long for the paradise valley
          A7        D7          G
Where the beauty of heaven I'll see

14965. Paranoia In B Flat Major

Paranoia In B Flat Major
Avett Brothers

[Verse 1]
I keep tellin' myself that it'll be fine
You can't make everybody happy all of the time
But I found myself in a place that I've never been
A place that I thought that I would never be
There's people looking back at me

[Verse 2]
I keep having this dream, I'm at a party
There's people throwing drinks
And screaming telling me that I don't belong
Lately life's been the same
I find this comfortable place
With all my friends
And then my friends start telling me
That I've always been wrong
And I'm so tired of being wrong



[Verse 3]
There was a time I could move, there was a time I could breathe
The crowded spaces filled with angry faces
It didn't once cross my mind
With paranoia on my heels
Will you love me still
When we awake and you find that the sanity has gone from my eyes?

[Verse 4]
I got secrets from you, you got secrets from me
Because you're so worried about what I'm gonna  think
Baby, I'm worried too
But if love is a game, girl, then you're gonna win
I'll spend the rest of my life bringing victory in
If you want me to

14966. Paranoid

Paranoid

Finished with my woman 'cause
She couldn't help me with my mind
People think I'm insane because
I am frowning all the time
All day long I think of things
But nothing seems to satisfy
Think I'll lose my mind
If I don't find something to pacify
Can you help me
Occupy my brain?
Oh yeah
I need someone to show me
The things in life that I can't find
I can't see the things that make
True happiness, I must be blind
Make a joke and I will sigh
And you will laugh and I will cry
Happiness I cannot feel
And love to me is so unreal
And so as you hear these words
Telling you now of my state
I tell you to enjoy life
I wish I could but it's too late

14967. Pardon Me

Pardon Me



   PARDON ME BUT I THINK YOU'RE THE ONE LOVE
   THAT I'VE BEEN WAITING ON FOR SO LONG
   PARDON ME COULD WE WALK IN THE MOONLIGHT
   JUST TO SIT THERE AND FIND RIGHT OR WRONG

WELL I'VE MET A LOT OF BOYS IN MY LIFETIME
BUT I'VE NEVER HAD A ROMANCE WITH NONE
I'M JUST WAITING FOR SOMEONE REAL SPECIAL
PARDON ME BUT I THINK YOU'RE THE ONE

PARDON ME BUT SOME NICE THINGS HAVE HAPPENED
FROM THE MOMENT YOU WALKED IN THE DOOR
IT JUST SEEMS THAT MY DREAMS HAVE ALL COME TRUE DEAR
AND I'VE NEVER HAD THIS FEELING BEFORE

I BELIEVE I COULD SEARCH THIS WORLD OVER
AND NEVER FIND ONE SWEETER THAN YOU
I JUST HOPE THAT YOU'RE READY AND WILLING
JUST TO MAKE MY EVERY DREAM COME TRUE

14968. Pardon Me - Chords

Pardon Me
Allison Moorer

[Intro]
E  B  E
 
[Verse 1]
    E
You say the time has come for you to go
    B                         E          B
Why you've decided this, I'll never know
    E                            A
You say you've lost the love you felt for me
      B                              E      B
Well, baby, you won't find it if you leave
 
[Chorus]
E                     A
Pardon me, if I don't understand
B                        E             B
How a love like ours can turn out bad
    E
You tell me I'll be fine alone
    A                F#
Without the love I'm leaning on
      A             B       E
Well, pardon me, if I don't understand
 
[Break]
E   A   F#  A   B   E   C
 



[Verse 2]
        F
I can't see how you'll be happy far away
           C                       F         C
But what's best for you is not for me to say
        F                            Bb
So I'll try to keep my feelings to myself
       C                         F     C
But forgive me if I don't do too well
 
[Chorus]
F                     Bb
Pardon me, if I don't understand
C                        F             C
How a love like ours can turn out bad
    F
You tell me I'll be fine alone
    Bb               G
Without the love I'm leaning on
      Bb            C       F
Well, pardon me, if I don't understand
 
[Outro]
    F
You tell me I'll be fine alone
    Bb               G
Without the love I'm leaning on
      Bb            C       F
Well, pardon me, if I don't understand

14969. Parlez-Moi D'Amour

Linda Ronstadt - Parlez-Moi D'Amour

Speak to me of love and say what I'm longing to hear
Tender words of love, repeat them again
I implore you speak to me of love, whisper these words to me, dear

I adore you, I want to hear to hear those words that are so dear
I want to hear you say, "I love you" by all the little stars above you
Your voice is like a fun caress, it thrills me until I must confess
I long to hear the voice that brings me such thrilling love and happiness

Parle moi d'amour, redites moi ces mots suprimes, je vous aime

14970. Part From Me

The Avett Brothers 
Part From Me



I was scared but I couldn't admit it
Hatred planted out of fear
Fight or flight, no choice but to hit it
The road, it calls on me my dear

I was lost as lost can be
Being praised for being found
All that praise got lost on me
As a mood swing was headed down

Part from me
I would not dare take someone in love with me
Where I'm going
The part you'll see
How true it is and how back then
It possibly was impossible for you or me to know it

Your touch was nothing more
Than a child's goodbye and hello
It always left me feeling
Worse when it was time to go

Part from me
I would not dare take someone in love with me
Where I'm going
The part you'll see
How true it is and how back then
It possibly was impossible for you or me to know it

And most of us out there got fooled
Cause the gold it glittered in the night
We chased it fast like drunk buffoons
The banker lived the artist died

And all our clothes were washed in gray
All our buildings and our cars
As the fluorescent light of day
Bleached the sky and took the stars

Part from me
I would not dare take someone in love with me
Where I'm going
The part you'll see
How true it is and how back then
It possibly was impossible for you or me to know it

14971. Part Of A Song

Part Of A Song
By Bonnie Paine
Elephant Revival



I could follow if you want me to
We could try to swallow all that could be possibly true
We could consider nothing has gone all that wrong
Maybe, baby we're just a part of a song, some sing along
(CHORUS)
oh oh oh oh

You've gone on wanting
I've gone on wanting too
Wondered and worried if we would
Make it through
Why deny all the love
All the love we could bring
We'll try through the eyes to tell
There is no threatening
The wonderous things
Like the love we could bring
CHORUS

I could follow, you could follow through
Inside to outside sometimes
For me and for you
Seems to collide like the skies
As a storm breaking through
The darkness enticing the lightning
Shine on through
For me and for you
For me and for you

14972. Part Of A Story

Part of a Story - Kathy Kallick

It doesn't really matter when you say that you can't love me
An impossible situation, can't you see
We didn't really plan it. It happened so suddenly
As much a surprise to you as it is to me

CHORUS:
So we'll save this love for later
For a time when we both are free
Put it in a bottle and sail it o'er the waves of a timeless sea
It doesn't stop the feelings or quiet the words in my heart
It doesn't matter if I'm with you or we're far apart

People are drawn together beyond all reason or will to survive
And takin' a chance is a choice to stay alive
There's a longing for secret romance between the best and the truest of friends
And a wish to be part of a story that never ends

CHORUS

There's a longing for secret romance between the best and the truest of friends



And a wish to be part of a story that never ends

CHORUS

It doesn't really matter when we say that we'll just be friends
'Cause I know we're part of a story that never ends
Yeah, I know we're part of a story that never ends

14973. Part Of Heaven

Alison Krauss - Part of Heaven

Bed of hay, Earthen floor
Strangers walk through the door
I wanted much more for you
Look at Him, can't you tell
All is fine, all is well
And the word of the angel was true
He's part of you, and he's part of me
He's part of heaven
He's part of you, and he's part of me
He's part of heaven
By my side everyday
Underfoot and in my way
Give me wisdom, I pray, O Lord
He is ours for awhile
Every tear and every smile
Till he's everyone's Child to adore

14974. Part Two

Brad Paisley - Part Two 

Hollywood never fails to make a sequel
For each and every movie that does well
Why can't love be more like that
Where the best ones get a second chance
And that way though you're gone
It wouldn't be that long ('til)
I'd see you in part two
And we'd pick up where we left off
When I lost you
And we'd fall in love again
And change the way the story ends
Yeah, we'd bring back me and you
In part two
Lookin' back we had so much to look forward to
The kind of love that deserves to be continued
And if this were only Tinseltown



By now they would have figured out
A way for you and I
To give it one more try (and)
I'd see you in part two
And we'd pick up where we left off
When I lost you
And we'd fall in love again
And change the way the story ends
Yeah, we'd bring back me and you
In part two
Yeah, we'd fall in love again
And change the way the story ends
Yeah, we'd bring back me and you
In part two

14975. Partners, Brothers And Friends

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Partners, Brothers and Friends

The promoter says he wants to cancel
Cause there ain't enough tickets sold
The air conditioner on the bus just broke
And I cant shake this cold

The single lost the bullet,
The singers losin' his wife
Well I might be crazy but I wouldn't change
A single thing about this life.

Sometimes we feel like champions,
Sometimes we just cant win,
Sometimes our records hit the top of the charts
Or the discount bargain bins.

[Chorus]
Through 30 years of touring
We've remained partners, brothers, and friends
We keep it together cause we love it and were sure
Well be big time before it all ends.

Well you know you've got the nitty gritty
And jimmy's got his drums along
Then Jeffrey and me and bobby will be
Singing all our favorite songs

Catch the fire from the folks in the front row
Fan the flames as the beat gets strong
Its great to be a part of something
So good that's lasted so long

Well I saw a story in the paper
Suddenly the bands big news
The critics all like our records just fine



But they seem a bit confused

Is it folk or rock or country
Seems like everybody cares but us
So just leave us an early wake up call
So we don't miss the bus

[Chorus]

The band says it cant stand my latest song, its too personal
But my first wife's second marriage blew up
She had to get the dang thing annulled
Well if that ain't something to sing about
Well you tell me what is
And well give it a beat and put it on the street
And we just might have another hit

[Chorus]

14976. Partners, Brothers, And Friends - Chords

Partners, Brothers, And Friends
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Partners, Brothers, And Friends

D                     
The promoter says he wants to cancel 
                                 G
Cause there ain't enough tickets sold 
    A
The air conditioner on the bus just broke 
                       D
and I can't shake this cold 

The single lost the bullet, 
                        G
the singer's losin' his wife; 
       A
well I might be crazy but I wouldn't change 
                          D
A single thing about this life. 

Sometimes we feel like champions, 
                        G
sometimes we just can't win, 
     A
sometimes our records hit the top of the charts 
                        D
or the discount bargain bins. 
         
Through 20 years of touring 
                                       G
We've remained partners, brothers, and friends 
   A



we keep it together cause we're sure 
                                      D
we're gonna be big time before it all ends. 
         G
Well you know you've got the Nitty Gritty 
    D
and Jimmy's got his drums along 
     A
then Jeffrey and me and Bobby will be 
D
singing all our favorite songs 
          G
Catch the fire from the folks in the front row 
        D                       G
fan the flames as the beat gets strong 
D             F#   B       A        
it's great to be a part of something 
   G           A         D   
so good that's lasted so long 

Well I saw a story in the paper 
                        G
suddenly the band's big news 
    A
the critics all like our records just fine 
                        D
but they seem a bit confused 

is it folk or rock or country 
                               G
seems like everybody cares but us 
        A
so just leave us an early wakeup call 
                     D
so we don't miss the bus 

Chorus 
D                                                           G
The band says it can't stand my latest song, it's too personal 
    A
but my first wife's second marriage blew up 
                                     D
she had to get the dang thing annulled 

well if that ain't something to sing about 
                      G
well you tell me what is 
          A
and we'll give it a beat and put it on the street 
                               D
and we just might have another hit 

Chorus



14977. Party

Dolly Parton - Party 

As we were dressing to go out our little girl and boy
Came in and asked if they could go this time
We told them little girls and boys don't belong at parties
And that they should be in bed asleep by nine
The babysitter came in then and we kissed the kids goodbye
And told them that we'd be home soon and told them not to cry
Then we left for the party like we'd so often done
Thinkin' only of ourselves and not our little ones
The party started out wild and it grew wilder as the night wore on
With drinking laughing teling dirty jokes nobody thinkin' of home
Then the stranger feeling came over me and it chilled me to the bones
And I told my wife that we'd better leave the party
Cause I felt that we were needed at home
As we rode along I got to thinking of how the kids that mornin'
Had asked if we would take them to church the next day
And how I'd put 'em off like I'd so often done
By sayin' we'd probably get home too late
Then my thoughts were interrupted by the sound of sirens
As they cut through the still night air
Then we turned down our street that's when we saw the fire
The rest was like a nightmare
We took their little bodies to church the next day
Though we'd left the party early we still got home too late

14978. Party Girl

Linda Ronstadt - Party Girl

They say I'm nothing but a party girl
Just like a million more all over the world
I know I shouldn't be raising my hopes so high
But I have seen the hungry look in their eyes
They'd settle for anything in disguise of love
Seen the party girls look you over
Seen them leaving when the party's over

They can't touch me now
You say you don't mind
We're so hard to find
I could give you anything but time

Give it just one more try
Give it a chance
Starts like fascination
Ends up like a trance

You'll never be the guilty party will you
Maybe someday we can go hiding from this world
Maybe I'll never get over this change in style



But I don't want to lock you up and say you're mine
Don't want to lose you or say good-bye
I'm the guilty party and I want my slice
But I know you've got me in a grip-like vise
They can't touch me now 
You say you don't mind
We're so hard to find
I could give you anything
I would give you anything
I can give you anything but time
Time
Time
Time

14979. Party On The Mountain

Party On The Mountain
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

There'll be a party on the mountain
People dancing on a hill
Our song will reach across the valley
Take a day off from the mill
THERE'LL Be a high lit celebration
We'll string colored lights through pine
There'll be a party on the mountain
If you say that you'll be mine

Be a party on the mountain
COLESLAW, pickles; SWEETENED dill
We'll roast ham and turkey
Make purchases from the Still
There'll be A red potato salad,
Deviled eggs and custard pie
There'll be a party on the mountain
If you say that you'll be mine

Women clear the dishes
As the sun was goin' down
Then some ladies suggested
It was time to hit the town
No way Jose, we'll stay
And with the fire glowin', WITH the music groovin'
It's too late for slowin' down

We'll party on the mountain
There'll be dancing on the hill
Our song will reach across the valley
Take a day off from the mill
Be a high lit celebration
We'll string colored lights through pine
There'll be a party on the mountain
If you say that you'll be mine



Be a party on the moutain
If you say that you'll be mine

14980. Party Shack

Old Man Markley
Party Shack

One more drink and I'll be
Just right to sing this song
Three sheets to the wind
I won't be standing for too long

Well there's people in the kitchen
People in the halls
Crowding in the bathroom
Climbing on the walls
And I can't move at all
No I can't move at all

Yeah there's plenty to drink
But there's never enough
Hid some liquor in the dishwasher
For when that number's up
I think I'll pour another cup
Yeah this drink should fix me up

Well there's music in the front room
Smokers in the back
Friends and family everywhere
How many can we pack?
(How many can we pack?) [x2]
Inside this party shack
I'm gonna make my way out back

So much whiskey in me
Think I'll have one more
Aw shit the bottle's empty
Who's gonna make it to the liquor store
One more drink and I'll be
Just right to sing this song
Three sheets to the wind
We're gonna keep it going all night long

Staring down an ocean of cigarettes and beer
Sinking ships and Dixie cups
The patio's a pier
Right now nothing's all too clear
Looks like a circus parked here
The toilet's overflowing
Got dishes on the roof
The proof is in the pudding



Yeah the pudding's 80 proof

Not a thing to do now (not a thing to do now)
Can't get out of the way (can't get out of the way)
Party tide is swelling (party tide is swelling)
Feels so right (feels so right)
Feels so right now to drift away
Yeah  til tonight becomes today [x2]
Oh it feels so right
Feels so right to drift away

Too drunk to sing this song
Three sheets to the wind
We're gonna keep it going all night long

14981. Pass It On

Pass It On - The Grascals

His grandaddy smoked and had a taste for booze
Next thing you know, granddaddy's son did too
When the boy had children of his own
Addiction was the only seeds he'd sown

Pass it on, Pass it down
We all need more than a headstone in the gound
Pass it on, At the end
We can leave them all your love, or all your sin
You can make it right or wrong, pass it on

He had a special name for every man
For any one that wasn't just like him
His children used the words they'd heard from dad
If they're not just like we are, we don't like that

Pass it on, Pass it down
We all need more than a headstone in the gound
Pass it on, At the end
We can leave them all your love, or all your sin
You can make it right or wrong, pass it on

He could have left this world without a prayer
Most of the fools that he knew, didn't care
Instead he saved us all from being lost
And did it as they nailed him to the cross

Pass it on, Pass it down
You can teach your children he rose from the ground
Pass it on, At the end
You can leave them all his love, for all your sin
Tell 'em he rolled back the stone, Pass it on

Tell 'em he rolled back the stone...Pass it on



14982. Pass Me By

Pass Me By
Sim Redmond Band

Let this whole world pass me by, 
close my ears I would close my eyes 
I would leave it all far behind 
just as long, long, long as you were mine

Jump right off of this sinking ship 
just to hear those words coming from your lips 
I would leave it all far behind 
just as long, long, long as you were mine

No more war, there'd be no more lies, 
no more greed covered in disguise 
I would leave it all far behind 
just as long, long, long as you were mine

All the things in my life that I've owned 
I would leave in my car by the side of the road 
I would leave it all so far behind 
just as long, long, long as you were mine

14983. Pass Me By (If You're Only Passing Through)

Ernest Tubb 
Pass Me By (If You're Only Passing Through)

Would you look at what came down the road today
Wanting me to be one more mistake to make
A bridge to burn to get to someone knew
Hey pass me by if you're only passing through

You sure look like the traveling kind to me
Don't stop if this ain't where you want to be
Now I don't know what you think you're running to
Hey, pass me by if you're only passing through

I'm not gonna be your stepping stone
Among the other hearts that you've walked on
Lord, help me if I fall in love with you
Hey, pass me by if you're only passing through

You sure look like the traveling kind to me
Don't stop if this ain't where you want to be
Now I don't know what you think you're running to
Hey, pass me by if you're only passing through



Just pass me by if you're only passing through

14984. Pass Me Not

Pass Me Not
Dale Ann Bradley - Stanley Brothers

Pass me not, oh gentle Savior
Hear my humble cry
While on others Thou art calling
Do not pass me by

Savior, Savior
Hear my humble cry
While on others Thou art calling
Do not pass me by

Let me at Thy throne of mercy
Find a sweet relief
Kneeling there in deep contrition
Help my unbelief

Trusting only in Thy merit
Would I seek Thy face
Heal my wounded, broken spirit
Save me by Thy grace

Thou the spring of all my comfort
More than life to me
Whom have I on earth beside Thee
Whom in Heaven but Thee

14985. Pass The Booze - Chords

Pass The Booze
Ernest Tubb

Note: Play [C*]=X20010
Capo 3rd Fret

Intro: Follow pattern of last line in V1*

V1
[G] Been my friends all day it's no good I'm still [D] lonely
Seems that I just can't for-[D7]-get, my one and [G] only
So there's just one thing left to do if I in-[C]-tend to [C*] sleep to-[Am]-
night
*Put the [D] bottle on the bar and let me, [D7] do it up [G] right



V2
[G] Please put the bottle on the bar where I can [D] pet it
And take my address down be-[D7]-fore, I for-[G]-get it
I've got a feeling someone's gonna have to [C] take me [C*] home this [Am] time
'Cause I'm [D] gonna sit here 'till I get her, [D7] off of my [G] mind

Chorus
[G] My baby's gone, gone, [D] gone
And I'm alone, [D7] so, so, a-[G]-lone
And I've got nothing else to [D] lose
So bartender,[D7] pass the [G] booze
Ahh, Buddy now:

Instrumental [steel guitar]: Follow pattern of Chorus

Repeat V2
Repeat Chorus
Please bar-[D]-tender, [D7] just pass the [G] booze

14986. Pass You By

Gillian Welch - Pass You By

I got an old V-8 from the year I was born
Don't look like much, just a flat black Ford
The engine's clean, I could paint it someday
But most of the time I like it this way

Don't turn no head, don't catch no eye 
Just a wind on the road, gonna pass you by

Well I used to talk tough, I used to get loud
Want to paint my name all over this town 
The folks lined up just to dog my day
Now if i stay quiet, they stay out of my way

Don't turn no head, don't catch no eye 
Just a wind on the road, gonna pass you by

I got a brand new plan, I'm gonna help myself
'Cause it's a fat man's town, I'm gonna share the wealth
Put the money in the bag, keep your hands in sight
Turn around, count to ten, and I go back into the night

Don't turn no head, don't catch no eye 
Just a wind on the road, gonna pass you by
Don't come over here, Don't scream don't cry
Just a wind on the road, gonna pass you by

I got an old V-8 from the year I was born
Don't look like much, just a flat black Ford



14987. Passapatanzy

Keller Williams - Passapatanzy

Drivin' on down 2-19
Not a Blue light to be seen
I'm a comin' up on seven oh (7-0)
Down six hundred (600) I do go
I'm a crusing along
With the radio on
And my hands upon the wheel
As I race I can almost taste life in me
Traliers, logs, horses, dogs for you to see
It's a day in the life
In passapatanzy

I've got enough wood to last a week
The ol' piles are pretty neat
Well to pick a load at half a?
Any more we'd need help from?
There's pleanty of kindlin to lay out in the yard
And if I run out of newpaper
We can use an old deck of cards
Take this whole section off
A rotten old down tree
Sweatin in the free
In passapatanzy

Well now she was in heat
And we can't compete
With her boyfriends
The nights were fun
She sleeps in the sun
She don't want to be let in
That silly mut she's givin' it up
There ain't no need to fuss
She brings at her home everynight
That K9 eats better than us

My love makes you feel so tall
Watch out for the ceiling fan will catch you in your jaw
My wicker chair will rock you right to sleep
Even if you dangle your feet
My watch will bang a tribal beat
So we can tap our along
Appliances can make music to
But can not write no song
Won't you please take my hand
Dance around with me
It's a day in the life
In passapatanzy



14988. Passengers

Passengers
Song by Aoife O'Donovan and Madison Cunningham

We are passengers traveling through the afterworld
We can't know where we come from
And Pasiphae's just another moon

Jupiter, he's by my side and we watch galaxies collide
My apathy is losing ground
Open my mouth and make a sound (open my mouth)

Someone's in the rear view mirror, I see them pulling up beside me
Humming like a throated sparrow, I wipe an old tear from my eye
Just take the wheel and drive

You're listening to the songs of celestial kings (the songs)
Coming down, you look for me
Here I am, reaching perigee

Someone's in the rear view mirror, I see them pulling up beside me
Humming like a throated sparrow, I wipe an old tear from my eye
Someone's in the rear view mirror, stay in your lane you'll be fine (you'll be fine)
Mercury is stuck in Scorpio and the Little Dipper's dripping dry

Take it in, open your heart, they're smiling, hold on
Take it in, open your ears, they're laughing, hold on
Take it in, open your mouth, they're singing, hold on
We're passengers and the road is long

14989. Passin' Thru

Passin' Thru
Earl Scruggs

Well I have stood upon the mountain
I have seen the other side
Wrestled with the devil
I have wrestled with my pride
Been down in the valley
I have stood out in the rain
Seen my love forsaken
Felt the pleasure and the pain
There's one thing that's for certain
One chord that rings true
Well it's a mighty world we live in
But the truth is we're only passin' thru
I have cried in tears of sadness



I have cried in tears of joy
I have found a life worth livin'
From the peace within the noise
I have turned my back on hatred
Lyin', prejudice, and greed
Found the future in the present
Found hope within a seed
One thing that's for certain
One chord that rings true
It's a mighty world we live in
But the truth is we're only passin' thru
Passin' thru, passin' thru
It's a mighty world we live in but the truth is
We're only passin' thru
I have seen my bucket empty
Seen my well run dry
But there's water down the road
And I'm only goin' by
If I'm settin' on dead-ready
When my chances come to knock
I'll make it where I'm goin'
I'll be tall just like a rock
But there's one thing that's for certain
One chord that rings true
It's a wicked world we live in
But the truth is we're only passin' thru
Passin' thru, passin' thru
It's a mighty world we live in but the truth is
We're only passin' thru
Yeah, it's a mighty world we live in but the truth is
We're only passin' thru

14990. Passin' Thru

Passin' Thru 
Dale Ann Bradley

I have stood up on the mountain, seen the other side 
Wrestled with the devil, I have wrestled with my pride 
Been down in the valley, stood out in the rain 
Seen my love forsaken, felt the pleasure and the pain 
But there's one thing that's for certain, one chord that rings true
It's a mighty world we live in, but the truth is 
We're only passin' through
 
I have cried in tears of sadness, cried in tears of joy 
Found the life I'm livin', from the peace within the noise 
I have turned my back on hatred, finding prejudice and greed  
Now thefuture and the present, they're a pod within a seed 
 
CHORUS: 
There's one thing that's for certain 
One chord that rings so true 



It's a mighty world we live in but the truth is 
We're only passin' through
Passin' through passin' through
It's a mighty world we live in, but the truth is 
We're only passin' through
  
I have seen the bucket empty, seen the well run dry 
There's water, down the road, and I'm only goin' by 
Isittin' on that rail, when the chances come to knock 
I will make it where I'm goin', standin' tall just like a rock 
 
Passin' through passin' through, 
Passin' through alone, passin' through

14991. Passing Of The Train

Rhonda Vincent - Passing of the Train
Dale Ann Bradley

Way back when it all began
With muscle, wood and steel
Mighty man tamed the land
With a horse that rode on wheels

It broke the heart of the red man
And made a name for Jesse James
A mark was left forever
By the passing of the train

As a little child, my thoughts ran wild
As I clung to Mama's dress
As the train grew near the engineer
Waved my fears to rest

He tipped his hat and pulled the cord
And blew a long refrain
Around midnight I'd be dreaming
Of the passing of the train

Clickety clack heating up the track
Can't you hear that whistle scream?
She's a-letting you know just how she feels
With a belly full of steam

All aboard who's going aboard
It'll never be the same
It's a downright lonesome feeling
With the passing of the train

That old caboose, they cut it loose
And ain't gonna bring it back
It sits beside the towns that died
Along a million miles of track



We're always late when we get there
So we'd sooner hop a plane
But anyone who's heard that whistle
Mourns the passing of the train

Clickety clack heating up the track
Can't you hear that whistle scream?
She's a-letting you know just how she feels
With a belly full of steam

All aboard who's going aboard
It'll never be the same
It's a downright lonesome feeling
With the passing of the train

All aboard who's going aboard
It'll never be the same
It's a downright lonesome feeling
With the passing of the train

14992. Passion

Passion

Passion, the flame of love, that setsmy soul on fire
Passion, flame's though my heart with only one desire
Passion, with every kiss your scorching flames they burn me
Passion, oh, won't you set me free

Passion, you make me toss and turn till break of dawn
Passion, this burning in my heart goes on and on
Passion, I am your slave why do you bother me
Passion, please won't you set me free

14993. Passionate Kisses

Lucinda Williams - Passionate Kisses

Is it too much to ask?
I want a comfortable bed that won't hurt my back
Food to fill me up
And warm clothes and all that stuff

Shouldn't I have this
Shouldn't I have this?
Shouldn't I have all of this, and
Passionate kisses
Passionate kisses, whoa oh oh



Passionate kisses from you

Is it much to demand
I want a full house and a rock and roll band
Pens that won't run out of ink
And cool quiet and time to think

Shouldn't I have this
Shouldn't I have this?
Shouldn't I have all of this, and
Passionate kisses
Passionate kisses, whoa oh oh
Passionate kisses from you

Do I want too much?
Am I going overboard to want that touch?
I shouted out to the night
"Give me what I deserve 'cause it's my right"

Shouldn't I have this
Shouldn't I have this?
Shouldn't I have all of this, and
Passionate kisses
Passionate kisses, whoa oh oh
Passionate kisses from you

Passionate kisses
Passionate kisses, whoa oh oh
Passionate kisses from you

14994. Past Like A Mask

Rodney Crowell - Past Like a Mask

I was told to be a man was building fences strong
Keep your woman in her place and she'll keep hangin' on
Now I've grown to realize my life's been filled with lies
The tread that I've been hangin' on has broken in her eyes
If I could let my heart be known despite of walls so high
I might taste those bitter tears that I've never learned to cry
But I've got a paast like a mask
And I can see it in her face, the many years I can't erase
A broken heart I can't replace in spite of how I try
And I've got a past like a mask
And I sure took my time to understand
When I was young, not long ago, I hid my feelings well
Sometimes I let my heartaches show but I could never tell
And now I find I've been blind, insensitive and vain
Cause someone told me long ago "ignore a woman's pain"
If I could change the fool I've been, I know just what'd do
I'd give her everything I can and make all her dreams come true
But I've got a paast like a mask
And I can see it in her face, the many years I can't erase



A broken heart I can't replace in spite of how I try
And I've got a past like a mask
And I sure took my time to understand

14995. Past My Prime

Past My Prime
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
Twenty-seven dollars
In an old jean jacket
And there's dust under the collar
'Cause I've been walking for hours, but I'm almost where
I said that I would be

[Verse 2]
Just like long television
This heart full of ambition
Has been haunting my dreams
Reaching for grander things
And I never really knew
If they could be mine

[Chorus]
But I'm out way past my prime
Looking for reasons I didn't get my time

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Keep a bottle top list of the chances I missed
While I'm on my way to that vacant place
And I promised myself
I would not escape

[Verse 4]
One more drink and I'm anyone's useless mess
Just a helpless man with no self defense
If I'm not yours, what are you looking for?

[Chorus]
But I'm out way past my prime
Looking for reasons I didn't get my time

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 5]
My knees aren't bleeding when I seem defeated
If I try to save face before I make it
To where I set out, and swore that I would find

[Chorus]



But I'm out way past my prime
Looking for reasons I didn't get my time
But I'm out way past my prime
Looking for reasons I didn't get my time

14996. Past The Point of Rescue

Dixie Chicks - Past the Point of Rescue
Composer: Mick Hanly
 
Last night I dreamed you were back again
Larger than life again, holding me tight again
Placing those same kisses on my brow
Sweeter than ever now, Lord, I remember how
Couldn't get enough of kissin'
Do you know how much I'm missin'?
No you don't, but I do

Days like a slow train trickle by
Even the words that I write, refuse to fly
All that I can hear is your song haunting me
Can't get the melody out of my head you see
Distractions I've been using
Do you know how much you're losing?
No you don't, but I do

I do And I wonder if I'm past the point of rescue
Is no word from you at all the best that you can do?
I never meant to push or shove you
Do you know how much I love you?
No you don't, but I do

14997. Past Three O'Clock

Linda Ronstadt - Past Three O'Clock

Past three o'clock
And a cold frosty morning
Past three o'clock
Good morrow masters all

Church bells are chiming
Ding dong, ding dong
One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven
Until the midnight sun shines

Church bells are chiming
Heaven with earth rhyming
In child so tender



Sun's radiant splendor

Church bells are ringing
People are singing
Midnight's dark shadow
Breaks with the sun's morrow

Past three o'clock
And a cold frosty morning
Past three o'clock
Good morrow masters all

14998. Pasta On The Mountain

Leftover Salmon - Pasta On The Mountain 

Kraft, macaroni and cheese
Said Kraft, macaroni and cheese
Said, Kraft, macaroni and cheese
Maca, maca, maca
It's the best, that's what I think
At 29 cents leaves money to drink

Once more in the mornin'
Your wanderin' round the street
You ain't got no money
You got nothin' to eat

Wonderin' where you'll get that box
Of the kindly Mac and Cheese
You been walkin' the bridge that Bert
You got to get off of the street

Head on off to the mountain
Just a bit to the west of town
You're gonna find the pasta bushes
Growin' from the ground

The kindest pasta that you have ever seen
All over the mountains
Growin' everywhere for free

Talk about the pasta
Pasta on the mountain
Talk about the pasta
Pasta on the mountain

Talk about the pasta
Pasta on the mountain
Talk about the pasta
Pasta on the mountain

Mary had a little lamb's



Breath [unverified] that she did grow
Everywhere that Mary went
The Cajun beat would flow

Summers in the mountain
Winters in the farm
Tendin' to her pasta
Doin' no one harm

Talk about the pasta
Pasta on the mountain
Talk about the pasta
Pasta on the mountain

Talk about the pasta
Pasta on the mountain
Talk about the pasta
Pasta on the mountain

There's a bridge
And there's Bert?
It's a bridges to Bert
It's a bridges to Bert

There's a bridge, nice bridge
And there's Bert
It's a bridges to Bert
It's a bridges to Bert

You don't need Alfredo
Or some other cheesy sauce
You'll find the pasta bushes
Take a plant, pick it off

You don't need no money
Forget your job in town
Head on up to the mountains
Pickin' pasta from the ground

Talk about the pasta
Pasta on the mountain
Talk about the pasta
Pasta on the mountain

Talk about the pasta
Pasta on the mountain
Talk about the pasta
Pasta on the mountain

14999. Pastures Of Plenty

Pastures Of Plenty



Its a mighty gard road that my poor hands have hoed
My poor feet have traveled one hot, dusty road
Out of your dust bowl and westward we roll
And your deserts was hot and your mountains was cold

I have worked in your orchards of peaches and prunes
I've slept on the ground in the light of your moon
On the edge of the city, you will see us and then
We came with the dust and we go with the wind

California, Arizona, we make all your crops
Then its up north to Oregon to gather your hops
Dig the beets from your ground, pick the grapes from your vine
To place on your table, your light sparkling wine

Green pastures of plenty from dry desert ground
From the Grand Coulee Dam where the waters run down
Every state in this union, us migrates has been
We come with the dust, and we're gone with the wind

Well its always we ramble this river and I
All your green valleys I'll work till I die
My land I'll defend with my life need it be
For my pastures of plenty, must always be free

Yes my pastures of plenty, must always be free

15000. Pastures Of Plenty

Alison Krauss - Pastures of Plenty

Well, it's always we ramble, this river and I
All along your green valleys, I work till I die
My land I'll defend with my life need it be
Cause my pastures of plenty must always be free

Green pastures of plenty from dry desert ground
From the Grand Coulee Dam where the waters run down
Every state in this union us migrants have been
Lord, we come with the dust and we go with the wind

California, Arizona, I harvest your crops
Then it's on up North to Oregon to gather your hogs
Take the beet from your ground, cut the grapes from your vine
Just to place on your table your that light, sparkling wine

15001. Pat Shine's Ass



Pat Shine's Ass
Traditional

Have you heard of Bill Dowdle or Wallace's ass
Or Dinney the Bowery from Paddy Bill's cross
Or that rogue of an ass, that belongs to pat shine
Sure he couldn't hold a candle to Flannery Brine.

Now this ass couldn't be tackled without a long handled fork,
And at pulling The car, he'd do six asses' work,
He was fed on the best of skins at each meal,
Sure he'd gobble 'em up, and he'd wag his auld tail.

He was musical too, I will have you to know.
You could hear his sweet voice up in Ballymakeogh
Sure he'd run down the scale from high g to a zed,
And he'd bawl ten times more if a tinker was dead.

Oh, no fence in the parish his thieving could stop
Not a fifty foot wall paved with glass on the top,
But he'd climb and get o'er with the greatest of ease,
He'd devour all the cabbages, beans, and the peas.

And when full to the muzzle, he'd then try a flower,
All the pansies and daisies, he'd go and devour,
He had a particular relish for gerani-i-yums,
But he always wound up with rodan-derum-dums.

He'd go down to the chapel and climb o'er the gate.
Not a shrub in the yard, but he'd go and he'd eat,
And when Dan would come out for to hit him a poke,
He'd land his heels in his chest and he'd think it a joke

Now to get rid of this ass, we must form a plan.
Let us all be united, each boy to a man,
And the next time a tinker comes round be the way,
sure we'll sell him and have him sent over the sea.

If he dies on the passsage, and don't reach the Cape,
Sure there's no need to tell you, we're not going to wear crepe
But if all goes well, and he lands on the shore,
He can stop there forever with Paul Kruger the Boer.

15002. Patch Of Blue

Patch Of Blue
(Claire Lynch)

Black is black and white is white
I think I know what's wrong and what is right
But I don't think I can deny your love

There's a rainbow in this place
I see it in your eyes and on your face



And all I want is to embrace the light

I've been prayin' for a patch of blue
To come shinin' through the rain
Lookin' up now, there is only you
Smilin' down into my world of grey

Time and distance out in space
God is reaching for the human race
And all I need is to embrace your love

15003. Patches

Patches
Barry Mann / Larry Kolber

Down by the river that floats by the coal yards
Stand wooden houses with shutters torn down
There lives a girl ev'rybody calls Patches
Patches, my darling of old Shanty Town.

We planned to marry when June brought the sun
I couldn't wait to make Patches my bride
Now I don't see how that ever can happen
My folks say no and my heart breaks inside.

Patches, Oh, what can I do?
I swear I'll always love you
But a girl from that place will just bring me disgrace
So my folks won't let me love you.

Each night I cry as I think of that shanty
And pretty Patches there watching the door
She doesn't know that I can't come to see her
Patches must think that I love her no more.

I heard a neighbor tellin' my father
He says a girl name of Patches was found
Floating face down that dirty old river
That floats by the coal yards in old Shanty Town.

Patches, Oh, what can I do?
I swear I'll always love you
It may not be right but I'll join your tonight
Patches I'm coming to you.

Notes:

Recorded by Dickey Lee



15004. Patches

Patches
Larry Stephenson Band, Larry Stephenson

I was born and raised down in Alabama
On a farm way back up in the woods
I was so ragged that folks used to call me Patches
Papa used to tease me about it
'Cause deep down inside he was hurt
'Cause he'd done all he could

My papa was a great old man
I can see him with a shovel in his hands, see
Education he never had
He did wonders when the times got bad
The little money from the crops he raised
Barely paid the bills we made

For, life had kick him down to the ground
When he tried to get up
Life would kick him back down
One day Papa called me to his dyin' bed
Put his hands on my shoulders
And in his tears he said

He said, Patches
I'm dependin' on you, son
To pull the family through
My son, it's all left up to you

Two days later Papa passed away, and
I became a man that day
So I told Mama I was gonna quit school, but
She said that was Daddy's strictest rule

So every mornin' 'fore I went to school
I fed the chickens and I chopped wood too
Sometimes I felt that I couldn't go on
I wanted to leave, just run away from home
But I would remember what my daddy said
With tears in his eyes on his dyin' bed

He said, Patches
I'm dependin' on you, son
I tried to do my best
It's up to you to do the rest

Then one day a strong rain came
And washed all the crops away
And at the age of 13 I thought
I was carryin' the weight of the
Whole world on my shoulders
And you know, Mama knew
What I was goin' through, 'cause

Every day I had to work the fields



'Cause that's the only way we got our meals
You see, I was the oldest of the family
And everybody else depended on me
Every night I heard my Mama pray
Lord, give him the strength to make another day

So years have passed and all the kids are grown
The angels took Mama to a brand new home
Lord knows, people, I shedded tears
But my daddy's voice kept me through the years

Sing,
Patches, I'm dependin' on you, son
To pull the family through
My son, it's all left up to you

Oh, I can still hear Papa's voice sayin'
Patches, I'm dependin' on you, son
I've tried to do my best
It's up to you to do the rest

I can still hear Papa, what he said
Patches, I'm dependin' on you, son
To pull the family through
My son, it's all left up to you

15005. Patchin It Up - Chords

Patchin It Up 
Grasstowne

[Verse 1]
   D
It seems that every time I need Him, my Lord is always there
                                             Em                A
When no one else seems to have the time, Je- -sus always cares
  D                                 Am         D7           G
I wonder just what I might do, if I called His name one day
                              D          Bm    Em              A
And the Heavens above just o- -pened up, and I heard my Savior say ---
 
[Chorus]
            D                           F#m/C#                     A        F#         G
I'm through patchin' it up, I'm through givin' you love, when your world is torn apart
                               D        Bm Em                     A
And I'll never again wash away your sin or mend your broken heart
            D                        F#m/C#                  A                F#         G
I'm through bearin' your burdens and all of the hurtin', and givin' your poor heart ease
                                 D        Bm           Em   A     D      A
Tell me why should I do anything for you, you never do any- thing for me
 
[Verse 2]
      D



But I thank my lucky stars each night, my Lord is not that way
                                  Em               A
I know He's watchin' over me each and every single day
      D                                       Am          D7 G
And I never wander about His love, 'cause His mercy flows so free
                        D         Bm Em                    A
And I know exactly what He'll say when I'm down upon my knees ---
 
[Chorus 2]
            D                            F#m/C#                  A             F#    G
I'll always patch things up, I'll always give you love, when you world is torn apart
                                          D            Bm    Em                     A
No matter where you've been, I'll wash a- way your sin and I mend your broken heart
            D                        F#m/C#
I'll always bear all your burden and all of the hurtin'
         A              F#    G
And I'll give your poor heart ease
                             D        Bm             Em     A  D
Yes, I'll always do anything for you, no matter what you do to me
 
[Tag]
              G                 D        Bm             Em        A D
Yes, I'll al- -ways do anything for you, no matter what you do to me

15006. Patchwork Girlfriend

Punch Brothers - Patchwork Girlfriend 

I run my fingers
Through her blackish blondish hair
Look into her brown blue eyes
And touch her skin so dark and fair

Because I like
How she encourages and scolds me
How, even as her left hand pushes me away
Her right arm holds me

It's nice to know she's always waiting for me at the dead ends
Guess I need a little love from every little square
Of my sweet little patchwork girlfriend
Of my sweet little patchwork girlfriend

I can't tell
If she would rather take or leave me
And I'm not sure what I'm saying
But I'm sure I want her to believe me

So I run my fingers
Through her blackish, blondish
Brownish reddish grayish hair
And tell her I won't mess around
With other girls unless they're her



It's nice to know
She's always waiting for me at the dead ends
Guess I need a little love from every little square
Of my sweet little patchwork girlfriend
Of my sweet little patchwork girlfriend

Though I'm no more boy scout
Than boyfriend I could see tying the knot
Instead it's my hands that are tied
Because that'd be against the law even in Utah

It's nice to know
She's always waiting for me at the dead ends
Guess I need a little love from every little square
Of my sweet little patchwork girlfriend

She's anywhere I could ever go
Ain't no false start or dead end
That could take me away from
Couldn't bring me back
To my sweet little patchwork girlfriend

Or my big bitter patchwork girlfriend
Or my sweet little patchwork girlfriend

15007. Patchwork River

Patchwork River - Jim Lauderdale 

Heard Joe Farmer say,  scuse me please
Those were the days, but so are these
Pull over park, turn off the key
Let s go walkin  just you and me

Sometimes always, sometimes never
Been this way damn near forever
Promises that don't deliver
Let s sit down to Patchwork River

Patchwork River, Patchwork River
Me and Joe Farmer walked down together
Talk about hopes, talk about schemes
Talk about salvagin  some of our dream

Heard Joe Farmer say, if I may
Serve you breakfast on a supper tray
Got no eggs but I saved some shell
Lost the clapper but I found the bell

This man's father is that man's son
Bothers and sisters, has he none
Look in the shavin  glass, what's he see



Looks like mama but it talks like me

Patchwork River, Patchwork River
Me and Joe Farmer walked down together
Tell a few jokes at our own expense
 Bout life on the other side of the fence

Heard Joe Farmer say, don't be shy
Same rules apply as in days gone by
Styles may vary and the lingo been
What it all boils down to in the end

Pay your dues and take your chance
Don t mistake hunger for romance
Forgiveness is nifty, but enough s enough
When they keep on pullin  that same old stuff

Patchwork River, Patchwork River
Me and Joe Farmer walked down together
Talk about wealth and the worry it brings
Lack of satisfaction and other things

Vision is simple by moonlight, everything black and white
No colors to construe, just a range black and blue
Softer tones, fewer voices
Freedom from too many choices
New born moon, a silver sliver
Gleamin  on the Patchwork River

Heard Joe Farmer say, just in case
You feel like cutting  right to the chase
I would never stand in your way
But There's one thing I wanna say

What you do for love alone will last
The rest just clutters up your past
If you don't know that much by now
You re never gonna learn it anyhow

Patchwork River, Patchwork River
Me and Joe Farmer walked down together
Talk about hopes, talk about schemes
Talk about salvagin  some of our dreams

Patchwork River, flowin  with song
Patchwork clouds are driftin  along
Talk about hopes, talk about schemes
Talk about salvagin  some of our dream

15008. Pathway Of Teardrops

Osborne Brothers - Pathway of Teardrops  
Rhonda Vincent



The pathway of teardrops will show you the way
If you ever wanna come back to me
You know dear that I cried both night and day
Since you told me you'd never be free.

I love you so still I let you go
Now I'm sending this message to you
The pathway of teardrops will show you the way
If you ever wanna come back to me.

--- Instrumental ---

I loved you so still I let you go
Now I'm sending this message to you
The pathway of teardrops will show you the way
If you ever wanna come back to me.

If you ever wanna come back to me...

15009. Pathway Of Teardrops - Chords

Pathway Of Teardrops
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Wayne P. Walker and Webb Pierce, June Hazlewood - The Grascals

C              E7             F            D7
The pathway of teardrops will show you the way
   C             G7              C G7
If you ever want to come back to me
    C              E7      F              D7
You know dear that I cried both night and day
          C           G7             C
Since you told me you could never be true
F                   C
I love you so still I let you go
        D7                      G7
Now I'm sending this message to you
C              E7             F            D7
The pathway of teardrops will show you the way
       C            G7           C
If you ever want to come back to me
F                   C
I love you so still I let you go
        D7                      G7
Now I'm sending this message to you
C              E7             F            D7
The pathway of teardrops will show you the way
       C            G7           F C
If you ever want to come back to m-e



15010. Patiently Waiting

Ricky Skaggs - Patiently Waiting

Tonight my heart's with you wherever you are
As I read your love letters again
How sweet are the mem'ries I hold in my hand
Pretty pictures of our love back then.

Patiently waiting how long has it been
Since you said you'd forever be true
Sweetheart I start counting the days turned to years
Still I'm patiently waiting for you.

And the arms now that hold you should ever grow cold
And you long for the love we once knew
Just remember sweet darling I'm spending my time
I'm still patiently waiting for you.

Patiently waiting how long has it been
Since you said you'd forever be true
Sweetheart I start counting the days turned to years
Still I'm patiently waiting for you.

I'm still patiently waiting for you

15011. Patiently Waiting - Chords

Patiently Waiting 
Kathy Mattea
 
[Intro]
G C D G C D  2x's
 
 
[Verse 1]
     G               C                    D
Well nothin' new has passed this way in a long time,
G              C          D
Maybe nothin's ever gonna come,
    G                C               D
And nothin' seems to grow outside my window,
  G                C             D
I think I'd better go and get me some,
 
[Chorus]
                C               D
Well, I want to get some of the gold in the hills,
      G               C



That's makin' people nervous,
                                D
You know they get scared of the cold and the chill,
      G              C
Start prayin' God preserve us,
  D
I can't believe how long I've stayed,
D
Two more days till I get paid,
         D
And I'll find that small town boy I'm datin,
C                 D
Tell him I'm done patiently waiting,
G    C  D   D             G   C   D
Hey, yeah  Patiently waitin,
 
[Verse 3]
     G                 C                    D
Well I've had fun just holding hands at the movie show,
    G                   C              D
And I've had good times tearing up the town,
         G                 C                        D
But I've spent cold nights waitin' out front of the movie show,
              G                   C                D
Thinking that half the hands that held me, held me down,
 
[Chorus]
                C               D
Well, I want to get some of the gold in the hills,
       G               C
That's   makin' people nervous,
                                D
You know they get scared of the cold and the chill,
      G              C
Start prayin' God preserve us,
  D
I can't believe how long I've stayed,
D
Two more days till I get paid,
         D
And I'll find that small town boy I'm datin,
C                 D
Tell him I'm done patiently waitin,
 
[Instrumental]
G C D G C D G C D   2x's
 
[Verse 3]
G                C                      D
Some folks never get their share of the sweet life,
G               C              D
Some just come around a little late,
              G            C            D
Oh, and I got this feeling sitting at a stop light,
           G                C
Seems like good things only come to those who,
D



Hit the road when they know what they want,
 
[Chorus]
        C                       D
Well, I want to get some of the gold in the hills,
       G               C
That's   makin' people nervous,
                                D
You know they get scared of the cold and the chill,
      G              C
Start prayin' God preserve us,
  D
I can't believe how long I've stayed,
D
Two more days till I get paid,
         D
And I'll find that small town boy I'm datin,
C                 D              G  C
Tell him I'm done patiently waitin,
D
I'm done patiently waitin,
 
(ending chords   G C D)

15012. Patrick Street

Patrick Street
Traditional

You sailors all come lend an ear and listen to me song.
Tis of a trick was played on me and it won't detain you long.
I came home from sea the other day, and a girl I chanced to meet,
She asked me up along with her to dance in Patrick street
Says I me pretty fair maid I cannot dance too well,
Besides, I'm bound for Newry town, my parents they do dwell.
I've been at sea these last few years, I've saved up fifty pounds,
And my parents are expecting me tonight in Newry town.

Well since you cannot dance too well then you can have a treat,
You can have a glass of brandy, and something nice to eat.
At nine o'clock this evening I'll leave you to your train,
And don't forget to call on me when you come back again.
She seemed to be so friendly I went an hired a car,
We both went down to Patrick Street, and on arrival there,
The people on the other side, I thought I heard them say,
He'll sure be in need of a jaunting car before he gets away.

Well we had not been long in the room when whiskey it came in,
And when everyone had had their fill the dancing did begin.
Me and me love we danced around, all to a merry tune,
While the other couples did the double shuffle around the room.
And when dancing it was over for bed we did prepare,
And after that I fell asleep, the truth I will declare.



Me darling and me fifty pounds, me gold and all had fled,
And there was I meself alone, stark naked lying in bed.

In gazing all around me, nothing could I spy,
But a woman's skirt and jumper at the foot of the bed did lie.
I wrung me hands and tore me hair, crying O what will I do?
O fare thee well sweet Newry town, I'm sure I'll never see you.
When nighttime it was come again and daylight was away,
I put on the skirt and jumper and I set off for the quay,
And when I went on board the ship, the sailors all did say,
O Jack has grown much prettier since last she went away.

Is this the new Spring fashion that you went to buy on shore?
And where's the shop that sells them do you think they may have more?
The Captain says now Jack I thought you were for Newry town.
You might have bought a better suit than that for fifty pounds.
I might have bought a better suit if I had had the chance,
I met a girl in high street, and she's asked me to a dance.
I danced me own destruction and I've danced it so complete,
That I vow I'll never go back again and dance in Patrick Street.

So come all of you young sailor lads a warning take by me,
And always keep good company when you go on a spree.
Be sure steer clear of Patrick Street, or else you'll rue the day,
In a woman's skirt and jumper they will ship you back to sea.

15013. Patriot Game

Patriot Game
Dominic Behan

Come all ye young rebels, and list while I sing,
For the love of one's country is a terrible thing.
It banishes fear with the speed of a flame,
And it makes us all part of the patriot game.

My name is O'Hanlon, and I've just turned sixteen.
My home is in Monaghan, and where I was weaned
I learned all my life cruel England's to blame,
So now I am part of the patriot game.

This Ireland of ours has too long been half free.
Six counties lie under John Bull's tyranny.
But still De Valera is greatly to blame
For shirking his part in the Patriot game.

They told me how Connolly was shot in his chair,
His wounds from the fighting all bloody and bare.
His fine body twisted, all battered and lame
They soon made me part of the patriot game.

It's nearly two years since I wandered away
With the local battalion of the bold IRA,



For I read of our heroes, and wanted the same
To play out my part in the patriot game.

And now as I lie here, my body all holes
I think of those traitors who bargained in souls
And I wish that my rifle had given the same
To those Quislings who sold out the patriot game.

15014. Patty Don't You Put Me Down

Richard Thompson - Patty Don't You Put Me Down

Patty don't tell me one thing and change your mind
We might be in bed together but the deal's not signed
They say you collect shrunken heads, would you like to have mine?

Patty Don't You Put Me Down
Don't colour me cruel

You're so used to skimming the ace and palming the jack
The right hand giving and the left hand taking it back
At society functions they probably give you more slack

Patty Don't You Put Me Down
Don't colour me cruel

You can stamp all you want, but this ain't television
I can't fix it all with a small incision
It's a meltdown you're having, not nuclear fission
There's no room service at the seaman's mission

In your ten watt world it's beyond any pleasure you know
To stick your fingers in the socket, and give yourself a glow
Keep that up and they might make you part of the show

Patty Don't You Put Me Down
Don't colour me cruel

15015. Paul And Peter Walked

Paul and Peter Walked
Claire Lynch - Chris Stuart

[Verse 1]
Paul and Peter walked across the land
They told a story of just one man
A carpenter from Galilee
Who healed the sick and made the blind man see



[Verse 2]
Yes, Paul and Peter walked, they did not ride
They had no chariot and they could not fly
So Paul and Peter walked one step at a time
Across the mountains and the valleys wide

[Chorus]
So if it's too far (Travel light)
And if it's too hot (Walk at night)
If the road is too rough (Make it smooth)
If you don't have the time (There's a time to lose)

[Verse 3]
As Paul and Peter walked they sang a song
Calling children to walk along
Those who follow and those in need
They carried children or they did not speak

[Verse 4]
Yes, Paul and Peter walked, they did not run
Through the rain, Lord and the burning sun
Some learn it early, some learn it late
That the road is winding, that the road is straight

[Chorus]
So if it's too far (Travel light)
And if it's too hot (Walk at night)
If the road is too rough (Make it smooth)
If you don't have the time (There's a time to lose)
So if it's too far (Travel light)
If it's too hot (Walk at night)
If the road is too rough (Make it smooth)
If you don't have the time, there's a time to lose

15016. Paul And Silas

Paul And Silas - Stanley Brothers
Flatt & Scruggs

Paul and Silas bound in jail all night long (3X)
Saying who shall deliver for me

Paul and Silas prayed to God all night long (3X)
Saying who shall deliver for me

That old jailor locked the jail all night long (3X)
Saying who shall deliver for me

That old jail it reeled and rocked all night long (3X)
Saying who shall deliver for me

Hebrew children in the burning fire all night long (3X)
Saying who shall deliver for me



15017. Paul Newman Daytona Rolex - Chords

Paul Newman Daytona Rolex 
Brett Dennen
 
[Intro]
Cm   F   Bb   Gm   (x4)
 
[Verse]
        Cm7         F         Bb     Gm
I never been accused of being fancy
        Cm7                         F                      Bb      Gm
I'm not stupid with my money, honey, I could be stupid for free
 Cm7                     F
I took it to the antique road show
     Bb                     Gm
They told me it was worth a boat load
        Cm7                     F                    Bb         Eb
But I'm never gonna sell it, my grandaddy gave it to me
 
[Chorus]
Eb          F             Bb
Paul Newman Daytona Rolex
Bb
Perpetual motion you know this
Eb          F                       Bb
Second hand smoother than Cool Hand
   Bb
No tickin' for real
            Eb                   F         Gm
It makes me feel like time is on my side
Gm                   Eb
Time is on my side
        Eb          F                       Bb
'Cause, baby, I'm a man from another time
 
[Interlude]
Cm   F   Bb   Gm
 
[Verse]
           Cm            F             Bb      Gm
If I could have one wish, I'd feed the hungry
           Cm           F                            Bb      Gm
If I had a second, most definitely it would be world peace
    Cm7                    F
I'd bring back the crystal rivers
    Bb                     Gm
And all of mother nature's creatures
         Cm               F                 Bb             Eb
'Cause I wanna, I wanna, I wanna live in harmony
 
[Chorus]
Eb          F             Bb



Paul Newman Daytona Rolex
Bb
Perpetual motion you know this
Eb          F                        Bb
Second hand smoother than Cool Hand
   Bb
No tickin' for real
            Eb                   F       Gm
It makes me feel like time is on my side
Gm                   Eb
Time is on my side
        Eb          F                      Bb
'Cause, baby, I'm a man from another time
Eb          F             Bb
Paul Newman Daytona Rolex
Bb
Perpetual motion you know this
Eb          F                       Bb
Second hand smoother than Cool Hand
   Bb
No tickin' for real
            Eb                   F       Gm
It makes me feel like time is on my side
Gm                 Eb
Time is on my side
        Eb          F                      Bb
'Cause, baby, I'm a man from another time
 
[Outro]
Cm   F   Bb   Gm

15018. Paul Newman vs. The Demons

Paul Newman vs. The Demons
Avett Brothers

[Verse 1]
You may have to drag me away from my demons
Kicking and screaming
It's been so long now, I've been with them
Don't know where they stop and I begin
We draw a line in the sand
Will you cross it? Oh, will you die for this?
Got nothing to tell you that you don't
Through your sadness below, already know

[Chorus]
Yeah, yeah, yeah
Live through the past again
How many times must I live through the past again?
No more

[Verse 2]



Truth beyond truth and by our design
It is very fine like Newman's wine
Oh, to be like him and walk a path
To lend a hand, do something worth a damn

[Chorus]

[Bridge]
You may have to drag me away from my demons
Kicking and screaming
Yeah, yeah, yeah
Live through the past again
How many times must I live through the past again?
No more, wait

15019. Paul's Ministry

The Isaacs - Paul's Ministry 

The Lord said Stand up Paul and dry up your tears
You must Preach the Gospel for many long years
Go down to the Mascus a street that's called straight
my servant will tell you the road you must take.
I counted on Adam, and I counted on Cain,
I counted on Jonas, but he was the same
I counted on Judas but he proved untrue
So go tell the world Paul, I'm counting on you.

Three days have gone by Lord, and still I can't see
And here comes an anice with a message for me
He said Brother Paul the Lord in the sky,
has sent me to heal you
and to open your eyes
I'll send you to the Gentiles, I'll send you to Rome
And Paul you will suffer, till I call you home
You will sleep on the dessert,
Be ship wrecked at sea...
Just go right on preachin... the Gospel for me

15020. Pavanne

Richard Thompson
Pavanne

Pavanne, cold steel woman Pavanne
How do you love a woman
With eyes cold as the barrel of her gun
Who's never missed her mark on anyone
Pavanne, Pavanne, Pavanne



Casino doors swing open, the rich men raise their eyes
They say who is this beauty as elegant as ice
And later there's an accident, another charge d'affair
Is lying in a pool of blood, no witness anywhere
And they say she was a hundred miles away
The hotel porter saw her climb the stairs
And the maid with trembling hands knows what to say
When the judge says "Are your sure," "I'm sure" she swears

Pavanne, cold steel woman Pavanne
How do you love a woman
With eyes cold as the barrel of her gun
Who's never missed her mark on anyone
Pavanne, Pavanne, Pavanne

At the presidential palace a thousand people saw
His excellency leave his car and never make the door
The blood flows from his fingers as he clutches at the stain
He staggers like a drunken man, lies twisted in the rain
And they say she grew up well provided for
Her mother used to keep her boys for sure
And father's close attentions led to talk
She learned to stab her food with a silver fork
Pavanne, cold steel woman Pavanne

And they say she didn't do it for the money
And they say she didn't do it for a man
They say that she did it for the pleasure
The pleasure of the moment

Pavanne, cold steel woman Pavanne
How do you stop this woman
When everyone is moving in a trance
Like prisoners of some slow, courtly dance
Pavanne, Pavanne, Pavanne
Pavanne, Pavanne, Pavanne

15021. Pavement Ends

Little Big Town - Pavement Ends

[Verse 1]
Take me back to the muddy water
Where the bull and the cow don't bother
Pick up a girl I know won't holler
Head out of town, watch the sun go down
Maybe later we'll call some friends
Tell them meet us where the pavement ends
I got some fat wood rolling in a truck bed
Fine pine, that's what she said
I found it in the forest where the
Kindling's strong



It burns real hot, but it don't last long
Just cause I got her warm don't mean I'll see skin
But I'm going to start a fire where the pavement ends

[Chorus]
You can get you a buzz
Blame it on the radio
Find a lighter, live a little high
Take it all in, let the good times roll
And on a clear night
Who needs the headlights?
Drop it in low, drive by the moonlight
Out here the world don't spin
Everything stops where the pavement ends

[Verse 2]
Drop me off on home grown red clay
Where the deer and the possum do play
Turn off the phone, It's never too late to cast a line
Catch a piece of mind
Life's too fast to run my friend
Slow it on down where the pavement ends

[Chorus x2]
You can get you a buzz
Blame it on the radio
Find a lighter, live a little high
Take it all in, let the good times roll
And on a clear night
Who needs the headlights?
Drop it in low, drive by the moonlight
Out here the world don't spin
Everything stops where the pavement ends
You can get you a buzz
Blame it on the radio
Find a lighter, live a little high
Take it all in, let the good times roll
And on a clear night
Who needs the headlights?
Drop it in low, drive by the moonlight
Out here the world don't spin
Everything stops where the pavement ends

[Outro]
Everything stops where the pavement ends

15022. Pay Attention - Chords

Pay Attention 
The Wood Brothers
 
(Capo on 3rd Fret)
 



Gm9   \   F#m
-2----1----2--/
-0----0----2--/
-0----0----2--/
-0----0----4--/
-2----2----4--/
-3----3----2--/
 
(Intro)A, F#m, E, D, G, D, E
 
A D A E
Please pay attention to me
A Gm9\
Was the last thing I heard before I drifted to sleep
D A D A
With children to tend to, and worry in mind
D A Gm9\
Too much to do, and not enough time
 
CHORUS
D A D A
I hate to be needy; Selfish and greedy
F#m D A
But please pay attention to me
 
(HARMONICA)
A, F#m, E, D, G, D, E
 
A D A E
Please pay attention to me, 
A Gm9\
Was the last thing I heard comin' out of my dream
D A D A
I've got something to tell you When the sun has gone down
D A Gm9\
And if you don't listen, I talk much too loud
 
CHORUS
D A D A
I hate to be needy; Selfish and greedy
F#m D A
But please pay attention to me
 
...E
F#m A
Why don't you look my way
F#m Em
I'm wavin' my arms and callin' your name
D A D A
There's too much to mention that grabs your attention
F#m D A
But please pay attention to me
 
HARMONICA SOLO
D -A -E -A -Gm9 -D -A -D -A -D -A -E
 
F#m A



Cuz I could cut myself free
F#m Em
And why should I care if you listen to me
D A D A
With children to tend to, and worry in mind
D A Gm9\
Too much to do, and not enough time
 
I hate to be needy; Selfish and greedy
I hate to keep asking, beggin' and pleading
I'm down on my knees - under your window screaming
Please pay attention to me
Please pay attention to me
Yeah - Please pay attention to me

15023. Pay It No Mind - Chords

Pay It No Mind 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
A A A A
 
[Verse 1]
 
D
Up by the window of the seventh floor
There's a little bird stretching her wings
She's looking' down' at the world' far below her
I can hear the' little tune that she sings
 
[Chorus 1]
           A
She says, "we all have our notions, baby
D
We all laugh and sigh
               Am
And when the world on the ground
         D
Is gonna swallow you down
     C                   D         (Am)
Sometimes you've got to pay it no mind
 
[Verse 2]
D                           Am
There is a time for shouting
             D
There is a time to fight
             Am           D                                A
And if your heart's wide open you might start to get the notion
                 D     A
That nothing's going right
 



[Chorus 2]
               D7
But if you're wise you know that sometimes, baby
                           Am7
It don't help to yell and cry
                               D7
And when the world makes you frown
Don't let it swallow you down
     C                   D         Am
Sometimes you've got to pay it no mind
     C                   D         Am
Sometimes you've got to pay it no mind
 
  A           D                      A
You know the world keeps turning without you, baby
     D                   Em
But it's ok to yell and cry
               Am             A            Am
And when the ghosts on your screen, they demand to be seen
     C                   D          Am
Sometimes you've got to pay  em no mind
                   D
Pay  em no mind"
 
[Instrumental Break]
 
Am      Am      Am       Am  D
Am      Am      C  D     Am
D       Am      D        Em  Gm
Am      Am      C  D     Am
A
 
 
[Verse 3]
Am
Up by the window of the seventh floor
My little bird's getting ready to fly
She's had enough of the world down below her
                      D          Am
And now she's looking up at the sky
 
[Chorus 3]
            D                 Am
She says, "we all have our notions, baby
D                 Em
We all laugh and sigh
     G         Am
And when the world on the ground
Is gonna swallow you down
     C                   D         Am
Sometimes you've got to pay it no mind
     C                   D         Am
Sometimes you've got to pay it no mind
     F                   G         D
Sometimes you've got to pay it no mind
 
Outro



 
D        A       Am       F  G
A

15024. Pay Lake

Pay Lake
Darrell Scott

We've been watching the clock all afternoon
If the eagle screamed now it wouldn't be too soon
See me and buddy got a place to go
5 bucks'll get you in a fishing pole
(Talkin' 'bout)

(Pay lake)
Get your night crawlers
(Pay lake)
Get up in some holler
All you need is a line and a hook and cane pole
Bring a bucket of beer down to the old pay lake

We've got spinners and spoons, poppers and jigs
All night, milk jugging, catfish rigs
If that don't do it, we'll do it up right
Blow 'em belly up with the dynamite
(We're talkin' 'bout)

(Pay lake)
Get your night crawlers
(Pay lake)
Get up in some holler
All you need is a line and a hook and cane pole
Bring a bucket of beer down to the old pay lake

Now, one of these days I'm gonna have enough dough
To rent a bulldozer and an old back hoe
Put a hole in the field, hang my sign
A little rain water and I'll have mine
(Talkin' 'bout)

(Pay lake)
Get your night crawlers
(Pay lake)
Get up in some holler
All you need is a line and a hook and cane pole
Bring a bucket of beer down to the old pay lake



15025. Pay No Attention To Alice

Tom T Hall - Pay No Attention To Alice

[Verse 1:]
I went to see an old army buddy of mine to do some drinking
And his wife had become an alcoholic and I wrote a song about it

[Chorus:]
Pay no attention to Alice, she's drunk all the time
Booked on that wine, bunches of it and it ruined her mind
Pay no attention to Alice, they say she's a sot, sane she is not
But she loves it and it's all she's got

[Verse 2:]
She made that apple pie from a memory
Made them biscuits from a recollection that she had
She cooked that chicken too long but she don't know that
Oh, what the Hell, it ain't too bad!

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Don't talk about the war, I was a coward
Talk about fishing and all the good times raising Hell
Empty that one down, we'll get another
It's gettin' late, we might as well
But we ran your car into a ditch, man, don't sweat it
I know Ben down at the Shell station and he'll get it out
Alice, put your ashes in that ashtray
I swear woman, you're gonna burn down the house

[Outro:]
Pay no attention to Alice, she's drunk all the time

15026. Pay No Attention To Alice - Chords

Pay No Attention To Alice
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

Spoken:
G
I went to see an old army buddy of mine to do some drinkin'
And his wife had become an alcoholic
And I wrote a song about it
G                   C           G
Pay no attention to Alice she's drunk all the time
C                                                   G
Hooked on that wine bunches of it and it ruined her mind
                    C
Pay no attention to Alice
     G               C
They say she's a sot sane she is not



                          G
But she loves it and it's all she's got
    D7                         C
She made that apple pie from a memory
          G               D7                    G
Made them biscuits from a recollection that she had
    D7                                         C
She cooked that chicken too long but she don't know that
   G             D7
Oh what the hell it ain't too bad
repeat #1
D7                               C
Don't talk about the war I was a coward
           G                   D7                 G
Talk about fishin' and all the good times raisin' hell
D7                            C
Empty that one down we'll get another
G                 D7
It's gettin' late we might as well
 
                                            C
Well we ran your car into a ditch man don't sweat it
       G                     D7                   G
I know Ben down at the Shell Station he'll get it out
D7                           C
Alice put your ashes in that ashtray
  G                        D7
I swear woman you're gonna burn down the house
G                   C           G
Pay no attention to Alice she's drunk all the time

15027. Pay The Man

Blue Dogs - Pay The Man

You gonna find, some old day
For the things you got, you gonna have to pay
You got to pay the man before you go
You got to pay the man before you walk through the door
Spend all your time tryin' to fill your shelf
Better watch out before you get ahead of yourself
You go to pay the man before you come back for more
You got to pay the man before you walk through the door
Waste your better days just workin' on Rome
But your big old house it just ain't no home
You got to pay the man before you build another floor
You got to pay the man before you walk through the door
When you reach that judgment day
You'll find out just how much you did not pay
Some old day you just might find
Your trouble left you at the back of the line
You got to pay the man and that's for sure
You got to pay the man before you walk out the door



When old St. Peter calls your name
The things you've done leave only you to blame
You've got to pay the man before you go
You got to pay the man before you walk through the door

15028. Pay Yer Dues

Pay Yer Dues - Hot Buttered Rum
(aka The Woes And The Lows)

(chorus:)
You got to pay your dues and sing your blues
As you make your way out to the glory land
Through the woes and the lows of those little tiny shows
You do  em all the best you can

Well, come on buddy, help me lift that speaker high
There ain't no roadies here tonight, just you and I
The other boys are sleepin', buddy, passed out in the van
We got to load  er up and get  er gone as best we can

(chorus)

We drove all night to get here, we drove the night before
And when we get done pickin' gotta drive a little more
Maybe we'll get lucky, boys, and sleep on someone's floor
Before we get back on the road. Hey! It might be yours!

(chorus)

Well, it's yippie-yi-tay-yea across another state line
The sun is shinin', coffee's hot and Lord I'm feelin' fine
The fingers, oh, they're sore on this old right hand of mine
But they can't wait to grab the strings again and try to make  em shine

(chorus x3)

15029. Payday - Chords

Payday 
The Wood Brothers
 
CAPO 2: D and A throughout
 
[Verse]
D
It don't matter what I do
D
Can't get along with you



D                          A
I'm gonna take you to your momma on payday
 
D
No matter what I say
D
Well i just cant find a way
D                         A
I'm gonna take you to your momma on payday
 
D
Payday, payday
D                          A
I'm gonna take you to your momma on payday
D
Payday, payday
D                          A
I'm gonna take you to your momma on payday
 
D
Well theres a rabbit in the lawn
D
Aint' got no rabid dog
D                        A
And I'd hate to see that rabbit get away
 
D
Get away, get away
D                          A
Well Id'a hate to see that rabbit get away
 
D
Get away, get away
D                          A
Well Id'a hate to see that rabbit get away
 
D
Don't matter where I go
D
There's always things that I dont know
D                             A
But I'm gonna keep my skillet greasy if I can
 
[Verse]
D
If I can, if I can
D                         A
I'm gonna keep my skillet greasy if i can
D
And if I can, if I can
D                         A
I'm gonna keep my skillet greasy if I can
 
D
Don't matter what i do
D
Can't get along with you



D                          A
I'm gonna take you to your momma on payday
 
D
No matter what i say
D
Oh I just cant find a way
D                          A
I'm gonna take you to your momma on payday
 
D
Payday, payday
D                          A
I'm gonna take you to your momma on payday
D
Payday, payday
D                          A
I'm gonna take you to your momma on payday

15030. Payday Blues - Chords

Payday Blues 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Intro]
 C  G  C  G  C
 
[Verse 1]
 N.C.                C                                   Em   G
I got my paycheck today,  I think I'll spend it like a crazy fool
                                      F        C
Or I'll give it all away,  something like the golden rule
                       C                              Em      G
And my paycheck ain't hay,  but somehow I just don't seem to care
                                        F               C
Ever since she went away,  and left my little house so cold and bare
 
[Verse 2]
 N.C.                        C                              Em     G
And I won't tell 'em at the bank,  what I prefer to do with all my dough
 
I'll just smile and tell `em thanks, (thanks)
          F                  C
For it's better that they shouldn't know
                         C                                     Em       G
Then I'll go and have a drink,  at a little place where I can sit and think
                                             F          C    C7
About the girl that went away,  and left me here on my payday
 
[Chorus]
 F          C5                  C7
Payday was never like this, no, no 
 D            G               G7                     C  G  C  G



Payday, but where is my happiness,   I don't know  [ whistling ]
 
[Verse 3]
C                                                     G
  Yeah, I think I'll go down to the home of happy feet
                                   C                            G  C
I'm buying this round bartender,  make mine a Harvey Wallbanger
 N.C.                    C                                    Em       G
Then I'll have another drink,  at a little place where I can sit and think
                                             F          C    C7
About the girl that went away,  and left me here on my payday
 
 F          C5                  C7
Payday was never like this, no, no 
 D            G               G7                    C  G  C  G  C
Payday, but where is my happiness,   I don't know  [ whistling ]

15031. Payin' Your Dues

Payin' Your Dues 
Bradley Walker
 
His old Delta eight eight has seen two hundred thousand miles 
But it gets him back and forth to work, though it may not be in style 
He still dreams of a sleek machine 
With leather chrome and steel 
But for what he makes there's just no way 
To know the way that feels, 
 
Well he'd like to end that daily grind and kick back for a while 
Take his wife on an ocean voyage, to some exotic isle 
Dress her up in silk and lace and all your finer things 
Their expensive taste, will have to wait  
'Cause they're a little short of green 
 
CHORUS : 
Well he works a graveyard factory shift 
Seven days a week 
Lives from one paycheck, to the next 
Just barely makes ends meet 
Well it keeps a gettin' harder, every day to face the blues 
Things are tough, when you just make enough to keep 
Payin' your dues 
 
You-know the IRS puts every dime from taxes in welfare 
Stuffed skirts are callin' them left and right, beggin' for their share  
A life of crime has crossed his mind, for lack of revenue 
Lord he hates the thought, but he might get caught 
What good would it do   
  
Things are tough, when you just make enough to keep 
Payin' your dues



15032. Paying Back - Chords

Paying Back - Jonas Fjeld & Chatham County

Capo 3

 D              C              G
I wish I had my feet up by the fire
D                      C                   G
Instead of trusting my fate with these six wires
D                         C           G
This old guitar sometimes burns in my hands
C                    D   
It want's it's home I understand

C          G
I'm paying back what I
C          G           D
I'm paying back what I owe
C          G     
I'm paying back what I
C          G           D 
I'm paying back what I owe
C                    D          G
I'm not getting any younger you know

This goes out to the many who've been good to me
All my friends all my family
Gave me more than I deserve
Someday it will be returned

Chorus

You might think it's easy to live this life
Just a wandering soul no pain no strife
Well go ahead you can try on both shoes
This life to live takes a lot of dues

Chorus

15033. Peace

The Isaacs - Peace 

I heard about these kids walkin' on a train track
Forty tons of steel bearin' down on them
And they just turned their backs
Channel 5 asked the one who survived
"Son, why'd you do such a thing?"



No reply but his eyes cried

Peace, I just need some peace
If I have to, I'll do anything
Don't need your love or your sympathy
But I cannot go on living without peace

I know a man who sits and stares at kitchen cabinet door
He hides a whiskey bottle he hasn't touched since
Well, this is day four
He told his wife, this time he would try
She was just about to leave
No reply but her eyes cried

Peace, I just need some peace
If I have to, I'll do anything
Don't need your love or your sympathy
But I cannot go on living without peace

I have a friend who's looking for God
A few good self-help books is as far as she's gotten

Say a prayer tonight for that desperate child
Say a prayer tonight for that man and his wife
Say a prayer for the hurtin' searchin' for the one thing we all need
If you don't know what to say
Look up to Heaven's face
And pray peace

15034. Peace In The Valley

Doc Watson - Peace in the Valley

O, there will be peace in the valley for me, one day
There will be peace in the valley for me, I pray

No sadness, no sorrow, no more trouble there will be
There will be peace in the valley for me

You know the bear will be gentle
You know wolves gonna be so tamed

Mighty lion, if you will right now, 
Will lie down with the lamb, oh yes
I know the horse from the wild
Will be led by a little child
And I'll be changed from this creature

There will be peace in the valley for me, one day
No sadness, no, sorrow, no more trouble there will be
There will be peace in the valley, I pray



15035. Peace In The Valley

Doc Watson - Peace in the Valley

O, there will be peace in the valley for me, one day
There will be peace in the valley for me, I pray

No sadness, no sorrow, no more trouble there will be
There will be peace in the valley for me

You know the bear will be gentle
You know wolves gonna be so tamed

Mighty lion, if you will right now, 
Will lie down with the lamb, oh yes
I know the horse from the wild
Will be led by a little child
And I'll be changed from this creature

There will be peace in the valley for me, one day
No sadness, no, sorrow, no more trouble there will be
There will be peace in the valley, I pray

15036. Peace Like a River

The Isaacs - Peace Like a River 

Did you ever have an empty feeling
Many miles aways from home
Everybody's tryin's to treat you friendly
yet you're alone

It's taken some time for me to uncover
The purpose he has in my life
Don't know where it will take me
but I know where I've been
And I know it feels so right

I got peace like a river
flowin' deep in my life
I got peace like a river
And you know it feels so right

I got peace



15037. Peace Of Loving You

Marty Raybon - Peace of Loving You 

Here I am again down on my knees
Cares of this world can get the best of me
sometimes there are burdens
No human hand cam soothe
But with Your touch they re gone
Thats the peace of loving you

Lord You only know what tommorow may bring
But i count on You to be my everything
You always help me overcome
whatever i go through
Lord I know You love me
Thats the peace of loving You

Lord You are the manna
when i need the breathe of life
You do well within my soul
when the river has run dry
and all my happiness
it lies within the truth
Knowing that You love me
Thats the peace of loving you

With the peace of loving you
i have no fear in death
i want my lips to praise You
with my final breathe

Lord You are the manna
when i need the breathe of life
You do well within my soul
when the river has run dry
and all my happiness
it lies within the truth
Knowing that You love me
Thats the peace of loving you

15038. Peace Of Mind

Peace Of Mind
Yonder Mountain String Band

Would you whisper my name, little Darling
In the night when you're so sad and blue
Are my tears that follow a reminder
that you left me for somebody new

Chorus:
Would you ever come back into memory



Would you think of our love that used to be
As your heart comes from beneath the river
Is my picture in a tear you cried for me

Did you hear that ol' night bird cryin'
He's cryin' for someone who's gone away
(???) through the nighttime
And you'll come back to him someday

[ Chorus ]

Did you hear the sound of the freight train
The same one that you rode on out of town
Well it whistled and (???) through the nighttime
Like the blues that surely got me down

[ Chorus - x2 ]

15039. Peace Of Mind

Peace of Mind
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
I learn my lesson the hard way
But I learn it just the same
I can't regret the path I choose
That made me who I am
There's guilt and there's cares
And unquiet graves
Through all measured years
There's still debts to pay

[Chorus]
I will find my peace of mind
I'm not sorry anymore
About what I'm living for
Leave my troubles far behind
In sunshine or shadows
I'm not fighting any battles any more

[Verse]
I learn my lesson the hard way
But when I do I learn it fast
And try to spend every day
Like it might be my last
A lifetime of work
Will never be done
Might be best to cash it in
And have a little fun
[Chorus]

[Verse]



I Learn my lesson the hard way
When caught on the run
Never thought I'd have to answer
For anything I've done
It's a world full of burden
One day I'll have to face
Can never escape & someone's
There to take my place

[Chorus]

[Verse]
I learned my lesson the hard way
When out on the bum
Not sure where I'm going to
Or where I'm coming from
The rich or the poor
The struggle is the same
To find peace of mind
Before the grave is layed

[Chorus]

15040. Peace Of Mind

Peace Of Mind - Tyler Childers

He drinks orange juice and vodka
In the basement while she's talking
To someone long distance for hours and hours on end
And as he's slowly sippin'
He thinks about his children
And the heart attacks that youngest daughter's always giving him

He ain't smoked no marijuana
Since he got on with the railroad
And he's been on with the railroad for a long and lonesome while
But the day that he retires
He will smoke himself to China
He will leave behind his worries as he's racing through the sky

She sells Avon to her buddies
And saves a little money
For all the makeup she's been using to hide away the years
And she sits and watches TV
Usually every evening
If there ain't some kind of ball game her daughter has to cheer

She sneaks menthols every morning
While her family's still snoring
As she burns the Eggos she looks back at her life
That heart she broke in highschool
He's singing on the Opry



She wonders what the hell that she was thinking at the time

Oh the days are dark down in the holler
Waiting for the sun to shine
On the back you've been breaking
Trying to earn peace of mind

Their youngest daughter Stella
She's been running with this fella
That he cannot stand the thought of, that he surely does despise
He's told her he best never
See the two of them together
But it's hard to keep an eye on her when you're working all the time

There are things he needs to tend to
And the bills the bank keeps sendin'
Lord, the zeros on the end keep pushing further to the right
Like a freight train hauling sorrow
And moving ever onward
Through the tunnel of forever towards the never ending light

Oh the days are dark down in the holler
Waiting for the sun to shine
On the back you've been breaking
Trying to earn peace of mind
Trying to earn peace of mind

15041. Peace On Earth

Railroad Earth - Peace On Earth 

Went to the valley at harvest time
Gathered the grain and shared the wine
A noble truth, a joy sublime
Peace will shine with the morning

Peace
Peace on earth
Peace
Peace on earth
Peace
Peace on Earth
Peace will shine with the morning

Went from the valley into the woods
I listened to the soul and I understood
"Everything for the common good"
and peace will shine with the morning

Peace
Peace on earth
Peace
Peace on earth



Peace
Peace on Earth
Peace will shine with the morning

Heart mind as one
A circle growing
A universe
In you and me
In returning to
This golden moment
We sing with the heavens in Harmony

Heart mind as one
A river flowing
Love can conquer suffering
Let's find the place
Where light is showing
And swim the water ever flowing

Peace
Peace on earth
Peace
Peace on earth
Peace
Peace on Earth
Peace will shine with the morning

Inside stillness activity
In the roots of the giving tree
Follow the branches and you will see
That peace will shine with the morning

I went to the valley at harvest time
Gathered the grain and shared the wine
A noble truth, a joy sublime!
Peace will shine with the morning

15042. Peace That Covers All the Pain

Peace That Covers All the Pain - Dailey And Vincent 

When you've cried countless tears, and nights are long
When you fallen below bottom, your last ounce of hope is gone
You are not forsaken, He has known your strife
And promised with the dawning, joy to fill your life

He gives peace, that covers all the pain
He brings a calm, in the middle of a hurricane
When you feel forgotten, and no one knows your name
He gives peace, that covers all the pain

When the winds of life have sailed and faith has swayed
When dark clouds hang around you, you can't find the words to pray



He is there beside you, holding to your hand
He will send a comforter, through the storm you'll stand

He gives peace, that covers all the pain
He brings a calm, in the middle of a hurricane
When you feel forgotten, and no one knows your name
He gives peace, that covers all the pain

It's a peace that you can't fathom
It's a peace you can't explain
Though you're broken and abandoned
His peace, will take the hurt away

He gives peace, that covers all the pain
He brings a calm, in the middle of a hurricane
When you feel forgotten, and no one knows your name
He gives peace, that covers all the pain

He gives peace, that covers all the pai

15043. Peace Tonight - Chords

Peace Tonight 
Elephant Revival
 
INTRO:
C
C  F   C  F   C  F   C
 
 
VERSE:
Am          G              F
She lives above the motor line,
Am             G                  F
She's staring out those deep brown  pearly eyes (pearly eyes)
Am                        G              F
She'll cast your spell, she'll hold you well.
 
             Am                  G                  F
You remember well, you remember well, you remember well.
             Am                  G                  F
You remember well, you remember well, you remember well.
 
 
BREAK:
Dm                         F
  Now she calls the circle,  she sets the tone,
Dm                             F
  She lights the candles that burn on.
 
 
VERSE:
Am       G                  F



Staring out in towards the sun,
Am             G           F
She says what new day has come.
Am           G              F
Oh, what a thing to have a star,
 
            Am               G                F
I wish you well, I wish you well, I wish you well.
            Am               G                F
I wish you well, I wish you well, I wish you well.
 
 
BREAK:
Dm                   F
  She thanks the sky, and she walks the earth,
Dm                          F
  Her tears that fall are beautiful.
Dm                   F
  She says my people, she says my tribe,
 
 G
All good lovers out there, 
 Am             F             C  F  C  F  C  F  C
Peace tonight, peace tonight.
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
C  Dm  Am  C  F   G  Am  F
 
 
VERSE:
Am          G              F
She lives above the motor line,
Am             G                  F
She's staring out those deep brown  pearly eyes  pearlty eyes
Am                        G              F
She'll cast your spell, she'll hold you well.
 
             Am                  G                  F
You remember well, you remember well, you remember well.
             Am                  G                  F
You remember well, you remember well, you remember well.
 
 
BREAK:
Dm                   F
  She says my people,  and she says my tribe
G
  And all good lovers out there
 Am             F
Peace tonight, peace tonight
 
G                       Am
  To the broken hearted,   to the burdened too,
G               Am              F
  To everyone, peace tonight, peace tonight
 



 
OUTRO:
C  F   C  F   C  F  G  C

15044. Peace Train

Dolly Parton - Peace Train 

Now I've been happy lately
Thinking about the good things to come
And I believe it could be
Something good has begun
Oh, I've been smiling lately
Dreaming about the world as one
And I believe it could be
Someday it's going to come
'Cause out on the edge of darkness
There rides a peace train
Peace train take this country
Come take me home again
Now I've been smiling lately
Thinking about the good things to come
And I believe it could be
Something good has begun
Chorus:
Peace train sounding louder
Ride on the peace train
Ooh-wah-ee-ah-ooh-ah
Come on peace train
Peace train holy roller
Everyone jump on the peace train
Ooh-wah-ee-ah-ooh-ah
Come on peace train
Get your bags together
Go bring all your good friends, too
'Cause it's getting nearer
Soon it will be with you
Now come and join the living
It's not so far from you
And it's getting nearer
Soon it will all be true
Repeat Chorus
Now I've been crying lately
Thinking about the world as it is
Why must we go on hating
Why can't we live in bliss
'Cause out on the edge of darkness
There rides a peace train
Where peace train take this country
Come take me home again
Repeat Chorus
Final Chorus:
Peace train is sounding louder



Ride on the peace train
Ooh-wah-ee-ah-ooh-ah
Come on peace train
Peace train holy roller
Jump up on the peace train
Ride - ride on the peace train

15045. Peace Unknown By Man

Peace Unknown By Man
The Rarely Herd

Thunder in the regiment, no thoughts of coming things
Anticipating orders before the brass would ring.
Knowing well the cannons will spit blood out on the ground.
Flowing like a raging stream where mercy can't be found.

I'll pray this war would end
From the first stone thrown in Baltimore till then
We can't seem to comfort where we stand
Theres a peace unknown by man
A peace unknown by man

A soldier stood before me and I had him in my sights
I watched him fold before me with fear deep in his eyes.
Knowing I'd regret this deed before I sleep tonight
Soldier, please forgive me, for it was either you or I.

I'll pray this war would end
From the first stone thrown in Baltimore till then
We can't seem to comfort where we stand
Theres a peace unknown by man
A peace unknown by man

Lying on my back I wipe the sulphur smoke and tears
Powder and a steel ball mark the end to this worlds fears
Thru blinding light the soldier kneels and reaches for my hand
To let me walk beside him to a peace unknown by man
*repeat chorus

15046. Peace Within

Peace Within
The Oak Ridge Boys

Well the road has been rocky
My path has been steep
The rivers I've crossed are so swift and so deep
Somehow the highways have led me to You



And now my direction is true

Peace within, Peace within
You are my journey's end

Home is the sailor safe from the sea
Home is the drifter so thankfully
Anchored at last under clear skies above
Here in Your harbor of love

Peace within, Peace within (No more wanderin')
Peace within, peace within (I'm goin' home)
You are my journey's end

15047. Peaceful Easy Feeling

Peaceful Easy Feeling 
by the Eagles
Del McCoury Band

Intro: E Esus4 (repeat)
E A E A
I like the way you sparkling earrings lay
E A B7
Against your skin so brown
E A E A
And I want to sleep with you in the desert tonight
E A B7
With a million stars all around

CHORUS
 A E
Cause I got a Peaceful Easy Feeling 
A F#m7 B7
And I know you won't let me down
 E F#M7 A B7 E Esus4
Cause I'm alllllready standing .....on the ground

 2. 
E A E A
And I found out a long time ago
E A B7
What a woman can do to your soul
E A E A
Ah, but she can't take you any way
E A B7
You don't already know how to go

CHORUS
 A E
Cause I got a Peaceful Easy Feeling 
A F#m7 B7
And I know you won't let me down



 E F#M7 A B7 E Esus4
Cause I'm alllllready standing .....on the ground

3.
E A E A
I get the feeling I may know you
E A B7
As a lover and a friend
E A E A
But this voice keeps whispering in my other
ear
 E A B7
Tells me I may never see you again

CHORUS
 A E
Cause I got a Peaceful Easy Feeling 
A F#m7 B7
And I know you won't let me down
 E F#M7 A B7 E
Esus4
Cause I'm alllllready standing .....on the
ground

15048. Peaceful, Easy Feeling

Peaceful, Easy Feeling
The Eagles

I like the way your sparkling earrings lay,
against your skin, it's so brown
and I wanna sleep with you
in the desert tonight
with a billion stars all around

'cause I gotta peaceful easy feeling
and I know you won't let me down
'cause I'm already standing on the ground

And I found out a long time ago
what a woman can do to your soul
Ah, but she can't take you anyway
You don't already know how to go

and I gotta peaceful, easy feeling
and I know you won't let me down
'cause I'm already standing on the ground

I get this feeling I may know you
as a lover and a friend
but this voice keeps whispering
in my other ear, tells me
I may never see you again



'cause I get a peaceful, easy feeling
and I know you won't let me down
'cause I'm already standing
I'm already standing
I'm already standing on the ground

15049. Peacemaker

The Steeldrivers - Peacemaker

I'm a cool three pounds of cold blue steel
I shoot even deader than the way I feel
Made to fit right in your hand
Why I'll never understand

Coulda been a hammer or a railroad spike
Coulda been a train rolling through the night
But they gave my voice such a terrible sound
That I wish they'd left me in the ground

(chorus)
I'm a peacemaker
Don't know how I got my name
I'm a peacemaker
If I don't deserve the credit
Why should I deserve the  blame?

When the lion lays down with the lamb
Then you won't find me in nobody's hand
Until that time I will remain
'til the sinners lay down with the saints

(repeat chorus)

15050. Peach Pickin - Chords

Peach Pickin 
The Black Lillies

[Verse 1]
        E
Well Im headed down the line and I dont know where
E
Ill be happy long as I get there
           A                               E
I got that sweet sweet woman, always on my mind
             B7                                            E
Well shes as sweet as a peach and I think its peach pickin time



 
[Verse 2]
           E
Shes got a smile from here to over yon
E
Pretty little toes she got from her mom
        A                               E
Shes my sweet sweet woman, always on my mind
             B7                                            E
Well shes as sweet as a peach and I think its peach pickin time
 
[Verse 3]
           E
Shes got a wiggle in her walk and a giggle in her talk
E
Last time I saw her, my heart bout stopped
        A                               E
Shes my sweet sweet woman, always on my mind
             B7                                            E
Well shes as sweet as a peach and I think its peach pickin time
 
[Verse 4]
        E
Well an apple a day keeps the doctor away
E
I dont care about what they say
           A                               E
I got that sweet sweet woman, always on my mind
             B7                                            E
Well shes as sweet as a peach and I think its peach pickin time
 
[Verse 5]
      E
Some sweet day when I return
E
She'll say hey and I'll marry her
        A                               E
Shes my sweet sweet woman, always on my mind
             B7                                             E
Well shes as sweet as a peach and I think its peach pickin time
             B7                                             E
Well shes as sweet as a peach and I think its peach pickin time
             B7                                             E
Well shes as sweet as a peach and I think its peach pickin time

15051. Peach Picking Time In Georgia

Peach Picking Time in Georgia
Doc Watson

When it's peach picking time in Georgia
Apple picking time in Tennessee
Cotton picking time in Mississippi



Everybody picks on me

When it's roundup time in Texas
The cowboys make whoopee
Then down in old Alabama
It's gal picking time for me

There's the bluegrass down in Kentucky
Virginia's where they do the swing
Carolina now I'm a coming to you
Coming to spend the spring

Arkansas I hear you calling
I know I'll see you soon
That's where we'll do some picking
Underneath the Ozark moon

Now when hard times overtake you
I hope they don't get me
For I've gotta a sweetie waiting
For me down at Tennessee

I know I'm goin' to see her
And I hope it won't be long
'cause there's where we're picking little [incomprehensible]
[Incomprehensible]

Now after I've picked all my cotton
I pick a wedding ring
We'll go down town pick a wedding gown
For the wedding in the spring

Hope the preacher knows his business
I know he can't fool me
When it's peach picking time in Georgia
It's gal picking time to me

15052. Peaches

Peaches
Keller & The Keels - Peaches

[Chorus]
Movin' to the country
I'm gonna eat me a lot of peaches
Movin' to the country
I'm gonna eat me a lot of peaches
Movin' to the country
I'm gonna eat me a lot of peaches
Movin' to the country
I'm gonna eat me a lot of peaches

[Verse 1]



Peaches come from a can
They were put there by a man
In a factory downtown
If I had my little way
I'd have peaches every day
Sun-soakin' bulges in the shade

[Chorus]
Movin' to the country
I'm gonna me eat a lot of peaches
Movin' to thR country
I'm gonna eat me a lot of peachRs
Movin' to the country
I'm gonna eat me a lot of peaches
Movin' to the country
I'm gonna eat me a lot of peaches

[Verse 2]
I took a little nap where the roots all twist
Squished a rotten peach in my fist
And dreamed about you, woman
I poked my finger down inside
Make a little room for an ant to hide
Nature's candy in my hand or can or a pie
Millions of peaches, peaches for me
Millions of peaches, peaches for free
Millions of peaches, peaches for me
Millions of peaches, peaches for free
Millions of peaches, peaches for me
Millions of peaches, peaches for free
Millions of peaches, peaches for me
Millions of peaches, peaches for free (Look out!)

15053. Peaches

Peaches
Pert Near Sandstone

[V1]
There's a place in my memory
To remind me how it used to be
Footloose and fancy-free, man
Nothing's gonna get me down

I'll be floating on the sunlight, I'll be flying higher than a kite
Catch a breeze and just take it easy
Nothing's gonna get me down

[Chorus]
And when you find me, I know right where I'll be 
Shaking peaches from that old peach tree, man
Nothing's gonna get me down



[V2]
I'll be singing like a song bird
Some jibberish and just ignore the words
Carefree as I can be, man
Nothing's gonna get me down

I'll be floating on the moonlight, drifting off into the stars at night
Catch a breeze and just take it easy
Nothing's gonna get me down

[Chorus]

[V3]
I'll be floating on the sunlight, I'll be flying higher than a kite
Catch a breeze and just take it easy
Nothing's gonna get me down

I'll be floating on the moonlight, drifting off into the stars at night
Catch a breeze and just take it easy
Nothing's gonna get me down

[Chorus]

15054. Peaches & Cream

John Butler - Peaches & Cream

Well there's far too many questions to ask
To answer any of them tonight
For I wear too many masks
Too tell if any of them are wrong or right
And confusion casts a shadow up on me
Like a great big cloud in the sky
And now I pray for rain
Cause it's been so long since i let myself cry
For so long I've sang this sad ol' song
And it feels like my time is up
For she came and landed in my arms
And she filled my half empty cup
Yes she filled my half empty cup
There you are right in front of me
A brand new day sunrise over sea
No longer my cup half empty cause there you are
You and your mum in front of me, in front of me
And now I look up above me
And I thank that great ol' God in the sky
For tellin' me my cup ain't half empty
It took my little girl to show me why
For so long i sing this sight ful song
And it feels like my time is up
For she came and landed in my arms
And she filled my half empty cup
Yes she filled my half empty cup



There you are right in front of me
A brand new day
Sunrise over sea
No longer my cup half empty
Cause there you are
You and your mum in front of me
You're peaches & cream to me
You both are peaches & cream to me
You're peaches & cream to me
You and your mum in front of me
A peaches and a cream
Yo
Boom boom boom
Regeladylady
Boom boom boom
Ramppammaday yo
Boom boom boom
Zhatoyamayamay
Boom boom boom
Ramppammaday yo
All i know is
All i know
And i love you
Ya i love you
All i know is
All i know
And i love you
Ya i love you
All i know is
All i know
And i love you
I love you
Boom boom boom
Regeladylady
Boom boom boom
Ramppammaday yo
Boom boom boom
Zhatoyamayamay
Boom boom boom
Ramppammaday yo
Boom boom boom
Regeladylady
Boom boom boom
Ramppammaday yo
Boom boom boom
Zhatoyamayamay
Boom boom boom
Ramppammaday yo

15055. Pearl - Chords

Pearl 
Cedar Hill



 
INTRO:
D  C  D  G D G
 
VERSE:
             G              D
He sees her sittin' by the gate post
         C                 G
As his truck pulls in the yard
     C                  D               G   D
He knows all day she's waited for him there
 
    G                 D
And even though he's bone tired
    C                      G
He finds the strength to smile
      C                D              G   D
It's good to know at least somebody cares
 
 
VERSE:
         G               D
So they walk up to the front porch
            C                 G
Where they sit there side by side
     C                    D              G  D
She wags her tail as he talks about his day
 
             G                D
He says my Pearl your wait is over
          C                   G
We'll go huntin'   when it's dawn
                C
And I'll keep quiet
          D                G  G
And hear what you have to say
 
 
CHORUS:
         G                 D
You can sing your song for me
             C
Throw your sweet voice
        G
To the wind
      C               D
That music makes me shiver
             G  D
Through the bo-ne
 
        G               D
When I hear the hollow ringing
             C               G
I know your singin' just for me
          C                 D            G  D
And it's then that I don't feel so all alone
        C            D            G   D



For a while I don't feel so all alone
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
G  D  C  G
C  D  G  D
 
 
VERSE:
      G           D
The years go by hunts come and go
      C                G
Both man and dog grow old
             C
And they're both convinced
         D
They'll pass
            G   D
Without a trace
 
       G              D
One December day he knows it's time
    C                     G
He hugs his sweetheart's neck
         C
And he whispers Pearl
        D               G   D
Please run me one more race
 
 
CHORUS:
        G                 D
Pearl, sing your song for me
             C
Throw your sweet voice
        G
To the wind
      C               D
That music makes me shiver
             G  D
Through the bo-ne
 
        G               D
When I hear the hollow ringing
             C               G
I know your singin' just for me
          C             D            G  D
And it's then, I don't feel so all alone
        C            D            G   E
For a while I don't feel so all alone
 
    ==== KEY CHANGE ====
 
VERSE:
   A               E
I sit outside the same house
           D                 A



Where the old man lived and died
         D                E                A  E
And I'm watching Pearl's puppies fight and pl-ay
      A                  E
Both dad and Pearl have gone away
            D            A
But their spirits linger on
          D                 E             A  E
And on a cool clear morn I hear my daddy say
 
 
CHORUS:
       A                 E
Pearl sing your song for me
             D                 A
Throw your sweet voice to the wind
      D               E           A  E
That music makes me shiver to the bo-ne
 
             A                 E
You got the good Lords ears a ringing
         D              A
As you praise His holy name
        D            E            A    E
And up here I don't feel so all alone-one
 
        D      E               A
Pearly Mae we finally made it home
A                D      E                  A  D  A
My sweet Pearly Mae we finally made it hoooome
       A
Oh yeah

15056. Pearl - Chords

Pearl 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
Key B capo 4
 
[Intro]
G  Em   C  D    G  Em   C  D
 
[Verse]
G                  Em
Pearl, look at the way you're dressed
C                          D
Hair in your face and your life's a mess
G                            Em
  Your whisper sounds like a cigarette
        C                        D
But you swear you're comfortable where you're at
 



[Chorus]
    C
And Pearl, you gotta pull yourself together
  D
Pearl tomorrow's a brand new day
G            Em
 I'm sick of singing the blues and
C           D               G   Em  C  D
I'm sick of seeing you this way
 
[Verse]
G                           Em
Must've been something your mother never said
      C                             D
After all these years, you're still keeping here
G                     Em
  What's behind those baby blues?
  C                    D
A little girl crying inside of you
 
[Chorus]
    C
And Pearl, I can hear her laughing now
D
Pearl can she come out and play?
G            Em
 I'm sick of singing the blues and
C           D               G
I'm sick of seeing you this way
 
[Solo]
/ G  Em / C  D / G  Em / C  D /
 
[Verse]
G               Em
  Wrapped up in smiles and reasons
C                       D
Moving to the beat of a different drum
G            Em
  I see your eyes and it's blazing
C                 D
So few miles, oh, look how far you've come
 
[Chorus]
    C
And Pearl you gotta pull yourself together
  D
Pearl tomorrow's a brand new day
G            Em
 I'm sick of singing the blues and
C           D               G   Em  C  D
I'm sick of seeing you this way
 
[Chorus]
G                  Em
Pearl, look at the way you're dressed
C                          D



Hair in your face and your life's a mess
G                            Em
  Your whisper sounds like a cigarette
        C                        D
But you swear you're comfortable where you're at
 
[Chorus]
    C
And Pearl, you gotta pull yourself together
  D
Pearl tomorrow's a brand new day
G            Em
 I'm sick of singing the blues and
C           D               G
I'm sick of seeing you this way
 
[Outro]
        Em                    C           D               G
Sick of singing the blues and I'm sick of seeing you this way
        Em                    C           D               G  Em
Sick of singing the blues and I'm sick of seeing you this way
    C    D    G   Em  C  D  G
Hey girl,  Oh girl

15057. Pearl Of Carolina

The Infamous Stringdusters 
Pearl Of Carolina

Down an old dirt road
Some forgotten street
Dust clouds rising up
From my dragging feet
Can't remember when
I last saw her face
Seems like such a waste

I left with no goodbye
Such a whirlwind rush
I don't remember why
Can't say I remember much
Doesn't seem to be
A reason to return
To bridges burned

I been walking day and night I'm dying on my feet
Too long since I've had a night of sleep
I can hear it calling me the love I've known
Come back home
Pearl of Carolina
Pearl of Carolina

Been a long time gone



Long time left to go
I'm not ready yet
But still I know
Days are getting short
Nights are getting cold
I'm growing old

Given up all I've owned
And everything I've gained
Of all I thought I wanted
Only this remains
Need to go and see the Pearl of Carolina shine
One more time

I been walking day and night I'm dying on my feet
Too long since I've had a night of sleep
I can hear it calling me the love I've known
Come back home
Pearl of Carolina
Pearl of Carolina

I been walking day and night I'm dying on my feet
Too long since I've had a night of sleep
I can hear it calling me the love I've known
Come back home
Pearl of Carolina
Pearl of Carolina
Pearl of Carolina

15058. Pearl Pearl Pearl

Pearl Pearl Pearl
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

Pearl, Pearl, Pearl, come let us see our girl
Are you still our valentine? Do you still look so divine?
Come and let us see our darlin' Pearl

Pearl, Pearl, Pearl, don't give your love to Earl
I have got a horse and mule, Forty acres near a school
We'll be happy as two bugs

Pearl, Pearl, Pearl, come be my loving girl
Don't you marry Lester Flatt, He slicks his hair with possum fat
Change your name to Mrs. Earl Scruggs

Pearl, Pearl, Pearl, you'll get no love from Earl
This here man is such a sap, He won't hold you on his lap
Unless you are an old 5-string banjo

Pearl, Pearl, Pearl, he's nutty as a squirrel
If you'll be Mrs. Scruggs, We'll live on kisses and hugs
Like Juliet and Romeo.



15059. Pearls

Pearls
Aoife O'Donovan

Ripples in the water taste like wine
Tell me one more time that I'll be fine
Tell me one more time about the girl
The one who got away with your mother's pearls

I wanna know her face I wanna know her name
Does she look like me does she play my game
I wanna feel her up I wanna put her down
I wanna see her there I wanna steal her crown

Sit out on the back porch hear the birds' chorus
Share the adirondack with me
Here's a penny for your thoughts a mussel I got
On the shores of your country
She's all yours, she's all yours

She took your family jewels and she skipped town
Just tell me where to look and I'll track her down
I wanna wear that strand around my throat
I wanna read you all the words I wrote
One letter at a time just you and me
Before I burn them all and set you free
Tell me one more time that I'm the girl
The only one who ever really rocked your world

I sit out the back porch hear the bird's chorus
Share the adirondack with me

Here's a penny for your thoughts and a mussel I got
In a river on the shores of your country
She's got a silver line on her shell that's fine
She's the lucky one, let's open her up
Save the pearl for me I'll turn her into jewelry
For the daughter of the daughter of the man I love
She's all yours, she's all yours

Everywhere I wanna go (can't get there)
You're never where I wanna go (can't get there)

15060. Pearly Jim

Richard Thompson - Pearly Jim 

My screenplay's on the block



My Tuscan villa's in hock
To Mr. Pearly Jim
My wife and kids have scrammed
They say my phone is jammed
By Mr. Pearly Jim

He dresses up in rags
He's mister money bags
They call him Pearly Jim
He'll show you Paradise
At least some place quite nice
He's Mr. Pearly Jim

Why did you wait so long?
Can you help him to sing his song?
Alms for the poor, alms for the poor
We need ketchup on our bangers and mash
This self-denial brings us out in a rash

I'm rolling dice for gin
I'm getting sliced too thin
By Mr. Pearly Jim
I mortgaged my des res
He needs a boost, he says
He's Mr. Pearly Jim

He's got a compound down
The balmy side of town
The guards will give you shits
He's got a pearly suit
For every new recruit
You'll feel so thrilled to bits

When he grits that pearly smile
Will you go that extra mile?
Alms for the poor, alms for the poor
Chairman Mao's got a whole lot of thoughts
R.D. Laing's got me tied up in knots

Does your conscience ever scream
Between the chaos and the dream?
Alms for the poor, alms for the poor
To save time just pay us here on the street
The whole universe will be our receipt

15061. Peat Bog Soldiers

Laurie Lewis - Peat Bog Soldiers
Album: Spain in My Heart: Songs of the Spanish Civil War

Far and wide as the eye can wander,
Heath and bog are everywhere.
Not a bird sings out to cheer us.



Oaks are standing gaunt and bare.

We are the peat bog soldiers,
Marching with our spades to the moor.
We are the peat bog soldiers,
Marching with our spades to the moor.

Up and down the guards are marching,
No one, no one can get through.
Flight would mean a sure death facing,
Guns and barbed wire block our view.

We are the peat bog soldiers,
Marching with our spades to the moor.
We are the peat bog soldiers,
Marching with our spades to the moor.

But for us there is no complaining,
Winter will in time be past.
One day we shall rise rejoicing.
Homeland, dear, you're mine at last.

No more the peat bog soldiers
Will march with our spades to the moor.
No more the peat bog soldiers
Will march with our spades to the moor.

15062. Pecos Bill

Nickel Creek - Pecos Bill 

Now, Pecos Bill was quite a cowboy down in Texas
Why, he's the Western Superman to say the least
He was the roughest, toughest critter, never known to be a quitter
'Cause he never had no fear of man nor beast

So yippee-i-ay-i-ya, yippee-i-o
He's the toughest critter west of the Alamo

Once he roped a raging cyclone out of nowhere
Then he straddled it and settled down with ease
And while that cyclone bucked and flitted
Pecos rolled a smoke and lit it
And he tamed that ornery wind down to a breeze

So yippee-i-ay-i-ya, yippee-i-o
He's the toughest critter west of the Alamo

Now, once there was a drought
That spread all over Texas
So to sunny Californy he did go
And though the gag is kind of corny
He brought rain from Californy



And that's the way we got the Gulf of Mexico

So yippee-i-ay-i-ya, yippee-i-o
He's the toughest critter west of the Alamo

Now, once a band of rustlers stole a herd of cattle
But they didn't know the herd they stole was Bill's
And when he caught them crooked villains
Pecos knocked out all their fillings
That's the reason why there's gold them Thar hills

So yippee-i-ay-i-ya, yippee-i-o
He's the toughest critter west of the Alamo

Pecos lost his way while traveling on the desert
(Water, water, water)
It was ninety miles across the burning sand
(Water, water, water)

He knew he'd never reach the border
(Water)
If he didn't get some water
(Water)

So he got a stick and dug the Rio Grande
While a tribe of painted Indians did a war dance
Pecos started shooting up their little game
He gave those redskins such a shakeup
That they jumped out of their makeup
That's how the Painted Desert got it's name

So yippee-i-ay-i-ya, yippee-i-o
He's the toughest critter west of the Alamo

While reclining on a cloud high over Texas
With his guns, he made the stars evaporate
Then Pecos saw them stars declining
So he left one brightly shining
As the emblem of the Lone Star Texas State

So yippee-i-ay-i-ya, yippee-i-o
He's the toughest critter west of the Alamo
So yippee-i-ay-i-ya, yippee-i-o
He's the emblem of the Lone Star Texas State

15063. Peg And Awl

Peg and Awl

In eighteen hundred one peg and awl
In eighteen hundred one
Peggin' shoes was all I done
I'm gonna lay me down my awl my peg and awl



In eighteen hundred two peg and awl
In eighteen hundred two
Peggin' shoes is all I'd do
I'm gonna lay me down my awl my peg and awl

In eighteen hundred three peg and awl
In eighteen hundred three
Peggin shows was all you'd see
I'm gonna lay me down my awl my peg and awl

They've invented a new machine peg and awl
They've invented a new machine
I peg one shoe it pegs fifteen
I'm gonna lay me down my awl my peg and awl

In eighteen hundred four peg and awl
In eighteen hundred four
Peggin' shoes I'll do no more
I'm gonna lay me down my awl my peg and awl

15064. Peggy Day

Norman Blake - Peggy Day

[Verse 1]
Peggy Day stole my poor heart away
By golly, what more can I say?
Love to spend the night with Peggy Day

[Verse 2]
Peggy Night makes my future look so bright
Man, that girl is out of sight
Love to spend the day with Peggy Night

[Bridge]
Well, ya' know that even before I learned her name
Ya' know I loved her just the same
And I tell 'em all, wherever I may go
Just so they'll know, that she my little lady
And I love her so

[Verse 3]
Peggy Day stole my poor heart away
Turned my skies to blue from gray
Love to spend the night with Peggy Day

[Pedal Steel Solo]

[Verse 1]
Peggy Day stole my poor heart away
By golly, what more can I say?
Love to spend the night with Peggy Day



Love to spend the night with Peggy Day

15065. Peggy Garland

Peggy Garland (Larry W. Jones 10/10/2007) 

Oh Peggy Garland, every cowboy's darlin'
Won't you come and ride here beside me
Peggy Garland, darlin', tell me the reason
Why my love for you just cannot be
I'm a cowboy in love and can't deny it
My poor heart lies crying in my chest
Peggy Garland, darlin', you surely know it
A troubled cowboy can find no rest
And I dare not bask with a cask of brandy
Though that would be dandy, I declare
But if I start drinking, I'll just start thinking
And wishing Peggy Garland was there
- instrumental -
And I dare not bask with a cask of brandy
Though that would be dandy, I declare
But if I start drinking, I'll just start thinking
And wishing Peggy Garland was there
I'll go and ride across some lonesome prairie
Where pretty cowgirls cannot be found
No pretty bluebirds with love songs to carry
To lonesome cowboys for miles around
I'll go and hide somewhere in Colorado
Or maybe sail across the blue sea
It makes no difference where the trail may go
If Peggy Garland can't bother me

15066. Peggy-O

Peggy-O
The Grateful Dead - Trampled By Turtles

As we rowed up to Fennario
As we rowed up to Fennario
Our captain fell in love
With a lady like a dove
And he called her by name, Pretty Peggy-O
Come steppin' down the stairs Pretty Peggy-O
Come steppin' down the stairs Pretty Peggy-O
Come steppin' down the stairs, holding back your yellow hair
In the hand??? ???, William-O
Will you marry me Pretty Peggy-O?
Will you marry me Pretty Peggy-O?
If you will marry me, I will set your cities free



And free all the people of the area-O
I would marry you sweet William-O
I would marry you sweet William-O
I would marry you but your guineas are too few
And I fear my mama would be angry-O
What would your mama think Pretty Peggy-O
What would your mama think Pretty Peggy-O
What would your mama think if she heard my guineas clink
Saw me riding at the head of my soldiers-O
If ever I return Pretty Peggy-O
If ever I return Pretty Peggy-O
If ever I return, all your cities I will burn
Destroy all the people in the area-O
Come steppin' down the stairs Pretty Peggy-O
Come steppin' down the stairs Pretty Peggy-O
Come steppin' down the stairs, holding back your yellow hair
Bid a last farewell to your William-O
Sweet William he is dead Pretty Peggy-O
Sweet William he is dead Pretty Peggy-O
Sweet William he is dead and he died for a maid
And he spent the loot he had in the country-O
As we rowed up to Fennario
As we rowed up to Fennario
Our captain fell in love
With a lady like a dove
And he called her by name, Pretty Peggy-O

15067. Pena De Los Amores

Linda Ronstadt - Pena De Los Amores

Que pena de las palabras que se callaron
Y aquellas que pronunciadas, estan perdidas
Que pena de primavera sin flor ni canto,
Que pena de algun verano sin golondrinas

Que pena de algunos besos que no se han dado
Y aquellos labios dispuestos pero ya escondidos
Que pena de las estrellas que se apagaron
En medio de alguna noche mal encendida

Que pena de las promesas que se quedaron
Bailando con los recuerdos en una esquina
Que pena de los amantes que se dejaron
Sin darse siquiera un beso de despedida

Que pena de los amores que ya pasaron
Que pena de los amores que no existÃan
Que pena de los amores que me olvidaron
Que pena de los amores que se me olvidan



15068. Penelope

Penelope
WRITTEN BY Z. LUPETIN
MUSIC BY DUSTBOWL REVIVAL

Oooh hiding
Under the bleachers
Waiting for the blue stars
To come out
Ooh ignoring all the teachers
Green grass eyes
Always met mine across the crowd
oh how could I know how good I had it
She told me everything
About ber favorite animal
The saber tooth tiger
Her main man B.B. King

Ooh she gave me
My first kiss
In an old canoe underneath
That harvest moon

Ooh
I hope we never get older
We both knew that it was coming soon

Oh come and dance with me
My Penelope
She just turned away
I would wait for you
Oh you know it's true
Till my dying day
Oob (x3)

Ooh driving  round
In my Datsun
Pretending those high beams
Were an alien ship

Ooh I watch her dance
In the hot sun
Showing off on the high dive
With my backflip

Ob how could I know how good I had it
She told me everything
About ber favorite animal
The saber tooth tiger
Her main man B.B. King

When I saw ber cross the room



In that purple dress
Well I knew, it was all over
You can't fight against a feeling
You can't defend

I wish I could go over there
And just tell her
She would laugh
Honey, we're only friends

Oh bow could I know how good I bad it
She told me everything
About ber favorite animal
The saber tooth tiger
Her main man B.B. King
Ooh (x3)

15069. Pengyoumen Wansui

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Pengyoumen wansui

Coudon, c'tu moi qui capote
Ou ben don' si Ã§a s'assagit
Quand j'la vire en free
C'est jamais avant midi
J'me saoule plus d'bonne heure
Pour me l'ver plus tôt
Les chicks capotent aprÃ¨s neuf heures
Si on n'est pas allé chercher leu' cocos
Si on les laisse pas lousse
Ã■a capote dans l'coop
Coudon j'tu en train de faire une toune
Qui parle de mes poules?
J'préfÃ¨re parler d'fesses
De récis rocambolesques
Comme avant-hier su l'crack
J'tirais du lance-patate

Ouais ben Ã§a se bonhommise
C'est Ã§a, Ã§a se sédentarise
Mais quand on parle d'hypothÃ¨ques
Les oreilles me frisent
J'préfÃ¨re me flatter l'spa
Su'a MDMA
Faire d'la K pis d'la wa
Avec Michaud, Mel pis Maya
Fumer des John Players standard
Au d'ssus d'la tinque Ã  gaz
Me péter des biÃ¨res dans face
Avec les gawas du haut du lac
On aura faite Ã  Débouchette
Des champignons pis des canettes
Gueuler en boucle mi-mourant su' l'



Bord du feu
On est allé voir les danseuses

15070. Penitentiary Blues

Penitentiary Blues

I've been blue in Texas, had the blues in Tennessee
Now I've got the penitentiary blues, the blues my gal gave me
I shot my gal in Georgia, steppin' out with other men
When I was going up to my work, well, another man was coming in

I took, my shiney pistol, shot my gal in the side
When I used that old forty four, well she hung her head and died
Now boys I'm here in prison and I think of my crime each day
I'm sorry now for what I've done, now I've got to pay

The judge said, boy, your sentence you'll spend your life in the pen
So let this be a lesson boys to all shootin men
Don't trust a woman anytime, if you do your bound to lose
You'll be right down here with me, baby
And you'll have the penltentiary blues

15071. Pennies From Heaven

Pennies From Heaven

Every time it rains, it rains
Pennies from heaven
Don't you know each cloud contains
Pennies from heaven

You'll find your fortunes falling
All over the town
Make sure that your umbrella
Is upside down

And trade them for a package of
Sunshine and flowers
If you want the things you love
You gotta have showers

And when you hear it thunder
Don't run under a tree
There'll be pennies from heaven
For you and me

Every time it rains, it rains
Pennies from heaven



Don't you know each cloud contains
Pennies from heaven

You'll find your fortunes falling
All over the town
Make sure that your umbrella
Is upside down

Trade them for a package of
Sunshine and flowers
If you want the things you love
You gotta have showers

And when you hear it thunder
Don't run under a tree
There'll be pennies from heaven
For you and me

There'll be pennies from heaven
For you and me

15072. Pennies In My Pocket

Pennies In My Pocket
New Grass Revival (1972)

I got pennies in my pocket
I got pennies in my shoes
I got pennies to trade for lemonade
I got pennies just to lose
I don't like them when they're shiny
Only like them when they're brown
I like to have a lot to roll
And I like the way they sound

Chorus:
Goin for a ride on the freeway
I wish a cloverleaf would take us underneath
What we say
Wake us up when we get old
Tell me when we reach the end of the road

You got magic in your footsteps
You got spirits in your hair
You got lovin eyes to tenderize
My feelins with a stare
In your mind I see a vision
In your brain I hear a tune
I always like to listen
But I always look to soon

Chorus: 2 x



15073. Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania - Cabinet

When we left our road to take a ride
Out West, across the country side
We started out at seven in the morning.
There was a man named Blair, and be our guide
And took us for a cable ride
And fields the road and flowing with sweet corn.
And we made our way and raised our ...
But we made it there and tried to settle down
When parked the van to our surprise...
I knew that we would have to go to town.

Chorus:
We spent some time in Pennsylvania
Doing things we never done before
And I can still feel that warm wind blow
Pennsylvania hold me strong, never let me go!

After the lake we drove through summer set...
But rain won't stop the traveler on his way
So we hoped on 31 and drove a while
And we made it to...
We knew that we would have to stop and stay.
Next thing I know we're rolling on a raft
And the water is rolling over fast...
Where we all fell out...
Couldn't find a way to tame the beast
It's amazing that we didn't end up dead!

Chorus:
We spent some time in Pennsylvania
Doing things we never done before
And I can still feel that warm wind blow
Pennsylvania hold me strong, never let me go!

Another night and we hit the road to the Iron sea...
..tried to wash my pants
We would met up with the boys and make some noise
Then we would set up shopping to...
Play our songs and make those people dance

And we got down in Pennsylvania
Little time we never seen before
And I can still see...
Rolling off across the sunset at my Pennsylvania door.
Rolling off across the sunset at my Pennsylvania door.



15074. People

Ray Stevens - People

People
People who need people
Are the luckiest people in the world
We're children, needing other children
And yet letting our grown-up pride
Hide all the need inside
Acting more like children
Than children
Lovers are very special people
They're the luckiest people
In the world
With one person, one very special person
A feeling deep in your soul
Says you were half
Now you're whole
No more hunger and thirst
But first be a person
Who needs people
People who need people
Are the luckiest people
In the world

15075. People As Crazy As Me

Tom T Hall - People As Crazy As Me

[Verse 1:]
I lie on back and I look at the ceiling
My body's caressed by a cool summer breeze
I won't have no friends and I won't have no sweethearts
Unless they're as crazy as me

[Chorus:]
I might have been rich and I might have been famous
But I wouldn't follow the dreams
It went up a mountain and I stayed in the valley
With people as crazy as me
(He won't have no friends and he won't have no sweethearts
Unless they're as crazy as him)

[Verse 2:]
You know nothing can get you if you ain't got nothing
And you ain't got hardly nobody to please
I've got friends a plenty they're better than enemies
But they're all as crazy as me

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]



When they write it all down in the Big Book in heaven
They'll give us a cabin out under the trees
I'll lie on my back and stare at the ceiling
With people as crazy as me

[Chorus]

15076. People Get Ready

People Get Ready
Jeff Beck & Rod Stewart
Jonathan Edwards

People get ready
There's a train a-coming
You don't need no baggage
You just get on board
All you need is faith
To hear the diesels humming
Don't need no ticket
You just thank the Lord

People get ready
For the train to Jordan
Picking up passengers
From coast to coast
Faith is the key
Open the doors and board them
There's room for all
Among the loved the most

There ain't no room
For the hopeless sinner
Who would hurt all mankind just
To save his own
Have pity on those
Whose chances are thinner
Cause there's no hiding place
From the Kingdom's Throne

So people get ready
For the train a-comin'
You don't need no baggage
You just get on board
All you need is faith
To hear the diesels humming
Don't need no ticket
You just thank, you just thank the Lord

Yeah
Oh
Yeah
Oh



I'm getting ready
I'm getting ready
This time I'm ready
This time I'm ready

15077. People Gonna Talk

Linda Ronstadt - People Gonna Talk

People gonna talk about the things you do
They're gonna talk, be it lie or true
Night or day, day or night
They're gonna talk be it wrong or right
People gonna talk about you anyway
They're gonna talk no matter what you say
Night or day, day or night
They're gonna talk be it wrong or right

It seems they've just got to
Yakety yakety yak
Though they know best not to
The minute you turn your back

People gonna talk until they're satisfied
They're gonna talk until they make you cry
Near or far, here right now
They're gonna talk 'cause that's how people are

It seems they've just got to
Yakety yakety yak
Though they know best not to
The moment you turn your back

People gonna talk until they're satisfied
They're gonna talk until they make you cry
Here right now, near or far
They're gonna talk 'cause that's how people are
They're gonna talk 'cause that's how people are

15078. People I Love

Brett Dennen - People I Love

[Verse 1]
When I get a little hazy
Hazy with the people I love
When the gargoyles chase me
Chase me to the people I love



When my heart is hungry
Hungry for the people I love
When I'm talkin' funny
Talkin' to the people I love

[Chorus 1]
If it makes you feel good
You can stay for a while
If it makes you feel good
You can change your style
If it makes you feel good
You can shape the breeze
Add the balls[?] to freeze

[Verse 2]
When I'm out here traveling
I travel with the people I love
Anything worth having
I have it with the people I love
If my stars are shining
Shine 'em on the people I love
If my nights are crying
I'm crying for the people I love

15079. People Puttin' People Down - Chords

People Puttin' People Down
By John Prine

Capo 2
A D
People who are sad, sometimes they wear a frown
 A D
And people who are kings, sometimes they wear a crown
 A E
But all the people who don't fit get the only fun they get

 A D A
People without love, sometimes build a fence around
The garden up above, that makes the whole world go 'round
But all the people who don't fit get the only fun they get

D A E D E A
So cold, sometimes it gets so cold

You may love your wife, you may lose your family
You may lose you mind, just to keep your sanity
But the people who don't fit get the only fun they get

People that are glad, sometimes they wear a smile
And people without dreams they walk the extra mile
But all the people who don't fit get the only fun they get



So cold, sometimes it gets so cold

15080. People Talkin'

Lucinda Williams - People Talkin'

People, trying to tear us apart
Trying to rip out my heart
People talkin'
People talkin'
Livin' is full of misery and pain
Somebody called you a dirty name
Keep on walkin'
Keep on walkin'

I love you more than this cruel world will ever know
I want to be your girl forever
I don't want to let you go
If I could change things
I would die and return
Another name and
Knowin' everything I've learned
People talkin'
People talkin'

All of my life
I have tried to get along
All I ever hear now
Is gossip and waggin' tongues
I have suffered and I've cried myself to sleep
I have wandered down these highways and dirty streets
Keep on walkin'
Keep on walkin'

People, trying to tear us apart
Trying to rip out my heart
People talkin'
People talkin'
Livin' is full of misery and pain
Somebody called you a dirty name
Keep on walkin'
Keep on walkin'

People talkin
People talkin'
Keep on walkin'
Keep on walkin'

People talkin'
People talkin'
Keep on walkin'
Keep on walkin'
People talkin'



People talkin'

15081. People Watchin'

People Watchin' 
Keller Williams - People Watchin'

Well I'm a lucky man
And I can say
I've got friends in many places
Well I'm a happy man
At least today
And I love looking at all the faces
People watchin'
In the car
People watchin'
In the park
People watchin'
In the store
People watchin'
By the shore
People watchin'
At the show
People watchin'
Feel the flow
People watchin'
I can see
People Watchin'
Watching me
Won't you let me be your dog
And you can be my master
But if I don't see you up in the future
Then I will meet you
Let me be your dog
And you can be my master
But if I don't see you up in the future
Then I will meet you
In the pasture
I'm a dancing man I can say
That's something that my friends
Have come to grips with
I'm a freaky man
And that's okay
It ain't nothing that you need to be afraid of
People Watchin'
On the train
People Watchin'
Baggage Claim
People Watchin'
In the street
People watchin'
Friends to keep
People watchin'



At the show
People watchin'
Feel the flow
People watchin'
I can see
People watchin'
Watchin' me

15082. Pepper

Pepper
Jason Carter

[Verse 1]
Marky got with Sharon
Sharon got Cherese
She was sharing Sharon's outlook
On the topic of disease

Mikey had a facial scar
And Bobby was a racist
They were all in love with dyin'
They were doing it in Texas

Tommy played piano
Like a kid out in the rain
And then he lost his leg in Dallas
He was dancing with a train

They were all in love with dyin'
They were drinking from a fountain
That was pouring like an avalanche
Comin' down the mountain

[Chorus]
I don't mind the sun sometimes
The images it shows
I can taste you on my lips
And smell you in my clothes
Cinnamon and sugary
And softly spoken lies
You never know just how to look
Through other people's eyes

[Verse 2]
Some will die in hot pursuit
In fiery auto crashes
Some will die in hot pursuit
While sifting through my ashes

Some will fall in love with life
And drink it from a fountain
That is pouring like an avalanche



Comin' down the mountain

[Chorus]
I don't mind the sun sometimes
The images it shows
I can taste you on my lips
And smell you in my clothes

Cinnamon and sugary
And softly spoken lies
You never know just how you look
Through other people's eyes

[Bridge]
Seye s'elpoep retho hguorht
Kool uoy woh tsuj wonk reven uoy
Swohs ti segami eht
Semitemos nus eht dnim t'nod I

[Verse 3]
Another Mikey took a knife
While arguing in traffic
Flipper died a natural death
He caught a nasty virus

Then there was the ever-present
Football player rapist
They were all in love with dyin'
They were doing it in Texas

Pauly caught a bullet
But it only hit his leg
Well, it should have been a better shot
And got him in the head

They were all in love with dyin'
They were drinking from a fountain
That was pouring like an avalanche
Comin' down the mountain
[Chorus]
I don't mind the sun sometimes
The images it shows
I can taste you on my lips
And smell you in my clothes

Cinnamon and sugary
And softly spoken lies
You never know just how you look
Through other people's eyes

15083. Percheron Mules - Chords



Percheron Mules 
Tyler Childers
 
Capo: 1
 
[Intro]
E B7
 
[Chorus]
                            E
Mammoth Jacks and Percheron Mares
                       A
Grazin' up and down my dreams
                         B7
Nothin less than sixteen hands
                            E
Cause I don't wanna drag my feet
 
Anything more small than that
                           A
It ain't worth the feed it takes
                        B7
Give me big ole Mammoth Jacks
                           E
Throwing mules the size of tanks
 
[Verse 1]
                       E
Get a team the size of tanks
                      A
And a hundred head of goats
                      B7
When I get the pigpen built
                   E
Imma find a couple shoats
 
And I'll name them after y'all
                          A
And they'll all look just like me
                       B7
Rollin 'round a pile a shit
                     E
Just as happy as can be
 
[Chorus]
                            E
Mammoth Jacks and Percheron Mares
                       A
Grazin' up and down my dreams
                         B7
Nothin less than sixteen hands
                            E
Cause I don't wanna drag my feet
 
Anything more small than that
                           A
It ain't worth the feed it takes
                        B7



Give me big ole Mammoth Jacks
                           E
Throwing mules the size of tanks
 
[Verse 2]
                        E
Get a team of Percheron Mules
                          A
Pullin' rain belt number 9s
                              B7
Slidin' stoneboats 'cross the hill
                           E
Pourin' stacks of stone so high
 
I don't mind it beatin' rock
                              A
Fucked my back can't take the haul
                              B7
But with these here Percheron Mules
                          E
It ain't troubled me at all
(No it ain't)
 
[Instrumental]
E A B7 E
E A B7 E
 
[Bridge]
           B7
They don't need their own chains
                           E
They don't run gasoline
 
Keep me stocked in all
    A       E      B7
The compost that I need...
 
[Chorus]
                            E
Mammoth Jacks and Percheron Mares
                       A
Grazin' up and down my dreams
                         B7
Nothin less than sixteen hands
                            E
Cause I don't wanna drag my feet
 
Anything more small than that
                           A
It ain't worth the feed it takes
                        B7
Give me big ole Mammoth Jacks
                           E
Throwing mules the size of tanks
                        B7
Give me big ole Mammoth Jacks
                           E



Throwing mules the size of tanks
 
A E B7 E

15084. Perfect Day

Emmylou Harris
Perfect Day

Just a perfect day
Drink Sangria in the park
And then later, when it gets dark
We go home

Just a perfect day
Feed animals in the zoo
Then later, a movie too
And then home

Oh it's such a perfect day
I'm glad I spent it with you
Oh such a perfect day
You just keep me hanging on
You just keep me hanging on

Just a perfect day
Problems all left alone
Weekenders on our own
It's such fun

Just a perfect day
You made me forget myself
I thought I was someone else
Someone good
[Chorus]
Oh it's such a perfect day
I'm glad I spent it with you
Oh such a perfect day
You just keep me hanging on
You just keep me hanging on

You're going to reap just what you sow
You're going to reap just what you sow
You're going to reap just what you sow
You're going to reap just what you sow

15085. Perfect Poison - Chords



Perfect Poison 
Dan Tyminski

[Intro Tabs]
 
  1   2   3   4    1   2   3   4
E ----------------/----------------/
B ----------------/----------------/
G ----0-----------/----------------/
D --------2-------/0---2-------2---/
A -----------22---/----------------/
E 0---------------/--------0-------/
 
 
 
[Intro]
 
Em Em/G
Em Em/G
 
[Verse 1]
Em                          Em/G
Morning sun won't stay away
Em                             Em/G
Cuts my eyes like a razor blade
Em                                       Em/G
From the looks of things I could be dead,
Em                            Em/G
But that's no angel in my bed
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Em                                                      Em/G
Draw you in with every breathe, cuz you're my favorite sin
Em
One more kiss could be my death and here we go again
 
 
[Chorus]
C                            Am
You're no good for me, like a methamphetamine
   Em
I sold my soul and everything I own
   D
To hold you close and keep me strong
C                                Am
Life is but a dream, the ups and downs and inbetweens
       Em                                     D
Well I hit rock bottom and I start to fall again
               Em      Em/G          Em Em/G
My perfect poison (My perfect poison)
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em
There ain't a price I wouldn't pay
Em                                  Em/G
to keep you running through my veins



Em                                 Em/G
I've tried to quit but it's no use
Em                                Em/G
Cuz I've never had a drug like you
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Em                                                      Em/G
Draw you in with every breathe, cuz you're my favorite sin
Em
One more kiss could be my death and here we go again
 
[Chorus]
C                            Am
You're no good for me, like a methamphetamine
   Em
I sold my soul and everything I own
   D
To hold you close and keep me strong
C                                Am
Life is but a dream, the ups and downs and inbetweens
       Em                                     D
Well I hit rock bottom and I start to fall again
               C  Am                 Em D
My perfect poison   (My perfect poison)
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
C
Draw you in with every breathe, cuz you're my favorite sin
C                                                 Am
One more kiss could be my death and here we go again...
 
Em
 
 
[Chorus]
C                            Am
You're no good for me, like a methamphetamine
   Em
I sold my soul and everything I own
   D
To hold you close and keep me strong
C                                Am
Life is but a dream, the ups and downs and inbetweens
       Em                                     D
Well I hit rock bottom and I start to fall again
               C  Am                 Em D
My perfect poison   (My perfect poison)
               C  Am                 Em D
My perfect poison, My perfect poison

15086. Perfect Storm



Brad Paisley - Perfect Storm 

If she was a drink
She'd be a single-barrelled
Bourbon on ice
Smooth with a kick
A chill and a burn all
At the same time
She's Sunday drive meets
High speed chase
She ain't just a song
She's the whole mix tape
She's so complicated
That's the way God made her
Sunshine mixed with
A little hurricane
Woah-oh-oh
And she destroys me in that t-shirt
And I love her so much it hurts
I never meant to fall like this
She don't just rain she pours
That girl right there's
The perfect storm
I know how to make her laugh
Or blush, or mad at me
But that's OK there ain't no one
More beautiful angry
And she loves just as deep
As she goes when she's down
The highs match the lows
Can't have one without the other
And I love her just the way
God made her
Sunshine mixed with
A little hurricane
And she destroys me in that t-shirt
And I love her so much it hurts
I never meant to fall like this
But she don't just rain she pours
That girl right there's
The perfect storm
She's the girl of a lifetime
A guy like me spends his whole life
Looking for, that girl right there's
The perfect storm
Woah-oh-oh
Woah-oh-oh
(She destroys me in that t-shirt)

15087. Perfidia

Linda Ronstadt - Perfidia

Nadie comprende lo que sufro yo



Tanto que ya no puedo sollozar
Solo temblando de ansiedad estoy
Todos me miran y se van

To you
My heart cries out "Perfidia"
For I find you, the love of my life 
In somebody else's arms

Your eyes are echoing "Perfidia"
Forgetful of the promise of love
You're sharing another's charms

With a sad lament my dreams are faded like a broken melody
While the gods of love look down and laugh 
At what romantic fools we mortals be

And now
I find my love was not for you
And so I take it back with a sigh
Perfidia's won
Goodbye

With a sad lament my dreams are faded like a broken melody
While the gods of love look down and laugh 
At what romantic fools we mortals be

And now
I find my love was not for you
And so I take it back with a sigh
Perfidia's won
Goodbye
Goodbye

15088. Perfume, Powder And Lead - Chords

Perfume, Powder And Lead - Lonesome River Band 

INTRO GGDG

G
We were married in the spring, she didn't want for anything
G                           D        G
A lovin' husband, a little cabin, close to town
G
Workin' hard out on the farm, comin' in to all her charm
G                       D         G
Until one day, when the stranger came around

G                                                  
It starts to rain can't work no more, run to the porch open the door
G                   D                  G
To their surprise I realize their little game



G
So what was I supposed to do, oh I could tell he'd been with you
G                         D              G
It made me mad and I just couldn't stand the pain

Chorus:
       C                           G                                             
I can't believe what I have done, I killed them both with daddy's gun
G                   D               G
As their bodies lay entangled in our bed
    C                             G
He was the sheriffs only son, to me she was the only one
G                         D              G
I smelled the perfume, the powder and the lead

G                     
Well my body starts to shake, begin to think about my fate
G                      D                  G
As I turn and start to stagger toward the door
G
I heard her take her final breath, I knew my sentence would be death
G                           D                 G
And so I threw that smokin' gun onto the floor

G
Now I sit here in this jail, and now my life's a livin hell
G                        D               G
Since that awful dreadful crime I had to do
G                      
All her love she vowed to me, another man there'd never be
G                          D                 G
And in the end I'll have to die for loving you

Chorus:
   
I can't believe what I have done

15089. Personal Recollections Of Joan Of Arc (Chap. 3.17)

Trampled By Turtles - Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc (Chap. 3.17)

Supreme in Direst Peril
ANOTHER ten days' wait. The great theologians of that treasury of all valuable knowledge an
d all wisdom, the University of Paris, were still weighing and considering and discussing the T
welve Lies.
I had had but little to do these ten days, so I spent them mainly in walks about the town with 
Noel. But there was no pleasure in them, our spirits being so burdened with cares, and the ou
tlook for Joan growing steadily darker and darker all the time. And then we naturally contraste
d our circumstances with hers: this freedom and sunshine, with her darkness and chains; our 
comradeship, with her lonely estate; our alleviations of one sort and another, with her destituti
on in all. She was used to liberty, but now she had none; she was an out-of-door creature by 
nature and habit, but now she was shut up day and night in a steel cage like an animal; she 
was used to the light, but now she was always in a gloom where all objects about her were di



m and spectral; she was used to the thousand various sounds which are the cheer and music
 of a busy life, but now she heard only the monotonous footfall of the sentry pacing his watch;
 she had been fond of talking with her mates, but now there was no one to talk to; she had ha
d an easy laugh, but it was gone dumb now; she had been born for comradeship, and blithe a
nd busy work, and all manner of joyous activities, but here were only dreariness, and leaden 
hours, and weary inaction, and brooding stillness, and thoughts that travel by day and night a
nd night and day round and round in the same circle, and wear the brain and break the heart 
with weariness. It was death in life; yes, death in life, that is what it must have been. And ther
e was another hard thing about it all. A young girl in trouble needs the soothing solace and su
pport and sympathy of persons of her own sex, and the delicate offices and gentle ministries 
which only these can furnish; yet in all these months of gloomy captivity in her dungeon Joan 
never saw the face of a girl or a woman. Think how her heart would have leaped to see such 
a face.
Consider. If you would realize how great Joan of Arc was, remember that it was out of such a
 place and such circumstances that she came week after week and month after month and c
onfronted the master intellects of France single-handed, and baffled their cunningest scheme
s, defeated their ablest plans, detected and avoided their secretest traps and pitfalls, broke th
eir lines, repelled their assaults, and camped on the field after every engagement; steadfast a
lways, true to her faith and her ideals; defying torture, defying the stake, and answering threat
s of eternal death and the pains of hell with a simple "Let come what may, here I take my sta
nd and will abide."
Yes, if you would realize how great was the soul, how profound the wisdom, and how lumino
us the intellect of Joan of Arc, you must study her there, where she fought out that long fight 
all alone and not merely against the subtlest brains and deepest learning of France, but again
st the ignoble deceits, the meanest treacheries, and the hardest hearts to be found in any lan
d, pagan or Christian.
She was great in battle we all know that; great in foresight; great in loyalty and patriotism; gre
at in persuading discontented chiefs and reconciling conflicting interests and passions; great i
n the ability to discover merit and genius wherever it lay hidden; great in picturesque and eloq
uent speech; supremely great in the gift of firing the hearts of hopeless men and noble enthu
siasms, the gift of turning hares into heroes, slaves and skulkers into battalions that march to 
death with songs on their lips. But all these are exalting activities; they keep hand and heart a
nd brain keyed up to their work; there is the joy of achievement, the inspiration of stir and mo
vement, the applause which hails success; the soul is overflowing with life and energy, the fa
culties are at white heat; weariness, despondency, inertia these do not exist.
Yes, Joan of Arc was great always, great everywhere, but she was greatest in the Rouen trial
s.
There she rose above the limitations and infirmities of our human nature, and accomplished u
nder blighting and unnerving and hopeless conditions all that her splendid equipment of mora
l and intellectual forces could have accomplished if they had been supplemented by the migh
ty helps of hope and cheer and light, the presence of friendly faces, and a fair and equal fight,
 with the great world looking on and wondering.

15090. Persuasion

Richard Thompson - Persuasion 

You and I, tempted by the promise of a different life
Time has fled, there's a constant battle
Running through my head
I don't know what to do 'cos I still believe

After all the foolish things you put me through
I could always make a start on something new



And I've always been a man who's open to
Persuasion

Blind romance, there'll be no half measures given half a chance
But we never learn, trusting in the fire while the cruel flame burns
And we need to rebuild what was never there
What got left behind

After all the foolish things that we've been through
I could always make a start on something new
And I'll always be a man who's open to
Persuasion

And it's written in my heart so that everybody can see it
And it's written in my soul, after all I still believe it
I still believe it, I still believe it
I still believe it, I still believe it

I don't know what to do 'cos I still believe
After all the foolish things you put me through
I could always make a start on something new
And I'll always be a man who's open to
Persuasion, persuasion, persuasion, persuasion

I still believe it
I still believe it persuasion
I still believe it, still believe it
I still believe it persuasion, persuasion

15091. Petals

Petals
Elephant Revival

Changes will continue, but I'll never give in to
the woman that you've assumed me to be.
Thought that I had seen you,
Could feel me beneath you,
Beneath a distant longing
to arrive.

There'll be no more waiting,
No sorrowful blaming.
I'm sitting right where I've wanted to be.

I am and I am not
these petals pressed into
these pages unnumbered.
I am and I am not.

But then I remember.
And when I remember,
It seems that I become more of what I remember.



Which is not necessarily insanely related
or jaded or tainted by bleak memory.

In fact I'm enjoying
the lifting of morning,
These petals intended for giving release.

15092. Petals in my Pocket

Petals in my Pocket

These petals that I got here in my pocket
Or the words I said while waiting here alone
Each brought me different pictures of our future
Back and forth in love two lives here alone

    Please tell me flower that she loves me
    Don't say she never will be mine
    These games we play won't last forever
    And neither will the love I thought was Mine

The flower that I picked was full dear
Then one by one it's beauty disappeared
What's left now is a bud that's soon forgotten
Standing all alone in the meadow there

15093. Petticoat Junction

Petticoat Junction
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

Come and ride the little train that is rolling down the tracks to the junction.
Forget about your cares, it is time to relax at the junction.
Lotsa curves, you bet. Even more when you get
To the junction, Petticoat Junction.

There's a little hotel called the Shady Rest at the junction.
Petticoat Junction
It's run by Kate, come and be her guest at the junction.
Petticoat Junction
And that's Uncle Joe, he's a movin' kind of slow at the junction,
Petticoat Junction

When they hear the dinner bell from the Shady Rest Hotel at the junction
Folks will walk a country milefor the chicken country style at the junction
But the dishes to observe are the pretty girls that serve at the junction
Petticoat Junction



15094. PFFT You Were Gone

PFFT You Were Gone
Buck Owens & Buddy Alan

[Verse 1]
Down here on the farm, the weather gets messy
Laying around with nothin' to do
When you went away, you took my cow, Bessie
I miss her, darlin', more than I miss you

[Verse 2]
You took off your leg, your wig and your eye glass
And you shoud have seen the look on my face
I wanted to kiss, I wanted to hug you
But you were scattered all over the place

[Chorus]
Where, oh, where, are you tonight?
Why did you leave me here all alone?
I searched the world over and thought I found true love
You met another and [Raspberry] you were gone

[Verse 3]
I know that you loved me, here's my way of knowing
The proofs hanging out right there on the line
When I see the snow and feel the wind blowing
Your nighties hugging them long Johns of mine

[Verse 4]
The noises you made at our supper table
Your habits, my dear, were surely absurd
But how many times do I have to tell you
"Soup is a dish to be seen and not heard"?

15095. Phaedrus

Phaedrus
Kitchen Dwellers - Phaedrus

There's a ghost on the road and he's looking for me tonight
Searching for something in the darkness and the light
There's something's telling him he's got to be right
Searching for the key to eternal life
Just a step behind and on the wrong side he goes
And if I was to guess I would say there was something wrong
There's such a heavy load to carry on your own
Nobody checks for speed
The curve is dead ahead



The fog is too thick
And the train, too big
And thR world seems so far away
I know I forgot to call at the end of day
PleasR believe me when I say
We were never very good at playing the game
Now you're thinking that you wanted to make yourself a deal
You've got to listen to the words that are written on the battlefield
And if you start to think that it's too good to be real
The ghost will come and there's nothing to fear
And the world seems so far away
I know I forgot to call at the end of the day
Please believe me when I say
We were never very good at playing the game
Then I heard this voice above
And it sang sweet, sweet songs
And I can't see what's ahead of me
Afraid I'm lost, been too long at sea
I don't mind doing time
If the word will be my crime
There's a ghost on the road and he's looking for me tonight
Searching for something in the darkness and the light
There's something's telling him he's got to be right
Searching for the key to eternal life

15096. Pharaoh

Crooked Still 
Pharaoh

Pharaoh
Pharaoh
Pharaoh's army sure got drownd'ed
Pharaoh

Go down
Go down
Go down Izzup and lead your children
Go down

Mary
Mary
Mary sure was Jesus' mother
Mary

Mary
Mary sure was Jesus' mother
Mary

Farewell
Farewell
Farewell children, I sure must leave you
Farewell



Farewell
Farewell

Oh, Pharaoh
Pharaoh

15097. Pharaoh

Richard Thompson - Pharaoh 

Pharaoh he sits in his tower of steel
The dogs of money all at his heel
Magicians cry, Oh Truth! Oh Real
We're all working for the Pharaoh

A thousand eyes, a thousand ears
He feeds us all, he feeds our fears
Don't stir in your sleep tonight, my dears
We're all working for the Pharaoh

Egypt Land, Egypt Land
We're all living in Egypt land
Tell me, brother, don't you understand
We're all working for the Pharaoh

Hidden from the eye of chance
The men of shadow dance a dance
And we're all struck into a trance
We're all working for the Pharaoh

Idols rise into the sky
Pyramids soar, Sphinxes lie
Head of dog, Osiris eye
We're all working for the Pharaoh

Egypt Land, Egypt Land
We're all living in Egypt land
Tell me, brother, don't you understand
We're all working for the Pharaoh

I dig a ditch, I shape a stone
Another battlement for his throne
Another day on earth is flown
We're all working for the Pharaoh

Call it England, call it Spain
Egypt rules with the whip and chain
Moses free my people again
We're all working for the Pharaoh

Egypt Land, Egypt Land
We're all living in Egypt land



Tell me, brother, don't you understand
We're all working for the Pharaoh

Pharaoh he sits in his tower of steel
Around his feet the princes kneel
Far beneath we shoulder the wheel
We're all working for the Pharaoh

15098. Phenomenal Woman - Chords

Phenomenal Woman Live 
Ruthie Foster
 
[VERSE]
C     -      G/B      Bb       -      F
  Pretty women wonder where my secret lies.
C      -      G                Bb       -       F
  I'm not cute or built to suit a fashion-model size.
C         -           G               E        -        F
  But when I start to tell them, They think I'm tellin' lies.
F                     F    -       C
  I say, "It's in the reach of my arms,
 
    F    -     C
The span of my hips,
    Dm     -     Em
The stride in my steps,
    Bb     -   G
The curl of my lips."
 
 
[CHORUS]
      C      G/B          Am       F
I'm a woman    Phenomenal woman.
      Dm   Gsus4 - G           C      G
I'm a woman.       Baby, that's me.
 
[VERSE]
C       -      G/B           Bb    -     F
  I walk into a room just as cool as you please
C      -      G                     Bb        -        F
  And to a man the fellas stand And fall down on their knees.
C        -         G               E      -      F
  Then they swarm around me Like a hive of honey bees,
F                     F    -     C
  I say, "It's in the fire in my eyes,
    F     -     C
The flash of my teeth,
    Dm     -    Em
The swing of my waist,
    Bb    -   G
The joy in my feet."
 



 
[CHORUS]
      C      G/B          Am       F
I'm a woman    Phenomenal woman.
      Dm   Gsus4 - G           C      G
I'm a woman.       Baby, that's me.
 
 
[BRIDGE]
            Eb    -    C
It's in the arch of my back,
    Eb   -    C
The sun of my smile,
    Bb    -    F
The ride of my breast,
    Dm    -     G
The grace of my style.   (key changes here - up one step)
 
D A Bm C
 
 
[VERSE]
 
D      -      A/C#  C          -           G
  Now you understand Just why my head's not bowed.
D      -      A/C#           C        -            G
  I don't shout or jump about Or have to talk real loud.
D          -          A           F#      -       G
  But when you see me passin', It oughta make you proud.
G                 Em     -    D
  I say, "It's in click of my heels,
    Em    -    D
The bend of my hair,
    G     -    D/F#
The palm of my hands,
    C     -     A          A
The need for my care."
 
 
[CHORUS]
             D      A/C#          Bm       G
'Cause I'm a woman     Phenomenal woman.
         Em      Asus4 A                  D
 I'm a woman.           Baby, that's me.
            D     -    A/C#
 Its in the palm of my hands
                     Bm
 and the need for my care
 
G
Phenomenal, phenomenal
Em
Phenomenal woman
A
baby, baby, baby, baby, baby
       D   G          D
that's me, that's me, yeah



15099. Philadelphia Lawyer

Philadelphia Lawyer
Flatt & Scruggs

Way out in Reno Nevada, where roamnceblooms and fades
A great Philadelphia lawyer was in love with a Hollywood maid
Come love and we will wander down, where the lights are bright
I'll win you a divorce from your husband, and we can get married tonight

Now, Bill was a gun toting cowboy, ten notches were carved on his gun
And all the boys around Reno left wild Bill's maiden alone
One night when he was returning from riding the range so cold
He dreamed of his Hollywood miden, her love was as lasting as gold

As he derw near her window, a shadow he saw on the shade
Was the great Philadelphia lawyer making love to his Hollywood maid
The night was as still as the desert, the moon hung bright overhead
Bill listened awhile to the lawyer, he could hear every word that he said

You hands are so pretty and lovely, your form so rare and divine
Come go wiuth me to the city and leave this wild cowboy behind
Now back in old Pennsylvania among those beautiful pines
There's one less Philadelphia lawyer in old Philadelphia tonight

15100. Phoebe Snow

Phoebe Snow

Banjo tuned E Capo 1, Key D
 D G D
I saw her name, on the side of a train
 A7
Somewhere a long time ago
 D 
I don't know who she was
 G D A7 D 
But I gave my name to someone called Phoebe Snow
 
 G D 
Like a bird on the wing, I hear voice sing,
 A7
As over the prairies I roll
 G
But I'd give my life to spend one more night
 D A7 D
In the arms of my own Phoebe Snow

 G D



I climbed on board through a wide open door
 A7
Just as she started to roll,
 D G D
And I rode so light through the long summer night
 A7 D
In the arms of my own Phoebe Snow.

(chorus)

(spoken)
Many a night I've sat by the fire
In a circle of stone silent men,
And heard the sagebrush whistle and pop
And the coffee boil in the can.

 D G D
The bottoms were filled with a cool river wind
 A7
And the treetops chasing the moon
 D G D
And I knew without saying to take my guitar
 A7 D
And play up some slow gentle tune.
 
 G D
I played up a face I knew long ago
 A7
And the song was the sound of a name,
 D G D 
I knew without looking that every man there
 A7 D
Was each of them doing the same.
 G D
Then I played up some hands so pale and small
 A7
With a touch as light as the rain,
 D G D
And I knew without looking that every man there
 A7 D
Was each of 'em feeling the same.

Then I played up the booze and the holes in the shoes
Of a man whose life is a cage,
And all the things done to make a man run,
The hard luck and failures of age -
Then I stopped with a crash - we looked into the ash,
Helpless with longing and rage.

Now a traveling life might seem all right,
A life without worry or care;
Always up and always out and always going somewhere,
But I'll tell you, friend-it's not where you are
But your reason for being there.

(sung)D G D
And then I awoke as the day broke,



 A7
And gazed out over the plain,
 D G D
Thinking as how I'm better off now
 A7 D
Being in love with a train.

(chorus)

15101. Phoenix

Phoenix

Time's not the villain coming up behind you is a marigold sun
Love if you're willing take a little more time

I smell fire it's coming from the flames that are dancing on my wings
I'm a bird on a wire killing time

Fever's got me shaking it rises up like a road to meet me
Fever's got me quaking like san andreas fault

Just put a cloth to my brow i'll soar like a phoenix from the ashes
Put a pretty blanket down i'm ready now

Looking for forgiveness looking in every cupboard in every room
I'm bearing witness to the passing time

But the clock is ticking like an old man
Singing at the top of his lungs
And the light is flickering we're running out

Fever's got me shaking it rises up like a road to meet me
Fever's got me quaking like san andreas fault

Just put a cloth to my brow i'll soar like a phoenix from the ashes
Put a pretty blanket down i'm ready now

Everybody's looking for somebody to blame
The stages of sadness how many can you name
I stopped at anger, never felt the same

They say it'll fade my scars my tears will dry
And i'll lie under the stars again
Not wondering where you are

Fever's got me shaking it rises up like a road to meet me
Fever's got me quaking like san andreas fault

Just put a cloth to my brow i'll soar like a phoenix from the ashes
Put a pretty blanket down i'm ready now



15102. Phuck It - Chords

Phuck It

D                       
When all the world comes fallin down
G               D
Around my weary head

And all my fantasies and dreams
      A
Lie dyin or lay dead
D
When my horoscope says sorry Rob
G                D
Your out of luck today
G                D
I dont mess around a bit
A              D
Here is what I say 

Chorus
G
f**k it
              D
It dont worry me
G
f**k it
                     A
Lets watch some more TV
D                                            
Or maybe get a pizza or some 
G
chicken in a bucket
D
When the man says sorry sir were all out of original would you like extra crispy 
A
I hang up the phone...
D
f**k it
D
I dreamt me and Ghandi
                   G
Were at the omni in van neys
D
We order up two chocolate malts 
          A
Some burgers and some fries
D                                           
And when the man came to the door 
G             D
with an empty tray
G               D



Ghandi got down on his knees 
A                                      D
And this is what I thought I heard him say

Chorus
D
I brought along some sweet corn just in case
G
Sit down help me shuck it
D
Room service is such a waste
A
Phuck it.

15103. Picasso

Picasso
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
There's a man at my doorway, brown as a railroad bum
There's a man at my doorway, brown as a railroad bum
Says his name is Picasso, I said, "Where did you come from?"

[Verse 2]
He painted a picture, made me green and blue
He painted a picture, made me green and blue
But the more I looked at it, the more I wanted to

[Verse 3]
I said, "Go away, Picasso, go on and let me be"
Go away, Picasso, go on and let me be
Since I seen your picture, everything looks wrong to me

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 4]
All the pretty ponies are riding in the sun
All the pretty ponies are riding in the sun
I'm gonna go get a hotel, try to get my laundry done

15104. Picasso's Mandolin

Picasso's Mandolin
Guy Clark - Sam Bush Band

[Verse 1]
Like Picasso said in 1910
I'm gonna paint me a mandolin



Could be cubes, it could be curves
I like to mix the paint with nerve
I load my brush and fire away
Paint me a hole in the light of day

[Chorus]
Well, you can play it straight or play it from left field
You got to play it just the way you feel
Come on, boys, play it again
Play it on Picasso's mandolin

[Verse 2]
Well, it's coloring books and drinking wines
Its hard to stay between the lines
Now there ain't no rule if you don't break it
Ain't no chance if you don't take it
Said the damnedest thing he'd ever heard
Was trying to learn to sing from a mockingbird

[Chorus]
Well, you can play it straight or play it from left field
You got to play it just the way you feel
Come on, boys, play it again
Play it on Picasso's mandolin

[Verse 3]
Well, Picasso said before he died
There's one more painting I'd like to try
Well, the doctor held his breath
And then Picasso nailed a mandolin
He's born in Spain and died in France
He was not scared of baggy pants

[Chorus]
Well, you can play it straight or play it from left field
You got to play it just the way you feel
Come on, boys, play it again
Play it on Picasso's mandolin

[Outro]
Play it straight or play it from left field
You got to play it just the way you feel
Come on, boys, play it again
Play it on Picasso's mandolin

15105. Pick Her Up

Dierks Bentley - Pick Her Up

[Verse 1: Dierks Bentley]
So you finally got the nerve to ask that little girl
You've been diggin' on if she wants to go out
And she said yes, now you're wantin' impress



But you ain't got no Casanova knowhow
You ain't gotta read a book to get her on the hook
She's a country baby through and through
If you wanna do her right on a Saturday night
This is all you've gotta do

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley]
Pick her up in a pickup truck
And take her out to a honky tonk
Turn an ice cold longneck up
Dance around to an old jukebox
If you really wanna rock the world
Of a pretty little country girl
Just know when you pick her up
Pick her up in a pickup truck
(Ain't that right, Travis?)

[Verse 2: Travis Tritt]
Yeah, buddy, she ain't got no use for a BMW
Or wine from a hundred dollar bottle
She'd rather bounce around in the outskirts of town
Shotgunnin' in a muddy Silverado
If you're gonna have a chance to closin' time romance
Put the switch on the neon hard
Don't you forget the first step 'fore you get to two steps
Knowin' right where to start

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley and Travis Tritt]
Pick her up in a pickup truck
And take her out to a honky tonk
Turn an ice cold longneck up
Dance around to an old jukebox
If you really wanna rock the world
Of a pretty little country girl
Just know when you pick her up
Pick her up in a pickup truck
[Interlude: Travis Tritt]
Go get her son!
Woo! Yeah!

[Bridge: Dierks Bentley, Travis Tritt, both]
She wants to party and paint the town
Kick up her boots to a country sound
Come on, buddy, don't let us down

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley and Travis Tritt]
Pick her up in a pickup truck
And take her out to a honky tonk
Turn an ice cold longneck up
Dance around to an old jukebox
If you really wanna rock the world
Of a pretty little country girl
Just know when you pick her up
Pick her up in a pickup truck
You might even make her fall in love
Pick her up in a pickup truck



15106. Pick Me Up On Your Way Down

Keith Whitley - Pick Me Up on Your Way Down

You were mine for just a while
Now you're putting on the style
And you've never once looked back
At your home across the tracks

You're the gossip of the town
But my heart can still be found
Where you tossed it on the ground
Pick me up on your way down

Pick me up on your way down
When you're blue and all alone
When the glamor starts to bore you
Come on back where you belong

You may be their pride and joy
But they'll find another toy
Then they'll take away your crown
Pick me up on your way down

They have changed your attitude
Made you haughty and so rude
Your new friends can take the blame
Underneath, you're still the same

When you learn these things are true
I'll be waiting here for you
As you tumble to the ground
Pick me up on your way down

Pick me up on your way down
When you're blue and all alone
When the glamor starts to bore you
Come on back where you belong

You may be their pride and joy
But they'll find another toy
Then they'll take away your crown
Pick me up on your way down

15107. Pick Up

Dierks Bentley - Pick Up

[Verse 1]



I dialed seven digits five times today
Just to hear you say you love or hate me
I'll take anything
I just wanna hear your voice
Cut through the line like a heart-shaped knife
Cut me down baby, one more time
Good or bad baby
Yes, no, maybe
It's driving me crazy

[Chorus]
Won't you pick up the phone?
I can pick up some wine
I can pick you up in my pickup truck
And we can pick up right where we left off
Ain't that what we both want?
Pick up the pieces girl
It ain't that broke
Pick up the past and just let it go
Put down that over me-never wanna see me again-goodbye kinda stuff and pick up

[Verse 2]
You're putting me through hell one ring voicemail
Baby I can tell that you ain't on the other line
Accept or decline
How can I tell you if you won't listen?
How can I tell you what I've been missin'?
If you don't, don't, don't
If you won't, won't, won't

[Chorus]
Won't you pick up the phone?
I can pick up some wine
I can pick you up in my pickup truck
And we can pick up right where we left off
Ain't that what we both want?
Pick up the pieces girl
It ain't that broke
Pick up the past and just let it go
Put down that over me-never wanna see me again-goodbye kinda stuff and pick up

[Bridge]
Oh, pick up
Put down the mistakes we made
And the words we didn't mean to say

[Chorus]
And pick up the phone
I can pick up some wine
I can pick you up in my pickup truck
And we can pick up right where we left off
Ain't that what we both want?
Pick up the pieces girl
It ain't that broke
Pick up the past and just let it go
Put down that over me-never wanna see me again-goodbye kinda stuff and pick up
Baby pick up



[Outro]
I dialed seven digits five times today
Just to hear you say you love or hate me (love or hate me)
I just wanna hear your voice

15108. Pick Up The Tempo

Jerry Jeff Walker - Pick Up The Tempo

People are saying that times take care
Of people like me
And that I'm living too fast and they say I won't last
Much longer
But little they see that their thoughts of me
Is my savior
And little they know the beat ought to go
A little faster
So pick up the tempo
Pick up the tempo
So pick up the tempo just a little bit
And take it on home
The singer ain't singing
And the drummer's been draggin'
Too long
Time will take care of itself so just leave time alone
And pick up the tempo just a little
And take it on home
I'm wild and I'm mean, I'm creating a scene
I'm goin' crazy
I'm good and I'm bad, I'm happy and sad
And I'm lazy
I'm quiet and loud and I'm creatin' a crowd
And I like rabies
I'm 'bout half off the wall but I learned it all
In the Navy
So pick up the tempo
Pick up the tempo
So pick up the tempo
And take it on home

15109. Pick Up The Tempo

The Highwaymen - Pick Up the Tempo (acoustic demo)

Nelson:
Some people say
It's time to take care of people like me
That I'm livin' too fast



And they say I can't last much longer
Little they see
That their thoughts of me as my saviour
Little do they know
That the beat ought to go a little bit faster
So let's pick up the tempo just a little
And take it on home

(Cowboy.)
The singer ain't singin'
And the drummer's been draggin' too long
Time will take care of itself
So just leave time alone
Pick up the tempo just a little
And take it on home
Willie plays the wrong note on the guitar and tells himself it should be a C." Others laugh
I'm wild and I'm mean
I'm creatin' a scene and I'm gone crazy
I'm good and I'm bad
I'm happy and I'm sad and I'm lazy
I'm quiet and I'm loud
And I'm gatherin' a crowd. I like gravy
I'm about half off the wall
But I learned it all in the Navy

(Laughing)
Waylon and others join in:
Lets pick up the tempo just a little
And take it on home. (Yeah.)
The singer ain't singin'
And the drummer's been draggin' too long
Time will take care of itself
So just leave time alone
Pick up the tempo just a little
And take it on home
Take it on home

15110. Pickapart

John Butler - Pickapart

So there ain't no need to pickapart me
Cause what you get ain't what you see
I said a little fucked up, i said a little crazy
But there ain't no need to pickapart me
Going down the road nobody gonna go and gonna get in my way
Nothing gonna stop old me from finding myself a new day
And as long as I don't hurt no one, I don't be hurting no one I still say
Nothing gonna stop old me from finding myself a new day
Oh no ,I said and nothing going to stop me or you
Hell no...yeh
So there ain't no need to pickapart me
Cause what you get ain't what you see



I said a little fucked up,i said a little crazy
But there ain't no need to pickapart me
I got four hail marys flying over my head
Trying to make me sad everyday
Gonna shoot those little motherfuckers down
With my positive artillery
Cause it doesn't really matter who you listen to
Or who ya gonna go believe
I said nothing really stopping me or anybody else
From going and a being free
Cause it doesn't really matter who you listen to
Or who ya gonna go believe
I said nothing really stopping me or anybody else
From going and a being free
Oh no ,Said nothing gonna stop me
Or you
Hell no
No nothing gonna stop me or you
Hell no

15111. Pickin' Up Steam

Pickin' up Steam
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - Pickin' up Steam

[Verse 1]
Better hurry or you're gonna miss the train
Bound for Seward through the Alaskan rain
6:15 and it's hot on the tracks
Pickin' up steam and never looking back

[Verse 2]
Passing Girdwood come the morning light
Glacier lit up like you were last night
8am and we're bound for the pass
Pickin' up steam and never looking back

[Verse 3]
Through the tunnels and up to the hills
To the wild lands roll still and spill
Braided river and snowy crags
Pickin' up steam and never looking back

[Verse 4]
High noon, we're by the oceanside
Flying up the hill where the glaciers came to collidR
Went up there and lost my damn mind
Pickin' up stRam, never running out of time

[Verse 5]
Better hurry or you're gonna miss the train
Bound for Anchorage through the Alaskan rain
3:15 and it's hot on the tracks



Pickin' up steam and never looking
Pickin' up steam and never looking
Pickin' up steam and never looking back

15112. Picking Up Pieces

Mandolin Orange - Picking Up Pieces

I'm Pickin up pieces of my broken heart
a lifetime to make a moment to break these
pieces apart pickin up pieces so lonesome and blue
leavin this city ain't it a pity
with these pieces of you me on my mind

Pieces of you and me on my mind,
lifetime of tryin and leaving behind
pieces of you and me in the end
scattered along and tossed to the wind
now my old friend, I'm off to spend all of my time
pickin up pieces of you and me on my mind

Pieces of you and me on my mind
too fallen stars on a dark dark night
pieces of you and knees start to fade
lost in the shadow of a dark dark day
now its too late, so little remains of these pieces of us
Im pickin up pieces of my broken heart
a life time to make a moment to break these pieces apart
pickin up pieces so lonesome and blue
a leavin this city aint it a pity with these pieces of you
with me on my mind

15113. Pickup Truck Song

Jerry Jeff Walker - Pickup Truck Song

Yea, I used to look forward to Saturdays
When me and my grandpa'd get way
We'd hop in his pickup truck and we'd go to town
We had a couple chores that we had to do
It didn't take long before we were throughC
Then we'd let the pickup truck just wander around
We'd make a run to the county dump
We'd always wave we saw someone
Grandpa make up a song as we rolled along
To the post office without fail
We get some feed and we'd check out the mail
And we never took the same road twice on the way back home
I spent a few years out runnin' free



I spent two or three in New York City
And I moved back to Texas tired, hell I'd had enough
I'd go to Luckenbach on Saturdays
Cause Hondo had a way to brighten up my day
He always made me laugh when we rode in his pickup truck
We'd make a run to the county dump
We'd always wave when we saw someone
Hondo'd make up a tale as we rolled along
To the post office without fail
He'd get some chew and we'd check out the mail
And we never took the same road twice on the way back home
Well I miss grandpa and Hondo too
I really miss the things that used to do
So last week I went out and bought me an old pickup truck
Now me and the kids spend Saturdays
We do fun things in a simple way
We love to start the day with a ride in the pickup truck
We make a run to the county dump
We always wave if we see someone
The kids love to make up a song as we roll along
To the post office without fail
We get some stamps and we check out the mail
And we never take the same road twice on the way back home
Half the fun's gettin' lost on the way back home

15114. Picture

Picture 

At the foot of a soaring mountain
You're still the biggest thing in that picture
Are you really worth counting?
You're still the biggest thing in that picture

At the edge of an endless ocean
You're still the biggest thing in that picture
Of all creation, God's notion
You're still the biggest thing in that picture

Don't you feel so small
Don't you feel so small
God doesn't see you that way at all

Things you've done wrong, they are towering
You're still the biggest thing in that picture
What He is saying, could you really be
Still the biggest thing in that picture?

Don't you feel so small
Don't you feel so small
God doesn't see you that way at all

Nothing is bigger than



Nothing is greener than
As near to His heart
As dear to His heart
As you

Insignificant, don't buy it
You're still the biggest thing in that picture
Aim your slingshot at Goliath
You're still the biggest thing in that picture

Don't you feel so small
Don't you feel so small
God doesn't see you that way at all
God doesn't see you that way at all
God doesn't see you that way at all

You're still the biggest thing in that picture

15115. Picture In A Tear - Chords

Picture in a Tear
Written By:Benny 'Burle' Galloway
Wayword Sons

Progression:

[D] would you ever come [G] back into [D] memory
[D] would you think of how our [G] love used to [D] be
[D] would the tears that [G] fall be a [D] reminder:
[C] that you left me for somebody [A] new?

Lyrics:

Would you whisper my name, little darling
In the nights when you're so sad and blue
Are the tears that fall a reminder
That you left me for somebody new

Would you ever come back into memory
Would you think of our love that used to be
Has you heart gone from me forever
Is my picture in a tear you cry for me

When you hear them night birds crying
He's crying for someone who's gone away
He hopes that the wind will take his message
And she'll come back to him someday

Chorus

Can't you hear the sound of the freight train
The same one that you rode out of town
Well the whistle cuts through the nighttime



Like the blues that really gets me down

Chorus x 2
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15116. Picture Of Me Without You

Picture Of Me Without You
Seth Mulder & Midnight Run

Imagine a world where
No music was playing
Then think of a church
With nobody praying
If you ever looked up
At a sky with no blue
Then you've seen a picture
Of me without you

Can you picture Heaven
With no angels singing
Or a quiet Sunday morning
With no church bells ringing
If you've watched as the heart
Of a child breaks in two
Then you've seen a picture
Of me without you

Have you walked in a garden
Where nothing was growing
Or stood by a river
Where nothing was flowing
If you've seen a red rose
Unkissed by the dew
Then you've seen a picture
Of me without you

Can you picture Heaven
With no angels singing
Or a quiet Sunday morning
With no church bells ringing
If you've watched as the heart
Of a child breaks in two
Then you've seen a picture
Of me without you
You've seen a picture
Of me without you



15117. Picture On The Wall

Picture On The Wall

There's an old and faded picture on the wall
That has been a hanging there for many years
It's a picture my mother
For I know there is no other
That can take the place of mother on the wall

   On the wall (on the wall) on the wall (on the wall)
   How I love that dear old picture on the wall
   Time is swiftly passing by
   And I bow my head and cry
   Cause I know I'll see my mother after all

Yes the children all have gathered all have gone
And I have a little family of my own
And I know I love them well
More than any tongue can tell
But I'll hold that dear old picture on the wall

Since I lost that dear old mother years ago
There is none to which with troubles I can go
As my guitar makes its chords
I am praying to the Lord
Let me hold that dear old picture on the wall

15118. Picture Show

Picture Show
written by John Prine

INTRO: G

 G C G
A young man from a small town with a very large imagination
 G/B D
Lay alone is his room with his radio on, looking for another station
 G C G
When the static from the mouthpiece gave way to the sound below
 D G
James Dean went out to Hollywood and put his picture in a picture show
 D G
James Dean went out to Hollywood and put his picture in a picture show

CHORUS:
 G
And it's Oh Daddy get offa your knees



C G
Mama why'd you have to go
 G/B
Your Darlin Jim is out on a limb
 D G
I put my picture in a picture show whoa-oh
 D G
My picture in a picture show

Hamburgers Cheeseburger, Wilbur and Orville Wright
John Garfield is the afternoon, Montgomery Cift at night
When the static hit the mouthpiece it gave way to the sound below
James Dean went out to Hollywood and put his picture in a picture show

CHORUS

SOLO (VERSE chords)

A Mocca Man in a wigwam sitting on a reservation
With a big black hole in the belly of his soul waiting on an explanation
While the white man sits on his fat can and takes pictures of the navajo
Everytime he clicks his Kodak pics he steals a little bit of soul
Everytime he clicks his Kodak pics he steals a little bit of soul

CHORUS
SOLO

 G C G
A young man from a small town with a very large imagination

15119. Pictures From Life's Other Side

Pictures From Life's Other Side
(Pictures From The Far Side Of Life)

In the world's magic gallery of pictures
Are the scenes that are painted from life
There are pictures of love and of passion
There are pictures of war and of strife
There are pictures of youth and of beauty
Old age and the blushing young bride
All hang on the wall, but the saddest of all
Are the pictures of life's other side

Just a pictures of life's other side
Someone who fell by the way
A life has gone out with the tide
That might have been happy some day
Some poor old mother at home
Watching and waiting alone
Longing to hear from a loved one so dear
Just a pictures from life's other side



The first is a scene of a gambler
Who lost all his money at play
Draws his dead mother's ring from his finger
She wore it on her wedding day
His last earthly treasure, he stakes it
Bows his head that hes shame he may hide
When they lifted his head, they found he was dead
Just a pictures from life's other side

The next tells the tale of two brothers
Whose paths in different ways led
the one was in luxury living
The other one begger for his bread
One dark night they met on the highway
Your money or life, the thief cried
And he took with his knife his own brother's life
Just a picture from life's other side

15120. Pictures In A Mirror

The Incredible String Band - Pictures In A Mirror 

Deep in the hollow jail, sleeps Lord Randall
The mixed voices speak of bread and of sheets that were
Scarlet and blue are at his head
His heart like a cat drowns in a well

He thinks of all the girls he will not love
He thinks not of the future or the past
Blue lightning spikes the hills above the sea
Where Kasa's ship sets sail for other where

There stands the chief with gold on his hair
Two fingers thick each link of coiled ore
Speaks to his white skinned wife, she answers not
He hurls his question angry to the gulls

His wife strikes her mouth with a skull like sound
The bleeding image of her loss revolves above her mind
With every line in its design and accusing eye
That pierces Kasa's soul

The slaves row on beneath the dragon flag
His heart recoils recall his red haired son
Beneath the burning walls that he razed down

His wife and he speak not as wine is brought
A cup that seethes like the black blood of wolves
His wife's dagger is hidden in her dress
He drinks joyless to a dark sleep

The Jailer bangs the iron door
Lord Randall wakes, wakes in pain



He shakes his shackles in the beaten gloom
The blood of his wounds is hard as coal

The Jailer leads him out upon the blinding bright stair
He feels uneven turf beneath his feet
The priest intones, the sword falls on his neck
The pain is boiling cold

They lay him in the tomb at the break of day
They close the earthen door upon his clay
The birds are plucking worms from the ground

Their feathers gray as mist on a cloudy morn
Foresters burn branches from the sleeping trees
The white sun turns to stone

His mother lies in her labor nine days long
She called on Saint Bridget in her time
I looked out on the room of my birth
With hangings rich of many strange designs

Nobles stand with their wine cups in the room
Saluting me and she the King's queen
Already, I am forgetting who I am
Already, I've forgotten who I've been

My mother lifts me up to her huge soft breast
Her nipple like a berry both hard and brown
Her eyes look on me like waves of the sea
And with small lips the yellow milk I draw

15121. Piece Of The Road

Tom T. Hall - Piece of the road
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I know somewhere they are drivin' lovin' women makin' money all the time
And ever since I was a little boy that's all I've ever had on the mind
I had always been a music man I loved anything that rolls
And all I want is a piece of the road

Piece of the road
A part of that traffic that's passin' me by
Piece of the road
A piece of that great big pie in the sky
Want you to use me like you want to Lord
But lemme carry a part of the load
Cause all I want is a piece of the road

Well forgive me if I love it just a little too much but you see
I have always been a part of the road and the road is such a big part of me
Well each man has his calling and mine is to rattle and roll
And all I want is a piece of the road



Piece of the road...

Well I ain't too good but I ain't too bad
Though I've been sorry for some things that I've done
I've got to have a piece of the road before I reach the end of my run
You know time ain't no friend to no man I've got to get a road on this show
Cause all I want is a piece of the road

A piece of the road
A part of that traffic that's passin' me by
Piece of the road
A piece of that great big pie in the sky
Want you to use me like you want to Lord
But lemme carry a part of the load
Cause all I want never wanted is a piece of the road

Now I wanna go to Dallas Fort Worth Los Angeles New York Chicago
St Louis Olive Hill Kentucky
All I travel around and see all of them people
And pick and sing

15122. Pieces

Pieces
Sim Redmond Band

What do you do when you've lost a piece of you 
how do you cope when it's taken over you 
What do you say when it's been years 
and you still feel the same cause you know 
it's love and you can't walk away 
I went half way round the world just to find some relief 
I went half way round the world just to find some pieces of me

Chorus:
I'm just trying to keep a little peace in this heart
but living in this crazy world it's sometimes hard
I dont know know where I'm going I only know where to start
by just trying to keep a little peace in this heart

What do you do when you know you should walk away 
after all the games that you never meant to play 
I went half way round the world just to find some relief 
I went half way round the world just to find some pieces of me

Bridge:
rest stops, road signs, passports, state lines, 
I'm tired of dancing around the truth, 
cause it's love and you know that you feel it too



15123. Piel Canela

Linda Ronstadt - Piel Canela

Que se quede el infinito sin estrellas
O que pierda el ancho mar su immensidad
Pero el negro de us ojos que no muera
Y el canela de tu piel se quede igual

Si perdiera el arco iris su belleza
Y las flores su perfume y su color
No serÃa tan inmensa mi tristeza
Como aquélla de quedarme sin tu amor

Me importas tÃº
Y tÃº y tÃº
Y solamente tÃº
Y tÃº y tÃº
Me importas tÃº
Y tÃº y tÃº
Y nadie más que tÃº

Ojos negros piel canela
Que me llegan a desesperar
Me importas tÃº
Y tÃº y tÃº

Y solamente tÃº
Y tÃº y tÃº
Me importas tÃº
Y tÃº y tÃº
Y nadie más que tÃº

Me importas tÃº
Y tÃº y tÃº
Y solamente tÃº
Y tÃº y tÃº
Me importas tÃº
Y tÃº y tÃº
Y nadie más que tÃº

Ojos negros piel canela
Que me llegan a desesperar
Me importas tÃº
Y tÃº y tÃº
Y solamente tÃº
Y tÃº y tÃº
Me importas tÃº
Y tÃº y tÃº
Y nadie más que tÃº
Y nadie más que tÃº



15124. Piensa En Mi

Linda Ronstadt - Piensa En Mi

Si tienes un hondo penar
Piensa en mi
Si tienes ganas de llorar
Piensa en mi

Ya ves que venero tu imagen divina
Tu párvula boca que siendo tan nina
Me ensenÃ³ a pecar

Piensa en mi
Cuando beses
Cuando llores
También piensa en mi

Cuando querias quitarme la vida
No la quiero para nada
Para nada me sirve sin ti

Piensa en mi 
Cuando beses
Cuando llores
También piensa en mi

Cuando querias quitarme la vida
No la quiero para nada
Para nada me sirve sin ti

No puedo vivir
Si me faltas tÃº 
No puedo vivir
No puedo vivir
Si me faltas tÃº
No puedo vivir
Si me faltas tÃº
No puedo vivir

15125. Pig In A Pen

Pig In A Pen
Bill Monroe

   I got a pig at home in a pen corn to feed 'im on
   All I need is a pretty little girl to feed 'im when I'm gone.

Goin' on the mountain to sow a little cane



Raise a barrel of Sorghum sweet lil' Liza Jane.

Black cloud's a-risin' surest sign of rain
Get the old grey bonnet on Little Liza Jane.

Yonder comes that gal of mine how you think I know
Can tell by that Gingham gown hangin' down so low.

Bake them biscuits baby bake 'em good n' brown
When you get them biscuits baked we're Alabamy bound.

When she sees me comin' she wrings her hands and cries
Yonder comes the sweetest boy that ever lived or died.

Now when she sees me leavin'she wrings her hands and cries
Yonder goes the meanest boy that ever lived or died.

15126. Pikeville Flood

Blue Highway - Pikeville Flood 

Run for your life boys, there's nothing left to do
The Pikeville Dam is cavin' in and the water's comin' through
The river's been a-risin' and the rain's still comin' down
For fourteen days and nights It's gonna wash away the town

Chorus

So let her roll
Roll on muddy dream
Let her roll, takin' everything

It's washed away the houses, now the road is almost gone
Ain't nothin' here but the dyin' and dead
and the trail of a mighty storm
I had a lovin' family, lord, I had a lovin' wife
Till the Chickasaw River and the wind and rain
come and robbed them of their life

Chorus

So let her roll
Roll on muddy dream
Let her roll, takin' everything

I don't know where I'm goin, Lord, I don't know where I'm bound
Just far away from the water's edge and a no-good river town

So let her roll
Roll on muddy dream
Let her roll, takin' everything

So let her roll



Roll on muddy dream
Let her roll, takin' everything

Let her roll...

15127. Pilgrim

Pilgrim
Steve Earle
David Rawlings - Emmylou Harris

I'm just a pilgrim on this road, boys.
I'm just a pilgrim on this road, boys.
I'm just a pilgrim on this road, boys.
This ain't never been my home.

Sometimes the road is rocky 'long the way, boys.
Sometimes the road is rocky 'long the way, boys.
Sometimes the road is rocky 'long the way, boys.
But I was never travelin' alone.

Chorus:
We'll meet again on some bright highway,
Songs to sing and tales to tell.
But I'm just a pilgrim on this road, boys.
Till I see you fare thee well.

Instrumental Verse

Instrumental Chrous

Ain't no need to cry for me, boys.
Ain't no need to cry for me, boys.
Ain't no need to cry for me, boys.
Somewhere down the road you'll understand.

'Cause I expect to touch his hand, boys.
I expect to touch his hand, boys.
I expect to touch his hand, boys.
I'll put a word in for you if I can.

Chorus:
We'll meet again on some bright highway,
Songs to sing and tales to tell.
But I'm just a pilgrim on this road, boys.
I'm just a pilgrim on this road, boys.
I'm just a pilgrim on this road, boys.
Till I see you fare thee well.

Instrumental Verse

I'm just a pilgrim on this road, boys.
I'm just a pilgrim on this road, boys.



I'm just a pilgrim on this road, boys.
Till I see you fare thee well.

15128. Pilgrim

Pilgrim
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: MERLE TRAVIS

A little blood and vomit on the car seat
And the tooth is sitting in my lap
Brother if you're hungry but not wounded
Then it's time to stop and check the map

Pilgrim, where's your head at
Are you paying the birds to sing
Well it won't work on the true path
Where the rich are growing wings

If the ancient wisdom came in bottles
I would tell my tarot where to go
But I don't know who would do the dishes
Cause I'd be laying wasted in the road

Pilgrim where's your head at
Are you paying the birds to sing
Meet me on the true path
I'll be dizzy from growing wings

My tears! My tears!
My kicking up the love dirt
I feel it's the only way

Pilgrim, what's you looking at me for?
My disaster has come and gone
Left me, by the roadside
With my shadow and one more song

Pilgrim, what's you looking at me for?
My disaster has come and gone
Left me, by the roadside
With my shadow and one more song

15129. Pilgrim (Act 1)

Marty Stuart - Pilgrim (Act 1)
Written by Marty Stuart

I am a lonesome Pilgrim, far from home



And what a journey I have known
I might be tired and weary, but I'm strong
'Cause pilgrims walk, but not alone

15130. Pilgrim (You Can't Go Home)

Dave Rawlings Machine
Pilgrim (You Can't Go Home)

I won't get drunk no more, no more
The old refrain it shines with use
While you sop your bread in barley wine
And mop your floor in tobacco juice
So they kicked you out of paradise
Grinned and locked the garden gate
What those devils called your greatest sin
Gabriel and I called your great escape

Where you gonna run? Tell me where will you roam
When you can't go home (you can't go home)
You can't go home (you can't go home)
Oh pilgrim, you can't go home

The gilded cage cannot contain the gypsies of the earth
The poet and the tumbleweed discuss what rootlessness is worth
And pity those who never felt inspiration's cold wet nose
And wakes you up out in the ditch
Where you're tumbling round
Where the four winds blow

Where you gonna run? Tell me where will you roam
When you can't go home (you can't go home)
You can't go home (you can't go home)
Oh pilgrim, you can't go home
The Polaroids of Indio show desert flowers entwined
Their nakedness has already been blasted by the sands of time
But still you thought your sad Jane
Would wait for you 'til who-knows-when
But that little girl's got a new tattoo
To let you know you can't go home again

Where you gonna run? Tell me where will you roam
When you can't go home (you can't go home)
You can't go home (you can't go home)
Oh pilgrim, you can't go home

So spin the wheels of St. Columba's
And ride his golden calf
Climb up the silver strings of the mandolin
'Til you can hear the angels laugh
And if rock and roll is more your thing
Go ahead and wear the badge
'Cause chaos needs another king



A pillar of smoke who don't look back

Where you gonna run? Tell me where will you roam
When you can't go home (you can't go home)
You can't go home (you can't go home)
Oh pilgrim, you can't go home
I am dirty and torn, my tail's hung out
A ship with tattered sails
Been down and out
Around the horn to chase the great white whale
Across the night and across the day
I save my song for eternity
Now here I find you gazing out
Of the window at St. James infirmary

Where you gonna run? Tell me where will you roam
When you can't go home (you can't go home)
You can't go home (you can't go home)
Oh pilgrim, you can't go home

So keep rolling, rolling down that road that you're on
Keep rolling, rolling, rolling on
Rolling on, rolling on, rolling on 
Keep rolling, rolling down that road that you're on
Keep rolling, rolling, rolling on

15131. Pilgrim of Sorrow

Tim O'Brien - Pilgrim of Sorrow

I am a poor pilgrim of sorrow
Cast out in this wide world to roam
My brothers and sisters won't own me
They say that I'm weak and I'm poor
But Jesus father the almighty
Has bade me to enter the door

[Chorus]
Sometimes I'm almost driven
'Till I know not where to roam
I've heard of a city called Heaven
I've started to make it my home

When friends and relations forsake me
And troubles grow 'round me so high
I think of the kind words of Jesus
Poor pilgrim I always am nigh

[Chorus]

Oh soon I shall reach the bright glory
Where mortals no more do complain
The ship that will take me is coming



The captain is calling my name

[Chorus]

I've heard of a city called heaven
I've started to make it my home

15132. Pinball Machine

Pinball Machine
Lonnie Irving

[Spoken Intro]
This story's about an ex-truck driver bein' named John James Wall before his friends blackbal
led' him' and nick-named him' Pinball. I gathered this story from' a truck stop in Gallipolis, Ohi
o when this old feller, I'd say, 70 years old asked me to buy him a strong cup of coffee and a 
piece of good apple pie

I bought the coffee and the pie for the old feller and I'm awful glad I did because he winked hi
s eye and smiled and said "My!, My!" Then I noticed in a few minutes, with trembling hands h
e pushed a part of his pie and coffee back and looked at me with tears running down his poor
 old weather-beaten cheek, and this is what he said...

I'm an old hog-hauler, I drove a big truck
I shot the pinball machine, but it caused me bad luck
But all I ever made in a pinball machine
I'd get four catty-corners, then I'd miss the 16
I wish they'd outlaw them old pinball machines
Many weeks they have caused me to live on sardines

Last time I called my wife on the phone
The first thing she says, "John, when can you come home?"
"I've got a load of hogs and they've got to go
I'll see you when I get back from Chicago."
She says, "John, you know I love you, I wish you wouldn't go
Send your babies some money, they are hungry and cold"
The last thing she said and then she hung up
"John, you give up my lovin', just to drive an old truck"

I made my trip on to Chicago
I was gone two months, 'cause I shot up my dough
When I got home my family was gone
The best friend I had, rung my telephone
He says, "John, I guess you wonder about your babies and wife?
Pneumonia got your babies and your wife took her life"
I lost all my friends, I can't sleep for bad dreams
I dream about an old truck and a pinball machine

[Spoken Outro]
I never will forget the last words that old man said
"Oh! Lord, if I could live my life over!" and then he fell dead
They tell me John was a clean cut young man at the age of 19
But now he's in his grave...



A victim of a big old truck, and a pinball machine

15133. Pine Tree

Pine Tree
Della Mae

Way down in Georgia
Way down in Rome
Come around the mornin
I'll be headed home
Goin to the mountain
Of the Carolines
I'll get there before the sun falls
Behind the tallest pine
Pine tree, pine tree
Growin from the soil of Gallilee
Don't be scared now, don't be slow
If you don't go then the roots won't grow
When I was a child there
Three feet I stood
And looked out on the valley
And dreamed the dreams I could
As the years passed by
My shadow grew so tall
No steps could I take
Afraid that I would fall
Pine tree, pine tree
Growin from the soil of Gallilee
Don't be scared now, don't be slow
If you don't go then the roots won't grow
Through the darkest rainfall
I have been kept dry
A steady hand has guided me
To the other side
When my dying day comes
Bury me beside
The tallest of the pine trees
In the hills of Caroline
Pine tree, pine tree
Growin from the soil of Gallilee
Don't be scared now, don't be slow
If you don't go then the roots won't grow
If you don't go then the roots won't grow
Pine tree, pine tree
Growin from the soil of Gallilee
Don't be scared now, don't be slow
If you don't go then the roots won't grow



15134. Pineola

Lucinda Williams - Pineola

When Daddy told me what happened
I couldn't believe what he just said
Sonny shot himself with a 44
And they found him lyin' on his bed

I could not speak a single word
No tears streamed down my face
I just sat there on the living room couch
Starin' off into space

Mama and Daddy went over to the house
To see what had to be done
They took the sheets off of the bed
And they went to call someone

Some of us gathered at a friend's house
To help each other ease the pain
I just sat alone in a corner chair
I couldn't say much of anything

We drove on out to the country
His friends all stood around
Subiaco Cemetery
Is where we lay him down

I saw his mama, she was standin' there
His sister, she was there too
I saw them look at us standin' around the grave
And not a soul they knew

Born and raised in Pineola
His mama believed in the Pentecost
She got the preacher to say some words
So his soul wouldn't be lost

Some of us, we stood in silence
Some bowed their heads and prayed
I think I must've picked up a handful of dust
And let it fall over his grave

I think I must've picked up a handful of dust
And let it fall over his grave

15135. Piney Rose

Dale Ann Bradley - Piney Rose
Album: Cumberland River Dreams

My name is Anna Carter, and it's a simple life I have led.



I've lived here on this mountain every day of ninety years.
This winter has been the longest. That old February sky is cold and gray.
And I labor to draw every breath.
And I hope the Lord will hear me when I pray.

Oh please don't call me home until the summer.
For in May, this valley is a shining jewel.
Oh and I long to see the colors of my childhood.
I'm a waiting on the piney rose to bloom.

I've tended all the flowers that my mother planted when I was young.
They've come up faithfully every springtime
To remind me of her everlasting love.
And I know Mother's waiting up in heaven.
Oh, but I can't go when the world's in winter's sleep.
For I want all my flowers to be blooming
To comfort my poor family in their grief.

Oh please don't call me home until the summer.
For in May, this valley is a shining jewel.
Oh and I long to see the colors of my childhood.
I'm a waiting on the piney rose to bloom.

Oh how I love this place. Tennessee is a heaven here on earth.
And I hope heaven looks like my mountains.
Oh, or I'll be homesick for the land of my birth.

Oh please don't call me home until the summer.
For in May, this valley is a shining jewel.
Oh and I long to see the colors of my childhood.
I'm a waiting on the piney rose to bloom.

15136. Piney Woods Girls

Piney Woods Girls (Larry W. Jones 05/12/2007) 

Well, it's springtime down in the piney woods
And I've downed my share of good homemade brew
Been tryin' to read the Sears Roebuck catalog
But none of the words look like they used to
Here comes Billy Bob with his freckled face
Wants me to go with 'im to the dirt track race
I won't go racing with you, Billy Bob
But I'll go chasing piney woods girls
Get back in your pickup, hillbilly slob
You can go to the races with 'ol Merle
The big piney woods moon is shining
And I think I'll go give it a whirl
My 'ol heart might keep on pining
But I'll go chasing piney woods girls
I'll go down to the back woods holler
Knock on the door of a piney woods home
Get me a gal to go spend my dollar



Piney woods girls won't leave me alone
We'll walk down where the dew berries grow
Then I'll ask her for some kisses
And before too long she'll love me, I know
Then I'll ask her to be my Misses
I won't go racing with you, Billy Bob
But I'll go chasing piney woods girls
Get back in your pickup, hillbilly slob
You can go to the races with 'ol Merle
The big piney woods moon is shining
And I think I'll go give it a whirl
My 'ol heart might keep on pining
But I'll go chasing piney woods girls
I'll go chasing piney woods girls

15137. Ping Pong

Dolly Parton - Ping Pong 
(Dolly Parton)

Ping pong
I use to like
Ping pong
Now I'm in a ding dong, ping pong game of love with you
Ping pong
It scares me now
Ping pong
My heart is the ball in a ding dong, ping pong game with you
I serve it to you
And you knock it back
You hit it so hard, hard, hard
Its startin' to crack
Ping pong
You're smashed again
Ping pong
And I'm losing this ding dong, ping pong game of love with you
I serve it to you
And you knock it back
You hit it so hard, hard, hard
Its starting to crack
Ping pong
You're smashed again
Ping pong
I'm losing this ding dong, ping pong game of love with you
Ping pong
I use to like
Ping pong
Now I'm in a ding dong, ping pong game of love with you
Ping pong
It scares me now...



15138. Pink & Red

Pink & Red
Larkin Poe - Pink & Red

[Verse 1]
I, I'm diggin' deeper than ever before
Pullin' up injustice, I make more
I'm fallin' to the floor
To the left, to the right
My right's left on the wrong side of the door
Of course, you're gonna sell me lies
'Cause it's worse to try and tell me why

[Chorus]
'Cause you don't really want what I got to give
(Got to give, got to give...)
You don't really want what I got to give
(Got to give, got to give...)
You don't wanna know what my secret is
(Secret is, secret is...)
You don't know what my secret is

[Verse 2]
I, fell asleep by the things that I believe
And wear my heart in pieces on my sleeve
Watch me as I bleed
Pink and red, red and pink
I think I'm stuck somewhere between
What do you need?
Of course, I'm gonna sell you lies
'Cause it's worse to try and tell you why

[Chorus]
'Cause you don't really want what I got to give
(Got to give, got to give...)
You don't really want what I got to give
(Got to give, got to give...)
You don't wanna know what my secret is
(Secret is, secret is...)
You don't know what my secret is

[Bridge]
(Ooh, ooh-ooh, ooh)
You don't know what my secret is
(Ooh, ooh-ooh, ooh)
You don't know what my secret is
(Ooh, ooh-ooh, ooh)
You don't know what my secret is
(Ooh, ooh-ooh, ooh)
You don't know, you don't know
(Ooh, ooh-ooh, ooh)
You don't know what my secret is



(Ooh, ooh-ooh, ooh)
My secret is
You don't know what my secret is
My secret, my secret, my secret is
You don't know what my secret is
(Ooh, ooh-ooh, ooh)
(Ooh, ooh-ooh, ooh)
(Ooh, ooh-ooh, ooh)
(Ooh, ooh-ooh, ooh)

15139. Pink Bedroom

Rodney Crowell - Pink Bedroom

She paints her fingernails forbidden tones
She wants nervous youth on the telephone
He don't call, she sticks another pin in her doll
And puts it next to her stuffed animals
She got the tube top
She got the french heels
She got the blow dry
She got her eyes peeled
She got the tight jeans
Seventeen magazine
She got it all
She got it all
She got it all
In her pink bedroom
She thinks all her boyfriends are so dumb
She drinks Coca-Cola with valium
Mother calls, she sticks another pin in her doll
And lets those fingers talk her into it
She got the lip gloss
She got the short shorts
She got her records
And they're all imports
She got her good looks
She got her yearbook
She got it all
She got it all
She got it all
In her pink bedroom
They say they got her future down at the desk
Now they're drawing blood for the grown-up test
Something crawls beneath her lily skin
And her doll is so relieved she's lost her innocence
It was a teen game
Now we're serious
It's all customized
Don't get curious
She got her pension
And your attention
She got it all



She got it all
She got it all
In her pink bedroom

15140. Pink Guitar

Pink Guitar
Sim Redmond Band

People say dont live in the past, 
live each day like its your last, 
but you should try it in reverse, 
live each day like its your first.

Chorus: 
I believe this is precious time, 
I believe you are one of a kind.

You run along with no fear in your heart, 
you play your song on your pink guitar, 
and all the joy thats in your eyes, 
reminds us of whats good in life.

So lets take a lesson on happiness 
from those who live their days in the simplest ways.

15141. Pink Toenails

Pink Toenails
Dixie Chicks

[Verse]
Pink toenails, why don't I have time to paint pink toenails?
I've got my pink foam curlers and my pony-tail
My girlfriends have time for their pink toenails
Come nightfall, you'll be waltzing through my door
When you hear me call and I love the way you say
"I'm your baby doll" and you'll find me sitting there
In my pink toenails
I've got my Walkman and my Cosmo and my ticket to ride
All I need is my box of chocolates and you here by my side
Whoa, pink toenails, why don't I have time to paint pink toenails?
I've got my pink foam curlers and my pony-tail
My girlfriends have time for their pink toenails
You think your man don't care about perfume and powder
Polish and lipstick and lotion, lotion but when you slip
Your slippers off and you rub him on the chin and he looks down
Your leg, you're sure to see a grin at your pink toenails
He says, "Honey, come on over here and give me something sweet



Well, let me put my finishing touches on, put them on
Because I don't want to cuddle, snuggle, rubbing on my feet
Till I have painted every little toenail pink"
Oh, wrestle with me, you can mess up my hair
You can treat me like a tomboy, I love it I swear
Oh toenails, toenails
Why don't I have time to paint my toenails, toenails?
I've been drinking my whiskey from a holy grail, holy grail
And we'll go to Disneyland and ride the mono-rail, mono-rail
And if you're sweet, I'll be your nightingale, nightingale
Until the extinction of the sperm whale, sperm whale
Live happily after just like Roy and Gail, Roy and Gail

15142. Pins And Needles

Pins And Needles
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Roy Acuff

I know not where on earth to find you
I know not how or when to start
I only know I'm here without you
And there's pins and needles in my heart

The days and nights are growing longer
Since first you said that we must part
But now I know I can't forget you
With pins and needles in my heart

I always see your face before me
Your smile is heaven's work of art
But now you're smiling at another
And there's pins and needles in my heart

Someday somewhere I know I'll find you
And love will make the teardrops start
And then you'll know how long I've waited
With these pins and needles in my heart

15143. Pinto The Wonder Horse Is Dead

Tom T Hall - Pinto The Wonder Horse Is Dead

[Verse 1:]
I read it in the paper just about a week ago
It was on the back page and not many people know
Boy it made me feel bad when I picked it up and read
Pinto, the wonder horse is dead

[Chorus:]



Oh, we rode the dusty trails together
At the Saturday morning picture show
The dusty trails're gone now but it hurts to hear it said
Pinto, the wonder horse is dead

Verse 2:]
My memory goes back to when I was a little kid
We believed in everything that Pinto ever did
Will our kids have a hero half as brave or half as strong
Pinto, the wonder horse is gone

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
We believed that Pinto was the fastest horse alive
If he outrun the wind itself we never were surprised
In my childhood memory full of boys grow into men
Pinto, the wonder rides again

[Chorus]

15144. Pinto The Wonder Horse Is Dead - Chords

Pinto The Wonder Horse Is Dead
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                           F
I read it in the paper just about a week ago
G7                              F           C
It was on the back page and not many people know
                               F
Boy it made me feel bad when I picked it up and read 
C         F               C
Pinto the wonder horse is dead
      F                     C
Oh we rode the dusty trails together 
       F        A7              D7   G7
At the Saturday morning picture show
    F                                C                F
The dusty trails are gone now but it hurts to hear it said
C         F               C
Pinto the wonder horse is dead
                              F
My memory goes back to when I was a little kid
G7                             F          C
We believed in everything that Pinto ever did
                                  F
Will our kids have a hero half as brave or half as strong
C         F               C
Pinto the wonder horse is gone
Repeat #2
                               F
We believed that Pinto was the fastest horse alive



G7                              F             C
If he outran the wind itself we never were surprised
                               F
In my childhood memory full of boys grow into men 
C         F            C
Pinto the wonder rides again
Repeat #2
          F               C
Pinto the wonder horse is dead

15145. Piper's Sun

Piper's Sun
Scottish Traditional Lyrics by Daniel Rodriguez
Elephant Revival

The sun out from the void
Now what we have is choice
To become that which we'll become
We'll travel down these rays
We'll come in every way
This is a dream inside a dream

15146. Pissin' In The Wind

Jerry Jeff Walker - Pissin' in the Wind
Todd Snider

[Chorus]
Pissin' in the wind
Bettin' on a losin' friend
Makin' the same mistakes we swear we'll never make again
We're pissin' in the wind
And it's blowin' on all our friends
Yes we're gonna sit and grin and tell our grandchildren

[Verse 1]
About the time I called this guy up at four in the morning
To teach me the words to a song I was humming
Like uh-huh-uh-uh
Somethin' like mmm-hmmm-hmmm
He just laughed and he said that the old gray cat was sneakin' down the hall
All he wants to know is who in the hell is paying for this call

[Chorus]
Pissin' in the wind
Bettin' on a losin' friend
Makin' the same mistakes we swear we'll never make again
We're pissin' in the wind



It's blowin' on all our friends
We're gonna sit and grin and tell our grandchildren

[Verse 2]
'Bout the time this old Nunn called me late in the evenin'
Wondered to know how in the world I was doin'
I said "uhh-huh-huh
"Mmm-hmm-hmm"
He just laughed and he said "Get it together boy and fall on by my house
"Some Gonzo buddies would like to play anything you're picking now"

[Chorus]
Pissin' in the wind
Bettin' on a losin' friend
Makin' the same mistakes we swear we'll never make again
We're pissin' in the wind
It's blowin' on all our friends
Yes we're gonna sit and grin and tell our grandchildren

[Verse 3]
How we worked and we struggled and suffered makin' our records 'til we got 'em right
And now we're waiting on the check to come creepin' down the hall
Like that old time feelin'
That we never should have ever put that record out at all

[Chorus]
Pissin' in the wind
Bettin' on a losin' friend
Makin' the same mistakes we swear we'll never make again
We're pissin' in the wind
It's blowin' on all our friends
We're gonna sit and grin and tell our grandchildren

[Outro]
That the answer my friend
Is just pissin' in the wind
The answer is pissin' in the sink

[Outro 2]
Now that's a touchin' piece of music right there, I'll tell ya what

15147. Pistol Packin' Mama

Willie Nelson 
Pistol Packin' Mama

Drinkin' beer in a cabaret And I was havin' fun!
Until one night she caught me right, And now I'm on the run

Lay that pistol down Babe, Lay that pistol down,
Pistol Packin' Mama, Lay that pistol down.

She kicked out my windshield, She hit me over the head,



She cussed and cried, and said I lied, And I wished that I was dead.

Lay that pistol down Babe, Lay that pistol down,
Pistol Packin' Mama, Lay that pistol down.

Drinkin' beer in a cabaret, And dancing with a blonde,
Until one night she shot out the light, Bang! That blonde was gone.

Lay that pistol down Babe, Lay that pistol down,
Pistol Packin' Mama, Lay that pistol down.

I'll see you every night Babe, I'll woo you every day,
I'll be your regular Daddy, If you'll put that gun away.

Lay that pistol down Babe, Lay that pistol down,
Pistol Packin' Mama, Lay that pistol down.
Lay that pistol down Babe, Lay that pistol down,
Pistol Packin' Mama, Lay that pistol down.

Now down there was old Al Dexter, He always had his fun,
But with some lead. she shot him dead, His Honkin' days are done.

15148. Pisty

Tom T Hall - Pisty
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I got a little friend named Pisty she's a dandy
She doesn't care for movies or for candy
She doesn't care for TV or for frogs
The reason that she doesn't she's a dog

You'd like Pisty she's a friend of mine
Pisty is a good dog and she guards me all the time
She's about that tall and about that long
And she loves to hear me sing her in a song

Now Pisty keeps the bad guys on the run
She guards me from the milkman when he comes
She guards me from the mailmain when he rings
And she doesn't like the man who fixes things

And you'd like Pisty she's a friend of mine...
Now your dog can have a song about it too
And I bet its name would fit right in this tune
So I'll leave my dog out next time we start
And you can put your dog right in that part

You'd like ??? she's a friend of mine
??? is a good dog and she guards me all the time
She's about that tall and about that long
And she loves to hear me sing her in a song



15149. Pittsburgh Stealers

Pittsburgh Stealers 
The Kendalls

Found myself in Pittsburgh working in a steel mill
And I was a southern girl who's husband didn't see
He pulled the night shift I worked the day shift
And it came too easy for us to play the game

They could call us the Pittsburgh stealers
Stealing happiness and cheatin' anytime we can
We both know the score but we run back for more
And tonight the Pittsburgh stealers play again

[ guitar ]
No one will ever find us with a night of love behind us
On a back street in Pittsburgh time after time
Just touch and go loving running from pattern
And every time we meet we leave it all wrong tonight

They could call us the Pittsburgh stealers...
And tonight the Pittsburgh stealers play again

15150. Pizzica Di San Vito

Rhiannon Giddens - Pizzica di San Vito

[Verse 1]
Non c'era da vinÃ¬
Non c'era da vinÃ¬
Non c'era da vinÃ¬ e so' vinuta
So' li sospiri tua
So' li sospiri tua
So' li sospiri tua m'hannu chiamatu

[Chorus 1]
Ah uellÃ¬ [?]
[?]
Ah uellÃ¬ [?]
[?]

[Verse 2]
[?]
[?]
[?]
[?]
[?]
[?]



[Chorus 2]
Ah uellÃ¬ uellÃ¬ uellÃ 
[?]
Ah uellÃ¬ uellÃ¬ uellÃ 
[?]

[Verse 3]
Ti li capelli tua
Ti li capelli
Ti li capelli tua so nnamuratu
Li vecu ti vulÃ 
Li vecu ti vulÃ 
Li vecu ti vulÃ  ntallu vientu

[Chorus 3]
Occhi cu occhi, cu deggi perdi l'occhi
A ci tici mali nuestru scatta lu cori
Occhi cu occhi, cu deggi perdi l'occhi
A ci tici mali nuestru scatta lu cori

[Verse 4]
Ti lu ritornu a dÃ¬
Ti lu ritornu
Ti lu ritornu a dÃ¬ pi n'ata fiata
Alla cumpagnia va
A Santu Vitu va
Alla cumpagnia va sta sirinata

[Chorus 4]
Ah uellÃ¬ uellÃ¬ uellÃ 
N'ata vota statti bona, tu ti me no ti scurdÃ 
Ah uellÃ¬ uellÃ¬ uellÃ 
N'ata vota statti bona, tu ti me no ti scurdÃ 
Ah uellÃ¬ uellÃ¬ uellÃ 
N'ata vota statti bona, tu ti me no ti scurdÃ 
Ah uellÃ¬ uellÃ¬ uellÃ 
N'ata vota statti bona, tu ti me no ti scurdÃ

15151. Place In My Heart - Chords

Place In My Heart 
Lucinda Williams
 
[Intro]
G Em Am D
G Em Am D
G Em Am D
G Em Am D
 
 
[Chorus]
          G           Em           Am      D



There's a place in my heart, I got room to spare
          G           Em               Am           D
There's a place in my heart, I'll make room for you there
     Am                 D           Am              D
Even though you make me blue, I got room enough for you
   Am              D    Am          D
No matter what you do I want you to know that
Am         D           G
You have a place in my heart
 
 
[Break]
  Em Am D
G Em Am D
 
 
[Verse 1]
G             Em       Am             D
You'll always have somewhere to call home
   G          Em    Am     D
No matter the circumstances
    G        Em          Am          D
Wherever you are, you're never alone
         Am            D              Am       D
So don't laugh and say, "What are the chances?"
 
 
[Verse 2]
G           Em               Am        D
Will you be welcome and will I let you in
         G     Em          Am         D
When the sky's raining and thundering
   G       Em     Am             D
As sure as winter turns to spring
       Am          D        Am        D
You're asking your self and wondering
 
 
[Chorus]
           G           Em               Am            D
Is there a place in my heart, do I have room to spare
                G           Em               Am           D
Yeah, there's a place in my heart, I'll make room for you there
     Am                 D           Am              D
Even though you make me blue, I got room enough for you
   Am              D     Am            D
No matter what you do I, I want you to know that
Am         D           G
You have a place in my heart
 
 
[Interlude]
  Em Am D
G Em Am D
G Em Am D
G Em Am D
 



 
[Verse 3]
G           Em       Am          D
You, I know you take my love for granted
           G      Em        Am     D
I'm pretty strong where I admit it
    G           Em        Am            D
You might be surprised at what I can manage
   Am        D      Am   D
So don't you ever forget
 
 
[Chorus]
               G           Em           Am           D
That there's a place in my heart, I got room to spare
          G           Em               Am             D
There's a place in my heart, I'll make room for you there
     Am                 D           Am              D
Even though you make me blue, I got room enough for you
   Am              D     Am            D
No matter what you do I, I want you to know that
Am         D           G
You have a place in my heart
 
 
[Outro]
  Em Am D
G Em Am D
G Em Am D
G Em Am D
G

15152. Place No Wreath

Balsam Range - Place No Wreath 

Place no wreath upon my door
We don't want this earth no more
Don't be sad
Be not afraid
I'll on my way, I'll be on my way
Dig no grave, for this bones
Carve no words upon a stone
The earth can't hold this soul of mine
I'l be going home. I'll be going home
Don't stand beneath that willow tree
Saying praies that I no longer need
But like a bird, upon the wing
I will have flown, I will have flown
Place no wreath upon my door
We don't want this earth no more
Don't be sad
Be not afraid



I'll be on my way, I'll be on my way
The earth can't hold this soul of mine
I'l be going home. I'll be going home

15153. Place On Calvary

Place On Calvary
Dailey & Vincent

Lower my body and lift my soul and tell me to come on home
Let me leave this world of sin 'cause heaven's where I want to roam
I will bow my head raise my hands getdown on my knees
I just beg and pray that I someday will have a place on Calvary

Now we've all been blessed by the grace of God and his spirit within us lives
But still we ask for other things and still our God forgives
But Lord there's just one more thing a personal favor for me
I just want to suggest and make a request for a place on Calvary

Repeat Chorus

Now the good book tells us how it was more than many years ago
And I've read every word in black and red but still I had to know
Though my deeds on earth don't measure up well my soul could be set free
Ah, do I deserve no I don't deserve a place on Calvary

Repeat Chorus twice

15154. Place On My Heart

Lucinda Williams - Place in My Heart

There's a place in my heart, I got room to spare
There's a place in my heart, I'll make room for you there
Even though you make me blue, I got room enough for you
No matter what you do I want you to know that
You have a place in my heart

You'll always have somewhere to call home
No matter the circumstances
Wherever you are, you're never alone
So don't laugh and say what are the chances

Will you be welcome and will I let you in
When the sky's raining and thundering
As sure as winter turns to spring
You're asking if in stead of wondering

There's a place in my heart, do I have room to spare



Yeah, there's a place in my heart, I'll make room for you there
Even though you make me blue, I got room enough for you
No matter what you do I, I want you to know that
You have a place in my heart

You, I know you take my love for granted
I'm pretty strong when I admit it
You might be surprised at what I can manage
So don't you ever forget

There's a place in my heart, I got room to spare
There's a place in my heart, I'll make room for you there
Even though you make me blue, I got room enough for you
No matter what you do I, I want you to know that
You have a place in my heart

15155. Place To Fall Apart

Place To Fall Apart

I'll probably never see you eye to eye again
This letter's meant to be my last farewell
But you need to under-stand I'm nearly crazy
You need to know my life has gone to hell

Write me back and tell me why it ended
Send a letter that I can show my heart
I'll be somewhere between 'I love you' and what you're feeling now
Lookin' for a place to fall apart

Looking for a place to fall apart
Trying to find a place that I can leave my heart
I need to be somewhere hidin' when I feel the teardrops start
Lookin' for a place to fall a-part

I can't seem to justify your leavin' me
I'm be-wildered as to how it all came down
I thought everything was fine until your phone call
The call that turned my world around
Send me word and tell me why it ended
I need some final proof to show my heart
I'll be somewhere between 'I love you' and what you're feelin' now (I love you)
Lookin' for a place to fall apart

Looking for a place to fall apart
Trying to find a place that I can leave my heart
I need to be somewhere hidin' when I feel the teardrops start
Lookin' for a place to fall a-part

Looking for a place to fall apart
Trying to find a place that I can leave my heart
I need to be somewhere hidin' when I feel the teardrops start
Lookin' for a place to fall a-part



15156. Places

Places
Leftover Salmon - Places

California coastline, midday Texas sun
Misty rain in the smoky mountains out here on the run
Lights of New York City
Streets of Boston town
Golden Gate in San Francisco Seattle's Puget sound

[Chorus]
Been a long time travellin
Rolling on from town to town been so many places
Still don't know where I'm bound
Arizona desert, Colorado mountain snow
Arches out in Utah, Montana and Idaho
Grand Tetons in Wyoming, Oregon's evergreens
Rolling hills of the Carolinas, Kentucky, and Tennessee

[Chorus]
Been a long time travellin
Rolling on from town to town been so many places
Still don't know where I'm bound

[Bridge]
No matter how far I travel
I'll always find my way back home
When I start to feel my life unravel I know I'm not alone

15157. Plain Jane Blues

Plain Jane Blues (Larry W. Jones 02/12/2007) 

I was born in Georgia in a pauper's shack
City folks had what poor country girls lack
Georgia dirt roads taught me how to cry
Wind in a weeping willow was my lullaby
I've got the plain Jane blues
Oh, mama, I've got 'em down to my plain Jane shoes
I heard a train whistle blow and I had to go
Oh, mama, don't you know
You raised a daughter who's never gonna lose
The plain Jane blues
My daddy was a ditch digger and my mama, dear
Well, she wasn't bigger than a corn stalk ear
My boyfriend was poor and like a worn out joke
It's a cryin' shame when you're born stone broke
I've got the plain Jane blues



Oh, mama, I've got 'em down to my plain Jane shoes
I heard a train whistle blow and I had to go
Oh, mama, don't you know
You raised a daughter who's never gonna lose
The plain Jane blues
Well, there was only one place I heard was blessed
So, I took a west bound train to find the Texas best
But everybody there was at the rodeo
And I couldn't go cause I had no dough
Oh, mama, don't you know
You raised a daughter who's never gonna lose
The plain Jane blues

15158. Plaisir d'Amour

Emmylou Harris - Plaisir d'Amour

Plaisir d'amour
Ne dure qu'un moment
Chagrin d'amour dure
Toute la vie

Joys of love
Are but a moment long
Pain of love endures
The whole life long

15159. Plan Of Salvation

Plan of Salvation
Author: Ruby Moody
Artist: The Cathedrals
Album: Master Builder

Vs.
One morning past daybreak
A crowd slowly gathered
They were walking my Lord up
Calvary's Hill
So sad was the scene there
That the birds hushed their singing
Like a lamb He was humble
To His Father's own will

*Chorus

I want to thank Jesus
For the plan of salvation
And to say, "Lord, I love you.



For you understand"
And I want to be there on
That great judgement morning
Just to kiss all the nail prints
In His feet and his hands

Vs.

As the hill was ascended
The nails were then driven
In the hands that had given
Such mercy to me
And the blood from His side flowed
Like a river from heaven
A river that washed me
And made my soul clean

*Chorus

Alternate Verse:
On the cross as he hung there
In shame and forsaken
As they drove those crude nails in
His feet and his hands
As his eyes closed in death his
Cry went to Heaven
Saying Father forgive them
For they know not what they do.

15160. Plan To Marry

Lucinda Williams - Plan To Marry

When leaders can't be trusted
When hero's let us down
And innocence lies rusted
Frozen beneath the ground

And the destitute isolated we've all been forgotten
And the the fruit trees we planted are withered and rotten
The abuse and magnificent suffer from infection
And the promises were given but never with intention
War becomes common place, secrets overheard
And violence, big business and love is just a word

Why do we marry? 
Why do we fall in love? 
Keep on believing in love
Because love, love is a my soar
Love is a weapon
Love is a lesson
And we, we are the conquerors
We are the soldiers



We are the lovers
That's why we fall in love why we believe in love that's why we marry

15161. Planes, Trains And Automobiles

Planes, Trains, and Automobiles 
Dale Ann Bradley

I took an early morning flight out of Atlanta 
I thought I'd leave your memory on the ground 
But at twenty thousand feet it feels like 
you're right up here with me 
I guess  heartaches, can break the speed of sound 
 
CHORUS: 
And planes, trains and automobiles can't 
Take me away from you, Lord I love you still 
And I'm just tryin' to find a place 
Where my heart can rest for a while
 
So I took the L train, north out of Chicago 
'Cause that cold city wind could numb the pain 
And the ivy on the wall that Wrigley Field is ever growin' 
And I  feel since Harry's gone things ain't the same 
 
And drivin' up the West Coast, on highway one oh one 
You know a body could get lost here in the view 
And the wine tastes so much sweeter 
way out  here in California 
I just wish, I could be drinkin' it with you 
 
I'm just tryin' to find a place, where my heart can rest  
Lookin' for a place, where my heart can rest  
for a while

15162. Planet Of Love

Planet of Love
Dixie Chicks

[Verse]
I've found a new planet
That only I can see
Just came back to get you
Let's leave this misery
Nothing can reach us
So far from harm's way
Only sunshine
And rainbows every day



We've got to get back there
Hurry up and get your things
The countdown has started
Go ahead, try on these wings
Don't need no spaceship
For what I'm thinking of
Didn't I tell you
That I'd take you
To the planet of love
I got tired of losing
But now I'm in control
So help me start packing
We don't have far to go
I found a new planet
Don't revolve around the sun
We'll make a new start there
The journey's just begun
Won't get into trouble
In our new world so far above
Didn't I tell you
That I'd take you
To the planet of love
Didn't I tell you
That I'd take you
To the planet of love

15163. Planet Of Love

Jim Lauderdale - Planet of love
Composer: Jim Lauderdale - John Leventhal

I've found a new planet that only I can see
Just came back to get you let's leave this misery
Nothing can reach us so far from harm's way
Only sunshine and rainbows every day

We've got to get back there hurry up and get your things
The countdown has started go ahead try on these wings
Don't need no spaceship for what I'm thinking of
Didn't I tell you that I'd take you to the planet of love

I got tired of losing but now I'm in control
So help me start packing we don't have far to go

I've found a new planet don't revolve around the sun
We'll make a new start there the journey's just begun
Won't get into trouble in our new world so far above
Didn't I tell you that I'd take you to the planet of love
Didn't I tell you that I'd take you to the planet of love



15164. Planet Of The Apes: The Musical

Hit & Run Bluegrass - Planet of the Apes: The Musical 
Album: Four Finger Music: The Bluegrass Tribute to the Music Made Famous By the Simpso
ns

Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Oh, Dr. Zaius
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Oh, Dr. Zaius!
Dr. Zauis, Dr. Zaius
What's wrong with me?
I think you're crazy.
I need a second opinion!
You're also lazy.
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Oh, Dr. Zaius
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Oh, Dr. Zaius
Dr. Zaius, Dr. Zaius
Can I play the banjo anymore?
Of course you can.
Well, I couldn't before!
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Oh, Dr. Zaius
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Dr. Zaius! Dr. Zaius!
Oh, Dr. Zaius
I hate every ape I see
From chimpan-a to chimpan-z,
No, you'll never make a monkey out of me.
Oh, my God, I was wrong,
It was Earth all along.
You finally made a monkey...
Yes, we finally made a monkey...
Yes, you finally made a monkey out of me!

15165. Planets

Planets
The Infamous Stringdusters - Planets



[Verse 1]
When will the planets align?
What's taking so long? It happens all the time
Where do I go? Where is my mind?
When will the planets align?
[Refrain]
Have we come under?
Are we falling? Are we falling?

[Verse 2]
When will this floating subside?
The rain keeps pouring down, no end in sight
How do we know if we'll make it out alive?
When will this floating subside?

[Refrain]
Have we come under?
Are we falling? Are we falling?

[Chorus]
All the spaces in-between
What we say and what we think we need
Will we ever be as one?
Or just planets circling the sun?

[Verse 3]
When will the planets align?
What's taking so long? We're running out of time
Where did we go? We've lost our minds
When will the planets align?

[Refrain]
Have we come under?
Are we falling? Are we falling?

[Chorus]
All the spaces in-between
What we say and what we think we need
Will we ever be as one?
Or just planets circling the sun?

15166. Plant Some Flowers By My Grave

Bill Monroe - Plant Some Flowers By My Grave
Bluegrass Cardinals

Plant some flowers by my graveside
Just a little bunch of them
Makes no difference what they are, dear
Since your hand has planted them

Darlin', when you pass the graveside
You see my name there on a slab



Won't you stop a little while dear
For I would be lonesome there

You will do this won't you darlin'
You will do this last request
You will do this won't you darlin'
When they lay me down to rest

15167. Play A Train Song

Todd Snider - Play a Train Song (Live)
Yonder Mountain String Band

[Verse 1]
Smokin' long black Cadillac, engine winding down
He'd park it up on the sidewalk like he owned the whole damn town
I'd hear him talkin' to some chick through a thick ghost of smoke
Through a thicker haze of Southern Comfort and Coke

[Verse 2]
"Say girl, you're hotter than the hinges hanging off the gates of hell
"Don't be afraid to turn to me, baby, if he don't treat you well"
And by "he," he meant me, so I laughed and I shook his hand
He laughed a little bit louder as he would yell up at the band to

[Chorus]
"Play a train song, pour me one more round
"Make 'em leave my boots on on the day they lay me into the ground
"I am a runaway locomotive, I'm out of my one track mind
"And I'm a-lookin' for any kinda trouble I can find"

[Verse 3]
I've got this old black leather jacket, got this pack of Marlboro Reds
I've got this stash here in my pocket, got these thoughts in my own head
The right to run until I've gotta walk, 'til I've got to crawl
Got this moment that I'm in right now and nothing else at all

[Chorus]
Play a train song and pour me one more round
Make 'em leave my boots on the day that they lay me into the ground
I am a runaway locomotive, out of my one track mind

[Verse 4]
In the television blizzard lights we looked around his place
We found him cold there on the sofa, a little smile across his face
And though I tried with all of my sadness, somehow I could never weep
For a man who looked to me like he died laughing in his sleep

[Chorus]
Singin' a train song, drinking one last round
Made 'em leave his boots on the day that they laid him down
He was a runaway locomotive, he was out of his one track mind



[Outro]
Play a train song
Play a train song
Play a train song

15168. Play By Your Own Rules

Play By Your Own Rules
Sam Bush

[Chorus]
Take a hold of the wheel and turn it for yourself
Live like you ain't never gonna lose
Choose to be the one if ever it's kindness over wealth
Don't be somebody else's fool
You've gotta Play By Your Own Rules

[Verse 1]
There's a thin thin line between the rhymes and the drift
Not knowing who's incharge of [?] one
Visions of tomorrow always well within my view
Begging me to chase the setting sun

[Chorus]
Take a hold of the wheel and turn it for yourself
Live like you ain't never gonna lose
Choose to be the one if ever it's kindness over wealth
Don't be somebody else's fool
You've gotta Play By Your Own Rules

[Verse 2]
In the cold cold storm
When the hold is calling you
Can't even see the darkness for the rain
Steady is the path that'll lead your safe way through
Don't hurry 'cause you'll get there just the same

[Chorus]
Take a hold of the wheel and turn it for yourself
Live like you ain't never gonna lose
Choose to be the one if ever it's kindness over wealth
Don't be somebody else's fool
You've gotta Play By Your Own Rules

[Bridge]
Be a shining light
Be a helping hand
Be a giving heart
Be a patient man

[Chorus]
Take a hold of the wheel and turn it for yourself
Live like you ain't never gonna lose



Choose to be the one if ever it's kindness over wealth
Don't be somebody else's fool
You've gotta Play By Your Own Rules

15169. Play It Slow

Gillian Welch - Play It Slow

I been sittin' here all night
I been waitin' for the band to get it right
Come on Daddy, play it slow so I can dance

I been thinkin' to hurt me wrong
You been playing every other kind of song
Come on Daddy, play it slow so I can dance

Little girls like the twist and shout
Fills their hearts with love
But what I need with the twist and shout
Is ?? I been dreaming about

I can Lindy and I know the Shaft
They don't send me when I'm feelin' really bad
Come on Daddy, play it slow so I can dance

Well well well I don't care for the latest craze
Everybody everybody's wavin' their hands in the air
Gonna plant my feet and my two good legs
Go back and forth like a rockin' chair

Come on!

No high-steppin', no fancy turns
I don't do nothin' that I've ever had to learn
Come on Daddy, play it slow
Come on Daddy, let the good times roll
Come on Daddy, play it slow so I can dance

15170. Play Me A Hank Song - Chords

Tyler Childers - Play Me a Hank Song

[Intro]
F G F D
 
[Verse]
D
Well it all seems so happy
                 G



But how can that be
        F              D
There a whole class of people
                    A
Just as lonesome as me
    G         D
You ask me to tell you
                G
How I can be so blue
    F            D
But you'd be the same
                    A
If the girl of your dreams
      G             D
Broke your heart in two
 
[Chorus]
             G
So play me a Hank song
   F       D
To ease my pain
                        A
'Cause it helps to know someone
         G         D
Felt the same damn way
             G
Alone and forsaken
        F          D
Brother what can I say
                   A
Yeah I feel like a Hank song
G     F        D
Since she went away
 
[Verse]
D
Well ol' K.G.'s my buddy
          G
We go way back
       F                  D
To the times back in high school
                        A
When I was too poor for Jack
         G             D
But even he knows that sometimes
                         G
You can't help right the wrong
   F             D
By getting stone blind
                         A
You need to sit down and pine
     G        D
To a Hank Sr. song
 
[Chorus]
             G
So play me a Hank song



   F       D
To ease my pain
                        A
'Cause it helps to know someone
         G         D
Felt the same damn way
             G
Alone and forsaken
        F          D
Brother what can I say
                   A
Yeah I feel like a Hank song
G     F        D
Since she went away
 
[Instrumental]
G F D A A G D
G F D A A G D
 
[Verse]
D
I hope that she's happy
                      G
And I hope that she's free
           F           D
I hope she finds her a man
                    A
To treat her like a queen
         G         D
And then up out of nowhere
                    G
When she needs him around
    F           D
She wakes up to find
                 A
She's ran out of time
         G          D
And he's ran out of town
 
[Chorus]
                       G
I hope she needs her a Hank song
   F        D
To ease her pain
                          A
'Cause it'll help to know someone
         G         D
Felt the same damn way
             G
Alone and forsaken
      F          D
Honey what can I say
                       A
I hope you feel like a Hank song
G     F            D
      One of these days...



15171. Play Me A Record

Play Me a Record
Bryan Sutton

Play me a record and we'²ll dance the night away
I'll lead you through the flowers and I'²ll pick you a fine bouquet

My love for you is growing dear, all others fade away
I want you by my side dear girl, forever and a day
And someday when this road gets hard you're troubled or dismayed
I want to be your dear companion girl on down the long highway

Please marry me my lovely girl, please marry me today
I pledge you all the love I've got, yes, you I'²ll ne'²er betray
And we'll build a little cottage love with wood and with clay
Our children will grow up my dear we'²ll show them the way

Lay me down softly girl it's been a long hard day
Make me forget my troubles dear and love them all away
My days are getting shorter dear my hair is turning gray
But know my love for you goes on till I'²m beneath the clay

Play me a record and we'll dance the night away
I'²ll lead you through the flowers and I'll pick you a fine bouquet

15172. Play Me Another One - Chords

Play Me Another One 
The Breakmen
 
[Verse 1]
Em                                G
There's an old lonesome song on a warm windy night
Am                     C
If we take our time we might get it right
Em                       G
Each line brings another sweet memory
Am                           C             D
See the ones that I've loved smile down on me
 
[Chorus]
G                    D
Play me another one, easy and slow
Am                           C        D
Just one more dance dear, before I go home
G                          D
About long lost lovers and pretty little things
Am                             C          Em



Oh, I'd give the world just to hear you sing
 
[Verse 2]
       Em                      G
It's a hard endless line and a tired heavy load
         Am                    C
Weighin' down on my mind on an old troubled road
     Em                 G
That runs by rivers and mountains high
    Am                       C      D
And keeps us together, honey, you and I
 
[Chorus]
G                    D
Play me another one, easy and slow
Am                           C        D
Just one more dance dear, before I go home
G                          D
About long lost lovers and pretty little things
Am                             C          Em
Oh, I'd give the world just to hear you sing
 
[Bridge]
Em G Am C
Em G Am C D
 
[Verse]
       Em                G
It's a long wide road to another place
      Am                             C
And I might forget the name but I'll remember the face
      Em               G
I'm a long gone daddy, don't you cry
         Am                       C      D
For I'll meet you one day on that by and by
 
[Chorus]
G                    D
Play me another one, easy and slow
Am                           C        D
Just one more dance dear, before I go home
G                          D
About long lost lovers and pretty little things
Am                             C          Em
Oh, I'd give the world just to hear you sing
 
[Chorus]
G                    D
Play me another one, easy and slow
Am                           C        D
Just one more dance dear, before I go home
G                          D
About long lost lovers and pretty little things
Am                             C          Em
Oh, I'd give the world just to hear you sing



15173. Play Me The Wildwood Flower

Play Me The Wildwood Flower (Larry W. Jones 10/15/2007) 

She has caused me lonely hours since she said goodbye
Play me the Wildwood Flower 'cause I need to cry
Just like a leaning tower that fell bye and bye
Play me the Wildwood Flower 'cause I need to cry
People think we're still together, so they don't know
Just why I feel so blue
Oh, tell me whether you can play it for me, Joe
Wildwood Flower will do
A whiskey sour would turn my smile into a lie
So just play me the Wildwood Flower while I cry
- instrumental -
She has caused me lonely hours since she said goodbye
Play me the Wildwood Flower 'cause I need to cry
People think we're still together, so they don't know
Just why I feel so blue
Oh, tell me whether you can play it for me, Joe
Wildwood Flower will do
A whiskey sour would turn my smile into a lie
So just play me the Wildwood Flower while I cry
A whiskey sour would turn my smile into a lie
So just play me the Wildwood Flower while I cry
Play me the Wildwood Flower while I cry

15174. Play On - Chords

Play On 
Larkin Poe
 
[Intro]
C E7/B A#sus2 F Fm G Gsus4  G7
 
[Verse]
C                E7
 I tried to find   a good reason for loving
Am                                      D7
  But I couldn't find nothing, though I searched all through the night.
C                            E7
 Back at the all night diner,  feeding coins to the old jukebox
Am                                                  D7
  I feel the rhythm, no matter what is given by the school of hard knocks
 
[Chorus]
          C            E7/B
So and if music is what fuels your love,
     F        D7



Play on, play on, on
    C           G    C        G
And nothing can stop you! (Woooooo)
 
[Solo]
C E7/B A#sus2 F Fm G Gsus4  G7
 
[Verse]
C                 E7
 I tried to define  my reason for living
Am                                    D7
  And as a chill ran down my spine, I knew something was missing
C                        E7
 So I turn my eyes inward  to search for that something more
Am                                                D7
  And with the sun, I hit the rode running to sing songs from my soul's core
 
[Chorus]
          C             E7/B
Oh and if music is what fuels your love,
     F        D7
Play on, play on, on
    C           G    C        G
And nothing can stop you! (Woooooo)
 
[Solo]
C E7/B A#sus2 F Fm G Gsus4  G7 (x2)
 
[Chorus] (x2):
          C             E7/B
Oh and if music is what fuels your love,
     F        D7
Play on, play on, on
    C           G    C        G
And nothing can stop you! (Woooooo)
 
[Chorus] (A capella):
          C             E7/B
Oh and if music is what fuels your love,
     F        D7
Play on, play on, 
C           G    C        G
nothing can stop you! (Woooooo)
 
[Chorus] (Synths):
          C             E7
Oh and if music is what fuels your love,
     F        D7
Play on, play on, on
    C           G
No nothing can stop you! (No nothing can stop)
 
 
[Chorus]
          C             E7/B
Oh and if music is what fuels your love,
     F        D7



Play on, play on, on
    C           G    C        G
And nothing can stop you! (Woooooo)
 
          C             E7/B
Oh and if music is what fuels your love,
     F    D7  C G Fm C
Play on...

15175. Play This

Play This
Keller Williams - Play This

Turn on my radio, follow the formula
Speed it up and throw some fuzz on it
Just speed it up and throw some fuzz on it
Youth of a nation song, well what the f- do i know i just
Speed it up and throw some fuzz on it
Speed it up and throw some fuzz on it
Grind your teeth, dye your hair
Pierce your ass, I don't care
Feeling the adrenaline flow
Listening to my radio
Play this, play this, play this, play this
I wish that you would put some marbles up in your mouth
So that you would have an excuse to
Speed it up and throw some fuzz on it
Speed it up and throw some fuzz on it
Something inside of me secretly likes all of the abnormalities
I guess its not a secret now
So speed it up and throw some fuzz on it
Speed it up and throw some fuzz on it
Grind your teeth, dye your hair
Pierce your ass, i don't care
Feeling the adrenaline flow
Listening to my radio
Play this, play this, play this, play this
Turn on my radio, follow the formula
Speed it up and throw some fuzz on it
Speed it up and throw some fuzz on it
Youth of a nation song, well what the f- do i know i just
Speed it up and throw some fuzz on it
Speed it up and throw some fuzz on it
Grind your teeth, dye your hair
Pierce your ass, i don't care
Feeling the adrenaline flow
Listening to my radio
Play this, play this, play this, play this



15176. Play Together Again, Again - Chords

Play Together Again, Again
Emmylou Harris

KEY: A then Bb

VERSE:
N/C A D E A
Play together again, again let me dance her cross my mind
A D A B7 E
She's still the best I ever had though it's been a long, long time
N/C A D E A
Play together again, again bring back yesterday
D A E A D A
Let me foolish heart pretend play together again

CHORUS:
D
Play some old song 'bout a love that's gone wrong
D A
That's what I want to hear
D
Don't play A-seven don't play B-eleven
D A E
For it's plain to see she's not here

BREAK: A D E A D A

CHORUS:
Play some old song 'bout a love that's gone wrong
That's what I want to hear
Don't play A-seven don't play B-eleven
For it's plain to see she's not here

TAG (key change):
F/ Bb Eb F Bb
Play together again, again bring back yesterday
Eb Bb F Bb Eb Bb F Bb
Let me foolish heart pretend play together again

15177. Play Us A Waltz

Play Us a Waltz
Hazel Dickens

You walk in the door, you see them sitting there
The old people in shawls, in silver wheel chairs
The blind and the lame, herded into a room
Where there is no one to love, and nothing to do

"Play us a waltz, play us a tune
I'll pray for you Mister, each night in my room



My children are grown, my living is done
Oh say you'll remember, my darling young one"

Here in this place, there are no last names
It's Martha and Bill, and Sarah and Jane
Everything else, has been given away
To their children who don't come, on visiting day (refrain)

Get them up in the morning, and see that they're fed
Lay them back down at night, while they cry in their beds
In this worst kind of prison, where there ain't no parole
No one sets them free, they're unwanted and old (refrain)

You walk out the door, and they're still sitting there
The old people in shawls, in silver wheel chairs
The blind and the lame, herded back to their rooms
Where there is no one to love, and nothing to do (refrain)

15178. Playboy

Dwight Yoakam - Playboy
(R. Bateman, G. Horton, W. Stevenson, B. Holland)
Chris Hillman

They call me a playboy
As I'm making my rounds
Chasing the bright light
Of each night spot in town
Thought I never show it,
My heart's breaking in two
They call me a playboy
But I'm just lonesome for you
I once had a real love
That was when I had you
Now I'll never feel love
With somebody new
This false front I'm wearing
Is just to cover my blues
They call me a playboy
But I'm just lonesome for you

15179. Played Out

Sturgill Simpson - Played Out

[Verse 1]
Trail's gone cold, here comes the rain
Been chewin' on willow bark to hold back the pain
Puttin' juice in the wound, lettin' it drain



Holes in my buckskins, still wet with bloodstains
Been pushin' too hard, and goin' insane
Lord, don't let this journey be all in vain

[Verse 2]
'Cause I'm played out, down to my last draw
This bitin' feelin' is startin' to gnaw
It's the saddest picture you ever saw
Played out and ridin', rough ragged and raw

[Verse 3]
Stayin' up on the ridge, tryin' to keep the high ground
Shoulder is throbbin' and I'm wearin' down
Shamrock's head is bobbin' and I don't hear the hound
After five days and nights followin' the sound
Sam done went silent, is nowhere to be found
Oh wait, I see him, lyin' there on the ground

[Verse 4]
Oh he's played out, thorns stuck and blood raw
Torn plumb all to pieces, done worn off his paw
Then old Sam let out his last dyin' bay call
So I dug him a grave, covered it all

15180. Playing Catch With .22

Playing Catch With .22 (Bluegrass Version)
I the Mighty

[Verse 1]
I've been thinking back to when we used to share a drink on late night walks
When you'd pretend your winter breath was cigarette smoke in your lungs
I'd fight the urge to give you all the worst advice about the ones you liked
(You called it chemistry, I called it earning bragging rights)
Knowing damn well if I told you how I felt, I'd crack the ice
Roll the dice

[Chorus]
You're just a second away from being in love or alone
What you don't know
Is that each second you waste is a breath you don't take
It's a moment you wasted
You're just a second away from building a life or a home
What you don't know
Is that each second you waste is a breath you don't take
It's a moment you wasted

[Verse 2]
I've been thinking back to that night on your front step
When I held you as you wept
We sat awhile in silence, but I was screaming in my head
How to tell you, or if I even could
When the moment came



So I always try to live vicariously through my friends
(You call it chemistry, I call it perfect timing instead)
Watching all them fall in love, and wondering if I will again

[Chorus]
You're just a second away from being in love or alone
What you don't know
Is that each second you waste is a breath you don't take
It's a moment you wasted
You're just a second away from building a life or a home
What you don't know
Is that each second you waste is a breath you don't take
It's a moment you wasted

Just a second away from being in love or alone
Every second you waste is a breath you don't take
It's a moment you wasted
Just a second away from building a life or a home
Every second you waste is a breath you don't take
It's a moment you wasted

[Outro]
You're just a second away from being in love or alone
And every second you waste is a breath that you don't take

15181. Playing Second Fiddle

Playing Second Fiddle (Larry W. Jones 06/26/2007) 

It seems like you're always up ahead
While behind is always where I tread
A failure is what I was meant to be
I would like to be the first in line
But I fear the worst is always mine
Playing second fiddle is lonely me
Playing second fiddle is where I belong
Being number one is just not my song
It's like reading the second hand news
Playing second fiddle is playing the blues
- instrumental -
It seems like you're always up ahead
While behind is always where I tread
Playing second fiddle is where I belong
Being number one is just not my song
It's like reading the second hand news
Playing second fiddle is playing the blues
Dear, don't you know I'm in love with you
Even though I know that I'm number two
There's another love who's ahead of me
Playing second fiddle is lonely me
It seems like you're always up ahead
While behind is always where I tread
There's another love who's ahead of me



Playing second fiddle is lonely me

15182. Pleasant As May

Dolly Parton - Pleasant As May 
Writer Dolly Parton

The mid summer sun shines but dim the fields try in vain to look gay
But when I was happy with him December was pleasant as May
There once was a time he and I picked flowers to braid in my hair
And the songbirds would sing sweet song of love that was tender and fair
No difference the seasons may quit our love was as warm as the sun
And it mattered not where did the snow
Or green grass kissed the fields where we'd run
Now the mid summer sun shines...
Sweet flowers sweet birds and sweet song have now lost their sweetness to me
For ever my darling is gone and for ever my heartbroken I'll be
Now the mid summer sun shines...
The mid summer sun shines but dim mmm

15183. Please Be My Love

Bill Monroe - Please Be My Love
Monroe Crossing

I wanna be with you i can give you love that's true
just believe the way i feel i love you and i always will

no one could take your place with me
don't ever think of setting me free
just believe the way i feel i love you and i always will

please be my love, please be my love
just believe the way i feel i love you and i always will

No one can thril me like you do
i'll spend a lifetime loving you
just believe the way i feel i love you and i always will

i think of you each day and night
i just want to hold you tight
just believe the way i feel i love you and i always will

please be my love, please be my love



15184. Please Be San Antone - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Please Be San Antone  
written by Jim Lauderdale & Emily Erwin

B  E  F#  B

B                     E
Somebody's honey been away too long
F#                     B
Somebody's waiting at home
                                 E
Somebody's learning that they're not so strong
F#                    B               
Sittin there dreaming alone
B                                  E
Nothing seems to matter since it's been like this
F#                          B
Nothing seems to move me at all
B                                 E
My heart's about to shatter since we last kissed
F#                          B
I'm hanging on from call to call and hoping
E             F#
Please be San Antone
E         F#
Please be on that phone
E         F#                B   E  F#   B     B  E  F#   B
Send your love back home to me
B                             E
Anything you tell me is gonna be ok
F#                     B
Anyway the words wanna walk
                            E
Any new is good news that I hear you say
F#                              B
We could talk about the weather talk about the dog
                             E
Just enough to hear you take another breath
F#                        B
Just enough to soften the fall
                            E
Gonna make my day until the next sunset
F#                             B
Hold me back from climbing the walls
E             F#
Please be San Antone
E         F#
Please be on that phone
E         F#                B   
Send your love back home to me
E             F#
Please be San Antone
E         F#
Please be on that phone
E         F#                B   
Send your love back home to me



E         F#                B  
Send your love back home to me

>From Jim Lauderdale "Onward Through It All"
RCA Records 1999
Wait No More Music
Might Nice Music(BMI)
Laudersongs(BMI)

15185. Please Call Me, Baby

Nanci Griffith - Please Call Me, Baby

The evening fell just like a star
Left a trail behind
You spit as you slammed
Out the door

If this is love we're crazy
As we fight like cats and dogs
I just know
There's got to be more

So please call me, baby
Wherever you are
It's too cold to be
Out walking in the streets

We do crazy things when we're wounded
Everyone's a bit insane
I don't want you catching your death of cold
Out walking in the rain

I admit that I ain't no angel
I admit that I ain't no saint
I'm selfish and I'm cruel
But you're blind

If I exorcise my devils
Well, my angels may leave too
When they leave
They're so hard to find

So please call me, baby
Wherever you are
It's too cold to be
Out walking in the streets

We do crazy things when we're wounded
Everyone's a bit insane
I don't want you catching your death of cold
Out walking in the rain



And we're always at each other's throats
You know it drives me up a wall
Most of the time
We're just blowing off steam

And I wish to God you'd leave me
Baby, I wish to God you'd stay
Life's so different
Than it is in your dreams

So please call me, baby
Wherever you are
It's too cold to be
Out walking in the streets

We do crazy things when we're wounded
Everyone's a bit insane
And I don't want you catching your death of cold
Out walking in the rain

15186. Please Come Back Little Pal

Please Come Back Little Pal

I am lonely tonight little pal
I'm lonely I'm sad and I'm blue
There an empty spot in my life
That no one can fill only you

So please come back little pal
Please come and stay
My heart is withered like a petal
Of a rose I saw dying today

Remember we walked in the moonlight
We walked we talked alone
Was the night that we were parting
And never again would we roam

Please think of me little pal
For I surely am thinking of you
You're the only pal that ever
Was to me so kind and so true

15187. Please Come To Boston

Please Come To Boston
Dave Loggins - NewFound Road



Please come to Boston for the springtime
I'm stayin' here with some friends and they've got lots a room
You can sell your paintings on the sidewalk
By a cafe where I hope to be workin' soon
Please come to Boston
She said, 'No, would you come home to me?'

And she said, 'Hey ramblin' boy why don't you settle down?
Boston ain't your kinda town
There ain't no gold and there ain't nobody like me...
I'm the number one fan of the man from Tennessee'

Please come to Denver with the snowfall
We'll move up into the mountains so far that we can't be found
And throw 'I love you' echoes down the canyon
And then lie awake at night till they come back around
Please come to Denver
She said, 'No, boy, would you come home to me?'

And she said, 'Hey ramblin' boy why don't you settle down?
Denver ain't your kinda town
There ain't no gold and there ain't nobody like me
'Cause I'm the number one fan of the man from Tennessee'

Now this drifter's world goes 'round and 'round
And I doubt that it's ever gonna stop
But of all the dreams I've lost or found
And all that I ain't got
I still need a lean to
Somebody I can sing to

Please come to LA to live forever
California life alone is just too hard to bear
I live in a house that looks out over the ocean
And there's some stars that fell from the sky
Livin' up on the hill
Please come to LA
She just said, 'No, boy, won't you come home to me?'

And she said, 'Hey ramblin' boy why don't you settle down?
LA can't be your kinda town
There ain't no gold and there ain't nobody like me...
No, no, I'm the number one fan of the man from Tennessee'

'I'm the number one fan of the man from Tennessee...'

15188. Please Daddy

Please Daddy 

I woke up this morning
The room felt empty and bare
As I turned to the closet



Your clothes were not there
I walked to the kichen
Found our little girl with a note
As I read it to myself
the tears began to flow and she said

Please daddy don't cry that way
I know mommy left us, but thats ok
Please daddy don't cry so hard
You don't know how it scares me
And I wish you would stop
Please daddy don't cry that way
'Cause I'm right here beside you
And I promised that I'll stay

I looked down at her
through tear stained eyes
It is though you were there in a tiny disguise
She clenches her pyjama
With that soft little hand
See all this that's happening
She can't quite understand but she says

Please daddy don't cry that way
I know mommy left us, but thats ok
Please daddy don't cry so hard
You don't know how it scares me
And I wish you would stop
Please daddy don't cry that way
'Cause I'm right here beside you
And I promised that I'll stay

Searching my heart
And trying to explain
But the words that come out
Are swollen with pain
She looks through my eyes
Right down to my soul
Sees all the hurt
That I can't control and she says

Please daddy don't cry that way
I know mommy left us, but that's ok
Please daddy don't cry so hard
You don't know how it scares me
And I wish you would stop
Please daddy don't cry that way
'Cause I'm right here beside you
And I promised that I'll stay

Please daddy don't cry that way
I'm right here beside you
And I promised that I'll stay



15189. Please Daddy (Don't Get Drunk This Christmas)

Please Daddy (Don't Get Drunk This Christmas)

'Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
I don't want to see my Momma cry
Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
I don't want my Momma cry
Just last year when I was only seven
Now I'm almost eight, as you can see
You came home a quarter past eleven
And fell down underneath
our Christmas tree
'Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
I don't want to see my Momma cry
Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
I don't want to see my Momma cry
'Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
I don't want to see my Momma cry
Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
I don't want to see my Momma cry
Mama smiled and looked
Outside the window
She told me son
You better go upstairs Then you laughed and hollered
'Merry Christmas'
I turned around and saw
My Momma's tears
Chorus
Everybody sing now...
Chorus
No,I don't want to see my Momma cry

15190. Please Daddy Don't Get Drunk This Christmas

Alan Jackson - Please Daddy Don't Get Drunk This Christmas 

"Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
I don't want to see my Momma cry
Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
I don't want my Momma cry
Just last year when I was only seven
Now I'm almost eight, as you can see
You came home a quarter past eleven
And fell down underneath
our Christmas tree
"Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
I don't want to see my Momma cry
Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
"Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
I don't want to see my Momma cry
Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
I don't want my Momma cry



"Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
I don't want to see my Momma cry
Please Daddy don't get drunk this Christmas
I don't want my Momma cry
I don't want my Momma cry
Mama smiled and looked
Outside the window
She told me son
You better go upstairs Then you laughed and hollered
"Merry Christmas"
I turned around and saw
My Momma's tears
Chorus
No,I don't want to see my Momma cry

15191. Please Dear Mommy - Chords

Please Dear Mommy 
Dan Tyminski
 
[D] God sent a little girl, an [G] angel to me
Words can't explain the [D] love I felt when I [G] held her close to [A] me
as [D] she grew up and grew apart her [G] mother and I
she over heard our [D] angry words [G] then begin to [A] cry
 
Please dear [D] mommy, don' t hate my [G] daddy
I love him more than [D] anything [G] please don't let him [A] go
 
Please dear [D] daddy, don't leave my [G] mommy
you promised me you [D] never would
[G] promise you that [D] I'd be good if [G] you don't go [A] away
 
[G] Mommy, you should [A] make my daddy [D] stay [Dsus] [D]
 
We taught her how to say her prayers, [G] sit up straight and tall
And if you can't say [D] something good, say [G] nothing at [A] all
One [D] night behind our bedroom door [G] much to her surprise
The words she heard her [D] daddy say made [G] teardrops in her [A] eyes
 
please dear [D] daddy, don't hate my [G] mommy
I love her more than [D] anything  so [G] please don't let her [A] go
please dear [D] mommy, don't leave my [G] daddy
you promised me you [D] never would
I [G] promise you that [D] I'll be good if [G] you don't go [A] away
 
[G] Daddy you should [A] make my mommy [D] stay [Dsus] [D]
 
It takes my breath to tell the rest, [G] how she left our home
to be part of god's [D] family our [G] little baby's [A] gone
[D] looking back I know she was an [G] angel in disguise
the last words that she [D] ever said, made [G] teardrops in our [A] eyes.
 
Please dear [D] mommy, take care of [G] daddy



He loves you more than [D] anything, so [G] please don't let him [A] go
Please dear [D] daddy, stay here with [G] mommy
I did not mean to [D] make you cry
I [G] crossed my heart and [D] hoped to die  now [G] I must go [A] away
[G] let's meet up in [A] heaven some sweet [D] day

15192. Please Don't Bury Me

Please Don't Bury Me
John Prine

Woke up this morning
Put on my slippers
Walked in the kitchen and died
And oh what a feeling!
When my soul
Went thru the ceiling
And on up into heaven I did ride
When I got there they did say
John, it happened this way
You slipped upon the floor
And hit your head
And all the angels say
Just before you passed away
These were the very last words
That you said:

Chorus:
Please don't bury me
Down in that cold cold ground
No, I'd druther have "em" cut me up
And pass me all around
Throw my brain in a hurricane
And the blind can have my eyes
And the deaf can take both of my ears
If they don't mind the size

Give my stomach to Milwaukee
If they run out of beer
Put my socks in a cedar box
Just get "em" out of here
Venus de Milo can have my arms
Look out! I've got your nose
Sell my heart to the junkman
And give my love to Rose

Chorus

Give my feet to the footloose
Careless, fancy free
Give my knees to the needy
Don't pull that stuff on me
Hand me down my walking cane



It's a sin to tell a lie
Send my mouth way down south
And kiss my ass goodbye

Chorus

15193. Please Don't Feel Sorry For Me

Please Don't Feel Sorry For Me

Now please, don't feel sorry for me
I'm sorry we could not agree
So darlilng this is my last plea
Please don't feel sorry for me

The love I once saw in your eye
Has now truned to hate, so goodbye
You've caused me enough misery
But please don't feel sorry for me

The day that I die I'll still care
And hoping somehow you'll be there
I'm thankful for your memory
Just please don't feel sorry for me

* Refrain

15194. Please Don't Go

Please Don't Go
Frank Solivan

The voice of love did shout
When we started out
It caught my eye and I saw the joy of love
But all it does si cry
cause we have to say goodbye
Girl I love you and
Please don't go

I know I can't hold you back
You need to go try all that
There's life ahead we all need to know
Now I wish you well
And I hope your letters tell
You love me but
Please don't go

Please don't leave me girl



We need to be close once more
Just to hold one another as we dit back then
Please don't go
I need you so
Kiss my lips and hold me tight
All we have is one more night
Please don't go

When you step on the plane
Will good times ever be the same
Loosin' you is a break through my heart
Be you sad or glad
Or maybe even mad
I'll always love you so
Please don't go

I wish we could stay together
In my arms forever

15195. Please Don't Let Our Sweet Love Die

Please Don't Let Our Sweet Love Die 
Dailey & Vincent
 
Now you say, that I no longer make you happy 
And lately it's, been useless to try 
Nothing that I say or do, brings a smile to you 
And you think, it's best just to let our sweet love die 
Through the years, we've grown tired of each other 
If we talk at all, it's just to quarrel and fight 
But if a spark of love remains 
There's still time to fan the flames 
Renew our sweet love with the fire 
that still burns bright 
 
CHORUS : 
Darlin please, don't let our sweet love die 
After all these years, we owe us one more try 
Once before, you say we re through 
Let's make love, the way we used to darlin  
Please, don't let our sweet love die 
 
We've both said and done, some things to hurt each other 
And through the years, we've grown farther apart 
We could make love together last 
If we just forget the past 
And we give our dear sweet love a brand new start 
 
Once before, you say we're through 
Let's make love the way we used to darlin  
Please, don't let our sweet love (sweet love die)



15196. Please Don't Stop Loving Me

Dolly Parton - Please Don't Stop Loving Me 

Please,Please dont stop loving me
Or I couldn't make alone
Please,Please dont stop loving me
Or I couldn't make it when you're gone
You bring me the sunshine
When I is inside
And when I'm in darkness
You bring me the light
You opened my yes when I
Couldn't see
So please, o-oh please
Don't stop loving me-e
Please,Please don't stop loving me
Or I couldn't make it alone
Please,Please dont stop loving me
Or I couldn't make it when you're gone
You bring me the sunshine
When I is inside
And when I'm in darkness
You bring me the light
You opened my eyes when I
Couldn't see
So please,o-oh please
Don't stop loving me

15197. Please Don't Tell Me Till The Story Ends

Please Don't Tell Me Till The Story Ends

Capo 1
A D A
This could be our last goodnight together
 E
We may never pass this way again
A D A D
Just let me enjoy 'till its over, Or forever
A E A
Please don't tell me how the story ends

A D A
See the way our shadows come together
 E
Softer than your fingers on my skin
A D A D
Someday this may be all, That we'll remember, of each other



A E A
So Please don't tell me how the story ends

D A
Never's just the echo of forever
B E
Lonesome as the love that might have been
A D A D
So let me go on loving and believing, 'Till it's over
A E A
Please don't tell me how the story ends
 E A
Please don't tell me how the story ends...

15198. Please Don't Wake Me

Please Don't Wake Me - Larry Sparks
Flatt & Scruggs

    Please don't wake me tonight while I'm sleepin
    For I might have the same dream again
    Let me own the whole world for just a moment
    While I hold you in my arms once again

Last night I had a dream about you darlin
Happy tears filled my eyes when I held you
When I awoke and realized I was dreamin
Happy tears that filled my eyes had turned to blue

I know that's the only way I can hold you
I realize that you belong to someone new
Let me dream and think that you are still mine dear
For you know that I've always worshiped you

15199. Please Heart, You're Killing Me

Rodney Crowell - Please Heart, You're Killing Me

Café windows, street lamps
Neon lights ablaze that shine all over town
In brilliant conversation, with somebody new
He's out there showin' 'round
[Chorus]
Please, heart, you're killing me
I'm lost among the faces
Where a sideways glance says romance on a whim
Pretty boys with blue eyes
Smilin' stylin' just reminding me of him
[Chorus]



Please, heart, you're killing me
Please, heart, you're killing me
Can't go out at night
Can't stay here at home
Can't go anywhere
'Cause he'll be there
Can't get out of bed
Can't get any sleep
Can't do anything
What does he care?
Does he care?
Everywhere I turn, I see
The past jump out in front of me  hello 
Someone's got it in for me
This whole damn town has secrets I don't know
[Chorus]
Please, heart, you're killing me
Please, heart, you're killing me
Four a.m. I brave the cold
The garbage trucks are on a roll,  surprise 
A vision through the subway steam
I see him and I can't believe my eyes
[Chorus]
Please, heart, you're killing me
Please, heart, you're killing me
You're killing me
You're killing me
You're killing me
Stop killing me

15200. Please Help Me I'm Falling (In Love With You)

Dolly Parton - Please Help Me I'm Falling (In Love With You) 

Please help me, I'm falling In love with you
Close the door to temptation Don't let me walk through
Turn away from me, darling I'm begging you to
Please help me, I'm falling In love with you

I belong to another Whose arms have grown cold
But I promised forever To have and to hold
I can never be free, dear But when I'm with you
I know that I'm losing The will to be true

Please help me, I'm falling And that would be sin
Close the door to temptation Don't let me walk in
For I must'nt want you But, darling, I do
Please help me, I'm falling In love with you



15201. Please Let Me Be

Jerry Jeff Walker - Please Let Me Be

Please let me be
Happy to just watch you smile
Oh, let me be
Resting here with you awhile
There is no need to
Feel you have to
Say a word to me
Just be yourself
Free within, without a sound
Your smile's enough
Don't speak out to tie us down
Why use phrases
That yesterday said
We were not so free
This is the peace we want to last
A simple sharing
Of two not caring
To impress this world
So let me be
Happy to just watch you smile
Oh, let me be
Resting here with you awhile
There is no need to
Feel you have to
Say a word to me
This is the peace we want to last and last and last...

15202. Please Mr. D. J.

Please Mr. D. J.

Hello Mr DJ won't you play a song for me
The girl I love just said goodbye and I'm blue as I can be
Oh please Mr DJ play that song I've heard you play
And send it out to someone who broke my heart today

You won't have to call her name she'll know it's meant for her
Play me that song of sadness and I'll be grateful to you sir
Oh please Mr DJ play that song I've heard you play
And send it out to someone who broke my heart today
[ ac.guitar ]
You won't have to call her name...

15203. Please Mr. D.J. - Chords



Please Mr. D.J.
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
C                        F
Hello Mr. D.J. won't you play a song for me
G7                                    F                 C
The girl I love just said goodbye and I'm blue as I can be
                   F
Oh please Mr. D.J. play that song I've heard you play
    G7                                        C
And send it out to someone who broke my heart today
G7                              C
You won't have to call her name she'll know it's meant for her
G7                               C                       G7
Play me that song of sadness and I'll be grateful to you sir
   C               F
Oh please Mr. D.J. play that song I've heard you play
    G7                                        C
And send it out to someone who broke my heart today
Repeat #2

15204. Please Operator (Could You Trace This Call)

Please Operator (Could You Trace This Call)
Garth Brooks - Please Operator (Could You Trace This Call)

Please operator
Could you trace this call
Find out where I'm drinkin'
Which dirty beer hall
And send a cab driver to call for me here
No need to describe me
'Cause I ain't all here

She told me to get lost and that's what I did
But I've done it so well, I don't know where I hid
And she swore she'll never see me again
Hell, I'll never find me in the shape that I'm in

Please operator
Could you trace this call
Find out where I'm drinkin'
Which dirty beer hall
And send a cab driver to call for me here
No need to describe me
'Cause I ain't all here

Now I had to ask myself if I were me
If I was out drinkin', just where would I be
Then I thumbnailed a label and there I appeared
Hidin' out in the bottle behind a three-day-old beard

Please operator
Could you trace this call



Find out where I'm drinkin'
Which dirty beer hall
And send a cab driver to call for me here
No need to describe me
'Cause I ain't all here

Now I may be lonely but I'm never alone
'Cause I've been beside myself since she's been gone

Please operator
Could you trace this call
Find out where I'm drinkin'
Which dirty beer hall
And send a cab driver to call for me here
And if he could fine me, I'll buy him a beer

Please operator
Could you trace this call
Find out where I'm drinkin'
Which dirty beer hall
And send a cab driver to call for me here
Ill be beside myself to pour him a beer

Please operator
Could you trace this call
Find out where I'm drinkin'
Which dirty beer hall

15205. Please Pardon Me

Jim Lauderdale - Please Pardon Me

That big one over there he's a tough guy for a living
Till some meaner new guy comes along
If he's lucky there'll be someone there to say to him
Keep him in his place when he goes wrong

Please pardon me there's a part of me
That's wantin' to go free like it oughta be
Please pardon me

If I said I couldn't help myself for lack of better reasons
Is it worth the fall to make the climb
Cause in the bigger scheme of things what shatters your illusions
Seems like it's the right thing at the time

Please pardon me...
Everybody's alibi got the wings but just can't fly

[ guitar ]

Please pardon me...



Lots of folks have left so far I can't say that I blame them
Because of that ol' earthquake in the ground
Someday we'll all meet up again where there's many mansions
Till then I'm gonna miss 'em sticking round

Please pardon me...
Please pardon me...

15206. Please Pardon Yourself

The Avett Brothers - Please Pardon Yourself 

As I turn my head to your side of the bed
While you wake, What's on your mind?
To this awful news try not to hold on
The day will come, the sun will rise, and we'll be fine

As long as I feel, as strong as I feel
I will carry you as long as I can
As hard on yourself, please pardon yourself
Do the best you can and that won't go unseen

How do I know when it's time to stop?
Runnin' from the things I do, being things I'm not
Oh I have tried, but I just changed my mind
Every night befalls every morning light

How do I know that you will never stop?
Knowin' me, and trustin' me, and lovin' me a lot
Oh I have tried, but I just changed my mind
Every night befalls every morning light

Well there's only so many ways
You can give your loving to me
I'd give my soul for just for one of them now
I'd give up the drinking, just tell me how

And there's only so many years
I'm going to give my love to you
And I spent the last one hidden away
Screaming my lungs out with nothing to say

As I turn my head to your side of the bed
While you wake, What's on your mind?
To this awful news try not to hold on
The day will come, the sun will rise, and we'll be fine

15207. Please Please Baby - Chords



Please Please Baby
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C             F                   C
Please please baby baby come back home
        F                      C
It's so cold and dark here all alone
            F                      C
If you come back I promise I'll be good
            G7                        C
If you come home baby I'll act like I should
F                                       C
I laughed when you packed your bags and told me goodbye
  F                                C              G7
I hollered I don't need you oh but honey that's a lie
C             F                   C
Please please baby baby come back home
        F                      C
It's so cold and dark here all alone
            F                      C
If you come back I promise I'll be good
            G7                        C
If you come home baby I'll act like I should
F                             C
If you don't come home dear I know I'll go insane
G7                                C                 G7
Sweetheart I plead guilty darlin' I'll take all the blame
C             F                   C
Please please baby baby come back home
        F                      C
It's so cold and dark here all alone
            F                      C
If you come back I promise I'll be good
            G7                        C
If you come home baby I'll act like I should
         G7                        C
You come home baby I'll act like I should

15208. Please Read The Letter

Alison Krauss - Please Read the Letter

Caught out running
With just a little too much to hide
Maybe baby
Everything's gonna work out fine
Please read the letter
I pinned it to your door
It's crazy how it all turned out
We needed so much more

Too late, too late
A fool could read the signs
Maybe baby



You'd better check between the lines
Please read the letter, I
Wrote it in my sleep
With help and consultation from
The angels of the deep

Once I stood beside a well of many words
My house was full of rings and
Charms and pretty birds
Please understand me, my
Walls come falling down

There's nothing here that's left for you
But check with lost and found

Please read the letter that I wrote
Please read the letter that I wrote

One more song just before we go
Remember baby
All the things
We used to know
Please read my letter
And promise you'll keep
The secrets and the memories and
Cherish in the deep

Ah...

Please read the letter that I wrote
Please read the letter that I wrote
Please read the letter that I wrote

Please read the letter that I wrote
Please read the letter that I wrote
Please read the letter that I wrote

15209. Please Release Me

Gillian Welch
Please Release Me

Please release me, let me go
You know, woman, I don't love you anymore
To live together, it would be a sin
Release me and let me love again

I have found a new love, dear
And all killer needs that woman near
Her lips are warm, yours are cold
Release me, hey darling, let me go

Please release me, let me go



Honey, I just don't need you anymore
You know for me and you to live together
In the eyes of God, it would be a sin
Release me, let me get it again

Please release me, let me go
I don't love you anymore
To live together would be a sin
Release me and let me love again

15210. Please Remember Me

Rodney Crowell - Please Remember Me - the voice performance

When all our tears have reached the sea
Part of you will live in me
Way down deep inside my heart
The days keep coming without fail
A new wind is gonna find your sail
That's where your journey starts
You'll find better love
Strong as it ever was
Deep as the river runs
Warm as the morning sun
Please remember me
Just like the waves down by the shore
We're gonna keep on coming back for more
'Cause we don't ever wanna stop
Out in this brave new world you seek
Oh the valleys and the peaks
And I can see you on the top
You'll find better love
Strong as it ever was
Deep as the river runs
Warm as the morning sun
Please remember me
Remember me when you're out walkin'
When the snow falls high outside your door
Late at night when you're not sleepin'
And moonlight falls across your floor
When I can't hurt you anymore
You'll find better love
Strong as it ever was
Deep as the river runs
Warm as the morning sun
Please remember me
Please remember me



15211. Please Remember Me

Linda Ronstadt - Please Remember Me

When all our tears have reached the sea, 
A part of you will live in me, 
Way down inside my heart

The days keep coming without fail, 
A new winds gonna find your sail, 
And that's where your journey starts, 
You'll find better love, 
Strong as it ever was, 
Deep as a river runs, 
Warm as the morning sun
Please remember me

Just like the waves down by the shore, 
We're gonna keep on coming back for more, 
'Cause we don't ever want to stop
Out in this brave new world you see, 
Only the valleys and the peaks, 
I can see you on the top, 
You'll find better love, 
Strong as it ever was, 
Deep as a river runs, 
Warm as the morning sun
Please remember me

Remember me when you're out walking, 
When snow falls high outside your door, 
Late at night when you're not sleeping, 
And moonlight falls across your floor
When I can't hurt you anymore, 
You'll find better love, 
Strong as it ever was, 
Deep as a river runs, 
Warm as the morning sun
Please remember me
Please remember me.

15212. Please Remember That I Love You

Please Remember That I Love You

Please remember that I love you
And I hope you'll not forget
Each hour each day our love grows stronger
Since the day that we first met

Nothing now can separate us
Nothing but the end of time
Please remember that I love you



Don't forget that you're all mine

When I'm holding you so close dear
Lips so sweet brush close to mine
Time stands still my world is brighter
By a love that's so sublime

Please remember that I love you
That no one can take away
All the vows we made together
Are locked in my heart to stay

15213. Please Search Your Heart

Please Search Your Heart

Please search your heart and maybe you'll find
A reason to stay I'm begging this time
I know I was wrong but darlin' I've paid
Please search your heart before it's too late. 

   When you left me I said that I'd never be blue
   That I wouldn't cry if you found someone new
   But this is my plea, give me one more try
   Please search your heart, don't tell me goodbye. 

Please search your heart, don't tell me goodbye
Please search your heart, don't tell me goodbye

15214. Please Send Me Someone To Love

Buddy Miller - Please Send Me Someone to Love

Heaven please send to all mankind
Understanding and peace in mind
But if it's not asking too much
Please send me someone to love
Show the world how to get along
Peace will enter, when hate is gone
But if it's not asking too much
Please send me someone to love
I lay awake at night and ponder a world of trouble
And my answer is always the same
That unless man put an end to this damnable sin
Hate will put the world in a flame what a shame
Just because I'm in misery
I don't beg for no sympathy
But if it's not asking too much
Please send me someone to love



15215. Please Stay

Emmylou Harris
Please Stay

[Verse 1]
Please stay, please stay
Two words I've never thought I'd learn to say
Don't go away, please stay

[Verse 2]
Don't leave me here
When so many things so hard to see are clear
I need you near to me

[Chorus]
Will you stay with me 'til the end?
When there's nothing left, but you and me and the wind
We'll never know 'til we try
To find the other side of goodbye

[Post-Chorus]
Oh, sweet darlin'

[Saxophone Solo]

[Chorus]
Will you stay with me 'til the end?
When there's nothing left but you and me and the wind
We'll never know 'til we try
To find the other side of goodbye
[Outro]
Please stay, please slay
Two words I've never thought I'd learn to say
Don't go away, please stay
Please stay
Please stay

15216. Please Take The Devil Out Of Me - Chords

Please Take The Devil Out Of Me
Written and recorded by George Jones

C        F      C      G7                   C
Oh Jesus please please take the devil outta me
                       F             C
I've traveled far down this lonesome road
                      G7
The devil he's got me bent down so low



C                         F         C
I've just found out where I want to be
         F      C      G7                   C
Oh Jesus please please take the devil outta me
                     F         C
I'm getting tired of living in sin 
                         G7
I'm tired of keeping the devil for my friend
C               F         C
I want so badly to be set free
         F      C      G7                   C
Oh Jesus please please take the devil outta me
                 F             C
Now I'm so happy I'm free from sin
                             G7
Because I let my dear Savior in
   C             F          C
My Jesus told me that I was free
         F         C   G7                   C
Oh Jesus thank you You took the devil outta me
                     F         C
I'm getting tired of living in sin 
                         G7
I'm tired of keeping the devil for my friend
C               F         C
I want so badly to be set free
         F      C      G7                   C
Oh Jesus please please take the devil outta me

15217. Please, Please Baby

Dwight Yoakam - Please, Please Baby
(Dwight Yoakam)

Chorus:
Please, please baby, baby come back home
'Cause it's so cold and dark here all alone
If you come back I promise I'll be good
If you come home, baby, I'll act like I should
I laughed when you packed your bags and told me goodbye
I hollered, "I don't need you," ah but honey, that's a lie
Chorus:
Please, please baby, baby come back home
'Cause it's so cold and dark here all alone
If you come back I promise I'll be good
If you come home, baby, I'll act like I should
If you don't come home dear, I know I'll go insane
Sweetheart, I plead guilty, darlin' I'll take all the blame
Chorus:
Please, please baby, baby come back home
'Cause it's so cold and dark here all alone
If you come back I promise I'll be good
If you come home, baby, I'll act like I should



Chorus:
Please, please baby, baby come back home
'Cause it's so cold and dark here all alone
If you come back I promise I'll be good
If you come home, baby, I'll act like I should
If you come home, baby, I'll act like I should

15218. Pledging My Love

Emmylou Harris - Pledging My Love

Forever my darling 
My love will be true 
Always and forever 
I'll love just you 

Just promise me darlin' 
Your love in return 
May this fire in my soul dear 
Forever burn 

My heart's at your command, dear 
To keep, love and to hold 
Making you happy is my desire 
Keeping you is my goal 

My heart's at your command dear 
To keep, love and to hold 
Making you happy is my desire 
Keeping you is my goal 

I'll forever love you 
The rest of my days 
I'll never part from you 
And your loving ways 

Just promise me darlin' 
Your love in return 
May this fire in my soul dear 
Forever burn

15219. Plenty Of Everything But You

Ira Louvin - Plenty of everything but you

I've got plenty of everything but you
Last night the moon was shinin', made a perfect' night' for love
And I' had love words that I know' would a made you mine
Well my arms were itchin' to hold you tight



And my lips were a burnin' too
I've got plenty of everything but you

Got plenty of money for the wedding band
And a pretty suit of blue
And heaven only knows how many years I'll have to make love to you
And I know a preacher who will do his part while we say "I do"
I've got plenty of everything but you

When I woke this morning, saw the sun was shining bright
And the birds were singing my favorite songs for me
Everything in the world to be thankful for
But still I was sad and blue
I've got plenty of everything but you

I could smell that ham a-fryin', hear the cowbell down the lane
And mom was humming some old love song so sweet
But it set my heart a-pining
And I know just what to do
I've got plenty of everything but you

Got plenty of money for the wedding band
And a pretty suit of blue
And heaven only knows how many years I'll have to make love to you
And I know a preacher who will do his part while we say "I do"
I've got plenty of everything but you

15220. Plimsoll Punks

Norman Blake - Plimsoll Punks

[Verse 1]
When I chip through your candy coating
You're stuffed with insulation
Just strawberry ice cream floating
With a sprinkle of indignation
Cherry under knot of shoestring
Conflate and agitate

[Pre-Chorus]
You're a plimsoll punk
You're a plimsoll punk

[Chorus]
And you're gettin' me down, gettin' me down, gettin' me down
Gettin' me down down down, you're gettin' me down
Gettin' me down, gettin' me down, gettin' me down
Plimsoll punk

[Bridge]
Your posture's blocking out any possible light
I can hardly see
This conversation spirals into a fight



I can barely breathe
[Verse 2]
Who ran from Roman candles
Underneath a willow weeping?
Do the tealights on your mantel
Illuminate that summer feeling?
You're the seashell in my sandal
That's slicing up my heel

[Pre-Chorus]
You're a plimsoll punk
You're a plimsoll punk

[Chorus]
And you're getting me down, gettin' me down, gettin' me down
Gettin' me down down, down you're gettin' me down
R-r-r-racking my brain, trying to escape, getting me down
Plimsoll punk
Plimsoll punk

[Bridge]
Your posture's blocking out any possible light
I can no longer see
This conversation spirals into a fight
I can barely breathe

[Chorus]
Gettin' me down, gettin' me down, you're gettin' me down
Gettin' me down down down, you're gettin' me down
Gettin' me down, gettin' me down, you're gettin' me down
Plimsoll punk
Plimsoll punk

[Outro]
Plimsoll punks

15221. Plow To The End Of The Row

Plow to the End of the Row
Adrienne Young

Wake up in the morning in the moonlight grey
We got dirt to break, we got a note to pay
Gonna plow, plow to the end of the row
Wake up in the morning and plow to the end of the row

Down to the kitchen with my feet still bare
Children to the table, papa say a prayer
Gonna plow, plow to the end of the row
Down to the kitchen, got to plow to the end of the row

Cornbread for breakfast, won't ya boil the grinds
Got to cut the furrow 'fore the sun gets high



Got to plow, plow to the end of the row
Cornbread for breakfast and I plow to the end of the row

Sun just broke out over the trees
I got a aching in my back and a tremblin' in my knes
If the mule won't pull then the plow won't go
If the seed don't set, crop won't grow

Chickens to the market, seven miles to town
Gotta make it home 'fore the sun goes down
Big storm coming, I can see it in the sky
Hope it don't hit 'fore the clothes get dry

I got rocks in my shoes, dirt in my eyes
Working like a dog til the day I die
You got to plow, plow to the end of the row
I got rocks in my shoes when I plow to the end of the row
My baby's waitin' for me at the end of the day
She likes to ball the jack in the sweetest way
Gotta plow, plow to the end of the row

My baby's waiting' for me so I plow to the end of the row
Wake up in the mornin' in the moonlight grey
We got dirt to break we got a note to pay
Gonna plow, plow to the end of the row
Wake up in the mornin' and plow to the end of the row

15222. Plus Tu Tournes

Linda Ronstadt - Plus Tu Tournes

Tournes tournes bebe Creole
Le plus tu tourne le plus moi t'aimes
Tourne tourne bebe Creole
Le plus tu tournes le plus moi t'aimes

Chantes chantes bebe Creole
L'plus tu chantes le plus mon je t'aime
Chante chante bebe Creole
L'plus tu chantes le plus mon je t'aime

Danses danses bebe Creole
Le plus tu danses le plus moi j't'aime
Danses danses bebe Creole
Le plus tu danses le plus moi j't'aime

Tournes tournes tournes tournes
Danses danses jolie bebe
Le plus tu danses le plus mo t'aimes



15223. Pms Blues

Dolly Parton - Pms Blues 
Album:  Heartsongs

Eve, you wicked woman, you done put your curse on me.
Why didn't you just leave that apple hanging in the tree.
You make us hate our husbands, our lovers and our boss.
Why I can't even count the good friends I've already lost.
Oh those
PMS Blues.  PMS Blues
I don't even like myself but its something I can't help.
I got those god almighty, slap somebody
PMS Blues.
Most times I'm easy going.
Some say I'm good as gold.
But when I PMS, I turn mean and cold.
Those not afflicted with it, are affected just the same.
You poor ol' men
just have to grin
and say I feel your pain.
PMS Blues
Right Bubba.  But what else are you gonna say.
PMS Blues
LORD, LORD, you know you must forgive us
cause we care not what we do.
I got those can't stop crying, dishes flying
PMS Blues.
But you know that we can't help it.
We don't even know the cause.
But as soon as this parts over then comes that menopause.
OH, LORD,  I 'm gonna always be a heap of fun.
Like the devil taking over my body.
Suffering. Suffering. Suffering.
Everybody's Suffering. OH.
But a woman had to write this song, a man would be scared to
Lest he be called a chauvinist or just fall victim to those
PMS Blues.
You know we'd kill for less than that.
PMS Blues.   OH HO.
You don't want to cross my path, cause a pit bull ain't no match
For these teeth a'clinching, fluid retention, head a'swelling, can't stop yelling
Got no patience. I'm so hateful
PMS Blues.
Pre-Menstrual Syndrome.
Got those mood's a swinging, tears a'slinging,
nothing fits me when it hits me,
Rantin', Ravin', Misbehavin'
PMS Blues
Can you witness.....
You women wanna witness...
Aw, tell it sister.
Tell it sister as only you know how.
You men wanna witness....
Aw, tell it brother.
Tell it cause you sure knowt what I'm talking about. HA!
You little kids.  You wanna witness.



You wanna talk about that mean ol' devil momma of yours.
I said the KIDS.  You mommas stay out of this, you done enough to them kids already.
Come on Kids, witness.  You are safe with your friend Dolly.
Its the only time in my life I ever think about wishing  I'd been a man.
But you know that only leaves one thing.
Because if I had been a man, I'd be somewhere right this very minute with some ole cranky, 
naggin', raggin', hateful woman with those
PMS Blues.  PMS Blues.
I don't wanna talk about it.
We both could do without it.
I got those
Shoot your kids bad,
don't you talk back
go ballistic,
unrealistic
Awful, lowdown, Bitch to be around
PMS Blues.
BOO HOO HOO..............
Oh, what are you looking at.
BLUES.

15224. Po' Boyz

Po' Boyz
Davisson Brothers Band

[Intro]
Come on
That's right

[Verse 1]
From the beat up towns all around
Nothin' but dirt and hand-me-downs
It ain't our choice, we're just po' boys
Jacked up trucks covered in mud
Fifth generation of redneck blood
Makin' noise, that's just us po' boys

[Chorus]
Hey now, everybody holler
Hell nah, ain't ot a dollar
Spend it all on good times and beer
We've got, girls from the country so hot
Better than money, shotgun ridin' right beside us
Wouldn't trade nothin' for the life of a po' boy

[Verse 2]
Shootin' shit, shootin' guns
ATVs settin' up a bunch of duck decoys
That's just us po' boys
Friday night hit the hayfields
Party like the old Hatfield's and McCoy's
We're just po' boys



[Chorus]
Hey now, everybody holler
Hell nah, ain't ot a dollar
Spend it all on good times and beer
We've got, girls from the country so hot
Better than money, shotgun ridin' right beside us
Wouldn't trade nothin' for the life of a po' boy

[Bridge]
From the sandy shores to Georgia pines
And all across them county lines
You can hear our voice
Po' boys

[Chorus]
Hey now, everybody holler
Hell nah, ain't ot a dollar
Spend it all on good times and beer
We've got, girls from the country so hot
Better than money, shotgun ridin' right beside us
Wouldn't trade nothin' for the life of a po' boy

[Outro]
Yeah a po' boy
Yeah we're just po' boys

15225. Pocahontas

Gillian Welch - Pocahontas
Trampled By Turtles

Aurora borealis
The icy sky at night
Paddles cut the water
In a long and hurried flight
From the white man to the fields of green
And the homeland weve never seen

They killed us in our tepee
And they cut our women down
They might have left some babies
Cryin on the ground
But the firesticks and the wagons come
And the night falls on the setting sun

They massacred the buffalo
Kitty-corner from the bank
The taxis run across my feet
And my eyes have turned to blanks
In my little box at the top of the stairs
With my Indian rug and a pipe to share

I wish a was a trapper



I would give thousand pelts
To sleep with Pocahontas
And find out how she felt
In the mornin' on the fields of green
In the homeland weve never seen

And maybe Marlon Brando
Will be there by the fire
Well sit and talk of Hollywood
And the good things there for hire
And the astrodome and the first tepee
Marlon Brando, Pocahontas and me
Marlon Brando, Pocahontas and me

Pocahontas

15226. Pocket Full Of Gold - Chords

Pocket Full Of Gold
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Brian Allsmiller and Vince Gill

C                           F
He slipped the ring off his finger 
                      C
When he walked in the room
                      F
And he found him some stranger 
                     C
And promised her the moon
         F                  C
How many lies you must have told
                   G7
You think you're a rich man 
F                        C   F
With your pocket full of gold
C                 F
For another man's treasure 
             C
You'd say anything
                    F
But is one night of pleasure 
                         C
Worth the trouble you'll bring
                 F
Don't look so surprised 
                   C
Cause son I should know
             G7
I once was a rich man 
F                      C
With my pocket full of gold
     G7



Some night you're gonna wind up 
       F              C
On the wrong end of a gun
     G7
Some jealous guy's gonna show up 
           F                   G7
And you'll pay for what you've done
C            F               C
What will it say on your tombstone
            G7
Here lies a rich man 
F                       C   F
With his pocket full of gold
C                G7
Yeah here lies a rich man 
F                       C
With his pocket full of gold

15227. Pocket Full Of Gold - Chords

Pocket Full Of Gold (fixed)
Vince Gill - Pocket Full Of Gold (fixed)

Vince Gill
Pocket Full Of Gold

F                           Bb                           F
He slipped the ring off his finger when he walked in the room
                      Bb                            F
And he found him some stranger and promised her the moon
         Bb                  F
How many lies, you must have told
                   C         Bb                       F       Bb wlkdwn F
You think you're a rich man, with your pocket full of gold

Verse 2
F                 Bb                     F
For another man's treasure, you'd say anything
                    Bb                                F
But is one night of pleasure worth the trouble you'll bring
                 Bb                          F
Don't look so surprised, 'cause son I should know
             C        Bb                     F
I once was a rich man with my pocket full of gold

Bridge
  C                                    Bb             F
Some night you're gonna wind up on the wrong end of a gun
  C
Some jealous guy's gonna show up
           Bb                  C                  
And you'll pay for what you've done
 NC       Bb               F



What will it say on your tombstone
            C         Bb                      F         Bb wlkdwn F
Here lies a rich man, with his pocket full of gold
                  C         Bb                      F       Bb wlkdwn F
Yeah, here lies a rich man, with his pocket full of gold
 
              
I Think That the walk down is Bb A C F.  If it is different please tell me
and the C in the rest of the song is bar chorded A on the 3RD fret, which
sounds good for sliding fron C to Bb

15228. Pocket Full of Rain

Steve Earle - Pocket Full of Rain

[Verse]
Boys out on the corner
The way they were before
But me, I don't go down there
With my money anymore
Yeah, I can still remember when
It used to kill the pain
But I woke up every morning
With a pocketful of rain

[Verse]
Ain't like it's been easy
I been up and down
And lately I can't seem to keep
My chin up off the ground
But I'd rather eat a pound of dirt
Than taste that taste again
And a world of hurt is better
Than a pocket full of rain

[Verse]
Talk about the devil and up he jump
Down beside the levee on a hollow stump
Shaking like a window girl in Amsterdam
I don't want to be no closer than I am
To tell you he's the devil
Because I know all his names
I know all his faces well
He's the devil just the same
And he'll look you in the eye and lie
And promise anything
Leave you cold and empty
Like a pocket full of rain
A pocket full of rain
A pocket full of rain



15229. Pocket Of A Clown

Dwight Yoakam - The Pocket Of A Clown
(Dwight Yoakam)

Inside the pocket of a clown
Is a sad place to hang around
Just watching smiles turn into frowns
Inside the pocket of a clown
Inside the heartache of a fool
You'll learn things they don't teach in school
And lessons there can be real cruel
Inside the heartache of a fool
Hollow lies
Make a thin disguise
As little drops of truth
Fall from your eyes
Hollow lies
Make a thin disguise
As little drops of truth
Fall from your eyes
Inside a memory from the past
Lies every love that didn't last
And sweet dreams can start to fade real fast
Inside a memory from the past
Yeah, it's a real sad place to hang around
Inside the pocket of a clown

15230. Pocket Of A Clown

Pocket Of A Clown
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G
Inside the pocket of a clown 
                
(ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah)
                       D7
Is a sad place to hang around 
       
(ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah)
                               
Just watching smiles turn into frowns 
                      
(ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah)
                       G
Inside the pocket of a clown 
 
(ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah)



                          
Inside the heartache of a fool 
(ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah)
                                        D7
You'll learn things they don't teach in school 
(ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah)
                             
And lessons there can be real cruel 
(ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah)
                          G
Inside the heartache of a fool  
(ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah)
C                  G
Hollow lies make a thin disguise
A7                                      D7
As little drops of truth fall from your eyes
C                  G
Hollow lies make a thin disguise
A7                                      D7
As little drops of truth fall from your eyes
  G
Inside a memory from the past 
(ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah)
                             D7
Lives every love that didn't last 
(ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah)
                                    
Sweet dreams can start to fade real fast 
(ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah)
                         G
Inside a memory from the past ooh wah ooh wah
                              D7
It's a real sad place to hang around 
(ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah ooh wah)
                                  G
Inside the pocket of a clown of a clown

15231. Poet In My Window

Nanci Griffith - Poet In My Window

Goodbye gray sky
I see my heart comin' round the bend
The sun's comin' up on the Poet In My Window
Her saving grace is my old friend
I'll never lose if my heart goes flyin'

If I sail it true and set it free
It'll come flyin' home
Be waitin' in my window
Callin' for the poet in me
I wish you well for your old lines



I've watched you change within the new
You've got a pocket full of gold dust
Waitin' just around the corner
To free that poet in your moon
You'll never lose if your heart goes flyin'

If you set it free and you sail it true
It'll come flyin' home
Be waitin' in your window
Callin' for the poet in you
I never lose if my heart goes flyin'

If I sail it true and I set it free
It comes flyin' home
It's waitin' in my window
Callin' for the poet in me
Fly your poet's wings with a freed heart
Love'll find you strong and young again

15232. Poet With Wings

Poet With Wings 
Doyle Lawson
 
With mem'ries of your sweet love on my mind 
I found my way south in the rain 
Thinking of bridges I've burned in my life 
Each bridge causes somebody pain 
But yesterday's apples are gone from the trees 
Sour grapes are gone from the vine 
Tomorrow a new life is starting for you 
While nothin' is changin' in mine 
 
CHORUS:  
A drifter is only a poet with wings 
He moves but he can't learn to fly 
Runnin' in footsteps ahead of his time 
With noone to hear if he cries 
 
I'm only a south wind that blew in your life 
To warm you but just for a while 
I know what it means, sweetheart when you lose 
But some day you'll look back and smile 
I can't be your lover, you don't want a friend 
I guess that's the way it must be 
For nothing remains as it was yesterday 
You'd only be hurt lovin' me 
 
With no one to hear if he cries 
With no one to hear if he cries



15233. Point Of You

Point of You
Elephant Revival

My mind, it is an ocean blue
From these waters, thoughts for me to you
Observer serves a higher point of you
Now we see that you are me and I am you

My thoughts are blooming roses blue
Water through my soil, through my roots
Searching for higher, higher point of you
From these waters to the sky and through the moon

15234. Poison

Poison
Adrienne Young

Gonna take a long time to get over you
Love's poison addiction offers me no rescue
Gonna be a hard road back to where I started from
'Cause you touched the deepest part of me and filled me
With your song
And I sang along

I believe in you and what you gotta do
But what you're goin' through is poison,
Poison to the two of us
Used to stand so tall
'Til I took the fall, greatest fall of all
Was when I fell for you

Our cloudy skies held lonely forms
Your anger familiar thick as air before a storm
Now lookin' back I know the truth was plain to see
I built my world around you 'cause I
I needed to believe
And I still believe

Time and time again we tried so hard to win
But the pleasures of a foolish paradise
Is nothing but a sin



15235. Poison - Chords

Poison 
Sierra Hull
 
[Intro]
Em
 
[Chorus]
Em
Poison
        G         B
You are poison to me
Em           G
O true apothecary
G
Stole my sanctuary
C
Kissed my creation
          B       Em
With your lips of poison
     C                       A
Your' drugs' are quick, but' my mind is quicker
       D                        B
Thus I won't' let it die, but it might get sicker
        Em
By your poison
 
 
[Interlude]
G  B7  Em  G  C  B7
 
 
[Violin Solo]
Em   G  B7  Em  G
C  B Em
 
 
[Verse 1]
        B                               C     Em
Dear William did not write this story's death
       B                                    C  B
So you cannot steal the honey from my breathe
 
 
[Chorus]
             Em
Oh with your poison
        G         B
You are poison to me
  Em
O true apothecary
G
Stole my sanctuary
C
Kissed my creation
          B       Em



With your lips of poison
     C                       A
Your drugs are quick, but my mind is quicker
       D                        B                        Em
Thus I won't let it die, but it might get sicker by your poison
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
Em   G  B7  Em  G   C  B Em
G  B7  Em  G  C  B Em
 
 
[Verse 2]
B                            C
I thought your elixir was my friend
Em         B7                          C   B
But it was just a toxic mixture in the end
 
 
[Chorus]
          Em
If you're poison
                  B
You are poison to me
  Em
O true apothecary
G
Stole my sanctuary
C
Kissed my creation
          B
With your lips of
 
 
[Violin Solo]
C  A  D  B  C  Am
D  B
 
 
[Chorus]
C                       Am
Drugs are quick, but my mind is quicker
       D                        B
Thus I won't let it die, but it might get sicker
        Em
By your poison
Em
O true apothecary
G
Stole my sanctuary
C
Kissed my creation
          B
With your lips of
Em
Poison



15236. Poison Cove

Russell Moore & IIIrd Tyme Out - Poison Cove

Back in the days of my childhood
Life was simple and passed by so slow
We lived on a farm beyond the backwoods
In the valley where the Pigeon River flows

I'd get up every morning with the rising sun
And work the land with my hands and a hoe
In the afternoon I'd slip off when the chores were done
To the one place Momma warned me not to go

Poison Cove, so many years ago
But it's like yesterday within my memory
Poison Cove, I was only ten years old
Still I carry your secrets round with me

I was headed home one evening along about twilight
When I came upon a moonshine still
The bootleg man was waiting for a gunfight
Cause a revenuer was coming down the hill

Hid there in the shadows and too scared to run
I held my breath and didn't make a sound
I heard the fiery blast from a shotgun
Then I saw the lawman fall to the ground

Poison Cove, so many years ago
But it's like yesterday within my memory
Poison Cove- I was only ten years old
Still I carry your secrets round with me

In that moment, my life was forever changed
Now I'm haunted by what can't be undone
I still see the lawman dying on that mountain range
And my daddy, holding the smoking gun

Poison Cove, so many years ago
But it's like yesterday within my memory
Poison Cove, I was only ten years old
Still I carry your secrets round with me

Yes I carry your secrets round with me

15237. Poison Lies



Poison Lies - Ralph Stanley

   Oh leave me or say that you want me
   And the stories that they told all lie down
   For somehow I can't make my heart believe them
   They're only poison lies going 'round

It tough now that you're livin' reckless
Goin' places dear and doin' things that's wrong
Runnin' 'round with the crowd you once hated
Just to spite one that's loved you so long

Yeah at times we've tired of each other
Our love didn't seem to be the same
Then you thought I had gone found another
So you left me and I took the blame

15238. Poison Love

Poison Love
Bill Monroe - Alison Krauss - Buddy Miller

For your poison love has stained the life blood in my heart and soul dear
And I know my life will never be the same
For my pleading has all been in vain for you and you alone dear
And you know that you are guilty of the same

Into each life a love is born for one and one alone dear
The love I chose was surely not for me
For your poison love has stained the life blood in my heart and soul dear
And I know our love was never meant to be

But still my heart cries out for you and you alone my darling
It makes me never ever let you go
But my pleading has all been in vain for you and you alone dear
And my better judgment tells me to say no

15239. Poison Lovers - Chords

Poison Lovers
Steve Earl - Poison Lovers

F#                                  C#
I was almost outta here nearly this time
D#m       D#m/C#  F#                                    C#
I saw you in my   rear view mirror and I pulled up on a dime
D#m                  F#
But nothing ventured nothing lost
F#                      C#
You can't say we didn't try 



D#m     D#m/C#     F#                                  C#
That is unless you weighed the costs of every tear we cried
F#                        D#m9  D#m
Why do we do this to each other
C#                            B  C#   F#
I guess we were always poison lovers
F#
If you could look me in the eyes
                     C#
And tell me what you see
D#m    D#m/C#     F#                            C#
Maybe you can     tell me why I let you torture me
  D#m            F#                                       C#
I know that your lips are soft and they sing the sweetest songs
D#m           D#m/C#    F#
But I've been listening long enough
                       C#
My heart has turned to stone 
F#                        D#m9 D#m
Why do we do this to each other
C#                            B  C#   F#
I guess we were always poison lovers

SOLO

F#
And Another time another place
                C#    D#m    D#m/C#     F#
Another wind to blame cover  every      track and trace
                       C# 
I'll find you just the same 
    D#m         F#
And even if we made our peace
                      C#
And went our separate ways
D#m               F#
You'd go west and I'd go east
                           C#
And we'd meet here in this place
F#                         D#m9 D#m
Why do we do this to each other
C#                            B  C#
I guess we were always poison lovers
F#                         D#m9  D#m
Why do we do this to each other
C#                            B  C#    F#
I guess we were always poison lovers

From Steve Earle "El Corazon"
Warner Brothers Records 1997
South Nashville Music/WB Music Corp(ASCAP)



15240. Poison Oak

Poison Oak - Hot Buttered Rum

In the California valleys, where the redwoods used to grow
I once had my heart broke, by a girl I used to know
She said I'd been exploring, some parts she'd rather not show
Those trail-less river canyons, where the sapling redwood grows
I've been born into a culture, that somehow went so wrong
So as to step up and grab the microphone
To sing the end of an old old song
To sing the end of an old old song

Some folks say the poison oak
Warns you where you best not go
And I too have been humbled by sister poison oak
Sister Oak, Sister Oak
Growing by the creek-
She said this road has gone too far
This road has cut too deep

In the California valleys, when the redwoods used to grow
The poison oak was balanced, with the other plants we know
The smell of the bay tree lingers, on every logger's fingers
But the poison oak has a message, that's harder to forget
So for every tree we cut, for every logging deal
Our sweet ally sister oak was saying
Give the forest some time to heal
Give the forest some time to heal

Brother my sweet brother
Strolling by the creek
He said this road has gone to

15241. Poison Trees

The Devil Makes Three - Poison Trees

The roots of the matter run miles deep
This is the era of eternal sleep
Please everybody now but please be advised
Nothing's going away just cuz' you're closing your eyes

This is the harvest of some rotten seeds
This surely isn't any mystery
This is the fruit off of the poison trees
You better ask yourself what you believe

I see a storm it is coming down
And I can feel my bones creak
I know you can feel it too
But you're just too scared
Are you just too scared to speak?



The wire is tapped now and crackling hot
Words from the burning screen will make your stomach knot
Fear the hopeless and lock the door
Sweet safety praise the lord

The loud voices got the signals locked
All the past heroes now outlined in chalk
Well that'll teach the world to not walk the walk
Show your face out in the light and hear the pistols pop

Well.. this is the harvest of some rotten seeds
This surely isn't any mystery
This is the fruit off of the poison tree
You better ask yourself what you believe

I see a storm it is coming down
And I can feel it in my bones
I know you can feel it too
But you think that you're
You think that you're all alone

Old tactics leave you face down on the bricks
This new dog knows some terrible tricks
Turn the cameras off and it doesn't exist
That's a lesson well learned back in 1966

This is the harvest of some rotten seeds
This surely isn't any mystery
This is the fruit off of the poison trees
You better ask yourself what you believe

I see a storm it is coming down
And I can feel my bones creak
I know you can feel it too
But you just too scared
Are you just too scared to..
A storm it is coming down
And I can feel it in my bones
I know you can feel it too
But you think that you're
You think that you're all alone

15242. Polar Opposites

Iron Horse - Polar Opposites

Polar opposites don't push away
It's the same on the weekends as the rest of the days
And I know I should go but I'll probably stay
And that's all you can do about some things
I'm trying, I'm trying
To drink away the part of the day



That I cannot sleep away
I'm trying, I'm trying
To drink away the part of the day
That I cannot sleep away
Two one-eyed dogs, looking at stereo
Hi-fi Gods try so hard to make their cars low to the ground
These vibrations oil its teeth
Primer gray is the color when you're done dying
I'm trying, I'm trying
To drink away the part of the day
That I cannot sleep away
I'm trying, I'm trying
To drink away the part of the day
That I cannot sleep away
I'm trying, I'm trying
To drink away the part of the day
That I cannot sleep away
I'm trying, I'm trying
To drink away the part of the day
That I cannot sleep away

15243. Police

Police - Deadly Gentlemen
(G. Liszt, based on traditional song Policeman)

Police come by banging on my door this morning,
Police come banging on my door this morning,
They know me by chemical,
They know my Drano,
They know my method
Don't know my name though,
Police, banging on my door this morning.

I laid down flat on my back in the bed this morning,
I laid down flat on my back in the bed this morning,
A big old bucket of lye,
Bucket of water,
Make a living a buck at a time,
Buck and a dime,
Buck and a quarter,
Police come banging on my door this morning.

Sun come up in a devilish blue this morning,
Sun done come up in a devilish blue this morning,
A deal went down with the devil it's true,
Double down,
Double the devil his due,
Police come banging on my door this morning.

Big old jug, bottom on top this morning,
Big old jug, bottom on the top this morning,
Up and down town, bumping in the bleak,



Shake it to bake it,
Dump it in the creek.

Broken down town house,
Rubble in a pile this morning,
Broken down town house,
Rubble in a pile this morning,
I burned down the town house,
Rubble in a pile,
If I get found out trouble and a trial,
Police come but I didn't want to go this morning.

Drink my liquor with a pancake cold,
Can a man make silver?
Can a man make gold?
You don't need to be mad to need a method,
Good to be the maker but bad to be the meth head,

Police come by banging on my door this morning,
Police come around banging on my door this morning,
That cop's so crooked he'll take by the fistful,
Take a look at a forty-four pistol,
I didn't want to go.

15244. Police

Police

Police come I didn't want to go this morning (2x)
Police come I didn't want to go
Shot him in the head with my 44 this morning

Roll your dice and have your fun this morning (2X)
Roll your dice and have your fun
Run like the devil when the police come this morning

There's old John laying on a log this morning (2x)
There's old John laying on a log
Finger on the trigger and his eye on a hog, this morning

Down went the trigger and bang went the gun this morning (2x)
Down went the trigger and bang went the gun
Wish I had a wagon I'd be haulin him home this morning

Know a little secret I ain't gonna tell is morning (2x)
Know a little secret I ain't gonna tell
Wanna go to heaven but I'm goin down there this morning

There's old John sittin on a plow this morning (2x)
There's old John sittin on a plow
Tryin' to get a woman but don't know how this morning

Tryin' to get a woman but don't know how this morning (2x)



Tryin' to get a woman but don't know how
Tryin' to get a woman but I only got a sow this morning

Police come I didn't want to go this morning (2x)
Police come I didn't want to go
Shot him in the head with my 44 this morning

15245. Political Science

Political Science
Randy Newman
Glen Phillips

No one likes us, I don't know why
We may not be perfect, but heaven knows we try
But all around, even our old friends put us down
Let's drop the big one and see what happens

We give them money-but are they grateful?
No, they're spiteful and they're hateful
They don't respect us, so let's surprise them
We'll drop the big one and pulverize them

Asia's crowded and Europe's too old
Africa is far too hot and Canada's too cold
And South America stole our name
Let's drop the big one
There'll be no one left to blame us

We'll save Australia
Don't wanna hurt no kangaroo
We'll build an All American amusement park there
They got surfin', too

Boom goes London and boom Paree
More room for you and more room for me
And every city the whole world round
Will just be another American town
Oh, how peaceful it will be
We'll set everybody free
You'll wear a Japanese kimono
And there'll be Italian shoes for me

They all hate us anyhow
So let's drop the big one now
Let's drop the big one now

15246. Politically Uncorrect



Politically Uncorrect

I'm for the low man on the totem pole
And I'm for the underdog god bless his soul
And I'm for the guys still pulling third shift
And the single mom raising her kids
And I'm for the preacher who stay on their knees
And I'm for the sinner who finally believed
And I'm For the farmer with dirt on his hands
And the soldiers who fight for this land

And I'm for the bible
And I'm for the flag
And I'm for the working man
Me and Ol' hag
I'm just one of many who can't get no respect
Politically uncorrect

I guess my opinion is all out of style
Don't get me started because I can get wild
And I'll make a fight for the four father's plan (That's Right)
Hell the world already knows where I stand

And I'm for the bible
And I'm for the flag
And I'm for the working man
Me and Ol' hag
I'm just one of many who can't get no respect
Politically uncorrect

Nothing Wrong with the bible
Nothing Wrong with the flag
Nothing Wrong with the working man
Me and Ol' Hag
We're just some of many that can't get no respect
Politically uncorrect
Politically uncorrect

15247. Polk County

Polk County - Della Mae
(C. Woodsmith)

Word came from up the road
Polk County is filled with gold
the air is sweet the river's low
they say the livin's fine.
There a man can wave his hand,
an ounce of gold in the pan
pack the wagon and the bride
start a better life.

Look down the river
the water swirling



isn't that a lonesome sigh?
Look up the train tracks
no freight a comin
you know you'll wait your whole life.

Tied to a ball and chain
a golden lock, a golden chain
the fever hits you all the time
rusts you like moonshine.
Green River took many lives
not the ones just drowned and died
families it starved thin
the ones it drove to sin.

Look down the river
the water swirling
isn't that a lonesome sigh?
Look up the train tracks
no freight a comin
you know you'll wait your whole life.

15248. Polka On The Banjo

Flatt & Scruggs 
Polka On A Banjo (Polka On The Banjo)

There's a sweet young Miss, I love to kiss, but listen close and hear me.
She's not my only love, I have another love,
and she'll just have to share me.
But she's five foot tall, high heel and all, she already knows.
She had some competition, in a composition, known as polka on an old banjo.

Chorus
Polka on a banjo, make that five string hot.
Polka on a banjo, give it all you've got.

Polka on a banjo, watch them fingers go.
Of all the songs I guess, the one that I love best,
Is the polka on an old banjo.

(Banjo Solo)

And when they start the band,
she takes me by the hand, and I begin to swing her.
She knows I never miss, a chance to steal a kiss,
or dance the polka with her.
I don't speak a word ,once I have heard, the one thing I love so.
She's caught in the middle,
she played the second fiddle, to a polka on an old banjo.

Chorus - End



15249. Polly Ann's Hammer

Rhiannon Giddens - Polly Ann's Hammer

John Henry had a woman
Polly Ann, Polly Ann
John Henry had a woman
Polly Ann, Polly Ann
When John was sick Polly drove steel
Like a man, like a man
When John was sick, Polly drove steel
Like a man, Lord, like a man
"Polly can you lift that hammer?"
"Yes I can, Yes I can
"I can swing it, I can strike it
"Harder than any man can"
When Polly had a small baby
On her knee, on her knee
Grabbed a hammer in her left hand
"Ain't no one as strong as me"
This little hammer killed John Henry
Won't kill me, won't kill me
This little hammer killed your daddy
Throw it down and we'll be free

15250. Polly Come Home

Alison Krauss - Polly Come Home

If the wild bird could speak
She'd tell of places you had been
She's been in my dreams
And she knows all the ways of the wind

[Chorus:]
Polly, come home again
Spread your wings to the wind
I felt much of the pain
As it begins

Dreams cover much time
Still they leave blind
The will to begin
I searched for you there
And now look for you from within

[Chorus]



15251. Polly Vaughn

Polly Vaughn

Now come all ye hunters who follow the gun
Beware of your shooting at the setting of the sun
For Polly's own true love he shot in the dark
But oh and alas Polly Vaughn was his mark.

   For she'd her apron wrapped about her and he took her for a swan
   Oh and alas it was she Polly Vaughn

He ran up beside her and saw that it was she
Cried "Polly oh Polly have I killed thee"
He lifted up her head and saw that she was dead
And a fountain of tears for his true love he shed.

In the middle of the night Polly Vaughn did appear
Cried "Jimmy oh Jimmy you must have no fear;
Just tell them you were hunting when your trial day has come
And you won't be convicted for what you have done."

In the middle of the trial Polly Vaughn did appear
Crying "Uncle oh Uncle Jimmy Randall must go clear"
The lawyers and the judges stood around in a row
In the middle Polly Vaughn like some fountian of snow

 For she'd her apron wrapped about her and they took her for a swan
Oh and alas it was she Polly Vaughn
Oh and alas it was she Polly Vaughn

15252. Polly Von / Polly Vaughn

Polly Von / Polly Vaughn
Arr. Yarrow / Stookey / Travers

I shall tell of a hunter whose life was undone
By the cruel hand of evil at the setting of the sun
His arrow was loosed and it flew through the dark,
And his true love was slain as the shaft found its mark.

Chorus:
She'd her apron wrapped about her and he took her for a swan
But it's oh and alas it was she, Polly Von

He ran up beside her and found it was she
He turned away his head for he could not bear to see
He lifted her up and found she was dead,
A fountain of tears for his true love, he shed.



Chorus

He bore her away to his home by the sea
Cryin' "Father, oh father, I murdered poor Polly!
I've killed my fair love in the flower of her life!
I always intended that she be my wife."

"But she'd her apron wrapped about her
and I took her for a swan,
And it's oh and alas it was she, Polly Von."

He roamed near the place where his true love was slain
He wept bitter tears, but his cries were all in vain.
As he looked on the lake, a swan glided by
And the sun slowly sank in the grey of the sky.

Chorus

15253. Pond Fishing

Pond Fishing
Davisson Brothers Band

intro
Yeah

verse
I might whistle along to an Andy Griffith song
Out there in the garden with the morning sun
There's a felling on this farm that makes me want to run
Right back to my roots where I come from

chorus
We do a little pond fishing
A whole lot of holler hunting
Listen to the dogs running
Chasing what I'm looking for

chorus
Beer chugging
Little bit of moon shine buzzing
Hay field dancing, crick bank loving
That is what I'm looking for

verse
I might sing along to an old country song
Out there in the barn, I've got the Mountaineers on
My friends, they come around just to get out of town
We drive up on the ridge and watch the sun go down

chorus
We do a little pond fishing



A whole lot of holler hunting
Listen to the dogs running
Chasing what I'm looking for

chorus
Beer chugging
Little bit of moon shine buzzing
Hay field dancing, crick bank loving
That is what I'm looking for

chorus
We do a little pond fishing
A whole lot of holler hunting
Listen to the dogs running
Chasing what I'm looking for

chorus
Beer chugging
Little bit of moon shine buzzing
Hay field dancing, crick bank loving
That is what I'm looking for

chorus
We do a little pond fishing
A whole lot of holler hunting
Listen to the dogs running
Chasing what I'm looking for

chorus
Beer chugging
Little bit of moon shine buzzing
Hay field dancing, crick bank loving
That is what I'm looking for

outro
That's all

15254. Pontiac

Little Big Town - Pontiac

[Verse 1]
Another long lonely nights
Wrestling with what he'd done and what's he might
Do while she cries
She's had enough, she's waking up and she decides
She'd rather try to brave it on her own
This hollow house has never been a home

[Chorus]
Tired of living a life like that
Giving a love she don't get back
Lies as big as a Pontiac



Rolling all over her
Tired of the words that just won't stick
She knows not to believe it
No more hanging on to what will never be
(No more hanging on)
No more hanging on to what will never be

[Verse 2]
Straight down the line
She misreads his every move each and every time
And if love once was blind
She's opened up her eyes to see the fading light
She's been a prisoner of her emptiness
Locked in a box of her own loneliness

[Chorus]
Tired of living a life like that
Giving a love she don't get back
Lies as big as a Pontiac
Rolling all over her (rolling all over her)
Tired of the words that just won't stick
She knows not to believe it
No more hanging on to what will never be
(No more hanging on)
No more hanging on to what will never be

[Bridge]
She'd rather try to brave it on her own
(She'd rather try to brave it on her own)
This hollow house has never been a home
(Never been a home)

[Chorus]
Tired of living a life like that
Giving a love she don't get back
Lies as big as a Pontiac
Rolling all over her (rolling all over her)
Tired of the words that just won't stick (just won't)
She knows not to believe it
No more hanging on to what will never be
(No more hanging on)
No more hanging on, hanging on
Hanging on to what will never be

15255. Pontoon

Little Big Town - Pontoon

[Verse 1]
Back this hitch up into the water
Untie all the cables and rope
Step onto the astro turf
Get yourself a coozie



Let's go
Who said anything about skiing?
Floating is all I want to do
You can climb the ladder
Just don't rock the boat while I barbeque

[Chorus]
On the pontoon
Making waves and catching rays up on the roof
Jumping out the back, don't act like you don't want to
Party in slow motion
Out here in the open
Mmmmmmm motorboating

[Bridge]
(Hoo hoo hoo)

[Verse 2]
Reach your hand down into the cooler
Don't drink it if the mountains aren't blue
Try to keep it steady as you recline on your black inner tube

[Chorus]
On the pontoon
Making waves and catching rays up on the roof
Jumping out the back, don't act like you don't want to
Party in slow motion
Out here in the open
Mmmmmmm motorboating

[Bridge]
(Hoo hoo hoo)
(Hoo hoo hoo)

[Bridge]
5 mile an hour with aluminum side
Wood paneling with a water slide
Can't beat the heat, so let's take a ride

[Chorus]
On the pontoon
Making waves and catching rays up on the roof
Jumping out the back, don't act like you don't want to
Party in slow motion
Out here in the open
Mmmmmmm motorboating

[Bridge]
On the pontoon
(Hoo hoo hoo)
On the pontoon
(Hoo hoo hoo)
Back this hitch out into the water
On the pontoon

[Outro]
(Hoo hoo hoo)



(Hoo hoo hoo)

15256. Pony

Pony
Sara Watkins - Pony

I've seen it all, boys
I've been all over
Been everywhere in the whole wide world
I rode the high line
With old blind Darby
I danced real slow with Ida Jane
I was full of wonder
When I left Murfreesboro
Now I am full of hollow on Maxwell street
And I hope my pony

I hope my pony
I hope my pony knows the way back home
I walked from Natchez
To Hushpakina
I built a fire by the side of the road
I worked for nothin'
In a Belzoni saw mill
I caught a blind out on the B-&-O
Taluah's friendly
Belzoni ain't so
A forty-four'll get you ninety-nine
And I hope my pony

I hope my pony
I hope my pony knows the way back home
I run my race
With burned-face Jake
Gave him a manzanita cross
And I lived on nothing
But dreams and train smoke
Somehow my watch and chain got lost
I wish I was home
In Evelyn's kitchen
With old gyp curled around my feet
And I hope my pony
I hope my pony
I hope my pony knows the way back home

15257. Pony - Chords



Pony 
The Waifs
 
Verse 1
G
The sky was grey and the sea was green
and you're eyes were a colour that had never been seen
I got lost somewhere out in between
        Bb                C            G
where I was and where you wanted me to be
 
Chorus
G
Gonna get on my pony and ride
Gonna get on my high horse and fly
Gonna get on my pony and ride
Gonna get on my high horse and fly
 
Verse 2
G
The stars come and the sun went down
and the night got dark, it was all around
I got lost somewhere, never to be found
           Bb         C                G
Somewhere out on the wild and rolling sea [Chorus]
 
SOLO - strum G
 
Repeat Verse 1 and Chorus

15258. Pony In The Stable

Richard Thompson - Pony in the Stable

You're messing with my mind
You're thrilling me but killing me
I'm missing all the signs
You're rushing me and crushing me
Same old same old
Packs of lies and compromises
Same old same old
Pony in the stable

You've got me where it stings
Wrapped around your little finger
Sold off all my things
Begging like a carol singer
Same old same old
Bread and dripping on the table
Same old same old
Pony in the stable

Forgive me if I sneer
You're used to being Cleopatra



You don't like to hear
The stuff you dish out come back at you
Same old same old
Packs of lies and compromises
Same old same old
Pony in the stable

I'm flattered but I'm scared
You picked me out from all the others
Should have been prepared
For friends to parlay into lovers
Same old same old
Bread and dripping on the table
Same old same old 
Pony in the stable

15259. Pony Ride - Chords

Pony Ride 
Neil Finn
 
Intro:
C#m -
Amaj7 - C#m - F#7 - Amaj7 - C#m - Amaj7 - B -
F# -
 
E                                       F#7
   He only wants to get you out of your       mind
E                                       F#7
   Offer sweet resistance don't be un -      kind
E/F#                                F#7
     When I was a boy I rode on his       back
F#7/A        F#7                  F#7
       Now I       ask myself the      question
         F#              A                 F#
There's     no way, I'm     leaving this,     pony ride 
F#                C#m
    In the midday       tournament
          A               F#
I should     never com -       plain again 
F#                        A                F#
    Thoughts spread like     vines tangled      up inside
      B                 F#
They     all decide to      find a place
F#              E                     B                F#
    If you can     hear the circuits     jam I cannot      tell/
 
 
F#sus4                                     F#
        To the top of the hill I dig in my      heels
F#sus4                                           F#        A -
        And I whisper gently to the lord of the     fields 
F#sus4                                            F#



        And I listen closely to the sound of the      bees 
A          F#sus4
    But I          fear my nature has lost me
 
 
F#                  E/Ab             F#
     Some days I'd        rather be      mystified
      F#                 E/Ab
Than      understanding        part of it
                          F#              F#
And have you try to ex -      plain again 
F#                        A                 F#            F#
    Thoughts spread like     vines tangled      up inside 
      B                 F#
They     all decide to      find a place
         E                     B                F#
You can     hear the circuits     jam I cannot      tell/
C#m -
A             C#m        C#m
        Only       love 
                 G#m     G#m
Is tripping you       up 
             A       Amaj7
Poking your     eye 
            C#m          C#m
Taking you      downtown 
            G#7     G#7
What goes       on 
                  A       Amaj7
I'll sing you a     song 
               B
A face on the     mirror, 
     B         C#m
The     mirror 
                    F#7              C#m
They come from the       underground 
                   F#7                 F#7
And deep down you       know it's true 
                  F              C#m
You laid out the     welcome mat 
                 F#                F#7
For catfish and      vampire bats 
 
 
F#                 E/Ab             F#
    Some days I'd        rather be      mystified
A                       E/Ab
    Than understanding       part of it
                          F#               F#
And have you try to ex -      plain again 
F#                        A                 F#
    Thoughts spread like     vines tangled      up inside
      B                 F#              F#
They     all decide to     find a place 
         E                     B               F#
You can     hear the circuits     jam I cannot     tell
         E                     B               F#



You can     hear the circuits     jam I cannot     tell//

15260. Poor Baby Poor Me

Mandolin Orange - Poor Baby Poor Me

As sad as it may seem
I call pennies in between
These cushions a good means of saving dimes
I never claimed that I'd be rich
Never said I would try
But I live well enough to eat and I'll live long enough to die

So don't sell what you can keep
Sell it high or sell it cheap
For you'll miss it just the same
Poor boy poor me

My mother's a millionaire now
She spends it in the clouds
So I skipped town hoping somehow to drown it out
And I'm sure someday I'll hit it big as well
Sad enough only time will tell as to when
Or what it's all about

So don't sell what you can keep
Sell it high or sell it cheap
For you'll miss it just the same
Poor boy poor me

They say the devil will take your soul
They say this world ain't no place to call home
I don't know, I often pay it all no mind
And as sad as it may seem I call pennies in between
These cushions a good means of saving dimes

So don't sell what you can keep
Sell it high or sell it cheap
For you'll miss it just the same
Poor boy poor me

I said don't sell what you can keep
Sell it high or sell it cheap
For you'll miss it just the same
Poor boy poor me

15261. Poor Boy



Steve Earle - Poor Boy

[Verse]
I was born on the other side of town
Everybody over here just puttin' me down
I never thought about it much
Till the first time I saw you
Uh oh, what's a poor boy gonna do?

[Verse]
It's bad enough to love you from afar
Me down here and you up where you are
If you hadn't given me that look
That's all it took, it's true
Uh oh, what's a poor boy gonna do?

[Chorus]
Baby, what's a poor boy got?
Not a heck of a lot
Just a heart that's true
One thing he sure don't need
Is a heart that bleeds
And these lovesick blues

[Verse]
I know a poor boy can't go far
Baby, maybe someday drive your car
I can look in my rearview
Into those eyes of blue
Uh oh what's a poor boy gonna do?

[Chorus]
Baby, what's a poor boy got?
Not a heck of a lot
Just a heart that's true
One thing he sure don't need
Is a heart that bleeds
And these lovesick blues

[Verse]
I know a poor boy can't go far
Baby, maybe someday drive your car
I can look in my rearview
Into those eyes of blue
Uh oh what's a poor boy gonna do?
Uh oh what's a poor boy gonna do?

15262. Poor Boy - Chords

Poor Boy
Steve Earl - Poor Boy
Album- I Feel Alright

Capo on 2nd



D                 A             D
I was born on the other side of town
               A                  D
Everybody over there just puts me down
G               D                            A           D              
I never thought about it much,  til the first time I saw you
                A              D
Uh-oh, what's a poor boy gonna do

(Verse 2 played same as first)
It's bad enough to love you from afar
Me down here and you up where you are
If you hadn't given me that look, that's all it took it's true
U-oh, what's a poor boy gonna do

G             D                   A        
Baby what's a poor boy got, not a heck of a lot
       D  
Just a heart that's true
G             D                     E
One thing he sure don't need is a heart that bleeds
          A
And these lovesick blues

(Played the same as verse 1&2)

I know a poor boy can't go far
Baby, maybe someday drive your car
I can look in my rearview, into those eyes of blue
Uh-oh what's a poor boy gonna do

15263. Poor Boy Lookin' For A Home

Glen Campbell - Poor Boy Lookin' for a Home

Well-a old Mister fox done found him a home
Down in the ground so deep
Well, the fox got a place to call his own
He got a place to sleep
Old Mister coon got a real fine home
High in the hollow tree
Well the coon's got a place he can call his own
But there ain't no place for me
I'm just a poor boy lookin' for a home
Lookin' for a place to call my own
Poor boy lookin' for a home
Poor boy lookin' for a home
Well the boll weevil find him a cotton boll
He move all his kin folk in
He found a place that is mighty snug
Down by the cotton gin
Well the bee's got a home in the honey hive



Honey in the honey comb
Well, old Mister bee's gotta keep alive
While the poor boy's lookin' for a home
I'm just a poor boy lookin' for a home
Lookin' for a place to call my own
Poor boy lookin' for a home
Poor boy lookin' for a home

15264. Poor Boy Poor Me - Chords

Poor Boy Poor Me 
Mandolin Orange

C
As sad as it may seem
       Dm
I call pennies in between
      G               F               C
These cushions a good means of saving dimes
 
I never claimed that I'd be rich
      Dm
Never said I would try
           G              F                C
But I live well enough to eat and Ill live long enough to die
 
C
So dont sell what you can keep 
         Dm
sell it high or sell it cheap
           G                F
For you'll miss it just the same, 
              C
poor boy poor me
 
C
Well my mother's a millionaire now
Dm
she spends it in the clouds
             G               F                C
so i skipped town hopin' somehow to drown it out
C
And im sure some day ill hit it big as well
     Dm                               G
sad enough, only time will tell as to when
F                    C
or what it's all about
 
 
C
So dont sell what you can keep 
         Dm
sell it high or sell it cheap



           G                F
For you'll miss it just the same, 
              C
poor boy poor me
 
C
They say the devil will take your soul
              Dm
They say this world aint no place to call home 
   G                 F                C
I dont know, I often pay it all no mind
C
And as sad as it may seem
         Dm
I called pennies in between
        G               F                C
these cushions a good means of saving dimes
 
 
C
So dont sell what you can keep 
         Dm
sell it high or sell it cheap
           G                F
For you'll miss it just the same, 
              C
poor boy poor me
 
C
I said dont sell what you can keep       
         Dm
sell it high or sell it cheap
           G                F
For you'll miss it just the same, 
              C
poor boy poor me

15265. Poor Boy Workin' Blues

Poor Boy Workin' Blues - Dailey And Vincent

Work all night and I work all day,
Life just ain't worth livin' this way
Work the soles right off of my shoes,
I've got the poor boy workin' blues

Left my home when I was just a boy,
Found me a job up north in Detroit
Work long hours just to pay my bills,
While the rich man lived in a mansion on the hill

Work all night and I work all day,
Life just ain't work livin' this way



Work the soles right off of my shoes,
I've got the poor boy workin' blues

Call me a country boy call me what you will,
But I ain't no crook lookin' for a way to steal
Work long hours just to pay my way,
Lord I barely make it from day to day

Work all night and I work all day,
Life jus ain't worth livin' this way
Work the soles right off of my shoes,
I've got the poor boy workin' blues

Work all night and I work all day,
Life just ain't worth livin' this way
Work the soles right off of my shoes,
I've got the poor boy workin' blues

I've got the poor boy workin' blues

15266. Poor Boy's Delight

Poor Boy's Delight
The Infamous Stringdusters - Poor Boy's Delight
Wayword Sons

Would you dance with me, Molly?
It's Saturday night
There's a chill in the air
Do you think that you might?
Wanna dance with me, Molly
To an old fiddle tune
Played soft like the wind
Thru Virginia in June
Soft like the wind
Thru Virginia in June

Would you dance with me, Molly?
Do you think it'd be wrong
If you let down your hair
Let 'em play us a song
Come and dance with me, Molly
You got nothing to lose
But to dance off the soles
Of your old dancin' shoes
Dance off the soles
Of your old dancin' shoes

Would you dance with me, Molly?
Am I doing this right
In finding you fair
You're a poor boy's delight
You're from North Carolina



Or from Virginia, I see
The devil would die if you danced one with me
The devil would die if you danced one with me

15267. Poor Boy's Delight - Chords

Poor Boys Delight - Infamous Stringdusters

INTRO : C C C F x 3 - C C C G

          C                                 F
Would you dance with me Molly It's Saturday night 
          C                                      G
There's a chill in the air Do you think that you might 
        C                                    F
Want to dance with me Molly To an old fiddle tune 
       C                          G           Am
playin soft like the wind through Virginia in June 
F             C            G           C
soft like the wind through Virginia in June 

C C C F C C C G

          C                                       F
Would you dance with me Molly? Do you think it be wrong,
       C                                      G 
If you let down your hair, Let them play us a song ?
         C                                       F
Come and dance with me Molly, You got nothing to lose, 
       C                           G           Am
But to dance off the soles of your old dancin' shoes. 
F             C             G           C
Dance off the soles of your old dancin' shoes

C C C F C C C G
SOLO CCCF CCCG CCCF CCGAm FCGC
C C C F C C C G

Would you dance with me molly, Ain't I doin' this right, 
you're fine and you're fair you're a poor boys delight 
you're from North Carolina? .. Oh you're from Virgina I see 
The devil would die if you danced one with me 
devil would die if you danced one with me 

SOLO CCCF CCCG CCCF CCGAm FCGC
C C C F C C C G

          C                                 F
Would you dance with me Molly It's Saturday night 
          C                                      G
There's a chill in the air Do you think that you might 
        C                                    F
Want to dance with me Molly To an old fiddle tune 



       C                          G           Am
playin soft like the wind through Virginia in June 
F             C            G           Am
soft like the wind through Virginia in June 
F             C            G           C
soft like the wind through Virginia in June 

C C C F C C C F C C C F

15268. Poor Ditching Boy - Chords

Poor Ditching Boy 
Richard Thompson
 
[Intro]
G
C D G
 
[Verse]
          G
Was there ever a winter so cold and so sad
                        C
The river too weary to flood
    G
The storming wind cut through to my skin
    C       D             G
But she cut through to my blood
 
      G
I was looking for trouble to tangle my line
                             C
But trouble came looking for me
  G
I knew I was standing on treacherous ground
      C           D           G
I was sinking too fast to run free
 
[Chorus]
         C   Am    G    D
With her scheming, idle ways
    C       Am    G
She left me poor enough
    G
The storming wind cut through to my skin
    C       D             G
But she cut through to my blood
  G
I would not be asking, I would not be seen
  G                      C
A-beggin' on mountain or hill
        G
But I'm ready and blind with my hands tied behind
     C         D          G



I've neither a mind nor a will
 
         C   Am    G    D
With her scheming, idle ways
    C       Am    G
She left me poor enough
    G
The storming wind cut through to my skin
    C       D             G
But she cut through to my blood
 
[Verse]
     G
It's bitter the need of the poor ditching boy
                               C
He'll always believe what they say
     G
They tell him it's hard to be honest and true
        C          D           G
Does he mind if he doesn't get paid?           
 
[Chorus]
         C   Am    G    D
With her scheming, idle ways
    C       Am    G
She left me poor enough
    G
The storming wind cut through to my skin
    C       D             G
But she cut through to my blood
 
[Outro]
C D G

15269. Poor Ellen Smith

Poor Ellen Smith
Jimmy Martin

Poor Ellen Smith how she was found
Shot through the heart lying cold on the ground
Her clothers were all scattered and thrown on the ground
And blood marks the spot where poor Ellen was found

They picked up their rifles and hunted me down
And found me aloafign in Mount Airy town
They picked up the body and carried it away
And now she is sleeping in some lonesome old grave

I got a letter yesterday and I read it today
The flowers on her grave have all faded away
Some day I'll go home and say when I go
On poor Ellen's grave pretty flowers I'll sow



I've been in this prison for twenty long years
Each night I see Ellen through my bitter tears
The warden just told me that soon I'll be free
To go to her grave near theat old willow tree

My days in this prison are ending at last
I'll never be free from the sins of my past
Poor Ellen Smith how she was found
Shot through the heart lying cold on the ground

15270. Poor Folks Town

Dolly Parton - Poor Folks Town 

The work is hard and the hours are long
The money ain't much but we get along
We're rich in things love can give
That can't be bought with a dollar bill
So, come on down
Have a look around
Rich folks livin' in a poor folks town
We got no money but we're rich in love
That's one thing that we've got a-plenty of
So come on down have a look around
At rich folks livin' in a poor folks town
We got no carpets on the floor
We've got wall to wall love
Who could ask for more
We got no big fine things to show
Just a place to watch our children grow
We got no big fine fancy car to drive
And no fancy clothes to keep in style
What we've got we're payin' on
But it's mostly love that we're livin' on
So, come on down
Have a look around
Rich folks livin' in a poor folks town
We got no money but we're rich in love
That's one thing that we've got a-plenty of
So come on down have a look around
At rich folks livin' in a poor folks town
We've got a little simple church nearby
And the promise of a mansion in the sky
A heart of gold a million dollar smile
And a one way ticket to paradise
So, come on down
Have a look around
Rich folks livin' in a poor folks town
We got no money but we're rich in love
That's one thing that we've got a-plenty of
So come on down have a look around
At rich folks livin' in a poor folks town



So, come on down
Have a look around
Rich folks livin' in a poor folks town
We got no money but we're rich in love
That's one thing that we've got a-plenty of
So come on down have a look around
At rich folks livin' in a poor folks town

15271. Poor Heart

Poor Heart  
High Country Hustle

Verse 1:
You won't steal my poor heart again
You won't steal my poor heart again
You won't steal my tape recorder
I'll call the Lord and he'll put you in the pen
You won't steal that thing again

Verse 2:
I didn't even know your name or what was your game
But stealin' things has sure brought you to fame
I wanna know if you stole mine
It was one of a kind and I'm sayin' if you're to blame
Your life will never be the same

Verse 3:
I can't track you anymore
Detective work has sure become a bore
So tell me what you did with it
And stop this shit, give up yourself
Before they come knockin' at your door

Verse 4:
You won't steal my poor heart again
You won't steal my poor heart again
When I feel the blade of that Cupid sword
I'll call the Lord and he'll put you in the pen
You won't steal that thing again
You won't steal my poor heart again

15272. Poor Little Critter On The Road

Poor Little Critter On The Road

Verse 1:
Drinking all night in a tavern
My head is a mighty heavy load



Feel like I've been run over
Like a poor little critter on the road
Poor little critter on the road
Where were you trying to go
Life's gotta bucket full of woes for
Poor little critter on the road
Oh poor little critter on the road

Verse 2:
Well I musta had me a good time
Cause I'm feeling so poorly today
Somehow I can't quite remember
That's one of the prices you pay
Well I feel like a critter on the road
Maybe I'm only getting old
Life's gotta bucket full of woes for

Verse 3:
Well I remember the drinking
Dancing on into the night
Something about some romancing
And I started up a fight
Well I feel like a critter on the road
Where were you trying to go
Life's gotta bucket full of woes for
Poor little critter on the road
Oh poor little critter on the road
Oh poor little critter on the road

15273. Poor Little Orphaned Boy

Poor Little Orphaned Boy

My mother died when I was young
My sisters they were sad
They lay there hands upon my head
And ought me how to pray

   So now my mother she's gone to rest
   In the land of purist joy
   And I wonder if she thinks of me
   Her poor little orphan boy

When I was only two years old
I never shall forget
A parting kiss she gave to me
I sometimes feel it yet

When I was sick and every hour
She watched me as I lay
And with her kind and gentle hand
She soothed me tenderly



So now I press this world alone
Her love with me shall stay
And from the throne above the skies
Her smiles shall rest on me

15274. Poor Little Rich Boy - Chords

Poor Little Rich Boy
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Don Carter

 C
(Poor little rich boy poor little rich boy)
                                                            G7
Poor little rich boy ain't got nothin' but lots and lots of money
                                                                C
Poor little rich boy don't take nothin' but some sad poor boy's honey
                                                              F
Got to run all day with his fancy clothes and a big long limousine
                     C                     G7   C
Poor little rich boy ain't got nothin' but everything
(Poor little rich boy poor little rich boy)
Now there's an old saying I used to hear 
                           G7
Keeps a running through my mind
                                                                C
How a baby boy born with a silver spoon was in for a mighty bad time
                                                            F
Pity the rich kid I've always heard I can't for the life of me
                         C                  G7                C
While he's a wading in a pool of riches I'm sinking into poverty
repeat #1
(Poor little rich boy poor little rich boy)
                                                        G7
I work and sweat and slaved all day oh what good did it do
That wasn't too minutes of the day that passed 
                            C
And I wasn't thinking 'bout you
                                                                 F
Cause a poor boy's chances are mighty thin cause when I got into town
                                          C
I walked by your house and saw your porch light burning 
      G7               C
And I knew who'd been around
repeat #1

15275. Poor Man - Chords



Poor Man
Old Crow Medicin Show - Poor Man

CAPO 2
G              
Hush up, honey, don't you cry
C                                          G
Things are gonna get better in the by-and-by
                               D
And there ain't a thing for a poor man
          G
In this world

G
Work through the winter, work through the spring
 C                                                  G
Yeah plant my corn and taters and then it wouldn't rain
                              D
And there ain't a thing for a poor man
        G
In this world

G
Now I got down on my knees
G
Lord I thought I'd pray
C
Along come a great big flood
G
Washed everything away
                              D
And there ain't a thing for a poor man
        G
In this world

G
Work through the winter, Lord, work through this fall
C                                            G
All I got for Christmas was a pair of overalls
G                             D
And there ain't a thing for a poor man
         G
In this world

G
Well I got down on my knees
G
Looked up to the sky
C                                           G
All I can think of is to ask the good Lord why
G                             D
And there ain't a thing for a poor man
          G
In this world

G
Well hush up, honey, Lord don't get down
C                                     G



You know that I love you every way around
G                             D
And there ain't a thing for a poor man
        G
In this world
G                             D
And there ain't a thing for a poor man
        G
In this world

15276. Poor Man's Riches - Chords

Poor Man's Riches
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Benny Barnes and Dee Marais

C                                   G7
Oh I've traveled to the ends of the rainbow
                                      C
And I've searched for that old pot of gold
                             G7
But I didn't realize until I looked into your eyes
                                      C
That I had a greater wealth than ever told
     F                                    C
Well into each life there's many kinds of riches
           D7                                  G7
Oh there's diamonds there's pearls and there's gold
        F                          C
But I'd be the richest man in this wonderful land
                G7          C
If I had you to have and to hold
                                        G7
Well a true love is the greatest of all riches
                                C
And a true love will never grow cold
                               G7
A real love is all that really matters
                                             C
For it's worth more than diamonds pearls and gold
repeat #2
                    G7          C
Yes if I had you to have and to hold

15277. Poor Me

Swingin' Utters - Poor Me

Rest on my laurels, some wit and awful pity sustain me



Memories leak like a sieve and fuel this fire, its heavy roar defies me
Let's not talk in vain about the weather
Let's take my tired soul off of its tether
Poor me
Poor, poor me
Poor me
Poor, poor me
I can't reach the ends of this, if I did then it would be the end of me
Need to feign infatuation, stoke the coals of curiosity and longing
We'll talk in vain about the weather
Just take my tired soul off of its tether
I need the glory with lights aglow around me
My halo shining brightly in tribute to myself
I can't have pity on me so tell me another story
And I'll accept gladly and thank you for the help
Poor me
Poor, poor me
Poor me
Poor, poor me

15278. Poor Me Pour Me Another Drink

Tom T. Hall - Poor me pour me another drink
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Poor me pour me another drink
I ain't got no place to be tonight
Nobody wants to see me comin' lonely I don't think
Poor me pour me another drink

Poor me pour me another drink
While that someone I love is out there havin' fun
We'll both be in our beds soon me I won't sleep a wink
So poor me pour me another drink

Play the guitar

Poor ol' me pour me another drink
There's not a thing on earth I wanna do
And heaven won't be comin' back to see me I don't think
So poor me pour me another drink

Poor me pour me another drink
You can bring me one and you can bring her memory too
Oh the love that woman had for me is gone just like water down the sink
So poor me pour me another drink

15279. Poor Miss Liza Jane



Poor Miss Liza Jane

When I go a-courtin'
I'll go on the train
When I go to marry
I'll marry Liza Jane

Hey, miss Liza, po' little gal
Hey, miss Liza Jane
Hey, miss Liza, po' little gal
She died upon the train

The hardest work I ever did
Was a-brakin' on a train
The easiest work I ever did
Was a-huggin' Liza Jane

When I went to see her
She wrung her hands and cried
She swore I was the ugliest thing
That ever lived or died

I ask little Liza to marry me
What do you reckon she said
Said she would not marry me
If everybody else was dead

You can climb the cherry tree
And I will climb the rose
How I love that pretty little gal
God almighty knows

I went to see miss Liza
She's a-bendin' o'er the tub
And the more I asked her to marry me
The harder she did scrub

15280. Poor Monroe

Poor Monroe - Ricky Skaggs

Just because he's lazy sits around with the blues
They run Monroe off without his shoes
He always was lazy and he never liked to work
But now his feet they are bare as he runs through the dirt

If my family should ever do me that way
Id put my shoes on and go far away
But if they didn't give me time they say I had to go
Then my feet would be bare I'd be just like Monroe

   Well i guess they told him
   They didn't need him there
   And if he was out of the way



   They would draw welfare
   That's whats messing up the country and making it so tough
   While monroe's living it down
   His family's living it up

15281. Poor Old Heartsick Me

Poor Old Heartsick Me

Chorus:
Poor old heartsick me
Twice as lonely as a boy oughta be
What will the future be
For poor old heartsick me

Verse 1:
I thought I was immune to the big yellow moon
And its magic that all lovers know
In the moonlight it's hard
To keep a heart on guard
Against love that's waiting to grow
Held so close in your arms
All my cause for alarm
Just rolled out like the waves in the sea
When you cast me aside 
I just sat down and cried
For poor old heartsick me
Repeat Chorus

Verse 2:
In my heart I believe 
God made Adam for Eve
Just the same way he made you for me
But if Eve is like you
She'd go off a-rambling too
What kind of world would this be
You don't want to admit 
That you too have been bit
By that love bug, oh golly gee
Why can't you realize 
You just mean paradise
To poor old heartsick me

15282. Poor Orphan Child

Poor Orphan Child
Ralph Stanley - Poor Orphan Child

I hear a low faint voice that says



Papa and mama's dead
And it comes from the poor orphan child
That must be clothed and fed
And it comes from the poor orphan child
That must be clothed and fed
And it comes from the poor orphan child
That must be clothed and fed
Savior, lead them by the hand
Savior, lead them by the hand
Savior, lead them by the hand
Til they've all reach that glittering strand
Think of the many children now
Poor little boys and girls
Who once had mother's loving arms
To smooth their golden curls
Who once had mother's loving hand
To smooth their golden curls
Who once had mother's loving hand
To smooth their golden curls
Savior, lead them by the hand
Savior, lead them by the hand
Savior, lead them by the hand
Til they've all reach that glittering strand
But now we see those wandering curls
Hang careless round their brow
They say to us, my papa's dead
And I've no mother now
They say to us, my papa's dead
And I've no mother now
They say to us, my papa's dead
And I've no mother now
Savior, lead them by the hand
Savior, lead them by the hand
Savior, lead them by the hand
Til they've all reach that glittering strand

15283. Poor Orphan Child, The

Poor Orphan Child, The
Laurie Lewis

I hear a low faint voice of death call full and mamma's dead
And it comes from the poor orphan child that must be clothed and fed
And it calls from the poor orphan child that must be clothed and fed
And it calls from the poor orphan child that must be clothed and fed

Savior lead them by the hand (Gently lead them by the hand)
Savior lead them by the hand (Gently lead them by the hand)
Savior lead them by the hand
Till they all reach that glittering strand

They call from mended children mouths (?) poor little boys and girls
Who once had loved their loving hands to smooth their golden curls



Who wanted mothers loving hands to smooth their golden curls
Who wanted mothers loving hands to smooth their golden curls

But now we see those wandering curls hang gallop round their brow
They say to us my pappa's dead and I've no mother now
They say to us my pappa's dead and I've no mother now
They say to us my pappa's dead and I've no mother now

Oh savior every orphan breath wherever they may roam
Bless every hand that leaves them aid and bless the orphan home
Bless every hand that leaves them aid and bless the orphan home
Bless every hand that leaves them aid and bless the orphan home

15284. Poor Poor Pitiful Me

Linda Ronstadt
Poor Poor Pitiful Me

Well I lay my head on the railroad track
Waiting on the Double E
But the train don't run by here no more
Poor poor pitiful me

Poor poor pitiful me
Poor poor pitiful me
Oh these boys won't let me be
Lord have mercy on me
Woe woe is me

Well I met a man out in Hollywood
Now I ain't naming names
Well he really worked me over good
Just like Jesse James
Yes he really worked me over good
He was a credit to his gender
Put me through some changes Lord
Sort of like a Waring blender

Poor poor pitiful me
Poor poor pitiful me
Oh these boys won't let me be
Lord have mercy on me
Woe woe is me

Well I met a boy in the Vieux Carres
Down in Yokohama
He picked me up and he threw me down
He said "Please don't hurt me Mama"

Poor poor pitiful me
Poor poor pitiful me
Oh these boys won't let me be
Lord have mercy on me



Woe woe is me

Poor poor poor me
Poor poor pitiful me
Poor poor poor me
Poor poor pitiful me
Poor poor poor me
Poor poor pitiful me

15285. Poor Rambler

Sturgill Simpson - Poor Rambler
Ralph Stanley

Come and gather around me good people
My life I must reveal
Well tomorrow might have been different
And I know how my darling ought to feel

Well that last time I saw my woman
She had a wine glass in her hand
She was drinking down her troubles
With a low down sorry man

Well I wrote my Momma a letter
And I told her I was in jail
Well she wrote me back in a hurry
Saying honey I'm gonna come and throw your bail

Well I'm a laying around in this old jail house
Forty dollars will pay my fine
Pretty women swarming all around me
Marijuana has destroyed my mind

Give me cornbread when I'm hungry
Corn whiskey when I'm dry
Pretty women swarming all around me
Sweet Heaven when I die

Well my Daddy taught me plenty
And my Momma she taught me more
She said if I didn't quit my rowdy ways
I'd have trouble knocking at my door

When my Earthly trials are over
Throw my cold dead body in the sea
Tell that false hearted lover of mine
That the whales are gonna fuss over me

Give me cornbread when I'm hungry
Corn whiskey when I'm dry
Pretty women swarming all around me
Sweet Heaven when I die



15286. Poor Rebel Soldier

Poor Rebel Soldier
Flatt & Scruggs

I'm a poor rebel soldier a long way from home
Ain't had me no loving since the day I've been gone
Can't find me no woman in this Yankee land
There's a place in old Dixie I know where I can

Since I left old Georgia a long time ago
We run Grant's big army in the land where it snows
The cold wind is blowing and freezing the rain
But there's hot blood still running through these rebel veins

The call of the wild keeps howling to me
From the mountains down yonder in old Tennessee
Got a woman who's waiting in old Knoxville town
When night falls I'm going to be Tennessee bound

I'm a poor rebel soldier and I'm going home
Cause I don't call it living when I'm living alone
Come morning they'll look but me they won't find
I'm going to be south of that old Dixie line

15287. Poor Sister Cry

Poor Sister Cry
Junior Sisk - Poor Sister Cry

[Verse 1]
I know not my father, though pictures have I
There's only my mother, my sister, and I
And a small lonely cabin, near the woods and a stream
We witness such terrible things
The man took an interest in Mama so dear
She had me in trouble in only four years
While Mama was workin', he came to our home
And hurt us while Mama was gone

[Chorus]
In the sad ole cool waters that run through the stream
Where the willows cry sadly for sins they have seen
His face towards the heavens, in judgment he lays
For making my poor sister cry

[Verse 2]
I told my poor Mama, of the deed I had done
Our bodies were beaten, our innocence gone



I stabbed him, I slit him with my pocketknife
For making my poor sister cry
God up in Heaven had mercy on me
With no-one to save us, 'twas all up to me
I never had planned it, to take a man's life
But he made my poor sister cry

[Chorus]
In the sad ole cool waters that run through the stream
Where the willows cry sadly for sins they have seen
His face towards the heavens, in judgment he lays
For making my poor sister cry
But he made my poor sister cry

15288. Poor Thing - Chords

Poor Thing 
The Hackensaw Boys
 
[Intro]
G       C       G               D
G       C       G       D       G
G       C       G               D
G       C       G       D       G
 
[Verse]
G               C          G                                            D
You promised to take me to bed dear, you said that we'd find a place to sleep
G         C      G                          D          G
I woke up on the floor dear, you broke your promise to me
G              C     G                               D
You told me to get a job dear, I'm working most days through
G            C               G                       D           G
I'm tired of putting in your work dear, I'm tired of working for you
 
[Chorus]
C                    G
I'm leaving tomorrow, for Mexico City
G                                          D
Well I'm gone, and I don't know if I'll be back
   G             C
My money's in my shoes
      G          D                      G
I'm a poor thing! Won't you cut me some slack?
 
[Instrumental]
G       C       G               D
G       C       G       D       G
G       C       G               D
G       C       G       D       G
 
[Verse]
G           C     G                                    D



You want me for a rocking chair, my knees are all worn down
G                C      G                     D           G
This chair could be the end of me, and I just want to sit down
G               C          G                                            D
You promised to take me to bed dear, you said that we'd find a place to sleep
G         C      G                          D          G
I woke up on the floor dear, you broke your promise to me
 
[Chorus]
C                    G
I'm leaving tomorrow, for Mexico City
G                                          D
Well I'm gone, and I don't know if I'll be back
   G             C
My money's in my shoes
      G          D                      G
I'm a poor thing! Won't you cut me some slack?
 
[Instrumental]
G       C       G               D
G       C       G       D       G
G       C       G               D
G       C       G       D       G

15289. Poor Wandering One

Linda Ronstadt - Poor Wandering One

For shame
For shame
For shame

Poor wandering one
Though thou hast surely strayed
Take heart of grace, thy steps retrace
Poor wandering one

Poor wandering one
If such poor love as mine
Can help thee find true peace of mind
Why, take it, it is thine

Take heart, no danger lowers
Take any heart but ours
Take heart, fair days will shine
Take any heart, take mine

Take heart, no danger lowers
Take any heart but ours
Take heart, fair days will shine
Take any heart, take mine

Poor wandering one



Though thou hast surely strayed
Take heart of grace, thy steps retrace
Poor wandering one

Poor wandering one
Poor wandering one
Take heart, take heart

Take any heart but ours
Take heart, take heart

Take heart, no danger lowers
Take any heart but ours
Take heart, take heart
Take any heart but ours

Take heart

15290. Poor Will And The Jolly Hangman

Richard Thompson - Poor Will And The Jolly Hangman 

Won't you rise for the hangman?
His pleasure is that you should rise
He's the judge and the jury
At the jester's assize

Poor Will on the gallows tree
Never a cruel word did say
Oh, that a young man
Should be treated this way

Run to me mother of anyone's child
And tell me the revelry planned
Judges and barristers, clerks at the law
His show is the best in the land

Here's a toast to the Jolly Hangman
He'll hang you the best that he can
Here's a toast to the Jolly

No purse for a champion
No true love come over the stile
The debt of a poor man
He'll pay in awhile

Poor ladies, poor gentleman
Born of a sorry degree
Will you laugh for the hangman
When he comes for his fee?

Run to me mother of anyone's child
And tell me the revelry planned



Judges and barristers, clerks at the law
His show is the best in the land

Here's a toast to the Jolly Hangman
He'll hang you the best that he can
Here's a toast to the Jolly

Rise for the hangman
His pleasure is that you should rise
He's the judge and the jury
At the jester's assize

15291. Poor Young Girl

Poor Young Girl
Traditional

There was once a poor young girl who lived in the country,
And she went to the city to seek employment.
She went to the city because the wolf was at her door,
And her father had fallen down and hurt his knee.

Just before she went to the city, her boyfriend whose name was Jack,
He said to her, "I fear you will not be true."
So he made her promise just as she was getting on the train
That every night at eight o'clock she would burst into tears.

Then she got to the city and was riding on an omnibus
When a man got up and offered her his seat
She refused him with scorn for she saw that he wore a ring
And for all she knew he could be a married man.

Then up stepped the driver and said, "I knew you would be true!"
And he tore off his false whiskers and it was Jack
The very same day she received a telegram saying her father's knee was better,
And her Aunt Mildred had died and left her fifty-eight thousand dollars.

15292. Pop A Top

Pop A Top 

Pop a top again
I just got time for one more round
Sit em up my friends
Then I'll be gone
Then you can let some other fool sit down

I'd like for you'd to listen to a joke I heard today
From a woman who said she was through and calmly walked away



I'd tried to smile and did a while it felt so outta place
Did you ever hear of a clown with tears drops streamming down his face.

Pop a top again
I think I'll have another round
Sit em up my friend
Then I'll be gone and you can let some other fool sit down.

Home for me is misery and here I am wasting time
Cause a row of fools on a row of stools is not what's on my mind
But then you see her leaving me it's not what I perfer
So it's either here just drinking beer or at home remembering her.

Pop a top again
I think I'll have another round
Sit em up my friend 
Then I'll be gone and you can let some other fool sit down
Pop a top again.

15293. Poppy-Red

Richard Thompson - Poppy-Red

Here my love used to lie
Like a pearl by my side
Everything sweet, everything so complete
Now my love makes her bed
Where poppies grow over her head
There in a field, there in a field 
Warm and red - as the blood she shed

Now everything is Poppy-red
Poppy-red, Poppy-red
In loving memory
Now everything is Poppy-red
Poppy-red, Poppy-red
The gifts she gave to me
In loving memory, memory

She said, There's a wind that blows
And where it blows from, who knows
And if I don't go, I'll never know peace of mind' 
Now everything's upside down
Everything's turned around
She was my first, she was my last
She was my friend until the end

I'll always see her that way
Dressed in the red, white and grey
Slowly she turned, slowly she turned
Into the rain and walked away



15294. Population Me

Dwight Yoakam - Population Me

This place will tell you lies
With each passing shadow
That goes by
But there's only one or two
At most just three
More likely none
That I still believe
They'll say you're not alone
But don't listen to them
Tell that very long
I did then find out
Through misery
That the true population's me
I used to look for days around
But no trace of her love
Could be found
I'd holler, cry out, beg,
And scream
Throw myself down,
Then start to plead
Searched for her heart,
Til mine would bleed
Offered it up,
But there wasn't any need
Too late to care
She's no longer here
The population's me
Solo
I used to look for days around
But no trace of her love
Could be found
I'd holler, cry out, beg, and
Scream
Throw myself down,
Then start to plead
Searched for her heart,
Til mine would bleed
Offered it up,
But there wasn't any need
Too late to care
She's no longer here
The population's me
This place will tell you lies
With each passing shadow
That goes by
But there's only one or two
At most just three
More likely none
That I still believe



15295. Porcelain Doll

Porcelain Doll
Chatham County Line

Hush now my baby - hush my porcelain doll
Your papa has you in his arms and he won't let you fall
The wind might rock your cradle, the earth itself may shake
But I'll be here for you if the bough does break
Anything at all - My Porcelain Doll

Look at the little feet - look at the little hands
there is something there that only I can understand
I'm here to protect you and keep you from harm
If you could live your whole life wrapped up in my arms
In a little ball - My Porcelain Doll

Someday you'll be older - go off on your own
Out into the world and build a brand new home
But I want you to know as the years they pass us by
I'll be here for you, until the day I die
Anything at all - My Porcelain Doll

15296. Porch Light

Porch Light
Song by Aoife O'Donovan

The darkest night I ever seen
It was the night you came to me
On your knees whispering 'I'm sorry'
Keeping time with your heartbeat
I danced along on two left feet
You kissed my cheek
And left me on a city street.

Tell me where'd you go when you left my home on the bike alone
There was room for me on your handlebars
We could've seen the stars

You wanna live a life of restlessness
Wander 'round singin' the blues
You find solace in the bar-room girls
They got nothing to lose
You want a little life of loneliness -
Baby, so do I
I wanna sit under the porch light and watch the yellow moon rise

If I were to let you go



How far you'd fall I'll never know
I'd grab your toes and swing you like a circus show
Tame the tiger, swallow fire,
Tip-toe 'cross the tightrope wire
Would you help me find another stone to grind and another man to mind?
Would you recognize that I might be a prize
I might be a prize?

You wanna live a life of restlessness
Wander 'round singin' the blues
You find solace in the bar room girls,
They got nothing to lose.
You wanna live a life of loneliness -
Baby, so do I
I wanna sit under the porch light and watch the yellow moon rise.

15297. Porpoise Mouth

Porpoise Mouth
Country Joe and the Fish
Big Hillbilly Bluegrass Band

The white ducks fly on past the sun
Their wings flash silver at the moon
While waters rush down the mountain tongue
My organs play a circus tune
I dance to the wonder of your feet
And sing to the joy of your knees
The cold white dress on the mountain breast
Paints the frozen trees
The maple plants patterns in the sky
Its leaves to kiss the wind
While scores of glittering bugs and flies
Dance polkas on her limbs
I whistle symphonies of your face
And laugh for your hair so fine
In startled greens of playground grass
A child jumps rope to rhyme
Reeds and brass, the marching drums
Make a joyous sound
Trees bend low with nuts and plums
Then fall to find the ground
I hunger for your porpoise mouth
And stand erect for love
The sun burns up the winter sky
And all the earth is love

15298. Portapotty



Keller Williams - Portapotty

**I fell in love in the portapotty line
In the parking lot of some show
She was dancing round clutchin herself
She was waitin for her turn to go**

Her dreadlocks swung down 
Like shiny golden chains
And she looked to be strong and brave
My nose was filled with a bouqet of patchouli oil
It looked like she had never shaved

I knew right away that I was in love
And she was the one for me
I could not tell if she felt the same way
But I know that she had to pee

**

The sunlight shone bright threw that sundress she wore
And reflected off the ring in her nose
Her ankle bells jingled as she danced around
I'm so proud of the line that I chose

Then all of the sudden she could not take it no more
On that portapotty she wailed and she banged
As she started tiltin it back and forth
Well, I just raised my head and I sang

**

That pretty little vacant sign showed her face
And she blew right in like Peter Pan
I wanted to be there when she was done 
So I went and I peed behind a van

Well I did not realize just how much had been drunk
I stood there for the length of the song
Well I zipped up 
Went back to that portapotty
But my sweet little lover was gone

**
** 
She was dancin round clutchin herself
She was waiting for her turn to go

15299. Porter Wagoner's Grave

Marty Stuart - Porter Wagoner's Grave

A world-wearied man with tear filled eyes
Walked in off the street of the uncommonly wise



Into the church meeting, with this story he came
Sometimes angels and strangers are one and the same

The preacher said  Sir, you're welcome in here
Now tell us as much as you'd want us to hear 

And the stranger said,  It was no more than an hour ago, people,
I was lookin' for shelter for the night. 
 I wanted to go somewhere out of the way,
somewhere peaceful and quiet. 

 So I went to a cemetery, close by Thompson Lane,
and with full respect I entered it and found rest from the rain. 

 I laid down under a sycamore, an' I was barely asleep,
when someone said  Hello stranger  and touched the boots on my feet. 

 His hair was pure silver, almost like a crown of glory on top,
and the rain didn't touch him, not one single drop. 

 His voice was familiar, it brought me comfort and peace. 

 He laughed and said,  Well, we picked a strange place to meet,
but I understand, I've often come here to pray,
when the burdens of life put stones in my way. 

 And you see friend, you and me, we're brothers,
though we've never met. 

 We've both known heartache, disappointment and the pain of regret. 
 The full weight of sadness, love and it's cost,
and without love, a soul is nothing, but empty and lost. 

 And I've come to tell you, to go on now and be brave. 
 You can live again. 
 You know it's her love that you crave. 

 Go find the one you left behind, hold her, take her by the hand. 
 Show her how much you need her, I believe she'll understand. 

 Now son you take a look at this ground, it's filled with things unsaid. 
 There's a world of good intentions here in the land of the dead. 
 And friend I'm here to tell ya, on this very night, I was sent by your Maker, the giver of life, to 
tell you there's rest
for your soul. 

 There's peace and relief, if you'll just surrender your burdens. 
 Lay them at God's feet. 
 Walk out of this place. 
 Go now and live in the light of a pure perfect presence,
that loves and forgives. 

He wore a long purple coat,  covered in wheels
Red leather boots,  with sparkling heels
On a dark stormy night,  a lost soul was saved
Brought into the fold on Porter Wagoner's grave



15300. Portland Bound

Portland Bound
Fruition

Black ice on the highway won't you slide me right back home
I been climbin' through the mountains, I been cutting through the snow
Well I'm on my way to Stumptown where I got a lot of friends
Where your drinks are never dry, where the sidewalks always wet, so
Take me back where I won't get pushed around
Where all the girls are beautiful, and everyone is down
It's a pretty little city, it's a damn dirty town
Hallelujah, hallelujah, hallelujah
We're Portland bound
Now I've been out a ramblin teaching lessons I been learnin
In the deserts and the canyons, with the smell of diesel burnin
Not everyone I meet is always kind and understandin
So I'll spit into the wind, grab the wheel until we've landed
Right back there where I won't get pushed around
Where all the girls are beautiful, and everyone is down
It's a pretty little city, it's a damn dirty town
Hallelujah, hallelujah, hallelujah
We're Portland bound
Now I've rode a lot of roads, and seen a great and many places
But I long to be right back among the strange and rain stained faces
Where living free and easy is the general consensus
And ya still can raise a smile from all the hip and the pretentious

15301. Portsmouth Airs

Portsmouth Airs
John Hartford

buffalo gals won't you come out tonight
come out tonight
come out tonight
and dance by the light of the moon

15302. Positive Friction

Donna the Buffalo - Positive Friction

Positive friction, under the upper crust
What does all this Hollywood really have to do with us 
True grit, timeless love 
There's no reason to pretend



Lets get together and become natural once again
Natural once again

There is a certain vibe, circulating in the air
Cast from all the energy that emanates from everywhere
Ah, such a lovely truth 
Beginning to unfold 
It's our brothers and sisters
All coming in from the cold...Natural once again

There's a family growing
I've seen it with my own two eyes
There's something that we're all knowing 
I hope its spreading like a wild fire
Back to a place one might call home

We have our own heroes 
They're dancing in the living room
We're busy, busy counting out from zero 
Not one minute too soon 
Back to a place one might call home

15303. Positively 4th Street

Lucinda Williams - Positively 4th Street

You got a lot of nerve to say you are my friend
When I was down you just stood there grinnin'
You got a lot of nerve to say you got a helping hand to lend
You just wanna be on the side that's winnin'

You say I let you down, you know it's not like that
If you're so hurt why then don't you show it
You say you lost your faith, but that's not where it's at
You had no faith to lose and you know it

I know the reason that you talk behind my back
I used to be among the crowd you're in with
Do you take me for such a fool to think I'd make contact
With the one who tries to hide what he don't know to begin with

You see me on the street, you always act surprised
You say, 'how are you, good luck,' but you don't mean it
When you know as well as me you'd rather see me paralyzed
Why don't you just come out once and scream it

No I do not feel that good when I see the heartbreaks you embrace
If I was a master thief perhaps I'd rob them
Now I know you're dissatisfied with your position and your place
Can't you understand that's not my problem

Well I wish that for just one time you could stand inside my shoes
And just for that one moment I could be you



Yes I wish that for just one time you could stand inside my shoes
You know what a drag it is to see you

15304. Positively Negative

Todd Snider - Positively Negative

You are the worst news that I have ever heard
You lie so confidently
I'll sit and listen but I won't believe a word
You'll never get the best of me

Your boy collection waits, patiently and nice
You love them so transparently
I'll let you stay here but remember this advice
You met your match when you met me

If you think your jaded now
Wait till you see the rest of me
Come over here tonight
And I will let you treat me like the victim I'm not gonna be

You called this morning and you said that you were home
My phone has caller ID
Girl I don't care if your together or alone
You'll never get the best of me

If you think your jaded now
Wait till you've seen the rest of me
Come over here tonight
And I will let you treat me like the victim I'm not gonna be

I see right through you, I see right through you
Your victim I'm not going be, oh
You are the worst news that I have ever heard
You lie so confidently

I'll sit and listen but I won't believe a word
You'll never get the best of me
You'll never get the best of me
You'll never get the best of me
You'll never get the best of me

15305. Possum Holler

Dolly Parton - Possum Holler 
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writer Dallas Frazier



As time goes by the tales grow taller about possum in Possum Holler
As a young man I'd go a courtin' with my sweetheart so young and fair
Down the mountain to Possum Holler that's where he'd always find me waitin'
there
Now I tell my mama that I's goin' out walkin' neath the moonlight so bright and
fair
And I'd tell daddy I was huntin' possum
And take off a grinnin' and a slickin' down my hair
As time goes by the tales grow taller about possum in Possum Holler
Then one evening in Possum Holler my sweetheart's daddy stopped all our fun
Yeah we got married in Possum Holler just you and me my daddy and daddy's gun
As time goes by the tales grow taller about possum in Possum Holler
Now when they see a possum hunter young and handsome and a smellin' fair
We just lean back and bust our laughin' cause we know there ain't no possum
there
As time goes by the tales grow taller about possum in Possum Holler
About possum in Possum Holler

15306. Postcards From Hell - Chords

Postcards From Hell 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
G  D  A  D  (x4)
 
[Verse 1]
G           D       A         D
  I know a man who sings the blues
G         D                  A      D
  Yeah he plays just what he feels
G         D             A             D
  Keeps a letter in the pocket of his coat
G              D          A D
  But he never breaks the seal
 
[Interlude]
G  D  A  D  (x2)
 
[Verse 2]
G         D         A         D
  Set up in a bar room corner
G             D         A   D
  Playing for tips and beer
G        D              A         D
  People carrying on and drinking
G               D         A  D
  And you gotta strain to hear
 
[Interlude]
G  D  A  G  (x2)
 
[Verse 3]



G                D              A          D
  I've seen him playing some old cheap guitar
G              D                A    D
  But he could play on pots and pans
G            D             A        D
  You never heard a soul so pure and true
G              D                A   D
  It's flowing right out of his hands
G            D               A      D
  And he can sing sweet as a choir girl
G           D             A     D
  Or he can sing a house on fire
G                D             A  D
  I've seen him calling up the angels
G           D            A         D
  And use a breeze for a telephone wire
 
[Chorus]
G
  But if you ask him
F#7                       Bm
  How he sings his blues so well
A
He says
G        D        Em7     D
I got a soul that I won't sell
G        D        Em7      D
I got a soul that I won't sell
G        D        Em7      D
I got a soul that I won't sell
    G        D        Em7          D
And I don't read postcards from hell
 
[Interlude]
G  D  A  D  (x4)
 
[Verse 4]
G          D                 A    D
  Said he came from down in Texas
G          D               A     D
  Playin' out since he's fifteen
G          D                A  D
  You can hear a little Chicago
G        D          A    D
  And a lot of New Orleans
G               D          A             D
  And he can take you on a freight train
G         D                A     D
  He can take you down the alley
G         D              A      D
  He can take you to the church
G         D                   A    D
  He can walk you through the valley
 
[Chorus]
G
  And if you ask him



F#7                       Bm
  How he sings his blues so well
A
He says
G        D        Em7      D
I got a soul that I won't sell
G        D        Em7      D
I got a soul that I won't sell
G        D        Em7      D
I got a soul that I won't sell
    G        D        Em7          D
And I don't read postcards from hell
 
[Interlude]
G  D  A  D  (x8)
 
[Verse 5]
G                D             A      D
  I've seen him sleeping in a doorway
G       D          A    D
  Maybe living outside
G         D               A         D
  On his back just like a cockroach
G                D         A D
  But he ain't waiting to die
 
[Chorus]
G
  And if you ask him
F#7                       Bm
  How he sings his blues so well
A
He says
G        D        Em7      D
I got a soul that I won't sell
G        D        Em7      D
I got a soul that I won't sell
G        D        Em7      D
I got a soul that I won't sell
G        D        Em7      D
I got a soul that I won't sell
       G      D        Em7       D
That's how I sing my blues so well
    G        D        Em7          D
And I don't read postcards from hell-

15307. Pot Can't Call The Kettle Black

Jerry Jeff Walker - Pot Can't Call The Kettle Black

Lace your shoes with country blues
Ramble down that dusty ole road
Take your money down in the town



Gonna get rich in the game
Come on home drunk at day break
You got no room to complain

Chorus:
Cause the pot can't call the kettle black
Cause the train's all runnin' on the same ole track
Can't feel nothing but your life flyin' by
You got trouble on your hands, trouble on your mind
Grandpa had him a wanderin' eye
He must a passed it on down to me
None of the girls are pretty as Suzanne
But I like some that I see

Chorus:
Cause the pot can't call the kettle black
Cause the train's all runnin' on the same ole track
Can't feel nothing but your life flyin' by
You got trouble on your hands, trouble on your mind
Bottom of the bottle sure makes you feel good
I'd like you better that way
So clap your hands and make up a song
I hear every word that you say

Chorus:
Cause the pot can't call the kettle black
Cause the train's all runnin' on the same ole track
Can't feel nothing but your life flyin' by
You got trouble on your hands, trouble on your mind
What in the world can a poor boy do
But let his ole ramblin' roll

15308. Pot of Gold

Pot of Gold
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
All alone in a cafe
I watch the world rushin' by
They're all dreamin' 'bout dollars and thinkin' 'bout
Mountains that they have to climb
A woman checks her reflection
A man straightens his tie
They wear troubled expressions and meanwhile
I just sit here and smile

[Chorus]
You can chase all the silver
If you need riches to hold
You can run after rainbows
'Cause I just found my pot of gold



[Verse 2]
I just met him last weekend
And we've been out a few times
And it may seem too soon
But when he kissed me I knew
That he was my purpose in life

[Chorus]
You can chase all the silver
'Cause I've found somethin' to hold
You can run after rainbows
'Cause I just found my pot of gold

[Chorus]
You can chase all the silver
'Cause I've just found my soul
You can run after rainbows
'Cause I've just found my pot
I just found my pot
I just found my pot of gold

[Outro]
All alone in a cafe
I watch the world rushin' by
They're all dreamin' 'bout dollars and meanwhile
I just sit here and smile

15309. Potential New Boyfriend

Dolly Parton - Potential New Boyfriend 

Got my eye on a boy
He's eyeing me back
It's looking real good
This could be it
And I know that all of you girls
Would love to steal him away
He bought me a drink
I thanked him real sweet
It's always so nice when you first meet
And I know that all of you women would love to steal him away
So I'm warning you
CHORUS 1
Better keep your hands off my
Better keep your hands off my
Better keep your hands off my potential new boyfriend
Building up an appetite
You can look but you can't buy
Better keep your hands off my potential new boyfriend
Pretty as a picture
Comin' on so strong
He's twisting my ignition key
Turn my motor on



But anyone can see, all his attention's on me
Give us some privacy
CHORUS 2
Better keep your hands off my
Better keep your hands off my
Better keep your hands off my potential new boyfriend
Better keep your hands off my
It's a waste of time to try
Better keep your hands off my potential new boyfriend
Leave us alone tonight
Then if it don't work out right
He's all yours
Until then
CHORUS 3
Better keep your hands off my
Better keep your hands off my
Better keep your hands off my potential new boyfriend
Feel you crowdin' in on me
hovering suspiciously
Better keep your hands off my potential new boyfriend
REPEAT CHORUS 1

15310. Potholes

Potholes
Sim Redmond Band

Pothole in the middle of the road, a tire gone flat, 
and you wonder, did you deserve that? 
Love used to shine through you like a shooting star, 
but that feeling now seems so far.

Chorus: 
Please dont give up on hope, on trust, on love.
Time can be cruel or be kind, 
remember whats lost and you'll find, 
you better believe in what brings you back home. 

Our hearts have more love than we know, 
our dreams are more real than we show, 
we keep ourselves hidden, 
holding us back.

Chorus: 
Please dont give up on hope, on trust, on love. 
Please dont turn your back, 
close your eyes, 
or lose track of love.

Looking down that long stretch of road, 
not knowing just where it will go, 
temptations are pulling you back. 
But dont forget your family, your friends, 



cause thats where the road always ends, 
it leads you right back to your heart.

15311. Potter's Field

Railroad Earth - Potter's Field 

I'm just a traveler passing through I wont haunt or bother you
Though you could put an end to my story.
You could call me ol' Jack.You might have seen me caped in black.
As I roam the streets of the village. 

And in her long flowing hair. You might find my story there. 
Though it was not my own hand that killed her.
I went down to the moonlight trail. Road out on the rail
And began my long life of journey. 

And the ripple that rose on the water 
And the high rolling wave out at sea.
And the Shadow that flies on the valley
In the middle is where you'll find me. 

In a bath tube for a boat, my passage I did float
On the banks of the dock of he city
Cuz in the fire of the devils den, live the gray coated men
That lost all my hopes and my two brothers.

So I wondered in the west settled down. Did my best.
But my hear was unsteady and restless.
To the room on Houston street. Where the pawn poets would meet 
And we poured out the wine of the ages.

And the ripple that rose on the water
And the hard hearted moon of the sea 
And the shadow that falls in the ally.
In the middle is where you find me.

Ten little flavors
Ten little stones
Sleep little babies. 
You'll never know, where you ever go. 

Years ago my lid was sealed
Through me down in the Potters field 
We're the souls of the long and forgotten.

Though my name is dead and gone
I remain a carryin on and I roam with an old band of brothers. 

If you strum that ancient stream, you may call my spirit in
Or if you blow on the horn of the whistle.
By an old pile of nails. I might stop and listen there
Where the wren pulls her nest from the thistle.



And the ripple that rose on the water
And the high rolling wave out at sea
And the Shadow that falls on the valley
I'm the middle is where you'll find me.

High above the Cullin wharf . Stands the ol' mound of stone. 
In the mist and the stone and the mountain
If you scramble up the street
Wont you stay a while for me
Watch the white rolling winds wash the island.

15312. Pour Me A Drink

Nanci Griffith - Pour Me a Drink

Pour me a drink
Light me a cigarette
Help me forget
The things that I've done
Pour me a drink
Then pour me another one
To keep out this cold wind
That blows through my soul

Look at my life
Here in these photographs
Look at these faces
What a story they tell
There was a time
When I knew how to laugh
I'd drink to forget
But I remember it well

Pour me a drink
Light me a cigarette
Help me forget
The things that I've done
Pour me a drink
Then pour me another one
To keep out this cold wind
That blows through my soul

So many promises
So many daydreams and plans
So many chances
That I let slip through my hands

Pour me a drink
Light me a cigarette
Help me forget
The things that I've done
Pour me a drink



Then pour me another one
To keep out this cold wind
That blows through my soul

15313. Pour Me Another Tequila

Pour Me Another Tequila
By: Bobby Bear

 D
(Chorus) Pour me another tequila, Shella.
 A
Take off that red satin dress. 'Cause I crossed the boarder, and,
 D
And I beat the dealer for all of that gold in Jarez. 
 G
I feel like ol' Pancho Via, Shella, and I've got the pesos to spend,
 D A D
So pour me another tequila, Shella. Lay down and love me again.

 D
(1st Verse) No I can't tell you about it.
 A
Don't mind the gun by my bed, but I feel kind'a naked without it,
 D
And it eases the fears in my head. I never trusted in woman,
 G D A
Shella I trust you tonight. So pass me the salt and a lemon,
 D
Bend down and blow out the light.

(Chorus) (Lead)

 D
(2nd Verse) Shella I'm hearin' your heartbeat,
 A
But I'm hearing footsteps outside. The courtyard is crallin' with them 
 D
Federados. And Shella, there's no place to hide, but I don't know who 
 G
Could have tipped 'em, nobody knew it but you, but I never have trusted 
 D A D
The woman, Shella here's what I'm going to do. Yeah!

 D
(Chorus) Pour me another tequila, I'm goin' ta put on your red satin 
 A 
Dress. You put on my clothse, and you go face the dealer. 
 D
Shella I wish you the best. I never trusted in woman,
 G D A
Shella I trusted you tonight. So pour me another tequila Shella,
 D



And I'll run for the boarder again.
 G D A D
Yeah! Pour me another tequilla, Shella, as I ride for the boarder again.

15314. Powderfinger

Powderfinger
Crazy Horse - Neil Young
Circuit Riders - Acoustic Syndicate

Look out, mama, there's a white boat coming up the river
With a big red beacon, and a flag, and a man on the rail
I think you'd better call John
'Cause it don't look like they're here to deliver the mail
And it's less than a mile away
I hope they didn't come to stay
It's got numbers on the side and a gun
And it's making big waves

Daddy's gone and my brother's out hunting in the mountains
Big John's been drinking since the river took Emmy-Lou
So the powers that be left me here to do the thinkin'
And I just turned twenty-two
I was wondering what to do
And the closer they got
The more those feelings grew

Daddy's rifle in my hand felt reassuring
He said me, red means run, son, numbers add up to nothing
When the first shot hit the docks I saw it coming
Raised my rifle to my eye
Never stopped to wonder why
Then I saw black
And my face splashed in the sky
Shelter me from the powder and the finger
Cover me with the thought that pulled the trigger
Just think of me as one you'd never figured
Would fade away so young
With so much left undone
Remember me to my love
I know I'll miss her

15315. Power In His Name

Power in His Name
by Dee Gaskin

Jesus, how sweet is Thy name to my ear
Since I found Him, I've not been the same



Truly His love drives away every fear
And oh, there is power in His name

chorus
No other name, no other name
Only Jesus   salvation can give
And only through Him
Can we enter the fold
Changed and made worthy to live

Jesus the giver of everything good
Knoweth the needs of a man
Healeth my soul for He said
That he would
And oh, there is power in His name

jesus who said that a mortal as I
All Heaven's bright treasures may gain
I'm an heir to the kingdom
Through his royal blood
and Oh, there is power in his name

15316. Praise The Lord

Praise the Lord - Dan Tyminski

Praise the Lord, praise the Lord, and bless His holy name
Cause He don't ever change
He's the one, He's the one, it don't matter what you done
He wants to love you just the same

When old trouble comes along, and temptation is growing strong
Take my hand dear Lord I pray
Hear my cry, hear my plea, have mercy on me
And let your love show me the way

As I labor in this land, be my strength, help me stand
Lead me on the narrow way
Many loved ones now are gone, but I know I'm coming home
Soon we'll all be there to say

15317. Pratt Street

Tom T Hall - Pratt Street

[Chorus:]
Pratt Street that street where I was born and raised

[Verse 1:]



I know that no one knows me as I walk along this street
Revisiting the town that made a traveler out of me
I hear a mother screaming at her kid that's done some wrong
Daddy's gonna bust your hide when he gets home
Well, somewhere beans're cooking and they smell about half done
I see a young girl hanging clothes to dry out in the sun
She sees me looking at her and I guess it makes her sore
She says ain't you ever seen a bra before

[Chorus]

[Verse 2:]
Two women lean across an old white weather-beaten fence
One smiles at me and waves her beer and says hey come on in
She tosses back her head when she discovers I won't speak
Hey, you're not allowed to sell things on this street
Well, the factories're hummin' as they did so long ago
Pratt Street is now blanketed with thirty years of smoke
An old man tries in vain to put a muffler on a car
With a hammer and a rusty pair of pliers

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
I flag a taxi down and ride on back to my hotel
Things may change in heaven but they'd never change in hell
They say you can't go home again but brother I was there
And I suspect the people just don't care

[Chorus]

15318. Pray

Dierks Bentley - Pray

[Verse 1]
Just because it didn't last
Doesn't mean that we were wrong
We both fell in love so fast
And now it's gone
And the hurt is strong
Though we don't see eye to eye
And a wind's begun to blow
I'm going to love you till I die
And I want you to know
Till they lay me low

[Chorus]
I'll pray
Love will bless and find you
Pray
For joy and happiness
Pray



For two strong arms around you
Pray

[Verse 2]
Was it something we can't see
Maybe something we don't know
If it wasn't meant to be
We should just say so
And let it go

[Chorus]

[Bridge]
That with time
You'll someday find
Peace

[Chorus]

[Bridge]
That with time
You'll someday find
Peace
That with time
You'll someday find
Love

15319. Pray - Chords

Pray
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C
Take your eyes off yourself look at somebody else
    G7                          C  G7
And imagine how hard life could be
           C
Count your blessings again kiss the lips of your friend
    G7        C
And pray  and pray
    F                            C
And give God the glory for every good thing you do
        F                  G  G7
There's others lesser than you
         C
Get your mind off yourself think of somebody else
    G7        C
And pray  and pray
    F                            C
And give God the glory for every good thing you do
        F                  G  G7
There's others lesser than you
         C



Get your mind off yourself think of somebody else
    G7        C
And pray  and pray

15320. Pray Enough

Pray Enough
Rob Ickes & Trey Hensley

[Verse 1]
Tell me, did you catch the name
Of the mighty hurricane?
That blew away our featherbrains
Lord, you'd better be tough

[Verse 2]
Well, I remember when you spoke
Down to the mighty lightening bolt
You took away it's raincoat
But you never can pray enough

[Chorus]
Lord, you never can pray enough
You never can pray enough
You gonna be a fool, Lord, then you better be tough
Cause you never can pray enough

[Verse 3]
Tell me, why'd you mess around
With a mighty crocodile?
Lord, you said he had an ugly smile
Lord, you'd better be tough

[Verse 4]
Why'd you think it'd be so fun?
Shoot out the lights of the mighty sun
It's raining bullets now and you'd better run
But you never can pray enough

[Chorus]
Lord, you never can pray enough
You never can pray enough
You gonna be a fool, Lord, then you better be tough
Cause you never can pray enough

[Bridge]
I see the light bolt over your head
You live with it once, you might as well be dead
You're getting too close to admire
The dirty blaze of a mighty fire
Lord, you're gonna stink and burn just like a tire

[Chorus]



And you never can pray enough
You never can pray enough
You gonna be a fool, Lord, then you better be tough
Cause you never can, you never can pray enough

[Chorus]
Lord, you never can pray enough
You never can pray enough
You gonna be a fool, Lord, then you better be tough
Cause you never can pray enough
You never can pray enough, you never can pray enough
You never can pray enough

15321. Pray Every Day

Pray Every Day
--Buck OWens & Red Simpson--

KEY: Bb / Tune down 1/2 step / PLAY: B
CHORUS:
N/C B E B
Oh you must pray ev'ry day, pray ev'ry day
 F
Pray to God up above
 B E B
You've got to go all the way, get down on your knees and pray
 F B
Show Him all your love

VERSE:
B E
When your life is lonely and ev'rything is wrong
 B F
And you don't know what to do
 B E
Just get down on your knees and look up to Heaven
 B F B
And say a prayer or two

CHORUS:
N/C B E B
Oh you must pray ev'ry day, pray ev'ry day
 F
Pray to God up above
 B E B
You've got to go all the way, get down on your knees and pray
 F B
Show Him all your love

FIDDLE SOLO: B E B F B

VERSE:
B E 



If ol' Satan comes a knockin' on your door, don't let him in
 B F
He's got his eye on you
 B E
Don't be tempted my friend cause all he is is sin
 B F B
And he'll only bring sorrow to you

CHORUS:
N/C B E B
Oh you must pray ev'ry day, pray ev'ry day
 F
Pray to God up above
 B E B
You've got to go all the way, get down on your knees and pray
 F B
Show Him all your love

15322. Pray For America - Chords

Pray For America 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
G D G
 
[Verse 1]
     G
When sorrows are befallen
     C
And shadows darken her door
                             G
When the fever spreads and a silent scourge
    Bm                  D
Outshines her golden shores
 
       G
When a cry for comfort reaches forth
         C
Like you never heard before
          G
Pray for America
D            G    C G
Our promised land
 
[Chorus]
     D
America, to thee
D7        G       C
May God's hand outreach
          G      D      G
Lord have mercy on America
 



[Verse 2]
     G
When the tears just keep falling
        C
And the glory light's gone dim
                         G
And the barren ground is full of holes
    Bm            D
We hasten to fill in
       G
When the firmest faith is shaken fast
       C
By a fear that's creeping in
          G
Pray for America
D            G    C G
Our promised land
 
[Chorus]
     D
America, to thee
D7        G       C
May God's hand outreach
          G      D      G
Lord have mercy on America
 
E
 
          A
Where the peaceful hour is broken
         D
By the pounding tumult quake
                 A
And all is torn asunder
        C#m                 Bm   E
What we thought could never break
       A
Yeah, all your saints come marching
         D
Through hell for heaven's sake
           A
Pray for America
E             A
Our promised land
 
[Chorus]
     E
America, to thee
E7        A       D
May God's hand outreach
          A     E       A
Lord have mercy on America
D               A
Woah Pray for America
     E                 A
God shed your grace on thee
 



[Outro]
D A

15323. Pray For Rain

Pray for Rain
Kane's River

It's the 13th of November
And I cross another day off the calendar
That hangs there by the door
A silent witness to the lonely life
That I have made
Where every passing hour
Is just like the one before
When love is new it shines
Like sparkling diamonds
In the sun, like morning dew
Upon the leaves of gold
But if it is neglected it will slowly fade away
And leave you there with nothing but a heart
That's sad and cold

I know that you are gone
Because of things I didn't do
You left because of things I didn't say
The nights are getting longer
And there's no one else to blame
For sending all my bridges up in flames
There's nothing left to do but pray for rain

At first I didn't realize just how far
We'd grown apart, our sunny skies
Reduced to shades of gray
I thought that I was falling
Out of love with you
And so, I heard but didn't listen to
The things you had to say
But no man is an island,
Or so the saying goes,
And a house that has no love is not a home
Life without you has got to be
The hardest thing I've done,
And if you can forgive me
We won't have to be alone

I know that you are gone
Because of things I didn't do
You left because of things I didn't say
The nights are getting longer
And there's no one else to blame
For sending all my bridges up in flames
There's nothing left to do but pray for rain



The nights are getting longer
And there's no one else to blame
Nothing left to do but pray for rain

15324. Pray For The Boys

Pray For The Boys
Earls Of Leicester

Don't forget to often pray for the boys so far away
They have gone to fill your place out there
They're on the battle line in defense of your and mine
Hold 'em up to God in humble prayer

When the smoke of the battle clears oft my eyes are filled with tears
As I see some mother's son so still
I am thankful for your prayers to the one who always cares
And I play that I may do his will

* Refrain

In the beach head far away goes a boy for you today
And I know he thinks of home and you
When in prayer you're head is bowed mention those whe're out there now
Pray the Lord today to him be true

* Refrain

15325. Pray For The Lights To Go Out - Chords

Pray For The Lights To Go Out 
Hot Club of Cowtown

[Intro chords]
A A B7 E7 A
A F#7 B7 E7
A N.C. A7 N.C.
D N.C. Dm N.C.
A A B7 E7 A
 
[Refrain]
A     A
Ah ah ah,
    B7            E7       A
Get ready for the judgment day
A     F#7
Ah ah ah,
       B7                       E7



You'll never get to heaven that way
      A                A
It'll make you sinners want to shout
B7           E7           A
Pray for the lights to go out
 
[Verse 1]
         A                        A
Well, my father was a deacon in a hard shell church,
B7       E7                A
Way down south where I was born;
A                               F#7
People used to come to him from miles around,
        B7                    E7
Just to hear the Holy work go on
A                                A
Father grabs a sister  round the neck and says,
       B7        E7           A
Sister won't you sing me this song.
    A                       F#7
The sister tells the deacon she did not have time,
     B7              E7
Felt religion coming on
     A                               A
Just then somebody got up turn'd the lights all out
                 B7         E7     A
And you ought to heard that sister shout.
              A
She hollered, Brother,
       F#7
If you want to spread joy;
     B7           E7             A
Just pray for the lights to stay out.
               A             F#7
She called the Deacon for to kneel and pray,
    B7                         E7
You ought to heard that sister shout
    A N.C.
She took off both shoes
A7 N.C.
Took off both socks
D N.C.                    Dm N.C.
Got low down and did the eagle rock
              A               F#7
She shouted, "Brother, If you want to spread joy;
     B7           E7             A
Just pray for the lights to stay out.
 
[Refrain]
A       A
Ah, ah, ah
    B7           E7          A
I'm teaching the sermon as I tell it to  em
A       A
Ah, ah, ah
    B7         E7            A
The absence of nepotism is appalling here



A       A
Ah, ah, ah
    B7      E7                           A
Now all you brother's have been drinking too much beer
A       A
Ah, ah, ah
    B7                        E7             A
You want to get ready for the judgement day?
A       A
Ah, ah, ah
         B7                             E7                         A
Then get out your little pray books and get with what I'm about to say
A       A
Ah, ah, ah
 
[Outro 1]
         A N.C.
You take two steps forward
A7 N.C.
Two steps back
D N.C.
Get low down
Dm N.C.
Baller-Jack
             A
She shouted, brother
       F#7
If you want to spread joy
B7           E7           A    F#7
Pray for the lights to go out
B7           E7           A   E7 A
Pray for the lights to go out
 
[Verse 2]
A                              A
Father tried to quiet down his lovin' flock
B7                E7        A
Called on all the saints up above
A                          F#7
All that he could here way down there in the dark
    B7                  E7
Was baby, Honey, turtle dove
A                           A
Deacon grabs a bible firmly in his hand,
B7           E7               A
Prayed to be shown wrong from right.
     A                           F#7
Just then as if his prayers were answered from above,
        B7                   E7
Someone got up turned on the light,
   A                                A
He feels himself slippin' grabs the first gal near,
        B7               E7          A
And she sings this sweet song in his ear.
             A
She shouted, brother
       F#7



If you want to spread joy
B7           E7           A
Pray for the lights to go out

15326. Pray Over The Moonshine Still

Tyler Childers - Pray Over The Moonshine Still

[Verse 1]
Well call up the reverend
Won't you get him up here now
That old gal won't get to work till every head is bowed
We got new copper wire
She's lookin' pretty nice
And we can't start the courtin'
Till we take it up with Christ

[Chorus]
So pray o'er the moonshine still
Pray that the money rolls through them hills
We'll strike gold if it's your will
Just pray o'er the moonshine still

[Verse 2]
Well mama needs a Maytag
And the babies all need shoes
But at the rate that we are goin'
We'll never see the blues
Our corporations boomin'
Were known both near and far
But if we're gonna reach the masses
We're gonna have to buy a car

[Chorus]
But first pray o'er the moonshine still
Pray that the money rolls through them hills
We'll strike gold if it's your will
Just pray o'er the moonshine still

[Verse 3]
They say that I'm a sinner
They say I'm bound for hell
But I know every Baptist boy
And I know them very well
So if I don't reach glory
If I ride that long black train
Well I'll be in good company sippin' moonshine all the way

[Chorus]
So pray o'er the moonshine still
Pray that the money rolls through them hills
We'll strike gold if it's your will
Just pray o'er the moonshine still



15327. Pray The Clouds Away

Jimmy Martin - Pray the clouds away

When you hear the thunder boomin' when you see the lightnin' flash
When the castles you have builded have all fallen with the crash
And when everything about you has all crumbled to decay
If you'll just start right in prayin' you can pray the clouds away

Pray the clouds away the dreary clouds so dark and gray
Prayin' to the Lord believe the promise of his words
Clouds are like the snow when the shines the sun they all must go
Pray my brother pray and you will pray the clouds away

When ole Satan keeps tormentin' tellin' you a lot of lies
Then it again it seems the shadows come to fill your sunny skies
When he laughs at all your weakness and he mocks you as you pray
Once again just start in prayin' and you'll pray the clouds away

Pray the clouds away the dreary clouds so dark and gray...

15328. Pray The Devil

Lucinda Williams - Pray The Devil

You know inside the dark
Behind these walls
Yeah, inside the dark
Behind these walls
There used to be a spark
But now the devil calls

So I run somewhere
I can hide my shame
Oh I run somewhere
I can hide my shame
But I swear
I hear him calling my name

He says come to me
Let's play some more
He says come to me
Let's play some more
Wait 'til you see
What I've got in store

Now all my fears
Have finally begun
Now all my fears



Have finally begun
Through all my tears
I've come undone

At the end of the day
There's nobody else
At the end of the day
There's nobody else
Nobody can save you
From yourself

And can't you hear him callin'
Callin' your name
Yeah can't you hear him callin'
Callin' your name
He ain't gonna spare you
He will only shame

I'm gonna have to pray
The devil back to hell
I'm gonna have to pray
The devil back to hell
I'm gonna pray
The devil back to hell

I'm gonna have to pray
The devil back to hell
I'm gonna have to pray
The devil back to hell
I'm gonna pray
The devil back to hell

Yeah I'm gonna pray
The devil back to hell
Yeah I'm gonna pray
The devil back to hell
Yeah

I'm gonna pray
The devil back to hell

15329. Pray The Devil Back To Hell

Lucinda Williams - Pray the Devil Back to Hell

YOU KNOW INSIDE THE DARK 
BEHIND THESE WALLS 
YEAH, INSIDE THE DARK 
BEHIND THESE WALLS 
THERE USED TO BE A SPARK
BUT NOW THE DEVIL CALLS 

SO I RUN SOMEWHERE 



I CAN HIDE MY SHAME 
OH I RUN SOMEWHERE 
I CAN HIDE MY SHAME 
BUT I SWEAR 
I HEAR HIM CALLING MY NAME

HE SAYS COME TO ME
LET'S PLAY SOME MORE 
HE SAYS COME TO ME
LET'S PLAY SOME MORE
WAIT 'TIL YOU SEE
WHAT I'VE GOT IN STORE

NOW ALL MY FEARS 
HAVE FINALLY BEGUN
NOW ALL MY FEARS 
HAVE FINALLY BEGUN
THROUGH ALL MY TEARS 
I'VE COME UNDONE 

AT THE END OF THE DAY 
THERE'S NOBODY ELSE
AT THE END OF THE DAY 
THERE'S NOBODY ELSE
NOBODY CAN SAVE YOU
FROM YOURSELF

AND CAN'T YOU HEAR HIM CALLIN',
CALLIN' YOUR NAME
YEAH CAN'T YOU HEAR HIM CALLIN',
CALLIN' YOUR NAME
HE AIN'T GONNA SPARE YOU
HE WILL ONLY SHAME

I'M GONNA HAVE TO PRAY 
THE DEVIL BACK TO HELL 
I'M GONNA HAVE TO PRAY
THE DEVIL BACK TO HELL 
I'M GONNA PRAY 
THE DEVIL BACK TO HELL 

I'M GONNA HAVE TO PRAY
THE DEVIL BACK TO HELL 
I'M GONNA HAVE TO PRAY
THE DEVIL BACK TO HELL 
I'M GONNA PRAY
THE DEVIL BACK TO HELL

YEAH I'M GONNA PRAY
THE DEVIL BACK TO HELL
YEAH I'M GONNA PRAY
THE DEVIL BACK TO HELL
YEAH

I'M GONNA PRAY
THE DEVIL BACK TO HELL



15330. Pray The Power Down - Chords

Pray The Power Down Live 
Marty Stuart

[Intro]
B E B Gm F B
 
[Verse]
B
When my way is filled with darkness
E                            B
Trouble comes, all hope is gone
B                        F#
I just pray, the power down
 
B
In perfect time, all Heaven answers
E                     B
Telling me I'm not alone
B             F3         B
When I pray, the power down
 
[Chorus]
B
How amazing, it's amazing, that He hears my humble plea
B        F#             B
When I pray, the power down
 
B
His gentle touch and holy whisper comes along and rescues me
B        F#             B
When I pray, the power down
 
[Interlude]
B E B Gm F B
 
[Verse]
B
When the tempest storms of life
E                       B
Came to steal my joy away
B                        F#
I just pray, the power down
 
B
Close to Christ, the Rock
E                                 B
My Shepherds Holy presence I do stay
B            F#            B
While I pray, the power down
 
[Chorus]



B
How amazing, it's amazing, that He hears my humble plea
B        F#             B
When I pray, the power down
 
B
His gentle touch and holy whisper comes along and rescues me
B        F#             B
When I pray, the power down

15331. Pray To Jesus

Pray To Jesus
The Oak Ridge Boys

We live in trailers and apartments too
From California to Kalamazoo
Grow up get married and when that one ends
We hate sleeping alone so we get married again

Don't wanna be buried in debt or in sin
So we pray to Jesus and we play the lotto
'Cause there ain't but two ways we can change tomorrow
And there ain't no genie and there ain't no bottle
So we pray to Jesus and we play the lotto

Love to complain 'bout what we can't fix
Mothers and law traffic and politics
We tell our kids how hard it was back when
Same way our parents did to us back then

Thought we'd be different but we're just like them
Yeah we pray to Jesus and we play the lotto
'Cause there ain't but two ways we can change tomorrow
And there ain't no genie and there ain't no bottle
So we pray to Jesus and we play the lotto

We load our kids up in our new used car
And after church we hit the mini mart
Behind the counter up there on the wall
It reads 200 million on the power ball

Six little numbers that could change it all
So we pray to Jesus and we play the lotto
'Cause there ain't but two ways we can change tomorrow
And there ain't no genie and there ain't no bottle
So we pray to Jesus and we play the lotto



15332. Pray Your Gods

Glen Phillips - Pray Your Gods

I will give the secrets you request
And you will be the one to sacrifice
So lay your olive arms upon my breast
Sing the poems, free the butterflies
Pray your gods who ask you for your blood
For they are strong and angry jealous ones
Or lay upon my altar now your love
I fear my time is short
There are armies moving close
Be quick, my love
I feel my body weakened by the years
As people turn to gods of cruel design
Is it that they fear the pain of death?
Or could it be they fear the joy of life?
Pray your gods who hold you by your fear
For they are quick and ruthless punishers
Or lay upon my altar now your love
I fear my day is done
There are armies moving on
Be quick, my love
Dona nobis pacem

15333. Prayer

Prayer
(Nell Robinson, BMI)

Love is life and the heart its home
No matter how far you have roamed 
Holding the days of our small world 
Every breath a prayer, heard and answered

Through creeks I've stumbled in despair 
In rushing waters, my heart repaired
Filled to the brim by tears not wept
Deep in the woods that stole my breath

[Chorus]

Every line and scar hard-earned
Etched ever deeper for how I've yearned 
Echoes of laughter, the dreamt caress
Recall the kin of whom I'm bereft

This day too shall course through us 
Thrumming memories of the blood and dust
Those we have loved and those who have left 
Take root within us from birth to death



My days grow short my world gone by 
Life's slowing drumbeat frees a sigh 
This very moment is heaven-sent
For I've truly loved to my heart's content

 [Chorus]

15334. Prayer

John Hartford 
Prayer

I love life
Every morning I wake up
Saying in the back of my mind

"This could be my last day on earth
This could be the last time
I'll ever feel the wind raising the hair on my body
Or the touch of my feet to the ground
Or the warmth of your flesh next to mine
This could be the last chance I'll have to watch all kinds of people
Doing all kinds of things
And thinking all kinds of thoughts
In all kinds of directions around me
This might even be my last chance
To spend everything I've saved since last night
Or hear all your sounds ringing through my head
It might even be my last chance to be sick"

I'm like a child
Trying to do everything
Say everything
See everything
And be everything all at once
Should I wake up some morning
God help me
I find myself bored
Among the walking dead

15335. Prayer Bells Of Heaven

Prayer Bells Of Heaven
Michael Cleveland - Doc Watson

While we are living in this world of care
Many the burdens that we have to bear
But there's a prayer bell at the Lord's right hand
Give it a ring and He will understand



   Prayer bells of heaven oh how sweetly they ring
   Bearing a message unto Jesus our king
   When you are burdened down with sorrows and care
   Ring on and on for God will answer your prayer

 Three Hebrew children to the fire were thrown
Because a worldly king they would not own
Jesus delivered and the king then saw
Prayer bells of heaven beat a man made law

 When Paul and Silas were thrown into jail
They didn't worry who would go their bail
But on the prayer bells they began to ring
Off fell the stocks and they begin to sing

 Into the garden Jesus went to pray
Until His sweat became as blood they say
Ringing the prayer bells there in agony
Bringing salvation that we might be free

15336. Prayer Bells Of Heaven - Chords

Prayer Bells Of Heaven
Recorded by J.D. Crowe
Written by Paul Williams and Jimmy Martin

C
While we are living in this world of care
                         D7      G7
Many the burdens that we have to bear
C
But there's a prayer bell at the Lord's right hand
                   G7           C
Give it a ring and He will understand

Prayer bells of heaven oh how sweetly they ring
                       D7        G7
Bearing a message unto Jesus our King
C
When you are burdened down with troubles and care
                            G7          C
Ring on and on for God will answer your prayer

Three Hebrew children to the flames were thrown
                           D7        G7
Because a mortal king they would not own
C
Jesus delivered and the King then saw
                               G7       C
Prayer bells of heaven beats a man made law

Repeat #2



When Paul and Silas were thrown into jail
                            D7       G7
They didn't worry who would go their bail
C
But on the prayer bells they began to ring
                             G7       C
Off fell the stocks and they begin to sing

Repeat #2

15337. Prayer In Open D

Emmylou Harris - Prayer In Open D

There's a valley of sorrow in my soul
Where every night I hear the thunder roll
Like the sound of a distant gun
Over all the damage I have done

And the shadows filling up this land
Are the ones I built with my own hand
There is no comfort from the cold
Of this valley of sorrow in my soul

There's a river of darkness in my blood
And through every vein I feel the flood
I can find no bridge for me to cross
No way to bring back what is lost

Into the night it soon will sweep
Down where all my grievances I keep
But it won't wash away the years
Or one single hard and bitter tear

And the rock of ages I have known
Is a weariness down in the bone
I use to ride it like a rolling stone
Now just carry it alone

There's a highway risin' from my dreams
Deep in the heart I know it gleams
For I have seen it stretching wide
Clear across to the other side

Beyond the river and the flood
And the valley where for so long I've stood
With the rock of ages in my bones
Someday I know it will lead me home



15338. Praying - Chords

Praying 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro]
D                    C            G
Praying, praying for someone like me
 
 
[Verse 1]
G                  C           G
Not long ago I was thinking of home
G     C                     G
And I wondered if Momma was there all alone
G C                       G
I thought I'd drop by, as I'd done before
G       D                         C           G
But the sound from within made me stop at the door
 
 
[Verse 2]
D       C          G
She was praying, a sound that the world seldom hears
C            G
Praying, her words were pleading and clear
G   C                      G
The sound of her voice, as she spoke my name
G       D                    C                 G
Brought tears to my eyes, my heart filled with shame
D                    C            G
Praying, praying for someone like me
 
 
[Instrumental--Mandolin and Electric Guitar]
D D C G  x2
G C G G
G G D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G                             C       G
I was walking one night and I felt so alone
G  D                      C            G
My heart was weary on the trouble I've known
C                  G
I hadn't noticed a church that was near
G   C                           G        D
The sound from within seemed to fill the air
 
 
[Verse 4]
G         C          G
They were praying, a sound that the world seldom hears
C           D                           G
Praying, the tune that our Lord loves to hear
C                       G



I found in the darknes, I could not see
G       C                          D
I could picture them down on their knees
G                    D            G
Praying, praying for someone like me

15339. Preach The Gospel - Chords

Preach The Gospel
Written and recorded by The Louvin Brothers
 
G
Preach preach preach preach the gospel
D7    G                           D7
Trust God He'll give you words to say
G                               C
Preach preach preach preach the gospel
                     G
Regardless of who it hurts
              D7            G
Pray that God will have His way
 
 
I can't enjoy my bible
     C                G
Just reading here and there
 
I like to take it as it comes
    A7           D7
And never skip a line
 
   G
No need to read the verses 
     C                G
That say you'll enter in
 
If you don't like the ones
               D7           G
That reads you must be born again
 
Repeat #1

 
I fear we have some preaches
     C                   G
Well thought of in their church
 
Who change the text God chose for them
A7                       D7
Afraid of who'll they'll hurt

       G
They'd like to take the scripture



       C           G
That's easy on the soul
 
Afraid they'll lose their job
            D7              G
If they get on some members toes
 
Repeat #1

 
Back yonder sits a member
    C                 G
The preacher tells himself
 
He's never missed a service
           A7              D7
Since I've been the pastor here

    G
I'm led to mention whiskey 
   C                G
Of how it dims your soul
 
But since he drinks a little
       D7             G
I'd be getting on his toes
 
Repeat #1

15340. Preacher - Chords

Preacher
Big Smith

[Chorus]
        A
I let a preacher
        D
I let a preacher
        A                     E
I let a preacher talk to me tonight
        A
I let a preacher
        D
I let a preacher
        A        E            A
I let a preacher talk to me tonight
 
            A
Put away my weapon
            D
Put away my whiskey
         A                          E



Put away everything unworthy in His sight
              A
Picked up the Bible
                 D
Shrugged off its rival
        A        E          A
I let a preacher talk to me tonight
 
        A
Well my girlfriend
                D
Didn't like the whirlwind
       A                            E
Of his words that quivered in their might
         A
He spoke directly
             D
Sometimes correctly
        A        E            A
I let a preacher talk to me tonight
 
[Chorus]
 
          A
I got the stare-down
           D
He tore my fair down
         A                                  E
He said "sinner, when are you gonna see the light?"
        A
Felt adolescent
          D
Under fluorescent lights
        A        E            A
I let a preacher talk to me tonight
 
[Chorus]
 
            A
Got with my cousins
         D
Nearly a dozen
            A                          E
Of them big boys just scratchin' for a fight
           A
Well we confused it
          D
Then we renewed it
        A        E            A
I let a preacher talk to me tonight
 
[Chorus]



15341. Preacher Tom

Dolly Parton - Preacher Tom 
(Dolly Parton)

Preacher Tom, your friends are many
And your good deeds are a plenty
And I know that God is plenty proud of you
Cause you've directed your attention
Towards a bright and shining mansion
God promise to the ones that pay their dues
So preacher Tom, come on preach,
Let the one of which you speak have his way
Let his precious will be done
Preacher Tom, come on
Teach of the one always in reach
Saying who so ever will let him come
Preach on preacher Tom, preach on
Your smile is like the sunshine bringing warmth and joy to others
And love controls your understanding heart
And the message that you spread is just like water to the thirsty
A beacon that keeps shining through the dark
So preacher Tom, come on preach,
Let the one of which you speak have his way
Let his precious will be done
Preacher Tom, come on
Teach of the one always in reach
Saying who so ever will let him come
Preach on preacher Tom, preach on
So preacher Tom, come on preach,
Let the one of which you speak have his way
Let his precious will be done
Preacher Tom, come on
Teach of the one always in reach
Saying who so ever will let him come
Preach on preacher Tom, preach on

15342. Preachin' Blues

Preachin' Blues
Larkin Poe - Preachin' Blues

I'm gonna get me some religion
I'm gonna join the Baptist church
I'm gonna get me some religion
I'm gonna join the Baptist church
Gonna be a preacher
So I don't have to work

I wish I had a heaven
A heaven of my own
I wish I had a heaven
A heaven of my own



Give all of my women
A long and happy home

I'm gonna preach these blues
I'm gonna pick my seat and sit down
I'm gonna preach these blues
I'm gonna pick my seat and sit down
'Cause when the spirit comes
Lord knows I'm gonna
watch it too

Grabbed up my suitcase
And took off down the road
Grabbed up my suitcase
And took off down the road
I said farewell my church
May the good Lord bless your soul

Bless your soul
Bless your soul
Bless your soul
Bless your soul

15343. Preachin' Prayin' Singin'

Preachin', Prayin', Singin'
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

Preachin' prayin' singin' everywhere shouting their praises of his loving care
All of God's children seem to gather there
Preachin' prayin' singin' down on the public square

I was a stranger there intent upon my way
But when I saw the crowd I had the urge to stay
I heard a welcome voice biddin' me come and share
Their preachin' prayin' singin' down on the public square
Preachin' prayin' singin' everywhere...

I felt so much at home amid this happy throng
That came from far and near to praise his name in song
To lay their burdens down forget their every care
And have an old time meeting down on the public square
Preachin' prayin' singin' everywhere...

Now as I journey on and think back on the day
I am convinced within these folks have found the way
To put their hearts in song just pray an earnest prayer
And leave the joy bells ringin' down on the public square
Preachin' prayin' singin' everywhere...



15344. Preachin' Prayin' Singin' - Chords

Preachin' Prayin' Singin'
Recorded by The Country Gentlmen
Written by E.C. McCarty

G                 C
Preachin' prayin' singin' everywhere 
G                      A7            D7
Shouting their praises of His loving care
G                     C
All of God's children seem to gather there
G                         D7                 G
Preachin' prayin' singin' down on the public square

                       C
I was a stranger there intent upon my way
G                          A7                D7
Then I heard the music and I had the urge to stay
G                          C
I heard the welcome voices biddin' me come share
G                               D7                 G
Their preachin' prayin' singin' down on the public square

Repeat #1

                          C
Now let us journey on and think back or' the day
G                           A7                     D7
I am convinced within these folks have found their way
G                             C
To lay their burdens down and pray an honest prayer
G                               D7                 G
And leave that old bell ringin' down on the public square

Repeat #1

C                 G       D7                 G
Preachin' prayin' singin' down on the public square

15345. Preachin' To The Choir

Rodney Crowell - Preachin' to the Choir

My self importance is a god forsaken bore
I aim for heaven but I wake up on the floor
I'd take up with rattlesnakes to get my point across
And I'd argue with a parking brake to show 'em who's the boss
It's my intention to inspire instead I'm preachin' to the choir
I had some money but I blew it livin' high
My wine and women were the best that you could buy
I tried to prove myself a man of certain taste
But all I've got to show you now is written on my face



I'm not someone you'd admire but I'm still preachin' to the choir
I'm born a lion but I don't believe it fits
I'm no King of the jungle out here livin' by my wits
This morning's paper called for romance on a whim
And I reckon I'd believe 'em if they told me sink or swim
I'm under water not on fire but I'm still preachin' to the choir
Baytown Texas there's a fisherman I knew
He read the bible and he spit tobacco too
He said that crap about the rod you spare to spoil the child
Well it's only propaganda meant to keep you in denial
Go on and follow your desire but he was preachin' to the choir
Time is of the essence when you're hangin' by a thread
And the answer to your questions won't unravel in your head
When you're staring at forever from the edge of life's abyss
Ain't no one gonna tell you how it all came down to this
If you say different your a liar but I'm just preachin' to the choir
When I'm standing at St Peter's gate and trying to slip on in
I might as well plead guilty to the worst of who I've been
I used to like to think I had a special way with words
But right now I'm convinced I've more in common with the birds
Until my situation's dire I'll keep on preachin to the choir
Hey I'm not ready to retire so I'll keep on preachin' to the choir

15346. Precious Jewel

Rhonda Vincent - Precious Jewel
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Roy Acuff

Way back in the hills, as a boy I once wandered
Buried deep in her grave lies the one that I love
She was called from this earth, a jewel for Heaven
More precious than diamonds, more precious than gold

A jewel here on earth, a jewel in Heaven
She'll brighten the kingdom around God's great throne
May the Angels have peace, God bless her in Heaven
They've broken my heart and they left me to roam

When a girl of sixteen, we courted each other
She promised some night to become my sweet wife
I bought her a ring to wear on her finger
But the Angels, they called her to Heaven one night

A jewel here on earth, a jewel in Heaven
She'll brighten the kingdom around God's great throne
May the Angels have peace, God bless her in Heaven
They've broken my heart and they left me to roam

This world has its wealth, its trials and troubles
Mother earth holds her treasures of diamonds and gold
But she can't hold the soul of one precious jewel
She's resting in peace in that Heavenly home



A jewel here on earth, a jewel in Heaven
She'll brighten the kingdom around God's great throne
May the Angels have peace, God bless her in Heaven
They've broken my heart and they left me to roam

Wow baby

15347. Precious Little Miracles

Todd Snider - Precious Little Miracles

Kids, it's hard to comprehend them
Everybody knows it's true
Kids, we'll never understand them
No matter what we do
Take the kids around here, for instance, if you will
They drive around looking for people to kill
Not even for the money, but rather for the thrill
Oh, kids, they can be a handful
Kids, with their pants around their hipbones
Who wears their pants like that?
Come here, kids, let me hitch up your britches
And while we're at it, let's fix that hair
So your school is a joke, and you'll always be poor
And your pleas to the rich have been heard and ignored
Is that what all you crazy kids are so upset for ?
Come on now, there's still fun things to do here
For instance, we could go down to the park and
Pick up all the garbage that's layin' around
Or maybe, we could work a bunch of skits up
And perform them for the people in town
You know, this life is such a joy for so many of us
We can't take too much of your push come to shove us
What we need all you kids to do is buckle down and love us
Come on, kids, buckle down and love us

15348. Precious Lord

Precious Lord
Artist: Doc Watson
Title: On Praying Ground
Company: Sugar Hill SH-CD

Precious Lord Take My hand lead me on let me stand
Lord I'm tired weak and I'm worn
Through the storm through the night
Lead me on to the light
Precious Lord take my hand, lead me on



When my friends don't understand
And they fail to lend a hand
When my load gets to heavy to bear
As I go along life's way
I just slip away and pray
And dear Lord I can always find you there.

Instrumental

When my way groweth drear
And the night's drawin' near
When my life is almost gone
At that river I stand
Guide my feet Lord, won't you take my hand
Precious Lord take my hand, lead me on.

Instrumental

Precious Lord Take My hand lead me on let me stand
Lord I'm tired getting weak and so worn
Through the storm through the night
Lead me on Lord to that blessed light
Precious Lord take my hand, lead me on.

15349. Precious Lord Take My Hand

Precious Lord Take My Hand
(Bill Anderson)
Doc Watson

Precious Lord take my hand
Lead me on let me stand
I am tired, I am weak, I am worn
Through the storm through the night
Lead me on to the light
Take my hand precious Lord lead me home.

When my way grows drear
Precious Lord linger near
When my life is almost gone
Hear my cry hear my call
Hold my hand last I fall
Take my hand precious Lord lead me home.

--- Instrumental ---

When the darkness appears
And the night draweth near
And the day, the day is gone
At the river I stand
Guide my feet, hold my hand
Take my hand precious Lord lead me home



Precious Lord take my hand
Lead me on let me stand
I am tired, I am weak, I am worn
Through the storm through the night
Lead me on to the light
Take my hand precious Lord lead me home...

15350. Precious Love

Emmylou Harris - Precious Love

Love can lift you, like a feather
Love can drop you like a stone
It can heal you, make you better
It can cut you to the bone
Love's a new song to a young girl
Love's an old song when you're old
It can be your sweet companion
Love can leave you all alone

Precious love, where are you hiding
Precious love, where did you go
Tell me why you left me dying
Like a fire in the snow

Like a boat upon the ocean
Like a leave upon the breeze
Love can lift you, take you higher
Love can bring you to your knees

Precious love, where are you hiding
Precious love, where did you go
Tell me why you left me dying
Like a fire in the snow

15351. Precious Memories

Precious Memories - Bill Monroe
Emmylou Harris - Vince Gill

As I travel down life's pathway
Knowing not what the years may hold
As I ponder hopes grow fonder
Precious memories flood my soul

   Precious Memories how they linger
   How they ever flood my soul
   In the stillness of the midnight
   Precious sacred scenes unfold



Precious father loving mother
Fly across the lonely years
And old home scenes from my childhood
In fond memory appear

15352. Precious Memories - Chords

Precious Memories
recorded by Merle Haggard - Lonesome Sisters
written by J.B. Wright 

C                 F        C
Precious memories unseen angels
                           G7
Sent from some where to my soul
C               F         C
How they linger ever near me
        G7             C
And the sacred paths unfold
 
 
Precious memories how they linger
F                      C
How they ever flood my soul
                 F         C
In the stillness of the midnight
         G7              C
Precious sacred scenes unfold
 
                F      C
Precious father loving mother
                       G7
Fly across the lonely years
                    F          C
And the home scenes of my childhood
        G7       C
In fond memory appears
 
repeat #2

15353. Precious One

Richard Thompson - Precious One 

Precious one, precious one
Thought you stood so sweet upon your own two feet
Precious one, precious one
Thought there was no breeze could bring you to your knees



But I was wrong

Precious one, precious one
Should have been a light to guide you through the night
Precious one, precious one
Wanted to believe you had no need to grieve
But I was wrong

I was wrong, I was wrong
Should have wrapped my arms around you tight
To say, I'm here
What's done is done, what's done is done

Precious one, precious one
Wish there was a tide to bring me to your side
Precious one, precious one
Didn't want to run or leave it all undone
Oh, I was wrong

15354. Prelude

Prelude - Acoustic Syndicate

Time Now
For a change in scenery
It all looks the same to me
From where I stand

I still see you
Peer through your window of steel
Poised for a view to a kill
I hope it'²s not me

To keep moving on
Sounds good to me
A race for the dawn
And my awakening

Yesterday
I thought of the places we've been
And of all the faces we'²ve seen
Where are they now

Lighten up
Don't come down so hard on me
You're scaring the hell out of me
With all this noise

I think it'²s time
We made our run
I think it'²s time
We had our fun
All away from the sun



15355. Preparations To Be Blue

Lefty Frizzell
Preparations To Be Blue

[Verse 1:]
I got out my old teardrops tonight
Just to try to be on again for size
I know that I'll be needing them before too long
So I'm making preparations to be blue

[Chorus:]
Making preparations to be blue
Getting ready to win I lose you
Taking an inventory of what's left of me and you
So I'm making preparations to be blue

[Verse 2:]
I'm locked in all your memories inside my heart
One by one I'll take 'em out and we're apart
Seeing you with him I knew my heartaches were old friends
So I'm making preparations to be blue

[Chorus]

15356. Presence Of The Mother

Dave Evans - Presence Of The Mother
 
For the child to be alone
In the Presence of the mother.

For the child to grow up strong,
In the truth of the day.

For the child to never need
The love and care of another.

For the child to feel the warmth
Of the light of the day

Hey, hey, hey

Come with me and you will see.
Feel your smile radiate for a while.
You will come to know the truth,
And you will smile.

Take my hand and I'll lead the way.



All I do is dedicated to you.
You will know that everything that you are,
Is everything that you do.

Do, oh, oh

People always seem to rush right through.
Never really feeling what they do.
People always seem to hurry by,
And then the children cry,
And we just wonder why.

People never want to go back home.
Never really knowing what went wrong.
People always seem to wait too long,
And then they get it wrong,
And we just sing this song again.

And again.

For the child to be alone
In the Presence of the mother.

For the child to grow up strong,
In the truth of the day.

For the child to never need
The love and care of another.

For the child to feel the warmth
Of the light of the day

Hey, hey, hey

Come with me and you will see.
Feel your smile radiate for a while.
You will come to know the truth,
And you will smile.

Take my hand and I'll lead the way.
All I do is dedicated to you.
You will know that everything that you are,
Is everything that you do.

Do, oh, oh

People always seem to rush right through.
Never really feeling what they do.
People always seem to hurry by,
And then the children cry,
And we just wonder why.

People never want to go back home.
Never really knowing what went wrong.
People always seem to wait too long,
And then they get it wrong,
And we just sing this song again.



And again.

For the child to be alone
In the Presence of the mother.

15357. Presently In The Past

Presently In The Past
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

If I should ever yearn
It's just to once return
To a love that I had many years before

But no, in deep concern
I find it hard to learn
To accept things that aren't anymore

One year, two years, three years, four
Why can't I forget what went before
Five years, six years, seven years, eight
Changed my love to deepest hate

For now in deep concern
I find it hard to learn
To accept things that aren't anymore

Ooh ooh ooh-ooh-ooh ooh
Ooh ooh ooh-ooh-ooh ooh
Ooh ooh ooh-ooh-ooh ooh
Ooh ooh ooh ooh-ooh

One year, two years, three years, four
Why can't I forgRt what went before
FivR years, six years, seven years, eight
Changed my love to deepest hate

For now in deep concern
I find it hard to learn
To accept things that aren't anymore

Ooh ooh ooh-ooh-ooh ooh
Ooh ooh ooh-ooh-ooh ooh
Ooh ooh ooh-ooh-ooh ooh
Ooh ooh-ooh-ooh ooh
Ooh ooh ooh-ooh-ooh ooh
No no no baby
Ooh ooh ooh-ooh-ooh ooh
I can't, I can't, I can't forget
Ooh ooh ooh-ooh-ooh ooh
No no no baby, oh no
Ooh ooh ooh-ooh-ooh ooh



15358. Press On O Pilgrim

Larry Stephenson - Press On O Pilgrim

Press on O pilgrim in the way of love
Stepping with Jesus to that home above
Through every trial you are safely led
Press on O pilgrim there is joy ahead

Press, (press over) On, (press over)
Pil- (O pilgrim) grim, (O pilgrim)
My life you must be led (must be led)
Sing- (Keep singing) ing, (Keep singing)
Shout- (and shouting) ing, (and shouting)
Glory is just ahead

Keeping your love light shining here below
Trusting the one from whom all blessings flow
Though I am with you are the words he said
Press on O pilgrim there is joy ahead

Press, (press over) On, (press over)
Pil- (O pilgrim) grim, (O pilgrim)
My life you must be led (must be led)
Sing- (Keep singing) ing, (Keep singing)
Shout- (and shouting) ing, (and shouting)
Glory is just ahead

Be not as scared as when the way seems long
Jesus can turn your sadness into song
His wings eternal are above you spread
Press on O pilgrim there is joy ahead

Press, (press over) On, (press over)
Pil- (O pilgrim) grim, (O pilgrim)
My life you must be led (must be led)
Sing- (Keep singing) ing, (Keep singing)
Shout- (and shouting) ing, (and shouting)
Glory is just ahead

Sing- (Keep singing) ing, (Keep singing)
Shout- (and shouting) ing, (and shouting)
Glory is just ahead

15359. Pressing On A Bruise

Brad Paisley - Pressing On A Bruise (feat. Mat Kearney) 

You were a pain girl, a thorn in my side



Drove me insane girl, a white-knuckle ride
So why do I go lookin' through old photographs
And chase you down the hallways of our checkered past
Hold on for dear life and keep the fire fed
I oughta let go but instead
It's like I'm pressing on a bruise
To see if it still hurts
Right now that's all I've got left of you
Everybody knows that just makes it worse
But still I do
I could start a new life, I could move on
I could do a drive by, and see if you're home
Now there's a fine, fine line between a memory
And something any shrink would call an injury
But it's not over long as you're still hurtin' me
And as I turn onto your street
It's like I'm pressing on a bruise
To see if it still hurts
Right now that's all I've got left of you
Anybody knows that just makes it worse
But still I do
Still I do, still I do, still love you
But she's the kind of girl puts your world on hold
Walk the halls and you check your phone
Gave up the ghost and the ghost keeps holdin' on
And you run from the sun but you curse the rain
Lost the love so you nurse the pain
Goin' on and on, singin' that same song
But she's gone
(I can't let it alone)
And you get drunk on those glory days
(I can't just let it heal)
With a broken heart and a bitter taste
(No, I can't just let it go)
Well, you light it up as she burns you down
(I can't just let it heal)
You're smokin' those memories to the ground
(Like I'm pressing on a bruise)
Yeah, that's the thing about love and pain
They may look alike but they're not the same
(No, I can't just let it go)
You've got to let it go go go
(No, I can't just let it heal)

15360. Pretend

Pretend
Sierra Hull - Pretend

The reflection in your eyes is one you can't disguise
And it tells me that you love me too
I can see it your smile and even if it takes a while
My heart will soon belong to you



Chorus
Cause I can give you a love like you've never felt before
And I know that somehow the way I feel you can't ignore
But baby you have got my heart hanging off the end
If you really love me then why do we pretend?
But for some odd reason me and you act like you don't see
But darling you know I do
When it all comes down to two you know I pray it's me and you
Love is just too good to lose
Chorus
Cause I can give you a love like you've never felt before
And I know that somehow the way I feel you can't ignore
But baby you have got my heart hanging off the end
If you really love me then why do we pretend?
Love's forever bound till my walls come tumblin' down
But a fear, turned to faith, comes to love
Chorus
Cause I can give you a love like you've never felt before
And I know that somehow the way I feel you can't ignore
But baby you have got my heart hanging off the end
If you really love me then why do we pretend?
If you really love me then why do we pretend?

15361. Pretend Love

Pretend Love
The Avett Brothers

Don't be fooled by my words
Don't be fooled by my song
If you choose to belive them
You'll plainly be wrong

I have love for my family
I have love for my friends
That's as far as it goes,
And I must let you know
My love for you was pretend.

Pretend love, pretend love,
Don't be mistaken, I've only been fakin'
Pretend love

Don't you know I've a gift
And I've wraped it in truth
Your birthday's tomorrow,
But the gift is not for you,

But if I came with a present
I would bring you a clue
Hopes you'd finally see
That your feelings for me
Will never be returned



Pretend love, pretend love
Don't be mistaken, I've only been fakin'
Pretend love

Pretend love, pretend love
Don't be mistaken, I've only been faking
Pretend love

15362. Pretending

Pretending

Pretending that I'm always happy
Pretending that I'm always gay when my heart
Inside of me is slowly dying
Every second every minute of the day

Pretending that I do not love you
Pretending I am glad you're gone
When I know that you have gone away forever
And the pain within my heart goes on and on

Pretending that I'll soon forget you
Pretending now is all I do
For I know that you have gone away forever
The game is over I know I've lost you

15363. Pretending I Don't Care

Rhonda Vincent - Pretending I Don't Care
Jimmy Martin

My days are so lonely, my nights are so blue
Though my heart is broken, it belongs to you
Of misery and sorrow, well, I've had my share
Like you I'm pretending that I don't care

You pretend to be happy, gay and carefree
But I know that sometimes you still think of me
Just bein' without you I can't hardly bear
Like you I'm pretending that I don't care

My days are so lonely, my nights are so blue
Though my heart is broken, it belongs to you
Of misery and sorrow, well, I've had my share
Like you I'm pretending that I don't care

I pray for the power to forget and forgive



That you ever hurt me the way that you did
Oh, I shouldn't want you but the feelin's still there
And like you I'm pretending that I don't care

My days are so lonely, my nights are so blue
Though my heart is broken, it belongs to you
Of misery and sorrow, well, I've had my share
Like you I'm pretending that I don't care

Like you I'm pretending that I don't care

15364. Prettiest Flower There

Rhonda Vincent - Prettiest Flower There

I came into the parlor
A precious soul had gone home
I grieved with the family
Who'd been left all alone
The tears were freely flowing
Their loss so hard to bear
It was then I looked around me
She was the prettiest flower there

-CHORUS-
Angels stood at attention
When she was called away
For she'd held the hand of Jesus every day
Heaven's choir played her anthem
As they welcomed one so rare
Heaven knows she is
The prettiest flower there
I placed a rose by her side
It seemed I saw her smile
I remembered how she blessed all those
She met o'er the miles
Eternally she's resting now
In a garden so fair
And when Heaven looks upon her
It sees the prettiest flower there

15365. Prettiest Flower There - Chords

Prettiest Flower There
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Val Johnson

G                                 C
I came into the parlor a precious soul had gone home



  G                                  A7       D7
I grieved with the family who'd been left all alone
    G                               C
The tears were freely flowing their loss so hard to bear
       G                                   D7               G
It was then I looked around me she was the prettiest flower there
C               D7             G
Angels stood at attention when she was called away
                           A7          D7
For she'd held the hand of Jesus every day
         C                          G                    C
Heaven's choir played her anthem as they welcomed one so rare
       G                D7               G
Heaven knows she is the prettiest flower there
                               C
I placed a rose by her side it seemed I saw her smile
  G                                        A7           D7
I remembered how she blessed all those she met o'er the miles
G                                C
Eternally she's resting now in a garden so fair
         G      C     G                    D7               G
And when Heaven looks upon her it sees the prettiest flower there
Repeat #2
         C                          G                    C
Heaven's choir played her anthem as they welcomed one so rare
       G                D7               Em    A7
Heaven knows she is the prettiest flower there
       G                D7               G     C G
Heaven knows she is the prettiest flower there

15366. Pretty Baby

Gillian Welch
Pretty Baby

Go to sleep, you little baby
Go to sleep, you little baby
Your mama's gone away and' your' daddy's gonna stay
Didn't' leave nobody but the baby

Go to' sleep, you little baby
(Go to sleep, you little babe)
Go to sleep, you little baby
Everybody's gone in the cotton and the corn
Didn't leave nobody but the baby

You're a sweet little baby
(You're a sweet little babe)
You're a sweet little baby
Honey in the rock and the sugar don't stop
Gonna bring a bottle to the baby

Don't you weep, pretty baby



(Don't you weep, pretty babe)
Don't you weep, pretty baby
She's long gone with her red shoes on
Gonna need another lovin' baby

Don't you weep, pretty baby
(Don't you weep, pretty babe)
Don't you weep, pretty baby
You and me and the devil makes three
Don't need no other lovin' baby
Go to sleep, you little baby
(Go to sleep, you little babe)
Go to sleep, you little baby
Come and lay your bones on the alabaster stones
And be my ever-lovin' baby

15367. Pretty Bird

Crooked Still 
Pretty Bird

Fly away little pretty bird
Fly, Fly away
Fly away little pretty bird
And pretty you will always stay

I see in your eyes a promise
Your own tender love you bring
But fly away little pretty bird
Cold runneth the spring

Love's own tender flames warm this meeting
And love's tender song you'll sing
But fly away little pretty bird
And pretty you'll always sing

I cannot make you no promise
For love is such a delicate thing
Fly away little pretty bird
For he'd only clip your wings

Fly far beyond this dark mountain
To where you'll be free evermore
Fly away little pretty bird
Where the cold winter winds don't blow

15368. Pretty Boy Floyd



Pretty Boy Floyd
Woody Guthrie - Wayword Sons

Come gather round me children, a story I will tell
'Bout Pretty Boy Floyd, the outlaw. Oklahoma knew him well.

'Twas in the town of Shawnee on a Saturday afternoon,
His wife beside him in a wagon as into town they rode.

When up stepped a deputy sheriff in a manner rather rude,
Using vulgar words of language, and his wife she overheard.

Well, Pretty Boy Floyd grabbed a long chain, and the deputy grabbed a gun,
And in the fight that followed, he laid that deputy down.

Instrumental

He ran through the trees and bushes and lived a life of shame.
Every crime in Oklahoma was added to his name.

He ran through trees and bushes on the Canadian River shore,
And many a starving farmer opened up his door.

In Oklahoma City, it was on a Christmas Day.
Came a whole carload of groceries and a letter that did say:

"You say that I'm an outlaw. You say that I'm a thief.
Well, here's a Christmas dinner for the families on relief."

As through this life you travel, you meet some funny men.
Some rob you with a six-gun, some with a fountain pen.

As through this life you ramble, as through this life you roam,
You'll never see an outlaw take a family from their home.

Instrumental

Repeat first section before first instrumental

15369. Pretty Boy Floyd / Stoney Point

The Duhks - Pretty Boy Floyd / Stoney Point 

If you gather 'round me, people
This story I will tell
About Pretty Boy Floyd, the outlaw
Oklahoma knew him well

It was in the town of Shawnee
On a Saturday afternoon
His wife beside him in a wagon
And into town they rode

Well the deputy sheriff approached him



In a manner rather rude
Using vulgar words of language
And his wife she overheard

Pretty Boy grabbed a log chain
And the deputy grabbed his gun
And in the fight that followed
He laid that deputy down

Well they took to the hills and timber
To live the life of shame
And every crime in Oklahoma
Was added to his name

And he took to the hills and timber
On the Canadian river shore
And Pretty Boy found a welcome
At every farmer's door

Well there's many a starving farmer
The same old story told
How the outlaw paid the mortgage
And saved their little homes

Others tell you of a stranger
That comes to beg a meal
And underneath the napkin
He left a thousand dollar bill

Was in Oklahoma City
Was on a Christmas Day
There come a whole car load of groceries
And a letter that did say

Well, you say that I'm an outlaw
You say that I'm a thief
While here's a Christmas dinner
For the families on relief

Well, as through this world I've rambled
I've seen lots of funny men
Some will rob you with their six-gun
And some with a fountain pen

But it's through this world you ramble
And it's through this world you roam
You won't never see no outlaw
Drive a family from their home

15370. Pretty Close To The Truth

Jim Lauderdale - Pretty close to the truth
Composer: Jim Lauderdale



Well I just need a little more time I'm begging you to give me
It's just not right to carry on this way with you
A big boy that oughta act like a man someday
Yeah that's pretty close to the truth

Well I don't know what to tell you or what to hold back
But I believe in the long long trail of clues
That after awhile lead pretty close to the truth

Don't mean to be wrong never meant to hurt you at all

You left the door so far open I couldn't go in
But somehow you started seeing my point of view
That after awhile looks pretty close to the truth

Don't mean to be wrong never meant to hurt you at all
I just need a little more time...
Pretty close to the truth yeah pretty close to the truth

15371. Pretty Daughter - Chords

Pretty Daughter Acoustic Live
Billy Strings

[Intro]
 
         Em                     D                             Em
e/--------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/-------------------------3-------------------------------3----------/
G/-------------0-2-2/4-3/4---4\2-0--------------------2/4----4\2-0----/  x4
D/---0-1-2-1-2--------------------2--2/4--2/4--4/2-0---------------2--/
A/-2------------------------------------------------------------------/
E/--------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
 
[Verse 1]
 
  Em
I had a pretty daughter we lived all alone
D                                              Em
Worked the fields together and made our self a home
  Em
I sent her off to school and rested in the shade
    D                                      Em
Had supper on the table and my bed already made
    Em
The women in the town taught her how to dress
  D                                                   Em
I taught her about farming, in school she learned the rest
       Em
Pretty daughter don't you love me or I'll be left alone
        D                                       Em



There's no one in the holler that I can call my own
  Em
I know some day a man will come and take you far away
    D                                              Em
And every morn' since you was born I pray it ain't today
 
 
[Chorus]
 
       Em
Pretty daughter
       D
Pretty daughter
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
  Em
I caught her in the woods with a boy from town
  D                                            Em
I took a pick axe to him and laid him right on down
    Em
The sheriff came a lookin' bout noon the next day
   D                                                  Em
By six o clock they locked him up and throw'd the key away
       Em
Pretty daughter don't you love me or I'll be left alone
        D                                       Em
There's no one in the holler that I can call my own
  Em
I know some day a man will come and take you far away
    D                                              Em
And every morn' since you was born I pray it ain't today
 
 
[Outro]
 
       Em
Pretty daughter
       D
Pretty daughter
 
         Em                     D                             Em
e/------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/--------------------3------------------------------3--------------/
G/----------0-2-2/4-4---4\2-0--------------------2/4----4\2-0-------/  x4
D/-0-1-2-1-2------------------2--2/4--2/4--4/2-0---------------2----/
A/------------------------------------------------------------------/
E/------------------------------------------------------------------/

15372. Pretty Fair Maid In The Garden



Tim O'Brien - Pretty Fair Maid In The Garden
Bill Monroe

Pretty fair maid was in her garden
When a stranger came a-riding by
He came up to the gate and called her
Said pretty fair maid would you be my bride

She said I've a true love who's in the army
And he's been gone for seven long years
And if he's gone for seven years longer
I'll still be waiting for him here

Perhaps he's on some watercourse drowning
Perhaps he's on some battlefield slain
Perhaps he's to a fair girl married
And you may never see him again

Well if he's drown, I hope he's happy
Or if he's on some battlefield slain
And if he's to some fair girl married
I'll love the girl that married him

He took his hand out of his pocket
And on his finger he wore a golden ring
And when she saw that band a-shining
A brand new song her heart did sing

And then he threw his arms all around her
Kisses gave her one, two, three
Said I'm your true and loving soldier
That's come back home to marry thee

Pretty fair maid was in her garden
When a stranger came a-riding by
He came up to the gate and called her
Said pretty fair maid would you be my bride

15373. Pretty Flowers

Pretty Flowers
Steve Martin - Vince Gill

If I gave you pretty flowers
If I took you out to dinner
If we walked home by the river
Would you invite me here?

If we sat down on the sofa
If I told you funny stories
If I moved a little closer
Would you put your hand on mine?

If I told you you were lovely



If I put my arm around you
If I touched you on your shoulder
Would you rest your hand on mine?

If I took you out to dinner
If I moved a little closer
And I touched you on the shoulder
Would you make love to me?

Ahh...
Mmm...

Oh my darling I have loved you
Since you took me out to dinner
Since we walked down by the river
Over 30 years ago

When you told me that you loved me
I hadn't felt so lovely
Since the day I decided
That I would marry you

Oh... oh oh oh...
Ooooo...

Well I took you out to dinner
And I told you funny stories
And I moved a little closer
And you made love to me

If I gave you pretty flowers
If I took you out to dinner
If we walked down by the river
La la la la la la la

Oh oh oh oh
Ooooo...

La la la la la la la

15374. Pretty Girl At The Airport

The Avett Brothers - Pretty Girl at the Airport 

Wish me luck I know you think I'll need it
For all the hardest roads we have to walk alone
And you don't have to tell me that you love me
For all the words I've never understood
I know, I know

The wind that blows from here to California
Never stops to turn and wonder why it goes
And you don't have to tell me when you're leaving



For all the plans I've never understood
I know, I know

Leave now while you can
I'm not your man
I know, I know

To have your things and wait there for a plane ride
No one there to sit and hold your hand in flight
But everyone I know out here is lonely
Even those that have someone to lie beside at night

Leave me with the dawn
It's almost gone
I know, I know
Leave now while you can
I'm not your man
I know, I know

15375. Pretty Girl From Annapolis

The Avett Brothers - Pretty Girl From Annapolis 

Oh don't you look at me that way
I would be honest but I don't know how to say
I've been lazy with my love
Can't you give me a chance to make it up to you

I'm always chasing some far off dream
My lady I know it's not easy for you to see
But I've lied to myself
And your lovelyness no it doesn't help
No your beautiful smile don't help

My dreams are lies
That I have tried to ignore
My dreams fly me
To a place near Baltimore

And I love this moment we're in
Though we might never see this moment again
May you find all that you need
An easy way to forget about me
May you forget about me

My dreams are lies
That I have tried to ignore
My dreams fly me
To a place near Baltimore

And if I don't make it to the spring
May you catch the joy that a melody brings
From my dear brothers ragged six string



Singing the songs we're embarrassed to sing
May you never be embarrassed to sing

My dreams are lies
That I have tried to ignore
My dreams fly me
To a place near Baltimore

15376. Pretty Girl From Cedar Lane

The Avett Brothers - Pretty Girl from Cedar Lane 

I had a moment, when I thought I might be wrong
But Ashley how could it be
I waited on the rooftop, all night long
But you weren't coming for me
And now I'm sitting here like a mixed up little kid
You said you wanted me but you never did
There was a moment when I thought our love was strong
But now that moment is gone

I could stand right underneath the window of your room
Throwing rocks I've done it before
And I would love to find a reason to dazzle you with lies
But I don't have the energy no more
And you never promise anything you didn't give
I assumed that you'd say yes but you never did
There was a moment my love for you was strong
But now that moment is gone
Now that moment is gone

I saw you behind the camera
Whispering to your friends and watching me
I fell in love with you there
Which proves the fool that I can often be

I had a moment when I thought I might be right
But Ashley how could it be
I drank your share bourbon thinking you might come around
There ain't no one on the rooftop but me
And now I'm sitting here like a mixed up little kid
You said you wanted me but you never did
There was a moment my love for you was strong
But Ashley that moment is gone
Ashley that moment is gone
Now that moment is gone

15377. Pretty Girl From Chile



The Avett Brothers - Pretty Girl From Chile 

The Avett Brothers
Emotionalism
Pretty Girl From Chile

I'm no more than a friend girl 
I can see that you need more 
My boots are on my feet now 
My bag is by the door 

And the love and the attention 
That you need and ask me for 
Are weakened by my actions 
And lies that I have told 
I'm scared to think that I've abandoned you 
I'd like to say that I'm a faithful man but it may not be true 

And my heart is like a mason's 
Hands of weathered skin 
Each scar makes it harder 
For me to hurt again 
I'm scared to think that I've abandoned you 
I'd like to say that I'm a faithful man but it may not be true 

Gabriella, the things that I tell ya 
Are all meant to help ya 
Are they working out 
Have I gone, have I gone and failed ya 
Gabriella, have I let you down 

Gabriella, the things that I tell ya 
Are all meant to help ya 
Are they working out 
Have I gone, have I gone and failed ya 
Gabriella, have I let you dow

15378. Pretty Girl From Feltre

Pretty Girl From Feltre
Avett Brothers

Susanna, Italiana, what do you want to do?
I thought I had figured it out but that was before you
Walking a mile into town
Hoping to see you around
Hoping your man is nowhere to be found
And hoping we'll go to your room
And hoping we'll go to your room
Quietly act like you love me until I leave Feltre
And when you learn of my return
Watch what the townspeople say
Riding in your cargo van
Driving your mom's cargo van



If you only knew how charming it was
The lure of your folks' cargo van
The lure of your folks' cargo van
Go tell Max
Be clear with the facts
Leave me a letter to there
I still have the one from before
From when I turned twenty-four

15379. Pretty Girl From Locust

Pretty Girl from Locust
Avett Brothers

Careful, not to say that I don't care
Or haven't, or can't, or will not again
Winter didn't die, she was murdered
And you are the culprit, I am the same
It's only right, it's only right
For you to fall in love with me
Give me a life, give me a life
Give me tonight, it's only right
Thirty days alone with the savior
An angel, a devil, rapture and smoke
And I'm careful, just not to say that I miss you
Cause sometimes, I guess I still miss myself
It's only right, it's only right
For you to fall, in love with me
Give me a life, give me a life
Give me tonight, it's only right

15380. Pretty Girl From Matthews

The Avett Brothers - Pretty Girl From Matthews 

Hold on a minute it ain't time to leave
Tell me how you're feeling one more time
Four long years and I just can't believe
That I'm still yours and you're still mine

While I was gone, yes, I fell in love
Asked around and heard that you did too
Two drunken years and push came to shove
I met love, love left me blue

You're rising like a sun
That pulled the curtain on the night
Coming through the window
To brighten up my life



And I'm all right, yeah, I think I'm fine
My savior lives in telephones
And I just dream of you and step outside
Dial up and hope that you're home

You're rising like a sun
That waits up all night
Coming through the window
To brighten up my life

Hold on a minute, yeah, I do love you
Sometimes I guess that ain't enough
When you come round you put me through
And I thank you, oh, so much

Another year, maybe, three or four
Maybe five or six or even more
You'll find another man to take my place
And I'll see you on the good Lord's shores

You're rising like a sun
That pulled the curtain on the night
Coming through the window
To brighten up my life

15381. Pretty Girl From Michigan

The Avett Brothers - Pretty Girl From Michigan

Can you not see
What you've done
You gave your heart away like that I didn't want to fall
In love
With anyone but you did.

I can still hear
The song
The melody behind the kiss you gave me,
You were wrong
I was right so I walked away.

And left you there,
alone,
I got so tired of talking on the telephone.
How many times would we say the words "Goodbye"?

I made mistakes
and one
was telling you that I'd be there when telling-time had come.
I should've said I didn't care.

Oh the time I would have saved



If I had been less willing to accomodate.
You'd been a little less likely to cry.

You go back to the high life
And I'll go back to the low.
I should've known
But now I know.

There'll be no words
from you
Describing how it felt to go through what I put you through.
It all makes perfect sense.

The way you cut
The rope
That kept you dangling from such bitter full amounts of hope.
I would have cut it too.

15382. Pretty Girl From Raleigh

The Avett Brothers - Pretty Girl From Raleigh 

Who sold you this anger
I suspect it was your friends
Or was it a stranger
Convincing you that this was the end

And I would like to thank you
For coming round and doing this
My nights have been pretty painful
Losing that pain was always the trick

You always said that I was lying
That I was just a selfish man
But I all ready gave it all away
So you can let go of my selfish hand

So bye bye bye bye bye
I ain't got time to watch you cry
Cause I've been drinking seven hours now
Sympathy is a waste of my high

And I would like to say it hurts me (but it don't)
That I don't know just what to do (but I do)
But it don't hurt when you're just killing time
I was killing time and I think that you knew

15383. Pretty Girl From Rowan County



Pretty Girl from Rowan County
The Avett Brothers

didn't she say, didn't she say, didn't she say
I don't love you anymore, I don't need you anymore
I can't call you anymore, I don't feel you anymore
I got my own cross to bear and I can take it anywhere
and if I choose to take it elsewhere then i will

now everyone of us got something to say
and everyone of us got someone to pay
everyone of us at the end of the day says what have I done

now everyone of us got something to see
and everyone of us got somewhere to be
everyone of us got something to bleed when we're on our own

but didn't she say, didn't she say, didn't she say
I don't love you anymore, I can't feel you anymore
I can't call you anymore, I don't love you anymore
I got my own cross to bear, I can take it anywhere
and if I choose to take it elsewhere then I will

now everyone of us got something to find
over where the train hits the end of the line
everyone of us got something to cry about all night long
but anyone can see there's a reason to ride
and anyone can see there's a reason to fly
anyone can see there's a reason to try if you're on your own

but didn't she say, didn't she say, didn't she say
I don't love you anymore, I don't need you anymore
I can't call you anymore, I don't feel you anymore
I got my own cross to bear and I can take it anywhere
and if I choose to take it elsewhere then i will

now I can take it to the sea (I can take it to the sea)
and I can take it away
I can take it to the hills (I can take it to the hills)
and I can take it away
I can keep it to myself, when no one else can tell
and live my life in secret misery

but didn't she say, didn't she say, didn't she say
I don't love you anymore, I don't need you anymore
I can't call you anymore, I don't feel you anymore
I got my own cross to bear, I can take it anywhere
and if I choose to take it elsewhere then I will
if I choose to take it elsewhere then I will
if I choose to take it elsewhere then I will

15384. Pretty Girl From San Diego



The Avett Brothers - Pretty Girl From San Diego 
Emotionalism

Tell her, tell her what I'm thinkin'
Tell her, tell her what I'm dreamin'
And, hey, she just might just understand
Baby would you listen to me
Come across the kitchen to me
And I will tell ya best I can
Bout how I know you love me
And how I want to love you back

People, people, people, they make it sound so easy
They say just do what your heart tells you to
But sometimes you cannot feel it
Sometimes you cannot hear it
Sometimes it won't talk back to you
And yeah I know you love me
And yeah I want to love you back
And how I know you love me
And how I want to love you bad

Far away I hear the rhythm of a song
Far away I get the feeling I belong, and so do you
And it goes like this

Oh no, no, don't want to leave you
Oh no, I want to keep you
Oh but I want to let you be
Oh no, I don't want to hear you 
Say I don't want to be near you
Oh but I've got to set you free
And how I know you love me
And how I want to love you back
And yeah I know you love me
And yeah I want to love you bad

Far away I hear the rhythm of a song
Far away I get the feeling I belong, and so do you
And it goes like this

La, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la
La, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la
La, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la
La, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la

15385. Pretty Girls

Dierks Bentley - Pretty Girls

[Verse 1]
There ain't much to do here in this town
When the work is done and the sun goes down
There's a place that we all go



Where it's two for one just to watch the show
Yeah, me and the boys hanging around
Hands in our pockets, getting lost in the crowd

[Chorus]
Watching pretty girls drinking tall boys
Swinging their hips to a country song
Silver cans up in the air
They're singing along, singing' along
Ain't nothing like getting right
Chasing a buzz with a cold bud light
Watching pretty girls drinking tall boys
Pretty girls drinking tall boys, yeah

[Verse 2]
Yeah you ought to see them in summer time
They can't wait to show off those tan lines
Out at a cove that we all know
Where it's string bikinis and tied up boats
Out in the sun all getting baked
Me and the boys kicking back in our shades

[Chorus]
Watching pretty girls drinking tall boys
Swinging their hips to a country song
Silver cans up in the air
They're singing along, singing' along
Ain't nothing like getting right
Chasing a buzz with a cold bud light
Watching pretty girls drinking tall boys
Pretty girls drinking tall boys, yeah

[Bridge]
Call me lazy, drunk, or crazy
But i ain't ever gonna move
Nah, cause you can't beat this view
Pretty girls drinking tall boys
Pretty girls drinking tall boys
Pretty girls drinking tall boys
You got my mind thinking
A pretty girls drinking

[Chorus]
Pretty girls drinking tall boys
Swinging their hips to a country song
Silver cans up in the air
They're singing along, singing along
Ain't nothing like getting right
Chasing a buzz with a cold bud light
Watching pretty girls drinking tall boys
Pretty girls drinking tall boys
Pretty girls drinking tall boys
Pretty girls drinking tall boys

[Outro]
Pretty girls drinking, pretty girls drinking
Pretty girls drinking tall boys



Got my mind thinking
'Bout pretty girls drinking
Swinging their hips to a country song

15386. Pretty Good

Pretty Good
John Prine

I got a friend in Fremont, He sells used cars, you know.
Well, he calls me up twice a year
Just ask me how'd it go
Pretty good, not bad, I can't complain
Actually everything is just about the same

I met a girl from Venus, and her insides were lined in gold
Well, she did what she did said "How was it, kid?"
She was politely told
"Pretty good, not bad, I can't complain
But actually everything is just about the same."

Moonlight makes me dizzy
Sunlight makes me clean
Your light is the sweetest thing
That this boy has ever seen.

Molly went to Arkansas, she got raped by Dobbin's dog
Well, she was doing good till she went in the woods
And got pinned up against a log
Pretty good, not bad, she can't complain
Cause actually all them dogs is just about the same

Moonlight makes me dizzy
Sunlight makes me clean
Your light is the sweetest thing
That this boy has ever seen.

Instrumental:

I heard Allah and Buddha were singing at the Savior's feast
And up the sky and Arabian rabbi
Fed Quaker oats to a priest.
Pretty good, not bad, they can't complain
Cause actually all them gods is just about the same
Pretty good, not bad, I can't complain
Cause actually everything is just about the same

15387. Pretty Green Hills - Chords



Pretty Green Hills
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall   
[3/4 time]

G                  C            G
Pretty green hills pretty green hills
                          C            G
He said take me into them pretty green hills
                                 C           G
He stood at the crossroads where his bus had left him
                            C            G
A battered old suitcase sat there by his side
  C                                   G
I saw in the distance a rainstorm was brewing
                            C          G
I pulled off the highway to give him a ride
                           C             G
Well I got out to help him climb into my pickup
                              C           G
I covered his suitcase with a tarp in the back
   C                                      G
He huffed and he puffed as he got himself settled
                          C          G
He said I got old and I'm down in my back
                                     C            G
Well his beard was all white and his face was all wrinkled
                            C            G
He said I was born here and then he grew still
  C                                    G
I asked him how far he was planning on going
                          C            G
He said take me into them pretty green hills
                   C            G
Pretty green hills pretty green hills
                          C            G
He said take me into them pretty green hills
                                   C              G
Well he smiled as he sat there and stared out the window
                               C               G
The corn was knee high and the fields were all green
   C                                   G
He never said much but his face told a story
                          C           G
I left him alone with his own private dreams
                           C          G
Well I kept on driving and he kept on smiling
                               C            G
We drove up and up through the hills of his youth
  C                                        G
I asked him if he had some kinfolks around there
                         C               G
He said I don't think so to tell you the truth
                            C              G
Well along about dark I was needing a rest stop
                             C        G
I stopped at a store getting ready to close
  C                               G
I started to ask him if he needed something



                       C            G
But he was asleep so I just let him dose
                           C           G
I filled up my truck and I found I was hungry
                            C               G
I bought me some cheese and cold drinks and bread
     C                                    G
Went back to my truck and I shook the old stranger
                          C           G
But I soon discovered the old man was dead
                              C                 G
Well I called the sheriff and they took him somewhere
                      C               G
I had to keep rolling we all have our bills
  C                               G
A couple weeks later and somebody told me
                              C            G
They buried him there in them pretty green hills
                   C            G
Pretty green hills pretty green hills
                              C            G
They buried him there in them pretty green hills

15388. Pretty Lil' Foot / Trouble In Mind

Pretty Lil' Foot / Trouble in Mind
Rising Appalachia

Five, six, seven, eight Who's gonna shoe your pretty little foot?
Who's gonna glove your hand?
Who's gonna kiss your red ruby lips?
Who's gonna be your man?
Who's gonna be your man?
Papa will shoe my pretty little foot Mama will glove my hand Sister will kiss my red ruby lips I 
don't need no man, I don't need no man Trouble in mind, and I'm blue, but I won't be blue alw
ays Sun's gonna shine in my back door someday Said the sun's gonna shine in my back door
 someday Goin' on down to the river Mississippi friend or foe Water rises, don't know where I'l
l go Water rises, don't know where I'll go Trouble in mind, and I'm blue, but I won't be blue al
ways Sun's gonna shine in my back door someday Said the sun's gonna shine in my back do
or someday Who's gonna shoe your pretty little foot?
Who's gonna glove your hand?
Who's gonna kiss your red ruby lips?
Who's gonna be your man?
Who's gonna be your man?

15389. Pretty Little Adriana

Vince Gill - Pretty Little Adriana



You sure have a pretty smile
It sure has been a while
Since I've felt your touch
You've got the sweetest way
I think about you every day
I miss you so much

[Chorus]
Oh my pretty little Adriana
Are you lonesome tonight
Oh my pretty little Adriana
I'll find you when it all feels right

You're so soft and innocent
The sweetest night I ever spent
Was being held in your embrace
You're such a gentle soul
It's killing me to know
When will I see your face

15390. Pretty Little Girl From Galax

Pretty Little Girl From Galax
Russell Moore & IIIrd Tyme Out - Pretty Little Girl From Galax

[Verse 1]
Well I've been savin' nickels and lookin' for dimes
Cleanin' out my pockets for all the money I can find
My days are filled with sadness, and every night I pine
For my sweetheart's in Virginia, and I'm in Caroline

[Chorus]
Hey mister, won't you take me farther on down the tracks?
I've gotta find a way, can't wait another day
To see my pretty little girl from Galax

[Verse 2]
I jumped an open freight car, thought that would be alright
'Til the brakeman caught me sleepin' in the middle of the night
So I've been out here walkin' with my thumb up in the air
Checkin' passin' cars for someonR to get me therR

[Chorus]
Hey mister, won't you take me farther on down the tracks?
I've gotta find a way, can't wait another day
To see my pretty little girl from Galax

[Verse 3]
Now she can play the fiddle best you've ever heard
And when she sings a sad song, I hang on every word
Been so long since I've seen her in that little mountain town
I just need someone to pick me up and lay that hammer down



[Chorus]
Hey mister, won't you take me farther on down the tracks?
I've gotta find a way, can't wait another day
To see my pretty little girl from Galax
Mister, won't you take me farther on down the tracks?
I've gotta find a way, can't wait another day
To see my pretty little girl from Galax

15391. Pretty Little Girl With The Blue Dress On - Chords

Pretty Little Girl With The Blue Dress On 
Carolina Chocolate Drops

[Intro]
D   A   D   G   D    G
 
 
[Chorus]
D
Pretty little girl with a blue dress on
D
Pretty little girl with a blue dress on
D
Pretty little girl with a blue dress on
D
Stole my mule and away she's gone
 
D
Pretty little girl with a blue dress on
D
little girl with a blue dress on
D
Stole my mule and away she's gone
 
[Instrumental]
G    D  G
 
[Verse]
D
Sheeps in the meadow, cows in the corn
D
Swing that gal with the blue dress on
 
 
D
Aye didalum dum dida dai day
 
G
Aye didalum dum dida dai day
 
D
Aye didalum dum dida dai day
 



G
Aye didalum dum dida dai day
 
D
Aye didalum dum dida dai day
 
[Chorus]
D
Pretty little girl with a blue dress on
D
Pretty little girl with a blue dress on
D
Pretty little girl with a blue dress on
D
Stole my mule and away she's gone
 
D
Pretty little girl with a blue dress on
D
little girl with a blue dress on
D
Pretty little girl with a blue dress on
D
Stole my mule and away she's gone

15392. Pretty Little Miss

Pretty Little Miss - Ralph Stanley

Pretty little miss out in the garden
Strange young man came riding by
Down at the gate he did address her
Saying pretty little miss won't you marry me

Oh no my love is on the ocean
Seven years out on the sea
And if he sails seven years longer
No man on earth can marry me

Perhaps your loved one he is drowned
Perhaps he's in some battle land
Perhaps he stole some girl and married
You'll never see your love again

If he is drowned I hope he's happy
Or if he's in some battle land
Or if he stole some girl and married
I'll love the girl that married him

He pulled his hand out of his pockets
His fingers being keen and small
This is the ring you placed upon here
Down by his feet she did fall



He picked her up in arms so tender
Kisses he gave her one two three
This is your little single soldier
Returning home to marry thee

15393. Pretty Little Pink - Chords

Pretty Little Pink 
Doc Watson, Fred Price & Clint Howard
 
[Intro]
A      E7 A
 
[Chorus]
A
Fly around, my pretty little maid, fly all around, my daisy.
A                                          E7              A
Fly with me, 'n you've broke my heart, you almost drive me crazy.
 
[Instrumental]
A   D  A  E
A  D  E   A
 
[Verse]
A
I wish I was an apple  a'hangin' on a tree
A                               E7             A
and some girl 'd come along and take a bite of me
 
[Chorus]
A
Fly around, my pretty little maid, fly all around, my daisy.
A                                          E7              A
Fly with me, 'n you've broke my heart, you almost drive me crazy.
 
[Instrumental]
A   D  A  E
A  D  E   A
 
[Verse]
A
I can stand for olden love and you reckon how I know
A                              E7              A
Tell it by her under clothes a'hanging down so low
 
[Chorus]
A
Fly around, my pretty little maid, fly all around, my daisy.
A                                          E7              A
Fly with me, 'n you've broke my heart, you almost drive me crazy.
 
[Instrumental]



A   D  A  E
A  D  E   A
 
[Verse]
A
Every time that I go home I do my best to please her
    A                                       E7                A
The more I try the work she gives and I'm a'durned if I don't please her
 
[Chorus]
A
Fly around, my pretty little maid, fly all around, my daisy.
A                                          E7              A
Fly with me, 'n you've broke my heart, you almost drive me crazy.
 
[Instrumental]
A   D  A  E
A  D  E   A
 
[Verse]
A
I got to stand next this pretty little girl she's all dressed in red
A                                    E7                A
I looked down and seen the feet with which my wife was fed
 
[Chorus]
A
Fly around, my pretty little maid, fly all around, my daisy.
A                                          E7              A
Fly with me, 'n you've broke my heart, you almost drive me crazy.
 
[Outro]
A     E7  A  E A

15394. Pretty Little Poison

Robbie Fulks - Pretty Little Poison

[Verse 1]
Every time I turn you loose
Time breaks down my will
There's a craving in my heart
No other love can fill
I can't find a way to stop
So I just let go
You reach a place in me
I don't even wanna know

[Chorus]
Fill me up
Pretty little poison
Knock that magic through my veins
Make it flash, make it rain



Down like love
Pretty little poison
'Til I can't tell this blindness from the night

[Verse 2]
Oh love
Hold me tight between your knees
Oh love
Press my lips to your disease
Yeah, my love is lifeblood
The thing I need
Inside of me

15395. Pretty Magic Spell

Pretty Magic Spell
Sierra Ferrell

And my, heart is so heavy now
Oh its so, heavy now
Yes, its so heavy now
Oh' you

You' put a magic' spell
Oh no, I don't feel so' well
Oh you
You put a magic spell
Oh no, I don't feel so well

Well at night it gets cold
You make those feelings wrong
Come here, I feel no warmth
Gotta get these legs a-movin'
Well ya see, that train is comin'
And here I find no warmth

And my heart, is so heavy now
Oh it's so heavy now
Yes it's so heavy now
Oh you, you put a magic spell
Oh no, I don't feel so well

Why do you do this to me?
You make me shaky at the knees
Got me calling, oh baby please
We got a long way to go
Yes, I do know
With you, I'll never find a home

And my heart is so heavy now
Oh It's so, heavy now
It's so heavy now
Oh you, you put a magic spell



Oh no I don't feel so well
Oh you, you put a magic spell
I don't feel so well
Don't feel so swell
Don't feel so well
Don't feel so swell

15396. Pretty Polly

Pretty Polly - The Boxcars

Oh Polly, Pretty Polly, come go along with me.
Polly, Pretty Polly, come go along with me.
Before we get married some pleasures to see.

She got behind him and away they did go,
She got behind him and away they did go,
Over the hills and mountains to the valley below.

He rode her over hills and valleys so deep.
He rode her over hills and valleys so deep.
Pretty Polly mistrusted and then began to weep.

Oh Willie, Oh Willie, I'm afraid to of your ways.
Willie, Oh Willie, I'm afraid of your ways.
The way you've been acting, you'll lead me astray.

They went up a little farther, and what did they spy,
They went up a little farther and what did they spy,
A newly-dug grave, and a spade lying by.

Oh Polly, Pretty Polly, your guess is about right.
Polly, Pretty Polly, your guess is about right.
I dug on your grave the best part of last night.

She knelt down before him pleading for her life.
She knelt down before him pleading for her life.
Please let me be a single girl if I can't be your wife.

He stabbed her in the heart and her heart's blood did flow.
He stabbed her in the heart and her heart's blood did flow.
And into the grave Pretty Polly did go.

He threw something over her and turned to go home,
He threw something over her and turned to go home,
Leaving nothing behind him, but the girl left to mourn.

He went down to the jailhouse and what did he say.
He went down to the jailhouse and what did he say.
I killed Pretty Polly and tried to get away.

Oh gentlemen and ladies, I bid you farewell.
Oh gentlemen and ladies, I bid you farewell.



For killing Pretty Polly my soul will go to hell.

15397. Pretty Polly

Pretty Polly - Ralph Stanley

Oh Polly, Pretty Polly, would you take me unkind
Polly, Pretty Polly, would you take me unkind
Let me set beside you and tell you my mind

Well my mind is to marry and never to part
My mind is to marry and never to part
The first time I saw you it wounded my heart

Oh Polly Pretty Polly come go along with me
Polly Pretty Polly come go along with me
Before we get married some pleasures to see

Oh he led her over mountains and valleys so deep
He led her over hills and valleys so deep
Pretty Polly mistrusted and then began to weep

Oh Willie, Little Willie, I'm afraid to of your ways
Willie, Little Willie, I'm afraid of your ways
The way you've been rambling you'll lead me astray

Oh Polly, Pretty Polly, your guess is about right
Polly, Pretty Polly, your guess is about right
I dug on your grave the biggest part of last night

Oh she knelt down before him a pleading for her life
She knelt down before him a pleading for her life
Let me be a single girl if I can't be your wife

Oh Polly, Pretty Polly that never can be
Polly, Pretty Polly that never can be
Your past recitation's been trouble to me

Oh went down to the jailhouse and what did he say
He went down to the jailhouse and what did he say
I've killed Pretty Polly and trying to get away

15398. Pretty Saro

The Lonesome Sisters - Pretty Saro 

I came in this country 18 and 49
I thought myself lucky for to be alive
I looked all around me, no one could I see



That I could compare with my pretty saree

I wish I was a poet, could write a fine hand
I'd write my love a letter, one she'd long understand
I send it by the water where the islands over flow
And I'd think of pretty saro wherever I go

At the foot of yon mountain there lies a deep snow
oh it's not this long journey, leaving friends that I know
there's one thing that grieves me and bears on my mind
its leaving my darlin' pretty saro behind

15399. Pretty Saro

The Lonesome Sisters - Pretty Saro 

I came in this country 18 and 49
I thought myself lucky for to be alive
I looked all around me, no one could I see
That I could compare with my pretty saree

I wish I was a poet, could write a fine hand
I'd write my love a letter, one she'd long understand
I send it by the water where the islands over flow
And I'd think of pretty saro wherever I go

At the foot of yon mountain there lies a deep snow
oh it's not this long journey, leaving friends that I know
there's one thing that grieves me and bears on my mind
its leaving my darlin' pretty saro behind

15400. Pretty When It's New

Pretty When It's New

Love's always lovely when first two lovers meet
Hand in hand, arm in arm, walking down the street
Always seen together in everything they do
Love is always pretty when it's new

Love is always special
Especially to the heart
When it's love on sight and all is right
And there's no doubt from the start

'Fore it starts to crumble
There'll be many shades of blue
Ah but, love is always pretty when it's new



Love is always pretty when it's new
It has nothing bad about it
'Til your lover says, we're through

And old love's even sweeter
That old saying is really true
Love is always pretty when it's new

Altogether
Love is always pretty when it's new
Ah, there is nothing bad about it
'Til your lover says, we're through

And old love's even sweeter
That old saying is really true
Ah but, love is always pretty when it's new

15401. Pretty Woman

Pretty Woman
Frank Solivan

[Verse 1]
Pretty woman, walkin' down the street
Pretty woman the kind I like to meet
Pretty woman I don't believe you, you're not the truth
No one could look as good as you, mercy
Pretty woman won't you pardon me
Pretty woman I couldn't help but see
Pretty woman , look lovely as can be
Are you lonely just like me?

[Chorus]
Pretty woman stop awhile
Pretty woman talk awhile
Pretty woman give your smile to me
Pretty woman yeah, yeah, yeah
Pretty woman look my way
Pretty woman say you'll stay with me
'Cause I need you, I'll treat you right
Come with me baby, be mine tonight

[Verse 2]
Pretty woman don't walk on by
Pretty woman don't make me cry
Pretty woman don't walk away, hey, OK
If that's the way it must be, OK
I guess I'll go on home, it's late
There'll be tomorrow night, but wait
What do I see?
Is she walkin' back to me?
Yeah, she's walkin' back to me
Oh, oh, pretty woman



15402. Pretty Words - Chords

Pretty Words
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Don Schlitz and Vince Gill

G                             C
I've seen the way he cast his spell 
     G                    F
He's gonna hurt you I can tell
G                                 F
Just to prove that he can be your lover
G                        C
He's gonna turn on that charm 
G
Tonight he'll wrap you in his arms
                 D7            G
Tomorrow he will leave you for another
C                   F
Pretty is as pretty does 
C                    F
That's how it is and always was
C                F               G
Pretty words are all he's giving you
C                           F
And when he whispers in the dark 
C                    F
Watch out he's gonna break your heart
C                  F                D7
Pretty words won't make your dreams come true
            G     D7          G
Just pretty words just pretty words
                        C
In the morning you will find 
G                              F
That you were just the next in line
G                                          F
There's nothing I can do that's gonna stop you
G                         C
Before you go just let me say 
G                              F
I'd never treat your love that way
G                       D7          G
I'll be here long after he's forgot you
repeat #2 x2

15403. Pretty Wreath For Mother's Grave



Pretty Wreath For Mother's Grave 
Reno & Smiley
 
In my memory there's a picture 
Of a face so dear to me 
Loving arms that used to hold me 
As I sat on mother's knee 
 
No one here on earth can pay her 
For the things in life she gave 
Now she's gone but I remember 
A pretty wreath for mother's grave 
 
CHORUS : 
She was fond of pretty flowers 
I recall she used to say 
When I'm gone son please remember 
A pretty wreath for mother's grave 
 
She had a little row of flowers 
That she used to watch each day 
She fixed them just before God called her 
So they would not fade away 
 
Next year they'll bloom again in beauty 
Red and blue so bright and gay 
If it's God's will I'll take them to her 
A pretty wreath for mother's grave

15404. Price I Pay - Chords

Price I Pay 
Desert Rose Band
 
E                    A            B

They tell me I'm the talk of the town
          A            B           E
I've been staying home alone every night
              A                  B
It's nobody's business where I'm bound
            A         B                 E
As if to be alone and lonely just ain't right
                       A                B
On a old freight train moving down the line
             A                   B                E
 
I'm counting each day and every minute that your away
 
                    A             B
I've never been the stay at home kind
        A                 B            E
But for you it's just the price that I pay
              B                       E



It's just the price I pay for loving you
    B               A              E
The price I pay for needing you so much
    F#                      B
The price I pay for needing you
    A                B            E       D A B7
And putting all this time between us
B               E               F#
I knew I was in trouble when we met
E                   F#                        B
Dark clouds all around me I couldn't find the light
B                   E       F#
The hard time ain't hard to forget
E            F#            B
I believe in love at first sight
E                  A           B
I put my heart and soul on the line
              A       B             E
And know your love is with me every day
E                   A           B
Your picture always there on my mind
        A                 B            E
But for you it's just the price that I pay
              B                      E
It's just the price I pay for loving you
    B               A               E
The price I pay for needing you so much
    F#                      B
The price I pay for needing you
    A                B            E       D A B7    E
And putting all this time between us

15405. Price To Pay

Lucinda Williams - Price to Pay

It weighs a lot, it costs a lot
And it's worth a whole lot more
But it's not something you could afford anyway
Cause you weren't careful with my love
You lost the key to the door of my heart
Now there's a price you have to pay

You can shop around and look around
But you'll never find
Another one quite like this one anyplace
And believe me, it won't be easy
To repair it this time 'cause it's my heart
And there's a price you have to pay

[Chorus]
It's my heart and there's a price you have to pay
Enough is enough



You played too rough with my heart
Now there's a price you have to pay

Well, it's broken and there's nothin'
That I can do now
I can fix it but it won't ever be the same
I can pick up all the pieces
And start over somehow but it's my heart
And there's a price you have to pay

[Chorus] 

Enough is enough
You played too rough with my heart
Now there's a price you have to pay

15406. Pride

Richard Thompson - Pride

What would you do if I pricked your balloon?
Would you burst into tears and run to your room?
Or say it's just once in a very blue moon
Would you be aware you were leaking air?
Would you know some bitch of a witch somewhere?
Who's sticking pins in you, pins in you?L

Pride won't let you walk away
Without blood on your fists
Pride won't let you walk away
'Til you've ticked off your list
Come on baby, strut your stuff
[?] 'cause you're tough enough
'Til pride is satisfied and we can all go home

When you're [?] like you it's hard to be humble
You never think twice, you never stumble
The seeds of doubt, they never rumble
Vanity! Vanity! All is vanity!
Do you feel something for the rest of humanity?
We can't live up to you, up to you, up to you

Pride won't let you walk away
Without blood on your fists
Pride won't let you walk away
'Til you've ticked off your list
You look so majestic standing there
With the playful breeze blowing in your hair
'Til pride is satisfied and we can all go home

Show 'em what's wrong, show 'em how to do it
They fluffed it, they muffed it, they scuffed it, they blew it
The spanner's in the works and you know who threw it



A coupon short of a toaster there
Will you use your wit or your famous stare
To write the symphony, infamy, infamy?

Pride won't let you walk away
Without blood on your fists
Pride won't let you walk away
'Til you've ticked off your list
Come on baby, strut your stuff
[?] 'cause you're tough enough
'Til pride is satisfied and we can all go home

15407. Pride (In The Name Of Love)

Dierks Bentley - Pride (In The Name Of Love)
Del McCoury

[Intro]
One man come in the name of love
One man come and go
One man come here to justify
One man to overthrow

[Chorus]
In the name of love
What more in the name of love
In the name of love
What more in the name of love

[Verse]
One man caught on a barbed wire fence
One man he resist
One man washed on an empty beach
One man betrayed with a kiss
In the name of love
What more in the name of love
In the name of love
What more in the name of love
Early morning, April 4
Shot rings out in the Memphis sky
Free at last, they took your life
They could not take your pride

[Chorus][x2]

15408. Pride Of Alabama

Pride Of Alabama
Yonder Mountain String Band - Wayword Sons



Dixie was the pride of Alabama 
I met her on a lonesome midnight train 
Rollin' slowly out of Union Station 
She was staring out the window at the rain 

Well Dixie was from sunny Alabama 
Those old steel rails would roll to Birmingham 
Mobile, her final destination 
I looked down at the ticket in her hand 

Southbound train it ain't you I know that done her wrong              
Say again that you seen it coming all along                                
All that she knew those sweet memories it's true         
Dixie darling caught her southbound train 

Dixie asked if I'd been to Alabama                                              
Her voice was thick like some old southern night                                  
And maybe for the sake of conversation                        
I said back in '88 or '89  

She said her daddy's fields were full of cotton                                      
By the river that she swam in as a child                                     
Lord she loved those sweet magnolia blossoms                                      
And that good ol' Honeysuckle growing wild 

Dixie told me how she got to Denver                                       
A southern gal who coudn't stand the cold                                     
She fell in love and left Mobile forsaken                          
Mistaken for a dusty pot of gold 

Dixie let the pieces fall together                                   
And painted up this picture in my mind             
Mobile, Alabama was a-callin' her back                                  
And the Pride of Alabama was on time

15409. Pride Of Man

Pride of Man
Punch Brothers - Pride of Man
Wayword Sons - Shadowgrass

[Verse 1]
Turn around
Go back down
Back the way you came
Can't you see that flash of fire
Ten times brighter than the day
And behold the mighty city
Broken in the dust again

[Refrain]
Oh, God the pride of man



Broken in the dust again

[Verse 2]
Turn around
Go back down
Back the way you came
Babylon is laid to waste
Egypt's buried in her shame
The mighty men are beaten down
Their kings are all fallin' in the ways

[Refrain]
Oh, God the pride of man
Broken in the dust again

[Verse 3]
Turn around
Go back down
Back the way you came
Terror is on every side
And Lord, our leaders are dismayRd
All those who put their faith in fire
In firR their fate shall be repayed

[Refrain]
Oh, God the pride of man
Broken in the dust again

15410. Prince Of Peace

Prince of Peace
Leon Russell, G. Dempsey
New Grass Revival (1972)

Try and judge me only by my time and changes
And not mistaken words, for I say many
Listen only to my song and watch my eyes
There's not much time to spill, there's hardly any

Well, look at all the children living in the streets
And they're looking, not afraid to touch each other
They're not afraid to be themselves or someone else
Or choose their friends with love and not by color

Never treat a brother like a passing stranger
Honey, won't you always try to keep the love light burning
Sing a song of love and open up your heart
For you might be the prince of peace returning
Yeah, you might be the prince of peace returning

Oh, the love the blind and wounded as that you would yourself
And the businessmen in cells collecting pennies
Judge their wealth by coins that they give away



And not the ones that they keep for themselves for spending

Oh, never be impatient with the ones who love you
It might be yourself that you're burning
Sing a song of love and open up your heart
For you might be the prince of peace returning

Never treat a brother like a passing stranger
Honey, won't you always try to keep the love light burning
Sing a song of love and open up your heart
For you might be the prince of peace returning
For you might be the prince of peace returning

Oh, if I pay me, if I pay you
If I pray to your Jesus then you gonna tell us what you're about to do?
What if I pay me and I might pay you
Who's got the money? Who's got the money?
Who's got the money for, sing the song

15411. Prison

The Boxcars - Prison 

Once I was a captive alone and afraid. 
Bound by the shackles of choices I made. 
Till in dark desperation I fell on my knees. 
And there in repentance his grace pardoned me.

I lived in a prison, behind bars of sin. 
No way I'm escaping, no peace within. 
But Jesus forgave me I'm free amen. 
And I'll never go back to that prison again.

Now I walk in freedom from the chains of my past.
My record is clean, and I'll never go back. 
No longer a hostage, I'm not who I was. 
Cause I've been redeemed, liberated by love.

I lived in a prison, behind bars of sin. 
No way I'm escaping, no peace within. 
But Jesus forgave me, I'm free amen. 
And I'll never go back to that prison again.

You may be locked behind bars made of shame, 
without any hope, and your sentence will change. 
Give him your heart and he'll give you the key. 
He'll unlock your spirit like he did for me.

I lived in a prison, behind bars of sin. 
No way I'm escaping, no peace within. 
But Jesus forgave me I'm free amen. 
And I'll never go back to that prison again.



Yes Jesus forgave me I'm free amen, and I'll never go back to that prison again!

15412. Prison To Heaven

Prison to Heaven
 
Swing
It's a hard decision
Am I gonna leave this prison
If they tell me one more time
To get in line
I'm gonna break away

But I'm sure
That every single prison guard
That walks around this prison yard
Is gonna have a shot at me
If he sees me running for the gate

I'd be better off dead
Full of the lead
Rather than to lay one more day
Let my mind and my body rot away
In this awful place

I'd be floating way up so high
Looking down at all my buddies
Saying 'You chumps, you suckers
I hope one day you can find the guts to escape'

Well you might say
'How come you're so sure Heaven's where you're going?
You ain't exactly been showing the ways of an angel'
Glory bound

I must admit you got a point
But I got a feeling
The ceiling ain't so far
And Yahweh just may want a couple words
With yours truly

So I'll be walking right up to those big pearly gates
Saying 'Hey Saint Peter, ol' buddy, ol' pal
How's the family, how's work, how's the kids
What do you say? 
How's about cracking those gates?
And letting a fine upstanding fellow, like myself
Join the club'

And he might say
'Ah, Mr. Avett you can save it
I ain't gonna be buying any of that lying
Jive, hustling, bald-faced, fake, conman nonsense



That you used to get by with 
Down there on Earth'

And I'll say
'Come on
Surely you and God of all people oughta know
I was innocent of those crimes
I told you so, every night by myself in that cell
Surrounded by nothing but gray and quiet'

Well dear God
Maybe I should just be talking straight to you
The truth is I lost my way some where along the way
And if you got a minute, would you spend it with a sinner
Just long enough to give me some directions home

15413. Prison Walls

Todd Snider - Prison Walls

These prison walls, they're are cold and hard
The fence is tall across the yard
Locked away and what's so strange
Is that I feel, God, I feel like nothing's changed
The floor is cold, the blankets itch
Three meals today though
God, there's something that's rich
Just some still dream, if nobody told me
Me, I know that I was never free before
I was never free far away
Never free, disappear
There's always someone so far away
Well, I will always be in here late at night
I think things through
I try to think of ways to get to you
I never can and what's so strange
Is that I feel, God, I feel like nothing's changed
Ten more months, they say I'm free
But it makes no difference to me
Locked you out so long ago
Prison walls, prison walls, they're all I know
Prison walls, prison walls, they're all I know

15414. Prisoner In Disguise

Linda Ronstadt - Prisoner In Disguise

You think the love you never had might save you
But true love takes a little time



You can touch it with your fingers
And try to believe your eyes
Is it love or lies
So you're keeping your distance
A little bit of room around you
But if he doesn't return your call on time
Oh my my

You just act like a fool on a holiday
There's nothing that you wouldn't try
You must be a prisoner in disguise
Well this night life is my life
But there's no one else in it
And sometimes those lonesome breezes blow
But it's no show so you might as well go
If you think you could win it 
Without losing and letting it show

The city is no place to hide in
Everybody knows your number
And you know that you could never be alone if you tried
You just run like a man with no reason to run
And no place to ever arrive
You must be a prisoner
Look just like a prisoner
Well you must be a prisoner in disguise

15415. Prisoner Of The Highway

Sturgill Simpson - Prisoner of The Highway

[Verse 1]
I grew where I was planted
But I never felt at home
My head was filled with questions
And my feet, they long to roam
My arms reached out like branches
But my heart just couldn't stay
I left the moment that I could, a prisoner of the highway

[Verse 2]
I passed by farms and trailers
As I drove through little towns
I found trouble in the city
I never set my suitcase down
And in those empty alleys
Where retaining walls decay
I just kept a-moving as a prisoner of the highway

[Refrain]
Ooh, and I don't know where I'm headed
Ooh, and I don't know where it ends



[Verse 3]
Well, the wind, it felt like freedom
As it whipped through my hair
I was everywhere and everyone
I was nobody and nowhere
Oh, the map was written on my hand and in my DNA
I believe that I was meant to be a prisoner of the highway

[Verse 4]
Had chains around my ankles
Handcuffs on my wrists
I was haunted by decisions
And simple things I missed
Dear God, why do I wander?
Was I born this way?
And I prayed he would release me as a prisoner of the highway

[Refrain]
Ooh, and I don't know where I'm headed
Ooh, and I don't know where it ends

[Verse 5]
I sacrificed my family
Sacrificed true love
I sacrificed my unborn child to the heavens up above
Oh, there was not a limit
To those I would betray
Oh, i was deep down in it as a prisoner of the highway
I just kept a-moving as a prisoner of the highway (Highway, ooh)

15416. Prisoner Song

Bill Monroe - Prison Song

Oh, I wish I had someone to love me
Someone to call me their own
Oh, I wish I had someone to live with
'Cause I'm tired of living alone

Oh, meet me tonight in the moonlight
Please meet me tonight all alone
For I have a sad story to tell you
It's a story that's never been told

I'll be carried to the new jail tomorrow
Leaving my poor darling alone
With the cold prison bars all around me
And my head on a pillow of stone

Now I have a grand ship on the ocean
All mounted with silver and gold
And before my poor darling would suffer
Oh, that ship would be anchored and sold



Now, if I had the wings of an angel
Over these prison walls I would fly
And I'd fly to the arms of my darling
And there I'd be willing to die

15417. Prisoner's Dream

Prisoner's Dream

Last night as I lay sleeping I dreamed a dream so fair
I dreamed about my darling the rose was in her hair
I dreamed I left this prison started in life a new
She told me that she loved me told me her love was dear

It was only a dream just a prisoner's dream
As I lay on my cold prison bed
My dreams of you can never come true dear girl
I wish that I were dead

I dreamed she called me darling kissed me and held me tight
I dreamed that we were married dreamed of a starry night
I dreamed about our children playing around my knee
They loved me called me daddy they thought the world of me

I dreamed a dream so lovely heaven on earth it seemed
My wife and little children came to me in that dream
They threw their arms around me I was their pride and joy
My little wife she loved me I was her darling boy

15418. Prisoner's Farewell

Prisoner's Farewell

Sweetheart a prisoner's last letter
I had to send to you today
But when you read these words of sorrow
My soul will then have passed away

For at the dawn of day tomorrow
I then will pay for my mistake
God gave me courage for this message
I've realized my sin too late

   A letter dear and from a prisoner
   Don't shed a tear when I am gone
   I've troubled you too much already
   I hate to leave you all alone



As if in dreams I see you smiling
Your pretty eyes are like a song
You warned my darling now I'm pining
You knew that I was doing wrong

Outside the shadows now are fading
They circle me complete my life
I'll soon be gone and when I'm dying
I'll think of you and pay the price

I hear the guard outside my window
And on his rounds he seems so slow
It seems he's trying me to comfort
It seems he hates to see me go

Please take this message to my mother
And give her all my love and cheer
This final message now I'm writing
To one I'll always love so dear

15419. Prisoner's Lament

Prisoner's Lament 
Lonesome River Band
 
When I was young and did not care 
I was a killer man, Sam Colt pistol in my hand 
I shot my woman, and her daughter fair
 
The jury heard my mother's plea 
Oh spare'm his life today, oh don't take my boy away 
He's my only son Judge please, set him free 
 
The judge stared down at me and smiled 
Then he sentenced me to die, despite my mother's cry 
For the death of Molly Jones, and her child, 
 
Big Sandy Prison I did go 
Breaking rocks and ground, hammer swinging cold steel sound 
Makes a man wish for the hell fires down below 
 
With shackles and a ball and chain 
I paid the last five years, soaked in blood, stained with tears 
I've cursed the sun while praying for the rain, 
 
I see visions of my dreadful crime 
Outside the hanging tree, where I'll finally be set free  
From the vision of the past that haunts my mind



15420. Prisoner's Song

Prisoner's Song
Bill Monroe

Oh I wish I had someone to love me
Someone to call me their own
I wish I had someone to live with
I'm tired of living alone.

   So meet me tonite love oh meet me
   Meet me out in the moonlight alone
   For I have a sad story to tell you
   Must be told in the moonlight alone.

I have a great ship on the ocean
All mounted in silver and gold
And before my little darling would suffer
That ship would be anchored and sold

I'll be carried to the new jail tomorrow
Leaving my poor sweetheart alone
With these cold prison bars all around me
And my head on a pillow of stone

If I had the wings of an angel
Over these prison walls I would fly
I would fly to the arms of my darlin
And there I'd be willing to die

15421. Privacy

Robbie Fulks - Privacy

Ain't the pictures enough?
Why do you go through so much
To get the story you need
So you can bury me?
You've got the people confused
You tell the stories you choose
You try to get me to lose
The man I really am
You keep on stalking me
Invading my privacy
Won't you just let me be?
'Cause your cameras can't control
The minds of those who know
That you'll even sell your soul just to get a story sold
I need my privacy
I need my privacy
So paparazzi, get away from me
I need my privacy
Some of you still wonder why



One of my friends had to die
To get a message across
That yRt you still haven't heard
My friend was chasRd and confused
Like many others I knew
But on that cold winter night
My pride was snatched away

15422. Problem Child

Little Big Town - Problem Child

[Verse 1]
You ever wake up out of one of those dreams
Where you open your mouth but they can't hear you scream?
You carry around an invisible heart
Misunderstood, they don't know who you are

[Chorus]
Are you the black sheep? Have you been lonely?
Out on the outside, you're not the only one
What's your problem, child? What's your problem, child?

[Verse 2]
Send up a signal, you send up a prayer
Does anyone notice? Does anyone care?
Wildflower growin' through the cracks in the street
A beauty unfolding that nobody sees

[Chorus]
Are you the black sheep? Have you been lonely?
Out on the outside, you're not the only one
What's your problem, child? What's your problem, child?

[Bridge]
Did someone not love you? Were you not enough?
Did you not belong in their eyes?
Why don't you fit in? Why don't you add up?
I've been asked time after time

[Outro]
What's your problem, child? What's your problem, child?
Are you the black sheep? Have you been lonely?
Out on the outside, you're not the only one

15423. Problems - Chords

Chris Hillman - Problems   
written by Boudleaux Bryant



A  D  E  4x

A                 D        E        A   D  E
Problems problems problems all day long
A                D        E        A
Will my problems work out right or wrong
   E               D          A
My baby don't like anything I do
   E               D                 A   D   E
My momma  seems to feel the same way too
A               D       E     A    D   E
Worries worries pile up on my head
A           D           E         A
Woe is me I should have stayed in bed
  E                     D                 A
I can't use  the car my job ain't been so good
    E                   D                 A   A7
My love life just ain't swingin' like it should
D                 A
Problems problems problems
        E                    D                 A   A7
They're all on account of me lovin' you like I do
D                 A
Problems problems problems
     E               D                 A
They won't be solved until I'm sure of you

SOLO

D                 A
Problems problems problems
        E                    D                 A   A7
They're all on account of me lovin' you like I do
D                 A
Problems problems problems
     E               D                 A   D  E
They won't be solved until I'm sure of you
A                 D        E        A   D  E
Problems problems problems all day long
A                 D        E        A   D  E
Problems problems problems all day long
A                 D        E        A   D  E   A
Problems problems problems all day long

From Chris Hillman & Herb Pedersen "Way Out West"
Back Porch Records 2002
House Of Bryant Publications(BMI)

15424. Prodigal Daughter

Prodigal Daughter
Song by Aoife O'Donovan



Oh now rosie
You come home in the morning
Got a child on your knee and your mother she looks on

Says "i don't know that baby - don't know you why'd you fail me
You left home seven years ago and i wore black for days"

Prodigal daughter returns like a lamb to the slaughter

I know forgiveness won't come easy, not for you
Look at the child upon my knee she
Has eyes of blue
She resembles me resembling you

Mama, listen
Come into the kitchen
Pour me some tea, let me sit at your feet and let me cry

I need a little money
I need love, and i need sunday
Suppers here at home, don't want to be alone
Let me stay

Prodigal daughter returns like a lamb to the slaughter
She yearns for the things that you taught her

I know forgiveness won't come easy, not for me
But i'll try to shut the past behind us, throw out the key
Give me one more chance to make you see

Prodigal daughter returns like a lamb to the slaughter
Looking for something in the water
To wash away the the pain
She's drowning in the pain

15425. Prodigal Son - Chords

Josh Williams - Prodigal Son chords
  
[Verse 1]
   D                                G
Well excuse me sir will you do me a favor?
                           D                             A
You see, I need to write a letter but I never learned to write.
                   D                 G
I've got a mom and dad waiting in Kentucky
              D                        A              D
And I want to let them know that their boy turned our alright

[Verse 2]
   D                                             G
Start it out Dear momma, well I know it's been a long time.



                     D                                A
And I know I shoulda written you, but times have been tough.
                      D                           G
But I've been working hard. Putting back a little money
                   D                         A                  D
And I'm gonna come see you and daddy just as soon as I've saved enough.

[Verse 3]
   D                             G
I bought a little farm. About 35 acres.
              D                                    A
And I've been working my fingers right down to the bone.
                     D                       G
Cause I met a little girl. Her name is Jenny Harper.
                    D            A                  D
And we're gonna get married this summer and build a home.

[Chorus]
                   G     C                   D               A
So momma don't you worry about your prodigal son. He's doing alright.
      G                      D
Gonna rest till his days are done.
             G               D               G
One of these days now, and I pray it wont be long.
            G               A                   D
You'll look up to see, your prodigal son's come home.

[Instrumental]
D     G     D     A
D     G     D  A  D

[Verse 4]
   D                                    G
Well thank you sir. For writing down my letter.
                        D                                   A
Wont you give it to the warden and ask him to put it in the mail.
             D                             G
Yes I know I lied but I couldn't stand the thought of
           D                         A              D
My mom and daddy knowing their boy's laying here in jail.

[Verse 5]
   D                                   G
And I know tomorrow, you're gonna come get me.
           D                               A
I've got a date with the hangman's rope at dawn.
            D                   G
But I ain't scared cause I know Jesus
           D        A                 D
And I know tomorrow I'm gonna make it home

[Chorus]
                      G     C                   D               A
So tell her don't you worry about your prodigal son. He's doing alright.
      G                      D
Gonna rest when his days are done.
             G               D               G



One of these days now, and I pray it wont be long.
            G               A                   Bm
You'll look up to see, your prodigal son's come home.
            G               A                   D
You'll look up to see, your prodigal son's come home.

[Outro]
D                                   G
Well excuse me sir will you do me a favor?
                           D            A                D
You see, I need to write a letter but I never learned to write.

15426. Prodigal Son's Prayer

Dierks Bentley - Prodigal Son's Prayer
The Grascals

Father, meet me with your arms wide open
The world's done broken your prodigal son
Down that road, I traveled
Everything raveled only came undone

Father, lead me down to the river
Wash me in the water 'til I'm whiter than snow
I know I'm not worthy
But tell me there's mercy for the wandering soul

I lost my way, but now I'm on my knees
If it's not too late, won't you tell me please?
You got a place for me
A little grace for me

Father, meet me in the cool green valley
In all of your glory when my days are done
Name me as one of your chosen
Heaven's unbroken prodigal son

Father, meet me with your arms wide open
Lead me down to the river
Meet me in the cool green valley
Name me one of your chosen
Heaven's unbroken prodigal son

15427. Professional Victim

Professional Victim
Glen Phillips

Well it took five neigbors



To get him in the hall
And down the three flights of stairs
Out the building's door
I know that it's easy to say
That it couldn't be worse
But now she's in her apartment
Alone for the first time since the last jerk

And once you let them get to you
It never washes off
'Cause they can smell the weak ones
And just pick you off like a pigeon
And each one is worse than the last one
Until you're a professional victim

You get everything backwards
Learning how to survive
You treat the little wounds first
Let the big ones fester for life
You've done it enough
You would think that you know what you need
But it doesn't get any better
When you've got such an eye for the bad seed

(Chorus)
And if you take a look you can see the cracks
In the story told where the logic lacks
All the pretty girls and the stupid boys
Make the same mistakes until they've got no choice

15428. Prologue

Sturgill Simpson - Prologue

[Intro]
Come hear a tale out of the trails of old Kentucky hills
Hear a story from the year they started hiding stills
Back in pioneering days of eighteen sixty two
About a maiden named Juanita and a man called Dood
Story of its time, when time was tough on a man
When all he had to get by was a blade and powder can
Oh Dood was an eagle and Juanita was his dove
He was a mighty mountain man, she was his one true love

15429. Promise

Jerry Jeff Walker - Promise

Harmony gets melody



Orchestra gets symphony
Continents get seven seas.....
Boy gets girl and all you got was me and a promise
I'll try to be honest
I'd like to give you nothing to fear
Where we could grow into a circle
Big enough to understand everyone
We'd be the first....we'd be the only ones
In the Galaxy
To really be free
Lovers get I'm sorry
Music gets to keep the key
Children get to ride for free
Mind and body...that's all you've got of me
And a promise
I'll try to be honest
I'd like to give you nothing to fear
Repeat Chorus
Where we can grow into a circle
Big enough to understand everyone
We'd be the first....we'd be the only ones
In the Galaxy to really be free
I promise

15430. Promise You Anything

Steve Earle - Promise You Anything

[Verse 1]
No curtains on my window
Outside the sun is sinking low
I feel you letting go
I will promise you anything

[Verse 2]
Wind whispering in your ear
I'll tell you what you want to hear
If you'll only let me near
I will promise you anything

[Chorus]
Well, I don't have to prove my intentions are golden
I don't have to tell you where we're going
Feel something wild, baby, out there blowing
If you follow me

[Verse 3]
Run with me, if you dare
Hold on, I'm gonna take you there
Solemn as a prayer
I will promise you anything

[Chorus]



Well, I don't have to prove my intentions are golden
I don't have to tell you where we're going
Feel something wild, baby, out there blowing
If you follow me

15431. Promise You Anything - Chords

Promise You Anything
Steve Earl - Promise You Anything

Intro:  G
G   C G / C D G D 2x

G                 C  G
No curtains on my window 
G                  C       D
Outside the sun is sinking low 
G                  C
I feel you letting go 
G      C           D        G
I will promise you anything 

G                       C G
Wind whispering in your ear 
G                      C       D
I'll tell you what you want to hear 
G                     C
If you'll only let me near 
G      C           D        G  D
I will promise you anything 

C                                             G
Well, I don't have to prove my intentions are golden 
C                                    D
I don't have to tell you where we're goin' 
C                                  G
Feel somethin' wild baby out there blowin' 
C                 D
If you follow me 

G                  C  G
Run with me if you dare 
G                 C        D
Hold on I'm gonna take you there 
G           C
Solemn as a prayer 
G      C           D        G  D
I will promise you anything 

Instrumental:
G   C G / C D G D
G   C G / C D G D
G   C G / G   C D



G   C G / C D G D

C                                             G
Well, I don't have to prove my intentions are golden 
C                                    D
I don't have to tell you where we're goin' 
C                                  G
Feel somethin' wild baby out there blowin' 
C                 D
If you follow me 

G                 C  G
No curtains on my window 
G                   C       D
Outside the moon is hangin' low 
G                    C
True colors start to show 
G      C           D         G  D
I will promise you anything

G   C G 

     C           D        G  D
I'll promise you anything

G   C G

     C           D        G  D
I'll promise you anything

G   C G

       C           D        G  D
I will promise you anything

G   C G

       C           D        G  D
I will promise you anything

End on G

15432. Promised Land

Promised Land
Oak Ridge Boys - Promised Land

Don't weep for me when I'm dead and gone
For I'll just be going home
Heaven's light will shine on me
It will lead me to Eternity

When I take my final breath



Lay these feeble bones to rest
And I will run through Heaven's gates
Where my blessed Savior waits

And He will take me by my hand
And I'll be happier than I've ever been
Now don't you worry, we'll meet again
And stay together in the Promised Land

I will hear my momma sing
Feel my daddy's arms holding me
And I will cry tears of joy
When I see friends who've gone before

Oh He's gonna take me by my hand
And I'm gonna be happier than I've ever been
Now don't you worry, we'll meet again
And stay together in the Promised Land

15433. Propinquity

Propinquity
Michael Nesmith
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

I've known for a long time
The kind of girl you are.
And a smiles that cover teardrops,
The way your head yields to your heart.
The things you've kept inside
That most girls couldn't bear,
Well, I've known you for a long time,
But I've just begun to care.

Yes, I've known of all the heartheaches
And I've known of all the pain,
I've seen you when the the sun shines
And I've seen you when it rains.
I've seen you make a look of love
From just an icy stare.
Well, I've known you for a long time,
But I've just begun to care.

I know I've been blind,
To not have loved you all this time.
But the image of you wasn't clear.
I guess I've been standing too near.

It's taken me a while
But I have finally found
What you are to me
And that's what really counts,
And what you are to me



Is something we can share.
Well, I've known you for a long time,
But I've just begun to care.

Yes, I've known you for a long time,
But I've just begun to care.

15434. Protection

Lucinda Williams - Protection

I've seen some things in life as God is my witness
A crowded bar where nobody could hear
Now I travel through the world with dedication
What I do, I do it all by my own sweet self

I need protection from the enemy of love
I need protection from the enemy of righteousness
I need protection from the enemy of good
I need protection from the enemy of kindness

Give me protection from the enemy of love
I came into the world all alone
Pushing and struggling to find a home
I'll tell you what child, go ahead and repeat it
It was my own trial made me stand on my two feet

I need protection from the enemy of love
I need protection from the enemy of righteousness
I need protection from the enemy of good
I need protection from the enemy of kindness

Give me protection from the enemy of love
You know the people be grinning and talking about me
Make me throw up my hands and call out crying
But the worlds gonna spin with or without me
So I still get up and I keep on trying

Living in a world full of endless troubles
Living in a world with darkness doubles
But my burden is lifted when I stand up
And use the gift I was given for not giving up

I need protection from the enemy of love
I need protection from the enemy of rock and roll
I need protection from the enemy of good
I need protection from the enemy of soul
Give me protection from the enemy of love

I need protection from the enemy of love
I need protection
Give me protection
I need protection



Give me protection
Yeah, I need protection
Give me protection
I need protection
Give me protection
Yeah

15435. Proud Mary

Proud Mary

Well I left a good job in the city
Workin' for the man every night and day
And I never lost one minute of sleepin'
Worryin' bout the way things might have been

A big wheel to keep on turnin'
Proud Mary keeps on burnin'
I said, 'Rollin', rollin', rollin' on the river'

George you know I cleaned a lot of things down in Memphis
Popped a lot of cane in New Orleans
But I never saw the good side of the city
Till I hitched a ride on this river boat queen

Big wheels keep on turnin'
Proud Mary keeps on burnin'
I said, 'Rollin', rollin', rollin' on the river'

Well if you come down to the river
Well I bet you gonna find some people joining who do you
You don't have to worry George if you have no money
People on the river are happy to give

I said, 'The big wheel will keep on turnin'
Proud Mary keeps on burnin'
We're rollin', rollin', rollin' on the river'

I said, 'We're rollin', rollin', rollin' on the river'
Rollin', rollin' on the river

Rollin', rollin', rollin' on the river on the river
Rollin', rollin', rollin' on the river on the river
I said, 'We're rollin', rollin', rollin' on the river'

15436. Proudest Fiddle In The World

Proudest Fiddle In The World
(Bob Wills)



Meryl Haggard & Bonnie Owens

(Spoken)
Merle titled this album Let Me Tell You About A Song
But right now let me tell you about a fiddle
One that was given to Merle out of kindness by the great Bob Wills
After leavin' the Wills' home that day
Merle was so moved he just sat and stared silently at the fiddle for a long time
Finally he said wish this fiddle could talk
Then he said on second thought
What if that fiddle that's in the Hall of Fame
The one he played on San Antonio Rose could just talk
What a story it could tell
And Merle said I think if I were that fiddle this is what I'd say

(Sang)
Who I am and what I was I'm sure the whole world knows
Why I'm the great Bob Wills fiddle that played on San Antonio Rose
But I lay here now in the Hall of Fame a show piece that no one plays
And my tone that used to thrill the dancin' crowds is gone
with the good ole days.

I wish my strings could just talk and tell my story to all the passin' fans
Boy I'd I'd even like to rear back and play a break down
But I can't do it without the master's hands
Yeah I was part of something great and I know it
I even played on the Old Brown Skin Girl
Tho my strings are old and dusty now
I'm still the proudest fiddle in the world...

15437. Prove My Love

Lucinda Williams - Prove My Love

We all make mistakes sometimes
And I have made my share of mine
But if I have to, I'll walk the line
Just to prove my love
You know I'd give everything I've got
And I what I'd give would be a lot
I would smooth out all the rough spots

Just to prove my love
Let me prove my love for you
Let me do whatever I can do
Let me show my heart is true
Let me prove my love for you

There was a time way back when
The words we spoke were sweeter then
We can have those times again

Let me prove my love



Let me prove my love for you
Let me do whatever I can do
Let me show my heart is true
Let me prove my love for you
Let me prove my love for you

15438. Prove That By Me - Chords

Prove That By Me 
Kathy Mattea
 
CAPO: 2nd Fret
 
INTRO: G  C  F  C  (2x)  G
 
            C            F   C  G
If it's the only thing I do
           C                F    C  Am
I'll keep alive my faith in you
         Bb        F
I gave a lot away
                   C G   Am
But one thing I've never done
            Bb                F
Is given up hope by taking my eyes
          C  G    C
Off the hori-izon
 
 
CHORUS:
            G              Am             F        C
I know they say no one can keep love from fading
           G               Am                   F  C
It's not unlike watching a ship sail out to sea
                 G              Am          F        C
Each day there's no return, you weaken from waiting
          G                 Am            D7           G    C  F  C  G
Until all love is gone, but they'll never prove that by me
 
 
          C              F       C  G
I hear no love can be so strong
           C                  F     C  Am
And only a fool would wait so long
                    Bb              F
And heartache's the only thing I'll find
            C   G  Am
Playing the lonely one
             Bb           F
Watching for any sign of you
          C G    C
On the hori-izon
 



 
CHORUS:
            G              Am             F        C
I know they say no one can keep love from fading
           G               Am                   F  C
It's not unlike watching a ship sail out to sea
                 G              Am          F        C
Each day there's no return, you weaken from waiting
          G                 Am            D7           G     Eb
Until all love is gone, but they'll never prove that by me
 
 
BRIDGE:
                       Gm
If the stars lead you astray
                              Cm
And the winds don't hear your plea
                                Dm7
Still, believe you'll find your way
G7      C
Back to me
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL: C  G  Am  F  C  G  Am  F  C
 
 
CHORUS:
                 G              Am          F        C
Each day there's no return, you weaken from waiting
          G                 Am            D7           G
Until all love is gone, but they'll never prove that by me
 
 
 
OUTRO:    (## repeat and fade to end ##)
       G  C  F  C

15439. Psychadelic Mushrooms And One Night Stands - Chords

Psychadelic Mushrooms And One Night Stands Live 
Tyler Childers

[Intro]
F     G   Am
F   Em     Dm
 
[Verse 1]
Am                                     Em                     G                             Am
There's a full moon shining through her bedroom window shedding light on her damp and dirt
y sheets
Am                                 Em                       G                          Am
Hear the floor creak listen to her heart beat louder than a 6-string's ever thought to ring
Am                                Em                       G                       Am



She's a bad sign but lord she's a damn sight better than a long night sleeping all alone
Am                                 Em                         G                            Am
When the moon makes way to let the day break brother she will leave you strung out on your 
own
 
[Chorus 1]
F     G   Am
Times get hard
F     Em    Dm
She's keeps crying
 
[Verse 2]
Am                               Em                     G                       Am
She's a hot mess busting out her sundress leave it for tomorrow leave it on the ground
Am                               Em                        G                          Am
Feel her hips away listen to her eyes say she don't need a damn thing tryna weigh her down
 
[Chorus 2]
F     G   Am
Heart of stone
F   Em     Dm
Hotter than fire
 
[Solo]
F     G   Am
F   Em     Dm
 
[Verse 3]
Am                                Em                        G                          Am
She's a heart break Hitting like a hard rain washing out the creek bank taking what she pleas
e
Am                                    Em                       G                                Am
Hear her heels click leave you like a bad trip leave you feeling breathless staggering to your f
eet
 
[Outro]
F     G   Am
F   Em     Dm

15440. Psycho - Chords

Psycho
Billy Strings
 
[Intro] X 2
D with hammer on on the 3rd fret high e at end of bar,
to D with a little lick thats..
e -------------------------
B -------------------------
G -------------------------
D -----0------------0------
A --0h2---0h2h0------------
E --------------1/2--------



 
Then 4 bars..
D with hammer on high e at end of bar X2
Repeat the sequence but start with a slide up from C#
 
 
[Verse 1]
    D
Can Mary fry some fish, Mama?
       Bm (walk up from 0-1-2 on the A string on the second bar)
I'm as hungry as can be
   D
Oh lordy, how I wish, Mama
          G                            A               D
You could keep the baby quiet cause my head is killing me
 
    D
I seen my ex last night, Mama
      Bm
At a dance at Miller's store (walk up from 0-1-2 on the A string on the second bar)
          D
She was with that Jackie White, Mama
              G                                 A        D
I killed 'em both, and they're buried under Jenkin's sycamore
 
 
[Chorus]
                             G   (walk up - 0-1-2 on the A string and back to G on the second bar)
Don't you think I'm psycho, Mama?
                   D
You can pour me a cup
                           G (walk down 2-1-0 on A string to A chord)
If you think I'm psycho, mama
 A                      D > with a step down to E chord (something like open D, 3-2 on tha A, E chor
d
Better let 'em lock me up
 
 
[Verse 2]
      E
Don't hand the dog to me, Mama
        C#m                (walk up - I think 2-3-4 on the A string to C#m on the second bar)
I might squeeze him too tight
           E
And I'm as nervous as can be, Mama
            B7                   E
But let me tell you 'bout last night
 
       E
I woke up in Johnny's room, Mama
         C#m              (walk up - I think 2-3-4 on the A string to C#m on the second bar)
Standing right by his bed
        E
With my hands near his throat, Mama
        B7             E
Wishing both of us was dead
 



 
[Chorus]
                                 G#/C#m (not sure if this is what the chord is called but its
                                         a G# on the low E with a C#m chord body)
You think I'm psycho don't you, Mama?
                        E
I just killed Johnny's pup
                                 G#/C#m
You think I'm psycho don't you, Mama?
 
 
F#/B (a F# on the low E with a B chord body)
                            E > F
You better let 'em lock me up
 
 
[Verse 3]
              F
You know the little girl next door, Mama
            Dm
I think her name is Betty Clark
           F
Aw, don't tell me that she's dead, Mama
           C               F
Why I just seen her in the park
 
         F
She was sittin' on a bench, Mama
         Dm
Thinking up a game to play
            F
Seems I was holding a wrench, Mama
        C             F
Then my mind walked away
 
 
[Chorus]
                                  A/Dm (A on the low E with a Dm chord body)
You think I'm psycho don't you, Mama?
                          F
Didn't mean to break your cup
                                 A/Dm
You think I'm psycho don't you, Mama?
 
G/C (G on the low E with a C chord body)
                              F
Mama, Mama, why don't you get up?
 
 
[Outro]
 
Then Billy does a cool outro which I think goes like this, and is repeated
 
e/-------------------/
B/-------------------/
G/-------0-----------/
D/----0h2--0h2h0--0--/ Dm chord



A/--------------3----/
E/-------------------/

15441. Psycho Street

Richard Thompson - Psycho Street 

A man sits down to write a letter but instead he writes a book
The book begins, "Dear sir, I don't know if you're interested
But your wife is a whore"

A man gets on a train and proceeds to take all his clothes off
He begins to play with himself and he says
"In my country, this is definitely not offensive"

A man pours petrol through his neighbor's letterbox
And throws in a match, the house is engulfed in flames, as the neighbors
Jump from the upstairs window he films the whole thing on video
He plays it back to them later in hospital
"Things have been pretty dull at home without you", he says

A man pushes a lawnmower two hundred miles on his knees
To the tomb of the unknown gardener, "Great one", he cries
"I have done my penance, I bring my offering
Grant me, grant me, grant me pest-free roses"

Psycho street, friendly people down on psycho street
Good neighbors down on psycho street
Well if you need a hand, need a friend, we understand
And if you need a pal, we'll be there, any how

Psycho street
Psycho street
Psycho street

A man stakes his neighbor's cat to the barbecue and turns on the gas
"Now are you going to talk" he says "Or am I going to have to get nasty"

A man has an inflatable doll made that looks exactly like his wife
He murders his wife, dissolves her body in acid, and marries the doll
Three years later he leaves her for another doll

A man hands his son a brick and says, "Son, throw this brick
Through the greenhouse next door", the boy does
The boy next door throws one back, it hits the man on the head
And mortally wounds him, "Ah well", he says
As his lifeblood trickles away, "Boys will be boys"

A thoughtful woman sends her best friend a parcel inside, it says
'It's a free sample', full body beauty treatment but it really contains
Acids and chemicals, when her friend tries it, her hair falls out
Her face is wrinkled and her body scarred, thoughtful woman turns
To her husband and winks, and says, "Pre-emptive strike"



Psycho street, friendly people down on psycho street
Good neighbors down on psycho street
If you need a hand, need a friend, we understand
And if you need a pal, we'll be there, any how

Psycho street
Psycho street
Psycho street
...

15442. Public Domain

Jerry Jeff Walker - Public Domain

Got my irons in the fire down in Texas
Got a toe hold in Tennessee
Got my foot in the door of that California Store
Now I'm up to my ears in me

Chorus:
Don't be concerned if the song sounds familiar
Don't be concerned if it all seems the same
Just be concerned that your policies will kill you
It's all just public domain
I took a bite of the Big Apple
And I dabbled in that forbidden fruit
No they promised me points
And they slipped me skinny joints
And I've yet to see me any loot
From that man in the high-heeled Gucci shoes

Chorus:
Don't be concerned if the song sounds familiar
Don't be concerned if it all seems the same
Just be concerned that your policies will kill you
It's all just public domain
I sang in the Red River Valley
I've drank with the whores in Santa Fe
Yeah, I ran with the snuff queens in Dallas
Like I ran from Snow White in L.A
Now I've broken all my vows to Demolay

Chorus:
Don't be concerned if the song sounds familiar
Don't be concerned if it all seems the same
Just be concerned that your policies will kill you
And it's all just public domain
It makes sense to get into the rain



15443. Pud Marcums Hangin - Chords

Pud Marcums Hangin - Larry Cordle & Lonesome Standard Time 

Intro 
G

G 
they say the grass won't grow where they built the gallows
C                G
down in lawrence county up on town hill

they hung poor pud marcum for the crime of murder
     C                   G               D                 G
back then they called it justice but the grass aint growin still
                                      
puds uncle fisher marcum he was feared and hated
C           G
many in the county wanted him dead

a bullet fired from ambush sent him to the graveyard
C                 G                 D              G
but not before he sent pud shockley from his dying bed
G 
they say the grass won't grow where they built the gallows
C                G
down in lawrence county up on town hill

they hung poor pud marcum for the crime of murder
     C                   G               D                 G
back then they called it justice but the grass aint growin still
G G C G G G C G D G

they tracked him through the snow to the place where he was hiding
C                    G                
a law man said throw up your hands your under arrest

in the jailhouse he found Jesus but the jury found him guilty
C                    G               D         G
and sentenced him to hang til he was dead dead dead
G 
they say the grass won't grow where they built the gallows
C                G
down in lawrence county up on town hill

they hung poor pud marcum for the crime of murder
     C                   G               D                 G
back then they called it justice but the grass aint growin still

solo
G C G G G C G D G

early in the morning on the 29th of april 
C                    G
the sheriff came and led ol pud away

he had a peace about him as they neared the scaffold



C                   G             D                G
and he rode his own coffin up the hill to meet his fate

now my papaw told me a great big crowd was gathered
C                   G                        C    G
to see him meet his maker for taking fishers life

they say he told the young folks let this be your warning
C                   G       D           G
and left this world singing dark is the night

G 
They say the grass won't grow where they built the gallows
C                G
down in lawrence county up on town hill

they hung poor pud marcum for the crime of murder
     C                   G               D                 G
back then they called it justice but the grass aint growin still

C G C D G

15444. Pulaski At Night - Chords

Pulaski At Night
Andrew Bird
 
Intro: Am C G D x2 (Plucking)
 
Am         C
Half empty, half full
G          D
Cup runneth over
Am             C
Horns of plenty, coffers full
G            D       Am
We're starting over
 
(Strumming)
Am C G D x2
 
Am         C
Half empty, half full
G        D
Cup runneth over
Am            G
Horns of plenty, coffers full
           E       D
We're starting over
 
F                G
I write you a story
   Dm    Am



But it loses its thread
F      G
And all of my witnesses
Dm          Am
Keep turning up, turning up dead
 
F   G
I paint you a picture
Dm   Am
Of Pulaski at night
F
Come back to Chicago
    G         E       A
City of, city of light
 
             Dm
Come back to Chicago
 
Am Em G F#m D Am G F#m A Am
 
     G         F#m  C  Am
Oohhhhh were starting over
G       Bm       C
oohhhhh starting over
 
Am D G C
Am D G E
 
  Am          D
I paint you a picture
G             C      A  Am
But it never looks right
                    D
Cause I fill in the shadows
     G                            E
And block out the, I block out the light
 
Am              D
I send you a postcard
G                   C
It says, "Pulaski at night"
Am              D
Greetings from Chicago
     G            E
City of, city of light
A              D
Come back to Chicago
G            E       A
City of, city of light
       D
Come back to Chicago
 
 
Outro: Am G F#m D x2
 
      G        F#m    C   Am
Oohhhhh were starting over



      G      C      F
Oohhhhh starting over

15445. Pulling The Devil By The Tail

Pulling The Devil By The Tail
Lyrics: Peter Rowan
Leftover Salmon

Grab another coffee, grab another tea
A fistful of dollars and a jar of the leaves
Way to make a living, weeping and a-wailing
Pulling the devil by the tail
Pulling the devil by the tail

In to the bar and up to the bottle
Into the jalopy and open up the throttle
For the ground is wet and the sky is pale
Pulling the devil by the tail
Pulling the devil by the tail

You hold the secret in your arms
A brand new baby and a box of charms
Oh the falling snow and the crimson sails
Pulling the devil by the tail
Pulling the devil by the tail

Yeah men in doubt jump to the sound of authority
Snap to attention at the voice of superiority
Ignore all alien orders, I say, without fail
Or you'll be pulling the devil by the tail
Or you'll be pulling the devil by the tail
Pulling the devil by the tail
You'll be pulling the devil by the tail
Pulling the devil by the tail
Pulling the devil by the tail

15446. Pumpkin And Daisy

Pumpkin And Daisy - Acoustic Syndicate
(Pumpkin & Daisy)

Pumpkin and Daisy
Were feeling so Lazy
Spent all day out
Lying in the sun
Till one day they said
Hey, let'²s pack up our bags
And go see what this



World has become
On the way to the station
They picked up Papaya
She said she'd come along
For the ride
Hopped on a train and
Away they did go
Laughing and singing all night

Well they stopped at the ocean
Put all their toes in
The salt water sand
By the sea
Till Pumpkin and Daisy
Began to get lazy
Papaya said
This ain'²t for me
Oh let's go to the mountains
I hear they got snow there
I've always wanted to see
Those pretty young people
Wearing beautiful clothes
Sliding down off the mountain on skis

Carry on my sweet little ones
Carry on
Till your travels are done
I hope you find
Your place in the sun
Oh while we are here
Guess we might as well have us some fun

So they hopped on a train
That was headed out west
Finally wound up out in Vail
And the pretty young people
Wearing beautiful clothes
Were smoked up and
All cool as hell
So the three friends went over
The mountains to Boulder
And hooked up with some
Cool cat named Neil
Met all of his friends and
Went out on the road
On tour with the ole Larry Keel

Carry on my sweet little ones
Carry on
Till your travels are done
I hope you find
Your place in the sun
And while we are here
Guess we might as well
Have us some fun

Well about six months later



Papaya and Tater
Her boyfriend
She met out on the road
Moved down to the Southwest
To New Mexico
To live in a house made of mud
Pumpkin and Daisy
Were feelin so lazy
So they caught one more
Train bound for home
And the last time I heard
They were back at their place
Putting down
A few roots of their own

Carry on
My sweet little ones
Carry on
Till your travels are done
I hope you find
Your place in the sun
Oh so while we are here
Guess we might as well
Have us some fun
While we are here
Guess we might as well
Have us some fun
While we are here
Guess we might as well
Have us some fun

15447. Punch Bowl

Punch Brothers - Punch Bowl 

Baby's at the punch bowl
with a glass for you to fill
if you empty it with her
in the time she has to kill
kill kill kill me

Baby's in the punch bowl
wants you to help yourself
and she'll remembering nothing
so there'll be nothing to tell
tell tell tell tell me

I'm not saying
I'm not saying
I'm just saying

Baby's on the punch bowl
gonna ride it off to bed



yours or any bed'll do really
as long as it ain't the one she left
left left left left me

I'm not saying
I'm not saying
I'm just saying

I'm not saying 
I'm not saying
I'm just saying

15448. Punching Bag

Punching Bag
Josh Turner - Punching Bag

I feel it in the morning when I fall out of bed
I never get a break and I can't get ahead
I'm up against the ropes, shaking in my shoes
I take it on my chin, tellin' black and blue

I'm a punching bag
I'm a punching bag
I've had enough of getting beat up
I'm a punching bag

I'm backed into a corner with a Foreman in my face
I can't fight my way out of this place
But I learned to be tough right out of the box
I've graduated from the school of Hard Knox

I'm a punching bag
I'm a punching bag
I've had enough of getting beat up
I'm a punching bag
Hit me all you want to, I've got pretty thick skin
Don't count me out, I just might surprise you
When I swing back again

She broke a promise and now she's gonna leave
When she floated like a butterfly it stung me like a bee
She took off the gloves and took a cheap shot
She left me hanging in a pretty tough spot

I'm a punching bag
I'm a punching bag
I've had enough of getting beat up
I'm a punching bag
Hit me all you want to, I've got pretty thick skin
Don't count me out, I just might surprise you
When I swing back again



I wanna set the records straight
Every day life is a heavy weight
You can tear me up, there ain't no doubt
But you ain't never gonna knock me out

I'm a punching bag
I'm a punching bag
I've had enough of getting beat up
I'm a punching bag
Yea, I've had enough of getting beat up
I'm a punching bag
Hit me all you want to, I've got pretty thick skin
Don't count me out, I just might surprise you
When I swing back again

15449. Punky's Dilemma

Punky's Dilemma
Paul Simon

Wish I was a Kellogg's Cornflake
Floatin' in my bowl takin' movies
Relaxin' a while, livin' in style
Talkin' to a raisin who 'casionally plays L.A.
Casually glancing at his toupee

Wish I was an English muffin
'Bout to make the most out of a toaster
I'd ease myself down
Comin' up brown
I prefer boysenberry
More than any ordinary jam
I'm a "Citizens for Boysenberry Jam" fan

Ah, South California

If I become a first lieutenant
Would you put my photo on your piano?
"To Maryjane-
Best wishes, Martin"
(Old Roger draft-dodger
Leavin' by the basement door)
Everybody knows what he's
Tippy-toeing down there for

15450. Puppet Song

The Incredible String Band - Puppet Song 



Now you may have observed if you walk into a wall
You get a certain sensation of reality
When you take a look through your memory book
You may perceive a certain rhythmic regularity

The crazy things your mind gets up to when you're away
Throwing clouds of rain over brightest day

And there was once a little man
He worked all day and slept all the night
He looked at the sun, it didn't seem bright, it didn't seen right

He wondered, did the world go rolling along on its own
Or did some spirit move it with a black cat bone?
And he set out to find the causes behind the events in the world
And the seasons of the mind

So he asked his wife about it, and his wife said, yes
Come back and see me, if it's time to know less
You do too much a questions of the world at large
Everybody knows the politician's in charge

So he went to the King house just the next day
To see that politician with his hair dyed gray
Jump down, turn around, blow you up or kiss the ground
Trying to be the president of the land so gay

He had those false pretendies, I had to love his style
Bound to make some havoc with that violin smile
Hey, Salvador Dali, make a walking, talking something
You paint some freaky pictures, make a likeness of that man
Muchos dollars if you can

And so the little man asked the politician
Who makes the plan, who makes the plan?
What happens to me and who has the key?

Now you are asking me, who makes the scene
His highness, King Gold and Madam Silver, his queen
They keep it all a rustling with the dollars and pounds
And everyone knows that money makes the world go around

And so the little man asked King Gold and Madam Silver
Come, tell me, what you can
And King Gold said, lifting his golden voice from his golden bed

Now money is something, it's a basic flow
And me, I am the archetype of jewels and dough
I do a lot of talking, both slow and fast
But me make decisions, no, of course, it's the past

For the past is something, we all have some
And universal history is a bundle of fun
Now I get sleepy, starting to nod
And if you want to check the picture, want to check the picture
Want to check it, check it with God



And so the little man climbed up on a rickety ladder
To the heavenly lands
And he shed a tear, "It's all so queer and it doesn't seem clear"

Now God was sitting easy in a heavenly chair
Breathing deep and lazy on the heavenly air
The little man got near him just to get right from wrong
Said, "God, are you responsible for all that goes on?"

God looked up from having a heavenly think
He gave that little questioner a heavenly wink, saying

"Men have colored me with the colors of their minds, so I find
They use me as an excuse for all kinds of goofs
And for crimes of all kinds
All your so hard facts painted thinly on the void
Why were you not more pleasantly employed?

Anything you want to do, I'm happy if you make it go right
And it's true, if it makes you happy
Oh, you know it makes the world more bright
And you shall have liberty, liberty, it always was yours anyway

You're one of my kind, you're an infinite mind
You make each new day
There's nothing more I can say"

15451. Puppies

The Incredible String Band - Puppies 

Even the birds when they sing
It's not everything to them
Even the birds when they sing
It's not everything to them

Fiddle-head ferns and daffodils made me want to play
To the puppies having their little breakfast
So I picked up six fine strings and I began to play
What I thought that new born fur would like best

Hey, hey, such a new born morn
Hey, hey, the puppies they have gone
Left me here holding their song

Oh, music is so much less than what you are
Just how far can you take me?
How far can you take me, mother Nina?
Before I'm on my own

Don't imagine that the pretty flower can sing a song
When the sun makes it's sap to rise
One by one the chorus swells till it's a mighty noise



Are you sure that it's not a silence?

Hey, hey, such a new born morn
Hey, hey, the puppies they have gone
Left me here holding their song

Oh, music is so much less than what you are
Just how far can you take me?
How far can you take me, mother Nina?
Before I'm on my own

Even the birds when they sing
It's not everything to them
Even the birds when they sing
Spread their wings to Heaven and fly away

15452. Pure Adrenaline

Pure Adrenaline
Garth Brooks - Pure Adrenaline

There's a storm that is coming
Everyone is running away
But you hear a different drummer drumming
You've waited your whole life for this one day

Nowhere to run, nowhere to hide
Time to unleash the beast inside
Time to show the world what you are all about

Now, it's kickin' in, pure adrenaline
No one's ever been where you're standin'
Of the multitudes, God has chosen you
Time to dial it in, pure adrenaline

There's a long stretch of highway
And you know that's where they're makin' their move 
You could pass on some forgotten byway
But you're young and you've got something to prove

Don't want to run, don't want to hide
Time to unleash the beast inside
Time to show them all what you are all about

Now, it's kickin' in, pure adrenaline
No one's ever been where you're standin'
Of the multitudes, God has chosen you
Time to dial it in, pure adrenaline

Time for lift off so you better be ready to dance
Fate's done pissed off
Gonna kill you if you give him a chance



Now, it's kickin' in, pure adrenaline
No one's ever been where you're standin'
Of the multitudes, God has chosen you
Time to dial it in, pure adrenaline 
Pure adrenaline, pure adrenaline, pure adrenaline
Time to dial it in
Pure adrenaline

15453. Pure Imagination

Pure Imagination
Sara Watkins - Pure Imagination

[Intro]
Hold your breath
Make a wish
Count to three

[Verse 1]
Come with me and you'll be
In a world of pure imagination
Take a look and you'll see
Into your imagination
We'll begin with a spin
Travelling in the world of my creation
What we'll see will defy explanation

[Chorus]
If you want to view paradise
Simply look around and view it
Anything you want to, do it
Want to change the world?
There's nothing to it

[Verse 3]
There is no life I know
To compare with pure imagination
Living there you'll be free
If you truly wish to be

[Chorus]
If you want to view paradise
Simply look around and view it
Anything you want to, do it
Want to change the world?
There's nothing to it

[Verse 5]
There is no life I know
To compare with pure imagination
Living there you'll be free
If you truly wish to be



15454. Purgatory

Purgatory - Tyler Childers

Will you pray for me
When the roots of the oak
And my ribcage are braidin'
If I can think
Lord knows that I will fondly pray for you
High on the hill where the fox horns blow
And down in the grave where they lay me low
Catholic girl, pray for me
You're my only hope for Heaven

When I's a boy
I'd drink and love and smoke and snort my fill
But all the while
I kept in mind the Lord's redeeming grace
High on the hill where the fox horns blow
And down in the city where the heathens go
Catholic girl, pray for me
You're my only hope for Heaven

Do you reckon he let's Free Will
Boys mope around in purgatory

I know that Hell
Is just as real as I am surely breathin'
But I've heard tale
Of a middle ground, I think will work for me
When the time has come for changin' worlds
I'll hedge my bets with a Catholic girl
Catholic girl, pray for me

15455. Purple Rain

Purple Rain - Dwight Yoakam - Mipso

I never meant to cause u any sorrow
I never meant to cause u any pain
I only wanted to one time see u laughing
I only wanted to see u laughing in the purple rain

Purple rain purple rain
Purple rain purple rain
Purple rain purple rain
I only wanted to see u bathing in the purple rain

I never wanted to be your weekend lover



I only wanted to be some kind of friend
Baby I could never steal u from another
And it's such a shame our friendship forever had 2 end

Purple rain purple rain
Purple rain purple rain
Purple rain purple rain
I only wanted to see u underneath the purple rain

Honey I know, I know, I know times are changing
It's time we all reach out for something new and that means u 2

And u say u want a leader but u can't make up your mind
I think u better close it
And let me guide u to the purple rain

Purple rain purple rain
Purple rain purple rain
Purple rain purple rain

I only want to see u laughing in the purple rain

Purple rain purple rain
Purple rain purple rain
Purple rain purple rain

I only want to see u laughing in the purple rain

Purple rain purple rain
Purple rain purple rain
Purple rain purple rain

15456. Purple Robe - Chords

Purple Robe
Recorded by the Stanley Brothers
Written by Odell McLeod
 
C                                F            C
There's a story so unkind in the Holy book we find
                                       G7
And it tells how Jesus stood alone one day
      C                                    F                   C
False accused and there condemned yet they found no fault with Him
                     G7             C
The man who wore the scarlet purple robe 

                                  F               C
Purple robe my Savior wore oh the shame for me He bore
                                   G7
As He stood alone forsaken on that day
         C                             F                        C
And they placed upon His head piercing thorns and blood stained red



                  G7             C
His raiment was a scarlet purple robe

                                   F                     C
In the common judgment hall he was mocked and scorned by all
                                   G7
And a tear of sorrow fell upon His cheek
         C                       F                   C
Soldiers of the wicked man smote Him with their evil hand
                     G7             C
The Man who wore the scarlet purple robe

Repeat 2

                                   F                      C
Words of truth that day were plain from the lips of Pilot came
                                       G7
In this man I find no reason He should die
        C                         F               C
But the multitudes then cried let Him now be crucified
                     G7             C
The man who wore the scarlet purple robe

Repeat 2  

                       F             C
Oh the River Of Jordan is many miles away
                                  G7
And this mighty river I may never see
         C                          F             C
But I'll find myself an alter in an old fashioned church
                G7               C
And my River Of Jordan that will be

15457. Pushing Oars

David Rawlings
Pushing Oars

Pushing oars
Your arms are sore
But you own the sea
And the birds are singing just for me
But then a hole
You can't control
It's wearing
And it's drowning me
And the boat's swaying
And the mermaids are praying
And the earth
Is taking me
But water turned
Is air learned



I am the sea
And the fish
Are taking to me
And the wall falls away
And you swim what you say
And the weight of your day
Is one hundred miles away
And it's clear
Without fear
My dear
That we're
One hundred miles away

15458. Pushing On Buttons Staring At Screens - Chords

Pushing On Buttons Staring At Screens 
Tim O'Brien

[Intro]
Em    Am
Em    B7 Em
  
[Verse 1]
       Em                        Am         Em
Say Hello to your neighbor, look him in the eye
Em                            Am            B7
Reach out and shake his hand, I'll tell you why
     Em                      Am          Em
This world can get lonesome, fearful and mean
         Am             Em             B7        Em
When you spend all your time with your head in a screen
 
 
[Chorus]
G                   D          Em
Pushing on buttons, staring at screens
     G                       Am        B7
It's bad for the heart, it's making us scream
   Em                                 Am
It washes the brain, from what I have seen
         Em                      B7         Em
All this pushing on buttons, and staring at screens
 
 
[Riff]
Em    B7  Em
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em                    Am          Em
Moveable type and the Gutenberg's press
Em                        Am          B7
Made the world smaller, improved it I guess



Em                       Am         Em
Same with the telegraph, phone and TV
        Am            Em        B7           Em
But you hear what you hear, and see what you see
 
    Em                       Am            Em
You put on the blinders, you don't have to think
     Em                     Am            B7
They lead you to water, and mostly you'll drink
          Em                Am         Em
You'll forget that you ever had a real choice
       Am        Em              B7            Em
It's a matter of time before you lose your own voice
 
 
[Chorus]
G                   D          Em
Pushing on buttons, staring at screens
     G                       Am        B7
It's bad for the heart, it's making us scream
   Em                                 Am
It washes the brain, from what I have seen
         Em                      B7         Em
All this pushing on buttons, and staring at screens
 
 
[Instrumental]
G    D  Em
G    Am B7
Em      Am
Em   B7 Em
 
 
[Verse 3]
        Em                          Am          Em
You can have all your socials, your hand-held device
Em                       Am            B7
Give me a campfire, some red beans and rice
Em                                Am
Tell me a story from beginning to end
     Am           Em         B7          Em
I'll sit here and listen and call you my friend
 
 
[Chorus]
G                   D          Em
Pushing on buttons, staring at screens
     G                       Am        B7
It's bad for the heart, it's making us scream
   Em                                 Am
It washes the brain, from what I have seen
         Em                      B7         Em
All this pushing on buttons, and staring at screens
 
 
[Chorus]
G                   D          Em



Pushing on buttons, staring at screens
     G                       Am        B7
It's bad for the heart, it's making us scream
   Em                                 Am
It washes the brain, from what I have seen
         Em                      B7         Em
All this pushing on buttons, and staring at screens
 
 
[Outro]
         Em N.C.                 B7 N.C.    Em N.C.
All this pushing on buttons, and staring at screens

15459. Pushing Up Daisies

Pushing Up Daisies - Garth Brooks 

Sometimes I tell you the way that I feel
I swear that I'm going crazy
keep telling myself it ain't that big a deal
It's better than pushing up daisies

I felt the arrow from death's fatal quiver
Come so close it actually grazed me
I bled the blood and i felt the cold shiver
God only knows how He saved me

There's two dates in time
That they'll carve on your stone
And everyone knows what they mean
What's more important
Is the time that is known
In that little dash there in between
That little dash there in between

Sometimes my heart is as true as a dove
Sometimes my heart it betrays me
So i draw my sword for to fight for my love
But without a whisper she slays me

My mother died but somehow she keeps living
She'll never cease to amaze me
Now Dad turns his back on each day that he's given
Because he'd rather be pushing up daisies

There's two dates in time
That they'll carve on your stone
And everyone knows what they mean
What's more important
Is the time that is known
In that little dash there in between
That little dash there in between



15460. Pushing Up Daisies (Love Alive)

Pushing Up Daisies (Love Alive)
Osborne Brothers - Pushing Up Daisies (Love Alive)

I'd promise you forever if I could
If I could slow down the hands of time I would
I know they say all good things must end
If I can do it all over well I'll do it all over
Over and over again

We'll go on till we're pushing up daisies
Grow old and wise and I'll still be calling you baby
We'll never get enough, we'll be living it up right down till the day we die
Oh we ain't getting out of this love alive

Till I held you close I never felt the feeling
And I'll feel that way till the last sunset goes down
You turned a stubborn Southern boy into a believer
Believe me when I say it's gonna stay that way
Till they lay me in the ground

We'll go on till we're pushing up daisies
We'll grow old and wise and I'll still be calling you baby
We'll never get enough, we'll be living it up right down till the day we die
No we ain't getting out of this love alive

We'll go on till we're pushing up daisies
We'll be old and wise and I'll still be calling you baby
We'll never get enough, we'll be living it up right down till the day we die
No we ain't getting out of this love alive

And when our last breath is gone
And they carve our name in stone
No we ain't getting out of this love alive

15461. Put Em Up Solid

David Rawlings
Put  Em Up Solid

[Verse 1]
Through each wicked claim that men can make
Yeah they, that men can make
Through each wicked claim that men can make
Oh, oh, they won't come down

[Chorus]
Put 'em up solid



They won't come down
Yeah they, they won't come down
Put 'em up solid
They won't come down
Oh, oh, they won't come down

[Verse 2]
Though the seas may rise, the four strong winds
Yeah they, the four strong winds
Though the seas may rise, the four strong winds
Oh, oh they won't come down

[Chorus]
Put 'em up solid
They won't come down
Yeah they, they won't come down
Put 'em up solid
They won't come down
Oh, oh, they won't come down
[Verse 3]
So work hard, babe, when you're young
Yeah, babe, when you're young
So work hard, babe, and when you're done
Oh, oh they won't come down

[Chorus]
Put 'em up solid
They won't come down
Yeah they, they won't come down
Put 'em up solid
They won't come down
Oh, oh

15462. Put A Bar In My Car

Put A Bar In My Car
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

I just talked to the weatherman
It's gonna rain on me today
I dropped my bubblegum in the sand
And I had to throw it away
I got out of bed, scratched my watch and wound my head
I'm so mixed up that I can't think
I'm gonna put a bar in the back of my car
And drive myself to drink

There's a little black cloud raining down on my head
Washin' all my dreams away
Every stoplight I see turns red
I guess it just ain't my day
I might as well give up, my mind's an empty cup
I'm a ship gettin' ready to sink



I'm gonna put a bar in the back of my car
And drive myself to drink

I just talked to the weatherman
It's gonna rain on me today
I dropped my bubblegum in the sand
And I had to throw it away
I got out of bed, scratched my watch and wound my head
I'm so mixed up that I can't think
I'm gonna put a bar in the back of my car
And drive myself to drink, sha-la
Drive myself to drink

15463. Put A Little Love In Your Heart

Dolly Parton - Put A Little Love In Your Heart 

Think of your fellow man
Lend him a helping hand
Put a little love in your heart
You see it's getting late
Oh, please don't hesitate
Put a little love in your heart

And the world will be a better place
And the world will be a better place
For you and me
You just wait and see

Another day goes by
And still the children cry
Put a little love in your heart
If you want the world to know
We won't let hatred grow
Put a little love in your heart

And the world will be a better place
And the world will be a better place
For you and me
You just wait and see, wait and see

Take a good look around
And if you're lookin' down
Put a little love in your heart
And I hope when you decide
Kindness will be your guide
Put a little love in your heart

And the world will be a better place
And the world will be a better place
For you and me
You just wait and see



Put a little love in your heart
Each and every day
Put a little love in your heart
There's got to be a better way
Put a little love in your heart
Don't you think it's time we start
Put a little love in your heart

15464. Put A Quarter In The Jukebox

Put A Quarter In The Jukebox
Buck Owens

(Capo 1st. Fret to play with CD)
(The Song was recorded in the key of F)
(Intro E-B7-E)

E B7 
Somebody put a quarter in the jukebox
 E
Somebody play that certain hurtin' song
 A
That one about forever, that one about no never
 B7 E
That one about the good love that's gone wrong

E B7
I'd tell our friends I'm doin' fine without you
 E
I'd tell our friends I never am alone
 A
But I'm afraid they'll know it Yes, I'm afraid I'll show it
 B7 E
'Cause all I ever play's that same ole song

Chorus
E B7 
So, Somebody put a quarter in the jukebox
 E
Somebody play that certain hurtin' song
 A
That one about forever, that one about no never
 B7 E 
That one about the good love thats gone wrong

(Instr.E-B7-E-A-B7-E)

E B7
So I'm sittin' here a staring at the jukebox
 E
Hopin' that somebody comes along
 A
Somebody who for starters will have a pocket full of quarters



 B7 E
And who'll play that love gone wrong song all night long.

(Repeat Chorus)

Tagg:
E B7 E
Somebody play the jukebox all night long...

15465. Put Another Log On The Fire

Put another log on the fire
Keller Williams

Verse 1:
Put another log on the fire
Cook me up some bacon and some beans
And go out to the car and change the tire
Wash my socks and sew my old blue jeans
Come on, baby, you can
Fill my pipe and then go fetch my slippers
And boil me up another pot of tea
Then put another log on the fire, babe
And come and tell me why you're leaving me
Solo over first half of Verse

Verse 2:
Now don't I let you wash the car on Sunday?
Don't I warn you when you're gettin fat?
Ain't I a-gonna take you fishin' with me someday?
Well, a man can't love a woman more than that
Ain't I always nice to your kid sister?
Don't I take her driving every night?
So, sit here at my feet 'cos I like you when you're sweet
And you know it ain't feminine to fight.

Verse 3:
So, put another log on the fire
Cook me up some bacon and some beans
Go out to the car and lift it up and change the tire
Wash my socks and sew my old blue jeans
Come on, baby, you can
Fill my pipe and then go fetch my slippers
And boil me up another pot of tea
Then put another log on the fire, babe
And come and tell me why you're leaving me

15466. Put It Off Until Tomorrow



Dolly Parton - Put It Off Until Tomorrow 
Osborne Brothers - Ricky Skaggs

Put it off until tomorrow
Wo-wo
You've hurt me enough today

You say our love is over
That you have found another
You say you're going away
But leave me tomorrow
Wo-wo
You've hurt me enough today

You've hurt me enough today
I can't believe the words you say
But I must accept the fact
You won't be coming back
Oh stay

Stay just one more day
Loneliness isn't far away
Put it off until tomorrow
Wo-wo
You've hurt me enough today
Put it off until tomorrow
Wo-wo
You've hurt me enough today

15467. Put It There Pal

Richard Thompson - Put It There Pal

Old friend, it's been so long, and it's been so real
And if I helped you once it was no big deal
Too bad, I can't be there when they call your name
They're going to write you down in the hall of fame

You really got to what you wanted, I'm thrilled as pie
It really couldn't happen to a nicer guy

Put it there pal, put it there
Now and then just throw me a crumb
Put it there pal, put it there
Thanks for the help when I needed it, chum

You saw me drowning, you said I was a fake and laughed
Then you jumped right in and used me for a raft

You shot me down with friendly fire
You were all dressed up to play gun for hire
The rope you threw me was made of barbed wire
But put it there pal, put it there, pal, put it there



I know you mean well, call me a sentimental fool
I know sometimes you've got to be kind to be cruel
When you pat me on the back, that was quite some slap
That kind of compliment, it could kill a chap

So I'll drink your health, oh, this emotion's given me a thirst
But maybe, I'll have my food taster, drink it first

Put it there pal, put it there
You deserve everything you got coming
Put it there pal, put it there
Call me up if you want to come slumming

Some say, you're a rattlesnake in the grass
But I say the sun shines out of your arse

So it's no hard feelings, live and let live
With a gift like yours, you're born to give
You're so full of love, it leaks out like a sieve

So put it there, pal, put it there, pal
Put it there, put it there
Put it there, put it there, pal
Put it there, pal, put it there, pal

15468. Put Me In Your Pocket

Put Me In Your Pocket
Frank Solivan

[Verse 1]
Two lovers sad one evening
Beneath the pale room light
Tomorrow he must go away
A paddle fortified
Oh he told her that you loved her
That he'd return some day
And take her for his darling
And then he heard her say

[Chorus]
Put me in your pocket
So I'll be close to you
No more will I be lonely
And no more will I be blue
And when we had to part dear
There will be no sad adue
For I'll be in your pocket
And I'll go along with you

[Verse 2]
Oh the evening soon resented
Her true love went away



But when at last he did return
For the happy wedding day
Oh the sweet heart she advantage
To heaven she had gone
Left in this old photograph
And on it was this song

[Chorus]
Put me in your pocket
So I'll be close to you
No more will I be lonely
And no more will I be blue
And when we had to part dear
There will be no sad adue
For I'll be in your pocket
And I'll go along with you
Put me in your pocket
So I'll be close to you
No more will I be lonely
And no more will I be blue
And when we had to part dear
There will be no sad adue
For I'll be in your pocket
And I'll go along with you

For I'll be in your pocket
And I'll go along with you

15469. Put Me On The Trail To Carolina

The Louvin Brothers - Put Me On The Trail To Carolina

I left my cabin home, started out to roam
Thought I didn't like it in the mountain
Thought I'd like to stay in the city gate
But it's got the best of me

Put me on the trail to Carolina
That is where I long to be
Where the mountains high reaching to the sky
There my sweetheart waits for me
Hand in hand together in the twilight
Strolling down the trail, we two
Carolina girl, sweetest in the world
Underneath the skies so blue

That old dog of mine, let me hear him whine
When he smells of possum in the mountain
Underneath the moon, let me hum a tune
Strumming on my old guitar

Put me on the trail to Carolina
That is where I long to be



Where the mountains high reaching to the sky
There my sweetheart waits for me
Hand in hand together in the twilight
Strolling down the trail, we two
Carolina girl, sweetest in the world
Underneath the skies so blue

15470. Put My Little Shoes Away

Put My Little Shoes Away
Bill Monroe

Come and bathe my forehead, Mother
For I'm growing very weak
Let one drop of water, Mother
Fall upon my burning cheek
Tell I nevermore will play
Give them all my toys, but Mother
Put my little shoes away

Santa claus he brought them to me
With a lot of other things
And I think he brought an angel
With a pair of golden wings
I will be an nagel, Mother
By perhaps another day
You will do this for me, Mother
Put my little shoes away

Soon the baby will be larger
Then they'll fit his little feet
And he'll lock so nice and cunning
When he walks upon the street
I'm going to leave you, Mother
So remember what I say
You will do this for me, Mother
Put my little shoes away

Now I'm growing tired, dear Mother
Soon I'll say to you good day
Always remember what I told you
Put my little shoes away
I'm about to leave you, Mother
So remember what I say
You will do this for me, Mother
Put my little shoes away

15471. Put Your Foot Upon The Path



Put Your Foot Upon the Path
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
You've been living fancy fine
You've been doing as you please
This life of your design
Will bring you to your knees
'Cause there is no road so rough
Even angels fear to tread
But when you lose enough
No more circus and no more bread

[Chorus]
Put your foot upon the path
Put your hand upon a plow
Never be afraid to laugh
Just be glad that you know how
You can turn your head away
You can drive against the wind
You may live another day
You may never laugh again

[Verse 2]
You could read your heart
Like a book upon the shelf
Would you wrestle with the part?
Be afraid to be yourself
'Cause the lines are very thin
Your bluff is already called
It's a long, hard road of sin
And that first step feels like a fall

[Chorus]
Put your foot upon the path
Put your hands upon a plow
Never be afraid to laugh
Just be glad that you know how
You can turn your head away
You can drive against the wind
You may leave another day
You may never laugh again

[Outro]
You may never laugh again

15472. Put Your Trust In Me

Richard Thompson - Put Your Trust In Me

Oh, my hand shakes steady and my words are sweet
And the whole world's lying here at my feet
Put your trust in me, put your trust in me



I rub my eyes and I catch my breath
I'm almost choking on the smell of success
Put your trust in me, put your trust in me

I get careless now and then
But I won't let you down again

I got x-ray eyes and with just one look
I can read your future like an open book
Put your trust in me, put your trust in me

I get careless now and then
But I won't let you down again

Oh, my hand shakes steady and my words are sweet
And the whole world's lying here at my feet
Put your trust in me, put your trust in me
Put your trust in me, put your trust in me

15473. Putting On The Style

Putting On The Style

Young man in a carriage, driving like he's mad
With a pair of horses he borrowed from his dad
He cracks his whip so lively to see his lady smile
But she know he's only putting on the style

Putting on the agony, putting on the style
That's what all the young folks are doing all the while
And as I look around me, I'm very apt to smile
To see so many people putting on the style

Sweet sixteen goes to Church just to see the boys
Laughs and giggles at every little noise
She turns this way a little, then turns that way a while
But everybody known she's only putting on the style

* Refrain

Young man in a restaurant smokes a dirty pipe
Looking like a pumpkin that's only half-way ripe
Smoking, drinking, chewing-and thinking all the while
That there is nothing equal to putting on the style

* Refrain

Young man just from college makes a big display
With a greart big jawbreak which he can hardly say
It can't be found in Webster's and won't be for a shile
But everybody know he's only putting on the style

* Refrain



Preacher in the pulpit shouting with all his might
Glory Hallelujah-puts the people in a fright
You might think that Satan's coming up and down the aisle
But it's only the preacher putting on the style

* Refrain

See the young executive in his charoal gray
Talking with some union men who've come to have their say
Sitting at his office desk and wearing a toothpaste smile
That's the executive putting on the style

* Refrain

Congressman from Washington looking mighty slick
Wants to get elected and go back there right quick
Beats his breast and hollers and waves the flag a while
But we know he's only putting on the style

* Refrain

15474. Pyramid of Tears

Lucinda Williams - Pyramid of Tears

Pyramid of tears
Pyramid of tears
Pyramid of tears, I see you cry
Her dress don't hide her age
Not like mama said it would
And her smile fades away
Just like daddy said it could
No, things don't come so easy
Not when you turn twenty five
And to blow out the candles 
Takes a pill of concentration
I can't look inside her eyes
I can't kiss her perfect lips
I can't whisper in her ears
And take her far away from this
Pyramid of tears
Pyramid of tears
Pyramid of tears, I see you cry
I can't hold her tight enough
Not to steal away the pain
I can't look into her eyes
And tell her everything's OK
No, she's not tired, she's just older
And she's lost the will to fly
I can't whisper in her ears
And tell her everything's alright
Pyramid of tears



Pyramid of tears
Pyramid of tears, I see you cry
Pyramid of tears
Pyramid of tears
Pyramid of tears, I see you cry
I see you cry
I see you cry
I see you cry

Q - 15475. Quake of '89

Quake of '89
Kathy Kallick

I got a call from Egypt and another one from Peru
Someone called from Belgium and one from Timbuktu
Everyone who loved me called except for you

I went out and bought a lot of water and flashlight batteries too
I bolted my foundation, picked up a lot of clothes and shoes
The more I tried to get ready, the more I came unglued

CHORUS:

The earth went bang, there were two big waves
That earthquake made a lot of things shake
Everyone that was saved had time to thank God, except for you

I sat down and read all of my roadmaps, tried to plan alternative routes
Everyone was tryin' to be funny, everyone was tryin' to be cute
When I left my house this morning, I was shakin' in my boots

CHORUS

I wish I could go back home now, I wish I could run to you
But that never was a real solution, it took this to know what's true
Anyone I could go to would help me more than you

CHORUS

I been thinkin' a lot about bridges, I been thinkin' a lot about time
Things shift into focus when your life is on the line
To me that was the message in the quake of eighty-nine

CHORUS:
The earth went bang, there were two big waves
That earthquake made a lot of things shake
Everyone was saved, had time to thank --- why didn't you take the time ---
To thank God, why didn't you



15476. Quality Time

Iris Dement - Quality Time

[Verse 1]
She's got a phone in one hand, a hairbrush in the other
And she says, "Life's too short to stay at home and be a mother"
She said she could have it all because that's the New Deal
So God give her a hand 'cause she needs one for the wheel

[Verse 2]
When he gets home from work, it's well after seven
But he drives a nice car and so he thinks he's in Heaven
His kids hardly know him, but they've all got nice clothes
And in just a few hours more overtime he can pay off that boat

[Chorus]
They've got nice big houses, they've got nice big cars
And it looks from the outside like they're really going far
But there's trouble in the engine and we're junkyard-bound
If some moms and some dads don't start hanging around

[Verse 3]
When they get around to dinner, they're damn near half-dead
So they drive through McDonald's and put their kids off to bed
They're upwardly mobile and everything is fine
'Cause when they do get together, man, it's quality time

[Chorus]
They've got nice big houses, they've got nice big cars
It looks from the outside like they're really going far
There is trouble in the engine and we're junkyard-bound
If some moms and some dads don't start hanging around

[Verse 4]
They want stickers on the music, they want the laws turned around
They want the cops to run Beavis and Butthead out of town
They say they care about their children, but it's just too damn hard
To turn off that TV or to sell off that car

[Chorus]
They like those nice big houses, they like those big cars
It looks from the outside like they're really going far
There is trouble in the engine and we're junkyard-bound
If some moms and some dads don't start hanging around

[Verse 5]
There's a whole lot of people who can't make ends meet
On the wages that they're earning, I know a family can't eat
I am talking about people who would sell their kid's soul
To keep up with the Jones's, no matter the toll

[Chorus]
They like those big houses, they like those big cars
It looks from the outside like they're really going far
There is trouble in the engine and we're junkyard-bound
If some moms and some dads don't start hanging around



[Outro]
When they do get together, it's quality time

15477. Quarantined - Chords

Quarantined 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Chorus]
                             F
I'd like to kiss ya but I'm quarantined
                      C
I got to keep my lips off the scene
                      G
'Cause there ain't no cure for me
                                 C
I probably ought to lay down  and die
                          F
I long to hug you and to hold you tight
                     C
But I gotta wait fourteen nights
                  G
Influenza's got a hold of me
                             F      C
I'd like to kiss you but I'm quarantined
 
[Verse 1]
                         C
The doctor told me this morning
            F             G
Go on and seal yourself away
                                 C
From the little gal, you've been lovin'
            F            G  C
That's the orders of the day
 
[Chorus]
                             F
I'd like to kiss ya but I'm quarantined
                      C
I got to keep my lips off the scene
                      G
'Cause there ain't no cure for me
                                 C
I probably ought to lay down  and die
                          F
I long to hug you and to hold you tight
                     C
But I gotta wait fourteen nights
                  G
Influenza's got a hold of me
                             F      C



I'd like to kiss you but I'm quarantined
 
[Verse 2]
                          C
I'd love to take ya out dancin'
                F          G
Where all the rowdy people go
                     C
But I can't take my chances
             F                  G  C
One little cough could kill us all
 
[Chorus]
                    C
I'd like to hug ya
                             F
I'd like to kiss ya but I'm quarantined
                      C
I got to keep my lips off the scene
                      G
'Cause there ain't no cure for me
                                 C
I probably ought to lay down  and die
                          F
I long to hug you and to hold you tight
                     C
But I gotta wait fourteen nights
                  G
Influenza's got a hold of me
                             F      C
I'd like to kiss you but I'm quarantined
 
[Bridge]
                   E7
Shine, but if it don't make me no difference
           Am
What's the disease?
              D7
'Cause if I can't find me no lovin'
         G          F
Let me fall on my knees
      Em         D             G    C
And forego all decrees from the CDC
 
[Chorus]
                             F
I'd like to kiss ya but I'm quarantined
                      C
I got to keep my lips off the scene
                      G
'Cause there ain't no cure for me
                                 C
I probably ought to lay down  and die
                          F
I long to hug you and to hold you tight
                     C
But I gotta wait fourteen nights



                  G
Influenza's got a hold of me
                             F      C
I'd like to kiss you but I'm quarantined
                             F      C
I'd like to love ya but I'm quarantined
                            F       C
I'd like to hug ya but I'm quarantined
                              F      C
I'd like to friend ya but I'm quarantined

15478. Quarter Moon

Quarter Moon
Blue Highway

Chorus:
Quarter Moon, shine down on the highway tonight
I wonder if my darling sees you shining too
But it's always a long road home, so Quarter Moon
Won't you light my way through?

It's a long summer night and as the moon is shining bright
I recall the dreams we once held
All the memories that we shared, precious moments only spared
As the sky fell to darkness again

Chorus

Full of hope but paper thin, like things that might have been
That s the way I see you tonight
But I hold you in my heart, close inside yet far apart
And soon the dawn will be breaking again

Chorus

15479. Quarter Moon - Chords

Quarter Moon 
Kathy Mattea
 
VERSE:
      G              D
When everything you own
      G                  D
Will fit in a paper sack
    G                  D
And no one notice you leavin'
        G                       D



Nobody ask you when you comin' back
 
 
VERSE:
     G                D
You live in a rented room
      G                 D
Your money run out too soon
        G
You've pawned all your hopes
 D
Bummed all your smokes
          G                   D
And you leave by the quarter moon
 
 
CHORUS:
  F                      Em
Quarter moon better than none
           G         Dm    D
When you travel the night road
  F                       Em
Quarter moon better than none
          G       Dm    D   D  G  D
When you carry a light load
 
 
VERSE:
     G            D
And every bowery bum 
              G                     D
You know was somebody's mothers son
    G                  D
He never mean to hurt nobody 
         G                   D
Just a-drinkin' to have his fun
 
 
VERSE:
  G                      D
Drinkin' away the good times
  G                D
Drinkin' away the bad
     G                   D
And nobody know where a poor man go
         G                       D
When he lose everything that he had
 
 
CHORUS:
  F                      Em
Quarter moon better than none
           G         Dm    D
When you travel the night road
  F                       Em
Quarter moon better than none
          G       Dm    D   D  G  D



When you carry a light load
 
 
BREAK:
 Am7              Em7
Every man in the mission tonight
     D
Is dreamin' whiskey shadows
       Am                   C         Em
Where heaven is lined with bottles of wine
     D               D      Am7   C   D G D   D G D
And deep sparkling meadooooooows
 
 
VERSE:
      G              D
When everything you own
      G                 D
Will fit in a paper sack
G                  D
No one notice you leavin'
        G                        D
Nobody ask you when you comin' back baby
 
 
VERSE:
     G                D
You live in a rented room
      G                 D
Your money run out too soon
        G
You've pawned all your hopes
 D
Bummed all your smokes
          G                   D
And you leave by the quarter moon
 
 
CHORUS:
  F                      Em
Quarter moon better than none
           G         Dm    D
When you travel the night road
  F                       Em
Quarter moon better than none
          G       Dm    D
When you carry a light load
 
 
OUTRO:
  F                       Em
Quarter moon better than none
  Dm                      Em   Am
Quarter moon better than nooooooone
  F                      Em7
Quarter moon better than none
                    Fmaj7  Dm   D G D  D G D  Am7 C D7 D



When you travel the night road

15480. Quasheba, Quasheba

Rhiannon Giddens - Quasheba, Quasheba

[Chorus]
Quasheba, Quasheba
You're free now, you're free now
How does your spirit fly?
Blood of your blood
Bone of your bone
By the grace of your strength we have life

[Verse 1]
From the Golden Coast of Ghana
To the bondage of Grenada
You kept the dream of hope alive
They burned your body
They cursed your blackness
But they could not take your lights

[Chorus]
Quasheba, Quasheba
You're free now, you're free now
How does your spirit fly?
Blood of your blood
Bone of your bone
By the grace of your strength we have life

[Verse 2]
Raped and beaten, your babies taken
Starved and sold and sold again
Ain't you a woman, of love deserving
Ain't it somethin' you survived?

[Chorus]
Quasheba, Quasheba
You're free now, you're free now
How does your spirit fly?
Blood of your blood
Bone of your bone
By the grace of your strength we have life

[Verse 3]
You dreamt of home, you dreamt of freedom
You died a slave, you died alone
You came from warriors who once built empires
Ashanti's kingdom carries on

[Chorus]
Quasheba, Quasheba
You're free now, you're free now



How does your spirit fly?
Blood of your blood
Bone of your bone
By the grace of your strength we have life

[Verse 4]
You were forgotten, almost forsaken
Your children founded generations
Your strength sustained them
They won their freedom
Traced their roots to find you [waiting?]

[Chorus]
Quasheba, Quasheba
You're free now, you're free now
How far your spirit's flown
Blood of your blood
Bone of your bone
By the grace of your strength we are home

[Outro]
Blood of your blood
Bone of your bone
By the grace of your strength we are home
By the grace of your strength we are home
We are home
We are home
We are home

15481. Quattro (World Drifts In)

Alison Krauss - Quattro (World Drifts In)

Love the run but not the race
All alone in a silent way
World drifts in and the world's a stranger

In a light, eclipsed and alienated
In a time, occupied and invaded
Can't tell what's right, better hit the ground running

In the hills where the tall weed grows
Hands are tied and won't let go
Can't escape this place without leaving the world behind

In a light, ashamed and humiliated
In a time, sacrificed for the sake of trade
The soul is bent, feels the weight of truth
Falling through
Left behind, no choice but to run to the mountains
Where no poppies grow, you have to hit the ground running

In a light, paralyzed and spirits fading



Out of time, must decide to fall or run
Into the eye, of the storm no sign or omen
Make it right, or fall to the other side
Where fields are burning
You'll always hit the ground running
Running
Running

15482. Que Sera Mi Vida

Gibson Brothers - Que Sera Mi Vida 
Artist: Gibson Brothers

Que sera mi vida.
How am I gonna live without your love
If ever you should go?
Que sera mi vida
How am I gonna find my way alone
If ever you should go?

How can I know what I would do
If I was really losing you when it isn't true?
(When it isn't true)
How can I know how I'd react
Before I have to face the fact of a broken heart?

If you should go, go, go

Que sera mi vida
How am I gonna live without your love
If ever you should go?
Que sera mi vida
How am I gonna find my way alone
If ever you should go?

How can I see you miles away
I know too well you gonna stay?
Ev'ry night and day, ev'ry night and day
You never know just what you've got
You only feel it means a lot
When it's gone and lost

If you should go, go, go, go

Que sera mi vida
How am I gonna live without your love
If ever you should go?
Que sera mi vida
How am I gonna find my way alone
If ever you should go?

So if you really wanna see
The way my life gonna be



If you're leavin' me, if you're leavin' me
Just slip away and close the door
And make your mind at least before
Seven weeks or more

Que sera mi vida
How am I gonna live without your love
If ever you should go?
Que sera mi vida
How am I gonna find my way alone
If ever you should go?

15483. Quecreek

Buddy Miller - Quecreek

At the quecreek mine nine miners went down
Two hundred and forty feet deep in the ground
The night shift went a mile when there came a shout
Somebody's hit water we gotta get out
It was over their heads and too fast to outrun
Together they were tied to live or die as one
Help came from all round
But then the drill stripped and broke
So the men penned good-byes and wives hoped against hope
When the waters come up
When you go thru the flood
In the Lord you can trust
He will be there with us
Now Jesus was laid in a hole in the ground
He was dead, but the third day God's hand brought Him out
And the miners were buried three nights and three days
But like Jesus sunday morning all nine men were raised

15484. Queen Anne's Lace

Queen Anne's Lace
Del McCoury Band

With every golden curl in place she's as fine as Queen Anne's lace
And know one could ever fault the way she looks tonight
The man standing by her side shows her off with such eager pride
Seems since I saw her last she's done all right

She could never place me in her mind for me the years have not been kind
She'd never see the boy she knew in the man I've grown to be
From her station and her place she'd never recognize my face
I have fallen like a wind blown leaf from her memory



   For she's traded all her pain for bright lights and chilled champayne
   And I'm sure her new found friends all think they know just where she's been
   Yes they think they know here well all the stories I could tell
   She's as fine as Queen Anne's lace but I knew her when

Now it's hard to believe I know but she once loved me long ago
And I 'spose I should be hurtin' just to see her once again
Oh but now she's grown so proud I wouldn't want her anyhow
She's as fine as Queen Anne's lace but I knew her when

Del McCoury; Blue Side OF Town

15485. Queen Elanor's Confession

Queen Elanor's Confession
Traditional

Queen Elanor was a sick woman
And afraid that she would die
So she sent for two Friars out of France
To come to her speedilye

When the King he heard that the Queen had sent
For Friars from over the Sea
He called on his noble Earl Marshal
To come to him speedily

Do you put on one Friar's coat
And I'll put on another
And we shall to Queen Elanor go
One Friar's much like another!

"Oh God forbid," said the Earl Marshal
"That such a thing should be!
For if I should beguile, and damn the Queen,
Then hanged I might be!"

Then the king he swore upon his Oath,
his Sceptre and his Crown,
That whatsoever Queen Elanor said
He would not write it down

So they rode on, and they rode on
Till they came to Whitehall
The bells did ring, and the Choristers sing
And the torches did light withal

"Be you two Friars of France," she said
"As I suppose you be?
For if you be two English Friars
Then hanged I may be!"

"We are two Friars from France," they said,



"As you suppose we be;
And we have not been at any Mass
Since we came over the Sea!"

"The very first sin that ever I did
To you I will unfold:
Earl Marshall had my maidenhead
Underneath this cloth of gold.."

"That is a vile sin," said the King,
"May God forgive it thee.."
"Amen, Amen!" quoth Earl Marshall
With a heavy, heavy heart quoth he!

"The next vile sin that ever I did
To you I'll not deny:
I brewed a pot of poison strong
To poison King Henrye.."

"That is a vile sin," said the King,
"May God forgive it thee.."
"Amen, Amen!" quoth Earl Marshall,
"I wish it so might be!"

"The very next sin that ever I did
To you I will discover:
I poisoned Fair Rosamonde
All in the Woodstock bower.."

"That is a vile sin," said the King,
"May God forgive it thee..." "
Amen, Amen!" quoth Earl Marshal
"I wish it so might be!"

"Do you see yonder little child
A-tossing of that ball?
That is Earl Marshal's son," she said,
"And I love him the best of all!"

"And do you see yonder little child
A-catching of that ball?
That is King Henry's son," she said,
"And I love him the worst of all!"

"His head is like unto an Ox
His nose is like a Boar..."
"No matter for that," King Henry said,
"I love him the better therefore!"

Then the King threw off his Friar's coat
Appeared all in red
She weeped, she cried, she wrung her hands,
She said she'd been betrayed!

Then the King turned to his Earl Marshal,
And a grim look looked he,
And he said: "Earl Marshal, but for my Oath,



Then hanged you would be!"

15486. Queen Elizabeth

Queen Elizabeth - Hot Buttered Rum

I'de done my share of ramblin'
On many a long night
Oh, makin' love just like a gambler
Keepin' my poker face on tight
Now I'm standin' in your doorway
I am a weary tired man
I was just a hoping, you'd ask me to stay
I'll do the very best I can

(x2)
Oh, to make you feel like Queen Elizabeth
On the wedding night she never had (x2)

All this lonely love don't make no sense to me
Don't know if it ever will
How can this heart of mine be so moved
When my body ain't never standin' still?
I got to go, Lord I got to go, before the sun comes up
To where God only knows
But tonight I will sit at your table
I will fill up your cup with sweet honey wine
Oh baby, till it overflows

I'll make you feel like Cleopatra
Layin' on her bed of gold
All drunk on her lover man
Sure she would never grown old

Tomorrow I will sleep where I'm lyin alone
But tonight I will creep to your feather down throne
Like thunder to roll and roll and roll and roll
Lord, hold me just as close as you can
I want you to breathe with my mouth
Tomorrow is something we can't understand
Oh, but tonight there ain't nothin' that we can't work out
I'm standin' in your doorway
I am a weary, a weary, tired man
I'm just hopin', you'd come make love to me
I will do the very best I can

(x4)
I'll make you feel like Queen Elizabeth
On her wedding night that she never had



15487. Queen Jane Approximately

Queen Jane Approximately
Bob Dylan - Dave Rawlings Machine

When your mother sends back all your invitations
And your father to your sister he explains
That you're tired of yourself and all of your creations

Won't you come see me, Queen Jane?
Won't you come see me, Queen Jane?

Now when all of the flower ladies want back what they have lent you
And the smell of their roses does not remain
And all of your children start to resent you

Won't you come see me, Queen Jane?
Won't you come see me, Queen Jane?

Now when all the clowns that you have commissioned
Have died in battle or in vain
And you're sick of all this repetition

Won't you come see me, Queen Jane?
Won't you come see me, Queen Jane?

Oh, when all of your advisers heave their plastic
At your feet to convince you of your pain
Trying to prove that your conclusions should be more drastic

Won't you come see me, Queen Jane?
Won't you come see me, Queen Jane?
Now when all of the bandits that you turned your other cheek to
All lay down their bandanas and complain
And you want somebody ya' don't have to speak to

Won't you come see me, Queen Jane?
Aw, won't you come see me, Queen Jane?

15488. Queen Of Hearts

Tim O'Brien - Queen of Hearts

Once I lived like a traveler standing at the crossraads of his life 
Who knows not where to turn, wonders if he?ll ever reach his home 
I was lost, tired, and waiting, didn?t have a reason to go on 
Days were always dark and at night I felt so all alone 

Chorus: 
And they say the darkest hour always seems to come before the dawn 
But I never knew that it could shine half as bright as you 
Now I live in your kingdom I?m the only member of your court 
And your my queen of hearts, the one I?ll love and serve my whole life through 



Repeat chorus 

And you?re my queen of hearts, the one I?ll love and serve my whole life through

15489. Queen Of Hearts / Royal Tea

Queen of Hearts / Royal Tea
Sierra Hull - Queen of Hearts / Royal Tea

[Chorus]
To the queen of hearts is the ace of sorrow
He's here today and he's gone tomorrow
Young men are plenty but sweethearts few
If my lover leaves me, what shall I do?

[Verse 1]
Had I a store in yonder mountain
Where gold and silver were there for counting
But I could not count for the thought of thee
My eyes so full, I could not see
I love my father, I love my mother
I love my sister and my brother
I love my friends and my relatives too
I'll forsake them all and go with you

[Chorus]
To the queen of hearts is the ace of sorrow
He's here today and he's gone tomorrow
Young men are plenty but sweethearts few
If my lover leaves me, what shall I do?

15490. Queen Of Love

The Incredible String Band - Queen Of Love 

A strong power calls from the left hand
Across the waters deep
A strong power calls from the left hand
Let all things sleep or weep

Oh, the queen of love
You have unwove my eyes
And my heart will not sleep

The eye would sleep but the mind would rise
I must needs walk down God's eyebrows
And along the streets of his eyes
Look for me and you will see me in my red cloak



Swimming determined as God's blood flies

Creatures of grief, you beg from the thief
I will not carry home your sacks of sorrow
But I will pay the fiddler good silver if he smiles
Pray God he see tomorrow

The fine, fine girls that are into it
And my eyes with salt water swim
And we disputing with a brittle gaiety upon the world's rim
If I sought to love you with my body
It would be with a bent back unto the day of doom

Oh, the queen of love
I am in her heart
She is in my room

And together alone we clasp hands
And in each other's eyes walk the endless shore
And below I have my duty to perform in the song
And that, that I was, you will see it no more

The snow is on the hills of my heart
And to speak is to die
The men at arms do seek to mark me
And the monks raise hue and cry

Seek me in vain on Golgotha
Or in fear's hollow
For the way I take today
Only the true may follow

The ancestors in stone armor calling for loyalty untrue
Seek to make a zigzag of the arrow's flight
It is so swaddled in the bands of form
But I am girdled with the storm and cloaked with the night

I am not to be seen or found
Save only in what I cause
Standing outside on the inside outside
Perfectingness or flaws

How shall I say where I end or where you begin?
How shall I say, what shall I play?
Shall it be you or the wild wind

As Pan with the insane eyes
Or with the wild horns
Or when I am crowned with the paper crown
Or with the crown of thorns

A strong power compels distortion from the right hand
Fleece to the gray wolves, fangs to the gray sheep
But the queen of love she strokes
My body alive, that I do not sleep

The doctor brews potions and pills



To open his own front door
And the locksmith makes strong bolts
To bar his gates to every new breeze that blows

Shall I now put lion's ears upon my ears?
Hear every sound as a roar?
Shall I now put mouse's eyes upon my eyes?
Gauge the moon for size against my paw?

While the queen of love
She sings to me
From above and beyond the world

And I observe my mind
It is playing ignorant boy
While at her feet I am curled

And I remember all female movements so well
Of such a form to give much joy and ease much care
To perfume and let fall the colored gown
And to let down the curling hair

But now I play seed thrower
And I will play three-legged man
I will play dream weaver and day bringer
And catch as catch can

While the queen of love
She swims like a silver dove in my mind's room
And my body sleepwalks down the road
In a warm dark swoon

15491. Queen Of Rock & Roll - Chords

Queen Of Rock & Roll 
John Hartford
 
   D                        G             D
Oh we fought our fight, and couldn't get it right
                                              D
And going to bed didn't seem to help much last night
Nothing I said, seemed to work out right
                     A      D
And nothing you said, did either
 
                        G          D
You started to sing that good old song
                        G           D
That I had on tape, we were singing along
               G                  D
At the kitchen table singing that song
                  A       D
I don't remember what it was



 
[Chorus]
   D             G        D
We were singing along in harmony
                           G        D
We was doing it to you, and you and me
                        G        D
I remember you dedicated one to me
           A    D
And I a few to you
 
[Chorus]
                     G            D
You pretended you could sing like her
         G     D
I was you know who
   A                          D
For a moment our act was like pure gold
                       G          D
Around the table, we were really sold
   D                    G
You were the queen of rock and roll
                       D
And we knew we'd never grow old

15492. Queen Of The Mountain

Queen Of The Mountain - Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen

She's the queen of the mountain
She's the valley, she's the pit
She's every tree in the forest
She's a very air you breathe

She is life, she'²s the reason
She'²s everything you've ever need
She'²s a mountain spring flowin'
I run to her, she don'²t run to me

She's within the wind that'²s blowin'
She picks up cliffs and moves the sea
She's the light, she'²s the darkness
She'²s a stardust in your dreams

She's the queen of the mountain
She'²s the greatest mystery
She's the body I been given
She'²ll let me know when this life's no more for
Me



15493. Queen Of The Nashville Night

Queen of the Nashville Night 
Jason Carter 

She rules music city like she used to rule my heart
She steps out of the limo and the paparazzis start
She flashes the camera left and right
She's the queen of the Nashville Night

We came here together between us one guitar
I became a picker Lord, and she became a star
Well, that's O.K. yeah she did alright
She's the queen of the Nashville Night

And I gotta wondering baby
IF the sun's ever gonna shine
I gotta wondering baby
If you're ever gonna change your mind
I gotta wondering baby
IF you could ever be so kind
I gotta wondering baby
If you ever gonna change your mind

What's done is done and over, yu can't change it anyhow
If you'll pardon me I've got to be whistlin dixie now
OVer in the corner just out of sight
Of the queen of the Nashville night

And I gotta wondering baby
IF the sun's ever gonna shine
I gotta wondering baby
If you're ever gonna change your mind
I gotta wondering baby
IF you could ever be so kind
I gotta wondering baby
If you ever gonna change your mind

15494. Queen Of The Rails - Chords

Queen Of The Rails
Utah Phillips

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of D
 D 
I guess his name was Boomer Bill
 G D 
If that won't do another will
 D
A hobo doesn't need a name
 E7 A
"Cause he gets no mail
 D G 



And the only friend old Boomer had
 D 
To ride with him thru good and bad
 
Was a shaggy little mongrel
 A7 D
He called Queen of the Rails

Chorus:
The black smoke choo choo's gone away
Bumming, it's just not the same
Dreams are few and far between
But mem'ries seldom fail
Waiting down there by the track
For her master to come back
You can count on seeing that old dog
Called Queen of the Rails

Boomer roamed the Rio Grande,
The Santa Fe, and never planned
On where he'd be from day to day,
The jungle or the jail.
But when the snow was falling down
He'd catch a California bound
With that little dog to keep him warm.
Old "Queen of the Rails".

Chorus:

One day he went to get a bone
And left his little pal alone,
He crossed the coupling joints of a
Train that blocked the yard
They switched a reefer off the main
And humped it into Boomer's train
He fell and died beneath the iron wheels so cold and hard.

The black smoke choo-choo'a gone away.
Bummin' it's just not the same;
Dreams are few and far between but
memories seldom fail.
If there's a place for some old friend
Who waits until the journey's end,
Then Boomer he'll be glad to see old
"Queen of the Rails"

15495. Queen Of The Road

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Queen of the road
Composer: Steve Goodman - Jimmy Ibbotson - Jeff Hanna

Standing in the doorway with her hand on her hip
Eyes like the beacons on a rocketship



Just about the bottom of a bottle of gin
She baits her hook and she reels'em in

She's got a black leather jacket, with a patch on the back
No imitation cajun gonna get to that
Got a red bandana and a rose tattoo
She got a mind of her own, nobody tells her what to do

Diamonds, pearls hey hey hey
They're for all the other girls
Some women just don't need'em
You can keep'em

She goes putt putt, that's my queen
Putt putt, on her big machine
Putt putt, when the light turns green
Putt putt, she's so mean
Nothin' can stop my queen of the road

Now if you wanna roll the dice, you can try your luck
She can melt the ice of an ice cream truck
Can't holler uncle, when you've had enough
Her own brother won't fight her, cause the girl's so tough

Devil of an angel, she's a one of a kind
She's got a knucklehead harley and a one track mind
Roadhouse reputation everywhere she goes
As a big sled rider, she's a queen of the road

From Pamona to Daytona, hey hey
And every highway in-between
There's not a one of'em she ain't seen
Wooh you know what I mean

And...
She goes putt putt, that's my queen
Putt putt, on her big machine
Putt putt, when the light turns green
Putt putt, she's so mean
Nothin' can stop my queen of the road

Now when the party's over and the lights come on
Don't have to try to find her cause the girl is gone
She slithered into second and away she goes
My motorheaded mama is the queen of the road

She goes putt putt, that's my queen
Putt putt, on her big machine
Putt putt, when the light turns green
Putt putt, she's so mean
Nothin' can stop my queen of the road

Putt putt..
She goes putt putt, that's my queen
Putt putt, on her big machine
Putt putt, when the light turns green
Putt putt, she's so mean



Nothin' can stop my queen of the road

Yeah

15496. Queen Of The Silver Dollar

Emmylou Harris - Queen Of The Silver Dollar
(Shel Silverstein)

She arrives in all her splendor 
Each night at nine o'clock 
Her chariot is the crosstown bus 
That stops right down the block 
Now the old piano minstrel plays her tune as she walks in 
And the Queen of the Silver Dollar's home again 

She's the Queen of the Silver Dollar 
She rules this smokey kingdom 
Scepter is a wine glass and a bar stool is her throne 
Now the jesters flock around her tryin' to win her favors 
To see which one will take the 
Queen of the Silver Dollar home 

Now her royal dress is satin 
It's shabby and it's torn 
The royal jewels are rhinestones 
The shoes are scuffed and worn 
Of the many roads she's been down, 
And the places that she's seen 
Well they all look at her and say God save the queen 

Now the Queen of the Silver Dollar 
Is not as haughty as she seems 
She was once an ordinary girl with ordinary dreams 
But there's a man who found her 
And he brought her to this world 
He's the one who made a queen of a simple country girl 

Yes I'm the Queen of the Silver Dollar 
I rule this smokey kingdom 
Scepter is a wine glass and a bar stool is my throne 
Now the jesters flock around me tryin' to win my favors 
To see which one will take the 
Queen of the Silver Dollar home 

Yes I'm the Queen of the Silver Dollar 
I rule this smokey kingdom 
Scepter is a wine glass and a bar stool is my throne 
Now the jesters flock around me tryin' to win my favors 
To see which one will take the 
Queen of the Silver Dollar home



15497. Queen Of The Tabloids

Dolly Parton - Queen Of The Tabloids 
(Dolly Parton)

Chorus:
I'm the queen of the sleazy tabloids
I rule the trashy kingdom
Like Lady Di they make sure I am never left alone
Papparazzi and reporters stalk me from the shadows
Making sure to keep my royal assetts on my throne
Oh they talk about the lovers
That I keep undercover
And I wish that I was as much fun
As they have you believe
Just like Alec Baldwin
I'd love to whack 'em all one
But instead I'll wait and see
Who I am sleepin' with next week
I'm the queen of the sleazy tabloids
And I rule the trashy kingdom
But the rumors raise my cue score
And pay for my big home
I guess I 'augt to sue them
But instead I guess I'll use them
To keep me in the spotlight
And keep me on my throne
Cause I'm the queen of the sleazy tabloids

15498. Queen Of The Westside

Brett Dennen - Queen of the Westside

Where is my shit?
Oh
You know it
She's making love for breakfast
In Venice
In the little white house with rent control
She's got
Turquoise tiles on the counter in the kitchen
She cooks she listens to Nina Simone
And all the hipsters on the east side
They think they're too cool for school
But they don't know
She's the queen of the west side
And she rocks me to my soul
She rocks me to my soul
She's sunbathing in her bare skin



I'm jealous of the light shining on her back
"Where is my shit?"
Well, I'm walking down Montana and I'm singing I'm in heaven
Hoping that she asks me to come back
All the know it alls on the Northside
They think they know
They dont know
What I know
She's the Queen of the Westside
Yes she is
She rocks me to my soul
She rocks me to my soul
She rocks me to my soul

15499. Queen Quarantine

Queen Quarantine
Written by Z. Lupetin - arranged by Dustbowl Revival 

When you're stuck inside 
And it's been raining all night 
And there's nowhere to hide 
From the COVID-19
You can't drive too far
You can't go drink at the bars
But you can cut a rug 
When you're quarantined
When you got laid off 
And you kinda got a cough 
But we got no test kits for 
The Covid-19 
And it feels like a museum 
At the Denver Colosseum 
All us dinosaurs 
Waiting to go extinct
Now we're jumping on the bed 
Like cirque de soleil
Sleeping with six feet in between 
Just passing the time
Finding rhythm and rhyme 
Dancing to the beat to Queen Quarantine 
When you're fighting for your life
As you're fighting with your wife 
Cuz you don't wash your hands 
like at The CDC
get all the nooks and crannies
save your grandpa and your granny 
Cuz they're first in line 
to get that Covid-19
were saying hi in the street  
With the bottom of our feet 
Even presidents gotta come clean 
They put the church of Christ 



In a bucket of ice 
Cuz we're bowing down to queen quarantine 
Oh queen quarantine 
How'd you get so mean?
Yeah you took the breath 
away from me
When you're sheltered in place 
And you can't touch your face 
And all your savings are wasted 
From the Covid-19
There's mojitos in the shower
Margaritas every hour 
Oh when we gonna get it 
If you know what I mean?
When you're wondering what you did 
Having three or four kids 
Now they're climbing the walls 
From the Covid-19 
From LA to Milano 
Tallahassee to Toronto 
We're dancing like Madonna 
In her brush scene 
Yeah we're out there on the driveway
Just shaking our legs
It's the strangest thing I ever have seen
And when the whole world ends 
Yeah I'll miss my friends 
But I'll still be dancing to the beat 
Of Queen Quarantine
Oh queen quarantine 
How'd you get so mean?
Yeah you took the breath 
away from me

15500. Queenie's Song

Queenie's Song
Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
Some S.O.B. shot my dog
I found her under a tree
If I hadn't loved that dog so much
It wouldn't mean nothing to me
You son-of-a-bitch, I'm gonna tell you what
I will not be deterred
I'll find you out and track you down
On that you got my word

[Chorus]
Queenie's getting buried
It's time to dig the hole
New Year's Day in Santa Fe



Broke mean and it broke cold

[Verse 2]
I don't predict the world will end
And I don't presume it won't
And I don't pretend to give a damn
If it do or if it don't
I bet you got a gun for Christmas
That don't make it right
What in the hell were you thinking
With little Queenie in your sights?
[Chorus]
Queenie's getting buried
It's time to dig a hole
New Year's Day in Santa Fe
Broke mean and it broke cold

[Verse 3]
Now Brother Death and Father Time
Are almost loaded up
And they're headed for the borderline
In a stolen pick-up truck
For old acquaintance not forgot
For old dogs left behind
I won't forgive and I can't forget
The year of '99
Screaming "Auld Lang Syne"

[Chorus]
Queenie's getting buried
It's time to dig the hole
New Year's Day in Santa Fe
Broke mean and it broke cold

15501. Queens Ball - Chords

Queens Ball Live 
Tyler Childers
 
[Intro]
C Csus2
 
[Verse 1]
      C                          Am
I was walking back home, with my tie undone
       F          G  Gsus4
Smoking cigarettes
 
          C                 Am
And I was thinking 'bout you, pretty as a picture
F              G G6 G7
Flowered dress
 



 
[Bridge]
E                      F
If the rock breaks loose
           C             Csus2/B
Its gonna crush this town
E      F                           G         G6 G7
I dont think that ill mind, I wont be around
 
 
[Chorus]
                     F
Cus ill be up in the clouds
                      C
With my thoughts of you
   Csus2/B       F
The way that we danced
                  C   C7 Csus2/B
To our favorite tunes
          Am  Am*           F   F*
Heart be still, dont let me fall
                    G          G6       C
For the prettiest girl, at the queens ball
 
 
[Verse 2]
     C                     Am
Took all night long, and a shot or so
      F           G  Gsus4
Just to ask your name
        C                    Am
And the boy you brought, got all choked up
    F            G G6 G7
As we walked away
 
 
[Bridge]
E                      F
If the rock breaks loose
           C             Csus2/B
Its gonna crush this town
E      F                            G      G6 G7
I dont think that ill mind, I wont be around
 
 
[Chorus]
                     F
Cus ill be up in the clouds
                      C
With my thoughts of you
    Csus2/B     F
The way that we danced
                  C   C7
To our favorite tunes
          Am  AM*           F   F*
Heart be still, dont let me fall
                    G          G6       C



For the prettiest girl, at the queens ball
 
 
[Bridge]
E                      F
If the rock breaks loose
           C             C/B
Its gonna crush this town
E      F                          G         G6 G7
I dont think that ill mind, I wont be around
 
 
[Chorus]
                     F
Cus ill be up in the clouds
                      C
With my thoughts of you
    Csus2/B       F
The way that you shined
                    C   C7 Csus2/B
Neath that Pineville moon
          Am  Am*           F   F*
Heart be still, dont let me fall
                    G          G6       C
For the prettiest girl, at the queens ball

15502. Questions

Little Big Town - Questions

[Intro]
Ooh-ooh, ooh
Ooh-ooh
[Verse 1]
Do you still kill the radio pullin' up the drive?
Still say you'll only smoke on a Saturday night?
Do you still hang out at the bar at the end of our street?
'Cause I can't go there anymore
Did you find my jean jacket on your backseat?
Is there anything you wanna ask me?

[Chorus]
'Cause I got questions
With no intention
Of ever sayin' 'em out loud
Did you give her my old key?
Am I anywhere in your memory?
I can't sleep, it's keepin' me up tonight
And I got questions
Ooh-ooh, ooh

[Verse 2]
Did your brother move back home or is he still in LA?



Is the back porch light still broke?
Does it hurt when you hear my name?
Is "Songbird" spinnin' on a 45?
'Cause I can't listen anymore
Is your heart still on your sleeve? (Ooh-ooh)
Is there anything you wanna ask me?

[Chorus]
'Cause I got questions
With no intention
Of ever sayin' 'em out loud
Did you give her my old key?
Am I anywhere in your memory?
I can't sleep, it's keepin' me up tonight (Oh-oh, oh-oh)
But I got questions (Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh-oh, ooh)
I got questions (Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh-oh, ooh)

[Bridge]
Are you thinkin' about givin' her your grandma's ring? (Oh-oh, oh-oh)
The one your mama gave you, your gift to me (Oh-oh, ooh)
Oh, I was just wonderin' (Oh-oh, oh-oh)

[Outro]
I got questions
With no intention of ever sayin' 'em out loud

15503. Queue Vache Queue

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Queue vache queue

Les feuilles Ã§a drop des bouleaux
Les outardes les oies nous
Tournent le dos
Les chums sacrent le camp
Dans l'sud au Moyen-Orient
Moé j'ai ben passé deux, trois gallons
D'vinaigre blanc
Ã■ force de canner mes grements
Mes betteraves pis mes tourments
Mes angoisses pis ma misére
J'ai tu d'l'air d'un sédentaire
J'ai dix belles cordes de bois dur
Va falloir chauffer dans barrure
Les vieux chÃ¢ssis sont fenis
Y a des courants d'air dans l'tapis
Le QG du QRBP est pas mal mieux setté
Pour l'été que pour l'hiver
Pis check-moi  a fraise
J'ai tu d'l'air d'un sédentaire
Sédentarité pousse Ã  boire
Pis la biére est ben qu'trop chÃ¨re 
Dans l'boutte
C'est mongol comment Ã§a coÃ»te  Ostie



Pars Ã  p'tite chasse r'viens bredouille
Pas la moindre p'tite poule
Si j'avais pu sauver su' l'manger
J'aurais p't'Ãªtre pu boire et pis fumer
Mais non  pas l'ombre d'un liÃ¨vre
D'une gélinotte
Pour moi va falloir m'réchapper
Ã■ coup d'plogue au beurre de peanut
Mais l'chat ma ramené l'souper une
P'tite perdrix
Su'a derniÃ¨re marche d'la galerie

15504. Quicksilver Daydreams Of Maria

Quicksilver Daydreams Of Maria
Steve Earle - (Quicksilver Daydreams Of) Maria

A diamonds fades quickly when matched to the face of Maria
All the harps, they sound empty when she lifts her lips to the sky
The brown of her skin makes her hair seem a soft golden rainfall
That spills from the mountains to the bottomless depths of her eyes
Well, she stands all around me, her hands slowly sifting the sunshine
All the laughter that lingers down deep 'neath her smiling is free
Well, it spins and it twirls like a hummingbird lost in the morning
And caresses the south wind and silently sails to the sea
The sculptor stands stricken, the painter, he throws down his brushes
When her image comes dancing, the sun, she turns sullen with shame
And the birds, they go silent, the wind stops his sad, mournful singing
When the trees of the forest start gently to whispering her name
So as softly she wanders, I'll desperately follow her footsteps
And I'll chase after shadows that offer a trace of her sight
Ah, they promise eternally that she lays hidden within them
But I find they've deceived me and sadly I bid them goodbye
So the serpent slides softly away with these moments of laughter
And the old washer woman has finished her cleaning and gone
But the bamboo hangs heavy in the bondage of quicksilver daydreams
And a lonely child longingly looks for a place to belong

15505. Quicksilver Moon

Quicksilver Moon (Larry W. Jones 10/24/2007) 

Quicksilver moon, sail along
Down lovers' lane, a pale sarong
Quicksilver moon, sail along
Make strong her love for me again
Lead her to where your light will glow
Speed her to where our love can grow
Quicksilver moon, for us please reign



Tonight down lovers' lane
Maybe the future will be clearer
Quicksilver moon, if you lend a hand
Then two hearts may beat ever nearer
Quicksilver moon, oh, please understand
- instrumental -
Maybe the future will be clearer
Quicksilver moon, if you lend a hand
Then two hearts may beat ever nearer
Quicksilver moon, oh, please understand
Quicksilver moon, sail along
Down lovers' lane, a pale sarong
Quicksilver moon, sail along
Make strong her love for me again
Quicksilver moon, sail along
Make strong her love for me again

15506. Quiereme Mucho

Linda Ronstadt - Quiéreme Mucho

Quiéreme mucho
Dulce amor mio
Qué amante siempre
Te adoraré

Yo con tus besos
Y tus caricias
Mis sufrimientos
Acallaré

Cuando se quiere de veras
Como te quiero yo a ti
Es imposible mi cielo
Tan separados vivir

Cuando se quiere de veras
Como te quiero yo a ti
Es imposible mi cielo
Tan separados vivir
Tan separados vivir

Es imposible mi cielo
Tan separados vivir
Tan separados vivir

Quiéreme Mucho
(Love Me A Lot)

Love me a lot
Sweet love of mine
How loving you are
I will always adore you



With your kisses
And your caresses
My sufferings cease to speak

When you are truly in love
As I am with you
It is impossible, my heaven
To live so far apart

15507. Quiet Click

Quiet Click
Chris Jones & The Night Drivers

[Verse 1]
It's hot tonight, I'm grateful for the wind
Still, I know that it can't blow me back to where I've been
So I'll just let it cool my burning brow
In this empty bedroom that'll have to do for now

[Chorus]
It wasn't like a wrecking ball breaking down the house, and yet she didn't chip a single brick
Her goodbye didn't come with a slamming door, instead, it came with just a quiet click

[Verse 2]
In a way, I'd rather have had the storm
Thunder clouds of anger, that used to be the norm
Then I might just feel a vague relief
And not this this smoldering sadness and the mystery of grief

[Chorus]
It wasn't like a wrRcking ball breaking down the house, and yRt she didn't chip a single brick
Her goodbye didn't come with a slamming door, instead, it came with just a quiet click

[Outro]
Her goodbye didn't come with a slamming door, instead, it came with just a quiet click
Instead, it came with just a quiet click

15508. Quiet Faith Of Man

Jerry Jeff Walker - Quiet Faith of Man

A baby child is born along the highway
A tiny little thing upon the land
An okie with his dreams out on the byway
Lifts the tiny baby in his hand
The woman smiles a little smile of knowing
And whispers something softly in his ear



Perhaps a little prayer to help the growing
Perhaps a word of comfort through the fears
CHORUS
You trust the moon to move the mighty ocean
You trust the sun to shine upon the land
You take the little that you know
And you do the best you can
You see the rest with the quiet faith of man
A tractor makes its way along the fence line
And drops the seeds precisely in a row
If the rains are kind and the winds don't take the topsoil
Before too long the crops will start to show
The farmer sees the fields around him growin'
He whispers something low beneath his breath
Perhaps a little prayer to help the growin'
Perhaps a word of thanks for all the rest
Repeat chorus
There's a storm tossed ship tonight out on the ocean
There's a soul somewhere adrift out on the blue
There's a dreamer with his eyes upon the heavens
They're all looking for a way to make it through
Repeat chorus

15509. Quiet Grave

Quiet Grave
Blue & Lonesome

Let me tell you why I feel so sad
It's all because of the wife I've had
An untimely death has come to me
Left me too lame to walk too blind to see

In a quiet grave on a green hillside
My love is gone my love has died
My wedding band I'll put with you
Oh how I wish I were with you too

What's a man to do with a broken heart
Nowhere to go no place to start
I search and search but all I find
Is a tormented soul and a worried mind

15510. Quiet Man

Quiet Man
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Strolling down the highway with my shoes in my hand



I don't talk much I'm a quiet man
Beauty and silence both run deep
And running like crazy while you are asleep

You got news for me,i got nothing for you
Don't pin your blues on me
Just go ahead and do whatever you wish to

Last Monday night I saw a fight
Between Wednesday and Thursday over Saturday night
Tuesday asked me what was going on I said
Sunday's in the meadow and Friday's in the corn

Hocus-pocus, maladjusted
Don't you think my tears get rusted
Steady losing means you ain't using
What you really think is right

Oodles of light what a beautiful sight
Both of god's eyes are shining tonight
Rays and beams of incredible dreams
And I am a quiRt man

Oodles of light what a beautiful sight
Both of god's eyRs are shining tonight
Rays and beams of incredible dreams
And I am a quiet man

Oodles of light what a beautiful sight
Both of god's eyes are shining tonight
Rays and beams of incredible dreams
And I am a quiet man

15511. Quill Pen Feather

Quill Pen Feather
By Daniel Rodriguez
Elephant Revival

You were shooting arrows
Into the sky
Hitting marks not seen by
Naked eyes
You dropped one from the quiver
I handed it back, now I'm bleeding
CHORUS

You were throwing colors
Upon canvas walls
With your brush stroke chaos
In between the lines
You splashed upon the ceiling
It drips on my skin, now I'm bleeding



CHORUS

You were writing letters
To the puppeteer
With your quill pen feather
Waving in the wind
Your words cut through the human
Mending wounds but still bleeding
CHORUS

The Chorus:
I'm bleeding
I'm breathing
I'm bleeding
I'm breathing

15512. Quinn The Eskimo The Mighty Quinn - Chords

Quinn The Eskimo The Mighty Quinn 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
 
[Chorus]
A N.C.
Come all without, come all within
                                D      A
You'll not see nothing like the mighty Quinn
 
 
[Verse 1]
A           D        A         D
Ev'rybody's building ships and boats
A                 D
Some are building monuments
A                         D
Others, they jotting down notes
A              D
Ev'rybody's in despair
A              D
Ev'ry girl and boy
         A                E
But when Quinn the Eskimo gets here
     D                     A
Ev'rybody's gonna jump for joy
 
 
[Chorus]
A                 E            A
Come all without, come all within
               F#m              D      A
You'll not see nothing like the mighty Quinn
 
 
[Verse 2]



A                 D
I like to do just like the rest
  A             D
I like my sugar sweet
A                       D
But jumpin' fumes and making haste
   A               D
It ain't my cup of meat
A                  D
Ev'rybody's 'neath the trees
A                    D
Feeding pigeons on a limb
         A                E
But when Quinn the Eskimo gets here
        D                    A
All the pigeons gonna run to him
 
 
[Chorus]
A                 E            A
Come all without, come all within
               F#m              D      A
You'll not see nothing like the mighty Quinn
                  E            A
Come all without, come all within
               F#m              D      A
You'll not see nothing like the mighty Quinn
A
Come on
 
 
[Harmonica Solo]
A D A D A D A D
A D A D A E D A
 
 
[Verse 3]
A                D
Let me do what I wanna do
  A                D
I can't decide 'em all
     A                D
Just tell me where it hurts you, honey
    A                      D
And I'll tell you who to call
A              D
Nobody can get no sleep
    A                        D
And someone's on ev'rybody's toes
     A                E
When Quinn the Eskimo gets here
     D                  A
Ev'rybody's gonna wanna doze
 
 
[Chorus]
A                 E            A



Come all without, come all within
               F#m              D      A
You'll not see nothing like the mighty Quinn
                  E            A
Come all without, come all within
               F#m              D
You'll not see nothing like the mighty
 
 
[Interlude]
A  E A   F#m D A
 
 
[Chorus]
    A                 E                      A
Oh, come all without, come all, come all within, come all
               F#m              D      A
You'll not see nothing like the mighty Quinn
               E                D      A
You'll not see nothing like the mighty Quinn

15513. Quit Breaking Up With Me

Little Big Town - Quit Breaking Up with Me

[Verse 1]
You say it's over
With a middle finger
But then you're calling before I turn off my ringer
And I answer cuz I love to hear you're sorry for the 400th time
[Pre-Chorus 1]
Well, you try to leave me but you can't do it
Cuz im the only one who puts up with your (censorship)
I know that secretly you love making out with me right after we fight
Well

[Chorus]
We're always fixing something that was never broken
We're on and off again like sobriety
Get back together every time you're done throwing a fit
So when you gonna quit
Breaking up with me?

[Verse 2]
Well, you think by now
We'd finally get along
But we only feel right when everything is going wrong
And we're back in the habit of pressing each other up and down

[Pre-Chorus]
Well, I hate your daddy, you hate my momma
But one thing we dont seem to hate is all the drama
But we never can remember what the hell we were yelling about



Well

[Chorus]
We're always fixing something that was never broken
We're on and off again like sobriety
Get back together every time you're done throwing a fit
So when you gonna quit
Breaking up with me?

[Bridge]
I don't know where you think you're going
Because you're stuck with me forever and you know it

[Chorus]
We're always fixing something that was never broken
We're on and off again like sobriety
Get back together every time you're done throwing a fit
So when you gonna quit
Breaking up with me?
Yeah
When you're gonna quit breaking up with me?
You know it

15514. Quit Hollerin' At Me

Quit Hollerin' At Me
John Prine

Em
I don't want your big french fry, I don't want your car
I don't want to buy no soap, from no washed up movie star
Am
You are so much louder, than the show I wanna hear
 Em
With your sugarless gum, gee but I'm dumb, non-alcoholic beer
 Am D
It's enough to make a grown man blow up his own TV
 Em
Quit hollerin' at me, quit hollerin' at me

Em
I heard you the first time, I heard myself say
Seems like the little woman, is getting bigger every day
Am
You don't have to tell the neighbors, a little silence ain't no sin
 Em
They already think my name is, where in the hell you been
Am D
Louder, louder, louder, louder, louder, constantly
Em
Quit hollerin' at me, quit hollerin' at me

Refrain



 Am D Am Em
Whoa ooh, whoa ooh, whoa ooh, sweet serenity
Am D Am Em
Whoa ooh, whoa ooh, whoa ooh, quit hollerin' at me
Quit hollerin' at me

Em
Ain't it great at the end of the day, when there ain't no sound around
Just me and the fence post, staring each other down
Am
Nothing but a big bunch of nothing, driving me insane
 Em
Cause there ain't no voice that's louder, than the one inside my brain
 Am D Em
Hey, you go on, go on and let me be, quit hollerin' at me
 Quit hollerin' at me

Repeat Refrain & Fade

15515. Quit You

Quit You
Chris Stapleton

[Chorus]
I can't quit you
Lord knows I've tried to
And I can't forget you
But I'm dying inside to
And my heart can't say goodbye
Like the blue can't eat the sky
Honey, I can't quit you

[Verse]
I, I knew that I was good as done
There was something in your eye that told me I should turn and run

[Chorus]
But I can't quit you
Lord knows I tried to
I can't forget you
But I'm dying inside to
Cause it might sound insane
Can't get off your train
Honey, I can't quit you

[Bridge]
I can't eat, I can't sleep
I walk around, honey, dead on my feet
So if you're wondering, here's my prediction
There ain't no remedy for my affliction

[Chorus]



I can't quit you
Lord knows I've tried to
I can't forget you
But I'm dying inside to
But you're my favorite high
Til the day I die
I can't quit you
No, I can't quit you
I can't quit you
I can't quit you

15516. Quits - Chords

Quits 
Chris Hillman
 
G    Am    D       G            C    C/B      Am
What do we call it now it isn't marriage anymore
        C   C/B     Am                                   D
Call it new call it different it's not the way it was before
       G                D                   Em            Am
Out of all the words to choose from there's only one that fits
C       C/B      Am                     D
Call it what you want to I just call it quits
      C                Am          G    G/G#  Em
We've come down to the place where love never fits
C         C/B    Am    C      Cm      G
Call it what you want  I just call it quits
Am       D    G              C        C/B    Am
Turn and walk away cross the dessert  of our hearts
C    C/B      Am                         D
Love turns to sand and we've run out of time
    G                D            Em               Am
You know we once had something no words could tear apart
C   C/B    Am                D
Now you be yours and I'll be mine
      C              Am          G    G/F#  Em
We've come down to a place where love never fits
C         C/B    Am      C      Cm       G
Call it what you want    I just call it quits
Am           D        G
Tell all our friend about it
 C      C/B        Am
That we just don't care
C                    Am                            D
Tell them dreams are flowers and that our gardens bare
        G                  D         Em              Am
Call it separation independence divorce if that word fits
C       C/B      Am                      D
Call it what you want to I just call it quits
      C              Am          G    G/F#  Em
We've come down to a place where love never fits
C         C/B    Am      C      Cm       G



Call it what you want    I just call it quits

15517. Quittin' Time

Keith Whitley - Quittin' Time

It's quitin' time, quittin' time
Time to disassemble this assembly line
Lord, I love punchin' out like I hate punchin' in
Hot damma lama lama, it's quittin' time again

I'm so tired of makin' whatever it is that we make
With some fool tellin' me when I can take a break
They're breakin' my spirit and makin' my body ache
But I'm just about to make the great escape

It's quitin' time, quittin' time
Time to disassemble this assembly line
Lord, I love punchin' out like I hate punchin' in
Hot damma lama lama, it's quittin' time again

I'll be leaving this factory at the speed of a neon light
Gonna meet my lady at the [?] lounge tonight
When a band cuts loose I know she's gonna hold me tight
Everything I want a gonna be alright

It's quitin' time, quittin' time
Time to disassemble this assembly line
Lord, I love punchin' out like I hate punchin' in
Hot damma lama lama, it's quittin' time again

15518. Quitting is Rough

Trampled By Turtles - Quitting is Rough

[Verse 1]
I hear voices everywhere
Partly gone and partly there
Sing that one you used to sing to me
I was worse on summer days
Don't know why it went that way
An inside job, well, who's to say
What's right or wrong?

[Chorus]
Yeah, quitting is rough, you know it is
I can't love you more than this
Climb out, climb out



[Verse 2]
See the stars up high above
Love me with a painless love
Someone might pull the rug out any minute
Jack and Lucy Eden too
Two from me and one from you
I don't know just what I'd do without it

[Chorus]
Yeah, quitting is rough, you know it is
Come and show me what I've missed
Climb out, climb out
Climb out, climb out

[Bridge]
All the dark departments, I know that
I'd love to say that I won't bR coming back

[Verse 3]
Swallow every inch of life
RoostRr crows, but that's alright
He's got no idea now what's coming
Confidence in decaying leaves
There's a whisper on the breeze
There's a poet on his knees in the gutter

[Chorus]
Yeah, quitting is rough, you know it is
What's the point of any of this?
Climb out, climb out
Climb out, climb out
Climb out, climb out
Climb out, climb out

R - 15519. Rabbit

Rabbit
Wayne Taylor

I was a walking through the woods one day, 
looking for to ease my blues away. 
Here comes a rabbit running fast as he can 
right on his tail was a farmer man, 
farmer man, farmer man 
right on his tail was a farmer man.

Old man Henry was a good old soul 
chased that rabbit to the fishing hole, 
dog was a barking and running wild 
rabbit was a laughing all the while, 
all the while that rabbit, 
that rabbit was a laughing all the while.



old man Henry gonna get a prize, 
take it to his lovely bride, 
put some supper on the table too, 
that's just what he's a gonna do, 
gonna do, gonna do, 
yeah that's just what he's a gonna do.

Well he took a shot and he let it go
, his aim was off and don't you know, 
rabbit dodged the bullet away he run, 
Henry was a cussing at his gun, 
at his gun, at his gun, 
old Henry was cussing at his gun.

That rabbit is safe for the umpteenth time 
Old Henry stopped to drink some shine. 
Don't mind if I do I say, 
gonna catch that rabbit on another day, 
another day another day, 
I'm gonna catch that rabbit on another day.

And when i do I'll take that fur and sew it in a shirt for her, 
she'll love me till the day I die, 
what a lucky soul am I, soul am I, soul am I 
Oh what a lucky soul am I.

15520. Rabbit In The Log

Rabbit In The Log
Doc Watson

There's a rabbit in the log and I ain't got no dog
How will I get him I know ( I know )
I'll get me a briar and I'll twist it in his hair
That's how I'll get him I know
I know ( I know ) I know ( yes I know )
That's how I'll get him I know
I'll get me a briar and I'll twist it in his hair
That's how I'll get him I know

I'll build me a fire and I'll roast that old hare
Roll him in the flames to make him brown
And I'll feast here tonight while the moon's shining bright
Just find me a place to lie down
To lie down, to lie down
Find me a place to lie down
I'll feast here tonight while the moon's shining bright
Just find me a place to lie down

I'm going down the track with a chicken on my back
The soles on my shoes nearly gone
Just a little ways ahead there's an old framer's shed
That's where I'll rest my weary bones



Weart bones, weary bones
That's where I'll rest my weary bones
Just a little ways ahead there's an old farmer's shed
That's where I'll rest my weary bones

15521. Rabid Animal

Rabid Animal
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Another night wasted
In my parents' basement
I could almost taste it
Why did I ever go back home?

[Chorus]
All night
You got me runnin' like a rabid animal, like a dog
With no bite
How will I ever find you in the darkness
With no light?

[Verse 2]
Another night wasted
In my parents' basement
I don't know why I didn't chase it
When I was right on its tail

[Chorus]
When all night
You got me runnin' like a rabid animal, like a dog
With no fight
How will I ever find you (find you) in the darkness
With no light?

You got me runnin' like a rabid animal, like a dog
With no fight
How will I ever find you (find you) in the darkness
With no light?

Well now, you got me runnin' like a rabid animal, like a dog
With no bite
How will I ever find you (find you) in the darkness
With no light?

Yeah, you got me runnin' like a rabid animal, like a dog
With no fight
How will I ever find you (find you) in the darkness
With no light?



15522. Racing In The Street

Emmylou Harris - Racing In The Street

I got a sixty-nine Chevy with a 396
Fuelie heads and a Hurst on the floor
She's waiting tonight down in the parking lot
Outside the Seven-Eleven store
Me and my partner Sonny built her straight out of scratch
And he rides with me from town to town
We only run for the money got no strings attached
We shut 'em up and then we shut 'em down
Tonight tonight the strip's just right
I'm gonna blow 'em off in my first heat
Summer's here and the time is right
For racin' in the street

We take all the action we can meet
And we cover all the northeast states
When the strip shuts down we run 'em in the street
>From the fire roads to the interstate
Now Some guys they just give up living
And start dying little by little piece by piece
Some guys come home from work and wash up
And go racin' in the street
Tonight tonight the strip's just right
I'm gonna blow 'em all out of their seats
Calling out around the world
We're going racin' in the street

He met her on the strip three years ago
In a Camaro with this dude from L.A.
He blew that Camaro off his back and he drove that little girl away
But now there's wrinkles around his baby's eyes
And she cries herself to sleep at night
When he comes home the house is dark
She says 'Baby did you make it alright?'
She sits on the porch of her daddy's house
But all her pretty dreams are torn
She stares out alone into the night
With the eyes of one who hates for just being born
For all the shut-down strangers and hot rod angels

Rumbling through this promised land
Tonight my baby and me we're gonna ride to the sea
And wash these sins off our hands
Tonight tonight the highway's bright
Out of our way mister you best keep
Cause summer's here and the time is right
For racin' in the street



15523. Racing In The Street - Chords

Racing In The Street
The Breakmen
 
CCCCFFFFGGGGFFCC
 
C
I got a sixty-nine Chevy with a 396
       F
Fuelie heads and a Hurst on the floor
      G
She's waiting tonight down in the parking lot
            F            C
Outside the Seven-Eleven store
C
Me and my partner Sonny built her straight out of scratch
       F
And he rides with me from town to town
        G
We only run for the money, got no strings attached
            F              C
We shut 'em up and then we shut 'em down
 
C
We take all the action we can meet
       F
And we cover all the northeast states
         G
When the strip shuts down we run 'em in the street
         F                 C
From the fire roads to the interstate
 
Chorus
C
Tonight, tonight the strip's just right
        F
I wanna blow 'em off in my first heat
G
Summer's here and the time is right
    F             C
For racin' in the street
 
  C
I met her on the strip three years ago
     F
In a Camaro with this dude from L.A.
      G
Well, I blew that Camaro off my back,
    F                        C
and I drove that little girl away,
 
But now there's wrinkles around my baby's eyes



        F
And she cries herself to sleep at night
    G
She sits on the porch of her Daddy's house
           F                     C
She sighs, "Baby did you make it all right,"
 
Chorus
C
Tonight, tonight the strip's just right
        F
I wanna blow 'em off in my first heat
G
Summer's here and the time is right
    F             C
For racin' in the street 
 
C
Some guys they just give up living
                F
And start dying little by little, piece by piece,
     G
Some guys get off work, go home and wash up,
       F             C
And go racin' in the street.
 
C
For all the shut down strangers and hot rod angels,
F
Rumbling through this promised land
           G
Tonight my baby and me, we're gonna ride to the sea
    F                       C
And wash these sins off our hands.
 
Chorus
C
Tonight, tonight the strip's just right
        F
I wanna blow 'em off in my first heat
G
Summer's here and the time is right
    F             C
For racin' in the street

15524. Radio

Radio
Kathy Kallick

I recall those thrilling nights
Transistor lying under my pillow
I harbor still the secret vice



Knowing something that nobody knows

When did the magic steal your soul
Fill your senses and rock your bones
Your steadfast lover through the night
When did you fall for the radio

CHORUS:

I miss your laughter, I miss your voice
I miss your whisper soft and low
I'd trade all this empty noise
Wish I could hear you on the radio
If I could hear you on the radio

We trace our stories through the time
This song's yours and this one's mine
No one thing can recall a moment
Quite like a song from the radio

I remember and you do too
Where you heard all the fateful news
Our heroes died on the radio
Where were you when we walked on the moon

CHORUS

It's dark, it's late, I'm all alone
Driving down some unknown road
Foot on the dashboard, hair blowin'
I got the window rolled down low
Straining for familiar tones
Here comes your voice on the radio

CHORUS

15525. Radio

Radio
Kathy Kallick

I recall those thrilling nights
Transistor lying under my pillow
I harbor still the secret vice
Knowing something that nobody knows

When did the magic steal your soul
Fill your senses and rock your bones
Your steadfast lover through the night
When did you fall for the radio

CHORUS:



I miss your laughter, I miss your voice
I miss your whisper soft and low
I'd trade all this empty noise
Wish I could hear you on the radio
If I could hear you on the radio

We trace our stories through the time
This song's yours and this one's mine
No one thing can recall a moment
Quite like a song from the radio

I remember and you do too
Where you heard all the fateful news
Our heroes died on the radio
Where were you when we walked on the moon

CHORUS

It's dark, it's late, I'm all alone
Driving down some unknown road
Foot on the dashboard, hair blowin'
I got the window rolled down low
Straining for familiar tones
Here comes your voice on the radio

CHORUS

15526. Radio - Chords

Radio 
Steep Canyon Rangers

Capo 1
Into: Em D C D Em D C D
 
Em                C           D
I really dug your double tape deck
 
Em            C
Pressing dead flowers 
 
Em
For hours with you
 
      C
Up in your bedroom
 
C            Em       D         Em
Beneath that Waterloo sunset so fine
 
Em               C      D



Riding home from sunday school
 
Em          C
Casey Kesem told me
 
Em
I'd find her one day
 
C     Em            C
And I believed, I believed
 
C             D
Every word he said
 
 
[CHORUS]
             Em
'Cause I was born to the rhythm
 
D
Rocked in the Bosom
 
                           Em
Raised on the sound of the Radio
 
           D
And when I want to get back
 
                          C        Em
I turn it up loud and I'm ready to go
 
Em              C           D
We never had to look around look around
 
Em                 C
The sound was everywhere
 
          Em             C
And you'd call me on the phone
 
        Em          C
Saying "Look what I found"
 
  Em                C        D
A skeleton key made just for you
 
Em             D
Songs were the dark sunglasses
 
Em
And the telescopes 
 
C
We were looking through
 
Em                        D
And the open door that we stumbled through



 
       Em             C
And we crawled and we ran and we just
 
        D
We just flew
 
 
[CHORUS]
             Em
'Cause I was born to the rhythm
 
D
Rocked in the Bosom
 
                           Em
Raised on the sound of the Radio
 
           D
And when I want to get back
 
                          C        Em
I turn it up loud and I'm ready to go
 
[SOLO]
 
Em      D
On the Radio x4
 
[CHORUS]
             Em
'Cause I was born to the rhythm
 
D
Rocked in the Bosom
 
                           Em
Raised on the sound of the Radio
 
           D
And when I want to get back, get back
 
Em
Born to the rhythm 
 
D
Rocked in the Bosom
 
                           Em
Raised on the sound of the Radio
 
           D
And when I want to get back
 
                          C        Em
I turn it up loud and I'm ready to go
 



Em       D
On the Radio x2

15527. Radio Bingo

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Radio bingo

J'aurai tÃ¢té tou'es ouvrages
Plongeur picker camelot cook
Conciarge
Des dégÃ¢ts d'heures semaine
Plongé dans l'esclavage moderne
Artiste de l'hamburger
Peleux d'pommes de terre
Conducteur de tracteur
Garocheux d'circulaires
Torcheur des chiottes Ã  l'Etape
Ramasseur de tomates
Eviscéreur de vaches
Et trancheur d'omoplates
Con sanguinaire Ã  l'abattoir
DR jour comme de soir
Pis avec unR bonne job de tueur
Vient 'es antidouleurs tou'es quatre heures
Mais j'ai tout crissé lÃ 
Jamais toffé plus que six mois
J'ai tout crissé lÃ 
Jamais toffé plus que six mois
J'te sacrais tout Ã§a lÃ 
Pis c'tait pas plus compliqué qu'Ã§a

15528. Radio Boogie

Radio Boogie
Hot Rize

Well I got me a hat and old guitar
And I made a down payment on a second hand car
I got me a job on the radio
Now I'm saving up money for a fiddle and a bow 

   Do the radio boogie
   All over the dial
   With a solid kick and a red hot lick
   And some Tennessee style

Well early in the mountain when the sun comes up
I pull the cork from the jug and I take a little sup
If the sun keeps a-shining I'll plow the corn



If it stars to rain I'll just grind it in the barn

Well I call my gal on the telephone
What you doing honey are you all alone
Come on over about an hour or so
And we'll both do the boogie by the radio

Yes I got a job in a hillbilly band
I got brand new clothes I got money to spend
And everbody asks me where we play
The radio boogie's all they can say

15529. Radio Fragile

Nanci Griffith - Radio Fragile

We all said you'd never make it
Cause you had that fragile heart
And you were odd within the ways of the social
You through a caution to us all
And now when the late night drinkers gather for their falls
Someone says they've seen you out there laughing at us all

You mourned the cause of discontent with those who couldn't lose the dark
From the broad of daylight to half spent stars just waiting dusk to fall
Tell me, what the hell were you saying?
Was there a point at to it all?
Oh, and did they really see you out there laughing at us all

[Chorus:]
Is there anybody out there?
Is there anybody out there?
Oh, were you really out there laughing at us all?

The midnight boy from Minnesota shut you down and stole the show
They say that you bitter in your anguish
Cause it was you they ought to hold
You wore your causes on your sleeve like a beacon wears the dark
It's only right you should be out there laughing at us all

Now you are only dust for art
You're a shadow to recall
For all those late night drinkers in their ragged lonely bars
And we all said you'd never make it cuz you had that fragile heart
Now, all our hearts you held are wasted
You're out there laughing at us all

[Chorus: x2]



15530. Radio Girl

Rodney Crowell - Radio Girl

Get in your car and go
Dependin' on how you feel
Turn up your radio
DJ says the love is real
He thinks it's the latest sensation
And you just keep changin' the station
You know what love is about?
Heard it on your stereo
Everybody does without
Broken hearted comic book hero
Don't worry your pretty little head, now honey
'Cause it's only top twenty
Radio Girl, Radio Girl
Livin' for that three minute song
Welcome to the real world
Transistor sister
That's right, mister
The Radio Girl
Everybody's waiting for
Fairy Godmother to show
You not holdin' your breath anymore
Turn up that radio
That song just came in from left field
And you're goin' right through the windshield
Isabella
They wanna know what's wrong with you
They want you to come out and play
You're gonna push in all the buttons
And blow them all away
They got their whole lives to tell you
Just how much stuff they can sell you
Radio Girl, Radio Girl
Livin' for that three minute song
Welcome to the real world
Transistor sister
That's right, mister
The Radio Girl
Radio Girl, Radio Girl
Livin' for that three minute song
Welcome to the real world
Transistor sister
That's right, mister
The Radio Girl
Radio Girl, Radio Girl
Livin' for that three minute song
Welcome to the real world
Transistor sister
That's right, mister
The Radio Girl



15531. Radio John

Radio John
Sam Bush

Started out working in the summertime
On the docks of the Mississippi Valley barge Line
Stoking towboats on those long hot days
Getting half days off, sometimes with pay
Became a steamboat captain
Wrote the songs to Mark Twang
Rolling down the river to New Orleans

Oh, I can hear something coming up around the bend
It's the Julia Belle Swain, boys, gleaming and steaming on in
And it's Radio John standing at the helm
With a wave and a smile and some yarn to tell

He loved life on the river and the fiddle tunes
Of blind Ed Haley and Benny Martin too
He always played them songs with a Vamp in the Middle
With a hustle and a shuffle and a skittle wah diddle
He wrote songs every day, lord, he'd scratch and scribble
So the tunes that he wrote, he could play on his fiddle

Well, I went up the river come away last Sunday night
With my fiddle and my banjer and my baby there to hold me tight
A banjo man, he rolled while he sang
With rhythm like a piston on a railroad train

Gotta see Radio John with his two-toned shoes
A-slipping and a-sliding while he danced for you
He knew every crooked turn, up 'n' down the Mississippi
He was a Huckleberry Finn, an airwaves hippie
Radio John, a steamboat troubadour
A Mississippi Sawyer, like we'd never seen before

He spun those tunes in St. Louie and Illinois, they say
He played Bill, Earl and Lester and some boys named Bray
You could hear his voice every night 'til dawn
So cut your television off and turn your radio on
It's Radio John
He danced, and he played in the bars and the halls
While he was tapping his shoes, we was having a ball
Yeah, Radio John had us all sing along
Just a-clapping and a-stomping to every one of his songs

He could make us happy and sometimes make us cry
And looking back now, I wish we never had to say goodbye
It was 6-9-0 KSTL
Where he played those songs we all knew so well
Radio John



15532. Rag Mama Rag

Rag Mama Rag
The Band - Railroad Earth

Rag Mama rag, can't believe its true.
Rag Mama Rag, what did you do?
Crawled up to the railroad track 
Let the four nine-teen scratch my back 

Sag mama sag now 
What's come over you
Rag Mama Rag, I'm a pulling out your gag. 
Gonna turn you lose like an old caboose, 
Got a tail I need a drag. 

I ask about your turtle, 
And you ask about the weather, 
Well, I can't jump the hurdle 
And we can't get together. 

We could be relaxing in my sleeping bag,
But all you want to do for me mama 
Is rag Mama rag there's no-where to go, 
Rag Mama rag. Come on resin up the bow.

Rag Mama rag, where do ya roam?
Rag Mama rag, bring your skinny little body back home.
Its dog eat dog and cat eat mouse, you can
You can rag Mama rag all over my house. 

Hail stones beating on the roof, 
The bourbon is a hundred proof, 
Its you and me and the telephone 
Our destiny is quite well known.

We don't need to sit and brag. 
All we gotta do is 
Rag Mama rag Mama rag.
Rag Mama rag
Where do you roam?
Rag Mama rag, bring your skinny little body back home

15533. Ragdoll - Chords

Ragdoll 
Yonder Mountain String Band

[Verse]
   Am          G                     D            Am
I had me the stangest thoughts  the other day
        Am             G                   D               Am
We was movin down the same street, we was rollin the same way



   Am       G                  D             Am
I saw you slip and fall and i didn't lend a hand
 Am                G                      D                 Am
Can't shake those old time numbers from a runnin through my head
 
[Chorus]
 G                  D
Hell honey when ya come back round 
        Am
Better say your prayers, better kiss the ground
 G            D                        Am
Im a ragdoll peepin' in your window shade
 G                  D
Hell honey when ya come back round
           Am
Ya better say your prayers, better kiss the ground
      G           D                         Am    Em
Yes Jenny im a leavin on the first thing smokin'

15534. Ragged Angel

Dolly Parton - Ragged Angel 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writer Dolly Parton

Cindy was a ragged angel just a poor girl on her street
Cindy's eyes showed signs of hunger never had enough to eat
Cindy was a ragged angel golden hair and eyes of blue
Cindy loved her paper dolly that's the only love she knew
Cindy never knew her daddy and her mommie was seldom home
Except for Cindy's paper dolly Cindy was all alone
Cindy slept with her paper dolly on a blanket on the floor
She would shiver as the wind blew through the crack beneath the door
One night she laid with her paper dolly cold and hungry on the floor
That night God came for the ragged angel
And now Cindy won't ever be cold and hungry no not anymore ragged angel

15535. Ragged Mile

John Butler - Ragged Mile

I will run
Yes I will roll
I will climb your mountains high
Through the valleys of deceit
Through the cold winds of denial
And though you fear the cold dark
I'll be right here by your side
'Cos until you know just who you are



You'll never know I'm near not far
I've caught your falls I've helped you rise
I've damned these torrents from your eyes, I know
From the bosom to bare bones
Between the oceans and the sky
Since before time began
I have walked your ragged mile
And I will call like the crow
I'll be right there by your side
I am the candle in your darkest night
Whether you're wrong, whether you're right
I'll be there in your finest hour
I'll be there when it all turns sour
I know you are, I know who you are
I know you are, I know who you are
I know you are, I know who you are
I know you are
And though at times you'll be at your knees
It's better than just running blind
I'll push you straight into the deep
I'll challenge you boy every time
And I won't fall and I won't waiver
I'll be right there by your side
'Cos until you be just who you are
I'll never stop, I'll always call
I've caught your falls, I've helped you rise
I've damned these torrents from your eyes
I know you are, I know who you are
I know you are, I know who you are
I know you are, I know who you are
I know you are .... home

15536. Ragged Old Truck - Chords

Ragged Old Truck 
Todd Snider

[Verse]
G
Early this mornin' without any warnin'
  C                   G
I took a look at myself,
 G                        G
I seen how this married up life I been livin'
    A7                     D
Was tryin' to choke me to death
  G
I laid on my bed I put a gun to my head
      C                     G
And I just about ended it all
      C                     G          Em
But I come to my senses just before I got killed
      C              D            G



And I blowed me some holes in the wall
 
[Chorus]
    G
I'm thinkin' 'bout crankin' my ragged old truck up
    C                   G
And haulin' my ass into town
   G                                Em
I'm thinkin' 'bout raisin' so much doggone much hell
          A7                       D
That I'd have die just to live it all down
G                                   C
It's my life and there ain't no wife gonna tell me
                    G
I can't have some fun
      C                    G                  Em
So before that old heffer gets back in from Waco
         C              D          G
You can bet your sweet ass I'll be gone,
 
[Verse]
  G
I'm a honky tonk man in a honky tonk band
       C                     G
With a honky tonk girl on my arm
    G                    G
I may be as ugly as an old mud-rail fence
         A7                       D
But I'm loaded with hillbilly charm,
G                                   C
It's my life and there ain't no wife gonna tell me
                    G
I can't have some fun
      C                    G                  Em
So before that old heffer gets back in from Waco
         C              D          G
You can bet your sweet ass I'll be gone,
 
[Outro]
         C                          G          Em
Yeah I'm thinkin' 'bout crankin' my ragged old truck up
    C         D         G
And haulin' myself into town

15537. Raider

Raider
Henske / Yester

Raider stole a Morgan mare
As slick as she was sly
She black-jacked Raider's robber heart
Taught him how to fly



Chorus:
Raider she cries "There's tears in your eyes --
Oh, are you dreaming me?"

Now Raider sleeps out in the fields
Raider's growing old
In freezing winter banks the fire
To keep his mare from cold

Chorus

Shake you Raider, from your sleep
The time it is all gone
Give the little mare her head
And she will bring you home

Chorus

15538. Railroad Bill

Railroad Bill

Railroad Bill, Railroad Bill
Live way up on Railroad Bill
Ride, ride, ride

Well, Railroad Bill, Oh, Railroad Bill
He never worked and he never will
Ride, ride, ride

Well, Railroad Bill, he was a mighty mean man
He shot the midnight lantern out of the brakeman's hand
Ride, ride, ride

Well, I'm going up on a mountain, I'm going out West
A thirty eight Special sticken' out of my vest
Ride, ride, ride

I'll buy me a pistol just as long as my arm
Kill everybody ever done me harm
Ride, ride, ride

Well, Railroad Bill, oh, Railroad Bill
He never worked, Load, he never will
Ride, ride, ride

I got a thirty eight Special on a forty five frame
How in the world can I miss him when I got dead aim
Ride, ride, ride

Well, Railroad Bill, will, he took my wife
He said if I didn't like it he would take my life



Ride, ride, ride

Well, honey, honey, do you think I'm a fool
I wouldn't quit you when the weather is cool
Ride, ride, ride

15539. Railroad Earth

Railroad Earth - Railroad Earth (Live) 

Through this Railroad Earth, for whatever its worth
Singing songs and staying high
And you know I'll be where my heart beats free
And my thoughts are free to fly
Oh Mama please don't make me lie
I need my freedom
I need my open sky

And your socks and shirt, on your bed of dirt
With the midnight moon up high
And you know I've been where the midnight wind
Makes your soul and spirit cry
Oh Mama please don't ask me why
I need my freedom
I need my open sky

Through this Railroad Earth for, whatever its worth
Getting long and getting by
And you know I miss every single kiss
As the years go rolling by
Oh Mama ain't it good to be alive
Where your mountain top and feeling high
Oh Mama ain't it good to be alive
While your down the road and free to ride

Oh Mama please don't make me lie

15540. Railroad Lady

Railroad Lady
(Jimmy Buffett - Jerry Jeff Walker)

She's a railroad lady just a little bit shady
Spending her days on a train
She's the semi good looker but the fast rails they took her
Now she's trying just trying to get home again.

South station in Boston to the stockyards of Austin
From the Florida sunshine to the New Orleans rain



Now that the rail packs have taken the best tracks
She's trying just trying to get back home again.

She's a railroad lady just a little bit shady
Spending her days on a train
She's the semi good looker but the fast rails they took her
Now she's trying just trying to get home again.

Once a high-balling loner thought he could own her
He bought her a fur coat and a big dimaond ring
But she hug in for cold cash left town on the Wabash
Never thinking never thinking of home way back then.

But the rails are now rusty the dining car's dusty
The gold bladed watches are taking their gold
The railroads're dying and the lady is crying
On a bus to Kentucky and home that's her goal.

She's a railroad lady just a little bit shady
Spending her days on a train
Once a pull man car driver not a breakment won't have her
She's trying just trying to get back home again.

On a bus to Kentucky and home once again...

15541. Railroad Line - Chords

Railroad Line 
Gibson Brothers

[Verse]
D                              G      D
Well you might think that it's long ago
                             Bm     A
But I can still see the black smoke roll
 D            G D
 Back before 1959
                              A        D
Back before they tore out the railroad line
                        G      D
It used to be there was timber here
                            Bm        A
So we took our teams to the woods and cleared
D                      G        D
Enough to keep all our debts on time
                               A       D
Back before they tore out the railroad line
 
 
[Chorus]
F#m        G                  D
Before the big trucks and the highway
    F#m        G                       D



The world came down those tracks in my day
                                  G      Em
Life was a little different in my prime
D                             A        D
Back before they tore out the railroad line
 
 
[Verse]
D                      G        D
Once we had a thriving railroad town
                               Bm            A
We had our own post office and kids running  round
           D                    G       D
There were brand new houses and one was mine
                              A        D
Back before they tore out the railroad line
                          G        D
But then one day all the  timber's gone
                        Bm         A
And when profit dies it don't take long
   D                     G        D
To board the station and take the signs
                        A        D
And tear out all of the railroad line
 
 
[Chorus]
 F#m        G                  D
Before the big trucks and the highway
    F#m        G                       D
The world came down those tracks in my day
                                  G      Em
Life was a little different in my prime
D                             A        D
Back before they tore out the railroad line

15542. Railroad Man - Chords

Railroad Man 
The Stray Birds
 
[Verse]
C                F              C
I haven't let my hair down in a while
F                           C
Since it caught fire in the coals
F                            C    G/B  Am
I turned around and walked a back road mile
G    F                   G
With all the ashes in my soul
 
[Verse 2]
C                F              C



I haven't felt a cold dawn in a while
F                         C
Long time they were all I knew
F                    C  G/B  Am
Been holdin' on to a newborn child
G     F                     G
Whose eyes are askin' after you
 
[Chorus]
   F        G
Oh railroad man
          C  G/B    Am
I've been trying to stand
          F       G           F
Where the morning stars might fall
   F        G
Oh railroad man
         C  G/B      Am
Will you do what you can
F           G     F
To remember me at all
   C        G     C
To remember me at all
 
[Verse 3]
C                F              C
If you come looking I might warn you
F
These tears don't leave an easy trai
F                    C  G/B  Am
I cut my heart out of my calico sleeve
G   F                     G
And then, I put it up for sale
 
[Chorus]
   F        G
Oh railroad man
          C  G/B    Am
I've been trying to stand
          F       G           F
Where the morning stars might fall
   F        G
Oh railroad man
         C  G/B      Am
Will you do what you can
F           G     F
To remember me at all
   C        G     C
To remember me at all

15543. Railroad Of Sin



Sturgill Simpson - Railroad of Sin

[Verse 1]
Well they say you live and learn, but it really seems more to me
Like all along I've been learning how to live
Well, for years I've been drifting like a boat lost out at sea
I've been out walking them ties on the railroad of sin

[Verse 2]
Well, looking back on my life now at some of the things I done
Makes me wanna hang my head in shame
I was a no-good, no-account, low-down heartbreaker
On that railroad of sin, I was a highballing train

[Chorus]
I'm just a poor boy, had to beg, steal, and borrow
Just a leaf blowing lonesome in the wind
I'm just a hitchhiker on that old highway of sorrow
Just a highballing train on the railroad of sin

[Solo]
Woo!

[Verse 2]
Well, you won't feel it and you won't hear it coming
Well, 'cause when she's rolling slow it, don't make a sound
But I got that throttle to ten on the railroad of sin
Going off of the rails and I can't slow it down

[Chorus]
I'm just a poor boy, had to beg, steal, and borrow
Just a leaf blowing lonesome in the wind
I'm just a hitchhiker on that old highway of sorrow
Just a highballing train on the railroad of sin

[Chorus]
I'm just a poor boy, had to beg, steal, and borrow
Just a leaf blowing lonesome in the wind
I'm just a hitchhiker on that old highway of sorrow
Just a highballing train on the railroad of sin

15544. Railroadin' And Gamblin'

Uncle Dave Macon
Railroadin' and Gamblin'

What your mammy am told you, six months ago
Keep on your coat and hat, be ready to go

Oh, railroadin' and gamblin'
Pickin' up chips for mammy
Lord, Lord, Lord

Take your feet out the sand, stick 'em in the mud



Take your feet out the sand, stick 'em in the mud

Been in the statehouse, been in that hall
Been in that courthouse, the worst place of all

Oh, railroadin' and gamblin'
Pickin' up chips for mammy
Lord, Lord, Lord

Said that preacher, God, ain't that a sin
Johnny, get your whiskers cut, here comes the wind

Lord, that preacher, God, ain't that a sin
Johnny, get your whiskers cut, here comes the wind

Cars on the roadside, cars on the track
Spent all my money, no way to get back
Oh, railroadin' and gamblin'
Pickin' up chips for mammy
Lord, Lord, Lord

Take your feet out the sand, stick 'em in the mud
Take your feet out the sand, stick 'em in the mud

15545. Railroading On The Great Divide

Railroading On The Great Divide

Nineteen and sixteen I started to roam
Out in the West no money no home
I went drifting along with the tide
I landed on the Great Divide

Railroading on the Great Divide,
Nothing around me but Rockies and sky
There you'll find me as years go by
Railroading on the Great Divide

Ask any old-timer from Old Cheyenne,
Railroad in Wyoming the best in the land
The long steel rails, the short cross ties
I laid across the Great Divide.

As I looked out across the breeze
Number Three coming, the fastest on wheels
Through old Laramie (Lamar) she glides with pride
And rolls across the Great Divide



15546. Railroads - Chords

Railroads 
Holly Williams
 
Intro - F / Am Am / C / G G
 
       F                           C
Well I used to pray to Jesus but I done backslid
G                        Am
Carrying the burdens of a preacher's kid
F                          C
Drinking at the pulpit and healing them lame
G                         Am
Daddy was a-riding on the old death train
 
  F                      C
I had me a woman but she took my kid
       G                          Am
When I gambled all our money on a moonshine still
F                             C
Now I drink my whiskey from a beat up flask
     G                            Am
This train done departed and it's goin' fast
 
      F             C             F      C
Oh the wheels, they spin, they're faster than a speeding
G
Airplane on a sunny day
      F           C            F        C         Am
And I can't break free cause I can't believe it's me
        F         C          F      C
So I'll take your bets, I'll try me walking down
  G
A narrow line with a life like mine
           F     C       F     C         Am
And you'll never see any boy as brave as me
       F
Yeah I hope that this old railroad delivers me
 
F / Am Am / C / G G
 
 
              F                                C
I'm still the talk of this town, I'm still the roll of their dice
  G                     Am
I found me a lover in a whorehouse wife
    F                          C
She never knew her mama or the money I've known
      G                            Am
Don't ever make a judgement if you ain't been shown
 
          F                             C
You never walked in my shoes, you never understood
    G                  Am
Why I was escaping anyway that I could
F                      C



Nobody knows I'm gonna ride these rails
         G                    Am
'Til the dark comes over this prison cell
 
      F             C             F      C
Oh the wheels, they spin, they're faster than a speeding
G
Airplane on a sunny day
      F           C            F        C         Am
And I can't break free cause I can't believe it's me
        F         C          F      C
So I'll take your bets, I'll try me walking down
  G
A narrow line with a life like mine
           F     C       F     C         Am
And you'll never see any boy as brave as me
       F
Yeah I hope that this old railroad delivers me
 
F / Am Am / C / G G
 
          F                      C
Well, the truth came out and the church burned down
G                            Am
Daddy's heart stopped on the edge of this town
    F                           C
I'm out here searching for that boy of my own
      G                            Am
Don't ever make a judgement if you ain't been shown
 
      F             C             F      C
Oh the wheels, they spin, they're faster than a speeding
G
Airplane on a sunny day
      F           C            F        C         Am
And I can't break free cause I can't believe it's me
        F         C          F      C
So I'll take your bets, I'll try me walking down
  G
A narrow line with a life like mine
           F     C       F     C         Am
And you'll never see any boy as brave as me
       F
Yeah I hope that this old railroad delivers me
 
F / Am Am / C / G G
 
       F
Yeah I hope that this old railroad delivers me

15547. Rain



Rain

I was born one rainy morn
Just before my mama died
Five years daddy left me
The rain was falling down outside

   Rain oh rain leave me alone
   You're icy fingers chill my bones
   Seems trouble always comes around
   Each time the rain starts falling down

It seems the years pass by so quickly
I grew up fast I grew apart
Next thing I knew the rain was falling
Out across the prison yard

Now when I die make me this promise
To bury me in the darkest cave
So I may know while I am resting
No rain will fall upon my grave

15548. Rain

Rain
Kyle Hollingsworth
String Cheese Incident

Let the rain come, set me free
Rain come, wash me clean
Rain come, set me free
Rain come, wash me clean
Rain come, set me free
Rain come, wash me clean
Rain come, set me free
Let the rain come

Now the clouds cover the sun
It has begun, it's on it's way, hey, hey
Soon I feel the water's touch
Wanting so much for it to stay, hey, hey
Calm before the storm
A world transformed, it takes me away, hey, hey

Let the rain come, set me free
Rain come, wash me clean
Rain come, set me free
Rain come, wash me clean
Rain come, set me free
Rain come, wash me clean
Rain come, set me free
Let the rain come

Clouds, like fingers reaching down



Towards the ground, the earth is cleansed, hey, hey
The sea, the sea it grows
The rivers flow without an end, hey, hey
So the field is green
The mountains clean to begin again, hey, hey

15549. Rain

Rain
John Lennon - John Hartford

If the rain comes
They run and hide their heads
They might as well be dead
If the rain comes
If the rain comes

When the sun shines
They slip into the shade
And sip their lemonade
When the sun shines
When the sun shines

Rain, I don't mind
Shine, the weather's fine

I can show you
That when it starts to rain
Everything's the same
I can show you
I can show you

Rain, I don't mind
Shine, the weather's fine

Can you hear me
That when it rains and shines
It's just a state of mind
Can you hear me
Can you hear me

15550. Rain & Snow

Rain & Snow
The Del McCoury Band

I married me a wife, she give me trouble all my life
Left me out in the cold rain and snow



Rain and snow, ooh oh Lord
Left me out in the cold rain and snow

She came down the stairs, combing back her long yellow
Hair
And her cheeks were as red as a rose

As a rose ooh oh Lord
And her cheeks were as red as a rose

I've done all I can do, to try and get along with you
And I ain't going to be treated this a?way

This a way a ay, a oh Lord
And I ain't going to be treated this a?way

She came into the room, where she met her final doom
And I ain't going to be treated this a way

This away a ay, a oh Lord
And I ain't going to be treated this a way

15551. Rain - Chords

Rain
The Clay Hess Band

Key: E

Esus2           Dadd9 
I can't stand a driving rain 
A6             Esus2 
pounding on my window pane 
Esus2             Dadd9 
slowly driving me insane 
A6   (bend)     Esus2 
go away driving rain 
Esus2        Dadd9 
I can hear a blowing rain 
A6             Esus2 
blowing like a hurricane 
Esus2           Dadd9 
roaring like an old freight train 
A6   (bend)     Esus2 
go away blowing rain 
chorus:
Esus2     Dadd9 
rain rain go away rain 
A6              Esus2 
i don't need to feel your pain 
Esus2              Dadd9 
breaking my heart, racking my brain 
A6   (bend)  Esus2 



rain go away rain 
Esus2          Dadd9 
i can feel the freezing rain 
A6              Esus2 
froze her heart k*lled the flame 
Esus2            Dadd9 
and I'm the only one to blame 
A6   (bend)      Esus2 
go away freezing rain 
Esus2            Dadd9 
i used to love a gentle rain 
A6               Esus2 
sweet to me like sugar cane 
Esus2                          Dadd9 
but it's making me think about her again 
A6   (bend)       Esus2 
so go away gentle rain 
[chorus 2x] 
Esus2     Dadd9 
rain rain go away rain 
A6              Esus2 
i don't need to feel your pain 
Esus2             Dadd9 
breaking my heart, racking my brain 
A6   (bend)  Esus2 
rain go away rain

15552. Rain And Snow

Rain And Snow (Cold Rain And Snow)
Song by Grateful Dead - Del McCoury
The Lonesome Sisters

Well, I married me a wife, she's been trouble all my life
Run me out in the cold rain and snow, rain and snow
Run me out in the cold rain and snow

Well, she went up to her room where she sang her faithful tune
And I ain't goin' be treated this way, this ol' way
And I ain't goin' be treated this way

She's coming down the stairs, combin' back her yellow hair
Well I'm goin' where those chilly winds don't blow, winds don't blow
I'm goin' where those chilly winds don't blow

Well, I married me a wife, she's been trouble all my life
Run me out in the cold rain and snow, rain and snow
Run me out in the cold rain and snow

Run me out in the cold rain and snow
Run me out in the cold rain and snow
Run me out in the cold, cold rain and snow
Run me out in the cold, cold rain and snow



Run me out in the cold rain and snow

15553. Rain Came Down - Chords

Rain Came Down
Steve Ear
Written by Steve Earle and Michael Woody
Originally From the Album "Exit 0" but I got it from "Essential
Steve Earle"

Intro G C G C G D (2X)

G                    C  D
The old man loaded up everything that he owned in a wagon and headed out west
G C                        D
The old woman fearless to face the unkown cause she figured he knew what was best
C                               G  C                         D
And they settled down hard on a government grant, with 6 mouths to feed and 40 acres to pla
nt

CHORUS..................................................................................

D                 Em   G
And the rain came down
C                            D
Like an angel sent down from above
                  Em   G
And the Rain came down
C                              D
Well once it starts there aint never enough

........................................................................................
VERSE 2
G                                     C              D
Fall turn to Winter another year gone over and over again
G    C                              D
Some took their lives from the land and moved on some stayed on to plow it back in
C                                  G
And the Good Lord He giveth and He taketh away
    C                             D
And the restless shall go and the faithfull shall stay

REPEAT CHORUS

solo
 G  C  G   C   G   D (2x)

Bridge:
D                                                   C            G
Well my grandfather died in the room he was born in 23 summers ago
D  C                           G      
But I could've sworn he's beside me this mornin' when the sheriff showed up at my door
C                                       G



So don't you come around here with your auctioneer man
              C                               D
Cause you can have the machines but you aint taken my land

Repeat Chorus

Repeat intro (4X)

15554. Rain On A Tin Roof

Rain On A Tin Roof
Chris Stapleton - Little Big Town

Her eyes are blue
Just like the ocean
Her heart is a river free
Well now and then
She gets the notion
And she finds her way to me
Her love's like rain on a tin roof
Sweet song on a summer time storm
And the way that it moves you
It's a melody of passion raging on
Then it's gone
She tells me she will
Be back to see me
Every time she has to go
And I keep wondering
Just when that will be
Cause with her you never
Her love's like rain on a tin roof
Sweet song on a summer time storm
And the way that it moves you
It's a melody of passion raging on
Then it's gone
Like a thirsty field
I can't complain a bit
Cause I'm thankful for
Every single drop I get
Her love's like rain on a tin roof
Sweet song on a summer time storm
And the way that it moves you
It's a melody of passion raging on
Then it's gone
She's gone she's gone
My baby's gone

15555. Rain Please Go Away



Rain Please Go Away
Alison Krauss & Union Station

Rain, please go away
Leave me alone, come another day
My love is gone, this time to stay
Rain, please go away

It's tough to live the whole day through
Thinkin' of her is all I do
She's happy now, and I'm so blue
Rain, she's cold like you

If only the time wouldn't drag so slow
Find a new love and let it grow
I'm kiddin' myself, it don't happen that way
Rain, please go away

Rain, please go away
Leave me alone, come another day
My love is gone, this time to stay
Rain, please go away

15556. Rain Rain - Chords

Rain Rain
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Roger Miller, George Jones, J.P. Richardson

G
Rain rain keeps a falling down
                       D7
Beating on my tin roof falling all around
I ain't got a penny nobody'll lend me
                     G
Money so I can go to town
Well I ain't got no money can't meet my honey
               D7
I know she's a waiting for me in town
Rain rain keeps on a falling
                               G
Beating on my tin roof falling on the ground
C
I can hear her calling with ever drop a falling
  G
A beating on my window pane
C
I'm a sitting here a wishing longing for a kiss
     G            D7
It's driving me insane
G
Rain rain go away
                        D7
Why don't you come back another day



I ain't got a penny I ain't a getting any
                         G
Love until the rain goes away
repeat

15557. Rain Rain Rain

Rain Rain Rain

   Rain rain rain
   I can feel the clouds of heartache moving in
   Rain rain rain
   You've got leaving on your mind again.

Your love for me is like the changing weather
With just enough sun to keep me hanging on
And foolish me keeps hoping it'll get better
But clouds roll in and once more you are gone.

Rainbows that appear are just illusions
That man has looked for since the days of old
And like the rainbow your love's always moving
But I keep looking for that pot of gold.

15558. Rain Still Falls

Yonder Mountain String Band - Rain Still Falls (Live)

Run away to chase old times
Hanging on a clinging vine
Climbing up your highway sign
Don't the rains still fall.

Sky is dark I can see.
Turn your light away from me.
It scares away my memory.
Don't the rains still fall
Silently.

I called her up without a dime
Wires stretch across the sky
Darkest line on her darker eye

Eastbound freight with endless weight of parallels
You cant relate.

I looked to you I lost my way

I never thought I would slip away



Hold you closer every day
Price my mind has got to pay
Don't the rains still fall

Rolling down an empty road

What I have I cannot hold
Where I stand I cannot go
Don't the rains still fall
On the way back home.

I call her up without a dime
Wires stretch across the sky
Darkest line on her darker eye

Eastbound freight with endless weight of parallels
You cant relate.

I looked to you I lost my way.

Rolling down an empty road
What I have I cannot hold
Understand I cannot go
Don't the rains still fall
On the way back home.

Don't the rains still fall
On the way back home.

15559. Rainbow

The Incredible String Band - Rainbow 

Golden seeds of autumn
Streak the purple sky
Miles of amber raindrops
Stretch between our hands

Just then, just then, my heart leapt high
Beautiful colors danced in my eye
Walked to the window looked up at the sky

As I lit an evening candle
Feeling you were there with me
All around me
Saw your love come shining brightly
You're a rainbow

And me I'll come shining though
Rain's gone and the sky is blue
I'm a rainbow too

No one can say how long I've loved you



Rainbow shine
No one can say 'cause nobody knows
Rainbow, rainbow, rainbow time

Morning light of springing snowdrop
Golden sun at midday hour, twilight violet
Midnight stars come shining silver
You're a rainbow

And you take my breath away
You make me stop and say
I'm a rainbow too

If you see a soft light falling
And you feel I'm there with you
All those colors
They do not come from the candle, oh no
You're a rainbow

Born are the words
On the silent wings of love
So dear to me, sweet song of love
Colored are the words
With the rainbow of truth

So dear to me
As long as I live
I will sing that song so dear
So dear to me

And merging with mine
The voice of all that you are will shine
So dear to me
Sweet song of love

And me I'll come shining through
Rain's gone and the sky is blue
I'm a rainbow too

No one can say how long I've loved you
Rainbow shine
No one can say 'cause nobody knows
Rainbow, rainbow time

Me, I'm not missing you
I'm right there kissing you
I'm a rainbow too

I can tell by your eyes
You've been singing that old sweet song
Let your love roll on

Everybody here I think will agree
That they can sing that song
As good as can be

You know I'd hate to go



I'd hate to go
Before I see everybody here
Shine like a rainbow
I have seen you there

15560. Rainbow - Chords

Rainbow 
Kacey Musgraves
 
[Intro]
G Em C G G Em C Dadd4
 
[Verse]
G                Em             C           G
When it rains it pours, but you didn't even notice
G                   Em                 C                    Dadd4
It ain't raining anymore, it's hard to breathe when all you know is
Em               B7                Em          Asus4
The struggle of staying above the rising water line
 
[Chorus]
G                  Em    C                     G     D/F#
The sky is finally open, rain and wind stopped blowin'
           Em               A              D
But you're stuck out in the same old storm again
         G                Em            C                   G    D/F#
You hold tight to your umbrella, darling I'm just trying to tell ya
            Em             G             D           G
That there's always been a rainbow hanging over your head
 
[Interlude]
G Em C G G Em C Dadd4
 
[Verse]
G                       Em            C              G
If you could see what I see, you'd be blinded by the colors
G                          Em            C               Dadd4
Yellow, red and orange and green, and at least a million others
    Em                B7                 Em           Asus4
Tie up the boat, take off your coat, and take a look around
 
[Chorus]
G                  Em    C                     G     D/F#
The sky is finally open, rain and wind stopped blowin'
           Em               A              D
But you're stuck out in the same old storm again
         G                Em            C                   G    D/F#
You hold tight to your umbrella, darling I'm just trying to tell ya
            Em             G             D           G
That there's always been a rainbow hanging over your head
 
[Interlude]



Em  C  Dadd4  Em  C  Dadd4
 
[Bridge]
        Em                B7                 Em           Asus4
So, tie up the boat, take off your coat, and take a look around
              C/G
Everything is alright now
 
[Chorus]
       G                  Em    C                     G      D/F#
'Cause the sky is finally open, rain and wind stopped blowing
           Em               A              D
But you're stuck out in the same old storm again
    G              Em            C                  G     D/F#
Let go of your umbrella, darling I'm just trying to tell ya
             Em            G               D         G    D/F#
That there's always been a rainbow hanging over your head
        Em           G               D          G   Em C Dadd4 G Em C Dadd4  G
There's always been a rainbow hanging over your head

15561. Rainbow At Midnight

Osborne Brothers - Rainbow at Midnight

After the war was over I was coming home to you
I saw a rainbow at midnight out on the ocean blue
The stars up in heaven were shining the moon gave its light from above

I saw your face in this rainbow and it made me think of our love
We'll build our home in the country and make all our dreams come true
There we will make a heaven sweetheart just for we two
[ ac.guitar ]

Here we will live so happy and have a baby or two
We'll name them after the rainbow because it reminds me of you
After this life is over and our journey here is through
We'll move to the land of the rainbow and live in the stary blue
And live in the stary blue

15562. Rainbow In The Valley

Rainbow in the Valley

Oh well, I'm tired and so weary
But I must go alone
Till the lord comes and calls, calls me away, oh yes
Well the morning's so bright
And the lamp is alight
And the night, night is as black as the sea, oh yes



There will be peace in the valley for me, some day
There will be peace in the valley for me, oh Lord I pray
There'll be no sadness, no sorrow
No trouble, trouble I see
There will be peace in the valley for me, for me
Well the bear will be gentle
And the wolves will be tame
And the lion shall lay down by the lamb, oh yes
And the beasts from the wild
Shall be lit by a child
And I'll be changed, changed from this creature that I am, oh yes
There will be peace in the valley for me, some day
There will be peace in the valley for me, oh Lord I pray
There'll be no sadness, no sorrow
No trouble, trouble I see
There will be peace in the valley for me, for me

15563. Rainbow Of My Dreams

Rainbow of My Dreams - Del Mccoury Band

[Chorus]
You are the rainbow of my dreams, dear
I think of you both night and day
You are the rainbow of my dreams, dear
I'm lonesome when you're far away

[Verse 1]
The clouds disguise colors bright
Golden raindrops from above
Stars that brighten up the night
Bring memories of the one I love

[Chorus]
You are the rainbow of my dreams, dear
I think of you both night and day
You are the rainbow of my dreams, dear
I'm lonesome when you're far away

[Verse 2]
When clouds have vanished into space
This dream will slowly disappear
I found no one can take your place
Without you, it would be so lonely here

[Chorus]
You are the rainbow of my dreams, dear
I think of you both night and day
You are the rainbow of my dreams, dear
I'm lonesome when you're far away



15564. Rainbow Over the Hill

Richard Thompson - Rainbow Over the Hill

Rainbow over the hill
Rainbow over the hill
Rain clouds lifting
Just when you think they never will

And I'll be on my way
Up and down in a swamp all day
And just when it broke my will
There's a rainbow over the hill

Don't you worry your weary head
About the fools and problems in your way
If you could see beyond tomorrow
You never would shed a tear today

Rainbow over the hill
Rainbow over the hill
New day breaking
No time to be standing still

And further on down the road
I'll reap what I have sown
And just when I've had my fill
There's a rainbow over the hill

Don't you worry your weary head
About the fools and problems in your way
If you could see beyond tomorrow
You never would shed a tear today

Rainbow over the hill
Rainbow over the hill
Rain clouds lifting
Just when you think they never will

And I'll be on my way
Up and down in the swamp all day
And just when I've had my fill
There's a rainbow over the hill
Rainbow over the hill
Rainbow over the hill

15565. Rainbow Roller-Coaster



Rainbow Roller-Coaster - Acoustic Syndicate

If the rainbow was a roller-coaster
And I could ride it for free
I wouldn't bring it back I'd just keep on rolling
See what I could see
I'²d make it do the loop de loop
Corkscrew and the barrel roll
We can ride till we all get tired
And we can go where, wherever we wanted to go
If the rainbow was a roller coaster and I could ride it for free
Oh would you go upside down with me?
If the rainbow was a rollercoaster and I could take it anywhere
I wouldn't bring it back
I'd just keep on rolling
To see what all is out there
We can pack a picnic basket
Eat our supper in the sky
Make a bed up on old Cloud 9
In the morning we could go for another ride
If the rainbow was a roller coaster and I could ride it for free
Oh would you go upside down with me
And if you could do you think you'²d come with me
To the end of the line
You know I love you and I want to make you
Make you my roller coaster bride
And if there really was a pot of gold
At the end of the old rainbow
We can build ourselves a rainbow mansion
And we can live there till we till we both get fat and old
If the rainbow was a rollercoaster
And I could ride it for free
Oh would you go upside down with me
Oh upside down
0h upside down

15566. Rainbow Serpent

Rainbow Serpent - String Cheese Incident

A pain, a weight your mother knows
The sun betrayed a tarnished glow
A smoke come down, erase our eyes
The sky's too low to recognize

All the while the rainbow serpent winds
As her children faintly lost their minds

Can't be TV, the buried crime
A perfect world, a plan sublime
Watch your neighbor, buy your face
Keeping time, but losing place

All the while the rainbow serpent crawls



While her children dream of wails and walls

In the veins of belief, or the diamonds of our eye, she lingers there

Big deal, debrief, a heart of chrome
Running scared as the lizards roam
The rabbit hole seems far away
But the dream of age is here to stay

All the while the rainbow serpent smiles
Watching all her children's final mile

All the while the rainbow serpent smiles
Watching all her children's final mile

15567. Rainbow Stew

Rainbow Stew

There's a big, brown cloud in the city
And the countryside's a sin
The price of life is too high to give up
It's gotta come down again

But worldwide war is over and done
And the dream of peace comes true
We'll all be drinkin' that free Bubble Up
And eatin' that rainbow stew

When they find out how to burn water
And the gasoline car is gone
When an airplane flies without any fuel
And the sunlight heats our home

But one of these days when the air clears up
And the sun comes shinin' through
We'll all be drinkin' that free Bubble Up
And eatin' that rainbow stew

Eatin' rainbow stew in a silver spoon
Underneath that sky of blue
We'll all be drinkin' that free Bubble Up
And eatin' that rainbow stew

Alright, Parky?

Here comes Don

You don't have to get high to get happy
Just think about what's in store
When people start doin' what they oughta be doin'
Then they won't be booin' no more



When a President goes through the White House door
Does what he says he'll do
We'll all be drinkin' that free Bubble Up
And eatin' that rainbow stew

Eatin' rainbow stew in a silver spoon
Underneath that sky of blue
We'll all be drinkin' that free Bubble Up
And eatin' that rainbow stew

Eatin' rainbow stew in a silver spoon
Underneath that sky of blue
We'll all be drinkin' free Bubble Up
And eatin' that rainbow stew

15568. Rainbows

Rainbows
The Infamous Stringdusters - Rainbows

[Verse 1]
I've done time
In a place where no one goes
Hoping for my best to show, again

[Verse 2]
In my mind
There's a place where I could find
All the love I've left behind, but then

[Chorus]
I keep reaching for that rainbow
Rainbow in the sky

[Verse 3]
Why can't I
Just let go of all my fears
Let me feel, let there be some rain

[Verse 4]
In the sky
Vivid colors in the air
I get close but can't get near, again

[Chorus]
I keep reaching for that rainbow
Rainbow in the sky

[Instrumental]

[Bridge]
Rushing out into the rain
Hoping not to feel the same



I give it all I've got again
Tyring not to go insane

[Instrumental]

[Verse 1]
I've done time
In a place where no one goes
Hoping for my best to show, again

15569. Rainbows All Over Your Blues

Rainbows All Over Your Blues
John Sebastian

I been waiting my time just to talk to you
You've been lookin' all down in the mouth
and down at your shoes
Well, baby, I came to give you the news
I'll paint rainbows all over your blues

I heard you been spending a lot of your time up in your room
And at night you been watchin' the dark side of the moon
You don't talk to nonody if they don't talk to you
So Buddy and me came here to sing you a tune

"I give up" is all you've really got to say
It's time to find a new life style
Cause this really ain't the way

Let's go for a bounce on my trampoline
I can show you the prettiest mountains
that you've ever seen
You better run to your closet
and fish out your blue suede shoes
I'll paint rainbows all over your blues

15570. Rainbows Over My Blues

Blue Dogs - Rainbows Over My Blues

Where do you go, when you go?
You move to the rhythm of something I don't know
What do you do, when you do?
If I could only find a way to get out of these blues
Around you I'm weightless
In your sight I'm blind
My heart knows I must have you
But I'm paralyzed in my mind



If you could show me a sign
I might know what to do
Seeing your face sometimes makes rainbows over my blues
Where do rainbows come here from
Appearing out of thin air?
Then just as quickly as they come
They are no longer there
It's an old sign of hope
It can have a pot of gold at the end
It's a sign of the times
That I'm out in the cold
Maybe we'll just be friends
Freeing myself somehow
Gonna make rainbows over my blues
Bright and brilliant it may be
At the end is my destiny
Is it a pot of golden love
Or just the blues and me?

15571. Raindrops - Chords

Raindrops 
Pokey LaFarge

[Intro] Am      D         G          C/G x2 then Em
 
[Verse 1]
Am      D         G          C/G
Black is the color that replaces gold
Am      D         G          C/G
When nights starts remind you of the days of old
Am      D         G          C/G
Red is the color of buring love that beats through the heart of mankinds blood
Am                   D                            G                          C/G
But yellow was the day of his cowardly ways that turned your pink pair of dice blue and gray
Am                 D                         G                              C/G
I would of took it for you but you just up and blue, you just close your heart right away
 
Am
 
[Chorus]
Am           D           G                   C/G
You got those raindrops, falling on your new cut hair
Am              D                  G             C/G
This time, it isn't fair, so come on and lay it on me,
Em
Cus that's the way you always wanted to be
 
Am
 
[Verse 2]
Am                D              G                   C/G
Its not your duty to conceal ones beauty and yet you hide your own



Am                D                         G                       C/G
Now youre drowning in a nowhere stream and you've lost the only friend that you've known
Am                          D                       G                                    C/G
Youll find your wishes now, in the cards that are left from the deck that you scattered in a bro
ken mess.
Am                D                             G                     C/G
Youre aces your  kings are all forgetten things along with how to play the game
 
[Chorus]
Am           D           G                   C/G
You got those raindrops, falling on your new cut hair
Am              D                  G             C/G
This time, it isn't fair, so come on and lay it on me,
Em
Cus that's the way you always wanted to be
 
[Solo] Am(Picked)     D         G          C/G (picked) Then E5
 
[Outro]
Am                   D                        G                           C/G
Trains of all start the cause will pass you by, you've been left in a maze called goodbye
Am                            D                           G                           C/G              Em
You don't talk to your family and left confused, the people that love you are all abused. And t
heir goooonne

15572. Raindrops - Chords

Raindrops 
Elephant Revival

[Intro]
Am  E  Am  E
 
Oooooo Oooooo
Am  E  Am  E
 
[Verse 1]
Am                E
  Raindrops on the rooftop, he said,
Am                E
  Just stop and listen.
Am               E
  Constant as the Earthquakes, as the
Am                    E
  Day breaks, stop and listen.
 
[Instrumental 1]
Am  G   F   E
Ooooooo Ooooooo
 
Am  G  F  E
Oooooo Ooooooo
 



Am  G  F  E
Oooooo Ooooooo
 
Am G
Ooooo
F F
Oooooo
E E
Ooooo
 
[Verse 2]
 
Am              E
  Careful is the movement, light a
Am              E
  Candle in the basement. But there's
Am              E
  Sunlight on up the stairs, I'll go
Am                 E
  Up there just to see it.
 
[Instrumental 2]
Am  G   F   E
Ooooooo Ooooooo
 
Am  G  F  E
Oooooo Ooooooo
 
Am  G  F  E
Oooooo Ooooooo
 
Am G
Ooooo
F F
Oooooo
E E
Ooooo
 
[Solo Break]
A  E  A  E
A  E  A  E
 
[Instrumental 3]
Am  G   F   E
Ooooooo Ooooooo
 
Am  G  F  E
Oooooo Ooooooo
 
Am  G  F  E
Oooooo Ooooooo
 
Am G
Ooooo
F F
Oooooo
E E



Ooooo
 
[Verse 3]
Am                E
  Raindrops on the rooftop, he said,
Am                E
  Just stop and listen.
Am               E
  Constant as the Earthquakes, as the
Am                    E
  Day breaks, stop and listen.
 
End

15573. Rainin'

Rodney Crowell - Rainin'

Out my window, not 24 hours ago
I saw my baby, he was walking on out the door
Hey come on back, I'm standing by the porch swing
Come on in, honey, lay it on me
It's rainin', rainin' in my soul
It's rainin', rainin in my head, baby
Think about it, baby, I'm in love with you, you see
Got to give me just one more chance
Got to come and live with me
Hey, come on back, I'm standing by the porch swing
Come on in, honey, lay it on me
It's rainin', rainin' in my soul
It's rainin', rainin' in my soul
Wait a minute, wait a minute, baby
I'll change, I'll change, I'll change
I'll do anything that you want me to
If you just get me out of the rain
Hey come on back, I'm standing by the porch swing
Come on in, honey, lay it on me
It's rainin', rainin' in my soul
It's rainin', rainin' in my soul
It's rainin', think about it, baby, rainin' in my soul
It's rainin', rainin', rainin', rainin' in my soul

15574. Rainin' On Her Rubby Dolly

Joe Diffie - Rainin' On Her Rubby Dolly

It's rainin' on her rubber dolly now
It's too late to take it in the house
It looks so sad somehow, layin' out there on the ground



It's rainin' on her rubber dolly now
She used to laugh and play out in the sunshine
It was plain to see she loved her doll so
But then a storm rode in out of the blue sky
And swiftly tore apart our happy home
It's rainin' on her rubber dolly now
It's too late to take it in the house
It looks so sad somehow, layin' out there on the ground
It's rainin' on her rubber dolly now
She said, "Daddy, put my toys up in the toy box
And I'll come back to play again someday"
But she was cryin' and wavin' out the window
And knowin' how her little heart did break
It's rainin' on her rubber dolly now
Now the tears are really comin' down
Did my best not to cry when her mommy said goodbye
It's rainin' on her rubber dolly now
It's rainin' on her rubber dolly now
It's too late to take it in the house
It looks so sad somehow, layin' out there on the ground
It's rainin' on her rubber dolly now

15575. Rainin' On The Mountain

Glen Campbell - Rainin' On the Mountain

Oh why do you leave me honey babe
Oh why do you leave me honey babe
Oh why do you leave me
When you know it's gonna beat me
Oh why do you leave me honey baby
Oh it's rainin' on the mountain, now my love
It's rainin' on the mountain, now my love
It's rainin' on the mountain
And there's sunshine in the valley
But I'm livin' on the mountain, now my love
I worry and I can not sleep at night
I worry and I can not sleep at night
I cannot sleep at night
'Cause the future don't look bright
And I worry and I can not sleep at night
Oh it's rainin' on the mountain, now my love
It's rainin' on the mountain, now my love
It's rainin' on the mountain
And there's sunshine in the valley
But I'm livin' on the mountain, now my love
When you sow you gotta reap some lonely day
According to the bible, so they say
When your sow you gotta reap
When you reap you're gonna weep



15576. Rainin' Rainin' Rainin'

Rainin' Rainin' Rainin'
Gary Stewart - Larry Keel Experience

Lord, it's rainin', rainin', rainin' here this morning
Outside I can hear the wind blowing in the pines
Lord, it's rainin', rainin', rainin' here this morning
Lord I guess I lost that gal tonight
Boys I just lost that woman of mine

Lord I ain't hear the lightning striking
Except for down the hall
All that could be is just another teardrop
Lord I sure hate to hear them fall

Lord, it's rainin', rainin', rainin' 

Somebody saw her on the edge of town
Hitchin' a ride with a suitcase packed
Somebody came along and picked her up
In a big long cherry Cadillac

Lord, it's rainin', rainin', rainin'

15577. Rainin' You

Brad Paisley - Rainin' You 

When I looked out today
And saw that the sky was gray
I thought about the way
You loved days like this
And driving in to town
It really started coming down
Bringing me back around
To all that I miss
It feels like it's rainin' you
It feels like it's rainin' you
I didn't even run inside
Or worry about staying dry
Besides there nowhere I can hide
These feeling now
Running down my face
Takes me to another place
I can't think of another way to drown
It feels like it's rainin' you
I can't explain it
But I am baptized anew



It feels like it's rainin' you
If I had my way
It would do this every day
I would never see the sun
Because the closest I get
To holding you again
Is every time that sky opens up
It feels like it's rainin' you
I can't explain it
But I am baptized anew
It feels like it's rainin' you
It feels like it's rainin' you

15578. Raining At Sunset

Raining At Sunset
Chris Thile - Raining At Sunset

/       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/0---0---------------0-----------/--------0-----------0-----------/
/--------2h--4---4-------2---0---/----0-----------0-----------0---/
/--------------------------------/6-----------6-----------7-------/
/--------------------------------/--------------------------------/

 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/0-------------------0-----------/----------------0---------------/
/----------------0---------------/------------0-------------------/
/----2h--4---6-----------6---4---/2---2h--4-----------2---2h--4---/
/--------------------------------/--------------------------------/

 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/--------------------0-----------/------------------------0-------/
/0---------------0---------------/--------------------0-----------/
/----6---4---0-----------0---2---/2h--4---2---0---2-----------6---/
/--------------------------------/--------------------------------/

 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/--------------------------------/0-----------0-----------0-------/
/--------------------------------/--------0-----------0-----------/
/2---6/--7-----------------------/----7-----------7---------------/
/--------------------------------/--------------------------------/
 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/----0-----------0-----------0---/--------------------0---2-------/
/0-----------0-----------0-------/----0---2---4---5---------------/
/--------7-----------7-----------/7---------------------------0---/
/--------------------------------/--------------------------------/

 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/--------4---5---4-------0-------/----0---------------5---4---0---/
/----0---------------0-----------/4---------------5---------------/
/7---------------------------6---/--------0---7-------------------/
/--------------------------------/--------------------------------/



 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/----------------0-----------0---/0-----------0---0---------------/
/----4-------------------2-------/--------4-----------2-----------/
/6-------6/--4-------4-----------/----2-------------------7---6---/
/--------------------------------/--------------------------------/

 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/--------0-----------0-----------/0---------------0---------------/
/----0-----------0-----------0---/--------2---4-------2---0-------/
/7-----------7-----------7-------/----7-----------------------6---/
/--------------------------------/--------------------------------/

 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/----0---0-------------------0---/2---------------2---4---5---4---/
/0---------------2/--4---5-------/------------5-------------------/
/------------7-------------------/----0---7-----------------------/
/--------------------------------/--------------------------------/

 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/2---0-----------0---2-----------/----2---4---5---4---2---0-------/
/------------4-------------------/5-------------------------------/
/--------6---------------0---7---/----------------------------4---/
/--------------------------------/--------------------------------/

 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/--------0---0-----------0---0---/--------0---0-------------------/
/----4---------------2-----------/2h--4-----------2---0-----------/
/7---------------4---------------/4-----------------------6---7---/
/--------------------------------/--------------------------------/

 /       /       /       /        /       /       /       /        
/0---0-----------0---0-----------/0-------------------------------/
/----------------------------0---/--------------------------------/
/--------6---7-----------7-------/----7---------------------------/
/--------------------------------/--------------------------------/

15579. Raining In LA

Raining In LA 
IIIrd Tyme Out

She was seventeen, the prettiest girl I've seen 
But now she's gone away, and left me in a dream 
The sweetness of her smile 
Showed through for a while 
But she left me here today, standing in LA 
 
CHORUS: 
It's raining in LA, it makes me want to stay 
The sun will shine tomorrow, and it will be a new day 
Stay here with me just for a while 
And the sun will change your sorrow 
Back into a smile 



 
The summer wind blows loud, sitting out on the bay 
Her hair shone like silver, as the sun brings a new day 
The sweetness of her smile 
Showed through for a while 
But she left me here today, standing in LA 
 
And the sun will change your sorrow, back into a smile

15580. Raining In My Heart - Chords

Raining In My Heart

Intro G   G+   Em7   D7

           G                  G+
The sun is out - the sky is blue 
           Em                 G7
there's not a cloud to spoil the view 
              C               D                  G     G+ Em D7
but it's raining - raining in my heart 

The weather man says clear today 
he doesn't know you've gone away 
and it's raining - raining in my heart G  Am7  Bm7  Am7

C           C             Am7
Oh, misery - misery 
A                                    D         D7
what's gonna become of me 

Instrumental:  (do twice)
G / / / G+ / / / Em / / / G7 / / /
C          D                 G   G+ Em D7
It's raining, Raining in my heart!

I tell my blues they mustn t show 
but soon these tears are bound to flow 
cause it's raining - raining in my heart G  Am7  Bm7  Am7

              C                                   G    Am7  Bm7  Am7 
But it's raining - raining in my heart 
               C                                   G   Am7  Bm7  Am7
And it's raining - raining in my heart

15581. Raining Sunny Days

Raining Sunny Days (Larry W. Jones 02/26/2007) 



How can it be raining when skies are blue
When I tell you, then you'll know it's true
Don't you laugh now when I'm through saying
It's raining sunny days when I'm with you
The sun is up, dear, that I can see
I see sunbeams falling to the ground
It's raining sunny days for you and me
Any dark or bright day you're around
Cloudy skies have disappeared, dear
I'm near to singing out with song
It's raining sunny days of cheer, dear
For a love that's growing strong
- instrumental -
The sun is up, dear, that I can see
I see sunbeams falling to the ground
It's raining sunny days for you and me
Any dark or bright day you're around
Cloudy skies have disappeared, dear
I'm near to singing out with song
It's raining sunny days of cheer, dear
For a love that's growing strong

15582. Rainmaker

Rainmaker
Peter Rowan

When you're tryin' to make your livin' makin' rain
You got to put on a real good show, tell the people anything
You got to get the Lord's attention any old way you can
Maybe He'll show a little mercy and start cryin' for the lined

Rainmaker, rainmaker the land is parched and dry
(It's a rainmaker)
Rainmaker, rainmaker make the rain fall from the sky
(I'm a-talkin' 'bout)
Rainmaker, rainmaker the crops are gonna die
(Now listen to me now)
Rainmaker, rainmaker make the Heaven's cry

Well, some say I work miracles, some say I'm just insane
Many a time I bet my life that I could make it rain
One time I had a whole town beatin' the drums
And singin' through the night
We watched the morning sun come up and not a raincloud in sight

I knew if I didn't make some weather and see them storm clouds gather
I'd be run out of town when the sun went down
Covered up in tar and feathers
I was on my knees and I raised my hands to the Heaven's high
I felt this rain like a sigh of relief come pourin' from the sky

Hey, hey, rainmaker, rainmaker the land is parched and dry



(I'm a-talkin' 'bout)
Rainmaker, rainmaker make the rain fall from the sky
(Ah, yes)
Rainmaker, rainmaker the crops are gonna die
(I'm a-talkin' 'bout)
Rainmaker, rainmaker make the Heavens' cry

Let the cool rain follow on down
Let the cool rain follow on down

Sometimes I don't know if it's a blessing or a curse
Too little rain is not enough and too much just makes things worse
Well, the good Lord promised me a miracle in this life
With only one condition
He said, "Take your money get out of town
Don't try and start another religion", oh, oh

Rainmaker, rainmaker the land is parched and dry
(Now listen to me now)
Rainmaker, rainmaker make the rain fall from the sky
(I'm a-talkin' 'bout)
Rainmaker, rainmaker the crops are gonna
(Yeah)
Rainmaker, rainmaker make the Heavens cry

Rainmaker
Rainmaker
Rainmaker
Let the cool rain follow on down

15583. Rainy Day

Rainy Day
Keller Williams - Rainy Day

It's a rainy day
A real wet one
It's all dark and grey
No sign of the Sun
Need my rainy day
Gonna get one
'cause I got no shower spray
And there's a hole in my bathtub
It's an excellent day
To be inside
That's what the weather man say
As I surf by
It's a remote-controlled day
And I desire
A fresh pack of triple A's
But I got a flat tire
The Earth is super-moist
The Rain speaks in such a sexy voice



The perfect excuse
To lay around
And listen to
The seducing sound
Of the rainy day
It's a naked day
With no clothes on
The all-natural way
Until the break of Dawn
I heard the streaker say
As she bathed on my lawn
I might, if I may
Stay, and get my rain on
The Earth is super-moist
The Rain speaks in such a sexy voice
The perfect excuse
To lay around
And listen to
The seducing sound
Of the rainy day
It's a rainy day
A real wet one
It's all dark and grey
No sign of the Sun

15584. Rainy Day In June

Alan Jackson - Rainy Day In June 

I need some sunshine on my face
To help me dry my eyes
I need a blue sky over here
So I can clear my mind
Maybe your soft breath on my back
To make me feel at ease
Anything more than what I've got
On this rainy day in June
It's a rainy day in June
The sky is grey and I am blue
Tryin' to make it without you
On this rainy day in June
Yesterday morning I woke up
On the wrong side of the bed
And on the right side laid a note
I knew what it said
Then the rain came, hasn't stopped
I don't know if it will
But I'll keep waiting with the hopeful heart
On this rainy day in June
It's a rainy day in June
The sky is grey and I am blue
Tryin' to make it without you
On this rainy day in June



The thunder rolls, the lightning flashes
Every thought began with you
I see your face in every clouded paths
On this rainy day in June
It's a rainy day in June
The sky is grey and I am blue
Tryin' to make it without you
On this rainy day in June

15585. Rainy Day People

Rainy Day People
Gordon Lightfoot

Rainy day people always seem to know when it's time to call
Rainy day people don't talk, they just listen till they've heard it all
Rainy day lovers don't lie when they tell 'ya they've been down like you
Rainy day people don't mind if you're cryin' a tear or two

If you get lonely, all you really need is that rainy day love
Rainy day people all know there's no sorrow they can't rise above
Rainy day lovers don't love any others, that would not be kind
Rainy day people all know how it hangs on a piece of mind

Rainy day lovers don't lie when they tell you, they've been down there too
Rainy day people don't mind if you're cryin' a tear or two.

Rainy day people always seem to know when you're feeling blue
High stepping strutters who land in the gutters sometimes need one too
Take it or leave it, or try to believe it
If you've been down too long

Rainy day lovers don't hide love inside they just pass it on
Rainy day lovers don't hide love inside they just pass it on

15586. Rainy Day Women Numbers 12 And 35

Flatt & Scruggs - Rainy day women numbers 12 and 35
Composer: Bob Dylan

Well they'll stone you when you're tryin' to be so good
They'll stone you just a like they said they would
They'll stone you when you're tryin' to go home
They'll stone you when you're left all alone
I would not feel so all alone everybody must get stoned
They'll stone you when you're walkin' long the street
They'll stone you when you're tryin' to keep your seat
They'll stone you when you're walkin' on the foor
They'll stone you when you're walkin' to the door



I would not feel so all alone everybody must get stoned
They'll stone you when you say that it's the end
They'll stone you and then you'll come back again
They'll stone you when you're ridin' in your car
They'll stone you when you're playin' your guitar
I would not feel so all alone everybody must get stoned all right oh yes

15587. Raise A Ruckus

Raise a Ruckus
Uncle Earl

Well, my old missus said to me,
Gonna raise a ruckus tonight,
When she died, gonna set me free
Gonna raise a ruckus tonight
Oh, come on children, come along,
While the moon is shining bright,
Get on the boat,
Down the river float,
Gonna raise a ruckus tonight

Well there ain't no use in me working so hard
Gonna raise a ruckus tonight,
When I've got a woman in the rich folks' yard
Gonna raise a ruckus tonight

Oh, come on children, come along,
While the moon is shining bright,
Get on the boat,
Down the river float,
Gonna raise a ruckus tonight

Well, every evening about half past eight
Gonna raise a ruckus tonight,
I'll hang my bucket on the rich folks' gate
Gonna raise a ruckus tonight

Oh, come on children, come along,
While the moon is shining bright,
Get on the boat,
Down the river float,
Gonna raise a ruckus tonight

Well she brings me chicken and she brings me pie
Gonna raise a ruckus tonight,
I eat some of everything the rich folks buy
Gonna raise a ruckus tonight

Oh, come on children, come along,
While the moon is shining bright,
Get on the boat,
Down the river float,



Gonna raise a ruckus tonight.

(Repeat)

15588. Raise The Dead

Emmylou Harris - Raise The Dead

Hank Williams died when I was five
He sang I'll never get out of this world alive
Now it's been a long time since I was that kid
And I've seen a lot more than Hank ever did
I've done the down and out in every dark end dive
But I'll never get out of your love alive

Sam Coke met the woman at the well
She told him that his song was something he could never sell
And I think he knew a change was gonna come
Still he lived too fast and he died too young
Well dying young I have survived
But I'll never get out of your love alive

I got washed in the blood of Bill Monroe
When he sang about the the blues in the body and soul
He believed in a God that could raise the dead
Still it's a mighty dark night to travel he said
I've seen a mighty dark night and I made that drive
But I'll never get out of your love alive

Robert Johnson had a hellhound on his trail
Drove him to the coffin like a hammer and a nail
It takes a powerful man to carry that load
When your trying to beat the devil to the old crossroads
I wrestled the devil lived to testify
But I'll never get out of your love alive
I'll never get out of your love alive
I'll never get out of your love alive
I'll never get out of your love alive

15589. Raised By The Railroad Line - Chords

Raised By The Railroad Line
performed by The Seldom Scene and
written by Paul Craft.
 
Verse 1.
C                         F          C
The clickety sound of the southbound freight
C                                     G7



And the high speed hum of a passenger train
C                                  C/B           Am
Becomes a part of the soul and the heart and the mind
Am             G                      C
Of a boy who's raised by the railroad line
 
Verse 2.
C                             F        C
The sound of a whistle at the crossin' road
C                                                            G7
And the tanks and the trucks and the tractors on the flatcar load
C                                  C/B           Am
Becomes a part of the soul and the heart and the mind
Am             G                      C
Of a boy who's raised by the railroad line
 
CHORUS:
C                 F              G          F
And the big round penny that you lay on the rails
        G           C
And the wheels mash flat                                  
C                    F            G
And a glimpse of the faces of the ladies
        F                     G
And the men in the engineer's hats
 
Verse 3.
C                               F     C
And the brakeman waves from the red caboose
C                                          G7
He's a part of the past, never quite turns loose
C                                  C/B           Am
Becomes a part of the soul and the heart and the mind
Am             G                      C
Of a boy who's raised by the railroad line
 
~~Instrumental Break over the verse.~~
 
CHORUS:
C                 F              G          F
And the big round penny that you lay on the rails
        G           C
And the wheels mash flat                                  
C                    F            G
And a glimpse of the faces of the ladies
        F                     G
And the men in the engineer's hats
 
 
Verse 4.
C                               F     C
And the brakeman waves from the red caboose
C                                          G7
He's a part of the past, never quite turns loose
C                                  C/B           Am
Becomes a part of the soul and the heart and the mind
Am             G                      C



Of a boy who's raised by the railroad line
 
Verse 5.
 
C                         F          C
The clickety sound of the southbound freight
C                                     G7
And the high speed hum of a passenger train
C                                  C/B           Am
Becomes a part of the soul and the heart and the mind
Am             G                      C
Of a boy who's raised by the railroad line
Am             G                      C
Of a boy who's raised by the railroad line

15590. Raised on Pain

The Boxcars - Raised on Pain

Well my daddy left home when I was three.
Shacked up with some girl I Tennessee.
Since then I've had these doggone blues.
Quit school at thirteen cause I couldn't buy shoes.
If I could find my daddy right now he'd hang.
I'd get revenge cause I was raised on pain.
Mama worked on jobs and I did too.
Spent many a day behind a damned old mule.
I know there ain't no point in me being mean, but I got so sick of eating pinto beans.
I had to bury my mama in the pouring rain.
You can't hurt me none cause I was raised on pain.
Well I bought you diamonds and I bought you pearls.
If I'da had more money I'da bought the world.
I treated you better than I ever ought to.
Now you've gone and found you another fool.
I've nothing to lose I've nothing to gain.
Go ahead and leave, I was raised on pain.
You can't hurt me none I was raised on pain.

15591. Rake

Steve Earle - Rake

I used to wake and run with the moon
I lived like a rake and a young man
I covered my lovers with flowers and wounds
My laughter, the devil would frighten
The sun, it'd come up and beat me back down
But every cruel day had its nightfall
I'd welcome the stars with wine and guitars



Full of fire and forgetful

Well, my body was sharp, the dark air clean
And outrage my joyful companion
And whispering women, how sweet they did seem
Kneeling for me to command them
And time was like water, but I was the sea
And I'd never noticed it passing
Except for the turning of night into day
And the turning of day into cursing

You look at me now and don't think I don't know
What all of your eyes are saying
So he wants us to believe these ravings and lies
Just tricks that his brains been a-playing
A lover of women, he can't hardly stand
He trembles, he's bent, and he's broken
Well, I've fallen, it's true, but I say unto you
Hold your tongues until after I've spoken

I was taking my pride in the pleasures I'd known
I laughed and thought I'd be forgiven
But my laughter turned round, eyes blazing, and said
"My friend, we're holding a wedding"
I buried my face, but it spoke once again
It's the night to the day that we're binding
And now the dark air is like fire on my skin
And even the moonlight is blinding

15592. Raking Up Leaves

Tom T Hall - Raking Up Leaves

All summer long you smelled like lotion and we made love when we took the notion
Summer is gone and it's hard to believe how lonely I am raking up leaves
Raking up leaves and counting the days
Yes and counting the nights that you've been away
The winter winds blow and memories freeze
I'm missing you and raking up leaves

( sax )

Expecting the sun just any day now wish you were here to go out and play now
You say you'll return when they're on the trees
I'm hungry for you and raking up leaves
Raking up leaves and counting the days...

15593. Raleigh And Spencer



Lonesome River Band - Raleigh And Spencer  

[Verse 1]
I've been all around this whole wide world
And I've been down the sunny Tennessee

[Chorus]
Drawn in splinter and they burning down
And there ain't no more whiskey in this town
Oh there ain't no more whiskey in this town

[Verse 2]
I played cards with the king and the queen
I've been both with the ace and the queen
I've gambled up the ace and the queen

[Chorus]
Drawn in splinter and they burning down
And there ain't no more whiskey in this town
Oh there ain't no more whiskey in this town

[Verse 3]
What are you gonna do when all the women are gone
I hang my head and I cry
I hang my head and I'll cry

[Chorus]
Drawn in splinter and they burning down
And there ain't no more whiskey in this town
Oh there ain't no more whiskey in this town

[Verse 4]
Well you can cramp all the flowers around grave
But but I rise and groove again
I'll rise and groove again

[Chorus]
Drawn in splinter and they burning down
And there ain't no more whiskey in this town
Oh there ain't no more whiskey in this town

15594. Raleigh And Spencer

Riley And Spencer
Yonder Mountain String Band

Raleigh and Spencer are burning down
No there ain't no liquor in town
No there ain't no liquor in town

Whatcha gonna do to wet them lips
When the whole darn town runs dry
When the whole darn town runs dry



I been all around this whole wide world
I been down to Memphis Tennessee
Yes I been down to Memphis Tennessee

I played cards with the kings and queens
I shot dice with old Jesse James
I shot dice with old Jesse James

I can eat more chicken than any one gal can fry
I can tell more low-down lies
I can tell more low-down lies

I can tell more lies than there're stars in the sky
And I ain't going to heaven when I die
No I ain't going to heaven when I die

I'd trade my shoes for one bottle of booze
I'd drink it I'd lay down and die
Yes I'd drink it I'd lay down and die

You can stomp down all the flowers that'll grow round my grave
But they'll rise and bloom again
Yes they'll rise and bloom again

15595. Ramble On Rose

Ramble On Rose
Song by Grateful Dead

Just like jack the ripper, just like mojo hand,
Just like billy Sunday, in a shotgun ragtime band,
Just like New York city, just like Jericho,
Pace the halls and climb the walls and get out when they blow.

Did you say your name was ramblin' rose?
Ramble on baby, settle down easy
Ramble on rose.

Just like Jack and Jill, mama told the jailer
One hear up, and one cool down, leave nothin' for the tailor.
Just like Jack and Jill, papa told the jailer
One go up, and one go down, do yourself a favor.

Did you say your name was ramblin' rose?
Ramble on baby, settle down easy
Ramble on rose.

I'm gonna to sing you a hundred verses in ragtime,
I know this song it ain't never gonna end.
I'm gonna march you up and down along the county line,
Take you to the leader of a band.

Just like crazy Otto, just like wolfman jack,



Sittin' plush with a royal flush, aces back to back.
Just like Mary Shelly, just like Frankenstein,
Clank your chains and count your change and try to walk the line.

Did you say your name was ramblin' rose?
Ramble on baby, settle down easy
Ramble on rose.

I'm gonna to sing you a hundred verses in ragtime,
I know this song it ain't never gonna end.
I'm gonna march you up and down along the county line,
Take you to the leader of a band.

Good-bye mama and papa
Good-bye Jack and Jill
The grass ain't greener
The wine ain't sweeter
Either side of the hill.

Did you say your name was ramblin' rose?
Ramble on baby, settle down easy
Ramble on rose.

15596. Rambler Gambler

Linda Ronstadt - Rambler Gambler

I'm a rambler
I'm a gambler
I'm a long way from home
If you people don't like me
You can leave me alone
'Cause I once had 
Me a sweetheart
Lord when I was sixteen
I was the flower of Belton
And the rose of Saline
But his parents

They didn't like me
And now he's
Just the same
If I'm writ on
Your book love
You can blot out my name
'Cause I'm a rambler
I'm a gambler
I'm a long way from home
If you people
Don't like me
You can leave me alone



15597. Rambler's Anthem

Yonder Mountain String Band - Rambler's Anthem (Live)

I've seen the setting sun in California
Her mountain winds they howl and moan
And I've seen that half-moon rising up above
To the sound of the train that'll carry me home

I've been a-roamin' (I've been a-roamin')
I've been a-ramblin' (I've been a-ramblin')
Thirty days on the road, baby I'll be home soon

Now it's been a month or more here since i've seen you
When I left home in the middle of the night
Well it was wrong to leave, but I've been good since I've been gone
And I'm coming back to put things right

For my whole life I've heard the highway calling
Spent most of it between two white lines
Now I don't want to wind up alone
So I'm bound to change my ramblin' mind

15598. Rambler's Blues

Rambler's Blues

When I first heard the sound of the river going down
knew I had to travel like the waters from my home
To see what I could see go beyond my boundaries
And look into the heart of the life I chose for me.

   On and on oh why must I ramble
   Following dreams out before me in the night
   On and on the highway's a gamble
   Better think of home again before it's out of sight.

When I left to see the world my one and only girl
Decided that this passion is a fearful thing to fight
I tried to prove her wrong I said I won't be long
Please take the love I give you but I knew that she was right.

She never asks the wherefores but sometimes just the whys
That her love alone can hold me from the current deep inside
I hope and pray that she'll be there each time that I come home
The strength her love still gives me is the thing that lets me roam.



15599. Rambler's Blues - Chords

Ramblers Blues 
Wood & Wire

[Intro]
G F C G    G F C F G
 
[Verse 1]
G                  F                C                G
Well I had an inclination to settle down and take you home
G              F                 C                           G
But my current reputation is of a man that runs through life alone
G            F                             C                        G
Buried in the cold, cold ground is where I saw myself before I would care
G                             F                C              F         G
But there's something telling me oh Lord I was never meant to put up and behave
 
 
[Chorus]
F           G       F                         D
Tell me dear father was I meant to ramble or to roam
     G                   C                   G
Was I meant to walk that straight and narrow road
G              D                G
Was I meant to run through life alone
 
 
[Break]
G F C G    G F C F G
 
 
[VERSE 2]
G                     F                C              G
Can I take myself for certain should I know that I am sure
G                        F               C                        G
For I know I'm young and stupid and many years I've left  fore I'm due
G                     F                C                G
So I sing for all you ramblers all you rambling men like me
G                 F            C       F        G
Pray for me and my journey and trust I pray for thee
 
 
[Chorus]
F           G       F                         D
Tell me dear father was I meant to ramble or to roam
     G                   C                   G
Was I meant to walk that straight and narrow road
G              D               G
Was I meant to run through life alone
 
 
[Break]
G F C G    G F C F G
 
 
[Chorus]



F           G       F                         D
Tell me dear father was I meant to ramble or to roam
     G                   C                   G
Was I meant to walk that straight and narrow road
G              D               G
Was I meant to run through life alone
 
     G                   C                   G
Was I meant to walk that straight and narrow road
G              D               G
Was I meant to run through life alone

15600. Ramblin' Man

Ramblin' Man
Darrell Scott - Larry Keel Experience

[Verse 1]
I can settle down
And be doing just fine
Then I'll hear an old train
Going down the line
Then I hurry straight home
And pack and if I didn t go
I believe I'll blow my stack
I love you baby
But you got to understand
When when the lord made me
He made a rumblin' man
Now some old folk will tell you
They tell you I'm no good
I m no good
And that I wouldn t settle down
Even if I could
But on that open road
It starts calling me
It's something over the hill
That I just gotta see
Sometimes it's hard it's hard
I know it is I know it is hard
But you gotta understand
That when the lord made me
He made a ramblin' man

[Verse 2]
I loved to see
The towns rolling by
Mmmm
And ride the rails
Neath God's blue sky
Please let me travel this land
Over mountains and seas
For I believe that s a life



That my creator meant for me
And when I'm gone Oh
And on my grave you stand
Just say God calls home
Your ramblin' man

15601. Ramblin' Away

Ramblin' Away

   Made up my mind my darlin
   Made up my mind today
   I'm feeling this way and there's no use to stay
   Honey I'm ramblin away

Made up my mind and I'm leavin
Goin away to stay
I've decided it's best and you know all the rest
Honey I'm ramblin away

Once I believed sincerely
That you'd be mine someday
But I do all I do for me and for you
Honey I'm ramblin away

All I had hoped for honey
Was just to hear you say
That to me you'd be true but now I'm so blue
Honey I'm ramblin away

15602. Ramblin' Blues

Ramblin' Blues
David Davis & The Warrior River Boys

I've seen the life of old gay Broadway
Old Market Street down by the 'Frisco Bay
Saw the Prado, I've gambled all these parts, in Paris, France
Now the seven wonders of this world I've seen
There's many other different places I have been
Take my advice, folks, we've seen where Beale Street was
It's in Memphis, Tennessee

Oh, your Nehi mama browns, beautiful gowns
Make tailor-mades and your hand-me-downs
You'll meet honest men and pickpockets, too
But your business never closes 'till somebody gets killed

Oh, your Nehi mama browns, chittlin' cafes



Talk about your whiskey and your bygone days
Be not offend. I've got it to spend
You'll find gold enough along to pave the new Jerusalem

If Beale Street could talk, if Beale Street could talk
Married men would have to pick their bed up and walk
All except one or two who never drink booze
And the blind man on the corner who sings the Memphis Blues

I'd rather be here than any place I know
I'd rather be here than any place I know
For it's gonna take a sergeant for to make me go

Now we see the river, baby, by and by
See the river Mississippi, I'll tell the reason why
For the river's wet and Beale Street's done gone dry, bone dry

15603. Ramblin' Boy

Ramblin' Boy
JD Crowe

He was a pal and a friend always
We rambled round in the hard ol' days
He never cared if I had no dough
We rambled round in the rain and snow

   So here's to you my ramblin' boy
   May all your rambles bring you joy
   So here's to you my ramblin' boy
   May all your rambles bring you joy

In Tulsa town we chanced to stray
We thought we'd try to work one day
The boss says he had room for one
Says my old pal We'd rather bum

Late one night in a jungle camp
The weather was cold and it was damp
He got the chills and he got them bad
They took the only friend I ever had

He left me here to ramble on
My ramblin' pal is dead and gone
If when we die we go somewhere
I'll bet you a dollar he's ramblin' there

15604. Ramblin' Boy - Chords



Ramblin Boy 
The Black Lillies

[Intro]
/ G / % /  % /  % /
 
[Verse 1]
G     Em   D              G
I was rich but a rambling boy
G            Em     D     G
Through many cities I did enjoy
G           C                  Em
And there I married a pretty little wife
Em              D                      C
And I loved her dearer than I loved my life
C               Em D               G
And I loved her dearer than I loved my life
 
[Verse 2]
G       Em      D             G
She was pretty, both neat and gay
G                Em  D        G
She caused me to rob the road highway
G            C         Em
I robbed it, yes, I do declare
Em          D                  C
And I made myself ten thousand there
C          Em D                G
And I made myself ten thousand there
 
[Interlude]
/ Em / D / G / % /
 
[Verse 3]
G          Em    D               G
Plenty dry goods for to carry me through
G          Em     D        G
My pistol, sword, my money too
G         C             Em
My forty-four she never fails
Em           D                  C
My true love comes for to go my bail
C            Em D               G
My true love comes for to go my bail
 
[Interlude]
/ Em / D / G / % /
/ Em / D / G / % /
 
[Verse 4]
G         Em   D          G
My mother says she has no home
G         Em   D          G
My sister says she's all alone
G             C              Em
And now she's left in sad despair
Em            D                C
With a broken heart and a baby fair



C            E  D             G
With a broken heart and a baby fair
 
[Solo]
/ Em / D / G  / % /
/ C  / % / Em / % /
/ D  / % / C  / % /
/ Em / D / G  / % /
 
[Verse 5]
G          Em   D             G
Now when I die, don't bury me at all
G             Em   D    G
Just place me away in alcohol
G       C               Em
My forty-four laid by my feet
Em               D         C
Please tell them I am just asleep
C               Em D          G
Please tell them I    am just asleep
 
[Outro]
/ Em / D / G  / % /

15605. Ramblin' Fever

Ramblin' Fever

My hat don't hang on the same nail too long 
My ears can't stand to hear the same old song 
And I don't leave the highway long enough 
To bog down in the mud

'Cause I've got ramblin' fever in my blood
I caught this ramblin' fever long ago
When I first heard a lonesome whistle blow
If someone said I ever gave a damn

They damn sure told you wrong
I've had ramblin' fever all along
Ramblin' fever, the kind that can't be measured by degrees
Ramblin' fever, there ain't no kind of cure for my disease

There's times I'd like to bed down on a sofa 
And let some pretty lady rub my back
And spend the early morning drinking coffee 
And talking about when I'll be coming back

'Cause I don't let know no woman tie me down 
And I'll never get too old to get around 
I'm gonna die along the highway and rot away
Like some old high-line pole, 



Rest this ramblin' fever in my soul
Ramblin' fever, the kind that can't be measured by degrees
Ramblin' fever, there ain't no kind of cure for my disease

15606. Ramblin' Heart

Ramblin' Heart
Mountain Heart - Ramblin' Heart

[Verse 1]
I've got a restless spirit and a ramblin' heart
And an achin' to be free
Been up on the mountaintop, I've been down on my knee
She's the kind of woman I've always loved
No strings to tie me down
Nothin' she could ever do or say would ever turn my head around
I've been to Colorado and scaled the Rocky heights
Hauled out on some fishin' boat and I've seen the northern lights
Don't ask me what I'm lookin' for; if I knew, I'd settle down
There's always some place I've not seen, a road I've not been down

[Verse 2]
Comin' down to Baltimore
Half drunk in freezin' rain
Ten more miles to the county line and I'll catch a southbound train
It's fare-thee-well, I'm on my way
Down a thousand windin' roads
I could hang my hat most any place, but I could never call it home
I came to ol' Montana and learned a cowboy's trade
Seen the Cliffs of Dover and I've sailed the Spanish Main
Don't ask me what I'm a-lookin' for; if I knew, I'd settle down
There's always some place I've not seen, a road I've not been down

[Outro]
I've got a restless spirit and a ramblin' heart
And an achin' to be free
Been up on the mountaintop, I've been down on my knee

15607. Ramblin' In The Rambler

Ramblin' in the Rambler
Yonder Mountain String Band

Chorus:
There's still ramblin' in the rambler let him go
You'll never tame him darling and you know
He'll break your heart in two
And after that he still ain't through
There's still ramblin' in the rambler let him go



Up till dawn and drinking every night
Bailin' him out in the morning after another bar room fight
Cook for him a supper he will never see
Briefcase-totin' boy you know he'll never be

[ Chorus ]

Wonderin' if the car is wrecked, if he's dead or not
He'll meet you at the ballet after just one more Jaegermeister shot

That five hundred bucks you loaned him that you will never see
Briefcase-totin' boy you know he'll never be

[ Chorus ]

Finding him in the morning passed out on the kitchen floor
He explains that's where he fell down when he came in the door
After all of this my darling ain't it plain to see
That old whisky drinking, bluegrass listening, Carhartt wearing, all night roaming rambler he'll 
always be.

[ Chorus ]

15608. Ramblin' Jack And Mahan

Ramblin' Jack and Mahan
Guy Clark

Now a Ramblin' Jack Elliot said:
I got these lines in my face
Tryin' to straighten out the wrinkles in my life
When I think of all the fools I've been
Itae Â¯ a wonder that I've sailed this many miles

To which Larry Mahan replied:
He said, "The sweet bird of youth
Was sittin' on my shoulder yesterday
But she's always changin' partners
And I always knew she'd up and fly away"

Chorus

Stayin' up all night
In the Driskill Hotel
Ramblin' Jack and Mahan
Was cowboyed all to hell
The room smelled like bulls
The words sound like songs
Now there's a pair to draw to boys
I would not steer you wrong

So ol' Ramblin' Jack said:



He said, "I recall a time
I set my soul on fire just for show
All it ever taught me was
The more I learn the less I seem to know"
Ol' Mahan crawled out from behind a couch and said:
"Jack, as far as I can see
Mistakes are only horses in disguise
Ainaes no need to ride 'em over
'cause we could not ride them different if we tried

Chorus

15609. Ramblin' Man

Ramblin' Man
Larkin Poe - Ramblin' Man

Lord, I was born a ramblin' man
Tryna make a livin' and doin' the best I can
And when it's time for leavin', I hope you'll understand
That I was born a ramblin' man
My father was a gambler down in Georgia
He wound up on the wrong end of a gun
I was born in the back seat of a, Greyhound bus
Rollin' down highway forty-one
Lord, I was born a ramblin' man
Tryna make a livin' and doin' the best I can
And when it's time for leavin', I hope you'll understand
That I was born a ramblin' man
I'm on my way to New Orleans this mornin'
And I'ma leavin' out of Nashville, Tennessee
They're always having a good time down on the, bayou oh Lord
Them Delta women think the world of me, yeah
Lord, I was born a ramblin' man
Tryna makR a livin' and doin' the best I can
And when it's timR for leavin', I hope you'll understand
That I was born a ramblin'
Lord, I was born a ramblin' man
Tryna make a livin' and doin' the best I can
And when it's time for leavin', I hope you'll understand
That I was born a ramblin' man
And when it's time for leavin', I hope you'll understand
Oh, I was born a ramblin', yeah
Oh Lord, I was born a rambling' man

15610. Ramblin' Round

Linda Ronstadt - Ramblin' 'Round



Ramblin' round your city
Ramblin' round your town
But I never see a friend I know
as I go ramblin' round boys
As I go ramblin' round

The peach trees they are loaded
The branches are bending down
Well I pick 'em all day for a dollar, Lord
As I go ramblin' round boys
As I go ramblin' round

Sometimes the fruit gets rotten
Falls down on the ground
Well there's a hungry mouth for every peach
As I go ramblin' round boys
As I go ramblin' round

My father hoped that I would be 
Someone of high renown
But I am just a refugee 
As I go ramblin' round boys
As I go ramblin' round

Ramblin' round your city
Ramblin' round your town
Well I never see a friend I know
As I go ramblin' round boys
As I go ramblin' round

15611. Ramblin' Scramblin'

Jerry Jeff Walker - Ramblin', Scramblin'

Ramblin', Scramblin'
Tryin' to get my mind untangled....
Ain't never seen nothin' in the whole wide world
That give more trouble than to try 'n love a girl
Like most everybody I've had bad luck, you know I've been down and out and didn't have a b
uck
I've been hired and fired and loved and mistrusted and three or four women left me busted
Took my money...Took my lovin...Took my toothpaste too
Chorus
First went ramblin a few years ago, some fool woman she tried to tell me no
I had an ol' leather bag it wasn't even mine, I had a heart full of sorrow and a tangled up mind
She done it...She kept squezzing toothpaste in my ear...She said I couldn't leave
Took 3 or 4 steps backwards and gave her a dropkick right in the crotch
Her eyes lit up and said oh your leaving...yeah
Chorus
Yeah I headed for New Orleans Louisiana and all night drinkin and jazz piano
That music in the air will set your toes a tappin but those hustlin women sent me a packin
Lickity split...I split
Met a gal down there said she came from way out west, said she could roll a cigarette with ju



st one hand
She proved it...she rolled me with the other
Chorus
Yeah I grabbed my bag I had my hat in my hand, took the advice to go west young man
I figured now I'd finally learned my lesson, Me and women weren't messin
Met another un...Wasn't too good lookin...But juggs whew
I'm not saying she's a big chick or anything but one time I did ask her what size bra she wore
She said 6 7/8. I said my god what did you measure it with?...She said Stetson whew
Chorus
Yeah well I got to Californ-i-a, I figured it was time I headed her my way
She was talking about us and having a home and I was talking about us and livin in Uncle He
nry's basement
She said what...said she didn't understand
I proceeded to take 3 or 4 steps backwards and give her a dropkick right in the crotch
I said honey I believe in treating women gentle but first you've got to get their attention
Chorus
Yeah the same things have happened over again, everytime I meet a woman she tries to pin 
me in
Found the only way to handle a woman is to keep your Bags packed, Keep movin, Steppin lig
htly
Eyes forward, Proud, Determined, Masculine
Probably get horny
Can't live with em and you can't live without em
That's why I write so many of these weird songs I guess
Chorus

15612. Rambling Blade

Rambling Blade
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
I am the rake and the rambling blade
Bound to dance in the hangman's shade
Wear my scars, white as lace
Save me a prayer and a resting place

[Verse 2]
Oh, I am the rake and the rambling blade
You'll never know the miles I made
All my time spent on the run
But I have no debts and I promise none

[Verse 3]
I've never been a workin' man
I never took money from a needy hand
I won't take nothin' for my journey now
Though I see a sign a-hangin' 'bout
Oh, I see the sign a-hangin' 'bout

[Outro]
I am the rake and the rambling blade
Bound to dance in the hangman's shade
Wear my scars, white as lace



Save me a prayer and a resting place
For I am the rake and the rambling blade

15613. Rambling Boy

Rambling Boy
The Carter Family

I was raised but a rambling boy
Too many a city I did enjoy
And there I married me a pretty little wife
And I loved her dearer than I love my life

She was pretty both neat and gay
She caused me rob the road highway
I robbed it yes I do declare
I made myself ten thousand there

Plenty dry goods for to carry me through
My pistol swore like money too
My forty four she never failed
My true love come for to go my bale

My mother said she has no home
My sister said she's all alone
My wife she's left with sad despair
With a broken heart and a baby there

Now when I die don't bury me at all
Just place me away in alcohol
My forty four lay by my feet
Please tell them I am just asleep

15614. Rambling Gambling Willie - Chords

Rambling Gambling Willie 
The Lonely Heartstring Band

[Intro]
E E A E E A B E E
 
[Verse 1]
      E
Come around you rovin' gamblers and a story I will tell
   E                             A                   E
About the greatest gambler, you all should know him well
      E                             A               E
His name was Will O' Conley and he gambled all his life
      A                         B



He's had 27 children, yet he's never had a wife
 
[Chorus]
          E
And it's ride, Willie, ride
 E
Roll, Willie, roll
     A            E
Wherever you are gamblin' now
   B           E
Nobody really knows
 
[Verse 2]
            E
Well, he gambled in the White House and in the railroad yards
     E                                 A             E
Wherever there was people, there was Willie and his cards
    E                          A             E
He had the reputation as the gambliest man around
 A                                         B
Wives would keep their husbands home when Willie came to town
 
[Chorus]
          E
And it's ride, Willie, ride
 E
Roll, Willie, roll
     A            E
Wherever you are gamblin' now
   B           E
Nobody really knows
 
[Interlude]
E   E  A  E  E  A  E  A  B
E  E  A E B E
 
[Verse 3]
          E
Sailin' down the Mississippi to a town called New Orleans
                E                                    A             E
They're still talkin' about their card game on that Jackson River Queen
        E                        A              E
"I've come to win some money", gambling Willie says
          A                          B
When the game finally ended up the whole damn boat was his
 
[Chorus]
          E
And it's ride, Willie, ride
 E
Roll, Willie, roll
     A            E
Wherever you are gamblin' now
   B           E
Nobody really knows
 
[Verse 4]



     E
But Willie had a heart of gold and this I know is true
         E                        A                 E
He supported all his children and all their mothers too
    E                                  A              E
He wore no rings or fancy things like other gamblers wore
     A                               B
He spread his money far and wide to help the sick and the poor
 
[Chorus]
          E
And it's ride, Willie, ride
 E
Roll, Willie, roll
     A            E
Wherever you are gamblin' now
   B           E
Nobody really knows
 
[Interlude]
E   E  A  E  E  A  E  A  B
E  E  A E B E
 
[Verse 5]
E
It was late one evenin' during a poker game
  E                                   A            E
A man lost all his money, he said, "Willie was to blame"
    E                                       A            E
He shot poor Willie through the head, which was a tragic fate
       A                                          B
When Willie's cards fell on the floor, they were aces backed with eights
 
[Chorus]
          E
And it's ride, Willie, ride
 E
Roll, Willie, roll
     A            E
Wherever you are gamblin' now
   B           E
Nobody really knows
 
[Verse 6]
    E
So all you ramblin' gamblers, wherever you might be
     E                      A            E
The moral of this story is very plain to see
E                                A                 E
Make your money while you can, before you have to stop
     A                                        B
For when you pull that dead man's hand, your gamblin' days are up
 
[Chorus]
          E
And it's ride, Willie, ride
 E



Roll, Willie, roll
     A            E
Wherever you are gamblin' now
   B           E
Nobody really knows
 
[Interlude]
E   E  E  A E  E  A E  A  B
 
[Chorus]
          E
And it's ride, Willie, ride
 E
Roll, Willie, roll
     A            E
Wherever you are gamblin' now
   B           E
Nobody really knows
 
 
[Alternate Verses from Bob Dylan's Version]
 
    E
Up in the rocky mountains in a town called Cripple Creek
       E                            A              E
There was an all-night poker game, lasted about a week
 E                        A                E
Nine hundred miners had laid their money down
      A                                B
When Willie finally left the room, he owned the whole damn town
 
 
          E
When you played your cards with Willie, you never really knew
  E                           A            E
Whether he was bluffin' or whether he was true
    E                             A             E
He won a fortune from a man who folded in his chair
     A                                    B
The man, he left a diamond flush, Willie didn't even have a pair

15615. Rambling Hobo

Doc Watson 
Rambling Hobo

Just a mile west of the water tank
On a cold November day
In a cold and lonesome box car
A dyin' hobo lay

His pal sat there before him
With a low and drooping head



Listening to the last words
His dying buddy said

Goodbye, old pardner hobo
I hate to say goodbye
But I hear my train a comin'
And I know shes getting nigh

Gonna tell that old conductor
Just when I'm gonna stop
Where the little stream of water
Comes tumblin' down the rock

We rode the rocks together
We rambled all around
In every kind of weather
We slept out on the ground

Oh pardner, don't you miss that train
That always makes a stop
Where the little stream of water
Comes tumblin' down the rock

Would you tell my girl from Danville
That she need not worry a tall
I'm a goin' to that country
Where I won't have to work at all

No, I will not have to work there
Or never change my socks
Where the little stream of water
Comes tumblin' down the rocks

I'm a goin' to that better place
Where everything is right
Where handouts grow on bushes
And they sleep out every night

I won't have to wash my overhauls
Or never change my socks
Where the little stream of water
Comes tumblin' down the rocks

15616. Rambling Letters

Rambling Letters
Stanley Brothers

   I don't want your rambling letters
   Don't want your picture in a frame
   All I want is you in person
   Won't you let me change your name



Mama said you'd come home soon
Papa warned me not to wait
Sister thinks that you still love me
Hurry home right away

I'm so tired of long distance kisses
Love by mail is all so cold
I just want you in my arms dear
Then our love just can't grow old

15617. Rambling On My Mind

Lucinda Williams - Rambling on My Mind

I got ramblin', I got ramblin' on my mind
Little boy, little boy, I got ramblin' on my mind
I hate to leave you, baby, but you treat me so unkind

I got mean things, I got mean things on my mind
I got mean things, I got mean things on my mind
I hate to leave you, baby, but you treat me so unkind

I'ma pack up my bags, I'ma leave with the morning train
I'ma pack up my bags, I'ma leave with the morning train
I hate to hear it, baby, when you call me so-and-so name

I'm goin' down to the station, take the fastest metal train I see
I'm goin' down to the station, take the fastest metal train I see
I got the blues for Mister So-And-So, he got the blues about me

Well there's one thing, baby, makes me begin to dream
The way you treat me, baby, oh I begin to think
Ramblin' on my mind
I hate to leave you, baby, but you treat me so unkind

I got ramblin', I got ramblin' on my mind
I got ramblin', ooooh, I got ramblin' on my mind
I hate to leave you, baby, but you treat me so unkind

15618. Rambling Vine

Rambling Vine (Larry W. Jones 02/28/2007) 

Ramble back to me, rambling vine
Ramble only to me, rambling vine
How I yearn to have your feet rambling by mine
Please return and ramble home to me, rambling vine
It's hard to believe that love is gone and done
That you have rambled to a new one instead of mine



There can never be love as true as mine under the sun
Please return and ramble home to me, rambling vine
- instrumental -
There can never be love as true as mine under the sun
Please return and ramble home to me, rambling vine
Ramble back to me, rambling vine
Ramble only to me, rambling vine
Please return and ramble home to me, rambling vine

15619. Ramona's Revenge

Tom T Hall - Ramona's Revenge
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Ramona lived just down the hill from us
She kept the house her mama drove the bus
An old yellow school bus
Ramona had a handicap the neighborhood knew well
Ramona couldn't speak or couldn't spell

Which put Ramona at a considerable disadvantage among the more fluent

Although she couldn't write and couldn't talk
Ramona really had a pretty walk
A four letter figure
Because she couldn't write or speak nobody asked her out
But Bad-Eyed Thompson hung around the house

He was what you might say a familiar figure in the neighborhood

I guess their handicaps were common ground
For Bad-Eyed Thompson always hung around
He could squint that eye and spit tobacco thirty feet
Ramona always grinned and stomped her feet
Because Ramona considered that to be one of the better local acts

One day Ramona found herself with child
She couldn't speak her mom was goin' wild
Confusion reigned for half a day as one could understand
The county judge came down to take a hand

And I think it should be noted here in the interest of justice
That the judge was acting a strictly unofficial capacity

The neighbors gathered round Ramona's porch
The judge said understand this is not a court
Ramona stood as all the breathless neighbors gathered round
Then she closed one eye and (pttt) spat upon the ground

And it's a familiar old saying that birds of a feather
Will flock together and justice will be done



15620. Ramshackle Shack

Ramshackle Shack

There's a ramshackle shack down in old Caroline
And it's callin' me back to that sweetheart of mine
Those pretty blue eyes I long to see
Down in old Caroline there I long to be

Those pretty blue eyes that sparkle with love
Sent down to me from Heaven above
And if I had wings like a beautiful dove
I'd fly away to the girl I love

When the whippoorwills call at the close of day
We would sing love songs and she would say
My love for you will never die
Then we bid farewell such a sad good-bye

When it's harvest time down in old Caroline
I'll be driftin' back to that sweetheart of mine
Spend the rest of my days with the girl that I love
With the help of the Lord up in Heaven above

15621. Randall Collins

Norman Blake - Randall Collins

Fifteen dollars is my gain, fifteen is my draw
Randall Collins is my name, down in Arkansas

Rollin' dice in the railroad yard, won't get'cha too much, Jack
Workin' on that section gang will surely break your back

Fifteen dollars is my gain, fifteen is my draw
Randall Collins is my name, in the state of Arkansas

Hidin' out by the water tank, where the shade is cool
Just watchin' that straw boss hunt for me, I ain't no-body's fool

Fifteen dollars is my gain, fifteen is my draw
Randall Collins is my name, in the state of Arkansas

They're a'making up train in the Memphis Yard, the longest I ever saw
Gonna ride it down to Fairbanks town in the state of Arkansas

Fifteen dollars is my gain, fifteen is my draw
Randall Collins is my name, in the state of Arkansas



Fifteen dollars is my gain, fifteen is my draw
Randall Collins is my name, in the state of Arkansas

15622. Randolph Scott - Chords

Randolph Scott
Recorded by The Statler Brothers
Written by Don Reid and Harold Reid

[G] Everbody knows when you [G7] go to the show
You [C] can't take the kids a-[G] long
You've gotta read the paper and know the code
of [A7] G, PG and R [D] and X
You [G] gotta know what the [G7] movie's about
Be-[C] fore you even [G] go
Tex [C] Ritter's gone and [G] Disney's [E7] dead
The [A7] screen is [D] filled with [G] sex.

CHORUS
[G] Whatever happened to [B7] Randolph Scott
[C] ridin' the range a-[G] lone
Whatever happened to Gene and Tex
And [A7] Roy and Rex, the Du-[D]ran-go Kid
[G] Whatever happened to [B7] Randolph Scott
His [C] horse, plain as can be [G]
[C] Whatever happened to [G] Randolph [E7] Scott
Has [A7] happened to the [D] best of [G] me.

Everbody's tryin' to make a comment
About our doubts and fears
True Grit's the only movie
I've really understood in years
You gotta take your analyst along
To see if it's fit to see
Whatever happened to Randolph Scott
Has happened to the best of me.

CHORUS

Whatever happened to Johnny Mack Brown
And Alan "Rocky" Lane
Whatever happened to Lash LaRue
I'd love to see them again
Whatever happened to Smiley Burnett
Tim Holt and Gene Autry
Whatever happened to all of these
Has happened to the best of me.

REPEAT LAST TWO LINES.



15623. Random Canyon

Random Canyon
Peter Stampfel
Notes:
Recorded by the Holy Modal Rounders
recorded by Dave Van Ronk

Take me back to Random Canyon
where the gryphons always gryphon,
And the unicorn is horny in the Spring,
Where the crystal coyote calls over sleepy garden walls,
And the Wireless Wombat wanders on the wing (x2)
By my mislocated mesa with my counterfeit contessa,
Who is secretary for the local grange.
And the psychedelic sage keeps the cattle in a rage,
And the changing range is getting mighty strange (x2)
I'm a Random Canyon Dan, and I'll mess with any man,
Who denies that Random Canyon is the best.
You won't find a canyon greater either side of the equator
Random Canyon is the glory of the West (x2)
I believe I'll never leave, and I'll never have to grieve,
When I get back to that canyon that I love.
*Other canyons aren't as deep, and their walls incline too seep,
You can take your other canyons and go shove (x2).
* Alternate lyrics: Other canyons aren't as neat, and their walls inclined to seep,

15624. Randy

Dolly Parton - Randy 
(Dolly Parton)

Daddy I feel that I must talk to you
Are you sure this is what you want to do?
Now it's not for us kids that I beg you to stay
Please don't just walk out on Mama this way
She's mothered your children, she's spent her whole life
Trying to be a good mother and wife
And she stood by you when the rest let you down
Daddy, how can you walk out on her now?
I'm your oldest daughter, my age twenty-three
Your new love is even younger than me
She's young, she's pretty, her hands soft as dew
While Mama's are withered from working for you
Mom's not young any more like your new love
But your new love won't love you like my mama does
You've taken her best years, so don't leave her now
Please, Daddy say that you won't let her down



15625. Randy Raccoon

Tom T Hall - Randy Raccoon
Composer: Tom T. Hall

This is the story of Randy Raccoon
He stays up all night and he sleeps until noon
He's been up so long he's got rings on his tail
He's wearing a mask like he should be in jail

He washes his food by the side of the creek
I guess his mother taught him to be neat
He climbs up a tree and he sleeps underground
I guess he knows everybody in town

He wears a furcoat it's all that he's got
He wears that furcoat when it's cold and it's hot
And when it starts rainin' he goes right on out
His fur turns into a raincoat no doubt

When the weather gets cold and there's snow on the ground
Randy goes down to his bed underground
He curls himself up with his nose at his feet
And Randy Raccoon gets to sleep for a week

This is the story of Randy Raccoon...

You know one time I put out some food for my cat
And that's how I found out how Randy got fat
That rascal came by in the still of the night
He cleaned up the dish and he ate every bite

This is the story of Randy Raccoon...
And he can see in the dark

15626. Rank Stranger

Rank Stranger
Doc Watson - Ricky Skaggs - Ralph Stanley

I wandered again to my home in the mountain
Where in youths early dawn I was happy and free
I looked for my friends but I never could find them
I found they were all rank strangers to me

   Everybody I met seemed to be a rank stranger
   No mother no dad not a friend I could see
   They knew not my name and I knew not their faces
   I found they were all rank strangers to me

They've moved all away said the voice of a stranger
To a beautiful home by the bright crystal sea
Some beautiful day I'll meet them in heaven



Where no one will be a stranger to me

15627. Rapid City South Dakota - Chords

Rapid City South Dakota
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Richard Friedman

C                    F           G7                 C
Just a ragged kid in overalls he thumbed a ride one day
     F                               G7
Said anywhere you're headed is on my way
          C                  F
But as we passed the big cab drive-in
    G7            C
His eyes began to flash 
       F                         G7
He was leavin' Rapid City mighty fast
          F
He said I hope to God she finds
            C
The goodbye letter that I wrote her
          G7
Cause the mail don't move too fast
         F            C
In Rapid City South Dakota
                        F          G7             C
Well he left her just a blanket of snow up on the farm
F                                    G7
That won't keep your conscience very warm
            C                     F
He said his friends were too darn country 
        G7              C
And his pa was too damn mean
                F                       G7
And there ain't no money in pumpin' gasoline
           F
And in her gentle eyes was the merchandise
   C
Of dreams the peddler sold her
      G7
As he left her there alone 
         F            C
In Rapid City South Dakota
                      F         G7               C
Now the reason he was goin' I'm not sure I could say
         F                       G7
Might've been the rodeo in Santa Fe
          C              F    G7               C
There's a doctor in Chicago I know she'll be alright
F                                     G7
He told himself as he stared into the night
repeat #2



15628. Rapid City, South Dakota

Rapid City, South Dakota
Kinky Friedman

Just a ragged kid in overalls, he thumbed a ride one day
He told me, "Anywhere you're going's on my way."
But as we passed by Big Al's drive-in his eyes began to flash
He was leavin' Rapid City mighty fast.

He said, "I hope to God she finds the good-bye letter that I wrote her
But the mail don't move so fast in Rapid City, South Dakota."

Well, he left her just a blanket of snow upon the farm
And that don't keep your conscience very warm.
He said his friends were too durn country and his pa was too damn mean
And there weren't no money pumpin' gasoline.

And her gentle eyes, the merchandise of dreams the peddler sold her
Who left her there alone in Rapid City, South Dakota.

Now the reason he was goin', I ain't sure I could say,
Might've been the rodeo in Santa Fe.
"There's a doctor in Chicago, I know she'll be all right"
He told himself as he stared into the night.

And he said, "I hope to God she finds the good-bye letter that I wrote her
But the mail don't move so fast in Rapid City, South Dakota."

And all her people treatin' her just like they never knowed her
Lord, the winter's passin' slow in Rapid City, South Dakota.

15629. Rare Bird Alert

Rare Bird Alert

15630. Rarity

Lucinda Williams - Rarity

You are a rarity
Your eyes say wisdom
Your skin says frailty
Your mouth says listen

Your voice a cello



Your words speak volumes
In and out, around flow
Like Leonard Cohen's

Since you were invented
Since you came along
No one's even attempted
To come close to the beauty of your song

No hits on the radio
No one knows who you are
No big deal with a video
So you're never gonna be a star

You won't be attending
Meetings with presidents
Of companies pretending
To protect their investments

While they suck the gristle
Off the bones of your art
Unfaithful and fickle
Seductive and smart

They'll say you're a rarity
And sleep in your bed
And strangle your purity
And leave you for dead

They'll call you little honey
And write you a check
Seduce you with money
And fuck your respect

For offering a small glimpse
Through your secret door
Of your intellect and brilliance
You deserve so much more

'Cause you, you're a rarity
Your eyes say wisdom
Your skin says frailty
Your mouth says listen

15631. Raspberries, Strawberries

Raspberries, Strawberries
Will Holt

(Kingston Trio version)

Spoken:
A young man goes to Paris, as every young man should.



There's something in the air of France that does a young man good.

Chorus:
Ah! les fraises et les framboise et les bon vins que nous avons bus.
La, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la.
Raspberries, strawberries, the good wines we brew.
Here's to the girls of the countryside, the ones we drink 'em to.

Spoken:
Paris nights are warm and fair. The summer winds are soft.
A young man finds the face of love in every field and loft.
In every field and loft.

Chorus

Spoken:
An old man returns to Paris as ev'ry old man must.
He finds the winter winds blow cold. His dreams have turned to dust.
His dreams have turned to dust.
His dreams have turned to dust.
Ah! les fraises et les framboise et les bon vins que nous avons bus.
La, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la.
Raspberries, strawberries, the good wines we brew.
Here's to the girls of the countryside, whom we must bid adieu.

(lyrics for Holt's original (1957)):
(SUNG) Ah les fraises et les fromboises
et les bon vins nous avons bus
Et les belles villagers
qui nons parlons adieu
Raspberries, Strawberries,
the good wines that we brew
Here's to the girls of the country side
whom we must bid adieu
(SUNG) Now every young man goes to France
And every young man should
There's something in the air of France
That does a young man good
That does a young man good
(SPOKEN)
"A young man goes to Paris
As every young man should
There's something in the air of France
(that does a young man good...")
Ah les fraises...
The summer nights are warm and fair
The summer wind is soft
Young men embrace your sweet young girls
In every field and loft
In every field and loft
(Versus:
"Paris nights are warm and fair
The summer winds are soft
A young man finds the face of love
In every field and loft...")
Ah les fraises...
(SPOKEN) Now every young man foresakes France



And every young man must
Some day the western wind turns cold
And the strawberries turn to dust
(SUNG) The strawberries turn to dust
Ah les fraises...
(SPOKEN) But every old man who hears this song
Walks with a step more sprightly
As he remembers the girls who sang
So casually, so lightly
(SUNG) So casually, so lightly
(Versus the Trio's outstanding single verse:
"An old man returns to Paris
as ev'ry old man must
He finds the winter winds blow cold
His dreams have turned to dust...")

15632. Rattle Mouse

Tom T. Hall - Rattle mouse
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Well don't look now but there goes a rattlemouse
How can I tell how did he smell
He doesn't smell and you can't find him just by sniffin'
But you'll hear him when he's rattlin' round your kitchen

Yep that's a rattlemouse
Oh that's a rattlemouse
I bet that's a rattlemouse

There it is again yep that's a rattlemouse
How did I know where did he go
You can't see him when he travels he goes zoom
But you'll hear him when he's rattlin' round your room

Did you hear that that was a rattlemouse
How did I guess how was he dressed
He was wearin' a little fur coat and a little fur face
And you'll hear him when he's rattlin' round your place

15633. Rattle My Cage

Linda Ronstadt - Rattle My Cage
Red Stick Ramblers

Won't you rattle my cage little birdie
Won't you come to me, sing your happy song
Make me feel I'm not trapped forever
Make these winter days seem not so long



Won't you rattle my cage little birdie
Won't you come to my window if you can
You're the only one seems could ever free me
You're the only one that seems to understand

That nothing in this world seems to please me
No reason to even ask me why
And if you see me looking like I'm dreaming
I'm dreaming that I'm strong enough to fly

All the leaves on the trees, they are falling
I can feel seasons growing cold
Outside another day is calling
Outside another day unfolds

Still nothing in this world seems to please me
No reason to even ask me why
And if you see me looking like I'm dreaming
I'm dreaming that I'm strong enough to fly

15634. Rave On

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Rave On

sWell the little things that you say and do 
Make me want to be with you 
Oh, rave on it's a crazy feeling 
And I know it's got me reelin' 

When you say I love you 
Rave on 
The way you dance and hold me tight 
The way you kiss when we goodnight 

Rave on its a crazy feeling 
And I know its got me reelin' 
When you say I love you 
Oh, Rave on 

Well rave on its a crazy feeling 
And I know its got me reelin' 
I'm so glad your revealing your love for me 
Rave on, Rave on, tell me, 

Tell me not to be lonely, 
Tell me, you love me only 
Rave on to me



15635. Raven - Chords

Raven 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro Tab]

e/------------------------------------/------------------------------------/
B/------------------------------------/------------------------------------/
G/------------------------------------/--------------------------------0---/
D/------0------0------0---0h2--0------/------0---------------------0h2-----/
A/--0h2----0h2----0h2--3--------------/--0h2-----0--0h2p0------------------/
E/------------------------------------/--------3-----------2-3-------------/
 
[Intro]
/ G       / G  Cadd9 / G   D   / G       / x2
 
[Verse 1]
G
Old tree, old tree, old tree
 Cadd9     G    D             G
Oh take me down where roots begin
 
    G                                Cadd9
I believe that I'm sinking, I got to thinking
     G     D           G
That I may never rise again
 
[Chorus]
   Cadd9 G  D
So take  me down
Cadd9          G       G/F#     Em7          Cadd9
Hard times are falling down and covering the ground
        G    G/F#    G
They're covering the ground
 
 
[Interlude Tab]
 
e/------------------------------------/------------------------------------/
B/------------------------------------/------------------------------------/
G/------------------------------------/--------------------------------0---/
D/------0------0------0---0h2--0------/------0---------------------0h2-----/
A/--0h2----0h2----0h2--3--------------/--0h2-----0--0h2p0------------------/
E/------------------------------------/--------3-----------2-3-------------/
 
[Interlude]
/ G       / G  Cadd9 / G   D   / G       / x2
 
 
[Verse 2]
   G
Oh songbird, oh songbird, oh songbird
 Cadd9     G            D       G
Oh tell me where do you go for so long?
 
     G                                      Cadd9



I've pondered these things and I've sewn me some wings
    G      D              G
And I do believe I'll go along
 
 
[Chorus 2]
   Cadd9   G       D
So sing me just one song
Cadd9          G      G/F#   Em7            Cadd9
Hard times are coming in and sleeping on my floor
G        G/F#  G
sleeping on my floor
 
 
[Instrumental]
/ G       / G   Cadd9 / G   D   / G       / x2
/ Cadd9  G/B/ D       /
/ Cadd9   / Em7 Cadd9 / G   G/F#/ G       /
 
 
[Verse 3]
   G
Oh raven, oh raven, oh raven 
 Cadd9     G          D           G
Oh tell me why do you dress all in black?
 
     G                                   Cadd9
It's you and it's me and this bare boned tree
        G          D          G
And the chill wind riding the back
 
 
[Chorus 3]
   Cadd9 G  D
So take  me home
Cadd9          G      G/F#   Em7         Cadd9
Hard times are coming in and leaving me alone
        G       G/F#   Em7 Cadd9
They're leaving me   all  alone
        G       G/F#  G
They're leaving me   alone
 
 
[Outro]
/ G       / G   Cadd9 / G   D   / G       / x2
/ Cadd9  G/B/ D       /
/ Cadd9   / Em7 Cadd9 / G   G/F#/ G     G

15636. Raven And The Coyote - Chords

Intro:
Bm G Bm G



  Bm              G  
 I've been riding all day long
   Bm                G
 Through the wall of rain
   Bm           G
 In the shadow of the mountains
   Bm          G
 On the barren plains
   D         A
 To my angel in the village
   Em
 Where a lamplight glows
   G               D
 If the dogs there don't betray me
 A              G
 No one will  know

Chorus:

D                  A
Ooh ooh the raven flies

Bm       G               A
   Ooh  ooh the coyote cries

This is the part after the first line of the chorus for any of you who want it
e/--------------------/
B/--------------------/
G/--------------------/
D/----------4--5------/
A/--2--4--5-----------/
E/--------------------/

15637. Raven Dove

Dolly Parton - Raven Dove 
(Dolly Parton)

There will come a day when sorrow fades away,
And anguish and heartache shall ease,
No mothers cryin', no soldiers dyin',
And turmoil and misery shall cease.
The hungry shall be fed, the aimless shall be led
And sad eyes will no longer weep,
The last shall be first, through heaven he'll burst
With his heavenly host from the East
Weapons to plowshares, hate turns to love,
Descending from heaven he'll sweep down to us
In radiant splendor; oh, won't it be sweet
When the raven of darkness turns into a white dove of peace
(Raven dove)
Oh, there will come a day when I'll fly away
Forever to be in his keep



Eternal life in the sweet by and by
When raven dove, raven dove speaks
When lambs walk with lions, a child tames the beast
Nations shall gather and bow at his feet
And loved ones shall rise up from their earthly sleep
And he'll separate all the chaff from the wheat.
Hallelujah, hallelujah, hallelujah, how sweet
When the raven of darkness turns into a white dove of peace
Raven dove, behold he cometh in the clouds
And every eye shall see him
Sweet bird, sweet bird of peace
Raven Dove

15638. Raven Song

Raven Song
Elephant Revival

If I was a raven,
I'd fly on through the heavens
I'd fly to all my loved ones
If I was a raven

If memory's worth saving,
I'd savor the feeling
Of knowing love and loving
I'd remember the feeling

Some say upon that mountain there is many a raven
They call out to the living
From somewhere far beyond them
From those we love that have flown on
From those we love that have flown on

15639. Ravens And Crows - Chords

Ravens And Crows 
Dehlia Low

G              C       G
When I went to show my color
  D         C      Em
I carried a heavy load
C        G       C     G
And when I cried to my mother
              D        C          Em
She said it's all just ravens and crows
C          G        D          G
Baby, it's all just ravens and crows



 
       G        C       G
When I saw that ringing hammer
        D       C          Em
Well it did not shine like gold
C            G              C               G
Whether it's coal, rock or steel it doesn't matter
     D        C          Em
It's all just ravens and crows
C             G        D          G
Hey, hey it's all just ravens and crows
 
        G              C          G
Now the sands from the storms are uniting
       D     C    Em
At the angle of repose
C              G         C             G
Them boys put down their guns and quit fighting
            D       C          Em
Cause it's all just ravens and crows
C            G        D          G
Brother it's all just ravens and crows
 
       G        C           G
It's a red, red wine in the pulpit
      D      C        Em
Corn whiskey when I'm low
C               G    C            G
Well it's just water when I'm hard up lord
         D        C          Em
And it's all just ravens and crows
C            G        D          G
Darlin' it's all just ravens and crows

15640. Ravens Child

Railroad Earth - Ravens Child 

The Raven Child
Give the raven child
A box of stars
Tossed to heavens

For the firmament
Finally to unfurl
Before the astounded eyes

'Twas the same fate
So I've been told
For the sun and the moon

All those years
Without a trace



In that secret place--hidden

When... Why... How... Sky
Might Reveal... Low... un... to... High
How long we search
For that sacred light
Til here it is

Sealed now. Still somehow safe and pure...
Awaiting the one to open...

15641. Ravishing Ruby

Ravishing Ruby - Tom T Hall

Ravishing ruby, she'd been around for awhile
Ravishing ruby, she was a truckstop child
Born in the back of a rig somewhere near l.a.
Ravishing ruby, you poured a lot of hot coffee in your day

Ravishing ruby, believe anything you say
Just like her daddy said, said he'd be back someday
She was just fourteen, she grew up wild and free
And all the time she'd be waitin' on him, she'd been waiting on you and me

Ravishing ruby, she sleeps in a bunk out back
Her days and nights are filled with dreams of a man named smilin' jack
That was her daddy's name and that's all she ever knew
Ravishing ruby ain't got time for guys like me and you

Ravishing ruby, a beautiful young girl now
Ravishing ruby, she made a solemn vow
Waitin' on smilin' jack, he'll come rollin' by
And she wants to see him, she wants to touch him either way, dead or alive

Ravishing ruby, she sleeps in a bunk out back
Her days and nights are filled with dreams of a man named smilin' jack
That was her daddy's name and that's all she ever knew
Ravishing ruby ain't got time for guys like me and you

15642. Rawhide

Bill Monroe - Rawhide

Rollin', rollin', rollin'
Rollin', rollin', rollin'
Rollin', rollin', rollin'
Rollin', rollin', rollin'
Rawhide, hah, hah



Keep rollin', rollin', rollin'
Though the streams are swollen
Keep them dogies rollin', rawhide
Through rain and wind and weather
Hell bent for leather
Wishin' my gal was by my side

All the things I'm missin'
Good vittles, love and kissin'
Are waiting at the end of my ride

Move 'em out, head 'em up
Head 'em up, move 'em on
Move 'em out, head 'em up
Rawhide

Cut 'em out, ride 'em in
Ride 'em in, cut 'em out
Cut 'em out, ride 'em in
Rawhide, hah, hah

Keep movin', movin', movin'
Though they're disapprovin'
Keep them dogies movin', rawhide
Don't try to understand 'em
Just rope an' throw an' brand 'em
Soon we'll be living high and wide

My heart's calculatin'
My true love will be waitin'
Waitin' at the end of my ride

Move 'em out, head 'em up
Head 'em up, move 'em on
Move 'em out, head 'em up
Rawhide

Cut 'em out, ride 'em in
Ride 'em in, cut 'em out
Cut 'em out, ride 'em in
Rawhide
(Rollin', rollin', rollin')
(Rollin', rollin', rollin')

Hah
(Rollin', rollin', rollin')
Hah
(Rollin', rollin', rollin')

Rawhide, hah
Rawhide



15643. Ray Of Sunshine

Ray of Sunshine
Sim Redmond Band

rain outside begins to fall, 
that dont bother me at all, 
I can still feel the warm sunshine, 
I feel it everytime that I've got you on my mind.

Chorus: 
Baby you, you're so fine, 
you're like my own little ray of sunshine, 
you're on my mind it seems like just about all the time.

the day has turned to night, 
darkness swallowed all the light, 
everyone is walking blind 
but I can still see fine, 
I've got my own little ray of sunshine.

I dont know which way to go without you, 
I cant see in front of me without you, 
All I am dont mean a damn without you.

15644. Razor Dance

Richard Thompson - Razor Dance 

After the death of a thousand kisses
Comes the catacomb of tongues
Who can spit the meanest venom
From the poison of their lungs

Cruelest dance is the razor dance
Circle in and circle around
He said, she said, she said, he said
Thrill to put the other one down
The razor dance, the razor dance

This time, gone too far
This time, can't heal the scar
I want to break out of this spin
The gravity's pulling me in
The razor dance, the razor dance

What flies straighter than an arrow?
What cuts deeper than a lance?
Your wit may shine on the withering line
Cruelest dance is the razor dance
The razor dance, the razor dance

Blood boils, tears burn



Some people never learn
If time could crawl back in its shell
And mischievous tongues could untell
But that's not the meaning of hell

Take your partners for the razor dance
Take your partners for the razor dance
Take your partners for the razor dance, the razor dance
The razor dance, the razor dance

15645. Reach

Reach
New Grass Revival

Sometimes I stop and wonder 
Why can't I let myself enjoy
The space I'm in
And all the wonderful
Places I've been 
My eyes are on the future
I can't think about the past
My aspirations
Always exceed my grasp

You've got to reach a little bit higher
When the light within becomes a fire
Hey hey woa - oh you got to grow
You've got to reach a little bit higher
To get a hold on all that you desire
Stretch your soul and you'll never grow old

When the habits of a lifetime
Become a painful cage
You want to break out
But you don't know how to change
You may have a vision
Or you may have a friend
Who will come to you
And say these same words again

15646. Read 'Em John

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Read 'Em John

John wrote a letter and he laid it on the table
No one can read'em like old John
Read 'em let me go



Now read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em let me go

Now read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em let me go

Now it's one by one
And a two by two
And a three by three
And a four by four
No one can read 'em like old John
Read 'em let me go

Now read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read'em let me go

Now read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read'em let me go

Now John wrote a letter and he laid it on the table
No one can read'em like old John
Read 'em let me go

Now read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em let me go

Now read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John



(Read 'em)
Read 'em let me go

Now it's one by one
And a two by two
And a three by three
And a four by four
No one can read 'em like old John
Read 'em let me go

Now read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em let me go

Now read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em let me go

Now John wrote a letter and he laid it on the table
No one can read'em like old John
Read 'em let me go

Now read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em let me go

Now read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em John
(Read 'em)
Read 'em let me go

15647. Read About Love

Richard Thompson - Read About Love 

Asked my daddy when I was thirteen
Daddy can you tell me what love really means?
His eyes went glassy, not a word was said



He poured another beer and his face turned red

Asked my mother, she acted the same
She never looked up, she seemed so ashamed
Asked my teacher, he reached for the cane
He said, "don't mention that subject again"

Read about love, I read it in a magazine
Read about love, Cosmo and Seventeen
Read about love, in the back of a Hustler, Hustler, Hustler

So I know what makes girls sigh
And I know why girls cry
So don't tell me I don't understand
What makes a woman and what makes a man
I've never been to heaven but at lest
I've read about love

My big brother told me when I was fourteen
It's time I showed you what love really means
Girls like kissing and romance too
But a boy's got to know what a man's got to do

He gave me a book, the cover was plain
Written by a doctor with a German name
It had glossy pictures, serious stuff
I read it seven times, then I knew it well enough

Read about love, now I've got you
Read about love, where I want you
Read about love, got you on the test bed, test bed, test bed

So why-don't you moan and sigh
Why do you sit there and cry?
I do everything I'm supposed to do
If something's wrong, then it must be you
I know the ways of a woman
I've read about love

When I touch you there it's supposed to feel nice
That's what it said in reader's advice
I've never been to heaven but at least
I've read about love

15648. Readin', Rightin', Route 23

Readin', Rightin', Route 23 (Readin', Rightin', Rt. 23)
(Dwight Yoakam)
Joe Mullins

Chorus:
They learned readin', rightin', Route 23
To the jobs that lay waiting in those cities' factories



They didn't know that old highway
Could lead them to a world of misery

Have you ever been down Kentucky-way
Say south of Prestonburg
Have you ever been up in a holler
Have you ever heard
A mountain man cough his life away
From diggin' that black coal in those dark mines, those dark mines
If you had you might just understand
The reason that they left is all behind

Chorus:
They learned readin', rightin', Route 23
To the jobs that lay waiting in those cities' factories
They learned readin', rightin', roads to the north
To the luxury and comfort a coal line can't afford
They thought readin', rightin', Route 23
Would take them to the good life that they had never seen
They didn't know that old highway
Could lead them to a world of misery

Have you ever seen 'em put the kids in the car after work on Friday night
Pull up in a holler about 2 a.m. and see a light still shinin' bright
Those mountain folks sat up that late
Just to hold those little grandkids in their arms, in their arms
And I'm proud to say that I've been blessed
And touched by their sweet hillbilly charm

Chorus:
They learned readin', rightin', Route 23
To the jobs that lay waiting in those cities' factories
They learned readin', rightin', roads to the north
To the luxury and comfort a coal line can't afford
They thought readin', rightin', Route 23
Would take them to the good life that they had never seen
They didn't know that old highway
Could lead them to a world of misery
Yeah, it turns out that that old highway, leads you to a world of misery

15649. Readjustment Blues

Readjustment Blues
Bill Danoff

Just out of the infantry this morning,
I had to pay my dues across the sea.
No one back in boot camp ever warned me
What the Readjustment Blues would do to me.

"Welcome to Havannah", said the pilot.
"We must have made a wrong turn on the way.
Let's buy some cigars and keep it quiet.



If they don't know we're here we'll get away."

Just as I had realized he was joking,
I saw we were in Washington D.C.
'Cause there were all the patriotic buildings,
Just like I had seen them on TV.

It must have been a holiday, 'cause there was this parade.
People carried signs, I couldn't read, that they had made
When I got closer, my heart fell to my socks.
There was a battle raging and the air was filled with teargas and rocks.

There was the flag I'd fought against so often.
The one I fought for hanging upside down.
The wind was blowing hard, the dirt was flying,
it made the city sky look dark and brown.

I saw a girl, she could have been my sister,
Except her hair was long and in her face.
She explained this was a demonstration
Against the war and for the human race.

Well, I've seen a lot of strange things in my travels,
Cannibals and aliens galore.
But I never thought I'd see so many people
Shouting, "We don't want your fuckin' war!"

The troops all had on uniforms just like the one I'd worn,
But they were all domestic and my duty tour was foreign.
They carried guns just like the ones across the sea,
Except this time, I was the citizen, and they were pointing them guns at me.
Yes, I was just a citizen, and I was walking down the street,
And it was just then that the readjustment blues got through to me.

15650. Ready

Ready
Lindsay Lou - Ready

I'm ready, ready to believe in love again
I'm ready, ready to believe in love again
Happy to be home when the buds are blooming
Candy hanging on the vine
Been running 'round too fast and
Too slow at the same time
I'm ready, ready to believe in love again (I'm ready, ready to believe in love)
I'm ready, ready to believe in love again (I'm ready, ready to believe in love)
I got this voice inside my head telling me
I should give up
Somewhere someone else is screaming
"My best is good enough!"
I'm ready, ready to believe in love again (I'm ready, ready to believe in love)
I'm ready, ready to believe in love



Ooh, yeah
You gotta let it go, for it comes back around
You've got to feel the fall before you hit the ground
People been talking, talking like they know what they're talking about
All I know is I was lost and now I'm found
That's why I'm telling you
That I'm ready, ready to believe in love again (I'm ready, ready to believe in love)
I'm ready, ready to believe in love again (I'm ready, ready to believe in love)
Something in the wind got me dreaming
I believe it played me a song
I'm wrapped in that sweet, sweet music
And I'm singing all day long
I'm ready, ready to believe in love again (I'm ready, ready to believe in love)
I'm ready, ready to believe in love (I'm ready, ready to believe in love)

15651. Ready For Anything

Chris Thile - Ready for Anything

I forget
the difference between being in love
And being familiar
with something I hope I'm above.
Hear a lie enough
and it cuts like the Gospel,
when you're half-awake,
no mistake is impossible.

I'm a child again,
lost and happy in make-believe
But I'm lazy now,
so someone's pretending for me.

'untouchable man
who holds his hand out to millions
Anyone can share his beautiful heroes and ugly villains

I spend a lot of time watching my TV,
I take what they give me, and I give them nothing
But I waste a lot of time watching my TV,
'got me right where they want me,
Ready for anything.

I forget
the difference between being loved
'being a loose-pocket, worn-wallet, short-sighted
friend to lift money off of.

Maybe I'm playing their game,
so I can have a show where I stick 'em like a pig one day --
Tell 'em they can go to Hell
'cause they don't know another way
Or maybe I'm here 'cause it's something to do ...



You know Still waters can run shallow too
and I could watch myself run dry.

So I spend a lot of time watching my TV,
And I take what they give me, and I give them nothing
But I waste a lot of time watching my TV,
'got me right where they want me,
Ready for anything.

I forget
the difference between being alive
And living through somebody else
acting out somebody else's life.

15652. Ready For Confetti

Robert Earl Keen - Ready For Confetti 

I see this woman everyday
Dancin' on the corner at the Gas & Pay
Whirlin' and a-twirlin' in the bright sunshine
With her earbuds on and a cardboard sign
They say that she once was a workin' girl
It's a wigged out, weired out, wild and a wacky world

(Chorus)
Get ready for confetti, hey hey hey
Get ready for confetti, hey hey hey
Get ready for confetti everyday
(Hey hey hey) everyday

I knew this psychic many years ago
He'd been abducted by a UFO
They took him to another galaxy
He read their fortunes and they set him free
He once was very famous scientist
Said livin' in the future is to hard to resist

(Chorus)

(Guitar)

I play the ponies and I look for clues
Hit the highway and I pay my dues
I mind my business as I walk the line
With my earbuds on and my cardboard sign
And when they say to go, I'll go
You never know what you don't know

Get ready for confetti, hey hey hey
Get ready for confetti, hey hey hey
Get ready for confetti
Get ready for confetti, hey hey hey



Get ready for confetti, hey hey hey
Get ready for confetti everyday
Get ready for confetti, hey hey
Get ready for confetti, hey hey
Get ready for confetti everyday
Everyday
Everydaaaaaay

15653. Ready For The Storm

Kathy Mattea - Ready for the Storm

Oh, the waves crash in and the tide pulls out
It's an angry sea but there is no doubt
That the lighthouse will keep shining out
To warn the lonely sailor
The lightning strikes and the wind cuts cold
Through the sailor's bones, to the sailor's soul
Till there's nothing left that he can hold
Except the rolling ocean

But I am ready for the storm
Yes sir, ready
I am ready for the storm
I'm ready for the storm

Oh, give me mercy for my dreams
'Cause every confrontation seems
To tell me what it really means
To be this lonely sailor
And when you take me by your side
You love me warm, you love me
And I should have realized
I had no reasons to be frightened

But I am ready for the storm
Yes sir, ready
I am ready for the storm
I'm ready for the storm

The distance it is no real friend
And time will take its time
And you will find that in the end
It brings you me, the lonely sailor
And when the sky begins to clear
The sun it melts away my fear
I'll cry a silent weary tear
For those that need to love me

But I am ready for the storm
Yes sir, ready
I am ready for the storm
Yes sir, ready



I am ready for the storm
Yes sir, ready
I am ready for the storm
I'm ready for the storm

15654. Ready For The Storm - Chords

Ready For The Storm
Kathy Mattea - Ready For The Storm
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Time Passes By" in the key of Dm

Capo 5

Introduction:
3 times
---------------------------------
--3--1--0--1--0------------------
-----------------2--0--------0--2
-----------------------0--2------
---------------------------------
---------------------------------

1 time
------------------------
--1--0------------------
--------2--0--------0--2
--------------0--2------
------------------------
------------------------
                        
        Am
Oh, the waves crash in and the tide pulls out
        G
It's an angry sea but there is no doubt
         F
That the lighthouse will keep shinin' out
   G
To warn the lonely sailor
    Am
The lightnin' strikes and the wind cuts cold
            G
Through the sailor's bones to the sailor's soul
             F
Till there's nothing left that he can hold
  G
Except the rolling ocean

    Am   F             Em
But I am ready for the storm
G
Yes Sir, ready
Am   F             Em
I am ready for the storm



    G             Am
I'm ready for the storm

3 times
---------------------------------
--3--1--0--1--0------------------
-----------------2--0--------0--2
-----------------------0--2------
---------------------------------
---------------------------------

1 time
------------------------
--1--0------------------
--------2--0--------0--2
--------------0--2------
------------------------
------------------------

    Am
Oh, give me mercy for my dreams
       G
'Cause every confrontation seems
   F
To tell me what it really means
   G
To be this lonely sailor
    Am
And when you take me by your side
    G
You love me warm, you love me
      F
And I   should have realized
         G
I had no reasons to be frightened

    Am   F             Em
But I am ready for the storm
G
Yes Sir, ready
Am   F             Em
I am ready for the storm
    G             Am
I'm ready for the storm

Am   G   F   G   Am   G   F   G   (lead played over these chords)
    
    Am
The distance it is no real friend
    G
And time will take its time
             F
And you will find that in the end
              G
It brings you me, the lonely sailor
    Am
And when the sky begins to clear



    G
The sun it melts away my fear
     F
I'll   cry a silent weary tear
    G
For those that need to love me.

    Am   F             Em
But I am ready for the storm
G
Yes Sir, ready
Am   F             Em
I am ready for the storm
G
Yes Sir, ready
Am   F             Em
I am ready for the storm
G
Yes Sir, ready
Am   F             Em
I am ready for the storm
    G             Am
I'm ready for the storm

15655. Ready For The Times To Get Better - Chords

Ready For The Times To Get Better 
Billy Strings
 
[Intro]
Am F G Am X2
 
 C G/B Gm/Bb  Am Fmaj7 E E7 Am X2
 
[Verse 1]
Am
I've got to tell you I've been racking my brain,
Fmaj7          G          Am
     Hopin' to find a way out.
Am
I've had enough of this continual rain.
Fmaj7           G         Am
    A change is coming no doubt.
 
 
[Chorus]
            C        G/B        Gm/Bb       Am
It's been a too long time, with no peace of mind.
        Fmaj7         E7           Am
And I'm ready for the times to get better.
        C        G/B        Gm/Bb       Am
It's  a too long time, with no peace of mind.
        F             E7           Am



And I'm ready for the times to get better.
 
[Instrumental]
Am F G Am X2
 
C G/B Gm/Bb Am F E E7 Am X2
 
[Verse 1]
Am
You seem to want from me what I cannot give.
Fmaj7      G            Am
 I feel so lonesome sometimes
Am
I had a dream that I was trying to live.
Fmaj7          G           Am
  It's burning holes in my mind.
 
[Chorus]
      C        G/B        Gm/Bb       Am
 In a too long time, with no peace of mind.
        Fmaj7         E7          Am
And I'm ready for the times to get better.
        C        G/B        Gm/Bb       Am
 It's a too long time, with no peace of mind.
        Fmaj7         E7          Am
And I'm ready for the times to get better.
 
[Instrumental]
Am F G Am X2  C G/B Gm/Bb   Am Fmaj7 E E7 Am X2
 
[Chorus]
             C        G          Gm6         Am
It's been a too long time, with no peace of mind.
        Fmaj7         E7          Am
And I'm ready for the times to get better.
        C        G/B        Gm/Bb       Am
It's  a too long time, with no peace of mind.
        Fmaj7         E7          Am      Am6
And I'm ready for the times to get better.

15656. Ready Or Not

Ready Or Not
Jackson Browne

Someone's going to have to explain it to me
I'm not sure what it means
My baby's feeling funny in the morning
She's having trouble getting into her jeans
Her waist-line seems to be expanding
Although she never feels like eating a thing
I guess we'll reach some understanding
When we see what the future will bring



I met her in a crowded barroom
One of those typical Hollywood scenes
I was doing my very best Bogart
But I was having trouble getting into her jeans
I punched an unemployed actor
Defending her dignity
He stood up and knocked me through that barroom door
And that girl came home with me

Now baby's feeling funny in the morning
She says she's got a lot on her mind
Nature didn't give her any warning
Now she's going to have to leave her wild ways behind
She says she doesn't care if she never spends
Another night running loose on the town
She's gonna be a mother
Take a look in my eyes and tell me brother
If I look like I'm ready

I told her I had always lived alone
And I probably always would
And all I wanted was my freedom
And she told me that she understood
But I let her do some of my laundry
And she slipped a few meals in between
And the next thing I remember, she was all moved in
And I was buying her a washing machine

My baby's feeling funny in the morning
She says she's got a lot on her mind
Nature didn't give her any warning
But she's feeling better about it all the time
She says she's ready for some meaning
After all of her running around
Well bless my soul, she's got a rock-and-roll bandman
Thinking 'bout settling down

15657. Ready To Go

Ready to Go
Jordan Tice

I ain't never fought a battle
I ain't never fought a war
It seems to me there' ain't' a whole lot' left worth fightin' for
Its all been' bought or sold
Or misunderstood
Don't believe a word they say
When they try and tell me that i should
But ill do what i can with what it is i know
Before the angels come and take me from this world here below
And if you tell me you're alright



And we can make it through this night
Maybe then ill be ready to go

Folks tryin to live forever but no one's found a way just yRt
Its hard to accept that this ole life is all you gRt
So they build and build and save and save and when there years are spent
They're right back where they started wonderin' where it all went
Yeah i often sit and wonder what ill have to show
What ill have to reap and forever keep when theres no time left to sow
But if you tell me you're alright and we can make it through this night
Maybe then ill be ready to go

Life only lasts a minute
Some will tell you what it means
But theres a million different people with
A million different dreams
And everybody has their reasons
For sayin what they say but
Me i like the way it feels when you're
Smilin' my way
So ill do what i can with what it is i know
Ill be a friend and forever tend to the gardens i grow
And if you tell me you're alright and we can make it through this night maybe then ill be ready
 to go

15658. Ready To Roll

Ready To Roll
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Girl I've been at work all week
Fingers to the bone I need
A little hit of you and me
A little time alone
All day I've been thinking about
Quitting early skipping out
Holing ass to hit the couch
And hang with you at home

[Chorus 1]
We got some laid back country tunes on the radio
We going to burn all afternoon like it's something to smoke
We got to whole lot of nothing to do and nowhere to go
So baby I don't know about you but I'm ready to roll

[Verse 2]
Let other fools go paint the town
We'll just hold this sofa down
Till Monday morning rolls around
I'll tell you what let's do
You go grab those tater chips
I'll whip up some party dip



And well kick back and take a trip
Sip a beer or two

[Chorus 1]
We got some laid back country tunes on the radio
We going to burn all afternoon like it's something to smoke
We got to whole lot of nothing to do and nowhere to go
So baby I don't know about you but I'm ready to roll

[Chorus 2]
Yeah we got some laid back country tunes on the radio
We going to burn all afternoon like it's something to smoke
We got to whole lot of nothing to do and nowhere to go
So baby I don't know about you but I'm ready to roll

[Outro]
Yeah I'm ready to roll
Ready to roll

15659. Ready To Run

Dixie Chicks - Ready To Run

When the train rolls by
I'm gonna be ready this time
When the boy gets that look in his eye
I'm gonna be ready this time
When my momma says I look good in white
I'm gonna be ready this time

Oh yeah
Ready, ready, ready, ready, ready to run
All I'm ready to do is have some fun
What's all this talk about love

I feel the wind blow through my hair
I'm gonna be ready this time
I'll buy a ticket to anywhere
I'm gonna be ready this time
You see it feels like I'm starting to care
And I'm going to be ready this time

Oh yeah
Ready, ready, ready, ready, ready to run
All I'm ready to do is have some fun
What's all this talk about love

I'm ready to run
I'm ready to run

Oh
Ready, ready, ready, ready, ready to run
All I'm ready to do is have some fun



What's all this talk about love
I'm ready to run
I'm ready to run
I'm ready to run
I'm ready to run, ready to run,
Ready to run, yeah I'm ready to run, I'm ready
Whoa I'm ready to run, I'm ready, ready to run
(I'm ready) I'm ready to run
I'm ready

15660. Real Lady's Man - Chords

Real Lady's Man
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Carl Jackson and Vince Gill

G               C        G
Oh the taste of wine and liquor 
      C              G
And a woman's tender kiss
                C       G
Sure paints the perfect picture 
          D7
That's so hard to resist
           G       C        G
Though the lure of that old night life 
                   C
Has always tempted fools
                      G        D7       G
It can't compare with what you stand to lose
  C          G           C                 Em
Remember the promise you wear on your left hand
C            G               D7          G
Cheatings no companion for a real lady's man
        C     G
If only I had listened 
      C            G
To my own words of advice
                    C   G
And turned down the invitation 
   D7
In another woman's eyes
        G        C    G
For the softness of a stranger 
                  C
I threw good love away
                      G      D7       G
Friend there ain't no higher price to pay
repeat #3 x2



15661. Real Live Bleeding Fingers

Lucinda Williams - Real Live Bleeding Fingers and Broken Guitar Strings

You've got a sense of humor
You're a mystery
I heard a rumor
You're making history

Photographic dialogues
Beneath your skin
Pornographic episodes
Screaming sin

'Til its real live bleeding fingers
Broken guitar strings

You are my Prince Charming
Draped in velvet robes
Of all that's alarming
Raw and exposed

Shattered nerves
Itchy skin
Dirty words
And heroin

Better real live bleeding fingers
Broken guitar strings

I climbed all the way inside
Your tragedy
I got behind
The majesty

Of the different shapes
In every note
The endless tapes
Of every word you wrote

With real live bleeding fingers
Broken guitar strings

15662. Real Love

Railroad Earth - Real Love (Live) 

from the first time that I laid my eyes, it's true
the arrow girl's been pointing straight at you
seems like only yesterday I knew you as a friend
how were we to know back then that this is how it'd end

can you feel my love, can you feel my love, can you feel



yes it's real my love, yes it's real my love, yes it's real

pick a day and we'll seal this happiness
someday on a perfect night like this
far from now we'll lie together underneath the skies
from our love and up above a rose in red will rise

can you feel my love, can you feel my love, can you feel
yes it's real my love, yes it's real my love, yes it's real

I'm awed by all the beauty that I see
opening in front of you and me
I want to tell you now as I am standing here today
Hand in hand, and up and down, and all along the way

can you feel my love, can you feel my love, can you feel
yes it's real my love, yes it's real my love, yes it's real
can you feel my love, can you feel my love, can you feel
yes it's real my love, yes it's real my love, yes it's real
real love

15663. Real Love

Dolly Parton - Real Love 

They say that it's a matter of trusting
Before love has a chance to begin
And it's never simple
Faithless hearts can cripple
And only a strong love survives
I know they say that it's a fine line
Between giving up and giving in
But once your heart's been in it
You just can't forget it
It's like nothing that you've felt in your life
Chorus:
We got real love
Not infatuation
Real love
Our hearts' celebration
I love you
Real love
Not an imitation
Real love
You're my destination
Baby, you and me
We got everything we need
You are such a part of my life
That I can't remember me without you
And we've had our nights
We've had our share of fights
But we've never thought of giving it up
Oh, you and I we must be dreamers



'Cause we're making our dreams come true
I could spend my life
Just holding you so tight
And never, ever get enough
Repeat Chorus
We got real love
Repeat Chorus
Fade:
Repeat Chorus

15664. Real Love

Real Love
Donna the Buffalo

We first met
I started falling
No regrets
You can't get too much
Of real love
And you've been it
For so long now
As lovers then friends
Tender tried and tough
It's real love
And when you think it might be
All but over
Love's truth bears it all
I can hear you calling
Voice so strong
Intimate trust
Let me tell you
This is the magic stuff
It's real love
Real love remains
Through hot and cold
All the way from young to old
Where we're going and just where we've been
Through thick and thin
I can hear you calling
If you need me
I'll come running
If you fall
I will pick you up
It's real love

15665. Real Love - Chords



Real Love 
Lucinda Williams
 
[Intro]
A  N.C.  A
 
[Verse 1]
A
I found the love I've been looking for
A
It's a real love, it's a real love
A
Standing up behind an electric guitar
       D    A
It's a real love, it's a real love
A
And all the time I was thinking no way
A
And all the time I never thought I'd say
A
I found the love I've been looking for
       D    A
It's a real love, it's a real love
       D    A
It's a real love, it's a real love
 
 
[Verse 2]
A
Said come on baby we really got something
A
It's a soul connection, you're changin' my world
A
Give me your affection, be my girl
       D    A
It's a real love, it's a real love
       D    A
It's a real love, it's a real love
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
A        F#m  A
D A
 
 
[Verse 3]
N.C.
The thing about you so far, you squeeze my peaches
N.C.
Then you send me postcards of girls on beaches
A
You're drinking in a bar in Amsterdam
A
I'm thinking baby far out, be my man
       D    A
It's a real love, it's a real love
       D    A
It's a real love, it's a real love



 
 
[Verse 4]
A
I found the love I've been looking for
       D    A
It's a real love, it's a real love
A
Standing up behind an electric guitar
       D    A            D    A
It's a real love, it's a real love
A
And all the time I was thinking no way
A
And all the time I never thought I'd say
A
I found the love I've been looking for
       D    A
It's a real love, it's a real love
       D    A
It's a real love, it's a real love
       D    A
It's a real love, it's a real love
       D    A
It's a real love, it's a real love

15666. Real Love Potion

Real Love Potion
Front Country

I wanna take you down
Make you my fantasy
Make you my fantasy, ah

Your desire
Gonna make you grab hold of me
Make you grab hold of me, ah

I've got a real love potion, and it's number nine
I've got a young man's notion, gonna...

Like a wizard
Mix up a recipe
Mix up a recipe, ah

Like a willow
Baby you'll bend to me
Baby you'll bend to me, ah

I've got a real love potion, and it's number nine
I've got a young man's notion, gonna make you mine, ah, ah



I've got a real love potion, and its number nine
I've got a young man's notion, gonna make you mine
I've got a real love potion, and it's number ten
I've got an old man's notion, gonna do it again
I've got a real love potion, and it's number eleven 

Sweet as an ocean on your lips
Oh, who ever thought it could be like this?

Ah

I wanna take you down
Make you my fantasy
Make you my fantasy

15667. Real Mean Bottle

Vince Gill - Real Mean Bottle

No man ever sounded so lonesome
No man ever made you feel such pain
Lord, it must have been a real mean bottle
That made you sing that way

The stories you told about prison
About a young man gone astray
Lord, it must have been a real mean bottle
That made you write the songs that way

A real mean bottle poured straight from the devil
It's a miracle you're standin' here today
A real mean bottle made you such a rebel
Must've been a real mean bottle made you sing that way

You spent most all your life with strangers
With a ramblin' fever in your veins
Hag, it must have been a real mean bottle
That made you play the blues that way

A real mean bottle poured straight from the devil
It's a miracle you're standin' here today
A real mean bottle made you such a rebel
It must've been a real mean bottle made you sing that way

A real mean bottle poured straight from the devil
It must've been a real mean bottle made you sing that way

15668. Real Money



Robbie Fulks - Real Money

[Verse 1]
Daddy's got a friend in Macon
The governor calls him "sir"
Me and Faylynn's like family
He'd do anything for her
Shaved slick and spit-shined
Daddy's gone in to town
The pool's empty at the motel
I hate to see the sun go down

[Verse 2]
A snuggle bear and a toothbrush
Some shirts and a paper sack
A tube of Mama's red lipstick
Hidden in the Crackerjacks
I been in the backseat all day long
Dreaming 'bout the land of kings
Tall mansions in the Georgia pines
The rustle like a black crow's wings

[Chorus]
Real money
Green and gold
All God's promises your arms can hold
(Real money)
Chariots no horse can pull
A big black Pontiac car trunk full
(Real money)
Little sister hide your pain
The clouds gonna crack and the sky's gonna rain
(Real money)

15669. Real Wet Wood - Chords

Real Wet Wood 
Old Man Luedecke

[Chorus]
       B7                      E        A
You're stacked up good, you're real wet wood
 
[Verse 1]
       A
You're stacked up good, you're real wet wood
          D                E            A
You don't set the world on fire but you probably should
         A
You just hiss and spit and you boil and rage
     D           E            A
Well yesterday's news goes up in a blaze
 
[Chorus]



       B7                      E        A
You're stacked up good, you're real wet wood
 
[Verse 2]
        A
Well it took a lot of effort to get you to stand up tall
D               E        A
Just one little kick and down comes the wall
           A
You looked good in the summer, you drank through the fall
  D                E                    A
I took you back to my place but there's no spark at all
 
[Chorus]
       B7                      E        A
You're stacked up good, you're real wet wood
D                       A
Real wet wood, well you just don't burn
D                         A
Real wet wood, how come I never learn
D                       A
Real wet wood, well you just don't burn
       B7                      E        A
You're stacked up good, you're real wet wood
 
[Instrumental]
A
D  E  A
A
D  E  A
B7    E  A
 
[Verse 3]
    A
You ate a box of Red Birds and you smoldered through the glow
     D               E                   A
Well I reach for the kerosene, better to burn out than explode
     A
Well maybe in a year, will you be seasoned then?
    D               E              A
I'm shivering under covers praying spring time comes again
 
[Chorus]
       B7                      E        A
You're stacked up good, you're real wet wood
D                       A
Real wet wood, well you just don't burn
D                         A
Real wet wood, how come I never learn
D                       A
Real wet wood, well you just don't burn
       B7                      E        A
You're stacked up good, you're real wet wood
       B7                      E        A
You're stacked up good, you're real wet wood



15670. Real Wild Child

Rodney Crowell - Real Wild Child

Well I'm just out of school like a real real cool
Gotta dance like a fool
Got the message that I've gotta be a wild one
Oh yeah, I'm a wild one
Gonna break loose, gonna keep a movin' wild
Gonna keep a swingin' baby
I'm a real wild child
Gonna meet all my friends
Gonna have myself a ball
Gonna tell my friends
Gonna tell them all
That I'm a wild one
Oh yeah, I'm a wild one
Gonna break loose
Gonna keep a movin' wild
Gonna keep a swingin' baby
I'm a real wild child
I'm a real wild one
And I like wild fun
In a world gone crazy
Everything seems hazy
I'm a wild one
Oh yeah, I'm a wild one
Gonna break loose
Gonna keep a movin' wild
Gonna keep a swingin', baby
I'm a real wild child
I'm a wild one
I'm a wild onR
I'm a wild one
Oh baby, I'm a wild one!
Gonna break loosR
Gonna keep a movin' wild
Gonna keep a swingin', baby
I'm a real wild child

15671. Real Woman

Rodney Crowell - Real Woman

I don't want to be a star
I don't want to talk through glass
I don't want to check my appearance in your eyes
I don't need a million bucks
Baby, it don't take much



I don't need to play the princess all the time
I want to be a real woman changing every day
I want to be a real woman, real in every way
I want to be a real woman
I don't want to be admired
I don't want to fake my smile
I don't want to use my charm to disarm you
You don't have to spin your wheels
Oh baby, I know how that feels
You don't have to pass some test just to impress me
I want to be a real woman changing every day
I want to be a real woman, real in every way
I want to be a real woman
Real is how I deal with what I deal with
Real is how I feel when I know how I'm feelin'
I don't want to be a man
I just want to be what I am
I don't want to hide my light so yours keeps shining
If you don't want to face the truth
Then you're not gonna like what I do
You're not gonna make or break me, so don't start trying
I want to be a real woman changing every day
I want to be a real woman, real in every way
I want to be a real woman

15672. Rearrange The Art - Chords

Rearrange The Art 
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]
B                           A
Maybe I could rearrange the art
                      Dm
That hangs upon these walls
                 A
Or maybe I could not
 
[Verse 2]
    B                                     F#m
The masterpiece that lies within this room
                            Dm
Has yet to leave these halls
                            A
And break through every door
 
[Chorus]
      Bb             A
But I lie here on my back
  Bb             A
I stare into the white
    C#   B  Bb    C#     B     Bb
The lack of color blinds these eyes



     G            A    B
With silence comes the sight
 
[Verse 3]
B                                  A
Maybe I could call you on the phone
                        Dm
Tell you all my thoughts
                     A
Or maybe I should not
 
[Verse 4]
      B                                 F#m
These corridors and empty feathered beds
                          Dm
Are lacking what I'd hoped
                      A
In pictures in my head
 
[Chorus 2]
      Bb                 A
But I lie here on my back
  Bb                  A
I stare into the black
    C#   B  Bb    C#     B     Bb
The lack of color blinds these eyes
    G              A    B
With darkness comes the night
 
[Interlude]
G / A / B / B / F#m / F#m / Dm / Dm / A / A
 
[Verse 5]
B                            F#m
Maybe I can do this on my own
                     Dm
Make way for solitude
                   A
Or maybe I need you
 
[Verse 6]
    B                                  A
The ruby hues that outline all my words
                              Dm
Are chapped and humming chords
                      A
I've never used before
 
[Chorus 3]
      Bb            A
But I lie here on my back
  Bb            A
I stare into the past
    C# B  Bb   C#    B  Bb
The me-mo-ries cloud my mind
    G              A    B
With dreaming comes the flight



          G              A    B
Yeah, with dreaming comes the flight

15673. Reason

Reason 

I'm not a perfect person,
There's many things I wish I didn't do,
But I continue learning.
I never meant to do those things to you
And so I have to say before I go
That I just want you to know

I've found a reason for me,
To change who I used to be,
A reason to start over new
And the reason is you.

I'm sorry that I hurt you,
It's something I must live with everyday.
And all the pain I put you through,
I wish that I could take it all away
And be the one who catches all your tears
That's why I need you to hear

I've found a reason for me,
To change who I used to be,
A reason to start over new
And the reason is You.

And the reason is you,
And the reason is you,
And the reason is you.

I'm not a perfect person,
I never meant to do those things to you
And so I have to say before I go
That I just want you to know

I've found a reason for me,
To change who I used to be,
A reason to start over new
And the reason is you.

I've found a reason to show
A side of me you didn't know
A reason for all that I do
And the reason is you



15674. Reason And Rhyme

Jim Lauderdale - Reason and Rhyme

Winds may rise and storms may blow
In the Gulf of Mexico
Streets may flood or run with blood
Places you don't go
Rivers flow and dark with mud
Factory bits and other crud
To their crippled fortune goes
Lost somewhere in time
Lost somewhere, way back in time
Lost far beyond reason and rhyme
Lost somewhere, vanished in the air
All those promises we all could share
Those who guess, stand toe to toe
Trading blows with those who know
Pretending for to analyse
Which way the wind must blow
Let the liars tell their lies
They'll all come true to their surprise
While we multiply and grow
Lost somewhere in time
Lost somewhere, way back in time
Lost far beyond reason and rhyme
Lost somewhere, vanished in the air
All those promises we all could share
Grab a fast freight out of town
If those trains are still around
Otherwise go in disguise
When they hunt you down
Full fathom five, father lies
Sister weeps and mother cries
Painted clown spins round and round
Lost somewhere in time
Lost somewhere, way back in time
Lost far beyond reason and rhyme
Lost somewhere, vanished in the air
All those promises we all could share

15675. Reason To Believe

Reason to Believe - Bruce Springsteen
Aoife O'Donovan

[Verse 1]
Seen a man standing over a dead dog
By a highway in a ditch
He's looking down kinda puzzled
Poking that dog with a stick
Got his car door flung open
He's standing out on Highway 31



Like if he stood there long enough
That dog'd get up and run

[Refrain]
Struck me kinda funny
Seemed kinda funny, sir, to me
Still, at the end of every hard day
People find some reason to believe

[Verse 2]
Now, Mary Lou loved Johnny
With a love mean and true
She said, "Baby, I'll work for you every day"
And bring my money home to you
One day, he up and left her
And ever since that
She waits down at the end of that dirt road
For young Johnny to come back

[Refrain]
Struck me kinda funny
Funny, yeah, indeed
How at the end of every hard-earned day
People find some reason to believe

[Harmonica]

[Verse 3]
Take a baby to the river
"Kyle William," they called him
Wash the baby in the water
Take away little Kyle's sin
In a whitewashed shotgun shack
An old man passes away
Take the body to the graveyard
Over him, they pray

[Refrain]
Lord, won't you tell us
Tell us what does it mean?
At the end of every hard-earned day
People find some reason to believe

[Verse 4]
Congregation gathers
Down by the riverside
Preacher stands with a bible
Groom stands waiting for his bride
Congregation gone and the sun sets
Behind a weeping willow tree
Groom stands alone and watches the river rush on
So effortlessly

[Refrain]
Wondering
Where can his baby be
Still, at the end of every hard-earned day



People find some reason to believe

15676. Reason To Believe

Reason To Believe
Tim Hardin - Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

If I listened long enough to you,
I'd find a way to believe that it's all true.
Knowing that you lied straight-faced while I cried,
Still I'd look to find a reason to believe.

Chorus:
Someone like you makes it hard to live without somebody else.
Someone like you makes it easy to give, never thinking of myself.

If I gave you time to change my mind,
I'd find a way to leave the past behind.
Knowing that you lied straight-faced while I cried,
Still I look to find a reason to believe.

Chorus

Repeat First Verse

Still I'd look to find a reason to believe.
Still I'd look to find a reason to believe.

Note: Repeate second verse instead of first.

15677. Reason To Cry

Lucinda Williams - Reason To Cry

Just to sit and talk
The way we used to do
It just breaks my heart
That I can't get close to you

If our eyes should meet
Somewhere down the road
Will you stop and be sweet
Or will you just walk on

I thought things would stay the same
I thought things were right on
In our sunny days
How could we go wrong



Now these days have found us
Right here where we stand
We thought we were so tough
But nothing worked out like we planned

Of everything in this world
I guess I'll never know why
Something as good as this could
Flower up and die

When you lost your happiness
When no one's standing by
When nothing makes any sense
You've got a reason to cry
When nothing makes any sense
You've got a reason to cry.

15678. Reason To Live - Chords

Reason To Live 
Kathy Mattea
 
INTRO: C   Am  F  Am  C   Am  F G C
 
F      C          Am
Hungry eyes, your lies
         F           F/A    C
Tore the heart right out of me
N.C. F   C            Am
Tain-ted love left me cold
           Dm   C   F
Afraid and lonely__
 
 
      C                    Am
Every step left a trail of tears
           F         F/A  C      G
Down every road love disappeared
      Am     G  F
All I needed
      G         C      F C
Was a reason to live
 
 
CHORUS:
                Am
Reason to live
            F    C        Am
A reason to give all I've got
            ~ C               Am
You take me away, deep in the heart of your love
    F         G         C
And give me a reason to live



 
 
F        C                  Am
From the strength of pure devotion
           F     F/A        C
Comes your love, strong and true
   F   C              Am
No one ever cared for me
           Dm  C   F
As much as you____
 
 
           C             Am
You're the rock I stand upon
            F          F/A      C   G
The morning light that leads me on
     Am    G
Your love 
F          G         C      F C
Gives me a reason to live
 
 
CHORUS:
                Am
Reason to live
            F    C        Am
A reason to give all I've got
            ~ C               Am
You take me away, deep in the heart of your love
    F         G         C      F C
And give me a reason to live
 
 
BRIDGE:
            Em            F
You held my heart in your guiding hand
  Am            G
A beacon in the night
    F        Em        F
You promised me your undying love
    C       G       C   G
And gave me light
 
 
 
CHORUS:
                C     Am
And a reason to live
            F    C        Am
A reason to give all I've got
            ~ C               Am
You take me away, deep in the heart of your love
    F         G         C
And give me a reason to live
 
 
CHORUS:



                Am
Reason to live
            F    C        Am
A reason to give all I've got
            ~ C               Am
You take me away, deep in the heart of your love
    F         G         C
And give me a reason to live
 
 
OUTRO: C    Am   F  G  C

15679. Reason Why - Chords

Reason Why
Vince Gill - Reason Why

B      Abm   E                 F#                      
Why do I, choose the things I choose?
Why do I, always find some lame excuse?
Why do I, not realize what I would do?
E                   F#      B Abm E F#
Oh I wish I knew the reason why.

B       Abm  E                        F#    
Why do you, get that sad look in your face?
Why do you, pull away from my embrace?
Why do you, see all my faults and my mistakes?
E                      F#     B
Oh I wish you knew the reason why.

Refrain
Ebm                                E
Why do we treat each other like we do?
B                       F#
It's like we never even try 
Ebm                          E
Why can't we get back to the love we knew?
C#m              F#-E-Ebm-C#m-B           
Oh, why oh  baby why?

B     Abm  E                         F#                     
Why do we, have to play the same old game?
Why do we, run away from who's to blame?
Can't we see, to lose this love would be a shame
E                    F#      B 
Oh I wish we knew the reason why 
(Repeat Refrain)
E                     F#     B G#m E F#--
Oh I wish we knew the reason why (2X)



15680. Reasons

Marty Stuart - Reasons

It was the perfect excuse to get drunk
As if lately I've needed one
It Was the perfect excuse to buy bullets
For the barrel of my favorite gun

It was the perfect way to show you
How it feels inside of me
And the perfect way to find out
How it feels to set me free

Reasons
I keep looking for reasons
I thought that I had loved you
I did the best I could

Reasons
I keep looking for reasons
I lost the reason for me living
And that just ain't no good

I know that three's a crowded room
But really, this won't take long
I want to meet the man, help him to understand
What he did when he broke up our home

And I'll be going now to a place I know
That's deep, dark and quiet
Away from pain and the undying shame
Of me and my unfaithful wife

Reasons
I keep looking for reasons
I thought that I had loved you
I did the best I could

Reasons
I keep looking for reasons
I lost the reason for me living
And that just ain't no good
I lost the reason for me living
And that just ain't no good

15681. Reasons To Quit



Reasons To Quit

Reasons to quit, smoke and booze don't do me like before
And I'm hardly ever sober and my ole friends
Don't come around much anymore  
Reasons to quit the low is always lower than the high
And the reasons to quit don't outnumber all the reasons why

So we keep smokin and we keep drinkin
Havin fun and never thinkin' 
Laughin' at the price tag the we paid
And we keep roarin down the fast lane
Like two young men feelin' no pain
And the reasons for quitins are gettin bigger each day

Reasons to quit I can't afford the habit all the time
And I need be sober I need write some new songs that will rhyme
Reasons to quit they have no rival reason when your high
And the reasons to quit don't outnumber all the reasons why

So we keep smokin' and we keep drinkin'
Havin fun and never thinkin' 
And laughin' at the price tag that we paid
And we keep roarin' down the fast lane
Like two young men feelin no pain
And the reasons for quitins are gettin bigger each day
And the reason for quittins are gettin bigger each day

15682. Reasons To Run - Chords

Reasons To Run 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
[Intro]
E   A  E  A  E
 
[Verse 1]
E           A
My old time friend
E           A
Our wildest days
E                  A
Were caught in the wind
    B               F#m         B
And now they've all flown away
 
 
[Verse 2]
              E                       A
And it's just me here now to make the miles
    E                A
Add up to a lifelong road
     E               A         G#m       F#m   B
I'll try to keep the wheel steady as she goes



 
 
[Chorus]
A        B            E
The Lone Ranger still rides
A          E           B
And I hope he's having fun
         A             B       E                 A
But with every passing season I'm running out of reasons
               B          E
Running out of reasons to run
 
 
[Interlude]
A  E  A  E
 
 
[Verse 3]
                    A
It's a ghost life I live
E             A
On this open road
E                    A               G#m                 F#m    B
Come passing through towns where for years no one would ever go
 
 
[Verse 4]
E                    A
Of love I've been in deep
E                 A
 And it hurt like hell
E                        A             G#m               F#m          B
 Now I can barely stay a week before I start to learn it all too well
 
 
[Chorus]
A        B            E
The Lone Ranger still rides
A          E           B
And I hope he's having fun
         A             B       E                 A
But with every passing season I'm running out of reasons
               B          E
Running out of reasons to run
 
 
[Bridge]
C#m      F#           A
I don't mind wasting time
                         E
It don't matter much to me
C#m                         F#
So take these hands, throw them
                   A
Up into the wind and
             B
Let me go to seed



 
 
[Interlude]
E   A   E   A
 
 
[Verse 5]
E                    A
Well I'm all packed up
E                 A
With everything I own
E                          A
 Won't you call me up next spring
        G#m          F#m                  B
I might be back this way, you never know
 
 
[Chorus]
A        B            E
The Lone Ranger still rides
A          E           B
And I hope he's having fun
         A             B       E                 A
But with every passing season I'm running out of reasons
               B         E                 A
Running out of reasons, I'm running out of reasons
               B          E
Running out of reasons to run
 
 
[Outro]
E   A   E   A    F#m A E

15683. Reasons To Stay

Reasons to Stay
Greensky Bluegrass

If I may, forget about your day
So much to do here where we lay
Did we even try
The one where you

Right away, I knew I had to stay
You know that nature is a powerful thing
There's nothing but time
There's nowhere to be we've just arrived

We're hiding away
We're seizing the day
Got a room with a view
Shades drawn, lights upon the ways that you move
How could I go?



Head to your toe
My love, you're just
Made of reasons to stay

Clear my head
A walk around the bed
A moment's pause before you want me again
The lives that we've known
And only now we've just begun

We're hiding away
We're seizing the day
Got a room with a view
Shades drawn, lights upon the ways that you move
How could I go?
Head to your toe
My love, you're just
Made of reasons to stay

Oh all the reasons to stay

15684. Reasons Why

Nickel Creek - Reasons Why 

Where am I today? I wish that I knew
'Cause lookin' around there's no sign of you
I don't remember one jump or one leap
Just quiet steps away from your lead

I'm holdin' my heart out but clutchin' it too
Feelin' this short of a love that we once knew
I'm callin' this home when it's not even close
I'm playin' the role with nerves left exposed

Standin' on a darkened stage
Stumblin' through the lines
Others have excuses
I have my reasons why

We get distracted by the dreams of our own
But nobody's happy while feelin' alone
Knowing how hard it hurts when we fall
Leanin' 'nother ladder against the wrong wall

And climb, high to the highest rung
To shake, fists at the sky
Others have excuses
I have my reasons why

  (With so much deception)
It's hard not to wander away
  (Hard not to wander away)



It's hard not to wander away

15685. Rebel Soldier

Rebel Soldier

In a dreary Yankee prison
Where a Rebel soldier lay
By his side there stood a preacher
Ere his soul should pass away

And he faintly whispered Parson
As he clutched him by the hand
Oh parson tell me quickly
Will my soul pass through the southland

Will my soul pass through the southland
To my old Virginia Grand
Will I see the hills of Georgia
And the green fields of Alabam'

Will I see that little church house
Where I placed my heart in hand
Oh parson tell me quickly
Will my soul pass through the southland

Was for lovin' dear ol' Dixie
In this dreary cell I lie
Was for lovin' dear ol' Dixie
In this northern state I'll die

Will you see my little daughter
Will you make her understand
Oh parson tell me quickly
Will my soul pass through the southland

15686. Rebel Yell

Rebel Yell

Last night a little dancer, she came dancing to my door
Last night, that little angel, she came pumping on my floor
She said, "Come on, baby, you got a license for love
And if it expires, I pray help from above"
Because
In the midnight hour she cried more, more, more, more
With a rebel yell she cried more, more, more
In the midnight hour, babe, more, more, more
With a rebel yell more, more, more



More, more, more!
She don't like slavery, she won't sit and beg
But when I'm tired and lonely, yeah, she gives me head
I said, "What set you free and brought you to me, babe?"
"What set you free? I need you here by me"
Because
In the midnight hour she cried more, more, more
With a rebel yell more, more, more, yow!
In the midnight hour, babe, more, more, more
With a rebel yell
More
I live in my own heaven
I collect it to go at the 7-11
Yes, I'm out all night to collect a fare
Just so long, just so long as it don't fuck up my hair
I walked the ward for you, babe
A thousand miles for you
Now who dried my tears of pain, babe?
A million times for you, for you
I'd sell my soul for you, babe
What's money to burn for you, for you
I'd give you all, and have none, babe
Justa, justa have you here by me
Because
In the midnight hour she cried more, more, more
With a rebel yell she cried more, more, more, yow!
In the midnight hour, babe, more, more, more
With a rebel yell more
More, more, more!
Ooh yeah, my little dancer
She want more
More, more, more, more
More, more, more, more
She want more
More, more, more, more
Yeah!

15687. Rebels - Chords

Rebels 
Lucinda Williams
 
Capo 3rd fret
 
[Intro]
Em  G  Em  G
 
[Verse 1]
G                        Em
Honey don't walk out I'm too drunk to follow
G                       Em
You know you won't feel this way tomorrow
       C              D



Well - maybe a little rough around the edges
C               D
Inside a little hollow
C                    D
But I get faced with somethings sometimes
C           D
So hard to swallow
 
[Chorus]
          Em                G
Hey, hey, hey! I was born a rebel
        Em                G
Down in Dixie on a Sunday morning
            C               D
Yeah - with one foot in the grave
    C                 D
And one foot on the pedal
             Em
I was born a rebel
       G
Born a rebel
 
[Verse 2]
G
She picked me up in the morning
        Em
And she payed all my tickets
G
Yeah she screamed in the car
            Em
And left me in and out in the thicket
         C              D
Well - I never would've dreamed
         C            D
That her heart was so wicked
      C            D
But I keep coming back
          C          D
'Cos it's so hard to kick it.
 
[Chorus]
Em                          G
Hey, hey, hey! I was born a rebel
        Em                G
Down in Dixie on a Sunday morning
            C               D
Yeah - with one foot in the grave
    C                 D
And one foot on the pedal
               Em
I was born a rebel
             G
I was born a rebel
 
[Guitar Solo]
C   G   C   D
 



[Verse 3]
G
Even before my father's fathers
Em
Called us all rebels
G
They burned our cornfields
    Em
And left our cities level
      C              D
I can still feel the eyes
         C            D
Of those blue bellied devils
C                D
Walking around tonight
            C                D
Through the concrete and the metal.
 
[Chorus]
Em                          G
Hey, hey, hey! I was born a rebel
        Em                G
Down in Dixie on a Sunday morning
            C               D
Yeah - with one foot in the grave
    C                 D
And one foot on the pedal
               Em
I was born a rebel
                   G
Yeah, I was born a rebel
          Em                G
Hey, hey, hey! I was born a rebel
        Em                G
Down in Dixie on a Sunday morning
            C               D
Yeah - with one foot in the grave
    C                 D
And one foot on the pedal
               Em
I was born a rebel
     G
Born a rebel
 
[Outro]
          Em    G
Hey, hey, hey!
          Em    G  Em  G
Hey, hey, hey!

15688. Rebound - Chords



Rebound
Recorded by Charlie Rich
Written by Charlie Rich and Bill Justis

G
Look out baby I'm after you
    B7
You done something to me that you ought not do
C                                   
Played me up and now you've made me blue
        D7
And I'm lonely
C                       D7
Well I guess I'm on the rebound
C                  D7
That's what people say
C               D7
I lost the only one I found
C                         D7
Who can make me feel this way yeah
        G      C    G    D7
And I'm lonely over you
G
Well look out baby better change your ways
    B7
You done something to me that's drivin' me crazy
C
Catch up with you one of these days
          D7
Cause I'm lonely
C                       D7 
Yeah I guess I'm on the rebound
C                  D7
Guess I've lost my touch
C               D7
You're the only one for me
C                       D7
And I love you much too much
        G      C    G    D7
And I'm lonely over you
C             D7
You oughta be ashamed of yourself
C                D7
Treatin' me this way
C                       D7
Didn't know what it was all about
C                      D7
But I'm gonna find out someday yeah
    G
You better look out baby gonna make you mad
       B7
You're gonna miss me and the things you had
C
Hate to say it but I'll be so glad
            D7
When you're lonely
G
Yeah you better look out baby gonna make you mad



B7
You're gonna miss me and the things you've had
C
Hate to say it but I'll be so glad
            D7
When you're lonely
C                          D7
Yeah then you'll be on the rebound
C                   D7
I'm waiting for the day
C                    D7
You'll lose the only one you found
          C                  D7
Who could make you feel this way
               G                    
Yeah you'll be lonely
C         G               
You'll be lonely
C         G       
You'll be lonely
C         G          
Just like me

15689. Rebuild The Union

Rebuild The Union
(Chris Joslin / Brian Darnell)
Crucial Smith

Vs 1
They could place a monument
On this battlefield
That reads both sides lost here
'Cause neither one would yield
The civil war we're fighting
Is one we cannot win
We've got to rebuild the union again

Vs 2
Make pride a casualty that we can lay to rest
Along with all the jealousy
That puts love to the test
I refuse to make an enemy
Of my life-long friend
When we could rebuild the union again

Chorus: 
My heart surrenders to you
There's nothing here to defend
It's time to start healing the wounds

Vs 3
Hand in hand, heart to heart



I know we can survive
By giving up what's killing us
To keep our love alive
Our dreams may be torn and tattered
But that's something love can mend
if we could rebuild the union again

Chorus:

Fag:
With both sides giving, we'll go on living
And rebuild the union again

15690. Reckless

Rodney Crowell - Reckless

[Verse 1]
Last night I lay dreaming I was drinking in a hotel bar
Two women came up and kissed me
And you were watching from a distant star
I know it doesn't make much sense, but what can I tell you
Judging by the evidence, I'm feeling reckless

[Verse 2]
I don't know why I would go there, all to make a fuss over what
I've got a woman like you and what do I do
Pretend I might be something I'm not
I know you know it's not your fault, it's just something inside me
Would that I were worth my salt, but I'm feeling reckless

[Bridge]
You give me more than I deserve
You could say I've got some nerve

[Verse 3]
So slay me with your tender mercy
Comfort me with words of steel
You can catch me in a lie when I cast a roving eye
But you'll never know the way I feel
I know you know you're smarter than me
Tell me something I don't know
There's so much more that I could be, but I'm feeling reckless

[Outro]
Last night I lay dreaming I was drinking in a hotel bar
Two women came up and kissed me
And you were watching from a distant star



15691. Reckless Kind

Richard Thompson - Reckless Kind

Here we stand in sheets of rain
Parting ways, loved in vain
Never knew you'd be the reckless kind

I reached out to catch your fall
Said you needed a place to crawl
Never knew you'd be the reckless kind

The reckless kind, the reckless kind
The reckless kind, the reckless kind
You're his not mine

They say you run with a breakneck crowd
Live your love scenes right out loud
Break hearts all around, you're the reckless kind

You said you were well satisfied
Proud to see me by your side
Pride's a worthless thing to the reckless kind

The reckless kind, the reckless kind
The reckless kind, the reckless kind
You're his not mine

Love lies shattered on the ground
Jagged pieces all around
Say you'll come back but I know you're the reckless kind

Oh, the reckless kind, the reckless kind
The reckless kind, the reckless kind
You're his not mine, his not mine

You're the reckless kind
The reckless kind
The reckless kind

15692. Reckless Motorman

Reckless Motorman

Yonder stands the reckless motorman
Who says his age is twenty one
Standing by his mainline motor
Saying folks what have I done

Is it true I've killed my brakemen
Is it true that he is dying
Oh I tried to stop my motor
But I could not stop in time



See the cars stacked up on him
See him raise his weary head
See his sister standing by him
Crying brother are you dead

Sister sister I am dying
Soon I'll be on yonder shore
Soon I'll have a home in heaven
There'll be no braking anymore

Go and tell my youngest brother
Take these words true and end ?
To never start the day a braking
For his life is sure to end

Go tell my father who is weighman
What he weighs to weigh it fair
There'll be no scales up in heaven
For that meeting in the air

15693. Reckless Tex

Reckless Tex - Hot Buttered Rum

Out on the plains of Texas
Where the cactus grows, and the oil flows
A village has lost its idiot
Who fancies himself a cowboy

So this cowboy sits in the saddle
His trigger-finger's quick, but his eyesight's bad
How he got his hands on the reins I don't know
But it's something to do with his dad
So this cowboy wants to drive the herd
Down a washed out canyon that he doesn't know
His neighbor said Kemmosabe kiss my ass
So this ranger must roam alone

It takes a bigger man, to really understand
This reckless cowboy swagger's not becoming of a man
It's time to holster up your shotgun
It's time to tear the barbed wire down
It's time to know your sister and brother
And drive this cowboy out of town

Out on the range it gets so lonesome
And a fella's got things on his mind
Last winter his daddy was shot in the foot
And a outlaw he must find
And the cows, the cows they get so restless
Why can't they just move along?
Their dust is enough to make you sing



A lonesome reckless cowboy swagger song

Some cows are content to chew their cud
The pasture they graze is rich and green
But the pasture is watered with blood and sweat
Of people they've never seen
But the pasture is watered with blood and sweat
Of people they'll never see

15694. Reckless Wind

Reckless Wind
Downhill Bluegrass Band

If I found me a woman
one thing's for sure
I will give her plenty
and she will ask for more
Then I'll be gone
like a reckless wind
just to add another lie
to my list of sins

Life's a gamble
you'll pick and choose
It's head or tales,
it's win or loose
and it doesn't matter
just how hard you try
 cause you can never add the truth to a lie

I wanna climb a mountain
that's too steep
I wanna swim waters
cold and deep
sometimes I laugh
when I should weep
I have to stand there on the edge
and take a leap

A tempting love
however strong
will never keep me
 cause I need to roam
Then I'll be gone
like a reckless wind
just to add another lie
to my list of sins



15695. Recognise Me

John Butler - Recognise Me

All you want is
What you can't have
And if you just look around man
You see you got magic
So just sit back and relax
Enjoy it while you still have it
Don't look back on life man and see only tragic
Because you could be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than
You can be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better
All the time while you're looking away
There are things you can do man
There's things you can say
To the ones you're with
With whom you're spending today
Get your gaze off tomorrow
And let come what may
Because you could be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than
You can be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better
All I know is sometimes things can be hard
But you should know by now
They come and they go
So why, oh why
Do I look to the other side
'cause I know the grass is greener but
Just as hard to mow
Life's not about what's better than
All you want is
What you can't have
And if you just look around man
You see you got magic
So just sit back and relax
Enjoy it while you still have it
Don't look back on life man and see only tragic
Because you could be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than
You can be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than



Because you could be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better than
You can be better than that
Don't let it get the better of you
What could be better than now
Life's not about what's better

15696. Reconsider Me - Chords

Reconsider Me 
Steve Earle

        Em
If you're all alone
        F
And you need someone
C
Call me up and
Am
I'll come running
Em   C    G
Reconsider me
D    G    C
Reconsider me
 
        Em
If it's still the past
     F
That makes you doubt
       C
Darlin' that was then
    Am
And this is now
Em   C    G
Reconsider me
D    G    C
Reconsider me
 
G
   And I'll never make you sad again
         C                D                    G
'Cause I swear, that I've changed since then
                                       C   D
And I promise that I'll never make you cry...
Em
          F     C
Let's let bygones
     Am
Be forgotten
Em   C    G
Reconsider me



D    G    C
Reconsider me
 
G
You can go and be
What you want to be
And it'll be alright
If we disagree
I'm the ones who cares
And I hope you'll see
That I'm the one who loves you
Reconsider me
 
Em
          F     C
Let's let bygones
     Am
Be forgotten
Em   C    G
Reconsider me
D    G    C
Reconsider me
 
G
   And I'll never make you sad again
         C                D                    G
'Cause I swear, that I've changed since then
                                     C   D
And I'll never make you sorry if you try....
G
   And I'll never make you sad again
         C                D                    G
'Cause I swear, that I've changed since then
                                       C   D
And I promise that I'll never make you cry...

15697. Record Time

Record Time
Kathy Mattea 
Written by: Steve Key

Capo 3

G
I'm spinning like an old turntable
C Em D
Three speeds, going nowhere fast
G
I hesitate at the door to the future
C Em D
Holding on to my bittersweet past
Em D G



Me and all of the percolators
Em D G
Me and all of the rotary phones
Em D G
Me and all of my vinyl records
C Em Am
Warped and scratched and out of date
C Em D G
33, 45, 78

G
I got friends from the old hometown
C Em D
We used to work at the hometown news
G
They got houses in a couple of cities
C Em D
I'm still singing those hometown blues
Em D G
Me and all of the drive-in movies
Em D G
Me and all of the afternoon papers
Em D G
Me and the free-form radio
C Em Am
Fading in and out of date --
C Em D G
33, 45, 78

Em D G
Em
I hear talk about a great depression
D G Em
I hear the drums of the war machine
D G
I wonder if I'm stuck in the past
Am D
Or if it all repeats, just like a CD

G
I'm following the railroad line
C Em D
Another job in an - other town
G
I skip around in record time
C Em D
And try not to notice the candle burn down
Em D G
Me and all of the Rust Belt workers
Em D G
Me and all of the hot type printers
Em D G
Me and all of the family farms
C Em Am
Auctioned off and out of date --
C Em D G
33, 45, 78



Em D G Em
oh-oh, the percolator
D G Em
Oh-oh, the rotary phone
D G
All of my vinyl records
C Em Am
Warped and scratched and out of date --
C Em D G
33, 45, 78

C Em D G
33, 45, 78

15698. Record Time Machine

Record Time Machine 
Lonesome River Band
 
I can hear the needle poppin', to that old familiar sound   
Of Chet Atkins playing Freight Train 
As the record spins around   
Life went on around me, so I just went along   
But my mind was never too far 
From the music or the songs
 
CHORUS: 
From that old RCA phonograph record time machine   
It took me to the places, that were only in my dreams   
I've been around the world, played on every scene   
Through that old  RCA phonograph 
Record time machine   
 
I could somehow see the future, as I listened to the past   
So I  learned to pick the guitar 
Like the boys who played the tracks   
Life goes on around me, and I still go along   
But my mind was never too far 
From the music or the songs
 
I've been around the world, played on every scene   
Through that old  RCA phonograph 
Record time machine

15699. Recovering Pharisee - Chords

Recovering Pharisee 
The Del McCoury Band



 
CAPO 4
 
[Verse 1]
G
I'm a Pharisee, in recovery.
With new eyes I can see, a big sinner in me
             C                             G
It's the way of my human heart
    C                                       D7
to confess other people's sins.
  C                                   G
Reluctant to admit my part
            A                           D7
or the deeper problem within.
                  C                                   G
But thank God He won't let me be
    C                                 D7
or remain in my hypocrisy.
C                                     G
Sooner or later I'll be on my knees,
A                                D7                      G
honest to God a recovering Pharisee
 
[INSTRUMENTAL BREAK]
 
[Verse 2]
G
I'm a sinner and a saint, simul-tan-e-ously.
I'm not what I was, or what I'm goin' to be
                C                        G
Still I've got that ol' tendency
          C                                   D7
to be all a wicked man can be.
              C                                                 G
It takes more than knowin' right from wrong.
              A                                          D7
It takes more than singin' gospel songs.
                     C                            G
It takes the life of the Great I Am
            C                             D7
to pro-duce any good in me
                 C                                                 G
He's the vine.  I'm the branch. And I'm learning to be
A                                 D7                     G
honest to God a recovering Pharisee
 
[INSTRUMENTAL BREAK]
 
[Verse 3]
G
I need the God of all grace, each and every day
If I'm to run this race.  If I'm to walk in His way.
            C                                    G
I don't have to be a slave to sin.
             C                                D7
I don't have to let the devil win.



                    C                                G
Cause the son of God lives in me
                A                                 D7
and His promise is to set me free.
C                                   G
Jesus help my unbelief
               C                            D7
so I can follow you faithfully.
                    C                                                              G
You're the shepherd. I'm the sheep and you're helping me be
A                                D7                      G
honest to God a recovering Pharisee
 
[INSTRUMENTAL ENDING]

15700. Red & Blazing

Red & Blazing - Red And Blazing
Abigail Washburn

I must've been four when you touched my arm
Skies were red and blazing
I heard a moan in the elms above,
and I knew that day was ending

I knew you'd seen your happiest day
when the next morn the birds were singing
We felt the same cold from the earth

It took the moon to hold the tide
and set our hearts a-spinning
You'd wait for dark to never come again

I'll turn my back to the calling sun
if you'll rise and meet me
I'll walk the road I took from you

Oh, stay a while in the red skies blazing
Touch my arm and feel my burning
for the day you left for the elms above
to meet those birds a-singin

15701. Red Ball Express

Red Ball Express
Scott Miller

I jumped straight at it when I had the chance
I joined the army and I went to France



At Roosevelt's request
Two weeks of sitting in the mud 
Made me lie to the man that I could drive a truck
For the Red Ball Express

[Chorus:]
All we do is keep it rolling on
Trading bodies for petroleum
Heating rations on the manifold
And never sleep enough to dream about home

Benzedrined and looking through cat eyes
Of a deuce and-a-half and a day's supply
Of jerry cans in back
Ain't no secret how the generals felt
"F*ck the men, they can eat their belts
But the tanks - they must have gas."

[Chorus]

The gears are sticking, and the pressure's low
I felt the bump that means it's time to go
Another twenty miles
Thirty-six hours and I still ain't slept
I'm hearing voices talk inside my head
In Burma Shaving rhyme

All we do is keep it rolling on
Trading bodies for petroleum
Heating rations on the manifold
Even now I've never felt that old

Because fifty years later and you don't forget
Being eighteen and scared to death
In a world that's changing fast
Now my own son sends his own son off
To fight the next fight to be fought
And the Red Ball brings me back

15702. Red Bandana - Chords

Red Bandana
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
Lonesome River Band

C                                   F
We left home when were barely past eleven-teen 
           C                                      G7
We've been back and fourth and all around through hail and rain
     C                                            F
I've loved you half of your life and I'll keep on loving you
    C                  G7               C
But I can't change and live the way you want me to 



                                  F
We spent a lot of time out on the highway
C                                G7
Coming from some town we played along the way 
      C                               F
After thirty years and knowing me the way you do 
    C                       G7               C
You know I can't change and live the way you want me to 
     G7                           C
That red bandana tied around your auburn hair 
    G7                                   C
You look like you ought to be somebody's wife somewhere
          G7                                        D#
You ain't never going to be no Bobby McGee but your trying to
    C                  G7               C
But I can't change and live the way you want me to 
                                                 F
Every time you leave the stage I know you've had your fill 
      C                                G7
And I wonder why you grew up and why I never will 
        C                              F
Hey I'm forty-one today still going on twenty-two 
    C                  G7               C
But I can't change and live the way you want me to 
repeat #3

15703. Red Clay Creek

Red Clay Creek

Where oh where have you gone darlin' boy
The creeks rising fast above you
That red clay won't hold all the secrets that I know
Why did he let you go?
Young bride your son looks a lot like the man
Who's been biding his time with me
When I watch you bathe that child on the banks
It's not your boy I see
Mine was blue-eyed just like him
But forsaken and unseen
That man took our secret and spirit him away
And he should have taken me
Where oh where have you gone darlin' boy
The creeks rising fast above you
That red clay won't hold all the secrets that I know
I saw him let you go?
If your boys with mine, they won't be lonesome
Two brothers together, you'll see.
On judgment day, they'll be by my side
And I shall be set free
Where oh where have you gone darlin' boy
The creeks rising fast above you
That red clay won't hold all the secrets that I know



I had to let you go?
Your son and mine are quietly sleepin'
In the waters of Red Clay Creek
Don't worry now, they're cryin no more
Mine and yours, they're a family

15704. Red Clay Halo

Red Clay Halo
Nashville Bluegrass Band - Gillian Welch

The girls all dance with the boys from the city
But they don't care to dance with me
Well it ain't my fault that the fields are muddy
And the red clay stains my feet

Well its under my nails and its under my collar
And it shows on my Sunday clothes
Though I do my best with soap and water
That damned old dirt won't go

   But when I pass through the pearly gates
   Will my gown be gold instead
   Or just a red clay robe with red clay wings
   And a red clay halo for my head

It's mud in the spring and it's dust in the summer
When it rolls in crimson tide
'Til the trees and leaves and the cows are the color
Of the dirt on the mountainside

Now Jordan's banks are red and muddy
And the rolling water is wide
But I got no boat, so I'll be good and muddy
When I get to the other side

   I'll take the red clay robe and the red clay wings
   And the red clay halo for my head

15705. Red Daisy

Billy Strings
Red Daisy

Daisy red daisy growin' on a hill
Sunshine fallin' on her petals so fine

At first when I found you all covered in the dew
The stars had all faded the day was brand new



Daisy red daisy growin' on a hill
Sunshine fallin' on her petals so fine

When the skies are gloomy
And you're covered in the frost
Daisy red daisy I fear my soul is lost

Daisy red daisy growin' on a hill
Sunshine fallin' on her petals so fine

Queen of the springtime
My body's getting old
Winter winds might bind me but
I'll keep you from the cold

Daisy red daisy growin' on a hill
Sunshine fallin' on her petals so fine

One day a passing traveler plucked
You from the ground
Oh how I'll miss you and your crimson crown

15706. Red Dirt Girl

Emmylou Harris - Red Dirt Girl

Me and my best friend Lillian
And her blue tick hound dog Gideon,
Sittin on the front porch cooling in the shade
Singin every song the radio played
Waitin for the Alabama sun to go down
Two red dirt girls in a red dirt town
Me and Lillian
Just across the line and a little southeast of Meridian.

She loved her brother I remember back when
He was fixin up a '49 Indian
He told her 'Little sister, gonna ride the wind
Up around the moon and back again"
He never got farther than Vietnam,
I was standin there with her when the telegram come
For Lillian.
Now he's lyin somewhere about a million miles from Meridian.

She said there's not much hope for a red dirt girl
Somewhere out there is a great big world
That's where I'm bound
And the stars might fall on Alabama
But one of these days I'm gonna swing
My hammer down
Away from this red dirt town
I'm gonna make a joyful sound



She grew up tall and she grew up thin
Buried that old dog Gideon
By a crepe myrtle bush in the back of the yard,
Her daddy turned mean and her mama leaned hard
Got in trouble with a boy from town
Figured that she might as well settle down
So she dug right in
Across a red dirt line just a little south east from Meridian

She tried hard to love him but it never did take
It was just another way for the heart to break
So she dug right in.
But one thing they don't tell you about the blues
When you got em
You keep on falling cause there ain't no bottom
There ain't know end.
At least not for Lillian

Nobody knows when she started her skid,
She was only twenty seven and she had five kids.
Coulda' been the whiskey,
Coulda been the pills,
Coulda been the dream she was trying to kill.
But there won't be a mention in the news of the world
About the life and the death of a red dirt girl
Names Lillian
Who never got any farther across the line than Meridian.

Now the stars still fall on Alabama
Tonight she finally laid
That hammer down
Without a sound
In the red dirt ground

15707. Red Dog In The Morning - Chords

Red Dog In The Morning 
Tim O'Brien
 
[Verse 1]
         Em       G
When you see me a comin'
           D/G           A
Raise your flag a-way up high
         Bm                D
Put that green wood on the fire
                              Em
See that smoke when I'll pass by
 
[Turnaround]
 
[Verse 2]



      Em             G
I was walkin' up the Kingbreak
  D/G                         A
I thought I heard you call my name
  Bm                  D
I gave my horn a long blow
                         Em
You can hear me just the same
 
[Chorus]
       Em                G
It's a red doooog in the mornin'
D/G                    A
Black dog, in the afternoooon
Bm             D
Red dog in the mornin
                         Em
Black dog howlin' at the moon
 
 
[Turnaround]
 
 
[Verse 3]
          Em              G
Stretch a hide out on the barn wall
        D/G                A
Rub and scrape and tan and tan
Bm                  D
Take my corn to the mill pond
                         Em
Pay that man to grind my grain
 
[Instrumental]
 
[Turnaround]
 
[Chorus]
       Em                G
It's a red doooog in the mornin'
D/G                    A
Black dog, in the afternoooon
Bm             D
Red dog in the mornin
                         Em
Black dog howlin' at the moooon

15708. Red Fox Run

Red Fox Run
Leftover Salmon - Red Fox Run

[Chorus]



Run red fox run, run red fox run
Run red fox run, there's a man with a gun
Red fox run

[Verse 1]
Gun totin' man, gun totin' man
That gun totin' man, he don't care about this land, just gun in hand
Well, he'll chase you through the church house and the schoolyard
He'll snipe you down from half a mile away
He hides behind an automatic rifle
These tools of war, no place in modern day

[Chorus]
Run red fox run, run red fox run
Run red fox run, there's a man with a gun
Red fox run

[Verse 2]
There ain't nowhere to run, there ain't nowhere to hide
There ain't nowhere to run, you can't hide from a gun
Nowhere to run
Well, they say it is their right, the freedom to bear arms
But the founding fathers never saw it causing so much harm
How many more children have to die before we say
It's time to go and put that gun away

[Chorus]
Run red fox run, run red fox run
Run red fox run, there's a man with a gun
Red fox run

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Well, thoughts and prayers to broken stares ain't helpin'
'Cause the country is owned by the NRA
When the fox is gone, we all move on, but just know
This was never about a red fox anyway

15709. Red Hair

The Incredible String Band - Red Hair 

Stepping out of the gray day she came
Her red hair falling like the sky
Love held them there in that moment
With the whole world passing by

He could look through all of his books
And not find a line that would do
To tell of changes she had made in him
Just by being there, oh



So good just to walk in the light
And may the moon shine down on love at every night
And sometimes it seems the only things real
Are what we are and what we feel

15710. Red Headed Stranger

Red Headed Stranger
Willie Nelson

The red-headed stranger from Blue Rock, Montanna
Rode into town one day;
Under his knees was a raging black stallion
And walking behind was a bay.
The red-headed stranger had eyes like thunder
Lips that were pale and tight;
His little lost love lay asleep on a hillside
And his heart was heavy this night.

Chorus:
Don't cross him, don't boss him, he's wild in his sorrow,
Riding and hiding his pain;
Don't fight him, don't spite him, just wait till tomorrow,
And maybe he'll ride on again.

A yellow-haired lady leaned out of her window,
Smiled as they came her way.
She drew back in fear at the sight of the stallion
But cast greedy eyes on the bay;
How could she know that the dancing bay pony
Meant more to him than life?
For this was the song that his little lost darling
Had ridden when she was his wife.

Chorus

The yellow-haired lady came into the barroom,
Looked up the stranger there;
He bought her a drink, gave her some money
He just didn't seem to care.
She followed him out when he saddled the stallion,
Laughed as she grabbed for the bay;
He shot her so quick they had no time to warn her,
She didn't hear nobody say:

Chorus

The yellow-haired lady was buried at sunset
The stranger went free, of course,
'Cause you can't hang a man for killing a woman
Whose trying to steal your horse.
Now this is the tale of the red-headed stranger
And if he should come your way,



Stay out of the path of the raging black stallion
And don't lay a hand on the bay.

Chours

15711. Red Hot Memories (Ice Cold Beer)

Tom T Hall - Red Hot Memories (Ice Cold Beer)

Red hot memories and ice cold beer
Lord, that jukebox sounds so good to my ear
That's the reason I came in here
Red hot memories and ice cold beer

I can't believe how she burned me down
Her love made me a big man in this town
Then she tells me I'm no prize
So I just came in here to drink me down to size

Red hot memories and ice cold beer
Lord, that jukebox sounds so good to my ear
That's the reason I came in here
Red hot memories and ice cold beer

She took her body and one suitcase
Said she'd had as much of me as she could take
That whole airport wore a frown
Just to know that somethin' that good's leaving town

Red hot memories and ice cold beer
Lord, that jukebox sounds so good to my ear
That's the reason I came in here
Red hot memories and ice cold beer

15712. Red Hot Screaming Love

Dolly Parton - Red Hot Screaming Love 
(M. Chapman)

I can't even begin to tell you
How I've been feelin' lately
But I have stumbled across something rare
And you use it to bait me
Something tells me go
Everyone says no, no, no
How can they be so cruel
When they tell me don't touch you
I tell them I'll die
In your red hot screaming love



In your red hot screaming love
If I'm losing my senses
They're lost in your deepest emotions
And the jets in my heart
They won't start till you set them in motion
Something tells me go
Everyone says no, no, no
How can they be so cruel
When they tell me don't touch you
I tell them I'll die
In your red hot screaming love
In your red hot screaming love

15713. Red is the Color

Steve Earle - Red is the Color

North wind blowing like a hurricane house
Old man leaning like he's pulling a plow
Neck bowed, bending like a willow bough
Red sky the color of the end of time
Bleeds dry running down the center line
Wise guy pretends he doesn't see the signs
Bad news everybody talking about
Short fuse half an inch from burning out
All used up beyond a reasonable doubt
Make way for his majesty, the prodigal king
Still taste the poison when you're kissing the ring
Don't say he never gave you anything
Deep breath, the calm before the storm begins
Cold sweat say you ain't listening
Don't bet on getting by with that again
Short ride from here to where the beast resides
Fine line that separates the shadows inside
Make mine a double shot of cyanide

15714. Red Light Kisses

Red Light Kisses
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Everybody's tryin' to track us down
Drivin' circles 'round this tiny town
And I get lost, baby
Tryin' to shake 'em off
And I get tired
Wrestlin' with my jealous mind



[Verse 2]
I don't care if it's a sunny day
No construction in the passin' lane
Every light I can see is goin' green to blue
(What a thing to do)
Anytime anybody looks at you
(Won't you put the brakes on my heartache?)

[Pre-Chorus 1]
When you're on the go
You gotta let me know that you love me
Show me you love me somehow
You gotta let me know that you love me
Show me you love me now

[Chorus]
When you gimme those red light kisses
Baby, it's a sure sign you love your mister or missus
Gimme those red light kisses
When you gimme those red light, red light

[Verse 3]
Well, you know I love you 'cause it's what I said
But you know I've got a foot of lead
And I move along
Well, I'm not afraid to play the field
When I'm on the road, no, I don't stop and I don't yield
(Why do you do this to me, baby?)

[Pre-Chorus 1]
When you're on the go
You gotta let me know that you love me
Show me you love me somehow
You gotta let me know that you love me
Show me you love me
Oh, show me you love me

[Bridge]
(Lemme know you love me)
(Lemme know you love me, baby)
(Lemme know, lemme know, lemme know)
(Lemme know you love me)
(Lemme know you love me, baby)
(Lemme know you love me)

[Verse 4]
Yeah, everybody's tryin' to track us down
Chasin' their tails 'round and 'round
But they're out of luck, baby
We are skippin' town

[Pre-Chorus 2]
And I could cry
Baby lean into my side
When we're ridin' together and we get delayed
I don't mind, baby, just rewind the tape
We'll play it all over if we get delayed



Just a couple of feet goes a long, long way

[Chorus]
When you gimme those red light kisses
Baby, it's a sure sign you love your mister or missus
Gimme those red light kisses
Baby, it's a sure sign you love your mister or missus
Gimme those red light kisses
Baby, it's a sure sign you love your mister or missus
Gimme those red light kisses
Baby, it's a sure sign you love your mister or missus
Gimme those red light kisses
Baby, it's a sure sign you love your mister or missus

15715. Red Mountain Wine

Red Mountain Wine 
The Lost & Found

Ain't got no worries, ain't got no home 
Ain't got nobody to call on my own 
 
REFRAIN: 
But I'm satisfied, got nothing to do 
But bum for a dime for some Red Mountain wine 
 
Some people see me, some people don't 
Some women love me, and some women won't 
 
I got ahouse in Carolina, a barn in Tennessee 
A boxcar in Virginia and a jail in Waikiki

15716. Red Pony - Chords

Red Pony 
Dead Horses

[Intro]
G Bm C G
 
[Verse 1]
G
And I saw you on the street
                  Bm
Hiding underneath the trees
                     C
Oh, I lost you in my sleep
       Em              D
Oh you found me in the deep



G
Though the road sometimes seems empty
               Bm
Passing mile after mile
                     C
My old soul's to old to go on
                    D    C
Too young to rest a while
 
[Instrumental]
G    Bm   C   G Bm C D G
oooo oooo oooo
 
[Verse 2]
G       Em           G
We were somewhere on the ocean
                  Bm
Water blinding to my eyes
                             C
Yes I've been dreaming every day,
                             D
Yes I've been dreaming every night
        Em              G
All the words you said, I lost them
             Bm
I remember diving in
                       C
Sinking further in the ocean
                   D
Sinking further in my sin
 
[Instrumental]
G    Bm   C   Em D G Bm C G D C
oooo oooo oooo
 
[Verse 3]
C            Em           G
Someday I'll show you all the places
              Bm
I remember as a child
                     C
Well my soul you are the ocean
                       D G
Through the first light
G
And you recognize the river
                        Bm
Weave your hand through the night
                       C
Though I question your existence
                      D C
I feel you deep inside
 
[Outro]
G    Bm   C   Em G Em G Bm C G C G Em
oooo oooo oooo



15717. Red Red Rose - Chords

Red Red Rose
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by David Mallett

G       D7     C      G
You may wonder if you know me
C       G      Am    D7
You may wonder  if I care
G          D7        C       G
Or if I'll leave you sad and lonely
C          G      D7
Or if I'll always be right there
C               D7   G             C
Well there's no need for doubt now darlin'
G            Am      C   D7
Cause I have come to know
G            D7   C            G
This love of ours is no common flower
              C              D7      G   D7 C D7
You know this love is like a red red rose
G           D7     C          G
And you may wonder about this dreamer
C        G       Am            D7
If she's all you thought she'd be
G         D7 C         G      C
And oh if anything but someday
G               Am     D7
Ever comes from lovin' me
C           D7        G       C
But hold me close and tell me darlin'
G             Am      C   D7
That you have come to know
G           D7        C            G
This love I bring you is no common thing
              C              D7      G
You know this love is like a red red rose
A#7                                F
When you're all caught up in sweet surrender
C                                 F
Simple truth is sometimes hard to see
A#7                                  F
Here between the tough times and the tender
G                            C D7
It all comes down to you and me
G           D7     C        G
And you may see my heart of darkness
C     G       Am      D7
I may stumble now and again
G        D7         C        G
But underneath this heart of darkness
C               G                 Am             C



There's a heart that's lovin' you right till the end
           D7         G       C
So hold me close come hold me darlin'
G            Am     C   D7
Cause I want you to know
G            D7   C            G
This love of ours is no common flower
              C              D7      G
You know this love is like a red red rose
             D7   C            G
This love of ours is no common flower
              Am             D7      G
You know this love is like a red red rose

15718. Red Red Wine And Cheating Songs - Chords

Red Red Wine And Cheating Songs 
Marty Stuart

E                 A        E
Red, red wine and cheatin' songs
                               B7      E
Lately this bar room's where I call my home 
                      A         E
Somewhere, somehow my baby went wrong 
                          B7       E
now it's red red wine and cheatin' songs
 
 
E                        A          E
For ten long years, not one single drop
                       B7      E
twelve months later, I haven't stopped
                             A               E
I'm covering the misery of a good love grown cold 
                             B7       E
and losin' what's left of my mind and soul
 
to that....
 
 
E                 A        E
Red, red wine and cheatin' songs
                               B7      E
Lately this bar room's where I call my home 
                      A         E
Somewhere, somehow my baby went wrong 
                          B7       E
now it's red red wine and cheatin' songs
 
E                A          E
Cigarette smoke, powder and paint
                       B7          E



Can't make up for what is and what ain't
                                    A            E
When the truth starts to rumble and it starts to roar
                      B7           E
I ask the bar maid to pour me some more
 
of that....
 
E                 A        E
Red, red wine and cheatin' songs
                               B7      E
Lately this bar room's where I call my home 
                      A         E
Somewhere, somehow my baby went wrong 
                          B7       E
now it's red red wine and cheatin' songs
 
 
E                     A         E
Somewhere, somehow my baby went wrong 
                          B7       E
now it's red red wine and cheatin' songs

15719. Red River Valley

Red River Valley
Shady Mix

From this valley they say you are going
We will miss your bright eyes and sweet smile
For they say you are taking the sunshine
That has brightened oru pathways awhile

Come and sit by my side, if you love me
Do not hasten to bid me adieu
Just remember the Red river valley
And the cowboy who loved you so true

I've been thinking a long time, my darling
Of the sweet words you never would say
Now alas must my fond fopes all vanish
For they say you are going away

* Refrain

Do you think of the valley you're leaving
Oh how lonely and how dreary it will be
Do you think of the kind hearts you're breaking
And the pain you are causing to me

* Refrain

They will bury me where you have wandered



Near the hills where the daffodils grow
When you're gone from the Red river valley
For I can't live without you I know

* Refrain

15720. Red River Valley Blues

Red River Valley Blues (Larry W. Jones 10/15/2006) 

I was a young cowboy just in my prime
When I left that Texas - Oklahoma line
I rode away for my good fortune to find
Now all I do is pine for that Red River line
I've got the Red River Valley blues
And the only thing I've got to say
My saddlebags are packed and I'm ridin' back
To that Red River Valley far away
I'm gonna stay on that Valley ranch
I'm gonna fish in that little branch
I'll do right by dear Mom and Pa
After all, that's the cowboy law
I've got the Red River Valley blues
I'll be ridin' night and day
Gonna climb those Valley hills, practice cowboy skills
In that Red River Valley far away
I see the ranch house in the dimming light
There's Ma and Pa with their hair of white
All our hearts will be filled with full delight
A roaming cowboy's comin' home tonight
I've got the Red River Valley blues
But now I'm back in Texas to stay
I've no fortune to lose, just these blues
From this Red River Valley I'll never more stray

15721. Red Robe

Red Robe
Downhill Bluegrass Band

I was still awake
when they nailed me to the floor
the ceiling kept on spinning
someone shouted  Give him more 
It was Jeremiah Walker
friend of Douglas Clerk
I always had considered him
to be some kind of jerk



Say goodbye say goodbye
to your family and friends
you lying, cheating bastard
we will kill you in the end
they plucked me like an old hen
and painted me with tar
and the flames the went higher
I was aiming for the stars

It's funny now how things sometimes
turn out to go so wrong
with all the good intentions
the Devil comes along
and he gives you an offer
that you just can't refuse
and suddenly you've sold yourself
and your soul will be used

I could have had it all
I held it in my hand
it was a little white dove
I just don't understand
I'm proud to meet my maker
and his only son
just give me my make up
and put my red robe on

Put my red robe on

15722. Red Rocking Chair

Billy Strings 
Red Rocking Chair

Ain't got no use
For your red rocking chair
I ain't got no sugar baby now
I ain't got no honey baby now

Who'll rock the cradle
Who'll sing this song
Who'll rock cradle when I'm gone
Who'll rock cradle when I'm gone

It's I'll rock the cradle
I'll sing this song
It's I'll rock the cradle when you're gone
It's I'll rock the cradle when you're gone

It's all I can do
It's all I can say
Gonna send you to your momma next payday
Gonna send you to your momma next payday



It's all I can do
It's all I can say
I can't get along this a way
I can't get along this a way

15723. Red Rocking Chair

Red Rocking Chair
Doc & Merle Watson - Laurie Lewis

Pull back the curtain
Let me see the sun
It's been like a long rainy day
I slave and I try but you grumble and you cry
And we can't live together this a-way, lord lord
And we can't live together this a-way.

I set you in the shade
Give you every dime I made
What can a poor boy do?
Yes I work every day and you threw it all away
I just can't make a living for you, lord lord
And I can't make a living for you.

I've got no use for the red rocking chair
I've got no sugar, baby, now
And since she's been gone I sing this lonesome song
Got no one to rock the cradle for me now, lord lord
Got no one to rock the cradle for me now.

15724. Red Rose Of My Heart

Red Rose Of My Heart (Larry W. Jones 02/07/2007) 

Here I'm thinkin' about you, darlin'
Wyoming is way too many miles apart
I've been true to you, sweet darlin'
Cause you're the red rose of my heart
Too many nights I've been alone
Far too many trails away from you
I worry about love that's postponed
And I hope that you've been true
I'll soon be riding back, my darlin'
It's just too lonely when we're apart
Yes, I'll be returning from Wyoming
Cause you're the red rose of my heart
- instrumental -
Too many nights I've been alone



Far too many trails away from you
I worry about love that's postponed
And I hope that you've been true
I'll soon be riding back, my darlin'
It's just too lonely when we're apart
Yes, I'll be returning from Wyoming
Cause you're the red rose of my heart

15725. Red Rubber Ball

Red Rubber Ball

I should have known you've bid me farewell
There's lesson to be learned from this
And I learned it very well
Always running never caring
That's the life you live
Stolen minutes of your time
Were all you had to give

   And I guess it's gonna be all right
   Yes the worst is over now
   The morning sun is shining
   Like a red rubber ball
   I guess it's gonna be all right
   Yes the worst is over now
   The morning sun is shining
   Like a red rubber ball

Now you never cared for the secrets I could find
To you I'm just an ornament
Something for your mind
This roller coaster ride we took
Is nearly at an end
I bought my ticket with my tears
That's all I'm gonna spend

* Refrain

15726. Red Sails In The Sunset

Red Sails In The Sunset - Tom T Hall
Composer: Jimmy Kennedy - Hugh Williams

Red sails in the sunset way out on the sea
Oh carry my loved one home safely to me
He sailed at the dawning all day I've been blue
Red sails in the sunset I'm trusting in you



Swift wings you must borrow make straight for the shore
We marry tomorrow and he goes sailing no more
Red sails in the sunset way out on the sea
Oh carry my loved one home safely to me

15727. Red Shirt

Red Shirt
Kathy Kallick

I was workin' overtime in the town of Lorraine
Right between Odessa and Abeline
Feelin' like somethin' that the cat dragged in
The whole place looked a little worse than me

I left work and walked straight through town
With the wind at my back and the sun goin' down
I got home and turned right around
My TV chair was no place for me

CHORUS:

There was a two-bit moon in a ten-cent sky
On a west Texas night with the clouds rollin' by
All lit up just like the fourth of July
I'll feel a little better as the hours go by

I left home with the screen door slammin'
And I went to a club where the band was jammin'
You know what they say about feast or famine
They were all linin' up just to dance with me

I had my red shirt on, I was hot I can tell ya
I was just warmin' up at a quarter to eleven
Thought I might have died and gone to heaven
How did this happen to a girl like me

CHORUS

I'm gonna take that moon like a big yellow quarter
Gonna put it in the juke box and place my order
Dance 'til my feet hurt and kick up my heels
Sing y'all a song 'bout the way that it feels

CHORUS

15728. Red Speckled Thai



Red Speckled Thai
Cornmeal 
words and music by Jason Berger

Have you seen my Red Speckled Thai?
Gets me twice as high
Twice as high as I've been
In the mountains where it was last seen
Oh man what a scene
Painted by my friend from the city
Have you heard the news?
Are you with that groove?
Catch it as it's pa**ing by
Does it bother you to take a ride, and fly?

He landed this job on Monroe
It was grueling but the money was clean
He had his dog by his side
Who would hold up his paw,
So they could hitch a ride
Have you heard the news?
Are you with that groove?
Catch it as it's pa**ing by
Does it bother you to take a ride, and fly?
Have you seen my Red Speckled Thai?

15729. Red Staggerwing

Emmylou Harris - Red Staggerwing

If I was staggerwing plane
A staggerwing painted red
I'd fly over to your house, baby
Buzz you in your bed
If I was a taper-wing
A taper-wing painted blue
I'd be barrel-rolling over you
You're gonna need a rider anyhow
Let me be your rider now

If I was a Maserati
A red 300s
I'd ride around to your house, baby
Give you a driving test
If I was a mustang racer
White with a stripe of blue
You could ride me,baby
Whenever you wanted to
You're gonna need a rider anyhow
Let me be your rider now

If I was a fender guitar
A fender painted red
You could play me, darlin'



Until your fingers bled
If I was one of them Gibson
Like a '58 or '9
You could plug me in
And play me anytime
You're gonna need a rider anyhow
Let me be your rider now

If I was a motorcycle
A Vincent red rapid
I'd ride around to your house, baby
Get you up to speed
If I was short track racer
I'd be an Indian
You could ride me around
And ride me round again
You're gonna need a rider anyhow
Let me be your rider now
You're gonna need a rider anyhow
Let me be your rider now

15730. Red Sun

Emmylou Harris
Red Sun

[Verse 1]
When the red sun sets on the railroad town
And the bars begin to laugh with a happy sound
I'll still be here right by your side
There'll not be anyone in my heart but you

[Chorus]
And the dreams that you're having, they won't let you down
If you just follow on 'cause you know where you're bound
The well will be flowing and the words will come fast
When the one who is coming arrives here at last

[Verse 2]
On the grassy hills of the railroad town
Where we cut through the fences and over the crown
Where wind was blowing right through your hair
I dreamt that my Momma and Daddy were there

[Chorus]
And the dreams that you're having, they won't let you down
If you just follow on 'cause you know where you're bound
The well will be flowing and the words will come fast
When the one who is coming arrives here at last

[Instrumental Break]
[Verse 1]
When the red sun sets on the railroad town



And the bars begin to laugh with a happy sound
I'll still be here right by your side
There'll not be another in my heart but you

15731. Red Tail Lights

Yonder Mountain String Band - Red Tail Lights (Live)
Wayword Sons

The sun is setting out my window
Only empty fields and a lone silo
In this kind of light things seem so strange
And an archland burns far away

I had a girl I thought was true
But I turned around and she made me blue
Now many miles keep us apart
And I don't know what's in my heart

But I love you tonight, I'll love you tomorrow
Let my headlights shine through the pouring rain
You see my red tail lights, I'm gone again

Maybe some day the road I ride
Won't seem so long to me inside
And the path I take will be a rocky one
But it's mine, and mine alone

(- x2)

15732. Red Velvet

Red Velvet
Ian Tyson

Four months ago in April on a day coach she came down
(And the dusty autumn winds began to blow)
I should'a known I couldn't holder her Living out so far from town
(And the nights to come are long and slow to go)

Well now she's up and left me, went walking down the line
(And the dusty autumn winds began to blow)
All dressed up in red velvet and her high-heeled shoes so fine
(And the nights to come are long and slow to go)

Well, if I'd only known
Before we kissed,
You can't keep red velvet
On a poor dirt farm like this



So now she's gone and left me, went walking down the line
(And the dusty autumn winds began to blow)

[break]

Well, I'll sit and count the evening stars as they walk around
(And the dusty autumn winds began to blow)
Then I'll call my dog and I'll take my truck and I'll drive on into town
('Cause the nights to come are long and slow to go)

Well, I'll sit and count the evening stars as they walk around
(And the dusty autumn winds began to blow)
Then I'll call my dog and I'll take my truck and I'll drive on into town
('Cause the nights to come are long and slow to go)

And those dusty autumn winds
Begin to blow

15733. Red White and Blue

Red, White and Blue
Alecia Nugent

The announcement in the daily news told of your wedding plans
And tonight the one who took my place will proudly take your hand
I received no invitation but I don't think it's a crime
That I came here to see you one last time
From the back row of the chapel behind your family and friends
I sadly watch your future start right where my future ends
I wish somehow I'd made it right while we had something left
Now you're exchanging vows with someone else
Chorus
I see the red rose pedals fall softly at her feet
As she walks by dressed in her gown of white
A million thoughts run threw my mind of how things used to be
Red roses, white satin, and blue memories
Chorus
Red roses, white satin, and blue memories

15734. Red White and Bluegrass

Red, White and Bluegrass
Dolly Parton

[Verse 1]
As American as apple pie, Mom and homemade jam
As proud as punch and peacocks, you know I am, I am
An All-American girl what knows good music and good times



Red, white and bluegrass, I'm not color blind

[Chorus]
Red, white and bluegrass, red, white and blue
These are my true colors and I love my bluegrass, too
America, America, let pride and freedom ring
Red, white and bluegrass, let's all stand up and sing

[Verse 2]
Where else but in America can people live so free
And I'm proud of every soldier that has stood and fought for me
And I'm proud of every bluegrass band that's ever picked a lick
And I'm proud to be American, that's why I'm a singing' this

[Chorus]

[Bridge]
Red, white and blue, I love my bluegrass, too
Red, white and bluegrass, don't you love it, too?

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Red, white and bluegrass, the red and white and blue ooh-ooh-ooh
Blue, ooh-ooh-ooh, red, white and blue
Red, white and bluegrass, red and white and blue
Red, white and bluegrass, red and white and blue
Red, white and bluegrass, don't you love it, too?
Red, white and bluegrass, let freedom ring
Red, white and bluegrass, everybody pick and sing

[Outro]
Red, white and bluegrass, red, white and blue
Red, white and blue ooh-ooh-ooh
Red, white and blue

15735. Red Wing

Red Wing

There once lived an indian maid
A shy little prairie maid
Who sang a lay, a love song gay
As on the plain she'd while away the day
She loved a warrior bold
This shy little maid of old
But blythe and gay, he rode one day
To battle far away

Now, the moon shines tonight on pretty Red Wing
The breeze is sighing, the night bird's crying
For afar neath his star her brave is sleeping
While Red Wings weeping her heart away



She watched thru the day and night
She kept all the campfiles bright
And under the sky, each night she would lie
And dream about his coming by and by
But when all the braves returned
The heart of Red Wing yearned
For Brave one day, her warrior gay
Fell bravely in the fray

* Refrain

15736. Red, Red Wine and Cheatin' Songs

Marty Stuart - Red, Red Wine and Cheatin' Songs
Written by Marty Stuart

Red, red wine and cheatin' songs
Lately this bar room's where I call my home
Somewhere, somehow, my baby went wrong
Now it's red, red wine and cheatin' songs

For ten long years, not one single drop
Twelve months later, well I haven't stopped
I'm covering the misery of a good love grown cold
And losing what's left of my mind and soul to that

Red, red wine and cheatin' songs
Lately this bar room's where I call my home
Somewhere, somehow, my baby went wrong
Now it's red, red wine and cheatin' songs

Cigarette smoke, powder and pain
Can't make up for what is and what ain't
When the truth starts to rumble and it starts to roar
Then I ask the barmaid to pour me some more of that

Red, red wine and cheatin' songs
Lately this bar room's where I call my home
Somewhere, somehow, my baby went wrong
Now it's red, red wine and cheatin' songs
Somewhere, somehow, my baby went wrong
Now it's red, red wine and cheatin' songs

15737. Red, White & Blues

Tim O'Brien - Red, White & Blues

[Verse 1]



I first heard of Davy Crockett
On a Japanese TV
While sitting in my living room
With a bowl of mac and cheese
More butter, please!
His hat would sure look good on me

[Verse 2]
Top of the morning, operator
Patch me through to Uncle Sam
I got laid off this Christmas Eve
And I overcooked the ham
He'll understand
I need a helping hand

Chorus]
I got the red, white and blues
From my head down to my shoes

[Verse 3]
Lord, I wish I had a nickel
For every time my car broke down
It won't pass the emissions test
Tried bribing each shop in town
And now my lungs are brown
I need an ultrasound

[Verse 4]
Them yuppies sure love money
I bet they think they've come real far
Me, I'm happy singing country songs
And pickin' my guitar
Down at the bar
Sans caviar

[Chorus]
I got the red, white and blues
From my head down to my shoes

[Verse 5]
Life
Is an unfortunate disease
It rears you up on fairy tales
Then it clubs you in the knees
Roll up your sleeves
Tinker Bell ain't what she seems

[Verse 6]
Death
The happy ending we await
You only have to smoke two packs a day
And drink your whisky straight
Don't hesitate
I heard the afterlife is great

[Chorus]
I got the red, white and blues



From my head down to my shoes

15738. Red-Winged Blackbird

Kathy Mattea - Red-Winged Blackbird

Oh, can't you see that pretty little bird
Singing with all his heart and soul?
He's got a blood red spot on his wing
And all the rest of him's black as coal

Of all the colors I ever did see
Red and black are the ones I dread
For when a man spills blood on the coal
They carry him down from the coal mines dead

Oh, fly away you red-winged bird
Leave behind the miner's wife
She'll dream about you when you?re gone
She'll dream about you all her life

Oh, can't you see that pretty little bird
Singing with all his heart and soul?
He's got a blood-red spot on his wing
And all the rest of him's black as coal

15739. Redbird

Cadillac Sky - Redbird 
Album: Blind Man Walking

Redbird outside my window
Sings a sad and lonesome song
But his words won't have wings
When I find the strength to move on

Everyday the cut feels deeper
But I know that I'll survive
'Cause my faith is far stronger
Than the pain of your goodbye

You can burn me down to ashes
Bury me beneath your clay
But I'll rise again like Lazarus
And live to love another day

Yeah, I should've known better
But I've learned my lesson well
Love's a long string of lies



Forever's some fool's fairy tale

You can burn me down to ashes
Bury me beneath your clay
But I'll rise again like Lazarus
And live to love another day

No love ain't seen the last of me
No love ain't seen the last of me
Let all of our forevers come crashing to the ground
This pain is not my prison

Heartache cannot hold me down
Someday I will wake up to a new sun shining bright
And you'll find me sweet salvation
In some distant angel's eyes

You can burn me down to ashes
Bury me beneath your clay
But I'll rise again like Lazarus
And live to love another day

15740. Redbuds - Chords

Redbuds 
The Reverend Peyton's Big Damn Band

[Chorus]
        D5    A             D5          A
I'll be gone long, I'll be going away soon
  D5             G                      A
I missed you in May, but we had a good June
        D5             A             D5               A
I'll be gone, all the fall, I'll be gone the winter all
    D5       G                    A
But I'll be back by the redbud's bloom
 
[Verse]
        D5             A             D5            A
All the old folks are dead, and the grownups are old
  D5           G                        A
I look in the mirror and my blood runs cold
D5       A          D5          A
Life is short, the waiting is long
    D5     G                          A
I'm older now than the start of this song
    D5          A         D5             A
The May apples sway, the Junebugs will fly
D5           G                       A
Corn's knee high by the fourth of July
D5               A         D5            A
Driving through town, not feeling very well
D5           G                             A



Didn't miss lilacs until I remembered the smell
 
[Chorus]
        D5    A             D5          A
I'll be gone long, I'll be going away soon
  D5             G                      A
I missed you in May, but we had a good June
        D5             A             D5               A
I'll be gone, all the fall, I'll be gone the winter all
    D5       G                    A
But I'll be back by the redbud's bloom
 
[Chorus]
        D5    A             D5          A
I'll be gone long, I'll be going away soon
  D5             G                      A
I missed you in May, but we had a good June
        D5             A             D5               A
I'll be gone, all the fall, I'll be gone the winter all
    D5       G                    A
But I'll be back by the redbud's bloom

15741. Redemption

Marty Stuart - Redemption

Sometimes the only thing to do is turn around and go back home
When every way there is to turn has vanished and is gone
I've used up every trick that I had hidden up my sleeve
Think it's time I reconcile with what I had to leave

In a little country graveyard, in the middle of the night
I'm kneeling by the memory of the one who gave me life
She always knew me better than I'll ever know myself
I keep hearing her and Jesus say, "Surrender son and rest"

Redemption, like the moon tonight, hangs pretty, soft and low
And how it's been up until now don't matter anymore
In the middle of this darkness, I see a light that shines
Like a beacon of forgiveness saying, "Pilgrim, all is fine"

There's one more journey left for me, that's all that's left to do
And in the dirt he wrote a simple note that said, "Momma I love you"

15742. Redneck Bastard

Redneck Bastard
Kitchen Dwellers



Say you want some
Of what I'm after
Gather 'round for the toast
Don't need no
Country blaster
Hanging 'round here anymore

Girls from lowlands
Call Funk the factor
Kickin' the bass up from the floor
Boys from high times
Like it faster
Kicking the dust up from the floor

All I want, is just a chance to make it in this town

Say you want some
Something faster
Kicking dust up off the floor
Don't need no
Redneck bastard
Hanging 'round here anymore

Say you want some
Of what I'm after
Guarantee I will take you down, slow
Don't need no
Puppet pastor
Showing me to heaven's doors

All I want, is just a chance to make it in this town

Say you want some
Something faster
Kicking dust up off the floor
Don't need no
Redneck bastard
Hanging 'round here anymore

15743. Redneck Games

Redneck Games 

Greetings why all
And welcome all you danged foreigners from other nations
Dear Lord be with our guests and prepare them
For the butt whopping they are about to receive

The Olympics in Georgia
God you know we're gonna screw that up
I guarantee you
When they let those doves go at the opening ceremony
There are gonna be guys in the parking lot with shotguns



And we will not have a flame
That big without a pig on it, I guarantee
Some fat guy going
?Danged good barbecue top of them stairs up there
They ain't got no hand rail be careful'

Of all the games that the rednecks play
There's some crazy events
If you know about the redneck ways
Then it makes perfect sense

Hell the Olympic rings will be five old tires nailed together
See that's my fear, they're gonna get the list of events
They gonna have no idea what half this stuff is suppose to be
Like for fencing, they'll be giving people bailing wire and sheet metal

There probably have to cancel water polo after
The first two or three horses drown
I tell you instead of discus throwing
They'll be flinging Ford hubcaps

You can't blame them for the way they are
But you can sit back and grin
'Cause they'll do something that's so bizarre
You'll want to see it again

If you could ever get into their minds
There's no telling what you might find
They just do things in a different way
All the games that the rednecks play

And you know they haven't even thought about it
But the river they're having the kayak races
On is the same river they filmed deliverance at

That ought to add a whole degree of difficulty shouldn't it?
'Cause if Ned Batty couldn't make it down
That thing a French man in a pair of biker pants ain't got a chance

Be prepared to watch the wildest show
Making her out in the line
You may not see them bringing home the gold
But they'll sure make mama proud

If you could ever get inside their minds
There's no telling what you might find
They just do things in a different way
All the games that the rednecks play

Hey Ed, I got a white one



15744. Redneck Riviera

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Redneck riviera
Composer: Bob Carpenter - Jeff Hanna

Headed south on 65, route 5 or 6 I'll drive
There's a place where the folks from dixie go
You don't need no cowboy boots, trade'em in for a bathing suit
Hang out on the Gulf Of Mexico

On a weekend holiday
We don't parlez vous francais
Turnin' it up from a sunny day
Then we dance the night away
On the redneck riviera
On the red-ed neck riviera
On the redneck riviera
It's a paradise, oh yeah
(Oh) yeah

Sippin' hospitality under proud umbrella trees
Good ol' boys and the long necks scattered 'round
Girls come rushin' from a far when I strum "Louie Louie" on my old guitar
String bikini, happy hunting ground

On a weekend holiday
We don't parlez vous francais
Turnin' it up from a sunny day
Then we dance the night away
On the redneck riviera
On the red-ed neck riviera
On the redneck riviera
It's a paradise, oh yeah
(Oh) yeah

We don't have to parlez vous francais
Well the surf is up in Alabam'
Mississippi, Florida and the Gulf shore sand
Stoke your fire with a sunny day, yeah
Just like them folks in St. Tropez

On the redneck riviera
On the red-ed neck riviera
On the redneck riviera
It's a paradise, oh yeah
It's a paradise, oh yeah
It's a paradise, Oh yeah
Oh yeah

Oh, the surf is up in Florida down
Panama City to the Destin Sound
You can stoke your fire with a sunny day, yeah
Just like them folks in St. Topez

Hey this is the south
Not the south of France



15745. Redneck Riviera

Tom T Hall - Redneck Riviera

Down here on the Redneck Riviera a drinkin' beer and singing country songs
Chillin' with the motel door wide open hopin' somethin' good will come along
Gulf Shores up through Apalachi-cola they got beaches of the whitest sand
Nobody cares if gramma's got a tottoo or Bubba's got a hot wing in his hand
Redneck Riviera is where I wanna be down here on the Redneck Riviera by the sea

Down here on the Redneck Riviera trawlin' up and down Mir-a-cle Mile
Smoothin' out my tan and disposition and wearin' little other than a smile

( trumpet - guitar )

On Highway 98 I got a ticket something I ain't never understood
If driving a convertible is topless why can't I ride my Harley in the n***
Down here on the Redneck Riviera sign says Smoking Mullet Here Today
I really don't know what I'm gettin' into but I'm in line to try some anyway
Redneck Riviera is where I wanna be down here on the Redneck Riviera by the sea

I got seven dollars for the jukebox twenty more left over for some beer
Down here on the Redneck Riviera there ain't no better living anywhere
Now here comes them dreadful possums
(Down here on the Redneck Riviera down here on the Redneck Riviera
(Down here on the Redneck Riviera down here on the Redneck Riviera
(Down here on the Redneck Riviera down here on the Redneck Riviera
(Down here on the Redneck Riviera down here on the Redneck Riviera
(Down here on the Redneck Riviera down here on the Redneck Riviera)

15746. Redneck Romeo

Tyler Childers - Redneck Romeo

[Verse 1]
Lexington's a city
But it ain't so big it freaks me out
And if I need a breather I can hit the parkway
Be home before the bars all close
And drink away the lies she told
And think about the days

[Chorus 1]
She was a few rides shy of rodeo queen
High school lovin' in a badass Jeep
Far from the eyes of a watchful town
Her mama didn't need to know
Good corn liquor to shake this cold
And good hot lovin' on a gravel road



Juliet, won't you crawl outside your window
And dance in the arms of your redneck Romeo?

[Verse 2]
If push came down to shove
I'd be a bandit for her love
Shoot sharp and walk away
She was good before she changed her name
And I bet that ain't all that's changed
Goddamn, I remember the nights

[Chorus 2]
I was a young punk kid from a dried-up town
Coal-car county full of huntin' hounds
She was the one who kept those boys at bay
Her high heels and my Red Wing boots
Cuttin' couches in the living room
Juliet, won't you crawl outside your window
And dance in the arms of your redneck Romeo?

[Verse 3]
I can't win for all this losin'
I can't see for all this boozin'
But by God, I can keep it together
Just to hold my baby close
Get her movin' down a county road
Make up for lost time

[Chorus 3]
She was a few rides shy of rodeo queen
She ran on sex and gasoline
Far more money than a boy like me could hold
She went off to paint the town
And I'm stuck holdin' these mountains down
Juliet, won't you crawl outside your window
And dance in the arms of your redneck Romeo?
Won't you crawl outside your window
And dance in the arms of your redneck Romeo?

15747. Redtail Hawk - Chords

Redtail Hawk
George Schroder

 Am G Am 
THE REDTAIL HAWK WRITES SONGS ACROSS THE SKY
 Am G Am
THERE'S MUSIC IN THE WATERS FLOWING BY
Am G Am
AND YOU CAN HEAR A SONG EACH TIME THE WIND SIGHS
 G G Am
IN THE GOLDEN ROLLING HILLS OF CALIFORNIA
 G G



IN THE GOLDEN ROLLING HILLS OF CALIFORNIA

 Am G Am
IT'S BEEN SO LONG, LOVE, SINCE YOU SAID GOODBYE
 Am G Am
MY CABIN'S BEEN AS LONESOME AS A CRY
 Am G Am
BUT THERE'S COMFORT IN CLOUDS DRIFTING BY
 G G Am
IN THE GOLDEN ROLLING HILLS OF CALIFORNIA
 G G Am
IN THE GOLDEN ROLLING HILLS OF CALIFORNIA

 Am G Am
A NEIGHBOR CAME TODAY TO LEND A HAND
 Am G Am
HE SAW I'D FIXED THE ROAD AS BEST I CAN
Am G Am
BUT THERE'S JUST SOME THINGS THAT NEED A MAN'S HAND
 G G Am
IN THE GOLDEN ROLLING HILLS OF CALIFORNIA
 G G Am
IN THE GOLDEN ROLLING HILLS OF CALIFORNIA

 Am G Am 
THE REDTAIL HAWK WRITES SONGS ACROSS THE SKY
 Am G Am
THERE'S MUSIC IN THE WATERS FLOWING BY
Am G Am
AND YOU CAN HEAR A SONG EACH TIME THE WIND SIGHS
 G G Am
IN THE GOLDEN ROLLING HILLS OF CALIFORNIA
 G G
IN THE GOLDEN ROLLING HILLS OF CALIFORNIA

15748. Redwing

Redwing

Verse 1:
In the summer sun In 1981 
The day was long till I heard the song
Whistle like the wind
And I was standing there
Dust was flying through the air 
Like days before when we believed 
In things we couldn't see

Chorus:
Oh my red wing - take me softly
To my home now - to my family
Oh my red wing - hold me closely
Take me under - the brightest sun



Verse 2:
When the day is done
And another night has come
Gonna rest my weary bones and pray
The bird I love hasn't flown away
And I will call again
Up to my kindest friend
The ground below will be set free
With my love I'll be

Verse 3:
Money she has none
She was never won
By metal wings or death machines 
Or anything between 
When my time has come
And all my days are done 
If heaven waits we'll breach the gates 
On her wings we'll be one

15749. Redwood Hill

Redwood Hill
Country Gentlemen

I climbed the Redwood hill
Was on a rainy day
To rise avobe the clouds
And talk with Mother Nature for awhile
She told me of her love
For the children in her trust
And of a great concern
From the likes of you and me and her

I'd didn't know she was
She did speak there tender words
The things that I am
I could not change for any man
I tried to comfort her
But she would not be still
And how the rain did fall
As I found my way back down the Redwood hill

15750. Reelin' And Rockin'

Reelin' And Rockin'
Jim & Jesse



Sometimes I will then again I think I won't
Sometimes I will then again I think I won't
Sometimes I do then again I think I don't
Well I looked at my watch it was nine twenty-one
Twas at a rock'n roll dance havin' nothin' but fun
We were rollin' reelin' and a rockin'
We was reelin' and a rockin' rollin' till the break of dawn
Well I looked at my watch it was nine thirty-two
There's nothin' I'd rather do than dance with you
We were rollin' reelin' and a rockin'...
Well I looked at my watch it was nine forty-three
And every time I'd spin she'd spin with me
We were rollin' reelin' and a rockin'...
Well I looked at my watch it was nine fifty-four
I said dance ballerina girls go go go
We were rollin' reelin' and a rockin'...
Well I looked at my watch it was ten-o-five
Man I didn't know whether I was dead or alive
We were rollin' reelin' and a rockin'...

[ mandolin ]

Well I looked at my watch it was ten-twenty-six
But I'm a keep on dancin' till I got my kicks
We were reelin' reelin' and a rockin'...
Well I looked at my watch it was ten-twenty-eight
I gotta get my kicks before it gets too late
We were rollin' reelin' and a rockin'...
Well I looked at my watch it was ten-twenty-nine
I had to hold her hand she was still holdin' mine
We were rollin' reelin' and a rockin'...
Well I looked at my watch and to my surprise
I was dancin' with a woman who was twice my size
We were rollin' reelin' and a rockin'...
Well I looked at my watch and it was time to go
The band leader said we ain't playin' no mo
We were rollin' reelin' and a rockin'...

15751. Reelin' Down - Chords

Reelin' Down 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Intro]
C7  Bb7 Ab7 G7 C
 
[Verse]
C                                              F         C
Well    I never took to ramblin'          'til I turned 21
C                                D7             G7
Then I took a notion          to make it on the run
C                                 F            C
Feelin' the blues          in the bottom of my shoes



C7         Bb7               Ab7         G7     C
Did'nt  I  know   this  'ol  ramblin's   good  news
 
[Chorus]
C
And I go
C                 F       C                                            D7            G7
Reelin' down that old highway          and I go reelin'  down   cause  reelin's  my  way
C                          F             C7                 Bb7       Ab7    G7    C
And if I don't know   your name or  your town          re   ee   ee   eeee   lin'  down
 
[Verse]
C                         F          C
Clickity clack     that 'ol railroad track
C                                     D7        G7
Five'll  gethcha  ten  getcha  25     ol'  greenbacks
C                         F            C
Well I never seen    much coin   in my bag
C7         Bb7            Ab7    G7    C
I soon got used   to that same  'ol    jag
 
[Verse]
C                                         F        C
You got to stand    by this word   if you wanna do right
C                              D7           G7
If you got a good home     the stay there tonight
C                          F            C
Unless you wanna eat   the dirt and the mud
C7             Bb7             Ab7     G7   C
Stay away from ramblin'     it gets in your blood
 
[Chorus]
C
And you'll go
C                 F       C                                                D7            G7
Reelin' down that old highway          reelin'  reelin'  down       cause  reelin's  my  way
C                          F             C7                 Bb7       Ab7    G7    C
And if I don't know   your name or  your town          re   ee   ee   eeee   lin'  down
 
[Outro]
C                           Bb7       Ab7   G7    C7              Bb7       Ab7    G7    C
What I do is I go      re   ee   ee   eeee  lin'  down       re   ee   ee   eeee   lin'  down

15752. Refugee

Refugee - Rising Appalachia

Refugee
In your world I'm a refugee
In your world danger all around me, all around me, all around me
In your world I'm not free, I must flee, I must flee

Bring me shelter, I will not harm you



Bring me shelter, please
Bring me shelter, I will not harm you
I would shelter you

I am only what you are.
Imagine your unbreakable world was broken, No more rules to protect you

2. Who was I?
In my world I was standing strong
In my world my heart did belong
And now it's gone - there is only longing, only longing, only longing

Bring me shelter, I will not harm you
Bring me shelter, please
Bring me shelter, I will not harm you
I would shelter you

I am only what you are.
Imagine your unbreakable world was broken, No more rules to protect you
Refugee

15753. Refugee Of Truth

Broken Compass Bluegrass
Refugee Of Truth
written by DJANGO RUCKRICH

My footsteps break through the ice dead laughter in the breeze
Alone in the night a prisoner of love's mortality

There's a house somewhere
Two strangers that share my name

But home is a memory and it's one
I never can reclaim

A drunk man couldn't tell my daddy's face from mine
There's a hole in the mirror where his iron rings and his rage align

I was 13 for 6 years, captive of fear refugee of truth
On my 19th birthday my hair, turned gray and I lost my youth

Hollow eyes stained
With the hues of heartbreak
Running like a dream
Flees from hope's decay

I always knew it's wrong
I just never knew what's right
It's hard to win when you don't
Know what to fight

I thought she'd be the one to help me rise above



But her words were smoke that hid the ashes of our love

There's a ship crushed by the sea
One storm ends but another comes

I tried to get out
But to my past
Was just the way I knew how to run

There's flaming signs lit up in twilight streaks of hate
They burn out or they burn you down on pain's crusade

There's a new day not the dark
Or the light somewhere in between
It's the best I can do to not give in
To the shards of my shattered dreams..

15754. Regular Guy

Steve Earle - Regular Guy

[Verse 1]
I'm just a regular guy
Never get rich but I always get by
I got me a wife and a couple of kids
I done pretty much like my daddy did
He always did the best that he could
Took care of Mama and us pretty good
He never got rich, but he never did try
He was just a regular guy

[Pre-Chorus]
Well, the world goes around and I can't stop it
So I'll sit back and watch the sun go down
If it comes back up, then this day's a good one
You know I wouldn't be that surprised

[Chorus]
I'm just a regular guy
Never be rich, but I'll always get by
Never get rich, never did try
I'm just a regular guy

[Verse 2]
I'm just a regular guy
And I'll work until the day that I die
I'm too young to quit, I'm too old to hire
These days a man can't afford to retire
Didn't vote for nobody last time
'Cause they wasn't worth a trickle-down dime
But one man's promise is another man's lie
And I'm just a regular guy



15755. Reincarnation Song

Glen Phillips - Reincarnation Song

I thought I'd be alright today
Thought I'd be alive today
Give me your eyes, I'll show you things
You never dreamed you thought you'd see
I find myself in light I'd seen
In sleep sometimes or mescaline
And like the sun, you can't stare into
Very long without it blinding you
I thought this light would comfort me
I thought it would be easy
There's a tugging at my sleeve
And so much baggage I brought with me to leave
Something so big I can't understand
From trying to I would go mad
So I hurry back to little earth
For another life, another birth
Another life, another birth
Mother?

15756. Rejects In The Attic

Rejects In The Attic (Live)
Avett Brothers

[Intro]
I've been hanging out with the rejects in the attic
Can't get out of my head the way you left
I got a sense of belonging but what does it matter
The winter's on its way here to collect

[Verse 1]
I was born on the outskirts of a dream
My daddy was a miner of almost anything
And I've been busting stones
Too proud to go back home
Admit that all my digging was in vain

[Chorus]
But don't we talk different than we did?
Am I more quiet than I've been?
Don't you look brighter than the moon?
Don't I look different without you?
Don't I look different without you?

[Verse 2]



I'm taking rain like my Appaloosa's hoofprint
And you know I'm drinking sunlight all day long
I'm opened up just like a dogwood flower
And winter's on its way here to collect

[Chorus]
But don't we talk different than we did?
Am I more quiet than I've been?
Don't you look brighter than the moon?
Don't I look different without you?
Don't I look different?

[Verse 3]
I was taken on the outskirts of a dream
I had a been a miner of almost everything
Well I stopped busting stones
I'll have to go back home
Admit that all my digging was in vain

[Chorus]
But don't we talk different than we did?
Am I more quiet than I've been?
Don't you look brighter than the moon?
Don't I look different without you?
Don't I look different?

[Outro]
Winter's on its way here to collect
(Well don't I look, well don't I look?)
Winter's on its way here to collect
(Well don't I look, well don't I look?)
Winter's on its way here to collect
(Well don't I look, well don't I look?)
Winter's on its way here to collect
(Well don't I look, well don't I look?)
Winter's on its way here without you
Winter's on its way here without you

15757. Relax Your Mind - Chords

Relax Your Mind
Happy Traum

[Intro]
D A D
 
[Verse 1]
D
Relax your mind
  D  DMaj7 C
Relax your mind
               D  C  A    Aaug D    A
Ooo-makes you live a great long time



 
[Chorus]
DM
Sometimes
A             Aaug       D     A
You've got to Relax your mind
 
[Verse 2]
D                             D  DMaj7 C
Like when you're driving your auto-mo-bile
D              C  A   Aaug  D
Keep your eyes on that windshield
 
[Chorus]
D
Sometimes
A              Aaug      D      A
You've got to Relax your mind
 
[Verse 3]
D
And when the light
    D     DMaj7 C
The light turns red
D             C   A   Aaug      D
Put your foot down to the great bend
 
[Chorus]
D
Sometimes
A              Aaug      D      A
You've got to Relax your mind
 
[Verse 4]
D
And when the light,
D  DMaj7 C
Turns green
D              C  A   Aaug  D
Ooo put your foot on the gasoline
 
[Chorus]
D
Sometimes
A              Aaug      D     A
You've got to Relax your mind
 
D
Relax your mind
  D   DMaj7 C
Relax your mind
D                  C  A   Aaug  D
Woah- it makes you feel like cherry wine
 
[Chorus]
D
Sometimes



A             Aaug      D
You've got to Relax your mind
 
A
Relax your mind now
 
[Bridge]
D  DMaj7 C
D   C  A  Aaug  D
D   C  A  Aaug  D
 
D
There was a man
D             DMaj7 C
Come to the railroad track
D   C   A     Aaug  D
Now he's forgot to relax
 
D
One time
A                 Aaug      D
That he should've relaxed his mind
D
Relax your minds now
 
[Instrumental]
D  DMaj7 C
D   C  A  Aaug  D
D   C  A  Aaug  D
 
D
Relax your mind
  D  DMaj7 C
Relax your mind
D         C  A   Aaug  D
Makes you feel so fine sometimes
 
[Outro]
D
Sometimes
A              Aaug      D     A
You've got to Relax your mind
 
D
Sometimes
A             Aaug      D
You've got to Relax your mind
 
A D

15758. Release



Release
By Sage Cook
Elephant Revival

Stand up and let loose easy
Let loose, release
Release in spite of reason
Reasons or beliefs
Beliefs are better lucid
Better's hard to say
Stand up and let go freely
Stand up, stand up

Bombs are dropped in not mysterious ways
Because the powers that be
Believe, mistakes they've made in
No one's rich, white, man enough to take the blame
Obvious the problem so obvious the change
And the media, man, ain't got nothing to say
It's all the same stories said the same ole way
I said the media, man, ain't got nothing to say

It's just dragging by
Barely caught upon the lack of patience,
Why unsettle yourself for someone else's wealth
In these moments it seems that selflessness is not the answer
Every cell in the body just wants to be

It's just dragging by
And sometimes I feel as if it's standing still
Movement and change are just a given
Given these
The direction seems to hold the keys
It's all subject to definition

15759. Release Me

Dolly Parton - Release Me 
(Eddie Miller/Dub Williams/Robert Yount)

Please release me, let me go
'Cause I don't love you anymore
And to live without love is a sin
So release me and let me love again

I have found a new love, dear
And I'll always want him near
His lips are warm while yours are cold
So release me, my darlin' let me go

Oh please release me, let me go
'Cause I just won't love you anymore
And to live together we both know is a sin
So release me, release me and let me love again



Oh, please, please, please, please
Release me, let me go
'Cause I, I don't love you anymore
And to live together is a sin
So release me and let me love again
Oh, please release me, let me go
I don't love you anymore
And to live together is a sin
So release me and let me love again

15760. Release Me From Sin - Chords

Release Me From Sin
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Eddie Miller and William McCall

C        F        C       F
Please release me from my sin
G7                    C  G7
Welcome Jesus come on in
C        F       C          F
For only You can cleanse my soul
C               G7            C
Release me from sin to sin no more
       F       C      F
Let me walk on sacred ground
G7                              C    G7
And lead the lost ship that You found
C            F          C        F
Just lead me on through heaven's door
C               G7            C
Release me from sin to sin no more
          F      C    F
Send Your spirit from above
G7                              C    G7
And teach me Your sweet ways of love
C          F       C       F
I seek for all You have in store
C               G7            C
Release me from sin to sin no more
Repeat #1
                G7            C
Release me from sin to sin no more

15761. Released

Released
Glen Phillips



Clouds rumble, earth will shift
Walls tumble, hearts will skip
Things changing
Everywhere but here
Small window, tiny room
Sun hits in the afternoon
For one minute fills this space
Beautiful, illuminated

When I am released
And the gates fly open before me
When I am released
Will you still be waiting for me?

Some look and all they find
Are problems and alibis
But my cup is one sixteenth full
I'm getting there, but the getting's slow

When I am released
And the gates fly open before me
When I am released
Will you still be waiting for me?

When I walk outside I will see the sky
I will leave all this behind
When I walk outside
Sun to warm my skin, friends to take me in
When I walk outside
When I am released
And the gates fly open before me
When I am released
Will you still be waiting for me?

15762. Relief Is Just A Swallow Away - Chords

Relief Is Just A Swallow Away
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Eddie Noack 

G                                   D7
Well I'm a-standin' in the tavern a-feelin' blue
                           G
My foot on the rail just a-thinkin' 'bout you
                        C
But I won't be blue all day
        G       D7                G
Because relief  is just a swallow away
                                 D7
Well I've been blue before and I will again
                                  G
I'll drown all my worries or I'll teach 'em how to swim
                          C



And I won't be the one to pay
        G       D7                G
Because relief  is just a swallow away
        C                                G
Yes you thought when you left I wouldn't have any fun
     D7                    G
I'll admit I worried but I won't be long
      C                                  G
We're apart because you wouldn't swallow your foolish pride
       A7             D7
So you hurt me deep inside
    G                                       D7
But you're not the first to hurt me and you won't be the last
                               G
Can't tell the future but I've learned from the past
                         C
As long as there's a cabaret
       G       D7                G
I know relief  is just a swallow away
       C                       G
Well I looked down the bar and what did I see
     D7                         G
Your sad lookin' face a-lookin' back at me
        C                     G
Wishin' you could turn time a few hours back
    A7                  D7
Get off of that one-way track
     G                                 D7
Well you want me to come over but I'll tell you true
                         G
You're as close to me as I am to you
                              C
And that may still be too far away
        G       D7                G
Because relief  is just a swallow away
               D7             G
I said relief  just a swallow away

15763. Relocation Blues

Relocation Blues

Banjo tuned E, Play Key D, Capo 1m

 D A7
A folding cot, that's about my speed;
 D
Some folding money is the thing I need;
 D7 G
Fourteen kids and a hog to feed,
 D A7 D
Got the relocation blues.



 D A7
County welfare it will make you fat,
 D
It will buy you a brand new Stetson hat,
 D7 G
If you can prove you're a Democrat,
 D A7 D
Got the relocation blues.

 A7
I don't know, but I been told
 D
That uptown factory is made out of gold;
 D7 G
But I'm too dumb to work, too weak to roll,
 D A7 D
Got those relocation blues.

 A7
A factory hand he pays a union fee;
 D
A farmer, he gets a great big subsidy;
 D7 G
All a coal miner gets is sympathy,
 D A7 D
Got the relocation blues.

15764. Remember I Feel Lonesome Too

Remember I Feel Lonesome Too

   Wherever I go in this world little darlin
   You'll be in my mind only you
   I'll never forget you as long as I'm livin
   Remember I feel lonesome too

   I know I'm to blame for the way that we're parting
   But honey I love only you
   So give me a chance just to prove I'll do better
   Remember I feel lonesome too

I hope you will read the remarks in this letter
Please take time to read what I say
I've tried and I've tried just to see you my darlin
I can't so I'm goin away

15765. Remember Me



Tim O'Brien - Remember Me

The sweetest songs belong to lovers in the gloaming
The sweetest days were the days that used to be
The saddest words I ever heard were words of parting
When you said Sweetheart remember me

Remember me when the candle lights are gleaming
Remember me at the close of a long long day
It would be so sweet when all alone I'm dreaming
Just to know you still remember me

You told me once that you were mine alone forever
And I was yours 'til the end of eternity
But all those vows are broken now and we will never
Be the same except in memory

A brighter face may take my place when we're apart dear
A sweeter smile and a love more bold and free
But in the end fair weather friends may break your heart dear
If they do sweetheart remember me

15766. Remember Me (When Candle Lights Are Gleaming)

Kathy Mattea - Remember Me (When Candle Lights are Gleaming)

The sweetest songs belong to lovers in the gloaming
The sweetest days are the days that used to be
The saddest words I ever heard were words of parting
When you said, "Sweetheart, remember me"
Remember me when the candle lights are gleaming
Remember me at the close of a long, long day
It would be so sweet when all alone I'm dreaming
Just to know you still remember me
You told me once that you were mine alone forever
And I was yours till the end of eternity
But all those vows are broken now, and we will never
Be the same except in memory
Remember me when the candle lights are gleaming
Remember me at the close of a long, long day
It would be so sweet when all alone I'm dreaming
Just to know you still remember me
A brighter face may take my place when we're apart, dear
A sweeter smile and a love more bold and free
But in the end, fairweather friends may break your heart, dear
If they do, sweetheart, remember me
Remember me when the candle lights are gleaming
Remember me at the close of a long, long day
It would be so sweet when all alone I'm dreaming
Just to know you still remember me
Just to know you still remember me



15767. Remember Me When They've Forgotten You

Remember Me When They've Forgotten You (Larry W. Jones 10/09/2007) 

Well, you belonged to me for a short time
But now you have found some new stairs to climb
Dear, just remember when you're down and out
What my true love for you was all about
Now that you've left the poor side of the track
Don't forget your road that may bring you back
And don't forget a broken heart that's true
Remember me when they've forgotten you
Remember me when they've forgotten you
The day will come when they will all be through
With a poor side girl who never belonged
To the uptown crowd and their ritzy throng
One of these days dear, you will surely find
My love is real and is the only kind
That will never forget when vows are due
Remember me when they've forgotten you
- instrumental -
Across the tracks is your new found time zone
But those you've found will leave you all alone
They are not your friends dear, it's a show game
And one of these day you will know the same
You think that now you're their new party doll
But you will sink and then begin to fall
So when they all start to paint your dreams blue
Remember me when they've forgotten you
Remember me when they've forgotten you
The day will come when they will all be through
With a poor side girl who never belonged
To the uptown crowd and their ritzy throng
One of these days dear, you will surely find
My love is real and is the only kind
That will never forget when vows are due
Remember me when they've forgotten you

15768. Remember The Cross

Remember The Cross (On Which Jesus Died)
Bill Monroe - Ricky Skaggs

Do you think of the cross on which Jesus died
Of the blood he shed for you
Are you prepared to meet him in that land of love
By his word are you going to abide

   Remember the cross on which Jesus died



   Follow in his footsteps each day
   He shed his blood for you and he shed his blood for me
   Never cast that cross aside

Never let other people lead you astray
Teach his words to them if you can
They must think of that cross on which Jesus died
And get ready to meet him someday

When Jesus comes down from heaven above
And you haven't thought of that cross
He'll cast you aside in the twinkling of an eye
And you won't see his blessed home of love

15769. Remember The Cross - Chords

Remember The Cross
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Bill Monroe and Howard Watts

G                            C           G
Do you think of the cross on which Jesus died 
                         D7
Of the blood He shed for you 
    G                        C               G
Are you prepared to meet Him in that land of love 
                    D7       G
By His word are you going to abide 

                      C           G
Remember the cross on which Jesus died 
                             D7
Follow in His footsteps each day 
   G                             C                  G
He shed His blood for you and He shed His blood for me 
           D7         G
Never cast that cross aside 

                       C        G
Never let other people lead you astray 
                               D7
Teach His words to them if you can 
     G                           C           G
They must think of that cross on which Jesus died 
                 D7           G
And get ready to meet Him someday
 
repeat #2

                      C           G
When Jesus comes down from heaven above 
                                D7
And you haven't thought of that cross 



      G                     C               G
He'll cast you aside in the twinkling of an eye 
                      D7              G
And you won't see His blessed home of love 

repeat #2

15770. Remember To Breathe

Sturgill Simpson - Remember to Breathe

[Verse 1]
I go out late at night just to see what I can find
Stayin' in the shadows where the light don't ever shine
Having one-way conversations with the darkness in my mind
He does all the talking 'cause I'm the quiet kind

[Chorus]
So peel it off, pull 'em down
Let me see it, turn around
Just lay back, let it happen
And remember to breathe

[Verse 2]
Staying off the radar like a bomber on the run
Do another lap around the target just for fun
Stayin' quiet, keeping calm until I find the one
Feel the wave wash over me when the deed is done

[Chorus]
So peel it off, pull 'em down
Let me see it, turn around
Just lay back, let it happen
And remember to breathe

[Bridge]
Well, just lay back
Oh, just lay back
Oh, just lay back
Oh, just lay back
Oh, just lay back

[Outro]
Oh, just lay back, oh, just lay back
And remember to breathe
Well, just lay back now, let it happen
And remember to breathe



15771. Remember When

Alan Jackson - Remember When 

Remember when I was young and so were you
and time stood still and love was all we knew
You were the first, so was I
We made love and then you cried
Remember when
Remember when we vowed the vows
and walked the walk
Gave our hearts, made the start, it was hard
We lived and learned, life threw curves
There was joy, there was hurt
Remember when
Remember when old ones died and new were born
And life was changed, disassembled, rearranged
We came together, fell apart
And broke each other's hearts
Remember when
Remember when the sound of little feet
was the music
We danced to week to week
Brought back the love, we found trust
Vowed we'd never give it up
Remember when
Remember when thirty seemed so old
Now lookn' back it's just a steppin' stone
To where we are,
Where we've been
Said we'd do it all again
Remember when
Remember when we said when we turned gray
When the children grow up and move away
We won't be sad, we'll be glad
For all the life we've had
And we'll remember when

15772. Remember Where You're Going

Remember Where You're Going
The Grascals - Remember Where You're Going

[Verse 1]
I hate to see you leavin', but I know that you're not the stayin' kind
And as much as it hurts me, I know you're gonna spread your wings and fly
Don't look back with regret on the time and the memories we made
The world is waiting on a new star to shine bright and show them the way

[Chorus]
Remember where you're goin'
Means so much more than what you left behind
When you're out there running wild



Just know I'm holding you close to my mind
Remember where you're goin'
MRans so much more than what you left behind

[Verse 2]
Don't think about mR sitting here hangin' on to my day-to-day
Another year rolls by like a tear runnin' down the side of my face
Don't do the same things I did, don't make the same mistakes twice
Don't live the same year over, look back, and call it a life

[Chorus]
Remember where you're goin'
Means so much more than what you left behind
When you're out there running wild
Just know I'm holding you close to my mind
Remember where you're goin'
Means so much more than what you left behind

[Bridge]
Heard you were out in Arizona, and you had fallen on hard times
And it breaks my heart to hear it, but I know in the end you'll be fine

[Chorus]
Remember where you're goin'
Means so much more than what you left behind
When you're out there running wild
Just know I'm holding you close to my mind
Remember where you're goin'
Means so much more than what you left behind

15773. Remembering

Remembering

Remembering me dear when your love meant everything
When the memory of your kiss remains with me
I thought we'd be so happy dear there forgether through the years
Now I'm left here all alone, remember me

Remember me the day we met, and wondering
If you ever really loved and cared for me
In our future you and me left it all in memory
But I relived oe'r and oe'r remember me

If the world could only know the many things
That have made my aching heart look longingly
In the days spent happily when alone just you and me
Such a lovely past I see, rememver me

Remembering the words you said and didn't mean
I believed with all my heart you wanted me
I guess my thoughts were right of schemes fot you found someone new it seems
I hope some day I find you here, remembering



15774. Remembering A Beginning

Remembering A Beginning
Elephant Revival

Out on the road, endless fields grow
Where no one knows
But everybody's wondering
Where does it go, the wind that blows
Where from does it come
How everybody's wondering

Alone she cries, let me be inside
The ocean tide
Remembering a beginning
When the water climbed, up the mountainside
Deep and open wide
Remembering a beginning

There's a fire burning, in the middle of this turning
Wild and yearning
For everything, for everything
Remains inside, these changing skies
Through waves in time
Remembering

The way to home, how the sparrow knows
Through the days they've flown
How everybody's wondering
What has seen these skies, below, up high
What the skies have seen
Remembering a beginning

15775. Remembrance Of You

Remembrance Of You
(Pete Roberts) - Country Gentlemen

I guess I will always remember
The day that I found you my love.
I knew God had sent down an angel
From his kingdom in Heaven above.

The stars seem to shine much brighter,
Eternity seemed to stop there.
My dreams hed been answered completely
I knew that I always would care.

The years have passed by, my darling,



My happyness grows with the time,
When we're together, my darling,
A small bit of Heaven is mine.

A house in a valley of sunshine,
Songs with a happy refrain.
A life with a mem'ry forever,
Remembrance of you once again.

15776. Remind Me

Brad Paisley - Remind Me (with Carrie Underwood) 

[Brad:]
We didn't care if people stared
We'd make out in a crowd somewhere
Somebody'd tell us to get a room
It's hard to believe that was me and you
Now we keep saying that we're okay
But I don't want to settle for good not great
I miss the way that it felt back then I wanna feel that way again
[Brad:] Been so long that you'd forget the way I used to kiss your neck
[Carrie:] Remind me, remind me
[Brad:] So on fire so in love. Way back when we couldn't get enough
[Carrie:] Remind me, remind me
[Carrie:]
Remember the airport dropping me off
We were kissing goodbye and we couldn't stop
[Brad:] I felt bad cause you missed your flight
[Carrie and Brad:] But that meant we had one more night
[Carrie:]
Do you remember how it used to be
We'd turn out the lights and we didn't just sleep
[Brad:] Remind me, baby, remind me
[Carrie:]
Oh, so on fire so in love
That look in your eyes that I miss so much
[Brad:] Remind me, baby, remind me
[Brad:] I wanna feel that way
[Carrie:] Yeah, I wanna hold you close
[Brad and Carrie]
Oh, if you still love me
Don't just assume I know
[Carrie:] Baby, remind me, remind me
[Carrie:] Do you remember the way it felt?
[Brad:] You mean back when we couldn't control ourselves
[Carrie:] Remind me
[Brad:] Yeah, remind me
[Carrie:]
All those things that you used to do
That made me fall in love with you
Remind me, oh, baby, remind me
[Brad:]



Yeah, you'd wake up in my old t-shirt
All those mornings I was late for work
Remind me
[Brad and Carrie] Oh, baby, remind me
[Carrie:] Oh, baby, remind me, baby, remind me
[Brad:] Yeah, you'd wake up in my old t-shirt
[Carrie:] Remind me, yeah, oh
[Brad:] Baby, remind me

15777. Remind Me Of You

Remind Me of You - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Craig Market/Daniel House Music, BMI-Drop D Publishing, BMI)

I started slowly like I always do
Day old coffee at the crack of noon
I found your number in the pocket of my pants
The good day I was wishing for never had a chance

Jumped in that pickup that I bought for you
Guess they don't make 'em like they used to do
Turned on the radio and much to my surprise
There ain't no way you know, to Hide Your Lying Eyes

CH) Just like the sun keeps comin up and down
Some memories keep on coming back around
I don't need another reason to believe
Like I need anything reminding me of you

It's always love that turns your head around
It hurts like hell when it comes crashing down
We lost track of right and wrong somehow
Who's to blame and does it matter now?

We had our moment but it's come and gone
A ghost that's haunted me for way too long
I wish that I could close the book, and let the story end
But every time I turn the page, you're turning up again

15778. Remind Me, Dear Lord

Alison Krauss - Remind Me, Dear Lord 

The things that I love
I hold dear to my heart
They are borrowed and
Not mine at all
Jesus only let me use them
To brighten my life



So remind me, remind me dear Lord

Roll back the curtain of memory now and then
Show me where you brought me from and
Where I could have been
Just remember I'm a human and human's forget
So remind me, remind me dear Lord

Nothing good have I done
To deserve God's own Son
I'm not worthy of the scars
In His hands
Yet he chose the road to Calvary
To die in my stead
Why He loved me I can't understand

Roll back the curtain of memory now and then
Show me where you brought me from and
Where I could have been
Just remember I'm a human and human's forget
So remind me, remind me dear Lord

Just remember I'm a human and human's forget
So remind me, remind me dear Lord

15779. Rendez-Vous

Ricky Skaggs - Rendezvous

When you're feelin' lonely & you need a friend
Someone who don't care where you've been
Meet me, baby, at the rendezvous
Like we did when our love was new
Nobody knows just me and you.

Didn't I tell you? Don't it show?
I said "I love you" a long time ago
Then you went & broke my heart in two
I don't care what people say, now
True love will find it's way
Darlin', I'll never make you blue
At the rendezvous.

Meet me, baby, at the rendezvous
You'll know me, I'll know you
Kissin' in the shadows just like we've done
Two hearts a-poundin' like a big bass drum
You thrillin' me with your love so true.

Didn't I tell you? Don't it show?
I said "I love you" a long time ago
Then you went & broke my heart in two
I don't care what people say, now



True loves will find their way
Darlin', I'll never make you blue.
At the rendezvous.

Meet me baby, at the rendezvous.
Meet me baby, at the rendezvous.
Meet me, baby, at the rendezvous

15780. Rendez-Vous - Chords

Rendez-vous
(P. Rowan)
sung by Ricky Skaggs

 E
When you're feelin' lonely & you need a friend
 A
Someone who don't care where you've been
D G A D
Meet me, baby, at the rendezvous
 G A D
Like we did when our love was new
 A
Nobody knows just me & you
Bm G
Didn't I tell you? Don't it show?
 Bm D
I said "I love you" a long time ago
G F#
 Then you went & broke my heart in 2
Bm G
I don't care what people say, now
Bm D
 True love will find its way
G F#
 Darlin', I'll never make you blue

(instrumental, same pattern as verses)

Verse 2:
Meet me, baby, at the rendezvous
You'll know me, I'll know you
Kissin' in the shadows just like we've done
2 hearts a-poundin' like a big bass drum
You thrillin' me with your love so true
Didn't I tell you? Don't it show?
I said "I love you" a long time ago
Then you went & broke my heart in 2
I don't care what people say, now
True loves will find their way
Darlin', I'll never make you blue
At the rendezvous



CODA (B chord throughout):
At the rendezvous
(x4):
Meet me, baby, at the rendezvous
(instrumental until fade)

15781. Rent, Groceries, and Gasoline

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Rent, Groceries, and Gasoline

I used to live the luxury life 
A new house, three cars to drive 
Steppin' over the credit line 
I was payin' a heavy price 
It seemed more was never enough
So I called my creditor up

Said "All I need is that Cadillac car,
I'm heading for a brand new start"
I was in way to deep
Straightened out my priorities
I'm a man of simple needs

Just rent, groceries, and gasoline
I got a trailer sturdy and cheap
Hot time, job work when I please
Goin' to Mexico next week

Gotta feel that ocean breeze
I might settle down sometime
Right now, it ain't on my mind
Got a pretty girl along for the ride

She's the adventurous kind
I got everything I need 
Straightened out my priorities 
I'm a man of simple means 

Just rent, groceries, and gasoline 
Got a full tank and some food to go 
Check the map and we'll hit the road 
In the flicker of the dashboard lights 

I feel my life unwind 
I got everything I need 
Straightened out my priorities 
I'm a man of simple means 
Just rent, groceries, and gasoline 
Rent, groceries, and gasoline 
I need rent, groceries, and gasoline 
Just give me rent, groceries, and gasoline 
And I'm outta here!



15782. Rental Love

Rental Love
Lake Street Dive

When we were having a good time
I got a little sentimental
The rental of your love
Was all that you gave up
But I wanted it all, I wanted it all

When we were doing the slow climb
The peak was a forgone conclusion
To lose it broke my heart, I only got one part
But I wanted it all, I wanted it all

When we were given a new chance
I got a little over zealous
Jealous of your old girl
I wanted to be your whole world
I wanted it all
I wanted it all, oh
I wanted it all
I wanted it all, ooh

15783. Repeat Performance

Repeat Performance
(Bobby Wayne)

In the first act you held me so close to you
And in the second you kissed me so sweet
Then in the third act we parted that's why I'm so blue
I've got to have me a repeat performance with you.

I've gotta hold you and kiss you just one more time
But you know how the game goes you can never really be mine
Our show lasted just one night and it left me much too blue
I've got to have me a repeat performance with you.

--- Instrumental ---

I've gotta hold you at least one more time
But you know how the game goes you can never really be mine
Our show lasted just one night and it left me much too blue
I've got to have me a repeat performance with you.

I've got to have me a repeat performance with you.



15784. Repetition

Trampled By Turtles - Repetition

Did you see the picture I was in?
I called my dad and all my friends
It was hazy, but so is this
Whoa-oh-oh

I fell beneath the in-between
It's best to just say just what you mean
Carpenter's pencil in your mouth
Whoa-oh-oh

I came around, and you were gone
Not just you, everything was gone
Into the womb and out again
Whoa-oh-oh

So keep your pillow upon my mouth
'Till I stop struggling, then get out
Over and over again
Whoa-oh-oh

[Repetition of:]
Over and over again

15785. Reptilia - Chords

Reptilia 
Punch Brothers
 
Intro: Bm
 
Bm                                  Em
/--------------------------------------------------------------------/
/--------------------------------------------------------------------/
/-7-7---7----------7-7---7----------------------7----------------7---/
/---------9---7------------9---7----6-6---6-9--------6-6---6-9-------/
/--------------------------------------------------------------------/
/--------------------------------------------------------------------/ [x2]
 
Verse 1:
 
Bm                         E          E7
He seemed impressed by the way you came in.
Bm                  E               E7
Tell us a story, I know you're not boring
Bm                    E          E7



I was afraid that you would not insist.
Bm                        E              E7
You sound so sleepy, just take this, now leave me
Bm                                            E      E7
I said please don't slow me down if I'm going too fast
Bm                      E     E7
You're in a strange part of our town...
 
 
/-----------------------/-----------------------/---------------------/-----------------------/
/-15-15---15-10-10---10-/-12-12---12-14-14---14-/-12-12--12-14-14--14-/-10-10---10-15-15-----
-/
/-x--x----x--x--x----x--/-x--x----x--x--x----x--/-x--x---x--x--x---x--/-x--x----x--x--x-------/
/-x--x----x--x--x----x--/-x--x----x--x--x----x--/-x--x---x--x--x---x--/-x--x----x--x--x-------/
/-14-14---14-9--9----9--/-10-10---10-12-12---12-/-10-10--10-12-12--12-/-9--9----9--14-14------/
/-----------------------/-----------------------/---------------------/-----------------------/
 
 
Chorus 1:
 
Bm    F#m   G         A      G     A     F#m       Bm
Yeah, the night's not over, you're not trying hard enough,
      F#m   G        A        G     A     F#m    Bm
Our lives are changing lanes, you ran me off the road,
  F#m    G  A     G   A     F#m    Bm
The wait is over, I'm now taking over,
  F#m     G     A          G   A    G    F#m          Bm
You're no longer laughing, I'm not driving fast enough
 
 
Verse 2:
 
Bm                    E        E7
Now every time that I look at myself
Bm                         E            E7
I thought I told you, this world is not for you
Bm                            E         E7
The room is on fire as she's fixing her hair
Bm                       E             E7
You sound so angry, just calm down you found me
Bm                                            E    E7
I said please don't slow me down if I'm going too fast
Bm                       E      E7
You're in a strange part of our town...
 
 
Chorus 2:
 
Bm    F#m   G         A      G     A     F#m       Bm
Yeah, the night's not over, you're not trying hard enough,
      F#m   G        A        G     A     F#m    Bm
Our lives are changing lanes, you ran me off the road,
  F#m    G  A     G   A     F#m    Bm
The wait is over, I'm now taking over,
  F#m     G     A          G   A    G    F#m          Bm
You're no longer laughing, I'm not drowning fast enough



15786. Rescue

Lucinda Williams - Rescue

He can't rescue you
Can't pull the demons from your head
Can't lull you from your sleepy bed
He can't rescue you

He can't protect you
From the powers that will be
The hours of insanity
He can't protect you

He can't change you
Change the summers of your beauty
The thunderstorms within your purity
He can't change you

He can't carry you
Past the door of every danger
Every foe and every stranger
He can't carry you

He can't save you
From the plain and simple truth
The waning winters of your youth
He can't save you

He can't fix you
Your tears will always leave their mark
From fears that stay inside the dark
He can't fix you

What can he do
But tie some ribbons in your hair
And show you that he'll always care
That's all he can do

Lala lala

15787. Rescue At Moose River Gold Mine

Rescue At Moose River Gold Mine

Way down in old Nova Scotia
Moose River it seemed was the name
Three Canadians on Easter Sunday
To a tumbled down gold mine they came



They descended the mine for inspection
Never dreamed fate trailed close at hand
With a crash that gave them no warning
They were trapped in that mine there to die.

Great men from all over the country
volunteered to give up their lives
They slaved with unceasing effort
It seemed that death they defied.

On Monday thwey got there first message
From the men prisioned far far below
Can you help us they heard the men calling
Our suffering God only knows.

Next message filled all hearts with sorrow
As they heard them say one pal is gone
We are trying our best to hold on boys
Do your best don't make it too long.

On Sunday they got their last message
A miner out of breath brought the news
We've won the great fight he was shouting
At last we have dug our way through.

Now friends my story is ending
With hardships of many a day
But the rescue will go down in history
Of the gold mine down Moose River way.

15788. Rescue Me

Linda Ronstadt - Rescue Me

Rescue me
I want you in my arms
Rescue me
I need your tender charms
Cause I'm lonely and I'm blue
I need you and your love too
Come on and rescue me
Come on baby and rescue me
Come on baby can't you see 
That I need you by my side
Can't you see that I'm lonely
Rescue me.

Come on and take my heart
Take your love and conquer every part
Cause I need you by my side
Can't you see that I'm lonely



Rescue me
Come on and take my hand
Take my love I want you for my man
Cause I'm lonely and I'm blue
I need you and your love too
Come on and rescue me

Come on baby and rescue me
Come on baby can't you see 
That I need you by my side
Can't you see that I'm lonely

Love me baby
Hold me baby
Kiss me baby
Squeeze me baby
Oh baby help me baby
Oh baby Ah baby

15789. Rescue Me - Chords

Rescue Me 
Steep Canyon Rangers

         Dbm             B                F#
You can try to hide the past but it will run you dry,
        Dbm           B             F#m
Where truth and lies hurt just the same.
Dbm            B             F#
Every broken heart fuels a raging fire,
       E                           B
Been burning bridges down but the ashes remain.
 
 
Dbm           B                      F#m
Gonna take a trip to the back of my mind,
               Dbm          B           F#
Through the shadows where demons never sleep.
Dbm           B          F#
Gonna be my self, by myself for awhile,
      E                        B                        F#
The wheels are turning but I don't like what I see.
 
        Dbm  E           B
Rescue me,      Rescue me
F#m         Db             Dbm
Alone and forgotten in my time of need 
        B             Dbm
Rescue me, oh rescue me



15790. Resentment

Sturgill Simpson - Resentment

[Verse 1]
I feel loved, darling, I feel used
Nobody makes me feel the way you do
And sometimes I, sometimes I, sometimes I just can't stand it
Isn't that just the thing about us?
I'm still thinking you could be the one
But you're always, you're always, you're always taking me for granted

[Pre-Chorus]
I got something I gotta get off of my chest
I've been staying up while you're sleeping in my bed

[Chorus]
I don't hate you, babe, it's worse than that
'Cause you hurt me and I don't react
I've been building up this thing for months
Oh, resentment

[Verse 2]
I know you better than you know yourself
And there's a part of you that you won't help
You say you can't do it, just do it, just do it for my sake
It's a shame knowing we could be good
That you could treat me better if you really wanted to
And if you can't do it for my sake, then do it for our sake

[Chorus]
I don't hate you, babe, it's worse than that
'Cause you hurt me and I don't react
I've been building up this thing for months
Oh, resentment

[Bridge]
Don't know how to leave or how to stay
So I've been talking to strangers
'Cause I can't talk to you anymore that way
Did I let you down? 'Cause you let me down
But you would never say that I let you down
But you let me down, you let me down

[Chorus]
But I don't hate you, babe, it's worse than that
'Cause you hurt me and I'm more than sad
I've been building up this thing for months
Oh, resentment

15791. Resign Yourself



Resign Yourself
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Casey Kelly

Ain't no place you can hide that I can't find you.
Ain't no place you can go where I won't be.
Lest you forget, my dear, let me remind you, girl
You may as well resign yourself to me.Ain't no door you can lock that I can't get through.
Ain't no place you can undress where I can't see.
If you're marooned in space I'll come and get you, girl.
You may as well resign yourself to me.Don't think you fool me with that trench coat and them 
shades.
I'm gonna wrap my arms around you like two gooey old band aides.Ain't no path you can tak
e that I can't follow.
I'm gonna buzz around your head just like a bee.
You may elude me tonight, but come tomorrow, girl
You may as well resign yourself to me, girl.
You may as well resign yourself to me.

15792. Resilient

Resilient - Rising Appalachia
 
I am resilient
I trust the movement
I negate the chaos
Uplift the negative
I'll show up at the table, again and again and again
I'll close my mouth and learn to listen
 
These times are poignant
The winds have shifted
It's all we can do 
To stay uplifted
Pipelines through backyards
Wolves howlin out front 
Yeah, I got my crew but truth is what I want
Realigned and on point 
Power to the peaceful
Prayers to the waters
Women at the center
All vessels open to give and receive
Let's see the system brought down to it's knees
 
I'm made of thunder
I'm made of lightning
I'm made of dirt (yeah)
Made of the fine things
My father taught me that I'm a speck of dust
And this world was made for me
So let's go and try our luck 
 
I got my roots down, down, down, down
Down, down, down, down, down, deep



 
I got my roots down, down, down, down
Down, down, down, down, down, deep
 
So what are we doing here? What has been done?
What are you gonna do about it when the world comes undone?
My voice feels tiny and I'm sure so does yours
But put us all together we make a mighty roar
 
I am resilient
I trust the movement
I negate the chaos
Uplift the negative
I'll show up at the table, again and again and again
I'll close my mouth and learn to listen

15793. Resplendent

Emmylou Harris
Resplendent

[Verse 1]
Yeah, I remember the dark clouds
Raining dust for days on end
Blew all the earth out to California
And just left us here with the wind
In desperate times you know everybody's part
But it's your own lines you're like to forget
'Til what you were meets what you've now become
Grins and says "Hey, haven't we met?"

[Verse 2]
Lost my firstborn that winter
And my wife on the first day of spring
And so I poured my sweat into the earth
Yeah, to see what that harvest would bring
And I remember howling fury
Just like a plague of locusts
Egypt's punishment for sins of pride
Is that now what has come over us?

[Chorus 1]
How much of this was meant to be?
How much the work of the devil?
How far can one man's eyes really see
In these days of toil and trouble?
[Verse 3]
Honey, we're all resplendent
Yeah, honey, we are all thrift store
I'm like a wino with a twenty-dollar bill
Yeah, forever and eternally yours
And I can make you promises
If you don't expect too much



Yes, and I will run the distance
If you'll please, please excuse my crutch

[Chorus 1]
How much of this was meant to be?
How much the work of the devil?
How far can one man's eyes really see
In these days of toil and trouble?

[Chorus 2]
How much of this is failing flesh?
How much the course of retribution?
My, my, how loudly we plead our innocence
Long after we've made our contribution

15794. Rest For The Weary

Marc Cohn - Rest for the weary

My father was a working man
But his work was never done
He stood behind a counter
And he smiled at everyone
He bought himself a business
Worked seven days a week
Took a holiday for Christmas
Then he fell asleep beside the tree
But one day

One day
There's love for the lonely
One day
They walk in the sun
One day
Rest for the weary
Rest for the weary ones

Now my mother stood beside him
She did what she could do
But if you look at some old photograph
She looks tired too
I hope there was some laughter
'Cause I know there were some tears
Now all I can say is I pray to God
That after all those years
After all those years
That one day

One day
There's love for the lonely
One day
They walk in the sun
One day



Rest for the weary
Rest for the weary ones

Now I'm just another traveller
On another winding road
I'm trying to walk some kind of line
I'm trying to pull some kind of load
Now sometimes I move real easy
Sometimes I can't catch my breath
Sometimes I see my father's footsteps
And man it scares me half to death
But one day

One day
There's love for the lonely
One day
We walk in the sun
One day
Rest for the weary
Rest for the weary ones

15795. Rest My Weary Feet

Rest My Weary Feet 
IIIrd Tyme Out
 
Before the dawn I'm wakin', I eat my grits and bacon 
Then I step out in the sunshine or the rain 
'Cause it's a long way down this mountain 
And there's many who are countin'
That I get to town, before the mornin' train 
 
Well there's nothin' I like better, than to take the cards and letters 
To the folks a livin', way out in the hills 
But even though I like the talkin', it requires a lot of walkin'  
And by suppertime, I'm longin to be still 
 
CHORUS: 
And it's up another holler, and over one more hill 
'Til my clearing and the home lights I will see 
And on my porch waitin' there, is a wicker rockin' chair 
Where I'll sit a while, to rest my weary feet 
 
Well the work would go much faster, but ol' Abram's gone to pasture 
I guess we can't escape, from growin' old 
I'd get another pack mule, but Lord knows I can't afford to 
So that's why I'm doomed, to walk these hills alone 
 
Well I know the time is nearing, when I'll travel from my clearing 
And I'll leave my satchel hangin' on its nail 
'Cause it's from this world I'll wander, but I'll be at peace up yonder 
Where there'll be no need, to carry in the mail 
 



And it"s up another holler, and over one more hill 
'Til my Savior's perfect heaven I will see 
And in my golden mansion there, is a wicker rockin' chair 
Where forever I can rest my weary feet

15796. Rest Of My Life

Nickel Creek - Rest of My Life 

The battle is over.
Here we all lie
In a dry sea of Solo cups
With the sun in our eyes.
But it's one of those endings
Where no one claps 'cause they're sure that there's more.
What a great way to start the first day of the rest of my life

I guess the show's going on
So we pick up the pieces
We dropped for a song
And an ear-splitting headache
That makes it hard to figure out which puzzle they're for.
But I can leave this part out of the story I write.
And there are worse ways to start the first day of the rest of my life

Roommates, friends, lovers, quiet
I'm coming to.
I'm turning myself into something a little less promising,
A little more useful.

The battle is over
We lost, but we'll live to call off the war.
Don't that ceiling look high from the floor?
Don't it hurt just to move
As we shrink from the light?
As it pierces our bodies and thaws out our hearts.
What a great way to start the first day of the rest of
The rest of my life

15797. Restaurant Girl

Restaurant Girl
Hackensaw Boys - Restaurant Girl

I'm gonna help myself, you don't mind if I do
It's gonna take a few more restaurant girls before I make it back to you
She'll open the door and leave you naked, high and dry
Woah, she ain't mine
I'm with a restaurant girl, its me and no one else



She'll never be my constant girl
But I can't help myself
She'll open the door and leave you naked in a pine
Woah, she ain't mine
You've seen her on my arms a dozen times
She ain't mine, she ain't mine
The hardest thing about leaving you behind
She ain't mine, she ain't mine
Mine
I'm gonna help myself, you don't mind if I do
It's gonna take a few more restaurant girls before I get over you
She's a little blue, what the hell, so am I
Woah she ain't mine
You've seen her on my arms a dozen times
She ain't mine, she ain't mine
The hardest thing about leaving you behind
She ain't mine, she ain't mine
Mine
I wanna call you, I wanna call you yes I do
Even if you answered I don't know what I'd say to you
Cause you ain't my only girl and I ain't your only guy
Woah, she ain't mine
You've seen her on my arms a dozen times
She ain't mine, she ain't mine
The hardest thing about leaving you behind
She ain't mine, she ain't mine
Mine, mine

15798. Restless

Mark O'Connor - Restless
Lyrics: Mark O'Connor & Steve Wariner & Ricky Skaggs & Vince Gill

Well I walked up to her window
I said, gimme a ticket please
She said, where to sister?
I said, that's all right with me

I'm just restless
I need to get on out of town
Take me where the living's easy
Baby that'swhere I'll be found
I said, honey tell that driver
To put his big foot on that gas
Run this old grey dog
Just as long as it might last
I said, honey tell that driver
Take me farther down the road
Just take this grey dog
Any place he wants to go
I'm travelling light
Because I might be going far
Takin' nothing but the clothes on my back



And my red old guitar

15799. Restless

Restless
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1]
I don't belong to no one
I don't belong at all
Got my face in the corner
Got my back to the wall

[Chorus]
And pretty baby I'm restless, restless
Restless through and through
I'm restless, restless
You look restless too

[Verse 2]
I'm a hair trigger lover
And I can't face up to nothing
I'm impatient with the wind
But I'm waitin' here for somethin'

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Restless sleep, twisted dreams
Moving targets, silent screams
Restless city, restless street
Restless you , restless me
I'm a face at the window
I'm a black satin sheet
And I can't stay warm
I stay out in the street

[Chorus]

15800. Restless

Alison Krauss - Restless

Honey, I know you've been alone some
Why don't you phone some
'Cause I love you
And honey I know I've been away some I've had to pay some
And you have too



But the one thing I know
That when I turn out the light
Visions of you, dear 
Dance in the night
I've been put down, pushed around
Apprehended and led downtown
And I can't help it if I'm out of sight
'Cause I'm restless tonight

I just can't stand bein' alone
I'm gonna have to change that someday
There's a restless feelin in my bones
And I know that at times
It just won't go away

So if it's all the same, honey
I can't take the blame, baby
I can't play your game, honey
What's true is true
And if in the end the temptation wears you thin, honey
I'll just pretend that I'll leave it up to you

But the one thing I know
That when I turn out the light
Visions of you, dear 
Dance in the night
I've been put down, pushed around
Apprehended and led downtown
And I can't help it if I'm full of fight

But the one thing I know
That when I turn out the light
Visions of you, dear 
Dance in the night
I've been put down, pushed around
Apprehended and led downtown
And I can't help it if I'm out of sight
'Cause I'm restless tonight

15801. Restless - Chords

Restless 
Chris Hillman
 
    G       Em      C                D
I'm restless  like every other man alive
          G      Em  C               D
I'm still restless   keeping myself alive
       Cmaj7               D          B7                   Em
As the world keeps closing in over my shoulders where I've been
        A7               Am                D
I'll be restless until I finally reach the end
 



Oh darling, won't you stand by me
And we'll walk through the years and share what's meant to be
We will never surrender we will never give in
Always forgiving, we'll be together until we finally reach the end
 
G               G7                 C                  A
I'm weary, I'm unable, sometimes I stumble and I'm unstable
        G  D       C            G
I carry on just to rest in your arms
 
I've been blessed with a good life giving more than I deserve
Did I really make a difference, have I lived every word
Of the pages that rustle every line and every cur
Keeps me restless until I find the right words
 
I'm in no hurry, got no worries, just try to be the best I can
I carry on just to rest in your arms
 
I carry on just to rest in your arms

15802. Restless Boy

Richard Thompson - Restless Boy

Michael listen to me
I'm old, I've seen life come and go
And I can tell you what I know
Hear me out and then I'll let you be

My son, I know your mind
I see you still like a little boy
You're always after some new toy
You're never pleased with what you find

Hungry restless boy
Born with the restless way
You will find your happy dream someday

You think the pearly gates
Will swing wide open just for you
See all the work you have to do
Until you're ready, can't you wait

Hungry restless boy
Born with the restless way
You will find your happy dream someday

See how you run
You won't take from your father's hand
You turn your back on the promised land
Do you still call yourself a son

The people that you try to be



You think you're different, you change your name
I can see through you, you're just the same
You still look like a Jew to me

Hungry restless boy
Born with the restless way
You will find your happy dream someday

On a cold day you were born
The wind took breath as your breath did start
The wind still lives inside your heart
Blowing up strong like a storm

15803. Restless Highway - Chords

Restless Highway 
Richard & Linda Thompson
 
[Intro]
 
e/--3-2-0-------------3-2-0---0-2-3-----/
B/--------3-1-0-------------3-----------/
G/--------------2-0---------------------/ x2
D/--------------------------------------/
A/--------------------------------------/
E/--------------------------------------/
 
  G               C              G         C
I am a travelling man, I have no country
    G                 C             G         C
And travelling people are my kin by birth
   G                   C            G         C
No chains will keep me from my destination
    G                C                 G      G
And far-flung are my footsteps on this earth
 
        Am              D
There's something in my mind that makes me
Am               D
Something in the wind that takes me
G                  C                D
Like the dust, I'm blown out on the street again
 
         G         C  G
Restless highway
  Em      C/E               D
I need to leave this town behind
         G         C  G
Restless highway
     Em      C/E           D
Come see the country of my mind
            G         C  G
You hear my footsteps



    Em        C               D
Wherever this rocky road will wind
     G              C       D     G
This empty restless highway is my heart
 
 
By way of trade I am anything you fancy
I'll sew your purse, I'll milk your garden cow
I'll shine your shoes or sew your silver button
I'll punch your nose, I'll sharpen up your plough
 
There's something in my mind that makes me
Something in the wind that takes me
Like the dust, I'm blown out on the street again
Restless highway
I need to leave this town behind
Restless highway
Come see the country of my mind
You hear my footsteps wherever this rocky road will wind
This empty restless highway is my heart
 
Restless highway
I need to leave this town behind
Restless highway
Come see the country of my mind
You hear my footsteps wherever this rocky road will wind
This empty restless highway is my heart
This empty restless highway is my heart-

15804. Restless Night

The Incredible String Band - Restless Night 

Restless night walking nowhere in the foggy dew
Restless years whispering through very long clouds
Very low clouds, very long clouds, very low clouds

It wakes in me the wound of days as dawn breaks bleak
I call to you present the mirror as you comb your hair
Horizons rising icy blue, yes and tall walls dwindle

Steeples sink into the sea
Old keys for old locks splash up a spray
Grey thoughts and useless papers, they roll and blow away

While the band was playing such a sad refrain
Sounds my ears have lost continue through the rain



15805. Restless Spirit Wandering

Tim O'Brien - Restless Spirit Wandering

Restless spirit, wandering, come on home again
Tell me about your days of old, wander back again
You won't admit your life is taken, to your death not yet awakened
Restless spirit wandering, come on home again

Oglethorpe was around this place some hundred fifty years
Since a Union bullet hit its mark, and his teenaged heart it pierced
Years ago a young girl lived here, she became his friend
But when their family moved away their friendship had to end

When we bought this house the neighbors came and talked about him
Though we've not heard or seen a thing, I hope he comes again
I'd like to ask him lots of things, and hear the way he talks
Describing local battle scenes on some slow morning walk

Restless spirit, wandering, come on home again
Tell me about your days of old, wander back again
Don't admit your life is taken, to your death not yet awaken
Restless spirit wandering, come on home again

The room I write used to be a two car garage
A nineteen fifties chrome and fin and white wall tired montage
Years later it became a church, and they moved an organ in
And these walls would shake with holy songs and sermons against sin

I like to think this place was made for the kind of work I do
I'll try to be ready when the spirit comes back through
I'll write it down and sort it out and make it fairly rhyme
And marry it to melody of the highest flying kind

I want to try be to a friend to souls that cannot rest
I would not blame their anger, don't claim to know what's best
But souls are all connected like the branches on a tree
And things they see beyond the grave might help out you and me

Restless spirit, wandering, come on home again
Tell me about your days of old, wander back again
Tell me as you come and go, things that people need to know
Restless Spirit, wandering, come on home again
Don't admit your life is taken, to your death not yet awaken
Restless spirit wandering, come on home again

15806. Restless Wind

Restless Wind
The String Cheese Incident

As I ramble around on the outskirts of town
Visions from the past fill my mind



I remember the day that you went away
And each and every tear that I cried

Chorus:
Autumn chill cuts the air
Leaves blow through the sky
I feel your spirit everywhere
I can hear you sigh?.restless wind
I look back on the past, time has gone by so fast
Since those trips to the hills where you lived
When I was young you were always so strong
You seemed to have the world on a string

Chorus
Roots run deep 
And you ran faster than the wind
Roots run deep
I still feel all the love you send

Chorus
I turn back towards my home but I don't feel alone
Like I did when I left for the night
'Cause you're right here with me and now I can see
The spirit and the soul never die

Chorus

15807. Return Of The Grievous Angel

Lucinda Williams - Return of the Grievious Angel
Emmylou Harris

Won't you scratch my itch sweet Annie Rich 
And welcome me back to town
Come out on your porch or I'll step into your parlour
And I'll tell you how it all went down

Out with the truckers and the kickers and the cowboy angels
And a good saloon in every single town
And I remember something that you once told me

And I'll be damned if it did not come true
Twenty thousand roads I went down, down, down
And they all lead me straight back home to you
'Cause I headed West to grow up with the country

Across those prairies with those waves of grain
And I saw my devil, and I saw my deep blue sea
And I thought about a calico bonnet from Cheyenne to Tennesee
We flew straight across that river bridge

Last night half past two
The switchman waved his lantern goodbye and good day as we



Went rolling through
Billboards and truckstops pass by the grievous angel

And now I know just what I have to do
And the man on the radio won't leave me alone
He wants to take my money for something I've never been shown
And I saw my devil, and I saw my deep blue sea

And I thought about a calico bonnet from Cheyenne to Tennesee
The news I could bring I met up with the king
On his head an amphetamine crown
He talked about unbuckling that old bible belt

And headed out for some desert town
Out with the truckers and the kickers and the cowboy angels
And a good saloon in every single town
And I remember something that you once told me

And I'll be damned if it did not come true
Twenty thousand roads I went down down down
And they all lead me straight back home to you
Twenty thousand roads I went down down down

And they all lead me straight back home to you

15808. Return Of The Grievous Angel - Chords

Return Of The Grievious Angel
Lucinda Williams 
by Gram Parsons & Thomas O Brown

G                               C     G
Won't you scratch my itch sweet Annie Rich 
G              D7      G
And welcome me back to town
G                              C              G
Come out on your porch or I'll step into your parlour
         A7                       D7
And I'll tell you how it all went down
G                             G7                      C
Out with the truckers and the kickers and the cowboy angels
      G              G7            C
And a good saloon in every single town
    C          D7                      G
And I remember something that you once told me
    C                 D7              G
And I'll be damned if it did not come true
C               D            G     Bm/F# Em             
Twenty thousand roads I went down, down, down
    C                D                     G
And they all lead me straight back home to you
        Bm             C       D7        G 
Cause I headed West to grow up with the country



Em                    D7                  G
Across those prairies with those waves of grain
      Bm                  C      D7        G
And I saw my devil, and I saw my deep blue sea
      C                      D7          C           D    G
And I thought about a calico bonnet from Cheyenne to Tennesee
G                            C     G
We flew straight across that river bridge
           D7        G
Last night half past two
G                               C                G      A7
The switchman waved his lantern goodbye and good day as we
             D7
Went rolling through
G                         G7                   C
Billboards and truckstops pass by the grievous angel
G                     D7             G
And now   I know just what I have to do
        Bm               C           D  G
And the man on the radio won't leave me alone
            Em                D                         G  
He wants to take my money for something I've never been shown
      Bm                  C      D         G
And I saw my devil, and I saw my deep blue sea
      C                      D           C           D    G
And I thought about a calico bonnet from Cheyenne to Tennesee
G                            C           G
The news I could bring I met up with the king
               D7          G
On his head an amphetamine crown
                                    C     G 
He talked about unbuckling that old bible belt
    A7                         D7                         
And headed out for some desert town
G                             G7                      C     
Out with the truckers and the kickers and the cowboy angels
      G                           C
And a good saloon in every single town
    C          D                       G
And I remember something that you once told me
    C                 D               G
And I'll be damned if it did not come true
C               D            G     Bm/F# Em             
Twenty thousand roads I went down  down  down
    C                D                     G
And they all lead me straight back home to you
C               D            G     Bm/F# Em       
Twenty thousand roads I went down down down
    C                D                     G
And they all lead me straight back home to you

 From "The Return Of The Grievous Angel"
 A Tribute To Gram Parsons  
 Wait And See Music (BMI) 1974



15809. Return to Me

Buddy Miller - Return to Me

Return to me oh my dear I'm so lonely
Hurry back hurry back oh my love hurry back I am yours
Return to me for my heart wants you only
Hurry home hurry home won't you please hurry home to my heart
My darling if I hurt you I'm sorry
Forgive me and please say you are mine
Return to me for my heart wants you only
Hurry back hurry home to my arms to my lips and my heart
Regresa a mi no me dejes tan solo
No me vuelvas la cara despues de que todo te di
My darling if I hurt you I'm sorry
Forgive me and please say you are minR
Return to me for my heart wants you only
Hurry back hurry homR to my arms to my lips and my heart

15810. Return To The Moon

Return to the Moon 
Keller Williams
Writer(s): MATTHEW DONALD BERNINGER, BRENT KNOPF

Scratched a ticket with a leg of a cricket
And I got triple Jesus
Cashed it in for a Siamese twin
At the family firing range
Went to bed and woke up inside another man's head
Nobody noticed
I'm so excited the senator's a fighter
Don't tell me nothing's changed

Return to the moon, I'm dying
Return to the moon, please

Bought a saltwater fish from a colorblind witch
Cause she said she loved it
Couldn't tell her the part that would break her heart
But it loved me
She said, I think you're getting too far from your family's house
To find it
You should know if you're running away and I touch you
You freeze

Return to the moon, I'm dying
Return to the moon, please
Return to the moon, I'm dying



Return to the moon, please

Don't make me wait for you at the corner of Eden Park
Don't make me wait for you at the Serpentine Wall

Wish I could have been there when you were driving away
For California
If you've got to go somewhere
Then you better go somewhere far
Did you really think I could ever go on without you?
I'm not a genius
I imagine myself being cool
In the backseat of your car

Return to the moon, I'm dying
Return to the moon, please
Return to the moon, I'm dying
Return to the moon, please

Don't make me wait for you at the corner of Eden Park
Don't make me wait for you at the Serpentine Wall

15811. Return To Windy Mountain

Return to Windy Mountain
Sideline 

[Verse 1]
Well I was born on Windy Mountain
Bramwell, West Virginia is my home
A little mining town in Mercer County
But as a boy I swore I'd never dig that coal
As a boy I swore I'd never dig that coal

[Verse 2]
At sixteen years, I hopped a freight train
Set out to seek my fortune with a song
This old guitar, my one companion
Lord, I was born to be a rollin' stone

[Chorus]
And I roam this world around from Maine to California
But I'm missin' where the treetops drape the sky
This old troubadour is longing for the hills of West Virginia
And I'll return to Windy Mountain before I die
I'll return to Windy Mountain before I die

[Verse 3]
I had a girl on Windy Mountain
With hair of gold and eyes of crystal blue
A home and family she was countin'
WhRn I hopped that train, it broke her hRart in two



[Chorus]
And I roam this world around from Maine to California
Left some pretty girls with teardrops in their eyes
But the one I truly love is back in West Virginia
So I'll return to Windy Mountain before I die
I'll return to Windy Mountain before I die

[Verse 4]
When I return to Windy Mountain
And the good Lord takes me to my final home
Bury me where the howlin' winds blow
And place these lonesome words upon my stone:

[Chorus]
"He roamed this world around from Maine to California
Now he's resting where the treetops drape the sky
An old troubadour at peace in the hills of West Virginia
He returned to Windy Mountain before he died
Now he lives on Windy Mountain up on high."

15812. Returning

Buddy Miller - Returning

This traveling on the inside
Can be a harder journey
Escaping from the dark side
Unanswered questions burning
Some parts are hard to look at
From the other end of a telescope
Beyond where it's too sad
Past to where there is no hope
Returning to the living waters
Mothers and fathers
Sons and daughters
Returning to the living waters
Just a few more miles or so
While we're talking soul to soul
Now hRre we go
TherR's still some ground to cover
While rain washes spirits clean
Just starting to discover
What life is like getting free
Close to the oasis
Where manna from heaven falls
Passing sacred places
Before I could recall



15813. Reuben And Cerise

Reuben and Cerise
Yonder Mountain String Band

Cerise was brushing her long hair gently down
It was the afternoon of Carnival
As she brushes it gently down

Reuben was strumming his painted mandolin
It was enlaid with a pretty face in jade
Played the Carnival Parade

Cerise was dressing as Pirouette in white
When a fatal vision gripped her tight
Cerise, beware tonight

Reuben, Reuben, tell me truly true
I feel afraid and I don't know why I do
Is there another girl for you

If you could see in my heart
You would know it's true
There is none, Cerise, except for you
Except for you
I swear to it on my very soul
If I lie may I fall down cold

When Reuben played on his painted mandolin
The breeze would stop and listen in
Before going its way again

Masquerade began when nightfall finally woke
Like waves against the bandstand dancers broke
To the painted mandolin

Looking out on the crowd, who is standing there?
Sweet Ruby Claire at Reuben stared
At Reuben stared
She was dressed as Pirouette in red
And her hair hung gently down

The crowd pressed round, Ruby stood as though alone
Reuben's song took on a different tone
And he played it just for her

The song that he played was the Carnival Parade
Each note cut a thread of Cerise's fate
It cut through like a blade

Reuben was playing his painted mandolin
When Ruby froze and turned to stone
For the strings played all alone

If you could see in my heart
You would know it's true
There is none, Cerise, except for you



Except for you

The voice of Cerise from the face of the mandolin
Singing Reuben, Reuben, tell me true
For I have no one but you

If you could see my heart
You would know it's true
There is none, Cerise, except for you
Except for you
I swear to it on my very soul
If I lie, may I fall down cold

Ahoy, old ferryman, riverboat of Charon ride
Please take sweet Cerise to the other side
For my dear Cerise has died

The truth of love an unsung song must tell
The course of love must follow blind
Without a look behind

Reuben walked the streets of New Orleans till dawn
Cerise so lightly in his arms
And her hair hung gently down

15814. Reuben James

Reuben James - Lester Flatt

Reuben James, in my song you'll live again
In the phrases that I write
In the footsteps out of sight
For the time that I knew you, Reuben James

Ruben James, all the folks around
Midson County cursed your name
Just a no count share cropping colored man
Steal anything he can
Everybody layed the blame on Rueben James

Rueben James, use to walk the furred fields of my mind
Raded shirt and weathered brow
Callosed hands upon the plow
Loved yuo then and I loved you now, Ruben James

Reuben James, with your mind on the soul
And the Bible in your right hand
So trun the other cheek, there's a better
World waiting fot the meek
In my mind these words remain from Rueben James

* Refrain



Reuben James, one dark cloudy day they
Brought you from the field
Until your lonely pine box came
Just the preacher me and the rain
Just to sing one last refrain for Reuben James

* Refrain

15815. Reuben's Train

The Lonesome Sisters - Reuben's Train 

Oh Reuben's coming down the track and he's got his throttle back
and the rails are a carryin' him from home
If the boiler don't bust cause it's eat up with rust
I'll soon be a long way from home

If you don't believe I'm gone, look at the train I'm on
you can hear the whistle blow a thousand miles
I'm going down the track I ain't never coming back
and I'll never get no letter from my home

Well the train run so fast 'til I knowed it couldn't last
for the wheels was a burnin' up the rail
Old Reuben had a wreck and it broke old Reuben's neck
but it never hurt no hair on my head.

I got myself a blade, laid Reuben in the shade
I'm starting me a graveyard of my own
Oh me, oh my, I'm starting me a graveyard of my own

15816. Reuben's Train

Reuben's Train 
The Tillers

Old Reuben made a train, and he put it on the track
He run it to the Lord knows where.

Refrain:Oh me, oh my, he run it to the Lord knows where

You oughta been in town, to see old Reuben's train go down
You could hear the whistle blow a hundred miles

I've been to the East, and I've been to the West
I'm going where these chilly winds don't blow

Last night I laid in jail, had no money for to go my bail
Lord how it sleeted and it snowed



I got myself a blade, laid ol' Reuben in the shade
I'm startin' me a graveyard of my own

15817. Reubens Train - Chords

Reubens Train 
The Dillards
 
[Intro]
N.C.
You could hear the whistle blow 100 miles
 
[Verse 1]
F
Ol Reuben made a train and he put it on a track
F                C          F
He ran it to the Lord knows where
F                                       C        F
Oh me, oh my you could hear the whistle blow 100 miles
 
 
[Verse 2]
F
You' orta been up town when Reuben's train came down
F                           C        F
You could hear that whistle blow 100 miles
F                                       C        F
Oh me, oh my you could hear the whistle blow 100 miles
 
 
{Verse 3]
F
I've been to the East, I've been to the West
F                   C                  F
I'm going where the chilly winds don't blow
F                                       C        F
Oh me, oh my you could hear the whistle blow 100 miles
 
 
[Outro]
F
Ol Reuben made a train & he put it on a track
F                C
He ran it to the Lord knows where
F                                       C        F
Oh me, oh my you could hear the whistle blow 100 miles
F                                       C        F
Oh me, oh my you could hear the whistle blow 100 miles
F                                       C        F
Oh me, oh my you could hear the whistle blow 100 miles



15818. Reunion In Heaven

Reunion In Heaven
Flatt & Scruggs

So often down here we'll have a reunion
Our loved ones and friends will be gathered around
Some faces are missed. They have gone home to heaven
They will be there with Jesus 'til the trumpet shall sound

What a wonderful time we'll have up in Glory
With our blessed Redeemer forever we'll see
And a crown he will give on that great judgment morning
What a happy reunion in Heaven will be

No crepes on the doors in that beautiful city
No sorrow or pain never more ever there
But a body we'll have in the Saviour's own likeness
And a mansion Jesus said he'd go to prepare

I am longing to sit by the banks of the river
There's rest for the ones by the evergreen trees
I am longing to look in the face of my Saviour
And my loved ones who have gone they are waiting for me

15819. Reunion Song - Chords

Reunion Song 
Ricky Skaggs

[Intro]
A  A  A  A
 
[Verse 1]
A                               E           E
Born in a manger in a stable in Bethlehem
                                           A             A
What a way to begin the incarnation of the great I am
                                                D         Bm
Placing Mary's little baby in the center of the universal plan
             E
It brings us all back together like birds of a feather,
                           A     A  A  E  A
Every boy, girl, woman and man
 
 
[Verse 2]
A                                    E              E
Satan was right at his heels when he came to Earth



                                                   A                  A
He tried to stop him one way or another, from the time of his birth.
                                                                    D            Bm
Just as when he thought he had succeeded, somethin' happened at the cross of Calvary,
              E
That turned defeat into victory,
                                                 A     A
Restoring the family, the Father, the Savior and me
 
 
[Chorus]
E                            A
And too many times we get discouraged
Bm                                  E     E
Try to fight a battle that we can't win
    A              E                D                  Bm
And too often I've found,we tend to carry our burdens around
Bm                                         E      E
But Jesus said we've got to let 'em off on him
 
 
[Instrumental]
A  E
A
D Bm
E
A
 
 
[Verse 3]
A                                 E                 E
Heaven rejoices every time a lost child comes home
                                                  A                A
Don't you know there's a place in the kingdom for those who roam
                                                        D              Bm
So if you're looking for an answer it was spoken long before the world began
             E
It brings us all back together like birds of a feather,
                           A     A
Every boy, girl, woman and man
 
 
[Chorus]
E                            A
And too many times we get discouraged
Bm                                  E     E
Try to fight a battle that we can't win
    A              E                D                  Bm
And too often I've found,we tend to carry our burdens around
Bm                                         E      E
But Jesus said we've got to let 'em off on him
 
 
[Verse 4]
A                               E           E
Born in a manger in a stable in Bethlehem
                                           A             A



What a way to begin the incarnation of the great I am
                                                D         Bm
Placing Mary's little baby in the center of the universal plan
             E
It brings us all back together like birds of a feather,
                           A
Every boy, girl, woman and man
 
It brings us all back together like birds of a feather,
                           A
Every boy, girl, woman and man
 
Outro:  A

15820. Revelator

Gillian Welch - Revelator

Darling remember from when you come to me
That I'm the pretender,
I'm not what I'm supposed to be
But who could know, if I'm a traitor?
Times the revelator, revelator.

They caught the Katy, and left me a mule to ride.
The fortune lady came along she walked beside,
But every word seemed to date her.
Times the revelator, the revelator.

Up in the morning up and on the ride.
I drive in to corning and all the spindles whine
And ever day is getting straighter.
Times the revelator the revelator

Leaving the valley and fucking out of sight
I'll go back to cali where I can sleep out every night 
And watch the waves and move the fader.
Queen of fakes and Imitators
Times the revelator.

15821. Revenooer Man

Alan Jackson - Revenooer Man 

[Johnny Paycheck}
Well I was sent to a place in North Carolina
To check up on a moonshine
Still when I got there to my suprise
I could see a little light on the hill



Well the fire was glowing and really I was knowing I was really hot on the track
But in D.C. they said it couldnt' be
But I'll be the one to bring em back
Cause I'm a revenooer man
I'm a revenooer man
I got a badage in my pocket
And a gun on my hip
And them moonshiners
Better never make a slip
Cause I'm a revenooer man
Yeah I get em if I can
Well the moon was shining bright
As I looked down the river
I noticed on the side of the hill
I can see a red light that was glowing bright
I knew it had to be a still
Well the people down the road said it wasn't far
But I better know someone
Cause when the moonshiners know I carry a star
I'll bet my bottom dollar I'll have em on the run
Cause I'm a revenooer man
Yeah I'm a revenooer man
I got a badge in my pocket
And a gun on my hip
Them moonshiners better never make a slip
Cause I'm a revenooer man
Yeah i'll get em if I can
Well when I got back the woods were bare
Must've knew I was on my way
Well I heard the branches shatter
And they started to scatter
I heard two or three of them say
It's the revenooer man
It's revenooer man
He's got a big 45 and loads to fill
Dragging and shagging to another hill
It's the revenooer man
And he'll get us if he can
Yeah I'm the revenooer man
And I'll get them if I can.

15822. Reverend

Reverend
Greensky Bluegrass

Couple beers with the reverend
Am I safe from the night?
More money to the system
Am I free from the fight?

I left myself behind in my home town
Went looking for a new place, you won't find me around



I made peace with my country
Though I never could believe
Somebody else's struggle
Is the reason that I flee

There's none that miss me, they never thought I'd go
So many things about me, nobody seems to know

[Chorus]
Can you carry more
If you leave me back?
What's left to take?
Who's lives come last?

I can find fewer reasons
Against the need to run
Than my hands to bear a burden
A weight I can't overcome

There are reasons I worry, there are answers I fear
Is there love enough to save us? Will it find us out here?

[Chorus]
I counted my fortunes
With time left to spare
My doubts all outnumbered
Regardless of what's fair

Need to find a way to carry myself through the day
Let grief lie behind me and learn to look away

[Solos]

[Chorus]

15823. Revival

Revival
Peter Rowan
New Grass Revival (1986)

I'm tired about hearin' how my life is all wrong, Oh yeah
I'm gonna take this feelin and I'm gonna put it in this song, right now
Ain't no doubt about it
I'm gonna sing and shout about it now

Chorus:
Cause we're gonna have a revival
Gonna have a revival
Everybody to the revival
Yeah, we're gonna have a revival
Yes, we're going to have a revival



 revival
A revival
 revival
Oh yeah

Well I'm tired of hearing about how my world is all wrong, oh yeah
I'm gonna take this feelin and I'm gonna put it in this song, right now
Ain't no doubt about it
I'm gonna sing and shout about it now

Chorus:

I'm tired of hearing about how my love is all wrong, oh yeah
Harmony - oh yeah
So I'm gonna take this feelin and I'm gonna put it in this song, right now
Yeah, yeah ain't no doubt about it
I'm gonna sing and shout about it right now
 now, right now

Chorus:

Add: Come along with the revival
Revival
Yes a revival
that's a revival
singin revival
playin revival
shouting revival
Yes a revival
 revival
A revival
 revival
Oh yeah
 oh yeah

15824. Revival Road

Revival Road
Chuck Ragan

Fare thee well old friends
Fare thee well we go
Burning up fuel and road
Oh but bet your stars
One day we'll return
For revival, sin and soul
Well the color of road
Is as black as the coal
The oldtimers burnt into ash
And the lines laid in gold
Lead us all the way home
We follow them as hours pass
While the diesel engine's humming like the rain



All while the rubber tires are burning up to sing
Fare thee well old friends
Fare thee well we go
Burning up fuel and road
Oh but bet your stars
One day we'll return
For revival, sin and soul
Heading down, heading south
Come south we head north
To the west where the west never won
Chasing lonesome whistle bells
And iron to falling suns
While the diesel engine's burning like a train
In that old familiar Norfolk southern way
Fare thee well old friends
Fare thee well we go
Burning up fuel and road
Oh but bet your stars
One day we'll return
For revival, sin and soul
For revival, sin and soul
So long......
Fare thee well old friends
Fare thee well we go
Burning up fuel and road
Oh but bet your stars
One day we'll return
For revival, sin and soul
For revival, sin and soul

15825. Revolution

Donna the Buffalo - Revolution

Tell me have, have you seen the revolution
Could it be seeds growing inside of you
Let your heart and this peace be the solution
Take the love that you have
And pass it from side to side

15826. Revolution

John Butler - Revolution - live at red rocks, co/2010

So tell me family, now what do you think?
Watch it all go down the great big sink
Watch how the scum it rises to the top
Don't you wonder when it's all gonna stop?
Sometimes I wonder how we do sleep



Serving the dodgy companies we keep
All kicking and scrounging for the very first place
Dictionary definition of a rat race
Pay off those losers we elect to lead
Stealing from the mouths that we're meant to feed
Enslaving the very clothes upon my back
I feel the sting but I hear no crack, no crack, I'm sayin'
Running through the fire, running through the flame
Running through the hatred, pushing through the blame
Running through the hopelessness and shame
Revolution already underway
Big heavy pirates man digging those holes
Messing with something that they can't control
Trespassing lands where they don't belong
All I hear is screaming whee, there once were songs
I got my brothers there fighting those wars
Fighting over scraps and scraping their sores
Under a blanket of a fire and pride
That can't keep us warm for the cold inside, inside, I'm saying
Running through the fire, running through the flame
Running through the hatred, pushing through the blame
Running through the hopelessness and shame
Revolution already underway
So tell me when you think we're gonna rise?
Wake from this slumber wipe the tears from our eyes?
Yes from this nightmare yes I must now wake
Open my fist my destiny I take
Good people sick and tired of being pushed around
We call them kings but I see no crown
Tell me when you think we'll just stand up?
Say enough is enough is enough, enough, I'm saying
Running through the fire, running through the flame
Running through the hatred, pushing through the blame
Running through the hopelessness and shame
Revolution already underway
Take back your feet, take back your hands
Take back your words take back your land
Take back your heart, take back your pride
Don't got to run, don't got to hide
Revolution

15827. Rex's Blues/Ft. Worth Blues

Steve Earle - Rex's Blues/Ft. Worth Blues

Ride the blue wind high and free
She'll lead you down through misery
Leave you low, come time to go
Alone and low as low can be
If I had a nickel I'd find a game
If I won a dollar I'd make it rain
If it rained an ocean I'd drink it dry
And lay me down dissatisfied



Legs to walk and thoughts to fly
Eyes to laugh and lips to cry
A restless tongue to classify
All born to grow and grown to die
So tell my baby I said so long
Tell my mother I did no wrong
Tell my brother to watch his own
And tell my friends to mourn me none
I'm chained upon the face of time
Feelin' full of foolish rhyme
There ain't no dark till something shines
I'm bound to leave this dark behind
Ride the blue wind high and free
She'll lead you down through misery
Leave you low, come time to go
Alone and low as low can be

15828. Reynadine

Rhiannon Giddens - Reynadine
Carolina Chocolate Drops

[Verse: Rhiannon Giddens]
One evening, as I rambled amongst the springing thyme
I overheard a young woman conversing with Reynadine
Her hair was black and her eyes were blue, her lips as red as wine
And he smiled as he gazed upon her, did that sly, bold Reynadine
She said, "Young man, be civil, my company forsake
For my to good opinion, I fear you are a rake"
He said, "My dear, I am no rake, brought up in Venus train
But, I'm searching from concealment from the judges' men"
Her ruby lips, her rosy cheeks, they lost their former dye
And she fell into his arms there all on the mountain thyme
They hadn't kissed but once or twice till she came to again
And so gently, she asked him, "Pray tell to me your name"
He said, "If by chance you look for me, I fear you'll not me find
I'll be in my castle, inquire for Reynadine"
Day and night and night and day she followed him, his teeth did shine
And he lead her o'er the mountain, did that sly bold Reynadine
One evening, as I rambled amongst the springing thyme
I overheard a young woman conversing with Reynadine

15829. Rhonda's Last Ride - Chords

Rhonda's Last Ride - Darrell Scott

INTRO C Em D

G                                   C



SHE WAS FOUND IN HER BEDROOM WITH A NOTE ON THE WALL
       Em         Bm                 G             C
SAYING TAKE ME OR LEAVE ME; IT DON'T MATTER NOW AT ALL
G                                        C
HER PASSING MADE THE PAPERS THOUGH THERE WEREN T MUCH TO SAY
       Em          Bm              G       C
JUST A GIRL OF THE NIGHT TAKES HER LIFE AT MIDDAY

SHE WAS FOND OF THE LADIES AND GOOD TO THE MEN
AND SHE COULD TAKE YOU ABOUT ANYWHERE YOU D NEVER BEEN
THOUGH I NEVER TOUCHED HER WE D WALKED EVERYDAY
HEADING WEST DOWN SUNSET TALKING OUR LIVES AWAY

CHORUS
D                                  C                 G
SAID SHE COULD WALK ON THE WATER-, BED SHOOT OUT THE LIGHTS
D                         C                 G
TAKE YOU UP TO THE LIMIT, PUSH YOU OVER THE LINE
            D                       C           Em  D 
SAID IF YOU WANNA SEE GOD, BROTHER, CLOSE YOUR EYES
C              Em            D
THIS ONE S FOR RHONDA S LAST RIDE

THERE S A TOWN IN NEVADA, JUST ACROSS THE STATE LINE
WHERE RHONDA GREW UP AHEAD OF HER TIME
WHY, IF I HAD TO SAY, IT'S HER DADDY TO BLAME
OLD DESERT RAT CODY SET HER CHILDHOOD TO FLAME

AND THERE WERE GI'S AND TRUCKERS AND GHOSTS OF THE ROAD
ON THEIR WAY UP TO VEGAS, THEY D LIGHTEN THEIR LOAD
THERE WAS MANY A LOVER, BUT NARY COMPLAINED
AND IT WAS MANY A MAN WHO WOULD CALL OUT HER NAME

CHORUS

I M NOT HERE TO TELL YOU SHE DIED OUT OF SHAME
IN HER LAST CHOSEN MOMENTS, HER LIPS CURSED NO NAME
NOT CODY, NOR JESUS, NOT A CRY OUT FOR LOVE
SHE TOLD ME TO TELL YOU THAT LEAVIN'S ENOUGH

CHORUS

15830. Rhubarb Pie

Rhubarb Pie
John Foggerty
Kathy Boyd

(Chorus)
E
Rhubarb Pie Rhubarb Pie
B7 E
It might rain tomorrow Better get some before I die



Chorus

A
Save your lemons
 E
Get  em up in the tree
B7
Save your peaches
 E
They really don't get to me
A
Talk about somethin' sure gonna 
 E
make me shout
(tacit)
Go on get some rhubarb pie
That's what it's all about

Chorus

Hey little mama can I walk with you
Got a hole in my pocket
Another one in my shoe
Pies in the kitchen settin'
out the window sill
Talk about make my eyes bug out
Lord they surely will

Chorus

Hey little mama can I walk you home
Ain't had no lovin' 
since my use-t gal been gone
Come on in the kitchen
Lord I wish you would
Roll my eyes and shut my mouth
This rhubarb sure is good

chorus

15831. Rhumba Girl

Dolly Parton - Rhumba Girl 
Writer Jesse Winchester

I'm the same old girl that I used to be
I haven't changed at all
I got the same old walk and the same old talk
That would run you up the wall
The same old face and the same old smile and
The same old baby blues
And I'm still doing the rhumba, baby



So I'm still the girl for you
I'm still doing the rhumba baby
I can't seem to quit
If my mama catches us doing the rhumba
Mama would just pitch a fit
But I can't help myself, it's much bigger than me
If I were you, I'd hang onto a rhumba girl like me
There's lots of girls on the floor tonight
With a lot slicker steps than me
The boogaloo and the funky broadway
Are such a pretty sight to see
My step might be old fashioned
But it's just fine with me
I got a couple of rhumba steps
You might like to see
I'm still doing the rhumba baby
I can't seem to quit
If my mama catches us doing the rhumba
Mama would just pitch a fit
But I can't help myself, it's much bigger than me
If I were you, I'd hang onto a rhumba girl like me

15832. Rhythm Guitar

Emmylou Harris - Rhythm Guitar

Well she played around town 'til she opened the show
For a high-rollin' singer up from Tupelo
He saw her in the lights and he give her a hand
Next thing Sally knew she was one of the band

She said "don't give me nothin' that I can't use
I got the rhythm and I do don't need the blues
I don't want to ride no shootin' star
Just want to play on the rhythm guitar"

She was the sweetest thing that he ever had seen
And he'd had quite a few of them backstage queens
She was the prettiest thing that he ever had heard
Playin' rhythm guitar and singin' the third

She said "don't give me nothin' that I can't use
I got the rhythm and I do don't need the blues
I don't want to ride no shootin' star
Just want to play on the rhythm guitar"

Well Sally keeps her feet planted on the ground
She don't lose her head when the sun goes down
Everybody's out lookin' for romance
But Sally just wants to get the people to dance

She said "don't give me nothin' that I can't use
I got the rhythm and I do don't need the blues



I don't want to ride no shootin' star
Just want to play on the rhythm guitar"

She said "don't give me nothin' that I can't use
I got the rhythm and I do don't need the blues
I don't want to ride no shootin' star
Just want to play on the rhythm guitar"

15833. Rhythm Of The Rails

Alan Bibey & Grasstowne - Rhythm of the Rails

Vs1
I GREW UP LISTENING TO THE RUMBLE OF A TRAIN 
I STILL HEAR THE WHISTLE BLOWING LONESOME IN MY BRAIN 
CALL ME A RAMBLER BUT THE HIGHWAY AIN'T MY HOME 
SHOW ME A BOXCAR LET ME REST MY WEARY BONES

Chorus 
I CAN HEAR THE ENGINE WHINE. 
AND THE RUSTY WHEELS RATTLE DOWN THE LINE 
HEAR THAT WHISTLE MOAN AND WAIL 
SEE THE BOXCARS DANCING IN MY MIND TO THE RHYTHM OF THE RAILS

Vs2
STEAM ENGINE PULLING BLACK SMOKE POURING FROM THE STACK 
GONE LIKE THE LOVER THAT AIN'T NEVER COMING BACK 
STILL SEE HER SMILING WAVING STANDING BY THE DOOR 
DOWN AT THE STATION THAT AIN'T EVEN THERE NO MORE

Chorus

15834. Rhythm Of The Rain

Jerry Jeff Walker - Rhythm of the Rain

Listen to the rhythm of the falling rain
Telling me just what a fool I've been
I wish that it would go and let me cry in vain
And let me be alone again

The only girl I care about has gone away
Looking for a brand new start
But little does she know that when she left that day
Along with her she took my heart

Rain please tell me now does that seem fair
For her to steal my heart away when she don't care
I can't love another when my heart's somewhere far away



The only girl I care about has gone away
Looking for a brand new start
But little does she know that when she left that day
Along with her she took my heart

Rain won't you tell her that I love her so
Please ask the sun to set her heart aglow
Rain in her heart and let the love we knew start to grow

Listen to the rhythm of the falling rain
Telling me just what a fool I've been
I wish that it would go and let me cry in vain
And let me be alone again

Oh listen to the falling rain...

15835. Rhythm Of The Road

Rhythm of the Road
By Bridget Law
Elephant Revival

The rhythm of the road
Along that river flowing
Never knowing where we're going but where we've been
And the white lines keep on winding
This road it is reminding
We may never feel the same again

Riding  round the bend of a winding red dirt trail
The sun, it softly sinks below the trees
That sweet home sense is calling as the night time begins falling
Wherever I hang my hat I'll call my home (oooh)

The rhythm of the road
Along that river flowing
Never knowing where we're going but where we've been
And the white lines keep on winding
This road it is reminding
We may never feel the same again

Rolling with the wind on a lonesome mountain rail
I feel the steel rumblin' my bones
I hear the whistle in the distance and I give up my resistance
There ain't no sense in trying to stop a train (oooh)

Travelin' by foot along the highway to freedom
When the wondrous blue sky turns to grey
I see no sign of shelter and the thunder god, I felt her
I will find my peace, for I will make my way through

The rhythm of the road



Along that river flowing
Never knowing where we're going but where we've been
And the white lines keep on winding
This road it is reminding
We may never feel the same again

15836. Rhythm Of The Road

Rhythm of the Road
String Cheese Incident

Driving down the highway miles from home
It's been that way since the day we started to roam.
This is what we wanted, hey look what we've got.
Got to leave that little town behind and move on.

Trees line the highway as we roll down the road.
At the wheel twelve tons of steel can be quite a load.
In the distance the city lights are starting to glow.
Sit back and watch them glimmer, they're starting to grow

And the rhythm of the road
holds the answer to the questions on our minds.
I know that we can keep the faith
and things will all work out in time.

15837. Rhythm Of The Wheels

Rhonda Vincent - Rhythm Of The Wheels

Listen to rhythm of the wheels go 'round.
Hypnotic sound of the driver, on this old train.
I'd like to be in Tennessee,
But they don't want me.
I'm an outcast.
This train's my home.

I just caught the 904, don't know where she's headin' for, or been.

If I don't get caught by a railroad guard, i'll sleep
Tonight in a lumber yard in the next old town she pulls in.

Listen to rhythm of the wheels go 'round.
Hypnotic sound of the driver, on this old train.
I'd like to be in Tennessee,
But they don't want me.
I'm an outcast.
This train's my home.



It's always from town to town.
I really wanna settle down somewhere.
New Orleans to Birmingham,
Or out here in this midwest town
Where I am right now.

Listen to rhythm of the wheels go 'round.
Hypnotic sound of the driver, on this old train.
I'd like to be in Tennessee,
But they don't want me.
I'm an outcast.
This train's my home.

It's always from town to town.
I really wanna settle down somewhere.
New Orleans to Birmingham,
Or out here in this midwest town
Where I am right now.

Listen to rhythm of the wheels go 'round.
Hypnotic sound of the driver, on this old train.
I'd like to be in Tennessee,
But they don't want me.
I'm an outcast.
This train's my home.

Wheels go 'round, hypnotic sound,
In Tennessee.
They don't want me, this train's my home.

15838. Ribbon In Your Hair

Tim O'Brien - Ribbon In Your Hair

Strollin' on the strand one day
Back in the fall of '49
The sun was sinkin' in the west
When somethin' caught my eye
And through the dim and misty light
I saw the ribbon in your hair
As you turned around I found true love then and there
We never even met that day
Fate kept you and I apart
And though I traveled far and wide
Your vision filled my heart
Through the dark and stormy nights
Deep inside I always knew
I'd find the path that would lead me back to you
Now as I behold your bright eyes smilin' back at me
It's as if by fate's decree that we have this love to share
You only have to take my hand
To take me back in time
To the picture in my mind



The way the twilight shined
Upon the ribbon in your hair
Now our home's a holy place
Bathed in love's abiding light
It warms my heart to hear you tell me
How it feels so right
And may all lovers be like us
And never rest until they find
The lasting love that can bring true piece of mind
Now as I behold your bright eyes smilin' back at me
It's as if by fate's decree that we have this love to share
You only have to take my hand
To take me back in time
To the picture in my mind
The way the twilight shined
Upon the ribbon in your hair

15839. Ribbon Of Darkness

Marty Robbins - Ribbon of darkness
Composer: Gordon Lightfoot

Ribbon of darkness over me
Since my true love walked out the door
Tears I never had before
Ribbon of darkness over me

Clouds are gathering over my head
That kill the day and hide the sun
That shroud the night when day is done
Ribbon of darkness over me

Rain is falling on the meadow
Where once my love and I did lie
Now she is gone from the meadow
My love goodbye

Ribbon of darkness over me
Where once the world was young as spring
Where flowers did bloom and birds would sing
Ribbon of darkness over me

In this cold room lying
Don't want to see no one but you
Lord, I wish I could be dying
To forget you

How I wish your old heart could see
How mine just takes and breaks all day
Come on back and take away
Ribbon of darkness over me

Come on back and take away



Ribbon of darkness over me

15840. Rich Girl

Rich Girl
Lake Street Dive
Cris Jacobs

[Chorus]
You're a rich girl, and you've gone too far
'Cause you know it don't matter anyway
You can rely on the old man's money
You can rely on the old man, honey
It's a bitch, girl, but you're gone too far
'Cause you know it don't matter anyway
Say money, but it won't get you too far
Get you too far

[Verse 1]
And don't you know
Don't you know, yeah
That it's wrong to take what is given you?
So far gone, on your own, yeah
You can get along if you try to be strong
But you'll never be strong

[Chorus]
Oh, you're a rich girl, and you've gone too far
'Cause you know it don't matter anyway
You can rely on the old man's money
You can rely on the old man, honey
It's a bitch, girl, and you've gone too far
'Cause you know it don't matter anyway
Oh, say money, but it won't get you too far
Get you too far

(Rich girl
Rich girl
Rich girl
Rich girl
Rich girl)

[Verse 2]
High and dry and out of the rain, yeah
Oh, it's so easy to hurt others when you can't feel pain
And don't you know that a love can't grow
'Cause there's too much to give, 'cause you'd rather live
For the thrill of it all, oh

[Chorus]
You're a rich girl (rich girl), and you've gone too far
'Cause you know it don't matter anyway (rich girl)
You can rely on the old man's money



You can rely on the old man, honey
It's a bitch, girl (bitch, girl), but you've gone too far
'Cause you know it don't matter anyway (bitch, girl)

Say money, but it won't get you too far
Say money, but it won't get you too far
Say money, but it won't get you too far
Get you too far

And you say
You can rely on the old man's money
You can rely on the old man, honey

[Outro]
You're a rich girl (a rich girl), a rich girl
You're a rich girl, yeah, oh, no
You're a rich girl, yeah
You're, oh oh oh oh, yeah
You're a rich girl (rich girl), and you've gone too far
'Cause you know it don't matter anyway
Well, you can rely on the old man's money
You can rely on the old man's money
You're a rich girl (rich girl), you're a rich girl
Oh, you're a rich bitch girl, yeah, yeah
Oh oh, you're a rich girl, and you're gone
Yeah

15841. Rich Little Girls

Sturgill Simpson - Rich Little Girls

[Verse 1]
Rich little girls are cute and funny
Rich little girls spend Daddy's money
Everything's always pretty and sunny
In their perfect world
I'm out workin' my fingers to the bone
Hopin' this car keeps hangin' on
And there ain't no bank just handin' out loans
To a workin' girl

[Chorus]
Nine to five, honey, I wish
More like 24/7
The only days off that I'm gonna get
Are when I get to Heaven

[Verse 2]
Rich little girls have rich little friends
They ride around town in their Rovers and their Benz
Doin' cocaine, the party never Rnds
In their perfect world
WhilR they're all stayin' out all night long



I'm clockin' in at the crack of dawn
It's what you gotta do to keep the lights turned on
When you're a workin' girl

[Chorus]
Nine to five, honey, I wish
More like 24/7
The only days off that I'm gonna get
Are when I get to Heaven
[Bridge]
Clink, clink, they drink champagne
Another hundred dollars ain't no thing
I'm diggin' through the cushions for a little bit of change
To put a little gas in the tank

[Verse 3]
Rich little girls smell like flowers
Posin' on their phones for hours and hours
They got all the money so they got all the power
In their perfect world
Well, everybody plays with the cards they're dealt
Everybody's gotta work it out for theirself
And I wouldn't wanna be anybody else
But a workin' girl

[Chorus]
Nine to five, honey, I wish
More like 24/7
The only days off that I'm gonna get
Are when I get to Heaven
Nine to five, honey, I wish
More like 24/7
The only days off that I'm gonna get
Are when I get to Heaven

15842. Rich Man

Little Big Town - Rich Man

[Verse 1]
Yeah, I'm a rich man
Without a lick of money
A better-than-blessed man
Had all I ever wanted
I got everything I need
Got love and a family

[Verse 2]
I'm a hardworkin' man
You plant a seed and sow it
A Sunday-go-to-church man
I need help and know it
God's been good to me



Better than He had to be

[Chorus]
Yeah, in my soul, one thing I know
I ain't lookin' for a pot of gold
That ain't what this life means to me
I keep my head up high, feet on the ground
Love the ones I'm living 'round
Life is just that simple to me
Yeah, I'm a rich man

[Verse 3]
I'm gonna tell the truth, man
Just like my mama preached it
I'm a red-white-and-blue man
My daddy fought to free it
And man, I still believR (I still believe)
In thR "Land of the Free"

[Chorus]
Yeah, in my soul, one thing I know
I ain't lookin' for a pot of gold
That ain't what this life means to me
I keep my head up high, feet on the ground
Love the ones I'm livin' 'round
Life is just that simple to me
Yeah, I'm a rich man
(Yeah, I'm a rich man)

[Outro]
Yeah, I'm a rich man
Without a lick of money
A better-than-blessed man
Had all I ever wanted
I got everything I need
I got everything I need
Got love and a family

15843. Rich Man Am I - Chords

Rich Man Am I
Recorded by Hank Snow
Written by Lowell Lundstrom

G                      D7          G
I found something that money can't buy
                    D7              G
I found a goldmine beyond the blue sky
                          C           G
I found a land where I'll live when I die
                    D7          G
I found the Lord a rich man am I
                        D7           G



I found the love that's too sweet to tell
                        D7         G
I found a faith that's no wishing well
                         C           G
I found a life that I'll live till I die
                    D7          G
I found the Lord a rich man am I
D7         C            G
People may say that I'm dreaming a bit
      D7          C               G
But I like what I believe and I'm not gonna quit
    D7        C            G
The Book told me that I'll live when I die
                   D7          G
I found the Lord a rich man am I
                       D7           G
I found a dream that's sure to come true
                          D7           G
I found a rainbow that's never turned blue
                     C             G
I found a land where teardrops are dry
                    D7          G
I found the Lord a rich man am I
                   D7         G
I found a song the angels can sing
                     D7        G
I found a way to be rich as a king
                         C           G
I found a love that will burn till I die
                   D7          G
I found the Lord a rich man am I

repeat #3

                   D7          G
I found the Lord a rich man am I

15844. Rich Man Spiritual - Chords

Rich Man Spiritual
By Gordon Lightfoot

Inst... [C] [Em] [F] [G] [C] [Em] [F] [G]

[C]Gonna buy me a [Em]long white robe [F]yes Lord to [G]get me home
[C]Gonna buy me a [Em]long white robe [F]yes Lord to [G]get me home
And when I [C]get my heavenly [C7]gown & I [F]lay my burdens [Ab]down
I'm gonna [C]get me a [A]long white [D]robe to [G]get me [C]home [F] [G7]

Gonna buy me two golden slippers yes Lord to get me home
Gonna buy me two golden slippers yes Lord to walk me home
And when I get my slippers of gold then the Lord will have my soul
I'm gonna get me two golden slippers to get me home



Gonna buy me two wings of silver yes Lord to get me home
Gonna buy me two wings of silver yes Lord to fly me home
And when I get my silvery wings then an angel choir will sing
I'm gonna get me two wings of silver to get me home

Gonna buy me a poor man's trouble Yes Lord to help me home
Gonna buy me a poor man's trouble Yes Lord to help me home
And when I get my trouble & woe then homeward I will go
I'm gonna get a little trouble & woe to get me home

Gonna get me a smiling angel yes Lord to lead me home
Gonna get me a smiling angel yes Lord to lead me home
And when He takes me buy the hand I know the Lord will understand
I'm gonna get me a smiling angel to get me home

[G7]I'm gonna [C]get me a [A]smiling [D]angel to [G]get me [C]home
[Am][Dm7][G7][C]

15845. Rich Man's War

Steve Earle - Rich Man's War

[Verse]
Jimmy joined the Army because he had no place to go
There ain't nobody hiring here since all the jobs went down to Mexico
Reckon that he'd learn himself a trade, maybe see the world
Move to the city someday and marry a black-haired girl
Somebody somewhere had another plan
Now he's got a rifle in his hand
Rollin' into Baghdad, wondering how he got this far
Just another poor boy off to fight a rich man's war

[Verse]
Bobby had an eagle and a flag tattooed on his arm
Red, white, and blue to the bone
when he landed in Kandahar
Left behind a pretty young wife and a baby girl
A stack of overdue bills and went off to save the world
It's been a year now and he's still there
Chasing ghosts in thin, dry air
Meanwhile back at home,
finance company took his car
He's just another poor boy off to fight a rich man's war

[Bridge]
Ah when will we ever learn?
When will we ever see?
Stand up and take our turn
From telling ourselves we're free



15846. Rich Man's War - Chords

Rich Man's War
Steve Earl - Rich Man's War

Capo 2

D                               A               D 
Jimmy joined the army  cause he had no place to go
      D                                                               Em
There ain't nobody hirin'  round here since all the jobs went down to Mexico
G                                                      A
Reckoned that he'd learn himself a trade maybe see the world
G                                    A
Move to the city someday and marry a black haired girl
G                       D          
Somebody somewhere had another plan
G                    D
Now he's got a rifle in his hand
D                    A                         Bm   G
Rollin' into Baghdad wonderin' how he got this far
D                     A                         D     
Just another poor boy off to fight a rich man's war

Bobby had an eagle and a flag tattooed on his arm
Red white and blue to the bone when he landed in Kandahar
Left behind a pretty young wife and a baby girl
A stack of overdue bills and went off to save the world
Been a year now and he's still there
Chasin' ghosts in the thin dry air
Meanwhile back at home the finance company took his car
Just another poor boy off to fight a rich man's war

Bride:
Bm           G
When will we ever learn
D            A
When will we ever see
Bm              G
We stand up and take our turn
D              A
And tellin' ourselves we're free

Ali was the second son of a second son
Grew up in Gaza throwing bottles and rocks when the tanks would come
Ain't nothin' else to do around here just a game children play
Somethin'  bout livin' in fear all your life makes you hard that way
He answered when he got the call
Wrapped himself in death and praised Allah
A fat man in a new Mercedes drove him to the door
Just another poor boy off to fight a rich man's war



15847. Rich Poor

Trampled By Turtles - Rich/Poor

[Verse 1]
You keep your ear so close to the ground
Well your prophet speaks and there's no one around
And it's a grand old time for broken glass
And it's all we ever need

[Verse 2]
You dig them holes and never find a dime
You can't pretend it's not a waste of time
And the payphones ring 'til you burn 'em down
It's my kind of town
La la la, la la la, la la la
La la la, la la la, la la la
(La la la, la la la, la la la)

[Verse 3]
You lie before the change of pace
When you're set dead last in a wasted race
And it's the cold hard facts that'll bring me to tears
That's the way it goes
La la la, la la la, la la la
La la la, la la la, la la la
(La la la, la la la, la la la)

15848. Rich Woman

Alison Krauss - Rich Woman

I got a woman with plenty of money
She got the money and I got the honey
Called my baby late last night
She told me daddy everything was all right

She got the money and I got the honey
She got the money and I got the honey
She got the money and I got the honey

I don't have to worry about her she's real fine
I know my baby and she's all mine
She give me a Cadillac, a diamond ring
She told me daddy don't you worry bout a thing

She got the money and I got the honey
She got the money and I got the honey
She got the money and I got the honey



She's all mine and I'm so glad
She's the best woman that I ever had
She's all mine and I'm so glad
She's all mine and I'm so glad
She's all mine and I'm so glad

Ah, stop your train
Ah mama stop your train

15849. Richest Man

Richest Man
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Richest man in the graveyard
Got a big ol' house and a big ol' yard
Trophy wife and a bunch of cars
And a nice portfolio
Richest man in the graveyard
Worked real hard, came home late
Two kids in bed, cold dinner plate
Said, "Some day I'll slow down."
Some day rolled around

[Chorus]
A hundred dollar bill folds in half just like a ten
A fiddle plays "Amazing Grace" just like a violin
And you could get there in an old truck or new Mercedes-Benz
But we're all goin' out the same way that we came in
We're all goin' out thÐµ same way that we came in

[Verse 2]
Richest man in the graveyard
Got a big ol' marble headstone
Bunch of nice words chiseled on
He's a-lyin' right beside
The poorest man in the graveyard
In a box that still ain't paid for
Bet they hang out after dark
And pretend to drink a beer
Sayin', "How'd we end up here?"

[Chorus]
A hundred dollar bill folds in half just like a ten
A fiddle plays "Amazing Grace" just like a violin
And you could get there in an old truck or new Mercedes-Benz
But we're all goin' out the same way that we came in
We're all goin' out the same way that we came in

[Bridge]
With nothin'



So why in the world are we always worried about nothin'
For nothin'?

[Chorus]
A hundred dollar bill folds in half just like a ten
A fiddle plays "Amazing Grace" just like a violin
And you could get there in an old truck or new Mercedes-Benz
But we're all goin' out the same way that we came in
We're all goin' out the same way that we came in

15850. Richest Man In The World - Chords

Richest Man In The World
Eddy Arnold

Banjo tuned E, Capo 2 Key D(5th string F#)

 D G G
I got a humpack mule a plow and a tater patch
 A D
Eggs that are gonna hatch someday
 G D
I got my Lord above and a good girl to love me
 G D
I'm the richest man in the world
 D G D
Thank you thank you Lord above for smiling down on me
 A 
I'm richer now than any man has any right to be
D G D G D
Health and love and happiness have been my cup of tea
 E7 A D
The richest man in all creation surely it is me
 D G D
I got a humpack mule a plow and a tater patch...
 E7 A
I've got water in my well and heaven in my heart
 D G D
I have a perfect woman I can trust when we're apart
 G D A 
Cash enough to see a show and eat out now and then
 D G D A D
A roof a bed a fishing pole and folks who call me friend
 D G D
I got a humpack mule a plow and a tater patch...
 A D
Eggs that are gonna hatch someday
 G D A 
I don't have much bank account my cash on hand is small
 D G D A
But tell me what are riches but contentment after all
 D G D
Other folks may think I'm poor but I know it's not so



 D A D
Cause when I count my blessings I'm the richest man I know

I got a humpack mule a plow and a tater patch...

Now the rich folks talk about the grub they eat
Now I've got all those rich folks beat
Cause I've got a field of yellow yams
And a smokehouse filled with country hams
Talk to me about caviar
They ain't nothing but fish eggs packed in a jar
I got a whole pond of big round trout
Fish eggs what are they talking about
Hey I got no fancy swimming pool but the creek in the woods
Is deep and cool I'm a lucky man I'm a lucky fool
I'm wealthy I'm wealthy
I got a humpack mule a plow and a tater patch...
I got a humpack mule a plow and a tater patch...

15851. Richmond

Kane's River - Richmond
Album: Same River Twice

My dearest mother, i know it's been years
since i wrote you a letter to quiet your fears
for the fate of your son on the lawless frontier
and to ask if you're well there in richmond
When i came west at the end of the war
a man could get wealthy digging for ore
so i worked on a mining claim two years and four
but i never got much for my trouble
Tell the girls of the county to pin up their hair
start making the pretty gowns they want to wear
to the ball that we'll throw just as soon as i'm there
for i want to come back home to richmond
I started back home when my money ran short
so i stopped in dakota at a calvary fort
i'm employed as a muleskinner and i report
to custer of the 7th division
We march in the morning on the cheyenne and sioux but we won't be out long, a month may
be two
and upon our return i will come back to you
and the beautiful hills around richmond
So tell the girls of the county to pin up their hair
start making the pretty gowns they want to wear
to the ball that we'll throw just as soon as i'm there
for i want to come back home to richmond
To the ball that we'll throw just as soon as i'm there
for i want to come back home to richmond



15852. Richmond Blues

Richmond Blues

Honey, all night long
baby all night long
Got the Richmond blues
baby all night long

I'm going to the depot
look upon the board
If the train ain't here
it's somewhere on the road

If I'd a-minded
what mama said
I could-a been sleeping
in mama's bed

Me being young
and foolish too
I left my home
on account of you

I'd rather be dead
and in my grave
Than be in this town
treated this a-way

Ain't got no woman
ain't got no kin
Ain't got nobody
to be bothered with

So if I live
and don't get killed
Gonna make my home
in Louisville

15853. Riddle Of The Universe

Donna the Buffalo - Riddle of the Universe

It was once thought that the world was flat
It is now thought that the world is round
Everyone sees that sprinkling poison kills this flower
But what of the magic that causes this flower to be
Blues, greens, shades of demise, circle of surprise
We are born, then die



Thinking, thinking, feeling, smelling
Forever swimming in the middle, it's a question then a riddle
So as I lay down, totally immersed in the riddle of the universe
The unknown still far outweighs what we can be sure about these days

So we will amass all of these unknowns and label them spirit
We will take all the essence and the magic connection and call them love
And we will mix them in a pot with experience
And put them in my heart to bake at 98.6 degrees
And so I go walking, deciding, colliding
Searching from moment to moment 
Urging this bell to ring
For it makes me happy when causes are to sing

Chorus:
As I lay here gently sleeping
Love has caused spring to burst 
the world is turning softly
In the riddle of the universe

As I raise my hand in destruction
As I raise my hand in tender caress
As I raise my hands to sounds in the darkness
It's with an understanding that I do not fully possess
So let's start this religion with a question
Let's start with the dreams we may have left behind
Let's build a fortress of love by the river
With all of the happiness that we can find

15854. Riddle Song

Riddle Song

I gave my love a cherry that had no stone
I gave my love a chicken that had no bone
I told my love a story that had no end
I gave my love a baby that's no cry- in'

How can there be a cherry that has no stone
How can there be a chicken that had no bone
How can there be a story that has no end
How can there be a baby that's no cryin'

A cherry when it's blooming, it has no stone
A chicken when it's pipin', it has no bone
The story that I love you, it has no end
A baby when it's sleeping, it's no cryin'



15855. Ride

Ride
(Robert Earl Keen/Bill Whitbeck)

One day after twenty-five years
Head of service at the local Sears
Helen Walker put her pencil down and walked away
And all they found was a little note
'Adios' was all she wrote
But as she left, someone heard her say

"Gonna buy me a ticket to the end of the line
Wanna feel the air, breathe the countryside
As long as those wheels keep rollin', I'll be satisfied
Gonna ride, ride, ride"

Saturday night I was down at Joe's
He was moppin' up gettin' ready to close
He sat down and poured me one last brew
And he said to me with a sideways glance
"If I ever get the chance
I'm gonna sell this joint, and this is what I'll do"

"Gonna buy me a ticket to the end of the line
Wanna feel the air, breathe the countryside
As long as those wheels keep rollin', I'll be satisfied
Gonna ride, ride, ride"

I suppose I could stay
In this little town 'til my dying day
But in my heart I know I've gotta go
So I'm standin' at the station waitin' for the train
Don't know when I'll be back again
Mr. Engineer, won't you let your whistle blow

Got me a ticket to the end of the line
Wanna feel the air, breathe the countryside
As long as those wheels keep rollin', I'll be satisfied
Gonna ride, ride, ride

As long as those wheels keep rollin', I'll be satisfied
Gonna ride, ride, ride
Gonna ride, ride, ride

15856. Ride Away - Chords

Ride Away 
Della Mae

[Intro]
G C G D
G C G D G



 
[Verse 1]
G                        Em
Holding his helmet and a cold cigarette
C                             G               D
He tries to light a match but they're sopping wet
         G                       D
Now he's staring at the asphalt, he can taste her breath
   B                          C
He knows she gave it all till she had nothing left
            G                   D
And then he heard the words she said
        G                               Em
Yea the walls came closing in like the pinewood box
C                           G         D
that his daddy rests in an overgrown lot
G                         D
his momma left one night, daddy cried and said
B                               C
Son don't ever give your heart away
                     G      D
So when you hear her say, I love you,
 
 
[Chorus]
           G            C
just ride away, let the wind drown out
          G                         D
all those words you wish you never heard
           G               C
just ride away, lock your heart up tight
       G       D            G
as you red line that thunderbird
 
 
[Instrumental]
G Em C G D G D B C G D
 
 
[Verse 2]
          G                          Em
Now he's haulin down the road like a bullet from a gun
C                                  G             D
Rocked by all the love she had and now he has to run
    G                            D
The hairs along his neck rise he sees his mommas face
B                           C
Telling him to turn back to love is not to waste
             G         D
And it can't ever be replaced
      G                                Em
So he hauled on the handles of that hog and tried to turn
   C                             G                   D
He skidded on the ground and the world it turned and turned
G                            D
Flyin through the air in the arms of the wind
B                            C



He thought he could feel her lovin him again
          G            D
Until the darkness set in yea
 
 
[Chorus]
           G            C
just ride away, let the wind drown out
          G                         D
all those words you wish you never heard
           G               C
just ride away, lock your heart up tight
       G       D            G
as you red line that thunderbird
 
 
[Instrumental]
G Em C G D G D B C G D
 
 
[Chorus]
           G            C
just ride away, let the wind drown out
          G                         D
all those words you wish you never heard
           G               C
just ride away, lock your heart up tight
       G       D            G
as you red line that thunderbird
 
 
[Outro]
G C G D
G C G D G

15857. Ride Cowboy Ride

Nickel Creek - Ride Cowboy Ride

Up in the morning, at the break of day
You'll hear a big bearded cowboy at the chuck wagon say
Gather 'round, boys, the coffee's hot on the fire
There's a full day of branding, we're heating the iron

I want to smell that scorched hair and burning hide
The horses have grain, boys, they're ready to ride
Roll up your bed rolls and jump in your boots
Daylight is a-wastin', boys, it's out of the shoots

Come on and ride, cowboy, ride
Roll up your riatas and pull your sombreros down tight
We're going to ride, ride, ride where the trail will wind
You'd better drive, drive, drive or we'll leave you behind



Come on and ride, ride, ride, cowboy, ride

It's a beautiful morning and you've had a good rest
You ropers get ready to be at your best
Saddle them ponies and tighten the cinch
(Yahoo!)
Pull on your gloves and take your hat off the fence

We'll take the cattle to market and after they're sold
You can all let your hair down, get lazy or bold
Riding to town to find a lady or two
She'll take you by the arms and shake the dust off your boots

Come on and ride, cowboy, ride
Roll up your riatas and pull your sombreros down tight
We're going to ride, ride, ride where the trail will wind
You'd better drive, drive, drive or we'll leave you behind
Come on and ride, ride, ride, cowboy, ride

Come on and ride, cowboy, ride
Roll up your riatas and pull your sombreros down tight
We're going to ride, ride, ride where the trail will wind
You'd better drive, drive, drive or we'll leave you behind
Come on and ride, ride, ride, cowboy, ride

15858. Ride Me Down Easy

Ride Me Down Easy
(So won't you)
Seldom Scene

Ride me down easy, lord, ride me on down
Leave word in the dust where I lay
Say I'm easy to come, easy to go
I'm easy to love when I say

This old highway she's hotter than nine kind of hell
The rides, they're as scare as the rain
When you're down to your last shuck with nothing to sell
And too far away from the trains

It's been oh good month of sunday and a guitar ago
Had a tall drink of yesterday's wine
Left a long string of friends
Some sheets in the wind and some satisfied women behind

* Refrain

Put snow on the mountain
Raised hell on the hill
Locked horns with the devil himself
Been a rodeo bum,a son of the gun
And a hobo with stars in his crown



* Refrain

15859. Ride The Lightning

Iron Horse - Ride the lightning

Guilty as charged
But damn it, it ain't right
There is someone else controlling me
Death in the air
Strapped in the electric chair
This can't be happening to me
Who made you God to say
Ill take your life from you!

[Chorus:]
Flash before my eyes
Now its time to die
Burning in my brain
I can feel the flames
Wait for the sign
To flick the switch of death
Its the beginning of the end
Sweat, chilling cold
As I watch death unfold
Consciousness my only friend
My fingers grip with fear
What I am doing here?

[Chorus]
Someone help me
Oh please God help me
They are trying to take it all away
I dont want to die
Time moving slowly
The minutes seem like hours
The final curtain call I see
How true is this?
Just get it over with
If this is true, just let it be
Wakened by the horrid cream
Freed from the frightening dream

15860. Ride The Rails No More - Chords

Ride The Rails No More
Vince Gill - Ride The Rails No More



[INTRO]
C F Am  F C G
C F Am  F C

[Verse 1]
                        F                    Am
Well, I've been hoppin' freight trains all my life
F                                 C              G
I woke up cold and hungry, in the middle of the night
C                      F               Am
Been on the wrong end of a drunkard's knife
        F               G               C
And nowhere to send the letters that I write

[Verse 2]
C                            F            Am
And I'll bet I've seen most every single town
    F                                  C             G
But never stopped quite long enough to ever hang around
            C                F               Am
'Cause that whistle makes a mighty lonesome sound
          F               G                C
It's been on my mind, I'd love to settle down

[Chorus]
    F                                Am
And I don't wanna ride the rails no more
         F                              G
I wanna know a woman's love worth dyin' for
      F                                     Am
Hear children playin' through an old screen door
    F              G                 C
No, I don't wanna ride the rails no more

[Verse 3]
C                   F                 Am
The train's pullin' out at half past nine
     F                                      C                    G
The waitress said, "Hey stranger, how 'bout one more glass of wine?"
        C               F                 Am
We kept talkin' and we lost all track of time
    F                  G               C
The train pulled out, left us there behind

[Verse 4]
C                        F               Am
For the first time in my life, I didn't run
   F                               C                  G
I felt your arms around me and my rambling days were done
  C                F          Am
Somethin' changed deep inside of me
      F             G                C
The radio played "Love Is All You Need"



15861. Ride The Ride

Ride The Ride - Acoustic Syndicate

Little Tommy's standing down
At the old Ferris wheel
They won't let him ride it
They don'²t know how he feels
You got to be so high Tommy
Before you ride that ride
You got to be so high Tommy
Before you ride that ride

He said, well may be some day
When I'm big and tall
I won't have to ride the pony
Out in front of the mall
I will ride the roller coaster
Like the big kids do
And I won'²t have to listen
To you tell me
You got to be so high Tommy
Before you ride that ride

I love the girl from my hometown
But when it comes to lovin'²
She always brings me down
You got to show me the money honey
Before you ride that ride
You got to show me the money honey
Before you ride that ride

Well may be some day
When I've got it all
I won'²t have to pin up posters
On my bedroom wall
I will find me a woman
Who will love me for free
And I won't have to listen
To you tell me
You got to show me the money honey
Before you ride that ride

Now when you go to see
The Snake Oil Medicine show
You better see the
Doctor before you go
You got to be so high buddy
Before you ride that ride
You got to be so high buddy
Before you ride that ride

And when George
He writes his final verse
He will become Worpexter Cosmoverse
And as they'²re dragging him
Off to the funny farm



He'll say, "I didn'²t mean no harm"
You just got to be so high buddy
Before you ride that ride

15862. Ride, Ride, Ride

Lynn Anderson - Ride, Ride, Ride

If you don't want me, baby
If you're not satisfied
If you don't care get on your horse
And ride ride ride
Since you got on your high horse
All those fancy friends you've found
You've had a hard time seeing me
You're always looking down
If you don't want me, baby...
You talked about me honey
And you tried to tear me down
But while you're throwin' dirt at me
You're slowly losing around
If you don't want me, baby...
If you don't want me, baby...
I'll have your second fiddle returned to you today
Cause baby that's one instrument
I've never learned to play
If you don't want me, baby...
If you don't want me, baby...

15863. Rider On An Endless Line

Rider on an Endless Line
(Tim Stafford and Steve Gulley)

V1) Black coffee waitin' for me, day number 123, now there's nothing more to say
I turn the radio on, hopin' all it takes is a song
To get me through another day

Br) But it's not workin' anymore
I wonder what I'm workin' for

CH) I'm just a rider on an endless line
This way of living seemed to suit me fine till now
There's nothing better than a clear blue sky
To feel like flyin', but you don't know why or how

V2) Hey Boy, get out of bed, 
get the cobwebs out of your head
Burnin' daylight ain't the plan



All packed and ready to go, killing time at the fishing hole,
Learnin' how to be a man

Br) But I'm not the man I planned to be
Forty years ago I couldn't see

CH) I'd like to go back to a simpler day
If I believed that I could find a way, I would
But I'm not living this lie anymore
Someday soon I'm gonna close that door for good

I'm still a rider on an endless line
Running away and slowly out of time each day
And I'm still lookin' for a clear blue sky
Where I can spread my wings and then I'll fly away

15864. Ridge Road Gravel - Chords

Ridge Road Gravel Acoustic 
Tony Rice & Norman Blake
 
[Intro]
C F C G7
C F C/G C C
 
[Verse]
C          F
Sittin' on the river bank.
C              G7
nothing comin' down.
C                F
I don't know why I don't move on
C      G        C       C
out of this ol' town.
C                F
Snow's a falling in the street.
C                    G7
The winter's setting in.
C                      F
The year's and changes say to me
  C            G     C        C
Â« You can't go home again. Â»
 
[Chorus]
G                 Am
So sing me a song that's not too long
Em                  G
An' take me home tonight.
C           G         C     F
Till around the bend, I see again.
C          Am             G        C       C
Ridge road gravel and the coal oil light.
 



[Solo]
C F C G7
C F C/G C C
C F C G7
C F C/G C C
 
[Verse]
C             F
I heard it on my radio.
C             G7
Bad times all around.
C                 F
Tell me something I don't know.
C              G        C       C
A change could help out now.
C             F
Looking for a good-time gal.
C               G7
Searching for a friend.
C                  F
Mourning for those good ol' days
C          G             C      C
They never thought would end.
 
[Chorus]
G                 Am
So sing me a song that's not too long
Em                  G
An' take me home tonight.
C           G         C     F
Till around the bend, I see again.
C          Am             G        C       C
Ridge road gravel and the coal oil light.
 
[Solo]
C F C G7
C F C/G C C
C F C G7
C F C/G C C
 
[Chorus]
G                 Am
So sing me a song that's not too long
Em                  G
An' take me home tonight.
C           G         C     F
Till around the bend, I see again.
C          Am             G        C       C
Ridge road gravel and the coal oil light.
 
[Outro]
C           G         C     F
Till around the bend, I see again.
C          Am             G        C
Ridge road gravel and the coal oil light.



15865. Ridin Down The Canyon - Chords

Ridin Down The Canyon
by Gene Autry & Smiley Burnett

 G B7 C G
 When evening chores are over at our ranch house on the plain
 A7 D D7
 And all I've got to do is lay around
 G B7 C G
 I saddle up my pony and ride off down the trail
 A A7 D D7 G
 To watch the desert sun go down

 G B7 C G
 Ridin' down the canyon to watch the sun go down
 A A7 D D7 G
 A picture that no artist e'er could paint
 G7 B7 G
 White faced cattle lowin' on the mountian side
 A A7 D D7
 Hear a coyote whinin' for it's mate
 G7 C D G
 Cactus plants are bloomin', sagebrush every where
 A A7 D D7
 Granite spires are standin' all around
 G B7
 I tell you folks it's heaven
 C G
 To be ridin' down the trail
 A A7 D D7 G
 When the desert sun goes down

15866. Ridin The Danville Pike - Chords

Ridin The Danville Pike
Blue Highway

[Intro]
 
 A  D  A  D  A  E  A
 
[Chorus]
 
A
Ridin' through the night, on the Danville pike,
D                                 A
Gotta be there by the break of daylight.
                           D



Twenty five miles is all I like,
    A          E        A
I'm ridin' the Danville pike.
 
 
[Solo]
 
A  D  A  D  A  E  A
 
 
[Verse 1]
 
He was the fastest horse anyone had seen,
   D                                 A
he was a Sorrel pony he was tall and lean.
                                             D
He'd meet every challenge if they think they must,
     A                              E        A
he'd leave 'em breathin' heavy in a cloud of dust.
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
A
It was just about dark on a Friday night,
      D                                 A
not a cloud in the sky and the moon was bright.
                                                  D
We were bound to do somethin' that had never been done,
        A                             E         A
Make it all the way to Danville on an overnight run.
 
 
[solo]
 
 A  D  A  D  A  E  A
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
A
Big Jim Grayson was a man of means,
   D                                A
he had more money than a poor boy's dreams.
                                                     D
He said here's five hundred dollars cause I know I'm right,
       A                          E       A
you'll never make Danville by the mornin' light.
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
Well the watch from my pocket say's it's half past four.
D                                A
Give up the rein and he begs for more.
                                       D
With a whole lot of heart and a little luck,



         A                               E         A
We'll be drinking from the Dan' when the sun comes up.
 
 
[Solo]
 
 A  D  A  D  A  E  A
 
A
Ridin' through the night, on the Danville pike,
D                                 A
Gotta be there by the break of daylight.
                           D
Twenty five miles is all I like,
    A          E        A
I'm ridin' the Danville pike.
 
 
[Outro]
 A  D  A  E  A

15867. Ridin' High

Ridin' High

They told us that we'd never reach the tower
They said that we would prob'ly not
But we row the boat of lightnin' through the sky
You and I we're ridin' high

You and I we're ridin' high
We're ridin' high upon the wings of love
You even changed the color of my sky
You and I we're ridin' high

There was a time when I did not believe
That love would fly around with me
And other loves may soar and then fall and die
But you and I we're ridin' high

You and I we're ridin' high
Ridin' high upon the wings of love
You even changed the color of my sky
You and I we're ridin' high

15868. Ridin' Out the Storm

Rodney Crowell - Ridin' Out the Storm



The New York City winter comes in cold grey sheets of steel
A numbness in his hands and feet is all that he can feel
Alcohol and sterno turns a doorway to a bed
And the ghost of who he might have been lives on inside his head
In a canyon made of brownstone on a sidewalk icy black
He wanders nearly barefoot with his righteousness intact
A man of many mansions in a cardboard box replete
And he lies sleeping with an angel while his heart pretends to beat
Ah the wind blows down on Lonely Street like an ice pick through the air
Midst the Sunday times and thr coffee grinds and thrwino's in Times Square
Five flights up on Easy Street you know she's safe and warm
And way down low 'neath a foot of snow he's a-ridin' out the storm
I offered him my winter coat, politely he refused
Like an educated man he spoke with words I seldom use
He said I don't need pity for these choices are my own
He bowed his head just slightly and then quietly moved along
Ah the wind blows down on Lonely Street like an ice pick through the air
Midst the Sunday times and the coffee grinds and the wino's in Times Square
Five flights up on Easy Street you know she's safe and warm
And way down low 'neath a foot of snow he's a-ridin' out the storm
Well its not like he's a victim of the homeless life he stalks
Nor helpless to get back across the fine line that he walks
Riding out the storm means yesterday's already spent
Tomorrow don't mean nothing it won't even make a dent
Ah the wind blows down on Lonely Street like an ice pick through the air
Midst the Sunday times and the coffee grinds and the wino's in Times Square
Five flights up on Easy Street you know she's safe and warm
And way down low 'neath a foot of snow he's a-ridin' out the storm
Ridin' out, ridin' out, ridin' out
Ridin' out, ridin' out, ridin' out
Ridin' out, ridin' out, ridin' out
Ridin' out, ridin' out, ridin' out

15869. Ridin' That Midnight Train

Ricky Skaggs - Ridin' that midnight train
Billy Strings

No matter what I say or do
You're never satisfied
I've tried and tried so many times
I'm leavin' you now, goodbye.

I'm ridin' on that midnight train
My head's a-hangin' low
These awful blues will follow me
Wherever I may go.

Oh, why on earth was I ever born?
I'll never understand
To fall in love with a woman like you
In love with another man.



I'm ridin' on that midnight train
My head's a-hangin' low
These awful blues will follow me
Wherever I may go.

You broke the heart that trusted you
Why wasn't it made of stone?
I'm left in a world black as night
Yet I must travel on.

I'm ridin' on that midnight train
My head's a-hangin' low
These awful blues will follow me
Wherever I may go.

I'm ridin' on that midnight train
My head's a-hangin' low
These awful blues will follow me
Wherever I may go

15870. Ridin' The Danville Pike

Ridin' The Danville Pike - Blue Highway
(Wayne Taylor/Forty WAT Music, BMI) 

Cho: Ridin' through the night, on the Danville pike, 
I gotta be there by the break of daylight. 
Twenty five miles is all I like. 
I'm ridin' the Danville pike. 

V1: He was the fastest horse anyone had seen, 
he was a sorrel pony he was tall and lean. 
He'd meet every challenge if they think they must, 
he'd leave 'em breathin' heavy in a cloud of dust. 

V2: It was just about dark on a Friday night, 
not a cloud in the sky and the moon was bright. 
We were bound to do somethin' that had never been done, 
Make it all the way to Danville on an overnight run. 

V3: Big Jim Grayson was a man of means, 
he had more money than a poor boy's dreams. 
He said here's five hundred dollars cause I know I'm right. 
You'll never make Danville by the mornin' light. 

V4: Well the watch from my pocket say's it's half past four . 
I give up the rein and he begs for more. 
With a whole lot of heart and a little luck, 
We'll be drinking from the Dan when the sun comes up.



15871. Ridin' The Red Line

Rhonda Vincent - Ridin' the Red Line (Riding The Red Line)

There's a cold wind from Alberta 
that carries me on down, 
From Greenbay to the Port shore 
this rig is homeward bound. 
Nothings gonna stop me 
from that boy of mine, 
It's pedal to the metal 
and ridin that red line. 

(Chorus)

Forty tons of iron 
Sixteen hours to go, 
18 wheels to take me 
to the one that I love so. 
I know he's waiting for me 
and looking mighty fine, 
It's pedal to the metal 
and riding that red line. 

Springfield to St. Louie 
just said goodbye to me, 
I'm southbound like a nighbird 
on the wing and sailing free. 
The morning light will bring him 
I can see him in the view, 
My hauling days are over 
this run is nearly through. 

(Chorus 2x)

The queen of my destiny 
riding on the wind 
I'm heading home again.

15872. Ridin' The Rodeo - Chords

Ridin' The Rodeo
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Vince Gill and Kostas Lazarides

C                                   F
Drivin' all night too many miles to go
C                                       G7
Pedal to the metal listenin' to the radio
      C                                        F
I got three days to get from Cheyenne to San Antone
           C                G7             C
That's the life of a cowboy ridin' the rodeo



                                              F
Well my back side's sore and I'm moving kinda slow
           C                                           G7
But when I hit Okie City there's a barrel racer that I know
       C                                              F
Just a little home cookin' and some lovin' to heal my bones
           C                G7             C
That's the life of a cowboy ridin' the rodeo
G7               D7               G7
Ride cowboy ride hold on for your life
Eight seconds is a long long time 
            D7             G7
When you're sittin' on dynamite
         C                           F
We can't make money buddy if you get thrown
           C                G7             C
That's the life of a cowboy ridin' the rodeo
                                         F
Well I might get lucky down in ol' San Antone
C                                       G7
Find a little Texas gal I could call my own
     C                                    F
That lone star lovin's the best I've ever known
           C                G7             C
That's the life of a cowboy ridin' the rodeo
repeat #3
                C                G7             C
Yeah that's the life of a cowboy ridin' the rodeo

15873. Riding Alone

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Riding Alone

Well, she saved him from whiskey,
Was his constant companion.
You'd see them out riding at dawn.

She gave him his reasons 
To shoulder the seasons,
But now when you see him
He's riding alone.

She lay down beside him
To touch him and guide him,
Turn 'round his head
On the darkest of days.

He still sits beside her,
Remembers her smiling
And whisper to him
That old song he would play.

Please lay down beside me,



I love you.

Never wanted to bid this adieu.
No red river ever ran deeper
Than an old cowboy love,
Than an old cowboy love that runs true.

15874. Riding On That Midnight Train - Chords

Ricky Skaggs - Riding On That Midnight Train
Stanley Brothers

Capo 4
     G                               C          G
No matter what I say or do, you're never satisfied
   G                                   D                  G
I tried and tried so many times, I'm leavin' you now, good-bye

     G                        G7       C        C7      G
I'm riding on that midnight train, My head's a-hanging low
       G                               D         G
These awful blues will follow me, Wherever I may go

 G                                   C          G
Why on earth was I ever born, I'll never understand
    G                                      D                G
To fall in love with a woman like you, in love with another man

     G                                   C                 G
You broke a heart that trusted you, why wasn't it made of stone
     G                                  D             G
I'm left in a world black as night, yet I must travel on

15875. Riding That Bluegrass Train - Chords

Riding That Bluegrass Train 
Sam Bush

[Verse 1]
 
G                                  C
Riding to Kentucky on a southbound train
G                            D                 G
Listen to that banjo driving rhythm through my brain
G                                                 C
Just left home this morning, can't say the reason why
    D             G                         C
I'm going down to Louisville to see my pony ride
D              G



To see my pony ride
 
[Chorus]
G
Now I'm riding that bluegrass train
Bb                    D
riding that bluegrass train
G
If that train's running right
              C        Bb
I'll be there tomorrow night
G                     C
riding that bluegrass train
D           C         G
riding that bluegrass train
 
[Verse 2]
G                                        C
Lost all my money on a horse that didn't show
D            G
Porter can I pay my way with this old banjo
G                                              C
I've got to get to Nashville before the sun is gone
D            G                                    C
Hit me with another shot while I play my lonesome song
D                G
Play my lonesome song
 
[Chorus]
G
Now I'm riding that bluegrass train
Bb                    D
riding that bluegrass train
G
Better hold what you got
                    C      Bb
She won't keep your supper hot
G                           C
rolling through the driving rain
D           C         G
riding that bluegrass train
 
 
[Verse 3]
G                                                      C
Stepped on to the platform and heard the church street blues
D                G            D                G
Someone stole my change boys, just for passing through
G                                            C
Got nothing in this world, except this old guitar
D                     G                           C
You can have it for a ticket, all the way to Baltimore
D                   G
All the way to Baltimore
 
[Chorus]
G



Now we're riding that new grass train
Bb                    D
riding that new grass train
G
You know right here at the gate
            C           Bb
If this cannonball runs late
G                                C
keep rolling through the driving rain
D           C         G
riding that bluegrass train

15876. Riding That Midnight Train

Doc Watson - Riding That Midnight Train

No matter what I say or do
You're never satisfied
I've tried to please you too many times
So now I'm leaving you now goodbye 

Riding on that midnight train 
Lord my head's a hanging low
These awful blues will follow me
Wherever I may go

Why on earth was I ever born
I'll never understand 
To fall in love with a girl like you
Who's in love with another man

Riding on that midnight train 
Lord my head's a hanging low
These awful blues will follow me
Wherever I may go

You broke a heart that trusted you
Why wasn't it made of stone
You've left my world as black as night
And yet I must travel on

Riding on that midnight train 
Lord my head's a hanging low
These awful blues will follow me
Wherever I may go

15877. Riding The Chief



Riding the Chief
Chris Jones & The Night Drivers

[Verse 1]
Jackson and Canal street, waiting on track nine, every year when summer came around
I drop my bag, walk upstairs, find a window view, on my own and Albuquerque bound
Rolling from Chicago out into the plains, farmland and the cornfields drifting by
Flying through Missouri towards the setting sun, couldn't wait to see the Colorado sky

[Chorus]
Riding the Chief along the winding rail
Riding the Chief on the Santa Fe trail
Thirteen hundred miles of track
In my heart, I still go back
Riding high, riding the Chief

[Verse 2]
Midnight, it's Topeka, slowing to a halt, waking from a sleepy traveler's dream
Onward through the darkness, torchlights fade away, in the prairies, we be picking up steam
Land of enchantment in the morning light, RatÃ³n Pass coming 'round the bend
One more stop in Lamy, finally getting close, by then I didn't want the trip to end
Ninety miles an hour, forty years ago, I'm glad the Chief is running to this day
In dreams, I'm on the platform, waiting once again to get onboard that noble westbound train

[Chorus]
Riding the Chief along the winding rail
Riding the Chief on the Santa Fe trail
Thirteen hundred miles of track
In my heart, I still go back
Riding high, riding the Chief

[Outro]
Riding high, riding the Chief
Riding high, riding the Chief

15878. Riding The Danville Pike - Chords

Riding The Danville Pike
(Wayne Taylor/Forty WAT Music, BMI)

Intro: A / D / A / D / A / E / A

A
Ridin' through the night, on the Danville pike,
D                                 A
Gotta be there by the break of daylight.
                           D
Twenty five miles is all I like,
    A          E        A
I'm ridin' the Danville pike.

Dobro solo: A / D / A / D / A / E / A



15879. Riding The Rails Of The Outward Bound

Riding The Rails Of The Outward Bound (Larry W. Jones 05/10/2007) 

Looking out this open boxcar door
At the cold heavy falling snows
Around the midnight train it blows
And on the tattered plywood floor
Thinking of the crackle of a hobo's fire
Is just another thing to get me down
Wondering why I'm on this midnight flyer
Riding the rails of the outward bound
Another blue monday, another new town
There's not a lot for lonely hobos to do
I've seen faces staring at the ground
But the only one I'm caring about is you
I read all of last week's funny papers
One had teardrops falling off a clown
Funny how folks laugh at hobo's capers
Riding the rails of the outward bound
- instrumental -
Another blue monday, another new town
There's not a lot for lonely hobos to do
I've seen faces staring at the ground
But the only one I'm caring about is you
I listen for footsteps of the railroad bull
Hoping I don't see him at my boxcar door
And if this coat had a little bit more wool 
Maybe I could feel as warm as I was before
And the winter this year is sure to last
I'm headin' south where the sun is found
On down the tracks far away from my past 
Riding the rails of the outward bound

15880. Right Back Where We Started

Trampled By Turtles - Right Back Where We Started

[Verse 1]
Yeah I picked it all up and I moved to the city
It's never dark and it doesn't feel right
The bar's are always full and the people are so pretty
Hollow little vessels that survive on the lights

[Verse 2]
Vaguely-rolling hills and a sleepy little sunrise
I even slept a little bit last night
Some populated people, they are waiting for salvation



I've never been there but I heard that it's nice
[Chorus A]
And we go like death can't touch us tonight
Come back barely alive
Now we're right back where we started off
Aw hell, you got me wonderin' why

[Verse 3]
I been movin' just to keep the fire burning
My voice is gone but the band wants to play
People go to work and the wheel, it keeps on turning
A little quiet at the end of the day

[Chorus B]
Here we go, like the doomed little creatures we are
Keep our palms to the sky
Now we're right back where we started off
Aw hell, you got me wonderin' why

[Verse 4]
I think about the water that brought me out of hiding
I walk around a little drunk in the rain
Laughin' like a devil in a dim little hallway
I could the minutes 'til I see you again

[Chorus C]
Here we go to a dark and comforting place
Sit and listen to the pines
And now we're right back where we started off
Aw hell, you got me wonderin' why
We're right back where we started off
Aw hell, you got me wonderin' why

15881. Right Between The Eyes

Emmylou Harris
Right Between the Eyes

You came alone, so vulnerable
Looked like you really didn't fit in
My friends all said you' were' a lie
But you' hit me right between the eyes

I' tried to treat you tenderly
For failure means an enemy
But you really cut me down to size
When you hit me right between the eyes

You looked just like the love I tried to find
How could I know what you had on your mind?

And now your meaning's become clear
You took your love right out of here



You didn't even say goodbye
Just hit me right between the eyes

Right between the eyes
Right between the eyes
Right between the eyes
Right between the eyes
Right between the eyes

15882. Right Between Your Eyes

Right Between Your Eyes - Hot Buttered Rum
 
Just beyond the turnstiles of my memory
There's a reason I am living out this perfect mystery
It's taken half a lifetime just to realize
All the love that I've been searchin' for is
Right between my eyes

(chorus:)
I think I'm home
I think I'm home
How nice to look at you again
On the road
On the road
Anytime you want me
You can find me living
Right between your eyes (x3)

Learn to unconcern yourself
With that beyond control
It's a complicated lesson
To simplify your soul

Yes, keep in mind there's always time
Each breath there is a way
To remind you that the path you're on
Will lead you home one day

(chorus)

I can't believe it myself
I've been living on my own for so long
Somewhere along the line
I made up my mind to walk alone

I needed time to redefine myself
I needed time to make my heart my own
But now I coming home
I can feel it in my bones
I can feel it living right between my eyes
Right between my eyes



In my mind you'll find me
I'm rooted as the trees
I'm as fluid as the water
It bathes me to my knees

I'm drifting towards the ocean
And picking up the leaves
There's nothing I won't do
To have you floating next to me

(chorus)

15883. Right Between Your Eyes - Chords

Right Between Your Eyes 
Hot Buttered Rum

[Intro]
C C7 F Ab
C C7 F Ab
C C7 F Ab
C C7 F Ab
 
[Verse 1]
C                          Am
Just beyond the turnstiles of my memory
G                                     F       C
There's a reason I am living out this perfect mystery
C                          Am
It's taken half a lifetime just to realize
        G
All the love that I've been searchin' for is
F                C
Right between my eyes
 
[Chorus]
C           G
I think I'm Home
F           C
I think I'm Home
F           C             G
How nice to look at you today
       F
On the road
G      C
On the road
Bb
Anytime you want me
        F
You can find me living
                   C
Right between your eyes
 



C C7 F Ab
 
Ab                 C
Right between your eyes
 
C C7 F Ab
 
[Verse 2]
C
Learn to unconcern yourself
     Am
With that beyond control
       G
It's a complicated lesson
   F             C
To simplify your soul
C
Now, keep in mind there's always time
     Am
Each breath there is a way
      G
To remind you that the path you're on
     F                 C
Will lead you home one day
 
[Chorus]
C           G
I think I'm Home
F           C
I think I'm Home
F           C             G
How nice to look at you today
       F
On the road
G      C
On the road
Bb
Anytime you want me
        F
You can find me living
                   C
Right between your eyes
 
C C7 F Ab
 
Ab                 C
Right between your eyes
 
C C7 F Ab
 
[Solo]
 
C Am G F C
C Am G F C
G F C F C G
F G C Bb F C
C C7 F Ab



C C7 F Ab
C C7 F Ab
C C7 F Ab
 
[Bridge]
Bb                 F
I can't believe it myself
          C
I've been living on my own for so long
Bb
Somewhere along the line
  F                       C
I made up my mind to walk alone
Bb                   F
I needed time to redefine myself
         C
I needed time to make my heart my own
    Bb
But now I coming home
      F
I can feel it in my bones
      Bb             F                C
I can feel it living right between my eyes
 
C C7 F Ab
 
Ab               C
Right between my eyes
 
C C7 F Ab
C C7 F Ab
C C7 F Ab
C C7 F Ab
 
[Verse 3]
C
In my mind you'll find me
    Am
I'm rooted as the trees
       G
I'm as fluid as the water
   F               C
It bathes me to my knees
C
I'm drifting towards the oceam
    Am
And picking up the leaves
        G
There's nothing I won't do
            F                C
To have you floating next to me
 
[Chorus]
C           G
I think I'm Home
F           C
I think I'm Home



F           C             G
How nice to look at you today
       F
On the road
G      C
On the road
Bb
Anytime you want me
F
Anytime you need me
Bb                  F            C
Close your eyes and baby I'll be there
 
C C7 F Ab
 
Ab                 C
Right between your eyes
 
C C7 F Ab
 
Ab                 C
Right between your eyes
 
[Outro]
C C7 F Ab
C C7 F Ab
C

15884. Right Here

Right Here
Keller Williams - Right Here

Well you can slap me in my face
Please, bring me I'm back from outa space
I've been floating above the ground
Without any gravity around
Let's just dance, right here, all night

I should kick you in your ass
For spiking my drink with some woodstock sass
I should not realize I drank that pill
But in thirty or forty five minutes I will
Just want to dance, right here, all night

When we're all together
We don't need a thing
Except of food and water and wine and we got a grey goose and nicotine
When we're all together
Any place is home
No matter where we roam
Let's just dance, right here, all night



Now you can punch me in the gut
With your prison shiv my skin you can cut
As long as you understand
It's all part of my evil plan

15885. Right In The Middle Of Falling For You

John Hartford - Right in the Middle of Falling for You

I reached out my hands
There was no place to stand
I was losin' my balance
Didn't know what to do
No way to hide
These feelings inside
I was right, in the middle
Of falling for you

How long we were walkin'
We kept right on talkin'
The night gettin' warmer
And you turning blue
You said not to rush you
I tried not to touch you
But I was right in the middle
Of falling for you

I could not stare
I just didn't care
I was fighting those feelings
Of love when it's new
I said that I wouldn't
The truth was I couldn't
I was right in the middle
Of falling for you

15886. Right In The Palm Of Your Hand

Alan Jackson - Right In The Palm Of Your Hand

A willing woman
A willing man
A five room house
And a wedding band
Believe us believe us
Once it begins
You know it don't take long
Til like two people in a heartbreak song
I wonder I wonder well



Ain't it just like a woman
And ain't it just like a man
Chasin the rainbow and looking for love
When it's right in the palm of my hand
When it's right in the palm of your hand
Can't take back those things we said
So we watch it pass in seperate beds
Changing were changing too little love and too much pride
You won't give in and neither will I like children children
Well ain't it just like a woman
And ain't it just like a man
Chasing the rainbow and looking for love
When it's right in the palm of your hand
When it's right in the palm of your hand
Feet on the floor holding my head
Sitting alone on the side of the bed thinking thinking
Trying to find where we went wrong
I just turned around and you were gone it's over it's over
Well ain't it just like a woman
And ain't it just like a man
Chasing the rainbow and looking for love
When it's right in the palm of your hand and
Ain't it just like a woman
And ain't it just like a man
Chasing the rainbow and looking for love
When it's right in the palm of your hand
When it's right in the palm of your hand

15887. Right in Time

Lucinda Williams - Right in Time

Not a day goes by I don't think about you
You left your mark on me it's permanent a tattoo
Pierce the skin and the blood runs through
Oh my baby

The way you move it's right in time
The way you move it's right in time
It's right in time with me

I stand over the stove in the kitchen
Watch the water boil and I listen
Turn off the television
Oh my baby

The way you move it's right in time
The way you move it's right in time
It's right in time with me

I take off my watch and my earrings
My bracelets and everything
Lie on my back and moan at the ceiling



Oh my baby

Think about you and that long ride
I bite my nails, I get weak inside
Reach over and turn off the light
Oh my baby

The way you move it's right in time
The way you move it's right in time
It's right in time with me

The way you move it's right in time
The way you move it's right in time
It's right in time with me

15888. Right In Tune

Railroad Earth - Right In Tune (Live) 

I got no worries, I got no doubts.
Cus' I know, you got it all worked out.
You no your part, and I know mine.
And we're right in tune, me and you.
Right in tune.

We've got a straight line, to each others heart.
We took the pieces, and we made a part.
We took a song, and made it a saying
And we're right in tune, yes it's true.
We're right in tune.
Oh yeah

We've been up and down. we've been through it all.
Came through the summer, and to the fall.
Came through winter, came the spring again.
And we're right in tune, yes it's true.
We're right in tune, me and you,
We're right in tune.

Little patience, little hunny *unsure*
It'll be okay.
A little patience, little money *unsure*,
And we're on our way.

Now we know what we gotta bring
When we're rolling it's a beautiful thing,
Get that baby soarin on two strong wings
We're right in tune, me and you,
We're right in tune.

Ohhhhh little mama, I know you.
(JAM)



I got no worries, got no doubts.
Cus' I know we can work it out.
Come what may, come what will,
We'll be right in tune, me and you.
Right in tune.
We'll be right in tune,
Oh right in tune!

Hey little mama, I know you.
Hey little mama,
We're right in tune.
Oh yeah
Right in tune.

15889. Right Now

Emmylou Harris - Right Now

Miles between us here we are
Sat by side a stranded car
Right now, baby right now
And it's too dark to see
Anyhow so where are we
Right now,baby, right now
You could say we've both come down
To a place called lonesome town
When did you loose a hold on me
Anyhow and where are we
Right now,oh , baby right now

We stood up and said 'I do'
Vowed to see each other through
Right now, baby right now
I'm looking down this road tonight
And i don't see a light
Right now, baby right now
If we're so clever tell me how
Were waiting for the wrecker now
Let's forget what used to be
Anyhow and where are we
Right now,oh baby right now

15890. Right On The Money

Alan Jackson - Right On The Money 

Let's begin with the day I met her
How fast this good old boy's world got better
Sky got bluer, the grass got greener



Just the first few seconds after I first seen her
Like my favorite song on a new set of speakers
My best old jeans and my broke in sneakers
A home run pitch floating right down the middle
The sweet music made when the bow hits the fiddle
She's
Right on the money
She goes directly to my heart
And when it comes to loving me
She's everything, I mean bulls eye perfect
She's right on the money
She's no red lights when I've overslept
She's a three point jump shot that's nothing but net
A hand full of aces, the dealer's done dealing
I'm forever on a roll, that's how she's got me feeling
She's
Right on the money
She goes direct to my heart
And when it comes to loving me, she's everything, I mean bulls eye perfect
She's
Right on the money
She's the best cook that's ever melted cheese
I ain't much around the house, but I aim to please
There's absolutely no reason to doubt her
When she says I wouldn't last ten minutes without her
She's
Right on the money
She goes directly to my heart
And when it comes to loving me
She's everything, I mean bulls eye perfect
She's
Right on the money

15891. Right On Time

David Rawlings
Right On Time

[Intro Refrain]
Ohh ohh ohhh
Ohh ohh ohhh
Ohh ohh ohhh

[Verse 1]
If these walls could talk
I'd defer to the furniture
The piano, the table, the bed that we both sleep in
These constant silent messengers

 Cause there's a story that's recorded in each fingerprint
That these disregarded artifacts collect
And if we boil down these documented memories
I have a feeling we should know what to expect



[Chorus]
You were right on time
And out of nowhere
Right on time
-

[Refrain]
Ohh ohh ohhh

[Verse 2]
If they don't talk
I'll investigate a formula
Figures, equations, details of our union
The edges of the nebula
At the end of such a long and noble sacrifice
All that's left is to submit my full report
I'll have turned all of my hunches into certainties
That will confirm what I already knew before

[Chorus]
You were right on time
And out of nowhere
Right on time

[Refrain]
Ohh ohh ohhh
Ohh ohh ohhh
Ohh ohh ohhh

[Bridge]
And as I stumble through the streets back from the alleyways
Everyone can see I'm bleeding through my shirt
Now I'm describing all my shooter's details carefully
And I start to realize just how badly I've been hurt

[Chorus]
You were right on time
And out of nowhere
You were right on time
Right on time
And out of nowhere
Right on time

15892. Right On Time

Right On Time - Jerry Douglas
(feat. Marc Cohn)

It's not my nature to be patient
Cause I jump every river I cross
Not one for following the sensible side
I can't count the times I've been lost.



Well, you can't see where you're goin' in the pourin' rain
When you're runnin' into walls and feeling no pain
We all owe dues to the devil and I've paid mine
It took a while to get here, but I'm right on time.

I don't regret one single moment
It's been one hell of a ride
I count myself among the fortunate ones
Who made it to the other side.

Well, you go what you go through to get where you are
Lucky for me I didn't go too far
I turned around before the end of the line
Took a while to get here, but I'm right on time.

Well, you can't see where you're goin' in the pourin' rain
When you're runnin' into walls and feeling no pain
We all owe dues to the devil and I've paid mine
It took a while to get here, but I'm right on time.

It took a while to get here, but I'm right on time.

15893. Right Or Wrong

Right or Wrong
John Hartford

Right or wrong I'll be with you
I'll do what you ask me to
For I believe that I belong
By your side, right or wrong

Right or wrong it's got to be
Always you, always me
Won't you take me along
To be with you right or wrong?

If it's right for me to love you
It can't be wrong for me to care
If you will say you love me
My life with you I'll share

Right or wrong, day by day
All my love, all the way
For I believe that I belong
By your side, right or wrong



15894. Right Outta Nowhere

Kathy Mattea - Right Outta Nowhere

A Midwest morning
October snowfall
She packed her Chevrolet
And she brushed the fear away

She's got a great big dream
And a history of playing small
And everybody seems to think
She?ll be back before Christmas day

She hit that highway
With every ounce of faith she could summon
When courage finally comes
You never see it coming

Right outta nowhere
You open your heart
And that changes everything
You're going somewhere
And all you need to know
Is that you're free to go

A summer night
The soft smell of seashore
All the deadheads dancing
Out on the beach

He's got a ten-year tan
And his own little junk store
He says, some people got a lot to prove
And that's the way I used to be

Now I'm just an old hippie
With a half a dozen PhDs
Some choices hold you down
Some chances set you free

Right outta nowhere
You open your heart
And let go of everything
You're going somewhere
And all you need to know
Is that you're free to go

Dream and the way will be clear
Pray and the angels will hear
Leap and the net will appear
Right outta nowhere
You open your heart
And believe in everything
You're going somewhere
And all you need to know
Is that you're free



Right outta nowhere
You open your heart
And have faith in everything
You're going somewhere
And all you need to know
Is that you're free to go

15895. Right Where I Am - Chords

Right Where I Am 
Jonathan Edwards

[Verse]
E                        A
I know a little 'bout a lot of things
     B7           E
And do the best I can
  E                       A
And I do everything with all I've got
 B7           E
Right where I am
 
 E                       A
I haven't looked up to heaven much
  B7              E
Except to name a bird
 E                    A
And watch her glide beneath the clouds
   B7           E
Send me down a word
 E               A
Can you see the ocean now
 B7                     E
What's it feel like up there
 E               A
Gazing down on all of us
  B7                  E
Pretending you don't care
 
 
[Chorus]
 E                        A
I know a little 'bout a lot of things
     B7           E
And do the best I can
  E                       A
And I do everything with all I've got
 B7           E
Right where I am
 
 
[Bridge]
          A                         B7



Tell me where in this world is it safe to go
         A                         E
Let me know and I'll get ready to leave
      A               B7
I'm happy here in my own back yard
      A             B7    E
And believing what I believe
   A           B7     E
Believing what I believe
 
 
[Break]
E  A B7 E
 
E  A B7 E
 
E  A B7 E
 
E  A B7 E
 
 
[Verse]
 E                  A
I fed my music to hungry ears
  B7              E
Thirsty souls as well
 E              A
Lots of songs within me still
       B7            E
And stories left to tell
 E                  A
I'm not afraid to take a stand
     B7              E
And bleed upon this stage
 E                    A
And pay the price to tell the truth
     B7                E
And break out of this cage
 
 
[Chorus]
 E                        A
I know a little 'bout a lot of things
     B7           E
And do the best I can
  E                       A
And I do everything with all I've got
 B7           E
Right where I am
 E                        A
I know a little 'bout a lot of things
     B7           E
And do the best I can
  E                       A
And I do everything with all I've got
 B7           E
Right where I am



E           A
 
 B7           E
Right where I am

15896. Right Where I Want You

Right Where I Want You

i'm usually strong
keep love all away
wall around my heart
so it won't have to brave
but you take me some place that i've never been
now i don't know if i'll find my way back again

chorus:
cause you've got me right where i want you
and there's not a thing i can't do
completely consume all about you*
you've got me right where i want you

i close my eyes you're looking at me
you wake me at night walking round in my dreams
windows are smell of roses in blue
and all i can think of is last night's perfume

and i've never thought that i would get caught
but here i am wrapped up in you

you've got me right where,
you've got me right where,
you've got me right where i want you.

15897. Righteously

Lucinda Williams - Righteously

You don't have to prove
Your manhood to me constantly
I know you're the man can't you see
I love you Righteously

Why you want to dis me
After the way you been kissin' me
After those pretty things you say
And the love we made today

When you run your hand



All up and run it back down my leg
Get excited and bite my neck
Get me all worked up like that

Think this through
I laid it down for you everytime
Respect me I give you what's mine
You're entirely way too fine

Arms around my waist
You get a taste of how good this can be
Be the man you ought to tenderly
Stand up for me

Flirt with me don't keep hurtin' me
Don't cause me pain
Be my lover don't play no game
Just play me John Coltraine

15898. Ring Around The Moon

Ring Around the Moon
Elephant Revival

There's a ring around the moon
There's a ring around the moon
There's a ring around the moon
There's a ring around the moon

'Neath the halo of the moon
Blew down on Paseo
Seasons changing
I can smell it in the air
I can see it in their paintings
And I can hear it in the wind, hear it rise and descend
Through the many colored trees, forms a many colored breeze
Made of many colored leaves, departing ever so gracefully

They fall, they fall
They fall, they fall, they fall
They fall, they fall
Descending in a sweet melody
And what it is is not ending is a sweet mystery

Like the ring around the moon
Like the ring around the moon
There's a ring around the moon
There's a ring around the moon

Flying machine rises
Sends a light down to scan the surface
Searches narrow
Like the minds of the suspicious



How I wish that we would trust us

Like the ring around the moon
Like the ring around the moon
There's a ring around the moon
There's a ring around the moon

15899. Ring For Sale

Ring For Sale
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Well, he went down to the jewelry store and he signed his life away
I said 'yes' and just like that, he went from boyfriend to fiance
Well, I found out he's been running around with a low class Jezebel
Now he's got a monthly payment and I got a ring for sale

[Chorus]
I got a ring for sale
It's yellow gold with a princess diamond
I got a ring for sale
And I'm gonna let it go real cheap
I got a ring for sale
A blue box with the velvet on and
I gotta get out fore he finds out
And I'll throw in the dress for free

[Verse 2]
Well, I thought about taking the highway and I thought about giving it back
And then I thought about all of them lowdown things that he's been doing behind my back
Now he can stop by and apologize if he thinks that's gonna help
But he's got another thing coming 'cause I got a ring for sale

[Chorus]
I got a ring for sale
It's yellow gold with a princess diamond
I got a ring for sale
And I'm gonna let it go real cheap
I got a ring for sale
A blue box with the velvet on and
I gotta get out fore he finds out
And I'll throw in the dress for free

[Verse 3]
Well I'll burn the invitations, return the decorations
Took the hold off the Baptist church
I love to hit him so I'm gonna hit him
And I'll hit him right where it hurts
I'm gonna hit him right where it hurts

[Chorus]
I got a ring for sale



It's yellow gold with a princess diamond
I got a ring for sale
And I'm gonna let it go real cheap
I got a ring for sale
A blue box with the velvet on and
I gotta get out fore he finds out
And I'll throw in the dress for free
I gotta get out fore he finds out
And I'll throw in the dress for free
I got a ring for sale

15900. Ring of Clover

The Whites - Ring of Clover

The Whites
Forever you
Ring of Clover
Across a field of memories
rest upon a yellow page
there among the flowers
it seems like only yesterday

We made a ring
ring of clover
Made a vow
to love no other
Diamonds I
would never trade
for the ring of clover that we made

Gone a sweet tomorrow
taking on the winds of change
Still we will remember
the love we promised on that day

We made a ring
ring of clover
Made a vow
to love no other
Diamonds I
would never trade
for the ring of clover that we made

We made a ring
ring of clover
Made a vow
to love no other
Diamonds I
would never trade
for the ring of clover that we made

Diamonds I



would never trade
for the ring of clover that we made

Mmmmmm... (to fade)

15901. Ring Of Fire

Alan Jackson - Ring Of Fire 
"Ring Of Fire"
(originally by Johnny Cash) Flatt & Scruggs
Mac Wiseman - Donna The Buffalo

Love is a burning thing
And it makes a fiery ring
Bound by wild desire
I fell into a ring of fire

I fell into a burning ring of fire
I went down, down, down and the flames went higher
And it burns, burns, burns, the ring of fire
The ring of fire

I fell into a burning ring of fire
I went down, down, down and the flames went higher
And it burns, burns, burns, the ring of fire
The ring of fire

The taste of love is sweet
When hearts like ours meet
I fell for you like a child
Oh, but the fire went wild

I fell into a burning ring of fire
I went down, down, down and the flames went higher
And it burns, burns, burns, the ring of fire
The ring of fire

I fell into a burning ring of fire
I went down, down, down and the flames went higher
And it burns, burns, burns, the ring of fire
The ring of fire

And it burns, burns, burns, the ring of fire
The ring of fire
The ring of fire
The ring of fire

15902. Ring The Bell - Chords



Ring The Bell   C
  
In the road was a bell, in the bell was a sound
Of days that have come and gone 
And the road ran to / a little town on the hillside 
Where the word of the lord lives on 

   Ring the Bell, ring the bell 
   Ring the bell both far and wide 
   You will hear it on the mountain and down across the valley 
   Ring the bell and go to his side 

Well I followed it down / from the forest to the town    
In the darkness / and the death of night
There were children dancing there / with flowers in their hair
And the streets were lit with candle light
Hold the farmer and the teacher / and the barber and the preacher
Off their lands and move this one
The holy words to some got spoken / of a circle unbroken
And his spirit moved in everyone
In the middle of the street / fell down hard on my knees
To the pavement that shone like gold
With a shiver and a star / he reached into my heart
With the kindest words I was told

15903. Ring The Bell - Chords

Ring The Bell
Recorded by The Gibson Brothers
Written by Chester Pickering O'Keefe

C                                        C7
In the road was a bell in the bell was a sound
   F                       C
Of days that have come and gone

And the road ran to a little town on the hillside
                      G7         C
Where the word of the Lord lives on

Ring the bell (ring the bell) ring the bell
                F                          C
(Ring the bell) ring the bell both far and wide

You can hear it on the mountain 

And down across the valley
                  G7        C
Ring the bell and go to His side

                                               C7
Well I followed it down from the forest to the town
       F                   C
In the darkness in dead of night



There were children dancing there with flowers in their hair
                         G7          C
And the streets were lit with candle light

Repeat #2

                                                      C7
Now the farmer and the teacher and the barber and the preacher  
    F                       C
All held hands and moved as one

The holy words of some not spoken of a circle unbroken
                     G7      C
And the spirit moved in everyone

Repeat #2

                                                   C7
In the middle of the street I fell down hard on my knees
       F                       C
To the payment that shown like gold

With a shiver in the stars He reached into my heart
                     G7          C
And with the kindest words I was told

Repeat #2  x2

15904. Ring Them Bells

Ring Them Bells - Bob Dylan
Sarah Jarosz

Ring them bells ye heathen from the city that dreams
Ring them bells from the sanctuaries cross the valleys and streams
For they're deep and they're wide
And the world on its side
And time is running backwards
And so is the bride

Ring them bells Saint Peter 
where the four winds blow
Ring them bells with an iron hand
So the people will know
For it's rush hour now
On the wheel and the plow
And the sun is going down upon the sacred cow.

Ring them bells Sweet Martha for the poor man's son
Ring them bells so the world will know that God is one
For the shepherd is asleep
Where the willows weep



And the mountains are filled with lost sheep

Ring them bells for the blind and the deaf
Ring them bells for all of us who are left
Ring them bells for the chosen few
Who will judge the many when the game is through
Ring them bells for the time that flies
For the child that cries
When the innocence dies

Ring them bells Saint Catherine from the top of the room
Ring them from the fortress for the lilies that bloom
For the lines are long and the fighting is strong
And they're breaking down the distance between right and wrong

15905. Ringo - Chords

Ringo 
Riders In The Sky

[Intro]
Am
 
Am                      Em
He lay face down in the desert sand
Am                           G
Clutching his six-gun in his hand
C                   G
Shot from behind, I thought he was dead
Am            G            C
But under his heart was an ounce of lead
F                             C
But a spark still burned so I used my knife
Am                    Em
And late that night I saved the life of Ringo
Am
(Ringo... Ringo . . .)
 
Am                    Em
I nursed him till the danger passed
Am                   G
The days went by, he mended fast
C                   G
Then from dawn till setting sun
Am           G         C
He practiced with that deadly gun
F                   C
And hour on hour I watched in awe
Am                   Em
No human being could match the draw of Ringo
Am
(Ringo... Ringo... )
 



Am                  Em
One day we rode the mountain crest
Am                  G
And I went east and he went west
C                 G
I took to law and wore a star
Am              G      C
While he spread terror near and far
F                      C
With lead and blood he gained such fame
Am                           Em
All throughout the West they feared the name of Ringo
Am
(Ringo... Ringo... )
 
Am                 Em
I knew someday I'd face the test
Am                    G
Which one of us would be the best
C                   G
And sure enough the word came down
Am          G        C
That he was holed up in the town
F                    C
I left the posse out in the street
Am              Em
And I went in alone to meet Ringo
Am
(Ringo... Ringo... )
 
Am                     Em
They said my speed was next to none
Am                    G
But my lightning draw had just begun
C                         G
When I heard a blast that stung my wrist
Am           G      C
The gun went flying from my fist
F                 C
And I was looking down the bore
Am            Em
Of the deadly .44 of Ringo
Am
(Ringo... Ringo... )
 
Am                    Em
They say that was the only time
Am              G
That anyone had seen him smile
C                     G
He slowly lowered his gun and then
Am         G         C
He said to me "We're even, friend"
F                C
And so at last I understood
Am                     Em
That there was still a spark of good in Ringo



Am
(Ringo... Ringo... )
 
Am                    Em
I blocked the path of his retreat
Am                     G
He turned and stepped into the street
C                 G
A dozen guns spit fire and lead
Am        G     C
A moment later, he lay dead
F                 C
The town began to shout and cheer
Am                       Em
Nowhere was there shed a tear for Ringo
Am
(Ringo... Ringo... )
 
Am                      Em
The story spread throughout the land
Am                 G
That I had beaten Ringo's hand
C                   G
And it was just the years, they say
Am           G      C
That made me put my guns away
F                     C
But on his grave they can't explain
Am                  Em
The tarnished star above the name of Ringo
Am
(Ringo... Ringo... )
(Ringo... Ringo... )

15906. Rings

Rings
Cimmeron

Ring, ring, telephone ring
Somebody said "Baby what you doin'?"
I been wondering where you been
Now and then, I think about you and me
No use fighting 'bout things we can't recall
It don't matter now at all.
Just come on home.
Baby, we'll laugh and sing
We'll make love...
Let the telephone ring.

Ring, ring, doorbell ring
Baby, come on in; got James Taylor on the stereo.
I'm glad you've come around,



Been feeling down, just taling to Tony and Mario
You know they make good conversation
Still it ain't no consolation
'Cause I got love
Baby I'll give you some
And if somebody comes...
Let the doorbell ring.

Ring, ring, golden ring
Around the sun, around your pretty finger.
Ring, ring, voices ring
With a happy tune, anybody can be a singer.
The sun comes up across the city
Swear you never looked so dog-gone pretty!
Hand in hand we'll stand upon the sand
Before the preacher man.
Let the wedding bells ring

Hand in hand we'll stand upon the sand
Before the preacher man.
Let the wedding bells ring

15907. Riot In The Streets

Pokey LaFarge - Riot in the Streets

2 am, bars were closing
Heard the news on channel 4 and
The TV anchor tried to say
What she thought really happened today
But, words are dangerous like the gun
Takes away a mother's son
A lot of people have had enough
Just waiting for this time to come
Ohhh, gonna be a riot
Ohhh, gonna be a riot in the streets tonight
Gonna be a riot in the streets tonight
Gonna be a riot in the streets tonight
Gonna be a riot tonight
Right or wrong, battle lines are drawn
Like the difference tween dusk and dawn
Black and white in the light of day
But at night there's only shades-of-grey
Preacher speakin', fist raised singin'
Barely missin', tear gas whistlin'
Walking down West Florissant Road
It feels like this city is gonna explode
Ohhh, gonna be a riot
Ohhh, gonna be a riot in the streets tonight
Gonna be a riot in the streets tonight
Gonna be a riot in the streets tonight
Gonna be a riot tonight
Painted signs, a megaphone message



You can feel it St. Louis to Los Angeles
These words written on a door:
It ain't just about the rich and poor
Our past won't go away
It haunts us to present day
There's so much left to learn
As the bullets fly and the buildings burn
Ohhh, gonna be a riot
Ohhh, gonna be a riot in the streets tonight
Gonna be a riot in the streets tonight
Gonna be a riot in the streets tonight
Gonna be a riot tonight

15908. Ripple

Ripple
Robert Hunter / Jerry Garcia
Dale Ann Bradley

If my words did glow with the gold of sunshine
And my tunes were played on the harp unstrung
Would you hear my voice come through the music
Would you hold it near as it were your own?

It's a hand-me-down, the thoughts are broken
Perhaps they're better left unsung
I don't know, don't really care
Let there be songs to fill the air

Chorus:
Ripple in still water
When there is no pebble tossed
Nor wind to blow

Reach out your hand if your cup be empty
If your cup is full may it be again
Let it be known there is a fountain
That was not made by the hands of men

There is a road, no simple highway
Between the dawn and the dark of night
And if you go no one may follow
That path is for your steps alone

Chorus

You who choose to lead must follow
But if you fall you fall alone
If you should stand then who's to guide you?
If I knew the way I would take you home

La, da, da, ...



15909. Ripplin' Water - Chords

Ripplin' Water
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Ripplin Water

D                                                 G
I?ve got ripplin water to wake me, to the mornin my woman in love,
                              Bm                   A
And tall pine trees are are pointen us easily to heaven above.
 D                                            C                      G
Blue spruce flamin on the grate in the evenin, takes the chill a way fine,
Em                 B7                   E
Cut the telephone line the stories the same.
           D                                                            G
There?s a worn red chair by the window, that we found at a sale down the way,
                                     Bm                       A
When some old women said that they needed more room for the winter.
      D                                                  C                       G
But people like pullen out the stuffin when they sit down, and so it passes the time;
Em                 B7                    E
Cut the telephone line the stories the same.

CHORUS:
   A                               E                                    A
Oooooooh like a bubble on a windy day, start to flutter when i here ya say,
                                B
That you feel to good to go away
         E                A                                    E
And you make me feel fine, and you?ve made my world a warmer place,
                                    A                                    B
By the sparklin of your diamond face------on a frayed spot put a little lace
         E               B                E             B
And you make me feel fine, warm as the mountain sunshine,
        E                  B        E                   A--------E A G A
On the edge of the snowline, in a meadow of columbiiiiiiiiiiines

VERSE 2:
D                                                            G
Oh little Jennifer I?d give a penny for whatcha got on your mind,
                         Bm                     A
Seems  like most of the time your lyin there dreamin...but...
  D                                               C                      G
Maybe in your vision you?ll see how are mission is, slightly less than devine,
Em                 B7                    E--------G A
Cut the telephone line, the stories the same.
           D                                                               G
And now ripplin waters flow through pipes in the walls and it's keepin me warm,
                                  D                     A
And the closest I?ve been to my family for days is my music.
          D                                        C                   G
But the silent stare in the mornin? sky, is like hearin her callin my name
Em                     B7                       E
You cut the telephone line the story might--- change. CHORUS---------E A repeat END



15910. Ripplin' Waters

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Ripplin' Waters

I've got ripplin' water to wake me
To the mornin', my woman, and love.
Tall pine trees are pointin' us easily to heaven above.
Blue spruce clinin' to the grade in the evening
They take the chill away fine.
Cut the telephone line and the story's the same.

There's a worn red chair by the window
That we found at a sale down the way
When some old women said that they needed more room for the winter.
People like pullin' at the stuffin' when they sit down.
It helps passin' the time.
Cut the telephone line and the story's the same.

And oh, like a bubble on a windy day
I start to flutter when I hear you say
That you feel to good to go away.
And you make me feel fine.
And you make my world a warmer place
By the sparklin' of your diamond face.
On a frayed spot put a little lace.
And you make me feel fine.
Warm as the mountain sunshine
On the edge of the snow line
In a meadow of columibine.

Oh little Jennifer, I'd give a penny for
What you got on your mind.
Seems like most of the time you're lyin' there dreamin'.
Maybe in your visions you've seen how omniscient is
Slightly less than devine.
Cut the telephone line and the story's the same.

Ripplin' water's flowin' through the pipes
In the walls that are keepin' me warm.
The closest I've been to my family for days is my music.
Silently starin' at the mornin' sky
It's just like hearin' her callin' my name.
Cut the telephone line and the story might change.

And oh, like a bubble on a windy day
I start to flutter when I hear you say
That you feel to good to go away.
And you make me feel fine.
And you make my world



15911. Rise Above

Cornmeal - Rise Above
Album: Slow Street

Take the shackles from my feet
Let go this ball and chain
Lord won't you help me rise above

Keep pushing back and forth
The war man makes his choice
Lord won't you help me rise above

There's a teardrop in your eye
I got devil by my side
Lord won't you help me rise above

Water keep risin up
Bring the poor man to his knees
Lord won't you help me rise above ( x2 )

Lord won't you help 
Lord won't you help me rise above

Take the shackles from my feet
Let go this ball and chain
Lord won't you help me rise above

Keep pushing back and forth
The war man makes his choice
Lord won't you help me rise above

15912. Rise And Fall - Chords

Chris Hillman - Rise And Fall     
written by Chris  Hillman Richie Furay J.D. Souther

 D                     C       G                 D
 Running high running low it's down the road we go
         C           D
And it's hard  hard time
 D                     C                G              D
Can't you see where we been you know we can't do that again
         C         D
But it's hard hard times
D                     C        G                   D
Through the long dark night we kept our hopes held high
         C                              D
Hopin to find what we'd all been prayin for
                         C             G             D
On a pathway filled with lies we still manage to get by
         C          D
But it's hard hard times



           A                 F               G               D
And it's a run for the money run down to the show to rock n roll
           A                  F              G               D
After all these years of tryin tell me is it really worth it all to 

rise and fall
                      C       G           D
And it all goes by so fast it hardly ever lasts
                    C                 D
And there's  always someone who wants more
     D                C           G                D
And this feeling deep inside I've tried so long to hide
         C         D
But it's hard hard time

From Souther Hillman Furay "SHF"
Asylum Records 1974

15913. Rise And Shine

Balsam Range - Rise and Shine 

In every life there is heartache and pain.
Some live with sorrow some live with shame.
Regret and worry,
Forever can last.
So lay down your burdens
Put them in the past, And rise and shine, rise and shine, there's a new a day dawning.
The voice you hear is your soul a' calling.
Don't wait till tomorrow.
Lord it's time, to rise and shine, rise and shine, rise and shine.
When night falls around you and dark closes In.
You can't find the answer and you cant see the end.
Just look to the east the light is breaking through.
when morning has broken all things are made new.
And rise and shine, rise and shine there's a new dawning the voice that you hear is your soul 
a calling 
don't wait till tomorrow lord knows it's time to rise and shine, rise and shine, rise and shine.
To rise and shine rise and shine, to rise and shine

15914. Rise Sun

Rise Sun
The Infamous Stringdusters - Rise Sun

[Verse 1]
Why are we worried? Tell me
Why are we crying? Tell me
Can we live together without pain?



Burdens at our doorstep, burdens in our heart
It's time to let them travel, lay them down
From the tallest mountain down in the lowest valley
We're all asking and we want to know
Why we're climbing, tell me
Why we're falling, tell me
Where we're going, yeah, we want to know

[Chorus]
Rise, sun, rise
Rise, sun, rise
Sun, rise

[Verse 2]
We've been hoping there's a new day coming
And it is not promised, but it's all we know
Can we quantify it? Can we try and maybe
Try and fight it but we hold it close

[Chorus]
Rise, sun, rise
Rise, sun, rise
Sun, rise

[Chorus]
Rise, sun, rise
Rise, sun, rise
Sun, rise
Sun, rise

[Outro]
Why are we worried? Tell me
Why are we crying? Tell me
Can we live together without pain?
Burdens at our doorstep, burdens in our heart
It's time to let them travel, lay them down
Why are we worried? Tell me
Why are we crying? Tell me
Can we live together without pain?
Burdens at our doorstep, burdens in our heart
It's time to let them travel, lay them down

15915. Rise To Me

Gillian Welch
Rise to Me

[Verse 1]
Big mountain, wide river
There's an ancient call
These tree trunks, these stream beds
Leave our bellies full



[Chorus 1]
They sing out, "I am gonna stand my ground
You rise to me and I'll blow you down
I am gonna stand my ground
You rise to me and I'll blow you down"

[Verse 2]
Hey Henry, can you hear me?
Let me see those eyes
This distance between us
Can seem a mountain's size

[Chorus 2]
But boy, you are gonna stand your ground
They rise to you, you blow them down
Let me see you stand your ground
They rise to you, you blow them down

[Harmonica Solo]
[Pedal Steel Solo]
[Verse 3]
My darling, my sweetheart
I am in your sway
Two cold climes, come spring time
So let me hear you say

[Chorus 3]
My love, I am gonna stand my ground
They rise to me and I'll blow them down
I am gonna stand my ground
They rise to me and I'll blow them down
'Cause I am gonna stand my ground
You rise to me and I'll blow you down

15916. Rise to the Occasion

Nanci Griffith - Rise to the Occasion

I'll never fall in love again
It's such a contradiction
To lose all control and common sense
And even intuition
You came along, with a strange new song
And the sweetest innovation
And you said, "One should never fall in love
But rise to the occasion"
To have loved and lost, I know the cost
I fell and almost drowned
If not for you, I'd have missed this view
From higher ground
Now we can touch the sky above
At the Angel's invitation
And we don't even have to fall in love



Just rise to the occasion
Love should be pure and free
A smiling inspiration
And one should never fall in love
But rise to the occasion

15917. Rise When the Rooster Crows

Rise When the Rooster Crows
(Golden Shoes)

Now good people that was a little of Sweet Golden daisies
Now I'm a-going to give you something from the land of
Hog and hominy, pumpkin and possum, and where whiskey is made out
Of corn, and women don't smell like talcum powder. Let's go Bud

Them golden shoes that you hear so much about
Well gospel songs gonna wear them out
Gonna wear 'em up yonder, gonna put on my robes
When I get on my golden shoes

I'll rise when the rooster crows
I'll rise when the rooster crows
I'm going back south where the sun shines hot
Down where the sugar cane grows

Don't let old Satan try to fool you
For the gates'll be closed and you can't get through
With my long white robes and my white socks too
Gonna put on my golden shoes

I'll rise when the rooster crows
I'll rise when the rooster crows
I'm going back south where the sun shines hot
Down where the sugar cane grows

When Gabriel comes for to blow his horn
Well you needn't pull back for you've got to go on
Prepare yourself, for the great day
For you can't take money and buy your way

I'll rise when the rooster crows
I'll rise when the rooster crows
I'm going back south where the sun shines hot
Down where the sugar cane grows

We'll have cider all the Fall
But instead of going to the ball
Where the duck chews tobacco and the goose drinks wine
The old hen cackles while the rooster keeps time

I'll rise when the rooster crows
I'll rise when the rooster crows



I'm going back south where the sun shines hot
Down where the sugar cane grows

What you gwine do when the women all dead?
Gonna sit in the corner with a hung-down head
Well, if I had to marry, wouldn't marry for riches
Marry a big fat gal, couldn't wear my britches

I'll rise when the rooster crows
I'll rise when the rooster crows
I'm going back south where the sun shines hot
Down where the sugar cane grows

15918. Riser

Dierks Bentley - Riser

[Verse 1]
Lay your pretty head down on my shoulder
You don't have to worry anymore
This old world is cold and getting colder
And I know how to lock and bolt the door
I'm strong enough to hold you through the winter
Mean enough to stare your demons down
The hard times put the shine into the diamond
I won't let that keep us in the ground

[Chorus]
I'm a riser
I'm a get up off the ground, don't run and hider
Pushing comes to shove
Hey, I'm a fighter
When darkness comes to town, I'm a lighter
A get out aliver of the fire
Survivor

[Verse 2]
If we ain't got no money, I can make it
And I ain't afraid of working to the bone
When I don't know what I'm doing, I can fake it
I'll pray 'til jesus rolls away the stone

[Chorus]
I'm a riser
I'm a get up off the ground, don't run and hider
Pushing comes to shove
Hey, I'm a fighter
When darkness comes to town, I'm a lighter
A get out aliver of the fire
Survivor

[Bridge]
I'm a trier



I'm a get down low so I can lift you higher
An army couldn't keep down my desire
Yeah

[Chorus]
I'm a riser
I'm a get up off the ground, don't run and hider
Pushing comes to shove
Hey, I'm a fighter
When darkness comes to town, I'm a lighter
A get out aliver of the fire
Survivor

[Outro]
I'm a riser
I'm a riser
I'm a riser
I'm a riser

15919. Rising Of The Moon

Rising Of The Moon
Traditional

"Tell me, tell me, Sean O'Farrell, tell me why you hurry so?"
"Hush me bhuachail, hush and listen," and his face was all aglow
"I bear orders from the captain, get you ready quick and soon
With your pike upon your shoulder for the rising of the moon"

"Tell me, tell me, Sean O'Farrell, where the gatherin' is to be?"
"Near the old spot by the river, right well known to you and me"
"One more thing, the signal token?" "Whistle up the marching tune
For our pikes must be together by the rising of the moon"

Out from many a mud-walled cabin, eyes were lookin' through the
night
Many a manly heart was throbin' for the blessed morning light
A cry arose along the river, like some banshee's mournful croon
And a thousand pikes were flashing by the rising of the moon

All along the shining river one black mass of men was seen
And above them in the night wind floated our immortal green
Death to every foe and traitor. Onward, strike the marching tune
And hurrah me boys for freedom, it's the rising of the moon

Well they fought for dear old Ireland, and full bitter was their fate,
Oh what glorious pride and sorrow fills the name of ninety-eight.
But thank God e'en now are beating hearts in mankind's burning noon,
Who will follow in their footsteps, at the rising of the moon.



15920. Rising Sun Blues

Doc Watson & Merle Watson 
Rising Sun Blues

There is a house down in New Orleans
They call the Rising Sun
And it's been the ruin of a many poor boy
And me, oh God, I'm one

Go tell my youngest brother for me
Not to do the things I've done
But to shun that house down in New Orleans
They call the Rising Sun

Oh, well, the only thing that a rounder needs
Is a suitcase or a trunk
And the only time he's satisfied
Is when he's on a drunk

So fill up your glasses to the brim
Let the drinks flow merrily 'round
And we'll drink to the health of a rounder poor boy
Who goes from town to town

Now, boys, don't believe what a bad girl tells you
Though her eyes be blue or brown
Unless she's on some scaffold high
Sayin', "Boys, I can't come down"

They'll take me back down to New Orleans
To face the crimes I've done
And they'll tie me to a ball and chain
Until my race is run

15921. Rita Ballou

Rodney Crowell - Rita Ballou (1981 version)
Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
She could dance that slow bandera
Shuffle to some cowboy hustle
How she made them trophy buckles shine, shine, shine
Wild-eyed and Mexican silvered
Tricking dumb old cousin Willard
Into thinking that he got her this time

[Chorus]
Hill country honky-tonking Rita Ballou
Every beer joint in town has played a fool for you
Backsliding barrel-riding Rita Ballou
Ain't a cowboy in Texas would not ride a bull for you



[Verse 2]
She's a rawhide rope and velvet mixture
Walking, talking Texas texture
High-timing barroom fixture kind of a girl
She's the queen of the cowboys
Look at old Willard grinning now, boys
You'd have thought there's less fools in this world
But there wasn't

[Chorus]
Hill country honky-tonking Rita Ballou
Every beer joint in town has played the fool for you
Backsliding barrel-riding Rita Ballou
Ain't a cowboy in Texas would not ride a bull for you
All right

[Guitar Solo]

[Bridge]
So good luck, Willard, and here's to ya
And here's to Rita and I hope she'll do ya right all night
Lord, I wished I was a fool in your jeans

[Chorus]
Hill country honky-tonking Rita Ballou
Every beer joint in town has played the fool for you
Backsliding barrel-riding Rita Ballou
Ain't a cowboy in Texas would not ride a bull for you
Hill country honky-tonking Rita Ballou
Every beer joint in town has played the fool for you
Backsliding barrel-riding Rita Ballou
There ain't a cowboy in Texas would not ride a bull for you

15922. Rita Ballou - Chords

Rita Ballou
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Guy Clark

C                                F
She could dance that slow Uvalde shuffle to some cowboy hustle
C                                G7
How she made them trophy buckles shine shine shine
C                              F
Wild eyed and Mexican silvered trickin' dumb ol' cousin Willard
C                      G7           C
Into thinkin that he's got her this time
F                               C
Hill country honky tonkin' Rita Ballou
                                               G7
Every beer joint in town has played a fool for you
F                              C



Backslidin' barrel ridin' Rita Ballou
                                  G7              C
Ain't a cowboy in Texas would not ride a bull for you
                                        F
She's a rawhide rope and velvet mixture walkin' talkin' Texas texture
C                           G7
High-timin' barroom fixture kind of a girl
C                              F
She's the queen of the cowboys look at old Willard grinnin' now boys
C                      G7                 C
You'da thought there's less fools in this world but they won't
repeat #2
        F
So good luck Willard here's to you
    C                                      G7
And here's to Rita and I hope she'll do ya right all night
                                   C
Lord I wish I was the fool in your jeans
repeat #2 x2

15923. River

Yonder Mountain String Band - River

The river rolls and the river winds
And it seems to do something for my peace of mind
Though I didn't know it, I came here looking to find
A place to forget about my troubles for awhile

I saw a mother with her little baby when I was walking here
There's something 'bout a little baby that makes me laugh
They don't seem to have a care
And I wonder if I'm ever gonna feel that way again

Until then, I'll find some time to spend down by the river

I spend a lot of time looking forward
Looking back and looking down at my feet upon the ground
I fell backwards and when I opened my eyes
I found myself staring straight up in the sky
And it seemed like there was something there to learn
When I realized I had nowhere else to be
And the only sound that mattered was the wind that blowed so gentle through the trees

Such a harmony down by the river

Well I heard music, it was soft and clear
And I sang out for the first time, I didn't care who would hear
Because I found my answers in the wind and waves
And the magic in the little things that happen every day
And I played that tune on my old mandolin
And I didn't hurt at all for company
Because the river likes to sing along and knows the words to every song I play



Such a lovely day down by the river
Such a lovely day...

15924. River And A Dirt Road

River and a Dirt Road
Adrienne Young - River and a Dirt Road

What I wouldn't give for a river right now
Carry me away so far away from this crowd
Might be out in Colorado, might be down along the coast
Might be small enough to wade across
Or big enough for a boat
A river

What I wouldn't give for a dirt road right now
Just a little ribbon of red clay headed south
Might be back in old Virginia
Could be down in Tennessee
There'd be nothing there to speak of
No nothing there but me and that dirt road

Baby that road would dance right beside that river
And I would take my sweet time walking it alone
No I would not need to think where I was going
Oh no 'cause that river and that red dirt road
Would lead me home

What I wouldn't give for a river right now
What I wouldn't give for a dirt road right now

15925. River Bank

Brad Paisley - River Bank 

Well, I won 2 dollars on a scratch-off ticket
So I went back to the counter and I bought 2 more with it
And I won 10 bucks and that was just right
So, I bought a six pack and a bag of ice
You know even if our ship came in and this is all we got
It ain't like we really need a million dollar yacht, 'cause
[Chorus:]
We got an inner tube
We got a trailer hitch
We're near the river and far from rich
But we have got each other and gas in the tank
We're laughing all the way to the river bank
Still, can you imagine if we ever struck it



I'd go shoot tequila, take a lime and suck it
And we'd tell our bosses they can do the same
We'll find a big cruise ship and buy the whole dang thing
We'd sail around the world and go to shore in a dingy
But till that dream comes true why don't you grab your bikini 'cause
[Chorus]
However it goes (whatever happens),
We've got it made (in these shades)
'Cause baby we can float (behind this boat)
We can ride away
[Chorus:]
We got an inner tube
We got a trailer hitch
We're near the river and far from rich
But we have got each other and gas in the tank
And it's a beautiful day.
We're laughing all the way
To the river bank

15926. River Bottom

River Bottom
Russell Moore & IIIrd Tyme Out

Take me down to that River Bottom boys
Let me loaf around and take my time
Let me look at that place where last I saw her face
Let me sit down and think about my crime
Lord what I done to that pretty gal of mine

Well the sheriff he's comin' I don't care
His blood hounds are sucking up the air
They're comin' after awhile make me walk that last mile
But I ain't gonna cry I'm gonna smile
Cause it made me feel so good to see her dyin'

Take me down to that River Bottom boys
Let me walk along that shady river lane
Let me stand once again where she took a hundred men
Where I first felt the squeeze of the chain
Lord where she used to laugh at me when I's in pain

Oh that holy angel in her grin and that big ugly devil neath her skin
She was shy and she was bold sweet and warm I been told
Now her hot body's floatin' in the cold
And her ghost slips among the sugar cane

Last night I dreamed I was there
Looking down at her face pale and fair
With the red eyes and the sun fish
Swimmin' and weavin' all through her long streaming hair

Oh but take me down to the River Bottom boys



Let me loaf around and take me ease
Let me sit on that stump where she took that long jump
With my clothes line tied around her knees Lord
Her cheatin' hands clutching at the breeze

Where she went straight down to her death
With that cussin' and whiskey on her breath
Where them lies of before couldn't help her no more
And I laughed just to see her sinking lower
Just to know I put an end to that disease
Just to know I'd saved men kind from that disease

15927. River Deep - Chords

River Deep 
The Devil Makes Three
 
[Intro picking]
 
    Am                     Em
e/----3-0-----0-----------------------------/
B/--------0h1---1-3-1-0-------3-1-0---3-1-0-/
G/------------------------------------------/
D/------------------------------------------/
A/--0---------------------------------------/
E/-------------------------0--------0-------/
 
 
[Intro]
Am  Em  x4
 
 
[Verse]
      Am
When you're livin' in a town like this
      Em
It's easy to sit back and just forget
           Am                               Em
That the world keeps on spinnin' round and round
            Am               Em
Round and round, round and round
 
 
[Chorus]
      F
The beast is bitter, sink its teeth in deep
        G
She'll bite you while you're dreamin', send you off to your sleep
          C                  G         Dm        C
And you carry, you carry on down, on down, on down
                  Am
Down that river deep
 



 
[Interlude]
Em Am Em
 
 
[Verse]
     Am
When you're sittin' in the city large
     Em
Just laid back lazy starring to the stars
       Am                                Em
You're still just laying right where you are,
          Am             Em
Where you are, where you are
 
 
[Chorus]
      F
The beast is bitter, sink its teeth in deep
        G
She'll bite you while you're dreamin', send you off to your sleep
          C                  G         Dm        C
And you carry, you carry on down, on down, on down
                  Am
Down that river deep
 
 
[Interlude]
Em Am Em
 
 
[Verse]
       Am
You're sittin' in a hole just a-wonderin' why
    Em
Stagnation's singin' to you like a lullaby
    Am                          Em
But 'til you move boy there you are
          Am             Em
There you are, there you are
 
 
[Chorus]
      F
The beast is bitter, sink its teeth in deep
        G
She'll bite you while you're dreamin', send you off to your sleep
          C                  G         Dm        C
And you carry, you carry on down, on down, on down
                  Am
Down that river deep



15928. River Down - Chords

River Down 
Chicago Farmer
 
Capo on 2
 
F
Down to the river, lets go
F
Down to the river, lets go
G
Down to the river, going
 
F                           F
Down and we're out from the days we were born
G                                      F           F
Come down here with broken hearts and our emotions torn
F                      F
Off the beaten path to our old stomping grounds
G                                F
As long as we've been growing up we've been coming
 
F
Down to the river, lets go
F
Down to the river, lets go
G
Down to the river, going
 
F                   F
Down Mackinac, yeah we will have some fun
G                               F                F
Get your daddy's old guitar and get your daddy's gun
F                              F
Big brother will buy the beer, we'll shed a couple rounds
G                              F
Stack up all the emptiness and then we'll knock them
 
F
Down to the river, lets go
F
Down to the river, lets go
G
Down to the river, going
 
F                    F
Down on our luck and up comes the cost
G                             F                F
Everything we do and done and all that we have lost
F                     F
Empty out our pockets just to get around
G                                  F
The rich they keep on rising while the poor keep falling
 
F
Down to the river, lets go



F
Down to the river, lets go
G
Down to the river, going
 
F                    F
Down go the faces of another dad and mom,
G                         F             F
Down goes another soldier to a roadside bomb
F                                 F
I read it in the paper and on the faces of our town
G                           F
Tomorrow we go to Pekin Illinois to lay him
 
F
Down to the river, lets go
F
Down to the river, lets go
G
Down to the river, going
F
Down

15929. River Gap - Chords

River Gap 
Cornmeal

[Banjo Intro]
G F G D G F G D G
 
[Chorus]
G                                           F
It's a three more miles til I hit the river gap
G                                        D
slippin down the highway sleepin in the back
G                                              F
Got a hand on the wheel and the other on the phone
G                        D        G
30 more days 'til I'm comin back home
 
 
[Verse 1]
G
Now when I was young my papa said son
F                                              G
don't waste your life waitin for your time to come
G
the world out there is big and round
       F                                            G
if you wanna find your destiny you got to shake it down
 
 



[Verse 2]
G
So I got me a job playin music with a band
F                                        G
workin town to town and a eatin mouth to hand
G
livin on the run and lovin when I can
      F                                    D
well I guess that's the life of a travelin man 
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                           F
It's a three more miles til I hit the river gap
G                                        D
slippin down the highway sleepin in the back
G                                              F
Got a hand on the wheel and the other on the phone
G                        D        G
30 more days 'til I'm comin back home
 
 
[Break]
G F G D G F G D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
Well we pulled into town with some time to spare
F                                                   G
the drummer he's a bummer cause he's gonna broke a snare
G
over in the corner there's Anne Marie
      F                                      G
well she's the cutest thing that I ever did see
 
 
[Verse 4]
G
Now here comes Annie she's a boppin cross the floor
F                                            G
lookin pretty trippy in the hippy dress she wore
G
singin come with me daddy , take off a load
      F                                          D
said I'd like to pretty baby but I gotta hit the road
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                           F
It's a three more miles til I hit the river gap
G                                        D
slippin down the highway sleepin in the back
G                                              F
Got a hand on the wheel and the other on the phone
G                        D        G
30 more days 'til I'm comin back home



 
 
[Break]
G F G D G F G D G
 
 
[Verse 5]
G
Now there's a girl I know in the next little town
F                                          G
she likes to come and see me whenever I'm around
G
she loves me hard and she leaves me sore
       F                                               G
and she kicks me in the head as she throws me out the door
 
 
[Verse 6]
G
Well I like sugar and I like spice
      F                                               G
but I'm a savin up my lovin for a girl that treats me nice
G
and I ain't much for settlin down
       F                                               D
so if she wants to be my baby then she'll have to tag along
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                           F
It's a three more miles til I hit the river gap
G                                        D
slippin down the highway sleepin in the back
G                                              F
Got a hand on the wheel and the other on the phone
G                        D        G
30 more days 'til I'm comin back home
 
 
[Break]
G F G D G F G D G
 
 
[Verse 7]
G
Well hey there joe why you movin so slow
       F                                  G
put the pedal to the metal come on let's go
G
now wait a minute buddy we gotta make a stop
         F                                          G
cause our gas is gettin low and the motor's runnin hot
 
 
[Verse 8]
G
Well jump down turn around fill 'er up again



F                                           G
get another cup of coffee and change for a ten
G
gotta keep movin hate to slow down
         F                                     D
cause ridin down the road is the place that I belong
 
 
[Chorus]
G                                           F
It's a three more miles til I hit the river gap
G                                        D
slippin down the highway sleepin in the back
G                                              F
Got a hand on the wheel and the other on the phone
G                        D        G
30 more days 'til I'm comin back home
 
 
[Repeat Chorus A Cappella]
N.C.
It's a three more miles til I hit the river gap
N.C.
Slippin down the highway sleepin in the back
N.C.
Got a hand on the wheel and the other on the phone
N.C.
30 more days 'til I'm comin back home
 
 
[Outro]
G                                     F
(3 more miles till I hit the river gap)
G
I'm a slippin' down the highway, sleepin in the back
G                                     F
(3 more miles till I hit the river gap)
G
gonna keep movin forward never lookin back
G                                     F
(3 more miles till I hit the river gap)
G
I been thinkin bout the last girl talkin bout the next show
G                                     F
(3 more miles till I hit the river gap)
G
well I gotta be trippin cause I wanna keep slippin down the highway
G
slippin down the highway, trippin down the highway
G                       D         F      G
30 more days till I'm comin back home



15930. River In The Rain

Alison Krauss - River In The Rain 

River In The Rain
Sometimes at night you look like a long white train
Winding your way away somewhere
River I love you don't you care

If you're on the run
Winding some place just tryin' to find the sun
Whether the sunshine whether the rain
River I love you just the same

But sometimes in a time of trouble
When you're out of hand and your muddy bubbles
Roll across my floor
Carryin' away the things I treasure
Hell there ain't ain't no way to measure
Why I love you more than I did the day before

River in the rain
Sometimes at night you look like a long white train
Winding your way away from me
River I've never seen the sea

But sometimes in a time of trouble
When you're out of hand and your muddy bubbles
Roll across my floor
Carryin' away the things I treasure
Hell there ain't ain't no way to measure
Why I love you more than I did the day before

River in the rain
Sometimes at night you look like a long white train
Winding your way away from me
River I've never seen the sea

15931. River Material

River Material
Blue Dogs

A pothole ate my motion
And let me lay there for a while
Where I lie smells like a fossil, something died
Powerful inanimate objects they mortared me
Some piercing my skin some consuming me
Saliva on the pavement next to me
Wash away, wash away oh so gently please
Is there nothing unpredictable something to hold on to
Except for math and science and all they know is true



Well it's something like the river and it's always heading out
A steady source of motion going down
Water and debris knockin' things down to the sea
The bottom of the valley and the leaves on the trees
I began to think that this could happen to me
Wash away wash away oh so gently please

Is there nothing unpredictable something to hold on to
Except for math and science and all they know is true

True, true, is there nothing true

The desert is the place where the wind makes more desert
Carrying out the mission of a zillion bits and pieces more like everything
Go down, be down, get small like me
Chaotic sand and random sea
Everything unglued at the seams
Is that not the nature of how things will be

15932. River Of Blood

Tim O'Brien - River of Blood

The land I live in, it has no borders
It's under my feet wherever I go
Around the world in every corner
There's always a family or a friend I know

I've seen myself in all their faces
I hear my voice when they sing a song
The path I walk is nothin' but a trace
Of a river of blood runnin' pure and strong

The river of blood starts with a trickle
High on a mountain when the world is new
It flows through time and gathers the memories
Washes 'em down over me and you

From the ring of Kerry to the streets of London
The land down under to the USA
Many have tried but none can contain it
The river of blood keeps makin' its way

It's a river of blood in a valley so wide
It's cuttin' its course with a current of pride
My soul finds mercy, my heart such peace
I get down to the bank, I fall down on my knees
Drink from the river of blood

Sometimes I walk through a foreign city
And people will turn, stop and stare
There's somethin' strange that they sense about me
The sound of my speech and my curly red hair



For a little while I might be lonesome
But I know I won't be lost for long
Around the bend at the bottom of the hill
The river of blood is runnin' pure and strong

It's a river of blood in a valley so wide
It's cuttin' its course with a current of pride
My soul finds mercy, my heart such peace
I get down to the bank, I fall down on my knees
Drink from the river of blood

The land I live in, it has no borders
It's under my feet wherever I go
Around the world in every corner
There's always a family or a friend I know

I see myself in all your faces
And I hear my voice when you sing a song
The paths we walk are nothin' but traces
Of a river of blood runnin' pure and strong

It's a river blood, it don't have fire
I'm down on my knees

15933. River Of Death

River Of Death
Bill Monroe - Bluegrass Album Band

Oh the river of death lies just before me
Can I find a place that I can cross
Or will I be in sin forever
Oh Lord don't let my soul be lost

   Oh I wanna walk with Christ my savior
   For he's the one that'll guide me on
   All through my life I've been a sinner
   Now I'm right with God so I'm travelling home

Oh I can hear my savior calling
To me his voice sounds sweet and low
For me I hear my loved ones cheering
Oh, praise the Lord I'm ready to go

My life down here will soon be over
And this old world holds nothing for me
He saved my soul and He made me happy
That beautiful land I'm going to see



15934. River Of Forgiveness - Chords

River Of Forgiveness 
The SteelDrivers
 
[Intro]
Am
Ooh, ooh, ooh-ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh
     Dm7
Ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh ooh-ooh, ooh-ooh
 
[Chorus]
          Am
There's a river of forgiveness
         Am
And it's running deep and wide
        Dm7
Waiting for the sinner to wade out
  E                E7
Into the cleansing tide
    Am
The sacrifice the awful price
    Dm7
Was paid with perfect love
                      Am
There's a river of forgiveness
        E                Am
Flowing with my savior's blood
 
[Verse 1]
          C
Can't you feel the spirit moving
             Am
It's brought you this far before
        F
But you only see salvation 
        E           E7
On this side of the shore
      Am
Don't fear the waters current
           E                   Am
Don't just stand there in your tracks
Dm7
Trust the voice that led you here
     E                 Am
Step in and don't look back
 
[Chorus]
          Am
There's a river of forgiveness
         Am
And it's running deep and wide
        Dm7
Waiting for the sinner to wade out
  E                E7
Into the cleansing tide
    Am



The sacrifice the awful price
    Dm7
Was paid with perfect love
                      Am
There's a river of forgiveness
        E                Am
Flowing with my savior's blood
 
Am
Ooh, ooh, ooh-ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh
     Dm7
Ooh, ooh-ooh-ooh ooh-ooh, ooh-ooh
 
[Verse 2]
   C
If I can be forgiven
        Am
For the sinful things I've done
   Dm7                       E        E7
My God's grace and mercy can cover anyone
   Am                                D
He took the blackest heart that ever been 
 
And washed it clean
          Dm7
Just have faith, apart and wade
   E            Am
In that crimsom stream
 
[Chorus]
          Am
There's a river of forgiveness
         Am
And it's running deep and wide
        Dm7
Waiting for the sinner to wade out
  E                E7
Into the cleansing tide
    Am
The sacrifice the awful price
    Dm7
Was paid for perfect love
                      Am
There's a river of forgiveness
        E                Am
Flowing with my savior's blood
 
[Outro]
N.C.
The sacrifice the awful price
                      D
Was paid with perfect love
          Am
There's a river of forgiveness
        E                Am
Flowing with my savior's blood



15935. River Of Happiness

Dolly Parton - River Of Happiness

Chorus:
Somewhere a river of happiness flows
We'll sit on its banks while the warm breezes blow
Somewhere there's a garden where only love grows
Somewhere a river of happiness flows
Dry your eyes, don't cry no more
We'll find a place where there's laughter and joy
So take my hand and don't let go
Come with me and together we'll go
Repeat Chorus
We'll walk in the sunshine
We'll laugh and we'll sing
And dance to the tune that our happiness brings
Come go with me to this place I speak of
Together, we'll find it, this place is called love
Repeat Chorus
Tag:
Somewhere a river of happiness flows

15936. River Of Jordan

River Of Jordan - Ricky Skaggs

To the River Of Jordan our Savior went one day
And we read that John The Baptist met Him there
And when John baptized Jesus in Jordan's rushing waters
The mighty power of God filled the air

I'm on my way to the River Of Jordan
Gonna wade right in to the rushing waters
I'm going down to the River Of Jordan
And let the cool waters cleanse my soul

King Naaman was stricken with dreaded leprosy
And he sent for the man of God to pray
But Elisha said to Naaman "go dip yourself in Jordan"
And let the cool waters wash your spots away

So he went right down to the River Of Jordan
He waded right in the rushing waters
He dipped himself in the River Of Jordan
And the cool waters made him whole

Oh the River Of Jordan is many miles away
And this mighty river I may never see



But I'll find myself an altar in an old fashioned church
And my River Of Jordan that will be

15937. River Of Jordan - Chords

River Of Jordan
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Hazel Houser

C               G7          C
To the river of Jordan  our Savior went one day
                          G7              C
And we read that John the Baptist met him there
                             F
When John baptized Jesus in Jordan's rushing waters
    C               G7             C
The mighty power of God filled the air
      
                 (back up vocalist)
I'm on my way   (to the River of Jordan)
                     G7      (back ups)
I'm gonna wade right in   (in the rushing waters)
          C                                     F
I'm going down   I'm going down to the River of Jordan
            C           G7         C
And let the cool waters cleanse my soul
 
 
King Naaman was stricken with dreaded leprosy
And he sent for the man of God to pray
But Elisha said to Naaman  go dip yourself in Jordan
And let the cool water wash your spots away
 
So he went right in (to the River of Jordan)
He went right in (in the rushing waters)
to dip himself (he dipped himself in the River of Jordan)
And the cool waters made him whole
  
The River of Jordan is many miles away
This mighty river I may never see
But I'll find myself an altar in an old fashioned church
My River of Jordan that will be
 
Repeat #1 & 2

15938. River Of Memory - Chords

River Of Memory
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs



G
There's an old ramshackle shack 
         C               G
Where in dreams I wander back
                       A7           D7
And we listen to those southern melodies
        G
T'was a place where I was born 
     C              G
On a bright October morn
         C              G               D7     G
And it's nestled at the end of my river of memory
                                 C            G
Did you ever go sailin' down the river of memory
     D7         G
To a little log cabin 
       A7                D7
That's nestled among the sycamore trees
          G
Where the sunshine is cheery 
    C                          G
And nothing in the world grows weary
      C            G               D7     G
At my cabin at the end of my river of memory
                                     C               G
There's a mother old and gray at the end of memory's way
                        A7                D7
And I'll meet her there tonight among the trees
    G                       C               G
And with her welcome she so sweetly beckons me
      C            G               D7     G
To my cabin at the end of my river of memory
repeat #2
                                C                G
When twilight shadows fall many childhood voices call
                             A7                D7
Callin' back to the good old days that used to be
       G                            C               G
And in answer to their prayers I'll soon be sailing there
      C            G               D7     G
To my cabin at the end of my river of memory
repeat #2

15939. River Of Pain - Chords

River Of Pain 
NewFound Road
 
[Verse 1]
Em
rain oh rain are you here to stay
G



why oh why won't you go away
A
cause I ain't seen one sunny day
Em
on the river of pain
 
Em
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em
I been goin' downhill and I can't come back
G
so far gone as a matter of fact
A
like a runaway train on a one way track
Em
to the river of pain
 
Em
 
 
[Chorus]
A              G
river of pain cold and mean
Em
running like a devil to the deep blue sea
A                G
black as a knife cursed by the rain
Em
lord I'm drowning in the river of pain
 
 
[Verse 3]
Em
treated my heart like a stepping stone
G
threw it in the water, how was I to know
A
that I be sinking here all alone
Em
in the river of pain
 
Em
 
 
[Chorus]
A               G
river of pain cold and mean
Em
running like a devil to the deep blue sea
A                  G
black as a knife cursed by the rain
Em
lord I'm drowning in the river of pain
 
 



[Instrumental]
 
Em  G  A  Em  x2
 
 
Em
Oh-oh,
A
river of pain let me be
Em
that deep bloody water gonna bury me
 
Em
 
 
[Chorus]
A              G
river of pain cold and mean
Em
running like a devil to the deep blue sea
A                G
black as a knife cursed by the rain
Em
lord I'm drowning in the river of pain
 
Em
Oh-oh
A
to the river of pain...

15940. River Of Sand

River Of Sand
The Greencards - River Of Sand

I don't know how I got to this place
Chasing memories I got through the face
On the land like a river of sand
Every time I believed what I heard
Paparazzi's, they fade like the words of a song
Now I know I was wrong
So river of sand will you carry me home
'Cause I don't understand how to make it alone?
Where the water runs free for the sunlight to dance
Just wanna come back on a river of sand
What's so bad about rain on your town?
All the dew on the ground when the sunrise began
Let it come 'round again
I got nothing but time here to kill
No big glance, no true love
Just the 'Will I be thrilled?'
So would you wash me away?
So river of sand will you carry me home?



'Cause I don't understand how to make it alone
Where the water runs free for the sunlight to dance
Just wanna come back on a river of sand
I don't know what to say so I won't ask
Know the right words to pray my way back
So river of sand will you carry me home?
'Cause I don't understand how to make it alone
Where the water runs free for the sunlight to dance
Just wanna come back on a river of sand

15941. River Of Sin - Chords

River Of Sin 
The Wood Brothers

F
the water comes down from the higher ground
F                      A      Bb   F
and it's carryin' the sin of man
C7
we can't help but get thirsty
                     A7      Dm
down here where the river is damned
F
they say good things happen up river
F                      Am      Bb    F
the river it can wash a man clean
          C
but down here the water's just dirty
                     C7                           F
you can try but it's hard to get up from down stream
 
                Bb
but I'll try again
                      F         F7
I'll paddle up this river of sin
Bb              G         F
i'll send up a broken amen
C            A7                Dm7         G7
i'll swallow some pride but i won't be denied
C               C7             F
'cause i'll try again and again
 
F
If i had a boat for this river
F                      Am7      Bb    F
i'd find out just what it all means
C                                C7
i'd go see all those used to be heathens
                   A7               DM7  C7
come up from the water washed clean
 
F



and i'd wash my own sins in that river
F                      Am7      Bb
but i wonder how much more it can bear
C
it must be so full of misdoing and shame
     C7                        F
i can't see the bottom from here
 
        Bb
but I'll try again
         G                     F  F7
I'll paddle up this river of sin
Bb              G7       F
i'll send up a broken amen
C7            A7                Dm          G7
i'll swallow some pride but i won't be denied
F                C         F      Bb
'cause i'll try again and again
 
G  F  F7  Bb  G7  F  C  C7   A7   DM   G7   C   C7  F       Bb

15942. River Of Sorrow

River of Sorrow 
The Chapmans

CHORUS: 
Floating on a river of sorrow 
Since you went and left me my dear 
Floating and no one can reach me 
The river is swollen with tears 
 
The flowers I gave you in spring time 
In the summer we walked hand in hand 
In autumn you said you were leaving 
And all our sweet love had to end 
 
Remember that sweet night we shared love 
How the moonlight did shone in your hair 
But now you are gone and I'm so alone 
To think that you'll never be there 
 
Floating and no one can reach me 
The river is swollen with tears

15943. River Of Stars

Little Big Town - River of Stars



[Verse 1]
When static seems to fill the air
Lying next to you when you're not there
You thought that they were out of sight
But in the dead of night

[Pre-Chorus]
Any time you reach for me
I'd give my love and honestly

[Chorus]
I'd paint a river of stars for you
Cross the ocean of sapphire blue
Anything I have to, just to get to you
I'd paint a river of stars for you

[Verse 2]
You said you'd call out my name
I called you but you never came
It's only time that drifts away
My love remains

[Pre-Chorus]
Any time you reach for me
I'd give my love and honestly

[Chorus]
I'd paint a river of stars for you
Cross the ocean of sapphire blue
Anything I have to, just to get to you
Doesn't matter what we've been through
Doesn't matter, doesn't matter
Doesn't matter what we've been through
I'd paint a river of stars for you

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
I'd paint a river of stars for you
Cross the ocean of sapphire blue
Anything I have to, just to get to you
Doesn't matter what we've been through
Doesn't matter, doesn't matter
Doesn't matter what we've been through

[Outro]
Doesn't matter, doesn't matter
Doesn't matter what we've been through
I'd paint a river of stars
For you (For you)

15944. River Of Tears - Chords



River Of Tears 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

[Verse 1]
   G                         C       G
To young and proud parents a baby is born.
G                             C              D
They both weep softly as he's placed in her arms.
           G                             C         D
While just one floor below them cries a family in grief
       G                              D        G
For a loved one crossed Jordon their maker to meet.
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
   G                            C             G
A handsome young man walks the isle with his bride
G                           C                D
The onlookers proudly wipe tears from their eyes.
  G                          C          D
A few short years later the papers are filed.
        G                       D               G
As they both cry in anger in a fight for their child.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C        D       G            C        G
Winding through life, runs a river of tears
G                               A             D
flowing deep with emotions with each passing year.
         G                       C        G
Tears of pain and joy, tears of gain and loss
G                      C   D               G
Time and again we must cross the river of tears.
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
    G                       C         G
Two teen-age solders march bravely to war
G                         C            D
To battle for freedom on some distant shore.
G                      c             D
One returns safely to tears of great joy
          G                           D            G
While the other's folks morn for the loss of their boy.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C        D       G            C        G
Winding through life, runs a river of tears
G                               A             D
flowing deep with emotions with each passing year.
         G                       C        G
Tears of pain and joy, tears of gain and loss



G                      C   D               G
Time and again we must cross the river of tears.
 
 
[Ending]
                       C                D
Sooner or later we'll cross
              G       F      C      G
The river of tears

15945. River Of Tears - Chords

River Of Tears 
Highway 101
 
INTRO:
 
           GUITAR                   STEEL GUITAR
         G           D           D            A     D
E -----------------------------/-------2-5--5-5-3-----/
B -----------------------------/-----3------------5-3-/
G -------0---0-2br-0-2---------/---2------------------/
D -0-2-4---------------4--2/4--/-0--------------------/
A -----------------------------/----------------------/
E -----------------------------/----------------------/
 
 
VERSE:
       D                       G           D
It's four in the mornin', I'm tossin' and turnin'
                       A       D   A
Lord I think that I'm comin' apart
            D           D7
I cry your name in the darkness
      G              D
As I feel the tears burnin'
               D         A       D   D A D7
It's hard to sleep on a broken heart
 
 
CHORUS:
     G                           D    D
You tell me we've been treadin' water
  G          D            A   A7
Floatin' on courage and pride
     D
I thought we would last
         G
But now I'm sinkin' fast
         D         A               D   D D A A A
In this river of tears that I've cried
 
 



INSTRUMENTAL:
  G  G  D  D  D  A7  D  D
 
 
VERSE:
    D
I stare out the window
             G           D
And wonder where did you go
      D              A         D    A
And count the long hours 'til dawn
      D        D7            G
If I cry me a river it's because I don't know
          D            A          D  D A D7
Why you drifted while I'm hangin' on
 
 
CHORUS:
     G                           D    D
You tell me we've been treadin' water
  G          D            A   A7
Floatin' on courage and pride
     D
I thought we would last
         G
But now I'm sinkin' fast
         D         A              D     G
In this river of tears that I've cri-i-ied
      D         A               G    G D Em D
This river of tears that I've cried

15946. River Of The Lost Souls

River Of The Lost Souls
Stillhouse Junkies

Forty days in the canyon
Forty nights waitin' on daylight
Gone away, all hope abandoned
Forty days by the riverside

Came to you a boy of twenty 
Came to find you were the fighting kind
All mine to lose, all turned against me
Life and limb left  em on the line

CHORUS
Roll me soft and rock me gently
Like the one you always wanted for yourself
Love and loss you've known aplenty
If I dig my way to silver
I'll be drinking to your health



But you bore me down with good intention
Through the chaos, through the cataract 
On solid ground, found me protection
You bore me down spinning on my back

But I took it hard nothing for granted
Searching for a way up from the shore
In falling darkness empty-handed
Found fear of God and nothing more

CHORUS

Came to the end there at the bottom
Carved my name into a wall of stone
Said light  em right up if you got  em 
No cause for shame dying alone

But the Devil's due was never given
No last rites this time for a lost soul
Down through the night ghosts of the living
Old friends of mine carrying me home

15947. River Of Time

River of Time
Dailey & Vincent

V1. Like a shot through the heart, like a knife cold and sharp
The cold winds of loneliness blow
But, they say that time can heal heart and mind
If somehow I could let you go

Ch. Maybe I will forget you it's true
You'll never again cross my mind
The day that my journey is through
And I drift down the river of time

V2. Since the day we met, and darling even yet
Our love seemed so honest and true
But my heart broke the day that I heard you say

That it felt like a prison to you

Ch. Maybe I will forget you it's true
You'll never again cross my mind
The day that my journey is through
And I drift down the river of time

Tg. The day that my journey is through
And I drift down the river of time



15948. River Runs Red

River Runs Red
The Steeldrivers - River Runs Red

The thirty-first day of December
Three thousand dressed in blue and gray
All sons of the heavenly father
Lay in a watery grave

And the river runs red
The river runs red

One shot woke the Tennessee morning
Soon fire and smoke filled the sky
Then rain came down with no warning
As sorrow fell down from all sides

The river runs red
The river runs red
No winners or losers
When you count the dead
We watch it roll by
We all bow our heads
The guns have gone silent
But the river runs red

Now Rogers was from Alabama
And Thomas an old New York town
But soon they would die like blood brothers
In the stream where their souls would flow down

The river runs red
The river runs red
No winners or losers
When you count the dead
We watch it roll by
We all bow our heads
The guns have gone silent
But the river runs red

Some say you could see red for miles
And it flowed that way so many years
Now the water looks clean and untainted
But Stones River will never run clear

The river runs red
The river runs red
No winners or losers
When you count the dead
We watch it roll by
We all bow our heads
The guns have gone silent



But the river runs red

15949. River Song

River Song - Hot Buttered Rum

Here I sit by the banks of the river
Watching the rippled trees
Staring off I was alone I thought
But there's a frog who's watching me

So I walk a few steps and I stop and look
From the river to the sky to the trees
Then I walk a few steps and I look again
Until I really see

Walking the trail through the dark of the night
And we're leaving our world behind
Then you turn on the lights and lead the way
And I realize that we're all blind

So I walk a few steps and I stop and look
From the river to the sky to the trees
Then I walk a few steps and I look again
Until I really see

Sometimes I wonder why we look but do not see
We know the sound but do not hear the ocean
Steady rhythm calling
Pounding mountains crumble crawling
Rising tide will soon be falling
Though we roam away from shoreline
Still the earth it keeps a rolling
As the life in me keeps breathing
And my mind inside is knowing
That the waves continue calling me to join the sea

Well all alone is where I'll be
Without this civillization
But don't you know that culture is
The downfall of the nation

So walk a few steps and stop and look
From the river to the sky to the trees
And walk a few steps and look again
Until you really see
Until you really see
Until you really see
Until I really see



15950. River Take Me

River Take Me
Darrell Scott

It's been rainy and windy for seven days straight
I've been going to bed early and getting up late
I look out my window and it's one shade of gray
My wife and my kids don't have much to say
A man out of work only gets in the way

Oh the river is rising now one inch an hour
And tonight we'll be lucky if we still have power
But I've got a flashlight, an oil lamp and I'm ready to go
And a fresh set of batteries for my son's radio
If the dam really breaks, least we'll know where to go

River take me, river take me
River take me far from troubled times
River take me, river take me
River take me far from troubled times

If I had a boat you know what I'd do?
I'd float me and my family down to Baton Rouge
I wouldn't work in no factory I'd live off the land
And live within means of my own two hands
Dance Saturday nights to a Zydeco band

Oh the river flows and a young man dreams
And the river can drown you
Or it can wash you clean
It can take you away to some other place
It can power your cities, carry your waste
And give all that you drink a peculiar taste

Oh, don't look to me, I've done my time
You see I've had too many dreams for this one heart of mine
And I've stood on the bridge with the river below
Feeling all of the sadness that a proud man could hold
Oh the river is full but there's no way to go

15951. River Takes The Town - Chords

River Takes The Town 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
A   A
 
[Verse 1]
         A                                     D         A
Hope the levee in Shreveport does what it's supposed to do
         Bm                         A



Cuz the rain keeps comin', yeah the rain keeps comin'
                                 D            A
I musta called ya 99 times but I couldn't get through
         Bm                          A
Yeah the rain keeps comin', yeah the rain keeps comin'
         Bm                          A
And the rain keeps comin', yeah the rain keeps comin
 
[Chorus]
Bm                           B7
   Nothin's ever for certain, til the levee breaks down
G                             D
   The water comes in and the river
                     A
The river takes the town
 
[Verse 2]
                                                  D              A
There's a shelter at the high school gym they got blankets and food
        Bm                       A
But you won't sleep easy, no you won't sleep easy
                                       D          A
It's been a few days since I heard any word from you
          Bm                       A
No and I don't sleep easy, well I don't sleep easy
         Bm                          A
And the rain keeps comin', yeah the rain keeps comin
         Bm                          A
Yeah the rain keeps comin', yeah the rain keeps comin
 
[Chorus]
Bm                           B7
   Nothin's ever for certain, til the levee breaks down
G                             D
   The water comes in and the river
                     A   G   D
The river takes the town
C                      A   G   D
  The river takes the town
C                    A   G   D
Yeah the river takes the town
C                      A   G   D   C   A
  The river takes the town
 
[Bridge]
               A
Well there's a number you can call if your house gets washed away
           Bm                         A
But it'll never be the same, no it'll never be the same
                                            D          A
Since you held my hand and kissed me on the very first day
     Bm                      A
No I never be the same, no I never be the same
        Bm
And the rain keeps comin (never be the same)
        A
And the rain keeps comin (never be the same)



        Bm
And the rain keeps comin (never be the same)
        A
And the rain keeps comin
             Bm
Yeah And the rain keeps comin (and I never be the same)
        A
And the rain keeps comin (never be the same)
 
[Chorus]
Bm                           B7
   Nothin's ever for certain, til the levee breaks down
G                             D
   The water comes in and the river
                     A   G   D
The river takes the town
C                      A   G   D
  The river takes the town
C                      A   G   D
  The river takes the town
C                      A   G   D   C   A
  The river takes the town
 
[Outro]
A  D  A

15952. River's High - Chords

River's High 
Horseshoes And Hand Grenades

[Intro]
G   D Em  D    C
G   D Em  D    C
 
[Chorus]
G                    D       Em
Rivers high and it's hard to forge,
     D                              C
can't cross the river can't open no doors.
G                      D       Em
Only thing to do is to take to swim,
        D                                C
but the currents strong and the light is dim.
G                       D          Em
Want you burn a fire to bring some light,
      D                      C
ain't got no moon in the sky tonight.
G                         D       Em
Maybe in the dark is just where i stand,
D                       C
lost soul and a worried man.
 



G   D  Em   D  C  x2
 
 
[Verse]
G                     D       Em
I often think of that love of mine,
      D                       C
she's gone away for two years time.
G              D    Em
Maybe soon she will return,
D                          C
but will her love still be mine.
 
 
[Chorus]
G                            D       Em
Now the rivers high and it's hard to forge,
     D                              C
can't cross the river can't open no doors.
G                      D       Em
Only thing to do is to take to swim,
        D                                C
but the currents strong and the light is dim.
G                       D          Em
Want you burn a fire to bring some light,
      D                      C
ain't got no moon in the sky tonight.
G                         D       Em
Maybe in the dark is just where i stand,
D                       C
lost soul and a worried man.
 
G   D  Em   D  C  x2
 
 
[Verse]
G                       D       Em
And one more thing I've come to know,
       D                              C
as the sun comes up and the day grows old.
G               D            Em
You can't learn nothing in a day,
    D                                C
and silver won't show you the golden way.
 
 
[Chorus]
G                            D       Em
Now the rivers high and it's hard to forge,
     D                              C
can't cross the river can't open no doors.
G                      D       Em
Only thing to do is to take to swim,
        D                                C
but the currents strong and the light is dim.
G                       D          Em
Want you burn a fire to bring some light,



      D                      C
ain't got no moon in the sky tonight.
G                         D       Em
Maybe in the dark is just where i stand,
D                       C
lost soul and a worried man.
 
G   D  Em   D  C  x2

15953. River's Rising

Leftover Salmon - River's Rising 

Nowhere to run, nowhere to hide
No relief from the risin' tide
Somethin' in the way of the world has changed
Broken apart and rearranged

And the river's risin'
Rain keeps pourin' down
And the river's risin'
Oh, take me to a higher ground

Not too little and much too late
Courting disaster and tempting fate
Goin' against all natural laws
Putting effect before the cause

And the river's risin'
Rain keeps pourin' down
And the river's risin'
Oh, take me to a higher ground

When will I see the sun shine again?
When will this darkness come to an end?
Watchin' and waitin', the flood waters rise
I can't believe what's before my eyes

And the river's risin'
Rain keeps pourin' down
And the river's risin'
Oh, take me to a higher ground

15954. Riverboat Song

Riverboat Song (Revival Outtake)
Gillian Welch

[Chorus]



Thought I'd sing to the river
Just cheer her on her way
She's a blue old girl
That no one cares to travel on these days

[Verse 1]
I know some say she's lazy
She was fast enough before
Half of every cotton crop
Came floating past my door

[Verse 2]
And there used to be a dance hall
When the gambling boat still ran
The air was full of lamplight
And the sound of Dixieland

[Verse 3]
But the river men are gone now
She's a melancholy girl
She never sees the Delta Queen
Or the Alabama Pearl

[Verse 4]
And she looks like she's lonely
As she tumbles to the sea
She's headed down to Mexico
To find some company

[Verse 5]
Well, the only time I cursed her
Was the spring of '65
She rolled across the bean fields
Looking more than ten miles wide

[Verse 6]
Well, I shoulda seen it comin'
As it does from time to time
Women's gonna make a fuss
When no one pays her any mind

15955. Rivermouth

Rivermouth - Rising Appalachia

We are rollin' on the river
We are rollin' out to sea
Just me,
And my baby

There is sugar, in your voice dear
Black pepper in your touch
And I have always loved too much



 Cuz you come and go like the wind blows
And you roll out with the tide
But that's all right, baby that's all right

Now the days are flyin'
And we are on the ride
Eyes forward all the time
Our blood full of thunder and wine

15956. Rivers Of Babylon

Linda Ronstadt - Rivers Of Babylon
Steve Earle

By the rivers of Babylon
Where he sat down
And there he went
When he remembered Zion
For the wicked carry us away
Captivity require from us a song
How can we sing King Alpha's song in a strange land
So let the words of our mouth
And the meditations of our hearts
Be acceptable in thy sight
Over I

15957. Rivers, Rains And Runaway Trains

Rivers, Rains and Runaway Trains
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Made myself a list, checked it twice
As I've never been the kind to roll the dice
I took an extra turn on the thoroughfare
To avoid all risk and doubt and still get me there
Calculated odds and likelihood
Through every preparation the way I should
Just when I start to feel like I'm on a roll
How can it be in one glance, I've lost control?

[Chorus]
Rivers and rains and runaway trains
The rushing and racing of hurricanes
The forces of nature that nothing restrains
Rivers and rains and runaway trains

[Verse 2]



Solid as a rock set in my ways
Until I caught a glimpse of your green-eyed gaze
Runnin' through the numbers and my head says no
Statistics, they shatter and my heart says go

[Chorus]
Rivers and rains and runaway trains
The rushing and racing of hurricanes
The forces of nature that nothing restrains
Rivers and rains and runaway trains

[Bridge]
My steady beats stumble
The heavens, they rumble
The earth shook below the ground
I try to speak but mumble
My senses, they crumble
The second you came around

[Chorus]
Like rivers and rains and runaway trains
The rushing and racing of hurricanes
The forces of nature that nothing restrains
Rivers and rains and runaway trains
Rivers and rains and runaway trains

15958. Riverside

Blue Dogs - Riverside

Yonder goes Jimmy
He's got a new ride
See him winding on down Highway 5
Heading straight for the drive in
He's got Susie by his side
Later we'll all meet by the riverside
I can't help myself
I wanna testify
I wanna take you there
Down by the riverside
Down on the river
We got gators runnin wild
Mama said you better not go down there child
But I got a crazy feeling
And I like your style
Later let's head on down and walk a while
I can't help myself
I wanna testify
I wanna take you there
Down by the riverside
I can't help myself
I wanna testify
I wanna take you there



Down by the riverside

15959. Rivertown

Rivertown
The Greencards - Rivertown

Midnight, I'm driving in the pouring rain
The thought washed over me
Will I ever be here again on this day or any other day?
Sheets of rain like honey, made it hard to see
Turns of the road ahead fast approaching me
Approaching me, fast approaching me
Ooh, gotta get out of this Rivertown
I'll get a ferry and ride to a higher ground
Far from Rivertown
This town it leaves me empty
Alone I walk the streets all are lined with potholes
Left bruises on my feet, on my feet, bruises on my feet
Weathered sheets of awning at the green grocer store
Been falling down on the side walk
For fifteen years or more, fifteen years or more
Ooh, gotta get out of this Rivertown
I'll get a ferry and ride to a higher ground
Far from Rivertown
This windy road I travel in the highest gear
These wheels are gonna take me far away from here
Away from here, far away from here
So take me at this moment in the driver's seat
There ain't no one in Rivertown
Gonna be missing me, gonna be missing me
Ooh, gotta get out of this Rivertown
I'll get a ferry and ride to a higher ground
Ooh, gotta get out of this Rivertown
I'll get a ferry and ride to a higher ground

15960. Ro-Deo-Deo Cowboy

Jerry Jeff Walker - Ro-Deo-Deo Cowboy

Yeah, I work all week just to make a draw
Sometimes I don't ride 'em at all
But I'm hooked in and I got to ride that train
When I get down in that chute
I can't keep from thinkin' about all that loot
I'm a rodeo deo deo de cowboy
Bordering on the insane
That's why I drink a cheeseburger, eat a six-pack
Take a Darvon to kill the pain



Pay thirty-two fifty just to take a fall
I live through it to tell you 'bout it all
I'm a rodeo deo deo de cowboy
Bordering on the insane
Now relax and take a deep breath or two
It's a one time shot and then you're through
Hang on boy, and someday you'll have fame
When they open up that gate
The bull takes off like a runaway freight
And you're a rodeo deo deo de cowboy
Bordering on the insane
That's why I eat a cheeseburger, drink a six-pack
Take a Darvon to kill the pain
Pay thirty-two fifty just to take a fall
I live through it just to talk about it all
I'm a rodeo deo deo de cowboy
Bordering horny insane
The cobwebs sure are thick, what's goin' on?
I feel like all my circuits are blown
I can't remember my number or name
Gimme a beer or two and I'll feel fine
'Least it's worked every other time
Cuz I'm a rodeo deo deo de cowboy
Bordering on the insane
That's why I drink a cheeseburger, eat a six-pack
Take a Darvon to kill the pain
Pay thirty-two fifty just to take a fall
I live through it to tell you 'bout it all
I'm a rodeo deo deo de cowboy
Bordering on the insane
That's why I drink a cheeseburger, eat a six-pack
Take a Darvon to kill the pain
Pay thirty-two fifty just to take a fall
I live through it to tell you 'bout it all
I'm a rodeo deo deo de cowboy
Bordering on the insane

15961. Road Agents Lament - Chords

Growling Old Men - Road Agents Lament 
Album: Occupational Hazards

Am - C - G - D  x2

Am                             C
Let me tell you a story that's sad but it's true
 G                       D
About easy money and the things men will do
        Am                     C
For the gold in the river that winds below town
        G                            E        Am
They'll rob and they'll shoot a poor traveler down



       Am                          C
Oh the road agent's hands have been stained with the blood
       G                  D
Of the innocent miner who toils in the mud
         Am                          C
While he works in the placer fields, chilled to the bone
     G                            E          Am
Then shot down and robbed as he's on his way home

        D                          Am
And the wind whispers softly as it moves through the sage
       D                        Esus E
If you listen you can still the sou---nd
     Am                        C
Of a low  mournful murmur, the ghosts of the men
         G           E           Am
That the road agents left on the ground

In the spring back in '63, making my way
Through the Idaho country*, I happened to stray
Across two desperados, Bill Graves & Dutch John
And joining those outlaws is where I went wrong

We held up the mail coach to Salt Lake one day
And left two men dying as we rode away
O the murderous deeds that were wrought by the hands
Of the cut throats and thieves of the road agent band

And the wind whispers softly as it moves through the sage
If you listen you can still the sound
Of a low  mournful murmur, the ghosts of the men
That the road agents left on the ground

We knew when a man and his money left town
Then we'd lighten his load before cutting him down
And with outlaws like Plummer, Stinson, and Ives
The men in the gold camps all feared for their lives

And the wind whispers softly as it moves through the sage
If you listen you can still the sound
Of a low  mournful murmur, the ghosts of the men
That the road agents left on the ground

It was just after Christmas, and 20 below
When a lynch mob of miners hauled me out in the snow
They tried me right there and the verdict came down
I was hung by the neck on the North edge of town.

15962. Road Goes on Forever

Robert Earl Keen - Road Goes on Forever 

Sherry was a waitress at the only joint in town



She had a reputation as a girl who'd been around
Down Main Street after midnight with a brand new pack of cigs
A fresh one hangin' from her lips and a beer between her legs
She'd ride down to the river and meet with all her friends
The road goes on forever and the party never ends

Sonny was a loner he was older than the rest
He was going into the Navy but he couldn't pass the test
So he hung around town he sold a little pot
The law caught wind of Sonny and one day he got caught
But he was back in business when they set him free again
The road goes on forever and the party never ends

Sonny's playin' 8-ball at the joint where Sherry works
When some drunken outta towner put his hand up Sherry's skirt
Sonny took his pool cue laid the drunk out on the floor
Stuffed a dollar in her tip jar and walked on out the door
She's runnin' right behind him reachin' for his hand
The road goes on forever and the party never ends

They jumped into his pickup Sonny jammed her down in gear
Sonny looked at Sherry and said lets get on outta here
The stars were high above them and the moon was in the east
The sun was settin' on them when they reached Miami Beach
They got a hotel by the water and a quart of Bombay gin
The road goes on forever and the party never ends

They soon ran out of money but Sonny knew a man
Who knew some Cuban refugees that delt in contraband
Sonny met the Cubans in a house just off the route
With a briefcase full of money and a pistol in his boot
The cards were on the table when the law came bustin' in
The road goes on forever and the party never ends

The Cubans grabbed the goodies and Sonny grabbed the Jack
He broke a bathroom window and climbed on out the back
Sherry drove the pickup through the alley on the side
Where a lawman tackled Sonny and was reading him his rights
She stepped into the alley with a single shot .410
The road goes on forever and the party never ends

They left the lawman lyin' and they made their getaway
They got back to the motel just before the break of day
Sonny gave her all the money and he blew her a little kiss
If they ask you how this happened say I forced you into this
She watched him as his taillights disappeared around the bend
The road goes on forever and the party never ends

Its Main Street after midnight just like it was before
21 months later at the local grocery store
Sherry buys a paper and a cold 6-pack of beer
The headlines read that Sonny is goin' to the chair
She pulls back onto Main Street in her new Mercedes Benz
The road goes on forever and the party never ends



15963. Road Man

Michael Carpenter and The Banks Brothers & Michael Carpenter - Road Man

[Chorus]
Road man, you're gone all the time
What's it gonna be, the job or me?
Road man, you're gone all the time
What's it gonna be, the job or me?

[Verse 1]
She knew back when she met you that you had a roving heart
She knew she'd have to share you with your dreams
She thought her love would keep you home and love would anchor you
She learned there's nothing's harder than the truth

[Verse 2]
She never worried if hR'd fall into another's arms
She knew that hR would always remain true
But a lifetime filled with days and nights he's stuck behind the wheel
Her lovin' wouldn't change the way he'd feel, so she'd say

[Chorus]
Road man, you're here and then you're gone
Why you wanna leave me here alone?
Road man, you're here and then you're gone
Why you wanna leave me all alone? Hey, hit the road, man

[Interlude]
Ooh-ooh-ooh

15964. Road Of Broken Hearts - Chords

Road Of Broken Hearts              F
  
        D                                               G
You lead me down the road of broken hearts dear 
       D                                                 A 
You told me that you loved me but you lied 
     D                                               G
I knew it was a game that you were playing
              D                  A                    D    D7           
When I saw another walking by your side 

             G                                                D
   You lead me down the road of broken hearts dear 
           D                                            A     
   You said that you loved me but you lied 
            D                                              G   



   You said that we would marry and be happy
        D                              A                    D      
   That you would always want me by your side 

You lead me down the road of broken hearts dear 
So here is your ring and goodbye
You prooved without a doubt that I can't trust you
You broke my heart but I refuse to cry
You lead me down the road of broken hearts dear
My love for you now has turned to hay
The promesses you made they were wordless
I m in love again some day it's not too late

15965. Road Of Life

Road Of Life
Virginia Stauffer

As we travel down life's pathway
Many road signs you will see
The destination of their journey
Is a home awaiting you and me
This Road of life is rough and rocky
As we travel day by day
But if we live our life for Jesus
We'll walk the streets of gold some day
All down the road of life we travel
Many temptations to slow us down
Look straight ahead His light will guide you
Carry the cross and you will wear a crown
This road of life...
God is above and all around us
He knows each thing we say or do
We're all his children and he loves us
Let's live for him and love him too
This road of life...

15966. Road To Boulder - Chords

Road to Boulder - Infamous Stringdusters
Appears on: Road to Boulder EP

G                    D             
I got lost on my way home
Am                         C        
Path was dim that once had shone
Like a dog lookin for a bone
                     G            
My head was spinning 'round



So I took my nose up to the wind
And get a sense of where I'd been
Looking down that path of sin
Is always hard to do

                    D                Am     C
If I don't take the road to Charlottesville
              G                      D
I'll take the one that's a little colder
                 Am     C
Where the air is clear
             G
That road to Boulder

My gal's got a heart of gold
When she looks at me you know I'm sold
I hope she's with me when I'm old
I can't do it on my own

And if I'm leving Tennessee
I know she'll come and go with me
I guess I'll miss that dogwood tree
But I want ot see those mountians

chorus

solos

So I'll take a walk where the river bends
Wave goodbye to a couple friends
I'll visit Earl and Madison
And then be on my way

I can't wait to see that big old sky
Maybe see the stars at night
And I'll be getting mighty high
Reach that mountain town

chorus

15967. Road To Drumleman

Road To Drumleman
Willie Mitchell / Tony Cuffe

Oh the springtime returns to the Laggan again
And the lark sweetly sings o'er the green fertile plain
So I'll tak the road that is dearest to me,
The road to drumleman that winds tae the sea.

For I've made many friends there on every green mile
And the folks always greet me with a wave and a smile



If I spend all my days there, it's happy I'll be,
On the road to drumleman that winds tae the sea.

For we all sat roon the fireside when the winter winds blew
And we laughed and we sang till the night was weel through
Then we'd have a good dram and a wee cup o' tea
On the road to drumleman that winds tae the sea.

And the long summer days when we tramped the hills o'er
To spend hours at the Eenans or Creggin's wild shore
And the soft summer twilight made shadows to flee
On the road to Drumleman that winds tae the sea.

Oh these days passing swiftly bring changes I know
And as time passes on from this place we must go
But I'll always remember while the heart beats in me,
The road to Drumleman that winds tae the sea.

Repeat first verse

15968. Road To Nash Vegas

Road To Nash Vegas - Dan Tyminski

This is the tab for Dan Tyminskis and Ron Blocks 'Road to Nash Vegas' off the Eric Clapton c
rossroads guitar festival dvd.This is my second tab of this song cause ive got the main part of
 it fairly figured out now. It's not meant to be 100% accurate but it's the closest I could get it.

The strumming pattern isn't accurate its just approximate e.g it may be:
A-3-3-3-3-3---------------------------/
D-0-0-0-0-0---------------------------/
instead of:
A-3-3-3--------------------------------/
D-0-0-0--------------------------------/

The strumming is fairly quick ,and it's got that picky/strummy bluegrass
feeling to it.You'll have to listen to the song to get the right strumming
pattern cause it varies slighlty throughout the song.
I've got a video of me playing it on youtube pretty much the same as ive
tabbed it here,go to :http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acJ3oOqoWkk

Tuning is in Double drop D
Capo on 2nd fret

INTRO PART
D----------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B----------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G----------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D----------------------------------------------------------------------------/
A-5-5-5-5-5-5--3-3-3-3-3--3h5-5-3h5-5-5-5-5-5-3-3-3-2-2-2-2-2-0-----3/5-5-5--/
D-0-0-0-0-0-0--0-0-0-0-0--0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-5-3-0---0-0--/

intro part continued cause  i ran out of room



D---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D---------------------------------------------------------------------------/
A-5-5--5/8-8-8-8\7-7-7-5--3-3-3-2-2-2-2--3h5-5-5-5-5-5-5-3h5-3-0------------/
D-0-0--0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0--0-0-0-0-0-0-0--0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-5-3-0----/

MAIN PART
main part1
D-0---0-0--0---0-0-0-0---0-0-0---0-0-0----------------/
B-3---3-3--3---3-3-3-3---3-3-3---3-3-3----------------/
G-0h2-2-2--2p0-0-0-0-0---0-0-0---0-0-0----------------/
D-0---0-0--0---0-0-2-0h2-2-2-2h4-2-0-0----------------/
A-0---0-0--0---0-0-0-0---0-0-0---0-0-2----------------/
D-----------------------------------------------------/

main part2
D-0---0-0-0---0-0-0-0---0-0----------------------------/
B-3---3-3-3---3-3-3-3---3-3----------------------------/
G-0h2-2-2-2p0-0-0-0-0---0-0----------------------------/
D-0---0-0-0---0-0-2-2h4-2-2---------------2p0----------/
A-0---0-0-0---0-0-0-0---0-0-4-2-4-5-0h2p0-----2p0------/
D---------------------------0-0-0-0--------------------/

then repeat main part1.
and then it goes:
D-0---0-0-0---0-0-0-0---0-0-----------------------------------------0-0--/
B-3---3-3-3---3-3-3-3---3-3-----------------------------------------3-3--/
G-0h2-2-2-2p0-0-0-0-0---0-0-----------------------------------------2-2--/
D-0---0-0-0---0-0-2-2h4-2-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-----------0-0--/
A-0---0-0-0---0-0-0-0---0-0-4-2-2-2-2-2-2h4-4-4-4-4-2-2-2----------------/
D---------------------------0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-3b(1/4)-0------/

continue with this
D-------------------0-------------------------------------------/
B-------------------3-------------------------------------------/
G-------------------2-X7approx----------------------------------/
D-0-0-0-0-----------0----------0-0-0-0--------------------------/
A-4-2-2-2----------------------4-2-2-2-/8-8-8-8-7x-5x-3b(1/4)---/
D-0-0-0-0-3b(1/4)-0------------0-0-0-0-/8-8-8-8-7x-5x-3b(1/4)---/
                                                 ^
                                                 quick mute after 7 and 5
then it goes into this quick little PICKING PART
(in this part you can strum more of the open strings
 on the DAD strings while your playing the notes to make it sound more like two guitars)
D---------------------------------------------------/
B---------------------------------------------------/
G---------------------------------------------------/
D--------------3h4-----------3---3-5/7-5-3-0--------/
A---5p0--3p0-------5-3-3-3h5---5--------------------/
D-0----0-----0-----0-0-0-0-0------------------------/

D----------------------------------------------------/
B----------------------------------------------------/
G----------------------------------------------------/
D---------------3h4-----------3---3------------------/
A---5p0---3p0-------5-3-3-3h5---5--------------------/



D-0-----0-----0-----0-0-0-0-0-------0-3-5-3-0--------/
repeat the PICKING PART  then play the MAIN PART again then the PICKING PART .....

When you get to the end of the PICKING PART on the 2nd time round and your
about to play the MAIN PART ,instead of playing:
A-----------------------/
D-0-3-5-3-0-------------/
play:
A-------------------/
D-5-3-0-------------/
cause it flows into the MAIN PART better

I usually just play it in this order:
INTRO PART
MAIN PART
PICKING PART X2
MAIN PART
PICKING PART X4 (after the first time start muting the strings more and more as u repeat  it)
MAIN PART
PICKING PART X4(same thing with muting)

It is a bit repeatitive, obviously its tabbed for only one
 guitar not two, and its missing the solo and a few other parts,
but theres really no other tabs on it so might aswell tab what ive got.

15969. Road To No Return/Carolina

Road to No Return/Carolina

Out along the road to no return
Silence rules the day and knows no friend
The troubled past and all her tribe adjourn
To watch your dreams unravel in the wind

Chorus
But each new morning sunrise 
Is just as good as gold
And all the hope inside you 
Will keep you from the cold    
Bare your soul let your spirit burn 
Out along the road to no return

The sweet smell of nighttime rides on the breeze
The river is winding through the hickory trees
The redbones are howling down by Wilson's Bridge
The lawmen stand waiting upon Deadman's Ridge

Chorus
Ooh Carolina so dark I can't see
Ooh Carolina won't you let me go free

I came here with Lily a year just last fall
We left her old daddy back in Oonegal



We made us a home place of Black Mountain stone
But one cold winter morning I woke up alone

Chorus

Days full of silence are so incomplete
Nights without Lily I took to the streets
And in the streets of Asheville I channeled my pain
'Til one raging black night I slept in the rain

I dreamed of a refuge a red velvet world
And I swore my sweet Lily was one of the girls
I loved her so madly I loved her so long
I woke with my dream girl but her life was all gone

Chorus

Love has no boundary sorrow no end
And the lawmen of Asheville have no mercy in them

Chorus

Let me reach Tennessee

15970. Roadhouses & Automobiles

Roadhouses & automobiles
Chris Jones

Vers 1:
It's a long row of zeros
Shining in that dashboard light
Another millions miles in some rental cars
Another highway in the night

Another day, another week, another month
Away from my family
But I'll be lying if I told you
There's somewhere I rather be

Living in roadhouses and automobiles
There's a poor boy hunting june bugs
And I know just how he feels

Living out of suitcases
Living out of fantasy
There won't be nothing left, when this road gets done
With me

Vers 2:
Now it's a long road that brings me here
A lot of pain and folks (left) behind
And if the music hadn't pulled me through



I'd have probably lost my mind

I bet (hope) my woman she understands it
Our little daughter understands it too
They both love me for who I am
And separable from what I do

I'm a stranger to my children
I'm a stranger to myself, sometimes

But that don't mean it's just another sad song
To read between the lines

Between the lines it's just...

Vers 1 (repeated) (some words added):
A long road of zeros
Shining in that dashboard lights
Another millions miles in some rental cars
Another highway in the darker night

Another day, another week, another month
Away from my family
But I'll be lying if I told you
There's somewhere I rather be

15971. Roads To Moscow - Chords

Roads To Moscow
Al Stewart

Intro:
This is alternate arpeggios of the chords 024000 and 034000, picking the
strings 123432 123432 etc and repeat to taste, then into Em.
Intro Solo:
ie
Em+9 Em#5+9
E/-----------/-----------/
B/-----------/-----------/
G/------0----/------0----/ repeated
D/----4---4--/----4---4--/
A/--2-------2/--3-------3/
E/0----------/0----------/
Intro solo from Indian Summer live version:
6/8 time
(Em+9 Em#5+9 ) x 2
Em+9 Em#5+9 Em+9
E/--14-14-14-14-14-14-14-14-14/14h15-12--10h12---7h8p7/----------7/
B/-12-------------------------/-----------------------/----7-8-10-/
G/11--------------------------/-----------------------/-----------/
D/Rake------------------------/-----------------------/-----------/
A/----------------------------/-----------------------/-----------/
E/----------------------------/-----------------------/-----------/



Em#5+9 Em+9 Em#5+9 Em+9
E/7h8-7h8p7------/-----------/--------------------/----------/
B/---------10-8-7/--7-8---7--/----7---------------/----------/
G/---------------/9---------9/7h9---9-7h9p7-------/----------/
D/---------------/-----------/--------------10-9-7/7h9-------/
A/---------------/-----------/--------------------/----------/
E/---------------/-----------/--------------------/----------/
Em#5+9 Em+9 Em#5+9 Em+9 Em#5+9
E/---------------2-5/2h5p2------/-----------/------0---/-----------/
B/-------------5----/-----------/-----------/----------/-----------/
G/---------2-5------/------4-4-4/----2-2-0--/0---------/-----------/
D/-----2-4----------/-----------/----------4/--4-2-----/-----------/
A/-2-3--------------/-----------/-----------/---------2/3s5---2h3p2/
E/------------------/-----------/-----------/----------/-----------/
Em+9 Em#5+9 Em+9 Em#5+9 Em switch to 4/4
E/------/-------------------/--------0--0-2/2s3--5-7-/7---7-7-7-7-5-3/
B/------/-------------------/--------------/---------/----8-8-8-8-7-5/
G/------/-------------------/--2-2s4-------/---------/---------------/
D/------/--------------2-4-5/--------------/---------/---------------/
A/------/------0-2-3-5------/--------------/---------/---------------/
E/------/0-2-3--------------/--------------/---------/---------------/
They crossed over...
E/0-----3-3-3-3-2-0/0-------------/
B/0-----5-5-5-5-3-0/0-------------/
G/-----------------/--------------/
D/-----------------/--------------/
A/-----------------/--------------/
E/-----------------/--------------/
Em D Em
They crossed over the border the hour before dawn,
D Cmaj7
Moving in lines through the day
G D Am
Most of our planes were destroyed on the ground where they lay
Em D Em
Waiting for orders we held in the wood
D Cmaj7
Word from the front never came
G D Am
By evening the sound of the gunfire was miles away
E Fmaj7
Ah, softly we move through the shadows, slip away through the trees
E Fmaj7
Crossing their lines in the mists in the fields on our hands and our knees
C G C G E
And all that I ever, was able to see
Am G Fmaj7 G Fmaj7 Em
The fire in the air, glowing red, silhouetting the smoke on the breeze.
D Em
All summer they drove us back through the Ukraine
D Cmaj7
Smolensk and Viasma soon fell
G D Am
By autumn we stood with our backs to the town of Orel.
Em D Em
Closer and closer to Moscow they come
D Cmaj7



Riding the wind like a bell
G D Am
General Guderian stands at the crest of the hill.
E Fmaj7
Winter brought with her the rains, oceans of mud filled the roads
E Fmaj7
Glueing the tracks of their tanks to the ground while the sky filled with snow
C G C G E
And all that I ever, was able to see
Am G Fmaj7 G Fmaj7
The fire in the air glowing red, silhouetting the snow on the breeze.
Am G Fmaj7
Ahhhh, ahhhh, ahhhhh x4
Am G Fmaj7
In the footsteps of Napoleon the shadow figures stagger through the winter
Am G Fmaj7
Falling back before the gates of Moscow, standing in the wings like an avenger
Am G Fmaj7
And far away behind their lines the partisans are stirring in the forest
Am G Fmaj7
Coming unexpectedly upon their outposts growing like a promise
Am G
You'll never know, you'll never know which way to turn, which way to look
Fmaj7
you'll never see us
Am G
As we're stealing through the blackness of the night, you'll never know
Fmaj7
you'll never hear us
G Fmaj7 E Fmaj7
And the evening sings in a voice of amber, the dawn is surely coming
G Fmaj7 E Fmaj7 Em
The morning road leads to Stalingrad and the sky is, softly humming
D Em
Two broken Tigers on fire in the night
D Cmaj7
Flicker their souls to the wind
G D Am
We wait in the lines for the final approach to begin
Em D Em
It's been almost four years that I've carried a gun
D Cmaj7
At home it will almost be spring
G D Am
The flames of the Tigers are lighting the road to Berlin.
E Fmaj7
Ah, quickly we move through the ruins that bow to the ground
E Fmaj7
The old men and children they send out to face us, they can't slow us down
C G C G E
And all that I ever, was able to see
Am G Fmaj7 G Fmaj7
The eyes of the city are opening now it's the end of the dream
Am G Fmaj7
Ahhh, ahhh, ahhh x4
Am G Fmaj7
I'm coming home, I'm coming home, you can taste it in the wind the war is over



Am G Fmaj7
And I listen to the clicking of the train wheels as we roll across the border
Am G Fmaj7
And they ask me of the time I was caught behind their lines and taken prisoner
Am G Fmaj7
"They only held me for a day, a lucky break", I say; they turn and listen closer
Am G
I'll never know, I'll never know why I was taken from the line
Fmaj7
and all the others
Am G Fmaj7
To board a special train and journey deep into the heart of holy Russia
G Fmaj7 E Fmaj7
And it's cold and damp in the transit camp and the air is still and sullen
G Fmaj7 E Fmaj7
The pale sun of October whispers the snow will soon be coming
G Fmaj7 E Fmaj7
And I wonder when I'll be home again, and the morning answers, "Never."
G Fmaj7 E
And the evening sighs and the steely Russian skies go on
Fmaj7 F
For-ev-er.
Notes:
Notated by Adam Woolfe. Intro Solo transcribed by Rob Watson rob@gcmac.demon.co.uk
from Indian Summer live version. Original verson is in the keys of Ebm/Abm

15972. Roald Dahl

Chris Jones - Roald Dahl 
Album: Melting Desire

Why I remember you, an easy thing to do.
Notice me passing by, head up in the sky.
Books been left unread, leave the world instead.
Last chance to say goodbye.

Found a friend for life, not put under the knife.
Tide is rolling in, anger, so much sin.
Walking through your dreams, stranger as it seems.

No safety, nevermind.
No safety, nevermind.
Last chance to say goodbye.
No safety, nevermind.

How does it feel to be a common prodigy?
Took me by surprise, seen it through your eyes.
Mostly fun I know, you crazy circus show.
Not to miss you, not too late.

Why I remember you, an easy thing to do.
Notice me passing by, head up in the sky.
Books been left unread, leave the world instead.



Last chance to say goodbye.

15973. Roan Pony

Paul Williams 
Roan Pony

When my world becomes too much for me
And I've had my fill of its schemes
I reach back into its history
And I recall my childhood dreams

With my love for how things used to be
And a once imagined friend
I will find a time that's right for me
Try to find a better end by dreaming

I'll ride away on my roan pony
Shoshone Indian guide by my side
We'll chart the course of a new river
Give her a name then we're gone
We've got to move on

Down from the hills
Across the plains to a golden shore
Down, down from the hills
To stand where no man has stood before

Then my world comes screaming back to me
And it's more than I can take
I escape before it gets to me
I must bend before I break

So I run from what I've come to be
To a time before my own
'Til my friend is standing next to me
And I know I'm not alone, I'm dreaming

I'll ride away on my roan pony
Shoshone Indian guide by my side
We'll chart the course of a new river
Give her a name then we're gone
We've got to move on

Down from the hills
Across the plains to a golden shore
Down, down from the hills
To stand where no man has stood before

I'll ride away on my roan pony
Shoshone Indian guide by my side
We'll chart the course of a new river
Give her a name then we're gone



We've got to move on

15974. Roane County Prison

Roane County Prison
Bill Monroe

In the beautiful hills in the mists of Roane County
There's where I have roamed for many long years
There's where my heart's been tendin most ever
There's where the first step of misfortune I made

It's about thirty years when I courted and married
Armanda Gilbraith I'd soon call my wife
My brother he stabbed me for some unknown reason
Just three month's later I'd taken Tom's life

I was captured and tried in the village of Kingston
Not a man in that county would speak one kind word
When the jury came in with the verdict next mornin'
A lifetime in prison was the words that I heard

When the train pulled out poor Mother stood weepin'
And sister she sat all alone with a sigh
And the last words I heard was "Willy God bless you"
Was "Willy God bless you God bless you goodbye"

In the scorching hot sand of the foundry I'm workin'
Toiling and working my poor life away
They'll measure my grave on the banks of old Cumberland
Just as soon as I finish the rest of my days

Poort Martha was grave, but Corey was better
There's better and worse, although you may see
Boys when you write home from this prison in Nashville
Place one of my songs in your letter for me

15975. Rob Another Mans Castle - Chords

Rob Another Mans Castle
Written by Jenny Lou Carson

(G)-They say a man's (D7)-home is his (G)-castle, (G7)-
And (C)-he's like a (#2)-king (#1)-on (C)-A (G)-throne, (G7)-
It (C)-may be a (#2)-shack, down (G)-'long side the (Em)-track,
But (A7)-everything in it's his (D7)own,
So (G)-don't think of (D7)-takin' his (G)-loved one, (G7)-
(C)-It's written, (B7)-thou shalt not (C)-steal,
Don't rob an - (#4)-oth - (#2)-er (C)-mans (G)-cast - (Em)-le, **(G)-



No (C)-matter how (D7)-lonesome you (G)feel. (see**note)

(G)-Don't rob an -(D7)-other man's (G)-castle, (G7)-
(C)-Don't take his (#2)-trea - (#1)-sures (C)-A - (G)-way, (G7)-
(C)-Strange as it (#2)-seems, when you (G)-steal a man's (Em)-dreams,
You (A7)-never know how much you'll (D7)-pay,
(G)-Don't rob a (D7)-man of his (G)-loved one, (G7)-
(C)-You'll break his (B7)-heart, don't you (C)-see,
I robbed an- (#4)-oth - (#2)-er (C)-man's (G)-cast - (Em)-le, **(G)-
Now (C)-someone just (D7)-took her from (G)-me.

**note, you can stay in Em here or strum another Em, then a G.
"Extra chords"
#1=Cdim7 (xx1212) 
#2=C#dim7 (xx2323) 
#4=Ebdim7 (xx4545)

15976. Robert

Dolly Parton - Robert 

Robert's appearance is something to behold
Dressed in the finest of store bought clothes
My mamma sews my clothes cause I'm just a poor girl
But Robert is as real as his daddies gold
Robert could have any girl that he wanted
But his feelings for me each day seems to grow
He don't know the reason, that he's so drawn to me
But there is a story that Robert doesn't know
Oh Robert
Oh Robert
Robert is constantly making eyes at me
He misunderstands the feelings we share
There's no way that I can return his glances
But I know the meaning of the feeling that's there
Robert if you knew, there once was a rich boy
In love with a poor girl, long time ago
But the folks of that rich boy, would not let them marry
And I am a symbol of the love that they stole
Oh Robert
Oh Robert
Robert, oh Robert if you only knew
The same blood is flowing in both me and you
That rich boy's your father, but he's also mine
And my mamma's the poor girl that he left behind
Oh Robert
Oh Robert



15977. Robot - Chords

Robot 
The Devil Makes Three

G
Well ever since I was a baby
C
I dreamed I'd be a star
D                                      G
Playing in the crowds and stadiums and little smoky bars
G                                         C
Somehow somewhere along the way something didn't go according to plan
D
Something spun a little out of control
                                G
Something got a little out of hand
 
[Chorus:]
     C
Cause if this is just business
       G
I'll throw my guitar away
                D
Said give me my ball back
              G
I don't wanna play
              C
Hey, what the hell is this?
                         G
You got me playing this dive
                          D
Said it's your way or the highway
                      G
And I'm too drunk to drive
C------->D
G
Well I wrote a hit song once
   C
To the tops of the charts it rose
D                             G
People always screamed for it at every single show
G                                              Em
It's got breaks in all the right places and it goes to a minor chord
          Am
'Bout the hundredth time I played it 
  D------WALK up TO G
I got a little bored
G
Cause I was drunk when I wrote it
                    C
And I don't like it half as much as I did then
D                                                    G
Someday when I quit my job I'll never play that song again
 
[Chorus]
G



Well I got me a big old tour bus
C
And I got a guy that drives me around
D                      G
I play the same set in every single town
G                                         C
I got a Mack truck for my instruments and another bus for my band
D                                                  G
I don't know what state I'm in and I don't give a damn

15978. Robot Blues

The Incredible String Band - Robot Blues 

Down in Robot City, you might think it's play, play, play
Down in Robot City, you might think it's play, play, play
But a number 5 Robot, he must work in all the night and day

Number 1 come by, he give my work to me
Oil the flowers, fix the showers, clean the electronic trees
Shine the light, fix it right, now listen carefully
Don't you go romancing with that pretty number 3

And that's why, why I got the robot blues
Down in my heart compartment
Down in my old magnetic sole shoes

When I see that number 3, I get charge all in my dial
When I see that number 3, my piston fills with oil
You know what I'm talking about
But she likes that number 1 because he's rich with my toil, toil, toil
[Incomprehensible]

That number 3, she charm the heart of any robot man
Moving her body like an old tin can
If I could get my claws on her I would lubricate her free
I've got a perfect action, why won't she play with me

And that's why, why I got the robot blues
Down in my heart compartment
Down in my old magnetic sole shoes

Well, I think I'll get a ray gun, I will see what that will do
Well, I think I'll get a ray gun, I think I'll get a ZZ Special Q
I'll blast that number 1's gaskets
And his coils I will refuse to renew

He seen me coming, sneak up from behind
Switched off my vision and he left me stone blind
I could not see to blast him, here's the ending of my tale
He went off with number 3 and I cursed to no avail

And that's why, why I got the robot blues



Down in my heart compartment
Down in my old magnetic sole shoes

Down in my heart compartment
And down in my old magnetic sole shoes

15979. Rock & Roll My Baby

Jerry Jeff Walker - Rock & Roll My Baby

Take it from me it's a mystery, where all my money goes
How I make it week to week, only God almighty knows
Tonight's the night, I make it right, I'm fixin' to go into town
Buy all the drinks, kiss all the girls, spread my charming self around

Chorus:
Tonight I wanna rock and roll my baby, maybe dance a dance or two with yours
Crowd up to the bar and order whiskey then I want to hang out till they close the doors
Tonight my soul is young and wild and frisky
I can't stop this urge I've got to laugh
Now if you find my attitude offensive, well honey that's just too damn bad
Well I've seen it in the papers, how Jerry Jeff is getting old
He's an aging desperado, too old now to rock and roll
Well at least I know I was one, not a writer talkin' to the wall
In fact I want it written down here, I lived long enough to do it all

Chorus
I'll get to feeling so damn good, I'll have to have a new tattoo
I'll catch a cab and go uptown and get some new taps put on my shoes
I have to go to Antone's joint to get right inside some funky blues
Then wind up dancing at the Spoke and sittin' in 'til way past two

Chorus

15980. Rock About My Saro Jane

Rock About My Saro Jane
Uncle Dave Macon

I've got a wife and five little children
Believe I'll make a trip on the big Macmillan
Oh Saro Jane

   Oh there's nothing to do but to set down and sing
   And rock about my Saro Jane
   Oh rock about my Saro Jane
   Oh rock about my Saro Jane
   Oh there's nothing to do but to set down and sing
   And rock about my Saro Jane



Boiler busted and the whistle done blowed
The head captain done fell overboard
Oh Saro Jane

Engine gave a crack and the whistle gave a squall
The engineer gone ti the hole in the wall
Oh Saro Jane

Yankees built boats for to shoot them rebels
My musket's loaded and I'm gonna hold her level
Oh Saro Jane

15981. Rock And Roll

Rock And Roll - Acoustic Syndicate

A Jeanie said when she was just five years old
"There's nothing happenin' at all"
Every time she puts on the radio
There'²s nothing going down at all

Then one fine morning, she put on a New York Station
She couldn't believe what she'd heard at all
She started shaking to that fine, fine music
Her life was saved by rock and roll

Despite all the imputation
You could just go out to a rock and roll station
And it was alright (it was alright)
It was alright (it was alright)
Kick it off

A Jeanie said when she was just five years old
"You know my parents would be the death of us all
Two TV sets, two Cadillac cars
It ain'²t helping us at all, not a tiny bit"

Then one fine morning, she put on a New York Radio
She couldn'²t believe what she had heard at all
She started shaking to that fine, fine music
Her life was saved by rock and roll

Despite all the confrontation
She could just dance to a rock and roll station
And it was alright (it was alright)
And it was alright (it was alright)
Here we go

Then Jeanie said when she was just five years old
"There's nothing going down at all
Every time I put on the radio
There'²s nothing going down at all"



But, one fine morning she hears a Spindale Station
She couldn't believe what she'²d heard at all
She started dancing to that fine, fine music
Her life was saved by rock and roll, oh

Despite all the computations
You can dance to a rock and roll station

And it was alright (it was alright)
And it was alright (it was alright)
And it was alright (it was alright)
And it was alright (it was alright)
It was all right

15982. Rock And Roll

Rock and Roll
The Infamous Stringdusters - Rock and Roll

[Verse 1]
I see your face when I lay down
And hear your voice when there's no sound
[Chorus]
Let  me be your rock and roll
I'll let you be my rock and roll
Been gone so long I don't know
If we're up high or down low
Let me be your rock and roll
I'll let you be my rock and roll

[Verse 2]
I'll give you my right for your left
And give you my sight for your breath

[Chorus]
Let me be your rock and roll
I'll let you be my rock and roll

[Verse 3]
If only I could find a way
To see you one more time I'd say

[Chorus]
Let  me be your rock and roll
I'll let you be my rock and roll
Let me be your rock and roll
I'll let you be my rock and roll



15983. Rock Bottom, Pop. 1

Robbie Fulks - Rock Bottom, Pop. 1

[Verse 1]
You can tell that I'm a big man in this town
And I'm the king of every street that I walk down
It ain't much to brag about but it's all mine
From Main Street to the city limits sign

[Chorus]
Welcome to Rock Bottom, population one
Just over by the mountain where a fool fell from
And if you're looking for heartaches, stop and get you some
Down in Rock Bottom, population one

[Verse 2]
When I said goodbye to her, I felt so strong
I thought I knew my way, but somewhere I went wrong
Now I'd trade this lonesome world to hold her near
But I don't think she could reach me way down here

[Chorus]
Welcome to Rock Bottom, population one
Just over by the mountain where a fool fell from
And if you're looking for heartaches, stop and get you some
Down in Rock Bottom, population one
You can make it your hometown no matter where you're from
If you come to Rock Bottom, population one

15984. Rock Castle County

Rock Castle County
Clay Hess
 
She was the prettiest girl in Rock Castle county And I loved her more than anything
But I found her in the arms of another one evening
It was there that I did the unthinkable thing

Katy was thin she was young and so pretty With raven black hair and eyes that would shine 
And I swore to myself that I never would marry Unless I could somehow make Katy mine

She lived in a mansion by the Roundstone river Her daddy had money as rich as could be Sh
e wore fine dresses and diamonds that sparkled And I prayed that someday she would love 
me

I met her out walking late one Sunday evening
She smiled as she brushed back the hair from her cheek There were so many things that I w
anted to tell her But my mouth was so dry that I couldn't speak

Then up walked a stranger so tall and so handsome She took his arm as they walked through
 the gate It was there that I found that she loved another And I crossed the thin line between l
ove and hate



I followed them down to the bank of the river 
And I hid in the shadow without making a sound 
In each other's arms they held one another 
There by the river they lay on the ground

Well I watched the two lovers out in the moonlight
I determined that I could not leave them alive 
It was 24 times that I stabbed the tall stranger 
Then I turned it on Katy and stabbed her 25

For many long years I've been in this prison 
And for many more I'll carry the blame 
For the prettiest girl in Rock Castle County 
She died without so much as knowing my name

She was the prettiest girl in Rock Castle County...

15985. Rock Hearts

Rock Hearts - Jimmy Martin

Why did you break my heart and throw it down
Why did you spread the news all over town
Why did you make me your laughing stock
Because you've got a heart of rock

   Rock hearts will break believe it my dear
   And yours will break in two I fear
   And when it does dear don't run to me
   For it will be too late you see

You didn't break my heart by running round
Another new love you have not found
You only handed me back a lock
You had around your heart of rock

15986. Rock In My Shoe

Tim O'Brien - Rock in My Shoe

Like a rock in my shoe, under my toe
I think about you, I can't let go
It's dug in deep, it still peeks through
Tried shakin' it out, it won't come loose
Like a rock in my shoe

I've searched these rooms a hundred times
For anything you left behind



There's nothin' there that I could find
So how come you're still on my mind

Like a rock in my shoe, under my toe
I think about you, I can't let go
It's dug in deep, it still peeks through
Tried shakin' it out, it won't come loose
Like a rock in my shoe

The irritation's always there
A constant pain, it's just not fair
I wish that you would call my bluff
'Cause I been hurtin' long enough

Like a rock in my shoe, under my toe
I think about you, I can't let go
It's dug in deep, it still peeks through
Tried shakin' it out, it won't come loose
Like a rock in my shoe

Just when I think I might forget
I realize I'm not there yet
I know you're gone, you don't love me
But that won't stop these memories

There's a rock in my shoe
And with every step, I'll be feelin' you

Like a rock in my shoe, under my toe
I think about you, I can't let go
It's dug in deep, it still peeks through
Tried shakin' it out, it won't come loose
Like a rock in my shoe, under my toe, I think about you, I can't let go
It's dug in deep, it still peeks through
Tried shakin' it out, it won't come loose
Like a rock in my shoe

15987. Rock In The River

Rock in the River
Chatham County Line

Met her in the streetlight's amber glow
She taught me things I'd never known
You've thought that she was blind
To give me love so true and kind

Life's a rolling tide
So one day I left her side
And the heart that I couldn t give her
Became another rock in the river

She put her pan beneath the cold



To sift through sand and rock for gold
A love that once held such a shine
She'd search her whole life for that mine

Life's a rolling tide
So one day I left her side
And the heart that I couldn't give her
Became another rock in the river

Left a card there by the stove
No words she didn't already know
One may find but not deserve
The love I could not frame in words

Life's a rolling tide
So one day I left her side
And the heart that I couldn't give her
Became another rock in the river

15988. Rock Island Line

Rock Island Line (Larry W. Jones 10/19/2007) 

Well, the Rock Island Line was a mighty fine line
Yeah, the Rock Island Line was the railroad to ride
But now the old Rock Island Line has seen it's time
You can't buy a ticket on the Rock Island Line
The hobos all cried when they lost their ride
They lost their ride when the Rock Island died
Well, the Rock Island Line was a mighty fine line
Yeah, the Rock Island Line was the railroad to ride
But now the old Rock Island Line has seen it's time
You can't buy a ticket on the Rock Island Line
Heard lots of shoutin' from the stevedores
When the old Rock Island Line closed its doors
Well, the Rock Island Line was a mighty fine line
Yeah, the Rock Island Line was the railroad to ride
But now the old Rock Island Line has seen it's time
You can't buy a ticket on the Rock Island Line
Now, I might be wrong or I might be right
I thought I dreamed of that Rock Island light
Well, the Rock Island Line was a mighty fine line
Yeah, the Rock Island Line was the railroad to ride
But now the old Rock Island Line has seen it's time
You can't buy a ticket on the Rock Island Line
Yeah, the Rock Island Line was the railroad to ride
But now the old Rock Island Line has seen it's time
You can't buy a ticket on the Rock Island Line



15989. Rock Me On The Water

Linda Ronstadt - Rock Me On The Water

Oh people look around you
The signs are everywhere
You left him for somebody other than you
To be the one to care

You're lost inside your houses
There's no time to find you now
Oh your walls are burning
And your towers are turning
I've gotta leave you here
And try to get down to the sea somehow

Rock me on the water
Sister won't you soothe my fevered brow
O-oh rock me on the water
Gotta get down to the sea somehow

The road is filled with homeless souls
Every woman child and man
Who have no idea where they will go
But they'll help you if they can

Now everyone must have some thought
That's gonna pull them through somehow
Well the fires are raging hotter and hotter
But the sisters of the sun
Are gonna rock me on the water now

Rock me on the water
Sister won't you soothe my fevered brow
O-oh rock me on the water
I gotta get down to the sea somehow

Oh people look among you
It's there your hope must lie
There's a seabird above you gliding in one place
Like Jesus in the sky
We all must do the best we can
And then hang onto that gospel cloud
When my life is over
Gonna stand for the father
But the sisters of the sun
Are gonna rock me on the water now

Rock me on the water
Sister won't you soothe my fevered brow
O-oh rock me on the water
Then maybe I'll remember
Maybe I'll remember how

Rock me on the water
The wind is with me now
O-oh rock me on the water



Gotta get down to the sea somehow
I gotta get down to the sea somehow

15990. Rock Me Roll Me

Jerry Jeff Walker - Rock Me Roll Me

Well I boarded my first train in Oklahoma City
Riding high on the southbound coach
I'm in the dining car with my Fender guitar
Cool country-western approach
As I drove by the stock yard
I can hear that Santa Fe song
This time when I'm leaving Oklahoma
Feels like I'm leaving home
Rock me roll me
Mama won't you hold me
Won't you carry me away down south
On a silver track
Hallelujah
I'm comin to ya
Hell when we ride the train that's gonna bring us back
It's gonna us back
Lord, it's gonna bring us back
Hell, as I roll through the countryside
I write down everything I feel
Wondering when I'm gonna get back
Will my horses ever feel
Well the countryside it's disappearing fast
In it's place is a plain yellow cab
I bet the country people
Feel like the Sioux when they first saw that railroad track
Rock me, roll me ...

15991. Rock n' Roll Man

Rodney Crowell - Rock  n' Roll Man

I feel good, I feel bad
But the best thing I ever had
What would never I go
Good rock'n roll
I've got a girl, I've got a car
I've got a hard bad pick guitar
That it ain't could be
But the boogie be
Turn in, turn out
With a little better car
In American road



Shout and go man go
I was born to be a rock'n roll man
Playin' guitar in a rock'n roll band, go
When you gotta meet the free old soul
Ain't nothin' better then so rock'n roll, go
I don't need to go
To the drive-in pictures show
For my baby to be
A little sweet on me
I just play it's true
Real right in the groove
For my baby to see
What's new with me
I was born to be a rock'n roll man
Playin' guitar in a rock'n roll band, go
When you gotta meet the free old soul
Ain't got'em, got a band to rock'n roll

15992. Rock Of Ages

Gillian Welch - Rock of Ages

[Chorus]
Round, round, I wanna go round
Wanna see the rock of ages
When my body gives out 
Gonna read the final pages

Oh, my mother who's gone
She told me I should meet her
Someday streets of gold
Gonna guide me on to greet her

Once my father sat down
And told me of the prophets
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
They're gone but not forgotten

Round, round, I wanna go round
Wanna see the rock of ages
Til my body gives out 
Gonna read the gospel pages

Moses heard a voice
It called him up the mountain
Forty days had set
When Moses come a shoutin'

[Chorus: x3]



15993. Rock Of Ages

Donna the Buffalo - Rock of Ages

Isn't this world getting harder to live in?
And isn't this road getting harder to travel on down?
Does it really matter?
When it shatters the glass just falls
It's never made a difference
Now you've got your due rewards

15994. Rock Of Ages

Osborne Brothers - Rock of ages
Stanley Brothers
Composer: Brantley George

Oh Thou blessed rock of ages trusting now dear Lord in Thee
Keep me till my journey's ended till Thy blessed face I see

Hide me oh blesseed rock of ages till Thy blessed face I see
When the storms around me regest rock of ages hide Thou me

When mu journey is completed is completed and there's no more work to do
Saviour guide my weary spirit happy land beyond the blue

Hide me oh blesseed rock of ages...
Rock of ages hide Thou me hide Thou me

15995. Rock Of Ages Hide Thou Me - Chords

Rock Of Ages Hide Thou Me
Written and recorded by Doyle Lawson
 
G                                C                  G
Sometimes I feel discouraged and think my work's in vain
                              A7             D7
I'm tempted oft' to mummer to grumble and complain
    G                         C       D7       B7
But when I think of Jesus and what He bore for me
       C                  G     D7        G
Then I cry to the Rock of Ages (hide Thou me)
             D7        G
Rock of Ages hide Thou me

                 D7        G
Oh Rock of Ages (hide Thou me) hide Thou me 
           C
Oh blessed rock (blessed rock of ages)
           G



(Hide Thou me) hide Thou me 
                                         D7
There is no other refuge only Thee (only Thee)

G                   D7      G
Sometimes I'm weary sad and blue (so sad and blue)
C                                           G
Sometimes (sometimes) vain hopes be dim (my view) be dim my view 
                                            D7        G
Then I cry to the rock (to the rock of ages hide Thou me)
             D7        G
Rock of Ages hide Thou me

                             C            G
I have a friend in Jesus the Savior of my soul
           C        G         A7             D7
I feel His presence ever when stormy billows roll
    G                         C       D7       B7
And when I think of Jesus and what He bore for me
       C                  D7              G
Then I cry to the Rock of Ages (hide Thou me)
             D7        G
Rock of Ages hide Thou me

Repeat #2,3,2,3

15996. Rock Of Ages Keep My Soul - Chords

Rock of Ages Keep My Soul 
Recorded by Doyle Lawson - Jim & Jesse
Written by Luther G. Presley 
 
G                                 C         G   D7        G
Oh Rock of Ages (oh Rock Of Ages) cleft for me (cleft for me)
                                    D7
Let me hide (let me hide) myself in Thee (myself in Thee) 
              G
When waves of doubt (When waves of doubt)
C         G     D7        G
Around me roll (around me roll)  
                            C       G        D7      G
Rock of Ages (Rock of Ages) keep my soul (oh keep my soul) 

                                       C      G      D7          G
O blessed Rock (Jesus blessed rock) to Thee I cling (unto Thee I cling)
 
Let mad waves toss (let the mad waves toss) 
            D7
My soul can sing (still my soul can sing)
               G
When storms of doubt (when the storms of doubt)
C          G          D7         G
Against me roll (roll against me roll) 



                            C       G     D7             G
Rock of ages (Rock of Ages) keep my soul (keep O keep my soul)

                                    C           G     D7          G
The sea is rough (the sea is rough) that I must sail (that I must sail)
                                       D7
And you know (and you know) my bark is frail (my bark is frail) 
           G                      C       G        D7      G
I ask Thee Lord (I ask Thee Lord) to take control (to take control) 
                            C       G     D7             G
Rock of ages (Rock of Ages) keep my soul (keep O keep my soul) 

Repeat #2

Lord fill my heart (Lord fill my heart) 
C         G       D7        G
With love divine (with love divine)
                                          D7
Help me trust (help me trust) in storm or shine (in storm or shine)
           G                        C          G     D7         G
And when I reach (and when I reach) the Jordan cold (the Jordan cold) 
                            C       G     D7             G
Rock of ages (Rock of Ages) keep my soul (keep O keep my soul) 
 
                                       C      G      D7          G
O blessed Rock (Jesus blessed rock) to Thee I cling (unto Thee I cling)
 
Let mad waves toss (let the mad waves toss) 
            D7
My soul can sing (still my soul can sing)
               G
When storms of doubt (when the storms of doubt)
C          G          D7         G
Against me roll (roll against me roll) 
C       G
Rock of ages

15997. Rock On Little Jane - Chords

Rock On Little Jane 
Mike + Ruthy

[Intro]
G D Am G D Am
 
[Verse 1]
 
G    D                 Am
Some people wanna tell you
G        D              Am
That you shouldn't even try
G      D            Am
But I, I wanna tell you



              D
That that's a lie
 
G D G Am
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C                   G D G Am
Rock on little Jane
C                    G D G Am
Walk out in the rain
C                   G D G Am
Roll on little Jane
C
Rock on little Jane
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G    D                 Am
Some people wanna tell you
G      D                    Am
That loving ain't worth the fuss, yeah
G      D            Am
But I, I wanna tell you
            D         G D G Am
That it's a must, yeah
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C                          G D G Am
Ooooh, rock on little Jane
C                    G D G Am
Walk out in the rain
C                   G D G Am
Roll on little Jane
C
Rock on little Jane
 
 
[Bridge]
 
Am
I know it seems today
Bm
No one can see you
C
But there's gonna come a day
D
They're gonna wanna be you 
 
 
[Chorus]
 
D                          G D G Am



So just rock on little Jane
   C                        G D G Am
Ooooh, walk out in the rain
          C                      G D G Am
Oh yeah oooh, roll on little Jane
    C                    G
Oooh, rock on little Jane

15998. Rock Salt And Nails

Rock Salt And Nails
Tyler Childers
Flatt & Scruggs

On the banks of the river where the willows hang down
And the wild birds all warble with a low moaning sound
Down in the hollow where the waters run cold
It was there I first listened to the lies that you told

Now I lie on my bed and I see your sweet face
The past I remember time cannot erase
The letter you wrote me it was written in shame
And I know that your conscience still echo's my name

Now the nights are so long, Lord sorrow runs deep
And nothing is worse than a night without sleep
I'll walk out alone and look at the sky
Too empty to sing, too lonesome to cry

If the ladies were blackbirds and the ladies were thrushes
I'd lie there for hours in the chilly cold marshes
If the ladies were squirrel's with high bushy tails
I'd fill up my shotgun with rock salt and nails

15999. Rockabye Dixie

Rockabye Dixie
Abigail Washburn

Me and Dixie, we'd waste away
Sleep thru the night and all the next day
Sleep thru the sun, rain, and moon
Here in this room

Oh, rockabye my Dixie child
Oh, rockabye my Dixie child

Me and Dixie, we rolled and dreamed
Time held us alone in this world it seemed



Then morning broke and awoke
You from me

So, come back Dixie, I'll rock you to sleep
Back to our dreams, our twisted sheets
Cradle your fading stars
In my arms

16000. Rocket

Rocket
Sierra Ferrell

Well the space between just will not do
I choose you, yes I choose you
Oh, it' must' be all of' the things you do
Yes, it must' be all of the things you do

Satellites, we play in our own spaces
We go all over the places
Soon to see each others faces
The satellites, we play in our own spaces
We go all over the places, soon to see each others faces

Well your love it could send me to the moon
Oh look out honey, yes we'll be there soon
So don't you dare go paint me a shade of blue
Just please be true, Yes please be true
And oh it must be all of the things that you do
Well it must be all of things you do

Satellites, we play in our own spaces
We go all over the places
Soon to see each others faces
The satellites, we play in our own spaces
We go all over the places, soon to see each others faces

Satellites, we play in our own spaces
We go all over the places
Soon to see each others faces
Well satellites, we play in our own spaces
We go all over the places, soon to see each others faces

16001. Rocket Fuel

Todd Snider - Rocket Fuel

Rocket fuel, rocket fuel
Buddy, I'm runnn? on a rocket fuel



I'm flyin? high and feelin? cool
Buddy, I'm running
My mom works, my dad?s gone
So, I skip school here all day long
Burn my brains out singin? this song
Doors wide open with the TV on
Rocket fuel, rocket fuel
One more shot of that rocket fuel
I don?t need work, I don?t need school
I'm running like a rocket
2, 3, 4, 5
Down the road, way out there
No one waits because no one cares
Let me if I [Incomprehensible] corporate stairs
I'm gonna get my kicks while I still don?t care
Rocket fuel, rocket fuel
One more shot of that rocket fuel
I don?t need work, I don?t need school
I'm running like a rocket
Rock and roll, rock and roll
You don?t care if I sell my soul
But you move me like a holy roll
Running on a rocket fuel
Rocket fuel, rocket fuel
One more shot of that rocket fuel
I don?t need work, I don?t need school
I'm running like a rocket
Well, I'm running like a rocket
I said look out mama
'Cause I'm running like a rocket
I said look out people
I am running like a rocket
Yes, I'm running

16002. Rocket Man

Little Big Town - Rocket Man

[Verse 1]
She packed my bags last night, pre-flight
Zero hour: 9:00 a.m
And I'm gonna be high as a kite by then
I miss the Earth so much, I miss my wife
It's lonely out in space
On such a timeless flight

[Chorus]
And I think it's gonna be a long, long time
'Til touchdown brings me 'round again to find
I'm not the man they think I am at home
Oh no, no, no! I'm a rocket man
Rocket man! Burning out his fuse up here alone



[Verse 2]
Mars ain't the kind of place to raise your kids
In fact, it's cold as hell
And there's no one there to raise them if you did
And all this science I don't understand
It's just my job five days a week
Rocket man! Rocket man!

[Chorus]
And I think it's gonna be a long, long time
'Til touchdown brings me 'round again to find
I'm not the man they think I am at home
Oh no, no, no! I'm a rocket man
Rocket man! Burning out his fuse up here alone
And I think it's gonna be a long, long time
'Til touchdown brings me 'round again to find
I'm not the man they think I am at home
Oh no, no, no! I'm a rocket man
Rocket man! Burning out his fuse up here alone

[Outro]
And I think it's gonna be a long, long time
(And I think it's gonna be a long, long time)
And I think it's gonna be a long, long time
(And I think it's gonna be a long, long time)
And I think it's gonna be a long, long time
(And I think it's gonna be a long, long time)
And I think it's gonna be a long, long time
(And I think it's gonna be a long, long time)
And I think it's gonna be a long, long time
(And I think it's gonna be a long, long time)
And I think it's gonna be a long, long time
(And I think it's gonna be a long, long time)
And I think it's gonna be a long, long time

16003. Rocket Ship

Marty Stuart - Rocket Ship
Written by Marty Stuart and Paul Kennerley

I got a rocket ship baby hop right in
Well I'm gonna take you for a little spin
Buckle up honey and don't look down

We're gonna go faster than the speed of sound
Come on baby, take a trip
Ride around in my rocket ship

I got a rocket ship baby, climb aboard
It's a hot rod honey, it ain't no Ford

It's got chromium pipes and fold away wings
Yeah it's a rockin' little rig and it really swings



Well it's out of this world honey it's so hip
Come on baby in my rocket ship

It's ten, nine, eight ,seven, gonna fly you up to heaven
Six, five, four three, come on baby take a trip with me
Three, two one, go, this things' gettin' ready to blow
I got a rocket ship baby, I got a rocket ship baby
I got a rocket ship baby, I got a rocket ship baby

I got a rocket ship baby, gonna fly you around
Any minute now we'll be leavin' the ground
I'll take you to the moon and the stars above
We'll even touch down on the planet of love
You'll be amazed, you'll really flip
At the things we can do with my rocket ship

It's ten, nine, eight ,seven, gonna fly you up to heaven
Six, five, four three, come on baby take a trip with me
Three, two one, go, this things' gettin' ready to blow
I got a rocket ship baby, I got a rocket ship baby
I got a rocket ship baby, I got a rocket ship baby

16004. Rockets

Rockets - Infamous Stringdusters

Holding the fire, standing in the rain
Eyes of desire, close to the flame
nothing can be done, to change their minds

Out in the dark, far beyond the light.
Home is with the stars, out of sight.
Nothing can be done, to make them stay.

Here and then they're gone
How long until they go
How long until they know
All they need to fly
Rockets to the silver sky

If I had the chance to do it all again
I'd follow every stream, fearless like them
Let everything be done, in it's own time

Don't worry if it's wrong

How long until I go
How long until I know
All I need to fly
Rocket to the silver sky



16005. Rockin' Chair

Rockin' Chair
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

Old rockin' chair's got me
Cane by my side
Fetch me that gin, son
'Fore I tan your hide

Can't get from this cabin
Ain't goin' nowhere
Just sitting here grabbing
At them flies round this old rockin' chair

My dear old aunt Harriet
Up in heaven she be
Send down sweet chariot
For the end of these troubles I see

Old rockin' chair
Judgement day is near
I'm chained to that old rockin' chair

Old rockin' chair's got me
Cane by my side
Fetch me that gin, son
'Fore I tan your hide

Can't get from this cabin
Ain't goin' nowhere
Just sitting here grabbing
At them flies round this old rockin' chair

My dear old aunt Harriet
Up in heaven she be
Send down sweet chariot
For the end of these troubles I see

Old rockin' chair
Judgement day is near
I'm chained to that old rockin' chair

Chained to that old rockin' chair

16006. Rockin' Chair Money

Nashville Bluegrass Band - Rockin' Chair Money 



Now I got rockin' chair money
But I got it the hard, hard way
I fought in every battle
From the start to the VJ day

Now I'll rock, yeah, rock
Oh baby rock, rock on down the line

Now some folks seem to be jealous
Some don't seem to care
But I got rockin' chair money, honey
To rock on away from here

'Cause I love to rock, yeah rock
Baby rock, rock on down the line

I rocked away out on the ocean
I rocked from here and there
My baby stepped out while I was gone
Now she don't get my rockin' chair

'Cause I love to rock, yeah rock
Baby rock, rock on down the line

I'll soon get my big check, baby
And then we'll have some fun
This rockin' chair money, honey
Is better than totin' a gun

'Cause I love to rock, yeah rock
Baby rock, let's rock on down the line

Now honey, let's go honky-tonkin'
Let's honky-tonk all night
Let's lolly gag and smooch and love
And do it all upright

'Cause I love to rock, yeah rock
Baby rock, let's rock on down the line

16007. Rockin' In The Free World

Hayseed Dixie - Rockin' In The Free World

Colors on the street
Red, white, and blue
People shufflin' their feet
People sleepin' in their shoes
But there's a warnin' sign on the road ahead
There's a lot of people sayin'
We'd be better off dead
Don't feel like Satan
But I am to them



So I try to forget it, any way I can
Keep on rockin' in the free world
Keep on rockin' in the free world
Keep on rockin' in the free world
Keep on rockin' in the free world
I see a girl in the night
With a baby in her hand
Under an old street light
Near a garbage can
Now she puts the kid away
And she's gone to get a hit
She hates her life
And what she's done to it
That's one more kid
That will never go to school
Never get to fall in love
Never get to be cool
Keep on rockin' in the free world
Keep on rockin' in the free world
Keep on rockin' in the free world
Keep on rockin' in the free world
Keep on rockin' in the free world
Keep on rockin' in the free world
Keep on rockin' in the free world
Keep on rockin' in the free world

16008. Rockin' Of The Cradle

Rockin' of the Cradle
(Rodney Atkins)
Lonesome River Band

I want to live with no excuses
And love with no regrets
Take the bad with the good
And know I did my best
Walkin' in the sunshine
And dancin' in the rain
From the rocking of the cradle
To the rolling of that long black limousine

From Rock-A-Bye Sweet Baby
Until I hear the angels sing
From momma's tender kisses
Until I board that glory train
I want to love the life I'm living
And live the life I dream
From the rockin' of the cradle
To the rolling of that long black limousine

I can't mend this world with nothin'
And that's how I'll leave someday
And all that I'll take with me



Is the love I gave away
And it's love that makes a difference
From a pauper to a king
From the rockin' of the cradle
To the rolling of that long black limousine

From Rock-A-Bye Sweet Baby
Until I hear the angels sing
From momma's tender kisses
Until I board that glory train
I want to love the life I'm living
And live the life I dream
From the rockin' of the cradle
To the rolling of that long black limousine

So roll on, roll on
Tell the story, turn the pages
Roll on, roll on
Children of all ages
From the first breath that we take
'Till our last one takes us home
Let love be the rock we're standin' on

From Rock-A-Bye Sweet Baby
Until I hear the angels sing
From momma's tender kisses
Until I board that glory train
I want to love the life I'm living
And live the life I dream
From the rockin' of the cradle
To the rolling of that long black limousine

From the rocking of the cradle
To the rolling of that long black limousine
I want to live with no excuses
And love with no regrets

16009. Rockin' On The River

Jerry Jeff Walker - Rockin' on the River

Hey, if you want to go rockin' on a Saturday night
I know a place down the river where the rhythm is right
The joint is always jumping and there's always a crowd
Libations are delightful and the music is loud
Everybody's dancing and they're dancing in pairs
Sliding back the tables and they're stacking up chairs
The band is playing hot and singing sweet harmony

Chorus:
Won't you go rockin' on the river with me?
Why don't you go rockin' on the river with me?
They got a honky-tonk piano, got a sliding trombone



The meter is amazing, baby, so is the tone
The bass rhythm section, it'll tear you apart
Baby-faced drummer breaks the little girls' hearts
Johnny plays guitar and Tony's blowing his sax
They just got back from Memphis, where they're laying down tracks
Shirley, she's the singer, she can set your soul free

Chorus
You pay your money at the door, you get a stamp on your hand
And if you leave the building, you can come back again
The barbecue is funky and the peppers are hot
And if it isn't legal, leave it out in the lot
Everybody dresses in a scandalous style
The waitress does her best if you just tip her and smile
You can take my dreams into reality

Chorus

16010. Rockin' the Boat

Ricky Skaggs - Rockin' the Boat

Always signed on to go on lifelong loving cruise
We set sail on a sea of love as an able bodied crew
With warm wind across the bow happiness did prevail
Three months out of port we were headed for an icy gale

First mate of mine well I see you fine
At the mop and broom a chore
Well lesson two is lost on you
It takes two to man the oars

And sorry ain't your cup of tea 
The words stick in your throat
Well I still believe your a fine girl 
But I swear your a rotten boat

Are you rockin' the boat honey
Just to get my goat
Well you can't keep love afloat
When you're rockin' that boat

You know before we left the shore
We saw things eye to eye
Now every time I reach for you
You're emotions wave bye-bye

And you know when a man jumps overboard
That man he's gone astray
You know you that I feel like bailin' out
When you keep my love at bay

Are you rockin' the boat honey



Just to get my goat
Well you can't keep love afloat
When you're rockin' that boat

16011. Rockin' Years

Dolly Parton - Rockin' Years 

I'll do everything I can to make you proud to be my man
And I'll fulfill all you fantasies
I guess we're promising a lot, but for now it's all we've got
And I'll stand by you thru our rockin' years
1st Chorus:
Rockin' chairs, rockin' babies, rock-a-bye, rock of ages
Side by side we'll be together always
And if you'll hold me tight when you love me
That's all I'll ask of you
And I'll stand by you thru our rockin' years
I'll be your friend, I'll be your lover
Until the end, there'll be no other
'Cause my heart has only room for one
Yes, I'll always love you, and I'll always be here for you
And I'll stand by you thru our rockin' years
Repeat 1st Chorus
2nd Chorus:
Rockin' chairs, rockin' babies, rock-a-bye, rock of ages
Side by side, we'll be together always
And, yes, I'll always love you and I'll always be here for you
And I'll stand by you thru our rockin' years, and I'll be here
And I'll stand by you thru our rockin' years
Tag:
Thru our rockin' years

16012. Rocking Alone In An Old Rocking Chair

Rocking Alone In An Old Rocking Chair
Joe Val

Sitting alone in an old rocking chair
I saw an old mother with silvery hair
She looked so neglected by those who should care
Rocking alone in an old rocking chair

Her hands were all callused and wrinkled and old
A life of hard work was the story they told
And I thought of angles when I saw her there
Rocking alone in an old rocking chair

Bless her old heart do you think she complained



Though life had been bitter she'd live it again
And carry the cross that was more than her share
Rocking alone in an old rocking chair

It wouldn't take much to gladden her heart
Just some small remembrance on somebody's part
A letter would brighten her empty life there
Rocking alone in an old rocking chair

I know some children in an orphan home
Who'd think they owned heaven if she were there own
They'd never be willing to let her sit there
Rocking alone in an old rocking chair

I look at her and I think what a shame
The ones that forgot her she still loves the same
And I think of angels when I see her there
Rocking alone in an old rocking chair

16013. Rocks

The Isaacs - Rocks 

Rock on baby....
Baby you set my soul on fire, yeah
So come on and give me what my heart desire
Don't ever let this feeling grow cold
'Cause you're like the story that's never been told

La da da da, da da, da da da, yeah
La da da da, da da, da deh
La da da da, da da, da da da
La da da da, da da, da deh

Rock on baby...
Now, sometimes I sit down and I wonder
What made you really go away
Then I would turn and say to myself

I wonder if you're really goin' to say
Baby don't leave me for another
Don't ever leave me again
Don't ever leave me for another, yeah

16014. Rocks And Relics

Tyler Childers - Rocks and Relics (Live)

[Verse 1]



Shovelin' in the overhangs
Siftin' off most my days
For a B-1 bomber that'll blow your mind
Listen for the sound of glass
Huntin' someone else's knap
For a B-1 bomber from Flint knapptime
Then all of a sudden
I'm watching it leave
Off the ground and into Hawkeye's pocket

[Verse 2]
Squash biscuits and a broke leg stream
Flying saucers in my huntin' dreams
In the center of the shuttle I can hear a banjo break
Happens every now and then
If you're lucky they will let you in
If you show on time and you show up straight
As a walkway is folding
Gettin' ready to leave
Hawkeye waves goodbye and decides to smile

[Instrumental]

[Bridge]
Knee-high to a cricket
And younger than me
Covered up in fancy rocks and relics

[Verse 3]
Wit sharper than a green flint spear
Hits hard enough to fall a deer
Oh dear, I swear I fell, it's true
Lips of imperial red
Rock of ages in my river bed
I have no earthly jewels for you
Coming home empty-handed
But I finally see
Covered up in fancy rocks and relics

16015. Rocks in My Bed

Rhiannon Giddens - Rocks in My Bed

[Verse]
My heart is heavy as lead
Because the blues have spread
Rocks in my bed
Of all the people I see
Why did they pick on poor me
And put rocks in my bed
All night long I weep
So how can I sleep
With rocks in my bed



[Bridge]
That mean man of mine
He's gone and he won't come back
That mean man of mine
He's gone and he won't come back
That man is lower than a snake in a wagon track

[Outro]
I got rocks in my bed
Rocks in my bed
Rocks in my bed
Rocks in my bed
Under-loved, over-fed
My man's gone, so instead
I got rocks in my bed

16016. Rocksalt And Nails

Rocksalt And Nails
Bruce (U. Utah) Phillips

By the banks of the river where the willows grow old
And the wild birds warble the strange sounds so
By the banks of the river where the waters run cold
'Twas there I first listened to the lies that you told

Now I lay here each night all alone and I weep,
And nothin' ain't worse than a night without sleep.
The letters you wrote me, they were written in shame,
But I know that your conscience still it holds my name.

If the ladies were blackbirds and the ladies were thrushes
I'd lay for hours in the cold rainy marshes
If the ladies were squirrels with big bushy talls
I'd fill up my shotgun with rocksalt and nails.

I'd load that old shotgun with rocksalt and nails.

Note: Transacribed from Steve Young's album "Rock, Salt & Nails"
originally released in 1969.

----------------------------------------------------------------

On the banks of the river where the willows hang down
And the wild birds all warble with a low moaning sound
Down in the hollow where the water runs cold
It was there I first listened to the lies that you told

Now I lie on my bed and I see your sweet face
The past I remember time cannot erase
The letter you wrote me, it was written in shame
And I know that your conscience still echoes my name



Now the nights are so long Lord sorrow runs deep
And nothing is worse htan a night without sleep
I'll walk out alone and look at the sky
To empty to sing to lonesome to cry

If the ladies was blackbirds and the ladies was thrushes
I'd lie there for hours in the chilly, cold marshes
If the ladies were squirrels with high bushy talls
I'd load up gun with rocksalt and nails.

16017. Rocky Island

Rocky Island

Apples in the summer time
Peaches in the fall
If I don't get the girl I love
Won't have none at all

Going to Rocky Island
Going when I'm gone
See my Candy darling
Ho honey ho

Get up on the mountain
Sow a little cane
Make a barrel of sorghum
Sweetin' ole Liza Jane

Black clouds a risin'
Sure sign of rain
Get your old gray bonnet
See little Liza Jane

16018. Rocky Mountain Time

Rocky Mountain Time
John Prine

The station was empty
The trains were all gone
I reached in my pocket
And I wanted for dawn

Chorus:
The clock played drums
And I hummed the sax
And the wind whistled down



The railroad tracks
Hey three for a quarter
One for a dime
I'll bet it's tomorrow
By Rocky Mountain time

I walked in the restaurant
For something to do
The waitress yelled at me
And so did the food
And the water taste funny
When you're far from your home
But it's only the thirst for
That hunger to roam

Chorus

We'll build us a castle on Main Street
And pretend that we're down on the farm
Hell, we'll hold out as long as we have to
Then we'll twist off each other's arm

Christ I'm so mixed up and lonely
I can't even make friends with my brain
I'm too young to be where I'm going
But I'm too old to go back again

Repeat first verse

Chorus

16019. Rocky Raccoon

Rocky Raccoon
Lennon / McCartney

Now somewhere in the black mountain hills of Dakota
There lived a young boy named Rocky Raccoon
And one day his woman ran off with another guy
Hit young Rocky in the eye Rocky didn't like that
He said I'm gonna get that boy
So one day he walked into town
Booked himself a room in the local saloon.

Rocky Raccoon checked into his room
Only to find Gideon's bible
Rocky had come equipped with a gun
To shoot off the legs of his rival
His rival it seems had broken his dreams
By stealing the girl of his fancy.
Her name was Magil and she called herself Lil
But everyone knew her as Nancy.
Now she and her man who called himself Dan



Were in the next room at the hoe down
Rocky burst in and grinning a grin
He said Danny boy this is a showdown
But Daniel was hot-he drew first and shot
And Rocky collapsed in the corner.

Now the doctor came in stinking of gin
And proceeded to lie on the table
He said Rocky you met your match
And Rocky said, Doc it's only a scratch
And I'll be better I'll be better doc as soon as I am able.

Only to find Gideon's bible
Gideon checked out and he left it no doubt
To help with good Rocky's revival.

16020. Rocky Road Blues

Bill Monroe - Rocky Road Blues

Now the road is rocky, but it won't be rocky long
Now the road is rocky, but it won't be rocky long
Another man has got my woman and gone

I've got those blues, I'm wearing out the soles of my shoes
I've got those blues, I'm wearing out the soles of my shoes
My gal went away and left me she left me with the dog gone blues

You'll never miss your water til the well runs dry
You'll never miss your water til the well runs dry
You'll never miss your woman until she says goodbye

I wish to the Lord you'd bring my woman back home
I wish to the Lord you'd bring my woman back home
I'm not so lonesome, just don't want to be alone

16021. Rocky Top

Osborne Brothers - Rocky Top
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Wish that I was on ol' Rocky Top
Down in the Tennessee hills
Ain't no smoggy smoke on Rocky Top
Ain't no telephone bills
Once I had a girl on Rocky Top
Half bear, other half cat
Wild as a mink, but sweet as soda pop
I still dream about that



Rocky Top, you'll always be
Home sweet home to me
Good ol' Rocky Top
Rocky Top, Tennessee
Rocky Top, Tennessee

Once two strangers climbed ol' Rocky Top
Lookin' for a moonshine still
Strangers ain't come down from Rocky Top
Reckon they never will
Corn won't grow at all on Rocky Top
Dirt's too rocky by far
That's why all the folks on Rocky Top
Get their corn from a jar

Rocky Top, you'll always be
Home sweet home to me
Good ol' Rocky Top
Rocky Top, Tennessee
Rocky Top, Tennessee

I've had years of cramped-up city life
Trapped like a duck in a pen
All I know is it's a pity life
Can't be simple again

Rocky Top, you'll always be
Home sweet home to me
Good ol' Rocky Top
Rocky Top, Tennessee
Rocky Top, Tennessee
Rocky Top, Tennessee

16022. Rocky Top Tennessee - Chords

Rocky Top Tennessee
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Rocky Top Tennessee

First Verse
G               C        G
Wish that I was on ol' Rocky Top,
Em           D          G
down in the Tennessee hills;
G               C         G
Ain't no smoggy smoke on Rocky Top;
Em        D         G
Ain't no telephone bills;
Once I had a girl on Rocky Top;
Half bear, other half cat;
Wild as a mink, but sweet as soda pop, 
I still dream about that; 



Chorus
Em                  D
Rocky Top, you'll always be
F                   C
home sweet home to me;
C          G
Good ol' Rocky Top;
Em          D     G
Rocky Top, Tennessee;
Em          D     G
Rocky Top, Tennessee.

16023. Rod McNeil

Tim O'Brien - Rod McNeil

Now I make a living from a circuit I made
Out of trial and error and gigs that I've played
It might be the money or the town that it's in
But mostly it's people make you come back again

There was one little place that I played every year
It's outside of Pittsburgh and I guess it's still there
Just a little old Moose lodge, the crowd was okay
But you'd never got rich from the money they'd pay

It's mostly been silent since Rod was around
That place used to ring with a bluegrassy sound
And I'll never forget the way he made me feel
A big man with a bigger heart, named Rod McNeil

You might arrive tired and dark in a gloom
Then he'd buy a big dinner and pay for your room
Pete Rowan would hug him and call him his dad
That day the lonely road didn't seem bad

Well, I saw this and said that I'd buy it for Tim
Didn't I Marty, he'd say with a grin
And I keep that toy fiddle on my window sill
To remind me of Rod and those gray Pittsburgh hills

Now it's mostly been silent since Rod was around
But that place used to ring with a bluegrassy sound
And I'll never forget the way he made me feel
A big man with a big heart, named Rod McNeil

16024. Rod's Tune



Rod's Tune [Horseshoes and Hand Grenades]

Well there's a million ways to say this,
And a thousand ways to go.
So I'm off bound for disaster,
But at least I'm on my own.

And you'll never know,
All the roads I've roamed.

Well I've looked for the places,
That most have never been.
The star fields that I adventure,
For fifteen bucks a trip.

And you'll never know,
All the roads I've roamed.

Rolling waves are blended,
When trying to shoot the sky.
"Fortune grant these walls," she sings,
"And they'll jar me when I die."

And you'll never know,
All the roads I've roamed.

Well there's a million ways to say this,
And a thousand ways to go.
So I'm off bound for disaster,
But at least I'm on my own.

And you'll never know,
All the roads I've roamed.

16025. Roddy Mccorley

Roddy Mccorley
Traditional / Ethna Carberry

Oh see the fleet foot host of men, who speed with faces wan,
From farmstead and from fisher's cot, along the banks of Ban;
They come with vengeance in their eyes. Too late! Too late are they,
For young Roddy McCorley goes to die on the bridge of Toome today.

Up the narrow street he steps, smiling, proud and young.
About the hemp-rope on his neck, the golden ringlets clung;
There's ne'er a tear in his blue eyes, fearless and brave are they,
As young Roddy McCorley goes to die on the bridge of Toome today.

When he last that street, shining pike in hand,
Behind him marched in grim array, a stawart and earnest band.
For Antrim town! For Antrim town, he led them to the fray,
But young Roddy McCorley goes to die on the bridge of Toome today.



There's never a one of all your dead more bravely died in fray
Than he who marches to his fate on the bridge of Toome today;
True to the last! True to the last, now he treads the upwards way,
As young Roddy McCorley goes to die on the bridge of Toome today.
As young Roddy McCorley goes to die on the bridge of Toome today.

16026. Rodeo

Rodeo
Garth Brooks - Rodeo

His eyes are cold and restless
His wounds have almost healed
And she'd give half of Texas
Just to change the way he feels
She knows his love's in Tulsa
And she knows he's gonna go
Well it ain't no woman flesh and blood
It's that damned old rodeo

Well it's bulls and blood
It's dust and mud
It's the roar of a Sunday crowd
It's the white in his knuckles
The gold in the buckle
He'll win the next go 'round
It's boots and chaps
It's cowboy hats
It's spurs and latigo
It's the ropes and the reins
And the joy and the pain
And they call the thing rodeo

She does her best to hold him
When his love comes to call
But his need for it controls him
And her back's against the wall
And it's So long girl I'll see you
When it's time for him to go
You know the woman wants her cowboy
Like he wants his rodeo

Well it's bulls and blood
It's dust and mud
It's the roar of a Sunday crowd
It's the white in his knuckles
The gold in the buckle
He'll win the next go 'round
It's boots and chaps
It's cowboy hats
It's spurs and latigo
It's the ropes and the reins
And the joy and the pain



And they call the thing rodeo
It'll drive a cowboy crazy
It'll drive the man insane
And he'll sell off everything he owns
Just to pay to play the game
And a broken home and some broken bones
Is all he'll have to show
For all the years that he spent chasin'
This dream they call rodeo

Well it's bulls and blood
It's dust and mud
It's the roar of a Sunday crowd
It's the white in his knuckles
The gold in the buckle
He'll win the next go 'round
It's boots and chaps
It's cowboy hats
It's spurs and latigo
It's the ropes and the reins
And the joy and the pain
And they call the thing rodeo

It's the broncs and the blood
It's the steers and the mud
And they call the thing rodeo

16027. Rodeo Or Mexico

Rodeo Or Mexico - Garth Brooks 

For a change I headed south across the border
For the Paso's and a different horse to ride
I'd be back to make the rodeo in Waco
But that was long before I saw those dark brown eyes

With long black hair and English bad and broken
Her body said the words she couldn't find
Cause i hung on every word she left unspoken
The question started leaning on my mind

Rodeo or Mexico
They both keep a cowboy satisfied
Rodeo or Mexico
The only way I know how to decide
Is just get on and ride

We danced all night beneath that sheet of cotton
And you just don't tell a girl like that good-bye
But the cowboy life ain't easily forgotten
Though lying there I couldn't help but wonder why

Rodeo or Mexico



They both keep a cowboy satisfied
Rodeo or Mexico
The only way I know how to decide
Is just get on and ride

The morning found the answer dawning on me
As I woke up to the sharp end of a knife
He was screaming at the woman hanging on me
Does anybody know the Spanish word for wife

Rodeo or Mexico
They both keep a cowboy satisfied
Rodeo or Mexico
The only way I know how to decide
Is just get on and ride

16028. Rodeo Road - Chords

Rodeo Road 
Holly Williams
 
[Intro]
/ G  / C  / D  / C
 
[Chorus]
       G                C     G                             D
When I reach the end of rodeo road, don't shed no tears for me
       G                C     G     C      D    G
When I reach the end of rodeo road, set my pony free
 
       C                G                  C                  A
From a stick horse to a quarter horse, the saddle has been my home
     C                G              C    Am     D       G
I've always walked in leather boots, I've always rode a- lone
 
[Chorus]
       G                C     G                              D
When I reach the end of rodeo road, don't she'd no tears for me
           G                C     G     C      D    G
And when I reach the end of rodeo road, set my pony free
 
[Solo]
/ G   / C  G / G   / D   / G   / C  G / C  D / G
 
       G                C     G     C      D         G
When I reach the end of rodeo road, set my pony free ----

16029. Rodeo Wind



Jerry Jeff Walker - Rodeo Wind

Even as she sleeps, she feels his restless turning
As he struggles with an old dream all night long
And when she awakes, she turns to reassure him
She whispers to a shadow and finds him gone
Way out in the barn a single lamp is burning
She faintly hears a radio play a sad old cowboy song
She watches as he takes, his old saddle from the wall
A sudden chill runs through her in the cold of the not quite dawn

Chorus:
She's losing him, to the rodeo wind
That blows through his soul, when the summer begins
When the winter snow falls, he'll come back again
But his heart always drifts, on the rodeo wind
One sure way to lose him
Is to try and make him stay
He can't explain he don't even know himself
But the force that drew her to him
Has just gotta break away
And the sound of the road and the rolling wheel
Is the only thing that helps

Bridge:
Now it all makes sense, those signs she's been seeing all along
She feels like such a fool, a woman ought to know
Just the other day, she saw him sittin' on the south fence
Throwing stones at prairie dogs, and staring down the road

Chorus

16030. Rods Tune - Chords

Rods Tune 
Horseshoes And Hand Grenades
 
[Intro]
G D C
G D C
G D C
G D C
G D A C
G D C
G D C
 
[Verse 1]
               G       D       C
Well there's a million ways to say this
      G        D       C
And a thousand ways to go
       G         D     C
So I'm off bound for disaster
       G         D     C



But at least I'm on my own
 
[Chorus]
    G      D     A  C (let ring)
And you'll never know
                   G      D  C
All the roads I've roamed
 
[Harmonica Solo]
G D C
G D C
G D C
G D A C
G D C
G D C
 
[Verse 2]
       G         D     C
Well I've looked for the places
       G         D     C
that most have never been
       G         D     C
The starfields I have (entered?)
       G         D     C
For fifteen bucks a trip
 
[Chorus]
    G      D     A  C (let ring)
And you'll never know
                   G      D  C
All the roads I've roamed
 
[Banjo Solo]
G D C
G D C
G D C
G D A C
G D C
G D C
 
[Verse 3]
   G       D          C
In rolling waves I've landed
     G         D         C
When trying to shoot the sky
G       D           C
For ten grand these walls should sing
            G      D      C
And they'll tar me when I die
 
[Chorus]
    G      D     A  C (let ring)
And you'll never know
                   G      D  C
All the roads I've roamed
 
[Fiddle Solo]



G D C
G D C
G D C
G D A C
G D C
G D C
 
[Verse 1]
               G       D       C
Well there's a million ways to say this
      G        D       C
And a thousand ways to go
       G         D     C
So I'm off bound for disaster
       G         D     C
But at least I'm on my own
 
[Chorus]
    G      D     A  C (let ring)
And you'll never know
 
All the roads I've roamed

16031. Rogaciano el Huapanguero

Linda Ronstadt - Rogaciano el Huapanguero

La huasteca esta de luto
Se muriÃ³ su huapanguero
Ya no se oye aquel falsete
Que es el alma del trovero

Rogaciano se llamaba
Rogaciano el huapanguero
Y eran sones de la sierra
Las canciones del trovero

La Azucena y la Cecilia
Lloran, lloran sin consuelo
MalagueÃ±a Salerosa
Ya se fue su pregonero

El caÃ±al esta en su punto
Hoy comienza la molienda
El trapiche está de duelo
Y suspira en cada vuelta

Por los verdes cafetales
Más allá de aquel potrero
Hay quien dice que de noche
Se aparece el huapanguero

La Azucena y la Cecilia



Lloran, lloran sin consuelo
MalagueÃ±a Salerosa
Ya se fue su pregonero

16032. Rogue River

Rogue River
By Bonnie Paine
Elephant Revival

See there down at the liquor store
Gone to drink those troubles in some more
Down at the old Rogue River
That old Rogue River

You were daddy's sunshine days
He left, left for good went down to his grave
Mother Mary full of grace won't you
Watch these children in my place
I'm going under the river
That old Rogue River

Seemed that nothing could be said but sung
There's a fire in the little ones
Lord and it burns hot
Lord and it burns bright
To believe in angels loving light
Watching over her and sisters too
Mama and Papa gone angels will have to do for now

Lord have mercy in my dying days
There's been too much leaving
There's been too much pain
Left my babies in the cold
Now my heart it aches
I've been growing old
Feel it rise up into my throat
Lay these troubles down
Lift my soul
Lift my soul
Lift my soul up and over the river
That old Rogue River

16033. Roland The Headless Thompson Gunner

Roland The Headless Thompson Gunner
Warren Zevon

Roland was a warrior from the Land of the Midnight Sun



With his Thompson gun for hire, fighting to be done
The deal was made in Denmark on a dark and stormy day
So he set out for Biafra to join the bloody fray

Through sixty-six and seven they fought the Congo war
Their fingers on their triggers, knee-deep in gore
For days and nights they battled the Bantu to their knees
They killed to earn their living and to help out the Congolese

Roland the Thompson gunner...
Roland the Thompson gunner...

His comrades fought beside him - Van Owen and the rest
But of all the Thompson gunners Roland was the best
So the CIA decided they wanted Roland dead
That son-of-a-bitch Van Owen blew off Roland's head

Roland the headless Thompson gunner
(Time, time, time for another peaceful war)
Norway's bravest son
(But time stands still for Roland till he evens up the score)
They can still see his headless body stalking through the night
In the muzzle flash of Roland's Thompson gun
In the muzzle flash of Roland's Thompson gun

Roland searched the continent for the man who'd done him in
He found him in Mombassa in a barroom drinking gin
Roland aimed his Thompson gun - he didn't say a word
But he blew Van Owen's body from there to Johannesburg

Roland the headless Thompson gunner...
Roland the headless Thompson gunner...

The eternal Thompson gunner, still wanders through the night
Now it's ten years later but he still keeps up the fight
In Ireland, in Lebanon, in Palestine and Berkeley
Patty Hearst heard the burst of Roland's Thompson gun
And bought it

16034. Roll A Few

Roll A Few
Sim Redmond Band

Take a walk to the end of time 
find a way around a straight line 
everything is not what it seems 
every word is not what it means

The band that's playing inside your mind 
they broke a string and they're losing time 
the singer's drunk and the drummer's stoned 
and suddenly you feel all alone



Chorus:
and the rain falls and the wind blows, 
life can make you feel so exposed 
but then the sky clears and the sun shines, 
and soon enough you'll be feeling fine

If you run up against that wall 
pick up the phone and give me a call 
we can talk til we both turn blue 
or better yet we can roll a few 
yeah, maybe we could just roll a few

16035. Roll In My Sweet Baby's Arms

Roll In My Sweet Baby's Arms

   Roll in my sweet baby's arms
   Roll in my sweet baby's arms
   Lay around the shack 'til the mail comes back
   And I'll roll in my sweet baby's arms

I ain't gonna work on the railroad
I ain't gonna work on the farm
Lay down the shack 'til the mail train comes back
And I'll roll in my sweet baby's arms

Now where were you last Friday night
While I was lying in jail
Walking the streets with another man
Wouldn't even go my bail

I know you parents don't like me
They drove me away from your door
If I had my life to live over
I'd never go there any more

16036. Roll It Home

Roll It Home
Stillhouse Junkies

Well it's a hundred days livin' on the road
Roll, roll, gotta roll it home 
No rest comin' til we carry that load
Mmm, mmm, rollin' like a stone 

Gotta keep on pushin' til we reach the end
Roll, roll, gotta roll it home



Wake up in the morning gonna do it all again
Mmm, mmm, rollin' like a stone

Shovelful of that Number 9  
Roll, roll, gotta roll it home
You gotta take it one car at a time
Mmm, mmm, rollin' like a stone

Pound for pound, til it's half a ton
Roll, roll, gotta roll it home
More than half enough to keep you on the run
Mmm, mmm, rollin' like a stone

CHORUS
Ro-o-o-oll it on home     
You gotta roll it on home to me

Sunday morning I'll be all right
Roll, roll, gotta roll it home
If I ain't broke down after Saturday night
Mmm, mmm, rollin' like a stone

Captain told me no gettin' paid
Roll, roll, gotta roll it home
'Til they're throwin' pennies down on my grave 
Mmm, mmm, rollin' like a stone

16037. Roll Jordan Roll

Roll Jordan Roll
The Nashville Bluegrass Band
Writer/s: TRADITIONAL

Roll, Jordan, roll,
Roll, Jordan, roll,
I want to go to heaven when I die,
To hear Jordan roll.
O brother,
You ought to have been there,
Yes, my Lord !
Asitting in the kingdom,
To hear Jordan roll.

16038. Roll Me, Tumble Me

Roll Me, Tumble Me - Deadly Gentlemen

It's OK, bewilder me, be wily,
Be good to me, be bad to me, beguile me,



Be sunny to me, or be dull and sullen and rainy,
Maybe be the ruin of me, be true to me, betray me,

Just roll me, tumble me,
Pop my bubble baby humble me.

You can barge in any time and bug me,
You can pity me, don't pity me, be pretty be ugly,
Be frigid to me, or be wild and fiery,
Heck, jump down turn around and wildly defile me,

Just roll me, tumble me,
Pop my bubble baby humble me.

Go ahead and batter me with bitchery, or be buttery be savory,
When I'm broke hey it's OK, pay for me don't pay for me.
Alright then, screw me, be gloomy.
Go ahead and look at me crookedly till you see right through me,

Just roll me, tumble me,
Pop my bubble and baby humble me.

You can say no to me totally, be a mess or be orderly,
No sir, yes sir, be less or be more to me,
Whatever, be filthy be flowery,
You can needle me, be sweet or be lowery, devour me,

Just roll me tumble me,
Pop my bubble baby humble me.

You can martyr me, you can break my heart or be solace,
Go ahead and shatter me, be bad or be flawless,
You can make me high and fiery, make me sigh and tire me,
You can even evilly eye me till I die entirely,

Just roll me tumble me,
Pop my bubble baby humble me.

16039. Roll Muddy River

Roll Muddy River - The Grascals
Osborne Brothers

Roll, muddy river, roll on, muddy river, roll on
I've got a notion you'll go to the ocean alone
Cause I've got a baby in Tennessee
Who's long been awaiting for little old me
So, roll, muddy river, roll on, muddy river, roll on

Three long months on a sand barge tour
How much more can a man endure
It's high time I was home for sure
So roll, muddy river, roll on



* Refrain

New orleans on to old St.Lou
Stopped by Memphis, Minneapolis, too
Back in Nashville I'll be through
So roll, muddy river, roll on

* Refrain

I love you but just call it fate
You and I are gonna separate
You'll be here but she won't wait
So, roll, muddy river, roll on

* Refrain

16040. Roll On

Roll On
Gillian Welch - Roll On

[Verse 1]
People a-talking
Said, 'Everybody knows'
Why am I the last to hear
That you're a no-good so-and-so?
[Chorus]
Roll on
Roll' on
'Til' you get good' and gone
[Verse 2]
This tear I'm crying
Ain't account' of you
Just a natural lover feeling
That's the Kansas City blues
[Chorus]
Roll on
Roll on
'Til you get good and gone
[Chorus]
Roll on
Roll on
'Til you get good and gone
[Verse 3]
Now this old muddy river
Rolls to New Orleans
Gonna find a good man there
And several in between
[Chorus]
Roll on
Roll on
'Til you get good and gone



16041. Roll On Blues

Roll on blues
Johnson Mountain Boys
Yonder Mountain String Band

Those mean ol' blues hang over me
Like a dark grey cloud, or the deep blue sea
Just like the wind drives them clouds away
Loves gonna make it a better day

Chorus:
Roll on blues, you can't hang around
For the girl I love is comin' to town
Roll on blues, you gotta let me be
Gonna paint the town, my honey and me

The gal I love will soon be here
And I hear her say, that I love you dear
And all my cares, the tears gonna fade
And love's gonna make it a better day

[ Chorus ]

Hand and hand, down old broadway
Where the lights at night are brighter than day
I'm strolling along, my baby and me
And the mean old blues gotta let me be

[ Chorus - x2 ]

16042. Roll On Buddy, Roll On

Bill Monroe - Roll on Buddy, Roll On

Roll on, buddy, roll on
Roll on, buddy, roll on
Wouldn't roll so slow
If you knew what I know
So roll on, buddy, roll on

I'm going to that east pay road
I'm going to that east pay road
I'm going to that east, 
I going to the west
I'm going to the one that I love best

Roll on, buddy, roll on
Roll on, buddy, roll on



Wouldn't roll so slow
If you knew what I know
So roll on, buddy, roll on

My home in down in Tennessee
My home in down in Tennessee
In sunny Tennessee, 
That's where I want to be
Way down in sunny Tennessee

Roll on, buddy, roll on
Roll on, buddy, roll on
Wouldn't roll so slow
If you knew what I know
So roll on, buddy, roll on

I've got a good woman just the same
I've got a good woman just the same
Got a woman just the same, 
And I'm gonna change her name
I've got a good woman just the same

Roll on, buddy, roll on
Roll on, buddy, roll on
Wouldn't roll so slow
If you knew what I know
So roll on, buddy, roll on

16043. Roll On Down The Road

Jerry Jeff Walker - Roll on Down the Road

Yeah I say rollin' wheels and blackjack deals
Are all the same to me
Yeah traded away everything I made
And headed out to Santa Fe
Laid my money down, the filly came around
She's six lengths in the lead
Yeah grabbed that money and 1 kissed my honey
And we headed down to New Orleans

Chorus:
Won't you roll on down the road just let it roll
Won't you roll on down the road, let it roll
Hell I've never stopped to ask myself
If the getting's worth the goal
Guess I gotta gambler guess I gotta rambler
Lord, I gotta gypsy soul
Yeah well I gave thanks as they lowered the planks
On the decks of the Delta Queen
And I got in a game with a man named James
And I figured I'd pick him clean
When the bet went down and the deal came around



Worst deal I'd ever seen
I always thought my ace in the hole
Must've been in Tennessee

Chorus
Well I always know'd my ace in the hole
Must've been in music row
They tell me, boys, gonna make a name
That's the only place to go
If you don't mind, I'm unkind
Wanna do things my own way
Yeah you gamble and you lose, sing a three chord blues
Hell it's all the same

Chorus

16044. Roll On Muddy River - Chords

Roll On Muddy River 
The Bluegrass Cardinals
 
[Intro]
G  G  G  G
G  G  D  D
Em C  G  G
G  D  G  G
 
[Chorus]
G
Roll on, muddy river,
G               D
Roll on, to the sea
G       Em    C                G
Flowing down, down through the valley
G        D                 G
Where my homestead used to be.
 
 
[Verse 1]
G
Now listen here, muddy river
G
for I want to talk to you
G
You be careful where you're going
G       D            G
Or I'll put a dam on you.
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
Flowing wide, flowing deep
G



Overflowing banks so steep
G
Sometimes peaceful and so mild
C     D                    G
Other times you're running wild
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Roll on, muddy river,
G               D
Roll on, to the sea
G       Em    C                G
Flowing down, down through the valley
G        D                 G
Where my homestead used to be.
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  G  G  G
G  G  D  D
Em C  G  G
G  D  G  G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
In the summer when it's hot
G
Yes your waters' nice and cool
G
But before you take me 'cross
G        D             G
You must take me for a fool
 
 
[Verse 4]
G
Muddy water go your way
G
And I'll go my way alone
G
You go back to the ocean
G        D             G
And I'll go back to my home
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Roll on, muddy river,
G               D
Roll on, to the sea
G             D                G
Rolling down, down through the valley
G        D                 G
Where my homestead used to be.
 



 
[Instrumental]
G  G G G
G  G D D
Em C G G
C  D G G
 
[Chorus]
G
Roll on, muddy river,
G               D
Roll on, to the sea
G             C                G
Flowing down, down through the valley
G        D                 G
Where my homestead used to be.
 
 
[Outro]
G Em C G
G D  G G

16045. Roll Over

Roll Over
Kang
String Cheese Incident

Imagine standing on a mountain top in Utah
Seashells at your feet

Ravens rising everywhere, their crying fills the air
It's so hard to believe
That ten thousand years ago, could it really be
Where you're standing was the sea?
She's cried out before, rising from her core
Now we're looking through that door

Chorus:
Is she going to Rollover? Roll over you and me
Rollover Roll over could it be?
All these cities are going to be 
Two thousand leagues under the sea
Rollover Roll over you and me

Walking through the city of Jerusalem
They said she'll be washed clean
It's getting pretty dark up there, but no one doesn't seem to care
Looking for my submarine

A voyage to the ocean floor, to find a city lost in lore
So many things left unseen
Don't believe we will have the final say



Cause she will always find her way

Chorus:

She might roll over Roll over you and me
Rollover Roll over can't
you see?
Can't you see that we're going to be
Swimming like fishes in the sea?
Rollover Roll over you and me
Rollover Roll over you and me
Rollover Roll over could it be?
All these cities are going to be
Two thousand leagues under the sea

Rollover Roll over you and me

16046. Roll Over Beethoven

Roll Over Beethoven
Flying Burrito Brothers - Jim & Jesse

Well I'm a write a little letter gonna mail it to my local DJ
Yes it's a jumpin' little record I want my jockey to play
Roll over Beethoven I gotta hear it again today
You know my temperature's risin' and a jukebox blowin' a fuse
My heart's a beatin' rhythm and my soul keeps a singin' the blues
Roll over Beethoven and tell Tchaikovsky the news
We got the rockin' pneumonia we need a shot of rhythm and blues
We caught the rollin' arthritis sittin' down at a rhythm review
Roll over Beethoven they're rockin' in two by two
Well if you feel you like it go get your lover then reel and rock it roll it over
Then move on up just a trifle further then reel and rock with one another
Roll over Beethoven dig these rhythm and blues
[ guitar ]
Well early in the mornin' and I'm givin' you my warnin'
Don't you step on my blue suede shoes
Hey diddle diddle I'm a playin' my fiddle ain't got nothin' to lose
Roll over Beethoven and tell Tchaikovsky the news
You know she wiggles like a glow worm dance like a spinnin' top
She got a crazy little partner you oughta see 'em reel and rock
Long as she's got a dime they must won't ever stop
Roll over Beethoven roll over Beethoven roll over Beethoven roll over Beethoven
Roll over Beethoven roll over Beethoven roll over Beethoven roll over Beethoven
Roll over Beethoven and dig these rhythm and blues
[ piano - guitar ]
Roll over Beethoven...



16047. Roll Over Vaughn Williams

Richard Thompson - Roll Over Vaughn Williams 

Gentle ladies, gentleman waiting 'till the dance begins
Carefully we come to speak a word for all to hear
If you listen, if you should, we won't be misunderstood
But don't expect the words to ring too sweetly on the ear

Live in fear, live in fear
Live in fear

In the gutter, in the street, off his head or off his feet
Listen to the scratchy voices eating at your nerves
Pencils ready, paper dry, shoot the girls and make 'em cry
Run for cover, things are bad but now they're getting worse

Live in fear, live in fear
Live in fear, live in fear

Is it painful, is it right? Does it keep you warm at night?
Fool your friends and fool yourself, the choice is crystal clear
If you break it on your knee, better men might disagree
Do you laugh or do you stick your finger in your ear?

Live in fear, live in fear
Live in fear, live in fear

16048. Roll River Roll

Roll River Roll - Hot Buttered Rum

(chorus:)
Roll river roll
Blow wind blow
Running so free through the mountains you go
Climb so high to the valley below
Roll river roll
And blow wind blow

High upon the hilltop where the sky hits the ground
Sun coming up to that lonesome sound
Of the wind and the water bluegrass melody
Hello to the day with a banjo on my knee

(chorus)

Down at the river in a bend in the stream
Lazy river talking ending up in a dream
Singing stormy stormy weather high on the peaks
Raindrops on the rapids through the home into my sleep

(chorus)



It's been so long since I've been home
I listen to the river tell me I'm not alone
Now the cool wind blowing in through the trees
I can feel the kiss that my sweet baby blows to me

(chorus x2)

16049. Roll The Stone Away

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Roll the Stone Away

You can swim in this old river
It's been delivered 
Since the factory shut down
And like the river I'm waiting

For resurrection
Since I lost your affection
And love left town

There'll be no more crying
There's no one left to blame
Love will come out standing
So roll that stone away
We were good

But we could have been better
And the best is what we're after
When it comes right down to love
You were always the strong one

Bright as the setting sun
Go shine somewhere else my love
Some brand new world (some brand new world)
There'll be no more crying

There's no one left to blame
Love will come out standing
So roll that stone away
And like that river I'm waiting

For resurrection
Since I lost your affection
And love left town (and love left town)
There'll be no more crying

There's no one left to blame
Love will come out standing
So roll that stone roll that stone
Roll that stone away



16050. Roll With Me

Lindsay Lou - Roll With Me

[Verse 1]
Were you looking for someone to warm your bed?
A pretty mama to cut the crust off your bread
Were you tired of spending your nights alone?
Looking for someone to make a happy home
I'm not drawn to the quiet days
Spent my life learning how to get away

[Chorus]
You can roll with me baby but don't slow me down
I'm not holding on, I'm not following the crowd
You can roll with me baby but don't slow me down
No one got anywhere by waiting around

[Verse 2]
In your world, everything adds up
Drink your coffee from your favorite cup
Who drew the lines you're filling in
I want to erase them and begin again
I see you looking around and I understand
But I dare you to take me as I am

[Chorus]
You can roll with me baby but don't slow me down
I'm not holding on, I'm not following the crowd
You can roll with me baby but don't slow me down
No one got anywhere by waiting around

[Bridge]
If you're looking for more, open the door
What are you waiting for?

[Chorus]
You can roll with me baby, don't slow me down
I'm not holding on, I'm not following the crowd
You can roll with me baby, don't slow me down
No one got anywhere by waiting around

[Chorus]
You can roll with me baby, don't slow me down
I'm not holding on, I'm not following the crowd
You can roll with me baby but don't slow me down
No one got anywhere by waiting around
No one got anywhere by waiting around



16051. Rollin'

Rollin' - Garth Brooks 

She was born to a mother trucker
Raised behind the wheel
So you can blame it on the highway
For the way she can't sit still
She says life is like a windshield
It ain't no rear view mirror
The only way to get where you're goin'
Is find that higher gear
And keep it

Rollin'
Life's gonna run you over if you don't get goin'
She said I wanna fell the earth move under me
Movin' with the motion of a melody
Oh I get the blues if the rhythm ain't got no soul
You got to keep it
Rollin'

Well I knew that I was in trouble
When she told me that talk was cheap
Said if you're tired get on the sofa
'Cause the bed's no place to sleep
Then she reached down and she kissed
Lord it knocked me to my knees
And I knew if I was gonna get naked
I was gonna have to roll up my sleeves
And keep it

Rollin'
Love was gonna run me over if I didn't get it goin'
She said I wanna feel the earth move under me
Movin' with the motion of a melody
Boy I get the blues if the rhythm ain't got no soul
You got to keep it
Rollin'

So I talked her into gettin' married
But she wouldn't hang up her wheels
I was afraid I'd take a back seat
To the way the highway feels
But each day she's pullin' over
More than she used to
She knows love is like the highway
The main thing you gotta do
Is keep it

Rollin'
Life's gonna run you over if you don't get goin'
She said I wanna fell the earth move under me
Movin' with the motion of a melody
Oh I get the blues if the rhythm ain't got no soul
You got to keep it
Rollin'



Life's gonna run you over if you don't get goin'
She said I wanna fell the earth move under me
Movin' with the motion of a melody
Oh I get the blues if the rhythm ain't got no soul
You got to keep it
Rollin'

16052. Rollin' And Ramblin'

Emmylou Harris - Rollin' And Ramblin'

Folks in Nashville slammed the door
Said we don't want you anymore
Find your own way down the road
Pack your fiddle and your guitar
Take a train or take a car
Find someone else to keep you from the cold

Rollin' and ramblin'
Women loved him half to death
He sang with whiskey on his breath
His heart broke like a child's
Rollin' and ramblin'
The sun has set out on the trail
The hobo's drifted up the rail
He's taken his last ride

Oh, he always sang the blues
Like it was all he ever knew
He didn't sing at all that night
He was pale and as he dozed
He didn't know his time had closed
Slumped in the back seat to the right

Rollin' and ramblin'
Women loved him half to death
He sang with whiskey on his breath
His heart broke like a child's
Rollin' and ramblin'
The sun has set out on the trail
The hobo's drifted up the rail
He's taken his last ride

So they send him on night train South
Through the cities and the rural routes
Just one more place to go
Ah, the whistle sang the bluest note
Like it cames from his own throat
Moanin' sad and cryin' low

Rollin' and ramblin'
Women loved him half to death
He sang with whiskey on his breath



His heart broke like a child's
Rollin' and ramblin'

The sun has set out on the trail
The hobo's drifted up the rail
He's taken his last ride

Rollin' and ramblin'
The sun has set out on the trail
The hobo's drifted up the rail
He's taken his last ride

16053. Rollin' And Ramblin' - Chords

Rollin' And Ramblin' (The Death Of Hank Williams)
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Robin Williams, Linda Williams, Jerome Clark

C                  G7
Folks in Nashville slammed the door
                       C
Said we don't want you anymore
                  G7       C
Find your own way down the road
                     G7
Pack your fiddle and your guitar
                C
Take a train or take a car
                              G7       C
Find someone else to keep you from the cold
            F                        C
Rollin' and ramblin' women loved him half to death
                     G7
He sang with whiskey on his breath
                       C
His heart broke like a child's
            F                            C
Rollin' and ramblin' the sun has set out on the trail
                   G7                              C
The hobo's drifted up the rail he's taken his last ride
             G7
Oh he always sang the blues
                   C
Like it was all he ever knew
                  G7       C
He didn't sing at all that night
                G7
He was pale and as he dozed
                   C
He didn't know his time was close
                         G7     C
Slumped in the back seat to the right
repeat #2



                      G7
So they sent him on a night train south
                           C
Through the cities and the rural routes
              G7       C
Just one more place to go
                        G7
Ah the whistle sang the bluest note
                  C
Like it came from his own throat
                G7     C
Moanin' sad and cryin' low
repeat #2
 
            F                            C
Rollin' and ramblin' the sun has set out on the trail
                   G7                              C
The hobo's drifted up the rail he's taken his last ride

16054. Rollin' And Tumblin'

Rollin' and Tumblin'
The Seldom Scene

Well, I rolled and I tumbled,
Cried the whole night long.
Well, I rolled and I tumbled,
Cried the whole night long.
Well, I woke up this mornin,
Didn't know right from wrong.

Well, I told my baby,
Before I left that town.
Well, I told my baby,
Before I left that town.
Well, don't you let nobody,
Tear my barrelhouse down.

Well, ahh, mmm-hmmm,
Owww, oww ooo, aww, oww, oh.
Aaa, mmm-hmmm, oww, oh oh oh
Owww, oww ooo, aww, oww, oh.

Well, if the river was whiskey,
And I was a divin duck.
Well, if the river was whiskey,
And I was a divin duck.
Well, I would dive to the bottom,
Never would I come up.

Well, I could a had a religion,
This bad old thing instead.
Well, I could a had a religion,



This bad old thing instead.
Well, all whiskey and women,
Would not let me pray.

16055. Rollin' On

Emmylou Harris - Rollin' On

Been kickin' sawdust
In these clothes
For a blue moon
And a red nose
The boys will put 'em up
And tear 'em down
We'll wash away
The dirt
Just a glass a day
Ain't gonna hurt
Pretty soon we'll move on
Out of town

We pass them by
Across the plains
We don't even try
To catch the names
It's supper-time and their kids
Are home from school
They draw the shades
On their shops
While we go a'checking
Through the props
And putting on the paint
To play the fool

Then we're rollin' on
Rollin' on
Feeling, better
Than we did last night
Rollin' on rollin' on
It's hard some times
Pretty much it's alright

I'll go soft shoe
When it rains
I'll go shuffle through
The aches and pains
Mr. young at heart
That's what I try to be
They all laugh
And cry
They get to feeling better
And that is why
If it was good for you



Truly it was good for me

Then we're rollin' on
Rollin' on
Feeling better
Than we did last night
Rollin' on rollin' on
It's hard sometimes
Pretty much it's alright

16056. Rollin' On Rubber Wheels - Chords

Rollin' On Rubber Wheels 
The Stanley Brothers

chorus:
G       G7      C               G
Rollin' rollin' on these rubber wheels
G       G7   A                  D
Someday baby you'll know how it feels
G                           C           G
To be broken hearted and to be left all alone
G                  (C?)
For wheel was made round to roll
   D               G
So i'll be rollin' on
verse 1:
G                                     C              G
Well I love you and I told you so and you ain't satisfied
G                                  A               D
The last time that I left home you laughed while I cried
G                                     C                 G
You think you're pretty smart now but I'll catch up sometime
G             (C?)                   D               G
Go on gal and play the field while I roll down the line
chorus:
G       G7      C               G
Rollin' rollin' on these rubber wheels
G       G7   A                  D
Someday baby you'll know how it feels
G                           C           G
To be broken hearted and to be left all alone
G                  (C?)
For wheel was made round to roll
   D               G
So i'll be rollin' on
verse 2:
G                    G7             C                 G
Now there's a little stop ahead and things'll pick up now
G                G7                A                  D
A cup of coffee, two blue eyes and one that keeps her vow
G                             C                G
So go on, have your fun don't worry none about me



G                     (C?)               D                G
You played the game I think you lost and now you're fancy free
chorus:
G       G7      C               G
Rollin' rollin' on these rubber wheels
G       G7   A                  D
Someday baby you'll know how it feels
G                           C           G
To be broken hearted and to be left all alone
G                  (C?)
For wheel was made round to roll
   D               G
So i'll be rollin' on

16057. Rollin' The Dice

Rollin' the Dice
Jim Lauderdale

Well, I was coolin' my heels down in Flacktown
They was blazin' from a footrace with a hellhound
My heart was up on blocks from my last go-round
When you came roarin' in upon the rebound

You got me rollin' the dice, you got me breakin' 'em twice
You got me jammin' like ol' Billy on the low ground
You got me rollin' the dice, you got me breakin' 'em twice
You got me on the rebound

You're like a midnight doctor on a sick call
You're like a big flash flood upon the river
You're like a Salvador Dali on a brick wall
Where the others only talk you deliver

You got me rollin' the dice, you got me breakin' 'em twice
Ridin' shotgun in a Caddy with the top down
You got me rollin' the dice, you got me breakin' 'em twice
You got me on the rebound

You got me rollin' the dice, you got me breakin' 'em twice
You got me jammin' like ol' Billy on the low ground
You got me rollin' the dice, you got me breakin' 'em twice
You got me on the rebound

You're like an ace high straight with all the chips down
You're like a shot of white lightnin' in a night gown
You're like a wreckin' ball rider on a tear-down
Come a crashin' in my life upon the rebound

You got me rollin' the dice, you got me breakin' 'em twice
You got me jammin' like ol' Billy on the low ground
You got me rollin' the dice, you got me breakin' 'em twice
You got me on the rebound



You got me on the rebound
You got me rollin' right to you on the rebound

16058. Rolling Along

Lucinda Williams - Rolling Along

Well, I'm rollin' along the highway
Livin' the life I'm used to
I thought about you all the way from
Little Rock to Houston

And now I can't seem to get you off my mind
But your tied to somebody else
I think about you all the time
And I just can't help myself

[Chorus]
Sometimes I don't know right from wrong
I find it easy to fall
It's hard when I been up all night long
That's when I want you most of all

Well, I'd love to see your smilin' face
If I could take just one last look
But you left me just one last trace
On the pages of your book

But words can't hold me every night
And words can't kiss me in the mornin'
Look out honey I got love in my heart
And it's growin' and it's burnin'

[Chorus]

Well, I'm rollin' along the highway
Livin' the life I'm used to
I thought about you all the way from
Little Rock to Houston

And now I can't seem to get you off my mind
But your tied to somebody else
I think about you all the time
And I just can't help myself

[Chorus: x2]

That's when I want you most of all



16059. Rolling And Tumblin' - Chords

Rolling And Tumblin'
Chris Hillman
 
F                                         D7
Rollin and tumblin we carried it so far I don't see a end in sight
     F
It's not an illusion it's not an intrusion
   D7
A dream I once held so tight
          G7                                            D7
Can't you hear my cry in the night when there's nobody there
        G7                          A               G
Do you really believe  that there's nobody left who really cares
F                                       D7
Carried it  along just a little further leave all suspicion behind
F
Before you get swept into a situation
    D7
The both of us can hardly define
     G7                                       D7
The lines in your face telling such a sad sad story
         G7              A                G    A      D  C  A  C  D
You know what a crime it is to be sad and lonely
 
F  D   F D    F D   F D
 
 F                                  D7
Old love letters hidden from no-one memories fading fast
F                                             D7
Words with no meaning I've got you believing  everythings gonna last
G7                                             D7
I tried to become the wall that you want me to be
  G7                    A                       G      A
I just can't change the part of me you never even seen

16060. Rolling By

Robert Earl Keen - Rolling By 

It's a busted old town, the plains of West Texas
The drugstore's closed down, the rivers run dry
The semis roll through like stainless steel stallions
Goin' hard, goin' fast, goin' wild, rollin' hard, rollin' fast, rollin' by

And the mission still stands at the edge of the plateau
A stone marks the graves where the old cowboys lie
Asleep in a time, in a town just a youngster
Goin' hard, goin' fast, goin' wild, rollin' hard, rollin' fast, rollin' by

And the drive-in don't play no Friday night pictures
No big silver screen to light up the sky



Gone are the days of post-wartime lovers
Goin' hard, goin' fast, goin' wild, rollin' hard, rollin' fast, rollin' by

And me, I stand here at the last fillin' station
Where the wind moans a dirge to the coyote's cry
I jump in my car; I'm back out on the highway
Goin' hard, goin' fast, goin' wild, rollin' hard, rollin' fast, rollin' by
Goin' hard, goin' fast, goin' wild, rollin' hard, rollin' fast, rollin' by

16061. Rolling Mills Of Middletown - Chords

Rolling Mills Of Middletown
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C   F                C     Am        C       G7      C
The rollin' mills of Middletown roll on roll on roll on
                                        D7   G7       C
I knew him well old friend of mine from down Kentucky way
                                      D7          G7      C
We had some high good times my friend back in our younger days
  F                 C         G7               C
I knew he shouldn't marry any woman quite that wild
     F          C                    D7               G7
Then later on I learned that she had been expecting a child
C                                  D7     G7        C
He got his job at makin' steel and bought himself a home
          F                C     Am        C       G7      C
Where the rollin' mills of Middletown roll on roll on roll on
                                                 D7      G7      C
Well there's money in those steel mills boys and he made quite a bit
                                        D7          G7         C
He worked all night she shopped all day bought everything that fit
  F             C         G7                    C
A helper on the BOF three thousand degrees at a round
    F             C                     D7                G7
His wife was just about that hot in the bars in ol' Middletown
   C                              D7            G7    C
Of course he was the last to know oh but listen to my song
          F                C     Am        C       G7      C
While the rollin' mills of Middletown roll on roll on roll on
                                  D7        G7      C
One night the foreman on his turn said cool down No 2
                                       D7      G7     C
And he told my friend to go on home as soon as he was through
   F              C             G7               C
He stopped into a little bar to have a good cold beer
    F              C                 D7              G7
His woman and some day turn guy were dancin' closely there
     C                             D7              G7     C
Oh I knew him well and in his mind there must have been a storm
          F                C     Am        C       G7      C
While the rollin' mills of Middletown roll on roll on roll on
                                  D7              G7     C



They say he never spoke a word he just turned and walked away
                                   D7         G7      C
And no one knows exactly what took place that fateful day
     F                C                  G7         C
Some say they saw him near the tracks at furnace No 1
     F               C                  D7               G7
With heat so hot the hubs of hell would seem just barely warm
C                                       D7    G7        C
Well they never saw my friend again did he do something wrong
          F                C     Am             C       G7      C
While the rollin' mills of Middletown Ohio roll on roll on roll on

16062. Rollover

String Cheese Incident - Rollover

Imagine standing on a mountain top in Utah
Seashells at your feet
Ravens rising everywhere
Their crying fills the air
It's so hard to believe
That ten thousand years ago
Could it really be
Where you're standing was the sea?
She's cried out before
Rising from her core
Now we're looking through that door
Is she going to Rollover?
Rolling over you and me
Rollover
Rolling over could it be?
All the cities are going to be
Two Thousand feet under the sea
Rollover
Rolling over you and me
Walking through the city of Jerusalem
They said it will be washed clean
It's getting pretty dark out there
No one doesn't seem to care
Looking for my submarine
A voyage to the ocean floor
To find a city lost in lore
So many things left unseen
Don't believe
We will have the final say
Cause she will always find her way
She might roll over
Rolling over you and me
Rollover
Rolling over can't you see?
Can't you see that we're going to be
Two thousand feet under the sea?
Rollover



Rolling over you and meRollover
Rolling over you and me
Rollover
Rolling over could it be?
All these cities are going to be
Two thousand feet under the sea
Rollover
Rolling over you and me
Rollover
Rolling over you and me
Rollover
Rolling over can't you see?
Can't you see that we're going to be
Two thousand feet under the sea?
Rollover
Rolling over you and me

16063. Roly Poly

Roly Poly
Orrin star & Gary Mehalick

Roly Poly eatin' corn and taters
Hungry every minute of the day
Roly Poly gnawin' on a biscuit
Long as he can chew it it's okay

He can eat an apple pie
And never even bat an eye
He likes everything from soup to hay
Whoa, Roly Poly, daddy's little fatty
Bet he's going to be a man some day

Roly Poly, scrambled eggs for breakfast
Bread and jelly twenty times a day
Roly Poly, eats a hardy dinner
It takes lots of strength to run and play

He pulls up weeds and does the chores
And he runs both ways to all the stores
He works up an appetite that way
Roly Poly, daddy's little fatty
Bet he's going to be a man some day

16064. Romance In Durango

Emmylou Harris
Romance in Durango



[Verse 1]
Hot chili peppers in the blistering sun
Dust on my face and my cape
Me and Magdalena on the run
I think this time we shall escape

Sold my guitar to the baker's son
For a few crumbs and a place to hide
But I can get another one
And I'll play for Magdalena as we ride

[Chorus]
No Ilores, mi querida
Dios nos vigila
Soon the horse will take us to Durango
Agarrame, mi vida
Soon the desert will be gone
Soon you will be dancing the fandango

[Verse 2]
Past the Aztec ruins and the ghosts of our people
Hoof beats like castanets on stone
At night I dream of bells in the village steeple
Then I see the bloody face of Ramon

Was it me that shot him down in the Cantina
Was it my hand that held the gun?
Come, let us fly, my Magdalena
The dogs are barking and what's done is done
[Chorus]
No Ilores, mi querida
Dios nos vigila
Soon the horse will take us to Durango
Agarrame, mi vida
Soon the desert will be gone
Soon you will be dancing the fandango

[Verse 3]
In the corrida we'll sit in the shade
And watch the young torero stand alone
We'll drink tequila where our grandfathers stayed
When they rode with Villa into TorreÃ³n

Then the padre will recite the prayers of old
In the little church this side of town
I will wear new boots and an earring of gold
You'll shine with diamonds in your wedding gown

The way is long but the end is near
Already the fiesta has begun
The face of God will appear
With His serpent eyes of obsidian

[Chorus]
No Ilores, mi querida
Dios nos vigila
Soon the horse will take us to Durango



Agarrame, mi vida
Soon the desert will be gone
Soon you will be dancing the fandango
[Verse 4]
Was that the thunder that I heard?
My head is vibrating, I feel a sharp pain
Come sit by me, don't say a word
Oh, can it be that I am slain?

Quick, Magdalena, take my gun
Look up in the hills, that flash of light
Aim well my little one
We may not make it through the night

[Chorus]
No Ilores, mi querida
Dios nos vigila
Soon the horse will take us to Durango
Agarrame, mi vida
Soon the desert will be gone
Soon you will be dancing the fandango

16065. Romance Is A Slow Dance

Tim O'Brien - Romance Is a Slow Dance

Romance is a slow dance 
To a sound as sweet as rain 
It's a new song you never heard before 
Unfolding to you both the same 

It takes time but you can get that step 
Because lovin' isn't like a race 
Romance is a slow dance 
And your feet seem to fall in place 

There's no one else out there on the floor 
And there's room for every weave and spin 
And when the dance is over you ask for just one more 
And the band plays your song again 

If it's true love you can live on that tune 
It'll guide you through your trouble and pain 
Because romance is a slow dance 
To a sound as sweet as rain

16066. Romans



The Lonesome Sisters - Romans

Well yes I guess it's true
I'm not as good as some of you
I may never wear a wedding dress of white
And you may think you know my worth
you keep his books down here on earth
and you know the cost of that heavenly flight

You may think you know the plan
that you're the judge at his right hand
you know His will, His wisdom, and His way
You think you'll stand by old Saint Peter
and whisper, "No not that one either.
Just trust me and do as I say."

But vengeance is mine said the Lord
I do believe that means that vengeance isn't yours
To heaven your vanity clings
But you can't hide your pride in angels' wings

You may think you have the right
that you are bathed in holy light
that you know who is lost and who is saved
But you can't know that holy mind
or know to Him which child's divine
or on whose heart the light of glory is emblazed

But vengeance is mine said the Lord
I do believe that means that vengeance isn't yours
To heaven your vanity clings
But you can't hide your pride in angels' wings

16067. Romeo

Dolly Parton - Romeo 

A cross between a movie star
And a hero in a book
Romeo comes struttin' in
And everybody looks
'Cause he's just got that special thang
That everybody needs
And everybody wants him
But not as bad as me
Hey, Romeo, where art thou
Get out here on the floor
I want to dance you darlin'
'Til you forget wherefore
Let's two step to a new step
We'll keep it all in line
And we'll call this the Romeo
'Cause you're so mighty fine
Chorus:



Romeo, Romeo, Romeo come dance with me
That sexy little body
Beats all I've ever seen
I ain't never seen a cowboy
Look that good in jeans
My temperature keeps risin'
Every time we meet
I may not be in love
But let me tell you
I'm in heat
Chorus:
Romeo, Romeo, I just know I'll get you yet
Romeo, Romeo, I want to be your Juliet
So step it high, step it low
Step it out and in
Step to the side and let it slide
Then steppin' up again
Step on toes, it all goes
Steppin' as you please
But I'm one step away from love
So don't step out on me
Chorus:
Romeo, Romeo, Romeo with the magic feet
So step it high, step it low
Step it out and in
Step to the side and let it slide
Then steppin' up again
Step on toes, it all goes
Steppin' as you please
But I'm one step away from love
So don't step out on me
Tag:
Romeo, Romeo
I just know I'll get you yet
Romeo, Romeo
Won't you be my Juliet
Romeo, Romeo
Romeo, Romeo
Fade   Repeat

16068. Romeo And Juliet

Emmylou Harris - Romeo and Juliet

So your lovestruck Romeo has got his serenade
Laying everybody low with a love song that he made
Finds a streetlight, steps out of the shade, says something like
"You and me babe, how about it?"

Juliet says "hey it's Romeo, you nearly gave me a heart attack"
He's underneath the window, she's singing "hey la, my boyfriend's back
You shouldn't come around here singing up at people like that
Anyway whatcha gonna do about it?"



Juliet, the dice was loaded from the start
And I bet and you exploded in my heart
And I forget, I forget the movie song
When you gonna realise it was just that the time was wrong, Juliet?

We come up on different streets, they both were streets of shame
Both dirty, yeah, both mean yes and the dream was just the same
And I dreamed your dream for you and now your dream is real
How can you look at me as if I was just another one of your deals?

When you can fall for chains of silver, you can fall for chains of gold
You can fall for pretty strangers and the promises they hold
You promised me everything, yeah you promised me thick and thin
Now you just say "Romeo yeah, you know I used to have a scene with him"

Juliet when we'd make love you used to cry
You said I love you like the stars above, oh I'll love you till the day I die
You know, there's a place for us, you know the movie song
When you gonna realise it was just that the time was wrong?

Yeah, Juliet 

I can't do the talk like they talkin' on the TV
And I can't do a love song like the way it's meant to be
I can't do everything but I'll do anything for you
I can't do anything except be in love with you

And all I do is miss you, the way we used to be
All I do is keep the beat and the rock 'n' roll company
And all I do is kiss you through the bars of a rhyme
Julie, I'd do the stars with you any time

Juliet, when we made love you used to cry
You said "I love you like the stars above, oh I'll love you till the day I die"
And there's a place for us, you know the movie song
When you gonna realise it was just that the time was wrong, Juliet?

He walks on, yeah, got a serenade
Laying everybody low with a lovesong that he made
And he finds a streetlight and steps out of the shade, he says something like
"You and me babe, how about it?"

Yeah, so you and me babe, how about it?

16069. Rooftop Garden

Rooftop Garden - Acoustic Syndicate

There was a garden on a rooftop
And with its bounty
If fed the people who lived beneath it
The people were the roots connecting it to the ground



And when the sun came out
It warmed everyone within
And when the rains came
They quenched the thirst and made it clean again

No one walked away
Never leave it untended
We still are the free Red White and Blue
No one walked away there'²s no need pretending
It's not all for me and none for you
And none for you

The roots of the garden, the people
In their creature comfort
They wanted and they wanted
Get off of our backs we don'²t need your food no more
From underneath they hit the streets their garden crumbles
And the leaders of those who need no leaders at all
Sip their tea on a pile of rubble

No one walked away
Never leave it untended
We still are the free Red White and Blue
No one walks away there's no need pretending
It's not all for me and none for you
Oh and none for you
Will you see me in my garden
My secret garden
We can move to the sound of the heartbeat
Of the planting, unifying, we can love the seeds we sow
From on the rooftop the downward flowing
Connected people once again
The harvest comes, the harvest season with rhyme and reason
No one walks away
Never leave it untended
We still are the free Red White and Blue
No one walks away there'²s no need pretending
It'²s not all for me and none for you
Whoa and none for you

16070. Room At The Top - Chords

Room At The Top 
Lucinda Williams
 
[Intro]
E
 
[Verse 1]
A
I got a room at the top of the world tonight
                        E
I can see everything tonight



A
I got a room where everyone
A
Can have a drink and forget those things
          E                B
That went wrong in their life
 
[Chorus]
Amaj7                          B
I got a room at the top of the world tonight
Amaj7                          B
I got a room at the top of the world tonight
Amaj7                          B
I got a room at the top of the world tonight
      E       A    E    A  E       A     E
And I ain't comin' down, I ain't comin' down
 
[Verse 2]
A
I got someone who loves me tonight
A
I got over a thousand dollars in the bank
E
And I'm all right
A
Look deep in the eyes of love
A
Look deep in the eyes of love
         E                         B
And find out what you were looking for
 
[Chorus]
Amaj7                          B
I got a room at the top of the world tonight
Amaj7                          B
I got a room at the top of the world tonight
Amaj7                          B
I got a room at the top of the world tonight
      E       A    E     A    E       A     E
And I ain't comin' down, no I ain't comin' down
 
[Guitar Solo]
A    E  B  E
 
[Verse 3]
A
I wish I could feel you tonight, little one
               B
You're so far away
        E
I wanna reach out and touch your heart
A
Oh like they do in those things on TV, I love you
                    E
Please love me, I'm not so bad
      B
And I love you so



 
[Chorus]
A                              B
I got a room at the top of the world tonight
A                              B
I got a room at the top of the world tonight
A                              B
I got a room at the top of the world tonight
      E       A    E    A     E       A     E
And I ain't comin' down, no I ain't comin' down
A     E       A    E
No, I ain't comin' down
 
[Outro]
A  E  A B E
A  E  A  E
A  E  A  E

16071. Room At The Top Of The Stairs - Chords

Room At The Top Of The Stairs 
Ralph Stanley
NewFound Road
 
[Intro]
Am D Em Am  x 2
 
[Verse 1]
Am
She lives all alone on a dark and windy street
     D           Em         Am
In a room at the top of the stairs
Am
She smokes cigarettes and stares at the wall
    D               Em          Am
Not knowing that my heart lives there
 
Am  Am
 
 
[Verse 2]
Am
In the cool of the night she takes me inside
    D               Em             Am
She helps soothe my trouble and my pain
Am
She's warm and she's sweet, her kisses leave me weak
  D                Em         Am
I love the way she touches my face
 
 
[Instrumental]
Am D Em Am  x 2



 
 
[Verse 3]
Am
She talks about the past, the sorrow and the fear
    D               Em          Am
She cries about the grey in her hair
Am
I love her so much but she just won't believe
     D        Em              Am
That any man alive could ever care
 
 
[Instrumental]
Am D Em Am  x 2
 
 
[Verse 4]
Am
I wish I'd been there when she was just a girl
  D              Em            Am
Before her lover treated her unfair
Am
She wouldn't be so sad and she wouldn't live alone
     D           Em         Am
In a room at the top of the stairs
 
 
[Outro]
D  Em Am

16072. Room For The Poor - Chords

Room For The Poor
 (Utah Phillips)

Banjo Tuned E, Capo 3, Key of G

 G C
One cold autumn morning
 G
The leaves had turned brown.
 C
A hobo came tramping
 G
thru a small western town.
 C
He walked thru the church yard
 G
To the preacher's back door
 C
Where he knew there'd be refuge
 D7 G



And room for the poor.

He knocked and then waited
For the preacher to come
With just a kind word for
a broken-down bum.
The preacher arrived and
Looked out in dismay.
With a few angry words he'd
drive the hobo away.

Oh if you won't offer
Me something to eat
May I sit here a moment
And rest my poor feet.
I've travelled so far now
I'm weary and sore.
Oh say, up in heaven
Is there room for the poor.

Is there room for the poor
Across the divide
Where bums don't go hungry
And freezing outside
Or will they be driven
Oh say, up in heaven
Is there room for the poor

16073. Room In Heaven For Me

Room In Heaven For Me

Beyond the sea where faiths of glorious beam
Where things abide that I have never seen
The soul's sweet home desperate never more
Will there be room for me on that bright shore

   There's room (room for you and me) yes room (room for you and me)
   There's room (room for me) for all (room enough for all)
   There's room (yes there's room for me) for all (room enough for all)
   There's room (room enough in heaven) for me

That wondrous city far beyond confine
Where all is joy and peace so pure divine
In visions I in varying streaks can see
And wonder if there's room in heaven for me

I long to soar away and be at rest
And there to lean upon my savior's breast
Oh wont that be a glorious victory
To find that there is room in heaven for me



16074. Room In These Skies

Room In These Skies
Sim Redmond Band

I still remember the first time I saw you 
even though I'd seen you so many times before 
just like the sun come from behind the clouds 
you opened up the door to things I hadn't seen before 
but I can see them now

Chorus:
There's room in these skies 
for dreams like yours and mine 
Wherever you go I wont be very far behind

Your road goes your way and mine goes mine 
and I might have to take a trip from time to time 
but at the end of the day I still know my way home 
and you can bet its in your arms cause your home is my home

Chorus:
There's room in these skies 
for dreams like yours and mine 
Wherever you go I wont be very far behind 

I dont want to leave to here without ever having really lived 
I dont want to lose you cause babe I've still got a lot to gave
Just like a tree reaching for the sky you're not afraid to dream 
and neither am I no matter what 
I can assure you girl my roots will remain undisturbed, 
buried deeply in the earth cause baby you're my world

16075. Room Over Mine - Chords

Room Over Mine   
Recorded by Danny Paisley
Written by Eddie Noack
 
C                      C7           F
We pass in the hallway almost every day
                      C
Though I never really met him
                          G7
He don't have too much to say
      C
But I feel as though I know him 
        C7               F
Forever night about this time



                        C
When he's walking and a talking 
        G7              C
I'll be in that room of mine
 
          D7                                 G7
He may be thinking of things that might have been
          D7                          G   G7
Or of his family and how he's missing them
          C
Well it's hard to know what's going on 
     C7             F
In a troubled man's mind
                               C
For I can hear him walking and talking 
       G7        C
In the room over mine
 
       
Well it's plain to see he's had a troubled life
         C7               F
From the lines across his face  
                        C
With the sadness that's in his eyes 
                    G    G7
Search for a better place
       C
Well I know just how he really feels 
      C7               F
Every night about this time
                        C
When he's walking and a talking 
        G7              C
I'll be in that room of mine
 
Repeat #2

          F                    C
Yes I can hear him walking and talking 
       G7        C
In the room over mine

16076. Room To Grow

Room to Grow
Adrienne Young - Room to Grow

She's a buckskin baby made of silk and steel
Daughter of her Mother's heart
With a Daddy in the wool
Future farmer of a brand new start

She could've been a supermodel or a rich man's queen



Livin up on easy street
But the call of the wild
And the solid earth beneath her feet
Seemed to complete her, let her 
See into her soul
Where to pastures greener
Where there's room enough to grow

(Chorus)
Well it's back to where the red fern knows
The sweetness of the mountain rose
And the land she laughs at all this wood and wire
We all outgrow the skin we're in
But we can weave, we will mend
Our stitch by stitch, row by row
We're making sure there's room enough to grow

Leaves were blowing in the pumpkins fattening in the field
She saw a 'we got apples' sign
Then turned down a road never knowing what she might find

He was sittin on his tractor when she caught his eye
He gave a wave and walked her way
He was all breath and britches, hair the color of the sun on hay

Through winter's hunger
Spring and summer overflow
With love free to wander where there's room enough to grow

(Repeat Chorus)

Room enough to grow

16077. Room Without A Roof

Room Without a Roof
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
Tupelo, Mississippi
Somewhere in a dream
Feeling you missing me
Lost out here on the wind
Keeps moving me
Down the white line
Imagining looking back
Hoping that you're all I see

[Pre-Chorus]
With all your heart tonight
There's nothing they can't feel
There's nothing they can see
You and me



[Chorus]
I'm a room without a roof
Walls that don't tell time
Forever I'll be waiting here for you
Patiently

[Verse 2]
Some say I've wasted
All that time can give
Criticizing, analyzing
Everything that's put in front of me
Stayed too long at your table
Waited jealously
Spiked the punch and broke your heart
All the while not knowing who to be

[Pre-Chorus]
With all your heart tonight
There's nothing they can't feel
There's nothing they can see
You and me

[Chorus]
I'm a room without a roof
Walls that don't tell time
Forever I'll be waiting here for you
Patiently

[Verse 3]
You don't need me
I'll only get in the way
Lonely nights and bar room sights
Lost out in the neon endlessly
Promised you the world
I've tried everything
To give you stars and everything
You ever need to get back to the world

[Pre-Chorus]
With all your heart tonight
There's nothing they can't feel
There's nothing they can see
You and me

[Chorus]
I'm a room without a roof
Walls that don't tell time
Forever I'll be waiting here for you
For you

16078. Rooster Crow



Rooster Crow
by Laurie Lewis

I heard the rooster crow last night as I lay in my bed
I pulled the covers up over my eyes, my heart was filled with dread
I could not stop my racing mind a-running  round the room
Chasing its tail and doubling back like some old crooked fiddle tune

I thought of you so far away and yet within my reach
But I could not stretch my hand to you or break the quiet with speech
I know not if you feigned your sleep or in dreams you did abide
And if so, where your dreams might go and if I might be by your side

Where are the dreams we used to share? Have they been left behind,
Or turned to mist when waking cares drive them from our minds?
Oh turn to me my baby, turn and pull me tight
Chase the fear of the coming day back into the arms of night

I heard the rooster crow last night, I heard him in my dreams
He said,  The day is coming soon  and I wonder what he means
Are you still here, or are you gone, or are you going soon
To leave me crying lonesome here like some old crooked fiddle tune?

16079. Rooster Rock

Rooster Rock
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
In this barnyard, I'm king cock of the roost
Stay out all night drinkin' that moonshine juice
And I don't show the crow 'til the crack of noon

[Chorus]
And all the hens go
Coo-coo, cock-a-doodle-doo, look at that rooster rock
Coo-coo, cock-a-doodle-doo, look at that rooster rock
Ain't ever seen a rooster do such a crazy bop, aha, aha, aha

[Verse 2]
If another red rooster comes a-creepin' around my hens
He won't believe the way that I'll fly into him
And he'll be too chicken to ever cockfight again

[Chorus]
And all the hens go
Coo-coo, cock-a-doodle-doo, look at that rooster rock
Coo-coo, cock-a-doodle-doo, look at that rooster rock
Ain't ever seen a rooster do such a crazy bop, aha, aha, aha

[Verse 3]
Sittin' on a tree limb checkin' out the chicken scratch
The farmer's in the barnyard cookin' up another batch
And all the chicks call me daddy-o, don't you know when they hatch?



[Chorus]
And all the hens go
Coo-coo, cock-a-doodle-doo, look at that rooster rock
Coo-coo, cock-a-doodle-doo, look at that rooster rock
Ain't never seen a rooster do such a crazy bop, aha, aha, aha

[Verse 1]
'Cause in this barnyard, I'm king cock of the roost
Stay out all night drinkin' that moonshine juice
And I don't show the crow 'til the crack of noon

16080. Root Like A Rose

Emmylou Harris - Root Like a Rose

There's a green, green place
Where you lift your face
To the sound of the waves and the wind
Down by the shore
Where my soul does endure
Where the mother sea ends and begins

Take me home
To the sand and the foam
Where my dreams walk in the mist
I'll fall to the earth and root like a rose
In the salt land
That gave me my verse

Though I wander afar
The same sea, the same stars
Still shine to the tears in my eyes
They take me home to a land
That my soul understands
Where the heart of the rose never dies

Take me home
To the sand and the foam
Where my dreams walk in the mist
I'll fall to the earth and root like a rose
In the salt land
That gave me my verse

16081. Roots - Chords

Roots 
The Brothers Comatose



[Intro]
Em
 
[Verse 1]
Em
I'm fearful of the future and I'm runnin' from the past
                G             B                 Em
Comfortable for right now but how long will it last
Em
I'm fearful of the future and I'm runnin' from the past
                G             B                 Em
Comfortable for right now but how long will it last
Em
Well I've been runnin' so long and my legs are gettin' tired
           G                  B                Em
I'm gonna stay for a while warm myself by the fire
           G                  B                Em
I'm gonna stay for a while warm myself by the fire
 
 
[Chorus 1]
       D        C
Got to get my roots down
       D        C
Got to get my roots down
       B                  C
Got to get 'em in before I up and leave this town
       Em   D   C     Em
Got to get my roots down
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em
They tell me keep on runnin' don't ya stay in one place
             G                    B              Em
Can't leave an honest man alone to dig his own grave
Em
They tell me keep on runnin' don't ya stay in one place
             G                    B              Em
Can't leave an honest man alone to dig his own grave
Em
Ignore all the voices put 'em down in the dirt
             G                  B           Em
They try to chase me away but I push until hurts
             G                  B           Em
They try to chase me away but I push until hurts
 
 
[Chorus 2]
       D        C
Got to get my roots down
       D        C
Got to get my roots down
         B                    C
Well I'm gonna dig a hole and anchor down my soul
       Em   D   C     Em
Got to get my roots down



 
 
[Break]
Em  G B
 
 
[Verse 3]
Em
Well I did what I wanted now I'm standing tall
             G                    B             Em
They tried tellin' me different and I defied 'em all
Em
Lord I did what I wanted and I'm standing tall
             G                    B             Em
They tried tellin' me different and I defied em' all
Em
I've be taking my sweet time as I put em' all down
                 G             B           Em
When I build my castle I'm gonna wear the crown
                 G               B           Em
Yeah I build my castle I'm gonna wear the crown
             G                B           Em
Until it all crumbles and I fall to the ground
 
 
[Chorus 1]
       D        C
Got to get my roots down
       D        C
Got to get my roots down
       B                  C
Got to get 'em in before I up and leave this town
       D   C   A     Em
Got to get my roots down
 
 
[Chorus 2]
       D        C
Got to get my roots down
       D        C
Got to get my roots down
         B                    C
Well I'm gonna dig a hole and anchor down my soul
       Em   D   C     Em
Got to get my roots down
 
 
[Outro]
Em

16082. Roots Rock Weirdoes



Robbie Fulks - Roots Rock Weirdoes

[Verse 1]
The town was hardly stirrin'
The nightclubs all were closed
Only a washed-up cover band
Hittin' the stage at Joe's
The guitar hit the first bar of
"Secret Agent Man"
A door in the back flew open
And into the room they ran

[Chorus 1]
Roots rock weirdoes
Up from the underground
Starved for a Tele or a B3
Any out-of-fashion sound
Roots rock weirdoes
Out of their holes they come
Dressed up like it's 1951
Yeah!

[Verse 2]
Well, they looked the band gear over
And they noted with delight
The guitar amp was a Bassman
And the bassman played upright
Well they looked round at each other
And they cried, "We are the best
For we like unpopular music
And just look at the way we're dressed!"

[Chorus 2]
Roots rock weirdoes
Slappin' each other's backs
Using the
hepcat
language
They thought made them sound black
Roots rock weirdoes
Smokin' their Camels straight
Makin' sure there's nothing up to date
Yeah!

[Guitar solo]

[Verse 3]
Now Joe, he was slow to anger
But that barkeep found it hard
Just to watch the air grow toxic
With smoke and self-regard
So he jumped up on a barstool
And he called out loud and clear
"I don't know just what you weirdoes want
But I don't want you in here"
The room grew deathly silent
Then up from the stinking ranks
Rose a homely social worker



In a bowling shirt marked Hank
And dropping the fake black diction
He said, "Since you inquired
Let me take stock of what we roots rock
Ahem, weirdoes desire
Fishnets for every woman
Lipstick as red as flame
For every man a tattoo
A Chevy and a dumb nickname
Cigarettes in every shirtsleeve
Black leather on every back
Fanzines in every bookstore
LPs in each record rack
Three chords in every pop song
Four white guys
in each band
A ruthless media empire
To saturate this land
Then with our alt-country comrads
And our brothers in neon swing
We'll reclaim music from the kids
For our
fat dead cracker king
!"
[Chorus 3]
Roots rock weirdoes
Christ, they're everywhere
A little Doc Pomus in their hearts
And dark pomade in their hair
Roots rock weirdoes
Out of their holes they come
Dressed up like it's 1951
[Spoken]
I prefer your earlier
work

16083. Rord That's Walked By Fools

Rord That's Walked By Fools

It's rough old road I'm travelin' wading knee deep in the blue
Everytime I think I'm winning I find out I only lose
Well I've learned a lot of lessons that they never taught in school
Cause this rocky road I travel is a road that's walked by fools

On this road are wine and women, life is just a game of chance
You can't eat your cake and have it, you pay the piper when you dance
I've been cheatin on my baby, I've been breakin' all the rules
So I'm headin' now for heartaches on this road that's walked by fools

If you're on this lonesome highway and your heart is sorrow bound
Someday like me you'll find out there's no place to turn around
Better walk that straight and narrow and live by the Golden Rule



Or some day like me they'll find you on this road that's walked by fools

16084. Rosa Lee McFall - Chords

Rosa Lee McFall - Infamous Stringdusters
Written By: Charlie Monroe

E
Out on the lonely hillside
     C#m           E
In a cabin low and small
          C#m              E
Lived the sweetest rose of color
   B          E
My Rosa Lee McFall

I asked her to be my darling
And this is what she said
You know that I will only be happy
When you and I are wed

Solo Break

Her hair was brightsome color
And her voice was sweet to me
I know that I will only be happy
And I thought that she loved me

I asked her to be my darling
And this is what she said
You know that I will only be happy
When you and I are wed

Solo Break

I've searched the wide world over
In the cities great and small
But I've never found another
Like my Rosa Lee McFall

Then God way up in heaven
One day for her did call
I lost my bride, oh how I loved her
My Rosa Lee McFall

16085. Rosalie McFall

Rosalie McFall (Rosalee McFall)
Song by Grateful Dead



Garcia, Grisman & Rice

Out on the lonely hillside in
A cabin low and small
Lived the sweetest rose of
Color my Rosie McFall
Her eyes were bright and shining and
Her voice was sweet to me
Knew that I would always love her and
I hoped that she loved me

My eyes turned to me
My darlin' and this is what she said:
You know that i would always love you
When you and I are wed
Then God way up in heaven one
Day for her did call
I lost my bride, oh how loved her
My Rosie McFall

I searched this wide world over
Through cities great and small
But I never found another
Like my rosie mcfall

16086. Rosalies Good Eats Cafe

Rosalies Good Eats Cafe
Bobby Bare
written by Shel Silverstein

[G] It's two in the morning, on Saturday night, at [C] Rosalie's Good Eats
[G]Cafe, the [C] onions are frying, the [G] neon is bright, and the [A7]
juke box is starting to [D7] play, and the [G] sign on the wall says in God
we trust, all [C]others have to [G] pay, It's [C] two in the morning, on [G]
Saturday night, at [D7] Rosalie's Good Eats [G]Cafe.

[G] The short order cook with the Mama Tattoo, He's [C] turning them
hamburgers [G] slow, [C] eggs over easy, [G] whole wheat down, do you
[A7]all want that coffee to [D7] go, he [G] never once dreamed, as a rodeo
star, that [C] he'd wind up here to[G]day, at [C] two in the morning, on [G]
Saturday night, at [D7] Rosalie's Good Eats [G]Cafe.

[G] There's a tall skinny girl in the booth in the back, wearing [C] jeans
and a second hand [G] fur, she's [C] been to the doctor, then [G]called up the
man, and now [A7] wonders just where she can [D7]turn, she [G] stares at her
coffee then looks toward the ceiling, but [C] Lord it's a strange place to
[G] pray, at [C] two in the morning, on [G]Saturday night, at [D7] Rosalie's
Good Eats [G]Cafe.

[G] There's a guy in a tux, and he stands in the corner, [C] feeding the
juke box his [G] dimes, he [C] just had a woman, and [G] thought that he'd bought
her, but [A7] found he'd just rented some [D7] time, and [G] he couldn't



sleep, so he came back to see, if [C] anyone else wants to [G] play, at [C]
two in the morning, on [G] Saturday night, at [D7] Rosalie's Good Eats [G]Cafe.

[G] Now there's an old dollar bill in a frame on the wall, the [C] first one
that Rose ever [G] made, it was [C] once worth a dollar, a [G] long time ago, but
like [A7] Rose it's beginning to [D7] fade, She's [G] back of the register,
dreaming of someone, and [C] how things would be if he'd [G] stayed, but it'
s [C] two in the morning, on [G] Saturday night, at [D]Rosalie's Good Eats [G] Cafe. 

[G] The stoop shouldered man and his frizzy haired woman, it's [C] strange
how their eyes never [G] meet, [C]he's playing the pinball, she's [G] fixing
the blanket of the [A7] baby asleep on the [D7] seat, and [G] he's out of
work, and she's putting on weight, hell they [C] never did have much to [G]
say, but it's [C] two in the morning on [G] Saturday night, at [D7] Rosalie'
s good eats [G]cafe.

[G]The waitress Darlene, she sits at the counter, [C] painting her
fingernails [G]blue, and the [C] short order cook he yells [G] move it or
lose it, and [A7] pick up an order of [D7] stew, but [G] someday a rich
handsome man'll walk in and [C] carry her far, far a[G]way, from [C]two in
the morning, on [G] Saturday night, at [D7] Rosalie's Good Eats [G] Cafe.
[G] A shaggy haired hippie, he's finished his meal, and he's [C]counting the
change in his [G] jeans, a [C] burger and coffee are [G] eighty five cents,
and [A7] he's only got twenty [D7]three, he [G] smiles at Rose, and she
winks back at him, but [C] Lord that's a high price to [G] pay, at [C] two
in the morning, on [G]Saturday night, at [D7] Rosalie's Good Eats [G]Cafe.

[G]A baby faced sailor, leans on the phone, and [C] dials the number
[G]again, while the [C] guy in the tux tells the [G] girl in the jeans,
about the [A7]wonderful places he's [D7] been, and a [G]wino comes in off
the street and starts shouting about the [C] fortunes that he through
a[G]way, and [C]Rosalie's asking the [G] shaggy haired hippie, if [C] he's
got a warm place to [G] stay, and the [C] short order cook takes a [G] five
from the till, while [C]Rosalie's looking [G] away, and the [C] onions keep
frying, the [G] neon
is bright, and the [C] juke box continues to [G] play, and it's [C] two in
the morning, on [G] Saturday night, at [D7] Rosalie's Good Eats [G] Cafe.

16087. Rosaline

Rosaline 
Pete Sibley
 
Way down South, where the country meets the sea 
Where the heat rises up, from morning rain 
Looking for the bones, of the ones who gave the name 
To that sweet little girl Rosaline 
 
Her brothers watched her back, even as a teen 
They knew the boys were after Rosaline 
Comin' after school, knockin' on her window 
Any moment to steal from Rosaline 
 



REFRAIN 1 :
Rosaline, Rosaline  
That sure little girl Rosaline 
 
When her Pa went to war, Mama sick at heart 
She sweated with the men, at the mill 
She cared for her brothers, she cared for the poor 
Everyone was in the hands of Rosaline 
 
REFRAIN 2: 
Rosaline, Rosaline  
She could turn their heads on a dime  
 
She was nearing thirty, baby girl at her side 
Her hair smelled sweet of Georgia pine 
Every neighbor was a friend, every friend called her mine 
Cherished moments were spend with Rosaline 
 
Rosaline, Rosaline 
that sure little girl Rosaline

16088. Rose Among The Thorns

Ralph Stanley - Rose among the thorns
Composer: Ernest Martin

While strolling through the fields of time there's many things to see
But nature is the greatest sight that could ever be
But the greatest of them all is how the world was formed
And why the roses had to live each day among the thorns

One day among the world of thorns a rose began to grow
It was the greatest gift of God this world will ever know
It was the will of God to show that since the world was formed
There had to be a rose to live and die among the thorns

Two thousand years will soon be gone since God looked down with love
He filled this earth with beauty with roses from above
He hung upon a rugged cross to save the world from sin
Between two thorns this rose He died three days He bloomed again

16089. Rose City

Todd Snider - Rose City (Live)

[Verse 1]
We wrote our names up in the tunnel back when
Coos Bay was as far away as we'd ever been
Pine trees climbing up rolling hills



Fishing boats and paper mills

[Verse 2]
Multnomah County's where I come from
It's the hometown to Bigfoot and the Burnside bums
Rain clouds hangin' down low and grey
God knows how I wish it would have rained today

[Refrain]
Tonight I've got those old Rose City blues
Tonight I've got those old Rose City blues

[Verse 3]
Tonight I'm ridin' through some other town
I got the radio on, windows down
Old song comes on from a long time ago
How on earth did that DJ know?

[Refrain]
Tonight I've got those old Rose City blues
Tonight I've got those old Rose City blues

[Bridge]
Rain, rain, rain
Pouring rain doesn't bother me

[Spoken Interlude]
This is a song about Oregon. I don't know if any of y'all have ever been out there, that's wher
e I'm from. 
I come from a town called Beaverton, Oregon
Do you got a half-hour, an hour or so? Can I tell you this? Thank you, it'll make more sense
This song, is, I guess the word is "inspired"? That's what people say when they make shit up
? 
Back in my hometown, there's this tunnel called the Multnomah Country Tunnel where,
when you're a senior in high school, you're supposed to go down there at night and get out of
 a car 
and write your name in the tunnel. You don't have to use paint to do it because it's a tunnel, 
so all the exhaust fumes create all this dirt, and you can just take a rag and clean your name i
nto the side of it. 
It's not really technically vandalism. But it's dangerous, and it's an exciting thing for teenagers
 to do. 
And when I was a teenager, I did that. I wrote--you could write anything, you could just write y
our name, 
or you could write your school name, or you could write that you ruled, or that you kicked ass-
-in fact, 
I chose "Todd Snider rules," and then I also put "Class of '85 rules."
Then I went on and became a folk singer, started traveling around. A few years later, I guess 
a long time later, 
I was a folk singer and I would come through my hometown every once in a while. 
Back then I didn't have my buddy Elvis with me-not that I made this up,
Elvis is the guy that's helping me out tonight. Yeah, good guy
Back then, I had this guy named Spike, and he wasn't even a guy. He's a chick.
 But, he was a girl that really looked like a guy. Took us a long time to figure out that it was a 
girl. 
I'm for that type of stuff--I'm for that type of stuff--in any way, shape, or form; that's not even 
where this story's goin'. 
But, one night I was comin' home to play a hometown show and I was ridin' through the count



ry with old Spike,
and we came up to the Multnomah County Tunnel and I said "Spike, when I's a kid, 
I'd come down to this tunnel my senior year and I wrote that I ruled." And she said "eh."
And then that night, we did the show, and a bunch of my old friends from high school were at 
the show, 
and we decided to go out after the show. And they all were into karaoke at the time, so that's 
what we did, 
and I sang "Sweet Child of Mine" karaoke. And we drank, and there was pitchers of beer,
and they weren't very expensive and we went through 'em, man
And the, the next morning I get up, and we gotta get down to California, 
and Spike gets me in the old van and we start headin' down and we start comin' back
 through that Multnomah County Tunnel. And as I get closer, I can see there's somethin' writt
en in there. 
And I get real close, and it says "Todd Snider rules." And I said, "Spike, tell me that I didn't do
 that." 
She said, "You don't remember doin' that?" I said, "Goddamnit, Spike. 
You think you're out here 'cause I give a shit if I'm in tune? This is what you're s'posed to do! 
I'm almost forty! I shouldn't be writing that I rule in tunnels! And I blame you, frankly, thank yo
u."
Anyway, I guess it was a few months later I got back home when the tour was over, 
and I had a phone call from an old friend of mine that was out of town when the show happen
ed. 
She said, "How was your show?" I said, "I think it went pretty good." 
She said, "It must've gone pretty good, because one of your fans went down to the Multnoma
h County Tunnel and wrote that you ruled!"

[Verse 4]
We wrote our names in the tunnel back then
And last night we went down and did it again
One sip too many from that old loving cup
Rose City people never do grow up

[Refrain]
Tonight I've got those old Rose City blues
Tonight I've got those old Rose City blues

16090. Rose Colored Glasses

Rose Colored Glasses
John Conlee - Keith Whitley

[Verse 1]
I don't know why I keep on believing you need me
When you've proved so many times that it ain't true
And I can't find one good reason for staying
Maybe my leaving would be the best for you

[Chorus]
But these rose colored glasses
That I'm looking through
Show only the beauty
'Cause they hide all the truth

[Verse 2]



And they let me hold on to the good times, good lines
The ones I used to hear when I held you
And they keep me from feeling so cheated, defeated
When reflections in your eyes show me a fool

[Chorus]
These rose colored glasses
That I'm looking through
Show only the beauty
'Cause they hide all the truth

[Bridge]
So I just keep on hopin', believin'
That maybe by counting the many times that I've tried
You'll believe me when I say, "I love you"
And I'll lay these rose colored glasses aside

[Chorus]
These rose colored glasses
That I'm looking through
Show only the beauty
'Cause they hide all the truth

16091. Rose Conelly

Rose Conelly
Flatt & Scruggs

Down in the willow garden
There me and my love did meet
While we set a' courtin'
My love fell off to sleep

I'd bought a bottle of burgundy wine
But my true love did not know
I planned to poison that dear little girl
There on the banks below

I drew a sabre through her
It was an awful sight
I threw her in the river
And then ran off in fright

My father he had told me
His money would set me free
If I would poison that dear little girl
Whose name was Rose Connelly

My father weeps at his cabin door
Wipin his tear dimmed eyes
For soon his only son shall hang
From yonder scaffold high



My race is run beneath the sun
My sentence is waiting for me
For I did poison that dear little girl
Whose name was Rose Connelly

16092. Rose Garden Waltz

Rose Garden Waltz
Jim Eanes

We met at the garden, the moonlight was grand
You looked like a member of some angel band
Your eyes seemed to sparkle and I held you tight
While we danced the Rose Garden Waltz every night
Among the red roses we wended our way
Although we had only a moment to stay
But in those few moments my dreams all seemed true
As I danced the Rose Garden Waltz there with you
I sit by my window alone in my room
While out in the garden the roses still bloom
They try so to cheer me, they know that I'm blue
They know that I'm lonesome, oh how I miss you
Tonight I'll remember each sweet rendesvous
Though years keep on passing I still think of you
There's no use in dreaming, I know it's in vein
To dream of the Rose Garden Waltz once again

16093. Rose Hotel - Chords

Robert Earl Keen-Rose Hotel
Album-The Rose Hotel

G      C     G    C

G                           Bm
He was walking through the alley way
C                                 G
Where the drifters sleep and the wild dogs play
Am                   Em                   
The moon was black, the sky was grey
C                  D
He though he was alone

She was waiting at the rose hotel
Across the street from the wishing well
Turned the latch and broke the nail
Checked her mobile phone

Chorus:



C              G      D            Em
Sometimes you run, sometimes you fall
C              G               D
Sometimes you don't get up at all
C              D                  G       C     G     C
Sometimes you run. sometimes you fall

He bought a ticket on the uptown train
Got off at 8th and birmingham
Wonder if she gave a  dam about him anymore

She hadn't seen him in a year or so
Why he called she did not now
She had the oldies on the radio
and someone at the door

Chorus:
Sometimes you run, sometimes you fall
Sometimes you don't get up at all
Sometimes you run, sometimes you fall

He threw a nickel in the wishing well
Crossed the street to the Rose Hotel
Got no answer when he rang the bell
So he gave a little shout

Tiny watched him with baseball bat
A cheap cigar and a persian cap
Told him it was too bad that
She had just checked out

Chrous:
Sometimes you run, sometimes you fall
Sometimes you don't get up at all
Sometimes you run, sometimes you fall

16094. Rose Marie

Rhiannon Giddens - Rose Marie

Paske maman paske papa woho
Li san zanmi
Li san fanmi woho
Paske maman paske papa woho
Li san zanmi
Li san fanmi woho
Rose Marie se ou mennen doudou su potal
Chache moyen pou viv ave lo
We manman
Mizisyen se tra bla wo wo
Paske maman paske papa woho
Li san zanmi
Li san fanmi woho



Paske maman paske papa woho
Li san zanmi
Li san fanmi woho
Rose Marie se ou mennen doudou su potal
Chache moyen pou viv ave lo
We manman
Mizisyen se tra bla wo wo
Avio, avio, avio, avio
Avio, avio, avio, avio
Paske maman paske papa woho
Li san zanmi
Li san fanmi woho
Paske maman paske papa woho
Li san zanmi
Li san fanmi woho
Rose Marie se ou mennen doudou su potal
Chache moyen pou viv ave lo
We manman
Mizisyen se tra bla wo wo
Mizisyen se tra bla wo wo
Mizisyen se tra bla wo wo

16095. Rose Of A Day

Rose Of A Day (Larry W. Jones 10/23/2007) 

I stood in love's garden manor
For awhile dear, with you alone
Ne'er could I ask for love finer
But tomorrows cannot be known
Like a bee drawn to a rosebud
I was a pawn in love's game with you
Now you're gone like a faded dream
Love's flower from a day that I knew
The rose of a day that I knew
One I thought would grow by my side
With much regret I can't forget
The rose of a day that has died
- instrumental -
Like a bee drawn to a rosebud
I was a pawn in love's game with you
Now you're gone like a faded dream
Love's flower from a day that I knew
The rose of a day that I knew
One I thought would grow by my side
With much regret I can't forget
The rose of a day that has died
When I saw you sprout, my heart gave a shout
But now I'm without you, my love
The rose of a day in my heart will stay
But along with the thorn thereof
The rose of a day in my heart will stay
But along with the thorn thereof



16096. Rose of Alabama

Rose of Alabama

Away from Mississippi's vale
With my ol' hat there for a sail
I crossed upon a cotton bale
To Rose of Alabama

I landed on the far sand bank
I sat upon the hollow plank
And there I made the banjo twank
For Rose of Alabama

    Oh brown Rosie
    Rose of Alabama
    Sweet tobacco posey
    Is my Rose of Alabama
    Sweet tobacco posey
    Is my Rose of Alabama

I says to her sit as you please
Across my leg she took her ease
It's good to go upon the knees
Said Rose of Alabama

The river rose the cricket sang
The lightnin' bug did flash his wing
Then like a rope my arms I fling
Round Rose of Alabama

We hugged so long I cannot tell
My Rosie seemed to like it well
My banjo in the river fell
Oh Rose of Alabama

Like alligator after prey
I dives in but it float away
And all the while it seem to say
Oh Rose of Alabama

Now every day come rain or shower
I hunt my banjo for an hour
And meet my sweet tobacco flower
Oh Rose of Alabama

Oh fare thee well you belles of Spain
And fare thee well to Liza Jane
Your charms will all be put to shame
By Rose of Alabama



16097. Rose Of Cimarron

Emmylou Harris - Rose Of Cimarron

Roll along, roll on rose of cimarron
Dusty days are gone rose of cimarron

Shadows touch the sand and
Look to see who's standing
Waiting at your window
Watching will they ever show

Can you hear them calling
You know they have fallen on
Campfires cold and dark now
Never see a spark burn bright

Trails that got them home
Kept the names they've known
Four days high and lonely
Coming to you only

You're the one they turn to
The only one they knew
You're all the best to be around
When the chips were down

16098. Rose Of Memphis

Rodney Crowell - Rose Of Memphis

I drove all the way from Storyville on a midnight Memphis run
From Bourbon Street to Beale Street straight up Highway 61
I was tuned in on radio maybe ten miles out of town
When I heard the rose of Memphis boys that's when I left the ground
I can't go back to Storyville way down there by the sea
Till I can say I got the rose of Memphis coming home with me
She wrapped her song around my heart just like the Kudzu vine
That keeps on growing after dark straight up some lonesome pine
I've got to find that woman now cause my life ain't complete
Man there ain't nobody out there got the rose of Memphis beat
I can't go back to New Orleans that ol' crescent city town
Till I can say I got the rose of Memphis coming on the rounds
Rose of Memphis I love the rose of Memphis
Rose of Memphis I love the rose of Memphis
I love the rose of Memphis man she sings just like a bird
I swear she makes the sweetest sound I think I ever heard
She was born down by the river that ol' river's in her soul
Man they can't nobody touch her when the rose is on a roll



I can't get go back to Louisiana by the Gulf of Mexico
Till I can say I've got the rose of Memphis coming home to show
Rose of Memphis I love the rose of Memphis
Rose of Memphis I love the rose of Memphis

16099. Rose Of My Heart

Rose Of My Heart 
von IIIrd Tyme Out
Writer(s): H. Moffatt

We're the best partners this world's ever seen 
Together as close as can be. 
Sometimes it's hard to find time in between
To tell you what you are to me. 

You are the rose of my heart.
You are the love of my life. 
A flower not fading nor falling apart, 
If you're tired, rest your head on my arm. 

Rose of my heart.

When sorrow holds you in her arms of clay
It's rain drops that fall from your eyes. 
Your smile's like the sun come to earth for a day, 
You brighten my blackest of skies. 

You are the rose of my heart, 
You are the love of my life. 
A flower not fading nor falling apart 
If you're cold, let my love make you warm. 

Rose of my heart. 

So hard times or easy times, what do I care 
There's nothing I'd change if I could. 
The tears and the laughter are things that we share, 
Your hand in mine makes all times good. 

You are the rose of my heart, 
You are the love of my life. 
A flower not fading nor falling apart, 
You're my harbor in life's restless storm. 

Rose of my heart.

16100. Rose Of The Summer



Robbie Fulks - Rose of the Summer

[Verse 1]
There's a meadow tucked deep in the mountain
Where the songbird and eagle fly free
And a lone man there carries a blossom
To his darling sweet Rose Avery

[Verse 2]
It was there on that mountain one summer
From a girl to a woman she grew
And many was the heart laid before her
But only young William's was true

[Chorus]
Oh it's on (on through the rain)
And on (And the chill of the spring)
Through the dark cheerless winter and on
Oh love is a flower unfaded
When the bright rose of summer is gone

[Verse 3]
Over the ocean his country called William
And home it returned him too late
For three years away is too many
For a handsome young woman to wait

[Verse 4]
So he built him a home on that mountain
Years passing, another he chose
From his lips came the vow to be faithful
But the name his heart whispered was "Rose"

16101. Rose On God's Shore

Rose On God's Shore

We knew no sorrow and we knew no grief
Until they loving face was missed
There are the engravings upon his tombstone
Each time that we read them we realize he's gone

Just like a rose he was picked from our view
He was needed in heaven with God's chosen few
My mother was called just a few weeks before
Two angels have bloomed like a rose on God's shore

I guess Jesus thought him unsafe here below
So he called him home while he's ready to go
That beautiful smile on his face that I kissed
I've never known sorrow till that face I missed



16102. Rosemary - Chords

Rosemary 
Sierra Ferrell

[Verse 1]
Am                              Dm
Way back on the mountain in our deeply forest hill
      E                      Am
Where me and my true love we said I do
    Am                         Dm
But nothing lasts forever in today's world though it seems
             E
When there's so much evil when there's so much evil
 
[Verse 2]
               Am                    Dm
When there's a witch that is on your back
E                      Am
Makes it feel like the night will attack
    E     Am                   Dm
You got a witch that is on your back
E                          Am            E     Am
Makes me feel like a heart attack oh oh a heart attack
 
 
[Interlude]
   Am             Dm                E                Am             E    Am      E
e/------0--0-0--0---------1-1--1-0-----------------/--------------------------:/---------------/
B/----------------3--3-3------------------------0--/--1--1-1--1-1--1------1---:/---------------/
G/-2--2-----------2-----------------1------1--1----/--2--2-2--2-2--2-1--1-2---:/---1--1--------/
D/----------------------------------2--------------/--2--2-2--2-2--2-2--2-2---:/---2--2--------/
A/----------------------------------2--------------/-----------------2--2-----:/---2--2--------/
E/-------------------------------------0--0--------/--------------------------:/---------------/
                                                                1                     2
 
Am C Dm E x2
 
[Verse 3]
Am
One day that rain it started and it
Dm                  E
never stopped no it never stopped but now I
Am                 C
Knew with just one glance that
Dm              E             Am
dam it couldn't hold one more drop
                          C
I thought we would die together with your
Dm                E
hand in mine your hand in mine
 
[Verse 4]



    Dm       E       Am
But you went back to Rosemary
Dm          E         Am
   You went up on the hillside
Dm     E           Am
   Way back in the mountains
          Dm       E         Am
where Rosemary she waits for you
          Dm       E         Am
Where Rosemary she waits for you
 
[Interlude]
      Am       Am     Am     Am     C        C      C                             Dm      Dm      Dm      Dm
e/--------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-1-----1-1-----1-1-----1-1/
B/----1-1------1-1----1-1----1-1----1-1------1-1----1-1---------------------------3-3-----3-3-----3-3-----3-
3/
G/----2-2------2-2----2-2----2-2----0-0------0-0-0--0-0---------------0-----------2-2-----2-2-----2-2-----2
-2/
D/----2-2-0h2--2-2----2-2----2-2----2-2-0h2--2-2----2-2------------0-----------0---------------0-----------
--/
A/-0---------------0------2------3-----------------------------0h2---2--2-3-0----------0---------------0-----/
E/-------------------------------------------------------0-2-3-----------------------------------------------/
 
      Am       Am     Am     Am     C        C      C     C      G        G      G
e/---------------------------------------------------------------3-3------3-3----3-3--/
B/----1-1------1-1----1-1----1-1----1-1------1-1----1-1---1-1----0-0------0-0----0-0--/
G/----2-2------2-2----2-2----2-2----0-0------0-0----0-0---0-0----0-0------0-0----0-0--/
D/-2--2-2------2-2-2--2-2----2-2----2-2-0h2--2-2----2-2---2-2-----------------0-------/
A/---------0--------------0------3---------------3------3------------0h2--------------/
E/------------------------------------------------------------3-----------------------/
 
          Dm     Dm     Dm     Dm
e/--------1-1----1-1----1-1----1-1/
B/--------3-3----3-3----3-3----3-3/
G/--------2-2----2-2----2-2----2-2/
D/-----0-------------0------------/
A/-2-3--------0-------------0-----/
E/--------------------------------/
 
[Verse 5]
Am                  C
I thought that when I awoke that would
G              Dm
Be my last day yodelayoo
Am                  C
I thought when that river came it would
G        Dm
Carry me away
 
[Verse 6]
             Dm     E           Am
I'm alive so I went back in the mountains
Dm     E         Am
I went up on the hillside
Dm E          Am
I went to Rosemary's where I'm
Dm      E       Am



Killing both of you
       Dm     E    Am
So now I made me a garden and I
Dm     E      Am
Dug it in the morning
    Dm              Am
But underneath that flower bush
Dm       E         Am
Rosemary waits for you well
Dm       E         Am
Rosemary waits for you
 
[Verse 7]
              Am                   Dm
I killed that witch that was on my back
E                                  Am
No more feel like the night will attack
              Am                   Dm
I killed that witch that was on my back
 
[Outro]
E                      Am
Oh I feel like I can relax
     E       Am
Like I can relax
     E       Am   E Am
Like I can relax

16103. Roses

Roses
Hayseed Dixie - Roses

Caroline!
See Caroline
All the guys would say she's mighty fine (mighty fine)
But mighty fine only got you somewhere half the time
And the other half either got you cussed out, or coming up short
Yeah, dig this now, even though (even though)
You'd need a golden calculator to divide (to divide)
The time it took to look inside and realize that
Real guys go for real down to Mars girls, yeah!
I know you'd like to think your shit don't stank
But lean a little bit closer
See roses really smell like poo poo poo
Yeah, roses really smell like poo poo poo
I know you'd like to think your shit don't stank
But lean a little bit closer
See roses really smell like poo poo poo
Yeah, roses really smell like poo poo poo
Caroline! (Caroline!)
I said see she's the reason for the word bitch (bitch)
I hope she's speeding on the way to the club



Trying to hurry up to get to some
Baller or singer or somebody like that
And try to put on her makeup in the mirror
And crash, crash, crash.. into a ditch! (Just Playing!)
She needs a golden calculator to divide (to divide)
The time it took to look inside and realize that
Real guys go for real down to Mars girls, yeah!
I know you'd like to think your shit don't stank
But lean a little bit closer
See roses really smell like poo poo poo
Yeah, roses really smell like poo poo poo
I know you'd like to think your shit don't stank
But lean a little bit closer
See roses really smell like poo poo poo
Yeah, roses really smell like poo poo poo

16104. Roses - Chords

Roses 
Carl Anderson

[Chords]
Played with partial capo, leaving E string open for a Drop D sound.
D       o00232
A7sus4  x02033
G       320033
 
[Intro]
/D  /G  A7sus4/  x4
 
[Verse 1]
D                     G              A7sus4     D     G  A7sus4
 I ain't exactly been feelin' like myself these days
D                     G          A7sus4 D    G  A7sus4
 Baby's lonesome, I'm a thousand miles away
G
Sky's turnin' dark, wind's startin' to blow
A
 I'm about as low as a I can go
 
[Chorus]
Bm           G         D
Everything's comin' up roses
                     A        D
I thought my luck had turned around
   Bm                  G         D
As one door opens, the other one closes
                              A       D
I'm sick and I'm tired of the ups and downs
 
[Interlude]
/D  /G  A7sus4/  x2
 



[Verse 2]
D                     G              A7sus4   D   G  A7sus4
 I'm gettin' closer to going off the deep end
D                        G            A7sus4 D      G  A7sus4
 I wish you'd call me, I could really use a  friend
G
Sky's turnin' dark, wind's startin' to blow
A
 I'm about as low as a I can go
 
[Chorus]
Bm           G         D
Everything's comin' up roses
                     A        D
I thought my luck had turned around
   Bm                  G         D
As one door opens, the other one closes
                              A       D     Bm  A
I'm sick and I'm tired of the ups and downs
 
[Bridge]
G                                D
Here it comes, baby, soft and slow
                     A           D
A little somethin' I want you to know
G                                        A
 Last night I had the strangest dream of you and me
 
[Verse 3]
D                     G              A7sus4     D     G  A7sus4
 I ain't exactly been feelin' like myself these days
D                    G              A7sus4 D    G  A7sus4
 My baby's lonesome, I'm a thousand miles away
G
Sky's turnin' dark, wind's startin' to blow
A
 I'm about as low as a I can go
 
[Chorus]
Bm           G         D
Everything's comin' up roses
                     A        D
I thought my luck had turned around
   Bm                  G         D
As one door opens, the other one closes
                              A       D
I'm sick and I'm tired of the ups and downs
                          A       D
Sick and I'm tired of the ups and downs
                          A       D
Sick and I'm tired of the ups and downs



16105. Roses And A Time Machine

Dierks Bentley - Roses and a Time Machine

[Verse 1]
I tried ice cold silver bullet Cuervo gold
But it don't seem to fix the situation
I've tried self help
Got a hundred books up on my shelf
I practice transcendental meditation
But she's gone
She's still gone

[Chorus]
I need something that'll take me back to the night she left
Rewind the sound of every step
I wanna watch her walking backwards back to me-e
I need something that'll stop the world, throw it in reverse
Undo the wrong, unsay the words
What I really need are roses and a time machine

[Verse 2]
Now I'm on Craigslist looking for Deloreans
And brushing up on my education
Turns out there's time, space, black holes that lead back to the place before I made a mess o
f our relations

[Chorus]
I need something that'll take me back to the night she left
Rewind the sound of every step
I wanna watch her walking backwards back to me-e
I need something that'll stop the world, throw it in reverse
Undo the wrong, unsay the words
What I really need are roses and a time machine

[Bridge]
Now don't say it's impossible, no way
Now don't say it's impossible, no way
Now don't (don't) say (say) it's impossible, no way
Now don't (don't, don't) say (say, say) it's impossible

[Chorus]
I need something that'll take me back to the night she left
Rewind the sound of every step
I wanna watch her walking backwards back to me-e
I need something that'll stop the world, throw it in reverse
Undo the wrong, unsay the words
What I really need are roses and a time machine

[Outro]
Roses and a time machine
Roses and a time machine
Roses and a time machine



16106. Roses And Sacrifice

Roses and Sacrifice
Avett Brothers

[Verse 1]
Words only won't suffice
Roses and sacrifice for you
Darling don't get me wrong
I've loved for long enough to tell

[Chorus 1]
You're not slowing down
Waiting for anyone anymore
You know just what you want

[Verse 2]
Spent too much time apart
God bless, we got to start again
Your heart's been suffering
I try to hold it every now and then

[Chorus 1]
You're not slowing down
Waiting for anyone anymore
You know just what you need

[Bridge 1]
Our life together
Couldn't start too soon
And so we had to settle for
A short honeymoon

[Verse 3]
Move heaven and earth for you
Prove we can make it through the pain
Can't always disagree
We'll find somewhere to meet, I know

[Bridge 2]
Between our wildest dreams
And where reality seems to fall

[Chorus 2]
(I'm not slowing down)
I'm not slowing down
(Waiting for)
I'm not waiting for anyone anymore
I know just what I want
And I know just what I need
I know just what I want



16107. Roses Are Blooming

Roses Are Blooming

Chorus:
Yeah, roses are blooming, come back little darling
Come back and never more roam
Yeah, robins are singing and church bells are ringing
Come back, little darling, come back

Verse 1:
You remember the night when you said that you loved me
I held you and called you my own
Words sweet and tender that say that I love you
I love you my darling come home

Verse 2:
The day was so long dear, the night was so dreary
I'm useless since you went away
Though I keep on hoping that you will remember
That you will remember our dreams

Final Chorus:
Yeah, roses are blooming, come back little darling
Come back and never more roam
Yeah, robins are singing and church bells are ringing
Come back, little darling, come back
Come back, little darling, come back
Come back, little darling, come back

16108. Roses Blooming in the Dark

Punch Brothers - Roses Blooming in the Dark 

There's an old man's pub away in London
Where you'll find an awfully pretty girl
Sitting low but proud up on her barstool
Singing low but whatever she will

Now whatever's playing on the jukebox
As she doesn't wonder where you are
Ain't it sad and wonderful to see her
Like the roses blooming in the dark

That were planted with her
That are blooming with her in the dark
Oh she ain't lonesome
She ain't lonesome tonight after 8 half pints
And an ocean between her and trying again

There's a young man's bar, home in Manhattan
Where the boys and I will drink your health
As you lie awake and she lies sleeping



In separate beds, in separate hotels

We talk about how long you fled the chapel
Learned you won't be getting very far
Ain't it sad and wonderful to see her
Like the roses blooming in the dark

That were planted with her
That are blooming with her in the dark
Oh ain't you lonesome?
Ain't you lonesome this morning?
Turns out there's more than an ocean
Between you and trying again

Oh she ain't lonesome
Ain't that lonesome to know?
Don't you wish it were only an ocean
Between you and trying again?

So sweet day will awake washed ashore
By the waves of an ocean
Behind us and trying again

16109. Roses For A Sunday Morning

Roses For A Sunday Morning

Roses for the Sunday morning
Falling soft upon the bed
Growing in a sleeping valley
Rising from the river's edge

Morning glows for her rainbow
Greeting her when she awake
Gathered from a mountain meadow
Restin' by a silver lade

If all my night were never ending
And all my days were forever
I'd need more time to gather flowers
That I would like to give her

Daisys for her morning table
Wishing her a pleasant day
Picked from fields upon the hillside
Warmed by wind from off the day

Lilacs fer her golden dreses
Whishin' that they could be worn
Fragrant blossoms on the branches
From the California shower

* Refrain



16110. Roses In The Snow

Emmylou Harris - Roses In The Snow

I met my darlin' in the springtime 
When all the flowers were in bloom 
And like the flowers our love blossomed 
We married in the month of June 

Our love was like a burning ember 
It warmed us as a golden glow 
We had sunshine in December 
And threw our roses in the snow 

Now God has taken my darlin' 
And left me with a memory 
A memory I will always cherish 
Are these last words he said to me 

Our love was like a burning ember 
It warmed us as a golden glow 
We had sunshine in December 
And threw our roses in the snow 

My darlin's buried on the hillside 
Where all the wild spring flowers grow 
And when winter snows start fallin' 
On his grave I'll place a rose 

Our love was like a burning ember 
It warmed us as cold winds blow 
We had sunshine in December 
And threw our roses in the snow

16111. Roses in the Winter

Roses in the Winter

We'll have roses in the winter
We'll have good times with the bad
We'll have roses in the winter
Love is all we have to have

There'll be a garden every season
Cause love makes the sun shine every day
We'll be blessed with spring forever
With love and roses all the way

If we keep saying all the right words



And keep our harmony in tune
We'll find roses in the winter
We won't have to wait till June

We'll find roses in the winter
We'll have good times with the bad
We'll have roses in the winter
Love is all we have to have

16112. Roses Never Red

Roses Never Red
Sean Watkins - Roses Never Red

Roses never red
Things that won't die when they're bled
I can't live this way
Nothing gets done in my head
Your words they never go
They've made my head their home
Though i often scold
I try to shoo them away
But they always stay
And it's getting old
If there's nothing there
Then why do i spend all the day
Entertaining them
Rewind and play them again
It's funny how i put up with all this
Like i have nothing to do
And nothing to lose
I've said goodbye so many times
They've stayed too long
I've got thoughts of my own

16113. Roses on the 4th of July

Nanci Griffith - Roses on the 4th of July

He still sends her roses on the 4th of July.
They're always white roses, she's never asked why.
She still doesn't know where he goes, Thursday nights.
But his wedding band rests,
On their bedside that night. 

He was a soldier in the Vietnam war.
He lost half his right leg whilst daydreaming of her.
She lit a candle each holy hour he was gone.
"You Were On My Mind"



Was their favorite song.

Love is a mystery, from birth 'til we die.
It's cross words of a morning, by evening entwined.
It's all that we dream of, sometimes it's not right.
Love is white roses,
And you never ask why. 

He's the hands of a draughtsman, he's built a good life,
She works for a season during IRS time.
Two children they've had though their boy has now died.
When they wake of each morning,
He is still on their minds. 

Their friends would all tell you they're like day and night,
Their daughter's an actress, she is strong and she's bright.
He meets with his pals from the war Thursday nights,
She still treasures those roses,
Every 4th of July 

Love is a mystery, from birth 'til we die.
It's cross words of a morning, by evening entwined.
It's all that we dream of, sometimes it's not right.
Love is white roses,
And you never ask why. 

Love is white roses, (Love is white roses.)
Every 4th of July.

16114. Roseville Fair

Nanci Griffith - Roseville Fair

Oh, the night was clear and the stars were shinin'
and the moon came up,... so quiet in the sky
And all the people gathered round while the band was a-tunin'
I can hear them now ... playin' 'Comin' Through the Rye'
She was dressed in blue and she looked so lovely
just a gentle flower of a small town girl
Then he took her hand and they danced to the music
with a single smile ... she became his world
(chorus)
And they danced all night ... to the fiddle and the banjo
their driftin' tunes, seemed to fill the air
so long ago, but they still remember ...
when they fell in love, at the Roseville Fair
Now, they courted well, and they courted dearly
They'd rock for hours in the front porch chair
Then a year went by ... from the time that he met her
and he made her his, at the Roseville Fair
(repeat chorus)
So here's a song for all of the lovers
and here's a tune ... that you can share



May you dance all night ... to the fiddle and the banjo
Oh, the way they did at the Roseville Fair
Oh, the way they did ... at the Roseville Fair

16115. Rosewood Casket

Rosewood Casket
Emmylou Harris

There's a little rosewood casket
Laying on a marble stand
And a package of old letters
Written by my true love's hand
Go and get them for me sister
Read them o'er and o'er to me
I have often tried to read them
But for tears, I could not see

Come up closer to me sister
Let me lean upon your breast
For the tide of life is ebbing
And soon I'll be at reast
Read them over to me sister
While I gently fall asleep
Fall asleep to wake in Jesus
Dearest sister do not weep

Tell him sister if you see him
That I never ceased to love
That my dying prayer's to meet him
In a better world above
There's a little rosewood casket
Laying on a marble stand
And a package of love letters
Written by her true love's hand

16116. Rosie Bokay

Osborne Brothers - Rosie Bokay
Composer: Dallas Frazier - Sanger D. Shafer

Rosie's the barmate at Miss Nancy's Tavern
That's where I'll be all night long
She pours me my label and sits at my table
And sings me a honky tonk song

Rosie don't go to the PTA meetings
And the preacher has not seen her face
But the hypocrite naggin' don't keep me from braggin'



On my darlin' Rosie Bokay

I need Rosie Bokay
I need somebody to love all my troubles away
I need Rosie Bokay
A hound needs to holler and a bum needs a dollar
And I need Rosie Bokay

Honky tonk life ain't a life to be proud of
But it's better than livin' alone
Everyone tells me that Rosie ain't pretty
I got a mind of my own

If not for the long nights that I spent with Rosie
My days would be cloudy and grey
If I was the mayor then do me a favor
And bring in more Rosie Bokay

I need Rosie Bokay...
I need Rosie Bokay...

16117. Rosie Strike Back

Rodney Crowell - Rosie Strike Back

He's a bruiser, he likes to tease you
He's a loser, you think he needs you
You always come back, you always come back for more
He winds up tight, out all night
Been drinkin' down, he's looking for a fight
He knocks you down, you don't even know what for
Rosie, strike back
Rosie, strike back
Hit the road and never look back
You can't suffer your whole life living like that
Get goin' and don't pack
Take the baby and the clothes on your back
Keep walking, Rosie
Strike back
You think he's changin', weeks pass
He's angry, lies coiled like a snake in the grass
The time will come when he takes it all out on you
He throws punches, you bear with him
Don't take it on you, Rosie, don't be his victim
You can't carry the blame for what he's putting you through
Rosie, strike back
Rosie, strike back
Hit the road and never look back
You can't suffer your whole life living like that
Get goin' and don't pack
Take the baby and the clothes on your back
Keep walking, Rosie
Strike back



Don't take his world on your shoulder
Don't let your heart grow much colder
There's people out there who can help you
If you let them help you
Hey, Rosie
Keep walking, Rosie
Rosie, strike back
Rosie, strike back
Hit the road and never look back
You can't suffer your whole life living like that
Get goin', don't pack
Take the baby and the clothes on your back
Keep walking, Rosie
Keep walking, Rosie
Keep walking, Rosie
Strike back

16118. Rotterdam

Pokey LaFarge - Rotterdam

Ruin comes to beauty, almost inevitably
And now this I see right here at home
In the U.S.A things get worse each day
I hope it's not too late to pack my things and go
But where I wanna be is not where you'd expect
They have a place for me down on Nieuwe Binnenweg

[Chorus]
Is this real life or just the way I am
I long for The Netherlands
And I want to go, back
Back to Rotterdam
Never felt like a stranger, never felt in danger
Ever since I came here I only felt at peace
Back home some have to fight just to survive
Why do they have to die instead of living free?
I know someday the world will come to an end
And I'm going to watch it burn from in another land

[Chorus]
Is this real life or just the way I am
I long for The Netherlands
And I want to go, back
Back to Rotterdam

16119. Rough And Rocky



Emmylou Harris - Rough And Rocky

Darlin' I have come to tell you 
Tho' it almost breaks my heart 
But before the mornin', darlin' 
We'll be many miles apart 

Don't this road look rough and rocky 
Don't that sea look wide and deep 
Don't my baby look the sweetest 
When he's in my arms asleep 

Can't you hear the nightbird's cryin' 
Far across the deep blue sea 
While others you are thinking 
Won't you sometimes think of me 

Don't this road look rough and rocky 
Don't that sea look wide and deep 
Don't my baby look the sweetest 
When he's in my arms asleep 

One more kiss before I leave you 
One more kiss before we part 
You have caused me lots of trouble 
Darlin', you have broke my heart 

Don't this road look rough and rocky 
Don't that sea look wide and deep 
Don't my baby look the sweetest 
When he's in my arms asleep

16120. Rough And Rowdy Ways - Chords

Chris Hillman - Rough and Rowdy Ways 
written by Jimmy Rodgers

D                              G                  D
For years and years I rambled drank my wine and   gambled
G              D              A      D
But one day I thought I would settle down
D                        G                    D
I had met a perfect lady she said she'd be my baby
E                                             A   A7
Now we built a cottage  down in the old home town
D        
Somehow I can't give up my good old rambling ways
E                                  A   
The railroad trains are calling me away
  D              D7
I may be rough I may be wild
 G               
I may be tough but that's just my way style
  D                E                   A    D                    



I can't give up my good old rough and rowdy ways

SOLO

D        
Somehow I can't give up my good old rambling ways
E                                  A   
The railroad trains are calling me away
  D              D7
I may be rough I may be wild
 G               
I may be tough but that's just my way style
  D                E                   A    D                    
I can't give up my good old rough and rowdy ways

From Chris Hillman "Desert Rose"
Sugar Hill Records
Peer Intl(BMI)

16121. Rough Around The Edges

Rough Around the Edges
Lonesome Standard Time, Larry Cordle

I'm a little rough around the edges
I didn't come out of no GQ magazine
I don't use a lot of big words
But I'm bent on love if you know what I mean
I ain't in'trested in bein' politically correct
I stand right up and say what I believe

I'm a little rough around the edges, but I think I'm exactly what you need
As you can see, I ain't all spit and polish
And every hair on my head ain't in its place
I ain't got no big degree from college
And I guess to tell the truth I need a shave

I'm a little rough around the edges
I didn't come out of no GQ magazine
I don't use a lot of big words
But I'm bent on love if you know what I mean
I ain't in'trested in bein' politically correct
I stand right up and say what I believe

Whoa!
Well, you may think I'm just a KC plowboy
Well, just give me a chance to strut my stuff
I don't shine like some pin-up poster cowboy
But neither does a diamond when you pick it up

I'm a little rough around the edges
I didn't come out of no GQ magazine
I don't use a lot of big words



But I'm bent on love if you know what I mean
I ain't interested in bein' politically correct
I stand right up and say what I believe
 
I'm a little rough around the edges, but I think I'm exactly what you need
Yeah! Yeah! Whoa!

16122. Rough Edges

Rough Edges
Traditional Grass

I know your friends don't approve of me
And I can understand why
I'll never fit into your way of life
There's no need for me to even try

   I got rough edges all over me
   I can't change, not even for you
   You can chisel and mold but I'm brittle as coal
   Those edges will never be smooth

I don't regret that we fell in love
I'm proud I once called you mine
But sweetheart we must say goodbye
We've come to the end of the line

16123. Roughneck Blues - Chords

Roughneck Blues 
Yonder Mountain String Band

intro-
e/---------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/------------------------------------------------------------2--------------------/
G/------------------------------------------------------------2--------------------/
D/------------------------------------------------------------2--------------------/
A/-------   0--2h4--2h4--2----------0--2h4-2h4--0---------0------------------------/
E/--0--2-4----------------4---0h2r0---------------0--2--4-----A--------------------/
 
Melody
 
e/------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/--2h3-3-0----(x2)--0h2-2-0--(x2)--2h3-3-0--(x2)--0h2-2-0----------------2-----------/
G/----------2---------------2--------------2--------------1--------------2------------/
D/----------------------------------------------------------2------------2------------/
A/--------------------------------------------------------------------0---------------/
E/-------------------------------------------------------------0-2-4------------------/
 



 
(A)
Ten days out, and four days in
(D)
And then I'm out ten days again
(A)
Four days ain't enough to lose
(E)
These low down roughneck
(A)
blues
 
I'd like to quit, but I don't know how
I guess my blood is fluid oil now
I guess I'm never gonna lose
These low down roughneck blues
 
(D)
On at midnight, off at noon
(A)
My four days off can't come too soon
(D)
Make good money, spend it all
(A)
When I go on a
(E)
ball

16124. Round About The Mountain

Rhiannon Giddens - Round About The Mountain

[Verse 1]
Round about the mountain, round about the mountain
My Lord's a-rulin' and she'll rise in His arms
Round about the mountain, round about the mountain
My Lord's a-rulin' and she'll rise in His arms

[Chorus]
The Lord loves a sinner, the Lord loves a sinner man
The Lord loves a sinner and she'll rise in his arms

[Verse 2]
When I was a sinner, a-seekin' just like you
I went down in the valley and I prayed till I come through
You hypocrite, you concubine, your place amongst the swine
You go to God with your lips and tongues, but you leave your heart behind

[Chorus]
The Lord loves a sinner, the Lord loves a sinner man
The Lord loves a sinner and she'll rise in his arms

[Bridge]



Goin' round the mountain, there I'll take my stand
I heard the voice of Jesus, thank God he's in this land

[Chorus]
The Lord loves a sinner, the Lord loves a sinner man
The Lord loves a sinner and she'll rise

16125. Round And Round

Jerry Jeff Walker - Round and Round

[Chorus]
'Round and 'round and everything keeps tumblin' down
Make a sideways move 'til you're standing at the edge of town
'Cause everything in this world's got you turned around

[Verse 1]
How many times must we play the game of hide-and-seek between ourselves?
Speak about ideals passed on from somebody else?
While actually the truth is only what you do
When you consider and then be honest
With yourself
And nobody else

[Chorus]
'Round and 'round and everything keeps tumblin' down
Make a sideways move 'til you're standing at the edge of town
'Cause everything in this world's got you turned around

[Verse 2]
Now life is strange when you think about the paradoxes we all live around
Teach the young to love their neighbors but make sure that they grow up
Love's just a game we play to occupy our time
While everybody turns aside
Hides their eyes
With what's inside

[Chorus]
'Round and 'round and everything keeps tumblin' down
Make a sideways move 'til you're standing at the edge of town
'Cause everything in this world's got you turned around

[Verse 3]
Now what's the good of this life you've seen if no one's hungry for your lines?
You can write a poem or song to amuse your mind
But relationships we need can only come from those
Who've got no clothes
But they can take it
Without the fear of living naked

[Chorus]
'Round and 'round and everything keeps tumblin' down
Make a sideway move 'til you're standing at the edge of town



'Cause everything in this world's got you turned around

[Outro]
Yeah 'cause everything in this world's keeps bringin' you down
Everything in this world's got you turned around

16126. Round And Round The Bottle - Chords

Round And Round The Bottle
Recorded by Tanya Tucker
Written by Susan Taylor
 
G                               C               G
Grandma was a pretty thing when she was just sixteen
                                                                  D7
She fell in love with a full grown man who ran off with a barroom queen
   G
My daddy was just a baby then but he remembers to this day
                      Em                       D7                  G
His old man stumblin' down the street till his momma made him look away
C                   G           D7             G
Round and round the bottle goes where it stops nobody knows
C            G               D7
Many are the good souls left alone
Em                  G                    Em         G
Round and round the bottle spins till it knocks you down again
        C              D7               C  G
And the victims of the drunkard wait at home
                                C                  G
Daddy worked the oil fields all along the east Tex line
                                                             D7
Then he moved us all to Tulsa where his oil wells changed to wine
      G                                 C           G
But I remember one Christmas evening oh Santa never showed
                   D7
And momma cried herself to sleep that night 
       Dm                       G
And my daddy came home with the load
C                   G           D7             G
Round and round the bottle goes where it stops nobody knows
C            G               D7
Many are the good souls left alone
Em                  G                    Em         G
Round and round the bottle spins till it knocks you down again
        C              D7               G
And the victims of the drunkard wait at home
   C                     G             C                G
My grandma's dead and my daddy's drunk somewhere in Oklahoma
                        C          G
And momma moved back to Texas long ago yeah
Em                      C            G
Look at me here I am my daddy's only daughter
               C                           D7



Sharin' little secrets with a man I barely know
Repeat #2

16127. Round Midnight

Linda Ronstadt - 'Round Midnight (Around Midnight)

It begins to tell 'round midnight
'Round midnight
I do pretty well 'til after sundown
Suppertime I'm feeling sad
But it really gets bad 'round midnight

Memories always start 'round midnight
'Round midnight
Haven't got the heart to stand those memories
When my heart is still with you
And old midnight knows it too

When some quarrel we had needs mending
Does it mean that our love is ending
Darling I need you
Lately I find
You're out of my arms
And I'm out of my mind

Let our love take wing some midnight
'Round midnight
Let the angels sing
For your returning
Let our love be safe and sound
When old midnight comes around

Let our love take wing some midnight
'Round midnight
Let the angels sing
For your returning
Let our love be safe and sound
When old midnight comes around

16128. Round The Wheel

Round The Wheel

Chorus 1:
I've been waiting for the snow to fall
I've been waiting for the snow to fall
I've been waiting for the snow to fall
And cover us all 



Yeah, I've been waiting for the snow to fall

I've been watching the moon as it grows
I've been watching the moon as it grows
I've been watching the moon as it grows
And shines down below

I've been looking deep into your eyes
I've been looking deep into your eyes
I've been looking deep into your eyes
You'll never be mine

Chorus 1

Chorus 2:
I've been spinning  round the wheel of life
I've been spinning  round the wheel of life
and I made one more night 
Yeah, I've been spinning  round the wheel of life

Chorus 2

16129. Rounder

Rounder 
Blue Highway
 
Beneath the western sky on the way to Sante Fe
I met up with a rounder, claimed he rode with Jesse James
They robbed the Glendale train
 
As we crossed the Texas plain not a blessed word was said 
'Til we reached Amarillo, and he raised his weary head
He said Son I'll soon be dead
 
I have so much to tell you, but I'm left so little time 
There's a place out in the badlands, about a two day ride
It's not so hard to find
 
Frank and Jesse hold up, in the cave for forty days 
Took all that they could carry, they hid the rest away
And Frank grew tired of livin', like a dog out on the run
Jesse soon fell victim to a blast from Bob Ford's gun
Now I'm the only one
 
His voice it faltered there, and he soon passed away
And I laid him six feet under, that hard west Texas clay 
Then I rode away
 
I found everything he told me, near a place they call Red Cloud
With the gold I found a  letter, as I read I cried out loud
It said your mama would be proud
  



Some men are born to freedom, while others come to fame
Some will leave, with nothing, but a marker and their name
In the end it's all the same

16130. Rounder

Rounder
Mandolin Orange - Rounder

[Verse 1]
I'm just a lonesome ol'
rounder
Never meant to hurt no one
But some flames are hard to simmer
I wore my pride on my bad side
And on the other kept my hand close by the trigger

[Chorus]
Some folks are guided by the weight of their tongues
But we all fall silent at the end of a gun, And now I'm
Just a lonesome ol' rounder
With a number for my name and a rope to haunt my dreams

[Verse 2]
They're gonna hang me boys from a tall, tall tree
Those demons, they'll be the death of me
Some folks are guided by some light of the Lord
But me I was blinded and I'll never afford my salvation

[Chorus 2]
I'm just a lonesome ol' rounder
Darkness grows, and then it's gone
And at the end of this lonely road
Those deeds you've done they say you'll never go home
Some folks are guided by the love they share
But darkness called and left me unaware

[Chorus 3]
Now I'm just a lonesome ol' rounder
With a few last words and one last meal
They're gonna hang me, boys, come the morning light
When darkness smiles and all is still
All is still

16131. Rounder's Blues

Rounder's Blues
Pert Near Sandstone



I used to be a rounder, but then I changed my ways
I used to be a no good rambling gambler til you asked me to stay
I changed my ways when you asked me to stay
Now you tell me that you're going away

They told me you were leaving, I'll drink you off my mind
To inaugurate this grieving I bought a case of wine
With lonely days a looming I get myself another woman
But I'm afraid she'd be the killing kind

I'll give you sugar for sugar, & you'll get salt for salt
If you don't love me honey, It's your own damn fault
If you don't love me honey, you don't have to stall
 Cause I can get more women than a train can haul

I used to think of you like a jack ass thinks of clover
If I were to loose you I'd-a searched this wide world over
But now that you're, leaving I like to say so long
And I wish you were a long time gone

16132. Rounder's Spirit

Rounder's Spirit
Special Consensus - Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
As a boy, I'd sneak to town to see the rounders
And I'd watch as they' lay' their money down
Fascination' filled my head by the hands' as can be read
"It's all in their eyes, it's plain to see."
He said to me

[Verse 2]
Well the way of a rounder's life, it overtook me
With desire that burned like fire within my soul
So I set to leave my home, my mama cried from deep down low
"It's a devil's game you long to play, nothin' comes free."
She said to me

[Verse 3]
In the town I searched and found the nearest barroom
And I prayed as they dealt those cards around
For one hand that I could win and have enough to play again
This last request is all I ask, dear Lord, help me
I pray to thee

[Verse 4]
Those years are gone, for now I've grown and I'm much older
I settled down with a wife to raise a family
But she can see it in my eyes, the rounder's spirit never dies
I leave tonight when she sleeps tight so tenderly



16133. Roustabout

Roustabout
Flatt & Scruggs

The fog is rolling out from Memphis
Dark clouds are hangin' round your door
It's a long long way from Mississippi
To the Gulf of Mexico

    Well, I make my home on the Mississippi
    I'm a roustabout on a Steamboat line
    We hit the deck on a Monday morning
    Gonna make the dock on a Saturday night

Had me a gal way up in Vicksburg
I tipped my hat every time she passed
Then she ran off with a riverboat gambler
With a black silk suit and a little mustache

Now when I die there's just one favor
Don't bury me down in the cold cold ground
Just wrap me up down by the river
Roll me over and point me south

16134. Route 23 - Chords

Route 23 
Chatham County Line

[Intro]
D F#m G A D
 
 
[Verse]
D                                      G            D
Well I spent my whole life since I was high as a knee
     D                               A
By that two-lane blacktop they call Route 23
     D
My daddy ran a service station
         G               D
And the pumps they did shine
      D                    F#m                 G               D
I'd watch him wash the windshields, keep the old look to that mind
 
 
[Verse]
           D                           G         D



Well the days they were long, but the money was good
    D                                                   A
The only things that changed were the seasons and the shapes of the hoods
          D                               G    D
'Til the government came on the radio in late '55
          D                         F#m
Said the state's gonna build a new highway
            G               D
One that's fast, smooth and wide
 
 
[Chorus]
               G               Bm           D
With that new highway, no one stops here anymore
  D                  G              D            A
And you can't make living without swinging that door
     D                           G            D
The sign by the roadside still says "Come On In"
         F#m                                    G        D
But the bulbs are long since burnt out, not to light up again
 
 
[Verse]
      D                         G           D
Now daddy was as stubborn as a mule in the snow
           D                                         A
He said, "Good folks return to the places that they know"
              D                          G            D
But after the gravel arrived and those steamrollers whined
           D                     F#m
All those good folks left me and daddy
           G           D
And those two lanes behind
 
 
[Chorus]
               G               Bm           D
With that new highway, no one stops here anymore
  D                  G              D            A
And you can't make living without swinging that door
     D                           G            D
The sign by the roadside still says "Come On In"
         F#m                                    G        D
But the bulbs are long since burnt out, not to light up again
 
 
[Instrumental]
D D F#m G G G A D
 
[Verse]
         D                                G     D
Now the calendar on the wall still reads 19 and 75
         D                                 A
No one crossed out the day that my daddy died
     D                                      G       D
We laid him in the ground 'neath that old sycamore tree
        D                     F#m                 G    D



That shades a boarded up gas station...   out on Route 23
 
 
[Chorus]
               G               Bm           D
With that new highway, no one stops here anymore
  D                  G              D            A
And you can't make living without swinging that door
     D                           G            D
The sign by the roadside still says "Come On In"
         F#m                                    G        D
But the bulbs are long since burnt out, not to light up again
 
           F#m                                    G        D
Yeah, the bulbs are long since burnt out, not to light up again

16135. Route 66

Route 66
Vassar Clements Band

Verse 1:
Well, if you ever plan to motor west
Travel my way, take the highway
That's the best
Gets your kicks on route 66

Verse 2:
Well it winds from Chicago to L.A.
More than 2000 miles all the way
Get your kicks on route 66

Chorus:
It goes through St. Louis, Joplin, Missouri 
Oklahoma City looks oh so pretty
You'll see Amarillo, Gallup, New Mexico
Flagstaff, Arizona, don't forget Winona
Kingman, Barstow, San Bernardino

Verse 3:
Won't you get hip to this timely tip
When you make that California trip
Get your kicks on route 66

It goes through St. Louis, Joplin, Missouri 
Oklahoma City looks oh so pretty
You'll see Amarillo, Gallup, New Mexico
Flagstaff, Arizona, don't forget Winona
Kingman, Barstow, San Bernardino

Final Verse
Won't you get hip to this timely tip
When you make that California trip



Get your kicks on route 66
Won't you get hip to this timely tip
When you make that California trip
Get your kicks on route 66
Get your kicks on route 66

16136. Rove, Riley, Rove

Rove, Riley, Rove
Traditional

I went on the mountain
Give my horn a blow
Thought I hear my true love say
Yonder comes by beau

Chorus:
Rove, Riley, Rove
Rove, Riley, Rove
Rove, Riley, poor boy
Ain't got nowhere to go

Mama give me meat
Mother give me bread
Pretty girl give me one sweet kiss
Like to done killed me dead

Chorus

Went up on the mountain
To strip me a load of cane
Make me a barrel of molasses
To sweeten Miss Liza Jane

Chorus

Daddy had a great big house
A hundred stories high
Every story in that house
Was filled with chicken pie

Chorus

Possum is a pretty thing
Rambles in the dark
Only time you know he's round
Is when old Ranger barks

Chorus

Chorus

Notes:



Recorded for the Library of Congress in 1941 by Thaddeau "T.C." Willingham.

16137. Roving Gambler

Roving Gambler - Rovin' Gambler
Stanley Brothers
Dierks Bentley - Punch Brothers - NewFound Road

I am a roving gambler gambled all around
Whenever I meet with a deck of cards
I lay my money down
Lay my money down, lay my money down

I had not been in Frisco many more weeks than three
I met up with a pretty little gal
She fell in love with me
Fell in love with me, fell in love with me

She took me in her parlor, cooled me with her fan
Whispered low in her mother's ear
I love this gambling man
Love this gambling man, love this gambling man

Oh daughter oh dear daughter how can you treat me so
Leave your dear old mother
And with a gambler go
With a gambler go, with a gambler go

My mother oh my mother you can not understand
If you ever see me a coming back
I'll be with a gambling man
With a gambling man, with a gambling man

I left her there in Frisco and I wound up in Maine
I met up with a gambling man
Got in a poker game
Got in a poker game, got in a poker game

We put our money in the pot and dealt the cards around
I saw him deal from the bottom of the deck
And I shot that gambler down
Shot the gambler down, shot the gambler down

Well, now I'm in the jailhouse got a number for my name
The Warden said as he locked the door
You've gambled your last game
Gambled your last game, gambled your last game



16138. Roving Heilandman

Roving Heilandman
Traditional

I'm a rovin' heilandman a native o' Braemar
And oft I've trod the bonnie hills I'm kenned baith near and far
In monies the lonely valley folk ken Jock Brewer's name
Now I'm bound across the ocean far frae my native hame

It was at the Birk o' Ballater my gun in tae my hand
I quickly was surrounded by six keepers in a band
They thocht they had me taken but little did they know
Jock Brewer the rovin' heilandman would prove their overthrow

Ae nicht I was trepanded by six keepers head in sand
They marched me off tae Aiberdeen by trial for tae stand
Though nane o' my companions bore witness against me
The judge he condemned me tae cross the raging sea

Here's a health tae a' my comrades Jock Brewer winnae name
Success untae a' poachers when they're in search of game
May they a' be aye at liberty tae choose tae fecht or flee
Or tae join the rovin' heilandman condemned tae cross the sea

Here's a health tae a' my comrades tae poachers far and near
May they aye get hare and pheasant and their share o' bonnie deer
May they a' be aye at liberty wi' money at their command
Or tae join the rovin' heilandman bound for Van Diemans land

16139. Row By Row

Balsam Range - Row By Row 

I spend my days on the back of a Tennessee walking horse
I spend my nights with a bible by my side
I spend this life through the would be trouble riding
I'll spend the next to cross that river wide

Row by row I'll cross that muddy water
Row by row I'll reach salvations rock
Row by row I'll finally meet the Father
Though my body may grow weary I won't stop, till I reach the other shore

Through many years I've seen his children troubled
Through many tears I've struggles with the flock
With heads held high we'll stand and raise our voices
And sing of love that's never gonna stop

Row by row I'll cross that muddy water
Row by row I'll reach salvations rock
Row by row iI'll finally meet the Father
Though my body may grow weary I won't stop, till I reach the other shore



Row by row I'll cross that muddy water
Row by row I'll reach salvations rock
Row by row iI'll finally meet the Father
Though my body may grow weary I won't stop, till I reach the other shore

16140. Row, Boys, Row

Richard Thompson - Row, Boys, Row 

Feel that sting across your back and row, boys, row
Don't wait for the whip to crack and row, boys, row
Is it wise to be moaning when the captain comes?

Tip your hat and get grinning though you're worn to the gums
Is it wise to be needy in the land of the free?
Is it wise to be bleeding in a shark-filled sea?

Seven years of bad luck
Should have read the small print

Save my soul, save my soul
I'm chained below, chained below
Carving sailors little keepsakes
Out of teeth and nails and driftwood

Got to keep the old ship moving
Ploughing through the Sea of Cortez
Living skeletons for neighbors

Hear the Bo sun, beat the drum and row, boys, row
Slavery till kingdom come and row, boys, row
Is it wise to be asking for a morsel more

When you see what they done to them what asked before?
Is it wise to be kneeling with your arse poking free?
Is it wise to be bleeding in a shark-filled sea?

16141. Rowena And Wallace - Chords

Rowena And Wallace 
The Waifs

[Verse 1]
        Am
He was a skateboard boy from a skateboard town
         F
Wore his hoody up, pants hanging down
     G                          Am



Back Pocket lucky strike he was 14
          Am
She was a good good girl from a good good home
             F
But when she cut at night, she cut all alone
    G                       Am
She dyed her hair black and green
         Am
When the good girl met the skateboard boy
        F
She was overcome, they went overboard
     G                              Am
With homemade tattoos said " we are free"
 
 
[Chorus]
       Am                 G
We are young, we're gonna run
       Dm
Like a river needs to flow
       Am
Like a tree that needs to grow
       Am                 G
We are young, we're gonna run
           Dm                Am
Coz no-one loves me like you do
 
Am G Dm Am
 
 
[Verse 2]
             Am
They skipped out on school
 
Hid in her nans backyard
         F
Took her daddy's keys
 
And her mumma's credit card
         G                 Am
And they drove towards the sun
   Am
He had it all planned
 
We're gonna drive real far
F
I'll skate pro and you can learn guitar
G                              Am
This life has not been good to me
         Am
My daddy dont believe
 
My mumma dont have dreams
          F
They keep house real neat
 
And front lawn green



G                                      Am
But i'll keep the secret about you and me babe
 
 
[Chorus]
       Am                 G
We are young, we're gonna run
       Dm
Like a river needs to flow
       Am
Like a tree that needs to grow
       Am                 G
We are young, we're gonna run
       Dm
No one loves me like you do
       Am
No one loves me like you do
 
 
[Instrumental]
Am F G Am
Am F G Am
Am F G Am
Am F G Am
 
 
[Verse 3]
    Am
The night turned cold, the rain came down
        F
He held tight to the wheel as they spun around
      G                             Am
White light and angels came down to see
    Am
The angels came, the angels saw,
    F
The angels made the final call
        G                                       Am
We will take them two by two and we'll set them free
 
 
[Chorus]
             Am            G
Coz they are young, on the run
       Dm
Like a river needs to flow
       Am
Like a tree that needs to grow
        Am             G
They are young, on the run
           Dm
And no one loves him like she do
           Am
And no one loves her like he do.
             Am            G
Coz they are young, on the run
       Dm



Like a river needs to flow
       Am
Like a tree that needs to grow
         Am            G
They are young, on the run
           Dm
And no one loves him like she do
           Am
And no one loves her like he do.

16142. Rox In The Box

Gillian Welch
Rox in the Box

[Verse 1]
Get the rocks in the box
Get the water right down to your socks
This bulkhead's built of fallen brethren bones

We all do what we can
We endure our fellow man
And we sing our songs to the headframe's creaks and moans

[Chorus]
And it's one, two, three
On the wrong side of the lee
What were you meant for?
What were you meant for?

And it's seven, eight, nine
You get your shovel back in line
And if you ever make it to ten, you won't make it again
And if you ever make it to ten, you won't make it again

[Verse 2]
And you won't make a dime
On this gray granite mountain mine
Of dirt you're made and to dirt you will return

So while we're living here
Let's get this little one thing clear
There's plenty of men to die, you don't jump your turn
[Chorus]
And it's one, two, three
On the wrong side of the lee
What were you meant for?
What were you meant for?

And it's seven, eight, nine
You get your shovel back in line
And if you ever make it to ten, you won't make it again
And if you ever make it to ten, you won't make it again



And it's one, two, three
On the wrong side of the lee
What were you meant for?
Whatever you're meant for

And it's seven, eight, nine
You get your shovel back in line
And if you ever make it to ten, you won't make it again
And if you ever make it to ten, you won't make it again
And if you ever make it to ten, you won't make it again

16143. Roy Lee - Chords

Roy Lee - James King
Thirty Years of Farming 
Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of E to match cd
I played sound byte Capo 2 (F#), still key of E

   E             A            E
He was a simple man from the mountains,
                  B7           E
Those hills put a song in his heart
                           A                   E
And how the miles can take you from wherever you are
          A              B7       E
And how he felt when he held his guitar

               A            E
He turned the heads of the ladies,
              A                    E                             
Wound up in jail from the men that he'd fight
         A                                       E
Had to wash down his suffering with white pills and whiskey
                A         B7      E
Cause he was restless and tortured, inside

Chorus:
   E                A         E
Now he's crossed his last lonesome river,
                         B7              E
Knowing strangers, and stonewalls are still far
                       A                        E
Now he is back in the mountains were I hope he finds peace
                 A          E
God Bless him, rest him, Roy Lee
Instrumental:

    E             A           E
Some said he was mean and cold-hearted
                      B7       E
Some said a victim of life's circumstance
                 A                          E



Oh, but we all agree, he was a man from the mountains
                A          E
Only he and his God understands

Chorus:

tag:
                      A                           E
Now he's back on the mountain where I hope he finds peace
                 A              E
God Bless him, and  rest him, Roy Lee

16144. Royal Annie

Tom T Hall - Royal Annie
Composer: Tom T. Hall

She wore a big yellow bow in her hair
One morning we wake up she was there
We were a little old out of way town
And all us kids were glad to have her around
You know her castle was an old mobile home
She didn't even have a cellular phone
She lived on cigarettes and cookies and tea
And said she once had a show on TV
And all us kids around town called her Royal Annie
She talked to babies who had never been born
Said she had dresses that she never had worn
She had sweethearts who come out of the air
And said she had a lock Elvis' hair
She pushed an old shopping cart around town
She wore sneakers and an old satin gown
She wore diamonds and we knew they were fake
Said she once gave Dolly Parton a break
And all us kids around town called her Royal Annie
She'd sit and stare at the bright morning sun
We were suspicious that she carried a gun
They once considered puttin' Annie in jail
She never ever went to pick up her mail
Then one day there was a big limousine
Came to town and caused a terrible scene
A bunch of doctors and lawyers they say
And they came to take Annie away
And all us kids around town called her Royal Annie
When Royal Annie was gone I recall
They had a meeting at a community hall
They wrote a letter and were tryin' to say
They hoped that Annie had enjoyed her stay
Well they'd been looking for her over a year
They were surprised to find her living out here
And Royal Annie sent a small none of thanks
And she had 10 million bucks in the bank
And all us kids around town called her Royal Annie



All us kids around town called her Royal Annie

16145. Royal Roman Casino

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Royal Roman Casino

Royal Roman Casino
Au Royal Roman Casino
Au Royal Roman Casino
Dans l'Golden Triangle au Laos (x2)
On est invité pour un show comment c'qu'on y va
On sait pas trop
J'sais tu moé
C'est l'moindre de mes soucis
Dans l'Triangle aller guiguer
Envoye paqu'te tes p'tits
En bons immigrants illégaux
Traverser l'Mékong en bateau
De Thailande au Laos
Thailande au Laos
Pas d'visa naturellement
Dans vie faut ben s'mettre du piquant
Ouais c'comme s'mettre un habanero
Un habanero  Dans l'cul
Ã■a réveille pis ca sort d'la zone de déjÃ  vu
Au Royal Roman Casino
Au Royal Roman Casino
Au Royal Roman Casino
Dans l'Golden Triangle au Laos

16146. Royals - Chords

Royals - Infamous Stringdusters
Written By: Lorde & Joel Little
 
Verse 1

D
I've never seen a diamond in the flesh
            C                         G       
I cut my teeth on wedding rings in the movies
                   D                           C
And I'm not proud of my address - in the torn up town
             G
No postcode envy

Chorus

D



But every song's like: gold teeth, grey goose, trippin' in the bathroom
Blood stains, ballgowns, trashin' the hotel room
C                                           G
We don't care - we're driving Cadillacs in our dreams
                                D
But everybody's like Cristal, Mayback, diamonds on your timepiece
Jet planes, islands, tigers on a gold leash
C                                      G
We don't care - we  aren't caught up in your love affair

                          D
And we'll never be royals - It don't run in our blood
                 C
That kind of lux just ain't for us
                 G
We crave a different kind of buzz
                      D
Let me be your ruler - you can call me Queen Bee
                  C
And baby I'll rule, I'll rule, I'll rule, I'll rule
G                  D
Let me live that fantasy

Verse 2

D
My friends and I we've cracked the code
                  C                     G
We count our dollars on the train to the party
              D                                      C
And everyone who knows us knows that we're fine with this
                    G
We didn't come from money

Chorus

D
But every song's like: gold teeth, grey goose, trippin' in the bathroom
Blood stains, ballgowns, trashin' the hotel room
C                                           G
We don't care - we're driving Cadillacs in our dreams
                                D
But everybody's like Cristal, Mayback, diamonds on your timepiece
Jet planes, islands, tigers on a gold leash
C                                      G
We don't care - we  aren't caught up in your love affair

                           D
And we'll never be royals - It don't run in our blood
                 C
That kind of lux just ain't for us
                 G
We crave a different kind of buzz
                      D
Let me be your ruler - you can call me Queen Bee
                  C
And baby I'll rule, I'll rule, I'll rule, I'll rule



G                 D
Let me live that fantasy

D
oh ooh oh ohh
         C                                
We're bigger than we ever dreamed
               G
And I'm in love with being queen (king)
D
oh ooh oh ohh
C
Life's a game without a care
              G
We aren't caught up in your love affair
                          D
And we'll never be royals - It don't run in our blood
                 C
That kind of lux just ain't for us
                 G
We crave a different kind of buzz
                      D
Let me be your ruler - you can call me Queen Bee
                  C
And baby I'll rule, I'll rule, I'll rule, I'll rule
G                            D
Let me live that fantasy

16147. Ruby

Ruby
Dave Rawlings Machine

Ruby, let down your golden hair
When I'm standing at the bottom of your stairs
Ruby, I can see your TV on
But the people there, they flicker and they're gone
So let down your golden hair for me tonight
Let down your golden hair for me to climb
Just like an old-time telegraph man
I came here with a simple job to do
'Cause that news coming down the wire
Says that your head's on fire
And I'm trying to get a message through to you

Ruby, you ain't lonely yet
With your crystal and your Russian cigarette
Ruby, haven't you heard before?
What good's the finest tower when it hasn't got a door?
So let down your golden hair for me to climb
Let down your golden hair for me tonight
Just like an old-time telegraph man
I came here with a simple job to do



'Cause that news coming down the wire
Says that your bed's on fire
And I'm trying to get a message through to you

Ruby

I'm that old-time telegraph man
And I came here with a simple job to do
'Cause that news coming down the wire
Says that your world's on fire
And I'm trying to get a message through to you

I'm that old-time telegraph man
And I came here with a simple job to do
'Cause that news coming down the wire
Says that your world's on fire
And I'm trying to get a message through to you

16148. Ruby (Are You Mad)

Osborne Brothers - Ruby (Are You Mad)

Ruby, Ruby honey, are you mad at your man?

I'm sittin' in the shade
With a shovel and a spade
I'm diggin' in the ground's cold mine
Ruby, Ruby honey, are you mad at your man?

--- Instrumental ---

I've done all I can do
Tryin' to get along with you
Still you're not satisfied
Oh Ruby, Ruby honey, are you mad at your man?

--- Instrumental ---

If you don't believe I'm right
Just call on me tonight
I'll take you to your shady so cold
Oh Ruby, Ruby honey, are you mad at your man?

16149. Ruby / Ruby Baby

Ray Stevens - Ruby / Ruby Baby

They say, Ruby, you're like a dream
Not always what you seem



And though my heart may break when I awake
Let it be so, I only know
They say, Ruby, you're like a song
You just don't know right from wrong
And in your eyes, I see heartaches for me
Right from the start, you stole my heart
Ruby, it's you
(Ruby, it's you)
I hear your voice and I must come to you
I got no choice, so what else can I do?
They say, Ruby, you're like a flame
Into my life you came
And though I should beware, still I just don't care
You thrill me so, I only know
Ruby, it's you
(Ruby, Ruby, Ruby, baby)
(Ruby, Ruby, Ruby, baby)
Well, I got a gal and Ruby is her name (Ruby, Ruby, Ruby, baby)
She don't love mR, but I love her just the samR (Ruby, Ruby, Ruby, baby)
Whoa, oh, oh, Ruby, Ruby, how I want you
Like a ghost, I'm a-gonna haunt you
Ruby, Ruby, when will you be mine? (Ruby, Ruby, Ruby, baby)
(Ruby, Ruby, Ruby, baby)

16150. Ruby Ann

Ruby Ann
Seth Mulder & Midnight Run

Far across the deep blue sea out in sunny Tennessee
Is where my darlin waits for me Ruby Ann
This old war has brought me here I've been gone for three long years
Now I'm counting down the days Ruby Ann

Diamonds placed in a golden band
Until it's shining on her hand
I'll be dreaming of her lips so sweet
I'm coming home Ruby Ann

All the hardships that I've seen while I'm fighting for our dreams
Oh your love is all I need Ruby Ann
As the bullets start to fly you are always on my mind
No I can never return Ruby Ann

Diamonds placed in a golden band
Until It's shining on her hand
I'll be dreaming of her lips so sweet
I'm coming home Ruby Ann

The rain it starts to pour the battle flag it waves once more
And I'm fighting for our lives Ruby Ann
As the bullets pierce my skin I am crying out again
With my final breath I call out Ruby Ann



Diamonds placed in a golden band
Will never reach her loving hand
Until we'll meet on heaven's shore
I'm going home Ruby Ann

16151. Ruby Are You Mad At Your Man

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Ruby, Are You Mad At Your Man
Osborne Brothers

I've done all I can do
To try and get along with you
Still, you're not satisfied

Oh Ruby, Ruby
Honey, are you mad at your man?

I'll set you in the shade
I'll shovel with a spade
I'm digging into grounds gone mine

Oh, Ruby, Ruby
Honey, are you mad at your man?

If you don't believe I'm right
Just follow me tonight
I'll take you to my chalice of gold

Oh Ruby, Ruby
Honey, are you mad at your man?

I've done all I can do
To try and get along with you
Still, you're not satisfied

Oh Ruby (he-he-he-he!) Ruby
Honey, are you mad at your man?

If you don't believe I'm right
Just follow me tonight
I'll take you to my chalice of gold

Oh Ruby, Ruby
Honey, are you mad at your man?
Honey, are you mad at your man?
Honey, are you mad at your man?
Honey, are you mad at your man?



16152. Ruby Don't Take Your Love to Town

Ruby, Don't Take Your Love to Town
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

You've painted up your lips and rolled and curled your tinted hair
Ruby are you contemplating going out somewhere
The shadow on the wall tells me the sun is going down
Ruby don't take your love to town
It wasn't me who started that old crazy Asian war
But I was proud to go and do my patriotic chores
Yes it's true I'm not the man I used to be but Ruby I still need your company

It's hard to love a man whose legs are bent and paralized
And the wants and the needs of a woman your age Ruby I realize
But it won't be long I've heard them say until I'm not around
Ruby don't take your love to town
She's leaving now cause I've just heard the slamming of the door
The way I know I've heard it slam one hundred times before
And if I could move I get my gun and put her in the ground
Ruby don't take your love to town
Oh Ruby don't take your love to town for God sakes turn around

16153. Ruby Jewel Was Here - Chords

Ruby Jewel Was Here
Allison Moorer

[INTRO]
C7 F7 G7 F7
C7
 
[VERSE 1]
   C7
In Nineteen and Double-Aught a harlot who was hot to trot
       Bb          F7            C7
Gave a fine little bijoux to the world
       C7
With a blacksmith for a makeshift doc in a cathouse far from Camelot
    Bb                  F7          C7
Her goldmine brought to bear a baby girl
         G7
When the child screamed from life's first slap
    G7
The boss said "Kid get used to that
       G7
You'll never meet a day that isn't cruel"
        C7
And she wrapped her babe in a petticoat, grabbed a bottle and made a toast
       Bb             F7            C7
Here's to my gorgeous bastard, Ruby Jewel
 
 



[CHORUS]
        F7                        C7
And the man at the piano played a tune
    F7                           C7
And everybody sang and danced in the saloon
       G7
Except Ruby (Ruby)
       F7
No not Ruby (Ruby)
     C7
Ruby Jewel
 
 
[VERSE 2]
C7
Reared among the guttersnipeswhile her mama puffed a Chinese pipe
    Bb             F7           C7
The salad days for Ruby didn't last
C7
Forced to work and pay her dues inside that poor man's Moulin Rouge
  Bb             F7             C7
A snot-nosed kid had to grow up fast
G7
Night and day she toiled and sweat
      G7
While brothel patrons placed their bets
   G7
On who would be the first to break her in
C7
Then one night the madam screams "Ruby, get to room thirteen
        Bb            F7                        C7
There's someone there who thinks you're quite a gem"
 
 
[CHORUS]
        F7                        C7
And the man at the piano played a tune
    F7                           C7
And everybody sang and danced in the saloon
       G7
Except Ruby (Ruby)
       F7
No not Ruby (Ruby)
     C7
Ruby Jewel
 
 
[VERSE 3]
   C7
In done-up hair and a borrowed dress she climbed the stairs scared to death
Bb                F7                  C7
Said a prayer and tiptoed through the door
    C7
But on deaf ears her prayer fell 'cause through a tear she stared at hell
Bb                F7              C7
Standing there in nothing but his drawers
    G7



She recognized the whiskered chin
G7
Bloodshot eyes and foul-mouthed grin
   G7
He was the man who wore the silver star
    C7
She tried to turn around and run, but he pulled out his big six gun
Bb                F7             C7
And said "Hon you won't get very far"
 
 
[CHORUS]
        F7                        C7
And the man at the piano played a tune
    F7                           C7
And everybody sang and danced in the saloon
       G7
Except Ruby (Ruby)
       F7
No not Ruby (Ruby)
     C7
Ruby Jewel
 
 
[VERSE 4]
C7
Ruby Jewel woke up in bed a crimson pool between her legs
Bb           F7               C7
Naked as the day that she was born
C7
But lying there next to him made her wish she hadn't been
   Bb                F7            C7
If this was all that living had in store
G7
Making sure he was asleep
    G7
She quietly got to her feet
G7
Found his gun and aimed it between his eyes
    C7
She kept it there til he came to so he could stare down the barrel too
Bb                 F7                   C7
Pulled the trigger once and watched him die
 
 
[CHORUS]
        F7                        C7
And the man at the piano played a tune
    F7                           C7
And everybody sang and danced in the saloon
       G7
Except Ruby (Ruby)
       F7
No not Ruby (Ruby)
     C7
Ruby Jewel
 



 
[VERSE 5]
     C7
On a rainy night in 1912 locked inside the town's new jail
Bb            F7             C7
Ruby carved a message in the stone
C7
When morning came hacks lead her out in ankle chains right through the crowd
    Bb            F7               C7
Who waited in the mud to watch the show
     G7
They walked her up the gallows steps
    G7
And put the rope around her neck
G7
Dropped the trap as all the watchers cheered
    C7
But on the wall of a cell in a tiny scrawl and misspelled
Bb              F7             C7
Were the words "Ruby Jewel Was Here"
 
 
[CHORUS]
        F7                        C7
And the man at the piano played a tune
    F7                           C7
And everybody sang and danced in the saloon
       G7
Except Ruby (Ruby)
       F7
No not Ruby (Ruby)
     C7
Ruby Jewel

16154. Ruby Ridge - Chords

Ruby Ridge 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
F C G C F C G C
 
[Verse]
                 F                C
Let me tell you a story, not long ago.
              G          C
High on a mountain in Idaho.
      F                C
In Idaho, I was living free.
                 G                  C
Sold a sawed off shotgun to the deputy.
 
[Chorus]



                     F
Well, don't shoot me down. (They're gonna shoot me down)
               C
Don't shoot me down. (Gonna shoot me down)
        G
I gotta wife and kids on Ruby Ridge
C
They gonna shoot me down
                    F
Well, don't shoot me down. (They're gonna shoot me down)
               C
Don't shoot me down. (Gonna shoot me down)
        G
I gotta wife and kids on Ruby Ridge
C
They gonna shoot me down
 
[Verse]
              F                      C
They shoot my good dog, they shot my boy.
        G                C
My only son my pride and joy.
             F                C
They left my wife dead on the floor,
            G                 C
Holding our baby in the cabin door.
 
[Chorus]
                     F
Well, don't shoot me down. (They're gonna shoot me down)
               C
Don't shoot me down. (Gonna shoot me down)
        G
I gotta wife and kids on Ruby Ridge
C
They gonna shoot me down
                     F
Well, don't shoot me down. (They're gonna shoot me down)
               C
Don't shoot me down. (Gonna shoot me down)
        G
I gotta wife and kids on Ruby Ridge
C
They gonna shoot me down
 
[Instrumental]
C G C F C G C F C G C F C G C
 
[Verse]
                 F                    C
So if you take a notion and you wanna go,
            G           C
Build you a cabin in Idaho.
      F                  C
In Idaho, will be living free.
                 G                  C
Don't ya sell no shotgun to the deputy.



 
[Chorus]
                     F
Well, don't shoot me down. (They're gonna shoot me down)
               C
Don't shoot me down. (Gonna shoot me down)
        G
I gotta wife and kids on Ruby Ridge
C
They gonna shoot me down
                     F
Well, don't shoot me down. (They're gonna shoot me down)
               C
Don't shoot me down. (Gonna shoot me down)
        G
I gotta wife and kids on Ruby Ridge
C
They gonna shoot me down
        G
I gotta wife and kids on Ruby Ridge
C
They gonna shoot me down
        G
I gotta wife and kids on Ruby Ridge
C                  G  C
Please don't shoot me down

16155. Ruby's Arms

Nanci Griffith - Ruby's Arms

He will leave behind all of his clothes
He wore when he was with her
All he needs are his railroad boots
And his leather jacket

As he says goodbye to Ruby's arms
Although his heart is breaking
He will steal away out through her blinds
For soon she will be waking

Morning light has washed her face
And everything is turning blue now
She holds on to her pillow case
There's nothing he can do now

As he says goodbye to Ruby's arms
He says, she'll find another soldier
And he swears to God by Christmastime
There'll be someone else to hold her

The only thing he is taking is
The scarf off of her clothesline



He'll hurry past her chest of drawers
And her broken wind chimes

As he says goodbye, he says goodbye
Goodbye to Ruby's arms

He will feel his way down her darkened hall
And out into the morning
The hobos in the freight yards
Have kept their fires burning

And Jesus Christ, this cold hard rain
Won't someone put him on his train
He'll never kiss her lips again
Or break her heart

As he says goodbye, he says goodbye
Say goodbye to Ruby's arms

16156. Ruby's Purse

Larry Stephenson Band - Ruby's Purse 

Well, she never would go anywhere
without it, a part of every outfit that she wore
With a worn-out leather strap around her
shoulder, she'd tote that pocket book from store to store
Well, Grandpa used to tease her,
"It's so heavy" and swear that she carried bricks inside
But when she was home,
it sat there like a fixture, at one end of the sofa all the time

As a kid it always seemed to come in handy,
 cause anything we needed was right within her reach
From band-aids to crayons to hard
candy, she always had some extra change for me
A First Baptist Church Sunday Prayer list,
and grandkids' pictures she kept close to her
Bills that were due,
well these are just a few of the
things that you could find in Ruby's purse

Now it's been almost two years since she
left us. Grandpa keeps the house just like it was
It's still sitting by the sofa where she left
it, like it's waiting there for her to pick it up

As a kid it always seemed to come in handy,
 cause anything we needed was right within her reach
From band-aids to crayons to hard
candy, she always had some extra change for me
A First Baptist Church Sunday Prayer list,
and grandkids' pictures she kept close to her,



Bills that were due,
well these are just a few of the
things that you could find in Ruby's purse
A pack of juicy fruit, Lord if you only knew,
all the things that you could find in Ruby's purse

16157. Rude Awakening

Rude Awakening
Della Mae

[Chorus]
Rude awakening
Rude awakening
Walking like an early morning
Rude awakening

[Verse 1]
Wake me up
Rude like the morning light
That beams' through' the blinds
Uninvited

[Verse 2]
Splash my' face
With a gentle disgrace
Of a reign' blowing in
Unexpected

[Chorus]
I need a
Rude awakening
Rude awakening
Walking like an early morning
Rude awakening

[Verse 3]
Nothing like
Culture shock to shake your brain
Do the places look the same
Undelighted

[Verse 4]
If all these miles
Could measure truly
The weight of a journey
I was flying

[Chorus]
I need a
Rude awakening
Rude awakening
Walking like an early morning



Rude awakening

[Bridge]
Shake me up till I can feel it
Shake me up and make me sing
Shake me up till I can feel it
Shake me up and make me sing
Wake me up so I can feel it
Shake me up and make me sing
Wake me up so I can feel it
Shake me up and make me sing

[Chorus]
I need a
Rude awakening
Rude awakening
Walking like an early morning
Rude awakening

[Chorus]
I need a
Rude awakening
Rude awakening
Walking like an early morning
Rude awakening

16158. Rudolph The Red Nosed Reindeer

Alan Jackson - Rudolph The Red Nosed Reindeer 

You know Dasher and Dancer and Prancer and Vixon
Comet and Cupid and Donner and Blitzen
But do you recall the most famous reindeer of all
Rudolph, the red-nosed reindeer
Had a very shiny nose.
And if you ever saw him,
You would even say it glows.
All of the other reindeer
Used to laugh and call him names.
They never let poor Rudolph
Join in any reindeer games.
Then one foggy Christmas eve
Santa came to say:
"Hey, Rudolph with your nose so bright,
Won't you guide my sleigh tonight?"
Then how the reindeer loved him
As they shouted out with glee:
"Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer,
You'll go down in history!"
--- Instrumental ---
Then one foggy Christmas eve
Santa came to say:
"Hey, Rudolph with your nose so bright,



Won't you guide my sleigh tonight?"
Then how the reindeer loved him
As they shouted out with glee:
"Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer,
You'll go down in history!"
"Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer,
You'll go down in history!"...

16159. Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer

Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer

You know Dasher and Dancer
And Prancer and Vixen,
Comet and Cupid
And Donner and Blitzen.
But do you recall
The most famous reindeer of all

Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer
Had a very shiny nose
And if you ever saw it
You would even say it glows

All of the other reindeer
Used to laugh and call him names
They never let poor Rudolph
Join in any reindeer games

Then one foggy Christmas Eve
Santa came to say
Rudolph with your nose so bright
Won't you guide my sleigh tonight

Then all the reindeer loved him
As they shouted out with glee
'Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer
You'll go down in history

Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer
Had a very shiny nose
And if you ever saw it
You would even say it glows
All of the other reindeer
Used to laugh and call him names
They never let poor Rudolph
Join in any reindeer games

Then one foggy Christmas Eve
Santa came to say
Rudolph with your nose so bright
Won't you guide my sleigh tonight
Then all the reindeer loved him



As they shouted out with glee
Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer
You'll go down in hi-sto-ry

16160. Ruination - Chords

Ruination 
Chatham County Line

Key: F
Capo 1
 
E                  A          E
Here's to the ruination of my soul
E                   A          E
I tried to fight but the devil took hold
E       Bm      A           E
Weary boy turned to weary man
E                   A          E
Lettin' someone else guide his hand
 
E                   A          E
Here's to the soldier lying in bed
E                    A          E
One soldier lives while the other is dead
D     Bm         A           E
I see wine (?) all in a row
E                 A          E
When man goes to war, where does he go?
 
 
Break:
D  Bm A  - E (quicker twice)
 
E                     A          E
Here's to the vagrants lying in the street
E                      A          E
One man's trash is another man's treat
E       Bm         A          E
How long does forever last?
E                 A          E
When is the past really the past?
 
 
 
E                     A          E
Here's to the ruination of my soul
E                     A          E
I tried to fight but the devil took hold
D        Bm        A           E
Weary boy turned to weary man
E                     A          E
Lettin' someone else guide his hand



 
TAG:
D       Bm       A           E
Weary boy turned to weary man
E                     A          E
Lettin' someone else guide his hand
 
 
Outro:
D  Bm A  - E (four times and end on E)

16161. Ruination Day

Gillian Welch - Ruination Day (Part 2)

And the great barge sank
And the Okies fled
And the great emancipater 
Took a bullet in the head

In the head
Took a bullet in the back of the head

It was not December
Was not in May
Was the 14th of April
That is ruination day

That's the day,
The day that is ruination day

They were one
They were two
They were three
They were four
They were five hundred miles from their home

From their home
They were five hundred miles from their home

When the iceberg hit
Well they must have known
That God moves on the water Casey Jones

Casey Jones
God moves on the water Casey Jones

16162. Ruination Line



Ruination Line

Dust in the meadow, smoke on the mountainside
Theres an air of desparation comin cross the great divide
Thunder rollin, shakin the valley down
But it ain't the second comin thats drummin up that soud
     
    Its the train of broken dreams run on misery and woe
    Come to take the down-trodden when there's noplace else to go
    And there'll be no mistakin when you hear that whistle whine
    You're standin at the station of the ruination line

Tell you brother I can't get no sleep
There's heretics in the capitol and heroes on the street
In this corp'rate prison what for is my bail
Its 80 bucks a barrell son your freedom is for sale
   
    Well they give me excuses, they give me their word
    But its hard to give a damn when your unemployed, uninsured
    Can't afford to pay no doctor, no ambulance ride
    They just left me with my chances on the ruination line

Drive your mule boy, up that field and back
You gotta earn your keep here make no doubt about that fact
No time for stallin, no time for to wait
No time for your lost soul just tryin to find its place
     
    All I ever wanted was a little peace and quiet
    A stash of my own,and a girl to hold tight
    But now I'm broke,dry and dirty and my good love passed me by
    Feel I'm primed and ready for that ruination line

So lay my head down on that rail
And maybe she can ease my mind
And I pray she moves me swiftly down that ruination line

16163. Ruler Of My Heart

Linda Ronstadt - Ruler Of My Heart

Ruler of my heart
Driver of my soul
Where can you be
I wait patiently

My heart cries out
Pain inside
Where can you be
I wait patiently

When you're alone
The going gets rough
Come back, come back, come back
I've had enough



Make me a queen
Happy again
Hear my plea
I wait patiently

Ruler of my heart
Driver of my soul

When you're alone
The going gets rough
Come back, come back, come back
I've had enough

Make me a queen
Happy again
Hear my plea
I wait patiently

Ooh ooh ummh

Ruler of my heart
Driver of my soul
Ooh ooh ooh

Ruler of my heart
Driver of my soul

16164. Run 'Em Off

Run 'Em Off

Now when the big bad wolf got in grandma's house
A little Red Ridinghood was scared as the mouse
And just like her I'm scared through and through
Some two legged wolf would run away with you

So run 'em off, no use to talk all day
Run 'em off, they're tryin' to get you to play
Run 'em off and make 'em let us be
If you don't run 'em off, I swear you're cheatin' on me

Now there's an iceman and milkman and folks out of town
They don't come to visit they just hang around
They act just as friendly as can be
But I don't think they care a thing about me

So run 'em off, don't talk too long
Run 'em off, so we can be alone
Run 'em off and make 'em let us be
If you don't run 'em off, I swear you're cheatin' on me

No matter where you are or what you do



Folks start to whistle and how is you
When they get too close I wanna say, 'Shoo'
'Cause it looks like they wanna take what bother you

So run 'em off, don't talk too long
Run 'em off, they are tryin' to get you in Dutch
Run 'em off and make 'em let us be
If you don't run 'em, off I swear you're cheatin' on me

Now once I ended this song but I write so more
'Cause there's a half-a-dozen wolfs comin' up to my door
And I can tell by a lookin' 'cause it's plain to see
That they're not here to make eyes at me

So run 'em off, don't talk too long
Run 'em off, so we can be alone
Run 'em off and make 'em let us be
If you don't run 'em off, I swear you're cheatin' on me

16165. Run Again - Chords

Chris Hillman - Run Again

Cold wind fans a dying flame 
A     E            Bm
Black rain falling down
      D       E            Bm
Got a one way ticket on an outbound train
        D                  E
And the night surrenders no sound
D       E            Bm
Wake me up when it's time to leave
           A          E           Bm 
You know I just about worn out my stay
D           E             Bm 
I guess I'm looking for a reason to believe
          D               E
I'll just run again   run away
    Bm        D       
Run again and bury my heart
    A    F#m                   
Run away Tear me apart
     Bm                D
Run again I just can't lock it a way
A                       F#m            Bm
There's so much more I  just can't say
D       E              Bm
Hold me back from this restless wind
A         E      Bm
Till I regain control
D     E          Bm  
Way beyond where love begins
D                      E



Where we'll never grow old
D          E             Bm  
I walk the vallies and I walk the street
A     E               Bm
Everything just looks grim
D         E              Bm
My bodies aching and my heart is weak
    D         E
Run again run away
    Bm        D
Run again and bury my heart
    A    F#m
Run away Tear me apart
    Bm                 D
Run again I just can't lock it a way
A                       F#m           Bm
There's so much more I  just can't say

SOLO

    Bm        D
Run again and bury my heart
    A    F#m
Run away Tear me apart
    Bm                 D
Run again I just can't lock it a way
A                       F#m           Bm
There's so much more I  just can't say

16166. Run Away

Sarah Jarosz - Run Away

Follow me down through the cotton fields
Moon shadow shine bright the way you will
Lead us down a road where no one goes
We can run away

Come take my hand while I'm waiting here
Get away from it all and find what's real
If we don't get out now the chance won't reappear
We can run away

Hold me tight and don't let go
Sweet and soft no one will know
We can run away

I buried my heart in a willow tree
You came along, gave it back to me
Now we're creatures of the night, 
We set each other free
Run away with me



Hold me tight and don't let go
Sweet and soft no one will know
We can run away

Lay with me down by the riverside
Stars in the sky shining in your eyes
We won't make a sound no one will be around
We can run away

Hold me tight and don't let go
Sweet and soft no one will know
We can run away
We can run away
We can run away

16167. Run Away Girl

Run Away Girl
Sean Watkins - Run Away Girl

Please show me there's something wrong
That i don't see in you
Some terrible secret flaw that no one could excuse
I've tried to hide you from my mind
And make myself forget
Please don't try to stay
We'll only make what's clean a mess
Run away girl
Run away now
Run away girl
The way that you smile at me
Isn't helping much at all
Please try not to laugh it only makes me want you more
We both know this could never be
But i can't let you go
Run away girl
Run away now......
What if you thought you saw a ghost
A hundred times a day
What if the thing you wanted most
Was impossible to say
Run away girl
Run away now.......

16168. Run Down

Run Down
Jeff Austin - Billy Strings



Run down's a good way to explain
What I did to the question that rattled suburban refrain
Time ain't tied
Until you throw it away
Face pale white
In convenient store lights

I'm beginning to believe
My surrounding somehow recognize my schemes
Time ain't tied
Until you throw it away
Face pale white
In convenient store lights

Standing still
Watching the waves
See me here
In your frame

Run down's a good way to explain
What I did to the question that rattled suburban refrain
Time ain't tiRd
Until you throw it away
Face pale white
In convRnient store lights

16169. Run Like You

Jim Lauderdale - Run Like You

Rome wasn't buildt in just one day you better tie those shoes
How do you expect to find your way till daylight's breaking loose
Good things come to those who wait I won't be hard to find
If you stop through and hesitate hope that you're still kind

Get moving you're proving things to us all
You're teaching we're reaching out before we fall
I want to run like you right beside what's true
I want to run like you no telling what we'd find

What am I going to do while you're away praying for God speed
Wish that I could make you stay but that's not what you need

You're ready you're headed straight through tomorrow
Don't forget as you set the world on fire
Oh I want to run like you heaven passing through
I want to run like you to telling what we'll find

[ guitar - steel ]

You're ready you're headed straight through tomorrow
I want to run like you right beside what's true
I want to run like you no telling what we'd find



Oh I want to run like you go ahead and I'll catch up
There's no telling what we'd find

16170. Run Like You - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Run Like You  
written by Jim Lauderdale

D                     Em
Rome wasn't buildt in just one day
G                     D
You better tie those shoes
D                    Em
How do you expect to find your way
    G                    D
Til daylight's breaking loose
D                   Em
Good things come to those who wait
  G                 D
I won't be hard to find
D                       Em 
If you stop through and hesitate
G                      D
Hope that you're still kind
D          Em
Get moving you're proving
G                D
Things to us all you're teaching
Em             G             A
We're reaching out before we fall
D                  Em
I want to run like you
G                  D
Right beside whats true
D                  Em
I want to run like you
G                    D 
No telling what we'd find
D
What am I going to do
      Em
While you're away
G               D
Praying for God speed
D                 Em
Wish that  I could make you stay
    G                   D
But that's not what you need
D            Em
You're ready you're headed
G            
Straight through tomorrow
D            Em



Don't forget as you set
G              A
The world   on fire
D                     Em
Oh I want to run like you
G              D
Heaven passing thru
D                  Em
I want to run like you
G                     D
No telling what we'll find

SOLO

D            Em
You're ready you're headed
G            
Straight through tomorrow
D            Em
Don't forget as you set
G              A
The world  on fire
D                     Em
Oh I want to run like you
G                 D
Right beside what true
D                  Em
I want to run like you
G                     D
No telling what we'll find
D                  Em
I want to run like you
G
Go ahead and I'll catch up
                              D
There's no telling what we'll find

D  Em G   D  Em G   D

>From Jim Lauderdale  "Pretty Close To The Truth"
Atlantic Records 1994
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)

16171. Run Little Rabbit Run

Run Little Rabbit Run
John Hartford

Run, Little rabbit run, run, run little rabit run, run,
yon' comes a man with a big shotgun, run, run little rabbit run.

Rabbit looked up, she looked mighty wild,
dog took after 'er and they run for miles.



Rabbit looked up, she looked might brown,
said yes by Ned I can out run a hound.

Rabbit looked up, she looked might po'
said yes by Ned I'm a headin' for my hole

16172. Run Mountain

Tim O'Brien - Run Mountain

Run mountain, chuck a little hill
Run mountain, chuck a little hill
Run mountain, chuck a little hill
There you'll get your fill

Many miles from my home
Roosters crow for day
Me upstairs with another man's wife
Better be getting away

[chorus]

Way up on the mountain
Give my horn a blow
Thought I heard my true love say
It's coming from my beau

[chorus]

When I'm in the fields hard at work
I sit down to play
Thinking of my own true love
She's many miles away

[chorus]

Wished I had a needle and thread
Fine as I could sew
Sew my pretty girl to my side
Down the road I'd go

[chorus]

Once I had a little girl
Got her from the south
Only thing that's wrong with her
She had too big a mouth

[chorus]

Took my girl to the blacksmiths shop
To have her mouth made small



Turned around a time or two
Swallowed that shop and all

[chorus]

16173. Run Nigger Run

Uncle Dave Macon
Run, Nigger, Run

Spoken:
Hello folks, raised in the South among the colored folks, and worked in the fields' of'
corn with them' all the days of my life,' I will sing them good old southern songs. So now I'm g
oing to sing you a little of "Run, n***a, Run, The Patroller Will Catch you"

Run n***a run the patroller will catch you
Run n***a run its almost day

Tell my mammy when I go home
Girls won't let them boys alone

Run n***a run the patroller will catch you
Run n***a run its almost day

Tell my mammy when I go home
Girls won't let them boys alone
Last year was a good crop year, roasting ears and tomatoes
Poppa didn't raise no cotton and corn, but Lord, Lord, potatoes

Run n***a run the patroller will catch you
Run n***a run its almost day

Tell my mammy when I go home
Girls won't let them boys alone

Adam and Eve was down in the garden hoeing around tomatoes
Adam went around a huckleberry bush and hit her in the eye with a tater
Run n***a run the patroller will catch you
Run n***a run its almost day

Tell my mammy when I go home
Girls won't let them boys alone

Jaybird built in the tall oak tree
Sparrow built in the garden
Old goose laid in the corner of the fence
And set on the other side of Jordan

Run n***a run the patroller will catch you
Run n***a run its almost day

Tell my mammy when I go home
Girls won't let them boys alone



16174. Run Or Die

Run or Die
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
A head of full dreams
On the shoulders of a fallen queen
Her eyes just like dynamite
From the back of a mail-order magazine

[Verse 2]
There's no lying
There's nothing to cross
With no road
Nothing to hold, maybe you'll find hope

[Chorus]
I think I'll run before they know what I have done
Gonna clear myself from here
Maybe a while before I feel alive
But I will run or I may die

[Verse 3]
Bunch of books on the side of the road
Seems like such a waste of words
Crayons on the sidewalk melting
I'm watching their colors turn

[Verse 4]
Somewhere I'm at piece
Elsewhere I'm only lonely
I'm not easy to please
Try me to try me

[Chorus]
I think I'll run before they know what I have done
Gonna clear myself from here
Maybe a while before I feel alive
But I will run or I may die

[Verse 5]
Maybe the last step's the hardest
Could be the one that you will regret
With nothing left to stand for
Doesn't seem like there's anything left

[Verse 6]
Let's reach a decision
Show me something to walk away from
Your idea should succeed
If not, then someone fooled me



[Chorus]
I think I'll run before they know what I have done
Gonna clear myself from here
Maybe a while before I feel alive
But I will run or I may die

[Chorus]
I think I'll run before they know what I have done
Gonna clear myself from here
Maybe a while before I feel alive
But I will run or I may die

16175. Run Rufus Run

Dale Ann Bradley - Run, Rufus, Run 

The mountains were a prison for their family of nine
No where to go, no place to work unless you crawled down in the mines
And his momma knew the sound of a man's lungs turnin' black
So when daddy found another way to make a livin' it was easy to turn her back
Now Rufus was the oldest and he knew Bell County well
He could hunt and fish like any grown man and take care of his self
So his daddy put him to runnin' shine when he was just 12 years old
Said it might not be the right thing, but it sure beats minin' coal

And he'd say run Rufus run, run across the mountains darlin'
Daddy wants you to take a load of shine to a man up near Harlan
And he feared for his life every time his daddy would put him on the run again
He'd say a boy's no match for the shotgun blast from the gun of a revenue man

And one fall night when the moon was bright enough to light his way
Rufus loaded up that old sedan, said I'll be back 'fore the break of day
But as he turned onto highway 119, he heard three shotgun blasts
And his blood ran cold and he wondered, could this run be his last?
And his momma never closed her eyes that night when he left home
She tossed and turned and walked the floor prayin' nothin' would go wrong
'Cause her thoughts were on a stranger she'd heard about from town
He had a funny talk and a brand new car and been askin' around

Run Rufus run, run across the mountains darlin'
Daddy wants you to take a load of shine to a man up near Harlan
And he feared for his life every time his daddy would put him on the run again
He'd say a boy's no match for the shotgun blast from the gun of a revenue man

Oh, but Rufus knew those mountain roads like the back of his hand
He could take those curves on two wheels in a beat up old Sedan
So he ran 'em up a holler and lost 'em somewhere round William's Branch
There was one bad road that they didn't know; they never knew; they never stood a chance

Oh, run Rufus run, run across the mountains darlin'
Daddy wants you to take a load of shine to a man up near Harlan
And he feared for his life every time his daddy would put him on the run again
He'd say a boy's no match for the shotgun blast from the gun of a revenue man



He'd say a boy's no match for the shotgun blast from the gun of a revenue man

16176. Run Run Rudolph

Dwight Yoakam - Run, Run, Rudolph 
(john d. marks, marvin brodie)

Hey, listen to me rudolph, you know you're the mastermind
Run, run rudolph, randolph ain't so far behind
Chorus:
Run, run rudolph, santa's gotta make it to town
Yeah, you gotta make him hurry, tell him he can take the freeway down
Ah, run, run rudolph, reeling like a merry-go-round
Santa asked a boy child, "whaddya longin? for? "
He said, "all I want for christmas is a rock and roll electric guitar"
Then away went rudolph, whizzing like a shootin? star
Chorus:
Run, run rudolph, santa's gotta make it to town
Son, you gotta make him hurry, tell him he can take the freeway down
Ah, run, run rudolph, reeling like a merry-go-round
Well santa asked a girl child, "honey, what you wanna get? "
She said "a little baby doll that'll cry sweet, drink and wet"
Then away went rudolph, whizzing like a saber jet
Chorus:
Ah, run, run rudolph, santa's gotta make it to town
Son you gotta make him hurry, tell him he can take the freeway down
Go on, run, run rudolph, reeling like a merry-go-round
Well run, run rudolph, santa's gotta make it to town
Son you gotta make him hurry, tell him he can take the freeway down
Go on, run, run rudolph, reeling like a merry-go-round, round
Well run, run rudolph, santa's gotta make it this way
Gotta make him hurry, gotta make him take the freeway
Go on, run, run rudolph, santa's gotta make it to town

16177. Run Run Rudolph

Run Run Rudolph
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

Run, run Rudolph, Santa's gotta make it to town
Santa make him hurry, tell him he can take the freeway down down down down down
Run, run Rudolph, I'm reeling like a merry go round

Said Santa to a boy "Child what have you been longing for?"
"All I want for Christmas is a rock and roll electric guitar"
Then away went Rudolph whizzing like a shooting star

Run, run Rudolph, Santa's to make it to town
(Got to make it, got to make it)



Santa make him hurry, tell him he can take the freeway down
(Got to make it, got to make it)
Run, run Rudolph, reeling like a merry go round

[Harmonica solo]

Said Santa to a girl "Child what would please you most to get?"
("A little baby doll that can cry, sleep, drink and wet")
And then away went Rudolph whizzing like a Saber jet

[Guitar solo]

Now run, run Rudolph, Santa's gotta make it to town
Santa make him hurry, tell him he can take the freeway down down down down
Run, run Rudolph, I'm reeling likR a merry go
Run, run Rudolph, I'm reeling like a merry go
Run, run Rudolph, I'm reeling likR a merry go
Round

16178. Run Run Rudolph

Run Run Rudolph 

Listen to me Rudolph, you know you're the mastermind
Run run Rudolph, Randolph ain't so far behind

[Chorus]

Run run Rudolph, Santa's gotta make it to town
Gotta make him hurry, tell him he can take the freeway down
Run run Rudolph, reeling like a merry-go-round

Well Santa asked a boy child, 'Whaddya longin' for?'
He said, 'All I want for Christmas is a rock and roll electric guitar'
Then away went Rudolph, whizzing like a shootin' star

[Chorus]

Well Santa asked a girl child, 'Whaddya want to get?'
'A little baby doll that'll cry sweet, drink and wet'
Then away went Rudolph, whizzing like a saber jet

[Chorus])

16179. Run That By Me One More Time

Dolly Parton - Run That By Me One More Time 
(Dolly Parton)



Run that by me one more time
To make sure that I heard you right
I hope you don't expect me to believe that line
I might be crazy, but I ain't dumb
And I know a lie when I hear one
Would you run that by me one more time?
Well, you're late again, I see
What's your excuse this time?
Don't you try to kiss and make up
When you smell so strong from wine
Well, I'm not late, the clock is wrong
You need to wind Big Ben
Honey, that's not wine you smell
That's aftershave for men
Would you run that by me one more time?
What happened to the money
I gave you to pay the rent?
The rent is overdue
And we ain't got one red cent
I put it in the cookie jar
The day you brought it home
One day when I came back from town
I looked and I'll be dogged if that money wasn't gone!
Would you run that by me one more time?

16180. Run To Heaven

Run to Heaven
The Infamous Stringdusters - Run to Heaven
Aoife O'Donovan

[Verse 1]
I'm leaving this morning
I'm leaving on a train
I have nothing to hide
But I'm leaving just the same
There's a firestorm a coming
Coming on real strong
I will leave behind
All the people I have wronged

[Chorus]
Run to heaven
Run to hell
I don't know where I'll end up
Only time will tell

[Verse 2]
Was an early morning
Still made it through the day
[?]
She said she wouldn't stay
I drink away my sorrows



And jumped into my car
I didn't think I'd take a
bath
Not driving very far

[Chorus]
Run to heaven
Run to hell
I don't know where I'll end up
Only time will tell
Run to heaven
Run to hell
Neither one will take me then
I'll go back to that cell

[Verse 3]
I was a decent person
Or so I've been told
I can recall those times
Now that I've grown old
Strange how a choice can
Change who we become
[?]
No matter where you're from

16181. Run With Me

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Run With Me

Two story prisons in a line
Livin' in this town
Is a whole lot like dying
I want to see what's still left to see

And you really oughta run with me
Baby, I knew right from the start
You're just a discontented romantic at heart
And you're tired of all that you see
And you really oughta run with me

Come on run with me
This ol' town is no good place to be
Wasted days just come and go
While everything we know
Slowly dies before our eyes

I'll fulfill your every desire
We'll run around together
And set this world on fire
Baby baby we're free
And you really oughta run with me

(Ooh ooh ooh ooh)



(Ooh ooh ooh ooh)

Whoa, I'll fulfill your every desire
We'll run around together
And set this world on fire
Baby baby we're free
And you really oughta run with me

(Ooh ooh ooh ooh)
Yeah you really oughta run with me
(Ooh ooh ooh ooh)
Oh you really oughta run with me
Come on Baby (ooh ooh ooh ooh)
Oh you really oughta run with me

16182. Runaway

Runaway
Del Shannon / Max Crook

As I walk along I wonder
what went wrong with our love
a love that was so strong
and as I still walk on
I think of the things we've done together
while our hearts were young

I'm a-walkin' in the rain
tears are fallin' and I feel a pain
wishin' you were here by me
to end this misery
and I wonder
I wo wo wo wo wonder
why
why why why why why
she ran away
and I wonder
where will she stay
my little run-a-way
run run run run run-a-way

Instrumental

I'm a-walkin' in the rain
tears are fallin' and I feel a pain
wishin' you were here by me
to end this misery
and I wonder
I wo wo wo wo wonder
why
why why why why why
she ran away
and I wonder



where will she stay
my little run-a-way
run run run run run-a-way

16183. Runaway

Runaway
WRITTEN BY Z. LUPETIN & DANIEL MARK
MUSIC BY DUSTBOWL REVIVAL

I've been thinking about leaving everything bebind
Maybe all of this growing up
No it isn't my style

I hear the voice of my father
Follow your heart
My heart is a suitcase
It's broken and battered and dark

Tell me why
I should stay
One more day

I've climbed the rack of Gibraltar
Like a stairway to the sky
And I saw the glaciers of Alaska
Waving goodbye

It's cold and it's green in Austrias
In the wet skull of Spain
And I walked the wall in Jerusalem
And I wondered what it all means

Tell me why
I should stay
One more day
T only feel at home
When I'm so far away

Run away run away with me
Run away run away with me

I held the band of my grandfather
As his spirit flew away
Something in bis eyes that said
Vd be coming back someday
I see my darling
Sleeping
And my heart grows so still
But then I think about getting out
Like a horse charging a bill
Tell me why
I should stay



One more day
I only feel at home
When I'm so far away
When I'm so far away

Run away
Run away with me (x3)

16184. Runaway Feelin'

Dolly Parton - Runaway Feelin' 

Got a crazy, restless feelin'
I cannot be consoled
Got an itchy urge to up and run
I think I've lost control
You do something to me
Something that I really can't explain
I ain't felt like this since I'ze a kid
And I never thought I'd feel this much again
Chorus:
I've got that runaway feelin'
Like to grab you up
Just run off, footloose and fancy free
Yeah, that thought's appealing
That runaway feelin's let my feelin's run away with me
I get all swimmy-headed everytime I look at you
Though love has blurred my vision, I still enjoy the view
Like Elvis and his hound dog, in a deep fog
I keep a'runnin' after you
I thought I'd been in love before
But before doesn't matter anymore
Repeat Chorus
Ah, run with it, boys
Repeat Chorus
Tag:
I've got that runaway feelin' (runaway)
Runaway feelin' (runaway)
Won't you run away with me

16185. Runaway Momma

Merle Haggard - Runaway Momma

She's my runaway mama
Always chasing other men
She's my runaway mama
Always somewhere, gone again
If you see this kind of lady



Thumbing a ride and showing skin
She's my runaway mama
Call the law and turn her in
She's got lots of pretty things
That a man cannot ignore
And she stands out in a barroom
When she walks out on the floor
If you see this kind of lady
Kind of tall and kind of slim
She's my runaway mama
Call the law and turn her in
If you see somebody flirting
And she's hurting a bunch of men
She's my runaway mama
Call the law and turn her in
If you see a lady dancing
On a table in a bar
Go and call the chief of police
Try to tell 'em where you are

16186. Runaway Momma - Chords

Runaway Momma
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
C                                           F
She's my runaway momma always chasing other men
                 G7                          C
She's my runaway momma always somewhere gone again
                                                         F
If you see this kind of lady thumbing a ride and showing skin
                 G7                              C
She's my runaway momma call the law and turn her in
   
                         G7                       C
She's got lots of pretty things that a man cannot ignore
                        G7
And she stands out in a ballroom 
                          C
When she walks out on the floor
                                                  F     
If you see this kind of lady kinda tall and kinda slim
                 G7                              C
She's my runaway momma call the law and turn her in
                                                          F  
If you see somebody flirtin' and she's hurtin' a bunch of men
                 G7                              C
She's my runaway momma call the law and turn her in
                                          F
If you see a lady dancin' on a table in a bar
                         G7                               C
Go and call the chief of police try to tell 'em where you are
Repeat #1



16187. Runaway Ramp

Runaway Ramp - Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen

The first time I met you
You took my breath away
You told me you loved me I had nothing to say
I was the fool who wouldn'²t let you in
No you're not timing time on my heart again

And
Love is like an 18-wheeler on a 10 mile grade
With its cargo hanging and it'²s overweight
The brakes are failing and the road is damp
And you can't find a runaway ramp
No you can't find a runaway ramp

The next time I saw you it was understood
You wouldn'²t talk love it would do you no good
I was so blind I just couldn'²t see
That you're the best thing that ever happened to me

Outta control nearly loosing my mind
Looking for something that was so hard to find
(I) Almost lost you '²cause of foolish pride
You took my heart on a runaway ride

And
Love is like an 18-wheeler on a 10 mile grade
With its cargo hanging and it's overweight
The brakes are failing and the road is damp
And you can'²t find a runaway ramp
No you can't find a runaway--
Lookin'² for a runaway--
Can't find a runaway ramp

16188. Runaway Train

Brad Paisley - Runaway Train 

Headlights on the ceiling as she pulls into the drive
She never says she's coming, she never says goodbye
She's gonna bring the sunshine and she's gonna bring the rain
Its like I'm standing at the station and I'm waiting on a runaway train
When I was a youngin, my momma used to pray
That I'd find me a Christian girl and settle down someday
But the devils at the front door and she's calling out my name
Its like I'm standing at the station and I'm waiting on a runaway train



[Chorus:]
Runaway train coming down the track
Runaway train it don't come back
Yeah I know what she's doing but right now I don't care
She can be Delilah and cut off all my hair
Woman's got a hold on me that I just can't explain
Its like I'm standing at the station and I'm waiting on a runaway train

[Chorus]
In the morning when I wake and find that woman gone
I will swear this time that I'm finally moving on
Deep down in my heart I know nothings gonna change
And I'll be standing at the station and waiting on a runaway train
[Chorus]

16189. Runaway Train

Runaway Train
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]
No lazy river, no Sunday drive
No wading in a Blanco stream
Bullets shootin', lightnin' strikin', no common sense of timin'
Ever since you saw me, you've been picking up speed

[Chorus]
You've got a heart like a runaway train
Screamin' down the mountainside
Burnin' like a fever that you can't contain
Hummin' like the 405
Headin' off the rails and you're comin' in fast
You're 'bout to hit me like a heart attack
Oh, you've got a heart like a runaway train

[Verse 2]
No drug store roses, no cheap champagne
Stuff I'd only throw away
Comets sailing, arrows flying, we're roller coaster riding
Saying all the things that we shouldn't say, but I gotta say

[Chorus]
Oh, you'vR got a heart like a runaway train
Screamin' down thR mountainside
Burnin' like a fever that you can't contain
Hummin' like the 405
Headin' off the rails and you're comin' in fast
You're 'bout to hit me like a heart attack
Oh, you've got a heart like a runaway train
[Bridge]
Runaway, runaway
Runaway, runaway



[Chorus]
Oh, you've got a heart like a runaway train
Screamin' down the mountainside
Burnin' like a fever that you can't contain
Hummin' like the 405
Headin' off the rails and you're comin' in fast
You're 'bout to hit me like a heart attack
Oh, you've got a heart like a runaway train

[Outro]
Like a runaway train
Like a runaway train

16190. Runnin Down A Dream - Chords

Runnin Down A Dream 
Lucinda Williams
 
Capo 6th fret
 
[Intro]
E
 
[Verse 1]
E
It was a beautiful day, the sun beat down
          D               E
I had the radio on, I was drivin'
                                              D
Trees flew by, me and Del was singin', little runaway
      E
I was flyin'
 
[Chorus]
         D       A    E
Yeah I'm runnin' down a dream
                 G       A
That never would come to me
D            G    E             G       A
Workin' on a mystery, goin' wherever it leads
        G      E
Runnin' down a dream
 
[Verse 2]
E
I felt so good, like anything was possible
      D                             E
I hit cruise control, and rubbed my eyes
E
The last three days, the rain was un-stoppable
       D                  E
It was always cold, no sunshine
 



[Chorus]
         D       G      E
Yeah I'm runnin' down a dream
                 G       A
That never would come to me
D            G    E             G       A
Workin' on a mystery, goin' wherever it leads
        G      E
Runnin' down a dream
 
[Interlude]
C   D   E
 
[Verse 3]
E
I rolled on, as the sky grew dark
          D                        E
I put the pedal down, to make some time
E
There's something good, waitin' down this road
    D                      E
I'm pickin' up, whatever's mine
 
[Chorus]
         D       G      E
Yeah I'm runnin' down a dream
                 G       A
That never would come to me
D            G    E             G       A
Workin' on a mystery, goin' wherever it leads
        G      E
Runnin' down a dream
      D       G      E
Yeah, runnin' down a dream
                 G       A
That never would come to me
D            G    E             G       A
Workin' on a mystery, goin' wherever it leads
            G      E
I'm runnin' down a dream
 
[Outro]
 C        D        E
ououou   ououou   ououou
 C        D        E
ououou   ououou   ououou
C    D    E
C    D    E
C    D    E
C    D    E
C    D    E



16191. Runnin Short Of Blues - Chords

Runnin Short Of Blues
Ernest Tubb - Runnin Short of Blues

C = x32010 F = 133211
G = 320001
**************************************************************
C G
I just come into this bar to have a quick one,
 C
And mayube give the bowling game a whirl.
 F
Well you sat down next to me and in a minute I could see,
G C
Your a complicated kind of girl.

C G
You say there's someone home waiting for you,
 C
But you don't really care much if he cares.
 F
If your prayin for a chance at a really big romance,
 G C
I don't think I'm the answer to your prayer.

Chorus
 G
Cause I've got all the heartaches I can handle back at home,
 C
I got all the pain and suffrin I can use.
 F
While I thank you for your gracious invitation,
 G C
I'll call you when I'm runnin short of blues.

C G
It's true that you might love me more than she does,
 C
And we might be a whole lot more than friends.
 F
But I might start to love you as much as he does,
 G C
And you'd be out lookin once again.

I've been traveling down loves rocky road along time,
And I guess that I should know a danger sign.
So you stay here and try to drown your troubles,
And I think I'll go walking home to mine.
Sing Chorus

16192. Runnin' Out Of Memory - Chords



Runnin' Out Of Memory 
Tim O'Brien
 
[Intro]
 
G / D / G / G
 
[Verse 1]
 
       G
Well I got an email from you darlin'
     G        D         G
That said you sent me a file
         G
It was a full length picture, JPEG format
      G     D              G    (G7)
But I never got to see you smile
 
  C7                           G
I thought of what you might be wearin'
     G        D               G
Just then, my server software froze
  G
I tried rebooting, tried compression
       G         D              G    (G7)
But it would not open past your nose
 
 
[Chorus]
 
   C7                      G
My color screen won't even function
     G       D              G
It's one big solid field of blue
   C7
My hard drive, it went soft
   G
My application coughed
        G              D          G
And I'm runnin' out of memory for you
 
[Solos]
 
G  / G  / G / G / G / D / G / G7
C7 / C7 / G / G / G / D / G / G
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
       G
Well I sat alone there at my workplace
       G               D                  G
Just a-thinkin' of the good times that we had
      G
I was dumpin' data to a zip drive
      G        D          G         (G7)
I was strokin' on the old mousepad
 



  C7                       G
I went down to my computer center
        G        D           G
Just to buy me a megabyte of RAM
       G
Then I hurried on back to my workplace
         G      D            G    (G7)
I had my memory module in my hand
 
  C7              G
I opened up my PC casing
  G         D                  G
I thought I knew just what I'd do
    C7                                G
But it was all for naught, there were no expansion slots
        G              D          G
And I'm runnin' out of memory for you
 
 
[Chorus]
 
   C7                      G
My color screen won't even function
     G       D              G
It's one big solid field of blue
   C7
My hard drive, it went soft
   G
My application coughed
        G              D          G
And I'm runnin' out of memory for you

16193. Runnin' Red

Runnin' Red
Mandolin Orange - Runnin' Red

The water's runnin' red tonight
And our bridges is burning high
We parted ways in the middle
And now we gaze from either side

Of the earth or of the sky
A love once grounded soon must fly
And in that shadow of goodbye
Our love was left to die

Well you once shouted from the rocks
Across the ocean to the docks
You cried  my island is sinking
Will you come for me 

Of water or the sand



Will you drown or take my hand
And as the last is washed away
Would you call for me again

We've a fated hand to hold
From when we're young until we're old
And it grows harder to find each time we let go
Of reason or belief, it's no difference to me
Our bridge is falling
And our love was left to drown

16194. Runnin' The Roadblocks - Chords

Runnin' The Roadblocks 
Chris Hillman
 
[Intro]
A      A      A       A
 
[Verse 1]
   A                               D
Headlights in my face,  there's a roadblock up ahead,
           A                               E
I've been toolin' down to tooley,  coming home just like I said,
       A                                D
Doin' 90 in a speed trap,  they won't catch me from behind,
            A                     E                   A         A
I've been drivin' myself crazy,  big wheel makin' up time.
 
[Chorus 1]
         D                          A
Like a thief in the night,  there's no turnin' back,
 E                              A
Runnin' down the highway,  you know I'm ahead of the pack,
        D                       A                G       F
Like a man out on a stakeout,  veering 'til the bor . . der . . .
            A                          D        E       A
Well I'm a runnin' the road blocks to get back home to you.
 
 
[Interlude]
A      D      A      E      A      D     A  E  A      A
 
[Verse 2]
  A                                          D
Pavement screams,  beneath my tires,  like there's some fool to tell,
  A                                      E
Callin' on the squad cars,  lies at the set of the Golden L,
  A                             D
Ranger said pull over,    fat chance, I'm at the wheel,
     A                                       E                A          A
The night is crisp you can see their fist,  everybody's after me.
 



[Chorus 2]
         D                          A
Like a thief in the night,  there's no turnin' back,
 E                              A
Runnin' down the highway,  you know I'm ahead of the pack,
        D                       A                G       F
Like a man out on a stakeout,  veering 'til the bor . . der . . .
       A                          D        E       A
I'm a runnin' the road blocks to get back home to you.
 
 
[Outro]
       A                          D        E       A
I'm a runnin' the road blocks to get back home to you.
       A                          D        E       A
I'm a runnin' the road blocks to get back home to you.

16195. Runnin' Through My Mind

Runnin' Through My Mind 
Balsam Range
 
Oh the dull and dingy city lights 
Shine through the dark November night on me
Walkin' down an empty street 
Longing for the way things used to be
But I know that times have changed and you've forgotten 
And you're doin' fine
So tonight I'll walk these streets again 
And watch the past go running through my mind
 
CHORUS: 
Runnin' through my mind, I'm runnin' out of time 
Will I ever see the one I love again 
By another's side, she left me here behind 
While her memory keeps runnin' through my mind 
  
It's a sad and lonesome feelin' 
When you lose the only one you've ever loved
And each morning you awaken 
She's the first thing, that you're thinkin' of
He knew she had to leave, something better 
She's looking to find
But it's hard to fight the visions of the lonely shadows 
Runnin' through your mind
 
By another's side, she left me here behind 
While her memory keeps runnin' through my mind



16196. Runnin' To The Fire

Runnin' To The Fire 
David Parmley
 
When I was a boy I played with matches 
And I chased those fire trucks down the road 
But the first time I kissed Lucy Hatcher 
That was the hottest fire I'd ever known 
 
And ever since that day I've been addicted 
A prisoner of my heart's desire 
And when I catch a lady's eye, the sparks begin to fly 
I go runnin' to the fire 
 
CHORUS: 
I can't keep myself, from burnin' up with love 
Lord knows, I've tried but I can't change 
Out of control, can't get enough, like a moth to the flame 
Some say that the heat, should take its toll on me 
But I never do get tired 
As much as I been burned 
Lord you'd think by now I'd  learn
But I go runnin' to the fire 
 
Some men say they like the cool ones 
And others want the embers burnin' low 
When it comes to pain, the hotter the better 
Turn the flames up as high as they will go 
 
You can say that I'm the kind consumed by passion 
And I'd be hard pressed to call you a liar 
Whether my heart's whole or broke, when I see a  puff of smoke 
I go runnin' to the fire 
 
As much as I been burned, Lord you'd think by now I'd  learn
But I go runnin' to the fire

16197. Runnin' With The Devil

Runnin' With The Devil
Hayseed Dixie - Runnin' With The Devil

(Yeah, yeah!)
(Ahh, ye-ah!)
I live my life like there's no tomorrow
All I've got, I had to steal
Least I don't need to beg or borrow
Yes, I'm livin' at a pace that kills
(Ooh, yeah!)
(Ahh!) Runnin' with the devil (Ahh-hah! Yeah-ah!)
(Woo-hoo-oo!) Runnin' with the devil
(Yes I am! Yeah!)



(Woooo!)
(Woo!)
I found the simple life ain't so simple
When I jumped out, on that road
I got no love, no love you'd call real
Ain't got nobody, waitin' at home
(Ah, yeah-ah!)
Runnin' with the devil
(Hold on, hold on, I'm runnin'! Aah, yeah!)
Runnin' with the devil
(Uh! Uh! Come on, one more time!)
(Aah yeah!)
Runnin' with the devil
(Oh, yeah! Ohh yeah!)
Runnin' with the devil
(Woo! Woo!)
Runnin' with the devil
(I'm gonna tell ya all about it)
I found the simple life
Weren't so simple, no
When I jumped out, on that road
Got no love, no love you'd call real
Got nobody, waitin' at home

16198. Runnin' With The Night

Robert Earl Keen - Runnin' With The Night 

It's midnight on the interstate and I'm flying like a bird
I was talking to a friend of mine, he said, "Have you heard the word?"
"I've got some people comin' by to celebrate the show
Some of them are new in town and some of them you know"

I've got a local station on, Tejano music playing
I do my best to sing along but I don't know what they're saying
No le puedo entender but you know that it's alright
I'm headed down to San Antone, runnin' with the night

I've never been no daytime guy
Love the neon light
I'm a saxophone, a flash of chrome
Runnin' with the night

I lost my job a month ago, so I took a small vacation
I went out west to make the best of my lowdown situation
Moved in with my sister you know she works every day
We don't see each other much and I guess it's just that way

I've never been no daytime guy
Love the neon light
I'm a swingin' door, meteor
Runnin' with the night



Settled down a time or two and tried the other way
But I don't know what to do with myself all day
The sun goes down, you give your love one last long goodnight kiss
Then you stay awake thinkin' 'bout everything you miss

I've never been no daytime guy
Love the neon light
I'm a secret plan, a highwayman
Runnin' with the night

I was born in the wintertime underneath the purple sky
Packed my things at seventeen and I kissed my folks goodbye
Got no complaints, no regrets, I got no grand design
I'll ride the horse that brought me here 'til I cross that finish line

I've never been no daytime guy
Love the neon light
I'm an amber eye, a coyote's cry
Runnin' with the night

I'm a wall of fire, an angel choir
Runnin' with the night
With the night
With the night
With the night

16199. Runnin' With The Night - Chords

Runnin' With the Night
Written by: Robert Earl Keen
CD: Robert Earl Keen - Picnic

Intro: A F#m C#m D A F#m E A

     A               D                  F#m           E
It's midnight on the interstate and I'm flying like a bird
A                  F#m
I was talking to a friend of mine, he said
 C#m                D
"Have you heard the word?"
A                     D            F#m           E
"I've got some people comin' by to celebrate the show,
A                D               E                A
Some of them are new in town and some of them you know"

A                D           F#m          E
I've got a local station on, Tejano music playing
A               F#m              C#m                     D
I do my best to sing along but I don't know what they're saying
A           D                F#m            E
No le puedo entender but you know that it's alright
A                  D           E                A
I'm headed down to San Antone, runnin' with the night



A
I've never been no daytime guy
E             A
Love the neon light
      D          F#m
I'm a saxophone, flash of chrome
E                A
Runnin' with the night

A               D              F#m            E
I lost my job a month ago so I took a small vacation
A                  F#m                 C#m          D
I went out west to make the best of my lowdown situation
A                D               F#m             E
Moved in with my sister you know she works every day
A                 D                E                    A
We don't see each other much but I guess it's just that way

A
I've never been no daytime guy
E             A
Love the neon light
      D                F#m
I'm a swingin' door, a meteor
E                A
Runnin' with the night

A                   D               F#m             E
I've settled down a time or two and tried the other way
      A          F#m        C#m             D
But I don't know what to do with myself all day
A                     D                 F#m                 E
The sun goes down you give you love one last long goodnight kiss
         A          D              E              A
Then you stay awake thinkin' 'bout everything you miss

A
I've never been no daytime guy
E             A
Love the neon light
      D              F#m
I'm a secret plan, a highwayman
E                A
Runnin' with the night

A                 D               F#m            E
I was born in the wintertime underneath a purple sky
A                     F#m             C#m                 D
I packed my things at seventeen and I kissed my folks goodbye
A                  D             F#m            E
Got no complaints, no regrets, I got no grand design
A                        D
I'll ride the horse that brought me here
        E                 A
'Till I cross that finish line



A                               E             A
I've never been no daytime guy, love the neon light
       D            F#m
I'm an amber eye, a coyote's cry
E                A
Runnin' with the night
      D                F#m
I'm a wall of fire, an angel choir
E                A
Runnin' with the night

16200. Running

Running
Desert Rose Band
Hill-Hillman

My home town is filled with broken dreams
Folks back there are running from life it seems
I left as a young man running from a memory
I'm still running, i'll always be running

My father died a broken man by his own hand
One of life's casualities lost in the sand
He showed us a way to love a way to understand
He's finally stopped running, oh he's finally stopped running

I can still see the fire in his eyes when he held my mom tight
The love in his heart when he made it all right
Race in his mind that was never won
So if you're gonna run, what you running from

The years flew by like a runaway train
I never caught up i never got used to change
'cause change is the only thing that i've ever known
I'm still running, yeah, and i'm still running

I can still see the fire in his eyes when he held my mom tight
The love in his heart when he made it all right
Race in his mind that was never won
So if you're gonna run, what you running from

With my face to the wind i stand all alone
Scattered memories taking all i own
A families love can help you along
But i'll always be running
Yeah, i'll always be running

I can still see the fire in his eyes when he held my mom tight
The love in his heart when he made it all right
Race in his mind that was never won
So if you're gonna run, what you running from



The fire in his eyes when he held my mom tight
The love in his heart when he made it all right
Race in his mind that was never won
So if you're gonna run, what you running from

16201. Running

Billy Strings 
Running

I am running and running as fast as I can go
I am running and running from all the things I know
Well I had to leave it somewhere so I left it far behind
I had to get away from all the trouble I might find

Run to the river, run to the sea
Run from the evil that's been calling you and me
If we keep rolling right out of town
We'll reach the Promised Land before they tear it down

Well I am running and running just like a fast mail train
Running and running and I won't be back again
Nobody ever told me I'd be ridin' on the blind
Well the rumble and the rattle seems to ease my worried mind

Run to the river, run to the sea
Run from the evil that's been calling you and me
If we keep rolling right out of town
We'll reach the Promised Land before they tear it down

Run to the river, run to the sea
Run from the evil that's been calling you and me
If we keep rolling right out of town
We'll reach the Promised Land before they tear it down

16202. Running Away

John Butler - Running Away

Tonight I feel unclean
Like a broken machine
I'm choking up
On the fear and the doubt
Words can't convey
What I'm trying to say
I'm bottle necking
Trying to get it all out
And I dig through stone
And blood and bones



I dig so deep now
I can't even see
Feel just like an archaeologist
Trying to find out what happened to me
But no longer
Running and running
And running and running away
I'm not
Running and running
And running and running away
No more
Somewhere long ago
Down a dead end road
Something pulled the rug
From under my feet
Caught me by surprise
Kicked mud in my eyes
That's when my engine
Started to seize
And I held it down
Pushed it under ground
I said: "I never wanna feel that again"
Held them all away
So I can feel safe
And I guess that's how I've been dealing
But no longer
Tell me where the map has gone
Because I
I don't wanna be alone any longer
I don't want to feel this way
About you
I just want to help you grow and be stronger
But I don't want to compromise
Anymore
And you don't want to live with lies anymore so
Tell me where the map has gone
Because I
I don't wanna be alone any longer
Running and running
And running and running away
I'm not
Running and running
And running and running away
No more

16203. Running Hard On A Broken Heart

Running Hard On A Broken Heart
Lonesome River Band

Over miles of broken highway you really got your way
The love I thought would save me has left and gone astray
I'm packing up and heading out before the morning light



Gonna keep these four wheels rolling til the day turns into night

Now I'm up this road and down rolling onto somewhere
Far away from you and further from my mind
Maybe I'll find love out along this lonesome highway
I'm up this road and down and running hard on a broken heart

Rolling into Knoxville, I think I'll stay a while
Got some friends in town that I would like to see
And round every corner up and down your streets
In every smile your loving eyes are all that I can see

Now I'm up this road and down rolling onto somewhere
Far away from you and further from my mind
Maybe I'll find love out along this lonesome highway
I'm up this road and down and running hard on a broken heart

Now I'm up this road and down rolling onto somewhere
Far away from you and further from my mind
Maybe I'll find love out along this lonesome highway
I'm up this road and down and running hard on a broken heart

16204. Running Into Memories Of You

Lefty Frizzell
Running Into Memories Of You

[Chorus:]
Funny I keep running
Funny I keep running running into memories of you

[Verse 1:]
Met your new sweetheart today
The one who stole your love away
The love you promised always would be true
He told me everything was fine
He didn't know you once were mine

[Chorus:]

[Verse 2:]
Running into memories I know I'll regret
That everyone's a heartache I'll try to forget
Told your new sweetheart goodbye
Brushed the teardrop from my eye
And walked on down the Lonely Avenue
A fallen star fell from above I thought of fools with wishful love

[Chorus]



16205. Running On Empty

Running On Empty - Jackson Browne
Billy Strings

Looking out at the road rushing under my wheels
Looking back at the years gone by like so many summer fields
In sixty-five I was seventeen and running up one-oh-one
I don't know where I'm running now, I'm just running on

Running on, running on empty
Running on, running blind
Running on, running into the sun
But I'm running behind

Gotta do what you can just to keep your love alive
Trying not to confuse it with what you do to survive
In sixty-nine I was twenty-one and I called the road my own
I don't know when that road turned, into the road I'm on

Running on, running on empty
Running on, running blind
Running on, running into the sun
But I'm running behind

Everyone I know, everywhere I go
People need some reason to believe
I don't know about anyone but me
If it takes all night, that'll be all right
If I can get you to smile before I leave

Looking out at the road rushing under my wheels
I don't know how to tell you all just how crazy this life feels
Look around for the friends that I used to turn to to pull me through
Looking into their eyes I see them running too

Running on, running on empty
Running on, running blind
Running on, running into the sun
But I'm running behind

Honey you really tempt me
You know the way you look so kind
I'd love to stick around but I'm running behind
You know I don't even know what I'm hoping to find
Running into the sun but I'm running behind

16206. Running On Fumes

Running on Fumes
Keller Williams - Running on Fumes

More than often I drive so much it is



Like my ass is my feet
I see little black furry, running dogs
And I'm standing up in my seat
I'm standing up in my seat
To avoid sleep driving, crashing and dying
Gotta turn up the tune
Rest area next right is my salvation
Because I'm running on fumes
I'm running on fumes [Repeat: x2]
Lids get heavy, the window goes down on my face
Well I begin to beat
Keep my eyes open until I get there
Then I'll get back that ~~?~~ seat
Goin' kick back that ~~~~ seat
Scattered, smothered, covered and chunked
Maybe a short stack
Mountain dew, mini fizz and camel lights
It's a box or a soft pack
Box or a soft pack
Forty long mile dollars is cheap for
5 hours in a motel bed
Truck stop shower, is only 5 dollars
I think I'll go with that instead
I'm a going with that instead
I love it when it all runs together
You gotta think about where you been
All of the places and the weird looking faces
I love it when it never ends
Wake me when this song ends
And the windows here become the paintings
With the glass and the world as the canvas
It's a peaceful diameter
It's like two gentle arms it's hugging me

16207. Running The Roadblocks

Chris Hillman - Running the roadblocks

Headlights in my face
There's a roadblock up ahead
I've been a-toolin' down to Tooley
Coming home just like I said
Doin' ninety in a speed trap
They won't catch me from behind
I've been driving myself crazy
Big wheel makin' up time
Like a thief in the night there's no turnin' back
Runnin' down the highway you know I'm ahead of the pack
Like a man out on the stakeouts veering 'til the border
Well, I'm running the roadblocks to get back home to you
Pavement screams beneath my tires
Like there's some fool to tell
Callin' on all the squad cars



Lies at the set of the Golden L
Ranger said pull over
Fat chance I'm at the wheel
The night is crisp can you see their fist
Everybody's after me
Like a thief in the night there's no turnin' back
Runnin' down the highway you know I'm ahead of the pack
Like a man out on the stakeouts veering 'til the border
I'm running the roadblocks to get back home to you
I'm running the roadblocks to get back home to you
I'm running the roadblocks to get back home to you

16208. Running Weight - Chords

Running Weight - Old Man Markley

Intro - Dm (bass, harmonica, mandolin)

Dm
Driving 15 hours, push my body to the brink
                                    G
The only friend come with me is the coffee that I drink
Hope I don't find trouble, hope it goes real easy
Cause I ain't the kind for fighting, blood and guts, they make me queasy
    Dm            Dm(stop)
I'm paranoid

CHORUS
    Bb
I'm paranoid
When you're running this much weight
    Dm
you can't avoid (getting paranoid)<- 2nd and 3rd time only
        Bb
Getting paranoid
G                             Dm
Worries crash into me like an asteroid

        Dm
Driving deep into the woods, trees taller than the hills
                                 G
Ain't no turning back now, on my mind are all those bills
I'm just the same as anyone, underneath that mighty sun
I've never been one for working, rather make another run 
    Dm           Dm(stop)
I'm paranoid

Chorus then Solo (verse chords)

            Dm
And now I'm filled up to the brim with that finest Northern green
                             Dm(stop)   G
And I'm starting down the road, heading back where I have been



One eye watching my top speed
The other looking round
Cause one flicker from the sirens 
And I'm surely prison bound
    Dm           Dm(stop)
I'm paranoid

CHORUS

            Bb                    G
I'm getting paranoid (I'm getting paranoid)
             Dm                    Bb
A little bit paranoid (I'm getting paranoid)
G                     Dm
Paranoid (I'm getting paranoid)
        Bb                    G
Getting paranoid (no you just can't avoid)
        Dm Dm Dm
Getting pa-ra-noid

16209. Running Wild

Tom T. Hall - Running wild
Composer: Tom T. Hall - Alan Pace

In the shadow of the saddle running wild and running free
In a herd of running mustangs there's a part of you and me
Broken spirit broken promises make them fear the sight of man
In the shadow of the saddle lives the wild horse bronco band

Call 'em cayuse call 'em broncos
Call 'em mustangs call 'em free
In the shadow of the saddle
Let them run boys let them be

We have changed the land and water just to fit our selfish needs
Now the shadow of the saddle falls across these gallant steeds
Oh the Spanish and the Indians gave them freedom in the sun
In the name of God and Nature let them run boys let them run

Call 'em cayuse call 'em broncos...

16210. Running Wild

Running Wild - Del Mccoury Band

[Verse 1]
You're running wild, you're running wild
You made me sad for a little while



But listen, babe, the time will come
For me to say unfaithful one

[Chorus]
Why do I cry? Why do I cry
And lie awake 'til the morning light?
I cannot let her know I care
She'll never know the pain I bear

[Verse 2]
You're flying high, you're flying high
Your evil doom is drawing nigh
And I don't care how much you run
As the saying goes, "What's done is done"

[Chorus]
Why do I cry? Why do I cry
And lie awake 'til the morning light?
I cannot let her know I care
She'll never know the pain I bÐµar

[Verse 3]
You broke our vows, you've been untrue
So I'vÐµ lost all my love for you
Forgetting you is easy done
I'll let you go, unfaithful one
[Chorus]
Why do I cry? Why do I cry
And lie awake 'til the morning light?
I cannot let her know I care
She'll never know the pain I bear

16211. Running With The Devil

Running With the Devil
John Cowan

Yeah, yeah
Ahh, yeah

I live my life like there's no tomorrow
All I've got, I had to steal
Least I don't need to beg or borrow
Yes, I'm livin' at a pace that kills

(Ooh yeah, ahh)
Runnin' with the devil (ah ha yeah, woo-hoo)
Runnin' with the devil
(I'll tell ya all about it)

I found the simple life ain't so simple
When I jumped out on that road
I got no love, no love you'd call real



Ain't got nobody waitin' at home

(Ah, yeah)
Runnin' with the devil
(Goddamn it, baby, you know I ain't lyin' to ya)
(I'm only gonna tell you one time, ah yeah)
Runnin' with the devil (yes I am, yeah)

Whoo
Whoo

You know uh, I found the simple life weren't so simple, no
When I jumped out on that road
Got no love, no love you'd call real
Got nobody waitin' at home

(Ah, yeah)
Runnin' with the devil
(Oh God, Oh God I'm runnin', ah yeah)
Runnin' with the devil
(Uh, uh, run it on one more time)

(Ha, yeah)
Runnin' with the devil (oh yeah, ya yeah)
Runnin' with the devil (whoo, whoo)
Runnin' with the devil (ha ha yeah, ah ha yeah, ah ha yeah)
Runnin' with the devil (ooh)

16212. Runways Of The Moon - Chords

Runways Of The Moon 
Peter Rowan

e/-----2---2----2-----------/
B/-----3---3----3-----------/
G/-----2---2----2-----------/
D/---0--------0--------0----/
A/-------0---------0-3------/
E/--------------------------/
     D   D/A  D    D/C
 
[Intro]
D  D/A  D  D/A
D  D/A  D  D/C
 
[Verse 1]
             D       D/A     D   D/C
He walks the runways of the moon
       D        D/A     D
And he fears he runs condemned
 D/C         D      D/A    D    D/C
Condemned to wander out of rooms
   D                 G       G/D   G  G/F



Of loved ones and of friends
  G        G/D      G        G/F
I walk his phantom footprints
       G         G/D      G    G/D
From a cloudless point of view
    G        G/D    G        G/D
Oh, can't he find a place to stand
   G       G/F        C
To catch a glimpse of you
 
[Chorus]
C    E    Am
You, you, you
G    F           D/F#
Just you darlin'
C    E    Am
You, you, you
G    F           D/F#   D
Just you darlin', oh
 
[Verse 2]
             D        D/A        D    D/C
For when the sunlight caught his eye
   D         D/A     D    D/C
It burned it to the bone
           D     D/A     D    D/C
It was his grave-will to die
   D      G    G/D  G  G/F
To wander off alone
   G     G/D    G       G/F
Of every frozen footstep
       G        G/D  G     G/D
Frozen bootless or a shoe
       G        G/D       G      G/D
Does a choke on dust turn inside out
   G       G/F        C
To catch a glimpse of you
 
[Chorus]
C    E    Am
You, you, you
G    F           D/F#
Just you darlin'
C    E    Am
You, you, you
G    F
Just you darlin'
 
[Bridge]
Dm                  F
 He's a rebel and a hustler
  Dm             F
A calm man and a friend of mine
Dm       F              G
  He bravely leaves the light
Em               G
    And mumbling on



Em            G
  His knees abhor
    C                D   D7
The red hot rocks of ni  ght
 
[Verse 3]
             G      G/D     G    G/F
Finds all forgivnesses with Him
    G         G/D       G      G/F
Who brings us light and life
    G        G/D      G     G/D
Oh, sing him homeward hymn
     G        G/F         C
Rest peaceful where him a-lie
 
[Outro]
     C    E    Am
With you, you, you
G    F           D/F#
Just you darlin'
     C    E    Am
With you, you, you
G    F           D/F#
Just you darlin'
     C    E    Am
With you, you, you
G    F           D/F#
Just you darlin'
     C    E    Am
With you, you, you
G    F           D/F#
Just you darlin', oh
D
Oh, oooh, oh, oooh ...

16213. Russian Lullaby

Russian Lullaby
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

Every night you'll hear her croon
A Russian lullaby
Just a plaintive little tune
When baby starts to cry

Rock-a-bye, my baby
Somewhere there may be
A land that's free for you and me
And a Russian lullaby



16214. Rustin' In The Rain - Chords

Rustin In The Rain Live 
Tyler Childers

[Verse 1]
A                 D                  A
I have gee'd and haw'd myself into a tizzy
     D               A              B7           E
I am yearning for a turning in the most peculiar way
A                      D              A
Blame it on my genes, caked in tenant farming
    D              A             E
I can't stand idle hands, as the hours waste away
 
[Chorus]
A
Let your love light shine
D                               A
Don't you hide it beneath those bushels, baby.
D                 A      B7                           E
Take that whip to task, work me all night beneath the flame.
A                        D                   A
I am yours to use, and I sure wish you would use me
       D                 A            E             A
Do not let my heart just fall apart, rustin' in the rain.
 
[Verse 2]
A                            D                 A
I'm a hillside plow, turning one way then the other.
        D              A        B7                    E
I don't run around in circles. I work right on up the side.
A                     D                A
Starting at the foot, going past the shoulder,
       D        A           E             A
'til I slit the rows in the whole hillside.
 
[Chorus 2]
 
A
Let your love light shine
D                               A
Don't you hide it beneath those bushels, baby.
D                 A      B7                           E
Take that whip to task, work me all night beneath the flame.
A                        D                   A
I am yours to use, and I sure wish you would use me
       D                 A            E             A
Do not let my heart just fall apart, rustin' in the rain.
 
Key Change to B
 
[Verse 3]
B                          E               B
I have gee'd and haw'd for you and it sure suits me.
     E            B                 C#               F#
I am pawing with impatience at the thought of trace chains.



B                         E                  B
I've grit my bit. Running half rows just for thinking
         E       B     F#                          B
Getting hunkered down trying to get up through the shame.
 
[Chorus 3]
B
Let your love light shine
E                               B
Don't you hide it beneath those bushels, baby.
E                 B      C#                           F#
Take that whip to task, work me all night beneath the flame.
B                        E                   B
I am yours to use, and I sure wish you would use me
       E                  B           F#             B
Do not let my heart just fall apart, rustin' in the rain.

16215. Rustler's Moon

Rustler's Moon - Kathy Kallick

There was a sliver, just a slice
Of a waning moon
Way out on the west prairie
It was a dark so thick
You could eat it with a spoon
What the cowboys call a rustler's moon
Creeping through the dark
One step at a time
A thief whose life is on the line
What fears and thoughts lurk in the mind
Of a rustler watching for some cloudy sign

CHORUS:
Rustler's moon, cold and blue
Oooh, oooh, rustlers moon
Can't find the way and I can't be found
Beneath the gaze of a rustler's moon

Oh, to keep from cryin' is a dreadful fight
Standing alone in the night
The dark seeps in, that old moon is mean
Just light enough to see but not be seen

CHORUS

Oh, I may be bad and I may be good
I might not live life as I should
But the words I heard
Under night's dark hood
Cut me like no rustler's knife ever could

CHORUS



16216. Rusty Rails

Carolina Blue - Rusty Rails

[Verse 1]
Rusty rails
Don't you know my heart is broken today
In a million ways
The whistle's blowin'
Oh, number nine is carryin' me away
I just can't stay
I've got to get away from the [?] hauntin' me
At night I close my eyes, your face is all I see
Rusty rails
Please help me set her free

[Chorus]
Far away, new place that I can call home
Don't matter where
Just something I can long on
I'll ride alone
These rusty rails

[Verse 2]
Lonely box car
You're the perfect place for a broken heart
Lookin' for a brand new start
All alone hRre
With the rumblin' of the rails and thR guard
Since we had to part
I'm runnin' from a memory and the pain of yesterday
Drownin' in my sorrow from a love that's made to stray
Rusty rails
Help me make my getaway

16217. RV - Chords

Rv Live 
Railroad Earth

[Intro]
A  D  E  A  D  E
D  E  A  E  F#m  D  E  D  A
 
[Verse 1]
A                D          E
Someday baby we'll take a ride
A                    D         E
Off into the sunset side by side



D               E     A             F#m
Someday you and me - Baby we'll be free!
D                  E            D  A
We'll pack up that RV and sail away.
 
 
[Verse 2]
A                D                E
I'll sit on the left and drive all day
A                    D         E
You'll sit on the right and snack? away
D               E     A             F#m
Someday we'll be free - Baby you and me
D                   E            D  A
We'll gas up that RV and sail away.
 
 
[Interlude]
A  D  E  A  D  E
 
 
[Verse 3]
A                D          E
Someday girl when all the kids are grown
A                    D         E
When their off and on their own
D               E     A             F#m
Someday we'll be free - and all the bills are paid
D                  E            D  A
We'll pack up that RV and sail away
 
 
[Solo]
A  D  E  A  D  E
D  E  A  E  F#m  D  E  D  A
 
 
[Verse 4]
A                       D            E
We'll fill ourselves on Hot Buttered Rum
A                D         E
We'll ride into ? ? ? and have us some
D                 E      A           F#m
Someday we'll be free - Baby you and me!
D                  E            D  A
We'll pack up that RV and sail away
[Solo]
A  D  E  A  D  E
D  E  A  E  F#m  D  E  D  A
 
[Verse 5]
A                D          E
Someday baby we'll take a ride
A                    D         E
Off into the sunset side by side
D               E     A             F#m
Someday you and me - Baby we'll be free!



D               E     A             F#m
Someday we'll be free - and all the bills are paid
D               E     A             F#m
Someday you and me - Baby we'll be free!
D                  E            D  A
We'll gas up that RV and sail away.
[Solo out]
A  D  E  A  D  E
D  E  A  E  F#m  D  E  D  A

16218. Rye Cove - Chords

Rye Cove 
Doc Watson
 
[Intro]
C F C G7 C
 
 
[Verse 1]
   C                   F          C
Oh listen today to the story I'll tell,
    C                         G7
Tis saddened with tear dimmed eyes,
     C                     F         C
Of a dreadful cyclone that came this way,
    C        G7           C
And blew our schoolhouse away.
 
[Chorus]
    F         C
Rye Cove, Rye Cove,
    C                         G  G7
The place of my childhood and home,
         C                   F             C
Where in life's early morn I once loved to roam,
    C           G          C     G7   C
But now it's so silent and lone.
 
 
[Verse 2]
         C                       F            C
When the great storm appeared it darkened the air,
        C                          G7
And the lightning flashed over the sky,
         C                         F        C
Then the children all cried, don't take us away,
     C          G7      C
But spare us to go back home.
 
 
[Chorus]
    F         C



Rye Cove, Rye Cove ,
    C                         G  G7
The place of my childhood and home,
         C                   F             C
Where in life's early morn I once loved to roam,
    C           G          C
But now it's so silent and lone.
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
C   F   C
C   G7   C
 
 
[Verse 3]
        C                  F           C
For the mothers so sad and fathers the same,
     C                     G7
They came to this horrible scene,
     C                         F               C
Then searching and crying each found their own child,
C          G7        C
Dying on a pillow of stone.
 
 
[Verse 4]
     C                    F             C
Lord give us a home far beyond the blue skies,
       C                        G7
Where storms and cyclones are unknown,
    C                       F            C
And there will we stand and gladly clasp hands
         C               G7       C
With our children in the heavenly home.
 
 
[Chorus]
    F         C
Rye Cove, Rye Cove ,
    C                         G  G7
The place of my childhood and home,
         C                   F             C
Where in life's early morn I once loved to roam,
    C           G          C
But now it's so silent and lone.

16219. Rye Whiskey

Rye Whiskey
Author: Craig Market
Artist: Ronnie Bowman
Album: Starting Over (2002)



In an old folks home just off the well beaten path
I visit my grandma and learn of our past
One day as I walked down the hall I passed by
An old man with tears in his eyes
At a glace I could see he was gentle and sweet
I straightened his pillow and covered his feet
Then the old man reached out softly touching my hand
He smiled and these few words began
Chorus I:
If I don't drink rye whiskey, rye whiskey I'll die
I could see it meant something by the look in his eye
The old man just lay there repeating that line
If I don't drink rye whiskey, rye whiskey I'll die
Then they told me a story that's sad but it's true
Of how he'd no family or friends that they knew
In an old army jacket on the outskirts of town
That's how the old man was found
They thought him a drunkard who just lost his mind
'Cause All he would say were these words all the time
They brought him here ten years ago to this day
Still all the old man would say
Chorus I
When I walked in the room grandma instantly knew
She said my dear boy what's been bothering you
So I told her the story of the man I just met
Grandma looked up and she said
If I don't drink rye whiskey were the words to a song
I sang back when I was a kid
And it told of a solder who made it through war
And found out his true love was dead
Chorus II:
If I don't drink rye whiskey, rye whiskey I'll die
I knew it meant something by the look in his eye
Now I know why the old man just laid there and cried
If I don't drink rye whiskey, rye whiskey I'll die
His heart was still breaking after all of this time
If I don't drink rye whiskey, rye whiskey I'll die

16220. Rye Whiskey

Rye Whiskey 
Tex Ritter

Jack O'Diamonds Jack O'Diamonds and I know you of old
You ve robbed my poor pockets of silver and gold
It's a whiskey you villain you've been my downfall
You've kicked me you've cuffed me but I love you for all.

It's a whiskey Rye Whiskey Rye Whiskey I cry
If I don't get Rye Whiskey well I think I will die
(Oooh hick)



It's a beefsteak when I'm hungry Rye Whiskey when I'm dry
Greenbacks when I'm hard up Heaven when I die
I'll a goatee and a holler and a build me a still
I'll give you a gallon for a five dollar bill

Rye Whiskey, Rye Whiskey, Rye Whiskey I cry
If a tree don't fall on me I'll live till I die
(Ooooh hick)

If the ocean was whiskey, (hick) and I was a duck
I'd dive to the bottom and never come up 
Now the ocean ain't whiskey and I ain't a duck
I'll play Jack O'Diamond and trust to my luck.

Rye Whiskey Rye Whiskey Rye Whiskey I cry
If the whiskey don't kill me I'll live till I die

16221. Rye Whiskey

Punch Brothers - Rye Whiskey (Live) 

Rye Whiskey makes the band sound better,
makes your baby cuter, makes itself taste sweeter. Oh, boy!

Rye whiskey makes your heart beat louder,
makes your voice seem softer, makes the back room hotter, oh, but

rye thoughts aren't good thoughts, Boys,
have I ever told you about the time I...

Rye whiskey wraps your troubles up into a bright blue package,
ties a bow around it. Oh, boy!

Just throw it on the pile in the corner,
see, you're not alone in not being alone tonight, but

rye love isn't god love, Boys,
have I ever told you about the time I...

I used to wake up bright and early,
got my work done quickly, held my baby tightly. Oh, boy!
Rye whiskey makes the sun set faster,
makes the spirit more willing but the body weaker because

rye sleep isn't good sleep, Boys,
have I ever told you about the time I
took it and took her for granted?
How I took it and took her for granted?
Well let's take some and take them all for granted.
Oh, boy!



16222. Rye Whiskey - Chords

Rye Whiskey 
Frank Fairfield

[Verse 1]
       G
If the river was whiskey and I was a duck,
                            C          G
I'd dive to the bottom, I'd never come up.
        C                 G
Jack of Diamonds, Jack of diamonds, I know you from old.
    C           G                            C G  C G
You rob my poor pocket of silver and gold.
 
 
[Verse 2]
       G
If the river was whiskey and the bank sod was wine,
                             C       G
You'd see me in bathing just any old time.
        C                 G
Jack of Diamonds, Jack of diamonds, I know you from old.
    C           G                            C G  C G
You rob my poor pocket of silver and gold.
 
 
[Verse 3]
        G
Oh they put me in that jail house, my face to the wall.
                                 C           G
Rye whiskey, rye whiskey was the cause of it all.
        C                 G
Jack of Diamonds, Jack of diamonds, I know you from old.
    C           G                            C G  C G
You rob my poor pocket of silver and gold.
 
 
[Verse 4]
        G
Oh it's cornbread when i'm hungry, cold whiskey when I am dry.
                                C             G
Old dollar when I am hard up, religion when I die.
        C                 G
Jack of Diamonds, Jack of diamonds, I know you from old.
    C           G                            C G  C G
You rob my poor pocket of silver and gold.
 
 
[Interlude]
 C G  C G



16223. Ryland Under The Apple Tree - Chords

Ryland Under The Apple Tree 
I'm With Her

[Intro]
E
 
[Verse 1]
 E        C#m
Bright summertime
          A
Pour the wine
           F#
We've got time
               E
I'll make you mine
 G#        A         F#
Under the apple tree
       E          C#m  B  E
I planted for my love and me
 
[Verse 2]
      E            C#m
Your head upon my breast
         A
In my sundress
             F#
You steal a kiss
             E
How sweet it is
G#         A         F#
Under the apple tree
      E           C#m  B  E
I planted for my love and me
 
[Chorus]
        Bm               A           E
Come September we'll be swimmin' in cider
            Bm        A         Am                            E
And we'll press the fruit into butter and we'll bake it into pies
 
          C#m
Oh me, oh my
            A
I love you like
        F#
A butterfly
             E
Just let me lie
G#         A         F#
Under the apple tree
      E           C#m  B  E



I planted for my love and me
 
[Instrumental]
E C#m A F# E G# A F# E C#m B E
 
[Chorus]
        Bm               A           E
Come September we'll be swimmin' in cider
            Bm        A         Am                            E
And we'll press the fruit into butter and we'll bake it into pies
 
          C#m
Oh me, oh my
            A
I love you like
        F#
Like a butterfly
             E
Just let me lie
G#         A         F#
Under the apple tree
      E           C#m  B  E    C#m  B
I planted for my love and me
      E           C#m  B  E
I planted for my love and me

16224. Réalité Régionale

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Réalité Régionale

Vas-y don', déguedine
Aweille don', branleux!
Vas-y don', déguedine
Aweille don, branleux!
Vas-y don', déguedine
Pi aweille don', branleux!
Vas-y don', déguedine
Pi aweille don, branleux!
Par un sale temps d'cul
J'ai pogné mes écus
Chu descendu dret dru
Dans tavarne su'l coin d'la rue
En espérant bien sÃ»r
Que la belle f'rait sa parure
A'ec ses souliers pointus
Ses grands yeux pi son ti cul
Sa belle figure sous sa chevelure chÃ¢tain
Sa belle figure sous sa chevelure chÃ¢tain
Vas-y don', déguedine
Pi aweille don', branleux!
Vas-y don', déguedine
Pi aweille don, branleux!
Vas-y don', déguedine



Pi aweille don', branleux!

16225. Résumé Man

String Cheese Incident - Résumé Man

Well, a funny thing happened at a gig the other day
When a man approached me with a resumé
Said, "If you need any help then I'm your man"
He said, "I'll work the door and I'll load your beer
When you boys get thirsty I'll go for beer
And if it ever breaks down I can even fix your van."
I asked the guy what he did for work
I saw a twinkle in his eye and he gave a little smirk
He said "I work right down the road, I got a melon stand
I'm set up in a shady spot
I sell watermelons and a little bit of pot
Last year I made damn near thirty grand."
He said, "I need a change and I love your sound
And I sure would like to get out of this town
Dedicate myself to a rock 'n' roll band
I've been a race car mechanic and a bodyguard
I'm a C.P.A. and I'll work really hard
Hire me on, I can see you boys need a hand"
"You know I've done it all and I've been around
I've had a lot of good jobs, seen a lot of rough towns
I'd like to offer you my services for hire
I was a cook in the Army and I drove a jeep
I had an 80-acre ranch where I ran some sheep
I sang bass in the Mormon Tabernacle Choir"

S - 16226. Saalo's Song

Saalo's Song
Dry Branch Fire Squad

He packed up his guitar
And drove Wednesday through Sunday
And sometimes played three shows a day
The modern lone rider, he dreamed of Ohio
And his doe-eyed Arabian bay
And how they'd go racing out on the hillside
In the cool closing twilight of day
Old friends together in thunderous freedom
Just the man and the wind and the bay.
Well, sometimes they'd ride down by the river
And the bay always stopped there to drink
In the still of the evening
The horse seemed contented
And the man used the time just to think.



And in the cold winds of winter
He's drawn to the barn
By some irresistable force
With carrots and a blanket
There's nothing more binding
Than the love of a man for his horse.

The call of the highway, how it would beckon
He kept going back out of course
And in the deep of the night
When the miles were the hardest
He just figured he drove for the horse.

And in all life's relations one thing stays the same
Never take more than you will repay
So we count the score even
'cause the miles he had driven
Were for miles that he rode on the bay.

They grew old together, got too old to ride
But just look at the seeds that they'd sowed
They'd walk out in the pasture, stand side by side
And stare off at the hills where they'd growed.

And of all God's creations here under heaven
There's many I can't understand
One beautiful mystery that I at least witnessed
Was the love of a horse for a man.

16227. Sabbath Bloody Sabbath

Sabbath Bloody Sabbath
Hayseed Dixie - Sabbath Bloody Sabbath

Sabbath Bloody Sabbath
You've seen right through distorted lies
You know you have to learn
The execution of your mind
You really had to turn
The race is run the book is read
The end begins to show
The truth is out, the lies are old
But you don't want to know
Nobody will ever let you know
When you ask the reason why
They just tell you that you're on your own
Fill your head all full of lies
The people who have crippled you
You want to see them burn
The gates of life have closed on you
And now there's just no return
You're wishing that the hand of doom



Could take your mind away
And you don't care if you don't see again
The light of day
Nobody will ever let you know
When you ask the reasons why
They just tell you that you're on your own
Fill your head all full of lies
Where can you run to
What more can you do
No more tomorrow
Life is killing you
Dreams turn to nightmares
Heaven turns to hell
Burned out confusion
Nothing more to tell
Everything around you
What's it coming to
God knows as your dognose
Bog blast all of you
Sabbath bloody sabbath
Nothing more to do
Living just for dying
Dying just for you

16228. Saboteur

Richard Thompson - Saboteur 

The song of wheels is in my head and mutiny in my hands
The song of wheels is in my head and mutiny in my hands
I'll go down to the dark place and kill it where it stands
Be still, be still

My body sings the mill-song but my hammer takes its choice
My body sings the mill-song but my hammer takes its choice
Oh, joy of peace descend upon me as I stop its voice
Be still, be still

Beauty takes my breath, I see the shining of the steel
The hand of man steered by God to make the wondrous mill
Piston, pulley, shaft and spindle, every spool and reel
And I can't raise my arm to throw my hammer in the wheel
Rules me still, rules me still, rules me still

16229. Sabra Girl

Nickel Creek - Sabra Girl 

lonely the life, that once, i led



strange the paths, on which, we tread
led me to you, unlikely but true
sabra girl, clouding my view

rainy the day, the first time we met
deep was the talk, forever my debt
it didnt seem wrong, to sing a sad song
sabra girl, soon you'd be gone

early the morning, and sad the goodbye
with a wave of your hand and, a smile of your eye
so lately did meet, no sooner depart
sabra girl, homeward must start

rosy the lines that you wrote with your hand
reading between them to misunderstand
i made the mistake you said not to make...

yes reading your letters conviction did grow
i thought it a chance, i knew i must go
its hard to believe i could be so naive
sabra girl, flattered but deceived

now you just told me that friendship is all
im forced to repair the breach in my wall
illusions and dream as usual it seems
sabra girl, they have been my downfall

lonely the life, and dismal the view
closed is the road, that leads to you
since better cant be, as friends we'll agree
sabra girl, time will cure me

16230. Sabrina - Chords

Sabrina 
The Stray Birds

Capo IV
[Intro]
C
 
[Verse 1]
         F
When the sun comes up
                                  C
Sabrina's pullin' grapes from the vine
        F
Another day another chance
                          C
To make another bottle of wine
Am
Triple bill Tuesday



                  F
Federal Hill that night
          Dm
She got a bottle in the backseat
             G
Baltimore in sight
 
 
[Chorus]
 
  C
Sabrina
                            F
Drinkin' a Yuengling in the green room
                    C
All I had to do was stand up
                  G
And she gave me a beer
    C
Cristina
                         F
Got a little busy in the bedroom
                     C
Waitin' at home on a baby
                   G
Aw she couldn't be here
        C
In Baltimore
 
 
C
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
         F
Cristina's got a little operation
                   C
out of her hometown
                    F
They drive the sexi-mexi food truck
                  C
To every festival around
Am
Servin' up tacos and burritos 
                F
In the heat of the day
         Dm
And come the cool of the night
                  G
You can find 'em dancing' backstage
 
 
[Chorus]
 
  C
Sabrina



                            F
Drinkin' a Yuengling in the green room
                    C
All I had to do was stand up
                  G
And she gave me a beer
    C
Cristina
                         F
Got a little busy in the bedroom
                     C
Waitin' at home on a baby
                   G
Aw she couldn't be here
        C
In Baltimore
 
C
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
         F
Up a couple flights of stairs
             C
And around the bend
              F
Behind closed doors
                       C
A party and a couple of friends
Am
Nobody stops Sabrina
                F
She knows just what to say 
                  Dm
Goin' anywhere she pleases
                 G
Lookin' like she knows the way
 
 
[Chorus]
 
  C
Sabrina
                            F
Drinkin' a Yuengling in the green room
                    C
All I had to do was stand up
                  G
And she gave me a beer
    C
Cristina
                         F
Got a little busy in the bedroom
                     C
Waitin' at home on a baby
                   G



Aw she couldn't be here
        C
In Baltimore

16231. Sacred Memories

Dolly Parton - Sacred Memories 

Sacred mem'ries often take me to the place where I grew up
And that little country church that I love so much
I used to go there every time that old church bell would ring
And I remember how I love the songs we used to sing
Like oh Lord you know I have no friend like you
If heaven's not my home oh Lord what will I do
The angels beckon me from heaven's open door
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore
They were singing Lord I'm coming on when I got saved
And when I got baptized they sang amzaing grace
And oh how sweet the sound when everybody would join in
And sang my favorite song if we never meet again
Where the charming roses bloom forever and where separation comes no more
If we never meet again this side of heaven I will meet you on that beutiful shore
My mama loved to sing and she sang clear and loud
I can close my eyes and I hear mama now
I recall the song my mama always loved so much
She always sang the loudest sangin' power in the blood
Oh there's power power wonder working power in the blood of the lamb
There is power power wonder working power in the precious blood of lamb
Sacred mem'ries

16232. Sad And Lonely Texas Dance Hall Girl - Chords

Sad And Lonely Texas Dance Hall Girl
Ernest Tubb - Sad and Lonely Texas Dance Hall Girl

C F C
She's the first one on the dance floor when the music starts to play,
 G
She's the first to buy the band a round of drinks.
 C F C
She's just out to have a good time dances every set they play,
 F C G C
And she don't care what anybody thinks.

Chorus:
 F C
She's a sad and lonely Texes dance hall girl,
 G
Who's just trying to bring a smile to this old world.



 C F C
But behind the smile a broken heart lives in another world,
 F C G C
She's a sad and lonely Texas dance hall girl.

C F C
No one really knows the story, but theres an old love on her mind.
 G
Cause a certain song brings teardrops to her eyes.
 C F C
But there only there a minute then she's laughing one more time,
 F C G C
With what little happiness a teardrop buy's.
Sing Chorus
 F C G C
She's just a sad and lonely Texas dance hall girl

16233. Sad And Lonesome Day

Sad And Lonesome Day
Country Gentlemen

   Today has been a lonesome day
   Today has been a lonesome day
   Today has been a lonesome day
   And tomorrow 's gonna be the same old way 

Oh, they carried my mother to the burying ground
Oh, they carried my mother to the burying ground
Oh, they carried my mother to the burying ground
I watched as the bearers let her down 

Did you ever hear a church bell tone
Did you ever hear a church bell tone
Did you ever hear a church bell tone
You may know by that she's dead and gone 

Oh, dig my grave with a silver spade
Oh, dig my grave with a silver spade
Oh, dig my grave with a silver spade
And mark the place where I must lay 

There's one kind favor I ask of you
There's one kind favor I ask of you
There's one kind favor I ask of you
See that my grave is kept green

16234. Sad Boy



Chris Hillman - Sad Boy

I don't want much accept me for what I am
Can't you look me in the eye and tell me you'll be my friend
And it never really came the respect that he sought
Part of him knew that it just can't be bought

Now he's a sad boy
Bad boy, don't let them make you mad boy
Just a sad boy
Here it comes again

"You're just not our kind" her mama constantly cried
"We won't let our baby fall victim to a lie"
I hope you don't mistake what I say
You know some of my best friends feel the same way

Now he's a sad boy
Bad boy, don't let them make you mad boy
Just a sad boy
Here it comes again

So help me
If it's the last thing I ever do
So help me
I've got to make up my mind about you

I don't want much accept me for what I am
Can't you look me in the eye and tell me you'll be my friend
And it never really came the respect that he sought
Part of him knew that it just can't be bought

Now he's a sad boy
Bad boy, don't let them make you mad boy
Just a sad boy
Here it comes again

Just a sad boy
Here it comes again

Just a sad boy
Here it comes again

Just a sad boy
Here it comes again

16235. Sad Old Train

Sad Old Train 
Seldom Scene

That sad old  train, sleeping on an old rusty track  
She was from another time  
Gone with the wind, like the smoke from that ol' stack  



She brought smiles and waving hands  
As she whistled by a sleepy town  
It was once the way to go  
Just a shiny nickel, and you were homeward bound  
 
CHORUS : 
And I've seen better days like that sad old train  
On an old abandoned track  
When you were holding me  
I knew someday you'd leave  
But like that old train you won't be coming back  

She gently rumbled in the sunshine  
As she carried the mail  
Her letters keeping lovers waiting  
Friendly little boys, placing pennies on her rails 
I can relate to that old train  
Since you left me alone again  
No one ever comes around  
Once upon a time, we were riding on the wind  
 
But like that old train you won't be coming back  
But like that old train you won't be coming back

16236. Sad Prisoner's Song

Sad Prisoner's Song

I'm a prisoner alone and forgotten
I'll be here until the day I die
All because when a boy I was foolish
All because I was fast with a knife

I'm a man that's doomed to be lonely
I'm a man that's doomed to be sad
I've got no name, just a number
And I've lost all the friends that I've had

If I had my life to live over
I'd travel the narrow and straight
But I'd still be at home with my loved ones
And not behind these iron gates

* Refrain

Young men when you have heard my story
Let it teach you the right from the wrong
And I know my life wasn't wasted
Writing this sad prosoner's song

* Refrain



16237. Sad Sad Music - Chords

Sad Sad Music
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C                     F         C    F
There should be music   sad sad music
         C                G7                 C
But this silence that you left is all that I have
                                         F
I must have missed a couple days or just forgotten
          C                          G7
What went wrong or where it all fell apart
      C                                 F
And I know you must have told me you're leavin'
        C                G7                 C
It just never crossed my mind you'd take my heart
                      F         C    F
There should be music   sad sad music
             C                          G7
The kind the movies have when love like ours go bad
C                     F         C    F
There should be music   sad sad music
         C                G7                 C
But this silence that you left is all that I have
                                       F
I'd swear that I woke up with you this morning
          C                                      G7
But I can see that it's been days since you were here
          C                                  F
And every night it still hits home without a warning
      C               G7                C
As my world becomes a flood of scalding tears
                      F         C    F
There should be music   sad sad music
       C                         G7
As you walk away without looking back
C                     F         C    F
There should be music   sad sad music
         C                G7                 C
But this silence that you left is all that I have
F               C
There should be music

16238. Sad Sailor Song - Chords

Sad Sailor Song 
The Waifs



Intro E A x 4 times
 
A
Sailing to the end of the world
           E   A              E    A
My ship is grand, so tall she stands.
 
I've been trying to wake the captain
     E  A       E  A
Ahoy land, Ahoy land.
 
He's been up all night with the devil
     E     A           E   A
Been drinking up been drinking up
 
He's been up all night with the devil
             E   A             E  A
Dancin' up a storm storm storm
 
A
The ocean's she's a dancin' all over us
    E   A         E   A
Man overboard man overboard
 
We got a big night up ahead of us
           E  A              E   A
Sad sailor song, the devil's storm
           E  A              E   A
Sad sailor song, the devil's storm
 
[Solo: Play E A x 8 times]
 
A
I said my prayers to my mumma
              E  A               E  A
Don't cry too long, don't cry for me
 
My bones lay at the bottom of the ocean
              E  A              E   A
The captain and me, my ship and me
              E  A              E   A
The captain and me, my ship and me
 
Outtro
[repeat last line several times and finish on E]

16239. Sad Side Of Town

Dwight Yoakam - Sad Side Of Town
Dwight Yoakam & Buck Owens
(written by: Dwight Yoakam & Buck Owens)

We've agreed not to mention any memories



Or share a single passing thought
That's just better for all concerned, is what we've found
When you're living on the sad side of town.
There's always hope, but we don't ever let it show
'Cause hopes start out real small, but how they just grow
And, just like dreams, are better left alone,
Is what we've found
When you're living on the sad side of town.
Please never bring up how she used to laugh at night
Would smell so sweet and giggle when I squeezed her tight
If you can put a stop to that, there's a chance you might
Fit in here well enough to try this style of life.
--- Instrumental ---
That's just better for all concerned, is what we've found
When you're living on the sad side of town.
When you're living on the sad side of town...

16240. Sad Situation

Sad Situation

When you love somebody with all your heart and soul
And you want to keep them with you but you know they want to go
What do you do, what do you say
When you know they want to leave as bad as you want them to stay

    And theres nothing quite as sad as a one-sided love
    When one don't care at all and the other cares too much
    Its a sad situation I must say
    When someone wants to leave as bad as you want them to stay

You know how much I love you but I know you dont love me
And I know its just a matter of time before you leave
But why do I stand aside and just let you walk away
When I know you want to leave as bad as I want you to stay

    What do you do, what do you say
    When you know they want to leave as bad as you want them to stay

16241. Sad Song For My Friend

Tom T Hall - Sad Song For My Friend
Composer: Tom T. Hall

You know I love my music it's really all I got
I never really cared that much if I was cold or hot
Now I got the job to do I don't want to begin
I've gotta write a sad song for my friend



He was not like me no he tried a lot
But just like me he cried a lot
Oh I never thought I'd have to cause that ain't what I meant
I've gotta write a sad song for my friend

She was quite a lady and he was quite a guy
They were quite a couple it was quite a cry
They used to sit and laugh a lot cause I like to pick and grin
They helped me write a sad song for my friend

He was not like me no he tried a lot...

I don't wanna sing no sad songs for my friend

16242. Sad Songs & Waltzes - Chords

Keith Whitley - Sad Songs & Waltzes

Intro:  (D)  (A7)  (D) 
 
I'm (D) writing a (A7) song all ab(D)out you. 
A (G) sad song as real as my (D) tears. 
But you've (G) no need to fear it 
Cause (D) no one will (G) hear it. 
(D) Sad songs and waltzes ain't (A7) selling this (D) year.  
 
  It's a (A) good thing that I'm not a (D) star. 
  You (E) don't know how lucky you (A7) are. 
  Though my (D) records may say it, 
  (G) No one will play it. 
  For (D) sad songs and waltzes ain't (A7) selling this (D) year.  
 
I'll (D) tell all a(A7)bout how you (D) cheated. 
I'd (G) like for the whole world to (D) hear. 
I'd (G) like to get even 
With (D) you cause you're (G) leavin'. 
But (D) sad songs and waltzes ain't (A7) selling this (D) year.  
 
Repeat Chorus 
 
No (D) sad songs and waltzes ain't (A7) selling this (G) year.  (D)

16243. Sad Songs (Say So Much)

Dierks Bentley - Sad Songs (Say So Much)

[Verse 1]
I guess there are times when we all need to share a little pain
And ironing out the rough spots



Is the hardest part when memories remain
And it's times like these when we all need to hear the radio
'Cause from the lips of some old singer
We can share the troubles we already know

[Chorus]
Turn 'em on, turn 'em on
Turn on those sad songs
When all hope is gone
Why don't you tune in and turn them on?
They reach into your room, oh
Just feel their gentle touch
When all hope is gone
Sad songs say so much

[Verse 2]
If someone else is suffering enough, oh, to write it down
When every single word makes sense
Then it's easier to have those songs around
The kick inside is in the line that finally gets to you
And it feels so good to hurt so bad
And suffer just enough to sing the blues

[Chorus]
Turn 'em on, turn 'em on
Turn on those sad songs
When all hope is gone
Why don't you tune in and turn them on?
They reach into your room, oh
Just feel their gentle touch
When all hope is gone
Sad songs say so much
Sad songs, they say
Sad songs, they say
Sad songs, they say
Sad songs, thay say so much

[Chorus]
Turn 'em on, turn 'em on
Turn on those sad songs
When all hope is gone
Why don't you tune in and turn them on?
They reach into your room, oh
Just feel their gentle touch
When all hope is gone
Sad songs say so much
When all hope is gone
You know sad songs say so much

[Outro]
When every bit of hope is gone
Those sad songs say so much
Sad songs, sad songs say so much
Turn 'em on, sad songs say so much



16244. Sad Songs And Waltzes

Keith Whitley - Sad Songs and Waltzes

I'm writing a song all about you
A true song as real as my tears
But you've no need to fear it 'cause no one will hear it
'Cause sad songs and waltzes aren't selling this year

I'll tell all about how you cheated
I'd like for the whole world to hear
I'd like to get even with you 'cause you're leavin'
But songs and waltzes aren't selling this year

It's a good thing that I'm not a star
You don't know how lucky you are
Though my record may say it no one will play it
'Cause sad songs and waltzes aren't selling this year

Well it's a good thing that I'm not a star
And you don't know how lucky you are
Though my record may say it no one will play it
'Cause sad songs and waltzes aren't selling this year

16245. Sad Wind Sighs

Sad Wind Sighs - The Grascals

v.1
mornful wind passing southbound
breaks through the dark but not so still
big wheels roll on down the valley
that lonesome sound makes my blood chill

chorus
now the sad wind sighs in the lonesome graveyard
the cold rain falls and the trees bow down
i can hear my darlin softly callin
but she's asleep in the cold cold ground

v.2
when i die and the angels beckon
put me on that train for one last ride
bury me close to my darlin
so i can be close by her side

chorus



16246. Sad, Sad Music

Dwight Yoakam - Sad, Sad Music
(Dwight Yoakam)

There should be music
Sad, sad music
But this silence that you left
Is all I have
I must have missed a couple days
Or just forgotten
What went wrong or where it all
Fell apart
And I now you must have told me
You were leavin'
It just never crossed my mind
You'd take my heart
There should be music
Sad, sad music
The kind the movies have
When love like ours goes bad
There should be music
Sad, sad music
But this silence that you left
Is all I have
I'd swear that I woke up with you
This morning
But I can see that it's been days
Since you were here
And every night it still hits home
Without a warning
As my world becomes a flood
Of scalding tears
There should be music
Sad, sad music
As you walk away
Without looking back
There should be music
Sad, sad music
But this silence that you left
Is all I have

16247. Saddle In The Rain - Chords

Saddle In The Rain
John Prine

Intro
(Em)



(Em)I wish, I hope, I wonder
Where you're at so(A)metimes
Is y(Em)our back against the wall?
Or just ac(A)ross the line
Have you been sta(Em)nding in the rain
Reciting nursery rh(A)ymes
Trying to re(Em)call some long lost kind of pe(A)ace of mind
Peace of m(D)ind
Try spending the n(G)ight sometime
All alone in a fr(D)ozen room
Afterneath you've l(A)ain
Your saddle in the r(Em)ain

Instrumental
(Em)

(Em)I dreamed they locked God up
Down in my bas(A)ement
And he wai(Em)ted there for me
To have this acci(A)dent
So he could dr(Em)ink my wine
And eat me like a sacra(A)ment
And I just st(Em)ood there like I do
Then I came and w(A)ent
I came and w(D)ent
Like a bird in a for(G)eign sky
Couldn't even s(D)ay goodbye
Or come and share the p(A)ain
My Saddle's in the r(Em)ain.

(G)La la la la la la la (d)la la
(C)La la la la la la la la (B)la
(G)La la la la la la la la (D)la
(C)La la la la la la la la (B)la

Instrumental
(Em)

(Em)I saw a friend who doesn't know
If I'm his fri(A)end just yet
His eyes and m(Em)outh were widely open
And his j(A)aw was set
Like he'd f(Em)ell off a cliff
And hadn't hit the bo(A)ttom yet
I wish he wo(Em)uldn't pull those things on me
Without a n(A)et
Without a n(D)et
I had him up to the ho(G)use one time
And we was having a re(D)al good time
Then he went and la(A)in
His saddle in the r(Em)ain

(G)La la la la la la la la (D)la
(C)La la la la la la la la (B)la
(G)La la la la la la la la (D)la
(C)La la la la la la la la (B)la



Instrumental
(Em)

In a lau(Em)ndromat not too far from the Al(A)amo
Sits a g(Em)irl who stole my records very lo(A)ng ago
And she w(Em)ishes, wants and washes out those di(A)rty clothers
As she sh(Em)uts her eyes and dreams about her O(A)ne-Eyed Joe
One-Eyed J(D)oe
Car parked on a di(G)rty road
Heaven knows the lo(D)ad she pulled
Couldn't take the st(A)rain
A saddle in the r(Em)ain

Instrumental
(Em)

16248. Saddle Of The Sun

Railroad Earth - Saddle of the Sun 

Put my brother in the meadow
lady in the pine
rooster crows, heaven knows
aint no use cryin'

aye! aye! hear the cry
all those days are done
ridin' on to glory
in the saddle of the sun

gonna give my girl a pony
set her up to ride
through this world of trouble
to the other side

aye! aye! hear the cry
all rolls into one
ridin' on to glory
in the saddle of the sun

lyin' in a starry night
wonderin' how the time keeps goin' on & on
lyin' in a starry night
dreamin' of the time when i'll be goin' home
hand in hand with my sweet lady walkin' . . .

gonna shake these old chains off me
shake 'em to the floor
i can't stand to hear 'em rattle
anymore

aye! aye! hear the cry



all those days are done
ridin' on to glory
in the saddle of the sun

aye! aye! hear the cry
better days to come
ridin' on to glory
in the saddle of the sun

lyin' in a starry night
wonderin' how the time keeps goin' on & on
lyin' in a starry night
dreamin' of the time when i'll be goin' . .
goin' . . goin' . . goin' . .

16249. Sadie

Sadie - Deadly Gentlemen
(G. Liszt, inspired by the traditional ballad Little Sadie)

I'm just a number in here,
But in the world I'm famous,
You know my legend,
Know what my name is,
Killed my girl,
Cold blood in the first degree,
And living and breathing
Is naught but a curse to me.

Skin of alabaster and a pristine smile,
Sapphire eyes with a childlike guile,
Oh my siren her
Fire and fineness,
Made me molten,
Sated it made me mindless,
My passion dutiful '■
Stark in darkening savage and beautiful! '■
I trusted this girl
This lusterless pearl,
Now there's nothing I'll ever trust in this world.

Her passion,
Smothered to ash and then faded to an ember,
But I loved her still May to November,
It's twisted what her kiss did its silent chilliness,
So vile and bilious,
That I could not be calm, but I did try to be, tried
But I could not stand back idly,
Her pretty pale lips, kissed and lied to me,
Freed that demon of mine with a whisper goodbye to me.

Something broke open unbridled inside of me,
I flooded with an ire so fiery,



The thought of her willowy way,
Powered a vengeance
I swore that I will repay.

I got into bed but I could not take any rest,
Each beat of the heart like a stake in the breast,
Each breath shallow,
Taken with an aching chest,
I lay shattered awake and depressed,
No longer mild in demeanor, steadily
Deadly my thoughts, wilder and meaner,
Anger's ember lit up a roaring flame,
I stumbled up out into the pouring rain,
The gloom and the grayness,
Ruined and heinous,
I wandered the town for hours aimless,
For nights on end I made miles in circles,
A shell of a man heartless,
Living in the darkness.

Every drop dried out of my mouth,
Up out of my gullet,
I loaded that gun up,
Bullet by bullet by bullet,
I wandered around town drinking like always,
Shadowed in alleys, doorways, hallways,
A shadow black wallower,
She walked home all alone and I followed her.

I crept up out of the gloom,
She turned to me right there,
Straight out of a nightmare,
Color bleakened black,
The world got soundless,
Nobody else anywhere around us,
Her beauty blinded me in blood lust,
I did not see the gleam of the blade
And the blood gush,
But I felt it wild and blissful,
I looked her in the eye and fired that pistol.

I dumped her in a dumpster,
Shot and rotten and dead,
Strode home and I got in the bed, blood
Boiling up in the body, hot in the head,
I finally faded to blackness,
Forty-four pistol just a little under the mattress.

Woke up and made a run for,
Knowing I was done for,
With the police banging on the front door,
I made it away by some kind of miracle
Late in the day got to the hills of Jericho,
Made a good run
But I knew when they found me,
Every man in the bar was closing in around me,
They threw me through a dry wall,



And with the red of the blood in my eyeball,
I said,
You're making a mess my name is Lee,
I murdered her in the first degree.
They took me to the train dressed up in black,
And I died every mile for rest of the track.

Judge got righteous,
Talking about justice,
But I'd rather be dead than that
Lifeless, lustless,
It's a capital crime don't do me any favors,
She shouldn't have messed around,
Just read me the papers,
I'm in a rotbox now,
Hauling a ball and chain,
I live and I breath,
But I do it all in vain,
Nothing to do here,
But think about my vices,
So I sleep and dream her,
Beautiful but lifeless,
I'd rather be dead,
So that I really might rest,
Instead of dreaming about that
Bloodstained lily white breast.

Go get a razor to shave me,
Don't even bother to save me,
I'm thinking about you Sadie,
Coming to see you in Hades,
I'm a criminal past a shadow of a doubtlet,
Ready to die plug me into that outlet.

16250. Sadie Green - Chords

Sadie Green 
Pokey LaFarge
 
[Verse]
F                   C#7     C7    F
Sadie Green was the vamp of New Orleans
        F                          C#7       C7    F
And she had more sweeties than the Navy done had Marines
   D7
Oh when she starts to shake her hips
           G7
She'd say "Captain captain, go on and sink your ships now"
C7
If she starts to vamp oh gosh
F            C7
Mama burn my mackintosh
F           C#7 C7      F



Oh since my gal came to town
     F                                          A7
Yeah she turned every little thing right upside down
               D7
And she cried, oh boy, full of steam
     G7                 C7
What she ain't got, she just don't need
F            D7
What a queen Sadie Green
            G7      C7    F      D7
She was the vamp of New Orleans
    G7      C7    F     C7 F
The vamp of New Orleans

16251. Sadie's Got Her New Dress On

Sadie's Got Her New Dress On
Artist: Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
Album: More Behind The Picture Than The Wall

well sadie momma told her your nearly 21 
its time to find a man to settle down 
She putted up her aburn hair put on her best perfume 
headed for the dance down town 
oh Sadies got her new dress on 
lord lord 
sadies got her new dress on 
her momma done and said shes old enough to wed 
sadies got her new dress on 
heyy look a yonder coming' 
charlie taylor said ive never seen a girl with eyes that green 
but sadie rose just winked at him & 
patted him on the head 
then dance a juke with willie dean 
oh sadies got her new dress on 
lord lord 
sadies got her new dress on 
he momms done and said shes old enough to wed 
sadies got her new dress on 
well bobby said to willy i cant believe my eyes 
that sadie rose shes lookin mighty fine 
thn willie said to bobby i was lookin at her too 
And I will be the one to make her mine 
oh sadies got her new dress on 
lord lord 
sadies got her new dress on 
he momms done and said shes old enough to wed 
sadies got her new dress on



16252. Sadie's Song

Sadie's Song
Adrienne Young

Pretty boy, my faithless fallen angel
Took me completely in his arms
In his eyes, I saw Eden's garden
But the serpent lay hidden in his charms
Well I used to love to sing with the sunlight in my hair
Til that fateful day when I followed him there

He said, climb, little Sadie higher
Spread them downy wings and fly
You will find your crown of gilded glory next to mine
Climb, little Sadie, climb

Icy winds up on Lookout Mountain
Chilled two bodies to the bone
But for that man, I did gladly lay down my back
Upon a bed of stone
Well I used to love to sing with the sunlight in my hair
Til that fateful day when I followed him there

Something's wrong, I heard my voices whisper
I heard 'em whisper something's wrong
A single shot, he said, 'Fare thee well, Sadie?
The round was cold, my breath was gone
Well I used to love to sing with the sunlight in my hair
Til that fateful day when I followed him there

16253. Sadjuna

Sadjuna - Rising Appalachia
 
Sadjuna
Sadjuna
Sadjuna
Sadjuna
 
Sadjuna
Sadjuna
Sadjuna
 
Sadjuna my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
Sadjuna
 
Sadjuna my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
 
Sadjuna my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana



 
Demy say saya my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
 
Giggy saya my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
 
Whola my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
 
Spirit comes and
Spirit gos
Sadjuna my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
 
Spirit lives on where no one knows
Sadjuna my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
 
Demy say saya my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
 
Giggy saya my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
 
Canu saya my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
 
The owl calls out nice and slow
When I hear him I know it's my time to go
 
The owl calls out nice and slow
When I hear him I know it's my time to go
 
Sadjuna my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana
Sadjuna my duliana

16254. Safe - Chords

Safe Acoustic Live 
Shook Twins

[Chorus]
        Am
All I want
        Fmaj7                   G
All I want, all I want, all I want
Em                      Am        Em
Is a love that feels safe



                 Am       Fmaj7         G
It's not gonna move from me or change shape
        Am
All I want
        Fmaj7                   G
All I want, all I want, all I want
Em               Am        Em
Is for you to stay
       Am        Fmaj7        G
Right here with me in this place
 
 
[Verse 1]
           Am
Well, it isn't the dream
    Fmaj7   G
If it only looks like the dream
Am                                 Fmaj7
How come you keep thinkin' you can fool me
           G
With your holographic pretty things
           Am                         Fmaj7
I keep followin' your finger when you ask me
       G
I'm addicted to your yes or no
    Am       Fmaj7    G     Am
And I can't let this ...  go
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        Am
All I want
        Fmaj7                   G
All I want, all I want, all I want
Em                     Am        Em
Is a love that feels safe
                 Am       Fmaj7         G
It's not gonna move from me or change shape
        Am
All I want
        Fmaj7                     G
All I want, all I want, all I want
Em               Am        Em
Is for you to stay
       Am        Fmaj7        G
Right here with me in this place
 
 
[Verse 2]
 Am                            Fmaj7
I been tryin' hard to make it feel right
           G
But it's not right
             Em
Cuz there's nothin' movin'
  Am                                Fmaj7



Tell me how it's different than it was then
G
You were sure then
           Em
Now we're movin' backwards
 Am                            Fmaj7
All of this is broken cuz of nothin'
           G
We were strong and
 Em
Now you're hesitatin'
Am      Fmaj7   G    Am
I can't let this .... go
 
 
[Outro]
        Am
All I want
        Fmaj7                   G
All I want, all I want, all I want
Em                       Am        Em
Is a love that feels safe
        Am
All I want
        Fmaj7                   G
All I want, all I want, all I want
Em               Am        Em
Is for you to stay
 
Well, it isn't the dream
 
If it only looks like the dream
 
How come you keep thinkin' you can fool me
 
With your holographic pretty things
 
I keep followin' your finger when you ask me
 
I'm addicted to your yes or no
 
And I can't let this go

16255. Safe Back Home

Safe Back Home
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Jeff Hanna / Jimmy Ibbotson

I put on her colors with honor
And carried them over the sea
To battle at the mouth of the devil's tunnels
Are you safe back home praying for me



And do you still use the same words you taught me
That you learned at the dear savior's knee
On that sweet morning there in the garden
And are you safe back home praying for me

How long (how long)
How long (how long)
Will the words of this prayer be my hope
If it be his will and i'm the leopard that will
We'll say amen together i know

On patrol in the cold of this desert
I trembled as i waited for my relief
And i picture a circle of family
Are you safe back home praying for me

How long (how long)
How long (how long)
Will the words of this prayer be my hope
If it be his will and i'm the leopard that will
We'll say amen together i know

How long (how long)
How long (how long)
How long (how long)
How long (how long)
How long (how long)
How long

16256. Safe In Your Arms - Chords

Safe In Your Arms 
Tim O'Brien

[Verse 1]
                C                 G
It's been one of those days
                C                 F
When the world's in the way
        C                         G
And trouble keeps coming to call
                C                 G
And the weight of my worries
        C                 F                C         G     C
Is dragging me down, and I need a place I can fall
 
 
[Verse 2]
                C                    G
Well I'm glad the sun's setting
        C                    F
I'm glad the day's done
                C                       G



And the night wind is starting to blow
        C               G
I don't have much
        C                       F               C        G      C
In this world to my name, but I have a place I can go
 
[Chorus]
                G       F       C
Safe in your arms
    C                                   G
Safe with you holding me tight
                G       F       C
Safe in your arms
C                       G       C
Safe in your arms tonight
 
[Verse 3]
C                 G               C       F
I thank the Lord, that brought me to you
C                                         G
I thank you for being my friend
C                      G          C       F
For giving me hope, and undying love
         C                   G            C
And a place I can dream once again
 
[Chorus]
                G       F       C
Safe in your arms
    C                           G
Safe with you holding me tight
                G       F       C
Safe in your arms
C                       G       C
Safe in your arms tonight
 
[Chorus]
                G       F       C
Safe in your arms
    C                           G
Safe with you holding me tight
                G       F       C
Safe in your arms
C                       G       C
Safe in your arms tonight

16257. Safe Passage - Chords

Safe Passage 
Gibson Brothers

[Intro]
Dm F C Dm F C Dm Am C



 
[Verse]
 
Dm                          F
A long long time ago, where Scotland meets the water
     C                                  Dm
They climbed aboard a schooner headed west,
                                     F
For safe passage they did pray, with their sons and their daughters,
         C                            Dm
To a new world they hoped to be the best.
 
They rode the waves for weeks
       F
To the mouth of the St. Lawrence,
    C                              Dm
And crawled off that boat in Montreal.
 
[Verse]
 
Generations lived and died,
            F
Between the river and the border,
              C                               Dm
But from the other side there came a deadly call.
 
                   F
Far to the south, sabers had been rattled,
        C                                  Dm
It was said that any brave should take a stand,
                            F
Young men loved the fight, the pistol and the saddle,
         C                           Dm     Am    C
So he made his way on down to Dixieland
 
[Chorus]
 
   A                                                       Dm
And his mother prayed for him, she prayed for his safe passage,
   A                                   Dm
She prayed that he came barely back alive,
 
Dm F C Dm Dm F C Dm
 
[Verse]
 
Dm                           F
That boy returned old but got his 40 acres,
         C                                      Dm
And they cleared the hemlock from that low hillside,
                                  F
He built my father's house, and a barn when he was able,
      C                               Dm
Still standing tall to prove he was alive.
 
                          F
Our daddy told us young, he would he the last one,



    C                               Dm
To raise a livin from that Rocky land,
 
                                  F
So I cross these many miles, I'm back again too often,
    C                             Dm   Am  C
My journey with my guitar in my hand,
 
[Chorus]
 
     A                                                Dm
And my mother prays for me, she prays for my safe passage,
   A                                 Dm
She prays that I will make it back alive
 
Repeat chords of verse then end with Am C Dm

16258. Safety Joe - Chords

Safety Joe
JOHN PRINE

 G
Well he never got too lonely
 C
And he never got too sad
 D
But he never got too happy
 G
And thats whats just too bad
 G
He never reached much further
 C
Than his lonely arms would go
 D
He wore a seatbelt around his heart
 G
And they called him Safety Joe

CHORUS:
 G
Safety Joe (Safety Joe)
 C
Safety Joe (Safety Joe)
G
What do you say
 D7
What do you know
 G G7] (I prefer the G7 on the word "buckle")
If you dont loosen up the buckle
 C
On your heart and start to chuckle
 D7



Youre gonna die of boredom
 G 
Safety Joe

Now Joe he lived in Baltimore
Cause New York was too darn fast
He sometimes went down to Washington
Just to view our nations past
He never ate his vegetables
Cause they were just too darn chewy
And he never climbed much higher
Than the arch in old St. Louis

CHORUS

Joe gradually grew meaner
By not changin his demeanor
But he never did nothin
Too much for too long
Therefore his life never got much richer
Than the day they took that picture
In his birthday suit
On the day that he was born

CHORUS
Well youre gonna die of boredom Safety Joe

16259. Sage After Rain

Sage After Rain
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
He died with his boots on in another man's bed
The way he once said it would be
He's a scoundrel I guess, just got what was due
But he was always a good friend to me
He talked of a girl he'd known long ago
His eyes welled with tears when he'd try to explain
How the sound of her voice
It made him feel whole
And the smell of her skin
Like sage after rain
Like sage after rain
Like sage after rain

[Verse 2]
I'd go to East Colfax with one of my friends
Back in high school for something to do
And that's where I met him when he bought us some beer
A six pack if he could have two
He said come back to my place you can drink it there safe
Don't worry its cool



Then he gave us his name
I paused at a picture and he told me about her and the smell of her skin
Like sage after rain
Like sage after rain
Like sage after rain

[Verse 3]
I'd go to his house
And we'd talk book for hours
Pacing the floor as he'd quote from his head
There's an old Royal typewriter a desk by a window
Three novels in boxes under his bed
A drafty old house
His grandfather'd left him he grew up in Boston came west on a train
The snow-covered front range and a lovely young teacher
The smell of her skin
Like sage after rain
Like sage after rain
Like sage after rain

[Verse 4]
She was killed in the wreck that left him half-broken
He told me about it one time, and that's all
Some people said it'd have helped if she was driving
He said that made less than no difference at all
He'd talk of her beauty
Her eyes and her fire
He'd smile when he called her "broad with great brains"
But there was always respect
And his memories were tender
And the smell of her skin
Like sage after rain
Like sage after rain
Like sage after rain

[Verse 5]
They called me about him early one morning
I made the arrangements that sent him to burn
No wife, no children, no next-of-kin there
Like it said in his will they gave me the urn
I drove North to Wyoming in a late April drizzle
A place where we'd hunted on the antelope plain
I spread him about in the place he had chosen
A prayer and a breath
Of sage after rain
Sage after rain
Sage after rain

16260. Saginaw Michigan

Lefty Frizzell
Saginaw, Michigan



[Verse:]
I was born in Saginaw, Michigan
I grew up in a house on Saginaw bay
My dad was a poor, hard working Saginaw fisherman
Too many times he came home with too little pay
I loved a girl in Saginaw, Michigan
The daughter of a wealthy, wealthy man
But he called me 'that son of a Saginaw fisherman'
And not good enough to claim his daughter's hand
Now I'm up here in Alaska, looking around for gold
Like a crazy fool, I'm digging in this frozen ground so cold
But with each new day, I pray I'll strike it rich and then
I'll go back home and claim my love in Saginaw, Michigan
I wrote my love in Saginaw, Michigan
I said "Honey, I'm coming home please wait for me
And you can tell your dad, I'm coming back a richer man
I hit the biggest strike in Klondike history"
Her dad met me in Saginaw, Michigan
He gave me a great big party with champagne
Then he said "Son, you're wise young ambitious man
Will you sell your father-in-law your Klondike claim?"
Now he's up there in Alaska, diggin' in the cold, cold ground
The greedy fool is looking for the gold I never found
It serves him right, and no one here is missing him
Least of all the newlyweds of Saginaw, Michigan
We're the happiest man and wife in Saginaw, Michigan
He's ashamed to show his face in Saginaw, Michigan

16261. Saginaw Way - Chords

Saginaw Way
Gillian Welch

Capo: 3rd Fret

Intro: Em (walk up) G Bm

Em Come my love and we will walk hand
in hand together we'll talk
G Bm Em
Why not go out and play way up Saginaw Way

Em 
No my dear I said before a patient man 'ed suit me more
G Bm I'll wait another year, till my mind
is  Em clear

Em 
But what about this gold band, shinning for your pretty white hand 
G Bm 
Lovin' words I mean to say, way up Saginaw
 EM
Way



Em
No I believe it would be sin to wed without my mother and kin'
G Bm 
And I will not have it said, I was hastin'
 Em
you when
Em
Now there's no cost to worry my dear, your kin' will come as soon as they hear
G Bm 
If the church bells ring today, way up
 Em
Saginaw Way
Em
So he took his love and they did walk, hand in hand together they talk
G Bm 
Under skies both dead and gray, way up
 Em
Saginaw Way

16262. Said And Done

Said and Done
The Greencards - Said and Done

[Verse 1]
Starin' out across the water
Like a thousand sons and daughters
We build our castles in the sand
What else have we to offer?
Yes, time keeps movin' on

[Chorus]
Chances are for takin'
Life is what you make it
When it's all been said
When it's all been said and done
The hourglass will shatter
Love is all that matters
When it's all been said
When it's all been said and done

[Verse 2]
See the high-rise in the distance
Makes me question my existence
So what, are we supposed to be
So afraid of what we're missin'?
It's true this too shall pass

[Chorus]
Chances are for takin'
Life is what you make it
When it's all been said
When it's all been said and done



The hourglass will shatter
Love is all that matters
When it's all been said
When it's all been said and done

[Chorus]
Chances are for takin'
Life is what you make it
When it's all been said
When it's all been said and done
The hourglass will shatter
Love is all that matters
When it's all been said
When it's all been said
When it's all been said and done

16263. Said What You Mean

Railroad Earth - Said What You Mean (Live) 

In still water we found our own graves
Fell in the flames
Walked our own pace
Your loving's been a blessing to me
And the blessings returned
And all that you see

Hell riders out on the hill
Their shadows upon us
And they follow us still
Don't let them into your heart
We'll go about our days and keep living

Love...
This loving is free
I'm dreaming with me
We'll make it our heart
Love...
Its river runs slow
But it'll go where we go
And follow it on
We'll follow it on

Dim preachers
Preaching their wars rattling soil
I can't even hear anymore
To believe what they say, is believing

Love...
This loving is free
Come make it with me
We'll make it our home
Love...



Its river runs slow
It'll go where we go
And follow it on

I don't even care anymore
If I sleep in a bed or
I sleep on the floor
I'll roll over and I know where you are
I believe in our love and
I trust in your heart

Love...
This loving is free
Come make it with me
We'll call it our home
Love...
Its river runs slow
It'll go where we go
And follow it on

Love...
This loving is free
Come dream it with me
We'll make it our own
Love...
Its river runs slow
Lets go where we go
We'll call it our home

Love...
This loving is free
Come make it with me
We'll call it our home
We'll call it our home...

16264. Sail Away

Linda Ronstadt - Sail Away

In America you get food to eat
Don't have to run through the jungle and scuff up your feet
You just sing about Jesus and drink wine all day
It's great to be an American

Ain't no lions or tigers
Ain't no mamba snake
Just the sweet watermelon and the buckwheat cake
Everybody is as happy as a man can be
So climb aboard little wog and sail away with me

Sail away
Sail away
We will cross the mighty ocean into Charleston Bay



Sail away
Sail away
We will cross the mighty ocean into Charleston Bay

In America every man is free
To take care of his home and his family
You'll be as happy as a monkey in a monkey tree
You're all gonna be an American

Sail away
Sail away
We will cross the mighty ocean into Charleston Bay
Sail away
Sail away
We will cross the mighty ocean into Charleston Bay

16265. Sail Away Ladies

Sail Away Ladies

If ever I get my new house done, Sail away, ladies, sail away,
I'll give my old one to my son, Sail away, ladies, sail away.

Don't you rock 'em, da-dee-o, Don't you rock 'em, da-dee-o
Don't you rock 'em, da-dee-o, Sail away ladies, sail away

Children, don't you weep and cry,...
You're gonna be angels by and by,...

Come along, girls, and go with me,...
We'll go back to Tennessee,...

I got a letter from Shiloh town,...
Ol' Saint Louie is a-burning down,...

I chew my tobacco and I spit my juice,...
I love my daughter but it ain't no use,...

16266. Sail Away To See The World

Sail Away to See the World
[Craig Market, Tim Stafford]

Verse
Greenland born and ocean bound
Two years until the others drowned
I bid farewell to solid ground
And sailed away to see the world



Verse
One hundred feet across her beam
As grand as any man had seen
Steel and wood, grace and steam
sailed away to see the world

Verse
From Londonderry, Cork and Claire
Far and wide they gathered there
In answer to a young man's prayer
And sailed away to see the world

Verse
Standing on the bridge alone
A Strong and steady hand upon
the wheel that guides her safely home
To sail no more and see the world

Bridge
The moon bright as day as she slid 'neath the waves
On That cold April night long ago

Verse
So when you bow your head to pray
Remember souls that slipped away
And young men dreaming still today
To sail away and see the world

16267. Sail On My Friend - Chords

Sail On My Friend 
Todd Snider
 
[Intro]
/ G          / Am         / D          / G          /
/ G          / Am         / D          / G          /
 
[Verse 1]
G               Am            D                         G
You always knew I understood,   you knew I'd say what I said.
G                    Am                   D                   G
Had I known it would go the way it would,   I would have said   this instead.
 
[Chorus]
G             Am             D              G
Sail on, sail on, my friend, sail on into a new horizon.
       G                        Am                 D              G
If you can't play that same old song again, I say:   sail on.
 
[Verse 2]
G                  Am                 D                       G
Let's just say you broke a string and   raise a toast to your health.
G                 Am               D                     G



You don't have to play or sing for   anyone else but yourself.
 
[Chorus]
G             Am             D              G
Sail on, sail on, my friend, sail on into a new horizon.
       G                        Am                 D              G
If you can't play that same old song again, I say:   sail on.
 
[Verse 3]
G              (Am)      (D)              (G)
Break a leg in paradise, save a place for me.
G                 Am               D               G
I don't know from good advice, so,   I'll just see you when I see you.
 
[End-Chorus]
G             Am             D              G
Sail on, sail on, my friend, sail on into a new horizon.
       G                        Am                 D              G
If you can't play that same old song again, I say:   sail on.
 
[Outro]
/ G          / Am         / D          / G          /
/ G          / Am         / D          / G          //

16268. Sail To Australia

Sail To Australia
Author: Stephen F. Brines and Sam Bush
Artist: New Grass Revival
Album: When the Storm Is Over
Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen

Sometimes I wish things were better
But most times I'd settle for different
Just to know that the day that's waiting for me
Ain't the same one that I just spent

Refrain:
I think I'll sail to Australia
Take these old days off of my hands
Drink a beer by the Indian Ocean
Make love right there on the sand

My only family is my father
And he can take care of himself
He don't need me like I need to know
The sight of someplace else

Refrain:  

They speak English in Australia
And it won't be hard to make new friends
To see myself as other people see me



Without knowing just where I've been

Refrain:

16269. Sailin' Shoes

Sam Bush - Sailin' Shoes

Lady in a turban, cocaine tree
Does a dance so rhythmically
She's cryin', and a singin' and having a time
and gee that cocaine tree look fine

You've got to put on your sailin' shoes
Put on your sailing shoes
Everyone will start to cheer
When you put on your sailin' shoes

Jedidiah, he's got a dime
Says he catch a more fish, every time
Well I've got a line, and you've got a pole
And I'll meet you at the fishin' hole

You've got to put on your sailin' shoes
Put on your sailing shoes
Everyone will start to cheer
When you put on your sailin' shoes

Doctor, doctor, I feel so bad
This is the worst day, I ever had
Have you this misery a very long time?
Well if you if, I'll lay it on the line

You've got to put on your sailin' shoes
Put on your sailing shoes
Everyone will start to cheer
When you put on your sailin' shoes

16270. Sailing

Donna the Buffalo - Sailing 

Outside in the middle of a field
I can hold a finger high in the air
Under the sky in the middle of it all
I can feel the wind blow the same for us all

In the middle there's a lot to know
In the middle there's a lot to see



Of a world that can be so cold
Of a world with a heart of gold

Chorus:
Sailing, Sailing
Sailing, Sailing

So many ways the world does live
So many ways the world does give
So many ways the world does make
So many ways the world does take

So many different lives the world does live
So many rivers the world must cross
So many tears the world does stream
So many eyes the world to see

16271. Sailing Nowhere

Kane's River - Sailing Nowhere
Album: Same River Twice

This isn't my story for I'm just a boat
It's really my captain who's barely afloat
For we finally made Scotland in six months and a day
To bring back his lover who promised she'd wait

But upon our arrival a message was relayed
His lover had married, her promise betrayed
So he said, "Boys I'm sorry but I'm leaving you here,"
Then the heart-broken captain and me disappeared

Now we're sailing nowhere
Slowly we wander across seven seas
Sailing nowhere
It's the one destination his heart can be free

The Tropic of Cancer, warm tropical days
He can't see their beauty, he just sees her face
For all of the wind in his mainsail has died
She set him adrift with those hurricane lies

I secretly hope that we circle forever
Just me and the captain alone
I'd carry him through all the wind in the weather
The ocean could be our new home

I feel all his sadness through the soles of his boots
When he stands by my railing beneath the full moon
His tears soak my timbers like a summertime wave
But the salt of his sorrows, I can't wash away

So we're sailing nowhere



Slowly we wander across seven seas
Sailing nowhere
It's the one destination his heart can be
Sailing nowhere
Slowly we wander across seven seas
Sailing nowhere
It's the one destination his heart can be free

16272. Sailing Round The Room

Emmylou Harris - Sailing Round the Room

One last gaze upon the sun
Bid farewell to everyone
Kick that bucket out the door
Where I'm going I won't need it anymore

Going lay my burden down
Take a bird's eye look around
From the tall pines of Carolina
All the way to wall of China

[Chorus: ]
So I'll go sailing round the room
Through my window, cross to silver moon
No flesh and bone to hold me
I'll finally set my soul free
When I go sailing round the room

Life maybe be just but a dream
Float my boat on down the stream
To wake up on a different shore
(?) ain't something I've ever been before

I could be a drop of summer rain
Falling down on an Oklahoma plain
Oh leave the world behind me
Look around and you will find me

[Chorus: ]

(I will be) in the smoke from Monaloha
Morning mist on the Shenadoah
(I will be) a grain of sand in the Kalahara
Magnolia by the Mississippi
(I will be) birdsong when day is breaking
Words of love when your heart is aching
(I will be) blue bonnet by the highway
I'll be everywhere and always

[Chorus: ]
Through my window, cross to silver moon
No flesh and bone to hold me



I'll finally set my soul free
When I go sailing round the room

16273. Sailor And The Dancer

The Incredible String Band - Sailor And The Dancer 

Beneath some shaded planet
Before this earth was born
We came together
And we danced in the early dawn

For my hands contain ten dances
That shall bear us into the night
Into the sea
And the moon's morning light

Night mimed a bow and broke into the day
Fair sailors and their cautious friends
Smiled on the sea
That reflected all their gazes
And danced with the air

The breezes filled the sails
High against the quay
High on the limpid waves the ship it did fly
Rising as a condor into the silvery sky
Passing through the arches that begin his earth

The sailors saw the scenic air
As air gave Earth it's birth
Gazing ahead towards today
They saw the fields of this world
They watched the first new dancers
As their bodies did unfurl

16274. Sailor Boy

Sailor Boy

A Sailor's life is a merry life
He robs young girls of their heart's delight
Leaving them alone to weep and mourn
They never know when he'll return

Of four and twenty all in a row
My true love makes the finest show
He's proper tall, genteel with all
If I can't have him I'll have none at all



My father built me a bonny boat
That on the ocean I might float
And every queen ship that we passed by
I'd there inquire for my sailor boy

She had not sailed long upon the deep
When a queen ship she chanced to meet
You sailors all please tell me true
Does my sweet William sail among your crew?

Oh no fair maiden he's not here
For he's been drowned we greatly fear
On yon green island as we passed by
There we lost sight upon your sailor boy

She wrung her hands, she tore her hair
She was a maid in great despair
Her little boat on the rock she did run
Saying how shall I live now that my William is gone?

A sailor's life is a merry life
He robs young girls of their heart's delight
Leaving them behind to weep and mourn
They never know when he'll return

16275. Sailor Boy's Farewell

Sailor Boy's Farewell

'Twas on one dark and stormy night
The snow was on the ground
The sailor boy was at his post
His ship was outward bound

His sweetheart standing by his side
She mourned a bitter tear
Though as he pressed her to his side
He whispered in her ear

Farewell, my own true love
This parting gives me pain
And you will be my guiding star
'Til I return again

And then I think of you, my love
While storms are raging high
Then, oh sweetheart, remember me
Your faithful sailor boy

'Twas sad to say the ship returned
Without the sailor boy
For he had died while on the sea



His flag was held most high

And as his shipmate steps on shore
To tell that he was dead
A letter that he gave to her
These words it sadly read

Chorus, last
Farewell, my own true love
On earth we'll meet no more
Though may we meet in heaven above
Where parting is no more

16276. Sailor On The Deep Blue Sea

Sailor On The Deep Blue Sea

He promised to write me a letter,
He promised to write to me;
But I haven't heard from my darling,
Who is sailing on the deep blue sea

"Oh, captain, can you tell me,
Can you tell me where he may be?"
"Oh yes, my pretty maiden,
He is drownded in the deep blue sea"

Farewell to friends and relations
This is the last you'll see of me,
For I'm going to end my troubles
By drowning in the deep blue sea

16277. Sailor Suit

Sailor Suit - Acoustic Syndicate

Back in the year of 1971
I was six years old on my birthday
I had a great aunt
She lived in Fort Lauderdale
Sent me a sailor suit through the US Mail

She set me free
I want to be
In my sailor suit
In my sailor suit
In my sailor suit

We built a ship out of a cardboard box



Me and my shipmates sailed the seven seas
We sailed around the world
Sailed for days and days
Any port we chose was where we'²d be

Anywhere in the world is easy to be
So free in my sailor suit
In my sailor suit
In my sailor suit oh yea

At the end of the day
My mother would call
But I wouldn't hear it all
I would be so far away
Maybe some time on a warm summer'²s day
I will find my way
I will find my way
I remember we fought with pirates
They were no match for me and my crew
They couldn't handle all of these brave men
Dressed so well in their sailor suit
Why cant I be like I was back then
So free, yea yea yea in my sailor suit
In my sailor suit
In my sailor suit

16278. Sailor's Plea

Bill Monroe - Sailor's Plea

Dear sweetheart as I write to you my heart is filled with pain
For if those things I hear are true I'll never see you again
They tell me darlin' that tonight you'll wed another man
But if you do I'll tell you true my boat will never land

You promised that you would wait for me that nothin' could come between
That in my arms someday you'd be my wife and lovely Queen
I built you that cozy home and made a garden there
And planted too with my own hands sweet flowers rich and fair

My future hopes are placed in you you've been my guidin' star
Please write and tell me that you're true to the sailor who waits afar
Just tell me that you love me yet still long to be my wife
I'll return and then we'll wed and live a happy life

16279. Sails

Sails - Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen



Sails are just live wings
You can fly from things
Run before the wind
Lord, let it blow
Let it rock me slow
While I sleep below
Dreamin'² dreams that only sailors know

It will soothe your mind
Smooth away your lights
Set your clock back on your own time
If you sail with me
We will find the sea
We will find our love over again

It will soothe your mind
Smooth away your lights
Set your clock back on your own time
If you sail with me
We will find the sea
We will find our love over again

16280. Saint Louis Blues

Saint Louis Blues

I hate to see that evening sun go down
I hate to see that evening sun go down
'Cause, my baby, he's gone left this town

Feelin' tomorrow like I feel today
If I'm feelin' tomorrow like I feel today
I'll pack my truck and make my give-a-way

St. Louis woman with her diamond ring
Pulls that man around by her
If it wasn't for her and her
That man I love would have gone nowhere, nowhere

I got the St. Louis Blues
Blues as I can be
That man's got a heart like a rock cast in the sea
Or else he wouldn't have gone so far from me

I love my baby like a school boy loves his pie
Like a Kentucky colonel loves his mint 'n rye
I love my man till the day I die



16281. Saint Regis Girl

Saint Regis Girl

In a pine treated grave by the river
Where the nightingale sings sad and low
All alone lies a Saint Regis maiden
Who did sing this sad song years ago

Never more will my heart fill with gladness
As I stroll through the forest again
For to prison they've taken my lover
That's why my poor heart's full of pain

When in prison your dying from sorrow
I hope you'll recall those last days
That together we spent in this valley
And the vows that we've shared on its quay

Oh if I could but burn down that prison
To steal you away for awhile
They could carry me off to the gallows
And I'd go to my doom with a smile

When the moon is high in the heavens
And the mountains do gleam in its light
How often I'll dream of you sweetheart
As I mourn there alone in the night

There will be a green grave in the forest
And people when passing that way
Will think of that Saint Regis maiden
As she lies there alone in the clay

A shadow has crossed o'er the valley
Where once only sunshine did reign
But where ever life's pathway may lead me
I shall ever remember our dream

In the future someday I will meet you
On the bright shore so far from this world
And there before God I will greet you
That's the dream of the Saint Regis girl

16282. Saint Teresa of Avila

Nanci Griffith - Saint Teresa of Avila

Saint Teresa, your patron childs come home.
Were you there to greet her?
Did your angels know her songs?
And all of her sorrows:
Did you lift them from her brow?



And did you kiss her hand that took her soul back up to you?
Our patron saint of harmony and vow.

Help me in this stillness,
Tell me things I need to know.
How we loved your patron child,
We say, so long, and so long ago.
Saint Teresa, can you speak to me at all?
Ah, from here where will we go, Saint Teresa? 

Saint Teresa, she was our sister-of-arms.
Gone now the trio,
To Our Lady, Kate and John.
And fare to fare,
Of the tears that cannot fall.
We send this melody, please help her sing along.
Back up to you, our patron saint of harmony and song. 

Help me in this stillness,
Tell me things I need to know.
How we loved your patron child,
We say, so long, and so long ago.
Saint Teresa, can you speak to me at all?
Ah, from here where will we go, Saint Teresa? 

Back up to her patron saint and beyond our wood, those lights.
Saint Teresa of Avila, Discalced De Carmelites. 

Back up to her patron saint and beyond our wood, those lights.
Saint Teresa of Avila, Discalced De Carmelites. 

Saint Cecila to Saint Teresa,
"Your patron child is home." 

There are lights beyond our woods.
Saint Teresa of Avila, Discalced De Carmelites. 

Lights.
Saint Teresa of Avila, Discalced De Carmelites. 

Lights.
Saint Teresa of Avila, Discalced De Carmelites.

16283. Sake Of The Song

Darrell Scott
Sake of the Song

[Verse 1]
If you're nobody's business or you're front page news
Folk, Rock, Country or Delta Blues
Tell your truth however you choose
And do it all for the sake of the song



Yeah, hitchhike, and bus ride and rental cars
Living rooms, coffee houses, rundown bars
Ten thousand people or alone under the stars
It's all for the sake of the song

[Chorus 1]
There's the man who wrote "Your Cheatin' Heart"
Now he's lying through his tooth
And he plays it on a stolen harp
That's soaked in hundred proof
And there's one who might be happy
But for the writer's curse
She lost the crowd's attention
By the forty second verse

[Verse 2]
It's the travelling salesman, the girl next door
On the empty room to the bird on the corner
Less is less until more is more
And it's all for the sake of the song
[Chorus 2]
And there's the young man on the marquee
He's the son of some well-known
And his father bought the tour bus
So he could strike out on his own
And there's the brooding contradiction
Yeah, he's holding Van Gogh's ear
And he's taped it to his guitar
In the hope someone will hear

[Verse 3]
It's black berets and Nudie Suits
The next big thing or getting back to your roots
High-tops, flannels or duct tape boots
And it's all for the sake of the song

[Chorus 3]
And there's the mystic, there's the legend
There's the best that's ever been
And there's the voice of a generation
Who wants to pass this way again
And there's record deals and trained seals
And puppets on a string
And they're all just trying to figure out
What makes the caged bird sing
[Verse 4]
It's lights, camera, on with the show
Lifetime to get ready, now go cat go
Where it all ends, nobody knows
But it's all for the sake of the song

[Outro]
So if you're nobody's business or you're front page news
Folk, Rock, Country or Delta Blues
Tell your truth however you choose
And do it all for the sake of the song



16284. Sake Of The Sound

Sake of the Sound
Front Country

You feel the beating thunder rolling underground
Under your feet and things are moving all around
You' try' to reach for' something just to hold your body' to your brain
But when it hits you, you're gonna feel no pain

Feel the room shake
Hear my heart break
I'm in love with the sound
I'm in love with the sound

The love that we make
We make for our sake
For the sake of the sound
For the sake of the sound

I feel the heat and fire burning all around
Out on the street I hear the pavement break and pound
I want to be the one that makes your swan sing "take my soul away"
Oh Hallelujah, I wanna hear you say

Feel the room shake
Hear my heart break
I'm in love with the sound
I'm in love with the sound

The love that we make
We make for our sake
For the sake of the sound
For the sake of the sound

Feel the room shake
Can you hear my heart break
I'm in love with the sound
I'm in love with the sound

The love that we make
We make for our sake
For the sake of the sound
For the sake of the sound

16285. Sal's Got A Meatskin

Sal's Got A Meatskin



Sal's got a meatskin hid away
Sal's got a meatskin hid away
Sal's got a meatskin hid away
Gonna get a meatskin some day

Sal's got a meatskin don't you know
Sal's got a meatskin don't you know
Sal's got a meatskin don't you know
Old Liza told me so

Sal's a-sailling on the sea
Sal's a-sailling on the sea
Sal's a-sailling on the sea
Sal's got a meatskin a-waiting for me

Went to see my Sally Gray
Went to see my Sally Gray
Went to see my Sally Gray
Found out Sal is gone away

Love my Sally more and more
Love my Sally more and more
Love my Sally more and more
Sal's got a meatskin don't you know

Reckon I love my Sally Gray
Reckon I love my Sally Gray
Reckon I love my Sally Gray
Reckon my Sal is gone away

16286. Salford Sunday

Richard Thompson - Salford Sunday 

Salford Sunday Skies are weeping
Dawn is creeping Through the blind
Salford Sunday And I'm aching
For the night I left behind

Salford Sunday Morning after
Base drum beating In my head
Sunday papers Talking scandal
And a cold side of the bed 

For I left a Weeping willow
She should be Lying on my pillow
If I wasn't such a hardnose 
Such a perfect Waste of time

Salford Sunday And I'm dreaming
And it's all In black and white
I do better Oh, When I'm dreaming
Better than I did last night



Salford Sunday And I'm walking
Though the rain Is pelting down
There's a train goes Back to London
I hate to leave This ugly town

For I left A weeping willow
She should be Lying on my pillow
If I wasn't Such a hardnose
Such a perfect Waste of time

Salford Sunday Skies are weeping
Dawn is creeping Though the blind
Salford Sunday And I'm aching
For the night I left behind 

For the night I left behind.

16287. Salina

The Avett Brothers - Salina 
Emotionalism

Salina, I'm as nowhere as I can be 
Could you add some somewhere to me 
Ah Kansas I'm kneeling, ah Kansas please 

Cleveland, I ain't never felt nothing so strong 
Been believing the words to my songs 
Ohio I'm leaving, Ohio I'm gone 

From town to town and state to state 
There's people everywhere that try to capture us 
We stole the cash and left our names 
And almost slipped in Indianapolis 
The rain it fell, the story went on 
The rain it fell, and we got gone 

Poughkeepsie, hang up the telephone 
Won't answer your phone calls no more 
New York quit callin', New York leave me be 

Changing the plans that I've been setting on 
I'm scared by the way that my life is getting gone 
Carolina one day I'll, someday I'll come home 
Carolina one day I'll, someday I'll come home

16288. Sally Ann



Sally Ann 
Wild Ponies

Going to the wedding, Sally Ann
Going to the wedding, Sally Ann
Sift that meal and save your bran
I'm going home with Sally Ann

I'm gonna marry you Sal, Sal
I'm gonna marry you Sally Ann

Did y'ever see a muskrat, Sally Ann
Did y'ever see a muskrat, Sally Ann
Draggin' its slick tail through the sand
Great big wedding up, Sally Ann

Shake that little foot, Sally Ann
Shake that little foot, Sally Ann
Great big wedding up, Sally Ann
I'm going home with Sally Ann

Pass me the brandy, Sally Ann
Pass me the brandy, Sally Ann
I'm goin' away with Sally Ann
Great big wedding up, Sally Ann

Make my living in sandy land
Make my living in sandy land
Make my living in sandy land
I'm gonna marry you, Sally Ann

16289. Sally B

Richard Thompson - Sally B 

Sally B, oh Sally B
You make my heart flutter
Will you drag me from the gutter
Sally B

Sally B, oh Sally B
I'm a working man truly
But you know how to woo me
Sally B

Sally B, oh Sally B
Now the bank's repossessing
It's hard times I'm guessing
Sally B

You've got the style touches the people
You've got the style
You've got the style touches the people
Sally B



Now they talk way down south
Without moving their mouth
And the houses are old antebellum
There you'll find supporters
Revolutionary daughters
Who'll believe everything that you tell 'em

Sally B, oh Sally B
Who needs all them books
When you've got them looks
Sally B

Sally B, oh Sally B
The crown of thorns suit you
You're my hope for the future
Sally B

You've got the style touches the people
You've got the style
You've got the style touches the people
Sally B

The crazies are raving
So keep the flag waving
It still hypnotizes the masses
And how many stumpers
Can cause such a rumpus
With a smile and a shake of the chassis?

Sally B, oh Sally B
You talk so down-homey
You talk like you know me
Sally B

Sally B, oh Sally B
Your blue eyes are steely
But you smile so sincerely
Sally B

Sally B, oh Sally B
With the gifts that God gave you
Will you be my savior
Sally B

Sally B, oh Sally B
You make my heart flutter
Will you drag me from the gutter
Sally B

16290. Sally Gardens



Sally Gardens
W. B. Yeats

It was down by the Sally Gardens, my love and I did meet.
She crossed the Sally Gardens with little snow-white feet.
She bid me take love easy, as the leaves grow on the tree,
But I was young and foolish, and with her did not agree.

In a field down by the river, my love and I did stand
And on my leaning shoulder, she laid her snow-white hand.
She bid me take life easy , as the grass grows on the weirs
But I was young and foolish, and now am full of tears.

Down by the Sally Gardens, my love and I did meet.
She crossed the Sally Gardens with little snow-white feet.
She bid me take love easy, as the leaves grow on the tree,
But I was young and foolish, and with her did not agree.

16291. Sally Goodin'

Sally Goodin'

Had a piece of pie an' I had a piece of puddin',
An' I gave it all away just to see my Sally Goodin.
Had a piece of pie an' I had a piece of puddin',
An' I gave it all away just to see my Sally Goodin.
Well, I looked down the road an' I see my Sally comin',
An' I thought to my soul that I' d kill myself a-runnin'.
Well, I looked down the road an' I see my Sally comin',
An' I thought to my soul that I'd kill myself a-runnin'.

Love a 'tater pie an' I love an apple puddin',
An' I love a little gal that they call Sally Goodin.
Love a 'tater pie an' I love an apple puddin',
An' I love a little gal that they call Sally Goodin.
An' I dropped the 'tater pie an' I left the apple puddin',
But I went across the mountain to see my Sally Goodin.
An' I dropped the 'tater pie an' I left the apple puddin',
But I went across the mountain to see my Sally Goodin.

Sally is my dooxy an' Sally is my daisy,
When Sally says she hates me I think I'm goin' crazy.
Sally is my dooxy an' Sally is my daisy,
When Sally says she hates me I think I'm goin' crazy.
Little dog'll bark an' the big dog'll bite you,
Little gal'll court you an' big gal'll fight you.
Little dog'll bark an' the big dog'll bite you,
Little gal'll court you an' big gal'll fight you.

Rainin' an' a-pourin' an' the creek's runnin' muddy,
An' I'm so drunk, Lord, I can't stand studdy,
Rainin' an' a-pourin' an' the creek's runnin' muddy,
An' I'm so drunk, Lord, I can't stand studdy,
I'm goin' up the mountain an' marry little Sally,



Raise corn on the hillside an' the devil in the valley.
I'm goin' up the mountain an' marry little Sally,
Raise corn on the hillside an' the devil in the valley.

16292. Sally In The Garden

Kathy Mattea - Sally In the Garden

In the deep dark hills of Eastern Kentucky
That's the place where I trace my bloodline
And it's there I read on a hillside gravestone
"You'll never leave Harlan alive"

Oh, my granddad's dad crossed the Cumberland Mountains
Where he took a pretty girl to be his bride
Said, "Won't you walk with me out of the mouth of this holler
Or we'll never leave Harlan alive?"

[Chorus]
Where the sun comes up about ten in the mornin'
The sun goes down about three in the day
And you'll fill your cup with whatever bitter brew you're drinkin'
And you spend your life just thinkin' of how to get away

No one ever knew there was coal in them mountains
Till a man from the northeast arrived
He was waving hundred dollar bills said, "I'll pay you for your minerals"
But he never left Harlan alive

Grandma sold out cheap and they moved out west of Pikeville
To a farm where big Richland river winds
Oh, I bet they danced them a jig and they laughed and sang a new song
"Who said we'd never leave Harlan alive"

But the times got hard and tobacco wasn't selling
And old granddad knew what he'd do to survive
So he went and dug Harlan coal, sent the money back to granny
But he never left Harlan alive

[Chorus]

Where the sun comes up aboud ten in the mornin'
The sun goes down about three in the day
And you'll fill your cup with whatever bitter brew you're drinkin'
And you spend your life diggin' coal from the bottom of your grave

16293. Sally Jo



Ricky Skaggs - Sally Jo
(Sally Joe)
Bill Monroe

I got me in bed and covered my head
Wish I was dead with Sally Jo
Sally Jo, where did you go Sally Jo?

Since you have gone my days are turned to night
Nothin' goes right Sally Jo
Sally Jo, where did you go Sally Jo?

The hurt you left has just begun to show
Sally Jo I've been so low
Sally Jo, where did you go Sally Jo?

I'm like a little dog left out to stray
No one wants me no place to stay
Sally Jo, where did you go Sally Jo?

Did I do bad or was I good to you
Yes or no, Sally Jo
Sally Jo, where did you go Sally Jo?

The torch I carried had a light so bright
For me to see Sally Jo
Sally Jo, where did you go Sally Jo?

Sally Jo, Sally Jo
Hear my plea come back to me

16294. Salt (In The Wounds) Of The Earth, Part 1

Salt (in the Wounds) of the Earth, Part 1
Chris Thile

Ha ha ha ha
Ha ha ha
Ha ha ha ha
O look at you discover you're afraid to die
As the lover on your left arm puts a baby in your right
Whatcha gonna do?
I've known better souls than yours to self-destruct
And lesser to find favor with the Lord above
Whatcha gonna do?
Huh huh huh huh?
Huh huh huh?
Huh huh huh huh?
Good here's the sinner's prayer
A torch for the saved to bear
Through the darkness
Over all the sinners there
Whoa keep your distance
Jesus



Tells his
Children to be
In the world not of it to protect their minds
From any thought of changing in these dangerous times
Whatcha gonna do?
ChoosR now and forever who you're running from
ThosR savage nonbelievers or your Lord above
Whatcha gonna do?
Huh huh huh huh?
Huh huh huh?
Huh huh huh huh?

16295. Salt (In The Wounds) Of The Earth, Part 2

Salt (in the Wounds) of the Earth, Part 2
Chris Thile

Sweet
Jesus that was close
You really dodged a bullet
Guess everybody knows now
They'd better cut the bullshit
'Cause you are the salt of the earth
Renouncing your savor
And they've become the church
Rubbing salt in the wounds of the earth
In the name of a savior
Who only seems to save their sense of worth
As they haul off our neighbors
AIt may be time to weaponize the hurt
They have done
Say the word
And they'll be as slugs to your salt of the earth

16296. Salt (In The Wounds) Of The Earth, Part 3

Salt (in the Wounds) of the Earth, Part 3
Chris Thile

There you go again
Judging
You gotta count to ten
Or something
I don't know
Maybe take a couple deep breaths
Ahh
Like so
Look at all the ins and outs and call a mistrial
Where everybody wins



You know who needs a judge?
Judges
Go on tell 'em
They ain't the boss of us
Louder
Yeah
Let's hear your gavel falling with a thud
That's more like it
Everybody wins as long as no one loses
And no one should be them
And so we run you heirs of peace aground
It's hellish there unleash the hounds
To covRr your retreat
And build a barricade around
Your smoldRring beliefs
You're loathe to share because they've grown so soul-crushingly weak
And
When you've finished harvesting the fear we've sewn
We'll lay for you a famine like you've never known
Whatcha gonna do?
We've helped better wolds than yours to self-destruct
You'll all be singing what the godforsaken fuck
To no one from the bellies of your mobile phones
And we savor your damnation with our Lord below
Whatcha gonna do?
Ha ha ha ha
Ha ha ha
Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha

16297. Salty Dog

Salty Dog (Salty Dog Blues)

Standing on the corner with the lowdown blues
A great big hole in the bottom of my shoes
Honey let me be your salty dog

   Let me be your salty dog
   Or I won't be your man at all
   Honey let me be your salty dog

Look it here Sal, I know you
Run down stocking and a wore out shoe
Honey let me be your salty dog

Down in the wildwood sitting on a log
Finger on the trigger and an eye on the hog
Honey let me be your salty dog

Pulled the trigger and the gun set go
The shot fell over in Mexico
Honey let me be your salty dog



16298. Salty Dog Rag

Salty Dog Rag 

Away down yonder in the state of Arkansas 
Where my great-grandpa met my great-grandma 
They drink apple cider and they get on a jag
And dance all night to the Salty Dog Rag
They play an old fiddle like you never heard before
They play the only tune that they ever did know-
It' s a ragtime ditty and the rhythm don't drag
Now everybody's dancing to the Salty Dog Rag

CHORUS 
One foot front, drag it back
Then you start to ball the jack
You shake and you break and then you sag 
If your partner zigs you're supposed to zag  
Your heart is light, you tap your feet 
In rhythm with that ragtime beat 
Pack up your troubles in your old kit bag 
And dance all night to the Salty Dog Rag 

Away down South 'neath the old Southern moon 
The possum's up a tree and the hounds've treed a coon 
They hitch up a buggy to the broken-down nag 
And go out dancing to the Salty Dog Rag
They tune up the fiddle and they rosin up the bow 
They strike a C chord on the old banjo 
Then holler hang on cause we ain't gonna drag 
Now here's the way you dance to the Salty Dog Rag

CHORUS

16299. Salute To A Switchblade

Salute To A Switchblade - Tom T Hall

Me and Yates an army buddy o'mine were doin' three years in Germany at the time
We came upon these Frauleins in the bar
Yates said darf isch zee be-gleit-en they said ya
(And darf isch zee be-gleit-en means can we sit with you all)
Oh we must have drunk ten quarts of German beer
My conscience and my sinuses were clear
I asked that Fraulein if she was a spy she said nein but do bis ain bissel high
(A condition not uncommon to the American soldier)
Well later on I went to be excused when I returned I was a bit confused
Yates and his Fraulein had hit the air another guy was sittin' in my chair
(A young soldier whom we shall get to know better)



I said excuse me Mister that's my seat I'd like to have it back sir if you please
That girl's a nurse and I've been awful sick the man looked up at me and said mox-nix
(Which means that he was not overly concerned with my health)

Next thing I knew he had a switchblade knife
Lord I didn't know that Fraulein was his wife
I took off through that Gasthaus like a fool behind me I heard the crashing stools
(As the police would say he was in hot pursuit)
Well the waitress yelled there's MPs on the way
That's one more reason I didn't want to stay
As I went out the window somethin' went switch
And I giggled all the way home knowin' he missed
(At the time it seemed like a laughing matter)
But next morning my coat was lyin' there on the bunk
And when I saw that coat it made me jump
That man had cut my coat right down the back
A little bit more and they'd been playin' me taps
(And knowin' the sad nature of that song I would decline it)
Well later on I heard that guy got stabbed
They sent him home and didn't that make me glad
On love and marriage I want to say one thing oh lady if you're married wear that ring
(And the army has a new policy if you can't move it paint it
If it has a switchblade knife salute it
Not necessarily an incident one would want to write Mother about
Germany being full of good soldiers good people)

16300. Salvation

Trampled by Turtles - Salvation

At the bottom of a bottle
I found my salvation
It came creeping slowly
Like a ghost in the dark
And if we were younger
I'd marry you, baby
We'd call it a good one
And we'd live out our days

We're older now
Made it somehow
And it comforts me
So patiently
Salvation is a good, good friend

Don't you sell me an ocean
Of holy forgiveness
When I'm broken and I'm buried
So far in the ground
And the echo surrounding
Calling your name out
Make marks in the dirt
Where I can't believe



We're older now
Made it somehow
And it comforts me
So patiently
Salvation is a good, good friend

It comforts me
So patiently
Salvation is a good, good friend

16301. Salvation Army Band

Jerry Jeff Walker - Salvation Army Band

Being down on the corner singing for quarters
Trying to save the soul of man
It's heart to God and it's hand of man
'Cause they say they know
Just what the good book is saying
Life is to share with someone who cares
Singing and saying a prayer
For it's salvation
You know you're going to need it someday
Salvation Army band
Feeding every empty hand
Salvation Army band
Feeding every empty hand
They give you coffee
You drink it
Your bed and your blanket
You know you don't have to thank 'em
You just cover each other
Love one another
'Cause they say they know
Just what the good book is saying
Walking a road, sharing a load
Singing every step of the way
For it's salvation
They say you're going to need it someday
Salvation Army band

16302. Salvation Song

The Avett Brothers - Salvation Song 

If you take my heart
Don't leave the smallest part
I've no need to live if you're to come up gone



An as my life turns to a song
And if and when I treat you wrong
No I never want to hurt our family

And I would give up everything
No this is not just about me
And I don't know a plainer way to say it Babe
And they may pay us off in fame
Though that is not why we came
And I know well and good that won't heal our hearts

We came for salvation
We came for family
We came for all that's good that's how we'll walk away
We came to break the bad
We came to cheer the sad
We came to leave behind the world a better way

Now if I'm walkin' through the rain
And I hear you call my name
I will break into a run without a pause
And if your love laughs at your dreams
Well it's not as bad as it seems
Either way one of them has got to go
And if you take of my soul
You can still leave it whole
With the pieces of you own you leave behind

We came for salvation
We came for family
We came for all that's good that's how we'll walk away
We came to break the bad
We came to cheer the sad
We came to leave behind the world a better way

And I would give up everything
And if you were to come up clean
And see you shine so bright in a world of woe
And they may pay us off in fame
But that is not why we came
And if it compromises truth then we will go

We came for salvation
We came for family
We came for all that's good that's how we'll walk away
We came to break the bad
We came to cheer the sad
We came to leave behind the world a better way

16303. Sam

Sturgill Simpson - Sam



[Refrain]
Well, a good dog on the ground's worth three in the saddle
No matter where you're from
Been many good dog was a friend to a man
But Sam was the greatest one
He was a hound of hounds
He was the wonder of all walkers
He loved howlin' at the moon
He loved treein' that raccoon
Most of all, he was my best friend
And he's gone too soon

[Bridge]
He was the runt of the litter, but a plenty mean pup
Put Sam on the scent, and he never let up
Spent his nights on the porch, chRwin' on a bare bone
Now he's undRrground, and I'm all alone

[Refrain]
Well, a good dog on the ground's worth three in the saddle
No matter where you're from
Been many good dog was a friend to a man
But Sam was the greatest one
He was a hound of hounds
He was the wonder of all walkers
He loved howlin' at the moon
He loved treein' that raccoon
Most of all, he was my best friend
And he's gone too soon

16304. Sam Hall

Richard Thompson
Sam Hall

[Verse 1]
My name it is Sam Hall, chimney sweep (Chimney sweep)
Oh my name it is Sam Hall, chimney sweep (Chimney sweep)
My name it is Sam Hall
And I rob both great and small
And now I pay for all
Well damn my eyes (Damn my eyes)

[Verse 2]
They say I killed a man, so they said (So they said)
Oh they say I killed a man, so they said (So they said)
I hit him on the head
With a great big lump of lead
And I left him there for dead
Well blast his eyes! (Blast his eyes)

[Verse 3]
So they put me in a quad, in a quad (In a quad)



(That's prison)
Oh they put me in a quad, in a quad (In a quad)
They put me in a quad
And they tied me to a log
And they left me there by God
Well damn their eyes! (Damn their eyes)

[Verse 4]
And the preacher he did come, he did come (He did come)
Oh the preacher he did come, he did come (He did come)
The preacher he did come
And he talked of Kingdom Come
He can kiss my bloody bum
Well damn his eyes! (Damn his eyes)
[Verse 5]
And the hangman he comes too, he comes too (He comes too)
Oh the hangman he comes too, he comes too (He comes too)
Oh the hangman he comes too
And all his bloody crew
Saying "Sam, there's work to do"
Well damn your eyes! (Damn your eyes)

[Verse 6]
So it's up the rope I go, rope I go (Rope I go)
Oh it's up the rope I go, rope I go (Rope I go)
Oh it's up the rope I go
And I sees you there below
Saying "Sam, we told you so"
Well damn your eyes! (Damn your eyes)

[Verse 7]
I see Mollie in the crowd, in the crowd (In the crowd)
Oh I sees Mollie in the crowd, in the crowd (In the crowd)
I sees Mollie in the crowd
And I hollers right out loud
"Mollie, ain't you bloody proud?"
Well blast your eyes! (Boo!)

[Verse 8]
So this will be my knell, be my knell (Be my knell)
Oh this will be my knell, be my knell (Be my knell)
This will be my funeral knell
And I'll see you all in Hell
And I hopes you frizzles well
Well damn your eyes! (Boo!)
[Outro]
Thank you very much.

16305. Sam Hill

Sam Hill

There's a certain hill outside of town called Sam Hill (Sam Hill)



And a certain guy used to go there every day 
They said a certain girl lived up in Sam Hill (Sam Hill)
Aw, a pretty girl, not hep to city ways

This certain guy would come down the hill a smilin'
Headed back to town at the crack of dawn
And he had 'em all a wonderin' what he was doin' 
Yeah, wonderin' what in Sam Hill's goin' on

We knew this certain guy was not a goldminer (goldminer)
'Cause he never took a shovel or a pick 
He only took a little box of candy (candy)
And disappeared in Sam Hill mighty quick

We tried to follow him to his destination 
But he had a secret path and soon he was gone 
And he had us all a wonderin' what he was doin' 
Yeah, wonderin' what in Sam Hill's goin' on
(Wonderin' what in Sam Hill's going on)

I know that you have wondered too about Sam Hill (Sam Hill)
You've probably asked 'What in Sam Hill's goin' on?' 
All I can say in answer to your question (huh?)
Is the goin's on are still goin' on

This certain guy's still takin' up his candy (candy)
He's 99 and all his youth is gone 
But he climbs that hill and still comes down a smilin' 
And we're wonderin' what in Sam Hill's goin' on 
Wish I knew 
What in Sam Hill's goin' on 
He won't tell us' 
What in Sam Hill's goin' on 
He just snickers 
What in Sam Hill's goin' on

16306. Sam Jones

Richard Thompson - Sam Jones 

Me name is Sam Jones and it's bones me occupation
Chuck your old hocks out for my consideration
Thirty years a bone man, up and down the nation
Sam Jones deliver them bones

I've been among the shamrock and I've been among the thistle
I like it all picked over, clean as a whistle
No sign of meat on, no sign of gristle
Sam Jones deliver them bones

I've seen battlefields whites with human ivory
Noble Dukes and Princes stripped of flesh and finery
When the crows have done their job, they say, that's the time for me



Sam Jones deliver them bones

And I even dream of bones when I'm lying very ill
Rooms full of skeletons a-dancin' the quadrille
Rows and rows of skulls singin' Blueberry Hill
Sam Jones deliver them bones

And if you're unburied, the likes of me will find you
You're no good to worms but you might become the finest glue
We'll grind you up and spread you out as fertilizer, too
Sam Jones deliver them bones

And I've got a lorry, it's me own bone shaker
Where's there old knuckle joints, I'll be the undertaker
I'll come calling 'round just like the butcher and the baker
Sam Jones deliver them bones

My name is Sam Jones and it's bones me occupation
Chuck your old hocks out for my consideration
Thirty years a bone man, up and down the nation
Sam Jones deliver them bones

Oh, Sam Jones deliver them bones
Sam Jones deliver them bones

16307. Sam Smith - Chords

Sam Smith 
Gibson Brothers

[Verse 1]
A                E               A                E
Sam Smith was an old man, by the time I first saw him.
A                E                A            B
Wild eyes and a wicked beard, hanging from his chin.
A                      E           A       E
I thought I'd seen the devil, as a boy in  99.
A                       E            A            E
My daddy called him the hermit, from on the borderline.
 
[Chorus]
                A                     E              A                E
He said They're never gonna take him back again, and march him off to war.
      A                   E              A                   B
Where grey-headed men in long wool coats assign their bloody chores.
A                  E                A                  E
They can look, but they won't find, old Sam Smith this time.
     A                  E            A          E
He's somewhere North of Canaan Hill along borderline.
 
[Verse 2]
A                      E           A                E
They say Old Sam was a veteran, he rode in the cavalry,



A                E             A         B
Came home on a limping leg sometime in  63.
A                  E               A                E
Bought a saw and a scattergun at Scagway's general store.
               A             E                   A          E
He said,  I'm taking to the woods so they won't find me anymore. 
 
[Chorus]
            A                     E              A                E
No, they're never gonna take me back again, and march me off to war.
      A                   E              A                   B
Where grey-headed men in long wool coats assign their bloody chores.
A                  E                A                  E
They can look, but they won't find, old Sam Smith this time.
     A                   E               A           E
He's somewhere north of Canaan Hill out on the borderline.
 
[Verse 3]
     A                  E                 A                E
Now every month on the twenty-fifth, he'd come back to the store.
       A               E                    A                B
With a broken down old blue tick that would wait outside the door.
         A                               E                 A               E
and He'd yell  Where's my check from the government, and I want a block of cheese. 
          A            E               A              E
Then he'd fold it in a handkerchief he kept up in his sleeve.
 
[Chorus]
            A                     E              A                E
No, they're never gonna take me back again, and march me off to war.
      A                   E              A                   B
Where grey-headed men in long wool coats assign their bloody chores.
A                  E                     A                 E
They can look, they're never gonna find, old Sam Smith this time.
     A                  E            A          E
He's somewhere north of Canaan Hill along the borderline.

16308. Sam Stone

Sam Stone
John Prine

Sam Stone came home,
To his wife and family
After serving in the conflict overseas.
And the time that he served,
Had shattered all his nerves,
And left a little shrapnel in his knee.
But the morphine eased the pain,
And the grass grew round his brain,
And gave him all the confidence he lacked,
With a Purple Heart and a monkey on his back.



Chorus:
There's a hole in daddy's arm where all the money goes,
Jesus Christ died for nothin' I suppose.
Little pitchers have big ears,
Don't stop to count the years,
Sweet songs never last too long on broken radios.
Mmm....

Sam Stone's welcome home
Didn't last too long.
He went to work when he'd spent his last dime
And Sammy took to stealing
When he got that empty feeling
For a hundred dollar habit without overtime.
And the gold rolled through his veins
Like a thousand railroad trains,
And eased his mind in the hours that he chose,
While the kids ran around wearin' other peoples' clothes...

Chorus

Sam Stone was alone
When he popped his last balloon
Climbing walls while sitting in a chair
Well, he played his last request
While the room smelled just like death
With an overdose hovering in the air
But life had lost its fun
And there was nothing to be done
But trade his house that he bought on the G. I. Bill
For a flag draped casket on a local heroes' hill.

Chorus

16309. Sam's Place

Sam's Place

 G D
There's a place down the street we call Sam's Place.
 G
It starts a-jumpin' every evening when the sun goes down.
 D
You can always find me down at Sam's Place,
 G
For that's where the gang all hangs around.

CHORUS:
 D
There's ol' Shimmy Shakin' Tina
 G
She hails from Pasadena.
 D G



She always got a big smile on her face.
 D G G7
There's Hootch-y-kootchy Hattie, she comes from Cincinnati,
 C D7 G
Yeah, there's always a party at Sam's Place.

Well, they've got a swingin' band down at Sam's Place.
You can hear 'em pickin' twenty blocks away.
They're playin' country music down at Sam's Place,
From the setting sun until the break of day.

CHORUS

G7 C D7 G
And I'll meet you tonight at Sam's Place.

16310. Samanda Lynn

Sam Bush - Samanda Lynn
Artist: Sam Bush
Album: Late As Usual

na dashi heoraghan damyeon
geudael dashi bol su itdamyeon
nae jinan gieog sogeseo
geu apeum sogeseo
geudael bulleo

You're my destiny geudaen
You're my destiny geudaen
You're my everything
geudae man bomyeonseo
ireohge sori eobshi bulleo bobnida

You're the one my love geudaen
You're the one my love geudaen
You're my delight of all
geudaeneun yeongwonhan
naui sarang ijyo

nae gyeote dagawa jwoyo
nal ajig saranghan damyeon
du nune goin nunmuri
geudaereul wonhajyo
saranghaeyo

You're my destiny geudaen
You're my destiny geudaen
You're my everything
byeonhaji anhneun geon
geudaereul hyanghan
naui sarang ibnida



You're the one my love geudaen
You're the one my love geudaen
You're my delight of all
sesangi byeonhaedo
geudae man sarang haneun nareul anayo
nae unmyeong

geudaereul bulleo bobnida

16311. Same Fool - Chords

Same Fool
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G
I'm just the same fool the old fool 
                                    D7
The one fool that you won't fool no more
              C            D7
Least not the way that you fooled 
    C             D7       G
The last fool you fooled before
So let the next fool the new fool 
                                 D7
Be a fool that you will fool for sure
               C               D7
Just know that this fool won't be fooled 
     C               D7       G
Like all those other fools no more
Go find some real fool no near fool 
                                           D7
The kind of fool that knows what fools are for
                  C                   D7
That'll give your fooling heart those foolish thrills 
   C             D7        G
It won't stand a chance to ignore
They'll be a fine fool a flat blind fool 
                                             D7
A sorta fool with not a clue about what's in store
            C                     D7
Doing every fool filled thing you need him 
       C               D7            G
To for however long it is that fools endure
             C                G
You might be finding a little lately 
                 D7               G
That I've been a greatly changing man
               C              G
You don't seem worried so I'm encouraged 
           A7                       D7
This won't discourage all you other plans
             G
I'm just the same fool the old fool 



                                    D7
The one fool that you won't fool no more
              C            D7
Least not the way that you fooled 
    C             D7       G
The last fool you fooled before
           C            D7
No not the way that you fooled 
C               D7       G
All those other fools no more

16312. Same Kind Of Crazy

Same Kind of Crazy - Del Mccoury Band

Did you ever meet somebody
That likes all the same things you do
Somebody who can make you
Or break you anytime they want to
I met her at a red light
Love at first sight can this be true
She's good for me and
She told me I was good for her too
Now I don't want to jump into anything
I've been trying to use some self restraint
But man she's the same kind of crazy as me

Chorus
Wild wild nights
Chasin' each other through the moonlight
My, my, my
I finally got something right
Cause every little offbeat move she makes
Suits me to a tee
You know what I'm saying
She's the same kind of crazy as me

Chorus

It's getting hard to use a ladder
Cause I keep climbing down just to kiss her
And if she's out of sight
For a minute or two
I start to miss her
We stay all tangled up in each other's arms
And it's so nice
She talks in her sleep
And she always get my name right
If there's anything al all
That's wrong with her
It something that I can't see
Ain't no doubt about it
She's the same kind of crazy as me



16313. Same Mistakes

Sara Watkins - Same Mistakes

I got tired, I killed it through and through
I don't wanna make the same mistakes
The same mistakes with you
I didn't lie, but I withheld the truth
I don't wanna make the same mistakes
The same mistakes with you
The line is thin between a selfish act
And things you do to keep yourself intact
I could name a few
I did a lot that I could not undo
I don't wanna make the same mistakes
The same mistakes with you

16314. Same Mistakes - Chords

Same Mistakes
The Black Lillies
 
Intro:
 
Em C Em C
 
Verse:
 
Em               C
If you could see tomorrow
Em                       C
What difference would it make
Em             C
Would it be so easy
Em               C
To make the same mistakes
Em                   C
If you could see the faces
Em               C
Of all those you love
Em              C
Standing in the doorway
Em               C
Holding back the fight
 
Bridge:
 
C    G         D
What would you say



Em       D      G
Would it be the truth
Em             C
Could there be forgiveness
Em                   C
For all you put them through
 
 
Chorus:
 
C     G    D
Don't walk away
C     G       D
Reach out and say
NC          Em
I know I've hurt you 
D           G
I know I've let you down
C        G
When you needed me
D
I was not around
        Em
And I'm sorry 
D               G
for my selfish ways
C      G  D
Please forgive
Em               D    G    C   G   D
The same mistakes
 
 
Have just one moment
Let it all be known
Would you stand silent
And deny your own
Could you feel the longing
Pleading of an eye
Or would you be cold hearted
Dead inside the ????
 
Chorus
Is it too late to reach out
And stretch an open hand
How ever did it come to this
I don't understand
 
Chorus

16315. Same Ol Love

Same Ol Love
Ricky Skaggs - Same Ol Love



by Ricky Skaggs  (Chris Austin/Greg Barnhill)  
 
I'd pretend it was over, but over was a word I couldn't take 
Each time I thought I'd left you 
I find my way back to you the next day 
I was foolish to think 
That I could leave you for good 
At times I thought I might 
But I know I never could 
 
It's the same ol', same ol' love 
All forgiving sent from up above 
And your same ol', same ol' love 
Is all I need 
Yes I never get enough of your same ol' love 
 
Other girls would have left me 
If I had so much as said the word goodbye 
But you stood there patiently 
And watched my leaving turn into a lie 
Heaven knows the kind of magic here 
That keeps me hangin' on 
As long as you're holding me 
I know I can't go wrong 
 
It's the same ol', same ol' love 
All forgiving sent from up above 
And your same ol', same ol' love 
Is all I need 
Yes I never get enough of your same ol' love 
 
There's no chance of doing better 
Or finding someone new 
'cause the truth is 
They don't make 'em any better than you 
 
2X Refrain 
 
Your same ol' love, ohhh your same ol' love, your same ol' love

16316. Same Ol'

Keller Williams - Same Ol'

Love sucks . . . me in. Chews me up. Passes me out again
Same ol' thing, it happens every day.
Poor old me, is what she would say.
So I shut up and play.

Love bites . . . my ear. Chill bumps, my arm. 
Hammers up against my brain.
Same ol' thing, fish in the sea.
Hens in the barn, more love by the 300 trillion.



Love blows . . . my sail. Throws me overboard. 
Drags me along behind.
Same ol' thing. Chopped like chum. 
Thrown like bait, till another one comes up crusin along.

Love kicks . . . my tail. Spray paints my soul. 
Makes me drive real fast.
Same ol' thing, pretend not to care.
Waiting game, are you really there?
Please don't be scared.

Same ol' thing. X3

16317. Same Ol' Love

Same Ol' Love - Ricky Skaggs

I'd pretend it was over, but over was a word I couldn't take
Each time I thought I'd left you
I find my way back to you the next day
I was foolish to think
That I could leave you for good
At times I thought I might
But now I know I never could.

It's that same ol', same ol' love
All forgiving sent from up above
And your same ol', same ol' love
Is all I need
Yes, I never get enough of your same ol' love.

Other girls would have left me
If I had so much as said the word goodbye
But you stood there patiently
And watched my leaving turn into a lie
Heaven knows the kind of magic here
That keeps me hangin' on
As long as you're holding me
I know I can't go wrong.

It's that same ol', same ol' love
All forgiving sent from up above
And your same ol', same ol' love
Is all I need
Yes, I'll never get enough of your same ol' love.

There's no chance of doing better
Or finding someone new
'Cause the truth is
They don't make 'em any better than you.

It's that same ol', same ol' love



All forgiving sent from up above
And your same ol', same ol' love
Is all I need
Yes, I never get enough of your same ol' love.

It's that same ol', same ol' love
All forgiving sent from up above
And your same ol', same ol' love
Is all I need
Yes, I never get enough of your same ol' love.

Your same ol' love,
Oh, your same ol' love,
Your same ol' love.

Same Ol Love...

16318. Same Ol' Me

Dierks Bentley - Same Ol' Me

[Verse 1]
Well I oughta admit I got a little more roll than rock
A little more don't care with a little touch of gray on top
Time has a way of changin' things
Different dogs and different jeans
I got brand new strings
But, baby, I'm the same ol' me

[Chorus]
Same ol' me with a hand on a Shiner
Same ol' me and this old guitar
Same ol' me on a new jetliner
Crashin' it in to the same ol' bar
If the neon's off if the neon's on
Same ol' me playin' all night long
Yeah, whatcha get is gonna be whatcha see
'Cause, baby, I'm the same ol' me

[Verse 2]
I still love hard and I still love livin' fast
And I love the way that your love brings me back
Yeah, I wanted you then like I want you now
No matter how many roads these boots go down
I'll never leave
'Cause, baby, I'm the same ol' me

[Chorus]
Same ol' me with a hand on a Shiner
Same ol' me and this old guitar
Same ol' me on a new jetliner
Crashin' it in to the same ol' bar
If the neon's off if the neon's on



Same ol' me playin' all night long
Yeah, whatcha get is gonna be whatcha see
'Cause, baby, I'm the same ol' me
Same ol' me

[Bridge]
Same ol' guy, same ol' dude
Same ol' me still singin' to you
If all I am is all you need
Then all I ever wanna be is the

[Chorus]
Same ol' me with a hand on a Shiner
Same ol' me and this old guitar
Same ol' me on a new jetliner
Crashin' it in to the same ol' bar
If the neon's off, if the neon's on
Same ol' me playin' all night long
Yeah, whatcha get is gonna be whatcha see
I'm still livin' a little bit crazy wild and free
And, baby, I'm the same ol' me
Baby, I'm the same ol' me

16319. Same Ol' River

Same Ol' River 

[Verse 1]
I wish that I cold be an Indian
On a painted pony so fast
No one could ever catch me
I get caught up in my past
I'd ride across many rivers
Use many moons to tell the times
Then I'd tell all the young warriors
Many moons ago this was mine, all mine

[Chorus]
Same ol' river
Same ol' sea
Same ol' water rushing over me
Same ol' moon
Same ol' sun
Same ol' race that we've always run
Same ol' race that we've always run

[Verse 2]
I wish that I could be a pirate
I'd sail the ocean blue
Way before the big liners
Started sailing them too
I'd bury most of my treasures
So I would leave a big hole



And the only real sense of pleasure that I'd get
Is I'd sail free of my soul

[Chorus]
Same ol' river
Same ol' sea
Same ol' water rushing over me
Same ol' moon
Same ol' sun
Same ol' race that we've always run
Same ol' race that we've always run

[Verse 3]
I wish that I could be a slave
It doesn't matter what kind
I'd sing a song for fallen angels
Try and be free in my mind
Then when no one wasn't lookin'
Well I'd drop my harvest plow
I'd find my own contemporaries
And wipe the shame from their brow

[Chorus]
Same ol' river
Same ol' sea
Same ol' water rushing over me
Same ol' moon
Same ol' sun
Same ol' race that we've always run
Same ol' race that we've always run

[Verse 4]
I wish that I could be an outlaw
Runnin' from the law sometimes
No vigilante against the seasons
But I can't help but read why
I'd always keep my revolver
Steady and fast at my side and
I'd rob a train bound for glory
'Cause I thought I needed a ride

[Chorus]
Same ol' river
Same ol' sea
Same ol' water rushing over me
Same ol' moon
Same ol' sun
Same ol' race that we've always run
Same ol' race that we've always run
So many things I ain't ever done

16320. Same Old - Chords



Same Old 
The Honey Dewdrops
 
C
every morning
C              G
same old sun comes up
C
same old coffee
C               G
same old coffee cup
 
D              C         G
same old suit and shoes on my feet
D              C          G
same old mirror sees through me
 
C        C                   G
same old songs static on the radio
C                              G
I sing along but i'm tired of how they go
 
D                   C         G
down the same road to work every day
D                 D               G
i'm getting lost    i'm coming in late
 
[Chorus]
Am          D         Am          D
i'm ready to quit i want to sell the house
Em           D               C
and hit the road til the road runs out
C                           G
i been thinking i'm through thinking now
 
C
friday night
C      G
same old bar and grill
C               C              G
same old beers  drink our dollar bills
 
D            C            G
every weekend same short and sweet
D              C       G
same old hours  give up on me
 
 
C
we been walking
C                 G
round the same old blocks
C           C                     G
where the neighbors walk the same old dogs
 
D                 C            G
Our same old house same old stuff
D             C             G



i don't know how to clean it up
 
[Chorus]
Am          D        Am          D
i'm ready to quit i want to sell the house
Em                 D               C
and hit the road til the road runs out
C                           G
i been thinking i'm through thinking now
 
Dm  G x3
 
 
Dm            G
same old me  same old you
Dm             G
same elephant  in the same old room
 
[Chorus]
 
Am        D         Am          D
i'm ready to quit i want to sell the house
Em          D                C
and hit the road til the road runs out
C                            G
i been thinking i'm through thinking now

16321. Same Old Dress Will Do

Same Old Dress Will Do
I Draw Slow

Bring on the magic of that old-fashioned love
And turn your rags to riches
Oh, when we come
We're gonna bring out the sun
And roses from the ditches

Our wedding march
Is the song of the lark
And the trees lean in to listen
Fauna, flora, laid out before ya
The way is paved with the wishes

[Chorus]
And here comes my girl
She's all dressed in promise
She takes the old world
She makes it brand new
It's hard to believe
She's making me honest
But darling I do



We can have someday
They're gonna give us tonight
My song's the invitation
The sons and the daughters
The blood and the water
Old friends and new relations

This wedding ring
Is the best I could bring
But it can't be worth that apple
Fauna, flora, laid out before ya
In bright confetti dappled

[Chorus]

Don't wear nothing new
The same old dress will do
And the sky of ancient blue
Can be our witness

Don't think nothing blue
There'll be days I'll cry with you
But today the clouds are few
The wind is with us

[Chorus x2]

Darling I do

16322. Same Old Love - Chords

Same Old Love
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs Written by Chris Austin and Greg Barnhill

G
I pretend it was over      
C          D7              G
But over was a word I couldn't take     
Each time I thought I'd left you   
C                   D7           G
I'd find my way back to you the next day      
Em
I was foolish to think            
 D7
hat I could leave you for good  
Em
At times I thought I might          
D7           E7
But now I know I never could         
G                 D7
It's the same old same old love
Am            C            D7
All forgiving sent from up above        



G                 D7      Am    D7
And your same old same old love is all I need      
C         D7                      G
Yes I never get enough of your same old love
Other girls would have left me   
C                D7                G
If I had so much as said the word goodbye
But you stood there patiently    
C                  D7          G
And watched my leaving turn into a lie       
Em
Heaven knows the kind of magic here    
D7
That keeps me hanging on   
Em
As long as you're holding me  
D7              E7
I know I can't go wrong

Repeat #3            

Em
There's no chance of doing better   
D7
Or finding someone new          
Em
Cause the truth is they don't make 'em    
D7          E7
Any better than you

Repeat #3

16323. Same Old News

Same Old News
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1: Rachael Price]
I just want to love you, I just want to try
I know we're the subject of a thousand prying eyes
I worry about the gossip, do you think that we'll be fine?
There ain't no way to stop it, so I won't change my mind

[Pre-Chorus: Akie Bermiss]
I would run away with you any day
If we could
But I don't think that running anywhere
Would do us any good

[Chorus: Akie Bermiss, Rachael Price, Both]
We just keep on making
The same old news
People talk about us, but what would they do without us?



It's the same old news
I just want to love you
But it's causing so much trouble
I guess it's the same old, same old news

[Verse 2: Rachael Price]
I just want to love you in some old-fashion way
Instead, we're picked apart for everything we say

[Pre-Chorus 1: Akie Bermiss & Rachael Price]
I would change my name for you
(What would you change it?)
To anything, for what it's worth
Mmm, oh, but I know that they'd find us anyway
At the corners of the earth

[Chorus: Akie Bermiss, Rachael Price, Both]
We just keep on making
The same old news
I'm feeling overtired from being so hardwired
It's the same old news
Causing such a fuss that they want to lock us up

[Post-Chorus: Akie Bermiss & Rachael Price]
Well, ain't it a shame the way they exclaim?
Like being in love is something they want us to explain
But I guess it's the same old
Same old news

[Bridge: Akie Bermiss, Rachael Price, Both]
Oh, let's move onto an island a million miles from shore
At least until they build a tower (Mmm)
Where there wasn't one before

[Chorus: Akie Bermiss, Rachael Price, Both]
We just keep on making
The same old news
People talk about us, but what would they do without us?
It's the same old news
I just want to love you
But it's causing so much trouble
It's the same old, same old news
Every time we kiss
I can hear them start to whisper

[Outro: Akie Bermiss, Rachael Price, Both]
They know all our secrets (Yes, they do)
And they know where we've been (Oh)
Well, they're inside our head
And underneath our skin, yeah
Oh, haven't you heard? (Oh)
It's so absurd (Oh)
Well, I think it's a waste
But it's still a basic human urge
To keep spreading the same old, same old
Same old, same old
Same old, same old news



16324. Same Old Place - Chords

Same Old Place 
NewFound Road

 
Capo 3rd
 
[Intro]
D G Em A
D G Em A
 
[Verse]
D           Em             G       A               D
  Seems I'm always looking for the chance to move along,
             Em               G                A
Can't settle down, don't know what I'm running from
Em      G              A       A
  But I always come to you
Em             G            A       A
  The same old way I always do.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
             G    Em  A
Still In the same old place
     D             G
I've really always been
             G   Em   A
Sure good to see your face
       D              G
Heaven knows I need a friend
Em              A          D               G
Never afraid to hold me or catch me when I fall
             G    Em  A           D    G Em A
Still in the same old place after all.
 
D G Em A
 
 
[Verse]
 
D        Em          G          A                 D
  Once upon a time I knew every rock here in this yard
              Em           G                 A
Can't tell it now but back then it seemed so hard 
Em            G                  A       A
  to walk the mile and a half to school
Em        G                 A      A
  Just to learn some golden rule
 
 



[Chorus]
 
               G    Em  A         D           G
It's still the same old place I remember as a kid
           G       Em     A         D                  G
I show the feelings in my face even some I thought I'd hid
        Em              A               D                   G
You can bury all your memories but they won't stay down for long
               G    Em  A           D           G
It's still the same old place after all.
 
 
[Bridge]
 
G             Em   D              G
  I don't remember writing on the wall
G                      Em              G          A
  How could it come so quickly down to nothing at all
 
 
[Chorus]
 
             G    Em  A
Still in the same old place
     D                G
that we always use to go
               G   Em   A                 D                   G
Sure'd like to see your face you know the time's been passing slow
Em                     A              D              G
I thought that I could forget you and somehow move along
                 G    Em  A           Bm  A  G
I'm still in the same old place after all
             G    Em  A           D       G Em A
Still in the same old place after all, 
      D    G Em A D
after all

16325. Same Old Story

Same Old Story
Garth Brooks - Same Old Story

While they dance
How she holds him
Pulls him close
And loves him so
While he dreams of another
And counts the days
Until he lets her go

Same old story
That everybody knows
It's one heart holdin' on



One letting go

While they ride
Lord he tells her
How they two
Will settle down
But she only hears the highway
And a voice
In some other town

And the harder
He holds her
The more she slips away

Same old story
That everybody knows
It's one heart holdin' on
One letting go
Same old story

16326. Same Old Train

Emmylou Harris
Same Old Train

[Clint Black]
Well I got on in Bristol, by the old Virginia line
With a suitcase full of dreams
And a brand new spendin' dime

[Pam Tillis]
I had a bouquet of music, wrapped in pretty words
Singin' songs sent down from Heaven
On the wings of a speckled bird
Wings of a speckled bird

[Randy Travis]
I heard a guitar and a fiddle, banjo and mandolin
An old man opened up the door and told me, "come on in"

[Marty Stuart]
He took my ticket, then he told me
Bring what it is you do
'Cause that's how you'll be remembered
When your travelin' days are through
When your travelin' days are through

[All]
They came from the hills and mountains
The valleys and the plains
Some were kind and gentle
And some too wild to tame
[Emmylou Harris]



A string of fearless hearts, on an endless ball of twine
It's the same old train, it's just a different time
Just a different time

[Merle Haggard]
We sung songs in war, we sung songs in peace
We traveled in abundance and we traveled on relief

[Travis Tritt]
From the outer gates of Heaven, to hell fire's burnin' door
It don't matter where you take it
'Cause it's been there before
It's been there before

[All]
They came from the hills and mountains
The valleys and the plains
Some were kind and gentle
And some too wild to tame

[Merle Haggard]
A string of fearless hearts, on an endless ball of twine

[All]
It's the same old train, it's just a different time
Just a different time
[Ricky Skaggs & Patty Loveless]
Now like a precious treasure, that's immeasurable in worth
We stand before a new wave, proud children of the earth

[Joe Diffie]
We'll go on forever, and here's your solid proof
As long as there's a world we've gotta sing
Those folks the truth
Sing those folks the truth

[Dwight Yoakam]
They came from the neon cities
The suburbs and the towns
From Bakersfield to Baltimore
It's sacred holy ground

[All]
A string of fearless hearts, on an endless ball of twine
It's the same old train, it's just a different time
Just a different time
Just a different time
Just a different time

[Instrumental break - Scruggs & Krauss play banjo & fiddle]

[Merle Haggard]
It's the same old train, it's just a different time
Same old train, just a different time



16327. Same River Twice

Kane's River - Same River Twice 
Album: Same River Twice

After all we had it coming,
the kind of life we knew
was way too much to ask
the scene between us
playing perfect in my mind,
but i'll die if i'm just living in the past
I used to take it all for granted,
back before the day
you never said goodbye
but you can't know the change
that everyday will bring,
like the cold that froze
the flood of you and i
The chance to live and love
might simply slip away
lost beneath the surface
of an ordinary day
so jump on in heart first every time
life is never the same river twice
I barely got the chance to know you,
but no one ever said that life is really fair
still i promised that i'd find
something good in the sadness
that my heart will have to bear
So here it is another sunrise,
another chance to light
the darkness on the land
the hopes and dreams
that barely get me through the night,
they'd be easy with you here
to lend a hand

The chance to live and love
might simply slip away
lost beneath the surface
of an ordinary day
so jump on in heart first every time
life is never the same river twice

16328. Same Same Stars - Chords

Same Same Stars 
Sleepy Man Banjo Boys
 



Capo I fret:
 
[Intro]
C     F  C     Am     Em     F      C     Am    G     C
 
[Verse]
C    F          C
Oh, If I could learn 
 Am                          Em                       F
To love the divide that separates star from star 
F                             C                        Am
I'd climb a mountain just to speak the words we are
  Am          G            C
To leave a flower at your door
 
C     F  C     Am     Em     F      C     Am    G     C (Same as INTRO)
 
[Chorus]
F                C
Miles and miles away
G         C
Isn't so far
 F                      C
When we look up in the night
             G         Am
And see the same same stars
         F               C
So I'll lay my head to sleep
      G             C
And meet you in my heart
            F                  C
And we'll close our eyes and dream
        Am   G   C
Of the same same stars
 
Am     F    C
 
[Verse]
C          F     C
Oh What a heavy load 
     Am                              Em                          F
I'd carry all my thoughts straight, right to your front door
F                                C
Then I'd be more than just the words in your top drawer
Am          G               C
Know that someday we'll be more 
 
[Chorus]
F                C
Miles and miles away
G         C
Isn't so far
 F                      C
When we look up in the night
             G         Am
And see the same same stars
         F               C



So I'll lay my head to sleep
      G             C
And meet you in my heart
            F                  C
And we'll close our eyes and dream
        Am   G   C
Of the same same stars
 
[Outro]
Am  F  C
Oh Oh Oh 
 
Am  F C
Oh Oh Oh 
 
F  C   G  Am  F  G  C
Oh Oh Oh Oh 
 
[BANJO BREAK] (Just play the same chords as the CHORUS)
 
[Chorus]
F                C
Miles and miles away
G         C
Isn't so far
 F                      C
When we look up in the night
             G         Am
And see the same same stars
         F               C
So I'll lay my head to sleep
      G             C
And meet you in my heart
            F                  C
And we'll close our eyes and dream
        Am   G   C
Of the same same stars
 
C    F  C

16329. Same Thing Happened To Me - Chords

Same Thing Happened To Me
Words and music by John Prine and Gary Nicholson

INTRO:
 E B7 E

 E
Moonlight shining on the back of my hand
Cat Fight rattlin' the garbage can
 A E
Looks like somethin' chased you up a tree



 B7 E
Same thing, same thing happened to me
 E
Wild wind blowing down the neck of my shirt
Old men sitting on a bench in the dirt
 A E
Seems that another ship has gone out to sea
 B7 E
Same thing, same thing happened to me

INSTRUMENTAL:
 E A E B7 E

 E
Shoe shine someone's got to tell ya the news
A fine line separates a boy from the blues
 A E
Looks like you could use some company
 B7 E
Same thing, same thing happened to me
E
Runnin', runnin' just as fast as I can
Someone, someone take a hold of my hand
A E
Looks like somethin' chased you up a tree
B7 E
Same thing, same thing happened to me
B7 E
Same thing, same thing happened to me
B7 E E6

CHORD DIAGRAMS:
 E6
 E/---/---/---/---
 B/---/-X-/---/---
 G/-X-/---/---/---
 D/---/-X-/---/---
 A/---/-X-/---/---
 E/---/---/---/---

16330. Sammy's Song - Chords

Sammys Song 
David Bromberg

capo 3rd
 
[Harp Intro]
 
G G/F# Em  C Bm
G G/F# Em  C Bm
 
 



[Verse 1]
 
G                          G/F#
Somewhere in the south of Spain
Em                                           C
Sammy, still sixteen, goes with his uncle for a ride
         Bm
The sun is high
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G                  G/F#
Sailing through the city
Em
For to see the sights and talking sex
                C
Sammy's sitting tall
          Bm
The sun is high
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
G                         G/F#
His uncle brings him to a brothel
Em
Being big he buys a drink
C
Rum and coke
              Bm
Don't taste too bad
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
G                         G/F#
Having brought him to the brink
Em
His uncle leaves him with his drink
       C
Rum and coke
               Bm
Don't taste too bad
 
 
[Bridge 1]
 
Em
The girls all gather in a group
                       G
And give Sammy boy the eye
Em
And stare at him seductively
                   G
And try to make him buy
 



 
[Verse 5]
 
G                         G/F#
So choosing one that's younger
Em
Better looking than the rest
                   C              Bm
Sammy speaks no Spanish but she understands
 
 
[Verse 6]
 
G                         G/F#
They go upstairs to buy the room
Em
She wants her money in advance
                   C              Bm
Sammy speaks no Spanish but he understands
 
 
[Verse 7]
 
G                                   G/F#
And lying on her back upon the bed she beckons
Em                 C
Sammy won't lie down yet
           Bm
He wants her nude
 
 
[Verse 8]
 
G                      G/F#
Speaking Spanish she refuses him
            Em
At last, afraid of losing him,
                          C
She takes off all her clothes
            Bm
He wants her nude
 
 
[Bridge 2]
 
Em                                               G
Her hands upon her heart can hardly hide the horrid scars
Em                                                    G
From her shoulder to her waist, her skin is leathery and hard
 
 
[Verse 9]
 
G                     G/F#
She pantomimes an accident
       Em
A car, a fire



           C
Not so long ago
           Bm
His eyes are wide
 
 
[Verse 10]
 
G                             G/F#
She moves to put her clothes back on
            Em
But he won't let her go
            C
He lies her down
         Bm
His eyes are wide
 
 
[Verse 11]
 
G                    G/F#
And lightly, like a Lover
                   Em                         C
Sammy lets his lips caress the leather of her breast
          Bm
His brain is numb
 
 
[Verse 12]
 
G                      G/F#
Moved by some far distant mind
                       Em
He makes himself her bride-groom
                    C
Sammy's hardly there at all
            Bm
His brain is numb
 
 
[Bridge 3]
 
Em
She moves to take him in now
                             G
But her hand finds him still slack
Em
So she sucks to make him hard
                           G
And then again lies on her back
 
 
[Verse 13]
 
G                         G/F#                    Em
And Sammy does the deed to silent screaming in his skull
                 C



The scars surround him
         Bm
Is this all real?
 
 
[Verse 14]
 
G                         G/F#
Schizophrenic, Sammy sees himself
Em                      C
Outside his body and his brain
         Bm
Is this all real?
 
 
[Verse 15]
 
G                     G/F#              Em
And back at the hotel he has to heal himself
                    C
But all he does is shake
               Bm
And shake some more
 
 
[Verse 16]
 
G                     G/F#        Em
Without the grace of tears or sickness
                              C
Sammy sucks it all inside and shakes
             Bm
And shakes some more
 
 
[Harp Outro]
 
G G/F# Em  C Bm
G G/F# Em  C Bm

16331. Samson And Delilah

David Rawlings
Samson And Delilah

If I had my way
If I had my way
If I had my way
I would tear this old building down

Well, Delilah she was a woman
She was fine and fair
She had good looks, God knows



And coal black hair
Delilah she gained old Samson's mind
When first he saw this woman
Couldn't belive his mind

Well, Delilah she sat down on Samson's knees
Said tell me where your strength lies if you please
If you please
Well, She talked so fine and she spoke so fair
Samson told Delilah cut off my hair
You can shave my head, clean as my hand
And my strength come natural as any old man

If I had my way

16332. San Antonio - Chords

San Antonio 
The Stray Birds
 
[Intro]
F#m G#m A E
 
[Verse 1]
E                                  A
I spent a little time at the Alamo mission
                         G#m  F#m    E
With the Spanish and the dogs on the street
                                  A
I felt alright just sitting there wishing
                        G#m       F#m      E     B
You might find yourself among the likes of these
 
 
[Verse 2]
           E                   A
When you arrive come share the vision
                        G#m     F#m  E
Find a place to live outside of poverty
                           A
Guess you can try to be forgiven
              G#m           F#m           E
Come shed the weight of the things you've seen
A        G#m      F#m          E    B
Whoa the weight of what you've seen
 
 
[Chorus]
        C#m                      B          E
Spanish cries from the back of a mission in San Antone
              F#m            A                    B
Sleeping in a fifteen dollar room, I got a bed to spare
          C#m                   B      E



A child's eyes break water on a desert dry as bone
F#m  A        B
Whoa San Antone
F#m G#m A E
San Antonio
 
 
[Interlude]
E   A   G#m F#m E    A
G#m F#m E
 
 
[Verse 3]
E                                   A
You just might find whatever you're missing
                          G#m       F#m      E
A little bit of love in a place you ought to be
                          A
Water or wine, however you're living
                          G#m   F#m    E
Lights of the city, and a river to the sea
              A       G#m   F#m    E   B
Lights of the city, a river to the sea
 
 
[Chorus]
        C#m                      B          E
Spanish cries from the back of a mission in San Antone
              F#m            A                    B
Sleeping in a fifteen dollar room, I got a bed to spare
          C#m                   B      E
A child's eyes break water on a desert dry as bone
F#m  A        B
Whoa San Antone
F#m G#m A E
San Antonio
 
 
[Bridge]
F#m        A
Out on the street
F#m           A
 Holes in the shoes on his feet
F#m               C#m
If a saint walked by
    A                      B
You wouldn't even know his name
 
 
[Verse 4]
N.C.        E                          A
Love her or leave her, it's all the same
                         G#m   F#m E
You got to go my friend, that's alright
                                      A
But don't be surprised when she calls your name
              G#m  F#m     E



Asking you to stay another night
C#m A  G#m F#m  E     B
Oh     one more night
 
 
[Chorus]
        C#m                      B          E
Spanish cries from the back of a mission in San Antone
              F#m            A                    B
Sleeping in a fifteen dollar room, I got a bed to spare
          C#m                   B      E
A child's eyes break water on a desert dry as bone
F#m  A        B
Whoa San Antone
F#m  A     B
Whoa San Antone
F#m  A     B
Whoa San Antone
F#m G#m A E
San Antonio
 
 
[Outro]
F#m G#m A E

16333. San Antonio Girl

San Antonio Girl 
Steve Earle

Since I first saw you I've been thinkin' about you
And now I'm out here on the highway goin' crazy without you
I can't help but want you girl, you're young and you're pretty
But somehow I can't see you up in New York City

I'm gonna leave you alone in your own little world
But won't you be my San Antonio girl
Be my San Antonio girl
Be my, be my, be my, San Antonio girl

Now I know you've heard the stories bout life in the fast lane
What they didn't tell you is you come home on a slow train
I'd just as soon remember you the way that I found you
Dancin' by yourself with the stars all around you

16334. San Antonio Rose

San Antonio Rose



Deep within my heart lies a melody
A song of old san antone
Where in dreams i live with a memory
My rose my rose of san antone

   Lips so sweet and tender like petals fall apart
   Bring back my rose rose of san antone
   Moon in all your spendor know only my heart
   Call back my rose rose of san antone

It was there i found beside the alamo
Enchantment strange as the blue up above
A moonlit path that only she would know
Still hears my broken song of love

Broken song empty words i know
Line in my heart all alone
And that moonlit path by the alamo
And rose my rose of san antone

16335. San Diego Serenade

Nanci Griffith - San Diego Serenade

Never saw the morning till I stayed up all night
Never saw the sunshine till I turned out the light
Never saw my home town till I stayed away too long
I never heard the melody till I needed the song

Never saw the white line till I was leavin' you behind
Never knew I needed you till I was caught up in a bind
And I never spoke I love you till I cursed you in vain
Never felt my heart strings until I nearly went insane

Never saw the East coast until I moved to the West
I never saw the moonlight till it shone off your breast
And I never saw your heart till someone tried to steal it away
Never saw your tears till they rolled down your face

I never saw the morning till I stayed up all night
Never saw the sunshine till you turned out the light
Never saw my home town till I stayed away too long
I never heard the melody till I needed the song

16336. San Francisco

Brett Dennen - San Francisco

Go if you want to go



But I won't follow, just so you know
Be if you want to leave
But I won't be here when you come home
I'm gonna move to San Francisco
Look up some old friends
I'm gonna get me a Navy P-coat
And an old Mercedes Benz
This old town keeps shrinking
There's too many people in my junk
I'm gonna do a lot of drinking
Cuz it don't hurt when I'm drunk
Go if you want to go
But I won't follow, just so you know
Be if you want to leave
But I won't be here when you come home
I'm gonna rent me an old Victorian
Down in the Lower Haight
I'm gonna get me an old accordion
And play for the tourists on the Golden Gate
I'm gonna plant a little garden
Paint my bathroom blue
I'm gonna try real hard
To get over you

16337. San Francisco Blues

Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway - San Francisco Blues

[Verse 1: Molly Tuttle]
In the town where I was born here on the coast of California
By the dock of the bay, they often tell
A tidal wave just hit the shore and folks like me, we can't afford
To stick around here in this town we love so well

[Chorus: Molly Tuttle & Dan Tyminski]
I got the San Francisco blues
Now there's nothing left to lose
I can't afford the dues and so I'm leaving
[Post-Chorus: Molly Tuttle and
Molly Tuttle & Dan Tyminski
]
I miss the stars that used to shine and the days of '49
But most of all I miss the California dreaming

[Verse 2:  Molly Tuttle]
Before the fights, before the quake
Before the crash of '08
There was magic, you could feel it in your heart
But raise the rent and scrub the street
It gets so hard to make ends meat
Now I can't even pay to ride the cable cars

[Chorus: Molly Tuttle & Dan Tyminski]



I got the San Francisco blues
Now there's nothing left to lose
I can't afford the dues and so I'm leaving
[Post-Chorus: Molly Tuttle and
Molly Tuttle & Dan Tyminski
]
I miss the stars that used to shine
and the summer of '69
But most of all I miss the California dreaming

[Bridge: Molly Tuttle]
I swore I'd make it back to stay to my home across the Bay
And how I've rambled every way just like the wind blows
But now I'm lost here on my own in a world that was my home
I must've left my broken heart in San Francisco

16338. San Joaquin

San Joaquin - Molly Tuttle

Riding on the San Joaquin
Bringing in some Humboldt green
Watch out for that bully, he'll pick your pockets clean
Toss you in Tehachapi
When I get to Richmond I'll be gold
Soon as this suitcase is sold
'Til then I'm rolling down the line
Just looking for the next high time
Riding on the San Joaquin

Well the San Joaquin is a mighty good line
There's a mighty good chance, she'll blow your mind
Each time you hear that whistle blow
I'm smugglin' in another load

Riding on the San Joaquin
Bringing in some Humboldt green
I'm just rolling down the line
Looking for the next high time
Riding on the San Joaquin

Police banging on the boxcar door
Brakeman threw me overboard
Hit the ground and I clicked my heels
Hopped back on in Bakersfield

Riding on the San Joaquin
Bringing in some Humboldt green
Watch out for that bully, he'll pick your pockets clean
Toss you in Tehachapi
When I get to Richmond I'll be gold
Soon as this suitcase is sold
'Til then I'm rolling down the line



Just looking for the next high time
Riding on the San Joaquin

Well the railroad queen she wants to ride but I ain't ready to go
Just got a few more hearts to break 'til I reach the end of the road

Riding on the San Joaquin
Fastest you ever seen
And when my riding days are o'er
Toss me in a baggage car
Put that reefer in my mouth
Spark it up and send me south
Riding on the San Joaquin

16339. San Jose

String Cheese Incident - San Jose

Pedro wakes in the morning
Sun is shining, the birds are singing
Other children are calling
The gang's all here and there's no time for waiting
As they run down the alley, merchants sort their fare
Preparing for the day, they wait for today's first pay
Not impatient not eager, they're familiar with the meter of
Just another day in the streets of San José
They sing
A-oom, a-oom, buenos dias
A-oom, a-oom, como estais
A-oom, a-oom, how is your family
A-oom, a-oom, so good to see you today
Pedro knows it's time to go home now
The sun is sinking, the birds have stopped singing
Other childrens' mothers are calling
At home they know a meal will be bubbling
As they run down la calle, musicians fill the air
With songs of love, songs of love and despair
Conqueros, charangos, all sensing the tempos of
Just another night in San José's light
They sing
A-oom, a-oom, buenas noches
A-oom, a-oom, hasta manana
A-oom, a-oom, time to go home now?
A-oom, a-oom, just sing one more song for me

16340. Sanctification - Chords

Pat Flynn - Sanctification



[Intro]
G Am C
 
[Verse 1]
G                                        Am
God show me sanctification, show me the way and the restoration
     C                                   G
that you, that you have brought into my life
 
G                                                   Am
Lord won't you make, make me a sinner, that's been saved by your grace that's made me cle
aner
     C                   G
as holy, as holy as you can
 
G                                     Am
Oh won't set me, set me apart for your only use, purify my heart
   C                                  G
so I can concecrate myself for you God
 
[Chorus]
Em           C        G            D
Sanctify me, sanctify sanctify me, sanctify
Em.          C         G       D         G
Sanctify me, sanctify, Oh Lord hear my cry
 
[Verse 2]
G                                        Am
God show me joy, joyful repentence when I'm with you and speak my transgressions
    C                                   G
oh God, I wanna restore life with you Lord
 
G                                                Am
The God of the earth has invited me in, to be as Holy as His own kin
C                                       G
Oh, I wanna feel the rihghteousness of Christ
 
G                                         Am
I don't want no, general admission I want VIP tickets to what I've been missing
C                                    G
Oh God, I can't wait to meet you in person
 
[Chorus]
Em           C        G            D
Sanctify me, sanctify sanctify me, sanctify
Em.          C         G       D         G
Sanctify me, sanctify, Oh Lord hear my cry
 
[Bridge]
Em             C         G                D         Em                    C
As obedient childeren, not conforming in ignorance, You are the one who's called me to be
G                  D
In your conduct Holy
 
Em           C   G            D
It is written,   It is written
Em           C   G            D



It is written,   It is written
 
Em            C          G              D
Be holy, for I am holy Be holy for I am holy
Em            C          G              D
Be holy, for I am holy Be holy for I am holy
 
Em           C   G            D
It is written,   It is written
 
[Chorus]
Em           C        G            D
Sanctify me, sanctify sanctify me, sanctify
Em.          C         G       D         G
Sanctify me, sanctify, Oh Lord hear my cry

16341. Sand Mountain Blues

Sand Mountain Blues
Louvin Brothers

Standing by the railroad waiting for a train
I'm gonna catch that midnight train and never come back again
It's a lonesome feeling, Sand Mountain blues

I went to the gypsy just to hear what she would say
She said, that girl don't love you and you'd better be on your way
You're gonna be sorry for breaking my heart

I don't know where to go, any old place will do
I'm leaving old Sand Mountain, just getting away from you
You're gonna be sorry for breaking my heart

There's other girls around here and I could love 'em too
But every time I saw you, it'd make me sad and blue
It's a lonesome feeling, Sand Mountain blues

When it makes you lonesome to hear that freight train blow
Then you will know I'm riding, but I didn't want to go
It's a lonesome feeling, Sand Mountain blues

When it's raining on Sand Mountain, and raining kind of slow
Then maybe you'll remember and ?? you make me go
You're gonna be sorry for breaking my heart

I am just a poor boy, and work's my middle name
I guess that's why you said goodbye, but I love you just the same
You're gonna be sorry for breaking my heart

If you ever need me, then maybe I'll come back
I hear that train a-coming, just coming down the track
It's a lonesome feeling, Sand Mountain blues



16342. Sandman's Coming

Linda Ronstadt - Sandman's Coming

Close your eyes now, little girl
They don't wanna hear you cryin'
You never had a chance
You never had a chance

It's a great big dirty world
If they say it's not, they're lyin'
Sandman's comin' soon
You know he's comin' soon

Close your eyes and dream
A little dream for you and me
Dream yourself a place where we can go
Baby, you'll never know

Close your eyes now, little girl
Go to sleep, my little baby
Sandman's comin' soon
You know he's comin' soon

Sandman's comin' soon
You know he's comin' soon

16343. Sandy Boys

Carolina Chocolate Drops 
Sandy Boys

Somebody stole my ol' coon dog, wish they'd bring him back
Run those [?] over the fence and the little ones through the cracks

Hey, sandy boys
Get along, I say
Hey, sandy boys
Waitin' for the brink of day

Hey, sandy boys
Hey, get along, I say
Hey hey, sandy boys
Waitin' for the brink of day

Hey, sandy boys
Hey, get along, I say
Hey hey, sandy boys
Jenny, won't you come along, too?



Take it home!

16344. Sandy Ford

Sandy Ford (Barbara Lee) - Jim Lauderdale

Railroad bridge is washing down the gorge at Sandy Ford
Where you stand there on the shoreline, oh will you come aboard
Come aboard

This might be the last ketch running, might not be no more
While they bloody up the water upstream, making civil war
Civil war

Oh, Barbara Lee, reckon I got to go
Cross Caroline and points below

By the time tobacco's ripe and ready to be dried
They might come and catch me if I've got no place to hide
Place to hide

If I am rested I might have join the war
One side or another, I may see your face no more
Face no more

Oh, Barbara Lee, reckon I got to go
Cross Caroline and points below

This is my faithful promise which I make of my free will
I may point my gun and fire but I won't shoot to kill
Shoot to kill

I'll keep your picture with me, right here near my heart
Inside this leather notebook, thick enough to stop a dart
Stop a dart

Follow in the footsteps of the wind
As it rolls east to west and back again
Treat me like a stranger if I ever cross your door
Another faceless soldier in the time of civil war

I know you don't love me but you could if you took time
I got a face like Lincoln, and if ugly was a crime
Was a crime

They'd lock me up and throw away the key down clear to hell
But I got a disposition sweet as April in the dell
In the dell

Oh, Barbara Lee, reckon I got to go
Cross Caroline and points below



Sugar in the sugar bin and honey in the hive
I do what I have to do in order to survive
To survive

What they do in civil war, in peacetime they call crime
Climb inside my dream of love and pray for better times
Better times

Oh, Barbara Lee, reckon I got to go
Cross Caroline and points below
Oh, Barbara Lee, reckon I got to go
Cross Caroline and points below

16345. Sandy's Song

Dolly Parton - Sandy's Song
(Dolly Parton)

Sometimes I think of you, and tears fill my eyes
To think of the meaning you've given my life
You've touched me in places no one ever reached
You've given me reason and cause to believe
You are my rainbow; you've colored my life
And you are my sunshine; I'm warm in your light
You are my fountain that never runs dry
You're my inspiration, my reason to try
I'll love you 'til green grass turns lavender blue
And all the stars fall from heaven and vanish like dew
'Til horses and chariots chase down the wind
That's when I'll leave you, I'll love you 'til then
I'll love you 'til green grass turns lavender blue
And all the stars fall from heaven and vanish like dew
'Til horses and chariots chase down the wind
That's when I'll leave you, I'll love you 'til then
I'll love you 'til green grass turns lavender blue
And all the stars fall from heaven and vanish like dew
'Til horses and chariots chase down the wind
That's when I'll leave you, I'll love you 'til then
That's when I'll leave you, yes
I'll leave you then
I'll need you 'til then
I'll love you 'til then...

16346. Sangria Wine

Todd Snider - Sangria Wine

[Verse 1]
My friends come on Saturday night



It's always nice to break out some sangria wine
It's organic, it comes from the vine
It's also legal and it still gets you so high

[Chorus]
I love that sangria wine
When I drink it with old friends of mine
I love that sangria wine
When I drink it with old friends of mine
Whoa I love sangria wine
Whoa I love sangria wine

[Verse 2]
You start with some apples and wine
Add in some brandy, and some sugar, some spice
Old friends always show up on time
That's when you start cuttin' up the lemons and lime

[Chorus]
I love that sangria wine
When I drink it with old friends of mine
I love that sangria wine
When I drink it with old friends of mine
Whoa I love sangria wine
Whoa I love sangria wine

[Verse 3]
East Nashville on a Saturday night
Everclear is thrown into the wine sometimes
Friends tell the truth when they're mixed with that wine
That's why I serve it that way every time

[Chorus]
I love that sangria wine
When I drink it with old friends of mine
I love that sangria wine
When I drink it with old friends of mine
Whoa I love sangria wine
Whoa I love sangria wine

[Instrumental]

[Verse 1]
My friends come on Saturday night
It's always nice to break out some sangria wine
It's organic, it comes from the vine
It's also legal and it still gets you so high

[Chorus]
I love that sangria wine
When I drink it with old friends of mine
I love that sangria wine
When I drink it with old friends of mine
Whoa I love sangria wine
Whoa I love
Oh you know it, I love sangria wine



16347. Sanguine

Sanguine
The Avett Brothers

Make me sanguine
Help me genuinely
Kill the doubt that strangles myself worth
Paint the picture that I swore I heard

Spiritless and mean
Ghost that comes between
I will keep my wits about myself
Disregard directions sent from hell

When it brings the gleam
Longer lasting than me
Oh my love but we are bound to die
My heart is broke but you won't hear me cry
Oh my love but we are bound to die
My heart is broke but you won't see me

16348. Sans Extra

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Sans extra

C'pas comme du fake, d'la frime
C'pas comme des pipes Ã  créatine
J'en beurre rarement trop épais
Ne mousse jamais les faits
J'extrapole pas je relate
Pas d'extra pas d'glutamate
Me livre Ã  vous Ã  livre ouvert
Et pis au Yabe Vauvert
Les vers ou les perce-oreilles
Toujours du mÃªme au pareil
Les vers redondants d'amour
Qui riment toujours avec toujours
Et je m'rouvre sans détour
Comme dins rubriques du 7 jours
Sans inhibition comme un gars saoul
Sans fond d'teint sans fard Ã  joues
Et je me roule en boule
En position foetale
En attendant qu'mon monde s'écroule
Mais on avale tout c'que j'mets su'a table
Sans honte de mes faits et gestes
Sans cachette ni politesse
Comme Ã  cachette barbecue



Que j'voulais qu'elle sache j'tais caché oÃ¹
Pour rouler une pelle
Ã■ ma voisine d'en face
En bon puceau prépubÃ¨re
Avec ma voisine chaste
Vérité conséquence
Avec une Crush Ã  l'orange
La vérité m'fait pas peur
Fais-la tourner ta liqueur
AmÃ¨ne-lé ton polygraphe
M'as t'écrire cent autres paragraphes
On va s'mettre les pendules Ã  l'heure
La marde la bullshit Ã§a m'écoeure
M'as t'donner l'heure juste
M'ouvrir comme une poupée russe
J't'encore et resterai un flo
Qui n'a jamais eu peur des mots
Ah ouais check ben Ã§a saint-ciboire
Osti d'cÃ¢lisse de tabarnack
Protubérance mammaire
Graine noune snatch

16349. Santa Barbara

Santa Barbara
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Well I'm tired of lookin' at you knowin' I'm the reason you're cryin'
And I'm tired of lookin' at me knowin' I'm the reason we're broke
And I'm tired of pickin' the guitar up and puttin' pen to paper and lyin'
I think I'll start a fire, put up every song I ever wrote

[Chorus]
Sometimes I get to thinkin' somebody oughta just knock me down
Sometimes I get the feelin' that all I do is just run my mouth
And if I had a dollar for every bit of trouble that I've caused
We'd be livin' in Santa Barbara in a house the size of the Taj Mahal

[Verse 2]
I'm tired of the sound of a pile of bills landin' on the counter
And I'm tired of the sound of bottles hittin' bottles in the trash
I'm tired of the sound of me tellin' you things are gonna get better
And I'm tired of the sound of me kickin' my own...

[Chorus]
Sometimes I get to thinkin' somebody oughta just knock me down
Sometimes I get the feelin' that all I do is just run my mouth
And if I had a dollar for every bit of trouble that I've caused
We'd be livin' in Santa Barbara in a house the size of the Taj Mahal

[Chorus]
Sometimes I get to thinkin' somebody oughta just knock me down



Sometimes I get the feelin' that all I do is just run my mouth
And if I had a dollar for every bit of trouble that I've caused
We'd be livin' in Santa Barbara in a house the size of the Taj Mahal
We'd be livin' in Santa Barbara in a house the size of the Taj Mahal

16350. Santa Can't Stay

Santa Can't Stay

Cold tears fall from his eyes
As he turns into the night and walks away
Lucille runs outside
Just to see if there might be a sleigh
Little Bobby stares down
At the plate where cookies still lay
And tries to understand 
Why momma said Santa can't stay

[Chorus]
Momma said Santa can't stay
Said she told him that twice yesterday
Then a car just like Dad's 
Pulled out and drove away
After mom said Santa couldn't stay

They both heard him coming
Saw Mom run down the hall and holler wait
Doug you're drunk don't come inside
I'm not joking I've had all this I can take
He threw a present really hard
That almost hit Mom's new boyfriend Ray
And yelled ho-ho lucky for you she's here
And said that Santa can't stay

[Chorus]

16351. Santa Can't Stay - Chords

Santa Can't Stay
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G
A cold tear fall from his eyes                                    
 D7
As he turns into the night and walks away
Lucille runs outside
                               G
Just to see if there might be a sleigh
Little Bobby he stares down



                   G7            C
At the plate where cookies still lay    
G
And tries to understand
D7                         G
Why momma said Santa can't stay
C          D7          G
Momma said Santa can't stay        
 C        D7               G
Said she told him that twice yesterday      
C             D7    G                    Em
Then a car just like dad's pulled out and drove away      
C                         D7
After momma said Santa couldn't stay    
G
They both heard him coming                                     
D7
Saw mom run down the hall and holler wait
Doug you're drunk don't come inside
q                                       G
I'm not joking I've had all this I can take
He threw a present really hard                          
G7        C
That almost hit mom's new boyfriend Ray           
G
And yelled ho-ho lucky for you she's here    
D7                    G
And said that Santa can't stay

Repeat #3 x3

G          D7          G
Momma said Santa can't stay

16352. Santa Claus And Popcorn - Chords

Santa Claus And Popcorn
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

G
Santa Claus and popcorn
D7
Jingle bells and reindeer horns
G                         C
Christmas trees and mistletoe
G              D7     G
Jesus loves me this I know

Carols singing Silent Night
D7
Crosby dreams of Christmas white
G                               C
We celebrate cause the King was born



G          D7           G
With Santa Claus and popcorn

Children dancing round the tree
D7
Sleigh bells ringing merrily
G                            C
Snowballs flying through the air
G            D7   G
Happiness is everywhere

Carolers singing Silent Night
D7
Crosby dreams of Christmas white
G                                C
We celebrate 'cause the King was born
G          D7           G
With Santa Claus and popcorn

Repeat #1,2,1

16353. Santa Claus Is Back In Town

Dwight Yoakam - Santa Claus Is Back In Town
(Jerry Lieber, Mike Stoller)

Christmas
Christmas
Christmas
Well it's Christmas time pretty baby
And the snow is on the ground
It's Christmas time pretty baby
And the snow is on the ground
I said you better be good now baby
'Cause Santa Claus is back in town
I don't got no sleigh with reindeer
Got no toys on the back
You gonna see me comin' in a trapped up Cadillac
It's Christmas time pretty baby
And the snow is on the ground
I said you better be good now baby
'Cause Santa Claus is back in town
Christmas
Christmas
Christmas
Ho, ho, ho, honey
Oh hang up your pretty stockings
Girl turn out the light
Santa Claus is coming down
Your chimney tonight
Yeah, it's Christmas time pretty baby
And the snow is on the ground
I said you better be good now baby



'Cause ol' St. Nick is back in town
Oh, Merry Christmas, Baby
Christmas
Christmas
Christmas
Happy, Happy New Year, too

16354. Santa Claus Is Coming to Town

Vince Gill - Santa Claus Is Coming to Town
Dolly Parton

You'd better watch out, you'd better not cry
You'd better not pout, I'm telling you why:
Santa Claus is coming to town

He's making a list, checking it twice
He's gonna find out who's naughty and nice
Santa Claus is coming to town

He sees you when you're sleeping
He knows when you're awake
He knows if you've been bad or good
So be good for goodness sake!

With little tin horns and little toy drums
Rooty-toot-toots and rum-a-tum-tums
Santa Claus is coming to town

And curly-head dolls that toddle and coo
Elephants, boats, and kiddy cars too
Santa Claus is coming to town

The kids in Girl- and Boyland will have a jubilee
They're gonna build a Toyland town
All around the Christmas tree

16355. Santa Claus Is Coming to Town

Rhonda Vincent - Santa Claus Is Coming to Town

I just came back from a lovely trip along the Milky Way
Stopped off at the North Pole to spend a holiday
I called on dear old Santa Claus
To see what I could see
He took me to his workshop 
And told his plans to me, so

[Chorus]



You better watch out, you better not cry
Better not pout, I'm telling you why
Santa Claus is comin' to town
He's making a list and checking it twice
Gonna find out who's naughty and nice
Santa Claus is comin' to town
He sees you when you're sleepin'
He knows when you're a wake
He knows if you've been bad or good
So be good for goodness sake
Oh! You better watch out, you better not cry
Better not pout, I'm telling you why
Santa Claus is comin' to town

With little tin horns and little toy drums
Rooty toot toots and rummy tum tums
Santa Claus is comin' to town
And curly head dolls that toddle and coo
Elephants, boats, and kiddie cars too
Santa Claus is comin' to town
Then kids in Girl and Boy land will have a jubilee
They're gonna build a Toyland all around the Christmas tree
So! You better watch out, you better not cry
Better not pout, I'm telling you why
Santa Claus is comin' to town

Now Santa is a busy man, He has no time to play
He's got millions of stockings to fill on Christmas day
You'd better write your letter now
And mail it right away
Because he's getting ready
His reindeer's and his sleigh. So

[Chorus]

With little tin horns and little toy drums
Rooty toot toots and rummy tum tums
Santa Claus is comin' to town
And curly head dolls that toddle and coo
Elephants, boats, and kiddie cars too
Santa Claus is comin' to town
Then kids in Girl and Boy land will have a jubilee
They're gonna build a Toyland all around the Christmas tree
So! You better watch out, you better not cry
Better not pout, I'm telling you why
Santa Claus is comin' to town

16356. Santa Fe

Santa Fe
Fruition

Since I can't have you here



I'm going the places you'd be taking me if you could

And its crystal clear
That even with distance I am loving you like I should

And I go walking where
There's quartz in the gravel and jasper in the yard

Nobody watching you
Just the painted Mother Mary's and the cowboys made of bronze

We're gonna move someday
We're gonna move to Santa Fe

In the midnight hour

I go quiet with a dream of you in mind

And like the sun
It warms my skin and brightens up my eyRs

We're gonna move somRday
To that adobe house with turquoise-painted gates

And once it's done
The days will move at just the perfect pace
We're gonna move someday
We're gonna move to Santa Fe

16357. Santa Fe, New Mexico - Chords

Santa Fe, New Mexico

 D Gm D Em7
On the trail not long ago, I spent the time
 A7 D
of day in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
D Gm D
Someone smiled and said hello and stole my
Em7 A7 D
heart away in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
 G D
As I was leavin' I heard her sigh and then
 E A
a lullaby came driftin' soft and low.
A7 D Gm D
When her eyes said please don't go, I knew
 Em7 A7 D
my heart would stay in Santa Fe, New Mexico

(BRIDGE)
 G D
As I was leavin' I heard her sigh and then



 E A
a lullaby came driftin' soft and low.
A7 D Gm D
When her eyes said please don't go, We
 Em7 A7
settled down to stay in Santa Fe, New
D
Mexico

16358. Santa Gotta Choo Choo

Santa Gotta Choo Choo
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

One day the reindeer wanted to give it a rest
Santa had a little cash, so he'd invest
Bought himself a choo-choo train to get the gig
He loaded up the (?) and it was a wig(?)
Made sure the engine had plenty of coal
And Santa was a'truckin' then, well rest my soul

Choo-choo, Santa got a new choo
Choo-choo, Santa got a crack at truckin'
Choo-choo, Santa got a new
Choo-choo, ooh-woo
Santa got us back on the track, Jack

He headed for Savanah, that was his first stop
Singin' all the words to Shimmy Ko-Ko-Bop
Doner's in the Diner, like a jolly goose
Wrappin' up the presents in the red kaboose
Slowin' down thR engine just enough
To drop his load and hit thR road
Be hot on a (?)

My choo-choo, Santa's got a new
Choo-choo-choochoochoo
Santa's got a new choo choo-choo
Choo-choo, Santa got a crack at truckin'
Choo ooh doobie doobie
Choo ooh doobie doobie
Santa got a sack on the track, Jack
Go!

[Instrumental]

Saw some kids a standin' by the railroad track
Couldn't wait to see what was in his stack
He had the engineer slow down a taste
So the kids could get a better look at Santa's face
When they saw all the goodies that was on the train
There was a function at the junction, it was quite insane



Choo-choo, Santa got a new choo
Choo-choo ooh-ooh-ooh
(Santa got a new choo-choo)
Choo-choo, Santa got a crack at truckin'
Too woot'n doo whoo-doo n'doo-doo
Ba doodle da deet deet
Ba doodle da doot doot
Santa got a sack on the track, Jack

16359. Santa Looked A Lot Like Daddy

Santa Looked a Lot Like Daddy - Garth Brooks
(Buck Owens/Don Rich)

Well, Santa looked a lot like daddy
Or daddy looked a lot like him
It's not the way I had him pictured
Santa was much too thin 

He didn't come down the chimney
So mama must have let him in
Santa looked a lot like daddy
Or daddy looked a lot like him 

Well, they thought I was fast-a-sleppin'
They thought that I was tucked in his bed
They never thought I'd come a-peepin'
Or that I'd hear what was said 

Santa put his arm around mama
And mama put her arm around him
So if Santa Claus ain't daddy
Well then I'm a gonna tell on them 

Well, Santa looked a lot like daddy
Or daddy looked a lot like him
It's not the way I had him pictured
Santa was much too thin 

I never saw Dancer or Prancer
I never heard the sleigh bells ring
I never saw a red-nosed reindeer
Like they show on the TV screen 

But he sure brought lots of presents
So Santa Claus he must have been
Well he sure looked a lot like daddy
Or daddy looked a lot like him 

Well, Santa looked a lot like daddy
Or daddy looked a lot like him
It's not the way I had him pictured
Santa was much too thin



16360. Santa Rosa

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Santa Rosa

Seems like 10 years ago
Though today my mind is slow
Me and Mickey Craig were running west from Idaho
Robbed a bank to get some bread

Seems like 15 men lay dead
In a path that led us straight to Santa Rosa
Now and then ol' Mick'd say
Boy at home you should of stayed

Than to follow me and learn the life of looking back
But he'd spit and slap his side
Just to see if he's alive
Then he'd sing his banjo song of Santa Rosa

He said whoa-oh, singing oh Santa Rosa
Whoa-oh, high and low-oh-oo
Then one day, sang ol' Craig,
I'll be free to go my way

And be standing by the bay at Santa Rosa
Now one time late at night
Mickey lit no fire light
'Cause he feared the posse close behind might flush us out

But he picked a bit 'fore sleep
To the tune of Cripple Creek
He was murdered by a man from Santa Rosa
And he sang whoa-oh, singing oh Santa Rosa

Whoa-oh, singing oh Santa Rosa
Whoa-oh, high and low-o-o
'Til I come once again with my banjo pickin' friend
We'll be oh high and low in Santa Rosa

16361. Santa Train

Santa Train
Patty Loveless

[Verse 1]
It's Christmas time and I can't wait
Mama, hurry don't be late
Let's go down to the' railroad' tracks
Santa Train is' coming back



[Chorus]
Hoo hoo, here it comes
Hoo' hoo, Santa Train
Hoo hoo, get on board
Hoo hoo, Santa Train

[Verse 2]
From Shelbiana through Elkhorn Pass
Up the grade and down to Dante
All along the Clinchfield Route
Little Children Sing and Shout

[Chorus]
Hoo hoo, here it comes
Hoo hoo, Santa Train
Hoo hoo, get on board
Hoo hoo, Santa Train

[Verse 3]
Santa Train is almost here
Loaded down with Christmas cheer
Pulling out of Dungannon
Look out Kingsport, here it comes

[Chorus]
Hoo hoo, get on board
Hoo hoo, Santa Train
Hoo hoo, here it comes
Hoo hoo, Santa Train

[Outro]
Hoo hoo, Sandy Ridge
Hoo hoo, Copper Creek
Hoo hoo, Cady Junction
Hoo hoo, Bart Lick
Hoo, Haysi
Hoo, clickety clack
Hoo, Boulder Bluff
Hoo, Santa's back

16362. Santa's Gonna Come In A Pickup Truck

Alan Jackson - Santa's Gonna Come In A Pickup Truck 

Well I've been sorta worried
About Santa Claus this year
Cause we live way down south
And it didn't snow down here
But I'm telling you not to worry
Cause I just got the word
Everybody listen closely
And I'll tell you what I heard



Santa's comin in a pickup
Instead of his trusty sleigh
He'll have a truck instead of reindeer
To carry him on his way
Cause the weatherman had some problems
He couldn't get snow you see
Santa's gonna come in a pickup truck
When he visits you and me
Santa can't bring his reindeer
He'll leave them far away
But don't you worry 'bout him
He's gonna be here Christmas day
He's got a big red pickup
With four-wheel drive and all
And there's gonna be a Merry Christmas
A Merry Christmas for all
Santa's gonna come in a pick up truck
When he visits you and me

16363. Santa's Workshop

Santa's Workshop
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

Way up north in Santa's shop
The elves they is a workin'
One is workin' extra hard
His' name' it is McGurkin

He's' early...an hour or two
Gets the coffee' perkin'
Make sure that it's all done right
Nobody's a jerkin'

Say, come on boys
We got to make about a million toys
Got to paint one red, paint one blue
Paint that one over there...blue too!

Say, come on gents
We got to get, to get, to get the job done
On Christmas day we'll get our pay
Right now, we's under the gun

Hammer's flyin' and sawdust too
Toys they was a makin' (makin')
McGurkin he was workin' too
Cookin' up some bacon (bacon)

Santa he dropped by at night
Just to see what's shakin' (shakin')
He put his eyeball on the toys
See what he'd be takin' (takin')



He says, "Come on boys!"
We got to make about a million toys
Got to make a plane, make a boat
Make a boat that's sure to float

Say, come on gents
We got to get, to get, to get the job done
On Christmas day... we'll get our pay
And then we'll break and have some fun

And the saws were a buzzin' (buzz, buzz)
And the hammers poundin' (pound, pound)
And the paints a slappin' (slap, slap)
Was a lot of elbow grease (grease, grease)

And Santa was so happy (Ho! Ho!)
And the elves was a sweatin' (sweat, sweat)
Gettin' closer and closer (closer, closer)
About a million toys
He says  Come on boys! 

(Break - Kazoo)

The elves was loadin' up the sled
The big day it was comin' (comin')
They was whistlin' while they worked
Some was only hummin' (hummin')

Santa he was pitchin' in
The weather it was nummin' (nummin')
McGurkin grabbed his old banjo
He was quite adept at strummin' (strummin')

He says,  Come on boys! 
We got to make about a million toys
We got to load this here, load that there
Load these too... they's a pair

Say, come on boys
We got to get, to get, to get the job done
Later on we can party on
Right now... we work til' dawn

And the elves was a workin (work, work)
Loadin' up the sled (load, load)
And the sled was a rockin' (rock, rock)
And Santa was ready (ready, ready)

The reindeer was snortin' (snort, snort)
So he cracked his whip (crack, crack)
And off they went (with his sack)
About a million toys
He says,  Come on boys! 

(Break - Kazoo)



16364. Sante Fe - Chords

Sante Fe 
Fruition

[Intro]
E  C#m  E C#m
E  C#m  E C#m
 
[Verse]
              F#m          C#m A
Since I can't have you here
F#m                  C#m      A                E    C#m E C#m
I'm going the places you'd be taking me if you could
        F#m          C#m A
And its crystal clear
F#m                     C#m  A                 E      C#m E C#m
That even with distance I am loving you like I should
         F#m          C#m A
And I go walking where
F#m            C#m     A                       E     C#m E C#m
There's quartz in the gravel and jasper in the yard
        F#m        C#m A
Nobody watching you
F#m                           C#m     A               E      C#m E C#m
Just the painted Mother Marys and the cowboys made of bronze
 
[Chorus]
            G#m  Gm   F#m  A
We're gonna move some day
            B            E  C#m E C#m
We're gonna move to Santa Fe
 
[Instrumental]
E  C#m  E  C#m F#m A F#m A
E  C#m  E  C#m F#m A F#m A
E  C#m  E C#m  E C#m E B C#m
 
[Verse]
       F#m          A
In the midnight hour
F#m               A               E     C#m E C#m
I go quiet with a dream of you in mind
F#m              A
And like the sun
F#m                  A               E     C#m E C#m
It warms my skin and brightens up my eyes
            F#m           C#m A
We're gonna move some day
F#m                 C#m  A                 E      C#m E C#m
To that adobe house with turquoise painted gates
    F#m            C#m A
And once it's done



F#m                   A                     E C#m E
The days will move at just the perfect pace
 
[Chorus]
            G#m  Gm   F#m A
We're gonna move some day
            B               E C#m
We're gonna move to Santa Fe,
E     C#m E     C#m E C#m
Sante Fe, Santa Fe

16365. Sante Fe Train

Sante Fe Train

I think of times when I was young
I travelled near and far
It doesn't seem so long ago
I saw the world from a railroad car

For many years rode the line
Through the woods the freight train would roll
'Cross fields of grain muddy river plain
My heart would often go

The engineer's hair is gray
Worn out engine can't even go slow
I listen for the lonesome sound
Can't you hear that whistle blow?

I spy ten boxcars silent and still
They remind me of yesterday
Their rusted frames worn and bent
Faded letters read "Santa Fe"

The great steam engines quiet and cold
Metal chimes in the howling wind
The boiler's busted whistle cracked
Never hear her blow again

16366. Santiago - Chords

Santiago 
I Draw Slow

[Verse 1]
G
Your lifeline's a crooked line that I've been tracing all this time
       Em                                       D             G



And then you got careless baby, I thought I'd lost you for a while
G
Then yesterday we met at last, an empty sun was sinking fast
       Em                                   D              G
And a full moon rising, baby, but I won't take that as a sign
Em                                                D            G
Whatever we are it starts right now, even if it's over by tomorrow
   Em                                                  D               C
I don't suppose we've come this far only to find that this is all the way
 
[Chorus]
Em Am               C           G
Santiago rose like heat on the horizon
Em               Am            C              G
The bars stayed open and the music played so loud
Am                                 G               C
And you were hoping that we might last until the morning
G              C          D
Well I had no doubt about it
               A                   C
I never had a doubt about it
                           D        G
And there's no doubt about it now
 
[Verse 2]
G
Your birthstone's a brilliant blue, I don't know what it's worth to you
Em                                   D                 G
But I don't need it baby, I've other ways to make you mine
G
When you were born, a fire sign, I brought the water just in time
Em                                        D          G
Now we are unbelievers baby, leave those demons far behind
Em                                                D            G
Whatever we are it starts right now, even if it's over by tomorrow
   Em                                                  D               C
I don't suppose we've come this far only to find that this is all the way
 
[Chorus]
Em Am               C           G
Santiago rose like heat on the horizon
Em               Am            C              G
The bars stayed open and the music played so loud
Am                                 G               C
And you were hoping that we might last until the morning
G              C          D
Well I had no doubt about it
               A                   C
I never had a doubt about it
                           D        G
And there's no doubt about it now



16367. Santiano

The Highwaymen - Santiano

[Verse 1]
We're sailing 'cross the river from Liverpool
Heave aweigh, Santiano
'Round Cape Horn to Frisco Bay
Way out in Californ-i-o

[Chorus]
So, heave her up and away we'll go
Heave aweigh, Santiano
Heave her up and away we'll go
Way out in Californ-i-o

[Verse 2]
There's plenty of gold, so I've been told
Heave aweigh, Santiano
Plenty of gold, so I've been told
Way out in Californ-i-o

[Chorus]
So, heave her up and away we'll go
Heave aweigh, Santiano
Heave her up and away we'll go
Way out in Californ-i-o

[Verse 3]
Well, back in the days of '49
Heave aweigh, Santiano
Back in the days of the good old times
Way out in Californ-i-o

[Chorus]
So, heave her up and away we'll go
Heave aweigh (Heave aweigh), Santiano
Heave her up and away we'll go
Way out in Californ-i-o

[Verse 4]
When I leave ship, I'll settle down
Heave aweigh, Santiano
Marry a girl named Sally Brown
Way out in Californ-i-o

[Chorus]
So, heave her up and away we'll go
Heave aweigh (Heave aweigh), Santiano
Heave her up and away we'll go
Way out in Californ-i-o



16368. Sara

Emmylou Harris
Sara

[Verse 1]
I laid on a dune, I looked at the sky
When the children were babies and played on the beach
You came up behind me, I saw you go by
You were always so close and still within reach

[Chorus]
Sara, Sara
Whatever made you want to change your mind?
Sara, Sara
So easy to look at, so hard to define

[Verse 2]
I can still see them playing with their pails in the sand
They run to the water their buckets to fill
I can still see the shells falling out of their hands
As they follow each other back up the hill

[Chorus]
Sara, Sara
Sweet virgin angel, sweet love of my life
Sara, Sara
Radiant jewel, mystical wife

[Verse 3]
Sleeping in the woods by a fire in the night
Drinking white rum in a Portugal bar
Them playing leapfrog and hearing about Snow White
You in the marketplace in Savanna-la-Mar
[Chorus]
Sara, oh Sara
It's all so clear, I could never forget
Sara, oh Sara
Loving you is the one thing I'll never regret

[Verse 4]
I can still hear the sounds of those Methodist bells
I'd taken the cure and had just gotten through
Staying up for days in the Chelsea Hotel
Writing  Sad Eyed Lady of the Lowlands  for you

[Chorus]
Sara, Sara
Wherever we travel we're never apart
Sara, oh Sara
Beautiful lady, so dear to my heart

[Verse 5]
How did I meet you? I don't know
A messenger sent me in a tropical storm
You were there in the winter, moonlight on the snow
And on Lily Pond Lane when the weather was warm



[Chorus]
Sara, oh Sara
Scorpio Sphinx in a calico dress
Sara, oh Sara
You must forgive me my unworthiness
[Verse 6]
Now the beach is deserted except for some kelp
And a piece of an old ship that lies on the shore
You always responded when I needed your help
You give me a map and a key to your door

[Chorus]
Sara, oh Sara
Glamorous nymph with an arrow and bow
Sara, oh Sara
Don't ever leave me, don't ever go

16369. Sarah

Sarah
Lake Street Dive

This is the last time I will talk about you
I will say your name, I will play your game
Sarah, you can be sure

This is the first time no one gives in to you
No one hides their shame, no one holds a flame
Sarah, never before

You're foolish and sad, you're gorgeous and mad
Take a drag on that last cigarette
You're wounded and far in the land of the stars
And it breaks my heart to see you like that

So this is the one time that I give you the news
Not a song and dance, not a second chance
Sarah, nRver one more (Ooh)

16370. Sarah In The Summer

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Sarah in the Summer

I've driven this road as a stranger
I've driven this road as a friend
I've driven this road as a slack-jawed tourist
And I'm drivin on it once again
It might be cold and long and lonely



But she's waiting on the other side
And I'm an hour closer to sarah in the summer
And joyfully I ride.

I climb through georgetown, silver plume
The tunnel at lovelands cove/cold?
The lake on the left is a little low
Route 9 is the breckenridge road? ?
There's a sign right below copper mountain
Telling wheter independence runs free/where the weather & independence run free
And I'm an hour closer to sarah in the summer
And that's where I wanna be

In the evening shadow of red butte
Up the lane from the slaughter house bridge
The first cabin the moonlight strikes as it crests the cleft in hunter crick ridge
Up frombetween old red and smuggler
Rising high on a piano bench there
And I'm an hour closer to sarah in the summer
And what lies between beware
What lies between, beware

And the red sandstone sentinels rising high on either side
As I follow the eagle valley
Through the canyon where the saints reside
In mt snowmasss majesty south
And east out of glennwood springs
And I'm an hour closer to sarah in the summer
Where the roaring river sings
Where the roaring river sings.

16371. Sarah Jane

Robbie Fulks - Sarah Jane

[Verse 1]
I was young in Charlottesville
That was a long long time
Now I'm homesick and I'm poor
Poor is at least no crime
As long as I am a dollar down
Tomorrow might get better
If I could erase each place I've gone
I could stop singing forever

[Chorus]
Oh my Sarah Jane
Long years since I've met you
Oh my Sarah Jane
How many 'til I can forget you

[Verse 2]
I went to bed in Galveston



Dreamed about Tennessee
Woke up thinking the man I was
Is not who I was born to be
Filled my pockets with shells from the bay
Kids far away need minding
I'll be home by Saturday
And put my dreaming behind me

16372. Sarasota

Norman Blake - Sarasota

It's free, it's free
Yeah, copious amounts, yes
It's free, it's free
It would be a shame to waste it
Yes, it's free, it's free
It's spilling out all over
Yes, it's free, it's free, it's free
Dirty foundling, you don't have to steal
That's how the hostess hepped him to the deal
Sarasota dreams and orange juice elixirs
Who in streams and bleeding lungs
No man was born to fix them
So he throws his hustler's suit into the trash can
Can he live with what he did to Tammy and Balbadaban (?)
Frigid debutantes and avid extra widows
Plays a lazy crane to Ms. ???
So we watch the specimen vanish in the sand dune
To a tune that Harry sang straight from a place of sadness
Dirty foundling, you don't have to stRal
That's how the hostess heppRd him to the deal
It's free, it's free
Yeah, copious amounts, yes
It's free, it's free
It would be a shame to waste it
Yes, it's free, it's free
It's spilling out all over
Yes, it's free, it's free, it's free

16373. Saro Jane - Chords

Saro Jane - Chatham County Line

G            Em
Saro Jane oh where are you
    G                         Em
The mail has come and there's some for you
        Bm



Oh Saro Jane

The stars are out the moon is full
My cups empty while anothers full
Oh Saro Jane

    Em                D
The train it whistles through the pines
A                  Em
One sun sets while another shines
        Bm
Oh Saro Jane

Off in the distance I hear a cardinals song
Baby come back where you belong
Oh Saro Jane

The train it whistles through the pines
One sun sets while another shines
Oh Saro Jane

The only sin I have is wanderlust
don't say our love has turned to rust
Oh Saro Jane

The tinder's out and the stove is dark
I cannot live out your spark
Oh Saro Jane

The winter comes the snow it falls
My voice is gone for you I call
Oh Saro Jane

In the cold I see my last breath
Tell me my dear will we meet in death
Oh Saro Jane

16374. Sassafras

Sassafras - Rising Appalachia
 
I chew on sassafras. Black strap molasses
Smoke too much tobacco gotta let that shit go
Sing me your song of place. Talk to me face to face
Backbones and foundations turn me on
 
Home, she rocks me
Home, she raised me
Home, she lays me down
Home, she rocks me
Home, she raised me
Home, she lays me down
Lays me down



Lays me down
 
Cherokee forest is home like New Orleans
My wolf stands loyal by my side
I came down here to praise, Start up each waking day
Dirt church is where I pray
You can find me there 
 
Home, she rocks me
Home, she raised me
Home, she lays me down
Home, she rocks me
Home, she raised me
Home, she lays me down
Lays me down
Lays me down
 
I chew on sassafras. Black strap molasses smoke
Too much tobacco gotta let that shit go
Sing me your song of place. Talk to me face to face
Backbones and foundations turn me on

16375. Satan And The Saint - Chords

Satan And The Saint
Written and recorded by Charlie Louvin and Ira Louvin

G
I have the world to offer you

Yes you have the world to hold
D7
Till the day when God declares
G
Time on earth shall be no more

Fire and brimstone shall rain down

And melt it like was snow

What will you have to offer then
D7         G
To a dying soul

But think of all you're giving up

I'm giving up the chance to die
    D7
And spend eternity in hell
G
Burning in a lake of fire

I think God has made a way



That I might escape

By the living grace of God
D7              G
I shall see His face

You don't sin you're good enough

There's not a just man upon earth
     D7
That doeth good and sinneth not
    G
All we like sheep have gone astray

We have turned everyone to his own way

And the Lord hath laid on him
    D7             G
The iniquity of us all

But life will be too dull for you

Everything you offer me
D7
Don't mean nothing to my heart
G
For from sin I've been set free

Praise the Lord I'm going home

Ever to rejoice take the world and get behind

I have found a peace of mind everlasting joy is mine
D7          G
Jesus is my all

16376. Satan Is Real - Chords

Satan Is Real 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro]
A  A  E  A
 
[Chorus]
A              D
Satan is real, working in spirit
A                                                E
You can see him and hear him in this world every day
A              D
Satan is real, working with power
A                    E        A



He can tempt you and lead you astray
 
 
[Verse 1]
N.C.
I attended service at a little church
N.C.
In the country not long ago
N.C.
A prayer was led by an old country preacher
N.C.
Who then raised his hands as everyone stood and sang
N.C.
"My God is real"
N.C.
A warm breeze through the open windows
N.C.
Brought in the smell of new mown hay in a nearby field
N.C.
And the singing of birds could be heard
N.C.
In the moment of silence
N.C.
As the preacher opened the bible to read
N.C.
And then a little old man stood up, bent with age
N.C.
His hair thin and white
N.C.
And said, "Preacher, tell them that satan is real too"
N.C.
You can hear him in songs that give praise to idols
N.C.
And sinful things of this world
N.C.
You can see him in the destruction of homes torn apart
N.C.
I know that satan is real
N.C.
For once I had a happy home
N.C.
I was loved and respected by my family
N.C.
I was looked upon as a leader in my community
N.C.
And then Satan came into my life
N.C.
I grew selfish and un-neighborly
N.C.
My friends turned against me
N.C.
And finally, my home was broken apart
N.C.
My children took their paths into a world of sin
N.C.
Yes preacher, it's sweet to know that God is real
N.C.



And know that in Him all things are possible
N.C.
And we know that Heaven is a real place
N.C.
Where joy shall never end
N.C.
But sinner friend, if you're here today
N.C.
Satan is real too
N.C.
And hell is a real place
N.C.
A place of everlasting punishment
 
 
[Chorus]
A              D
Satan is real, working in spirit
A                                                E
You can see him and hear him in this world every day
A              D
Satan is real, working with power
D      A             E        A
He can tempt you and lead you astray
 
 
[Outtro]
A  E  A

16377. Satan Lied To Me

The Louvin Brothers - Satan Lied To Me

Satan lied to me, Satan lied to me
When he said he'd be my friend and all I'd ever need
Satan lied to me, Satan lied to me
He told me I was satisfied, Satan lied to me

Satan kept my soul astray, said I didn't need to pray
And he'd pat me on the back when I would agree
Told me I would lose my friends, that my fun in life would end
Now I'll tell you how I learned Satan lied to me

Satan lied to me, Satan lied to me
When he said he'd be my friend and all I'd ever need
Satan lied to me, Satan lied to me
He told me I was satisfied, Satan lied to me

I remember a little country church house where I'd planned to meet a friend one night to go o
n a party.  I got there early and when it started to rain, I decided to wait inside. The service ha
d started and when they would sing, pray, or preach, Satan kept saying "Now this is no place 
for you and the things they're saying are not true."  Just when I was about to leave, the invitat
ion was given as the preacher raised his hands and asked us all to stand and sing.  And then



 I don't know how long I prayed, but when God raised me from that bench, I knew that Satan 
had lied to me.

Satan lied to me, Satan lied to me
When he said he'd be my friend and all I'd ever need
Satan lied to me, Satan lied to me
He told me I was satisfied, Satan lied to me

16378. Satan Pulls The Strings

The Avett Brothers - Satan Pulls The Strings 

Baby's in the cradle, Mama's in the bed
Sparrow's on the windowsill and the devil's in my head.
Devil's in my head mama, devil's in my head
Baby's in the cradle and the devil's in my head
When the winter yields to summertime
The whipperwill she sings
My heart is in the puppet box and Satan pulls the strings
Satan pulls the strings mama, Satan pulls the strings
My heart is in the puppet box and Satan pulls the strings
Well the front beat's in my brother, Lord
And the back beat's in me
God is in the song and the devil's in my feet
Lord, devil's in our feet, mama devil's in our feet
God is in the song and the devil's in our feet

Mama's cooking something up, serving to us all
Satan's ringing in now and I gotta take the call
Gotta take the call, boys, gotta take the call
Satan's ringing in now and I gotta take the call
Gotta take the call, boys, gotta take the call
Satan's ringing in now and I gotta take the call

16379. Satan's Chains

Satan's Chains
Sideline (Bluegrass)

[Chorus]
The darkness deepens, Lord, within me
I'm bound so tight in Satan's chains
Each day that passes is in sorrow
My loss will be the Devil's gain

[Verse 1]
I'm weak and I hang my head in shame now
Save me from this life of sin
When cold and darkness try to blind me
Give me strength to endure it



[Chorus]
The darkness deepens, Lord, within me
I'm bound so tight in Satan's chains
Each day that passes is in sorrow
My loss will be the Devil's gain

[Verse 2]
Temptation's knockin' at my door now
With promises of gold and easy gain
Don't let me fall into his grip, Lord
But free me from ol' Satan's chains

[Chorus]
The darkness deepens, Lord, within me
I'm bound so tight in Satan's chains
Each day that passes is in sorrow
My loss will be the Devil's gain

16380. Satan's Got To Get Along Without Me - Chords

Satan's Got To Get Along Without Me
By Buck Owens

Capo 1
 G
Well, now since I turned old Satan down
 C
I know for sure I'm heaven bound
 G D
There ain't nothing he can do to stop me
G 
Since he showed me heaven's light
 C
I know for sure I'm headed right
G D G
Satan's gotta get along without me

Chorus:
 G
Well, now Satan's gotta get along without me
 G D
'Cause I've been Satan's sin for evermore
G C
Satan's gotta get along without me
G D G
'Cause I'm goin' to heaven with my Lord

Solo

Well, now Satan might have had a chance
Though once he had me in his grasp
But that was a long, long time ago



Since I've broke the chain of sin
I know for sure that he can't win.
I'm a goin' to heaven with my Lord

Chorus
Yeah now, I'm a goin' to heaven with my Lord

16381. Satan's Jewel Crown

Emmylou Harris - Satan's Jewel Crown

Now if I were a queen and a ruler of nations, 
With diamonds and jewels profound
Well, I'd rather know that I had salvation 
Than to know my reward
Would be Satan's jewel crown

I've worm it so long but God for my 
Soul has reached down
His love set me free
He made me His own, and helped me cast off
Satan's jewel crown

Oh, the life that I live so sinful and needless, 
Drinkin' and runnin' around
All the things that I do for the love of the devil
I know my reward
Will be Satan's jewel crown

Satan's jewel crown
I've worn it so long
But God for my soul has reached down
His love set me free
He made me His own, and helped me cast off
Satan's jewel crown

16382. Satan's Jewel Crown

Emmylou Harris - Satan's Jewel Crown

Now if I were a queen and a ruler of nations, 
With diamonds and jewels profound
Well, I'd rather know that I had salvation 
Than to know my reward
Would be Satan's jewel crown

I've worm it so long but God for my 
Soul has reached down
His love set me free



He made me His own, and helped me cast off
Satan's jewel crown

Oh, the life that I live so sinful and needless, 
Drinkin' and runnin' around
All the things that I do for the love of the devil
I know my reward
Will be Satan's jewel crown

Satan's jewel crown
I've worn it so long
But God for my soul has reached down
His love set me free
He made me His own, and helped me cast off
Satan's jewel crown

16383. Satan's Jeweled Crown - Chords

Satan's Jeweled Crown
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Edgar Edens

C               G7                   C 
Now if I were a queen and a ruler of nations
F                           C
With diamonds and jewels profound 
                G7                 C 
Well I'd rather know that I had salvation
                G7                            C
Than to know my reward would be Satan's jewel crown
              G7                    C
Satan's jewel crown I've worn it so long
F                               C
But God for my soul has reached down
                G7                  C 
His love set me free he made me His own
                   G7                C     
And helped me cast off Satan's jewel crown
                   G7                 C
Oh the life that I live so sinful and needless
F                    C 
Drinking and running around
                      G7                     C 
All the things that I do for the love of the devil
          G7                           C
I know my reward will be Satan's jewel crown
              G7                    C
Satan's jewel crown I've worn it so long
F                               C
But God for my soul has reached down
                G7                  C 
His love set me free He made me His own
                   G7                C     



And helped me cast off Satan's jewel crown

16384. Satan's River

Dolly Parton - Satan's River

Satan's got river (Satan's got river deep and wide) so deep and wide
Satan's got a river and it's so deep and wide
And he's got folks a swimming (he's got folks a swimming) in the warm smooth tire
But some day Satan's river
(Yes some day Satan's river is gonna run dry) it's gonna run dry
What was once a smooth river hot lava will make the tide
Stay clear of Satan's river heaven's on either side
Big yachts are sailing Satan's river so smooth
Never stopping of thinking about God's golden rule
When the river starts to sinking they'll cry I've been a fool
Satan's got river deep and wide Satan's got river and it's so deep and wide
And he's got folks a swimming in the warm smooth tide
Satan's got river...

16385. Satan, Yer Kingdom Must Come Down

Satan, Yer Kingdom Must Come Down
Adrienne Young - Satan, Yer Kingdom Must Come Down

Satan yer kingdom must come down
Satan yer kingdom must come down
I heard the voice of Jesus say
Satan yer kingdom must come down
Shout til I tear your kingdom down
Shout til I tear your kingdom down
I heard the voice of Jesus say
Shout til I tear your kingdom down

16386. Satellite

Satellite
Lindsay Lou - Satellite

[Verse 1]
I need your body to keep me warm
I need your halo and your horns
Sounding in the dark from a distant shore
Too tender to ever ignore

[Verse 2]



He said "You're so nice to meet"
And I said "It comes naturally"
You're a satellite and I wished on you
Baby what else could I do

[Chorus]
'Cause if I can't get more
Oh, I think I might
Not make it through the night

[Verse 3]
You keep your stereo blasted on high
And I feel it when I pass you by
You're a satellite, do you read?
Was the message that I sent received?

[Verse 4]
Look at me, I'm at the top of the world
With my finger twisted, hair curled
Isn't this first-rate? I could be your pearl
I ain't like those other girls

[Verse 5]
Down here at the bottom, smoke 'em if you got 'em
Quietly tip-toe the floor
Yeah, see, you're a collision and I think I'm losing
My way to the door

[Chorus]
'Cause if I can't get more
Oh, I think I might
Not make it through the night

16387. Satellite Radio

Steve Earle - Satellite Radio

[Intro]
Turn it on

[Verse 1]
Top of my shift - frog in my throat - sleep in my eyes
Starting to drift - cup of hot joe - checking the sky
Never can tell - making my list - checking it twice
Fasten my belt - flipping my switch - checking my mic

[Chorus]
Is there anybody out there?
One-two-three on the satellite radio?
Big Daddy on the air
Are you listening to me
On the satellite radio?
At the galaxy's end



Where the stars burn white
Are you tuning in and turning on?
Is there anybody listening to earth tonight
On the satellite radio?
Listen to the radio,Listen to the radio
Turn it on,Turn it up

[Verse 2]
What if they're right? What if I'm wrong? What if we're kings?
One of these nights - play the right song - the telephone rings
Stone in the sea - shot in the dark - splitting the air
Listen to me - kindle the spark - answer my prayer

[Chorus][x3]

16388. Satin In A Coffin

Iron Horse - Satin in a Coffin

[Verse 1]
You were laying on the carpet
Like you're satin in a coffin
You said, "Do you believe what you're saying?"
Yeah, right now, but not that often

[Chorus]
Are you dead or are you sleeping?
Are you dead or are you sleeping?
Are you dead or are you sleeping?
Boy, I sure hope you are dead

[Verse 2]
Well you disappeared so often
Like you dissolved into coffee
Are you here right now, or are there probably
Fossils under your meat?

[Chorus]
Are you dead or are you sleeping?
Are you dead or are you sleeping?
Are you dead or are you sleeping?
Boy, I sure hope you are dead!

[Bridge]
Now the blow's been softened
Since the air we breathe is our coffin
Well, now the blow's been softened
Since the ocean is our coffin
Often times you know our laughter
Is your coffin ever after
And you know the blow's been softened
Since the world is our coffin
Well, now the blow's been softened



Since [?] our coffins
Well, everybody's talking about their short lists
Everybody's talking about death!

16389. Satin Sheets

Dolly Parton - Satin Sheets 

Chorus:
Satin sheets to lie on
Satin pillows to cry on
Still I'm not happy don't you see
Big long Cadillacs, tailor maids upon my back
Still I want you to set me free
I've found another man
Who can give more than you can
Though you've given me everything that money can buy
But your money can't hold me tight
Like he does on a long long night
No, you didn't keep me satisfied
Repeat Chorus Twice
Tag:
Satin sheets to lie on

16390. Satisfied

Satisfied
Elephant Revival

If I were satisfied
Would you be satisfied?
Oh, wouldn't know
Well, maybe, yes, I think it's so
Yes, maybe, I don't know

Careful words
Watch your tongue
Which of those slots are your own
What's that mean?
Words they seem only to be
Pretending to tell three times
Removed from what we really mean

16391. Satisfied



Dolly Parton - Satisfied
(Martha Carson)

If you ask me if i'm happy
For I have peace within
If I'm worried about tomorrow
When I reach my journey's end
I'm satisfied with my Jesus
When he knocks I let him in
He'll go with me through the valley
For I know he is my friend
Chorus:
Satisfied, Satisfied
No trouble can ever get me down
When my eyes shall close in death
With my Jesus I'll be at rest
Then you'll know I'm satisfied
When my friends all forsake me
When they turn me from their door
If they sow no seedsof kindness
Make the thorns in my path grow
It won't matter over yonder
When I reach the other side
I'm gonna sit down with my Jesus
And then you'll know I'm satisfied
Repeat Chorus
When my eyes shall close in death
With my Jesus I'll be at rest
Then you'll know I'm satisfied

16392. Satisfied - Chords

Satisfied 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
D
 
[Verse 1]
G        D     G            D
Do you remember the day you died
G               D                      A7        G
Did you wake up somewhere through some tunnel of light
G              D   G            D
Did you see anybody you used to know
G                       D               A7              G
Are you there with your mother and your friends and foes
 
[Prechorus]
      Em           Bm
Don't know why I'm asking
    Em          Bm    A   A7
Cuz I'm gonna be satisfied
 



[Chorus]
      D       D7/F#       G       G#dim7
I got nothin' left to be afraid of
D/A    A#dim7  Bm  A  G
I will be satisfied
 
[Interlude]
D D7
 
[Verse 2]
G              D       G             D
Can you have a cold one any time you please
G            D           A7          G
Do you still listen to A Love Supreme
G                    D  G           D
Who do you make love to speaking of love
G                  D            A7             G
Do you get all you need can you ever get enough
 
[Prechorus]
      Em           Bm
Don't know why I'm asking
    Em          Bm    A   A7
Cuz I'm gonna be satisfied
 
[Chorus]
      D       D7/F#       G       G#dim7
I got nothin' left to be afraid of
D/A    A#dim7  Bm  A  G
I will be satisfied
          D       D7/F#        G G#dim7 D/A A#dim7 Bm A G
I'm gonna leave a big piece of Heaven   behi-i-i-i-ind
            D
And be satisfied
 
[Interlude]
D D7
G7 D G7 D G7 D A7 G
 
[Verse 3]
G                      D     G                  D
Are you there with the angels do they treat you kind
G                    D          A7         G
Do they fill up your glass with nectar and wine
 
[Prechorus]
      Em           Bm
Don't know why I'm asking
      Em           Bm
Don't tell me what happens
Em        Bm      A   A7
I'm gonna be satisfied
 
[Chorus]
      D       D7/F#       G       G#dim7
I got nothin' left to be afraid of
D/A    A#dim7  Bm  A  G



I will be satisfied
          D       D7/F#        G G#dim7 D/A A#dim7 Bm A G
I'm gonna leave a big piece of Heaven   behi-i-i-i-ind
            D/A A#dim7 Bm A G
And be satisfi-i-i-i-i-i-ied
            D/A A#dim7 Bm A G
And be satisfied
            D
And be satisfied
 
[Outro]
D

16393. Satisfied Mind

Satisfied Mind - Lucinda Williams

How many times have you heard someone say
If I had his money I'd do things my way
But little they know that it's so hard to find
One rich man in ten with a satisfied mind

Once I was winning in fortune and fame
I had all that I needed to get a start in life's game
Then suddenly it happened, I lost every dime
I'm better off now, with a satisfied mind

Cause money can't buy back your youth when you're old
Or a friend when you're lonesome, or a love that's grown cold
And the wealthiest person is a pauper at times
Compared to the man with a satisfied mind

When this life is ended, my time has run out
My friends and my loved ones I'll leave, there's no doubt
But one thing for certain, when I've served my time
I'll leave this old world with a satisfied mind

16394. Saturday Maybe

The Incredible String Band - Saturday Maybe 

Factory chimney cough yellow smoke
Trucks and trains go rumbling
Throw down your key from your window high
Your man's out drinking

Neighbors thinking evil
Lead by the the lights of your electric fire
Your gray slips falls around your feet



And across the sheet your nut brown curls go tumbling

We don't have long before he comes home from the bar
I'll be gone a week of Sundays
Meet me by the bronze horse or the clock tower
Try to come Friday, Saturday maybe
Don't cry now you'll freak the baby

16395. Saturday Morning Song

Tom T. Hall - Saturday morning song
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Here's a little song that you can sing on Saturday mornin'
Mhmm mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm boogie (boogie)
Here's a little song that you can sing on Saturday mornin'
Mhmm mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm boogie

Monday you gotta go to school and Tuesday too
Wednesday and Thursday you get ready for the Friday blues

So here's a little song that you can hum on Saturday mornin'
Mhmm mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm boogie (boogie)

Here's a little song that you can hum on Saturday mornin'
Mhmm mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm boogie

Yeah here's a little song that you can sing on Saturday mornin'...

I don't want you to be sad you'll get through
Here's a little song I wrote so you can sing away the blues

Here's a little song that you can hum on Saturday mornin'...

16396. Saturday Night Special

Jerry Jeff Walker - Saturday Night Special

Tonight I could wrestle the devil
I feel I just can't lose
Go on out and find me some fallen angel
To help me with these lowdown blues
She be knowin' bout the lowdown blues

Chorus:
I got me a Saturday night special
In case things should get too rough
I've been laid back too long
I believe I've had enough



Well I can't get the man to call a taxi
He could take me way downtown
Well I'm gonna fire up my Lincoln instead
Throw my money around, won't it look good downtown

Chorus
Keep me away from the lawyer
Keep me away from the noose
Keep me away from the businessman
Give me the lowdown blues
Stepped on my Gucci shoes

Chorus

16397. Saturday Satan Sunday Saint

Ernest Tubb 
Saturday Satan Sunday Saint

Saturday Satan Sunday saint
Foolin' your neighbors that's what you think
Readin' the good book singin' the hymns
Come Monday morning and he's back to a life of sin

Old brother Brown all week he steals
Tells everyone his big business deals
The deacon walks by a dollar hits the plate
Tryin' to buy his self a ticket to the pearly gates

Old sister Rose on the very first row
Been a sittin' right there twenty years or so
Never hears a word when the preacher speaks
Too busy talkin' bout the bad girl down the street

Saturday Satan Sunday saint
Foolin' your neighbors that's what you think
Readin' the good book singin' the hymns
Come Monday morning and he's back to a life of sin

This little song holds good advice
Though some people may think it ain't too nice
Well, if you're one who's wearing the shoes
Well, there's somebody watchin' and you ain't nobody's fool

Saturday Satan Sunday saint
Foolin' your neighbors that's what you think
Readin' the good book singin' the hymns
Come Monday morning and he's back to a life of sin
Come Monday morning and he's back to a life of sin



16398. Saturdays And Sundays

Saturdays and Sundays
Chatham County Line

Wipe the dust from the piano key
Bring the shadows in from the trees
Through the window - Through the shade
To the bedroom where the bed is made
On Saturdays and Sundays:
With my baby

Take my scarf won't you wring it out
Let he demons have their shout
Get a broom - Sweep those webs
Take that notion from your head
On Saturdays and Sundays:
With my baby

Please don't say the sun's gonna leave
Let the knot in the drawstring free
Through the window where the bed is made
Nestled there we can share our shade

Don't let this work come undone
Pull the shade let in the sun
A whole world there outside
The must know of my pride
Saturdays and Sundays:
With my baby

16399. Savannah

Savannah
King Wilkie

Wanna lay my fields in the low country time
Where there's not a shady bloom still up in the sky
And castles in the sand are all washed away
Wanna ride the bridges on the albacross way
Goin down to Savannah
Getting back what once was mine
Goin down to Savannah
Will you have mercy on me this time?
When the levee broke, nobody was around
You stood by watching when I fell to the ground
There's no blood on my hands  cause I do what I'm told
Wanna live a lot longer now I'm feelin so old
Goin down to Savannah, get back what once was mine
Goin down to Savannah Will you have mercy on me this time?
The sun has set down over by Madoon
They're pouring drinks down at the old pink saloon
But in my reach when the sea rises up, if it washes you away now



Honey I'd come!
Chorus
Chorus

16400. Savannah (Don't You Ever Think of Me)

Vince Gill - Savannah (Don't You Ever Think of Me)

Do you ever think of me
When you lay your head down
Do you ever think of me
When he ain't around

Do you ever wonder why
Our love couldn't be
Ever since you said goodbye
Do you ever think of me

[Chorus]
Savannah
The memory just won't fade
Savannah
I sure wish you'd stayed with me
Savannah

Do you ever see my face
In your new lover's eyes
Has my memory been erased
Am I out of your life

I still remember our first night
We made love so tenderly
So when he doesn't hold you right
Do you ever think of me

[Chorus]

If he ever lets you down
Happiness just can't be found
I'll still be here hangin' 'round
Savannah

Savannah
(Do you ever think of me)
Savannah
(Do you ever think of me)

16401. Save Everything



Save Everything
Kathy Kallick

Questions remain unanswered, there's so much left unsaid
So many conversations I've had with you inside my head
What did you do with the letters, do they lie somewhere still unread
What do you do with the pictures still runnin' around inside your head

CHORUS:

I'm gonna save everything
'Cause I've started to think
When I'm old and grey
There might come a day
I'm gonna need love letters like that

Some of the gifts you gave still travel around with me
They're tiny precious tokens of a love that used to be
What did you do with the gifts I gave, are they somewhere inside a box
And how would it be if you and I ever had the time to talk

CHORUS

I guess most of what we said was always somewhere between the lines
Most of what you gave me is still somewhere inside my own mind
Now it's too bad about a new love because there's still a place inside
Where you and I are rockin' and talkin' late into the night

CHORUS:
I'm gonna save everything
'Cause I've started to think
There might come a day
Before I'm old and grey
I'm gonna need love letters like that
Yeah, I'm gonna need love letters like that

16402. Save It Save It

Save It ! Save It ! - Jimmy Martin
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

   Got anything good you better save it save it
   Got anything good you better save it save it
   Got anything good you better save it save it
   Baby I might need it some day

They say your cooking is the best in town
Everybody's been talking around
If it's so I'm a'coming to town
I'll let you turn my damper down

You roll your stockings to your knees
Strut around dear as you please
Cuddle up like a turtle dove



If you don't stop you'll flub your dub

There'll come a day when you're old and gray
When all your friends have strayed away
Then I'll look at you and say
You had it but it got away

Now stop your honky tonking around
Stop your painting up the town
Change your way from what you did
If you don't stop I'll blow my lid

16403. Save Me

Save Me
Sim Redmond Band

Chorus:
Come on baby, I need your love to save me
come on darling, I know you hear me calling

I saw you coming from your door your 
beauty like no one before 
and in that moment of sursprise 
I saw the love shine in your eyes 
but that light quickly disappeared, 
replaced by all your pain and fear 
I know that I have made mistakes 
but please let my love take their place

ever since we've been apart 
I have a hole right through my heart 
and every time that cold wind blows, 
my heart is so exposed 
and I know it will be hard to, 
but we must try to start anew 
before our best years pass us by 
I need you back here by my side

Bridge:
Just give me one last chance 
lets just have one last dance 
Just give it one more try before you say goodbye

16404. Save Me

Save Me
Sim Redmond Band



Chorus:
Come on baby, I need your love to save me
come on darling, I know you hear me calling

I saw you coming from your door your 
beauty like no one before 
and in that moment of sursprise 
I saw the love shine in your eyes 
but that light quickly disappeared, 
replaced by all your pain and fear 
I know that I have made mistakes 
but please let my love take their place

ever since we've been apart 
I have a hole right through my heart 
and every time that cold wind blows, 
my heart is so exposed 
and I know it will be hard to, 
but we must try to start anew 
before our best years pass us by 
I need you back here by my side

Bridge:
Just give me one last chance 
lets just have one last dance 
Just give it one more try before you say goodbye

16405. Save The Children

Dave Evans - Save The Children 

When I was young and went to school
We learned about the Golden Rule.
We played all day and had our fun.
We never had to duck and run. And we

Walked in two by two right through the classroom door.
Never worried who's in the corridor.
Cause we knew we were safe and that we had our place.
But now we're running last in the Reality Race.

Times have changed and we have to grow.
But I wonder if we'll ever really truly know.
How to keep our children safe and keep them out of harm.
Worried bout the shooters and the smoke alarms.

So we walk into the land of gilded Make Believe.
And we close our eyes when we see them bleed.
Cause we never made it safe we never made that case.
And now we're running last in the Reality Race.

We need to save the children now.
We must save all the children now.



Stop the talk and made a motion.
Drop the acts and self-promotion.
No more guns and no more killing now.

When I was young and went to school
We learned about the Golden Rule.
We played all day and had our fun.
We never had to duck and run. And we

So we walk into the land of gilded Make Believe.
And we close our eyes when we see them bleed.
Cause we never made it safe we never made that case.
And now we're running last in the Reality Race.

We need to save the children now.
We must save all the children now.
Stop the talk and made a motion.
Drop the acts and self-promotion.
No more guns and no more killing now.

16406. Save The Last Dance For Me

Emmylou Harris - Save the Last Dance for Me (Drifters cover)
Dolly Parton - Chris Hillman

You can dance
Every dance with the girl who gives you the eye
Let her hold you tight
You can smile
Every smile for the girl who'd like to treat you right
'Neath the pale moonlight

But don't forget who's takin' you home
And in who's arms you're gonna be
Oh, darlin', save the last dance for me

Oh, I know
That the music's fine like sparklin' wine
Go and have your fun
Dance and sing
But while we're apart 
Don't give your heart to anyone

And don't forget who's takin' you home
And in who's arms you're gonna be
Oh, darlin', save the last dance for me

You can dance
Go and carry on till the night is gone
And it's time to go
If she asks
If you're all alone, can she take you home
You must tell her no



And don't forget who's takin' you home
And in who's arms you're gonna be
Oh, darlin', save the last dance for me
And don't forget who's takin' you home
And in who's arms you're gonna be
Oh, darlin', save the last dance for me

16407. Save The Whales

Save The Whales
Country Joe McDonald

When my grandpa was a boy, he went down to the general store.
Saw him a picture book of a whale, shooting its spout and flashing its tail.

Then he got him a sailor's dream 'bout cruising around on the salty sea,
Joining up with a whaling crew to go out and get him a whale or two.

Tell me what kind of men are these that sail around on the salty seas,
Up in the rigging in the afternoon, swabbing the deck and sharpening harpoons.

Chorus:
Hooray, up she rises.
Hooray, up she rises.
Hooray, up she rises.
Early in the morning.

Lots of whales in the deep blue sea. We kill them for the industry.
Drag 'em alongside and cut 'em up, too. Melt 'em down and sell it to you.

There hardly is a sailor alive, who can keep a tear from his eye,
As he remembers the good old days when there were no whales to save.

Now we can thank the companies for scouring the deep, blue sea.
Looking for ivory and perfume, and oil to light your living room.

Chorus.

Shanghaied by the light of the moon, put out of Boston in the middle of June.
After six months out at sea, nothing but death and misery.

Set out on a three year cruise, a union ship and union dues,
And after a while you begin to see that whaling's not what it used to be.

You got a modern ship and a modern crew, sonar scopes and exploding harpoons.
A mechanical boat made out of steel, a floating machine to kill the whale.

Chorus.

Repeat First Verse.

Chorus.



16408. Save This Heart

Molly Tuttle - Save This Heart

[Verse 1]
Trace my finger on the map
Tryna make out where you are
You know I do the best I can, but I can't take this anymore

[Chorus]
Your letters get shorter, the days get longer
I call across the border, it's static on the line
Save this heart of mine

[Verse 2]
Darling don't forsake my hand
Swear the light is not too far
Think I finally understand what you've known clearly from the start

[Chorus]
But your letters get shorter, the days get longer
I call across the border, it's static on the line
Save this heart of mine

[Verse 3]
Do you feel me in your blood?
Am I the poison in your veins?
Deep down I've known you were the one, is it too little too late?

[Chorus]
But your letters get shorter, the days get longer
I call across the border, it's static on the line
Save this heart of mine
Save this heart of mine

16409. Save Your Sin

Little Big Town - Save Your Sin

I ain't your mama
I ain't your priest
I got no time to waste on your saving grace
So, get up off your knees please
I ain't whiskey in a bottle
I won't let you forget
Ain't no shot of Novocain
No holy water, cleansing rain
To save your neck, yeah



[Chorus:]
Save your sin for someone else
Save your sin for someone else
Save your sin for someone else
Oh oh oh, not for me
Find yourself a back road
Drive 'till it runs outta dirt
Go on and scream it to the sky
Your filthy lies go on
Confess it 'till it hurts

[Chorus]
Jump in the river, let me go
Ain't deep enough to save your soul
Jump in the river, disappear
Won't be the one to judge you dear

[Chorus]

16410. Save Yourself

Lucinda Williams - Save Yourself (Sharon Van Etten cover)

[Verse 1]
I want every town
I need you to know
There's nothing left to sell me, I'm broke
I just want these holes
For when I try to run
For no reason, or so I'm told

[Chorus]
Don't you think I know
You're only trying to save yourself?
Don't you think I know
You're only trying to save yourself?

[Verse 2]
Ancient in one long
Incidental month
You had a bad day, I want home
You still make me smile
As much as I am reeling
It has been a while, please don't make me show
I'm not your gal

[Chorus]
Don't you think I know
You're only trying to save yourself?
Don't you think I know
You're only trying to save yourself?
Just like everyone else



[Verse 3]
Try and make me feel
Like I'm your number one
Every other one, well, shit, get real
I know you're balding still
You're older than you feel
Think a little harder
A little modest and humble be
I won't wait around

[Chorus]
Don't you think I know
You're only trying to save yourself?
Don't you think I know
You're only trying to save yourself?
Just like everyone else
You're just like everyone else
You're just like everyone else
You're just like everyone else

16411. Saved By A Waif

Norman Blake - Saved by a Waif

[Verse 1]
New Saturday
In the park, didn't think you fell that hard
Woke up again
Woke up and you wanted a new start
New Saturday
In the park, didn't think you fell that hard
Oh, Adrian
The silver maple never saw you coming

[Pre-Chorus]
Stay where you are
State what you are
Stay where you are
And no one gets hurt

[Chorus]
You cut your hair
Now you look like a little boy
You climbed the stairs
So high, you can't come down from there
Said you wanted to get it together but you don't
Said you wanted to get it together but you won't

[Bridge]
Say something, waste something
Change your life
Take something, break something
Make your flight



Say something, anything
Mommy wants you to be a doctor
So she can tell her friends you're like your father
And if it's all for the sake of conversation
Then maybe you should try a new vocation
Oh, saved by a waif and the weight of your wayfarers
Not to be confused with hippies in Toronto

[Chorus]
You cut your hair
Now you look like a little boy
You climbed the stairs
So high, you can't come down from there
Said you wanted to get it together but you don't
Said you wanted to get it together but you won't
Oh, saved by a waif and the weight of your wayfarers

16412. Savin' It For You

Dolly Parton - Savin' It For You 
(D. Fekaris/D. Loeb)

I've been waiting for so long
For someone who's as wonderful as you
Someone who's kind and always cares
And baby you're the answer to my prayers
You appear and I'm brand new
I love it, hey, I love it 'cause it's you
And for all the sweet things that you do
You got a little present comin' you
You pick me up
You keep me high up in the sky
Honey, yes you, you fill my cup
You keep a shiny and twinkling light in my eye
I've been savin' it for you
All my love, all my love, all my lovin' for tonight
I've been savin' it for you
For you, for you, for you Mister Right
I've been savin' it for you
All my love, all my love, all my lovin' for tonight
I've been savin' it for you
For you, for you Mister Right
All those worries back in town
Forget them 'cause they're nowhere to be found
All you find right here is love
And baby you are what I' ve been dreamin' of
Close the door and feel the fire
I'll love you, hey, I'll love you to the wire
And for the wonders you inspire
You got a little present comin' you
You pick me up
You keep me high up in the sky
Honey, yes you, you fill my cup



You keep a shiny and twinkling light in my eye
I've been savin' it for you
All my love, all my love, all my lovin' for tonight
I've been savin' it for you
For you, for you, for you Mister Right
I've been savin' it for you
All my love, all my love, all my lovin' for tonight
I've been savin' it for you
For you, for you Mister Right
Let's say hello a special way
Lovers who love and love to play
You have been all that I can think about
There's never a doubt it's you
And you alone that turns me on
Anticipation now is gone
And we're alone
So just get comfy and, oh yeah, unplug the phone
I've been savin' it for you
All my love, all my love, all my lovin' for tonight
I've been savin' it for you
For you, for you, for you Mister Right
I've been savin' it for you
All my love, all my love, all my lovin' for tonight
I've been savin' it for you
For you, for you Mister Right
Savin' it for you
I've been savin' it, savin' it, savin' it for you
Savin' it for you
Been savin' it for you Mister Right

16413. Saving All My Sinning

Saving All My Sinning
Lake Street Dive

I know you know me as the girl who's always alone
I know you never see me take anybody home
I know you never see me cry
Never see me say goodbye
Now we're kissing on the sly
But I don't think you know what I feel inside

[Chorus]
Can't you see this is only the beginning?
I'm a good girl but I'm saving all my sinning
For you
And now there's nothing that we can't do
I've been a good girl for so long
I deserve to do something wrong

I see you looking at me like I'm a little child
Like a virtuous angel to be defiled
Everybody wants to be the guy



Who takes the angel from the sky
You know I'd like to see you try
But I don't think you know what I feel inside

[Chorus]
Can't you see this is only the beginning?
I'm a good girl but I'm saving all my sinning
For you
And now there's nothing that we can't do
I've been a good girl for so long
I deserve to do something wrong

16414. Saving Grace

Saving Grace - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

Lately Grace hasn't been herself
And he's noticed the change
Like forgetting friends they have known for years and misplacing her things
He'd make a joke; they both laugh
and blame it on old age
its not funny anymore, She can't remember his name

He believes way down deep she still
knows is Fourty years of memories
just can't disappear like this
The doctors say its hopeless, her
past has been erased
But he'll spend the rest of his
life, Saving Grace

Raised five kids on a farmers pay, Vietnam took a son, but watching Grace live like this is the
 hardest thing he has done
He sits there by her bed sometimes, while she's fast asleep. Tell's her all about herself stroke
s her hair and weeps

He believes way down deep she still
knows is. Fourty years of memories
just can't disappear like this. The
doctors say its hopeless, her past
has been erased. But he'll spend
the rest of his life, Saving Grace

The woman that he's loved for years
Is somewhere trapped in the pain
Tonight he swears she smiled at him and almost spoke his name
The doctors say its hopeless, her past has been erased. But he'll spend the rest of his life, Sa
ving Grace

He believes way down deep she still
knows is
But Lately Grace hasn't been herself



16415. Saving The Good Stuff For You

Richard Thompson - Saving the Good Stuff for You 

I've seen trouble from every direction
My old head is peppered with grey
I could never resist life's temptations
They just seemed to fall in my way
I've had wives and I treated them badly
And maybe a lover or two
All the time, I didn't know it
I was saving the good stuff for you

I was saving the good stuff for you, darling
Saving the good stuff for you
There was some part of me who knew, darling
To save the good stuff for you

And I even thought on occasion
It was love that was making me blue
Some kind of love, well, I called it love
Maybe fatal attraction will do
Well, I got it all out of my system
My heart it is tested and true
All the time, I didn't know it
I was saving the good stuff for you

I was saving the good stuff for you, darling
Saving the good stuff for you
There was some part of me who knew, darling
To save the good stuff for you

I'm glad that you never did know me
When I was out of control
I was hollow right there in the middle
Some people got sucked in the hole
But I cut myself loose from the old ways
And you're all that I'm clinging to
All the time, I didn't know it
I was saving the good stuff for you

I was saving the good stuff for you, darling
Saving the good stuff for you
There was some part of me who knew, darling
To save the good stuff for you
Well I was saving the good stuff for you

16416. Savior Lord And Guide



Osborne Brothers - Savior lord and guide
Composer: Paul Brewster

I lived a life that had no meaning
All alone in a world without a friend
Till Jesus gave me hope and inspiration
And everlasting peace that lies within

A crown of glory waits in Heaven
For those who bear His love inside
Above the many things that I remember
Is acceptance by my Saviour Lord and guide

The door of sin is always open
for those who want to enter in
But Christ holds the key to the only answer
Just one turn and I know He'll let you in

I know my days down here are numbered
And time is swiftly drawing nigh
A burden so heavy has been lifted
Simple truth and understanding get me by

A crown of glory waits in Heaven...

Above the many things that I remember
Is acceptance by my Saviour Lord and guide

16417. Sawing On The Strings

Alison Krauss - Sawing on the Strings 
(Sawin' On The Strings)

Way back in the mountains Way back in the hills
There used to live a mountaineer 
They called him Fiddlin' Will
He could play most anything
And some say he could sing
But the one thing that he liked to do best
Was sawing on the strings

So get out the fiddle
And rosin up the bow
Look at ol' Will a pattin' his toe
We'll make music til the rafters ring
All that pickin' and a sawin on the strings

When the neighbors had a shindig
And they all had vittles to eat
We'd always have to wait on Will
For the frolic to be complete
When he comes down from the mountain
All the gals began to sway
Sometimes he'd pick that ol' 5-string



Until the break of day

So tune up the 5-string
Tighten up the hide
Tell all the young folks to get inside
We'll make music til the rafters ring
All them pickin' and a sawing on the string

So tune up the 5-string
Tighten up the hide
Tell all the young folks to get inside
We'll make music til the rafters ring
All them pickin' and a sawing on the string

16418. Sawmill Town

Sawmill Town (Larry W. Jones 11/03/2007) 

A sawmill town on a dead end street
You're nowhere around and I can't sleep
With you still on my mind
Dear, I still dream of you, it's true
I know he bought you a diamond ring
I'm sure he can buy you fancy things
But he can't buy true love
The kind of love I have for you
The kind of love I have for you
Would have lasted endlessly
We planned a life of man and wife
But that now can never be
I know he bought you a diamond ring
I'm sure he can buy you fancy things
That you won't find in a sawmill town
But he can't buy true love
His will only be hand-me-downs
- instrumental -
Remember you came from a sawmill town
Bright lights came from the sawdust burning low
It's just a little sawmill town, I know
But it's here you will find real love can grow
You might live in a mansion on a hill
But you will still be blue
Cause he can't buy true love
The kind of love I have for you
Remember you came from a sawmill town
Bright lights came from the sawdust burning low
It's just a little sawmill town, I know
But it's here you will find real love can grow



16419. Say A Good Word

Iris Dement - Say A Good Word

[Verse 1]
Home's become such an angry place
Friends now wear an enemy's face
The chasm's grown so wide
Words of wisdom from a different time:
"An eye for an eye leaves the whole world blind"
The same is true today

[Pre-Chorus]
We drown in ill will or we swallow the pill
And go on and say a good word to them now

[Chorus]
Say a good word
Say a good word
Say a good word
Say a good word
Say a good word
Say a good word
Say a good word

[Verse 2]
Nobody gets everything right
Shine your love light
Go on and say a good word to them now
Life is so hard, who isn't scarred
Go on and say a good word to them now

[Bridge]
Magnanimity, magnanimity, oh-oh-oh-oh
Magnanimity, magnanimity, oh-oh-oh-oh

[Pre-Chorus]
It's not too late, don't hesitate
Go on and say a good word to them now

[Chorus]
Say a good word
Say a good word
Say a good word
Say a good word
Say a good word (Say a good word to them)
Say a good word (Say a good word to them)
Say a good word (Say a good word to them)
Say a good word (Say a good word to them)
Say a good word

16420. Say Darlin Say



Say Darlin Say

Say little darlin won't you marry me
Live in a holler neath the old oak tree
Say darlin say
In the old oak tree we'll make our home
Never more in this world to roam
Say darlin say

Say little darlin if you were mine
You wouldn't do nothing but starch and iron
Say darlin say
Starch and iron would be your trade
I'd get drunk and lay in the shade
Say darlin say

Say little darlin won't you marry me
Live in a holler neath the old oak tree
Say darlin say
Live in the holler neath the old oak tree
Children bouncin' on daddy's knee
Say darlin say

Hush little darling don't say a word
Poppa's gonna buy you a mocking bird
Say darlin say
If that mocking bird don't sing
Poppa gonna buy you a diamond ring
Say darlin say

If that diamond ring is brass
I'm gonna buy you a looking glass
Say darlin say
If that looking glass gets broke
Poppa gonna buy you a billy goat
Say darlin say

If that billy goat won't pull
Poppa's gonna buy you a cart and bull
Say darlin say
If that cart and bull falls down
You're still the sweetest baby in town
Say darlin say

16421. Say Darlin' Say

Tim O'Brien - Say Darlin' Say

Say little darlin', won't you marry me?
Live over yonder 'neath the old oak tree
Say darlin' say
Old oak tree will make our home
Nevermore this world to roam
Say darlin' say



Say little darlin', if you were mine
Make your livin' off starch and iron
Say darlin' say
Starch and iron will be your trade
I'll get drunk and lay in the shade
Say darlin' say
Say little darlin', won't you marry me?
Live over yonder 'neath the old oak tree
Say darlin' say
Live over yonder 'neath the old oak tree
Children bouncin' on daddy's knee
Say darlin' say
Hush little baby, don't you say a word
Daddy's gonna buy you a mockingbird
Say darlin' say
And if that mockingbird won't sing
Daddy's gonna buy you a diamond ring
Say darlin' say
And if that diamond ring turns brass
Daddy's gonna buy you a looking glass
Say darlin' say
And if that looking glass gets broke
Daddy's gonna buy you a billy goat
Say darlin' say
And if that billy goat won't pull
Daddy's gonna buy you a garden bull
Say darlin' say
And if that cardinal fall down
You're still the prettiest baby in town
Say darlin' say
Say little darlin', won't you marry me?
Live over yonder 'neath the old oak tree
Say darlin' say
Old oak tree will make our home
Nevermore this world to roam
Say darlin' say

16422. Say Forever You'll Be Mine

Dolly Parton - Say Forever You'll Be Mine 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Writer Dolly Parton

Say forever you'll be mine
Forever is the love that is filled with understanding
Forever is the love that is true and undemanding
Forever is the love that can stand the test of time
Forever I am yours, say forever you'll be mine
Trouble clouds may fill our skies
It might even rain awhile
But the rain will go away
There's always a brighter day
Darling, I won't promise you



That we'll be happy all the time
But forever I am yours, say forever you'll be mine
Forever I am yours, say forever you'll be mine
Say forever you'll be mine, forever I am yours
And I'll do anything that you ever ask me to
And I'll do what you want me to
Darling, I won't promise you
That we'll be happy all the time
But forever I am yours, say forever you'll be mine
Say forever you'll be mine
Forever is the love that is filled with understanding
Forever is the love that is true and undemanding
Forever is the love that can stand the test of time
Forever I am yours, say forever you'll be mine
Trouble clouds may fill our skies
It might even rain awhile
But the rain will go away
There's always a brighter day
Darling, I won't promise you
That we'll be happy all the time
But forever I am yours, say forever you'll be mine
Forever I am yours, say forever you'll be mine
Say forever you'll be mine, forever I am yours
And I'll do anything that you ever ask me to
And I'll do what you want me to
Darling, I won't promise you
That we'll be happy all the time
But forever I am yours, say forever you'll be mine

16423. Say Hello - Chords

Say Hello
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Pete Wasner and Vince Gill

G                        C                  D7
I walk down these lonely streets and try to find you
   C                               D7
In all the same old places we used to go
        G                  C              D7
And the old friends that I meet still ask about you
         C            D7          G
And they tell me if I see you say hello
    G7                             C
Say hello to the arms that used to hold me
        A7                                  D7
Hold me close when those chilly winds would blow
    G              G7                C
Say hello with the lips that used to kiss me
    D7                           G
And whisper in my ear I love you so
               C                  D7
I remember the night when I first met you



  C                               D7
I knew that I could never let you go
    G              C      D7
Now I can't find a way to forget you
         C           D7           G
I'd give anything to hear you say hello
    G7                             C
Say hello to the arms that used to hold me
        A7                                  D7
Hold me close when those chilly winds would blow
    G              G7                C
Say hello with the lips that used to kiss me
    D7                           G
And whisper in my ear I love you so 
         D7                       G
I'd give anything to hear you say hello

16424. Say I Do - Chords

Say I Do - Lonesome River Band

[Intro]
G A G A C G Em A C G

[Verse 1]
G                      A           G                       A
Girl you ask me what's on my mind, So I'll just lay it all on the line
C                   G         Em    A        C     G
If you want you can take your time, Will you say I do?
 
[Chorus]
D                     A              D                      A
Bring you flowers and diamond rings, Without you they don't mean a thing
C                   G        Em    A       C     G
And tonight are you why I'll sing, Darlin' say I do
 
[Instrumental]
 
G A G A C G Em A C G D A D A C G Em A C G
 
[Verse 2]
G                 A             G                    A
I can't offer the world to you, But I can promise to love you true
C                      G        Em   A      C    G
And it will last for a lifetime too, If you say I do.
 
[Chorus]
D                     A              D                      A
Bring you flowers and diamond rings, Without you they don't mean a thing
C                   G        Em    A       C     G
And tonight are you why I'll sing, Darlin' say I do
 
[Instrumental]



 
G A G A C G Em A C G
 
[Chorus]
D                     A              D                      A
Bring you flowers and diamond rings, Without you they don't mean a thing
C                   G        Em    A       C     G
And tonight are you why I'll sing, Darlin' say I do
 
C                   G        Em    A       C     G
And tonight girl you're why I'll sing, Darlin' say I do

16425. Say It Isn't So

Nanci Griffith - Say It Isn't So

When you say I love you
Is it just because you know that's what I want to hear?
Lately friends are warning me
What they hesitate to tell me leaves a thread of fear

People talk around this town
And when the final truth comes down
There's only one thing left to do
It's come back 'round to you
(come back 'round to you)

[Chorus:]
Say it isn't so
Tell me that you're someone
I'll believe in
Am I the last to know
That you don't love me anymore?

Oh, if you ever did
Say it isn't so
Am I caught up in a web
That you are weaving?
Oh, the stories I've been told
Indicate that you're already
Reachin' for the door

It's just a lovers situation
Are you in or out of love?
I've heard those words before
I've had to face up to the truth
'cause' staying and pretending
Would have hurt him more

Sometimes lovers stay too long
Sometimes they leave too soon
There's only one thing left to do
It's come back 'round to you



(come back 'round to you)

[Chorus]

Oh, the stories I've been told
Baby
Just say it isn't so

16426. Say It's Not You - Chords

Say It's Not You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Dallas Frazier

G               D7          G
Darling there's talk around town 
                G7           C
Bout a girl who spreads love around
                                G
With soft lips and eyes crystal blue 
                     D7
Darling say it's not you
     G            D7       G
They say that she comes in alone 
               G7              C
And stays till self respect is gone
                                       G
And each night she leaves with someone new 
        D7           G
Darling say it's not you
   C                              G
At first what they said it didn't hurt me 
  D7                     G
Until they mentioned her name
    C                         G
And then slowly the tears overtook me 
                   E7             A7   D7
Cause her name and yours were the same
G                   D7          G
Each night till the breaking of dawn 
                 G7             C
I'm praying that you're not the one
                              G
Tell me lies but say it's not true 
        D7           G
Darling say it's not you
        D7           C  G
Darling say it's not y-ou



16427. Say So

Say So
Sara Watkins - Say So

[Verse 1]
Enough is enough
Come back to us
We can't have lost you yet
We can't have lost you yet
The flame in your eyes
Is dimmed by this disguise
That you've had on too long
Yeah, you kept it on too long

[Pre-Chorus]
But the flame's not gone
Not if you say so

[Chorus]
Home, home is where you say it is
Deep, deep as you can dig for it
When you're ready to begin, say so
Just say so

[Verse 2]
Hands spin around the clock
But one day they will stop
And you're running headlong in
Racing to your end
Well, time is yours to burn
But the key is yours to turn
Some will watch and wait
Free of mistakes

[Pre-Chorus]
But what do they know?
Oh, what do they know?

[Chorus]
Home, home is where you say it is
Deep, deep as you can dig for it
When you're ready to begin, say so
Show, show yourself the way to live
Hear, hear the words from your own lips
Tell yourself you're up for this, say so

16428. Say Something

Chris Stapleton
Say Something

[Intro: Justin Timberlake]



Mhmm, yeah, alright
Ooh

[Verse 1: Justin Timberlake]
Everyone knows all about my direction
And in my heart somewhere
I wanna go there
Still, I don't go there

[Pre-Chorus: Justin Timberlake & Chris Stapleton]
Everybody says, "Say something"
Then, "Say something, say something"
Then, "Say something, say something"
Then, "Say something"
I don't want to get caught up in the rhythm of it

[Chorus: Justin Timberlake & Chris Stapleton]
But I can't help myself, no, I can't help myself, no, no
Caught up in the middle of it
No, I can't help myself, no, I can't help myself, no, no, no
Caught up in the rhythm of it

[Post-Chorus: Justin Timberlake & Chris Stapleton]
Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have
(Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have)
Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have
[Verse 2: Chris Stapleton & Justin Timberlake]
Everyone knows all about my transgressions
Still, in my heart somewhere
There's melody and harmony for you and me tonight
(Ooh, whoa) I hear them call my name

[Pre-Chorus: Justin Timberlake & Chris Stapleton]
Everybody says, "Say something"
Then, "Say something, say something"
Then, "Say something, say something"
Then, "Say something"
I don't want to get caught up in the rhythm of it

[Chorus: Justin Timberlake & Chris Stapleton]
But I can't help myself, no, I can't help myself, no, no
Caught up in the middle of it
No, I can't help myself, no, I can't help myself, no, no, no
Caught up in the rhythm of it

[Post-Chorus: Justin Timberlake & Chris Stapleton]
Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have
(Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have)
Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have
(Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have)
Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have
(Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have)
Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have
(Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have)
[Refrain: Justin Timberlake & Chris Stapleton]
Sometimes, the greatest way to say something
Is to say nothing at all



Sometimes, the greatest way to say something
Is to say nothing at all
Sometimes, the greatest way to say something
Is to say nothing

[Chorus: Justin Timberlake & Chris Stapleton]
But I can't help myself, no, I can't help myself, no, no
Caught up in the middle of it
No, I can't help myself, no, I can't help myself, no, no, no
Caught up in the rhythm of it

[Post-Chorus: Justin Timberlake & Chris Stapleton]
Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have
(Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have)
Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have
(Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have)
Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have
(Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have)
Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have
(Maybe I'm looking for something I can't have)

[Refrain: Justin Timberlake & Chris Stapleton]
Sometimes, the greatest way to say something
Is to say nothing at all
Sometimes, the greatest way to say something
Is to say nothing at all
Sometimes, the greatest way to say something
Is to say nothing

16429. Say Something Nice About Me

Tom T. Hall - Say something nice about me
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Say something nice about me when you get to L.A.
Tell 'em I always say it's a good town
Tell 'em I know it's a long way to go to Nashville pour a drink
Tell 'em I said I'm not really dead I don't think

Say something nice about me when you get to New Orleans
Tell 'em I always dream about Bourbon Street
Horns in the night Antoine's delights walks on cobblestone streets
Say something nice about me

Say something nice about me when you get to San Antone
Tell 'em I still wear my hat and I drive a pickup
Tell 'em the strings on my guitar rings the tune about their rose
Tell 'em I'll see them all in the spring I suppose

Say something nice about me when you get to my home state
Tell 'em I've been runnin' late but I love 'em
Tell 'em I've found that the world is round and nothin' is ever free
Say something nice about me



16430. Say Something Nice To Sarah

Ernest Tubb 
Say Something Nice To Sarah

I really do love Sarah and she really does love me
And we're about as happy as a pair in love can be
One day I said to Sarah before we run away
Let me get your dad's permission
This is what he had to say

Say something nice to Sarah every day
Treat Sarah in the kindest kind of way
Don't ever leave her all alone
Or when you come back she'll be gone
She hurts mighty easy watch you say
Say something nice to Sarah every day

Well, now I'm still loving Sarah and as the years go by
Some think I've made her happy some think I've made her cry
She had her share of trouble fall upon her pretty head
But she comes right back a smiling
When I do what her daddy said

Say something nice to Sarah every day
Treat Sarah in the kindest kind of way
Don't ever leave her all alone
Or when you come back she'll be gone
She hurts mighty easy watch you say
Say something nice to Sarah every day
And say something nice to Sarah every day

16431. Say What You Will

Tone Bent - Say What You Will

Say what you will
Good love is hard to find
I've had my fill of the hurtin' kind

Take a lot of money
To buy up all the pain

Take a lot of honey
To fill me up and put me back
On my feet again

You've seen the worst
Still you find the best of me



My love was cursed
Loosin' destiny

Take a lot of linen
To dry up all the tears
Take a lot of grinnin'
To cheer me up and put me back
On my feet again

You know I needed a friend
I could tell my troubles to
And you have been my friend
So I will give my love to you
Good love from me to you

Here it comes again
I feel I'm not good enough
Can't remember when
It ever felt so tough

Take a lot huggin'
Drive away the fear
Take a lot of lovin'
To pick me up and put me back
On my feet again

You know I needed a friend
I could tell my troubles to
And you have been my friend
So I will give my love to you
Good love from me to you

I know you needed a friend
You could tell your troubles to
And I'll be your friend
And I will give my love to you
Good love from me to you

Good love
Good love
Good love from me to you
Good love

16432. Say Won't You Be Mine

Say Won't You Be Mine - Blue Highway
Ricky Skaggs - Jeremy Garrett - Serene Green

Can't you hear the nightbirds crying
Can't you hear that lonesome dove
Sayin' won't you come back darling
To the only one you love



   Meet me out on the mountain
   Underneath the lonesome pine
   Where we vowed we'd love each other
   Darlin' say won't you be mine

Where the mountain laurels blooming
And the wildwood blossom grow
There we vowed to love each other
In our childhood long ago

Then I left my little darling
Lord I've rambled for too long
Many times I prayed to see her
Now I'm on my way back home

16433. Say You Do

Dierks Bentley - Say You Do

[Verse 1]
Don't worry about the damage done
Just let those words roll off your tongue
Even if you're lying
If you really don't mean it, I don't care
If you need a little buzz to get you there
Then baby I'm buying

[Chorus]
Well couldn't you
Say you do
Say you might
For tonight
Have a heart
Bend the truth
Even if you don't
Couldn't you
Mess me up
Get in my head
Steal my t-shirt
Wreck my bed
All night long
Like you used to
Even if you don't
Couldn't you
Say you do?

[Verse 2]
Yeah baby, I'm begging you to lead me on
Say it feels good to be back in my arms
And then don't call me
I don't mind a little smoke getting in my eyes
Baby, take your hands, take your lies
And lay 'em on me



[Chorus]
Well couldn't you
Say you do
Say you might
For tonight
Have a heart
Bend the truth
Even if you don't
Couldn't you
Mess me up
Get in my head
Steal my t-shirt
Wreck my bed
All night long
Like you used to
Even if you don't
Couldn't you
Say you do?

[Verse 3]
Well don't worry about the damage done
Just let those words roll of your tongue
Even if you're lying
[Chorus]
Well couldn't you
Say you do
Say you might
For tonight
Have a heart
Bend the truth
Even if you don't
Couldn't you
Mess me up
Get in my head
Steal my t-shirt
Wreck my bed
All night long
Like you used to
Even if you don't
Couldn't you
Say you do?
Say you do
Just say you do

16434. Say You Lied - Chords

Say You Lied
Recorded by J.D. Crowe
Written by Howard Russell Smith

G
I was a fool to say I didn't love you



 D7
Just because you hurt my pride
 C G
It wasn't true I swear by stars above you
 D7 G
You said you didn't love me say you lied

 C
Oh the wind is cold tonight
 D7
But not as cold as my heart
 G C
It's chilly in here since you left me my dear
 D7 G
I can't sleep I'm falling apart

Repeat #1

 C G
And my heart was brok-en
 C G
When the words were spok-en
 C D7
And you locked my heart outside
G D7 G
You said you didn't love me say you lied

 C
If you would only come back to me
 D7 G
I'll build you a castle in my dreams
 C
And I have no doubt we can work it out
 D7 G
Cause nothing's as bad as it seems

Repeat #1,3

 D7 G
You said you didn't love me please say you lied

16435. Say You Love Me

Rodney Crowell - Say You Love Me

I've been up all night and the night before
My teeth are dirty my eyes are sore
There was a good time had by all accounts
And we were drinking to you in tall amounts
I guess we had a little trouble in the hotel bar
Some hometown bubba went a little too far
He said he don't like Catholics he don't like Jews
He don't like me and he don't like you



Say you love me
Say you need me
Say you want me - don't disappoint me
Say it
Say it
Say it
Say it
I've got ten good years left in my legs
Someday baby I won't have to beg
The first thing to go is not your mind
You have known that for a long long time
You've got the Irish eyes and the raven hair
From your head down to your underwear
Poetry is the language of choice
Whenever I'm within the sound of your voice
Say you love me
Say you need me
Say you want me - don't disappoint me
Say it
Say it
Say it
Say it
Speak your mind darlin' state your case baby
Lay it on the line sugar cut to the chase maybe
Say it in your own words and don't be proud
If it's something that you wanna get heard
You've got to say it to me right out loud
Say it
Say it
Say it
Say it
Say it
Say it
Say it
Say it

16436. Say You Won't Be Mine - Chords

Say You Won't Be Mine
Blue Highway - Stanley Brothers

[Intro]
G C G D G
 
[Verse 1]
G
Can't you hear the nightbirds cryin'
          C                 G
Can't you hear the lonesome dove
G
Sayin' won't you come back darlin'
       D            G
To the only one you love



 
[Chorus]
G
Meet me out on a mountain
    C                   G
Underneath the lonesome pine
G
Where we vowed we'd love each other
          D                 G
Darlin' say won't you be mine
 
[Solo]
G C G D G
 
[Verse 2]
G
Pretty mountain laurels bloomin'
       C                G
Pretty wildwood flowers grow
G
Where we vowed we'd love each other
       D              G
In our childhood long ago
 
[Chorus]
G
Meet me out on a mountain
    C                   G
Underneath the lonesome pine
G
Where we vowed we'd love each other
          D                 G
Darlin' say won't you be mine
 
[Solo]
G C G D G
 
[Verse 3]
G
Then I left my little darlin'
       C               G
Lord I wondered for so long
G
Many nights I longed to see her
        D              G
Now I'm on my way back home
 
[Chorus]
G
Meet me out on a mountain
    C                   G
Underneath the lonesome pine
G
Where we vowed we'd love each other
          D                 G
Darlin' say won't you be mine



16437. Say You'll Take Me Back

Say You'll Take Me Back
Stanley Brothers

I'm ready now to settle down
All my travelin' days are over
Darlin' Darlin' oh my love
Say you'll take me back once more

Another's love has wrecked my life
She stole my love for you away
And now I beg you to forgive
And take me in your heart to stay

Your lovin' heart has turned to stone
I know your love for me is cold
But now I need you oh so much
To love with all my heart and soul

I'm ready now to settle down
All my travelin' day's are o'er
Darlin' darlin' oh my love
Say you'll take me back once more

16438. Say Youll Stay In My Arms - Chords

Say Youll Stay In My Arms 
The Special Consensus

[Intro]
C  G   D   G   C   G   D   G
 
[Chorus]
       C                          G
Darlin please don't leave til the morning
        D                              G
Give me one more chance to make things right
        C                           G
Give me one more chance to prove I love you
           D                         G
Say you'll stay in my arms one more night
 
[Verse 1]
         C                      G
Would it do any good to say I'm sorry
     D                        G
For all of the pain that I've caused
        C                            G



Give me one more night sweetheart to hold you
        D                             G
And to renew the love we thought was lost
 
[Chorus]
       C                          G
Darlin please don't leave til the morning
        D                              G
Give me one more chance to make things right
        C                           G
Give me one more chance to prove I love you
           D                         G
Say you'll stay in my arms one more night
 
[BREAK]
C   G   D   G   C   G   D   G
 
[Verse 2]
        C                               G
Well I know that I put you through some hard times
        D                            G
But to lose you would be too much to bear
        C                            G
Give me one more night sweetheart to hold you
        D                           G
And to renew the love that we once shared
 
[Chorus]
       C                          G
Darlin please don't leave til the morning
        D                              G
Give me one more chance to make things right
        C                           G
Give me one more chance to prove I love you
           D                         G
Say you'll stay in my arms one more night
 
[BREAK]
C   G   D   G   C   G   D   G   C   G   D   G   C   G   D   G
 
[Chorus]
       C                          G
Darlin please don't leave til the morning
        D                              G
Give me one more chance to make things right
        C                           G
Give me one more chance to prove I love you
           D                         G
Say you'll stay in my arms one more night
 
[Outro]
C   G   D   G   G



16439. Scale Down

Scale Down
Rising Appalachia

Stand up look around and
Then scale back down too

See I believe in a revolution, I believe it is a hell
I believe in it, take care of it daily daily on demand because...
I am a blacksmith of metal and words and a sheep that pitch black too
And in this life spun short in the span of things I believe there's a bit more that we ought to be
 trying
Cause 500 hundred years ago, when these trees were more dense
And the colors pristine, so the chaos made sense
There was no knowing of loss of a mountain
The whole mountain that I call home and these same hills roll on and on
Without mention of vanish or where fools belong and these same mountains that go to peace
Long before the noose, and now that soon is really gone, now that too is nearly gone
So tell me what have we done as a civilization to destroy in our own wake that
Metaphorical hand that feeds us we are trashing our own birthday cake
And I consider myself a skeptic but I'm optimist in soul and we are all getting force fed
We are led around like the bull and he is huge and rageful and somehow subdued and haule
d by those thick rings
So don't you too shut out the filthy, nasty, sticky truth of things
So here we go, get the fuck out your car, walk, it's good for you stop consuming blindly
Get by on what you do have and then scale that down too

Take a long hard look at you
It starts there, we all got a lot to say about everybody else its our own transgression that alwa
ys tends to melt into
Who's fault who's blame who's wrong, but each and everyone of us is doing something
Its too hard, too fast, too long and there's
None but ourselves to make this thing last, none but ourselves to make this thing last...
Stand up look around and
Scale that down too

It starts there, take a long hard look at you, you stand up, look around and then you scale tha
t down too

16440. Scarborough Fair / Canticle

Scarborough Fair / Canticle
Arr. Paul Simon / Art Garfunkel

Are you going to Scarborough Fair?
Parsley, sage, rosemary, and thyme
Remember me to one who lives there
She once was a true love of mine

Tell her to make me a cambric shirt
(On the side of a hill in the deep forest green)
Parsley, sage, rosemary, and thyme



(Tracing a sparrow on snow-crested ground)
Without no seams nor needlework
(Blankets and bedclothes the child of the mountain)
Then she'll be a true love of mine
(Sleeps unaware of the clarion call)

Tell her to find me an acre of land
(On the side of a hill, a sprinkling of leaves)
Parsley, sage, rosemary, and thyme
(Washes the ground with so many tears)
Between the salt water and the sea strand
(A soldier cleans and polishes a gun)
Then she'll be a true love of mine

Tell her to reap it in a sickle of leather
(War bellows, blazing in scarlet battalions)
Parsley, sage, rosemary, and thyme
(Generals order their soldiers to kill)
And to gather it all in a bunch of heather
(And to fight for a cause they've long ago forgotten)
Then she'll be a true love of mine

Are you going to Scarborough Fair?
Parsley, sage, rosemary, and thyme
Remember me to one who lives there
She once was a true love of mine

16441. Scarecrow In The Garden

Scarecrow in the Garden
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Well he came from Northern Ireland
Searching for the free man's ground
And he came to bet his fortune
On a West Virginia plow
He built a house of timber
And raised a redhead son
Then they worked the land together
And prayed the rain would come

[Chorus]
There's a scarecrow in the garden
That looks like Lucifer
And I've been reading Revelations
With my bare feet in the dirt

[Verse 2]
Well the redhead son got older
And took a brown eyed wife
And the fields were green as dollars
Cause the dirt was black as night



I came in late September
The youngest one of three
And my sisters off and married
So the land was left to me

[Chorus]
There's a scarecrow in the garden
That looks like Lucifer
And I've been reading Revelations
With my bare feet in the dirt

[Bridge]
I know every single fencepost
Every rock that goes around
I've been staring at the red oak
Where I know they'll lay me down

[Verse 3]
The fields ain't what they once were
The rains just seem to flood
And I've been thinking about that river
Wondering how it turned to blood

[Outro]
I've been sitting here all morning
I was sitting here all night
There's a bible in my left hand
And a pistol in my right

16442. Scared Of The Blues - Chords

Scared Of The Blues 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro]
E E B  B
E E B7 B7
 
[Verse 1]
E                        B
Let me go with you don't leave me
B             E7
I'll miss you I'll love you
E
Now that I've kissed you
E    B                  B7        E7
I'll never forget you I know it's true
 
 
[Verse 2]
A             B
If I can only tag along
E    A       B7      E



'll do it to be with you
A                   E
Don't make my heart believe it's wrong
A                   B7
Tell me you want me too
 
 
[Chorus]
E                        B
Let me go with you don't leave me
B                 A             E
I'll miss you I'm scared of the blues
B             E
Scared of the blues
 
[Break]
A A A A
E E E E7
 
[Bridge]
B7             E7
Scared of the blues
 
 
{Instrumental]
E E  B7 B7
A A  E  E
A A7 E  E7
 
 
[Verse 3]
E
Let me go with you and
B                      E
I'll never let you get lonesome
E
Let me be near you and
B7                        E
my love is yours when you need someone
 
 
[Verse 4]
A               B
Only to be your old standby
A         B7         E
having to share your kiss
A                  E7
I'd rather be than left to die
A7                   B7
craving the love I'd miss
 
 
[Chorus]
E                        B7
Let me go with you don't leave me
B7                A7            E7
I'll miss you I'm scared of the blues



 
[Break]
A A A A7
E E E E7
 
[Outro]
B7            E
Scared of the blues

16443. Scarlet Girl - Chords

Scarlet Girl 
The Hackensaw Boys

[Intro] (banjo)
 
[Verse]
G                         C
Hey scarlet girl with the sun in your eyes
G                    D
There that I met you underneath the skies
G                  C
Hey scarlet girl I need to talk to you
G        D        G
Someday, someday, someday
 
[Chorus]
C                     G
Scarlet girl, scarlet girl
G        D        G
Someday, someday, someday
C                     G
Scarlet girl, scarlet girl
G        D        G
Someday, someday, someday
 
[Instrumental Break]
G               C
G               D
G               C
G       D       G
 
[Verse]
G                         C
Hey scarlet girl with the sun in your hair
G                               D
Seen you at the bottom from the top of the stairs
G                        C
Wondering to myself just how you got there
G        D        G
Someday, someday, someday
 
[Chorus]



C                     G
Scarlet girl, scarlet girl
G        D        G
Someday, someday, someday
C                     G
Scarlet girl, scarlet girl
G        D        G
Someday, someday, someday
 
[Instrumental Break]
G               C
G               D
G               C
G       D       G
 
[Verse]
G                         C
Hey scarlet girl with the sun
G                                         D
You can see the things I do and that I've done
G                             C
If this is goodbye I can't go on, no
G        D        G
Someday, someday, someday
 
[Chorus]
C                     G
Scarlet girl, scarlet girl
G        D        G
Someday, someday, someday
C                     G
Scarlet girl, scarlet girl
G        D        G
Someday, someday, someday (C'mon Jimmy!)
 
[Instrumental Break]
G               C
G               D
G               C
G       D       G
 
[Chorus]
C                     G
Scarlet girl, scarlet girl
G        D        G
Someday, someday, someday
C                     G
Scarlet girl, scarlet girl
G        D             C        G
Someday, scarlet girl, someday

16444. Scarlet Purple Robe



Scarlet Purple Robe

There's a story so unkind in the Holy book we find
And it tells how Jesus stood alone one day
False accused and there condemned yet they found no fault with Him
The man who wore the scarlet purple robe

Purple robe my Savior wore oh the shame for me he bore
As He stood alone, forsaken on that day
And they placed upon His head piercing thorns and blood stained red
His raiment was a scarlet purple robe

In the common judgment hall he was mocked and scorned by all
And a tear of sorrow fell upon His cheek
Soldiers of the wicked man smote Him with their evil hand
The Man who wore the scarlet purple robe

Words of truth that day were plain from the lips of Pilot came
In this man I find no reason He should die
But the multitudes replied let Him now be crucified
The man who wore the scarlet purple robe

16445. Scarlet Tide - Chords

Scarlet Tide

Intro: C C! C! C x2

 C F C
When I recall his parting words
 C F
Must I accept his fate
 G C F G
Or take myself far from this place
 C F C
I thought I heard a black bell toll
 C F
A little bird did sing
 G C
Man has no choice
 F G C
When he wants every thing

 C G C
We'll rise above the scarlet tide
 C F
That trickles down through the mountain
 C F G C
And separates the widow from the bride
 
 C F C
Man goes beyond his own decision
 C F
Gets caught up in the mechanism



 C G
Of swindlers who act like kings
 C F
And brokers who break everything
 C F C
The dark of night was swiftly fading
 F
Close to the dawn of day
 F C G C
Why would I want him just to lose him again

Chorus x2
Outro
C C! C! C x2

16446. Scarlet Town

Gillian Welch - Scarlet Town

Buddy I went down to Scarlet Town
Never been there before
Well you slept on a feather bed
I slept on the floor

I don't mind a little town
Or drinking my coffee cold
But the things I seen in Scarlet Town
Did mortify my soul

Look at that deep well
Look at that dark ray
Ringing that iron bell
In Scarlet Town today

I spent some time in New Orleans
And ?
A Scarlet Town brought me down
Low as I ever been

Look at that deep well
Look at that dark ray
Ringing that iron bell
In Scarlet Town today

On the day I came to Scarlet Town
You promised I'd be your bride
You left me here to rot away
Like holly on a mountainside

Look at that deep well
Look at that dark ray
Ringing that iron bell
In Scarlet Town today



Now you may hide in Scarlet Town
For a hundred years or more
But the man who knows what time it is
Is knocking at the door

So fare you well, my own true love
If you ever see me around
I'll be looking through a telescope
From hell to Scarlet Town

Look at that deep well
Look at that dark ray
Ringing that iron bell
In Scarlet Town today

16447. Scars

Dierks Bentley - Scars

[Verse 1]
I've got a souvenir on my leg*
The time I stacked my bike
A piece of history on my lip
The day I learned how to fight

[Chorus]
I wouldn't listen
I had to learn
You play with fire
You're gonna get burned
Scars, talkin' 'bout stories
Some are like medals, we wear with glory
Scars, fading with time
You've got yours and I've got mine

[Verse 2]
Too much throttle and some gravel edges
All I saw was dust
And my whole life flashing before me
I can still feel them stitchin' me up

[Chorus]
I wouldn't listen
I had to learn
You play with fire
You're gonna get burned
Scars, talkin' 'bout stories
Some are like medals, we wear with glory
Scars, fading with time
You've got yours and I've got mine

[Verse 3]



Then there's one that won't heal
She cut me real, deep

[Chorus]
Scars, talkin' 'bout stories
Some are like medals, we wear with glory
Scars, fading with time
You've got yours
Well, I got scars, talkin' 'bout stories
Some are like medals, we wear with glory
Scars, fading with time
You've got yours and I've got mine

[Outro]
Scars

16448. Scars from An Old Love

Scars from an Old Love
Hazel Dickens

[Verse 1]
I held him as close as I dare to go
All his sweet love has started to show
I know that I need him, put trust in his love
But the scars from an old love
Haven't quite healed enough

[Chorus]
Yes, the battle is over but healing takes time
Leavin' all of them old memories behind
I know that I love him, need him so much
But the scars from an old love
Haven't quite healed enough

[Verse 2]
Yes, the battle is over and the victor has fled
Wounded and dying, one lonely heart bled
Now love sounds her bugle, playing love's old sweet song
While the scars from an old love
Haven't quite all gone

[Chorus]
Yes, the battle is over but healing takes time
Leavin' all of them old memories behind
I know that I love him, need him so much
But the scars from an old love
Haven't quite healed enough



16449. Scars In Heaven

Scars in Heaven
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

If I had only known the last time would be the last time
I would've put off all the things I had to do
I would've stayed a little longer, held on a little tighter
Now what I'd give for one more day with you

'Cause there's a wound here in my heart where something's missing
And they tell me that it's gonna heal with time
But I know you're in a place where all your wounds have been erased
And knowing yours are healed is healing mine

The only scars in Heaven, won't belong to me and you
There'll be no such thing as broken, and all the old will be made new
And the thought that makes me smile now, even as the tears fall down
Is that the only scars in Heaven are on the hands that hold you now

I know the road you walked was anything but easy
You picked up your share of scars along the way
Oh, but now you're standing in the sun, you've fought your fight and your race is run
The pain is all a million miles away

The only scars in Heaven, won't belong to me and you
There'll be no such thing as broken, and all the old will be made new
And the thought that makes me smile now, even as the tears fall down
Is that the only scars in Heaven, yeah, are on the hands that hold you now

There's not a day goes by that I don't see you
You live on in all the better parts of me
Until I'm standing with you in the sun, I'll fight this fight and this race I'll run
Until I finally see what you can see, oh-oh

The only scars in Heaven, won't belong to me and you
There'll be no such thing as broken, and all the old will be made new
And the thought that makes me smile now, even as the tears fall down
Is that the only scars in Heaven are on the hands that hold you now

16450. Scenes From A Vinyl Recliner

Glen Phillips - Scenes From A Vinyl Recliner

High on a wire
Poised for an imminent fall
Clowns always smile
Greasepaint and lust in their pores
Start to sway and I hold your hand
Fall, the smile surrounds his head
Hot ashes, clay
Hot ashes fade
To lean, to err, too far along for me



To wait around, to smile is to accept
In center ring
Rolling in sawdust and hay
Covered in paint
Damn everything but the circus
Damn the men and the women who stare
At the freaks in the cages and snares
Hot ashes, clay
Hot ashes fade
To win, to err, to fall too far for safety
To lean, to wait a while is too easy
To lean towards, to fall too far for me
To wait a while around is too easy
To lean too long, to fall too far for safety
To seem to smile, to lie is to accept

16451. School Bus Driver

Trampled by Turtles - School Bus Driver

Well I wanna be a school bus driver
And drive all over the world
And if you would like
Well you could ride with me
And we could live on the road

We'd cruise by the banks
Of rivers deep and wide
Never have to think
About space or time

Well I wanna be a moonshine stiller
I'd make the best stuff around
And if you would like
Well you could drink with me
Until we fall to the ground

We could have our home
Out up in the hills
Never have to pay
No dues or bills

Well I wanna be a stardust chaser
And land on the face of the moon
If you would like
Well you could run with me
But I'll be runnin' soon

We could go forever
At least until we're done
Run circles 'round the moon
And circles 'round the sun



Well I wanna be a school bus driver
And drive all over the world
If you would like
Well you could ride with me
And we could live on the road

Well, we could live on the road
Yeah, we could live on the road

16452. School House On The Hill

School House On The Hill

Fond memory paints us scenes of other years
We need our memories still
And Christ amid those joyous seats and chairs
The school house on the hill

   Oh the school house that stands upon the hill
   I never never can forget
   Dear happy days they gather round me still
   I never no never can forget

There hangs a swing up on the maple tree
Where you and I once swung
There flows the spring forever flowing free
As when we both were young

There climbs the vines and there the berries grow
Which once we prized so high
And there the ripe sun glistened in the grove
Of rich October skies

16453. Scorn Of A Lover - Chords

Scorn Of A Lover
Written and recorded by Rhonda Vincent

C                           F           C
You told me you loved me on our wedding day
                G7        C
And promised to always be true
                        F            C
But it wasn't long till you were out looking
              G7       C
Searching for somebody new

                               F           C
With your dancing and drinking out running around



               G7           C
Destroying our love and our vows
                           F           C
You turned the gossip into cold honest truth
                G7          C
And made us the talk of the town

        F                           C
There's nothing like the scorn of a lover
                                       G7
It's a hurt that breaks heart mind and soul
      C                     F             C
He'll poison your life with deception and lies
                 G7         C
And leave you so lonely and cold

                      F          C
I had such visions of being your wife
                 G7              C
I thought all my dreams had come true
                         F          C
It felt like I found the end of the rainbow
                G7       C
The moment that I said I do

                               F                C
You turned love to hatred with your wild wicked ways
                       G7        C
All the pleasures that money can buy
                              F             C
Now I'm left to live with the heartache and rumors
             G7            C
Left here to grieve and to cry
repeat #3 x2

16454. Scorpion

Scorpion
Larkin Poe - Scorpion

[Verse 1]
Hardcore, lock it up
I never felt this high before
I feel it, feel it in my heart
Deep cut to the bone
I'm hooked and I can't help it
'Cause I feel it, feel it in my heart

[Chorus]
Venom in your touch
Now it's in my blood
You're venomous, you're venomous, ah-ah
Scorpion



[Verse 2]
Heartstrings tangled up
You know that you're my everything
I see it, see it in your eyes
Sweet dreams on a chain
With you there are no in-betweens
I see it, see it in your eyes

[Chorus]
Venom in your touch
Now it's in my blood
You're venomous, you're venomous, ah-ah
Scorpion

[Bridge]
You're so evil
You're so evil
You're so evil, Scorpion
You're so evil
You're so evil
You're so evil, Scorpion

[Chorus]
Venom in your touch
Now it's in my blood
You're venomous, you're venomous, ah-ah
Scorpion

16455. Scottish Settler's Lament

Scottish Settler's Lament
A. Glendinning

Awa' wi' Canada's muddy creeks and Canada's fields of pine
This land of wheat's a goodly land, but oh, it is not mine
The heathy hill, the grassy dale, the daisy-spangled lea
The purling burn and craggy linn old Scotland's glens give me

Oh I would like tae hear again the lark on Tinnie's hill
Or see the wee bit gowanie that blooms beside the rill
Like banished Swiss who views afar his Alps with longing e'e
I gaze upon the morning star that shines on my country

No more I'll win by Eskdale Glen or Pentland's craggy combe
Those days can ne'er come back again of thirty years that's gone
But fancy oft ae midnight hour will steal across the sea
And yester eve in a pleasant dream I saw the old country

Each well-known scene that met my view brought childhood's joys to mind
The blackbird sang on Tushie Linn the song he sang Lang Syne
But like a dream time flies away again the morning came
And I awoke in Canada three thousand miles frae hame



16456. Screams

Screams
Greensky Bluegrass

I'm filling up on your emptiness
I feed myself with your pain
It's what I need to rise again today
It's the greed on which I lean

I starve to prove that I heal
Confirming all of my fears
I need your screams in ears
Something real I can feel

I'm tired even with plenty of sleep
I'm somehow missing the rest
And what I long to feel again
Won't fill the emptiness of it's absence

I starve to prove that I heal
Confirming all of my fears
I need your screams in ears
Something real I can feel

I give my time to the things I've lost
Without them I don't have more
I'm not completÐµ without the rage
I lose mysÐµlf in silence and empathy

I starve to prove that I heal
Confirming all of my fears
I need your screams in ears
Something real I can feel

16457. Screw The Government - Chords

Screw The Government 
Mountain Sprout

     G
I'm just an old red neck hippie
 
I like my beer and guns and pot
     G
Coulda filled up my pickup truck
            G7
With all the cocaine that I bought
         C



I got my boots on the bar rail
 
I'm drinking from the well
   D
Man does that time fly
                        G
When you're as drunk as hell
          C
But I got bills to pay, kids to raise
 
Money already spent
  G
I plant some weed in my corn rows man
  D            G
Screw the government
   G
I'm just an old red neck hippie
 
I love you man, you got a joint
   G
I like toking in the woods
          G7
While I'm waiting on my Eight Point
              C
And the years roll by like summer rain
 
Time gets hard to tell
    D
I sure do miss that window pane
                           G
But I guess thats just as well
           C
But I got bills to pay, kids to raise
 
Money already spent
      G
I go hunting outta season man
   D            D
Screw the government
    G
I'm just an old redneck hippie
 
I bury my money in mason jars
    G
I don't have a profile
     G7
I fly way below the radar
           C
And I won't get into your business
 
If you dont get into mine
  D
I been an outlaw all my years
                  G
That ain't wasting time
          C
But I got bills to pay, kids to raise



 
Money already spent
     G
I do what I gotta do to get by
  D
Screw the governGment
         C
But I got bills to pay, kids to raise
 
Money already spent
     G
I do what I gotta do to get by
  D            G
Screw the government

16458. Scribes Eye

Scribes Eye
Head for the hills - Scribes Eye

Step into the Scribes Eye, see the journey unfold
Upon a manuscript embellished with Victorian gold
There's a miraculous adventure that you're sure to behold
If you just grab a seat, relax, and let the story be told
It all started when my penmanship was poorly controlled
Before my hand was big enough to grip a 40 of Olde
English was just a lesson, I was steady formin' a mold
Before I had responsibilities and chores to uphold
I was a curious soul, I lived a day at a time
I lived the fairy tales that led me to the way of the rhyme
The poet travels to the deepest, darkest depths of his mind
Before discovering the words that he was destined to find
But that was before I started writin' pen and pad confessions
Life was just a real extended game of 20 questions
I had a few possessions, that I considered precious
But didn't know the depth of my emotional investments
I became aware of them throughout my adolescence
Began to base opinions on more than first impressions
I learned to count my blessings way before I learned to count
Y'all, to me just being grateful is what this is all about
So thanks to any listener embracing the sound
Big ups for being more than just a face in the crowd
Everyone of you has helped to keep the basement around
Just knowing that someone is hearin' this, is makin' us proud
So as I sit on the porch and watch the kids run by
It reminds me, in this life I only get one try
So tonight I look for answers in the crimson sky
Scratchin' holes in the paper cause my pen's run dry



16459. Sea Monster

Sea Monster
Elephant Revival

I'm going out over the sea,
I've got a boat, I've got a dream.
I trim the sails with my own hands
leave all my thought back on the land.
I'm going out over the sea,
I won't be back until I'm free.

I hear a voice, a siren's review,
I hear it calling out of the blue.
A song of a strange unbearable thing,
it grows in the water, it goes unseen.
I'm going out over the sea,
hearing the song I've come to see.

What is this monster in the gyre?
All that's thrown over the side,
And I want to know...

How we live in a world that provides and expires,
How we grow, come to know our hearts desire.
I'm going out over the sea,
All I have heard, all I have seen,
We are all out, out in a dream,
We are a boat, we are the sea.

After all the rise and fall is all that still remains.

16460. Sea Of Heartbreak

Sea Of Heartbreak
Wayne Taylor

The lights in the harbor,
Don't shine for me.
I'm like a lost ship,
Adrift on the sea.

chorus:
Sea of heartbreak, lost love an' loneliness;
Memories of your caress, so divine.
I wish you were mine again, my dear.
I am on this sea of tears:
Sea of heartbreak.

How did I lose you?
Oh, where did I fail?
Why did you leave me,
Always to sail?



chorus:
This sea of heartbreak, lost love an' loneliness;
Memories of your caress, so divine.
How I wish you were mine again, my dear.
I am on this sea of tears:
Sea of heartbreak.

Oh, what I'd give to sail back to shore;
Back to your arms once more.

Oh, come to my rescue;
Come here to me .
Take me and keep me,
Away from the sea.

chorus:
Yes, this sea of heartbreak, lost love an' loneliness;
Memories of your caress, so divine.
How I wish you were mine again, my dear.
I'm on this sea of tears:
Sea of heartbreak.

It's a sea of heartbreak.

16461. Sea Of Heartbreak

Sea Of Heartbreak
Wayne Taylor

The lights in the harbor,
Don't shine for me.
I'm like a lost ship,
Adrift on the sea.

chorus:
Sea of heartbreak, lost love an' loneliness;
Memories of your caress, so divine.
I wish you were mine again, my dear.
I am on this sea of tears:
Sea of heartbreak.

How did I lose you?
Oh, where did I fail?
Why did you leave me,
Always to sail?

chorus:
This sea of heartbreak, lost love an' loneliness;
Memories of your caress, so divine.
How I wish you were mine again, my dear.
I am on this sea of tears:
Sea of heartbreak.



Oh, what I'd give to sail back to shore;
Back to your arms once more.

Oh, come to my rescue;
Come here to me .
Take me and keep me,
Away from the sea.

chorus:
Yes, this sea of heartbreak, lost love an' loneliness;
Memories of your caress, so divine.
How I wish you were mine again, my dear.
I'm on this sea of tears:
Sea of heartbreak.

It's a sea of heartbreak.

16462. Sea Of Regret

Sea Of Regret
Composer: Dave Sloas - Kenny Sloas
Laurie Lewis - Ralph Stanley

The day I first met you my heart spoke to me
There is the angel you see in your dreams
And I know it must be for the way that I feel
Your only a dream girl I know your not real

   When you walked away my heart went with you
   You stole it from me the day that we met
   And now I must live my life in sorrow
   No home just a drifter on the sea of regret

The love that you promised to me on that day
Is now gone forever like the vows that you made
My heart is so empty its easy to tell
Like a ship on the ocean I'm lost without sail

16463. Sea Of Regret - Chords

Sea Of Regret
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs with Keith Whitley
Written by David Sloas and Kenneth Sloas

C                                        G7
The love that you promised to me on that day
                                           C
Is now gone forever like the vows that you made



                     C7           F
My heart is so empty it's easy to tell
                   C         G7           C
Like a ship on the ocean I'm lost without sail

                                   G7
When you walked away my heart went with you
                    C
You stole it from m-e the day we met
                               G7
And now I must live my life in sorrow
                                     C
No home just a drifter on the sea of regret

                                            G7
On the day I first saw you my heart said to me
                                   C
There is the angel you see in your dreams
                      C7                 F
And I know it must be for the way that I feel
              C          G7                C
You're only a dream girl I know you're not real

                                        G7
When you walked away my heart went with you
                    C
You stole it from m-e the day we met
                               G7
And now I must live my life in sorrow
                                     C
No home just a drifter on the sea of regret

G7                                   C
No home just a drifter on the sea of regret

16464. Sea Stories

Sturgill Simpson - Sea Stories

[Verse 1]
Basic was just like papaw says
"Keep your mouth shut and you'll be fine"
Just another enlisted egg
In the bowl for Uncle Sam's beater
When you get to Dam Neck
Hear a voice in your head
Saying, "My life's no longer mine"
Have you running with some SAD SOG
BMF sandeaters

[Verse 2]
Setting out on them high seas
Feels just like being born



But that first port call in Thailand
Feels like a pollywog turning nineteen
They've got king cobras fighting in boxing rings
And all the angels play Connect Four
Well, it seems like a sailor's paradise
But it turns out to be a bad dream

[Verse 3]
Well, now you hit the ground running in Tokyo
From Kawasaki to Ebisu
Yokosuka, Yokohama and Shinjuku
Shibuya, Ropongi, and Harajuku
Aw, from Pusan and Pohang, Pattaya to Phuket
From Singapore to Kuala Lumpur
Seen damn near the whole damn world
From the inside of a bar

[Chorus]
I've got sea stories
They're all true
Might seem a little bit far-fetched
But why would I lie to you?
Memories of ink forever stained
Still got salt running through my veins
I've got sea stories
And my shellback, too

[Verse 4]
Sometimes Sirens send a ship off course
Horizon gets so hazy
Maybe get high, play a little GoldenEye
On that old 64
And if you get sick and can't manage the kick
And get yourself kicked out the navy
You'll spend the next year trying to score
From a futon life raft on the floor
And the next fifteen trying to figure out
What the hell you did that for
But flying high beats dying for lies in a politician's war

16465. Seaboard Airline Rag

Seaboard Airline Rag
Norman Blake - Seaboard Airline Rag

[Chorus]
Riding on the seaboard airline, daylight special railway
Where azaleas grow, soft breezes blow
And the sun shines every day
I never will roam from my little old home
No, I never will change my mind
I'll never go up north to Richmond again on the seaboard airline



[Verse 1]
Sitting in the old Belmont hotel, bumming for Nickels and Dimes
Just a-watching the girls walk to-and-fro
On the sunny, southern climb
New York newspaper in my hand, the latest word they say
To the ice and snow I never will go
No never will stray away

[Chorus]
Riding on the seaboard airline, daylight special railway
Where azaleas grow, soft breezes blow
And the sun shines every day
I never will roam from my little old home
No, I never will change my mind
I'll never go up north to Richmond again on the seaboard airline

[Verse 2]
I'll never go back on the rails again, never work that dining car
Where the pullman porters walk up and down
Smoking a cheap cigar
Where the southern moon shines in the south
Through the live oaks far away
Just a-hanging around Savannah town, you'll find me every day

[Chorus]
Riding on the seaboard airline, daylight special railway
Where azaleas grow, soft breezes blow
And the sun shines every day
I never will roam from my little old home
No, I never will change my mind
I'll never go up north to Richmond again on the seaboard airline

16466. Seagull

The Incredible String Band - Seagull 

Cold morning sun to show me where I spent the night
Sun can you find through porthole on the anchored sea me
Then I'm walking on the prom deck asking the sky
Oh, someone won't you hear my cry
Come and stop my questioning, stop my lie
And maybe give me a sign to show me it's alright

Seagull come fly me your song your high song

It's very true there's nothing to complain of here
You know I've tried and not found an enemy to fear here
There's safety in the warm thoughts all around me
Adventure in the strange port quay
But still a questioning in the quiet of me
Why do I need a sign to show me it's alright

Seagull come fly me your song your high song



All right, out on the rolling, rolling sea now

16467. Seaman's Blues

Seaman's Blues

[Chorus]
I'm on my way to Italy from the Gulf of Mexico
Riding on a tanker, and feeling mighty low
My good gal's behind me, no lovin' for so long
I'm going back to Texas, cause that's where I belong

Nights are so lonely on the ocean
There's to much time to dream of yesterday
If only I could only carry out my notion
Id hit the trail for Texas right away

[Chorus]

I never thought when I was leavin'
I could get so blue out on the sea
But It'll bet you after all this grieving
It's that good old Texas soil for me

[Chorus]

16468. Search

Search
Hollingsworth
String Cheese Incident

Night all alone
(Sit all alone)
The same as the last
(Sit all alone)
The lonely man cries
(Sit all alone)
of present and past
Though many he's known
(Searching for love)
To lay on his bed
(Searching for love)
The message received
(Searching for love)
By his heart and his head

He searches today
(Looking for you)



Below the blue moon
(Looking for you)
Until he finds the one
(Looking for you)
Who can hear the same tune
(Looking for you)

Bridge
Now it drifts through his mind as he walks by
The boats are in their docks under a clear blue sky
He doesn't feel the heat, he doesn't feel the time go by
All he feels is emptiness from the inside

16469. Search

Rhiannon Giddens - Search

All life is but the climbing of a hill
To seek the sun that ranges far beyond
Confused with stars and lesser lights and on
And planets where the darkness reign is still
All life is but the seeking for that sun
That never lets one living atom die
The flames beyond the circles of the eye
Where never and forever are as one
And seeking always through this human span
That spread it's drift of years beneath the sky
Confused with living going simple man
Unknowing and unknown into the why
All life is but the climbing of a hill
To seek the sun that ranges far beyond
Confused with stars and lesser lights and on
And planets where the darkness reign is still
All life is but the seeking for that sun
That never lets one living atom die
The flames beyond the circles of the eye
Where never and forever are as one
And seeking always through this human span
That spread it's drift of years beneath the sky
Confused with living going simple man
Unknowing and unknown into the why
That flings itself beyond the sun
And back in space where time was begun
All life is but the climbing of a hill

16470. Search For The Old Path

Search For The Old Path



I
GOD'S PEOPLE HAVE GONE ASTRAY
THEY HAVE GROWN COLD 
THEY VE LEFT THE OLD WAY 
GOD TOLD THEM TO GO 
SO YOUR BIBLE GOD'S VICTORY TO WIN 
SEARCH FOR THE OLD PATH AND WALK THERE IN

II
PEOPLE IN THE OLDEN DAYS HAD POWER WITH GOD
THEY DIDN'T WORSHIP PEOPLE
THEY WORSHIPPED GOD 
SO LET ME TELL YOU  BROTHER 
IF YOU WANT POWER WITH HIM
TO SEARCH FOR THE OLD PATH AND WALK THERE IN

III
PEOPLE IN THESE MODERN DAYS 
DON'T COME GOD'S WAY 
THEY DON'T BOW DOWN ON THEIR KNEES 
THEY STAND UP TO PRAY 
THEY HAVE LEFT THE OLD WAY AND LEFT GOD OUT
THAT IS THE REASON THAT NOBODY CAN SHOUT

CHORUS
SEARCH FOR THE OLD PATH AND WALK THEREIN 
SEARCH FOR THE OLD PATH AND WALK THEREIN 
THEN THE WORLD WILL KNOW 
THAT YOU HAVE BEEN BORN AGAIN 
SEARCH FOR THE OLD PATH AND WALK THERE IN

16471. Searching

Searching
by Ron Block
from the album Faraway Land

All the empty faces
Faith in what is seen
Endless days are wasted
Wandering in unreality

Just behind the curtain
A world beyond our view
Listen close and hear it
Eternity is calling to you

Chorus
I have traveled far
Looking for the answers
Deep inside my heart
He leads me along



In a world of trouble
Hard to find some peace
The strain of seeing double
Hold the truth, don't trust what you see

Chorus
Searching far and wide
For a deeper meaning
Never looked inside
Where Love calls to me

Chorus
I have traveled far
Looking for the answers
Deep inside my heart
He leads me along

16472. Searching For A Soldiers Grave

Searching for a Soldiers Grave
Louvin Brothers

You ask me stranger why I made this journey
Why I crossed three thousand miles of rolling waves
Like many others my love was killed in action
So I'm here I'm searching for his grave

Somewhere among these many thousands
Of our Americans who died true and brave
That's where I know I'll find him resting
So I'm here I'm searching for his grave

Beside each cross mark here all around me
I'll kneel down and gladly pray a prayer
For all other loved ones back home across the ocean
Whose heart like mine is buried over here

Somewhere among these many thousands
Of our Americans who died true and brave
That's where I know I'll find him resting
So I'm here I'm searching for his grave

16473. Searching For My Love

Alison Krauss - Searching For My Love

Searching, searching for my baby
Yes, I am
Searching, searching for my baby



Yes, I am
Searching, searching for my baby
Searching, searching for my baby

I'm searching, searching for my baby
I'm searching, searching for my love
I'm searching for the one I adore
And if I find her, you know I will
I'll never let her go, now baby
No, no, no, no, no, no, no

Searching, searching for my baby
I'll never, never let her go now, my baby
Searching, searching for my baby

I love you, I need you
I need you by my side
For my love, my own true love
I'll never, never hide now, baby
No, no, no, no, no

Searching, searching for my baby
I'll never, never hide now, baby
Searching, searching for my baby
Oh yeah
Searching, searching for my baby
Searching, searching for my baby

I wonder, oh I wonder why
You had to leave me this way
I'm sorry, darling
Oh that I made you cry
Oh forgive me, love
For the things I've done to you
Oh, come on, come on
Come on, give me one more try
Oh searching, baby

(Searching, searching for my baby)
I'm searching, searching for my love
(Searching, searching for my baby)
Searching for the one that I adore
(Searching, searching for my baby)
When I find her
I'll never let her go, now baby
(Searching, searching for my baby)
No, no, no, no, no, no, no
(Searching, searching for my baby)
I'll never let her go, now baby
(Searching, searching for my baby)
No, no, no, no, no, no, no
(Searching, searching for my baby)
Oh!
(Searching, searching for my baby)
No, no, no, no, no, no, no
(Searching, searching for my baby)
Oh!



(Searching, searching for my baby)
Oh, no, no, no, no, no, no, no
(Searching, searching for my baby)
(Searching, searching for my baby)

16474. Searching For Yesterday

Osborne Brothers - Searching for yesterday
Composer: Jimmie Helms

They tell me that tomorrow soon will shine for me and every one who's lonely
But I don't care what they say tomorrow's just another day to be lonely

And besides I couldn't careless what tomorrow brings anyway
I'm not looking for tomorrow I'm searching for yesterday

I'm searching for a way to turn back the time
Back to the happy days when you were mine

They tell me that time will heal the wound you left but it's as real as ever
But time will never kill the pain or ever let me rest again now or ever

I don't care about tomorrow it will be just like today
I'm not looking for tomorrow I'm searching for yesterday
I'm searching for yesterday

16475. Seas Of Heartbreak

Seas Of Heartbreak

The lights in the harbor
Don't shine for me
I'm like a lost ship
Adrift out on the sea.

Oh, the sea of heartbreak, lost love an' loneliness
Memories of your caress, so divine
I wish you were mine again, my dear
I am on this sea of tears
Sea of heartbreak.

Oh why did I lose you
Oh, where did I fail
Why did you leave me
Always to sail?

This sea of heartbreak, lost love an' loneliness
Memories of your caress, so divine
How I wish you were mine again, my dear



I am on this sea of tears
Sea of heartbreak.

Oh, what I'd give to sail back to shore
Back to your arms once more.

Come to my rescue
Come here to me
Take me and keep me
Away from the sea.

Oh, sea of heartbreak, lost love an' loneliness
Memories of your caress, so divine
How I wish you were mine again, my dear
I'm on this sea of tears
Sea of heartbreak.

--- Instrumental to fade ---

16476. Seashores of Old Mexico

Seashores of Old Mexico

We left out of Tucson with no destination in mind
We were runnin' from trouble and the jail-term the Judge had in mind
And the border meant freedom, a new life and romance
And that's why we thought we should go
And start our lives over on the seashores of old Mexico

Our first night in Juarez, we lost all the money we had
One bad senorita made use of two innocent lad
But we must keep on runnin' it's too late to turn back
And we wanted in Tucson, we know
An' things'll blow over on the seashores of old Mexico

Two Mexican farmers en route to a town, I can't say
Let us ride on the back of a flatbed half-loaded with hay
Down through Durango, Colima, Almiera
Then in the Manzanillos
Where we slept in the sunshine on the seashores of old Mexico

After one long siesta, we came wide awake in the night
We were startled by someone who shadowed the pale moonlight
Our new-found companion, one young Senorita
Who offered a broken hello
To the gringo she found on the seashores of old Mexico

She spoke of Sonora and swore that she'd never return
For her Mexican husband, she really had no great concern
'Cause she loved the gringo, my red hair and lingo
Well that's all I needed to know
We found what we needed on the seashores of old Mexico



16477. Season Song - Chords

Season Song 
Elephant Revival

[Intro]
D Bm A G
 
[Verse]
D
  I opened a book and found a four leaf clover,
Bm
  Turned the page and there was October,
A                               G
  As I stared into Autumn's eyes, I saw a death that never dies.
D
  And I watched as the leaves were turning,
Bm
  Falling into the wind and swirling,
A
  How we break, we mend, we tremble,
G
  And that's how I found November.
 
[Refrain]
D      Bm     A
  And we spin, another day, another dawn,
G
  another year, another song.
 
[Verse]
D
  Into winter we surrender,
Bm
  Deep into it's splendor.
A                            G
  In mirth we warm our bones, we dream these seeds we'll sow.
D                            Bm
  Praise the birth of a star, for January is not too far,
A                                  G
  A saviour like the sun it shines, resurrecting one more time.
 
[Refrain]
D      Bm     A
  And we spin, another day, another dawn,
G
  another year, another song.
 
[Instrumental]
D Bm A G
 
[Verse]
D



  Oh the joys now I remember,
Bm
  I think I'll tell you in a letter,
A
  Of all the love in a budding rose,
G
  How flowers come and flowers go.
D
  And to the drunkards that dance on tables,
Bm
  One fell off right into April,
A
  To the hour of a child's birth,
       G
To the evening of all her searching.
 
[Refrain]
D      Bm     A
  And we spin, another day, another dawn,
G
  another year, another song.
 
[Instrumental]
D Bm A G
D Bm A G
 
[Outro]
D
  I opened a book and found a four leaf clover,
Bm
  Turned the page and there was October,
A                               G
  As I stared into Autumn's eyes, I saw a death that never dies.

16478. Seasons - Chords

Seasons
Recorded by The Oak Ridge Boys
Written by Jimbeau Hinson and Jack Williams

C 
How did I ever get so lucky to be lying in your arms
 F C 
I wouldn't trade my life for someone's millions
 G7 C
I'm just thirsty and you are water

Some want wisdom some need fame 

Some may want a mansion far away
 F C 
All I need is your tender loving 
 G7 C



I'm just thirsty and you are water
 
 F C
The way I feel when I hear your call
 F G7
It's just like heaven when a gentle rain falls
 C
I know the good Lord must have smiled
 
On the day He made you
 F C
I'm just grateful that He heard me praying
 G7 C
He said you're just thirsty and He gave me water
 G7 C 
I'm just thirsty and you are water

16479. Seasons Change

Jerry Jeff Walker - Seasons Change

There is less light and the night is longer now
The air is full of something strange
No more at ease the geese fly stronger now
Because they know the seasons change
The gentle dove knows love is over now
Wanderlust sets him aflame
My heart must start to play the rover now
Because I know the seasons change
Summer's here and then it's gone
Spots are changing on the fawn
Spring and summer held my heart
But I can feel the winter breaking all of that apart
Through autumn leaves I see your face right now
Your dress is wet with the summer rain
And though we loved I must erase you now
Because I know the seasons change
You must understand
Everything throughout the land will be another color soon
Winter breezes, autumn's moon
Our love is short, it cannot stay
It came by night, it's gone by day
The seasons change

16480. Seasons Don't Change - Chords

Seasons Don't Change 
Town Mountain
 



CAPO: 2nd FRET
 
[Intro]
D A G
D A G
D A G
D A G
 
[Verse]
 D                     A
Used to get a winter, used to get a fall
 G
Used to get things that mattered most of all
        D                       A
Like a little bit of snow on a December night
 G                                    D
Changing of the leaves, keep October bright
 
 A                          G              D
Everyday's changing in the atmosphere you see
 Em                            G      D
Everyday's changing 'cause of you and me
 
 
[Verse]
D                          A
I remember April when the rains came down
G
In the month of May,  flowers all around
D               A
It don't stop, Noah had the sign
 G                                             D
Momma take the baby 'cause the river's rising high
 
   A                         G           D
I watch a car flow down the Main Street sign
 Em                        G           D
Water touch a needle on a low hanging pine
 
 
[Chorus]
     G D Em7   A           D
So, rooooooll yeah momma, roll
 Em            G
Seasons don't change
Em                 G            D A G
But just the same they come and go
 
 
[Verse]
 D                     A
June, July and August hotter than a furnace
 G
Fires like a piston with goddamn purpose
 D                    A
Scrambling eggs on a hot tin roof
 G                                        D



Pacing back and forth not knowing what to do
 
 G                          G               D
Think I'll get back to the Tennessee State Line
Em                  G               D
Let the cool water ease my worried mind
 
 
[Verse]
 D                  A
January, February, March we'd dream
        G
Of the hot summer sun and a Georgia peach tree
         D                      A
And I'm wearing short pants on Valentine's Day
       G                                        D
Don't hold no degree, but I think it's safe to say
 
 G                          G              D
Everyday's changing in the atmosphere you see
     Em                            G      D
And everyday's changing 'cause of you and me
 
 
[Chorus]
     G D Em7   A           D
So, rooooooll yeah momma, roll
 Em            G
Seasons don't change
 Em            G            D A G
Just the same they come and go
 
 
[Instrumental/Solo]
D A G
D A G
D A G
 
 
[Chorus]
     G D Em    A           D
So, rooooooll yeah momma, roll
 Em            G
Seasons don't change
Em                 G            D
But just the same they come and go
 
         Em            G
Aw now, seasons don't change
Em                 G            D A G
But just the same they come and go
 
D A G
 
 
[Outro]
Fiddle plays only



16481. Seasons In The Sun (Adieu Emile)

Seasons In The Sun (Adieu Emile)
Rod McKuen / Jacques Brel

Adieu. Emmile, my trusted friend
We've known each other since we were nine or ten
Together we'd climb lills and trees
Learned of love and ABC's
Skinned our hearts and skinned our knees

Chorus:
Adieu, Emile, it's hard to die
With all the birds singing in the sky
Now that spring is in the air
Pretty girls are everywhere
When you see me I'll be there
We had joy we had fun
We had seasons in the sun
But the hills we would climb
Were just seasons out of time

Adieu, Papa, please pray for me
I was the black sheep of the family
You tried to teach me right from wrong
Too much wine and too mucn song
Wonder how I got along

Chorus

Adieu, Francoise, my trusted wife
Without you I'd have lived a lonely life
You cheated lots of times, but then
I forgave you in the end
Though your lover was my friend

Chorus

(Adieu, Emile... Adieu, Papa... Adieu, Francoise...)

16482. Seasons Of The Heart

Seasons Of The Heart

The seasons of the heart can't last forever
And an autumn chill lies in the summer breeze
My love for you is like a raging river
That even the dead of winter cannot freeze 



   Perhaps our pathways will branch around the next bend
   And never more I'll feel your warm embrace
   But I'll hold you close forever in my heart, dear
   And in every lover's eyes I'll see your face. 

I've heard for everything there is a season
And I've come to see that winter heralds spring
So if we have to part I'll try not to regret it
For the love we shared will brighten every thing 

When my last breath on earth is taken
And all my rivers flow down to the sea
I only hope for me it can be written
That I tried to be the best that I could be

16483. Seattle - Chords

Seattle 
The Hackensaw Boys
 
[Intro]
G               Em
G               Em
G               Em
G               Em
G               Em
G               Em
 
[Verse]
G                       Em
Across this land a fire burns day and night
G                                   Em
You can see the smoke trails on the wind
G                                      Em
Let's search our souls for the will to fight
G                                  D
I think it's time we feel that way again
 
[Chorus]
C             G
Hand in hand, hand in hand
G                                Em
Can we all walk together hand in hand?
C           G
Arm in arm, we'll take our stand
G                                Em
Can we all walk together hand in hand?
 
[Instrumental]
G               Em
G               Em
G               Em
G               Em



 
[Chorus]
G                     Em
Crowds of people from all walks of life
G                          Em
On the downtown streets of Seattle
G                      Em
And without warning it happened overnight
G                            D
A peaceful assembly became a battle
 
[Chorus]
C             G
Hand in hand, hand in hand
G                                Em
Can we all walk together hand in hand?
C           G
Arm in arm, we'll take our stand
G                                Em
Can we all walk together hand in hand?
 
[Instrumental]
G               Em
G               Em
G               Em
G               Em
 
[Verse]
G                     Em
Across this land fire burns day and night
G                                   Em
You can see the smoke trails on the wind
G                              Em
Let's search our souls for the will to fight
G                               D
I think it's time we feel that way again
 
[Chorus]
C             G
Hand in hand, hand in hand
G                                Em
Can we all walk together hand in hand?
C           G
Arm in arm, we'll take our stand
G                                Em
Can we all walk together hand in hand?
C             G
Hand in hand, hand in hand
G                                Em
Can we all walk together hand in hand?
C           G
Arm in arm, we'll take our stand
G                                Em
Can we all walk together hand in hand?
 
[Instrumental]
G               Em



G               Em
G               Em
G               Em
G               Em
G               Em
G               Em
G               Em
G               Em
[Fades out]

16484. Second Best

Dolly Parton - Second Best 

(Though I'm only second best you're still first with me)
I tried to make you love me I've done everything I could
I thought if I tried long enough maybe someday that you would
But there was someone else before me and it's her you're lovin' still
And I know no matter what I'd do I'm only second best
Only second best that's all I will ever be
Even though I'm second best you're still first with me
And I'll be loving you when they fall my hand I guess
I love you even though I know I'm only second best
I know you've tried to love me and I'd hope you would in time
I know that when you're holding me it's her that's on your mind
Now I know you can't get over her but I love you nonless
But it makes no difference what I'd do I'm only second best
Only second best...
I love you even though I know I'm only second best

16485. Second Best

Second Best 
Blue Moon Rising

I remember the cool fall days 
when we'd walk home from school hand in hand 
And I always thought that some day 
I would be your man
 
CHORUS: 
Well I love you more, than you could ever guess 
But I'll be your friend won't have no regrets 
But/And now I'll have to settle for second best 
 
There were times, late at night when you'd 
call me on the phone all alone 
Cryin' over some new love that done you so wrong,  
  



Now the church begins to fill 
With family and friends, on your wedding day 
As I watch you walk the aisle 
I wipe teardrops from my face
   
Well I love you more, more than you can ever guess
Second best, whoa
Girl I love you more, more than you can ever guess
I'm just second best

16486. Second Chances

Second Chances 
Carrie Hassler
 
You got your reasons for leavin'  
I've got this part of me that's wanting you to stay 
I know your heart has just grown bitter 
From all the times I've tried my best 
to push, you away   
 
CHORUS :  
I believe in second chances and I gave you yours 
Now all I'm askin' from you is the same 
I'll prove to you I love you more than life itself 
Or you can fold your hand and leave the game 
I can only play the cards I'm dealt 
And you're the dealer this time 
What can I do to change it 
What can I do to make you 
Just get leavin' off your mind  
 
You got your reason for cryin'  
And inside I know you're dyin' 
from the things that you can't change 
I cross my heart and hope to try 
Give you every reason why 
Stakes are just too high to turn and walk away 
 
 Just get leavin' off your mind

16487. Second Cup Of Coffee

Second Cup Of Coffee
Gordon Lightfoot

I'm on my second cup of coffee and I still can't face the day
I'm thinking of the lady who got lost along the way
And if I don't stop this trembling hand from reaching for the phone



I'll be reaching for the bottle Lord, before this day is done

I'm on my second cup of coffee and I still can't face the day
The room was filled with laughs as we sang the night away
But my sleep was filled with dreaming of the wrongs that I had done
And the gentle sweet reminder of a daughter and a son

Sitting alone, my friends have all gone home
You never know when they'll come dropping in
Thinking of girls with their fingers in my curls
Too young to understand how love begins

I'm on my second cup of coffee and I still can't face the dawn
The radio is playing a soft country song
And if I don't stop this trembling hand from reaching for the phone
I'll be reaching for the bottle Lord, before this day is done

Sitting alone, my friends have all gone home
They never were around when I needed them
Thinking of girls with their fingers in my curls
Too young to understand how love begins

I'm on my second cup of coffee and I still can't face the day
I'm thinking of the lady who got lost along the way
And if I don't stop this trembling hand from reaching for the phone
I'll be reaching for the bottle Lord, before this day is done

And if I don't stop this trembling hand from reaching for the phone
I'll be reaching for the bottle Lord, before this day is done

16488. Second Fiddle

Second Fiddle
ARTIST "BUCK OWENS"

(1)
(F#)I'LL PLAY SECOND FIDDLE TO YOUR NEW LOVE WHILE IT(B)LASTS.
(B)JUST LIKE ALL THE OTHERS(F#)I'VE PLAYED FOR IN THE(C#)PAST WHY
(F#)CANT I BE A LEADER AND PLAY YOUR LEADING(B)PART.WHY
(F#)MUST I ALWAYS HAVE TO PLAY SECOND FIDDLE(C#)IN YOUR(F#)HEART.
(CHOROUS)
(C#)PLAY FIDDLE(Bbm)PLAY WILL THERE(C#)NEVER COME A(F#)DAY.
(F#)WHEN I WON'T HAVE TO PLAY THE PART OF SECOND(C#)FIDDLE IN YOUR(F#)HE
ART.

(2)
EACH TIME YOU FIND A NEW LOVE,YOU LEAVE ME HERE TO CRY.
THE TEARDROPS TELL A STORY,OF A LOVE THAT JUST WON'T DIE.
LIKE AN EARLY MORNIN PAPER,THE NEWS YOU GET JUST PARTS
WHY MUST I ALWAYS HAVE TO PLAY SECOND FIDDLE TO YOUR HEART.

(REPEAT CHOROUS)



16489. Second Hand Heart

Second Hand Heart 

She said when I trusted love I dreamed in color too
But memories turn black and white, at least mine do...
She said my brother, you know, he used to have this friend...
But this is now and that was then

It's better off just not to start
Than to have to watch us fall apart
All because of my second hand heart

I said if you could count up memories but only keep the best
You may not see how good they were without the rest
She said look I tried a lot
But I guess love it don't like me
Oh and by the way, all those tries?
Sure didn't come for free

So it's better off just not to start
Than to have to watch us fall apart
All because of my second hand heart

Second hand hearts
Second hand hearts
Second hand hearts
Second hand hearts
Are not just for parts

So I'll take away your sad luck baby
And you'll change mine
When hurt starts talkin' we'll say hey, ya know, we ain't got time
Then pick up all those small hopes back off the ground
'Cause after years of tears it's hard to say what's up or down

So if you will, I'll try to start
And take the chance that we might fall apart
To try and save our second hand hearts
She said when I trusted love I dreamed in color too...

16490. Second Handed Flowers

Tom T Hall - Second Handed Flowers
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I was working in Miami for a day or two
I decided I'd look up a girl that I once knew
I bought some flowers and went to see a girl I used to know



The lady at her door said she had married long ago

Times will change and towns were changed there I was alone
And suddenly I wondered would Susie be at home
So with the flowers in my hand I walked toward her gate
Someone touched me on the arm and said you'll have to wait

Then I noticed there were people standing in the line
And some of them were holding pretty flowers just like mine
They explained that Susie had been in an awful crash
Doctors said that she had just a little while to last

When I walked into her room I felt the sense of shame
But I heard Susie whisper I'm awfully glad you came
She had been the girl that I had always gone to see
When someone that I cared for had been untrue to me

I handed her the flowers and she gently kissed my hand
She said don't be embarassed you know I understand
I said goodbye and as I bent to kiss her fevered brow
I heard her whisper thank you for the second handed flowers

16491. Second Handed Flowers - Chords

Second Handed Flowers
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Tom T. Hall

C                      F            C
I was working in Miami for a day or two
F         C                              G7
I decided I'd look up a girl that I once knew
C                                       F              C
I bought some flowers and went to see a girl I used to know
F               C                 G7           C
The lady at her door said she had married long ago
                                            F           C
Times will change and towns will change but there I was alone
F             C                            G7
When suddenly I wondered would Susie be at home
C                                F                 C
So with the flowers in my hand I walked toward her gate
F                  C              G7                  C
Someone touched me on the arm and said you'll have to wait
                                 F             C
Then I noticed there were people standing in a line
F                 C                                G7
Some of them were holding pretty flowers just like mine
C                             F                C
They explained that Susie had been in an awful crash
F                 C              G7              C
Doctors said that she had just a little while to last
                              F                 C



When I walked into her room I felt the sense of shame
F                 C                            G7
But I heard Susie whisper I'm awfully glad you came
C                                F              C
She had been the girl that I had always gone to see
F                   C         G7                 C
When someone that I cared for had been untrue to me
                                 F                C
I handed her the flowers and she gently kissed my hand
F                 C                               G7
She said don't be embarrassed for you know I understand
C                               F                C
I said goodbye and as I bent to kiss her fevered brow
F                   C                 G7            C
I heard her whisper thank you for the second handed flowers

16492. Second One to Know

Second One to Know
Chris Stapleton

[Refrain]
Don't put my love on your back burner
Never let anything that hot get cold
And if you ever change your mind
Want to leave my love behind
Just let me be the second one to know
Yeah, the second one to know

[Verse 1]
Hold up my right hand
Swear to the Promised Land
Rather die before I treat you bad
All I ask from you
Is to treat me the same way, too
'Cause I don't want to lose this thing we have

[Refrain]
Don't put my love on your back burner
Never let anything that hot get cold
And if you ever change your mind
Want to leave my love behind
Just let me be the second one to know
Yeah, the second one to know

[Verse 2]
First, you stole my heart
That was the easy part
Don't ever tell me that crime don't pay
Now that it's in your hands
Want you to understand
I would have given it to you anyway



[Refrain / Outro]
Don't put my love on your back burner
Never let anything that hot get cold
And if you ever change your mind
Wanna leave my love behind
Just let me be the second one to know
Yeah, the second one to know

16493. Second Wind

Second Wind
Claire Lynch

Somethin' familiar blew in with the wind
a dream I let fall by the wayside
I find myself yearnin' to live it again
Now, there's no stoppin' me this time, 'cause

CHORUS:
I've been surveyin' the shape that I'm in
Wasted and weary and wearin' it thin
I know where I've been but who knows where I'm goin'
I feel a second wind blowin', blowin' my way

The first time around you don't know what you have
until the day comes when you lose it
Now, I'm gettin' ready for my second chance
This time I won't refuse it, 'cause
CHORUS

I won't be denyin' my heart any longer
The longer I wait, this feeling grows stronger
CHORUS

16494. Second Wind - Chords

Chris Hillman - Second Wind
Desert Rose Band

Just like a sailor adrift on the sea
                                   C
I've been waiting  for a southern breeze 
             F        Bb               F
Just when my patience started wearing thin 
             F  C         F       Bb  F
You've given me my second wind 
F                  Bb                     F
All of my life    I've  spent chasing a dream 
                            C



Flying so high I ran out of steam 
              F       Bb                 F
I was led to  believe I would never fit in
             F   C         F
You've given me  my second wind 
             Dm   Am       Gm  C               Dm
Hear  the warning heed the cry of a desperate mourning 
Am              Gm    C
For a love gone by  
               F      Bb              F
And I've got a reason to start living again 
                C         F        
You've given me my second wind

SOLO

F                Bb               F
Just like a leaf floating in the air
                              C
A  homeless heart  so full of despair
             F  Bb             F 
Then I found you my  long lost friend
              F  C        F
You've given me my second wind
             Dm   Am       Gm  C               Dm
Hear  the warning heed the cry of a desperate mourning 
Am             Gm    C
For a love gone by  
               F      Bb              F
And I've got a reason to start living again 
             F  C        F        
You've given me my second wind
               F      Bb              F
And I've got a reason to start living again 
             F  C         F        Bb    F  Bb   F
You've given me my second wind

16495. Secret Of The Breeze

Secret of the Breeze
Sicard Hollow

When a hard day's work is done
And the drops of sweat evaporate
And then I start to contemplate
Is this where I wanna be?
Am I a second early or a moment late?
Am I a victim of my own fate?
I lay awake another night
Wide awake and open-eyed
I try to sleep, instead I might use this time to write a tune
I'll try to write just like I do and always give up much too soon



But I know there is a plan
There's a secret that I need to spread across this land
Well I heard it through the breezR, woah-oho
The silent cries of fallRn pines and whiskey river lullabies
It brought me to my knees

And when I drifted off to sleep
Well Mother Nature spoke to me, she planted her ideas in me
You must help me, for I fear
That my time is slowly getting near
And soon we will all disappear
But I also bring good news
There's a secret that I'll tell to you
If you can prove your heart is true
Just look into my eyes
And I gaze in hers, and she in mine
And suddenly we realize
That I was her as she was I

I've known the secret all this time
It lies inside yourself and me, woah-oho
The silent cries of fallen pines and whiskey river lullabies
It brought me to my knees

This world now relies on you
With your help and a little love
Lets make these people give a fuck
The time is now lets be the change
And the solution seems so far away
But soon it will be in our range
Cause I carry here with me
A secret that was told to me
I heard it softly on the breeze
It's so simple; don't you see?
If we work together peacefully
There's endless possibilities

Take my hand and walk with me
This world is ours, it's our responsibility
To redefine our morality, woah-oho
The silent cries of fallen pines and whiskey river lullabies
It brought me to my knees

16496. Secret Of The Waterfall

Secret Of The Waterfall - Country Gentlemen
Bluegrass Alliance - Wayne Taylor

   Down by the waterfall
   Where the waters run so cool
   There no secrets ever fall
   From the lips of the fool



Jennifer was seventeen the same age as I
She had lived next door to us since we were five
She knew I loved her dearly, I told her many times
And I looked forward to the day that she would be all mine

One more year of school we thought, then wedding bells would ring
But the hand of fate has ways of changing everything
I walked upon the two of them down by the waterfall
Jeniffer and Jimmy Jones they saw me not at all

Jimmy Jones was married and had a family
And I just couldn't understand why they did this to me
Both were scared but all they thought I'd do was tell his wife
Their faces turned to masks of fear before I took their life

People thought that Jennifer just up and ran away
Jimmy Jones who disappeared is a mystery today
Many years has passed but bitterly I still recall
And only I alone know what's behind the waterfall

16497. Secrets

Billy Strings 
Secrets

It's something cold like what I stuck around to fight through
And it gets feeling tougher every day
I feel like everybody likes to run their mouth but
Can't decide on what it is they're tryin' to say
There's nothing wrong with hearing voices
Even when they're in your dreams
And if you'd listen in tomorrow could be better than it seems

I used to think I couldn't even count my blessings
But now I know they're few and far between
And when I look at my reflection in the mirror
I can see some man I've never even seen
The wasted life I left behind me
Was just a war I couldn't win
I'm the devil's guest of honor that's the best it's ever been

Little said is soonest mended
Without a wing a word could fly a 1,000 miles
I'd rather be abandoned or alone
Just so I could lend my secrets to the wind

I know a man whose pain is heavy like an anchor
And it drags him to the bottom of the sea
His cloudy eyes are often lost behind a daydream
Or frozen in some broken memory
I've never heard him speak about what happened
He'll never say what laid him low
There are secrets that we carry that are ours to bare alone



You said a love that's kept in secret dies in darkness
And a soul needs to confess to be set free
So I'm lifting back the cover of my heart, dear
And hoping that you'll do the same for me
It's not too pretty, but it's open
It's the only way I know to tell you true
I'd walk the world alone before I'd ever walk away from you

Little said is soonest mended
Without a wing a word could fly a 1,000 miles
I'd rather be abandoned or alone
Just so I could lend my secrets to the wind

If you can link your value to your wallet or a key chain
Or a locked wrought iron fence around your yard
Living check to check, a skinny tie around your neck
On stolen time and borrowed numbers off a card
You blink and life is left behind you
There's no escape, that's just a fact
We're all a dollar short and
Every one of us is running out of track
Little said is soonest mended
Without a wing a word could fly a 1,000 miles
I'd rather be abandoned or alone
Just so I could lend my secrets to the wind

Little said is soonest mended
Without a wing a word could fly a 1,000 miles
I'd rather be abandoned or alone
Just so I could lend my secrets to the wind

16498. Secrets

Secrets
Kevin McClung

No one else will ever know
This is how these passions always grow
Following the hearts desires
Leads down a path into the fire
And it burns like the gold in the band
That he wears on his left hand

There's a light that rays on the shadows of time
Finds one wide awake in the cold, cold sweat
In the middle of the darkest night
And the ghost will knock at the door
Till you can't keep the secret anymore

A thunder clap hid the sound of a shot on the edge of town
Covered up the perfect crime no trace of deeds left behind
Just a rattle of the bone in the closet of the soul



There's a light that rays on the shadows of time
Finds one wide awake in the cold, cold sweat
In the middle of the darkest night
And the ghost will knock at the door
Till you can't keep the secret anymore

Just a rattle of the bone in the closet of the soul

There's a light that rays on the shadows of time
Finds one wide awake in the cold, cold sweat
In the middle of the darkest night
And the ghost will knock at the door
The ghost keeps knocking at your door
Till you can't keep the secret anymore

16499. See Bonnie Die See Clyde Die

Flatt & Scruggs - See Bonnie die see Clyde die
Composer: Tom T. Hall 

See Bonnie die see Clyde die see Bonnie and Clyde die

Gather round me little children and a story I will tell
Of Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow and the day that the outlaws fell
See the traitor and the local police talkin' to that ranger man
See them whisper in the restaurant as they make their deadly plan
See Bonnie die see Clyde die see Bonnie and Clyde die

They came into Shrevesport just to shop around and see
If the Barrow Gang could go there unnoticed by enemy
The man who betrayed them told his frightened wayward son
When they leave town don't go with them they'll be driving to Kingdom Come
See Bonnie die see Clyde die see Bonnie and Clyde die

See Clyde look for his partner and drive off with a frown
See the traitor on the highway pretending his truck broke down
See Bonnie and Clyde stop then suddenly turn pale
As the bullets fly and they realize they have come to the end of the trail
See Bonnie die see Clyde die see Bonnie and Clyde die

16500. See God's Ark A'movin'

See God's Ark A'movin'

   See God's ark a-movin' see God's ark a-movin'
   Picks me up on my lonely days and carries me through tomorrow

The rain came up hard you know



And the wind began to blow
And I lifted my voice up into the sky
Crying mercy to my soul.

God must have felt my faith
He held me until it was safe
And I never again drew a doubting breath
As he delivered me from my death.

If you can't resist temptation
If you just can't put it down
When the ark sets sail on the rolling sea
You're gonna follow the boat and drown.

16501. See How Far You've Come

See How Far You've Come
The Infamous Stringdusters - See How Far You've Come

[Verse 1]
When you're rolling down the highway
And you've got no time to lose
All you do is look on down the line
You may ride through some shadow
From the mountains to the sea
Without counting what you've left behind

[Chorus]
You won't always notice
Miles roll by as you roam
There's time for looking back
To see how far you've come

[Verse 2]
What is gone can be forgotten
What is past can be denied
When it's out of sight it's out of mind
What you'll be is where you're going
What you are is what you've learned
Watch the world around you as you climb

[Chorus]
You won't always notice
Miles roll by as you roam
There's time for looking back
To see how far you've come
You won't always notice
Miles roll by as you roam
There's time for looking back
To see how far you've come
To see how far you've come



16502. See My Friends

Richard Thompson - See My Friends 
(Ray Davies)

See my friends,
See my friends,
Playin' 'cross the river,

See my friends,
See my friends,
Playin' 'cross the river,

She is gone,
She is gone and now there's no one left
'Cept my friends,
Playin' 'cross the river,

She just went,
She just went,
Went across the river.

Now she's gone,
Now she's gone,
Wish that I'd gone with her.

She is gone,
She is gone and now there's no one left
'Cept my friends,
Playin' 'cross the river,

She is gone and now there's no one else to take her place
She is gone and now there's no one else to love
'Cept my friends,
Playin' 'cross the river,

See my friends,
See my friends,
Playin' 'cross the river,

See my friends,
See my friends,
Playin' 'cross the river,

16503. See My Vest

Hit & Run Bluegrass - See My Vest 
Album: Four Finger Music: The Bluegrass Tribute to the Music Made Famous By the Simpso
ns



Burns: Some men hunt for sport,
Others hunt for food,
The only thing I'm hunting for,
Is an outfit that looks good...

See my vest, see my vest,
Made from real gorilla chest,
Feel this sweater, there's no better,
Than authentic Irish setter.

See this hat, 'twas my cat,
My evening wear - vampire bat,
These white slippers are albino
African endangered rhino.

Grizzly bear underwear,
Turtles' necks, I've got my share,
Beret of poodle, on my noodle
It shall rest,

Try my red robin suit,
It comes one breast or two,
See my vest, see my vest,
See my vest.

Like my loafers? Former gophers -
It was that or skin my chauffeurs,
But a greyhound fur tuxedo
Would be best,

So let's prepare these dogs,
(Kill two for matching clogs,)
See my vest, see my vest,
see my vest

Like my loafers? Former gophers -
It was that or skin my chauffeurs,
But a greyhound fur tuxedo
Would be best,

So let's prepare these dogs,
(Kill two for matching clogs,)
See my vest, see my vest,
oh please won't you see my vest

16504. See Ruby Fall

Lester Flatt - See Ruby fall
Composer: Johnny Cash - Roy Orbison

Well I knew someday Ruby would be leavin'
That she wasn't happy living quietly



Cause she would get that bedroom look each mornin'
And I felt Ruby pull away from me

So go downtown at nine o'clock this evenin'
Walk under that red lights then down the hall
Look for the highest flying girl that's Ruby
If you'll wait your turn you'll see Ruby fall

Don't let her know that you even know me
She'll be trying to forget it all
Don't tell me how it was tonight tomorrow
Cause I don't want to see Ruby fall

I didn't hold her back when she got restless
One man is not enough when she wants them all
I let her go when I saw what she wanted
Cause I don't want to see Ruby fall

16505. See That My Grave Is Kept Clean

See That My Grave Is Kept Clean

Well there's one kind of favor I'll ask for you
Well there's one kind of favor I'll ask for you
There's just one kind of favor I'll ask for you
You can see that my grave is kept clean

And there's two white horses following me
And there's two white horses following me
I got two white horses following me
Waiting on my burying ground

Did you ever hear that coffin sound
Did you ever hear that coffin sound
Did you ever hear that coffin sound
Means another poor boy is under the ground

Did you ever hear them church bells toll
Did you ever hear them church bells toll
Did you ever hear them church bells toll
Means another poor boy is dead and gone

And my heart stopped beating and my hands turned cold
And my heart stopped beating and my hands turned cold
And my heart stopped beating and my hands turned cold
And I believe what the father told

And there's one last favor I'll ask for you
And there's one last favor I'll ask for you
And just one last favor I'll ask for you
You can see that my grave is kept clean



16506. See That My Grave Is Kept Green

See That My Grave Is Kept Green

When I am dead and gone from you darling
When I am laid away in my grave
When my spirit is gone to heaven above
To Him whom my soul will save

   Oh the day will come to you darling
   When no more on earth I'll be seen
   There is one little wish darling grant me
   See that my grave is kept green

   When from this world I go
   Leaving forever the scene
   While others are dead oh will you then
   See that my grave is kept green

Oh the hour of joy is passing
But alas how soon it will fade
Your glances of love are meeting my own
And sunlight will turn to shade

I shall never be happy again my love
Never be happy again
For a girl in her teens don't know what love means
I shall never be happy again

16507. See The World - Chords

See The World
Brett Dennen

[Intro]
Fadd9  Cadd9  Am  G
Fadd9  Cadd9  Am  G
 
[Verse 1]
  F                     C             Am  G
Where are you going my brown eyed son?
  F                    C          Am  G
You used to crawl but now you run
 F                     C            Am  G
You started off on a road half dark
 F                          C            Am  G
And the river curled into a question mark
 F                          C            Am  G
Will you sleep on diamond beaches, dear?



 F                      C            Am  G
And drink from prism streams so clear?
 F                        C            Am  G
You don't got to be rich to get around
 F                          C                Am  G
There are mansions growing out of the ground
 
 
[Chorus]
F       C   Am
Days go by
G                    F    C   Am   G
Get out and see the world
F       C   Am
Days go by
G                     F               C       Am  G
Get out and see the world with your own eyes
 
 
[Verse 2]
  F                      C            Am  G
Now the journey took you far from home
 F                         C            Am  G
And pushed you out of your comfort zone
 F                            C            Am  G
There are kids out there with war paint on
 F                     C      Am  G
And hearts break like crayons
 F                     C             Am  G
BeforR you left, the world was small
 F                               C         Am  G
Now the hills arR bleeding like waterfalls
 F                                      C            Am  G
There are a lot of bad things that are buried shallow
 F                      C         Am  G
And cries for help with no echoes
 
 
[Chorus]
F       C   Am
Days go by
G                    F    C   Am   G
Get out and see the world
F       C   Am
Days go by
G                     F              C       Am  G
Get out and see the world with your own eyes
 
 
[Verse 3]
 F                           C            Am  G
It's hard to see what you're going through
 F                     C        Am  G
Just knowing can beat up on you
  F                           C            Am  G
You'll spend some time in the waiting place
 F                         C            Am



And the purest things may leave no trace
 F                  C            Am  G
Go up the mountain top and shine
 F                    C            Am  G
I'll reflect it on my long decline
 F                    C           Am  G
I've gathered sunsets in my prime
 F                          C           Am  G
Now I'm planting trees I'll never climb
 
 
[Chorus]
F       C   Am
Days go by
   G                 F    C   Am   G
Get out and see the world
F       C   Am
Days go by
   G                 F              C
Get out and see the world with your own eyes
 
[Outro]
Am     G    F   C   Am  G   F   C
 Your own eyes
Am     G    F   C   Am  G   F   C
 Your own eyes
Am     G    F
 Your own eyes
 
C  Am  G  F
C  Am  G  F
C  Am  G  F
C  Am  G  F

16508. See You Around - Chords

See You Around 
I'm With Her

[Intro]
Cadd9 Em G
Cadd9 Em G  D
Cadd9 Em G
 
[Verse 1]
Cadd9 Em G              Cadd9 Em G
I hear you loud and clear
Cadd9 Em G                   D
Through all the din and commotion
Cadd9 Em G            Cadd9 Em G
I hear you loud and clear
 
Cadd9 Em G               Cadd9 Em G



A constant ringing bell
Cadd9 Em G                     D
Or the ocean in a shell I held up to my ear
   Cadd9 Em G
While everything else
 
 
[Chorus]
    A                  Cadd9              G
Is breaking like the waves down on the coastline
    A                  Cadd9              G
Breaking like the wine-stained glass that held my drink
    A                  Cadd9              G
Breaking like the heart that's stuck inside my skin
           D
Will it ever beat again
       Cadd9 Em G                        D
Or just go on bleeding 'til it's empty
                      Cadd9 Em G   D
'Til I fill it up again
 
 
[Verse 2]
Cadd9 Em G       Cadd9 Em G
I feel you baby
Cadd9 Em G                    D
These aren't fighting words, just a declaration
Cadd9 Em G
I feel you
 
     Cadd9              G
So I guess I'll be going now
     Cadd9 Em G                      D
I know you're looking out for new eyes in the crowd
     Cadd9 Em G
I'll see you around
 
 
[Chorus]
   A                Cadd9                 G
Breaking like the waves down on the coastline
   A                Cadd9                 G
Breaking like the wine-stained glass that held my drink
   A                Cadd9                 G
Breaking like the heart that's stuck inside my skin
         D
Will it ever beat again
   Cadd9 Em G                          D
Or just go on bleeding 'til it's empty
   Cadd9 Em G  D
'Til I fill it up again
 
 
[Bridge]
   A            Dm          A
Shiny pieces underneath my feet
   A            Dm          A



Shiny pieces are not all of me
 Fmaj              Dm
There's a far off feeling
          Am
I can't shake it
Fmaj           Dm
Hold it in my hands
             Am
But I might break it
Fmaj          Dm
Shiny pieces all around me
 
 
[Chorus]
A                  Cadd9                 G
Breaking like the waves down on the coastline
A                  Cadd9                 G
Breaking like the wine-stained glass that held my drink
A                  Cadd9                 G                  D
Breaking like the heart that's stuck inside my skin
             Cadd9 Em G D
Come on, fill it up again
 
 
[Outro]
        Cadd9 Em G D
Fill it up again
        Cadd9 Em G D
Fill it up again

16509. See You In Seattle

See You in Seattle
Kathy Kallick

A darkened sky with gorgeous light
From the west through the middle of the night
The moon is always golden when it's clearing
The cascades tousled, tumbling down
To a prism patchwork on the ground
The sky is clear, blue-grey just like your eyes
While tiny boat masts sway beneath those skies

CHORUS:

Love you, yes, I always will
Think of you and time stands still
I will always see you in Seattle
The many places we have been
Times and faces we have seen
In my mind I see you in Seattle

I see you hitch-hiking in the rain



Sleeping on the sand off the coast of Spain
Laughing up your sleeve in some cafe in Vienna
Me a painter, you a poet
Through the years though we don't show it
We're both afraid we've lost track of these talents
Yet in each other we find a sense of balance

CHORUS

Now you say that place is full of ghosts
You think you'd like to travel to the other coast
I wonder will the distance really maker a difference
'Cause wherever you go, well, there you are
And a well of sadness can reach so far
If only you could see yourself the way that I do
Wherever you go, my heart will be beside you

CHORUS

16510. See Your Face And I Know You

The Incredible String Band - See Your Face and I Know You 

I sit down in the Underground trying to be gay
see the wild grass turn just into hay
I see the magic movement but they don't fly away
bad karma and it ricochets my eye
bad karma round me
the asp and the ashed and the infant of flame
Murgatroyd and Doris and the leper-leaping lame
the sad and the giggly and the black-suit swain
I see your face and know you

Easy as lightning I've laughed in the leaves
and I'd feel like Ali Baba when he quit the forty thieves
I can cruel no more so you cause me to grieve
I see your face and know you
I don't dig hating and I don't like to try

but how can I love you when you want me to die
oh Lord, live and learn
I see your face and know you

I wish I was springtime green as the snow
I'd sprinkle me with growing dust green for to grow
I'd leave here running 'cause walking's too slow
I see your face and know you
oh watch how the light comes new each day
if you learn how to wonder you will know how to pray
oh Lord, live and learn
I see your face and know you.



16511. Seeds

Kathy Mattea - Seeds

Sometimes I stop on my way home and watch the children play
And I wonder if they wonder what they'll be some day

Some will dream a big dream and make it all come true
While others go on dreaming of things they'll never do

We're all just seeds in God's hands
We start the same but where we land
Is sometimes fertile soil and sometimes sand
We're all just seeds in God's hands

I saw a friend the other day, I hardly recognized
He'd done a lot of living since I'd last looked in his eyes

He told his tale of how he'd failed, the lessons he'd been taught
But he offered no excuses and he left me with this thought

We're all just seeds in God's hands
We start the same but where we land
Is sometimes fertile soil and sometimes sand
We're all just seeds in God's hands

And as I'm standing at a crossroads once again
I'm reminded we're all the same when we begin
And in the end?
We're all just seeds in God's hands
We start the same but where we land
Is sometimes fertile soil and sometimes sand

We're all just seeds in God's hands
We're all just seeds in God's hands

16512. Seeds My Daddy Sowed

Seeds My Daddy Sowed

These are the seeds that my daddy sowed
This is the field that my daddy hoed
These are the crops that blossomed in the fields
That grew from the seeds that my daddy sowed

This is the bank where the money goes
To pay the man that my daddy owes
That sold us the field that blossomed into crops
That grew that from the seeds that my daddy sowed



This is the truth that the farmer knows
At the end of the day you got nothin' to show
Cause the man who owns the bank is the man who owns the fields
Is the man who owns the seeds that my daddy sowed

These are the seeds that my daddy sowed
This is the field that my daddy hoed
These are the crops that blossomed in the fields
That grew from the seeds that my daddy sowed

16513. Seeing Angels

John Butler - Seeing Angels

Why do I deserve such a visit
From the one I thought I'd never meet
Beyond my greatest expectations
You exceeded everything
Well here I am
Take me for what you see
For I'm transparent in the light of you
And look inside
See that fire burning bright
The same one you rekindled inside me
My mouth was dry
Only you quenched my thirst
I thought I was last
You told me I was first
And I thought I was seeing Angels
And now I know I was
Your wings around me
Feel good they always does
So there I was
Ain't the same man I used to be
But do you still like what you in me
Still see through
Always will be with you
Can you stand to see my vulnerability
For I am frightened
Shed so much I clung onto
The only thing I got left is this guitar and you
Nowhere to run
Been out here too long
Under the sun
Am I too afraid
To get some
To afraid to give myself some shade
I hope and pray I do some day



16514. Seeing Black

Lucinda Williams - Seeing Black

How did you come up with a day and time
You didn't tell me you'd changed your mind
How could I have been so blind
I didn't know you'd changed your mind

When you made the decision to get off this ride
Did you run out of places to go and hide
Did you know everybody would be surprised
When you made the decision to get off this ride

When you made the decision to jump ship
Once and for all lose your grip
Did you wax the deck to make it easier to slip
When you made the decision to jump ship

When did you start seeing black
Was it too much good you felt you lacked
Was it too much weight riding on you back
When did you start seeing black

When did you start seeing red
Did you see me standing over your bed
Did you hear anything I said
When did you start seeing red

When did you start seeing white
Tell me baby, what was it like
Was it when you received your last rites
When did you start seeing white

Did you use a compass to get out of this place
Did you ever hear my voice, did you see my face
Did you finally get tired of running the race
Did you use a compass to get out of this place

Did you feel your act was a final truth
The dramatic ending of a misspent youth
Did you really feel you had all the proof
Did you feel your act was a final truth

Was it hard to finally pull the plug
Was it hard to receive that final hug
Did evil triumph over love
Was it hard to finally pull the plug

When did you start seeing black
Was it too much good you felt you lacked
Was it too much weight riding on you back
When did you start seeing black

When did you start seeing red
Did you see me standing over your bed
Did you hear anything I said



When did you start seeing red

When did you start seeing white
Tell me baby what was it like
Was it when you received your last rites
When did you start seeing white

16515. Seeing Eye Dog

Seeing Eye Dog

Well I'm gonna get me a seeing eye dog
To help me find my way
I'm so much in love with you
I can't even see the light of day

My mind is cloudy like a winter storm
Before the rain come pourin' down
I feel so good and I gotta get my feet
On the ground, on the ground

Well I'm walkin' real tall
With my head held high in a cloud
I feel so good sometime
I wanna holler out loud

Well I'm gonna take me a comin' down pill
Everytime you come around
I feel so good and I gotta get my feet
On the ground, on the ground

Well I'm walkin' rea tall
With my head held high in a cloud
I feel so good sometime
I wanna holler out loud

16516. Seeing's Believing

Rodney Crowell - Seeing's Believing

[Intro]
Turned every way but loose and down
Off and on, between the vines and towns
I'm in too deep, but never deep enough
I still tend to mix my friends with harder stuff

[Verse 1]
In here, the darkness does surround you
As if you're hiding from the years



As if the sunlight only burns you
And clouds your vision with your tears

[Verse 2]
Dream your ways of getting even
With time for never being right
As if it owed an explanation
For never showing you the light

[Chorus]
But you don't act like all the dancers
Your eyes all full and show no shame
Seeing's believing

[Verse 3]
Highways and fields roll by my memory
As if I'm daydreaming on wheels
I've tasted love, but never sweet enough
To keep that daydream in me still

[Chorus]
But you don't talk like all the losers
In fact, you hardly talk at all
Talkers aren't listeners

[Outro]
Turned every way but loose and down
Off and on, between the vines and towns
I'm in too deep, but never deep enough
I still tend to mix my friends with harder stuff

16517. Seeker

Seeker
(Dolly Parton)

I am a seeker a poor simple creature
There is none weaker than I am
I am a seeker and you are a teacher
You are a reacher so reach down
Reach out and lead me guide me and keep me
In the shelter of your care each day
I am a seeker and you are a keeper
You are a leader won't you show me the way.

I am a vessel that's empty and useless
I am a bad seed that fell by the way
I am a loser that wants to be a winner
You are my last hope don't turn me away
I am a seeker a poor simple creature
There is none weaker than I am
I am a seeker and you are a teacher
You are a reacher so reach down.



Reach out and lead me guide me and keep me
In the shelter of your care each day
I am a seeker and you are a keeper
You are a leader won't you show me the way
Hey you are a mountain from which there flows a fountain
So let its water wash my sins away
Cause I am a seeker and you are a teacher
You are a leader won't you teach me the way...

16518. Seems Like You're Gonna Take Me Back

Jim Lauderdale - Seems Like You're Gonna Take Me Back

Well I'm always talkin' to you in my head I can't stop it
Back and forth on the things we said I just wish we could drop it
It's a dark road I'm going on till it seems like you're gonna take me back
Just us phantoms hanging here gettin' off at the old train station
With a backload of quicksand oh my feet they been draggin'
Get the chains undone and I start to run
When it seems like you're gonna take me back
Show me signs I'll read between the lines
Wait till next time gonna make you proud

[ guitar ]

Black velvet cat always starts to laugh
When it seems like you're gonna take me back
It's a promise not a bet we won't crash and burn together
I've got the fever only you can heal yes I will hold out forever
It's a long shot that's all I got till it seems like you're gonna take me back
Take me back
It seems like it seems like you're gonna take me back

16519. Seems To Want To Hurt This Time

Donna the Buffalo - Seems to Want to Hurt This Time

Life, love, potential love
Causes so much joy
Has the adverse power
To hurt you that much more
It's the same dark that falls
On the light that shines
Everything seems to want to hurt this time

I take a look inside
Nowhere to turn or go
No clear distinction



Above or below
Surreal existence
Casts its shadows to the blind
Everything seems to want to hurt this time

Aw, the party's crashin'
Fade into a distant drone
It only takes just one of us to be alone
Nobody's going but I still feel left behind
Everything seems to want to hurt this time

Red lights serenade me as I try to go
Outside the wind crashes with the smell of blowing snow
Three in the morning, cradled by a mental bind
Everything seems to want to hurt this time

Someday I will return
It will be none too soon
Jump off the front porch
Land on the crescent moon
Until then these fancy dreams
Are for another mind
Everything seems to want to hurt this time

All I want to do is wake up
Return to the loving kind
But everything seems to want to hurt this time

All I want to do is wake up
Return to the living kind
But everything seems to want to hurt this time

16520. Seguro Que Hell Yes

Seguro Que Hell Yes
 
Digame Luna que puedo pensar,
Maria so sexy, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes

Maria, sangria es demasiado
I'm getting higher
Seguro que hell yes

Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes

Maria querida, let's go for a ride in el Toro rojo
Seguro que hell yes

Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes



Maria tu padre está very angry
Adelante, rojo, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes

Yo tengo esposa bonita, que linda, she makes good menudo
Seguro que hell yes

Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes

Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes
Seguro, seguro, seguro que hell yes

16521. Self Made

Little Big Town - Self Made

[Verse 1]
Born to survive like father like gun
Built to outlast where you came from
Nothing comes easy when nothing is handed to you
Taught yourself how to turn the tides
Walk ashore before the waters rise
Even when you're down, you're still coming through
Making diamonds out of dust
You shine before you turn to rust

[Chorus]
Never by the book, always underestimated
It's hard to believe the life that you've created
Self made

[Verse 2]
Learned from the will of the working man
Breaking hard ground for a piece of land
Up before the sun and down before the rising moon
Oh, fought for the things that were never yours
Settle for less and hope for more
God and pouring rain never come too soon
Making diamonds out of dust
Who you are is who you trust

[Chorus]

[Bridge]



Live and die by the chance we're taking
Money don't buy the life that we're making

[Chorus]

[Verse 4]
Live and die by the chance we're taking, self made
Money don't buy the life that we're making
Live and die by the chance we're taking, self made
Money don't buy the life that we're making
Live and die by the chance we're taking, self made
Money don't buy the life that we're making

16522. Selfish Tears

Selfish Tears
Frank Solivan

The call came in last night
Dad was putting up a fight
To spend his last few days with his kin
I cried till three
better off he'd be
If he crossed to the other side

Selfish tears
How I want you here
in my fears
I can see you go
So I'll cry for one more day
And long for you to stay
They're just selfish tears

Souveniers in the air
Of life's past despair
Keeps me closed to the Things I should say
With my heart on my sleave
I don't want you to leave
But you don't want to stay

16523. Seminole Wind

Seminole Wind - John Anderson
Town Mountain

[Verse 1]
Ever since the days of old
Men would search for wealth untold
They'd dig for silver and for gold



And leave the empty holes

[Verse 2]
And way down south in the Everglades
Where the blackwater rolls and the sawgrass waves
The eagles fly and the otters play
In the land of the Seminole

[Chorus]
So blow, blow Seminole wind
Blow like you're never gonna blow again
I'm calling to you like a long lost friend
But I know who you are
And blow, blow from the Okeechobee
All the way up to Micanopy
Blow across the home of the Seminoles
The alligators and the gar

[Verse 3]
Progress came and took its toll
And in the name of flood control
They made their plans and they drained the land
Now the glades are going dry
[Verse 4]
And the last time I walked in the swamp
I sat upon a Cypress stump
I listened close and I heard the ghost
Of Osceola cry

[Chorus]
So blow, blow Seminole wind
Blow like you're never gonna blow again
I'm calling to you like a long lost friend
But I know who you are
And blow, blow from the Okeechobee
All the way up to Micanopy
Blow across the home of the Seminoles
The alligators and the gar

16524. Send 'Em On Down The Road

Send 'Em On Down The Road
Garth Brooks - Send 'Em On Down The Road

He didn't ask
He didn't pry
He just held the ice that covered my black eye
And when that girl
She broke my heart
We just threw that baseball back and forth  till dark
And when I started playing guitar
And didn't have a clue
He wanted to protect me



But somehow my father knew, that

You can't cry for  em
Live and die for  em
You can help them find their wings but you can't fly for  em
 Cause if they're not free to fall, than they're not free at all
And though you just can't bare the thought of letting go
You pick  em up
You dust  em off
And send  em on down the road

A little kiss
On a skinned up knee
From playing soccer, riding bikes and climbing trees
When bad dreams
Filled their heads
I chased the monsters out from underneath their beds
I guess I always knew those days would end
But the hardest thing I've ever learned has been, that

You can't cry for  em
Live and die for  em
You can help them find their wings but you can't fly for  em
 Cause if they're not free to fall, than they're not free at all
And though you just can't bare the thought of letting go
You pick  em up
You dust  em off
And you send  em on down the road

You can't cry for  em
Live and die for  em
And even though it's gonna break your heart, you let  em go
You pick  em up
You dust  em off
You pull them close
And you pray to God
To send  em on down the road
Down the road

16525. Send A Message To My Heart - Chords

Send A Message To My Heart
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam with Patty Loveless
Written by Kathy Louvin and Kostas

G                                 D7
Send a message to my heart on the wings of the wind
       Am                    D7         G
Let me hear your sweet voice saying you love me again
                                D7
Even though we're apart I still hold your memory
       Am            D7                          G
Send a message to my heart to keep you here with me



                                      D7
Darling when you're all alone tell me do you think of me
        Am              D7      G
Does my name touch your lips am I still in your dreams
                                       D7
Do your arms reach out for mine in the still of the night
       Am              D7                             G
Do you wish that I was with you when you turn out the lights
repeat #1
                        D7
All these moments alone make me realize
         Am             D7           G
Just how empty this old world is without you in my life
                               D7
Our day is yet to come and our love is so sweet
       Am            D7                          G
Send a message to my heart to keep you here with me
repeat #1
       Am            D7                          G
Send a message to my heart to keep you here with me

16526. Send Down An Angel - Chords

Send Down An Angel
Allison Moorer
 
A  F#m  C#m  E  A  F#m  C#m   E
 
A             F#m     C#m     E   A            F#m      C#m     E
It's nearly three . . AM . . . . .and still no sight of him.
  D      E        A       F#m         Bm             E
When it comes to love . . . . . . I'm in the dark.
 
  A           F#m    C#m     E     A          F#m   C#m   E
Lord, I don't understand . . . . .why I stand by my man.
D        E     A      F#m               Bm        B7
All he's ever done . . . . is break my heart.
 
 
CHORUS:
                               A     G         D
           Won't you send down an angel from the blue.
                E          A          G      D    E
           To show me the righteous thing to do.
                         Dm     G        A
           Oh . . . I'm calling out to you,
           F#m           Bm       E             A
           Send down and angel . . to get me through. 
 
 
 
A            F#m     C#m   E      A            F#m     C#m   E
I'm not the praying kind . . . . but, it can't hurt to try.



D        E       A       F#m         Bm               B7
I can't find the answer . . . . by myself . . I need help.(Chorus)
 
 
 
CHORUS:(KEY CHANGE)
 
                                        C      Bb        F
                Won't you send down an angel from the blue.
                    G            C        Bb       F     G
                To show me the righteous thing to do.
                              Fm     Bb      C
                Oh . . . I'm calling out to you,
                Am            Dm      G                C    Am   Em    G
                Send down and angel . . . to get me through.

16527. Send Me Someone To Love - Chords

Send Me Someone To Love 
Buddy Miller

[Intro]
A  A7 D  A  Abaug
 
A                             A7
Heaven please send to all mankind
      D                    Adim  Cdim Ebdim
Understanding and peace of mind
A                      F#m
If it's not asking too much
Bm7                       E  F  E    Abaug
Please send me someone to love
A                             A7
Show the world how to get along
           D                   Adim Cdim Ebdim
Peace will enter when hate is gone.
A                          F#m
But if it's not asking too much
Bm7            E           A  G Abaug A  A7
Please send me someone to love
      Bm                 E          A       F#m
I lay awake at night and ponder a world of troubles.
Bm            E          A
And my answer is always  just the same.
Bm              E                  A        F#m
That unless men put an end to this damnable sin
 Bm                           E     Abaug
                                    oh
Hate will put the world in a flame, what a shame.
A                   A7
Just because I'm in misery.
          D              Adim Cdim Ebdim
I'm don't beg for no sympathy.



A                      F#m
if it's not asking too much,
Bm7    E                  A  G Abaug  A
Please send me someone to love
 
A                             A7
Show the world how to get along
           D                   Adim Cdim Ebdim
Peace will enter when hate is gone.
A                      F#m
If it's not asking too much
Bm7            E           C#dim F#
Please send me someone to love
            Bm C#m     D D#  E
If it's not asking too much
E                         A
Please send me someone to love

16528. Send Me The Pillow

Dwight Yoakam - Send Me The Pillow

I came here looking for something
I couldn't find anywhere else
Hey, I'm not trying to be nobody
Just want a chance to be myself
I've done a thousand miles of thumbin'
I've worn holes in both my heels
Trying to find me something better
On the streets of Bakersfield
Chorus:
You don't know me, but you don't like me
You say you care less how I feel
But how many of you that sit and judge me
Have ever walked the streets of Bakersfield?
Spent sometime in San Francisco
Spent a night there in the can
They threw this drunk man in my jail cell
Took fifteen dollars from that man
Left him my watch and my old house key
Don't want folks thinkin' that I'd steal
Then I thanked him as I was leaving, and
I headed for the streets of Bakersfield
Chorus:
You don't know me, but you don't like me
You say you care less how I feel
But how many of you that sit and judge me
Have ever walked the streets of Bakersfield?
You don't know me, but you don't like me
You say you care less how I feel
But how many of you that sit and judge me
Have ever walked the streets of Bakersfield?
How many of you that sit and judge me



Have ever walked the streets of Bakersfield?

16529. Send Me The Pillow That You Dream On

The Osborne Brothers - Send Me The Pillow That You Dream On 
(Hank Locklin) - Roy Acuff

Send me the pillow that you dream on
Don't you know that I still care for you
Send me the pillow that you dream on
So darling, I can dream on it too.

Each night while I'm sleeping, oh, so lonely
I share your love in dreams that once were true
Send me the pillow that you dream on
So darling, I can dream on it too.

--- Instrumental ---

Send me the pillow that you dream on
Maybe time will let our dreams come true
Send me the pillow that you dream on
So darling, I can dream on it too.

I've waited so long for you to write me
But just a mem'ry's all that's left of you
Send me the pillow that you dream on
So darling, I can dream on it too.
So darling, I can dream on it too...

16530. Send Me The Sun

Emmylou Harris
Send Me The Sun

When the wind blows me back
And this world has hurt my feelings
Just a little light is all I'm needing
But you send me the sun
You send me the sun

Send me the sun wrapped in a rainbow
And I'll wash my face in this rain and brave this tornado
Hey, hey, you're the only one
Who could send me the sun, send me the sun

When my world has pinned me down
So I can't see through the clouds
Darkness falling all around



But you send me the sun, send me the sun

Heaven knows this heart of mine
Is only waiting for a sign
I've got my face turned to the sky
So come on brighten everything
Come on shine your light on me

Send me the sun wrapped in a rainbow
And I'll wash my face in this rain and brave this tornado
Hey, hey, you're the only one
Who could send me the sun, send me the sun
So come on brighten everything
Come on shine your light on me

Send me the sun wrapped in a rainbow
And I'll wash my face in this rain and brave this tornado
Hey, hey, you're the only one
Who could send me the sun, send me the sun

Hey, hey, you're the only one
Who could send me the sun, send me the sun
Send me the sun, send me the sun

16531. Send Me To The Lectric Chair - Chords

Send Me To The Lectric Chair Live 
David Bromberg

[Intro]
 
      G          G7         C      Eb        G              D             G               D7
e/----------6-----------6----------6-------/-------------------------------------------------/
B/----6-/-8--8---6-/-8---8--6-/-8---8--6-8-/-6-\-3-------------3-----------------------------/
G/----x------------------------------------/------5-3-h-4-5-/-6--3-h-4-----------------------/
D/----x------------------------------------/---------------------------5-5--3----------------/
A/----x------------------------------------/----------------------------------5-5--2-3-4-/-5-/
E/----x------------------------------------/-------------------------------------------------/
 
 
[Verse 1]
N.C.    G          G7    C       Eb
said judge your honor Hear my plea
G          D            G      D7
Before you open up your court
G       G7       C        Eb
I don't crave no sympathy
A          A7       D      D7
for what I have to report
 
[Verse 2]
 
G            G7      G        G7



I caught her with a gambling Joe
D            D7              G      G7
I had warned her about once before
A           A7            A      A7
I pulled my knife, and I went insane
A            A7       D7      D+
the rest you already know
 
 
[Chorus]
 
N.C.      G     G7    C        Eb
(he)said judge judge good kind judge
G               D       G      D7
send me to the 'lectric chair
        G     G7    C       Eb
he said Judge judge hear me judge
A          A7        D     D7
I want to get out of here
 
[Chorus 2]
 
  G                             G7
I want to take a journey to the devil down below
  C
I sliced up my sweet patootie
        Eb
I gotta reap just what I sow
   G     G7    C       Eb
So judge judge hear me judge
    G              D       G     D7
and send me to the 'lectric chair
 
 
[instrumental Verse]
 
G          G7          C       Eb
G          D           G       D7
G          G7          C       Eb
A          A7          D       D7
G                      G7
C                      Eb
G          G7          C       Eb
G          D           G       D7
 
[Chorus]
 
N.C     G          G7    C       Eb
He said judge oh listen to me judge
G          D                G      D7
Please now send me to the 'lectric chair
G       G7                C        Eb
He said judge, your honor, mister, sir
A           A7       D      D7
I love that girl so dear
 
[Chorus 2]



 
  G                         G7
I don't want no bondsman to throw my bail
  C                                                 Eb
and I don't want to spend no 99 years stuck in your stinkin jail
   G     G7     C       Eb
Judge judge hear me judge
    G              D       G     D7
send me to the lectric chair
 
[Instrumental Verse]
 
G          G7          C       Eb
G          D           G       D7
G          G7          C       Eb
A          A7          D       D7
G                      G7
C                      Eb
G          G7          C       Eb
G          D           G       D7
 
[Chorus]
 
        G          G7    C       Eb
He said judge, aw judge, Mr Sirica please
G              D       G      D7
send me to the lectric chair
    G         G7     C       Eb
Aw Judge, Now Judge, Meister Judge
A          A7       D      D7
Burn me cause I don't care
 
[Verse 3]
 
  G
First I cut her with my barlow
                 G7
and then I kinda kicked her in the side
          C
and then I stood there laughing o'er her
               Eb
while she buckled up and died
   G     G7     C       Eb
So judge, judge hear me judge
    G              D       G     D7
and send me to the lectric chair
 
[Outro]
 G  G7  C   Eb  G  D  G  G7

16532. Send Me Your Address



Send Me Your Address

A boy was writing his sweetheart
She lived in the valley below
Saying your last love letter
Came more than three weeks ago

He didn't receive no answer
He went down to her home that day
And found she'd been taken to heaven
And this is what he said

    Send me your address from heaven
    So I can write you up there
    Tell me that you still love me
    Tell me that you still care
   
    Mail it on the golden street corner
    As you did on earth here below
    Send me your address from heaven
    So I can write you up there

16533. Sending Me Angels

Kathy Mattea - Sending Me Angels

I walked down to the river
Stood on the shore
Seems like the devil's always
Tryin' to get in my door
Just when I thought I couldn't
Take any more
Here he comes again
My friend
He keeps sending me angels
From up on high
He keeps sending me angels
To teach me to fly
He keeps sending me angels
Sweet and true
He keeps sending me angels
Just like you
As I stand on this mountain
Face to the wind
Amazed at the number of
Times we've all sinned
And the countless enemies
That should've been friends
Oh, here he comes again
And he keeps sending me angels
Here they come a flyin'
He keeps sending me angels
To keep me from cryin'
He keeps sending me angels



So I won't be blue
He keeps sending me angels
Just like you
Some say that it's comin'
I say it's already here
The love that's among us
Through the joy and the fear
When I look in your eyes
Everything is so clear
My friend, here he comes again
He keeps sending me angels
From up on high
He keeps sending me angels
To teach me to fly
He keeps sending me angels
Sweet and true
He keeps sending me angels
Just like you
Sending me angels
From up on high
He keeps sending me angels
To teach me to fly
He keeps sending me angels
Sweet and true
He keeps sending me angels
Just like you

16534. Sending Me Angels - Chords

Sending Me Angels
Kathy Mattea - Sending Me Angels
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Love Travels"
Written by Jerry Lynn Williams and Frankie Miller

Intro:   C   F   C   Am   G   C
         
         C                  G
I walked down to the river.    Stood on the shore.
C                                F
   Seems like the devil's always tryin' to get in my door.
C                                 G
   Just when I thought I couldn't take any more
        F              C
here he comes again my friend.
         Am         C      F            C
He keeps sending me angels   from up on high.
         Am         Dm C       F           C
He keeps sending me an-gels to teach me to fly.
         Am         C      F           C
He keeps sending me angels   sweet and true.
         Am         Dm C    F    G    C          F   C   Am   G
He keeps sending me an-gels just like you.
     C                      G



As I stand on this mountain   face to the wind
C                          F
   amazed at the number of times we've all sinned
C                             G
   and countless enemies that should've been friends
    F           C
O O Oh, here he comes again
         Am         C       F                   C
He keeps sending me angels.    Here they come a flyin'
         Am         Dm C       F            C
He keeps sending me an-gels to keep me from cryin'
         Am         C         F          C
He keeps sending me angels so I won't be blue.
         Am         Dm C    F    G    C
He keeps sending me an-gels just like you.

Interlude:   C  G  G  G  G  F
     
     C                     G
Some say that it's comin'.   I say it's already here.
C                                       F
   The love that's among us through the joy and the fear.
       C                       G
When I look in your eyes, everything is so clear.
   F               C
My friend, here he comes again
         Am         C      F            C
He keeps sending me angels   from up on high.
         Am         Dm C       F           C
He keeps sending me an-gels to teach me to fly.
         Am         C      F           C
He keeps sending me angels   sweet and true.
         Am         Dm C    F    G
He keeps sending me an-gels just like
Am                           C
Sending me angels from up on high
         Am         Dm C       F           C
He keeps sending me an-gels to teach me to fly
         Am         C      F           C
He keeps sending me angels   sweet and true
         Am         Dm C    F    G    C
He keeps sending me an-gels just like you.

Ending:     F   C   Am   G   C

16535. Senior Citizen Star

Tom T Hall - Senior Citizen Star

[Verse 1:]
On the floor of the limo there's a bottle of whiskey
A white Stetson hat with a fine feather band
His face covered up with the two day old paper



He's a songwriter legend that gray haired old man
They don't say much to him, he don't say much to them
They wonder what goes on inside his old head
Sometimes when they shake him tryin' to wake him
He comes round so slowly they think that he's dead

[Chorus:]
And you're not allowed to talk about Denver, Colorado
You're not allowed to talk about his first wife, Joanne
You're not allowed to talk about his first fiddle player
Or anybody who ever worked in Elvis's band

[Verse 2:]
He motions the driver to get him some coffee
He sits there and sips it his eyes on the floor
When he's readin' his paper he sometimes looks angry
He's still tryin' to figure out the Second World War
He mentions Chicago, the Opry and Wheeling
His awards are all stacked in the box in his barn
He made millions of dollars with a hoop and a holler
Now he lives in a trailer on a five acre farm

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
As the limo rolls on down the America's highways
Just frames to the sign on the side of his car
It says pickin' and singin' for any occasion
The song writtin' senior citizen star

16536. Senor

Senor
Gillian Welch

Senor, Senor, do you know where we're heading?
Lincoln County Road or Armageddon?
Seems like I been down this way before
Is there any truth in that, Senor?
Senor, Senor, do you know where she is hiding?
How long are we gonna be riding?
How long must I keep my eyes glued to the door?
Will there be any comfort there, Senor?
There's a wicked wind still blowin' on that upper deck
There's an iron cross still hanging down from around her neck
There's a marching band still playing in that vacant lot
Where she held me in her arms one time and said, "Forget me not"
Senor, Senor, I can hear that painted wagon
I can smell the tail of the dragon
Can't stand the suspense anymore
Can you tell me who to contact here, Senor?
Well, the last thing that I remember before I stripped and kneeled
Was the trainload of fools bogged down in a magnetic field



A gypsy with a broken flag and a flashing ring
She said, "Son, this ain't a dream no more, it's the real thing"
Senor, Senor, you know their hearts is as hard as leather
Well, give me a minute, let me get it together
Just gotta pick myself up off the floor
I'm ready when you are, Senor
Senor, Senor, let's overturn these tables
And disconnect these cables
This place don't make sense to me no more
Can you tell me what we're waiting for, Senor?

16537. Senor (Tales Of Yankee Power)

Senor (Tales Of Yankee Power)
Chris Thile - Dierks Bentley - Tim O'Brien - Billy Strings

[Verse]
Senor, senor, can you tell me where we're heading
Lincoln County Road or Armageddon
Seems like I been down this way before
Is there any truth in that, senor

Senor, senor, do you know where she's hiding
How long are we gonna be riding
How long must I keep my eyes glued to the door
Will there be any comfort there, senor

There's a wicked wind still blowing on that upper deck
And there's an iron cross still hanging from around her neck
There's a marching band still playing in that vacant lot
Where's she held me in her arms one time and said
"Forget me not"
Senor, senor, I can see that painted wagon
Smell the tail of the dragon
I can't stand the suspense here anymore
Can you tell me who to contact here, senor

Well, the last thing I remember before I stripped and knelled
Was that trainload of fools bogged down in a magnetic field
And a gypsy with a broken flag and flashing ring
Said "Son, this ain't a dream no more, it's the real thing"

Senor, senor, you know their hearts are hard as leather
Give me a minute, let me get it together
I gotta pick myself up off the floor
I'm ready when you are, senor

Senor, senor, let's overturn these tables
And disconnect these cables
This place don't make sense to me no more
Can you tell me what we're waiting for, senor



16538. Senor Burns

Hit & Run Bluegrass - Senor Burns
Album: Four Finger Music: The Bluegrass Tribute to the Music Made Famous By the Simpso
ns

Uno... dos... tres...
(intro)
Burns won't last long
but an insulting song
Burns will always carry with him,
so i'll settle my score
on the salsa floor,
with this vengeful latin rhythm.
Bu-urns!
Con un corazon de perro.
senor bu-urns!
el diablo con dinero.
It may not surprise you,
but all of us despise you,
please die,
and fry,
in hell,
you ro... tten,
rich old wretch,
(solo)
Bu-urns!
Con un corazon de perro.
senor bu-urns!
el diablo con dinero.
It may not surprise you,
but all of us despise you,
please die...
and fry...
in hell...
you ro... tten,
rich old wre... tch
adios viejo!

16539. Senor Tales Of Yankee Power - Chords

Senor Tales Of Yankee Power - Tim O'Brien

Standard Tuning
Capo 3

Intro:
Em Bm C  G  Em D C  Am Em



Verse
Em     Bm
Senor, Senor,
        C                G
Can you tell me where we heading?
                           Em
Lincoln County Road or Armageddon?
                  D             C
Seems like I been down this way before
Am                           Em
Is there any truth in that, Senor?

Em     Bm
Senor, Senor,
       C                G
Do you know where she's hiding?
                         Em
How long are we gonna be riding?
                        D                 C
How long must I keep my eyes glued to the door?
Am                               Em
Will there be any comfort here, Senor?

Instrumental

Bridge
          G                                 Bm
There's a wicked wind still blowing on that upper deck
           C                             Em
There's an iron cross still hanging from around her neck
          G                                    Bm
There's a marching band still playing in their vacant lot
          C                                Em
Where she held me in her arms one time and said -forget what we got-

Verse

Senor, Senor,
I can see the painted wagon
Smell the tail of a dragon
I can't stand the suspense anymore
Can you tell me who to contact here, Senor?

Bridge

Well the last thing I remember before I stripped and kneeled
Was a train load full of fools bogged down in a Magnetic field
And a gypsy, with a broken flag and a flashing ring
He says, -Son this ain't a dream no more, it's the real thing-

Verse

Senor, Senor,
You know their hearts are hard as leather
Give me a minute, let me get it together
Gotta pick myself up off the floor
I m ready when you are, Senor



Senor, Senor,
Let s overturn these tables
Disconnect these cables
This place don't make sense to me no more
Can you tell me what we re waiting for, Senor?

Em Bm C  G  Em
 
                  D             C
Seems like I been down this way before
Am                           Em
Is there any truth in that, Senor?

16540. Separate

Trampled by Turtles - Separate

Drop me from the ceiling, baby
You're the one that can make it all okay
Maybe today

Filled with fatal flowers and praying
For the sky to turn from black to grey
Hear what I say

Never plain nor simple
It's breaking my heart
But I'm working hard
To separate
War from beauty

Born of fire, earth and water
All in all a current through a wire
To know when it's hot

I'll survive on dirty paper
Miracles that make me wanna die
I wonder why

Oh my god, I'm sinking
It's breaking my heart
But I'm working hard
To separate
War from beauty

16541. Separate Me



Separate Me
The Bluegrass Gospel Group

Separate me from what separates us
Fill me with your love
Separate me from what separates us
My affections are set on above
Separate me from what separates us
Fill me with your love
Separate me from what separates us
My affections are set on above

My heart cries out to you, oh Lord
You are my rock and fortress
Protector, director, deliver me now
To the unseen things above

Separate me from what separates us
Fill me with your love
Separate me from what separates us
My affections are set on above

My heart cries out to you, oh Lord
You are my rock and fortress
Protector, director, deliver me now
To the unseen things above

Separate me from what separates us
Fill me with your love
Separate me from what separates us
My affections are set on above

16542. Separate Ways

Wyatt Rice - Separate Ways

The more I think I know, the less I do
I guess I need a change of attitude
So many times I've thought that I knew best
Guess I'm no better than the rest

The hands of time have proved, that I was wrong
So I'll tell you in this simple song
I'm not asking for your sympathy
I just want you here with me

chorus:
There are times I know
Maybe I should go,
and other times I should stay
We oughta work it out
See what true love's all about
Or go our separate ways



Everybody's got to sing their song
Do what they feel even if it's wrong
And if you're thinking that you know best
Then you're no better than the rest

Maybe time will wipe your tears away
And we can show our love a better day
If someday life should bring us to our knees
Then we'll need some company

repeat chorus twice

16543. September In Miami

September In Miami
(Merle Haggard)

September in Miami marks the time and the place
I first laid eyes on you
I was there to spend the winter
Keepin' warm the only way I knew.

It was way down in the fall before I realized at all
It'd be a special place and time
September in Miami
Is more than just a memory of mine.

The winter found the beaches filled with pretty girls
And lonely boy away from home
All the sunshine and laughter could you know
They matched the happiness I'd known.

You went away to somewhere on the day before thanksgiving day
But I didn't cry
And the lonely weeks that followed
Made me know I'd always love you till I die.

For days I tried forgetting you
And finally wrote you offers just like a passing friend
But I woke up this morning
And today I started loving you again.

If this letter ever find you
I hope it finds you happy when it find you
I'll address it somewhere Texas
For you talked about some cowboys that you knew.

September in Miami marks the time and the place
I first laid eyes on you
I was there to spend the winter
Keepin' warm the only way I knew.

(September in Miami is more than just a memory of mine...)



16544. Serenade In Red

Serenade In Red (Larry W. Jones 11/01/2007) 

Sometimes I hear a serenade in red
At times I forget all the words it said
But I know it's about a dream that's dead
A dream that died long ago
I tried to get you to return to me
I wrote a serenade, a melody
But dear, you only stayed away instead
Serenade in red I know
Dear, I remember you like yesterday
We danced away on a crowded floor
Darling, that was before you went away
And after you whispered forevermore
My dear, our song of love was once a sigh
Our golden moon turned to blue and then red
On the night you said goodbye
- instrumental -
Dear, I remember you like yesterday
We danced away on a crowded floor
Darling, that was before you went away
And after you whispered forevermore
I tried to get you to return to me
I wrote a serenade, a melody
But dear, you only stayed away instead
Serenade in red
Serenade in red

16545. Serenity Now - Chords

Serenity Now
Brett Dennen
 
[Intro]
G  C  Bm
 
 
[Verse 1]
   D             G
Serenity now I'm leavin',
    C          G     Am
I believe in myself again,
       D                  G              C
It's a beautiful day to embrace the wind,
        G   Am
Embrace the wind,
   D               G



I live on a boat I seldom sail,
      D               G
I'm a captain with no crew,
  Em                             C
A man collecting moments as they come,
          D
Is just a fool.
 
 
[Chorus]
           G
Some of my favorite days,
         C    G     Am
They are cloudy and grey,
           G            D/F#    Em
Some of my best friends I never see,
             Am
They live so far away,
                D
I'm living from day to day,
  A7sus4           G
I live from day to day.
 
 
[Interlude]
G  C  Bm
 
 
[Verse 2]
   D             G
Serenity now I'm reeling,
        C       G       Am
Kiss me now and wish me well,
       D                   G              C
It's a beautiful day to be bored as hell,
    G        Am
I'm bored as hell,
  D              G
I met a man on a mango boat,
        D                G
Playing chess inside his head,
   Em
He never understood a single,
C            D
Seinfeld reference.
 
 
[Chorus]
           G
Some of my favorite days,
         C    G     Am
They are cloudy and grey,
           G            D/F#    Em
Some of my best friends I never see,
             Am
They live so far away,
                D



I'm living from day to day,
  A7sus4           G
I live from day to day.
 
 
[Bridge]
   Cm                                   Em
My blue eyes turn to green whenever it rains,
                   D
And I don't need a reason to complain.
 
 
[Chorus]
           G
Some of my favorite days,
         C    G     Am
They are cloudy and grey,
           G            D/F#    Em
Some of my best friends I never see,
             Am
They live so far away,
                D
I'm living from day to day,
  A7sus4           G
I live from day to day.
 
 
[Outro]
G  C  Bm
G C G

16546. Serious Doubt

Serious Doubt
Jeannie Kendall

I'²ve said this more than a million times if I said it once at all
I'm moving on I'²ve stayed to long don't bother trying to call
Will light the candle burn to long it's lost it'²s sent and light
And the only reason were holding on
Is because it once burned so bright

Should I go take my leave or should I just stay here and grieve
And forget what the fight was all about

You see the morning has left me cold
Feeling lonesome and old
All that'²s left here in your place is serious doubt

The years have come between us now there stilling us away
Or need to live a lye is wrong to high a price to pay
So the easy part is to just run with this tater heart and hide
Like a tear that never leaves the eye some wasted some denied



Should I go take my leave or should I just stay here and grieve
And forget what the fight was all about

You see the morning has left me cold
Feeling lonesome and old
All that's left here in your place is serious doubt

All that'²s left here in your place is serious doubt
Serious doubt
All that's left here in your place is serious doubt

16547. Set Me Free

Set Me Free
Dustbowl Revival

Come on come on show your face
I'm up here on this mountain and I'm scared of this place
And I guess I should have known
That you were so much more than
One lonely soul
Hmmm

Last night I swear
I heard your laugh
But I didn't I bury your body
And write your epitaph
And I know
both those things are true
In the valley at Yosemite
It's was always me and you

Are you the mountain stream
Are you the moon glow gleam
Be whatever you want to be
As long as you come back to me

Are you the wolf cub's growl
Are you the childbirth howl
I don't know where you were
But damn you look just like her
Hmm

Come on play that piano
Like you used to
You and Billie Holiday
Just swaying in those blues
And I can
feel your heartbeat now -,hmm
You're part of my imagination
But I know you somehow



Are you that string of pearls
Are you my newborn girl!
waiting to take over the world
Your whole fate unfurled

Are you the mountain stream
Are you the moon glow gleam
Be whatever you want to be
As long as you're here with me
Hmmm

Did you come from back in time
Will you stay for a long while

Come on come on show your face
I'm up here on this mountain and I'm scared of this place

16548. Set Me Up With One Of Your Friends

Set Me Up With One Of Your Friends
Punch Brothers

It's okay, it just sucks to hear it on the phone
Going from town to town knowing you won't be there when I get back home.
Gonna be so lonely and so lost there without you.

Who am I gonna take to the movies
Who am I gonna make out with at the end
If you're gonna leave me then set me up with one of your friends

I won't find another girl on my own
I don't think you understand how dependent on you I've grown
Gonna gripe and moan till someone does something for me

Who am I gonna bring to the party
who am I gonna cling to when the room spins?
If you're gonna leave me then set me up with one of your friends

HEY!

Who am I gonna go all the way with
Yeah you're right I won't but I'd like to pretend
If you're gonna leave me then set me up with one of your friends

Ask around, don't you think some girlfriend of yours
is dying to take care of me
I'm a little lamb with a little money
and lots of love to give for lots of love ohhhh.....

Who am I gonna buy souvenirs for
Who am I gonna fly out for the weekend
If you're gonna leave me then set me up with one of your friends



HEY!

Who am I gonna take to the Grammy's
Who am I gonna make out with when I win
If you're gonna leave me then set me up with one of your friends

Set me up with one of your friends (3X)

16549. Set You Free - Chords

Set You Free
Allison Moorer
 
[INTRO]
B7
 
[VERSE 1]
B7
I found your bag this morning, did you pack it by yourself
E               A        E
If you would've asked me
         B7
I'd have given you some help
  B7
I hate to disappoint you, but I had a hunch
E                 A       E
You would soon be leaving
     B7
So I beat you to the punch
 
 
[CHORUS]
G               D             B7
I'll tell you a secret, baby, I let go first
G              D                B7
If I was still holding on, then maybe I'd feel worse
    E               A      E     B7
But I seen this day coming,   so it don't bother me
     E       A          B7
I've already   set you free
 
 
[INSTRUMENTAL]
B7
 
 
[VERSE 2]
    B7
I'm glad you're finally going, but boy, you took your time
F            A      E
I'd begun to wonder
   B7
If you had changed your mind



   B7
So you don't have to sneak out, you're not going to let me down
F            A        E
That already happened
    B7
I'm over it by now
 
 
[CHORUS]
G               D             B7
I'll tell you a secret, baby, I let go first
G                               B7
If I was still holding on, then maybe I'd feel worse
    E               A      E     B7
But I seen this day coming,   so it don't bother me
     E       A          B7
I've already   set you free
     E       A          B7
I've already   set you free
 
 
[OUTRO]
B7

16550. Set Your Children Free

Ron Block - Set Your Children Free 
Album: Faraway Land

God spoke to Moses at the burning bush
Moses was afraid to look
God of Isaac and Abraham
The I AM that I AM
"Let's go down to Egypt land,
My children die at Pharaoh's hand
Come on Moses, go with me
I'll set my children free."
"Oh Lord, I'm just a man, I cannot speak for You,
Oh, no one will believe, what will I do?
I'm nothing in this world, I wasn't born to lead,
To set your children free."
"Who made man's mouth, who makes him sing?
Who made the mind that makes him think?
Your heart of hearts was made for me
To set my children free."
"I'll be your voice, I'll be your breath,
I'll be the heartbeat in your chest,
Come on Moses, go with me,
I'll set your poor heart free."
"Oh Lord, I'm just a man, but make my eyes to see,
I'll stand in who I am if You're in me,
I'm nothing in this world, but be what You will be
And set your children free."



16551. Settin' Me Up

Settin' Me Up
The Seldom Scene

Well, you say I'm the greatest bound for glory
But the word is out and I learned
I got the latest side of the story
You're pullin' out before you get burned.

Your hands are squeezin' me down to the bone
I've never seen you breakin' before
Stands to reason I'm a leaving you alone
What are you taking me for.

Settin' me up to put me down
Making me out to be your clown
Settin' me up to put me down
You better give it up baby, quit your messin' around.

--- Instrumental ---

You think I care about your reaction
You think I don't understand
All you wanted was a piece of the action
Now you talk about another man.

Settin' me up to put me down
Making me out to be your clown
Settin' me up to put me down
You better give it up baby, quit your messin' around.

Settin' me up to put me down
Making me out to be your clown
Settin' me up to put me down
You better give it up baby, quit your messin' around...

16552. Settle Down - Chords

Settle Down
Written and recorded by George Jones

G                             C
To live and love her like you can't be proud
          G                            D7
If you've got a partner that loves you now
           C
Don't wait until you're late
   D7                    G



We must give a little to give
 
                        C
Just settle down like a good one should
        G                              D7
All the drifters and the drinkers just ain't no good
       C
Settle down right now 
                   D7                        G
That's when you'll really start beginning to live
 
D7
Settle down before you lose your love
   G
Be nice to the one you're thinking of
      A7                                    D7
Don't drift or drink or two time your sweet heart
            C
Just settle down before you lose a lifelong date
     G
Even though your around her it's not too late
       C
Settle down right now 
                   D7                        G
That's when you'll really start beginning to live
 
                            C
Well now that you know just what is wrong
     G                        D7
Your hearts telling you where you belong
         C
That the one you're with will be
    D7                       G
The last one that's stays so long
Repeat #3

16553. Settle For A Slowdown

Dierks Bentley - Settle for a Slowdown

[Verse 1]
I must look just like a fool here
In the middle of the road
Standing there in your rear view
And getting soaked to the bone
This land is flat as it is mean
A man can see for a hundred miles
So I'm still praying I might see
The glow of a brake light

[Chorus 1]
But your wheels just turn
Down the road ahead



If it hurts at all
You ain't showed it yet
I keep a looking for
The slightest sign that you might miss
What you left behind
I know there's nothing stopping you now
But I'd settle for a slowdown

[Verse 2]
I held on longer than I should
Believing you might change your mind
And those bright lights of Hollywood
Would fade in time

[Chorus 1]
But your wheels just turn
Down the road ahead
If it hurts at all
You ain't showed it yet
You're just a tiny dot on that horizon line
Come on tap those brakes
Baby just one time
I know there's nothing stopping you now
I'm not asking you to turn back around

[Outro]
I'd settle for a slowdown
Come on just slow down
I'd settle for a slow down

16554. Settled Down

Settled Down
Mandolin Orange - Settled Down

[Verse 1]
These excuses are useless
We've run around again
Another day in the gutter
Make one for every year we spent together

[Chorus]
My baby used to sing all night
Now she's sound asleep
She settled down, with a rambling man and found a gentle side of me

[Verse 2]
Make time, and take time
Maybe I'm no good
Cause I have showed her, these lines
Long enough to know now that I should

[Chorus]



My baby used to sing all night
Now she's sound asleep
She settled down, with a rambling man and found a gentle side of me

[Bridge]
Moments, just fleeting times
With little wings of gold
Remind us, how will we find true love, and every sign of getting old

[Chorus]
My baby used to sing all night
Now she's sound asleep
She settled down, with a rambling man and found a gentle side of me

16555. Seven Bridges Road

Seven Bridges Road
Steve Young

There are stars in the southern sky
Southward as you go
There is moonlight and moss in the trees
Down the seven bridges road

I have loved you like a baby
Like some lonesome child
I have loved you in a tame way
And I have loved you wild

Sometimes there's a part of me
Has to turn from you and go
Runnin' like a child beneath warm stars
Down the seven bridges road

There are stars in the southern sky
And if ever you decide you should go
There is a taste of time sweet as honey
Down the seven bridges road
Down the seven bridges road

Note: Steve Young's Web sites lists the third line of the last verse
as "There's a taste of time-sweetened honey", which is also the way
that I transcribed it off of his album, "Rock, Salt & Nails". WH.

16556. Seven Cent Cotton And Forty Cent Meat

Seven Cent Cotton And Forty Cent Meat

Seven cent cotton and forty cent meat



How in the world can a poor man eat
Flour up high and cotton down low
How in the world can we raise any dough
Clothes worn out, shoes urn down
Old slouch hat with a hole in the crown
Back nearly broken and fingers all sore
Cotton gone down to rise no more

Seven cent cotton and forty cent meat
How in the world can a poor man eat
Mules in the barn, no crops laid by
Corn crib empty and the cow's gone dry
Well water low, nearly out of sight
Can't take a bath on Saturdy night
No use talking, any man is beat
With seven cent cotton and forty cent meat

Seven cent cotton and eight dollar pants
Who in the world has got a chance
We can't buy clothes and we can't buy meat
Too much cotton and not enough to eat
Can't help each other, what shall wo do
I can't explain it so it's up to you
Seven cent cotton and two dollar hose
Guess we'll have to do without any clothes

Seven cent cotton and forty cent meat
How in the world can a poor man eat
Poor getting poorer all around here
Kids coming regular every year
Fatter our hogs, take 'em to town
All we get is six cents a pound 
Vety next day we have to buy it back
Forty cents a pound in a paper sack

16557. Seven Devils

Seven Devils
Kitchen Dwellers

By the time I thought about missing you
You were Portland bound
Hellbent for the northwest running
Underground, underground

What's the weather doin' out on 101?
Hot as a book of matches in my car
You go watching each one burn me on down
I lost track of the things I found, it out

Am I supposed to hop the next train
Or stand here drowning in the Oregon rain?
Pacific wind call my name



Seven devils to carry me away

Nothin' left here, save your silhouette
A breath of old fashioned, and foreign cigarette
Wicked words you whispRred me echoRd so true
But you won't leak it, someone else hiding in the room

Am I supposed to hop the next train
Or stand here drowning in the Oregon rain?
Pacific wind call my name
Seven devils to carry me away, away

I'll start diggin' holes before my demons come
Seven canyons for to bury each one
Keep our fingers crossed, reminded how we began
With quiet days burning down like a match in hand

Am I supposed to hop the next train
Or stand here drowning in the Oregon rain?
Pacific wind call my name
Seven devils to carry me away

16558. Seven Hillsides

Ricky Skaggs - Seven Hillsides

All night I've wrestled Jacob's angels
And prayed with Matthew, Luke and John
Struggling to find the words you face the task
That comes upon the blood red dawn.

I've buried men before their time
Of alcohol and blackened lung
But how to bury seven of these
Appalachian miners sons.
Who stormed the beaches wave on wave,
And sailed home to these rocky graves
In family plots that bared their names.

Tomorrow I'll walk up, seven hillsides
Tremble before my flock on seven hillsides
Seven sorrows, seven sons, seven mothers and every one
Will turn to me for the word of God, what does this mean?
And there I'll stand good book in hand,
A shepherd to these precious lambs
What will I say, what will I say, what can I say?

To tell the truth I'd never thought much
About the will of God before.
Called to preach at seventeen
I was in love with fiery words and not much more.
The time has come to keep the faith
For others shattered by their loss.



Remind them of the loving God
Whose son like theirs paid the cost.
To save a sad and wicked world
Through sacrifice our love is heard
And pray that I believe those words.

Tomorrow I'll walk up, seven hillsides
Tremble before my flock on seven hillsides
Seven sorrows, seven sons, seven mothers and every one
Will turn to me for the word of God, what does this mean?

16559. Seven Island Suite

Seven Island Suite
By Gordon Lightfoot

Intro... [A][Em] [A][Em] [A][Em] [A]
....(play style 1)
[Em]Seven [A]Islands [Em]to the [A]high side [Em]of the [A]bay [Em]across the [A]bay
[Em]To the [A]sunset [Em]through the [A]blue light [Em]of a [A]fiery [Em]autumn [A]haze[Em][
A]
[Em]We went [A]walking [Em]on the [A]high side [Em]of the [A]bay on a [Em]chilly [A]morn
[Em]And we [A]saw how [Em]leaves had [A]fallen [Em]on the [A]beds where [Em]trees are [A
]born

....(play style 2)
[C]Any man in his [A]right mind could not [C]fail to be [D]made [A]aware
[C]Any woman with gift of [A]wisdom would not [C]seek her [D]answers [A]there
[Asus4][A] [Asus4][A]

....(play style 1)
Seven Islands to the high side of the bay if you're lookin west
To the sunset you can see it all in fiery autumn dress

....(play style 2)
Anytime would be the right time to come up to your bed of boughs
Anybody with a wish to wander could not fail but to be aroused
Inst... [Asus4][A] [Asus4][A] [Em][A] [Em][A]

....(play style 3)
[Em]Do do do [A]dit, [Em]do do do [A]dit
[Em]Do do do [A]dit, [Em]do do do [A]dit
[Em]Living high in the [A]city [Em]guess you think it's a [A]pretty good
[Em]way
You get to [A]learn that when[Em] you get burned you got [A]nothin to say[Em]
You seem to [A]think because[Em] you got chicken to go[A] you're in [Em]luck

....(play style 4)
[C]Fortune will not [D]find you in your [G]mansion or your [Am]truck
[Asus4][Am]
[C]Brothers will des[D]ert you when you're [G]down and shit outta luck [A]

Inst...[Asus4] [A] [G] [Em] [A] [Em] [A]



....(play style 3)
Do do do dit, do do do dit
Do do do dit, do do do dit
Look around at the mornin guess you're doin the best you can
Surely you know that when you go nobody gives you a hand
Think of the air you're breathin in, think of the time you waste
Think of the right and wrong and consider the frown on your face

....(play style 2)
It's time you tried livin on the high side of the bay you need a rest
Any woman or a man with a wish to fade away could be so blessed

....(play style 4)
Fortune will not find you in your mansion turned to gold
[C]Brothers will des[D]ert you when your [G]nights turn long and [F]cold

....(play style 5)
If you [C]feel it you [F]better belie[G]ve it
[F]You're gonna see[C] it so [F]you really know[G]
[F]It is [C]rising [F]like a feath[G]er [F]dipping and danc[C]ing [F]from
below[G]
[F]There's a [C]new wave [F]that is [G]breaking [F]in the [C]wake of a
[F]passing [G]ship
[F]Every [C]nation's [F]gonna be shak[G]en [F]put it togeth[C]er, [F]don't
let it slip[G] [F]

....(play style 2)
It's time you tried livin on the high side of the bay, you need a rest
Any man or a woman with a wish to fade away could be so blessed
Inst...[Asus4][A] [Asus4][A] [Em][A] [Em][A]

....(play style 1)
Seven Islands to the high side of the bay cross the bay
To the sunset through the blue light of a fiery autumn haze
To the sunset through the blue light of a fiery autumn haze

16560. Seven Mile Hill

Seven Mile Hill (Larry W. Jones 11/01/2007) 

There are twinkling stars
In the western sky
In Albuquerque still
And there nothing mars
The view from on high
Atop Seven Mile Hill
There I loved a girl for awhile
I guess I love her still
At times I still can see her smile
Atop Seven Mile Hill
Albuquerque is still a part of me
And I will dream until



That sweet New Mexico girl I can see
Atop Seven Mile Hill
- instrumental -
There are twinkling stars
In the western sky
In Albuquerque still
And there nothing mars
The view from on high
Atop Seven Mile Hill
At times I still can see her smile
Atop Seven Mile Hill

16561. Seven Miles From Wichita

Seven Miles From Wichita 
Carrie Hassler
 
Seven miles from Wichita 
Headin' back to Omaha 

Stuck in traffic all because I gotta get to you
Drivin' down the interstate, givin' up this job I hate 
Praying that it's not too late, for me to get to you
 
CHORUS:  
You have never left my mind 
You get to me all the time 
A whisper from behind 
In the stillness of the night 
Can't ignore it anymore 
Gotta find my way to your door, hoping that you 
feel like I do and that I
Still get to you 
 
Seven miles from Wichita, I can barely breathe at all 
Even if I have to crawl, I've gotta get to you
 
I left to make it on my own 
Now I don't wannabe alone 
Baby now I'm comin' home, just to get to you

16562. Seven Nation Army

Seven Nation Army
Oak Ridge Boys - Seven Nation Army

I'm gonna fight 'em off
A seven nation army couldn't hold me back
They're gonna rip it off



Taking their time right behind my back

And I'm talkin' to myself at night
Because I can't forget
Back and forth through my mind
Behind a cigarette

And the message comin' from my eyes
Says leave it alone

Don't want to hear about it
Every single one's got a story to tell
Everyone knows about it
From the Queen of England to the Hounds of hell

And if I catch you comin' back my way
I'm gonna serve it to you
And that ain't what you want to hear
But that's what I'll do

And the feeling coming from my bones
Says find a home

I'm goin' to Wichita
I'm gonna work the straw
Make the sweat drip out of every pore
And I'm bleedin', and I'm bleeding, and I'm bleedin'
Right before the Lord
All the words are gonna bleed from me
And I will sing no more

And the stains comin' from my blood
Tell me " go back home"

16563. Seven Spanish Angels - Chords

Seven Spanish Angels 
Sierra Ferrell
Dry Branch Fire Squad

[Intro]
A D A
A D A
 
[Verse 1]
          A
He looked down into her brown eyes
                           E
And said "Say a prayer for me"
    E7
She threw her arms around him
                             A
Whispered "God will keep us free"



           A
They could hear the riders coming
        A7               D
He said "This is my last fight
                          A
If they take me back to Texas
           E7                 A
They won't take me back alive"
 
 
[Chorus]
           A
There were seven Spanish angels
                    E7
At the altar of the sun
E
They were praying for the lovers
                     A
In the valley of the gun
         A
When the battle stopped and the smoke cleared
          A7               D
There was thunder from the throne
                   A
And seven Spanish angels
      E7           A
Took another angel home
 
 
[solos]
A E A
A D A E A F
 
 
[Verse 2]
            Bb
She reached down and picked the gun up
                        F
That lay smoking in his hand
          F
She said, "Father please forgive me
                           Bb
I can't make it without my man"
        Bb
And she knew the gun was empty
        Bb7                Eb
And she knew she couldn't win
                       Bb
Her final prayer was answered
           F7         Bb
When the rifles fired again
 
 
[Chorus]
           Bb
There were seven Spanish angels
                    F



At the altar of the sun
F7
They were praying for the lovers
                     Bb
In the valley of the gun
         Bb
When the battle stopped, the smoke cleared
          Bb7              Eb
There was thunder from the throne
                  Bb
And seven Spanish angels
      F7           Bb
Took another angel home
 
 
[Chorus]
           Bb
There were seven Spanish angels
                    F
At the altar of the sun, oh no oh
F7
They were praying for the lovers
                     Bb
In the valley of the gun
         Bb
When the battle stopped, the smoke cleared
          Bb7              Eb
There was thunder from the throne
                  Bb
And seven Spanish angels
      F7           Bb
Took another angel home
 
 
[Outro]
    Eb            Bb
And seven Spanish angels
     F7            Bb      Eb
Took another angel home
             Bb        Eb      Bb
Took another angel home oooh
                       Eb      Bb
Took another angel home

16564. Seven Story Mountain

Railroad Earth - Seven Story Mountain 

Oh lord, to see a light, but fail in strrength to follow,
Sometimes it's hard to let it go.

Oh lord, to fail in heart, and each day grow more hollow,
Sometimes I just don't wanna know.



But the road that led me here, it's begun to disappear.
Sometimes I wonder where I am.

Oh lord, to hear a voice, but let it fade and wallow,
Sometimes it's hard to let it to.

Oh lord, to find the words, but keep them in and swallow,
One day the top is gonna blow.

But the road that left me here, it's begun to disappear.
Sometimes I wonder who I am.

Oh lord, to stumble blind, for years without knowing,
Sunrise has burned my eyes again.

Oh lord, to crumble quiet, watching from the silence
Sunrise has burned my eyes again.

It's a seven-story mountain. It's a long, long life we live. Got to find a light and fill my heart ag
ain.

It's a seven-story mountain. It's a long, long life ahead. Got to find a voice and fill my throat a
gain

16565. Seven Sundays - Chords

Seven Sundays In A Row
Blue Highway

[Verse 1]
C           F                 C
Billy was a fighting drinking man
C                F           C
The devil never had a better plan
F                                     C
Mary Johnson was an angel bless her heart
C                     G                 C
We all cried when she fell for Billy?s heart
 
[Verse 2]
C                    F                   C
She found a man that no one knew was there
C                       F            C
And all it took was two wings and a prayer
F                               C
Mary Johnson is a Saint heaven knows
C                     G            C
She?s proved it Seven Sundays in a Row
 
[Chorus]
F                                    C
Seven Sundays in A Row he?s been in church



G                                                       C
A little hard to recognize in his tie and starch white shirt
 F                                        C
There?s a battle raging in his battered soul
C               G            C
God?s won Seven Sundays in a Row
 
[Verse 3]
C                F              C
Sometimes we all stumble and we fall
C                   F               C
And a little Billy sparks inside us all
F                                       C
But as long as we believe that there?s hope
C                G          C
More than Seven Sundays in a Row
 
[Chorus]
F                                    C
Seven Sundays in A Row he?s been in church
G                                                       C
A little hard to recognize in his tie and starch white shirt
 F                                        C
There?s a battle raging in his battered soul
C               G            C
God?s won Seven Sundays in a Row

16566. Seven Wonders

Nickel Creek - Seven Wonders

When shadows fall, he'll close his eyes
To hear the clocks unwind
Powerless to leash the hands of time

Kingdoms fall, the earth revolves
The rain will come this spring
And nothing he could say would change a thing

"Seven wonders", crowed the man
Knowing six are gone
And how the great illusion lingers on?

He can't enfold, the sun or moon
Or wind within his hand
But count the times he'll shout,"The Great I Am"

With all the while, a Pontiff smile
Veiling his disgrace
At never owning more than second place

"Seven wonders", crowed the man
Knowing six are gone



And how the great illusion lingers on

"Seven wonders", crowed the man
Knowing six are gone
And how the great illusion lingers
All the grand illusion lingers
While the sad confusion lingers on

La, la, la, la
La, la, la, la
La, la, la, la
...

16567. Seven Year Ache

Rodney Crowell - Seven Year Ache
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
You act like you were just born tonight
Face down in a memory but feeling all right
So who does your past belong to today?
Baby, you don't say nothing when you're feeling this way
The girls in the bars thinking, "who is this guy?"
But they don't think nothing when they're telling you lies
You look so careless when they're shooting that bull
Don't you know heartaches are heroes when their pockets are full?

[Chorus]
Tell me you're trying to cure a seven-year ache
See what else your old heart can take
The boys say, "when is he gonna give us some room?"
The girls say, "God, I hope he comes back soon"

[Verse 2]
Everybody's talking, but you don't hear a thing
You're still uptown on your downhill swing
Boulevard's empty, why don't you come around?
Baby, what is so great about sleeping downtown?
There's plenty of dives to be someone you're not
You say you're looking for something you might've forgot
Don't bother calling to say you're leaving alone
'Cause there's a fool on every corner when you're trying to get home
[Chorus]
Tell me you're trying to cure a seven-year ache
See what else your old heart can take
The boys say, "when is he gonna give us some room?"
The girls say, "God, I hope he comes back soon"
Tell me you're trying to cure a seven-year ache
See what else your old heart can take
The boys say, "when is he gonna give us some room?"
The girls say, "God, I hope he comes back soon"



16568. Seven Year Blues

The Louvin Brothers - Seven Year Blues

Just seven years ago today
Was when you said goodbye
It broke my heart to see you go
And yet I could not cry

You kissed me sweet and said goodbye
But I could not believe
That you would ever make me cry
Unwanted and to be

The sun is slowly sinking now
To mark the cold of day
To mark the end of seven years
The ending of my way

I've had no one to stand by me
To count these bitter tears
I could never live the awful truth
Another seven years

I've waited seven years today
To see your face once more
And if my life could be as low
I'd wake and cry them more

The sun is slowly sinking now
To mark the cold of day
To mark the end of seven years
The ending of my way

16569. Seven Years Ago Today

Seven Years Ago Today
Louvin Brothers

Just seven years ago today 
Was when you said goodbye
It broke my heart to see you go 
And yet, I could, not cry
 
You kissed me sweet, and said goodbye 
But I could not believe
That you would ever make me cry 
Unwanted and to grieve
 



CHORUS:  
The sun is slowly sinking down 
To mark the close of day
To mark the end of seven years 
The ending of my way
 
I had noone to stand by me 
To count these bitter tears
I could never live these awful blues 
Another seven years
 
I've waited seven years today 
To see your face once more
And if my life could be as long 
I'd wait ten thousand more

16570. Seventeen

Seventeen
Lake Street Dive

[Intro]
Ooh, ooh
Ooh, ooh

[Verse 1, Rachael Price:]
Look at those lights behind the trees
Don't the highway sound like the ocean?
Lookin' at you right next to me
The stillness feels like commotion

I got the feelin'
You got the feelin'
Don't you know what I mean?

[Verse 2, Rachael Price:]
Giddy like high school down by the pool
At the hotel in Reseda
If I didn't know all the things you've done
I'd swear that I need ya

I got the feelin'
You got the feelin'
But I know where you been

[Chorus]
I wish I would have met you
When I was seventeen
Before I seen the things that I've seen
Before I learned to look behind the screen
I think we could have had a good time

Oh, oh



Oh, oh

[Verse 3, Mike Calabrese:]
Well I used to get down in any town
Any time I got the notion
Follow each girl to the end of the world
You know, I never looked down
But now I'm up above with the feelin' of love
I got my arms around you
But the weight of the band on my left hand
You know it keeps me on the ground

Baby, I got the feelin'
You got the feelin'
Don't you know what I mean?

[Chorus]
I wish I'd met you
When I was seventeen
Before I kept my hands so clean
Before you went and made some fool your queen
I think we could have had a good time

Oh, yeah
Oh, yeah
Oh, oh

[Outro]
Ooh, ooh-ooh
Ooh, ooh-ooh
Ooh, ooh
Ooh
Ooh
Ooh

16571. Sevrage

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Sevrage

Ma mére me disait que c'était ben ben simple
Qu'c'était parc' que j'ai manqué d'lait c'pour Ã§a qu'j'avais
Soif de mÃªme
Ma mére me disait que c'était ben ben simple
Qu'c'était parc' que j'ai manqué d'lait c'pour Ã§a que j'avais
Soif de mÃªme
Envoye
Ma mére me disait que c'était ben ben simple
Qu'c'était parc' que j'ai manqué d'lait c'pour Ã§a qu'j'avais
Soif de mÃªme
Ma mére me disait que c'était ben ben simple
Qu'c'était parc' que j'ai manqué d'lait c'pour Ã§a que j'avais
Soif de mÃªme
Ma maman ma mére me disait



C'tout c'qui a de plus logique
Que si j'avais soif de mÃªme
C'est dÃ» Ã  un sevrage trop drastique
Mais maman tu te trompes tu te trompes
Sur mon cas
Si j'ai l'gargoton aussi sec
C'est plutôt tous les p'tits tracas

16572. Sex And Candy

Sex and Candy
Keller & The Keels - Sex and Candy

Hanging 'round downtown by myself
And I've had so much time to sit and think about myself
And then there she was like double cherry pie
Yeah, there she was like disco super fly
I smell sex and candy here
Who's that lounging in my chair?
Who's that casting
Devious stares in my direction?
Mama, this surely is a dream, yeah
Yeah, mama, this surely is a dream, dig it
Yeah, mama, this surely is a dream, yeah
Yeah, mama, this must be my dream
Hanging 'round downtown by myself
When I've had too much caffeine
And I've been thinking 'bout myself
And then there she was in platform double suede
Yeah, there she was like disco lemonade
I smell sex and candy here
Who's that lounging in my chair?
Who's that casting
Devious stares in my direction?
Mama, this surely is a dream, yeah
Yeah, mama, this surely is a dream, yeah
Yeah, mama, this surely is a dream, dig it
Yeah, mama, this must be my dream

16573. Sex And Gasoline

Rodney Crowell - Sex and Gasoline

So much beauty, abs and tush
Swoop down on you like a burnin' bush
Pop religion bullwhip thin
Says you ain't nothing but the shape you're in
Come on now girl, genuflect n*** magazine
This mean old world runs on sex and gasoline



19 candles adorn your cake
Life's simple pleasures is a chance you take
So here's the skinny, indulge the urge
Then sometime later you can binge and purge
Come on little girl, we both know what I mean
This mean old world runs on sex and gasoline
You're pushing thirty, why you old hag
Here's something dirty for your shopping bag
You spend the money and here's the deal
We'll do our best to mend your sex appeal
Ah, come on dear girl, the process is routine
This mean old world runs on sex and gasoline
Your over forty, that's it for you
I'm pretty sure there's nothing else that we can do
Perhaps the convent, perhaps the knife
You woulda, coulda, shoulda been a rich man's wife
Come on old girl, Lolita in her prime was yet thirteen
This star crossed world runs on sex and gasoline
Tired ol' story, sad but true
We mama's boys have got it in for you
Our faults are many, our virtues nil
We never loved you and we never will
Ah, come on now girl, it's time we both come clean
This mean old world runs on sex and gasoline
From the first grade princess to the last homecoming queen
The star crossed world runs on sex and gasoline
The whole wide world runs on sex and gasoline
Oh yes and your momma's world ran on sex and gasoline

16574. Sexual Harrassment

John Hartford 
Sexual Harrassment

If I send you flowers and ask you to dine
If I tell you how I feel over burgundy wine
If I whisper your name in some fake foreign accent
Would that be the same as sexual harassment?

If I try to kiss you, and hold you tight
If I reach over behind you and turn down the light
If I dream about you and me much more than I ort
Would you my dear, take me to court?

If I call you upon the telephone
And I discreetly ask when you will be home
If I went on leaving my hat in your foyer
Reckon should, I hire me a lawyer?

If I fall in love what should I do?
How could I not come on to you
Is this serious, or is it silly
Or should I plan on pleading guilty



If I fall in love, and I'm slap out of luck
This next line has been bleeped from the song
If I ask you to be anything short of my wife
Will I face forty years to life?

16575. Sexy Bakery Girl

Sexy Bakery Girl - Hot Buttered Rum

Walking around, old downtown, looking for a bite to eat,
Come upon a building with a billboard sign,
says, "scones, pastries, and tea,"
Walk up to the counter but there's no one there,
Just a sweet smell in the air,
Out walks a girl with nothing on her feet,
and a bandana in her hair,
"Hi, how can I help you?"
She asks me with a smile,
Flour on her nose, rings on her toes,
I just stood there awhile!

(chorus:)
Hey Sexy Bakery Girl,
You don't even know my name,
My hips are shaking and you're rocking my world,
you could drive a man insane!
Hey, Sexy Bakery Girl,
Baking a pie so sweet,
Put it in the oven, take off your apron,
You're taking a ride with me,

Never in my life have I felt this way,
I'm like a schoolboy in disguise,
Couldn't think of anything good to say,
I'm completely hypnotized,
Things are getting blurry and I'm spinning around,
I can barely see the door,
Put your arms around me sexy bakery girl,
Won't you help me to the floor,
"I'll go get you some water,"
She told me with a smile,
When she blew me a kiss, I knew I would miss,
My swinging days for awhile

(chorus)

(bridge:)
Cinnamon rolls taste good to me!
I like it salty, I like it sweet,
I'll write a song, you make us something good to eat,
And we'll make love,
in the bakery,



Hey sexy bakery girl, yeah yeah yeah,
Hey sexy bakery girl, year yeah yeah,

There's a bun in the oven my baby's on the way,
I'm the happiest man alive,
Me and my baby and my bakery girl,
All feeling satisfied,
You're full of loving and you light my way,
I'm proud to call you wife,
I'll get you sugar when you bake your treats,
I'll be your bakery guy...

16576. Shack 9 - Chords

Shack 9 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
Verse 1-
         A
Oh, they grow it by the pound in Johnson County,
                                           E
Well, they grow it by the pound in Johnson County,
         A
Oh, they grow it by the pound,
          D
And their breath will knock you down,
          A              E                A
Yes, they grow it by the pound in Johnson County,
 
Chorus-
        A
Take me back to my Shack #9,
                          E
Take me back to my Shack #9,
          A
There's a dog on my track,
      D
And a quart in my Shack,
        A          E      A
Take me back to my Shack #9,
 
Verse 2-
All the men they chew tobacco in Johnson County,
All the men they chew tobacco in Johnson County,
Well it'll drip right down their chin,
And they'll lick it up again,
And they'll lick it up again in Johnson County,
 
Chorus
 
Verse 3-
Well, the women will dip snuff in Johnson County,
Oh, the women will dip snuff in Johnson County,



Oh, the women will dip snuff,
But they'll never get enough,
All the women will dip snuff in Johnson County
 
Chorus-

16577. Shackles And Chains

Shackles And Chains
Stanley Brothers - Jimmy Martin
Osborne Brothers - Tom T Hall

On a long lonesome journey I'm going
Oh darling please don't you cry
In these shackles and chains they will take me
To a prison to stay 'til I die

   And at night through the bars I will gaze at the stars
   And dream of your kisses in vain
   A piece of stone I will use for my pillow
   While I'm sleeping in shackles and chains

Put your arms through the bars once my darling
Let me kiss those sweet lips I love best
For in heartache you're my consolation
In sorrow my haven of rest

16578. Shade Of All Greens

Rodney Crowell - Shade of All Greens

[Verse 1]
The blackbird, she flies wherever she wants to
The mockingbird singing, oh, any old song
And the swallow, she's nesting in the rafters of my house
Summer is coming, the geese are all gone
You got to fly and let fly

[Verse 2]
Ah, the mower's broke down and the yard's run away with me
I've taken to sitting and just watching it grow
And the rabbits are eating like kings in the driveway
And I've just about found me no place to go
You've got to live and let live

[Chorus]
Come sit by my side in the shade of all greens
It smells like the honeysuckle have gone to extremes
And I've found a reason, you've made it rhyme



And we can go crazy, tomorrow's just fine

[Verse 3]
I'm gonna sit on the front porch till the lightning bugs show up
And it really gets dark and there's dogs in the trash
It's the first and the last time all rolled into this time
You make me feel like I just took a bath
You got to laugh and let laugh

[Chorus]
Come sit by my side in the shade of all greens
It smells like the honeysuckle have gone to extremes
And I've found a reason, you've made it rhyme
And we can go laughin' any old time
You got to love and let love

[Outro]
Ah we can go loving any ol' time
You got to fly and let fly

16579. Shade Tree (Fix-It-Man)

Shade Tree (Fix-It-Man)
(Merle Haggard)

Yeah I'm a shade tree fix-it man I don't need any helping hand
I'm a Jack-of-all-trades when I'm workin' in ther shade
I'm a shade tree-fix-it man
Well I headed outa west from Arkansas my Ruby ran fine for a while
Then a rock started knockin' a gauge started rockin' she wouldn't run another mile
But on that downhill drag I coasted for awhile till I found me a shady inn
I started huffin' and a puffin' started a frettin' and a sweatin'
But I soon had her runnin' again
Cause I'm a shade tree fix-it man...
Bout noon the next day I was back on the road I had her runnin' on out
While I was wheelin' and a dealin' I got a funny feelin'
If my baby kinda felt this doubt
Oh I found me a shade by the side of the road I fixed everything up fine
With a little bit of lovin' in a few minutes later we was rolling on down the line
Cause I'm a shade tree fix-it man...
One more time I'm a shade tree fix-it man...
Yeah I'm a shade tree fix-it man...

16580. Shades

The Devil Makes Three - Shades

I see you out at every bar now baby,
no matter where I go.



You're getting your drinks for free,
and just talkin' with those rich folks you know.

You did the bouncers and all of their friends now baby,
bartenders too.
So when they find out that you're only 19,
there won't be anything they can do.

But I don't come 'round here to meet nice people anyway.
And what the hell am I doing drunk in the middle of the day?
And I can feel the departure of all of my hard-earned pay.
But with the shades drawn, 
everything just drifts away.
And with the shades drawn, 
everything just drifts away.

But I'm sure that I will see you 'round town now baby,
'cause this town's way too small.
I'm sure that I'll run into you smokin',
and leanin' on that bathroom wall.
And here's hopin' that tonight maybe 
you will drag some gorilla on home.
So for about an hour or two,
you won't have to feel like you're all alone.

But I dont come 'round here to meet nice people anyway.
And what the hell am I doin' drunk in the middle of the day?
And I can feel the departure of all of my hard-earned pay.
But with the shades drawn, 
everything just drifts away.
And with the shades drawn, 
everything just drifts away.
And with the shades drawn, 
everything just drifts away.

16581. Shades Of Blue

Desert Rose Band - Shades of Blue

I know that sometimes I'm difficult
Sometimes I'm crazy
I'm like a storm that keeps blowing your way
And I know it's not fair
I can't think of a reason to hurt you this way

Words I don't mean cause you sadness
Things that I've done to encourage this madness
Made a fool of myself
Love's not supposed to happen this way

Shades of blue covering you
And turning your sunshine to rain
I keep depending on you



To carry me through
And color my shades of blue

How many times will you forgive me
How many storms still lie within me
Say you'll always be there
To pick up the pieces of this broken man

When it's all over the air is so still
I'm left all by myself and this chill that I feel
When I look in your eyes
Love's not supposed to happen this way

Shades of blue covering you
And turning your sunshine to rain
I keep depending on you
To carry me through
And color my shades of blue

I keep depending on you
To carry me through
And color my shades of blue

16582. Shades Of Gray

Robert Earl Keen - Shades Of Gray 

We made Oklahoma a little after 3
Randy, his brother Bob and my old GMC
We had some moonshine whisky
And some of Bob's homegrown
We were so messed up we didn't know
If we were drunk or stoned
Randy was a sad-sack, tall kinda frail
Bob was a raving maniac, crazy in the head
They been kicked out of high school several years ago
For pushin over port-a-cans at the 4-H rodeo
Since then they've done their little dance
Right outside the law
Popped twice in Oklahoma, once in Arkansas
And I don't know what possessed me
To want to tag along
Cause I was raised a Christian
And I knew right from wrong

CHORUS:
Right or wrong, black or white
Cross the line your gonna pay
In the dawn before the light
Live and die by the shades of gray
We stole two Charolais heifers from
Randy's sweetheart's paw
Sold them at the livestock sale



Outside of Wichita

We got $900 and never did suspect
The world of hurt we'd be in once
We cashed that check
Next day we heard the story
On the local radio
Made our plans that very night
To go to Mexico
I swear we would have made it
If it wasn't for that shine
I got sick about the time we crossed
That Kansas line

CHORUS

I was layin in the bar ditch
Prayin I would die
When a light come on above us
And a voice come from the sky
A half a dozen unmarked cars
Came screeching to a halt
They grabbed bob, he started screamin
It was all my fault

There were men and dogs
And helicopter buzzin all around
They had the brothers on the
Pickup hood and me down on the ground
Bob flew all to pieces but randy he
Held tight when a black man in a
Suit and tie stepped out into the light
He told his men to turn us loose
They put down their guns
He said these are just some
Sorry kids, they ain't the ones

CHORUS

They left us by the roadside
Down hearted and alone
Randy got behind the wheel
Said boys I'm going home
We turned around to face our fate
Downhearted but alive on that
Mornin in late April, Oklahoma, 1995

CHORUS

16583. Shadow Dream Song

Shadow Dream Song
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band



I meant to call her name
I meant to take her hand
I meant to be the same and understand
Just what was happening in the evening
Between the princess and the prince

I can't be bothered now
And I can't eat or drink
I can't remember how I used to think
What was the song she sang before the morning rang
Bringing the princess to the prince

It's a crystal ringing way
She has about her in the day
But she's a laughing dappled shadow
She's a laughing dappled shadow in my night

If I could hear her voice
If I could see her face
If I could have my choice I'd be in the place
Where I saw her last on the evening past
Of the princess and the prince

It's a crystal ringing way
She has about her in the day
But she's a laughing dappled shadow
She's a laughing dappled shadow in my night

16584. Shadow Of A Man - Chords

Henhouse Prowlers - Shadow Of A Man 

[Verse]
Em                                   Am
Im just a shadow of a man since you left me
       Em       B7             Em
A dark rumor of what I used to be
Em                                Am
My happiness is gone, our love is over
Em                  B7     Em
The man you knew is just a memory
 
[Verse]
Em                                 Am
All is darkness since you left me, darling
Em                           B7       Em
Funny how a womans heart can change so suddenly
Em                                  Am
Close your eyes, dont look at me Im crying
Em                      B7          Em
Im just a shadow of the man I used to be
 



[Verse]
Em                            Am
I gave you my heart and so my darling
Em                 B7       Em
I hoped youd do the same for me
Em                                       Am
But you took what you could and then you ran, dear
Em                   B7  Em
Such heartlessness, such misery
 
[Verse]
Em                                 Am
All is darkness since you left me, darling
Em                           B7       Em
Funny how a womans heart can change so suddenly
Em                                  Am
Close your eyes, dont look at me Im crying
Em                      B7          Em
Im just a shadow of the man I used to be

16585. Shadow On The Wall

Brandi Carlile - Shadow on the wall

Gone
It's hard for me to see when I'm wrong
It's hard for me to weep when I'm strong
But I could never sleep when you're gone
Oh but still
If you were gonna crucify me
I wouldn't want nobody to see
'Cause you could kick me hard when I'm down
Down, down, down

I don't want wanna be
Nobody's fool
I've played that part so many times before
How long to be
A shadow on the wall
I will make no sound at all
And when the sun goes down
The shadow on the wall
It cannot be seen at all
At all

Over it
Hey it's not that you would mess with my head
I believe that you believe what you said
You think you know me best and you care

But that's not fair!
'Cause I don't really want to be safe
It must have been the way I was raised



Sleep with one eye open I say
Hey hey hey

I don't wanna be
Nobody's fool
I've played that part so many times before
How long to be
A shadow on the wall
I will make no sound at all
And when the sun goes down
The shadow on the wall
It cannot be seen at all
At all

Oh
How long to be
A shadow on the wall
I would make no sound at all
At all

16586. Shadowland

Steve Earle - Shadowland

[Verse 1]
Way out yonder where the wild wind blows
There's a place there lonely fools can go
Where if you hold your money, it will burn your hand
So you buy a ticket to the Shadowland

[Chorus]
Down the highway, down the road I'm bound
And my heart keeps pounding and the wheels go around
It's a hard place for a mortal man
And a heart-broke pilgrim in the Shadowland

[Verse 2]
Yeah, when I was younger, I could hold my own
My right hand was thunder and my left was stone
Now I ain't as handsome as I was back then
So I'm taking my chances in the Shadowland

[Chorus]
Down the highway, down the road I'm bound
And my heart keeps pounding and the wheels go around
It's a hard place for a mortal man
And a heart-broke pilgrim in the Shadowland

[Verse 3]
Been down a thousand highways and they're all the same
Another empty place where I can hide my shame
And there's a heartache waiting up around the bend
For a lonesome stranger in the Shadowland



[Chorus]
Down the highway, down the road I'm bound
My heart keeps pounding and the wheels go around
And it's a hard place for a mortal man
And a heart-broke pilgrim in the Shadowland

16587. Shadowland - Chords

Shadowland
Steve Earl - Shadowland

(G) (C G) (G) (Em D/F#)
(G) (C G) (G) (Em D/F#)

(G)WAY OUT YONDER WHERE THE (C)WILD WIND (G)BLOWS(C G) (C G)
THERE'S A (Em)PLACE THERE (G)LONELY (Am)FOOLS CAN (Em)GO (D)
WHERE IF YOU (G)HOLD YOUR MONEY IT'LL (C)BURN YOUR (G)HAND (C G) (C G)
SO YOU (Em)BUY YOU A (G)TICKET TO THE (Am)SHADOW(Em)LAND (D)
DOWN THE (C)HIGH(G)WAY DOWN THE (C)ROAD I'M (G)BOUND
AND MY (Am)HEART KEEPS (Em)POUNDIN'AND THE (D)WHEELS GO ROUND
AND IT'S A (C)HARD (G)PLACE FOR A (C)MORTAL (G)MAN
AND A (Am)HEARTBROKE (Em)PILGRAM IN THE (Am)SHADOW(Em)LAND (D)
WHEN I WAS YOUNGER I COULD HOLD MY OWN
MY RIGHT HAND WAS THUNDER AND MY LEFT WAS STONE
NOW I AIN'T AS HANDSOME AS I WAS BACK THEN
SO I'M TAKIN' MY CHANCES IN THE SHADOWLAND

-HARP SOLO CHORDS-

(C) (G) (D) (G) (C) (G) (D)
(C) (G) (Am) (G) (C) (Em) (D)

BEEN DOWN A THOUSAND HIGHWAYS AND THEY'RE ALL THE SAME
ANOTHER EMPTY PLACE WHERE I CAN HIDE MY SHAME
AND THERE'S A HEARTACHE WAITIN' UP AROUND THE BEND
FOR A LONESOME STRANGER IN THE SHADOWLAND

16588. Shadows

Alison Krauss - Shadows
Tony Rice

Let me reach out love and touch you, let me hold you for a while
I've been all around the world and how I long to see you smile
There's a shadow on the moon and the waters here below
Do not shine the way they should and I love you, just in case you didn't know

Let it go, let it happen like it happened once before



It's a wicked wind and it chills me to the bone
And if you do not believe me come and gaze upon the shadow at your door

Won't you lie down by me baby, run your fingers through my hands
I've been all around the town and still I do not understand
Is it me or is it you, or the shadow of a dream
Is it wrong to be in love, could it be the finest love I've ever seen

Set it free, let it happen like it happened once before
It's a bitter wind and it chills me to the bone
And if you do not believe me, come and gaze upon the shadow at your door

Please kiss me gently, darling, where the river runs away
From the mountains in the springtime on a blue and windy day
Where there's beauty all around as the shades of nights grow deep
As the morning stars grow dim they will find us in the shadows fast asleep

Let it go, let it happen like it happened once before
It's a wicked wind and it chills me to the bone
And if you do not believe, me come and gaze upon the shadow at your door

16589. Shadows - Chords

Shadows 
Kitchen Dwellers
 
[Intro]
Em   C   G   D
Em   C   G   D
 
 
[Verse 1]
Em
Started down the road a long, long while
   C
At sixty-five miles she cracked me a smile
    G                   D
And told me, I'm not to blame
          Em
But those dark and stormy skies, reflected in your eyes
C
Always bring me back to those tiny, little lies
         G                  D
That you told me, that kept him safe
        Em
Now you put your hands together and pray like its mass
    C
Its only thirty days until he gets another pass
       G                   D
But he blamed me, and left you crying
 
 
[Chorus]



         C                          Em
When the banshee calls, she calls a screamin'
           D                                          Em
She's here to take one more away before their time of leaving
           C            Em
And though snow and God cast shadows
D                                                   Em
Started with your eyes, and dig until your mind lay fallowed
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em
The soldier sings a song in the middle of the night
C
Singing, goes out get drunk and starts a fight
        G                                 D
That he loses. Picks his teeth up off the street
             Em
There's a needle on the table, and bottle by his bed
      C
And I listen to the words that echoed in his head
       G                       D
And he told me, why he's going away
              Em
Well its dark inside the gloom, the one he calls his room
    C
And hell this ain't a home, well he's making it a tomb
      G                             D
So he asked me, if we could leave tonight
 
 
[Chorus]
         C                          Em
When the banshee calls, she calls a screamin'
           D                                          Em
She's here to take one more away before their time of leaving
           C            Em
And though snow and God cast shadows
D                                                   Em
Started with your eyes, and dig until your mind lay fallowed
 
 
[Banjo, Mandolin & Guitar Solos]
N.C. C  G    D
Em   C   G   D
Em   C   G   D
C   Em   D   Em
C   Em   D   Em
 
 
[Verse 3]
Em
Well I think about the night, the night that I left
    C
And I never, ever saw, or heard from her again
        G                               D
Still I wonder, just where the hell she went



        Em
And her brother's out now, and doin' okay
      C
I try to go and see him every other Saturday
G                            D
But Sunday, he ain't doin so well
      Em
Now I wait a little more, for a knock upon my door
        C
And a tiny little letter falls and hits the floor
G                     D
To tell me, about the car
 
 
[Chorus]
         C                          Em
When the banshee calls, she calls a screamin'
           D                                          Em
She's here to take one more away before their time of leaving
           C            Em
And though snow and God cast shadows
D                                                   Em
Started with your eyes, and dig until your mind lay fallowed
           C            Em
And though snow and God cast shadows
D                                                   Em
Started with your eyes, and dig until your mind lay fallowed
        D                   Em
Well it started with your eyes
 
 
[Outro]
Em   C   G
Em   C   G   D    Em

16590. Shadows And Doubts - Chords

Lucinda Williams - Shadows and Doubts

[Intro]
C  C F  C  C F  C  G
 
[Verse 1]
F          C
How do you manage
F               C
With all you're going through
F           C
Look at the carnage
              G
You've left behind you
    F        C
You run into dead ends



         F          C
When you don't even try
    F             C
You cut off your friends
                 G
When you get too high
            F  C
And now the press
F              C
Has found you out
    F        C
One can only guess
             G
What this is about
                   F  C
And your so called friends
        F          C
They're out to surround you
F             C
And all these loose ends
              G
Are wrapping around you
 
[Chorus]
              F        C
These are the dark new days
F            C
That much is true
        F       C
There's so many ways
         G
To crush you
    F             C
And you got your shadows
    F             C
And you got your doubts
    F             C
And you got your battles
                       G
But you fight your way out
                    F        C
Yeah, these are the dark new days
F            C
That much is true
              F       C
And there are so many ways
         G
To crush you
 
[Instrumental]
C    F C   F C   G
F C    F C   F C   G
 
[Chorus]
                    F     C
Yeah, these are the dark new days
F            C



That much is true
          F       C
There are so many ways
         G
To crush you
                   F   C
Yeah, you got your shadows
    F            C
And you got your doubts
    F            C
And you got your battles
                       G
But you fight your way out
                    F        C
Yeah, these are the dark new days
F            C
That much is true
            F       C
And there's so many ways
         G
To crush you
 
[Instrumental]
F C   F C
 
[Outro]
            F       C
And there's so many ways
         G
To crush you
F C     F C   F C  G
Mmmmmmm  hmmmmmmmmmm

16591. Shadows And Lies

Swingin' Utters - Shadows and Lies

Everything lies between shadows and lies
At least that is my understanding
And you can't leave behind those things that you hide
They're all there for the taking
Some thing you'll find
In the back of your mind for safe keeping
Will catch you from behind
If you keep it in hiding
Everyone lies beneath shadows and size
At least that's what they taught me
Everyone's eyes shape the truth with white lies
They're sometimes so convincing
A lesson of mine
An old lesson in longing
Don't close your eyes
Or you'll miss what you're wanting



16592. Shadows In My Room - Chords

Shadows In My Room 
Hot Rize
 
[Verse 1]
G                  Gm
Daylight I'm doing fine
              C           Gm
though you're gone I don't mind
C
When the sun goes down
D                                    G
I'm all alone with the shadows in my room
 
 
G                          Gm
Gone is the life I knew so well
C            G
In its place I feel your spell
C
They were always here
D                                    G
but I never felt those shadows in my room
 
[Chorus]
C
I hear your voice softly call
 
I listen but it's gone
                 G             Dm              D
Then the feeling I recall when you were mine and mine alone
G
I think I'll go away from here
C                    Gm
leave this house and all my past
C                  D                          G
Somewhere new that I might lose these shadows in my room
 
[Verse 2]
G                       Gm
Maybe tonight things'll change
C          G
Home alone won't seem so strange
D                                                         G
And though I try I just can't hide from the shadows in my room
 
[Chorus]
C                                     G
So tonight I'm gonna go out change my point of view
C               G           D                  Dm
I'm not looking for another just to free ----- myself from you
G                              C                G



I think I'll go away from here leave this house and all my past
C                  D                  Gm
Somewhere new that I might lose these shadows in my room

16593. Shadows Passed

Shadows Passed
Elephant Revival

If you say, "leave me far behind," then
I won't bother you no more
Won't bother
I won't' bother' no more

Dry your' eyes, look inside
May we find this' vital, vital plane
Bleary eyed, you're wondering why
Do we deny the Sun called the Shadows to life

Tell me your shadow
Past can change
Love does exist
We insist
As is, as is, as is

I've seen the road
And where it's straight
All washed away in the rain
Washed away, away in the rain

Dry your eyes, look inside
May we find this vital, vital plane
Bleary eyed, you're wondering why
Do we deny the Sun called the Shadows to life

Maybe I'll find you open handed
Intertwined, your dream in mine
Knowing love, knowing love
Love

16594. Shady Grove

Bill Monroe - Shady Grove

Cheeks as red as the blooming rose
Eyes of the deepest brown
You are the darling of my heart
Stay till she sun goes down



Shady Grove, my little love
Shady Grove, I say
Shady Grove, my little love
I'm going to leave you here

Shady Grove my little love
Standin' in the door
Shose and stockin's in her hand
I'm bound to go away

Shady Grove my little love
Standin' in the door
Shose and stockin's in her hand
And her little bare feet on the floor

Wish I had a big, fine horse
And the Corn to feed him on
And Shady Grove to stay at home
And feed him while I'm gone

I used to have an old banjo
The strings were made of twine
The only song that it would play
Was "Trouble on my Mind".

Peaches in the summertime
Apples in the fall
If I can't have the girl I love
I won't have none at all.

Shady Grove, my little love
Shady Grove, I say
Shady Grove, my little love
Don't wait till Judgment Day

16595. Shady Grove

Shady Grove

   Shady Grove my little miss
   Shady Grove my darling
   Shady Grove my little miss
   I'm going back to Harlan

Every time I walk this road
It's always dark and cloudy
Every time I see that girl
I always tell her howdy

If you see my little miss
If you see my darling
If you see my little miss
Tell her I'm going to Harlan



16596. Shady Grove/ Matty Groves

Shady Grove/ Matty Groves
(Nell & Jim Band, BMI)

A holiday, a holiday, and the first one of the year. 
Lord Donald's wife came into church, the gospel for to hear. 
And when the meeting it was done, she cast her eyes about, 
And there she saw little Matty Groves, walking in the crowd. 
 
"Come home with me, little Matty Groves, come home with me tonight. 
Come home with me, little Matty Groves, and sleep with me till light." 
"Oh, I can't come home, I won't come home and sleep with you tonight, 
By the rings on your fingers I can tell you are Lord Donald's wife."
 
"What if I am Lord Donald's wife? Lord Donald's not at home. 
He is out in the far cornfields, bringing the yearlings home." 

And a servant who was standing by and hearing what was said, 
He swore Lord Donald he would know before the sun would set.
And in his hurry to carry the news, he bent his breast and ran, 
And when he came to the broad mill stream, he took off his shoes and swam. 
 
Little Matty Groves, he lay down and took a little sleep. 
When he awoke, Lord Donald he was standing at his feet. 
 
Saying "How do you like my feather bed? And how do you like my sheets? 
How do you like my lady gay who lies in your arms asleep?"
"Oh, well I like your feather bed, and well I like your sheets. 
But better I like your lady gay who lies in my arms asleep." 

"Well, get up, get up," Lord Donald cried, "get up as quick as you can! 
 It'll never be said in fair England that I slew a naked man."
"Oh, I can't get up, I won't get up, I can't get up for my life. 
 For you have two long beaten swords and I not a pocket-knife." 

"Well it's true I have two beaten swords, and they cost me deep in the purse. 
But you will have the better of them and I will have the worse. And you will strike the very first
 blow, and strike it like a man. I will strike the very next blow, and I'll kill you if I can." 
 
So Matty struck the very first blow, and he hurt Lord Donald sore. 
Lord Donald struck the very next blow, and Matty struck no more. 
And then Lord Donald he took his wife and he sat her on his knee, 
Saying, "Who do you like the best of us, Matty Groves or me?" 
 
And then up spoke his own dear wife, never heard to speak so free. 
"I'd rather a kiss from dead Matty's lips than you and your finery." 

Lord Donald he jumped up and loudly he did bawl, 
He struck his wife right through the heart and pinned her against the wall. 

"A grave, a grave!'' Lord Donald cried, "to put these lovers in. 
But bury my lady at the top for she was of noble kin."



16597. Shady Lies - Chords

Shady Lies 
Richard Thompson
 
          A                 B7           E            A
If you handed me one, you handed me a thousand shady lies
           B7                E               D              A
And if I needed someone, I found someone to cut me down to size
       E             D         B7
With every word you say, I'm learning every day
                   D               E           A
'Cause you keep handing me those shady, shady lies
 
 
           A                   B7             E                   A
Don't you want me to be just someone you can call on when you're down
           B7             E               D               A
Don't you want me to be waiting till you turn your head around
    E              D          B7
I think I must be mad, I'm thinking I've been had
                   D               E           A
'Cause you keep handing me those shady, shady lies
 
 
         E                        A
You're hiding your smile for the last time
         D                      A    E
Don't mention my name when I'm gone
 
 
 
          A                 B7           E            A
If you handed me one, you handed me a thousand shady lies
           B7                E               D              A
And if I needed someone, I found someone to cut me down to size
       E             D         B7
With every word you say, I'm learning every day
                   D               E           A
'Cause you keep handing me those shady, shady lies
                   D               E           D    A
'Cause you keep handing me those shady, shady lies

16598. Shake Hands With Mother Again

Shake Hands With Mother Again

If I should be living when Jesus comes
And know the day and the hour



I'd like to be standing at mother's tomb
When Jesus comes in His power

Twill be a wonderful happy day
Up there on the golden strand
When I can hear Jesus, my Savior say
Shake hands with mother a gain

I'd like to say, Mother, this is your boy
You left when you went away
And now, my dear mother, it gives me great joy
To see you again today

There's coming a time when I can go home
To meet my loved ones there
There I can see Jesus upon His throne
In that bright city so fair

There'll be no sorrow no pain to bear
In that home beyond the sky
A glorious thought when we all get there
We never will say goodbye

16599. Shake My Mother's Hand For Me

Shake My Mother's Hand For Me
Bill Monroe

When you reach that golden city (golden city)
Friends and loved ones you shall see (you shall see)
When the saints come out to meet you (out to meet you)
Oh shake my mother's hand for me

   Shake my mothers hand and tell her (and then tell her)
   Happy may her spirits be (your spirits be)
   When the saints come out to meet you (out to meet you)
   Oh shake my mother's hand for me

There are times I often wonder
How can all these trials be
Time can't keep me here much longer
Oh shake my mother's hand for me

Over there you'll meet my Savior
Many loved ones you will see
When you've had a talk with Jesus
Oh shake my mother's hand for me



16600. Shake Sugaree

Rhiannon Giddens - Shake Sugaree

[Verse 1]
Have a little song, won't take long
Sing it right, once or twice
Oh Lordy me, didn't I shake sugaree?
Everything I got is done and pawned
Everything I got is done and pawned

[Verse 2]
Pawn my watch, pawn my chain
Pawn everything that was in my name
Oh Lordy me, didn't I shake sugaree?
Everything I got is done and pawned
Everything I got is done and pawned

[Verse 3]
Pawn my chair, pawn my bed
Ain't got nowhere to lay my head
Oh Lordy me, didn't I shake sugaree?
Everything I got is done and pawned
Everything I got is done and pawned

[Verse 4]
Pawn my tobacco, pawn my bike
Pawned everything that was in my sight
Oh Lordy me, didn't I shake sugaree?
Everything I got is done and pawned
Everything I got is done and pawned

[Verse 5]
Have a little secret, ain't gonna tell
I'm goin' to Heaven in a brown pea shell
Oh Lordy me, didn't I shake sugaree?
Everything I got is done and pawned
Everything I got is done and pawned

[Verse 6]
Have a little secret, ain't gonna tell
I'm goin' to Heaven in a brown pea shell
Oh Lordy me, didn't I shake sugaree?
Everything I got is done and pawned
Everything I got is done and pawned

16601. Shake The Frost

Tyler Childers - Shake the Frost

[Verse 1]
You remind me of a Sunday
Back home in ol' Kentucky



With the church choirs just beltin' to the pines
And I love you like the mountains
Love's the way the mornin' opens
To a soft and bright greetin' from the sun

[Chorus]
So if it'd make you stay
I wouldn't act so angry all the time
I wouldn't keep it all inside
And I'd let you know how much I loved you every day
So darlin' will you stay right here and shake this frost off of my bones

[Verse 2]
Well I used to ride a Mustang
And I'd run that thing on high hopes
'Til they raised the price of dreams so high I couldn't pay
So I let that car just sit there
When I should've took you driving
With the windows down while the music played

[Chorus]
So if it'd make you stay
I wouldn't act so angry all the time
I wouldn't keep it all inside
And I'd let you know how much I loved you every day
So darlin' will you stay right here and shake this frost off of my bones

[Outro]
Darlin' will you stay right here and shake this frost off of my bones

16602. Shakedown Street

Shakedown Street
Song by Grateful Dead

You tell me this town ain't got no heart (well, well, well, you can never tell)
The sunny side of the street is dark (well, well, well, you can never tell)
Maybe that's cause it's midnight, in the dark of the moon besides

Maybe the dark is from your eyes (maybe the dark is from your eyes)
Maybe the dark is from your eyes (maybe the dark is from your eyes)
Maybe the dark is from your eyes (maybe the dark is from your eyes)
You know you got such dark eyes!

Nothin' shakin' on shakedown street, used to be the heart of town
Don't tell me this town ain't got no heart, you just gotta poke around

You think you've seen this town clear through (well, well, well, you can never tell)
Nothin' here that could int'rest you (well, well, well, you can never tell)
It's not because you missed out on the thing that we had to start

Maybe you had too much too fast (maybe you had too much too fast)
Maybe you had too much too fast (maybe you had too much too fast)



Maybe you had too much too fast (maybe you had too much too fast)
Or just over played your part

Nothin' shakin' on shakedown street, used to be the heart of town.
Don't tell me this town ain't got no heart, you just gotta poke around.

Since I'm passing your way today (well, well, well, you can never tell)
I just stopped in 'cause I want to say (well, well, well, you can never tell)
I recall your darkness when it crackled like a thundercloud

Don't tell me this town ain't got no heart (don't tell me this town ain't got no heart)
Don't tell me this town ain't got no heart (don't tell me this town ain't got no heart)
Don't tell me this town ain't got no heart (don't tell me this town ain't got no heart)
When I can hear it beat out loud!

Nothin' shakin' on shakedown street, used to be the heart of town
Don't tell me this town ain't got no heart, you just gotta poke around

16603. Shakin' The Tree

Shakin' the Tree
The String Cheese Incident

Moku la le, moku la lai
Moku la le, moku la lai
Moku la le, moku la lai
Moku la le, moku la lai

{Refrain}
Souma yergon, sou nou yergon, we are shaking the tree
Souma yergon, sou nou yergon, we are shaking the tree
Waiting your time, dreaming of a better life
Waiting your time, you're more than just a wife
Don't have to do what your mother has done, she has done
This is your life, this new life has begun
It's your day, Woman's day
It's your day, Woman's day
Turning the tide, you are on the incoming wave
Turning the tide, no you are nobody's slave
Find the Sisters and Brothers
Who can hear all the truth in what you say
They can support you when you're on your way
It's your day, Woman's day
It's your day, Woman's day

{Refrain}
Changing your ways, changing those surrounding you
Changing your ways, more than any man can do
Open your heart, show him the anger and pain so you heal
Maybe he's looking for his womanly side, let him feel
You have to be so strong
And you do nothing wrong
Nothing wrong at all



We're gonna to break it down
We have to shake it down
Shake it all around

{Refrain, ad lib to fade}

16604. Shaking Out The Snow

Nanci Griffith - Shaking Out the Snow

Snowing, through South Dakota I once drove,
With the wife of my best pal,
Who cloaks her heart from cold with gold.
It was well into the winter,
Of December in the cold.
Off to see Mount Rushmore,
Staring through the snow.
And to gamble with the boys of Deadwood as we drove. 

Snowing, I am shaking out the snow.
Oh, the cold that is within my heart,
I'm gonna shake out all that snow.
Riding years ago,
Through the South Dakota roads.
When the laughter could thaw Enderby,
And shake me from the snow.
Like a hurricane through Florida,
I'll shake out all this snow. 

Snowing, one Christmas morn' when I was four.
My brother told me it was warm,
So a swimsuit I adorned.
Then he sent me to the weather,
And behind me locked the doors.
A four year old in a swim suit,
And brand new plastic skates.
Out into the snow to catch this cold,
I cannot shake. 

Snowing, I am shaking out the snow.
Oh, the cold that is within my heart,
I'm gonna shake out all that snow.
Riding years ago,
Through the South Dakota roads.
When the laughter could thaw Enderby,
And shake me from the snow.
Like a hurricane through Florida,
I'll shake out all this snow. 

Snowing, yeah, it snows in Tennessee.
The place where I now make my life.
Is still snowing down on me.
I'd prefer Antarctica,



Perhaps the land of Enderby.
Where the weather is my heart,
And I'm closer to the sea.
Since I cannot ever seem to shake,
The snow out of me. 

Snowing, I am shaking out the snow.
Oh, the cold that is within my heart,
I'm gonna shake out all that snow.
Riding years ago,
Through the South Dakota roads.
When the laughter could thaw Enderby,
And shake me from the snow.
Like a hurricane through Florida,
I'll shake out all this snow. 

And all across the states you see,
The tractors and the ploughs.
Clearing out the roads,
And the bridges north and south.
Something they did learn,
And I just don't seem to know,
How to clear a passage,
And shake out all the snow.

16605. Shaking The Gates

Richard Thompson - Shaking the Gates

If angels are real then who needs dreams?
I think I'll never close my eyes again
If my feet betray me lock the door
My heart may never be this wise again

I'm shaking
I'm shaking
I'm shaking the gates of hell

I used to hold the world, it turned to gold
Now everything that moved me has grown cold

If life is forever then I'm your man
Devil was inclined to [?]
Echoes and shadows are my [?]
All I've done is lead myself astray

I'm shaking
I'm shaking
I'm shaking the gates of hell

If angels are real then who needs dreams?
I think I'll never close my eyes again



I'm shaking
I'm shaking
I'm shaking the gates of hell
I'm shaking
I'm shaking
I'm shaking the gates of hell

16606. Shaky Nancy

Richard Thompson - Shaky Nancy 

Here she comes and there she goes
Nothing on her fingers, nothing on her toes
Why she comes nobody knows
Here comes shaky Nancy

Don't be believing, she melts in your hand
Runs with the tide and she shifts with the sand
She'll send you a message and turn to stone
She's a hard girl, Nancy

One cold morning, ice on the sea
Shaky Nancy, won't you lean on me?
Must mean something, how can you lose?
There's nothing choosy or chancy

Oh, here she comes and there she goes
Nothing on her fingers, nothing on her toes
Why she comes nobody knows
Here comes shaky Nancy

16607. Shaky Nancy - Chords

Shaky Nancy 
Richard Thompson
 
Intro chords: D  C B  Am
 
Chorus:
         G
Here she comes and there she goes 
               F                       Em
Nothing on her fingers, nothing on her toes 
        D     C      Am
Why she comes, nobody knows 
                 G
Here comes Shaky Nancy 
 
G



Don't be believing, she melts in your hand 
              Am7                          C
Runs with the tide and she shifts with the sand 
                  D           C       Am
She'll send you a message and turn to stone 
                   G
She's a hard girl, Nancy 
 
One cold morning, ice on the sea
Shaky Nancy, won't you lean on me?
Must mean something, how can you lose?
There's nothing choosy or chancy
 
Chorus
 
Nancy went walking, she's gone for the day
When she comes back, she's been two years away
There's still tears in her eyes
Who'll say a prayer for Nancy?
 
Chorus
 
Throw me a bottle, throw me a bowl
And you throw what's left of me into the hole
I'll take a sleep, I'll take a sleep
And I'll dream sweet dreams of Nancy

16608. Shallow Grave - Chords

Shallow Grave
The SteelDrivers
 
[Intro]
Em  A  Em  A  Em
 
[Chorus]
Em
I buried my love with the silver spade
A                             Em
Layed her down on the shallow grave,
Em
Can't keep love in the cold cold ground
A                                 Em     A  Em  A  Em
Nothing in the earth can hold her down.
 
 
[Verse 1]
Em
She was mine since my youth
              A                  Em
She taught me how to stretch the truth
            A
The love we shared



              Em
Was something strong
              A                   Em
It made me forget about right and wrong.
 
 
[Chorus]
Em
I buried my love with the silver spade
A                             Em
Layed her down in the shallow grave,
Em
Can't keep love in the cold cold ground
A                                 Em    A  Em  A  Em
Nothing in the earth can hold her down.
 
 
[Banjo Solo]
A  Em  A  Em
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em
When darkness comes, she appears
         A                  Em
Whispers words I should not hear.
Em
Her voice is soft like a summer rain
       A                  Em
With a bind that can't be tamed.
 
 
 
[Chorus]
Em
I buried my love with the silver spade
A                             Em
Layed her down in the shallow grave,
Em
Can't keep love in the cold cold ground
A                                 Em
Nothing in the earth can hold her down.
Em
I buried my love with the silver spade
A                             Em
Layed her down in the shallow grave,
Em
Can't keep love in the cold cold ground
A                                 Em    A  Em  A
Nothing in the earth can hold her down.
 
 
[Outro]
Em                   A
Uh, I buried my love
       Em            A  Em  A  Em  A  Em
In the shallow grave



16609. Shambles

Shambles
Della Mae

[Verse 1]
I left through the door when I left all the lies
Well, you figure out and' it' won't happen twice
My' feeling on faith is that I' call the shots
And when it all goes to hell, I just connect the dots

[Chorus]
Why do you say you're sorry, baby
When I'm finally up and gone
Well, I leave it to you
To make sense of the shambles
You made of yourself
While I carried on

[Verse 2]
Sometimes when I pour myself too much to drink
Yes, like novocaine on the place where I think
And the devils I'm fighting don't seem to mind
When they get knocked down
They just get back in line

[Chorus]
Why do you say you're sorry, baby
When I'm finally up and gone
Well, I leave it to you
To make sense of the shambles
You made of yourself
While I carried on

[Verse 3]
Now, do you think for a moment that I'll be your fool
That I'll let you down easy, give in to your rules
Woah, you played the joker and thought I would lie
But it's too late now to apologize

[Chorus]
Why do you say you're sorry, baby
When I'm finally up and gone
Well, I leave it to you
To make sense of the shambles
You made of yourself
While I carried on

[Chorus]
Why do you say you're sorry, baby
When I'm finally up and gone
Well, I leave it to you
To make sense of the shambles



You made of yourself
While I carried on

[Outro]
Oh, you made of yourself
While I carried on

16610. Shame

The Avett Brothers - Shame 
Emotionalism

Okay so I was wrong about
My reasons for us fallin' out
Of love I want to fall back in

My life is different now I swear
I know now what it means to care
About somebody other than myself

I know the things I said to you
They were untender and untrue
I'd like to see those things undo

So if you could find it in your heart
To give a man a second start
I promise things won't end the same

Shame, boatloads of shame
Day after day, more of the same
Blame, please lift it off
Please take it off, please make it stop

Okay so I have read the mail
The stories people often tell
About us that we never knew

But their existence will float away
And just like every word they say
And we will hold hands as they fade

Shame, boatloads of shame
Day after day, more of the same
Blame, please lift it off
Please take it off, please make it stop

I felt so sure of everything
My love to you so well received
And I just strutted around your town
Knowing I didn't let you down
The truth be known, the truth be told
My heart was always fairly cold
Posing to be as warm as yours



My way of getting in your world
But now I'm out and I've had time
To look around and think
And sink into another world
That's filled with guilt and overwhelming

Shame, boatloads of shame
Day after day, more of the same
Blame, please lift it off
Please take it off, please make it stop

And everyone they have a heart
And when they break and fall apart
And need somebody's helping hand

I used to say just let 'em fall
It wouldn't bother me at all
I couldn't help them now I can

16611. Shame On The Moon

Rodney Crowell - Shame on the Moon

[Verse 1]
Until you've been beside a man
You don't know what he wants
You don't know if he cries at night
You don't know if he don't
Where nothing comes easy
Old nightmares are real
Until you've been beside a man
You don't know how he feels

[Verse 2]
Once inside a woman's heart
A man must keep his head
Heaven opens up the door
Where angels fear to tread
Some men go crazy
Some men go slow
Some men go just where they want
Some men never go

[Chorus]
Oh, blame it on midnight
Ooh, shame on the moon
[Piano Solo]

[Verse 3]
Everywhere it's all around
Comfort in the crowd
Strangers' faces all around
Laughin' right out loud



Hey, watch where you're goin'
Step light on old toes
'Cause until you've been beside a man
You don't know who he knows

[Chorus]
Oh, blame it on midnight
Ooh, shame on the moon
Oh, blame it on midnight
Ooh, shame on the moon

[Outro]
Blame it on midnight
You can blame it on midnight
Shame, shame, shame
Shame on the moon
You can blame it on midnight
Shame on the moon
Blame it on the moon

16612. Shame On The Rain

Tom T Hall - Shame On The Rain

[Verse 1:]
Shame on the rain for making me twice as blue
It's raining in my heart on my window too
Days just like this have put out the flame
I've got that smoke in my eyes shame on the rain
You'd think it's enough just to know that she's gone
With my kind of luck it will rain from now on
After I'd lost such a heartbreaking game
You'd think the sun would shine shame on the rain
Shame on the rain for adding to my unrest
She took the sun it figures I guess
I have my share of sorrow and pain

[Chorus:]
Look what a day it is shame on the rain[x2]

16613. Shame Shame Shame

Shame, Shame, Shame
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Little hands hold the gavel
Another one's about to fall down
Get upset and unravel



Another one's about to fall down

[Refrain 1]
Shame, shame, shame
Shame, shame, shame on you

[Verse 2]
Every place that you travel
Another one's about to fall down
Little face in the gravel
Another one's about to fall down

[Refrain 2]
Pain, pain, pain
Shame, shame, shame on you
I bet you think you're a big man now
But you don't know how to be a good man too

[Bridge]
No, I'm not getting caught in your little spiderweb
Won't let an angry dog get me down
Don't you think it's time we put this dog out of his misery?

[Verse 3]
Hold your breath underwater
'Cause another one's about to fall down
Lead the lamb to the slaughter
Another one's about to fall down

[Refrain 3]
Shame, shame, shame
Shame, shame, shame on you
It's not a game, game, game
Shame, shame, shame, shame on you
I bet you think that you're a big man now
But I think you're a sick man now
And you don't know how to be a good man too

[Bridge]
No, I'm not getting caught in your little spiderweb
Won't let an angry dog get me down
Don't you think it's time that we put this dog out of his misery?

[Outro]
Change is comin', oh yeah
Ain't no holdin' it back
Ain't no runnin'
Change is comin', oh yeah

Change is comin', oh yeah
Ain't no holdin' it back
Ain't no runnin'
Change is comin', oh yeah

Change is comin', oh yeah
Ain't no holdin' it back
Ain't no runnin'



Change is comin', oh yeah

Change is comin', oh yeah
Ain't no holdin' it back
Ain't no runnin'
Change is comin', oh yeah

Change is comin', oh yeah
Ain't no holdin' it back
Ain't no runnin'
Change is comin', oh yeah

Change is comin', oh yeah
Ain't no holdin' it back
Ain't no runnin'
Change is comin', oh yeah

16614. Shameless

The Country Gentlemen - Shameless 
Artist: The Country Gentlemen
Album: Picking on Garth Brooks

Well I'm shamemeless when it comes to loving you
I'll do anything you want me to
I'll do anything at all

And I'm standing here for all the world to see
Oh baby that's what's left of me
Don't have very far to fall

You know now I'm not a man who's ever been
Insecure about the world I've been livin' in
I don't break easy I have my pride
But if you need to be satisfied

I'm shameless, oh honey I don't have a prayer
Every time I see you standin' there
I go down upon my knees

And I'm changin' swore I'd never compromise
Oh but you convinced me otherwise
I'll do anything you please

You see in all my life I've never found
What I couldn't resist what I couldn't turn down
I could walk away from anyone I ever knew
But I can't walk away from you

I have never let anything have this much control over me
I work too hard to call my life my own
And I've made myself a world and it's worked so perfectly
But it's your world now I can't refuse



I've never had so much to lose
Oh I'm shameless

You know it should be easy for a man who's strong
To say he's sorry or admit when he's wrong
I've never lost anything I've ever missed
But I've never been in love like this

It's out of my hands
I'm shameless, I don't have the power now
I don't want it anyhow
So I got to let it go

Oh I'm shameless, shameless as a man can be
You make a total fool of me
I just wanted to you to know

Oh I'm shameless
I just wanted you to know
Oh I'm shameless
Oh I'm down on my knees... shameless

16615. Shamrock

Sturgill Simpson - Shamrock

[Verse 1]
Never was a finer breed than the steed that was Shamrock
Plain to see by his conformation that he came from finest stock
Daddy was a black mammoth jack, Mama was a thoroughbred mare
Had four white feet wore a buckskin coat, wore a mohawk in his hair

[Chorus]
Stood about nineteen hands, didn't need no kick to go
Old Dood up top, deep in the saddle hollerin'
Woah boy woah, woah boy woah

[Verse 2]
Only ever had one rider, anyone else was gettin' bucked
Cross any kind of land through the rain and snow and muck
Sure-footed as a billy goat with thirty-three inch ears
Clog dance on a snake with his front two feet and give coyotes the rear
Kick so hard it sent them up and out the stratosphere
Make a coyote fly so far it wouldn't land until nRxt year

[Chorus]
From the hightop to the hollRr, no places Sham can't go
Old Dood up top, deep in the saddle hollerin'
Woah boy woah, woah boy woah

[Verse 3]
Ain't scared to cross that river, jump clear across that creek
Steed don't need no shoes when his hooves is one-foot thick



Leather and tack can't hold him back and he'll bite right through a bit
Rope bridle made of mooring line was the only thing that fit

[Chorus]
Hot on the bandit's trail, fence postin' through the snow
Old Dood up top, high in the saddle hollerin'
Go boy go, go boy go
Go boy go, go boy go

16616. Shane And Dixie

Richard Thompson - Shane And Dixie 

Shane and Dixie, they were two-bit crooks
They wanted to be famous like you read in books
Shane had the brain and Dixie had the looks for glory

As a bank robber, Shane really hadn't got a clue
He'd end up likely at the end of a noose
Which was fine by Shane if the papers could use the story

Fame and love, fame and love
Fame and love will never die

Shane said to Dixie, we're getting nowhere
But I've a fine idea if you love me, swear
We'll be household names if we only dare, forever

Here's two bullets in my old Carbine
One is yours and the other is mine
Then we'll be happy till the end of time together

Fame and love, fame and love
Fame and love will never die

She screams, she swears
She tears her hair
Saying, Shane this time
You've lost your mind

Shane took aim with the 16-bore
And Dixie lay dying down there on the floor
Shane was shaken but his purpose was more inspired

Shane said, Lord what have I done
But this victory is only halfway won
Then he put the barrel underneath his tongue and fired

Fame and love, fame and love
Fame and love will never die

They found the bodies when the neighbors complained
Shane was all over the walls like paint



Dixie looked bad but her heart beat faint but surely

Well, they saved her life, they were just in time
And she turned her back on a life of crime
And she married the man who came to type out her story

Oh, the news of the screws most generously gave
The money helped to pay for Shane's new grave
And it looked so fine till the vandals sprayed it over

Time went by and the weeds grew high
And hid Shane's grave from the curious eye
And maybe that's why we forget those lines he told her

Fame and love, fame and love
Fame and love will never die

16617. Shankill Butchers

Sarah Jarosz - Shankill Butchers

The Shankill butchers ride tonight
You better shut your windows tight
Theyre sharpening their cleavers and their knives
And taking all their whisky by the pint
Cuz everybody knows
If you dont mind your mother's words
A wicked wind will blow
Your ribbons from your curls
Everybody moan everybody shake
The shankill butchers wanna catch you
Awake

They used to be just like me and you
They used to be sweet little boys
But something went horribly askew
Now killing is their only source of joy
Cuz everybodys knows...

[repeat]

The shankill butchers on the rise
Theyre waiting till the dead of night
Theyre picking at their fingers with their knives
And wiping off their cleavers on their thighs
Cuz everybod knows...

[repeat]

The shankill butchers wanna kill you
The shankill butchers wanna cut you
The shankill butchers wanna catch you
Awake



Awake
Awake
Awake

16618. Shanty - Chords

Shanty 
Jonathan Edwards

[Intro]
           C    Cm
(Harmonica)
G E7 A7 D G C G D
 
[Verse 1]
      G                              G7
Gonna sit down in the kitchen fix me something good to eat
    C                                        Cm
and make my head a little high and make this whole day complete
                G              E7          A7          D         G C G  D
Cuz we're gonna lay around the shanty mama and put a good buzz on
 
[Verse 2]
     G                     G7
Well pass it to me baby, pass it to me slow
      C                               Cm
we'll take time out to smile a little before we let it go
                  G              E7         A7          D       G C G  D
Cuz we're gonna lay around the shanty mama and put a good buzz on
 
[Piano Solo]
G    G7    C    Cm
G E7 A7 D G C G D
 
[Verse 3]
                 G                         G7
Well there ain't nothin' to do and there's always room for more
C                               Cm
fill it, light it, shut up and close the door
                  G              E7         A7          D         G C G  D
Cuz we're gonna lay around the shanty mama and put a good buzz on
 
[Harmonica Solo]
G    G7    C    Cm
G E7 A7 D G C G D
G    G7    C    Cm
G E7 A7 D G C G D
 
[Verse 4]
            G                             G7
Were gonna sit around the kitchen fix us somethin' good to eat
  C                                         Cm
make ourselves a little high and make the whole day complete



                  G              E7         A7        D         G
Cuz we're gonna lay around the shanty mama and put a good buzz on
             G        E7
Well every night and day if I can help it 
             A7                         D                  G C G G7
we're gonna lay around the shanty mama and put a good buzz on

16619. Shanty Boat - Chords

Shanty Boat 
The Tillers

[Intro]
D A D A
D Bm A6 Bm A6
D G D A D
Bm A6 Bm A6 D
 
[Verse]
    D       A        D            A
I'm working away the hours of the day
   D                     Bm
My back and my shoulders tired
     Bm         A6       Bm            A6
I'll build me a boat and set the thing afloat
                         D
And drift down the river side
 
[Verse]
        D             A          D           A
Through locks and the bends, the river never ends
  D                   Bm
A poor boy singing my song
    Bm         A6      Bm          A6
The rain comes in, the currents up again
  A6                    D
A fine time for rolling along
 
[Pre-Chorus]
   D                  G
My gal Josephine, she yells and she screams
  D              A              D          Bm
You can hear her holler all the way to New Orleans
 
[Chorus]
    Bm        A6  Bm            A6                        D
The fog rolls in, then I'm gone again, my shanty boat and me
 
[Instrumental]
D A D A D
Bm A6 Bm A6 D
 
[Verse]



    D              A           D             A
She creeks and she groans, she rocks and she moans
    D                     Bm
The dragon fly leading my way
    Bm        A6         Bm              A6
The river she speaks and sets my mind at ease
A6                        D
Think I'll tie up for the day
 
[Pre-Chorus]
   D                 G
In Cincinnati town I took a look around
D              A              D           Bm
Louisville was lovely but I'm Mississippi bound
 
[Chorus]
    Bm        A6  Bm            A6                        D
The fog rolls in, then I'm gone again, my shanty boat and me
 
[Instrumental]
D A D A D
Bm A6 Bm A6 D
D G D A D
Bm A6 Bm A6 D
 
[Verse]
    D              A        D               A
Now some folks can stand to never leave the land
    D                    Bm
And got to own a country mile
    Bm             A6             Bm           A6
The fine things so grand seem the measure of a man
    A6                 D
But that just ain't my style
 
[Pre-Chorus]
         D                 G
It's the river for me, and south to the sea
D               A         D              Bm
Ain't no better way for a poor boy to be free
[Chorus]
    Bm        A6  Bm            A6                        D
The fog rolls in, then I'm gone again, my shanty boat and me
 
[instrumental]
D A D A D
Bm A6 Bm A6 D
 
[Pre-Chorus]
   D                  G
My gal Josephine, she yells and she screams
  D              A              D          Bm
You can hear her holler all the way to New Orleans
 
 
[Chorus]
    Bm        A6  Bm            A6                        D



The fog rolls in, then I'm gone again, my shanty boat and me
 
[Outro]
D G D A D
D Bm A6 Bm A6
D A D

16620. Shantytown

Shantytown
String Cheese Incident

Let's go out in the woods tonight,
come on everybody it'll be alright.
everybody's gonna gather round
gonna light the fire when the sun goes down
dancin' circles in the sky
alright
alright

There's people building houses in the trees
If you look closely you will see 
people running on the mossy ground
come and live with us in the shantytown
Imagination is all that you need
alright
alright

Drums beat the rhythm of the human race
It's the only reflections of your own face
Now you are ready to come on by
just remember not to ask the question why
as you gaze out into space
Feel the magic of this place

16621. Sharecropper's Son

Billy Strings & Don Julin - Sharecropper's Son
Artist: Billy Strings & Don Julin
Album: Fiddle Tune X
Yonder Mountain String Band - Ralph Stanley

We moved here from Summers when I was fourteen
Worked this poor ground for bacon and beans
The landlord told me that hard times were near
Didn't mean a thing cause they're already here

Daylight till dark my work's never done
Lord have mercy on a sharecropper's son



Momma's got the fever and the baby's sick too
Poppa's uptown soakin' up that brew
Just out of prison said he ain't going back
Ain't a blood hound in Georgia that can follow his track

Repeat #2

We bought a new mule brought him up from down south
He'd kick the chew of tobacco right out of your mouth
Water in the well is barely out of sight
Can't take a bath on a Saturday night

Repeat #2

Our crops are all wilted no rain day or night
The preacher's here for dinner we ain't got a bite
Eleven in the family ten daughter's and a son
And momma's just told us there'd be another one

Repeat #2

16622. Sharon - Chords

Sharon 
David Bromberg
 
[Intro]
 
 A5 A5              A5             A5                          A5 A5
e/-5-5---------------5--------------5--/-5-7-8-7-5--5-7-8-5-8-7-5--5-5-/
B/-5-5---------------5--------------5--/-5-7-8-7-5--5-7-8---8-7-5--5-5-/
G/-x-x-------5---7---x-------5---7--x--/---------------------------x-x-/
D/-x-x-------5-6-7---x-------5-6-7--x--/---------------------------x-x-/
A/-7-7-5-h-7---------7-5-h-7--------7--/---------------------------7-7-/
E/-5-5---------------5--------------5--/---------------------------5-5-/
 
 
[Verse 1]
A5                             A5
I was at this carnival, just a few years ago
A5                             A5
No big deal, ferris wheel, the same ol' stuff you know
A5                                        A5
And I wandered around the grounds until I found this little tent
A5                             A5
Man outside made a speech, and this is how it went
A5                          A5
 She walks, she talks, she crawls on her belly like a reptile 
A5                          A5
It was the same ol' line, except for one part
A5                                         A5
He said  It don't cost no money, you gotta pay with your heart. 



 
 
[Chorus]
A5   D                               A5
'■'■ Oh, Sharon, what do you do to these men?
   A5        E                         D                             A5
You know the same rowdy crowd that was here last night is back again
 
 
[Verse 2]
A5                             A5
'■ Well I went inside, I looked around for a seat
A5                             A5
The the lights went low, and the drums played a beat
A5                             A5
Then this girl came out dressed in a scarf and a sneeze
A5                             A5
She did a little dance that made me weak in the knees
A5                             A5
She danced just like her back had no bone
A5                             A5
While the band played a tune they called the  Main Street Moan 
A5                             A5
She smiled a smile the whole world could see
A5                             A5
And then She turned around, and looked straight at me
A5                             A5
I must've jumped at least six feet in the air
A5                             A5
And when I come down, that girl wasn't there
 
 
[Chorus]
A5   D                               A5
'■'■ Oh, Sharon, what do you do to these men?
   A5        E                         D                             A5
You know the same rowdy crowd that was here last night is back again
 
 
[Verse]
A5                             A5
'■ Then out come this dude with curly, red hair
A5                             A5
He had a big bushy beard and he was built like a bear
A5                             A5
He said,  You stop yer shoutin,' there's no more to the show
A5                             A5
If you wanna breathe right, y'all better go. 
A5                             A5
Well I didn't hang around, I headed straight for the door
A5                             A5
But on my way out, I heard that big bear roar
 
 
[Chorus]
A5   D                               A5
'■'■ Oh, Sharon, what do you do to these men?



   A5        E                         D                             A5
You know the same rowdy crowd that was here last night is back again
 
 
[Verse]
A5                             A5
'■ Every time that that show played, I was right there
A5                             A5
I stayed out off reach of that mean, red bear
A5                             A5
And it was just like the man said in his speech at the start
A5                             A5
When that carnie left town it took a piece of my heart
A5                             A5
And I still get a funny feeling deep down in my bone
A5                             A5
Every time I hear a band play that  Main Street Moan 
 
 
[Outro]
A5   D                               A5
'■'■ Oh, Sharon, what do you do to these men?
   A5        E                         D                             A5
You know the same rowdy crowd that was here last night is back again
 
A5   D                               A5
'■'■ Oh, Sharon, what do you do to these men?
   A5        E                         D                             A5
You know the same rowdy crowd that was here last night is back again

16623. Sharp Cutting Wings (Song to a Poet)

Lucinda Williams - Sharp Cutting Wings (Song to a Poet)

You're the one you're my shinin' star
You're the one I've been waiting for
Let's fly away to some foreign country
Where nobody knows who we are
I wish I had a ship to sail the waters
I wish I had about a hundred dollars
But I'll just stand with this glass in my hand
Feeling like nothing even matters
Your words run through me like the blood in my veins
I could swear I knew your love before I knew your name

Before I knew your name

Everyday I miss your smiling face
No one here can ever take your place
The sun can shine down over my town
But it never shines in my days
I told all the stars above
I'm gonna shower you with my love



I won't demand you I'll try to understand you
My love is free as a dove
Your words run through me like the blood in my veins
I could swear I knew your love before I knew your name

Before I knew your name
You're the one you're my shinin' star
You're the one I've been waiting for
Let's fly away to some foreign country
Where nobody knows who we are

16624. Sharp Cutting Words - Chords

Sharp Cutting Words
Lucinda Williams

C                               G
You're the one you're my shinin star
C                                G
You're the one I've been waiting for
D          C   D               C
Let's fly away to some foreign country
G            D             G
Where nobody knows who we are
C                               G
I wish I had a ship to sail the waters
C                            G
I wish I had about a hundred dollars
D             C               D           C
But I'll just stand with this glass in my hand
G            D            G
Feeling like nothing even matters
Em                              C           G
Your words run thru me like the blood in my veins
Em                        C                       D
I could swear I knew your love before I knew your name

Before I knew your name

SOLO

C                            G
Everyday I miss your smiling face
C                              G
No one here can ever take your place
D           C          D       C
The sun can shine down over my town
G            D             G
But it never shines in my days
C                    G
I told all the stars above
C                            G
I'm gonna shower you with my love



D         C        D                 C
I won't demand you I'll try to understand you
G          D         G         
My love is free as a dove
Em                              C           G
Your words run thru me like the blood in my veins
Em                        C                       D
I could swear I knew your love before I knew your name

Before I knew your name
C                               G
You're the one you're my shinin star
C                                G
You're the one I've been waiting for
D          C   D              G
Let's fly away to some foreign country
G            D             G
Where nobody knows who we are

From Lucina Williams   "Happy Woman Blues"
Folkways Records 1980
Lucy Jones Music(BMI)

16625. Sharp Dressed Man

Brad Paisley - Sharp Dressed Man 

Album: Sharp Dressed Men: A Tribute to ZZ Top
Clean shirt, new shoes
And I don't know where I am goin' to.
Silk suit, black tie,
I don't need a reason why.
They come runnin' just as fast as they can
'Cause every girl crazy 'bout a sharp dressed man.
Gold watch, diamond ring,
I ain't missin' not a single thing.
And cufflinks, stick pin,
when I step out I'm gonna do you in.
They come runnin' just as fast as they can
'Cause every girl crazy 'bout a sharp dressed man.
--- Instrumental ---
Top coat, top hat,
I don't worry 'cause my wallet's fat.
Black shades, white gloves,
Lookin' sharp and lookin' for love.
They come runnin' just as fast as they can
'Cause every girl grazy 'bout a sharp dressed man...



16626. Shattered

Linda Ronstadt - Shattered

Shattered
Like a windowpane
Broken by a storm
Each tiny piece of me lies alone

And scattered
Far beyond repair
All my shiny dreams
Just lying there

I'm broken but I'm laughing
It's the sound of falling glass
I hope that you won't mind if I should cry in public
While I wait for this to pass

'Cause sweet darling I'm shattered
Into fragments cold and gray
Sweep the pieces all away
Then no one will ever know how much it mattered
Something deep inside of me 
Shattered

16627. Shattered Cross

Shattered Cross
Darrell Scott

You don't mess around with a man in black
You will say something wrong that you can't take back
You wll go for a ride in his automobile
To a spot in the woods, just over the hill
No, you don't mess around with a man in black
You don't fool around with a woman in red
You'll wake up alone in a cold, barren bed
And she'll empty your pockets and tear out your heart
And leave you the wounds of a life torn apart
No, you don't fool around with a woman in red
Oh, you never make deals with a man named Doc
Or you'll have a gun in your hand by twelve o'clock
'Neath the sodium lights with your heart in your throat
Your life won't amount to a bottle of smoke
No, you never make deals with a man named Doc
Don't bring me your tales of temptation and loss
The rags of your dreams, your shattered cross
You see, I've heard your confession, I know just who you blame
And if you had it all back you'd just lose it again
You can't think on redemption if you ain't saved
Don't tell me your tales of temptation and loss;
Don't bing me the pieces of your shattered cross



16628. Shattered Glass

Brad Paisley - Shattered Glass 

I can picture you the day you were born
Baby girl in your mama's arms, destined for great things
Crazy thing bout an angel like you
All the things you know how to do
And yet the world tries to clip your wings
But you wouldn't let 'em, so baby go get 'em
Bust that ceiling out, the sky's the limit now
The world is changing fast
Rare your head back and roar
Like you ain't ever done before
It's your time at last
All you've been through ain't in vain
Come on baby make it rain down shattered glass
It's kind of fun for a guy like me
Sitting here in your shotgun seat
Watching you leave 'em all in the dust
Because I believe in you
And I wanna see your dreams come true
So bust that ceiling out, the sky's the limit now
Time to make up for the past
Rare your head back and roar
Like you ain't ever done before
I wanna see you kick some ass
I'm so proud to know you, girl
The most beautiful thing in the world is all this shattered glass
No time to waste, gotta make this moment yours
Got a whole lot of history to make up for
So bust that ceiling out, the sky's the limit now
The world is changing fast
All you've been through ain't in vain
Come on baby make it rain down shattered glass

16629. Shattered Image

Dolly Parton - Shattered Image 
(Dolly Parton)

I used to sit for hours as a kid
Dangle my feet from an old flat bridge,
Seein? myself in the water below
Shatter my image with the stones I'd throw
I recall a vacant old shack
Down by the edge of the tobaccer patch
A child's reflection in a dirty window
Shatter my image with the stones I'd throw



A long time gone and a long time ago
When I shattered my image with the stones I'd throw
The world is cruel and people are cold
They shatter my image with the stones they throw
Shatter my image with the stones they throw
I'm far from perfect, but I ain't all bad;
It hurts me more than it makes me mad
You gather your stones by stoopin? so low
Then shatter my image with the stones you throw
If you live in a glass house, don't throw stones
Don't shatter my image ?til you look at your own
Look at your reflection in your house of glass
Don't open my closet if your own's full of trash
Stay out of my closet if your own's full of trash
A long time gone and a long time ago
When I shattered my image with the stones I'd throw
The world is cruel and people are cold
They shatter my image with the stones they throw
Shatter my image with the stones they throw
A long time gone and a long time ago
When I shattered my image with the stones I'd throw
The world is cruel and people are cold
They shatter my image with the stones they throw
Shatter my image with the stones they throw
Shatter my image with the stones you throw,
Don't shatter my image with the stones you throw
Shatter my image with the stones you throw,
Shatter my image with the stones you throw,
Shatter my image with the stones you throw,
You shatter my image with the stones you throw
Shatter my image with the stones you throw,
You shatter my image with the stones you throw
Shatter my image with the stones you throw,
You shatter my image with the stones you throw
Shatter my image with the stones you throw,
You shatter my image with the stones you throw

16630. She

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - She
Glen Philllips

She
She came from the land of the cotton
A land that was nearly forgotten
By everyone

And she
She worked and she slaved so hard
Big old field was her backyard
In the Delta sun

Oh, oh, she sure could sing



Oh my, she sure could sing

And he
Looked down and he took a little pity
Whole town swore, he decided
He would help us out

And he
Didn't mind that she wasn't very pretty
'Cause deep inside his heart he knew
She was the only one

Oh, oh, she sure could sing
Hey, she sure could sing

She had faith, she had believing
She led all the people together in singing
And she prayed every night to the Lord up above
Singing, 'Hallelujah'

They
Used to walk, singing songs by the river
Even when she knew for sure
She'd have to go away

She
Never knew what a life was to give her
Never had to worry about it
For one single day

Oh my, she sure could sing
Oh yeah, she sure could sing

She was singing, singing, ?Hallelujah?

And she
She came from the land of the cotton
A land that was nearly forgotten
By everyone

And she
She worked and she slaved so hard
The big old field was her backyard
In the Delta sun

Oh, oh, she sure could sing
Yeah, she sure could sing
Oh yeah, she sure could sing
Yeah, she sure could sing

16631. She - Chords



She
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Gram Parsons and Chris Ethridge

C   Em                                Am
She she came from the land of a cotton
                C                   F       C
A land that was nearly forgotten by everyone
        Em                               Am
And she she worked and she slaved so hard
          C                 F                 C   A#7
A big ol' field was her backyard in the delta sun
F                     C    A#7 F              C
Oh but she sure could sing oh  she sure could sing
        Em                                    Am
Then he looked down and he took a little pity
               C                F           C
The whole town swore he decided he help her some
   Em                                   Am
He didn't mind if she wasn't very pretty
           C                 F                     C  A#7
For deep inside his heart he knew she was the only one
F                     C    A#7 F              C
Oh but she sure could sing oh  she sure could sing
G7
She had faith she had believin'
    C
She led all the people together in singin'
    G7
She prayed every night to the Lord up above 
F Em   Dm   G7          G
Amen hallelujah oh hallelujah
C    Em                                   Am
They would walk singin' songs by the river
              C                        F      C
Even when she knew for sure she had to go away
    Em                                      Am
She never knew what her life had to give her
                 C              F              C   A#7
And never had to worry about it for one single day
F                     C    A#7 F              C    A#7
Oh but she sure could sing oh  she sure could sing
   F              C
Oh she sure could sing

16632. She Ain't Coming Back

She Ain't Coming Back
Davisson Brothers Band

That old train she'²s a clickety clackin'
Down the track she'²s high ball jackin' ain't coming back
She Ain'²t Coming Back



She'²s going back to Cumberland
Going back to where she comes from
Engineer could you turn that thing around
Well I Guess I should have listened
All the things she said I is missin'
Now her locomotion'²s burning up the ground

Well that old train she's a clickety clackin'²
Down the track and high ball jackin' ain'²t coming back
She Ain't Coming Back

Yeah pennies spikes and chain links
Wonder now what her momma thinks
Wondering how did I let such a good girl go
She jumped the track and she's packin'²
Tore my heart out lookin back
Lord I hate to hear that old lonesome whistle blow

Well that old train she'²s a clickety clackin'
Down the track and high ball jackin'² ain't coming back
She Ain'²t Coming Back
Yeah that old train she's a clickety clackin'²
Down the track and high ball jackin' ain't coming back
She Ain'²t Coming Back

Well that old train she'²s a clickety clackin'
Down the track and high ball jackin'² ain't coming back
She Ain'²t Coming Back

Yeah that old train she's a clickety clackin'²
Down the track and high ball jackin' ain't coming back
She Ain'²t Coming Back

16633. She Ain't Going Nowhere

Steve Earle - She Ain't Going Nowhere
Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
Standin' on the gone side of leavin'
She found a thumb and stuck it in the breeze
She'll take anything that's going close to somewhere
She lay it down and live it like she'd please

[Chorus]
She ain't going nowhere, she's just leaving
She ain't going nowhere she can't breathe in
And she ain't going home, that's for sure

[Verse 2]
She's not sittin' down and crying' on her suitcase
She had no second thoughts by the road
She's got feelings that need some repairing



She did not give a damn that it showed

[Chorus]
She ain't going nowhere, she's just leaving
She ain't going nowhere she can't breathe in
And she ain't going home, that's for sure

[Verse 3]
And the wind had a way with her hair
The blues have a way with her smile
She had a way of her own
Like prisoners have a way with a file

16634. She Ain't Hooked On Me

She Ain't Hooked On Me

I gave up on cigarettes to the day I ain't touched one yet
But tonight I think I'm gonna burn the whole pack
I laid off 90 proof ain't had a drop in years and that's the truth
But tonight when I light the first one I'm gonna open up the Jack

She ain't hooked on me no more
She ain't hooked on me no more
The one thing that always hurt her the most
Is the one thing she finally quit fighting for

She ain't hooked on me no more
She ain't hooked on me no more
I'm picking up all my bad habits again
She's letting one go

For years she had it real bad
I was the only addiction she ever had
Her love made me so high but I abused it
And here I sit all alone tonight
Whiskey on the rocks and more cigarettes to light
Holding on to everything I've got left hoping I don't loose it

16635. She Ain't Hooked On Me - Chords

She Ain't Hooked On Me
Recorded by Merle Haggard and Toby Keith
Written by Toby Keith and Scotty Emerick

C                              C7
I gave up on cigarettes to the day I ain't touched one yet
    F                                        C
But tonight I think I'm gonna burn the whole pack



                                C7
I laid off 90 proof ain't had a drop in years and that's the truth
    F                        G7                              C
But tonight when I light the first one I'm gonna open up the Jack

          F
She ain't hooked on me no more 
          C
She ain't hooked on me no more
                   G7
The one thing that always hurt her the most
                     C
Is the one thing she finally quit fighting for

          F               Fm
She ain't hooked on me no more
          C               Em
She ain't hooked on me no more
C              G7
I'm picking up all my bad habits again
      F           C
She's letting one go

        
For years she had it real bad
          F
I was the only addiction she ever had
    C                          G7
Her love made me so high but I abused it
         C
And here I sit all alone tonight
F
Whiskey on the rocks and more cigarettes to light
C                             G7                      C
Holding on to everything I've got left hoping I don't loose it

Repeat #2,3

16636. She Ain't Worth It

She Ain't Worth It - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Steve Gulley/Daniel House Music, BMI-Gulleys Curve Music,BMI)

1) Thought I'd give it one more try 
But she was setting me up to say goodbye
Just like this teardrop in my eye
she ain't worth it

2) Picked mysef up off the floor
Watched her walk right out the door
Reached for my old 44
but she ain't worth it



3) But that was a long time ago
Now I've taught myself just to let it go
Just sit and bathe in the afterglow
Cause she ain't worth it

CH) She ain't worth the worry man
Better get out now while you can
Get that girl off your mind
boy that reason ain't got no rhyme
Ain't no need to waste your time
she ain't worth it

4) Every day a brand new fight
She'll break your heart just for spite
Something here don't add up right
She ain't worth it
 
5) You might think I had it made
but you don't know the price I paid
Let's just call a spade a spade
boys she ain't worth it
 
6) Before the ring was off her hand
She was making plans with another man
I hope by now you understand
She ain't worth it

16637. She Appeared To Be Eighteen Or Nineteen Years Old

She Appeared To Be Eighteen Or Nineteen Years Old

As I was out walking down by the seashore
I met a fair maiden she sure did look grand
Her lace and her diamonds and her hair shone like gold
She appeared to be eighteen or nineteen years old

Her fingers they jingled like bells on a door
Her nose was turned up but not very much more
When we were married the wedding bells told
I have married a young lady just nineteen years old

When we were married and retired for our rest
My love changed for her why you can guess
For a box full of powders my love did unfold
She appeared to be eighteen or nineteen years old

She raked from her pale cheeks a box full of paint
When she took out her false teeth I thought I would faint
Out upon the carpet her glass eye did roll
She appeared to be eighteen or nineteen years old

She unsnapped her fingers I counted just three
Then she unscrewed both cork legs up to her knees



When she took off her false wig her old bald head told
I had married an old lady about ninety years old

16638. She Belongs To Me

Lester Flatt - She belongs to me
Composer: Bob Dylan

She's got everything she needs
She's an artist she don't look back
She's got everything she needs
She's an artist she don't look back
She can take the dark out of the nighttime
And paint the daytime black

You will start out standing
Proud to steal her anything she sees
You may start out standing
Proud to steal her anything she sees
But you'll wind up peeking through her keyhole
Down upon your knees

She never stumbles got no place to fall
She never stumbles got no place to fall
She's nobody's child
The law can't touch her at all

Bow down to her on Sunday
Salute her when her birthday comes
Bow down to her on Sunday
Salute her when her birthday comes
For Halloween buy her a trumpet
And for Christmas buy her a drum

She's got everything she needs...

16639. She Belongs To Me - Chords

Blue Dogs - She Belongs To Me
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

[Intro]
Em  G  D
 
 
[Verse 1]
D
She's got everything she needs
         G                      D



She's an artist, she don't look back
          G
She's got everything she needs
                                D
She's an artist, she don't look back
                 Em
She can take the dark out of the nighttime
G                 D    G D
Paint the daytime black
 
 
[Verse 2]
D
You will start out standing
G                               D
Proud to steal her anything she sees
         G
You will start out standing
                                D
Proud to steal her anything she sees
           Em                             G
But you'll wind up peeking through her keyhole
               D
Down upon your knees
D
That's right
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
D  G  D    G    D    Em
G  D A D
 
 
[Verse 3]
D
Yeah, she never stumbles
    G               D
She got no place to fall
          G
Well, she never stumbles
                    D
She got no place to fall
            Em
Well, she's nobody's child
        G                      D
And the law can't touch her at all
 
 
[Verse 4]
D
She wears an Egyptian ring
     G                   D     G D
That sparkles before she speaks
             G
She wears an Egyptian ring
                         D
That sparkles before she speaks



        Em
She's a hypnotist collector
G                   D
You are a walking antique
 
 
[Fiddle Solo]
D  G  D    G   D   Em
G  D
 
 
[Verse 5]
D
Bow down to her on Sunday
  G                          D
Salute her when her birthday comes
    G
Bow down to her on Sunday
                             D
Salute her when her birthday comes
         Em
For Halloween, give her a trumpet
    G                    D
For Christmas, buy her a drum
 
 
[Outro]
D  G  D    G   D   Em
G  D    G  D   G   D
Em  G  D   Em  G  D G D

16640. She Called Me Baby

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
She Called Me Baby

She called me baby baby all night long
Used to hold and kiss me till the dawn
Then one day I awoke and she was gone
There's no more baby baby all night long

She called me baby baby all night long
Kissed my tears away when things went wrong
What I'd give if she'd just come back home
And call me baby baby all night long

She called me baby baby all night long
Lift me up so high and made me strong
Now each time in dreams just like a song
I still hear baby baby all night long

She called me baby baby all night long
Kissed my tears away when things went wrong



What I'd give if she'd just come back home
And call me baby baby all night long

16641. She Came From Fort Worth

Kathy Mattea - She Came From Fort Worth

[Chorus]
She came from Fort Worth, Fort Worth couldn't hold her
Her dreams were bigger than the Texas sky
She's got a one-way ticket on the next bus for Boulder
And it won't take long to say goodbye

[Verse 1]
She was workin' at a diner just a week ago
When a man from Colorado smiled and said, "hello"
And he turned her head with stories about a cabin in the trees
Where the wind can sing you love songs
Beneath snow-capped mountain peaks

[Verse 2]
Now she's packed her faded jeans and her favorite cowboy boots
Left her apron at the diner for someone else to use
One last look in the mirror at the girl she used to be
Then the driver takes her ticket and she tries to fall asleep

[Chorus]
She came from Fort Worth, Fort Worth couldn't hold her
Her dreams were bigger than the Texas sky
She's got a one-way ticket on the next bus for Boulder
And it won't take long to say goodbye

[Verse 3]
And somewhere in the long, dark night, the snow began to fall
Oh, the world outside was sparkling white when she heard the driver call
"Everyone off now for Boulder and have a real nice day"
He was waitin' on the platform and he raised his hand to wave

[Bridge]
And she offered no resistance as he took her to his cabin
And that diner in the distance seemed just like it never happened

[Chorus]
She came from Fort Worth, Fort Worth couldn't hold her
Her dreams were bigger than the Texas sky
She's got a one-way ticket on the next bus for Boulder
And it won't take long to say goodbye

[Tag]
She's got a one-way ticket on the next bus for Boulder
And it won't take long to say goodbye, bye bye



16642. She Came From Fort Worth - Chords

She Came From Fort Worth
Kathy Mattea - She Came From Fort Worth
Album: Willow in the Wind
Written by: Patrick Alger - Fred Koller

                          Bb               Gm                      Eb   F
CHORUS:    She came from Fort Worth (but) Fort Worth couldn't hold her
                 Bb    Gm              Eb     F
Her dreams were bigger than the Texas sky
                 Bb  Eb           Bb             Gm
She's got a one-way ticket on the next bus for Boulder
        Eb         F             Bb
And it won't take long to say goodbye

         Eb           F     Eb         Bb
She was workin' at a diner just a week ago
       Gm          Bb      Eb              F 
When a man from Colorado smiled and said hello
         Bb                   Gm             Eb           Bb
And he turned her head with stories about a cabin in the trees
           Gm                Eb          Bb                          F
Where the wind can sing you love songs beneath snow-capped mountain peaks
           Eb                F              Eb             Bb
Now she's packed her faded jeans and her favorite cowboy boots
          Gm           Bb           Eb          F
Left her apron at the diner for someone else to use
          Bb           Gm           Eb              Bb
One last look in the mirror at the girl she used to be
           Gm               Eb             Bb              F
Then the driver takes her ticket and she tries to fall asleep

repeat chorus
       Eb              F                  Eb            Bb
And somewhere in the long dark night the snow began to fall
         Gm                   Bb                    Eb               F
Oh, the world outside was sparkling white when she heard the driver call
    Bb                  Gm         Eb              Bb
"Everyone off now for Boulder and have a real nice day"
         Gm              Eb        Bb                      F
He was waitin' on the platform and he raised his hand to wave 
           Eb          F            Eb                Bb
And she offered no resistance as he took her to his cabin
          Gm              Eb     Bb                         F
And that diner in the distance seemed just like it never happened.

repeat chorus  then last two lines of chorus



16643. She Can Put Her Shoes Under My Bed Anytime - Chords

She Can Put Her Shoes Under My Bed Anytime
By Johnny Duncan

Capo 1
E E7 A
She can put her shoes under my bed anytime
 B E B
Matter of fact she can move right into my life and stay

E A
We became buddies a long time ago
 B E
So I'm gonna tell you something I think you should know
 E A
Now you don't recognize what's right before your eyes
 F# B
The best you ever had, you're gonna blow

You've got a girl who loves you, she could never be untrue
And buddy let me say that's more than I could say for you
If giving her some happiness is messin' up your plans
I'll be more than happy to take her off your hands

Chorus:
E E7 A
She can put her shoes under my bed anytime
 B E B
Anytime she's ready, mmmmm, it'll be OK
 E E7 A
And she can have the key to my door anytime
 B E
And she can move right into my life and stay

Key Change to F (F, Bb, C)

Now you don't have to listen, just keep doin' what you do
She's only one more hurt away, boy, from walkin' out on you
But if you want to keep her, one thing you better know
Once she gets to walkin', she won't have far to go

Chorus
Chorus (in F# - F#, B, C#))

16644. She Can't Burn Me Now

She Can't Burn Me Now - Del Mccoury Band

I saw her at her table
I was able to look her in the eye
She is dynamite
But I refuse to light the fuse I walk on by



Stronger I no longer call her name
I'm over her somehow
She's the flame I use to fly into
But she can't burn me now

Chorus:
She can't burn me now, I'm fireproof
She can't burn me now, I know
She can't burn me now, she can't touch me
She can't burn me now, I know

She's the circumstance that turned romance into a bad soap opera scene
I'm the clown who tried to move uptown, caught up in his own dream
I came down so hard, caught off guard, she hurt me bad I will allow
But I'm back on my feet, the cure complete, she can't burn me now

She's an arsonist who hits and runs, she's had her fun she takes her bow
She's the flame I use to fly into, but she can't burn me now

16645. She Caught The Katy

She Caught The Katy
The Blues Brothers - Leftover Salmon

[Chorus]
She caught the Katy
And left me a mule to ride
She caught the Katy
And left me a mule to ride
Now my baby caught the Katy
Left me a mule to ride
The train pulled out
I swung on behind
Crazy 'bout her
That hard-headed woman of mine

[Verse]
Man, my baby's long
Great gosh almighty my baby's tall
You know my baby's long
Great gosh almighty my baby's tall
Yeah my baby she's long
My baby she's tall
She's sleepin' with her head in the kitchen
And her feet's out in the hall
Crazy 'bout her
That hard-headed woman of mine

[Bridge]
Well I love my baby
She's so fine
But I wish she'd come and see me sometime
She don't believe in our love, ah



Look whatta hole I'm in
She don't believe what I'm sayin'
Kid look whatta shape I'm in
Huh-huh
[Chorus]
She caught the Katy
And left me a mule to ride
She caught the Katy
And left me a mule to ride
Well my baby caught the Katy
Left me a mule to ride
The train pulled out
I swung on behind
Crazy 'bout that hard-headed woman
Hard headed woman of mine

[Outro]
Huh-huh, huh-huh

16646. She Comes Back To Me When We Sing

She Comes Back to me When we Sing
(Tim Stafford, Steve Gulley)

V1) There's a table and a chair, one picture on the wall
A room like all the rest, just different numbers down the hall
She brought me in the world and taught me how to sing
She stares out the window but who knows what she sees

V2) But when I bring her Martin, it's hard to understand
the look in her eyes when I put it  in her hands
Peace in the Valley, and Brother Have you Heard
She may not remember me, but she remembers every word

CH) Rock of Ages, Oh how sweet the memories
Peggy Sue, Secret Love and Maybelline
time fades away into two-part harmonies
Most days I miss her, but she comes back to me when we sing

BR) She taught me how the notes fit together, how the words on the paper came alive

And I've learned nothing lasts forever, but the music and love still survive

16647. She Comes Into The Station

Dave Evans - She Comes Into The Station 

Well She comes into the station,
Talking about her life.



Yes she comes into the station,
Talking about her life.

Just a littler girl from Denver.
Her mother was from Maine.
Her daddy up and left her.
Never been the same.

Well She comes into the station,
Talking about her life.

Yes she comes into the station,
Talking about her life.

About her brother on the needle.
Her mother cried it out.
And her sister being lonely.
Never finding out.

About her uncle doing cold turkey.
An Aunt ready for the grave.
And a cousin in the army.
Trying to prove he's brave.

Well She comes into the station,
Talking about her life.

Yes she comes into the station,
Talking about her life.

About a baby boy in Oklahoma.
Doesn't even know his name.
Another back in West Virginia.
And a third back in Maine.

Talking about a husband.
Who left her on her own.
Who left her with her trying load.
Never to come home.

Well She comes into the station,
Talking about her life.

Yes she comes into the station,
Talking about her life.

16648. She Cried

Glen Phillips - She Cried

Solitaire, such a fateful game
She turns her cards and writes her name on the napkin



Now she turns another card
She dreams about the house and romance
He promised but won't deliver
She waits alone
With dried out hopes
And dormant phone
She waits for years
And fantasies melt
New ones appear
But they won't help
And again she catches him
Eye pulls away with light too dim
She calls his name and runs around
But he was faster
All alone in a bad part of town
She waits again
With dried out hopes
And things made for him
A little ride, a little fun was all
He held her tight, got tired and then let go
The strain on her heart
She believed a lying blackheart
Painted with promises
Then he left her on the floor
With only the mirror to curse
Should've known better
But how she cried...

16649. She Cut Off Her Long Silken Hair

Richard Thompson - She Cut Off Her Long Silken Hair 

Midnight in her room
There was music and incense and mirrors all around
By the light of the moon
Her silver dress slipped to the ground

Then she knelt like St. Joan
And invisible armies attended her there
And her knife brightly shone
As she cut off her long silken hair

Trapped, I suppose
Lied for my sake
Crushed like the rose
That somebody picked by mistake

Oh, I knew it would come
I knew she would leave me for some better start
Oh, I knew it would come
She was too well rehearsed in her part

And I measured my life



And my heart fairly broke with the sorrow and care
As she took down the knife
And she cut off her long silken hair

Oh, there's some who believe
Oh, there's some who believe there are reasons to lie
And there's some who deceive
And the truth is right there in their eyes

Oh, but I don't see why
In all of my life I've seen nothing so fair
And I don't see why
She cut off her long silken hair

I don't see why, I don't see why

16650. She Didn't Say Why

She Didn't Say Why

I don't believe I've ever felt so lonely
My heart is never hurt this bad before
But I woke up this morning to find my one and only sayin' goodbye
Said she wouldn't be hangin' around no more

My baby walked out on me this morning
She left me behind now I'm lonely and wonderin'
If maybe there were something I could do
To make her change her mind and stay
This wonderin' why my baby left me
Is breakin' my heart and is driving me crazy
She didn't say why she was sayin' goodbye
She just walked away

I guess I'd be a fool to keep on runnin'
Cause I know it won't do no good nohow
Cause it's already passed the point of her return
I know that it's true
I guess I'd be better off to forget her somehow

My baby walked out on me this morning
She left me behind now I'm lonely and wonderin'
If maybe there were something I could do
To make her change her mind and stay
This wonderin' why my baby left me
Is breakin' my heart and is driving me crazy
She didn't say why she was sayin' goodbye
She just walked away

My baby walked out on me this morning
She left me behind now I'm lonely and wonderin'
If maybe there were something I could do
To make her change her mind and stay



This wonderin' why my baby left me
Is breakin' my heart and is driving me crazy
She didn't say why she was sayin' goodbye
She just walked away

16651. She Didn't Say Why - Chords

She Didn't Say Why
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Wayland Patton

G7     C                               F
Well I don't believe I've ever felt so lonely
       C                            D7    G7
And my heart is never hurt this bad before
       C
I woke up this morning to find 
           F               C
My one and only sayin' goodbye
                     D7       G7       C
Said she wouldn't be hangin' around no more
               F
My baby walked out on me this morning
        C
Left me behind now I'm lonely and wonderin'
                    G7
If maybe there were something I could do
            C
To make her change her mind and stay
               F
This wonderin' why my baby left me
               C
Is breakin' my heart and it's driving me crazy
               G7
She didn't say why she was sayin' goodbye
                C
She just walked away
                                 F
I guess I'd be a fool to keep on tryin'
        C                                D7  G7
Cause I know that it won't do no good no-how
     C                               F
It's already passed the point of her return
                 C
I know that it's true
                      D7     G7         C
I guess I'd be better off to forget her somehow
Repeat #2,3
                  G7
No she didn't say why she was sayin' goodbye
                C
She just walked away



16652. She Don't Care About Me

She Don't Care About Me - Garth Brooks

Well I woke up cold, staring at the ceiling
Can't get back to sleep
Thinking how she left me crying
With broken memories
I see her face in all my dreams
Just won't let me be
Whoa, I'd like to be her honey
But she don't care about me

Well I woke up cold, staring at another
You could see it in my face
Lord I try but I can't ever
Let nobody take her place
Now I can't go on much longer
Dreaming in misery
Whoa, I'd like to be her honey
But she don't care about me

No, I'd like to be her honey
But she don't care about me

Well gone so long and all alone, too far gone to try
With all them dreams and all them scenes just living in my mind

Well I go downtown to drink my liquor
My tortured mind's so numb
But drunk or blind she gets there quicker
The further away I run
Now when I die my tangled soul
Will finally be set free
Whoa, I'd like to be her honey
But she don't care about me

No, I'd like to be her honey
But she don't care about me

16653. She Don't Care About Time - Chords

She Don't Care About Time 
Chris Hillman
 
[Intro] (12 strings guitar)
C  x4
 
 



[Verse 1]
F        C   F    C     F           C
Hallways and staircases everyday to climb
F                                    G             C
To go up to my white walled room out on the end of time
      F        G                Em                 G
Where I can be with my love for she is all that is mine
F                 C            F                     C
And she'll always be there, my love don't care about time
 
 
[Verse 2]
C F               F             F                     C
I laugh with her, cry with her, hold her close she is mine
F                    Am              F             C
The way she tells me of her love and never is she trying
C                 Am            F                   G
She don't have to be assured of many good things to find
F                 C            F                     C
And she'll always be there, my love don't care about time
 
 
[Instrumental] (Melody from Johann ebastian Bach, "Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring")
Giotar example Per Olov Kindren:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBrCa6GXzrU
 
 
[Instrumental] (Guitar or Mandolin)
C  C
F  C
F  C
G  G
C  C
F  C
C  F
F  G
G  G
C
 
 
[Verse 3]
C   F                                                         C
Her eyes are dark and deep with love, her hair hangs long and fine
C   F                                                  C
She walks with ease and all she sees is never wrong or right
C   C             Am                F                 G
And with her arms around me tight I see her all in my mind
C          Am              F                        G
And she'll always be there my love don't care about time

16654. She Don't Get High

She Don't Get High



She used to get her fix with just one little kiss or touch
'Cause in her over the edge
I keep her up, making love all night, had the stuff to make her feel alright
But now she won't go near that ledge.
She don't get high anymore,
I don't make her fly like before,
Her heart is out there soaring someone else
I'm not the song that she sings,
I can't give her those wings
Hard as I try, I'm not the sky she's looking for
She don't get high anymore.
I remember when she used to breathe me in
Back then, she couldn't get enough.
We'd lay looking out at the clouds, I thought we never come down
She said my love was like some kind of drug.
But she don't get high anymore,
I don't make her fly like before,
Her heart is out there soaring someone else
I'm not the dream that she dreams,
I can't give her those wings.
Hard as I try, I'm not the sky she's looking for,
She don't get high anymore.
Oh, I'm not the song that she sings
I can't give her those wings
Hard as I try, I'm not the sky she's looking for,
She don't get high anymore
She don't get high anymore
She don't get high
Anymore.
She don't get high, she don't get highÂ

16655. She Don't Get The Blues

Alan Jackson - She Don't Get The Blues 

Well, she puts her dancing shoes on every night
And comes alive there in the smoke
Beneath them neon lights
And she don't like those hurtin' songs
'Cause she's already lived 'em
She don't get the blues, she gives 'em
Well, she checks her broken heart there at the door
And she ain't looking for romance
She's danced that dance before
Well, I pity the next poor fool
That gets caught up in her rhythm
'Cause she don't get the blues, she gives 'em
She's been on the losing end of love too many times
And she ain't gonna go for anything you've got in mind
So before you start, let me impart
These few words of wisdom
She don't get the blues, she gives 'em
She's been on the losing end of love too many times



And she ain't gonna go for anything you've got in mind
So before you start, let me impart
These few words of wisdom
She don't get the blues, she gives 'em
No, she don't get the blues, Lord, she gives 'em

16656. She Don't Know - Chords

She Don't Know
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

Em                 C       G
Only a memory this morning  
        D7            C
My baby up and walked away
Em                         C
In my heart the tears keep pouring
G             D7              C
She left with so much more to say
          G               C
She don't know (she don't know) 
                  G
Whose heart she's breaking             
          Bm    C               G
She don't k-n-o-w my dream lies still
                          C
She don't know (she don't know) 
               G
How much she's taking
          Bm    C           G
She don't k-n-o-w and never will
Em                       C
I can't sleep I've gotta find her
G           D7            C
I've got to make her understand
Em                    C
Although another love may bind her
G          D7              C
No one can love her like I can
Repeat #2 
                          C
She don't know (she don't know)
G                         C
She don't know (she don't know)
G                         C
She don't know (she don't know)

16657. She Don't Know She's Beautiful



She Don't Know She's Beautiful

We go out to a party some where
The moment we walk in the door
People stop and everybody stares
She don't know what they're starin' for.

Chorus:
She don't know she's beautiful
(Never crossed her mind)
She don't know she's beautiful
(No, she's not that kind)
She don't know she's beautiful
Though time and time I've told her so.

--- Instrumental ---

There she goes just walkin' down the street
And someone lets a whistle out
A girl like her, she just can't see
What the fuss is all about.

Chorus:
And she don't know she's beautiful
(Never crossed her mind)
She don't know she's beautiful
(No, she's not that kind)
She don't know she's beautiful
Though time and time I've told her so.

--- Instrumental ---

Mornin' comes and her hair's all a mess
Thats when she thinks she looks the worst
It's times like this she don't know why
I can't take my eyes off her.

Chorus:
'Cause she don't know she's beautiful
(Never crossed her mind)
She don't know she's beautiful
(No, she's not that kind)
She don't know she's beautiful
Though time and time I've told her.

She don't know she's beautiful
(Never crossed her mind)
She don't know she's beautiful
(No, she's not that kind)
She don't know she's beautiful
Though time and time I've told her.

She don't know she's beautiful
(Never crossed her mind)
She don't know she's beautiful
(No, she's not that kind)
She don't know she's beautiful
Though time and time I've told her so...



16658. She Don't Know She's Beautiful

Alan Jackson - She Don't Know She's Beautiful 

She don't know she's beautiful
She don't know she's beautiful
Though time and time I've told her so
- Sammy Kershaw, "She don't know she's beautiful"
No one can make me cry,
make me laugh,
make me smile,
or drive me mad like she does
It's like the curse
that is the cure
Better or worse,
one thing's for sure
It's real love
and I don't know what I'd do
if I lost it
- Kenny Chesney, "I Lost It"
Cause anywhere is paradise
when you're with the one you love,
Anywhere is a place that's nice
when you're with the one you dream of,
Anywhere is paradise
when you're with a love that's true
There's nowhere I'd rather be baby
than anywhere with you
Your heart and mine joined together
like hand and glove
We already found our forever
on earth as in heaven above
So baby, anywhere will do for me
for wherever in the world
we'll ever be
will always be the land of love
- Stefan Andersson, "Anywhere is Paradise"
I want to stand with you on
a mountain
I want to bathe with you in the sea
I want to lay like this forever
Until the sky falls down on me
- Savage Garden, "Truly, Madly, Deeply"

16659. She Don't Love Nobody

Desert Rose Band - She Don't Love Nobody

From my humble point of view



She don't love nobody
Nothin' borrowed, nothin' blue
She don't love nobody

Behind the green eyes I detect
She don't love nobody
Her heart no kiss could resurrect
She don't love nobody

All of her life
She's been told to hang on tight
There's a man who'd make her his wife
But she's not interested in anything mama said

She throws passion to the wind
She don't love nobody
She don't give out but she don't give in
She don't love nobody

And if I could I'd make her mine
But she don't love nobody
And she would never walk that line
She don't love nobody

All of my life
I've been told to hang on tight
There's a girl who'd be my wife
But I'm not interested in anything mama said

I want the girl who does not need
She don't love nobody
She's the one my heart receives
She don't love nobody

She don't love nobody
She don't love nobody

She don't love nobody
She don't love nobody

She don't love nobody
She don't love nobody

16660. She Don't Love You (Like I Love You)

Dolly Parton - She Don't Love You (Like I Love You) 
(Jerry Butler/Calvin Carter/Curtis Mayfield)

She don't love you like I love you
Cause if she did she wouldn't break your heart
She don't love you like I love you
She's tryin' to tear us apart
Fairly well I know you're leavin'



For the new love that you found
The pretty girl that you've been dating
Oh I've got a feeling she's gonna put you down
Cause she don't love you like I love you
Cause if she did she wouldn't break your heart
She don't love you like I love you
She's tryin' to tear us apart
She uses all the great quotations
She says all the things I wish I could say
But she's had so many rehearsals
Oh, to her it's just a lover's play
But wait when the final act is over
And you're left standin' all alone
When she takes her bow and makes her exit
Oh, well I'll be there to take you home
She don't love you like I love you
Cause if she did she wouldn't break your heart
She don't love you like I love you
She's tryin' to tear us apart

16661. She Found The Key

Lefty Frizzell
She Found The Key

[Verse 1:]
I like the way that she unlocks my door
To the places that you've never hungered for
You loved me, girl, but not enough to stay

[Chorus:][x2]
She found the key that you threw away
She found the key that only fits one door
To the room that I wore out walking the floor
You'd be locked out, girl, if you came around today

[Outro:]
She found the key that you threw away[x2]

16662. She Gave Her Heart To Jethro

Tom T Hall - She Gave Her Heart To Jethro

[Verse:]
I guess you know Jethro went crazy
We've all been crazy sometimes
They fixed up his lungs and his fever
But they could not fix up his mind



[Chorus:]
He married a beautiful redhead
Of women they say, she's a pearl
She gave her heart to Jethro
And her body to the whole damn world

[Verse 2:]
Well, Jethro had someone to talk to
They were monsters and little green men
He never talked to his woman
Naw, he spent all his time with his friends

[Chorus:]
In the evenings she'd drive off and leave him
She tossed back her long pretty curls
She gave her heart to Jethro
And her body to the whole damn world

[Verse 3:]
Some friends came and begged her to leave him
They said, Jethro belongs in a home
She said, my heart is Jethro's
But my God given body is my own

[Chorus:]
Now some of her lovers were strangers
She gave everybody a whirl
She gave her heart to Jethro
And her body to the whole damn world

[Verse 4:]
I know some will condemn me for writin'
This song of a man and his wife
A man's not writin' if he can't relate
All the things that he sees in his life

[Chorus:]
I know some will condemn me for cursin'
But much can be said for this girl
Who gave her heart to ol' Jethro
And her body to the whole damn world

16663. She Gave Her Heart To Jethro - Chords

She Gave Her Heart To Jethro
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G                D7          G
I guess you know Jethro went crazy
               D7        G
We've all been crazy sometimes
     C                          G     Em
They fixed up his lungs and his fever



    A7                        D7
But they could not fix up his mind
   G         D7        G
He married a beautiful redhead
   G7                     C
Of women they say she's a pearl
                      G      Em
She gave her heart to Jethro
        G           D7           G
And her body to the whole damned world
                D7         G
Well Jethro had someone to talk to
                       D7           G
They were monsters and little green men
C                      G     Em
He never talked to his woman
       A7                          D7
Now he spent all his time with his friends
       G              D7            G
In the evenings she'd drive off and leave him
    G7                          C
She tossed back her long pretty curls
                      G     Em
She gave her heart to Jethro
        G           D7           G
And her body to the whole damned world
                      D7            G
Some friends came and begged her to leave him
                 D7           G
They said Jethro belongs in a home
    C                G        Em
She said my heart is Jethro's
    A7                      D7
But my God-given body is my own
    G           D7          G
Now some of her lovers were strangers
G7                   C
She gave everybody a whirl
                      G      Em
She gave her heart to Jethro
        G           D7           G
And her body to the whole damned world
                 D7             G
I know some will condemn me for writin'
               D7          G
This song of a man and his wife
  C                    G          Em
A man's not writin' if he can't relate
A7                                 D7
All the things that he sees in his life
  G              D7             G
I know some will condemn me for cursin'
    G7                        C
But much can be said for this girl
                          G      Em
Who gave her heart to ol' Jethro
        G           D7           G



And her body to the whole damned world

16664. She Goes Walking Through My Mind

Ernest Tubb 
She Goes Walking Through My Mind

I've tried to drive away her memory
But each night it comes back to torture me
Cause once again there she is right on time
When she goes walking through my mind

She goes walking through my mind
Caring out a little bit each time
Her footsteps're gettin' louder all the time
When she goes walking through my mind

I've tried to drown my thoughts in the wine
But a glass full of heartaches is all I find
Cause once again there she is right on time
And she goes walking through my mind

She goes walking through my mind
Caring out a little bit each time
Her footsteps're gettin' louder all the time
When she goes walking through my mind

Tonight I will sleep though I'm not trying
For sleep makes me dream then I start crying
Once again I'll get the glimpse of what was mine
When she goes walking through my mind

16665. She Grows Her Roses - Chords

She Grows Her Roses 
Rani Arbo & daisy mayhem
 
[Intro]
C
 
[Verse 1]
        C                                                    F
On the streets of New York City where the asphalt greets the sun
  F                                             C
Morning slips in sideways like a cheetah on the run
      C                                         F
She's out there on the sidewalk kneeling at her toil
          G                      F               C
Pulling weeds for Jesus with her knuckles in the soil



 
[Verse 2]
    C                                F
She is no St. Theresa. She is no paragon.
  F                                             C
Fingernails are dirty. Her old blue jeans are worn.
     C                                                  F
She doesn't talk to strangers she hardly knows you're there.
             G
She doesn't want your money she doesn't want your prayers because
 
[Chorus]
 Am7     G/B    C        Am7     G/B      C
This is  God's  dominion this is peace on earth
 Am7    G/B        C            F                  G
This is what she's put here for this is what she's worth 
        F     G            C          F      G       Am
All the other things that matter have slowly slipped away
        F         C         F         C
Now she grows her roses she grows her roses
    Dm   Em       F         C   C  C
and she grows her roses all day.
 
[Verse 3]
       C                                      F
She remembers a young woman with hair as fine as gold
       F                                         C
She remembers all her lovers and she remembers growing old
       C                                            F
She remembers meeting Jesus she can't recall the day
             G
She gave him all her seeds of darkness he buried them away because
 
[Chorus]
Am7      G/B    C        Am7     G/B      C
This is  God's  dominion this is peace on earth
 Am7    G/B        C            F                  G
This is what she's put here for this is what she's worth
        F     G           C           F      G       Am
All the other things that matter have slowly slipped away
        F         C         F         C
Now she grows her roses she grows her roses
    Dm  Em        F         C
and she grows her roses all day.
 
[Instrumental]
 
C C C C F F F F C C C C C C F F G G G G Am7 G/B
 
[Verse 4]
         C                                                  F
Now she coaxes hope from concrete and she coaxes right from wrong
     F                                                C
She makes the Spanish ladies break into their Spanish song
         C                                                    F
Well at night they smell her roses in the streetlamp's yellow sun
           G



and they dream of summer dresses in the streets of old San Juan because
 
[Chorus]
Am7     G/B    C       Am7      G/B      C
This is  God's dominion this is peace on earth
 Am7    G/B        C            F                  G
This is what she's put here for this is what she's worth
        F     G           C           F      G       Am
All the other things that matter have slowly slipped away
        F         C         F         C
Now she grows her roses she grows her roses
    Dm  Em        F         C
and she grows her roses all day.
 
[Outo]
         F         C          F         C
Yeah she grows her roses she grows her roses
    Dm  Em        F         C
and she grows her roses all day.

16666. She Has Forgotten

She Has Forgotten

Back to my home town I wanderd one day
It seemed that the old song had drifted away
I wandered down Main Street the view to enjoy
There I met with a girl I had loved as a boy

Gone are the days when our hearts beat as one
All I can say now is see what you done
Gone are the days when we thrilled to each vow
She has forgotten everything now

I still have her picture her face sweet and fair
A rose that she gave me a lock of her hair
I'll treasure and keep them it's silly I know
For she has forgotten long long ago

16667. She Is My Everything - Chords

She Is My Everything
JOHN PRINE

G D G
She is my everything
 C
Down to the freckles
 G



On her wedding ring
 C
Her feet are so warm
they could melt the snow
 G
In the early spring
G D G]
She is my everything

She does everywhre
Frome Copenhagen
To making eggs and bacon
Down in Jackson Square
Id like to drive
A Cadilac
The color of
Her long black hair
She goes everywhere

B7 C
Kisses that come all the way from China
 G
Kinda remind her
 D
Of memories of Spain
B7
If I get lost
 C
You can always find her
 A
Standing right beside me
 D
In the rain

She uses Eveready
Batteries to keep
Her electrical appliances
Going steady
She can do
Fourteen things at once
And then the phone'll ring
She is my everything

INSTRUMENTAL;

She knows everybody
To teaching Bruce Lee
How to do karate
She can lead a parade
While putting on her shades
In her Masaratti
She knows everybody

Kisses that come all the way from China
Kinda remind her
Of memories of Spain
If I get lost



You can always find her
Standing right beside me
In the rain

She is my everything
When she wakes up in the morning
Thats when the birdies
Start to sing
When I hear her voice
Im telling you boys
I forget everything
She is my everything
She is my everything

16668. She Just Started Liking Cheatin' Songs

She Just Started Liking Cheatin' Songs

She just started liking cheatin' songs
And what's botherin' me
I don't know if its the cheatin' she likes
Or just the melody

I've never had any reason to doubt her
As far as I know she's been true
But lately she's had a different look in her eyes
I wonder if she's seein somebody new

You can't blame a body for lookin'
When there's a world of people out there
But I hope that she's not takin any closer looks
I tell ya lately frankly I've been scared

Chorus:
Cuz, she just started liking cheatin' songs
And what's botherin' me
I don't know if its the cheatin' she likes
Or just the melody

I've got to admit I do some looking, too
But she's the only one I love
She still tells me she loves me
But I wonder if my love's enough

Chorus:
Cuz, she just started liking cheatin' songs
And what's botherin' me
I don't know if its the cheatin' she likes
Or just the melody

Yeah, she just started liking cheatin' songs
And what's botherin' me
I don't know if its the cheatin' she likes



Or just the melody

Yeah, I don't know if its the cheatin' she likes
or just the melody...

16669. She Knows Her Daddy Sings

Jerry Jeff Walker - She Knows Her Daddy Sings

Sometimes out here on this road
Too late to call I see the telephone
My mind's a line running straight for home
And I can see her lying soft and warm

Chorus:
She knows her daddy sings
We know all that the money brings
She thinks our world must be everything
Does she know, she's the precious thing
You and I now we've had our ups and downs
Drove our love nearly out of bounds
Can't go back to a lot of towns
We were doing what was going round

Chorus
Two adults lost in a world alone
Take a little love and make a happy home
The little hands brush your wavy hair
And say goodbye and leave you standing there

Chorus

16670. She Knows What She's Crying About - Chords

She Knows What She's Crying About
Recorded by George Jones
Written by John Riggs
[3/4 time]

C                                           F                    C
You may think she ain't been true all those things she's telling you
                                       G7
But believe me what she says is really true
              C                              F              C
Cause I'm the one who left her there I'm the one who didn't care
                         G7      C
And she knows what she's crying about

    F                       C



She knows what she's crying about
                                                  G7
She bears the pain though I'm to blame there's no doubt
        C                    F                   C
I never even tried to say or accept the love she gave
                         G7      C
And she knows what she's crying about

                                   F                 C
She gave me her very best I was so wrong to give the rest
                                              G7
All the love that she so desperately tried to hold
           C                          F                 C
I made her shed a million tears all I did was waste her years
                         G7      C
And she knows what she's crying about

Repeat #2

                         G7      C
Yes she knows what she's crying about

16671. She Left Me Holdin'

Jerry Jeff Walker - She Left Me Holdin'

Well, yes, I guess the blues got me
Brought me pretty low this time
Down to where I'm tellin' you
Everything that's one my mind
She kept telling me
If I need to be so free
Well, I can just go off on my own

(CHORUS:)
All she left me holdin' was time on my hands
And all that left me livin' was half of the plans
Now all that's left for me to do
Is hold on to
Anything I think I can
But darling I love you . .
Well, she's the kind
People find
Knows everything that's on your mind
And now she's gone
I guess this song
Will tell her how I feel this time
'Cause you know I can't be free
Knowin' that she's not with me
No, I just can't go on that way

(Repeat Chorus)



16672. She Left Me Standing On The Mountain - Chords

She Left Me Standing On The Mountain 
Jim & Jesse McReynolds

[Verse 1]
G
Darling will you marry me I asked a maiden fair
I turned my back upon her when I looked she wasn't there
 
[Chorus]
C                                      G
She left me standing (standing) on the mountain
C                    D7     G
She left me standing way up there
 
[Verse 2]
G
Where the honeybees are buzzing round the flowers there
That is where she vanished somewhere in that mountain air
 
[Chorus]
C                                      G
She left me standing (standing) on the mountain
C                    D7     G
She left me standing way up there
 
[Verse 3]
G
I just saw the whippoorwill a-talking to a bear
They were both a-laughing 'bout her giving me the air
 
[Chorus]
C                                      G
She left me standing (standing) on the mountain
C                    D7     G
She left me standing way up there
 
[Verse 4]
G
I would give most anything if once more she'd appear
And tell me that she cared a little for this mountaineer
 
[Chorus]
C                                      G
She left me standing (standing) on the mountain
C                    D7     G
She left me standing way up there



16673. She Likes It Too

Alan Jackson - She Likes It Too 

I got my first motorcycle when I turned sixteen
I remember my mamma raisin' cane with me
She said, Son tell me why you wanna ride that thing
She didn't know about the blonde at the Dairy Queen
I got my own reasons why I do what I do
I like to ride motorcycles
And she likes it too
I like to ride motorcycles
And he likes it too
I always wore my hair just a little too long
Daddy didn't like it and he made no bones
If I'd have gotten it cut like he wanted me to
She wouldn't have had nothin' left to run her fingers through
I got my own reasons why I do what I do
I like to wear my hair long
And she likes it too
I like to wear my hair long
And she likes it too
I remember ridin' around with my buddies back home
Listenin' to some country on the radio
When they tried to change the station to some Rock 'n' Roll
I'd turn the Opry up just as loud as it'd go
I got my own reasons why I do what I do
I like country music
She likes it too
I like country music
She likes it too
Now I got a big Harley
And my hair is still long
And I'm still listening to a country song
I got my own reasons
Why I do what I do
I know what I like
She likes it too
I know what I like
She likes it too
Yeah I know what I like
She likes it too

16674. She Loves Me Right Out Of My Mind - Chords

She Loves Me Right Out Of My Mind
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Freddy Weller and Spooner Oldham

C                                 F
She may not be the girl that I'll marry
       C           Am         D7
But we still get together sometimes



C                                F
I'll admit I don't like what she stands for
        C              G7        C
But she loves me right out of my mind
                              F
I'm looking for someone who's gentle
    C                Am        D7
And someone who's so sweet and kind
C                                  F
But she sure feels devoid when I'm lonesome
        C              G7        C
And she loves me right out of my mind
    G7                     C
She never claimed to be an angel 
       G7                 C
And an angel she'll never be
    D7                     G7
But when we're alone and I hold her 
    D7                      G7
She brings out the devil in me
C                                  F
When I look into her eyes I see a woman
    C       Am           D7
And even if she's not my kind
C                                  F
She's got something I need so I'll take it
            C             G7        C
And let her love me right out of my mind
                                      F
She's the best thing the world has to offer
        C              G7        F   C
And she loves me right out of my m-ind

16675. She Loves The Jerk - Chords

Rodney Crowell - She Loves The Jerk

G / G/Am7/D
G Am7
We've talked it to death, cryin' on the telephone
C
Nights when he drinks at home
D G/Am7-D/
She has to whisper throught her tears
G
Am7
"Johnny," she says, "you'd never do these things to me."
C d
Em/E
But I can never make her see he's wasted such precious years
Am7 D G
Well, "you married the wrong guy" is all I ever say
Chorus



G E Am Ab+
He's a no good so and so, but she'll never let him go
D
G
Though she knows it will never work, she loves the jerk
C G/Am7-D/
She loves the jerk
2nd Verse
G Am7
He was the guy always out on the make
C d
G/Am7-D/
I guess he had what it takes to turn the heads of pretty girls
G
Am7
She thought he would change; the worst of us will settle down
C d
Em/E
But he couldn't stay out of town, not even with this precious pearl
Am7 D
G
Now she lives with the lies and the bumps and the bruises
Repeat chorus, then bridge
Bridge
G7 C D B7 Em
Well, I hang up the phone and I pretend she's in my arms
C B7 Em
What I wouldn't give for just one-tenth
D E (Key modulates from G to
A)
Of what she gives Mister Charming
Chorus
A F# Bm Bb+
He's a no good so and so, but she'll never let him go
E e7
Though she knows it will never work, she loves the jerk
N.c
She loves the jerk
Outro
A/D/A/D Repeat and fade

16676. She Loves Too Much

She Loves Too Much
Josh Turner - She Loves Too Much

She jumped into the last one, heart and soul and all.
He tripped her up, she started to fall.
Awe but it felt so right, a little too much so.
And he found out a little more than he needed to know.

Chorus
Yeah, well she loves too much, falls too hard, 



Welcomes a touch and undresses her heart, 
Gives up too quick, cries on a dime, 
Finds the same man she had last time.

Yeah one of these days it will be alright, 
She'll give him a chance, more than just one night.
He'll make mistakes like the rest of us do, 
And then figure it out and fall in love with her too.

She's never been good at playing hard to get, 
You'd think she learned it hasn't worked yet.
Yeah but she can't change, 
She's too honest for that as her heart hits him square like a baseball bat.

Chorus
Yeah, well she loves too much, falls too hard, 
Welcomes a touch and undresses her heart, 
Gives up too quick, cries on a dime, 
Finds the same man she had last time.

Yeah one of these days it will be alright, 
She'll give him a chance, more than just one night.
He'll make mistakes like the rest of us do, 
And then figure it out and fall in love with her too.

She gave him a car to use while she was gone.
Came back to lipstick and love songs on.
She had a key made so he could spend the night.
But too much trust just started a fight.

Chorus
Yeah, well she loves too much, falls too hard, 
Welcomes a touch and undresses her heart, 
Gives up too quick, cries on a dime, 
Finds the same man she had last time.

Yeah one of these days it will be alright, 
She'll give him a chance, more than just one night.
He'll make mistakes like the rest of us do, 
And then figure it out and fall in love with her too.

16677. She Made Herself a Promise

Jerry Jeff Walker - She Made Herself a Promise

As a teenage girl in Texas, raised on dust and weeds and cactus
She first saw pictures of the river Seine
From her window late at night, she'd pretend the stars were lights
Of the cafes in the St. Germain des Pres

Chorus 1:
And she longed to see the world, and converse with other girls
As they laughed and talked and walked along the boulevard



To float to Paris and the lights in a taxi late at night
Seems like a leap of faith to make from this old farm
But she made herself a promise that someday she'd celebrate
Her birthday in the St. Germain des Pres
After college she got married, she worked in theatre and had some babies
Her life took on directions of its own
She became a working mother, she lived her life for others
For her husband, for the children and her home
Then one day her grown daughter said, she was off to Europe and
Have you ever thought about it Mom?
She said of course I used to honey, a lot when I was your age
But I hadn't thought about it much until right now
She remembered the promise, that someday she's celebrate
Her birthday in the St. Germain des Pres
She sees how quickly life can pass by, how easily a dream dies
You can't just live your life for someone else
So she boards the plane for Paris, she thinks she'll need a new dress
As she keeps that birthday promise to herself
Oh she thought she'd do it sooner, seems so important to her
But life moves on when you're off making plans
But every now and then it happens, a chance appears for you to grab it
That's why this time she just couldn't let it pass
Cause she made herself a promise that someday she'd celebrate
Her birthday in the St. Germain des Pres
And later take a walk beside the Seine

16678. She Makes My Love - Chords

She Makes My Love 
Billy Strings

[Fill 1]
E/------------------/
B/------------------/
G/------------------/
D/-------0----------/
A/--0h2-----2p0-----/
D/---------------0--/
 
[Fill 2]
E/---------------------------/
B/---------------------------/
G/-------2-------------------/
D/--2/4-----4p2p0---------0--/
A/-------------------2p0-----/
D/---------------------------/
 
G Chord in Dropped D
 
E/-3-
B/-0-
G/-4-
D/-0-



A/-5-
D/-5-
 
[Intro]
 
Dsus2   [Fill 1]
 
[Verse]
 
G                                            Dsus2
I don't need your whiskey, I don't need your rum.
 
G                                            Dsus2
I don't need your whiskey, I don't need your rum.
 
G                                               Dsus2
All I need's my sweet mama, when the summertime comes.
 
 
 
[Chorus]
 
             A6         G                Dsus2
She makes my love, come rollin', rollin' down.
             A6         G                Dsus2
She makes my love, come rollin', rollin' down.
 
[Verse]
G                                             Dsus2
There's a warm wind blowin', blowin' from the south.
G                                             Dsus2
There's a warm wind blowin', blowin' from the south.
G                                                    Dsus2
Like the sweet words flowing, from the baby's pretty mouth.
 
[Chorus]
             A6         G                Dsus2
She makes my love, come rollin', rollin' down.
             A6         G                Dsus2
She makes my love, come rollin', rollin' down.
 
[Instrumental]
 
[Verse]
G                                                 Dsus2
Lookin' way over yonder, can't you see that eagle rise.
G                                                 Dsus2
Lookin' way over yonder, can't you see that eagle rise.
G                                                 Dsus2
I love my sweet baby, like the big bird loves the sky.
 
[Chorus]
             A6         G                Dsus2
She makes my love, come rollin', rollin' down.
             A6         G                Dsus2
She makes my love, come rollin', rollin' down.



16679. She Moves Through the Fair

Richard Thompson - She Moves Through the Fair 

My young love said to me "My mother won't mind
And my father won't slight you for your lack of kind"
And she laid her hand on me and this she did say
"Oh, it will not be long, lord, till our wedding day"

And she went away from me and moved through the fair
And fondly I watched her move here and move there
And then she went onward, just one star awake
Like the swan in the evening moves over the lake

Last night she came to me, my dead love came in
So softly she came that her feet made no din
And she laid her hand on me and this she did say
"Oh, it will not be long, lord, till our wedding day

16680. She Must Think I Like Poetry

Robbie Fulks - She Must Think I Like Poetry

[Verse 1]
For every emotion, she's got one she's hiding
She moves closer as though to reveal her mind
And she dances like it'll rain inside me
Does she feel that strong? Do I look so blind?

[Chorus]
All the dreams she draws in colors of the rainbow
All the soulfulness she's wasted on me
And by the vicious lies her lips can't help but let go
She must think that I like poetry

[Verse 2]
On a high rope, and suddenly thrown off balance
She reaches out into empty air
And for a moment, an animal bares its talons
Oh my sweet sad love, what face won't you wear?

[Chorus]
All the dreams she draws in colors of the rainbow
All the soulfulness she's wasted on me
And by the vicious lies her lips can't help but let go
She must think that I like poetry

[Bridge]
She only hears the words I never say



What's right in front of her is only in her way
The sky that falls helplessly through her hands
And the worlds that Heaven won't let start
All the things that die and come apart
All the ground that she gains, all the breath she's losing

16681. She Needs Me - Chords

She Needs Me
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Earl Montgomery and Jodie Emerson

C                                          F         C
No I don't know the girl at the bar in the short red dress
                                                    G7
I haven't had the chance to get acquainted with her yet
    C                                   F              C
But I can tell that she's lonely by the sadness in her eyes
                        G7           C
And she needs more than just a drink tonight

                         F             C
She needs me to give her love and understanding
                                       G7
Some good old country love and nothing else
          C              F            C
She needs me to throw my loving arms around her
            F       C   G7        C
And tonight I could use some love myself

                                              F               C
Each time she turns up the glass she drinks a memory from the past
                                      G7
And sadness becomes a teardrop in her eye
        C                               F                      C
But she won't have to leave alone cause tonight I'm taking her home
                    G7             C
Wrapped up in these lonely arms of mine

Repeat #2
 
            F       C   G7        C
Yes tonight I could use some love myself

16682. She Never Could Resist A Winding Road

Richard Thompson - She Never Could Resist a Winding Road 

In the old cold embers of the year



When joy and comfort disappear
I search around to find her
I'm a hundred miles behind her
The open road whispered in her ear

She Never Could Resist a Winding Road
She Never Could Resist a Winding Road
Maybe just around the bend
The rainbow waiting at the end
She Never Could Resist a Winding Road

She never could stay any place too long
To not be standing still's where she belongs
If you love her, better know
She needs you now, but soon she'll go
She never could stay any place too long

It's not that she don't care about you
Say you love her, she don't doubt you
But she can learn to live without you
When she hears the call

Love her now then let her be
Don't tie her down, just set her free
Too many things she wants to see
The whole world, that's all

She Never Could Resist a Winding Road
She Never Could Resist a Winding Road
Maybe just around the bend
The rainbow waiting at the end
She Never Could Resist a Winding Road
She Never Could Resist a Winding Road

16683. She Never Got Me Over You - Chords

She Never Got Me Over You
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Hank Cochran, Dean Dillon, Keith Whitley 

C
She got me to stop drinking 
        F
And for that I'm thankful
    C                            G7
She almost pulled off pulling me through
        C
She got me standing upright 
F
Even had me coming home nights
        C         G7      C
But she never got me over you



G7                      C
She almost had me where you have me
G7                            C
She almost did what you still do
                                     
She got me thinking straight again 
F
But I don't think she understands
    C         G7      C
She never got me over you

G7                      C
She almost had me where you have me
G7                            C
She almost did what you still do
                                     
She got me thinking straight again 
F
But I don't think she understands
    C         G7      C
She never got me over you

              G7      F  C
She never got me over you

16684. She Never Makes Me Cry

Vince Gill - She Never Makes Me Cry

I saw an old lover today on the street
She said, "Do you remember how we used to be
On fire with that passion, we'd burn down those nights?"
No I haven't forgotten how we used to fight

I finally got married and settled on down
Yeah she's a preachers daughter in a sleepy little town
Does she make you laugh since we said goodbye?
No she ain't that funny but she never makes me cry

She never makes me cry like you used to
There's nothing about her that reminds me of you
I promise I don't see your face when I look in her eyes
And she never makes me cry

Does she make you beg for her love in the night?
No, she ain't that selfish and she never makes me cry

She never makes me cry like you used to
There's nothing about her that reminds me of you
I promise I don't see your face when I look in her eyes

She never makes me wonder when she's coming home
There's something about her like I've never known



It's been nice to see you but now I must say goodbye
She never makes me cry, she never makes me cry, no, no

She never makes me cry
She never makes me cry

16685. She Never Met A Man (She Didn't Like)

Dolly Parton - She Never Met A Man (She Didn't Like) 

I know you think you love her and you're making plans to leave
But I must tell you something I just hope you'll believe
I know it isn't real love that you see in her eyes
'Cause she's never met a man she didn't like.

And you're no different from the others a new acquaintence in the night
You mean no more to her than all the others she's held tight
But I know she's convinced you it was love at first sight
But she's never met a man she didn't like.

I must let you go but I want you to know
That I love you please don't let her ruin our lives
For there'll be other men and she won't want you then
She's never met a man she didn't like.

I must let you go but I want you to know
That I love you please don't let her ruin our lives
For she'll have other men oh and she won't want you then
Cause she's never met a man she didn't like.

Oh no she's never met a man she didn't like...

16686. She Once Lived Here - Chords

She Once Lived Here
Recorded by George Jones and Ricky Skaggs
written by Autry Inman
Flying Burrito Brothers

C                   F          C
A mayor gave me the key to the city    
D7                     G7
The welcome wagons already appear   
 C             F           C
But again I'll be packing and leaving                  
 F                   C
For it's plain now that she once lived here          
G7                      C
I see her face in the cool of the evening           



G7                            F
I hear her voice in each breeze loud and clear   
C               F            C
Oh there must be a town without memories                 
F                  C
But not this one for she once lived here                    
F            C
It may be that I'll never forget her                     
D7              G7
Cause she's love and love lives everywhere      
C               F         C
Could it be that I'll always be saying                      
F              C
I've gotta go now for she once lived here

repeat #2                  

F                  C
But not this one for she once lived here

16687. She Rolls

Keller Williams - She Rolls 

She woke up in the rain,
She was sleeping in my yard.
She was feeling no pain,
When she stumbled there for my car.
The grass it just felt right,
It was that sweet Virginia sod.
It was a beautiful night,
She thought she saw god.

But it was a state trooper with a flashlight,
Shinning right in her eyes.
She kissed that cop right on his lips,
And took him right by surprise.
She got a hand on his taser,
She dropped him to the ground
It did not even faze her,
To kiss him when hes down.

That's just how she rolls.
She rolls all the time,
She's hot like burning coal,
Chasing,
Shine with wine.
She knows that you know that she don't care,
She dances on the stage in her underwear, she is,
Teasing my soul.
That's just how she rolls.

She jumped into that cop car,



And she turned on the flashing lights,
She revved that American engine and then peeled away out of sight.
She thought it was to easy so she let the siren bla!
She cranked down the window and sang with siren let the wind blow back her whew, whew.
Just right then she realize,
There was German Shepherd in the back.
She pull right through the drive through,
And bought that bitch a Big Mac.
Named that sweet dog Stella,
BFF to this very day.
And if that dog could talk,
This was what she'd say,
(howl).

That's just how she roll.
She rolls all the time,
She's hot like burning coal,
Chasing,
Shine with wine.
She knows that you know that she don't care,
She dances round the store in her underwear, she is,
Shoplifting my soul.
That's just how she rolls.

She through a brick on the gas pedal,
She was steering with her feet.
Half of her body hanging out of the window doing 90 down a side street.
She had one foot on the wheel,
She had one foot cranking the tunes.
Noodle dancing with her hands,
Shes was as crazy as a dozen loons.
She quotes Ricky Bobby,
She says, "If you ain't first you last."
She don't care what you do,
As long as you do it fast.
She road that road till the road run out and the whole time having a blast!
She and Stella would have died that night if it hadn't run out of gas

That's just how she roll.
She rolls all the time,
She's hot like burning coal,
Chasing,
Shine witha wine.
She knows that you know that she don't care,
She dances round the DMV in her underwear, she is,
Waving on my soul.
That's just how she rolls.

That's just how she roll.
She rolls all the time,
She's hot like burning coal,
Chasing,
Shine witha wine.
She knows that you know that she don't care,
She dances round Church in her underwear, she is,
Praying on my soul.
That's just how she rolls.



16688. She Said It Was Destiny

Richard Thompson - She Said It Was Destiny 

Is this the togetherness, she meant so rosy
I thought we'd share a continent so cosy
I thought love's passions really
Would be more touchy feely

She said it was destiny
She said it was written somewhere
But if it was destiny
Why am I over here and she's over there?

She said it was in the stars
Something that just had to be
But Venus aligned with Mars
Always really takes it out of me

Oh, I'm not proud of my deceit, you know that
To come so near and then retreat, you know that
One beat before I fell
Somewhere I heard a bell ring, ring

She said it was destiny
She said it was written somewhere
But if it was destiny
Why am I over here and she's over there?

There's clouds across my crystal ball, too misty
Was I too quick to give it all when she kissed me?
She's thrown a net on me, razor wire geometry

She said it was destiny
She said it was written somewhere
But if it was destiny
Why am I over here and she's over there?

She said it was in the stars
Something that just had to be
But Venus aligned with Mars
Always really takes it out of me

16689. She Said Yes

Brad Paisley - She Said Yes 

She moved into my old apartment
thats how we got this whole thing started



she called and said that i had mail waiting there for me,
I told her that Id come and get it
how could i know in just a minute
that id be standing face to face with my own destiny
ohh and we sat there talkin just like we were old friends
and ohh i asked her can i see u again
chorus:
she said yes
and i said wow
and she said when
and i said how about right now
love cant wait
then i asked if she believed in fate
she said yes
the days flew by just like a fast train
and nothing else has been on my brain
except the thought of how she makes me
the man i wanna be
and she's the one i want for a million reasons
loving her its just like breathing
its easy and it obvious
she was made for me
ohh the it happend one night looking in her eyes
ohh and i popped the question
and much to my suprise..
chorus
so we called the precher, family, and friends
and nothing been the same since
chorus
she said yes

16690. She Sang Angels To Rest

Richard Thompson - She Sang Angels To Rest 

She charmed me from my cocoon
She eclipsed the sun and the moon
All of that summer my feet never walked on the earth

She sang angels to rest
She sang angels to rest
How do you fall when you already fell for the best?

She had that smile on her face
When her thoughts were some other place
All that summer my feet never walked on the earth

She sang angels to rest
She sang angels to rest
How do you fall when you already fell for the best?

She had that look in her eyes
Like she'd seen a ghost in the sky



All that summer my feet never walked on the earth

She sang angels to rest
She sang angels to rest
How do you fall when you already fell?
How do you love when your heart isn't well?
How do you fall when you already fell for the best?

16691. She Sang Hymns Out Of Tune

She Sang Hymns Out Of Tune
Nick Gerlach, aka Jesse Lee Kincaid
The Dillards

She sang hymns out of tune
And carried a yellow balloon
She traded her love for a Spanish doubloon
And talked to the people
The people who are

Now I have a clock on the wall
It keeps time and that isn't all
It tells me how long she's been gone
Gone to the people
The people who are

She lived in a sorcerer's room
And pounded the table and brandished the broom
She turned ten thousand when she touched the moon
And turned to the people
The people who are

The rain came down and scattered away
The old antique caretaker's children that play
Early that morning she passed away
Passed to the people
The people who are

She sang hymns out of tune
And carried a yellow balloon
She traded her love for a Spanish doubloon
And talked to the people
The people who are

16692. She Sews The World With Love

She Sews The World With Love
Darrell Scott



[Verse 1]
My love she takes a needle and a thread
With a box of cloth she keeps under the bed
And she makes a form where there was none
A house, a square, a star, a moon, a sun
She sews the world with love

[Verse 2]
We sleep beneath a comforter she made
From some old faded jeans of mine she saved
And it warms us on a winter night
And cheers us in the summer light because
Because she sews the world with love

[Bridge]
And if she ever leaves me it'll be her final rest
I'll spend my days knowing that I have loved the best
And if I go before her and leave this world below
I leave my music for posterity
But my love will get my clothes

[Verse 4]
We made a child in the first part of the year
And on a singer's pay we've had our share of fear
We will wrap the babe in swaddling clothes
With quilts and shirts and pants and hats she sews
Oh she sews the world with love

[Outro]
My love she takes a needle and a thread

16693. She Steers By Lightning

Richard Thompson - She Steers By Lightning 

She's telling me she don't need headlights
She's telling me the storm is friendly
She says the volts are inviting
She talks in couplets, she steers by lightning

She takes a knife to my seatbelt
She says the brakes, it needs mending
She says my mood, it needs heightening
She talks in couplets, she steers by lightning

Two angels sitting in the back seat
They're pointing at their watches
I feel eternity biting
She talks in couplets, she steers by lightning

My Maggie, she's got a lose one
She uses Milton as a road map
My Maggie, she is a bright thing



She talks in couplets, she steers by lightning

16694. She Thinks I Still Care

She Thinks I Still Care
Flying Burrito Brothers - Desert Rose Band

Just because I ask a friend about her
Just because I spoke her name somewhere
Just because I rang her number by mistake today
She thinks I still care

Just because I haunt the same old places
Where the memory of her lingers everywhere
Just because I'm not the happy guy I used to be
She thinks I still care

But if she's happy thinkin' I still need her
Then let that silly notion bring her cheer
But how could she ever be so foolish
Oh where would she get such an idea

Just because I ask a friend about her
And just because I spoke her name somewhere
Just because I saw her then went all to pieces
She thinks I still care
She thinks I still care

16695. She Threw Herself Away

She Threw Herself Away
(Tim Stafford, Steve Gulley)

1) She's not the kind of girl who volunteers her mind
Never lets you know her heart is in a bind
People wonder why she don't have much to say
I guess she thinks it wouldn't matter anyway

2) She can't turn off these voices in her head
They keep saying, "What's the use?  Just stay in bed"
The only sign that they're doing any harm
are all the purple tracks up and down her arm

CH) If she was your daughter would you look the other way
Could you convince yourself that life is just that way?
If she was out standing on that ledge every day
Would you try to stop her
Before she threw herself away



3) A couple months ago I saw her at the store
You could hardly recognize her anymore
 I know she saw me, but she looked the other way
I wanted to tell her, but what could I say?

4) I saw her picture in the paper, and I thought
nobody ever knew the demons that she fought
Somewhere a mother cries and a father shakes his head
She never listened to a single word I said

16696. She Took A Lot Of Pills (And Died)

Robbie Fulks - She Took A Lot of Pills (And Died)

[Verse 1]
With her drop dead looks and her little-girl charm
Everybody thought she'd go far
And at twenty years old she was rich as could be
And a world-famed Hollywood star
With the big parts comin' and the sweethearts, too
Life was a hell of a ride
But her star soon fell and her body got old
So she took a lot of pills and died

[Chorus 1]
She took a lot of pills and died
Took a lot of pills and died
Her star soon fell and her body got old
So she took a lot of pills and died

[Verse 2]
While the traffic crawled by in the street outside
She was sittin' in her kitchenette
Listenin' to the scuttle of the rats in the wall
And starin' at her TV set
She once might have been too proud to be found
In a hovel on the lower East Side
But nothin' in the world seemed to matter much now
So she took a lot of pills and died

16697. She Took His Breath Away - Chords

She Took his Breath Away  - James King

Capo 4 (B)

(G) He couldn't catch her eye
(C) No matter how he'd (G) try
If she noticed him at all he couldn't (D) say



(G) He didn't know if it was love
(C) Or what the feeling (G) was 
He only knew (D) she took his breath (G) away

(G) Call it luck call it smart
(C) Somehow he won her (G) heart
She looked so gorgeous on her wedding (D) day 
(G) She whispered I love you
(C) He tried to say it (G) too
But he couldn't speak
(D) She took his breath (G) away

(G) That night he closed (C) his eyes and dreamed (G) about her
And he swore he'd love her til his dying (D) day
(G) Life just wouldn't be (C) the same (G) without her
He loved her so (D) she took his breath (G) away

(G) Two people one soul
(C) Two hearts (G) one goal
To be together for etern(D)ity

(G) She's callin for you Joe
(C) And I think you'd better (G) go
She ain't got long he heard her doctor (D) say
(G) Then kneeling by her bed
(C) The last words that she (G) said
You know you always (D) took my breath (G) away

(G) That night he closed (C) his eyes and dreamed (G) about her
And swore he'd love her til his dying (D) day
(G) He didn't have the (C) will to live (G) without her
He loved her so (D) she took his breath (G) away

(G) Oh one last time (D) she took his breath (G) away

16698. She Took The Tennessee River

She Took the Tennessee River
Special Consensus

[Verse 1]
Well I lost my heart in Knoxville town to a no-good river rat
Found out pretty early on she was never where she's at
Well the good times rolled 'til the day I told her I was wantin' more
Come to find oh she's the kind that won't tie to the shore

[Chorus]
She took the Tennessee River
She took the Tennessee River
She took the Tennessee River (And down)
Down to Chattanooga (And around)
On and to Paducah ([?])
Then the Ohio through to catch thR Mississippi



And ride it down to New Orleans

[Verse 2]
HRard she was seen in a honkytonk right about the Georgia line
So I laid out on the southern route, but couldn't get there in time
Talked to a man in Alabam, he gave me a little hope
He said, "I know the one, but I'm sorry, son; you just missed the boat."

[Chorus]
She took the Tennessee River
She took the Tennessee River
She took the Tennessee River (And down)
Down to Chattanooga (And around)
On and to Paducah ([?])
Then the Ohio through to catch the Mississippi
And then ride it down to New Orleans

[Verse 3]
Now I made it to Kentucky, boys; I feel like I could die
As from where I stand, I can see her hand wavin' me goodbye
She's on the deck of a big sternwheeler, stacks are blowin' coal
I won't give in if I have to swim to the Gulf of Mexico

[Chorus]
She took the Tennessee River
She took the Tennessee River
She took the Tennessee River (And down)
Down to Chattanooga (And around)
On and to Paducah ([?])
Then the Ohio through to catch the Mississippi
And ride it down to New Orleans

[Outro]
To catch the Mississippi
And ride it down to New Orleans

16699. She Twists the Knife Again

Richard Thompson - She Twists the Knife Again

I keep my nose clean, I keep my speech plain
I keep my promises, she twists the knife again
I shut my memory, I close my eyes and then
She takes another bite, she twists the knife again

She never leaves me my dignity
Makes a dunce of me in mixed company
No bygone can be a bygone
She throws the spanner in, she puts the screws on

In the middle of a kiss, she twists the knife again
When I get up off my knees, she twists the knife again
When I think I'm off the hook she gets me



She twists the knife again, she twists the knife again

I make my moves well, I let her tell me when
I walk a fine line, she twists the knife again
Just when the scar heals, just when the grip unbends
Just when her mind reels, she twists the knife again

She can give it out, she can't take it
She smells something bad, she has to rake it
I bring home my packet, my white-collar money
I'm in a fist fight, she thinks she's Gene Tunney

In the middle of a kiss, she twists the knife again
When I get up off my knees, she twists the knife again
When I think I'm off the hook she gets me
She twists the knife again, she twists the knife again

She never leaves me my dignity
Makes a dunce of me in mixed company
No bygone can be a bygone
She throws the spanner in, she puts the screws on

In the middle of a kiss, she twists the knife again
When I get up off my knees, she twists the knife again
When I think I'm off the hook she gets me
She twists the knife again, she twists the knife again
She twists the knife again

16700. She Used To Love My Music

She Used to Love my Music
Miles Over Mountainzs

I wrote a rambling song
About a girl gone wrong
She spread her love all over town

But she was my girlfriend
And she heard it from her friend
That she was the one I was singing about

She used to love my music
Now she hates my guts
All because I wrote a little song
'²Bout a girl that got around too much

She used to laugh at all my jokes
Now the joke is on me
Instead of saying, baby come on home
Now she says, leave me be

She used to sing my praises
But now she curses my name



Lord, she gone and told all her friends
To go ahead and do the same

Well I go to the nature (?) store
Oh, they're giving me glares
God, you think I'²d shot a man
The last time I was in there

... circles

... bitch
You'd think she'd done no wrong
But when she'²s alone
Look who'²s calling my phone

Now if you hear a rumor
Don't you let it be
Because baby, when you get it wrong
I tell ya, you'²re the fool, not me

Oh well are you that lonesome?
Are you that bored?
That you got to run your goddamn mouth
About others people's business than yours

She used to love my music
Now she hates my guts
All because I wrote a little song
'²Bout a girl that got around too much

She used to laugh at all my jokes
Now the joke is on me
(It's a joke on me)
Instead of saying, baby come on home
Now she says, leave me be

She used to love my music

16701. She Used To Say That To Me - Chords

Key of Bb 
Capo III Fret 
 
 
Let's (G) take a (D) rest 
Your (C) kisses take my (D) breath 
You (G) are the (D) best 
It's (C) never been like (D) this 
She used to say that to (C) me (D) 
Over and over (G) so sweet 
She'll tell you she'll never (C) leave (D) 
She used to say that to (G) me 
 
It (G) thrills you (D) so 



When she (C) whispers soft and (D) low 
Please (G) hold me (D) tight 
I (C) need your love to(D)night 
She used to say that to (C) me (D) 
Over and over (G) so sweet 
She'll tell you she'll never (C) leave (D) 
She used to say that to (G) me 
 
Solo 
 
I'm (G) yours, she (D) sighs 
And she (C) means it at (D) the time 
Some(G)day she'll (D) go 
If you're (C) wondering how I (D) know 
She used to say that to (C) me (D) 
Over and over (G) so sweet 
She'll tell you she'll never (C) leave (D) 
She used to say that - 
She used to say that to (C) me (D) 
Over and over (G) so sweet 
She'll tell you she'll never (C) leave (D) 
She used to say that to (G) me 
She used to say that to (G) me

16702. She Was Skinny When I Met Her - Chords

She Was Skinny When I Met Her - Hayseed Dixie

(No Capo)

(Chorus)
She was (C)skinny when I met her, used to buy her (G)lingerie, now I wish she'd wear a swe
ater
And (D)all I do is work all day so I can (G)get her more food
Well, she (C)eats me outta house and home, I used to like to (G)love her now I leave her alo
ne
She's up to (D)300 pounds, or better, she was (C)skinny when I (G)met her

She likes (C)chocolate cake, she likes T-bone steak
Now the (G)bathroom scale is about to break
She used to (D)be petite - now she can't see her feet
And (G)all she does is lay around the house and eat

(Chorus)
She was (C)skinny when I met her, used to buy her (G)lingerie, now I wish she'd wear a swe
ater
And (D)all I do is work all day so I can (G)get her more food
Well, she (C)eats me outta house and home, I used to like to (G)love her now I leave her alo
ne
She's up to (D)300 pounds, or better, she was (C)skinny when I (G)met her

Solo:  //(C) /(C) /(G) /(G) /(D) /(D) /(G) /(G) //(C) /(C) /(G) /(G) /(D) /(D) /(C) --- /(G)



She likes (C)barbeque, she likes a roast beef stew
And she (G)keeps on getting bigger, Lord, but what can I do?
She used to (D)be really hot, I used to love her a lot
But now with (G) three inches of hair and four inches of fat, well, I run outta what I got

(Chorus)
Yeah, she was (C)skinny when I met her, used to buy her (G)lingerie, now I wish she'd wear 
a sweater
And (D)all I do is work all day so I can (G)get her more food
Well, she (C)eats me outta house and home, I used to like to (G)love her now I leave her alo
ne
She's up to (D)300 pounds, or better, she was (C)skinny when I (G)met her ----

16703. She Was You

David Rawlings
She Was You

She was lovely, she was fair
Clear as night and dark as air
She was lovely, she was new
Green and lovely, she was you

Down in Paris, by the Seine
Everyone is talking rain
Chocolate caramel is so viewed
Green and lovely, she was you
You, you, you...

Every morning comes along
A million footsteps can't be wrong
And if they are, what can they do?
Green and lovely, they're all you
They're you, you...

Green and lovely, she was you

She was lovely, she was told
Honey, here's something to hold
I was was near, so near, it's true
She was lovely, she was you
She was you, you, you...

16704. She Went A Little Bit Farther

Ernest Tubb 
She Went A Little Bit Farther

Loving me to you seems such a bother



You made it easy for me to love another
So don't blame her for stealing me you let her
And where your love stopped she went a little bit farther

You changed so much I was more at ease with a stranger
It wasn't so hard our love was already danger
She does everything that pleases me you never
And where your love stopped she went a little bit farther

She went a little bit farther to make me feel love
She considered my feelings now she's all that I'm thinking of
So don't blame her for stealing me you let her
And where your love stopped she went a little bit farther

16705. She Will Never Be Mine

She Will Never Be Mine
Utah Phillips

Banjo Tuned E, Capo 3, Key of C

 C F G7
My love is a river where the white waters pour,
 
Ive hunted and trapped he through the Gates of Ladore
 C F G7
She sings though a curtain of cold mountain rain
 C
Where I dug her bright silver in the high Coeur d'Alene

Chorus:
 G
Shell never be mine
 C
Shell never be mine
 F
Ive won all her treasures so simple and fine
 G7 C
I guess shell never be mine

 C F G7
My love's a cantina where I drink with my friends;
 
I've called her Dolores and sometimes Cheyenne;
 C F G7
I followed her begging all over the West;
 C
My love is a headlight on the midnight express.

My love is Montana and the high Douglas fir,
Many long summers I've labored for her.
My love is the wind-rows of dry Autumn corn
That grew on the land where my children were born.



My love is the life that a boomer will lead,
You have bought her with lies and chained her with greed;
My love is a dreamer, I follow the dream;
You say she's a beggar, I say she's a queen.

Final chorus:
Someday she'll be mine,
Someday she'll be mine,
I've won all her treasures so simple and fine,
I know someday she'll be mine

16706. She Won't Choose Me

Dierks Bentley - She Won't Choose Me

Thought I'd died and gone to Heaven
When I first saw her there
Standin' in a sweat stained Stetson
With her cow at the county fair
I thought I knew how to make a move
But I can't make her mine
I wish I could forget her but there's just somethin' in her smile
'Cause she chews tobacco, rides on her tractor
Drives all the cowboys wild
She's a tall drink of water
A real farmer's daughter
For her love, I'd walk a country mile
But I can't get within spittin' distance
No matter how I beg or plead
My heart's crackin' 'cause she chews tobacco
But she won't choose me
Well her momma said she liked old westerns
So I did my best John Wayne
Said I bet we'd go together like grits on a gravy train
When I leaned in she gave a little grin
And puckered up her lips
And hit right where she was aimin'
Now there's a little brown stain on my boot tips
'Cause she chews tobacco, rides on her tractor
Drives all the cowboys wild
She's a tall drink of water
A real farmer's daughter
For her love, I'd walk a country mile
But I can't get within spittin' distance
No matter how I beg or plead
My heart's crackin' 'cause she chews tobacco
But she won't choose me
I know it's wrong but I can't resist
Thinkin' 'bout the taste of that first kiss
'Cause she chews tobacco, rides on her tractor
Drives all the cowboys wild
She's a tall drink of water



A real farmer's daughter
For her love, I'd walk a country mile
But I can't get within spittin' distance
No matter how I beg or plead
My heart's crackin' 'cause she chews tobacco
But she won't choose me
My heart's crackin'
She chews tobacco

16707. She'll Be Comin' 'Round The Mountain

She'll Be Comin' 'Round the Mountain

She'll be comin' 'round the mountain when she comes
She'll be comin' 'round the mountain when she comes
She'll be comin' 'round the mountain, She'll be comin' 'round the mountain
She'll be comin' 'round the mountain when she comes

She'll be drivin' six white horses when she comes,...

Oh, we'll all go out to meet her when she comes,...

We'll kill the old red rooster when she comes,...

We'll all have chicken and dumplings when she comes,...

We'll be singing "Hallelujah" when she comes,...

16708. She'll Change

Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway - She'll Change

[Verse]
She don't worry about tomorrow
She's got plenty on her mind
Don't have to beg, steal, or borrow
Just snaps her little fingers and they all stand in line

[Verse]
She's never heard the word 'division'
She don't defend or deny
In a beat, she's got every single piece
She needs to survive and daddy by her side

[Chorus]
She can paint the sun at midnight
Roll out the moon at the break of day
One woman, many wonders
One road, many ways



Just when you think you know her, shR'll change

[Verse]
She knows just how to turn the tablRs
She'll leave you tongue-tied, talking blind
And notice when she tells a fable
She'll have you hanging like a picture of a fool off every line
Don't look too careful or you'll miss her
She lights up every silver screen
And if you dare to wish her well, you better watch yourself
'Cause all bets are all off, she'll take you for everything

[Chorus]
She can paint the sun at midnight
Roll out the moon at the break of day
One woman, many wonders
One road, many ways
Just when you think you know her, she'll change

[Bridge]
Yes, if you're fortunate to love her
Don't let a moment pass you by
'Cause time's running thin
She'll be on the move again
Before you even say the word 'goodbye'

16709. She'll Change - Chords

She'll Change 
Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway

CAPO: 4th FRET
 
INTRO:
G  G  G  G
 
VERSE:
 G         F             C
She don't worry 'bout tomorrow
 G         F             C
She's got plenty on her mind
 G             F              C
Don't have to beg, steal, or borrow
      D
Just snaps her little fingers and they all stand in line
 
 G           F                C
She's never heard the word division
 G           F          C
She don't defend nor deny
G       F               C
In her reach she's got every single piece
     D



She needs to survive and a dagger by her side
 
 
CHORUS:
 C                        D
She can paint the sun at midnight
 C                                 D
Roll out the moon at the break of day
 
     G                        Em         A7
One woman, many wonders. One road, many ways.
      C                  D                G     G  G  G
Just when you think you know her, she'll change.
 
 
VERSE;
 G              F               C
She knows just how to turn the tables
 G                F                   C
She'll leave you tongue-tied talkin' rhyme
G           F                  C
And notice when she tells the fable
                 D
She'll have you hangin' like a picture of a fool off every line
 
     G             F                  C
And don't look to careful boy you'll miss her
 G             F            C
She lights up every silver screen
 G          F               C
And if you dare to wish her well, you better watch yourself
        D                                          C
'Cause all bets are off she'll take you for everything
 
 
CHORUS:
 C                        D
She can paint the sun at midnight
 C                                 D
Roll out the moon at the break of day
 
     G                        Em         A7
One woman, many wonders. One road, many ways.
      C                  D                G
Just when you think you know her, she'll change.
 
 
 
BREAK:
F                          C
If you're so fortunate to love her
 G                          Dm
Don't let a moment pass you by
 
        Am
'Cause time's running thin
          Bm



She'll be on the move again
   C                          D      E
Before you even say the word goodbye-ye
 
 
INSTRUMENATAL/SOLO:
D  E  D  E
A  F#m B D E A
 
D  E  D  E
A  F#m B D E A
 
 
CHORUS:
 D                        E
She can paint the sun at midnight
 D                                 E
Roll out the moon at the break of day
 
     A                       F#m         B  B7
One woman, many wonders. One road, many waaaays.
      D                  E                A    A  A  A  A
Just when you think you know her, she'll change.

16710. She'll Come Back

She'll Come Back
Mountain Heart - She'll Come Back

[Verse 1]
Red tail light, middle of the night
Tearing down the road
Full moon sky like a bird on the fly, there she goes
No sad tear drops falling like a hard ran
Gone, gone, gone like a runaway train

[Chorus]
When the river don't flow and the sun don't rise
When the wind don't blow in the mountain high
Whoa, whoa, whoa
When a heart won't break and a fire won't burn
Time stands still and the world won't turn
Whoa, whoa, whoa
She'll come back to me

[Verse 2]
Took her things, Took off her ring
Threw it to the ground
Tell you my guess is she's probably in Memphis by now
Hands on the wheel, pedal pushed down
If I know her she's gonna turn around

[Chorus]



When the river don't flow and the sun don't rise
When the wind don't blow in the mountain high
Whoa, whoa, whoa
When a heart won't break and a fire won't burn
Time stands still and the world won't turn
Whoa, whoa, whoa
She'll come back to me

[Bridge]
One in a million, wishful thinking
Stars don't shine, love ain't blind
That girl's gonna change her mind

[Chorus]
When the river don't flow and the sun don't rise
When the wind don't blow in the mountain high
Whoa, whoa
When a heart won't break and a fire won't burn
Time stands still and the world won't turn
Whoa, whoa
She'll come back to me
Oh, she'll come back to me
Oh, she'll come back to me
Oh, she'll come back to me

16711. She'll Go On You

She'll Go On You
Josh Turner - She'll Go On You

If you've got a little girl, you better take the time
To go to her tea parties and give her a piggyback ride
Be a dragon or a dinosaur every chance you get
Cause one day you can bet

She'll go on you
Before you turn can around
And it's so lonley watchin' that
Fast train leavin' town
Better cherish her every second of your life
Cause this preacious little thing that we call time
She'll go on you

If you got a special one
You better love her everyday
Leave her notes on the fridgerater door
And send her sweet bouquets
Always be her confidant
A safe place for her to rest
Or that little thing you call you happiness

She'll go on you
Before you turn around



And it's so lonley watchin' that
Fast train leavin' town
Better cherish her every second of your life
Take her in your arms and do her right
She'll go on you

If you've got you momma there
You outta thank her everyday
For nursin' all your colds and
Sittin' up when you'd stay out late
Now all her hair is grey, and every year she's not as strong
One of these days before to long

She'll go on you
Before you turn around
And it's so lonley watchin' that
Fast train leavin' town
Better cherish her every second of your life
Cause before you get the chance to say goodbye
She'll go on you

Yeah this preacious little thing that we call life
She'll go on you

16712. She'll Remember

She'll Remember

Another day
I spend alone
Here lately
I cry and moan
But she'll remember
Yea she'll remember

Early mornin's
I just suffer through Since feelin' empty's
What I'm bound to do
But she'll remember
Yea she'll remember

When every choice filled with regret Even though they haven't yet
Make her thoughts surrender
Then she'll remember

Late afternoon
I curl up tight To fight back tears I'll shed all night
But she'll remember
Yea she'll remember

Be no debatin' right or wrong
It's just a matter of how long
Those lies degend her



Then she'll remember

She'll try she'll try
But there won't be
No more escape
From her own lonely memories

Mine may be
The only scars that show
From every break
One heart could know 
But she'll remember
Yea she'll remember

Once all that's left is what's been used
And any chance to hide from the truth
Keeps gettin' slimmer
Then she'll remember

So, one more day
I'll spend alone
Like every other 
I cry and moan
But she'll remember
Yea she'll remember

The early mornin's
Late afternoons
Each empty night
I'm still sufferin' through
But she'll remember
Yea she'll remember

When every choice filled with regret
Even though they haven't yet
Make her thoughts surrender
Then she'll remember

16713. She's A Hurricane - Chords

She's A Hurricane
The Brothers Comatose

[Verse]
D                       G          D
Well she rolled in like a tropical storm
A                   G             D
Waves grew high and the water got warm
D               G         D
Clouds begin to cover the sun
A                      G        D
She's raising a ruckus just for fun
 



[Verse]
D                       G          D
I looked around and saw everybody running
A                             G       D
Better find shelter there's a storm a coming
D               G    D
Got myself in a mess again
A                                G        D
But I like a little trouble every now and agian
 
[Chorus]
        A                 D
She's a hurricane and she tore the place apart
        A                   D
She's a hurricane and she's breaking everbody's heart
   G                     D
No nothings gunna be the same
G                             D
Since she rolled through that day
A                            D
She's a hurricane and I dont mind
 
D G D
A G D
 
[Verse]
D                         G          D
Well the wind it sang and sounded so sweet
A              G         D
Nearly blew me off of my feet
D                    G           D
She smiled at me and asked me to stay
A                           G          D
That storm picked me up and carried me away
 
[Chorus]
        A                 D
She's a hurricane and she tore the place apart
        A                   D
She's a hurricane and she's breaking everbody's heart
   G                     D
No nothings gunna be the same
G                             D
Since she rolled through that day
A                            D
She's a hurricane and I dont mind
 
D G D
A G D
 
[Verse]
D                      G           D
That rain came down so hard and so fast
A                G        D
Soon I forgot my troubled past
D                     G      D
Now I know I'll never be the same



A                   G   D
Since I weathered that hurricane
 
[Chorus]
        A                 D
She's a hurricane and she tore the place apart
        A                   D
She's a hurricane and she's breaking everbody's heart
   G                     D
No nothings gunna be the same
G                             D
Since she rolled through that day
A                            D
She's a hurricane and I dont mind
 
A                            D
She's a hurricane and I dont mind
 
A                               D
She's a hurricane and she's all mine

16714. She's A Little Bit Country - Chords

She's A Little Bit Country
(Ernest Tubb) 
Lester Flatt

C
She's a big city girl, with so many way's
 F C
She walks and she talks uptown

But she's got something hard to find now-a-days
G7 C
That keeps me a hangin' around
 F
She's a little bit country
 C
Makes me think of meadows and clver

Apple pie and a pup named Rover

Ant the good ole days

 F 
Lordy she don't know what cheatin' means
 C
And I ain't gonna teach her them kind of things
 G7
She's a little bit country
 C
And I've got country ways



We'll I've been all around this troubled ole world
 F C
But I've never found peace of mind

Til I met that pretty little city girl
 F C
Lord they ought to make more of her kind

16715. She's A Railroad Lady

She's A Railroad Lady

She's a railroad lady, just a little bit shady
Spending her days on the train
She's a semi good looker, but the fast rails they took her
Now she's trying, just trying to get home again. 

 South Station in Boston to the stockyards in Austin
From the Florida sunshine to the New Orleans rain
Now that the rail packs have taken the best tracks
She's trying, just trying to get home again. 

 She's a railroad lady, just a little bit shady
Spendin' her days on the train
Once a pullman car traveller, now the switchmen won't have her
She's trying, just trying to get home again. 

 Once a high-ballin' loner who thought he could own her
He bought her a fur coat and big diamond ring
But she hocked 'em for hard cash, left town on the Wabash
Never thinkin', never thinkin' of home way back then 

 Now the rails are all rusty, and the dining car dusty
The gold plated watches have taken their toll
The railroad is dying and the lady is crying
On a bus to Kentuckyand home, that's her goal 

 She's a railroad lady, just a little bit shady
Spendin' her days on the train
She's a semi good looker, but the fast rails they took her
Now she's tryin', just tryin' to get home again.

16716. She's A Rainbow

Molly Tuttle - She's a Rainbow

She comes in colors everywhere
She combs her hair
She's like a rainbow



Coming colors in the air
Oh, everywhere
She comes in colors
She comes in colors everywhere
She combs her hair
She's like a rainbow
Coming colors in the air
Oh, everywhere
She comes in colors
Have you seen her dressed in blue?
See the sky in front of you
And her face is like a sail
Specks of white so fair and pale
Have you seen a lady fairer?
She comes in colors everywhere
She combs her hair
She's like a rainbow
Coming colors in the air
Oh, everywhere
She comes in colors
Have you seen her all in gold?
Like a queen in days of old
She shoots colors all around
Like a sunset going down
Have you seen a lady fairer?
She comes in colors everywhere
She combs her hair
She's like a rainbow
Coming colors in the air
Oh, everywhere
She comes in colors

16717. She's A Sailor

She's a Sailor
The Flying Burrito Brothers

She's a sailor, sailor
Sailing from one man to another
Just when you think her anchor's in you'll talk of love
She tells you that she cannot stay

She's a writer, writer
She'll say she needs your love to guide her
Just when you've convinced your heart love's on its trail
She'll just up and say farewell

Well, buy other things your comfort ease the loneliness you fear
And warm your nights when winter comes around
But in the Spring when robins sing
And snow has disappeared
Wish her out on love you hadn't found



She's a flier, flier
A bird of love that takes you higher
But when you think love's found your nest of unhappiness
She spreads her wings and flies away

High on a limb she'll come to please the loneliness you fear
And warm your nights when winter comes around
But in the Spring when robins sing
And snow has disappeared
You'll wish her out of love you hadn't found

She's a teaser, teaser
She'll make you promise you won't leave her
She'll fall in love with you until it's time to find
Another game for her to play

She's a sailor, sailor
Sailing from one man to another
Just when you think her anchor's in you'll talk of love
She tells you that she cannot stay

She's a teaser, teaser
She'll make you promise you won't leave her
She'll fall in love with you until it's time to find
Another game for her to play

16718. She's A Self Made Man

She's a Self Made Man
Larkin Poe - She's a Self Made Man

[Verse 1]
I was down and out, now I'm up again
When I roll the dice, everybody wins
Like a cannonball movin' down the track
Baby's on her way, she ain't comin' back
(Never comin' back, never comin' back)
Baby's on her way

[Verse 2]
Shootin' out the lights and the smoke alarms
Keep your fingers crossed, I'm a lucky charm
Like a cannonball movin' down the track
Baby's on her way, she ain't comin' back
(Never comin' back, never comin' back)
Baby's on her way, eh
(Never comin' back, never comin' back)
Baby's on her way

[Chorus]
Like it or not, I don't give a damn
Lord have mercy, I'm a self-made man
(Oh, self-made man)



(Oh, self-made man)

[Verse 3]
I can't let it go, gotta do or die
For an underdog, I've been ridin' high
Gonna juice it up in my Pontiac
Baby's on her way, she ain't comin' back
(Never comin' back, never comin' back)
Oh, baby's on her way, ah-ah
(Never comin' back, never comin' back)
Baby's on her way

[Chorus]
Like it or not, I don't give a damn
Lord have mercy, I'm a self-made man
I got a plan up top and two strong hands
Lord have mercy, I'm a self-made man
(Oh, self-made man)
(Oh, self-made man)
[Guitar Solo]

16719. She's About A Mover

Steve Earle - She's About a Mover

She was walking down the street
Looking fine as she could be, hey, hey
She was walking down the street
She's looking fine as she could be, hey, hey
You know I love you, baby
Oh hear what is say, hey, hey
She walked right up to me
Said, "Hey, big boy, what's your name?"
She walked right up to me
Said, "Hey, big boy, what's your name?" Hey, hey
We had love and conversation
Oh yeah, what I say, hey hey
She's about a mover
She's about a mover
She's about a mover
She's about a mover
Hey, hey
She's about a mover
She's about a mover
You know I love you, baby
Oh yeah, what I say, yeah, hey
Now, she walked right up to me, talkin' about me
She said, "Hey, big boy, what's your name?"
Well, she walked right up to me
Said, "Hey, big boy, what's your name?"
We had love and conversation
Oh yeah, what I say, hey hey



16720. She's About Trouble

She's About Trouble 
Lonesome River Band
 
CHORUS: 
She's about trouble, she's about to take me 
Down that road of despair and agony 
Am I gonna let her, better forget her 
'Cause She's about trouble and misery 
 
Oh I ain't gonna let her, try to shame me 
Oh I ain't gonna let her, wear my ring 
She'll walk away, and leave me standing 
In a world of trouble and misery 
 
I've been tried, and I've been tempted 
Her wicked ways, are plain to see 
You'll walk away, and leave me standing 
In a world of trouble and misery

16721. She's Already Gone

Ernest Tubb 
She's Already Gone

I don't worry anymore like I did before
She's not leaving she's already gone
And I won't be slipping 'round afraid I might be found
Cause she won't be waiting 'round when I get home
I won't listen to her cry I won't tell her another lie
She's not leaving she's already gone

I no longer have to see the way she looked at me
Or hear her crying in her sleep all night long
I won't hurt her anymore like I did before
She's not leaving she's already gone
I don't worry anymore like I did before
She's not leaving she's already gone

16722. She's Becoming Gold

Marc Cohn - She's becoming gold

She runs down the staircase
And into the yard



And she goes down to the end of the drive
With her friends on the phone
And her angels on guard
She's just recently feeling alive
After all of the tears and the changes
Now there's something that's taken ahold
She's becoming gold
She's becoming gold

She thinks of a boy
That she knew back in school
And she wonders if he's doing all right
The man of her dreams
Isn't all that he seems
And the baby don't sleep through the night
Something is moving inside her
And the weather is turning so cold
But she's becoming gold,
She's becoming gold
She's becoming gold (I've seen her)
She's becoming gold

She can hear in the distance
The sound of the cars
And she sees the snow falling down on the hill
Now the trees and the houses
Are white as the stars
And she doesn't wanna cry
But she probably will
As she thinks about all of life's mystery
And how slowly the answers unfold
She's becoming gold
She's becoming gold

16723. She's Crazy For Leavin'

Rodney Crowell - She's Crazy for Leavin'

[Verse 1]
Well, the bus pulled away in a roaring black cloud
I stood in the road, honey, I hollered right out loud
"Hey darlin', I love ya, hey bus driver whoa!"
But you can't stop a woman who is out of control

[Chorus]
Well, she's crazy for leavin', I told her so
And the boys at the bus stop just said, "Man, let her go!"
She's crazy for leavin', I told her so
But you can't stop a woman who is out of control

[Verse 2]
So I punched out my truck on a telephone pole
Well she never looked back, she just said, "Go, driver, go!"



Oh, I know I could have stopped her, but I ran out of luck
She was long gone to Lufkin by the time they got me out of the truck

[Chorus]
Well, she's crazy for leavin', I told her so
And the boys at the bus stop just said, "Fool, let her go!"
She's crazy for leavin', I told her so
But you can't stop a woman who is out of control

[Verse 3]
So I kicked and I cussed that old East Texas road
I throwed rocks at my truck which had busted my nose
Add insult to injury, what do you get?
A bus stop full of honkys that don't never forget

[Chorus]
Well, she's crazy for leavin', I told her so
And the boys at the bus stop just said, "Man, let her go!"
She's crazy for leavin', I told her so
But you can't stop a woman who is out of control
Whoa she's crazy for leavin', I told her so
And the bus depot lady just said, "Hon, I don't know"
She's crazy for leavin', I told her so
But you can't stop a woman who is out of control

16724. She's Every Woman

She's Every Woman - Garth Brooks 

She's sun and rain, she's fire and ice 
A little crazy but it's nice 
And when she gets mad, you best leave her alone 
'Cause she'll rage just like a river 
Then she'll beg you to forgive her 
She's every woman that I've ever known 

She's so New York and then L.A. 
And every town along the way  
She's every place that I've never been 
She's makin love on rainy nights 
She's a stroll through Christmas lights  
And she's everything I want to do again 

It needs no explanation 
'Cause it all makes perfect sense 
For when it comes down to temptation 
She's on both sides of the fence 

No it needs no explanation 
'Cause it all makes perfect sense 
When it comes down to temptation 
She's on both sides of the fence 



She's anything but typical 
She's so unpredictable 
Oh but even at her worst it ain't that bad 
She's as real as real can be  
And she's every fantasy 
Lord she's every lover that I've ever had 
And she's every lover that I've never had

16725. She's Everything

Brad Paisley - She's Everything 

She's a yellow pair of running shoes
A holey pair of jeans
She's looks great in cheap sunglasses
She looks great in anything
She's ?I want a piece of chocolate?
?Take me to a movie?
She's ?I can't find a thing to wear?
Now and then she's moody
She's a Saturn with a sunroof
With her brown hair a blowin'
She's a soft place to land
And a good feeling knowing
She's a warm conversation that I wouldn't miss for nothing
She's a fighter when she's mad and a lover when she's loving
She's everything that I ever wanted
And everything I need
When I talk about her I go on and on and on
Cause she is everything to me
She's a Saturday out on the town
Church girl on Sunday
A cross around her neck and a cuss word cause it's Monday
She's a bubble bath and candle baby come and kiss me
She's a one glass of wine and she's feelin kinda tipsy
She's the giver I wish I could be and the stealer of the covers
She's the picture in my wallet, she's my unborn baby's mother
She's the hand that I'm holdin when I'm on my knees and prayin
She's the answer to my prayers
She's the song that I'm playin and
She's everything that I ever wanted
And everything I need
When I talk about her I go on and on and on
Cause she is everything to me
She's the voice I love to hear
Someday when I'm 90
She's that wooden rocking chair
I want rocking right beside me
Everyday that passes I only love her more
Yea she's the one that id lay down my own life for
She's everything that I ever wanted
And everything I need
When I talk about her I go on and on and on



Cause she is everything to me

16726. She's Gone Away - Chords

She's Gone Away 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
C  Eaug F  Fm(maj7)  G  C
 
 
[Verse 1]
C              Eaug
Early when the sun is yawning
F                 Fm(maj7)      G    G7
And the morning's barely dawning grey
C              Eaug
I just lie and think about her
F            Fm(maj7)       G
It's another do without her day
F           C  C7
She's gone away
F                   E         E7     Am      C7
Don't care much for breakfast any - more
            F             Fm(maj7)      G G7
With just a coffee cup to keep me company
C                      A/C#   Dm
The empty chair at the table, Lord I miss her so
Bb                         G           G7
  Why she had to go, don't know, don't know
 
[Instrumental]
C       Eaug
F       Fm(maj7)  G    G7
C       Eaug
F       Fm(maj7)     G
F       C     C7
F       E     E7     Am      C7
F       Fm(maj7)  G    G7
C       A/C#   Dm
Bb       G      G7
 
[Verse 2]
C            Eaug
In the lowly blue of evening
F                Fm(maj7)         G    G7
 When the turtle dove is grieving low
C                 Eaug
Me and my old gui-tar remember
  F                     Fm(maj7)         G    G7
A voice that sang those sweet and tender songs
     F          C   C7
that we used to know



        F             E7             Am  C7
And the music that we used to listen to
      F               Fm(maj7)    G   G7
I can hardly stand to hear it any-more
C                  A/C#             Dm
I've packed up her records and some other things she left
Bb                        G             G7
  Why she went away don't know, I can't say
 
[Outro]
C              Eaug
Early when the sun is yawning
F                 Fm(maj7)       G    G7
And the morning's barely dawning grey
C              Eaug
I just lie and think about her
F            Fm(maj7)      G
It's another do without her day
F           C
She's gone away   um    gone away

16727. She's Gone, Gone, Gone

She's Gone, Gone, Gone
JD Crowe

Shes gone, gone, gone, gone,gone, gone
Crying won't bring her back
The more that I cry the faster that train
Flys father on down the track

She said if ever deceived her
She'd be gone before I could count ten
I guess that I didn't believe her
Now look at the trouble I'm in

* refrain

I've lost ever right to be happy
When I lost the heaven I found
She said she'd be gone and she left me
Before my first tear hit the ground

* Refrain

If only knew where find her
I'd crawl there on my hands and knees
Each tick of the clock there reminds her
She's one second farther from me

* Refrain

Father on down the track



Father on down the track

16728. She's Gonna Make It

She's Gonna Make It
Garth Brooks - She's Gonna Make It

He followed her to work this morning
He'd never seen that dress before
She seemed to sail right through
Those dark clouds forming
That he knows he's headed for

After seven years of marriage
He wanted out
Now after seven months of freedom
It's clear that there's no doubt

She's gonna make it
And he never will
He's at the foot of the mountain
And she's over that hill
He's sinkin' at sea
And her sails are filled
She's gonna make it
And he never will

And you know it's not like she's forgot about him
She's just dealing with the pain
And the fact that she's survived so well without him
You know it's driving him insane

And the craze thing about it
Is she'd take him back
But the fool in him that walked out
Is the fool who just won't ask

She's gonna make it
And he never will
He's at the foot of the mountain
And she's over that hill
He's sinkin' at sea
And her sails are filled
She's gonna make it
And he never will

16729. She's Got Skillz



Tim O'Brien - (She's Got) Skillz

Little rump shaker she can really shake and bake
She's got skillz
Watch her slippin and a slidin' working booty left to right
She's got skillz
She can work it to the left
Work it to the right
She wants to get a little freaky tonight
She's got the potion in the motion
To cure my illz
She's got skillz
She shimmies up my jimmy and she'll do me all night long
She's got skillz
In the mornin' when I'm yawnin' she gives me a sticky bun
She's got skillz
Yum yum eat 'em up think I'm in luck because
She wants to lick me like a lollipop
She's got the potion in the motion
To cure my illz
She's got skillz
Skillz
Girl has it goin' on
She's got skillz
Work her booty all night long
She's got skillz
Makes me wanna scooby doo
She's got skillz
Makes me want to zoom zoom zoom
She's got the potion in the motion
To cure my illz
She's got skillz
Yum yum eat 'em up think I'm in luck because
She wants to lick me like a lollipop
She's got the potion in the motion
To cure my illz
She's got skillz
Little rump shaker got the flavor that I like
She's got skillz
Little cutie with that booty, think I'll take her home
Tonight
She's got skillz

16730. She's Got the Rhythm (And I Got the Blues)

She's Got the Rhythm (And I Got the Blues)

This old bar stools feeling higher
As a started sinking lower
The minute that she waltzed right through that door
Not long ago I held her
Like a fool I went and left her
Now she's with somebody else out on that floor



And she's got the rhythm and I got the blues
And she's showing me how much I had to lose
With her every little move she's telling me I'm over you
She's got the rhythm and I got the blues

Well that music's gettin' louder
As my heart keeps beatin' faster
As she spells out regret in perfect time
Well I thought I wanted freedom
But that ball and chain I needed
'Cause when you choose, sometimes you lose the prize

And she's got the rhythm and I got the blues
And she's showing me how much I had to lose
With her every little move she's telling me I'm over you
She's got the rhythm and I got the blues
With her every little move she's telling me I'm over you
She's got the rhythm and I got the blues

16731. She's Got The Rhythm (And I Got The Blues)

Alan Jackson - She's Got The Rhythm (And I Got The Blues) 

This old bar stool's feelin' higher 
'Cause I've started sinkin' lower 
The minute that she waltzed right through that door 
Not long ago I held her, like a fool I went and left her 
Now she's with somebody new out on that floor 
(Chorus)
And she's got the rhythm and I got the blues 
And She's showin' me how much I had to lose 
With her every little move she's tellin' me I'm over you 
She's got the rhythm and I've got the blues 
Well that music's gettin' louder 
As my heart keeps beatin' faster 
As she spells out regret in perfect time 
Well I thought I wanted freedom but that ball and chain I need 'em 
'Cause when you choose sometimes you lose the prize 
(Chorus) 
Yeah with her every little move she's tellin' me I'm over you 
She's got the rhythm and I got the blues

16732. She's Got You

Rhiannon Giddens - She's Got You

[Verse 1]
I've got your picture that you gave to me
And it's signed with love, just like it used to be



The only thing different, the only thing new
I've got your picture, she's got you

[Verse 2]
I've got the records that we used to share
And they still sound the same as when you were here
The only thing different, the only thing new
I've got the records, she's got you

[Chorus]
I've got your memory, or has it got me?
I really don't know, but I know that it won't let me be

[Verse 3]
I've got your class ring, and it proved you cared
And it still looks the same, the very same as when you gave it, dear
The only thing different, the only thing new
I've got these little things, she's got you

[Chorus]
I've got your memory, or has it got me?
I really don't know, but I know that it won't let me be

[Outro]
I've got your picture that you gave to me
And it's signed with love, just like it used to be
The only thing different, the only thing new
I've got these little things, she's got you
I've got these little things, she's got you

16733. She's Just A Cute Thing

She's Just A Cute Thing
Jimmy Martin

She's just a cute thing
With eyes that sparkle with love
Thinking of her beauties
Oh how I wish I could hug

She's not the kind you picture
In any walk of life
And I can see her only
As my beloved wife

I courted her in high school and there I won her love
I swore her in high school and there I won her love
And then I joined the service I lived to serve my time
And then a guy met her with eyes that seemed like mine

I scorned for this action
And now might say that we're through
But trying to forget her



Is more than I can do

16734. She's Just A Memory

She's Just A Memory
Junior Sisk - She's Just A Memory

[Chorus]
She's just a memory that I can't forget
A painful reminder I've come to regret
She's been gone forever, but she ain't left yet
She's just a memory that I can't forget

[Verse 1]
The tears that I'm cryin' won't bring her back home
It's been a whole year now, and I'm still alone
You'd think I'd know better than to keep hangin' on
But it's hard to forget her when she ain't even gone

[Chorus]
She's just a memory that I can't forget
A painful reminder I've come to regret
She's been gone forever, but she ain't left yet
She's just a memory that I can't forget

[Verse 2]
Someday I'll be better, and I'll quit feelin' sad
I won't think about her, and the love that we had
I'll not be a prisoner to her love again
Someday I'll be better, but I don't know when

[Chorus]
She's just a memory that I can't forget
A painful reminder I've come to regret
She's been gone forever, but she ain't left yet
She's just a memory that I can't forget
Yeah, she's just a memory that I can't forget

16735. She's Just My Type

She's Just My Type
Hayseed Dixie - She's Just My Type

She's unproductive and destructive
It's too bad she's so seductive
She's just my type
She's just my type
She hates cleanin', she hates cookin'
Too bad she's so good lookin



She's just my type
Yeah, she's just my type
Alright
She's mean, she's unclean
In a way she fills those jeans
She's just my type
Yeah, she's just my type
She always tells me lies
Runs around with other guys
When I get myself up in her thighs
She's just my type
Yeah, she's just my type
Oh baby I should listen
When my friends say she's a witch
And maybe if she pissed me off
She's such a total bitch
But she's just my type
Yeah, she's just my type
She's vicious, unambitious
It's too bad she's so delicious
She's just my type
She's just my type
She's a total slut
She's got no job
But then away she gives a [Radio Edit]
She's just my type
Yeah, she's just my type
Maybe if she'd make me mad
She hurts me with such verve
Maybe she's the kind of girl
A jerk like me deserves
Cause she's just my type
Yeah she's just my type
Yeah she's just my type
She's just my type
Come on, come on
She's just my type
She's just my type
She's just my type
She's just my type
She's just my type

16736. She's Leaving Me Because She Really Wants To

Emmylou Harris
She's Leaving Me Because She Really Wants To

[Verse]
Thank you, my friend
I sincerely appreciate the words you say
About how she'll cry and how she'll grieve
And miss me when she goes away



Say them again
I need to hear the words once more
I can't believe how she'll miss me when she's gone
And how she'll want to come back home and never leave

[Chorus]
She's leaving me because she really wants to
And she'll be happy when she's gone
She'll be happy, she'll be so very happy
She'll dance and sing or even learn to fly
And spend her time with anyone but me

[Verse]
What's that you say?
That I'll get over her the more that time goes by?
But time goes so slow
When all I have to do is sit around and cry

No, she won't be back
I'd be a fool to try to fool myself that way
I know she hasn't one regret
Because she hasn't had one since the day she came to stay
[Chorus]
She's leaving me because she really wants to
And she'll be happy when she's gone
She'll be happy, she'll be so very happy
She'll dance and sing or even learn to fly
And spend her time with anyone but me

[Outro]
She'll be happy when she's gone
She'll be happy when she's gone
She'll be happy when she's gone
She'll be happy when she's gone

16737. She's Left Me Again - Chords

She's Left Me Again
Written and recorded by Jimmy Martin

C F
There'll be no tomorrow since she left me today
G7 C
I just can't be happy since you've gone away
 F
I keep searchin' for happiness it seems I never win
G7 C
Lord I'm so lonesome she's left me again

 F
When she came back the last time everything seemed so gay
G7 C
I thought we were happy that she was home to stay



 F
There'll never be a next time for me this is the end
G7 C
We tried to start all over but she left me again

 F
Heaven knows I love her she's often told me the same
G7 C
But now I know her sweet words they didn't mean a thing
 F
She took away the only love for me has ever been
G7 C
Lord I'm so lonesome she's left me again

Repeat #1

16738. She's Looking Better By The Minute

Ernest Tubb 
She's Looking Better By The Minute

She's looking better by the minute
Well, I don't know what's in it
That makes the drink turn a poor boy's head

She's not much to look at a little old and a little fat
But I'll hang around and have a beer or two
For I know if I'll drink enough she won't look quite so rough
It's amazing what a little beer can do

She's looking better by the minute
Well, I don't know what's in it
That makes the drink turn a fellow's head
She's looking better by the minute
I guess they must have invented it
To go right to a poor boy's head

Now she don't looks so awful bad
Considerin' all this beer I've had
As a matter of fact guess I could do worse
I could take a six-pack home
But I sure hate to drink alone
It takes more than beer to quench my thirst

She's looking better by the minute
Well, I don't know what's in it
That makes the drink turn a fellow's head
She's looking better by the minute
I guess they must have invented it
To go right to a poor boy's head

Now in the darkness of this bar she looks like a movie star
That goes to show how wrong the guy can be



I guess I'd better pick her up fore I start to sober up
We'll have a ball this movie star and me

She's looking better by the minute
Well, I don't know what's in it
That makes the drink turn a fellow's head
She's looking better by the minute
I guess they must have invented it
To go right to a poor boy's head
To go right to a poor boy's head

16739. She's Mine

Brett Dennen - She's Mine

Well the
witches stare with their limbs akimbo
Silhouettes of statues up in the window
Call me to come here with a
crooked crescendo
But i don't
Devotees
dance among the
pantomime
on the
promenade
Into
a
tabernacle on the lawn
But i don't follow
Because she's mine
, she's mine, she's mine, all mine
Yeah she's mine, mine, mine, mmm
Midnight moved across the people's park
And i fled the
fire
like a
spinning spark
Up
onto a porch in the
dark
She was waiting right there for me
She knows that my hands are empty
As i go past the mothers of envy
And i don't have to fumble in the dark for my keys
I believe she's mine, she's mine, she's mine, all mine
Yeah she's mine, mine, mine, mmm
The pupils gather in the yard
Around the
pulpit made of cards
And waited for their leader's words
But his words didn't make much sense



16740. She's More to Be Pitied

Ricky Skaggs - She's More to Be Pitied
Seldom Scene - Stanley Brothers

She's there at the bar every evening
Face powdered and cheeks painted red
Her beauty has faded too early
Brought on by the fast life she's led.

She's more to be pitied than scolded
She needs to be loved not despised
Too much beer and wine, too many good times
The lure of the honky-tonk wrecked her young life.

She once was the belle of the ballroom
She'd a made some man a sweet wife
But too many parties, the wrong side of town
Ruined her happy young life.

She's more to be pitied than scolded
She needs to be loved not despised
Too much beer and wine, too many good times
The lure of the honky-tonk wrecked her young life.

She's more to be pitied than scolded
She needs to be loved not despised
Too much beer and wine, too many good times
The lure of the honky-tonk wrecked her young life.

Too much beer and wine, too many good times
The lure of the honky-tonk wrecked her young life

16741. She's My Curly Headed Baby

She's My Curly Headed Baby

She's my curly headed baby
Used to sit on Momma's knee
She's my curly headed baby
She's from sunny Tennessee

I have loved her since I met her
More than any tongue can tell
If she ever proves false hearted
I can never say farewell

I am funny about the women
For I'll tell you what they'll do



They'll be crying over your shoulder
And flirtin' with another too

She's my curly headed baby
I don't care what people say
If she leaves me for another
That will be her burying day

I'd rather be in some dark hollow
Where the sun don't never shine
Than for her to be some others darlin'
When she promised to be mine

16742. She's My Ever Lovin' Machine - Chords

She's My Ever Lovin' Machine
Bobby Bare

C G
Well friends you know once I was took in
 C
By a girl with a twinkly eye
 F
But the first time that I wasn't lookin'
 G C
She ran off with a handsomer guy oh my

C G
But I'm an inventin' type feller
 C 
So as soon as my brain got uncurled
 F
I tiptoed right down to my cellar
 G C
And built a mechanical girl

Chorus
C G
Oh her arms are iron her legs are steel
 C
Her hips are on wires attached to a wheel
 F
And her spine is a coil that I now and then oil
 G C
She's my ever lovin' machine

(Change Key To D)
D A
She's always right there when I need her
 D
And she's very easy to please
 G
And hardly cost nothing to feed her



 A D
Just some water and oil and grease

D A
She never complains when I stay out all night
 D
She never complains that I ain't rich
 G
And each time I want her just to cuddle me up tight
 A D
I just reach out and turn on 'er switch

(Repeat Chorus)

D A
Oh her arms are iron her legs are steel
 D
Her hips are on wires attached to a wheel
 G
And her spine is a coil that I now and then oil
 F D
She's my ever lovin' machine

(Change Key To E)

E B
She has no trouble makin' her mind up
 E
Cause friends I did not give her a mind
 A
And her heart is a clock that I wind up
 B E
So I know that she'll love me in time

E B
She always did what she was supposed to
 E
Right up to this evening but then
 A
She had an affair with a toaster
 B E
And they ran off and left me again

(Repeat Chorus)

E B
Oh her arms are iron her legs are steel
 E
Her hips are on wires attached to a wheel
 A
And her spine is a coil that I now and then oil
 B E
She's my ever lovin' machine



16743. She's My Friend

She's My Friend
Jeremy Garrett

[Verse 1]
If ever I'm lonely
She knows how to hold me right on time
And if I'm caught' in' a drift or' lost out at sea
She's my lifeline

[Chorus]
A' voice in the wilderness calling out my name
A light shining down from up above
It's more than the way she touches my hand
More than just being in love
She's my friend

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
I've got all I need
With her on my team, this I know
And no matter how far I go chasin' a dream
She will follow

[Chorus]
A voice in the wilderness calling out my name
A light shining down from up above
It's more than the way she touches my hand
More than just being in love
She's my friend
[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
A voice in the wilderness calling out my name
A light shining down from up above
It's more than the way she touches my hand
More than just being in love
She's my friend

[Outro]
She's my friend
She's my friend

16744. She's My Mother - Chords

She's My Mother
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Charlie Louvin, Eddie Hill, Ira Louvin

C                        F
I'm thinking of a little lady 



    C                        G7
She bears her load without a friend
    C                       F
The one who rocked me in my cradle 
    C           G7                 C
And through the years she loves me yet
                             F
The roses on her cheeks have faded 
    C                         G7
And when they pass her on the street
      C                          F
Would break my heart to see them mock her 
  C          G7               C
Although she may not dress so neat
    F                     C
She was the first to ever love me 
    F        C              G7
The first to hold me to her breast
    F                         C
God bless her cause she is my mother 
                  G7               C
And she'll be the last one I'll forget
                           F
Her way may seem a bit old fashioned 
    C                           G7
And some may laugh when passing by
    C                       F
I'm not ashamed to call her mother 
   C        G7           C
My love for her I'll not deny
Repeat #3

16745. She's My Something Else

Keller Williams - She's My Something Else

she
is looking for something different
she
is looking for something else
she
is looking for higher meaning
she
is searching for a song

something that's worth strumming
that she could relate to
something you never thought
and not about myself

something that was touching
strong enough to touch others
something that was worth



more than wealth
worth more than wealth
worth more than wealth
worth more than wealth

she is my deeper meaning
she is my state of health
she is my solar system
and she's
my somethin else
my somethin else
my somethin else
my something else

she
she's my teacher
she
she is my shrink
she
she feeds me nourshment
she
she makes me think
differently

she was not looking
for some stream of consciousness
she was not looking
for tongue and cheek
she was not looking
for something to decipher
she was only looking
for something more concrete
more concrete
more concrete
more concrete

she is my deeper meaning
she is my state of health
she is my solar system
she's my somethin else
my somethin else
my somethin else
my something else

somethin that's never been sung before
seems so impossible
but it's something that has been done before
so she has hope
on finding that song
just might change her life
or at least
for the whole night long

ohh
ohh
ohh
ohh



she was lookin for something sweeter
she she was looking for a song
she is like a jacuzzi heater
she gets hot when you turn her on

something that's worth strummin
that you can relate to
somethin universal
not about myself
somethin that was touching
strong enough to touch others
something that was worth more than wealth
worth more than wealth
worth more than wealth
worth more than wealth

she is my deeper meaning
she is my state of health
she is my solar system
she's my somethin else
my somethin else
my somethin else
my somethin else

16746. She's Never Coming Back

She's Never Coming Back 
The Chapmans
 
We've had our last fight, now it's over 
We won't have to fight anymore 
She packed her bags and she told me goodbye 
As she was walkin' out the door 
 
CHORUS: 
Can't you hear that engine whistle 
Blowin lonesome down the track 
It's tellin' me, my baby's left 
And she's never comin' back 
 
I've cried and I've cried since we parted 
No one knows just what I've been through 
But the further she gets on down the track 
The more that my heart breaks in two

16747. She's No Angel



She's No Angel
Osborne Brothers

You see her there at the bar cross the room
She looks like an angel with her paint and perfume
You'd like to meet her your conscience says no
Obey your conscience turn around and go

   She's no angel, no angel, her wings are not real
   She'll ruin your life if your heart she can steal
   She'll tell you tales to bring tears to your eyes
   But don't you believe them for they're only lies

You think if only she could be your own
You'd be more contented than a king on his throne
You'd better not trust her it's wrong if you do
She's broken many hearts and she'll break yours too

16748. She's No Lady

She's No Lady 
Lonesome River Band
 
Tonight I hold the one I love far from the one at home 
Picked her up some time ago, never feel alone, 
I've held on tight too many years, to ever set her free
Though she's not a lady she still means the world to me
 
CHORUS: 
She's no lady but I love her, she's been known to be untrue 
She's been knocked around and picked on 
Even dropped a time or two 
She's been passed around at parties 
Set on everybody's knee
This old, guitar's changed hands a time or two 
but it still belongs to me
  
She's the one who keeps me from my wife and family half the time 
She haunts me and she drives me to those honky tonk dives
Pick her up each evening, as the neon starts to glow
And hold her closer to my heart than any lady I'll ever know
  
She's been passed around at parties, set on everybody's knee
This old guitar's changed hands, a time or two 
but it still belongs to me
This old guitar's changed hands, a time or two 
but it still belongs to me

16749. She's On My Mind



Kenny & Amanda Smith Band - She's On My Mind
Album: Always Never Enough

Goin on missing my baby
Haven't seen her that much lately
and though she seems unchanged by time
She's not even sayin' hello
She said goodbye
I think about it all the time
She's on my mind
I wish I had her in my life
But she said goodbye
Yeah, yeah
She said goobdye
Yeah, yeah
I don't think she knows
What she's doin to me
When she said goodbye
Well she runs from the sound of my feet on the ground
And she screams when I cried out loud
When I cried out loud
She said goodbye
I think about it all the time
She's on my mind
I wish I had her in my life
But she said goodbye
Yeah, yeah
She said goodbye
She said goodbye
I think about it all the time
She's on my mind
I wish I had her on my life
But she's in my mind
Yeah, yeah
She's on my mind
Yeah, yeah

16750. She's Runnin' Away

Tim O'Brien - She's Runnin' Away

When you look out your window and see her runnin' away
You start addin' things up, how you let her down
Now she's makin' you pay, by runnin' away

It's just like some movie, one you've already seen
You're playin' the part of the guy all alone up there on the screen
You know what that means

Your sight's twenty 'cause you're lookin' behind
You only wish you had thought of some thing you could do
To ease her mind, instead what you find is her runnin' away

Bury me in a lonesome valley



So I can feel the sun goin' up and down
And I can hear that old river rollin'
And the cryin' wind is the only sound

It takes a whole lifetime to learn how to live
To know when it's time to stop takin'
And learn you've got something to give, that's how to live

But that's not my story and I'm here all alone
The only thing left is the sound of this house
And me pacin' alone, there's nobody home, and she's runnin' away

Bury me in a lonesome valley
So I can feel the sun goin' up and down
And I can hear that old river rollin'
And the cryin' wind is the only sound

16751. She's Single Again

Janie Fricke - She's Single Again

Just got to tell you what I saw last night
I wish I was guessing but I know that I'm right
She walked in the place with a smile on her face
And I wondered why she was alone
Every man watched her as she swayed on by
The way she was looking every woman could cry
Then I saw her sit down with a lawyer
And I knew what was going on
She's single again
Hold on to your man
She'll make us worry and cry
And bring us broken lives
And heartaches that never end
She's single again
She's no woman's friend
She's making her move
She's got nothing to lose
Oh look out
She's single again
Is this number 4
Is this number 5
How many husbands has she buried alive
She uses the favors that the good Lord gave her
With the devil's desire

16752. She's Still Gonna Break Your Heart - Chords



She's Still Gonna Break Your Heart 
John Hartford
 
Capo on 2nd fret
 
G                           D
You've found what you want, now go and get her
G                           C
It's probably all right but maybe you'd better
G                     D
Play it real cool and don't take no chance
D                                     G-A-B-C  finger pick this to transition into the C chord
Or maybe you'd better just ask her to dance
 
 
C                           G
It's a dangerous world we live in
C                            D
So you'd better keep up your guard
C                                 G
You can have all the safe sex you want to
D                                G-A-B-C
But she's still gonna break your heart
 
Solo
 
G                         D
You've seen her around, you even know her brother
G                          C
What makes you think she'd be a good lover
G                            D
One that won't hurt you and leave you to die,
D                                      G-A-B-C
One that won't lay out with some other guy
 
 
 
C                           G
It's a dangerous world we live in
C                            D
So you'd better keep up your guard
C                                 G
You can have all the safe sex you want to
D                                G-A-B-C
But she's still gonna break your heart
C                                 G
You can have all the safe sex you want to
D                                G
But she's still gonna break your heart

16753. She's Tired Of Boys

She's Tired Of Boys
Garth Brooks - She's Tired Of Boys



She walked onto the job site
We damn near died
She was a young man's dream
Full of college and pride
And I called her a kid
And I guess it made her mad
She said don't call me kid pops and I won't call you Dad

So I guess you could say we hit it off right from the start
That much difference in age it ain't a question of hot
One day after work
While she was waiting outside
Said we got to talk
So we went for a ride

She said I'm tired of boys
I'm tired of first dates
And I'm tired of toys
I want a lover that will understand
Someone who will touch me with a knowing hand
I am tired of feeling emptiness inside
I want to be the one left satisfied
I looked around and now I've made my choice
I'm tired of big talk and I'm tired of noise
I'm tired of boys

Well I sat there for a moment
And I took a deep breath
I told her I was flattered
But most of all I was scared to death
I bet we talked for hours
'Bout the demons that we dread
Then we went back to her place and put our fears to rest

Well the boys still talk about her
Though she has moved on down the line
They just can't figure out why she's in town from time to time
They bet she's got a lover
I never say a word
I just smile and keep my head down and bless the day I heard

She said I'm tired of boys
I'm tired of first dates
And I'm tired of toys
I want a lover that will understand
Someone who will touch me with a knowing hand
I am tired of feeling emptiness inside
I want to be the one left satisfied
I looked around and now I've made my choice
I'm tired of big talk and I'm tired of noise
I'm tired of boys
I'm tired of boys
I'm tired of boys



16754. She's Too Good To Me

Paul Williams 
She's Too Good To Me

Time after time I apologize, still she forgives me
I lie and she catches me or she believes
I disappoint her and she says it's alright
She takes the worst to come and waits home ev'ry night

I can't count the chances she's given me
Or the times she's taken me back
Every time she's always forgiven me
She's too good to me, just too good to me

Time after time I've neglected her or I've forgotten
Sometimes she's unhappy but never a word
She hides her sorrows as she's learned to hide her tears
Her understanding of me's growing with the years

I can't count the chances she's given me
Or the times she's taken me back
Every time she's always forgiven me
She's too good to me, just too good to me

16755. She's Walking Through My Memory

She's Walking Through My Memory
Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver 

Somewhere in my thoughts there lives a lady
She's walking back and forth across my mind
Blocking out each chance of me forgetting
Assuring me she'll be there for some time

Her golden hair is tied around my memory
The pain she left with me is here to stay
I'm doing all I can to go on living
And yet I die a little more each day

Lead Break

Now that I'm alone with just my memory
I've had some time for counting my mistakes
And loving her stands out from all the others
But that was one I couldn't help but make

Funny how some thoughts can be so painful
And how refuse to go away



I'm doing all I can to go on living
And still I die a little more each day

She lets me die a little more each day

16756. Sheath And Knife

Sheath And Knife
Traditional

It's whispered in the kitchen, it's whispered in the hall
The broom blooms bonny, the broom blooms fair
The king's daughter goes with child, among ladies all
And they'll never go down to the broom anymore.

It's whispered by the ladies one unto the other
"The king's daughter goes with child, unto her own brother"

He's ta'en his sister down to his father's deer park
With his yew-tree bow and arrow slung fast across his back

And when that you hear me give a loud cry
Shoot from your bow an arrow, and there let me lie

And when that you see that I am lying dead
Put me in a grave with the turf all at my head

And when he has heard her give a loud cry
A silver arrow from his bow he suddenly let fly

And he has dug a grave both long and deep
He has buried his sister with their babe all at her feet

And when he has come to his father's own hall
There was music and dancing, there were minstrels and all

Oh, the ladies asked him, "What makes thee in such pain?"
"I've lost a sheath and knife, I will never find again"

"All the ships of your father's a-sailing on the sea
Can bring as good a sheath and knife unto thee"

"All the ships of my father's a-sailing on the sea
Can never ever bring such a sheath and knife to me"

Notes:

The refrain "The broom blooms bonny..." is sung afer the first line
of each verse, "And they'll never go..." after each second line.



16757. Shed Your Grace

Shed Your Grace - Rising Appalachia
 
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us now
 
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us now
 
If you believe in the stoic self
That value mocks the hands of wealth
That all you love is all you have 
I believe in that
 
I believe in holding on
Flock of prayer mighty song
I find my patience in stones
The muted Earth and she alone
 
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us now
 
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us now
 
If you believe in fallin' rain
Home cooked food from mother's hands
If you don't overlook all the simple things
Oh you best gonna be our friend 
 
If you believe in boundless blues 
That touches dust and will undo
The world rocks shadow and the dawn
The grace, the strength to carry on 
 
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us now
  
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us now
 
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us now
 
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us
Shed your grace upon us now



16758. Shell Game

Jerry Jeff Walker - Shell Game

[Verse 1]
How many times in the lonely night
Someone you'd like to know passed you by?
With half-held words a chance to speak
But two ladies down the street

[Chorus]
Cast off that shell
Don't resist the unknown
Your understandin' is open-handed
Hold it closed and you're alone

[Verse 2]
We chain ourselves with petty games
We build false walls with tight remains
To find a road that leads someplace
When we're passin' it everyday

[Chorus]
Cast off that shell
Don't resist the unknown
Your understandin' is open-handed
Hold it closed and you're alone

[Verse 3]
To stand naked for the sun
When that's the awareness of everyone
To be open is to be free
To enclose is a channel be

[Chrous]
Cast off that shell
Don't resist the unknown
Your understandin' is open-handed
Hold it closed and you're alone

[Verse 4]
So don't you wait until you're stranded
To ask somebody to throw a hand in
Just be daring in your freeform patterns
Shackle games in high form matter

[Chorus]
Cast off that shell
Don't resist the unknown
Your understandin' is open-handed
Hold it closed and you're alone



16759. Shelly's Winter Love

Shelly's Winter Love
McPeak Brothers - Osborne Brothers
Lonesome River Band

I know I'm only Shelly's winter love
She only seems to need me now and then
I know I'm only Shelly's winter love
But she's mine alone till springtime comes again

When springtime comes I know that she'll be leavin'
When those friends of her's start callin' her uptown
So I live and wait for Shelly's winter season
When her troubled moments bring her back around

I know I'm only Shelly's winter love
She only seems to need me now and then
I know I'm only Shelly's winter love
But she's mine alone till springtime comes again

When Shelly's painted world turns cold and stormy
It's then she finds the need to come around
To these arms of mine she knows are always waiting
But she'll leave when love has thawed the winter ground

I know I'm only Shelly's winter love
She only seems to need me now and then
I know I'm only Shelly's winter love
But she's mine alone till springtime comes again

16760. Shelter

Cornmeal - Shelter
Album: Live In Chicago, IL Vol. II

It's so nice to be here,
Dancing with all my friends
It's so nice to see you,
Smiling there again

The road you took was rocky
And the path seems without end
And the sky above is hazy
But there's clear skies round the bend

And I know it's been a long ride
Come in and rest your bones
Take the time that you need here



And shelter from the cold

So many faces, staring back at me
So many places remind of the way it used to be

This world is not our own
All we have is but one life
To come together without judgment
And live without lines

Now when you think its over
Nearly to its end
Heed the signs that warn you
Take caution from within

So many faces, staring back at me
So many places remind of the way it used to be

It's so nice to be here,
Dancing with all my friends
It's so nice to see you,
Smiling there again

16761. Shelter From The Storm

Marty Stuart - Shelter From The Storm
Written by Marty Stuart and Kostas

And here I am, and here I'll stay

I will be your shelter
A shelter for your heart
I will be a harbor when the world is cold and dark
I will stand beside you
Through this whole life long
To love you and to give you
Shelter from the storm

You are the love, love of my life

Til the stars in heaven
Fall down from the sky
Til the silent waters and the rivers all run dry
I will stand beside you
Through this whole life long
To love you and to be your
Shelter from the storm



16762. Shelter From The Storm

Emmylou Harris
Shelter from the Storm

'Twas in another lifetime, one of toil and blood
When blackness was a virtue and the road was full of mud
I came in from the wilderness, a creature void of form
"Come in," she said
"I'll give you shelter from the storm."

And if I pass this way again, you can rest assured
I'll always do my best for her, on that I give my word
In a world of steel-eyed death, and men who are fighting to stay warm
"Come in," she said
"I'll give you shelter from the storm."

Not a word was spoke between us, there was little risk involved
Everything up to that point had been left unresolved
Try imagining a place where it's always safe and warm
"Come in, I will give you shelter from the storm."

You were burned out from exhaustion, buried in the hail
Poisoned in the bushes, blown out on the trail
Hunted like a crocodile, ravaged in the corn
"Come in I will give you shelter from the storm."

Suddenly I turned around and she was standin' there
With silver bracelets on her wrists and flowers in her hair
She walked up to me gracefully and took my crown of thorns
"Come in," she said
"I'll give you shelter from the storm."
Now there's a wall between us, somethin' there's been lost
I took too much for granted, I got my signals crossed

Just to think that it all began on a noneventful morn
"Come in," I said
"I'll give you shelter from the storm."

Well, the deputy walks on hard nails, the preacher rides a mount
But nothing really matters much, it's doom alone that counts
The one-eyed undertaker, he blows his futile horn
"Come in," she said
"I'll give you shelter from the storm."

I've heard newborn babies wailin' like a mournin' dove
And old men with their broken teeth stranded without love
Do I understand your question, man, is it hopeless and forlorn?
"Come in," she said
"I'll give you shelter from the storm."

In a little hilltop village, they gamble for my clothes
You'll bargain for salvation and they give you a lethal dose
You'll offer up your innocence and get repaid with scorn
"Come in, I will give you shelter from the storm."

Now I'm livin' in a foreign country but I'm bound to cross the line



Beauty walks a razor's edge, someday I'll make it mine
If I could only turn back the hands of time to when you and God were born
I know that I could give you
Shelter from the storm
Come in and I will give you shelter from the storm

16763. Shelter Me

Buddy Miller - Shelter Me
(Buddy and Julie Miller)

The earth can shake the sky come down
The mountains all fall to the ground
But i will fear none of these things
Shelter me lord underneath your wings
Dark waters rise and thunders pound
The wheels of war are going round
And all the walls are crumbling
Shelter me lord underneath your wings
(shelter me lord)
Hide me underneath you wings
Hide me deep inside your heart
In your refuge - cover me
The world can shake
But lord i'm making you my hiding place
The wind can blow the rain can pour
The deluge breaks the tempest roars
But in the storm my spirit sings
(when you) shelter me lord underneath your wings
(shelter me lord)
Hide me underneath you wings
Hide me deep inside your heart
In your refuge - cover me
The world can shake
But lord i'm making you my hiding place

16764. Sheltered in the Arms of God - Chords

Sheltered in the Arms of God
recorded by Rhonda Vincent 
written by Dottie Rambo and Jimmy Davis
 
G                   C                 G
I feel the touch of hands so kind and tender
                D7                          G
They're leading me in the paths that I must trod
     D7      G        C             G
I'll have no fear for Jesus walks beside me
        Am        D7             G



For I'm sheltered in the arms of God
 
           C
So let the storm clouds rage high
                     G          D7     G
The dark clouds rise they don't bother me
        Em             A7             Am
For I'm sheltered safe in the arms of God
D7            G
He walks with me
    C                     G
And naught of earth shall harm me
        Am        D7             G
For I'm sheltered in the arms of God
 
                      C                  G
Soon I shall hear the call from heaven's portals
             D7                                 G
Come home my child  it's the last mile you must trod
     D7    G         C                   G
I'll fall asleep and wake in God's sweet heaven
        Am             D7             G
For I'm sheltered safe in the arms of God
 
Repeat #2

16765. Shenandoah

Shenandoah
Traditional - Richard Thompson

Oh, Shenandoah, I long to hear you,
Way hey, you rolling river.
Shenandoah, I long to hear you
Ha ha, we're bound away 'cross the wide Missouri.

Oh, Shenandoah, I love your daughter
Wey hey, you rolling river.
Oh Shenandoah, I love your daughter
ha ha, we're bound away 'cross the wide Missouri

Missouri she's a mighty river...
When she rolls down, her topsails shiver...

Seven years, I courted Sally...
Seven more, I longed to have her...

Farewell, my dear, I'm bound to leave you...
Oh, Shenandoah, I'll not deceive you...



16766. Shenandoah

Shenandoah
Traditional - Richard Thompson

Oh, Shenandoah, I long to hear you,
Way hey, you rolling river.
Shenandoah, I long to hear you
Ha ha, we're bound away 'cross the wide Missouri.

Oh, Shenandoah, I love your daughter
Wey hey, you rolling river.
Oh Shenandoah, I love your daughter
ha ha, we're bound away 'cross the wide Missouri

Missouri she's a mighty river...
When she rolls down, her topsails shiver...

Seven years, I courted Sally...
Seven more, I longed to have her...

Farewell, my dear, I'm bound to leave you...
Oh, Shenandoah, I'll not deceive you...

16767. Shenandoah River

Shenandoah River

How many songs heve been sung about rivers
Mississippi, Potomac, and Ohio too
Still in the heart of the Shenandoah Valley
The Shenandoah river runs peacefully through

Deep in the heart of the Shenandoah Valley
The Shenandoah river flows quiet and serene
On to the James, then at Norfolk, Varginia
She floats all her secrets out into the sea

How many heartaches and troubles and sorrow
How many pleasures this river has seen
How many smiles and sadness have lingered
Memories that no one would ever believe

* Refrain

Horses and buggies, that gasoline engines
Have all rode the crest of her beautiful waves
She's seen loves smile, heard their vows in the moonlight
Free to the thirsty her water she gave

* Refrain



16768. Shenandoah Valley - Chords

Shenandoah Valley 
Steep Canyon Rangers

[Intro]
D Bm Em A  x2
 
[Chorus]
            D              Bm
I'd like to stay and dilly dally
       Em         A          D    Bm Em A
In the Shenandoah Valley all day
    D              Bm
And we can dip our toes
       Em           A          D      Bm  Em  A
To the sound of the Shenandoah singing  away
 
[Verse 1]
D          Bm        Em           A
  Can't anybody get along in this world?
D          Bm  Em         A
  Can't anybody just get along?
D          Bm        Em           A
  Can't anybody get along in this world?
D            Bm     Em          A
  Except for me and my Virginia girl?
 
[Chorus]
            D              Bm
I'd like to stay and dilly dally
       Em         A          D    Bm Em A
In the Shenandoah Valley all day
    D              Bm
And we can dip our toes
       Em           A          D      Bm  Em  A
To the sound of the Shenandoah singing  away
 
[Whistling]
D Bm Em A  x8
 
[Bridge]
             F#
But it's the 28th of June
               Bm
And me and the Second Platoon
              E
We're leaving Camp Lejeune
          A
And we're flying now
        A
Halfway around this ol' world
 



[Chorus]
            D              Bm
I'd like to stay and dilly dally
       Em         A          D    Bm Em A
In the Shenandoah Valley all day
    D              Bm
And we can dip our toes
       Em           A          D      Bm  Em  A
To the sound of the Shenandoah singing  away
            D              Bm
I'd like to stay and dilly dally
       Em         A          D    Bm Em A
In the Shenandoah Valley all day
            D              Bm
I'd like to stay and dilly dally
       Em         A          D    Bm Em A
In the Shenandoah Valley all day
 
[Outro] (Strum once)
            D              Bm
I'd like to stay and dilly dally
       Em         A          D
In the Shenandoah Valley all day

16769. Shenandoah Valley Blues

Shenandoah Valley Blues
(Tim Stafford, Jon Weisberger, Daniel House Music BMI, Asheville Music Publishing)

1) It's Fall and I'm thinking of Virginia
and I know the time is drawing near
Cause in dreams once again I try to win ya
but I left you standing by the cabin door
now I wonder if I'll see it anymore

CH) If I wake before the devil comes to find me
Still I'll have nothing to lose
But this feeling that I left too much behind me
And the Shenandoah Valley Blues

2) When the Apple blossoms bloom I'll be going
back to the one I love so dear
where once again that Shenandoah wind is blowing
and forever in your arms I'm gonna stay
Oh I wonder why I ever went away

16770. Shenandoah Waltz - Chords



Shenandoah Waltz
Recorded by Hank Thompson written by Chubby Wise [3/4 time]
Rhonda Vincent

C                           G7
In the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia 
                                     C
Lives a girl who is waiting just for me
                                  G7
Many times we have waltzed in the moonlight 
                                 C   C7
And in her loving arms I long to be
 
  F                      C
I miss her smiles in the moonlight 
      D7                 G7
And I know she misses me too
       C                    G7
In the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia 
                                    C
Lives a girl and I know her love is true

                               G7
In the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia 
                                     C
Lives a girl who is waiting just for me
                                  G7
Many times we have waltzed in the moonlight 
                                 C   C7
And in her loving arms I long to be
 
  F                      C
I miss her smiles in the moonlight 
      D7                 G7
And I know she misses me too
       C                    G7
In the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia 
                                    C
Lives a girl and I know her love is true

16771. Shepherd's Voice

Shepherd's Voice
Ricky Skaggs

When I was fresh from God
The first thing I heard
As I came into this life

The sound of fear ringin' in my ear
My own voice
As life hit me and I cried

As I grew through the years



The chorus of temptation
Beckoned me to come and sing a part

But Jesus was the name
That rolled from my mama's tongue
And settled in my heart

Now what I'm listening for
Through all the noise
A whisper in my ear
The Shepherd's voice

The confusion that bustle brings
The pretty song the siren sings
The sound of thief against forbidden fruit

A fallen man who screams in pain
A groaning earth beneath the strain
Who could hope to ever hear the truth?

Oh, what I'm listening for
Through all the noise
A whisper in my ear
The Shepherd's voice

When I am tired
And I am weary
Of this life and I am done

I will close my eyes
And let my spirit still
Until I hear the Son

Yeah, what I'm listening for
Through all the noise
A whisper in my ear
The Shepherd's voice

And what I'm listening for
Through all the noise
A whisper in my ear
The Shepherd's voice

16772. Shes No Lady - Chords

Shes No Lady 
Lonesome River Band

C                                 F               C
Tonight I hold the one I love far from the one at home
                                               G7
I picked her up some time ago and I never feel alone
  F                               C            F



I held on tight too many years to ever set her free
    C            F     C              G7                 C
And though she's not a lady she still means the world to me
 
         F                              C
She's no lady but I love her she's been known to be untrue
           G7                                C
She's been knocked around and picked on even dropped a time or two
           F                               C           Am
She's been passed around at parties sat on everybody's knees
         C                F       C
This old guitar's changed hands a time or two
       G7               F                      C
But it still belongs to me it still belongs to me
 
                                            F               C
She's the one who keeps me from my wife and family half the time
                                                    G7
She haunts me and she drives me to these honky tonk dives
  F                               C              F
I pick her up each evening as the neon starts to glow
    C               F     C          G7              C
And hold her closer to my heart than any lady's ever known

16773. Shield Of Faith

Alison Krauss - Shield of Faith

Sometimes I'm battle weary
I forget to use my shield
The arrows pierce my armor
And I stumble in the filed

A shield won't do much good if it's hangin' by your side
Keep the shield of faith before you if you want to stay alive

I'll think my life is over
But the Lord he comes to me
He heals my wounded spirit
And he sets me on my feet

A shield won't do much good if it's hangin' by your side
Keep the shield of faith before you if you want to stay alive

Sometimes your battle weary
But the war's already won
Keep your head and hold your shield high
'Til your days of life are done

A shield won't do much good if it's hangin' by your side
Keep the shield of faith before you if you want to stay alive
Keep the shield of faith before you if you want to stay alive



16774. Shimmy Down the Chimney

Alison Krauss - Shimmy Down the Chimney

Tonight, I waited but my heart is so cold
'Cause you never stay more than a minute, so I'm told
I know you're just doing your job
But what am I supposed to do?
When all I want for Christmas, darling, is to be with you

I watch you shimmy down the chimney, baby
I watch you fill up my stocking
But when I offer you some Christmas greetings
You just keep on walking, yeah

I'm not asking for a miracle, just a night
And if you just look in my eyes, you just might
There'll be no other woman who'll treat you like I can
(Come on over here)
I'll be your loving, darling, you'll be my loving man

Oh, I watch you shimmy down the chimney, baby
I watch you fill up my stocking
But when I offer you some Christmas greetings
You just keep on walking

I watch you shimmy down the chimney, baby
I watch you fill up my stocking
But when I offer you some Christmas greetings
You just keep on walking
(Keep on walking)

I watch you shimmy down the chimney, baby
I watch you shimmy down the chimney, baby

You just keep on walking
I watch you shimmy down the chimney, baby
I watch you fill up my stocking
I watch you shimmy down the chimney, baby

16775. Shine

Shine
Kang
String Cheese Incident

All we need is a little love to get through this time
So come on and tell me that you know.
No more feeling not sure that we'll get by,



Don't think it's gonna be too much if we try.
Come on, let your love come around.
Come on, let your heart shine bright.
Go on, and sing out loud.
Go on, be strong, 
Let your love light shine.
All we need is a little light to shine on bright,
So come on and tell me that you know.
I'd tell you that I love you,
Means I'll set you free,
Just like giving water to a tree just to see it grow.
Come on, let your love come around.
Come on, let your heart shine bright.
Go on, and sing out loud.
Go on, be strong let your love light shine.
Shine, Shine your light....

16776. Shine

Shine
Chris Thile - Dolly Parton

[Verse 1]
Give me a word, give me a sign
Show me where to look
And tell me what will I find
What will I find
Lay me on the ground
Fly me in the sky
Show me where to look
And tell me what will I find
What will I find

[Chorus]
Yeah, oh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine

[Verse 2]
Love is in the water
Love is in the air
Show me where to go
And tell me will love be there
Will love be there
Teach me how to speak
Teach me how to share
Teach me where to go
And tell me will love be there
Will love be there

[Chorus]



Yeah, oh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine

[Verse 3]
Give me a word, give me a sign
Show me where to look
And tell me what will I find
What will I find
Lord, teach me how to speak
Teach me how to share
Teach me where to go
And tell me will love be there
Will love be there

[Chorus]
Yeah, oh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine

[Verse 4]
Oh, heaven let your light shine down
Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine
Heaven let your light shine down
Let it shine
Heaven let your light shine down
Shine, heaven let your light shine down
Heaven let your light shine down

[Outro]
Shine, shine
Just give me a word
Give me a sign, shine
Let it shine, let it shine
Teach me how to share
Teach me where to go
Tell me will love be there, shine

16777. Shine Hallelujah Shine

Shine Hallelujah Shine (Shine, Hallelujah, Shine)
Bill Monroe

Deep in the morrow of sin I was sinking
There was no one to guide my way
All my life I was in the shadow till I heard the Savior say
If you give heed to the blessed promise and become a child of mine
When you enter the gates of heaven, you will, shine, shine, shine



Oh, I'm gonna shine like a star in the morning
Many mansions will be mine
When I enter the gates of heaven
I'm gonna shine, Hallelujah, I'm gonna shine

Jesus (o'the) Lord is now my refuge
Daily He leads me by the hand
He will be my saty and comfort till I reach the glory land
So I press along with the hopes eternal springing in this heart of mine
When I enter the gates of heaven, I will shine, shine, shine

* Refrain

We were shine, burdened with many affections
Ofter unsightly things we hear
But we'll all be like our Savior when we reach that home up there
Daily I'll walk in His dear footsteps growing more like Him all the time
When I enter the gates of heaven, I will shine, shine, shine

* Refrain

16778. Shine Like The Sun

Shine Like The Sun 
Dolly Parton 

I ve been down on my luck, I've been saddled with trouble and sorrow 
But I ain't givin' up cause I know there is always tomorrow 
There are no guarantees, life is always a hit or miss 
But I truly believe I won t always be feeling like this

Chorus

I'm gonna shine like the sun when the clouds roll away from my door 
When it's all said and done, I won't be at your mercy no more 
I'll be out chasin' rainbows, rejoicin' and havin' my fun
Yeah, when the cryin's all done, I'm gonna shine like the sun

I've been thinking here lately what all I can do to improve 
Though I've suffered greatly I know just what I have to do 
I have to move forward,cut losses, break loose and move on 
And I have to swim shoreward lest I should drown out here alone

Chorus 2
I m gonna shine like the sun when these clouds roll away from my door 
I won't crawl I can run I'll be at no ones mercy no more 
I'll be swinging on sunbeams So proud that I finally won
Yeah, when the losin's all done, I'm gonna shine like the sun

I'm gonna shi-i-i-ne like the sun 
I'm gonna shi-i-ine like the sun 
We'll be out chasin' rainbows, So proud that we've finally won
Yeah, when the losin's all done, we're gonna shine like the sun



When the cryin's all done, when the lyin's all done
When the tryin's all done, there'll be nothin but sun 
When it' s all said and done we're gonna shine like the sun

16779. Shine On

Dolly Parton - Shine On 
(Roland Edgar Eugene, Jr.)

Gimme a word, gimme a sign
Show me where to look
And tell me what will I find
What will I find
Lay me on the ground
Fly me in the sky
Show me where to look
And tell me what will I find
What will I find
Yeah, oh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine
Love is in the water
Love is in the air
Show me where to go
And tell me will love be there
Will love be there
Teach me how to speak
Teach me how to share
Teach me where to go
And tell me will love be there
Will love be there
Yeah, oh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine
Gimme a word, gimme a sign
Show me where to look
And tell me what will I find
What will I find
Lord, teach me how to speak
Teach me how to share
Teach me where to go
And tell me will love be there
Will love be there
Yeah, oh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine down, ohh
Heaven let your light shine
Oh, heaven let your light shine down



Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine
Heaven let your light shine down
Let it shine
Heaven let your light shine down
Shine, heaven let your light shine down
Heaven let your light shine down
Shine, shine
Just gimme a word
Gimme a sign, shine
Let it shine, let it shine
Teach me how to share
Teach me where to go
Tell me will love be there, shine

16780. Shine On Love

Richard Thompson - Shine On Love 

When I was a boy
I was nobody's joy
I was guilty in love
Guilt, guilt, guilty in love

More fool me
I never could see
What I was guilty of

Now you steered me right
And I'm standing in the light
So shine on love
Shine, shine, shine on love

Don't slip away
Darkened day
Let it shine on love
Shine, shine, shine on love

Like a hand in glove
Now we go together so shine on love
Ah, easing my heart again
Just let me be a part of you

Now my head's on that block
And I'm standing on that rock
So shine on love
Shine, shine, shine on love

Well, don't slip away
Oh darkened day
Let it shine on love
Shine, shine, shine on love

Like a hand in glove



Now we go together so shine on love
Ah, easing my heart again
Just let me be a part of you

Now you steered me right
And I'm standing in the light
So shine on love
Shine, shine, shine on love

Don't slip away
Darkened day
Let it shine on love
Shine, shine, shine on love

16781. Shine On Prairie Moon

Shine On Prairie Moon (Larry W. Jones 10/19/2007) 

I see a silver light in the sky
That's shining upon the purple sage
And tonight the moon is crystal clear
For a lonely cowboy's serenade
Shine on, prairie moon
Like a big balloon
Make my sweetheart swoon
Shine on, prairie moon
Way up high in the velvet sky
The man in the moon might be lonely too
Bet he's not as lonely as I
Can't wait until my sweetheart comes in view
- instrumental -
Way up high in the velvet sky
The man in the moon might be lonely too
Bet he's not as lonely as I
Can't wait until my sweetheart comes in view
Shine on, prairie moon
Help me share her love tonight
I will be there soon
You can tell her it's all right
Shine your light on pruple sage
Light it with your moonlight beams
Help me write another page
In the cowboy book of dreams
Shine on, prairie moon
Shine on, prairie moon

16782. Shine Shave Shower



Lefty Frizzell
Shine, Shave, Shower (It's Saturday)

Oh it's Saturday yes it's Saturday
Gonna shine, shave, shower and brush my teeth
Go out a dancing and forget my grief
Make all the nightclubs in this town
'Cause my sweet baby's gonna show me around
Well we'll go here and there and everywhere
Where we go I just don't care
We'll do the town up and do it right
'Cause tonight is Saturday night
Who cares if talk gets around?
Just cause I'm sly and not so mean
Saturday don't come but once a week
Gonna shine, shave, shower and brush my teeth
Go out a dance and forget my grief
Make all the nightclubs in this town
'Cause my sweet baby's gonna show me around
Gonna shine, shave, shower and brush my teeth
Go out a dance and forget my grief
Make all the nightclubs in this town
'Cause my sweet baby's gonna show me around
Well we'll go here and there and everywhere
Where we go I just don't care
We'll do the town up and do it right
'Cause tonight is Saturday night
Daylight will catch me going strong
One only lives once in a life
And I don't have a nagging wife
Gonna shine, shave, shower and brush my teeth
Go out a dance and forget my grief
Make all the nightclubs in this town
'Cause my sweet baby's gonna show me around
Gonna shine, shave, shower and shampoo
Go out a dance the whole night through
I swing it left and I swing it right
'Cause tonight is Saturday night

16783. Shinin' In The Dark

Shinin' in the Dark
The Greencards - Shinin' in the Dark

Night is comin' on
Feelin's gettin' stronger every hour
Like [Incomprehensible] in the midnight glow
Slowly gettin' close and next to you in the night
Every touch leaves a mark on me
Like a fire I felt it's dark
When I saw the light in your eyes
Shinin' in the dark
Emotions are so real
Had you got that feelin' like I do in the night



As the daylight burns moonlight has burnt
An eternal sky, I can't hide
Every touch leaves a mark on me
Like a fire I felt it's dark
When I saw the light in your eyes
Shinin' in the dark
We could pretend it was
A dream and just move on
Can we escape the revelation of the dark?
Every touch leaves a mark on me
Like a fire I felt it's dark
When I saw the light in your eyes
Shinin' in the dark
Every touch leaves a mark on me
Like a fire I felt it's dark
When I saw the light in your eyes
Shinin' in the dark

16784. Shining - Chords

Shining
Kate Wolf

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key A

 A A D A
Oh love, it's your blue eyes turning to black
A A B7 E
Shining down on me as I lie here on my back
 A A D A
And that love light shines deeper than even I can see
 D A E A
It makes my heart glad it's shining down on me.
A D D A
Shining in the morning, shining in the evening
A E E A
Shining in the summer and the winter too
A D D A
Makes me sing with a glad heart, sing in my sorrow
A E E A
Sing for those blue eyes that burn so true.

 A A D A
I'D LIKE TO WRAP YOU IN MY BLANKETS, YES AND RIDE THAT MORNING TRAIN

A A B7 E
LIE WARM AND SOFT BESIDE YOU, LISTENING TO THE RAIN
A A D A
ROLLING DOWN THE VALLEY ON ITS JOURNEY IN THE WIND
D A E A
AND WATCH THAT LIGHT OF LOVE COME SHINING DOWN AGAIN.
A D D A
SHINING IN THE MORNING, SHINING IN THE EVENING



A E E A
SHINING IN THE SUMMER AND THE WINTER TOO
A D D A
MAKES ME SING WITH A GLAD HEART, SING IN MY SORROW
A E E A A
SING FOR THOSE BLUE EYES THAT BURN SO TRUE.

A A D A
YOU GET THAT LOOK IN YOUR EYES, LOVE, IT'S SOMETHING I CAN'T NAME
A A B7 E
I'VE SEEN THAT LOOK BEFORE JUST NOT ON SOMETHING TAME
A A D A
IT'S A LITTLE LOST AND LONELY, A SPIRIT BURNING FREE,
D G E A
THAT MAKES MY HEART GLAD IT'S SHINING DOWN ON ME.
A D D A
SHINING IN THE MORNING, SHINING IN THE EVENING
A E E A
SHINING IN THE SUMMER AND THE WINTER TOO
A D D A
MAKES ME SING WITH A GLAD HEART, SING IN MY SORROW
A E E A A
SING FOR THOSE BLUE EYES THAT BURN SO TRUE.

16785. Shining In The Distance

Shining in the Distance
Lindsay Lou - Shining in the Distance
The Stray Birds

All the gold and silver too
Shining in the distance
And all I want to spend with you
Is it not time?
Is it not time?
Like hanging fruit upon the tree
Shining in the distance
Between the orchard and the seed
Is it not time?
Is it not time?
Is it not time?
Is it not time?
That sunlit house upon the hill
Shining in the distance
A price to hold, a cup to fill
Is it not time?
Is it not time?
And if my day should never come
Shining in the distance
Oh, although my way's barely begun
Is it not time?
Is it not time?
Is it not time?



Is it not time?
When bells of sorrow start their ringing
Shining in the distance
Oh, Lord, how can we keep on singing?
Is it not time?
Is it not time?
Is it not time?
Is it not time?
Is it not time?
Is it not time?

16786. Shinola - Chords

Shinola
Written & Recorded by Dolly Parton

(Capo on 3)
Intro.: (D) x 8 bars

You gotta (D)snazzy new car in your driveway, ex-(G)pensive new clothes on your
(D)back
Every short skirt on the highway has (A)spent time in your bachelor pad
We (D)dance and you look o'er my shoulder and (G)make eyes at somebody (D)else
You (G)swear that you're not, but you (D)know that's a crock, 'cause (A)you 
only care for your-(D)self

Your (D)attitude stinks and I hate it, you're ar-(G)rogant, cocky and (D)rude
You're selfish, conceited and jaded, (A)everything's all about you
You (D)think that I'm lucky to have you, you (G)think you're so handsome, (D)so
what?
I'm (G)callin' you out 'cause I (D)don't need this crap, I'm (A)gettin' myself 
out (D)of Dodge

'Cause (D)you don't know love from Shinola, with (G)you, love is not what I 
(D)found
A woman needs someone to hold her, not (Em)someone to just lay (A)her down
(D)I want someone I can count on, a (G)cool head, a warm heart and (D)shoulder
To (D)cry on, rely on, to-(D)day and from now on, but (A)you don't know love 
from (D)Shinola

Inst.: / (D) / (D) / (G) / (D) You don't know love /
 / (D) / (D) / (Em) from Shin- / (A)ola /
 / (D) / (D) / (G) / (D) / (G) / (D) / (A) / (D)

Oh, but (G)I gave you love and af-(D)fection, but (A)you never gave one i-
(D)ota
(G)It was an early de-(D)tection that (Em)you don't know love from Shin-(A)o-
(G) (F#m)la (Em)

(D)You don't know love from Shinola, you (G)don't know what true love's a-
(D)bout
'Cause you'll find your world growin' colder (Em)when you're alone and with-
(A)out



So go (D)on, lover boy, have a big time, drink (G)up on your bourbon and 
(D)cola
When (G)you sober up you'll be bleep (D) out of luck, 'Cause (A)you don't know 
love from Shin-(D)ola

I'm (G)in it for love but you're just (D)playin' (Bm)stud, 'cause (A)you don't 
know love from Shin-(D)ola

Inst.: (D) x 8 bars

(D)You don't know love, you don't know love, you don't know love from Shinola
Oh, you don't know love from Shinola, you don't know love, you don't know love 
----- to fade

16787. Shiny Apple - Chords

Shiny Apple 
The Waifs

Intro:
C G Am F
C G F C X2
 
Verse 1:
C      G      Am            F
 Shiny apple, rotten on the inside
C        G               Am      F
 Skin is smooth but your soul is soft
C G           Am      F
 Oh, you look so appetizing but
C           G           Am       F
 Taste the truth it'll make you spit
 
Interlude:
C G Am F
C G F C X2
 
Verse 2:
And how long have I known you now
But I knew after just one taste
And how long has my mouth been sour
It's been sour ever since that day
 
Interlude:
 
Verse 3:
And how long can I go on like this
Knowing what I know anyway
But it makes me feel helpless to
Stand and watch while you rot away



16788. Shiny Rails Of Steel

John Hartford - Shiny Rails of Steel

In the dirty basements of my brain
The older of the iron train
Steam rise up an opaque cloud
And silence breaks like glass beneath the whistle clear and loud
And tire rods clank like robots as machinery slowly moves
To make it's effort down these shiny rails of steel

And through some window passing now
I think I see her now looking out
Her nose pressed round upon the glass
That flickers like a piece of jade as it goes flashing past
In dirty coalman coaches sliding out to meet the dawn
Beside the stockyards on these shiny rails of steel

So I turn myself around and walk along the wet concrete
That seems to crack beneath my burden and years of boiler heat
Around the mail trucks and the baggage
As I drag my shoes and go
To find some dismal bench somewhere
Within the depots yellow glow
Away from salad dripping kitchens from the seems of dining cars
That lay like diamonds on these shiny rails of steel

Through the speakers of my memory I can hear the sad refrain
Call the number of the loading gate to catch the southbound train
Her suitcase like a coffin in the creases of my hand
Then suddenly I'm all alone with no place else to stand
As cars all chunk together and the steps are moved away
And shes gone upon these shiny rails of steel

16789. Ship from the King's Harbor Shore - Chords

Ship From Kings Harbor Shore 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
D A D
*Follow pattern of last two lines of chorus
 
[Verse]
D
Just like a ship I set out to sea
     G                     D
With no one to guide me a- -long
Drifting along without directions



       E                      A
As the waves grew fearful and strong
 
  D
I wanted to show the world I could conquer
    G                   D
The waves of life on my own
But I soon found out I just couldn't do it
          A          D
I'd never make it a- -lone
 
My ship kept driftin' in the mist of the ocean
      G                     D
And I couldn't swim back to shore
Burned and battered by the storms of life
        E                  A
Till it couldn't take any- -more
 
  D
I cried Master please rescue me
     G               D
From drowning in the sea
I need you to guide me from the storm inside me
               A            D
From all these troubles set free
 
[Chorus]
D
There's a rescue Ship from the King's Harbor Shore
       G                D
Better get on board to- -day
It's the greatest ship that's ever sailed
     E              A
This ships the only way
   D
To rescue you from the storms of life
         G                    D
When you just can't take any- -more
*Jesus is the captain on the rescue ship
                     A             D
*That sails from the King's Harbor Shore
 
[Instrumental]
*Follow pattern of last two lines of chorus
 
[Verse]
D
When into my view I saw a great ship
       G                     D
It was sailing upon the dark waves
It moved steady and so strong
      E               A
As it quickly came my way
 
         D
With the searchlight shining so powerful and bright
   G                      D



It found me there just in time
And I knew it was sent from the King's Harbor Shore
              A         D
This old lost sailor to find
 
[Chorus]
D
There's a rescue Ship from the King's Harbor Shore
       G                D
Better get on board to- -day
It's the greatest ship that's ever sailed
     E              A
This ships the only way
   D
To rescue you from the storms of life
         G                    D
When you just can't take any- -more
*Jesus is the captain on the rescue ship
                     A             D
*That sails from the King's Harbor Shore

16790. Ship Of Fools

Ship of Fools
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
There's danger on the water
There's danger all aboard
If you want to make it home
Don't even leave the shore
Think of your darling baby
Think of your lovely wife
Come hell or high water
That ship will take your life

[Verse]
Carrying no cargo
But madness and disease
You won't know when it's coming
But it'll never leave
The sea will throw a sickening foam
The tide will be running red
You can keep your secrets
But the fool knows where they're hid

[Chorus]
Sail away on that ship of sin
One more soul upon this boat
And we'll be sinking in
This world it has forsaken me
And led me far astray
It's put me on this ship of fools



To slowly float away
[Verse]
The ship has got your number
It makes you heave and cringe
From the morning you were born
This whole voyage is a binge
There's meat to eat and booze to drink
I know my portion well
When I've finally had my fill
I'm going straight to hell

[Verse]
There's no salvation for company of this sort
The wind is dead, the sea is bleak
The stars do not report
Bones they do not float
Dead flesh it cannot swim
To darker days in a darker place
This demon ark is drifting

[Chorus]

[Verse]
This bitter ship of fools
Is a blind man's only guide
There is no moral compass
Or laws to abide
Sailing through misery
Haunted by the past
Headed for disaster with every
Breeze that hits the mast
[Verse]
Children scream in terror
Harbors close their ports
Families hide deep in their homes
Behind shutters and doors
Sailors gawk and seagulls flock
No one can help but stare
To Babylon we're sailing
But we're already there

[Chorus]

16791. Ships

The Lil' Smokies - Ships

And I've watched the ships at bay
Watched them cast to sea
Some return, some will stay
Winds will blow, take your sail another way
Lead you to a better place
They say it's calm when you're the eye of your own storm



And all the water's rushin' in
But your reflection in the waves is one at ease
And every storm has to end
Ships at bay, they sail away
Some return, some stay
Ships at bay, they sail away
Some return, some stay
Ships at bay, they sail away
Some return, some stay
Ships at bay, they sail away
Some return, some stay
What lies beyond the sea is still unknown to me
A new moon rises in the west
The water's edge is too far for us to see
The place you've sailed away to rest

16792. Ships Go Out

Tom T Hall - Ships Go Out

Ships go out I see them every day
Ships go out I watch them sail away
And on the decks I see my smiling friends
Ships go out but they never do come in

( sax )

Ships go out I watch them disappear
Ships go out and leave me standing here
And I don't know if that's where life begins
Ships go out but they never do come in
When life is cheap it never seems to last
When life is sweet it seems to go too fast
So on the dock I tell the idle wind
Ships go out but they never do come in

( sax )

Ships go out onto the seas so high
Ships go out beneath an endless sky
And on the shore is where their stories end
Ships go out but they never do come in
When life is cheap it never seems to last...
Ships go out

16793. Ships Sail Away

Ships Sail Away
Mandolin Orange - Ships Sail Away



As ships sail away I grow tired and gray
This story has always been true
And it's a long way down each time around
It's something you never get used to
Well I fell like a fool for the one and only
I made peace with a haunting old friend
And as the first drops fell our last words sailed
They sit with me still in the sand

Forty days, boys, and forty nights
The ship tossed and turned two by two
They say heaven poured down on our poor little heads
And the world began anew
Golden shores, I want no more in my time
Than time to tell
High on the mountain is each mark shown
As the wind is blown from our sails

16794. Shit Creek

Old Crow Medicine Show - Shit Creek

She said take your trouble to the river
Let the muddy water wash it away
If the truth don't float back up to the top
You can bid our love good day
So I took to the edge, I dove on in,
The current went and stole me away
Rocks and gravel, I ain't got a paddle
To dig my dying grave

See a trail of tears come trickling down
Where the water's got a bitter taste
My heart is heavy and my boots ain't steady
And the waves keep slapping my face
I can hear her voice in the howling rain
Saying it's sink or swim
But the deed's all done, I'm going down
And I won't be back again

God damn this river
And its wandering ways
And the love we made
Was shallow indeed
I'm sinking like a ship
I'm a runaway devil
And I ain't got a paddle
Going up sh*t creek

There's a bend up ahead by the dead bulrushes
Where the cottonmouth coil and play
I've been floating by levies and rusted out Chevys



For now on fifteen days
In the fog, in the moon, in the Mississippi mud
Everywhere I see her face
But I'm only a pebble in the belly of the devil
In a godforsaken place

God damn this river
And its wandering ways
And the love we made
Was shallow indeed
I'm sinking like a ship
I'm a runaway devil
And I ain't got a paddle
Going up sh*t creek

Lie la lie la lie la 

So I reach for the reeds and the roots of the willows
That rise like a ghost from the bank
Hear the roar and the crash of every lost soul
That sprung a leak and sank
When my body is a bag of broken bones
With a farewell breath I call
God damn you lover there will never be another
And it's over the waterfall

God damn this river
And its wicked ways
And the love we made
Was bittersweet
I'm sinking like a ship
I'm a runaway devil
And I ain't got a paddle

I say God damn this river
And its wandering ways
And the love we made
Was shallow indeed
I'm sinking like a ship
I'm a runaway devil
And I ain't got a paddle
Going up sh*t creek

Lie la lie la lie la

16795. Shiver

Shiver
Sierra Ferrell

Little house didn't stand a chance
When the wind it began to blow
The walls shake, the' quiver' quake



The ceiling begin' to break and I
Didn't get too' very far when I noticed the animals in the yard
If you were there I could'a done more
Busted open up the double doors and I

I shivered, and I shivered alone

Was about a day or so
I went to Jones
He was up the road
He wasn't lookin' good
I begin to gather wood and I
Thought that I would make some stew
Like the way I used to do
When he came over with his kids
Oh the weather it did them in and I

I shivered and I shivered alone

I need to find a place with a bed
I fell in from my head (?)
From burying sweet man Jack
Must've been a heart attack, and I
Wish that I was next to you, loving me the way you do
Those days are behind me now
I might'a heavens gate with a smile (?) and I

I shiver, I shiver alone
I shiver, I shiver alone

16796. Shoals Of Herring

Shoals Of Herring
Ewan MacColl

With our nets and gear we're faring
On the wild and wasteful ocean.
Its there that we hunt and we earn our bread
As we hunted for the shoals of herring

O it was a fine and a pleasant day
Out of Yarmouth harbor I was faring
As a cabinboy on a sailing lugger
For to go and hunt the shoals of herring

O the work was hard and the hours long
And the treatment, sure it took some bearing
There was little kindness and the kicks were many
As we hunted for the shoals of herring

O we fished the Swarth and the Broken Bank
I was cook and I'd a quarter sharing
And I used to sleep standing on my feet



And I'd dream about the shoals of herring

O we left the homegrounds in the month of June
And to Canny Shiels we soon were bearing
With a hundred cran of silver darlings
That we'd taken from the shoals of herring

Now you're up on deck, you're a fisherman
You can swear and show a manly bearing
Take your turn on watch with the other fellows
While you're searching for the shoals of herring

In the stormy seas and the living gales
Just to earn your daily bread you're daring
From the Dover Straits to the Faroe Islands
As you're following the shoals of herring

O I earned my keep and I paid my way
And I earned the gear that I was wearing
Sailed a million miles, caught ten million fishes
We were sailing after shoals of herring

16797. Shoe Goes On The Other Foot Tonight

Shoe Goes on the Other Foot Tonight
Special Consensus 
 
CHORUS: 
The shoe goes on the other foot tonight 
We'll find out if two wrongs can make a right 
Tonight I'll put my heartaches out of sight 
The shoe goes on the other foot tonight 
 
How long did you think you could go on hurting me 
I'd be a fool to stay at home alone 
While you go out and have your fun like you were free 
Tonight I'd have some pleasures of my own 
 
Each time you walk out the door you walk on me 
And leave the door wide open for the blues 
You'll fly away from me, just like you were free 
You must think there's wings upon your shoes 
  
Tonight I'll put my heartaches out of sight
The shoe goes on the other foot tonight

16798. Shoes And Dress That Alice Wore



Tom T Hall - Shoes and Dress That Alice Wore
Composer: Tom T. Hall 

Mhm I'm humming as I walk this house and do my daily chores
When I put the broom away I see the dress that Alice wore
It's hanging in the closet sadly sagging without form
Empty dress there in the closet held a body soft and warm
Shoes and dress that Alice wore

It's the dress she wore the night she caught me lying there beside
Some strange woman meaning nothing just some bones and hair and hide
I could npot explain it to her and I cannot to this day
Now I stand here staring at the dress she wore to go away
Shoes and dress that Alice wore

And the shoes are red and shiny and they're modest in the heel
And the dress a bad investment and the color could be teal
She went screaming from the room where I lay blinking in the nude
With the woman there beside me saying ain't this woman rude
Shoes and dress that Alice wore

So I asked the undertaker in a private kind of way
Before you close the casket when our friends have gone away
If it's not too strange to reason I would make one last request
Since it all goes in the ground I'd like to have the shoes and dress
Shoes and dress that Alice wore

So I'm humming as I walk this house...
Mhmm mhm

16799. Shoeshine Man

Shoeshine Man - Tom T Hall

Well I met the man in Montgomery, Alabama
I was waiting on a bus and he was shining shoes
And I heard him say:

I'm a shoeshine man
Number one in the land
Shoeshine man- Make you shine where you stand
Leave me a tip if you can
I'm a shoeshine man

Well I can sing, I can dance
I can play the harmonica too
I got a brand new thing called the Southside Montgomery Blues
You better stick around and watch me,
Cause I'm an entertaining fool

I'm a shoeshine man
Number one in the land
Shoeshine man- Make you shine where you stand
Leave me a tip if you can



I'm a shoeshine man

Well I learned my trade from that rag poppin' daddy of mine
Shined a pair of alligators, made a hundred dollar bill one time
Says when that meat gets scarce,
He'd shine two or three pairs for a dime

I'm a shoeshine man
Number one in the land
Shoeshine man- Make you shine where you stand
Leave me a tip if you can
I'm a shoeshine man

I had a girl who helped me
She had a lot of hoochie coochie ways
She was bumpin' and grindin'
Paid that girl a dollar a day
But she was shy on age and the law come and took her away

I'm a shoeshine man
Number one in the land
Shoeshine man- Make you shine where you stand
Leave me a tip if you can
I'm a shoeshine man

16800. Shoofly Pie - Chords

Shoofly Pie 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
G  G G  G
 
[Verse 1]
          G                             G
I'm gonna give you the wheel; I'm gonna let you drive
    G                   D       G
But you gotta make me; shoofly pie
    G             D       G
You gotta make me shoofly pie
 
G  G  G  G
 
[Verse 2]
G                                G
Don't forget the sweet molasses; I won't leave a crumb
G                        G                  G            D      G
Don't you just sit there laughing; When you know how bad I need some
     G            D      G
You know how bad; I need some of that
D       G     D       G      D
Shoofly pie - shoofly pie - shoofly....
 



G  G  G  G
 
[Verse 3]
        G
You can make it for me in the mornin'
   G
I like it if it's hot or cold
G
Make it for me in the evenin'
G             D      G
Baby when the sun is gone
G                               D       G
Make it in the evenin' when the sun is gone
 
G  G
 
[Verse 4]
        G
You can make it if the house most late?
        G
You can give it to me right on time
       G
Well I like it in the kitchen, in the living room, driveway
  G                 D        G                         D         G
I don't mind if the house on fire, I don't care if the house on fire
            D      G     D      G      D        Em
Gimme that Shoofly pie - shoofly pie - shoofly pie
     D        Em                    A
Well I may be full of biscuits and wine
       Em           G           D
But I always have room for that shoofly -----
 
[Solo]
G  G  G  G D  G  D G
 
[Verse 5]
       G
Well I like it in the middle of the night
 G
Under the stars and moon
      G
And I get so high on your ever-lovin' pie
  G            D       G                           D      G
I like it from June to June - yeah I like it from June to June
 
[Bridge]
N.C.
Well I must be blessed 'cuz I have the best
N.C.
And I've seen the light comin' through your dress
N.C.
And all my friends they understand why I would kick and cry
N.C.
Wouldn't mind dyin' for just another piece of that heavenly beautiful
 D      G
Shoofly pie
 



[Outro]
                      D      G
Just a little bit of shoofly pie
D       G
Shoofly pie
                      D       G
Want another piece of shoofly pie
     D         Em                   A
Well I may be full of biscuits and wine
       Em         G              A
But I always have room for that shoofly pie

16801. Shoot Low Sheriff

Tyler Childers - Shoot Low Sheriff!
Tim O'Brien

[Chorus]
Well, you'd better shoot low, Sheriff, they might be crawlin'
Got a big load of booze that they'll soon be a-haulin'
They're runnin' every night when the whippoorwill is callin'
So shoot low, Sheriff, 'cause they might be crawlin'

[Verse 1]
Old Uncle Bill's got a still on a hill
He never worked a day and I guess he never will
He runs shine liquor and he sells it to Paw
It made Maw mad and she called the law

[Chorus]
Well, you'd better shoot low, Sheriff, they might be crawlin'
Got a big load of boozR that they'll soon be a-haulin'
They'rR runnin' every night when the whippoorwill is callin'
So shoot low, Sheriff, 'cause they might be crawlin'

[Verse 2]
Maw put the sheriff on Uncle Bill's trail
Said, "Catch that sot and throw him in jail"
Run out on his wife with the little kids squallin'
So shoot low, Sheriff, 'cause they might be crawlin'

[Chorus]
Yeah, you'd better shoot low, sheriff, they might be crawlin'
Got a big load of booze that they'll soon be a-haulin'
They're runnin' every night when the whippoorwill is callin'
So shoot low, Sheriff, 'cause they might be crawlin'

[Verse 3]
Uncle Bill held the bottle 'tween his finger and thumb
Said if I leave any, you can have some
Make him reach in his pocket for his last thin dime
And wear summer britches in the cold wintertime



[Chorus]
Yeah, you'd better shoot low, Sheriff, they might be crawlin'
Got a big load of booze that they'll soon be a-haulin'
They're runnin' every night when the whippoorwill is callin'
So shoot low, Sheriff, 'cause they might be crawlin'
Yeah, you'd better shoot low, Sheriff, they might be crawlin'
Got a big load of booze that they'll soon be a-haulin'
They're runnin' every night when the whippoorwill is callin'
So shoot low, Sheriff, 'cause they might be crawlin'

[Outro]
Shoot low, Sheriff, 'cause they might be crawlin'

16802. Shoot Me Straight

Shoot Me Straight
Osborne Brothers - Shoot Me Straight

Don't give me that look, that let me down easy smile
Don't act like I couldn't see you coming for a hundred miles
Don't try to find the perfect words
Can't take the pain out of the hurt
Hit me hard, baby I can take it
It's your move, go on and make it

Make it burn the whole way down
Lay my 6 foot 4 inch ass out on the ground
Yeah, tomorrow I'll have me a hard hangover
And one hell of a heartache
So pour it on like a shot of whiskey
And shoot me straight

I've got some friends who'd love to go raise some hell
A couple old flames to help me bid you farewell
There's plenty of time and alcohol
From happy hour, to last call
So do what'cha gotta do
So I can get to getting over you

Make it burn the whole way down
Lay my 6 foot 4 inch ass out on the ground
Yeah, tomorrow I'll have me a hard hangover
And one hell of a heartache
So pour it on like a shot of whiskey
And shoot me straight

Don't give me that salt shaker and lime
Don't give me that come back chaser this time
Don't muddle it up, don't water it down
Give me everything you got right here, right now
Make it burn

Make it burn the whole way down



Lay my 6 foot 4 inch ass out on the ground
Yeah, tomorrow I'll have me a hard hangover
And one hell of a heartache
Pour it on like a shot of whiskey
And shoot me straight

Shoot me straight
Come on...

16803. Shoot Out The Lights

Richard Thompson - Shoot Out The Lights 

In the dark who can see his face?
In the dark who can reach him?
He hides like a child
He hides like a child

Keeps his finger on the trigger
He can't stand the day
Shoot out the lights
Shoot out the lights

Keep the blind down on the window
Keep the pain on the inside
Just watching the dark
Just watching the dark

He might laugh but you won't see him
As he thunders through the night
Shoot out the lights
Shoot out the lights

In the darkness the shadows move
In the darkness the game is real
Real as a gun
Real as a gun

As he watches the streets of the city
As he moves through the night
Shoot out the lights
Shoot out the lights

16804. Shoot Straight From Your Heart

Vince Gill - Shoot Straight from Your Heart

There's no need to hide anything
Baby just know what you bring



Will always be enough
All of those things that you do
Are the reasons that I fell for you
And why, I believe in us

[Chorus]
Baby shoot straight from your heart
You'll never miss your mark
Baby always shoot straight from your heart
Let truth be the path that you choose
There ain't no way we can lose
Baby always shoot straight from your heart

We're gonna make some mistakes
'Cause baby I sure ain't no saint
I swear I'm in for the long haul
It doesn't matter how far
I love you just how you are
I will answer when you call

[Chorus]

16805. Shoot That Turkey Buzzard - Chords

Shoot That Turkey Buzzard - John Hartford 
             
  C          F      C               F           C
Shoot that turkey buzzard,Shoot that turkey buzzard
            F        C              G           C
Shoot that turkey buzzard, flyin' round the mountain.
                           (just to hear him holler)

** C               F          C
Old hen cackle and chickens flew,
                      G7     C
Rooster swore that he'd go, too.

**           F     C             F      C
Shoot old Davy Dugger, shoot old Davy Dugger,
              F    C                G7      C
Shoot old Davy Dugger, catch his wife an' hug 'er. 

(Rosenbaum/Chancey)
**
Shoot that turkey buzzard, shoot that turkey buzzard,
Blam!, blam!, caw!, caw! (Kuntz/Any Old Time)
x

These are verses on Hartford's track:

Shoot that turkey buzzard, Shoot that turkey buzzard, 
Shoot that turkey buzzard, yeah, as he waddles down the holler



Shoot that turkey buzzard,Shoot that turkey buzzard, 
Shoot that turkey buzzard, sitting on the bank old guitar

16806. Shop Around

Emmylou Harris - Shop Around

Just because you've become a young woman now
There's still some things that you don't understand now
Before you ask some guy for his hand now
Keep your freedom for as long as you can now
My mama told me
You better shop around

There's some things that I want you to know now
Just as sure as the wind's gonna blow now
The men'll come and the men are gonna go now
Before you tell 'em that you love 'em so now
My mama told me
You better shop around

Try to get yourself a bargain, girl
Don't be sold on the very first one
Good-looking guys come a dime a dozen
Try to find you one who's gonna give you true loving

Before you take a man and say I do now
Make sure he's in love with you now
Make sure that his love is true now
I hate to see you feeling sad and blue now
My mama told me
You better shop around

16807. Shopping For Dresses - Chords

Shopping For Dresses
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Jimmie Dickens and Merle Haggard 
[3/4 time]
 
C                              F
Down through the ages men have died for their women 
            C               G7
And they've done so so many times 
C                           F
But each time I loved one I always lost one  
      C                      G7         C
And I guess the right one is so hard to find 
 



                                 F
So I'm shopping for dresses with no one to wear them 
    C                             G7
One in each color and one in each style 
      C                      F
Maybe someday I'll find me a lady to wear them 
    C                   G7         C
And my shopping will be done for a while 
 
                          F
I bet somewhere a lady is shopping for britches 
   C                                    G7
Comparing the value and appraising each pair 
      C                     F
Maybe someday the good Lord will get us together 
    C                     G7          C
And we'll both have a new wardrobe to wear

Repeat #2

16808. Shores of Jordan

Iris Dement - Shores of Jordan

I looked up into heaven thought I'd solve life's mysteries
I observed the constellations for a clue to my destiny
But the rhyme of life confounds me, things will be as they will be
So I'll just dance the shores of Jordan 'til the angels carry me
Gonna let my feet go dancing to my very favorite song
'Cause I know my time for leaving is bound to come before too long
And there ain't no way of me knowing how tomorrow's gonna be
So I'll just dance the shores of Jordan 'til the angels carry me
I traveled to a prison saw my share of shattered dreams
Were the tables slightly tilted, I could be bound, they could be free
But I believe no tear goes wasted and so I fell there on my knees
Vowed I'd dance the shores of Jordan 'til the angels carried me
I'm gonna let my feet go dancing to my very favorite songs
'Cause I know my time for leaving is bound to come before too long
Now there ain't no way of me knowing how tomorrow's gonna be
So I'll just dance the shores of Jordan 'til the angels carry me
I saw a weary traveller heading down a dusty road
And I said, "Friend, may I help you, seems you haul a heavy load"
But he said, "Though my burden's heavy, in my heart I'm travelling light
So I can cross old river Jordan when I'm called to the other side"
I'm gonna let my feet go dancing to my very favorite songs
'Cause I know my time for leaving is bound to come before too long
Ain't no way of me knowing how tomorrow's gonna be
So I'll just dance the shores of Jordan 'til the angels carry me
I'll just dance the shores of Jordan 'til the angels carry me, carry me



16809. Shores Of White Sand

Emmylou Harris - Shores of White Sand

Here I go again
Back to that feeling
Of no worthy cause
To carry me on

'Cause my heart's been skipping
Like a flat rock on water
And with each ripple
The further I'm gone

Some say I'm sinking
To the muddy bottom
But somehow I'm sailing
To shores of white sand

I feel it raining
And the crosswinds are changing
Blowing my chances
To make it alone

But should you get lonesome
And your child need a mother
Just look for my traces
On shores of white sand

Some say I'm sinking
To the muddy bottom
But somehow I'm sailing
To shores of white sand

Yes, some say I'm sinking
To the muddy bottom
But somehow I'm sailing
To shores of white sand

Some say I'm sinking
To the muddy bottom
Somehow I'm sailing
To shores of white sand

Some say I'm sinking
To the muddy bottom

16810. Short Dress Gal

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Short Dress Gal

1, 2, 3, 4



Look at that gal right over there
Avert your eyes boys because the waters is mighty cold
Make me wanna sing, I tell ya
We gonna talk about you, woman
Ha ha ha ha!

Know a little girl
Name was Fee
Played it with every man she did see
Played with the man they call Mr. Key
Had her dress made to her knee
Went to the river, couldn't get across
Spent five dollars on old grey horse
Horse wouldn't pull, swapped it for a bull
All you could hear
The boys was sayin'

Won't you lower it gal
Everybody's lookin'
Lower it gal
I wanna see
Won't you lower it gal
Everybody's lookin' at the
Short dress, no mo' style

Lower it gal
Everybody's lookin'
Lower it gal
I wanna see
Won't you lower it gal
Everybody's lookin' at the
Short dress, no mo' style

Talk to me

Makin' old school music on the porch with my friends
Climbin' up the apple tree behind that old wood fence
Just to see that Sally girl walkin' by in a dress
Gotta check it out I'm singin' man I gotta confess
You gotta see what I saw man, nothin' compares
Hang me out to dry in the cold fresh air
Then I'll try to get a glimpse, just get out of my way
Gotta get a little somethin' at the end of the day

Lower it gal
Everybody's lookin'
Lower it gal
I wanna see
Won't you lower it gal
Everybody's lookin' at the
Short dress, no mo' style

Hit me with three!
We're gonna make some room here for the ladies to talk
Cause you know they got somethin' they wanna say

I know a guy, his name is John



Always talkin' 'bout what I have on
My skirt's too short, my legs too long (That's true)
I walk like a queen in the Amazon (Hah!)
Baby you shoutin' but I don't mind
Take a good look while you got the time
Now watch the skirt, it's gonna get high
Cause baby where there's smoke you know there's a fire!

Lower it gal
Everybody's lookin'
Lower it gal
I wanna see
Won't you lower it gal
Everybody's lookin' at the
Short dress, no mo' style

Won't you lower it gal
Everybody's lookin'
Lower it gal
I wanna see
Won't you lower it gal
Everybody's lookin'
( And that's alright with me)

16811. Short Grass Grows

Short Grass Grows
Tyson / Fricker

The sun burns the snow, high on the mountains
It runs and it grows as it falls.
Silt and soil, down it boils
Down to the valleys
The gold river rolls
To the plains

The range land lies high, up on th river.
The coolies are dry where the short grass grows
Fields of hay, cottonwood shade,
Green patch of hoce
Through the high dusty land
The river flows

Early evening light, boys practice roping.
The day fades away, the night rolls on.
Lives are pride, men who ride,
They keep the old skills
That came up the trail
From Mexico

[break]

The long river winds through green years abd dry years.



Brand 'emin the spring; ship 'em in the fall.
A new cold foaled, the mare grows old,
Cycle of changes
In this changless land
Where the short grass grows

Cycle of changes
In this changless land
Where the short grass grows

16812. Short Haired Woman Blues

Short Haired Woman Blues
Dave Rawlings Machine

Met her on a harvest moon once upon a time in the midwest
She told me as we stole away that she was freer than all the rest
With her hair cut like a farmboy and her cards so close to her hands
Just how much harm could she do me, no I never would have guessed

Don't go chasing wild ponies
They're half-crazy and they run
Don't go loving short haired women
They're gonna leave you crying
After thinking it was all in fun

We came upon a boomer shack, she broke the windows just because
There along the railroad track, she laid me down, that's how she was
With the first rush of the freight train, there was rain on the high summer corn
Though it's just a game, she told me, I said "no I am reborn"

Don't go chasing wild ponies
They're half-crazy when they run
Don't go loving short haired women
They're gonna leave you crying
After thinking it was all in fun, all in fun

As for her whereabouts, I hear she's living in Baton Rouge
Giving all those Creole men the short haired woman blues
The short haired woman blues

16813. Short Life Of Trouble

John Hartford 
Short Life Of Trouble

Short life of trouble
It's only wise that we part
Short life of trouble



For a boy with a broken heart

You know what you promised
Not more than three weeks ago
You promised that you'd marry me
Standing there by by your mama's kitchen door

Short life of trouble
It's only wise that we part
Short life of trouble
For a boy with a broken heart

Now you've broken your promise
So marry who you may
This old world is so big and so wide
I'll ramble back again someday

Short life of trouble
It's only wise that we part
Short life of trouble
For a boy with a broken heart

16814. Short Life Of Trouble

Short Life Of Trouble

   Short life of trouble
   A few more words to part
   Short life of trouble dear girl
   For a boy with a broken heart

Remember what you promised
Not more than a week ago
You promised that you'd marry me
Standing in your mama's door

Now you've broken you're promise
Go marry whom you may
For this old world's so big and so wide
I'll ramble back some day

Now you've gone and left me
I don't know what I'll do
I'd give the world and half of my life
Just to be married to you

16815. Short Sweet Ride



Alan Jackson - Short Sweet Ride 

I could see it coming from a mile away,
A heartache looking for a place to stay.
But I couldn't  resist her and I couldn't be cool,
The Lord made a woman to make a man a fool.
Chorus:
It's an age old story but it still holds true,
There ain't no ending to what a man won't do.
He loves some woman till he goes insane,
Its a short sweet rid on a runaway train.
I was drunk and crazy by her sweet perfume,
But I knew stone sober I was being used.
Now the heartache lingers like a cheap cologne,
She took what she wanted and she was gone.
Chorus
It was almost worth it for the time we spent,
'Cause there ain't no future in a heart for rent.
Still she taught me something 'bout the facts of life,
That love cuts quicker than a switch- blade knife.
Chorus
It's a short sweet ride on a runaway train.
Love's a short sweet ride on a runaway train.

16816. Shortenin' Bread

Shortenin' Bread

Three little children, lying in bed
Two was sick an' the other 'most dead
Sent for the doctor, the doctor said
Give those children some short'nin' bread

Mama's little baby loves short'nin', short'nin'
Mama's little baby loves short'nin' bread,... (Ã■2)

Put on the skillet, slip on the lid
Mama's gonna make a little short'nin' bread
That ain't all she's gonna do
Mammy's goin' to make a little coffee too

When those children, sick in bed
Heard that talk about short'nin' bread
Popped up well to dance and sing
Skipped around and cut the pigeon wing

Slipped to the kitchen, slipped up the lid
Filled my pocket full of short'nin' bread
Stole the skillet, stole the lid
Stole the gal makin' short'nin' bread

Caught me with the skillet, caught me with the lid
Caught me with the gal makin' short'nin' bread
Paid a dollar for the skillet, a dollar for the lid



Spent a year in jail eatin' short'nin' bread

16817. Shorty Falls In Love - Chords

Shorty Falls In Love 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Intro]
A7
 
[Verse]
N.C.
Partic'ly when I'm thinkin'
A7                                  G7
Whirlwinds of thoughts of you     I recreate the scene
F#7                F7                A7
Now and then     I can't forget    I mean
N.C.
I stretch my brain to recall
A7                                  G7
All the things we done together     since  that  golden day
F#7                  F7            A7
Makin'  haste  so's  not  to waste away
 
[Chorus]
D7               Ab7                      A7              A13
Like the time we climbed the mountain     just to see the moon
D7       Ab7                 A7                   E7
Fujiyama and the rockies     were to learn and    learn it soon
A7                                           G7
That our love would get much higher     than some old mountain top
F#7               F7                   A7
Past the stars so far     it wouldn't  stop     (stop)
 
[Verse]
N.C.
Here's what it is
A7                                   G7
Lyin' on the white sands     of some beach in Waikiki
F#7             F7            A7
Just to do  the hula  you and me
N.C.
I remember our
A7                              G7
Trip to Spain was so insane     we could hardly watch the bull
F#7         F7                A7
Luckily the ring that day was full
 
[Chorus]
D7                     Ab7             A7
Just  as  full  as my  heart  felt     the day you became mine
D7                Ab7                        A7                    E7
Vacant  mem'ries  would  soon  melt     we'd have ourselves     ourselves a time



A7                                 G7
As we sped around the world     to see what we could see
F#7                F7            A7    F#7              F7           A7     F#7              F7            A7
But  I  saw you &  you saw me mostly   but  I saw you & you saw me mostly   but  I saw you &
 you saw me mostly
 
[Outro]
A7                                 G7
As we sped around the world     to see what we could see
F#7               F7            A7    F#7        F7                  A7     F#7        F7                  A7
But  I  saw you & you saw me mostly   but  I saw you & you saw me mostly    but  I saw you &
 you saw me mostly

16818. Shot Full Of Love

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Shot Full of Love

Once I had a heart cold as ice
And love to me was only for fun
And I made a mark for each broken heart
Like nuches on the but of a gun

Once I had a track on my sleeve
And a reputation all over town
I was heartless and cold and wherever I go
I shut down every young girl I found

And I used to be a moonlight-bandit
I used to be heartbreaker-kid
But then I met you and the next thing I knew that I was
Oh, shut full of love

Who thought that someone like you
Would take a desperado like me
But all here I am, I'm week as a lamb
With my bleading heart there at your feet

And I used to be a moonlight-bandit
I used to be heartbreaker-kid
But then I met you and the next thing I knew that I was
Oh, shut full of love

And I used to be a moonlight-bandit
I used to be heartbreaker-kid
But then I met you and the next thing I knew that I was
Oh, shut full of love
Shut full of love



16819. Shotgun And A Pistol

Shotgun and a Pistol

That mornin' a lady locked arms with a shotgun
And the pistol rode west with the sun
Now the outlaws of Tombstone and the outlaws forever
Know that death is the way of the gun

They fought side by side, undefeated each time
Speed of their guns were the same
From dark city Kansas to wild Arizon
All outlaws alike knew their name

A shotgun, a pistol, known the world over as
The two biggest guns in the west
But the whole town of Tombstone knew the friendship was shakin'
And they wondered which one was the best

Only a shootout could settle the question
That lay heavy on everyone's mind
Whiskey and loose talk and their love for a woman
Made the shoot out a matter of time

That mornin' a lady locked arms with a shotgun
And the pistol rode west with the sun
Now the outlaws of Tombstone and the outlaws forever
Know that death is the way of the gun

The day of the doom had been set by the town
That lived up to it's blood-thirsty name
Some said the pistol, some said the shotgun
Some said the town was to blame

But some outlaws named Clanton and the O.K Corral
Changed history and canceled the game
When the shootout was over and the outlaws lay dyin'
Old Tombstone the silent was shamed

That mornin' a lady locked arms with a shotgun
And a pistol rode west with the sun
Now the outlaws of Tombstone and the outlaws forever
Know death is the way of the gun

16820. Shotgun Blues

Shotgun Blues
Abigail Washburn / Bela Fleck

If I had a shotgun And you were in the woods.
I'd hunt you down And tell you you're no good.

If I had a shot gun  You'd fall down on your knees



I'd get you talking And you'd start begging please

So get me a shotgun And don't you run now
'Cause if you run now - You know what I have to do.

If I thought you felt bad 'Bout what you done to me
I'd let you go But boy you're just too mean

Wish I was a big girl Could let my heart be free
But if I was a big girl I'd have you hung in a tree.

So get me a shotgun And don't you run now
Cause if you run now You know what I have to do

So get me a shotgun And don't you run now
Cause if you run now You know what I have to do.

16821. Shotgun Boogie - Chords

Shotgun Boogie
Recorded by Tennessee Ernie Ford
Words and music by Tennessee Ernie Ford

There it [C] stands in the corner with the barrel so straight
I looked out the window and over the gate
The [F] big, fat rabbits are a-jumpin' in the grass
[C] Wait'll they hear my old shotgun blast (*)
Shot-[F] gun Boogie (* * * *) I done saw your [C] tracks ...
Look [G] out Mr. Rabbit when I [G7] cock my hammer [C] back.

Well, over on the ridge is a (*scaley bark)
Hick'er nuts so big you can see 'em in the dark
The big fat Squirrels they scratch and they bite
I'll be on that ridge before daylight (*)
Shot-gun Boogie (* * * *) all I need is one shot ...
Look out bushy tail, tonight you'll be in the pot.

Well, I met pretty gal she was tall and thin
I asked her what she had, she said: "A FOX 410."
I looked her up and down and said: "Boy, this is love."
So we headed for the brush to shoot a big fat Dove (*)
Shot-gun Boogie (* * * *) boy the feathers flew ...
Look out Mr. Dove when she draws a bead on you.

I sat down on a log, took her on my lap
She said: "Wait a minute, bub, you got to see my pap,
He's got a 16-gauge choked down like a rifle
He don't like a man that's a-gonna trifle." (*)
Shot-gun Boogie (* * * *) draws a bead so fine ...
Look out big boy, he's loaded all the time.

Well, I called on her pap like a gentleman oughter
He said: "No brush hunter's gonna get my daughter."



He cocked back the hammer right on the spot
When the gun went off, I outran the shot (*)
Shot-gun Boogie (* * * *) I wanted wedding bells ...
I'll be back little gal, when your pappy runs out of shells.

16822. Shotgun Song

Shotgun Song
Gillian Welch - Shotgun Song

[Verse 1]
Well I wish I had a shotgun, I'd tie it to my side
Never be without' the' power to make' a man do right
Steady on my' shoulders, standing in the wind
I've been down before, but I won't be down again
[Verse 2]
And if I had a pony, how fast I would ride
Yippie-tiy-iy-ay with the shotgun at my side
An outlaw to my foes, a hero to my friends
I've been down before, but I won't be down again
[Verse 3]
The days would be so easy and the nights would be so slow
I'd turn my pony south, boys, and ride to Mexico
My pockets full of silver to gamble or to lay
'Cause I've been down before, but I won't be down again
[Verse 4]
But I ain't got no silver, no pony, no gun
All I got's this hammer like old John Henry swung
Been ten years on this chain gang, one more day and then
I've been down before, but I won't be down again
[Outro]
Now standing on this rock pile of four and twenty men
Well I've been down before, but I won't be down again
I've been down before, but I won't be down again

16823. Should I Betray

Richard Thompson - Should I Betray? 

Should I betray you to Charlene?
She doesn't know the things I've seen
She must still think you're Mr. Clean
Just like the man she wed

Should I betray you to your spouse?
The wife who waits back at the house
She doesn't know that you're a louse
That's not the man she wed



She doesn't know the deals you make
The throats you cut, the vows you break
To buy up some old lady's stake
Quick before she's dead

She doesn't see your oily smarm
You pour on in the place of charm
When you've got some shopgirl by the arm
Steering her into bed

That virgin forest you chopped down
To build another ugly town
I'll tell your wife you bribed them 'round
To back your plan instead

But perhaps she doesn't want to see
The heel that you turned out to be
That's why, she'll take a gin or three
To drive doubts from her head

While she's working hard enough
With housework, kids, and all that stuff
You're out there with some bit of fluff
Cruising on the Med

She thought the leopard's spots were paint
She thought she'd turn you to a saint
Kept hoping, though the hope grew faint
That you were better bred

16824. Shoulder To Cry On

Shoulder To Cry On
(Merle Haggard)

I came here because I knew I'd be welcome
And because somehow you always understand
You seem to have a way with lonely people
And you always were my greatest helping hand.

Now once again I'm here to take advantage
Though I don't deserve the arms I left alone
I need to know there's someone who still loves me
And I need a shoulder to cry on.

I overlooked the love you tried so hard to give
The love I never seemed to understand
I always stay just long enough to hurt you
And what little love I gave was second hand.

Now once again I'm here to take advantage
Cause once again the one I love is gone
I need to know there's someone who still loves me



And I need a shoulder to cry on.

--- Instrumental ---

I need to know there's someone who still loves me
And I need a shoulder to cry on...

16825. Shoulder To Shoulder

Shoulder To Shoulder
Larkin Poe - Shoulder To Shoulder

[Verse 1]
After all the hoping, praying, always waiting
Thoughts have been so captivating
What's the aim, the goal, conclusion?
Is this all some grand illusion?

[Pre-Chorus]
From a far wood, chaos seemed to be a lovely thing
I don't know

[Chorus]
Shoulder to shoulder, we're tandem, amorous
Then without any warning, a wall
Falls between us. Like waves
On the ocean, we roll
And then break on the sand, even so
Dear, without you, I'm a ship that is lost to the land

[Verse 2]
You take another two steps, force me in a corner
The moment feels like doubt before me
I wanna hold you, make you stay
But instead you go far away, now

[Pre-Chorus]
From a far wood, chaos seemed to be a lovely thing
I don't know

16826. Shouldn't A Told You That

Shouldn't a Told You That
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
Well he told me that he was tired of being good
And he told me that she don't treat him like she should
Well he told me when he'd be alone



He told me how long she'd be gone
I'm only human
He shouldn't-a told me that
Well she told me that her man was really fine
Makes her sorry that she doesn't have more time
Well she laughed and told me
How she gets a little bit just now and then
I'm only human
She shouldn't-a told me that

[Chorus]
My doctor tells me I should get more exercise
My friends tell me to be alone is so unwise
I'm being good but I don't know for how long
Temptation is coming on strong

[Verse 2]
Well I told you that I saw him yesterday
Very sexy, more than that I cannot say
And just before I said goodbye I told him with a little sigh
I'm only human
I shouldn't-a told him that

[Chorus]
My doctor tells me I should get more exercise
My friends tell me to be alone is so unwise
I'm being good but I don't know for how long
Temptation is coming on strong

[Verse 3]
Well I told you that I saw him yesterday
Very sexy, more than that I cannot say
And just before I said goodbye I told him with a little sigh
I'm only human
I shouldn't-a told him that

[Chorus]
My doctor tells me I should get more exercise
My friends tell me to be alone is so unwise
I'm being good but I don't know for how long
Temptation is coming on strong

16827. Shout

Shout
Garth Brooks - Shout

I say well
You know you make me wanna (Shout!)
Kick my heels up and (Shout!)
Throw my hands up and (Shout!)
Throw my head back and (Shout!)
Come on now (Shout!)



Don't forget to say you will
Don't forget to say,
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah (Say you will)
Say it right now baby (Say you will)
Come on, come on (Say you will)
Say it, you will (Say you will)
Come on now

(Say) say that you love me
(Say) say that you need me
(Say) say that you want me
(Say) you wanna please me
(Say) come on now
(Say) come on now
(Say) come on now
(Say) come on now
I still remember
(Shooby-doo-wop-do-wop-wop-wop-wop)
When you used to be nine years old
Yeah-yeah! (Shooby-doo-wop-do-wop-wop-wop-wop)
I was a fool for you, from the bottom of my soul, yeah!
(Shooby-doo-wop-do-wop-wop-wop-wop)
Now that you've grown, up (Shooby-doo-wop-do-wop-wop-wop-wop)
Enough to know, yeah yeah (Shooby-doo-wop-do-wop-wop-wop-wop)
You wanna leave me, you wanna, let me go (Shooby-doo-wop-do-wop)

I want you to know
I said I want you to know right now, yeah!
You been good to me baby
Better than I been to myself, hey! hey!
Iyou ever leave me
I don't want nobody else, hey! hey!
I said I want you to know-ho-ho-hey!
I said I want you to know right now, hey! hey!

You know you make me wanna
(Shout-wooo)
(Shout-wooo)
(Shout-wooo)
(Shout-wooo)
(Shout-wooo)
(Shout-wooo)
(Shout-wooo)
(Shout-wooo)
(Shout)

Now wait a minute!
I feel alright! (Yeah-Yeah, Yeah-Yeah!)
Now that I got my woman
I feel alright! (Yeah-Yeah, Yeah-Yeah, Yeah-Yeah)
Every time I think about you
You been so good to me
You been so good to me
You know you make me wanna
(Shout-wooo) lift my heels up and
(Shout-wooo) throw my head back and
(Shout-wooo) kick my heels up and



(Shout-wooo) come on now
(Shout-wooo) take it easy
(Shout-wooo) take it easy
(Shout-wooo) come on now
(Shout-wooo) come on now
(Shout) a little bit softer now (wooo)
(Shout) a little bit softer now
(Shout) a little bit softer now
(Shout) a little bit softer now
(Shout) a little bit softer now
(Shout) a little bit softer now
(Shout) a little bit softer now
(Shout) a little bit softer now
(Shout) a little bit softer now
(Shout) a little bit softer now
(Shout) a little bit softer now

(Shout) a little bit louder now
(Shout) a little bit louder now
(Shout) a little bit louder now
(Shout) a little bit louder now
(Shout) a little bit louder now
(Shout) a little bit louder now
(Shout) a little bit louder now
(Shout) a little bit louder now
(Shout) a little bit louder now
(Shout)
Hey-Hey-A-Hey (Hey-Hey-A-Hey)
Hey-A-Hey-A (Hey-A-Hey-A)
Hey-A-Hey-A (Hey-A-Hey-A)
Hey-A-A-Hey (Hey-A-A-Hey)

(Shout)
(Shout)
(Shout)
(Shout)
(Shout)
(Shout)
(Shout)
(Shout)

16828. Shout Mountain Music - Chords

Shout Mountain Music 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
 A A A E A D A E A
 
[Verse 1]
            A
I'm gonna sing and jump and shout
        A



Gonna blow the windows out
           A                            E
I'm gon' play my fiddle loud all night long
       A                      (A7)
And I ain't gonna change my sound
             D          (D7)
When ole' Smokey comes around
        A               E            A
Gonna shout mountain music all night long
 
[Chorus]
            D
All night long (all night long)
            A
All night long (all night long)
         A                                    E
I'll be high up on the mountain when daylight comes
        A                   A7
And I ain't gonna change my sound
            D
When ole' Smokey comes around
          A               E               A
I'm gon' shout mountain music all night long
 
[Instrumental]
A A A A E A  x2
 
 
[Verse 2]
            A
I'm gonna fire up my fuse
            A
I'm gon' boog-a-loo my blues
        A                        E
Gonna cut a rug from Raleigh to Richmond
         A
And my banjo strings'll break
         D
Lord and open that pearly gate
        A
Gonna up and jive and buck and wing
     A
Rattle them bones and shout and sing
    A                E            A
Shoutin' mountain music all night long
 
 
[Chorus]
            D
All night long (all night long)
            A
All night long (all night long)
         A                                    E
I'll be high up on the mountain when daylight comes
        A                   A7
And I ain't gonna change my sound
            D



When ole' Smokey comes around
          A               E               A
I'm gon' shout mountain music all night long
 
[Instrumental]
A G A A E A   x2
 
 
[Verse 3]
          A
When I first rolled into town
               A
They said, "Turn that rig around
             A                          E
"Boy, that fiddle and the banjo don't belong"
         A
But I resined up my bow
           D
I said, "Boys, let it go"
           A
So take a match and burn it down
 Stop                             A D E A  x4
Grab you partner, swing 'em round
 
 
[Chorus]
            D
All night long (all night long)
            A
All night long (all night long)
         A                                    E
I'll be high up on the mountain when daylight comes
        A                   A7
And I ain't gonna change my sound
            D
When ole' Smokey comes around
          A               E               A
I'm gon' shout mountain music all night long
 
[Chorus]
            D
All night long (all night long)
            A
All night long (all night long)
         A                                    E
I'll be high up on the mountain when daylight comes
        A                   A7
And I ain't gonna change my sound
            D
When ole' Smokey comes around
          A               E               A
I'm gon' shout mountain music all night long
 
[Outro]
  A



16829. Shouting On The Hills Of Glory

Shouting On The Hills Of Glory
Stanley Brothers

   There'll be shouting on the hills of glory
   Shouting on the hills shouting on the hills
   There'll be shouting on the hills of glory
   There'll be shouting on the hills of God

Oh what a blessed reunion
Oh what a blessed reunion
When will we gather over yonder
There'll be shouting on the hills of God

Now's the time to make a reservation
Now's the time to make a reservation
So stop and make your reservation
There'll be shouting on the hills of God

16830. Shouting On The Hills Of Glory - Chords

Shouting On The Hills Of Glory
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs and Ralph Stanley
Written by Carter Stanley

G
There'll be shouting on the hills of glory
D7                    C               G
Shouting on the hills shouting on the hills
  
There'll be shouting on the hills of glory
                            D7       G
There'll be shouting on the hills of God

Oh what a blessed reunion
D7                G
Oh what a blessed reunion
 
When we're together over yonder
                            D7       G
There'll be shouting on the hills of God

Repeat #1

Now's the time to make your preparations
D7                               G
Now's the time to make your preparations



So stop and make your reservation
                            D7       G
There'll be shouting on the hills of God

Repeat #1

No more sorrow in that city
D7                     G
No more sorrow in that city

Jesus prepared a home in heaven
                         D7       G
There'll shouting on the hills of God

Repeat #1

16831. Show Me Something Higher

Show Me Something Higher
Leftover Salmon - Show Me Something Higher

[Verse 1]
Went down to the water, watch those seabirds fly
Heard the voices on the wind, singing to the pale blue sky
I sailed into the o-zone and when I came back down
My heart was feeling shattered by what I saw here on the ground

[Chorus]
Show me something higher
Show me a better way
Show me something higher
Show me a better way

[Verse 2]
Seein' through the shadows, waiting for the rain to fall
Rising up above the storm clouds, I'm feeling no pain at all
It's never cloudy up here flying, sun shines all the time
It's just living down below here where the darkness clouds your mind

[Chorus]
Show me something higher
Show me a better way
Show me something higher
Show me a better way

[Verse 3]
Somewhere beyond madness is a world of harmony
Between destiny and free will, heaven and the deep blue sea
So harvest your intentions and then plant another seed
Cause it's just your own reflections that you're always gonna see

[Chorus]
Show me something higher



Show me a better way
Show me something higher
Show me a better way

[Outro]
Show me something higher
Show me a better way
Show me something higher
Show me a better way
Show me something higher
Show me a better way

16832. Show Me The Door

Billy Strings 
Show Me The Door

She ebbs and flows like water
And she feels just like wine
She loved the things I bought her
When I did not have a dime

There were times I felt like hiding
She could almost read my mind
In her yard the trees are dying
And there's nothing growing on the vine

I'll be here if you need me
I'll be here, even if you don't
Show me the door
Or show me something more
Take me in or shove me out to sea

She lit me up like powder
And she scattered me like dust
A broken bell in a crooked tower
Born to fall and built to rust

I'll be here if you need me
I'll be here, even if you don't
Show me the door
Or show me something more
Take me in or shove me out to sea

Couldn't see much deeper
Than a penny on the ground
We looked as far as flesh and bone
So that was all we found

She told me there's no way of knowing
When the last time had come and gone
We can't reap what we've been sowing
Waiting for answers farther along



I'll be here if you need me
I'll be here, even if you don't
Show me the door
Or show me something more
Take me in or shove me out to sea

Show me the door
Or show me something more
Take me in or shove me out to sea

16833. Show Me The Door

Billy Strings 
Show Me The Door

She ebbs and flows like water
And she feels just like wine
She loved the things I bought her
When I did not have a dime

There were times I felt like hiding
She could almost read my mind
In her yard the trees are dying
And there's nothing growing on the vine

I'll be here if you need me
I'll be here, even if you don't
Show me the door
Or show me something more
Take me in or shove me out to sea

She lit me up like powder
And she scattered me like dust
A broken bell in a crooked tower
Born to fall and built to rust

I'll be here if you need me
I'll be here, even if you don't
Show me the door
Or show me something more
Take me in or shove me out to sea

Couldn't see much deeper
Than a penny on the ground
We looked as far as flesh and bone
So that was all we found

She told me there's no way of knowing
When the last time had come and gone
We can't reap what we've been sowing
Waiting for answers farther along



I'll be here if you need me
I'll be here, even if you don't
Show me the door
Or show me something more
Take me in or shove me out to sea

Show me the door
Or show me something more
Take me in or shove me out to sea

16834. Show Me The Road

Show Me The Road
Harvey Reid

Too many miles have I traveled alone
Show me the road that leads to my home
Strangers, strangers, everywhere I roam
Show me the road that leads to my home

Trouble, trouble, trouble on my mind
Show me the road that leads to my home
Finding precious little peace, losing precious time
Show me the road that leads to my home

Chorus:
Show me a sign, tell me a reason
Cold winds have scattered the seeds I have sown
Lord let me live to see another morning
Show me the road that leads to my home

Such a long long journey it seems we travel on
Show me the road that leads to my home
Such a short time we re here, friends, and then we re gone
Show me the road that leads to my home

Chorus

Remembering just the good times, feeling just the pain
Show me the road that leads to my home
Hearing just the sad songs, seeing just the rain
Show me the road that leads to my home

Chorus

16835. Show Me The Way

Show Me the Way
by Alton Delmore



Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

Show me the way and guide
me every day
Oh god above as I go
and when I pray, repeat to me the way
Lest I get lost here below

Show me the light to guide me
day and night
I want to be in the fold
Teach me to give each day as I receive
That's how to live, I am told

Keep me from harm and guide me thru the
storm
When clouds of doubt hide the way
Oh, yes my Lord, I want that
great reward
When I cross over someday

16836. Show The World

Robert Earl Keen - Show The World 

There was a time not so long ago
When the sun shone down on a world moving easy and slow
There was love in the air
More than enough of for everyone to have their share
Now the day has turned to night
But before we lose the light
Here's what we got to do

(Chorus)
Give your heart, lend a hand
Say you will, say you can
Don't let you love ever end
Show the world you are a friend

There is a child not so far away
Livin' in the rubble where there ain't no place to play
Weary women, broken men
Are in a sea of trouble and they got no strength to swim
Now the day has turned to night
But before they loose the fight
Here's what we got to do

(Chorus)

Open up your door and step into the blue
There's always something more we can do
Here's what we got to do



(Chorus x2)

16837. Showboat Gambler

Showboat Gambler
England Dan & John Ford Coley
501 Central

Tonight I'll board the Delta Queen
Abound for New Orleans
And again I'll get that feeling that I'm free
Her paddle wheels will churn
And her smoke stacks they will burn
And slowly I'll be carried to the sea

'Cause I'm a rambler, a showboat gambler
I make my livin' on the run
I'm a rambler, a showboat gambler
Big Muddy will always be my home

I know every river ship 'cause I've taken every trip
And I know every captain by his name
In the eyes of every man, I can tell what's in his hand
I guess that I have played in every game

'Cause I'm a rambler, a showboat gambler
I make my livin' on the run
I'm a rambler, a showboat gambler
Big Muddy will always be my home

Tonight I'm a-sittin' here beneath a chandelier
There's a lady here to light my big cigar
And if luck will be my friend, we'll be finished up by ten
And we'll be standin' on the decks beneath the stars

'Cause I'm a rambler, a showboat gambler
I make my livin' on the run
I'm a rambler, a showboat gambler
Big Muddy will always be my home

'Cause I'm a rambler, a showboat gambler
I make my livin' on the run
I'm a rambler, a showboat gambler
Big Muddy will always be my home

'Cause I'm a rambler, a showboat gambler
I make my livin' on the run
I'm a rambler, a showboat gambler
Big Muddy will always be my home



16838. Shut Up And Dance

Shut up and Dance
The Gibson Brothers (Country)

The only thing standin' between you and me
Is nothin' but a whole lotta floor
Maybe you're the kind that likes to take your time
I just couldn't wait no more
I ain't bad lookin' when the band starts cookin'
I didn't want to miss this chance
I said all I can say, the night is slippin' away
I better shut up and dance

Shut up and dance
Hit the ground runnin' and we won't stop
A lotta time later that we can talk
Better shut up and dance
I got no plan, I just got lucky and caught your eye
Glad it was me and not some other guy
I better shut up and dance

Sometimes I overthink it and talk too much
Sometimes I don't say nothin' at all
But the songs they'rR playin' are better at sayin'
What I want to thR belle of the ball
Waylon and Willie and every hillbilly who ever held a beer in his hand
Searched deep inside and then swallowed his pride
And then he shut up and danced

Shut up and dance
Hit the ground runnin' and we won't stop
A lotta time later that we can talk
Better shut up and dance
I got no plan, I just got lucky and caught your eye
Glad it was me and not some other guy
I better shut up and dance

Shut up and dance
Hit the ground runnin' and we won't stop
A lotta time later that we can talk
Better shut up and dance
I got no plan, I just got lucky and caught your eye
Glad it was me and not some other guy
I better shut up and dance

I'm glad it was me and not some other guy
I better shut up and dance

16839. Shut Up In The Mines At Coal Creek

Shut Up In The Mines At Coal Creek



The birds are sweetly singin
The sun is shinin bright
But in our place of toiling
It is as dark as night

   Shut up in the mines at coal creek
   I know we're bound to die
   But if we'll follow Jesus
   Our souls to heaven will fly

Oh I see my loved ones
My wife is in distress
She does not know that her husband
Is going home to rest

The sky is falling my darling
And death is right at hand
I'm going home to heaven
To live in a better land

16840. Shut Up Train

Little Big Town - Shut Up Train

[Verse 1]
Shut up train I'm trying to sleep
Can't you show me a little sympathy
This is the only time I can get any peace
So shut up train I'm trying to sleep

[Chorus]
Every time the front door shakes
Every time I hear the breaks
And that long whistle crying through the night
I'm reminded of the way I feel
Just like that cold black steel
Getting crushed by your wheels tonight
I don't need no more pain so shut up train

[Verse 2]
I hope you're happy now I am wide awake
Now I got to deal with every ounce of this heartache
While your moving on I'm stuck in this place
It's all your fault so shut up train

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Shut up train stop rubbing it in
You've made your point
I gave up you win
You win
You're all the noise all the pain every night same ole thing



(You're all)
Why don't you shut up train go on shut up train
(You're all)
I give up I give in raise a flag let you in
(You're all)
Why don't you shut up train go on and shut up train
(You're all)
Oh shut up train
(You're all)

[Outro]
Shut up train

16841. Shut-In's Prayer

Jimmy Martin - Shut-in's prayer

Last night as the moon pulled anchor
And sailed down the milky way
It peeped through an open window
Where a lonely shut-in lay
The moon seemed to shine much brighter
Each star seemed to nod it's head
The night seemed so strangely peaceful
When they heard what the shut-in said

Dear God way up in heaven I earnestly pray to Thee
And my prayer oh Lord wilt thou answer and lay a healing hand on me
This vain world seems to forget me Lord and I've been a shut-in so long
I'm needing thy love dear Jesus instill in my heart a song
Lord I ask not for gold or silver and no diamonds to call my own
Just give me thy touch of healing I'm so weak and all alone
I trust that I'm not askin' too much of thy heavenly wealth
When humbly dear Lord I pray thee just give me back my health
Then off to dreamland the shut-in drifted yes God heard what the shut-in said

The night seemed so strangely peaceful
God heard what the shut-in said

16842. Si Dolce Ã¨'l Tormento

Rhiannon Giddens - Si Dolce Ã¨'l Tormento

Si dolce Ã¨'l tormento
Ch'in seno mi sta
Ch'io vivo contento
Per cruda beltÃ 
Nel ciel di bellezza
S'accreschi fierezza



Et manchi pietÃ :
Che sempre qual scoglio
All'onda d'orgoglio
Mia fede sarÃ 
La speme fallace
Rivolgam' il piÃ¨
Diletto ne pace
Non scendano a me
E l'empia ch'adoro
Mi nieghi ristoro
Di buona mercÃ¨:
Tra doglia infinita
Tra speme tradita
VivrÃ  la mia fÃ¨
Se fiamma d'amore
GiÃ  mai non sentÃ¬
Quel rigido core
Ch'il cor mi rapÃ¬
Se nega pietate
La cruda beltatR
Che l'alma invaghÃ¬:
Ben fia che dolRnte
Pentita e languente
Sospirimi un dÃ¬

16843. Sibella

Richard Thompson - Sibella 

Oh some girls hold the ace, the deuce, the trey
X-ray the deck to see what's coming
Mary Antoinette she smiled that way
Easy to smile when the luck is running

Like a myth you rode in from the west
From the go you had my button pressed
Did the tea-time of your soul make you long for wilder days?
Did you never let Jack Kerouac wash over you in waves?

Sibella, we don't make sense together
But my heart's with you
Sibella, I found myself
Strange but true, strange but true

Some say you can learn a lot from books
Thrill right to second-hand living
Life is just as deadly as it looks
But fiction is more forgiving

You took chances well within your means
Salon hair and creases in your jeans
All those lonely winters long, did you really think it through?
Did you really ache for me like I really ached for you?



Sibella, we don't make sense together
But my heart's with you
Sibella, I found myself
Strange but true, strange but true

Sibella, we don't make sense together
But my heart's with you
Sibella, I found myself
Strange but true, strange but true
Strange but true, strange but true
Strange but true

16844. Sick, Sober And Sorry

Lefty Frizzell
Sick, Sober And Sorry

[Chorus]
Oh sick, sober and sorry
Broke, disgusted and sad
Sick, sober and sorry
But look at the fun' that' I've had

[Verse 1]
I met' with a gal in a tavern
Oh' what a beautiful dream
We had three or four then had several more
And that's when I went off my beam

[Chorus]
Oh sick, sober and sorry
Broke, disgusted and sad
Sick, sober and sorry
But look at the fun that I've had

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
The jukebox so loudly was playing
Each couple having a ball
But of all of them gals their sweethearts and pals
I'll bet I'm the sickest of all

[Chorus]
Oh sick, sober and sorry
Broke, disgusted and sad
Sick, sober and sorry
But look at the fun that I've had

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 4]



The clock on the wall said it's later
In fact it was twenty to four
In spite of my pride they kicked me outside
They locked and they bolted the door

[Chorus]
Oh sick, sober and sorry
Broke, disgusted and sad
Sick, sober and sorry
But look at the fun that I've had

16845. Sid

Sid - Del Mccoury Band

[Verse 1]
In southern West Virginia back in 1921
Trouble was a-brewin' and more was yet to come
It started down in Matewan about fifteen months before
Ten or more were killed that day across the valley floor
The big coal operators tried to drive the miners down
Sid Hatfield and his six guns left 'em lying on the ground
They summoned him to court that day to pay for all his sins
The mine guards were a-waitin' there in Welch to do him in

[Chorus]
So get back on that railroad train and ride, Sid, ride
Get back down to Matewan while you still got time to hide
Baldwin Phelps is here in Welch and they want to gun you down
So get back on that railroad train and ride

[Verse 2]
Sid went down to the hotel and dropped off both of his guns
They say he showed no fear that day, he wasn't gonna run
As they headed off to court Sid and his friend Ed
Were gunned down on the court house steps, the mine guards shot 'em dead
They said he was a hero of all the mining men
He stood up for the working men that needed help back then
He didn't die for glory, he didn't die for fame
He made a stand for what was right and for his family name
[Chorus]
So get back on that railroad train and ride, Sid, ride
You're going back to Matewan, but it's too late to hide
You won't hear the whistle blow or the clicking of the the track
They put you on that railroad train to ride

[Outro]
Get on that train to glory, Sid, and ride, ride, ride
You've gone to meet your maker on that train up in the sky
Your deeds will be remembered, your name will never die
Get on that train to glory, Sid, and ride



16846. Side By Side

Side By Side 
Blueridge
 
Just a young girl of seventeen, the prettiest girl he'd everseen 
He dreamed someday she'd be his wife 
She took his hand and said I do, I'll never love anyone but you 
And I'll never say goodbye
 
REFRAIN : 
The greatest love ever, they walked side by side 
What a happy life together, they laughed and they cried 

Theymade a home and a family
through the good and bad they'd always be 
Hand in hand and side by side 
He worked two jobs just to get them by 
She cooked the meals the old wood stove style 
The work was hard, but their love was strong 
 
Time moved on, and the hair turned gray
and the grandkids came by every day 
How they loved to see them smile 
She'd sit and hold them in her arms
they could be no further from all harm 
They were angels in her eyes 
 
Our Father called her home one day
he prayed Oh Lord please let her stay 
How can I live without her here 
She'll be waitin' on the other side
you could see her when you close your eyes 
She'll never say goodbye 
 
Just a young girl of seventeen, the prettiest girl he'd ever seen

16847. Side Of The Road

Side Of The Road

There are people who would rather live in mansions
People who would rather live abroad
People who would trade God's promise
For the glories to hold.

There are people who would rather live in splendor
And brag about their silver and their gold
But I'd rather have a little log cabin



By the side of the road.

   I'd rather live by the side of the road
   And try to point souls to the best abode
   Than to be a king or a millionaire
   And live in mansions in bright array.

I'd rather do a neighborly deed
For a traveler here or a friend in need
I'd rather live by the side of the road
And help some pilgrim along life's way.
Well I'd rather have a cabin by the roadside

With a pilgrimage of men just passing by
Help to point some soul to Jesus
In that city On High.
Every day I want to help to scatter roses
Every night I want the lamp to shine abroad
With a welcome from the little bay window
By the side of the road.

16848. Side Of The Road - Chords

Side Of The Road 
Lucinda Williams
 
[Intro]
C   G   Am   F   G   G
 
[Verse]
C     G           Am         F           G      G
  You wait in the car on the side of the road
C       G             Am             F                       G        G    G  G
Lemme go and stand awhile, I wanna know you're there but I wanna be alone
 
[Chorus]
Dm   F          C         G
  If only for a minute or two
Dm        F                      C         G
  I wanna see what it feels like to be without you
Dm        F                 C      G
  I wanna know the touch of my own skin
Dm  F                C         G    G    G    G
  Against the sun, against the wind
 
[Verse]
C     G           Am                   F           G      G
I walked out in a field, the grass was high, it brushed against my legs
C     G                 Am              F           G      G
I just stood and looked out at the open space and a farmhouse out a ways
 
[Chorus]
Dm   F                   C         G



And I wondered about the people who lived in it
Dm   F                      C         G
And I wondered if they were happy and content
Dm         F              C         G
Were there children and a man and a wife?
Dm           F                C            G
Did she love him and take her hair down at night?
 
[Verse]
C     G             Am            F           G      G
If I stray away too far from you, don't go and try to find me
C          G            Am                   F           G      G
It doesn't mean I don't love you, it doesn't mean I won't come back and stay beside you
 
[Chorus]
Dm   F                C         G
It only means I need a little time
Dm   F          C         G
To follow that unbroken line
Dm   F              C         G
To a place where the wild things grow
Dm   F          C         G
To a place where I used to always go
 
[Verse]
C     G           Am         F           G      G
La la la,  la la la,  la la la, la la la 
C     G           Am         F           G      G
La la la la, la la la, la la la, la la la
 
[Chorus]
Dm   F          C         G
  If only for a minute or two
Dm        F                      C         G
  I wanna see what it feels like to be without you
Dm        F                 C      G
  I wanna know the touch of my own skin
Dm  F                C         G    G    G    G
  Against the sun, against the wind 
 
C

16849. Side Pony

Side Pony
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
I got a parrot of hair on my shoulder
It's apparent it's there, and it's bolder
Like I show you my cards, I'm no folder
Yes I'm a soldier



Against everything square and unsightly
Yes I know I look good, so don't fight me
All I need is a clip or a scrunchie
And then I'm ready

[Chorus]
Because I rock a side pony
Baby I'm just living my life
Because I rock a side pony
I rock a side pony
I rock a side pony
Who doesn't love a side pony?
Baby I'm just living my life
Because I rock a side pony
I rock a side pony
I rock a side pony

[Verse 2]
Since I met you, you've been in my stable
And I see you whenever I'm able
Though we're keeping it under the table
It ain't a fable

Why can't we hide it away in your derby
We're having fun and we're keeping it flirty
Everybody might say that it's dirty
But don't you worry

[Chorus]
Because I rock a side pony
Baby I'm just living my life
Because I rock a side pony
I rock a side pony
I rock a side pony
Who doesn't love a side pony?
Baby I'm just living my life
Because I rock a side pony
I rock a side pony
I rock a side pony

[Bridge]
La-la-la-la-la-la-la
La-la-la-la-la-la-la (Ride, ride, ride, ride)
La-la-la-la-la-la-la (Ride, ride, ride, ride)
La-la-la-la-la-la-la (Ride, ride, ride)

[Chorus]
Baby I'm just living my life
Because I rock a side pony
I rock a side pony
I rock a side pony

Because I rock a side pony
Baby I'm just living my life
Because I rock a side pony
I rock a side pony
I rock a side pony



Who doesn't love a side pony? (Side pony)
Baby I'm just living my life (Baby I'm just living my life)
Because I rock a side pony (Side pony)
I rock a side pony (Side pony)
I rock a side pony (Baby I'm just living my life)

Because I rock a side pony (Side pony)
Baby, I'm just living my life (Baby I'm just living my life)
'Cause I rock a side pony (Side pony)
I rock a side pony (Side pony)
I rock a side pony (Baby I'm just living my life)

Because I rock a side pony (Side pony)
Baby I'm just living my life (Baby I'm just living my life)
Because I rock a side pony (Side pony)
Oh, I rock a side- (Side pony)
I rock-, rock a side pony (Baby I'm just living my life)
Oh (Side pony)

(Baby I'm just living my life)
(Side pony)

16850. Side Saddle

Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway - Side Saddle

[Verse 1]
I was a young cowgirl, just one of the guys
Scrapes on my knees and an eye on the prize
My wild Appaloosa, she stole the show
First place ribbon at the rodeo

[Chorus]
I said I don't wanna ride sidesaddle
Sidesaddle, sidesaddle
I just wanna ride bow-legged
Bow-legged like the boys

[Verse 2]
Well, I took that mare to the cattle drive
And when the trailer boss said that a girl can't ride
I rode sixteen steer, stayed in the saddle
Left the good old boys chRwing on gravel

[Chorus]
I don't wanna ride sidesaddlR
Sidesaddle, sidesaddle
I just wanna ride bow-legged
Bow-legged like the boys

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]



I got my blue jeans on, fit-in stirrups
Now the cowboys cry when I kick the red dirt up
I leave 'em in the dust as the hot sun sets
That's a sight they won't ever forget

[Chorus]
Oh, I don't wanna ride sidesaddle
Sidesaddle, sidesaddle
I just wanna ride bow-legged
Bow-legged like the boys
I said I don't wanna ride sidesaddle
Sidesaddle, sidesaddle
I just wanna ride bow-legged
Bow-legged like the boys

16851. Side Show Blues

Todd Snider - Side Show Blues
Yonder Mountain String Band

[Verse 1]
My landlady treats me like I don't pay my rent
Gave my car to my mechanic, I ain't seen it since
My phone is always ringing, when I want to be alone
They try and sell me everything from Heaven to cologne

[Refrain 1]
Everybody's got an offer I can't refuse
It's a circus out here, mama, your baby's got the sideshow blues

[Verse 2]
It's all a big commercial, It's a video of a man
It's a plot to put an end to my attention span
They make up all these issues, I never understood
If I thought I could change things I'd run out to Hollywood

[Refrain 2]
But it's hard to kick the door down wearing seven dollar shoes
It's a circus out here, mama, your baby's got the sideshow blues

[Chorus]
I've got them sideshow blues, I want to tame the lions
These center ring rich kids ain't even trying
From college to the big top they take the best positions
While I'm out in this tent with these freaks and musicians
Out in this tent with these freaks and musicians
I'm moaning them sideshow blues

[Verse 3]
I try to tell my girlfriend she's the only one that I've got
This chick I hardly know keeps on telling her she's not
She's got a loaded pistol, she waves it all the time
Says "Sometimes you gotta kill a boy to keep his ass in line"



[Refrain 3]
Well, that's the way she sees it, she says she saw it on the news
It's a circus out here, mama, your baby's got the sideshow blues

[Verse 4]
See people play satanic records, and you don't know when they'll freak
From quiet kid to maniac to movie of the week
We're killing over cocaine, dying over sex
We're bowing down and praying to who'll ever cuts the check

[Refrain 4]
When I go to church on Sunday, I can't help sleep in the pews
That's what I do
It's a circus out here, mama, your baby's got the sideshow blues
It's a circus out here, mama, your baby's got the sideshow blues
It's a circus out here, mama, your baby's got the sideshow blues
It's a circus people, step right up

16852. Sideshow Blues - Chords

Sideshow Blues 
Todd Snider
 
A
My landlady treats me like I don't pay my rent
A
Gave my car to my mechanic, I ain't seen it since
A
My phone is always ringing, when I want to be alone
A
They try and sell me everything from Heaven to cologne
     D                             A
Everybody's got an offer I can't refuse
         E                                                  A
It's a circus out here mama, Your baby's got the sideshow blues
 
 
A
It's all a big commercial, It's a video of a man
A
It's a plot to put an end to my attention span
A
They make up all these issues, I never understood
A
If I thought I could change things I'd run out to Hollywood
         D                                                     A
But it's hard to kick the door down when you ain't wearing any shoes
          E                                                  A
It's a circus out here mama, Your baby's got the sideshow blues
 
 
                  D



I've got them sideshow blues
          D
I want to tame the lions
         A
These center ring rich kids ain't even trying
         D
From college to the big top they take the best positions
          E
While I'm out in this tent with these freaks and musicians
          E
While I'm out in this tent with these freaks and musicians
                             A
I'm moaning them sideshow blues
 
 (solo)
 
A
I try to tell my girlfriend she's the only one that I've got
A
This chick I hardly knows keeps on telling her she's not
A
She got a loaded pistol, she waves it all the time
A
Says some times you gotta kill a boy to keep his ass in line
            D                                               A
Well that's the way she sees it, she says she saw it on the news
          E                                                  A
It's a circus out here mama, Your baby's got the sideshow blues
 
 
A
See people play satanic records, and you don't know when they'll freak
A
From quiet kid to maniac to movie of the week
A
We're killing over cocaine, dying over sex
A
We're bowing down and praying to who'll ever cuts the check
       D                                                 A
When I go to church on Sunday, I can't help sleep in the pews (that's what I do)
          E                                                  A
It's a circus out here mama, Your baby's got the sideshow blues
          E                                                  A
It's a circus out here mama, Your baby's got the sideshow blues
          E                                                  A
It's a circus out here mama, Your baby's got the sideshow blues
          E
It's a circus people...Step Right Up

16853. Sidewalk Stars

Yonder Mountain String Band - Sidewalk Stars (Live)



You looked at me through old windows
And said, "Dust is all I know"
And you're so clean and I'm so tired
Like lovers' smiles and green marker miles

Can't go back that's much too far
I'm asking you to laugh
But after all
You love a tragedy

Hope remains a sidewalk star
Could you stay right where you are
You're so smooth, and I'm on fire
Holding on, just watching it unwind

16854. Sidewalks Of Chicago

Sidewalks of Chicago

The Levis that I'm wearin' have beeen good to me
They just won't admit they're growin' old
Though my shirt's made contact with the gutter now and then
At least it keeps my body from the cold

Thank God, folks back home in Harland County
Can't see what success has done to me
Would you believe the kids in Harland High School
Voted me most likely to succeed?

Now I'm walkin' on the sidewalks of Chicago
If I buy the bread I can't afford the wine
Now I'm walkin' on the sidewalks of Chicago
Wishin' I had lived some other time

I wasn't here too long before I met her
And then later she really swept me off my feet
And she stayed just long enough to make me love her
And now they're sweepin' me up off the street

My mama thinks I've really hit the big time
She's written ever day since I've been gone
But she doesn't know that 109 West Charoltte
Is the address of the West Side Mission Home

Now I'm walkin' on the sidewalks of Chicago
If I buy the bread I can't afford the wine
Now I'm walkin' on the sidewalks of Chicago
Wishin' I had lived some other time



16855. Sidewalks Of The City

Lucinda Williams - Sidewalks of the City

As you walk along the sidewalks of the city
You see a man with hunger in his face
And all around you crumbling buildings and graffiti
As you bend down to tie your shoelace

Sirens scream but you don't listen
You have to reach home before night
But now the sun beats down it makes the sidewalks glisten
And somehow you just don't feel right

Hold me, baby, give me some faith
Let me know you're there let me touch your face
Give me love give me grace
Tell me good things tell me that my world is safe

You pass by bars with empty stages
Three o'clock drinkers fall by
Chairs are placed on top of tables
As you brush the hair out of your eyes

A woman stops you with a question
So you drop some money in her hand
She sleeps in doorways and bus stations
And you'll never understand

Hold me, baby, give me some faith
Give me love give me grace
Tell me good things tell me that my world is safe

16856. Sideways

Dierks Bentley - Sideways

[Verse 1]
Hey girl, what's your name?
It's so loud in here I can't hear a thing
But I sure do like your style
And I can see you came to rock
In your blue jeans and white tank top;
Man that look drives me wild

[Chorus]
And it's hey now here we go
D-j don't you play nothing slow
Keep those girls out on the floor
Gotta make them want to come back for more
Been here since the sun went down
Be here when it comes back around
Worked all week it's time to play



Gonna get a little bit sideways...
Sideways

[Verse 2]
Ain't no need to fight
You all take that redneck stuff outside
That's what parking lots are for
Once you're out you ain't coming back
The man on the ropes ain't got no slack
Man they're busting down the door!

[Chorus]

[Bridge]
That's right
Hey now here we go
(hey now here we go)
D-j don't you play nothing slow
Got to make them want to (what?)
Got to make them want to (what?)
Got to make them want to come back for more

[Chorus]
Hey now here we go
D-J don't you play nothing slow
Keep those girls out on the floor
Gotta make them want to come back for more
Been here since the sun went down
Be here when it comes back around
Worked all week it's time to play
Going to get a little bit sideways (na na na na na)
Sideways...sideways...sideways

[Outro]
Hey girl what's your name?
It's so loud in here I can't hear a thing

16857. Sidney Wells

Richard Thompson - Sidney Wells 

Sidney Wells, he drove the country North to South
On the walkie talkie, shooting off his mouth
The other lorry drivers thought he was a laugh
They didn't know the truth, they didn't know the half

Sidney Wells, he had a lovely line on chat
Before a girl could think he'd have her at his flat
Dansette playing soft, a gin'll do no harm
No one could resist Sidney Wells' charm

Now Cheryl was a waitress at the works canteen
Older than she looked, she'd pass for seventeen



Too pretty to be doing such a lousy job
Beauty queen smile, hair cut in a bob

Sidney Wells' rig came weaving down the road
At Hennessey and Sons he dropped his heavy load
Cheryl checked her make up, looked up at the clock
She had a date with Sidney at the loading dock

He led her to the woods, the sky was getting dark
She thought it was romantic, thought it was a lark
Buried in her mind, there rang a small alarm
But no girl could resist Sidney Wells' charm

Then he took off her clothes and threw them in a pile
He watched her stand there cold and shivering for a while
Then he picked up her stocking lying on the floor
And wrapped it round her neck until she breathed no more

He tried to burn the body, he didn't do it well
Up on a pile of tires, it was an awful smell
They found her poor remains and summoned the bereft
And took her to the church to bury what was left

Now Sidney Wells, he was a heartless kind of rake
The blood within his veins was colder than a snake
He didn't run, he carried on just like before
Until the CID came knocking at the door

The judge said, "Mr Wells, the evidence is strong"
Said Wells, "I'll not deny, what took you all so long?"
All you see is victims, all I see is brides
I'm guilty to the gills and seven more besides, yeah

They took him to the jail, ready for the worst
Justice would be served, but who would get there first?
He bled just like a pig slaughtered on the farm
The inmates weren't impressed by Sidney Wells' charm

16858. Siempre Hace Frio

Linda Ronstadt - Siempre Hace Frio

Este corazÃ³n que aun te adora
Ya esta muriendo
Tarde con tarde
Como se muere
La luz del dÃa

Ya no puedo más
TÃº me haces falta
Vuelve conmigo
Alma de mi alma
Vidita mÃa



AdÃ³nde estás
AdÃ³nde estás
Mátame cielo
Trágame tierra
Llévame Cristo 
Si no vuelve más

Ya podrás tener
El mundo entero
Y entre tus manos
Toda la dicha
Y otro cariÃ±o
Mejor que el mÃo

Pero ya verás
Que todo acaba
Y al verte solo
Como hoy me siento
Siempre hace frÃo

AdÃ³nde estás
AdÃ³nde estás
Mátame cielo
Trágame tierra
Llévame Cristo 
Si no vuelve más

16859. Sierra Girl - Chords

Sierra Girl 
Poor Mans Whiskey
 
E                                    F#m          A6
I was born outside of Salt Lake City
D                       A
In the year of  17
A                     E                A
Just another blue eyed son
D                                       E
In the morning there to dream (?)
 
E                                  A6               D
My old man drank moonshine whiskey
E                 A                    D
My Mama went out to pray
E                 A                        D
God bless all my brothers and sisters
D                   E
I have to go away
 
D                             A
Heading out in the morning



D                              A            E
Headin out in the pouring rain
A             C#7                          A6         D
And the train rolls by  the Truckee river
A                             E         A
I'm lookin for my Sierra girl
 
E                         A         D
I set out to Wells Nevada
D                      A                   E
To my grandpa's cattle ranch
E                         A        D
Spent my days riding fences
D                               E
Gave the cowboys half a chance
 
E                                  A           D
I shipped out in the second war
D                      A        E
Fighting in gua da canal
E                                        A              D
Lord knows I had some real hard times
D                                     E
Got to talk about it anyhow
 
D                             A
Heading out in the morning
D                              A            E
Headin out in the pouring rain
A             C#7                          A6         D
And the train rolls by.. the Truckee river
A                             E         A
I'm lookin for my Sierra girl
 
Break
 
E                                         F#m
Spent some time out in Reno
D                        A          E
For to chase away my pain
E                         F#m     A
And I lost everything I owned 
D                                 E
In a five card poker game
 
E                                   A
Heading to Cal  if  for  ni  A
D                      A        E
Lookin for to settle down
E                     A         D
Riding in the Sierra wind
D                                  E
Pulling in to Truckee town
 
D                             A
Heading out in the morning
D                              A            E



Headin out in the pouring rain
A             C#7                          A6         D
And the train rolls by.. the Truckee river
A                             E         A
I'm lookin for my Sierra girl
 
D                             A
Heading out in the morning
D                              A            E
Headin out in the pouring rain
A             C#7                          A6         D
And the train rolls by.. the Truckee river
A                             E         A
I'm lookin for my Sierra girl

16860. Sierra Nevada Song - Chords

Sierra Nevada Song 
Nicki Bluhm And The Gramblers

[Intro]
D
 
[Verse 1]
D                         G        D
Your shade of green, your mountain stream.
D                     A       D
You know just where I want to be.
D                        G        D
The source of all that's pure and good
D                 A     D
I'd drink forever if I could.
 
[Chorus 1]
G        D      G     D
I'm over making up my mind,
D                             A
I'll take the same thing everytime.
D                    G           D
Bless my lips when that bottle tips
D                    A       D
I Wish I had a.... Sierra Nevada.
 
[Verse 2]
D                    G      D
Before I knew you, I didn't know.
D                     A     D
My love for you would ever grow.  
D                    G     D
Now I've found you I can feel,
D                     A     D
My favorite flavor when you flow.
 



[Chorus 2]
G        D      G     D
I'm over making up my mind,
D                             A
I'll take the same thing everytime.
D                    G           D
Bless my lips when that bottle tips
D                    A       D
I Wish I had a.... Sierra Nevada.
 
C           G                      D
Woahhhhhh ohhhh don't you ever run dry.
C           G                      D   Dmaj7
Woahhhhhh ohhhh don't you ever run dry.
 
[Bridge]
D    G D
D    A D
D    G D
D    A D
 
[Outro]
G        D      G     D
I'm over making up my mind,
D                             A
I'll take the same thing everytime.
D                    G           D
Bless my lips when that bottle tips
D                    A       D
I Wish I had a.... Sierra Nevada.

16861. Sierra Sally

Sierra Sally (Larry W. Jones 11/03/2007) 

Sierra Sally, for you I'm lonesome
The sad whippoorwills sound so lonesome too
Sierra Sally, I need you badly
I'd wed you gladly, Sierra Sally
Desert roses cry with petals falling
Like they do down in Death Valley
Sweetheart, my song for you is now calling
Heard in Mexicali, Sierra Sally
- instrumental -
Desert roses cry with petals falling
Like they do down in Death Valley
Sweetheart, my song for you is now calling
Heard in Mexicali, Sierra Sally
Sierra Sally, I need you so bad
I'm feeling so sad, Sierra Sally
Desert roses cry with petals falling
Whippoorwills cry way down in the valley
Sweetheart, my song for you is now calling



Heard in Mexicali, Sierra Sally
Sweetheart, my song for you is now calling
Heard all the way down in Mexicali
Sierra Sally
Sierra Sally
Sierra Sally

16862. Sifting Through The Ruins

Sifting Through The Ruins - Hot Buttered Rum

I am wading in the waves
I am floatin' in the sea
I am swimmin' in the ocean
Where my home used to be
There's a reason we are drowning (x3)
In the wake of history
Now I'm wading in the waves
Where my home used to be

I am siftin' through the ruins
I am searchin' for the key
There has got to be a reason
For this human tragedy
Why we didn't heed the warnings (x2)
Why didn't we heed the warnings
That the earth made plain to see
Now I'm siftin' through the ruins
Where my home used to be

I am standing on the road
All I see out here is trouble
You were living in a bubble
You were living in a dream
You were living in denial (x3)
Things are always as they seem
Now I'm standing on the rubble of a dream
Of a dream (x4)
Rubble of a dream (x6)

16863. Sight For Sore Eyes

Vince Gill - Sight for Sore Eyes

When the storms of the day have all blown away
Along with fair weather friends
There's a place I can go where the wind doesn't blow
It's the best place I've ever been



You're a sight for sore eyes
When I need a friend
You're a sight for sore eyes
Let the healing begin

When the chips are all down and there's no one around
To count on like I count on you
I just picture your face and let it erase
All the pain I'm goin' through

You're a sight for sore eyes
When I need a friend
You're a sight for sore eyes
Let the healing begin

When I get lost and I can't find my way
And there's nowhere to turn at the end of the day

You're a sight for sore eyes
When I need a friend
You're a sight for sore eyes
Let the healing begin

You're a sight for sore eyes
Let the healing begin

16864. Sights And Sounds Of London Town

Richard Thompson - Sights And Sounds Of London Town 

Oh Gillian, she's a Doncaster lass
Trains it down on the quarter past
Friday night, leaves the kids at home
And struts her stuff on the Huston Road

Saying, "Do you want some company, darling?
Do you want some company now?
My place, your place some [Incomprehensible] place
I could use the extra cash anyhow"

That's the sights and sounds of London Town
The sights and sounds of London Town
The sights and sounds of London Town

Oh, Jean-Paul, he came over from Toulouse
They taught him that London was the golden goose
He never got his hands on enough to eat
He never did get his arse up off the street

Wanted to be a rap DJ
They took his pulse then they turned him away
Under the radar of your fellow man
Well all that charisma, it ain't worth a damn



Saying, "Lend me your shoes till Monday
Oh, brother can you lend me a comb
I can wash dishes all night long
I just need my fare back home"

That's the sights and sounds of London Town
The sights and sounds of London Town
The sights and sounds of London Town

Well, Jackie, she tried just about everything
She tried to dance, she tried to sing
Too many doors slammed in your face
It leaves a nasty aftertaste

You scramble around for a little bit of cash
Ease the pain with Mister Flash
Saint Anne's Court is the rendezvous
For those who share your point of view

Saying, "This is the last time you will see me
Never again, no way
One more time, I'll never ask you again
I've just got to get through today"

Well, that's the sights and sounds of London Town
The sights and sounds of London Town
The sights and sounds of London Town

Oh, Mickey, he sleeps every two or three days
Runs through Soho like a rat through a maze
A little blackmail here, a sting on the side
Enough to get started on the next enterprise

Dresses expensive but that's just a crutch
Like his word or his handshake, it doesn't mean much
Depends on his kickback from the middle man
And whatever he can beat out of Sally Ann

Saying, "Lucky I'm the one you ran into
Oh lucky, I've taken a shine
Lucky, I'm needing a partner
50/50, right down the line"

Well, that's the sights and sounds of London Town
The sights and sounds of London Town
The sight and sounds of London Town

16865. Sign In A Window

Swingin' Utters - Sign in a Window

Time has given everything I need



Lust, pride, gluttony, and relief
Tomorrow weighs down like
Clouds hung in the sky
But right now I'm feeling like
A rotten present from this life of mine
So what's there to laugh about?
I saw a sign in a window
A bold announcement of the facts
Got me crying on my pillow
The only way I can react
I got along until the first night passed me
Left me with a new day arriving
Nothing quite as new as before
Something missing, so I looked for more
I catch a train to the next town's station
A busy place with a big town's tension
Reminding me of that place I'd left
Back home where my young life I'd spent
I saw a sign in a window
A bold announcement of the facts
Got me crying on my pillow
The only way I can react

16866. Sign On The Window - Chords

Sign On The Window Acoustic Live 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
E B E B E B
 
[Verse 1]
 
B    G#m           A          B
Sign on the window says Lonely,
B    G#m           A          E         B
Sign on the door said No Company Allowed,
B    G#m           A          E         B
Sign on the street says You Don't Own Me,
B  F#m   G#m            B           C#m
Sign on the porch says Three's A Crowd,
B  F#m   G#m          B          E      B
Sign on the porch says Three's A Crowd.
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
B   G#m                 A              B
Her and her boyfriend went to California,
B   G#m                 A          E         B
Her and her boyfriend done changed their tune.
B   G#m                A       E         B
My best friend said, Now didn't I warn ya,



B F#m  G#m                B      C#m
Brighton girls are like the moon,
B F#m    G#m      B        E        B
Brighton girls are like the moon."
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G            F#m          E      B
Looks like a-nothing but rain . . .
B  G#m                       E
Sure gonna be wet tonight on Main Street . . .
G#m                F#m
Hope that it don't sleet.
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
B  G#m        A         B
Build me a cabin in Utah,
B  G#m           A      E          B
Marry me a wife, catch rainbow trout,
B  G#m      A          E             B
Have a bunch of kids who call me "Pa,"
B  F#m  G#m              B     C#m
That must be what it's all about,
B  F#m    G#m      B      E      B
That must be what it's all about.

16867. Signed, Sealed And Delivered

Lefty Frizzell
Signed, Sealed And Delivered

[Verse:]
Signed sealed and delivered a pack that's containing my heart
To open remove the wrapper but please don't tear it apart
You tore up this heart when you left me
You left me alone and so blue
I'm sending this special delivery please handle with care it's for you
It's all that I have to offer but darling you know that it's true
Signed sealed and delivered the postman will bring it to you
I thought perhaps you would keep it just for a while don't you see
Oh darling please keep it forever without you it's no good to me
Signed sealed and delievered a pack that's containing my heart
I send it to you as a token I'm sorry we're so far apart

16868. Signs



Signs
The Avett Brothers

It's the place and your friends that got me down
Tellin' me I should not hang around
There's a sign in the window
Tellin' me I've got to go

I see the signs everyday
In your face and in the way that you act
And it's not that that hurts my pride
But now I see the other side of you
The side that won't let down
The side that won't let go

I didn't mean for me to see
The things I see in you and me
But now I know that we can live together
The way I want to live free forever

16869. Signs Following

Signs Following
Kate Campbell
Nashville Bluegrass Band

He used to preach the end of time was near
Set your house in order before the Lord appears
Be not deceived by Satan's demonry
Brethren, let the Spirit lead

Some say the devil took a hold of him that night
Spirits from the bottle led his soul awry
He forced her hand into the rattler's cage
Domestic violence with a holy rage

Reach down, pick up
Have faith, live right
If you believe signs following
The snake will not bite

Twelve good apostles decided his fate
Ninety-nine to life the judge proclaimed
But somewhere on Sand Mountain a woman needs no proof
That evil can lie so close to truth

16870. Silas

Silas - Hot Buttered Rum



After 15 days of lounging in Bar Harbor
They were both somewhat browner than before
Summer stewed with idle discontentment
And the two girls remained wholly unchanged

The eldest of the girls brought back scores of kelp and toadstools
A wild look in her eye as she kept them disguised
She never gave her creations much light
Keeping them from strange adults' prying sight

Silas, don't be such an affectionate thing
Yeah, your rock and roll can only last this long

The youngest of the girls was a shade away from fair
But her head filled a bonnet front nicely with hair
The summer found that head alone deep within her books
With regret for their difference from life

Soon they set off to the hills, toadstools to the wind
Her bonnet might stay tight as she comes 'round the bend
It's time to bring old Silas home, he's been gone too long
They want to hear his banjo, they want to hear his song
They want to breathe cool mountain air floating down the stream
Past the lurid puddles drip and trickle on his dream

(chorus:)
Silas, don't be such an affectionate thing
Yeah, your rock and roll can only last this long
Silas, don't be such an affectionate thing
Yeah, yeah, Your rock and roll can only last this long

She said, "I can't imagine
What he finds to talk with himself about
I've heard of such people in the hotel plazas
He must be embroidering, or knitting
Or weaving, or something of that kind"

Well, seeing poor old Silas, they knew they were too late
The banjo set the trap and Silas took the bait
A simple situation, he played himself to err
He filled a many nook and niche that were abundant there
He gathered a scattered spirit and returned it to his bones
He calmly finished Cripple Creek and said now I'll go home
Silas and the girls dined on toadstools and tea
With the Appalachian sun rising over the sea

16871. Silence

Tyler Childers - Silence

Oh Rosie, Rosie my girl
When our embrace is over
All that's left is the world



It's a mighty cold town
To be wanderin' around
Without Rosie my girl

The floor is about to give way
To the weight of the words
You've been dyin' to say
We could save this house
If you'd just say  em now
Oh Rosie my girl

Well silence is a mighty big grave
And whatever goes down there
Is as cold as the clay
Won't you keep me warm?
Tell me what I've done wrong
Oh Rosie my girl

16872. Silence And Pain

Silence and Pain 
IIIrd Tyme Out

You're angry with me and unhappy 
You worry and fret all day long 
I come home from work in the evening 
And you won't tell me what I've done wrong 
 
My dinner's not cooked, when I'm hungry 
The house is a shamble and shame 
We both go to bed without speaking 
And who in the world is to blame 
 
CHORUS: 
I'd just like to trade all my troubles 
To someone in shackles and chains 
For I'd rather live in a prison 
Than live,here in silence and pain 
 
This house is just like a prison  
Ohw hy can't you see that it's true 
I'd rather have cold bars around me  
Than take what I'm taking from you 
 
Why can't we just talk it over  
It might ease the pain in your mind 
Or why don't we just have a big fight  
We can't live like this all the time 
  
Oh I'd, rather live in a prison 
Than live here in silence and pain



16873. Silence In Your Head

Silence In Your Head - String Cheese Incident

The sound inside your head
Won't let you get to sleep
Your heart don't miss a beat
No peace can you find

The ticking of the clock
The tipping of the tap
The beating of your heart
Goes on and on

The silence in your head
Is louder than a hurricane
The silence in your head
Will never let you go

With the rising of her chest
You feel the shallow breath
Will nothing be the same?

All you give is all you gain

You got a long way to go
Before you get back home
To the place where you belong
So run rabbit run

Chorus

Who can you trust?
What can you give?
If you feel the fall
And it's all closing in
Where can you hide?
When it all comes running down

Chorus

16874. Silence Or Tears

Silence Or Tears 
Country Gentlemen

When we two parted in silence and tears 
Half broken hearted to sever for years 
The love we had shared, no longer could be 



For now you don't care, and you're setting me free 
 
REFRAIN: 
If I should meet you after long years 
How should I greet you 
With silence or tears 
 
The dew of the morning brings chill to my brow 
It fell like a warning of what I feel now 
Your vows are all broken, my heart feels the pain 
I hear your name spoken, and I share in its shame 
 
In secret we met, in silence I grieve 
Your heart should forget and your spirit deceive 
They know that I knew you, I know you too well 
Long shall I miss you, too deeply to tell

16875. Silent Ground - Chords

Silent Ground 
Front Range

[Intro]
Dm C Dm
 
[Verse 1]
         Dm                                C               Dm
I was a lad of twenty three, when I first met sweet Laura Lee
         Gm                Dm             A                  Dm
She had just turned twenty two, wed to a man she thought she knew
              Dm                                 C               Dm
Turned out to be the vicious kind, she longed to leave him far behind
               Gm              Dm              A                 Dm
She longed for love so desperately, and in despair she turned to me
 
[Break]
 
A Dm
 
[Verse 2]
 
             Dm                                 C                  Dm
Well we fell hard and we fell fast, we knew the secret would never last
              Gm             Dm                   A              Dm
She asked her man to set her free, he said you'll die before you leave
           Dm                                C             Dm
I told her that we'd run away, but he caught me alone that day
         Gm           Dm                A                Dm
Crept up on me from behind, and left me lying  neath the pines
 
[Chorus]
 
      Gm            Dm                 A               Dm



Oh my Laura can you hear me, though my lips make not a sound
        G   C              Dm          A               Dm
I still dream of you sweet Laura, as I sleep in silent ground
 
[Break]
 
Dm C Dm Gm Dm A Dm
 
[Verse 3]
 
           Dm                                       C            Dm
The lawmen found him in the hills, they brought him in alive but still
             Gm               Dm                 A                  Dm
He said his work was not complete, while Laura's heart still held a beat
             Dm                                  C               Dm
There was no one who'd go his bail, so one night he broke out of jail
           Gm             Dm                A                 Dm
He came to find his Laura Lee, but she sent him where he sent me
 
[Break]
 
A Dm
 
[Verse 4]
 
          Dm                                C              Dm
The jury called her justified, and now she comes to me at night
            Gm               Dm          A                Dm
And as her tears fall on my grave, I can hear her as she prays
 
[Chorus]
 
      Gm            Dm                 A              Dm
Oh my Laura can you hear me though my lips make not a sound
        G  C               Dm           A               Dm
I still dream of you sweet Laura, as I sleep in silent ground
        G  C               Dm           A               Dm
I still dream of you sweet Laura, as I sleep in silent ground
 
[Outro]
 
A Dm

16876. Silent House

Dixie Chicks - Silent House
Composer: Martie Maguire - Natalie Maines - Emily Robison - Neil Finn

These walls have eyes 
Rows of photographs 
And faces like mine 
Who do we become 
Without knowing where 



We started from?

It's true; I'm missing you 
As I stand alone in your room 

Everyday that will pass you by 
Every name that you won't recall 
Everything that you made by hand 
Everything that you know by heart 

And I will try to connect 
All the pieces you left 
I will carry it on 
And let you forget 
And I'll remember the years 
When your mind was clear 
How the laughter and life 
Filled up this silent house 

One room 
Two single beds 
In the closet hangs 
Your favorite dress 
The books that you read 
Are in scattered piles 
Of paper shreds 

Everything that you made by hand 
Everything that you know by heart 

And I will try to connect 
All the pieces you left 
I will carry it on 
And let you forget 
And I'll remember the years 
When your mind was clear 
How the laughter and life 
Filled up this silent house 
Silent house 

In the garden off the living room 
A chill fills the air 
And the lilies bloom 

And I will try to connect 
All the pieces you left 
I will carry it on 
And let you forget 
And I'll remember the years 
When your mind was clear 
How the laughter and life 
Filled up this...

And I will try to connect 
All the pieces you left 
I will carry it on 
And let you forget 



And I'll remember the years 
When your mind was clear 
How the laughter and life 
Filled up this silent house 

Silent house

16877. Silent Movie

Pokey LaFarge - Silent Movie

I don't read the papers
Don't watch the news
And if I did, tell me
What good would it do?
Mess with my mind
I've no time for the blues
All people do is talk
Can't get away
They don't know nothing
Even less to say
I've no interest
Bearing witness to you
Silent movie
Cover your ears and watch the world go by
That's how you survive
Try and live the, life you wanna
Before you go, when the credits roll
It's all over now
It's hard for me to say this
Without feeling bad
I see people fighting
All over this land
All the rights are wrong
We couldn't get along, if we tried
Growing up is a scam
The truth is a lie
Better off staying a child
Till the day you die
Stay inside your mind
Go outside and find a place to hide
Silent movie
Cover your ears and watch the world go by
That's how you survive
Try and live the, life you wanna
Before you go, when the credits roll
It's all over now



16878. Silent Night

Alan Jackson - Silent Night 
Emmylou Harris

Instrumental
Silent night, holy night,
All is calm, all is bright
Round yon virgin mother and child.
Holy infant so tender and mild,
Sleep in heavenly peace.
Sleep in heavenly peace.
Silent night, holy night,
Son of God, love's pure light
Radiant beams from thy holy face,
With the dawn of redeeming grace,
Jesus, Lord, at thy birth.
Jesus, Lord, at thy birth.
Silent night, holy night,
All is calm, all is bright
Round yon virgin mother and child.
Holy infant so tender and mild,
Sleep in heavenly peace.
Sleep in heavenly peace...

16879. Silent Partner

Rhonda Vincent
Silent Partner

I've spent countless hours
with role so many years
but you can only work so long
pursuing the wrong career
now I found my calling
I'm working for the men
the pay is so much better
with the great life insurance plan

Me and my silent partner
we're always side by side
he helps me run this business that I call life
He is the best adviser
and I can't reach Him many time
me and my silent partner Jesus Christ

You don't need an application
and it ain't no interviews
no experience is needed
everybody is..the proof
just call him when you're ready
that's all you have to do
if you work with me I know He'll work with you



Me and my silent partner
we're always side by side
he helps me run this business that I call life
He is the best adviser
and I can't reach Him many time
me and my silent partner Jesus Christ
me and my silent partner Jesus Christ

16880. Silent Partner

Silent Partner

Just heart beat ago my darling left me
With a good by kiss she sadly broke the news
In her empty chair that's just across the table
Sits my brand new silent partner called the blues

Her cigarette's still burning in the ash tray
Reminds me of the pain I put her through
As I watch the front door slowly close behind her
Through the back door walked my partner called the blues

As I look back at the time we spent together
I can see how wrong I've been for all these years
For she offered me a lifetime of devotion
In return she'll walk a highway paved with tears

I know it's too late to ask forgiveness
With a love like hers it's just too much to lose
Now I know that I must start my life all over
With my brand new silent partner called the blues

16881. Silent Passage

Emmylou Harris
Silent Passage

Before the war I had no need for traveling
Indeed, I do not know what made it so important to leave
And after all this time I found that I'm avoiding me
For nothing more or less than fear
Of what I have to gain from staying in the clear
Although it's only coming home that brings you near

Master Dough, my brother, is a sailor
Upon this ship of light we are the master sails in the wind
And you can understand, we need a hand to guide us in
So many claim to be the one



But like a shadow on the sun they fade and split
And we are scattered on the ocean once again

Before the war I had no need for traveling
Indeed, I do not know what made it so important to leave
And after all this time I found that I'm avoiding me
For nothing more or less then fear
Of what I have to gain from staying in the clear

Although it's only coming home that brings you near
Although it's only coming home that brings the tears

16882. Silver And Gold

Trampled by Turtles - Silver and Gold

I went down to the Devil
Devil, gonna sell my soul
Gonna come back home my little love
With my pockets full of silver and gold

Well, you're out of luck said the Devil
I got no silver and gold
The policeman, he come and take up all my land
And he left me in a hole

And I'm on my own
No place to call my home
Ain't no pretty gal gonna waste her time on me

I'd give you twenty women
Pretty gals for your soul
They'll love you sweet all the good days of the week
'Til you're buried and you're dead and you're cold

Well, I already got me a woman
That's why I look so old
If I go home she's gonna leave me on my own
'Cause I got no silver and gold

And I'm on my own
No place to call my home
Ain't no pretty gal gonna waste her time on me

Well, I'll give you a brand new motorcar
Motorcar for your soul
You can drive around with your good gal on the town
You can take her right down the road

Well, I don't want your brand new motorcar
Motorcar for my soul
Have to bust my ass just to buy a tank of gas
So I can drive right down the road



And I'm on my own
No place to call my home
Ain't no pretty gal gonna waste her time on me

And I'm on my own
No place to call my home
Ain't no pretty gal gonna waste her life on me

16883. Silver And Gold

Dolly Parton - Silver And Gold 

Well, I met an old man walkin' down the street
His clothes were torn and tattered
With sandals on his feet
And I stopped to help him
And lend him a hand
He said, I love you so much
But you must understand

1st Chorus:
Silver and gold might buy you a home
But things of this world
They won't last you long
And time has a way of turning us old
And time can't be bought back with silver and gold
And he said to me, let's rest for awhile
For I have some good news to share with you, child
He said, you can't change this old world
The people need to know
That a dear savior died here
A long, long time ago

Repeat 1st Chorus

His eyes shown like diamonds
And his smile was heaven sent
His hair was long and flowing
And his back was slightly bent
And I knew he knew it
For that day I changed
As I watched him walk on
I forgot to get his name

2nd Chorus:
He said, silver and gold can't buy you a home
When this life has ended
And your time is gone
But you can live in a world where
You'll never grow old
And things can't be bought there with silver and gold
Tag:



And time can't be bought back with silver and gold

16884. Silver And Gold

Silver and Gold
Downhill Bluegrass Band

Show me your scars
and I'll show you mine
whisper your secrets
through the walls of time
out in the darkness
the music plays on
silver and gold
soon all will be gone

Come with me now
this time is ours
let go of your fears
bring on the powers
stay by my side
and no one will harm you
follow the light
I walk right beside you

I'm a stranger to roses
but friends with the thorns
I walk through hells fire
and I never feel cold
I come with this gift
now don't be afraid
I'm the last man on earth
I will stay in the shade

Come with me now
this time is ours
let go of your fears
bring down the powers
stay by my side
and no one will harm you
follow that light
I walk right beside you

Come with me now
this night is ours
let go of your fear
bring on the powers
stay by my side
and no one will harm you
follow that light
I walk right beside you

Show me your scars



and I'll show you mine
whisper your secrets
through the great walls of time
out in the darkness
the music plays on
silver and gold
soon all will be gone

Soon all will be gone

16885. Silver Bells

Silver Bells
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Ray Evans, Jay Livingston

Silver bells, silver bells
It's Christmas time in the city
Ring-a-ling, hear them ring
Soon it will be Christmas Day

City sidewalks, busy sidewalks
Dressed in holiday style
In the air there's a feeling of Christmas
Children laughing, people passing
Meeting smile after smile
And on every street corner you hear

Silver bells, silver bells
It's Christmas time in the city
Ring-a-ling, hear them ring
Soon it will be Christmas Day

Strings of street lights, even stop lights
Flicker bright red and green as the shoppers
Rush home with their treasures
Well, hear the snow crunch, see the kids bunch
This is Santa's big scene
And above all the bustle you hear

Silver bells, silver bells
It's Christmas time in the city
Ring-a-ling, hear them ring
Soon it will be Christmas Day
Soon it will be Christmas Day

16886. Silver Bells



Vince Gill - Silver Bells

City sidewalks, busy sidewalks
Dressed in holiday style
In the air there's a feeling of Christmas
Children laughing, people passing
Meeting smile after smile
And on every street corner you hear

Silver bells, silver bells
It's Christmas time in the city
Ring-a-ling, hear them ring
Soon it will be Christmas Day

Strings of street lights, even stop lights
Blink a bright red and green
As the shoppers rush home with their treasures
Hear the snow crunch, see the kids bunch
This is Santa's big scene
And above all the bustle you hear

16887. Silver Blue

Linda Ronstadt - Silver Blue

Silver Blue
Said goodbye to no one
Thought it through
And left me standing in the road
If you were ever lonely
It never showed
But someday baby you'll be here
And I'll be going home without you
With blood on both my hands
'Cause I took you through
And now we're both too weak to stand
You think you're gonna live forever
And somehow find me there
But you'll be wearing golden wings
And fall right through the air
Loving you
Well I'm a fool for trying
'Cause I get so blue
That I don't know when I'm crying
If you are ever lonely
And you let me know
I'll come running right on time
and rock you gently home
Silver Blue
Silver Blue



16888. Silver City

Silver City
Chris Jones & The Night Drivers

[Verse 1]
It was the start of many a new chapter as our plane came in above the flashing spray
Ancient trees and granite stone awaited, evermore I look back upon this day

[Chorus]
Silver City, now and then I hear you call my name
In your fleeting sunshine or in your gentle rain
Down your cobble walkways under clouds drifting free
Silver City, city by the sea

[Verse 2]
The beauty of the unfamiliar soon gave way to feeling like home
The vanity at the top of the staircase and the graceful skipping of the stone

[Chorus]
Silver City, now and then I hRar you call my name
In your fleeting sunshine or in your gentlR rain
Down your cobble walkways under clouds drifting free
Silver City, city by the sea

[Bridge]
Words on pages spiral towards the sky
And each roadblock led to pathways I hadn't thought to try

[Chorus]
Silver City, now and then I hear you call my name
In your fleeting sunshine or in your gentle rain
Down your cobble walkways under clouds drifting free
Silver City, city by the sea
Silver City, city by the sea

16889. Silver Dagger

Silver Dagger
Traditional - Mandolin Orange

Don't sing lovesongs, you'll wake my mother
She's sleeping here, right by my side
And in her right hand, a silver dagger
She says that I can't be your bride

All men are false, says my mother
They tell you wicked, loving lies
The very next evening, they'll court another
Leave you alone to pine and sigh

My daddy is a handsome devil
He's got a chain five miles long



From every link a heart does dangle
Of some fair maid he's loved and wronged

Go court another tender maiden
And hope that she will be your wife
For I've been warned and I've decided
To sleep alone all of my life

16890. Silver Dagger

Silver Dagger
Traditional - Mandolin Orange

Don't sing lovesongs, you'll wake my mother
She's sleeping here, right by my side
And in her right hand, a silver dagger
She says that I can't be your bride

All men are false, says my mother
They tell you wicked, loving lies
The very next evening, they'll court another
Leave you alone to pine and sigh

My daddy is a handsome devil
He's got a chain five miles long
From every link a heart does dangle
Of some fair maid he's loved and wronged

Go court another tender maiden
And hope that she will be your wife
For I've been warned and I've decided
To sleep alone all of my life

16891. Silver Dagger - Chords

Silver Dagger 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
D        A                D
Oh Katie dear go ask your mama 
              A          G
If you can be a bride of mine 
            A                D
If she says yes come back and tell me 
             G                D
If she says no we'll run away 
 
Oh Willie dear there's no use in asking
For she's in her room a taking rest



And by her side lies a silver dagger
To slay the one that I love best
 
Oh Katie dear go ask your papa
If you could be a bride of mine
If he says yes come back and tell me
If he says no we'll run away
 
Oh Willie dear there's no use in asking
For he's in his room a taking rest
And by his side lies a silver dagger
To slay the one that I love best
 
Then he picked up that silver dagger
And he stove it through her troubled heart
Saying goodbye Katie goodbye darlin
I'll die for the one that I love best
 
Then she picked up that bloody dagger
And she stove it through her lily white breast
Saying goodbye mama goodbye papa
I'll die for the one that I love best

16892. Silver Dew On The Bluegrass Tonight

George Jones
Silver Dew On The Bluegrass Tonight

The moon was softly shing on an old Kentucky home
The fragrance of magnolia's filled the air
A lonely girl was writing to her sweet heart all alone
To say how much she wished that she were there.

Silver dew on the blue grass tonight
How it shines in the moons silver light
And the day that used to be, ow I wish that you could be
Silver dew on the blue grass tonight.

--- Instrumental ---

Star of love, high above shining bright
Know the wish that I'm wishing tonight
And you'll bring him back, I know, to the one who loves him so
Star of love high above shining bright.

Silver dew on the blue grass tonight
How it shines in the moons silver light
And the day that used to be, how I wish that you could be
Silver dew on the blue grass tonight...



16893. Silver Dollar - Chords

Silver Dollar 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
   C                  Dm                C                 C
e/-----0--0-----0--0-----1--1-----1--1-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0----/
B/-----1--1-----1--1-----3--3-----3--3-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1----/
G/-----0--0-----0--0-----2--2-----2--2-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0--0--0--0-----0--0----/
D/-----2--2--2--2--2--0--0--0--3--0--0--2--------------------2--2--2--2--2-----2--2--2--2--2----/
A/--3--------------------------------------------2--------3-------------------------------------/
E/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
    Dm                C
e/-----1--1-----1--1-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-------0--0---------/
B/-----3--3-----3--3-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-------1--1---------/
G/-----2--2-----2--2-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-------0--0---------/
D/--0--0--0--3--0--0--2--------------------2--2--0h2--2--2---------/
A/-----------------------------2--------3--------------------------/
E/-----------------------------------------------------------------/
 
 
[Verse 1]
C       Dm        G      C
I don't want your silver dollar
C       Dm        G       C
I don't want your wedding ring
C          Dm        G           C
All that I want is a place to surrender
C          Dm     G       C
All of the love inside of me
 
 
[Interlude]
               C             Dm                                  C
e/-------------0-------------1-----------------------------------0------------------------------/
B/-------------1-------------3-----------------------------------1------------------------------/
G/-------------0-------------2--------------------------0--------0------------------------------/
D/-----0--0h2--2--0--2--2h3-----2--0-----0-----0--2--3-----3--2--2--3--2--0----0--2--0----------/
A/--3---------------------------------2-----3-------------------------------------------2--3----/
E/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
 
[Verse 2]
    C           Dm         G     C
I'm out here in all of the honky-tonks
    C           Dm       G        C
I'm finding out all of my dos and don'ts
    C           Dm            G              C
The last shot I took, it went straight to my head
    C                     Dm           G      C
I'm out here dancin' with you, I'm not home instead
 
 
[Interlude]
   C                  Dm                C                 C



e/-----0--0-----0--0-----1--1-----1--1-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0----/
B/-----1--1-----1--1-----3--3-----3--3-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1----/
G/-----0--0-----0--0-----2--2-----2--2-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0--0--0--0-----0--0----/
D/-----2--2--2--2--2--0--0--0--3--0--0--2--------------------2--2--2--2--2-----2--2--2--2--2----/
A/--3--------------------------------------------2--------3-------------------------------------/
E/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
    Dm                C
e/-----1--1-----1--1-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-------0--0---------/
B/-----3--3-----3--3-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-------1--1---------/
G/-----2--2-----2--2-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-------0--0---------/
D/--0--0--0--3--0--0--2--------------------2--2--0h2--2--2---------/
A/-----------------------------2--------3--------------------------/
E/-----------------------------------------------------------------/
 
 
[Verse 3]
C       Dm        G      C
I don't want your silver dollar
C       Dm       G        C
I don't want your wedding ring
C          Dm        G           C
All that I want is a place to surrender
C          Dm     G       C
All of the love inside of me
 
 
[Interlude]
   C                  Dm                C                 C
e/-----0--0-------0--0-----1--1-----1--1-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0----/
B/-----1--1-------1--1-----3--3-----3--3-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1----/
G/-----0--0-------0--0-----2--2-----2--2-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0----/
D/-----2--2--0h2--2--2--0--0--0--3--0--0--2--------------------2--2--2--2--2-----2--2--2--2--2----/
A/--3----------------------------------------------2--------3-----------------3-------------------/
E/------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
    Dm                C
e/-----1--1-----1--1-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-------0--0---------/
B/-----3--3-----3--3-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-------1--1---------/
G/-----2--2-----2--2-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-------0--0---------/
D/--0--0--0--3--0--0--2--------------------2--2--0h2--2--2---------/
A/-----------------------------2--------3--------------------------/
E/-----------------------------------------------------------------/
 
 
[Verse 4]
C              Dm           G         C
Everything in life, it will come full circle
C                     Dm                G            C
Don't do somethin' to someone you don't want done to you
C  Dm     G        C
Oh no no, it ain't funny
C           Dm        G        C
Bread bread bread, we all need money
 
 
[Interlude]



               C             Dm                                  C
e/-------------0-------------1-----------------------------------0------------------------------/
B/-------------1-------------3-----------------------------------1------------------------------/
G/-------------0-------------2--------------------------0--------0------------------------------/
D/-----0--0h2--2--0--2--2h3-----2--0-----0-----0--2--3-----3--2--2--3--2--0----0--2--0----------/
A/--3---------------------------------2-----3-------------------------------------------2--3----/
E/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
   C                                     Dm                C
 
e/-----0--0-------0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----1--1-----1--1-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----/
B/-----1--1-------1--1-----1--1-----1--1-----3--3-----3--3-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1-----/
G/-----0--0-------0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----2--2-----2--2-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0-----/
D/-----2--2--0h2--2--2-----2--2--2--2--2--0--0--0--3--0--0--2--------------------2--2--2--2--2-----/
A/--3-------------------3--------------------------------------------2--------3--------------------/
E/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
    C                   Dm                C
 
e/-----0--0-----0--0-------1--1-----1--1-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0---------/
B/-----1--1-----1--1-------3--3-----3--3-----1--1-----1--1-----1--1---------/
G/-----0--0-----0--0-------2--2-----2--2-----0--0-----0--0-----0--0---------/
D/-----2--2--2--2--2----0--0--0--3--0--0--2--------------------2--2---------/
A/--3----------------------------------------------2--------3---------------/
E/--------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
 
[Verse 5]
C       Dm        G      C
I don't want your silver dollar
C       Dm        G       C
I don't want your wedding ring
C          Dm        G           C
All that I want is a place to surrender
C          Dm     G        C
All of the love inside of me

16894. Silver Ghost

Silver Ghost
Wildwood Valley Boys

On one cold and rainy night I was sitting in the light
Of my switchman's shack on my post on the mountain
The storm was pretty bad and the telegraph was dead
And it was just eleven hours 'til the dawning.

Then much to my surprise the telegraph jumped back to life
As I read the code I thought could this be true
A train was on it's way headed up the mountain grade
But she didn't have a captain or a crew.

At the other switch they tried to put her on the mountainside
But she kept on coming up the mountain grade
I quickly doused the light to try to see into the night



Maybe I could spot her headlight in the rain.

She was pounding down the road I could hear her whistle blow
And I thought lord what a high and mournful sound
Then the telegraph beganThere's a cave-in at the mine
And a hundred men are buried beneath the ground
.
But Lord she's coming now I see around the bend and straight at me
And her boiler's glowing red as coal in hell
The headlight's switching wide searching all the mountainside
But the only sound she's making is the wail

Then I recognize the train by the number and the name
It's the Miner's Silver Ghost Old 41
Then she vanished up the track by the lonely switchman's shack
Like a mother who is looking for her son

Now I recall the story of the train that went to glory
Over fifty years ago on this same night
She was stealing for the cave-in there were men that needed saving
But she missed the curve and trestle near the mine.

Now every now and then you'll hear her whistle on the wind
If the mountain slides and many men are lost
It's the high and lonely wailing searching up and down the mountain
The train they call the call the Miner's Silver Ghost

16895. Silver Haired Daddy

Silver Haired Daddy

In a vine-covered shack in the mountains
Bravely fighting the battle of time
Is a dear one who's weathered life's sorrows
Is that silver haired daddy of mine

If I could recall all the heartaches
Dear old daddy, I've caused you to dear
If I could erase those lines from your face
And bring back the gold to your hair

If God would but frant me the power
Just to turn back the pages of time
I'd give all I own if I could but atone
To that silver haired daddy of mine

I know it's too late, dear old daddy
To repay for the sorrows and cares
Tho dear mother is waiting in Heaven
Just to comfort and solace you there



16896. Silver Haired Daddy Of Mine

Mac Wiseman  - Silver Haired Daddy of Mine 

In a vine covered
Shack in the mountains
Bravely fighting
The battle of time
There's a dear one
Who's wept
Through life's sorrows
It's that silver
Haired daddy of mine

If I could recall
All the heartaches
Dear ole daddy
I've caused you to bear
If I could erase
Those lines from your face
And bring back
The gold to your hair
If God would but
Grant me the power
Just to turn back
The pages of time
I would give all
I own just to put a tone
To that silver
Haired daddy of mine

If I could recall
All the heartaches
Dear ole daddy
I've caused you to bear
If I could erase
Those lines from your face
And bring back
The gold to your hair
If God would but
Grant me the power
Just to turn back
The pages of time
I would give all
I own just to put a tone
To that silver
Haired daddy of mine



16897. Silver Light

Trampled By Turtles - Silver Light

See the light come
And surround you
Getting thin and alone
Silent forces
When they've found you
Can you just pick up the phone?

Silver light
Don't leave me lonely tonight
Silver light
Not a savior in sight

Crumbled and bleeding
In the corner
And I don't think of you at all
Nights are quiet
Cool and breezy
And I don't think of you at all

Silver light
Don't leave me lonely tonight
Silver light
Empty streets and traffic lights

Enter softly
Touching nothing
Slip away without a sound
There were the good days
Light and soaring
Days beneath the pitted ground

Silver light
Don't leave me lonely tonight
Silver light
Broken down and running light

16898. Silver Lining

Silver Lining
Hackensaw Boys - Silver Lining

Been all around this world
I've been to nearly all it's bars
The only bar I've yet to find
Is the bar that's a little far
The world ain't nothing special
Just rock and sand and clay
And if I could make you a lining
It'd be silver all the way



Now the world is full of wonders
Got people and places and things
It's a regular damn lover's garden of delight
It's all hanging by a string
My body's worn to its being
And the soul has no reprieve
And the lie around all things must gather
You place a cradle by my grave
The world is feeling poorly
Got aches and pains and fries
But by heaven, I declare, just knowing you are there
Makes it a paradise
The world is just a pebble
And the sun a simple flame
My love is like the ocean
We fall to rise each day
The world ain't nothing special
Just rock and sand and clay
And if I could make you a lining
It'd be silver all the way
It'd be silver all the way
It'd be silver all the way

16899. Silver Lining - Chords

Silver Lining 
Kacey Musgraves
 
[Verse 1]
 
Fmaj7                             G
Woke up on the wrong side of rock bottom
Fmaj7
You're all out of pennies and the well
              G
It done run dry
Fmaj7
You'd light 'em up and smoke 'em if you had 'em
                   G
But you just ain't got 'em
Fmaj7
Yeah ain't we always looking
            G
For a bluer sky?
 
 
[Hook 1]
 
C                                    Am
If you're ever gonna find a silver lining
                       Em
It's gotta be a cloudy day
                       Fmaj7



It's gotta be a cloudy day
C                                      Am
If you wanna fill your bottle up with lightning
                                  Em
You're gonna have to stand in the rain
                                  Fmaj7
You're gonna have to stand in the rain
 
        C
Hoo hoo hoooo
        Am
Hoo hoo hoooo
        Em
Hoo hoo hoooo
Fmaj7
Hoo
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
Fmaj7                          G
If lemonade keeps turning into lemons
        Fmaj7
And you wear your heart on a ripped
           G
Unravelled sleeve
     Fmaj7
Been run through the wringer
                      G
And pushed plum to your limit
           Fmaj7
Say you're just unlucky
                        G
But luck ain't what you need
 
 
[Hook 2]
 
C
'Cause if you're ever gonna find
            Am
A four leaf clover
                                    Em
You gotta get a little dirt on your hands
                                    Fmaj7
You gotta get a little dirt on your hands
C
And if you wanna find a head 
               Am
That fits your shoulder
                               Em
You're gonna have to go to the dance
                               Fmaj7
You're gonna have to go to the dance
 
 
[Bridge]



 
C
If you wanna find the honey
    Am
You can't be scared of the bees
    Em
And if you wanna see the forest
            Fmaj7                   G
You're gonna have to look past trees
 
Fmaj7 G Fmaj7 G
 
[Hook 1]
 
C                                    Am
If you're ever gonna find a silver lining
                       Em
It's gotta be a cloudy day
                       Fmaj7
It's gotta be a cloudy day
C                                      Am
If you wanna fill your bottle up with lightning
                                  Em
You're gonna have to stand in the rain
                                  Fmaj7
You're gonna have to stand in the rain
 
        C
Hoo hoo hoooo
        Am
Hoo hoo hoooo
        Em
Hoo hoo hoooo
Fmaj7
Hoo
 
        C
Hoo hoo hoooo
        Am
Hoo hoo hoooo
        Em
Hoo hoo hoooo
Fmaj7
Hoo, hoo, hoo

16900. Silver Lining - Chords

Silver Lining 
Kacey Musgraves
 
[Verse 1]
 
Fmaj7                             G



Woke up on the wrong side of rock bottom
Fmaj7
You're all out of pennies and the well
              G
It done run dry
Fmaj7
You'd light 'em up and smoke 'em if you had 'em
                   G
But you just ain't got 'em
Fmaj7
Yeah ain't we always looking
            G
For a bluer sky?
 
 
[Hook 1]
 
C                                    Am
If you're ever gonna find a silver lining
                       Em
It's gotta be a cloudy day
                       Fmaj7
It's gotta be a cloudy day
C                                      Am
If you wanna fill your bottle up with lightning
                                  Em
You're gonna have to stand in the rain
                                  Fmaj7
You're gonna have to stand in the rain
 
        C
Hoo hoo hoooo
        Am
Hoo hoo hoooo
        Em
Hoo hoo hoooo
Fmaj7
Hoo
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
Fmaj7                          G
If lemonade keeps turning into lemons
        Fmaj7
And you wear your heart on a ripped
           G
Unravelled sleeve
     Fmaj7
Been run through the wringer
                      G
And pushed plum to your limit
           Fmaj7
Say you're just unlucky
                        G
But luck ain't what you need
 



 
[Hook 2]
 
C
'Cause if you're ever gonna find
            Am
A four leaf clover
                                    Em
You gotta get a little dirt on your hands
                                    Fmaj7
You gotta get a little dirt on your hands
C
And if you wanna find a head 
               Am
That fits your shoulder
                               Em
You're gonna have to go to the dance
                               Fmaj7
You're gonna have to go to the dance
 
 
[Bridge]
 
C
If you wanna find the honey
    Am
You can't be scared of the bees
    Em
And if you wanna see the forest
            Fmaj7                   G
You're gonna have to look past trees
 
Fmaj7 G Fmaj7 G
 
[Hook 1]
 
C                                    Am
If you're ever gonna find a silver lining
                       Em
It's gotta be a cloudy day
                       Fmaj7
It's gotta be a cloudy day
C                                      Am
If you wanna fill your bottle up with lightning
                                  Em
You're gonna have to stand in the rain
                                  Fmaj7
You're gonna have to stand in the rain
 
        C
Hoo hoo hoooo
        Am
Hoo hoo hoooo
        Em
Hoo hoo hoooo
Fmaj7
Hoo



 
        C
Hoo hoo hoooo
        Am
Hoo hoo hoooo
        Em
Hoo hoo hoooo
Fmaj7
Hoo, hoo, hoo

16901. Silver Medals Sweet Memory - Chords

Silver Medals Sweet Memory
written by Don Reid
sung by the Statler Brothers

E - - - B7 - - - E / / / 2 /
 B7 E A E
Just a picture on a table, just some letters Mama saved
 B7 E F#m B7
& a costume brooch from England that has on the back engraved
 E B7 E A E
"To Eileen, I love you, London, 1943"
 B7 E F#m B7 E
But she never heard from him again, & he never heard of me

CHORUS:
 B7 E
& the war still ain't over for Mama
 A B
Every night in her dreams she still sees
 E B7 E
The young face of someone who brought her
 A B7 E
Silver medals & sweet memories

Verse 2:
In Mama's bedroom closet, to this day on her top shelf
There's a flag folded 3-cornered, layin' by itself
The sergeant would surely be honored to know how pretty she still is
& after all these lonely years, his Eileen still lives
(chorus, then repeat its last line)

16902. Silver Moon

Silver Moon (Larry W. Jones 11/05/2007) 

Silver moon, shining in the dark night
Floating upward with your heavenly light



You took my love away, shining for another
Silver moon, my love is nowhere in sight
Silver moon, shine down on me, I cry
Bring her back to stand here by my side
With your light maybe you can change her mind
I'm so lonesome being left behind
Silver moon, shining in the dark night
Floating upward with your heavenly light
You took my love away, shining for another
Silver moon, my love is nowhere in sight
- instrumental -
Silver moon, shine down on me, I cry
Bring her back to stand here by my side
With your light maybe you can change her mind
I'm so lonesome being left behind
Silver moon, shining in the dark night
Floating upward with your heavenly light
You took my love away, shining for another
Silver moon, my love is nowhere in sight
My love is nowhere in sight

16903. Silver Moonlight

Silver Moonlight
(Dave Holladay)
Crucial Smith

Chorus:
Silver Moonlight,
Won't you shine on me tonight
Like a gleaming ray of hope
In the darkness of the night
She's the only love my heart has ever known
Silver Moonlight shine down on me
Keep her with me while I'm gone

Vs 1
I've heen chasing down this highway
for what seems io me foo long
Her memory is the only thing
That keeps me moving on
Riding into town like an outlaw in the night
Through the window silver moonlight
Takes me back to her tonight

Chorus

Vs 2
Clattered memories,
Just a shadow in my mind
The time before I knew her
Seems to be so far behind
Now I miss her so, so much it hurts inside.



But the silver glow around me
Never lets me leave her mind
Chorus
Chorus

16904. Silver Sandals

Dolly Parton - Silver Sandals 

In silver sandals she goes walkin' up those golden stairs
And though we miss her so we know she's happy to be there
She walks with us in memory we see her all the time
In silver sandals walkin' through our minds.
So many times we let our thoughts turn back to yesterday
To a little girl that could only watch the children as they played
She walks with us in memories we see her all the time
In silver sandals walkin' through our minds
The grave in which she sleeps is cold but our thoughts of her are warm
And we cry as we both long to hold her in our arms
Each night in dreams we see her running to us smiling sweet
With silver sandals on her feet
In silver sandals she goes walkin' ...
She had asked for sandals from the time that she could talk
And it would break our hearts when she'd  asked us why she couldn't walk
She'd say when I go to heaven can I change my crutches then
For a pair of silver sandals at the rainbow's end
In silver sandals she goes walkin'...
In silver sandals she goes walkin' through our minds.

16905. Silver Stallion

The Highwaymen - Silver Stallion

[Verse 1]
I'm gonna steal me a silver stallion
With not a mark upon his silky hide
Teach him he can trust me like a brother
One day we'll saddle up and ride

[Chorus]
And we're gonna ride, we're gonna ride
Ride like the one eyed jack of diamonds
With the devil close behind
We're gonna ride

[Verse 2]
I'm gonna find me a reckless woman
Razor blades and dice in her eyes
Just a touch of sadness in her fingers



Thunder and lightening in her thighs

[Chorus]
And we're gonna ride, we're gonna ride
Ride like the one eyed jack of diamonds
With the devil close behind
We're gonna ride

[Verse 3]
I'm gonna chase the sky forever
With the woman and the stallion and the wind
And the sun is gonna burn into a cinder
Before we ever pass this way again

[Chorus]
And we're gonna ride, we're gonna ride
Ride like the one eyed jack of diamonds
With the devil close behind
We're gonna ride

16906. Silver Threads And Golden Needles

Silver Threads And Golden Needles

I don't want your lonely mansion
With a tear in every rooom
All I want's the love you promised
Beneath the halo'd moon
But you think I should be happy
With your money and your name
And hide myself in sorrow
While you play your cheating game 

   Silver thread and golden needles
   Cannot mend this heart of mine
   And I dare not drown my sorrows
   In the warm glow of your wine
   You can't buy my love with money
   For I never was that kind
   Silver thread and golden needles
   Cannot mend this heart of mine. 

I grew up in faded gingham
Where love is a sacred thing
You grew up in silk and satin
Where love's a passing game
I know now you never loved me
And I know I was a fool
To think your pride would let you
Live by the Golden Rule.



16907. Silver Threads And Golden Needles

Linda Ronstadt - Silver Threads And Golden Needles

I don't want your lonely mansion
With a tear in every room
All I want's the love you've promised
Beneath the halo moon

But you think I should be happy
With your money and your name
And hide myself in sorrows
While you play your cheatin' game

Silver threads and golden needles
Cannot mend this heart of mine
And I dare not drown my sorrows
In the warm glow of your mind

You can't buy my love with money
'Cause I ain't never was that kind
Silver threads and golden needles
Cannot mend this heart of mine

Silver threads and golden needles
Cannot mend this heart of mine
And I dare not drown my sorrows
In the warm glow of your mind

You can't buy my love with money
'Cause I ain't never was that kind
Silver threads and golden needles
Cannot mend this heart of mine

16908. Silver Thunderbird

Marc Cohn - Silver Thunderbird

Watched it coming up Winslow
Down South Park Boulevard
Yeah, it was looking good
From tail to hood

Great big fins and painted steel
Man, it looked just like
The Batmobile with my
Old man behind the wheel

Well, you could



Hardly even see him
In all of that chrome
The man with the plan
And the pocket comb
But every night
It carried him home
And I could hear him saying

Don't gimme no Buick
Son, you must take my word
If there's a God in heaven
He's got a silver Thunderbird
You can keep your Eldorados
And the foreign car's absurd
Me, I wanna go down
In a Silver Thunderbird

He got up every morning
While I was still asleep
But I remember the sound
Of him shuffling around
Right before the crack of dawn
I heard him turn the motor on
But when I got up they were gone

Down the road
In the rain and snow
The man and his machine would go
Oh, the secrets that
Old car would know
Sometimes, I hear him saying

Don't gimme no Buick
Son, you must take my word
If there's a God in heaven
He's got a silver Thunderbird
You can keep your Eldorados
And the foreign car's absurd
Me, I wanna go down
In a Silver Thunderbird

Ah ah ah...

Down the road
In the rain and snow
The man and his machine would go
Oh, the secrets that
Old car would know
I still hear him saying

Don't gimme no Buick
Son, you must take my word
If there's a God in heaven
He's got a silver Thunderbird
You can keep your Eldorados
And the foreign car's absurd
Me, I wanna go down



In a Silver Thunderbird

Me, I wanna go down
In a silver Thunderbird

Ah ah ah...

16909. Silver Tongue And Gold Plated Lies

Suzanne Thomas - Silver Tongue And Gold Plated Lies

Hear your footsteps in the hallway
And I can hear your voice behind the door
I hear the crying of my heart when it speaks out it's time
And waits for the one that I never will see no more
Why oh why did you leave me
I can't keep the tears from my eyes
Why oh why did you deceive me, love
With your silver tongue and gold plated lies
I remember the night when I first met you
The clothes you wore were black as the night
When you pledged me your time you made me wish you could be mine
But I knew somehow something wasn't right
Why oh why did you leave me
I can't keep the tears from my eyes
Why oh why did you deceive me, love
With your silver tongue and gold plated lies
Our friends when I l mbsee them they all wonder
And I don't know what to tell them when they ask
Theres nothing to explain you found another way
And our love is a thing of the past
Why oh why did you leave me
I can't keep the tears from my eyes
Why oh why did you deceive me, love
With your silver tongue and gold plated lies
Why oh why did you deceive me, love
With your silver tongue and gold plated lies

16910. Silver Wings

Merle Haggard - Silver Wings
Album: This Is Merle Haggard
Flatt & Scruggs

Silver wings shinning in the sunlight,
roaring engines headed somewhere in flight.
Their taking you away, leaving me lonley,
silver wings slowly fading out of sight.



Don't leave me i cry, don't take that airplane ride.
But you locked me out of your mind. left me
standing here behind.

Silver wings shining in the sunlight,
roaring engines headed somewhere in flight.
Their taking you away, leaving me lonley.
silver wings slowley fading out of sight.
Silver wings shining in the sunlight,
roaring engines headed somewhere in flight,
their taking you away. Leaving me lonley.
Silver wings slowley fading out of sight.
Slowley fading out of sight.

16911. Silver Wings On The Water

Silver Wings On The Water

Silver wing on the water
Carry me away where I belong
And I'll live my life, morning, noon and night
So keep rolling Red River roll along

Lying on the bank
Early in the morning
Sandies flopping in the sun
Thinking about the day
When I'll be going
Down there to catch me some
When all my work is done

* Refrain

I'll be sitting on the porch
Every evening
Slapping mosquitoes flying by
And it won't be too long
Till I'll be seeing
Those black jacks growing high
And I'm just gonna ride

* Refrain

16912. Silverlined - Chords

Silverlined 
Donna the Buffalo

[Intro]



C G
D Am C G
 
[Verse 1]
  D
A tire ripped by and berry
  Am
a skid mark in my bed
C
shook me from my covers
  G
I hit the floor instead
 
[Verse 2]
D
A bird flew by a hardball came
Am
flying through the trees
C
straight trhough my window
G
I fell down to my knees
 
[Chorus]
D
Trouble in times
Am
came silverlined
C
found the diamond in the rough
G
if I can make it mine
 
[Verse 3]
D
On that day a tall tree
Am
fell down in the woods
C
Hit without a warning
G
the ground under my feet for good
 
[Verse 4]
D
Take a trip a sip of shine
Am
assuming the weather is fine
C
Hoping as a matter of speaking
G
there won't be ahurricane next time
 
[Chorus]
D
Trouble in times
Am



came silverlined
C
Found the diamond in the rough
G
if I can make it mine
 
[Chorus]
D
Trouble in times
Am
came silverlined
C
Found the diamond in the rough
G
if I can make it mine
 
[Instrumental]
 
[Verse 5]
D
On that day a tall tree
Am
fell down in the woods
C
Hit without a warning
G
the ground under my feet for good
 
[Chorus]
D
Trouble in times
Am
came silverlined
C
Found the diamond in the rough
G
If I can make it mine
 
[Outro]
D
Trouble in times
Am
came silverlined
C
Found the diamond in the rough
G                      D  Am
if I can make it mine
 
[Coda]
C
Found the diamond in the rough
G
and I can make it mine



16913. Silvertone Blues

Silvertone Blues - John Hartford

Well I wrote away to Sears & Roebuck
Ordered me a Silvertone
The Postman brought it on a big black horse
In a paper box four feet long

My Silvertone
My Silvertone guitar blues
My Baby's gone but I ain't alone
I got my old Silvertone

Silvertone, Silvertone blues
My Baby's gone but I ain't alone
I got my old Silvertone

I went to town last Saturday
Played in front of Hardison's store
I made me a dollar and a dime and a quarter
And I'm going back there for more
With my Silvertone

My Silvertone guitar blues
My Baby's gone but I ain't alonR
I got my old Silvertone

Silvertone, Silvertone blues
My Baby's gone but I ain't alone
I got my old Silvertone

I had me a gal in the springtime
She loved my music everyday
Now come summer, she's heard my songs
And her love has flown away.......from my Silvertone

From my Silvertone guitar blues
My Baby's gone but I ain't alone
I got my old Silvertone

Silvertone, Silvertone blues
My Baby's gone but I ain't alone
I got my old Silvertone

Well I wrote away to Sears & Roebuck
Ordered me a Silvertone
The Postman brought it on a big black horse
In a paper box four feet long

My Silvertone
My Silvertone guitar blues
My Baby's gone but I ain't alone
I got my old Silvertone

Silvertone, Silvertone blues
My Baby's gone but I ain't alone



I got my old Silvertone

16914. Simon Crutchfield's Grave

Simon Crutchfield's Grave 
The Rarely Herd

I remember very well a tale my Daddy used to tell
About ol' Simon Crutchfield and his friends
Now Mary was his pretty wife
And they loved every breath of life,
Before they took ol' Riley Harper in.
Now Simon plowed and worked the fields,
Mary cooked their meals,
And Riley kept and eye out on the plains
Still no one knows just when this
Episode came to an end,
They only knew of Simon Crutchfields grave.
Mary Crutchfield, you should be ashamed.
Get on your knees and pray your soul be saved
Riley Harper, if the devil is to blame,
Why can't you drive by Simon Crutchfields grave?

In the year of 1864, a blizzard came across the moor.
All the crops were sold out, none were saved
And the only way to get to town
Was a wagon road that wound around,
Thru the woods by Simon Crutchfields grave
Now some folks say that they layed there
At least six months or more
Before an old fur trapper found their bones
He claimed they wrote their epitaph
Upon the cabin door
Just as it reads today on marble stone

Mary Crutchfield, here lies Mary Crutchfield.
Cause she betrayed the love that Simon gave
Riley Harper, here lies Riley Harper.
Cause he couldn't drive by Simon Crutchfields grave.

16915. Simple

Simple
Glen Phillips

I'm complication
Live wire down
I'm agitation
Distorted sound



You're celebration
Girl on a swing
Passion and patience
Unbroken ring
You're simple, simple
You're simple
Simply all I need

I'm jagged rock
You, waterfall
Your gentle touch
You wear me down
Till I am smooth
Till I allow
Till I can bend
Till I can bow

You're simple, simple
You're simple
Simply all I need
Twilight sleep
I want to forget
Everything these last few years
Take them from me
Drive them away
I want to be simple again

'Cause I'm complications
Live wire down
I'm agitation
Distorted sound

You're simple, simple
You're simple
Simply all I need

16916. Simple And Sober

Simple & Sober
Lindsay Lou - Simple & Sober

[Chorus]
Simple and sober, I've gotten to know her
Screaming and screeching wheels
I'm keeping my own nose to the grindstone
I like the way it feels

[Verse 1]
I wake up early, cross-eyed and curly
And write down my twisted dreams
I tip-toe and laugh till I find the right path
And polish it till it gleams



[Chorus]
Simple and sober, I've gotten to know her
Screaming and screeching wheels
I'm keeping my own nose to the grindstone
I like the way it feels

[Verse 2]
I'm feeling shaky, I sleep like a baby
I wake up every couple hours to cry
It's only been lately that I'm feeling shaky
This, too, shall pass on by

[Chorus]
Simple and sober, I've gotten to know her
Screaming and screeching wheels
I'm keeping my own nose to the grindstone
I like the way it feels

[Verse 3]
I see the prize through the eyes of a child
And I'm keeping my conscience clear
I'm walking the walk that I've already talked
And I'm teaching my heart to steer
I'm walking the walk that I've already talked
And I'm teaching my heart to steer

16917. Simple Complication

Blue Dogs - Simple Complication

This is the first time
Also the worst time
For me to fall in love with you
If the truth was told on me
You had a hold on me
And I wondered if you knew
It's a simple complication
That destroys a piece of mind
Looking for a feeling I'll never find
Stays with me every day
Always getting in my way
Hoping for another place in time
A simple complication
You're on my mind
Passed by you the other day
You were going the other way
I asked myself what else is new
You were walking hand in hand
It's a sight I can't stand
What in heavens' name can I do
Chorus
La La La La La ...



Chorus
But the simple part of loving you
Was all I felt
The complicated part is you belong to someone else
Can't play the game
Cause it's one I can't win
I guess you play the hand you're dealt
Chorus

16918. Simple Complication - Chords

Simple Complication
Blue Dogs
 
[Verse 1]
D           G           D       G
This is the first time Also the worst time
D         A                 D  G
For me to fall in love with you
D                G          D         G
If the truth was told on me You had a hold on me
D       A             D
And I wondered if you knew
 
 
[Chorus]
        A                       G                   D
It's a simple complication That destroys a piece of mind
G                                A
Looking for a feeling I'll never find
D              G        D              G
Stays with me every day Always getting in my way
G                           A
Hoping for another place in time
  A             C    G             D   G D G
A simple complication you're on my mind
 
 
[Verse 2]
D                 G         D                  G
Passed by you the other day You were going the other way
D          A                D  G
I asked myself what else is new
D                G                   D     G
You were walking hand in hand It's a sight I can't stand
D        A                  D
What in heavens' name can I do
 
 
[Chorus]
        A                       G                   D
It's a simple complication That destroys a piece of mind
G                                A



Looking for a feeling I'll never find
D              G        D              G
Stays with me every day Always getting in my way
G                           A
Hoping for another place in time
  A             C    G             D   G D G
A simple complication you're on my mind
 
 
[Interlude]
D           G            D           G
La La La La La La La ... La La La La La La La
D           A           D
La La La La La La La La La
D           G            D           G
La La La La La La La ... La La La La La La La
D           A           D
La La La La La La La La La
 
 
[Chorus]
        A                       G                   D
It's a simple complication That destroys a piece of mind
G                                A
Looking for a feeling I'll never find
D              G        D              G
Stays with me every day Always getting in my way
G                           A
Hoping for another place in time
  A             C    G             D   G
A simple complication you're on my mind
 
 
[Bridge]
         Bm            A           G         D
But the simple part of loving you, was all I felt
     Bm         A            G                A     A
The complicated part is you belong to someone else
D              G            D              G
Can't play the game again, cause it's one I can't win
D            A        D          D
I guess you play the hand you're dealt
 
 
[Chorus]
        A                       G                   D
It's a simple complication That destroys a piece of mind
G                                A
Looking for a feeling I'll never find
D              G        D              G
Stays with me every day Always getting in my way
G                           A
Hoping for another place in time
  A             C    G             D   D
A simple complication you're on my mind
 
 



[Tag]
C    G               D
Yeah....You're on my mind....
C    G               D
........You're on my mind....
C    G               D
........You're on my mind....
 
 
[Instrumental]
C G D C G D
C G D C G D
 
Acoustic Only: D, G, D, G, D, A, G

16919. Simple Dream

Simple Dream - Acoustic Syndicate

Am, a I crazy
About decided that I am
But wait a minute
Isn'²t everyone a little crazy
We all try to understand

Keep on moving, locomotive
You're screaming as you'²re streaming
Is everything as it seems

Are, are you helpless
There's no digging out
From where you dug in
Gone, are the selfless
As big egos shovel their big feelings in

No freewheelin', rollercoastin'²
Ever boastin'² man
You're gonna do yourself in
Oh do yourself in

To live the dream
Of love in the world
We'²ve lived here before
Oh but it's been a while

To dream of love in the world
Love in the world
A beautiful thing
A simple dream of love

The dream of love
The dream of love
Dream of love



We, we the people
Together we stand
Divided we fall
Your camera, with its angle
Does it decide or make fools of us all

Keep on moving, locomotive
You'²re screaming as you're streaming
Is everything as it seems
Oh as it seems

To live the dream
Of love in the world
We'²ve lived here before
Oh but it's been a while

To dream of love in the world
Love in the world
A beautiful thing
A simple dream of love

The dream of love
The dream of love
The dream of love
The dream of love

Dream of love
Dream of love
Dream of love
Dream of love

16920. Simple Love

Alison Krauss - Simple Love 

Little yellow house sittin' on a hill
That is where he lived
That is where he died
Every Sunday morning
Hear the weeping willows cry

Two children born
A beautiful wife
Four walls and livin's all he needed in life
Always giving, never asking back
I wish I had a simple love like that

I want a simple love like that
Always giving, never askin' back
For when I'm in my final hour lookin' back
I hope I had a simple love like that



My momma was his only little girl
If he'd had the money he'd have given her the world
Sittin' on the front porch together they would sing
Oh how I long to hear that harmony

I want a simple love like that
Always giving never asking back
When I'm in my final hour looking back
I hope I had a simple love like that

I want a simple love like that
Always giving never asking back
When I'm in my final hour looking back
I hope I had a simple love like that

16921. Simple Man, Simple Dream

Linda Ronstadt - Simple Man, Simple Dream

What if I fall in love with you
Just like normal people do
Well maybe I'd kill you
Or maybe I'd be true

When I go down to get a job sometime
It seems people can read my mind
And make money disappear
While they're talking sweet and kind

Well in some ways I am like a child
You never seemed to know it
And if a kind word ever crossed your mind
You never tried to show it

Well in some ways I am like a child
You never seemed to know it
And if a kind word ever crossed your mind
You never tried to show it

When people don't know what you mean
They may laugh at you and call you green
They'll say your words are stupid
And your plans are only schemes

Truth is simple
But seldom ever seen
Let nothing come between
Simple man, simple dream



16922. Simple Thing as Love

John Hartford - Simple Thing as Love

Awake now I don't hear the floorboards
Creaking as you walk back from the window
Or feel your satin fingers
Drawing patterns on my back
Where I lay dying
Without you I'm a child
Who sucks the vacant thumb of emptiness
Left crying when he has not had enough
At the mercy of an empty room
Singing verses to some faded wall
Confused about a simple thing as love
It's too bad we couldn't stay here
Till the clock runs out
And falls from sheer exhaustion
Or till morning when I watch you
As you stoop to pick your things
Up from the floor
But too soon for us it's over
In the shock of the electric lightbulb
Sunrise from the ceiling up above
As it dangles to remind us
Of the spiderweb that binds us
And just complicates a simple thing as love
Awake now I don't hear the floorboards
Creaking as you walk back from the window
Or feel your satin fingers
Drawing patterns on my back
Where I lay dying
Without you I'm a child
Who sucks the vacant thumb of emptiness
Left crying when he has not had enough
At the mercy of an empty room
Singing verses to some faded wall
Confused about a simple thing as love

16923. Simple Twist of Fate

Sarah Jarosz - Simple Twist of Fate
Leftover Salmon

They sat together in the park
As the evening sky grew dark
She looked at him and he felt a spark tingle to his bones
It was then he felt alone and wished that he'd gone straight
And watched out for a simple twist of fate.

They walked alone by the old canal
A little confused I remember well
And stopped into a strange hotel with a neon burning bright



He felt the heat of the night hit him like a freight train
Moving with a simple twist of fate.

A saxophone someplace far off played
As she was walking on by the arcade
As the light bust through a-beat-up shade where he was waking up
She dropped a coin into the cup of a blind man at the gate
And forgot about a simple twist of fate.

He woke up the room was bare
He didn't see her anywhere
He told himself he didn't care pushed the window open wide
Felt an emptiness inside to which he just could not relate
Brought on by a simple twist of fate.

He hears the ticking of the clocks
And walks along with a parrot that talks
Hunts her down by the waterfront docks where the sailers all come in
Maybe she'll pick him out again how long must he wait
One more time for a simple twist of fate.

People tell me it's a sin
To know and feel too much within
I still believe she was my twin but I lost the ring
She was born in spring but I was born too late
Blame it on a simple twist of fate.

16924. Simplify

Simplify
Henhouse Prowlers

Used to have time on my hands to do some livin'
Always had a little time to find some peace
There was even time on sunday for the good lord

And I ain't even got the time to stop and breathe
I spent forty hours working for the big man
And fifty more for everybody else
Seems like everybody's looking for a peice of me
And I think it's time to keep some for myself
As a blade I'm burnin' both ends of the candle
Pleasin' everybody else to just get by
I wonder how things got too complicated
Right now I think it's time to simplify
Instrumental
Somebody's always trying to start a fire beneath me
Just to make me go where I don't wanna be
Seems like I'm always hurrying tryin' to please somebody
And I think it's time for someone to set me free
No the boss man ain't got time to bring me water
And the water ain't got time to quench my soul
My soul ain't even got time for the six string



And the dead man keeps me buried in the hole
As a blade I'm burnin' both ends of the candle
Pleasin' evrybody else to just get by
I wonder how things got too complicated
Right now I think it's time to simplify
Instrumental
As a blade I'm burnin' both ends of the candle
Pleasin' everybody else to just get by
I wonder how things got too complicated
Right now I think it's time to simplify
Yeah right now I think it's time to simplify

16925. Simply Divine - Chords

Simply Divine
Recorded by George Jones with Melba Montgomery
Written by Melba Montgomery
[3/4 time]

C                        G7
When your arms enfold me I thrill through and through
                             C
And when your arms hold me I feel the same too
                          C7            F
No other can take it from these arms of mine
                    C       G7          C
Oh this feeling you give me is simply divine
      F                       C
We're meant for each other we both know it's true
    F                 D7           G7
And everyone round us say the same too
     C                       C7              F
Just one kiss from your lips tells me you're mine
                    C       G7          C
Oh this feeling you give me is simply divine
                    G7
Just being near you means so much to me
                       C
If ever I lost you how lonesome I'd be
                           C7         F
I'll love you forever till the end of time
                    C       G7          C
Oh this feeling you give me is simply divine
F                       C
We're meant for each other we both know it's true
    F                 D7           G7
And everyone round us say the same too
     C                       C7              F
Just one kiss from your lips tells me you're mine
                    C       G7          F  C
Oh this feeling you give me is simply div-ine



16926. Sin City

Sin City
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
I walked from Dallas with a pistol in my hand
I walked from Dallas with a pistol in my hand
I walked from Dallas with a pistol in my hand
Now I feel like a natural man

[Chorus]
I've been good till now
But I'm going down to Sin City

[Verse 2]
200 dollars and a pair of mohair slacks
200 dollars and a pair of mohair slacks
200 dollars, a pair of slacks
That's all I'm taking when I hit the tracks

[Chorus]
I've been good till now
But I'm going down to Sin City

[Verse 3]
Don't call my number 'cause I hate to hear it ring
Don't call my number 'cause I hate to hear it ring
Don't call my number 'cause I hate the ring
I know it's trouble if it's anything

[Chorus]
I've been good till now
But I'm going down to Sin City
I've been good till now
But I'm going down to Sin City
I've been good till now
But I'm going down to Sin City

[Outro]
I've been good till now
But I'm going down
You're gonna miss me, darling, when I'm not around
I've been good till now
But I'm going down to Sin City
Sin City

16927. Sin City



Sin City
Emmylou Harris - JD Crowe - Flying Burrito Brothers

This old town's filled with sin it will swallow you in
If you've got some money to burn
Take it home, right away we've got three years to pay
But Satan is waiting his turn. 

The scientists say it will all wash away
But we don't believe anymore
Cause we've got our recruits and our green mohair suits
So please show your I.D. at the door. 

   This old earthquake's gonna leave me in the poorhouse
   It feels like this whole town's insane
   On the thirty first floor a gold plated door
   Won't keep out the Lord's burning rain 

A friend came around, tried to clean up this town
His ideas made some people mad
But he trusted his crowd, so he spoke right out loud
And they lost the best friend they had.

16928. Sin Stealer

Sin Stealer
Chris Stuart & Backcountry

Sin Stealer, don't you take my sin
Sin Stealer, don't you take my sin
I'²ll hide in the darkness and I will not let you in

Sin Stealer, preachers talk about you
Sin Stealer, oh preachers talk about you
They say you walk beside me and you watch everything I do

I ain't got no silver, I ain't got no gold
I ain'²t got no silver, I ain'²t got no gold
If you let me keep my whiskey, you can have my soul

Sin Stealer, don't you take my sin
Sin Stealer, don'²t you take my sin
I like to play the ponies, but my ponies never win

Why you sneaking round here like a thief in the night?
Why you sneaking round here like a thief in the night?
And why you take my woman, she was treating me just right

Sin Stealer, don't you take my sin
Sin Stealer, don'²t you take my sin
I'll hide in the darkness but I will not let you in



16929. Sin Wagon

Dixie Chicks - Sin Wagon

He pushed me 'round
Now I'm drawin' the line
He lived his life
Now I'm gonna go live mine
I'm sick of wastin' my time
Well now I've been good for way too long
Found my red dress and I'm gonna throw it on
'Bout to get too far gone

Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition
Need a little bit more of my twelve ounce nutrition
One more helpin' of what I've been havin'
I'm takin' my turn on the sin wagon

On a mission to make something happen
Feel like Delilah lookin' for Samson
Do a little mattress dancin'
That's right I said mattress dancin'

Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition
Need a little bit more
Of what I've been missin'
I don't know where I'll be crashin'
But I'm arrivin' on a sin wagon

When it's my turn to march up to old glory
I'm gonna have one hell of a story
That's if he forgives me
Oh, lord please forgive me

Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition
Need a little bit more of that sweet salvation
They may take me
With my feet draggin'
But I'll fly away on a sin wagon

I'll fly away on a sin wagon

16930. Sinai To Canaan - Part 1

Sinai To Canaan - Part 1
Chris Thile - Sinai To Canaan - Part 1

Artist: Chris Thile



Part A

E -------0-0h1p0---0-------0---------0---------------3/5-5/6-6---
A -5---5---------5---0-------------0-------0---------1/3-3/5-5---
D ---0-------------------2-------3-------5---------0-------------
G ---------------------2-------3-------5-----3-2-0---------------

E--0-0h1p0---0-------0-------0---------------1p0-0------------
A5---------5---0-----------0-------0---------------12'----0---
D------------------2-----3-------5---------0----------12'---0-
G----------------2-----3-------5-----3-2-0--------------------

E -------0-1-3p1p0---0-------0---------0---------------3/5-5/6-6-
A -5---5-----------5---0-------------0-------0---------1/3-3/5-5-
D ---0---------------------2-------3-------5---------0-----------
G -----------------------2-------3-------5-----3-2-0-------------

E----0-0h1p0---0-------0-------0---------------1p0-0------------
A--5---------5---0-----------0-------0---------------12'----0---
D--------------------2-----3-------5---------0----------12'---0-
G------------------2-----3-------5-----3-2-0--------------------

E -------0-0h1p0---0-------0---------0---------------3/5-5/6-6---
A -5---5---------5---0-------------0-------0---------1/3-3/5-5---
D ---0-------------------2-------3-------5---------0-------------
G ---------------------2-------3-------5-----3-2-0---------------

E--0-0h1p0---0-------0-------0---------------1p0-0------------
A5---------5---0-----------0-------0---------------12'----0---
D------------------2-----3-------5---------0----------12'---0-
G----------------2-----3-------5-----3-2-0--------------------

E -------0-0h1p0---0-------0---------0---------------3/5-5/6-6--
A -5---5---------5---0-------------0-------0---------1/3-3/5-5--
D ---0-------------------2-------3-------5---------0------------
G ---------------------2-------3-------5-----3-2-0--------------

E-----------------------------0-----1-0-----1p0-0-------------
A---0-0h1p0---0-----3-0-----5---------------------12'-----0---
D-5---------5---3-------5---------5-------0-----------12'---0-
G-----------------2-------3-----5-------0---------------------

Part B

E -----0-2-3-5-5-----5-5-----5-5-5/7-5-----5-----5-5-3-1-----1---1p0-----------
A -0-5-------------0-------0-------------0-----0-----------0---0-------0-3h5-5-
D ---------------0-------0-------------0-----0-----------0-----------0---------
G -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

E -----0-2-3-5-5-----5-5-----5-/10-9-5-----5-----5-5-3-1-----1---1p0-----------
A -0-5-------------0-------0-------------0-----0-----------0---0-------0-3/5-5-
D ---------------0-------0-------------0-----0-----------0-----------0---------
G -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dobro Solo (modified A part)

E ---x---x---x-3/5-5/6-6---x---x---x-1p0-0---------



A ---x---x---x-1/3-3/5-5---x---x---x-------12'-----
D ---x---x---x-------------x---x---x-----------12'-
G -2-x-3-x-5-x-----------2-x-3-x-5-x---------------

E---x---x---x-3/5-5/6-10---x---x---x-1p0-0---------
A---x---x---x-1/3-3/5-8----x---x---x-------12'-----
D---x---x---x--------------x---x---x-----------12'-
G-2-x-3-x-5-x------------2-x-3-x-5-x---------------

Part C

E --5-1-3-5-0-3-1--------------------------------3-
A ----------------5-3-0-3-0--------------------5---
D --------------------------3-3h5-3-2-0--5/7-7-----
G -------------------------------------------------
                                                   

5-6-10-8-5-3-1-0-1-----------------------------------
-------------------5-3-1-0-------------------/7-5-5--
---------------------------5-2-0-2h3-5-3-2-0---------
-----------------------------------------------------
                     / 3  // 3  /

E -5-6-5-3-1-3-1-0------------------------5-8-10-/12-13-12-10-17*-12*-18*-17*-15*-
A -----------------5-/7-3-/8-5-/10-7-8-10-----------------------------------------
D --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
G --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Part D

E -----0-1--1-0------0-1--3-1-0------0-1--1-0------0-1--3--5-8-10-
A ---5----------5--5------------5--5----------5--5----------------
D -0--------------------------------------------------------------
G ----------------------------------------------------------------

E---0-1--1-0----------------------3-6-5-3-1-0---0-1-5--4-5-9--10-
A-5----------5--6-5-3-1-0-------4-------------5--------2-3-7--8--
D-------------------------5-3-2----------------------------------
G----------------------------------------------------------------

E -----0-1--1-0------0-1--3-1-0------0-1--1-0------0-1--3--5-8-10-
A ---5----------5--5------------5--5----------5--5----------------
D -0--------------------------------------------------------------
G ----------------------------------------------------------------

E---0-1--1-0----------------------3-6-5-3-1-0---0-1-5--4-5-9--10-
A-5----------5--6-5-3-1-0-------4-------------5--------2-3-7--8--
D-------------------------5-3-2----------------------------------
G----------------------------------------------------------------

Part E

E-----------------------------------------------------------5--8-10-
A-5-7-8--8-7-5--5-7-8--10--8--7-5--5-7-8--8-7-5--5-7-8--10----------
D-------------------------------------------------------------------
G-------------------------------------------------------------------



E-----------------------------------------------
A-5-7-8--8-7-5--5-7-8--10--8--7-5--5-7-8--8-7-5-
D-----------------------------------------------
G-----------------------------------------------

-------------------3-6-5-3-1-0---0-1-5--4-5-9--10-
-6-5-3-1-0-------4-------------5--------2-3-7--8--
-----------5-3-2----------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------

Part F

E--------------------------------------------------------------
A-5-7h8--5-7-8-8---7-7h8-5-7-8-7-7-7h8---7-8-12-11-10----5-7h8-
D--------------10--9-----------8-7-----7-----10-9--8---7-------
G--------------------------------------------------------------

E-------------------------------------------------------
A-5-7-8-8---7-7h8-5-7-8-7-7-7h8---7-8-12-11-10----5-7h8-
D-------10--9-----------8-7-----7-----10-9--8---7-------
G-------------------------------------------------------

E--------------------------------------------------------------
A-5-7h8--5-7-8-8---7-7h8-5-7-8-7-7-7h8---7-8-12-11-10----5-7h8-
D--------------10--9-----------8-7-----7-----10-9--8---7-------
G--------------------------------------------------------------

E-------------------------------------------------------
A-5-7-8-8---7-7h8-5-7-8-7-7-7h8---7-8-12-11-10----5-7h8-
D-------10--9-----------8-7-----7-----10-9--8---7-------
G-------------------------------------------------------

E------------------------------------------------------------------
A------------------------------------------------------------------
D-6--8--6-8-9-8--6--8--6-8-9-8--5--7--5-7-8-7--5--7--5-7-8-7-5-3-0-
G------------------------------------------------------------------

' = Harmonic
* = Tremelo

16931. Since I Don't Have You

Marty Stuart - Since I Don't Have You

The man on the street without any shoes
With nowhere to go and nothing to lose
Somehow I can tell what he's going through
He looks like I feel since I don't have you

Since I don't have you, I've learned to survive
On little or nothing to keep me alive
I'd turn to another but to tell you the truth
I don't have the heart since I don't have you



I start out each day without any clue
Of where I might be when my day is through
And I don't have a friend that I haven't used
To get through the night since I don't have you

Since I don't have you, I've learned to survive
On little or nothing to keep me alive
I'd turn to another but to tell you the truth
I don't have the heart since I don't have you
I don't have the heart since I don't have you

16932. Since I Lost My Darlin'

Since I Lost My Darlin' (Larry W. Jones 04/06/2007) 

Since I lost my darlin' (darlin')
I don't know what to do
Since I lost my darlin' (darlin')
I don't know what to do
I toss and turn darlin'
Cause I'm feelin' blue
My darlin' wrote me a letter
And this is what it said
My darlin' wrote me a letter
And this is what it said
Don't bother comin' home
Since our love is dead
- instrumental -
Since I lost my darlin' (darlin')
I don't know what to do
Since I lost my darlin' (darlin')
I don't know what to do
I toss and turn darlin'
Cause I'm feelin' blue
How I lost my darlin' (darlin')
Oh, how I wish I knew
How I lost my darlin' (darlin')
Oh, how I wish I knew
If you had lost your darlin'
You would feel blue too

16933. Since I Met You Baby

Country Ramblers - Since i met you baby

Since I met you baby my whole life has changed
Since I met you baby my whole life has changed
And everybody tells me that I'm not the same



I don't need nobody to tell my troubles to
I don't need nobody to tell my troubles to
Cause since I met you baby all I need is you

Since I met you baby I'm a happy man
Since I met you baby I'm a happy man
I'm gonna try to please you in every way I can

Too do do doo to do do do doo...

16934. Since I Started Drinkin' Again

Since I Started Drinkin' Again

Since I started drinkin' again
Since I started drinkin' again
I ain't shed one lousy tear over you
Since I started drinkin' again

I know that the neighbours are all a-talkin'
They swear that I have lost my mind
Ah but they do not know
That I've just gained control
Of all the heartache that you left behind

Since I started drinkin' again
Since I started drinkin' again
I ain't shed one lousy tear over you
Since I started drinkin' again

Well I know that the boss is gonna fire me
When I stumble in late to work again
But surprise will replace that old scowl on his face
When he sees that I do not give a damn

Since I started drinkin' again
Since I started drinkin' again
I ain't shed one lousy tear over you
Since I started drinkin' again

I ain't shed one lousy tear over you
Since I started drinkin' 
Since I started drinkin' 
Since I started drinkin' again

16935. Since I've Been Around - Chords



Since I've Been Around 
The Waifs

G D Em        C
Walking down the main street of this town where I was born
G D                    Em        C
Looking at the things I?ve seen so many times before
G           D              Em            C
I take a deep breath, smile and kick a stone along the ground
G                D             G
Been so long since I?ve been around
 
G D Em      C
There's comfort in the way that everything still looks the same,
G    D              Em           C
and people that I bump into they call me by my name,
G D                 Em             C
It almost feels as though I never even left this town
G             D                  G
Been so long since I?ve been around
 
G                 D           Em          C
And My girlfriend she lived on Hawdon St - man was she a sight,
G    D               Em            C
Sometimes I would sneak into her bedroom late at night,
G           D                Em                 C
Now she's not there - I'm told her family long since left the town,
G             D                 G
Been so long since I?ve been around
 
G           D                    Em           C
Yeah Many of my friends they found some other place they'd rather be
G        D                     Em         C
But I still now of one good mate shes gunna  keep me company
G                D             Em             C
But I think I?m gonna call her up, we'll go and paint the town,
G                  D           G
Been so long since I?ve been around  (Middle)
 
G D               Em        C
I stopped on by her place, years ago I knew her well
G      D                    Em        C
"lets go drink to old times at the Adelaide hotel'
G     D                      Em             C
She said its twenty years now since they shut that old pub down
G             D               G
Been so long since I?ve been around
 
G              D               Em                   C
Yeah But the hospital's still standing, down over by the river shore
G              D                   Em       C
That's the place where I took my first breath, so many years before
G      D               Em                C
I take a deep breath now and feel my chest begin to pound
G            D                G
Been so long since I?ve been around       (middle)
 
G      D             Em        C



Now I'm lying by the river feeling lazy in the shade
G    D            Em            C
Children shout and splash about in water where I played
G    D            Em                  C
And I'm thinking I could stay a while, maybe  settle down,
G                 D           G
Been so long since I?ve been around  (outro)

16936. Since I've Used My Bible For A Road Map

Since I've Used My Bible For A Road Map

Since I've used my bible for a road map
I've been traveling toward the promised land
There has been no worry or obstruction
No rough pavement and no sinking sand

I'm on the right road to glory
Jesus leads me by the hand
Since I've used my bible for a road map
All my earthly travels have been grand

Since I've used my bible for a road map
I'm insured by Jesus day and night
And if I take the wrong direction
My bible will always steer me right

* Refrain

16937. Since I've Used My Bible For A Road Map - Chords

Since I've Used My Bible For A Road Map
Recorded by Reno and Smiley
Written by Don Reno and Charles Schroeder

G                              C 
Since I've used my bible for a road map
          D7                            G 
I've been traveling toward the promised land
                             C 
There has been no worry or obstruction
         D7                      G
No rough pavement and no sinking sand

    D7                   G
I'm on the right road to glory
A7                    D7
Jesus leads me by the hand
           G                   C 



Since I've used my bible for a road map
       D7                        G
All my earthly travels have been grand

                               C
Since I've used my bible for a road map
    D7                       G
I'm insured by Jesus day and night
                          C
And if I take the wrong direction
   D7                         G
My bible will always steer me right

    D7                   G
I'm on the right road to glory
A7                    D7
Jesus leads me by the hand
           G                   C 
Since I've used my bible for a road map
       D7                        G
All my earthly travels have been grand

16938. Since My Sweet Love Ain't Around

Since My Sweet Love Ain't Around
Bill Monroe

Listen to that rain a-falling
Can'nt you hear that lonesome sound?
My poor old heart is breaking
Since my sweet love ain't around. 

Lord I think I start to ramble
Got to leave this lonesome town
I can't stay here any longer
Since my sweet love ain't around. 

On that train tonight I'll leave
And don't ask me where I'm bound
This old town is way too lonely
Since my sweet love ain't around.

16939. Since The Day That I Was Born

Since The Day That I Was Born
Sean Watkins - Since The Day That I Was Born

I've known you since the day that I was born
You know every seam where I'm torn



You're a shot from a starting gun
You record while I run
I've known you since the day that I was born
I've known you since the day that I was born
I've known you since the day that I was born
With a face more familiar than my home
You show up the moment I'm alone
Telling me what to be
Telling me when to leave
I've known you since the day that I was born
Yeah I've known you since the day that I was born
Pathway to your doorstep from mine is well worn
I've known you since the day that I was born
You'd like me to believe that we are one
And give in to this nightmare life's become
Where every thought is made of shame
And I forgot my real name
Yeah I forgot my real name
Oh but you and I are not the same
I've known you since the day that I was born
I've known you since the day that I was born
Pathway to your doorstep from mine is well worn
Cause I've known you since the day that I was born
I've known you since the day that I was born
I've known you since the day that I was born

16940. Since The Day You Went Away

Since The Day You Went Away

Every minute seems like an hour
Every hour seems like a day
Maybe you don't realize my darling
But you broke my heart the day you went away

Here's thing or two to ask the other
Will he love you when your old and gray
Will he hold your hand when old and wrinkled
Like I did the day you went away

Now there will come a time when you'll be sorry
Sorry for the things you do and say
I am not the blame if you must suffer
Like I did the day you went away

16941. Sincerely

Forester Sisters - Sincerely
Composer: Alan Freed - Harvey Fuqua



Sincerely, oh yes, sincerely,
 Cause I love you so dearly,
Please say you'll be mine.

Sincerely ,oh you know how I love you,
I'll do anything for you.
Please say you'll be mine.

Oh lord, won't you tell me why
I love that girlie so
She doesn't want me though I'll never, never, never, never let her go.

Sincerely ,oh you know how I love you,
I'll do anything for you.
Please say you'll be mine.

Oh lord, won't you tell me why
I love that girlie so
She doesn't want me though I'll never, never, never, never let her go.

Sincerely ,oh you know how I love you
I'll do anything for you.
Please say you'll be mine.

Oh say you'll be mine.

16942. Sing

Nanci Griffith - Sing

I heard the music long ago
Songs that rent the air
Fading in and out at night
While I was lying there
Voices soft and lonely
and later Rock and Roll
Flying across the Rio Grande
Straight into my soul

Trying to find a reason
Trying to find that rhyme
Rolling with the river
Trying to keep time
And in the end I wouldn't change a thing
I'd sing

Music is the life in me
It's the melody I breathe
It gives me strength in harder times
And reason to believe
Endless miles of highway
Every step hard earned



It seems it was all mapped out
All the twists and turns

Still trying to find a reason
Trying to find that rhyme
Still rolling with the river
Trying to keep time
And in the end I wouldn't change a thing
I'd sing

16943. Sing A Family Song

Sing a Family Song

There's got to be some folks around
With memories just like mine
Who'd give the world to stop the clock
And turn back the hands of time

To an evenin' spent like so many spent
With mom and dad at home
When dad would get the old guitar down
And sing a family song

Sing a family song, sing a family song
When mom and me sang harmony, little sister, she hummed along
Sing a family song, oh, sing a family song
When dad would get the old guitar down and sing a family song

Now maybe at first your memories of home
Won't resemble mine at all
But there's one thing I know we all have in common
And that's the God given gift to recall

Maybe your dad didn't play no guitar
But I know that there was somethin' he did
That doesn't make your old heart just well up and sad
When you relive your life as a kid

Sing a family song, oh, sing a family song
When mom and me sang harmony, little sister hummed along
Sing a family song, oh, sing a family song
When dad would get the old guitar down and we'd sing a family song
When dad would get the old guitar down and sing a family song

16944. Sing A Little Baby To Sleep (Ode To Eddie)

Tom T Hall - Sing A Little Baby To Sleep (Ode To Eddie)



[Chorus:]
Too, doo, dup, too
Doo, doo, doo, doo, doo

[Verse 1:]
You're just a little baby boy
Six months old, lying in your mama's lap
I'm sittin' here thinkin' of a song
I could sing to get you to take a nap
You were born on the part of the river of life where
The water is troubled and deep
This day and time there are not many songs
To sing a little baby to sleep

[Chorus]

[Verse 2:]
I search my mind for a proper subject
To set down the reason and rhyme
And I got to thinking it might have been better
To be born at some other time
I know you're tired and I know you're weary
And I don't like to see you weep
But there just don't seem to be any songs
Going to sing a little baby to sleep

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
I'll rock your cradle and your mama will croon
That's all the comfort we know
You need a song you can keep on singing
'Cause you've got a long way to go
Faith writes the words and love writes the music
And hope can establish the beat
Your generation might know a song
To sing a little baby to sleep

[Chorus]

16945. Sing A New Song

String Cheese Incident - Sing a New Song

Looks like you're down again
Feel pushed around again
Now if you need a friend
I will listen to what you send
Somebody done you wrong
Saw it coming all along
Now peace of mind is gone
You can change that if you're strong
Chorus:



Sing a new song
Leave the past behind
Take a closer look at now
And see what we can find
Sing a new song
I see a shining light
Cut through the dark of night
You don't have the right
To keep that I tuck inside
In your mind try to see
Just who you want to be
Now you've got the key
You've got to turn it and set yourself free
Chorus x2

16946. Sing A Sad Song

Sing a Sad Song
Robbie Fulks

Sing me a song of sadness
And sing it as blue as I feel
If a tear should appear it's because she's not here
Sing a sad song and sing it for me

She's unhappy with me 
She told me so
I'm unhappy without her
And I still love her so
Oh sing me a song of sadness
Pretend it's the end of the world
Sing it sweet and sing it low
And then I'll have to go sing a sad song
And sing it for me

Sing it sweet and sing it low
And then I'll have to go sing a sad song
And sing it for me

16947. Sing About It - Chords

Sing About It 
The Wood Brothers
 
If you get too worried
                         Fm
What you ought to do is sing
            C7
If you get worried



                         Fm
What you ought to do is sing
             F
If you get worried
                        Bbm
What you ought to do is sing
                Fm             C           Fm
Sing about your trouble and it just might pass
 
 
If you get lost
                         Fm
What you ought to do is sing
            C7
If you get lost
                         Fm
What you ought to do is sing
            F
If you get lost
                        Bbm
What you ought to do is sing
                Fm             C7           Fm
Sing about your trouble and it just might pass
Bbm             Fm             C           Fm
Sing about your trouble and it just might pass
 
           Ab
Sing about joy
           Eb
Sing about love and hoping it lasts
                Fm     Db7
Sing about your trouble
                  Ab
And it just might pass
Db7         C
Just might pass
 
 
If you get broken
                        Fm
What you ought to do is sing
            C
If you get broken
                        Fm
What you ought to do is sing
            F
If you get broken
                        Bbm
What you ought to do is sing
                 Fm            C          Fm
Sing about your trouble and it just might pass
Bbm              Fm            C          Fm
Sing about your trouble and it just might pass
 
           Ab
Sing about joy
           Eb



Sing about love and hoping it lasts
                Fm     Db7
Sing about your trouble
                  Ab
And it just might pass
Db7        C
Just might pass
 
...
 
At the end of the song, when they repeat "And it just might, just might, just
might pass," alternate between Ab and Db7.

16948. Sing Along

Sing Along 
Rodney Adkins

Capo 1
(verse 1) 
If you could read my mind, You might slap my face
If you could see inside my heart you'd see it's in a right place
Just like, Bunnies in a bramble, Honey bees in a hive
Where ever I'm beside you That's my paradise
Might be a twisted way of saying ain't riding no fence
But Ive been thinking bout you baby In a future tense Oh we'Il take it

(chorus)
Slower than a broke knee turtle,
We'l get tighter than your grandma's girdle
OH want you need you and I'll never do you wrong
If youre feeling what Im singing baby
Sing along ong,

(verse 2)
Ain't no moonshine maker, aint no man of the cloth
Ain't no kangaroo lawyer, but will get you off
Cause anything worth doing is worth doing again
And again and again and when hen hen We're dancing

(chorus) 
Slower than a broke knee turtle
Gettin' tighter than your grandma's girdle
OH I want you need you and I'll never do you wrong
If you're feeling what Im singing baby
Sing a long ong ong ong

(ending) 
Yeah want you need you Oh I'Il never do you wrong
So if you're digging what Im singing baby
Just jump on in and sing along ong
Slower than a broke knee turtle
Tighter than grandma's girdle



16949. Sing Along - Chords

Sing Along 
Sturgill Simpson

[Intro]
/G  Bb/
/G  Bb  A/
/G  Bb/
/G  Bb  A/
 
[Verse 1]
G
Words can stab as deep as night
G
And cut like a razored thorn
G
Bitter air and the' winds' of spite
G
Like the' cold of winter's scorn
C
Leaves may fall' on sleeping ground
C                          G
But the wind sweeps them away
D                       C
Like hurt lovers in the final round
     G
What once was is now decayed
 
[Chorus]
           D            C                    G
I can't go on, livin' alone now that you're gone
 
[Post-Chorus]
/G  Bb/
/G  Bb  A/
/G  Bb/
/G  Bb  A/
 
[Verse 2]
G
A single strand of spider's weave
G
Just dancin' in the sun
C
Please don't turn around and leave
G
You are my only one
C
Compromise is made out of peace
    G
But history's made out of violence
D                    C



After the war of the worlds has ceased
            G
All that's left is the deafenin' silence
 
[Chorus]
           D            C                    G
I can't go on livin' alone now that you're gone
             D                    C               G     N.C.
You done me wrong, so here's your song, now sing along, baby
 
[Instrumental Bridge]
N.C.
/G  Bb/ /G  Bb/ /G  Bb/ /G  Bb/
C        C       G       G
C        C       G       G
D        C       G       G
 
 
[Verse 3]
      C
Well, I know you know that you're killin' me
         G
But it's worth it just to see you smile
            C
Tell 'em to carve my name in the barstool, baby
    D
You know I'm gonna be here a while
  G
A single strand of spider's weave
     G
Just dancin' in the sun
C
Please don't turn around and leave
     G
You are my only one
 
[Chorus]
           D            C                    G
I can't go on livin' alone now that you're gone
             D                    C               G
You done me wrong, so here's your song, now sing along

16950. Sing For My Dinner

Keller Williams - Sing for My Dinner

What do y'all feel like doin' today?
"I don't know" that's what you always say,
How  bout we drive 390 miles?
There's a place that I know
Where I can play guitar and just let it go
And loony dance like it's goin' out of style.



Well there might just be some people there
With the night in the eye, and stuff in their hair, searchin', singin', souls for songs an' sips.
Who am I not to oblige?
Mine an' yours, whatever flies,
I wish that I could do consecutive flips.

So I'll sing for my dinner,
If you can pick a winner,
An' I'll play  till my fingers turn blue.
And I'll sing for the sinners,
Try to noodle for the spinners,
Freakiness will hopefully ensue.

Back-flip off the stage I go,
Get passed around like at a punk rock show,
I trust the night-eyed people not to let me down.
A bunch of hands touchin' on me, 
It sounds kinda creepy but I'll have to wait an' see,
So look out front row, 
That's where I'm bound.

Well I closed my eyes an' to my surprise,
They got out of the way when I hit the skies,
And I landed on the concrete hard like a ton-a-lead.
They scooped me up an' they flashed me down-town,
Put me in a buttless gown, 
And I finished that set right from my hospital bed.

So I'll sing for my dinner,
If you can pick a winner,
An' I'll play  till my fingers turn blue.
And I'll sing for the sinners,
Try to noodle for the spinners,
Freakiness will hopefully ensue.

Crazy as it may sound, 
I found the answer when I hit the ground,
To that age-old question: can I fly?
It was worth all of the pain an' the bills,
But one thing is true: curiosity kills,
But the hospital shrink wants to know the reason why.

I said, I don't know, it's just a feelin', I guess,
A feelin' that makes me feel like I'm blessed,
And I only seem to get that when I am there.
I figured out that I'm one of them,
And I'm mindlessly trying to get back again,
But the next time I reckon I'll take the stairs.

So I'll sing for my dinner,
If you can pick a winner,
An' I'll play  till my fingers turn blue.
And I'll sing for the sinners,
Try to noodle for the spinners,
Freakiness will hopefully ensue.



16951. Sing For The Common Man

Dolly Parton - Sing For The Common Man 

You may not know me now
But I have been around
You'll never see my name on any pages
I'm just the common man
The fool who understands
The pain you go through
When life takes you under
So, sing for the common man
A song for the common man
He paid for the song with the sweat of his brow
He will survive, he will survive
You may not know my mother
My sisters or my brothers
Yet everyone has given for the other
You know the working man
He builds what others plan
So, everyone of us should sing his story
So, sing for the common man
A song for the common man
He paid for the song with the sweat of his brow
He will survive, he will survive
Dat after day
He keeps working away
In offices, factories, and farms
Year after year
He sheds tear after tear
He will provide, he will survive
So, sing for the common man
A song for the common man
He paid for the song with the sweat of his brow
He will survive, he will survive

16952. Sing Me A Happy Song

(Bobby Wayne - Dennis Hromek) 
Bobby Wayne

I wish somebody would sing me a happy song
For that's just the way I wanna feel
Sad songs are all I've heard since my baby's gone
Won't somebody please sing me a happy song.

It might help me to forget her if it does then I'll feel better
Make it different not like the ones I'd hear them play everyday
Take out the cryin' leave out the hurtin' all that reminds me she's gone



Won't somebody please sing me a happy song.

--- Instrumental ---

It might help me to forget her if it does then I'll feel better
Make it different not like the ones I'd hear them play everyday
Take out the cryin' leave out the hurtin' all that reminds me she's gone
Won't somebody please sing me a happy song...

16953. Sing Me A River

Sing Me A River - Hot Buttered Rum

Every day we get closer and closer
farther away from words we say
I don't know just how long I could stay
Or is it worth it anyway?

(chorus:)
When the music plays
Sings me a river
I'll jump on in
The cold don't make me shiver
When the music plays
Sings me a river
I will float downstream

Life on the road another show to play
There's so much love how could I turn away
Nothing is certain so I'll learn to pray
It's only life then anyway

(chorus)

Picking up those pieces of the broken ways
Stuck inside your black and white
when life is gray
I know it's not fair that's the price we pay
So close your eyes and it will be ok

(chorus)

So my music play now and sing me home
Music play and I won't feel alone
My music play now and drown my sorrow
Music play until today becomes tomorrow
Today becomes tomorrow (x3)
When today becomes tomorrow

(chorus)

I will float downstream



16954. Sing Me A Song

Sing Me a Song
Ola Belle Reed

   Sing me a song
   Sing me a song
   When I come to the end of my journey
   I know it won't be long
   Til I cross death's silent river
   Don't cry just sing me a song

As I travel through this life
With its struggle and its strife
Though the days may be weary and long
As I search for happiness I find peace and rest
When I sit down and sing me a song

Though our burdens are not light
Always fighting for the right
Everything seems to always go wrong
We could find peace of mind if together we could find
Time to sit down and sing just one song

When I reach the other shore
Meet loved ones once more
Join in the happy angel throne
If I could forever sing let the hallelujahs ring
I'd be singing a hallelujah song

16955. Sing Me A Song About Jesus - Chords

Sing Me A Song About Jesus
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Corey Hensley, Doyle Lawson, Michael Rogers

G         C          G
Sing me a song about Jesus 
    Em       D7               G
The precious man who died for me
          C          G
Sing me a song about heaven
      C       D7            G
Where my soul ever longs to be 

             C       G
My Savior my Lord my risen King
  Em     G
I owe it all to Thee



            C       G
I would lay down my feeble life
C       D7               G
Just to in your presence be

Repeat #1

             C        G
I look at my faith my eyes could see
     Em      G
That one man amend this day 
           C          G
Oh I am so weary it's been a long journey
      C      D7           G
Sweet heaven can't be far away

Repeat #1 

G         C          G
Sing me a song about Jesus 
    Em       D7               G
The precious man who died for me
          C          G
Sing me a song about heaven
      C       D7            B7 C
Where my soul ever longs to be 

              D7            G
Where my soul ever longs to be

16956. Sing Me Back Home

Merle Haggard - Sing Me Back Home
Album: This Is Merle Haggard
Flying Burrito Brothers

The warden led a prisoner down the hallway to his doom
I stood up to say good-bye like all the rest
And I heard him tell the warden just before he reached my cell
'Let my guitar-playing friend do my request.' (Let him...)

Sing me back home with a song I used to hear
Make my old memories come alive
Take me away and turn back the years
Sing Me Back Home before I die

I recall last Sunday morning a choir from off the street
Came in to sing a few old gospel songs
And I heard him tell the singers 'There's a song my mama sang.
Could I hear it once before you move along?' (Won't you...)

Sing me back home with a song I used to hear?
Make my old memories come alive



Take me away and turn back the years
Sing Me Back Home before I die

Sing Me Back Home before I die

16957. Sing Me Back To Single

Sing Me Back To Single (Larry W. Jones 10/08/2007) 

Sing me back to single, any old sad song will do
Even rhyme or jingle, as long as it sounds blue
Bring me back a beer, make it more than one or two
Sing me back to single, for an old love that's untrue
Sing it for a lady who used to be my wife
Sing it for the shady honky tonk side of life
She used to say she loved me when our love began
Sing me back to single, a solitary man
Sing me back to single, before my poor heart dies
Stale beer intermingles with pale tears from my eyes
If you happen to see her, give her a sweet kiss
Sing me back to single, for someone I still miss
- instrumental -
Sing it for a lady who used to be my wife
Sing it for the shady honky tonk side of life
She used to say she loved me when our love began
Sing me back to single, a solitary man
She always looked so lovely when she was my bride
Now I look so lonely since she's not by my side
I still live in yesterday when her love was real
Sing me back to single, cause love has been repealed

16958. Sing One For Sister

Nanci Griffith - Sing One for Sister

Summer Sunday evening, around the old home place
Well, I would play my guitar and sister sang along
Sister's smile would always light up my Daddy's face
And when they'd get to dancing, well they'd dance all night till dawn

[Chorus:]
And I would sing one for sister 
Play one for Papa, moan one for mama 
Then I'd cry one for you. 

Mama liked the slow ones and she'd shuffle 'cross the floor
Sister liked the fast ones, Lord she could step so high
And I'd see my Daddy dancing, till he could dance no more
And when I'd play a sad song, well he would start to cry



[Chorus]

Now it's just me and this old guitar
I've no place to call my own
Mamma and Papa have passed away and sister has settled down
Now you ran off and left me to live here all alone
So I will sing these sad old songs as I am leaving town

16959. Sing Sing Sing

Sing Sing Sing (Sing, Sing, Sing)

In this world of sorrow I've seen troubles and woe
Way up there in glory Lordy I'll see no more
For I know my prayers have not been in vain
When I get to glory I'm gonna sing sing sing

When I get to glory I'm gonna sing sing sing
I'm gonna let the hallelujahs ring
I'm gonna praise my blessed Saviour's name
When I get to glory I'm gonna sing sing sing

Sometimes I get so weary inside
That I recall how my Jesus died
Up there I know there'll be no more pain
When I get to glory I'm gonna sing sing sing

Up there no tears will blind my eyes
As I walk along by my Jesus's side
I'll meet my loved ones all once again
When I get to glory I'm gonna sing sing sing

16960. Sing Song Kitty

Sing Song Kitty

Way down yonder and not far off
Sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh
Jaybird died with a whoopin' cough
sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh

He mo heimo beetlebug jingo
Mehe my ho pretty petimingo
Ram tom a doodlesnake rang tang a rattlebug
sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh

Way down yonder on beaver creek
sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh



The gals all grow to be six feet
sing song kitty kitchree cry me oh

Hemo highmo beetlebug jingo
Me he my ho pretty penimingo
Ram tom a doodlesnake rang tang a rattlebug
sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh

Now our cow won't give milk in the summer
sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh
So we got to take it from her
sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh

Hemo highmo beetlebug jingo
Me he my ho pretty penimingo
rib tap a prettypat a blue eyed pussycat
sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh

Mama's in the garden sifting sand
sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh
Sally's in love with a hog eyed man
sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh

Hemo highmo beetlebug jingo
Me he my ho pretty penimingo
rib tap a prettypat a blue eyed pussycat
sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh

Cabbage in the garden peas in the gump(?)
sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh
Sally won't you come and smooch me some
sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh

Hemo highmo beetlebug jingo
Me he my ho pretty penimingo
rib tap a prettypat a blue eyed pussycat
sing song kitty kitchee cry me oh

16961. Sing That Rock And Roll

Sing That Rock And Roll
Gillian Welch and David Rawlings 

I wanna sing that rock and roll, 
I want to electrify my soul
Cause everybody been  making a shout 
So big and loud, been drownin' me out
I want to sing that rock and roll

I want to reach that glory land, 
I want to shake my Saviour's hand,
And I wanna sing that rock and roll,
I want to electrify my soul



Cause everybody been making a shout 
So big and loud, been drownin' me out 
I wanna sing that rock and roll.

I been a traveling near and far, 
but I want to lay down my old guitar
And I wanna to sing that rock and roll, 
I want to electrify my soul, 
Cause everybody been  making a shout 
So big and loud, been drownin me out 
I wanna sing that rock and roll

(Guitar break)

I been a traveling near and far 
But I want to lay down my old guitar 
I wanna sing that rock and roll, 
I want to electrify my soul 
Cause everybody been making a shout 
So big and Loud, been drownin me out 
I wanna sing that rock and roll 
I wanna sing that rock and roll

16962. Sing The Delta

Iris Dement - Sing The Delta

[Verse 1]
So you're headed down a Southern way
Passing thru the Delta some time today?
In my mind, pictures line the walls
Of a place I used to know, and vividly recall
I love you so much, and you sure sing good
And it would mean so much to me, if you would
Sing the Delta a love song for me!
It's the land where the cotton used to grow
That owns a piece of my heart and soul
It's where my people, on both sides, going back
Eked-out a living farming and filling them old cotton sacks
Dad took us West when I was a little child
But it's in my blood, and it's still flowing strong and wild
Sing the Delta a love song for me!

[Chorus]
Sing the Delta a love song for me!
Lay it down on that ole river, let it roll on out to the sea!
The Delta lived in my Momma's voice and in her hands
It's a language my spirit understands, so
Sing the Delta a love song for me?

[Verse 2]
You give it all just the way your Daddy does
You both got your demons, but they're cloaked in love



And I know that life's putting your calling to the test
But you've got something that sets you right up 'long side the very best
So take that heart, good as Heaven ever made
And that voice that lays like August in the shade
And sing the Delta a love song for me!

[Chorus]

16963. Sing To The Mountain

Sing to the Mountain
Elephant Revival

Let the fires burn tonight
Let the jugs of wine get drunk
Let the truth be known tonight
Don't go let yourself hide

Go and sing to the mountain
Go and sing to the moon
Go and sing to just about everything
Cuz everything is you

Listen to the rhythm
Of your heart play like a drum
Listen to the night call
Singing songs from all around

Go and sing to the mountain
Go and sing to the moon
Go and sing to just about everything
Cuz everything is you

And let your voice go
Let it pierce through your soul
And let your voice go
Let it pierce through your soul

Let the fires burn tonight
Let the jugs of wine get drunk
Let the truth be known tonight
Don't go let yourself hide

Go and sing to the mountain
Go and sing to the moon
Go and sing to just about everything
Cuz everything, is you



16964. Sing Up To The Moon

Sing Up to the Moon
Leftover Salmon

It's Friday night
And the work week's through.
Gonna head up to the mountains.
Gonna have a couple brews.
Sit around the campfire
And count the stars with you.
Turn it up for the weekend.
Singin' up to the moon.

---Chorus---
Sing up to the moon.
Sing up to the moon.
Live the life your given.
It goes away too soon.
Head out to the country
Play a brand new tune.
Turn it up for the weekend.
Sing up to the moon.

Put the beer in the truck.
Pull out that old barbecue.
Bring a little bit of reefer
And a little bit of moonshine too.
We won't need no radio.
We won't need no news.
We'll be high up in the mountains.
Singin' up to the moon.

Chorus

Take a day off work
Take off the whole week too.
Ain't nothing here that won't wait
For those Monday morning blues.
There going to be right there waiting
When this wild week is through.
We'll be high up in the mountains.
Singin' up to the moon.

Chorus

Chorus

16965. Sing, Mary, Sing

Kathy Mattea - Sing, Mary, Sing

Mary had a baby



Born in a manger
Mary what to do
Mary what to do?
Before the vow
Was made
In her belly
Laid the King
Chorus:
Sing Mary, sing
Lullabye the King
Born to be
Our pardon
No longer
Shall we weep
Come soften
What was hardened
Sing Mary, sing
Herod with a vision
Out with a vengeance
Mary what to do
Mary what to do?
Flee to Galilee
Raise a baby
King of peace
Chorus:
Mary in your mourning
Turn now as you weep
Look to see a Savior
O, sing Mary, sing
Sing Mary, sing

16966. Singin' In The Kitchen - Chords

Singin' In The Kitchen
By Bobby Bare

Chorus:
D
Here we go singing in the kitchen
A
All together singing in the kitchen
D G
Everybody singing in the kitchen
A D
Banging on the pots and pans

Chorus 2:
D
Mama and Daddy singing in the kitchen
A
Baby's laughing singing in the kitchen
D G
All the kids singing in the kitchen



A D
Banging on the pots and pans

D A
Supper's done and the table's clear
 D
Baby wants a bottle and I want a beer
 G 
Lord I sure am glad I'm here
A D
Where there's lots of love to share

Now clap hands and everybody sing
Dishes clang and the banjo rings
There's gravy on these guitar strings
But I don't really care

Chorus 1

I'll play the comb and you play the spoons
I'll sing the words and you sing the tune
We'll wake up the old man in the moon
'Cause we sing so loud
I'll hug y'all, you hug your Mother
Snuggle up close to one another
Just like bread on a piece of butter
Lord it makes me feel so proud

Chorus 1

Now the fireplace embers glowing red
Everybody's tired and it's time for bed
Baby's nodding his little head
So let's sing quietly now
(whispers)
Who do we love singing in the kitchen
Can't get enough singing in the kitchen
Whole lot of love singing in the kitchen
Banging on the pots and pans

Chorus 2
Chorus 1 twice

16967. Singin' the Dinosaur Blues

Jerry Jeff Walker - Singin' the Dinosaur Blues

Me and my friends are getting long in the tooth
After three or four decades of seeking the truth
Trying to recover from misspent youth
And gradually giving in to knowledge
I know a picker who moved to Nepal
And another buddy's got a little shop in a mall



Some of my brothers ain't breathing at all
And others have given up privilege
But I'm still beating on my old guitar
Singing my songs in a smoky old bar
Hitching my wagon to a shooting star
And hoping that star don't fall
I'll keep picking as long as I can
But I don't want to die just a honky-tonk man
I'm just a buffalo singing the dinosaur blues
I was out last night, just me and a partner
Ain't nothing but a fool would drink that hard
You wind up sleeping in your buddy's front yard
And you wonder what to tell the little woman
Me and the band's up all night long
We was passing the pipe and banging the gong
Trying to remember one of Van Zandt's songs
Something about Mudd and Gold a-gamblin'
But I'm still walking down the lost highway
Doing what it takes to make my way
Knowing that I got a piper to pay
And hoping that I like the song
Maybe it'll be a ditty I know
I got people to see and places to go
Just an old buffalo singing the dinosaur blues
I've been a lucky man all of my life
I got two great kids and a wonderful wife
Got a rosewood guitar and a very sharp knife
And I got a handy little knack for rhymin'
I been blessed with a voice that can sing
And a faith in the future and what it may bring
And change is the very most natural of things
And life is mostly attitude and timing
One of these days, well, I'll disappear
You'll look around and I won't be here
Don't worry, buddy, there's nothing to fear
I'm just going where the rivers flow
You can find me in a rubbery boat
Down in Mexico you can send me a note
Care of a old buffalo singing the dinosaur
I've played Buffalo, I recall Dinah Shore
I'm just a buffalo singing the dinosaur blues

16968. Singing All Day And Dinner On The Ground

Singing All Day And Dinner On The Ground

Oh the little country church where we used to sing and pray
How God would bless us in the old fashioned way
It's still in my memory oh I can see it now
We would sing all day have dinner on the ground

If the whole would loved Jesus you'd find more people there
Singing rejoicing as they kneel in prayer



Then an old fashioned handshake and gather around
At the Singing all day and dinner on the ground

We would sing those old songs and the preacher would preach
Of how Jesus died for you and for me
You could feel the Great Spirit from Heaven pouring down
At the singing all day and dinner on the ground

16969. Singing Shouting Praises - Chords

Singing Shouting Praises
Recorded by The Osborne 
Written by Jake Landers
 
G                                    C          G
What a blessed day awaits us on that hallelujah shore
                                      D7
When we cast the burdens of this life away
        G                             C          G
We will stand before the rock of ages happy ever more
                   D7              G
Blessed joy awaits us on that glad day 

There'll be singing shouting 

No doubt about it singing over there

There will be praises unto Christ the Savior 
   A7               D7
Oh what joy we will share
         G
When the saints of all the ages 
                            C
Gather around the throne up there
            G                Em           G      C    G
There'll be singing shouting praises over there (over there)

                                       C            G
We will visit with our loved ones walk down heavens avenue
                                       D7
Talk of all the saints of God awaiting there
        G
We will all rejoice together 
         C                G
Tell how each one made it through
                       D7              G
All the joys of heaven will be ours to share

Repeat #2

                                       C           G
Brother tell me are you ready for that everlasting day
                                          D7



Was your sin been washed away as white as snow
    G                                     C           G
Now is the time to repent your sins trust Jesus don't delay
                   D7             G
Be ready when that chariot swings low

Repeat #2

16970. Singing The Blues

Singing The Blues

Verse 1:
I never felt more like singing the blues
'Cause I never thought that I'd ever lose
Your love babe
You got me singing the blues

Verse 2:
I never felt more like cryin' all night
'Cause everything's wrong
And nothing is right
Without you
You got me singing the blues

Chorus:
The moon and stars no longer shine
The dream has gone I thought was mine
There's nothing left for me to do
But cry-y-y-y over you

Verse 3:
I never felt more like running away
Why should I go 'cause I couldn't stay
Without you
You got me singing the blues

Repeat Chorus:
The moon and stars no longer shine
The dream has gone I thought was mine
There's nothing left for me to do
But cry-y-y-y over you

Final Verse:
I never felt more like singing the blues
'Cause I never thought that I'd ever lose
Your love babe
You got me singing the blues
You got me singing the blues



16971. Singing To Strangers - Chords

Singing To Strangers 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
G C  G C  G C  G C
 
[Verse 1]
 
G                 C              G           C
He hails from the great state of confusion
       G                       C            Am
in the army he was a major disappointment
         D                                         C
now he's pulling a push broom at the inconvenience store
           G           C           G          C
and he had never heard speaking in tongues
      G                   C
just screamin' and wailin' guitars
               D                                              C
and he'd do most anything, to get that feeling in his heart
 
 
[Chorus]
      G        C
so he sings to himself
   G                C                  Dm
but he doesn't feel right until he's
           C               G
singin' to strangers every night
 
 
[Break]
G C  G C  G C  G C
 
 
[Verse 2]
          G                C            G        C
when it's cold she wears a mitten and a glove
         G                             C
she says jesus was handsome but god is jus' love
        D                                                   C
and she feels just like an angel, stuck-on-her-back, in the snow
             G                C                G               C
but she's not scared she will shoot you with a glance
       G                                          C
if you look her right back in the eyes you'll see infinite road
          D                               C
and she'd do most anything not to feel so alone
 
 
[Chorus]
       G        C
so she sings to herself
G                   C           Dm
but she never feels right until she's



           C          Dm         C               G
singin' to strangers, singin' to strangers every night
 
 
[Break] (with a key change)
G C  G C  A D  A D  A D
 
 
[Verse 3]
         A          D           A          D
have you ever heard speaking in tongues
   A                     D
or screaming and wailing guitars
          E                                             D       E
would you do most anything, to get that feeling in your heart,
                            D
to get that feeling in your heart
 
 
[Outro]
    Em         D          Em         D          Em                   D            A
try singin' to strangers, singin' to strangers, singin' to strangers every night

16972. Singing To The Scarecrow

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Singing to the scarecrow
Composer: Dennis Linde

In a pair of faded coveralls and her mama's old high heels
She wobbles up and takes a shaky bow
She smiles a little smile that hides her missing baby tooth
And she manages to sing that way somehow
She starts with "Delta Dawn"
Then goes into "Amazing Grace"
Then squints her eyes and sings "I Fought The Law"
And when the wind comes sweeping in and ripples through the corn
To her it sounds exactly like applause

She's just singing to the scarecrow
Dancing through the fields
With a kitten named Bojangles in her arms
Trying to let the whole world know
How wonderful it feels
To be here on this south Kentucky farm
Singing to the Scarecrow

She looks into his patchwork eyes and looks into his heart
Then tries to find a song to ease his pain
Then she sings "Faded Love" until the sunny sky grows dark
And his tears are falling in the summer rain

And she's singing to the scarecrow
Dancing through the fields



With a kitten named Bojangles in her arms
Trying to let the whole world know
How wonderful it feels
To be here on this south Kentucky farm
Singing to the Scarecrow

Now that little girl is grown
She's in a band out on the road
She left those green Kentucky fields behind
But she sings herself back home
When she's at the microphone
And she smiles that funny smile and shuts her eyes

She's still singing to the scarecrow
Trying to let the whole world know
How wonderful it feels
To be there on that south Kentucky farm
Singing to the Scarecrow
Singing to the scarecrow
Singing to the scarecrow

16973. Single Drop Of Honey

Single Drop Of Honey
Abigail Washburn

If a single drop of honey would bring you to me
I'd break that sweet rock open
And hold it out for thee

She asked him for a penny
He gave her a dime
She asked him to stay forever
He said, "all will come in time"

She prayed for him to come back
He sent a voice true
She barely heard the words
He said, "I'm not so far from you"

She grew old holding on
He called her from afar,
"You desire more than men are able
Find me in your heart"

16974. Single Girl

Single Girl
Bearfoot



[Verse 1]
D G
I'd rather be a single girl, sailin' on the sea
Than to be a married girl, With a baby on my knee
With a baby on my knee

[Verse 2]
A single girl, a single girl, dresses nice and neat
But a married girl, a married girl, no shoes upon her feet
No shoes upon her feet

[Verse 3]
A single girl, a single girl, lays in bed til one
But a married girl, a married girl, gets up before the sun

[Verse 4]
A single girl, a single girl, goes to the store and buys
But a married girl, a married girl, gotta rock the cradle and cry
Gotta rock the cradle and cry

[Verse 5]
When I was a single girl boys all courted me
I would move from man to man, just like a honey bee

[Verse 6]
Single girl is free to roam, where ever love is found
Now that I'm a married girl, I can't get to town
I can't get to town

[Verse 7]
I'd rather be a single girl, sailin' on the sea
Than to be a married girl, with a baby on my knee
With a baby on my knee

16975. Single Girl, Married Girl

The Carter Family - Single Girl, Married Girl

[Verse 1]
Single girl, oh single girl
She's gone anywhere she please
Oh, gone anywhere she please
Married girl, oh married girl
Got a baby on her knees
Oh, got a baby on her knees

[Verse 2]
Single girl, oh single girl
She's going dressed up so fine
Oh going dressed up so fine
Married girl, oh, married girl
She wears any kind



Oh, she wears any kind

[Verse 3]
Single girl, oh single girl
She goes to the store and buys
Oh goes to the store and buys
Married girl, oh, married girl
She rocks the cradle and cries
Oh, rocks the cradle and cries

[Verse 4]
Single girl, oh single girl
She lays in bed 'til one
Oh lays in bed 'til one
Married girl, oh, married girl
She's up before the sun
Oh, up before the sun

[Verse 5]
Single girl, oh single girl
She's looking for a man
Oh looking for a man
Married girl, oh, married girl
She's got her wedding band
Oh, got her wedding band

16976. Single Women

Dolly Parton - Single Women 

Single bars and single women
With a single thought in mind
Just to make it till the morning
Looking for what they can find
For a man they won't remember
For a night they can't forget
Do you come to this place often?
May I light your cigarette?
Drinkin' beer in Amarillo
Passing time and swaping jokes
Hoping for a new beginning
But beginning to lose hope
And you're waiting for that moment
When a glance becomes a stare
Mmm, what's that perfume that you're wearing?
Haven't I met you somewhere?
Find a matchbook in the morning
With a name and number scrawled
When you phone, a woman answers
And you wish you'd never called
Oh, they're friendly when they meet you
But they're strangers when they go
Ahh, do you mind if I come join you?



Would you like to dance one more?
And it's gettin' near to closing
And the seconds pass like years
Lots of friends to share the laughter
Not a one to share the tears
Oh and you wish they'd change that juke box
Cause you know every song it plays
Can I drop you off at my place?
Oh, what's the matter, are you gay?
You gotta twenty in your pocket
Got your toothbrush in your purse
Life could get a whole lot better
But it better not get worse
Single bars and single women
With a single thought in mind
Just to make it till the morning
Looking for what they can find

16977. Sinking In The Lonesome Sea

Sinking In The Lonesome Sea

There was a little ship
And it sailed upon the sea
And she went by the name of the Merry Golden Tree
And she sailed upon the low and lonesome low
And she sailed upon the lonesome sea

There was a little sailor
Unto his captain said
Oh captain captain what'll you give to me
If I sink them in the low and lonesome low
If I sink them in the lonesome sea

Two hundred dollars
I will give unto thee
And my oldest daughter I will wed unto you
If you sink them in the low and lonesome low
If you sink them in the lonesome sea

He bowed upon his breast
And away swim he
Till he came the ship of the Turkish Reveille
As she sailed upon the low and lonesome low
As she sailed upon the lonesome sea

If it wasn't for the love
Of your daughter and your men
I would do unto you as I did unto them
I would sink you in the low and lonesome low
I would sink you in the lonesome sea

He bowed his head



And down sank he
Farewell farewell to the Merry Golden Tree
For I'm sinking in the low and lonesome low
For I'm sinking in the lonesome sea

16978. Sinking In The Lonesome Sea

The Carter Family - Sinking in the Lonesome Sea

There was a little ship and she sailed upon the sea
And she went by the name of the Merry Golden Tree
And she sailed upon the low and lonesome low
And she sailed upon the lonesome sea
There was a little sailor unto his captain said
Oh captain, captain what'll you give to me
If I sink them in the low and lonesome low
If I sink them in the lonesome sea
Two hundred dollars I will give unto thee
And my oldest daughter I'll wed unto you
If you sink them in the low and lonesome low
If you sink them in the lonesome sea
He bowed upon his breast and away swim he
Till he came the ship of the Turkish Reveille
As she sailed upon the low and lonesome low
As she sailed upon the lonesome sea
If it wasn't for the love of your daughter and your men
I would do unto you as I did unto them
I would sink you in the low and lonesome low
I would sink you in the lonesome sea
He bowed his head and down sank he
Farewell, farewell to the Merry Golden Tree
For I'm sinking in the low and lonesome low
For I'm sinking in the lonesome sea

16979. Sinking Stone

Sinking Stone
Alison Krauss & Union Station

I called you today
Wanting a change
I never meant to hurt anyone
Never meant for you to pull out your guns
But feelings won't stay
In this meager parade
You're beating to a different drum
In this lack of all the luster we've become

Save your breath



You know we've both
Tried our best
But it's leaving

This might as well be done
I'm falling with the sun
When the hours getting sour won't save with time
I'm waving off the one
Who wouldn't let me run
Though we tried, it's a lie I can't keep dragging on
I'm untying this sinking stone

Don't sit on the fence
Living past tense
Holding on to wishes and words
Folding out a picture we blur
'Cause here in the end
I'm losing a friend
Fighting back a tear when it burns
Dividing up the pieces that we were

Save your breath
You know we've both
Tried our best
But it's leaving

This might as well be done
I'm falling with the sun
When the hours getting sour won't save with time
I'm waving off the one
Who wouldn't let me run
Though we tried, it's a lie I can't keep dragging on
I'm untying this sinking stone

I can't say you're all alone
I'm accepting what I own
Here lies a blanket and not a bandage

I'm unable to restrain
When the wake that we became
Is drawing me under

This might as well be done
I'm falling with the sun
When the hours getting sour won't save with time
I'm waving off the one
Who wouldn't let me run
Though we tried, it's a lie I can't keep dragging on

This might as well be done
I'm falling with the sun
When the hours getting sour won't save with time
I'm waving off the one
Who wouldn't let me run
Though we tried, it's a lie I can't keep dragging on
I'm untying this sinking stone



16980. Sinner

Sinner
Dave Evans

Wants too many but it's not enough
Can't help myself man I love the stuff
Wants too many can't give it up
I Want to be a sinner

As the angel story of Adam and eve
With snakes and ladders in the apple tree
A tiny little taste is all i need
Such a final lie between pleasure and pain
I never candy side so I'll do it again

Wants too many but it's not enough
Can't help myself man I love the stuff
Wants too many can't give it up
I Want to be a sinner

Rages eggs were living I skating on a mirror
I've been drinking with a driver on a runaway train
I'm heading off the rails and I kinda like it
When you caught between the devil in the deep blue sea
Taken by the hand and go swimming

Wants too many but it's not enough
Can't help myself man I love the stuff
Wants too many can't give it up
I Want to be a sinner

It's such a final lie between pleasure and pain
I never candy side so I'll do it again
When you caught between the devil in the deep blue sea
Taken by the hand and go swimming

Wants too many but it's not enough
Can't help myself man I love the stuff
Wants too many can't give it up
I Want to be a sinner

16981. Sinner

Sinner
Tim O'Brien( Tim OBrien )
(Written by Wayne Scott)

Sinner did you ever go sinnin'



Have you ever been down here as lonesome and low as me

Did you ever try washin' in pure corn liquor
No matter how much you washed you wouldn't come clean
Sinner did you ever go sinnin'
You've gone so far you forgot how to pray
Sinner did you ever go sinnin'
Have you ever been down here as lonesome and low as me

Dancin' did you ever go dancin'
You've dance so long but you still can't stand that tune
Sinner lord I'm a sinner
If Eve hadn't done it I'm sure it woulda been me
Sinner did you ever go sinnin
Have you ever been down here as lonesome and low as me

Weekends I mean lost ones
From Friday night til Monday mornin blues
Sinner did you ever go sinnin
You've gone so far you forgot how to pray
Sinner did you ever go sinnin
Have you ever been down here as lonesome and low as me

16982. Sinners 'n' Freaks

Sinners 'n' Freaks
by Jesse Dunn (Dead Winter Carpenters)

It gets a little breezy on the wagon
Pretty soon you're comin' down with a cough
I think it's about time I pack my bag and
Wave fare thee well and jump right off

Sometimes you're dancin' on the ceiling
Sometimes you're face down in the mud
Oh mama, I've got this feeling
I sure don't know which way is up

Lord, save room for the sinners and the freaks
The ramblin' gambler lost out at sea
The brokenhearted cast out to the streets, please
Lord, save room for the sinners and the freaks

Playin' hopscotch on the straight and narrow
Zig zaggin' on that ol' white line
I've heard it told that too much of anything
Can make any honest man go blind

Lord, save room for the sinners and the freaks
The ramblin' gambler lost out at sea
The brokenhearted cast out to the streets, please
Lord, save room for the sinners and the freaks
Lord, save room for the sinners and the freaks



16983. Sinners Or Saints - Chords

Sinners or Saints
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Vip Vipperman, Darryl Worley, J.B. Rudd

C                           F           C
Young ones in the jailhouse sleeping it off
                             G7      C
Church folks saying that his soul is lost
                         F                    C
Man you shoulda seen him all the faces turned red
                           G7                    C
Just this morning when the preacher stood up and said
    F
The only thing different in sinners and saints
C                       G7        C
One is forgiven and the other one ain't
                     F           C
Sally got in trouble a few years ago
                   G7          C
With a married man down in Tupelo
                     F                  C
The way folks talked in this little old town
                              G7                 C
Lord there ain't no way she's ever gonna live it down
Repeat #2
 
                 F                    C
Nobody's perfect we're just flesh and blood
                          G7         C
One foot on the high road one in the mud
                           F                 C
There's a mighty fine line between right and wrong
                        G7                             C
Don't point your finger don't matter which side you're on
Repeat #2
    F
The only thing different in sinners and saints
C                       G7        C
One is forgiven and the other one ain't
                        G7        C
One is forgiven and the other one ain't

16984. Siren Song

Siren Song
Chatham County Line



There's a song that's sung in this world few living men have heard
Magic in the melody a magnet in the words
With their captain tied to the mast and beeswax in their ears
They sailed past the Sirens so this warning you could hear

Nothing will take your heart like a woman
Singing in your ear
You will be as lost as the sailor
When the Siren's Song they hear

Below her wrists she holds her fists a quarter in each one
Dances with the jukebox 'til her song is done
But don't you catch her eye or let her get too near
For in a moment of her song your heart will disappear

Nothing will take your heart like a woman
Singing in your ear
You will be as lost as the sailor
When the Siren's Song they hear

There's a song that's sung in this world few living men have heard
Magic in the melody a magnet in the words
For every man's a sailor, every day at sea
Captured by the song of a woman the heart will mutiny

Nothing will take your heart like a woman
Singing in your ear
You will be as lost as the sailor
When the Siren's Song they hear

16985. Sirens

Sirens
Moseley
String Cheese Incident

Sirens are calling for someone there on there way 
Which house is it gonna be 
The wailing and crying comes closer still It's on our street today 
A roll of the dice fate comes a knocking 
And takes one more away For all of their careful planning 

Never thought it could end this way 
I just want to say I love you 
And make sure you feel it everyday 
'Cause if today had been my last chance 
It's just something I wanted to say 
But this is not my time to go 
Grace has brought us another day 

But if tomorrow were to bring my turn 
What would I have left unsaid? 
What would I have left undone? 



What would I have left behind?

16986. Sis Draper

Steve Earle - Sis Draper

Kick your shoes off in the corner, Mama
Tuck them babies all up snug
Sis Draper's coming over
We all gonna cut a rug

When you see that lantern swinging yonder
Coming up the Holler Road
Them dogs will get to barking
Ought to tie 'em all up with a rope

Now you boys better get in tune
Sis Draper's gonna be here soon
Don't shoot no dice nor get too tight
If you're going to pick with Sis tonight

She came down from the Boston Mountains
There was lightning in the air
Honey on them fiddle strings
Magnolia in her hair

Now she's a diamond in the rough
If you can't see the shine that's tough
Play all night for the likes of us
Sis Draper's got the touch

She'll play all night, if she feels like it
Have some fruit punch, if you spike it
Sis don't care who don't like it
See, old Sis has got a hell of a bow arm on her
She stepped up and sawed one off
Uncle Cleve dropped his jaw
Said she's the best I ever saw
She must be from Arkansas

I think Grandpa used to date her
Grandma says she still hates her
All the fellas stand up straighter
In the presence of Sis Draper

Sis Draper is the devil's daughter
Plays the fiddle Daddy bought her
Plays it like her mama taught her
She's a traveling Arkansawyer

Well, she put her fiddle in a box
Said it's getting awful late
She's on her way to Little Rock



And Little Rock can't wait

So we all stood out in the yard
Hands all full of watermelon
Watched her leave and watched her go
And wishing we was in that wagon

Sis Draper is the devil's daughter
Plays the fiddle Daddy bought her
Played it like her mama taught her
She's a traveling Arkansawyer

16987. Sis' Draper

Sis' Draper
Ricky Skaggs - Sis' Draper

Kick your shoes off in the corner mama
Tuck the babies all up snug
Sis Draper's comin' over, we all gonna cut a rug
When you see that lantern swingin' yonder
Comin' up the Holler Road
Them dogs'll get to barkin'
Ought to tie em all up with a rope

You boys better get in tune
Sis Draper's gonna be here soon
Don't shoot no dice nor get too tight
If you're gonna pick with Sis tonight

She came down from the Boston mountains
There was lightnin' in the air
Honey on them fiddle strings
Magnolia in her hair
She's a diamond in the rough
If you can't see the shine that's tough
Play all night for the likes of us
Sis Draper's got the touch

She'll play all night if she feels like it
have some fruit punch if you spike it
Sis don't care who don't like it
See, ol' Sis has got a Hell of a bow arm on her

She stepped up and sawed one off
And uncle Cleve dropped his jaw
Said she's the best I ever saw
She must be from Arkansas

I think Grandpa used to date her
Grandma says she still hates her
All the fellas stand up straighter
In the presence of Sis Draper



Sis Draper is the devil's daughter
Plays the fiddle Daddy bought her
Plays it like her mama taught her
She's a travelin' Arkansawyer

Put her fiddle in a box
Said it's getting awful late
She's on her way to Little Rock
And Little Rock can't wait

So we all stood out in the yard
Hands all full of watermelon
Watcher her leave watched her go
Wishin' I was in that wagon

Sis Draper is the devil's daughter
Plays the fiddle Daddy bought her
Plays it like her mama taught her
She's a travelin' Arkansawyer

16988. Sissy's Song

Sissy's Song

Why did she have to go
So young I just don't know why
Things happen half the time
Without reason without rhyme
Lovely, sweet young woman
Daughter, wife and mother
Makes no sense to me
I just have to believe
She flew up to Heaven on the wings of angels
By the clouds and stars and passed where no one sees
And she walks with Jesus and her loved ones waiting
And I know she's smiling saying
Don't worry 'bout me
Loved ones she left behind
Just trying to survive
And understand the why
Feeling so lost inside
Anger shot straight at God
Then asking for His love
Empty with disbelief
Just hoping that maybe
She flew up to Heaven on the wings of angels
By the clouds and stars and passed where no one sees
And she walks with Jesus and her loved ones waiting
And I know she's smiling saying
Don't worry 'bout me
It's hard to say goodbye
Her picture in my mind



They'll always be of times I'll cherish
And I won't cry 'cause
She flew up to Heaven on the wings of angels
By the clouds and stars and passed where no one sees
And she walks with jesus and her loved ones waiting
And I know she's smiling saying
Don't worry 'bout me
Don't worry 'bout me

16989. Sista

John Butler - Sista

Sista, Sista, why can't you see
That I'm a part of you
And you're a part of me
And all I want is just to be your friend
So Sista, Sista, won't you let me in
Cos all your life I have seen you grow
And yes you are, you're a beautiful woman
And all I wanted is the best for you
Even though sometimes
My meaning gets confused
But all I can do is let you know
That I'll be there when ever you call
Cos I am your family
I am a part of you and you're a part of me, a part of me
So, Sista, Sista, do you feel alone
Cos the family's apart and brothers all left home
And all you want is someone to talk to
But there's no-one there
I'm here, whenever you need me
I'm here, I am your family
I'm here, whenever you are down
All you got to do is look around
And there I am, and there I am
Know I don't get to see you much anymore
But all you got to do is give me a call
And there I'll be, yes I'll be there for you
You'll have someone to talk to
Cos I am your family
And I'm a part of you, and you're a part of me
There isn't a single thing I would not do
Give it all away for you
For you x8

16990. Sister Oh Sister



Rodney Crowell - Sister Oh Sister

[Chorus 1]
Sister, oh, sister
I miss your shadow
I miss your shade
When I was afraid
You pulled me through
Sister, big sister
You set the standard
You set the curve
You showed the nerve
When I needed you

[Verse 1]
Those old Pennebaker boys
Stop making all that noise
And you beat 'em
To the dirt without blinking
My fists flew in the air
'Cause I knew that you'd be there
To grab 'em by the shirt
Without thinking

[Chorus 2]
Sister, oh, sister
The whole house in shambles
You stood straight as a bean
You made a whole team
Out of me and you

[Verse 2]
A time we stole a car
You tried to sneak me in a bar
When I was barely twelve
And you were fourteen
Cross that parking lot expanse
On those oyster shells we dance
Whilst some cowboy watched you twisting
Through the porch screen

[Chorus 3]
Sister, oh, sister
You been my sea wall
You been my blood
You're in my blood
I thank God for you

16991. Sister Rosetta Goes Before Us

Alison Krauss - Sister Rosetta Goes Before Us

Strange things are happening everyday
I hear the music up above my head



Though the side of my heart has left me again
I hear music up above

Secrets are written in the sky
Looks like I've lost the love I've never found
Though the sound of hope has left me again
I hear music up above

Standing in my broken heart all night long
Darkness held me like a friend when love was lost
Looking for the land that's hidden in the cross
The finders love
I know I loved you too much
Ill go alone to get through

I hear Rosetta singing in the night
Echo's of lighting shine like stars after there gone
And tonight shes my guide as a girl on the moon
With the music up above

16992. Sister Starling

Sister Starling
Song by Aoife O'Donovan

Sister starling's on the move, she's going down
Watch the iridescence fading from her crown
She looks up when she hits the ground
Broken wing, feathers all around

I pick the starling up and bring the bird inside
Fashion her a bed of needles and rawhide
She sleeps with unblinking eyes
I watch, another morning dies

Apples and oranges don't make lemonade
But I press and I squeeze anyway
Life gives you gin, you make something
I'll do anything you say
I'll do anything you say

Try to find her in the elements at night
Took out my diving mask and underwater light
I can go deep looking for a fight
She stays out of mind out of sight

Makeshift magazines now blowing in the wind
I remembered all my dreams way back when
I'd wake up reach for a pen
Can't catch her now couldn't catch her then

Apples and oranges don't make lemonade
But you press and you squeeze anyway



Life gives you gin, you make something
I will do anything you say
And if you told me to jump
I'd climb to the top of the CN Tower today
Watch me fly away

Took half of my life to get here
It'll take half to get back to the bed I was born in
It's where I want to die (it's where I want to die)
Where do you want to die? (Where do you want to die?)
Made a lot of money
Only to lose it while trying to fake it
Makes me want to cry (makes me want to cry)
What makes you want to cry? (What makes you want to cry?)

I will do anything you say
I will do anything you say
I'll do anything you say

Found a letter in an old festival tote
Smoothed the paper out to read your crumpled note
"I'm sorry, " that's all she wrote

16993. Sister's Coming Home

Emmylou Harris - Sister's Coming Home (Willie Nelson cover)

Sister's comin' home 
Mama gonna let her sleep the whole day long 
The whole day long 
Sister's comin' home 
Mama gonna let her sleep the whole day long 

Sister's comin' home 
Mama don't like the man that done her wrong 
That done her wrong 
Sister's coming home 
Mama don't like the man that done her wrong 

Down at the local beer joint 
Dancin' to the rock' n' roll 
Sister's like to do it, Lord 
Sister's like to move her soul 

Down at the local beer joint 
Dancin' on the hardwood floor 
Her jeans fit a little bit tighter 
Than they did before 
Than they did before 
Her jeans fit a little bit tighter 
Than they did before 

She likes to move her soul 



She likes to move her soul 
Sister likes to do it, Lord 
Sister likes to move her soul 

Sister's comin' home 
Mama don't like the man that done her wrong 
That done her wrong 
Sister's coming home 
Mama don't like the man that done her wrong 
And the mirror's gonna tell her 
How long she's been gone 

Sister's comin' home

16994. Sister's Coming Home/Down At The Corner Beer Joint

Sister's Coming Home/Down At The Corner Beer Joint
Steve Earle

[Sister's Coming Home]
[Verse 1]
Sister's coming home
Mama gon' let her sleep, whole day long
The whole day long
Sister's coming home
Mama gon' let her sleep, whole day long

[Verse 2]
My sister's coming home
Mama don't like the man that done her wrong
Done her wrong
Sister's coming home
Mama don't like the man that done her wrong

[Verse 1]
Yeah sister's coming home
Mama gon' let her sleep the whole day long
The whole day long
Sister's coming home
Yeah the mirror's gonna tell her just how long she's been gone

[Down at the Corner Beer Joint]
[Verse 1]
Down at the local beer joint
Dancing to the rock and roll
Sister like to do it now
Sister like to move her soul
Down at the local beer joint
Dancing on a hardwood floor
Her jeans fit a little bit tighter
Than they did before

[Chorus 2]



Than they did before
Than they did before
Lord, her jeans fit
A little bit tighter
Than they did before

Like to move her soul
Like to move her soul
Sister likes to do it
Yeah sister likes to move her soul

[Sister's Coming Home reprise]
[Verse 1]
Yeah sister's coming home
Mama gon' let her sleep the whole day long
The whole day long
Sister's coming home
Mama gon' let her sleep the whole day long
And the mirror's gonna tell her just how long she's been gone
Sister's coming home
Sister's coming home
Sister's coming home

16995. Sisters

Richard Thompson - Sisters 

Remember the time when we two kin were reared?
There was never a morsel but that it was shared
If the one babe was stung 'twas the other would cry
There scarce was a crossed word and never a lie

Our people were drab and defeated like slaves
The light of their fathers went into the graves
I took to the highway to find some relief
I never meant parting to put you to grief

Sisters, we were sisters
'Til love came between us and pulled us apart
We were sisters, we were sisters
Don't call me your sister and put a knife through my heart

Now you smile when you greet me, you put on a show
But it's slander you're talking as soon as you go
If your eye and my eye don't meet anymore
Hold fast to your tongue when I've walked out the door

Sisters, we were sisters
'Til love came between us and pulled us apart
We were sisters, we were sisters
Don't call me your sister and put a knife through my heart

You say that I'm different, don't hold me to blame



It's not to my grandeur, it's not to your shame
It's nothing of mine that I lay at your door
So take it or leave it, it's to heal not to sore

Sisters, we were sisters
'Til love came between us and pulled us apart
We were sisters, we were sisters
Don't call me your sister and put a knife through my heart

Sisters, we were sisters
'Til love came between us and pulled us apart
We were sisters, we were sisters
Don't call me your sister and put a knife through my heart

16996. Sisters - Chords

Sisters
Richard & Linda Thompson
 
Am           G            F            Am
Remember the time when we two kin were reared
          G       F                        C
There was never a morsel but that it was shared
       E            Am               E           Am
If the one babe was stung, t'was the other would cry
      G            F                D       G
There scarce was a crossed word and never a lie
 
    Am          G          F           Am
Our people were drab and defeated like slaves
    G              F                       C
The light of their fathers went into the graves
  E           Am         E           Am
I took to the highway to find some relief
  G           F          D          G
I never meant parting to put you to grief
 
Chorus:
C                F
Sisters, we were sisters
     G         F              D          G
'Til love came between us and pulled us apart
        C                F
We were sisters, we were sisters
      G            F                                 Am
Don't call me your sister and put a knife through my heart
 
Now you smile when you greet me, you put on a show
But it's slander you're talking as soon as you go
If your eye and my eye don't meet anymore
Hold fast to your tongue when I've walked out the door
 
Chorus



 
You say that I'm different, don't hold me to blame
It's not to my grandeur, it's not to your shame
It's nothing of mine that I lay at your door
So take it or leave it, it's to heal not to sore
 
Chorus

16997. Sisters Of Mercy

Linda Ronstadt - Sisters Of Mercy
Emmylou Harris

Oh the sisters of mercy 
They are not departed or gone
They were waiting for me 
When I thought that I just can't go on
And they brought me their comfort 
And later they brought me this song

Oh I hope you run into them
You who've been traveling so long
Yes, you who must leave everything 
That you cannot control
It begins with your family 
But soon it comes 'round to your soul
Well I've been where you're hanging 
And I think I can see how you're pinned
When you're not feeling holy 

Your loneliness says that you've sinned
Well they lay down beside me
I make my confessions to them
They touched both my eyes 
And I touched the dew on their hem
If your life is a leaf 
That the seasons tear off and condemn
They will bind you with love 
That is graceful and green as a stem

When I left they were sleeping 
And I hope you run into them soon
Don't turn on the lights 
You can read their address by the moon
And you won't make me jealous
If I find they have sweetened your night
We weren't lovers like that 
And besides it would still be all right
We weren't lovers like that 
And besides it would still be all right



16998. Sit Back And Watch It Roll

Molly Tuttle - Sit Back and Watch It Roll

[Verse 1]
Falling through the looking glass
Can the future save me from my past?
From the other side of the railroad tracks
Time's turning back

[Verse 2]
Sky was dark with thunder and rain
Lost my heart on a runaway train
Now it's back to the start again
It's all come apart again

[Chorus]
Don't know where to go
The world moves by like a picture show
Gonna sit back and watch it roll

[Verse 3]
Black and white, shades of gray
Love burned bright but faded away
Oh, it was frame-by-frame
Can't rewind, can't play it again

[Chorus]
Don't know where to go
The world moves by like a picture show
Gonna sit back and watch it roll
In the pitch black and watch it roll

[Bridge]
On this flickering screen
You come and go
Curtains fall on the final scene
When the lights come up and I'm on my own

[Chorus]
Don't know where to go
The world moves by like a picture show
Gonna sit back and watch it roll
Don't know where to go
The world moves by like a picture show
Gonna sit back and watch it roll

16999. Sit Down Rock And Roll Man - Chords



Sit Down Rock And Roll Man 
Jonathan Edwards
 
[G]He's no fancy [Am] dan
[D]Hasn't got no [G]band
[Bm]Sings it where he [Am]can
He's a [C]sit down rock n roll [G]man
 
[G]Listen to the [C]man
He's [Am] got a [G]song
And he wants [Am] you all
To [G]sing along
But he [Am7] never gives back the [D]soul
That he [C]gives his rock n [G]roll
 
Now the [Bm] lights dim down
And the [Am7] crowd makes him shed a [D] tear
Though [Bm] he just sits there
He's thinking [Am7] no one else will ever [D] hear
As he[Am] gives his heart [D] away
Singing [Am] words to her he couldn't [G] say
 
[G] Make him what you [C] will
Don't you [Am]  tell him he's a [G] star
Cos you [Am7] know he's been to [D]  far
To [C] realize just where you [G]  are
 
[G]Listen to the [C]man
He's got a [G]song
And he wants [Am] you all
To [G]sing along
But he [Am7] never gives back the [D]soul
That he [C]gives his rock n [G]roll
 
Now the [Bm] lights dim down
And the [Am7] crowded room is [D] clear
Though he[Bm]  still sits there
He's [Am] thinking no one else will ever [D] hear
 
As he [Am7] gives his heart and [D] soul
[Am7] Cos he loves his rock n [G] roll
as he [Am] loses all [D] control
He's the [C] king of rock n [G] roll

17000. Sit Down With The Lord And Pray

Sit Down With The Lord And Pray

   Sit down, sit down, sit down, sit down
   Sit down won't you sit down with the Lord and talk today
   Sit down, sit down, sit down, sit down
   Sit down won't you sit down with the Lord today and pray

My family and my friends I know mean a lot



And I know who's the one who provides it all
It's Jesus from on high I can praise him til I die
I'm so glad I'll be with him when I die

You won't always have this chance so gather while you can
Some of you I know will let it pass
There's sadness in my heart knowing we will have to part
I'm so glad I'll be with him when I die

17001. Sit Down Young Stranger

Sit Down Young Stranger
Gordon Lightfoot

I'm standing at the doorway, my head bowed in my hands
Not knowing where to sit, not knowing where I stand
My father looms above me for him there is no rest
My mother's arms enfold me and hold me to her breast

They say you been out wandering, they say you travelled far
Sit down young stranger and tell us who you are
The room has all gone misty, my thoughts are all in spin
Sit down young stranger and tell us where you been

Well I've been up to the mountain, I've walked down by the sea
I never questioned no one and no one questioned me
My love was given freely and oftimes was returned
I never came to borrow, I only came to learn

Sometimes it would get lonely but it taught me how to cry
And laughter came too easy for life to pass me by
I never had a dollar that I didn't earn with pride
'Cause I had a million daydreams to keep me satisfied

And will you gather daydreams or will you gather wealth
How can you find your fortune when you cannot find yourself
My mother's eyes grow misty, there's a trembling in her hand
Sit down young stranger, I do not understand

Now will you try and tell us, you been too long at school
That knowledge is not needed, that power does not rule
That war is not the answer, that young men should not die
Sit down young stranger, I wait for your reply

The answer is not easy for souls are not reborn
To wear the crown of peace, you must wear the crown of thorns
If Jesus had a reason, I'm sure he would not tell
We treated him so badly, how could he wish us well

The parlor now is empty, there's nothing left to say
My father has departed, my mother's gone to pray
There's rockets in the meadows and ships out on the sea
The answer's in the forest, carved upon a tree



John loves Mary, does anyone love me

17002. Sittin' Alone - Chords

Sittin' Alone 
Marty Stuart & His Fabulous Superlatives
 
[Intro]
A   G A   G A
 
[Verse 1]
A                          G        D            A
Sittin' alone watching the sun come up and goin' down
                         G            D              A
Sittin' alone looking at all the busy people in this town
G             A
 Waitin' on a breeze
G             A
 Waitin' on a friend
G             A                Em    G    A
 Waitin' on a dream to take me back again
 
 
[Verse 2]
A                        G              D             A
Sittin' alone looking at all the pretty colors in the sky
                       G             D                 A
Sittin' alone watchin' all the misty clouds go passin' by
G             A
 Waitin' on tomorrow
G             A
 Waitin' on today
G               A                     Em      G
 Waitin' on the words there's just so much to say
 
 
[Chorus]
                                A G
Meanwhile back at home sittin' alone
         A
Sittin' alone
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
F#m  C#m  D  E
F#m  C#m  D  B
A   G A   G
 
 
[Verse 2]
A                      G              D                  A
Sittin' alone watchin' all the little children laugh and play



                           G               D              A
Sittin' alone thinkin' the child in me got lost along the way
G                     A
 Waitin' on the right place
G                     A
 Waitin' on the right time
G            A        Em
 Yesterday's gone and now's the time
                   A G
It's so real in my mind
 
 
[Outro]
         A G
Sittin' alone
         A G
Sittin' alone
         A
Sittin' alone

17003. Sittin' Alone in the Moonlight

Bill Monroe - Sittin' Alone in the Moonlight
(Sitting Alone In The Moonlight)

[Chorus]
Sitting alone in the moonlight
Thinking of the days gone by
Wondering about my darling
I can still hear her saying goodbye

Oh, the moon grows pale as I sit here
Each little star seems to whisper and say
Your sweetheart has found another
And now she's far, far away

[Chorus]

Oh, the moon grows pale as I sit here
Each little star seems to whisper and say
Your sweetheart has found another
And now she's far, far away

17004. Sittin' And Thinkin'

Lefty Frizzell
Sittin' and Thinkin'

[Intro]



(Please baby, wait for me)
Until they let me out again

[Verse 1]
I got loaded last night on a bottle o' gin
And I had a fight with my best girlfriend
Cause when I'm drinkin', I ain't nobody's friend
Please, baby, wait for me until they let me out again

[Verse 2]
I know the same thing has happened before
And every time it does, I hate it more and more
But when I'm drinkin', ain't nobody's friend
Please, baby, wait for me until they let me out again

[Chorus]
I spend a whole lotta time sittin' and thinkin'
Sittin' and just thinkin' 'bout you
If I didn't spend so much time sittin' and drinkin'
We'd still have the love that we once knew

[Verse 3]
I won't promise the same thing won't happen again
But I can promise it'll be a long, long time till then
'Cause when I'm drinkin', ain't nobody's friend
Please, baby, wait for me until they let me out again

[Outro]
Please, baby, wait for me until they let me out again

17005. Sittin' Here Talking with You

Chris Stapleton
Sittin' Here Talking with You

[Verse 1]
Sometimes life gets in the way of living life
Places to go and bills to pay, honey, not tonight

[Chorus]
If the phone don't ring and the world don't call
Honey, that don't bother me at all
And to tell the truth, there's nothing I'd rather do
Than to hold your hand on the front porch swing
While the moon smiles down and the crickets sing
It's my favorite thing sittin' here talkin' with you

[Verse 2]
I wouldn't mind hearing everything that's on your mind
A night like this is hard to find, where all we've got is time

[Chorus]
If the phone don't ring and the world don't call



Honey, that don't bother me at all
And to tell the truth, there's nothing I'd rather do
Than to hold your hand on the front porch swing
While the moon smiles down and the crickets sing
It's my favorite thing sittin' here talkin' with you

[Instrumental Break]
[Verse 3]
When the years have flown on by and we're old and gray
When the kids are grown and moved away
Right here is where I want to stay

[Chorus]
If the phone don't ring and the world don't call
Honey, that don't bother me at all
And to tell the truth, there's nothing I'd rather do
Than to hold your hand on the front porch swing
While the moon smiles down and the crickets sing
It's my favorite thing sittin' here talkin' with you
It's my favorite thing sittin' here talkin' with you

17006. Sittin' On The Front Porch Swing

Dolly Parton - Sittin' On The Front Porch Swing 

I remember a time when the bloom was on the cotton
When our hearts chased the clouds like the swallow on the wing
When our cares which were already few, some forgotten
Just sitting on the front porch swing
Oh we'd sit every Sunday, and watch the married ladies
And we'd dream of white dresses and church bells in the spring
And they'd talk and paint their nails while they let us hold their babies
Sitting on the front porch swing
Where was I when the time came to join the married ladies
Why did I paint the nail when the finger had no ring
Why do I sit at my age and long to hold their babies
Sitting on the front porch swing
When the mind longs to follow, but the memory erases
And the lips form the words that the heart no longer sings
When the leaves in the hollow have been dyed to match our faces
Sitting on the front porch swing
Oh we'll dream of the time when the bloom was on the cotton
When our hearts chased the clouds like the swallow on the wing
But the words to the rhyme are not the only things forgotten
Sitting on the front porch swing
Sitting on the front porch swing

17007. Sitting Alone In The Moonlight



Sitting Alone In The Moonlight
Bluegrass Album Band - Bill Monroe

Sitting alone in the moonlight
Thinking of the days gone by
Wondering about my darling
I can still hear her saying goodbye

Oh, the moon grows pale as I sit here
Each little star seems to whisper and say
Your sweetheart has found another
And now she's far, far away

Sitting alone in the moonlight
Thinking of the days gone by
Wondering about my darling
I can still hear her saying goodbye

Oh, the moon grows pale as I sit here
Each little star seems to whisper and say
Your sweetheart has found another
And now she's far, far away
And now she's far, far away

17008. Sitting Here In Limbo

Sitting Here in Limbo
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

Sitting here in limbo, but I know it won't be long
Sitting here in limbo, like a bird without a song
Well they're putting up resistance
But I know my faith will lead me on

Sitting here in limbo, waiting for the dice to roll
Sitting here in limbo, got some time to search my soul
Well they're putting up resistance
But I know that my faith will lead me on

I don't know where life will lead me
But I know where I've been
I can't say what life will show me
But I know what I've seen
Tried my hand at love and friendship
But all that is passed and gone
This little boy is moving on

Sitting here in limbo waiting for the tide to flow
Sitting here in limbo knowing that I have to go
Well they're putting up resistance
But I know that my faith will lead me on

Sitting here in limbo waiting for the tide to flow
Sitting here in limbo knowing that I have to go



Well they're putting up resistance
But I know that my faith will lead me on

Sitting in limbo
Sitting in limbo

17009. Sitting Here Without You

Sturgill Simpson - Sitting Here Without You

You could have told me you didn't care about me
You could have told me you was the cheating kind
I'd be out on the town running around
Seeing what else I could find
Instead of sitting here without you
And with you on my mind

I'm all alone in the night
And I know you ain't coming back to me
There's a moon over me so bright
It lights up my sorrow for everyone to see

You could have told me you didn't care about me
You could have told me you was the cheating kind
I'd be out on the town running around
Seeing what else I could find
Instead of sitting here without you
And with you on my mind

Don't have to tell nobody how I'm feeling
Don't have to tell nobody how I cry
It's written on my face cause' I know you're out there stealing
All them sweet, sweet kisses from all them other guys

17010. Sitting On The Dock Of The Bay

Sitting On The Dock Of The Bay
Garth Brooks - Sitting On The Dock Of The Bay

Sittin' in the morning sun
I'll be sittin' when the evening comes
Watching the ships roll in
Then I watch them roll away again, yeah

I'm sittin' on the dock of the bay
Watchin' the tide roll away, ooh
Sittin' on the dock of the bay
Wastin' time



Yeah I left my home in Georgia
Headed for the Frisco Bay
I've had nothing to live for
And look like nothing's gonna come my way

Sittin' on the dock of the bay
Watchin' the tide roll away, ooh
Sittin' on the dock of the bay
Wastin' time

Looks like nothing's ever gonna change
Why must everything remain the same
I can't do what ten people tell me to do
So I guess I'll remain the same

Sittin' here resting my bones
And this loneliness won't leave me alone
Two thousand miles I roam
Just to make this dock my home

Sittin' at the dock of a bay
Watchin' the tide roll away, ooh
Sittin' on the dock of the bay
Wastin' time

17011. Sitting On Top Of The World

Sitting On Top Of The World

It was in the spring one sunny day
My good gal left me Lord she went away

   And now she's gone but I don't worry
   'Cause I'm sitting on top of the world

She called me up from down in El Paso
Said come back, daddy, Lord I need you so

Ashes to ashes, dust to dust
Show me a woman a man can trust

Mississippi River, long, deep and wide
The woman I'm loving is on the other side

You don't like my peaches, don't you shake my tree
Get out of my orchard, let my peaches be

Don't you come here running, holding out your hand
I'll get me a woman like you got your man



17012. Six Blocks Away

Lucinda Williams - Six Blocks Away

He sleeps all alone on Second Street
With a roof over his head and food to eat
But he can hardly make it day to day cause
Everything he wants is six blocks away six blocks away
He's got a regular job and it pays the rent
In a don't shop on 3rd and 10th
But he doesn't understand why she turned him away
He can hear her heart beat six blocks away six blocks away

Six blocks away dirty old street
Six blocks away he can hear her heart beat
Six blocks away dirty old street
Six blocks away he can hear her heart beat six blocks away

He walks real fast down the dirty street
He turns his eyes from the people he meets
It hurts so bad what can he say
He sends her a message six blocks away six blocks away

Six blocks away dirty old street
Six blocks away he can hear her heart beat
Six blocks away dirty old street
Six blocks away he can hear her heart beat six blocks away
Six blocks away six blocks away

17013. Six Days On The Road

Six Days On The Road
E. Green / C. Montgomery
Flying Burrito Brothers - Steve Earle

Well, I pulled out of Pittsburgh
Rollin' down the Eastern Seaboard
I've got my diesel wound up
And she's running like never before
There's a speed zone ahead, all right
I don't see a cop in sight
Six days on the road and I'm gonna make it home tonight

I got ten forward gears
And a Georgia overdrive
I'm taking little white pills
And my eyes are open wide
I just passed a Jimmy and a White
I've been passin' everything in sight
Six days on the road and I'm gonna make it home tonight

Well, it seems like a month
Since I kissed my baby go0d-bye



I could have a lot of women
But I'm not like some other guys
I could find one to hold me tight
But I could never believe that it's right
Six days on the road and I'm gonna make it home tonight

I.C.C. is checking on down the line
I'm a little overweight and my log's three days behind
But nothing bothers me tonight
I can dodge all the scales all right
Six days on the road and I'm gonna make it home tonight

Well my rig's a little old
But that don't mean she's slow
There's a flame from her stack
And the smoke's rolling black as coal
My hometown's coming in sight
If you think I'm happy your right
Six days on the road and I'm gonna make it home tonight
Six days on the road and I'm gonna make it home tonight
Six days on the road and I'm gonna make it home tonight

Recorded by:
Dave Dudley - 1963
Johnny Rivers - 1974
Steve Earl & The Dukes - 1988
Sawyer Brown -1997

17014. Six Feet Of Earth Makes Us All Of One Size

Six Feet of Earth Makes Us All of One Size
Ola Belle Reed

I'll sing you a song of the world and its ways
And the many strange people you meet
From the rich man who's rolled in his millions of gold
To the poor struggling wretch on the street
But a man tho' he's poor and in tatters and rags
We should never affect to despise
But think of the adage remember my friends
That six feet of earth makes us all of one size

There's the rich man with thousands to spare if he likes
But he haughtily holds up his head
And who thinks he's above the mechanic who toils
And is honestly earning his bread
But his gold and his jewels he can't take away
To the world up above when he dies
For death levels all and conclusively shows
That six feet of earth makes us all of one size 

There's many a coat that is tatter'd and torn,
That beneath lies a true honest heart



But because he's not dressed like his neighbors in style,
Why "society" keeps them apart;
For on one fortune smiles, while the other one fails,
Yes no matter what venture he tries,
But time calls them both to the grave in the end
And six feet of earth makes us all of one size 

Then when you once see a poor fellow that tries,
To baffle the world and its frown,
Let us help him along and perhaps he'll succeed
Don't crush him because he is down,
For a cup of cold water for charity's sake,
Is remembered with joy in the skies,
We're all of us human, we've all got to die,
And six feet of earth makes us all of one size

17015. Six Feet Under The Ground

Six Feet Under The Ground

Well they tell me my sweetheart now is leaving
A new love I know she has found
To love you and know I'm gonna lose you
I'd rather be six feet under the ground

    Who will take care of my graveside
    Who's footsteps will come walking around
    Read my name upon the tombstone
    You can bet your life my soul is homeward bound

When the time has come and you are gone dear
You can bet your life I won't be hangin' around
I'd rather be in my dark grave dear
I'd rather be six feet under the ground

17016. Six Months Ain't Long

Six Months Ain't Long

Six months ain't long for me to be gone
Six months, six months ain't long
Six months ain't long for me to be gone
Oh darlin' six months ain't long

Come all of my friends, wherever you may be
And listen to my song
You're all to see I'm in the wrong
Cause all I've got's done gone



If I'd been framed by an upright judge
For six long months of time
I'll do my best to make the test
And darlin' I'll be home soon

The judge he fixed the sentence here
And the clerk he wrote it down
Six months ain't long in the county jail
For shootin' up this town

17017. Six Months In Kansas City (Liberty Street)

Rhiannon Giddens - Six Months In Kansas City (Liberty Street)

I see by the papers that he came from the old religion
But possessed no magic skills
Descending from machinery
He left nothing from his will
Thank you for not helping me out
For not treating me like a fool
If you didn't lay me on a cold mattress at night
I might be kicking more than your mule
Crops are failing, women are wailing
Six months in Kansas City
(Can't find no room and board)
Six months in Kansas City
(What can lead to that kind of reward?)
Six months in Kansas City
(All my good friends in jail lost out)
Six months in Kansas City
(Some who ain't got no bail bust out)
Six months in Kansas City
(But they find the track and make you come back)
Six months in Kansas City
(Down on your knees, not even a breeze, ain't it a pity?)
Six months in Kansas City
Well, here now Baby Snooks, it don't matter how many books
You got underneath your thumb
Descended from machinery
You've got nothing left to come
Thank you for not helping me out
For not treating me like a fool
If you didn't lay me on a cold mattress at night
I might be kicking more than your mule
Crops are failing, women are wailing
Six months in Kansas City
(Woe! Can't be begging for no last meal)
Six months in Kansas City
(Cause a man to rob and steal)
Six months in Kansas City
(All my good friends confounded, indeed)
Six months in Kansas City
(Some lost and some drown and some turn to greed)



Six months in Kansas City
(Some wake one day and they've made them king)
Six months in Kansas City
(Make a man ready to do anything)
Six months in Kansas City
(Things sure don't look too pretty )
Six months in Kansas City
(Are you ready?)
Six months in Kansas City
(Are you ready?)
Six months in Kansas City
(Are ready to admit defeat)
Six months in Kansas City
(Take your place down on Liberty Street)
Six months in Kansas City

17018. Six More Miles

Six More Miles - Ralph Stanley
Larry Sparks

Oh the rain is slowly fallin'
And my heart is so sad
Six more miles I'll leave my darlin'
Leave the best friend I ever had

Six more miles to the graveyard
Six more miles long and sad
six more miles to the graveyard
Leave the best friend I ever had

Oh I hear that train a comin'
Bringin' my darlin' back home
Six more miles to the graveyard
Never on this earth no more to roam

Six more miles to the graveyard
Six more miles long and sad
Six more miles Ill leave my darlin'
Leave the best friend I ever had

17019. Six O'clock News

Six O'clock News
John Prine

Wanda had a baby in nineteen fifty one.
The father was stranger and a stranger was the son.
Call that child James Lewis, call these rooms a home.



Changing all them diapers polish all that chrome.
C'mon, baby, spend the night with me

All around the schoolyard playing all the games
Running, laughing back and forth the kid with two first names
Stranger in the closet, lock the diary
The past is running faster singing harmony
C'mon, baby, spend the night with me

"God bless this kitchen" said the knick-knack shelf
"Dinner's almost ready. Go and wash yourself"
Jimmy's growing up now and Wanda's growing old
The time is growin' shorter the nights are long and cold
C'mon, baby, spend the night with me

Sneaking in the closet and through the diary
Now, don't you know all he saw was all there was to see
The whole town saw Jimmy on the six o'clock news
His brains were on the sidewalk and blood was on his shoes
C'mon, baby, spend the night with me
C'mon, baby, spend the night with me

17020. Six Weeks

Six Weeks - Hot Buttered Rum

Is it too much to ask
To watch these two boys grow up strong
And to die old in their arms?

I did not make this mess
But I'll clean it up like any other
I'm a mother after all

(chorus:)
Oh, I'll do my best
It's all that I can do anyway
If I take my rest too soon
It will not be for lack of fighting

The doctor said six weeks
That just shows he don't know a goddamn thing
Shows he don't know me

Surrender's for the weak
And even if I have to go
I'll show these boys how to walk tall
In this world and the next

(chorus)

I cannot give in, oh no
Even if it might be my time to go, oh yeah



Even if I cannot rise up from this bed
I will not take this lying down

Today I woke up sick
I could not recognize my own two eyes in the mirror
Looking back at me
But their gaze is still the same
They do not look down
Do not look away

 Cause it don't matter how I feel
I will get up, I will make breakfast for my boys
And I'll see they eat it all
We will laugh and we will roll and wrestle on this kitchen floor
(chorus)

So tell them I did not give in, oh no

17021. Six White Cadillacs

Emmylou Harris - Six White Cadillacs

Workin' hard all my life
Always tried to get it right
Every day and every night
Hey hey hey carry me home

Singin' in a honky tonk
People dancin' getting drunk
Never knowin' what I want
Hey hey hey carry me home

I just want a little 
Give me just a little
Just a little piece of mind
Can't somebody tell me
Please somebody tell me
How long does this road unwind

Sis white Cadillacs 
Crossin' on the railroad track
Angels in the front and back
Hey hey hey carry me home

Way over yonder
We won't have to wander anymore

17022. Six White Horses



Gillian Welch - Six white horses
Composer: David Rawlings - Gillian Welch

Six white horses coming two by two
Six white horses coming two by two
Coming for my mother no matter how i love her
Six white horses coming two by two

One-eyed horse is easy on the wheels
One-eyed horse is easy on the wheels
?? now they started
One-eyed horse is easy on the wheels

See them horses pulling on a rein
See them horses pulling on a rein
Sunshine and sorrow yesterday tomorrow
Bedlam and barlow billy are their names

Some bright morning what will you see
Some bright morning what will you see
Some bright morning looking on it coming
Some bright morning what will you see

Six white horses coming after me
Six white horses coming after me
Pretty as a picture certain as a scripture
Six white horses coming after me

17023. Six White Horses

Bill Monroe - Six White Horses

I'm leavin' you to worry you off my mind
Lord I'm leavin' you to worry you off my mind
Cause you keep me worried troubled
Troubled all the time

Ah, six white houses going two by two
Ah, six white houses going two by two
That some other woman
Has took my love from you

Ah, the train I'm ridin' is sixteen coaches long
Ah, the train I'm ridin' is sixteen cosches long
That woman I'm lovin'
She's got another man and gone

If you don't believe I'm leavin' just count the days I'm gone
If you don't believe I'm leavin' just count the days I'm gone
Next time you see your daddy
It'll be on judgement morning

Ah, tell me pretty woman which way the river runs
Ah, tell me pretty woman which way the river runs



It runs from by back door
To the set of the rising sun

17024. Sixteen In July

Sixteen in July
The Avett Brothers

What was it like for you
I can tell you in truth what it was like for me
To be sixteen in July, sixteen in July
License in my hand
Freedom on my mind
I was sixteen in July, sixteen in July
With summer to my left
And no one to my right

What did you want to hear on your radio
Even if it did not come in clear
You'd still be sixteen in July, sixteen in July
With license in your hand
and freedom on your mind
If you're sixteen in July, sixteen in July
With summer to your left
And no one to your right

For me it was shortcut road
The girl was new and the car was old
Were you in love like me?
Or at least as in love as you can be?
When you're sixteen in July, sixteen in July
With license in your hand
and freedom on your mind
I was sixteen in July, sixteen in July
With summer to my left, and no one to my right

17025. Sixteen Miles

Sixteen Miles
Gordon Lightfoot

Early in the morning when the dew is on
Each and every rose bud you will find me gone
So knock me down and pick me up
And knock me down again
Break my heart steal my gold
And slander my good name
Seven lonely hours on the morning train
Takes me to a place where I won't come back again



Seven lonely Pullmans speedin' down the line
Takin' me away from an old love of mine

Sixteen miles to seven lakes way up among the pines
In some hidden valley where the twirlin' river twines
Where the fish swim up and down
And the sparklin' water falls
Where the thunder rolls
And the lonely puma calls

Somewhere on the mountain I'll take another name
Rid my mind of memories and start my life again
Somewhere in the wilderness
I'll build a cabin small
Then forget so I
Won't remember you at all

17026. Sixteen Tons

Sixteen Tons
Merle Travis - Della Mae

Some people say a man is made out of mud.
A poor man's made out of muscle and blood,
Muscle and blood and skin and bones,
A mind that's weak and a back that's strong.

Chorus:
You load sixteen tons, what do you get?
Another day older and deeper in debt.
Saint Peter, don't you call me 'cause I can't go.
I owe my soul to the company store.

I was born one mornin' when the sun didn't shine.
I picked up my shovel and I walked to the mine.
I loaded sixteen tons of number nine coal,
And the straw boss said "Well-a, bless my soul"

Chorus

I was born one mornin', it was drizzlin' rain.
Fightin' and trouble are my middle name.
I was raised in the canebrake by an ol' mama lion,
Cain't no high-toned woman make me walk the line.

Chorus

If you see me comin', better step aside.
A lotta men didn't, a lotta men died.
One fist of iron, the other of steel.
If the right one don't get you, then the left one will.

Chorus



17027. Sixteen Tracks

Sixteen Tracks
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Speel "Sixteen Tracks"

Sixteen tracks, rollin' on that reel
Sixteen tracks, rollin' on that reel
Well, if you don't buy this record, don't know no one who will.

Well, i sing this song just like old elvis do
Well, we sing this song just like old elvis do
Well, we're not on sun but we are funky too.

Oh, get it, son!

Well, we came to nashville to get that memphis sound
Well, we came to nashville, we got that memphis sound
Well, what happened to our heads, they got all turned around.

Sixteen tracks, they're rollin' on that reel, ooo
Sixteen tracks, they're rollin' on that reel
If no one buys our record, don't know no one who will.

Came to memphis to get that nashville sound, oh, i must've turned that around

Well, we came to nashville to get that memphis sound
Well, what happened to our heads, they got all turned around.

17028. Sixteen Years

Sixteen Years - Ralph Stanley

When we were young we played together
That's the way our love began
Now you're gone dear with another
Now you're no more than just a friend

   Sixteen years we were married
   I remember the day that we were wed
   Sixteen years is a mighty long time
   Now you're gone I'm losin my mind

Now the days are long and the nights are lonesome
It seems like years have past and gone
I didn't know you were unhappy
I didn't know anything was wrong



17029. Size Seven Round - Chords

Size Seven Round
Recorded by George Jones and Lacy J. Dalton 
Written by Monroe Fields and Gary N. Lumpkin

C                   G7         C
With all my love my dreams and plans
           G7             C
I placed a ring upon your hand
                     F       C 
To tell the end-less love we found
                   G7         C          
Loves golden band  size seven round

                     G7      C
Size seven round and made of gold
            G7                 C
This circle joins us heart and soul
                     F         C
And it won't let our love grow cold
                  G7          C  
Size seven round  and made of gold

                          G7      C
The years have passed our ring is old
               G7                 C
But time can't tarnish pure loves gold
                     F         C
Each day our love is young and new
                     G7             C
There's just no end  to love that's true

repeat #2

17030. Skeleton For School

Skeleton for School
Glen Phillips

A skeleton for school
An apple for the teacher
A feast fit for a fool
An adolescent creature
Consumed with how it seems
And lost within the hunger for belonging
Sleep my child, the world is ever wanting

A sedentary life



The packages are piling
I wonder what's outside
And if the sun is shining
I've taken all I can
To fill the empty space inside my soul
Will I sleep tonight or just spin in the unknown

Call me over, break some bread
Play a song to wake the dead
And when I leave to go to bed
You'll blow your brains right out your head

A wreck we learn to love
A requiem for lovers
I'll miss you now you're gone
There truly is no other
The future and the past
Conspire to keep me far from where I am
The days go by so fast, and we're just doing the best we can
The days go by so fast, and we're just doing the best we can

17031. Skeletons

Skeletons
Osborne Brothers - Skeletons

I heard you been creeping round
'Bout the time that sun goes down
You been talking in your sleep and
It's been going on for weeks and I been
Solving puzzle pieces
High time to come to Jesus

You got skeletons in your closet
It's written all over your face
Every little lie stacked so high
Can't keep your story straight
I don't know-oh-oh
How they got there, it's getting under my skin
Got skeletons in your closet
And I got bones to pick with them, oh

I was born in the morning
But I wasn't born yesterday
Deep into your inventory's
Gonna send me to an early grave

You got skeletons in your closet
It's written all over your face
Every little lie stacked so high
Can't keep your story straight
I don't know-oh-oh
How they got there, it's getting under my skin



Got skeletons in your closet
And I got bones to pick with them

Yeah, you got skeletons in your closet
It's written all over your face
Every little lie stacked so high
Can't keep your story straight
I don't know-oh-oh
How they got there, it's getting under my skin
Got skeletons in your closet
And I got bones to pick with
Bones to pick with
Bones to pick with them, hey!

17032. Ski And Party - Chords

Ski And Party 
Pixie and The Partygrass Boys
 
[Intro]
G D G Em D G Em D G
 
[Verse]
G
I don't pine for summertime
G                      D
Winter snows are on my mind
D                               G
I can't wait til they come back again
G
Getting high on altitude, weed, and wine
G                       D
Skiing hard but feeling fine
D                              G
Praying that this winter never ends
 
[Bridge]
Em7
Life is like the snow: it will come and it will go
Em7                   D                G
You gotta get out and get it while you can
G                       Em7
I've got my skis and my six-string and
Em
I've got a song to sing
Em             D         G
Ski and party, that's my master plan
 
[Verse]
G
Well, I tried to work that nine to five
G
But I could never feel alive



D                  G
Staring at a damn computer screen
G
I said "fuck this shit" and quit my job
G
Grabbed my guitar and took my dog
D                                  G     Em
Off to live a life that's wild and free
 
[Bridge]
Em
Well I don't give a fuck if I live out of my truck
Em                 D       G
A simple life with simple luxuries
Em
For as long as it will snow, to the mountains I will go
G
Ski and party 'til the coming spring
 
[Instrumental]
G  D  Gm Em7 D Em7 D Em7
Gm Em7 G
 
[Chorus]
G
You can't ski and party
G
if you don't ski and party
D                         G
A wise woman once said to me
G
I realized that she was right
D
I freed my heel and it freed my mind
D                            G
Skiing every day, living the dream
 
[Bridge]
Em
I've traveled far and wide, but it's on this mountain high
Em             D                         G
That I found a love that's worth singing about
Em7
These people are my kin, they're where my live begins
D
Singing from the mountain loud and proud
 
[Verse]
G              Cmaj7   Bm
In the city I found my love,
Em  D7               G
but I just chased it away
C       C                      Em7
On this mountain my love found me
Em7                G
and I won't let it drift away
G            C              Em7        G



I've found a love that goes beyond any words or songs
C                             C        Em7
I've found my people and I've found my home
Em7
the place where my soul belongs
 
[Instrumental]
G  D  Gm Em7 D Em7 D Em7
Gm Em7 G
 
[Outro]
G
You can't ski and party if you don't ski and party
D                         G
a wise woman once said to me
G                            C
So I'll ski and party  til I can't ski and party...
G                     D     C   G    D G
Until I can't ski and party no more

17033. Skid Row

Skid Row

Well not long ago I was a happy man
Money in my pockets with the rings on my hands
My money's all Gone and I'm feelin' low
Standin' on the corner of Skid Row

My girl friend left me she don't want me no more
We had a great big fight just a night before
She said I got no class because she knows
I've been hangin' around on Skid Row

Well people walk by and they stop and stare
They giggle and they stickle at the clothes I wear
It's just another day like it always goes
When you're hangin' around on Skid Row

I got an old John Beam with the pain more through
Got a great big hole in the bottom of my shoe
My wine's all gone and I need some more
Standin' on the corner of Skid Row

Well people walk by and they stop and stare
They giggle and they stickle at the clothes I wear
It's just another day like it always goes
When you're hangin' around on Skid Row



17034. Skin And Bones

The Avett Brothers - Skin and Bones 

It's the skin and bones that keep me on the road
The shoulderblades of a beast that haunts my soul
Wandering lonely and scared
I live the tragedy I shared

It's quick to drag you in but hard to shake
A gift that doesn't match how much it takes
Growing stronger and loud
I lived it but now I'm wanting out

I built the fence, I hung the sign
Wine red letters saying 'Keep in mind
Where I been so don't come in'
But how long can you live in shame
And drop a life long curse on your own last name
The trouble is, I'm used to it

It's the questions that keep me turning back
To see those rumors turned to fact
Wandering lonely and scared
I live the tragedy I shared

I built the fence, I hung the sign
Blood red letters saying 'Keep in mind
Where we've been so don't come in'
But how long can we live in shame
And drop a life long curse on your own last name
The trouble is, we're used to it
The trouble is, we're used to it
The trouble is, we're used to it

It's the tin and boards that keep me going home
But it's who I am that won't let me alone
Growing stronger and loud
Growing stronger and loud
Growing stronger and loud

17035. Skinny Dippin'

Little Big Town - Skinny Dippin'

Let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go
Let's go skinny dippin'
Just like we did before
Stars are out to shine
The moon is hanging on
In the dark no one will ever know
Come with me, run with me down to the sea
Worry 'bout nothing, have fun with the beat



Toes in the sand, and we're feeling the breeze
Ain't nothing better than feeling this free
Kiss me now, and girl come on let's go
Come on baby, it's been so long
Since we've done something that might be wrong
Ain't no one left inside
Let's skinny dip tonight
Give me one just sip till we both feel alright
Let your inner ambitions slip on outside
I'll pull you closer and keep you warm at night
Come with me, run with me down to the sea
Worry 'bout nothing, have fun with the beat
Toes in the sand, and we're feeling the breeze
Ain't nothing better than feeling this free
Kiss me now, and girl come on let's go
Come on baby, it's been so long
Since we've done something that might be wrong
Ain't no one left inside
Let's skinny dip tonight
Let's skinny dip tonight
Come with me, run with me down to the sea
Worry 'bout nothing, have fun with the beat
Toes in the sand, and we're feeling the breeze
Ain't nothing better than feeling this free
Kiss me now, and girl come on let's go
Come on baby, it's been so long
Since we've done something that might be wrong
Ain't no one left inside
Let's skinny dip tonight
Come on baby, it's been so long
Since we've done something that might be wrong
Ain't no one left inside
Let's skinny dip tonight
Let's skinny dip tonight

17036. Skip A Rope - Chords

Skip A Rope 
Marty Stuart
 
[Chorus]
        A               E
Skip a rope ... Skip a rope ...
 A                       A*       F#m
Listen to the children while they play ...
      A                            F#m
Now, ain't it kinda funny what the children say ...
        A
Skip a rope ...
 
[Verse]
 A                  A*         F#m
Daddy hates Momma, Momma hates Dad ...



      A                          F#m
Last night you shoulda heard the fight they had ...
 A                  A*          F#m
Gave little sister another bad dream ...
     A                     F#m
She woke us all up with a terrible scream;
 
[Chorus]
        A               E
Skip a rope ... Skip a rope ...
A                       A*       F#m
Listen to the children while they play ...
      A                            F#m
Now, ain't it kinda funny what the children say ...
        A
Skip a rope ...
 
[Solo]
          A               A*        F#m
e-------/----------------/--------/----------/------------5-/
B-------/----------------/----5---/-5h7-----5h7-------5-7---/
G-----2-/-4b--4b--4br-2-4/6-----6-/----------/--------------/
D-2-4---/----------------/--------/----------/--------------/
A-------/----------------/--------/----------/--------------/
E-------/----------------/--------/----------/--------------/
 
  A                   F#m       G           A
e-7b-7-5------------/---------------------/-----------/
B--------7--------5-/---------3-----------/-----------/
G----------4b-4-2---/-4br---2---2br---0---/-0h2-------/
D-------------------/-------------------2-/-----------/
A-------------------/---------------------/-----------/
E-------------------/---------------------/-----------/
 
  A     G           A           A
e-----------------/-----------/--------------/
B-----------------/-----------/--------------/
G-------2b---2b---/-2b-(hold)-/-release bend-/
D-----------------/-----------/--------------/
A-----------------/-----------/--------------/
E-----------------/-----------/--------------/
 
[Verse]
 A                    A*        F#m
Cheat on your taxes, don't be a fool ...
     A                               F#m
Now what was that they said about a Golden Rule ...
 A                     A*          F#m
Never mind the rules, just play to win ...
     A                         F#m
And hate your neighbor for the shade of his skin;
 
[Chorus]
        A               E
Skip a rope ... Skip a rope ...
     A                       A*       F#m
Ah, listen to the children while they play ...



      A                            F#m
Now, ain't it kinda funny what the children say ...
        A         A   G     A
Skip a rope ... / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
 
[Verse]
 A                                A*         F#m
Stab 'em in the back, that's the name of the game ...
     A (1 strum)        F#m (1 strum)
But Mommy and Daddy are who's to blame ...
 
[Chorus]
        A               E
Skip a rope ... Skip a rope ...
 A                        A*       F#m
Listen to your children while they play ...
    A (1 strum)               F#m (1 strum)
It ain't very funny what the children say ...
        A    A*  G*         A
Skip a rope ...     Skip a rope ...
 A*  G*         A
       Skip a rope ...
 
  A   G E   A
/ / / / / /  //-

17037. Skip Hop And Wobble - Chords

Skip Hop And Wobble 
Jimmy Martin
 
[Intro]
G    C   G    D
G    C   G    D  G
 
[Verse 1]
     G
When summer comes I'll take a vacation
      C
I'm a-goin' to another part of this nation
G                               D
My old car's gettin' to look so old.
      G
But I hope it'll make it just the same
     C
 Til I pull right into my daddy's lane,
    G
And I'm a-goin' to let her skip, hop and wobble,
D                  G
Rattle, ramble and roll
 
[Instrumental]
G    C   G    D



G    C   G    D  G
 
[Verse 2]
      G
We'll get into the Tennessee hills
      C
We'll hear the hummin' of the old saw mills
G                                            D
Out of the mountain the boys will be hauling coal
        G
Well, I guess they've got about what it takes,
      C
They never worry about the brakes
    G
And they just let  em skip, hop and wobble,
D                  G
Rattle, ramble and roll
 
[Instrumental]
G    C   G    D
G    C   G    D  G
 
[Verse]
      G
Well, all along the line I hear a freight train blowin'
    C
And everywhere I look I see crops all growin'
    G                                     D
I'm going' home, on my home town I'm done sold
        G
They'll say Jimmy's back, he's not a'leavin'
  C
I wanna be happy and never grievin'
    G
And I'm a-goin' to let her skip, hop and wobble,
D                  G
Rattle, ramble and roll
 
[Outro]
      G
Well, I'm a-goin' to let  em skip, hop and wobble,
D                  G
Rattle, ramble and roll

17038. Skip To My Lou

Skip To My Lou

Lost my partner what'll I do
Lost my partner what'll I do
Lost my partner what'll I do
Skip to my Lou my darling



Gone again, skip to my Lou
Gone again, skip to my Lou
Gone again, skip to my Lou
Skip to my Lou my darling

I'll get another one prettier than you
I'll get another one prettier than you
I'll get another one prettier than you
Skip to my Lou my darling

* Refrain

Little red wagon painted blue
Little red wagon painted blue
Little red wagon painted blue
Skip to my Lou my darling

* Refrain

Flies in the buttermil two by two
Flies in the buttermil two by two
Flies in the buttermil two by two
Skip to my Lou my darling

* Refrain

Flies in the sugar bowl shoo shoo shoo
Flies in the sugar bowl shoo shoo shoo
Flies in the sugar bowl shoo shoo shoo
Skip to my Lou my darlig

* Refrain

Going to Texas two by two
Going to Texas two by two
Going to Texas two by two
Skip to my Lou my darling

* Refrain

Cat's in the cream jar what'll do
Cat's in the cream jar what'll do
Cat's in the cream jar what'll do
Skip to my Lou mu darling

* Refrain

17039. Skippin' In The Mississippi Dew

Sam Bush - Skippin' in the Mississippi Dew
John Hartford - New Grass Revival

Well I dream of a girl and a steering wheel steamboat



A pilothouse stove and engine room brass
Hanging on a post by the maindeck stairway
Long hair skippin in the Mississippi dew

Oh the river run wide, run deep, run muddy
The river run long after I am gone
With the steamboat wheeling on a big wide bend
Just skippin in the Mississippi Dew

Well I went up the river come way last Sunday
Twelve feet of water on the Memphis gage
Wouldn't be home without the muddy water rolling
Paddle wheel skippin in the Mississippi dew

Oh the river run wide, run deep, run muddy
Oh the river run long after I am gone
With the steamboat wheelin on a big wide bend
Just skippin in the Mississippi Dew

Now it used to be Spring I'd ship on the river
Thirty five days on a balla [sic] line boat
I'd make a little money, get a springtime chicken
And take off a skippin in the Mississippi Dew

Oh the river run wide, run deep, run muddy
Oh the river run long after I am gone
With the steam boat wheelin round a big wide bend
Just skippin in the Mississippi dew

Oh the river run wide, run deep, run muddy
Oh the river run long after I am gone
With the steamboat wheelin round a big wide bend
Just skippin in the Mississippi dew

17040. Sky Blue True

Tom T Hall - Sky Blue True

If you ever worry will I be true don't you worry I'll be true
And I'll be true sky blue true I'll be true sky blue true
As blue as the skies as blue as your eyes
As bright as the sun as sweet as you hon
I'll be true sky blue true

( guitar )

If you ever wonder do I love you don't you wonder I love you
And I'll be true sky blue true I'll be true sky blue true
As blue as the skies...

( sax )

And when the sun sets over our lives we'll be together beyond the skies



And I'll be true eternally true I'll be true sky blue true

( sax )

17041. Sky-Bo

Sky-Bo

Hey, I'm a sky-bo and I see the world from an airplane
That's a hobo that can't get around fast enough on a train
But from an airport to depot the motive for leaving's the same
I'm a sky-bo, that's a new kind of hobo for planes

Hey, I took a flight job in Phoenix
Flyin' some rich folks around
They paid me to do what I love to
And I set 'em back safe on the ground

But Phoenix got old and a hurry
So I sky-roped fancy goodbye
Sit down on the end of the runway
And caught me a jet on the flight

Hey, I'm a sky-bo and I see the world from an airplane
That's a hobo that can't get around fast enough on a train
But from an airport to depot the motive for leaving's the same
I'm a sky-bo and that's a new kind of hobo for planes

I ride the first thing, smokin' the Mar
Ate nothin', leavin' tonight
I'm stuck in this old cage in airport
Came in on the last report flight

I'll dose off where the welcome arrivals
Wake up in a crowd of goodbyes
But I'll hustle my ticket tomorrow
And lose my blues in the sky

Hey, I'm a sky-bo and I see the world from an airplane
That's a hobo that can't get around fast enough on a train
But from a depot or airport the motive for leaving's the same
I'm a sky-bo and that's a new kind of hobo for planes

17042. Skylark

Linda Ronstadt - Skylark

Have you anything to say to me
Won't you tell me where my love can be



Is there a meadow in the mist
Where someone's waiting to be kissed

Oh skylark
Have you seen a valley green with spring
Where my heart can go a-journeying
Over the shadows and the rain

To a blossom-covered lane
And in your lonely flight
Haven't you heard the music in the night
Wonderful music

Faint as a will o' the wisp
Crazy as a loon
Sad as a gypsy serenading the moon
Oh skylark

I don't know if you can find these things
But my heart is riding on your wings
So if you see them anywhere
Won't you lead me there

Oh skylark
Won't you lead me there

17043. Skyline Dream

Blue Dogs - Skyline Dream

Had a dream
That I was flyin' through the skyline of the city
And I could see
All the buildings and the nameless people there
And so it seems
As I'm flyin lonely through the darkness
But in my dreams
You light the way and the skyline disappears
I can see
A brand new sunset brightening my horizon
I say farewell
To the city and the skyline of my home
You're with me and in my mind you're lighting my direction
You know so well
That when my journey's over I'll be home
And it's you
That takes me from the haze of a skyline burning
The things you do
Remind me of the reasons I'm returning
From a maze of nameless cities and a road to long it seems
Where I'm yearning to awaken
From this endless skyline dream
There comes a time



When the skyline becomes a distant vision
Show me a sign
We must follow directions of our dreams
And you are fine
With this skyline dream that I am living
And you are mind
And that's the only thing that keeps me strong it seem
Miles ahead in the distance
Another city in this dream
On a barren plain of circumstance
And a road too long it seems
A candle burns behind me
The flame flickers and it breathes
It's burning to remind me
That my soul can escape this skyline dream

17044. Slaughter Me, Baby

Slaughter Me, Baby - Deadly Gentlemen
(G. Liszt)

Wake up.

You've got to wake up and work!

You've got to wake up and work,
But I mean that sucks,
What about love,
Why green back bucks?
I know you need them,
But if you're lonely, bored,
Give it up and come with me,
Freedom is its own reward.

I'm on a mission demeaning,
I'm on a mission demanding,
Living a dream, a lie,
Living a misunderstanding,
You maybe kind,
You maybe the finest,
I'll stay behind,
If you'll slay me your highness.

Slaughter me baby,
Be good and be bad,
Whenever what ought to be
Just couldn't be had,
Slaughter me,
Just slaughter me please,
Take my body,
Scatter it on the watery seas.

She was wise and fine,



She had eyes that shine,
I quipped quick
And I blinded her with lies that rhyme,
Then by the time I woke up she'd gone away,
At least it lasted till the dawn of day,
Every time I die I'm reborn in rapture,
I've still got my banjo on the morning after.

Slaughter me baby,
Be good and be bad,
Whenever what ought to be,
Just couldn't be had,
Slaughter me,
Just slaughter me please,
Take my body,
Scatter it on the watery seas.

I promise someday you're going to find me gone,
I count every second until it's finally dawn,
My love to love's like a drought to weather,
I'd go but if I do go,
I'll be out forever.

You got to wake up and work.

Slaughter me baby,
Be good and be bad,
Whenever what ought to be,
Just couldn't be had,
Slaughter me please,
Take my body,
Scatter it on the watery seas.

17045. Slave Driver

Rhiannon Giddens - Slave Driver

Slave driver, the table is turned (Catch a fire)
Catch a fire
You're gonna get burned (Catch a fire)
Every time I hear the crack of a whip
My blood runs cold
I remember on the slave ship
How they brutalized our very souls
Today they say that we are free
Only to be chained in poverty
Good God, I think it's illiteracy
It's only a machine that makes money
Slave driver, the table is turned (Catch a fire)
Catch a fire
You're gonna get burned (Catch a fire)
Every time I hear the crack of a whip
My blood runs cold



I remember on the slave ship
How they brutalized our very souls
Today they say that we are free
Only to be chained in poverty
Good God, I think it's illiteracy
It's only a machine that makes money
Slave driver
The table is turned (Catch a fire)
Catch a fire
You're gonna get burned (Catch a fire)
Slave driver
The table is turned (Catch a fire)
Catch a fire
You're gonna get burned (Catch a fire)

17046. Sleep At Night

Sleep at Night
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
Not that you asked
But I'm getting past everything, everything
I'm doing okay
Just glad it's not yesterday,' huh

[Pre-Chorus]
My' husband's girlfriend's husband' just called me up
How messed up' is that?
It's so insane that I have to laugh
But then I think about our two boys trying to become men
There's nothing funny about that

[Chorus]
How do you sleep at night? (Oh)
How do you tell those lies? (Oh)
Lookin' me in the eye (Oh)
Livin' a double life
Tell me, how do you sleep at night? (Oh)
How do you sleep at night?

[Verse 2]
You're only as sick as your secrets
So I'm telling everything
Half of the shit you won't believe
But I know it's not unique to me

[Pre-Chorus]
Remember you brought her to our show at the Hollywood Bowl
She said, "I love you, I'm such a fan"
I joked that you can love me as long as you don't love my man
There's nothin' funny about that



[Chorus]
How do you sleep at night? (Oh)
How do you tell those lies? (Oh)
Lookin' me in the eye (Oh)
Livin' a double life
Tell me, how do you sleep at night? (Oh)
How do you sleep at night?

[Bridge]
So caught up in your story
You don't care what you're ruining
So caught up in your story
But you don't care

[Chorus]
How do you sleep at night?
How do you tell those lies?
Lookin' me in the eye
Livin' a double life
Tell me, how do you sleep at night?
How do you sleep at night?

[Outro]
Oh (Oh)
How do you tell those lies? (Oh)
How do you tell those lies?
Lookin' me in the eye (Oh)
Livin' a double life
Tell me, how do you sleep at night? (Oh)
How do you sleep at night? (Oh)

17047. Sleep Of The Blessed

Sleep Of The Blessed
Glen Phillips

I've done it again
Made spectacular claims
And I lied in the name of a good love
I think I recall
Someone brought me here
But the memory's not clear
Just what it was
A good love
A good love

You define yourself by your company
By the promises you make
And the ones that you keep

Sleep the sleep of the blessed
Dream the dreams of the whole
Forget when you wake



How far you've fallen down below

You can blow me a kiss
If you think it brings luck
It's the faith that makes it work
So what the fuck, why not?

(Chorus)
Down from a good love
You had a good, good love

17048. Sleep On

Alison Krauss - Sleep On

Could your heart ever be mine?
Your arms hold me so close to you all through the night
Your eyes gaze into mine
Sayin' I should believe you, I always do, I don't know why

Cause you taught me a lesson the hard way one time
Told me you loved me but then changed your mind
I never told no one how I hurt down inside until now
Sleep on

Could your heart ever be mine?
My arms hold you so close to me all through the night
My heart warned me this time
But I need to believe you, so I do, just for tonight

But you taught me a lesson the hard way one time
Promised to love me but then changed your mind
I never told no one how I hurt down inside until now
Sleep on

17049. Sleep With One Eye Open

Sleep With One Eye Open
Chris Thile

I just found out today that little game you play
I'm just sleeping all my life away
You've been stepping, so they say
Between midnight and day
I'm gonna sleep with one eye open from now on
From now on (from now on)
All night long (all night long)
You ain't gonna have a chance to treat your daddy wrong
You been stepping, so they say



Between midnight and day
I'm gonna sleep with one eye open from now on
There's a honky-tonk down the road
Just about a mile or so
And I understand that's where you spend your time
Baby, I've got news for you, your little game is through
From now on, darling, toe the line
From now on (from now on)
All night long (all night long)
You ain't gonna have a chance to treat your daddy wrong
You been stepping, so they say
Between midnight and day
I'm gonna sleep with one eye open from now on
You thought you being wise
Hanging around with other guys
And leaving me to spend my time alone
Yeah, you'll find out today, it don't work that way
You've started a little game that two can play
From now on (from now on)
All night long (all night long)
You ain't gonna have a chance to treat your daddy wrong
You been stepping, so they say
Between midnight and day
I'm gonna sleep with one eye open from now on
Yes, I'm gonna sleep with one eye open from now on

17050. Sleepin' Is All I Wanna Do (Stars On A Sunny Day)

Sleepin Is All I Wanna Do (Stars On A Sunny Day)
The Duhks

[Verse]
Bb           Eb           Bb
Sleepin' is all I want to do
                   Eb         Gm
I'm not ready to wake up and leave all that I knew
     Eb                            Bb
So, as I wake I wish I could sleep all day
Eb                                Gm
Look at the clock and then I turn away
                       Bb          F            Gm
Even though I know I can't stay, I can't stay, I can't stay,
         Eb                     Bb
I must wake up and face another day.
 
 
[Verse]
Bb           Eb           Bb
Sleepin' is all I want to do
                           Eb         Gm
Though I know my life is waiting for decisions to be made
  Eb                            Bb
Wish I could just dream and slip away



Eb                                           Gm
Look at the stars, let the moon tell me she'll stay
                          Bb          F            Gm
Even though I know she can't stay, she can't stay, she won't stay,
         Eb                                 Bb
She must leave us for the sun to make the day
 
 
[Bridge]
Bb       F        Eb
Take me away, far away from where we are
Bb                 F      Gm
I really want to make my escape
Bb          F               Eb
Mold me, disguise me into whatever you want
            Bb        F                  Bb
Just don't let anybody see where we're goin'!
 
 
[Verse]
Bb           Eb           Bb
Sleepin' is all I want to do
                     Eb                      Gm
I'm useless to the world, but, gotta get up anyway
Eb                                         Bb
Against all odds I'll attempt to start the day
Eb                                      Gm
I get up too fast, see stars on a sunny day
                             Bb             F            Gm
Oh, my conscience got in the way, made me stray, made me stray
         Eb                                 Bb
No time to waste, back to bed... Oh, and there I'll stay
 
Bb           Eb           Bb
Sleeping is all I want to do,
Bb            F            Bb
 sleeping is all I want to do
Bb             F            Eb
Dream away, drift away and call it a day...
Bb                 F         Bb
I could dream my whole life away

17051. Sleepin' On The Foldout

Brad Paisley - Sleepin' On The Foldout 

Chorus
Sleepin' on the foldout thanks to me and my big mouth
Why did I do what I did
I should'a known better than to lie
But it's too late and so tonight I'm
Sleepin' on the foldout sofa-bed
She wanted me to go and see her family



But I told her that I had to work
I never dreamed she'd get home so dang early
And she caught me cleanin' fish
Out on our back porch
And now I'm
Chorus
I can't believe they call this thing a mattress
It's 2 a.m. and I'm wide awake
Lookin' back I should'a just been honest
Instead of tellin' her the whole staff
Spent the day out on the lake
And now I'm
Chorus
Yeah, I'm sleepin' on the foldout sofa-bed

17052. Sleepin' On The Job Of Love

Robbie Fulks - Sleepin' on the job of love 

Don't tell me I was doing pretty good last night 'cause I caught you
Don't lie about the drug-like visions that my sweet love brought you
Any fool could see you were lying there, limp as a rug
Somebody's been sleepin' on the job of love.

While I was sweatin' like a dog and slavin' like a Viking
It seems you were dreamin' 'bout something more to your liking
Well, either two pull together or one has got to pull the plug
Somebody's been sleepin' on the job of love.

Well, girls ain't a dozen to the dime
Yeah, a good one's hard to find
They don't rain down from the skies above
And love, they tell me, is blind
Oh, but everybody draws a line
And my love stops when I'm bein' made a fool of

From now on you'll be passin' out less and pulllin' your weight more
And when the sun goes down, I'm sure gonna get what I paid for
Yeah, it's company time when the bedroom door swings shut
And there'll be no more sleepin' on the job of love.

17053. Sleepin' With The Reaper Or Me - Chords

Sleepin' With The Reaper Or Me 
The Grascals

[Intro]
A-/A-/G/A-
 



[Verse 1]
A
It was a crime of passion, committed with two words 
G                                               A
In a little white church, in the middle of the night 
A
Before I knew what happened, I was standing next to her
G                                           A
And I crossed my heart and hoped to die
 
[Verse 2]
A
With the echo of I do, Still ringin' in my ears
             G                              A
She said, you need to know what I believe
A
Cause I'm a Christian woman, honey you're a married man
G                              A
Death is the only way to leave
 
[Chorus]
Dm             C                    F                 F
She said I don't intend to let you tell a lie
Dm                       G                             Am
You crossed your heart and hoped to die
Dm             C                        F                 F
One way or the other whose it gonna be tonight?
                   Dm                    G              Am
Will you be sleepin' with the reaper or me tonight?
Dm                      G             Am
Sleepin  with the reaper or me
 
[Verse 3]
A
When a dream is held to tight, honey, It can turn to dust
G                                             A
And she just slowed the life right out of me
A
And I didn't mean to step that night, let alone let on that I
G                                       A
Let lust crush the vows I swore to keep
 
[Chorus]
Dm             C                    F                 F
She said I don't intend to let you tell a lie
Dm                       G                             Am
You crossed your heart and hoped to die
Dm             C                        F                 F
One way or the other whose it gonna be tonight?
                   Dm                    G              Am
Will you be sleepin' with the reaper or me tonight?
Dm                      G             Am
Sleepin  with the reaper or me
 
[Break]
Dm/C/G/F/F
Dm/G/Am



Dm/C/F/F
Dm/G/Am
Dm/G/Am
 
[Verse 4]
Am
Well she hit me with both barrels sent my spirit on ahead
G                                                    Am
Once I watched them throw away the key
Am
Now there's a calm in her voice as she stares at those four walls
G                                       Am
Each day she silently repeats
 
[Chorus]
Dm             C                    F                 F
She said I don't intend to let you tell a lie
Dm                       G                             Am
You crossed your heart and hoped to die
Dm             C                        F                 F
One way or the other whose it gonna be tonight?
                   Dm                    G              Am
Will you be sleepin' with the reaper or me tonight?
Dm                      G             Am
Sleepin  with the reaper or me
Dm                      G             Am
Sleepin' with the reaper or me

17054. Sleepless Nights - Chords

Sleepless Nights Live 
Sara Watkins - Emmylou Harris
 
Intro:
Eb Bb Eb
 
Verse 1:
Eb                 Bb               Eb
Through the sleepless nights I cry for you
Ab         Db    G7         Cm
And wonder who   is kissing you
B7        Eb                    Bb                Eb   Bb
Oh  these sleepless nights will break my heart in two  
Eb               Bb               Eb
Somehow through the days I don't give in
Ab         Db     G7           Cm
I hide the tears  that wait within
B7      Eb                   Bb           Eb        Gb
Oh  but then those sleepless nights I cry again     
 
Chorus:
B           Gb   Abm         Eb
Why did you go   why did you go



          Cm              Gm       G7   Bb
Don't you know  don't you know   I need you
Eb                 Bb             Eb
I keep hoping you'll come back to me
Ab        Db  G7            Cm
Oh let it be  please let it be
B7      Eb                   Bb              Eb
Oh  my love please end this sleepless night for me
 
Bb
 
Instrumental Break:
Eb Bb Eb
 
Ab Db G7 Cm
 
B7 Eb Bb Eb Eb
 
Chorus:
B           Gb   Abm         Eb
Why did you go   why did you go
          Cm              Gm       G7   Bb
Don't you know  don't you know   I need you
Eb                 Bb             Eb
I keep hoping you'll come back to me
Ab        Db  G7            Cm
Oh let it be  please let it be
B7      Eb                   Bb              Eb
Oh  my love please end this sleepless night for me

17055. Sleepwalking

Molly Tuttle - Sleepwalking

[Verse 1]
If I drove into the sea
Float away with the fear
Be my anchor, please
'Cause your voice is all I need

[Chorus]
Keep talking
Now we're sleepwalking
Though a world that disappeared
Bad habits
Burn like TV static
But you're comin' in clear

[Verse 2]
Smoke is rising from the street
Once you said love was free
Show me what you mean
Close my eyes and guide my feet



[Chorus]
Keep talking
Now we're sleepwalking
Though a world that disappeared
Bad habits
Burn like TV static
But you're comin' in clear

[Bridge]
Don't let me go, don't wake me
Take me down to where the waves are breaking
When the shiny city falls into the sea
I'll let the sound of your voice carry me

[Chorus]
Keep talking
Now we're sleepwalking
Though a world that disappeared
Bad habits
Burn like TV static
But you're comin' in clear

17056. Sleepy Cowboy

Sleepy cowboy
Yonder Mountain String Band

Hey Old Man, listen here
I had this dream and you were there
We were cowboys, sleepy cowboys

Above open range was miles of timber
Fix them fences you remember
Horse and the saddle, rope and leather
Ridin' through the wind and the weather
Smell the sage and see forever
Sleepy cowboy

Drive them doggies, keep 'em goin'
It's a-rainin' now but it ain't yet snowin'
Flash of lightnin', crack of thunder
Lie beneath the stars and wonder
It's a spell you have fallen under
Sleepy cowboy

Dream on, you're barely breathin'
Kill the fire--boy's we're leavin'
Horse and the saddle, rope and leather
Ridin' through the wind and the weather
Push them doggies on forever
Sleepy cowboy



Drive them doggies on forever
Sleepy cowboy
Drive them doggies on forever
Sleepy cowboy

17057. Sleepy Desert

Sleepy Desert
Uncle Earl - Sleepy Desert

Awake, awake, you sleepy desert
Awake, awake, it's a-comin' day
Stick your head out of the window
And see what your true lover says

Some people say that courting's pleasure
Oh what pleasure do I see
The dearest girl in this world
Has gone and turned her back on me

Awake, awake 

You needn't to bother asking my papa
He's in his room taking his rest
And in his hand he holds a weapon
To kill the man that I love best

Awake, awake 

I have no one to follow to the bedroom
I have no one to sleep with me
I have a wife way up in heaven
And the lord knows she loves me

Awake, awake

17058. Sleepy Eyed Boy

Sleepy Eyed Boy
John Prine

Where are the boot straps
To lift myself up?
Where is the well
Where I once filled my cup?
Where does this sorrow
All turn into joy?
And where oh where is the sleepy eyed boy?



Where is my true love
When the wind starts to moan?
Is she out in the wild,
Is she there all alone?
Have I cast her aside
Like an unwanted toy?
Tell me where oh where is the sleepy eyed boy?

He's goin' down the backroads
In a cold pourin' rain
He's a waitin' for a postcard
In the south coast of Spain
Postmarked from a sweetheart
Back in ol' Illinois
Sayin' where oh where is my sleepy eyed boy?

17059. Sleepy Eyed John

Sleepy Eyed John
Johnny Horton
Laurie Lewis

Well way down yonder on Candy Creek
I whittled out a fiddle from a wagon seat.
I tune fiddle and I rub my bow.
Play a little tune wherever I go.

Sleepy-eyed John, you better get yore britches on
Sleepy-eyed John better tie your shoe.
Sleepy-eyed John, you better goet your britches on.
Try to get to heaven 'for the devil gets to you.

Now Sleepy-eyed John he had a wooden leg.
The wooden leg was nothing but a little wooden peg.
With one shoe off and one shoe on
Do the double-shuffle 'till the cows come home.

Sleepy-eyed John, you better get yore britches on
Sleepy-eyed John better tie your shoe.
Sleepy-eyed John, you better goet your britches on.
Try to get to heaven 'for the devil gets to you.

Over the hickory and down the pine
The racoon left and the old hound whined.
John said 'Sick 'em', and the racoon left.
They crossed Green River in a minute and a half.

Sleepy-eyed John, you better get yore britches on
Sleepy-eyed John better tie your shoe.
Sleepy-eyed John, you better goet your britches on.
Try to get to heaven 'for the devil gets to you.

I took 20 dollars for to build a fence.



I took my money and I ain't worked since.
I sold my buggy and I sold my plow.
I wouldn't take a dollar for my journey now.

Sleepy-eyed John, you better get yore britches on
Sleepy-eyed John better tie your shoe.
Sleepy-eyed John, you better goet your britches on.
Try to get to heaven 'for the devil gets to you.

17060. Sleepy Eyes

Sleepy Eyes

Well I've been loving only you for so long
And I've never once regretted a single day
And it took a lot of woman
To stay right a lot of woman
To stay right here so long
Through all those long old lonely nights
And all my old fashion ways

Sleepy eyes, sleeping in the falling rain
lonely skies, crying on the window pane
Oh you're mine only, always mine only
Sleepy eyes sleeping in the falling rain

When I go out and travel
Round this country side
I'll make 'em forget their problems
For awhile and it dosen't take too much
To ease this heart of mine
Just a good ole' country melody
And your sweet summer smile

* Refrain

17061. Sleepy Little Town

Sleepy Little Town
The Grascals - Sleepy Little Town

[Verse 1]
Well the rats are winnin' the race
Smog so thick, I can't see my hand in front of my face
Daddy always said I'd live to regret
The day I left the old home place
He was right 'cause tonight as I lay down
I'd give anything to wake up in that sleepy little town



[Verse 2]
Well the corn oughta be about chest high
Silver [?] of golden silk beneath that big blue sky
I can almost hear dad's old John Deere
Crankin' up at the crack of mornin' light
I never thought I'd miss that sound like I miss it now
I'd give anything to wake up in that sleepy little town

[Chorus]
Where the wheels turn slow
And chicken's fryin' down at Flo's cafe
I thought the fields of home were a hard row to hoe
But they're nothin' like the ground I plow today
As I watch another city sun go down
I'd give anything to wake up in that sleepy little town

[Verse 3]
Mama called earlier today to say my brother's [?]
Hit his first home run and won his baseball game
Sis is doin' well, she and Joe have worked things out
And dad spends all his time out on Giffords Lake
Caught a big one there last night, it must've weighed ten pounds
He wants to take you there next time that you come down
Lord, I'd give anything to wake up in that sleepy little town

[Chorus]
Where the wheels turn slow
And chicken's fryin' down at Flo's cafe
I thought the fields of home were a hard row to hoe
But they're nothin' like the ground I plow today
As I watch another city sun go down
I'd give anything to wake up
Tonight, I'd give anything to wake up
Lord, I'd give anything to wake up in that sleepy little town

17062. Sleepy Lou

Uncle Dave Macon
Sleepy Lou

[Intro]
Get your partners for your quadrille
Let 'er go professor

[Square Dance Calls]
Balance your own
Turn your corner
First couple to' the' right
Next follow
Next follow
Next' follow
Do-si at home
Hurry home, may be' your last time



Salute your partner
Give her your right hand
Right and left all the way around
Turn your corner
Turn your partner
Gents all to the right
Grand right and left
Ladies all to center
Turn your corner
Promenade your own

17063. Sleigh Ride

Dolly Parton - Medley: 
Sleigh Ride

Sleigh bells ring are you listening in the lane snow is glistening
A beautiful sight we're happy tonight walking in the winter wonderland
Gone away is the bluebird here to stay is a newbird
He sings a love song as he goes alone walking in the winter wonderland
In the meadow we can build the snowman and pretend that he is Parson Brown
He'll say are you merry we'll say no man but you can do the job when you're in town
Later on we'll conspire as we dream by the fire
The face on the frame the plans that we made walking in the winter wonderland
Just hear those sleigh bells jingleing ring ting tingleing too
Come on it's lovely weather for a sleigh ride together with you
Outside the snow is falling and friends are calling you hoo
Come on it's lovely weather for a sleigh ride together with you
In the meadow we can build the snowman...
The face on the frame the plans that we made walking in the winter wonderland

17064. Sleigh Ride

Dolly Parton - Sleigh Ride 
Duet with Kenny Rogers
Writers Leroy Anderson, Mitchell Parish

Just hear those sleigh bells jingling, ring-ting-tingling too. Come on, it's
lovely weather for a sleigh ride together with you. Outside the snow is
falling, and friends are calling, Yoo-hoo! Come on, it's lovely weather for a
sleigh ride together with you. Giddyup, giddyup, giddyup, let's go, let's look
at the show, We're riding in a wonderland of snow. Giddyup, giddyup, giddyup
it's grand just holding your hand, We're gliding along with a song of a wintery
fairyland. Our cheeks are nice and rosy and comfy and cozy are we, We're
snuggled up together like two birds of a feather would be. Let's take that road
before us and sing a chorus or two, Come on it's lovely weather for a sleigh
ride together with you. There's a birthday party at the home of Farmer Gray,
It'll be the perfect ending of a perfect day. We'll be singing the songs we
love to sing without a single stop At the fireplace while we watch the



chestnuts pop. Pop! Pop! Pop! There's a happy feeling nothing in the world can
buy When you pass around the cider and the pumpkin pie, It'll nearly be like a
picture print by Currier and Ives, These wonderful things are the things we
remember all through our lives. Just hear those sleigh bells jingling,
ring-ting-tingling too. Come on, it's lovely weather for a sleigh ride together
with you. Outside the snow is falling, and friends are calling, Yoo-hoo! Come
on, it's lovely weather for a sleigh ride together with you.

17065. Slideshow

Richard Thompson
Slideshow

Do I love you because you treat me so indifferently
Or is it the medication
Or is it me

Do I love you because you don't want me to rub your back
Or is it the medication
Or is it you
Or is it true

And I better be prominently featured in your next slideshow
Because I paid a lot of money to get you over here you know
And if I am not prominently featured in your next slideshow
I don't know what I'm gonna do

Do I love you or is this feeling just a little pain
A treasure chest is broken, easily open
And usually I am such a happy prince
Behind the Iron Curtain yeah
The city walls
A southern prison

And I better be prominently featured in your next slideshow
'Cause I paid a lot of money to get you over here you know
And if I am not prominently featured in your next slideshow
I don't know what I'm gonna do
Do I love you
Do I love you
Yes I do

Do I love you
Yes I do

Do I love you
(If you need me to)
Yes I do

Do I love you
Yes I do



17066. Slight Figure Of Speech

The Avett Brothers - Slight Figure Of Speech 

They say you've got to lose a couple fights to win
It's hard to tell from where I'm sitting
They say that this is where the fun begins
I guess it's time that I was quitting

A slight figure of speech
I cut my chest wide open
They come and watch us bleed
It is all like I was hoping now?

They said "I hope that you will never change"
I went and cut my hair
They say "Don't take your business to the big time"
I bought us tickets there

A slight figure of speech
I cut my chest wide open
They come and watch us bleed
It is all like I was hoping now?

What did you expect
And what did you forget
That to live you let go of me with each step
It becomes a progression I won't let regret manifest
To aggression
Are you to assess what I've been? What I am? Or become?
Did you stop to accept how pathetically dumb
It can be to
Attack those around 'cause you're
True to color, a town, a time, or a place?
It's not you, it's not mine
And besides it is gone
And you never will find it again
But I don't want to fight
I just ask let me be
I won't give the chance to be my enemy
So go home
Think it through

A jet plane and a big idea
I jump over the sea
What ifs hot on my trail
But that can't catch me, no

A slight figure of speech
I cut my chest wide open
They come and watch us bleed
It is all like I was hoping now?



17067. Slim Carter

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Slim Carter

Who's gonna give a job to old slim carter,
Who's gonna give a man a place to say.
Who do you know that needs an old tired out rodeo man
Who do you know nowadays needs a gun hand
Who needs a gunhand

I heard he was born somewhere in south dakota
His mama ran off with an indian agent
They say they hung his daddy for selling bad whiskey to the balckfeet
So at ten years old, he hit the road, and kept on moving

Who's gonna give a job to old slim carter
Who's gonna give a man a place to say
Who do you know that needs an old tired out rodeo man
Who do you know nowadays needs a gun hand
Who needs a gunhand

He finally ended up in hollywood california
He hocked the gold buckle that he worked so hard for
Landed a job as a stuntman for america's favorite cowboy
Until the stage had a wreck, he broke his neck
And it was all over

Who's gonna give a job to old slim carter
Who's gonna give a man a place to say
Who do you know that needs an old tired out rodeo man
Who do you know nowadays needs a gun hand
Who needs a gunhand
Who needs a gunhand
Who needs a gunhand?

17068. Slim Chance

Todd Snider - Slim Chance

I found a four leaf clover in my yard today
It had one leaf missing off it but that was okay
Looking it over I could easily see
Four is only really just one more than three
Hey, that's close enough for me, must be my lucky day

A slim chance is still a chance
A slim chance is still a chance
Whoa, hey, you don't necessarily
Have to pay the fiddler to dance



Christmas lights shining on the Fourth of July
We've got the radio playing, watching cars go by
I keep living in the lap of poverty
She makes me feel like I won some kind of lottery
The way she keeps looking over at me, ohh

A slim chance is still a chance
Slim chance, still a chance
Whoa, hey, you don't necessarily
Have to pay the fiddler to dance
Whoa, hey, you don't necessarily
Have to pay the fiddler to dance

17069. Slim Slow Slider - Chords

Slim Slow Slider Live 
Sturgill Simpson
 
[Verse 1]
G             Em     C
    Slim slow slider
                            G
Horse you ride is white as snow
           Em     C
Slim slow slider
                        G         C
Horse you ride is white as snow
                       G
Tell it everywhere you go
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
         Em      C
Saw you walking
                                         G
Down by the Ladbroke Groves this morning, yeah
         Em              C
Saw you walking baby
                                        G        C
Down by the Ladbroke Grove this morning, yeah
                                 G      Em     C
Catching pebbles for some sandy beach
               G
You're out of reach
 
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
        Em                         C
Saw you early this morning, babe



                                 G
With your brand new boy and your Cadillac
          Em                  C
I Saw you early this morning!
                                 G
With your brand new boy and your Cadillac
C
   You're gone for something
                                   G
And I know you ain't coming be back
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
               Em       C
I know you're dying
                        G
And I know, I know, I know, you know too
              Em
I know you're dying!
       C                                     G
Oh and I know, I know, I know, I know, you know it's true
C
    Every time I see you darling
                                    G                           G  Em
I just don't know, just don't know, just don't know what to do

17070. Slime Rock

Slime Rock
Chris Thile - Slime Rock
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17071. Slip Away Today



Dolly Parton - Slip Away Today 

You jark back your hand away from mine and I move my lips away from yours
Then quietly we sit tryin' to forget
Those deep running thoughts that run wild across our minds
You quickly stop the words you start to say and we realize just how close we are
And we both know if we let ourselves go we'll do something we'll be sorry for
Slip away today means sorrow tomorrow
It's love we know but we can't keep but yet we like to borrow
Trying to hold back emotions and desires
It's hard to keep from doing something we'll be sorry for
[ ac.guitar ]
My love hungry heart begs for more of what your lips hold in store
But our conscience just won't let us at least tonight it kept us
From jumpin' off the deep end and going too far
But one of these night you and I will be ruled by the passion of our hearts
And we both know if we let ourselves go and do something that we'll be sorry for
Slip away today means...
It's hard to keep from doing something we'll be sorry for

17072. Slip Into The Darkness

Dave Evans - Slip Into The Darkness 

Please don't slip into the Darkness.
Please don't slip into the shade.

All your dreams will now be broken.
All your visions never made.

Please don't slip into the silence.
That's where all the devils play.

You can never be unbroken.
Once you hear the demons say.

You can never simply walk away
You are bound by the chains as was Dorian Gray.

But you can break those chains.
You can fight to end your demon's reigns.
Cause you are free to change your everyday.

You can choose to live where children sing.
And the skies are bright like Irish Spring.
And you will never have to run away.

Please don't slip into the Darkness.
Please don't slip into the shade.

All your dreams will now be broken.
All your visions never made.

You can never simply walk away



You are bound by the chains as was Dorian Gray.

But you can break those chains.
You can fight to end your demon's reigns.
Cause you are free to change your everyday.

You can choose to live where children sing.
And the skies are bright like Irish Spring.
And you will never have to run away.

17073. Slippers With Wings

Slippers With Wings
(Willy Dalton / Randall Hylton / W. Walton)
Country Gentlemen

Susie was three when she first blessed our home 
We loved her as much as a child of our own
Her little legs were all twisted and frail
It was never meant for Susie to be well

In her little bed time prayers she would say
Lord I know you've been busy today
But if you get some time please pretty please 
Can I have some slippers with wings

She'd love to watch the kids in the playground nearby
They'd call Susie's name she would wave and say hi
Tiny teardrops would leave the window stained 
It was never meant for Susie to complain 

She would say to her brown puppy dog
Little Skippy I know it won't be long 
Till I run and play tag like my friends 
God sending me pretty slippers with wings

Susie turned four and her little legs turned weak
Pain took it's tole and the colour left her cheeks
Christmas eve came and we gathered around Susie's bed
And these are the last words she said

Mommy, mommy there's a man dressed in white 
Daddy look he is shinny and bright 
And he's holding some ribbons and some string 
Around a pretty pair of slippers with wings 

And if ever I am certain of one certain thing
Susie's wearing golden slippers with wings



17074. Slippin' Around

Slippin' Around
Recorded by: Ernest Tubb
Writer: Floyd Tillman 

Seems I always had to slip around to be with you, my dear
Slippin' around afraid we'd might be found
I know I can't forget you and I've got to have you near
But we'll just have to slip around and live in constant fear

Though you're tied up with someone else and I'm all tied up too
I know I've made mistakes, dear, but I'm so in love with you
I hope someday I'll find a way to bring you back with me
Then I won't have to slip around to have our company

Though you're tied up with someone else and I'm all tied up too
I know I've made mistakes, dear, but I'm so in love with you
I hope someday I'll find a way to bring you back with me
Then I won't have to slip around to have our company

17075. Slippin' Away

Slippin' Away

Monday's promises, Tuesday's lies
Saturday's parting, Sunday's fight
Something's wrong between you and I
Love's gone wrong that used to be right

   I can feel it slipping away
   Slowly slowly slipping away
   It'll be gone in a few more days
   If we don't stop this love of ours from slipping away

Wednesday's kisses Thursday's frown
We can't live three days in a row
Our whole world's turned upside down
Here we stand watching it go

Roses are red, violets are blue
Sugar is sweet some of the time
This puzzles missing a piece or two
God put grapes, but never the wine

17076. Slippin' Away - Chords

Chris Hillman - Slippin' Away  
written by  Chris Hillman



E
People are talking about us

What did we do that's wrong, so wrong
A                    B                  E D A
Now we've got a reputation about a mile long
         E
When we find ourselves on that one way street

We're both headed for trouble, you see
            A
And it's so easy to find
     B                      E    D  A
You walking so close to the line
         C#m G#m      D            A
And it's too late now what can you say
      C#m      G#m  D         A
I can feel our love slippin' away
    C#m        G#m               D       A
And something inside say's I'm a fool to stay
E                D       A         E D A E
The one that you love is slippin' away
E
Last summer when we stayed out all night

Telling our stories until daylight
        A
And you told me you loved me
B                        E  D   A
Everything would be all right
E
You know that sneaking away to have a good time
E
Sometimes you know we just got to unwind
          A 
And it's just not so easy
    B                       E
You walkin' so close to the line
         C#m G#m      D            A
And it's too late now what can you say
      C#m      G#m  D         A
I can feel our love slippin' away
C#m       G#m                D       A
Something inside say's I'm a fool to stay
    E            D       A         E
The one that you love is slippin' away

Slippin' away

SOLO

         C#m G#m      D            A
And it's too late now what can you say
      C#m      G#m  D         A
I can feel our love slippin' away
C#m       G#m                D       A
Something inside say's I'm a fool to stay



    E            D       A         E
The one that you love is slippin' away
    E            D       A        E  
The one that you love is slippin' away
    E            D       A        E
The one that you love is slippin' away
    E            D       A         E
The one that you love is slippin' away

From Chris Hillman "Slippin' Away"
Asylum Records 1976

17077. Slippin' In The Grits

Slippin' In The Grits
Anonymous

Lots of folks, all shades and hues
Strollin down Peachtree Avenue
Atlanta ticks,
Slippin' in the grits.

Spoonbread, fatback, blackeyed peas,
Pickled okra, sweetened iced tea.
Some chitlin bits,
And a side of grits.

Bridge:
Folks who're born here move across the nation.
Folks from elsewhere pack the Marta station.
Grit sensation.

Pickup trucks and beehive hair,
Tattooed ladies in vintage wear.
All lifestyles fit,
With a dose of grits.

Peachtree, Hartsfield, Charlie Brown,
Marta railways straight to downtown,
All traffic sits,
With an overload of grits.

Vamp:
Jalpeno grits (beat, beat)
Gorgonzola grits (beat, beat)
Slippin' in the grits.

17078. Slither



Slither
Mandolin Orange - Slither

Slither slowly until you are close to me
Soon may your colors be shown
And I'll fall by your fangs if they ever let go of me
I suppose I should have known
But it's no fault of yours, no it's only a curse
Beckoning on and on
And though you'd never pull any triggers
You were left holding the gun
Well some beggars are born from good fortune
And free is a relative term
Well I've taken, yes I've taken
Much from the lesson never learned
But it's no fault of mine
I just stay in the lines
I color in all as I see
It all comes to life as it comes into light
And I color the end of me
So bring down the knife
Deep in me
Now see it out
So bring down the knife
Deep in me
Now see it out
Just slither away
The same as you came
Back to your hole to hide

17079. Sloop John B.

Jerry Jeff Walker - Sloop John B.

We come on the sloop John B
My grandfather and me
Around Nassau town we did roam
Drinking all night
Got into a fight
Well I feel so broke up
I want to go home
So hoist up the John B's sail
See how the mainsail sets
Call for the Captain ashore
Let me go home, let me go home
I wanna go home, yeah yeah
Well I feel so broke up
I wanna go home
The first mate he got drunk
And broke in the Cap'n's trunk
The constable had to come and take him away
Sheriff John Stone
Why don't you leave me alone, yeah yeah
Well I feel so broke up I wanna go home



So hoist up the John B's sail
See how the mainsail sets
Call for the Captain ashore
Let me go home, let me go home
I wanna go home, let me go home
Why don't you let me go home
Hoist up the John B
I feel so broke up I wanna go home
Let me go home
The poor cook he caught the fits
And threw away all my grits
And then he took and he ate up all of my corn
Let me go home
Why don't they let me go home
This is the worst trip I've ever been on
So hoist up the John B's sail
See how the mainsail sets
Call for the Captain ashore
Let me go home, let me go home
I wanna go home, let me go home
Why don't you let me go home

17080. Sloppy Drunk - Chords

Sloppy Drunk 
David Bromberg

[Intro]
 
************************************
 
/ h   Hammer-on
 
************************************
   G7                           G7
e/-3----------------3---------/-3----=-----------3---------/
B/-3----------------3---------/-3---=------------3---------/
G/-4----3-h-4-4-5-5---3-h-4---/-4----3-h-4-4-5-5---3-h-4---/
D/-5--5-----------------------/-5--5-----------------------/
A/-5--------------------------/-5--------------------------/
E/-3--------------------------/-3--------------------------/
 
[Verse]
 
G7
I don't want no reefer, I never touched no junk,
G7                                                               G7
just gimme a little bit of good whiskey,  I'll get my ass sloppy drunk.
C7                                           G7
No I don't want no reefer, I won't touch no junk.
D7                                      C7                          G7
Just give me a bottle of good bourbon, yes and I'll go get sloppy drunk.
 



 
[Verse]
 
G7
I love my whiskey, great G-d, I got to have my gin.
G7                                                         G7
C'mon lets do something nasty girl until the bulls? break in.
                 C7                       G7
Folks I love my whiskey, I got to have my gin.
            D7                     C7                    G7
Let's all go crazy and get naked, until the bulls? break in.
 
 
[Instrumental Verse]
 
G7 G7 C7 G7 D7 C7 G7
 
[Verse]
 
G7
OK brother what you smilin' about, you're a mess.
G7
He says he don't drink no more but I'm gonna tell ya the truth,
G7
He don't drink no less.
                C7                         G7
My buddy over there, that boy's a natural mess.
D7                                 C7                           G7
Says he don't drink no more but I know folks, he don't drink no less.
 
 
[Instrumental Verse]
 
G7 G7 C7 G7 D7 C7 G7
 
[Instrumental Verse]
 
G7 G7 C7 G7 D7 C7 G7
 
[Verse]
G7
I'm leavin' this town, I'm gonna pack my trunk
G7
cause I never did get no whiskey but these blues got me sloppy drunk
                    C7                       G7
Yes I'm leavin this morning, come on pack my trunk,
G7                                D7            C7    G7
Never got me no whiskey but these blues got me sloppy drunk.

17081. Sloth

Richard Thompson - Sloth 



Just a roll, just a roll
Just a roll on your drum
Just a roll, just a roll
And the war has begun

Now the right thing's the wrong things
No more excuses to come
Just one step at a time
And the war has begun

Just a roll, just a roll
Just a roll on your drum
Just a roll, just a roll
And the war has begun

She's run away, she's run away
And she ran so bitterly
Now call to your colors friend
Don't you call to me

Just a roll, just a roll
Just a roll on your drum
Just a roll, just a roll
And the war has begun

Don't you cry, don't you cry
Don't you cry upon the sea
Don't you cry, don't you cry
For your lady and me

Just a roll, just a roll
Just a roll on your drum
Just a roll, just a roll
And the war has begun

Just a roll, just a roll
Just a roll on your drum
Just a roll, just a roll
And the war has begun

17082. Slow Boat

Kathy Mattea - Slow Boat

Wouldn't it be nice if we could take a trip?
May we head down to the ocean?
For just once in our lives leave the world behind
And just chase the crazy notion

In a slow boat just you and me together
Nothing else to push us but the wind
In a slow boat, who knows what we'll discover
We might even find each other again



Forget about the house, forget about the job
Drop the kids off at your mothers
In just a couple of days we could be amazed
Even find time to be lovers

In a slow boat just you and me together
Nothing else to push us but the wind
In a slow boat, who knows what we'll discover
We might even find each other again
In a slow boat, who knows what we'll discover
We might even find each other again

17083. Slow Boat To China - Chords

Slow Boat To China
John Prine

Intro:(E)
Let's take a (E)slow boat to China. Leave from South Carolina
Let's take our time and go the long way
On a junk boat to Thailand with your hand in mine hand
I sure hope we got something to say
Well, this old (A)boat's go no sail so won't you please hold our mail■For a(E)while
Thanks a(A)nyway pal but the Suez Canal -
Ain't our s(B7)tyle

Let's take a s(E)low boat to China and maybe we'll find a
New way to play those same old games
The stars just might show us and the captain will know us
Shake our hands and call us by our first names
We'll s(A)end a postcard to Grandpa of a vase or rickshaw■He don't c(E)are
We'll buy (A)Mom a kimono or maybe we'll just phone her -
When we're th(B7)ere

(Instrumental)(E)

We'll drink s(A)ake at night beneath the soft harbour lights■On the b(E)ay
We'll b(A)uild house on the hill next to Shangri-Li Bill -
And we'll s(B7)tay

Let's take that s(E)low boat to China (Let's go)
Slow boat to China (Real Slow)
Slow boat to China (Let's go)
Slow boat to China (Real Slow)
Let's go Real Slow

17084. Slow Burn - Chords



Slow Burn 
Kacey Musgraves

[Intro]
Asus2 Em G D
Asus2 Em G D
 
[Verse 1]
Asus2             Em
Born in a hurry, always late
  G                       D       Asus2 C G D
Haven't been early since '88
 Asus2        Em
Texas is hot, I can be cold
 G                    D               Asus2 C G D
Grandma cried when I pierced my nose
 Asus2            Em
Good in a glass, good on green
 G                              D                Asus2 C G
Good when you're putting your hands all over me
 
[Chorus]
 D                 Asus2   Em  G
I'm alright with a slow burn
 D                      Asus2    Em  G  D
Taking my time, let the world turn
          Asus2               Em
I'm gonna do it my way, it'll be alright
 G                         D
If we burn it down and it takes all night
       Asus2   Em  G  D
It's a slow burn,       yeah
 
[Instrumental]
Asus2 Em G D
Asus2 C  G D
 
[Verse 2]
    Asus2         Em
In Tennessee, the sun's goin' down
    G                     D                    Asus2 C G D
But in Beijing, they're heading out to work
             Asus2                      Em
You know the bar down the street don't close for an hour
G                     D                       Asus2  C G
We should take a walk  and look at all the flowers
 
[Chorus]
        D                 Asus2   Em  G
'Cause I'm alright with a slow burn
 D                      Asus2    Em  G  D
Taking my time, let the world turn
          Asus2               Em
I'm gonna do it my way, it'll be alright
 G                         D
If we burn it down and it takes all night
       Asus2   Em  G  D
It's a slow burn



 
[Bridge]
C                         Em
  ooh whatever feels good
 
[Instrumental]
Asus2 Em G D
(Ahhh)
Asus2 C  G D
(Ahhh)
Asus2 Em G D
(Ahhh)
Asus2 C  G D
(Ahhh)
Asus2 Em G D
(Ahhh)
Asus2 C  G D
(Ahhh)
Asus2 Em G D
 
Asus2 C  G D
 
[Outro]
Asus2      Em
Old soul, waiting my turn
  G                         D                  Asus2 C G
I know a few things, but I still got a lot to learn
D                     Asus2   Em  G  D
So I'm alright with a slow burn
Asus2   Em  G  D
slow burn
Asus2   Em  G  D
slow burn
    D                 Asus2   Em  G
mmm I'm alright with a slow burn

17085. Slow Climb - Chords

Slow Climb 
Nora Jane Struthers

[Intro]
Bm  A  D
 
[Chorus]
              D
We're on this slow climb
          D7
It's slow climb
      G            D
All I need is your hand in mine
        D
On this slow climb



            D7
It's a slow climb
      G                    D
All I need is your hand in mine
 
 
[Verse 1]
           G                   D
You can be fooled by somethin' shiny and bright
             G                   A
Looks like a rising star; it's a fallin' meteorite
           G                D
Some folks think they ain't got the time
          G              A
But there ain't no other way
 
 
[Chorus]
         D
But this slow climb
          D7
It's slow climb
      G            D
All I need is your hand in mine
        D
On this slow climb
            D7
It's a slow climb
      G                    D
All I need is your hand in mine
 
 
[Interlude]
G  D  G  A
 
 
[Verse 2]
          G                  D
I've seen signs for a secret short cut
      G                    A
For a fast-track lane; for help out of a rut
             G                       D
I've seen my friends turn a nickel into a dime
         G                A
But they all end up right back
 
 
[Chorus]
        D
On this slow climb
          D7
It's slow climb
      G            D
All I need is your hand in mine
        D
On this slow climb
            D7



It's a slow climb
      G                    D
All I need is your hand in mine
 
 
[Interlude]
G  D  G  A
G  D  G  A
 
 
[Verse 3]
           G                        D
Now that I know we're in it for the long haul
        G                                  A
I ain't worried 'bout the pace; no one can make me feel small
          G                           D
For being right where I am    where I am is just fine
  G                          A
I keep inchin' forward every day
 
 
[Chorus]
        D
On this slow climb
          D7
It's slow climb
      G            D
All I need is your hand in mine
        D
On this slow climb
            D7
It's a slow climb
      G                    D
All I need is your hand in mine
 
 
[Outro]
      G                    D
All I need is your hand in mine
      G                    D
All I need is your hand in mine
              G    D
We're on this slow climb
 
Bm  A  D

17086. Slow Dancing With The Moon

Dolly Parton - Slow Dancing With The Moon 

Sweet little cherry blossom, blooming before her time
Moving her lips to her favorite song, cherishing every rhyme
Swaying her hips to the rhythm, humming along with the tune



Lost in her own little dream world, slow dancing with the moon
Watching her I cannot help but go back in my mind
And suddenly I find I am 15 again
Slow dancing with the moon
Oh, the stars got in my eyes long time ago
And I've lived my life like a love sick clown
In a bittersweet cartoon
Just a dreamy-eyed kid slow dancing with the moon
Watching the girl I'm reminded she's quite a lot like me
Trapped in the suburbs of wonderland, lost in her own fantasy
Somehow my heart never grew up, no one ever burst my balloon
So here I am swirling in star dust slow dancing with the moon
Still believe someday my wildest dreams will all come true
And I'll find someone who'll make me 15 again
But until then I'm slow dancing with the moon
Oh, the stars got in my eyes long time ago
And I've lived my life like a love sick clown
In a bittersweet cartoon
Just a dreamy-eyed kid slow dancing with the moon
Tag:
Still a starry-eyed kid slow dancing with the moon

17087. Slow Healing Heart

Dolly Parton - Slow Healing Heart 

When I left I left walkin' wounded
I made my escape from the rain
Still a prisoner of hurt
I had months worth of work
Just freein' my mind of the pain
I had hours of sittin' alone in the dark
Listenin' to sad songs and comin' apart
Lord knows I made crying an art
Woe is a slow healing heart
Chorus:
A slow healing heart dyin' to mend
Longin' for love lonely again
But when the spirit is broken
And the memories start
Nothin' moves slower
Than a slow healing heart
How I prayed for blind faith to lead me
To places where I'm not afraid
Now I'm doin' fine both in body and mind
Some hurts take longer to fade
But there's a part of my feelings ever on guard
Against looks that are tender and words that are hard
'Cause I still remember those cutting remarks
Oh it's painful a slow healing heart
Chorus:
A slow healing heart dyin' to mend
Longin' for love lonely again



When the spirit is broken
And the memories start
You know nothin' moves slower
Than a slow healing heart
Nothin' moves slower
Than a slow healing heart

17088. Slow It Down

Slow It Down
(Tim May)
Crucial Smith

Vs 1
I was cruising every back road in a '69
Camaro I just bought
With Mary Lou Moore
Who I met just a week before in a coffee shop
Just to see what she would do I hit 102
And I said Mary Lou, I think I'm in love

Chorus:
She said slow it down
We'll get to where we're going quick enough
Put the brakes on now
This road can get a little rough
If you want this thing to last
Slow it down, we're goin' way too fast

Vs 2
Well, I did't hear a word she said
I'm wondering what might lie
Around each bend
And that sultry summer heat
Well it never felt as sweet as it did then
Caught up in the moment I put it to the floor
And I said I've never felt like this before

Chorus

17089. Slow Lane

Slow Lane (Gary Ferguson and Mary Greene)

I'm leaving Ballymore this morning
Headed down to Reananerree
Every back road I can find
It's life in the slow lane for me



For the past week or more my hands are clinching
Fists around a steering wheel
There's a band around my heart that's just as tight
Hope the slow lane can change the way I feel
Hope the slow lane can change the way I feel

Chorus: On the slow lane
Ties unbinding
On the slow lane
Time for finding

City lights, city nights city ways
I don't need  em anymore
Got my sights on a brand new day
Where the slow lane runs for ever more

Chorus:

17090. Slow Surprise

Emmylou Harris - Slow Surprise

There is a way that subtle changes to stay
Barely noticed, hardly known
One day you'll say my situation's locked away
But by tomorrow you're all alone

It seems so sudden, but it's not, it's only grown
From a scene that long ago was left
Forgotten in the snow
And has a way with slow surprises all its own

It's hard to show, but like a boulder rollin' slow
Or a rumble, deep in the ground
Things whisper low, and by the time I really know
What's been movin', they've settled down

Too late to see the way they're shiftin' round
Too late to say there's bound to be another way
It's all been said and done without a sound
This comes to me, and now that I begin to see

It's not dramatic, it's nothing grand
I used to be half of thje whole of you and me
Now I'm the limit of all I am
It seems so simple, nothin' much to understand

You walked out and closed the door
Said I don't live here anymore
And now nothin's hangin' heavy in my hands
Now nothin's hangin' heavy in my hands



17091. Slow Train

Billy Strings
Slow Train

I'm heartbroken and I'm feelin' low-down
I'm sick and tired of the life I live around this old town
And I'm gettin' tired of cryin' over you
So honey, here's what I'm gonna do:

I'm takin' the slow train for a long ride
I'm gonna stay a long time
Losin' an old love, startin' a new life
I'm takin' the slow train, leavin' tonight

Well I'm as lonesome as a soul could be
I've got to find someone who cares a little bit for me
And I'm gettin' tired of goin' down the track
Still honey, I ain't never comin' back

I'm takin' the slow train for a long ride
I'm gonna stay a long time
Losin' an old love, startin' a new life
I'm takin' that slow train, leavin' tonight

I'm takin' that slow train for a long ride
I'm gonna stay a long time
Losin' an old love, startin' a new life
I'm takin' that slow train, leavin' tonight
I'm takin' that slow train, leavin' tonight

17092. Slow Train - Chords

Slow Train 
Marty Stuart & His Fabulous Superlatives

Capo 1
 
[Verse]
       C          F                     C
It's a slow, slow train but it's moving on
C                           G
Well I've got my ticket, so don't, pass me by
C                                 G
'Cause if I don't get on board, I just might break down and cry
C                                G
'Cause I've just got one life to live on this earth
    F                                         C
Oh, get me there, won't you please, conductor sir



              C          F                     C
'Cause it's a slow, slow train but it's moving on
 
[Chorus]
C                             G
Well everybody gets a ticket, you, you and me
C                                             G
But it's up to you to catch a ride and that's how it's got to be
C                                          G
And if you want to ride that train to that peaceful, promised land
                  F                                                   C
Oh, you've got to give your heart to Jesus and put your ticket in his hand
 
[Outro]
              C          F                     C
'Cause it's a slow, slow train but it's moving on
          C          F                     C
Oh it's a slow, slow train but it's moving on

17093. Slow Train Through Georgia

Norman Blake - Slow Train Through Georgia
Special Consensus

Down by the county bridge Gondola Road
Hauling down to Biringham the dirty ashlike coal
I shouldn't have let him move me one come sunshine, rain or drought
'Cause just like the circle says southern serves the south

Chorus:
Hardship and troubles, lord you know I have some
Getting older every day and a fairweather bum
Let me tell you good people, here it's just about time time
Catch a slow train through Georgia and ease a worried mind

Forty miles an hour she's rolling down the line
Greasy rail, red clack trails through the long leaf pines
Anyplace that sunshine falls is where I long to be
Sunshine southern special drove me to the sea

Chorus

Lord I wish was living day by day someplace down the track
Come on gal, my old pal you know we'll not look back
I'll take this old guitar I'll play her every day
Like a slow train through Georgia roll my blues aways

Chorus



17094. Slow Turn In The Road

Jim Lauderdale - Slow Turn in the Road

[Verse 1]
Slow turn in the road
Slow turn in the road
I'm racing, not facing
What's waiting where I go
Well, I've been trying to change
I've been trying to change
It's taking forever
Maybe gone out of my range

[Chorus]
I'm going as fast as I can
I'm going as fast as I can
Not knowing where I just went
I'm going as fast as I can

[Verse 2]
There's no turning back
No one's keeping track
Forgotten I'd gotten
No where from where I'm at

[Chorus]
I'm going as fast as I can
I'm going as fast as I can
Takes longer than I had planned
I'm hoping I get there by then
I'm going as fast as I can
I'm going as fast as I can
Not knowing where I just went
I'm going as fast as I can

[Verse 3]
Slow turn in the road
Slow turn in the road
I'm racing, not facing
What's waiting where I've gone
Slowly, not knowing
If I'll get there again

17095. Slow Your Roll

Slow Your Roll
Osborne Brothers - Slow Your Roll

Take a little break from the outrage
Pour up a little heaven on ice
Pick it back up on Monday
Today I'm gonna testify



The lords been talking through the weather
Sunday sermon in the sun down sky
Don't think I could say it any better
So I think I'm gonna take that advice

Slow your roll, slow your roll
It's a down ship deep stress take yourself a deep breath
Watch it go up in smoke
Slow your roll, that's right

We're all gonna get there someday
Don't have to be tonight
It's harder than you think to do nothing
If you wanna do nothing right
You gotta

Slow your roll, slow your roll
It's a down ship deep stress take yourself a deep breath
Watch it go up in smoke
Slow your roll, that's right

Slow it down a notch

(Light one up and take it)
Down a notch pop that top calm your country urge

It's a down ship deep stress take yourself a deep breath
Watch it go up in smoke
Slow your roll, that's right
Slow your roll
Slow

17096. Slowly But Surely - Chords

Slowly But Surely 
Rhonda Vincent & Daryle Singletary
 
[Intro]
/ B / B / B / B / F# / F#7 / B / B /
 
B
Slowly but surely I'm falling in love
     F#                   B
I'm falling in love with you
 
Slowly but surely you're winning my heart
     F#                      B
And you're winning my heart too
 
B
Slowly but surely I'm losing my heart
    F#                  B
And I'm losing my heart to you



 
Slowly but surely my dreams will come true
   F#                   B
If I spend my lifetime with you
 
        E
You're just what I wanted
        B
You're just what I needed
       F#7                  B
You're my every dream come true
    E
My life's growing stronger
   B
I can't wait much longer
     F#                   B
I'm falling in love with you
 
[Instrumental]
/ B / B / B / B / B / F# / F# / B / B / B / B / B / B /
/ F#7 / F#7 / B / B /
 
B
Slowly but surely I'm falling in love
     F#                   B
I'm falling in love with you
 
Slowly but surely you're winning my heart
     F#                      B
And you're winning my heart too
 
        E
You're just what I wanted
        B
You're just what I needed
       F#7                  B
You're my every dream come true
    E
My life's growing stronger
   B
I can't wait much longer
     F#                   B
I'm falling in love with you
 
B        F#                   B
Yes I'm falling in love with you

17097. Slowly I'm Falling

Slowly I'm Falling   
Michael Cleveland & Flamekeeper

Verse 1:



Slowly I'm falling 
More in love with you
Slowly you're winning 
A heart that can be true
Now I can't hide my feelings
For it's so plain and true
Slowly I'm falling 
More in love with you

Verse 2:
More and more I need you 
And want you by my side
More and more I love you 
As each day passes by
No need to hide my feelings
For it's so plain and true
Slowly I'm falling 
More in love with you

Repeat Verse 2:
More and more I need you 
And want you by my side
More and more I love you 
As each day passes by
No need to hide my feelings
For it's so plain and true
Slowly I'm falling 
More in love with you

Tag: Slowly I'm falling 
More in love with you

17098. Slumber My Darling

Alison Krauss - Slumber My Darling 

Slumber, my darling, thy mother is near,
Guarding thy dreams from all terror and fear,
Sunlight has pass'd and the twilight has gone,
Slumber, my darling, the night's coming on.
Sweet visions attend thy sleep,
Fondest, dearest to me,
While others their revels keep,
I will watch over thee. 

Slumber, my darling, the birds are at rest,
The wandering dews by the flow'rs are caressed,
Slumber, my darling, I'll wrap thee up warm,
And pray that the angels will shield thee from harm. 

Slumber, my darling, till morn's blushing ray
Brings to the world the glad tidings of day;
Fill the dark void with thy dreamy delight--



Slumber, thy mother will guard thee tonight,
Thy pillow shall sacred be
From all outward alarms;
Thou, thou are the world to me
In thine innocent charms. 

Slumber, my darling, the birds are at rest,
The wandering dews by the flow'rs are caressed,
Slumber, my darling, I'll wrap thee up warm,
And pray that the angels will shield thee from harm

17099. Slumberin On The Cumberland - Chords

Slumberin On The Cumberland 
John Hartford
 
[Verse]
  A                                D
On the rock bluffs is high enough
     A                    E
Down below lock number two
       A                        D
Hanging trot lines out the window
              E        A
I'm making love to you
 
[Chorus]
  A
Oh my darling, Oh my darling, Oh my darling, Oh my darling
                                             D       E
Oh my darling, Oh my darling,  sweet Marie
          A                  D             A
We'll be slumberin' we'll be slumberin' On the Cumberland
  E                                      A
Down in Nashville, down in Nashville Tennessee
 
[Instrumental]
  A                           D
Bringing fire wood up the river banks
     A                      E
When the water is way down low
     A                 D
Build a fire a little higher
                    E           A
You come herw and warm your toes
 
[Chorus]
  A
Oh my darling, Oh my darling, Oh my darling, Oh my darling
                                             D       E
Oh my darling, Oh my darling,  sweet Marie
          A                  D             A
We'll be slumberin' we'll be slumberin' On the Cumberland



  E                                      A
Down in Nashville, down in Nashville Tennessee
 
[Instrumental]
   A                      D
When the morrow In the morning
       A                E
There's nothing much to see
       A                     D
We'll be slumberin' on the Cumberland
        E            A
Marie, just you and me
 
[Chorus]

17100. Smack Dab in the Middle

Smack Dab in the Middle

Pick me a town in any clime
Where people like a rockin time
And stay awake both day and night
Till everybody's feelin good an' right

Then throw me (smack dab in the middle)
I wanna be (smack dab in the middle)
Ahhhhh, smack dab in the middle, boys now
So I can rock and roll to satisfy my soul

Ten Cadillacs, a diamond mill
Ten suits of clothes to dress to kill
A ten room house, some Bar B Q
And fifty chicks not over twenty-two

Then throw me (smack dab in the middle)
Oh, I wanna be (smack dab in the middle)
Ahhhhh, now boys you can see why
I wanna be smack dab in the middle now
So I can rock and roll to satisfy my soul

One hundred beds with chorus girls
A street that's paved with natural pearls
A wagon load of bonds and stocks
Then open up the door at Fort Knox

Then throw me (smack dab in the middle)
I wanna be (smack dab in the middle)
Ahhhhh, now listen boys throw me
Smack dab in the middle right now
So Ray can rock and roll to satisfy his soul

That's all right!



A lot of bread and gangs of meat
Oodles of butter and somethin sweet
Gallons of coffee to wash it down
Bicarbonated soda by the pound

Then throw me (smack dab in the middle)
I picture it (smack dab in the middle)
Ah, throw me now, smack dab in the middle right now
So I can rock and roll to satisfy my soul

Alright!

17101. Small Exception Of Me

The Small Exception Of Me

Everybody knows you're leaving me for good
Everybody tells me now they knew you would
It's a well known secret I just couldn't see
And the whole world knew with a small exception of me

Everybody knows we cried our final tears
Everybody knows we wasted all these years
Long ago they said I'd have to set you free
And the whole world knew with a small exception of me

With a small exception of me the world is wise
With a small exception of me it's no surprise
So it's funny the way that I could be so blind
Funny when it's out of sight it's out of mind
Now the truth has known and it's plain enough to see
That the whole world knew with a small exception of me

17102. Small House

Yonder Mountain String Band
Small House

I live in a small house
Bought a hole in the wall
You can feel the snow fall
Another old fool
Can't get myself out

Living in a small house
I'm alive, I'm alone
At my microphone
Can't get out of here
Can't get myself gone



Got a mind, I'm gonna find
A crack to crawl through
One of many dragged around by the few
Forgive and forget
It ain't better yet
Living in a small house

Waking up a small house
It's only a test
The sirens out west
Hang my head out the window
It's all I'm allowed

Some say by air
Some say by sky
Another loss you can't metabolize
You wait in the door
You wonder what for
Living in a small house
Ain't a hole, ain't a soul
Ain't a crack to crawl through
One of many dragged around by the few
Forgive and forget
It ain't better yet
Living in a small house
Just living in a small house

17103. Small Town Hypocrite

Small Town Hypocrite (Remix)
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Hand me down dreams got me high in the rafters
Homecoming queen couldn't be an outsider
So there I'd sit, with a cigarette lit in a leather jacket
I found a boy who was a stranger too
In a one-horse town at a table for two
We had matching scars and matching tattoos, both dying to fit in
Ain't that some shit?
We're just small town hypocrites

[Verse 2]
And that scholarship was a ship that sailed
When I chose you and daddy gave me hell
I made myself into someone else just to love you, damn, I loved you
Took all my plans and I put 'em in a box
Phantom pains for the wings I lost
Had me circling rings in the catalogs
For seven years and you never got the hint
Ain't that some shit?
I'm just a small town hypocrite



[Chorus]
Swore we'd be running, running, running this town
But you're just running, running, running around
And I'm staring at a picket fence
Wonderin' where the hell time went
I should've been running, running, running by now
But I just hang around

[Verse 3]
Love shot me out like a rocket
Never to return, and man, I forgot it
How it feels to fall from orbit
And land on shifting sands
I found my heart at the bottom of a bucket
You said you needed space, and damnit, I bought it
'Til you moved in a vinyl-sided double-wide
With a couple of her kids
Ain't that some shit?
You're just a small town hypocrite

[Chorus]
Oh, swore we'd be running, running, running this town
But you're still running, running, running around
And I'm staring at a picket fence
Wonderin' where the hell time went
I should've been running, running, running by now
But I just hang around

[Outro]
Oh, now I bitch about how things turned and how they should've been
The bridges that I burned and the trains I didn't catch
Like a small town hypocrite
Just a small town hypocrite

17104. Small Town Romance

Richard Thompson - Small Town Romance 

Small town romance
Back seat for a bed
Nothings must be whispered
Rumors must be fed

Small town romance
Everyone knows your mind
They peep from faded curtains
They read your valentines

O you got to get away
O you got to get away
O you got to get away
O they can't stand love in a small town



They knew you when you were weaning
They knew you when you were grown
They think they know all about you
They'll never leave you alone

Small town romance
There's too many jealousies
Old maids with long gone lovers
Old flames with bad memories

O you better get away
O you better get away
O you better get away
O they can't stand love in a small town

Midnight packing and leaving
Note pinned upon the sheets
Tail lights off in the distance
A ride through the painted streets

O small town romance
They'd still break you if they could
They'd always say I told you so
She never was no good

See, she never loved him anyway
See, she never loved him anyway
See, she never loved him anyway
O you can't have love in a small town

See, she never loved him anyway
See, she never loved him anyway
See, she never loved him anyway
O you can't have love in a small town

17105. Small Town Southern Man

Alan Jackson - Small Town Southern Man 

"Small Town Southern Man"
Born the middle son of a farmer
And a small town Southern man
Like his daddy's daddy before him
Brought up workin' on the land
Fell in love with a small town woman
And they married up and settled down
Natural way of life if you're lucky
For a small town Southern man
First there came four pretty daughters
For this small town Southern man
Then a few years later came another
A boy, he wasn't planned



Seven people livin' all together
In a house built with his own hands
Little words with love and understandin'
From a small town Southern man
[Chorus:]
And he bowed his head to Jesus
And he stood for Uncle Sam
And he only loved one woman
(He) was always proud of what he had
He said his greatest contribution
Is the ones you leave behind
Raised on the ways and gentle kindness
Of a small town Southern man
(Raised on the ways and gentle kindness)
(Of a small town Southern man)
Callous hands told the story
For this small town Southern man
He gave it all to keep it all together
And keep his family on his land
Like his daddy, years wore out his body
Made it hard just to walk and stand
You can break the back
But you can't break the spirit
Of a small town Southern man
[Repeat Chorus]
Finally death came callin'
For this small town Southern man
He said it's alright 'cause I see angels
And they got me by the hand
Don't you cry, and don't you worry
I'm blessed, and I know I am
'Cause God has a place in Heaven
For a small town Southern man
[Repeat Chorus]

17106. Smiffys Glass Eye - Chords

Smiffys Glass Eye 
Richard & Linda Thompson
 
[Intro]
F      G F G F G
 
[Verse 1]
G            D           G                  C
Smiffy was a little boy, different from the rest
       G       D                 G            D
He had one eye pointing East and one pointing West
G          D           G              C
Ever since Tiny Murphy hit him with a sling
F               C         G
Smiffy with his glass eye glittering
 



 
[Verse 2]
E                           Am
Playing in the school yard, how the kids would marvel
     F                                  Bb            E
When Smiffy popped his glass'un out and used it for a marble
C             G             D
He was such a character the kids would sing
F               C         G           F
Smiffy with his glass eye glittering
 
 
[Verse 3]
G                D           G       C
Walking down the street when two big louts
         G          D              G        D
Come and tripped up Smiffy and his eye fell out
     G            D           G        C
They used it as a conker on a piece of string
F               C         G
Smiffy with his glass eye glittering
 
 
[Verse 4]
    E                      Am
The girls all laughed when Smiffy passed them by
     F                      Bb            E
They called him Cyclops, he only had one eye
  C            G              D
He never had a girl-friend or that sort of thing
F               C         G            Am
Smiffy with his glass eye glittering
 
 
[Bridge]
(*spoken*)
                                G
"Ooh, there's Smiffy coming tae the Infirmary
F
He's got a glass eye, ye ken"
                   D
"No ye're joking!", "How'd ye find oot?"
                                        F
"Och, it just came oot in conversation"
 
 
[Verse 5]
G              D            G         C
Smiffy used to dream of the Judgement Day
         G              D               G               D
When the flood came and carried all his school friends away
       G            D            G       C
He was lifted up to Heaven on an Angel's wing
F               C         G
Smiffy with his glass eye glittering
 
 



[Verse 6]
E                     Am
Nobody cried when his world fell apart
    F                     Bb     E
And poor Smiffy died of a broken heart
    C              G            D
You have to turn a blind eye to that sort of thing
F               C         G           F
Smiffy with his glass eye glittering
 
 
[Outro]
G  D  G  C  G  D  G  C  G  D  G  C  F  C  G
E   Am   F   Bb  E  C  G  D   F  C  G   F      G F G F G

17107. Smile

Smile

I call you up on the phone
I call you up get you on the line
I call you up on the phone
But I can't see you smile

I think of you when I'm gone
I think of you, honey, all the time
I think of you when I'm gone
But I can't see you smile

How the story ends, baby, I don't know
And what's to come, I can't say
And how the story ends, baby, I don't know
Maybe I'll stop travelling some day.

I count the days while we're apart
I count the days and I count the miles 
I count the days that we're apart
Until I can see you smile
I know that you feel just the same 

You wish that I wasn't gone so long
I write this down from so far away
Now I'm coming home 
I love you there's no doubt
Your picture is hung above my bed
I look at it as we're travelling around
But I wish I were holding you instead

Well it's a long and windy road
Our love is strong and the future's bright
It's a long and windy road
Until we reach the light
I know things are going to be all right



Because you're in my dreams when I sleep at night
You turn around and you look at me
And I can see you smile

I can see you smile (repeats)

17108. Smilin' Must Mean Something - Chords

Smilin' Must Mean Something 
The Hackensaw Boys
 
[Intro]
C       F       C       F       C       F       C       F
C       F       C       F       C       F       C       F
 
[Verse]
C    F        C         F
Today I had a close one
C    F         C     F
Today I saw it clear
C    F        C         F
Today I had a close one
C    F           C    F
today I sensed a tear
      C  F          C   F
Yesterday I walked alone
      C  F            C    F
Yesterday I walked in fear
      C  F          C    F
Yesterday I walked alone
      C  F           C    F
Yesterday I sensed a tear
      C  F           C    F
Yesterday I sensed a tear
 
 
[Bridge]
Am             C
I can feel you looking
Am         C
I know you are
Dm                 F
I can't say what's best now
 
[Chorus]
       C  F              C         F
But my smilin' must mean something
   C  F              C         F
My smilin' must mean something
 
[Instrmental]
C       F       C       F       C       F       C       F
 



[Verse]
    C    F          C    F
You tried to hold a hand
    C    F           C    F
you tried to make it work
    C    F              C         F
You tried to hold on to something
         C     F              C       F
all that trying just left you hurting
         C     F              C       F
all that trying just left you hurting
         C     F              C       F
all that trying just left you hurting
 
[Bridge]
Am             C
I can feel you looking
Am         C
I know you are
Dm                 F
I can't say what's best now
 
[Chorus]
         C  F              C         F
But your smilin' must mean something
     C  F              C         F
Your smilin' must mean something
     C  F              C         F
Your smilin' must mean something
C  F              C         F
Smilin' must mean something
     C
your Smilin' must mean something
 
Smilin' must mean something
C  F             C         F
Smilin' must mean something
C  F              C         F
Smilin' must mean something
 
[Instrumental]
Dm      F       C

17109. Smilin' Song

Smilin' Song (featuring Michael McDonald) - Vince Gill

(feat. Michael McDonald) 

I've done some things that I hadn't oughta 
Like coming home late with the preacher's daughter 
I'd hit the back door seeing double 
My ol' man waiting with a fistful of trouble 



Sometimes you lose, sometimes you're a winner 
Talk about love I ain't no beginner 
I'm a sucker for a juke joint jumpin' 
I never stop chasin' the scent of a woman 

(Chorus) 
It's just the way that I've always been 
Knock me down, I'm coming back again 
I just sing, been there , done that 
I come up smilin' song 

I've been on top and I've hit the bottom 
Tlak about hard times Lord, I've got 'em 
Just keep runnin' and go full throttle 
There ain't no answer in the bottom of a bottle 

Repeat Chorus twice

17110. Smithsonian

The Avett Brothers - Smithsonian 

Call the Smithsonian I made a discovery
Life ain't forever and lunch isn't free
Loved ones will break your heart with or without you
Turns out we don't get to know everything

Get the young scientists, tell them "come quick"
I must be the first man that's ever seen this
Lines on my face, my teeth are not white
My eyes do not work and my legs don't move right

Chorus

I wonder if Romeo ever got scared
Taken but shaken, unprepared
Under the balcony, under the trees
Fully unknowing of where this would lead
What if we marry or give up the ghost?
Or we abandon those we love most?
What if you carry me and lay me down
Once you get used to me being around?

Chorus

My bedroom's an office, my kitchen's a car
My life is a joke, my bathroom's a bar
I go there a lot, more than I should
I know I should stop but it feels too damn good

Chorus



17111. Smoke Along The Track

Emmylou Harris - Smoke Along The Track
(Alan Rose)

One day the train was passin' 
I caught it comin' by 
To look this old world over under God's blue sky 
My darlin' stood there weepin' as I was looking back 
I kissed my baby cryin' in the smoke along the track 

Goodbye so long until I come back home 
You'll be my dream 
Goodbye so long, there's lots of places that I've never seen 
I'll always be a drifter but I'll be driftin' back 
To where I left you cryin' in the smoke along the track 

I like to keep on goin' it helps me when I'm blue 
I get the urge to travel that's all I want to do 
I just can't settle down because I like to roam 
And when I hear that whistle blow I've gotta move along 

Goodbye so long there's something down the track keeps callin' me 
Goodbye so long I guess that's just the way I'll always be 
So when I get that feelin' don't try to hold me back 
I'd only leave you crying in that smoke along the track 

I know my baby loves me I love my baby too 
But he don't understand me when I'm feelin' blue 
And when I hear that whistle blow, I hurry home and pack 
And leave my baby cryin' in the smoke along the track. 

Goodbye, so long, I hate to leave you, but I've got to go 
Goodbye, so long, It's coming down just hear that whistle blow 
It'll be here in a minute, you'll wave and I'll look back 
I'm gonna leave you cryin' in the smoke along the track. 

Goodbye so long until I come back home 
You'll be my dream 
Goodbye so long, there's lots of places that I've never seen 
I'll always be a drifter but I'll be driftin' back 
To where I left you cryin' in the smoke along the track 
To where I left you cryin' in the smoke along the track

17112. Smoke And Mirrors

Brett Dennen - Smoke and Mirrors

I know what you're thinking



You're thinking about leaving, yeah
You're thinking about leaving
You wonder what you're missing
You don't see me, yeah you're looking right through me
And please, be wise, it's easy to be fooled by your own eyes baby, your eyes
Don't let smoke and mirrors make it crowded
The truth you cannot see is hard to find
If you think you're better off without me
Remember what we have before you leave it all behind
Love is blind when it's new-your eyes play tricks on you
Yeah, your heart plays tricks on you
Soon, your dream gets played out
Baby it's real now, yeah it's real now, the pain we show
Think about how much it makes me hurt baby, be sure
Don't let smoke and mirrors make it crowded
The truth you cannot see is hard to find
If you think you're better off without me
Remember what we have before you leave it all behind

17113. Smoke In Our Lights

The Avett Brothers - Smoke In Our Lights (Live) 

You're not a girl, you're a town
You're snow on the ground
You're my first year in school
You're the words in a song that Hoon sang to me
And all around my memories, you dance

You're not a girl, you're a car
You're a red Trans Am
You're 90 miles an hour
We never get caught cause there's no cops around
And no roads like this, downtown

Why'd we have to change
It all seems so fine
We'll go our own ways
We're both asking
Why'd we have to change
It all seems so fine
We'll go our own ways
We're both asking, why

You're not a girl, you're the night of the homecoming game
You're the voice in my head
Just begging me to stay
You're the smoke in our lights as we sped away
To catch the moonlight on the graves

You're not a girl, you're a waltz
You're a canopy bed
You're June to August



You're the back and forth sway of the hammock all day
When I asked you what did you say?

Why'd we have to change
It all seems so fine
We'll go our own ways
We're both asking
Why'd we have to change
It all seems so fine
We'll go our own ways
We're both asking, why

17114. Smoke On The Water - Chords

Smoke On The Water
Recorded by: Bob Wills w/vocal by Tommy Duncan
Written by: Nunn and Clements
 
[1] There will be a Sad Day Comin'
For the Foes of all Mankind
They must Answer to the People
And it's [2] Troubling their [5] Mind
Ever-[1]-body who must Fear Them
Will Rejoice on that Great Day
When the Powers of Dictators
Shall be [2-7] Taken [5] all A-[1] way

CHORUS
[1] There'll be Smoke On The Water
On the Land and the Sea
When Our Army and Navy over-[2]-take the En-e-[1]-my
There'll be [1] Smoke on the Mountain
Where the Heathen Gods Stay
And the Sun that is Shinin'
Will go [2-7] Down [5] on that [1] Day.

Hirohito 'long with Hitler
Will be Ridin' on a Rail
Mussolini'll Beg for mercy
As a Leader he has Failed
There's be no Time for Pity
When the Screamin' Eagle Flies
That will be the End of Axis
They must Answer with their Lives

CHORUS

17115. Smoke Ring Halo - Chords



Smoke Ring Halo 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
C F C G
 
[Verse 1]
                                    C    C F C G
Bet your heart was an ice cube last night
   G                       C      C F C G
Just chillin' your whiskey blood
 G            E              Am          Am/G
Puttin' your mind way outta sight, And that's okay
 F                       C         G               C    C F C G
Cuz you got a smoke ring halo that just won't blow away
 
 
[Verse 2]
                                C      C F C G
And I heard today that you have to go
                                 C   C F C G
And I guess we all get carried away
 G             E                 Am             Am7/G
You're just a Saint with a cigarette jones, and that's okay
F                        C          G               C
Cuz you got a smoke ring halo that just won't blow away
 
 
[Chorus]
   C7                 Cdim7
And you deserve better, and that's all I know
C                            G             F                   C
And I just hope they get it right in that place that you're going
  C7                  Cdim7
You used to be covered in a circle of gold
C                        G              F            C  C F C G
Won't you let some angel blow away your smoke ring halo
 
 
[Verse 3]
                                    C    C F C G
We are gonna miss you blowing your horn
                           C      C F C G
And showing us your busted heart
                E               Am            Am7/G
You'd blow so hard your lips are torn, and that's a way
    F                    C         G                C   C F C G
Cuz you got a smoke ring halo that just won't blow away
 
 
[Verse 4]
                                    C    C F C G
And we all got things that we can't help
                                         C         C F C G
But you always had to take a bullet for a stranger
G        E                  Am                 Am7/G
I heard today you took one for yourself, and that's okay
F                         C   G C



Cuz you got a smoke ring halo
F                     C    G C
You got a smoke ring halo,
F                    C    G C
You got a smoke ring halo
       F                    C          G                C
Yeah - you got a smoke ring halo, That just won't blow away

17116. Smoke Shovelling Song

The Incredible String Band - Smoke Shovelling Song 

Last winter blew so cold no lies
And my fire smoke would not rise
Soon as the smoke would tried to depart
It'd be froze up harder than a landlord's heart

I called up the police yes and they came around
Three days later and very brought down
Sergeant he gave me this hysterical croak says
"What do you think you have going here, some kind of joke?"
Of course I wasn't laughing

He says, "You're causing us officers so much grief
Why don't you give us some relief?
Why don't you call the fire brigade?
Or maybe why don't you try shovelling
The smoke up the chimney with a spade"

I borrowed a spade from the woman next door
And I broke up the smoke that remained on the floor
I was shovelling away
'Till the closing day singing a smoke-shovelling song

After working so hard I went out to my yard
And I looked up to my chimney so long
There was nothing to see there
Just a thousand foot high, way into the sky
Was a pillar of smoke full of song

There was an airplane stuck in it
But I didn't notice at first
It was so cunningly disguised as a dragon

Come the summer at last, though it was rainy and fast
The pillar it melted away
Now the airplane fell with a big smoky smell
And echoing around all over the town
Was the words of the smoke shovelling song

Any anyone telling a bigger story
Would have to be telling a lie
And anyone think a bigger one up



Have to be very high

17117. Smoke, Smoke, Smoke

Doc Watson & Merle Watson 
Smoke, Smoke, Smoke

I'm a guy with a heart of gold
The ways of a gentleman I've been told
The kind of guy who'd never harm a flea

Me and a certain character met
Man who invented the cigarette
I'd murder that son of a gun in first degree

It ain't 'cause I don't smoke myself
And I don't figure it'll ruin my health
I've been smoking 'em all my life, ain't dead yet

But nicotine slaves are all the same
And pettin', party or a poker game
Every thing's gotta stop while I smoke that cigarette

Smoke, smoke, smoke that cigarette
Puff, puff, puff and if you puff yourself to death
Tell Saint Peter at the golden gate
Lord, you hate to make him wait
You just gotta have another cigarette

Game of chance, the other night
Old dame fortune was doing me right
The Kings and Queens kept on coming round

Now I drew a full, abetted high
My bluff didn't work on a certain guy
Kept on betting, layin' his money down

He'd raise me and I'd raise him
Sweated blood, you gotta sink or swim
Finally called, then didn't raise the bet

I said, "Aces full, pal, how 'bout you?"
He said, "I'll tell you in a minute or two
Right now I'm gonna light up another cigarette"

Smoke, smoke, smoke that cigarette
Puff, puff, puff and if you puff yourself to death
Tell Saint Peter at the golden gate
Oh, Lord, you hate to make him wait
You just gotta have another cigarette

The other night, I had a date
With the cutest girl in the forty-eight states



Regular fancy kinda dame

Said she loved me, seemed to me
Things going the way it is supposed to be
Hand in hand, we was strolling down Lover's Lane

She's, oh, so far from a keg of ice
Our pettin' party was going nice
So help me, Hannah, I haven't been there yet

But I gave her a kiss, gave her a squeeze
She said, "Cody, excuse me please
But could I palm one of your cigarettes?"

Smoke, smoke, smoke that cigarette
Puff, puff, puff and if you puff yourself to death
Tell Saint Peter at the golden gate
Now Lord, hate to make him wait
But you just gotta have another cigarette

17118. Smokestack

Smokestack
Kitchen Dwellers - Smokestack

I'm a smokestack, with no looking back
A regretful path I've left behind
The only seat left in the whole damn county
Was a stool to forget the time
Now I'll lay it on the line
I'm a howling wind, I'm a jumping jack
Packed my bag and hit the road
Never again will I fall so easy
With some steam down in the hole
And a boiler full of coal
Don't stop now, you got me runnin'
I'm just getting started
After all these miles we've roamed
Such a long, long way to go
Let me take you home
I'm a sturgeon moon, I'm rising line
Fight my pride, like it's a sin
The day is long, and my heart is knockin'
And the world is starting to spin
And the current's kicking in
Don't stop now, you got me runnin'
I'm just getting started
After all these miles we've roamed
Such a long, long way to go
Let me take you home
Now I'm standing on the edge
Not knowing what come next
There may be a fork in the road



Nothin' can stop these wheels from rolling
Quench this thirst for loving my dear
Take me to the river and wash me clean
Did I, did I, did I, did I hear your footsteps down the stairs?
Yeah, your footsteps down the stairs?

17119. Smokey Mountain Blue

Smokey Mountain Blue
Author: Barry E Ross

The cold wind is blowing through the valley
leaves are gone from the tree's
That blue moon that shines on
our little cabin home 
is just a reminder to me
I see the little church where we were married
your mother and dad are resting there
on the hill stands the home
that we lived in
stars are so bright and so fair
Chorus
Smokey mountain blue 
Memories of you
Blue ridge mountains rising to the sky
Here's where I want to be
But you're not here with me
and it makes me 
Smoking Mountain Blue
I miss you darling in the spring time
gone is the summer and the fall
the cold wind makes me so lonely
winter's when I miss
you most of all
Repeat Chorus
Repeat

17120. Smokin Grass - Chords

Smokin Grass 
Bill Yates

[Verse]
     G
Well my cousin Joe had a five string banjo
                      D            G
And me I had this ole flat top gui tar
We stayed up all night just a pickin' and a grinnin'
                   D        G



We liked our music fast and hot
 
          C
We played smokin' grass any place they'd let us
G                    D        G
Smokin' grass out be hind the barn
C
Smokin' grass is our worst habit
     G              D       G
Yeah we got high on smokin' grass
 
     G
When mama said, boys it's time to do your homework
                              D    G
Said, mom you've got that exa ctly right
We played all night just to get the sound perfected
                                D            G
Old Lester and Earl would be pr oud of us to night
 
          C
We played smokin' grass any place they'd let us
G                    D        G
Smokin' grass out be hind the barn
C
Smokin' grass is our worst habit
     G              D       G
Yeah we got high on smokin' grass
 
    G
One day we got a call said boys you've made the bigtime
                              D    G
They want you to play on that Opry stage
We stood there and played and the crowd went crazy
                           D        G
Our homegrown grass had be come the rage
 
          C
We played smokin' grass down at the Grand Ole Opry
G                   D        G
Smokin' grass up at Carnegie Hall
C
Smokin' grass was our worst habit
        G                        D       G
Now the whole world gets high on smokin' grass
 
          C
We played smokin' grass any place they'd let us
G                    D        G
Smokin' grass out be hind the barn
C
Smokin' grass is our worst habit
        G                        D       G
Now the whole world gets high on smokin' grass
 
        G                              G
Yeah we get high on (No Chord) smokin' grass



17121. Smokin' And Drinkin'

Little Big Town - Smokin' and Drinkin'

[Verse 1]
It was one of those times what a real good time felt like a long time ago
It was one of those fires that burned all night and made your blue jeans smell like smoke
Hanging with friends, going against our upbringing, smokin' and drinkin'
It was one of those girls and one of those guys who didn't know quite what to do
We were going along with what was going on saying I think I love you
And I think about us now every time that I go out, smokin' and drinkin'

[Chorus]
Smokin' and drinkin' on the weekend like we did back in the day
Smokin' and drinkin' gotcha' thinkin about the one that got away
So here's to all those nights all we felt was life, smokin' and drinkin'

[Verse 2]
We be lighting up saying this town sucks so we painted on the bridge
We were young in love to not know enough that those were the days that we were going to m
iss
But damn we know it now cause that's all we talk about, smokin' and drinkin'

[Chorus]
Smokin' and drinkin' on the weekend like we did back in the day
Smokin' and drinkin' gotcha' thinkin about the one that got away
So here's to all those nights all we felt was life, smokin' and drinkin'
Smokin' and drinkin' on the weekend like we did back in the day
Smokin' and drinkin' gotcha' thinkin about the one that got away
So here's to all those nights all we felt was life, smokin' and drinkin'

[Bridge]
Smokin' and drinkin' on the weekend like we did back in the day
Smokin' and drinkin' got cha thinkin about the one that got away
So here's to all those nights when all we felt was life, smokin' and drinkin'
Woah woah woah woah woah woah woah woah woah
Smokin' and drinkin'
Woah woah woah woah woah woah woah woah woah
Smokin' and drinkin'

17122. Smoky Lonesome

Smoky Lonesome
Jeannie Kendall

Lovers dancing sweet romancing
Oh they come to her me sing your songs again
Inside I'²m crying, out side I'm lying



But there a tear in my waltz so why pretend

Tonight I'²m lonesome smokey lonesome
Lost in a fog of glory days
Your right beside me but all the crowd sees
Is cloud of smokey lonesome over me

Midnight folly someones calling
A shadow stands beneath the neon light
The band is breaking
But I'm still aching to pour out my heart for you
One more time

Tonight I'm lonesome smokey lonesome
Lost in a fog of glory days
Your right beside me but all the crowd sees
Is cloud of smokey lonesome over me

Your right beside me, but all the crowd sees
Is cloud of smokey lonesome over me

17123. Smoky Mountain Christmas - Chords

Smoky Mountain Christmas
Written and recorded by Dolly Parton

C                                F
I'm dreaming of a Smoky Mountain Christmas
     G7                                                      C
With the kids around the fireplace stringing popcorn for the tree
                                 F
I'm dreaming of a Smoky Mountain Christmas
     G7
With nothing much that money buys but everything worth while in life
                             C
Dreamin' of a Smoky Mountain Christmas

                                       F
You can take the girl from the country I have heard 'em say
           G7                              C
But you'll never take the country from the girl
                                   F
And me I've been a rambler for the better part of life
       G7                            C
But no matter where I ramble in this world

                                 F
I keep dreamin' of a cabin in my Smoky Mountain home
G7                             C
Rememberin' my life there as a child
                                    F
Just as free as the butterflies the hummingbirds 
            G7



And bees as different as the snowflakes on the windows of my life

Repeat #1 x2

17124. Smoky Mountain Memories

Larry Sparks - Smoky Mountain Memories
Dolly Parton

You ought to go north somebody told us 
Cause the air is filled with gold dust 
And fortune falls like snow flakes in your hands 
Now I don't recall who said it 
But we'd lived so long on credit 
And so we headed out to find our promised land 

Just poor Smoky Mountains farm folk 
With nothing more than high hopes 
So we hitched our station wagon to a star 
But our dreams all fell in on us 
Cause there was no land of promise 
Though it's a stuggle just keepin' sight of who you are 

Oh and these northern nights are dreary 
And my southern heart is weary 
As I wonder how the old folks are back home 
But I know that they all love me 
And they're all thinking of me 
The Smoky Mountains memories keep me strong 

You know I've been thinkin' a whole lot lately 
About what's been and what awaits me 
It takes all I've got to give what life demands 
You go insane if you give in to it 
Life's a mill and I've been through it 
I'm just thankful I'm creative with my hands 

Oh and these northern nights they're dreary 
And my southern eyes are teary 
As I wonder how the old folks are back home 
But I'll keep leanin' on my Jesus 
He'll love and guide and lead us 
The Smoky Mountains memories keep me strong 

If I'll keep looking to the father 
Keep our heads above the water 
While the Smoky Mountains memories keep me strong



17125. Smooth & Groovy

Smooth & Groovy
Lindsay Lou - Smooth & Groovy

Well your record player's broken down in disrepair
You said your record player's broken down in disrepair
Sister swing it smooth and groovy like that broken wreck ain't there
And just keep things on the smooth and groovy
When your world won't stop moving
And when your flame ceases burning
Just keep things on the smooth and groovy
Well the sun don't shine on a dark and a cloudy day
You said the sun don't shine on a dark and a cloudy day
Be my sunshine baby and drive those clouds away
And just keep things on the smooth and groovy
When your world won't stop moving
And when your flame ceases burning
Just keep things on the smooth and groovy
Well you've got the trouble on your mind and you're w-worrying all the time
You've got the trouble on your mind and you're w-worrying all the time
You gotta keep it smooth an groovy and soon you'll be feeling fine
And just keep things on the smooth and groovy
When your world won't stop moving
And when your flame ceases burning
Just keep things on the smooth and groovy
And when your flame ceases burning
Just keep things on the smooth and groovy
And just keep things on the smooth and groovy
When your world won't stop moving
And when your world ceases burning
Just keep things on the smooth and groovy

17126. Smuggler Union

Smuggler Union (Kyle Shelstad & Shawn Swain)
Kitchen Dwellers

It's hard running for
This outlaw of mine.
Daybreak
And heaven fine.

Oh my mother's worried,
Oh my father cries.
And I'm there breathing
By your side, tonight.

South to Colorado,
In the hell we ride.
And I'm there breathing
By your side, tonight.
Tonight.



Been a few weeks now,
Since they blocked
The door to the mine.
Gattling gun, thirteen grand high.

Take me back to Brooklyn,
For my family's proud.
And I'm there breathing
By your side, tonight.

South to Colorado,
In the hell we ride.
And I'm there breathing
By your side, tonight.
Tonight.

St. Vincent John said,
"It's not time to fight."
Lay down your weapons,
Stand straight line.

Oh my words rang out like,
Bullets in the night.
And I'm there breathing
By your side, tonight.

South to Colorado,
In the hell we ride.
And I'm there breathing
By your side, tonight.
Tonight.

All the world's run dry,
There ain't much left to pight.
Pray to the mother,
For one more night.

Over from Ouray,
Into Telluride.
And we're on the mountainside
Tonight, for a fight.

South to Colorado,
In the hell we ride.
And I'm there breathing
By your side, tonight.
Tonight.

17127. Snake In The House

Snake in the House
The Del McCoury Band



The door stood wide open
He knew there was something wrong
He ran through the house
And found that she was gone
It looked like a Texas twister
Had cut a path thru there
He found these words in lipstick
On the bathroom mirror
There's a snake in the house
And he's been shedding skin
Leaving behind
Signs of where he's been
Now I'm telling you
If it's the last thing that you do
There's a snake in the house
Get it out
Now right below these words
Piled up in the sink
He saw his shirt with lipstick on it
A color cheating pink
And a bill from a room
That he signed Mr. Smith
But the way he signed the dotted line
Is something that she couldn t miss
There's a snake in the house
And he's been Shedding skins
Leaving behind signs of where he's been
Now I'm telling you
If it's the last thing that you do
There's a snake in the house
Get it out
Ain t no way around it
It's the poison
Just one bite
Will kill true love very time
There's a snake in the house a
And he's been shedding skin
Leaving behind
Signs of where he's been
Now I'm telling you
Make this the last thing that you do
And before I get back
Get out

17128. Snake Man Pt2 - Chords

Snake Man Pt2 
The Dead South

[Intro]
Em x 2
 



C   B7   Em
 
Em x 2
 
C   B7   Em
 
Em x 4
 
[Verse 1]
 
Em             G                D
Do you see the snake slithering in
D                 Em
look at his dirty grin
D                        Em
He says I'll show you the world
D                       Em
Look at all them pretty girls
 
Em               G                D
Take this bag of cash You give me half
D                 Em
and I'll keep the rest
D                 Em
Shake my hand you fool
D                  Em
Here, there are no rules
 
 
[Chorus]
G            A                Em
Just take my hand no bullshit attached
G                B7
Cause I've got a secret plan
        Em
I'm the snake man
 
Em x 2
 
C   B7   Em
 
Em x 4
 
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
Em             G                       D
You don't even know it I'm eating you slowly
D               Em
I want all your gold
D               Em
I'm eating you hole
D                 Em
Slither into your soul
 
Em           G                    D



This deal we made Will curve your spine
D         Em
A Cerevus slimmy kind
D             Em
I wanted your gold
D                       Em
Instead I'll steal your mind
 
 
[Chorus]
G            A                Em
Just take my hand no bullshit attached
G          B7
I've got a secret plan
         Em
I'm the snake man
 
Em x 2
 
C   B7   Em
 
[Outro Build]
 
G  A  Em
G  A  Em
G  A  Em
G  A  Em
 
 
[Outro]
 
Em            G
We're getting tired
                    D
Of putting out this fire
                  Em
You've started my friend
                 G
You've burned us good but
      D                       Em
We understood you got nothing In the end
 
Em            G
We're getting tired
                    D
Of putting out this fire
                  Em
You've started my friend
                 G
You've burned us good but
      D                       Em
We understood you got nothing In the end
 
G             A             Em
Oh snake man, Oh snake man, we're coming for you
G             A             Em
Oh snake man, Oh snake man, we're coming for you



G             A             Em
Oh snake man, Oh snake man, we're coming for you
 
G             B7           Em Slow Pick Down
Oh snake man, what did you doooooooooo

17129. Snake Oil

Steve Earle - Snake Oil

One
Two
Three
Four
Pass me that can o' oil there
Oh, I like that echo
It goes right through my head, just like it
I had that happen once but
It's chemically induced
One, two
One, two, three, four
Ladies and gentlemen, attention please
Come in close so everyone can see
I got a tale to tell, a listen don't cost a dime
If you believe that, we're going to get along just fine
Now I've been travelin' all around
I heard trouble's come to your town
I got a little somethin'
Guaranteed to ease your mind
It's called Snake Oil, y'all
It's been around for a long, long time
Well, your crops will burn, if it don't rain soon
Ain't seen a drop since the tenth of June
Well, I can open up the sky
People have no fear
If you ain't impressed yet
Tell me what you want to hear
Well, you lost your farm so you moved to town
You get a job, they shut the factory down
Now you sit around all day long feeling sad and blue
You need Snake Oil, y'all
To tell you what I'm going to do

17130. Snake Oil - Chords

Snake Oil
Steve Earl - Snake Oil

A



Ladies and gentlemen, attention please
A
Come in close so everyone can see 
        D                                   A 
I got a tale to tell, a listen don't cost a dime 
           E                                       A
And if you believe that we're gonna get along just fine   

    A
Now I've been travelin' all around 
A
I heard trouble's come to your town 
     D                                              A
I've got a little somethin' guaranteed to ease your mind 
          E                                                  A  
It's call Snake Oil y'all, it's been around for a long, long time   

Kick in distortion:
Say, your crops'll burn if it don't rain soon 
Ain't seen a drop since the tenth of June 
Well I can open up the sky, people have no fear 
If you ain't impressed yet, just tell me what you wanna hear   

Well you lost your farm so you moved to town 
You get a job, they shut the factory down 
Now you sit around all day long feelin' sad and blue 
You need Snake Oil y'all, tell you what I'm gonna do

      D                                A
I can heal the sick and I can mend the lame 
        D                                   E
And the blind shall see again, it's all the same   

Well ain't your President good to you 
Knocked 'em dead in Libya, Grenada too 
Now he's taking his show a little further down the line 
'Tween me and him people, you're gonna get along just fine

17131. Snake River

Snake River
Sierra Ferrell

Well I woke up this morning, sun was shining bright
I had a feeling things would' be' alright
And so I' walked to the store and I' bought a little booze
And I couldn't keep my mind from thinking 'bout you
And all the, snake river wine
Snake river divine
Snake river wine

I gotta get back up on my feet again
I need to go out, and find new friends



Well I like dancing
Like playing in the sand
But missing you it ain't no fun

Snake river wine
Snake river divine
Snake river till the end of time

Standing on the street
Where I'll be singing out loud
I'm screaming out loud

But I've got
Snake river wine
Snake river's divine
Snake river wine

17132. Snake Song

Emmylou Harris - Snake Song

You can't hold me
I'm too slippery
I do no sleepin'
I get lonely

You can touch me
If you want to
I got poison
I just might bite you

Lie in circles
On the sunlight
Shine like diamonds
On a dark night

Ain't no mercy
In my smilin'
Only fangs and
Sweet beguiling

Future, he don't
Try to find me
Skin I been through
Dies behind me

Solid hollow
Wrapped in hatred
Not a drop of
Venom wasted

You can slip in
Try to find me



Hold your breath and
Flat deny me

It makes no difference
To my thinkin'
I'll be here when
You start sinkin'

17133. Snap A Finger Jesus - Chords

Snap A Finger Jesus 
Ralph Stanley
 
[Intro]
 
E/---------/-----------/-----------/------------------------/-----------/---------/----------/-------------/
B/---------/-----------/---------0-/------------------------/-3-3-------/---------/----------/-------------/
G/-------0-/-2-0-------/-----0-2---/-0-2-2-0-2-0-4-2-0-2--0-/-----4-2-0-/-2-0---0-/-0----0-0-/-2-0-4-0-
2-0-/
D/-0-0-2---/-----2-0---/-0-2-------/------------------------/-----------/-----2---/---0-2----/-------------/
A/---------/---------2-/-----------/------------------------/-----------/---------/----------/-------------/
E/---------/-----------/-----------/------------------------/-----------/---------/----------/-------------/
 
 
[Verse 1]
G           G            G             G
This little church house hidden in the Pines
D        D          G       G
Has seen many saved in it's time
G           G         C      C
It's been a haven for me and mine
G        G                 D    G
But they passed on and I'm left behind
 
[Chorus]
G      G                G       G
Snap a finger Jesus and call me home
D        D         G    G
My loved ones have gone on
G       G       C         C
I can't sing to many more songs
G             G         D       G
Snap a finger Jesus and take me home
 
[Verse 2]
G          G         G     G
The family graveyard is so fine
D        D           G        G
There my parents and children lie
G       G      C     C
And for them I daily cry
G        G            D     G
Oh how I long for the day I die



 
[Chorus]
G      G                G       G
Snap a finger Jesus and call me home
D        D         G    G
My loved ones have gone on
G       G       C         C
I can't sing to many more songs
G             G         D       G
Snap a finger Jesus and take me home
 
[Verse 3]
G              G      G        G
Preacher say a Prayer just for me
D       D           G     G
Help me prepare for eternity
G            G       C         C
Pray that my journey soon will be
G         G             D           G
Give me a vision of the heaven I'll see
 
[Chorus]
G      G                G       G
Snap a finger Jesus and call me home
D        D         G    G
My loved ones have gone on
G       G       C         C
I can't sing to many more songs
G             G         D       G
Snap a finger Jesus and take me home
 
[Verse 4]
G        G                G        G
From the pulpit where the reverand stands
D          D             G      G
I've heard all about the mighty men
G           G        C   C
Who gave us all with His command
G          G           D       G
Gives us a home in the promise land
 
[Chorus]
G      G                G       G
Snap a finger Jesus and call me home
D        D         G    G
My loved ones have gone on
G       G       C         C
I can't sing to many more songs
G             G         D       G
Snap a finger Jesus and take me home

17134. Sneakin' Around



Dolly Parton - Sneakin' Around 
(Dolly Parton)

I like fancy, frilly things
High heeled shoes and diamond rings
Rag time bands and western swingin'
Sneakin' around with you
Well I like beer and rodeos
Detective books and dominos
Football games and Cheerios
And sneakin' around with you
Chorus:
Sneakin' around with you
Goin' around or two
Doin' what lovers do
Whenever they're sneakin' around
I like lots of cash on hand
And dirty jokes about the fuller-brush man
I like stuff I understand
Like sneakin' around with you
You know, I like a thrill that has no strings
Friendship that don't ever change
And laughter from the joy of things
And sneakin' around with you
Repeat Chorus
I like drive-in picture shows
Kissin' long and lovin' slow
Secret places lovers go
Whenever they're sneakin' around
Ooh I like the crazy things we try
And the sexy things we fantasise
Just makin' out in the broad day light
And sneakin' around with you
2nd Chorus:
Sneakin' around with you
Keepin' it all brand new
Gettin' the best of you
Whenever we're sneakin' around
Sneakin' around, that's all
I'm gonna lay down the law
Watchin' her rise and fall
An' lovin' our sneakin' around
We're just sneakin' around
Aw, we're just sneakin'

17135. Sneakin' Sally Thru the Alley

Sneakin' Sally Thru the Alley
Robert Palmer - Sam Bush Band

Sneakin' sally through the alley
Trying to keep her out of sight
Sneakin' sally through the alley
When up pops the wife



I said, ah I can't find nothing wrong with being friends cos sometimes
She lets me use the car
She said if you can't find nothing wrong with your mind
You'd better, you'd better find something wrong with her, her
So I began to try to explain that it just wasn't, just wasn't what she thought oh
I'd better find something to do with my time
The fact is oh I've just been caught

Sneakin' sally through the alley
Trying to get away clean
Sneakin' sally through the alley
Oh, when up pops the queen

Trying to double talk, get myself in trouble talk, catching myself in lies
Catching myself in lies
Mama just looked at me as if I was, ah, crazy
And didn't even bat an eye
So I began to try to explain, that it just wasn't, just wasn't what she thought oh
I'd better find something to do with my time
The fact is aaaah just been caught,
Sneakin' sally through the alley
Just been caught,
Oh, oh, Sneakin, sneakin, sneakin,

Sneakin' sally through the alley
Sneakin' sally through the alley
Trying to get away clean
Sneakin' sally through the alley with sally
Oh, when up pops the queen

Sneakin' sally through the alley with sally
Sneakin' sally through the alley with sally

17136. Sneaky Boy

Richard Thompson
Sneaky Boy

[Verse 1]
Sneaky boy, sneaky boy
Thought you were one of us
One of our gang
Sneaky boy, sneaky boy
The mole in the tunnel
The canary who sang
While we sad chums
Just scratched our bums
Your heels were pacing
While we dropped blues
And took a snooze
Your mind was racing
Such a sneaky boy, sneaky boy



[Verse 2]
Oh sneaky boy, sneaky boy
Your teeth and your t-shirt
Were always too clean
Sneaky boy, sneaky boy
They're writing your name
Down in the latrine, boy
And just who chose
Your rebel clothes
Was it your mummy?
We never knew
The side of you
Behind the dummy
Such a sneaky boy, ah sneaky boy
[Bridge]
Spleen of Mammon, spleen of Midas
Now you scold us, now you chide us
Mammon lung and Midas liver
Now you sell us down the river

[Verse 3]
You had your look
Right out the book
Of weekend poses
Now we bankrupt
And self-destruct
You smell of roses
Such a sneaky boy, such a sneaky boy
Sneaky boy, sneaky boy
Oh sneaky boy, sneaky boy, yeah yeah yeah

17137. Sneaky Snake

Tom T Hall - Sneaky Snake

[Verse 1]
Boys and girls take warning if you go near the lake
Keep your eyes wide open and look for sneaky snake
Now maybe you won't see him, and maybe you won't hear
But he'll sneak up behind you and drink all your root beer

[Chorus]
And then sneaky snake goes dancin', wigglin' and a-hissin'
Sneaky snake goes dancin', a-gigglin' and a-kissin'
I don't like old sneaky snake, he laughs too much you see
When he goes wigglin' through the grass, it tickles his underneath

[Verse 2]
Well, sneaky snake drinks root beer and he just makes me sick
When he is not dancin', he looks just like a stick
Now, he doesn't have any arms or legs, you cannot see his ears
And while we are not lookin', he's stealin' all of our beer



[Chorus]
And then sneaky snake goes dancin', wigglin' and a-hissin'
Sneaky snake goes dancin', a-gigglin' and a-kissin'
I don't like old sneaky snake, he laughs too much you see
When he goes wigglin' through the grass, it tickles his underneath

17138. Sneaky Snake - Chords

Sneaky Snake 
Words and music by Tom T. Hall

[G] Boys and girls take [G7] warning
If [C] you go near the [G] lake
[C] keep your eyes wide [G] open
And [A7] look for Sneaky [D7] Snake
Now [G] maybe you won't [G7] see him
And [C] maybe you won't [G] hear
But [C] he'll sneak up behind [G] you
And [D7] drink all of your Root [G] Beer.

CHORUS:
And then [G] Sneaky Snake goes [C] dancin'
[G] wigglin' and a-[C] hissin'
[G] Sneaky Snake goes dancin'
[A7] gigglin' and a-[D7] kissin'
I [G] dont like old [G7] Sneaky Snake,
He [C] laughs too much, you [G] see
When [C] he goes wiggin' [G] thru the grass
It [D7] tickles his under-[G] neath.

Well, Sneaky Snake drinks Root Beer and he just makes me sick
When he is not dancin', he looks just like a stick
Now he doesn't have any arms or legs, you cannot see his ears
And while we are not lookin', he's stealin' all of our beer.

CHORUS

17139. Snipe Hunt

Tyler Childers - Snipe Hunt

[Verse 1]
I flung the door open and let the heat rise
To'■ heat up the world 'cause I thought it was mine
And'■ all the while all of my plants froze inside
'Cause there's only so much to go 'round
It took me some tries and a whole lotta kindling
When'■ the lesson arrived, it only took me a minute



To'■ learn there are some things are better off freezing
I can tell you a few that I've found

[Chorus 1]
Hate'■ is a thing that can poison your veins
And get in your eyes when you're sweating on stage
Shifting around 4 o'clock on the wall
Tell you it's almost over
Vans'■ that keeps rolling and times for the birds
The chirp in your ears, all the rumors they heard
Flying above all the good in this world
Shitting on cattle and clover

[Verse 2]
Now when I was a young boy, thought I could track
And an old-timer sat down and reached me a sack
And he told me all of the knowledge I lacked
On an ornery ol' thing called a Snipe
He picked me up on a Friday and he dropped me in Charley
Told me when he'd be back and went off to party
And I sat on the hill like a Jeremiah Johnson
And I froze my dumb ass off all night
And that's the way that I feel when I look at our past
And the handshakes you gave me, if you're callin' them that
And the snickers you tried to pass off as laughs
And the way your eyes never met mine

[Chorus 2]
Paranoia's a thing that [?] sleep
Ain't a thing you recall, ain't a habit you keep
One ol' boy's nightmare is another fool's dream
It's all in the way that you hold her
Hotels are lonely, I reckon I'd know
I've spent many nights in between shows
Watching as paint dries on the wall
On a booger they just painted over

[Verse 3]
Life reminds me of a card game we played as a kid
Where you laid down the deck 'til you got to the end
Early on there's a joker got lost 'neath the fridge
Over time all the queens moved in with him
And I'd say the boy had him an absolute ball
But he ruined the card game for all us involved
And I let it eat at me like kudzu in Georgia
I hope I don't do that again

17140. Snore Snore Snore

Snore Snore Snore (Larry W. Jones 11/10/2007) 

Snore, snore, snore
It's something that we all adore



Oh, how we love to roar away
When chores are done at end of day
It's something that we can't ignore
We do it til our throats are sore
Let's go to bed and dream some more
As we snore, snore, snore
I used to have a darlin' who was sweet
But she ain't my darlin' any more
My snoring blew the covers off her feet
And when she went out the door, she was sore
- instrumental -
My snoring blew the covers off her feet
And when she went out the door, she was sore
Snore, snore, snore
It's something that I do adore
Oh, how I love to roar away
When chores are done at end of day
It's something that I can't ignore
I do it til my throat is sore
I'll go to bed and dream some more
As I snore, snore, snore
I'll go to bed and dream some more
As I snore, snore, snore

17141. Snow Covered Mound

Snow Covered Mound
Ralph Stanley
Larry Sparks

Covered with snow neath the mantle of white
Sleeping so calm while the winter winds blow
Our mother is resting from the day and the night
She sleeps in the grave all covered with snow

    Sleeping neath the gentle snow
    Sweetly she sleeps while the winter winds blow
    Calmly she's resting neath the mantle of white
    Our mother is sleeping she's sleeping tonight

There she will sleep til the springtime has come
Sweet fragrant roses will bloom on her tomb
Sleeping so calm while the winter winds blow
She sleeps in a grave all covered with snow

There she will sleep beneath the snow covered mound
Til that glad day when the trumpets shall sound
Then she will wake from her slumber below
And we'll be reunited to live evermore



17142. Snow in July

Snow in July - Garth Brooks

Love was burning like the summer
We were lost in one another
Holding on, holding on
We could not escape the heat
Love was dangerous but sweet
And it was strong

Now you're talking 'bout your freedom
What is that you say
You suddenly declared to me
Your independence day

Caught me by surprise
Fog turning to ice

Well it ain't even cold, baby,
How could it snow in July

Well, you led me to believe that
You found everything you needed
In my arms, for so long
I thought everything was fine
Now you're turning on a dime
And moving on, moving on
Now I should have brought my sweater
For a chill is in the air
There's a sudden change of weather
For which I am not prepared

Caught me by surprise
Fog turning to ice

Well, it ain't even cold, baby
How could it snow in July

Well, I should have brought my sweater
For a chill is in the air
There's a sudden change of weather
For which I am not prepared

Caught me by surprise
Fog turning to ice

Well, it ain't even cold baby
How could it snow in July

17143. Snow On The Pines



Yonder Mountain String Band - Snow On the Pines (Live)

Well the wind from the mountain
To the valley, to the town below
Burns baby with an anger that with every second grows
Bringing to the people desperation, sense of fear
Howlin' like a lion 'til the roar be all you hear
And all that is left is snow on the pines
And all that is left is snow on the pines

Darkness it is coming
You can feel it in the breeze
Bringin' the whole damn town down
Bringin' the town down to its knees
No man that walks this earth is a match baby for its fear
Rising, rising, rising 'til its roar be all you hear
And all that is left is snow...
And all that is left is...

In your tracks it will freeze you
It will drop your ass to the ground
Hell upon this earth
Has not so easily been found
Praying for salvation to a sky so big and gray
Like a mountain by the end of the day
And all that is left is snow on the pines
And all that is left is...

17144. Snow Queen And Drama Llama

Snow Queen And Drama Llama
Darrell Scott

They were waiting at the depot but it wasn't for a train
They were underneath the weather seeking shelter from the freezing rain
Snow Queen to Drama Llama, said, "you're weary to the bone
I will put you on my table, I will rub you up and down
I will take a Russian fur hat and I'll wear it like a Snow Queen crown"
And the mountains they did tremble
And the walls came tumbling down
And the feeling it was simple
As the snow lay on the ground
As the snow lay on the ground
Drama Llama to his snow queen, said, "it's you I'm dreaming of
All my life I've been a roamer and it's led me to this pilgrim love
My eyes are overflowing; hell, they are not even tears
There's a rushing of a river that will flourish for a thousand years"
Snow Queen to Drama Llama: "I know just what you mean
I went to see the gypsy- said she saw you in my childhood dream"
And his fingers they did tremble
As hair came tumbling down
And the loving it was simple
As their clothes lay all around
As their clothes lay all around



Snow Queen and Drama Llama they just could not make it last
While they were living in the moment, all right, they could not outlive their past
It came rushing in to choke them like a blind thief in the night
Stealing kisses from a stranger hoping this time they could get it right
These masters of impermanence, they know everything must end
Another quarter in the jukebox and you play that song again and again
And the mountains ceased their trembling
And the walls began to rise
And they saw what they were missing
When they opened their eyes
And the mountains ceased their trembling
And the walls began to rise
And love turned into a memory
When they made up their minds
When they made up their minds
They were waiting at the depot but it wasn't for a train
They were underneath the weather seeking shelter from the freezing rain
(It's cold outside...let me in...let me in)

17145. Snow White Grave

Snow White Grave
Jimmy Martin

All around the cabin door falls little flakes of snow
I'm searching for the foot prints of the one that I loved so
The last time I saw my darling the earth was covered white
And little flakes of snow have faded my sweetheart's path tonight

   From this cabin she did go I watched her foot prints fade
   I don't know why she left me I never dreamed she'd go away
   Little snow flakes fell from Heaven from the Heaven way up above
   And paved a way made a snow white grave of the only one I loved

She left a memory of tender love and a picture on the wall
My teardrops now are bigger than the snow white flakes that fall
And each moment I grow weaker sadly gazing at the snow
And I feel that I will fade away with that slow melting snow

17146. Snowballs

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Snowballs

If I could borrow from the future and I'd spend it with you
Darling, in a very special, I'd treat you to a sundae
On a Saturday afternoon and we'd spend the night together
Throwing snowballs at the moon

We'd be aiming high and we'd be aiming low



Winding up together, Lord and lettin' them snowballs go
And after every throw, we'd share a little kiss
Make sweet love together every time we'd miss

Oh, I'd like to meet the artist who painted up the sky
And I'd ask him what that color was he brushed against your eyes
And could he paint a picture of two lovers in one balloon
Who go flying off together to throw snowballs at the moon

We'd be aiming high, we'd be aiming low
Winding up together, Lord and letting them snowballs go
And after every throw we'd share a little kiss
Make sweet love together every time we'd miss

If we could stop the world from spinning take it nice
And slow I bet that we could hit once just before we go
But we keep aiming high, we keep aiming low

We'd be aiming high, we'd be aiming low
Winding up together, Lord and letting them snowballs go
And after every throw, we'd share a little kiss
Make sweet love together every time we'd miss

17147. Snowbird

Doc Watson & Merle Watson
Snowbird

Beneath this snowy mantle cold and clean
The unborn grass lies waiting for its coat to turn to green
The snowbird sings the song he always sings
And speaks to me of flowers that will bloom again in spring

Spread your tiny wings and fly away
And take the snow back with you where it came from on that day
The one I love forever is untrue
And if I could you know that I would fly away with you

When I was young my heart was young then too
Anything that it would tell me that's the thing that I would do
But now I feel such emptiness within
For the thing that I want most in life's the thing thing that I can't win

Spread your tiny wings and fly away
And take the snow back with you where it came from on that day
The one I love forever is untrue
And if I could you know that I would fly away with you

The breeze along the river seems to say
She'll only break me heart again should I decide to stay
So little snowbird take me with you when you go
To that land of gentle breezes where the peaceful waters flow



Spread your tiny wings and fly away
And take the snow back with you where it came from on that day
The one I love forever is untrue
And if I could you know that I would fly away with you

17148. Snowflakes

Snowflakes
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI)  

I walk in a field of snow
Piled high and deep, quiet and cold
Worried in my mind and weary in my soul
I walk out and I walk alone
 
I always thought we were from the same cloth
And it's true we were cut from the same time and stock
Somehow the pain looks different on your frame
No two snowflakes are the same
 
Etched and shaped by the passing of time
Looking closer there's a difference in the lines 
I can't recognize myself in your eyes
By now this should come as no surprise
 
Though we still share this name
We will never be the same
 
CHORUS
I look at you and you look at me
I look in the mirror and I know you'll never see
The places I am going and the places I have been
I walk out and leave everything 
 
Though we still share this name
We will never be the same
 
I look at you and you look at me
I look in the mirror and I know you'll never see
The places I am going and the places I have been
I walk out, I walk out
In the still falling snow I walk alone

17149. Snowin' On Raton

Robert Earl Keen - Snowin' On Raton
Emmylou Harris

When the wind don't blow in Amarillo



When the moon along the Gunnison don't rise
And I cast my dreams upon your love
Lie beneath the laughter of your eyes

Snowin' on Raton
Come morning I'll be through them hills and gone
Snowin' on Raton
Come morning I'll be through them hills and gone

Mother thinks the road is long and lonely
Little brother thinks the road is straight and fine
Little darling thinks the road is soft and lovely
I'm thankful that old road's a friend of mine

Snowin' on Raton
Come morning I'll be through them hills and gone
Snowin' on Raton
Come morning I'll be through them hills and gone

I'll bid the years goodbye, you cannot steal them
You cannot turn the circles of the sun
You cannot count the miles until you feel them
You cannot hold a lover that is gone

Snowin' on Raton
Come morning I'll be through them hills and gone
Snowin' on Raton
Come morning I'll be through them hills and gone

Tomorrow the mountains will be sleeping
Silent 'neath the blanket green and blue
And I shall hear the silence they are keeping
And I'll bring all their promises to you

Snowin' on Raton
Come morning I'll be through them hills and gone
Snowin' on Raton
Come morning I'll be through them hills and gone
Snowin' on Raton

17150. Snowing On Raton - Chords

Snowing On Raton
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Townes Van Zandt

C             G7                    C
Well when the wind don't blow in Amarillo
        G7                           C
And the moon along to Gunnison don't rise
        F                        C
Shall I cast my dreams upon your love babe
                    F                C



And lie beneath the laughter of your eyes

   G7                                 C
My mother thinks the road is long and lonely
G7                                             C
Little brother thinks the road is straight and fine
       F                                   C
Little darling thinks the road is soft and lovely
                      F                   C
I'm thankful that old road is a friend of mine

                  F    C
Well it's snowing on Raton 
     G7                                     C
Come morning I'll be through them hills and gone

     G7                                     C
I'll bid the years goodbye you cannot still them
    G7                             C
You cannot turn the circles of the sun
    F                                     C
You cannot count the miles until you feel them
                      F             C
And you cannot hold a lover that is gone

     G7                             C
Well tomorrow the mountains will be sleeping
G7                             C
Silently the blanket green and blue
         F                               C
Oh but I shall hear the silence they are keeping
                     F           C
I'll bring all their promises to you

             F    C
It's snowing on Raton 
     G7                                     C
Come morning I'll be through them hills and gone
        F    C
Snowing on Raton 
     G7                                     C
Come morning I'll be through them hills and gone

17151. So Bad Last Night

Jerry Jeff Walker - So Bad Last Night

When the telephone woke me this morning, I'm sorry was the first thing I said
From that point it get's a bit fuzzy, thinking with half a head
Putting the pieces together, it's shocking to flash on the past
'Cause when you are known as a rascal, you can bet you showed off your ass

Chorus:



I was so bad last night, I'll be good for the rest of my life
Now I'm telling you and this is the truth
I have finally seen the light
From now on I'm going to act right, I was so bad last night
The harder I try to remember, the quicker my brain starts to hurt
It really is funny, unwadding the money, that's been stuffed in my pants and shirt
But tryin' to make sense of phone numbers, scribbled on the backs of old cards
I guess we ought to be thankful, nobody knows who we are

Alternate Chorus:
I was so bad last night, I'll be good for the rest of my life
Now I'm telling you and this is the truth
I tore up the bar, lost a pretty nice car
It's a good bet I ticked off my wife
I never intended to do it, I dropped in for a drink or two
But all of the chicks were so foxy, I wanted to marry a few
The place was more crowded than usual, and everyone there was my friend
Franny and Snake and Bunky and Jake, and somehow the night never ends

Chorus

17152. So Begins The Task - Chords

So Begins The Task - Chris Hillman
by  Stephen Stills

A                E             G           F#m              E 
And so begins the task I have dreaded  the coming of for so long
  A            E        G       F#m           E      
I wait for the sun to remind my body it needs resting
           Bm       D         A      E
And I must learn to live without you now
       Bm       D         A         E
I must learn to give only part somehow
A              E            G     F#m 
Camping on the edge of your city I wait
       D           A                    E
Hoping somehow you might see beyond yourself
    A              E       G            F#m
The shadows on the ceiling hard but not real
         D         A                 E
Like the bars that cage you within yourself
           Bm       D         A      E
And I must learn to live without you now
       Bm       D         A         E
I must learn to give only part somehow

SOLO
           Bm       D         A      E
And I must learn to live without you now
       Bm       D         A       E
I must learn to give only part somehow
A            E              G            F#m 



All of these cages must and shall be set aside
          D    A                E 
They will only keep us from the knowing
A          E          G               F#m
Actors and stages now fall before the truth
       D               A             E
As the love shared between  remains growing
           Bm       D         A      E
And I must learn to live without you now
       Bm       D         A         E
I must learn to give only part somehow

    Gold Hill Music(BMI)
    From "Out Of the Woodwork"
    Rounder Records  1997

17153. So Ben Mi Ch'a Bon Tempo

Richard Thompson - So Ben Mi Ch'a Bon Tempo 

So ben mi ch'a bon tempo,
Al so ma basta mo

So ben ch'e favorito,
Ahimé no'l posso dir,

O s'io potessi dire,
Chi va, chi sta, chi vien.

La ti darÃ  martello
Per farti disperar

So ben mi ch'a bon tempo,
Al so ma basta mo

English Translation

I know a lucky fellow.
But I can't say who it is.

He seems to be quite a favourite.
But my lips are sealed.

O! If I could only tell you.
Who comes, who goes, who stays.

But if I did,
You would probably despair.

I know a lucky fellow.
But I can't say who it is.



17154. So Blue - Chords

So Blue 
Ralph Stanley
 
[Intro]
   G       G
So blue so blue
   C       C
So blue so blue
   G       G
So blue so blue
   D          G
So bluuuee So blue
 
[Ref]
   C                      G
So blue, so blue and heartbroken
G     D             G
All I do is sit and cry
   C                        G
So blue, so blue and broken hearted
G       D                G
Darling please don't say goodbye
 
[Verse 1]
    C                       G
You told me that you always loved me
G     D                     G
And I thought your love was true
    C                        G
But now youve gone and found another
G       D              G
Darling how i long for you
 
[Ref]
   C                      G
So blue, so blue and heartbroken
G     D             G
All I do is sit and cry
   C                        G
So blue, so blue and broken hearted
G       D                G
Darling please don't say goodbye
 
 
[Solo]
C       C       G       G
G       D       G       G
C       C       G       G
G       D       G       G
 
[Verse 2]



  C                           G
I cried sweetheart the day we parted
G       D               G
But you didn't care for me
    C                    G
And now our love is gone forever
G       D             G
For the day I set you free
 
[Ref]
   C                      G
So blue, so blue and heartbroken
G     D             G
All I do is sit and cry
   C                        G
So blue, so blue and broken hearted
G       D                G
Darling please don't say goodbye
 
 
[Outro]
   G       G
So blue so blue
   C       C
So blue so blue
   G       G
So blue so blue
   D          G
So bluuuee So blue

17155. So Danged Lonesome

So Danged Lonesome
(Kathy Kallick & Cary Black, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI) 
 
Like a wind that blows through a cracked window pane
And chills you down to the bone
With icy fingers that freeze all the rain
So danged lonesome
 
Like the echo through a canyon on a long winter's night
Of a train whistle's long mournful moan
Like the darkest hour before the first light
So danged lonesome
 
CHORUS
So lonesome it hurts all through the day    
And sleep brings no relief
            And the lonesome it burns
            And it tears and it yearns
            There's no greater pain than grief
 
There's no place to go that's better than right here



There's no road that leads me back home
A hole in my heart that's filling up with tears
So danged lonesome
 
CHORUS
 
I'm just goin' through the motions  cause I can't even think
So dang lonesome

17156. So Doggone Lonesome

Osborne Brothers - So doggone lonesome
Composer: Johnny Cash

I do my best to hide this lowdown feelin'
I try to make believe there's nothing wrong
But they're always askin' me about you darlin'
And it hurts me so to tell 'em that you're gone

They ask me I guess I'd be denyin'
That I'd been unhappy all alone
But if they heard my heart they'd hear it cryin'
Where's my darlin' when's she coming home

I ask myself a million times what's right for me to do
To try to lose my blues alone or hang around for you
I make it pretty good until that moon comes shinin' through
And that I get so doggone lonesome

Time stands still when you're a waitin'
Sometimes I think my heart is stoppin' too
One lonely hour seems forever
Sixty minutes more to wait for you

But I guess I'll keep waitin' till you're with me
Cause I believe that lovin' you is right
But I don't care if the sun don't rise tomorrow
If I can't have you with me tonight

Well I know I'll keep on lovin' you cause true love can't be killed
I ought to get you off of my mind but I guess I never will
I could have a dozen others but I know I'd love you still
Cause I get so doggone lonesome

17157. So Far

So Far
(Tim Stafford, Steve Gulley)



Verse
Some are  lucky and I've had my share So far
There's been good times and bad, times I wish I'd never had
Now matter where you go, there you are
And I'm still here so I'm glad, so far

Verse
I'd like to hold it all in a jar
Take out a little at a time, re-creation by design
And I wish that I could wish upon a star
But I've never needed to ,So far

Chorus
So far, I guess life's been pretty good to me
So far, it's been everything I thought it should be
But things aren't always gonna stay the way they are
And you can only see so far

Verse
This place keeps getting more and more bizarre
Can we really keep this Stuff? will it ever be enough?
I guess for me it's never been that hard
I've never needed much so far

Verse
It all depends how high you set the bar
If you don't make it, it's Okay.  Doesn't matter anyway
There's really nothing wrong with even par
It's worked pretty good for me, so far

Tag) we only need to see so far

17158. So Far Away

So Far Away
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
So far away
Doesn't anybody stay in one place any more?
It would be so fine to see your face at my door
And it doesn't help to know that you're just time away
Long ago I reached for you and there you stood
Holding you again could only do me good
How I wish I could

[Chorus]
But you're so far away
One more song about moving along the highway
Can't say much of anything that's new
If I could only work this life out my way
I'd rather spend it being close to you
But you're so far away



[Verse 2]
Doesn't anybody stay in one place any more?
It would be so fine to see your face at my door
And it doesn't help to know that you're so far away
Oh, ooh-ooh, oh, you're so far away

[Verse 3]
Traveling surely gets me down and lonRly
Nothing else to do but close my mind
I surR hope the road don't come to own me
There's so many dreams I've yet to find

[Chorus]
But you're so far away
Doesn't anybody stay in one place any more?
It would be so fine to see your face at my door
And it doesn't help to know you're so far away
Ooh, ooh-ooh, you're so far away
Oh, you're so far away

17159. So Far Away

Emmylou Harris - So Far Away

Here I am again in this mean old town 
And you're so far away from me
And where are you when the sun goes down
You're so far away from me

[Chorus:]
So far away from me 
So far i just can't see
So far away from me
You're so far away from me

I'm tired of being in love and being all alone
When you're so far away from me
I'm tired of making out on the telephone
And you're so far away from me

[Chorus]

I get so tired of having to explain
When you're so far away from me
See you've been in the sun and I've been in the rain
And you're so far away from me

[Chorus]



17160. So Far From Home

String Cheese Incident - So Far from Home

Im so far from home, damn so far from home
And all alone
Want to get back from where I start grown
I am all alone, want to go back home
Yes Im all alone
Wish I never decided to grown
Through my bag to the back of the car
And spill those wills
As long as I am far away
Lord I wish I could stay yeah , yeah
Im so far from home yeah and all alone
Want to go abck home
Wish I never decide to grow
Yeah Im all alone want to go back home
Hey Im all alone, got to get back to where I start it from
Through my bag to the back of the car
And spill those wills
As long as I am far away
Lord I wish I could stay yeah, yeah
Im so down today, yes so down today
Lord I feel on this way be like Im fade away
Can't get what you say
Can't get what you say
Im so far away
Looking out the window on my hotel room
Feel so alone
Im just a little farther everyday
Dont let me fade away
Looking out the window on my hotel room its feels so alone
Get a little farther every day
Dont let me fade away
Dont let me fade away
Dont let me fade away
Hey, hey dont, hey, dont, dont let me fade away
Hey, hey dont, hey, dont, dont let me fade away
Dont let me fade away, no
Dont let me fade away, no please
Dont let me fade away

17161. So Far From Me

Brett Dennen - So Far From Me

Crows ravaging a field of wheat
Stars jealous of the moon
Scarecrows know their own defeat
Envy and the heart that it consumes
Today i walked without you
Like an empty bottle drifting out to sea



I would change it if i knew how to
But it don't come that easily
If my heart wasn't such a jungle
Maybe you wouldn't feel so all alone
And if your heart wasn't such an ocean
I wouldn't sink like a stone
If you weren't so far from me
I could you hold you while you're sleepin
And hear ya breathin softly
And be there when you wake
Phone calls cannot complete us
Letters cannot replace
The miles and miles and miles between us
Another time another place
If my heart wasn't such a jungle
Maybe you wouldn't feel so all alone
And if your heart wasn't such an ocean
I wouldn't sink like a stone

17162. So Fine

Rodney Crowell - So Fine

So fine, so fine, so fine yeah
My baby is so doggone fine
He sends cold chills up and down my spine
Whoa whoa yeah yeah so fine
Thrills me, thrills me
He thrills me
He sends cold chills up and down my spine
Whoa whoa yeah yeah so fine
I know he loves me so
Yes I know
For my baby sure tells me so
So fine, so fine, so fine

17163. So Happy I'll Be

Rhonda Vincent - So Happy I'll Be
Flatt & Scruggs

I'm just waitin' for the time to come when all sorrow will be done
Then I'm be goin' home to heaven above
Then I'll shout and sing with the angels up there
Tell the Saviour of His love and care
That He had for me in this world below

So happy I'll be when my Saviour I shall see
And tell Him of His love that He had for me



No more sorrows grief or pain all the time will be the same
So happy, I'll be forever more

Some happy time just wait and see my blessed Saviour will come for me
Then I'm goin' home to heaven above
Where my loved ones have gone before to that bright and shining shore
So happy I'll be forever more
So happy I'll be

So happy I'll be when my Saviour I shall see
And tell Him of His love that He had for me
No more sorrows grief or pain all the time will be the same
So happy I'll be forever more

Oh, just think of the day my friends when the saints go marching in
Then I'm goin' home to heaven above
Oh, so happy I'll be my blessed Saviour I shall see
So happy I'll be forever more
So happy I'll be

So happy I'll be when my Saviour I shall see
And tell Him of His love that He had for me
No more sorrows grief or pain all the time will be the same
So happy I'll be forever more

17164. So Hard

Dixie Chicks - So Hard

Back when we started
We didn't know how hard it was
Living on nothing
But what the wind would bring to us
Now we've got something
I can imagine fighting for
So why is fighting all that we're good at anymore?

And sometimes I don't have the energy
To prove everybody wrong
And I try my best to be strong
But you know it's so hard
It's so hard

It's so hard when it doesn't come easy
It's so hard when it doesn't come fast
It's so hard when it doesn't come easy
It's so hard

It felt like a given
Something a woman's born to do
A natural ambition
To see a reflection of me and you



And I'd feel so guilty
If that was a gift I couldn't give
And could you be happy
If life wasn't how we pictured it?

And sometimes I just want to wait it out
To prove everybody wrong
And I need your help to move on
'Cause you know it's so hard
It's so hard

It's so hard when it doesn't come easy
It's so hard when it doesn't come fast
It's so hard when it doesn't come easy
So hard

I can live for the moment
When all these clouds open up for me to see
And show me a vision
Of you and me swimming peacefully

Last night you told me
That you can't remember
How to feel free

It's so hard when it doesn't come easy
It's so hard when it doesn't come fast
It's so hard when it doesn't come easy, easy

It's so hard

17165. So I Can Take My Rest

Robert Earl Keen - So I Can Take My Rest

I'm tired to the bone
My back is to the wall
I've been on my own
So long I can't recall

Take me in your arms tonight
Hold me to your breast
Tell me it will be alright
So I can take my rest
So I can take my rest

Maine to Mexico
Across the great divide
Through rain in snow
Oh, oh, I ride

Take me in your arms tonight
Hold me to your breast



Tell me it will be alright
So I can take my rest
So I can take my rest

The time for us is near
The lightning streaks the sky
The thunder in my ears
Echoes with goodbye

Take me in your arms tonight
Hold me to your breast
Tell me, it will be alright
So I can take my rest
So I can take my rest

17166. So Late So Soon

So Late So Soon - Alan Jackson 

We drank all the wine
And we burned all the candles to the ground
We danced to every dance they played till silence seemed to be the only sound
And I could've sworn not long ago
The sun was only startin' to go down
But when did all the stars
Fade just like the moon?
And how'd it get so late so soon?

Twilight was just leavin'
When the first kiss of the evening got us high
And time stood at a standstill when the whole world just stopped for you and I
And that last kiss you gave me, baby, just lit up the sky
When did that early bird
Start singin' his first tune?
How'd it get so late so soon?

Oh, I could've sworn not long ago
The sun was only startin' to go down
But when did all the stars
Fade just like the moon?
When did that early bird
Start singin' his first tune?
And how'd it get so late so soon?

17167. So Lonesome

So Lonesome

The sun it shines bright through this cabin of mine



WIth all of the sunshine some light I should find
But in darkness I linger through the rest of my time
Seekin' out answers in a bottle of wine

    Cause I'm lonesome so lonesome
    So lonesome I'm losin' my mind
    Yeah I'm lonesome so lonesome
    I'm lonesome for you all the time

The time's stacked against me I'm afraid I can't win
I take one step closer and I've lost you again
I wake from a dream that's so tender and kind
And then it's straight to the bottle of burgundy wine

17168. So Long

So Long
Lake Street Dive

So long 
Why're you going away for so long?
Why don't you just stay where you belong?
And then we'd never have to say  so long 

So long 
The days while you're away feel so long
I'm wasting away while you are gone
I wish we'd never had to say  so long 

So wrong 
You know it always feels so wrong
To say goodbye to you
For so long
What kind of universe would keep me away
From someone that I have loved

For so long?
The years, they're slipping by me and I'm still
So alone
The nights that I have cried here sitting
Solo

Oh, I don't know how to say goodbye
So I'll just say:
So long

17169. So Long Ago



Nanci Griffith - So Long Ago

My daddy sent me on to Baton Rouge in 1969
He said our love was like a forest fire and he'd end it with a mind
So you rode with us to Temple, Texas where I did catch the train
And I remember waving back at you from a silted window pane

[Chorus:]
And I said fare thee well true love of mine
And I said fare thee well sweet lips of wine
And you said fare thee well my Texas rose
And then you blew a kiss of innocence as the trains began to roll
So long ago

You'd gone off to fight the war when I returned from school
And I traded in my innocence when the springtime came in bloom
And I married for my family; one night I dreamed of you
And you were running from me in the rain down on Congress Avenue
Now I saw you once in a crowded bar and it was Christmas time
I was frightened by the thunder of our hearts in '69
Because I live my life in whispers now and I choose to live alone
So I slipped back to the avenue and flipped my collar to the cold

17170. So Long Honeybee Goodbye - Chords

So Long Honeybee Goodbye 
Pokey LaFarge
 
Intro:
E-10-9-8-7--3--5--3-5-3
B-8--7-6-5--3--5--3-5-3
 
G7 F#7 F7 E7
Oooooh
G7 F#7 A7 D7
Oooooh
 
G F# F E7 A D7  G
I travel around this country, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday, seems like I've 
been everywhere
Been a lot of places, seen so many faces, but always wished that you were there
 
Bm F# Bm  F#
They say a picture's worth a thousand words, oh but there's still a thousand 
stories of you I've never heard,
Bm F#
Please tell me darling, will you be true
A D7
All these times I pull away from you?
 
G D7 G  D7 G
When it comes time for leaving, will you be grieving, will you even wonder where I'm at?
C7 G A D7
Cause I got a feeling, your loves the one I'll be stealing, you'll belong to him when I get back 



 
G D7 G E7
Oh, you know that you mean the world to me, but I got good bait and there's a lot 
of fish in that sea
 
A D7 G  G-F#-E  A D7 G
You will be the one, to sit alone and cry when I say farewell, c'est la vie, so long honeybee, 
goodbye
 
Solo
G F# F E7 A7 D7 G x2
Bm F# Bm F# Bm F# A D7
G D7 G D7 G C7 G A D7
G D7 G E7
A7 D7 G G-F#-E A D7 G
 
G F# F E7 A7 D7 G x2
 
Bm F# Bm F#
They say a picture's worth a thousand words, oh but there's still a thousand 
stories of you I've never heard,
Bm F#
Please tell me darling, will you be true
A D7
All these times I pull away from you?
 
G D7 G D7 G
When it comes time for leaving, will you be grieving, will you even wonder where I'm at?
C7 G A D7
Cause I got a feeling, your loves the one I'll be stealing, you'll belong to him when I get back 
 
G D7 G  E7
Oh, you know that you mean the world to me, but I got good bait and there's a lot 
of fish in that sea
 
A  D7 G  G-F#-E  A  D7
You will be the one, to sit alone and cry when I say farewell, c'est la vie, so long honeybee, 
G G-F#-F-E7
goodbye
A7  D7  G
Farewell, c'est la vie, so long honeybee, goodbye bye bye, bye bye
 
Outro:
 
G F# F E7 A D7 G
 
E-10-9-8-7--3--5--3-6-6-5-3
B-8--7-6-5--3--5--3-5-5-5-3

17171. So Long Sally Johnson

Kane's River - So Long Sally Johnson
Album: Same River Twice



I was born on the right side,
big house and a picket fence
how i got to the left side never seemed
to make much sense
i had a strong foundation,
lord knows mama tried
i was born on a black night
with the devil by my side
so long sally johnson, i think of you today
you know i tried to do you right
but the devil got in my way
I let out at 15 in a burned out cadillac
left a trail of wreckage
and i never once looked back
now i'm a wanted criminal
but you'll never see my face
i linger in the shadows
and i'm gone without a trace
so long sally johnson, i think of you today
you know i tried to do you right
but the devil got in my way
I met a little girl in reno and
i asked her to be my bride
we walked the aisle together
with the devil by my side
all that night the wind blew,
in the morning she was gone
so long sally johnson, i know
i done you wrong
I was born on the right side
but you'd never know today
my clothes are worn and ragged,
my hair is turning gray
when darkness falls upon me
you won't see me around
but i'll think of you forever
when i'm six feet in the ground
so long sally johnson, i think of you today
you know i tried to do you right
but the devil got in my way
Oh the devil, the devil got in my way
so long sally johnson, i think of you today

17172. So Long So Wrong

Alison Krauss - So Long So Wrong (So Long, So Wrong)
(patrick brayer-walden dahl/church teeth music, adm. by bug music, bmi)

I know i'll be lonesome
That brings about a little fear
I know i'll be sad and i'll be blue
I have given the best of me



When i forgot to say to you
What you forgot to say to me
So long, so wrong

I have tried and cared, baby, it was never enough
In your mind i never had a clue
So i'll repave the same old road i'm on
Where i forgot to say to you
What you forgot to say to me
So long, so wrong

Did we take forever in vain
Into the past
Did we think forever was really gonna last

You have tired me with your wanting ways
You can't buy yourself to be complete
I have given up caring anymore
Once you were big in a world that's small
And now you're all alone

Have we taken forever in vain
Into the past
Did we think forever was really gonna last

17173. So Long Sweet Misery

Brett Dennen - So Long Sweet Misery

So Long, my misery
I don't need you
You've only caused me grief
Forgive me if I fall asleep
I haven't slept in centuries
Daylight lives like a burden for me
So I escape
Sent it strewn about the street
Beyond the ruins of my ancestry
Far past the pages of my disbelief
I rose from my moat
Like a ghost from a grave
Sunken in the salty eyes of the wandering displaced
I was heading through the mist across the golden gate
All of my rebellions fall into the fog of fate
So long my misery
I don't need you
You've only caused me grief
Forgive me if I fall asleep
I haven't slept in centuries
Spring time came again
And Icarus fell
I flew past the numb lipped nuns who'll never tell
The secrets of the sailors and their 7 year spell



I will not fall, nor will my wings ever melt
If I could I would wash all these wounds away
I would surround your room with a sense of mental grace
I would paint your portrait over everything mundane
More colorful than Easter Sunday

17174. So Long To The Red River Valley - Chords

So Long To The Red River Valley

D Em D
so long to the red river valley,
D Em
my ropin' and wranglin' is through
A Em D
and so farewell to the home corral
 Em A 
and all the old friends that I knew
D Em D
goodbye to the old empty bunkhouse 
D D A 
where i dreamed the hours away
A Em D
send my mail to the end of the trail
 A A D
so long to the red river valley
 Em Em Em
i'll roll up my beddin' and pack up my
D Em A
clothes and lighten my heart with a song
 D Em
for where i'll be travelin' , nobody knows 
 Em D A
so i'll have to be movin' a long

Repeat Chorus 2nd time

17175. So Long Train Whistle

So Long Train Whistle
(Dave Kirby - Lew Quadling)

Daddy's been a railroad man
Since he was twenty-one
Two yers of Britty ship
Beakmen on the Denver run.

Thirty he made fireman
Thirty-five an engineer



Now at sixty-five
He's reached the end of his career.

Daddy said he's glad it's over
But he ain't foolin' me
Last night I overheard him singing
This sad old melody.

So long train whistle
So long hmm-hmm
This near generation
Has no need for you or I.

We both served the nation
Long before it learned to fly
Nothing last forever
Now it's our turn to die.

Lord hear that whistle cry.

Daddy's not the only one
The railroad lines are fired
And New York Central Limited
Long since been retired.

The Chief is gone from Santa Fe
The SP Lark as well
I'm soon to rest to leave the rails
Lord only time you tell.

I know that you can't stop progress
New things happen every day
We gonna mourn that lonely whistle
If it finally fades away.

So long train whistle.
So long hmm-hmm
This near generation
Has no need for you or I.

Mhm mhm hear that whistle cry, mhm mhm...

17176. So Long, Mama

So Long, Mama
The Gibson Brothers (Country)

[Verse 1]
I thought fortune finally smiled on me
I wanted so bad to believe
But if something seems too good to be true
You showed me it is
Instead of comin' back home to roost



You're always out there on the loose
So long, mama

[Chorus]
So long, mama
I don't want to live like this no more
So long, mama
Wonderin' if you'll show up at my door
You think I'm helpless as a child
While you're out there runnin' wild
So long, mama

[Verse 2]
Now girl, don't think that I don't understand
The power of a beautiful woman
When every man was ever talkin' to me
He's lookin' at you
You can't help but be the beauty you are
But why you got to take it so far?
So long, mama

[Chorus]
So long, mama
I don't want to live like this no more
So long, mama
Wonderin' if you'll show up at my door
You think I'm helpless as a child
While you're out there runnin' wild
So long, mama

[Outro]
You can't help but be the beauty you are
But why you got to take it so far?
So long, mama
So long, mama
So long, mama

17177. So Many People

Paul Williams 
So Many People

Today the streets were filled with strangers
Calling names and choosing sides
Never thinking of tomorrow
More and more we're running blind
Makes you wonder where we're heading

So many people and all in a hurry
Living in circles of worship and worry
Dressing so long that they're usually late for the show
So busy judging the heads that they're turning
So busy fighting there's no time for learning



Turning their backs on the people they might like to know

We may be running out of heroes
It seems they tumble every day
We killed a man for careless dreaming
More and more we're running blind
Makes you wonder where we're heading

So many people and all in a hurry
Living in circles of worship and worry
Dressing so long that they're usually late for the show
So busy judging the heads that they're turning
So busy fighting there's no time for learning
Turning their backs on the people they might like to know

17178. So Many People

Marty Stuart - So Many People
Written by Roger Ferris

So many people givin' up on love
Sayin' they've seen enough when they ain't seen nothin'
It might sound corny, old-fashioned and a little square
If you've found a heart that cares, you'd better keep it

And I'm no angel
So don't ask me how I know
If you do not kill it--it grows

I'm not nearly wise enough
To be giving this advice
But I've seen a thing or
Once or twice
And every broken hearted fool
That I've ever met
Has somebody somewhere that they cannot forget

So many people cashin' it all in
Tryin' to find love again but it ain't easy
No I ain't perfect, but I've learned the hardest part
Is breakin' your own heart by bein' foolish
And I'm no angel

I'm not nearly wise enough
To be giving this advice
But I've seen a thing or
Once or twice
And every broken hearted fool
That I've ever met
Has somebody somewhere that they cannot forget

And I'm no angel
So don't ask me how I know



If you do not kill it--it grows
If you do not kill it--love grows

17179. So Many Times

Roy Acuff - So many times
Composer: Don Gibson

So many times
So many times
I've waited
Hoped and prayed
You would come back
And say you were mine

So many hours
So many days
I've wanted you
You to come back
Home and stay

They say that there will be some water
Even wells can drown
But I found out the hard way
By cheatin', telling lies

So many nights
I've walked the floor
Just hoping that you'd soon
Walk through that door

So many times
So many times
I've waited, hoped and prayed
That you would come back
And say you were mine

So many hours
So many days
I've wanted you
You to come back
Home and stay

17180. So Much For Me So Much For You - Chords

So Much For Me So Much For You
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Liz Anderson



C           G7             C
So much for me so much for you
                            F
Oh how hard we fought today behind that courtroom door
  C                            G7
Dividing up the things we both had worked together for
C                               F
Now we go our separate ways the ties no longer bind
             C                 G7              C
So much will belong to you and so much will be mine
 
     G7                   C
It's over now the paper's signed
     G7                        C
What once was ours is yours or mine
                    F                     C
But don't forget to divide the heartaches too
            G7             C
So much for me so much for you
We signed our names and thanked the judge 
    F
And walked out in the hall
C                           G7
Too confused to realize the reason for it all
C
We should have fought as hard 
            F
To make our love grow fine and strong
                   C                  G7
As we've fought to prove which one of us 
             C
Was right or wrong
     G7                   C
It's over now the paper's signed
     G7                        C
What once was ours is yours or mine
                    F                     C
But don't forget to divide the heartaches too
            G7             C
So much for me so much for you

17181. So Much God

So Much God

Who was that babe born in Bethlehem? 
They laid Him in manger 
There was no room in the inn 
He was born of a virgin 
He was God's only son 
The angels shouted in the night that Christ had come

Who was that man man of Galilee? 



Who made the lame to walk? 
And caused the blind to see 
He cleansed the spotted leper 
He spoke with authority 
He broke the chains of sin 
And set the captive free

Chorus 
He was so much man,  that he slept in boat 
Yet He was so much  God, that the winds ceased when He spoke 
He was so much man, that He wept when Lazarus died 
Yet He was so much God, Lazarus came forth when He cried 
He was so much man, that He thirsted at the well 
Yet He was so much God that He saved her soul from hell 
He was so much man that He died upon tree 
He was So much God, That He rose in victory

Tag 
He was so much God; He was so much Man

Who was that man, crying from the tree? 
"Father forgive them"
"For what they ve done to me"
They placed Him in borrowed tomb 
The stone held fast the door 
He rose up from the grave 
now He lives forevermore

17182. So Much In Love

Tim O'Brien - So Much In Love

[Verse 1]
As we stroll along together
Holding hands walking all along
So in love are we two
That we don't know what to do
So in love (So in love)
In a world of our own (So in love)

[Verse 2]
And as we walk by the sea together
Under stars twinkling high above
So in love are we two
No one else but me and you
So in love (So in love)
So much in love (So in love)
So in love (So in love)
So much in love (So in love)

[Bridge]
We stroll along together
I tell you, I need you oh so much



I love, I love you my darling
Can you tell it in my touch

[Verse 3]
As we walk down the aisle together
We will vow to be together 'til we die
So in love are we two
Just can't wait to say, "I do"
So in love (So in love)
In a world of our own (So in love)
So in love (So in love)
Are you and I (So in love)

[Interlude (spoken)]
Baby, I hope you realize that you mean so much to me
You're everything I ever wanted in a woman
To touch you, to feel your body close to me
I just want to hold you in my arms forever
I love you, baby
(sung) Can you tell it in my touch

[Verse 4]
As we walk down the aisle together
We will vow to be together 'til we die
So in love are we two
Just can't wait to say, "I do"
So in love (So in love)
Are you and I (So in love)
So in love (so in love)
Are you and I (So in love)

[Outro]
So in love (So in love, so in love)
So in love (So in love, so in love)
So in love (So in love, so in love)
So in love

17183. So Much Love In My Baby's Eyes

So Much Love In My Baby's Eyes
Gibson Brothers (Bluegrass Duo)

When this world starts getting me down
And I can't find one friend around
Sick and tired of the same old lies
There's so much love in my baby's eyes

When I feel like I'm gonna lose control
I know just where I can go
Cause she keeps me on the sunny side
There's so much love in my baby's eyes

A little green, amber too



When she wears that dress I can swear the blue
Every single glints is like a new sunrise
There's so much love in my baby's eyes
Oh there's so much love in my baby's eyes

17184. So Not My Baby

So Not My Baby
Josh Turner - So Not My Baby

There's so many things that I need to do
Seems like nothing gets done when I'm feeling so blue
And it's so hard to handle this absolute truth
That you're so not around and I'm so into you

Chorus:
You're so not my baby, it's making me crazy
It's breaking my heart and my world half in two
You're so not my baby, hey, I should be okay
But you know what, I'm so not over you

I keep ringing and ringing your old telephone
Seems like the more that it rings, the more that you're gone
I oughta hang up and just let you go
But a voice in my heart keeps saying hello

Chorus:

I've been searching and searching but it just gets me down
'Cause your love and affection is nowhere to be found

Chorus:

Know what, I'm so not over you
So not my baby

17185. So Right So Wrong

Linda Ronstadt - So Right So Wrong

I was walking down the street
With a lot of not much to do
Wondering only if it was gonna rain
When this guy came into view
For a moment I looked crazy
And at first I couldn't work out why
Then something made me turn back the hands of time
To a careless past goodbye



Say you will change your mind
Don't be cruel
I'll be kind
You're so right
You're so wrong
So tough
So right
So wrong
You're so good

When he walked up
Me I stood there
With this picture in my mind
It was a flash like an old photograph
I keep with me all the time
Fished for silver in my pocket
Then I ran for the telephone
I dialed the number of all the reasons
Why you should button up and come on home

Say you will change your mind
Don't be cruel
I'll be kind
You're so right
You're so wrong
You're so tough
So right
So wrong
You're so good

Say you will change your mind
Don't be cruel
I'll be kind
You're so right
We're so wrong
You're so tough
So right
So wrong
You're so good
So right
So wrong
We're so tough
And so strong

17186. So Round, So Firm, So Fully Packed

Ricky Skaggs - So Round, So Firm, So Fully Packed

So round, so firm, so fully packed, that's my gal
So complete front to back, that's my pal
Toasted by the sun and I'm a son of a gun
If she don't make my five o'clock shadow come around at one.



You can bet your boots had walked for miles through the snow
Just to see her tooth face smile they mentioned on the radio
If you don't think she's lot of fun just ask the man who once wants
So round, so firm, so fully packed, that's my gal.

So round, so firm, so fully packed, that's for me
She's just like a money bag guarantee
Like a barfly goes for drink, like the bobby socks go for Frank
And just like Jesse James, he'd go for money in the bank.

From head to toes she's a perfect size, she's a whiz
Always wears her forty-five gun that is
She's got a look that's so impressin', she's got furs that's sorta fashion
So round, so firm, so fully packed, that's my gal

If you don't think she's lot of fun just ask the man who once wants
So round so firm so fully packed that's my gal

17187. So Sad To Watch Good Love Go Bad

Emmylou Harris - So Sad To Watch Good Love Go Bad

We used to have good times together
But now, I feel them slip away
It makes me cry to see love die
So sad to watch good love go bad

Remember, how you used to feel dear?
You said nothing could change your mind
It breaks my heart to see us part
So sad to watch good love go bad

Is it any wonder that I feel so blue
When I know for certain that I'm losing you?

It breaks my heart to see us part
So sad to watch good love go bad
So sad to watch good love go bad

17188. So So Long

Dierks Bentley - So So Long

[Verse 1]
Girl, I caught you in your little white lie
Red handed, red handed
You said you had to work tonight
But here you are dancing, slow dancing
In this honky tonky with someone else



And all you got to say for yourself is so
So? I'm sorry, so?

[Chorus]
So, so long, bye, bye, baby
I'll catch you on the flip side maybe, don't you
Slip slide on a tear when you find me gone
Go, go on, cry, crybaby
Those tears are going to drip dry maybe
But you're gonna miss my good love, baby
For so so long
So so long

[Verse 2]
Let me buy you a goodbye drink
Make it a double, a double
'Cause I've seen everything I need to see
You're nothing but trouble, big trouble
And one other thing before I go
I want to tell you that I think you're so
So, so, aw, I ain't gonna sink that low

[Chorus]
So, so long, bye, bye, baby
I'll catch you on the flip side maybe, don't you
Slip slide on a tear when you find me gone
Go, go on, cry, crybaby
Those tears are going to drip dry maybe
But you're gonna miss my good love, baby
For so so long
So so long

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
I bet you think I'm gonna let it slide
The way you're flashing me those puppy dog eyes
Right?
Yeah, right
Right?
Wrong

[Chorus]
So, so long, bye, bye, baby
I'll catch you on the flip side maybe, don't you
Slip slide on a tear when you find me gone (Long gone)
G-G-Go, go on, cry, crybaby
Those tears are going to drip dry maybe
But you're gonna miss my good love, baby
For so so long
For so so long
So so long

[Outro]
See ya



17189. So Sorry Blues

Robert Earl Keen - So Sorry Blues 

I don't know what to do
Worse, I don't know why
Could be I have the flu
Undeniably I could die
It could be I'm hungover
Or I'm tryin' not to try

I could use some motivation
But I'm tryin' not to move
Maybe rehabilitation
But there's not much to improve
I've been in this rut so long now
I believe I've found my groove

Start with baby steps
Move one big toe
Try the finger tips
Man watch me go

(Guitar)

Don't get ambitious
Hold out one hand
Now make the thumbs-up sign
Yeah, you the man

But I gotta rest myself now pretty baby
I could hyperventilate
Yes I tried to give up smoking
But smoking's just too great
I planned to quit procrastinating
Then decided I should wait

17190. So You Don't Have To Love Me Anymore

So You Don't Have To Love Me Anymore

I'll be the bad guy, I'll take the black eye
When I walk out, you can slam the door
I'll be the S.O.B., if that's what you need from me
So you don't have to love me, anymore

When you and our friends talk, make it all my fault
Tell 'em I'm rotten, to the core
I'll let it all slide, get 'em all on your side



So you don't have to love me anymore

I will keep, all those memories
Of the good times, yeah they were some good times
So when you think, of you and me
They won't even cross your mind

If the wine you're drinkin', leads you to thinkin'
That you want what we had before
Girl you can call me, I'll let it ring and ring
So you don't have to love me anymore

I will keep, all those memories
Of the good times, yeah they were some good times
So when you think, of you and me
They won't even cross your mind

If you need me to make you cry, I don't want to but I'll try
So you don't, have to love me, anymore

17191. So You Run

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - So you run
Composer: Steve Morgan

You've got to be the rich man
You keep your momma worrying
They say that life's a bitch, man
So you run and you run and you run.

Got to be the fat man
To keep the pretty woman happy
'Cause if she get's the itch, man
She'll run and she'll run and she'll run.

You never hear the shot that brings you down
One day you wake up, a hole in your life
Don't know you've fallen until you hit the ground
Too many pieces to pick up and put back.

Got to be the chic man
Drive a Maserati
Don't want to be no geek man
So you run and you run and you run.

Your down friends are comin' around
One day you wake up, flat on your face
The only difference is you're all alone
Too many pieces to pick up and put back.

Run and run
Run and run.



You've got to be the rich man
You keep the finest all to yourself
They say that life's a bitch, man
'Cause you run and you run and you run.

Yes, you run and you run
Yes, you run and you run and you run
You run and you run
Yes, you run and you run and you run.

Run and run
Run and run
Run and run
Run and run.

17192. So You Think You're A Cowboy

Emmylou Harris
So You Think You're a Cowboy

So you think you're a cowboy but you're only a kid
With a mind to do everything wrong
And it starts to get smoother when the circle begins
But by the time that you get there it's gone

So you think you're a winner but you're losing again
The cards are all lucky but then
And the hand that you're holding means nothing at all
Just knowing is all that is there
So you think you're a cowboy...
[ guitar ]
So your life is a fun the best that you can tomorrow is not right or wrong
And don't wait for tomorrow to bring you your dreams
Cause by the time that they get there they're gone
So you think you're a cowboy...
Yeah but by the time that you get there it's gone

17193. So You Wannabe An Outlaw

So You Wannabe an Outlaw
Steve Earle

[Verse 1: Steve Earle]
So you wanna be an outlaw? Better take it from me
Living on the highway ain't everything it's supposed to be
Everybody reckons that they wanna be free
Ain't nobody wants to be alone

Stumblin' in the alley at a quarter to three



Hollering after Sally, "Honey, what you trying to do to me?"
Told me, "Go to hell, I'm going back to Tennessee"
I said, "Angel, you can never go home"

[Chorus: Steve Earle]
Never go home
Never go home
If you wanna be an outlaw
You can never go home

[Verse 2: Willie Nelson]
So you wanna be outlaw? Better listen up, kid
Steal a million dollars and you have to keep it hid
Ain't no place to spend it in the desert if you did
And you can't take it with you when you go

Always something laying for you up around the bend
Everything that goes around comes back around again
You can't trust anybody, not a lover or a friend
Your momma, maybe, then you never know

[Chorus: Steve Earle, Willie Nelson, Both]
Never do know (Never do know)
Never do know (Well you never do know)
If you wanna be an outlaw, then you never do know

[Verse 3: Steve Earle & Willie Nelson]
So you wanna be an outlaw? Son, you better think twice
You better not pout and you better not cry
'Cause there won't nobody give a damn about you when you die
But the devil when he comes for his due

When you're standing at the crossroads, don't you try to flag a ride
Don't you fall down on your knees, don't you do what's already been tried
Hate to tell you but the only the left side is to sing the devil out of the blues

[Chorus: Steve Earle & Willie Nelson]
Singing the blues
Keep on singing the blues
Sing the "So you say you wanna be an outlaw blues"

[Outro: Steve Earle]
Hey Hey

17194. So You Want to Be a Rock & Roll Star

Chris Hillman - So You Want to Be a Rock & Roll Star

So you want to be a rock and roll star
Then listen now to what I say
Just get an electric guitar
Then take some time and learn how to play



And with your hair combed right
And your pants fit tight
It's gonna be all right

Then it's time to go downtown
Where the agent man won't let you down
Sell your soul to the company
Who are waiting there to sell plastic ware

And in a week or two
If you make the charts
The girls'll tear you apart

The price you paid for your riches and fame
Was it all a strange game, you're a little insane
The money that came and the public acclaim
Don't forget what you are, you're a rock and roll star

La la la...

17195. Sober

Little Big Town - Sober

[Verse 1]
I want to walk that line a little crooked
And live my life a little on the rocks
Laugh at every time I fail
Not afraid to make a fool of myself
And keep on dancing when the music stops

[Chorus]
Because I love being in love
It's the best kind of drug
Drunk on the high, leaning on your shoulder
Sweeter like a wine as it gets older
When I die I don't want to go sober
Oh, when I die, I don't want to go sober

[Verse 2]
You're like drinking from a never-ending bottle
When I think it's gone there's always a little more left
Lay back with you and close my eyes
Let the big old world just spin on by
And saying your name with my last breath

[Chorus]
Because I love being in love
It's the best kind of drug
Drunk on the high, leaning on your shoulder
Sweeter like a wine as it gets older
When I die I don't want to go sober
Oh, when I die, I don't want to go sober



Because I love being in love
It's the best kind of drug
Drunk on the high, leaning on your shoulder
Sweeter like a wine as it gets older
When I die I don't want to go sober
Oh, when I die, I don't want to go sober
Because I love being in love
It's the best kind of drug
Drunk on the high, leaning on your shoulder
Sweeter like a wine as it gets older
When I die I don't want to go sober
Oh, when I die, I don't want to go sober

[Outro]
Oh, when I die, I don't want to go sober
Oh, when I die, I don't want to go sober

17196. Sober Cure

Sober Cure - Deadly Gentlemen
(G. Liszt)

Hey bartender, that's a lovely beer,
Did she love me not?
Did she love me dear?
I can't ravel back an unraveling mind,
But if I take that drink I can travel in time.

Back in the days of summer,
Flaming and blissful,
Me and you, a stamen and pistil,
Love be lofty, love be risky,
But if she won't have me
You can love me whiskey.

I'm holding out hope for a sober cure,
A way, a way,
Way to forget should I know for sure.

I'm ready to go home and sink in the bunk,
Good boys don't get stinking and drunk,
I can't find the fun in my sober living,
When there's no forgetting and such slow forgiving.

I'm holding out hope for a sober cure,
A way, a way,
A way to forget should I know for sure.

Hey Barnett, I'd have a final shot,
I don't care if I'll be fine or not,
Someday you can find me sober,
But tonight I'm a five-leaf clover.



I'm holding out hope for a sober cure,
A way, a way,
A way to forget should I know for sure,
I'm holding out hope for a sober cure,
A way, a way,
A way to forget should I know for sure.

17197. Sod Buster - Chords

Sod Buster 
Tim O'Brien

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
G
Lightnin' struck, the team run wild
G
Tore up a harness and a brand-new plow
       G                                D  G
It's a hard go trying to make a dollar, sodbuster
 
G
Runaway team, fence tore down
G
Kicking up dust all the way to town
       G                                D  G
It's a hard go trying to make a dollar, sodbuster
 
 
[Chorus]
C           Bb         G
Hard times, hard land, try to make a dime but I'll be damned
Bb                C            D
Drought, heat and hail tend to get the upper hand
G
Scratch that ground, pray for rain
    G
Sometimes the trouble ain't worth the pain
       G                                D  G
It's a hard go trying to make a dollar, sodbuster
 
 
[Instrumental]
G
G     D G
G
G     D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
G



Beans and taters in the shed
      G
If it wasn't for that we wouldn't get fed
       G                                D  G
It's a hard go trying to make a dollar, sodbuster
 
 
[Chorus]
C           Bb         G
Hard times, hard land, try to make a dime but I'll be damned
Bb                C            D
Drought, heat and hail tend to get the upper hand
G
Wife took sick, she got the flu
G
Lord I'm doin' all I can do
       G                                D  G
It's a hard go trying to make a dollar, sodbuster
 
 
[Instrumental]
C   Bb  G
Bb  C   D
G
G     D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
Four little kids down with mom
G
life's got a way of handin out lumps
       G                                D  G
It's a hard go trying to make a dollar, sodbuster
 
 
[Chorus]
C           Bb         G
Hard times, hard land, try to make a dime but I'll be damned
Bb                C            G
Drought, heat and hail tend to get the upper hand
G
Scratch that ground, pray for rain
    G
Sometimes the trouble ain't worth the pain
       G                                D  G
It's a hard go trying to make a dollar, sodbuster
       G                                D  G
It's a hard go trying to make a dollar, sodbuster
 
 
[Outro]
G
G     D G
G
G     D  G
      sodbuster



17198. Softly And Tenderly

Emmylou Harris - Softly and Tenderly

Softly and tenderly Jesus is calling, 
calling for you and for me
See on the portal he's waiting and watching, 
watching for you and for me
Come home, come home ye who are weary
, come home
Earnestly tenderly Jesus is calling, 
calling oh sinner come home

Why should we tarry when Jesus is pleading, 
pleading for you and for me
Why should we linger and heed not his mercies, 
mercies for you and for me
Come home, come home

17199. Softly Blow The Prairie Winds

Softly Blow The Prairie Winds (Larry W. Jones 11/11/2007) 

Well, we both rode those dusty trails
Stopped by Laramie on the way
Young Cody rode right by my side
Out on the trail both night and day
Softly blow the prairie winds
There where young Cody lies
He won't ride the trails again
Now Molly, don't you cry
And as we rode those long last miles
The herd was circling around
He told me of your darlin' smile
And said your name was Molly Brown
- instrumental -
Softly blow the prairie winds
There where young Cody lies
He won't ride the trails again
Now Molly, don't you cry
Yes, he rode beside me, Molly
You were the apple of his eye
But I couldn't save him, Molly
When those longhorns stampeded by
Softly blow the prairie winds
There where young Cody lies
He won't ride the trails again
Now Molly, don't you cry
He won't ride the trails again



Now Molly, don't you cry

17200. Sold Down the River

Bill Monroe - Sold Down the River
Michael Cleveland & Flamekeeper

Where is the love that you promised neath the pine
Gone like the flowers in the fall
You crossed your heart now you're double crossing mine
You've been petending after all

I was sold down the river to a port of broken dreams
Drifting in sorrow down the stream
Sold down the river on a ship that won't return
When it anchors in the sea of broken dreams

I never dreamed that your love would grow so cold
Hiding behind the rainbow's end
You must be blind for the glitter of the gold
Gold that can never find a friend

* Refrain

You'll never know what it means to sit and cry
After your heart is broken too
Someday you'll learn and your soul will burn and die
When some one double crosses you

* Refrain

17201. Soldier Of Fortune

Tom T Hall - Soldier Of Fortune

[Pre-Chorus:]
I'll follow my dreams like a soldier of fortune
I'd rather chase rainbows than stay here
And grow old and never know

[Chorus:]
How high I could fly if I reach for the sky
It's my turn to try
So I'll take my best hold

[Verse 1:]
I've done my time in the beer and wine mines
Tryin' to climb with my own kind of rhymes
It ain't easy



I've had my doubts what they're mostly about
Whether I should reach out to the crowd
To just try to please me
Chasin' the brass rein and bendin' guitar strings
Are the things I enjoy most of all
We can just call this a mission of mercy
But the soldier of fortune should fall
(I'll follow my dreams)
I already know, it's a rough row to hoe
But I can't let go
I've been almost so close a few times
My sights are all set, it's my chance to get
Somethin' better than whatever
It is that I'm leavin' behind
Chasin' the brass rein and bendin' guitar strings
Are the things I enjoy most of all
We can just call this a mission of mercy
But the soldier of fortune should fall

[Pre-Chorus]

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
I'll follow my dreams like a soldier of fortune

17202. Soldier Of Love

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Soldier of love
Composer: David Malloy - Anthony Crawford - Richard Brannan

I am loyal on those who care
Who care about the fate of love
I know there's many others just like me
I know they too had enough
Of these hearts doin' battle on the frontlines
Love's got no heroes in these modern times
What love needs is a defender
Ohoh I am a soldier of love
Wooh ohoh I am a soldier of love

I've seen it in your eyes, you felt the heat
There was a time when you believed
Love is the only way to make it through
Hardly another casualty
From these hearts doin' battle on the frontlines
Love's got no heroes in these modern times
What love needs is a defender
Ohoh I am a soldier of love

Look at all these hearts doin' battle on the frontlines
Love's got no heroes in these modern times
What love needs is a defender



Ohoh I am a soldier of love
Wooh ohoh I am a soldier of love
Ohoh I am a soldier of love

I am a soldier of love
I am a soldier
I am a soldier of love
I am a soldier
I am a soldier of love
I am a soldier
I am a soldier of love

17203. Soldier Of The Cross

Ricky Skaggs - Soldier of the Cross

Soldier of the cross, soldier of the cross
You carry the sword of faith
Soldier of the cross, soldier of the cross
You bring love to those who hate.
You bring love to those who hate.

And the pendulum swings side to side
Where you gonna run where you gonna hide
When he comes down only you can tell
What it's gonna be heaven or hell.

He's a stranger in this valley
Where many a men met his grave
And the voices in the silence
Sing of the life he can save.

But the river runs deep and the river is wide
How you gonna get to the other side
Pendulum swing only you can tell
You gotta make a choice heaven or hell
What's it gonna be, heaven or hell

And the pendulum swings side to side
Where you gonna run, where you gonna hide
Living on the line, only you can tell
What it's gonna be heaven or hell.

Soldier of the cross, soldier of the cross
You carry the sword of faith
Soldier of the cross, soldier of the cross
You bring love to those who hate.

You bring love to those who hate.
You bring love to those who hate.
You bring love, you bring love.
You bring love, you bring love.
You bring love, you bring love.



17204. Soldier's Joy

Soldier's Joy
Adrienne Young

I am my mama's darlin' boy
I am my mama's darlin' boy
I am my mama's darlin' boy
Play a little tune called soldier's joy

15 cents for morphine
& 25 cents for the beer
It's 15 cents for the morphine
Gonna take me away from here

I love somebody, yes I do
I love somebody, yes I do
I love somebody, yes I do
I love somebody and it might be you

I'm a gonna get a drink don't you wanna go
I'm a gonna get a drink don't you wanna go
I'm a gonna get a drink don't you wanna go
Go down that georgie road

17205. Soldier's Joy, 1864

Tim O'Brien - Soldier's Joy, 1864

First I thought a snake had got me, it happened dreadful quick
It was a bullet bit my leg and right off I got sick
I came to in a wagon load of ten more wounded men
Five was dead by the time we reached that bloody tent

Give me some of that Soldier's Joy
You know what I mean
I don't want to hurt no more
My leg is turning green

The doctor came and looked at me and this is what he said
"Your dancing days are done, son, it's a good thing you ain't dead"
Then he went to work with a carving knife, sweat fell from his brow
About killed me trying to save my life when he cut that lead ball out

Give me some of that Soldier's Joy
Ain't you got no more
Hand me down my walking cane
I ain't cut out for war



The red blood run right through my veins, it run all over the floor
And it run right down his apron strings like a river out the door
He handed me a bottle, said, "Son, drink deep as you can"
He turned away and he turned right back with a hacksaw in his hand

Give me some of that Soldier's Joy
You know what I like
Bear down on that fiddle, boys
Just like Saturday night
Give me some of that Soldier's Joy
You know what I crave
I'll be hitting that Soldier's Joy
Till I'm in my grave

17206. Soldier's Last Letter

Osborne Brothers - Soldier's Last Letter

When the postman delivered the letter
Well, it filled her old heart full of joy
But she didn't know 'til she read the inside
It was the last one from her darling boy

"Dear Mom," was the way that it started
"I miss you so much," it went on
"And, Mom, I didn't know that I loved you so
But I'll prove it when this war is won"

"I'm writing this down in a trench, Mom
So don't scold if it isn't so neat
For you know as you did, when I was a kid
And would come home with mud on my feet"

"Well, the captain just gave us our orders
And mom we will carry them through
I'll finish this letter the first chance I get
But for now I'll just say I love you"

Then the mother's old hands began to tremble
As she fought against tears in her eyes
For they came unashamed, there was no name
And she knew that her darlin' had died

That night as she knelt down by her bedside
She prayed, "Lord above, hear my plea
Protect all the sons who are fighting tonight
And dear God keep America free"



17207. Soldier's Last Letter

Soldier's Last Letter

I'm writing this down in a trench, mom
Don't scold if it isn't so neat
The way that you did when I was a kid
And I'd come home with mud on my feet

The captain just gave us our orders
And mom, we will carry them through
And I'll finish this letter the first chance I get
But for now I'll just say I love you

Then the mother's old hands began to tremble
And she fought against tears in her eyes
But they came unashamed, for there was no name
And she knew that her soldier had died

Then the mother knelt down by her bedside
And she prayed 'Lord above, hear my plea
And protect all the sons who are fighting tonight
And dear God, keep America free'

I'm writing this down in a trench, mom
Don't scold if it isn't so neat

17208. Soldier's Return - Chords

Soldiers Return 
Flatt & Scruggs

 G                    C               G
All the pretty girls standing in the garden, a brown shoe
 C                   D7                 G      C
soldier came walking by. He stepped up to her thinking just
    G                       C   D7              G
to tease her. Said I think that you will be my bride.
 
G                   C             G                 C
I have a sweetheart he is in the Army , across the sea, in
              D7              G    C               G
some distant land. I'd never send him a dear john letter,
              C       D7                G
just for the sake of some fast talking man.
 
 G                       C            G
supposing that he's not lost in some battle, not even
C                    D7               G       C
out, in the ice and snow. But in the arms of some foreign
G                     C         D7       C
beauty, did you ever think, it might be so.
 



G                  C            G
I know that he is lost in some battle, though I know not
C                   D7                G         C
if, he be alive or dead. I have this glove that I once knit
G                       C        D7                  G
for him...see how it's stained, with his life's own blood.
 
 G                    C               G
He reached his hand, down inside his pocket...lean close 
     C              D7              G     C
and see the gift I bear. That very glove that you are 
G                   C   D7         G
holding. It is the same as I have here.
 
G               C            G                   C
I know that you do not recognize me, my face is changed 
                D7                  G          C
by some battle scars, but my heart inside , it is just
     G                     C    D7           G
the same love...as when I left, to join the war.
 
 G                     C              G
Now wars may come and take away your loved ones. It may
     C           D7               G      C
seem easy to deceive. But if you truely love some 
G                        C         D7     G
soldier....than you must set, his mind at ease.

17209. Soldier's Son

Soldier's Son

Lord, he is one, he's a poor soldier's son
And his heart has a part that is torn
And we all living on for the poor soldier's son
He has died long before he is born
He has died long before he is born

True expression, life's devotion
Holy Moses, know that somewhere
That someone loves you
Fighting for you tonight, tonight

Failed to be one, he's a poor soldier's son
And he stands with his eyes to the sky
Let us pray for the one, for the poor soldier's son
He's the man with a child in his eye
He's the man with a child in his eye, ohh

True expression, life's devotion
Holy Moses, know that somewhere
That someone loves you
Fighting for you tonight, tonight



Praised be the one, for the poor soldier's son
And his heart finds a place on the ground
Let us pray for the one, for the poor soldier's son
He is lost long before he is found
He is lost long before he is found, ohh

17210. Soldier's Song

Lucinda Williams - Soldier's Song

I met my enemy today
Baby sends the little one out to play
Enemy shot two of my buddies down
Baby rides the little one on the
Merry-go-round

By my post, I'm standing guard
Baby hopes for roses in the front yard
I don't know my enemy's name
Baby takes the little one to a
Baseball game

Why am I in this God forsaken place?
Baby washes the dirt off 
The little one's face
Ten year old's in the killing fields
Baby's planning the weekly meals

Bodies in a muddy ditch
Baby's got supper to fix
My buddy's got a hole in his head
Baby's getting the little one ready for bed

Today I shot my enemy
Baby gives the little one a hug for me
Both my buddy's legs got blown off
Baby tends to the little one's cough

I stare down the barrel of a gun
Baby's goin' out to have some fun
I hear ringing in my ears
Baby's face is all wet with tears

I hear echoes of shots
Baby's only thinkin' sweet thoughts
Why the hell did they send me
Here to fight?
Baby kisses my picture and turns
Off the light

I can't look my enemy in the eye
Baby tells the little one, 



Daddy's gone bye-bye
Today I took a bullet through the heart
Baby's gonna have to make 
A brand new start

I met my enemy today
Baby sends the little one out to play
Enemy shot two of my buddies down
Baby rides the little one 
On the merry-go-round

17211. Solid As A Rock

Solid As A Rock

This old road of love ain't for Sunday drivers
Has very few survivors in a world of hit and run
But we cared enough to hold on to each other
We pulled the load together, look how far we've come

Our love is solid as a rock like the moon and stars
We built our love to last like old Henry Ford builds cars
Not one that falls apart after once around the block
Our love is solid as a rock

Through the years we've learned, good things don't come easy
And life's a little crazy and nothin's ever free
All the tears and turns, ain't no bed of roses
But we're about as close as two hearts could ever be

Our love is solid as a rock like the moon and stars
We built our love to last like old Henry Ford builds cars
Not one that falls apart after once around the block
Our love is solid as a rock

Our love is solid as a rock not once around the block
With sound 'round the clock and solid as a rock
Our love is solid as a rock not once around the block
With sound 'round the clock and solid as a rock

17212. Solid Gold

Sturgill Simpson - Solid Gold

[Verse 1]
I gotta get on back to you and let my sins unfold
Show me what I wanna see, baby it's solid gold
I gotta get on back to you and get me some of your love
I like to think I'm a humble man, but I can never get enough



[Chorus]
I gotta get back to you
I gotta get back to you

[Verse 2]
I hate being lonely, I hate being cold
Won't you warm me up now, with your solid gold
Call me a rich man, Lord knows that the truth
I'm takin' the next plane home and I'm makin' my way on back to you

[Chorus]
I gotta get back to you
I gotta get back to you

[Bridge]
I gotta get on back to you and let my sins unfold
Show me what I wanna see, baby it's solid gold
I gotta get on back to you and get me some of your love
I like to think I'm a humble man, but I can never gRt enough

[Chorus]
I gotta get back to you
I gotta get back to you
Oh, gRt on back, get back home to your solid gold
I gotta get back to you

17213. Solid Gone

Solid Gone
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
The Crows the flock at twilight
All you men should know
Why a woman goes out at night
The devil knows what for

[Chorus]
That girl is gone
She's solid gone
She's Solid gone
Left me here alone

[Verse]
Said to buy her flowers
Give her sugar and things
But if I want her heart
It'll take a diamond ring

[Chorus]

[Verse]



I gave her my last dollar
My last bottle of wine
If she's gonna leave me
It ain't from me not trying
[Chorus]

[Verse]
What I see is what I know
She would have left me long before
Tried to give her more good timRs
Than her favorite liquor store

[Chorus]

[Verse]
WhRn nighttime comes around/ You bet she's on the town
And everywhere she goes tearing my reputation down

[Chorus]

[Verse]
The grass is always greener / Out on the other side
Where I'm sitting now / I'll never know why

[Chorus]

[Outro - 3/4]
That girl is gone, She's solid gone
I don't care if she ever comes home

17214. Solid Gone - Chords

Solid Gone 
Doc & Merle Watson
 
[Verse]
C
Sometimes I'm happy and sometimes I'm blue
                            F
But today I'm so lonesome I don't know what to do
            C    G7          C
My blue eye babe she's solid gone
 
 
[Chorus]
   F                                C
Oh Lord I love that woman but she's gone
      F                                   C
And I know I'm gonna miss her since she's gone
G7          C
She's solid gone
 
 



[Verse]
C
Listen to that train come a rollin down the track
                                     F
It's a takin' her away oh God and it ain't
                                    C
A-gonna bring her back oh yes she's gone
G7          C
She's solid gone
 
 
[Verse]
C
When my baby left me she even took my shoes
 
And that's enough to give a man those
F                                  C
Doggone worried blues oh yes she's gone
G7          C
She's solid gone
 
 
[Chorus]
   F                                C
Oh Lord I love that woman but she's gone
      F                                   C
And I know I'm gonna miss her since she's gone
G7          C
She's solid gone
 
 
[Verse]
C
Would you listen to that engine pullin' around the curve
                                     F
She's a whistlin' and a pulllin' boy strainin' every nerve
              C    G7          C
And now she's gone she's solid gone

17215. Solid Ground - Chords

Solid Ground
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Gary Owens 

C
One man built his house in the sand                
G7           C
Another put his house upon a rock
When the floods of tribulation came you can understand
                               G7            C
Why one house remained and the other one did not                             
So let's built our house on solid ground on a rock



                                G7
Where we can live and love till death do us part
C                     F               C
Leaning on each other standing on our vows
                                  G7             C
With this love in our hearts baby we're on solid ground
Yeah we've got the high ground when troubled waters rise
                          D7                    G7
Where we can lay back and watch the clouds roll by   
C                                 F        C
As long as I've got you stormy skies can come around
                             G7             C
Baby let the rain fall cause we're on solid ground

Repeat #2

17216. Solitaire's Dance

Solitaire's Dance
Gary Ferguson

There are times like this I remember your kiss
And your sweet tender touch on my skin
Your green eyes so bright they could light up the night
Lord I'm wearing those memories so thin

Windows covered with tears these walls echo my fears
Drafty chimney keeps howling my pain
Winter nights so cold without you here to hold
Lord I feel like I'm going insane

Pre Chorus: I'll never forget you I won't even try
Your memory will linger till the day that I die

Chorus: It's those times like these when the mist hides the trees
And the mountains just don't stand a chance
The morning sunrise brings the tears to my eyes
I'm still waltzing to Solitaires Dance

Why did you leave me so broken completely
I guess I'll never know
Years will roll on and you'll still be gone
Broken hearted and feeling so low

Pre Chorus:

Chorus:



17217. Solitary Man

Solitary Man

Verse 1:
Belinda was mine,  til the time
That I found her, holdin' Jim
And loving him
Then Sue came along, loved me strong
That's what I thought
Me and Sue, but that died too.

Chorus:
Don't know that I will
But until I can find me
A girl who will stay
And won't play games behind me
I'll be what I 
A solitary man
Solitary man

Verse 2:
I've had it to here being where
Love's a small word
A part time thing, a paper ring
I know it's been done
Havin' one girl who loves me
Right or wrong, weak or strong

Repeat Chorus:
Don't know that I will
But until I can find me
A girl who will stay
And won't play games behind me
I'll be what I 
A solitary man
Solitary man
Solo over Intro*

Final Chorus:
Don't know that I will
But until I can find me
A girl who will stay
And won't play games behind me
I'll be what I 
A solitary man
A solitary man
Solitary man

17218. Solomon

Solomon
The Avett Brothers



just like solomon i'll cut my heart in half
if you wont say who stole it.
i know the one that truly loves me
will step up and let go of it.
i don't know what else to do.
i don't know what else to do.

just like pharaoh king i wish for peace
but i refuse to see whats happenin
and then i don't believe i will release
anything except a laugh.
ha ha ha.
and the locusts filled the air.
and all my rivers turned to red.

i was already ugly and old
like you said i would become.
when being who i really was
got in the way of your childish fun.
and the hour glass goes clear.
one less day of being here.

yes i put a ring around your finger
and i know that you will wear it.
though certainly you'll come to see
to live with me is not an easy path.

i don't know what else to do.
no I don't know what else to do.
i don't know what else to do.
no i don't know what else to do.

i know we've never met.
and though weve never kissed.
ive never held your hand.
but im good just dreaming that one day I can.

17219. Some Broken Hearts Never Mend

Dierks Bentley - Some Broken Hearts Never Mend

[Verse 1]
Coffee black
Cigarette
Start this day
Like all the rest
First thing every mornin' that I do
Is start missin' you

[Chorus 1]
Some broken hearts never mend
Some memories never end



Some tears will never dry
My love for you will never die

[Verse 2]
Rendevous
In the night
Willing a woman to hold me tight
But in the middle of love's embrace
I see your face

[Chorus 2]
Some broken hearts never mend
Some memories never end
Some tears will never dry
My love for you will never die
Never die
Some broken hearts never mend
Some memories never end
Some tears will never dry
My love for you will never die
My love for you will never die

[Outro]
Coffee black
Cigarette
Start this day
Like all the rest

17220. Some Dark Holler

Some Dark Holler
Traditional
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

I'd rather be in some dark holler
Where the sun don't never shine
Than to be here alone just knowing that you're gone
As I slowly lose my mind

So blow your whistle freight train
Take me farther on down the track
I'm going away I'm leaving today
I'm going and I ain't coming back

I'd rather be in some dark holler
Where the sun don't never shine
Than to be in some big city
In a small room with your love on my mind

So blow your whistle freight train
Take me farther on down the track
I'm going away I'm leaving today
I'm going and I ain't coming back



I'd rather be in some dark holler
Where the sun don't never shine
Than to be here alone just knowing that you're gone
As I slowly lose my mind

So blow your whistle freight train
Take me farther on down the track
I'm going away I'm leaving today
I'm going and I ain't coming back
I'm going away I'm leaving today
I'm going and I ain't coming back

17221. Some Day

Blue Highway - Some Day 

Some day when my last line is written
Some day when I've drawn my last breath
When my last words on earth have been spoken
And my lips are sealed in death

Don't look on my cold form in pity
Don't think of me as one dead
It'll just be the house I once lived in
My spirit, by then, will have fled

I'll have finished my time here allotted
But I won't be in darkness alone
I will have heard from Heaven
The summons to come on home

And when my body is in the grave
Don't think that I'll be there
I won't be dead, but living
In the place Jesus went to prepare

And after all is said and done
Know that my last earnest prayer
Is that my loved ones be ready
Someday to meet me there

17222. Some Day I'll Get Out Of These Bars

Jerry Jeff Walker - Some Day I'll Get Out Of These Bars

As I walked into a run down bar
The sign said a one man band
He was sittin' on top of a bar stool



A guitar held in his hand
And the lines he was singing 'bout a memory ringin'
I heard this old broken down star
Singing women and whiskey you know they will get you
Some day I'll get out of these bars

Chorus:
Some day I'll get out Some day I'll get out
Won't fight no more honky tonk wars
I'll find a song, and it won't take too long
Until I get out of these bars
Well I sat there drinking and dreaming and thinking
Of a time not too long ago
With those bars all around me, and those grey walls that bound me
And the years that went by too slow
And the songs that I sang to the blue sky above me
As I walked in that big prison yard
Singing women and whiskey you know they will get you
Some day I'll get out of these bars

Chorus
Well I paid for my drink and walked over to where
He was singing his lonesome song
I said we're a lot a like guitar man you and I
But your sentence is way too long
"Some day I'll get out" he began to shout
As I walked toward that open bar door
I'll find a song, and it won't take too long
Until I get out of these bars
Chorus

17223. Some Day's Reunion

Some Day's Reunion
Yonder Mountain String Band 

I went out once 
Saw an old friend 
When I talked to her, 
She hadn't changed a bit 
As we talked 
I just sat and stared 
Remembering her eyes, they light 
Like the stars at night 
Though I've been gone so long, I still could find my way home 
For some time, we just sat and stared 
We didn't say a word, and we didn't care 
Suddenly, we both laughed and smiled 
Lord it was so damn good, to see her for a while 
Though we've been gone so long, we still could find our way home 
Though we've been gone so long, we still could find our way home.



17224. Some Days

Sturgill Simpson - Some Days

I'm getting pretty tired of the state things are in
Sometimes I feel like cutting a vein, just watching it bleed
I'm tired of laying it down, getting nothing on the other end
And people only wanting to be your friend when you got something they need

(Chorus )
Well now, some days ya kill it
And some days you just choke
Some days you just blast off
And some days you just smoke
Well now maybe I do and maybe I don't
Everybody says they'll be there
But in the end ya'll know they won't
Well I'm getting pretty tired of being treated like competition
When the only one that can hold me down is inside my head
Whats a honky gotta do around here to get a little recognition
Start to think I might be worth more to everybody if I was dead

(Chorus)
I'm getting pretty tired sitting around and wasting time
I'm tired of taking blame when I ain't done nothing wrong
I'm tired of other people trying to take what's mine
And I'm tired of y'all playing dress up and trying to sing them old country songs
Well some days you kill it and some days you just choke
Some days you blast off and some days you just smoke
Well now maybe I do and maybe I don't
Everybody says they'll be there but in the end y'all know they won't

17225. Some Days You Gotta Dance

Dixie Chicks - Some Days You Gotta Dance

It was about five 'til five on Friday
We were all getting ready to go
And the boss man started screaming
And his veins began to show
He said you and you come with me
'Cause you're gonna have to stay
My heart was thumping I was jumping
I had to get away

Some days you gotta dance
Live it up when you get the chance
'Cause when the world doesn't make no sense
And you're feeling just a little too tense



Gotta loosen up those chains and dance

Well I was talking with my baby
Over a small glass of tea
He asked the loaded question
He said now how do you feel about me
My mind was racin' I was pacin'
But the words just wouldn't come
And there was only one thing
Left to do I feel it commin' on

Some days you gotta dance
Live it up when you get the chance
'Cause when the world doesn't make no sense
And you're feeling just a little too tense
Gotta loosen up those chains and dance a ha

Some days you gotta dance
Live it up when you get the chance
'Cause when the world doesn't make no sense
And you're feeling just a little too tense
Gotta loosen up those chains and dance

You gotta loosen up those chains and dance
Come on and loosen up those chains and dance

17226. Some Dreams

Steve Earle - Some Dreams

When I was a little guy
My daddy told me
"Mister, don't ever try to climb too high
'Cause it's the fall that gets ya
And some dreams can never come true
They'll never come true"

Well, I heard every word he said
But I don't guess I listened
But every time I banged my head
Against the wall or system
Yeah, some dreams don't ever come true
Don't ever come true
But some dreams do

If you just hang on
And your heart is true
And your hope is strong

Well, just because you've been around
And had your poor heart broken
Ain't no excuse for lyin' down
Before the last word's spoken



'Cause some dreams don't ever come true
Don't ever come true
Ah, but some dreams do

17227. Some Dreams - Chords

Some Dreams
Steve Earl - Some Dreams

Chord Shapes

 E   C#m  F#m   B    A
-0-  -4-  -2-  -2-  -0-
-0-  -5-  -2-  -4-  -2-
-1-  -6-  -2-  -4-  -2-
-2-  -6-  -4-  -4-  -2-
-2-  -4-  -4-  -2-  -0-
-0-  -x-  -2-  -x-  -x-

Intro:

Acoustic
e---------------------------------------------------------------
b-----------------------------------------------------------9---
G-----------------------------------------------------------9---
D--7^9-7^9-7^9----------------------------------------------9---
A--7---7-------7---9^11-11-9^11--9-7--9^11-9^11-9^11^9-9-7--7---
E--0---0---------0-7-------7-----7-7--7----7----7------7-7--0---
                                                     

  E        C#m        F#m           A       

Electric
--0~~~~~-------------------------------------
--0~~~~~-------------------------------------
--2/4~~~-------------------------------------
-----------6--4--2---2/4--6--7-6-------------
---------------------------------7--2/4------
---------------------------------------------

   F#m         B        F#m             B           E 
--------0~~~~----------------------0~~~~--------------0---
--------0~~~~--0-------------------0~~~~--------------0---
--------1/2~~--2-1-----------------1/2~~1^2-2-2-1-----1---
-------------------2/4\2--------------------------4---2---
-2-2/4-------------------4-2-2/4~~--------------------2---
----------------------------------------------------------

E
When I was a little guy

   E
My daddy told me "Mister,



      E           C#m     
Don't ever try to climb too high

       F#m                A
'Cause it's the fall that gets ya

    F#m        B                 F#m
And some dreams can never come true

B                    F#m      B
  They'll never come true"

      E
Well, I heard every word he said

    E
But I don't guess I listened

    E            C#m
But every time I banged my head

F#m                  A
Against the wall or system

      F#m        B                 F#m
Yeah, some dreams don't ever come true

B                  F#m
  Don't ever come true

    B               A
But some dreams do

                  B
If you just hang on

                      F#m
And your heart is true

                       B
And your hope is strong

      E
Well, just because you've been around

    E
And had your poor heart broken

       E             C#m
That's no excuse for lyin' there

F#m                    A
Before the last word's spoken

       F#m        B                 F#m
'Cause some dreams don't ever come true



B                  F#m
  Don't ever come true

    B                  
Aw, but some dreams do

Solo 
   
E                         E                   E        C#m            F#m            A
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------0~~---------------------0~~~-------0~-------0------------------------------------
--------4-4---------------------4-4~-------4~------4-4-----------------------------------
-2--4/6-------2-4/6-4-2---2-4/6-------4/6------4/6-----7-6-7-6-4------2/4-6-7-6-4--------
-----------------------------------------------------------------7~~--------------7-2/4~-
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

F#m        B          F#m          B                 F#m         B        A   
------0~~-----------------0-----0----0---0---0---0----------4^5--4^5-4------
------0~~-------------------2/5----5---4---2---0-----------------------7-5--
------1^2--1^2-1------1/2----------------------------4/6~~------------------
-----------------4-2--------------------------------------------------------
-2-4------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

A                       B
  When you're feelin' low

                          F#m
And you think you're through

                        B
That's when you will know

      E
Yeah, when you wish upon a star

E
Buddy, don't you miss it

E                 C#m 
Catch it 'fore it falls too far

F#m               A
Keep it with your secrets

       F#m        B                 F#m
'Cause some dreams don't ever come true

B                  F#m
  Don't ever come true

B                  F#m
  Don't ever come true

    B              E
But some dreams do



17228. Some Early Morning - Chords

Some Early Morning - Dan Tyminski

Dm                                           C                G
It was late one night in the heart of town I was drinkin' all alone
Dm                                 F           G
Ran out of cash when i paid my tab so i headed home
Dm                                       C                   G
The night was black the air was thick as I wondered past the park
       F                                   Am              Dm
Then a shot rang out and i heard a scream beside me in the dark

Dm                              C          G
Afraid that maybe I'd be next I started to run.
Dm                                        F           G
Just as fast as my feet would go into the barrel of a gun.
Dm                                      C               G
A lawmans light was blinding me he said why'd you do it son.
F                                         Am           Dm
Two weeks later in a criminal court I was up on murder one.

F                C       G
Maybe some early mornin' 
                Dm    F
In a pasture of green
                 C       G
Beside the still waters
                     Dm
I'll awake from this dream... This terrible dream

Well I sat there in the court room as the tears ran down my face.
Guilty man is free somewhere and they put me in his place.
The Jury read the verdict and the judge called out my name.
He said young man you'll spend your life wearin' the ball and chain.

Now I'm stairin' at the ceiling as I lay here on my bed
Fourteen long and lonely years it's where i layed my head
Behind these cold gray prison walls time sure passes slow
and unless I die tomorrow I've still got a life to go

Maybe some early mornin'
In a pasture of green
Beside the still waters
I'll awake from this dream... This terrible dream

A man who's lost his vision will live and die alone
In the cold walls of this prison my heart has turned to stone
The lights are growin' dimmer as I take my final breath
I can smell the air of freedom as I close my eyes in death.

Maybe some early mornin'
In a pasture of green



Beside the still waters
I'll awake from this dream... This terrible dream

17229. Some Fine Day

Some Fine Day (Larry W. Jones 12/04/2007) 

Some fine day
I will search for you and find you
Some fine day
I will find a way, it is true
Some fine day
You'll have a sign to remind you
I have a dream
Of some fine day finding you
Some fine day
When all the fields are in clover
Some fine day
When you'll see the new blush of Spring
Your soul will discover
Another soul born as your lover
Then I will be king
In the heart of a queen
- instrumental -
Some fine day
You'll have a sign to remind you
I have a dream
Of some fine day finding you
Some fine day
When all the fields are in clover
Some fine day
When you'll see the new blush of Spring
Your soul will discover
Another soul born as your lover
Then I will be king
In the heart of a queen

17230. Some Go Home

Jerry Jeff Walker - Some Go Home

A soldier rides on a train to Tennessee
And half asleep he dreams it isn't a dream
With each flick of the wheels a new face goes by
With each face he loves he turns and sighs
And he's headed home
Yes, yes, he's headed home
Tryin' to find his life again
'Cause he wonders what's become of him



Three rows back a young woman looks out the train
Her eyes reveal that her life is desperately plain
She's a woman who's seen this world and not touched one man
She knows she could if she would but she can't
And she's goin' home
Yes, yes, goin' home
Back where life begins and ends
And they feel that you belong to them
That train's just movin' on down the line
Leavin' people who ever did fall behind
And you wanna begin somewhere
But you'll always take a chance out there
So you go down the line
Down the line . .
I sit half drunk in the dining car and I observe life
I got him pegged and I'm pretty sure I got her right
When you've been as far as I have you just know these things
That's the reason it's sad they drank those drinks
'Cause I got no home
No, no, I need no home
Nothing to bring pain again
It's great just livin' on the wind
But the woman is met by her husband there at the station
And two stops later the soldier's girl is still waitin'
I simply accept the fact they're just lucky, that's all
But the fact is I don't believe they pulled it off!
And I can't go on
No, no, I can't go on
Making everything I see
Fit the way life was for me
That train's just movin' on down the line
Leavin' people who ever did fall behind
And I wanna begin somewhere
But for me there's nothing true out there
So I go down the line
Down the line . . . go on down the line . . . go on down the line . .

17231. Some Horses Run Free

Jim Lauderdale - Some Horses Run Free

[Verse 1]
Sharing the secret the ancients had known
The truth of the legend that so few were shown
You told me of things that I've come to believe
The tales of a land where some horses run free

[Verse 2]
They'll slip through the sunrise still hidden by mist
And rest at the spot at the place where we kissed
We'll watch from a distance where we can still dream
And roam around there where some horses run free



[Chorus]
You feel the sound
They're closer now
We're closer now
You feel the sound
They're closer now
We're closer now

[Verse 3]
If we never make it, at least we have tried
More ground to discover and venture outside
You'd be the captain, I'll follow your lead
I'm ready to find where some horses run free
Let's go and find where some horses run free

17232. Some How Tonight

Some How Tonight

Some how tonight feel lonely my darling
Some how tonight feel blue
Some how tonight there tears of mine keep falling
Come back aweetheart and be true

I thought you love was something I could treasure
To brighten my pathway through the years
All can see is darkness in the future
That why I long to have you near

* Refrain

I never knew what loneliness meant darling
Until watched you walk away
I long to hear you whisper that you love me
I can't forget our happy days

* Refrain

17233. Some Humans Ain't Human - Chords

Some Humans Ain't Human
By John Prine

Capo 3
A E
Mmmm Hmmm
 A
Mmmm Hmmm
 E



Mmmm Hmmm
 A
Mmmm Hmmm
A D
Some humans ain't human, some people ain't kind
 E A
You open up their hearts and here's what you'll find
 A D
A few frozen pizzas, some ice cubes with hair
 E A
A broken Popsicle, you don't want to go there

Some humans ain't human though they walk like we do
They live and they breathe just to turn the old screw
They screw you when you're sleeping, they try to screw you blind
Some humans ain't human, some people ain't kind

 D A
You might go to church and sit down in a pew
 E A
Those humans who ain't human, could be sittin' right next to you
 D A 
They talk about your family, they talk about your clothes
 E A
When they don't know their own ass from their own elbows
 E A
Jealousy and stupidity don't equal harmony
 E A
Jealousy and stupidity don't equal harmony

Mmmm Mmmm
Mmmm Mmmm
Mmmm Mmmm
Mmmm Mmmm

Guitar solo

(Spoken:)
 E A 
Have you ever noticed when you're feeling really good
 E A
There's always a pigeon that'll come s**t on your hood
 D A
Or you're feeling your freedom and the world's off your back
 E A
Some cowboy from Texas starts his own war in Iraq

Some humans ain't human, some people ain't kind
They lie through their teeth with their head up their behind
You open up their hearts and here's what you'll find
Some humans ain't human, some people ain't kind

Mmmm Mmmm
Mmmm Mmmm
Mmmm Mmmm
Mmmm Mmmm
Mmmm Mmmm



Mmmm Mmmm

17234. Some I Wrote - Chords

Some I Wrote

D
Some day when it`s all over,
 G D
And they come to carry me.
 Bm
And you`re walkin` slow and wearin' black
 Em A
With the rest of the family.
D
And the choir stands to sing a song,
 G D
Make sure it`s one of mine.
 Bm
I had a few more tunes
 
I wanted to write,
 Em D
But I ran out of time.

 D G
Some I wrote for money, Some I wrote for fun.
 D Bm Em A
Some I wrote and threw away, never sang to any one.
 D G
One I wrote for mama and a couple still aren`t through.
 D Bm Em D
I`ve lost track of all the rest, but the most I wrote for you.

 D 
That day when it`s all over,
 G D
And you`re sittin` all alone.
 Bm
They'll call ask what you want.
 Em A
to have written on my stone.
 D 
Tell them when I was born and died,
 G D
The year and the day,
 Bm 
and If there`s room for something more,
 Em D
Here`s what you can say.
 
 D G
Some he wrote for money, Some he wrote for fun.



 D Bm Em A
Some he wrote and threw away, never sang to any one.
 D G
One he wrote for his mama and never finished two or three
 D Bm Em D
He lost track of all the rest, but the most he wrote for me

17235. Some Lonesome Picker

Some Lonesome Picker
John Stewart

I often get the feeling that I'm talking to the wind
And no-one hears, no-one listens in
Then I start singing songs
And the music makes the whole world feel like home
Sing a song and you're not alone

Lilly McLean, you are standing in the rain
And you are cold, you are hungry and afraid
You are waiting for a sunrise
A sunrise makes you feel so very small
Darling Lilly, aren't we all?

Oh I'm believing, believing
Believing, that even when I'm gone
Maybe some lonesome picker will
Find some healing in this song

Julie get the gun, Julie throw it in the river
Let it roll far on out to sea
Let it carry the confusion
The hatred and the worry here in me
River rolling out to sea

Oh I'm believing, believing
Believing, that even when I'm gone
Maybe some lonesome picker will
Find some healing in this song

Maybe some lonesome picker will
Find some healing in this song

17236. Some Mistakes

Brad Paisley - Some Mistakes 

You may think I'm wrong for you
And you're wrong for me



To look at us on paper
I would have to agree
It could have been the moon light
Or it could have been the wine
But the way that we were acting
Hell it could have been the moon shine
And oh we're do we go from here
I don't know
But baby one thing's clear
Some mistakes are too much fun
To only make once
There's this little straight stretch
Just south of here
It's great for mashing down the gas
And trying out fifth gear
But it's also a speed trap
Twice I've gotten caught
But something bout it calls to me
And I can't seem to stop
And oh you have the same effect
I know I'll just keep coming back
Some mistakes are too much fun
To only make once
Well there are things in life that I regret
And even more that haven't happened yet
But it would be a shame if our little fling
Always stayed a onetime thing
Someday if we're lucky
We'll get old enough to finally be embarrassed
By the crazy things we've done
Be just like our parents
Responsible and bland
No risk, no excitement
Hey lets get it while we can
Cause
Some Mistakes are too much fun
To only make once
Love like this is too much fun
To only make once

17237. Some Of Shelley's Blues

Some of Shelley's Blues
Earl Scruggs
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Tell me,
Just one more time the reasons why you must leave,
Tell me once more why you're sure you don't need me,
Tell me again but, don't think that you'll convince me.

Now you've said,
Before falling in love again you'd rather be dead,



'Cause when someone breaks your heart, you cry your eyes red,
But there's nothing so hard about the life that you've led.

As far as I can see,
There's no reason for goodbyes,
You're just running scared,
And that's something I won't buy.

So you lose,
I won't let you go with nothing to show but more blues,
And all this talk about leaving is strictly bad news,
So you settle down and stay with the man that loves you.

As far as I can see,
There's no reason for goodbyes,
You're just running scared,
And that's something I won't buy.

So you lose,
I won't let you go with nothing to show but more blues,
And all this talk about leaving is strictly bad news,
So you settle down and stay with the man that loves you,
You settle down and stay with the man that loves you.

17238. Some Of Us Never Learn

Some of Us Never Learn

There'll always be a few of us
To keep the barrooms busy
And there'll always be fools like me
With no place else to turn

'Cause liquor has the charmin' taste
To keep you coming back
For it's true I guess
That some of us never learn

A crowded bar
Can't ever change the past
But from time to time
We drown it in a glass

'Cause liquor has the charmin' taste
To keep you coming back
Well, it's true I guess
That some of us never learn

A crowded bar
Can't ever change the past
Oh but from time to time
We drown it in a glass



'Cause liquor has the charmin' taste
To keep you coming back
Oh, it's true I guess
That some of us never learn, never learn

17239. Some Old Day

Some Old Day
Flatt & Scruggs

I've been workin' out in the rain
Tied to the dirty old ball and chain
Oh dear mother I'll come home some old day
Some sweet day they'll turn me loose
From this dirty old calaboose
Oh dear mother I'll come home some old day

   Some old day
   You'll wait for me and pray
   Oh dear mother i'll come home some old day
   Some sweet day they'll turn me loose
   From this dirty old calaboose
   Oh dear mother I'll come home some old day

Oh dear mother I've hurt you so
I've been cruel to you I know
Oh dear mother I'll come home some old day
Tell my brother My sister and dad
Tell the dear friends that I've had
Oh dear mother I'll come home some old day

17240. Some Old Side Road

Keith Whitley - Some Old Side Road

A high road, low road, some old side road, really don't matter to me 
If it gets me back to you
Jet plane, fast train, bus in a hard rain, any ol' way you please
If it gets me back to you

Young man, big shot, gotta see what's out there
Leave town, hung around, what the hell does he care
Corner park, broken heart, girl in her home town
Porch light every night, hoping that he comes around

A high road, low road, some old side road, really don't matter to me 
If it gets me back to you
Hitchhike, motor bike, any ol' way you like, crawling on my knees
If it gets me back to you



Somewhere out there the world's on his shoulder
Each night the same stuff the world's getting colder
Dreams die slow as a boy becomes a man
High road, low road, any road he can

A high road, low road, some old side road, really don't matter to me
If it gets me back to you
Jet plane, fast train, bus in a hard rain, any ol' way you please
If it gets me back to you

Hitchhike, motor bike, any ol' way you like, crawling on my knees
If it gets me

Oh, a high road low road, some old side road, really don't matter to me
If it gets me back to you
Jet plane, fast train, bus in a hard rain, any ol' way you please
If it get me back to you

A high road low road, some old side road
A high road low road, some old side road
A high road low road, some old side road

17241. Some Phone Numbers

Jerry Jeff Walker - Some Phone Numbers

For some kicks I went drinking, with some old hounds I ran with
While you were away for the day
Now the guys hadn't changed much, the scene seemed the same
In the way that the night games are played

Chorus:
Without you I'd be one of the ones who just stumble
And grab any soft place to fall
Where each day begins with a walk out some doorway
With some phone numbers you'll never call
As the evening drank on, we got more into basics
About loves lost and friends we have known
Well, Big John, he's bankrupt, and Old Lucky's in jail
And Fast Eddie's still living alone

Chorus

Bridge:
Starting all over would be more than I could handle
I don't think my lines would ring true
Looking for love in the arms of a stranger
Is more than I'm willing to do

Chorus
That night I drove home, past the houses for sale
Their plans had all come to an end



There's no blueprint for livin', no one has your answers
But we're given some clues now and then

Chorus

17242. Some Roads Lead On

Some Roads Lead On
Della Mae

I saved myself when I left from here
But I paid the price so dear
The lights of home faded far behind
and glistened in my tears

For life is more than yesterday
More than the ties that bind
Some roads lead on from what you've known
To what you need to find

I traveled on through foreign lands
some near, some far and wide
I gave away all that I own
And the rest I laid aside

For life is more than yesterday
More than the ties that bind
Some roads lead on from what you've known
To what you need to find

I ne'er returned to the home I knew
There was no way to go
But now when I lay me down by this open road
It's all of the homes I've known

For life is more than yesterday
More than the ties that bind
Some roads lead on from what you've known
To what you need to find

Some roads lead on from what you've known
To what you need to find

17243. Some Things Are

Todd Snider - Some Things Are

He took the kid to see a doctor on the other side of town
Signed in with a nurse and sat down



The boy played with toys on the waiting room floor
He tried to read a paper that he read before

The doctor will see you now is not what that means
It's a smaller room with even less magazines
Where you wait around another hour it seems
Like an hour, Lord it seems like an hour

All the days go by
No real point in wondering why
You can't undo what's done
No matter how hard you try
Some things are the way they are
Cause some things are the way they are
Love will be enough

He met the boy's mama when they were both young
The kid come along and then another two sons
Together they had weathered what hardships came
But this kind of trouble, it wasn't the same

So much seemed to be depending on this
The doctor come in looking down that list
Made a little small talk, stuck the needle in
Drew a little blood and was gone again

The kid cried and pulled close to the old man's side
It was then he realized
It didn't matter

All the days go by
No real point in wondering why
You can't undo what's done
No matter how hard you try
Some things are the way they are
Cause some things are the way they are

The truth of the matter come crashing in
Long before the doctor come back again
That the truth didn't matter whether or not he knew it
True love matters and that's all there is to it
True love matters and that's all there is to it

So when the doctor come back with his glasses pushed low
And said, "We run the test and here's what they show"
He said, "Wait, doc, let me pay you and go
I don't need to know, I don't need to know."

All the days go by
No real point in wondering why
You can't undo what's done
No matter how hard you try
Some things are the way they are
Cause some things are the way they are
Love will be enough
Love will be enough



17244. Some Things Are Too Good To Last - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Some Things Are Too Good To Last 
by Jim Lauderdale

A      Amaj7     D
Lovers leave and don't come back
E                A
Passions wait to live again
C#m                 D
Shooting stars fall with the rest
E                    A
Some things are  too good to last
A      Amaj7      D
Flowers by       another name
E             A
Live again in memory
C#m                 D
Burning hearts that run too fast
E                 A
You were just too good to last
C#m            D
I can keep for sure
C#m             D       E
What we had out of this world
A         Amaj7       D       
When your tears would warm my smile
E             A 
I knew heaven for awhile
C#m                D
The better part of a short past
E                A
We were just too good to last

SOLO

C#m            D
I can keep for sure
C#m              D      E
What we had out of this world
A      Amaj7     D
Lovers leave and don't come back
E                A
Passions wait to live again
C#m               D
Rainbows fade out with the rest
E               A
We were just to good to last
C#m                 D
Burning hearts that run too fast
E          D        A   D   E   A
Some things are too good to last



>From Jim Lauderdale  "Persimmons"
Upstart Records 1996
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)

17245. Some Things Does

Some Things Does

To us God has bestowed the things that we have come to love
And the Devil brought us trouble that hurt God from up above
We are left to choose the ways temptations are abound
Some things does some things don't lead us to a higher ground

    Some things does and some things don't
    Lead us to the stairway to God's eternal home
    We are left to choose the ways temptations are abound
    Some things does some things don't lead us to a higher ground

Some men raise their families or spend all their time in bars
Whiskey from the bottle son don't get you very far
Choose what's right upset the curve put stock in doin fine
All good things in all good time lead us to paradise

17246. Some Things I Know

Vince Gill - Some Things I Know

There's some things I know to be true
Snow is white and the ocean is blue
Rain is wet when it falls from the sky
And the stars come out every night
And just as sure as the sun will rise
The love is real you see in my eyes
Plant a seed and it will grow
Some things I know
There's some things in life I need
Water to drink, air to breathe
A place to rest when I need sleep
When I'm hungry, food to eat
As sure as I need the Lord above
That's how much I need your love
I need shelter from the cold
Some things I know
There's some things in life I want
A house with a porch, trees out front
Someone to talk with, someone to hold
And walk with as we grow old
And I want all my dreams to come true
And I want them all with you



And I just had to tell you so
Some things I know
There's some things I know to be true

17247. Some Things I Want to Sing About

Some Things I Want to Sing About - The Grascals
Osborne Brothers

I can still see mama stooped around those cotton stalks.
If she picked one, she picked a hundred bales.
Me and all my brothers would take turn about,
Dragging mama's sack up to the scales.
While little baby sister slept in peaceful sleep.
Mama laid her in the trailer shade.
Daddy was in Danville working for the railroad.
When he was coming home we couldn't wait
.
These are just some things I want to sing about
Memories I can't live without.
Diamonds buried deep down in my mind.
Thoughts I can't quit thinking,
A fountain I'll keep drinking from,
And a taste that's gettin' sweeter all the time.

I remember thinking town was where Grandmother's lived.
Where brothers went to catch a bus or train.
A treasured thought was daddy grinnin' ear to ear
Every time we'd hear the old Chuck Wagon Gang.
Among the many things I can't forget about,
Was seeing mama bowed in silent prayer.
I turned and left her slowly, without her ever knowing
There was ever anybody there.

17248. Some Things Never Get Old

Emmylou Harris - Some Things Never Get Old

Have you ever watched the sunset
Disappear in the water down in Mexico?
The sky on fire melting into the ocean
Man, there's some things that never get old

Have you ever seen a baby walk for the first time?
It's like watching a sparrow, a sparrow's wings unfold
And when that baby, she smiles up at you
Man, there's some things that never get old

Makin' sweet love to that gal of mine



My first taste of bluebird wine
Eatin' watermelon down to the rind
Any old song by brother John Prine

Sometimes that face looking back in the mirror
It make that mirror, make that mirror cold, babe
But in my heart, oh, I'm a hundred years younger
Man, there's some things that never get old, no, no

I ride into town with some friends of mine
It's a two-tone Chevy, she's a 59
Ice cold beer in the summertime
Pickin' on the back porch with brother John Prine

Well, I think livin' is one long highway
I'm bettin' Heaven is at the end of the road
And I think love just might be the answer
Man, there's some things that never get old
And I think love, oh Lord, I know it's the answer
Oh, there's some things that never get old

17249. Some Tyrant - Chords

Some Tyrant Acoustic Live 
Sarah Jarosz and Aoife O Donovan

[Intro]
C   G
 
[Verse 1]
     C          G         F          C
Some tyrant has stolen my true love away
    C           G             F         G
And here in old England I can no longer stay
     C                         F          G
I'll cross the wide ocean, all on my bare breast
   Am           G              F          C
In search of my true love that I love the best.
 
G
 
[Verse 2]
 
C              G            F            C
When that I've found out my joy and my delight
       C           G         F          G
I will welcome her kindly by day and by night.
         C                             F         G
Here's a health to all lovers that are loyal and just
              Am            G           F          C
And here's confusion to the rivals that live in distrust.
 
G



 
[Verse 3]
 
C         G              F              C
Venus and Volum they are both joined as one,
   C             G         F              G
So keep yourself single as you and I have done,
        C                           F            G
Oh, and keep yourself single, oh as constant I retire
     Am            G          F               C
Unto her like some Venus that flourishes like fire.
 
G
 
[Instrumental]
 
C   G   F   C
C   G   F   G
C       F   G
Am  G   F   C
G
 
[Verse 4]
 
    C           G          F             C
The bugle shall speak, the serpent shall sing
            C              G            F                G
There'll be instruments of music for to make the valleys ring.
       C                             F                 G
Oh the huntsman he'll holler and the hounds make their noise
       Am             G              F               C
All to fill my love's heart with ten thousand bright joys.
 
G
 
[Reprise]
 
N.C.
Some tyrant has stolen my true love away
And here in old England I can no longer stay
     C                         F          G
I'll cross the wide ocean, all on my bare breast
   Am           G              F          C
In search of my true love that I love the best.
 
G
 
[Outro]
 
C   G   F   C
C   G   F   G
C       F   G
Am  G   F   C



17250. Somebody - Chords

Somebody
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Al Anderson and Robert E. Orrall
 
C         F                   C
You think love is nothing but trouble
               F        G7        C
Cause what you give you never get back
          F           G7         C
You think hearts were made to be broken
        F                G7            C
But you don't need to be thinking like that
F               G7       C
Somebody's just dying to love you
   F            G7           C
To hold you and show you she cares
     F           G7        C
That maybe she's trying to tell you
F             G7        C
Somebody will always be there
                      F          C
See that light at the end of the tunnel
         F       G7             C
It ain't hard to get there from here
         F           G7           C
Just put one foot in front of the other
        F       G7                 C
Take it from me there's nothing to fear
Repeat #2
F                   C
Are you getting the picture
G7                   C
Am I starting to get through to you
F                     C
Somebody's waiting to promise their heart
D7                   G7
And I think you know who
Repeat #2 
     F           G7        C
That maybe she's trying to tell you
F             G7        C
Somebody will always be there

17251. Somebody Always Paints The Wall - Chords

Somebody Always Paints The Wall
Recorded by George Jones
Written by John Dennis Knutson and Arthur Leo Owens

C
If my old truck was a horse I'd have to shoot it



         F                                       C
Lord the day my ship came in I was waiting for a train
Every time I get a grip I always lose it
  D7                               G7
I can't enjoy the sunshine for the rain
    F                              C
Hon you know I'm always saying I'm sorry
    E7              F
But you stand by me through it all
           C            G7
Seems like every time I make my mark
                           C
Somebody always paints the wall
      G7
Every time I think I'm off and running
                   C
I'm barely up to a crawl
      G7
Every time I get a leg up on the ladder of success
            C
I shake and fall
          F
Back last week down at the factory
I was up for a promotion
        C                             F
And the bosses little brother got the call
           C
Seems like every time I make my mark
G7                         C
Somebody always paints the wall
If my old truck was a horse I'd have to shoot it
         F                                       C
Lord the day my ship came in I was waiting for a train
Every time I get some news there's nothing to it
D7                               G7
You're my only pleasure from the pain
repeat #2
                        G7
Seems like every time I make my mark
                           C
Somebody always paints the wall

17252. Somebody Else You've Known

Somebody Else You've Known

I've always been the kinda guy that didn't love a lot
I took all the love they offered me with ease
And it didn't make much difference if they loved me or not
'Cause I'd love 'em for a while then I'd leave

Yeah, I can't believe it's really me hurtin' like I do
Just because you left me all alone



I've seen it happen many times to other guys you knew
Surely I must be somebody else you've known

Well, when I first met you, darling, you impressed me more than some
I should have took the warning way back then
But I never stopped to think it that even my day had to come
And like the other guys I want you back again

Yeah, I can't believe it's really me
Surely I must be somebody else you've known

17253. Somebody Else You've Known - Chords

Somebody Else You've Known
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C    G7
I've always been the kinda guy that didn't love a lot
                                         C
I took all the love they offered me with ease
       G7
And it didn't make much difference if they loved me or not
                                        C
Cause I'd love 'em for a while then I'd leave

Yeah I can't believe it's really me hurting like I do
                             G7
Just because you left me all alone

I've seen it happen many times to other guys you knew
                                      C
Surely I must be somebody else you've known

     G7
Well when I first met you darling you impressed me more than some
                                        C
I should have took the warning way back then
      G7
But I never stopped to think it that even my day had to come
                                        C
And like the other guys I want you back again

Repeat #2

G7                                    C
Surely I must be somebody else you've known

17254. Somebody Knows You Now



Brad Paisley - Somebody Knows You Now 

You used to say you wanted someone to know you inside out
And as I look back on things well congratulations baby
Somebody knows you now
All of this time you told me you wished that you could figure yourself out
You say you're still a mystery but no not really not to me
Yeah somebody knows you now
Chorus
I got a hundred bucks that says right now your hair's up in a clip
Your socks don't quite match and you're bitin' your lip
I can finish your thoughts or pick the right restaurants
Even order for you 'fore you sit down
Yeah somebody knows you now
So no matter where your life's path leads
Remember me somehow
And feel a little warm inside knowin' that somewhere tonight
Somebody knows you now
Well baby all your mystery
Like you and me is history
'Cause somebody knows you now

17255. Somebody Loves You

Somebody Loves You

   Somebody loves you, darling
   Somebody loves you, I know
   Somebody loves you dearly
   Why did you let them go

Now somebody came to see me
Somebody came last night
Somebody asked me to marry
And, of course, I said all right

Now, somebody's tall and handsome
Somebody's eyes are blue
Somebody's hair is curly
Somebody's love is true

There's going to be a wedding
It's going to be this fall
So, boys and girls get ready
I'm going to invite you all

17256. Somebody Loves You Darling

Somebody Loves You Darling
Jim & Jesse



I see the postman coming
He's coming down the street
He's going to bring a letter
He's headed straight for me

Somebody loves you darling
Somebady loves you, I know
Somebody loves you darling
Why did you let them go

There's going to be a wedding
It's going to be next fall
So boys gather round and be ready
I'm going to invite you all

* Refrain

17257. Somebody More Like You

Nickel Creek - Somebody More Like You

I didn't hear you say you're sorry
The fault must be mine
I wish you all the best of luck at
Finding somebody more like you

You said you'd love me always truly
I must have changed
'Cause you don't need me like you used to
I hope you find somebody more like you

I hope you finally find someone
Someone that you trust
And give him everything
I hope you meet someone your height
So you can see eye to eye
With someone as small as you

You came out of nowhere, made me smile
Then tore me in two
Saying, we're very different people
So dear, I hope you find somebody more like you

I hope you find somebody more like you

17258. Somebody Pick Up My Pieces



Emmylou Harris
Somebody Pick Up My Pieces

[Verse 1]
Somebody pick up my pieces, I'm scattered everywhere
And put me back together and put me way over there
Take me out of contention, I surrender my crown
So somebody pick up my pieces, it's just me coming down

[Verse 2]
Well, I sure thought I had her, Lord I know she had me
But what I thought was heaven, is just falling debris
Well, I may not be crazy, but I got one hell of a start
Somebody pick up my pieces, I think I'm falling apart

[Chorus]
And don't follow my footsteps, step over my trail
The road is too narrow and your footing could fail
And the fall to the bottom could tear you apart
And they'll be picking up pieces of you and your heart

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
And don't follow my footsteps, step over my trail
The road is too narrow and your footing could fail
And the fall to the bottom could tear you apart
And they'll be picking up pieces of you and your heart
[Outro]
And they'll be picking up pieces of you and your heart

17259. Somebody Saved Me

Marty Stuart - Somebody Saved Me

Somebody saw me
When I was wondering
Out in the desert
Somebody saw me
And with compasion
Called to me gently
Saying come in
Somebody saved me
When I was sinking
Somebody rescued 
My soul from the great
Somebody pulled me
Close to his bussom
It was jesus
Mighty king jesus



17260. Somebody Somewhere (Don't Know What He's Missin' Tonight)

Lucinda Williams - Somebody Somewhere (Don't Know What He's Missin' Tonight)

Somebody, somewhere don't know what he's missin' tonight.

It must have all started with that darn'd old Late Show.
It made me so lonely and sad.
And to make it all better, I kept getting bluer,
With each little drink that I had.
So I tuned in a DJ,
Who played every sad song he owned.
Lord, I need someone so, but everyone I know,
Is away, bein' needed at home.

Somebody, somewhere don't know what he's missin' tonight.
Lord, here sits a woman, just lonesome enough to be right.
For love 'em or leave 'em, how I need someone to hold tight.
Somebody, somewhere don't know what he's missin' tonight.

17261. Somebody Stole My Santa Claus Suit

Somebody Stole My Santa Claus Suit
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

Somebody stole my Santa Claus suit
Somebody ripped off my beard, hat and boots
Some little fatso is all dressed in red
He even had the gall to swipe the pillow off my bed

Now what my kids going to think?
If Santa's a no-show, well boy, they'll raise a stink
But Deck the Halls and  What the Hell! 
Yeah, I still got my Jingle Bells

So sucker, you can keep the suit!
Cause frankly I don't give a hoot!

[Instrumental]

(Did somebody steal your Santa Claus suit?)
Yeah, somebody ripped off my beard, hat and boots
Some little fatso is ah, all dressed in red
He even had the gall to swipe the pillow off my bed

Now what my kids going to think?
If Santa's a no-show, well boy, they'll raise a stink
But Deck the Halls and  What the Hell! 
Yeah, I still got my Jingle Bells

So sucker, you can keep the suit!
Cause frankly I don't give a hoot!



But where, oh where's my Santa Claus suit?
That git-up set me back a bundle of loot!
The beard alone was four-ninety-eight
The box it came in was an antique orange crate!

Somebody took the whole she-bang
If I find that roly-poly mother, he's going to hang
(Roly poly, roly poly, roly poly...)
But, gee, I guess that's no way to be
He might do some good with it and all thanks to me!

So sucker, you can keep the suit!
Frankly I don't give a hoot!

(Tachika, tachika)
Don't give a hoot
(Tachika, tachika)
"Oh, I might give a little hoot"
(Tachika, tachika)
"Just a little tiny hoot that..."
(Tachika, tachika...)
"It's Christmas...Eh, keep the suit...I'd rather you have a nice Christmas with your new suit...T
ake the suit, be entertaining...what do I care?...Thanks a lot!"

17262. Somebody Talkin' About Jesus

Kathy Mattea - Somebody Talkin' About Jesus

Everywhere I Go
Everywhere I Go, My Lord
Everywhere I Go
Somebody talkin' about Jesus
They turned away Mary & Joseph from the Inn
Somebody talkin' about Jesus
A baby born in Bethlehem
Somebody talkin' about Jesus
Born, born of the Virgin Mary
Somebody talkin' about Jesus
Born, born on Christmas Morn
Somebody talkin' about Jesus
Born, born of the Virgin Mary
Somebody talkin' about Jesus
Born, born on Christmas Morn
Somebody talkin' about Jesus
Glory Be to the Newborn Babe
Somebody talkin' about Jesus
Born, born of the Virgin Mary
Somebody talkin' about Jesus
Born, born on Christmas Morn
Somebody talkin' about Jesus



17263. Somebody To Love - Chords

Somebody To Love 
Kacey Musgraves
 
          G
We're all hoping, we're all hopeless,
          Bm
We're all thorns and we're all roses
          C                            G
We're all looking down our noses at ourselves
 
          G
We're all flawed and we're all perfect,
          Bm
We're all lost and we're all hurting
         C                 D            G
And just searching for somebody to love
 
          G
We're all liars, we're all legends,
          Bm
We're all ten's that want elevens,
          C                                     G
We're all trying to get to heaven but not today,
          G
We're all happy, we're hating,
          Bm
We're all patiently impatient
         C               D            G
And just waiting for somebody to love
 
          C
We're all good but we ain't angels,
       C
We all sin but we ain't devils,
          Bm
We're all pots and we're all kettles 
             Em
But we can't see it in ourselves,
          C
We're all living till we're dying,
         Bm
We ain't cool but man we're trying,
C                                  D
Thinking we'll be fixed by someone else
 
       G
We all wrangle with religion,
       Bm
We all talk but we don't listen,
          C                             G
We're all starving for attention then we run,



 
          G
We're all paper, we're all scissors,
          Bm
We're all fighting with our mirrors,
             C              D            G
Scared we'll never find somebody to love
 
Bm C  G  Bm C  D  G
 
          C
We're all good but we ain't angels,
       C
We all sin but we ain't devils,
          Bm
We're all pots and we're all kettles
             Em
But we can't see it in ourselves,
          C
We're all living till we're dying,
         Bm
We ain't cool but man we're trying,
C                                  D
Thinking we'll be fixed by someone else
 
               G
Just tryin' to hold it all together,
       Bm
We all wish our best was better,
C                             G
Hoping that forever is really real,
 
       G
Miss a dime to grab a nickel,
    Bm
Overcomplicate the simple
          C                D           Em
We're all little kids just looking for love
              C                 D            G    Bm  C  D  G
Yeah don't we all just want somebody to love

17264. Somebody Touched Me

Somebody Touched Me
Artist: The Stanley brothers
Bill Monroe

While I was praying somebody touched me
While I was praying somebody touched me
While I was praying somebody touched me
Must've been the hand of the Lord
Chrous:
Glory glory glory somebody touched me



Glory glory glory somebody touched me
Glory glory glory somebody touched me 
It Must've been the hand of the Lord
While I was singing somebody touched me
While I was singing somebody touched me
While I was singing somebody touched me 
It Must've been the hand of the Lord
Chorus
While I was preaching somebody touched me
While I was preaching somebody touched me
While I was preaching somebody touched me 
It Must've been the hand of the Lord
Chorus
Chorus

17265. Somebody Was Watching Over Me

Alison Krauss - Somebody Was Watching Over Me

I've been shot up and shook down
I've been turned away and turned around
Nobody to call my own
In this mean, old world alone
Many many months I cried
Somebody was on my side
Down in my soul I knew
Someway that I'd get through

Looking back, now I see
Somebody was watching over me

Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching

Well, I've been locked up and locked down
I've been used and abused
Didn't know if I was uptown or downtown
You know my life was so confused
Living in a state of depression
Something save me from my obsession
My strength was put to the test
My weakness put to rest
Looking back, now I see
Somebody was watching over

Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching over me
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching over me



Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Now my bad times is better than the
Good times used to be
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching

Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching

There was a time when
Peace, I could not find
Nothing to call my own
No job, no car, no home
Staying in a one room shack
All I had was the clothes on my back
Each day my only plan
Had a bottle in my hand

Looking back, now I see
Somebody was watching over me

Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching over me
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching over me
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Now my bad times is better than the
Good times used to be
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching

Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching
Somebody was watching



17266. Somebody's Back In Town - Chords

Chris Hillman - Somebody's Back In Town 
by D.Helms T.Wilburn D.Wilburn      
Osborne Brothers

F                                 C                                 
I just heard the saddest news somebody's back in town 
Bb              C              F
And I know just what he's gonna do 
F                                   C
He'll pick up where he left off his last time around
   Bb              C7             F
Oh how it hurts to keep on losing you
F   Bb                                F
Somebody's back in town to steal your love from me
    Bb                        C7
The fear I had so long is now reality 
    F             F7              Bb
The only chance I have is when he throws you down
   Gm                 C7             F
My chance is gone somebody's back in town

SOLO

F                                          C
I know that I can't change your ways we've been thru that before
    Bb              C                   F
His trap is set and you will walk right in
                                     C
He only wants a fly by night affair and nothing more
    Bb               C              F
And you're just fool enough to fall again
F    Bb                              F
Somebody's back in town why can't he stay away
Bb                                    C7
You should know he never loved you anyway
      F              F7                Bb
He'll let you live a little then he'll throw you down
    Gm             C7             F
Sad news today somebody's back in town

         From Chris Hillman "Desert Rose"  
         Sugar Hill Records
         Sure Fire Music(BMI)

17267. Somebody's Coming

Todd Snider - Somebody's Coming

Tell anybody that ain't got nobody
Somebody's coming
Tell all these people who think they need money



Somebody's coming
Tell everybody walkin' tall and proud
That their money talks, but it talks so loud
That there's somebody coming
That's gonna change everything
Tell all these people makin' all these decisions
Somebody's coming
Tell all these people with their hateful opinions
Somebody's coming
Tell everybody in the KKK, in the FBI, in the CIA
That there's somebody coming
That's gonna change everything
Somebody's coming to change your mind
Sneak up on all you believe from behind
Somebody's coming who won't let you down
Who'll turn everything you thought was right around
Well somebody's coming
That's gonna change everything
Tell all these people at the end of the line
Somebody's coming
Tell all these people holding "I'll work for food" signs
Somebody's coming
Somebody's coming, been here before
If you think you're outta chances, well you've got one more
'Cause somebody's coming
That's gonna change everything
Somebody's coming that don't need your vote
Gonna rattle your cage and rock your boat
Somebody' coming like a thief in the night
Gonna stand by his people when we're took weak to fight
Well somebody's coming
It's gonna change everything
Somebody's coming
Somebody's coming
Look out!
Somebody's coming
Yes it's somebody coming
That's gonna to change everything

17268. Somebody's Doin' Me Right - Chords

Keith Whitley - Somebody's Doin Me Right

Verse 1 
Bb 
Runnin' around 
                            F 
I've spent my whole life runnin' around 
Bb 
Settlin' down 
                          F 
I never dreamed I'd be settlin' down 
 



                        C   F 
But something's comin' over me 
                       Bb      F 
Woman, you have got a hold on me 
               Bb 
And the reason just might be 
           C 
You're so good to me 

       F 
Somebody's doin' me right 
Dm  
Somebody's holdin' me tight 
Bb  
Sharin' my days and my nights 
C                   F 
Somebody I really like 
F 
Just took a hold of my hand 
Dm 
You make me feel like a man 
Bb 
There's been a change in my life 
C                    F 
Somebody's doin' me right      
 
      C    F 
It's alright 
              C   F  
Oh girl it's alright 
 
Verse 2 
Set in my ways 
Thinkin' that love would only get in my way 
But now I'm wantin' to stay 
I like this feelin' of wantin' to stay 
 
Really it's no mystery 
What brought all this change in me 
You're the one who made me see 
How love was meant to be 
 
Chorus 2 
 
Solo 
 
Chorus 3  
 
On the third chorus, step up a whole-step, replacing 
F   Dm   Bb   C with 
G   Em     C     D



17269. Somebody's Missing You

Emmylou Harris
Somebody's Missing You

[Chorus]
Somebody's missing you
Longs to be kissing you
You'd better listen
You mean all the world to me
You're on somebody's mind
Just almost all the time
Bet you already knew
Somebody's missing you

[Verse 1]
The days go slowly by
When I'm away from you
I long to see your smile
And feel the warmth of you

I've loved you for so long
But still we feel brand new
At home, inside your arms
Somebody's missing you

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]
Last thought before I sleep
First thought when I awake
You're even in my dreams
And I can hardly wait
To hear your voice again
Saying all the things you do
In case you're wondering
Somebody's missing you

[Chorus]

[Outro]
In case you're wondering
Somebody's missing you
Really, really, really, really missing you

17270. Somebody's Missing You

Somebody's Missing You
(G.H. Boatwright)
Frank Solivan

Somebody's missin' you
Someone who's love is true



Somebody's heart is breakin' in two
Somebody's missin' you

Somebody cried last night
Wondered If you were alright
Stayed awake till thebroad daylight
Somebody cried last night

Somebody waits alone
Waits by the telephone
Somebody's wondering if you're comin' home
Somebody waits alone

17271. Somebody's Prayin'

Ricky Skaggs - Somebody's Prayin'

Somebody's prayin, I can feel it
Somebody's prayin' for me
Mighty hands are guiding me
To protect what I can't see
Lord I believe, Lord I believe
That somebody's prayin', for me

Angels are watchin', I can feel it
Angels are watchin' over me
There's many miles ahead 'til I get home
Still I'm safely kept before your thrown
'Cause Lord I believe, Lord I believe
Your angels are watchin' over me

Well, I've walked through barren wilderness
When my pillow was a stone
And I've been through the darkest caverns
Where no light had ever shown
Still I went on 'cause there was someone
Who was down on their knees
And Lord. I thank you for those people
Prayin' all this time for me

Somebody's prayin', I can feel it
Somebody's prayin' for me
Mighty hands are guiding me
To protect me from what I can't see
Lord I believe, Lord I believe
Somebod's prayin' for me

17272. Somebody's Shadow



Rodney Crowell - Somebody's Shadow

I've seen her in the street light once, all edgy, black and white
A flash of incandescence, shape shifting in the night
I spied her in the clearing, out beyond the switching yard
I seen her in a fever dream, and the emperor's tarot card
On every crooked sidewalk I've ever stumbled down
Where all roads lead to nowhere on the other side of town
She leanin' on a lamp post, or slumped back against the wall
Sneaking down the alley, behind the billiard hall
Down in a cafe window, a figure so forlorn
She's making me the enemy, of every oath I've sworn
Has anybody seen her pray tell me what you hear!
Cause I just can't get over how she shed me like a tear
Somebody's shadow is pullin' out the stops
Somebody's shadow probably ought to call the cops
Somebody's shadow is sneaking up behind
Somebody's shadow made a mad house of my mind
A perfume apparition out there, fading into black
Somebody's shadow like a neon heart attack
She's lipstick on the pill mill, by the ashtray on the bed
Wine glass in the bathroom, a porch light flamin' red
Her eyes are corn silt vapor and her hair is like oil drum fire
The hoot owl and in the belfrey backing on a heart's desire
Is anybody out there now, can hear my voice?
The moondance on the roof top is the phantom lady's choice
Somebody's shadow sneaking up behind
Somebody's shadow made a mad house of my mind
Somebody's shadow is makin' me a wreck
Somebody's shadow like a noose around my neck
This paradise called yesterday is what I miss the most
Somebody's shadow still haunts me like a ghost

17273. Someday

Someday
Darrell Scott

I am grounded oh, but I have wings to fly.
I don't use 'em. I just look up in the sky.
I keep 'em hidden, bound up in a coat and tie
'Til the world is ready for a man with wings to fly

But I will fly someday
I'll break these feet of clay
And I'll be on my way, my way

I am feeling, though I do not shed a tear
My eyes are dusty, though I have faced my fear of fears
I am shaken by the coming on of years
I am a feeling man, but a can not shed a tear

But I will cry someday
I'll break these eyes of clay



Yeah, and I'll be on my way, my way
Someday

I am loving, though I make my bed alone
I've had lovers, but I have no one of my own
But I could feed her from the garden I have grown
I am a loving man, but I make my bed alone

And I will love someday
I'll break this heart of clay
Yeah, and I'll be on my way, my way

And I will love someday
I'll break these feet and these eyes, and this heart of clay
And I'll be on my way, my way
Someday

17274. Someday

Alan Jackson - Someday 
(Alan Jackson/Jim McBride)

She looked me in the eye and said it's over
I can't take this heartache anymore
She said don't tell me lies and try to please me
I've heard it all so many times before
And I took her by the arm and said don't leave me
There's nothin' in this world I wouldn't do
Just give me time I'll be the man you've needed
She said I wish that I could take that for the truth
And I said someday
I'll get my life straight
And she said it's too late
What's done is done
And I told her someday
She said I can't wait
'Cause sometimes someday just never comes
She said all I've ever wanted was to love you
And somewhere deep inside me I still do
But now I think it's time I stopped believin'
'Cause I'm never gonna see a change in you
And I said someday
I'll get my life straight
And she said it's too late
What's done is done
And I told her someday
She said I can't wait
'Cause sometimes someday just never comes
Sometimes someday just never comes



17275. Someday - Chords

Someday 
Brett Dennen
 
CAPO 1
D E A (x2)    E
 
Yeah
 
F#m            E       D              A
In the womb of winter, summer seems a myth
D           A                E
In my desperation I throw my faith into the wind
F#m             E       D                   A
Born to a world where it is a fight just to fit in
D                A                E
From the cradle to the grave, it never ends
 
 
D            A   E             A
Someday, someday in a cloud of gray
         D    A       E     A
I will, I'll make my great escape
 
 
F#m      E      D             A
So many ways to walk upon the earth
D           A                E
I trace my footsteps to the place of my birth
F#m            E       D                 A
So what do you do with all your precious time
D       A                E
So many ways in which to reach for the sky
 
D            A   E             A
Someday, someday in a cloud of gray
         D    A       E     A
I will, I'll make my great escape
D            A   E             A
Someday, someday in a cloud of gray
         D    A       E     A
I will, I'll make my great escape
 
 
F#m    D     A    E
 
F#m        D                       A     E
Say, little bit by little bit, someday
 
 
         D                  E
I may be weary but I am not weak
             A            F#m
I can sing a song of suffering
         D     A        E
Maybe a song unsung is dancing on the tip of your tongue



       D                E
My salvation's ahead of me
         A           F#m
I can feel it calling me
            D              A         E
I know that I, I know that I will be ready
 
D            A   E             A
Someday, someday in a cloud of gray
         D    A       E     A
I will, I'll make my great escape
D            A   E             A
Someday, someday in a cloud of gray
         D    A       E     A
I will, I'll make my great escape

17276. Someday - Chords

Someday (without Capo)
Vince Gill - Someday (without Capo)

INTRO CHORDS  C F C F

(verse)

   C                     G             
I wipe a tear away, As I give up this day
C                             F
Wondering if I'll ever find someone

(bridge)

        Am  
When I close my eyes and dream
               Dm 
These are the words I'm whispering
F       Fm         C
Someday love will come

(verse)

C                        G              
I won't have a doubt, My head up in the clouds
C                            F
It's certain as the morn-ing sun
        Am                     Dm  
I will alway believe there's somebody just for me
F       Fm        C   
Someday love will come

(CHORUS)

  C   G        F



Some-day after all these nights of waitng
  C   G        F
Some-day I'll find a chance worth taking
Am   G   F                 
Sav-ing me, 
      Dm
    Fm                           C
My heart will find a home  Some-day

(Lead chords here are  (C - F - C - F)

(bridge)

          Am                  Dm
She'll be so beautiful  The sweetest miracle
F       Fm        C
Someday love will come     

(chorus)

Am
And when I close my eyes and dream
               Dm
These are the words I'm whispering
F       Fm        C     
Someday love will come 
F       Fm        C
Someday love will come

17277. Someday - Chords

Someday 
Steve Earle

[Intro]
G C D  G C D  G C D G
 
[Verse]
G                                              C  D  G
There ain't a lot that you can do in this town
G                                                       C  D G
You drive down to the lake and then you turn back around
G                                               C  D  G
You go to school and you learn to read and write
G                                                           C D G
So you can walk into the county bank and sign away your life
G                                                  C D G
Now I work at the fillin station on the interstate
G                                                  C  D G
I'm pumpin gasoline and countin out of state plates
G                                                                C D G
They ask me how far into Memphis son and where's the nearest beer
G                                                    C D G



They don't even know that there's a town around here
 
[Chorus]
Em  C       D             G
Someday I'm finally gonna let go
Em      C              D      G
Cause I know there's a better way
Em    C                 D         G
And I wanna know what's over that rainbow
G   D         C           D       G C D       G  C D G
I'm gonna get out of here someday       someday
 
[Verse]
G                                                      C  D G
Now my brother went to college cause he played football
G                                                    C D G
I'm still hangin' round cause I'm a little bit small
G                                                C D G
I got me a 67 Chevy she's low and sleek and black
G
Someday I'll put her on that interstate and never look back
 
[Chorus]
Em  C       D             G
Someday I'm finally gonna let go
Em      C              D      G
Cause I know there's a better way
Em   C                 D         G
And I wanna know what's over that rainbow
G    D        C             D
I'm gonna get out of here someday
G    D        C             D    G   C  D    G
I'm gonna get out of here someday
G        C    D   G         C    D    G   C   D   G
Someday           someday

17278. Someday He'll Whisper My Name - Chords

Someday He'll Whisper My Name
Recorded by Merle Haggard and Albert E. Brumley
Written by Merle Haggard

C                     F
Bitter and better the likeness of letter
C                   G7
So close but so far apart
C   G7       C           F
One word's a warning the other's a blessing
C          G7             C
Both words describing the heart
                        F
With keen ears I listen when He sends a message
C             E7        Am   D7



God can bring famine or fame
      C                  G7
Sweet words of Jesus can bring life eternal
F             G7         C
Someday He'll whisper my name
                         F
Someday He'll whisper my name
C                      G7
Someday He'll carry me home
C                        F
Someday He'll whisper my name
C             G7          C
Someday He'll call me His own
Repeat #3

17279. Someday Man

Paul Williams 
Someday Man

Some people always complain that their life is too short
So they hurry it along
Their worries drive them insane
But they still go along for the ride
As for me, I have all the time in the world

I was born a someday man I'm a maybe child
I was born a someday man I was always wild

Tomorrow's a new day, baby anything can happen
Anything can happen at all

Some folks are working for reasons
And waiting for answers they're never gonna find
They keep on searching for pleasures
And looking so hard they can't see
But for me life can be a sweet holiday

I was born a someday man I'm a maybe child
I was born a someday man I was always wild

Tomorrow's a new day, baby anything can happen
Anything can happen at all

I was born a someday man I'm a maybe child
I was born a someday man I was always wild
I was born a someday man I'm a maybe child
I was born a someday man I was always wild

I was born a someday man I'm a maybe child
I was born a someday man I was always wild
I was born a someday man I'm a maybe child
I was born a someday man I was always wild



17280. Someday My Day Will Come - Chords

Someday My Day Will Come
Recorded by George Jones  written by Christopher C. Ryder, 
V.L. Haywood, Earl Montgomery

C                   F                       C
Someday my day will come and I won't need a thing at all
                G7                                 C
Yes I can stand proud and tall and say just what I feel
                    F                         C
Someday my day will come when dreams become reality
                  G7                             C    G7
I'll be the one I want to be someday my day will come
       C      G7      F      C
It's a tiring path we travel through
                              G7
For each step I take Lord I'm set back two
   C        G7       F       C
We all have roles in life to play
    D7                        G7
And I'll play a great one someday
    C               F                        C
Someday my day will come I'll hold true love right in my hand
                      G7                                C
I'll touch the pretty rainbow's end and my cup will overflow
               F                            C
Someday my day will come I'll watch my ship as it comes in
                    G7                               C
My castles won't be made of sand someday my day will come
G7                                                       C
I'll hold true love right in my hand someday my day will come

17281. Someday My Ship Will Sail

Emmylou Harris - Someday My Ship Will Sail

Life is just a passing moment 
On an never ending trail 
Though my pathway wanders for a heart 
Someday my ship will sail 

But I will walk this road awhile 
And I will walk it with a smile 
I will take it in my stride 
Someday I'll be satisfied 

There's eternity before me 
Just beyond the darkening veil 



O my spirit hollers to go on 
Someday my ship will sail 

But I will walk this road awhile 
And I will walk it with a smile 
I will take it in my stride 
Someday I'll be satisfied 
Someday I'll be satisfied

17282. Someday Soon

Someday Soon
Ian Tyson

There's a young man that I know whose age is twenty-one.
Comes from down in southern Colorado.
Just out of the service, he's lookin' for his fun.
Someday soon, goin' with him someday soon.

My parents can not stand him 'cause he rides the rodeo.
My father says that he will leave me cryin'.
I would follow him right down the roughest road I know.
Someday soon, goin' with him someday soon.

Bridge:
But, when he comes to call, my pa ain't got one good word to say.
Guess it's 'cause he's just as wild in his younger days.

So blow, you old Blue Northern, blow my love to me.
He's ridin' in tonight from California.
He loves his damned old rodeo as much as he loves me.
Someday soon, goin' with him someday soon.

Instrumental Break

Bridge:
When he comes to call, my pa ain't got one word to say.
Guess it's 'cause he's just as wild in his younger days.

So blow, you old blue northern, blow my love to me.
He's ridin' in tonight from California.
He loves his damned old rodeo as much as he loves me.
Someday soon, goin' with him someday soon.

Someday soon, goin' with him someday soon.

17283. Someday We'll Look Back



Someday We'll Look Back

Someday when our dream world finds us 
And these hard times are gone
We'll laugh and count our blessings
In a mansion all our own 
If we both pull together tomorrow's sure to come
Someday we'll look back and say it was fun

We live on love and pennies 
And the day dream out of sight
And I'm amazed the way you smile
When things don't turn out right
We climb each hill together each step one by one
And someday we'll look back and say it was fun

Someday when our dream world finds us 
And these hard times are gone
We'll laugh and count our blessings
In a mansion all our own 
If we both pull together tomorrow's sure to come
Someday we'll look back and say it was fun
And someday we'll look back and say it was fun

17284. Someday When Things Are Good

Someday When Things Are Good

Someday when things are good
I'm gonna leave you
I can't seem to go
When things are bad
I'll be one more love
That you can dream about
And one more man
That you can say you've had
You'll always be the kind
To dream of yeasterday
And the way of life
I never understood
And someday soon I'll be
Just one more memory
And you'll call my name when things
Are not so good

Someday when things are good
I'm gonna leave you
I can't seem to go
When things are bad
I'll be one more love
That you can dream about
And one more man
That you can say you've had



17285. Someday You'll Call My Name

Ernest Tubb 
Someday You'll Call My Name
(originally by Hank Williams)
Billy Strings - IIIrd Tyme Out

Someday you'll call my name and I won't answer
Someday you'll reach for me I won't be there
For you've grown tired of all the love I gave you
But someday you'll wish that I still care

All through the years how I have loved you
And you know I claimed you for my own
Someday you'll call my name and I won't answer
For someday you'll find yourself alone

When your hair has turned from gold to silver
And your eyes are dimmed by passing years
You'll remember, darling, what I told you
But there'll be no one to dry your tears

There'll come a time within your life, dear
When you'll need somebody who will care
Someday you'll call my name and I won't answer
For someday you'll find I won't be there

17286. Someday You'll Pay

Someday You'll Pay

Someday you'll pay for breakin my heart
And then you'll pay alone
You'll miss the sweet kiss you'll need a sweetheart
You'll think of the one that's gone

   If you could just feel so lonely and blue
   I know you'd change your mind
   You've broken my heart but some sad day
   You'll pay for love divine

The days may come the days may go
That find you happy still
But when your sins have found you out
You'll have to pay the bill

So long my dear good luck to you
You'll never see me again
The happy days that once we knew



Have come to this bitter end

17287. Someday, Somewhere

Someday, Somewhere
by Thomas A. Dorsey
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

I am thinking of a city
in a beautiful land
far away from all these burdens
Toil and care oh yeah
There'll be peace, there'll be joy
There'll be riches we all will share
when we reach that city
Way over there

We have friends and we have kindred
who we see every day
Some of riches, some of passion
Some of trial oh lord
Now in affliction, they'll
forsake you lord
And will cast you aside
But there's a Savior who will lead you
All the way, Oh Lord

Someday Lord, Somewhere
oh, in a city so bright and fair
far away from all these burdens
toil and care, oh yes
There'll be peace, there'll be joy
there'll be riches we all will share
when we reach that city
Way over there

Now some of joy, yes some of sorrow
Lord alltogether, I know've gone
I may be next, may be next on call now
Lord to go, Oh Lord
Maybe today, maybe tomorrow
I can't tell now, I'd like to know
But I'll be ready when my Savior
calls me home

17288. Somedays You Write The Song

Somedays You Write the Song
Guy Clark



It's just one of those days you can't explain
When nothing's right or wrong
Too much wine or not enough
So you just play along
There's no rhyme or reason
Ain't a damn thing you can do
Some days you write the song
Some days the song writes you

Your sure voice and melody
Will sing my soul to sleep
Reaching for some harmony
Deep inside of me
Some days you know just how it goes
Some days you have no clue
Some days you write the song
Some days the song writes you

You can fall

You can fly
Get low down or get high
You can try or just leave it alone
You can search for the way
You can curse, you can pray
But the words have a way of their own
It don't matter how much it hurts
You've got to tell the truth
Some days you write the song
Some days the song writes you

Now you may think I just made this up
But I would not lie, that's true
Some days you write the song
Some days the song writes you

17289. Somehow Tonight

Somehow Tonight
Flatt & Scruggs - Osborne Brothers
Ricky Skaggs

   Somehow tonight I feel lonely my darling
   Somehow tonight I feel blue
   Somehow tonight these tears of mine keep falling
   Come back sweetheart and be true

I thought you're love was something I could treasure
To brighten my pathway through the years
Now all I can see is darkness in the future
That's why I long to have you near



I never new what loneliness meant darling
Until I watched you walk away
I long to hear you whisper that you love me
I can't forget our happy days

17290. Someone

Ron Block - Someone 
Album: Doorway

My father was an old man, he worked so hard and long
He asked me to believe that he had all that he could want
Holding up his hands he said, "These hands have bled for you
Lord knows you've been worth it, too"

He smiled at me sadly as I walked out of his door
I told him once again, just like time and time before
"I know that you're contented but before my life is done
I am gonna be someone"

I set out on my own to find the life I planned for me
I was longing for a high and lonely destiny
Spending all my days on the debt of my tomorrows
Looking for some love but I found none, 'cause I was gonna be someone

It took me years of pain to find what he already knew
Contentment doesn't come from what you say or what you do
Peace just like a river comes by resting in the sun
And I don't have to be someone

I set out on my own to find the life I planned for me
I was longing for a high and lonely destiny
Spending all my days on the debt of my tomorrows
Living comes from resting in the sun and I don't have to be someone

Peace just like a river comes by resting in the sun
And I don't have to be someone

17291. Someone Before Me

Osborne Brothers - Someone Before Me

Someone before me still turns you inside out
When we're together he's all you talk about
You're always wanting me to do the things he used to do
Someone before me sure left his mark on you.

I've tried to get inside your heart but I don't have a chance
I can see he's on your mind with every little glance



You're living on old mem'ries my love can't get through to you
Someone before me sure left his mark on you.

--- Instrumental ---

I've tried to get inside your heart but I don't have a chance
I can see he's on your mind with every little glance
You're living on old mem'ries my love can't get through to you
Someone before me sure left his mark on you...

17292. Someone Else's Blues - Chords

Someone Else's Blues 
David Bromberg

[Intro]
E7 A7 D7 A7 E7
 
[Verse 1]
A7                           D7
When I woke up this morning, everything seemed all right.
 A7
My woman called me from New York City. She said, "Darlin', did you sleep well last night?"
                    D7
She told me I got three checks in the mail. Hallelujah! I got a refund on my union dues.
A7
But when I woke up this morning, I musta had someone else's blues.
                     D7                                A7 D9  A7
I swear I don't know why. I don't know why I feel this way.
                    E7                          D7                        A7    D7  A7  E7
Well, I got, I got someone else's blues in the midst of an almost perfect day.
 
[Verse 2]
A7
I don't owe anyone any more money. All my cavities are filled.
A7                             D7               A7
If I pull my hand outside my pocket too fast, I might drop a couple of fifty-dollar bills.
A7                         D7                                       A7
I got more dope than I can smoke. I got more chicks than I can use.
A7                         D7           A7
Somehow when I woke up the morning, I guess I had somebody else's blues.
                     D7                                A7 D9  A7
I swear I don't know why. I don't know why I feel this way.
                E7                         D7                         A7    D7  A7  E7
You know I got someone else's blues in the midst of an almost perfect day.
 
[Instrumental]
A7 D7 A7 D9  A7
(3:46 -                       
D7  A7  E7 D7   A7 D7 A7 E7
(5:00 -
A7 D7 A7 D9 A7 D7 D7 A7 E7 D7 A7 D7 A7  E7
 



[Verse 3]
A7                                            D7
I swear I don't know who the man is that this trouble belongs to.
A7                   D7                                   A7
I wonder did he do a murder? Great God, what did that man do?
                     D7
He's a no-good lying rascal, but I guess he's pretty smart,
A7                                                  D7
Cuz he's outside havin' himself a real fine, sweet, happy time
        A7
and his blues are right here, breaking my heart.
A7                   D7                                A7  D9  A7
I swear I don't know why. I don't know why I feel this way.
            E7                    D7                         A7   D7  A7
I got someone else's blues in the midst of an almost perfect day.

17293. Someone I Used to Love

Nanci Griffith - Someone I Used to Love

All the days we've been together
All the days we've been apart
Add up to a bunch of nothing
If I'm not still in your heart
I never want you to be
Just a page in my history
Someone I used to love

Your voice breathed in my ear
Or on the telephone
All the tender things we've whispered
To keep from feeling alone
May they never come to be
Just cold gems set in memory
Of someone I used to love

This current flows between us
That will not be denied
You draw me in towards you
Like the moon pulls at the tide
May no shadow ever fall
That will make me have to call
You someone I used to love  

Â(C)1993 Golden Mountain Music Corp (SOCAN)

17294. Someone Like You



Someone Like You

Verse 1:
Turn the lights down low
I'll be ready to go
To bed alone once again
My plane from the city was late
And there weren't anyone there
To meet my flight coming in

Chorus:
But I'm not waiting
For you to come home
 Cause I know that may never come true
When it's cold at dawn
You're so far gone
I still miss someone like you
I still miss someone like you

Verse 2:
The doc says you'll live
But I got no pills to give you
To send you back in time
Just go home and go to sleep
And pray the lord your soul to keep
And buy a big old cheap bottle of wine

Verse 3:
I guess you could say
Living alone this way
Has made me more of a man
But I still look for you
When that train rumbles through
That's a sound I know you'd understand

Final Chorus:
But I'm not waiting
For you to come home
Cause I know that may never come true
When it's cold at dawn
And you're so far gone
I still miss someone like you
When it's cold at dawn
And you're so far gone
I still miss
Someone like you

17295. Someone Like You - Chords

Someone Like You 
Gillian Welch

[Intro]
C F A# Dm7 C G C G



 
[Verse]
           C
Oh take my hand and walk with me
         F
'cuz I'm lone-ly
              C
And I've been waitin'
    A            D      G
For someone like you
         C
To come along and walk along
        F     F
if it's only
           C
to walk me home
          G               C           G
when this lonely night is through
              C
You know it's hard to feel the fire
           F
We've been star-tin'
            C          A               D    G
But I've forgotten how good love could be
            C
And if it's wrong to want you now
         F       A# Dm7
Then I'm sor-ry
         C                 G          C
And I'll pretend that it's nothin' to me
     F
If I stop for a moment
C
Lost in reflection
        D
And you wonder
                             G
If there's something you can do
             C
Just take my hand and walk with me
         F      A# Dm7
'cuz I'm lone-ly
              C           G            C
And I've been waiting for someone like you
 
Spoken over verse:
C
F
Well it's late
              C           A
and I've been waiting all night
            D          G
just to be alone with you
C
I don't know if I can say
F
all the things I wanna say



C
But I know we shouldn't do the things I wanna do
G             C                    G
And there has never been a man I wanted more
C                 F
But it's like you told me once before
C           A        D        G
That we must keep it to ourselves
    C
and I understand
 
(w/Dave)
         F
But If I stop for a moment
C
Lost in reflection
        D
And you wonder
                             G
If there's something you can do
             C
Just take my hand and walk with me
         F      A# Dm7
'cuz I'm lone-ly
              C           G            C
And I've been waiting for someone like you
Gillian Welch

[Intro]
C F A# Dm7 C G C G
 
[Verse]
           C
Oh take my hand and walk with me
         F
'cuz I'm lone-ly
              C
And I've been waitin'
    A            D      G
For someone like you
         C
To come along and walk along
        F     F
if it's only
           C
to walk me home
          G               C           G
when this lonely night is through
              C
You know it's hard to feel the fire
           F
We've been star-tin'
            C          A               D    G
But I've forgotten how good love could be
            C
And if it's wrong to want you now
         F       A# Dm7



Then I'm sor-ry
         C                 G          C
And I'll pretend that it's nothin' to me
     F
If I stop for a moment
C
Lost in reflection
        D
And you wonder
                             G
If there's something you can do
             C
Just take my hand and walk with me
         F      A# Dm7
'cuz I'm lone-ly
              C           G            C
And I've been waiting for someone like you
 
Spoken over verse:
C
F
Well it's late
              C           A
and I've been waiting all night
            D          G
just to be alone with you
C
I don't know if I can say
F
all the things I wanna say
C
But I know we shouldn't do the things I wanna do
G             C                    G
And there has never been a man I wanted more
C                 F
But it's like you told me once before
C           A        D        G
That we must keep it to ourselves
    C
and I understand
 
(w/Dave)
         F
But If I stop for a moment
C
Lost in reflection
        D
And you wonder
                             G
If there's something you can do
             C
Just take my hand and walk with me
         F      A# Dm7
'cuz I'm lone-ly
              C           G            C
And I've been waiting for someone like you



17296. Someone Like You - Chords

Someone Like You 
Gillian Welch

[Intro]
C F A# Dm7 C G C G
 
[Verse]
           C
Oh take my hand and walk with me
         F
'cuz I'm lone-ly
              C
And I've been waitin'
    A            D      G
For someone like you
         C
To come along and walk along
        F     F
if it's only
           C
to walk me home
          G               C           G
when this lonely night is through
              C
You know it's hard to feel the fire
           F
We've been star-tin'
            C          A               D    G
But I've forgotten how good love could be
            C
And if it's wrong to want you now
         F       A# Dm7
Then I'm sor-ry
         C                 G          C
And I'll pretend that it's nothin' to me
     F
If I stop for a moment
C
Lost in reflection
        D
And you wonder
                             G
If there's something you can do
             C
Just take my hand and walk with me
         F      A# Dm7
'cuz I'm lone-ly
              C           G            C
And I've been waiting for someone like you
 
Spoken over verse:



C
F
Well it's late
              C           A
and I've been waiting all night
            D          G
just to be alone with you
C
I don't know if I can say
F
all the things I wanna say
C
But I know we shouldn't do the things I wanna do
G             C                    G
And there has never been a man I wanted more
C                 F
But it's like you told me once before
C           A        D        G
That we must keep it to ourselves
    C
and I understand
 
(w/Dave)
         F
But If I stop for a moment
C
Lost in reflection
        D
And you wonder
                             G
If there's something you can do
             C
Just take my hand and walk with me
         F      A# Dm7
'cuz I'm lone-ly
              C           G            C
And I've been waiting for someone like you
Gillian Welch

[Intro]
C F A# Dm7 C G C G
 
[Verse]
           C
Oh take my hand and walk with me
         F
'cuz I'm lone-ly
              C
And I've been waitin'
    A            D      G
For someone like you
         C
To come along and walk along
        F     F
if it's only
           C
to walk me home



          G               C           G
when this lonely night is through
              C
You know it's hard to feel the fire
           F
We've been star-tin'
            C          A               D    G
But I've forgotten how good love could be
            C
And if it's wrong to want you now
         F       A# Dm7
Then I'm sor-ry
         C                 G          C
And I'll pretend that it's nothin' to me
     F
If I stop for a moment
C
Lost in reflection
        D
And you wonder
                             G
If there's something you can do
             C
Just take my hand and walk with me
         F      A# Dm7
'cuz I'm lone-ly
              C           G            C
And I've been waiting for someone like you
 
Spoken over verse:
C
F
Well it's late
              C           A
and I've been waiting all night
            D          G
just to be alone with you
C
I don't know if I can say
F
all the things I wanna say
C
But I know we shouldn't do the things I wanna do
G             C                    G
And there has never been a man I wanted more
C                 F
But it's like you told me once before
C           A        D        G
That we must keep it to ourselves
    C
and I understand
 
(w/Dave)
         F
But If I stop for a moment
C
Lost in reflection



        D
And you wonder
                             G
If there's something you can do
             C
Just take my hand and walk with me
         F      A# Dm7
'cuz I'm lone-ly
              C           G            C
And I've been waiting for someone like you

17297. Someone Play Dixie For Me

Someone Play Dixie for Me - Dry Branch Fire Squad
Sweaty Already String Band

I met a man in Richmond
Laid out on the street
White lightning in a bottle
Discarded at his feet
This dirty broken derelect
Could barely speak my name
He raised his head and looked my way
The words they slowly came

Play Dixie for me, Billy
I'll hold my head up proud
Sing about them fields of cotton
Sing it for me loud
Sing about the Bullruns
Sing about the day
I shot my brother dressed in blue
While I was dressed in grey

We marched out from Manassas
Cannons on our tail
Set fire to the cornfields
Tore up all the rails
Met up at the Bullrun
Neither broke away
The ballad of the bullrun
Told in blue and grey

They marched us down to Vicksburg
By then we didn't care
It didn't matter where we went
Our death was in the air
I had a couple brothers
And each of them would say
As one would shoot the other
A prayer for blue and grey

And then one day at Appomattox



Madness came to cease
As blue and grey had stopped the killing
Settled for a peace
I settled on a couple brothers'
Souls for whom to pray
I settled on a ballad
Told in blue and grey

17298. Someone Sweet To Love

Someone Sweet To Love
Written and recorded by George Jones

G
Well momma knows her child is ailing
What is wrong there ain't no telling
                                   D7
She don't know what's run my fever up
She wants to take me to the clinic
I don't need to see no to panic
                               G
All I need is someone sweet to love
C
Don't you bring me Doctor Jake
I'm strong enough to swim a lake
G                               D7
All I need is what I'm dreaming of
    G
She lives just around some corner
Help me out or I'm a goner
D7                                  G
I've gotta find me someone sweet to love
Yes I work hard to make my money
Like the beehives love their honey
                               D7
Everything but one fits like a glove
So don't send me a nice long letter
Asking me if I feel better
                               G
All I need is someone sweet to love
Repeat #2 x2
   D7                                  G
Oh I've gotta find me someone sweet to love

17299. Someone To Care - Chords

Someone To Care 
Larry Sparks
 



[Intro]
F C F
 
[Verse 1]
                     F7            Bb
When the world seems cold and your friends seem few
         F           G         C
There is someone who cares for you
     F             F7              Bb
With tears in your eyes your heart bleeds inside
         F           C         F
There is someone who cares for you.
 
 
[Chorus]
                 Bb
Someone to care, someone to share
         F                G         C
All your troubles like no other can do
           F             F7
He'll come down from the skies
              Bb
And brush the tears from your eyes
           F            C         F
You're his child and he cares for you.
 
 
[Instrumental]
F Bb F G C
F Bb F
F C F
 
 
[Verse 2]
                          F7           Bb
When your disappointments come and you feel so blue
         F           G         C
There is someone who cares for you
         F      F7       Bb
When you need a friend a friend till the end
         F               C         F
There is someone who's a friend to you.
 
 
[Chorus]
                 Bb
Someone to care, someone to share
         F                G         C
All your troubles like no other can do
           F             F7
He'll come down from the skies
              Bb
And brush the tears from your eyes
           F            C         F
You're his child and he cares for you.
 
 



[Outro]
           F            C         F
You're his child and he cares for you.

17300. Someone To Give My Love To

Someone to Give My Love To

I could search from now to the end of time
Never find another like you
I'm so glad because I know your mine
Someone to give my love to

I believe, my love, that your one of a kind
And there's no one else like you
You're the light of my life, so let it shine
Someone to give my love to

I find happiness is lovin' you
I do my best to make your dreams all come true

I will follow you to the ends of the earth
For my place will be with you
And I have taken you for better or worse
Someone to give my love to

I find happiness is lovin' you
I do my best to make your dreams all come true

Days of man and wife are precious and few
And I will spend them all with you
Then beyond forever, I will wait for you
Someone to give my love to

Uuuuhm

17301. Someone To Lay Down Beside Me

Linda Ronstadt - Someone To Lay Down Beside Me

There's somebody waiting alone in the street
For someone to walk up and greet
Here you are all alone in the city
Where's the love that you took to your side
Lonely faces will stare through your eyes in the night

And they'll say 
Woman sweet woman
Please come home with me



You're shining and willing and free
But your love is a common occurrence
Not like love that I feel in my heart
Still you know that may be what I need

Is someone to lay down beside me
And even though it's not real
Just someone to lay down beside me
You're the story of my life

Someone to lay down beside me
And even though it's not real
Just someone to lay down beside me
You're the story of my life

The morning is breaking
The street lights are off
The sun will soon share all the cost
Of a world that can be sort of heartless
Not like love that I feel in my heart
Still you know that may be all you'll get

Is someone to lay down beside you
And even though it's not real
Just someone to lay down beside you
You just can't ask for more

17302. Someone To Lean On - Chords

Someone To Lean On 
Carl Story

[Intro]
G C G D G
 
 
[Verse 1]
          G
When your life is filled with sorrow
        C              G
And you have no one to care
                                  D
And your burdens are too heavy to bare
         G
When you know you need someone
   C                  G
To tell your troubles to
                             D               G
Just learn to lean on Jesus, he will see you through
 
 
[Chorus]
         G



When you need someone to lean on
         C               G
When you need someone to lean on
                               D
Tell it all to Jesus, he'll be there
      G
He'll take your cares and worries
      C                   G
He'll fill your life with sunshine
                                      D              G
You can always lean on Jesus when you talk to him in prayer
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
      G
We're told in the Holy Bible
       C              G
Of the son of God who came
                                  D
To take away our sins and make us whole
    G
You plant your feet up higher
         C                G
When you learn to lean on him
                               D       G
He'll bring peace and gladness to your souls
 
 
[Chorus]
         G
When you need someone to lean on
         C               G
When you need someone to lean on
                               D
Tell it all to Jesus, he'll be there
      G
He'll take your cares and worries
      C                   G
He'll fill your life with sunshine
                                      D              G
You can always lean on Jesus when you talk to him in prayer
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G D G
 
 
[Outro]
         G
When you need someone to lean on
         C               G
When you need someone to lean on
                               D



Tell it all to Jesus, he'll be there
      G
He'll take your cares and worries
      C                   G
He'll fill your life with sunshine
                                      D              G
You can always lean on Jesus when you talk to him in prayer

17303. Someone To Watch Over Me

Linda Ronstadt - Someone To Watch Over Me

There's a saying old, says that love is blind
Still we're often told, seek and ye shall find
So I'm going to seek a certain lad I've had in mind
Looking everywhere, haven't found him yet
He's the big affair I cannot forget
Only man I ever think of with regret
I'd like to add his initial to my monogram
Tell me, where is the shepherd for this lost lamb
There's a somebody I'm longing to see
I hope that he turns out to be
Someone who'll watch over me
I'm a little lamb who's lost in the wood
I know I could always be good
To one who'll watch over me
Although he may not be the man
Some girls think of as handsome
To my heart he carries the key
Won't you tell him please to put on some speed
Follow my lead
Oh how I need
Someone to watch over me
Someone to watch over me

17304. Someone Told My Story

Someone Told My Story

I played a brand-new record on the jukebox
And I scarcely could believe the song I heard
It told of how you left me for another
It was almost like I'd written every word

Someone told my story in a song
The lyrics told of happiness and home
And then it told of how you've done me wrong
Someone told my story in a song



The writer must've seen the way you done me
For he told it all and never missed a line
He told of swinging doors and the jukebox
And he even knew I almost lost my mind

Someone told my story in a song
The lyrics told of happiness and home
Then it told of how you've done me wrong
Someone told my story in a song

17305. Someone Took My Place With You

Someone Took My Place With You
Flatt & Scruggs

Now someone took my place with you
Now you tell me we are through
Someone broke my heart in two
When they took my place with you

   Now someone left me here to cry
   And with each day that passes by
   Now I'm found here alone and blue
   'Cause someone took my place with you

In days to come I know you'll find
When you've left me here behind
Someday I'm sure that you will find
You wrecked your life as well as mine

   When it's too late to make amends
   I'm sure you'll pay the price and then
   Now you'll be there alone and blue
   'Cause someone took my place with you

17306. Someone You Have Forgotten

Someone You Have Forgotten

I'm just someone you have forgotten
And left me with these blues on my mind

I hear that lonesome whippoorwill calling
On a hill so far away
His heart's like mine now it's breaking
For someone that's gone away

I'm just someone you have forgotten
But in dreams I still call you mine



You broke a trusting heart that loves you
And left me with these blues on my mind

I remember the night that you told me
That forever you'd be mine
All the time you loved another
Loving me was just too blind

* Refrain

17307. Someone's Last Day

someones last day
carter family 
Recorded by: Mother Maybelle & The Carter Sisters

[1] This Mornin' I Gazed thru the [4] Window so [1] Clear
And I couldn't Help But Shed just a [5] Tear
I Bowed my [1] Head and [4] I did [1] Pray
For I Knew this was Someone, Yes, [5] Someone's Last [1] Day

CHORUS
[1] Someone, Yes, [4] Someone's last [1] Day
Some Soul, is [2-7] Driftin' A-[5-7]-way
Their Life is [1] O'er, on [4] Earth no [1] More
For this is Someone, Yes, [5] Someone's Last [1] Day

When I think of this World, That is so Full of Sin
The Saviour still Calls, But you won't Lis'en
You Might be the One, Who will Pass Away
For Today will be Someone, Yes, Someone's Last Day

It could be some Mother, Who's leaving Today
Her Children and Kin have Wandered Away
So Write her your Love, My Brother, I Pray
It Might be your Mother, Yes, Mother's Last Day

17308. Someone's Watching Over You - Chords

Someone's Watching Over You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by J.P. Richardson

C              F             G7    C
(Someone who's watching over you tonight)
If you do your best to do what's right
        F                  G7
And you don't have trouble sleeping at night
        C           F         C         Am



And the devil don't fill your soul with fright
            C             F             C  G7  C
And there's someone who's watching over yo-u tonight
If you lend a hand to every man
        F              G7
And you treat him like he's your friend
         C          F         C                  Am
And your conscience tells you you've done what's right
     C                     F             G7    C
Then there's someone who's watching over you tonight
Yes friends you know He'll watch over you
F
As you rest your weary weary head
                    C
And the angels will always be standing there
                                     G7
Yes right there until the day you're dead
C
So if you try your best to do what's right
        F                  G7
And you don't have trouble sleeping at night
        C           F         C         Am
And the devil don't fill your soul with fright
            C             F        C             F
And there's someone who's watching someone who's watching
C             F             G7    C
Someone who's watching over you tonight

17309. Someplace Green

Someplace Green
Oak Ridge Boys - Someplace Green

The good Lord made man, then he rested for a little while
Said look what I've done, ain't he pretty, then he cracked a smile
I'll watch him grow, I'll hear him talk, learn to love and fight
But when he's had his fill of these I'll walk him through the night

To someplace green (someplace green)
Someplace nice (someplace nice)
Someplace that I (ooh-ooh) call paradise
Growin' greener in the rain
Waitin' there for man to claim

The good Lord's been around awhile, eternity at least.
Said man ain't learned an awful lot since I carved him out of ground
He's built a lot of steeples of clay and rocks and sand
But he hasn't learned to get along with his fellow man

And someplace green (someplace green)
Someplace nice (someplace nice)
Someplace that I (ooh-ooh) call paradise
Is growin' greener in the rain



Waitin' there for man to claim

The good Lord's been around a while, he'll turn a tee at least
And I guess he'll be around a while, when time and tide have ceased
Lookin' down from somewhere, tryin' hard to find
If man has earned his paradise the other side of time

And someplace green (someplace green)
Someplace nice (someplace nice)
Someplace that he calls paradise
Is growin' greener in the rain
Waitin' there for man to claim
Yes growin' green, green, green in the rai-ai-ain
Waitin' there for man to claim

17310. Somethin' Bad

Somethin' Bad
Chris Stapleton

[Intro: Miranda Lambert & Carrie Underwood]
Stand on the bar, stomp your feet, start clapping
Got a real good feeling somethin' bad about to happen

[Verse 1: Miranda Lambert]
Pulled up to the church but I got so nervous
Had to back it on up, couldn't make it to the service
Grabbed all the cash underneath my mattress
Got a real good feeling somethin' bad about to happen

[Verse 2: Carrie Underwood]
Ran into a girl in a pretty white dress
Rolled down a window
Where you headed to next?
Said I'm heading to the bar with my money out of the mattress
Got a real good feeling somethin' bad about to happen

[Chorus: Miranda Lambert & Carrie Underwood]
Stand on the bar, stomp your feet, start clapping
Got a real good feeling somethin' bad about to happen
Drinks keep coming, throw my head back laughing
Wake up in the morning, don't know what happened
Whoa... somethin' bad
Whoa... somethin' bad

[Verse 3: Carrie Underwood]
Now me and that girl that I met on the street
We're rollin' down the road, down to New Orleans
Got a full tank of gas and the money out of the mattress
Got a real good feeling somethin' bad about to happen

[Verse 4: Miranda Lambert]
Bout to tear it up down in New Orleans



Just like a real-life Thelma and Louise
If the cops catch up, they're gonna call it kidnapping
Got a real good feelin' somethin' bad about to happen

[Chorus: Miranda Lambert & Carrie Underwood]
Stand on the bar, stomp your feet, start clapping
Got a real good feeling somethin' bad about to happen
Drinks keep coming, throw my head back laughing
Wake up in the morning, don't know what happened
Whoa... somethin' bad
Whoa... somethin' bad
Stand on the bar, stomp your feet, start clapping
Got a real good feeling somethin' bad about to happen
Drinks keep coming, throw my head back laughing
Wake up in the morning, don't know what happened
(Yeah, yeah, Yeah)

[Outro: Miranda Lambert & Carrie Underwood]
Whoa... somethin' bad
Whoa... somethin' bad

17311. Somethin' Dangerous

Somethin' Dangerous
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Bob Carpenter / Phil Sousann / Tom Kell

Well ever since adam said hello to eve
What the leaf was coverin' he couldn't believe
Until this day remains the same
No matter the face, no matter the name

She walks through the door in her high heeled shoes
Ruby lips, merci beaucoup
Code blue alert, in its finest form
Note to self, you might be better off gone

To feel the thrill, you must be brave
Big love's tough, sometimes you have to pay
So buckle up and take a chance, throw caution to the wind
Cause when you walk, you walk a wire and face the consequence

Somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous is coming

Somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous is near
Somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous is coming
Somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous is here

Now i'm running with scissors in the dark of night
(somethin' dangerous is comin')
Half scared to death, half so...alive
(somethin' dangerous is near)
No return to the eden, of that i'm sure



(somethin' dangerous is comin')
I've tasted the apple, girl open the door
(somethin' dangerous is here)

To win a hand, you must be brave
Big love's tough, sometimes you have to pay
Buckle up and take a chance, throw caution to the wind
Cause when you walk, you walk a wire and face the consequence

Somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous is coming
Somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous is near
Somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous is coming
Somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous is here
Somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous is coming
Somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous is near

Somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous is coming
Somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous, somethin' dangerous is here

17312. Something About What Happen - Chords

Something About What Happen
Lucinda Williams 

A E Bm D  4x

D           A              D
If I had my way  I'd be in your town
            A                            Dsus  D
I might not stay but at least I would've been  around
                 A                    E               D    
Cause there's    something about what happens when we talk
A                    E               D
Something about what happens when we talk
D              A                       D 
Does this make sense It doesn't matter anyway
      A                      Dsus     D
Is it coincidence  or was it meant to be
                 A                    E               D    
Cause there's    something about what happens when we talk
A                    E               D
Something about what happens when we talk
       A                         D
Conversation with you was like a drug
               A                           Dsus  D
It wasn't your face so much as it was your words
                 A                    E               D    
Cause there's    something about what happens when we talk
A                    E               D
Something about what happens when we talk

SOLO



D                  A 
Well I can't stay round cause I'm going back south
          A                     Dsus        D
But all I regret now is I never kissed your mouth
                 A                    E               D    
Cause there's    something about what happens when we talk
A                    E               D
Something about what happens when we talk
                 A                    E               D    
Cause there's    something about what happens when we talk
A                    E               D               A
Something about what happens when we talk

From Lucina Williams   "Sweet Old World"
Chameleon Records 1992
Lucy Jones Music(BMI)/Whistling Pig Music(ASCAP)

17313. Something About What Happens When We Talk

Lucinda Williams - Something About What Happens When We Talk

If I had my way I'd be in your town
I might not stay but at least I would've been around
Cause there's something about what happens when we talk
Something about what happens when we talk
Does this make sense It doesn't matter anyway
Is it coincidence or was it meant to be
Cause there's something about what happens when we talk
Something about what happens when we talk
Conversation with you was like a drug
It wasn't your face so much as it was your words
Cause there's something about what happens when we talk
Something about what happens when we talk

Well I can't stay round cause I'm going back south
But all I regret now is I never kissed your mouth
Cause there's something about what happens when we talk
Something about what happens when we talk
Cause there's something about what happens when we talk
Something about what happens when we talk

17314. Something About You

Tim O'Brien - Something About You

Something about you baby
That makes me wanna hug ya (Hug ya) love ya (Love ya)
Something about you baby
That makes me wanna know ya (Know ya) show ya



That I only wanna be with you
Something about you baby
Something about you baby
We just got off the phone
I went and wrote this song
'cause girl you inspire me
You left this kind of love
That's really let's me know
You're not the average lady
So baby I wanna tell you that I love you so
And that I 'm different than the average joe
'cause girl you touch me I n that special way
That's why I wanna tell ya that I 'm here to stay
Something about you baby
That makes me wanna hug ya (Hug ya) love ya (Love ya)
Only wanna be
Something about you baby
That makes me wanna get to know ya (Know ya) show ya
That I only wanna be with you
Something about you baby
Something about you baby
Oh, baby can't you see
I want you here with me
Forever and a day (A day)
'cause girl you're so fine
You got me mezmorized
Just by the way you carry yourself
So can I spend some time alone with you
And show you all the thing I wanna do
Like take you out and have a real good time
'cause girl I can't get you off of my mind
Something about you baby
That makes me wanna hug ya (Hug ya) love ya (Love ya)
Only wanna be
Something about you baby
That makes me wanna get to know ya (Know ya) show ya
That I only wanna be with you
Something about you baby
Something about you baby
Something about you baby
So can I spend some time alone with you
And tell you all the things I wanna do
Like take you out and have a real good time
'cause girl I can't get you off of my mind
Something about you baby
That makes me wanna hug ya (Hug ya) love ya (Love ya)
Only wanna be
Something about you baby
That makes me wanna get to know ya (Know ya) show ya
That I only wanna be with you
Something about you baby
Something about you baby
Something about you
Only wanna be with you...



17315. Something Beautiful - Chords

Something Beautiful 
Hot Buttered Rum

[Verse 1]
Is it just
 
G   B7        C                     D7
Me,    or are things gettin' out of hand? Around
G             B7               C               D7
here. The more I see, the more one thing seems absolutely
G                   B7        C                B7
clear. We won't all be around, to see how this thing turns out
C                                              D7
   So we might as well sing out loud while the end comes crashing near and it's a simple
G       B7 C                 D7
truth.        It's hard to deny.
G                B7       C                D7
    It's gettin' simpler, every day that's goin' by
G             B7            C                      B7
   But if you look too hard, you gonna end up with two black
C                             D7
Eyes. And besides, you better look at things riiiiiight. I
 
[Chorus]
G                   B7                C
Just want somethin' beautiful in this life
            D
Don't wanna wait  til the other side
  G                   B7                C
I just want somethin' beautiful in this life
            D
Don't wanna wait  til the other side
  G                   B7                C             B7
I just want something beautiful in this life, in this life
C                   D7
  Before I leave it behind.
 
[Verse 2]
You can read a-
G        B7  C                D7
'bout it.      In the morning news
G                   B7    C            D7
  You can plug your ears,   or you can sing the blues.
G          B7           C                      B7
  Whatever way you find, get yourself a little piece of mind and
C                              D7
  You better hold on tight, no matter what you do. I
 
[Chorus]
G                   B7                C
Just want somethin' beautiful in this life



            D
Don't wanna wait  til the other side
  G                   B7                C
I just want somethin' beautiful in this life
            D
Don't wanna wait  til the other side
  G                   B7                C             B7
I just want something beautiful in this life, in this life
C                   D7
  Before I leave it behind.
 
[Solos]
G   B7   C   D
G   B7   C   D
G   B7   C   B7
C        D
 
[Verse 3]
Oh at the
G    B7         C          D7
end,    of this long, long day.
G  B7                              C                 D7
     Won't hurt a bit my friend to,  get on your two knees and pray. But what
G                    B7                     C        B7
ever way, that you decide to spend this here earthly time. You know the only real
C                                    D
Crime as far, as I can see, is not givin' enough awayyyyyy. So you
G                     B7            C     D7
Come on down, come on down, come on down.
  G                   B7                    C       D7
Ain't no use draggin' your flat feet on the ground.
G           B7         C                     B7
  Kick your heels up, high, right up, to the bye and bye,
       C                                           D7
Kick a hole right in the bright blue sky, let your light come shinin' down I
 
[Chorus]
G                   B7                C
Just want somethin' beautiful in this life
            D
Don't wanna wait  til the other side
  G                   B7                C
I just want somethin' beautiful in this life
            D
Don't wanna wait  til the other side
  G                   B7                C             B7
I just want something beautiful in this life, in this life
C                   D7
  Before I leave it behind.
 
[Outro]



17316. Something Bout That Suitcase - Chords

Something Bout That Suitcase
Balsam Range

[Intro]
F
1 2 3 4
F               C
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
F               C
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
 
[Verse 1]
F
Staring out into nowhere waiting on a plane ride
C
Keeping one hand tied on that bag at your side
F
Are you leaving town looking for a new start?
C
Or cashing in, heading home, carrying a broken heart?
Am                    G              F
Were you up all night trying to make ends meet
Dm               C         F               G
Or so excited to leave you couldn't sleep or eat
 
[Chorus]
F
Something 'bout that suitcase, weathered and worn
              C         F
Gets me wondering, what stories can you tell?
                              C
Where you going and where you been?
F
Something 'bout that suitcase, tattered and torn
                C
Bursting at the seams
      F
Is it all packed up with new hopes?
                         G
Or a handful of crazy old dreams
    F             C            G
And memories that time can't erase
                     F
Something 'bout that suitcase
 
[Bridge]
    C               F
4/4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
    C               F
    1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
    C               Am  G   F
    1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
    Dm  C
2/4 1 2 1 2 1 2
    G



4/4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
    F               C
4/4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
 
[Verse 2]
F
hold a baby doll for your little girl?
   C
Or plans and proposals that just might change the world?
F
Everything you need to soak that sun in Malibu
   C
Or ashes of an old friend whose travelling days are through
 
[Chorus]
F
Something 'bout that suitcase, weathered and worn
              C        F
Gets me wondering what stories can you tell?
                               C
Where you going and where you been?
F
Something 'bout that suitcase, tattered and torn
                 C
Bursting at the seams
      F
Is it all packed up with new hopes?
                         G
Or a handful of crazy old dreams
    F             C            G
And memories that time can't erase
F
Something 'bout that suitcase, tattered and torn
                 C
Bursting at the seams
      F
Is it all packed up with new hopes?
                            G
Or a handful of crazy old dreams
    F             G
And memories that time can't erase
                             F   C
There's something 'bout that suitcase
 
[Outro]
^               F               C
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1...

17317. Something Comin' To Me - Chords

Something Comin' To Me 
Gibson Brothers



  (intro)
F C G G
F C G G
F C G Am
F G C C
 
  (verse 1)
            F        C           G G
I've been a poor boy all my life.
            F           C               G G
I never had much that I could call mine.
                F                    C        G     Am     Am
My mama told me "Son, you know there ain't no guarantees."
                F         G         C   C
But ain't I got something comin' to me?
 
  (verse 2)
                 F          C               G G
Daddy plowed the fields and worked the land.
                    F      C                 G       G
Said the crop don't always turn out like you planned.
            F      C              G                   Am  Am
Followin' behind I learned what a man was supposed to be.
            F         G         C   C
Ain't I got something comin' to me?
 
F G Am Am
F G Am Am
F G Am D
F G C C
 
  (bridge)
        F          G      Am    Am
Lord, I don't know how to pray,
      F         G      Am   Am
but I need some help today.
                  F         G       Am             D      D
I'm askin' you to send some down my way; I'm on my knees.
            F         G         C   C
Ain't I got something comin' to me?
 
  (break)
F C G G
F C G G
F C G Am
F G C C
 
  (verse 3)
            F      C                    G    G
Once upon a time I held a pretty girl's hand.
                F      C            G G
I guess I never really was her man.
                          F        C        G                   Am     Am
The road of love, it just winds on by me; I don't know where it leads.
            F         G         C   C
Ain't I got something comin' to me?
 



  (repeat bridge)
 
            F         G         C   C
Ain't I got something comin' to me?

17318. Something Draws Me to You

Emmylou Harris - Something Draws Me to You

Walk through this world with me
Go where I go
Share all my dreams with me
I need you so

In life we search
And some of us find
I've looked for you
A long, long time

And now that I've found you
New horizons I see
Come take my hand and
Walk through this world with me

Walk through this world with me
Go where I go
Share all my dreams with me
I've searched for you so

And now that I've found you
New horizons I see
Come take my hand and
Walk through this world with me

Come take my hand and
Walk through this world with me

17319. Something Else To Keep Your Memory Green

Emmylou Harris - Something else to keep your memory green

Last night i thought i felt your arms around me
But woke to find that it was just a dream
Though you're gone i find you constantly surround me
Ohh just something else that keeps your memory green

I go out and try my hand at startin' over
But find it hard to break the old routine
'cause i wind up seein' you in each new lover



Ohh just something else that keeps your memory green

Time should be a cure for a heartache
A healing melody for shattered dreams
But i swear sometimes i hear you say you love me
Ohh just something else that keeps your memory green

Time should be a cure for a heartache
A healing melody for shattered dreams
Oh but i swear sometimes i hear you say you love me
Ohh just something else that keeps your memory green
Just something else that keeps your memory green

17320. Something Far Better

Something Far Better (Larry W. Jones 10/18/2007) 

Dear, I have your weekly letters
Your photograph is in this frame
But I need something far better
Darling, I want to change your name
You said you'd return at new moon
But more than one has gone to fade
Darling, if you do still love me
Come on home to me right away
Dear, I have your weekly letters
Your photograph is in this frame
But I need something far better
Darling, I want to change your name
- instrumental -
Dear, I don't need weekly letters
Lipstick on the pages are cold
I need you like a warm sweater
Wrapped in your love til I grow old
Dear, I have your weekly letters
Your photograph is in this frame
But I need something far better
Darling, I want to change your name

17321. Something Fishy

Dolly Parton - Something Fishy 
(Dolly Parton)

There must be something fishy going on
You said you were goin' on a fishin' trip with some old friend
You said that you'd be home tonight somewhere around ten
Well here it is, it's two o'clock and you're still not at home
I think there's something fishy goin' on



I think that I'm a sucker that's swallowing your line
I try to make myself believe that it's all in my mind
But you never asked me if I'd like to go along
So there must be something fishy goin' on
There's something fishy goin' on
On these fishin' trips you're goin' on
I'm gettin' tired of stayin' home alone
Some night when you come home and discover that I'm gone
You can bet there's something fishy goin' on
I guess some large-mouth bass left that lipstick on your shirt
I don't think you're a fisherman, honey
I think you're a flirt
Well if you're goin' fishin' then why don't you bring 'em home
I think there's something fishy goin' on
There's something fishy goin' on
On these fishin' trips you're goin' on
I'm gettin' tired of stayin' home alone
Yes, you can bet there's something fishy goin' on

17322. Something Got A Hold Of Me

Something Got A Hold Of Me

When first I heard of a people who claimed
This old time religion was real
I says I'll go down and look at the crowd
It's just the weak minded I feel

   But something got a hold of me
   Yes something got a hold of me
   I went there to fight but on that night
   There's something got a hold of me

I went right down to sit at the door
And the devil said don't you go in
I said I'll go in for that cannot hurt
And sit as far back as I can

About that time he got up to leave
And he looked right down upon me
He told everybody how mean I had been
Not thinking so much of me

They sing and shout and they all clapped their hands
And they all got down on their knees
When the fire came from heaven it fell right on me
And then I fell to the floor

So now I've learnt and there's no need to doubt
That the old time religion is real
I have a spirit I'll never forget
That something got a hold of me



17323. Something Has To Change

Rodney Crowell - Something Has to Change

[Verse 1]
Two kids at a stoplight wiping windshields in the snow
Sticking close together now, trying to make a go
In a nickel and dime world, it's catch as catch can
If you've never been there, you won't understand
It's greed, it's not money, through which evil works
The haves and the have nots are just one of the perks
Where life has a purpose, faith has a voice
We can't live in fear like this and in trembling rejoice

[Chorus]
Someday, somehow
Something has to change

[Trombone Solo]

[Verse 3]
Am I ready for times such as these? Emphatically no
Though I did see it coming a long time ago
Way out in the cosmos, past its never ending swirl
There's a power much greater than those
That would darken the world

[Chorus]
Someday, somehow
Something has to change
Someday, somehow
Something has to change

17324. Something I Do

Something I Do
Robert Earl Keen - Something I Do

I am the king of burning daylight, holdin' my own
I've been doin' alright, leaving well enough alone
My Daddy told me I was lazy, my momma said, I love you too
I kind of like just, doin' nothing
It's something that I do
I kind of like just, doin' nothing
It's something that I do
I read the sports page, make some coffee, turn the TV on
I feed the gold fish, fix a sandwich, ignore the telephone
My baby tells me, you're so lazy, my baby say we love you too
I kind of like just, doin' nothing



It's something that I do
(He kind of likes just doin' nothing)
It's something that I do
I got a cabin and a campfire, stars up in the sky ("sky" echoes)
I got a ummm, good hearted woman, I think I'm getting by
I tell my baby, I am the ?barritz?, my baby says you move me too
I kind of like just, doin' nothing
It's something that I do
(He kind of likes just doin' nothing)
It's something that I do
Alright

(Instrumental)

I love a clear day, an open highway, a lonesome fiddle tune
I love a party, with friends and family, napping in the afternoon
I might be lazy, I ain't crazy, I love my baby, she loves me too
I kind of like (he kind of likes just), just doin' nothing
It's something that I do
I kind of like (he kind of likes just), just doin' nothing
It's something that I do
(He kind of likes just doin' nothing)
It's something that I do
(He kind of likes just doin' nothing)
It's something that I do
Alright

17325. Something In My Heart

Something In My Heart
Ricky Skaggs

Well I thought I was over you and that my heart was free
I felt like those old memories had finally let me be
So I picked up the phone to call a girl that I once knew
But when she said "Hi" well girl you know I wished that it was you

   Something in my heart sure makes it hard to love again
   Something 'bout the way you broke it just won't seem to mend
   Something in my mind tells me your memory has to end
   Something in my heart sure makes it hard to love again

It seem like only yesterday you promised you'd be mine
And I sure thought I heard you say until the end of time
Well I guess I was wrong to think your love for me was true
So here I am all broken hearted all because of you

17326. Something In The Water



Pokey LaFarge - Something in the Water

She got a broke down El Camino, in the front yard up on blocks
Her mom walks around in a pink nightgown, sandals and white socks
She don't mind a baseball game in the middle of the lightning and the rain
She's a pain in my brain, drives me insane
But I love her just the same, boys, love her just the same

[Chorus]
Something in the water
(something in the water)
Something in the water
(something in the water)
Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh
What makes her crazy I don't know
Never seen anything like her before
There must be something in the water
She does her makeup and hair, to cook fried chicken in her underwear
She drinks malt liquor for lunch and dinner and sends me running scared
She yells, she screams and she beats me
But I don't mind the way she treats me
She'll someday lead to my death I know
But I'll stay with her just the same, boys, stay with her just the same

[Chorus]
Something in the water
(something in the water)
Something in the water
(something in the water)
Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh
What makes her crazy I don't know
Never seen anything like her before
There must be something in the water
My hoosier girl is so fine, shake the watermelon off the vine
She'll blow you a fist, throw you a kiss and you'll thank her every time
Mmm, they're all so crazy and beautiful
But I tell you the woman is never dull
They'll break your back, give you a heart attack
But you need them just the same, boys, need them just the same

[Chorus]
Something in the water
(something in the water)
Something in the water
(something in the water)
Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh
What makes her crazy I don't know
Never seen anything like her before
There must be something in the water
What makes her crazy I don't know
Never seen anything like her before
There must be something in the water
There must be something in the water
There must be something in the water
In the water
What makes her so crazy
There must be something in the water baby
There must be something in the water baby



There must be the water
There must be the water

17327. Something In The Way She Moves - Chords

Something In The Way She Moves Acoustic 
Larkin Poe
 
[Intro]
A  Em9  x4
 
[Verse 1]
        A                Em9     A    Em
There's something in the way she moves
             D         G       Asus2 A
Or looks my way, or calls my name
      Em                    G      Cadd2      Asus2 A
That seems to leave this troubled world behind
    A               D        A  Em
And if I'm feeling down and blue
             D       G          Asus2  A
Or troubled by some foolish game
    Em               G      Cadd2      Asus2 A
She always seems to make me change my mind
 
[Chorus]
           A       G    D      A            Asus2 A
And I feel fine anytime she's around me now
        F#m        Bm
She's around me now
       E
Almost all the time
D     E      A            G         D           A       Asus2 A
  And if I'm well you can tell that she's been with me now
           F#m        Bm
She's been with me now
        E
Quite a long, long time
    D E        A   G   D    A
And I feel fine
 
[Fill]
   A               G       D         A
e/-------0-------------3-------2---/-------0-------------------------/
B/---------2-0---0-------3-------3-/---------2p0---0-3p2p0---0h2-----/
G/-----2-------2-----0-------2-----/-----2-------2---------2---------/
D/-------------------------0-------/---------------------------------/
A/-0-------------------------------/-0-----------------------0-------/
E/-----------------3---------------/---------------------------------/
   1 e + a 2 e + a 3 e + a 4 e + a / 1 e + a 2 e + a 3 e + a 4 e + a
 
[Bridge]
D              Cadd2               G/B   Cadd2          D



 Every now and then the things I lean on lose their meaning
      G/B    Cadd2    D
And I find myself careening
     Cadd2            G/B              Em  D  A
Into places where I should not let me go   oh-oh
D            Cadd2             G/B    Cadd2     D
 She has the power to go where no one else can find me
            G/B   Cadd2  D
Yes, and to silently  remind me
        Cadd2        G/B                 Em
Of the happiness an' good times that I know
        E
But I guess I just got to know them
 
[Verse 2]
   A                D      A  Em
It isn't what she's got to say
             D          G             Asus2 A
Or how she thinks and where she's been
   Em                 G         Cadd2         Asus2 Asus4 A Asus2 A
To me, the words are nice, the way they sound
   A                 D         A Em
I like to hear them best that way
                 G       Cadd2       Asus2 A
It doesn't much matter what they mean
    Em               G        Cadd2      Asus2 A
She says them mostly just to calm me down
 
[Chorus]
           A       G    D       A          Asus2 A
And I feel fine anytime she's around me now
        F#m        Bm
She's around me now
       E
Almost all the time
D     E      A            G         D           A         Asus2 A
  And if I'm well you can tell that she's been with me now
               F#m        Bm
And she's been with me now
         E
Quite a long, long time
                     A  G   D    A
Yes, and I feel fine
 
[Outro]
   A               G       D         A
e/-------0-------------3-------2---/-------0-------------------------/
B/---------2-0---0-------3-------3-/---------2p0---0-3p2p0---0h2-----/
G/-----2-------2-----0-------2-----/-----2-------2---------2---------/
D/-------------------------0-------/---------------------------------/
A/-0-------------------------------/-0-----------------------0-------/
E/-----------------3---------------/---------------------------------/



17328. Something In The Wind

Something In The Wind - Seldom Scene

Years ago Mary took my hand
As we were walking in the lane, close down to the sea
She said I love you Billy dear, but won't you understand
Something in the wind is calling me

You are such a young handsome man
I know you won't be lonely long cause that's no way to be
You'll have my love forever more but won't you understand
Something in the wind is calling me

Chorus
I'll always remember that day by the sea
I see her face and hear her voice
As she stood by my side
Something in the wind is calling me

Mary is the kind that needs to roam
Today I told another girl that I'll be living free
I always thought those words she cried sounded like my own
Yeah, something in the wind is calling me

Chorus

I see her face and hear her voice
As she stood by my side
Something in the wind is calling me

17329. Something New

Something New - Hot Buttered Rum

Won't you come and see me Angeline Angeline
Won't you come and see me Angeline Angeline
Just when I had things under control
You turned this new page in my soul, in my soul

Won't you come walking in the pines, in the pines
Won't you come walking in the pines, in the pines
We could fall aways from here
But I have faith that the footholds will appear, will appear

(chorus:)
I'll put on my best clothes just for you just for you
I'll put on my best clothes just for you just for you
Something borrowed, something blue
Something old, something new, something new There's not a force in this world
Anyplace anytime
Like this human soul on fire
Like this human soul on fire



Won't you come and see me Angeline
Won't you come and see me Angeline
Won't you come and see me Angeline
Won't you come and see me Angeline

17330. Something On Your Mind

Molly Tuttle - Something On Your Mind

Yesterday, any way you made it was just fine
So you turned your days into nighttime
Didn't you know you can't make it without ever even trying?
Something's on your mind
Let these times show you that you're breaking up the lines
Leaving all your dreams too far behind
Didn't you know you can't make it without ever even trying?
Something's on your mind
Maybe another day you'll wanna feel another way
You can't stop crying
You haven't got a thing to say, you feel you want to run away
There's no use trying
I've seen the writing on the wall
Who cannot maintain will always fall
Well, you know you can't make it without evRr even trying
Something's on your mind
TRll the truth now, isn't it?
Something's on your mind
Tell the truth now

17331. Something Real

Dierks Bentley - Something Real

[Verse 1]
Sometimes a crowd makes me lonely
Sometimes a shot just makes me sad
Sometimes I miss that old small town, slow down
Life I kinda wish that I still had
I can't really pour my heart out
On the FM radio
'Cause the way I'm really feeling
Won't fill up the coliseum, on the edge of Tupelo

[Chorus]
Yeah, I need a little backbone in my backbeat
I need a little lifelong in my front seat
I need the kinda moments that make my whole wide world stand still
I wanna hear about a deep cut, a heartbreak



Yeah, tell me 'bout your hard timRs, your mistakes
Give me somRthing that'll burn, I can turn into something I can feel
Yeah, I want somethin' real, somethin' real

[Verse 2]
I like a long drive down a backroad
Pretty girl sitting at a bar
But those roads don't go forever
Pickup lines don't always get her
And that neon just goes dark
I wanna climb up on a mountain
I want a love that feels like home
Yeah, I want a conversation
Like a sunset and a song, I can feel down in my bones

[Chorus]
Yeah, I need a little backbone in my backbeat
I need a little lifelong in my front seat
I need the kinda moments that make my whole wide world stand still
I wanna hear about a deep cut, a heartbreak
Yeah, tell me 'bout your hard times, your mistakes
Give me somethin' that'll burn, I can turn into somethin' I can feel

[Bridge]
Yeah, I want something real strong
Yeah, something I can hold onto
When the red dirt settles down
And there's nothing left around
I'm just lookin' for some truth
I'm just lookin' for some truth

[Chorus]
I need a little backbone in my backbeat
I need a little lifelong in my front seat
I need the kinda moments that make my whole wide world stand still
Yeah, I wanna hear about a deep cut, a heartbreak
Yeah, tell me 'bout your hard times, your mistakes
Give me somethin' that'll burn, I can turn into somethin' I can feel

[Outro]
Yeah, I want somethin' real
Yeah I want somethin' real
Yeah, I want somethin' real
Yeah, I need somethin' real
Something real
Oh, yeah, I want something real

17332. Something Special

Dolly Parton - Something Special

You may not know it
I don't always show it



But you're so important to me
So much that we've shared
You've always been there
I hope you always will be

Chorus:
'cause you are something special, ooh-wee
Yes, you are something special to me
When I'm around you
The love that surrounds you
Brings comfort and warmth to my heart
A God-given treasure
You give me such pleasure
You are a true work of art

Chorus:
Yes, you are something special, yes indeed
Yes, you are something special to me
Bridge:
You're the wind 'eath my wings
Like the song that they sing
But there's so many things that you are
An angel in my life
You are the sunlight
And you hung the moon and the stars
Yes, you're special
Turnaround
Chorus:
Yes, you are something special, ooh-wee
Yes, you are something special, yes indeed
Yes, you are something special to me
MM-MM
Fade:
You are something special
MM-MM, you're something special
You are something special

17333. Something Strong

Little Big Town - Something Strong

[Verse 1]
Maybe on a better day I could do without it
Maybe on another night I wouldn't feel the need
But no matter what I do, I always overdose on you
And it's killin' me

[Verse 2]
What if I wanna break in a million pieces?
What if I wanna burn this whole house down?
Cavin' in and lettin' go, fallin' hard like a domino
Right to the ground



[Chorus]
If we're talkin' whiskey, I'm talkin' hundred proof
If we're talkin' honest, I'm talkin' cold, hard truth
Ain't talkin' one kiss, I'm talkin' all night long
Don't want your watered down
Give me something strong

[Verse 3]
And I know how to carry the world upon my shoulders
I know how to push it down and hold my breath
And as well as you know me, you don't know everything I need
So, I confess

[Chorus]
If we're talkin' whiskey, I'm talkin' hundred proof
If we're talkin' honest, I'm talkin' cold, hard truth
Ain't talkin' one kiss, I'm talkin' all night long
Don't want your watered down
Give me something strong

[Bridge]
Ooh-ooh
Give me all you got, give me something strong
Ooh-ooh

[Chorus]
If we're talkin' whiskey, I'm talkin' hundred proof
If we're talkin' honest, I'm talkin' cold, hard truth
Ain't talkin' one kiss, I'm talkin' all night long
Don't want your watered down
Give me something strong

[Outro]
Give me something strong
Oh, give me all you've got, give me something strong
Something strong

17334. Something to Do with My Hands

Something to Do with My Hands
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Well, I smoke and I fish
But not near enough to satisfy an itch
Of a girl, understand
I need something to do with my hands

[Verse 2]
I don't work, on a car
And I'm as bad at pool as I am at throwin' darts
And golf, not a fan
But I need something to do with my hands



[Chorus]
So maybe I could stick 'em in your pockets
Run 'em through your hair and we can get to rockin'
There you are, and baby, here I am
And I need something to do with my hands

[Verse 3]
I can play you a song
On this old guitar, if it turns you on
If you want, we could dance
But I need something to do with my hands

[Chorus]
So maybe I could stick 'em in your pockets
Run 'em through your hair and we can get to rockin'
There you are, and baby, here I am
And I need something to do with my hands
Go!

[Bridge]
Top off, in my jeep
And we can go for a ride and I could drive with my knees
I'll behave, best I can
But I need something to do with my hands

[Chorus]
So maybe I could stick 'em in your pockets
Run 'em through your hair and we can get to rockin'
There you are, and baby, here I am
Yeah, maybe I could stick 'em in your pockets
Run 'em through your hair and we can get to rockin'
There you are, and baby, here I am
And I need something to do with my hands
I need something to do with my hands
With my hands
Something to do with my hands

17335. Something To Say

Glen Phillips - Something To Say

[Verse 1]
He's got a thing 'bout losing control
Carries it a mile just to see how far he'll go
Brushes up his chops as he tries to fake a smile
A friend indeed but what I need's someone who'll stay a while
Someone to stay a while

[Chorus]
You can bend my ear
We will talk all day
Just make sure I'm around when you've finally got something to say



[Verse 2]
He drops hints but he won't tell you what's really on his mind
But I know if I look, it's easy to find
He's got a way with his anger, the way he lets it show
Like the smoldering smoke when the fire's left the coals
Fire has left the coals

[Pre-Chorus]
You can take me down
You can show me your home
Not the place where you live but the place where you belong

[Chorus]
You can bend my ear
We will talk all day
Just make sure I'm around when you've finally got something to say

[Bridge]
And what are you meaning by "I don't deserve this life?"

[Verse 3]
Well, his door is always open and he's always got the time
To give a little something even though he gets behind
Your trips become his and your lives are intwined
But like the horse with the junkie, it's all in your mind
It's all in your mind

[Pre-Chorus]
You can take me down
You can show me your home
Not the place where you live but the place where you belong

[Chorus]
You can bend my ear
We will talk all day
Just make sure I'm around when you've finally got something to say

[Outro]
Finally got something
Finally got something
Finally got something to say

17336. Something Wicked This Way Comes

Lucinda Williams - Something Wicked This Way Comes

Something wicked this way comes
The lights are orange, you never know
He'll fall a bomb stone
Something wicked this way comes

He is high on the wings



With grass burning your feet
And the most up on the stones
Something wicked this way comes

The world pass in
He will show you mercy
He will make you his home
Something wicked this way comes

Hit and [?] to come in
And drank with him
He won't be alone
Something wicked this way comes

You will fall from grace
And you make me to see his face
He was catch out of hell
Something wicked this way comes
Something wicked this way comes

The lights are orange, you never know
He'll fall a bomb stone
Something wicked this way comes
Something wicked
Something wicked
Something wicked
Something wicked
Something wicked
Something wicked
No mercy
No mercy
No love
No love
No mercy, mercy
No mercy
Something wicked
Something wicked
Something wicked
Something wicked
Something wicked
Something wicked
Something wicked

17337. Something With A Ring To It

Something With A Ring To It - Garth Brooks 

She wants something with a ring to it
Like a church bell makes
Like a pretty white gown to wear
And some vows to take
She wants something with a ring to it
I think I understand



Gonna have to put a ring on her finger
If I'm gonna be her man

My baby's playin' hard to please
And I think I figured out
What it is she wants from me
'Cause when I hold her close
When we go out at night
I can hardly see the moonlight
For the diamonds in her eyes

She wants something with a ring to it
Like a church bell makes
Like a pretty white gown to wear
And some vows to take
She wants something with a ring to it
I think I understand
Gonna have to put a ring on her finger
If I'm gonna be her man

My baby did but now she don't
And if I don't say I do
It's a safe bet that she won't
Love me like she used to
When our love first began
Now the only way to change her tune
Is with a wedding band

She wants something with a ring to it
Like a church bell makes
Like a pretty white gown to wear
And some vows to take
She wants something with a ring to it
I think I understand
Gonna have to put a ring on her finger
If I'm gonna be her man

17338. Something You Got

Something You Got - Jerry Douglas
(feat. Eric Clapton)

Makes me work all day.
Something you got, baby,
Makes me bring you home my pay.

Something you got,
Yeah,
Ah you ought to know,
Yeah, yeah, yeah.

I said "my my, oh oh, I love you so".



Something you got, baby,
Keeps me home every night.
Something you got, baby,
Makes everything alright.

Something you got,
Let me tell you,
I think you ought to know,
Yeah, yeah, yeah.

I said "my my, oh oh, I love you so".

Something you got, baby,
Let me tell you again,

I said "my my, oh oh, I love you so".

Something you got, baby,
Makes me work all day.
Something you got, baby,
Makes me bring you home my pay.

Something you got,
Yeah,
Ah you ought to know,
Yeah, yeah, yeah.

I said "my my, oh oh".
I said "my my, oh oh, I love you so".

17339. Something's Always Wrong

Glen Phillips - Something's Always Wrong

[Verse 1]
Another day, I call and never speak
And you would say nothing's changed at all
And I can't feel much hope for anything
If I won't be there to catch you if you fall

[Chorus]
Again (We fail)
It seems we meet (To meet and mend)
In the spaces (Spaces safe)
In between (Between intents)
We always say (Say too much)
It won't be long (Long been gone)
Oh, but something's always wrong

[Verse 2]
Another game of putting things aside
As if we'll come back to them some time
A brace of hopes, a pride of innocents



And you would say something has gone wrong

[Chorus]
Again (We fail)
It seems we meet (To make amends)
In the spaces (And wend our way)
In between (Between intent)
We always say (Looking back)
It won't be long (Not moving on)
Oh, but something's always wrong

[Bridge]
Yeah, hey, hey
Yeah, hey, hey, hey
Yeah, hey, hey
Yeah, hey, hey, hey

[Chorus]
Again (We fail)
It seems we meet (To meet and mend)
In the spaces (Spaces safe)
In between (Between intent)
We always say (Say too much)
It won't be long (Long been gone)
Oh, but something's always wrong
Something's always wrong
Something's always wrong
Hey, hey, hey, hey

17340. Something's Burning

Dolly Parton - Something's Burning 

You lie in gentle sleep beside me
I hear your warm and rhythmic breathing
I take your hand and hold it tightly
Listen, can you not hear our young heart's beating
Chorus:
I kiss the sleep from your eyes
Your smile is sweeter than the morning
And here it comes, can't you feel it, baby
Can't you feel it, here it comes
Feel it, feel it, fire, fire
Something's burning, something's burning
Something's burning, and I think it's love
And now the sun is burning brightly
We lie in love so close together
And I get the feeling deep inside me
My love for you will burn forever
2nd Chorus:
I cup my hands to touch your face
Once again I feel your fire
And here it comes, can't you feel it, baby



Can't you feel it, here it comes
Feel it, feel it, fire, fire
Something's burning, something's burning
Something's burning, and I think it's love
I think it's love, I think it's love
I think it's love, I think it's love
Can't you feel, the fire keeps burning
Can't you feel, the fire keeps burning
Can't you feel, the fire keeps burning love

17341. Something's Comin' - Chords

Something's Comin' 
The Waifs

[Chorus]
D
Something's comin' round the bend -
G                     D
Something's comin' round the bend
                A              G                     D
I don't know what it is and I don't know when
            A        D
But somethings comin' round
 
[Verse 1]
D
Ain't nothing knowing it's just a feeling inside
F#M
Ain't nothing knowing it's just a feeling inside
             G                                D
I carry no fear and I have nothing to hide
        A       D
Somethin's comin round
 
[Chorus]
D
Something's comin' round the bend -
G                      D
Something's comin' round the bend
                A              G               D
I don't know what it is and I don't know when
            A        D
But somethings comin' round
 
[Verse 2]
D
Love will move mountains when you give it away
F#M
Love will move mountains when you give it away
              G                                 D
It flows like a river down unto rest in grace
          A       D



Somethin's comin round
 
[Chorus]
D
Something's comin' round the bend -
G                     D
Something's comin' round the bend
                A              G                D
I don't know what it is and I don't know when
              A        D
But somethings comin' round
 
[Verse 3]
D
What's in your heart that you won't listen to
F#M
oh what's in your heart that you won't listen to
              G                              D
Speak not a word, hear how it talks to you
          A        D
Somethin's comin round
 
[Chorus]
D
Something's comin' round the bend -
G                      D
Something's comin' round the bend
                A              G                     D
I don't know what it is and I don't know when
             A        D
But somethings comin' round
 
Lead Break Follows Chorus
D  G D A G D A D
 
[Verse 4]
D
Best you get ready it will be soon
F#M
Best you get ready it will be soon
G                                         GM
I'll sing it in I bring it with this high lonesome tune
D             A          D
Somethin's comin round
 
[Chorus]
D
Something's comin' round the bend -
G                              D
Something's comin' round the bend
                A              G                     D
I don't know what it is and I don't know when
              A        D
But somethings comin' round



17342. Something's Missing

Vince Gill - Something's Missing

The street looks different tonight
Something has changed
I had this picture in mind
But it's just not the same

Had this great expectation
About a heart that's free
I thought that's what I wanted
Would be waiting for me

[Chorus]
Baby something's missing tonight
Something ain't feeling right
Baby something's wrong and I'm so confused
Baby something's missing inside
Something I can't find in the night
I finally realized what I'm missing is you

In this crowd of old friends
Why do I feel alone
I thought I'd fall back in step
This is where I belong

I thought that freedom was a voice
Calling from the dark
Now I see I was only free
When you were in my heart

[Chorus]

I thought that freedom was a voice
Calling from the dark
Now I see I was only free
When you were in my heart

[Chorus]

17343. Somethings Gotta Give

John Butler - Somethings Gotta Give

A little feeling in my gut that I get of late
When I think about these cats running the world with hate
I say: something's gotta give
Got the whole world fighting for the Texas tea



Got a little for you, I got a little for me
But the kettle's leaking like a sieve
There's a puddle on the floor
There's a puddle in the sky
The kettle's leaking so much man it's burning my eyes yeah
Can't you just throw that damper out
On the subject of throwing stuff away
I know some deaf men who can't hear a word we say
No matter, No matter how loud we do shout
And I say...
Something's gotta give right now boy
Something's gotta give right now for you
Something's gotta give right now man
Something's gotta give right now
I was reading the newspaper just yesterday
Got the headlines reading God bless the USA
And I thought: God Bless Everyone
God bless the people in New York when they were attacked
God bless the children being bombed there in Iraq
God bless the goddamn junkie with a monkey on his back
God bless everybody under the sun
Cause the world ahead will end if we don't got love
Do your job and pay attention to God above
But eventually the only guarantee will be that the tea in your tank will run dry
Because without love you know there ain't no life
You can duplicate it and bottle it up all you like
But it doesn't mean you're gonna get another try
Get another try boy
Something's gotta give right now boy
Something's gotta give right now P-Yoo
Something's gotta give right now man
Something's gotta give right now
I Said..
Something's gotta give right now boy
Something's gotta give right now (Yeah)
Something's gotta give right now
Something's gotta give right now.....

17344. Sometimes

Larkin Poe - Sometimes - Live in Concert

Way down yonder (Sometime)
Livin' with the law (Sometime)
Bound for glory (Sometime)
We're gonna see it all (Sometime)
Just get on board (Sometime)
I'm gonna fill my sack (Sometime)
Until my honey come back (Sometime)
I'm gonna rap that Jack (Sometime)

[Chorus]
No time wastin' (Sometime)



Come and get your fill (Sometime)
No time wastin' (Sometime)
Come and get your fill (Sometime)
Way down yonder (Sometime)
We're gonna drag that saw (SomRtime)
Load to carry (Sometime)
Don't ya hRm and haw (Sometime)
Just get on board (Sometime)
I'm build that stack (Sometime)
Until my honey come back (Sometime)
I'm gonna rap that Jack (Sometime)

[Chorus]
No time wastin' (Sometime)
Come and get your fill (Sometime)
No time wastin' (Sometime)
Come and get your fill (Sometime)
No time wastin' (Sometime)
Come and get your fill (Sometime)
No time wastin' (Sometime)
Come and get your fill (Sometime)
Try your patiences (Sometime)
Don't ya just sit still (Sometime)
No more waitin' (Sometime)
You gotta climb that hill (Sometime)
Change is makin' (Sometime)
You gotta pay that bill (Sometime)
No time wastin' (Sometime)
No time wastin' (Sometime)

17345. Sometimes

Sometimes
Abigail Washburn

Lonely lake in Minnesota
Dying tree in Ashtabula
Rains came in yesterday
Fleeting hearts are here to stay
Sometimes I change my mind
Sometimes I think its fine

Crying boy in Baton Rouge
Troubled men in this town too
Passing strangers touch my sleeve
All I do is think of me
Sometimes I change my mind
Sometimes I think its fine

Burning house in tupelo
Devil's fire from down below
Politician sang to me
Someday girl we'll all be free



Sometimes I change my mind
Sometimes I think its fine

17346. Sometimes - Chords

Sometimes 
Jonathan Edwards
 
[Verse 1]
D         Em        F#m
Sometimes in the mornin'
Em                   D
I catch a fallin' dream
Em              F#m
Disappearin' scenes
Em                   D
And I think about a someone
Em                  F#m
That I may never see again
Em                 D
And now it's only me again
Em          F#m
Em          D
 
[Verse 2]
D         Em        F#m
And sometimes in the mornin'
Em                   D
I think I hear a phrase
Em              F#m
Echo through the haze
Em                   D
And it's just beyond my vision
Em              F#m
Something that she said one night
Em                   D
Before we went to bed one night
 
[Verse 3]
D         Em        F#m
And sometimes in the mornin'
Em              D
I go back to sleep
Em              F#m
Tryin' hard to keep
Em              D
My memories in motion
Em              F#m
I'm Wishin' she were near
Em              D
My love
Em              F#m
She's Whisperin' in my ear, My love



17347. Sometimes - Chords

Sometimes 
Holly Williams
 
G
I wish I were a little girl in this life
Cadd9                    D          G
No one could resist my little girl smile
G
I wish I were a baby in this love
Cadd9                    D          G
I'd be cradled in your arms day and night
 
 
G
I wish I were an old man, a scholar
Cadd9                       D          G
With the wisdom of a 1,000 men before me
G
I wish I were a funny dream that haunted
Cadd9                    D               G
The people I love every time they were down
 
 
                D
I wish I was a fine wine
                Cadd9
I wish I were a good drug
                     G                              D
Hey, and if I were Jesus, maybe I could heal all of us
              D                      Cadd9
Just like a good lover, which one do you prefer?
                      G                           D
In a world full of vices, I wish I were a little bird
(intro x2)
Sometimes
 
 
G
I wish I were the sunset in Verona
Cadd9                               D              G
I'd make a beautiful picture every time I went to bed
G
Or maybe more the sunrise waking up to a sad man
Cadd9                         D                        G
And hey, if I were the blue skies, I'd never rain on him
 
 
                 D
I wish I was a fine wine
                  Cadd9
I wish I were a good drug



                      G                              D
Yeah, and if I were Jesus, maybe I could heal all of us
             D                        Cadd9
Just like a good lover, which one do you prefer?
                      G                           D
In a world full of vices, I wish I were a little bird
(intro x2)
Sometimes
 
 
G
I wish I were an angel in '52
Cadd9                       D              G
In a blue Cadillac on the eve of the New Year
G
And there I would have saved him, the man who sang the blues
Cadd9           D                G
But maybe he is listening right now
Cadd9            D              G*
Hopefully he's listening right now

17348. Sometimes A Blonde

David Rawlings
Sometimes a Blonde

And ghosts walk in the bodies of children
With their own guns, proud to be on video
Young enough to feel like the skin grows back, yeah

And ghosts walk in the shadows of an obsolete scene
Plum straw plum light-blue plum straw plum
Ask for Colin and he'll eat you
And time only comes around again
At the end

And ghosts walk in the ambulations of hound dogs
Bonbons, cinemas, and matelots
Make your number seven walk the wrong way round, yeah

And they walk in the twenty-first century
And you are gonna get yourself together now, aren't you
I know you're a blonde sometimes
I know you fade

Heavenly nightshade
Heavenly nightshade

And ghosts walk in the fire of angels
Honeycombs and principals, ocelots and meerkats
Catch you looking stupid but you just don't care
When your sights are on infinity, you don't fire blanks, no
I know you're a blonde sometimes



I know you fade
You fade, and you're gone sometimes

I met a shapeshifter
I let her fade
Heavenly nightshade
Ooh, heavenly nightshade
Ooh, heavenly nightshade
It's where you came from

17349. Sometimes A River

Sometimes A River - String Cheese Incident

I was cleaning the ash from the fire
And putting the party away
Helping out all of my lost friends
To see the light of day

I'm feeling the wind through the window
Sometimes you crash through the wall
Seems like it comes out of nowhere
There's no warning at all

Sometimes a river, sometimes a river runs high
Sometimes a river, sometimes a river runs dry

I was making my way through a movie
And finding it hard to decide
Sometimes it comes without warning
It turns me over inside

I'm making a stab in the darkness
But you're wearing a hole in the floor
Suddenly everything changes
You're not the same as before

Sometimes a river, sometimes a river runs high
Sometimes a river, sometimes a river runs dry

You danced in my dream in a white dress
I watched from the top of the stairs
I woke up looking to find you
But you were not there

Seventeen hours of driving
But that's not a surprise
The world's all heavy with traffic
We never were good at goodbyes

No we never were no good at goodbyes



17350. Sometimes An Old Memory Gets In My Eye

Dolly Parton - Sometimes An Old Memory Gets In My Eye 

Like someone drowning I reach for a straw
Grasping for love where there's no love at all
Slowly I'm sinking as time drags by and sometimes an old memory gets in my eye
I struggle for strenght to face the dawn
And I'm freezing to death without you to keep me warm
I hold an arm full of nothing close to my side
And sometimes an old memory gets in my eye
Sometimes an old memory gets in my eye
And when it's ours it's hard to keep my eyes dry
Don't think you see tears for I never cry
But sometimes an old memory gets in my eye
Yes sometimes an old memory gets in my eye

17351. Sometimes Good Girls Go Bad

Carolina Blue - Sometimes Good Girls Go Bad

[Verse 1]
Once upon a time, you had everything
A little house upon a hill and a fancy wedding ring
Our future looked so bright, three babies were our plan
But you threw it all away for some other man
I guess sometimes good girls go bad

[Chorus]
Sometimes good girls go bad, and they give their love away
Put aside the vows they made on their wedding day
Sometimes good girls go bad, and they leave you all alone
Wondering why they've gone and they made you sad
I guRss sometimes good girls go bad

[Verse 2]
The nRon lights were calling from the wrong side of town
You left without a second thought with the new love you had found
Now you're holdin' up your bar-stool with your good timin' man
Maybe you forgot the love we shared and the ring on your left hand
I guess sometimes good girls go bad
Like the little house upon a hill, [?] alone
Livin' with the memory of the love that's dead and gone
She's out there runnin' wild, in places I won't go
While I sit here dreamin' of the love I used to know
I guess sometimes good girls go bad



17352. Sometimes I

Sometimes I
Rising Appalachia

Sometimes I, I am far away from home
Yeahhhh yeah.
Sometimes I like the way I wander
Sometimes I like the way I roam
Sometimes I, I pace forward, I pace back
Yeahhh  yeah
Bending, breaking 
Tall grass shaking beneath your weight
Yeah yeah yeah
Sometimes I, I get, I get stuck in between
Between my love of the jester, baby
Or my love for the queen
Sometimes I see your eyes across the room,
Yeah yeahhhh
Fading, narrow, boneshot arrow, 
harboring... 
Sometimes I, I am tired of being alone 

Sometimes Ill be mighty baby, and sit upon your throne
Yeah yeah yeah
You knocked me over freight train lover
Chewed me up and spit me out
Tiny spout and muddy river
Whisper softly, softly now
Sometimes I need my, my skin to touch the breeze 
Sometimes I, I find beauty brings me down to my knees
Oceans swelling, tides rise thick and (sometimes I ...)
You're still at it, you're still at it
Sunsets low and love grows slow 
I don't know where  (sit upon your throne)

Sister, sister we have rubies 
between our teeth, between our teeth
Rust and wheels, iron and steel, 
casting sorrows with our song.

17353. Sometimes I Cry - Chords

Sometimes I Cry 
Buddy Miller

[Intro]
A   E  Bm  D
 
A        E            Bm   D
Momemnts when I could swear
A         E             Bm  D
It's like you were just here



F#m      D                  Bm   D
Somebody wake me up when we get there
         E  D     E                D
So you'd be here  why can't you be here
            A   E           F#m  D
Sometimes I cry sometimes I cry
 
I stop holding up and my heart gets stuck
                      E
And that might take awhile
            A   E           F#m   D
Sometimes I cry sometimes I cry
 
Sometimes I just break down and my tears come round
     Bm             E
Like water from the sky
            F#m      A    E
Sometimes I cry  yea yea
A      E                 Bm  D
No one knows what might  happen
A     E                 Bm    D
Takes away so much that matters
F#m    D                   Bm   D
Images showing up start me thinking
    E    D           E    D
And rememveting I'm remembering
            A   E           F#m  D
Sometimes I cry sometimes I cry
 
I stop holding up and my heart gets stuck
                      E
And that might take awhile
            A    E                   F#m  D
Sometimes I cry      talk to you and sigh
D
Sometimes you still make me laugh
 
And that helps to pass
Bm               E
All the carrying on
            F#m      A
Sometimes I cry  yea yea
C                              A
Can't make the puzzle fit like before
C                G                E
We'll have to discuss  that a lot more
 
            A   E           F#m  D
Sometimes I cry sometimes I cry
D
I stop holding up and my heart gets stuck
                      E
And that might take awhile
            A    E
Sometimes I cry
            F#m D
Sometimes I cry



D
Sometimes I just break down and my tears come round
     Bm             E
Like water from the sky
            F#m      A
Sometimes I cry  yea yea
            F#m    A
Sometimes I cry    mmmm
            F#m    A
Sometimes I cry

17354. Sometimes I Dream - Chords

Sometimes I Dream
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                     F             C
There's no magic way  for me to get over you
                         G7                           C
There's not much left to say  and not a thing left to do
                F                 C
Seldom I laugh  and seldom I ever cry
                    D7                                      G7
But there's times I drink too much and there's times when I lie
            C           F                C
Sometimes I hate myself and wish I could scream
                 G7                         C
Sometimes I give up on love but sometimes I dream
                   F                      C
Sometimes I dream  looking out through my window
                     G7                   C
Speeding through the night in a long limousine
                            F              C
There's a curse on my heart and I'll never love again
              G7                         C
I'm forever a lonely man but sometimes I dream
Repeat #2

17355. Sometimes I Wake Up Crying

Dixie Chicks - Sometimes I Wake Up Crying 

I can't find a reason To let go
Even though you found a new love
And she's what your dreams are made of
I can find a reason to hang on
What went wrong can be forgiven
Without you it aint worth livin' alone



Sometimes I wake up crying at night
And sometimes I scream out your name
What right does she have to take you away
When for so long you were mine

Took out all the pictures of our wedding day
It was a time of love and laughter
Happy ever after
But even those old pictures have begun to fade
Please tell me she's not real
And that you're really coming home to stay

Sometimes I wake up crying at night
And sometimes I scream out your name
What right does she have to take your heart away
When for so long you were mine

I can give you two good reasons
To show you love's not blind
He's two and she's four
And you know they adore you
So how can i tell them, you've changed your mind

Sometimes I wake up crying at night
And sometimes I scream out your name
What right does she have to take your heart away
When for so long you were mine

I remember when you were mine

17356. Sometimes I Wonder - Chords

Sometimes I Wonder 
Todd Snider
 
[Verse 1]
G                                           C
Everybody gets it I don't even know what it is
                                                     D
Seems like every girl I ever loved Goes from mine to his
                                 G                    C
Sometimes I get so lonesome That I could almost watch TV
      G                        D                             G
Is it something wrong with the world Or something wrong with me
 
G                                          C
Everybody gets it And everybody throws it away
                                                         D
It's all I ever wanted Still it's something I can hardly say
                                 G                         C
I can't help but thinking When I know I should be using my heart
   G                     D                        G
So every day I feel like We keep getting further apart



 
 
[Chorus]
D           G       C
Sometimes I wonder
       G                    C
If I'm ever gonna find true love
     G          Em       C
It's all I ever wanted
     D
It's all I'm dreaming of
G      C
I have prayed to heavens
G             C
Wished on the stars above
G           Em
Sometimes I wonder
F       C              G
If I'll ever find true love
 
[Verse 2]
G                                      C
Every day I do it Every day I know the drill
                                              D
I've got to work through it Some day I hope I will
                             G                            C
I know I'm getting closer To something I've been dreaming of
G                         D                    G
Sometimes I wonder If I'm ever gonna find true love
 
 
[Chorus]
D           G       C
Sometimes I wonder
       G                    C
If I'm ever gonna find true love
     G          Em       C
It's all I ever wanted
     D
It's all I'm dreaming of
G      C
I have prayed to heavens
G             C
Wished on the stars above
G           Em
Sometimes I wonder
F       C              G
If I'll ever find true love
F    C                    G
Am I ever gonna find true love

17357. Sometimes I'm Happy



Sometimes I'm Happy
Sarah Vaughan 
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Sometimes I'm happy, sometimes I'm blue
My disposition depends on you
I never mind the rain from the sky
If I can find the sun in your eyes

Sometimes I love you, sometimes I hate you
But when I hate you, it's 'cause I love you

That's how I am
So what can I do?
I'm happy when I'm with you

Sometimes I'm happy, sometimes I'm blue
My disposition depends on you
I never mind the rain from the sky
If I can find the sun in your eyes

Sometimes I love you, sometimes I hate you
But when I hate you, it's 'cause I love you

That's how I am
So what can I do?
I'm always happy
So very happy
Im always happy when I'm with you

17358. Sometimes I've Won

Sometimes I've won
Yonder Mountain String Band

Sometimes I've won, sometimes I've lost
Sometimes I've walked away before the dice were tossed
It's not that I chose to be a gamblin' man
But you're not left with many options walkin' roads that never end

I'd love to imagine there is some place for me
At the end of this long, lonely road

Chorus:
I'll keep trying my best,
I sure could use a little rest
And some help finding my way home

I'm not the best that's ever been
But long ago I vowed I'd find the light I lost back then
And you think that you'd do better all alone
When there's no one there who loves you and no place to call home

I'm growing tired of this search for my soul



And all of these rocks in the road

[ Chorus ]

A life like mine, it must have reasons why
So I shouted all the names I knew to God up to the sky
And I listened for his answer everyday
But I grow worried by the waitin', he should know just what to say

I'd love to imagine that there is some place for me
At the end of this long, lonely road

[ Chorus ]

I've had friends and they've come and gone
I've seen love shine like the sunset and last about as long
In the end we'll go walkin' different roads
But lookin' for the same signs, they're the ones that lead us home

Sometimes I've won, sometime's I've lost
Sometimes I've walked away before the dice were tossed
It's not that I chose to be a ramblin' man
But I see bright lights in the distance
And this road, it never ends

I'm growing tired of this search for my soul
And all of these rocks in the road

[ Chorus - x2 ]

17359. Sometimes In This Country

Crooked Still 
Sometimes In This Country

Sometimes I'm in this country
Sometimes I'm in this town
Sometimes a thought comes to my mind
That I, myself will drown
But the cold streams of water
My body can't receive
I'm going to some strange country
My darling for to leave

The night seems long and weary, son
Almost the break of day
The night seems long and weary, son
Almost the break of day
I'm listening for your answer
Tell me what to say
I'm listening for your answer
At the dawning of the day



I'll take you for your answer
And for myself abide
I'll take you for your answer
And for myself abide
You say you've got a new sweetheart
And I'm laid aside
Farewell, false-hearted lover
I'm young, the world is wide
I'm young, the world is wide
(The world is wide)

Sometimes I'm in this country
Sometimes I'm in this town
Sometimes a thought comes to my mind
That I, myself will drown
But the cold streams of water
My body can't receive
I'm going to some strange country
My darling for to leave

17360. Sometimes She Forgets

Norman Blake - Sometimes She Forgets
Steve Earle

[Verse]
If you see her out tonight
And she tells you it's just the lights
That bring her here and not her loneliness
That's what she says, but sometimes she forgets

[Verse]
If she tells you she don't need a man
She's had all the comfort she can stand
You'd best believe every word she say
But don't give up 'cause sometimes she forgets

[Chorus]
Sometimes she forgets
That not too long ago she swore
She wasn't gonna let her heart
Been broken anymore

[Verse]
So now she keeps it locked away
And it grows colder every day
And it won't warm to any man's caress
That's what she says, but sometimes she forgets

[Chorus]
Sometimes she forgets
That not too long ago she swore
She wasn't gonna let her heart



Been broken anymore

[Verse]
So if you see her out tonight
And she tells you it's just the lights
That bring her here and not her loneliness
That's what she says, but sometimes she forgets

[Outro]
Hey now, don't give up 'cause sometimes she forgets

17361. Sometimes She Forgets - Chords

Sometimes She Forgets
Steve Earl - Sometimes She Forgets

(No Capo)

(G) 
If you see her out tonight, and she tells you its just the lights that
C G
brings her here and not her loneliness
D G
that's what she says but sometimes she forgets

if she tells you she don't need a man, she's had all the comfort she can 
C G
stand you'd best believe every word she says
D G
but don't give up cause sometimes she forgets

CHORUS
C G
sometimes she forgets but not to long ago she swore
D D7 A7
she wasn't gonna let her heart be broken anymore

G
so now she keeps it locked away and it grows colder everyday
C G
and it wont warm to any man's caress
D G
that's what she says but sometimes she forgets

INSTRUMENTAL (same as verses) G-C-G-D-G

CHORUS
C G
sometimes she forgets but not to long ago she swore
D D7 A7
she wasn't gonna let her heart be broken anymore

G



so If you see her out tonight, and she tells you its just the lights that
C G
brings her here and not her loneliness
D G
that's what she says but sometimes she forgets
D G
yeah, now don't give up cause sometimes she forgets

17362. Sometimes The Grass Is Really Greener

Robbie Fulks - Sometimes the Grass Is Really Greener

[Verse 1]
In a dusty shack high in the Blue Ridge Mountains
It was tough work, brown dirt, and bluegrass songs
Sweet hickory filled the air, Daddy's love was hard but fair
If I knew how rich I was I'd not have gone

[Verse 2]
But the city called my name and I came runnin'
With my young man's hopes and my daddy's old guitar
I played the dives and paid some dues, singin' every tune I knew
And them homesick ones I sang the best by far

[Chorus]
Now I've seen the sun go down
On the streets of New York town
And I've watched it from the hills of old Virginia
Beauty's what the eye beholds
One man's dirt's another's gold
Oh but sometimes, the grass is really greener

[Verse 3]
Well now, the record company man confessed he liked me
But he'd have to shave a few rough edges down
Cut my hair like Brooks and Dunn's, trade the banjo for some drums
'Cause no one would buy that old high lonesome sound

17363. Sometimes The Pleasure's Worth The Pain

Marty Stuart - Sometimes the Pleasure's Worth the Pain

I give my heart and soul to you
That's all I really know to do
If it's a crying shame
There's just myself to blame

Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain



You cut me deep with that first kiss
Your sweet taste I could not resist
You were too wild to tame
I loved you just the same

Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain

And though love burns and burns
I never seem to learn
I'll walk right back into the flames

Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain
Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain

So here I am back at your door
I can't help coming back for more
This love's a hurtin' thing
One that I can't explain

Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain
Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain
Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain

17364. Sometimes The Pleasures Worth The Pain - Chords

Sometimes The Pleasures Worth The Pain
Marty Stuart - Sometimes The Pleasures Worth The Pain
Tuning: Standard
Capo: No capo

Intro: C  F  C  G7 (x2)

C           F        G7      C   F  C  G7
I give my heart and soul to you
C              F     G7     C   F  C  G7
That's all I really know to do
G           C      F   G                C        F
If it's a cryin' shame, there's just myself to blame
C                F         G7       C   F  C  G7
Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain

C           F         G7         C   F  C  G7
You cut me deep with that first kiss
C                F        G7    C   F  C  G7
Your sweet taste I could not resist
G             C       F   G             C        F
You were too wild to tame, I loved you just the same
C                F        G7        C   F  C  G7
Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain

A                               G  A
And though love burns and burns
A



I never seem to learn
F                               G
I'll walk right back into the flame
C                F        G7        C   F  C  G7
Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain
C                F        G7        C   F  C  G7
Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain

Solo: 

C  F  G7  C  F  C  G7 (x2)
G  C  F  G  C  F
C  F  G7  C  F  C  G7

C         F       G7       C   F  C  G7
So here I am back at your door
C             F      G7       C   F  C  G7
I can't help coming back for more
G              C        F   G            C        F
This love's a hurting thang, one that I can't explain
C                F        G7        C   F  C  G7
Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain
C                F        G7        C   F  C  G7
Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain
C                F        G7        C   F  C  G7
Sometimes the pleasure's worth the pain

17365. Sometimes When We touch - Chords

Sometimes when we touch

D G A D
You ask me if I love you, and I choke on my reply.
 F#m Bm E A I'd rather hurt you honestly than mislead you with a lie.
 Em A D A Bm 
And who am I to judge you on what you say or do. 
 G D Em D A
I'm only just beginning to see the real you.
 D G A 
F#m
And sometimes when we touch, the honesty's too much.
 Bm E A G F#m Em
And I have to close my eyes and hide.
 D G A F#m
I wanna hold you till I die, till we both break down and cry.
 Em G D
I wanna hold you till the fear in me subsides.
 G D
Sometimes I'd like to break you, and drag you to your knees.
 Bm F#m G 
A
Sometimes I'd like to breakthrough and hold you endlessly.
 D G



And sometimes when we touch---etc
 
D G A D
Romance and all it's strategy, leaves me battling with my pride.
 F#m Bm E A 
But through the insecurity some tenderness survives.
 Em A D A Bm
I'm just another writer still trapped within my truths.
 G D Em D A
A hesitant prizefighter still trapped within my youth.
 D G etc to the end.
And sometimes when we touch

17366. Sometimes Wine

Sturgill Simpson - Sometimes Wine

[Verse 1]
I have always tried to keep my glass full
Sometimes I have whiskey and sometimes wine
Baby, why is it whenever your glass is empty
You come along and knock over mine?

[Chorus]
I'd like to tell you that I can make it without you
And I won't shed a tear when you walk out the door
Lord knows I've been down that road a time or two
But then I've never been without you before

[Verse 2]
I couldn't tell you how much I paid for this bottle
And how long we've been here your guess is as good as mine
Sometimes that wine don't hit me like it ought to
But that old whiskey suits me fine

[Chorus]
I'd like to tell you that I can make it without you
And I won't shed a tear when you walk out the door
Lord knows I've been down that road a time or two
But then I've never been without you before

[Verse 3]
Drove me to drinking, ran off with some other man
But a broken heart heals like a bottle empties with time
Well, since you've been gone life's been more than I can stand
So sometimes whiskey and sometimes there's wine

[Chorus]
I'd like to tell you that I can make it without you
And I won't shed a tear when you walk out the door
Lord knows I've been down that road a time or two
But then I've never been without you before
But then I've never been without you before



17367. Sometimes You Just Can't Win

Linda Ronstadt - Sometimes You Just Can't Win
Written by Smokey Stove
1962, 1979 Glad Music Company (BMI)
Osborne Brothers

Just when the sun shines the brightest
And the world looks alright again
Then the clouds fill the skies
You can't believe your eyes
Sometimes you just can't win

My love never meant much to you dear
For to you I was always a friend
Oh why did I fall
You have no heart at all
Sometimes you just can't win

I can't live like this any longer
Not knowing just where I stand
I know I shouldn't care
But sweetheart it don't seem fair
Sometimes you just can't win

And then when the sunshines the brightest
And the world looks alright, again
The clouds fill the sky's
You can't believe your eyes
Sometimes you just can't win

No sometimes you just can't win.......

17368. Somewhere

Somewhere (Larry W. Jones 10/02/2007) 

You left me and went to somewhere
You took my heart somewhere from me
Your schemes and my dreams went somewhere
Somewhere so far that I can't see
If you should return from somewhere
And I'm still in your memory
Return my heart dear, from somewhere
And from lonely tears set me free 
I expected that you'd be directed
By some new love to be untrue
No one can explain why it rains
From skies that should be always blue



- instrumental -
You left me and went to somewhere
You took my heart somewhere from me
Your schemes and my dreams went somewhere
Somewhere so far that I can't see
If you should return from somewhere
And I'm still in your memory
Return my heart dear, from somewhere
And from lonely tears set me free

17369. Somewhere Above

Somewhere Above
Claire Lynch

You can talk about the glory of the coming of the Lord
You can talk about that city where we'll live in one accord
But there's more to His redemption than ascending up on high
And looking to the future for a mansion in the sky

You've got to walk in the light of the sacred living word
You must live to be blameless, obedient and pure
And as you become a temple of His ever present love
Oh, the Savior lives within you like He lives somewhere above

Somewhere above's a city where the streets are made of gold
Somewhere below a burning lake awaits the sinner's soul
There are those who live in hell most every single day
While others taste of heaven as they lift their hands and pray

You've got to walk in the light of the sacred living word
You must live to be blameless, obedient and pure
And as you become a temple of His ever present love
Oh, the Savior lives within you like He lives somewhere above

Somewhere above our Savior sits alive as He can be
At the right hand of the father clothed in victory
He sent the holy spirit as a gift so we could see
His kingdom's come, His will is done through folks like you and me

You've got to walk in the light of the sacred living word
You must live to be blameless, obedient and pure
And as you become a temple of His ever present love
Oh, the Savior lives within you like He lives somewhere above

17370. Somewhere Along The Way

Dolly Parton - Somewhere Along The Way 



Somewhere along the way we drifted apart
As we walked the road of love we lost our way
Now it's too late to start all over for there's no turning back
We lost each other somewhere along the way mhm
Somewhere along the way we neglected one another
Our careless steps have led us to the end
Oh and all we can do now is just feel sorry for each other
Cause once love has died it won't ever live again
Somewhere along the way we stumbled and oh and we fell
Love is not a game for fools to play
We both played and we both lost now we're both sorry and both to fault
We lost that love somewhere along the way mhm

17371. Somewhere Between

Keith Whitley - Somewhere Between
Balsam Range

Somewhere between your heart and mine
There's a window, I can't see through
There's a wall so high, it reaches the sky
Somewhere between me and you

I love you so much, I can't let you go
And sometimes I believe you love me
But somewhere between your heart and mine
There's a door without any key

Somewhere between your heart and mine
There's a window, I can't see through
There's a wall so high, it reaches the sky
Somewhere between me and you

Somewhere between your heart and mine
There's a love that I don't understand
It's there for a while then it fades like a smile
And I'm left in the middle again

Somewhere between your heart and mine
There's a window, I can't see through
There's a wall so high, it reaches the sky
Somewhere between me and you
Somewhere between me and you

17372. Somewhere Else to Fall

Somewhere Else to Fall
Alecia Nugent - Somewhere Else to Fall



My first mistake was thinking I knew where I stood
I thought I had a place here in your heart
If I can make your mind up, you know I would
But a girl can only chase a dream so far

Do you see forever when you look at me
Am I the everything you'll ever need
Should I stay, I've got to know
Boy, it's now, or let me go
Does this feeling have a chance at all
If you can't tell me where I stand
I'll find somewhere else to fall

I'm still waiting for a reason not to leave
If you've got one, I haven't heard it yet
Boy, why's it so hard for for you to talk to me
Tell me before I take another stand

Do you see forever when you look at me
Am I the everything you'll ever need
Should I stay, I've got to know
Boy, it's now, or let me go
Does this feeling have a chance at all
If you can't tell me where I stand
I'll find somewhere else to fall

Do you see forever when you look at me
Am I the everything you'll ever need
Should I stay, I've got to know
Boy, it's now, or let me go
Does this feeling have a chance at all
If you can't tell me where I stand
I'll find somewhere else to fall
To fall

17373. Somewhere Far Away

Somewhere Far Away
Blue Highway

[Verse 1]
Have you ever been left all alone like a child?
No one happens your way
People stare through you as they pass you by
And they hurry along through their day

[Verse 2]
In the busy courtyard there, the green grass you'll find
Water flows cool o'er the vine
Pennies shine bright as they glare in the sun
And they happen to be mostly mine
Happen to be mostly mine



[Verse 3]
Have you ever tried to see all the stars in the sky
Lookin' up through the big city lights?
An Rmpty street gives you a chill in your soul
As a page of the papRr blows by

[Verse 4]
A little bird makes this big city his home
He could leave but he chooses to stay
You wish you could ask him to borrow his wings
And fly somewhere far away
Fly somewhere far away

17374. Somewhere In Between

Somewhere In Between
The Infamous Stringdusters - Somewhere In Between

[Verse 1]
The map says my way takes too long
But I wanna get there late
And my friends telling me I'm wrong
Hey, but it's my time to hesitate

[Chorus]
Well, if you're lost and you're caught up in limbo
From where you come and where you gotta go
Well, you don't have to understand what I mean
I'm just somewhere in-between

[Verse 2]
There's something strange about this place
Just when you think you seen it all
Hey, someone's taking up your space
And someone's breaking down your walls

[Chorus]
Well, if you're lost and you're caught up in limbo
From where you come and where you gotta go
Well, you don't have to understand what I mean
I'm just somewhere in-between
Well, you don't have to understand just what I mean
I'm just somewhere in-between

[Bridge]
Well, you gotta keep on moving
Calculate your root and
Pick 'em and a-choose 'em
Where you gotta go?
Inside, we all know
Hey, inside, we all know, hey
Hey, inside, we all know



[Outro]
The map says my way takes too long
But I wanna get there late

17375. Somewhere In Kansas - Chords

Somewhere in Kansas 
recorded by Charlie Waller and The Country Gentlemen

I am showing two versions that can be played along with the recording.

Version 1 - Capo 4TH Fret 

Intro   (D)    (G) 
 
(G) He was reading the want ads in last Monday's paper
He found on the park bench where he spent the (D) night
He had on the coat he'd picked up at the mission
Night had been chilly he'd made it al-(G)-right

(G) Thin hands were shaking as he clung to the paper
The sad faded blue eyes were straining to (C) read
He (D) laid it aside wiped a tear then he saw me
He turned and spoke softly to (G) me

(C) Somewhere in Kansas there's a (G) golden haired woman
Who loved me but I left her a-(C)-lone
But (D) I'll make it this time, I've conquered the red wine
Some Sunday morning I'm headed for (G) home

Instrumental break - follow pattern of verse 2

(G) He reached in his pocket and took out a letter
The postmark I noted was ten years (D) old
He read from the pages just how much she missed him
And how much she loved him and needed him (G) so

He said you don't know me but I've been a big man
But the red wine has held me prisoner so (C) long
But (D) her love has broken the spell it had woven
And come Sunday morning I'm headed for (G) home

(C) Somewhere in Kansas there's a (G) grey haired old man
Who sleeps on the park bench and drinks the red (C) wine
There's a (D) fresh bunch of flowers neatly placed on the graveside
Of the yellow haired woman he went back to (G) find

Pause and then slowly sing the next three words without instruments.
Then slowly strum down the (G) chord to end the song.

Somewhere in Kansas

Version 1 - Capo 2nd Fret 



Intro   (E)    (A)

(A) He was reading the want ads in last Monday's paper
He found on the park bench where he spent the (E) night
He had on the coat he'd picked up at the mission
Night had been chilly he'd made it al-(A)-right

(A) Thin hands were shaking as he clung to the paper
The sad faded blue eyes were straining to (D) read
He (E) laid it aside wiped a tear then he saw me
He turned and spoke softly to (A) me

(D) Somewhere in Kansas there's a (A) golden haired woman
Who loved me but I left her a-(D)-lone
But (E) I'll make it this time, I've conquered the red wine
Some Sunday morning I'm headed for (A) home

Instrumental break - follow pattern of verse 2

(A) He reached in his pocket and took out a letter
The postmark I noted was ten years (E) old
He read from the pages just how much she missed him
And how much she loved him and needed him (A) so

He said you don't know me but I've been a big man
But the red wine has held me prisoner so (D) long
But (E) her love has broken the spell it had woven
And come Sunday morning I'm headed for (A) home

(D) Somewhere in Kansas there's a (A) grey haired old man
Who sleeps on the park bench and drinks the red (D) wine
There's a (E) fresh bunch of flowers neatly placed on the graveside
Of the yellow haired woman he went back to (A) find 

Pause and then slowly sing the next three words without instruments.
Then slowly strum down the (A) chord to end the song.

Somewhere in Kansas

17376. Somewhere In Kentucky Tonight - Chords

Somewhere In Kentucky Tonight
Recorded by Tom T. Hall
Written by Tom T. Hall and Dixie Hall 

C                             F
Somewhere in Kentucky there's a weather-beaten house
     G7                                C
On a dusty road that leads back in the hills
                                   F
Where father and dear mother still wait for my return
      G7                         C



While I'm up here in Ohio in the mills

F            G7         C
Somewhere in Kentucky tonight
     F                G7               C
That old blue moon is sending down its light
                     F
All I ever needed is waiting there for me
G7                      C
Somewhere in Kentucky tonight

                              F
Somewhere in Kentucky there's a little wooden church
G7                           C
Nestled in a clearing in the trees
                                    F
A white haired preacher talks about the lost and wandering souls
    G7                               C
And I know he must be thinking about me

Repeat #2

                              F
Somewhere in Kentucky there's a girl who walks alone
      G7                           C
Where once we walked together long ago
                                F
I promised I would love her and she said she would be true
         G7                             C
Till our names are carved together on a stone

Repeat #2

G7                      C
Somewhere in Kentucky tonight

17377. Somewhere In The Stars

Rodney Crowell - Somewhere in the Stars

Halfway 'round the planet
And the telephone won't do
I'm starin' up at midnight
But lookin' just for you
If you're aching in the starlight
And looking for me too
Then, gazing at the same sight
Might I not see you?
We'll rendezvous on Venus
And dance on Saturn's rings
We'll drink a little moonlight
And ride the old man's wings
I do believe you love me



I wish with all my might
Somewhere in the stars
I'll be meeting you tonight
With feet on terra firma
And heart in Milky Way
We'll ask the the old timekeeper
To look the other way
We'll rendezvous on Venus
Dance on Saturn's wings
We'll drink a little moonlight
And ride the old man's wings
I do believe you love me
I wish with all my might
Somewhere in the stars
I'll be meeting you tonight

17378. Somewhere In The Vicinity Of The Heart

Alison Krauss - Somewhere In The Vicinity Of The Heart 

Thousand miles of lonesome highway
Drinking gallons of coffee in a little cafe's
Brought me here and it's so good to find
That there's someone who's got the same story as mine
Just look at us, we're a couple of hard cases
So how'd we end up where we are

Somewhere in the vicinity of the heart
I feel something hitting me awful hard
I don't know where it's gonna lead
But I just know it starts
Somewhere in the vicinity of the heart

Been so long, I can't believe I feel something so sweet
Where an ache used to be, don't fall in love anymore
But I've never met anyone like you before
Stay here with me for a couple of more minutes
I think there's something going on

Somewhere in the vicinity of the heart
I feel something hitting me awful hard
I don't know where it's gonna lead
But I just know it starts
Somewhere in the vicinity of the heart

Well it sure took a while to find
It's been waiting here all this time

Somewhere in the vicinity of the heart
I feel something hitting me awful hard
I don't know where it's gonna lead
But I just know it starts
Somewhere in the vicinity of the heart



17379. Somewhere My Love / We'll Meet Again Sweetheart

John Hartford - Somewhere My Love/We'll Meet Again Sweetheart

Somewhere, my love, there will be songs to sing
Although the snow covers the hopes of spring
Somewhere a hill blossoms in green and gold
And there are dreams, all that your heart can hold
Someday we'll meet again, my love
Someday whenever the spring breaks through

You'll come to me out of the long-ago
Warm as the wind, soft as the kiss of snow
Till then, my sweet, think of me now and then
Godspeed, my love, till you are mine again

Someday we'll meet again, my love
I said "Someday whenever that spring breaks through"

You'll come to me out of the long-ago
Warm as the wind, and as soft as the kiss of snow
Till then, my sweet, think of me now and then
Godspeed, my love, till you are mine again

17380. Somewhere On A Beach

Dierks Bentley - Somewhere On a Beach

[Verse 1]
Bet you think I'm sitting at home, naw
Bet you think that I'm all alone, naw
I bet you think I'm missing you and wishing you would call my phone
Hell naw
I went wheels up on a runway
And that ticket was a one-way

[Chorus]
I'm somewhere on a beach
Sipping something strong
Got a new girl, she got it going on
We drink all day, and party all night
I'm way too gone to have you on my mind
She got a body, and she's naughty
And she got me like you ain't never got me
I'm getting sun, getting some, and I ain't slept in a week
Yeah, I'm somewhere on a beach

[Verse 2]
Heard you called my boys



Heard you called my folks
They said you drove by my house real slow
You can check any spot, roll down every road
But girl, I ain't even close

[Chorus]
I'm somewhere on a beach
Sipping something strong
Got a new girl, she got it going on
We drink all day, and party all night
I'm way too gone to have you on my mind
She got a body, and she's naughty
And she got me like you ain't never got me
I'm getting sun, getting some, and I ain't slept in a week
Yeah, I'm somewhere on a beach

[Bridge]
I wish it could've worked out
But I'm gettin' over you now
On a beach towel
My shades on
My drink's up and the sun's out
I'm somewhere on a beach

[Chorus]
I'm somewhere on a beach
Sipping something strong
Got a new girl, she got it going on
We drink all day, and party all night
I'm way too gone to have you on my mind
She got a body, and she's naughty
And she got me like you ain't never got me
I'm getting sun, getting some, and I ain't slept in a week
Yeah, I'm somewhere on a beach

[Outro]
Yeah, I'm somewhere on a beach

17381. Somewhere On Skid Row

Somewhere On Skid Row

I'm gonna lose myself
Somewhere on skid row
Since I lost you
I just don't seem to care

I'm gonna lose myself
Somewhere on skid row
So the wine won't let
Your memory find me there

Well, I've been everywhere



Running both day and night
With the pain of loving
You right close behind

And I've tried everything
And whether I'm wrong or right
There's just one way
I found to ease my mind

And I'm gonna lose myself
Somewhere on skid row
Since I lost you
I just don't seem to care

I'm gonna lose myself
Somewhere on skid row
So the wine won't let
Your memory find me there

17382. Somewhere On The Road Tonight - Chords

Chris Hillman - Somewhere On The Road Tonight 
by Chris Hillman Alan Thornhill

A                D            E                           A
Somewhere on the road tonight thought I heard you call my name
                           D            E              A 
Thought I saw you standing in the light in the pouring rain
                     D          C#7                        F#m   B7
Thought I heard your foot steps turned around and you were gone
                 D            E                  A
Somewhere on the road tonight I'm dreaming about home
                       D      E                 A
Burning both ends of a candle days keep rolling by
                          D      E                       A
Sometimes more than I can handle can't you hear me when I cry
               G     D             E                  F#m
Come  hold me  close tonight don't wake me from this dream
                 Bm/D           E                      A
Somewhere on the road tonight  you're still here with me
A                D            E                           A
Somewhere on the road tonight thought I heard you call my name
                           D            E              A 
Thought I saw you standing in the light in the pouring rain
                     D          C#7                        F#m   B7
Thought I heard your foot steps turned around and you were gone
                 D            E                  A
Somewhere on the road tonight I'm dreaming about home

SOLO
                      D     E                     A
Saw the sun rise over Texas watched it set in Tennessee
                       D     E               A             



And those night in Oklahoma always in my memory
                       G      D    E                   F#m   
And memories  seem  to find  you   come at you late at night
                       Bm/D     E                      A
And if lonely is a bad feeling  how come it feels all right
B                E            F#                           B
Somewhere on the road tonight thought I heard you call my name
                           E            F#             B 
Thought I saw you standing in the light in the pouring rain
                     E          D#7                        G#m   C#7
Thought I heard your foot steps turned around and you were gone
                 E            F#                  B
Somewhere on the road tonight I'm dreaming about home

Bar None Music Inc.-Matilija Music BMI
>From Out Of The Woodwork
Larry & Tony Rice/Chris Hillman/Herb Pedersen 
Rounder Records 1997

17383. Somewhere Other Than The Night

Somewhere Other Than The Night - Garth Brooks 

He could see the storm clouds rollin' across the hill 
He barely beat the rain in from the field 
And between the backdoor slammin' she heard him say 
"Damn this rain and damn this wasted day" 
But she'd been waitin' for this day for oh so long 
She was standin' in the kitchen with nothin' but her apron on 
And in disbelief he stood and he stared a while 
When their eyes met, they both began to smile  

Somewhere other than the night 
She needs to hear I love you 
Somewhere other than the night 
She needs to know you care 
She wants to know she's needed 
She needs to be held tight 
Somewhere other than the night  

They spent the day wrapped up in a blanket 
On the front porch swing 
He'd come to realize he'd neglected certain things 
And there are times she feels alone even by his side 
It was the first time she ever saw him cry  

Somewhere other than the night 
She needs to hear I love you 
Somewhere other than the night 
She needs to know you care 
She wants to know she's needed 
She needs to be held tight 
Somewhere other than the night  



To know she's needed 
She needs to be held tight 
Somewhere other than the night

17384. Somewhere Out There

Linda Ronstadt - Somewhere Out There

Somewhere out there beneath the pale moonlight
Someone's thinking of me and loving me tonight
Somewhere out there someone's saying a prayer
That we'll find one another in that big somewhere out there

And even though I know how very far apart we are
It helps to think we might be wishin' on the same bright star
And when the night wind starts to sing a lonesome lullaby
It helps to think we're sleeping underneath the same big sky

Somewhere out there, if love can see us through
Then we'll be together somewhere out there
Out where dreams come true

And even though I know how very far apart we are
It helps to think we might be wishin' on the same bright star
And when the night wind starts to sing a lonesome lullaby
It helps to think we're sleeping underneath the same big sky

Somewhere out there, if love can see us through
Then we'll be together somewhere out there
Out where dreams come true

17385. Somewhere Out There - Chords

Somewhere Out There 
Steve Earle

[Intro]
D  Cadd9 D  Em7  G6  D  x2
D  Dsus  D
 
[Verse]
G                          D
Somewhere out there in the world tonight
C              D      Am               D     Dsus D Dsus2 D
Just out of my reach, I hear your heartbeat
     G                  D              C              D
It's coming in loud and clear tonight, pounding in my brain
     Am               D    Dsus   D



It's calling out your name
 
 
[Bridge]
C               D                   G
In the darkness something binds you to me
G/F#    Em             C
So that I can find you when you want me
B7               Em
I would be there waiting on you
D         D/C       Em7 Cadd9 Em7 Cadd9 D Dsus  D
Somewhere out there
 
 
[Verse]
G                       D                   C            D
Somewhere there in your heart tonight where I have never gone
Am             D     Dsus D Dsus2 D
You were not alone
         G               D
And it's tearing me all apart, all right
    C               D       Am              D  Dsus2  D
But girl what can I do when I'm so far from you
 
 
[Bridge]
    C             D
And when I lay me down to sleep
   G       G/F# Em
My one and only prayer is you keep
C              B7              Em
Safe from harm till I get whereever you are
D         D/C       Em7  Cadd9  Em7 Cadd9 D Dsus  D
Somewhere out there
 
Hey!
 
[Solo]
D  C  D  C  D  C  Em7  D  D  Cadd9  Em7 D
 
C                 D
If you're sad and if you're lonely
G         G/F#    Em
If you're scared, if you're only
C                  B7
Tired of fighting, seeking shelter
Em                D         D/C       Em7 Cadd9 Em7 Cadd9 D Dsus  D
Just hold on, I'm somewhere out there
 
 
G                          D
Somewhere out there in the world tonight
C                D      Am                   D
Just out of your reach, you'll  hear my heartbeat
 
 
[Interlude]



D  Cadd9  D  A7  D
 
[Refrain]
D  Cadd9  Em7  A7sus  G

17386. Somewhere Sometime

Rodney Crowell - Somewhere Sometime

I was a wise insider, I knew the score
I kept them on those heartstrings begging for more
No chance for real emotion here, no end in sight
I watched him slip away from me night after night
I came so close to breaking down, then turned away
I don't want to reveal that much, baby, I don't want to pay
Don't want the keys to paradise, nobody's home
Don't want to feel the fire and ice sleeping alone
Somewhere sometime
Some way he'll change his mind
Maybe he's lost in the confusion
Maybe he wants somebody new
But I ain't through with him
And I don't want to lose him out there
Maybe he's lost in the confusion
Maybe he wants somebody new
But I ain't through with him
And I don't want to lose him out there
Somewhere sometime
Some way he'll change his mind
Somewhere sometime
Some way he'll change his mind
Somewhere
Sometime
Somewhere
Sometime

17387. Somewhere South Of Macon

Somewhere South Of Macon
Jim Rushing/Mike Chapman

I cut my teeth in a cotton mill town somewhere south of Macon
Mama fed me a bottle from a moonshine still to wash down beans and bacon
Papa worked the night shift, Mama worked the day
Never dreaming one day I'd turn and walk away
Turn and walk away from that cotton mill town somewhere south of Macon
Mama told me not to let my pettycoat show north east south west of Macon
Don't ever let my feelings show 'cause it'd ruin my reputation
Took a walk in the woods one Sunday



The world turned dark and still
I first made love in a cotton mill town somewhere south of Macon
That mill town south of Macon still has a hold on me
My folks they feel forsaken
But me I'm feelin' free
I'd rather roam and ramble and live until I die
Than to spend my life as a mill man's wife, too tired to wonder why
Gonna slip into my Calico dress and down to the old bus station
Lay my hard earned dollar down for a one way destination
Gonna tell that midnight driver Mister, won't you take it slow
While I wave farewell to that cotton mill town somewhere south of Macon
That mill town south of Macon still has a hold on me...

17388. Somewhere The Sun Is Shining

Somewhere The Sun Is Shining (Larry W. Jones 05/18/2007) 

Somewhere the sun is shining Somewhere the skies are blue
While here my heart is pining So blue and broken over you
Somewhere a love is growing Into a sweet dream come true
But how could I be knowing That you'd find someone new
I hope that you'll be happy Where the sun is shining through
And that you will think of me If he should ever make you blue

- instrumental -

Dear, I'll be here waiting Until my life on earth is done
For I can't be creating A new life that has no sun
Somewhere the sun is shining Somewhere the skies are blue
While here my heart is pining So blue and broken over you
Somewhere a love is growing Into a sweet dream come true
But how could I be knowing That you'd find someone new
Somewhere the sun is shining Somewhere the skies are blue

17389. Somewhere To Come When It Rains - Chords

Somewhere To Come When It Rains
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Red Lane

C
Mhm mhm mhm mhm
         F         A#7          G7
Too many arms have held you too close
                       C     G7
And too many eyes have cried
C        F              A#7         G
Too many heartaches are clingin' to you
                  G7             C



And most of those heartaches are mine
          F            A#7           G7
When your fair weather love lets you down
                                     C
And you feel you can't live with the pain
         F            A#7         G
When the sunshine and flowers are gone
                 G7           C    G7
I'm somewhere to come when it rains
C               G7
Mhm mhm mhm mhm
    C            F            A#7       G7
You have all the lust and the lure of a diamond
                                   C    G7
But I've learned that a stone is a stone
   C            F           A#7       G
As long as it's held in the hand it's warm
                           G7       C
But it grows cold when you leave it alone
          F            A#7           G7
When your fair weather love lets you down
                                     C
And you feel you can't live with the pain
         F            A#7         G
When the sunshine and flowers are gone
                 G7           C    G7
I'm somewhere to come when it rains
                               F   C
I'll be waiting for you in the rain

17390. Somewhere Tonight

Somewhere Tonight

Somewhere tonight, a heart is breaking
And wishing death would ease the pain
Somewhere tonight, someone is longing
To kiss, your sweet lips once again

No one, will ever love you darling
Although they tell you that they do
I give, my heart and soul to you dear
Forever, they belong to you

The stillness of the night that lingers
Without you darling don't seem right
But if you're happy with another
Remember me somewhere tonight



17391. Somewhere Tonight - Chords

Somewhere Tonight 
Highway 101

(Chorus)
C           D            G         C            D                 G
Somewhere tonight he's a live wire he's got his sights on someone new 
C           D            G    Em        C                 D                  G
Somewhere tonight he's a high flyer and I'm so lonesome I don't know what to do
 
(verse 1)
  C                  D              G
I bet he's out there shinin' like a diamond don't you know 
C                 D                   G
Turnin' heads and breakin' hearts and puttin' on a show
  C            D            G                 C
Rollin' like a summer storm driftin' with the wind
                     D           G
And I just wish he'd blow my way again
 
(Chorus)
C           D            G         C            D                G
Somewhere tonight he's a live wire he's got his sight on someone new 
C           D            G    Em        C                 D                  G
Somewhere tonight he's a high flyer and I'm so lonesome I don't know what to do 
 
(Turnaround)  C D G
 
(Verse 2)
  C                       D         G
I read that goodbye letter at least a thousand times 
   C              D            G
He said I was the only one who almost changed his mind
    C                D                   G                  C
But Better Homes And Garden parties they weren't his cup of tea 
                       D                G
Somewhere tonight he's running wild and free
 
(Chorus)
C           D            G         C            D                 G
Somewhere tonight he's a live wire he's got his sights on someone new
C           D            G    Em        C                 D                  G
Somewhere tonight he's a high flyer and I'm so lonesome I don't know what to do 
C.                D                  G   C  D  G
I'm so lonesome I don't know what to do

17392. Somewhere Trouble Don't Go

Buddy Miller - Somewhere Trouble Don't Go

Devil had a daughter
Took me to deep water



Tried to kill me with a kiss
She said "hey now honey"
What about the money
I said "I ain't got time for this"
Take me take me somewhere trouble don't go
Make me make me someone trouble don't know
She said baby come inside
I said sorry I got to ride
Sorry but I got to ride
You know you could end up dead
Sleeping in the devil's bed
Sleeping in the devil's bed
Take me take me somewhere trouble don't go
Make me make me someone trouble don't know
Baby wants to drive my car
But she wants to go too far
But she wants to go too far
First comes love it's so fine
Here comes heartache right behind
Here comes heartache right behind

17393. Son Of A Ramblin' Man

Son Of A Ramblin' Man (featuring Del McCoury) - Vince Gill

Have you ever had a thing for a woman 
A thing that makes you lose your mind 
Everytime I start to think about her 
Sends shivers up and down my spine 
My daddy was a bit of a rounder 
Siad these women are gonna make you go blind 
Well I told my old man that I'm right over here 
Like the way I see just fine 

(Chorus) 
I'm the son of a ramblin' man 
Son of a runnin' kind 
I'm the son of a ramblin' man 
Come from a long long line 

Well I'm just a hillbilly gypsy 
Ain't much for settling down 
If I thought somebody might miss me 
Maybe I'd have to hang around 
So I better keep on drifting 
Every town just a little too small 
Ain't nothin' in the world like a woman 
I'm going to try to love them all 

Repeat Chorus 3 times



17394. Son Of A Rotten Gambler

Emmylou Harris - Son Of A Rotten Gambler

And his love will be his vision,
And he'll take you where you stand.
And will you stand your life by his,
And help the boy become a man? 

Will he be the son of his father?
His father, the teacher?
Teachin' love and honesty,
An' bein' his own manhandler.
Or the son of,
The son of a run of the mill,
Run rotten gambler?

Will the devil be getting to you,
As you look back over what you've done?
And what you've done: was it for reason or for rhyme?
Was it just for fun?

Will he be the son of his father?
His father, the teacher?
Teachin' love and honesty,
An' bein' his own manhandler.
Or the son of,
The son of a run of the mill,
Run rotten gambler?

Back on the road now, you can lose your head.
There ain't no kingdom for the gamblin' man.
You know the road now and you've made your stand.
When his eyes shine upon you, shine upon you.

Will he be the son of his father?
His father, the teacher?
Teachin' love and honesty,
An' bein' his own manhandler.
Or the son of,
The son of a run of the mill,
Run rotten gambler?

Will he be the son of his father?
His father, the teacher?
Or the son of a rotten gambler?
Son of a rotten gambler?
Son of a rotten gambler?
Son of a rotten gambler?
Son of a rotten gambler?
The son of a rotten gambler?
The son of a rotten gambler?.



17395. Son Of A Sawmill Man

Son Of A Sawmill Man
Osborne Brothers

I'm the son of a sawmill man
Son of a sawmill man
I've cut big timber all over this land
I'm the son of a sawmill man

My papa was a sawmill man I've heard some people say
He was just as tall as the timber he worked until his dying day
He was hard as the oak but his heart was as soft as the pines in Georgia land
And I'm just a chip from the same old block I'm the son of a sawmill man

* Refrain

I was born among the mnighty redwood trees where you'd think they reach the sky
Papa worked hard ans his pay was samll but we always did get by
The first thing I remember I had a saw in my right hand
So I'm just a chip from the same old block I'm the son of a wawmill man

* Refrain

17396. Son Of Clayton Delaney

Tom T Hall - Son Of Clayton Delaney

[Verse:]
On Fourth Street in Louisville in 1978
Stranded in a honky-tonk, somewhere 'tween dates
There was a little band playin' as I sipped my beer
But I never thought that I'd hear what I'd hear
There was a young man pickin' electric guitar
Smokin' and a snippin', an' a learnin' how to be a star
He had a big blue bandanna tied around his head
A laid-back bass and a drummer named Red
Well, his hair was cut long in the fashion of the time
Sandpaper vocal but he milked every line
His fingers like lightnin' on the guitar that he played
He did lay down Sally and Hank didn't do it this way
Well, I sat there and listened for over an hour
And the closest thing to country was a rockin' wildwood flower
And I got that feelin' that I had been there before
But I knew I had never been through that door
Well, the jukebox was turned on and the band took a break
I made my way up front to Howdy and Shake
I said, "Son, I like your music and I kinda like your style"
But it seemed to me that I had seen that smile



While he stood there for a moment
Then he laughed and he slapped his knee
He said, "You are one man I've wanted to see"
He said, "I know you, you story-tellin' son of a gun"
And you know me I'm Clayton Delaneys son

17397. Son Of Noahs Brother - Chords

Son Of Noahs Brother 
The Incredible String Band

[Verse 1]
 
A             G                F             Em
Many were the lifetimes of the son of Noah's Brother
        D                C             B7
See his coat, the ragged riches of the soul
 
[Verse 1]
 
A             G                F             Em
Many were the lifetimes of the son of Noah's Brother
        D                C             B7
See his coat, the ragged riches of the soul

17398. Son Of The Sun

Dierks Bentley - Son of the Sun

[Intro]
(One, two)

[Verse 1]
There's a cactus fly where somewhere out there
Knows my deepest thoughts
There's a tumbleweed inside of me that's never gonna stop
There's a mountain out there somewhere I still haven't climbed
You know I love you, baby, I just need a little time

[Chorus]
'Cause I'm a son of the sun, a brother to the sky
Sometimes I gotta lose myself so I don't lose my mind
I get some dust on my boots
Found some truth in the blue
Let the desert air burn inside my lungs
'Cause baby I'm a son of the sun

[Verse 2]
I wanna look down on a valley



Where the river splits the stone
Let the great wide open
Open wide my soul
I could never live without you
I always come back to you
But sometimes I need to catch the wind
And go howl at the moon

[Chorus]
'Cause I'm a son of the sun, a brother to the sky
Sometimes I gotta lose myself so I don't lose my mind
I get some dust on my boots
Found some truth in the blue
Let the desert air burn inside my lungs
'Cause baby I'm a son of the sun
I'm a son of the sun, a brother to the sky
Sometimes I gotta lose myself so I don't lose my mind
I get some dust on my boots
Found some truth in the blue
Let the desert air burn inside my lungs
'Cause baby I'm a son of the sun
A son of the sun
A son of the sun

17399. Song And Dance Man

Song And Dance Man

I'm a song and dance man come and gather round me and clap your hands
Bring your tips boys put them in the old tin can
Buy me a drink boy and I'll do a little bit of the old soft shoe
Put a little something in the kitty and I'll sing and dance for you

Me I'll play a number you get to buck and wing
I'll sing a sad song if you want to hear me sing
Just name your pleasure and dig down in your jeans
My body needs a beverage and my guitar need some strings

I'm a song and dance man come and gather round me and clap your hands
Bring your tips boys put them in the old tin can
Buy me a drink boy and I'll do a little bit of the old soft shoe
Put a little something in the kitty and I'll sing and dance for you

Well I caught pneumonia walking in the pouring rain
But I found heaven in a little room in New Orleans
A Cajun woman she loved me till I got strong
Then I caught a freight train right out of her heart and I wrote about it in a song

I'm a song and dance man come and gather round me and clap your hands
Bring your tips boys put them in the old tin can
Buy me a drink boy and I'll do a little bit of the old soft shoe
Put a little something in the kitty and I'll sing and dance for you



I'm a song and dance man come and gather round me and clap your hands
I'm a song and dance man come and gather round me and clap your hands
I'm a song and dance man come and gather round me and clap your hands
I'm a song and dance man come and gather round me and clap your hands

17400. Song Back

Little Big Town - Song Back

[Verse 1]
Wasn't thinkin' a thing about it
Wasn't feelin' a bit nostalgic
The rear view's the only thing that's looking back, yeah
I turn the radio on
But I can't even sing along
I hear the very first line and then it's over

[Pre-Chorus]
Now it's the backbeat of a broken heart
Now it's the melody of fallin' apart

[Chorus]
It used to be on repeat, never enough
It used to be just you and me, turning it up
Damn, it happened so fast
Why you gotta steal my soundtrack?
If you're gonna play me like that, baby
I want my song back

[Verse 2]
I need it for the memories
The next love and thR used-to-be's
I had it first and it was always mine, yRah
Truth is, I don't need ya
So, get the hell out of my speakers
Why ya gotta ruin every line? (Why ya gotta ruin every line?)

[Chorus]
It used to be on repeat, never enough
It used to be just you and me, turning it up
Damn, it happened so fast
Why you gotta steal my soundtrack?
If you're gonna play me like that, baby
I want my song back
[Bridge]
I want, I want, I want my song back
I want, I want, I want my song back
I want, I want, I want my song back
I want, I want, I want my song back
[Pre-Chorus]
Now it's the backbeat of a broken heart
Now it's the melody of fallin' apart
[Chorus]



It used to be on repeat, never enough
It used to be just you and me, turning it up
Damn, it happened so fast
Why you gotta steal my soundtrack?
If you're gonna play me like that, baby
I want my song back
I want, I want, I want my song back
I want, I want, I want my song back
[Outro]
Damn, why you gotta steal my soundtrack?
Damn (I want my song back)

17401. Song For A Winter's Night

Song For a Winter's Night
Tony Rice - Song For a Winter's Night

[Verse 1]
The lamp is burnin' low upon my table top
The snow is softly fallin'
The air is still in the silence of my room
I hear your voice softly callin'

[Chorus]
If I could only have you near
To breathe a sigh or two
I would be happy just to hold the hands I love
On this winter night with you

[Verse 2]
The smoke is rising in the shadows overhead
My glass is almost empty
I read again between the lines upon the page
The words of love you sent me

[Chorus]
If I could know within my heart
That you were lonely too
I would be happy just to hold the hands I love
On this winter night with you

[Verse 3]
The fire is dying now, my lamp is growing dim
The shades of night are liftin'
The morning light steals across my window pane
Where flakes of snow are driftin'

[Chorus]
If I could only have you near
To breathe a sigh or two
I would be happy just to hold the hands I love
And to be once again with with you
To be once again with with you



17402. Song For A Winters Night - Chords

Song For A Winter s Night chords
Gordon Lightfoot
 
From the album "The Way I Feel" - 1967
Alternate version on album "Gord's Gold" - 1975
 
Capo II
 
[INTRO]
 
G D Em C  G D G D
 
[VERSE 1]
 
G           D            Em           C
The lamp is burnin' low upon my table top,
G           D      G     D
The snow is softly falling
G          D                Em            C
The air is still within the silence of my room,
G           D            G
I hear your voice softly calling 
 
[CHORUS]
 
           D    C        D
If I could only have you near,
Bm           Em   Am D
To breathe a sigh or two
G          D             Em               C
I would be happy just to hold the hands I love,
 G        D                 G
Upon this winter night with you 
 
G D Em C  G D G D
 
[VERSE 2]
 
G            D             Em          C
The smoke is rising in the shadows overhead,
G           D      G   D
My glass is almost empty
G       D                Em              C
I read again between the lines upon each page,
G            D        G
The words of love you sent me 
 
[CHORUS]
 
           D        C     D
If I could know within my heart,



Bm            Em  Am  D
That you were lonely  too
G          D             Em               C
I would be happy just to hold the hands I love,
 G        D                 G
Upon this winter night with you 
 
G D Em C  G D G D
 
[VERSE 3]
 
G           D             Em              C
The fire is dying now, my lamp is growing dim,
G             D         G    D
The shades of night are liftin'
G           D             Em             C
The morning light steals across my windowpane,
G             D        G
Where webs of snow are driftin' 
 
[CHORUS]
           D    C        D
If I could only have you near,
Bm           Em   Am D
To breathe a sigh or two
G          D             Em               C
I would be happy just to hold the hands I love,
 G        D                 B7 Em
Upon this winter night with you,
C         D               G
And to be once again with you

17403. Song For A Young Queen

Song For A Young Queen
Chris Thile  Song For A Young Queen
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repeat first bit.

17404. Song For Adam

Song For Adam
Jackson Browne

Though Adam was a friend of mine, I did not know him well
He was alone into his distance
He was deep into his well
I could guess what he was laughing at, but I couldn't really tell
Now the story's told that Adam jumped, but I've been thinking that he fell

Together we went traveling, as we received the call
His destination India, and I had none at all
Well, I still remember laughing with our backs against the wall
So free of fear, we never thought that one of us might fall

I sit before my only candle, but it's so little light to find my way
Now this story unfolds before my candle
Which is shorter every hour as it reaches for the day
But I feel just like a candle in the way
I guess I'll get there, but I wouldn't say for sure

When we parted we were laughing still, as our goodbyes were said
And I never heard from him again as each our lives we led
Except for once in someone else's letter that I read
Until I heard the sudden word that a friend of mine was dead

I sit before my only candle, like a pilgrim sits beside the way
Now this journey appears before my candle
As a song that's growing fainter the harder that I play
But I fear before I end I'll fade away
But I guess I'll get there, though I wouldn't say for sure

Though Adam was a friend of mine, I did not know him long
And when I stood myself beside him, I never though I was as strong
Still it seems he stopped his singing in the middle of his song
Well I'm not the one to say I know, but I'm hoping he was wrong

I'm holding out my only candle, though it's so little light to find my way
Now this story's been laid beneath my candle
And it's shorter every hour as it reaches for the day
Yes, I feel just like a candle in the way
I hope I'll get there, but I never pray



17405. Song For Canada

Song For Canada
Ian Tyson / Pete Gzowski

How come we can't talk to eachother anymore?
Why can't you see I'm changing, too?
We've gone by far too long to end it feeling wrong
And I still share too much with you

Chorus:
Just one great river, always rolling to the sea
One single river rolling in eternity
Two nations in our land, that lie along its shore
But just one river rolling free

How come you shut me out, as if I wasn't there?
What's this new bitterness you've found?
However wronged you were, however much it hurts
It wasn't me that held you down.

Chorus

Why can't you understand I'm glad you're standing proud?
I know you made it on your own
But in this pride you've earned I thought you might have learned
That you don't have to stand alone

Just one great river, always rolling to the sea
One single river rolling in eternity
Two nations in our land, that lie along its shore
But just one river -- you and me

17406. Song For Ian Tyson

Song for Ian Tyson
Old Man Luedecke

Well them old cowboys don't sing too much no more
They've been singing to the wind
And their throats are sore
And every love they rode away from makes them walk the floor
Them old cowboys don't sing too much no more

Like an old wolf in a leg trap
They'll stand up fierce when you come
They want to be counted but their time hasn't come
Just an old man drowning in a ten gallon hat
Like an old wolf caught in a leg trap

Dry and dusty dry and dusty
Whiskey makes the guitar rusty
But soothes the voice like honey for a while



Raise a glass to the cowboy friend 
who's life we'll never see again
Who's songs run on like water for all time

Well way out on the prairie 
the cowboy wrote his songs
Long have grown the grasses round 
the spring where he sat long
Who's crystal shattered fettered souls 
of all who listened long
As the cowboy strummed in time alone

Dry and dusty dry and dusty
Whiskey makes the guitar rusty
But soothes the voice like honey for a while
Raise a glass to the cowboy friend who's life we'll never see again
Who's songs run on like water for all time
Who's songs run on like water for all time

17407. Song For Ireland

Song For Ireland
Phil Colclough

Walking all the day, near tall towers
where falcons build their nests
Siver winged they fly,
they know the call of freedom in their breasts
Saw Black Head against the sky
with twisted rocks that run down to the sea
Living on your western shore,
saw summer sunsets, asked for more
I stood by your Atlantic sea
and sang a song for Ireland

Talking all the day with true friends
who try to make you stay
Telling jokes and news,
singing songs to pass the night away
Watched the Galway salmon run
like silver dancing darting in the sun
Living on your western shore
saw summer sunsets, asked for more
I stood by your Atlantic sea
and sang a song for Ireland

Drinking all the day in old pubs
where fiddlers love to play
Someone touched the bow,
he played a reel
it seemed so fine and gay
Stood on Dingle beach
and cast in wild foam we found Atlantic bass



Living on your western shore,
saw summer sunsets asked for more
I stood by your Atlantic sea
and sang a song for Ireland

Dreaming in the night I saw a land
where no man had to fight
Waking in your dawn
I saw you crying in the morning light
Lying where the falcons fly,
they twist and turn all in you e'er blue sky
Living on your western shore,
saw summer sunsets asked for more
I stood by your Atlantic sea
and sang a song for Ireland

17408. Song For Kathy

Robert Earl Keen - Song for Kathy 

Kathy there was time when I thought
Of no one else but me and myself
Being on my own.

And how can I start to apologize for
Not being there to dry your eyes when
You were all alone

Flesh and blood Kathy, 
Eye to Eye, 
You're my friend and family, 
You've been good kathy, 
To me and I know that, 
That's as good as good can be

Kathy do you remember when I, 
Fell in love with one of your friends and, 
We left you by yourself.
Your were all torn up inside but, 
For my sake you tried to hide the, 
Hurtin that you felt.

Flesh and blood Kathy, 
Eye to Eye, 
You're my friend and family, 
You've been good kathy, 
To me and I know that, 
That's as good as good can be

Kathy all grown up now with, 
Pretty eyes and mountain flower, 
Coming into bloom.
And sometimes you know the words aren't there to, 



Say the things you need to hear, 
So I wrote this song for you.

Flesh and blood Kathy, 
Eye to Eye, 
You're my friend and family, 
You've been good kathy, 
To me and I know that, 
That's as good as good can be.
You've been good kathy, 
To me and I know that, 
You're as good as good can be.

17409. Song For Keith

Song For Keith
Larry Cordle & Lonesome Standard Time

Back in the mountains of Eastern Kentucky
A young boy grew up with a dream
Of playin' the Opry like all of his heroes
By the time that he learned how to walk he could sing

Blessed with the voice of a wild mountain songbird
Quick with a kind word... and smile
His songs about lonesome, heartache and love
Touched all who travel down life's lonely miles

Chorus
And his voice rang true-as his legend grew
He was destined to shine like a star
But he never forgot... who that he was
Or the friends that he made with his old guitar

He traveled the highway from Sandy Hook to L.A.
Singing his songs about life
Too soon it was over, the road it had ended
But he left us his music to remember him by

Somewhere in the mountains of Eastern Kentucky
A Young boy is dreaming tonight
Of playin' the Opry, like his fallen hero 
who's gone on to sing with the angels on high

Chorus
And a voice still rings true, from the man that we knew
Though his leavin' we can't understand
But in Heaven tonight his star shines bright
Now that he's part of that great angel band



17410. Song For Leaving

Brett Dennen - Song For Leaving

Like a southbound train
Here's a song for leaving
Don't you know the pain
It's a part of the healing
Moon with a halo
Like a pearl in a peasant's hand
Religion on the radio
Advertising a promised land
Everything that attaches
Someday falls apart
When the plan collapses
It can break your heart
Like a southbound train
This is a song for leaving
Don't you know the pain
It's a part of the healing
Like a southbound train
Here is a song for leaving
Don't you know the pain
It's a part of the healing
To the airport in the rain
Sadness seeping through
Leaving faith on a jet plane
Hurling through the blue

17411. Song For Life

Alan Jackson - Song For The Life 
(Rodney Crowell)
Seldom Scene

I don't drink as much as I used to
Lately, it just ain't my style
And hard times don't last like they used to
They pass quicker, like when I was a child.

[Chorus:]

Somehow I've learned how to listen
To a sound like the sun going down
And the magic the morning is bringing home
A song for a life I have found
It keeps my feet on the ground

[Solo]

The midsummer days sit so heavy
But don't they blow like a breeze through your mind
When nothing appears in a hurry



To make up for someone's lost time

[Chorus]

17412. Song For Me

Acoustic Syndicate - Song For Me

Oh I keep looking for the day when I can leave the blues behind

All these years I'²ve known you
Seems like we just met yesterday
Through the good times and the bad times
You've been with me all the way
It comforts me to know that there'²s someone
Listening to the songs I sing
Oh sometimes I just wish there was someone to sing for me

So tonight if you don't mind I'd like to sing a little song for myself
A song from my soul about the joys of this life that I have felt
About fine guitars and pretty girls and fishin with my feet in the sea
Oh these are the things I love and this song'²s for me
The things that make me smile
I'²d like to think would bring a smile to any man
And these hard times make it hard to find
The peaceful life that we all understand
That's why I have the need to plant the seeds
And watch them as they reach up for the sun
Under big blue skies while Jerrianne smiles
And no one cries today for anyone
So tonight if you don'²t mind I'd like to sing a little song for myself
A song from my soul about the joys of this life that I have felt
About love and good music and playing Althea like Jerry did
Oh to play it again
So tonight if you don'²t mind,
I'd like to sing a little song for myself
A song from my soul about the joys of this life that I have felt
Like big dreams, and big machines
And fixing things with my own two hands
These are the things I love and this song'²s for me.

17413. Song for My Father

Song for My Father
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

If there was ever a man
Who was generous, gracious and good
That was my dad



The man
A human being so true
He could live like a king
'Cause he knew
The real pleasure in life

To be devoted to
And always stand by me
So I'd be unafraid and free

If there was ever a man
Who was generous, gracious and good
That was my dad
The man
A human being so true
He could live like a king
'Cause he knew
The real pleasure in life

To be devoted to
And always stand by me
So I'd be unafraid and free

If there was ever a man
Who was generous, gracious and good
That was my dad
The man, The man

17414. Song For Remembered Hereos

Nanci Griffith - Song for Remembered Hereos

Well, it's that old time story
Of a new face to glory
Someone wanted my soul for their pride
What about the system
Of fools arranged for missing
Well, I can't lie, they all pass with time

Why do my people come and go?
I keep on leaving them behind
And Lord, I miss them so
I've watched my heroes change from
Silver into gold
As the time goes, only memories grow

It's your smiles that I remember
The dreams of the young and tender
Coming real, but now it seems
That highways are for foolish travelers
Always bonded, always shackled
By the prayer that they're remembered
In our dreams



Why do my people come and go?
I keep on leaving them behind
Lord, I miss them so
I've watched my heroes change from
Silver into gold
As the time goes, only memories grow

I am just a barroom child
Tried so damn hard to learn the style
Of your drunken tears, the way they smile
I guess I'll never learn the rules
I still play the simple fool
Who loves without the chains of lies

Why do my people come and go?
I keep on leaving them behind
And Lord, I miss them so
I've watched my heroes change from
Silver into gold
As the time goes, only memories grow
As the time goes, only memories grow

17415. Song For Roy Acoustic - Chords

Song For Roy Acoustic 
Sam Bush

[Intro]
Em G D Em
 
[Verse]
Em          G                 D
Mirror image of his father before him
                            Em
The notes flow through his veins
Em           G                        D
Bottom so big, you can still hear a thunder
               Em
From the Opry stage
 
[Verse]
Em                     G                      D
Worked his first master when he was just sixteen
                     Em
The boy could slap a Kay
Em                  G                        D
King Edward Specials on his lip and in his pocket
                    Em
He smoked it every day
 
[Chorus]
C              D  C           D



   Hear the colors, wrapped in flannel
C               D      Em
   Forever wedged in my mind
C              D  C             D
   Hear the colors, no he ain't crazy
C               D                 Em
   Just run the number, here's the time
 
[Interlude]
Em G D
 
[Verse]
Em               G
He was a brother, husband and father
   D                                 Em
A damn good man, a rambler and a friend
Em                      G                        D
So here's a song just to say farewell, rest in peace
                Em
Until we pick again
 
[Chorus]
C              D  C           D
   Hear the colors, wrapped in flannel
C               D      Em
   Forever wedged in my mind
C              D  C             D
   Hear the colors, no he ain't crazy
C               D                 Em
   Just run the number, here's the time
 
[Bridge]
Em G D
Oooh
Em G D
Oooh
Em G D
Oooh
Em G D
Oooh
 
[Chorus]
C              D  C           D
   Hear the colors, wrapped in flannel
C               D      Em
   Forever wedged in my mind
C              D  C             D
   Hear the colors, no he ain't crazy
C               D                 Em
   Just run the number, here's the time
C               D                 Em
   Just run the number, here's the time
C               D                 Em
   Just run the number, here's the time
 
[Outro]
Em G D Em



Oooh

17416. Song For Spring

Song For Spring
Morris Caldwell

Untie me from my easy chair
Mother spring is in the air
I get a little crazy when
The earth unfolds and blooms in spring

It makes me want to fly away
Get into games that robins play
Climb in trees and flowered limbs
Forget about the world I'm livin' in

Chorus:
Sunshine, weather's fine
Grass is green and a glass of wine
Couldn't be a finer day
Come with me, we'll fly away

Oh, I'd like to take your hand and walk
On river stones and then we'd talk
And then for you I'd like to sing
'Bout everything that I feel in spring

17417. Song For Taf

Song For Taf
Gary Ferguson

It was 1980 and June's first Summer's day
Wed beneath Mimosa flowers, oh we couldn't wait
That day there was a sign, was a rainbow around the sun
Never saw it in my life, never saw another one
And you were there with me

Chorus:

Our boys, they grew up quickly in this old house
It's an empty nest most of the time, yes quiet as a mouse
Except for the times when little footsteps come around
A little grandson running wild to wear his proud grandparents out
And are there with me

Chorus: There's nothing ever gonna change how I feel inside
I fell pretty hard in love when I first saw those eyes



There's no place I'd rather be than when I'm close with you
I'm still in love with a little girl with eyes so big and blue
Ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh

Kathleen, there's one thing that I oughta know is true
The smartest thing I ever did was to marry you
As we grow old together, Hey, I still say "I do"
To the little girl who stole my heart with her eyes so big and blue
And you're still here with me

Chorus

17418. Song For The Life

Jerry Jeff Walker - Song For The Life
Jonathan Edwards - Kathy Mattea
Alison Krauss

[Verse 1]
Well I don't drink as much as I used to
Lately that just ain't my style
And the hard times don't cut like they used to
They pass quicker, like when I was a child

Chorus]
And somehow I've learned how to listen
To the sound of the sun dyin' down
[Just knowing?] in the morning I'll be singing
A song for this life I have found
You know it keeps my feet on the ground

[Verse 2]
Well the midsummer day sit so heavy
They don't flow like the breeze through your mind
When nothing appears in a hurry
To make up for some old lost time

[Chorus]
And somehow I've learned how to listen
To the sound of the sun dyin' down
[Just knowing?] in the morning I'll be singing
A song for this life I have found
You know that keeps my feet on the ground

[Chorus]
Yeah somehow I've learned how to listen
To the sound of the sun dyin' down
[Knowing?] in the morning I'll be singing
A song for this life I have found
You know it keeps my feet on the ground



17419. Song For Uncle Curt

Tom T Hall - Song For Uncle Curt

[Verse 1:]
I hate to write this song I never wanted to
But after all, Curt writin' songs is what I do
Right now the paper's staring at me, cold and blank
Defying me to even try express my thanks

[Chorus:]
But this song is for you uncle Curt
You never were my uncle, ain't that strange?
This song is for you uncle Curt

[Verse 2:]
They called and said that you had bought your final's rout
You gave me hell right to the end and I was proud
I know, some friends have wanted you to beg for life
But I knew, you'd live long enough to learn to die

[Chorus:]
This song is for you uncle Curt
You never were my uncle, ain't that strange?
This song is for you uncle Curt
A name is just a name, is just a name, is just a name

[Verse 3:]
I'm living down in Nashville now and writin' tunes
The neighborhood is full of trees and good saloons
I just got back from California on a plane
Everything is different but it's just the same

[Chorus:]
And this song is for you uncle Curt
You never were my uncle, ain't that strange?
This song is for you uncle Curt
A name is just a name, is just a name, is just a name[x2]

17420. Song For Uncle Curt - Chords

Song For Uncle Curt
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                    F            C
I hate to write this song I never wanted to
    F              G7               C
But after all Curt writin' songs is what I do
                      F             C



Right now the paper's starin' at me cold and blank
  F           G7         C  
Defyin' me to even try express my thanks
         F           G7        C 
But this song is for you uncle Curt
    F             G7               C  
You never were my uncle ain't that strange
     F           G7        C
This song is for you uncle Curt
                 F              G7             C
A name is just a name is just a name is just a name
                          F                   C
They called and said that you had bought your final shroud
    F            G7                   C
You gave me hell right to the end and I was proud
                    F                 C
I know some friends had wanted you to beg for life
    F                 G7             C
But I knew you'd live long enough to learn to die
repeat #2
                   F                 C
I'm livin' down in Nashville now and writin' tunes
    F               G7                C
The neighborhood is full of trees and good saloons
                     F          C
I just got back from California on a plane
F             G7                 C         
Everything is different but it's just the same
repeat #2
          F              G7             C               
Is just a name is just a name is just a name

17421. Song In A Seashell - Chords

Song In A Seashell
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G                   C        D7                    G
I heard a song in a seashell down by the ocean one day
                    C        D7                        G
Beautiful song in a seashell played by the wind in the waves
                  D7                              G
It's a song about happiness it's a song about the sky above
                      C          D7                G
It's a song about the ocean blue it's a song about love
                       C        D7                         G
I took the song in the seashell back to the mountains with me
                         C        D7                  G
Now I hear the song in a seashell any old time that I please
                  D7                          G
It's a song about happiness it's a song about love and trust
                  C          D7                G
It's a song about you and me it's a song about us



                       C           D7                  G
Now I have a song in a seashell to follow me all of my days
                    C        D7                        G
Beautiful song in a seashell played by the wind in the waves
                  D7                           G
It's a song about having fun it's a song about being true
                     C             D7                G
It's a song about an old true love it's a song about me and you
                  D7                           G
It's a song about having fun it's a song about being true
                     C             D7                G
It's a song about an old true love it's a song about me and you

17422. Song Of A Whippoorwill - Chords

Song Of A Whippoorwill
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Tracy Starling and Rhonda Vincent
[3/4 time]

G                                             C        G
I heard the whippoorwill a singin' he sang so high and lonesome
   C        G                               D7
So high and lonesome it brought tears to my eyes
       G                                        C     G
He was searchin' for his sweet love he'd fly so high above us
   C     G              D7               G
So high above us as the stars filled the sky
    D7                                  C                   G
His cries would cross the mountain echo through the valleys green
         D7                    C                          D7
He'd fly closer to the heavens where his love had gone to be
           G                                     C        G
He sings a song about his sweet love he sings so high and lonesome
   C        G                               D7
So high and lonesome it brought tears to my eyes
         G                                        C     G
He keeps searchin' for his true love she flies so high above us
   C     G              D7           G
So high above us in the sweet by and by
    D7                                  C                   G
His cries still cross the mountain echo through the valleys green
         D7                    C                          D7
He flies closer to the heavens where his love had gone to be
         G                                        C     G
He keeps searchin' for his true love she flies so high above us
   C     G              D7           G
So high above us in the sweet by and by



17423. Song Of The Last Whippoorwill

Song Of The Last Whippoorwill (Larry W. Jones 11/10/2007) 

Summertime is over, my darling
Fall is here and you're going away
The end of dreams is near, my darling
For I know you'll be gone any day
I know my heart will die, my darling
And I can already feel the chill
I'll be all alone cause you'll be gone
With the song of the last whippoorwill
Summer roses were in bloom, my darling
Green of the leaves was still upon the trees
Now I hear the whippoorwill's sad calling
Calling from his lonely hill on the breeze
- instrumental -
Summer roses were in bloom, my darling
Green of the leaves was still upon the trees
Now I hear the whippoorwill's sad calling
Calling from his lonely hill on the breeze
Our love should be harvested, my darling
As farmers gather bounty to the mill
But love's harvest moon will fade, my darling
As with the song of the last whippoorwill
Yes, love's harvest moon will fade, my darling
As with the song of the last whippoorwill

17424. Song Of The One Legged Chicken - Chords

Song Of The One Legged Chicken
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                F       C
Do you like true stories I do
               F            C
That's why I'm singin' this song
  F                     C
A song about one legged chicken
    D7                        G7
Who lives in the straw on the floor in my barn
  C            F           C
I remember the day she was hatched out
                F           C
The vet came to see her and said
    F                       C
She has only one leg she'll never grow up
D7                          G7
He said that chick would be better off dead
       C             F            C
I said no let's just let her keep growing
                    F           C
We'll just wait and see how she gets



  F                      C
Before very long she was hoppin'
    D7                      G7
And peckin' and chasin' the bugs with the rest
        C        F         C
And now she is a beautiful chicken
               F        C
Though she has only one leg
     F                    C
When I go to see her each morning
    D7                         G7
She hops from the nest and she leaves me an egg
And she cackles
   C             F       C
Do you like true stories I do
                F             C
That's why I've sung you this song
    F                         C
The song about the one legged chicken
    D7           G7          C
Who lives on the floor in my barn

17425. Song Of The South

Tom T. Hall - Song of the south
Composer: Bob McDill

Cotton on the roadside cotton in the ditch
We all picked the cotton but we never got rich
Daddy was a veteran a Southern Democrat
Said they oughta kill a rich man to vote like that

Sing a song song of the south
Sweet potato pie and shut my mouth
Gone gone with the wind
Ain't nobody lookin' back again

Well I was eighteen  fore I ate my fill
We lived on the garden and the cow's good will
Winter was wet and the summer was dry
And mama she was old at thirty-five

Sing a song song of the south...

Well somebody told us that Wall Street fell
So damn poor we couldn't even tell
Cotton was short and the weeds were tall
Mr Roosevelt's gonna save us all

Sing a song song of the south...

Well mama got sick and daddy got down
County got the farm and they moved to town



Daddy took a job with the TVA
We bought a washin' machine and a new Chevrolet

Sing a song song of the south...
Song song of the south...
Sing a song song of the south...

17426. Song Of The Traveling Daughter

Song Of The Traveling Daughter
Abigail Washburn

Translation:
Deep in the night
I hear the darkness
Bones tell the body
rest in its arms
I hear the calling
of life's sweet embrace
resting too soon

Deep in the night
I feel the stardust
Blue tells the heavens
fall from the sky
I feel the shadows
of time's own longing
falling away

Deep in the night
I pray a candle
to tell the snowfall
wait for sunrise
I pray a halo
of man's cold morning
holds to the light

I pray a halo
of man's cold morning
holds thru the night

17427. Song Of The Traveling Daughter

Song Of The Traveling Daughter
Abigail Washburn

Translation:
World sits outside the door
Men wai you ge shijie



A voice in your heart is calling
Xinzhong you ge shengyin

The ends of the world await
Sifang jiu deng ni lai

Traveling daughter
Younu

Feel the sunshine on your face
Lianshang gandao taiyang

Starlight guides your feet
Jiaobu suizhao xingguang

Earth and Sky will carry you
Tiandi zai ni zouyou

Journey after journey
Zoule yi shan you yi shan

One mountain to the next
Zhe shan guole ne shan lai

Voice in your heart is calling
Xinzhong you ge shengyin

17428. Song Of The Wandering Aengus

Song Of The Wandering Aengus
William Butler Yeats

I went into the hazel wood,
because a fire was in my head.
I cut and peeled a hazel wand,
and hooked a berry to a thread.

And when white moths were on the wing,
and moth-like stars were flickering out,
I dropped the berry in a stream
and caught a little silver trout.

And when I laid it on the bank,
and stooped to blow the fire aflame,
then something rustled on the floor,
And someone called me by my name.

It had become a glimmering girl,
With apple blossoms in her hair,
Who called me by my name and ran,
And vanished in the brightening air.



Though I am old with wandering,
Through hollow lands and hilly lands,
I will find out where she has gone,
And know her mouth and take her hand.

And walk through long green dappled grass,
And pluck till time and time is done,
The silver apples of the moon,
The golden apples of the sun.

17429. Song Songs - Chords

Song Songs - Old Man Markley

Intro on G

G
Bar songs
Em
Clink songs
G
Man, right on the brink songs
Songs that make you think songs
                         G7
That say your girlfriend stinks songs
           C                  Cadd9   Cmaj
While I've got your ear
            G             G
What do you wanna hear?
---
G             G-G/F# (little one note run down)
Smile songs
Em
Cry songs
D
I'm living a lie songs
Songs that ain't too long songs
     C                             Cadd9
That you know every single word to
                G                    D
So you can sing along songs     
                           Em
To help you forget how you hate your life
     C         G
Your job, your wife
                C             G
Songs that call out to broken hearts
             C             G
Sung so damn loud, heavens part
      C                  G
Yeah, that's my favorite part
              C                               A
Songs written down to say it's gonna be okay



                               D
Even on a rainy day
Or when your best friend goes away

Break/Solo
C-C/G x4   G G D D Em Em C-C/G

G
Drug songs
Em
Dance songs
G
Hard to comprehend songs
Songs without a plan songs
   G7
About taking a stand songs
           C            Cadd9   Cmaj
While I've got your ear
            G                G
What do you wanna hear?
---
G            G-G/F#
Love songs
Em
Hate songs
D
Songs soaked in cigarette regrets
                           C           
Ill-placed bets and unpaid debts
Played in attempts to resurrect
                       G             D 
Faded feelings that we forget songs
                                Em
Songs to remind you, you should love your life
     C     G 
Quit being afraid                          
Be like that music that you play    <-- C   G
With your guitar or in your car     <--  C   G
Songs can't tell you who you are    <--  C   G
         C
But they feel so real
      A                          D
And I just can't get enough
Where would we be without the songs that we love

              C
So while I've got you here
            G             D
What do you wanna hear?
              C           Cadd9   Cmaj
So while I've got your ear
            G
What do you wanna hear?



17430. Song To John

Emmylou Harris
Song To John

I tried to remember the things that are precious to you
And I'd give you money if that would do
But money won't do it, that's not your way
Your money is been for givin' away

Now, if you precede me and go to your grave
And the Angels knock the clouds about
When Jesus comes to save
I'll be standing there to rise with you and to go up, as you do

And I'll always love you, you'll always be mine
Forever and always till the end of time
Till the mountain split open with the weight of the sun
We'll rise up together as one

So I let my hair hang down, 'coz that's the way you like it
And I'll keep myself neat and nice for you
And I'll have good food on your table
And I'll keep your house in order

And I'll pray for you
For your wisdom and understanding and your charity
And even if you've been wrong and I've known it
You've always been right because that's Gods order

And I'll always love you, you'll always be mine
Forever and always till the end of time
Till the mountain split open with the weight of the sun
We'll rise up together as one
And I will smile for you and I'll be kind
And I'll love your babies, just as I've loved mine
And when I could give you nothing
God blessed me and I gave you a son

And I'll always love you, you'll always be mine
Forever and always till the end of time
Till the mountain split open with the weight of the sun
We'll rise up together as one

17431. Song Up In Her Head

Sarah Jarosz - Song Up in Her Head

The Virgin Mary
All dressed in blue
Sings 'My First Lover'
For an audience of two



New York boy
All dressed in black
Old leather boots
Old soles intact

Time moves forward
And time moves back
Like a mixed-up engineer
On an endless railroad track

Miles to go
From me to you
From a town that gets old
To the city that's new

This flame burns brighter
With every poem read
This bird flies higher
With a song up in her head

Time moves slow
And time moves fast
Oh the future now
Will soon be past

17432. Songbird

Songbird - Fleetwood Mac
Monroe Crossing

For you, there'll be no more crying
For you, the sun will be shining
And I feel that when I'm with you
It's alright, I know it's right

To you, I'll give the world
To you, I'll never be cold
'Cause I feel that when I'm with you
It's alright, I know it's right

And the songbirds are singing,
Like they know the score
And I love you, I love you, I love you
Like never before

And I wish you all the love in the world
But most of all, I wish it from myself

And the songbirds keep singing
Like they know the score
And I love you, I love you, I love you
Like never before, like never before,
Like never before



17433. Songbird - Chords

Songbird 
The Lonely Heartstring Band

[Intro]
B E B F# B F# B F# B
 
[Chorus]
    B
Oh Songbird, Oh Songbird
   B
Oh sing me a song
      B
It's been three whole weeks now
      B               F#
Since you've come and gone
     B
It's been three whole weeks now
      B                F#
Since I've heard your song
    B
Oh Songbird, Oh Songbird
     E           B
What took you so long?
 
[Interlude]
B F# B
 
[Verse 1]
     E
I've flown from the prairies
         E              B
Crossed mountains and streams
      F#
I've fished on the coastline
      E             B
And perched in the trees
           E
I've seen black smoke arisin'
        E            B
From a hole in the ground
         F#
And the song that it sings
       F#     B
Is an unholy sound
    F#
The song that it sings
      F#      B
Is an unholy sound
 
[Interlude]
B F# B



 
[Verse 2]
   E
I know you could hear me
          E        B
If you'd open your ears
      F#
Some voices have been here
     E           B
For ten thousand years
     E
The waters once crystal
    E            B
Are now running black
         F#
And the song of the river
      F#         B
Will never come back
     F#
The song of the river
      F#         B
Will never come back
 
[Chorus]
    B
Oh Songbird, Oh Songbird
   B
Oh sing me a song
      B
It's been six whole weeks now
      B               F#
Since you've come and gone
     B
It's been six whole weeks now
      B                F#
Since I've heard your song
    B
Oh Songbird, Oh Songbird
     E            B
What took you so long?
 
[Verse 3]
      E
I've seen your young son
          E         B
Caged in iron and steel
      F#
His dreams of great fortune
     F#         B
Lie under the fields
     E
His future betrayed
        E          B
By the promise of gold
   F#
No song for his children
           F#        B



When he's tired and old
    F#
No song for his children
           F#        B
When he's tired and old
 
[Interlude]
E B E F# E B E E
 
[Verse 4]
    E
My road has been long now
     E           B
I'm weary from flight
     F#
I'll be on my way
          E               B
With the morning's first light
   E
I pray that my voice
          E        B
Has not spoken in vain
      F#
Even after I leave you
    F#         B
My song will remain
 
[Chorus]
    B
Oh Songbird, Oh Songbird
   B
Oh sing me a song
      B
It's been many years now
      B               F#
Since you've come and gone
     B
It's been many years now
      B                F#
Since I've heard your song
    B
Oh Songbird, Oh Songbird
     E            B       F# B
What took you so long?

17434. Songs I've Sung

Songs I've Sung
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Lou can have my guitar
Ray can have my truck, he's good with cars



The band can divide my clothes
And I hope the angels come to get my soul

[Chorus]
At the end of this life that I've been given
After the prayers and the bells have rung
I ain't afraid of where I'm going
But what will become of the songs I've sung
What'll become of the songs I've sung

[Verse 2]
I've never owned a house or piece of land
I've never made too much with these two hands
Except the sound that came from these six strings
And when that's who you are that's everything

[Chorus]
At the end of this life that I've been given
After the prayers and the bells have rung
I ain't afraid of where I'm going
But what will become of the songs I've sung
What'll become of the songs I've sung

[Verse 3]
Some folks get statues and some get shrines
Some get their names on buildings and some on signs
Some get their names on rivers and some up in lights
Me I've got a show down the road tonight

[Chorus]
At the end of this life that I've been given
After the prayers and the bells have rung
I ain't afraid of where I'm going
But what will become of the songs I've sung
What'll become of the songs I've sung

17435. Songs On The Mandolin

Songs on the Mandolin
Chris Thile

[Verse 1]
I bet you're wondering what's in the case
And just why it has come with us to dinner on our second date
When we're trying to have fun
Well I may be taller than some
More handsome than some
Even darker than a select few
But it seems every gosh darn eligible young man
Would give his left arm for you
All I can do is play

[Chorus]



Songs on the mandolin
So I'll play you a song on the mandolin
There'll be too many notes, but then again
There ain't too many folks can play too many notes on the mandolin

[Verse 2]
As you can see by the scattered applause
Some might say I'm a catch
I hope that I've at least given you pause
As we wait for the check
You may be sweeter than most
More gifted than most
And much hotter than all but a few
But just because even God ain't the model of restraint showing you what he can do
Doesn't mean you don't need

[Chorus]
Songs on the mandolin
So I'll play you a song on the mandolin
There'll be too many notes, but then again
There ain't too many folks can play too many notes on the mandolin

[Bridge]
You may be calmer than me
More well rounded than me
As over me as I'm into you
But ain't it a proven fact that opposites attract?
I can't play it cool - you can!
I can't play along - you could!
I can't play it safe - you do!
But you can't play yourself a

[Outro]
Song on the mandolin
So I'll play you a song on the mandolin
There'll be too many notes, but then again
There ain't too many folks can play too many notes
There ain't too many folks can play too many notes
There ain't too many folks can play too many notes on the mandolin

17436. Songs That Make A Difference

The Highwaymen - Songs That Make a Difference

[Verse]
Hey Babe, do you remember
Back in nineteen sixty-nine?
We gathered round the room
You sang yours and I sang mine
We took turns with the guitar
In the front and center seat
Shel and Kris and Dylan
And a couple off the street



Joni Mitchell cried on "Both Sides Now"
We sang songs that made a difference
And we can again somehow
Everybody knew that this was quite a special night
Graham Nash was nervous in the hot seat, in the light
Joe South was total magic and we all walked in his shoes
Orbison and Rabbitt cried and they rocked the country blues
Mickey Newbury's "San Francisco Mabel Joy"
We sang songs that made a difference
June was pregnant with my boy
Oh, I could make a living
Driving nails or driving trucks
Sleep beneath the bridge
Or in the streets, down on my luck

[Willie Nelson]
I'd stand the cold and hunger
If they'd let me hear the songs
Everybody write one
That us bums can sing along
[Kris Kristofferson]
Keep it from the heart and down to earth
Sing the songs that make a difference
Give us all our money's worth

[Chorus]
Hey, keep it from the heart and down to earth
Sing the songs that make a difference
Give us all our money's worth

17437. Songwriter

Tom T Hall - Songwriter

[Verse 1:]
He sits with the guitar on his knee
Thinking of love that he's had
If it makes a sound, he writes it down
He's a songwriter

[Chorus:]
He's trying to paint
Little pictures of mountains
Turn little teardrops into mighty fountains
He's a songwriter

[Verse 2:]
He smiles at the good lines, frown at the bad lines
Cries with the sad parts
Rewrites the bad parts
He's a songwriter
He looks through the window of life
Some people think, he's a joke



But who can tell the thing might sell
He's a songwriter

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
Thank you for hearing my tune
Now, I'll get out of your room
It's late you know, I've got to go
I'm a songwriter, hmm, hmm

17438. Sonic Boom

Sonic Boom
WRITTEN BY Z. LUPETIN & DANIEL MARK
MUSIC BY DUSTBOWL REVIVAL

It's raining out
But I put sunshine in my eyes
Maybe if I believe it it's not really a lie
Well I got good at lying

Don't dig too deep
You might not like what you find
You've been working at the paper
You knows it takes a long while
And you know I've been crying

I've been digging that hole
On my own
You can't fall deep in love
All alone

Don't you, want to
Know who I am, who I am
Well I don't know myself
Just who I want to be
And I ache and I break down
Every time you walk in the room
you hit me like a sonic boom
Sonic boom

Filter it out
I mean the shadow from the shade
We like the movie
but we don't know
bow it's made
Well I've been so afraid

Cause there's things I've done
That I never told nobody
You said tell me honey
But I'm scared that you might leave



Cause I got good at leaving

Well this ain't the life
You had in mind when you came to LA
No don't go back to Sacramento
I need you to stay

Don't you, want to
Know who I am, who I am
Well I don't know myself
Just who I want to be
And I ache and I break down
Every time you walk in the room
And you bit me like a sonic boam
Sonic boom

Don't you, want to
Know who I am, who I am
Well I don't know myself
Just who I want to be
And I ache and I break down
Every time you walk in the room
And you bit me like a sonic boom
Sonic boom

And I ache and I break down
Every time you walk in the room
And you bit me like a sonic boom
Sonic boom
Ooh

It's raining out
But I put sunshine in my eyes
Maybe if I believe it it's not really a lie
Well I got good at lying

17439. Sonny

Emmylou Harris
Sonny

Sonny don't go away, I'm here all alone
Your Daddy's a sailor, never comes home
Nights are so long, silence goes on
I'm feeling so tired and not all that strong

Sonny lives on a farm, in a wide open space
Take off your shoes, stay out of the race
Lay down your head, on a soft river bed
Sonny always remembers the words Mamma says

Sonny don't go away, I'm here all alone
Your Daddy's a sailor, never comes home



Nights are so long, silence goes on
I'm feeling so tired and not all that strong

Sonny works on the land, though he's barely a man
There's not much to do but he does what he can
Sits by his window in his room by the stairs
Watching the waves drifting soft on the pier

Sonny don't go away, I'm here all alone
Your Daddy's a sailor, never comes home
Nights are so long, silence goes on
I'm feeling so tired and not all that strong

Many years have rolled on, Sonny's old and alone
His Daddy the sailor, never came home
Sometimes he wonders what his life might have been
But from the grave Mamma still haunts his dreams
Sonny don't go away, I'm here all alone
Your Daddy's a sailor, never comes home
Nights are so long, silence goes on
I'm feeling so tired and not all that strong

17440. Sonny's Rag

Sonny's Rag
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
I got a woman, she's a good-timing lady
I love her like no other, but she's driving me crazy
She's out all night, I don't know where she goes
She's as poor as me but she has new clothes
She's a good-timing woman, but I ain't her sugar daddy
I love here to death but she still treats me badly
I want to know honey, please just tell me
Where you get those clothes

[Pre Chorus]
Where's the sun on a rainy day
Which way's the wind in the month of May
WherR can I find my sweet honey baby
They tell mR that she's gone, but didn't name a place

[Chorus]
I'm a wildfire burning night and day
I'm an evil storm that's blowing your way
But I feel just like I'm a poisonous dragon
Trying to bring you back home to me

[Verse]
I retired at age 25, and it's a miracle I'm still alive
The money I've made and the seeds I've sown
They don't matter one bit to the dust and bone



I could catch a ride on the Union Pacific
Or hitchhike somewhere unspecific
One day I'll be growing weeds
Till then I'm living fancy-free

[Pre Chorus]
A doctor will cure your sickness
A priest will cure your sin
A pretty woman could cure a hundred men
No matter what kind of shape they're in

[Chorus]
I'm a wildfire burning night and day
I'm an evil storm that's blowing your way
But I feel just like I'm a poisonous dragon
Trying to bring you back home to me

17441. Sonora's Death Row

Robert Earl Keen - Sonora's Death Row 
K. Farrell

Me and the boy's we cinched up our saddles and rode to sonora last night 
Gun's hanging proud, daring out loud for any one looking to fight 
Card cheats and rustlers would run for their holes when the boys from the old broken O 
Rode up and reined on the street that they named Sonora's death row 

Mescal is free at Amanda's saloon for the boy's from the old broken O 
Saturday nights in the town of Sonora are the best in all Mexico 
They've got guitars and trumpets and sweet senoritas who won't want to let you go 
You'd never believe such a gay happy time on the street called Sonora's death row 

Inside Amanda's we was a dancin' with all of Amanda's gals 
I won some silver at seven card stud so I was out doin' my pals 
But the whiskey and mescal, peso cigars drove me outside for some air 
Somebody whispered "Your life or your money", I reached but my gun wasn't there 

I woke up face down in Amanda's back alley aware of the fool I had been 
Rushed to my pony, grabbed my Winchester and entered Amanda's again 
Where I saw my partners twirling my pistols and throwing my money around 
Blinded by anger, I jacked the lever and one of them fell to the ground 
Amanda's got silent like night in the desert, my friends stared in pure disbelief 

Amanda was kneeling beside the dead cowboy plainly expressing her grief 
And as I bowed my head a trembled shot through me my six-gun was still at my side 
I felt my pockets, there was my money, I fell to my knees and I cried 
A nightmare of mescal is all that it was for no one had robbed me at all 
I wish I was dreaming the sound of the gallows they're testing just outside 
The wall 

The mescal's still free at Amanda's saloon for the boy's from the old Broken O 
I'd give a ransom to drink there today and be free of Sonora's death row 
I'd give a ransom to drink there today and be free of Sonora's death row



17442. Sonora's Death Row - Chords

Sonora's Death Row

Capo at 3rd fret

C                   Am                         F                   C
Me and the boy's we cinched up our saddles and rode to sonora last night
C                    Am                  F                  C
Gun's hanging proud, daring out loud for any one looking to fight
F                              C                            F
G
Card cheats and rustlers would run for their holes when the boys from the
old broken O
C                         Am                     F              C
Rode up and reined on the street that they named Sonora's death row

Mescal is free at Amanda's saloon for the boy's from the old broken O
Saturday nights in the town of Sonora are the best in all Mexico
They've got guitars and trumpets and sweet senoritas who won't want to let
you go
You'd never believe such a gay happy time on the street called Sonora's
death row

Inside Amanda's we was a dancin' with all of Amanda's gals
I won some silver at seven card stud so I was out doin' my pals
But the whiskey and mescal, peso cigars drove me outside for some air
Somebody whispered "Your life or your money", I reached but my gun wasn't there

Break:

I woke up face down in Amanda's back alley aware of the fool I had been
Rushed to my pony, grabbed my Winchester and entered Amanda's again
Where I saw my partners twirling my pistols and throwing my money around
Blinded by anger, I jacked the lever and one of them fell to the ground

Amanda's got silent like night in the desert, my friends stared in pure
disbelief
Amanda was kneeling beside the dead cowboy plainly expressing her grief
And as I bowed my head a trembled shot through me my six-gun was still at
my side
I felt my pockets, there was my money, I fell to my knees and I cried

A nightmare of mescal is all that it was for no one had robbed me at all
I wish I was dreaming the sound of the gallows they're testing just outside
the wall
The mescal's still free at Amanda's saloon for the boy's from the old Broken O
I'd give a ransom to drink there today and be free of Sonora's death row
I'd give a ransom to drink there today and be free of Sonora's death row



17443. Soon As The Roundup's Through - Chords

Soon As The Roundup's Through 
Riders In The Sky

[Verse I]
  C                 F             G
Clouds are rolling in across the vally
   F                  G      C
A night bird sings a lonely melody
     F            G              C                F
The cattle are a beddin' on the banks of old red river
      Dm              Am                  G
I can hear em softly low in through the breeze
  C               F                   G
Flames are dying low now on the camp fire
     F                    G               C
and three months on the trail are nearly gone
     F         G           C                F
the echo of a cyote's cry makes me give an empty sigh
       Dm              Am          G
don't think I've ever been so all alone
 
 
[Chorus]
   F                G                 C
I miss your face I miss your tender kisses
   F          G                       Am     G     F
I miss your golden hair all tied and blue
          F                G          C             F
it kinda goes against my grain but I love you Liza Jane
             Dm          G                      C
and I'll be riding home soon as the roundup's through
 
 
[Verse II]
   C           F            G
A year ago I saddled up my pony
 F               G               C
said goodbye to you and all my friends
    F              G            C                     F
I figured I might find my self way out on the trail somewhere
     Dm             Am                G
but all I found is another crook and bend
   C              F              G
I guess I was a crazy fool for leaving
    F                  G              C
it felt like something I just had to do
       F             G            C             F
but I left a bigger part of this roving cowboy heart
    Dm              Am             G
it only beats when air I think of you
 
 
[Chorus]
   F                G                 C
I miss your face I miss your tender kisses



   F                G                 Am    G    F
I miss your golden hair all tied and blue
          F                G          C             F
it kinda goes against my grain but I love you Liza Jane
             Dm          G                      C
and I'll be riding home soon as the roundup's through
 
          F               G           C             F
it kinda goes against my brain but I love you Liza Jane
             Dm          G                      C
and I'll be riding home soon as the roundup's through

17444. Soon As You Can

Dierks Bentley - Soon As You Can

[Verse 1]
I left that sun sinking west in California
I was supposed to stay in LA a few more weeks
But the next time that old sun and I meet up, I'll be a thousand miles east
Fifty dollars and a gas card in my pocket
That I'm thinking might already be maxed out
That's just one of those little crazy things I really didn't stop to think about

[Chorus]
'Cause when a man wants to be with a woman
There ain't no way of getting there too fast
When you know who you want to spend the rest of your life with
You want to start the rest of your life
As soon as you can

[Verse 2]
That state trooper let me off with just a warning
And a promise that I'd try to slow her down
Man, that promise was forgotten by the time I'd gotten two miles out of town

[Chorus]
'Cause when a man wants to be with a woman
There ain't no way of getting there too fast
When you know who you want to spend the rest of your life with
You want to start the rest of your life
As soon as you can

[Bridge]
Don't know how much a truck can handle
But the closer that I get, I keep pushing it

[Chorus]
'Cause when a man wants to be with a woman
There ain't no way of getting there too fast
When you know who you want to spend the rest of your life with
You want to start the rest of your life
You can't wait to start the rest of your life



As soon as you can
As soon as you can
As soon as you can
Yeah

17445. Soon Or Never

Punch Brothers - Soon or Never 

If ever I have seen the sun rise
And known it's time for bed
If ever I have breathed in deeply
And felt like I was dead
and felt like I was dead

Then I have not been...
I have not been in love
If ever I have seen your lips move
And known you couldn't say
The words I think could make me love you
Then heard them anyway
And heard them anyway

Then I have not been
I have not been in love
I rise as the sun goes down and play my tune
Love and I find a way to each other soon
Or never
I rise as the sun goes down and play my tune
Love and I find a way to each other soon
Or never

17446. Sooner Or Later - Chords

Chris Hillman - Sooner or Later

She wasted so many money buying foolish things
                           D      B7             C
I watched her sail out the window on them golden wings
        B7          Em
But she can't find happiness
C      D              G
With a pocket full of gold
Em                 Am         D           G
There's no buried  treasures in a trouble soul
             G/F#     Em     C    D       G
When the sun goes     down  tears in her eyes
                     D       B7                 C
Tell you what she is missing in a world full of lies



      B7          Em
As I reach out to hold her
C    D            G
And that's when I know
Em            Am         D            G 
It's a narrow hole (?)  to a trouble soul
          Am D      Am               D
Sooner or later everything turns around
           Am  D           F                 Em
Sooner or later we got to pick ourselves up  off of the ground
         F Em          A
And keep going

SOLO

G             Em   C       D        G
If I could be king could I make it alright
                     D   B7               C
Yea I'd give her my word make her hold on tight
     B7           Em     C       D         G
But great Gold almighty just how far can I go
Em              Am         D            G
Down the narrow hole (?)   to a trouble soul
          Am D      Am               D
Sooner or later everything turns around
           Am  D           F                 Em
Sooner or later we got to pick ourselves up  off of the ground
         F Em          
And keep going
            F                 Em
We got to pick ourselves up  off of the ground
            F                 Em                 A
We got to pick ourselves up  off of the ground

17447. Sophisticated Lady

Linda Ronstadt - Sophisticated Lady

Sophisticated lady tryin' to change my ways
Just because you're caught in your social maze
I think it's 'bout time that you realize
Your money and your power's got you mesmerized

Pretty lady, get back
Pretty lady, yea
Sophisticated lady put your blue jeans on
You're anybody's baby when your mama's gone

Educated lady with your college degree
Amazes me why you just can't see
Learned everything from your books on the shelf
But no one ever taught you how to think for yourself



Pretty lady, get back
Pretty lady, yea, sweet thing
Sophisticated lady put your blue jeans on
You're anybody's baby when your mama's gone

Sophisticated lady take a lesson from me
I can help you be what you want to be
Together we'll see many brighter days
If it takes forever, gonna change your ways

Pretty lady, get back
Pretty lady, yea, sweet thing
Sophisticated lady put your blue jeans on
You're anybody's baby when your mama's gone

Sophisticated lady put your blue jeans on
You're anybody's baby when your mama's gone

Sophisticated lady put your blue jeans on
You're anybody's baby when your mama's gone

17448. Sophronie

Sophronie
Jimmy Martin

My Sophronie's from Kentucky, she's found another man
Can't even kiss her, can't even hold her hand
The moon we used to love beneath is still up in the sky
But now I'm just a hotshot with a teardrop in my eye

   Love em and leave em, kiss em and grieve em
   That used to be my motto so high
   Till my Sophronie left me so lonely
   Now there's teardrops in my eyes

Till Gabriel blows his bugle, I'll be loving that sweet girl
She means more to me than the whole wide world
I used to be a killer with the women me oh my
But now I'm just a hot shot with a teardrop in my eye

17449. Sorrow

Sorrow
(Jonas Kjellgren)
Downhill Bluegrass Band

You knew just how to make a grown man cry
You played your little game and fooled me with your lies



But I was blind, too deep in love, I didn't see
The way you talked the way you walked put a spell on me

Now I hang my head in sorrow
Staring down a bottle and crying over you
And it feels like there is no tomorrow
You tore my heart to pieces and then left me with the blues

I wished that I had listened to my friends
She'll use you and she'll bruise you and dump you in the end
But no, you promised when I looked into your eyes
To death do us part I'll stay here by your side

Repeat chorus

17450. Sorrow In The Wind - Chords

Sorrow In The Wind
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Jean Ritchie

G D7                 G
I hear the soft wind sighing 
In every bush and tree
    D7                G
The sound of my heart crying 
         D7           G
When you are far from me
When we're apart my darling 
D7      Em  C         G
There's sorrow in the wind
     D7             G
When we're apart my darling 
             D7     G
Sweet sorrow in the wind
    D7              G
You leave me in the morning 
Your footsteps die away
       D7            G
Though not a leaf is stirring 
           D7       G
I hear the wind all day
When we're apart my darling 
D7      Em  C         G
There's sorrow in the wind
     D7                  G
They say when love grows older 
             
It dies and fades away
    D7           G
Yet all our life together 
         D7          G
One ever brightening day



Repeat #2 x2
      C  Em  D7     G
Sweet sorrow in the wind

17451. Sorrow Is A Highway

Yonder Mountain String Band - Sorrow Is a Highway (Live)

My heart is like a white line
Divided (?) these feelings over you
My mind, it is also like a white line
(?) a man without a clue

You got me thinking there's a fire down below
'Round and 'round in circles is far as I can go
The same old repitition, feeling up and down again
Sorry is a highway that never seems to end

Another day is ending, I feel my feet upon the ground
And (?) walking home
What do I care now if another day is ending
The days will end until my name is carved in stone alone

The time has come for leaving
Ti's time to fall away like the pedals leaving the rose
But what 'cause this leaving
I my heart breaking, the sound it never goes

The same old repetition, feeling up and down again
Sorry is a highway that never seems to end

17452. Sorrow Lives Here

Linda Ronstadt - Sorrow Lives Here

If you see a friend and he tries to say
A girl we once knew is losing her way
It's true
I may be blue
I've seen the best years of life go through
A man that I love
And another I need
Both men have helped make the sad life I lead

Sorrow lives here in my heart
It haunts me when I sleep
I can't keep the thought of you from my dreams
Everything seems to spin all around
But I can't see



Whether it happens with or without me

Remember how perfume, my gown and silk gloves
Had teased your heart so and brought out your love
It's done
Night's breeze has blown
A chill up my spine
The world was mine
Then haughty and high
To bide my time
'Til all of my hopes
Just wish you were mine

Sorrow lives here in my heart
It haunts me when I sleep
I can't keep the thought of you from my dreams
Everything seems to spin all around
But I can't see
Whether it happens with or without me

17453. Sorrow On The Rocks - Chords

Sorrow On The Rocks
Porter Wagoner 

Chorus
 A
Just pour me sorrow on the rocks, bartender
 D
Sorrow on the rocks will do
 A
I'm tryin' to drown my troubles
 G D
So make it a double mhm mhm mhm

D
The seat of my pants is slick from my barstool 
and my hand's in the shape of a glass
My eyes look like a roadmap of Georgia and it's a shame I've lost my class
 G D
One broken heart can do strange things to a fellow who can't take pain
But in this hundred proof condition I'm in no position to take her back again

Repeat Chorus

D
Looks like the hair on my head ain't never met a comb
and my face is a bearded mess
My hand shakes slightly and I have to walk lightly
or I'll weave from right to left
 G D
The music on the jukebox don't mean a thing cause I'm too far gone for a song
I sure feel bad cause my baby ain't here and I'm sorry that I done her wrong



Repeat Chorus

Repeat Chorus (Fade Out)

17454. Sorrow's Tearing Down The House

Dolly Parton - Sorrow's Tearing Down The House 

I met you and we married we planned our future well
We built our home on happiness then suddenly it fell
It wasn't long there after our love began to tilt
Sorrow's tearing down the house that happiness once built
First came the weekly parties that never seemed to end
And then came the heartbreak brought by so-called friends
I guess that I'm as much to blame while we share the guilt
Sorrow's tearing down the house that happiness once built
[ steel ]
First came the weekly parties...
Sorrow's tearing down the house that happiness once built

17455. Sorry

Trampled by Turtles - Sorry

I never meant to hurt you darlin'
I figured you would know all this by now
But I still think that I should say it

There's more to life than dying early
It's new to me so bear with me a while
And I promise that I'll do better

When you leave me
Let me down easy
Won't you?

And you'll be sorry
And I'll be sorry back

I never meant to hurt you darlin'
Looks that you'll be holding too
I won't be there when you're calling

There's more to life than broken windows
I know people that are just like you
And I promise that I'll do better

When you leave me



Let me down easy
Won't you?

And you'll be sorry
And I'll be sorry back

17456. Sorry County Blues

Sorry County Blues - Lonesome River Band

Simon plowed the Prairie with a furrow straight and long
where a woman can grow Restless 
and a good thing can go wrong
she asked him again Boy tell me when this dirt farm is gonna pay
Then she drove off in his pickup truck 
and left him standing in the rain

with empty pockets and payments overdue
staring in the face of a low down case 
of them sorry County Blues

Daddy said Son hit the road this place will drag you down
But mama cried when Tyler left for the dirty factory town
They punched him in they punched him out 
they stood him and their line
He built the big Earth movers working double overtime

Well they used him Till they had all they could use
Now it's rise and shine in the hand outline 
with the sorry County Blues

She reigned Supreme the Teenage Queen 
down at the County High
Now Darlene keeps the motel clean 
she's a waitress on the side
Now even though she seems to grow a little broker everyday
Had the kids all fed and in the bed 
when the landlord called to say

I hate to do this
To you baby but there's no other way to choose
She's packing her things and you know she sings 
them sorry County Blues

They were worn hard
you might say they were born to lose
That's one step forward and two steps 
toward them sorry County Blues
Yes one step forward and two steps 
toward them sorry County Blues



17457. Sorry Man

Sorry Man
The Avett Brothers

Your mama doesn't like me
She thinks I'm a sorry man
When she tells her friends about me
She says I'm a sorry man
And she asks you each day
Why would you stay with a sorry man
Well I was doing my best
Just trying to impress, still a sorry man
And I've got news for your ma
I'm the best she ever saw
No one could love your daughter like I do

Your mama told you father
She said I'm a sorry man
So he told me not to ever
Come back here again
So I told your dear old daddy
That he can't keep us apart
Because it's you and not your parents
Who can break my heart
And I've got news for your ma
I'm the best she ever saw
No one could love your daughter like I do

Well I tried to tell your mama
But I didn't want to fight
Well they'll be the same tomorrow
So we're leaving here tonight
Tomorrow they'll be waking
To a sad sorry dawn
And then they'll be sorry
When they see that we're gone
Cause I've got news for your ma
I'm the best she ever saw
No one could love your daughter like I do

17458. Sorry You Asked

Dwight Yoakam - Sorry You Asked?
(Dwight Yoakam)

Chorus:
You'll be sorry you asked me the reason
That she's not here with me tonight



And I know you were probably just acting polite
But you'll be sorry you ever asked why
We started having problems in August last year
So things had been kinda rough for quite awhile
And you know how you think it'll work itself out
Well, mister that thought's wrong by a long, long mile
Chorus:
You'll be sorry you asked me the reason
That she's not here with me tonight
And I know you were probably just acting polite
But you'll be sorry you ever asked why
I mighta, shoulda seen that we were drifting apart
But I was in what I guess you'd call denial
And I always heard them say that you're the last one to know
Well buddy I was last by a long, long while
Chorus:
You'll be sorry you asked me the reason
That she's not here with me tonight
And I know you were probably just acting polite
But you'll be sorry you ever asked why
Okay we both have a tendency to overreact
So I can't really tell you who's at fault
But there were certain third parties, well her sister for one
That helped bring out reconciling to a drop-dead halt
Chorus:
Now aren't you sorry you asked me the reason
That she's not here with me tonight
And I know you were probably just acting polite
But I'm sure sorry you ever asked why
Aren't you sorry you ever asked why
I'm sure sorry you ever asked why
Did I tell you that she tried to have me locked out of the house
I had to go hire a lawyer and all
But I know that was mostly her family's idea
I could her them tell her what to say every time I called

17459. Sorry You Asked - Chords

Sorry You Asked
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C                   F            C
You'll be sorry you asked me the reason
                    F       G7
That she's not here with me tonight
      C             F             C      F
And I know you were probably just acting polite
              C         G7         C
But you'll be sorry you ever asked why
F                 A#7         F
We started having problems in August last year
                         A#7             F
So things had been kinda rough for quite awhile



                     A#7         F
And you know how you think it'll work itself out
     G7
Well mister that thought's wrong by a long long mile
Repeat #1
  F               A#7               F
I might should've seen that we were drifting apart
                    A#7              F
But I was in what I guess you'd call denial
                        A#7                 F
And I always heard them say that you're the last one to know
     G7
Well buddy I was last by a long long while
Repeat #1
        F           A#7         F
Okay we both have a tendency to overreact
                  A#7               F
So I can't really tell you who's at fault
                             A#7              F
But there were certain third parties well her sister for one
            G7
That helped bring out reconciling to a drop-dead halt
    C                    F            C
Now aren't you sorry you asked me the reason
                    F       G7
That she's not here with me tonight
      C             F             C      F
And I know you were probably just acting polite
             C         G7         C
But I'm sure sorry you ever asked why
                     G7         C
Aren't you sorry you ever asked why 
                   G7         C
I'm sure sorry you ever asked why
      F                 A#7              F
Did I tell you that she tried to have me locked out of the house
                   A#7        F
I had to go hire a lawyer and all
                    A#7        F
But I know that was mostly her family's idea
  G7                                               C
I could her them tell her what to say every time I called

17460. Sorry You're Sick

Chris Stapleton
Sorry You're Sick

[Verse 1]
Oh and my darling I'm telling you this
Don't let you know that I'm sorry you're sick
Tears of sorrow won't do you no good
And I'll be your doctor if only I could



[Chorus]
What do you want from the liquor store
Something sour, something sweet
I'll buy all that your belly can hold
You can be sure you won't suffer no more

[Verse 2]
Swimming the oceans on the deepest canals
To get to you darling and make you well
There's no place on earth I'd hasten go
To go fever I want you to know

[Chorus]
What do you want from the liquor store
Something sour, something sweet
I'll buy all that your belly can hold
You can be sure you won't suffer no more

[Verse 3]
Promise me, darling, you won't die
My gift, all the medicine money can buy
Stick with me baby, hold on and fight
Take a good rest, hold on the fight
[Chorus]
What do you want from the liquor store
Something sour, something sweet
I'll buy all that your belly can hold
You can be sure you won't suffer no more

[Chorus]
What do you want from the liquor store
Something sour, something sweet
I'll buy em all that you'll never come home
You can be sure you won't suffer no more

17461. Soul Of Man

Robert Earl Keen - Soul Of Man 

To Canaan's land, I'm on my way
Where the soul never dies
My darkest night will turn to day
Where the soul (never) never dies

(Chorus)
No sad farewells (dear friends there'll be no sad farewells)
No tear dimmed eyes (there'll be no tear dimmed eyes)
Where all is joy (where all is peace and joy and love)
And the soul never dies (and the soul of man never dies)

The rose is blooming there for me
Where the soul never dies



And I will spend eternity
Where the soul never dies

(Chorus)

(Instrumental)

The love light beams across the foam
Where the soul (of man) never dies
It shines and lights the way to home
Where the soul (of man) never dies

(Chorus)

Dear friends there'll be no sad farewells (no sad farewells)
There'll be no tear dimmed eyes (no tear dimmed eyes)
Where all is peace and joy and love (where all is joy)
And the soul of man never dies (and the soul never dies)
And the soul never dies
And the soul (of man) never dies

17462. Soul Of Man - Chords

Soul Of Man 
The Black Lillies

[Verse]
C            F             C
Where does the soul of man go'
F           F                 C
When we reach the end of the road
F                F         E          Am
Will there be light or darkness and fright'
F       F#m     C
Nobody really knows
C            F       C
When will it be the end'
  F        F            C
The messenger's day to send
  F            F         E          Am
Will there be doom or blood on the moon'
   F    F#m        C      F     F#m       C
Nobody knows my friend, nobody knows my friend
 
[Chorus]
    F            F              C
So sing tonight and drink your fill
   F          F              C
A few more hours of life to kill
  F           F             E        Am
Hold the one you love, easy on your mind
   F           F#m        C      F            F#m        C
Maybe it's for real this time, maybe it's for real this time



 
[Verse]
 C      F        C
Oh, dear Mom and Dad
  F      F          C
Please don't be so sad
  F      F           E        Am
Sunday school and the Golden Rule
  F            F#m              C
Things haven't turned out that bad, 
    F              F#m             C
no things haven't turned out that bad
 
[Chorus]
    F            F              C
So sing tonight and drink your fill
   F          F              C
A few more hours of life to kill
   F            F           E        Am
Hold the one you love, easy on your mind
   F           F#m        C      F            F#m        C
Maybe it's for real this time, maybe it's for real this time
 
[Verse]
  C         F                C
'What is the meaning''  you say
  F       F             C
Will we all just float away'
  F          F                 E             Am
Don't push your way through, lend a hand to soothe
  F            F#m        C       F             F#m       C
We'll find it together someday, we'll find it together someday
 
[Chorus] (x2)
    F            F              C
So sing tonight and drink your fill
    F          F             C
A few more hours of life to kill
    F           F           E        Am
Hold the one you love, easy on your mind
   F           F#m         C     F            F#m        C
Maybe it's for real this time, maybe it's for real this time

17463. Soul Searchin'

Rodney Crowell - Soul Searchin'

The last time I saw Jesse
The moon was a-hangin' low
And she was standin' on the front porch
With her hair tied in a bow
The sweetest sound I've ever heard
It's just there when she talks



I'm gonna pack my bag and hit the drag
Even if I have to walk
The last time I saw Jesse
The moon was a-shinin' hot
And she was standin' in her house shoes
With her hair tied in a knot
The sweetest thing I've ever known
It's Jesse's southern drawl
I'm gonna grab my gear, get on out of here
Even if I have to crawl
I'm goin' soul searchin'
I'm lookin' for the love I knew
Soul searchin'
I don't care what I have to do
I'm gonna take my knocks and let it rock
I'm gonna pay my toll and let it roll
I'm goin' soul searchin'
The sweetest thing I've ever known
It's Jesse a-holdin' me
I'm gonna pack my sack and get on back
To where I wanna be
I'm goin' soul searchin'
I'm lookin' for the love I lost
Soul searchin'
I don't care how much it cost
I'm gonna take my knocks and let it rock
I'm gonna pay my toll and let it roll
I'm goin' soul searchin', I'm goin' soul searchin'

17464. Soul Searching

Soul Searching
The Infamous Stringdusters - Soul Searching

I'm just a man making my way
Sometimes a sinner, sometimes a saint
I carry on, do the best I can
But still I struggle with who I am

Soul searching

Once was a girl that held me tight
And I took her love like a thief in the night
After all this time, I'd never dream
That I'd be holding on to her memory

Soul searching
Soul searching

Who am to judge, who am I to preach
If sometimes I wonder what I believe
I've traveled this life, looking for signs
I've picked me apart one piece at a time



Soul searching
Soul searching

Which bridge should I cross, which one should I burn
After all the mistakes, after all the wrong turns
I'm learning to let go, learning how to heal
But I'm still searching, guess I always will

Soul searching
Soul searching
Soul searching

17465. Soul Train - Chords

Soul Train 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
G C G D G
 
 
[Verse 1]
              C                 G
Down this old train is bound to go
                               D
There'll be no stops along the way
           G              C
Christ the Lord is our conductor
                  D        G
"All aboard" come hear him say
 
 
[Chorus]
        C                G
Come on brother, come on sister
                          D
Get on board now don't be late
      G                 C
Jesus Christ is your conductor
                D       G
And your ride's already paid
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G D  G C G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
             C                  G
Now this old train will soon be leaving
                          D
But there's room for many more



            G                C
There won't be no round trip ticket
              G         D        G
She's one way bound for heaven's shore
 
 
[Chorus]
        C                G
Come on brother, come on sister
                          D
Get on board now don't be late
      G                 C
Jesus Christ is your conductor
                D       G
And your ride's already paid
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G D  G C G D G
 
 
[Outro]
        C                G
Come on brother, come on sister
                          D
Get on board now don't be late
      G                 C
Jesus Christ is your conductor
                D       G
And your ride's already paid

17466. Soulmate

Soulmate
Josh Turner - Soulmate

Soulmate
Until the end of time
You're my soulmate
I'll love you till I get to heaven's gate
And if I go first sweetheart
I'll wait
'Cause I know I'll never find another
Soulmate

Your love
There's no telling where I'd be
Without your love
Stumbling in the dark
Would be pretty rough
When I get down you're the one
That lifts me up
I thank the Lord above



For your love

Chorus:
In this day and time
The right one is hard to find
Girl, that's why I'm holding on to you
Each and every night
When we turn out the light
There's no mistaking what we have is true

Soulmate
I hope that we grow old together
Solemate
In the good and bad
Even through the heartache
We've got a special bond
That'll never break
'Cause darling you and I are
Soulmates

Repeat Chorus:

Solemate
Until the end of time
You're my soulmate
I'll love you till I get to
Heaven's gate
We've got a special bond
That'll never break
'Cause darling you and I are
Soulmates
Yeah, I know I'll never find another
Soulmate

17467. Souls Like The Wheels

Avett Brothers - Souls Like the Wheels

Souls like the wheels
Turning, taking us with wind at our heels
Burning, making us decide on what we're giving
Change this way of living

One little song
Give me strength to the leave the sad and the wrong
Buried safely in the past where I've been living
Alive but unforgiving
Let me go, let me go, let me go, let me go
Let me go, let me go, let me go, let me go

One little girl
Bring me light from where I thought it was dark
Be the spark that has a chance to light a candle



Love that I can handle
Let me go, let me go, let me go, let me go
Let me go, let me go, let me go, let me go

Souls like the wings
Spreading out away from bad memories
Make us capable of taking off and landing
Alive with understanding
Let me go, let me go, let me go, let me go
Let me go, let me go, let me go, let me go

17468. Sound The Pibroch

Sound The Pibroch
Traditional

Sound the pibroch loud and high
Frae John o' Groats to the Isle of Skye
Let all the clans, their slogans cry
And rise to follow Charlie

Chorus:
Hatchey-fo and fo and fo
Hatchey-fo and fo and fo
Hatchey-fo and fo and fo
Rise and follow Charlie

And see a small devoted band
By dark Lock Shiel have ta'en their stand
And proudly vow with heart and hand
To fight for Royal Charlie

Chorus

On dark Culloden's field of gore
Hark! Hark! they shout Claymore! Claymore!
They bravely fight, what can they more?
They die for Royal Charlie

Chorus

No more we'll see their likes again
Deserted is each highland glen
Proudly the cairns lie over them
The men who died for Charlie

Chorus



17469. Sounds Of Home - Chords

Sounds Of Home - Blue Highway

Capo 2

Intro:
G  A  G  A    D  G  A

Verse 1:
D
The rain on the roof
G
The shreakin of the stairs
    A                           Bm
The sound of the chilly winter morning air
G
As the wind would rustle up the leaves
D
And leave em round the door
Em
And how we used to walk around 
    A
The squeaks in the floor
G               D/F#              Em
I never noticed until it all was gone 
A                        D
But I miss the sounds of home

Chorus:
G               D/F#            Em        D/F#              
The sounds of home, the ones I took for granted
              G        A          Bm
The sounds of home the ones callin me
A        G             D/F#            Em
Things I used to listen to while I was thinking 
        D/F#         G    D/F#  Em  A
Of a better place to be

Break:
D  G  A  Bm    G  D/F#  Em  D/F#  Em  D/F#  G  Em  A

Verse 2:
The whistle of the train through a November night
The songs of a mocking bird in the july morning light
And the staying up way too late wating for a snow fall 
The silence right before the dawn 
And lonesome hoot owl call
Its longing to hear your favorite song
And I miss the sounds of home

Chorus (2x)

Outro:
G  D/F#  Em  D/F# (8x)   G  A  D



17470. Sounds Of Summer

Dierks Bentley - Sounds Of Summer

[verse 1]
It's a tractor firin' up
Kids playin' in a field
Four wheels gettin' stuck
A line singin' out a fishin' reel
It's a cooler slidin' in the bed of a truck
A tin roof drippin' rain
Your baby sayin', come pick me up
Take me down to the riverbank

[Chorus]
These are sounds going down in a nowhere town
Underneath the wide open sky
It's the dust in the air and the freedom everywhere
Can't you hear it coming alive?
Makes you wanna drop it down a gear
And kill a couple of beers
Been waiting all year, now it's finally here
Back around, these are the sounds of summer

[Verse 2]
It's the flick of a lighter lighting up a little smoke
Boots climbing barbwire, a little spot nobody goes
Lawn chairs breaking out in the yard to the firework boom
Hearing a heart beating in the dark, saying that she wants to

[Chorus]
These are sounds going down in a nowhere town
Underneath the wide open sky
It's the dust in the air and the freedom everywhere
Can't you hear it coming alive?
Makes you wanna drop it down a gear
And kill a couple of beers
Been waiting all year, now it's finally here
Back around, these are the sounds of summer
Yeah the sounds of summer

[Bridge]
Round here that's what it's all about
So listen up and look around
It's who we are, it's what we love
So tonight let's crank 'em up

[Chorus]
These sounds going down in a nowhere town
Underneath the wide open sky
It's the dust in the air and the freedom everywhere
Can't you hear it coming alive?
It goes way too fast, it all disappears



And when it's gone, we'll still be here
Hanging 'round, missing the sounds of summer
Missing the sounds of summer
Missing the sounds of summer
The sounds of summer
Yeah, the sounds of summer

17471. Sour Mash

Sour Mash
Cory Branan - Tyler Childers

The town I come from's mostly sky
Even though the county's dry
That didn't stop the stream nearby
From giving us a daughter

She was born in a barrel of American oak
Made of sugar, maple, and charcoal smoke
She just goes to show your folks
What God can do with water

When I go below the gloomy ground
You better buy the room a round
Let her weep and lift a glass
Of bitter-sweet sour mash

Once when I was going through
Those same old famous, same old blues
Tired of either crying to you
Or cussin up a quarrelin'

Yes, I slipped and sipped astray
Only took one taste to see the way
Back to Tennessee to stay
Tennessee my darlin'

And when I go below the gloomy ground
You better buy the room a round
Let her weep and lift a glass
Of bitter-sweet sour mash

I don't want no Beaujolais
Sake, Cider, Chardonnay
Keep Tequila far away
You know what I'm cravin'

Ain't Champagne all fine and chilled
It's not all rot-gut 'shine, and swill
You ask me, life's a cask
Of bitter-sweet sour mash

And when I go below the gloomy ground



You better buy the room a round
Let her weep and lift a glass
Of bitter-sweet sour mash

17472. Sourwood Mountain

Sourwood Mountain

Chickens a'crowin' on Sourwood Mountain 
Hey Ho Diddle-aye-day
So many pretty girls I can't count 'em
Hey Ho Diddle-aye-day
My true love's a sun-burnt daisy
Hey Ho Diddle-aye-day
If I don't get her I'll go crazy
Hey Ho Diddle-aye-day
My true love's at the head of the holler
Hey Ho Diddle-aye-day
She won't come and I won't foller
Hey Ho Diddle-aye-day
Big dog'll bark and little one'll bite you
Hey Ho Diddle-aye-day
Big girl will court and the little one spite you
Hey Ho Diddle-aye-day
Chickens a'crowin' on Sourwood Mountain 
Hey Ho Diddle-aye-day
So many pretty girls I can't count 'em
Hey Ho Diddle-aye-day

17473. Sourwood Mountain

Osborne Brothers - Sourwood Mountain

I got a girl in the Sourwood Mountain, hi ho didle oh day
She won't come and I won't call her, hi ho didle oh day
Hey, old man I want your daughter, hi ho didle oh day
Bake my bread and carry my water, hi ho didle oh day.

--- Instrumental ---

Rooster crow on the Sourwood Mountain, hi ho didle oh day
So many pretty girls I can't count them, hi ho didle oh day
Big girls love, the little ones spite you, hi ho didle oh day
Big dogs bark and little dogs bite you, hi ho didle oh day.

--- Instrumental ---

Sarra, Sarra, let's go walkin', hi ho didle oh day
Kiss me quick and stop your talkin', hi ho didle oh day



Sheriff, sheriff, can opposy, hi ho didle oh day
Someone stole my darling plossy, hi ho didle oh day...

17474. South Bend Soldiers On

Robbie Fulks - South Bend Soldiers On

[Verse 1]
You see the mass the trees turn on Colfax avenue
These lonely girls they come out in the fall
With hearts they drag behind them like long black bridal trains
In my age I feel a father to them all
I see more than I need to from my front porch swing
These days pale to old remembered joy
Sometimes when I'm not thinking I fall on my knees and sing
Where is my boy where is my blue eyed boy
This midwest that I love proved little more to him
Than a place you watch grow smaller from a train
If he came back a grown man his eyes would surely swim
To see this place where so much is the same

[Chorus]
One God assures our freedom
Two armies keep control
The US for the young ones
Salvation for the weak and old
Keep your burdens from your neighbour
Leave a good name when you're gone
People last but a lifetime
And the south bend soldiers on

[Verse 2]
Now the widows of last season flirt in the summer shade
Their grieves are torn like bad fruit from the vine
The touches of lost lovers they burn and then they fade
While dreaming never lets go of your mind
Me I look each night at a photo by the bed
And each morning at another sunrise
And if all that we're made off is these ghosts inside our head
Who could blame us for pretending otherwise

17475. South Carolina Low Country

South Carolina Low Country
Josh Turner - South Carolina Low Country

I grew up in South Carolina
Singing all them bluegrass and country songs
I'd sing from Hannah down to Charlestowne



Getting all the people to sing along to what I call

South Carolina low country
Southern words with an old Sandlapper tune
Palmetto trees swaying in that Atlantic breeze
Reaching up to touch the crescent moon
South Carolina low country
Is the music that comes outta me

I remember standing in the warm sunshine
Working my fingers to the bone
Singing as I suckered down that ole drag row
I came up with a music all my own it

17476. South Coast

South Coast
Ross / Eskin / Dehr / Miller ; Elliot ; Guthrie

My name is Juanano de Castro
My father was a Spanish Grandee
But I won my wife in a card game
To hell with those lords o'er the sea

CHORUS:
The South Coast is a wild coast and lonely
You might win in a game at Jolon
But a lion still rules the Barranca
And a man there is always alone

I played in a card game at Jolon
I played there with an outlaw named Juan
And after I'd taken his money
I staked all against his daughter, Dawn

I picked up the ace...l had won her
My heart it was down at my feet
Jumped up to my throat in a hurry
Like a young summer's day she was sweet

He opened the door to the kitchen
And he called the girl out with a curse
Saying "Take her, Goddamn her, you've won her
She's yours now for better or worse"

Her arms had to tighten around me
As we rode down the hills to the south
Not a word did I hear from her that day
Nor a kiss from her pretty young mouth

But that was a gay happy winter
I carved on a cradle of pine
By the fire in that neat little cabin



And I sang with that gay wife of mine

Chorus

One night I got hurt in a landslide
Crushed hip and twice broken bone
She saddled her pony like lightning
And rode off for the doctor in Jolon

A lion screamed in the Barranca
Buck, he bolted and he fell on his side
My young wife lay dead in the moonlight
My heart died that night with my bride

Chorus

Original by Lillian Bos Ross, Sam Eskin, Richard Dehr and Frank Miller.
This version, performed by Arlo Guthrie, is taken from the singing of
Ramblin' Jack Elliott.

17477. South Coast Of Texas

Rodney Crowell - South Coast of Texas
Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
The south coast of Texas, that's a thin slice of life
It's salty and hard it, it is stern as a knife
Where the wind is for blowing up hurricanes
For showing the snakes how to swim and the trees how to lean

[Chorus]
And the shrimpers and their ladies are out in the beer joints
Drinking 'em down 'fore they sail with the dawn
They're bound for the Mexican Bay of Campeche
And the deckhands are singing "Adios Jole Blon"

[Verse 2]
Now there's snowbirds in search of that sunshine and nightlife
And fond of greasing palms down the beach as they're going
Ah, this living on the edge of the waters of the world
Demands the dignity of whooping cranes and the likes of Gilbert Roland

[Chorus]
And the shrimpers and their ladies are out in the beer joints
Drinking 'em down 'fore they sail with the dawn
They're bound for the Mexican Bay of Campeche
And the deckhands are singing "Adios Jole Blon"

[Verse 3]
In the cars of my youth, how I tore through those sand dunes
And cut up my tires on them oyster shell roads
"Ah but nothing is forever," say the old men in the shipyards



Turning trees into shrimp boats, hell, I guess they ought to know

[Chorus]
And the shrimpers and their ladies are out in the beer joints
Drinking 'em down 'fore they sail with the dawn
They're bound for the Mexican Bay of Campeche
And the deckhands are singing "Adios Jole Blon"

[Chorus]
And the shrimpers and their ladies are out in the beer joints
Drinking 'em down 'fore they sail with the dawn
They're bound for the Mexican Bay of Campeche
And the deckhands are singing "Adios Jole Blon"
Woah, the deckhands are singing "Adios Jole Blon"

17478. South Nashville Blues

Steve Earle - South Nashville Blues

I went downtown, it was just to ease my pain
I went downtown, it was just to easy my pain
I ended up out walking in the rain

I took my pistol and a hundred dollar bill
I took my pistol and a hundred dollar bill
I had everything I need to get me killed

Southside gals, they suit me just fine
Southside gals, they suit me just fine
As long as I got money, they don't whine

The devil lives on Lewis Street, I swear
The devil lives on Lewis Street, I swear
I seen him rocking in his rocking chair

I start way up top of Lewis Street and I walk down to the end
I start way up top and I walk down to the end
I go way down in the bottoms and I come back up again

Now Mama told me, Papa too
They both talked till they turned blue
But I got them old South Nashville blues again
I won't be satisfied until they lock me up again

17479. South Nashville Blues - Chords

South Nashville Blues
Steve Earl - South Nashville Blues



Capo: 6. fret (Finger picking!)

Intro: (G) (C) (G) (D/F#) (G) 

(G)I went down town, it was just to ease my pain.
(C)I went down town, it was just to ease my(G) pain.
(D/F#)I ended up (C)out walkin' in the(G) rain.

(G)I took my pistol and a hundred dollar bill.
(C)I took my pistol and a hundred dollar(G) bill.
(D/F#)I had everything(C) I needed to get me(G) killed.

(G)The Southside girls, they suit me just fine.
(C)The Southside girls, they suit me just(C) fine.
(D/F#)As long as I (C)got money they don't(G)whine. 

(G)The devil lives on Lewis Street I swear.
(C)The devil lives on Lewis Street I(G) swear.
(D/F#)I seen him rockin'(C) in his rockin' (G)chair.

(G)I start way up top of Lewis Street, And I walk down to the end
(C)I start way up top and I walk down to the(G) end,
(D/F#)I go way down in the(C) bottoms, And I come back up (G) again.

(G)Now Mama told me, Papa too They both talked `till they turned blue.
But(C) I got them ol' South Nashville blues(G) again,
(D/F#)I won't be satisfied until(C) they lock me up (G)again.

17480. South Of Cinncinnati

South of Cinncinnati

Chorus:
If you ever get south of Cincinnati
Down where the Dogwood trees grow
If you ever get south of the Mason Dixon
To the home you left so long ago
If you ever get south of the Ohio River
Down where Dixieland begins
If you ever get south of Cincinnati
I'll be yours again.

She pulled the letter from the pages of her Bible
And a rose pressed inside the Book of Luke
For fourteen years she'd write each day but keep it hidden
Refused to even speak his name, but still she wrote:

Chorus:
If you ever get south of Cincinnati
Down where the Dogwood trees grow
If you ever get south of the Mason Dixon
To the home you left so long ago
If you ever get south of the Ohio River



Down where Dixieland begins
If you ever get south of Cincinnati
I'll be yours again.

--- Instrumental ---

At a cold gray apartment in Chicago
A cigarette drowns inside a glass of gin
He lies there drunk but it don't matter drunk or sober
He'll never read the words that pride won't let her send

Chorus:
If you ever get south of Cincinnati
Down where the Dogwood trees grow
If you ever get south of the Mason Dixon
To the home you left so long ago
If you ever get south of the Ohio River
Down where Dixieland begins
If you ever get south of Cincinnati
I'll be yours again.

Then I'll be yours again...

--- Instrumental to fade ---

17481. South Of The Border - Chords

South of the Border

1. South of the [C] border [Dm] down [G7] Mexico [C] way;
 That's where I fell in love, where the [Em] stars above - came
[G7] out to play. And now as I [C] wander, my [C7] thoughts ever [F] stray
 South of the [C] border - down [G7] Mexico [C] way

2. She was a [C] picture - in [Dm] old [G7] Spanish [C] lace,
 Just for a tender while, I [Em] kissed a smile [G7] upon
her face 'Cause it was [C] fiesta [C7] and we were so [F] gay,
 South of the [C] border [G7] down Mexico [C] way

REFRAIN: Then she [C] smiled as she whispered [Dm] manjana,
 Never [G7] dreaming that we were [C] parting, Then I lied as a
whispered [Dm] manjanna, cause our tomorrow [G7] never [C] came
South of the border - I jumped back one day
There in a veil of white, by the candle light
 - she knelt to pray, The mission bells told me (ding-dong) - that I mustn't
stay South of the border down Mexico way

17482. South Richmond Girl



Robbie Fulks - South Richmond Girl

"Weep not for my life," said the prisoner
As he stood in the jail cell alone
"For tonight when the black hood drops o'er me
"My troubles will finally have flown
"It's a long line of sorrow I'm leaving
"It's a dark path I walked in this world
"Since I left a sweet one who loved me
"For the charms of a south Richmond girl
"As a young man of twenty I wandered
"One night to the south end of town
"In the pale amber glow she was standing
"Like a diamond that heaven dropped down
"In her face was a promise unspoken
"In her arms all my strength overcome
"In the morning I married that stranger
"Never knowing the wrong I had done
"Oh, the north wind blew hard that December
"And the cold streets of Richmond lay bare
"But the child she bore me that winter
"Seemed to answer my weary heart's prayers
"And I swore as I pressed him against me
"No storm could the heavens unfurl
"That would e'er cloud the life of my baby
"Or his mother, my south Richmond girl

17483. South Side

South Side
Chris Stapleton

[Intro]
Please commence shaking your south side
Thomas on that beat
Yeah
It feels good

[Verse 1]
Ain't no place it ain't goin' on
It's goin' around like a vagabond
It gets in your bones like you caught the flu
And now there ain't no cure
You just gotta move when you feel the groove

[Chorus]
Now people on the left, shake your south side
People on the right, shake your south side
Every single girl, shake your south side
All around the world, shake your south side

[Verse 2]
Like Memphis, Tennessee
Got in bed with CDB



And had a baby
Oh, and when the baby cried
It made this sound
Ain't no lie, it was funkdafied

[Chorus]
People on the left, shake your south side
People on the right, shake your south side
Every single girl, shake your south side
All around the world (All around the world), shake your south side

[Post-Chorus]
Oh, yeah
Feels good, don't it?
Let me break it down

[Bridge]
Shake it like salt, shake it like pepper
Shake it like champagne, number one record
Shake it 'til you just can't shake it no more
Shake that thing all the way to the floor, uh

[Chorus]
People on the left (Shake your south side)
People on the right (Shake your south side)
People on the left, shake your south side
People on the right, shake your south side
Every single girl (Every single girl), shake your south side
All around the world (All around the world), shake your south side
People on the left, shake your south side (Oh, just shake your south side, baby)
People on the right, shake your south side (Just shake your south side, baby)
People on the left, shake your south side (I do it just like that, then do it again)
People on the right, shake your south side (I do it just like that)
Shake your south side

[Outro]
Is that a good one?
That was a good one

17484. South Side Of Dixie

South Side Oof Dixie - Vince Gill

You know I'm about to lose my mind
I got a woman down below the Mason-Dixon line
She deals the cards awful good to me
She's a blackjack dealer on the Delta Queen

On the south side of Dixie
From Savannah Georgia down to New Orleans
On the south side of Dixie
Women there they don't treat you mean
On the south side of Dixie



A side of the south you ain't never seen

Half a tank north of Birmingham
Red eye gravy and country ham
Chattanooga woman sure is sweet
She's a hillbilly singer from Tennessee

On the south side of Dixie
From Savannah Georgia down to New Orleans
On the south side of Dixie
Women there they don't treat you mean
On the south side of Dixie
A side of the south you ain't never seen

If you go down south, you're gonna have a ball
You'll go half crazy tryin' to love 'em all
You might get lucky, you can't never tell
With them Georgia peaches and them southern belles

On the south side of Dixie
From Savannah Georgia down to New Orleans
On the south side of Dixie
Women there they don't treat you mean
On the south side of Dixie
A side of the south you ain't never seen

17485. South Texas Girl

South Texas Girl 

Saint Mother Maria
Watch over us, please
As we wander around
In this dangerous world
Thank Mother Maria
There's nothing so sweet
As the undying love
Of a South Texas girl

Three in the front seat
They sat on each side
That green and white '58 Fairlane
It would glide

Down farm roads past open fields
Seeming like no big deal
As it was happening
I never felt a thing

But now, looking back
It seems like it was everything
Singing with Mom
Just so we could hear ourselves sing



Stealing a drink
From the cold can in Daddy's lap
Protected by only
A small, thin, brown paper sack

And the wind blew the echoes
Of long-faded voices
And they'd sing me a song
That the old cowboys sang
And I didn't know
What the words meant or anything
I was just singing
Because I was supposed to

Saint Mother Maria
Watch over us, please
As we wander around
In this dangerous world

Thank Mother Maria
There's nothing so sweet
As the undying love
Of a South Texas girl

And with the windows wide open
It felt hot to us anyway
Three bound together
On a day just like any day

They told me and taught me
And showed me and bought me
Whatever I wanted
From the corner U-Totem

They said, "The name Corpus Christi
Means the body of Jesus
Pronounce it Refugio
City folks, they don't know"

"It looks like Palacios
But sounds like Palashes
Just listen the next time
You're watchin' Sid Lasher"

And the wind blew the echoes
Of long-faded voices
And they would sing me a song
That the old cowboys sang

And I didn't know
What the words meant or anything
I was just singing

Saint Mother Maria
Watch over us, please
As we wander around



In this dangerous world

Thank Mother Maria
There's nothing so sweet
As the undying love
Of a South Texas girl

And I didn't know
What the words meant or anything
I was just singing

And these days, with car seats
And open container laws
Social correctness
Leaves no room for Santa Claus

Sitting right next to me
She looks like that used-to-be
Song that they sang for me

And with the windows wide open
It feels hot to us anyway
Two bound together
On a day just like any day

The wind blows the echoes
Of long-faded voices
And they sing us a song
That the old cowboys sang

And now that I know
What the words mean and everything
I am still singing

Saint Mother Maria
Watch over us, please
As we wander around
In this dangerous world

Thank Mother Maria
There's nothing so sweet
As the undying love
Of a South Texas girl

Saint Mother Maria
Watch over us, please
As we stumble around
In this dangerous world

Thank Mother Maria
There's nothing so sweet
As the undying love
Of a South Texas girl
As the undying love
Of a South Texas girl



17486. Southbound

Southbound
Allman Brothers
String Cheese Incident

Well I'm Southbound, Lord I'm comin' home to you. 
Well I'm Southbound, baby,

Lord I'm comin' home to you. 
I got that old lonesome feelin' that's sometimes called the blues. 
Well I been workin' every night, travelin' every day. 
Yes I been workin' every night, traveling every day. 
You can tell your other man, sweet daddy's on his way. 
Aww,

ya better believe. 
Well I'm Southbound. 
Whoa I'm Southbound. 
Well you can tell your other man, 
Sweet daddy's on his way. 
Got your hands full now baby, as soon as I hit that door. 
You'll have your hands full now woman, just as soon as I hit that door. 
Well I'm gonna make it on up to you for all the things you should have had before. Lord, I'm S
outhbound. 
Yes I'm Southbound. 
Whoa I'm Southbound, baby.

Said I'm Southbound. 
Well I'm gonna make it on up to you for all the things you should have had before.

17487. Southbound

Southbound
Flatt & Scruggs - Doc Watson
Jason Carter

I've been here a month or more stuck in this old city
The people that have to call it home they're the ones I pity
Lord I'm homesick
And the blues are the only songs I ever seem to pick
I get out and walk the street
'til I get blisters on my feet
I'm southbound

I'm all right 'til late at night I'm sitting by my window
Counting sheep but I couldn't sleep for listening to that train blow
I begin to pine
When I hear that big old engine rolling down the line



I'm going back to spend some time
where I can have fun if I ain't got a dime
I'm southbound

Southbound she's burning the ground and I don't mean maybe
Sure am glad I caught this train cause I'd like to see my baby
I've been lonesome
I long to see them hills I come from
Listen to the engine rattle and roar
She's taking me back home once more
I'm southbound

17488. Southbound - Chords

Southbound 
Yonder Mountain String Band

[Chorus]
G
I'm Southbound
G        C7                       G
Good old road don't you get me down
G                               A7                   D
Got onboard a wing and a prayer passing through this town
G                             B7
Get to where I'm going by the break of day
C                      G
Not quite certain can't really say
G             B7      C          C#           D
Ain't hard to see the road's one way and it's southbound
 
 
[Verse 1]
G
Yes, Houston up to Memphis
G
Good Lord, what a long hard ride
G
Chicago to St Louis
             A7              D
now you know that is more my style
G                B7
Been on the road for some time
        C7                   G
Got the Double Vision, Gotta Troubled Mind
G        B7     C           C#      D
Won't be long before you'll find me southbound
 
 
[Chorus]
G
I'm Southbound
G        C7                       G



Good old road don't you get me down
G                               A7                   D
Got onboard a wing and a prayer passing through this town
G                             B7
Get to where I'm going by the break of day
C                      G
Not quite certain can't really say
G             B7      C          C#           D
Ain't hard to see the road's one way and it's southbound
 
[Verse 2]
G
I said break back and a trainwreck
G
Like a jam in the left hand lane
G
Yes, it's holding up my production
          A7              D
I'll hit up my southbound train
G                 B7
Been on the track for some time
        C7                   G
Got the Double Vision, Gotta Troubled Mind
G        B7     C           C#      D
Won't be long before you'll find me southbound
 
[Chorus]
G
I'm Southbound
G        C7                       G
Good old road don't you get me down
G                               A7                   D
Got onboard a wing and a prayer passing through this town
G                             B7
Get to where I'm going by the break of day
C                      G
Not quite certain can't really say
G             B7      C          C#           D
Ain't hard to see the road's one way and it's southbound
 
[Verse 3]
G
I said no luck Atlanta
G
I said last chance Tennessee
G
I said settle down I'm southern bound
     A7                 D
It's home sweet home to me
G                              B7
Yes, I've seen the light and I do believe
        C7                   G
When I get down there I won't wanna leave
G        B7     C        C#      D
Won't be long before you find me southbound
 
[Chorus]



G
I'm Southbound
G        C7                       G
Good old road don't you get me down
G                               A7                   D
Got onboard a wing and a prayer passing through this town
G                             B7
Get to where I'm going by the break of day
C                      G
Not quite certain can't really say
G             B7      C                       D
Ain't hard to see the road's one way and it's southbound

17489. Southbound Passenger Train - Chords

Southbound Passenger Train 
Doc Watson

[Verse]
E
Gonna Ride Gonna Ride I Mean I Mean
B
On That Southbound Passenger Train
A
I'm Gonna Buy Me A Ticket As Long As My Arm
B
Gonna Ride That Train All Night Long
E
I'm Gonna Ride Gonna Ride I Mean I Mean
B
On That South Bound Passenger Train
A                                  B                  E
Until I Hear That Conductor Say All Out For Birmingham
 
B
I Got A Letter From My Doll Babe
                           E
Now That Lives In Birmingham
            B
She's The Cutest Little Doll Babe
                      E
Way Down In Birmingham
E
Well She So Sweet Daddy She She So Neat Daddy
E
That When She Walks She Knocks You Off Your Feet
                B                       E
She Is Some Mama Way Down From Birmingham
E
I Gonna Ride Gonna Ride I Mean I Mean
B
On That South Bound Passenger Train
A



I Hear The Engineer Say Put The Shovel In The Coal
               B                                    E
Put Your Head Out The Window Watch The Driver Roll
B                                                 E
When I Hear That Whistle Blow Its Music To My Ears
                B                                        E
And When I'm With My Doll Babe I Don't Shed No Lonesome Tears
E
She So Sweet Daddy She So Neat Daddy
E
That When She Walks She Knocks You Off Your Feet
E
Gonna Ride Gonna Ride I Mean I Mean
B
On That South Bound Passenger Train
A
I'm Gonna Buy Me A Ticket As Long As My Arm
              B
I'm Gonna Ride That Train All Night Long
E
I'm Gonna Ride Gonna Ride I Mean I Mean
B
On That South Bound Passenger Train
A                                 B                  E
Until I Hear That Conductor Say All Out For Birmingham

17490. Southbound Train

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Southbound train
Composer: Dennis Linde

I had a dream that I was in my Dixie home
When my sleep was shattered by the telephone
It was Samantha and she said darlin' boy
Can we get back together you're my pride and joy

Now I'm a southbound train
Just a rollin' down the line
Oh I'm a southbound train
Headin' to that gal of mine

Picked up my car keys threw on my coat and hat
And then I grabbed my suitcase and that was that
Ran to my old Ford and slid behind the wheel
Words can't tell you how I feel

Now I'm a southbound train
Just a rollin' down the line
Oh I'm a southbound train
Headin' to that gal of mine

Ooh, sounds like thunder in the night
Ooh, but there's no rain



Ooh, that rumble that you hear
It's me, I'm a southbound train

Well, I'm a southbound train
Just a rollin' down the line
Oh I'm a southbound train
Headin' to that gal of mine

Now I'm a southbound train
Just rumblin' down the track
Oh, I'm a southbound train
Ain't nothin' gonna hold me back

17491. Southbound Train

Nanci Griffith - Southbound Train

I'm sitting on a southbound train
Staring at the sky
I'm thinking of my childhood
And I'm trying not to cry
While a stranger sleeps against me
And it feels like I'm his wife
Towns and cities flutter past
Like the pages of my life
My heart is on the baggage rack
It's heavy as can be

I wish that I could find someone
Who would carry it for me
Just to pay it some attention
And to handle it with care
Because it has been dropped
And is in need of some repair

[Chorus:]
Some things I know
Some things I guess
Some things I wish that I could learn
To express
Like the way that I feel
As I stare at the sky
And I remember your voice
And the sound, of goodbye

Maybe it's the autumn chill
Maybe it's the rain
Maybe I should wake the stranger
And ask him his name
But, my eyes they would betray me
And my words could not defend
No, I must learn to wait my turn
Before I love again



[Chorus]

17492. Southern Belle

Leftover Salmon - Southern Belle

[Chorus]
Well it started out so beautiful
And it ended all to hell
One look in those pearly eyes
You'da swore it was a Southern Belle

[Verse 1]
Ya know it turned out, took a little while
Musta missed it by at least a hundred miles
Seems it started out, oh so long ago
Now here we are six feet in the snow

[Chorus]
And it started out so beautiful
It ended all to hell
One look in those pearly eyes
You'da swore it was a Southern Belle

[Verse 2]
Well have you ever seen that old sunrise
Before you had a chance to close those tired eyes
You're left sitting there just the only one
I guess you couldn't sleep, here comes that morning sun

[Chorus]
And it started out so beautiful
It ended all to hell
One look in those pearly eyes
You'da swore it was a Southern Belle

17493. Southern California - Chords

Southern California
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by George Richey, Billy Sherrill, Roger Dale Bowling

G
You always said someday you'd go to live
   C            G
In Southern California
    D7                             G
And me I'd stay right here in Tennessee



You always talked about the better days
   C            G
In Southern California
    D7
But if you'll stay in Tennessee
                                       G
I promise there'll be better days with me
It's not that I don't love you
But I hear the call
     C            G
From Southern California
        D7                             G
There's something I can't find in Tennessee
Silver screens and limousines
                    C            G
They wait for me in Southern California
       D7
Though you've been so good to me
                                        G
The time has come you'll have to set me free
 
Tomorrow when you leave you'll take my heart
   C            G
To Southern California
    D7
But just remember I'll be here
                                     G
To keep your heart with me until you see
 
spoken:
Well it's been five years and I guess I've cried a million tears
Looking out the window of this little room 
Right over that flashing neon sign that says bar
It's almost midnight and time to go downstairs and go to work
I wonder how he's doing in Tennessee
Well here I sit by the window of this big old lonely mansion
Looking out over the Smokies and owning everything I can see
Oh I guess by now she's found what she was looking for
And as I look at this old faded photograph
Of the girl that I still love I wonder if she ever thinks of me
But the weather's good
   C            G
In Southern California

17494. Southern Comfort

Southern Comfort
Larkin Poe - Southern Comfort

[Verse 1]
Blacktop, down in the ditches
Hitching a ride back to where I'm from
Catching secondhand smoke or a greyhound bus



Pretty or not, baby, here I come
I had high hopes, it was all downhill
Life flying by, like I was standing still
I'm a little nobody from the middle of nowhere
Gotta get home, I know I will 'cause

[Chorus]
I'm missing that southern comfort
Deep water, I'm going under
Counting down, my days are numbered
Gimme gimme that southern comfort
Left my soul in the Nickajack
God willing, I'll find my way back
Counting down, my days are numbered
Gimme gimme that southern comfort
Gimme gimme that southRrn comfort

[Verse 2]
Blue jeans, leaning on a hot car
BrokR every string on my old guitar
I got ninety-nine miles as the crow flies
Headed east along the ridge line
Kudzu, weighing down the chain link
Don't give a damn what folks like you think
I'll take the mud you wash from the river
Gold ain't the only thing that glitters

[Chorus]
I'm missing that southern comfort
Deep water, I'm going under
Counting down, my days are numbered
Gimme gimme that southern comfort
Left my soul in the Nickajack
God willing, I'll find my way back
Counting down, my days are numbered
Gimme gimme that southern comfort

[Chorus]
I'm missing that southern comfort
Deep water, I'm going under
Counting down, my days are numbered
Gimme gimme that southern comfort
Left my soul in the Nickajack
God willing, I'll find my way back
Counting down, my days are numbered
Gimme gimme that southern comfort
Gimme gimme that southern comfort
Gimme gimme that southern comfort

17495. Southern Comfort Zone

Brad Paisley - Southern Comfort Zone 



When your wheelhouse is the land of cotton,
The first time you leave it can be strange, it can be shocking
Not everybody drives a truck, not everybody drinks sweet tea
Not everybody owns a gun, wears a ball cap boots and jeans
Not everybody goes to church or watches every NASCAR race
Not everybody knows the words to "Ring Of Fire" or "Amazing Grace"
[Chorus:]
Oh, Dixie Land,
I hope you understand
When I miss my Tennessee Home
And I've been away way too long
I can't see this world unless I go
Outside my Southern Comfort Zone
I have walked the streets of Rome, I have been to foreign lands
I know what it's like to talk and have nobody understand
I have seen the Eiffel Tower lit up on a Paris night
I have kissed a West Coast girl underneath the Northern Lights
I know what it's like to be the only one like me,
To take a good hard look around and be a minority
And I Miss my Tennessee home
I can see the ways that I grown
I can't see this world unless I go
Outside my Southern Comfort Zone
I miss your biscuits and your gravy
Fireflies dancing in the night
You have fed me, You have saved me
Billy Graham and Martha White
I have since become a drifter
And I just can't wait to pack
Cause I know the route I leave on
It will always bring me back
[Solo]
[Chorus:]
I wish I was in Dixie Again
I miss my Tennessee Home
I've been away way too long
I can't see this world unless I go
Outside My Southern Comfort Zone
Look away, look away
I wish I was in Dixie, away, look away

17496. Southern Gothic - Chords

Southern Gothic Acoustic Live 
Dan Tyminski

[Intro]
C G Am F
Woo
Woo
 
[Verse]
C                 G



Blackbird on the old church steeple
Am                    F
Spanish moss hangin' in the settin' sun
C                            G
Every house house has got a Bible and a loaded gun
Am                    F
We got preachers and politicians
C                       G                      Am
'Round here it's kinda hard to tell which one
                    F
Is gonna do more talkin' with a crooked tongue
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Am                   F
This town's got the good lord shakin' his head
Am                    F                         Am
Lookin' down thinkin' we ain't heard a word he said
            F
A word he said
 
[Chorus]
C             G
Baptized in Southern Gothic
Am                F
In the garden of good and evil
C                 G
Devil right here, who would've thought it?
Am                F
In a town full of God-fearin' people
C                   G
Dogs and deadbolts guard the night
Am                      F
Nothin' left to do but kneel and pray
C                   G
We got a church on every corner
   Am                F
So why does heaven feel so far away?
Am             F
Far away (ooh)
 
[Verse]
C                         G
Must be somethin' in the muddy water
Am                 F
Turns the whisky 'bout as sweet as sin
C               G
Every drunk in town can sing a brown bag hymn
Am           F
Good fences make good neighbors
C                   G
But good neighbors make good lovers too
Am                       F
And when your man ain't home any man will do
 
[Pre-Corus]
Am                    F
This town's got the good lord shakin' his head



Am                    F                         Am
Lookin' down thinkin' we ain't heard a word he said
            F
A word he said
 
[Chorus]
C             G
Baptized in Southern Gothic
Am                F
In the garden of good and evil
C                 G
Devil right here, who would've thought it?
Am                F
In a town full of God-fearin' people
C                   G
Dogs and deadbolts guard the night
Am                      F
Nothin' left to do but kneel and pray
C                   G
We got a church on every corner
   Am                F
So why does heaven feel so far away?
Am             F
Far away (ooh)
 
[Bridge]
C                    G
High on homegrown, smokin' that brimstone
Am                   F
Mama ain't stoppin', poppin' that cotton
Am                    G                             Am F
No happy ever after, waitin' on the rapture now
 
[Chorus]
C             G
Baptized in Southern Gothic
Am                F
In the garden of good and evil
C                 G
Devil right here, who would've thought it?
Am                F
In a town full of God-fearin' people
C                   G
Dogs and deadbolts guard the night
Am                      F
Nothin' left to do but kneel and pray
C                   G
We got a church on every corner
   Am                F
So why does heaven feel so far away?
Am             F
Far away (ooh)
 
[Outro]
C    G    Am      F
        Southern Gothic
C    G    Am      F



        Southern Gothic
C    G    Am      F
        Southern Gothic

17497. Southern Moon

Southern Moon

Oh I know she is waitin by her window tonight
In the cabin at the end of the lane
Where the roses bloom in the sweet month of June
Tell my darlin I'll be there very soon

   Go tell my sweetheart I'm lonely tonight
   Give her my token of love
   Go tell her please do that my heart is still true
   Drift along drift along southern moon

Drift along southern moon up in heaven on high
As the stars they twinkle in the sky
Rest your weary head on a snow white cloud
As we go drifting by

17498. Southern Railroad Line

Southern Railroad Line

Standing at the sidetrack at the south end of the town
On a dry hot dusty August day the steam pipe blowing down
The fireman with his long oil can oiling the old valve gear
Waiting for the fast mail train the semaphore to clear.

The engineer in the old high cab his gold watch in his hand
Looking at the water glass and letting down the sand
Rolling out on the old main line and taking up the slack
Gone today so they say but tomorrow he'll be coming back.

   Oh if I could return to those boyhood days of mine
   And the green light on the southern Southern Railroad Line.

Creeping down the rusty rails of the weed grown branch line
The section houses gray and white by the yard and limit sign
The hoggers call the old highball no more time to wait
Rolling down to Birmingham with a ten car load of freight.

The whistle screamed with a hiss of steam the headlight gleams clear
The drivers roll on the green go getting mighty near
Handing out the orders to the engine crew on time
It's the Alabama Great Southern AGS Railroad Line.



(Chorus)

17499. Southern Soldier Boy - Chords

Southern Soldier Boy 
Kathy Mattea
 
Am                C
Bob Roebuck is my sweetheart's name
     G                   Am
He's off to the wars and gone
Am                    C
He's fighting for his Nannie dear
    G                Am
His sword is buckled on
 
     C        F       C        G
He's fighting for his own true love
    Am           C
His foes he does defy
 Am               C
He is the darling of my heart
   G                Am
My Southern soldier boy
 
Oh if in battle he was slain
I'm sure that I should die
But I'm sure he'll come again
And cheer my weeping eye
 
But should he fall
In this our glorious cause
He still would be my joy
For many a sweetheart mourns the loss
Of a Southern soldier boy
 
I hope for the best
And so do all
Whose hopes are in the field
I know that we shall win the day
For Southerns never yield
 
And when we think
Of those who are away
We'll look above for joy
And I'm mighty glad
That my Bobby is
A Southern soldier boy



17500. Southern Train - Chords

Southern Train 
Boxcars

Capo 3
 
 D                                         G
There's a southern train leaVin' here this mornin'
       Em                     A
It's heading south at ten forty-five
   G                                       D
I want to be on board that engine when it leaves here
    Em                     D
And ride her back home to Caroline
 
  D                                         G
I want to feel that southern sunshine on my shoulders
 
    Em                                  A
And visit with those friends I used to know
 
  G                                           D
I want to sit down on the front porch with my mother
 
  Em                                       D
And sing those gospel songs that she loves so
 
[Chorus]
  G                                                 D
I want to walk those mountain trails and smell that laurel
 
     Bm                                    A
Take off my shoes and wade those mountain streams
 
   G                                 D
And listen to the pine trees as they whisper
 
   Em                          D
Welcome home my son, its not a dream
 
 
[Solo]
D  G  Em  A  G  D EM  D  D?
 
  D                                         G
Well I missed that southern train again this mornin'
 
    Em                               A
This old cell'll be my home a long long time
 
    G                            D
But if I die now up here in this prison
 
  Em                               D
Let me ride her back home one more time
 



[Chorus]
   G                                                 D
I want to walk those mountain trails and smell that laurel
 
   Bm                                     A
Take off my shoes and wade those mountain streams
 
   G                                 D
And listen to the pine trees as they whisper
 
  Em                           D
Welcome home my son, its not a dream
 
   G                                 D
And listen to the pine trees as they whisper
 
  Em                           D
Welcome home my son, its not a dream
 
  Em                           D
Welcome home my son, its not a dream

17501. Southland

Southland
Lindsay Lou - Southland

[Verse 1]
Slow and easy
In the Southland
Nothing to do
Nothing to understand

[Verse 2]
You don't have to worry
About a thing
Sipping on a sweet tea
On a front porch swing

[Chorus]
Come on little mockingbird
Sing us a song
So that we can sing along

[Verse 3]
Put your feet in the water
And we can all agree
When the air lies heavy
That's all you need

[Chorus]
Now come on little mockingbird
Sing us a song



So that we can sing along

[Verse 4]
Flies are buzzing
Loving ain't a crime
Why do home rules
Only sometimes apply?

[Chorus]
Come on little mockingbird
Sing us a song
So that we can sing along

17502. Souvenir Bottles

Souvenir Bottles
Steven F. Brines, John Cowan, Sam Bush
New Grass Revival

He had been a road musician playing banjo in a band
He had a lot of souvenirs of a lot of one night stands
And they all were whiskey bottles, plain, glass and cheap
He poured his life out years ago and saved the memories

This bottle is Toledo I got drunk and missed the train
When a girl named Crazy Suzie took her clothes off in the rain
And this one's St. Louis where we all got the blues
From playing too much music and eatin greasy food
Where Wilcox lost his woman
And swore that he could swim
They found him in the river
But it didn't look like him.

It sounded strange and grown-up to hear him talk that way
He was an old man I brought his paper everyday
A stranger in our town he came one night and stayed
Like the sky had broke and dropped him there to wait for one more train

And here's to Bobby Taylor who always spoke so low
And he used to say that Heaven was a long way from home
It was cold in Kansas City the night he left the stage
And he broke his clarinet across some husbands's face
While Willie sat in his room and went out of his head
And screamed all night because he thought
His ear was going bad.

I started to feel sad in that superficial way
You tend to see things when you're young and wonder what to say
But he just looked right at me like he could read my mind
And laughed out loud like a man who done things in his time

This bottle is New Orleans walkin home at break of day
When the streets are dark and empty and there's no more songs to play



Remember last night and four men standing there
Makin something out of nothing
Makin music out of air
Did I tell you bout Toledo
I got drunk and missed the train
When a girl named Suzie took her clothes off in the rain
In the rain, in the rain

17503. Souvenirs

Souvenirs
John Prine / Steve Goodman

All the snow has turned to water
Christmas days have come and gone
Broken toys and faded colors
Are all that's left to linger on

I hate graveyards and old pawn shops
For they always bring me tears
I can't forgive the way they rob me
Of my childhood souvenirs

Chorus:
Memories they can't be boughten
They can't be won at carnivals for free
Well it took me years to get those souvenirs
And I don't know how they slipped away from me

Broken hearts and dirty windows
Make life difficult to see
That's why last night and this mornin'
Always look the same to me

I hate reading old love letters
For they always bring me tears
I can't forgive the way they rob me
Of my sweetheart's souvenirs

Chorus

17504. Souvenirs

Tom T. Hall - Souvenirs
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Take these arms of mine throw them away
They're just souvenirs of some other days
Take these lips of mine they're useless to me



They're just souvenirs of things that used to be

They're just souvenirs and who needs 'em now
They're just bits and pieces of my yesterday anyhow
Take this old heart of mine it's been beating too long
It's just a souvenir of something that went wrong

Take my yesterdays the minutes the hours
They're just souvenirs they'll fade like the flowers
Take these eyes before I see her again
They're just souvenirs of things that might have been

They're just souvenirs and who needs 'em now...
Ol' T's just a souvenir of something that went wrong

17505. Sow Them On The Mountain

The Carter Family - Sow Them on the Mountain

[Chorus]
Sow them on the mountain reap them in the valley
Sow them on the mountain reap them in the valley
Sow them on the mountain reap them in the valley
Because you're going to reap just what you sow

[Verse 1]
If you been a gambler you'd better quit your gambling
If you been a gambler you'd better quit your gambling
If you been a gambler you'd better quit your gambling
Because you're going to reap just what you sow

[Chorus]

If you been a tattler you'd better quit your tattling
If you been a tattler you'd better quit your tattling
If you been a tattler you'd better quit your tattling
Because you're going to reap just what you sow

[Chorus]

If you been a liar you better quit your lying
If you been a liar you better quit your lying
If you been a liar you better quit your lying
Because you're going to reap just what you sow

17506. Sow '■Em On The Mountain

Sow 'Em On The Mountain



Sow 'em on the mountain reap 'em in the valley
Sow 'em on the mountain reap 'em in the valley
Sow 'em on the mountain reap 'em in the valley
'Cause you're gonna reap just what you sow

If you been a gambler you better quit your gambling
If you been a gambler you better quit your gambling
If you been a gambler you better quit your gambling
'Cause you're gonna reap just what you sow

If you been a tattler you better quit your tattling

If you been a liar you better quit your lying

17507. Space And Time - Chords

Space And Time Live 
Tyler Childers
 
[Intro]
/ G      /
 
[Chorus]
              G
I never wanna leave this world
G                 C
 Without saying I love you
C                        G
 Without saying what you mean to me
G                     D
 You know you make me happy
         C              G
Oh, when we share this space and time
G                                 C
 Want you to know you shaped this heart of mine
C                  G
 And I never wanna leave this world
  D                  C       C
Oh, without saying I love you
 
 
[Verse]
        C                      C
Oh, and out in the woods, this picture is clear to me
C                C
I owe my life to even my enemies
    G                           G
The ones who have loved me, the ones who have tried
      G                           G
Their grips on my heart and their grips on my mind
     C                  C
The stranger I pass, my mama, brothers
C                              C



Friends and my father, they're God undercover
    D                  D              D
I'm telling you now in case I must go, want you to know
 
 
[Chorus]
  D7          G
I never wanna leave this world
G                 C
 Without saying I love you
C                        G
 Without saying what you mean to me
G                     D
 You know you make me happy
         C              G
Oh, when we share this space and time
G                                 C
 Want you to know you shaped this heart of mine
C                  G
 And I never wanna leave this world
  D                  C       C
Oh, without saying I love you
 
 
[Guitar solo]
/ C      / C      / C      / C      /
/ G      / G      / G      / G  G7  /
/ C      / C      / C      / C      /
/ D      / D      / D      /
 
 
[Chorus]
  D7          G
I never wanna leave this world
G                 C
 Without saying I love you
C                        G
 Without saying what you mean to me
G                     D
 You know you make me happy
         C              G
Oh, when we share this space and time
G                                 C
 Want you to know you shaped this heart of mine
C                     G
 And I never wanna to leave this world
  D                  G
Oh, without saying I love you

17508. Space Between The Lines

Tim O'Brien - Space Between The Lines



There's a little sparrow singin'
In a ring around the sun
And I'm right here on the shoulder
Just stickin' out my thumb
No one tells a bird to fly
They just jump and spread their wings
They fly south in the winter
And then they come back in the spring
And I'm right back where I started
In the space between the lines
I come expecting nothing
But what I find
I don't follow others' footsteps
I'm the wind between the pines
I only wish that I could stay here
In the space between the lines
And there's an angel in the desert
And an island in the sand
And I'm right here on the shoulder
So I'll get there when I can
No one tells a bird to fly
They just jump and spread their wings
It was time for me to travel
Until I found my song to sing
And I'm right back where I'd started
In the space between the lines
I come expecting nothing
But what I find
I don't follow others' footsteps
I'm the wind between the pines
I only wish that I could stay here
In the space between the lines

17509. Space Cowboy - Chords

Space Cowboy 
Kacey Musgraves
 
[Verse 1]
C        Am
You look out the window
Em            F
While I look at you
C        Am
Sayin' I don't know
              Em                  F
Would be like saying that the sky ain't blue
    C                      Am
And boots weren't made for sitting by the door
Em                     F
Since you don't wanna stay anymore
 
[Chorus]



                   C       Am
You can have your space, cowboy
Em                     F
I ain't gonna fence you in
           C               Am
Go on ride away, in your Silverado
Em                 F
Guess I'll see you 'round again
          C                       Am
I know my place, and it ain't with you
        Em                 F
Sunsets fade, and love does too
                 C                      Am
Yeah, we had our day in the sun, when a horse wants to run,
Em                               F
There ain't no sense in closing the gate
                  C    Am   Em    F
You can have your space, cowboy
 
[Verse 2]
C          Am       Em                         F
After the gold rush, there ain't no reason to stay
C            Am                      Em                  F
Shoulda learned from the movies that good guys don't run away
C                       Am
But roads weren't made to not go down
            Em                           F
There ain't room for both of us in this town
 
[Chorus]
                      C       Am
So you can have your space, cowboy
Em                     F
I ain't gonna fence you in
           C               Am
Go on ride away, in your Silverado
Em             F
I'll see you around again
                 C                       Am
'Cause I know my place, and it ain't with you
        Em                 F
Sunsets fade, and love does too
           C                      Am
We had our day in the sun, when a horse wants to run,
Em                               F
There ain't no sense in closing the gate
                     C    Am   Em    F
So you can have your space, cowboy
 
[Instrumental]
D    Bm    F#m    G     D    Bm    F#m    G
 
 
[Chorus]
                    D      Bm
You can have your space, cowboy
F#m                    G



I ain't gonna fence you in
            D              Bm
Go on ride away, in your Silverado
F#m           G
I'll see you around again
                  D                      Bm
'Cause I know my place, and it ain't with you
       F#m                G
Sunsets fade, and love does too
               D                     Bm
Oh, we had our day in the sun, when a horse wants to run,
     F#m                      G
Ain't no sense in closing the gate
                  D Bm  F#m  G
You can have your space
                        D Bm  F#m  G
Yeah, you can have your space
                  D     Bm   F#m
You can have your space
G
Cowboy

17510. Spancil Hill

Spancil Hill
Traditional

Last night as I lay dreaming of pleasant days gone by
My mind being bent on rambling to Ireland I did fly
I stepped on board a vision and I followed with the wind
And I shortly came to anchor at the cross of Spancil Hill

It being the 23rd June the day before the fair
When lreland's sons and daughters in crowds assembled there
The young and the old, the brave and the bold their journey to fulfill
There were jovial conversations at the fair of Spancil Hill

I went to see my neighbors to hear what they might say
The old ones were all dead and gone and the young one's turning grey
I met with the tailor Quigley, he's a bould as ever still
Sure he used to make my britches when I lived in Spancil Hill

I paid a flying visit to my first and only love
She's as white as any lily and as gentle as a dove
She threw her arms around me saying "Johnny I love you still"
Oh she's Ned the farmers daughter and the flower of Spancil Hill

I dreamt I held and kissed her as in the days of yore
She said, "Johnny you're only joking like many's the time before"
The cock he crew in the morning he crew both loud and shrill
And I awoke in California, many miles from Spancil Hill.



17511. Spanish Dancer

Rodney Crowell - Spanish Dancer
Emmylou Harris

(Verse)
Oh mama, there's this Spanish dancer
Whose steps I follow when he comes near
The red dress of temptation
Over a long black slip of fear
Will I fall beneath the shadow of some broken cross?
My arms emptied and all my treasures lost

(Chorus)
Still like that Spanish dancer
I throw my roses down for him
Across these beds of darkness
He opens his arms and gathers them in

(Verse)
Oh mama, the bridges were burning
Over a river black and cold
But I walked when love commanded me
Up to the edges of his soul
But I'm still frightened of that dark divide
Will I gain entrance or be denied?

(Chorus)
Still like that Spanish dancer
I throw my roses down for him
Across these beds of darkness
He opens his arms and gathers them in

(Verse)
Oh mama, when you were younger
Did you ever love a man so much?
As if he were some fantastic jewel
That you should never be worthy of
But all those illusions trip and fall
And he is just a man after all

(Chorus)
Still like that Spanish dancer
I throw my roses down for him
Across these beds of darkness
He opens his arms and gathers them in
Just like that Spanish dancer, I
Just like that Spanish dancer, I
Just like that Spanish dancer
I throw my roses down for him



17512. Spanish Fandango

Spanish Fandango
Bob Wills -- sung by Tommy Duncan

My Sweet Senorita, My own Sweet Chiquita
Let's dance once again,. The Spanish Fandango
I long.. for the charms of your lovin arms
So come let's begin the Spanish Fandango

Hold me once more as we glide cross the floor
It's you I adore, .My own Senorita
My light of the moon,. let's dance to the tune
Don't end it too soon, The Spanish Fandango

Inst.>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Repeat

Tag: Senorita, You Are The One

17513. Spanish Harlem Incident

Spanish Harlem Incident
Yonder Mountain String Band

Gypsy gal, the hands of Harlem
Cannot hold you to its heat
Your temperature's too hot for taming
Your flaming feet are burning up the street.
I am homeless, come and take me
Into reach of your rattling drums
I got to know, babe, all about my fortune
Down along my restless palms.

Gypsy gal, you got me swallowed
And I have fallen far beneath
Your pearly eyes, so fast and slashing
And your flashing diamond teeth
The night is pitch black, come and make my
Pale face fit into place, ah, please
I got to know, babe, I am nearly drowning,
If it's you my lifelines trace

I been wondering all about me
Ever since I seen you there
On the cliffs of your wildcat charms I'm riding,
I know I'm 'round you but I don't know where
You have slayed me, you have made me,
I got to laugh halfway off my heels



I've got to know, babe, I have got to know, babe
So I can tell if I'm really real

17514. Spanish Is A Loving Tongue

Emmylou Harris - Spanish Is A Loving Tongue

Spanish is a loving tongue
Soft as music, light as spray
Was a girl he learned it from
Living down Sonora way

He don't look much like a lover
But he says her love words over
Mostly when he's all alone
Mi amor mi corazon

On the nights that he would ride
She would listen for his spurs
Throw those big doors open wide
Raise them laughing eyes of hers

How those hours would get to flying
All too soon he'd hear her sighing
In her little sorry tone
Mi amor mi corazon

He ain't seen her since that night
He can't cross the line you know
They want him for a gamblin' fight
Like as not it's better so

Yet he's always sort of missed her
Since that last sad night he kissed her
Lost his heart, left her own
Adios mi corazon
Lost his heart, left her own
Adios mi corazon

17515. Spanish Johnny - Chords

Spanish Johnny
Recorded by Emmylou Harris with Waylon Jennings
Written by David Bromberg and Paul Siebel

C                                                        D
Those other years the dusty years we drove the big herds through
  C                                                    D
I tried to forget the miles we rode and Spanish Johnny too



     C                                              D   
He'd sit beside a water ditch when all his herd was in
         C                           G      D          
And he'd never harm a child but sing to his mandolin
C                                                D 
The old talk the old ways and the dealing of our game
C                                             D
Spanish Johnny never spoke but sing a song of Spain
    C                                                       D
And his talk with men was vicious talk when he was drunk on gin
       C                                G      D7   
Ah but those were golden things he said to his mandolin
C                                                       D
Oh we had to stand we tried to judge we had to stop him then
    C                                                D
For the hand so gentle to a child had killed so many men
   C                                               D 
He died a hard death long ago before the road come in
        C                             G      D 
And the night before he swung he sung to his mandolin
C                                                             D 
Well we carried him out in the morning sun a man that done no good
    C                                                       D
And we lowered him down in the cold clay stuck in across of wood
    C                                                          D
And the letter we wrote to his kinfolk to tell them where he'd been
       C                              G        D
And we shipped it out to Mexico along with his mandolin

17516. Spanish Mary

Rhiannon Giddens - Spanish Mary

There were three sailors, bold and true
With cargo they did carry
They sailed away on the ocean blue
For the love of Spanish Mary
So deeply now were they disturbed
No longer could they tarry
Swoon and swerve
For the love of Spanish Mary
In Kingston town of high degree
The buffoon, the fool, the fairy
All paid the dues and inquired to me
For the love of Spanish Mary
Beggar man, beggar man
Tell me no lie
Is it a mystery to live
Or is it a mystery to die
I seek ye not to ask of you
It was in Kingston town indeed
It is said they stopped but not for greed
But for the love of Spanish Mary



I remember well, they came one day
The buffoon, the fool, the fairy
They asked of me what could I say
For the love of Spanish Mary
 Tis not of me to talk absurd
No rumor do I carry
No, I'll not give you one word
But for the love of Spanish Mary
Beggar man, beggar man
Tell me no lie
Is it a mystery to live
Or is it a mystery to die

17517. Spanish Moon

Vince Gill - Spanish moon
Composer: Lowell George

Well the night that was high, we got into town
Was the night that the rain, it froze on the ground
Down the street I heard such a sorrowful tune
Comin' from the place they call the Spanish Moon

Well I stepped inside, and stood by the door
While a dark-eyed girl sang, and played the guitar
Hookers, and hustlers, filled up the room
I heard about this place they call the Spanish Moon

One false step, you get done in
It's a cold situation
If that -- that don't -- kill you soon
The women will down at the Spanish Moon

I pawned my watch, and I sold my ring
Just to hear that girl singing, (hear that girl sing)
Don't take long, to wake up ruined
The women will down at the Spanish Moon

17518. Spanish Pipedream

The Avett Brothers - Spanish Pipedream 

She was a level headed dancer on the road to alcohol
And I was just a soldier on the way to Montreal
Well, she pressed her chest against me
About the time the jukebox broke
She gave me a peck on the back of the neck
And these are the words she spoke



Blow up your T.V., throw away your paper
Move to the country, build you a home
Plant a little garden, eat a lot of peaches
Try to find Jesus on your own

So I sat there at the table and I acted real naive
'Cause I knew that topless lady
Had something up her sleeve
Well, she danced around the bar room
And she did the hoochy-coo
She sang her song all night long, tellin' me what to do

Blow up your T.V., throw away your paper
Move to the country, build you a home
Plant a little garden, eat a lot of peaches
Try to find Jesus on your own

Well, I was young and hungry and about to leave that place
When just as I was leavin', well she looked me in the face
I said, "You must have the answer"
"She said, "No but I'll give it a try"
And to this very day we've been livin' our way
And here is the reason why

We blew up our T.V., threw away our paper
Moved to the country, built us a home
Had a lot of children, fed 'em on peaches
They all found Jesus on their own

Blow up your T.V., throw away your paper
Move to the country, build you a home
Plant a little garden, eat a lot of peaches
Try to find Jesus on your own

17519. Spanish Pipedream (Blow Up Your Tv)

Spanish Pipedream (Blow Up Your Tv)
John Prine

She was a level-headed dancer on the road to alcohol
And I was just a soldier on my way to Montreal
Well she pressed her chest against me
About the time the juke box broke
Yeah, she gave me a peck on the back of the neck
And these are the words she spoke

Chorus:
Blow up your TV throw away your paper
Go to the country, build you a home
Plant a little garden, eat a lot of peaches
Try an find Jesus on your own

Well, I sat there at the table and I acted real naive



For I knew that topless lady had something up her sleeve
Well, she danced around the bar room and she did the hoochy-coo
Yeah she sang her song all night long, tellin' me what to do

Chorus

Well, I was young and hungry and about to leave that place
When just as I was leavin', well she looked me in the face
I said "You must know the answer."
"She said, "No but I'll give it a try."
And to this very day we've been livin' our way
And here is the reason why

We blew up our TV threw away our paper
Went to the country, built us a home
Had a lot of children, fed 'em on peaches
They all found Jesus on their own

17520. Sparkle

Vince Gill - Sparkle

Sparkle, there's gotta be a sparkle
For you to love somebody
For you to really know
Brighter than the lights in the city
It's more than being pretty
The way you are inside

Why are you crying
Somebody's trying
To be with you only all the time
You hide behind tears
Counting the fears
You're so used to being alone

Sparkle, there's gotta be a sparkle
For you to love somebody
For you to really know
Sparkle, you got a certain sparkle
I know I love somebody
I gotta let it show

Nobody knows you
They can't get too close to
A girl who won't let down her disguise
You won't believe how much someone could love you
That someone is looking in your eyes

Sparkle, it's gotta be a sparkle
For you to love somebody
For you to really know
Brighter than the lights of the city



It's more than being pretty
It's the way you feel inside
Sparkle

17521. Sparkle And Shine

Steve Earle - Sparkle and Shine

[Chorus]
My baby sparkle and shine
Sparkle and shine
Sparkle and shine
My baby sparkle and shine
And everyone knows she's fine

[Verse 1]
She blesses all that she sees
A toss of her hair and a kiss in the breeze
But she don't love no one but me
And I can't believe she's mine
Shimmering she moves
Sunlight all around her
Even when she's blue
Silver clouds surround her

[Chorus]
My baby sparkle and shine
Sparkle and shine
Sparkle and shine
My baby sparkle and shine
And I can't believe she's mine

[Verse 2]
My baby swings down the street
Big, tall high-heel shoes on her feet
Walks by and my heart skips a beat
And I'm stumbling like a fool
She give me something so sweet
I can't sleep, y'all, and I can't eat
Sparks fly whenever we meet
I'm breathless 'cause she's so cool

17522. Sparkle And Shine - Chords

Sparkle And Shine
Steve Earl - Sparkle And Shine

standard tuning



Intro:
e/--5---3---1------1---1------1---1------1-------3--/
B/-------------1h3---1----1h3---1----1h3-----1------/
G/--------------------------------------------------/ 

e/--5---3---1-------1---1-------1-----1---0---1-----/
B/-------------1h3----1----1h3-----1----------------/
G/--------------------------------------------------/

Verse:

F
My baby sparkle and shine
F
Sparkle and shine
C             F
Sparkle and shine
F
My baby sparkle and shine
     C                   F
And everyone knows she's fine
F            C            F
She blesses all that she sees
F                        C           F
A toss of her hair and a kiss in the breeze
F
But she don't love no one but me
    C                     F
And I can't believe she's mine

Dm              F
Shimmering she moves
Dm           F      C
Sunlight all around her
Dm              F
Even when she's blue
Dm               F     C
Silver clouds surround her

My baby sparkle and shine
Sparkle and shine
Sparkle and shine
My baby sparkle and shine
And I can't believe she's mine

My baby swings down the street
Big tall high heel shoes on her feet
Walks by and my heart skips a beat 
And I'm stumblin' like a fool
She give me somethin' so sweet
I can't sleep y'all and I can't eat
Sparks fly whenever we meet
I'm breathless 'cause she's so cool

Anywhere she goes
I can only follow
She'll be there I know



When I awake tomorrow

My baby sparkle and shine 
Sparkle and shine 
Sparkle and shine
My baby sparkle and shine
And everyone knows she's fine

My baby sparkle and shine 
Sparkle and shine 
Sparkle and shine
My baby sparkle and shine
And everyone knows she's fine

And everyone knows she's mine

17523. Sparkling Brown Eyes

Sparkling Brown Eyes

There's a ramshackle shack down in old Caroline
That's calling me back to that gal of mine
Those two brown eyes I long to see
The girl of my dreams she will always be

Those two brown eyes that sparkle with love
Sent down to me from heaven above
If I had the wings of a beautiful dove
I'd fly to the arms of the one that I love

When it's harvest time down in old Caroline
I'll ber drifting back to that gal of mine
I'll spend my days with the girl that I love
By the help of one up in heaven above

* Refrain

When the whippoorwills called on the hills far away
We'd sing love songs, and she would say
My love for you will never die
We bid farewell, and I said goodbye

* Refrain

17524. Speak

Nickel Creek - Speak 

Well I sat down next to a photograph



Tried my best almost made her laugh
She was my toughest crown
There in the way
Was a mountain up in the clouds

Well I can't sleep and I'm not in love
[inaudible]
Well I can't speak without messing up
[inaudible]
Eyes tell of what's behind
Hers showed the way
To a long and lonely climb
But through failure I'll proceed
She'll see how far I come

And it's you and me in the sun and sea
I'll offer my arm to yours
It seems to me, no mystery
It isn't
So I'll try hard to speak

Da, na, da, da, na, na, da
Da, na, na, na, na, na, na
Da, na, na, da, na, na, na, na
Na

Ooo
Well I sat down next to a living hell
Tried my best until I struck out

Movement is not mine
I stood in the way
Pretending that I was the vine
But no failure will proceed
From a mouth that drinks it's wine

And it's not me
[inaudible]
Not my sanctity
[inaudible]
These aren't my words to you
[inaudible]
It's all clear when it's not from here
So clear
So I'll try not to speak

17525. Speak Out

Speak Out - Rising Appalachia 
 
Who are you?
What have you become?
What have you done to this beautiful kingdom?



 
I don't want your guns
I don't want your poisons
I don't want your weapons and tools of mass distractions
I don't want your red flags
Don't want your baggage
I don't want your hate speech
Your supremacy
 
Where are your wilds?
Where is your rough edge?
Don't tell me you've traded it for comfort and privilege
I don't want your fast foods
I don't need to buy shit 
I don't want your miles and miles of advertisements
 
So step up, speak out, show up, be loud
Step up, speak out, show up, be loud
Step up, speak out, show up, be loud
Step up, speak out, show up, be loud
 
Peace of mind or a piece of the pie
Nine to five living in a plastic empire
Where is the house for the wounded and homeless
Can't sleep in the streets
Can't afford to own this
 
Everything is I, I, Me, Me, Mine, Mine
Busy working for the dollar while the well runs dry
Minimum wages. Maximum security
Simple pleasure traded for business and authority 
So step up, speak out, show up, be loud
Step up, speak out, show up, be loud
Step up, speak out, show up, be loud
Step up, speak out, show up, be loud
Be loud
Be loud

17526. Speak Softly (You're Talking to My Heart)

Speak Softly (You're Talking to My Heart)
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

When you finally tell me what I know is on your mind
Don't cry, don't let those teardrops start
Just tell me that you're leavin' and you'll be gone for good
But speak softly, you're talkin' to my heart

True love is a treasure that few men ever find
I thought that I'd found it from the start
But now it's over, it's so over
Only a fool would stay to watch it fall apart



How I was tryin' to change your mind
Sold my soul, lost my pride
What's that reflection in your eyes
Is it your plan to love another man

How I was tryin' to change your mind
Sold my soul, lost my pride
What's that reflection in your eyes
Is it your plan to love another man

When you finally tell me what I know is on your mind
Don't cry, don't let those teardrops start
Just tell me that you're leavin' and you'll be gone for good
But speak softly, you're talkin' to my heart
Just speak softly, you're talkin' to my heart

17527. Speak To Me Little Darling

The Blue Sky Boys - Speak to Me Little Darling 
Album: Twenty Truck Driving Country Classics

Why won't you love, little lady
I want your kiss, little baby
Give me your hand darling
(Darling)

*Drop*

(Ha!)

*More Drop*

Why won't you love, little lady
I want your kiss, little baby
Give me your hand darling
(Darling)
(Darling)

Show me the way, little lover
Show me your face, little baby
Give me your lips, darling
(Darling)
(Darling)

Say what you'll say
I'm gonna love you
Say what you'll say
I'm gonna love you till the end

Say what you'll say
I'm gonna love you
Say what you'll say
I'm gonna love you till the end



I'm gonna love you

*Drop*

(Hahaha!)

*More Drop*

Why won't you love, little lady
Why won't you kiss, little baby
Give me your hand darling
(Darling)
Darling

17528. Speakin' Of The Devil

Dolly Parton - Speakin' Of The Devil 

He's got a way of walkin'
He's got a way of talkin'
A way to fascinate me all the time
And he's got a way with women
A way to keep my head a swimmin'
He's got away too many times
Chorus:
Ooh, speakin' of the devil
Well, here he comes now
Lookin' like an angel
Got my defenses down
He's got me dreamin'
Got me schemin'
Ooh, speakin' of the devil
He is drivin' me wild
With that wicked little grin
And that fire in his eyes
He's got me dreamin'
Got me steamin'
Ooh, speakin' of the devil
It feels mighty close to heaven
And I'd go through hell to make him mine
He's got his spell upon me
Got to be his one and only
Burning with passion and desire
Ooh, I'm caught up in all his magic
It surely would be tragic
To never share the heat
From all this fire
Repeat Chorus Twice
Speakin' of the devil
Speakin' of the devil
I'd go through hell to make him mine



17529. Special

Lester Flatt - Special
Composer: Jerry Foster - Bill Rice

The only thing I really own is what you see me wearin' on my back
The only friends I've ever known are the kind you meet along a railroad track
The kind you bum tobacco from and view the world with through a boxcar door
A friend who talks and makes you laugh has nothin' much but gives you half
And maybe you don't see him anymore

Special
I hear your lonesome whistle whine
It's callin' me
Special
Keep movin' me on down the line

My mackinaw is full of holes and ain't too good at keepin' out the cold
My shoes are worn so paper thin my feet can feel the cinders through the soles
Sometimes I see a pretty girl and wonder what I've missed along the way
Once someone special wore my ring and loved me more than anything
I gave her up and caught a train one day

Special
I had a special girl one time
Now she's not mine
Special
Keep movin' me on down the line
Special
Keep movin' me on down the line

17530. Special Look

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Special look
Composer: Bob Carpenter - Jeff Hanna

Well, you say it's a matter of etiquette but I know it's a matter of time
Before you drop your defenses, tell me just what's on your mind
I've been watching all night from an arm's length and, baby, you're drivin' me wild
What can I do? Got my heart set on you.

Oh, won't you give me that special look
You know that sign
Give me that special look
Let me see those eyes.

I've been keepin' myself real visible, givin' us most every chance
It's a tough situation guessing whether you're into a new romance
I won't chase you around like a butterfly, no, I'm different than those other guys



Am I gettin' through, got my heart set on you.

Oh, won't you give me that special look
You know that sign
Give me that special look
Let me see those eyes.

Maybe you're just too serious
But I think you're just kinda shy, oh.

Give me that special look
You know that sign
Why don't you give me that special look?
Let me see those eyes.

Give me that special look
You know that sign
Won't you give me that special look?
Let me see those eyes.

Special look
That special look
Why don't you give me that ..
Let me see those eyes.

17531. Special One

Special One
Gibson Brothers 

[Chorus]
You are a special one
You're not like anyone
You're the only one
I'll be a son of a gun
If you think I'll ever let you down

I'll take you home with me
Got so much love in me
It's my fantasy, start a family tree
And I'm never gonna let you down

Won't you let me prove to you
Show you all the things that I can do
I was made for loving you
In your heart you know that it is true

[Chorus]
You are a special one
You're not like anyone
You're the only one
I'll be a son of a gun
If you think I'll ever let you down



Won't you let me prove to you
Show you all the things that I can do
I was made for loving you
In your heart you know that it is true

[Chorus]
You are a special one
You're not like anyone
You're the only one
I'll be a son of a gun
If you think I'll ever let you down
You're my special one
And I'm never gonna let you down

17532. Spectacular Failure

Spectacular Failure
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
I knew a boy way back when
His name was Bobby, and then
He asked my daddy if I could go dancing
But he could not make a pass
Can't tell his elbow from ass
He was completely inept at romancing

[Chorus]
Oh, Bobby
Well, it's so painful to watch you
Well, in a crowd I could spot you
Oh, Bobby
You'll never nail her
What a spectacular failure

[Verse 2]
He's got a buddy named Jack
Who likes to take it as fact
That he and Bobby have all of the power
But don't believe what he says
'Cause Jack's gone soft in the head
And Bob and Jack play grab-ass in the shower

[Chorus]
Oh, Bobby
You play out every delusion
You're better off in seclusion
Oh, Bobby
You've never looked paler
What a spectacular failure

[Musical Interlude]



[Chorus]
Oh, Bobby
You don't appear to be dying
Oh, it's like you're not even trying
Oh, Bobby
I can't excuse your behavior
What a spectacular failure
What a spectacular failure

17533. Speed Limit

Speed Limit
James Nunally

Life feels like Speed Limit signs
Tryin' hard to heed them
You can't see what's round the bend
Ain't no U-Turns my friends
Slow to 10 we're Children at Play
Then at 15 it's the Hazardous Way
20 to 25 Rev it up, let it go
30 to 35 Merge, and Take it Slow
Life feels like Speed Limit signs
Tryin' hard to heed them
You can't see what's round the bend
Ain't no U-Turns my friends
40 to 45 Construction Ahead
50 to 55 Pass on the Left
60 to 65 Can be a Steep Grade
70-75 We're going the Right Way
Life feels like Speed Limit signs
Tryin' hard to heed them
You can't see what's round the bend
Ain't no U-Turns my friends
80 to 85 you gotta Pass with Care
But roll down your window, breathe in the air
The scenes of Life are flying by
Just a blur in the window at 95
Life feels like Speed Limit signs
Tryin' hard to heed them
You can't see what's round the bend
Ain't no U-Turns my friends
You can't see what's round the bend
Ain't no U-Turns my friends

17534. Speed Of A Whippoorwill - Chords



Speed Of A Whippoorwill 
Chatham County Line
 
Tuning: Standard
Key: C#
Capo: 4th
 
[Intro: G x2]
 
G                                            G7
I know I had to leave you, there's work to be done
C                                                G
I swear when this job is over, it's to you I'm gonna run
G                                            G7
Long wind(?) blow, blow on down the line
C                                                 G
I'll be in the arms of my darling, in just three weeks time
 
C                G             C            G
I'll be coming home, pockets full of bills
C               G               D           G
I'll be coming home, speed of a whippoorwill
 
[Break: G x2]
 
G                                       G7
Roll tracks, roll, lay a half mile-a-day
C                                               G
Set the spike and the hammer, fill my pockets with pay
G                                         G7
Dynamite that rock, keep the cross ties flat and square
C                                                G
Dreams of my darling, two weeks till I'm there
 
C                G             C        G
I'll be coming home, ready for a thrill
C                G             D             G
I'll be coming home, speed of a whippoorwill
 
 
[Instrumental chorus x1 (4 bars)]
 
G                                      G7
Water boy come running, I'm dry as the dirt
C                                               G
The days keep getting longer, I've got hurt on top of hurt
G                                        G7
I hear the steam engine, rolling from the west
C                                                  G
Tracks will join in a few more days, and I'll finally get my rest
 
C                G             C       G
I'll be coming home, ready for a thrill
C                G             D            G
I'll be coming home, speed of a whippoorwill
C                G             C            G
Yes I'll be coming home, pockets full of bills
C                G             D            G



I'll be coming home, speed of a whippoorwill
 
[Instrumental chorus x3 (12 bars) until end]

17535. Speed Of Life

Speed Of Life
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Gary Scruggs

Time can fly when you're having fun
Time drags by when you miss someone
We say hello and we say goodbye
Coming and going at the speed of life

You start out crawling then you learn to walk
You run into someone and then you fall
The band plays on as worlds collide
Drums keep beating at the speed of life

Come on baby ride with me
Four strong winds, seven deep seas
A big blue ball flying through space
Can't turn back not a minute to waste
Womb to the tomb, blink of an eye
Everything's moving at the speed of life

Well i don't know what the future holds
But i been watching the river flow
It can sink quick and it can rise high
Always rolling at the speed of life

Come on baby ride with me
Four strong winds, seven deep seas
A big blue ball flying through space
Can't turn back not a minute to waste
Womb to the tomb, the blink of an eye
Everything's moving at the speed of life
Lady luck, father time
Everything's moving at the speed....of life

17536. Speed Of The Sound Of Loneliness

Speed Of The Sound Of Loneliness
John Prine - Nanci Griffith

You come home late and you come home early
You come on big when you're feeling small
You come home straight and you come home curly



Sometimes you don't come home at all

Chorus:
So what in the world's come over you
And what in heaven's name have you done
You've broken the speed of the sound of loneliness
You're out there running just to be on the run

Well I got a heart that burns with a fever
And I got a worried and a jealous mind
How can a love that'll last forever
Get left so far behind

Chorus

It's a mighty mean and a dreadful sorrow
That's crossed the evil line today
Well, how can you ask about tomorrow
We ain't got one word to say

Repeat Chorus:

Ending:
You're out there running just to be on the run
You're out there running just to be on the run
You're out there running just to be on the run

17537. Speedway At Nazareth

Emmylou Harris - Speedway at Nazareth
David Rawlings

After two thousand came two thousand and one
To be the new champions we were there for to run
From springtime in Arizona 'til the fall in Monterey
And the raceways were the battlefields and we fought 'em all the way

Was at Phoenix in the morning I had a wake-up call
She went around without a warning put me in the wall
I drove Long Beach, California with three cracked vertebrae
And we went on to Indianapolis, Indiana in May

Well the Brickyard's there to crucify anyone who will not learn
I climbed a mountain to qualify I went flat through the turns
But I was down in the might-have-beens and an old pal good as died
And I sat down in Gasoline Alley and I cried

Well we were in at the kill again on the Milwaukee Mile
And in June up in Michigan we were robbed at Belle Isle
Then it was on to Portland, Oregon for the G.I. Joe
And I'd blown off almost everyone when my motor let go

New England, Ontario we died in the dirt



Those walls from mid-Ohio to Toronto they hurt
So we came to Road America where we burned up at the lake
But at the speedway at Nazareth I made no mistake

17538. Spell Of Ambition

Spell of Ambition
Avett Brothers

I fell under the spell of ambition
And not even for money
Just to have a chance to listen
To the back rows
Say honey
You're surely worth the price of a ticket
Then with nerve and such pretension
I used religion
To explain a vision and this blessed position
To be an object of affection
My words feel so plain
And rehearsed when I say
Would you forgive me?
Does the fury of the mother
Not live in the daughter?
Is the darkness of the son
Not seen in the father?
I cast a perfect mask
But why bother?
Cause whatever girl I run with
Or at least am in love with
Will have to ask herself
What can I put up with?
And do I call him stranger or husband?
My words seem so plain
And rehearsed when I say
Would you forgive me?
Would you let it roll off your shoulders?
Would you let it fall to the ground?
Let me know when it's over
So I can set it down
I fell under the spell of ambition
And not even for glory
Just to have the room's attention
And tell my story
And let them sort the sadness out for me
And my words feel so plain
And rehearsed when I say
Would you forgive me?
Would you forgive me?
Would you forgive me?



17539. Spellbound - Chords

Spellbound 
The Mastersons

[Intro]
 
C  G  Em  D
C  G  D
 
[Verse 1]
            Em
I told you nice
                    D
And I'll tell you again
                           C
Just like I told you the first time
                        G
And I'll tell you the last time
          Em
Some say life
                  D
Is a means to an end
                         C
We're all looking for answers
                         G
And I know that you're hurting
 
 
[Chorus]
              D
You're spellbound
                  C
I can't seem to reach you
        G              Em      D
Tell me what are you searching for
                D
You best slow down
                  C
You hold all the pieces
       G            Em         D
Oh but fear is the devil you know
            C             D               C    G   Em D    C   G   D
But it's better than the devil that you don't
 
[Verse 2]
            Em
Take my advice
                    D
From a word of a friend
                  C
Too urgent the monster
                    G



Such a foolish endeavour
                   Em
Don't be carried away
                              D
They're selling nothing but lies
                      C
And I told you the first time
                 G
Don't misunderstand me
 
 
[Chorus]
              D
You're spellbound
                  C
I can't seem to reach you
        G              Em      D
Tell me what are you searching for
                D
You best slow down
                  C
You hold all the pieces
       G            Em         D
Oh but fear is the devil you know
            C             D               C    G   Em D    C   G   D
But it's better than the devil that you don't
 
 
 
 [Break]
 C  G  Em  D  C  G  D
 
[Verse 3]
 
               Em
When we were young
                 D
And people were kind
                 C
Can we ever get back there
                        G
I'm still looking for answers
 
 
[Chorus]
             D
You're spellbound
                  C
I can't seem to reach you
        G              Em      D
Tell me what are you searching for
                D
You best slow down
                      C
Before you fall to pieces
       G            Em         D
Oh but fear is the devil you know



            C             D                C    G   Em D
But it's better than the devil that you don't
          C G   D
So be careful
 
 
[Verse 4]
            Em
I told you nice
                    D
And I'll tell you again
                           C
Just like I told you the first time
                        G
And I'll tell you the last time

17540. Spelling Bee Romance

Spelling Bee Romance
Darrell Scott

Well, I just talked to rudy on the p-h-o-n-e
Said "it's Saturday night, let's get in t-r-o-u-b-l-e"
I said "ok I'll meet you at the country b-a-r"
I said "b-y-e and aren't we c-l-e-v-e-r" (that spells clever, not cleaver)
Well we got out on the dance floor with
The g-I-r-l-s, and we were having f-u-n,
We were spinning with the best, then the b-a-n-d stopped
And I asked her, "what's your name?"
She smiled at me and spelled it, "it's j-a-n-e, jane" (me tarzan)
She said, "I watch wwf and I love cmt
I go to aa meetings and I've learned to like m-e
Your eyes are kind and I love the way you dance"
The night I met my country western, honky-tonk, spelling bee romance

Well I winked at my buddy, said "I got me o-n-e he drank his beer

17541. Sphinx

Richard Thompson
Sphinx

[Intro]
Ah, no problem

[Verse 1]
My sphinx is a jinx she's had too many drinks
Stood on too many brinks and got the shove
She speaks in riddles



'Cause that's just the way she thinks
She's taken too much abuse from above

[Pre-Chorus 1]
I ask her, point blank, just to see if she blinks
Was she ever seduced or in love?

[Chorus 1]
She tells me I'm talking just like
One of her shrinks and she
Touches my mouth with her glove

[Verse 2]
Yeah, I was in love she admits
But we were opposites
In a battle of wits to the end
In a series of seizures and violent fits that were
Mostly make believe and pretend
[Pre-Chorus 2]
Oh and isn't it hard when it finally hits
That your lover is less than a friend

[Chorus 2]
And all your exchanges are
Just poor counterfeits
For tender too precious to spend

[Bridge]
Yesterday, we ran down to the sea to wait for your ship to come in. We were waitin', and waiti
n' around. Finally, it appeared on the horizon that came closer and closer and closer. Til it cra
shed into the pier we were waitin'
Fate would find that she wasn't looking when her luck ran in

We fell into the drink. The ship's cargo of fool's gold spilled out all over the place. It was a terr
ible mess, that's, that's all I can remember

[Verse 3]
I woke up in the dust
Cross-eyed and concussed
My eyes tried to adjust to the light
My sphinx was on trial for betrayal of trust
Her trial had lasted all night

[Pre-Chorus 3]
You know, I could not remember what we discussed
My mind wasn't functioning right
[Chorus 3]
But I knew the judge was a jerk
And the jury was
Just twelve men in search of a fight

[Verse 4]
(Anything you say can and will be held against you)
They sentenced my sphinx
To unsaturated lust
Some say the sentence was light



[Outro]
Oh, oh
Oh, oh
Oh, oh

My sphinx is a damn jinx

Oh, oh
Oh, oh
Oh, oh

17542. Spider

Spider - Hot Buttered Rum

Spider hanging by a thread
Above my head, above my bed
High above the ground

"Spider climb back up," I said,
"Or he'll be dead and she'll be bled
Seek the safety of your web"

Spider needs the juice of life
That flows in husband and in wife
Grows the seeds of tomorrow's life

Spider I don't understand
The ways of woman and of man
Consuming the juice of others whose lives end

My heart bleeds for the loss of love
My soul grieves for the dying dove
My eyes weep 'cause there's no faith above
Tear-stained cheeks of the child without love

But spiders live and spiders die
Without a tear, without a cry
For the souls of those on whom they feed

But the child's open eyes
See the light fade when one dies
The child is not spider, so he cries

17543. Spike Driver Blues

Doc Watson - Spike Driver Blues
(Spikedriver Blues)



John Henry was a steel drivin' boy
But he went down
Yes, he went down
He went down

Take my hammer and give it to the capt'n
Boys, tell him I'm gone
You can tell him I'm gone
Yes, tell him I'm gone

This old hammer done kill John Henry
And it don't kill me
No it won't kill me
Ain't gonna kill me

It's a long way from East Colorado
Honey, to my home
Honey, to my home
Honey, to my home

John Henry left his hammer
All paint' in red
All shinin' red
John Henry's dead

Take this hammer and Carrie it to the capt'n
You can tell him I'm gone
Boys, tell him I'm gone
You're sure he's gone

17544. Spin On A Red Brick Floor

Nanci Griffith - Spin On A Red Brick Floor

I could use a little spin on a red brick floor
In that crazy ol' bar when Tim locks the door
Where the walls are gonna ring and the strings are gonna bend
And it's a buss on the cheek from all my old lovers again

Oh. the Blue Ridge mountains at the fall of the night
It sure feels good when you cross that line
I'll tip my cup and holler at the moon
I'll say-a-Great White North, honey here's to you sleep tight

[Chorus:]
I've gone crazy on this road, with all of this travelin' alone, 
But the asphalt is burnin' tonight

The New England Spring's been good to me
There's been warmth to lend and good lines to sing
But, how I miss my native tongue
'cause, New York City sorta brings out the stupids in me



I've got one more stop down in Tennessee
My sweetheart is there just a-waitin' on me
Then it's on down the road kickin' East Texas dust
I'll catch my breath with that hot Houston neon buzzin'

[Chorus]

Oh, here comes a little spin on a red brick floor
It's a crazy ol' bar and Tim's locked the door
The wall's are ringin', the strings are gonna bend
And it's a buss on the cheek from all my old lovers again

17545. Spinning

Spinning (Hearts & Tongues)
Elephant Revival

Well, the angels dance here in between
The air and the silver moon
Them devils only come' to' dream of this,' I guess
For the saints come in' with mirth and joy
They sure come in, dance up a storm
They're turning tables, reciting poems
They speak what comes off hearts and tongues
Hearts and tongues
Hearts and tongues

Well, you know they've been here once before
They wore the same old heavy coat
They seek no fortune, seek no fame
Just a few wild horses to tame
Hearts and tongues
Hearts and tongues

These hearts, these dreams, these webs we weave
These hearts, these dreams, these webs we weave
[Hearts and tongues]
These hearts, these dreams, these webs we weave
[Hearts and tongues]
These hearts, these dreams, these webs we weave

Oh, the angels dance here in between
The air and the silver moon
Them devils only come to dream of this, I guess
For the saints come in with mirth and joy
They sure come in, dance up a storm
They're turning tables, reciting poems
They speak what comes off hearts and tongues
Hearts and tongues
Hearts and tongues



17546. Spinning

Spinning (Hearts & Tongues)
Elephant Revival

Well, the angels dance here in between
The air and the silver moon
Them devils only come' to' dream of this,' I guess
For the saints come in' with mirth and joy
They sure come in, dance up a storm
They're turning tables, reciting poems
They speak what comes off hearts and tongues
Hearts and tongues
Hearts and tongues

Well, you know they've been here once before
They wore the same old heavy coat
They seek no fortune, seek no fame
Just a few wild horses to tame
Hearts and tongues
Hearts and tongues

These hearts, these dreams, these webs we weave
These hearts, these dreams, these webs we weave
[Hearts and tongues]
These hearts, these dreams, these webs we weave
[Hearts and tongues]
These hearts, these dreams, these webs we weave

Oh, the angels dance here in between
The air and the silver moon
Them devils only come to dream of this, I guess
For the saints come in with mirth and joy
They sure come in, dance up a storm
They're turning tables, reciting poems
They speak what comes off hearts and tongues
Hearts and tongues
Hearts and tongues

17547. Spinning Like A Top

The Devil Makes Three - Spinning Like a Top

When I was a rover, met a four leaf clover
She was irish as the day was long
I thought she'd give it to me maybe
Now she's married with a baby
I've been dodging bullets all along
Man, we would creep but never lost no sleep



I would cut cat nip into the weed
Nobody was the wiser but they could have been 
Higher and it meant more money for me

Here's to not getting caught, doctor it's only a graze
Spinning like a top, running like a villain and the years are going by like days

School bus, I got on it, I was nearly catatonic
I couldn't speak a goddamn word homeroom class
Forge a hall pass and we would get higher than the birds
My foolish nature, the chase for the paper, I would deal in the broad daylight
18 years old, head full of psilocybin and howling at the moon all night

Here's to not getting caught, doctor it's only a graze
Spinning like a top, running like a villain and the years are going by like days

Small town shadows, clean out of sight
Nothing to fear but the coming of that morning light
Ducking and dodging and diving for that rent
If it couldn't be broken, it could be bent

Washing dishes, stealing kisses, making our deals on the side
She said are you ready honey, we got gas money, going on a real long ride
Lying like a rug, prescription drugs, old guitars, new girlfriends
Everybody shunned me, I just thought that it was funny and I'd do it all over again

Here's to not getting caught, doctor it's only a graze
Spinning like a top, running like a villain and the years are going by like days

17548. Spinning World

Spinning World
Donna the Buffalo

Here on earth it's a trial
Here on earth it's the chance you take
Here on earth it's a brighter day
When we keep from making the same mistake
Here on earth it's a sad sad song
Here on earth it's good gone wrong
Here on earth is your personal deck
To keep from wrapping 'round your neighbor's neck
The world is spinning from the human race
The world is spinning from the human race
The world is spinning from the human race
The world is spinning from the human race
Here on earth it's a child
Here on earth it's the life you lead
Here on earth there's no touching the ground
As we live our lives on a merry-go-round
The world is spinning from the human race
The world is spinning from the human race
The world is spinning from the human race



The world is spinning from the human race
You know yet you sit silent

17549. Spirit

Spirit
The Waterboys
Glen Phillips

Man gets tired
Spirit don't
Man surrenders
Spirit won't
Man crawls
Spirit flies
Spirit lives
When man dies

Man seems
Spirit is
Man dreams
The spirit lives
Man is tethered
Spirit free
What spirit
Is man can be

17550. Spirit - Chords

Spirit 
The Wood Brothers

[Verse 1]
 
         Fm
I had to step into the jungle
         C7
Just to get my solitude
     C7
I need some juju
      Fm
And I don't know what to do
 
         Fm
I'm tired of seein' clouds
           C7
When all I need's a drop of rain
          Fm
I got my cuts and bruises



Fm                        Ab7
Now I'd like to feel the pain
 
[Chorus 1]
 
       Fm
If the spirit moves you
         C7
If the spirit moves you
         Fm
If the spirit moves you
 Db7
Please, won't you send him
 C7                          Fm
Please, won't you send him to me?
 
[Verse 2]
 
             Fm
Well, how do you do that magic
           C7
What's the secret, what's the spell?
     C7
I try to work it
        Fm
But I just can't do it well
 
         Fm
I know I'm lucky to be in the jungle
        C7
Doin' what I please
          Fm
I got no birds I got no buds
Fm                             Ab7
I should just get down on my knees
 
[Chorus 2]
 
But please
       Fm
If the spirit moves you
        C7
If the spirit moves you
        Fm
If the spirit moves you
 Db7
Please, won't you send him
 C7                           Fm
Please, won't you send him to me?
 
        Fm
If the spirit moves you
        C7
If the spirit moves you
         Fm
If the spirit moves you
 Db7



Please, won't you send him
 C7                           Fm
Please, won't you send him to me?
 
        Fm
If the spirit moves you
        C7
If the spirit moves you
        Fm
If the spirit moves you
Db7
Please, won't you send him, please
C7                          Fm
Please, won't you send him, please
Db7
Please, won't you send him
C7                            Fm
Please, won't you send him to me?
Db7
Send him to me
C7          Fm
Send him to me

17551. Spirit Is The Journey

Spirit Is The Journey
Sam Bush Band

Ploughed the moon, reached an island
Balanced on the edge of the sky
But something always stayed the same
Deep down inside

No matter where I've been, the places don't count
Summer in a mountain town
No matter where I've been, the places don't count
And I feel let down 'cause nobody told me

Spirit is the journey, body is the bus
I am the driver from dust to dust
Spirit is a story, body is a book
I am the writer, together we flow

We hold on and when the story ends
We hold on 'til it begins again
We hold on, we hold on

I never knew I had one 'til I saw yours shine
Spilling from your laughter, sparkling in your eyes
Sharing my confusion, sharing my surprise
At finding part of me in you alive 'cause nobody told me

Spirit is the journey, body is the bus



I am the driver from dust to dust
Trying to be near you, searching for a way
Listening to your life song before it fades away

We hold on and when the story ends
We hold on, we hold on, hold on
We hold on, we hold on

Spirit is the journey, body is the bus
I am the driver from dust to dust
Now I'm falling, falling away
I hear you calling, calling my name

Spirit move on, move on
Pass my eyes on, on to the next one
I will be long gone, long gone

Across the distance, this divide
I will be with you forever
'Til you reach the other side

So hold on, sing this life song
Sing hold on, hold on, hold on
Hold on, hold on

17552. Spirit Of 94 - Chords

Spirit Of 94 
Wood & Wire

[Verse]
F#m                     A
Out beyond the hills in western Pennsylvain
     Bm                            D                C#
Good men support their families on whiskey from the grain
      F#m                       A
Ain't never had no money, ain't never had the need
Bm                                     C#              F#m
Round and round the years they go from harvest back to seed
 
 
[Verse]
F#m                                  A
But a colder wind is blowing and the tax man's drawing near
    Bm                            D              C#
And with him comes trouble to our way of life so dear
         F#m                  A
Hamilton decreeded and Washington he signed
Bm                                     C#                 F#m
Them folks back east don't give a damn about the frontier life
 
 
[Chorus]



D                     A
Here's to old Tom and all the tinker's men
Bm                                  D                C#
Don't you pay that spirit tax, your still be sure to mend
D                               A
You can follow me to Pittsburg, follow me to jail
     Bm                        C#             F#m
Your revenue man can follow me all the way to hell
 
 
[Verse]
F#m                            A
It was way back in the summer, 17 and 94
     Bm                             D          C#
Them upland county farmers couldn't take it anymore
     F#m                                 A
They shot up General Neville's house and burned it to the ground
         Bm                          C#             F#m
Sent him running with his marshal on back to Philly town
 
 
[Verse]
F#m                                         A
And now the grains are growing high and the waters flowing cold
    Bm                        D                 C#
Put it in the jug and jar and trade like it was gold
   F#m                   A
Jefferson is leaving and me I'm right behind
     Bm                               C#             F#m
Them feds can all jump in the sea, to me that'd be just fine
 
 
[Chorus]
D                     A
Here's to old Tom and all the tinker's men
Bm                                  D                C#
Don't you pay that spirit tax, your still be sure to mend
D                               A
You can follow me to Pittsburg, follow me to jail
     Bm                        C#             F#m
Your revenue man can follow me all the way to hell
 
 
[Verse]
F#m                            A
There's 13,000 soldiers in the US uniform
      Bm                      D                   C#
We'll go down in Kentucky and make our shine from corn
  F#m                      A
If they ever find us we'll know just what to do
        Bm                                C#                F#m
Let the limestone water flow down to that good old mountain dew
 
 
[Chorus]
D                     A
Here's to old Tom and all the tinker's men



Bm                                  D                C#
Don't you pay that spirit tax, your still be sure to mend
D                               A
You can follow me to Pittsburg, follow me to jail
     Bm                        C#             F#m
Your revenue man can follow me all the way to hell

17553. Spirit Of Love Watches Over Me, The

Spirit Of Love Watches Over Me, The

There are gongs from a gage
Like a beautiful dream
And I seek there in vain
By the meadow and stream
Oft I breathe out your name
To the wind floating by
But the sweet voice is
New to my cry

In the stillness of night
When the stars mildly shine
My heart fondly holds
A communion with God
For I feel though art near
And where e'er I may be
That the spirit of love
Watches over me

Oft the birds in the bower
Now companions I make
Every temple wild flower
I prize for the sake
Deep woods and dark clouds
Can a pleasure impart
For the solitude
Suits my poor heart

Though art gone from a gage
And I will not repine
Here lonely shall meet
In a home that is thine
For I feel though art near
And where e'er I may be
That the spirit of love
Watches over me

17554. Spirit's Cradle



Spirit's Cradle - Rising Appalachia

I was born in the spirits cradle 
I was born to weave my home 
This precious land around me 
Knows the sound for which I roam 

Do you remember freedom 
Can you sound out your name 
Your soul has set to soaring
Earthbound we are the same 

I try hard not to be angry sometimes
By a culture stuck now and living entwined by 
So many systems, these failing systems 
These prison systems, are so uncaring 
And this nation sends the most of its own citizens to jail
Imagine one in one hundred and some without bail 
And what kind of crime could possibly intail 
Locking away so many poor people without fail
Now there's criminalizing of races with fear
And cops are making folks disappear 
There's a malfunction of justice denied 
While big businesses are trying to hide 
Under the mask of protection as disguise, 
Under the mask of protection... 

Now why can't we rehabilitate
Now why can't we put more stock in faith. 
And I try hard not to be angry sometimes 
I believe in the goodness of humankind 
Is to just stand up and redefine 
That inner grace that lies and each of us confined
And I believe in the magic of self 
And what happens if you get up off that shelf 
Your dusty dreams and undo 
Any unjust that's been done to you 
And you stand firmly graced by your right to the sun, 
firmly graced now
You stand firmly graced by your right to the sun, 
stand firmly graced now

You stand firmly graced by your right to the sun, firmly graced now  
You stand firmly graced by your right to the sun, firmly graced

I was born in the spirits cradle
I was born to to weave my home
This precious land around me 
Knows the sound for which I roam

17555. Spirits Wild

Spirits Wild
The Infamous Stringdusters - Spirits Wild



I was born a dreamer
In a small northern town
Where everything was simple
And my friends would never let me down
And I never thought for one day
That I'd be there long
The sound of the wheels on the road
To me sounded like a song

There's been women, whiskey
And long nights alone
There's been loving and fighting
And hearts made of stone
And it's a call in the distance
Just beyond my sight
It's the song on my radio
As I'm driving through the night

And I'm still running, I'm still fighting
I'm still riding this lonesome road
And I don't care where it takes me
Even if I'm gettin' old
Cause my spirits wild
Yes, my spirits wild

It's more than just the traveling
It's an aching in my soul
Maybe you've felt it
That yearning to be whole
And I'll think of you often
As I sleep beneath the sky
And hear my voice calling
When the wind blows on high

And I'm still running, I'm still fighting
I'm still riding this lonesome road
And I don't care where it takes me
Even if I'm gettin' old
Cause my spirits wild
Yes, my spirits wild
Cause my spirits wild
Yes, my spirits wild

And I'm still running, I'm still fighting
I'm still riding this lonesome road
And I don't care where it takes me
Even if I'm gettin' old
Cause my spirits wild
Yes, my spirits wild
Yeah, my spirits wild
Yes, my spirits wild



17556. Spiritual

Rhiannon Giddens - Spiritual

I'm gonna tell God of all my troubles when I get home
I'm gonna tell God of all my troubles when I get home
I'm gonna tell him of all my trials
All my hardships, my self-denials
I'm gonna tell God of all my troubles when I get home
I'm gonna tell him the road was rocky when I get home
I'm gonna tell God the road was rocky when I get home
I'm gonna tell him the road was rocky
And my heart, it was so heavy
I'm gonna tell God the road was rocky when I get home
I'm gonna tell God of all my troubles when I get home
I'm gonna tell God of all my troubles when I get home
I'm gonna tell him of all my trials
All my hardships, my self-denials
I'm gonna tell God of all my troubles when I get home
When I get home
When I get home
When I get home

17557. Spit On A Stranger

Nickel Creek - Spit On A Stranger

However you feel 
Whatever it takes 
Whenever it's real 
Whatever awaits me 
Whatever you need 
However so light 
Whenever it's real 
Whenever it's right 

{Chorus} 
I've been thinking long and hard about the things you said to me 
Like a bitter stranger 
Now I see the long and short the middle and what's in between 
I could spit on a stranger (Pull me out) 
You're a bitter stranger (Pull me out) 

Whatever you feel 
Whatever it takes 
Whenever it's real 
Whatever awaits me 
Whatever you need 
However so slight 

{Chorus} 
Honey, I'm a prize and you're a catch and we're a perfect match 
Like two bitter strangers 



Now I see the long and short of it and I can make it last 
I could spit on a stranger (Pull me out) 
You're a bitter stranger (Pull me out)I could spit on a stranger (Pull me out) 
You're a bitter stranger (Pull me out) 
I could spit on a stranger (Pull me out) 
You're a bitter stranger (Pull me out) 

I see the sunshine in your eyes 
I'll try the things you never try 
I'll be the one that leaves you high, high, high

17558. Spittin On Fire - Chords

Spittin On Fire 
Buddy And Julie Miller

[Intro]
Am
 
[Verse 1]
Am        G      Am                    C           G     Am
Love will tangle up your thoughts, the heart won't be denied
     G        Am              C       G         Am
Even when the lips you kissed are the lips that lied
             G            Am             C           G      Am
You can't go forward, you can't go back, you're lost in the thud
      G        Am       C        G        Am
Bitterness and memories stick to you like mud
 
[Chorus]
         F                Am
You're a dangerous little storm
         F                 Am
One part cold and one part warm
            F          Am
I can't put out this desire
           C       G           Am
I might as well be spittin' on fire
 
[Instrumental]
Am  G  Am  C  G  Am  x2
 
[Verse 2]
Am         G     Am              C      G      Am
Love comes in so sweet at first, like a gentle rain
        G        Am        C           G    Am
When it does its damage it hits like a hurricane
    G        Am      C      G       Am
California's burning nearly all the time
      G     Am    C         G        Am
Musta had a lover that came off like mine
 
[Chorus]



         F                Am
You're a dangerous little storm
         F                 Am
One part cold and one part warm
            F          Am
I can't put out this desire
           C       G           Am
I might as well be spittin' on fire
 
[Instrumental]
Am  G  Am  C  G  Am  x2
 
[Chorus]
         F                Am
You're a dangerous little storm
         F                 Am
One part cold and one part warm
            F          Am
I can't put out this desire
           C       G           Am    C  G  Am
I might as well be spittin' on fire
           C       G           Am
I might as well be spittin' on fire
 
[Outro]
Am  G  Am  C  G  Am

17559. Spoiler

Trampled By Turtles - Spoiler

Weakened from the bottle
What are you fighting for?
Simple and subtle and lying
And too beautiful
Too beautiful
Too beautiful for me
A massacre of timing
A shadow world at best
A life too short and blinding
And too beautiful
Too beautiful
Too beautiful for me
No one saw it coming
And no one sees it still
Empty space and memories
Too beautiful
Too beautiful
Too beautiful for me
And I'm scared that I, forget it
I hate that life goes on
The world so sweet and deadly
And too beautiful



Too beautiful
Too beautiful for me

17560. Spokane Motel Blues

Tom T Hall - Spokane Motel Blues

[Chorus:]
I dont know what Im doing here, I could be someplace else
Like in Atlanta drinkin wine, wine, wine
I dont know what Im doing here, I should be someplace else
Like in Kentucky drinkin shine, shine, shine

[Verse 1:]
The dogs are running down in Memphis
And them nags are running in L.A. yeah
Im stuck in Spokane in a motel room
And there ain't no way to get away
Willie Nelsons picking out in Austin
And Waylons hanging out in Mexico
Im stuck in Spokane in a motel room
And Cris is making movin picture shows

[Chorus:]
Hey, I dont know what Im doing here, I could be someplace else
Like in Atlanta drinkin wine, wine, wine
I dont know what Im doing here, I should be someplace else
Like in Kentucky drinkin shine, shine, shine

[Verse 2:]
Well I know theyre dancing in New Orleans
And old Chicagos bright as day
Im stuck in Spokane in a motel room
Lord, I wish I had a Dolly Parton tape
Well Hill and Bare and Billy Joe theyre gambling
And ol TPs frying croppie all night long
Theyre down at Tootsies eating chili
Im stuck in Spokane a writing songs

[Chorus:]
Hey, I dont know what Im doing here, I could be someplace else
Like in Atlanta drinkin wine, wine, wine
I dont know what Im doing here, I should be someplace else
Like in Kentucky drinkin clear moonshine

17561. Spotlight - Chords

Spotlight 
The Waifs



[Verse 1]
Am      F           C
  Moon hangs in the night
G                    Am
  A spotlight on the world
F                 C            G   Am
  Rising the lands, moving the seas
      F                               C
And tonight from where I stand on this hill
G                 Am
  The spotlight's on me
 
[Verse 2]
F     C            G
  I am young long ago
               Am
I know not a thing
                       F
Only that the sky is blue or sometimes grey
C                 G
  Flowers grow but they need rain
        Am                    F          C
And when you're a kid you play games all day
G                 Am
  Anywhere you can
 
[Chorus 1]
F          C          G                     Am
  Spotlight, I found you, I know where you are
F  C       G                      Am
   I found you, I know where you are
 
[Verse 3]
           F
Formative years come along
   C              G                 Am
Some take the lead and some fall behind
            F                 C
Confusion untold, life can be so dramatic
G                         Am
  But it was real at the time
              F                 C
Laughing with friends, crying alone
      G                        Am
Over false hearts and petty love
 
[Verse 4]
         F                     C
We leave school to face the world
           G
That seems fun for a while
         Am                  F
But you tire of the same faces
       C           G       Am
And you dream of new places
         F                        C



It was a breath of aspiration when my sister said
G                     Am
   Let's get out of here 
                F            C
And we left our town, we travelled around
G                     Am
  And I went to find me
 
[Chorus 2]
         F          C         G                     Am
Spotlight, spotlight, I found you, I know where you are
         F          C         G                     Am
Spotlight, spotlight, I found you, I know where you are
 
[Instrumental]
F   C   G   Am   F   C   G   Am
 
[Verse 5]
      F                              C               G
Twentysomething and the fog has all but disappeared
Am               F                       C
  With each day passed I learn something more
               G                              Am
But always I'm thinking  Hell, I must know it all 
F          C           G                          Am
Love, death, a little pain have passed through these walls
 
[Verse 6]
F   C   G            Am         F            C
          Situations still arise where I can see
            G                  Am
The way I behave, it's unjustified
               F             C
These are the times I look inside
       G                    Am
And I see I'm a child after all
 
[Chorus 3]
F          C         G                   Am
  Spotlight, I found you, I know who you are
F          C         G                   Am
  Spotlight, I found you, I know who you are
F          C         G                   Am
  Spotlight, I found you, I know who you are
         F          C         G                     Am
Spotlight, spotlight, I found you, I know where you are
         F          C         G                     Am
Spotlight, spotlight, I found you, I know where you are
         F          C         G                     Am
Spotlight, spotlight, I found you, I know where you are
 
[Outro]
F  C  G  Am
F     C       G  Am
  I found you
F  C  G
Am      F           C



  Moon hangs in the night
G                    Am
  A spotlight on the world

17562. Spread A Little Love Around - Chords

Spread A Little Love Around
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Harley Lee Allen and John Wayne Wiggins

C              F               G7               C
Sometimes this crazy world can make us all feel bad          
F                  G7
I sit and watch the news and just get mad
C          F                  G7           C
We need to stop and smell the roses in the ground      
F             G7                   C
So get out today you spread a little love around          
G7                   C
Talk to a neighbor volunteer a favor           
F             G7              C
Help out a stranger when his car's broke down                 
G7                          C
Give your wife a kissing when your kids talk listen           
F            G7                   C
It makes a lovely sound spread a little love around            
F                  G7              C
You know it don't take much to make somebody's day               
F                   G7
A kind word of tender touch goes a long way
C                 F                 G7               C
We can change the whole world if we start in our hometown
       F             G7                   C
So get out today you spread a little love around                  
G7                     C
Tell your mom you love her bear hug your brother           
F           G7               C
Treat your sister to a night out on the town                   
G7                   C
Throw the ball for Rover wrestle in the clover                    
F         G7                   C
Put a smile on that old hound spread a little love around
                  G7                  C
Slap your momma's fanny tickle on old granny     
 F                 G7              C
Dance with the kids and act just like a clown                   
G7                C
A little tiny kiss and hug everybody needs that stuff             
F           G7                   C
Turn a frown upside down spread a little love around
                F             G7                   C
When this world gets you down spread a little love around



17563. Spring

John Butler - Spring

So Spring is in her belly
It's sprouted in her soul
And no one had to tell us
We did just know
And now life seems a little more, somehow
Meaningful
And I looked at her like I always do and I see
Beautiful
Just the thought of you changed us
I remember exactly when
But as soon as you say hello
You say goodbye again
And now she feels abandoned
Forgotten and betrayed
Well there ain't nothing I can do
There's nothing I can say
But
Don't go away so soon
I'm hoping to meet you
When will our paths cross again?
I know we'll be the best of friends
Thought I'd like to meet you
See what you looked like
I bet you look like your mother
Boy, you'd be shining in the light
But you're not coming out to play
Not tomorrow or tonight
And now I hold her crying
Yes I hold her body tight
Yes I hold her body tight
And I say
Don't go away so soon
I'm hopign to meet you
When will our paths cross again?
I know we'll be the best of friends
Don't go away so soon
I'm hoping to meet you
When will out paths cross again?
I know we'll be the best of friends
Now it's a month since your visit
And your memory lingers on
Somehow feels like you're around
Even though I know you're gone
And in these times when you feel so low
Ain't nothing you can do
But we're still thankful for your visit
Cause we changed cause of you
Yeah we changed cause of you



17564. Spring Buds

Keller Williams - Spring Buds

On the last naked day of winter
On the eve of a fateful thaw
I was imprisoned in frozen pieces
Of heart-broken laws

Then down fell an angel renegade
Her halo read "Morning Star"
Wounded by the doom of a comet tail
She was sealed with a scar

Then a sweet lightning struck
And the earth opened us
Like spring buds

Why she ever fled heaven
And why I would hibernate
Answers why we would meet here
To equal our altered states

Then a sweet lightning struck
And the earth opened us
Like spring buds

With a sacred heart-shared rhythm
We blossom through the spring
Star of the Morning shines now
On her own two wings

Then a sweet lightning struck
And the earth opened us
Like spring buds

17565. Spring Fruit

Spring Fruit
Hackensaw Boys - Spring Fruit

Looks to me like you're rollin' fine
Spring fruit on a summer vine
Steady hand, you've got yourself 'ey, a peaceful' man
A little sister that'll treat you right
She'll bring you popsicles and dandelions
A ways to go before you got to take it slow
As it is you seem a lot more like your mother these days
As it is you're taking up space



As it is you lean out of your window in the rain
As it is, I'm doing the same
[Instrumental]
There's baby plants growing 'round your grave
Tobacco juice is flowing through your veins
An easy smile, seems to stay with me a while
Looks to me like you're rollin' fine
Spring fruit on a summer vine
Steady hand, you got yourself 'ey, a peaceful man
As it is you seem a lot more like your mother these days
As it is you're taking up space
As it is you lean out of your window in the rain
As it is, I'm doing the same

17566. Spring Hill Mining Disaster (Ballad Of Spring Hill)

Spring Hill Mining Disaster (Ballad Of Spring Hill)
Peggy Seeger / Ewan MacColl

In the town of Spring Hill, Nova Scotia,
Down in the heart of the Cumberland Mine,
There's blood on the coal and miners lie
In the roads that never saw sun or sky
Roads that never saw sun or sky.

Down at the coal face the miner's workin'
Rattle of the belt and the cutter's blade
Crumble of rock and the walls close round
Living and the dead men two miles down
Living and the dead men two miles down

Twelve men lay two miles from the pitshaft
Listen for the drillin' of a rescue team
Six hundred feet of coal and slag
Hope imprisoned in a three-foot seam
Hope imprisoned in a three-foot seam

Eight days passed and some were rescued
Leaving the dead to lie alone
All their lives they dug their graves
Two miles of earth for a markin' stone
Two miles of earth for a markin' stone

In the town of Spring Hill you don't sleep easy
Often the Earth will tremble and groan
When the Earth is restless, miners die
Bone and blood is the price of coal
Bone and blood is the price of coal



17567. Spring Is Here

Ray Stevens - Spring Is Here

Spring is here
Why don't I feel like dancin'?
Spring is here
Why don't I feel like romancin'?
No desire, no ambition leads me
Maybe it's because nobody needs me
Spring is here
Why doesn't the breeze excite me?
Stars appear
Why doesn't the night invite me?
Maybe it's because nobody loves me
Spring is here
Spring is here
Spring is here
I hear
Maybe it's because nobody loves me
Spring is here
Spring is here
Spring is here
I hear

17568. Spring Of The Year

Spring Of The Year (Larry W. Jones 02/02/2007) 

The cottonwoods are quiet and looking forlorn
Branches and twigs have all their leaves shorn
The snowflakes are big but bring me no cheer
I wish the time was the spring of the year
I remember springtime and eyes of bright blue
I remember sweet words that said I love you
Do you remember two hearts that beat as one, dear
I wish the time was the spring of the year
- instrumental -
I remember springtime and eyes of bright blue
I remember sweet words that said I love you
Do you remember two hearts that beat as one, dear
I wish the time was the spring of the year
Our love was like summer, warm as could be
You promised to return when spring we would see
The snowflakes are big but bring me no cheer
I wish the time was the spring of the year
I wish the time was the spring of the year

17569. Spring Peepers



Spring Peepers
Bob Lucas
New Grass Revival

Lying on my bed of hay, I listen to the peepers.
They sing so sweetly they seem to say, awake you drowsy sleepers.
Come with us, fill the air, the singing is everywhere,
There's nobody listening, listening.
Come with us, fill the air, we'll alter the thoughts you wear
And set the night glistening, glistening.

Wake up while the night is clear and warm as Christmas candy.
We sing our song and have no fear, the tune is very handy.
It comes from the ageless sea, we know all the harmonies
And sing this time nightly.
We sing in the nursery,
Our children grow up to be singers quite rightly, rightly

17570. Spring Time In Dear Old Dixie

Spring Time In Dear Old Dixie

Spring time in dear old Dixie
Is the time I love the best
I've roamed the whole world over
And it's my pick from all the rest
Where the apple bossoms blooming
And the air so fresh and clean
It's the prize of all the nation
The prettest place I've ever seen

Where the burds sing so sweetly
Wake you up in the early dawn
And the dogwood blossoms blowing
Make you glad that you were born
And you're met with hearty welcome
Makes you feel so good and then
The flowers now bloom in dear old Dixie
And it's spring time once again

In the woods you might go strolling
Picking flowers along the way
Then again you could go fishing
Take your lunch and spend the day
It's a dream the world may envy
And I hope it never ends
The folwers now bloom in dear old Dixie
And it's apring time once again

* Refrain



17571. Spring To Come

John Butler - Spring To Come

[Verse 1]
Lost my love, lost my light
I can't find them anymore
If there's something I could give
I would have given it before now, because

[Pre-Chorus]
I came back a little broken
Things don't fit anymore

[Chorus]
And I wait for spring to come
But how long?
Tell me how long
'Cause I wither at my post
I'm walking like a ghost, alone
How long?
Tell me how long
How long?

[Verse 2]
Somewhere out there on the horizon
Maybe there's a glimmer of hope
Maybe it's just a mirage
'Cause you never know

[Pre-Chorus]
And maybe things have changed
Storm clouds pass, take their rains

[Chorus]
And I wait for spring to come
But how long?
Tell me how long
'Cause I wither at my post
I'm walking like a ghost, alone
How long?
Tell me how long
How long?

[Outro]
Out of the darkness, only light can come
After a lonely, long night comes the sun
Out of the darkness, only light can come
After a lonely, long night comes the sun
Out of the darkness, only light can come
After a lonely, long night comes the sun
Out of the darkness, only light can come
After a lonely, long night comes the sun



17572. Spring Will Bring Flowers

Spring Will Bring Flowers
Balsam Range

My darling is resting up there
On the snow covered hill
Beneath the beautiful willow
That stands and weeps for her still

Soon the cold winter snows
Will melt away
And Spring will bring flowers
To cover my darlings grave

Well the winter has come
And the snow falls my cabin 'round
And my darling is sleeping up there
Neath the frozen ground

And flowers of summer
That over her grave did grow
Now lie there beside her
Beneath a blanket of snow

My darling is resting up there
On the snow covered hill
Beneath the beautiful willow
That stands and weeps for her still

Soon the cold winter snows
Will melt away
And Spring will bring flowers
To cover my darlings grave

Some day I know I shall be with my darling
Up there
In a land without heartache
Or sorrows, griefs, or cares

Where the sunshine forever
And the clouds never darken the day
And the flowers are blooming up there
Never to fade

My darling is resting up there
On the snow covered hill
Beneath the beautiful willow
That stands and waits for her still

But soon the cold winter snows
Will melt away
And Spring will bring flowers
To cover my darlings grave

And Spring will bring flowers
To cover my darlings grave



17573. Springfield Mountain - Chords

Springfield Mountain
Traditional

(G) G - D7 G / G - D7 G / G - - C /

On Springfield Mountain there did dwell
A lovely youth, I knew him well - I ell -

Tu rudy nu, tu rudy nay,
Tu rudy nu, tu rudy nay

Each morning early, he did go
Up to the mountain for to mow - I owe

He scarce had mowed half round the field
When a ugly serpent bit his heel - I eel

They brought him home to Molly dear
Which made him feel so very queer - I eer

Now Molly had two ruby lips
With which the poison she did sip - I ip

But Molly had a rotten tooth
And so the poison killed them both - I oth

17574. Springhill Mine - Chords

Springhill Mine 
Chris Stuart

[Intro]
Em      Em
 
 
[Verse]
         Em                      Em
I was a miner in the Springhill Mine
              D                         Em
I worked my whole life in the rock and lime
            C           Em
Until the fire took my life
         D                       Em
I was a miner in the Springhill Mine
 
Em
 



              Em                G      Em
One night I heard my daughter scream
                D                 Em
She said Dear Daddy, I've had a dream
              C               Em
Filled with smoke and awful cries
              D                    Em
Please don't go to the Springhill Mine
 
D        Em
 
               Em                  Em
I said, Dear Daughter it's just a dream
             D              Em
I know the timbers and the seam
              C                   Em
So rest your head and close your eyes
        D                      Em
I must work in the Springhill Mine
 
                Em           Em
I should have fallen on my knees
                D               Em
I should have listened to her pleas
             C                  Em
Instead, I kissed her one last time
            D                      Em
And dug my grave in the Springhill Mine
 
D  E    A     Am    Em
Em      Em
 
             Em              Em
Sometimes I see her walking near
           D                     Em
I long to hold her and dry her tears
         C        D     Em
Let her know I'm doing fine
         D                      Em
For I'm free of the Springhill Mine
 
          Em                     Em
I was a miner in the Springhill Mine
              D                         Em
I worked my whole life in the rock and lime
           C            Em
Until the fire took my life
         D                      Em
I was a miner in the Springhill Mine
 
 
D    A     Am   B     Em
Em   D     Em         D
Em   D     Em         D
Em   D     Em         D
Em   D     Em         D



17575. Springtime All Over Again

John Hartford - Springtime All Over Again

I do push-ups with my heart
To see this railroad station picture that I found
And this two-dimension smile of yours
It mocks me though it never makes a sound

Still I'm watching all the drugstores
And the laundry's and the newsstands
But you hardly ever seem to come around

In winter, empty rooms I've laid awake
To crumple up my dirty sheet
Rehearsing til I'm sorry
All the things I might say if we should meet

If it be way down on Broadway
Or maybe on division, or over by the city hall
Or if by chance it be on commerce street

And the steam pipes rattle and the cold winds blow
Through radiator visions of ice and snow
I think I see you quickly go
And it's springtime all over again

I give a dime for coffee
And a dollar for some steamy, greasy plate
I peel my jacket from my back
And hang it there to drip upon the grate
I think you might have been here, yes
But if you have you've melted
Or you weren't, or I was just a little late

And the steam pipes rattle and the cold winds blow
Through radiator visions of ice and snow
I think I see you quickly go
And it's springtime all over again

17576. Springtime In Rockies - Chords

Springtime In Rockies
Recorded by Gene Autry 

Chorus:
(C) When it's Springtime in (G7) the (C) rockies,
I'll be coming back to (G7) you;
Little (F) sweetheart of the (G7) mountains,



With your bonnie eyes of (C) blue;
Once again I'll say (G7) I love (C) you,
While the birds sing (G7) all (C) the (G7) day.
When it's (F) Springtime in (C) the (G7) rockies,
In the rockies far (C) away.

(C) The twilight shadows deepen into night dear,
The city lights are gleaming o'er the (F) snow;
I sit alone beside the cheery fireside;
I'm (G7) dreaming dreams from out the long (C) ago;
I fancy it is Springtime in the rockies,
The flowers with their colors are (F) aflame;
And though I long to be back in the rockies,
I'll (G7) wait until the Springtime comes (C) again.

Chorus:

17577. Spun

Keller Williams - Spun

Wind me up
Put me down
Start me off and watch me go
I'll be running circles around you sooner than you know
A little off center
And I'm out of tune
Just kicking this can along the avenue
But I'm all right

'Cause it's easy once you know how it's done
You can't stop now
It's already begun
You feel it
Running through your bones

And you jerk it out
And you jerk it out

Shut up
Hush your mouth
Can't you hear you talk too loud
No I can't hear nothing 'cause I got my head up in the clouds
I bite off anything that I can chew
I'm chasing cars up and down the avenue
But that's ok

'Cause it's easy once you know how it's done
You can't stop now
It's already begun
You feel it
Running through your bones



So you jerk it out

'Cause it's easy once you know how it's done
You can't stop now
It's already begun
You feel it
Running through your bones

And you jerk it out
And you jerk it out
And you jerk it out
And you jerk it out
Oh baby don't you know you really gotta jerk it out
When you jerk it out baby don't you know you really gotta jerk it out
When you jerk it out baby don't you know you really gotta jerk it out

17578. Squall

(Waiting For A) Squall - Hot Buttered Rum

Oh, my darlin', my back's against the wall
Oh, my darlin', my back's against the wall

I'm out here in my tiny boat just waiting for a squall
I'm out here in my tiny boat just waiting for a squall

Well I'm trapped, my darlin', like a rabbit in a cage
Well I'm trapped, my darlin', like a rabbit in his cage

Just out here on my tiny boat as the storm begins to rage
Out here on my tiny boat as the storm begins to rage

Oh, my darlin', my back's against the wall
My sweet little darling, my back's against the wall

I'm out here in my tiny boat and I'm still waiting for a squall
I'm out here in my tiny boat just waiting for that squall

I don't know if I'll sink or float, I don't know at all
I'm out here in my tiny boat and I'm still waiting for a squall

17579. Square One - Chords

Square One 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
Ab G Ab
Ab Dbm Ab



Dbm Ab Eb7
Ab Dbm Ab
Dbm Ab Eb7
 
[Verse]
Ab
I don't wanna go, I don't wanna go
      Dbm               Ab
So I stay right by your side
      Dbm               Ab
Even though I know you lie
          Eb7
I keep my mouth shut
 
[Verse]
N.C.        Ab
No, no, no I don't wanna go, I don't wanna go
       Dbm               Ab
So I stay right by your side
        Dbm             Ab
I should get on with my life
             Eb7
I just can't help myself
 
[Interlude]
Ab Dbm Ab
Dbm Ab Eb7
A Dm A
Dm A E7
 
[Verse]
A
I will follow you anywhere
    Dm                   A
Anywhere that you wanna lead
            Dm              A
For you can always count on me
         E7
I do as I please
 
[Verse]
           A
Yes I'll follow, follow, follow you anywhere
   Dm                    A
Anywhere that you wanna go
         Dm                  A
For you know that I love you so
        E7
Oh, oh, oh, oh
 
[Pre-Chorus]
     A
Well now I'm back to square one
  E7
Now I'm back to square one
  E7
Only to be with you, have all the fun



      A
But everything has come undone
 
[Chorus]
     A                    A7
Well I know its gonna be hard to find someone
            Dm                  D A E
Who's gonna love me like you do
A              E7            A   Ab A
Now its over, back to square one
 
[Interlude]
Bb Ebm Bb
Ebm Bb F7
Bb Ebm Bb
Ebm Bb F7
 
[Pre-Chorus]
     Bb
Well now I'm back to square one
  F7
Now I'm back to square one
  F7
Only to be with you, have all the fun
      Bb
But everything has come undone
 
[Chorus]
     Bb                   Bb7
Well I know its gonna be hard to find someone
            Ebm                  Eb Bb F
Who's gonna love me like you do
Bb              F7           Bb
Now its over, back to square one
 
[Outro]
Bb    F7                 Bb
Ayy, ayy, back to square one
Bb    F7                  Bb A Bb
Ohh, ohh, back to square one
N.C.
Olé

17580. Squeeze Box

Squeeze Box
The Who - Acoustic Syndicate

Mama's got a squeeze box
She wears on her chest
And when daddy comes home
He never gets no rest
'Cause she's playing all night



And the music's all right
Mama's got a squeeze box
Daddy never sleeps at night

Well the kids don't eat
And the dog can't sleep
There's no escape from the music
In the whole damn street
'Cause she's playing all night
And the music's all right
Mama's got a squeeze box
Daddy never sleeps at night

She goes in and out and in
And out and in and out and in and out
She's playing all night
And the music's all right
Mama's got a squeeze box
Daddy never sleeps at night

She goes, squeeze me, come on and squeeze me
Come on and tease me like you do
I'm so in love with you
Mama's got a squeeze box
Daddy never sleeps at night

She goes in and out and in and out
And in and out and in and out
'Cause she's playing all night
And the music's all right
Mama's got a squeeze box
Daddy never sleeps at night

17581. Squeeze Me In

Squeeze Me In
Garth Brooks - Squeeze Me In

Honey I know you got a good job
Out there making all that dough
They keep late working that overtime
And I don't ever see you no more
Guess your not checking your message machine
Seem like your never in
Oh but I got a hunch, if we can just do lunch
I can get your attention again
I know you got your schedule and your keeping it tight
You got something going morning  noon and night
But I got something here I think your gonna like
Honey can you squeeze me in

Who ever said it's a mans world
Don't know what he's talking about



You got me working around the clock
Honey trying to figure you out
I know time is money
There's more to life honey
Than how much you can spend
You gotta make a little time for the good times
Honey can you squeeze me in

I got it circled in red on the calendar, baby
You told me that tonight's the night
I've got the Champaign chilled
I've got a gourmet meal, soft music and candlelight
I try to get you on the phone and I get stuck on hold
I guess you keep getting sidetracked
I've been faxing you love notes all day long
I know you got your schedule and your keeping it tight
You got something going morning  noon and night
But I got something here I think your gonna like
Honey can you squeeze me in

Who ever said it's a mans world
Sure knows what he's talking about
You got me working around the clock
Honey trying to figure you out
I know time is money
There's more to life honey
Than how much you can spend
You gotta make a little time for the good times
Honey can you squeeze me in

Who ever said it's a mans world
Don't know what he's talking about
You got me working around the clock
Honey trying to figure you out
I know time is money
There's more to life honey
Than how much you can spend
You gotta make a little time for the good times
Honey can you squeeze me in

Let's make a little time for the good times
Honey can you squeeze me in

17582. Squid Jiggin' Ground - Chords

Squid Jiggin' Ground
By Hank Snow

 G 
Oh this is the place where the fisherman gather
 C G A7 D 
Oil-skins and boots and the Cape hands batten down
 G



All sizes of figures with squid lines and jiggers
 C G D G
They congregate here on the Squid Jiggin' Ground

Some are workin' their jiggers, while others are yarnin'
There's some standin' up and there's more lyin' down
While all kinds of fun, jokes and drinks are begun
As they wait for the squid on the Squid Jiggin' Ground

There's men of all ages and boys in the bargain
There's old Billy Cave and there's young Raymond Brown
There's Rip, Red and Gory out here in the dory
A runnin' down squires on the Squid Jiggin' Ground

There's men from the harbor, there's men from the tickle
And all kinds of motor-boats, green, gray and brown
Right yonder is Bobby and with him is Nobby
He's chawin' hard tack on the Squid Jiggin' Ground

God bless my soul, list to, there's Skipper John John Champy
He's the best hand at squid jiggin' here, I'll be bound
Hello, what's the row? Why he's jiggin' one now
The very first squid on the Squid Jiggin' Ground

The man with the whisker is old Jacob Steele
He's gettin' well on, but he's still pretty sound
While Uncle Bob Hockins wears six pairs of stockin's
Whenever he's out on the Squid Jiggin' Ground

Holy Smoke! What a scuffle! All hands are excited
It's a wonder to me that there's nobody drowned
There's a bustle, confusion, the wonderful hustle
They're all jiggin' squid on the Squid Jiggin' Ground

Says Bobby, "The squids are on top of the water
I just got me riggers 'bout one fathom down"
But a squid in the boat scuddered right down his throat
And he swam like mad on the Squid Jiggin' Ground

There's poor Uncle Louie, his whiskers are spattered
With spots of the squid juice that's flyin' around
One poor little boy got it right in the eye
But they don't give a darn on the Squid Jiggin' Ground

Now, if you ever feel inclined to go squiddin'
Leave your white clothes behind in the town
And if you get cranky without your silk hanky
You'd better steer clear of the Squid Jiggin' Ground

17583. Squirrel Of Possibility

Squirrel of Possibility
Punch Brothers



Writer/s: CHRIS ELDRIDGE, PAUL KOWERT, NOAM PIKELNY, CHRIS THILE, GABE WIT
CHER

Get back in your hole, get dead, son
Get back in your hole, get bent
Get back in your hole, get dead, son
Get back in your hole, get bent

Crawl under a rock, get lost, boy
Crawl under a rock, get fucked
Crawl under a rock, get lost, boy
Crawl under a rock, get fucked

Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings
Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings
Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings
Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings

Ha
Ha, ha

Ha

Fall over yourself and break heads, kid
Fall over yourself and break heads
Fall over yourself and break heads, kid
Fall over yourself and break heads

Crawl out of your skin, takes time, pal
Crawl out of your skin, takes time
Crawl out of your skin, takes time, pal
Crawl out of your skin, takes time

Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings
Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings
Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings
Get out of those shoes and grow wings, dear
Get out of those shoes and grow wings

Ha, ha

17584. SSS

SSS
The Avett Brothers



I never thought I
Could feel the way I
Do when I'm in your arms

Sing your melody to me
And if you want me to leave
I walk away from this old farm

Baby, baby,
There ain't no cows left for milking
Baby, baby,
There ain't no chickens laying nothing
I'll walk on anything for you
I'll walk on anything for you
I'll walk off on anything for you
I'll walk off on anything for you

I was always told that
I would find somebody
I could keep a promise for

Words that don't mean a thing
To a broken-hearted man
I've felt that way before

Baby, baby,
I don't remember feeling that way
Baby, baby,
And I owe it all to you
I'd take a nine to five for you
I'll take that nine to five for you
I'd take a nine to five for you
I'll work that nine to five for you

I'm convinced that nothing's true
Just cause love worked out for you
Don't impress me no more

Words that don't mean a thing
To me I'm a broken-hearted man
I've got dreams but nothing to hope for

Lady, lady,
Keep your distance I mean no good
Lady, lady,
I'm broken-hearted and I think the world should
All be broken-hearted too
All be broken-hearted too
All be broken-hearted too
Ya'll should be broken-hearted too
I'd like to give all my pain to you
If I could I'd give all my pain to you



17585. St Louis Crawl - Chords

St Louis Crawl 
Pokey LaFarge
 
[Verse 1]
             C
Well, you've heard of the Shag
    C
The East Boogie too but
C
Here's a brand new one for you
                          F
It's called the St. Louis Crawl
                   C
Yeah the St. Louis Crawl
             G
Oh you don't need to buy a thing
F                     C     G
  To do the St. Louis Crawl
 
[Verse 2]
   C
Go to the north side if you're up to no good
       C
Oh the cops and the hookers in the neighborhood
                    F
Doin' the St. Louis Crawl
                 C
Oh the St. Louis Crawl
             G
Oh you don't need to buy a thing
F                     C
  To do the St. Louis Crawl
         G
Oh let's do it
 
[Chorus]
              C
The St. Louis Crawl
              C
The St. Louis Crawl
                 F
Oh the St. Louis Crawl
                   C
Yeah the St. Louis Crawl
             G
Oh you don't need to buy a thing
F                     C     G
  To do the St. Louis Crawl
 
[Interlude]
C C
F C
G F
C G
C C



F C
G F
C G
 
[Verse 3]
C
  Peetie Wheatstraw
C
Driving in the rain
C
  He got drunk and drove into a train
                    F
Doin' the St. Louis Crawl, yes he did
                   C
Yeah the St. Louis Crawl
             G
Oh you don't need to buy a thing
F                     C     G
  To do the St. Louis Crawl
 
[Verse 4]
C
Frankie said Johnny told Stagger Lee
      C
South City St. Louis is the place to be
                    F
To do the St. Louis Crawl
              C
The St. Louis Crawl
               G
Yes, you don't need to buy a thing
F                     C     G
  To do the St. Louis Crawl
 
[Interlude]
C C
F C
G F
C G
C C
F C
G F
C G
 
[Verse 5]
C
  Dizzy Dean told a young Jack Buck
C
  It aint braggin if you can back it up
                    F
So do the St. Louis Crawl
                      C
Oh yes, the St. Louis Crawl
               G
Well you don't need to buy a thing
F                     C
  To do the St. Louis Crawl



      G
Gonna show you how
 
[Chorus]
              C
The St. Louis Crawl
              C
The St. Louis Crawl
                       F
Oh yeah, the St. Louis Crawl, crawl, crawl, crawl, crawl, crawl
              C
The St. Louis Crawl
          G
You don't need to buy a thing
F                      C
Oh to do the St. Louis Crawl
 
[Outro}
C7 G C

17586. St. Clare's Defeat

St. Clare's Defeat
Arr. Bob Gibson

'Twas November the 4th in the year of '91,
We had a strong engagement near to Fort Jefferson,
Sinclair was our commander which may remembered be,
For we left 900 men there in that Western Territory.

The Indians attacked our force just as the day did dawn,
The arrows fell like deadly rain as we were set upon,
900 hundred men fell writhing before our startled eyes,
While horrid yells of savages resounded to the sky.

The army was attacked just as the day did dawn,
And was soon overpowered and driven from the lawn,
They killed Major Oldham, Levin and Briggs likewise,
While horrid yells of savages resounded to the sky.

We fought for seven hours or more, and then we had to yeild
Nine hundred of our comrads lay streached upon the field
Said Major Clark, "My heroes, we can no longer stand
We must strive to form in order, and retreat the best we can."

The word "retreat" being passed around, there rose a dismal cry,
Then helter-skelter through the woods like wolves and sheep they fly,
This well-apointed army which but a day before,
Now fled before the svages and his bloody kind of war,

Alas, the dead and dying---how aweful to relate,
To the tomahawk and scalping knife it was their dreadful fate.
But pity more the wounded, who were taken from the fray



To writhe in torment at the stake, to close that dreadful day.

To mention our brave officers is what I wish to do,
No sons of Mars e're fought more brave or with more courage true,
To Captain Bradford I belonged---to his artillery,
He fell that day amongst the slain --- a valiant man was he.

At Bunker's Hill and at Kennebec where many a hero fell,
Likewise at Cannondaigua the truth to you I'll tell,
But such a bloody carnage may I never see again,
As happened near St. Mary's all on that river plain.

17587. St. George Isle

Tom T Hall - St. George Isle
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I saw an eagle catch a fish crossed my fingers made a wish
He flew away to clear blue skies the way an eagle flies
I saw the sun rise o'er the sea through the clouds he winked at me
Brightened up and seemed to say here is another day

Out of St George Isle people make you smile
Won't you bide a while out on St George Isle

I found a penny on the beach in the sand beneath my feet
Fortune someone had one day and let it slip away
Oyster boats in disarray scattered all around the bay
Makes me think of one complaint I wish that I could paint

Out of St George Isle...
Out of St George Isle...

17588. St. James

The Devil Makes Three - St. James

Well I went down to old Joe's barroom
Down on the corner by the square
They were serving drinks as usual 
And the usual crowd was there
In the corner sat big Joe Kinsey
His eyes were bloodshot red
And as he turned to address the crowd around him
These were the very words that he said:

Well I went down to St. James infirmary 
To see my baby there
She was laid out on that long white table



So cold so pale so fair
Let her go, let her go God bless her 
Wherever she may be
Let us search that whole wide world over
Never find a man as sweet as me
She'll never find a man as sweet as me

When I die won't you bury me
In my high top Stetson hat
Put a twenty dollar gold piece on my watch chain
So the gang will know I died standing pat
I want six crack shooters for pall bearers
Pretty gals sing' me a song
I want a Jazz band on my hearse wagon 
to raise hell as we roll along
Won't you roll out that rubber tired hack
Won't you roll out that rubber tired hack

Thirteen men going down to that old graveyard
There's only twelve of them men coming back

Now that you heard my story
Have another shot of the booze
And if anybody should ask
I got the St. James infirmary blues
I got the St. James infirmary blues

17589. St. James Hospital

Doc Watson 
St. James Hospital

Early one morning
At the St. James Hospital
Early one morning
Morn' in the month of May
When I looked through the window and a-spied a dear cowboy
A dear cowboy as cold as the clay

Set ye down by me
And hear my sad story
Set ye down by me
And sing me a song
For my poor head is aching and my sad heart is breaking
I'm a poor cowboy that knowed he done wrong

Send for that doctor
To come and heal up my body
And send for the preacher
To come and pray for my soul
For my poor head is aching and my sad heart is breaking
I'm a poor cowboy and Hell is my doom



Get sixteen perdy maidens
To come and carry my coffin
Sixteen perdy maidens
To come and sing me a song
And tell 'em to bring some of them sweet smelling roses
So they can't smell me as they tote me along

Beat the drums slowly and play the fife lowly
Play the death march as ye carry me along
Throw bunches of lilies all over my coffin
There goes a poor cowboy that knowed he done wrong

17590. St. James Infirmary

Doc Watson - St. James Infirmary [DVD]

It was down by old Joe's barroom, on the corner of the square
They were serving drinks as usual, and the usual crowd was there
On my left stood Big Joe McKennedy, and his eyes were bloodshot red
And he turned his face to the people, these were the very words he said

I was down to St. James infirmary, I saw my baby there
She was stretched out on a long white table, 
So sweet, cool and so fair

Let her go, let her go, God bless her
Wherever she may be
She may search this whole wide world over
Never find a sweeter man as me

When I die please bury me in my high top Stetson hat
Put a twenty dollar gold piece on my watch chain
The gang'll know I died standing pat

Let her go, let her go God bless her
Wherever she may be
She may search this wide world over
Never find a sweeter man as me

I want six crapshooters to be my pallbearers
Three pretty women to sing a song
Stick a jazz band on my hearse wagon
Raise hell as I stroll along

Let her go Let her go
God bless her
Wherever she may be
She may search this whole wide
World over
She'll never find a sweeter
Man as me



17591. St. James Infirmary

Doc Watson - St. James Infirmary [DVD]

It was down by old Joe's barroom, on the corner of the square
They were serving drinks as usual, and the usual crowd was there
On my left stood Big Joe McKennedy, and his eyes were bloodshot red
And he turned his face to the people, these were the very words he said

I was down to St. James infirmary, I saw my baby there
She was stretched out on a long white table, 
So sweet, cool and so fair

Let her go, let her go, God bless her
Wherever she may be
She may search this whole wide world over
Never find a sweeter man as me

When I die please bury me in my high top Stetson hat
Put a twenty dollar gold piece on my watch chain
The gang'll know I died standing pat

Let her go, let her go God bless her
Wherever she may be
She may search this wide world over
Never find a sweeter man as me

I want six crapshooters to be my pallbearers
Three pretty women to sing a song
Stick a jazz band on my hearse wagon
Raise hell as I stroll along

Let her go Let her go
God bless her
Wherever she may be
She may search this whole wide
World over
She'll never find a sweeter
Man as me

17592. St. James Infirmary Blues

Rhiannon Giddens - St. James Infirmary Blues

I went down to St. James Infirmary
To see my baby there
She was lying on a long wooden table
So cold, so still, so fair
I went up to see the doctor



"She's very low," he said
I went back to see my baby
Good God, she's lying there dead
I went down to Old Joe's Bar-room
On the corner of the square
They were serving drinks as usual
And the usual crowd was there
To my left stood old Joe McKennedy
His eyes were blood-shot red
He turned to the crowd around him
And thRse are the words hR said:
Let her go, let her go, God bless her
Wherever she may be
She can search this whole wide world over
But she'll never find another man like me
She can search this whole wide world over
But she'll never find another man like me
When I die, please Lord, bury me
In my ten-dollar Stetson hat
Put a twenty-dollar gold piece on my watch chain
So my friends will know I died standing pat
Get six gamblers to carry my coffin
And six choir girls to sing me songs
Stick a jazz band on my hearse wagon
To raise hell as I go along
Now that's the end of my story
Let's have another round of booze
And if anyone should ask you
Just tell them I got the St. James Infirmary blues

17593. St. Joseph's

The Avett Brothers - St. Joseph's (St Josephs)
Second Gleam

We spent the night at St. Josephs
Shaking and shivering in fever
Nurses and criminals before us
I will stay here with you, my love

We sat at Lake Junaluska
Cried over where we would wed
If it's this place or any other
It's not where I am it's who I'm with

News came of a child
Born unto a world
Of people demented and wild
I will be here for you, my love

What was our reason for fighting?
Selfish and centered at best
I give up on trying



To understand why we were blessed

We'll spend the night at St. Josephs.

17594. St. Louis Blues

Pokey LaFarge - St. Louis Blues

I hate to see that evening sun go down
I hate to see the evening sun go down
Seems I got a mind, boys, for making a last go round
Feelin' tomorrow just like I feel today
Feel tomorrow just like I feel today
I'm gonna pack my truck, boys, and pack and go back to St. Louis today
St. Louis woman with a diamond ring
I get dragged around like ribbon string
??, no, there's no more here of her hair
That woman in mind, you know she wasn't going nowhere nowhere
I got them St. Louis blues, blue as I can be
St. Louis blues
I'm going ??
Oh I hate to see that evening sun go down
Oh I need that gal of mine
Lord, she's making her last go round
Like a gal has left me
She has left me this time with the saucy St. Louis blues

17595. St. Louis Blues - Chords

St. Louis Blues
Recorded by Merle Haggard and Asleep At The Wheel
Written by William Handy

C                  F                   C
Lord I hate to see that evening sun go down
F                                 C
I hate to see that evening sun go down
         G7                                   C
Cause my baby she's gone she don't love me no how
                                   G7
I'm insane rich man with a diamond ring
                                               C
Ah she pulls that guy around town by her apron strings
                                                   G7
And if it weren't for powder and that store bought hair
                                            C   D7   G7
Well that gal of mine wouldn't have gone so far from here
          C                      F             C
I got the St. Louis blues I'm as blue as I can be



         F                                       C
And that man got a heart like a rock cast in the sea
   G7                                                        C
Or else he wouldn't have carried her so dog-gone so far from me
                        F                            C
Listen all you rounders you better leave my good gal alone
  F                                                         C
I said listen all you rounders you better leave my good gal alone
      G7                                               C
Cause you can't give her nothing that she can't get at home
                        F                C
Sump'um about you momma sure give me the blues
           F                                        C
Ah there's sump'um about you momma sure give me the blues
         G7                                                   C
It ain't your drop stitch stockings might be your blue buckle shoes 
                     F                                    C
Cause a black-headed women makes a freight train jump the track
         F                                                 C
I said a black headed woman makes a freight train jump the track
             G7                                      C
And that ole long tall gal makes a bullfrog ball the jack

17596. St. Louis Cyclone Blues

St. Louis Cyclone Blues
Song by Lonnie Johnson

I was sitting in my kitchen, lookin' 'way out cross the sky.
I was sitting in my kitchen, lookin' out across the sky.
I thought the world was ending, I started in to cry.
The wind was howlin', the buildings beginnin' to fall.
The wind was howlin', the buildings beginnin' to fall.
I seen that mean old twister comin', just like a cannonball.
The world was black as midnight, I never heard such a noise before.
The world was black as midnight, I never heard such a noise before.
Sound like a million lions, when they turn loose their roar.
Oh, people was screamin', and runnin' every which away.
Oh, people was screamin', runnin' every which away.
(Lord have mercy on our poor people!) [spoken words, Lonnie Johnson]
I fell down on my knees, I started in to pray.
The shack where we were living, she reeled and rocked but never fell.
(Lord, Have mercy!) [spoken words, Lonnie Johnson]
The shack where we were living, it reeled and rocked but never fell.
(Have mercy!) [spoken words, Lonnie Johnson]
How the cyclone spared us, nobody but the Lord can tell.

17597. St. Louis Named A Shoe After Me



Tom T Hall - St. Louis Named A Shoe After Me

[Verse 1:]
You know what I've been doin' honey since you said goodbye
I've been gettin' close to walkin' my one millionth mile
I walked the floor so much just thinkin' where could you be
St. Louis named a shoe after me

[Chorus:]
St. Louis is famous for its shoes don't you know
Loafers and sneakers and they're makin' them all with soul
Honey I walked so doggone much since you set me free
St. Louis named a shoe after me

[Verse 2:]
When I was walkin' all night long and steppin' on my tears
It never dawned on me that someone out there really cared
I walked the floor so well I'm gonna do it on TV
St. Louis named a shoe after me

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Well, don't think that I'm braggin' I don't care about that shoe
Come on home before they name a river for me too
They're just feeling sorry for me that's plain to see
St. Louis named a shoe after me

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
St. Louis named a shoe after me
Well, you know they didn't name it after Jerry Lee
St. Louis named a shoe after me

17598. St. Louis Named A Shoe After Me - Chords

St. Louis Named A Shoe After Me
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G
You know what I've been doin' honey since you said goodbye
I've been gettin' close to walkin' my one millionth mile
  C                                      G               E7
I walked the floor so much just thinkin' where could you be
   A7            D7         G
St Louis named a shoe after me   
          
   C                       G
St Louis is famous for its shoes don't you know
C                                A7                   D7
Loafers and sneakers and they're makin' them all with soul
C                              G                E7
Honey I walked so doggone much since you set me free



   A7            D7         G
St Louis named a shoe after me
When I was walkin' all night long and steppin' on my tears
It never dawned on me that someone out there really cared
  C                                  G        E7
I walked the floor so well I'm gonna do it on TV
   A7            D7         G
St Louis named a shoe after me
repeat #2            
                
Well don't think that I'm braggin' I don't care about that shoe
Come on home before they name a river for me too
C                                 G               E7
They're just feelin' sorry for me that's plain to see
   A7            D7         G
St Louis named a shoe after me
repeat #2
   A7            D7         G  E7
St Louis named a shoe after me
         A7               D7                  G   E7
Well you know they didn't name it after Jerry Lee
   A7            D7         G  C G
St Louis named a shoe after me

17599. St. Olav's Gate

Nanci Griffith - St. Olav's Gate

Drinking black market vodka in the back of the Scottsman's saloon
Then it's red meat and whiskey like a coyote drunk on the moon
Outside in Oslo the buskers' all sing the same tune
And it's Waltzin' Matilda while the bagpipes play old Clare de Lune

She was a lady, she came down from Bergen she said
She spoke little English, they laughed and drank whiskey instead
In the mornin' he found it, a rose with a note on his plate
It said, "meet me at midnight on the corner of St. Olav's Gate"

[Repeat: x2]
Here's to the ladys you love and don't see again
The night is warm whiskey, the mornin's a cold bitter wind
The blue eyed madonna leaves town while the drunken man waits
Leaves him standing alone in the shadows of St. Olav's Gate

17600. St. Peter

St. Peter
Dead Winter Carpenters



Virginia is for lovers but I have discovered
It ain't always that easy
Used to walk these streets hand-in-hand
But you know you were her biggest fan
but now she's so far away

As you take us through this town, share with us a story
And remember all the good times would it help to ease your pain
We can melt just for a while, but know she's forever on your mind
know she's forever on your mind

as her memory it comes back to you,
fight back tears but it's hard to do
so you sing out to the Lord, her song comes on the radio
you start to sing it soft and low you believe she can hear you

As you take us through this town, share with us your stories
And remember all the good times would it help to ease your pain
We can melt just for a while, but know she's forever on your mind
know she's forever on your mind

You found a light in Lynchburg town and watch the blind run around
offering help along the way
You make your life worthwhile to him and speak to her through gospel hymns
knowing she's in a better place.

Virginia is for lovers but I have discovered
It ain't always that easy.

17601. St. Teresa

Tim O'Brien - St. Teresa 
Kathy Mattea

She down on the corner, just a little crime
When I make my money, got to get my dime
Sit down with her baby, wind is full of trash
She bold as the street light, dark and sweet as hash
Way down in the hollow, leavin' so soon
Oh St. Teresa higher than the moon
Reach down for the sweet stuff, when she looks at me
I know any man sees you like I see
Follow down the side street movin' single file
She say, That's where I'll hold you, sleeping like a child
Way down in the hollow, leavin' so soon
Oh, St. Teresa, higher than the moon
Just what I've been needin', feel it rise in me
ShR say, Every stone a story, like a rosary
Way down in thR hollow, leavin' so soon
Oh, St. Teresa, higher than the moon
Are you cold up in the sky
Are you cold up in the clouds
Is there something you forgot to tell me



Tell me
Tell me, tell me, tell me, tell me
Show me my Teresa, feel it rise in me
Every stone a story, like a rosary

17602. Stacking Up the Rocks

Balsam Range - Stacking Up the Rocks 

Stacking up the rocks at the edge of the water
Memorial of the miracles he gave to thee
That all the people of the earth might remember
That the hand of the Lord is mighty

God told Joshua to lead his people
As I was with Moses I will be with thee
I will never leave nor forsake you
But set the people free
Joshua spoke unto his people
Sanctify yourselves
For tomorrow the Lord will do wonders among you
And you will surely be blessed

Stacking up the rocks at the edge of the water
Memorial of the miracles he gave to thee
That all the people of the earth might remember
That the hand of the Lord is mighty

Priest carrying the ark of the covenant
To the raging Jordan's side
Brave and courageous they stepped in the water
And God worked before their eyes
The water stopped flowing the river bed dry
They all crossed to the other side
Twelve men back to the middle of the river
Carrying rocks to remember by

Stacking up the rocks at the edge of the water
Memorial of the miracles he gave to thee
That all the people of the earth might remember
That the hand of the Lord is mighty

God's still with us in this world of trouble
Performs miracles everyday
Has he worked in your life brother
And have you shown it in some way

Stacking up the rocks at the edge of the water
Memorial of the miracles he gave to thee
That all the people of the earth might remember
That the hand of the Lord is mighty



17603. Stackolee - Chords

Stackolee 
Doc Watson
 
[Intro]
D    G7    D  A7   D
 
 
[Verse 1]
D                                             D7
All out in the alley on a dark and dreary night
     G                                          D
Bill Lyons and old Stackolee they had one awful fight
     A7                         D
Twas all about a John B Stetson hat
 
 
[Verse 2]
D                                                   D7
Billy went to the bar room to get him a glass of beer
    G                                                      D
Old Stackolee comes thumping in he said what are you doing here
     A7                          D
That bad man, they call me Stackolee
 
 
[Instrumental]
D  D7  G  D  A7  D
 
 
[Verse 3]
    D                                                D7
Old Stackolee says to Billy "I'm gonna kill you dead,
    G                                                     D
You taken all of my money and the stetson right off a' my head
               A7                          D
Yeah I'm gonna kill you they call me Stackolee".
 
 
[Verse 4]
D                                                            D7
Bill Lyons says "Now Stackolee wont you please spare my life,
  G                                            D
I got two little children and a darling loving wife,
      A7                           D
Don't kill me, don't kill me Stackolee".
 
 
[Verse 5]
    D                                                    D7
Old Stacky says to Billy "No I aint gonna spare your life
    G                                                         D



God bless your little children son and I'll take care of your wife
         A7                         D
I'm that bad man they call me Stackolee".
 
 
[Verse 6]
    D                                                           D7
Old Stackolee shot poor Billy he shot him right through the head
    G                                             D
Now it only taken one .44 ball to kill poor Billy dead
     A7                         D
That bad man that rascal Stackolee
 
 
[Instrumental]
D  D7  G  D  A7  D
 
 
[Verse 7]
D                                             D7
All out in the alley I heard my bulldog bark
       G                                                      D
He's a'barking at old Stackolee he went stumblin' through the dark
     A7                                        D
That bad man he's scared too, that awful Stackolee
 
 
[Verse 8]
D                                             D7
When the sheriff found old Stackolee he found him fast asleep
    G                                          D
An when he waken  ole Stack up he said he jumped about forty feet
            A7                                 D
Well he's a bad man, yes they caught old Stackolee
 
 
[Verse 9]
D                                             D7
Then Stack says to the Jailer, Mr Jailer I can't sleep
    G                                          D7
Every time I close my eyes  at night Bill Lyons begins to creep
     A7                         D
All around this jailhouse all the time
 
 
[Instrumental]
D  D7  G  D  A7  D
 
 
[Verse 10]
D                                             D7
Men folks all a'laughin'. women folks all a'cryin'
    G                                                                 D
See the folks ar coming from miles around just to see ol' Stackolee a'dying
     A7                                 D
That bad man yeah they called him Stackolee
 



 
[Verse 11]
D                                                        D7
Old Stack standing up on the scaffold an' he began to curse
       G                                                        D
An the Sherriff said "Lets hang him boys before he kills one of us".
       A7                             D
He's a bad man,  they call him Stackolee
 
 
[Verse 11]
D                                                           D7
Somebody tripped that scaffold and old Stack went down below
         G                                                   D
When the devil seen him a'coming he says I hates this rascal so
         A7                 D
We don't need him down here
 
 
[Verse 12]
D                                                                       D7
Stack grabbed the devil by the collar and he threwed him up on the shelf
     G                                                      D
Said get out of here you son of a gun I'll run this place myself
      A7                              D
I'm  a bad man yes they call me Stackolee
 
 
[Outro]
D  D7  G  D  A7  D

17604. Stagger Lee

Tim O'Brien - Stagger Lee

It was over a hundred years ago in eighteen sixty-one
It was in the town of St. Louis that old Stagger Lee was born
Stagger Lee was a gambler and everybody knew his name
He made his living singing high low jack and a game

It was in the month of December on a cold and rainy night
Stagger Lee and Billy Bly got in an awful fight
I was standing on the corner when I heard my bulldog bark
Barking at the two men gambling there in the dark

Chorus:
He was a bad man, talk about a bad man
Such a bad man, mean old Stagger Lee

Stagger Lee and Billy two men who gambled late
Stagger Lee threw seven and Billy swore he threw eight
Stagger Lee told Billy I can't let you go with that
You took all my money and my brand new Stetson hat



Stagger Lee he turned around and headed down the railroad track
Told Billy you better be gone from here by the time that I get back
Stagger Lee he went on home and he loaded his forty-four
Said I'm going to the bar room to pay a debt I owe

Chorus

Stag went down to the bar room and then stood on the bar room floor
And said nobody move and then he drew his blue steel forty-four
Billy cried oh Stag oh Stag oh please don't take my life
I got two little children and a darling lovin' wife

Stag said bless your children said goddamn your wife
You took my magic Stetson now I'm gonna take your life
Stagger Lee shot the bullet killed Billy oh so fast
Went straight through the heart, then it broke that looking glass

Chorus

I never saw a sight before like the one when the smoke did clear
Billy was lying in a pool of whiskey, diamonds, blood, and beer
Stag had a magic Stetson but I guess it lost its power
Cause they took him to the gallows to await his final hour

Chorus

Chorus

17605. Stairway To Heaven

Dolly Parton - Stairway To Heaven 
(Jimmy Page/Robert Plant)

There's a lady who's sure all that glitters is gold
And she's buying a stairway to heaven
When she gets there she knows if the stores are all closed,
With a word she can get what she came for
Ooh, a stairway to heaven
There's a sign on the wall but she wants to be sure
'Cause you know sometimes words have two meanings
In a tree by the brook there's a songbird who sings,
Sometimes all of our thoughts are misgiven
Oh-oh, makes me wonder.  I wonder; I really, really wonder
There's a feelin? I get when I look to the west
And my spirit is crying for leavin?
In my thoughts I have seen rings of smoke through the trees
And the voices of those who stand lookin?
Ooh.
It's whispered that soon if we all call the tune
Then the piper will lead us to reason,
And a new day will dawn for those who stand long
And the forests will echo with laughter



Oh-oh-oh-oh, Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh
If there's a bustle in your hedgerow don't be alarmed now.
It's just a spring clean for the May queen
Yes, there are two paths you can go by, but in the long run
There's still some time to change the road you're on
Oh, it makes me wonder
Your head is hummin? and it won't go in case you don't know,
The piper's callin? you to join him
Oh, can you hear the wind blow
And did you know your stairway lies upon the whisperin? wind
Stairway to heaven, stairway to heaven
You can't buy it, you can't borrow
You've got to walk it straight and narrow
Stairway to heaven, stairway to heaven, stairway to heaven
And as we walk on down the road
Our shadows longer than our souls,
All that glitters is not gold
Wanna be a rock and not a roll
Oh, the great almighty dollar leaves you lonely, lost and hollow
You can't fool yourself forever
You gotta work to get to heaven
Stairway to heaven.
If we listen and hold fast
To every question that we asked
The truth will come to us at last
And she's buying a stairway to heaven

17606. Stairway To Heaven - Chords

Stairway To Heaven
Recorded by the Stanley Brothers
written by Bill J. Grant and Ralph Stanley

G                                 C
Have you dreamed of a stairway to heaven
  G                    D7
A home just beyond the blue
  G                         C
A stairway of gold to God's heavenly fold
  G               D7          G
A stairway that's waiting for you

                                     C
There's a stairway (golden stairway) stairway to heaven
     G                          D7
That leads to a home bright and fair
     G                           C
Step by step I'll climb till His hand touches mine
     G                D7         G
Then I'll rest at the top of the stairs

                                    C
There's a stairway that leads up to heaven



     G                     D7
That others before us have crossed
        G                    C
They've gone to a place that Jesus prepared
       G           D7        G
At the foot of the throne of God

Repeat #2

                                  C
There's a place at the top of the stairway
      G                                D7
Where we'll rest when we're all safely there
    G                     C
And friends that we leave someday we will meet
       G           D7         G
In our home at the top of the stairs

Repeat #2

17607. Stampede - Chords

Stampede
Sung By: Roy Rogers & the Sons of the Pioneers
Written By: Darol Rice / Foy Willing

Verse 1.
Stampede!
Dm
Lightning a flashin everywhere
Thunder a rollin through the air
 C Bb Am
Wind and rain, cattle look insane
Dm Bb Dm
This herd might stampede tonight

Verse 2.
Dm
Clouds are drivin cross the moonless sky
Cattle a rollin frightened eyes
 C Bb Am
Keep em close and tight, cowboy pray with all you might
 Dm Bb Dm
That this herd wont stampede tonight
Bridge:
 Bb Dm
Theres lightning theres thunder
 Am A Dm
Theres wind and rain, stampede!

Verse 3.
Ten thousand cattle on the run
Pray for an early morning sun



Lightning stabs the skies
Cattle drop and never rise, stampede!

Verse 4.
Ten thousand cattle in flight
The devils ridin herd tonight
The thunder of the hooves and the fury from the skies
Dont get out in front or every man dies

Repeat Bridge

Verse 5. (Spoken)
Cold black clouds like funeral shrouds
Roll down their icy threat
And we face to fight this raging night
With odds on the side death

Verse 6. (Spoken)
For a stampeding herd
When its panic is stirred
Is a thing for a cowboy to shun
For no mortal man ever holds command
When the cattle are on the run
(sung) Stampede!

Verse 7.
The rising of the wind sends out its wail
Drivin cattle down an endless trail
Rollin thunder booms sending cattle to their doom
Stampede!

Repeat Bridge
Stampede!

17608. Stand A Little Rain

Stand a Little Rain
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Dark cloud is coming
Headed straight for your heart
Might get just a little bit crazy, baby
Might try to tear us apart

When the storm blows over
Only the true love remains
If we're ever gonna see a rainbow
We have to stand a little rain

Everybody wants love to be easy
But it's never been that way
Each love starts out with blue skies
Sometimes those blue skies turn grey



When the storm blows over
Only the strong love remains
If we're ever gonna see a rainbow
We have to stand a little rain

The thunder rolls
And the lightning strikes
Hold on, darling
It's gonna be alright

'Cause when the storm blows over
Only the true love remains
If we're ever gonna see a rainbow
We have to stand a little rain

If we're ever gonna see a rainbow
We have to stand a little rain

17609. Stand And Deliver

Stand And Deliver - Steep Canyon Rangers

I dug my share of treasure
Dug so deep they called it a crime
There might be pleasures I've never tasted
But I ain't wasting no more time

CHORUS

Cause the furnace is burnin  white-hot
And the hammer is swingin  with the weight of the world
Now s the time, like it or not
Stand and deliver, stand and deliver
That old pig's so proud lyin  in the mud
And Miss Chicken's just happy, she ain't been fried
The buzzards ain't worried about no flood
But I'm not ready to be satisfied

CHORUS

I got a picture of Teddy Roosevelt
Hangin  on the wall in my home on the range
But I felt a strange wind blowin 
Tellin  me something is about to change
CHORUS

Some folks keep their heads in the clouds
Straining for the sound of the angels strumming
I've been known to pray out loud
But I ain't waitin  for the second coming

CHORUS



17610. Stand At Ease

Stand at Ease
Kitchen Dwellers - Stand at Ease

[Verse 1]
If depression was a sin
Wouldn't change it in the end
And I know it gets so dark and we're all lookin' for a spark
To fight the fear of feeling

[Verse 2]
You wrote me letters from the road
All those words left to unfold
But now I'm takin' time to read between the lines
And all that it's revealing

[Chorus]
Why can't I stand at ease
While you fall asleep?
I suffer when Mother said
You should not be alone
And I can't stand to see
What you've done to be free
I'll be there when you see the morning light
Now you're bound to sleep alone

[Verse 4]
I know you never crossed your heart
When you kept us worlds apart
You'd hit your knees to pray with Fentanyl all on display
And every devil showing

[Verse 5]
I know it never crossed your mind
That you'd leave your girls behind
'Cause I'll cry tears to waste and have nowhere to place
The blame that keeps on growing

[Chorus]
Why can't I stand at ease
While you fall asleep?
I suffer when Mother said
You should not be alone
And I can't stand to see
What you've done to be free
I'll be there when you see the morning light
Now you're bound to sleep alone



17611. Stand Beside Me Behind Me

Osborne Brothers - Stand beside me behind me
Composer: Paul Craft

Stand beside me behind me so loneliness can't find me
I need your love to make it from now on
Stand before me and with me so sorrow's hand can't touch me
Without your love I know I won't last long

I'm reaching out my soul to you
My heart my hand my all for you
My only prayer is just that you will always reach for me
Stand beside me behind me so loneliness can't find me
Without your love I know I won't last long

I'm reaching out my soul to you...

17612. Stand By Me

Ernest Tubb 
Stand By Me

When the storms of life are raging stand by me
When the storms of life are raging stand by me
When the world is tossing me like a ship upon the sea
Thou who rulest wind and water stand by me

When the midst of tribulation stand by me
When the midst of tribulation stand by me
When the hosts of hell assail and my strength begins to fail
Thou who never lost a battle stand by me

When the midst of faults and failures stand by me
When the midst of faults and failures stand by me
When I do the best I can and my friends misunderstand
Thou who knowest all about me stand by me

When I'm growing old and feeble stand by me
When I'm growing old and feeble stand by me
When my life becomes a burden and I'm nearing chilly Jordan
O Thou Lily of the Valley stand by me

17613. Stand By Me

Stand By Me
Garth Brooks - Stand By Me

When the night has come
And the land is dark



And the moon is the only light we see
No I won't be afraid
Oh, I won't be afraid
Just as long as you stand, stand by me

So darling, darling
Stand by me, oh just stand by me
Oh stand now, stand by me
Stand by me

If the sky we look upon
Should ever tumble and fall
Or the mountains should crumble to the sea
I won't cry, I won't cry
No, I won't shed a tear
Just as long as you stand, stand by me

So darling, darling
Stand by me, oh stand by me
Stand by me, stand by me

So darling, darling
Stand by me, oh won't you stand by me
Stand by me, stand by me, stand by me
Whenever you're in trouble won't you stand by me
Oh stand by me, oh stand now,
Stand by me, stand by me

17614. Stand By Your Man

Stand By Your Man
Dixie Chicks

Sometimes its hard to be a woman
Giving all your love to just one man
You'll have bad times
And he'll have good times
Doing things you don't understand
But if you love him
Please forgive him
Even though hes hard to understand
And if you love him, oh be proud of him
'cause after all hes just a man

Stand by your man
Give him two arms to cling to
And something warm to come to
When the nights are cold and lonely
Stand by your man
And show the world you'll love him
Keep giving all the love you can
Stand by your man



And if you love him
Oh be proud of him
'cause after all hes just a man

Stand by your man
Give him two arms to cling to
And something warm to come to
When the nights are cold and lonely
Stand by your man
And show the world you love him
And keep giving all the love you can
Stand by your man

17615. Stand Like An Oak

Stand Like An Oak - Rising Appalachia

Stand like an oak
An aspen
An alder
Its in you, dont faulter
And if so than i got you
Fake it, walk taller
Anything that makes you feel smaller
Leave it by the angels of the water

Push em up push em up
Put away your cares
Fold them, fold them
Fold up your fears

He said come to this river
Give me your arms
Lean back
Theres nothing to be alarmed of
He said the more i know
The more i dig
And the more i return to myself
Around every bend

Push em up push em up
Put away your cares
Fold them, fold them
Fold up your fears

17616. Stand On My Own Two Knees - Chords

Stand On My Own Two Knees
Recorded by George Jones



Written by Roger Dale Bowling and Jan Crutchfield

C                       F                C
I've tried everything I know to make you happy
                         D7            G7
Never knew someone could be so hard to please
       C                                 F
Loving you is hard and I'm not sure I'll make it
       G7                                            C
But at least I've learned how to stand on my own two knees

                             F           C
I've still got my pride it's just that I misplaced it
                   D7               G7
Anyway it's better lost then no one sees
      C                                  F
Maybe I'm not strong enough right now to hold you
       G7                                            C
But at least I've learned how to stand on my own two knees

   G7                           C
It wasn't  long ago  you had me crawling
       F                 C              G7
Oh but look how far I've come can't you see
       C                                       F
Well I know I'm still not walking tall but I'm trying
       G7                                            C
And at least I've learned how to stand on my own two knees

                                              F
Yes I know I'm still not walking tall but I'm trying
       G7                                            C
And at least I've learned how to stand on my own two knees

17617. Stand Right By Each Other

Lucinda Williams - Stand Right By Each Other

Something to strut hit all your feelings babe
Tell me what you want me to do
Is my constructive cry, as much as I cry babe

Tell me what you want me to do
We gotta stand right on each other
We gotta try harder babe
I got stad right by you
And you gotta stand right by me

Tell me what you want me to do
We gotta stand right on each other
They gotta try harder babe
I got stad right by you
And you gotta stand right by me



I gotta push myself but you gotta push yourself
I can't do it babe all by myself
We can make it better baby
Make her happy home
But you gotta help me, I can't do it alone

We gotta stand right on each other
They gotta try harder babe
I got stand right by you
And you gotta stand right by me

We gotta stand right on each other
They gotta try harder babe
I got stad right by you
And you gotta stand right by me

Babe I can do much, I won't give up that easy
So give me that much, baby don't give up on me
If you could see yourself the way see you babe
Then you could see for yourself that I don't want nobody else

We gotta stand right on each other
They gotta try harder babe
I got stad right by you
And you gotta stand right by me

We gotta stand right on each other
They gotta try harder babe
I got stad right by you
And you gotta stand right by me

Baby this is a sign and we got to fallow this time
Because I trap in the pill everything we got
And we got too much instead
Gotta do whatever it takes
I don't us to break up
So let's kiss and make up

17618. Stand Still

The Isaacs - Stand Still 

The Father has a plan. Though it's hard to
see it now
You feel you're walking all alone.
But He is there no doubt
When the storm around you rages,
And you're tossed to and fro
When you're f aced with life's decisions,
Not sure which way to go

Stand still and let God move,



Standing still is hard to do
When you f eel you have reached the end,
He'll make a way for you
Stand still and let God move

When the enemy surrounds you, And the walls
are closing in
When the tide is swiftly rising, And you wonder
where He's been
Friend, there never was a moment, That His arms
weren't reaching out
You can rest assured and be secure, God is moving
right now

When you feel you have reached the end, He'll make a way for you
Stand still and let God move
The answer will come, But only in His time

Stand still and let God move, Stand still and let God move

17619. Stand Up

Cornmeal - Stand Up
Album: Tales From Magic Stone Mountain

Sunrise, shining down upon my weary head.
Moonshine, knocked me out where I was standing,
Can't remember what I did or what I said.
But the last thing I recall is that I had myself a ball,
But now I can't remember where I've been.

If I could stand up - I'd be walking
Stand up! - You'd see me running
Stand up! - Although I try
Can't seem to find a way to stand up.

Slow down, I can't understand a word that you just said.
Calm down, did you say that you were leaving?
Wait a minute let me get up outta bed.
Now when I finally heard the news that you said that we were through,
I must admit it knocked me off my feet.

Bad day, you know working 14 hours sure is tough.
Good night, is what I said as i was leaving, in the words that I was heaving.
I firmly do believe I've had enough.
Now when I finally made it home and collapsed down in my chair,
I hung my head and cursed the coming day.



17620. Stand Up For It

Brett Dennen - Stand Up For It

If there is something you love, you have to run away
Stand up for it
If there is something you love, you have to cherish it
Stand up for it
Who draws the lines
That separate good from evil?
They don't fall between borders
Religion, or color
These are the lines
That runs through everyone of us
Everyone of us capable
Of working for, working for good
And working for evil
If there is something you love, you have to run away
Stand up for it
If there is something you love, you have to cherish it
Stand up for it
Every day people like you and me
We have to realize that we are not divided
Every day people like you and me
We have to realize that we are not divided

17621. Standin' At The Big Hotel

Jerry Jeff Walker - Standin' At The Big Hotel

Well, I was standin' at a big hotel, just wishin' everybody well
If anybody paid me any mind, it was hard to tell
Then a big cop on his beat, took out his pistol and pointed at me
Lookin' down the barrel, I swore I saw the gates of hell
Standing at the big hotel
Well, I walked on down the avenue
Just lookin' for someone that I looked like you
I couldn't see a face that seemed to ring a bell
And then I stopped beside the five and dime
Just window shoppin' and wastin' time
Along came a gal, she sold me all she had to sell
She left me standin' at the big hotel

Chorus:
And then I lost my mind, in the wilds of Hollywood
Then I spent some time in the shadows where I stood
And I let those cards fall just where they fell
And then I found myself, standin' at the big hotel
Lord, Lord, what's the matter with me
I pay so much for the song I sing
And all I'm doin' is singin' em to myself
It's like standin' in a stagnant stream
With no water in the world left to drink



I was down at the bottom of a dried up wishin' well
Just standin' at a big hotel

Chorus

17622. Standin' By The Bedside

Standin' by the Bedside
Dixie Chicks

[Chorus]
I was standing by the bedside of a sister
Who was just about to cross that swelling tide
And I asked her if she would do me a favour
And kindly take this message to the other side

[Verse 1]
Well, if you see my Saviour tell him that you saw me
And when you saw me I was on my way
You may meet some boyfriends who may ask about me
You tell 'em I am a coming home someday

[Chorus]
I was standing by the bedside of a sister
Who was just about to cross that swelling tide
And I asked her if she would do me a favour
And kindly take this message to the other side

[Verse 2]
Well, you may have to make this journey on without me
Sooner or later, sooner or later it's a debt that must be paid
When you reach that goal that's when you'll think about me
But don't forget to tell my Saviour what I said

[Chorus]
I was standing by the bedside of a sister
Who was just about to cross that swelling tide
And I asked her if she would do me a favour
And kindly take this message to the other side

[Outro]
And kindly take this message to the other side
And kindly take this message to the other side

17623. Standing By The bedside Of A Neighbor

Standing By The Bedside Of A Neighbor
Song by The Cox Family



I was standing by the bedside of a neighbor
Who was just about to cross a swellin' tide
And I asked him if he would do me a favor
Kindly take this message to the other side

Well, if you see him tell him that you saw me
When you saw me, I was on my way
You may meet some more friends who may ask about me
But tell'em I am comin' home some day

Well, you have to make this journey on without me
Sooner or later, sooner or later it's a debt that must be paid
When you reach that goal it's when you think about me
But don't forget to tell my Savior what I say

You may chance to meet my mother and my father
Or some friends whom I can't recall
You may chance to meet my brother and my father
But don't forget to see my Savior first of all

I was standing by the bedside of a neighbor
Who was just about to cross a swellin' tide
And I asked him if he would do me a favor
Kindly take this message to the other side

17624. Standing By The River

Standing By The River - Ralph Stanley

Here I stand by this chilly water waitin' for my final call
Standing by the river looking beyond
Gazin' toward the land of fadeless beauty o'er the surges rise and fall
Standing by the river looking beyond

    Standing by the river waiting for the boatman
    Listen to the music on the other shore
    I can hear the angels singing out a welcome
    With my friends and loved ones (with my friends have gone before)

Music from the land of endless glory fallin upon my listening ear
Standing by the river looking beyond
Faces of my friends I often vision forms of loved ones oft appear
Standing by the river looking beyond

Shadows of night are swiftly falling lo I hear the boatman's oar
Standing by the river looking beyond
Many are the voices sweetly calling I must tarry hear no more
Standing by the river looking beyond



17625. Standing By Your Side - Chords

Standing By Your Side 
Mustered Courage

[Chorus]
          B   E       B
Let it rain upon me, i dont mind
      C#m  E      F#
If im standing by your side
                  B   E       B
Let the storm come flooding, ill be alright
     E      F#    B
If im standing by your side
 
 
[Verse]
 
B           E       B
Leavin this old town behind me
   C#m           E      F#
I packed my martin box and mandolin
      B              E           B
Im afraid theres no such thing as perfect timing
      E             F#         B
But i thank you for the memories you bring
 
 
[Chorus]
 
          B   E       B
Let it rain upon me, i dont mind
      C#m  E      F#
If im standing by your side
                  B   E       B
Let the storm come flooding, ill be alright
     E      F#    B
If im standing by your side
 
 
[Bridge]
 
E                     B
No ones perfect, i know its true
C#                            F#
But the closest thing ive found to it is you
 
 
[Chorus]
 
          B   E       B
Let it rain upon me, i dont mind
      C#m  E      F#
If im standing by your side
                  B   E       B
Let the storm come flooding, ill be alright
     E      F#    B



If im standing by your side
 
 
[Bridge]
 
E                     B
No ones perfect, i know its true
C#                            F#
But the closest thing ive found to it is you
 
 
[Chorus]
 
          B   E       B
Let it rain upon me, i dont mind
      C#m  E      F#
If im standing by your side
                  B   E       B
Let the storm come flooding, ill be alright
     E      F#    B
If im standing by your side

17626. Standing In The Need Of Prayer

Standing In The Need Of Prayer

It's me oh Lord - Standin' in the need of prayer
It's me oh Lord - Standin' in the need of prayer 

Not my mother (not my father) it's me oh Lord
Not the preacher (not the sinner) It's me oh Lord
Standin' in the need of prayer 

It's mighty rough road - Standin' in the need of prayer
For me to carry my load - Standin' in the need of prayer 

Help me throught the night - Standin in the need of prayer
Show me which way's right - Standin' in the need of prayer 

I've been down so long - Standin' in the need of prayer
I know I been wrong - Standin' in the need of prayer

17627. Standing In The Need Of Prayer - Chords

Standing In The Need Of Prayer
Recorded by the Country Gentlemen

G
Not my father not my mother but it's me oh Lord 



D7                      G
Standing in the need of prayer

Not my father not my mother but it's me oh Lord 
D7                      G
Standing in the need of prayer

It's me it's me oh Lord 
D7                      G
Standing in the need of prayer

It's me it's me oh Lord 
D7                      G
Standing in the need of prayer
 

Not the preacher not the deacon but it's me oh Lord 
D7                      G
Standing in the need of prayer

Not the preacher not the deacon but it's me oh Lord 
D7                      G
Standing in the need of prayer

Repeat #2
 

Not my brother not my sister but it's me oh Lord 
D7                      G
Standing in the need of prayer

Not my brother not my sister but it's me oh Lord 
D7                      G
Standing in the need of prayer

Repeat #2

Not the thief not the lair but it's me oh Lord 
D7                      G
Standing in the need of prayer

Not the thief not the lair but it's me oh Lord 
D7                      G
Standing in the need of prayer

Repeat #2  x2

17628. Standing Knee Deep In A River (Dying Of Thirst)

Kathy Mattea - Standing Knee Deep in a River (Dying of Thirst)

Friends I could count on, I could count on one hand
With a leftover finger or two



I took 'em for granted, let 'em all slip away
Now where they are I wish I knew

They roll by just like water
And I guess we never learn
Go through life parched and empty
Standing knee deep in a river and dying of thirst

Sometimes I remember sweethearts I've known
Some I've forgotten I suppose
One or two still linger, oh, and I wonder now
Why I ever let them go?

They roll by just like water
And I guess we never learn
Go through life parched and empty
Standing knee deep in a river and dying of thirst

So the sidewalk is crowded, the city goes by
And I rush through another day
And a world full of strangers turn their eyes to me
But I just look the other way

They roll by just like water
And I guess we never learn
Go through life parched and empty
Standing knee deep in a river and dying of thirst

They roll by just like water
And I guess we never learn
Go through life parched and empty
Standing knee deep in a river and dying of thirst

17629. Standing Knee Deep In A River (Dying Of Thirst) - Chords

Standing Knee Deep In A River (dying Of Thirst)
Kathy Mattea - Standing Knee Deep In A River (dying Of Thirst)

Intro - C - Em - F - G - C - Em - F - G

(verse 1)

C               Em       F                      C
Friends I could count on   I could count on one hand,
                F         G  F - G
with a leftover finger or two,
C              Em      F                   C
I took 'em for granted, let 'em all slip away,
F             G            C    F
Now where they are I wish I knew,

(chorus)



G         C  Em         F     C
They roll by,  just like water
F    G              C      F - G
and I guess we never learn
           C   Em            F
Go through life, parched and empty
         C              F    G
standin' knee deep in a river
             C      Em - F - G
and dyin' of thirst

(verse 2)
C             Em    F                  C
Sometimes I remember, sweethearts I've known,
             F           G   F - G
Some I've forgotten I suppose,
C                Em    F                C
One or two still linger, oh and I wonder now,
F    G             C  F
why I ever let them go,
      
    
(chorus)

G         C  Em         F     C
They roll by,  just like water,
F    G              C      F - G
and I guess we never learn,
           C   Em            F
Go through life, parched and empty,
         C              F    G
standin' knee deep in a river,
             C      Em - F - G - C - Em - F
and dyin' of thirst,

-----------> up 1/2 step--------------

(verse 3)

C#                Fm      F#            C#
So the sidewalk is crowded, the city goes by,
           F#              G# - F# - G#
and I rush through another day,
C#                  Fm       F#                 C#
and a world full of strangers, turn their eyes to me,
F#         G#             C#   F#
but I just look the other way,
       

(chorus)
          
G#        C# Fm           F#    C#
They roll by    just like water,
F#    G#             C#   F# - G#
and I guess we never learn,
           C#  Fm            F#
Go through life,  parched and empty,



         C#             F#
standin' knee deep in a river,
G#           C#     F#
and dyin' of thirst,
G#        C# Fm           F#    C#
They roll by    just like water,
F#    G#             C#   F# - G#
and I guess we never learn,
           C#  Fm            F#
Go through life,  parched and empty,
         C#             F#
standin' knee deep in a river,
G#           C#     Fm    F#   G#   C#
and dyin' of thirst,

17630. Standing Next To Me

Standing Next To Me
Dustbowl Revival

I was downhearted
From my head down to my shoes
Walking down that highway just to get' back' home to you
From' the coldest winter
To the hottest summer' day
No matter where I'm going
Got your love to keep me safe

Oooh la la la
Oooh la la la

I was so lonesome
Had a dollar to my name
Before I met you darling
Just a pawn lost the game
From the highest mountain
To deep under the sea
No matter where I'm going
You're just standing next to me

Ooh la la la
Ooh la la la

You're looking good babe
I like the way you walk
When I'm on the edge well
I like to hear you talk me down from
The isle of Manhattan to the San Francisco Bay
No matter where I'm going
Got your love to point the way
Ooh la la la
Ooh la la la



Oh you got that special thing
Makes a poor heart sing
This ain't no midnight fling
You're gonna give my heart wings

Oh now I'm so happy
Just I'm walking down the street
Keep talking about you
To every man I meet
From the highest mountain
To deep under the sea
No matter where I'm going
You're just standing next to me

17631. Standing Next To Me - Chords

Standing Next To Me 
The Dustbowl Revival

[Intro]
A  F#m D  A
A  F#m D   A
 
[Verse 1]
A
I was downhearted
         D               A
from my head down to my shoes
A                  F#m             D                A
Walking down that highway just to get back home to you.
          A
From the coldest winter
        D              A
to the hottest summer day.
A                     F#m
No matter where I'm going,
          D               A
got your love to keep me safe.
 
[Chorus]
A F#m   D     A
Oooh   la la la
A F#m   D     A
Oooh   la la la
 
[Verse 2]
A
I was so lonesome
        D           A
had a dollar to my name.
                  F#m
Before I met you darling
        D             A



just a pawn lost the game.
          A
From the highest mountain
    D              A
to deep under the sea.
                     F#m
No matter where I'm going
              D               A
you're just standing next to me.
 
[Chorus]
A F#m   D     A
Oooh   la la la
A F#m   D     A
Oooh   la la la
 
[Bridge]
Bm   F#m
Bm   A
Bm   F#m
B7   E7
 
[Verse 3]
A
You're looking good babe.
   D                A
I like the way you walk.
                F#m
When I'm on the edge, well,
   D                A
I like to hear you talk me down from
    A                         D             A
the isle of Manhattan to the San Francisco bay.
A                    F#m
No matter where I'm going
          D                 A
got your love to point the way.
 
[Chorus]
A F#m   D     A
Oooh   la la la
A F#m   D     A
Oooh   la la la
 
[Bridge]
       Bm                        F#m
Ohhh, babe, you got that special thing.
         Bm
Special thing...
                          A
You'll make a poor heart sing...
            Bm
Poor heart sing...
                   F#m
Ain't no midnight fling.
        B7
When I say...



              E7
You're gonna give my heart wings
 
[Verse 4]
A
Oh now I'm so happy
      D                  A
just walking down the street.
                   F#m
Keep talking about you
   D            A
to every man I meet.
          A
From the highest mountain
    D              A
to deep under the sea.
                     F#m
No matter where I'm going
              D               A
you're just standing next to me
 
[Outro]
A F#m   D     A
Oooh   la la la
A F#m   D     A
Oooh   la la la

17632. Standing On A Rock

Rodney Crowell - Standing On A Rock

Chorus :
I'm standing on a rock
And I ain't goin' nowhere
I'm standing on a rock
And I ain't gonna move
Got me something to live for
Got me something to prove
I'm standing on a rock
And I ain't gonna move
You're a real fine woman
And your heart is strong
You can see right through me
And you laid the law
You don't give me no trouble
And you don't take mine
You ain't the reason I'm livin'
But you're the reason I'm tryin'

Chorus
You don't say nothing bad about nobody
You don't like talkin' out of school
You might not take me for a wiseman



But you sure don't take me for a fool

Chorus
Well I could be happy flying airplanes
I could be happy selling shoes
I could be happy just drinking water, baby
As long as I an drink with you

Chorus

17633. Standing On The Moon

Molly Tuttle - Standing On the Moon

Standing on the moon
I got no cobwebs on my shoes
Standing on the moon
I feel so alone and blue
I see the Gulf of Mexico
As tiny as a tear
The coast of California
Must be somewhere over here
Over here
Standing on the moon
I see the battle rage below
Standing on the moon
I see the soldiers come and go
There's a metal flag beside me
Someone planted long ago
Old Glory standing stiffly
Crimson, white and indigo
Old Glory standing stiffly
Crimson, white and indigo
Indigo
I see all of Southeast Asia
I can see El Salvador
I hear the cries of children
And the other songs of war
It's like a mighty melody
That rings out from the sky
Standing here upon the moon, I watch it all roll by
All roll by
All roll by
All roll by
Standing on the moon
I see the shadow on the sun
Standing on the moon
The stars go fading one by one
I hear a cry of victory
Another of defeat
A scrap of age-old lullaby
Down some forgotten street
Standing on the moon



Where talk is cheap and visions true
Standing on the moon
But I would rather be with you
Somewhere in San Francisco
On a back porch in July
Just looking up at heaven
At this crescent in the sky
In the sky

17634. Standing On The Mountain

Standing On The Mountain (She Left Me Standing On The Mountain)

Darling will you marry me I asked a maiden fair
I turned my back upon her when I looked she wasn't there

   She left me standing (standing) on the mountain
   She left me standing way up there

Where the honeybees are buzzing round the flowers there
That is where she vanished somewhere in that mountain air

I just saw the whippoorwill a-talking to a bear
They were both a-laughing 'bout her giving me the air

I would give most anything if once more she'd appear
And tell me that she cared a little for this mountaineer

17635. Standing On The Promises

Standing On The Promises  

Standing on the promises of Christ my King,
Through eternal ages let his praises ring;
Glory in the highest, I will shout and sing,
Standing on the promises of God.
Refrain:
Standing, standing,
Standing on the promises of God my Savior;
Standing, standing,
I'm standing on the promises of God.
Standing on the promises I cannot fall,
Listening every moment to the Spirit's call,
Resting in my Savior as my all in all,
Standing on the promises of God.
(Refrain)



17636. Standing Room Only

Barbara Mandrell - Standing room only

You must think my bed's a bus stop
The way you come and go
I ain't seen you with the lights on
Two nights in a row

So pack your rusty razor
Don't bother with goodbye
Your cup runneth over
But mine is always dry

Standing room only
I can't stand no more
Standing room only
Outside my door

Don't help me set the table
'Cause now there's one less place
I won't lay mama's silver
For a man who won't say grace

If home is where the heart is
Then your home's on the streets
Me, I read a good book
Turn out the lights and go to sleep

Standing room only
I can't stand no more, no more
Standing room only
Outside my door

Standing room only
I can't stand no more, no more
Standing room only
Outside my door

17637. Standing Somewhere In The Shadows - Chords

Standing Somewhere In The Shadows
Recorded by Mac Wiseman
Written by Kenneth Downie
 
G                           C
When the world is crumbling around you
    G
And everything goes wrong
        D7                                G
And you feel that there's no use to carry on
                    C
Just remember Jesus loves you



    G      D7      G
And careth for His own
   D7                                   G
So trust in Him and faith will lead you on 
 
                          C                   G
Standing somewhere in the shadows you'll find Jesus
         D7                          G
He's the only one who cares and understands
                          C                G
Standing somewhere in the shadows you will find Him
           D7                                 G
And you'll know Him by the nail prints in His hands
 
                C              G
Old Satan often tempts you and tries to make you doubt
    D7                              G
The Lord is near to hold you by the hand
                     C
With His loving arms around you
        G
He will gently lead you out
      D7                                G
He'll comfort you and give you grace to stand
 
Repeat #2

17638. Standing Strong - Chords

Standing Strong 
The Waifs
 
[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
G
Don't take this away from me baby
G
'Cause I feel it all tonight
G
Your eyes tell me that I'm home
                                        C
But I feel like a stranger under the northern skys
Cm                     G  C  G  C
I feel like a stranger
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                 C         G
Our blood lies in this here sand
                            C
It's burried down under the sheo trees



G                    C
Young boys will grow into men
G
Stand strong against Buffalo? winds
 D C                       G   C
Ohh see 'em standing strong
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
G                             Bm
So don't take it away from me
                     Em
Take it away from me
                             C
Don't take it away from me baby
  D
I feel it all tonight
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Your eyes tell me that I'm home
Bm
Your eyes tell me that I'm home
Em
Your eyes tell me that I'm home
      C                 D
And I won't feel like a stranger
 
 
[Interlude]
G   Bm   Em   C  D
 
 
[Bridge]
              G
And there was something devine in the way we met
       Bm
In the distant isle on a leaking boat
Em
We sang songs under conspiring stars
C                       D
They hatched a plan and sent us far apart
G
8 years go by and you walk through the door
   Bm
My life was in a mess my heart was on the floor
    Em
You lifted it up and thats when I knew
C              D
I was meant to be with you
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
G                             Bm
So don't take it away from me
                     Em



Take it away from me
                     C
Take it away from me
  D
I feel it all tonight
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Your eyes tell me that I'm home
Bm
Your eyes tell me that I'm home
Em                              C
Your eyes tell me that I'm home
       D
See ya standing strong
 
 
[Interlude]
G   Bm   Em   C  D  G
 
 
[Outro]
G                    Bm
Take it away from me
                     Em
Take it away from me
                     C  D  G
Take it away from me
                     Bm
Take it away from me
                     Em
Take it away from me
                     C
Take it away from me
D               G
Standing strong.

17639. Standing With You

The Avett Brothers - Standing with You 

Well it's been a pretty rough
couple of years but I think things
will change for us
And I always will put you before me
Unless, of course, it's dangerous

Standing with you
Standing with you
I might miss the rhythm
But I'm catching the tune
And that's pretty good for me



Well I told you I wont make the same mistakes again
But you know I probably will
And so many nights go by like a flash
Like a camera without nay film
But we dont need to remember every single moment we've had
And I don't need understanding for every single moment I've had

No
As long as I'm

Standing with you
satnding with you
I might miss the ryhthm
But I'm catching the tune
And that's something for me
Standing with you
Standing with you
I might miss the meaning
But I'm catching the truth
And that's pretty good for me

Well it's been a pretty rough couple of years
But I think things will change for us

17640. Stanley Ann

Chris Thile - Stanley Ann

Mom I wish you were here with us
Moving out of this house
Sorry I ain't been in better touch
Things are 'bout to come down
Maybe a little too much

No Michelle's still the best and
You should see the kids
They remind us of you
Well sure but I ain't losing sleep over it
They could never undo
All the good that we did
I'm proud of the time I spent here
But yeah I'd take another four years
I believe the country might too

Anyway mama, wondering if you know
How a man like me learns to let go
Of the dream that's all done coming true

Child the thing about dreams
Is that when one of them ends
Another one starts
Hasten to the bosom of



Your sweet family and friends
We will tend to your heart

Rest your head upon us child
There's no need to pretend this isn't hard
But you're not alone
The dream's done coming true for us as well

Mom I hear you wherever you are
And I'm lucky to be my mother's son
Waiting in the dark at the end of a dream
For the next dream to start

17641. Star Of Bethlehem

Emmylou Harris - Star Of Bethlehem
(Neil Young)

Ain't it hard when you wake up in the morning 
And you find out that those other days are gone? 
All you have is memories of happiness 
Lingerin' on. 

You might wonder who can I turn to 
On this cold and chilly night of gloom 
The answer to that question 
Is nowhere in this room. 

All your dreams and your lovers won't protect you, 
They're only passing through you in the end. 
They'll leave you stripped of all that they can get to, 
And wait for you to come back again. 

You might wonder who I can turn to 
On this cold and chilly night of gloom 
The answer to that question 
Is nowhere in this room. 

From that lamp on down the hall. 
Maybe the star of Bethlehem 
Wasn't a star at all.

17642. Star Of The Show

Dolly Parton - Star Of The Show 
(Dolly Parton)

We sang a love song the day that we met
You thought that we made the perfect duet



You liked my performance so you wanted to know
If I would stay on as the star of the show
And beautiful music we made for a time 'til she changed our tune
And you added new lines
Our duet arrangement became a trio
Now you want a star, but I just think you should know
I don't play second fiddle in nobody's band
And I'm no back-up singer and I won't be a fan
And I'm nobody's co-star
I just play leading rolls
And I don't want the part, don't want a part
Won't play a part unless it's star of the show
Oh, she's stealing the show that's been so dear to my heart
She's changing our song 'til I'm not sure of my part
She sharing the spotlight and there's not room for both
Now one or the other is the star of the show, the other goes
Life is a show and the show will go on
The world is stage, loves an act we perform
There's always some new act somewhere up the road
And I'll always be staring in somebodies' show
I don't play second fiddle in nobody's band
And I'm no back-up singer and I won't be a fan
And I'm nobody's co-star
I just play leading rolls
And I don't want the part, don't want a part
Won't play a part unless it's star of the show
I don't play second fiddle in nobody's band
And I'm no back-up singer and I won't be a fan
And I'm nobody's co-star
I just play leading rolls
And I don't want the part, don't want a part
Won't play a part unless it's star of the show
If I don't star in your show
Well I'm still a star and I can still go
You know I got to be, I got to be the star of the show

17643. Star Spangled Banner

Star Spangled Banner
Dixie Chicks

Oh, say can you see, by the dawn'²s early light
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming

Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro'² the perilous fight
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming

And the rockers' red glare, the bombs bursting in air
Gave proof thro'² the night that our flag was still there

O say, does that star spangled banner yet wave
O'²er the land of the free and the home of the brave



17644. Stardust

Stardust

Sometimes I wonder why I spend
The lonely night dreaming of a song
The melody haunts my reverie
And I am once again with you

When our love was new
And each kiss an inspiration
But that was long ago
And now my consolation
Is in the stardust of a song

And beside a garden wall
When stars were bright
You are in my arms
The nightingale told his fairy tale
A paradise where roses bloom

Though I dream in vain
In my heart it always will remain
My stardust melody
The memory of love's refrain

Though I dream in vain
In my heart it always will remain
My stardust melody
The memory of love's refrain

The memory of love's refrain

17645. Starlight On The Rails - Chords

Starlight On The Rails
Rosalie Sorrels
Flatt & Scruggs

Banjo Tuned E, Play Key D

 D A7
I can hear the whistle blowing
 D
High and lonesome as can be
 G D 
Outside the rain is softly falling
 A7 D
Tonight its falling just for me



 A7 D
 Looking back along the road I've traveled
 A7 D
 The miles can tell a million tales
 G D
 Each year is like some rolling freight train
 A7 D
 And cold as starlight on the rails

I think about a wife and family
My home and all the things it means
The black smoke trailing out behind me
Is like a string of broken dreams
A man who lives out on the highway
Is like a clock that can't tell time
A man who spends his life just rambling
Is like a song without a rhyme

17646. Starry Crown

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Starry Crown

Well I met old Satan in the lane
and I hit him in the head with a walkin' cane.
I'm goin' to wear that starry crown over there

Over there, over there,
I'm goin' to wear that starry crown, over there.
Well I got no skillet, I got no lid
Ashcake tastes like shortenin' bread!
I'm goin' to wear that starry crown over there.

Well I run old Satan through the door,
Hit him in the head with a two-by-four,
I'm goin' to wear that starry crown over there.

[Chorus]

Well I run ol' Satan round the stump
I give 'im a kick over every jump,
I'm goin' to wear that starry crown over there.

[Chorus]

17647. Starry Night



Starry Night
Author: Glen Garrett
Artist: The Infamous Stringdusters
Publisher: Garrettgrass Publishing

Vs.
On a starry night, down in Virginia
I fell in love with a blue eyed girl
Her kiss was warm, her touch was tender
The sweetest one in all the world

Chorus
At night, I dream about her
In my dreams, she holds me tight
And when the clouds roll in at twilight
I sit and dream of a starry night

Vs.
Then one day down in Virginia
My blue eyed girl she went away
I miss her love, I miss her kisses
I'll always mourn that cloudy day

Chorus

Vs.
Now if you're goin' to Virginia
Don't be fooled by a blue eyed girl
A starry night could leave ya dreamin'
Of the sweetest one in all the world

17648. Stars

Alison Krauss - Stars

Stood out in the rain
Let it soak me down
Before I called you . . . I called 
You didn't see me there
Hidden by the rain
Beneath your window . . . but I saw you

Putting on your face before the
Mirror on the wall
Dreaming that the looking glass was me
Catching your fondest gazes
Living through your fickle phases
I love you

And it's getting easier each day
To weep about you
Harder every night to sleep without you
How many years must I be driven
By this dream



Of love with you?

Spend my dimes on phones
Trying just to talk but
You don't answer . . . you let it ring

Spend my nights alone
Catching falling stars to
Give to you, love
They're just for you

For stars fall every time a
Lover has to face the truth
And far too many stars have fell on me
And as they trail the skies
And burn their paths upon my eyes
I cry

17649. Stars In The City

Little Big Town - Stars in the City

[Verse 1]
We took a u-turn down on 42nd street
Almost hit another car
Spilled my coffee on my jeans and I said
"Aw, they're ruined now"
She said
"Naw, they're better now. It's just a matter of perspective."
She kissed my cheek
Its the little imperfections that make'em unique
I don't know how she does it, but she could

[Chorus]
See the stars in the city
She sees a diamond when the world sees dust
Finds the glitter in the gritty
I know I ain't much but
That girl sees something  nobody else can see
When she sees something in me
Yeah she could see the stars in the city

[Verse 2]
The more I hang with her the more I realize
Their can be beauty in the broken if you open up your mind
She says thinks like
"Ain't this rain nice" and
"Don't sad songs make you smile"
Well if she's crazy
I wanna be crazy too
She's the kinda girl that can break up a band
I wanna see whatever she can



[Chorus]
See the stars in the city
She sees a diamond when the world sees dust
Finds the glitter in the gritty
I know I ain't much but
That girl sees something  nobody else can see
When she sees something in me
Yeah she could see the stars in the city
That girl sees something  nobody else can see
When she sees something in me
Yeah she could see the stars in the city
In the city

[Chorus]
See the stars in the city
The stars in the city
She sees a diamond when the world sees dust
Finds the glitter in the gritty
So pretty she can break you heart
Yeah she sees the stars in the city

[Outro]
In the city
She sees the stars in the city
Yeah

17650. Stars On The Water

Rodney Crowell - Stars on the Water

[Verse 1]
Down in Louisiana bayous by and by
A peirot pole or your natural soul
Keeps you tied to a tree high tide
Beer joint lights come on
And then crowd starts rolling in

[Chorus]
Pretty soon you got stars on the water
You got stars on the water
You got stars on the water
When it rains

[Verse 2]
Beaumont to Biloxi sea breeze at your door
Gypsy rains dang hurricanes
White silver sandy shores
Blue light lounge is shining
Why out on the pier

[Chorus]
Makes it look just like stars on the water
Just like stars on the water



Just like stars on the water
When it rains

[Verse 3]
When it's midnight down in Mobile
Shining moon beams on the bay
They come from miles around
To dance the jukebox down
To hear the good time sounds they play
And all across the harbor night life shining on

[Chorus]
Makes you feel just like stars on the water
Just like stars on the water
Just like stars on the water
When it rains

17651. Stars Stripes On Iwo Jima - Chords

Stars Stripes On Iwo Jima
Recorded by: Bob Wills
Also recorded by: The Sons Of The Pioneers

When The [1] Yanks Raised The [4] Stars & Stripes
On [1] Iwo Jima Isle
[5] Through the Blood and Tears they Won [1] Through
Bless the Heart of each [4] Yankee There
On ]1] Iwo Jima Isle
[5] Resting 'neath a Blanket of [1] Blue

[4] High on the Hill Of Suri-[1] Batchi
Flies Old [2] Glory and She always [5] Will
When The [1] Yanks Raised The [4] Stars & Stripes
On [1] Iwo Jima Isle
There were [2] Tears in their [5] Hearts
Though they [1] Smiled

When The Yanks Raised The Stars & Stripes
On Iwo Jima Isle
Ev'ry Heart could sing once Again
And the Sight of Old GLory
Over Iwo Jima Isle
Swelled the Hearts of our Fighting Men

2nd BRIDGE:
Long will it Wave o'er the Hilltops
As a Symbol of Heroes who Died
When The Yanks Raised The Stars & Stripes
On Iwo Jima Isle
There were Tears in their Hearts
Though they Smiled



17652. Start A Band

Brad Paisley - Start A Band 

I never was a straight-lace, straight A student
teacher's pet or child prodigy
I wasn't gonna get rich throwin' a football
It take too long to get a law degree
So I sat down with momma and daddy
tried to talk some sense into my big head
But the best advice that I ever got
was from my sister's rock star boyfriend
Just get you a guitar and learn how to play
Cut up some jeans, come up with a name
When you're living in a world that you dont understand
Find a few good buddies, start a band
Start a band, Start a band
And all those girls that were too cool to talk to,
They'll be waiting in the line out back
Might get your picture in the hometown paper
Maybe buy your momma that Cadillac
Just get you a guitar and learn how to play
Cut up some jeans, come up with a name
When you're living in a world that you don't understand
Find a few good buddies, start a band
Start a band, Scrape up some money, buy a van
Learn free bird and ramblin' man
Never buy another beer again
Just get you a guitar and learn how to play
Grow out your hair, come up with a name
With a little bit of luck you'll be packing the stands
Find a few good buddies, start a band
No need to study, start a band
Call up some buddies man, start a band

17653. Start Again

Norman Blake - Start Again
(Norman Blake)

I don't know if you can hear me
I'm feeling down and can't think clearly
Even though it's complicated
We've got time to start again
I don't know if you can hear me
Some things I'd change but it's too late
I'd take the past and make it straight
Even though it's complicated
We've got time to start again



I don't know if you can hear me
I'm sorry for the things I've said
But some thoughts just won't leave my head
Even though it's complicated
We've got time to start again
I don't know if you can hear me
Even though it's complicated
We've got time to start again
I don't know if you can hear me

17654. Start All Over Again

Desert Rose Band - Start All over Again

Do I have to change my name 
Move to another town 
start all over again 

Nothing seems to feel the same 
whenever you're around 
You treat me like an old friend 

Do I have to fake love do I have to make love 
From the punishments and promises you hand to me 
What is this attitude if this is really you 
Then you're not all that you make yourself out to be 

I see that you've been courting fame 
under another name 
Tell me where does it end

Just who's the one you're looking for 
behind that unknown door 
Should I start over again 

Do I have to fake love do I have to make love 
From the punishments and promises you hand to me 
What is this attitude if this is really you 
Then you're not all that you make yourself out to be 

But I've got a brand new life 
I've got the song of love
And if only you could share all that I'm dreaming of 

Do I have to fake love do I have to make love 
From the punishments and promises you hand to me 
What is this attitude if this is really you 
Then you're not all that you make yourself out to be 

Do I have to change my name 
Move to another town start all over again 
Start all over again start all over again



17655. Starting Over

Starting Over
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Well, the road rolls out like a welcome mat
To a better place than the one we're at
And I ain't got no kinda plan
But I've had all of this town I can stand

[Verse 2]
And I got friends out on the coast
We can jump in the water and see what floats
We've been savin' for a rainy day
Let's beat the storm and be on our way

[Pre-Chorus]
And it don't matter to me
Wherever we are is where I wanna be
And, honey, for once in our life
Let's take our chances and roll the dice

[Chorus]
I can be your lucky penny
You can be my four-leaf clover
Startin' over

[Verse 3]
This might not be an easy time
There's rivers to cross and hills to climb
Some days, we might fall apart
And some nights might feel cold and dark

[Verse 4]
But nobody wins afraid of losin'
And the hard roads are the ones worth choosin'
Someday, we'll look back and smile
And know it was worth every mile

[Pre-Chorus]
And it don't matter to me
Wherever we are is where I wanna be
And, honey, for once in our life
Let's take our chances and roll the dice

[Chorus]
I can be your lucky penny
You can be my four-leaf clover
Startin' over
Startin' over

[Instrumental Break]



[Pre-Chorus]
It don't matter to me
Wherever we are is where I wanna be
And, honey, for once in our life
Let's take our chances and roll the dice

[Chorus]
I can be your lucky penny
You can be my four-leaf clover
Startin' over
Startin' over

[Outro]
Oooh, ooh-hoo-hoo
Oooh, ooh-hoo-hoo

17656. Starting Over - Chords

Starting Over 
Trampled by Turtles

[Intro]
C Em D
C Em D
 
[Verse 1]
G               Em
  Starting over, ain't so bad
D                  C
  Not the home you, thought you had
G           Em
  Amputating, heart-to-heart,
D                 C
  burn it to the ground
 
G                 Em
  Make the beds up, go to work
D                C
  fall to pieces, have you heard?
G                 Em
  Prairie breaking, full of nerve
D                   C
  let's get out of town
 
 
[Refrain 1]
C                     D         G
  Oh, it's draining a change of pace
C                D         G
  Hasty visions, hide your face
C             Em            D
    Don't let go, don't let go



 
 
[Interlude]
C Em D
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                Em
  Clouds above me, clouds below
D                       C
  Where'd you come from, where'd you go?
G                    Em
  Wear your boots out, on the road
D                    C
  you could break my heart
 
G                Em
  At the airport, up all night
D               C
  Blurry vision, what a sight
G                     Em
  Get me through just, one more night
D                   C
  then I'll turn it off
 
 
[Refrain 2]
C                       D       G
  Sure as hell I'll get back to you
C                  D         G
  Pieced together, ran right through
C             Em            D
    Don't let go, don't let go
 
 
[Bridge]
Am            C               D
  Don't fool around and fall apart
Am                    C             D
  Silhouette dreams right from the start
 
 
[Instrumental]
G Em D C
G Em D C
G Em D C
G Em D C
 
 
[Verse 3]
G                    Em
  Cards that play now, let me stay now,
D                   C
  I've been gone so, far away
G                Em
  I still stay up, much too late,
D             C



  here we go again
 
G                Em
  I found love it, was for free
D                C
  Singing oceans, drowning me
G                Em
  Can you hear it, can you see
D                     C
  You could break my heart
 
 
[Refrain 3]
C                      D         G
  My address you know, it don't change
C              D      G
  Out of time, out of range
C             Em            D
    Don't let go, don't let go
C             Em            D
    Don't let go, don't let go
 
 
[Outro]
C Em D
C Em D

17657. Starting Over Again

Dolly Parton - Starting Over Again 

Momma moved out
Daddy sold the house
They split up the money
And went on their way
And all the king's horses
And all the king's men
Couldn't put mommy and daddy back together again
Chorus:
Starting over again
Where should they begin
'Cause they've never been out on their own
Starting over again
Where do you begin
When your dreams are all shattered
And the kids are all grown
And the whole world cries
Got an apartment
She moved in with her sisters
He's scheming big deals with one of his friends
While she sits at home
Just sorting out pieces
Of left over memories



From thirty odd years
2nd Chorus:
Starting over again
Where do you begin
You've never been out on your own
Starting over again
Never any end
What will the neighbors say?
They're talking talk, its small town news
Facing fifty years old
Making up a happy home
And this far down the road
You find yourself alone
Two fools
3rd Chorus:
Starting over again
Now where do you begin
When you've never been out on your own
Starting over again
Never any end
When your dreams are all shattered
And the kids are all grown
And all the king's horses
And all the king's men
Could never put mommy and daddy back together
Back together, again

17658. Starve Them To Death

Starve Them To Death
Sean Watkins - Starve Them To Death

History flies all around me
An angry swarm of mistakes
I ran away but not far enough
I thought they were gone, i didn't realize
I kept them alive in the back of my mind
If i could forget it would starve them to death
Pay no attention to the monsters
That come ahead of their time
They hurt much more before they're real
Their fingers reach from the future
To clutch my throat and play with my mind
Turning away would starve them to death
All that's left in my power
Is trusting or not, in this hour
If i believe it would starve them to death



17659. State Trooper

State Trooper - Bruce Springsteen
The Duhks

New Jersey Turnpike riding on a wet night
'Neath the refinery's glow out where the great black rivers flow
License, registration, I ain't got none
But I got a clear conscience 'bout the things that I done

Mister state trooper, please don't stop me
Please don't stop me, please don't stop me

Maybe you got a kid, maybe you got a pretty wife
The only thing that I got's been bothering me my whole life
Mister state trooper, please don't stop me
Please don't you stop me, please don't you stop me

In the wee wee hours your mind gets hazy
Radio relay towers gonna lead me to my baby
The radio's jammed up with talk show stations
It's just talk, talk, talk, talk, 'til you lose your patience
Mister state trooper, please don't stop me
Whoa
Whoo-whoo

Hey, somebody out there, listen to my last prayer
Hi ho silver-o, deliver me from nowhere
Whoa
Woo

17660. State Trooper - Chords

State Trooper (live)
Steve Earl - State Trooper (live)
Song - State Trooper (Live) - Bruce Springsteen Cover
Album - Guitar Town
The Duhks

Intro: A-D

G - --------- ------- -----      --------- ------- ------- -----
D - --------- ------- -----      0-0-2/4-0 0-2/4-0 0-2/4-0 0---0
A - 0-0-2/4-0 0-2/4-0 0---0 (x2) --------- ------- ------- --3--
E - --------- ------- --3--      --------- ------- ------- -----

G - -------- ----- ----- -----      2-2-2-2 2-2-2 2-2-2 2---2
D - 2-2-2-2- 2-2-2 2-2-2 2---2      0-0-4-0 0-4-0 0-4-0 0-2-0 
A - 0-0-4-0- 0-4-0 0-4-0 0-2-0 (x2) ------- ----- ----- --3--
E - -------- ----- ----- --3--      ------- ----- ----- -----

A
New Jersey Turnpike, ridin' on a wet night 



  D                                       A
`neath the refin'ry's glow out where the great black rivers flow
D
License, registration: I ain't got none
                                       A
But I got a clear conscience `bout the things that I done
D
Mister state trooper, please don't stop me
                      A
Please don't stop me, please don't stop me

D
Maybe you got a kid, maybe you got a pretty wife
                                                A
The only thing that I got's been both'rin' me my whole life
D
Mister state trooper, please don't stop me
                          A
Please don't stop me, please don't stop me

D
In the wee, wee hours your mind get hazy
                      A
Radio relay towers lead me to my baby
D
The radio's jammed up with talk show stations
                                                 A
It's just talk, talk, talk, talk, till you lose your patience
D
Mister state trooper, please don't stop me

A
Oooooh Oooooh
D
Hey, somebody out there, listen to my last prayer
                A
Hiho silver-o, deliver me from nowhere

Oooooh

*During the Insturmentals he plays D-G-A.

17661. Statesboro Blues - Chords

Statesboro Blues 
The Devil Makes Three

Wake up momma, turn your lamp down low
          A                                  E
Won't you wake up momma, turn your lamp down low
       B7                A                  E
Do you have the nerve to drive me from your door?
 



 
I said that gater left Savannah, Lord, it could not stop
 
You should have seen that colored farmer when he got that boiler hot
       A                                                       E
Reach over in the corner mama, won't you hand me my travelling shoes
     B7              A                      E
Well Lord, my god, I got me them Statesboro blues
 
 
Solo: E E A A E E B7 A E E
 
         E
Well, my momma died and left me reckless
 
My poppa died and left me wild, wild, wild
        A
Well my mama died and left me reckless
                      E
Papa died and left me wild
      B7                         A               E
See I ain't good looking but I'm someone's angel child
 
       E
I said Mama tell your Papa
 
Papa tell your sister
 
Sister tell your uncle
 
We're going up the country
 
Wouldn't you like to go?
            B7
We're gonna do one for background
A                    E
Then do two or three more
 
 
Solo: E E A A E E B7 A E E (same as first)
 
            E
I said that gater left Savannah, Lord, it could not stop
 
You should have seen that colored farmer when he got that boiler hot
      A                                                        E
Reach over in the corner mama, won't you hand me my travelling shoes
     B7              A                      E
Well Lord, my god, I got me them Statesboro blues
     B7              A                      E
Yeah Lord, my god, I got me them Statesboro blues...



17662. Station To Station

Station to Station
Chatham County Line

Riding this train station to station
Bought my ticket with no hesitation
Silver steam is better than gold
Oh mama I was born to roll

Never grew up even though I tried
Ain t got nothing left but my pride
As a boy you know I played with trains
Well that boy still drives this man

Stay upright even when I'm stumbling
Count my money when dice come tumbling
Thrown a punch you know I took a few
You ain't nothing without something to prove

17663. Statistician's Blues

Todd Snider - Statistician's Blues

[Verse 1]
They say that three percent of people
Use five to six percent of their brain
Ninety-seven percent use just three percent
And the rest goes down the drain
I'll never know which one I am
But I'll bet you my last dime
Ninety-nine percent think we're three percent
One-hundred percent of the time
[Verse 2]

They say sixty-five percent of all statistics
Are made up right there on the spot
Eighty-two-point-four percent of people believe 'em
Whether they're accurate statistics or not
I don't know what you believe
But I do know there's no doubt
I need another double-shot of something ninety-proof
I got too much to think about

[Chorus]
Too much to think about
Too much to figure out
Stuck between hope and doubt
It's too much to think about

[Verse 3]
They say seventy-four percent of everything you learn in college
Is a bunch a bullshit you'll never need



Eighty-three-point-four percent of everything you got
You bought to satisfy your greed
Because ninety-one percent of the world's population
Links possessions to success
Even though eighty-eight percent of the wealthiest one percent
Of the population drinks to an alarming excess
More money, more stress

[Chorus]
It's too much to think about
Too much to figure out
Stuck between hope and doubt
It's too much to think about
Pick it now

[Verse 4]
They say seventy-four percent of all statisticians
Truly hate their fucking jobs
The average bank robber lives within, say
About twenty miles of the bank that he robs
There's this little bank not far from here
That I've been watching now a while
Seems like lately alls I can think about's
How bad I wanna go out in style

[Chorus]
It's too much to think about
Too much to figure out
Stuck between hope and doubt
It's too much to think about, hey hey
It's too much to think about, amen
It's too much to think about

17664. Stay

Alison Krauss - Stay

Where have you been,
My long lost friend,
It's good to see you again.
Come and sit for a while,
I've missed your smile,
Today the past is goodbye.
Time can't erase,
A lover's embrace

Can't you hear it calling,
A new day dawning,
You were longing to find.

Love's taken you far,
Away from my heart,
And I've been here all along.



Have your eyes failed to find,
What took you from mine,
A vision that's faded through time.
But you sail away,
Far on a summer's day.

But you heard it calling,
A new day dawning,
You were longing to find.

There is a way,
To make you stay,
Darling don't turn away.
Don't doubt your heart,
And keep us apart,
I'm right where you are,
Stay.

There is a way,
To make you stay,
Darling don't turn away.
Don't doubt your heart,
And keep us apart,
I'm right where you are,
Stay.

17665. Stay

Little Big Town - Stay (Acoustic)

[Verse 1]
How can I bear to wake up and you're not there
What will I do when I turn and reach for you
I lay my tears on the windowsill, I'll only cry 'til I get over you
But how long will it take me, won't you save me?

[Chorus]
And stay just a little bit longer
'Til I'm a little bit stronger to take all this
And stay just a little more time 'til I can find a way
Please stay

[Verse 2]
Will I ever smile again, when losin' love takes my best friend
To wonder where, wonder how, I wonder what you're doin'
One more night just before you break me
Hold me safely

[Chorus]
And stay just a little bit longer
'Til I'm a little bit stronger to take all this
And stay just a little more time 'til I can find a way
Please stay



[Bridge]
So I'll be a big girl and close my eyes
As you walk away, don't say goodbye
God save me
Please, won't you

[Chorus]
Stay just a little bit longer
'Til I'm a little bit stronger to take all this
And stay just a little more time 'til I can find a way
Won't you stay just a little bit longer?

17666. Stay (Don't Be Cruel)

Rodney Crowell - Stay (Don't Be Cruel)

Well you know I can be found
Sitting all alone
If you can't come around
At least please telephone
But don't be cruel
To a heart that's true
Baby, if I made you mad
For something I might have said
Please forget the past
The future's bright ahead
But don't be cruel
To a heart that's true
I don't want no other love
Baby, it's just you I'm thinkin' of
Don't stop thinkin' of me
Don't make me feel this way
Come on over and love me
You know I want you to stay
But don't be cruel
To a heart that's true
Let's walk down to the preacher
Let's say "Hey, I do"
And then I know you'll want me
And you'll know I want you too
But don't be cruel
To a heart that's true
I don't want no other love
Baby, it's just you I'm thinkin' of
Don't be cruel
To a heart that's true
Don't be cruel
To a heart that's true
Don't need no other love
Baby, it's just you I'm thinkin' of
Don't stop thinkin' of me
Don't make me feel this way



Come on over and love me
You know I want you to stay
But don't be cruel
To a heart that's true
Why should we be apart?
Baby, you know I love you, cross my heart
Don't be cruel
To a heart that's true
Don't be cruel
To a heart that's true
Don't be cruel
To a heart that's true
Don't be cruel
To a heart that's true
Don't want no other love
Baby, it's just you I'm thinkin' of

17667. Stay A Little Longer

Kenny & Amanda Smith Band - Stay a Little Longer
Album: House Down the Block

Can't go home if you're goin' by the mill
Cause the bridge's washed out
At the bottom of the hill
Big Creek's up Little Creek's level
Plow my corn with a double shovel
Stay all night stay a little longer
Dance all night dance a little longer
Pull off your coat throw it in the corner
Don't see why you can't stay a little longer

Sittin' in the window singin' to my love
Slop bucket fell from the window up above
Mule and the grasshopper eatin' ice cream
Mule got sick so they laid him on the green
Stay all night stay a little longer
Dance all night dance a little longer
Pull off your coat throw it in the corner
Don't see why you can't stay a little longer

Well you ought to see my Blue Eyed Sally
She lives away down on Shinbone Alley
Number on the gate the number on the door
The next house over is the grocery store
Stay all night stay a little longer
Dance all night dance a little longer
Pull off your coat throw it in the corner
Don't see why you can't stay a little longer

Stay all night stay a little longer
Dance all night dance a little longer
Pull off your coat throw it in the corner



Don't see why you can't stay a little longer
Don't see why you can't stay a little longer

17668. Stay All Night

Stay All Night
Little Big Town

Wish we could stay all night
Well, we're gonna have to pay for the hotel, oh well
Least the drinks are free
Oh, I don't know if it's right
But tonight I'm tyin' one on you better believe it

Weekend is in, show time is now
Tell all your friends and bring your mom and them
We'll even put you on a list for a small price, so nice
To see your face again
Yeah, it feels good to finally be feelin' right
I wish we could stay all night

We're burnin' rubber late for the load-in
Rollin' through the radio, passin' the time
Just enough gas to get there, say a prayer
Lord, let this old Ford Fly
It ain't the fame, the money, the game
Gettin' your name on the big marquee
It's all about the song makes your heart thump, feet stomp
The way it's supposed to be
Feels good to finally be feelin' right
Wish we could stay all night

Oh, wish this drink would never end
Hell, I just caught my second wind
Why don't the good stuff ever last
It comes and goes and it goes so fast
They're shuttin' it down and turn on the lights, yeah

Wish we could stay all night
Wish we could stay all night
Can't go home but you can't stay here
Wish we could stay all night
Go on and pop the top on one more beer

Wish we could stay all night
We're gonna have to pay for a hotel, oh well
Wish we could stay all night
Tell all your friends and bring your mom and them
I wish we could stay all night



17669. Stay All Night

Stay All Night

You ought to see my blue eyes Sally
She live's down in shin bone slley
Number on the gate, number on the door
Next house over is a grocery store

Sally all night, stay a little longer
Dance all night, dance a little longer
Pull off your coat and throw it in the corner
Don't see why you son't stay a little longer

Can't ger home if you're going by the mill
Cause the bridge washed out at the bottom of the hill
Big creek's up and the big creek's level
Plow my corn with a double shovel

* Refrain

Settin' in the window, singin' to my love
Slop bucket fell from window up above
Mule and grasshopper eatin' ice cream
Mule got sick and we laid him on a beam

* Refrain

17670. Stay All Night (Stay A Little Longer)

The Charlie Daniels Band 
Stay All Night (Stay A Little Longer)
(originally by Bob Wills)
Steve Earle

Can't go home if you're goin' by the mill
'Cause the bridge's washed out
At the bottom of the hill
Big Creek's up and Little Creek's level
Plow my corn with a double shovel

Stay all night, stay a little longer
Dance all night, dance a little longer
Pull off your coat, throw it in the corner
Don't see why you can't stay a little longer

Sittin' in the window singin' to my love
Slop bucket fell from the window above
Mule and the grasshopper eatin' ice cream
Mule got sick so they laid him on the green

Stay all night, stay a little longer
Dance all night, dance a little longer



Pull off your coat, throw it in the corner
Don't see why you can't stay a little longer

Well you ought to see my blue eyed Sally
She lives away down on Shinbone Alley
The number on the gate, number on the door
The next house over is a grocery store

Stay all night, stay a little longer
Dance all night, dance a little longer
Pull off your coat, throw it in the corner
Don't see why you can't stay a little longer

Stay all night, stay a little longer
Dance all night, dance a little longer
Pull off your coat, throw it in the corner
Don't see why you don't stay a little longer
Don't see why you can't stay a little longer

17671. Stay Awake

Stay Awake
Sara Watkins - Stay Awake

[Verse 1]
Stay awake, don't rest your head
Don't lie down upon your bed
While the moon drifts in the skies
Stay awake don't close your eyes

[Verse 2]
Though the world is fast asleep
Though your pillow soft and deep
You're not sleepy as you seem
Stay awake don't nod and dream
Stay awake don't nod and dream

17672. Stay Away

Chris Thile - Stay Away

You are the devil
Stay away from me
Stay away from me
Stay away
I am in trouble

But you're not what I need
You're not what I need



Even if I'm all alone
I'm for her
Keep yours to yourself
Cause I'm trying to hold on
To her as long as she can stand it too
Been prying off my fingers one by one
Prying off my fingers one by one

I've been praying against you
But the damage has been done
The damage has been done
And it would take a miracle
For her to break my fall
Cause she don't care at all anymore
And I don't know why I still do
Why I'm telling you
Cause you are the devil
And you can stay away from me
Stay away form me
Stay away

To hell with my freedom
If it don't come for free
And I know it don't come for free

If I give in
Give me bitter songs to play
And some sweet heart to win
Friends I thought I lost
And times I've never been
Just don't ever make me fall in love again
Should of seen us fly out that church
Devil stay away form me
Stay away from me
Stay away

17673. Stay Away From Me

Stay Away From Me
Bill Monroe

Stay away from me, you're causing me trouble
It's been that way, since from the start
Go on your way, you have another waiting
Stay away from me, you're breaking my heart

   Oh the sky is blue, and the sun is shinning
   And Autumn leaves have turned to brown
   I loved you so, but I can't have you
   Stay away from me, stay out of town

Stay away from me, I know what you're after
Its best if we, stay far apart



You brought me pain, no joy no laughter
Stay away from me, you're breaking my heart

17674. Stay Away Monday

Leftover Salmon - Stay Away Monday 

Stay away Monday, you're back too soon
I've been out all weekend, howling at the moon
Dancing to the rhythm of a Cajun tune
Monday come a running always give me the blues

And now Monday's coming back too soon
Whoa, Monday's coming back too soon

Now I'm looking to tomorrow but I can't see
The winds of change are gonna blow on me
I'm tired of my working man misery
I work like a dog but a dog runs free

And now Monday's coming back too soon
Whoa, Monday's coming back too soon

Well, one of these Mondays, I'm gonna stay in bed
I'm gonna watch the morning sky turn red
Gonna turn off my clock and turn on my head
And never let the weekend come to an end

And now Monday's coming back too soon
Whoa, Monday's coming back too soon

17675. Stay Human (All The Freaky People)

Keller Williams - Stay Human (All The Freaky People) 

Starvation is a creation of the devil
A rebel
I'm bringin' food to the people like a widow
brinin' flowers to a grave in the middle
of the city isolation is a riddle
to be surrounded by a million other people
but feel alone like a tree in the desert
dried up like the skin of a lizard
but full of color like the spots of a leopard
drum and bass pull me in like a sheperd
scratch my itch like a needle on a record
full of life like a man gone to Mecca
sky high like an eagle up soaring
I speak low but I'm like a lion roaring



baritone like a Robeson recordin'
I'm giving thanks for bein' human every morning...

Because the streets are alive with the sound of Boom Bap
can I hear it once again!
Boom Bap tell your neighbor tell a friend
every box gotta right to be boomin'
because the streets are alive with the sound of Boom Bap
can I hear it once again!
Boom Bap tell your neighbor tell a friend
every flower got a right to be bloomin'!
Stay Human!

Be resistant
the negativity we keep it at a distance
call for backup and I'll give you some assistance
like a lifesaver deep in the ocean
stay afloat here upon the funky motion
rock and roll upon the waves of the season
hold your breath and your underwater breathin'
To be rhymin' without a real reason
is to claim but not to practice a religion
is television is the drug of the nation
satelite is immaculate reception
beaming in they can look and they can listen
so you see don't believe in the system
to legalize you or give you your freedom
you want rights ask'em, they'll read 'em
but every flower gotta right to be bloomin'
stay human...

Cause all the freaky people make the beauty of the world

You see Y2K ya know is a moment
in time we find that we can open
up a heart that's locked or been broken
by the pain of the words not spoken
or shot by guns a still smokin'
Cartwrights out on the Ponderosa
or drive by bang in Testarossa
we need to heed the words of Dalai Lama
or at least the words of your mama
take a mental trip to the Bahamas
steam your body in a stereo sauna, sauna, comma....

17676. Stay In The Wagon Yard

The Country Gentlemen - Stay in the Wagon Yard

I am a jolly farmer, and i just came to town
To sell a bale of cotton boys, I'd worked the whole year round
Listen to me all of you farmers, if you wanna learn some sense
If you want to see them electric lights, just look right over the fence



when i walked down the street, the old clock was striking nine
along came old sadie jones, won't you take a little drink of mine
I must have bought a dozen drinks, cos it hit my pocket book hard
I wish I'd bought me a half a pint and stayed in the wagon yard

17677. Stay in the Wagon Yard - Chords

Stay in the Wagon Yard 
Country Gentlemen

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of:D

   D                       G             D
I am a jolly farmer, and I just came to town
                                   E7             A      A
To sell a bale of cotton boys, I'd worked the whole year round
     D                                     G             D
Listen to me all of you farmers, if you wanna learn some sense
                                   G                         
If you want to see them electric lights, just look right over
A         D 
my back fence

Chorus:
   B                                   
When I walked down the street, the old clock was striking nine
   D                           G                             
Along came old sadie jones, won't you take a little drink of
  D
 mine
                                      G                     
I must have bought a dozen drinks, cos it hit my pocket book
   D
  hard
                                       G             A     D
I wish I'd bought me a half a pint and stayed in the wagon yard

Instrumental:

Chorus:

Tag:

  I wish I'd bought me a half pint and stayed in the wagon yard

17678. Stay Out Of My Arms

Jim Lauderdale - Stay out of my arms
Composer: Jim Lauderdale



Many times temptation grows so strong
And makes someone go blind to what is wrong
Well stop right now while there's still the strength to see
Turn your eyes, and run away from me

Stay out of my arms
Take me advice it's easy to break
The same heart twice
Let's stop the hurt before it starts
Don't follow me, Stay out of my arms

I'm sure you'll find someone to have and hold
And keep the promises you were told
I'd only lead you on and let you down
And hurt you when good memories can't be found

Stay out of my arms
Take me advice it's easy to break
The same heart twice
Let's stop the hurt before it starts
Don't follow me, stay out of my arms

17679. Stay Out Of My Bedroom

Dolly Parton - Stay Out Of My Bedroom 
(Dolly Parton)

Stay out of my bedroom
Don't be messin' up my pillows and sheets
With your powder and perfume
If you don't have some understanding of me
Don't be kncokin' on my door
I don't want you to play in my fantasies
Stay out of my bedroom
Baby, if you can't take the heat
If you want it, come and get it, baby
Satisfaction guaranteed
I'm a pleaser, free and eager
I ain't never had as much fun as I need
Easy lovin', that's down my alley
I may be easy but, at least I'm cheap
Stay out of my bedroom, baby
Baby, if you can't take the heat
Stay out of
Stay out of
You're dealin' with some hot stuff
Baby, can you deal with the heat?
We might burn on forever, we might burn on tonight
Where there's smoke there is fire from the flames that I ignite
The heat is intense when the fire's blazin' high
Slavin' over all those red hot lovers at night
If you come to my bedroom the heart of the heat



I will pleasure your body in sheer ecstasy
I will touch you in places no one else ever reached
Till you won't remember anybody else but me
If you want it come and get it
If it burns you don't come cryin' to me
Don't come knockin' on my door
Baby, if you can't take the heat
Don't be peepin' through my window
If you don't appreciate what you see
Stay out of my bedroom, baby
Baby, if you can't take the heat
Stay out of, stay out of
You're dealin' with some hot stuff
Baby, can you deal with the heat?
Stay out of my bedroom...
If you can't take it, stay out of my bedroom

17680. Stay With Me - Chords

Stay With Me 
The Wilders
Written by Nate Gawron
 
A
We've got a lot to do
        G       D      A
And no good way to do it
A
I know you wonder why 
A
After all this time
        G             D
Should we keep going through
I know my foolish pride gets the best of me
For why I cannot say
But I'll put it all aside if you'll just hold on
E
Now that's its all unwound
D
Can we make it a new start
E
When I come back around
D
Baby wont you give me back your heart
A
Why don't you stay with me
G
Pray with me
D
Let me know with certainty
A
In spite of all we've yet to prove
G



We gotta lot to hold on to
D
When we fall and hit the ground 
A
We'll hold eachother going down
A       B
This me, how about you
C       D
We've gotta a lot left to do
Verse Chords
Baby don't block me out
I'll scream and shout
There aint no doubt
I need you're loving kiss
Cuz when you show your sweet side
You're the one I don't wanna miss
You're endless eyes, your sex appeal, your  touch your lips I wanna feel
I need em day and night
Baby tear down the walls
Smash em with loves wreckin balls,
Make everything all right
Now that's its all unwound
Can we make it a new start
When I come back around
Baby wont you give me back your heart
Why don't you stay with me
Pray with me
Let me know with certainty
In spite of all we've yet to prove
We gotta lot to hold on to
When we fall and hit the ground
We'll hold eachother going down
This me, how about you
We've gotta a lot left to do

17681. Stayin' Up Late (Thinkin' About It)

Stayin' Up Late (Thinkin' About It)

I've been stayin' up late
Just a thinkin' about
Ways to get you off my mind
I keep wanderin' around
Through all the lonely
Parts of town
To try and see
If I might could ever find
One last hope

That I could cling to
In case I make the break through
And finally get you off my mind
I tried givin' up dreamin'



But your memory kept schemin'
And found all kinda ways
To sneak back into my sleep
I finally quit talkin' to strangers
Out of fear there's always

The danger
They say hi, hello
Or somethin' else
You might'a said to me
I've been stayin' up late
Just a thinkin' about
Ways to get you off my mind
I keep wanderin' around
Through all the lonely

Parts of town
To try and see if I might
Could ever find
One last hope
That I could cling to
In case I make the break through
And finally get you off my mind
I swore to never
Get caught looken
At a single picture

That was tookin'
Of us or anywhere we ever went
Or ever even seen
I don't dare watch the news
'Cause the wrecks
And the crashes
Can remind me too
That I used to ride around

And go places
In cars with you
I've been stayin' up late
Just a thinkin' about
Ways to get you off my mind
I keep stayin' up late
Just thinkin' about
Ways to get you off my mind

17682. Staying Together - Chords

Staying Together
Recorded by Gene Watson and Rhonda Vincent
Written by Jerry Salley and Monty Holmes

C
We do it for the children down the hall                               



Neither one of us could stand to see them cry
We do it for your mom and dad                             
G7                   C
There's more hearts to think about than yours and mine          
F                                C
Staying together is what we're supposed to do             
G7                             C
We both know better when it comes to me and you
C7                  F                          C
There ain't nothing sadder there ain't nothing colder        
G7                           C
Staying together don't mean it ain't over 
People say that we're the perfect pair                                            
They ain't seen us sleeping in our separate beds
We still talk like there ain't nothing wrong                        
G7                C
But now love's the only word that's never said 

Repeat #2 

Tag:
C7                  F                          CT
here ain't nothing sadder there ain't nothing colder        
G7                           C
Staying together don't mean it ain't over

17683. Steady As The Rain

Dolly Parton - Steady As The Rain 

Raindrops tumble to the ground
Making puddles all around
Drops of rain that look like tears
Fall on my window pane
Raindrops seem to harmonize
With teardrops falling from my eyes
And my tears keep falling down
As steady as the rain
Steady as the rain they fall
Tears that just won't dry at all
Tears that cannot wash away the pain
Sometimes without knowing it
I touch my face and find it wet
And my tears keep falling down
As steady as the rain
I can't face the fact that
I am not important in your life
Once you lived for rollin' me
And then your feelings changed
There's just no gettin' over you
I try so hard, but it's no use
And my tears keep falling down
As steady as the rain



Raindrops just keep falling down
Beatin' out their rhythmic sounds
Dancin' as they play their sweet refrain
Memories of you cloud my mind
Cloud my eyes and I start cryin'
And my tears keep falling down
As steady as the rain
As steady as the rain
Steady as the rain they fall
Tears that just won't dry at all
Tears that just won't wash away the pain
Memories of you cloud my mind
Cloud my eyes and I start cryin'
And my tears keep falling down
As steady as the rain
As steady as the rain

17684. Steal Away

Steal Away 

Steal away, steal away, steal away to Jesus
Steal away, steal away home, I ain't got long to stay here.

(Spoken)
I was walkin' in Savannah, passed the church decayed and dimed
When there's slowly through the window came a plaintive funeral hymn
And a sympathy awakened an' a wonder quickly grew
Till I found myself seat in a little negro pew.

Out at front a young couple sat in sorrow, nearly wild
And on the altar was a coffin and in the coffin lay a child
Rows of sad old negro preacher at his little wooden desk
With a manner grandly awkward with the countless grotesque.

And he said now don't be weepin' for this little bit of clay
For the little boy who lived there he done gone and run away
He's was doin' very finely and he appreaciated your love
But it's sure enough father want him in the large house up above.

Now he didn't give you that baby by a hundred thousand miles
He just think you need some sunshine and he lend it for awhile
He let you keep and love it till your hearts were bigger grown
And these silver tears you have shed that's just interest on the loan.

So my poor dejected mourners let your hearts with Jesus rest
And don't go criticizein' no one the one that knows the best
He gives us many comforts he's ever right to take away
To the Lord be praised in glory now and ever let us pray.

(Sang)
My Lord calls me, He calls me by the thunder
The trumpet sounds within my soul



I ain't got long to stay here...

17685. Steal Away And Die

Steal Away and Die - Jimmy Martin

Tomorrow's just another day to worry
To wake up my dear and I'll wonder why
Must a sea of heartache slowly drown me
Why can't I steal away somewhere and die

    Too many days I spent in deepest sorrow
    Too many nights I've laid awake and cried
    Oh how I wish there'd be no more tomorrows
    Why can't I steal away somewhere and die

Now I find my dear that it's all over
And I guess I'll live because I can not die
Maybe the tide of time will cure all heartaches
I guess I'll just look back and wonder why

    I loved you even though you didn't want me
    Sometimes I think you didn't even try
    And now there's nothing left but burning memories
    Why can't I steal away somewhere and die

17686. Steal Away And Pray

Osborne Brothers - Steal away and pray
Composer: Charlie Louvin - Ira Louvin

I just steal away somewhere and pray

Every time I do a deed I shouldn't do
Every time I say a word I shouldn't say
Let me tell you what I'd do it will bring a blessing too
If I steal away somewhere and pray

I just steel away I just steal away
And I ask my blessed Lord to lead the way
I just steel away I just steal away
I just steel away somewhere and pray

I'm sure God will hear and answer all my prayers
When I ask him for my blessings every day
When I'm burdened down with grief it will bring my soul relief
If I steal away somewhere and pray

I just steel away I just steal away...



17687. Steal It

John Butler - Steal It

You got your mask on, it's only your cold eyes I see
No, you did not break or enter
But when you're leaving you take everything
You're loot is packed and ready
The kids are buckled in and weep
And now I'm curled up in this empty shell
Where our home it used to be
So tell me why'd you steal it all from me
Why'd you steal it all from me girl
Why'd you steal it all from me
Why'd you steal it all from me girl
You opened up my windows
I gave you every key to every lock
An yes you opened 'em up one by one
Got to the end and you stepped on my heart
You were wearing gloves when we first met
I shoulda known you were staking me out
Yes I thought your love came freely
And now I'm paying and there is now doubt
Because way up, way up in the sky
I don't want to fall from this deftly height
Why can't we make up, wake up tell me why
Why can't we just hold on to what we made together
I thought we'd never sever girl, instead...
You go steal it all from me
Steal it all from me girl
Why'd you steal it all from me
Steal it all from me girl, steal it all from me
Why'd you steal it all from me girl
Why'd you steal it all from me
Why'd you steal it all form me girl

17688. Steal My Kisses

Steal My Kisses
Old School Freight Train

I pulled into Nashville, Tennessee,
But you wouldn't even come around to see me
And since you're headin' up to Carolina,
You know I'm gonna be right there behind ya

'Cause I always have to steal my kisses from you
Always have to steal my kisses from you
Always have to steal my kisses from you



I always have to steal my kisses from you

Now I love to feel that warm southern rain,
Just to hear it fall is the sweetest sounding thing
And to see it fall on your simple country dress
It's like heaven to me I must confess

'Cause I always have to steal my kisses from you
I always have to steal my kisses from you
Always have to steal my kisses from you
I always have to steal my kisses from you

Now I've been hangin' 'round you for days,
But when I lean in you just turn your head away
Oh no, you didn't mean that
She said I love the way you think, but I hate the way you act

'Cause I always have to steal my kisses from you
Always have to steal my kisses from you
Always have to steal my kisses from you
I always have to steal my kisses from you

Always have to steal my kisses from you
I always have to steal my kisses from you
Always have to steal my kisses from you
Always have to steal my kisses from you

17689. Steal Your Love

Lucinda Williams - Steal Your Love

Did they lay down a law and lock up your heart
I'm gonna have to steal your love
Some laws should be broken from the start
I'm gonna have to steal your love

You ain't about to give it up for no one
I'm gonna have to steal your love
I don't need a knife, I didn't need a gun
I know how to steal your love

I don't want your drugs and I don't want your money
I just want to steal your love
I want you to squeeze me and call me honey
I just want to steal your love

Give me your strong hand and go away with me
I'm gonna have to steal your love
Come on, let me kiss you and set you free
I'm gonna have to steal your love



17690. Stealin'

Stealin'
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

Put your arms around me like a circle round the sun
I wanna love you momma like my easy rider done

You don't believe I love you, look what a fool I've been
You don't believe I'm sinking, look what a hole I'm in
Stealin', stealin', pretty momma don't you tell on me
I'm stealin' back to my same old used to be

The woman I love she's just my height and size
A married girl, come to see me some time

You don't believe I love you, look what a fool I've been
You don't believe I'm sinking, look what a hole I'm in
Stealin', stealin', pretty momma don't you tell on me
I'm stealin' back to my same old used to be

Well, I'm going up North, gonna see my girl
Sweetest thing in the whole wide world

You don't believe I love you, look what a fool I've been
You don't believe I'm sinking, look what a hole I'm in
Stealin', stealin', pretty momma don't you tell on me
I'm stealin' back to my same old used to be

Stealin', stealin', pretty momma don't you tell on me
I'm stealin' back to my same old used to be

17691. Stealin' Away My Heart

Cornmeal - Stealin' Away My Heart
Album: Feet First

My mother raised me right, she said when someone does you wrong
You turn away the other cheek and try to move along
It's so much easier said than it is done
I still remember the day you walked in to my life
Bob Dylan tried to warn me of all the future strife
That would come along if I fell in love with a girl too young
But your beauty had its grip on me, and such a personality
Had paralyzed me from the very start
So even if I tried to leave, even if I could have seen
Still you would have broken me apart
So I could never forgive you for stealin away my heart



Some say it's better to forgive, that it's better to forget
So tell me why I'm left here with this feeling of regret
While it's true I know that I did nothing wrong
I still remember those evenings with you, I held you tight
Feeling I was loved and that loving you was right
It was so easy then for us to get along, just singing songs
Oh, but the girl I knew was out of key, badly out of step with me
Yeah, she left me silent, sneaking in the dark
But still you kept on torturing, and I ignored the suffering
Hoping that there still could be a spark
So I could never forgive you for stealin away my heart

Still you looked me in the eye, told me all those shitty lies
Thinking I would never figure out
So deeply I had trusted you, it ripped my heart and soul in two
When I found you lying in your lover's arms
So I could never forgive you for stealin away my heart

17692. Stealing In The Name Of The Lord

Paul Kelly - Stealing in the name of the lord

Ohhh, oohhhhh, mmmmm,
Oooooohhh, mmmmmmm, oooooh.
Yeah...

There's a man,
On the corner,
Raisin' a congregation,
Sayin' that he's the one,
Brothers and sisters,
That's gonna bring us all salvation.

Sayin' that he's the one,
To make a way for us,
He's gonna do it,
With no hesitation.

Sayin' step!
In the land,
Can you spare a dime?

I heard him say,
Step!
Right on up.
How you this evenin'?
Drop a buck.

People I tell ya,
What I've seen.
A parasite is he

Ain't much difference,



In what he's doin',
Good people,
From B & E (That's breaking and entering, ya know)

That man is...
(Stealin' in the name of the lord)
Sayin' God's gonna mess ya...
(Stealin' in the name of the lord)

Oh, oh, oh.
It's happenin' every day.
This man, he'll walk,
Up to ya,
And look ya in the eye,
Put his hand,
On your shoulder,
And tell ya,
A big fat lie.

He'll tell ya,
God's gonna bless ya, children,
If you put your faith in me.
Huh!

Then he'll pass the tray,
While the choir's singin',
 Nearer My God To Thee 

Step!
In the line!
Can you spare a dime?
I heard him say,

Step!
Right on up, good people!
Drop a buck.

That man is...
(Stealin' in the name of the lord)
That's what he's doin'...
(Stealin' in the name of the lord)

Comes confession time!
That's a time to spill your mind.
He sits back in his lazy chair,
And listens to ya testify.

When that's over,
He puts his hands on your shoulder.
Tells you,
All's forgiven.
The man can't be colder.

Step!
In the line!
Can you spare a dime?
I heard him say,



Step!
Right on up, good people.
Drop a buck.

That man is...
(Stealin' in the name of the lord)
Sayin' God's gonna bless ya!
(Stealin' in the name of the lord)
He's gonna save your soul!
(Stealin'!)
That's what he said.
(Stealin'!)
Pick your life up and make you whole.
(Stealin'!)
Yeah, that's what he said.
(Stealin'!)
This man will sock it to ya!
(Stealin'!)
Yeah and god's willing
(Stealin'!)
This man will rock it to ya!
(Stealin'!)
Yes he will, and god's willing
(Stealin'!)
He'll steal your money,
(Stealin'!)
And tell ya you don't need your money.
(Stealin'!)
All you need is him and god
(Stealin'!)
Stealin!
(Stealin'!)
Stealin!

17693. Steam Powered Aereoplane

Steam Powered Aereo Plane
New Grass Revival - Norman Blake - John Hartford

Well I never went away on a Steam Powered Aero plane.
Well I went and stayed and damn near didn't come back again.
Didn't go very fast on a steam powered aero plane,
Oh the wheel went around, up and down, and inside and then back again.

Sittin' in a 747 just watching them clouds roll by,
Can't tell if it's sunshine or if it's rain.
Rather be sittin' in a deck chair high above Kansas City,
On a genuine old fashioned steam powered aero plane.

Well I'd like to be a pilot on a steam powered aero plane.
Well I'd pull that pilot wheel around and then back again.
Well, I'll wear a blue hat, yeah, that says Steam Powered Aero plane
With letters that go around the rim and then back again.



17694. Steamboat Whistle Blues

Steamboat Whistle Blues

I crossed the river, I felt fast asleep
Crossed the river, I felt fast asleep
Crossed the river, I felt fast asleep
When I woke, I had shackles on my feet

I thought I heard that steamboat whistle blow
I thought I heard that steamboat whistle blow
I thought I heard that steamboat whistle blow
Blow like she's never blowed before

I said Judge what might be my fine ?
I said Judge what might be my fine ?
I said Judge what might be my fine ?
Sixty days away on down the line

* Refarin

Sixty days in a lonesome jail to go
Sixty days in a lonesome jail to go
Sixty days in a lonesome jail to go
I can't hear that steamboat whistle blow

* Refrain

17695. Steamboat Whistle Blues - Chords

Steamboat Whistle Blues 
John Hartford

[Verse 1]
 
C                          Am
Well I started out to be a towboat man
      G                       C
But I never got the hang of a ratchet bar
         C                         Am
I was a -growin up a-deckin in the Illinois trade
     D               G
with coal dust in my ear
      C                   Em
I got stuck in the ice on Christmas Eve
      F                 G
And I froze my ass it's true
       C                            Am
Just a shiv'rin and a-shakin with a Down South case of them



G                 C
Steamboat whistle blues
   C               Em        F             G
Oh Captain Way I'm sorry, my hat is off to you
              C                  Am
You've been a-hanging out by the old cook stove
         G                 C
With the steamboat whistle blues
 
C Am G C C Am D G C Em F G C Am G C C
 
[Verse 2]
 
     C              Am
Well way up North I called your phone
      G                    C
But I didn't get no one to answer
     C                          Am
So I opened up the window and I smoked a little bit
      D                   G
And I watched the cars go by
          C               Em
I'm gonna hunt you up and ask you
       F                  G
If you found out anything new
   C                       Am
Or are you a-hangin to the best you had
         G                 C
With the steamboat whistle blues
     C                     Em
I've been right here since nine o'clock
    F                     G
And believe you me that's true
       C                        Am                G                 C
Just a-lookin at the water ways churning with the steamboat whistle blues
 
C Am G C C Am D G C Em F G C Am G C C
 
[Verse 3]
 
         C                          Am
Well the city's growing up where it looks all square
       G                        C
Like a crossword puzzle on the landscape
   C                      Am
It looks like an electric shaver now
          D                  G
Where the courthouse used to be
    C                Em
The grass is all synthetic
       F                             G
And we don't know for sure about the food
    C             Am                    G                 C
The only thing we know for sure is them steamboat whistle blues
    C                Em      F                         G
I'd sit and watch my TV if I thought I could trust the news
          C            Am



About the only thing I trust these days
        G                 C
Is them steamboat whistle blues
 
C Am G C C Am D G C Em F G C Am G C C
 
[Verse 4]
 
      C                      Am
Well "far out" Johnny well I heard him say
      G                         C
As he stretched out back on the water bed
C                    Am
Bluegrass music is a thing of the past
        D                 G
And the same for rock and roll
      C                       Em
And I loaned him two or three dollars
       F                  G
And he gave me the latest news
       C                   Am
And he left me here with a Rolling Stone
        G                 C
And the steamboat whistle blues
     C                 Em         F              G
I'll tear off down the river some day before I'm through
     C                  Am
Then come back here and see it out
         G                C
With the steamboat whistle blues
 
C Em F G C Am G C C

17696. Steel

Steel  
(James Nunally, BMI)

These callused old hands have worked the shipyard steel
They have played the saddest songs that you could ever feel
They've dried teardrops on a cold and lonely night
Knowing when to let go and when to hold on tight
These callused old hands have built my life

I've hung from oilrigs when I was 21
I played dingy bars for a pocket full of fun
Chipped slag from a new made weld making a rhythmic sound
To take my mind from the shipyard back to the fiddling ground
To play another round

I walked the heights on cold hard pipe hundreds of feet from ground
Welded in a 3 foot pipe 75 feet down
Worked on the hot black steel in 100 degree heat



Shielding myself from molten sparks with leather from head to feet
It can nearly make you weep

These callused old hands have worked the shipyard steel
They have played the saddest songs that you could ever feel
They've dried teardrops on a cold and lonely night
Knowing when to let go and when to hold on tight
These callused old hands have built my life

From bridges to oil rigs, pipelines to rails
I worked the molten steel and listened for the wail
Of the whistle at quittin' time to go and rest my head
Thankful I made it through another day working full speed ahead
Dreaming of a guitar in my hands

These callused old hands have worked the shipyard steel
They have played the saddest songs that you could ever feel
They've dried teardrops on a cold and lonely night
Knowing when to let go and when to hold on tight
These callused old hands have built my life

17697. Steel Drivin Man

Steel Drivin Man
Dailey & Vincent

Billy was a hard workin', steel drivin' man
Working on the rail everyday
7 days a week and 16 hours a day
Hoping he would find a better way
He saw many of his friends fall to the ground
And die an ugly death on the rail
Unmarked graves all along his way
Haunt Billy in his mind everyday
So Billy let your hammer ring on that railroad track
Keep rolling your load and never look back
Keep singing your song, slowly as you go
If death comes creeping don't let it take your soul
Billy keeps swinging his hammer all day
While fearing of a cold dark grave
Seen many men die right before his eyes
To this day Billy still hears their cry
So Billy let your hammer ring on that railroad track
Keep rolling your load and never look back
Keep singing your song, slowly as you go
If death comes creeping don't let it take your soul
So Billy let your hammer ring on that railroad track
Keep rolling your load and never look back
Keep singing your song, slowly as you go
If death comes creeping don't let it take your soul



17698. Steel Guitar Rag - Chords

Steel Guitar Rag
Merle Travis

[G]Been travelin' around, seen many a town,
Maybe you'll find I'm the [D7]kind of guy that [G]brags.
But take it from me and [G7]see, if[C] you don't a[G]gree
No melody rolls, like that[D7] ole steel guitar[G] rag.

And when they[C] slide that thing, a[G]long the strings
It[A7] sounds so dawg gone heavenly, you'll[D7] hear them angels sing
When you[C] start your feet, you're[G] heart will beat,
A [D7]rhythm of that ole steel guitar [G]rag.

You maybe kinda choosy about the kind of songs you hear,
You may like them that's bluesy , make you[D7] cry right in your beer,
But[G] if you want a song that's bound to[C] drive away your tears,
Make happy your[G] soul with that[D7] ole Steel Guitar[G] Rag

17699. Steel Rail Blues - Chords

Steel Rail Blues
(Gordon Lightfoot)

Capo: 2nd Fret

TURN-AROUND between verses: C G(B) Am G (x2)
BRIDGE: F Em F C
 F G Am G(B) c

 C
Well, I got my mail late last night
 F
A letter from a girl who found the time to write
 C
To her lonesome boy somewheres in the night
 F
She sent me a railroad ticket too -
 C
To take me to her lovin' arms
 Am G C
And the big steel rail gonna carry me home to the one I love
 C

Well, I've been out here many long days
 F
Haven't found a place that I could call my own
 C



Not a two-bit bed to lay my body on.
 F
I 've been stood up, I've been shook down -
 C
I've been dragged into the sand
 Am G C
And the big steel rail gonna carry me home to the one I love

Well, I've been uptight most every night
Walking the streets of this old town
Not a friend around to tell my troubles to
My good old car, she done broke down
Cause I drove it into the ground
And the big steel rail gonna carry me home to the one I love

Well, look over yonder across the plain,
The big drive wheels a-poundin' in the lonely ground
Gonna get on-board and I'll be homeward bound
Well I ain't had a home-cooked meal
And Lord I need one now

And the big steel rail gonna carry me home to the one I love
Well here I am with my head in the sand
Standin' on the broad highway - would you give a ride
To a lonesome boy who missed the train last night
I went in town for one last round
And I gambled my ticket away
And the big steel rail won't carry me home to the one I love

17700. Steel Rails

Alison Krauss - Steel Rails (with Union Station) (Live) 

Steel rails chasin' sunshine round the bend
Winding through trees like a ribbon in the wind
I don't mind not knowing what lies down the track
'Cause I'm looking out ahead to keep my mind from turning back.

It's not the first time I found myself alone at dawn
If I really had you once then I'd have you when I'm gone
Whistle blowing blowin' lonesome in my mind
Calling me along that never endin' metal line.

Steel rails chasin' sunshine round the bend
Winding through trees like a ribbon in the wind
I don't mind not knowing what lies down the track
'Cause I'm looking out ahead to keep my mind from turning back.

Sun is shinning through the open boxcar door
Lying in my mind with the things I've known before
I've lost count of the hours days and times
Just the rhythm of the rails keeps the motion in my mind.



Steel rails chasin' sunshine round the bend
Winding through trees like a ribbon in the wind
I don't mind not knowing what lies down the track
'Cause I'm looking out ahead to keep my mind from turning back.
'Cause I'm looking out ahead to keep my mind from turning back.

17701. Steel Reserve

Ray Lawrence Jr. - Steel Reserve

i was feelin kinda sporty,
sippin on a 40
waitin on a bus to show
tryin' to forget
all the memories
of a lover that just had to go
her love so close i could taste it
but now i'm getting wasted
'for a broken heart is wastin' me
well i sure had enough
and it sure is getting' tough
so some 211's getting' in me

that steel reserve,
is reinforcing my heart
i want to keep what's left
so she can't tear that apart
give that 211,
steel reserve to me
i gotta drink a lot of that
so my woman won't destroy me

they say that blood is thicker
but now i've turned to liquor
 cause my woman set me free
i need a little buffer
to help me get tougher
you know steel's tougher than me
my heart will be like metal
 cause i aint gonna settle
for a woman that is mean as can be
when it's hurtin i am thinkin'
it's time to do some drinkin'
so some 211's getting in me

that steel reserve,
is reinforcing my heart
i want to keep what's left
so she can't tear that apart
give that 211,
steel reserve to me
i gotta drink a lot of that
so my woman won't destroy me



that steel reserve,
is reinforcing my heart
i want to keep what's left
so she can't tear that apart
give that 211,
steel reserve to me
i gotta drink a lot of that
so my woman won't destroy me

tag
i gotta drink a lot of that
so my woman won't destroy me

17702. Steep Grade, Sharp Curves

Yonder Mountain String Band - Steep Grade, Sharp Curves (Live)

About three miles from border town, the california nevada line
The morning sun does rise and fall, and the midnight wind it does whistle and wind
Like a dust cloud from the flatland with the force of the mountain behind
Stood in front of me, a vision to see, with her thumb aimed to the sky
Yes she jumped inside and spoke her name, Cecelia Dee from Abilene
I caught her eye, as I was hypnotized, like a fire fed with kerosene
Just one look, that was all it took, I was trying to put up a good fight but I was hooked
Down the road a little ways she said to me, and then we'll see how far we go

Steep grade, sharp curves, a treacherous stretch of highway
Put me in a tailspin that I just might never get out of
Steep grade, sharp curves, said she was going my way
Wishin' now till my dying day that I had never believed her

There began the night of my life with the cheap cocaine and neon lights
My vision, my lungs, and reality blurred, no heaven or hell, no wrong or right
Stuck my face to her hands and kissed me like never before
Said do what you want, but don't you dare leave me tonight

Now it's three days later and the time doesn't matter, just tell me where's my watch and my c
ash
Forgive me please for how I might have behaved, for I can't seem to remember what happen
ed
She was like a dream, Cecelia Dee from Abilene
Last thing I remember she was smilin' like the devil and laughing like all hell
As she rode out of sight

17703. Stella Blue

Stella Blue
Song by Grateful Dead



Overview

All the years combine
They melt into a dream
A broken angel sings
From a guitar
In the end there's just a song
Comes crying like the night (wind)
Through all the broken dreams
And vanished years

Stella Blue
When all the cards are down
There's nothing left to see
There's just the pavement left
And broken dreams
In the end there's still that song
Comes crying like the wind
Down every lonely street
That's ever been

Stella Blue
I've stayed in every blue-light cheap hotel
Can't win for trying
Dust off those rusty strings just
One more time
Gonna make em shine

It all rolls into one
And nothing comes for free
There's nothing you can hold
For very long
And when you hear that song
Come crying like the wind
It seems like all this life
Was just a dream
Stella Blue

17704. Step Away

Step Away 
Lonesome River Band
 
The Hebrew children saw so many miracles 
The Ten Commandments and the partin' of the sea 
They wouldn't put a foot into Jordon's water 
Wandered forty more years, for disbelief 
 
When Jesus called Peter out on the water he was 
So afraid he was gonna drown you can't look 
Right or left, not even forward 
Son you gotta look up or you're goin' down   
 



CHORUS: 
Livin' life lettin' fear take over 
Giving in to worldly ways 
Stand firm and you can claim that promise  
After all we're just a step a way 
We're all just a step away 
 
God's callin wants to meet you at the altar  
Knuckles white, hanging on to that pew 
Afraid of your neighbor what he might be thinking when 
All along he's as guilty as you

17705. Step Inside This House

Step Inside This House

That picture hanging on the wall
Was painted by a friend
He gave it to me all down and out
When he owed me ten
It doesn't look like much, I guess
But it's all that's left of him
It sure is nice from right over here
When the light's a little dim

Step inside this house, girl
I'll sing for you a song
I'll tell you about just where I've been
It shouldn't take too long
I'll show you all the things that I own
My treasures, you might say
It couldn't be more then ten dollars worth
They brighten up my day

This book of poems was given me
By a girl I used to know
I guess I read it front to back
Fifty times or so
It's all about the good life
And staying at ease with the world
It's funny how I love that book
And I never loved that girl

17706. Step It Up And Go

Doc Watson 
Step It Up And Go

Me and my baby walkin' down the street



Tellin' everybody bout the chief of police
Gotta step it up and go yeah go
Can't stand pat swear you gotta step it up and go

I know a little girl she lives upstairs
Tryin' to make a livin' by puttin' on airs
She gotta step it up and go act like a rich gal yeah go
No can't stand pat swear you gotta step it up and go

Back door shut front door too
Blinds pulled down what'cha gonna do
Gotta step it up and go yeah and go
Can't stand pat swear you gotta step it up and go

See my little woman gotta hurry home
Ain't had been lovin' since she been gone
Gotta step it up and go yeah go
Can't stand pat swear you gotta step it up and go

17707. Step Off - Chords

Step Off 
Kacey Musgraves

[Intro]
G B7 Em C x 2
 
[Verse]
G                  B7                   Em                 C
You sure look real pretty in your glass house
G                             B7                     Em           C
You probably think you're too good to take the trash out
        G                                      B7
Are you dumb are you blind 'Cause it's a real fine line
        Em                 C
Between telling a joke and turning a knife
       Am                 C                D
Don't wreck my reputation let me wreck my own
 
 
[Chorus]
 
     G         B7
Step off, step off
             Em
Yeah, you're getting too close to me 
     C
With all your negativity
G        B7
Just get lost
               Em
Just trying to make a little difference here so
C



Why you gotta interfere?
G                       B7                Em
Just keep climbing that mountain of dirty tricks, yes
    C                G   B7     Em   C
And when you finally get to the top
Step off
 
 
[Verse]
 
G                  B7              Em                 C
Screwed everybody over in this town
G                   B7                  Em        C
There ain't nothing between you and the cold hard ground
     G                      B7
Keep running your mouth and stretching the truth
         Em                        C
You just might find a hole in your parachute
    Am                      C                D
Whatever gets you high will always bring you down
 
 
[Chorus]
 
     G         B7
Step off, step off
             Em
Yeah, you're getting too close to me 
     C
With all your negativity
G        B7
Just get lost
               Em
Just trying to make a little difference here so
C
Why you gotta interfere?
G                       B7                Em
Just keep climbing that mountain of dirty tricks, yes
    C                G   B7     Em   C
And when you finally get to the top
Step off
 
 
[Bridge]
 
G                      B7
Sticks and stones may build a throne
    Em                 C   D
But you'll be up there all alone
 
 
[Chorus]
 
     G      B7 Em   C
Step off,    Yeah
     G    B7 Em C
Step off



G                       B7                Em
Just keep climbing that mountain of dirty tricks, yes
    C                G   B7     Em   C
And when you finally get to the top
Step off

17708. Step On Out

Desert Rose Band - Step on Out

My baby don't take prisoners
She leaves the walking wounded for the others girls      
She's a spark in the dark out on the back lot      
Shoot you down if you give her a whirl

Seems like she's seen it all before
And what she hasn't seen she's heard of
So keep your secrets hidden
I got my heart out on my sleeve and an eye on the door

I'm gonna step on out step on out
I would tramp all over this town for a dime a dance
I'm gonna step on out step on out   
She's front page news in her dancing shoes
A screaming headliner romance

My baby dances through life
She's  a sidewalk ballerina
She takes in all in stride
Just a New York City ladies only sin is pride

I'm gonna step on out step on out
I will tramp all over this town for a dime a dance
I'm gonna step on out step on out
She's front page news in her dancing shoes
A screaming headliner romance

Oh, oh, oh
Oh, oh, oh
Oh, oh, oh

17709. Step Out Into The Sunshine - Chords

Step Out Into The Sunshine
Written and recorded by Ralph Stanley
[3/4 time]

G C G
Step out into the sunshine so lovely and bright



 D7
Oh lead the dark shadows to ray
 G C G
I'm walking the pathway of gladness and light
 D7 G
And making life happy each day
 
Step out (in the beautiful sunshine) step out
 D7
That's beaming from heaven above (on heaven above) 
 G
Step out (in the beautiful sunshine) step out
 D7 G
Step out in His wonderful love

 C G
Step out into the sunshine its wonderful rays
 D7
Will joy ever last impart 
 G C G
His strength for your journey in swift passing days
 D7 G
Brings cheers for your grief burden heart 

Repeat #2
 D7 G
Step out in His wonderful love

17710. Step Thru The Fear

Dave Evans - Step Thru The Fear
 
Step thru the fear
And please know that I'm here
And I love you
With all of my heart.

Breath in the air
And you'll know that I'm there
And I die anytime
We're apart.

For my love is grand
When you're holding my hand
And my troubles seem
So far away.

For my love is true
And it's only for you.
And I want you to
Come out to play.

So Step thru the fear



And you'll know that we're near
To a place where you
Never have been.

Let love lead the way
And you'll know it's our day.
All I ask is you
Please let me in.

Let me show you how to love thru the night.
Let me lead you thru the fear and the fright.
I want to show you my love's golden light.
Wanna hold you so tight.
Be your lover tonight...

Everybody wants to run but I wanna stay
(Be your lover be your friend)
(Be your lover be your friend)

Everybody wants to leave but I say noway.
(Be your lover be your friend)
(Be your lover be your friend)

Everybody wants to run tonight
(Run Tonight)
I'll be your lover be your friend tonight
(Friend tonight)
Everybody wants to run but I wanna go..

Everybody wants to hide but I'm out above.
(Be your lover be your friend)
(Be your lover be your friend)

Everybody wants some fun but I'm out for love.
(Be your lover be your friend)
(Be your lover be your friend)

Everybody wants to run tonight
(Run Tonight)
I'll be your lover be your friend tonight
(Friend tonight)
Everybody wants to run but I wanna go..

Everybody wants to run but I wanna stay.
(Be your lover be your friend)
(Be your lover be your friend)

Everybody wants to leave but I say noway.
(Be your lover be your friend)
(Be your lover be your friend)

Everybody wants to run tonight
(Run Tonight)
I'll be your lover be your friend tonight
(Friend tonight)
Everybody wants to run but I wanna go..



17711. Steppin' Out

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours
Steppin' Out

Yes, I know that my baby's been steppin' out used to be my darlin'
Her old flame keeps comin' right back again botherin' my baby
I try to hold my head up high look my friends right in the eye
But way down deep inside it hurts me so

Her old used to be is on the prowl again botherin' my baby
I have worried now so long dear it's driving me crazy
But I won't ever pout neither darlin' can I shout
Cause I know that my baby's steppin' out

Her old used to be is on the prowl again after my baby
I have worried now so long dear it's driving me crazy
But I won't ever pout neither darlin' can I shout
Cause I know that my baby's steppin' out

17712. Steppin' Out - Chords

Steppin' Out
Old Crow Medicin Show - Steppin' Out

(Non Capo)

Intro.:  /(D) /(Bm) /(A) /(D) / x 2

(Chorus)
(D) All the while you've been (Bm)steppin' out, some-(E)body's been (A)easin' (D)in
Everytime you (Bm)paint the town, (E)drunk on women a-(A)gain
While you (D)holed with the hare and run with the hound, somebody's tearin' your (Bm)dog h
ouse down
(E) All the while you've been steppin' out, some-(A)body's been easin' (D)in

Well, (D)e're'ody knows you' runnin' 'round, (Bm)p**sin' up every bowl in town
(E)Then you run yourself to ruin without the (A)left hand knowin' what the right hands doin'

When you're (D)walkin' down the street in your brand new suit, 'at ol' little chiken done (Bm)fl
own the coop
(E) 'Cause all the while you've been steppin' out, some-(A)body's easin' (D)in

(Chorus)
(D) All the while you've been (Bm)steppin' out, some-(E)body's been (A)easin' (D)in
Everytime you (Bm)paint the town, (E)drunk on women a-(A)gain
While you (D)holed with the hare and run with the hound, somebody's tearin' your (Bm)dog h
ouse down
(E) All the while you've been steppin' out, some-(A)body's been easin' (D)in



Solo:  /(D) /(D) /(D) /(Bm) /(E) /(E) /(A) /(D)

That (D)dirty butter you've been eatin', (Bm)greasin' every griddle that you've been meetin'
(E)'Fore you know it, like a thief in the night, (A)some sweet rider' gonna steal your wife

(D)While you're sneakin' 'round the pen, I just thought I would (Bm)warn you, friend
(E) All the while you've been steppin' out, some-(A)body's been easin' (D)in

I (F#)figured by know you oughta know, ain't a (Bm)woman I've met wouldn' let ya go
If you (E)find yourself just a hang your head, you'll find a-(A)nother man's pants hangin' in yo
ur bed

Well, I (D)told you twice and I'll say it again, you best stop doin' what it (Bm)is you've been
(E) 'Cause all the while you've been steppin' out, some-(A)body's been easin' (D)in

Solo:  /(D) /(D) /(D) /(Bm) /(E) /(E) /(A) /(D) /(F#) /(F#) /(Bm) /(Bm) /(E) /(E) /(A) /(A) /

An' I (D)told you twice and I'll say it again, you best stop doin' what it (Bm)is you've been
(E) 'Cause all the while you've been steppin' out, some-(A)body's been easin' (D)in

(E) All the while you've been steppin' out, some-(A)body's been easin' (D)in
(E) All the while you've been steppin' out, some-(A)body's been easin' (D)in ----

17713. Steppin' Stones

Steppin' Stones (Stepping Stones)
Jimmy Martin

Memories of yesterday are stepping stones
That pave the way to heartaches
Of a love I can't forget
I found this out to be so true
For all my memories of you
Have marked my lonely pathway of regret

Stepping stones, they're only stepping stones
I wish I'd never helped to pave the way
Stepping stones, your lies were stepping stones
That's why my heart is broke today

Moments sad and moments sweet
Are only stepping stones that meet
At the end of the pathway of heartbreak
Misery and bitter tears in this night
That's filled with fears
Are stepping stones that show me my mistakes

* Refrain



17714. Stepstone

Stepstone

I stood on the step stone when school days were o'er
Longed for the time to go by
Now that it's gone, I stand here tonight
To kiss this old step stone good- bye

Goodbye to my step stone, Goodbye to my home
God bless the ones that I leave with a sigh
Fields will be whitening and I will be gone
To ramble this wide world alone

I stand on my step stone at evenin' time now
The wind whistles by with a moan
Now it is gone and I stand here tonight
Goodbye, my old step stone and home

It's hard to be parted from those that we love
When reversals in fortunes have come
The world's strongest heartstrings are broken in twain
With the absence of loved ones and home

17715. Stern Old Bachelor

Stern Old Bachelor

I am a stern old bachelor
My age is forty four
I do declare I'll never live
With women anymore

I have a stove that's worth ten cents
A table worth fifteen
I cook my gruel in oyster cans
And keep my things so clean

   Oh little sod shanty
   Little sod shanty give to me
   For I'm a stern old bachelor
   From matrimony free

When I come home at night
I smile and walk right in
I never hear a voice yell out
Or say where have you been

On a cold and stormy night
In a cozy little shack
I sing my songs and think my thoughts
With no one to talk back



I go to bed when ever I please
And get up just the same
I change my socks three times a year
With no one to complain

At night when I'm on peaceful sleep
My snores can do no harm
I never have to walk the floor
With a baby in my arms

And when I die and go to heaven
As all good bachelors do
I will not have to grieve for fear
My wife will get there too

17716. Steve's Hammer

Steve Earle - Steve's Hammer (for Pete)

[Verse]
One of these days, I'm gonna lay this hammer down
I won't have to drag this weight around
When there ain't no hunger and there ain't no pain
I won't have to swing this thing
One of these days, I'm gonna lay this hammer down

[Verse]
One of these nights, I'm gonna sing a different tune
All night long beneath the silvery moon
When the war is over and the union's strong
Won't sing no more angry songs
One of these nights, I'm gonna sing a different tune

[Bridge]
Someday when my struggle's through
I won't have to strive
Until then, all I can do
Is let my hammer fly

[Verse]
One of these days, I'm gonna lay this hammer down
Leave my burden resting on the ground
When the air don't choke you and the ocean's clean
And kids don't die for gasoline
One of these days, I'm gonna lay this hammer down

[Bridge]
John Henry was a mighty man
Worked his whole life long
When he made that hammer ring
He always sang this song

[Chorus]



One of these days, I'm gonna lay this hammer down
I won't have to drag this weight around
When there ain't no hunger and there ain't no pain
I won't have to swing this thing
One of these days, I'm gonna lay this hammer down
Yeah, one of these days, I'm gonna lay this hammer down

17717. Steve's Hammer - Chords

Steve's Hammer (for Pete)
Steve Earl - Steve's Hammer (for Pete)

Capo 2

E                          B               E
One of these days im gonna lay this hammer down
E              B                E
i wont have to drag this weight around
E          A                        E
when there aint no hunger and there aint no pain
B              E
i wont have to swing this thing
E                          B               E
one of these days im gonna lay this hammer down

E                            B                E
One of these nights im gonna sing a different tune
E              B                   E
all night long beneieth the silver moon
E        A                   E
when the war is over and the unions strong
B                  E
we'll sing no more angry songs
E                          B                E
one of the nights im gonna sing a different tune

B               E
someday when my struggles through
B              E
i wont have to strike
B              E
until then all i can do
E                B
is let my hammer fly

E                          B               E
one of these days im gonna lay this hammer down
E               B              E
leave my burden resting on the ground
E        A                      E
when the air dont choke and the oceans clean 
B                         E
and the kids dont die for gasoline



E                          B               E
one of these days im gonna lay this hammer down

B                E
john henry was a mighty man
B                E
worked his whole life long
B                 E
when he made that hammer ring
E                 B
he always sang this song

(All Together!)

E                          B               E
One of these days im gonna lay this hammer down
E              B                E
i wont have to drag this weight around
E          A                        E
when there aint no hunger and there aint no pain
B              E
i wont have to swing this thing
E                          B               E
one of these days im gonna lay this hammer down

17718. Steve's Last Ramble

Steve Earle - Steve's Last Ramble

I'm thinking about giving up this rambling round
And hanging up my highway shoes
Lately when I walk, they make a hollow sound
And they carry me away from you
Every night I lay my body down
And my empty arms just leave me blue
So I'm thinking about giving up this rambling round
And find my way back home to you
I have always been the traveling kind
A million miles behind me now
I kept on following that thin white line
But now I want to turn around
I only lived to hear that highway sound
High and lonesome, low and blue
Now I'm thinking about giving up this rambling round
And find my way back home to you
So say goodbye to all my rambling pals
Old Highway Dave and Southside Sue
I don't believe they'll miss me anyhow
What's one less wayward soul or two?
Down the road, they'll pass the jug around
And they'll sing them lonesome highway blues
But me, I'm thinking about giving up this rambling round
And find my way back home to you



17719. Steves Last Ramble - Chords

Steves Last Ramble
Steve Earl - Steves Last Ramble
Album: Transcendental Blues

Intro:
[A] [D A] [D A] [E A] (2X)

Verse 1:
      A                            D        A         
I'm thinkin' 'bout givin' up this ramblin' round 
 D      A      E        A                             
Hangin' up my highway shoes 
A                               D      A              
Lately when I walk they make a hollow sound 
          D     A   E        A                        
And they carry me away from you 
E                     D    A                          
Every night I lay my body down 
   D     A          D     A   E                       
My empty arms just leave me blue 
        A                            D         A     
So I'm thinkin' 'bout givin' up this ramblin' 'round 
    D       A        E       A                       
And find my way back home to you 

Instrumental Bridge:
[A] [D A] [D A] [E A]

Verse 2:
A                        D        A                   
I have always been the travelin' kind 
   D       A       E       A                          
A million miles behind me now 
A                          D         A                
I kept on followin' that thin white line 
     D     A       E     A                            
But now I want to turn around 
E                          D       A                  
I only lived to hear that highway sound 
 D        A          D   A   E                        
High and lonesome - low and blue 
          A                            D         A    
Now I'm thinkin' 'bout givin' up this ramblin' 'round 
     D       A        E       A                       
And find my way back home to you 

Instrumental Bridge 2:

[A] [D A] [D A] [E A]
[A] [D A] [D A] [E A]
[E] [D A] [D A] [D A E]



[A] [D A] [D A] [E A]

Verse 3:
A                         D        A                  
So say goodbye to all my ramblin' pals 
     D       A        E         A                     
Ol' Highway Dave and Southside Sue 
A                               D   A                 
I don't believe they'll miss me anyhow 
       D         A       E       A                    
What's one less wayward soul or two 
E                               D    A                
Down the road they'll pass the jug around 
             D         A        D   A    E            
and they'll sing them lonesome highway blues 
            A                            D         A 
But me I'm thinkin' 'bout givin' up this ramblin' 'round 
     D       A        E       A                       
And find my way back home to you 

Outro:
[A] [D A] [D A] [E A]

17720. Stewball

David Rawlings
Stewball

Way out in
California
Where Stewball
Way out in
California
Where Stewball
Was born
All the Jockeys
In the Country
Said he blow there
In a storm

Now you bet on Stewball
And you might win (win win)
Bet on Stewball and you might win

It was a big day
In Dallas
Don't you wish you
Was there
You can bet your
Last dollar
On that Iron
Grey Mare



Now you bet on Stewball
And you might win (win win)
Bet on Stewball and you might win
When the horses
Was saddled
And the word was
Given run
Oh stewball
Was trembling
Like a criminal
To be hung

Now you bet on Stewball
And you might win (win win)
Bet on Stewball and you might win

Well Stewball
Was a racehorse
And Molly
Was too
But old Stewball
Run old Molly
Right out of
Her shoes

So you bet on Stewball
And you might win (win win)
Bet on Stewball and you might win
Well the old folks
Was hollerin
And the young folks
Did ball
While the children
Said look look
At that noble
Stewball

Now you bet on Stewball
And you might win (win win)
Bet on Stewball and you might win

Now you bet on Stewball
And you might win (win win)
Bet on Stewball and you might win

17721. Stewball

Stewball
Yellin / Herald / Rinzler

Oh Stewball was a racehorse, and I wish he were mine.
He never drank water, he always drank wine.



His bridle was silver, his mane it was gold.
And the worth of his saddle has never been told.

Oh the fairgrounds were crowded, and Stewball was there
But the betting was heavy on the bay and the mare.

And a-way up yonder, ahead of them all,
Came a-prancin' and a-dancin' my noble Stewball.

I bet on the grey mare, I bet on the bay
If I'd have bet on ol' Stewball, I'd be a free man today.

Oh the hoot owl, she hollers, and the turtle dove moans.
I'm a poor boy in trouble, I'm a long way from home.

Oh Stewball was a racehorse, and I wish he were mine.
He never drank water, he always drank wine.

17722. Stewball

Robert Earl Keen - Stewball

There's a big race down in Dallas
Don't you wish that you were there?
You could bet your bottom dollar
On that iron gray mare

Had a black horse named Delilah
And I raised her on the farm
There was thunder, there was lightning
On the day Stewball was born

Won't you bet on Stewball, she might win win win
Bet on Stewball she might win
Bet on Stewball, she might win win win
Bet on Stewball she might win

So I sold off my possessions
And I headed for the town
I brought Stewball here to Dallas
And I laid my money down

Won't you bet on Stewball, she might win win win
Bet on Stewball she might win
Won't you bet on Stewball, she might win win win
Bet on Stewball she might win

All the children are a-laughin'
And the women, they a-cryin'
All the menfolk are a-hollerin'
Old Stewball, she's a-flyin'

Won't you bet on Stewball, she might win win win



Bet on Stewball she might win
Won't you bet on Stewball, she might win win win
Bet on Stewball she might win

Won't you bet on Stewball, she might win win win
Bet on Stewball she might win
Won't you bet on Stewball, she might win win win
Bet on Stewball she might win

17723. Stewball - Chords

Stewball
Country Gentlemen
Banjo Tuned E, Capo 3, Key of A
Soundbyte Capo 1, Key Eb

    A                D                         A
Oh Stewball was a racehorse, and I wish he were mine.
               D               E       A
He never drank water, he always drank wine.

His bridle was silver, his mane it was gold.
And the worth of his saddle has never been told.

Oh the fairgrounds were crowded, and Stewball was there
But the betting was heavy on the bay and the mare.

As they were approaching about half way around,
the grey mare she stumbled, and fell to the ground.

And a-way up yonder, ahead of them all,
Came a-prancin' and a-dancin' my noble Stewball.

I bet on the grey mare, I bet on the bay
If I'd have bet on ol' Stewball, I'd be a free man today.

Oh the hoot owl, she hollers, and the turtle dove moans.
I'm a poor boy in trouble, I'm a long way from home.

Oh Stewball was a racehorse, and I wish he were mine.
He never drank water,he always drank wine.

17724. Stick With Me - Chords

Stick With Me Acoustic 
Nicki Bluhm And The Gramblers
 
Capo 4th Fret
 



Intro: C G C G
 
C                 G              C                    G
No one said it was gonna be easy to get our voices to blend
C                 G                       C                         G
Peaceful feelings don't always come easy, but they're a means to an end
 
G                D                    G                 D
It's a good life, but it's fast paced. Nothing slows us down
G                   D                 G                  D
Slam the door, drive down the highway, to the next small town
 
[Chorus]
C                  D                    G              C
I don't wanna hear doubts, I wanna hear shouts of victory
C                  D                        G
Come on kid you'll go far if you stick with me
 
G D
 
C            G                   C                 G
We're not always in the fast lane, only when we're late
C                    G                     C              G
Most of the time it's like they'll tell you, hurry up and wait
 
G                 D                G                D
All the neighbors say we're crazy, drifting all the time
G                 D                       G                     D
When they ask just what we're doing we say "Living while we're alive"
 
[Chorus]
C                  D                    G              C
I don't wanna hear doubts, I wanna hear shouts of victory
C                  D                        G
Come on kid you'll go far if you stick with me
 
G D
 
[Bridge]
Am             C          F
Oooh, when our ship comes in
Am             C          F
Oooh, when our home team wins
Am             C          F           C        F
Oooh, when our family and friends are together again
                     G
Just singing and dancing
 
G
Ooooooooooooooh
F                  G                    C              F
I don't wanna hear doubts, I wanna hear shouts of victory
F                  G                        C          G
Come on kid you'll go far if you stick with me
F                  G                       Am
Come on kid you'll go far if you stick with me
           D



Stick with me
F                G                C
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah

17725. Stick With Me Baby

Alison Krauss - Stick with Me Baby

Everybody's been a-talkin'; they say our love wasn't real
That it would soon be over; that's not the way that I feel
But I don't worry, honey; let them say what they may
Come on and stick with me, baby; we'll find a way
Yes, we'll find a way

Everybody's been a-talkin'; yes, the news travels fast
They said the fire would stop burnin', that the flame wouldn't last
But I don't worry, honey; let them say what they may
Come on and stick with me, baby; we'll find a way
Yes, we'll find a way

[Repeat & fade:]
Come on and stick with me, baby

17726. Sticks That Made Thunder

Sticks That Made Thunder
Chris Stapleton

My roots are deeper than the bones the others
My colors they change with the sun
My branches we're higher than anything on the hillside
On the day that I watched them all come
Some were the color of the sky in the winter
Some were as blue as the night
They came like a storm with the light of the morn
And they fell thru the whole day and night
Colors flew high and they danced in the sky
As I watched them come over the hill
Then to my wonder sticks that made thunder
Such a great number lay still
When the light came again there was death on the wind
As the buzzards made way for the worms
And the little white trees that don't bend in the breeze
For the ones that will never return
The colors flew high and they danced in the sky
As I watched them come over the hill
Then to my wonder sticks that made thunder
Such a great number lay still
Those that have fallen they come when I call them



And answer the best that they can
But all they can see is what they used to be
And that's all that they understand
The colors flew high and they danced in the sky
As I watched them come over the hill
Then to my wonder sticks that made thunder
Such a great number lay still
Colors flew high and they danced in the sky
As I watched them come over the hill
Then to my wonder sticks that made thunder

17727. Sticks That Made Thunder - Chords

Sticks That Made Thunder - The Steeldrivers

Capo 2
Intro:  Am  G  D  C  /  Am  G  D x2
Intro Mando:  Bm  A  E D   /  Bm  A  E

Am /Bm                         
My roots are deeper than the bones than the others
   Em/F#m
My colors that change with the sun
   Am/Bm
My branches we're higher than anything on the hillside
       Em/F#m
On the day that I watched them all come
Intro x2
Some wear the color of the sky in the winter
Some we're as blue as the night
They came like a storm with the light of the morn
And they fell through the whole day and night

    G/A                        D/E
The colors flew high and they danced in the sky
     Em/F#m                         C/D
As I watched them come over the hill
G/A                                 D/E
Then to my wonder sticks that made thunder
       Em/F#m               C/D
Such a great number lay still

When the light came again
There was death on the wind
As the buzzards made way for the worms
And the little white trees that don't bend in the breeze
For the ones that will never return

Chorus

Those that have fallen, come when I call them
And answer the best that they can
But all they can see is what they used to be



And that's all that they understand

Chorus 2X

17728. Still

Still
Longview

Signs reading so bold and clear
So bold and clear
Warning signs appearin' here
Is it near?

And I still want it
And I'm still on it
And I still want it
And I still want it

Bells ringin' so loud in here
So loud and clear
Uncertain times are near
And I fear

And I still want it
And I'm still on it
And I still want it
And I still want it

You and I collapsed and died
A thousand times already
You and I collapsed and died
But never stopped and noticed

Good times are coming
Good times are coming
Good times are coming
Good times are coming

Still want it
(Good times are coming)
And I'm still on it
(Good times are coming)
And I still want it
(Good times are coming)
And I still want it
(Good times are coming)



17729. Still

Still
Longview

Signs reading so bold and clear
So bold and clear
Warning signs appearin' here
Is it near?

And I still want it
And I'm still on it
And I still want it
And I still want it

Bells ringin' so loud in here
So loud and clear
Uncertain times are near
And I fear

And I still want it
And I'm still on it
And I still want it
And I still want it

You and I collapsed and died
A thousand times already
You and I collapsed and died
But never stopped and noticed

Good times are coming
Good times are coming
Good times are coming
Good times are coming

Still want it
(Good times are coming)
And I'm still on it
(Good times are coming)
And I still want it
(Good times are coming)
And I still want it
(Good times are coming)

17730. Still Around

Jerry Jeff Walker - Still Around

Woke up today, rain comin' down
Wonderin' where all my friends are now
They're not around; no they're not in town
Used to be me on my way
Now I'm the one who sits and stays



And lays em down, and kicks the blues around
When those old blues come rollin'  round, rainy days
How they call you, come on son, slip away
I've been everywhere there is to get up and get down in town
And I guess I finally found
I like it right here and now
Saw my old friend, Jimmy Day
He laughed when he saw all the gray
He said, "Hey, you're still around, its good to see you're still in town."
" Cause I know how they try and push you  round
But man they can't keep good music down
No, it goes around, and it comes around."
So when those old blues come rollin'  round, rainy days
And they call you, come on son, slip away
We've been everywhere there is to get up and get down in town
Well I guess we finally found
It's good to be here and now
Yeah, right here and now
And I guess I finally found, I like it here and now
 Cause I don't care if that sun don't shine
Now I'm living on my own time
Like you say
I like it anyway
So when those old blues come rollin'  round, I don't play
Hell, they call you, come on son, slip away
We've been everywhere there is to get up and get down in town
And I guess I finally found, I like it right here and now

17731. Still Climbing Mountains

Still Climbing Mountains
Blue Highway

1) I really thought this time, it'd be an easy hill to climb
But nothing is as easy as it seems
Wish I could stand the heights, just enjoy the sights
But there's always someplace else I want to see

CH) I've been up and down so many times who's counting
And even after coming down from you
I'm still climbing mountains

2) It's another Friday night, the city lights are bright
You'd think for once that I'd resist the call
It carries me away, but always fails to say
"Remember just how much it hurts to fall?"

Br) Sometimes I wonder why I keep on trying
To fly away from what I really need
And I know I'll never make it back to heaven
Guess I'd stand a better chance if I had wings

CH) I've been up and down so much now I've quit counting



And even after falling every time
I'm still climbing mountains

17732. Still Feeling Blue

Emmylou Harris - Still Feeling Blue

Time can pass and time can heal
But it don't ever pass the way I feel
You went away a long time ago
And why you left I never knew
The lonely days and lonely nights
Guess the world knows I ain't feelin' right
And when you're gone the hours pass so slow
And now I'm still feeling blue

And baby
Since you've walked out of my life
I never felt so low
Can't help but wonder why you had to go

There are many girls but I can't say
They come and go but still I feel this way
And ever since the day you said goodbye
No one treats me like you used to do

I hope you're out and happy now
Doing up the town cause you know how
Every time I hear your name I want to die
And now I'm still feeling blue

All right

And baby
Since you've walked out of my life
I never felt so low
Can't help but wonder why you had to go

I hope you're out and happy now
Doing up the town cause you know how
Every time I hear your name I want to die
And now I'm still feeling blue
And now I'm still feeling blue

17733. Still Got A Crush On You - Chords

Still Got A Crush On You 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
 



Verse I
       C            G         C        F
Oh the first day we met, I'll never forget
       C                   G
How my tongue got tied up, when I tried to speak
         C         G     C            F
Oh those beautiful eyes, had me hypnotized 
         C                G       C
While my heart fell right at your feet
 
Chorus
C                          F   C
And I still got a crush on you darling
       F             C             G
Like a boy with his first love at school
     C           G              C             F
Even now when we touch, I still get all shook up
      C           G        C
and I still got a crush on you
 
 
Verse II
C                    G          C          F
No it's not your birthday, or a special occasion
      C                        G
But I bought these flowers for you, anyway 
       C           G              C               F
I just want you to know, that the years haven't stolen 
    C        G               C
The feelin I felt that first day
 
 
 
Chorus
C                          F   C
And I still got a crush on you darling
       F             C             G
Like a boy with his first love at school
     C           G              C             F
Even now when we touch, I still get all shook up
      C           G        C
and I still got a crush on you

17734. Still Got A Ways To Go

Still Got A Ways To Go
Darrell Scott

Time is slowly ticking, taking all our youth
Beelzebub and chosen one have both been in cahoots
They play us like gin rummy and they're cheating on the side
While we gaze into a broken mirror like Frankenstein's bride
I wish someone could tell me something I don't already know



It's been some hard living, still got a ways to go

Rooster in the hen house, hit man on the phone
Low man on the totem pole, can't get no time alone
I've been seeking satisfaction for this gnawing in my soul
I build a house like Andrew Jackson if that were my only goal
I'm looking for a change to come but brother, change comes slow
And it's been some hard living, still got a ways to go, ho ho ho

I look outside at this beautiful day
Sun is shining, lighting up my way
I gotta get out of here and get me a fishing pole
It's been some hard living and I still got a ways to go

I pontificate, I suffocate, I overate
(My, my)
I've been wearily, sincerely, too lonesome now to cry
Gawking, squawking, talking from a patent leather couch
Working through my childish hood beyond the shadows and the doubts
Oh, ye of little consequence, please cast that first precious stone
'Cause it's been some hard, hard living and I still got a ways to go

I look outside and it's starting to rain
'round the curve comes a passenger train
Northbound freight on a south bound track
Yeah, she's alright leaving but she won't be coming back

I look outside at this beautiful day
Sun is shining, man, it's lighting up my way
I gotta get out of here and get me a fishing pole
It's been some hard living and I still got a ways to go
Still got a ways to go

17735. Still Here

Still Here
(Tim Stafford, Steve Gulley)

1) Up at 6, Every day, punch the clock, draw my pay
A Union job, and they're hard to get, but I'd leave today, cause I
never seemed to fit
I love the money, but I hate this town, every day I'm here, just wears me down

CH) Another day in this big lonely city, Another month, Another year
It's cost me more than this place will ever give me
But here I am, Still here

2) Stopped for gas, and a loaf of bread, the man just laughed, shook his head
  Where you from?  I heard him say. I said,  Not from here,  shut the
door and walked away
Don't fit in, but I won't change, It's who I am, sure as my name

CH) Another day in this big lonely city, Another month, Another year



It stole my life, and one day it's gonna kill me
But here I am, Still here

3) Look at me, that's who I am, just no way you'd understand
Where I'm from, folks still speak, they wave their hands if they see you on the street
30 years and nothing to show, just a pension plan and a longing for home

17736. Still I Long For Your Kiss

Lucinda Williams - Still I long for your kiss

I know I shouldn't but I want you so bad
I know it couldn't be but I want what we had
I know our love is gone and I can't bring it back
Still I long for your kiss
Still I long for your kiss
I know it's over cause you told me so
I tried to leave but I can't let you go
I can't believe you don't want me no more
Still I long for your kiss
Still I long for your kiss

The days go by but they don't seem the same
I cry and cry and I call out your name
I go downtown I see your face
Nobody around can take your place
But you put me down
But you turned me away
Still I long for your kiss
Still I long for your kiss

The days go by but they don't seem the same
I cry and cry and I call out your name
I go downtown I see your face
Nobody around can take your place
But you put me down

But you turned me away
Still I long for your kiss
Still I long for your kiss

17737. Still In Love With You

Trampled by Turtles - Still in Love With You

You can call it what you want to, babe
say it right or wrong, but it's all the same
Why do you have to talk that way 
when I'm still in love with you?



And no matter what I should have done
it's cold outside, honey you're the one
Give me time and I'll set things right
'cause I'm still in love with you

When I listen to the rain outside
walking home in the pale moonlight
Lord, this town is out of sight
and I'm still in love with you

But I lit them bridges and I watched them burn
and oh my god you'd think I'd learn
Still the same 'till my dying day
and I'm still in love with you

There's a whisper in the trees sometimes,
it comes and goes, baby that's alright
Glass full of water and a glass full of wine
and I'm still in love with you

And you can haul it off to some town somewhere
If I don't see it honey I don't care
Pardon me if I tend to stare
but I'm still in love with you

And you can haul it off to some town somewhere
If I don't see it honey I don't care
Pardon me if I tend to stare
but I'm still in love with you

17738. Still In Love With You - Chords

Still In Love With You 
Steve Earle

B  E  B  F#  B
 
B
I didn't know
         B7             E
You'd be in this place tonight
                        B
Then again I thought you might
                         F#
Now I don't know what to do
        B
Does it show
        B7                 E
When my poor heart skips a beat
                      B
Each and every time we meet
          F#                 B



Cause I'm still in love with you
B
There you are
      B7                   E
Right across the room from me
                    B
Just the way I knew you'd be
                         F#
Lookin lonesome wild and blue
              B
I'm alright so far
        B7                E
Just as long as you don't speak
                             B
That's what makes my knees go weak
          F#                 B
Cause I'm still in love with you
    F#
I've done everything I know
       C#7        F#
To get you off my mind
F#
But sometimes I can't help but hope
     C#7                      F#
That you won't walk away this time
     B          B7                E
Then I wouldn't have to watch you go
                          B
Wouldn't have to miss you so
          F#                 B
Cause I'm still in love with you
 
F#
If I knew what I know now
    C#7           F#
I'd never let you leave
F#
I'd make it up to you somehow
     C#7                F#
And darlin  you'd come back to me
B               B7                E
Then I wouldn't have to watch you go
                          B
Wouldn't have to miss you so
           F#                 B
Cause I'm still in love with you
            B7            E
I wouldn't need to be so blue
                        B
Wouldn't want you like I do
         F#                 B
Cause I'm still in love with you



17739. Still Learning How To Crawl - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - I'm Still Learning How To Crawl  
by Jim Lauderdale & Jamie Hartford

-3--3--3----------------------
-0--0--0----------------------
-0--0--0----------------------
-0--0--0--0--2--3-------------
-2--2--2------------- 0  3----
-3--3--3-----------1--------3-

G
Somwhere in the middle of the night
C           F                   G
I found the strength to go back home
G
Kind of late for doing right
C       F           G
Kind of late to be alone
C      F               Bb         
I need you like I need air
          Eb         D     C       
Sometimes life isn't so unfair
       F                      Bb
I tell myself before I hit the wall
               Eb       D      G
That I'm still learning how to crawl
G
I dreamt that you were taking flight
C          F            G
And I was afraid to go along
G
Then you came back and got me out
C       F                 G
Told me things to make me strong
C      F               Bb         
I need you like I need air
          Eb         D     C       
Sometimes life isn't so unfair
       F                      Bb
I tell myself before I hit the wall
               Eb       D      G
That I'm still learning how to crawl
Eb             C
I'm not asking miracles
F                             G
I'm just glad to get you back there at all
Eb             C
I'm not really asking much
F                     D
Some of us are moving slow

SOLO

C      F               Bb         
I need you like I need air



          Eb         D     C       
Sometimes life isn't so unfair
       F                      Bb
I tell myself before I hit the wall
               Eb       D      C
That I'm still learning how to crawl
C      F               Bb         
I need you like I need air
          Eb         D     C       
Sometimes life isn't so unfair
       F                      Bb
I tell myself before I hit the wall
               Eb       D      G
That I'm still learning how to crawl
G
Somwhere in the middle of the night
C           F                   G
I found the strength to go back home

>From Jim Lauderdale  "Every Second Counts"
Atlantic Records 1995
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs/Bluewater Music
Songs Of Polygram/Door Number One Music

17740. Still Learning How To Fly

Rodney Crowell - Still Learning How to Fly

The hour is early
The whole world is quiet
A beautiful morning's about to ignite
I'm ready for danger
I'm ready for fire
I'm ready for something to lift me up higher
Life's been good, I guess
My ragged old heart's been blessed
With so much more than meets the eye
I've got a past I won't soon forget
You ain't seen nothing yet
I'm still learning how to fly
It's your dreams that die hard
With these habits to break
You can't let down your guard
When there's so much at stake
I'm halfway to heaven, halfway to hell
But I might roll a seven
You never can tell
Life's been good it's true
When I'm feeling just like new
The same old rules need not apply
I've got a past full of sticks and stones
And a good feeling in my bones
I'm still learning how to fly



I wanna go faster
I don't wanna slow down
I don't wanna get off of this merrygoround
I wanna be reckless
I wanna be vain
I wanna make love like a runaway train
Life's been good I said
I'm 10,000 miles ahead
The day I rest is the day I die
I've got a past like a broken wing
But you ain't seen anything
I'm still learning how to fly
I'm still learning how to fly

17741. Still Life

Nanci Griffith - Still Life

You walked the line
All your life
You never thought you'd have to change it
You're always there to give advice
You never thought you'd have to take it

It's still life, but it's broken
It's still life, when it's torn
It's still life that you're walking
On and on and on and on and on

You need to change
You don't know how
Your life could use a reformation
If you could see you
As I see you now
I know you'd change the situation

It's still life, but it's broken
It's still life, when it's torn
It's still life that you're walking
On and on and on and on and on

It's always someone else's fault
You're always right, you're never wrong
You think that life's a game
But this is real
You think you can just walk away
And leave destruction in your wake
But you're not walking anywhere near

Is still life if you are drowning
Is there still life when you fall
Is it still life when you can't carry
on and on and on and on and on



It's still life, but it's broken
It's still life, when you're torn
It's still life when you're walking
On and on and on and on and on

17742. Still Life - Chords

Still Life 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
Em B Em B
 
[Verse 1]
Em
Am I lyin' through my grin?
     B
Am I driftin'?
     Em                     C
Am I really just a child of sin?
      D
Oh, I don't know what to do
Em
Have I lost myself to lust?
         B
Is there anyone that I can trust?
Em                           C
We tried to make the best of us
      D                      Em
But I don't know what to do
 
 
[Chorus]
          C        G
Baby, I'd tell you more
     D                 G    F
If I knew just what to say
              Am               D
But you never asked me anyway
F         B        Em
Baby, I'd ask for less
     D               G
If I knew I had your ear
                        Em   B
And every other part of you
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em                          B
Baby blue's the color of my eyes, I'm told
             Em                          C
But when the sun sinks low, my eyes turn gold



        D                  Em
And you don't know what to do
                           B
Yellow is the color of the winter moon
        Em
And the page I press my pencil to
C           D             Em
With a love letter to you
 
[Chorus]
G         C        G
Baby, I'd tell you more
     D                 G    F
If I knew just what to say
              Am               D
But you never asked me anyway
F         B       Em
Baby, I'd ask for less
     D               G
If I knew I had your ear
    Em                      Am
And every other part of you (Every other part of you)
 
 
[Post-Chorus]
Em          D       Am
Every other part of you (Every other part of you)
Em          D       Am
Every other part of you (Every other part of you)
Em          D       Am
Every other part of you (Every other part of you)
Em          D       A   B
Every other part of you (Every other part of you)
 
 
[Bridge]
Em
What I need from you, my friend, is a kiss
                                  C
Then a walk to where the sidewalk ends
       D              Em
At the reservoir, and then
                                 B
Underneath the city sky, we're a still life
    Em             C
And all the people pass us by
         D                     Em
And they don't know what to do
 
[Solo]
G C G D G F Am D
 
[Outro]
F         B       Em
Baby, I'd ask for less
     D               G
If I knew I had your ear



                F       Em
And every other part of you

17743. Still Lookin' For You

Still Lookin' For You - Townes Van Zandt
The Onlies

Ain't much I ain't tried
Fast livin' slow suicide
Then a-runnin' in a place to hide
Just looking for you

My friends they all agree
Ain't many a fool like me
I just tell them wait and see
Go looking for you

Looking low and looking high
Looking far and looking wide
Try to tell myself that I'm fine
But it just ain't true
It just ain't true
I'm still looking for you
Still looking for you

From the shadow of the darkest pine
To the edge of the sweet sunshine
I keep looking till they make you mine
Looking for you

When the curtain tumbles down
I'll be somewhere hanging round
With my heart laid on the ground
Just looking for you

Looking low and looking high
Looking far and looking wide
Try to tell myself that I tried
But it just ain't true
It just won't do
Still looking for you
Still looking for you

Looking low and looking high
Looking far and looking wide
Try to tell myself I tried
But it just ain't true
It just won't do
Still looking for you
Still looking for you



17744. Still Love You Still - Chords

Still Love You Still - AJ Lee and Blue Summit
Tuning:E A D G B E
Capo:no capo

[Verse]
E
Left in the cold out in the street
 
I've been shivering down to my head to my feet
A                                   E
Your lips are posion and I've had my fill
       B                  Bb   A
But somebody call the doctor
                        E
Cause I still love you still
 
[Verse]
E
I saw you Monday and Sunday too
 
And in between I can guess what you do
A                                  E
You take the girls out do what you will
        B              Bb  A
But no mater what I see
                        E
I still Love you still
 
[Chorus]
A                        E
Holding on to me Holding you
          B            Bb  A
But no matter what I do
                 E
I still Love you still
 
[Solo]
E A E
B Bb A E
 
[Verse]
E
I saw you call out in the streets
 
How I wish caught in the river down so deep
A                                       E
You tried to charm and you do it all so well
       B             Bb  A
But no matter how I try
                 E
I still love you still



 
[Chorus]
A                        E
Holding on to me Holding you
       B              Bb  A
But no matter what I do
                 E
I still Love you still
 
[Solo]
E A E
B Bb A E
 
V[erse]
E
I told my papa just what you do
 
Now my papa he's a coming after you
A                                         E
How I was blinded by your love short of a thrill
    B              Bb  A
No matter what I do
                 E
I still love you still
 
[Chorus]
A                        E
Holding on to me Holding you
       B               Bb  A
But no matter what I do
                  E
I still Love you still
 
[Solo]
E A E
B Bb A E
 
[Chorus]
A                        E
Holding on to me Holding you
       B               Bb  A
But no matter what I do
                  E
I still Love you still
      B               Bb  A
Oh no matter what I do
                  E
I still love you still

17745. Still Not Over You

Dolly Parton - Still Not Over You



I'm beginning to think, I'm goin' crazy
I thought by now my heart would've changed
I am the one, who wrote you the letter
Said you'll find someone and you'll be ok
I was convinced, I meant what I said
I guess my heart and heads not on the same page
Cause every day when I awake
You can hear me calling your name

I'm still not over you, I know I said we're through
Now what am I gonna do, I'm still not over you

I ran into a friend, who said she ran into you
At dinner with somebody new
She said, oh by the way, they've set a date
For Saturday the first day in June
I started to laugh, but I could've cried
It may take my heart a hundred years
Cause every night, when I close my eyes
I fall asleep calling your name

I'm still not over you, I know I said we're through
Now what am I gonna do, I'm still not over you
I'm still not over you, I know I said we're through
Now what am I gonna do, I'm still not over you
Now what am I gonna do, I'm still not over you

17746. Still On Your Mind

Dolly Parton - Still On Your Mind 
(Porter Wagoner)

Darling you know, you know I love you like I love no other
And you told me, remember when you told me, you'd forget her in time
Time passes by but still you can't forget her, it looks like you can't forget her
Oh and that makes me wonder if you'll ever, ever be mine
There's no way, no way I'm gonna get inside of your heart, inside your heart
While there's another, another still on your mind
There's no way, no way I'm gonna get inside of your heart, inside your heart
Not when there's another, another still on your mind
There's just no way, no way I'm gonna get inside of your heart, inside your heart
Not while there's another, another still on your mind, still on your mind

17747. Still The One

Still the One
The Infamous Stringdusters - Still the One

[Chorus 1]



When I was young
When I was brave
You took my hand
And I took your name
Together we walked
Into the night
Side by side
Under the moonlight

[Verse 1]
I had my doubts
You had them too
Pushed them aside
That's what people do
Things that we did
Yeah things left undone
You're still with me
And you're still the one

[Chorus 2]
Sometimes the rain starts falling
No way to slow them down
Sometimes I hear you calling
Even though you're not around

[Verse 2]
Comes from within
Comes from above
Whatever it is
It's all about love
We can't be far
From where we began
Can't be too far from where it will end

[Chorus 1]
Sometimes the rain starts falling
No way to slow them down
Sometimes I hear you calling
Even though you're not around

[Chorus 2]
When I was young
When I was brave
You took my hand
And I took your name
Things that we did
Things left undone
You're still with me
And you're still the one

17748. Still Waters - Chords



Still Waters 
The Osborne Brothers
 
[Intro]
G / G / C / C / G / D / G / G / G / G / C / G / G / D / G / G /
 
[Chorus]
    G                      C
I'm going to rest by still waters,
       G             D             G
Like a lamb in green pastures I'll be;
G                      C               G
Contented forever with Christ the Good Shepherd,
      G            D              G
Still waters bring sweet peace to me.
 
[Verse 1]
     G         F            C         G
Cold waters of Jordan won't hinder my crossing,
         G             D             G
When the good shepherd calls out for me;
     G         F            C             G
Then I will be carried by a sweet band of angels,
   G       D     G
To eternal serenity.
 
[Chorus]
    G                      C
I'm going to rest by still waters,
       G             D             G
Like a lamb in green pastures I'll be;
G                      C               G
Contented forever with Christ the Good Shepherd,
      G            D              G
Still waters bring sweet peace to me.
 
[Instrumental]
G / G / C / C / G / D / G / G / G / G / C / G / G / D / G / G / G / G /
 
[Verse 2]
   G                 F               C         G
No storm clouds will gather there'll be no bad weather,
       G          D            G
In the valleys so peaceful and bright;
    G           F           C              G
The Son will be shinning to warm the still waters,
     G        D           G
Lord Jesus himself is the light.
 
[Chorus]
    G                      C
I'm going to rest by still waters,
       G             D             G
Like a lamb in green pastures I'll be;
G                      C               G
Contented forever with Christ the Good Shepherd,
      G            D              G
Still waters bring sweet peace to me.



    G                      C
I'm going to rest by still waters,
       G             D             G
Like a lamb in green pastures I'll be;
G                      C               G
Contented forever with Christ the Good Shepherd,
      G            D              G
Still waters bring sweet peace to me.
 
[Outro]
G / G / C / C / G / D / G / G / G / G / C / G / G / D / G / G /
G / G / C / C / G / D / G / G / G / G / C / G / G / D / G / G /
G / G / C / C / G / D / G / G / G / G / C / G / G / D / G / G /

17749. Still Within The Sound Of My Voice

Linda Ronstadt - Still Within The Sound Of My Voice

Where have you gone, my darling one?
Are you on your own?
Are you having fun?
Is it someone to hold when you need it bad?
Is it uncontrolled like the love we had?

Does a day go by like a memory?
Do you ever try to remember me
In an automobile or a crowded bar?
Well, I hope you're alright where ever you are

And if you are still within the sound of voice over some radio
I just want you to know you were always my only choice
And where ever you go then I still love you so,
if you're still within the sound of my voice.

In the dead of night, do you hear me call?
Somethings quite not right, no ones there at all
Did you make a mistake? Was it in your head?
Was it really me talking to your heart instead?

And if you are still within the sound of my voice
watching this video, I just want you to know
That it always made me rejoice
Just to have you so near
There's a place for you here
If you're still within the sound of my voice.

I am calling like the echo of a passing train the cries
one last time before it fades into the distant hills and dies
I am sending out a message like a ship out on the sea in distress 
but only you can send a lifeline out to me.

Are you still within the sound of my voice?
Why don't you let me know I just can't let know if it's wrong 



then I have no choice but to love you until I no longer have a will
Are you still within the sound of my voice

I am calling like the echo of a passing train that cries
One last time before it fades into the distant hills and dies

17750. Still Without You / Conclusion: Road to No Return

Robert Earl Keen - Still Without You / Conclusion: Road to No Return 

I climbed the mountains and I swept the plains
I crossed the border and I broke my chains
I walked the back roads 'til my shoes wore through
I'm still without you without you

I lie awake at night and say your name
I paint your picture in a starlit frame
I try imagining a rendezvous
I'm still without you... without you

Chorus:
l thought I'd find
You would leave my mind
But my dreams they just don't know

They can't seem to let you go
I'm so sad I don't know what to do
Without you

I often wonder how it came to this
If I could travel back to our last kiss
If I had a different point of view
I'm still without you... without you
The moon is sitting just beyond the hill
The wind is resting but my heart won't still
It happens every night right on cue
I'm still without you... without you

Chorus

17751. Still Without You/conclusion:road To No Return - Chords

Still Without You/conclusion:road To No Return

capo 2
intro: G D C C  C D G G   2X

verse 1: 



(D)i climbed the mountains and i (C)swept the (G)place

(D)crossed the border and i (C)broke my (G)chains

(D)i walked the backroads 'till my (C)shoes wore (Em)thro(D)ugh

(C)i'm still with(G)out you, (C)without yo(G)u

verse 2:

i lie awake and say your name
i pait your picture on a starlit frame
try to imagine a rendevous
i'm still without you, without you

chorus:

(C)i thought i'd (D)find (G)you would leave my (C)mind
(Em)but my dreams they (C)just don't know
(Em)they can't seem to (C)let you go
(Em)i'm so sad i (C)don't know (G)what to (D)do
(C)without (G)you

verse:

i often wonder how it came to this
if i could travel back to our last kiss
if i had a different point of view
i'm still without you, without you

the moon is sitting just beyond the hill
the winter's resting but my heart wants still
it happens every night right on cue
i'm still without you, without you

repeat chorus, the blend into road of no return

17752. Stillest Hour - Chords

Stillest Hour - The .357 String Band

G
Four long years spent, lot a tears shed no
C
no one sees them
D          G
no one but I.

G
Cigarette butts and empty cups is all that is
C       D           G
staying right by my side
        C                   D        G



and now Im waiting for that Stillest Hour

G
Whole damn day spent, not a word said, no
C
not a dime spent
D                G
just waiting for night
G
Cause all that action, that surrounds my life
C
couldn't match that racket
D         G
inside my mind
            C                D        G
and now I'm waiting for that Stillest Hour
        C                D        G
now I'm waiting for that Stillest Hour

G
And now I'm seeking that dreamless sleeping
C
when I stop deceiving
D          G
just for a while
G
Cause everyone your meeting is so misleading
C
now I'm receding 
D       G
into my mind
            C                D        G
and now I'm waiting for that Stillest Hour
        C                D        G
now I'm waiting for that Stillest Hour

        C                D        G
now I'm waiting for that Stillest Hour
        C                D        G
now I'm waiting for that Stillest Hour

17753. Stingeree

Stingeree
(Charles Singleton - Larry Coleman) 

Hey my baby got something she calls her stingeree
My baby got something she calls her stingeree
She really drives me crazy when she turned a do-loose on me
It's the truth.

--- Instrumental ---



Well, the boys tried to tell me they said they heard bout the way she was
I said the boys tried to tell me they heard bout the way she was
But it's not the way my baby treats me it's the thing my lovin' baby does.

Here's Roy Nichols now.
--- Instrumental ---

He knows that ole girl.

--- Instrumental ---

Now I walk from Dallas bearing the Wichita Falls
Yeah I walk from Dallas bearing the Wichita Falls
And if I could see my baby that won't be no walk at all.

Here comes now
--- Instrumental ---

My baby got something she calls her stingeree
My baby got something she calls her stingeree
She really drives me crazy when she turned a do-loose on me..

17754. Stingray

Sam Bush - Stingray (Live) 
Album: Ice Caps: Peaks of Telluride

You gave me this, made me give
Your silver grin, still sticking it in
You have soul machine, soul machine
The longest kiss, peeling furniture days
Drift madly to you, pollute my heart drain
You have broken in me, broken me
All your mental armor drags me down
Nothing hurts like your mouth, mouth, mouth
Your loaded smiles, pretty just desserts
Wish it all for you, so much it never hurts
You have a soul machine, stolen me
All your mental armor drags me down
We can't breathe when you come around
All your mental armor drags me down
Nothing hurts like your mouth, mouth, mouth
Your mouth, mouth, mouth
Never found our way home
We'd been missing long before
Where we'll find our way
You gave me this, made me give
You have soul machine, broken free
All your mental armor drags me down
We can't breathe when you come around
All your metal armor drags me down
Nothing hurts like your mouth, mouth, mouth
Your mouth, mouth, mouth



All your mental armor
All your mental armor
And your mouth, mouth, mouth
Mouth, mouth, mouth, mouth, mouth, mouth
Mouth, mouth, mouth, mouth, mouth, mouth

17755. Stolen Moments

Lucinda Williams - Stolen Moments

Driving down sunset, I'm stuck in traffic
With the sun coming in from the west
So I cover my eyes
And I wait for the light to change
And I think about you
And it's kinda strange, but I think about you

Sitting in the backseat of a downtown taxi
Speeding across New York City
Somewhere between First Avenue and Second Street
I think about you
It's like a heartbeat, I think about you

In stolen moments, you're riding with me
You're riding with me again
You're riding with me in stolen moments
You're riding with me again, in stolen moments

From an airplane window, I look out in wonder
At a rainbow through the clouds
Thirty thousand feet up in the air
And I swear you're with me there
Like a prayer, you're with me there

In stolen moments, you're riding with me
You're riding with me again
You're riding with me in stolen moments
You're riding with me again, in stolen moments

You're riding with me
You're riding with me again
You're riding with me in stolen moments
You're riding with me again, in stolen moments
In stolen moments

17756. Stone Blind

Marty Stuart - Stone Blind



My iron-clad mind didn't how to listen
To things that your heart was trying to say
But time after time I paid no attention
And only a fool would do you that way

Stone blind, I just couldn't see how much
You meant to me when you were mine
Stone blind, I let you slip through my hands
Right to the end, I must have been stone blind

My hair-trigger heart couldn't say I was sorry
Admit I was wrong or swallow my pride
So time played the part of the judge and the jury
You're already gone when I open my eyes

Stone blind, I just couldn't see how much
You meant to me when you were mine
Stone blind, I let you slip through my hands
Right to the end, I must have been stone blind
Right to the end, I must have been stone blind

17757. Stone By Stone

Stone By Stone 
Blue Moon Rising
 
Jenny's golden hair glows like a wildfire 
Her tenders mile can light a darkened sky 
Her dancing eyes so inviting 
When she looks at me I'm paralyzed 
 
CHORUS:  
If she were a rock, she'd be a diamond  
If she were a flower, she'd be a rose 
Well my Jenny belongs in an ivory tower  
And if she'd only love me 
I'd build it stone by stone  
 
She's a walking dream a real live treasure 
I'm a prisoner of her girlish charm 
I'd give all I own, without hesitation 
Just to spend one night in sweet Jenny's arms 
 
If she'd only love me 
I'd build it stone by stone

17758. Stone Cold Blue



Stone Cold Blue
Author: Jay Don Johnson
Artist: Ronnie Bowman
Album: Starting Over (2002)

Well folks say we're a match made in Heaven
A better pair never cam from our home town
You left our country home for the city
And that's where you learned the art of foolin 'round
Chorus:
Oh the tears that I've cried 
For you my little darlin'
What I've heard through the grapevine must be true
Oh, the torture of my mind
The pain you put me through
Stone cold blue
With a sad and lonely heart you left me cryin'
In our little cabin home built for two
There's still an empty place here at our table
With my broken heart it's waitin' there for you
Chorus
Stone cold blue

17759. Stone Cold Loneliness

Stone Cold Loneliness
Blue Moon Rising

Stone cold loneliness, ain't it a shame.
The tears are a fallin' down, like a pourin' rain.
Stone cold loneliness, there ain't no change.
There's a never-mending heart, with a never-ending pain.

Stone cold loneliness, ain't nobody's friend.
A man is born to lose, so he never wins.
This old lonesome road, has no end.
And there's a broken heart inside that will never mend.

Stone cold loneliness, ain't it a shame.
The tears are a fallin' down, like a pourin' rain.
Stone cold loneliness, there ain't no change.
There's a never-mending heart, with a never-ending pain.

Stone cold loneliness, pictures of the past.
A man can't live his life in a whiskey glass.
So often love it blooms and dies so fast.
And the sadness that it brings will always last.

Chorus X's 2

Tag - There's a never-mending heart, with a never-ending pain.



17760. Stone Me

Sturgill Simpson - Stone Me

[Verse 1]
Everybody wants to live in a glass house
I'd rather stay home 'cause when I go out
I wish I never did
Take me back home when I was a kid

[Verse 2]
Sobriety is a hell of a drug
They say you only fight with the people you love
But I won't forget what it's like to be poor
I could be there again, baby, that's for sure

[Chorus]
Love me, hate me
Desecrate me
Call me a bitch, then call me baby
You don't know me
You don't own me
Yeah, that's no way to stone me
Yeah, that's no way to stone me

[Verse 3]
You can pick a side but both are wrong
You can fight the good fight, but you're on your own
I used to feel loved, now I feel used
Almost went broke just from paying dues

[Verse 4]
Through the mud and rain, you can drag my name
You can say I've spent my life in vain
But I won't be ashamed of what I am
For your judgement day, I don't give a damn

[Chorus]
Love me, hate me
Desecrate me
Call me a bitch, then call me baby
You don't know me
You don't own me
Yeah, that's no way to stone me
Yeah, that's no way to stone me

[Outro]
Yeah, that's no way to stone me
Yeah, that's no way to stone me



17761. Stone River

Robbie Fulks - Stone River

[Verse 1]
Stone River, keep rolling
Wash it all down
I can't turn back now
The feeling is gone

[Verse 2]
Love's memory just a shadow
Out beyond me
She'll never touch me now
The feeling is gone

[Chorus]
Maybe time will change my mind
But by then she'll be miles behind
Looking out at the endless blue
How I wish I could run with you

[Verse 3]
Stone River, keep rolling
Carry me down
I can't turn back now
The feeling is gone

[Chorus]
Maybe time will change my mind
But by then she'll be miles behind
Looking out at the endless blue
How I wish I could run with you

17762. Stone Throat

Stone Throat
Glen Phillips

It was the longest winter
And then the shortest spring
We need an endless summer
I want to spread my wings
I want the wild and the wayward
You seek the subtle and quiet
Maybe I'm too damn selfish
Maybe you're too damn nice

A stone throat can't sing
A wooden heart won't beat
I'm trying to find the balance
Between the sacred and the street
A stone throat can't sing



A wooden heart won't beat
I'm gonna meet you in the middle
Between the wanting and the need

I'm gonna fly to the mountains
Where I can wet my beak
In the clear cool waters
Of Texas Creek
I want to take you with me
I want you by my side
Feeling everything at once
And having nothing to hide

A stone throat can't sing
A wooden heart won't beat
I'm trying to find the balance
Between the sacred and the street
A stone throat can't sing
A wooden heart won't beat
I'm gonna meet you in the middle
Between the wanting and the need

A stone throat can't sing
A wooden heart won't beat
A stone throat can't sing
I'm sick of letting you down
A wooden heart won't beat
You're tired of letting me go
A stone throat can't sing
We're trying to find the balance
A wooden heart won't beat

17763. Stone Wall - Chords

Stone Wall 
Mandolin Orange
 
INTRO:  G  C  G    G  D    G  C  G    G  D  G
 
VERSE 1
         G                            C           G
All the days we spent together, they now seem so few.   
 G                                  D
And today as I passed you on the street,
      G                G7     C               G                    D            G
You treated me as a stranger that you never knew.  Just the same every time we meet.
 
CHORUS
                 G         C                G                                        D
You've built a stone wall     around your heart.  My arms still long to hold you as before
                 G         C                G                       D           G
You've built a stone wall     around your heart.  You won't let me love you anymore.
 



INSTRUMENTAL  -  VERSE CHORDS
 
VERSE 2
          G                           C             G
Well how did I hurt you darling?  Oh why won't you say?  
  G                                 D
Please tell me what have I done to you?
G                G7        C                G                    D               G
I still worship you dear, in that same old way.  How can you forget the love we knew?
 
TO CHORUS
 
INSTRUMENTAL - VERSE CHORDS
 
TO CHORUS and END

17764. Stone Wall All Around Your Heart

Stone Wall All Around Your Heart

Now I'm so broken hearted I don't know what to do
I passed you today on the street
And you treated me like a stranger that you never knew
It's the same every time we meet

You built a stone wall all around your heart
Though my arms ache to hold you as before
You built a stone wall all around your heart
You won't let me love you anymore

How have I hurt you darling why won't you say
What have I done to you
For I still worship you dear in the same old way
How could you forget the love we knew

17765. Stone Wall Around My Heart - Chords

Stone Wall Around My Heart 
Doc Watson & Merle Watson

[Intro]
C   G7  C F  C
 
[Verse 1]
    C                       F           C
The days we spent together, now seem so few
      C                            G7
And today when I passed you on the street
    C                           F             C



You treated me like a stranger that you never knew
         C    G7            C
It's the same every time we meet
 
[Chorus]
            C     C7   F               C
You built a stone wall all around your heart
       C                             G7
Though my arms ache to hold you as before
            C     C7   F               C
You built a stone wall all around your heart
    C                G7          C
And you won't let me love you anymore
 
[Instrumental]
C  F  C
C   G7
C    F     C
C   G7     C
 
[Verse 2]
   C                       F           C
How did I hurt you darling, why won't you say?
     C                     G7
Honey, what have I done to you?
       C                         F               C
For I still worship you dear in that same old way.
                 G7             C
How could you forget the love we knew?
 
[Chorus]
            C     C7   F               C
You built a stone wall all around your heart
       C                             G7
Though my arms ache to hold you as before
    C                  F               C
You built a stone wall all around your heart
    C                G7          C
And you won't let me love you anymore
 
 
[Instrumental]
C  F  C
C   G7
C    F     C
C   G7     C
 
[Chorus]
            C     C7   F               C
You built a stone wall all around your heart
       C                             G7
Though my arms ache to hold you as before
            C     C7   F               C
You built a stone wall all around your heart
    C                G7          C
And you won't let me love you anymore



17766. Stone Walls And Steel Bars

Stone Walls And Steel Bars
(Stone Walls & Steel Bars) - Stanley Brothers

   Stone walls and steel bars a love on my mind
   I'm a three time loser I'm long gone this time

Jealousy has took my young life
All for the love of another man's wife
But I've had it coming I've known all the time
No more stone walls and steel bars and you on my mind

Gray-haired warden deep Frisco Bay
Guards all around me leading my way
But I've had it coming at the end of the line
No more stone walls and steel bars and you on my mind

17767. Stone's Throw

Stone's Throw - Nickel Creek 

Went out for a drink with a
Friend from a while back, her
Triumphs and trials
Ringing clearer than my phone
And that drink turned into three, happy
Hour into bedtime
You were drowning in your head
When I came floating home

Babe, are you okay?
I was only a stone's throw away

You shook as you recounted your
Flight of fancy that
Crashed when I didn't answer
Your distress signal
And you wondered aloud if you were
Better off without me on some
Distant mountain
In complete control

Lonely but safe
Now I'm just a stone's throw away

When we let it fly
Babe it hurts like hell
Gotta set our sights



On someone else

The throes of love
Are unrelenting
Sometimes a common enemy is
Your best friend
Look we may be a lot but we're
Not as much as they are, bet she'd
Rather she never heard him
Call again

When the seeds that we've sown
Are choking on stones
Remember the neighbors
They're only a stone's throw away

17768. Stoney

Jerry Jeff Walker - Stoney
Todd Snider

I first ran into Stoney
It was in a bar downtown
I was up Richmond, Virginia then
Just a-bumming around
Suitcase to suitcase
We started in talking
Finding out about the things we've shared
In the miles we've been
He carried an old gray pillowcase
Full of books by Durrell
Played this old Concertina guitar
It was all beat up and played like hell
Until you got him started
Singing them gospel songs
He drank all night for nothing
He told stories 'til dawn
He said "Get your bags, boy, come on, sun's up
"It's time to roll
"You know there ain't no better time than early in the morning
"To be out walking that road
"Watch another day beginning
While the fools are rushing on by
"We'll be like some old Mr. Independence, son
"We're taking our own sweet time
So we walked on out the highway
Under clear blue sky
I was listening to the tales that he told
Drinking warm red wine
'Bout the night he rolled sevens
About some girl who'd done him wrong
All the things he could think of
While we walked along



Yeah, ol' Stoney had a magic
Made him hard to forget
Like the night we rolled down that old old high highway
In a pickup we nearly wrecked
A crazy woman driving
All drunked up and carrying on
'Til Stoney finally calmed her
Singing them gospel songs
We split the road at Norwood
He just shook my hand
He said "I'll see you some place, cowboy"
But you know, he never has
We were that free then
Just walking down the road
Never really caring where
That old highway goes
Few years later, found out ol' Stoney was a bullshitter
No doubt about it
Still, there was just this way that he told you things
Made you never want to doubt him
He kept you going
When the going got rough
Hell, he'll get you through the lean times
Just by making it up
Just by making it up
You know, when you're young and you don't tell the truth
They call you a "fibber"
When you get a little older and you still don't tell the truth
They call you a "liar"
Get a little bit older and you still ain't telling the truth
The might call you a "bullshitter"
Get a little older and you still ain't telling the truth
And you're getting pretty good at it
They call you an artist
Give you plaques, keys to cities, trophies
Stuff like that

17769. Stoney End

Linda Ronstadt - Stoney End

I was born from love
And my poor mother worked the mines
I was raised on the Good Book Jesus
Till I read between the lines
Now I don't believe
I want to see the morning
Going down the Stoney End
I never wanted to go
Down the Stoney End
Mama let me start all over
Cradle me, Mama, cradle me again
I can still remember him



With love light in his eyes
But the light flickered out and parted
As the sun began to rise
Now I don't believe
I want to see the morning
Going down the Stoney End
I never wanted to go
Down the Stoney End
Mama let me start all over
Cradle me, mama, cradle me again
(Cradle me, mama, cradle me again
Mama, cradle me again...)
Never mind the forecast
'Cause the sky has lost control
'Cause the furry and the broken thunders
Come to match my raging soul
Now I don't believe
I want to see the morning
Going down the Stoney End
I never wanted to go
Down the Stoney End
Mama let me start all over
Cradle me, mama, cradle me again
Going down the Stoney End...

17770. Stony Ground

Richard Thompson - Stony Ground 

Old Man Morris got it bad last week
Fell for the widow from across the street
She clipped him in the ear, she told him what's what
But he couldn't keep his mind off her honey pot

Silly old man with his teeth all gone
Poking his nose where it don't belong
She's a rose all right but she's got thorns
Working on stony ground

Lost his heart to Buxom Betty
Throwing out the compliments like confetti
Left and right, he threw them all around
But everything was landed on stony ground

Silly old man with his teeth all gone
Poking his nose where it don't belong
She's a rose all right but she's got thorns
Working on stony ground

Widow's got a brother, henchman too
A pair of gorillas from the London Zoo
They call on Morris and they tell him what's what
But he can't keep his mind off her honey pot



Silly old man with his teeth all gone
Poking his nose where it don't belong
She's a rose all right but she's got thorns
Working on stony ground

Kicked him in the head, poked him in the eyes
Shoved him in the gutter and there he lies
Dripping with blood, dripping with snot
But he's still dreaming of her you-know-what

Silly old man with his teeth all gone
Poking his nose where it don't belong
She's a rose all right but she's got thorns
Working on stony ground
Working on stony ground

17771. Stop Breaking Down

Lucinda Williams - Stop Breaking Down

I can't keep walkin' down the street 
'Fore some pretty daddy start breakin' down with me 

Stop breakin' down
Please, please, stop breakin' down
I got the stuff that'll bust your brains out, baby
Make you lose your mind

These no good men love to ape and clown 
They don't do nothin' but tear my good reputation down 

Stop breakin' down
Please, please, stop breakin' down
I got the stuff that'll bust you brains out, baby
Make you lose your mind

I can't walk the streets now, I can't consolate my mind
'Fore some no good man starts breakin' down 

Stop breakin' down
Please, please, stop breakin' down
I got the stuff that'll bust your brains out, baby
Make you lose your mind

I give my baby the ninety-ninth degree 
Then he rose up and brought a pistol down on me 

Stop breakin' down
Please, please, stop breakin' down
I got the stuff that'll bust your brains out, baby
Make you lose your mind



I can't keep walkin' down the street
'Fore some no good man start breakin' down with me

Stop breakin' down
Please, please, stop breakin' down
I got the stuff that'll bust your brains out, baby
Make you lose your mind

I got the stuff that'll bust your brains out, baby
Make you lose your mind

17772. Stop Cheatin' On Me

Stop Cheatin' On Me
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Baby, we used to have something special
But lately you've been ignoring all the rules
Well, you think that I don't know what you're doing
You've been running around making me a fool

[Chorus]
Stop cheatin' on me
It ain't that hard to do
Stop cheatin' on me or I'll start cheatin' on you

[Verse 2]
Don't think I won't sink down to your level
I'm sure somewhere there's someone I can hold
I can make my own deal with the devil
And then you'll find out that hell can sure be cold

[Chorus]
Stop cheatin' on me
It ain't that hard to do
Stop cheatin' on me or I'll start cheatin' on you
Stop cheatin' on me
It ain't that hard to do
Stop cheatin' on me or I'll start cheatin' on you

17773. Stop Draggin' My Heart Around

Molly Tuttle - Stop Draggin' My Heart Around

[verse 1: molly tuttle]
baby, you come knockin' on my front door
same old line you used to use before
and i said yeah, well, what am i supposed to do?



i didn't know what i was gettin' into

[chorus: molly tuttle & nathaniel rateliff]
so you got a little trouble in town
now you're keepin' some demons down
stop draggin' my, stop draggin' my
stop draggin' my heart around

[verse 2: molly tuttle]
it's hard to think about what you wanted
it's hard to think about what you lost
this doesn't have to be the big get even
this doesn't have to be anything at all

[pre+chorus: nathaniel rateliff]
i know you really wanna tell me goodbye
i know you really wanna be your own girl

[chorus: molly tuttle & nathaniel rateliff]
baby, you could never look me in the eye
yeah, you buckle with the weight of the words
stop draggin' my, stop draggin' my
stop draggin' my heart around
[guitar solo]

[verse 3: molly tuttle]
people runnin' 'round loose in the world
ain't got nothin' better to do
make a meal of some bright+eyed kid
you need someone lookin' after you

[pre+chorus: nathaniel rateliff]
i know you really wanna tell me goodbye
i know you really wanna be your own girl

[chorus: molly tuttle & nathaniel rateliff]
baby, you could never look me in the eye
yeah, you buckle with the weight of the words
stop draggin' my, stop draggin' my
stop draggin' my heart around

[outro: molly tuttle]
stop draggin' my heart around
stop draggin' my heart around

17774. Stop Me If You've Heard This One Before

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Stop Me If You've Heard This One Before

Can I buy you a drink you look lonely
Well, so I might and it might help us both
I can tell by that lost look in your eyes



Just like me you lost the one you loved most

Well, mine walked out into the arms of another
Sayin' I just don't love you no more
And I've just got to tell someone my story
But stop me if you've heard this one before

For I wouldn't think of wasting your time
I've wasted too much of my own
And it's not just a different approach or a line
And I'll leave if you'd rather be alone

Cause that's how you were when I walked in
Well, so am I just like you maybe more
And with each word I speak I die a little
So please, stop me if you've heard this one before

And with each word I speak I die a little
So please, stop me if you've heard this one before

17775. Stop The Violence

Stop The Violence - Sam Bush Band

I hate living in a world where there's so much pain
We wallow in the cause, strapped by the mark of Cain
Living in a barrel of cold blue steel
Who's going to save us now
We've got to live together

Stop the violence
Stop the violence
Stop the violence
Stop the violence

There's a woman in this town who walks on a wire
She lost everything she owned to the devil's desire
Fighting in the shadows, too afraid to be free
Life out of balance
God have mercy on me

Stop the violence
Stop the violence
Stop the violence
Stop the violence

What's broken in the spirit now that's killing the soul
How do we save the children from walking down that road
Can I tie the truth down tight yes and teach them how to sing
Can love be the light
That will help us find our way back?

Stop the violence



Stop the violence
Stop the violence
Stop the violence

I don't care what people think of me, don't know where to begin
A thousand ways, a thousand times, a thousand days
I'm gonna say it again
You can hide behind your church boy your politics and fame
Meet me at the roundhouse
I'm jumping on that peace train

Stop the violence
(This place we're building)
Stop the violence
(Gonna house the children)
Stop the violence
(Where they gonna run)
Stop the violence
(With all the damage done)

Somehow, Someway
We'll be free someday
They're gonna say his name
They're gonna place the blame
While the world is turning
There's no way of knowing
Too many people dying
Too many children crying

17776. Stop The World And Let Me Off

Stop the World and Let Me Off
Dwight Yoakam - Rhonda Vincent

Hey, stop the world and let me off
I'm tired of going round and round
I've played the game of love and lost
Hey, stop the world and let me off

My dreams are shattered, don't you see?
'Cause you no longer care for me
I miss the wonder of your kiss
Why did you leave me here like this?

Hey, stop the world and let me off
I'm tired of going round and round
I've played the game of love and lost
Hey, stop the world and let me off

My dream world tumbled to the ground
The one I love has let me down
Can't stop burnin' deep inside
I know your love for me has died



Stop the world and let me off
I'm tired of going round and round
I've played the game of love and lost
Hey, stop the world and let me off

My dreams are shattered, can't you see?
'Cause you no longer care for me
I miss the wonder of your kiss
How come you left me here like this

Hey, stop the world and let me off
I'm tired of going round and round
I've played the game of love and lost
Hey, stop the world and let me off

17777. Stop Your Crying

Stop Your Crying
Lake Street Dive

[Intro/Hook]
Ah, ah
Ah, ah

[Verse 1]
I get your messages
I read them all aloud
My friends they roll their eyes
Shake their heads
Make a frown
But it seems so well-intentioned
And at once I'm beginning to fall
There's no point to even mention you at all

[Hook]
Ah, ah

[Verse 2]
I am recording all the double-talk and lies
My rage, a tickin' bomb
While I'm shocked
And I cry
But I know you still remember
That I'm not very hard to disarm
And you know I'm no contender to your charms

[Chorus]
So stop your crying
You know I'll be the one to let you back in (let you back in)
I'm so sick of lying
Telling myself it's the end
I know better



But here I go again

[Verse 3]
I am a photograph
A moment stuck in time (ooh)
The margins crease, the color is beat
And resigned
But the girl I still see clearly
With her heart good and ready to love
It's her head that isn't nearly good enough

[Chorus]
So stop your crying
You know I'll be the one to let you back in (let you back in)
I'm so sick of lying
Telling myself it's the end
I know better but here I go-

So stop your crying
You know I'll be the one to let you back in (let you back in)
I'm so sick of lying
Telling myself it's the end

Well, stop your crying
You know I'll be the one to let you back in
I'm so sick of lying
Telling myself it's the end

Well now, here I go again
(Well I didn't mean to let you back in)
Well, here I go again
(You know I didn't wanna let you back in)
Oh now, here I go again
(You know I didn't wanna let you back in)
Here I go again
(You know I didn't wanna-)

[Outro/Hook]
Ah, ah
Ah, ah

17778. Stop, Drop, Roll

Stop, Drop, Roll
Kyle Hollingsworth
String Cheese Incident

Turn it up and turn it on
Getting it ready we bringing it on
Mix the drink, crank the tunes
Gotta get on the bus and work the moves

Feather boa sequin shoes



Gonna let it loose, got nothin to lose
Tilt the hat and grab the shades
It's the freakin weekend baby, We got it made

Staying up all night while the party goes down
Staying up all night never wanna come down

Everyone is everywhere
Seein my friends we all family there
Swallowed up by all that sound
Shaking our heads and gettin it down

Feather boa sequin shoes
Gonna let it loose, got nothin to lose
We're good to go, we're all at the show
Not another minute waitin, y'already know,

Staying up all night while the party goes down
Stay out all night ever wanna come down
Staying up all night while the party goes down
Stay out all night take a ride on that sound

Stop, drop, roll

Find your zone, maybe ride the rail,
Grab the purple dragon now, by its tail.
Moving, grooving bodies all around
Diggin on all that joyful sound

Feather boa sequin shoes
Gonna let it loose, got nothin to lose
Feel the love (be) the light
Gonna boogie down with my freaky tribe tonight

Staying up all night while the party goes down
Stay out all night ever wanna come down
Staying up all night while the party goes down
Stay out all night take a ride on that sound

Stop, drop, roll

17779. Stories I Tell

Glen Phillips - Stories I Tell

[Verse 1]
Don't give me answers or I would refuse
Yes is a word for which I have no use
And I wasn't looking for Heaven or Hell
Just someone to listen to stories I tell, yeah

[Verse 2]
What is a blessing? What is a dream?



Caught between portraits and none's what it seems
Why is it some people expect there's a change
When I feel I'm a part of something I can't see?
And I feel the same

[Verse 3]
Don't offer questions or I will retreat
Fame is a cancer and ego its seed
[Refrain]
And I wasn't looking for Heaven or Hell
Just someone to listen to stories I tell

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
Do we ever wonder?
Did you ever care?
Stories I tell
Stories I tell
Stories I tell

[Verse 4]
Subtle salvation in poems and prose
Hiding our heads in some shadow of home
And I wasn't looking for wreaths or for bells
Just someone to listen to stories I tell
Stories I tell
Stories I tell

[Breakdown]
Stories

[Outro]
Stories I tell
Stories I tell
Stories I tell
Stories I tell

[Instrumental Break]

17780. Storm Of Love

Rodney Crowell - Storm Of Love

There's a storm of a love a brewin' now I'm losin' you
And nothin' that I do can make you stay
When you love me too my skies were always blue
But now the storm of love is on its way
Everybody thought that we were perfect you and me
We'd always be together for eternity
But the forecast wasn't quite the way it seemed to be
And the cloudy sky is all that I can see
There's a storm of a love...



Like a leaf in the wind that's my destiny without you I see only misery
Yesterday the weather changed now you brew cold to me
And now a cloudy sky is all that I can see
There's a storm of a love...

17781. Storm Of Love - Chords

Storm Of Love 
Highway 101
 
[Verse]
     A                      D
On the dance floor that first night
         A               D
When you waltzed into my life
       A                                                  G   E
Well I did not plan to take your hand and let this
 
love begin
 
        A             D
But you took me by surprise
           A                D
With those lonely big brown eyes
      A               E               A
And I did not see the storm was rollin' in
 
 
[Chorus]
       E               D         A
It was just like being struck by lightning
      E       D            A
And I felt my heart skip a beat
         D              E         A           D
And your love came over me like a big rolling
 
thunder*
        A                  E               A
And the Storm of Love just swept me off my
 
feet*
 
 
[Verse]
         A                     D
Well the years have brought us far
          A            D
From that rowdy cowboy bar
       A                                                     G    E
But it still feels like that stormy night you danced
 
into my heart
      A                D



As we lay our heads to rest
          A                  D
There are dark clouds in the West
      A            E              A
I can feel another storm about to start
 
 
[Chorus]
       E               D         A
And It's just like being struck by lightning
      E       D            A
And I feel my heart skip a  beat
           D              E         A           D
And your love comes over me like a big rolling thunder*
        A                  E               A
And the Storm of Love just sweeps  me off my feet*
 
 
[Tag]
E        A
Storm of Love
       E        A
It's a Storm of Love
 
 
[Chorus]
       E               D         A
And It's just like being struck by lightning
      E       D            A
And I feel my heart skip a beat
         D              E         A           D
And your love comes over me like a big rolling
 
thunder*
        A                  E               A
And the Storm of Love just sweeps  me off my feet*
 
 
[Tag 2]
          D              E         A           D
And your love comes over me like a big rolling thunder*
        A                  E               A
And the Storm of Love just sweeps  me off my feet*

17782. Storm Out On The Sea

Storm Out on the Sea
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
As a girl I watched the sailing ships
Like white birds on the sea
Their sails were wings that rode the wind



My heart longed to be free
I saw you standing by the sea
The beach was dark as death
But your hand was warm against my face
Your kiss was my life's breath

[Chorus]
And loving you's like drowning in a storm out on the sea
Put your arms around me darling
Now and rescue me
And loving you's like drowning and I feel so far from home
Put your arms around me
And I'll never sail alone

[Verse 2]
You never said you'd stay with me
I never tied your hands
The way some frightened women do to keep their love on land
Where they can walk dry-footed
And never fear the tide
Or the moon upon the water
In their lover's arms they hide

[Chorus]
And loving you's like drowning in a storm out on the sea
Put your arms around me darling
Now and rescue me
And loving you's like drowning and I feel so far from home
Put your arms around me
And I'll never sail alone

[Verse 3]
The rain upon my body beat me down upon the sand
And the clouds came low and lonely
Like lost sailors seeking land
Soon I learned that lovin' you means drowning in the sea
When you closed your arms against me
And you turned your back on me

[Chorus]
And loving you's like drowning in a storm out on the sea
Put your arms around me darling
Now and rescue me
And loving you's like drowning and I feel so far from home
Put your arms around me
And I'll never sail alone
And loving you's like drowning in a storm out on the sea
Put your arms around me darling
Now and rescue me
And loving you's like drowning and I feel so far from home
Put your arms around me
And I'll never sail alone



17783. Storm Warning

Rodney Crowell - Storm Warning

[Verse 1]
Charcoal cloud bank belly rolling east
We're staring down the dark eye of the beast
Seek your shelter anywhere you will
Don't let your life depend on standing still

[Verse 2]
Tornado alley keeps on moving south
With winds that yank the teeth right from your mouth
Grab your Bible, your wedding ring and pet
'Cause we ain't seen the worst of this thing yet

[Chorus]
Storm Warning
Storm Warning

[Bridge]
First you hear that mighty rumbling freight train sound
Next your trees are plucked like daisies from the ground
Your roof, your car, your house, your friends
School bus tumbling end on end
Screaming

[Chorus]
Storm Warning
Storm Warning

[Verse 3]
The devil's claw marks leave a trail of wrath
Ninety-five miles of twisted aftermath
A cell phone rings unanswered in the mess
Who lost who is anybody's guess

[Chorus]
Storm Warning
Storm Warning
Storm Warning
Storm Warning

17784. Storm Windows - Chords

Storm Windows
John Prine

Intro
(C) (G) (D)

(G)I can hear the wheels of the automobiles
So f(C)ar away - just m(D)oving along through the dr(G)ifting snow



(G)It's times like these when the temperatures freeze
(C)I sit alone loo(D)king at the world through a st(G)orm window
A(Cm)nd down on the beach - the sandman sl(G)eeps
T(Cm)ime don't fly - it bounds and le(G)aps
A(Cm)nd a country band that plays for ke(G)eps
They play it so s(D)low (D/C) (D/B) (D/A)

Chorus
(G)Don't let your b(C)aby down (D)
(G)Don't let your b(C)aby down (D)
(G)Don't let your b(C)aby down (D)
___________________C___G___D_____
E/---/-----/-----/---/---/---/---
B/---/-----/-----/---/---/---/---
G/---/-----/-----/---/---/---/---
D/---/-----/-----/---/---/---/---
A/---/-----/-0-2-/---/---/---/---
E/---/--3--/-----/---/---/---/--

(G)Well, the spirits were high 'til the well went dry
(C)For so long the r(D)aven at my window was o(G)nly a crow
(G)I bought the rights to the inside fights
A(C)nd watched a man just be(D)ating his hand against a s(G)torm window
(Cm)While miles away o'er hills and st(G)reams
(Cm)A candle burns - A witch's dr(G)eams
(Cm)And silence is golden till it sc(G)reams
Right through your bo(D)nes (D/C) (D/B) (D/A)

Repeat Chorus
St(D)orm windows - G(C)ee but I'm getting o(G)ld
St(D)orm window - k(C)eep away the c(D)old

Instrumental
 (G) (C) (D)
 (G) (C) (D)
 (G) (C) (D)
___________________C___G_____
E/---/-----/-----/---/---/---
B/---/-----/-----/---/---/---
G/---/-----/-----/---/---/---
D/---/-----/-----/---/---/---
A/---/-----/-0-2-/---/---/---
E/---/--3--/-----/---/---/---

St(D)orm windows - G(C)ee but I'm getting o(G)ld
St(D)orm window - k(C)eep away the c(D)old
(G)I can hear the wheels of the automobiles
So f(C)ar away - just m(D)oving along through the dr(G)ifting snow
(G)It's times like these when the temperatures freeze
(C)I sit alone loo(D)king at the world through a st(G)orm window
A(Cm)nd down on the beach - the sandman sl(G)eeps
T(Cm)ime don't fly - it bounds and le(G)aps
A(Cm)nd a country band that plays for ke(G)eps
They play it so s(D)low (D/C) (D/B) (D/A)
(G)Don't let your b(C)aby down (D)
(G)Don't let your b(C)aby down (D)
(G)Don't let your b(C)aby down (D)



___________________C_____
E/---/-----/-----/---/---
B/---/-----/-----/---/---
G/---/-----/-----/---/---
D/---/-----/-----/---/---
A/---/-----/-0-2-/---/---
E/---/--3--/-----/---/---
___________________C_____
E/---/-----/-----/---/---
B/---/-----/-----/---/---
G/---/-----/-----/---/---
D/---/-----/-----/---/---
A/---/-----/-0-2-/---/---
E/---/--3--/-----/---/---
___________________C___Cm__G_____
E/---/-----/-----/---/---/---/---
B/---/-----/-----/---/---/---/---
G/---/-----/-----/---/---/---/---
D/---/-----/-----/---/---/---/---
A/---/-----/-0-2-/---/---/---/---
E/---/--3--/-----/---/---/---/---

17785. Storms

Railroad Earth - Storms (Live) 

Soft thunder from across the meadow
Rain buckets on the kitchen floor
An old letter and the coffins empty
But all these storms I know will weather
All these storms we'll ride together

I never dreamed it would be so hard girl
Never saved up for a rainy day
Never thought that we
Might howl and shiver
But all these storms I know will weather
All these storms we'll ride together

Pick up your heart my love
Pick up your branch and dove
Canon in the name of the lord
We got a hole to mend
We got a fire to tend
We won't let these troubles grind us
We got friends and prayers to mind us
We got seven years behind us

Long rumble coming across the meadow
Rain pouring and the buckets full
Sky cracking and the house shaking
All these storms I know will weather
All these storms we'll ride together



Pick up your heart my love
Pick up your branch and dove
Canon in the name of the lord
My lady look alive
Our ride will soon arrive
Lift up your eyes my dear
We need some light in here
Jam 'til the jam is through
We've got a hole to mend
We've got a fire to tend
We won't let these troubles find us
We got prayers on the road behind us
We got heavens horse's bridle

All these storms we'll ride together...

17786. Storms Are On The Ocean

Storms Are On The Ocean
Carter Family
Front Country

I'm going away for to leave you love
I'm going away for a while
But I'll return to you sometime
If I go ten thousand miles

   The storms are on the ocean
   And the heavens may cease to be
   This world may lose it's motion love
   If I prove false to thee

Oh who's gonna shoe your pretty little feet
Who's gonna glove your little hand
Who's gonna kiss your ruby red lips
When I'm in a foreign land

Oh see that lonesome turtledove
As he flies from pine to pine
He's a mourning for his own true love
Just the way I mourn for mine

17787. Storms Never Last - Chords

Storms Never Last
Allison Moorer
 
Chorus:



E                         A
Storms never last do they baby
B7                          E
Bad times all pass with the winds
E                            A
Your hand in mine steals the thunder
B7                       E
You make the sun want to shine
 
 
  E                         A
I followed you down so many roads, baby
  B7                                        E
I picked wild flowers and sung you soft sad songs
    E                                A
And every road we took God knows our search was for the truth
        B7                              E
And the storms brewin' now won't be the last
 
 
Chorus:
E                         A
Storms never last do they baby
B7                          E
Bad times all pass with the winds
E                            A
Your hand in mine steals the thunder
B7                       E
You make the sun want to shine
 
 
Instrumental
 
 
Chorus:
E                         A
Storms never last do they baby
B7                          E
Bad times all pass with the winds
E                            A
Your hand in mine steals the thunder
B7                       E
You make the sun want to shine

17788. Stormy Horizons

Stormy Horizons
Jim & Jesse

I scarcely hear the wild wind's cry or feel its sudden blast
A greater storm just swept my world apart
Today you're with someone new my hopes are gone at last
There's stormy horizons in my heart



Rain sweept and tattered like the rose in the wind
Stormy horizons without and within
You were all that mattered but you wanted to be free
Now stormy horizons wait for me

Of things as fragile and as sweet as roses dreams are made
And dreams we had you held so carelessly
They fell like petals round my feet I saw my rainbow fade
Now stormy horizons wait for me

17789. Stormy Water - Chords

Stormy Water 
Jimmy Martin
 
Key: G
 
  D                                         G
When you hear the thunder booming, when you see
                D
the lightning flash, When the castles you have
                   E
builded have all fallen with a crash,
           D                             G
And when everything about you has all crumbled
     D
to decay, If you'll just start right in praying,
                  A      D
you can pray the clouds away.
 
Refrain:
  D                                G
Pray the clouds away, the dreary clouds so dark
     D
and gray; Pray unto the Lord, believe the
   E            A      D
promise of His word; Clouds are like the snow:
                 G                 D
when shines the sun, they all must go;
                                        A
Pray until you pray, and you will pray the
         D
clouds away.
                                          G
When old Satan keeps tormenting, telling you a
        D
lot of lies, Then again, it seems the shadows
          E                               D
come to veil your sunny skies;  When he laughs
               G               D
at all your weakness, and he mocks you as you
 



pray, Once again just start in praying,
                 A           D
and you'll pray the clouds away.

17790. Stormy Waters

Stormy Waters

Though a pilgrim on earth I may journey alone
Knowing not what the future may hold may hold
I'd rather have Jesus and sing a sweet song
Than to covet their silver and gold

   Stormy water around me and the tempest and fury may roll
   But I have my dear Saviour how he helps me nobody can know
   When it seems I'm forsaken and my earthly friends misunderstand
   Stormy waters surround me but I'll hold to God's unchanging hand

Angry billows may toss me and cause me to fear
Stormy waters around me may roll
I will hold to the hand of my Saviour so dear
He's the Shepherd that's keeping my soul

Though I have disappointments so often I sigh
And my cabin is humble and bare
But someday I'll inhearit a mansion on high
Where the beauties of heaven I'll share

17791. Stormy Waters - Chords

Stormy Waters
Recorded by Doyle Lawson 
Written by Henry Donohue

C
Stormy waters all around me waves are rough and rolling high

But amidst it all (but amidst it all)
          G7
I plainly see (I plainly see)
          C
There's a fairest of all havens and the keeper hears my cry

To the rock of ages (rock of ages)
G7        C       F    C
Cleft for me (for even me)

Stormy waters round me (stormy waters round me)



Thunder rolls (loud the thunders roll)

How the mighty billows (how the mighty billows)
          G7
Tossed my soul (tossed my soul)
        C
Lord to find sweet comfort (Lord to find sweet comfort)

When I see (when I look and see)
              
To the rock of ages (rock of ages)
G7        C       F    C
Cleft for me (for even me)

Not a moment spent in slumber restlessly I sail along

Then my Savior dear (then my Savior dear)
             G7
Hears myself plead (hears myself plead)
         C
Soon the ocean waves are peaceful and my heart breaks forth in song

To the rock of ages (rock of ages)
G7        C       F    C
Cleft for me (for even me)

Repeat #2

Now the homeland I am nearing harbor lights come into view

And the welcome bells (and the welcome bells)
            G7
Ring out so free (ring out so free)
       C
Just a few short days of sailing then I'll have a life that's new

To the rock of ages (rock of ages)
G7        C       F    C
Cleft for me (for even me)

Repeat #2

17792. Stormy Weather

Emmylou Harris
Stormy Weather

Sometimes you can be like a stranger
In moments when you're so far away
In the night when I reach out to hold you
You just turn away, why do you turn away

I love you so when you're smilin'



But your smile has faded overnight
Will we stay like this for a lifetime
Gettin' nothin' right, gettin' nothin' right

Why do we always have stormy weather
Why do we have it so rough
Is it so hard just to stay close together
Why can't we ever have love

I knew from the first time I saw you
I just had to make you mine
I fRlt so sad when you told me
About your troubled lifR, all about your troubled life

Here we are just a few years further
Still tryin' to make it work
I've a feelin' what we really need right now
Is just a little love, oh baby, just a little love

Why should we always have stormy weather
Why should we have it so rough
It's not so hard just to stay close together
Why can't we only have love

17793. Stormy Weather

Doc Watson - Stormy Weather

Don't know why there's no sun up in the sky, stormy weather
Since my gal and I ain't together, keeps raining all the time
Life is bare, gloom and misery everywhere, stormy weather
Just can't get my poor old self together
I'm weary all the time, the time
So weary all the time

When she went away the blues walked in and they met me
If she stays away, that old rocking chair's gonna get me
All I do is pray the Lord above will let me
Walk in the sun once more

Can't go on, everything I had is gone, stormy weather
Since my gal and I ain't together
Keeps raining all the time
Keeps raining all the time

(When she went away the blues walked in and they met me
If she stays away, that old rocking chair's will get me
All I do is pray the Lord above will let me
Walk in the sun once more)

Can't go on, everything I had is gone, stormy weather
Since my gal and I ain't together
Keeps raining all the time, the time



Keeps raining all the time

17794. Stormy Weather Once Again

Joe Diffie - Stormy Weather Once Again

How much lonesome can the wind blow in?
How much sadness can the gray sky cry?
Don't know where all that sunshine went
Since you said goodbye
Crashing waves from an ocean blue
Scattered footprints of the love we knew
Thunder shut me from deep within
Stormy weather once again
When the wind dies down and you have found
A new place to stay tonight
I hope that all your sunny days
Won't bring tears to your eyes
How much lonesome can the wind blow in?
How much sadness can the gray sky cry?
Don't know where all that sunshine went
Stormy weather once again
If it ever breaks the stars will take
The twinkling in the night
And the heart that once was broken in two
Can get back to feeling right
How much lonesome can the wind blow in?
How much sadness can the gray sky cry?
Don't know where all that sunshine went
Since you said goodbye

17795. Story Of Bonnie And Clyde

Flatt & Scruggs - Story of Bonnie and Clyde
Composer: Tom T. Hall

The story of Bonnie and Clyde is the story the old folks knew
The story of Bonnie and Clyde if you listen I'll tell it to you

Clyde Barrow wouldn't work so he chopped off his toe
In a Huntsville prison where he got his parole
Then he traveled to Dallas where he found him a friend
It was Miss Bonnie Parker and that's where it all began

They found them a driver for their get away Ford
They was soon well known through a dozen states or more
Then Clyde's brother Buck and his pretty wife Blanche
Joined them and that made up the famous Barrow Gang



Bonnie Parker was a poet and Blanche Barrow was a cook
Clyde was a fast draw and Buck a smarter crook
Their driver was a wonderful mechanic so they say
And soon they were all famous in their own peculiar way

The stories were so many that you couldn't read them all
The legend grew and grew about the Barrows and the law
The Barrow gang swept through the land and many were their friends
But pretty soon they realized the law was closin' in

Out near Dexter Iowa they had a change of luck
In a gunfight with police Clyde lost his brother Buck
But Clyde and Bonnie got away the second time that year
Bonnie wrote her poems and she knew the end was near

At 9:15 on May the 23rd and '34
Near Shreveport Louisiana death was knockin' at the door
Clyde Barrow and Miss Bonnie Parker came to meet a friend
And realized too late that they had come to meet their end

The story of Bonnie and Clyde they died as they lived by the gun
The story of Bonnie and Clyde their names are remembered as one

17796. Story Of The Lawson Family

The Stanley Brothers - Story of the Lawson Family

Friends this is a true story that happened in the hills of western
North Carolina in the year 1928.  This tragedy occured near the
little town of Danburry in Stokes county in the state of North
Carolina.  It's absolutely true.  This man murdered his family, his
wife, and himself.  His name was Charlie Lawson, and this song is
entitled, "The Story of the Lawson Family."

It was long last Christmas evening
The snow was on the ground
At his home in North Carolina
The murderer, he was found

His name was Charlie Lawson
And he had a loving wife
But they never knew what caused him
To take his family's life

They say he killed his wife at first
While the little one did cry
Please papa won't you spare us
How it is so hard to die

But the raging man could not be stopped
He would not heed their call
He kept on firing fatal shots
And there he killed them off



They say he killed his wife at first
While the little ones did cry
Please papa won't you spare us
How it is so hard to die

They did not carry him to jail
No lawyers would be paid
They'll have his trial in another land
On the final judgement day

They all were all buried in a crowded grave
While the angels watched from above
Come home, come home my little ones
To the land of peace and God

And... farewell ...
I'll see you there no more
But when we meet in another land
Our trouble will be gone

17797. Story Of Your Life Is In Your Face

Tom T. Hall - Story of your life is in your face
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I was sittin' down in Hong Kong in a bar
Pickin' and a singin' my way west with my guitar
I talked to some ol' sailor just to pass away the time
And he said something that stuck in my mind

He said the story of your life is in your face
It's written there in little subtle lines
The story of your life is in your face
What's written on your face has been heavy on your mind

He touched my face with his hands old and frail
They were scared and weather beaten by the oceans he had sailed
He said it's written in your face the times that you've been hurt
And he said mighty is the power of the skirt

And he said the story of your life is in your face...

He said the lines say you're a travelin' man
I said that ain't no revelation seein' where I am
He said in this ole world our paths may never cross again
Just remember what I'm tellin' you my friend

And he said the story of your life is in your face...

There are some things we cannot seem to hide
We sometimes lie about them cause it satisfies our pride
There are some things we can't escape no matter how we try



Cause it's written in our face and in our eyes

And he said the story of your life is in your face...
And he said the story of your life is in your face...

17798. Stowaway in Your Heart

Lucinda Williams - Stowaway in Your Heart

Thank you for giving me a place to keep my love
I don't need anything special, none of that stuff
I'm a stowaway in your heart and that's enough
Thank you for giving me a place to keep my love
Thank you for giving me a place to close my eyes
You don't have to promise heaven or paradise
I'm a stowaway in your heart and that's the prize
Thank you for giving me a place to close my eyes
Thank you for giving me a place to take my blue
Don't have to say Hail Mary or halleluh
I'm a stowaway in your heart and that will do
Thank you for giving me a place to take my blue
Thank you for giving me a place to hang around
You don't have to be an angel or wear a crown
I'm a stowaway in your heart, I won't make a sound
Thank you for giving me a place to hang around
Thank you for giving me a place to keep my love
Thank you for giving me a place to close my eyes
Thank you for giving me a place to take my blue
Thank you for giving me a place to hang around
I'm a stowaway in your heart
I'm a stowaway in your heart
I'm a stowaway in your heart
I'm a stowaway in your heart

17799. Straight And Narrow

Richard Thompson - Straight and Narrow

She walks the straight and narrow
She does what the Good Book says
She walks the straight and narrow
She got eyes in the back of her head, boys
Eyes in the back of her head

And when she looks to Heaven
She's looking at you instead
When she looks to Heaven
She got eyes in the back of her head, boys
Eyes in the back of her head



A man's a fool to need her
A man's a fool to yearn
Giving up everything for maybe
Nothing in return

She walks on clouds of glory
Her feet don't touch the dirt
She walks on clouds of glory
It'll make you tear your shirt, boys
Make you tear your shirt

A man's a fool to need her
A man's a fool to yearn
Giving up everything for maybe
Nothing in return

She trips the light fantastic
But she dances all alone
Her clothes are made of plastic
But her heart is made of stone, boys
Her heart is made of stone

She walks the straight and narrow
She does what the Good Book says
She walks the straight and narrow
She got eyes in the back of her head, boys
Eyes in the back of her head

17800. Straight From The Heart - Chords

Chris Hillman - Straight From The Heart  
written by Bill Payne Lowell George 

G                 C        G
It was a mystery, one of a kind
F                C
There's no doubt about it 
G                      Em         G
Over my shoulder I was lookin' to see
G                     F         C
Just what was comin', comin' at me
G             D
One step up, two steps back

Right on the money
       Bm           C
Got me right on the line
G
Straight from her heart
C             D
Straight into mine
Em



Feelin' I'm gettin'
C                  D
Is comin' through fine
D              C   C/B   Am
I'm gettin' it straight
          D        G    C G     F  C  C/B C/A  G
Straight from the heart
G                 C        G
Try to remember, don't you forget
F          C
don't ever doubt it
G                   Em          G
Up from behind just hiding from view
G                         F           C        
The love of a lifetime is sneaking on you
G             D
One step up, two steps back

Right on the money
Bm            C
Way  down the line
G
Straight from the heart
C               D
Straight into   mine
Em
The feeling I'm gettin'
   C               D
Is comin' through fine
               C   C/B  Am
I'm gettin' it straight
         D        G
Straight from the heart

SOLO

G                          C          G
You're lookin' so puzzled, no need to be
Em                 F               C
Didn't I tell you don't ever doubt me
         G             D
And it's One step up, two steps back

What got behind you
Bm             C
Got through to me
G
Straight from the heart
C                 D
Straight to your  mind
Em
The love that you're gettin'
   C              D
Is comin' through fine

You're gettin' it
C C/B  Am             D         G



Straight    straight   from the heart

From Rock N Roll Doctor "Tribute To Lowell George"
CMC Records   BMG
Sreetlights Music/Naked Snake Music

17801. Straight Line - Chords

Straight Line 
Yonder Mountain String Band

[Verse 1]
G                C              F        G  Am  G
Heaven I've been down this road before
             C                    F                G
I feel I recognize this place, although I can't be sure
                  C                  F     G  Am  G
But don't I owe myself a little more?
               C                 Am              G         F
Didn't play my cards right then, will I play the same hand once again?
 
 
[Chorus]
C              G                 F      G  Am  G
Ever choose to walk the straight line?
                  C                     Am             G
Thinking it's the wind that's trying to push us to the side and
C             G           F      G  Am  G
Never stop to take a look behind
               C          Am            G                 F
Hoping that tomorrow will see us safely down the straight line.
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                  C                     F        G  Am  G
All but that seems good in that straight line
                     C              F                G
The road it's moving easy but never changes with the miles
    G                C                F     G  Am  G
And with each step I seem to get more tired
                C                       Am               G             F
And someone up around the bend, yeah I heard  em say the road it never ends.
 
 
[Chorus]
C              G                 F      G  Am  G
Ever choose to walk the straight line?
                  C                     Am             G
Thinking it's the wind that's trying to push us to the side and
C             G           F      G  Am  G
Never stop to take a look behind
               C          Am            G                 F
Hoping that tomorrow will see us safely down the straight line.



 
 
[Verse 3]
G                C              F        G  Am  G
Heaven I've been down this road before
                  C               F                G
I always trust my neighbors and I always lock my door
                  C             F        G  Am  G
But don't I owe myself a little more?
                     C             Am         G            F
Cause in the end the rising sun illuminates a life never begun.
 
 
[Chorus]
C                  G                 F      G  Am  G
What good is it to walk the straight line?
                  C                     Am             G
Thinking it's the wind that's trying to push us to the side and
C             G           F      G  Am  G
Never stop to take a look behind
               C          Am            G                 F
Hoping that tomorrow will see us safely down the straight line.
Am            G                 F    Am   G
See us safely down the straight line.
             F
The straight line
 
 
Am G F

17802. Straight Talk

Dolly Parton - Straight Talk 
(Dolly Parton)

Gimme some straight talk, straight talk -- and hold the sugar please
Straight talk, straight talk -- sounds plenty sweet to me
Don't talk to me in circles in some mumbo-jumbo jive
Gimme just straight talk, straight talk and we're gonna be alright
'Cause I like to know just where I stand, I don't like guessing games
And I hate a bunch of gibberish, so just spit it out real plain
Don't use big educated words from your BS Degree
Straight talk, straight talk -- don't try B.S.-ing me
Straight talk, straight talk -- turn loose and let it go
You can tell me anything -- just like on Oprah's show
Just tell me how you really feel, be on the up and up
With questions I can understand -- for answers you can trust
Pick up the 'phone, you're not alone -- we've all got something to say
So listen in and listen up -- we'll find a better way
With honesty and common sense, it's really hard to miss
Straight talk, straight talk -- just tellin' it like it is
Straight talk, straight talk -- there's nothing like the truth
Just tell me all your troubles -- pretend I'm Donahue



So don't be shy, 'cause we can talk -- you know you've got a friend
Call me, call me -- for simple straight talkin'
What's cookin', America?
Straight talk, Straight talk
Straight talk, Straight talk
So come on let's talk turkey, just straight and to the point
About passions, about problems, about noses out of joint
Now I want you all to know I care and I do understand
And hey, thanks for lending me an ear out there in radioland
Give me some straight talk, straight talk -- don't sugar coat it please
Straight talk, straight talk -- sounds sweet enough to me
But don't talk to me in circles, in your mumbo-jumbo jive
Straight talk, straight talk -- and we're gonna be alright
Straight talk, straight talk -- makes plenty sense to me
Don't talk to me in circles, in your mumbo-jumbo jive
Gimme just straight talk, straight talk -- and we're gonna be alright
Gimme just straight talk, straight talk -- and we're gonna be alright

17803. Straight Tequila Night

Tim O'Brien - Straight Tequila Night

[Verse 1]
If you really wanna know, she comes here a lot
She just loves to hear the music and dance
K13 is her favorite song
If you play it, you might have a chance

[Pre-Chorus]
Tonight, she's only sippin' white wine
She's friendly and fun lovin' most of the time

[Chorus]
Don't ask her on a straight tequila night
She'll start thinkin' 'bout him and she's ready to fight
Blames her broken heart on every man in sight
On a straight tequila night

[Verse 2]
Here's a glass of Chablis, some quarters and change
Maybe you can turn her love life around
Then she won't need the salt or the lime anymore
To shoot that old memory down

[Pre-Chorus]
Just remember her heart's on the mend
So if you ever come back and see her again

[Chorus]
Don't ask her on a straight tequila night
She'll start thinkin' 'bout him and then she's ready to fight
Blames her broken heart on every man in sight
On a straight tequila night



[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Don't ask her on a straight tequila night
She'll start thinkin' about him and she's ready to fight
Blames her broken heart on every man in sight
On a straight tequila night
On a straight tequila night
She'll start thinkin' about him and she's ready to fight
Blames her broken heart on every man in sight
On a straight tequila night

17804. Straight To You - Chords

Straight To You
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by George Teren and Lee Satterfield

C                   G7        C
I have stumbled and I have complained 
        F               C
On this rough and rocky road
                  G7                C
I've been humbled caught out in the rain 
         F                 G7
And it's chilled me to the bone
         F              C            
Now I've seen my dreams scatter 
     F                  C
Like leaves lost in the wind
       F             C
And if I could do it over 
    F                 G7
I'd go through it all again
            C 
Cause every path I haven't chosen
      F                 G7
Every heart that wasn't true
      Bb7                C
Every door that wouldn't open
Bb7    G7          C 
Led me straight to you
C                G7              C
I've been lonely I've held on to love 
      F              C
I was never meant to have
               G7         C
No one told me till I let go 
           F              G7 
Love would stay beyond my grasp
        F             C
Well it took a little heartache 
       F             C         



And it took a lot of time
        F             C   
But the love I didn't look for 
       F              G7
Is the best I'll ever find
Repeat #3 x2
G7    C                  
Every hour I've felt forsaken 
      F                    G7 
Every storm I've struggled through
      Bb7              C 
Every chance I've ever taken 
Bb7    G7          C
Led me straight to you
Bb7         C
Straight to you

17805. Straighten The Curves

Straighten the Curves
The Grascals

[Chorus]
Gonna straighten the curves, gonna drive all night
I'm gonna do everything I can to make a wrong turn right
Just a big cup of coffee and a radio
If you don't believe I'll go, just watch me go

[Verse 1]
I remember, dear, the night that I first met you
You told me you would stay right by my side
Well, now I find another's heart you're after
And girl, you really took me for a ride

[Chorus]
Gonna straighten the curves, gonna drive all night
I'm gonna do everything I can to make a wrong turn right
Just a big cup of coffee and a radio
If you don't believe I'll go, just watch me go

[Verse 2]
You must've thought that I was blind and crazy
And couldn't see that you were runnin' round
Well, you wRre wrong and now it's so long, baby
Now I've got an open road and four wheels down

[Chorus]
Gonna straightRn the curves, gonna drive all night
I'm gonna do everything I can to make a wrong turn right
Just a big cup of coffee and a radio
If you don't believe I'll go, just watch me go

[Outro]



Gonna straighten the curves, gonna drive all night

17806. Straighten Up And Fly Right

Linda Ronstadt - Straighten Up And Fly Right

The buzzard took the monkey for a ride in the air
The monkey thought that ev'rything was on the square
The buzzard tried to throw the monkey off his back
The monkey grabbed his neck and said, "Now, listen, Jack
Straighten up and fly right, straighten up and fly right
Straighten up and fly right, cool down papa, don't you blow your top
Ain't no use in divin'. What's the use of jivin'?
Straighten up and fly right, cool down papa, don't you blow your top"
The buzzard told the monkey, "You're choking me
Release your hold and I'll set you free"
The monkey looked the buzzard right dead in the eye and said
"Your story's touching, but is sounds like a lie"
Straighten up and fly right, straighten up and stay right
Straighten up and fly right, cool down papa, don't you blow your top

17807. Stranded

Stranded
Sierra Hull - Stranded

[Verse]
Dear 22
I'm stranded here
Dear 22
I'm stranded

17808. Strange Affair

Richard Thompson - Strange Affair

This is a strange affair
The time has come to travel
But the road is filled with fear
This is a strange affair

My youth has all been wasted
And I'm bent and grey with years
And all my companions are taken away

And who will provide for me



Against my dying day
I took my own provision
But it fooled me and wasted away

Oh, where are my companions?
My mother, father, lover, friend and enemy
Where are my companions?
They're prisoners of death now
And taken far from me

And where are the dreams I dreamed
In the days of my youth
They took me to illusion when they
Promised me the truth

And what do sleepers need
To make them listen
Why do they need more proof?
This is a strange, this is a strange affair

Won't you give me an answer?
Why is your heart so hard
Towards the one who loves you best?

When the man with the answer
Has wakened you and warned you
And called you to the test

Wake up from your sleep that builds
Like clouds upon your eyes
And win back the life you had
That's now a dream of lies

Turn your back on yourself and if you follow
You'll win the lover's prize
This is a strange, this is a strange affair

17809. Strange Fascination

Strange Fascination
Chatham County Line

Strange fascination
Reach for a shooting star
Don't know how lucky
Don't know how lucky you are

Strange fascination
It's gonna leave a mark
Don't know how lucky
Don't know how lucky you are

I want peace on earth



I want to be sedated
I want a lover's touch
Don't keep me waiting

Strange fascination
You had me from the start
Don't know how lucky
Don't know how lucky you are

Strange fascination
Reach out and trace that scar
Don't know how lucky
Don't know how lucky you are

I want a hand to hold
Chase away these blues
I want a lover's kiss
Soft and loose

Strange fascination
Reach in and touch my heart
Don't know how lucky
Don't know how lucky you are

Oh
Strange fascination
How did we get this far?
Don't know how lucky
Don't know how lucky you are

I want a secret tone
Undiscovered
I want an ending now
Let's be lovers

Strange fascination
Reach for a shooting star
Don't know how lucky
Don't know how lucky you are

Strange fascination

17810. Strange Invitation

Strange Invitation
Dead Winter Carpenters

I been drifting along
In the same stale shoes
Loose ends tying a noose
In the back of my mind
If you thought that you were making your way
To where the puzzles and pagans lay



I'll put it together:
It's a strange invitation
When I wake up
Someone will sweep up my lazy bones
And we will rise in the cool of the evening
I remember the way that you smiled
When the gravity shackles were wild
And something is vacant
When I think it's all beginning
I been drifting along
In the same stale shoes
Loose ends tying the noose
In the back of my mind
If you thought that you were making your way
To where the puzzles and pagans lay
I'll put it together:
It's a strange invitation

17811. Strange Isabella

Strange Isabella
Gillian Welch - Strange Isabella

[Verse 1]
Strange Isabella
Never had a coat to wear
Strange Isabella
Leaves her perfume in the air
[Chorus]
Says 'What do I care about the' cold?
It'll never freeze my tongue
And what do I care about the rain?
Never rains where I come from.'
[Verse 2]
Strange Isabella
Never learned to tie her shoes
Strange Isabella
She never had the walkin' blues
[Chorus]
Says 'What do I care about the cold?
It'll never freeze my tongue
And what do I care about the rain?
Never rains where I come from.'
[Verse 3]
Strange Isabella
Never had to wash her hands
Strange Isabella
Have pity on the workin' man
[Chorus]
'And what do I care about the cold?
It'll never freeze my tongue
And what do I care about the rain?
Never rains where I come from.'



[Outro]
Strange Isabella
Strange Isabella
Strange Isabella

17812. Strange Things

Strange Things
Abigail Washburn

There are strange things that happen everyday
I said there are strange things that happen everyday
There is one thing I do know, things are happenin' never happened before
Strange things are happenin' everyday

Well ships are sinking in the ocean
Planes are having collusion in the air
Well people you may not believe it
But there's something wrong somewhere
Well no matter where you go, hear about a thing you never heard before
Strange things are happenin' everyday

Some poor wish that they were dead
Some are glad to be alive
We have some who are killin' eachother
Some are commitin' suicide
Well there is a better way if you just fall on your knees and pray
Strange things are happening everyday

My God is riding on the water
And he's riding through the stormy land
Well, people you better get ready
Do as my God command, he says
As you see me go today, I'll be back the same old way
Strange things are happening everyday

17813. Stranger

The Devil Makes Three - Stranger

Well, I'm alive like a sprouting seed
Like the deepest roots of an ancient tree
I did not come here for the bread, no
I have come to wake the dead

They'll say tell us Jack what have you seen
Where will you go, now what does it mean
Come on boys, you got to do it right
Pray to the moon in the middle of the night



Come on Jack, what do you know, what have you seen, where will you go
Come on boys, I got to tell you true, I'm a stranger here just like you

I get high as the morning sky, this song I sing will never die
I get low as a gravel road, in a thousand tongues my story's told

I'm throwing heat like a funeral pyre, we can get along like a house on fire
This world she's cold, this world is mean, my heart is stone, my hands are clean

They'll say tell us Jack where will you go, what have you seen, what do you know
Come on boys, you got to do it right, pray to the moon in the middle of the night

Come on Jack what do you know, where have you seen, where will you go
Come on boys, I gotta tell you true, I'm a stranger here just like you

I get high as the morning sky, this song I sing will never die
I get low as a gravel road, in a thousand tongues my story's told

Watch me roll like an iron wheel, I can stack the deck when the spirits deal
Time cannot hold me in this cage, I'm cheating death, I jump the grave

They'll say tell us Jack, what have you seen, where will you go, what does it mean
Come on boys, you got to do it right
You better pray to the moon in the middle of the night

Come on Jack, where will you go, what have you seen, what do you know
Come on boys, I gotta tell you true, I'm a stranger here just like you

I get high as the morning sky, this song I sing will never die
I get low as a gravel road, in a thousand tongues my story's told

17814. Stranger

Lefty Frizzell
Stranger

[Verse 1:]
You were no stranger when he introduced you to me
But you pretended not to know me sweetheart
Though I tried hard not to cry I found a teardrop in my eye
When you walked off my world fell apart

What can you say when your lover becomes a stranger to you
Just hope and pray you recover that sweet love you knew
So if you ever change your mind I won't be hard to find

[Chorus:]
Stranger you're no stranger to me

What can you say

[Chorus]



17815. Stranger

Trampled by Turtles - Stranger

It's all I can do to walk out of her alive
After all the Hell that I've been through
So I'm getting out of this town for a while
Spend the rest of my nights and days
Wishing I was back here with you

And you can see it all washing away
It's over right before the start
After I said all I wanted to say
I went through all the pieces
Just trying no to tear it apart

And I'm a stranger now
Ain't no one else around
Can't forget about the sound of your alibi
I know you've been here before

We already gave the world to you, man
How can you make us beg on our knees?
For you might be the end of us all
I love so many people
That up and said good-bye

And I'm a stranger now
Ain't no one else around
Can't forget about the sound of your alibi
I know you've been here before

You can cut me once and then I'd bleed all night
Still might make it back home alive
You can spread my name all over this town
'Cause you bought and sold the angels
And you're coming around back for more

And I'm a stranger now
Ain't no one else around
Can't forget about the sound of your alibi
I know you've been here before

17816. Stranger

Stranger
Sierra Ferrell

I come as a stranger to your town



No I didn't just come here to get' found
You' see, Its music' that I love
Well its something I' could never get enough of

17817. Stranger In My Arms

Stranger In My Arms

I don't thrill you like I used to do there's something on your mind
Now you treat me cold instead of warm
And you're not just not the same old you that I used to call mine
And you feel like a stranger in my arms

When I hold you close to me you still seem far away
I tried my best to bring you back but something's in the way
And even when I'm kissing you I'm missing all your charms
And you feel like a stranger in my arms

I don't see the love light in your eyes for me no more
The flame is cold that used to burn so warm
There's a strangeness in your ways I'd never known before
And you feel like a stranger in my arms

17818. Stranger In The Tavern

Stranger In The Tavern

Late one night in a bar room
A gay happy crowd was there
I sat alone at my table
My head bowed low in despair
My past was a vision before me
Everythihg I'd done was so wrong
Drifting on the road to destruction
I was lost and alone

Oh Lord ( Lord ) have mercy
On a poor lost sinner like me
I'm on the path to destruction
And no one can save me but thee

Then through the front door walked a stranger
In the clothes of a plain simple man
And the crowd all stared and wondered
At the bible he held in his had
He walked right up to my table
And he placed his hand gently on me
My son turn away form your sinning
And the joys of salvation you'll see



* Refrain

Then he truned and walked from the tavern
And the crowd made not a sound
I walked out to the sidewalk
But the man could not be found
Now I thank God for his mercy
And the love he showed for me there
When the stranger came into the tavern
In answer to a lost sinners prayer

* Refrain

17819. Stranger Things

Stranger Things
Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway

[Intro]
They say beware of stranger things
What lies behind the looking glass
Is not always as it seems
And once you're gone, you can't return

[Verse 1]
I am the daughter of a wood carver
I walk these forest trails alone
With a sparrow song until you came along
And changed my tune

[Chorus]
While others talk in words of love
Whispered on the front porch swing
You say stranger things

[Verse 2]
The night I first saw you it grew colder
Like the moon you were silver and pale
You took my hand and I knew right then
I'd fall under your spell
And I'd do your bidding well

[Chorus]
While others talk in idle tongues
Of promises and golden rings
You say stranger things

[Bridge]
Mother, mother, don't you cry
Poison arrow in my side
Did you wonder something wicked?
Well, so have I



[Instrumental Break]

[Outro]
They say beware of stranger things
What lies behind the looking glass
Is not always as it seems
And once you're gone, you can't return

17820. Stranger To Myself

Dierks Bentley - Stranger to Myself

[Refrain]
Found some old forgotten photographs, yeah
Looking at them kinda made me laugh, at the
Big hair and the, drunk smile
I ain't seen him in quite a while

[Verse 1]
I been lucky to live two lives but I
Wouldn't want to live that one twice
Yeah the past is best left on the shelf

[Chorus]
I was a stranger to myself
Before you came along
Who I was back then is like an old forgotten song
You showed me who I am
You handed me the keys
And I unlocked the door to the better part of me
Without your love
I'd still be
Someone else
A stranger to myself

[Verse 2]
Just sitting on the porch with you
Knowing now what I never knew, like
How much more the laughter is, when you
Have someone, to share it with
You stretched this heart of mine
A million miles wide
You wouldn't even recognize the old me

[Chorus]
I was a stranger to myself
Before you came along
Who I was back then is like an old forgotten song
You showed me who I am
You handed me the keys
And I unlocked the door to the better part of me
Without your love



I'd still be
Someone else
A stranger to myself

[Bridge]
Without your love, without your kiss
Showed me what life really is
I never wanna go back there again
To when

[Chorus]
I was a stranger to myself
Before you came along
Who I was back then is like an old forgotten song
You showed me who I am
You handed me the keys
And I unlocked the door to the better part of me
Without your love
I'd still be
Someone else
A stranger to myself

[Refrain]
Found some old forgotten photographs, yeah
Looking at them kinda made me laugh, at the
Big hair and the, drunk smile
I ain't seen him in quite a while

17821. Strangers

Strangers - Nickel Creek
 
It's been too long stranger
(It's been too long stranger)
Guess even hard times fly
(Guess even hard times fly)
And leave us speechless
(Leave us speechless)
In the darkness
Before the dawn

Are you hanging in there?
(How about this weather?)
Are the kids all right?
(Remember that one time?)
Before every sentence
(Felt like a sentence)
To life with old friends
Droning on

Where's the get
Where's the get in
Being together?



Did we forget
Did we forget or
(Is this where I oughta be?)
Where's the get
Where's the get in
Being together?
(Time has changed the view)
When we forget
Are we to gather there's
No more to get
In this together?

It's been too long, stranger
(It's been too long, stranger)
I guess the well's run dry
(Has the well run dry?)
And we've been missing
(What are we missing?)
Absolutely nothing
(Is there nothing?)
But a memory
(About that memory)
To move beyond
(To build upon?)

Where's the get?
Where's the get in
Being together?
When we forget
Should we remember
(This is where I wanna be)
Where's the get?
Where's the get in
Being together?
(Though time has changed the view)
When we forget
Are we to gather
There's no more to get
In this together
(You came here because of me)
No more to get
Only to give into
Being together
(And I'm me because of you)
When I forget won't you
Help me remember

As we drone on
(As we drone on
Past the break of dawn)
Hit rock bottom
(Of that dry well)
And get to shoveling
(Fellow stranger)
We're our own water
(And we've been too long)
Too long coming



To be gone

17822. Strangers - Chords

Strangers
Jesse Harper feat. Aoife O'Donovan

[Verse 1]
A               A7                A6                  A           Fdim
        When I passed you on the street,
A               A7                A6                  A           Fdim
   You kept on looking at your feet,
A                 A7                A6                  A           Fdim
       Seems like every time we meet,
                  A              A7              A6               A       Fdim
You think we're strangers.
 
 
[Verse 2]
A               A7             A6          A       Fdim
        I recall a time before,
A               A7                   A6          A       Fdim
   When you would kiss me at the door,
A               A7                  A6          A       Fdim
    But we got trapped in such a cold, cold world,
                A               A7              D              Dm       Dm/C
And now we're strangers.  We're not strangers.
 
 
[Chorus]
Bb                    Gm                  Dm                 F
Let me          introduce myself,       again,             again,
     Bb                      Gm                      Dm                 F
Oh I'd rather        tell the news myself,   than reduce myself,       oh
             Bb                            Gm                   Dm      Ebdim
To just some stranger,      cause we're not strangers   You and me,
                 Gm          GmM7              Gm7            Gm6
oh we fell to the fire,        and we knew the dangers,
       Eb                         Ebm                               Bb
There might not be much left,            Still we're anything but strangers,
 
[Verse 3]
Bb               Bb7                 Eb              Bb        F#dim
      I never guessed that when we met,
Bb               Bb7                 Eb              Bb        F#dim
      I'd do so much that I'd regret,
Bb               Bb7                 Eb              Bb        F#dim
       Still I   never will forget,
               Bb                Bb7         Eb                 Ebm          Ebm/C
That we're not      strangers,                  Cause we're not      strangers,
 
 
[Chorus]



B                 G#m                   D#m                F#
Let me      introduce myself          again,             again,
     B                 G#m                     D#m                  F#
Oh I'd rather tell the news myself,    Than reduce myself,        oh
              B                             G#m                      D#m      Edim
To just some stranger,       Cause we're not   strangers,     You and me,
              G#m         G#mM7            G#m7            G#m6
we fell to the fire,       and we knew the dangers,
       E                      Em    Gdim                            B          B7       E      B   Gdim
There might not be much left,           Still we're anything but strangers,
             B          B7         E        B   Gdim           B
We're not strangers.

17823. Strangers Again

Strangers Again
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
Hello, stranger, lover, friend
Hello, angel on the mend
There's a side of you that I never knew
As you shed another skin
We're strangers again

[Verse 2]
Hello, trouble in my arms
There was another one with your charms
And he had your name
You are not the same boy I knew back then
We're strangers again

[Verse 3]
Hello, rain man in the mirror
Now I see you noticed all these tears
We can start anRw
If you're willing to smile and pretRnd
We're strangers again

[Outro]
If we met before
I am very sure
That I would remember when
We're strangers again

17824. Straw Against The Chill

Kathy Mattea - Straw Against The Chill



In a town of David, not so near to spring
At the heart of love, there came a lovely thing
It was the time of Mary, the time of Caesar's reign
Nothing in our lives would ever be the same
It was so long ago, but we remember still:
Star upon the snow, straw against the chill
A planet dancing slow, a tree upon a hill
Star upon the snow, straw against the chill
Stumbling in the darkness, it was her time for birth
Bearing in her womb, the King of all the earth
Searching for some shelter, by a cruel decree
They found a kind of glory the mighty never see
It was so long ago, but we remember still:
Star upon the snow, straw against the chill
A planet dancing slow, a tree upon a hill
Star upon the snow, straw against the chill
There within a stable, the baby drew a breath
There began a life that put an end to death
And all the frozen stillness, mighty voices heard:
"God is here among you! Human is the Word!"
It was so long ago, but we remember still:
Star upon the snow, straw against the chill
A planet dancing slow, a tree upon a hill
Star upon the snow, straw against the chill

17825. Strawberry Farms

Tom T Hall - Strawberry Farms

[Chorus:]
Summer comes laughing to Strawberry Farms
Have you ever been there, where the wind never blows
Summer comes early to Strawberry Farms
Oh the sun always shines, but an orphan can't go

[Verse 1:]
My mother is dead, she doesn't care where I go
My father left a long, long time ago
I had me a frog, he never whined or cried
I kept him in my pocket and he died
Summer comes laughing to Strawberry Farms
Have you ever been there, where the wind never blows
Summer comes early to Strawberry Farms
Oh the sun always shines, but an orphan can't go
Bobby had a brother, he got killed in the war
I asked him but he didn't know what for
My mother was pretty, she had long black hair
Once, she promised me a teddy bear

[Chorus:]
Summer comes laughing to Strawberry Farms
Have you ever been there, where the wind never blows
Summer comes early to Strawberry Farms



Oh the sun always shines, and things don't die

17826. Strawberry Fields Forever

Strawberry Fields Forever
Hayseed Dixie - Strawberry Fields Forever

Let me take you down 'cause I'm going to strawberry fields
Nothing is real, and nothing to get hung about
Strawberry fields forever...
Living is easy with eyes closed, misunderstanding all you see
It's getting hard to be someone, but it all works out
It doesn't matter much to me
Let me take you down 'cause I'm going to strawberry fields
Nothing is real, and nothing to get hung about
Strawberry fields forever...
No one, I think, is in my tree. I mean, it must be high or low
That is, you can't, you know, tune in, but it's all right
That is, I think it's not too bad
Let me take you down 'cause I'm going to strawberry fields
Nothing is real, and nothing to get hung about
Strawberry fields forever...
Always, no, sometimes think it's me, but you know I know when it's a dream
I think er, no, I mean, er, yes, but it's all wrong
That is, I think I disagree
Let me take you down 'cause I'm going to strawberry fields
Nothing is real, and nothing to get hung about
Strawberry fields forever...
Strawberry fields forever...
Strawberry fields forever...
If it hadn't been for cotton eyed joe
I'd have been married a long time ago
Where did you come, from where did you go
Where did you come from, cotton eyed joe

17827. Strawberry Road

Brett Dennen - Strawberry Road

I am up on a
Strawberry road
Trying to keep my head from spinning
Out of control
How much love can one hold?
You left me wanting more
What can make a house a home?
I'm not so sure
Every morning I wake up
With a little emptiness



I try to fill it through the day
But I must admit
Whenever I get to feeling lonely
I put some Jerry on
And drift until I'm gone
I let the light come in
Through each one of these wounds
Everything must have its phases
Just ask the moon
I look up and laugh and love
And try and lift
Doing okay I guess
But I must admit

17828. Stray Dogs And Alley Cats

Stray Dogs and Alley Cats
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
Every Sunday in my momma's church
I'd sneak some money out of momma's purse
While she prayin', I would slip away
Down at the pool hall I'd play all day
I'd meet her home and she would shake her head
"You're fluffin' pillows on the devil's bed."
I'd tell her, "Mom, I know just how you feel
But I made enough to cover all our bills."

[Chorus]
Too bad for heaven and too good for hell
Little wings are better than big tails
I don't expect to sit at God's right hand
But I could empty heaven's garbage cans
Hope there's room on those golden streets
For stray dogs and alley cats likR me

[Verse 2]
If they won't let mR in the big front gate
Maybe I could go in the back way
My halo probably wouldn't shine real bright
But it would get me through the clouds at night
And I don't care if I'm the last to sing
Or if I've got the smallest set of wings
I'd watch the little devils down on earth
And I'd follow them when they sneak out of church

[Chorus]
Too bad for heaven and too good for hell
Little wings are better than big tails
I don't expect to sit at God's right hand
But I could empty heaven's garbage cans
Hope there's room on those golden streets



For stray dogs and alley cats
For stray dogs and alley cats
For stray dogs and alley cats like me

17829. Streamline Cannonball

Streamline Cannonball
Wayword Sons - Doc Watson - Billy Strings

It's a long steel rail and a short cross tie
I'm on my way back home
I'm on that train the king of them all
That streamline cannonball

   She moves along like a cannonball
   Like a star in it's heavenly flight
   The lonesome sound of the whistle you love
   As she travels through the night

I can see a smile on the engineer's face
And although he's old and gray
A contented heart the waits for his call
On the streamline cannonball

The headlight beams out in the night
And the firebox flash you can see
I ride the blinds it's the life that I love
Lord it's home sweet home to me

17830. Street Fighting Man

Street Fighting Man
The Rolling Stones - Todd Snider

[Verse 1]
Everywhere I hear the sound of marchin', chargin' feet, boy
'Cause summer's here and the time is right
For fighting in the street, boy

[Chorus]
Well now, what can a poor boy do?
'Cept to sing for a rock-n-roll band
'Cause in sleepy London Town
There's just no place for street fighting man
No

[Verse 2]
Hey, think the time is right for a violence revolution
But where I live, the game to play is compromise solution



[Chorus]
Well now, what can a poor boy do?
'Cept to sing for a rock-n-roll band
'Cause in sleepy London Town
There's just no place for street fighting man
No

[Post-Chorus]
Get down
[Verse 3]
Hey, said my name is called disturbance
I'll shout and scream
I'll kill the king, I'll rail at all his servants

[Chorus]
Well now, what can a poor boy do?
'Cept to sing for a rock-n-roll band
'Cause in sleepy London Town
There's just no place for street fighting man
No

[Post- Chorus]
Get down

[Instrumental Outro]

17831. Street Talk

Kathy Mattea - Street Talk

Street talk has it
You've been down town bragging
That you've made a fool of me
Making a lot of noise
Telling all the boys that I'm easy
Take a long walk, baby
Cause stabbing this lady in the back
When she ain't there
I ain't gonna take it
Cause smearing my name ain't fair

I guess I oughta know when I turned you down
What kinda stories you'd be spreading around
But anyone who knows me
Knows it ain't true
The dirt you've been throwing is all over you

Street talk has it
You've been down town bragging
That you've made a fool of me
Making a lot of noise
Telling all the boys that I'm easy



Take a long walk, baby
Cause stabbing this lady in the back
When she ain't there
I ain't gonna take it
Cause smearing my name ain't fair

But babe there's something
I just can't understand
How telling lies can make you feel like a man?
But anyone who knows me
Knows it ain't true
The dirt you've been throwing is all over you

Street talk has it
You've been down town bragging
That you've made a fool of me
Making a lot of noise
Telling all the boys that I'm easy
Take a long walk, baby
Cause stabbing this lady in the back
When she ain't there
I ain't gonna take it
Cause smearing my name ain't fair

17832. Streetcar

John Hartford - Streetcar

Streetcar, streetcar ain't goin' too fast
Headed for the schoolyard
Streetcar, streetcar comin' in last
Bang along that track ain't working too hard

Sittin' on the sandbox pretend I'm in control
Back and forth across the county ridin'
Stoppin' in the morning dew to watch the sun come up
Play a little catch down at the sidin'

Streetcar, streetcar makin' me late
Takin' me down on the levy
Streetcar, streetcar with your precious freight
And your load it must be heavy

Strainin' every timber as your plungin' through the woods
Listen to your windows almost breakin'
Whistlin' down the bottom, then up to Clayton Road
Gotta stop, pull up, pick up some little old lady

Streetcar, streetcar wasn't you fine
When we played so hard
Streetcar, streetcar on down the blind
Headed for the schoolyard



Give me that old streetcar and that cinder box of pine
Where I can climb aboard and be playin' so hard
Streetcar, streetcar wasn't you fine
Headed for the schoolyard

Streetcar, comin' so slow
Headed for the schoolyard
Southbound, anywhere you go
Bang along that track ain't working too hard

17833. Streetlight

Streetlight
Greensky Bluegrass

If I were a traffic light
I'd work all day and all night
Shine down my red, yellow, and green
On the feverish world under me

Come what may, may whatever comes
It's just not enough

Time was when you were the cure
For all the suffering I've endured
I was low, you floated above
You gifted and lifted me up

With the grace to face whatever
It's just not enough

Love ain't a diamond
It's just no dream
It's never been easy, it's not always clÐµan
No, love ain't a diamond you find in the rough
Love is just lovÐµ, just barely enough
Love is just love, just barely enough

If I were a street light
I'd stand all day work all night
Shine down my amber alone
On the slumbering world down below

Come what may, may whatever comes
It wasn't enough

And if you were absinthe and wine
Real wormwood that's so hard to find
I'd keep you and savor the taste
Every time, always
Come what may, may whatever comes
Is never enough



Love ain't a diamond
It's just no dream
It's never been easy, it's not always clean
No, love ain't a diamond you find in the rough
Love is just love, just barely enough
Love is just love, just barely enough

If I were a traffic light
I'd work all day and all night
Shine down my red, yellow, and green
To the feverish world under me

Come what may, may whatever comes
Bring medicine love
Medicine love
Medicine love
Bring medicine love

17834. Streets Of Bakersfield

Dwight Yoakam - Streets Of Bakersfield

Chorus:
What I don't know might not hurt me
If I stay dumb and no one tells
But if I find out that you've been cheatin'
What I don't know might get you killed
Death row in prison don't look half as bad
As a life filled with heartache over you
So if you're a playin' those dirty little games
You better pray that I don't find out the truth
Chorus:
Smith and Wesson juries hold a real mean, nasty court
And the verdict that they pass is never slow
So keep on a wearin' that little poker face
'Cause soon enough your cards will have to show
Chorus

17835. Streets Of Bakersfield

Josh Williams - Streets Of Bakersfield
Album: Down Home

I came here looking for somethin'
I couldn't find anyplace else
Hey, I'm not tryin' to be nobody
I just want a chance to be myself

I've found a thousand miles of thumbin'



And I've worn blisters on my heels
Just looking out for somethin' better
As I walk the streets of Bakersfield

Hey, you don't know me but you don't like me
You say you care less how I feel
But how many of you that sit and judge me
Ever walked the streets of Bakersfield?

Well, I've been some time in San Francisco
I spent a night there in the can
They threw this drunk man in my jail cell
I took fifteen dollars off that man

I left him my watch and my old house keys
Don't want folks thinkin' that I'd steal
And I thanked the man as I was leaving
And I headed out for Bakersfield

Hey, you don't know me but you don't like me
You say you care less how I feel
But how many of you that sit and judge me
Ever walked the streets of Bakersfield?

Hey, you don't know me but you don't like me
You say you care less how I feel
But how many of you that sit and judge me
Ever walked the streets of Bakersfield?

How many of you that sit and judge me
Ever walked the streets of Bakersfield?

17836. Streets Of Baltimore

Streets Of Baltimore
Flying Burrito Brothers

I sold a farm to take my woman where she longed to be
We left our friends and all our kin back there in Tennessee
I bought those one way tickets that's what she was begging for
And they took us to the Streets of Baltimore

Her eyes they shown with laughter when she was those city lights
She said the prettiest place on earth is Baltimore at night
A man feels proud to give his woman what she's longing for
And I kind like the Streets of Baltimore

I got myself a factory job, I ran an old machine
I bought a little cottage in a nieghborhood serene
When I cam home from working late with every muscle sore
She'd brag me thru the Streets of Baltimore

I'd give anything to take her back to what she use to be



But I guess she loved those city lights more than she loved me
So I'm headin' home on that same train that brought me here before
While my baby walks the Streets of Baltimore

Oh yes, my baby walks the Streets of Baltimore

17837. Streets Of Baltimore

Emmylou Harris - Streets Of Baltimore

Well I sold the farm to take my woman 
where she longed to be
We left our kin and all our friends back 
there in Tennessee
And I bought those one way tickets she 
had often begged me for
And they took us to the streets of Baltimore
Well her heart was filled with gladness 
when she saw those city lights
She said the prettiest place on earth 
was Baltimore at night
Well a man feels proud to give his woman 
what she's longing for
And I kind of like the Streets of Baltimore

Then I got myself a factory job, 
I ran an old machine
And I bought a little cottage in a 
neighborhood serene
And every night when I'd come home 
with every muscle sore
She'd drag me through the Streets of Baltimore
Well I did my best to bring her back 
to what she used to be
Then I soon learned she loved those 
bright lights more than she loved me
Now I'm-a-going back on that same train 
that brought me here before
While my baby walks the streets of Baltimore
While my baby walks the streets of Baltimore

17838. Streets Of Gold - Chords

Streets Of Gold
Recorded by Vern Gosdin and Lacey Lynn
Written by Jody Emerson, William M. Emerson, Vern Gosdin

C                                     F
Lions will lay down by the lambs everyone will get along



              G7                    C
There will be peace no one has ever known
                                   F
There will be no blood shed street gangs as we now know
         G7                                     C
There'll be no crime up there on the streets of gold

                                           F
You won't see no ball and chains locks and keys and all those things
     G7                             C
Everyone will move about the garden free
                               F
We'll be wearing angel wings instead of weapons we now hold
         G7                                     C
There'll be no crime up there on the streets of gold

           G7                              F                 C
Streets of gold will shine so bright ah we won't believe our eyes
                                      G7
Everyone will now have heaven to call home
          C                           F
With love cups will overflow in every heart and every soul
         G7                                     C
There'll be no crime up there on the streets of gold

Repeat #3
 
                                      F
With love cups will overflow in every single heart and soul
         G7
There'll be no crime up there no there'll be no crime up there
                                                            F
You can bet there'll be no crime up there on the streets of gold
        C
Shining gold

17839. Streets Of Laredo

Streets of Laredo

As I walked out in the streets of La redo
As I walked out in La redo one day
I spied a young cowboy wrapped up in white linen
All wrapped in white linen and cold as the clay

I see by your outfit that you are a cowboy
These words he did say as I boldly stepped by
Come sit down beside me and hear my sad story
Got shot in the breast and I know I must die

Twas once in the saddle I used to go dashing
'Twas once in the saddle I used to go gay
'Twas first to go drinking, and then to card playing



Got shot in the breast and I'm dying today

Get six jolly cowboys to carry my coffin
Get six pretty maidens to carry my pall
Put bunches of roses all over my coffin
Roses to deaden the clods as they fall

Oh, beat the drum slowly and play the fife lowly
Play the death march as you carry me along
Take me to the graveyard and lay the sod o'er me
For I'm a young cowboy and I know I've done wrong

We beat the drum slowly and played the fife lowly
And bitterly wept as we bore him along
For we loved our comrade, so brave, young & handsome
We all loved our comrade although he'd done wrong

17840. Streets Of London

Streets Of London
Ralph McTell

Have you seen the old man
In the closed-down market
Kicking up the paper,
with his worn out shoes?
In his eyes you see no pride
And held loosely at his side
Yesterday's paper telling yesterday's news

Chour:
So how can you tell me you're lonely,
And say for you that the sun don't shine?
Let me take you by the hand and lead you through the streets of London
I will show you something to make you change your mind

Have you seen the old girl
Who walks the streets of London
Dirt in her hair and her clothes in rags?
She's no time for talking,
She just keeps right on walking
Carrying her home in two carrier bags.

Chorus

In the all night cafe
At a quarter past eleven,
Same old man is sitting there on his own
Looking at the world
Over the rim of his tea-cup,
Each tea last an hour
Then he wanders home alone



Chorus

And have you seen the old man
Outside the seaman's mission
Memory fading with
The medal ribbons that he wears.
In our winter city,
The rain cries a little pity
For one more forgotten hero
And a world that doesn't care

Chorus

17841. Streets Of Paradise - Chords

Streets Of Paradise 
Richard & Linda Thompson

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
    D
The tears fall down like whisky, the tears fall down like wine
      F
On an island made of cocaine, in a sea of turpentine
   G
We all need some assistance, but won't that day be fine
           C                F              C
When we're walking down the streets of Paradise
 
 
[Verse 2]
D
Tar brush on the corner, I've never seen him before
   F
He drank ten fingers of what they had, now his feet don't touch the floor
   G
He can't see me or this dirty old town, he's got nothing to look for
     C                F              C
He's walking down the streets of Paradise
 
 
[Chorus]
F                               C
Walking down the streets of Paradise
F       Em       Dm7            G
Walking down the streets of Paradise
 
 
[Verse 3]
    D
I'd trade my silver mansion with a guard on every door



    F
I'd trade my wealth and treasure and the sash my father wore
    G
I'd trade my little sister and my brother who went before
      C                F              C
To be walking down the streets of Paradise
 
 
[Chorus]
F                               C
Walking down the streets of Paradise
F       Em       Dm7            G
Walking down the streets of Paradise
 
 
[Verse 4]
  D
I asked you for a racehorse, now don't hand me no mule
  F
I asked you for a fast car, don't you take me for a fool
     G
Just hand me down my telescope and a bullet I can chew
        C                F              C
I'll be walking down the streets of Paradise
 
 
[Chorus]
F                               C
Walking down the streets of Paradise
F       Em       Dm7            G
Walking down the streets of Paradise
 
 
[Outro]     (repeat and fade)
C  D    C  D    C  D    C  D

17842. Streets Of St. Paul

Streets of St. Paul
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
There's too much wrist at the end of his coat
Too much bitter at the back of his throat
Too much winter coming after the fall
To be walking the streets of St. Paul
To be walking the streets of St. Paul

[Verse 2]
There's too much makeup for the time of day
Too much high heel and way too much leg
Too much of fourteen underneath it all
To be walking the streets of St. Paul



To be walking the streets of St. Paul

[Bridge]
Oh, see the little sparrow
Who is watching?
Who is watching?
I see the little sparrow

[Verse 3]
Too much trouble for me to shake
All this weather and blinding ache
Makes a body feel sad and small
Walking the streets of St. Paul
Walking the streets of St. Paul

17843. Stress Dreams

Stress Dreams
Greensky Bluegrass

I've been waking up tired
I've been working for hours
And I'm missing the mark
Before my day even starts
When my boy cries to me in the dark

Try to stretch it out slowly
But to start the day knowing
That it ends in my bed
Soaked in sweat
All these wheels still turning in my head

I came to bitter wit's end
Three months into pure exhaustion
See what it's done to me
Not the man I used to be

I went to the greatest lengths to
Relent and give myself to rest
No luck facing these endless days half awake
At best

It's harder to keep
My gaze off the floor
When rest isn't restful anymore
As if my mind is not racing
The length of the day
Oh lord take these stress dreams away

I've been waking up tired
I've been working for hours
And I'm missing the mark
Before my day even starts



When my boy cries to me in the dark

Try to stretch it out slowly
But to start the day knowing
That it ends in my bed
Soaked in sweat
All these wheels still turning in my head

It's harder to keep
My gaze off the floor
When rest isn't restful anymore
As if my mind is not racing
The length of the day
Oh Lord take these stress dreams away

17844. Strike Gold

Strike Gold
Larkin Poe - Strike Gold

[Verse 1]
Pull my wishes
Outta that well
Punch my ticket
Ring that bell
Sharpen my nails
Tighten that belt
Ride no coattails
Gonna do it myself
Do it myself

[Chorus]
Ooh, losing sleep
Taking the long road
Ooh, diggin' deep
We gonna strike gold

[Verse 2]
Burning rubber
Coming in hot
Call it stubborn
Give it all that I've got
All that I've got

[Chorus]
Ooh, losing sleep
Taking the long road
Ooh, diggin' deep
We gonna strike gold
Ooh, losing sleep
Taking the long road
Ooh, diggin' deep
We gonna strike gold



[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Ooh, losing sleep
Taking the long road
Ooh, diggin' deep
We gonna strike gold
Ooh (We gonna strike gold)
Losing sleep
Taking the long road
Ooh (We gonna strike gold)
Diggin' deep
We gonna strike gold

17845. Strike While It's Hot

Strike While It's Hot
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

[Hicks] When that picture gets off that curve ball
[Miller] Does that mean that there was no ball at all?
When the preacher catches you asleep
[Hicks] Does that mean that you're some kind of a creep?

[Together] When you standin' on the corner
Actin' like a stupid loner waitin' for a bus
But the bus'll pass you by
And you couldn't catch a tie
And you can bite its dust

[Miller] When you wish that's all that it could be
[Together] And your reach out for somethin' so impatiently
[Hicks] And your days turn into months on end
[Miller] It's time to flip the station to start up again (?)

[Together] Time to roll over, see what other tricks you got
Time to move over, let the new guy take a shot
Strike it while it's hot
'Cause later there might not
Be any room for thought

Do do do-do...

[Hicks] When the rainclouds pass and it stays dry
[Together] Does that mean that there was no clouds up in the sky?
[Miller] And when the rain comes back and it pours good
[Togther] Does that mean that you're finally understood?

So you want to feed your belly
And you jump into the deli
Lookin' for a fight
And you have a close encounter



With somebody at the counter
Lookin' for a fight

[Miller] When that store runs all out of your size
[Together] Does that rock keep your plant into rubber skies? (?)

What's the combination
Of the latest compliation
That's a mean interpretation
To avoid a reputation

[Hicks] Can we simplify and make it work?

[Together] Time to roll over see what other clips you got
Time to move over, let the new guy take a shot
Strike it while it's hot
'Cause later there might not
Be any room for thought

[Guitar solo]
[Violin solo]

[Hicks] So you jump back in and play some more
And you're breakin' all records that have gone before
[Miller] And you turn yourself a 180
Does that mean that your eyes are looking backwardly?

[Hicks] So you'd like to turn around
It's the other side of town
But it's not easy
[Miller] No, no, no
And every time you look
It seems like they took
Away the scenery

[Together] Ooh, it's a view that you're not quite used to
But since when did that ever seem to bother you?

Time to roll over, see what other tricks you got
Time to move over, let the new guy take a shot
Strike it while it's hot
'Cause later there might not
Be any room for thought

Strike it while it's hot
You've got to
Strike it while it's hot!

17846. String Of Pearls - Chords

String Of Pearls 
Rhiannon Giddens and Laurelyn Dossett
 



     G                            Csus2
E /----------------------------/----------------------------/
B /-----3-----3-----3-----3----/-----3-----3-----3-----3----/
G /-----0-----0-----0-----0----/-----0-----0-----0-----0----/
D /----------------------------/----------------------------/
A /--------------------0--2----/--3-----3-----3-----3-------/
E /--3-----3-----3-------------/----------------------------/
 
     G/B                          A7sus4
E /----------------------------/----------------------------/
B /-----3-----3-----3-----3----/-----3-----3-----3-----3----/
G /-----0-----0-----0-----0----/-----0-----0-----0-----0----/
D /----------------------------/----------------------------/
A /--2-----2-----2-----2-------/--0-----0-----0-----0-------/
E /----------------------------/----------------------------/
 
     G                            Csus2
E /----------------------------/----------------------------/
B /-----3-----3-----3-----3----/-----3-----3-----3-----3----/
G /-----0-----0-----0-----0----/-----0-----0-----0-----0----/
D /----------------------------/--------------------0-------/
A /--------------------0--2----/--3-----3-----3-------------/
E /--3-----3-----3-------------/----------------------------/
 
     Em7                          G5/D
E /----------------------------/----------------------------//
B /-----3-----3-----3-----3----/-----3-----3-----3-----3----//
G /-----0-----0-----0-----0----/-----0-----0-----0-----0----//
D /--2-----2-----2-----2-------/--0-----0-----0-------------//
A /----------------------------/----------------------------//
E /----------------------------/--------------------2-------//
 
[Verse 1]
I am a stranger, on a winter's night
mile after mile, light after light
the moon a lantern, for the frozen world
moon after moon, a string of pearls
 
[Verse 2]
I am a mother, I count the years
day after day, tear after tear
my boys beloved, my precious girls
joy after joy, on a string of pearls
 
[Verse 3]
I am a daughter, I am a son
heart after hearts, hope begun
my mother's hands, my father's curls
love after love, on a string of pearls
 
[Verse 4]
I am a stranger, on a winter's night
reach for the joy, lean for the light
the moon a lantern, of a frozen world
moon after moon, on a string of pearls
the distant candles, the stars a swirl
moon after moon, on a string of pearls



 
[Outro]
moon after moon (repeat 8x)

17847. String's Breath

String's Breath - Hot Buttered Rum

I hear there are no limits
No boundaries at all
You're free to roam
As free as you please
Just walk towards the sound if you're hearing it call
Follow wherever it leads

(chorus 1:)
It's a long, long way
From the troubles of day to day
This is our home
Where the dreamers roam
Live by the love that we feel

(chorus 2:)
Every moonshine vision
Heart's confession
Is a string's breath away from being real

Well could everybody listen
Lift your hearts with us in a song
Close your eyes and open your ears

There's a place it'll take you
If you'll just come along
We'll do our best to lay down a path you can hear

(chorus 1,2)

It's a long, long way
From the troubles of day to day
It's a long, long way
You better get started today
It's a long, long way
When you get there, you might as well stay
Yeah you might as well stay
This is our home
Where the dreamers roam
Live by the love that we feel

(chorus 2)



17848. Stripped

Stripped
Longview

Come with me, into the trees
We'll lay on the grass and let the hours pass
Take my hand, come back to the land
Let's get away just for one day

Let me see you stripped down to the bone
Let me see you stripped down to the bone

Metropolis has nothing on this
You're breathing the fumes I taste when we kiss
Take my hand, come back to the land
Where everything's ours for a few hours

Let me see you stripped down to the bone
Let me see you stripped down to the bone

Let me hear you make decisions
Without your television
Let me hear you speaking just for me

Let me see you stripped down to the bone
Let me hear you speaking just for me
Let me see you stripped down to the bone
Let me hear you crying just for me
Let me see you stripped down to the bone
Let me hear you speaking just for me
Let me see you stripped down to the bone
Let me hear you crying just for me

17849. Strong Enough

Alan Jackson - Strong Enough 

I just took your picture off the table
And I just took your picture off the wall
Hide from you anywhere I'm able
But there's one place I can't hide from you at all
[Chorus:]
Tennessee, you don't make the whiskey
California, you don't make the wine
And Mexico, you don't make tequila
Strong enough to get her off my mind
Memories seem to know just where to find me
And lately they're all that I recall
And everything in this old house reminds me
Of the love I had and how I lost it all
[Repeat chorus]
Days go by and I still feel the sorrow



And time don't make a difference in the pain
Just sitting here and waiting on tomorrow
Will drive me crazy if I don't go insane
[Repeat chorus]
Strong enough to get her off my mind
Strong enough to get her off my mind

17850. Strong Enough To Be My Man - Chords

Strong Enough To Be My Man
The Dixie Chicks w/ Sheryl Crow
By Sheryl Crow
Molly Tuttle

Intro and Verse: ==> pick into twice
 D G Bm A
 h
E-----2-------0-2---------/-------------------------/
B-----------3---------0---/-----3---------3-----2---/
G-----2-------2-----------/-------------4-----------/ 
D-0-------0-----------0---/-----4-----0---------2---/
A-------------------------/-2-------2-------0-------/
E-----------------3-------/-------------------------/

D G Bm A
God, I feel like hell tonight 
D G Bm A
(The) tears of rage I cannot fight 
D G Bm A
I'd be the last to help you understand 
D G Bm A
Are you strong enough to be my man

Nothing's true and nothing's right 
So let me be alone tonight 
You can't change the way I am 
Are you strong enough to be my man? 

Refrain (strum):
 Em D G A
- Lie to me 
 Bm C G A
I promise I'll be- lieve
 Em D G A
- Lie to me 
 Bm C G A
But please don't leave (don't leave) 

I have a face I cannot show, 
I make the rules up as I go 
It's try and love me if you can,
Are you man enough to be my man? 
 



[Are you strong enough] (to be my man) 
[are you strong enough] (to be my man) 
[Are you strong enough] (my man) 

When I've shown you that I just don't care, when I'm throwing punches in the 
air 
When I'm broken down and I can't stand, will you be strong enough to be my 
man? 

End:
 D
E-----2-------------------//
B-------------------------//
G-----2-------------------//
D-0-----------------------//
A-------------------------//
E-------------------------//

17851. Strong Enough To Bend

Strong Enough to Bend
The Special Consensus

There's a tree out in the backyard
That never has been broken by the wind
And the reason its still standing
It was strong enough to bend

For years, we have stayed together
As lovers and as friends
What we have will last forever
If we're strong enough to bend

When you say something that you can't take back
Big wind blows and you hear a little crack
When you say "Hey well I might be wrong"
You can sway with the wind till the storm is gone
Sway with the wind till the storm is gone

Like a tree out in the backyard
That never has been broken by the wind
Our love will last forever
If we're strong enough to bend

When you start thinkin' that you know it all
Big wind blows and a branch will fall
When you say "Hey this job takes two"
We can sway with the wind till the skies turn blue
Sway with the wind till the skies turn blue

Like a tree out in the backyard
That never has been broken by the wind
Our love will last forever if we're strong enough to bend



Our love will last forever if we're strong enough to bend.

17852. Strong Hand (Just One Miracle)

Emmylou Harris - Strong Hand (Just One Miracle)

He was a tall man
Raised up from the fields, out pickin' cotton 
In a hard land where the ground was poor and the wood was rotten 
But when he saw her 
All those bad times were forgotten 
And he believed, he believed

She was the strong hand
A good sister and a daughter
Lookin' for one man
To love the way that her mama'd taught her 
And when she saw him 
She thanked God for what he'd brought her she believed, she believed

And it's a miracle
How one soul finds another
Just one miracle 
Is all it took my brother
For I have seen them
As they walk this world together
And I believe, I believe

It's a sad thing
When one must leave the other 
And fly up where the voice rings 
Out with all the multitudes that gather 
But for a short while

Down here no song ever sounded sweeter 
And we believed, we believed

For it's a miracle
How one soul finds another
Just one miracle
Is all it took my brother
And I will see them
Someday they'll walk again together
I believe, I believe 
This I believe, I believe

17853. Stronger Than You Know - Chords



Stronger Than You Know 
The East Pointers

[Intro]
D    Em7 Bm    G
 
[Verse]
D    Em7       Bm
When gales set in
    G            D
and temperatures fall
       Em7      Bm
It can slow you down
G
To a crawl
 
[Chorus]
G
  The sound when the power goes out
   Bm       A
Is so quiet and so loud
Em7                  D
  The wind's blowing in some hard
         Bm         A
It could knock your house down
G
  Big waves and murky waters
Bm          A
Snow beaten sons and daughters
G                  D
  Hold on a little longer
Bm              A          D
You're stronger than you know
         Em7      Bm      G
Stronger than you know
 
[Verse]
D           Bm
I know that feeling
   G        D
Of fear and doubt
       Em7
You're stuck inside
     D/F#   G
With no way out
 
[Chorus]
G
  The sound when the power goes out
   Bm       A
Is so quiet and so loud
Em7                  D
  The wind's blowing in some hard
         Bm         A
It could knock your house down
G
  Big waves and murky waters
Bm          A



Snow beaten sons and daughters
G                  D
  Hold on a little longer
Bm              A          D
You're stronger than you know
 
G
  The sound when the power goes out
   Bm       A
Is so quiet and so loud
Em7                  D
  The wind's blowing in some hard
         Bm         A
It could knock your house down
G
  Big waves and murky waters
Bm          A
Snow beaten sons and daughters
G                  D
  Hold on a little longer
Bm              A        G    Bm    D    A
You're stronger than you know
 
[Bridge]
G
 You always need more money
Bm
 There's never enough time
D
 I know you got nobody
A
 There's a lot on the line
G
 You've got nothing but troubles
Bm
 On your worried mind
D                    A
 I know you got nobody
 
[Chorus]
G
  The sound when the power goes out
   Bm       A
Is so quiet and so loud
Em7                  D
  The wind's blowing in some hard
         Bm         A
It could knock your house down
G
  Big waves and murky waters
Bm          A
Snow beaten sons and daughters
G                  D
  Hold on a little longer
N.C.
You're stronger than you know
 



G
  The sound when the power goes out
   Bm       A
Is so quiet and so loud
Em7                  D
  The wind's blowing in some hard
         Bm         A
It could knock your house down
G
  Big waves and murky waters
Bm          A
Snow beaten sons and daughters
G                  D
  Hold on a little longer
Bm              A          D
You're stronger than you know
         Em7      Bm
Stronger than you know (hold on a little longer)
         G            D
Stronger than you know
         Em7      Bm
Stronger than you know (hold on a little longer)
         G            D
Stronger than you know

17854. Struggling

Struggling
Old Man Markley

Silently you're gone
Getting up before the dawn
Backing out the driveway
Before the paper hits the lawn
The warmth of the sunrise
Is lying in your place
While you are far away

Another day of finding ways to make the hours pass
(Ways to make the hours pass)
Till the last grain in the hour glass
(Last grain in the hour glass)
Has finished keeping time
Struggling when you head back in tomorrow
And I'm left all alone
With a cup of morning sorrow
You're the best part of my day

And now the day is almost done
And I know it won't be long
Till you come back through that door
And I've got you in my arms
The sincerity of love



Felt in your warm embrace
That nothing could replace

Another day of finding ways to make the hours pass
(Ways to make the hours pass)
Till the last grain in the hour glass
(Last grain in the hour glass)
Has finished keeping time
Struggling when you head back in tomorrow
And I'm still all alone
In this home that's mostly borrowed
You've become my family

Tomorrow's twin will follow and you'll do your part
With dedication that you've displayed right from the start
Perfection is the hardest act to follow
So tomorrow wake me up before you leave
Struggling when you head back in tomorrow
And I'm still all alone
In this home that's mostly borrowed
You've become my family
Struggling when you head back in tomorrow
And I'm left all alone
With a cup of morning sorrow
You're the best part of my day

17855. Struggling Angel

String Cheese Incident - Struggling Angel

(Verse)
Sad and struggling angel
Guess your daemons got the best of you
Despite your joy, now, it's all set for you
And now heaven gets the rest of you x2

(Verse)
Fly, fly struggling angel
We will remember you with a song
And a place to rest your memory
Always know that you live on x2

(Chorus)
Lost away your sadness
Sing your troubles down stream
Wash away your troubles your soul
Send it all downstream, fly away home

(Verse)
Always remember you in the music
Always remember you in the light
Joyce in the moment with a song in your heart
Hope to find a place for your eternal lay x2



(Verse)
Sad and struggling angel
Guess your daemons got the best of you
Despite your joy, now, it's all set for you
And now heaven gets the rest of you x2

17856. Struggling Man

Struggling Man
Jimmy Cliff - Larry Keel Experience

Every man has a right to live
Love is all that we have to give
Together we struggle by our will to survive
And together we fight just to stay alive

Struggling man has got to move
Struggling man no time to lose
I'm a struggling man
And I've got to move on

As the sun lights the day and the moon lights the night
Struggling man keeps reaching for the higher heights
So we plan for tomorrow as we live for today
Like a flower we bloom, and then later fade away

Struggling man has got to move
Struggling man no time to lose
I'm a struggling man
And I've got to move on

Struggling man has got to move
Struggling man no time to lose
I'm a struggling man
And I've got to move on

Struggling man, struggling man
Struggling man, struggling man
Struggling man, struggling man

17857. Stubborn love

Stubborn love
Larkin Poe - Stubborn love

(La la la la la la la
La la la la la la la)
I know you and you can live without me



But when we come together
I know we're better
I know you and you can find your own way
But when we find it together
I know it's better
Every time we fight in the hotel room
Stubborn love keeps pulling us on through
So many ways that I could say I love you
You, I don't want to
So many ways that I could say I need you
You, I don't have to
I've been all around
You've been all around
Tell me, have you found any better
Than our stubborn love?
Oh, oh, oh
Oh, oh, o-oh
Stubborn love
Oh, oh, oh
Oh, oh, o-oh
Every time I turn around, you're tangled in my heels
As far as I can see we're a two-for-one deal
I guess you're sticking around, no matter how I feel
We're always gonna be a two-for-one deal
Every time we fight in the hotel room
Stubborn love keeps pulling us on through
So many ways that I could say I love you
You, I don't want to
So many ways that I could say I need you
You, I don't have to
I've been all around
You've been all around
Tell me have you found any better
Than our stubborn love?

17858. Stuck All Night

Todd Snider - Stuck All Night

Stuck all night in a hotel room
Stuck on rock and roll time
Tryin' to make something of a crossword puzzle
'Cause I can't think of nothing to rhyme
Watching these trucks leave Birmingham
Drinkin' wine from a paper cup
I've been callin' my house all night long
Ain't nobody pickin' up
Where could my baby be ?
Where could my baby be ?
Where could my baby be ?
I feel so lonely by myself
Been stuck all night in a hotel room
Stuck inside my head



The world outside's flyin' high and wide
While I'm sittin' here on this bed
I oughta be walkin' around somewhere
Not starin' at a telephone
But I've been callin' my house all night long
And there's still nobody home
Where could my baby be ?
Where could my baby be ?
Where could my baby be ?
I feel so lonely by myself
Please, don't let her be with somebody else
Stuck all night in a hotel room
Stuck up wide awake
Tryin' to get over this sinking feeling
That I can't seem to shake
Flipping through the TV news
Losing all my cool
Calling my house all night long
Feeling like a fool
Where could my baby be ?
Where could my baby be ?
Where could my baby be ?
I feel so lonely by myself
Where could my baby be ?
Where could my baby be ?
Where could my baby be ?
I feel so lonely by myself
Please, don't let her be with somebody else
Don't let her be with somebody

17859. Stuck In My Mind

Stuck In My Mind
Pert Near Sandstone

V1
Another day, another year
And the future's still unclear
The road stretches out ahead
And I sit here instead
Just stuck in my mind all the time

V2
Will I fritter away
What remains of my day
Like there's nothing on fire
While I'm burning up inside
Just stuck in my mind all the time

V3
How much of your life has been defined
By your subconscious mind?
Reality could set you free



But is there happiness for me?
While I'm stuck in my mind all the time

V4
You never notice I'm here
Till I up and disappear
It was over way before I knew
And there was nothing left to do
But be stuck in my mind all the time
V5
The more you hope for things to change
The more they stay the same
I was stretched beyond what I could take
But I was sure that I could make it
Just stuck in my mind all the time

Outro
You never notice I'm here
Till I up and disappear...

17860. Stuck In The Middle

Stuck In The Middle (With You)
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Gerry Rafferty / Joe Egan
Blue Dogs

Well i don't know why i came here tonight,
I got the feeling that something ain't right,
I get so scared in case i fall off my chair,
And i'm wondering how i'll get down the stairs,
There's clowns to the left of me,
Jokers to the right, here i am,
Stuck in the middle with you.

Yes i'm stuck in the middle with you,
And i'm wondering what it is i should do,
It's so hard to keep this smile from my face,
Lose control, yeah, i'm all over the place,
There's clowns to the left of me, jokers to the right,
Here i am, stuck in the middle with you.

Oh well you started off with nothing,
And you're proud that you're a self made man,
(yeah you are)
And your friends, they all come callin',
Slap you on the back and say,
Please.... please.....
(come on)

Well i'm tryin' to make some sense of it all,
But i can see it makes no sense at all,
Is it cool to go to sleep on the floor,



'cause i don't think that i can take anymore
There's clowns to the left of me, jokers to the right,
Here i am, stuck in the middle with you.

Well you started out with nothing,
And you're proud that you're a self made man,
But and your friends, they all come callin',
Slap you on the back and say,
Please.... please.....

Well i don't know why i came here tonight,
I got the feeling that something ain't right,
Well i'm so scared in case i fall off my chair,
And i'm wondering how i'll get down the stairs,
Clowns to the left of me,
Jokers to the right, here i am,
Stuck in the middle with you,
Yes i'm stuck in the middle with you,
One more time
Stuck in the middle with you
Yes i'm stuck in the middle with you.

17861. Stuck In The Middle Of Nowhere

Stuck in the Middle of Nowhere
Dan Tyminski

Stuck in the middle of nowhere
Not knowing which way to turn
If I could only hold you now
and undo the bridges I burned

If I hadn't a left you standing there
To set my sail alone
Then maybe I'd be in your arms tonight
And I'd have more than your memory to hold

Well, I finally learned I'm lonesome
Now I know what it means to yearn
I found myself at the end of the line
I had no direction to turn

17862. Stuck On The Corner

Todd Snider - Stuck On The Corner

[Verse 1]
They named that goddamn kiss-ass Handleman
Vice President of Human Resources, or something



He stood up and made a speech about how
We would all have to work even harder now
I thought, "Harder now? Harder at what?"
I would give up anything to get up and walk out of here but

[Chorus]
I'm stuck on the corner (Yeah yeah)
Of sanity and madness (Oh yeah)
I'm looking 'em over (Yeah yeah)
I can't see a difference (Oh yeah)
We're making money out of paper, making paper out of trees
We're making so much money we can hardly breathe

[Verse 2]
You oughta hear the shit that I get from my daughter
She says that she can't stand the sight of the car I bought her
I ruined her life forever, she don't ride a rag-top
Her and her mother spend my money pretty much nonstop
They're trying to break me for the sake of the neighborhood
They want everybody up and down the street to think we're doing good

[Chorus]
We're stuck on the corner (Yeah yeah)
Of sanity and madness (Oh yeah)
Looking 'em over (Yeah yeah)
I can't see a difference (Oh yeah)
Making money out of paper, making paper out of trees
We're making so much money we can hardly breathe

[Verse 3]
I didn't even want to study economics
My parents made me 'cause they said it would be practical
I can't make my kid do a goddamn thing I tell him to
That kid's an unrepentant radical
He is as unimpressed by these plaques in my cubicle
As I am secretly impressed
With his ability to look at everything so completely irresponsibly

[Chorus]
I'm stuck on the corner (Yeah yeah)
Of sanity and madness (Oh yeah)
I'm looking 'em over (Yeah yeah)
I can't see a difference (Oh yeah)
We're making money out of paper, making paper out of trees
We're making so much money we can hardly breathe

[Verse 4]
You know now I have to call that little pecker Mr. Handleman
Drove home from work as mad I had ever been and then
I nearly jerked a kid out of a drive-through window
He said, "Will that be everything?" I said "Hey, what would you know?"
"You're looking at a man about to buy his kid a rag-top
"What are you driving? A bicycle, you little punk?"

[Chorus]
I'm stuck on the corner (Yeah yeah)
Of sanity and madness (Oh yeah)



I'm looking 'em over (Yeah yeah)
Can't see a difference (Oh yeah)
We're making money out of paper, making paper out of trees
We're making so much money we can hardly breathe

[Outro]
We're making so much money we can hardly breathe
We're making so much money we can hardly breathe

17863. Stuck On The Treadmill

Richard Thompson - Stuck On the Treadmill

The money goes out, the bills come in
Round and round we go again
I come close but I never win
I'm stuck on the treadmill

Another day of punching steel
Till my arm's too numb to feel
Like a hamster on a wheel
I'm stuck on the treadmill

Wish I knew a better way
To keep myself alive
Shaking sheets of metal
Every day from 9 to 5
Others may be living
But me, I just survive
Me, I just survive

Machine's screaming in my ear
Wasn't I just standing here?
I went to sleep, I grabbed a beer
Now I'm stuck on the treadmill

Me and the robot working away
He looks at me, as if to say
"I'll be doing your job someday"
I'm stuck on the treadmill

Wish I knew a better way
To keep myself alive
Shaking sheets of metal
Every day from 9 to 5
Others may be living
But me, I just survive
Me, I just survive

Jobs are going by the score
They're laying off a hundred more
20 years and they show you the door
I'm stuck on the treadmill



Strike's coming, trouble's brewing
Whole town's going to rack and ruin
Next year, what'll I be doing?
I'm stuck on the treadmill

17864. Stuck On You

Stuck On You
Fruition

Here she come walkin' down the street
With someone I ain't never seen
Here she come
Here she come
Here she come
Here she come
Here she come
Here she come
There she is

There she is and she got new hair
Hollow hellos and an empty stare
There she is
There she is
There she is
There she is
There she is
There she is
Now she's gone

And I'm still stuck on you
You don't even notice
I'm tryin to move on, too
You could never know it
I been wandrin'
All these city streets
Just tryin' to get out
Catch up with my feet
Here I am up at 5 a.m
Feelin' like I ain't got no friends
Here I am
Here I am
Here I am
Here I am
Here I am
Here I am
There I was

There I was bleedin' in the dark
A lonely glow from a lighter spark
There I was
There I was



There I was
There I was
There I was
There I was
Now I'm gone

And I'm still stuck on you
You don't even notice
I'm tryin' to move on, too
You could never know it
I been wandrin'
All these city streets
Just tryin' to get out
Catch up with my feet
Woo

Somehow I'm still the same
Stuck in the good old days
Feelin' like I'm bold
Still diggin' down for gold
You don't ever see
It turns out terribly
Lost inside a dream that's dead
But in my head
I'm still stuck on you
I'm still stuck on you

I'm still stuck on you
You don't even notice
Been tryin' to move on, too
You could never know it
I been wandrin'
All these city streets
Just tryin' to get out
Catch up with my feet

17865. Stuff That Works

Rodney Crowell - Stuff That Works

I've got an old blue shirt and it suits me just fine
I like the way it feels so I wear it all the time
I've got an old guitar that won't ever stay in tune
But I like the way it sounds in a dark and empty room

I've got an old pair of boots that fit my feet just right
I can work all day and go out and dance all night
I've got a new used car that runs just like a top
Yeah I get the feeling it ain't ever gonna stop

Stuff that works stuff that holds up
Is the kind of stuff you don't hang on the wall
Stuff that's real that stuff you feel



Is the stuff you always reach for when you fall

I've got a pretty good friend who's seen me at my worst
He don't care if I'm a blessing or a curse
But he always shows up when the chips are down
That's the kind of friend I like to be around

Stuff that works...

There's a woman I love she's crazy and she paints like God
She's got a playground sense of justice she don't give odds
I've got a tattoo with her name right through my soul
And I think everything she touches turns to gold
Stuff that works...
Stuff that works...

17866. Stumble On

Richard Thompson - Stumble On 

No easy way to say, it's over now
And I don't want to end it anyhow
We knew this time would come before too long
Love, how will I learn to stumble on?

We stole a few short moments out of time
Just long enough for a little light to shine
Now the door swings closed, the dark has come
Love, how will I learn to stumble on?

Stumble on, stumble on, stumble on

You taught me all the easy ways of love
You brought joy to my life and that's enough
I've learned how long the night is when you're gone
Love, how will I learn to stumble on?

Stumble on, stumble on, stumble on

Now the scene will slowly fade to black
Whatever else you do, love don't look back
You'll only see a man whose dream is gone
Love, how will I learn to stumble on?

Stumble on, stumble on, stumble on

17867. Stumbling



Stumbling

'Tention folks, speak of jokes
This is one on me
Took my gal to a dance 
At the armory
Music played, dancers swayed
Then we joined the crowd
I can't dance, took a chance
And right then we started

Stumbling all around, stumbling all around
Stumbling all around so funny
Stumbling here and there, stumbling everywhere 
And I must declare, I stepped right on her toes
And when she bumped my nose
I fell and when I rose
I felt ashamed and told her 
That's the latest step, that's the latest step
That's the latest step, my honey
Notice all the pep, notice all the pep, notice all the pep
She said, 'Stop mumbling, tho you are stumbling
I like it just a little bit, just a little bit, quite a little bit'

Young and small short and tall
Folks most everywhere
Take a chance do this dance
They think it's a bear
People rave and they crave 
Just to do this step
Off they go, nice and slow
When the band starts playing

Stumbling all around, stumbling all around
Stumbling all around so funny
Stumbling here and there, stumbling everywhere 
And I must declare, I stepped right on her toes
And when she bumped my nose
I fell and when I rose
I felt ashamed and told her 
That's the latest step, that's the latest step
That's the latest step, my honey
Notice all the pep, notice all the pep, notice all the pep
She said, 'Stop mumbling, tho you are stumbling
I like it just a little bit, just a little bit, quite a little bit'

17868. Stunt Double

Stunt Double
Keller & The Keels - Stunt Double

I've tried batches and batches of downers
Bags of grasses from young out-of-towners
I've seen the world through blue tinted glasses



My mustache is making my lip sore
And I've seen all my nightmares before
Well I've talked my way out of some trouble
I ran nose first straight into some more
Where is my stunt double?
Rubble has barricaded my door
Each night begins a new day
Please tell me, where have I heard that one before?
And I've seen all my nightmares before
My eyelashes are heavy and my hands are unsteady
I reckon I'll just lie here on the floor
And I've seen all my nightmares before, before, before
And I've seen all my nightmares before

17869. Stunt Double - Chords

Stunt Double 
Lindsay Lou And The Flatbellys

[Intro]
C Em G Em G Em G Em G C
 
[Chorus]
          Em            G                  Em          G
I would take all of the pain from you if I could, if I could
        Em              G             Em         G
I would make all of the ugliness look good, look good
    C                G              C                 G
And whenever you got lonely I would be right by your side
        Em*             G                      Em           G
I would take all of the pain from you, I would try, I would try
 
Em G Em  G  Em  G  Em G
 
[Verse 1]
C
Shadows on the wall and the devil in the mirror
G
Whatever shape or color took the form of your fear
C
There would be no need to drown your trouble
G
You would never hurt, I'd be your stunt double
 
[Chorus]
          Em            G                  Em          G
I would take all of the pain from you if I could, if I could
        Em              G             Em         G
I would make all of the ugliness look good, look good
    C                G              C                 G
And whenever you got lonely I would be right by your side
        Em*              G                      Em           G
I would take all of the pain from you, I would try, I would try



 
Em G Em G Em G Em G
 
[Verse 2]
C
Who would I be and what would I know
G
Without you in those early days showing me the ropes
C
I have not forgotten you though I feel so afraid
G
Someone help me please, I got a soul here to trade
 
[Chorus]
   Em              G                  Em          G
To take all of the pain from you if I could, if I could
        Em             G              Em         G
I would make all of the ugliness look good, look good
    C                G              C                G
And whenever you got lonely I would be right by your side
        Em*              G                      Em           G
I would take all of the pain from you, I would die, I would die
 
[Outro]
Em G Em G Em G Em G
 
C
I'm sorry that I never knew
G                    D          Em
To love you this way will never do

17870. Stupid

Glen Phillips - Stupid

Four times he came by, I did not look
Talked about the reservoir, his thumbs were hooked
On his carpenter's belt, and he squinted in the sun
Smiled wide many times, I think I smiled back once
And it's frightening, oh
I didn't expect that from you
(Sun gets in your eyes)
It's blinding
Serious, are you seriously
I am feeling really stupid now
Last time on the fly, work had all been done
Sanding down the ceiling so it ends up in the rug
We were waiting in the bedroom till he finished up
One short hi and no goodbye
She said she knew him once
And it's frightening, oh
I didn't expect that from you
(Sun gets in your eyes)



It's blinding
Serious, are you seriously
I am feeling really stupid now
Stupid now
And it's frightening, oh
I didn't expect that from you
It's blinding
I can't see a thing I see I see
And I am really feeling stupid
I am really feeling stupid now
I am feeling really stupid now

17871. Stupid - Chords

Stupid 
Kacey Musgraves
 
Em
Plays you like a fiddle
G
Shakes you like a rattle
A
Takes away your gun
    C
And sends you into battle
Em
Huffs and it puffs
       G
Til it blows your house down
         A
And you don't know your heart
       C
From a hole in the ground
 
 
Em       G
Oh whoah oh whoah
A        C
Oh whoah oh whoah
 
 
Em
Stupid love is stupid
Don't know why we always do it
        A
Finally find it just to lose it
       C
Always wind up looking stupid
      Em
Stupid
 
 
Em



Girl meets boy
    G
And boy he's a looker
A                  C
Can't separate the salt from the sugar
        Em
There's nothing in your pockets
        G
There's footprints on your face
A
Can't tell anymore 
              C
If you're the rabbit or the snake
Hey!
 
 
Em       G
Oh whoah oh whoah
A        C
Oh whoah oh 
 
 
Em
Stupid love is stupid
Don't know why we always do it
        A
Finally find it just to lose it
       C
Always wind up looking stupid
      Em
Stupid
 
           A
I drink to feel
  C        Em
I smoke to breathe
               A
Just look what love
    C       Em
Has done to me
 
Em
Stupid love is stupid
Don't know why we always do it
        A
Finally find it just to lose it
       C
Always wind up looking so damn
Em
Stupid love is stupid
Don't know why we always do it
        A
Finally find it just to lose it
       C
Always wind up looking stupid
      Em G A C
Stupid



17872. Stupid American - Chords

Stupid American 
Eddie From Ohio

[Intro]
D A Em G
D A Em
D A Em G
D A Em
 
[Verse 1]
              D         A
You've got exactly sixty seconds
  Em                G
To tell me what you meant by that
D           A            Em
One short minute to apologize
               D         A
You've got exactly sixty seconds
   Em               G
To tell me what you meant by that
  D               A             Em
I hear the murder rate is on the rise
 
[Pre-Chorus]
        Bm         A
I'm in love, but I do not speak the language
        Bm               D    A
I'm in love, but I don't understand
        Bm          A
I'm in love, and I do not speak the language
        Em
But I try to speak the language
        G        A
of this foreign land
 
[Chorus]
D      A  Em      G
Here I am, stupid American
D   A Em
Here I am
D      A  Em      G
Here I am, stupid American
D   A Em
Here I am
 
[Verse 2]
              D         A
You've got exactly sixty seconds
        Em               G
To take back that stupid question
  D                A        Em



A baguette doesn't come with a bag
              D         A
You've got exactly sixty seconds
       Em               G
To take back that stupid question
     D          A                Em
It's called a baguette, don't you get it- get it?
 
[Pre-Chorus]
        Bm         A
I'm in love, but I do not speak the language
        Bm               D    A
I'm in love, but I don't understand
        Bm          A
I'm in love, and I do not speak the language
       Em
When I try to speak the language
    G        A
It comes out sounding like:
 
[Chorus]
D      A  Em      G
Here I am, stupid American
D   A Em
Here I am
D      A  Em      G
Here I am, stupid American
D   A Em
Here I am
 
[Bridge]
A E7sus4
     His heart is Italy
A E7sus4
     His kiss is Paris
A E7sus4
     His body is Brazilian
A E
     My heart is...my heart is
D A Em G D A Em
Oklahoma
D A Em G D A Em
Oklahoma
 
[Verse 3]
              D         A
You've got exactly sixty seconds
    Em            G
To kiss me like a European
D         A                Em
One short minute to show me how
              D         A
You've got exactly sixty seconds
   Em            G
To love me like a spy
     D                  A
I've seen those foreign films



           Em
Do it-do it now
 
[Pre-Chorus]
        Bm         A
I'm in love, with a man who says "te amo"
        Bm              D           A
I'm in love, he calls me "ma petite chou-chou"
        Bm         A
I'm in love, and I try to speak the language
      Em
But I can't understand
         G        A
a single word he's saying
 
[Chorus]
D      A  Em      G
Here I am, stupid American
D   A Em
Here I am
D      A  Em      G
Here I am, stupid American
D   A Em
Here I am
 
[Chorus]
D      A  Em      G
Here I am, stupid American
D   A Em
Here I am
D      A  Em      G
Here I am, stupid American
D   A Em
Here I am
 
[Outro]
        G
Here I am-
 
G Bm A
Here I am

17873. Stupid Questions

Stupid Questions
Keller Williams - Stupid Questions

Where in the hell are we going?
Where in the hell is here
What is the point of our knowing
Where is the view that is clear
How long does it take to get there
How long ago did we leave



How long is this road in which I stare
How lond until we achieve
Whether the weather, block out the sun
Whether the weather bring rain
Whether the weather can weather this fog
Stupid Questions are to blame
Stupid Questions are to blame
Like what is the object of this game
What is the price that we pay
What is the distance of this terrain
What does it take just to play
Why are we going so fast
Why are we in this zone
Why is this cop towing my car
Why can't they leave us alone
Whether the weather, block out the sun
Whether the weather bring rain
Whether the weather can weather this fog
Stupid Questions are to blame
Stupid Questions are to blame
Like who, what, when, where, why, how much
Who, what, when, where, why, etc
Who the hell here is responsible today
Who the hell here is alive
Who goes and its okay
Who's turn is it to drive
When did I decide to move on
Or when the wind will it be near
When did this engine light go on
When will the towtruck be here

17874. Subdivision Blues

Tom T Hall - Subdivision Blues

[Verse 1:]
Out on the edge of town I bought a two room brick
Moved in as soon as I got the plumbin' all fixed
Making them payments worked my fingers to the bone
Anything I had to do to get myself a home
There was water in the basement, it looked like a swimming pool
The man said, "Son that water'll help to keep your cottage cool"
The Welcome Wagon brought me out some sleepin' pills and booze

[Chorus:]
I got the mean old subdivision blues

[Verse 2:]
Somebody came and knocked my fence down just the other day
Tore up my yard and hauled my lawnmower away
Shot out my windows with the BB gun
A boxer down the street came by and beat up my son
So I went out and bought myself a big old German dog



The man behind me saw me and he started raisin' hogs
A nineteen year old girl next door is sunnin' in the n***

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
But I bought my house because it was located near a school
Now a bus comes by and takes my kids to Istanbul
The guy next door just bought his son a brand new saxophone
The man behind me sued him 'cause his hogs were leavin' home
My buddy left his wife and now he's livin' in a tent
A hippie sued me 'cause I did not have a room to rent
They built a trailer park before I had a chance to move

[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
Well I moved out in the country just as far as I could go
I couldn't even get the Grand Ole Opry on the radio
I guess you know what happened just as soon as I moved in
The man across the valley started clearin' off this land
The law came out and said that I would have to move my barn
They said the man next door was gonna subdivide his farm
They auctioned off my farm to build the state another school

[Chorus]

[Verse 5:]
Well other night I dreamed I died and I went right straight to Hell
I don't know what I did but you know you can never tell
They handed me a key and handed me a little map
They said, "You got a place to live and we'll show you where it's at"
They took me to a two room brick just on the edge of town
With thirty thousand other little houses falling down
A million years to pay it off with payments overdue
Yeah, it's hell to have the subdivision blues

[Chorus:]
Got those mean old subdivision blues

17875. Subterranean Homesick Blues

Subterranean Homesick Blues
Bob Dylan - Dan Hicks

Johnny's in the basement
Mixing up the medicine
I'm on the pavement
Thinking about the government
The man in the trench coat
Badge out, laid off
Says he's got a bad cough
Wants to get it paid off



Look out kid
It's somethin' you did
God knows when
But you're doin' it again
You better duck down the alley way
Lookin' for a new friend
The man in the coon-skin cap
In the big pen
Wants eleven dollar bills
You only got ten

Maggie comes fleet foot
Face full of black soot
Talkin' that the heat put
Plants in the bed but
The phone's tapped anyway
Maggie says that many say
They must bust in early May
Orders from the D. A.
Look out kid
Don't matter what you did
Walk on your tip toes
Don't try "No Doz"
Better stay away from those
That carry around a fire hose
Keep a clean nose
Watch the plain clothes
You don't need a weather man
To know which way the wind blows

Get sick, get well
Hang around a ink well
Ring bell, hard to tell
If anything is goin' to sell
Try hard, get barred
Get back, write braille
Get jailed, jump bail
Join the army, if you fail
Look out kid
You're gonna get hit
But users, cheaters
Six-time losers
Hang around the theaters
Girl by the whirlpool
Lookin' for a new fool
Don't follow leaders
Watch the parkin' meters

Ah get born, keep warm
Short pants, romance, learn to dance
Get dressed, get blessed
Try to be a success
Please her, please him, buy gifts
Don't steal, don't lift
Twenty years of schoolin'
And they put you on the day shift
Look out kid



They keep it all hid
Better jump down a manhole
Light yourself a candle
Don't wear sandals
Try to avoid the scandals
Don't wanna be a bum
You better chew gum
The pump don't work
'Cause the vandals took the handles

17876. Suburban Girl

Yonder Mountain String Band
Suburban Girl

[Verse 1]
I'm riding on my Santa Cruz
Skinny legs, skinny shoes
All a poor boy could want
All a poor boy could do
I know your dad is asleep
I know your mother's fried
Grip tape got a hold of me
And everything's all right

[Chorus]
Get yourself outside
Won't you come and go?
There's not a lot to the world
Make up your mind, suburban girl

[Verse 2]
You see me standing in your yard
You pop the window screen
Now you're popping off the top
Of your brother's Dexedrine
Raving down the stars
Oh, how your heart was flying
Said you're gonna get out
Or you're gonna die trying
[Chorus]
Get yourself outside
Won't you come and go?
There's not a lot to the world
Make up your mind, suburban girl

[Bridge]
It's gonna take another hundred years
Of fairy talRs
Get you out of here
Long distancR calls, the crashing waves
Breaking up again
And by the way



[Chorus]
There's not a lot to the world
Make up your mind, suburban girl
There's not a lot to the world
Make up your mind, suburban girl

[Outro]
I'm riding on my Santa Cruz
Skinny legs, skinny shoes
All a poor boy could want
All a poor boy could do

17877. Success

Success
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

The road to success is just an ol' cliché
But I'm going to the top so buddy don't get in my way
But then again

Will this take me further
Or leave me far behind?
Success keeps playin' with my mind

Oh, those pretty boys they always bring good news
As they stand in line I've nothin' but to choose
Will I take me one or maybe four or five
Success (success) keeps playin' with my mind

Oh, oh, oh, tell me (tell me) tell me (tell me)
Won't somebody tell me (tell me) oh, tell me (tell me)
Is this the life to lead though I'm feeling so fine
Where am I goin to be when I turn thirty-nine, now?

Tell me (tell me) tell me (tell me)
Won't somebody please tell me (tell me)
Must I keep on climbin' and never stop
What happens to that girl when she reaches the top?

Now it's closin' time, they've all walked out the door
You know the letterin' on the billboard changes
Guess I ain't playing here no more
No, no more
Will they remember me or leave me far behind?
Success keeps playin with my mind
Woah-woah-woah, ooh

[Instrumental]

Now it's closin' time, they've all walked out the door
You know the letterin' on the billboard changes



Guess I ain't playing here no more
No, no more
Will they remember me or leave me far behind?
Success keeps playin with my mind
Oh, oh, oh, success keeps playin with my mind
Oh, you know that it keeps playin' in my
It keeps stayin' in my
Success keeps playin' with my mind

Keep on, keep on climbin'
Keep on climbin' and never stop
Keep on climbin' and never stop, I'm gonna
Keep on climbin' and never stop, I'm gonna
Keep on climbin' and never stop, oh
Keep on climbin' and never stop, I'm gonna
Keep on climbin' and never stop
Keep on climbin' and never stop

17878. Such Is The World That We Live In - Chords

Such Is The World That We Live In 
Chris Hillman
 
[Intro]
C  F  G  C
Am F  G  G
 
 
[Verse 1]
C                  F
My name is Charlie Charlton
G                      C
I've lived here all my life
Am                 F  F               G
I panned in Number 7, I have a loving wife
C               F
Live out on the Border
F                   G
On the outskirts of town
Am                 F
I'm not sure we'll be here
F                   G
When tomorrow comes around
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                    F
My great-grandfather came here
F  G  C
In 1853
Am                  F
Worked the land and raised the crops
F              G



Fought for his liberty
C                     F
If he were here right now
G                      C
Just imagine what he'd see
Am                   F
I'm pretty sure he'd stop and say
F              G
These words to me
 
 
[Chorus 1]
D         G
Hey boys, hold on tight
A                 D
All that's wrong, now is right
Bm                    G           A
Stand your ground and take up the fight
D              G
All we have is all we did and
A                    D
Here we go round and round again
Bm          G                     A
Such is the world that we live in Ohhhh
A
That we live in.
 
 
[Instrumental]
C  F  G  C
C  Am F  G
C  C  Am C
C  Am Am G
G  G  G  G
 
 
[Verse 3]
C                   F
I never thought the day would come
G                    C
When I'd see America on the run
Am           F                    G
I'm not sure what they're running from
F                          G
And all that's lost in our schools
C                     Am
When the Godless ones attempt to rule
G           C
We can only wonder who's the fool
Am            G
His voice was sad
 
 
[Chorus 2]
D           G
Ooooh, boys hold on tight
A



We know everything's
A     D
Gonna be alright
Bm                 G        A
Now as you see the end's in sight
D                G               A                D
No darkness will hold us down no empty words will make a sound
Bm       G
We'll be together again
G                         A
Such is the world that we live in
 
 
[Chorus 3]
D           G
Oooooh boys hold on tight
A
We know everything's
A        D
gonna be alright
Bm                G        A
Now as we see the end's in sight'
D                G               A                D
No darkness will hold us down no empty words will make a sound
Bm       G
We'll be together again
G                         A
Such is the world that we live in

17879. Such Sweet Alarms - Chords

Such Sweet Alarms 
Joy Kills Sorrow
 
[Verse 1]
B9
How does a bride's maid lead her groom?
                                B
How can she tell when it's too soon?
F#                      E
He tells her such loving words
F#                      E
They're just like those bees and birds
 
 
[Chorus]
E
Making love so high
G#m
They may forget to fly
E                               E6
And fall down in each other's arms
E6



What a handsome sight
G#m
Of love that falls from flight
E                               E6
And birds that sing such sweet alarms
B9
 
 
[Verse 2]
B9
Out of the darkened winter's gloom
                                B
How does a rosebud come to bloom?
F#                              E
Tucked down in their forest beds
F#                              E
Too young rosebuds lose their heads
 
 
[Chorus]
E
Making love so soon
         G#m
They may too early bloom
         E                                  E6
And freeze before they know the cost
E
What a handsome scene
          G#m
When love won't wait for spring
       E                                E6
And rosebuds frozen in the frost
 
 
[Solos]
B       B       B       B
B       B       B       B
F#      F#      E       E
F#      F#      E       E
 
E6      E6      G#m     G#m
E       E       E       E6
E       E        G#m    G#m
E       E
 
 
[Verse 3]
B9
How does a bride's maid lead her groom?
                                    B
God can you send me some one soon?
F#                        E
Roses bound up in a vase
F#                              E
Rooms decked out in silk and lace
E
Handsome children and



        G#m
The food to fill them and
       E                                E6
The love to freeze up all my fears
E
Fancy golden ring
        G#m
And birds that love to sing
      E                 E6
To fill this silence in my ears
 
 
[Outro]
B
B
Bmaj7
Bmaj7
G#m
G#m
F#
F#
E
E
E
E
E
G#m
End on B

17880. Sucker For Pigtails

Sucker For Pigtails - Hot Buttered Rum

I'm a sucker for pigtails and overall jeans
With good garden dirt stainin' the knees
I'm a sucker for reasons I just can't explain
A wild flower needs rain
Well she told me she's thinkin' of taking the fall
Canning what she harvests and enjoying it all
Well I'm thinkin' about it, it sounds good to me
Takin' some time to be free

I want to see the elements play and bring her a creamsicle on a hot day
It melts on your fingers and gets on your face
Well the dirt from the garden was stainin' her knees
Taking some time to be free

I'm a sucker for pigtails and polypropylene
Moving on boulders and talus and scree
I'm a sucker for reasons I just can't explain
A wild flower needs rain
Well she told me she's a thinkin' of takin' the Spring
To roam the Sierras on telemark skis



Well I'm thinkin about it, it sounds good to me
That girl on telemark skis

I want to see the elements play and bring her a cup of tea on a cool day
Things might be different or maybe the same
The Sierra Nevada was never so free
That girl on telemark skis

I want to see the elements play and bring her a creamsicle on a hot day
It melts on your fingers and gets on your face
Well the dirt from the garden was stainin' her knees
The more that I look, she looks better to me
The Sierra Nevada and polypropylene
Takin' some time to be free
With the girl on telemark skis

17881. Sucker Puncher

Sucker Puncher
Larkin Poe - Sucker Puncher

[Verse 1]
I feel dizzy, I feel stoned
I wanna go home, hey
Sucker puncher
Can you give me a minute?
Oh, I feel dizzy, I need a cigarette
Slap across the face, hey
Sucker puncher
Can you give me a minute?

[Chorus]
So you don't need me like you thought
You don't need me like you thought you did
That's alright, that's alright
You don't need me like you thought
You don't need me, that's alright
That's alright, that's alright

[Verse]
You got your H-bomb, and your napalm
Hid behind your sad little face, hey
Dirty fighter
I'm getting the picture
Oh, you're so shell-shocked, it's all your fault
It's got nothing to do with me, hey
Dirty fighter
I'm getting the picture

[Chorus]
You don't need me like you thought
You don't need me like you thought you did
That's alright, that's alright



You don't need me like you thought
You don't need me, that's alright
That's alright, that's alright

17882. Suckin' A Big Bottle Of Gin

Jerry Jeff Walker - Suckin' A Big Bottle Of Gin

I tried my best just to stay at rest
When the moon and the wind both died
But you locked me in with your best friend
Honey your window was open wide
I escaped in time to see your man
Truckin' in that bar again
He was fondlin' Lucy and singin' to Suzy
Suckin' up a bottle of gin
You said you'd see me 'bout half past nine
I said I'd see you at ten
I knew that I lied to you
But I didn't know that we both lied to your man
Well I couldn't believe my eyes when I saw him
Truckin' back in that bar again
He's still fondlin' Lucy, he's been singing to Suzy
And suckin' on that bottle of gin
He's still got a hold of Lucy, fondlin' Suzy
Suckin' on that bottle of gin
I headed for the door when you hit the floor
Your man hit me in the head
I hit the windows and I hit the walls
And it hit me that I might be dead
I was thinkin' slow and sinkin' low
And I saw that man again
He's still got a hold of Lucy and he's fondlin' Suzy
Suckin' that big bottle of gin
Well, he's fondlin' Lucy, singin' to Suzy
Suckin' that big bottle of gin

17883. Sueno

Sueno
Bill Staines
Shady Mix

By my dying fire tonight I see your face within the light
If siles and fades like creeping shadows on the ground
And the river flowing near brings back a song I used to hear
When we were young and danced the streets of a spanish town

Rio Grande, agua Cantando



En Lan noche, yo toco tu cancion
Mi gitarra canta contigo
una cancion de mi corazon

And so I hold you once again, it's just a dream I know, but then
better a dream than never holding you to me
And in the fire's dying glow, I feel your warmth and
IU remember oh so well, the way our loving used to be

Chorus

Yocotillo's flaming flower, it grew as red as my heart's blood
The hour you left before the waves of San Antone
And now beside the river flows, the fire dies, the memories go
and once again the dram is gone and I'm alone

Chorus

17884. Suffer No Fools - Chords

Suffer No Fools 
The Duhks

[Intro]
D A E
D A E
 
[Verse 1]
D                   A     E
She don't suffer no fools anymore
          D            A              E             F#m
Now she's figured that ain't what her sweet time is for
D            E           A           D
Gone are the days of the game playin boys
    D             A        E                    F#m
She won't let her heart be one of their toys anymore
 
[Chorus]
         D         A        E
    Hold on to the ones who deserve you
              D              A            E
    Those who strengthen and cherish your heart
           D           E              A            D
    To the selfish and cruel, bid 'em short strong adieus
           D          A          E            F#m
    Make a promise to be true to all that you are
 
[Verse 2]
         D         A     E
We don't suffer no fools anymore
         D            A              E             F#m
Now he's figured that ain't what his sweet time is for
D            E             A        D



Gone are the nights of the nobody's girls
          D             A           E            F#m          D        E
'Cause he don't want to be no one's sweet little whilrwind no more
 
[Chorus]
         D         A        E
    Hold on to the ones who deserve you
              D              A            E
    Those who strengthen and cherish your heart
           D           E              A            D
    To the selfish and cruel, bid 'em short strong adieus
           D          A          E            A
    Make a promise to be true to all that you are
 
[Bridge]
             D           A       (E)          A
        Baby let it ride easy and let it ride slow
            E                          D            A
        The less that you fight it the more you can grow
               C#m                     D        A
        It's a long hard road when you can't go alone
           E                          D          A
        So lighten your load and just see how it goes
 
[Instrumental]
 D A E
 D A E F#m
 D A A D
 
[Verse 3]
          D         A     E
Don't you suffer no fools anymore
         D           A               E             F#m
Once you figure that ain't what your sweet time is for
D          E              A            D
Banish the hope that's so hard on your soul
          D            A             E           F#m
You can't make someone love you I've always been told
 
[Chorus]
         D         A        E
    Hold on to the ones who deserve you
              D              A            E
    Those who strengthen and cherish your heart
           D           E              A            D
    To the selfish and cruel, bid 'em short strong adieus
           D          A          E            F#m
    Make a promise to be true to all that you are
 
         D         A        E
    Hold on to the ones who deserve you
              D              A            E
    Those who strengthen and cherish your heart
           D           E              A            D
    To the selfish and cruel, bid 'em short strong adieus
           D          A          E            A
    Make a promise to be true to all that you are



 
[End]
    A-D    A    E    A

17885. Suffer To Sing The Blues - Chords

Suffer To Sing The Blues 
David Bromberg

[Verse]
A
I sat in on a poker game, last Friday night
A
I won a couple hands, people, I was doing all right
A                      D                               A
I bet my money on a straight, from the nine up to the King
A                                                           D
But when the dealer showed his hand he had the same damn thing
          E        D                   C#                             A     E
It seems I always lose, you've got to suffer if you want to sing the blues
 
[Verse]
               A
You know some times I play the horses, but it seems I never win
A
I went out to the races late last week again
                  D                                        A
This time I won three hundred dollars, but as I left the track
A                                                     D
Some greasy man come up behind me, stuck a gun in my back
          E                            D                              A      E    E7
It seems I always lose, you've got to suffer if you want to sing the blues
 
[Break]
A
D G A
D E7
D A E
 
[Verse]
           A
I've got a sweet little girl, called run-around Sue
A
She's kind of rank looking, but she knows how to do
              D
Well now old Sue she's got a boyfriend, they call him Gentleman Jim
          A                                    D
I said "Listen Susan sweetheart, choose me or him"
                   E    N.C.            D                                A   E7
And she said, "You lose", you've got to suffer if you want to sing the blues
 
[Chorus]
                      F                       A



Well you can sing a happy song if you're glad (if you're glad)
A                 D
You can sing a protest song if you're mad (if you're mad)
     B                                       E
Ah, but if you want to sing the blues, then boy you'd better learn how to lose
 
[Verse]
                                   A
It seems like I have had these same old blues now since old time began
 
So I went to talk my troubles to the hoodoo man
 D
I told him all about my problem, and I asked him what was wrong
    A                                                         D
He said you got to live the blues, if you want to sing your song
                 E                          D                               A  E
Seems like I'll always lose, you've got to suffer if you want to sing the blues
 
[Chorus]
                      F                        A
Well you can sing a happy song if you're glad (if you're glad)
A                 D                                      A
You can sing a protest song if you're mad (if you're mad)
     B                                A   B  E
Ah, but if you want to sing the blues, then boy you'd better learn how to lose
 
             E7             A
I went and bought myself a lottery ticket, just to change my luck
A
I thought I wouldn't mind the losing, cause it only cost a buck
          D              A        D              A                                               D
I won an electric toaster, and a baritone sax, but I had to pawn my clothes just to pay off the t
ax
            E                           D              A
It seems I always lose, you've got to suffer if you want to...
    E                         D
I always lose, you've got to suffer if you want...
            E                           D                             A
How come I always lose, you've got to suffer if you want to sing the blues

17886. Sugar

Sugar
Lindsay Lou - Sugar

[Verse 1]
I've been living with lackluster conviction
Thinking and speaking in contradiction
Like a senator who lives to serve
A holy man without the word
And I spent my last penny on that sugar

[Verse 2]



It's been hard not to fight for your attention
When I'm in left field without a sight intention
In a game where I ain't keeping score
Least of all when I want more
Oh, I spent my last penny on that sugar

[Chorus]
On that sugar
That sugar
That sugar

[Verse 3]
I've got that take it away
And mmm make it stay
Totally inspired, without a sight and tired
Give me freedom in a bottle, shine
In that lowdown place that I call mine
I don't need your kind of love, I just need my sugar
[Chorus]
Give me that sugar
That sugar
That sugar

[Verse 4]
Put me in a box, I can't stand to look around
Give me a drink, I will nearly drown
Talk about temptation, yes I have had my fill
And I can't tell my desire from what is real

[Chorus]
And from that sugar
That sugar
That sugar

17887. Sugar & Pie

Sugar & Pie
Abigail Washburn

They been thinking all day and the day before
But now they're tired don't wanna think no more
So they call you sugar and they call you pie
They say you're pretty and they get you high
And that's alright with me
Nothin' wrong with feelin' good, nothin' wrong with feelin' good, nothin' wrong with feelin' fine

He been drinking all day and the day before
Got so tired, he'd never drink no more
So he went down to 5th street and MLK
Bought some cocaine and there he stayed

I sat up all night and the night before
Thought he'd come back, sure as I was born



So I turned on the TV, watchin' reality crime
Strapped'er up, wait for the end of time
But that's all right with me
Nothin' wrong with feelin' good, nothin' wrong with feelin' good, nothin' wrong with feelin' fine

I been sorry all day and the day before
But now I'm tired, don't wanna hurt no more
I'm gonna get on a plane, go up to the sky
Clouds won't bother, won't ask me why

So call me sugar and call me pie
Say I'm pretty and get me high
Nothin' wrong with feelin' good, nothin' wrong with feelin' good, nothin' wrong with feelin' fine

17888. Sugar Babe

Uncle Earl
Sugar Babe

Ain't got no use
Ain't got no use for that red rocking chair
I got no sugar baby now
I got no sugar honey baby now

I laid her in the shade
Laid her in the shade, gave her every dime I made
What else could a poor boy do?
What else could a poor boy do?

Some rounder come along
Rounder come along with his mouth full of gold
Rounder stole my greenback roll
And I got no sugar honey baby now

Who'll call me honey?
Who'll call me honey and who'll sing this song
Who'll rock the cradle when you're gone
Who'll rock the cradle when you're gone

I'll rock that cradle
I'll rock that cradle and I'll sing that song
I'll rock the cradle when you're gone
I'll rock the cradle when you're gone

Ain't got no use
Ain't got no use for that red rocking chair
I got no sugar baby now
Got no sugar honey baby now



17889. Sugar Coat

Little Big Town - Sugar Coat

[Verse 1]
I turn the bathroom light on
To take my make up off
Look at myself in the eye
I wonder why I wear it anyway
Another car drives by
I wonder where you are
The kids are all in bed
And everything but you is in its place

[Pre-Chorus]
From the street view lookin' in
It's pretty as a picture
Our home sweet home

[Chorus]
Sometimes I wish I liked drinkin'
Sometimes I wish I liked pills
Wish I could sleep with a stranger
But someone like me never will
Sometimes I hardly can stand it
I just smile with a lump in my throat
Sometimes I wish I could bear it
Didn't have to wear this sugar coat

[Verse 2]
Passed down from my mom
She wore it so well
She'd rest it on my shoulders
Say it's colder out there than you think
[Pre-Chorus]
Would I recognize myself?
Would anybody else
If I took the damn thing off
And burned it?

[Chorus]
Sometimes I wish I liked drinkin'
Sometimes I wish I liked pills
Wish I could sleep with a stranger
But someone like me never will
Sometimes I hardly can stand it
I just smile with a lump in my throat
Sometimes I wish I could bear it
Didn't have to wear this sugar coat

[Post-Chorus]
Oh, this damn sugar coat

[Bridge]
In one of these nights I'll meet you in the driveway
And tell you to go to hell
Go to hell



[Chorus]
Sometimes I wish I liked drinkin'
Sometimes I wish I liked pills
Wish I could sleep with a stranger
But someone like me never will
Sometimes I hardly can stand it
I just smile with a lump in my throat
Sometimes I wish I could bear it
Didn't have to wear this sugar coat

[Outro]
This damn sugar coat
Oh, this sugar coat
This damn sugar coat

17890. Sugar Coated Love

Sugar Coated Love
Bill Monroe

   Sugar coated love, you gave me on a plate
   I took a bite and then I looked to see what I had ate
   I found I had a cinder all covered up in white
   That old sugar coated love is something I can't bite

You say you are leaving me for another man
He has all the wealth and charm and not my kind of brand
Baby I fell down on my knees a pleading for your love
Can't understand what I saw in a sugar coated love

You called me your sugar plum, your baby and your pet
Said I was your Romeo and you my Juliet
I thought you were my angel, my little sugar dove
You sure had me fooled, babe, with that sugar coated love

17891. Sugar Daddy

Sturgill Simpson - Sugar Daddy

Hey now, baby, you been on my mind
Search my dreams, darling
Your taste is all I find
Look at my heart dying
See my soul sinking down
You know how daddy likes his sugar, baby
Oh, that sugar sweet and brown
But just one spoonful of your sugar, darling
Makes daddy's world go 'round



Daddy stays up all night long
Can't get no sleep when he lays down
Lay there staring at the ceiling, baby
Rats running across my floor, the only sound
Can't Stand one more indignation
Selling all the jewels out of my crown
Just to get one more spoonful of your sugar, baby
Oh, that sugar sweet and brown
How sweet the sound
All Night Long

[Chord + Tempo Change]
Hey now, now now
Hey little baby, you've been on my mind
Look in my dreams, your taste is all i find, darling
Hey now darling
Where you stayed out all night long
I wanna tell you
You know your daddy's home
All night long
All night long

17892. Sugar Foot Rag

Sugar Foot Rag

Gonna get out my sickle
Gonna shine up my shoes
And meet my baby and tell the news
Bet my money on a sway back nag
Come home a winner with plenty of swag

One foot, two foot, slew foot drag
Swing your honey to the Sugar foot rag
Diggin and Jiggin with a zig and zag
While the dobro plays that Sugar foot rag

Got a big jug of cider
And a little jug of wine
One for my honey and the other ones mine
Sip on the cider and sip on the wine
All sip together and have a good time

One foot, two foot, slew foot drag
Swingyour honey to the Sugar foot fag
Diggin and jiggin with a zig and zag
While the madoline plays that Sugar foot rag



17893. Sugar High

Sugar High
Larkin Poe - Sugar High

What you see is what you get
I ain't gonna sugarcoat it
What you see is what you want
So come on and take a little bit
Bliss, bliss on the wings of a kiss
We're gonna fly 'til you can't fly higher
What you see is what you get
And it don't get better than this

[Chorus]
(Sugar high)
Give you a sugar high
Pop the top and drink me dry
Give you a sugar high
(Sugar high)
Give you a sugar high
Take a hit, do it one more time
I'll give you a sugar high

Sweat and tears will spice it up
You look sharper than a tin can
In my kitchen we'll cook it up
So come on, you big-legged man
Oh bliss, bliss on the wings of a kiss
We're gonna fly 'til you can't fly higher
What you see is what you get
And it don't get better than this

[Chorus]
(Sugar high)
Give you a sugar high (High)
Pop the top and drink me dry (High)
Give you a sugar high
(Sugar high)
Give you a sugar high
Take a hit, do it one more time
I'll give you a sugar high

Are you feeling lighter?
Are you levitating off the floor?
Tripping on love, the sweetest drug
I'm gonna take you higher
Than anybody's ever been before
Tripping on love, the sweetest drug
(Tripping on love, the sweetest drug)

17894. Sugar Hill



Sugar Hill

If you want to get you eye knocked out
If you want to get your fill
If you want to get your head cut off
Just go to sugar hill

Jay bird on the mountain top
And a red bird on the ground
Black bird in the sugar tree
Shaking that sugar down

They said she got mighty sick
And what do you recking ailed her
Drunk three quarts of sugar top
And then ther stomach failed her

Then cents in my pocket book
And don't you hear it jingle
I'm going to court them pretty gals
As long as I stay single

Yonder comes my own true love
And how do you think I know
Tell her by her shoe fly dress
That comes from sugar store

Get your banjo off the wall
Grap your fiddle, Bill
Hitch the horses to the sleigh
We're going to sugar hill

17895. Sugar Please - Chords

Sugar Please 
The Brothers Comatose

[Verse]
       G
She bright she's a diamond, he's a tall can of PBR
     C                                             Em
Well she's looking for something, but he's gone so far
       C             D               G           C
Well I hope that she finds it and it makes her a star
 
 
      G
She's silver and polished, he's a beat up guitar
      C                                         Em
She's the finest marijuana, and he's a cheap cigar
       C        D           G           C
I'm so happy to have her no matter how far
C
they say how lucky you are



 
 
[Chorus]
G               D             C       G
Sugar won't you come home and make me sweet
G           D           C              G
I need some goodness to cure these melodies
G              B        C    A7      A
I can hear you singin' in my dreams
G               D            G
Sugar won't you come home to me
 
[Verse]
      G
She's sweet like a candy, he's sour and tart
        C                       Em
When we mix together, we make a spark
      C        D           G  D         C
Three thousand miles ain't really that far
C
They say how lucky you are
 
 
 
[Chorus]
G               D             C       G
Sugar won't you come home and make me sweet
G           D           C              G
I need some goodness to cure these melodies
G              B        C    A7      A
I can hear you singin' in my dreams
G               D            G
Sugar won't you come home to me
 
[instrumental]
G  C Em C D G C
 
[Verse]
C
They say how lucky you are
C
We know how lucky we are
 
 
G               D             C       G
Sugar won't you come home and make me sweet
G           D           C              G
I need some goodness to cure these melodies
G              B        C    A        A7
I can hear you singin' in my dreams
 
 
 
[Chorus]
G                    D        C       G
Sugar won't you come home and make me sweet
G           D           C              G



I need some goodness to cure these melodies
G              B        C    A
I can hear you singin' in my dreams
G               D            G
Sugar won't you come home to me
G               D            Em  C
Sugar won't you come home to me
G               D            C   G
Sugar won't you come home to me

17896. Sugarcane

Sugarcane
Garth Brooks - Sugarcane

[Verse 1]
She was a wide eyed child with a couple friends
Runnin' round in her daddy's bed
So they been looking for me up and down
Gets the word and it gotten around
I told her to come back in a couple years but
She started shaking and it came to tears
I could stand to see her pouty face
So I gave her just a little taste
Of Sugarcane, aw Sugarcane

[Refrain]
It's like shootin' sugar straight to your brain
Sugarcane

[Verse 2]
Later on, here come mama
More assets, let's drama
Said her old man he was outta town
The queen was out to lose another crown
You should have seen the way she looked at me well
I said this sugar daddy wasn't free well
She had the money but no time to waste
And she came for more than just a taste
Of Sugarcane, aw Sugarcane

[Refrain]
It's like jumping on a runaway train
Sugarcane, aw Sugarcane

[Bridge]
Sugarcane
Sugarcane

[Verse 3]
Past midnight, pool party
Everybody getting kinda naughty
Everyone was up for getting down



Always bring enough to go around
The band was slamming and the bar was free
The girls were dancing with a guarantee
Started lining up around the place
Causing everybody had to have a taste
Of Sugarcane, aw Sugarcane

[Refrain]
Keep dancing ladies, you'll make it rain
Sugarcane, aw Sugarcane

17897. Sugaree

Sugaree
Grateful Dead - Acoustic Syndicate

When they come to take you down
When they bring that wagon around
When they come to call on you
And drag your poor body down

Just one thing I ask of you
Just one thing for me
Please forget you knew my name
My darlin' Sugaree

Shake it, shake it Sugaree
Just don't tell them that you know me
Shake it, shake it Sugaree
Just don't tell them that you know me

You thought you was the cool fool
And never could do no wrong
Had everything sown up tight
How come you lay awake all night long?

Just one thing I ask of you
Just one thing for me
Please forget you knew my name
My darlin' Sugaree

Shake it, shake it Sugaree
Just don't tell them that you know me
Shake it, shake it Sugaree
Just don't tell them that you know me

You know, in spite of all you gained
You still had to stand out in the pouring rain
One last voice is calling you
And I guess it's time you go

Just one thing I ask of you
Just one thing for me



Please forget you knew my name
My darlin' Sugaree

Shake it, shake it Sugaree
Just don't tell them that you know me
Shake it, shake it Sugaree
Just don't tell them that you know me

Shake it up now Sugaree
I'll meet you at the jubilee
And if that jubilee don't come
Baby I'll meet you on the run

Just one thing I ask of you
Just one thing for me
Please forget you know my name
My darlin' Sugaree

Shake it, shake it Sugaree
Just don't tell them that you know me
Shake it, shake it Sugaree
Just don't tell them that you know me

Shake it, shake it Sugaree
Just don't tell them that you know me
Shake it, shake it Sugaree
Just don't tell them that you know me

17898. Sugarfoot Rag

Sugarfoot Rag

Verse 1:
Gonna get my sickle
Gonna shine my shoes
And meet my baby and tell the news
Bet my money on a sway back nag
Come home a winner with plenty of swag

Chorus:
One foot, two foot, slew foot drag
Swing your honey to the sugar foot rag
Diggin' and jiggin' with a zig and a zag
While the [guitar, fiddle, mando, bass]
Plays that sugar foot rag

Verse 2:
Got a big jug of cider
And a little jug of wine
One for my honey
And the other one's mine
Sip on the cider and sip on the wine
All sip together and have a good time



17899. Sully's Bucket

Sully's Bucket
Anonymous

I've a thing or two to tell ya pard that I think you ought to know,
About a rusty bucket Sully carries down below.
You're not the first one, stranger, who laughed at Sully's pail.
You're the only one who's laughing now, the rest have heard the tail.

When we were young and handsome, had some ten years in the game,
Old Sull he had a partner, and Jim Riley was his name.
The four of us together, we were working side by side.
That's how come I chanced to be there on the night Jim Riley died.

Well the blasting had been easy, it was running out like sand.
An we were mucking out the ore; those days we mucked by hand.
And we were nearly finished, and I hadn't heard a sound.
But something must have happened, 'Cause Jim Riley yelled "bad ground."

When we headed for the timberin', Sully must of took a spill
'Cause when we looked back in there he was pinned beneath his drill.
The ceiling it was groanin' now, all set to drop its lid.
And Sully pinned beneath his drill was sobbin' like a kid.

Now there's men can watch their partners die, not throw their lives away.
But Riley wasn't one of them, he wasn't built that way.
As soon's he seen what happened, "Hey, hold on Sull," he cried.
And before he had the words out, he'd thrown the drill aside.

Well, they headed 'round the ore car, Riley wearing a big grin.
Guess he never knew what happened when he hanging wall came in.
Sully reached the timberin', his face as white as chalk.
And Riley, four yards back of him, caught fifteen ton of rock.

That day Sully's pail was buried, he ate from Riley's pail in tears.
And he's carried that same bucket now for almost twenty years.
So you can laugh at Sully, because he's mean and drinks a lot.
But don't laugh at Sully's bucket, it's the only friend he's got.

[From www.gci-net.com/users/w/wolfsoul/poetry/anonymous/sully.html

I don't think these are all the words I remember from Tom Paxton's
rendition. See more comments on the Web page. 10/19/1999 WH]

17900. Sully's Pail

Sully's Pail
Tom Paxton



I've a thing or two ta tell ya that I think you ought to know,
About that rusty bucket Sully carries down below.
You're not the first one stranger, that has laughed at Sully's Pail;
You're the only one that's laughing now, the rest have heard this tale.

Sure, when we was young and handsome, had ten years in the game,
Old Sull, he had a partner and Jim Rielly was his name.
They had knocked about together, Bingham, Butte, and Coeur D'Alene
And they brawled in every bar-room from Ely to Fort McLean.

Now me and old Ted Johnson, sure you'll not remember him,
We was working at the Rarris had a stope with Sull and Jim.
The four of us together, we was working side-by-side,
That's how I chanced to be there on the night Jim Reilly died.

Well, the blastin' had been easy, it was coming out like sand,
And we was muckin' out the ore, those days we mucked by hand.
And we was nearly finished, and I hadn't heard a sound,
But something must have happened, for Jim Reilly yelled "Bad ground!"

When we headed for the timb'ring, Sully must've took a spill,
For when we looked back in there, he was pinned beneath his drill.
The ceiling, it was groaning now, all set to drop the lid,
And Sully, pinned beneath his drill, was sobbing like a kid.

Well, there's some can watch their partners die, not throw their lives away,
But Reilly wasn't one of them, he wasn't built that way.
As soon's he seed what happened, "Hey, hold on there, Sull!" he cried,
And before he had the words out, he had thrown the drill aside.

They come around the ore car, Reilly wearing a big grin.
Guess he never knew what happened when the hanging wall caved in.
Sully reached the timb'ring, his face as white as chalk,
And Reilly, two yards back of him, caught fifteen ton of rock.

That day Sully's pail was buried, he ate from Reilly's pail in tears,
And he's carried that same bucket now for more than twenty years;
So, you can laugh at Sull because he's mean and drinks a lot,
But don't laugh at Sully's bucket, it's the only friend he's got.

Notes:
These lyrics are from a Web site that attributes all words and music for
the piece to Tom Paxton. I don't know if they were obtained from the
recording, but are closer to the lyrics I remember. 01/12/2003 WH

17901. Summer Evening

Gillian Welch - Summer Evening (Greg Brown cover)

Say this deal's about over, and I guess that's true,
Town used to have twelve stores, now we got two.
Big boys movin' in, small farmers movin' on.



The way may be goin', but the life ain't gone.

On a summer evenin' when the corn's head-high,
And there's more lightnin' bugs than stars in the sky.
Ah, you get the feelin' things may be alright,
On a summer evenin' before the dark of night.

Walked down by the river where my good fields are,
It's a dusty old road, but there ain't many cars.
Think about my wife, my daughter and my son,
If the good Lord's still lookin', the Lord's will be done.

But on a summer evenin' when the corn's head-high,
And there's more lightnin' bugs than stars in the sky.
Ah, you get the feelin' things may be alright,
On a summer evenin' before the dark of night.

Mmm, on a summer evenin' when the corn's head-high,
And there's more lightnin' bugs than stars in the sky.
Ah you get the feelin' things may be alright,
On a summer evenin' before the dark of night.
On a summer evenin' before the dark of night.

17902. Summer Fever

Little Big Town - Summer Fever

[Verse 1]
Feel that salt in the air, almost there
Got that wind in my hair, Ray-Ban glare
Hear that song we love on the radio
Stir it up baby, we both know

[Pre-Chorus]
We're  bout to float that Malibu
With that flip-flop attitude
With that old school mixtape playing

[Chorus]
Over and over again on a blown out speaker
Dance in the sand while the sun sets deeper
Got that top back on that Jeep
Got that soundtrack on repeat
Got that one hand on my knee and I want it
Over and over again, catching summer fever
Summer fever, summer fever

[Verse 2]
Close our eyes and let it take us
Lost in the waves and the palm trees swaying
All alone and out of reach
Just the stars and the moonlight, you and me



[Pre-Chorus]
We're  bout to float that Malibu
With that barefoot attitude
With that slow jam mixtape playing

[Chorus]
Over and over again on a blown out speaker
Dance in the sand while the sun sets deeper
Got that top back on that Jeep
Got that soundtrack on repeat
Got that one hand on my knee and I want it
Over and over again, catching summer fever
Summer fever, summer fever

[Bridge]
Endless sun kissed smile on our face
Chase that love like it's running away
And I want it
Yeah I want it
Ohh

[Chorus]
Over and over again on a blown out speaker
Dance in the sand while the sun sets deeper
Got that top back on that Jeep
Got that soundtrack on repeat
Got that one hand on my knee and I want it
Over and over again catching summer fever, summer fever, summer fever

[Outro]
Over and over again, catching summer fever
Summer fever, summer fever

17903. Summer Of My Dreams

Kathy Mattea - Summer of My Dreams

In the shade of this old tree
In the summer of my dreams
By the tall grass, by the wild rose
Where the trees dance as the wind blows

As the days go, oh, so slowly
As the sun shines, oh, so holy
On the good and gracious green
In the summer of my dreams

By the banks of this old stream
In the summer of my dreams
By the deep pool where the fish wait
For the old fool with the wrong bait

There's a field of purple clover



There's a small cloud passing over
And then the rain comes washing clean
On the summer of my dreams

See the raindrops on the grass now
Just like diamonds lying there
By the old road where I pass now
There's a twilight in the air

And as the sun sets down before me
I see my true love waiting for me
Standing by the back porch screen
In the summer of my dreams

In the shade of this old tree
In the summer of my dreams
By the tall grass, by the wild rose
Where the trees dance as the beans grow

As the days go, oh, so slowly
As the sun shines, oh, so holy
On the good and gracious green
On the summer of my dreams

17904. Summer Of My Fall

Summer of My Fall - Hot Buttered Rum

If a woman wants the moon she takes the man in it.
If a woman wants the world she looks away.
A woman's smile is like the Mayflower sailing on April rain.
A woman's love is like a lifetime 
Keeps on going even after its gone.
All I know of time and distance, I learned
the day she said, so long.

I opened the door, I opened the window,
she came through the wall.
It was the winter of her spring.
It was the summer of my fall.
A woman's body's overflowing.
An uncharted ocean, to be shore
I laid down beside her
and sank drowning onto heaven's floor.
A woman's heart is overwhelming
like a painting of It All,
everything that was or ever will be
just hanging on the wall.

A woman needs no explanation.
All she needs is love that's true.
Sometimes she finds it where you'd least expect it,
deep down inside of you.



Man, you better duck and cover.
Man, you better drop and roll.
There's just too much time and distance.
There's just too much you don't know.

17905. Summer On Fire

Dierks Bentley - Summer On Fire

[Verse 1]
Motor running, baby shotgunning
Sipping on something, wearing next to nothing
Take a ride to the big brush, find a spot for your pickup
When the moonlight's lit up, take a lid off the good stuff

[Bridge]
We're cutting loose now
We go the fuse out

[Chorus]
We're going to set the summer on fire
Tonight we're going to let it burn brighter
Spark up a country song and those lighters
We're going to set the summer on fire

[Verse 2]
Jeans and t-shirts, bangin' speakers
Muddy 4-wheelers and kisses sweeter
And homemade wine from a Muscadine vine
Get your tan lines in line for a good time

[Bridge]
It's heating up now
So let's burn it down

[Chorus]
[Bridge]
[Chorus][x2]

17906. Summer Side Of Life

Summer Side Of Life
Gordon Lightfoot

He came down throught fields of green
On the summer side of life
His love was ripe
There were no illusions
On the summer side of life



Only tenderness
And if you saw him now
You'd wonder why he would cry
The whole day long

There were young girls everywhere
On the summer side of life
The talked all night
To the young men that they knew
On the summer side of life
Goin' off to fight

And if you saw them now
You'd wonder why they would cry
The whole day long

He came down through field of green
On the summer side of life
He prayed all night
Then he walked into a house
Where love had been misplaced
His chance to waste

And if you saw him now
You'd wonder why he would cry
The whole day long

17907. Summer Wages

Summer Wages
Ian Tyson
JD Crowe

Never hit seventeen when you play against the dealer
For you know that the odds won't ride with you.
Never leave your woman alone, when your friends are out to steal her
Years are gambled and lost, like summer wages.

And we'll rolling on till we get to Vancouver
And the woman I love whose waiting there
It's been six long months and more since I've seen her
May be gambled and lost like summer wages.

In all the beer parlors all down along Main Street
All the dreams of the season are all spilled down on the floor
All the big stands of timber just waiting for falling
And the hustlers sitting watchfully as they wait there by the door

So I'll work on the tow boats, with my slippery city shoes
Which I swore I would never do again
Through the gray fog-bound straits where the ceders stand watching
I'll be far off and gone like summer wages



She's a woman so fine, I may never try to find her
For the good memories of what we had before
They should never be changed, for they're all that I'll take with me
Now I've gambled and lost my summer wages

Repeat first verse

17908. Summer When You First Loved Me

Summer When You First Loved Me 
Lonesome River Band
 
Summer in Virginia is calling me back
Aboy and his sweetheart I see
We strolled through the crowd 
On the fourth of July
The summer when you first loved me 
 
CHORUS : 
We climbed up the old, rocky ridge 
We swung on the old, swinging bridge   
Tasted of love beneath the trees 
And our hearts felt as light as a breeze 
The summer when you first loved me
 
Now hard years of livin', have taken their toll
And I'm no longer carefree
But your love takes me back 
To a time when it was so
The summer when you first loved me

17909. Summer Wind

Desert Rose Band - Summer Wind

Anxious eyes wait by the window
She waits she hears the wind blow
Taking all she has that she knows
It's a cold summer wind

No it's not the first time
Her heart feels like the last time
A never ending bad rhyme
Like a cold summer wind

Can't you see what I've been through 
All I've done, I've done for you
Can't you see your world won't end
It's just a summer wind



Daddy's once a week girl
The only one in my world
Dry your eyes and comb your sweet curls 
I'll be coming back again

Yeah, your mom and I we both know 
Everyday you live we all grow
Only God can make the wind blow 
Like a warm summer wind

Can't you see what I've been through 
All I've done I've done for you
Can't you see your world won't end
It's just a summer wind

I know you want us back together
I know what we've put you through
When you hear the wind blow
It'll bring us close to you

Can't you see what I've been through 
All I've done I've done for you
Can't you see your world won't end 
It's just a summer wind

Can't you see what I've been through 
All I've done I've done for you

Can't you see what I've been through 
All I've done I've done for you

Can't you see your world won't end 
It's just a summer wind

17910. Summer's Coming

Summer's Coming
Sean Watkins

You build it up to tear it down
And give it almost all you have
And keep the most important piece
So failure won't have all its sting.

Summer's coming
Winter's running
Keep her near you
Don't kill the fear.

It's afternoon on 101
Floor heat on and windows down
The sun has two more hours of life



Before its last dying breath.

She is smiling
Salty air is
Filling our lungs
Life is open.

She leaned over
Whispered to me so softly,
"Wouldn't it be nice."

It's almost more than I can stand
It's hard to take all of it in
I'm trying to find the monkey's hand
To keep the beauty from ten.

And say, maybe someday I'll be lucky
It's not my fault I'm still stuck here.

Summer's coming
Winter's running
Keep her near you
Don't kill the fear...

17911. Summercamp

Summercamp
The Infamous Stringdusters - Summercamp

[Verse 1]
Remember when
We were young, and alive
It was all a rhythym
Remember when
We were young, and in love
Seemed so simple

[Chorus]
When we met, summercamp
When we fell, down in the river
When we met, summercamp
Seen my head, in faint shimmers

[Verse 2]
Remember when
We were young, and hoped
Was so easy
Remember when
We were young, and hate
Was only feeling

[Chorus]



[Bridge]
Everything in shimmers

[Instrumental]

[Chorus]
When we met, summercamp
When we swam, down in the river
When we met, summercamp
Seein' life in, faint shimmers

17912. Summertime

Billy Strings & Don Julin 
Summertime
(originally from "Porgy and Bess" musical)

Summertime
And the livin' is easy
The catfish are jumpin'
And the cotton is high
Your pappy is rich
And your mama's good-lookin'
Hush, little baby
Honey don't you cry

One of these mornings
You're going to rise up singing
Gonna spread out them wings
And take to the sky
Until that day
You better hush up your cryin'
Cause your mama and your pappy
Honey they're standin' by

17913. Summertime Blues

Alan Jackson - Summertime Blues 
(Eddie Cochran/Jerry Capehart)

Well I'm a-gonna raise a fuss, I'm gonna raise a holler
About workin' all summer just to try an' earn a dollar
Everytime I call my baby, to try to get a date
My boss says, "No dice, son, you gotta work late"
Sometimes I wonder what I'm gonna do
'Cause there ain't no cure for the summertime blues
Well my mom 'n' papa told me, "Son, you gotta make some money
If you wanna use the car to go ridin' next Sunday"
Well I didn't go to work, told the boss I was sick



"Now you can't use the car 'cause you didn't work a lick"
Sometimes I wonder what I'm gonna do
'Cause there ain't no cure for the summertime blues
I'm gonna take two weeks, gonna have a vacation
I'm gonna take my problem to the United Nation
Well I called my congressman and he said quote
"I'd like to help you son, but you're too young to vote"
Sometimes I wonder what I'm gonna do
'Cause there ain't no cure for the summertime blues
Well I'm a-gonna raise a fuss, I'm gonna raise a holler
About workin' all summer just to try an' earn a dollar
Sometimes I wonder what I'm gonna do
'Cause there ain't no cure for the summertime blues
Yeah, sometimes I wonder what I'm gonna do
'Cause there ain't no cure for the summertime blues
No there ain't no cure for the summertime blues

17914. Summertime Gal

Summertime Gal - Hot Buttered Rum

Well here she comes, a ray of sun
All tangled in her hair
That summertime gal of mine
Laughing at my winter coat
Her shoulders warm and bare
That summertime gal of mine

(chorus:)
That summertime gal of mine, mine, mine
That summertime gal of mine
That summertime gal of mine, mine, mine
That summertime, summertime gal of mine
That gal of mine

When April showers quit their fall
She takes me to her breast
That summertime gal of mine
My winter troubles great and small
She lays them all to rest
That summertime gal of mine

(chorus)

In the month of May I swear she'll stay
forever by my side
That summertime gal of mine
In June we watch the moon
waxing full with the rising tide
That sumertime gal of mine

(chorus)



Livin' by the July oak,
she makes me feel so fine
That summertime gal of mine
Her hair smells just as sweet
as mountain Columbine
That summertime gal of mine

(chorus)

(improvised section follows)
When autumn comes around
Where's my summertime girl

Well loving her is easy
like an August summer breeze
that summertime gal of mine
When September comes she walks away
through the falling leaves
That summertime gal of mine

There she goes a walking slow,
the evening in her hair
That summertime gal of mine
My winter coat hangs heavy
and she has not a care,
that summertime gal of mine

(chorus)

17915. Summertime Is Past And Gone

Summertime Is Past And Gone
Bill Monroe

   Summertime is past and gone and I'm on my way back home
   To see the only one I ever loved
   Now the room is shining bright it lights my pathway tonight
   Back to the only one I ever loved

Oh I know she waits for me back in ol' Tennessee
She was sent to me from God above
Now the moon is shining bright it lights my pathway tonight
Back to the only one I ever loved

17916. Summertime Love (I Never Have Seen Snow)

Summertime Love (I Never Have Seen Snow)
Frank Loesser



Let the chilly autumn wind blow in the window
Let the chilly autumn wind blow in the door
Let the chilly autumn wind blow down the chimney
And up through a crack in the floor

I never have seen snow
But one thing that I know
Snow ain't so beautiful
Can't be so beautiful
As my love is
As my love is

Still I love my summertime love
Still I miss the kissing and the courting
Still I love my summertime love
With a heart still summertime true

Still I love my summertime love
Still I want her walking close beside me
Still I love my summertime love
Let the seasons change as they do

I never have seen snow
But one thing that I know
Snow ain't so beautiful
Can't be so beautiful
As my love is
As my love is

Still I love my summertime love
Still I miss the kissing and the courting
Still I love my summertime love
With a heart still summertime true
With a heart still summertime true

17917. Summertime Sunset

Summertime Sunset
Larkin Poe - Summertime Sunset

[Verse 1]
My baby is a killer
She don't even care
How she do is criminal
Moves like a millionaire
She's such a stunner
It hurts to watch too long
Like a summertime sunset, yeah
She burns until she's gone

[Chorus]
So hot in the summertime
Southern love got you on my mind



Swing low sweet cherry pie
Southern mama, got you on my mind

[Verse 2]
She speaks in a whisper
A silenced twenty-two
Destruction in a fur coat
Trains her eyes on you
Bruised is her color
She'll never break the skin
Like a first time cigarette
She hooks you then she reels you in

[Chorus]
So hot in the summertime, yeah
Southern love got you on my mind
Swing low sweet cherry pie
Southern mama, got you on my mind, alright
Yeah

[Chorus]
Ooh, yeah, so hot in the summertime
Southern love got you on my mind, yeah, yeah, yeah
Swing low sweet cherry pie
Southern mama, got you on my mind, yeah
So hot in the summertime
Southern love got you on my mind
Swing low sweet cherry pie
Southern mama, got you on my mind, yeah
Yeah, mama

17918. Sun And Moon And Stars

Sun and Moon and Stars

The sun, the moon and the stars, they make the wind blow
It took me twenty years to understand
But lost to me is how the lives of friends go
Like autumn leaves in Oklahoma wind

But it made me strong to be on my own
It never did me no harm to live all alone
Oh, but now and then in the color of the evening
Drunken in a barroom with a fan turning, I've come to miss a few

This afternoon was cloudy then the rains came
Third day of my first day San Miguel
Seems lately that I'm doubling as storm bait
I've been followed like a shadow through the dell

But it made me strong to be on my own
It never did me no harm to live all alone
Oh, but now and then in the color of the evening



Drunken in a barroom with a fan turning, I've come to miss a few

Dear friends and relations, see what I have done
I've gathered all my fingers in one place
They breathe a breath that's deadly stale since they tooled a song for me
I guess mechanics never really set the pace

'Cause I'm back and I'm strong, I'm here on my own
It never did me no harm to live all alone
Oh, but now and then in the color of the evening
Drunken in a barroom with a fan turning, I've come to miss a few

The sun, the moon and the stars, they make the wind blow
It took me twenty years to understand
But lost to me is how the lives of friends go
Like autumn leaves in Oklahoma wind

Oh, now and then, it's in the color of the evening
Drunken in a barroom with a fan turning, I'll come to miss a few

17919. Sun Dirt Water - Chords

Sun Dirt Water 
The Waifs

[Verse 1]
Am
Would you trade me for all the pretty girls,
Am
All the ones who came before?
Am
Who left you broken hearted,
Am
With your back up against the wall?
Am
Would you cash in all your high times?
Am       E7
For some lasting company,
     Am        C                  D       F
Or a warm soft breast for you to lay your head on,
    E7            Am
For all of eternity?
 
 
[Chorus 1]
 
               E7               Am
Well if you're holding out on something,
           E7
Then just reach and you'll rise above,
        Am           C             D   F
Give me Sun, give me Dirt, give me Water
        E7                 Am



Give me sweet everlasting love
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
Am
Would you travel right across the world,
Am
To meet a woman that you didn't know?
Am
If you thought that she might be the one,
Am
To put your roots down with and grow?
Am
Would you take her hand and walk with her,
            E7
Through the narrow gate of life?
    Am          C
Oh, Gather your load,
           D          F
Prepare to travel the road,
                E7                        Am
That's going to lead you from trouble and strife.
 
 
[Chorus 2]
 
               E7             Am
Well if you're holding out on something,
          E7
Then just reach and you'll rise above,
         Am           C            D   F
Give me Sun, give me Dirt, give me Water,
         E7     Am
Give me sweet... ah ah ah
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
 E7 Am E7 E7 Am C D F E7 Am
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
Am
Would you trade me for all the pretty girls,
Am
All the ones who came before?
Am
Who left you, broken hearted,
Am
With your back up against a wall?
Am
Would you cash in all your high times,
         E7
For some lasting company?
     Am        C                 D        F



Or a warm soft breast for you to lay your head on,
    E7           Am
For all of eternity?
 
 
[Chorus 3]
 
               E7              Am
Well if you're holding out on something,
          E7
Then just reach and we'll rise above,
        Am           C             D   F
Give me Sun, give me Dirt, give me Water,
        E7                 Am
Give me sweet everlasting love,
        Am           C             D   F
Give me Sun, give me Dirt, give me Water,
        E7
Give me sweet,
             Am
Everlasting love

17920. Sun Don't Shine

Sun Don't Shine
Dead Winter Carpenters

The kitchen's on fire and the house is burning down
the clock's are running late and I should be in town
it seems to me my whole world's crashing down
and it feels like the sun don't ever shine

Grandma's cooking used to taste sweet to me
running through the fields loose and fancy-free
I wonder if things are as they're meant to be
cuz it feels like the sun don't ever shine

Shine, shine, shine the sun don't ever shine
and it's hard to see beyond the line
Shine, shine, shine will we make it on time
because I feel like I'm losing my mind

Now my clothes are torn and tattered
and I can't pay my rent
the windshield's shattered and my car is full of dents
Lately things don't seem to make any sense
and it feels like the sun don't ever shine

So I drank all my whiskey and my bottle's run dry
Got nothing left to show but this tear in my eye
Sometimes Lord I wish that I could fly
cuz it feels like the sun don't ever shine



Shine, shine, shine the sun don't ever shine
and it's hard to see beyond the line
Shine, shine, shine will we make it on time
because I feel like I'm losing my mind

Shine, shine, shine the sun don't ever shine
and it's hard to see beyond the line
Shine, shine, shine I pray you make it on time
because I feel like I'm losing my mind
oh yes, I feel like I'm losing my mind.

17921. Sun Of The Soul, The

Sun Of The Soul, The

When the sun of your life has gone down
And the clouds in the west turn to gold
Endless death will to you then have come
If the light has gone out in your soul

   Oh just think how in death you would feel
   With the light growing dim in your soul
   Oh how long it will be oh how still
   If the light has gone out in your soul

When you come to the end of the way
And life's story for you has been told
Oh how sad all to you will appear
If the light has gone out in your soul

When the chilly winds of death around you steal
And the sweat upon your brow is damp and cold
What a dread in your life you would feel
If the light has gone out in your soul

When before the judgment trial you shall stand
And the deeds of your life have been told
Good and evil appears oh what then
If the light has gone out in your soul

17922. Sun Sets In Colorado

Dierks Bentley - Sun Sets in Colorado

[Verse 1]
My sun rose in a small town
Where I grew up way too fast
And some beach became my college years
Before it became my past



And California's where I learned to dream
But it never felt like home
It took a whole lot of miles
To find the place where I belong

[Chorus]
So won't you come out here with me
And chase this Rocky Mountain freedom?
Let that mile high air you breathe in
Wind you where the river rolls
Yeah, we're born where we're born
And I feel it deep down in my bones
My heart beats in Tennessee
But my sun sets in Colorado

[Verse 2]
I've danced beside the ocean
Got my blue jeans wet at high tide
My hands have reached for Heaven
From a New York City skyline
Oh, but nothing else compares
To the stardust on the snow caps
It's the kind of place you leave
Then you can't wait to go back

[Chorus]
So won't you come out here with me
And chase this Rocky Mountain freedom?
Let that mile high air you breathe in
Wind you where the river rolls
Yeah, we're born where we're born
And I feel it deep down in my bones
My heart beats in Tennessee
But my sun sets in Colorado
Colorado
Come on

[Bridge]
Sing an old New Grass song with me
Telluride along with me
Let's show 'em all just how to be
Footloose and wildflower free

[Chorus]
Won't you come out here with me
And chase this Rocky Mountain freedom?
Let that mile high air you breathe in
Wind you where the river rolls
Yeah, we're born where we're born
But I feel it deep down in my bones
My heart beats in Tennessee
But my sun sets in Colorado
Colorado



17923. Sun Shade

Richard Thompson
Sun Shade

Dying's not easy today
Trying, but can't get away
Feel just the almost touch of her hand
And the trees in her hair
Lies float the sun
She saw only me in the sky
What could be higher than we?

Wind grows cold in the trees
She cries, so hard to please
My restless feet, the rain in the street and her Vanity Fair
Sighs in the eyes of the boarding-house lady who stares
Thinking I care

So it's a long dusty road
Feelings I shouldn't have showed
Follow me with a sweet heart
When I'm ready to fade
Lights like these burn so bright
Keep me out of my shade
Wish I could fade
Just see me fade
Just see me fade
Just see me fade
Just see me fade
Just see me fade
See me fade

17924. Sun's Gonna Shine In My Back Door Some Day

Sun's Gonna Shine In My Back Door Some Day
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

Sun's gonna shine in my backdoor someday sun's gonna shine in my backdoor someday
Sun's gonna shine in my backdoor someday March wind's gonna blow my blues all away

My mama told me long years ago never to marry no boy I know
You won't give you money no decent cost what will become with you God only knows
Sun's gonna shine...

Hard times're comin' I've been told never sell love for a rich man's gold
Hard times're comin' that much I know
Love won't help you when you're hungry and cold
Sun's gonna shine...



17925. Sun's Work Undone - Chords

Sun's Work Undone 
The Hackensaw Boys

D G C D
 
       D
What I want you to know
   G          D
Is how much I love you
   G           D
I place no one above you
       A            D
You're always in my prayers
 
        D
And on the day you were born
G                      D
Something inside of me grew and
G                      D
Something inside of me knew that
A                    D
I had done the right thing.
 
        D
And you did what you did
    G            D
You had your own reasons
   G        D
It was your season
  A                   D
I believe it was your spring
 
[Chorus]
        C            G
And the rain said it come
         D
Left the Sun's work undone
    Am           G             D
The flowers were happy for the waiting
      C          G
And I knew in my heart
     D
Baby, someday we would part
    Am       G             D
For now, its worth all the changing
 
D
Broom straw fields
G                   D
Mountains green and misty
G          D
It was our history
    A             D
The songs we were sung
 



       D
And it did not go
    G          D
The way that I prayed for
    G          D
The way that I stayed for
A              D
Cause I said I would
 
[Chorus]
        C            G
And the rain said it come
         D
Left the Sun's work undone
    Am           G             D
The flowers are happy for the changing
      C          G
And I knew in my heart
     D
Baby, someday we would part
    Am       G             D
For now, its worth all the waiting
 
(repeat chorus)
    Am       G             D
For now, its worth all the waiting. (x3)

17926. Sunbonnet Mother - Chords

Sunbonnet Mother 
(Don Stover)

 D G D
CHORUS: O God, be good to mother, wherever she may be.
 E7 A D
Please grant her peace and comfort over there -and keep her-
 D G D
Just the same sweet smiling angel that she always seemed to me,
 E7 A D
In that old sunbonnet that she use to wear.

 D G D
There's a faded old sunbonnet on the peg behind the door.
 A
It's the one my sainted mother use to wear,
 D G D 
Till one day she hung it up and never took it down no more,
 A D
And since that day it's still up hanging there.

 G D
God gave Sunbonnet Mother a special kind of love, 
 A



Until the day he laid her burden down.
 D G D
She would pull that old sunbonnet down low upon her face
 A D
To hide from us the weary written there

17927. Sunday

Sunday
Leftover Salmon - Sunday

[Verse 1]
On top those mountains as they cry
They're soaking up the sky
Sunday
A subtle river's flowing through
Never seen a night so blue
Sunday
Pours to the grounds where demons lurk
For breath in souls they search
Sunday
The roots of all their fears are drenched
Their thirst is briefly quenched
Sunday

[Chorus]
Scrolling through the miles for life
Stormy Mondays always bright
Tryin' to find the preacher's light
The rye is loud tonight
Sunday

[Verse 2]
Over the shadows a forest spills
A ghost over her hills
Sunday
Those hollow eyes leave not a spare
Of life within the air
Sunday
Deserted tracks please save the day
Eliminate this space
Sunday
Shut out these sights, I'm afraid to breathe
New life between these leaves

[Chorus]
Scrolling through the miles for life
Stormy Mondays always bright
Tryin' to find the preacher's light
The rye is loud tonight



17928. Sunday Afternoon

Sunday afternoon
Yonder Mountain String Band

I've been drinkin', Momma, since Thursday morning
Sunday afternoon and all that I've been thinkin'
The days are long, and my life can't end too soon
Just me and this bottle in an empty room

The pictures hung on the wall, they speak of better times
When everything was in harmony, the world a perfect ride
Since the day you left me, my life can't end too soon
Just me and this bottle in an empty room

Your face is in places where we've been
Hauntin' my memory, it all comes floodin' back again
The sun's forever setting, and I'm howling at the moon
Me and this bottle in an empty room

This day break will be my last, ready to go home
To that land of no more trouble and sweet angelic song
I'm tired of always dreaming that my life can't end too soon
Just me and this bottle in an empty room

Yeah this old familiar bottle,
This damn old whiskey bottle
This quickly draining bottle
In an empty room

17929. Sunday Driver

Sunday Driver
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - Sunday Driver

[Verse 1]
How many days of centerline dashes
Cover these roads and will I pass em all?
I'm in a daze and fading fast
Reading the road like a telegraph
It says oh, oh, oh

[Chorus]
Pulling the road under these tires
That tire me until they bring me home
Strip me down to the wire
If I give you love, will you give me hope?
Give me hope



[Verse 2]
When Nicolet went on his quest, he
Looked to the stars to guidR him westward-ho
I'm on the highway doing my best to
Follow thR route on my GPS back home
To you

[Chorus]
Pulling the road under these tires
They tire me until they bring me home
Strip me down to the wire
If I give you love, will you give me hope?
Give me hope

[Outro]
And I'm fading faster
Now I'm fading faster
Now I'm fading faster
Now I'm fading faster and faster now
Faster and faster now
Faster and faster now
Faster and faster now
Faster and faster now
Faster and faster now
Faster and faster now
Faster and faster now
Faster and faster now

17930. Sunday In The South

Marty Raybon - Sunday in the south

Millworker houses lined up in a row
Another southern sunday's morning glow
Beneath the steeple all the people had begun
Shaking hands with the man who grips the gospel gun

While the quiet prayer, the smell of dinner on the ground
Fills up the morning air, ain't nothing sweeter around

I can almost hear my mama pray
Oh Lord forgive us when we doubt
Another sacred sunday in the south, alright

A ragged rebel flag flies high above it all
Popping the wind like an angry cannon ball
Now the coals of history are cold and still
But they still smell the powder burning, and they probaly always will

And on the old town square, under the barber shop pole
They sit me up in the chair, when I was four years old

I can almost hear my papa say



Won't you hold still, son, stop squirming around
Another southern sunday's comin' down

I can almost hear the old folks say
You made it big, one day you'll leave this town
Some other lazy sunday, you'll be back around

I can feel the evening sun go down
And all the lights in the houses one by one go out
Softly in the distance, nothing stirs about
And the night is filled with the sound of a whipporwill
Want a sunday in the south, alright

Just another sunday in the south
Oh, another sacred sunday in the south
How I miss them old sweet sundays in the south
I can hear my mama calling, in the south, alright
Oh-oh-oh
In the south

17931. Sunday Morning Coming Down

Buddy Miller - Sunday Morning Coming Down
Composer: Kris Kristofferson
Steve Earle

Well, I woke up Sunday morning
With no way to hold my head that didn't hurt
And the beer I had for breakfast wasn't bad
So I had one more for dessert.

Then I fumbled through my closet for my clothes
And found my cleanest dirty shirt
Then I shaved my face and combed my hair
And stumbled down the stairs to meet the day.

I'd smoked my brain the night before
With cigarettes and songs that I've been picking
But I lit my first and watched a small kid
Cursing at a can that he was kicking.

Then I crossed the empty street
And caught the Sunday smell of someone fryin' chicken
And it took me back to something
That I had lost somehow, somewhere along the way.

On the Sunday morning sidewalk
Wishing, Lord, that I was stoned
'Cause there is something in a Sunday
That makes a body feel alone.

And there is nothing short of dying
Half a lonesome as the sound



Om the sleeping city sidewalks
Sunday morning coming down.

In the park I saw a daddy
With the laughing little girl he was swinging
And I stopped beside a Sunday school
And listened to a song that they were singing.

Then I headed back for home
And somewhere far away a lonely bell was ringing
And it echoed through the canyons
Like the disappearing dreams of yesterday.

On the Sunday morning sidewalk
Wishing, Lord, that I was stoned
'Cause there is something in a Sunday
That makes a body feel alone

17932. Sunday Song

The Incredible String Band - Sunday Song 

In the church made of living trees entwined
Green and dapple golden trees enshrined us
I heard the mice murmur in the corners
Saw the moles move deep below the ground

Far below the great ships trembled
And a million men almost remembered
For one did, we are bonded, love is god
For one did we are bonded love is god

Gold is roses and horses
Kissing petals, swishing tails
Love is god, oh, sweet joy

Venus fell for a while in England
Air was sweet as milk
The boy child's kisses still changed into birds
Grasses were violet swaying like silk

Now my friends are scattered wide
Over planet earth, I have so much to tell each one
Those of chosen birth
My friends who fold their wings away in the day

Ah, strange surprise
Grass being green
On planet earth
Galaxy thirteen

Yes, I have so much to tell each one
Of things I truly know of our journeying creating golden dawn



Of our sweet and awesome bond
Why we fold our wings away in the day

Love is god, it's god, oh, sweet joy

17933. Sunday Sunrise

Sunday Sunrise

It's such a beautiful day
That the sky seems to say, good morning
Mister, dust off your shoes throw away all your blues
And start smiling

Take a good around
There's no clouds lookin' down
Upon your way
So if you decide to come back alive
It's a new day

Sunday sunrise shinin'
Through my window pane
Chasin' away my cares
With all the pourin' rain
Sunday sunrise unfoldin' like a smile
Makin' me feel just like
A new born baby child

Well I'm feeling so good
I keep knockin' on wood I'm not dreamin'
I hear birds everywhere
There's a song in the air with a meanin'

Sayin' it's time to wake up
Got a whole new out look from your view
Come on out where it's warm
It won't do any harm if you want to

* Refrain

It's such a beautiful day
That the sky seems to say,good morning
Mister,dust off your shoes
Throw away all your blues
And start smilin'
It's such a beautiful day
That the sky seems to say,good morning



17934. Sundays

Lucinda Williams - Sundays

I can't seem to make it through Sunday
I can't seem to make it through Sunday

Monday through Saturday I get by just fine
Every other day of the week I feel alright
But I don't know why
I don't know why

I can't seem to make it through Sunday
I can't seem to make it through Sunday

Sunday's supposed to be the day for kicking off your shoes
But how come that's the day I always get the blues
And I don't know why
I don't know why

I can't seem to make it through Sunday
I can't seem to make it through Sunday

Ever since you had to go I just carry on
But deep down inside I know there's something wrong
And I don't know why
I don't know why

I can't seem to make it through Sunday
I can't seem to make it through Sunday
I can't seem to make it through Sunday
I can't seem to make it through Sunday
I can't seem to make it through Sunday
I can't seem to make it through Sunday

17935. Sundirtwater - Chords

Sundirtwater 
The Waifs
 
VERSE 1
[Am] Would you trade me for all the pretty girls
all the ones who came before?
Who left you broken hearted
with your back up against the wall.
Would you cash in all your high times
for some [E7] lasting company?
Or a [Am] warm soft [C] breast for you to [D] lay your [F] head on
for [E7] all of eternity. [Am]
 
CHORUS
If you are [E7] holding out for [Am] something
Just [E7] reach and we'll rise above.



Give me [Am] sun, give me [C] dirt give me [D] water [F]
give me [E7] sweet everlasting love. [Am]
 
VERSE 2
[Am] Would you travel right across the world
to meet a woman that you didn't know?
If you thought that she might be the one
to put your roots down with and grow.
Would you take her hand and walk with her
through the [E7] narrow gate of life
[Am] Gather your [C] load, prepare to [D] travel the road [F]
that's gonna [E7] lead you from trouble and strife [Am]
CHORUS & REPEAT VERSE 1

17936. Sundown

Sundown
Kitchen Dwellers - Sundown

I've been floating, here in between
Scraping bottom and flying high
As I watched it, time receded
When the train came rolling by

No we ain't got, time for sorrow
Seems nobody gives a damn anyhow
Don't go thinkin', for a second
That you're the only one who's been shot down

Oh sundown let me go
Where the hourglass is running slow
It's high time we cut and run
Seconds on the wind, my time undone

Now we disperse, into the ether
Bogged down and too gone to save
Ain't this a test, for your conviction?
Like a dead man without a grave
Can't you feel the, pressure rising?
Anger percolating underground
Felt by legions, as they crawl up
Clear from hell just to drag me down

Oh sundown let me go
Where the hourglass is running slow
It's high time we cut and run
Seconds on the wind, my time undone
Oh sundown let me go
Where the hourglass is running slow
It's high time we cut and run
Seconds on the wind, my time undone



17937. Sundown - Chords

Sundown
SUNDOWN--GORDON LIGHTFOOT

 D 
I CAN SEE HER LYING BACK IN HER SATIN DRESS
 A D
IN A ROOM WHERE YOU DO WHAT YOU DONT CONFESS

 G 
SUNDOWN YOU BETTER TAKE CARE
 C D
IF I FIND YOU BEEN CREEPING ROUND MY BACK STAIRS

 D
SHES BEEN LOOKING LIKE A QUEEN IN A SAILORS DREAM
 A D
AND SHE DONT ALWAYS SAY WHAT SHE REALLY MEANS
 G
SOMETIMES I THINK ITS A SHAME
 C D
WHEN I GET FEELING BETTER WHEN IM FEELING NO PAIN
 G 
SOMETIMES I THINK ITS A SHAME
 C D
WHEN I GET FEELING BETTER WHEN IM FEELING NO PAIN

 D 
I CAN PICTURE EVERY MOVE THAT A MAN COULD MAKE
 A D
GETTING LOST IN HER LOVING IS YOUR FIRST MISTAKE
 G
SUNDOWN YOU BETTER TAKE CARE
 C D 
IF I FIND YOU BEEN CREEPING ROUND MY BACK STAIRS

 D
I CAN SEE HER LOOKING FAST IN HER FADED JEANS
 A D
SHES A HARD LOVING WOMAN GOT ME FEELING MEAN

 G
SOMETIMES I THINK ITS A SHAME
 C D 
WHEN I GET FEELING BETTER WHEN IM FEELING NO PAIN
 G
SUNDOWN YOU BETTER TAKE CARE
 C D 
IF I FIND YOU BEEN CREEPING ROUND MY BACK STAIRS

 G
SUNDOWN YOU BETTER TAKE CARE



 C D 
IF I FIND YOU BEEN CREEPING ROUND MY BACK STAIRS

17938. Sundown And Sorrow

Sundown And Sorrow - Jim & Jesse

   Sundown and sorrow has found me
   Memories are making me blue
   Here with these shadows around me
   I can't forget loving you

Nothing but daydreams to haunt me
Dreams that could never come true
It's hard to know you don't want me
I can't forget loving you

Ever so long I've been yearning
Wondering just what I could do
Deep in my heart there's a burning
I can't forget loving you

Night finds me heartsick and crying
Day makes me think of you too
I know there's no use denying
I can't forget loving you

17939. Sundown In Nashville

Marty Stuart - Sundown In Nashville
Written by Dwayne Warwick

The sign says "Welcome to Nashville"
From whatever road you've been down
It seems like the first of the milestones
For here is the city, the town

It's a quaint, old mystical city
Where legends and idols have stood
It's a place, where dreams come to harbor
A country boy's Hollywood

But it's lonely at sundown in Nashville
That's when beaten souls start to weep
Each evening at sundown in Nashville
They sweep broken dreams off the street

You'll walk, down 16th to Broadway
Into a world of heartache and pain



Where hillbilly honky tonk angels
Cry out, from the dark side of fame

You'll find, some discarded love songs
And tear stains all over the ground
In a city where dreams get shattered
And swept to the outskirts of town

But it's lonely at sundown in Nashville
That's when beaten souls start to weep
Each evening at sundown in Nashville
They sweep, broken dreams off the street
They sweep, broken dreams off the street

17940. Sundown In Nashville - Chords

Sundown In Nashville
Recorded by Marty Stuart
Written by Dwayne Warwick

G             C          G
The sign says welcome to Nashville 
              C                G
From whatever road you've been down 
                               C
It seems like the first of the milestones 
    G           D7       G
For here is the city the town

                  C        G
It's a quaint old mystical city 
                  C          G
Where legends and idols have stood 
                                  C
It's a place where dreams come to harbor 
  G             D7   G
A country boy's Hollywood

                              C
But it's lonely at sundown in Nashville 
       G                          C
That's when beaten souls start to weep 
                           G
Each evening at sundown in Nashville 
                  D7             G
They sweep broken dreams off the street

                 C       G
You'll walk down 16th to Broadway  
                C             G
Into a world of heartache and pain 
                           C
Where hillbilly honky tonk angels 



    G            D7           G
Cry out from the dark side of fame

                 C              G
You'll find some discarded love songs 
                    C        G
And tear stains all over the ground 
                           C
In a city where dreams get shattered 
    G            D7           G
And swept to the outskirts of town

Repeat #3
 
                  D7             C    G
They sweep broken dreams off the street

17941. Sunflower, Vol. 6

Molly Tuttle - Sunflower, Vol. 6

[Verse]
Sunflower, my eyes want you more than a melody
Let me inside, wish I could get to know you
Sunflowers sometimes keep it sweet in your memory
I was just tongue-tied

[Bridge]
I don't wanna make you feel bad
But I've been trying hard not to talk to you
My sunflower

[Chorus]
I couldn't want you any more
Kiss in the kitchen like it's a dance floor
I couldn't want you any more
Tonight, tonight, tonight

[Verse]
Wondering headshake, tired eyes are the death of me
Mouthful of toothpaste before I got to know you
I've got your face hung up high in the gallery
Out of this shade, sunflowRr, sunflower

[Verse]
Your flowers just died
Plant nRw seeds in the melody
Let me inside
I wanna get to know you

[Bridge]
I don't wanna make you feel bad
But I've been trying hard not to act a fool



My sunflower

[Chorus]
I couldn't want you any more
Kiss in the kitchen like it's a dance floor
I couldn't want you any more
Tonight, tonight, tonight

17942. Sunlight Falls

Sunlight Falls - Acoustic Syndicate

Having Thought about it
Over and over
Having studied all the lines
On your face
I think it'²s safe to say
There's something to this
What happens next
Is really hard to say

But when the new day comes
And I'²m still with you
The sunlight falls
On the place where you live
It feels like home
Some place familiar

When this all started
I seemed quite happy
I had the whole world
Thinking that I had it by the tail
Now I can't walk away
I'm addicted
What happens next
Is really hard to say

But when the new day comes
And I'²m still with you
The sunlight falls
On the place where you live
It feels like home
Some place familiar
Some place familiar

It'²s all uncharted territory
Tacking blind out
On an ocean new to me
But I'm gonna ride this ship
Where ever it takes me
There'²s not one other place
In the world I'd rather be



So when the new day comes
And I'²m still with you
The sunlight falls
On the place where you live
It feels like home
Some place familiar
Some place familiar

17943. Sunny

Sunny - Acoustic Syndicate

There She Is, my old friend
She comes back again each spring
To be with me
The time reveals my age
But she always looks the very same to me
The years come and go
And the hard times,
They show on my face
But she shines like the moon
And spreads her love around this place

Ohh
Ohh

A walk through the garden, in the morning,
Will always find her there
And the magic of that moment,
When the morning sun finds her face so fair
And all at once, the worries of my heart come unlocked
And fall away
Without a word, she comforts me
Always knowing what to say

Ohh
Ohh

In the fall she lets me know
By her weary smile, it'²s time for her to go
She returns to her mother
So that she can mend her body and her soul
She bows her head, as if to say a prayer
And then slowly fades away
Whispers "I love you and you know
That I'll come back to you someday"

Ohh
Ohh



17944. Sunny Arkansas Morning

Sunny Arkansas Morning (Larry W. Jones 02/26/20070 

Well, it's a sunny Arkansas morning
Afternoon's gonna be sunny too
Yeah, it's a sunny Arkansas morning
Afternoon's gonna be sunny too
Well, I never did like rainy weather
I would run from every cloud I saw
Yeah, I never did like rainy weather
I would run from every cloud I saw
But now all I see is sunny weather
And I'm gonna ask your Ma and Pa
If they don't mind as to whether
I take you away from Arkansas
Sun, keep shining instead of rain
Sun, keep shining instead of rain
I'm gonna take you back to Texas
Never gonna see Arkansas again
- instrumental -
Well, I saved my nickles and saved my dimes
Yeah, I saved my nickles and saved my dimes
I saved 'em for a cold rainy day
But when I saw you, the sun was climbin'
The sun chased the clouds away
But now all I see is sunny weather
And I'm gonna ask your Ma and Pa
If they don't mind as to whether
I take you away from Arkansas
Sun, keep shining instead of rain
Sun, keep shining instead of rain
I'm gonna take you back to Texas
Never gonna see Arkansas again

17945. Sunny Days

Sunny Days - Rising Appalachia

[Intro]
Oh sunny
Oh sunny
Oh sunny...

[Chorus]
Oh sunny days
You rest my soul
You make it easy to see the gold
Oh sunny days
You rest my soul
You make it easy to see the gold

[Verse 1]



Bring me down to a clean river
Bury my burdens and quell this fever
Leave me hollow and laughing the light

[Verse 2]
I see that mountain
And I know it's higher
Tend to the embers
Through the midnight fire
Be breathless
Stand stainless
And touch the wild tameless (yeah)

[Chorus]
Oh sunny days
You rest my soul
You make it easy to see the gold
Oh sunny days
You rest my soul
You make it easy to see the gold

[Verse 3]
Take me over
Fields of yellow
Wash my body and lift me up so
I can sing that long, long way back home

[Verse 4]
On those highways
Skies go for miles away
Move towards that red red clay
Lean back, take it in and say

Be breathless
Stand stainless
And touch the wild tameless (yeah)

[Chorus]
Oh sunny days
You rest my soul
You make it easy to see the gold
Oh sunny days
You rest my soul
You make it easy to see the gold

[Outro]
Oh sunny days
You rest my soul
You make it easy to see the gold
Oh sunny days
You rest my soul
You make it easy to see the gold
Oh sunny days
You rest my soul
You make it easy to see the gold
Oh sunny days
You rest my soul



You make it easy to see the gold

17946. Sunny In Seattle

Sunny In Seattle
Chris Stapleton

[Chorus]
When it's sunny in Seattle and it's snowing down in New Orleans
And them boys from Amarillo stop wearing those boots and jeans
When Memphis aren't got the blues
That's when I'll stop loving you
When it's sunny in Seattle and it's snowing down in New Orleans

[Verse 1]
Baby, I don't mind you asking
If there's going to come a day
When I'll say goodbye
Maybe, I guess anything could happen
But it's as close to never
As you're ever going to find

[Chorus]
When it's sunny in Seattle and it's snowing down in New Orleans
And them boys from Amarillo stop wearing those boots and jeans
When there's no tequila in Mexico
That's when I'm going to let you go
When it's sunny in Seattle and it's snowing down in New Orleans

[Verse 2]
Darling, some things won't ever change
My love is one of those things

[Chorus]
When New York is a one horse town
That's when I won't need you 'round
When it's sunny in Seattle and it's snowing down in New Orleans
When it's sunny in Seattle and it's snowing down in New Orleans

17947. Sunny Side Of Life

Sunny Side Of Life

There's a dark and a troubled side of life
There's a bright and a sunny side, too
Though we meet with the darkness and strife
The sunny side we also may view. 

   Keep on the sunny side alwys on the sunny side



   Keep on the sunny side of life
   It will help us every day it will brighten all the way
   If we keep on the sunny side of life. 

 The storm and its fury broke today
Brushing hopes that we've cherished so dear
Cloud and storm will in time pass away
The sun again will shine bright and clear. 

 Let us breathe with a song of hope each day
Though the moments be cloudy or fair
Let us trust in our Saviour away
He keepeth everyone in his care.

17948. Sunny Side Of My Life - Chords

Sunny Side Of My Life
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                       F           C
Oh the sunny side of my life is the side you're living on
                 F                  C
Grey skies never come when I'm with you
                F           C
Good times hang around only when you're here at home
                     F                 C
The sunny side of my life is here with you
               F               C
Standing at my window watching raindrops hit the ground
                F                C
Countin' up the days you've been away
                    F               C
It's lonely her without you and the blues had got me down
                 F              C
Come on home and brighten up my days
repeat #1
                  F              C
Sittin' on a park bench with the funnies in my hand
               F               C
Trying hard to laugh at what I see
                     F       C
The sunny side of my life is shining somewhere else
                   F               C
Nothin's quite the way it ought to be
                        F           C
Oh the sunny side of my life is the side you're living on
                 F                  C
Grey skies never come when I'm with you
                F           C
Good times hang around only when you're here at home
                     F                 C
The sunny side of my life is here with you



17949. Sunny Side Of The Mountain

Sunny Side Of The Mountain
Dan Tyminski
Nashville Bluegrass Band
Jimmy Martin - Osborne Brothers

Now don't forget me little darling while I'm growing old and gray
Just a little thought before I'm going far away
I'll be waiting on the hillside where the wild red roses grow
On the sunny side of the mountain where the rippling waters fall

Now don't forget about those days we courted many years ago
Don't forget all the promises you gave me and so
I'll be waiting on the hillside on the day that you will call
On the sunny side of the mountain where the rippling waters fall

Tell me darling in your letter do you ever think of me
Please answer little darling tell me where you can be
It's been so long dear since I've seen you but my love still lingers on
Don't forget me little darling though our love affair seems gone

17950. Sunny Side Of The Street - Chords

Sunny Side Of The Street 
Pokey LaFarge
 
[Verse 1]
C          Ab
One heart, given up
C                  Ab
To another but it wasn't enough
F              D
Three years is all we had
F                   G
Not forever, it's too damn bad now
C         Ab
Five days in a row
C                   Ab
A six pack from the liquor store
F               D
Seven days in a week from hell
F            G                    C
8 times I've wished you fare thee well, goodbye
 
 
[Chorus]
C7                             F
It's getting cold outside, the leaves are fallin'



D                        G
I'm standin' in the rain, can't you hear me callin'
C                  Ab         C             Ab
Soon enough though I will be, far away from misery
     F               G                  C
Just standin' on the sunny side of the street
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                    Ab  C      Ab
Hello heaven give me 309-862-80-95
F                      D
That's the number to a brand new gal
    F                       G
But you've got to get me up out this world
C                           Ab
Cause, I can't take another love affair
C                        Ab
Won't you shine a little light down here
F                   D
If I don't stop and put it down
F                   G
They're going to be putting me in the ground
(that's not good man)
 
 
[Chorus]
C7                             F
It's getting cold outside, the leaves are fallin'
D                        G
I'm standin' in the rain, can't you hear me callin'
C                  Ab         C             Ab
Soon enough though I will be, far away from misery
     F               G                  C
Just standin' on the sunny side of the street
 
 
[Chorus]
C7                             F
It's getting cold outside, the leaves are fallin'
D                        G
I'm standin' in the rain, can't you hear me callin'
C                  Ab         C             Ab
Soon enough though I will be, far away from misery
     F               G                  C
Just standin' on the sunny side of the street

17951. Sunny Skies

Sunny Skies
String Cheese Incident

I want to go where the skies are sunny.



I want to go where the hay grows so tall
I look at my lady and she smiles kinda funny
And we can sit and do nothin' at all
Yeah, yeah, sitting around, doing nothing at all

Maybe Georgia or maybe Carolina
Wanna go where the cost of living is low
Maybe Jamaica where the dope is finer
And we can sit and do nothin at all
Yeah, sitting and doing nothing, nothing, nothing at all

Bridge:
Take me back to New York and those thick green hills
Take me back to the farm house in the Catskills
Or take a walk in the woods
Or stop along the way to take a tumble in the hay

I wanna go where the skies are sunny
I wanna go where the hay grows so tall 
I look at my lady and she smiles kinda funny
And we can sit and do nothin at all 
Nothin, just hanging out, sitting on our butts on the beach
With a margarita in reach

I wanna go where the skies are sunny
I wanna go where the hay grows so tall
I look at my lady and she smiles kinda funny
And we can sit and do nothin at all
Just sitting around, just hangin out, got nothing special to do

17952. Sunny Tennessee - Chords

Sunny Tennessee 
Doc Watson, Fred Price & Clint Howard
 
[Intro]
D  G
 
[Verse 1]
     G                               C
On a morning bright and clear, to my old home I did fare
       D                          G
Just a village down in sunny Tennessee
      G                              C
I was speeding on a train that would bring me back again
        D                          G
To that girl I left in sunny Tennessee
 
[Chorus]
        G                                 C               G
I could hear the old folks singin' as she bid farewell to me
      G                                 A                 D
Far across the fields of cotton, my old homestead I could see



       G                              C                G
As the moon rose in its glory, then I told my sweetest story
       D                          G
To the girl I left in sunny Tennessee
 
[Instrumental]
G  C   D   G
G  C   D   G
 
[Verse 2]
    G                                C
The old train drew up at last all the familar scenes had passed
      D                               G
And I kissed my mother at the station door
        G                                   C
All the crowds that gathered round tears on every face I found
      D                                    G
But I missed the one that I'd been longing for
 
[Chorus]
        G                                 C               G
I could hear the old folks singin' as she bid farewell to me
      G                                 A                 D
Far across the fields of cotton, my old homestead I could see
       G                              C                G
As the moon rose in its glory, then I told my sweetest story
       D                          G
To the girl I left in sunny Tennessee
 
[Instrumental]
G  C   D   G
G  C   D   G
 
[Verse 3]
       G                G7            C
Then I whispered mother dear where is Mary she's not here
        D                                     G
all the world seemed lost and sadness came to me
        G            G7          C
For she pointed to a spot in that little old church yard lot
         D              D7         G
Where my Mary sleeps in sunny Tennessee
 
[Chorus]
        G                                 C               G
I could hear the old folks singin' as she bid farewell to me
      G                                 A                 D
Far across the fields of cotton, my old homestead I could see
       G                              C                G
As the moon rose in its glory, then I told my sweetest story
       D                          G
To the girl I left in sunny Tennessee



17953. Sunnyside Garden

Sunnyside Garden
Jim Hurst

[Verse 1]
Every morning, they roll him to the window
Greeted by a warm April sun
He's got old habits, so hard to break
Up with the dawn is just one
Across the road from Sunnyside Garden
He sees a dusty John Deere
He counts the times it passes by
And dreams of the harvest this year

[Refrain]
He's a farmer, a rancher, scholar of dirt
Well-worn overalls and an old flannel shirt
A husband, a daddy, a veteran so proud
He'd give anything if he could still work the ground

[Verse 2]
Across the road from Sunnyside Garden
A young man is working the land
He sees him there in the window each morning
Waving an old feeblR hand
He goes around getting thR work done
Toiling until the day ends
Thinking about the man in the window
Knowing someday it might be him

[Refrain]
He's a farmer, a rancher, scholar of dirt
Faded blue jeans and a Merle Haggard shirt
A husband, a daddy, a veteran so proud
He thanks the good Lord that he can work the ground

[Verse 3]
Then one morning at Sunnyside Garden
They said, ("You have visitors, Ben")
He turned to see and he couldn't believe
As twenty young farmers walked in
They took him across from Sunnyside Garden
Hoisting him up in that seat
Tears hit the ground as the planter went down
Once again, he is sowing the seeds

[Refrain]
They're farmers and ranchers, scholars of dirt
Souls of the heartland, salt of the earth
Husbands and daddies, veterans so proud
God bless the farmers who still work the ground

[Outro]
God bless the farmers who nurture the ground



17954. Sunnyvista

Richard Thompson - Sunnyvista 

In Sunnyvista all your dreams are reality
It's the smart place to be for all the family
Oh, Sunnyvista, where you always wanted to stay
We'll dance the happy hours away

Now the work is very clean
You'll be helped by this machine
And the hours are very short
More time at home with the little dears

All the houses are the same
It's a standard we maintain
Any problems, please report
And we will soon allay your fears

It's a smashing place for kids
You really are well rid
They'll be off your hands all day
In the camps they'll play and play

For kids of other ages
Yes, dad and granddad too
The leisure time facilities
Will keep them smiling through

In Sunnyvista all your dreams are reality
It's the smart place to be for all the family
Oh, Sunnyvista, where you always wanted to stay
We'll dance the happy hours away

Oh, the old folks will love it
Our staff are very kind
There's community singing
Helps to stimulate the mind

The cemetery is most discreet
All done without a fuss
For all life's little grievances
Just leave it all to us

Oh, there's parks and there's bingo
There's contests and there's games
And everybody's friendly
'Cause we're all just the same

There's chances for promotion
For the right kind of chap
Who's smart and keen and go ahead
We'll put him on the map



Oh, Sunnyvista, where you always wanted to stay
We'll dance the happy hours away
We'll dance the happy hours away

17955. Sunset Highway

Sunset Highway
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
Lately I got worry and woe on my mind
I've been thinking 'bout leaving my trouble behind
Something's calling and I follow it down
Past the darkness on the edge of town
I'll be rolling down the sunset highway

[Verse 2]
Heard about it in a dream, or was it a song?
Out West where I'll be free, or maybe I'm wrong
It doesn't matter 'cause it's too late now
Made my mind up, ain't no stopping me now
I'm rolling down a sunset highway
I'm rolling down a sunset highway

[Guitar, Pedal Steel, and Fiddle Solos]

[Verse 3]
Ain't no reason or rhyme for the things that I've done
Just a matter of time and it's finally come
Tell the boys that I wish 'em the best
Well, nothing ever lasts forever I guess
And I'm rolling down a sunset highway
I'm rolling down a sunset highway
I'm rolling down a sunset highway

17956. Sunset Song

Richard Thompson - Sunset Song

With you or without you, love,
I must be moving
Never meant to linger here so long
With you or without you,
Though it breaks my heart
To hear the Sunset Song

Wasn't that a time we had,
And bless you for it



But I'm a stranger here, I don't belong
The band's down on the jetty,
If you cup your ear
You'll hear the Sunset Song

You said, if I hold my breath
Dive down deep enough
I might grow fins
Seems to me I've held my breath
Held my breath to please you
Ever since

Early morning, that's the time
For fare-thee-wells
Slip out of the warm sheets and gone
But I want to hear it as I walk along
Hear the Sunset Song

In your waking, in your dreams,
I won't be martyred
On that cross where some say
I belong
Opinions are coffins, I'll just trust my feet
To find the Sunset Song

Every day I'll wear your memory
Like a favourite shirt upon my back
In the hallway, there's my suitcase
By the door, I never did unpack

With you or without you, love,
I must be moving
Never meant to linger here so long
With you or without you,
Though it breaks my heart
To hear the Sunset Song

17957. Sunshine

Todd Snider - Sunshine (Live)

[Intro]
Wait 'til it comes around, haha

[Verse 1]
Standing on out on the
Edge of the building
I'm watching the traffic below
Drinking a beer
Thinking of jumping
Not far from ready to go

[Verse 2]



Below me the crowd
Slowly gathers around
Cops cars with news cameras too
I can't get out
Of this pain that I'm in
I don't know what else to do

[Verse 3]
Sometimes I feel like
I'm so uninvited
Like something so out of touch
They tell me depression
Runs in our family
That doesn't help me much

[Verse 4]
Crowd's yelling "jump"
Over a cop on a bullhorn
It's making him kinda hard to hear
He's yelling something about
Having so much to live for
I'm almost through with this beer
(Whistling)

[Verse 5]
Squinting my eyes to
See through the sunlight
This crowd's even bigger now
There's no point in wondering
What afterlife's like
It don't matter anyhow

[Verse 6]
We're already in hell
As far as I can tell
Just listen to these people scream
This feels like a rally
In a high school field house
I feel like the captain of a team
Well, here goes the captain of your team
(Whistling)

[Verse 7]
Follow the light to
The Garden of Eden
Stand at the Pearly Gate
Saint Peter comes over
Puts his hand on my shoulder
He's tellin' that me I gotta wait

[Chorus]
He says, "You know you can't kill yourself
"And still expect to come in here, kid
"But you look like a victim of circumstance
"So I'm just gonna break
"Every bone in your body
"And give you another chance"



[Verse 8]
Wakin' up slowly
Looking around me
A lonely recovery room
Closing my eyes
I can see a new sunrise
Over acres of flowers in bloom

[Verse 9]
I don't know when it will be
But the next time you see me
I'll be tappin' to a whole new beat
Walking soles [/souls?] into
The holes of my shoes
Down the sunny side of some street
Sunshine
(Whistling)

[Outro]
I can't get no satisfaction
I can't get no girl reaction
I try, I try
I try and I try
I can't get no
No no no

17958. Sunshine

Sunshine
The Seldom Scene - Jonathan Ewards

Sunshine, go away today
I don't feel much like dancing
Some man's gone, he tried to run my life
He don't know what he's asking
Well, he tells me I better get in line
I can't hear what he's saying
When I grow up, I'm gonna make it mine
These ain't dues that I've been paying

How much does it cost?
I'll buy it
The time is all we've lost
I'll try it
He can't even run his own life
Be damned if he'll run mine

How much does it cost?
I'll buy it
The time is all we've lost
I'll try it
He can't even run his own life



Be damned if he'll run mine

Working starts to make me wonder where
All that I do is going
He says, "in love and war, all is fair"
He's got cards that he ain't showing

How much does it cost?
I'll buy it
Time is all we've lost
I'll try it
He can't even run his own life
Be damned if he'll run mine

Sunshine, come on back another day
I promise you, I'll be singing
This old world, she's gonna turn around
Brand new bells will be ringing

17959. Sunshine In The Shadows

Sunshine In The Shadows

When our hearts are bound in sorrow
And it seems all help is gone
Jesus whispers do not falter
I will lead you not alone
Then somehow amidst my trials
How it is I cannot see
Then I hear a voice from heaven
Gently saying follow me

   There is sunshine in the shadows
   There is sunshine in the rain
   There is sunshine in our sorrows
   And our hearts are filled with pain
   There is sunshine when we're burdened
   There is sunshine when we pray
   There is sunshine heavenly sunshine
   Blessed sunshine all the way

Sometimes my friends forsake me
And I'm tempted to despair
Then I think of my dear savior
To lay his head he had no where
Oh it pays to follow Jesus
Just to learn of him each day
And I'll guarantee you my brothers
You'll have sunshine all the way



17960. Sunshine Special

Roy Acuff - Sunshine special
Composer: Ray Welch

Thank you Mr Postman for the letter you bring
It's from my little darling and she's coming back again
I'll meet her at the station this morning at nine
Sunshine Special will be right on time

Sunshine Special blow your old whistle strain every nerve
Open up the throttle and straighten out the curve
Soon I'll see my baby then happy I will be
Sunshine Special bringing happiness to me

Remember when she left me she left me oh so cold
Maybe for love or maybe for gold
But now I know she loves me and longs to be mine
Sunshine Special will be right on time

See that engine rolling she's balling the Jack
Her wheels are hummin' Dixie and her headlight's on the track
Watch that engine swayin' as she's coming down the line
Sunshine Special will be right on time

Sunshine Special blow your old whistle strain every nerve...

17961. SuNu

SuNu
Rising Appalachia

Mayia Mayia
Mayia Sunubenima

Mayia Mayia
Mayia Sunubenima

Mayia Mayia
Mayia Sunubenima

Mayia Mayia
Mayia Sunubenima

Mayia Mayia
Mayia Sunubenima...

17962. Super Bad



Super Bad 
James Brown - Acoustic Syndicate

Watch me! watch me! I got it! watch me!
I got it! yeah!
I got somethin' that makes me wanna shouta!
I got somethin' that tells me what its all about
Huh! I got soul an I'm super bad
I got soul, huh, and I'm super bad, huh!

Now I got a move that tells me what to do
Sometimes I tease
Now I gotta move that tells me what to do
Sometimes I feel so nice I wanna try
Myself with you, huh! uh!
I got soul and I'm super bad, huh!
I'm a lover, I love to do my thing ha
An a, an I don't need no one eles
Sometimes I feel so nice, good lord!
I jump back, I wanna kiss myself!
I've got soul, huh, and I'm super bad, hey!
I said I'm super bad

Come on, up and down an
Round an round, up and down, all around
Right on people, huh, let it all hang out
If you don't brothers and sisters, then you won't know
Ha! what it's all about, gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme
Gimme, gimme, gimme, yeah!
Uh, come on

I got the somethin' that makes me wanna shout
I got that thing, tell me what it's all about
I got soul, ha, and I'm super bad, heh!
Got the move that tells me what to do
Sometimes I feel so nice, I said
I wanna tie myself to a fuse, huh, I
I, I, I got soul, heh, and I'm super bad
Hit me! up and down and all around
Right on people, heh, let it all hang out
If you don't brothers and sisters, then you won't know
A what it's all about, gimme, gimme, gimme, gimmie

Uh! come on! come on rap it, come on brother
Do the rap it, how about me some trains brother
Hey! gimme!, huh! gimme! uh! gimme, gimme
Some super bad, a super bad brother, ha! heh!
Super bad uh! come on dance it, come on
Super bad, jab, good lord! super bad
Mercy, huh! let me hear ya, super bad

17963. Super Freak



Ricky Skaggs - Super Freak

She's a very kinky girl, 
The kind you don't take home to mother; 
She will never let your spirits down, 
Once you get her off the street.

She likes the boys in the band, 
She says that I'm her all time fav'rite; 
When I make my move to her room, 
It's the right time;  she's never hard to please.

That girl is pretty wild now;
The girl's a super freak;
The kind of girl you read about 
In the new wave magazines.
That girl is pretty kinky;
The girl's a super freak;
I'd really like to taste her 
Ev'ry time we meet.
She's all right; she's all right;
That girl's all right with me yeah.
She's a super freak, super freak,
She's super freaky; super freak, super freak.

She's a very special girl,
From her head down to her toenails;
Yet she'll wait for me at backstage with her girlfriends,
In a limousine.

Three's not a crowd to her, she said;
"Room 714, I'll be waiting."
When I get there she's got incense, wine and candles;
It's such a freaky scene.

That girl is pretty wild now;
The girl's a super freak;
The kind of girl you read about 
In the new wave magazines.
That girl is pretty kinky;
The girl's a super freak;
I'd really like to taste her 
Ev'ry time we meet.
She's all right; she's all right;
That girl's all right with me yeah.
She's a super freak, super freak,
She's super freaky; super freak, super freak.
Temptations sing; oh, super freak,
Super freak, the girl's a super freak; oh.

She's a very kinky girl, 
The kind you don't take home to mother; 
She will never let your spirits down, 
Once you get her off the street.



17964. Superstition

Superstition
Old School Freight Train

Very superstitious, writing on the wall
Very superstitious, ladders bout' to fall
Thirteen month old baby, broke the lookin' glass
Seven years of bad luck, the good things in your past
When you believe in things that you don't understand
Then you suffer
Superstition ain't the way

Very superstitious, wash your face and hands
Rid me of the problem, do all that you can
Keep me in a daydream, keep me goin' strong
You don't wanna save me, sad is my song
When you believe in things that you don't understand
Then you suffer
Superstition ain't the way, yeh, yeh

Very superstitious, nothin' more to say
Very superstitious, the devil's on his way
Thirteen month old baby, broke the lookin' glass
Seven years of bad luck, good things in your past
When you believe in things that you don't understand
Then you suffer, superstition ain't the way, no, no, no

17965. Supersuckers Creepy Jackalope Eye

Supersuckers - Creepy Jackalope Eye

An elaborate tale
So convincingly real
Things can seem so amazing
'Til you get up close
And see they're no big deal
Like the stars in the sky
Or the one on the stage
Just a big ball of gas
And a regular guy
Fresh out of minimum wage
In a jackalope space
On a jackalope high
I'm staring you down
Creepy jackalope eye
Many things in this life
Are not what they appear
Yeah I look like a hare
But if you stop and you stare
I'm related to a deer
I got a jackalope face
I'm a jackalope guy



And I'm staring you down
Creepy jackalope eye

17966. Suppertime

Suppertime

Many years ago in days of childhood 
I used to play till the evening sun would come
Then winding down that old familiar pathway 
I heard my mother call at set of sun
'Come home, come home it's suppertime 
The shadows lengthen fast
Come home, come home it's suppertime 
We're going home at last'

Some of my fondest memories of my childhood 
Are woven around suppertime
When my mother used to call from the backsteps 
Of the old homeplace
She said 'come home, son, it's suppertime' 
Oh what I'd give to hear that one more time
But you know time has woven a realization 
Of truth that is even more thrilling
And that's when we get that call from the 
Greatest glory to come home on suppertime
When all of God's children gather around 
The table with the love of himself
And we'll celebrate the greatest suppertime of all
Come home, come home

17967. Supply & Demand

Rodney Crowell - Supply & Demand

What is that sound? What is that noise?
I cannot figure it out for the life of me, boys
Is it the coast guard or is it the wind?
Is it the mothership comin' again?
Convicted on charges of supply and demand
He was unloadin' the American dream
Caught in the middle of a bigger plan
It was a South American scheme
He is no smuggler, he is a fisherman
All of his debts, they are owed to the sea
Some call it justice, but it just ain't right
This ain't live and let live and let be
He's singin', what is that sound? What is that noise?
I cannot figure it out for the life of me, boys



Is it the coast guard or is it the wind?
Is it the mothership comin' again?
He's layin' in his cell and thinkin' about Ulysses
How he picked up his oar and walked away from the sea
Until someone said, "You ain't from round here, are you?"
And that's how far away that he feels
He thinks of his wife and he thinks of his children
And he thinks about 'em taking his boat
He thinks about the killer in the bunk below
And he's tryin' to keep his hopes afloat
He's singin', what is that sound? What is that noise?
I cannot figure it out for the life of me, boys
Is it the coast guard or is it the wind?
Is it the mothership comin' again?
He's singin', what is that sound? What is that noise?
I cannot figure it out for the life of me, boys
Is it the coast guard or is it the wind?
Is it the mothership comin' again?

17968. Suppose Tonight Would Be Our Last - Chords

Suppose Tonight Would Be Our Last
Recorded by Melba Montgomery and George Jones
Written by Melba Montgomery and George Jones
 
C                            C7          F
Suppose tonight would be our last night together
        C                             G7
And the love we have known came to an end
         C                 C7                   F
Would we laugh and tell ourselves think nothing of it
            C            G7                  C
Or would we cry together for what might have been
           G7                         C
I know I'd die in just a little while without you
        D7                      G7
Another dawn I wouldn't want to see
   C                             C7          F
If you're supposed tonight would be our last together
          C               G7             C
Oh what a long and lonely night it would be
                         C7            F
I couldn't live long without your arms around me
             C                             G7
Too soon the blues would come moving in on me
    C                          C7          F
And just suppose tonight would be our last together
         C                    G7             C
With you tonight would be the last night for me
           G7                         C
I know I'd die in just a little while without you
        D7                      G7
Another dawn I wouldn't want to see



   C                             C7          F
If you're supposed tonight would be our last together
          C               G7             C
Oh what a long and lonely night it would be

17969. Sur La Route De Memphis

Tom T Hall - Sur la route de Memphis

J'écoutais le disk-jockey
Dans la voiture qui me trainait
Sur la route de Memphis
Sur la route de Memphis
Et la radio me vantait
Un truc débile qui m'endormait
Sur la route de Memphis
Sur la route de Memphis
Je viens vers toi
Tu m'attends dans ta robe blanche
L'amour en province
Ressemble un peu Ã  un dimanche
Sur le siÃ¨ge avant le chauffeur
Buvait de la biÃ¨re en regardant l'heure
Sur la routR de Memphis
Sur la route dR Memphis
A la place du mort un chien loup
Me jetait un regard un peu fou
Sur la route de Memphis
Sur la route de Memphis
Je viens vers toi
Mais pas dans une Rolls blanche
Dans un costume
Un peu élimé aux manches
J'ai le droit de me taire et fumé
En gardant mes menottes aux poignets
Sur la route de Memphis
Sur la route de Memphis
Pour une fois les flics ont gagné
Vers chez toi je ne fais que passer
Sur la route de Memphis
Sur la route de Memphis
Ouais, sur la route de Memphis
Sur la route de Memphis
Sur la route de Memphis
Sur la route de Memphis

17970. Sure 'Nuff 'N Yes I Do



Ralph Stanley - Sure 'Nuff 'N Yes I Do

Well, I was born in the desert
Came up from New Orleans
Came up on a tornado
Sunlight in the sky
Sure enough, baby
Sunlight in the sky
Hey, hey, young girl, where you at?
I got a brand new Cadillac
I got a brand new Jaguar too
Sure enough, baby
Sure enough, yes, I do
Got the time to teach you now
But you learn some too
Got the time to teach you now
I bet you learn some too
Sure enough, baby
Sure enough, yes, I do
Hey, hey, all you young girls
Whatever you do
Come on by and see me
I'll make it worthwhile for you
Sure enough, baby
I'll make it worthwhile for you

17971. Sure Got Cold After The Rain Fell

Alan Jackson - Sure Got Cold After The Rain Fell 
(Billy F. Gibbons)

Rain fell this mornin',
Made me feel so bad
On account of my baby
Walked off with another man.
Like takin' eyesight from the blind man
And money from the poor
That woman took my lovin'
And walked on out that door
And it sure got cold after the rain fell
Not from the sky, from my eye
--- Instrumental ---
Somebody tell me
Makes a man feel this way
Like a river without water,
Like night without day
And it sure got cold after the rain fell
Not from the sky, from my eye
--- Instrumental ---
Started early in the mornin'
The rain began to fall
With thunder bolts and lightning
The wind begins to call
Your worry's superficial



'Cause you slept on through the night
Stormy weather keeps you wond'rin'
If ev'rything's all right
And it sure got cold after the rain fell
Not from the sky, but from my eye
Not from the sky, Lord, from my eye
--- Instrumental ---
After the rain fell
It sure got cold after the rain fell
Sure got cold after the rain fell
After the rain fell
It sure got cold...

17972. Sure Thing

Dolly Parton - Sure Thing 

It's Saturday night and it's a perfect night for dancin'
I've had my makeup off and on all day
But it's gotta be right for a night of sweet romancing
And I've combed my hair at least a thousand ways
Mirror Mirror don't you tell a soul
Of how I smiled and talked all day to you
And how I practiced every step I know of
But tonight's the night and I'm a dancing fool
Chorus:
(It's a sure thing) when the sun goes down this evenin'
(It's a sure thing) to be out on the dancing floor
(It's a sure thing) I'll be the last one leavin'
(It's a sure thing) gonna dance till I can't no more
I could of had a date but I thought I'd take my chances
I'm gonna dance with a different guy to every song
Then I'm a gonna wait till the right one strikes my fancy
The he's gonna be the one to dance me home
Repeat Chorus Twice

17973. Sure Wanna Keep My Wine

Marty Stuart - Sure Wanna Keep My Wine

I don't know what caused this shape I'm in
I don't know what caused this shape I'm in
Blame on the women 'cause the wine is my best friend

Great Big Woman and a Little Bitty Bottle of Wine
Great Big Woman and a Little Bitty Bottle of Wine
Don't care to lose the woman but I sure wanna keep my wine

Great big woman she done tromp me down



Great Big Woman she done tromp me down
Grab Me and Uncle Josh gonna head for Birhmingham

Great Big Woman and a Little Bitty Bottle of Wine
Great Big Woman and a Little Bitty Bottle of Wine
Don't care to Lose the Woman, but I sure wanna keep my wine

Great Big Woman and a little bitty bottle of wine
Great Big Woman and a littly bitty bottle of wine
Don't care to lose the woman, but I sure wanna keep the wine

Seen all those cities from Denver to Portland Maine
Seen all those cities from Denver to Porland Maine
My Way of thinking the Womens are all the same

Great Big Woman and a little bitty bottle of wine
Great Big Woman and a littly bitty bottle of wine
Don't care to lose the woman, but I sure wanna keep the wine

Well Great Big Woman She done Tromp me down
Well Great Big Woman she done tromp me down
Grab my little bottle, gonna head for Brimingham

Great Big Woman and a little bitty bottle of wine
Great Big Woman and a littly bitty bottle of wine
Don't care to lose the woman, but I sure wanna keep the wine

Well I don't know what caused this shape I'm In
Well I don't know what caused this shap I'm In
Blame it on the woman 'cause the wine is my best friend

Great Big Woman and a little bitty bottle of wine
Great Big Woman and a littly bitty bottle of wine
Don't care to lose the woman, but I sure wanna keep the wine

17974. Surprise Surprise - Chords

Surprise Surprise 
Brett Dennen
 
Intro:
 
Am C Fbar Gbar x2
 
Verse 1:
 
Am                                  C
Dark clouds gather in the afternoon
                                F
Come together just to cry
                               G
Seagulls struggling against the wind
                        Am



Falling out of the sky
 
Am                              C
Grandma's gathering aluminum cans
                            F
In a rusty shopping cart
                                        G
Born-againers getting their lives together
                                        Am
While my whole world's falling apart
 
Chorus:
F
Open up your eyes
                           G
It's happening all around you
                F
If it hasn't found you
                                                G
Well you know it's just a matter of time
 
F
Surprise, surprise
                                        G
What do you think the world owes you
                                F
It's not the way it's supposed to go
                                                G
Well you know it's just a matter of time
 
 
Verse 2:
 
Am                                  C
Songbird sitting in a tree house
                                F
With a trumpet to her lips
                                        G
I'm laying on my back in the tall green grass
                        Am
Staring up at the eclipse
 
Am                                  C
Whispers lurking in the alley behind
                                         F
Where the children wear no shoes
                                        G
Call girls and corner kids hustling
                                  Am
Saying what do you got to lose
 
Chorus
  
Bridge:
E                                       F
And there's nowhere you can run to
                     C                    E



Because the eyes are upon you
 
 Verse 3:
 
Am                                              C
Some of the coming up hard and hungry
                                   F
Stepping up to take your turn
                                        G
Some of them throwing their money in the fire
                        Am
Just to watch it burn
 
 
Chorus
 
It's just a matter of
It's just a matter of time

17975. Surprise, Surprise

Brett Dennen - Surprise, Surprise

[Verse 1]
Dark clouds gather in the afternoon
Come together just to cry
Seagulls struggling against the wind
Falling out of the sky
Grandma's gathering aluminum cans in a rusty shopping cart
Born-againers get their lives together while my whole world's falling apart

[Chorus]
Open up your eyes
It's happening all around you
If it hasn't found you
Well You know it's just a matter of time
Surprise surprise
What do you think the world owes you
It's not the way it's supposed to go
Well you know It's just a matter of time

[Verse 2]
Songbird sitting in a tree house with a trumpet to her lips
I'm laying on my back in the tall green grass staring up at the eclipse
Whispers lurking in the alley behind where the children were no shoes
Call girls and corner kids hustling saying what do you got to lose

[Chorus]



17976. Survivor

Richard Thompson
Survivor

Oh you've been through some battles
I can see by the pain in your eyes
As you' look' off into the' distance
That far away sign

They could have' destroyed you
But somehow you came through it all
Beat up, combusted
But better from learning to fall

So here's to another survivor
Your troubles are distant like me
I've been waiting my whole life to love you
I'll treat you as fine as can be

There's a lot to come knocking
Is that why you're looking at all
You're tired of the bullshit
You can't take the lies anymore

It's there on their faces
The words don't impress you so much
You spent your life half as a doormat
Half as a crutch

So here's to another survivor
Your troubles are distant like me
I've been waiting my whole life to love you
I'll treat you as fine as can be
Now let's lean on each other
It's quicker to get down the road
We both are less likely to stumble
By sharing the load

And here's to another survivor
Your troubles are distant like me
I've been waiting my whole life to love you
And I'll treat you as fine as can be
And I'll treat you as fine as can be

17977. Susie's Beauty Shop

Tom T Hall - Susie's Beauty Shop

[Verse 1]
My wife went doen to Susie's Beauty Shop the other day
To get her face fixed up and get a little old permanent wave
Then she came home with more news than I saw on my TV



She walked in the door and she jumped on me

[Chorus]
Oh, God bless them women down at Susie's Beauty Shop
They know everything I've had and everything I've got
If you want to know what's happenin' on your street or on your block
You can find out down at Susie's Beauty Shop

[Verse 2]
Now me and Beebo, Will and Live went out the other night
We stopped in, got a gasses and we got about half tight
I winked at some old woman, I guess she winked back at me
Lord, I might as well have a-done it on TV

[Chorus]
Oh, God bless them women down at Susie's Beauty Shop
They know everything I've had and everything I've got
If you want to know what's happenin' on your street or on your block
You can find out down at Susie's Beauty Shop

[Verse 3]
Well, I bought myself a big old huntin' knife the other day
I didn't want my wife to know the price I had to pay
I sneaked it in the house and hid it a-way back on the shelf
That night my wife said "You gonna cut yourself."

[Chorus]
Oh, God bless them women down at Susie's Beauty Shop
They know everything I've had and everything I've got
If you want to know what's happenin' on your street or on your block
You can find out down at Susie's Beauty Shop

[Verse 4]
Them Russians, they been a-spyin' and a-stealin' all our plans
I know what I'm gonna do if I ever meet the man
I'll tell him I have a found a way to make them Russians stop
Hire them gals at Susie's Beauty Shop

[Chorus]
Oh, God bless them women down at Susie's Beauty Shop
They know everything I've had and everything I've got
If you want to know what's happenin' on your street or on your block
You can find out down at Susie's Beauty Shop

[Chorus]
God bless them women down at Susie's Beauty Shop
They know everything I've had and everything I've got
If you  want to know what's happenin' on your street or on your block
You can find out down at Susie's Beauty Shop

17978. Suspended In Heaven



Suspended in Heaven
Mandolin Orange - Suspended in Heaven

[Verse 1]
Mother is gone
Her journey's unending
She's leaving this shore
For the sea of all knowing
She's gone on to find
Where the gods hide and wait
Silently callin' her children back to them

[Chorus]
Mother is gone
Her journey's unending
I see her pass by
In the night sky a-glowing
And she'll see the blue of the ocean's rising
The tides of a teardrop suspended in heaven

[Verse 2]
Mother is gone
Her body's at rest
Her spirit is on
Its heavenly quest
The sun and the moon
Just two points of light
A beacon from home
An anchor in flight

[Chorus]
Mother is gone
Her journey's unending
I see her pass by
In the night sky a-glowing
And she'll see the blue of the ocean's rising
The tides of a teardrop suspended in heaven

[Mandolin solo]

[Verse 3]
Mother is gone
Her soul climbed the mountain
That leapt to the stars
Just a-singing and shouting
She lives in the dust
That shimmers and shines
Follows the pathway
No mortal can climb

17979. Suspicions

Suspicions  - Eddie Rabbitt



I'm so glad that I met you, baby
And I'm so proud when we walk down the street
And I know it's crazy to worry like I do
But I get this feelin' that I'm losing you

Chorus:

I get these suspicions
Even though I know that you love me, baby
And I really shouldn't feel this way
Suspicions
I can't help it you're just so good lookin'
I'm afraid somebody's gonna steal you away from me

When I go out to a party with you
You always turn every head in the room
And I just know what's on every man's mind
I try to fight it, but it gets me sometimes

(Chorus)

(Instrumental break)

Ooh, suspicions

When I'm with you, I feel so satisfied
The way you touch me when you lay by my side
And that look you get in your eyes when we love
Makes me hate myself for what I'm thinkin' of

(Chorus)

Suspicions
Even though I know that you love me, baby
And I really shouldn't feel this way
Suspicions
I can't help it you're just so good lookin'
I'm afraid somebody's gonna steal you away from me
Suspicions
Even though I know that you love me, baby
And I really shouldn't feel this way

17980. Suspicious Minds

Dwight Yoakam - Suspicious Minds
Yonder Mountain String Band

Caught in a trap
Can't walk out
Because I love you too much baby
Why can't you see
What you're doin' to me
When you don't believe a word I say



We can't go on together
With suspicious minds
We cannot build our dreams
On suspicious minds
Well, there's an old friend I know
Stopped by to say hello
Well, I still see suspicion in your eyes
Here you go again
Asking where I've been
Can't you see these tears are real I'm crying
We can't go on together
With suspicious minds
We cannot build our dreams
On suspicious minds
Oh, let our love survive
I'll dry these tears from your eyes
Let's don't let a good thing die
Honey, you know, I'd never lie
No, never lie
Yeah, yeah
Caught in a trap
I can't walk out
Because I love you too much baby
Why can't you see
What you're doin' to me
When you don't believe a word I'm saying
Caught in a trap
Can't walk out
Because I love you too much baby
Caught in a trap
Can't walk out
Because I love you too much baby
We're caught in a trap
We can't walk out
Because I love you too much baby

17981. Suzanna

Tim O'Brien - Suzanna

(*Hal Cannon, H Random)
Dance all night with a bottle in my hand*
Dance all night with a bottle in my hand
Stand on the corner shoutin' at the man
Oh - oh- oh- oh- , shoutin' at the man

[Refrain:]
Oh Suzanna, don't you cry for me, don't you cry for me
Old wool coat gettin' heavy in the rain
Old wool coat gettin' heavy in the rain
Wet dog sniff me like I'm long lost kin
Oh - oh- oh- oh, like I'm long lost kin



Retrain
Waitin for a bus but she never come
Waitin for a bus but she never come
Lone night, Street light, bus don't run
Oh - oh- oh- oh, bus don't run

Refrain
Re-mote control in the hand of God
Re-mote control in the hand of God
Gonna change the channel with his lightin' rod
Oh - oh- oh- oh, with his lightnin' rod

Refrain
Fought in the War, I don't know which
Fought in the War, I don't know which
Wake up moanin' in a sandy ditch
Oh - oh- oh- oh- oh, in the son of a bitch

Refrain

17982. Suzanne

Mo Pitney - Suzanne
Jett's Creek

[Verse 1]
Sing a song on a Friday night, drink a little beer
Wishin' Suzanne was here
Face like the summer sky, angel must've chose
Suzanne like nobody knows

[Chorus]
Suzanne goin' down the road
Carryin' everybody's low
Suzanne, I can see your smile
Can't you stop and talk to me awhile?

[Verse 2]
Every day when the morning sun comes up to shine
I remember Suzanne once was mine
She used to say, "Sweet thing, you'd better walk the line
Sad songs will get you every time."

[Chorus]
SuzannR goin' down the road
Carryin' everybody's low
SuzannR, I can see your smile
Can't you stop and talk to me awhile?
[Instrumental Interlude]



17983. Suzanne

Suzanne
Leonard Cohen

Suzanne takes you down to her place near the river
You can hear the boats go by
You can spend the night beside her
And you know that she's half crazy
But that's why you want to be there
And she feeds you tea and oranges
That come all the way from China
And just when you mean to tell her
That you have no love to give her
Then she gets you on her wavelength
And she lets the river answer
That you've always been her lover
And you want to travel with her
And you want to travel blind
And you know that she will trust you
For you've touched her perfect body with your mind.

And Jesus was a sailor
When he walked upon the water
And he spent a long time watching
From his lonely wooden tower
And when he knew for certain
Only drowning men could see him
He said "All men will be sailors then
Until the sea shall free them"
But he himself was broken
Long before the sky would open
Forsaken, almost human
He sank beneath your wisdom like a stone
And you want to travel with him
And you want to travel blind
And you think maybe you'll trust him
For he's touched your perfect body with his mind.

Now Suzanne takes your hand
And she leads you to the river
She is wearing rags and feathers
From Salvation Army counters
And the sun pours down like honey
On our lady of the harbour
And she shows you where to look
Among the garbage and the flowers
There are heroes in the seaweed
There are children in the morning
They are leaning out for love
And they will lean that way forever
While Suzanne holds the mirror
And you want to travel with her
And you want to travel blind
And you know that you can trust her
For she's touched your perfect body with her mind.



17984. Swampy Waters

Swampy Waters - String Cheese Incident

Wine box man is broken down
Guilt trip cocktail, thorny crown
Rosy glasses they see just right
Softening the choices of crash or flight

Frowning suit man keeping time
Closed an eye to nature's rhyme
Hopes a mint will save his breath
Got an elevator speech for Mr. Death

Swampy waters seem so warm
Simming with the devil to the candy store

Somewhere angels are frowning, but I need a good dream, as good as it gets
Don't touch me, I'm still expanding, just one more bullet for my Russian roulette

Crack boy loads his mojo kit,
Flicks the light and takes a hit
Cuz early to rise and early to bed
Makes one healthy, rich, and dead

Ken has got another doll
Broke the last one, broke them all
When they learn to laugh again
Come and pulls the velvet chain

Swampy waters seem so warm
Simming with the devil to the candy store

Somewhere angels are frowning, but I need a good dream, as good as it gets
Don't touch me, I'm still expanding, just one more bullet for my Russian roulette

Like a handle in the hand
A ticket to whatever land
Get yourself a holy cow
Cancel any time but now

Somewhere angels are frowning, but I need a good dream, as good as it gets
Don't touch me, I'm still expanding, just one more bullet for my Russian roulette

17985. Swanee River

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Swanee River

Way down upon de Swanee Ribber,



Far, far away,
Dere's wha my heart is turning ebber,
Dere's wha de old folks stay.
All up and down de whole creation
Sadly I roam,
Still longing for de old plantation,
And for de old folks at home.

All de world am sad and dreary,
Eb-rywhere I roam,
Oh, darkeys, how my heart grows weary,
Far from de old folks at home!

All round de little farm I wandered
When I was young,
Den many happy days I squandered,
Many de songs I sung.
When I was playing wid my brudder
Happy was I,
Oh, take me to my kind old mudder!
Dere let me live and die.

One little hut among de bushes,
One dat I love
Still sadly to my memory rushes,
No matter where I rove.
When will I see de bees a-humming
All round de comb?
When will I hear de banjo strumming,
Down in my good old home?

17986. Swannanoa Tunnel - Chords

Swannanoa Tunnel 
Bryan Sutton

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
G
Trains gota run from
          Em
The Rowan county
              G        D
The lands run dry, baby
              G
The lands run dry
 
[Verse 2]
G
How you gona get that line
         Em



Over the mountain
               G            D
Gona dig right through, baby
               G
Gona dig right through
 
[Chorus]
G
The Ashville Juction
              Em
The Swannanoa Tunnel
          G       D
All caved in, baby
          G
All caved in
G
I'm a going back to
              Em
The Swannanoa Tunnel
          G         D
That's my home, baby
          G
That's my home
 
[Instrumental]
 
G Em G D G G Em G D G
 
[Verse 4]
G
When you hear that
          Em
Watch dog howling
               G          D
Another man's 'round, baby
               G
Another man's 'round
 
[Verse 5]
G
When you hear that
         Em
Hoot owl squalling
              G         D
Another man's gone, baby
              G
Another man's gone
 
[Chorus]
G
The Ashville Juction
              Em
The Swannanoa Tunnel
          G       D
All caved in, baby
          G
All caved in



G
I'm a going back to
              Em
The Swannanoa Tunnel
          G         D
That's my home, baby
          G
That's my home
 
[Instrumental]
 
G Em G D G G Em G D G
 
[Verse 6]
G
Well, this old hammer
              Em
It rings like silver
                   G         D
And it shines like gold, baby
               G
It shines like gold
 
[Verse 7]
G
Throw this hammer
                  Em
In the Swannanowa river
                 G       D
It'll ring right on, baby
                 G
It'll ring right on
 
[Chorus]
G
The Ashville Juction
              Em
The Swannanoa Tunnel
          G       D
All caved in, baby
          G
All caved in
G
I'm a going back to
              Em
The Swannanoa Tunnel
          G         D
That's my home, baby
          G
That's my home
 
[Instrumental]
 
G Em G D G G Em G D G
 
[Verse 8]
G



When you hear that
         Em
Mountain blowin'
              G         D
Another man's gone, baby
              G
Another man's gone
 
[Verse 9]
G
But when you hear that
         Em
Mountain cryin'
              G       D
A train rolls on, baby
                G
The train rolls on
 
[Chorus]
G
The Ashville Juction
              Em
The Swannanoa Tunnel
          G       D
All caved in, baby
          G
All caved in
G
I'm a going back to
              Em
The Swannanoa Tunnel
          G         D
That's my home, baby
          G
That's my home
 
[Outro]
 
G Em G D G

17987. Swans - Chords

Swans 
I Draw Slow

[Verse 1]
C                                       G
Oh the opening wings are stars in the night
           C                            G
They don't know what is new what is old
C                                        G
Oh the opening wings are stars in the night
           C                            G



They don't know what is new what is old
C                                       G
Oh the opening wings are stars in the night
C                                       G
They don't know what is new what is old
C                                       G
Oh the evergreen hill is home to them still
C                                       G       C
They don't live to be red to be gold,     to be gold
 
[Interlude 1]
 
[Verse 2]
C                                       G
Oh the settling birds are home on this hill
C                                             G
They don't care when it's warm when it's cold
C                                       G
Oh the settling birds are home on this hill
C                                             G
They don't care when it's warm when it's cold
C                                       G
Oh the settling birds are home on this hill
C                                             G
They don't care when it's warm when it's cold
C                                       G
Oh the evergreen hill is home to them still
C                                     G          C
They don't live to be young to be old,     to be old
 
[Chorus]
C         D9               C
   Oh, Oh Oh take heart in this
C         D9               C
   Oh, Oh Oh take heart in this
              C
Take heart in this
 
[Verse 3]
C                                       G
Oh the opening wings are stars in the night
C                                       G
They don't know what is new what is old
C                                       G
Oh the evergreen hill is home to them still
C                                       G
They don't live to be red to be gold
C                                       G
Oh the settling birds are home on this hill
C                                             G
They don't care when it's warm when it's cold
C                                       G
Oh the evergreen hill is home to them still
C                                       G      C
They don't live to be be red to be gold, to be gold
 
[Chorus]



C         D9               C
   Oh, Oh Oh take heart in this
C         D9               C
   Oh, Oh Oh take heart in this
              C
Take heart in this
 
[Interlude 2]
 
        C   D9  C
What is o - o - old

17988. Sweeping

The Devil Makes Three - Sweeping

Red carpet crying baby blue
Nothing that crosses your lips is true
You'll be philosophizing, or criticizing
Until your face turns blue

And while you're sitting in your ivory tower high
All those diggers in those ditches just wither and die
Drinking off all those sweet tears that you cry
'Cause you know it's getting so damn dry outside
While you're sitting inside with your feet up by the fire
We'll be sweeping, ah we'll be sweeping the steps of your empire
Yeah we'll be sweeping, ah we'll be sweeping
The steps of your empire

Think about your hands how they'll never hammer nails
And how you'll never spend the night inside that hard cold jail
How you'll never feel the falling of the rain or the hail
Your skin will forever grow so pale
And it ain't like there's a master or a slave
No there isn't any way that you could ever behave
Ain't like you're going to recognize on some beautiful day
Now you just got to pay all them debts that you made
While you're sitting inside thinking who started the fire
We'll be sweeping, ah we'll be sweeping the steps of your empire
Yeah we'll be sweeping, ah we'll be sweeping

We'll be sweeping, ah we'll be sweeping the steps of your empire
Yeah we'll be sweeping, ah we'll be sweeping

17989. Sweeping Through The Gates

Sweeping Through the Gates



I am now a child of God, I've been washed in Jesus' blood
I am watching and I'm longing while I wait
Soon on wings of love I'll fly, to a home beyond the sky
To my welcome, I'll go sweeping through the gates

Sweeping through the gates, Sweeping through the gates
In the blood of Calvary's Lamb, saved from every stain I have...
Hallelujah, I'll go sweeping through the gates

Oh, the blessed Lord of light, now upholds me by His might
And his arms enfold and comfort while I wait
I am leaning on His breast, oh the sweetness of this rest
Hallelujah, I'll go sweeping through the gates

I'll go sweeping through the gates, where the blessed for me wait
Where the weary workers rest forever more
When the strife on earth is done, and the crown of life is won
Oh the glory of that city just before

Christ will burst these prison bars, and I'll soar beyond the stars
To my Father's house, the bright and blessed estate
When the morn eternal breaks, and the song immortal wakes
Washed in Jesus' blood, I'll sweep on through the gates

17990. Sweet & Wild

Dierks Bentley - Sweet & Wild

That first kiss shook me up
It rattled my cage with a tender touch
Sweet and wild
Girl, I could not get enough

The grass was cool, we lost our minds
Sharing secrets and a bottle of wine
Lazy night, cotton dress
Giving into a warm caress

Sweet and wild
Girl, I could not get enough
Sweet and wild
The taste of your love

The taste of your love
Gentle on my mind
Taste of your love
Sweet and wild as berries
From the summer vine

I know the stars, saw the spark
Hopes and dreams tangled in the dark
Sweet and wild
The taste of your love



Yeah, the taste of your love
Gentle on my mind
Taste of your love
Sweet and wild as berries
From the summer vine

Every breath fanned the flame
Your warm body drove me insane
And though it's been years and miles
I see that fire flicker in your smile

Sweet and wild
Girl, I still can't get enough
Sweet and wild
Boy, I still can't get enough
Sweet and wild
The taste of your love

Yeah, ooh, sweet and wild, oh yeah
Yeah, ooh, yeah, sweet and wild
The taste of your love
Yeah, ooh, sweet and wild, yeah, yeah, yeah

17991. Sweet Afton

Nickel Creek - Sweet Afton 

Flow gently, sweet Afton, among thy green braes, 
Flow gently, I'll sing thee a song in thy praise; 
My Mary's asleep by thy murmuring stream, 
Flow gently, sweet Afton, disturb not her dream. 

Thou stock-dove whose echo resounds thro' the glen, 
Ye wild whistling blackbirds in yon thorny den, 
Thou green-crested lapwing, thy screaming forebear, 
I charge you disturb not my slumbering fair. 

How lofty, sweet Afton, thy neighboring hills, 
Far mark'd with the courses of clear winding rills, 
There daily I wander as noon rises high 
My flocks and my Mary's sweet cot in my eye. 

How pleasant thy banks and green valleys below, 
Where wild in the woodlands the primroses blow; 
There oft as mild Ev'ning weeps over the lea 
The sweet scented birk shades my Mary and me. 

Thy crystal stream, Afton, how lovely it glides, 
And winds by the cot where my Mary resides, 
How wanton thy waters her snowy feet lave, 
As gathering sweet flow'rets she stems thy clear wave. 



Flow gently, sweet Afton, among thy green braes, 
Flow gently, sweet river, the theme of my lays, 
My Mary's asleep by thy murmuring stream, 
Flow gently, sweet Afton, disturb not her dream.

17992. Sweet Amarillo

Old Crow Medicine Show - Sweet Amarillo

Well the world's greatest wonder from what I can tell
Is how a cowgirl like you could ever look my way
I was blinded by glory with a half written story
And a song spilling out off of every page

Sweet Amarillo
Tears on my pillow
You never will know
How much I cried
Sweet Amarillo
Like the wind in the willows
Damn this old cowboy
For my foolish pride

So I drifted on down from the Iron Ore Range
Across the wide Missouri where the cool waters flow
When I got to Topeka I looked up your name
But they said you rode off with the last rodeo

Sweet Amarillo
Tears on my pillow
You never will know
How much I cried
Sweet Amarillo
Like the wind in the willows
Damn this old cowboy
For my foolish pride

Well the thunder's a rumbling and the tumbleweeds tumbling
And the rodeo clowns are painting their face
I'm gunning the throttle for Ilano Estacado
On a wild Appaloosa I'm blowing your way

Down in Old Amarillo there's a light in the window
Where a road weary shadow drifts into the arms
Of a long distance lover then they turn back the covers
And dance the Redova 'til the light of the dawn

Sweet Amarillo
Tears on my pillow
You never will know
How much I cried
Sweet Amarillo
Like the wind in the willows



Damn this old cowboy
For my foolish pride

Sweet Amarillo
Sweet Amarillo

17993. Sweet as Sweet Comes

Robbie Fulks - Sweet as Sweet Comes

[Verse 1]
Baby I'm coming as fast as the law will let me
If it wasn't for the money I'd never leave you alone
Being close by you just lifts the whole world from me
Your arms are my home sweet home
I've been trying not to wonder where I'd be without you
I just glide along thanking each and every lucky star
Since you came to me I'm all done searching
'Cause I know nothing could be sweater than you are

[Chorus]
Sweet as the laurels
Sweet as sugar cane and rum
Girl you're just as sweet as sweet comes
Sweeter than bluegrass
In the warm Kentucky sun
You are just as sweet as sweet comes

[Verse 2]
I couldn't find no love no how
That was then
Now my heart knows the music like a poet's son
The way you make me feel inside
Love don't have to strive
It's like a smile through my whole body
It's like honey on the tongue

17994. Sweet As The Flowers In May Time

The Carter Family - Sweet as the Flowers in May Time

[Chorus]
Sweet as the flowers in May time
Sweet as the dew on the rose
I would rather be somebody's darling
As a poor girl who nobody knows

[Verse 1]
Oh, mama scolds me for flirting



What is as a poor girl to do
Oh, this world would be sad without a lover
And this world would be sad without you
Oh, I wish I had someone to love me
Someone just to call me their own
Be the rule over somebody's kitchen
Or the queen over somebody's home

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]
Oh, what is the use of us parting
Wherever there's a will, there's a way
Tomorrow the sun may be shining
Although it is cloudy today

[Chorus]

17995. Sweet As The Flowers In Maytime

Sweet As The Flowers In Maytime

   Sweet as the flowers in May time
   Sweet as the dew on the rose
   I would rather be somebody's darling
   As a poor girl who nobody knows

Oh momma scolds me for burning
What else has a poor girl to do
Oh this world would be sad without a lover
And this world would be sad without you

Oh I wish I had someone to love me
Someone just to call me their own
Be the rule over somebody's kitchen
Or the queen over somebody's home

Oh what is the use of us parting
Where there's a will there's a way
Tomorrow the sun may be shinning
Although it is cloudy today

17996. Sweet Augusta Darlin'

Vince Gill - Sweet Augusta Darlin'

She holds me when I'm sleepin'
She wakes me with a kiss
She is the only woman



My heart cannot resist

My sweet Augusta darlin'
Comes from those Georgia pines
My sweet Augusta darlin'
The one true love of mine

She whispers that she loves me
She knows I feel the same
I thank the Lord above me
When I hear her call my name

My sweet Augusta darlin'
Comes from those Georgia pines
My sweet Augusta darlin'
The one true love of mine

We'll praise this perfect union
And we'll watch the years go by
And we'll be such sweet companions
Until the end of time

My sweet Augusta darlin'
Comes from those Georgia pines
My sweet Augusta darlin'
The one true love of mine
My sweet Augusta darlin'
The one true love of mine

17997. Sweet Baby James

Sweet Baby James - James Taylor
Seldom Scene

There is a young cowboy he lives on the range
His horse and his cattle are his only companions
He works in the saddle and he sleeps in the canyons
Waiting for summer, his pastures to change
And as the moon rises he sits by his fire
Thinking about women and glasses of beer
And closing his eyes as the dogies retire
He sings out a song which is soft but it's clear
As if maybe someone could hear

Chorus:
Goodnight you moonlight ladies
Rockabye sweet baby James
Deep greens and blues are the colors I choose
Won't you let me go down in my dreams
And rockabye sweet baby James

Now the first of December was covered with snow
And so was the turnpike from Stockbridge to Boston



Lord, the Berkshires seemed dream-like on account of that frosting
With ten miles behind me and ten thousand more to go

There's a song that they sing when they take to the highway
A song that they sing when they take to the sea
A song that they sing of their home in the sky
Maybe you can believe it if it helps you to sleep
But singing works just fine for me

Chorus

17998. Sweet Becky Walker

Sweet Becky Walker
Larry Gatlin

Sweet Becky Walker, she's not much a talker
But there's one thing she does mighty good.
She's the best lover, she's like no other.
She treats a man the way a woman should and ...

Chorus:
I'd walk a mile just to love Becky Walker
Lordy, that smile, maybe someday I'll talk to her
Into lovin' me -- permanently.

Soft as the rain she sooths the pain
In a heart that's been broken in two
And I feel better the minute I let her
Use her key and open my front door, and ...

Chorus

17999. Sweet Beulah Land

Sweet Beulah Land
The Rarely Herd

I'm kind of homesick for a country to which I've never been before
No sad goodbyes will there be spoken and time won't matter anymore

Beulah Land I'm longing for you, and someday on thee I'll stand
There my home shall be eternal. In Beulah Land, Sweet Beulah land

I'm looking now across that river, to where my faiths gonna end in sight
Theres just a few more days to labor, then I will take my heavenly flight

Beulah Land I'm longing for you, and someday on thee I'll stand
There my home shall be eternal. In Beulah Land, Sweet Beulah land



In Beulah Land, Sweet Beulah land

18000. Sweet Carrie

Sweet Carrie - Dailey And Vincent

Hard work, low pay, tired aching back
Earning by the sweat on my brow
12 full hours in this man-made hole
Doin' what they taught me how

I'm a spike drivin' railway son-of-a-gun
Working on the southern line
14 miles through this mountain side
Working with sweet Carrie on my mind

The boss man's mean he's full of hate
Livin' on the workers sweat
The steaks he eats keeps him good and fat
Soup beans is all we get

I'm a spike drivin' railway son-of-a-gun
Working on the southern line
14 miles through this mountain side
Working with sweet Carrie on my mind

From daylight to dark we work in the tunnel
Scared of a bad cave-in
Ain't got enough eat to or money to buy with
No insurance for our kin

I'm a spike drivin' railway son-of-a-gun
Working on the southern line
14 miles through this mountain side
Working with sweet Carrie on my mind

I'm a spike drivin' railway son-of-a-gun
Working on the southern line
14 miles through this mountain side
Working with sweet Carrie on my mind

18001. Sweet Chariot

Emmylou Harris - Sweet Chariot

Oh my darling
I have searched the desert and the sky
Just to find you
And take the mourning from my eyes



When I lost you
I suffered and you were sanctified
We are all born to live we are all bound to die

Swing down sweet chariot
The flesh will fall and the bones will rot
But from my sorrow you'll carry me not
My heart is bound my soul is chained
To the rock
Rock of ages cleft for me
I swung down my hammer out in Joshua Tree
It rang on the mountain and rolled to the sea
And it will ring from the rock

Oh my children
Sorrow shall come to each of us
All our trials
Will soon lay buried in the dust
Long forgotten
But quick as silver turns to rust
Love is found when the heart is lost

18002. Sweet Desert Childhood

Sweet Desert Childhood
The Flying Burrito Brothers

It was off the desert road
Fourteen miles up in the canyon I was born
Where the rocks were piled up high
And when the sun went down
They looked like big old monsters

You could yell out your whole name
And the echo would come back crystal clear
And the silence was so deafening
I could hear it like thunder in my ears
I still taste the sweet cool water
As it bubbled out to quench the burning sand

And the cottonwoods stood trembling
As the desert wind blew soft across the land
Somewhere far away a coyote
Called out his mournful ghostly song
And I knew that very soon
Sweet desert childhood would be gone

Can a man ever go back home again?
Can a man ever live that way again?
The old windmill made a groan
As it turned around to face the cold of the night
The proof of all existence
Crackled warm in the flickering firelight



And the stars were so perfect
That I wondered might this all just be a dream
Could this all-alone place really be as magic as it seems?
Can a man ever go back home again?
Can a man ever live that way again?

18003. Sweet Desire

Sweet Desire
Jeannie Kendall

Sweet desire carried me away
Warmed my heart and I just had to stay
Tempting feelings just led me astray
And sweet desire carried me away

Oh I know that I should go 
but your touch it thrills me so
It's so easy to stay with you 
when you're holding me like a lover would do

And that sweet desire carried me away...

I've never known a love so strong 
but I'm not where I belong
Since you put your spell on me 
the harder I try it won't set me free

And that sweet desire carried me away...

Carry me away oh baby carry me
Carry me away I want you carry me
Hmm carry me away

18004. Sweet Dixie Girl

Sweet Dixie Girl 
Bill Emerson

On the night in old Virginia, so far back I can't remember 
My Granny sat upon my Grandpa's knee 
She was as pretty as a picture, when I think of her I'll miss her 
The story of a sweet Dixie girl 
 
She was raised up on the mountain, too many brothers to be countin' 
She was the only girl in her Daddy's, world 
And all the boys would tease and holler, she would run and tell the father 
She was her daddy's sweet Dixie girl 



 
CHORUS:
Sweet Dixie girl, my sweet Dixie girl 
Sweetest little thing in the whole wide world 
Oh so young and tender, she'll make your heart surrender 
The story of a sweet Dixie girl 

Now she met a boy named Earl, yes she was his Dixie girl 
They had a baby late in mid July 
Granny cried and held her tight, loved that child with all their might 
She became their sweet Dixie girl 
 
Now my  mama lives today, thinking back on Grandma's way 
Telling me the stories of a girl so true 
She'd  never leave you lonely, oh how I wish she'd  known me 
The story of a sweet Dixie girl  

Many years have come and gone, now I sing my Grandma's song 
Nights alone I think I hear her call 
As I'm asittin' here today, I can hear my Grandma say 
Baby you're my sweet Dixie Girl 
 
CHORUS 
 
My story of a sweet, Dixie girl  1 = D

18005. Sweet Dreams

Emmylou Harris - Sweet Dreams
Wayne Taylor

Sweet dreams of you
Every night I go through
Why can't I forget you and start my life anew
Instead of having sweet dreams about you

You don't love me, it's plain
I should have known you'll never wear my ring
I know I should hate you the whole night through
Instead of having sweet dreams about you

Why can't I forget you
Start loving someone new
Instead of having sweet dreams about you
Instead of having sweet dreams about you

18006. Sweet Dreams



Sweet Dreams
By Bridget Law
Elephant Revival

Sweet Dreams take me away
On a wide train of thought
Over the hills of my imagination
Avoiding everything that's not
Ever after happily and wonderfully
And hopelessly devotedly true
I'm gonna ride that sweet dream
Straight on into love with you

Two hawks flyin' in an open sky
High above the ground
Ladybird is smitten she loves the way
The wind in his wings sounds
Flapping along her side
Enjoying the freedom
As they glide

Seven stars shining in an indigo sky
Pouring into the moon
Polaris is twinkling knowing that you
Are looking at them too
Listening to the call of the night
Gazing with delight
Starlight

For six days now the afternoon
Held both the moon and the sun
It's powerful air when two forces can share
The same sky to be hung
But they're always on their way
For she loves the night
And he the day

One world apart yet souls intertwine
A woven mystery
Separate adventures one day to combine
In collective destiny
And our yearning will complete
For we've been dreaming
So sweet

18007. Sweet Dreams

Rodney Crowell - Sweet Dreams (Live)

[Verse 1]
Sweet dreams, dreams of you
Every night I go through
Why can't I forget you and start my life anew
Instead of having sweet dreams about you



[Verse 2]
You don't love me, it's plain
I should have known you'd never wear my ring
I know I should hate you the whole night through
Instead of having sweet dreams about you

[Verse 3]
Why can't I forget you, start loving someone new
Instead of having sweet dreams about you
Instead of having sweet dreams about you

18008. Sweet Dreams Of You - Chords

Sweet Dreams Of You
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Paul Kennerley and John David

C      F          C
Lonely tears roll down
            F      C
As midnight comes around
    G7    F       C
But I can make it through
   F     G7        C
In sweet dreams of you
              F      C
In the shadow of the night
        F        C
I still hold you tight
G7     F        C
Did it all come true
   F     G7        C
In sweet dreams of you
   F              C
In sweet dreams I see
    F                  G7
The way things used to be
          F
When your love was mine
         C         F
And your heart was true
   C     G7        C
In sweet dreams of you
          F        C
Oh I call out your name
                F   C
And you come to me again
    G7      F       C
The way you used to do
   F     G7        C
In sweet dreams of you
   F     G7        C



In sweet dreams of you
   F     G7        C
In sweet dreams of you

18009. Sweet Dreams Will Come

Nanci Griffith - Sweet Dreams Will Come

I'm sleepin' less in L.A.
Dreamin' of days yet to come
Oh, and I don't care what you say
I know that those days will surely come

I'm wakin' and I'm callin'
I'm shakin' and I'm fallin'
Oh, little darlin'
I wonder when those sweet dreams
Will come

There's a hole in the sky
That was made by my Right Guard
Last night
Oh, and then there's you and I
Assuring that everything's alright
We are nursing, pretending
Cursing then defending
And yet it's never ending
Makes ya' wonder when those sweet
Dreams will come

I am lookin' for some love
I guess that's why people buy dogs
Is there someone up above?
And I wonder is the Captain keeping
Logs
I am cursing and I'm praying
Not knowing what we're saying
And yet, it's everydaying
And I wonder when those sweet dreams
Will come

I feel like a fire
In the morning when the fire is out
I am walking on the wire
And the wire's what the whole
Thing is about
The pretender is thinning
Surrender is winning
And yet, it's a beginning
To feel like those sweet dreams will come

Oh, little darlin'
Don't cha wonder when those sweet



Dreams will come

(Oh, sweet dreams will come)

18010. Sweet Emotion

Sweet Emotion
Aerosmith - Greensky Bluegrass

[Chorus]
Sweet emotion
Sweet emotion

[Verse 1]
Talk about things that nobody cares
Wearing other things that nobody wears
You're calling my name but I got to make clear
I can't say baby where I'll be in a year

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
Some sweat hog mama with a face like a gent
Said my get up and go, musta got up and went
Well I got good news, she's a real good liar
'Cause the backstage boogie set your pants on fire

[Chorus]
Sweet emotion
Sweet emotion

[Verse 3]
I pulled into town in a police car
Your daddy said I took it just a little too far
You're telling me things but your girlfriend lied
You can't catch me because the rabbit done died, yes it did

18011. Sweet Eviction

Sweet Eviction
Chatham County Line

Out all night at the roadhouse
Where the glasses stand like statues in the ruins of' a' lifetime
Stumble by the' cathouse
Where the women dance for dollars' you made while dreaming

Stay awake at the cafe
Where the coffee warm like spite and you cannot sweeten



End your night at the boardhouse
Where the sign on your door reads sweet eviction

Don t be afraid to change your ways
Sweet Eviction

Shut your eyes on a park bench
Where your last few dollars you hold like a diamond
That you dream of spending
On a cheap pint of rye and an old transistor

Don t be afraid to change your ways
Sweet Eviction

What you hold in your hands disappears
No one understands
Sweet Eviction

Out all night at the roadhouse
Where the glasses stand like statues in the ruins of a lifetime

18012. Sweet Fern

Sweet Fern - Carter Family

Springtime is coming sweet lonesome bird
Your echo in the woodland I hear
Down in the meadow so lonesome your singing
While the moonlight is shining so clear 

But I know he's away in a far distant land
A land that is over the sea
Go fly to him singing your sweet little song
And tell him to come back to me 

   Sweet fern, sweet fern
   Oh tell me, is my darling still true
   Sweet fern, sweet fern
   I'll be just as happy as you 

Oh tell me sweet fern, is he thinking of me
And the promise he made long ago
He said he'd return from over the sea
Oh why do the years go so slow 

But I know he's away in a far distant land
A land that is over the sea
Go fly to him singing your sweet little song
And tell him to come back to me 

Upon my finger he placed a small ring
On the day he was leaving his home
I promised I'd be his own little girl



And love him wherever he'd roam 

But I know he's away in a far distant land
A land that is over the sea
Go fly to him singing your sweet little song
And tell him to come back to me

18013. Sweet Flowers

Sweet Flowers

Darling soon I will be sleeping in the churchyard over there
Where grass and flowers are growing and birds sing everywhere
Where the grass grows above me and spring flowers gentry wave
Will you do this darling plant sweet flowers on my grave

From you sweetheart I'm leaving your smile I'll never more see
Darling don't grieve when we're parted pretty flowers will speak to me
I will dream that you will be near me as the blossoms gently wave
Will you do this darling plant sweet flowers on my grave

When the golden bond is broken and they lay me down to sleep
This will be the only token of our love I will want to keep
That when I leave you darling this one little wish I crave
In memory of our love dear plant sweet flowers on my grave

18014. Sweet Forgiveness

Iris Dement - Sweet Forgiveness

[Verse]
Sweet forgiveness, that's what you give to me
When you hold me close
And you say: "That's all over."
You don't go looking back
You don't hold the cards to stack
Because you mean what you say

[Verse]
Sweet forgiveness, you help me see
I'm not near as bad
As I sometimes appear to be
When you hold me close
And you say: "That's all over
"And I still love you."

[Bridge]
There's no way that I could make up
For those angry words I said



Sometimes it gets to hurting
And the pain goes to my head

[Verse]
Sweet forgiveness, dear God above
I say we all deserve
A taste of this kind of love
Someone who'll hold our hand
And whisper: "I understand
"And I still love you."

18015. Sweet Heaven In My View

Sweet Heaven In My View

   Got sweet heaven in my view hallelujah
   On my journey I press on praise the lord
   For I'm bound for that holy city
   Got sweet heaven in my view

Oh my mother she died and left me
I'm alone in this world I'm alone all alone
And my father he wont own me
Got to find me another home

Oh you need not talk about me
Just because I am crippled and blind
For I've got my ticket purchased
I'll reach heaven on time

And when I get to heaven
Take a seat and sit right down
Looking up to my heavenly father
Looking for a robe and a crown

18016. Sweet Heaven When I Die

Sweet Heaven When I Die
Doc Watson

Chorus:
Beefsteak when I'm hungry
Whiskey when I'm dry
Greenbacks when I'm hard up
Sweet heaven when I die

Verse 1:
When I was down in that old jail house
My friends all walking by



Nobody come down to see about me
And I can't help but wonder why
Repeat Chorus

Verse 2:
Pappy was a rambling man
And he gambled from town to town
I'm going to be a rambling boy
Ain't never going to settle down

Verse 3:
Love me when I'm sad and blue
Honey, cheer me when I cry
All I need is a pretty little girl
To love me till the day I die

18017. Sweet Holy Spirit

The Isaacs - Sweet Holy Spirit 

The Bible it tells us in God's words so true
The sweet Holy Spirit is promised to you
It sat upon Jesus in the form of a dove
When John was baptizing God's dearly beloved

Sweet Holy Spirit I'm down on my knees
I am low in the valley, I am so weak you see
But I know I can make it, for I trust in thee
The sweet Holy Spirit is falling on me

Sweet Holy Spirit, oh how I love Thee
For being a comfort so many times and for strengthening me
For I could not make it across life's troubled sea
If the sweet Holy Spirit should ever leave me

Sweet Holy Spirit I'm down on my knees
I am low in the valley, I am so weak you see
But I know I will make it, for I trust in Thee
The sweet Holy Spirit is falling on me
So sweet Holy Spirit, don't ever leave me

18018. Sweet Home

Sweet Home
Old Crow Medicine Show - Sweet Home

Two hobos on a railroad line
I'm getting ready to go
Pulling on a bottle of burgundy wine



I'm getting ready to go
Well they couldn't hear that southbound whistle when
The Dixie Flyer burned around the bend
And it punched their tickets for the promise land
I'm getting ready to go

Sweet home, loving heaven heaven
Sweet home, can't ya hear me singing low
Sweet home, lordy I'll be traveling
So throw the gates wide open
Cause I'm getting ready to go

Two magpies on a telephone wire
I'm getting ready to go
Singing to the corn like a heavenly choir
I'm getting ready to go
Old Farmer John must be sleeping sound
They shucked that corn and passed it around
But the old man's wife got her shotgun down
I'm getting ready to go

Sweet home, loving heaven heaven
Sweet home, can't ya hear me singing low
Sweet home, lordy I'll be traveling
So throw the gates wide open
Cause I'm getting ready to go

Listen here pal 'fore your road is run
And your tightrope breaks in two
It's a mighty big world you're standing on
And it keeps going round without little old
You know who
Boodle-am boodle-am boodle-am boodle-am boo
Toodle-am toodle-am toodle-am toodle-am too

Shake a leg, shake a leg, shake a leg, shake a leg now
Break a leg, drag a leg, shake a leg, grab a leg, break a leg, shake a leg now

Well it's so long, good luck, great to know you
I'm getting ready to go
May the Lord above take a liking to you
I'm getting ready to go
Well it's a short life of trouble so don't make more
When death comes creeping 'round your back door
It don't knock twice brother that's for sure
I'm getting ready to go

Sweet home, loving heaven heaven
Sweet home, can't ya hear me singing low
Sweet home, lordy I'll be traveling
So throw the gates wide open
Cause I'm getting ready to go
Throw the gates wide open
Cause I'm getting ready to go



18019. Sweet Honey Fountain

Sweet Honey Fountain - Hot Buttered Rum

The smoggy air falls to the ground
It knocks me off my feet
This city life is dragging me down
My body still remains here but my heart has gone away
It's high up on a hilltop, I've got to get away

Chorus:
I'm going up to the top of the mountain
Baby, I'm leaving this town
I know I will find me a sweet honey fountain
If you come with me I ain't coming down again
If you come with me I ain't coming down again

I'm gazing into starry skies wishing they were your eyes
The view up here is unbelievable
But if this is the end, I can't pretend I'm satisfied
I'm so high and lonesome I wish that I would die

(chorus)

Your bathing in the lowlands, I'm coming home to you
From bitter cold and darkness I descend
And though I'm bent on rambling, tonight I'll stay with you
I think I see those city lights coming into view
[local town's] city lights

(chorus)

18020. Sweet Hour Of Prayer

Sweet Hour Of Prayer 

Sweet hour of prayer
Sweet hour of prayer
That calls me from a world of care
And bids me at my Father's throne
Make all my wants and wishes known
In seasons of distress and grief
My soul has often found relief
And oft escaped the tempter's snare
By Thy return, sweet hour of prayer

Sweet hour of prayer
Sweet hour of prayer
The joys I feel, the bliss I share



Of those whose anxious spirits burn
With strong desires for Thy return
With such I hasten to the place
Where God my Savior shows His face
And gladly take my station there
And wait for Thee, sweet hour of prayer

Sweet hour of prayer! sweet hour of prayer
And wait for Thee, Sweet hour of prayer

18021. Sweet Is The Melody

Iris Dement - Sweet Is the Melody

[Chorus]
Sweet is the melody, so hard to come by
It's so hard to make every note bend just right
You lay down the hours and leave not one trace
But a tune for the dancing is there in its place

[Verse 1]
Well, the dance floor's for gliding and not jumping over ponies
Where boots and gold bracelets come and meet as they should
It's for celebrating a Friday night romance
Forgetting the bad stuff and just feeling good

[Chorus]
Sweet is the melody, so hard to come by
It's so hard to make every note bend just right
You lay down the hours and leave not one trace
But a tune for the dancing is there in its place

[Verse 2]
Oh, an arm's just an arm till it's wrapped round a shoulder
Looped side by side, they go stepping out together
A note's just a note till you wake from your slumber
And dare to discover the new melody

[Chorus]
Sweet is the melody, so hard to come by
It's so hard to make every note bend just right
You lay down the hours and leave not one trace
But a tune for the dancing is there in its place

[Chorus]
Sweet is the melody, so hard to come by
It's so hard to make every note bend just right
You lay down the hours and leave not one trace
But a tune for the dancing is there in its place



18022. Sweet Jesus

Sweet Jesus

Jesus, sweet Jesus
You love me just as I am
Jesus, sweet Jesus
I've been washed in the blood of the land

The church wants to hear my confession
It's something they all want to see
Ah but Lord, I'm only a sinner (just a sinner)
And my sin is all that I can be

Jesus, sweet Jesus
You love me just as I am
Jesus, sweet Jesus
I've been washed in the blood of the land

As a boy, I was always afraid to go down at alter call and kneel down
And over the years I wondered, was my soul saved or was it lost?
Then I realized salvation was all the grace of Jesus
And we'd been saved just the way he saved that thief on the cross

Jesus, sweet Jesus
You love me just as I am
Jesus, sweet Jesus
I've been washed in the blood of the land (it's true)
Jesus, sweet Jesus

18023. Sweet Jole Blon - Chords

Sweet Jole Blon 
Doug Kershaw
 
[Intro]
D A E A
 
[Verse]
D        A
Hey, ha ha!
E        A
Oh, hey hey!
     D            A
Jole blonde, jole couer.
             E                         A
You're the flower of the bayou and my darlin'.
            D                      A
Out on the river in my pirogue or out at a fais dodo.
    E                                   A
I'm always thinking about you my jole blonde.
D        A
Hey, ha ha!



E        A
Oh, hey hey!
 
 
[Solo]
D D A A E E A A
 
[Verse]
D        A
Hey, ha hey!
E       A
Oh, ha ha!
       D               A
Jole blonde quoi t'as fait?
             E                      A
Tu m'as quitté, ouais, pour t'en aller.
     D
T'en aller avec un autre
            A
Ouais pour moi jole blonde.
          E                               A
Quelle espoir, quelle avenir moi je vas avoir.
D        A
Hey, ha hey!
E       A
Oh, ha ha!
 
 
[Solo 2]
D A E A
 
[Verse]
D        A
Hey hey hey!
E      A
Oh ha ha!
         D           A
All the fish in the water
        E               A
Know I miss the Cajun starter.
           D
Why'd you leave me? Why'd you leave me?
       A                              E                         A
Jole Blonde, why'd you leave me all alone on the bayou in my pirogue?
D        A
Hey, ha ha!
E        A
Oh, hey hey!
 
 
[Outro]
D A E A



18024. Sweet li'l Cora-Mae

Sweet li'l Cora-Mae - Robbie Fulks

Hey, sweet li'l Cora-Mae
You'd be in my spell if I could sing that well
Hey good ole Cora-Mae
You're no good to me gone

I can't find the old groove since you left me
I stumble round as if in a dream
Stare at the morning paper and I wonder what the strange words mean

A week, a month, and no break from the heartbreak
So I got my Mama on the phone
She said all you'd ever done for me was poison my heart
But we all know that Mama was against you from the start

Hey, sweet li'l Cora-Mae
If there was a way, I'd sure use the way
Hey good ole Cora-Mae
You're no good to me gone

Ooooooh
Ooooooh

Now it's true I snuck a few looks at your sister
The day she wore that halter-top and thong
But what law says just for looking, a man should have to suffer this long?

And if I once believed I loved you only
I believe that twice as much now
And if you miss me just a little, well, imagine how I feel
 Cause when we're split in two I get the worse end of the deal

Hey, sweet li'l Cora-Mae
You've made your point know, now it's time you came home
Hey good ole Cora-Mae
All you ever seem to do hurts me and not you

Hey, sweet li'l Cora-Mae
Back when we shared a bed, girl you wrapped around my head
Just like the sweetest song
But you're no good to me gone

18025. Sweet Lies - Chords

Sweet Lies
Recorded Lefty Frizzell (3/4 time)
===================================
C F C
Did she tell you that you hold her fate in your hands
 F C G7



And you are the one for her schemes and her plans
 C F C
Did she that without her world couldn't be
 F C G7 C
Then she's telling you sweet lies just like she told me

 F C
If she sighs and whispers she wants only you
 D7 G7
Well remember that she once wanted me too
 C F C
If she says it's like heaven kissing you tenderly
 F C G7 C
Then she's telling you sweet lies just like she told me

 F C
Did she say fate had planned it that you two should meet
 F C G7
And she knew it the minute you passed on the street
 C F C
It's so easy to think that she means every word
 F C G7 C
But she's telling you sweet lies the same ones I heard

 F C
If she sighs and whispers she wants only you
 D7 G7
Well remember that she once wanted me too
 C F C
If she says that without you world couldn't be
 F C G7 C
Then she's telling you sweet lies just like she told me

18026. Sweet Little '66

Steve Earle - Sweet Little '66

[Verse]
I'm a pretty big man around this town
I got me the hottest little Chevy around
My sweet little '66

[Verse]
She got a yellow front fender and a gray one on the back
But my income tax is coming and I'm going to paint her black
Sweet little '66

[Chorus]
She got the 396,
she got the four on the floor
Those stickers in the window ain't just for show
My sweet little '66



[Verse]
Now old Bubba and me built her back in '79
Then he went into the army, so now she's all mine
Sweet little '66

[Verse]
I used to run her down the river road, make a little dough
Can't afford another ticket, so I'm laying kinda low
Oh, me and my '66

[Chorus]
She got the 396,
she got the four on the floor
Those stickers in the window ain't just for show
My sweet little '66

[Verse]
Now she ain't too good on gasoline, she burns a little oil
But she was built by union labor on American soil
Sweet little '66

[Verse]
So when your Subaru is over and your Honda's history
I'll be blasting down some back road with my baby next to me
In my sweet little '66

[Chorus]
She got the 396,
she got the four on the floor
Those stickers in the window ain't just for show
My sweet little '66

18027. Sweet Little '66 - Chords

Sweet Little '66
Steve Earl - Sweet Little '66

INTRO: D

D                        A           D
Now I'm a pretty big man around this town
G                           D
I got me the hottest little Chevy around
   A             D
My sweet little  66
D                                   A               D
She got a yellow front fender and a gray one on the back
G                                   D
But my income tax is comin' and I'm gonna paint her black
A             D
Sweet little  66

G                            



She got the 396, she got the four on the floor
          D                            A        D
And those stickers in the window ain't just for show
   A             D
My sweet little  66

D                                      A D
Now old Bubba and me built her back in  79
        G                     D                             
Then he went into the army so now she's all mine

A             D
Sweet little  66
D                                        A             D
I used to run her down on River Road and make a little dough
      G                            D
Can't afford another ticket so I'm layin' kinda low
A          D
Me and my  66

Chorus:

Solo:

D                                       A              D
Now she ain't too good on gasoline, she burns a little oil
            G                       D
But she was built by union labor on American soil
A             D
Sweet little  66
D                                    A       D
So when your Subaru is over and your Honda's history
        G                                    D
I'll be blastin' down some back road with my baby next to me
      A             D
In my sweet little  66

Chorus:

18028. Sweet Little Corrina

Sweet Little Corrina (featuring Phil Everly) - Vince Gill

Here comes my little baby 
Here comes my turtle dove 
She drives me crazy 
She's the one that I love 
She's got a way about her 
That I could never turn down 
I couldn't live without her 
She makes the world go around 

(Chorus) 



Sweet little Corrina 
Come over here by my side 
Sweet little Corrina 
Put your pretty little hand in mine 
You could search the world over 
Right up to the end of time 
Every night I get to hold her 
Sweet Corrina, now she's so fine 

She's my little angel 
My little beauty queen 
She never met a stranger 
She's the girl of my dreams 
She's a ballerina 
Sweet as she can be 
Ought to see the way she's smilin' at me 

Repeat Chorus twice

18029. Sweet Little Lisa

Rodney Crowell - Sweet Little Lisa

Well the works whistle blew at a half past five o'clock
I saw the red light at the corner, man I never tried to stop
I got pulled over by a man in blue, he said what you thinking you're
Tryin'a do?
I told him 'bout my baby and he let me go, thanks a lot
I got invited to a party at a high class hollywood pool
There were women all around me, man I began to drool
I weighed the evidence in hand, I said girls you got to understand
Since I met my baby I've been living by the golden rule
Ain't nobody gonna make me shout
Ain't nobody gonna put me out
Ain't nobody gonna make me do like my sweet little lisa does
Ain't nobody gonna make me sing
Make me do the wrong damn thing
Sticking my head in a cold cold stream, like my sweet little lisa does
I was pulling out of dallas, got pulled over by a debutante
She was playing with her keys, she thought I was acting kinda nonchalant
She said she'd take me up to her room, and keep me
I've got a sweet sugar mama give me everything I want
Ain't nobody gonna make me shout
Ain't nobody gonna put me out
Ain't nobody gonna make me do like my sweet little lisa does
Ain't nobody gonna make me sing
Make me do the wrong damn thing
Sticking my head in a cold cold stream, like my sweet little lisa does



18030. Sweet Little Miss Blue Eyes

Sweet Little Miss Blue Eyes
Bill Monroe - Jim & Jesse

Who makes me forget all the other girls I've met
Sweet little miss blue eyes
Who's sweeter to me that she really ought to be
Sweet little miss blue eyes

   Little miss blue eyes looks so good
   I'm gonna bring her to the neighborhood
   I'm gonna make every girl in town
   Jealous when she's around

I'm walking the line 'cause I'm glad that she's mine
I'm living in paradise
I know I can't go wrong by just stringing along
With sweet little miss blue eyes

Who's gonna start taking care of my heart
She makes me realize
It's love, she's for me, and I really want to be
With sweet little miss blue eyes

18031. Sweet Little Mountain Girl

Sweet Little Mountain Girl
The Grascals - Sweet Little Mountain Girl

[Verse 1]
Sweeter than a honey soaking blooming on the vine
You are as blue as the Jack Spring Blue time softer
Than a moon on the front porch swing fresh as
Morning dew on Summer fields of green

[Chorus]
Strong as the raging river deep in life cometh Heaven is as
Sure the other side more precious that a diamond
Or the ocean's finest pearl that's the love of my
Sweet little mountain girl

[Verse 2]
Gentle as almonds from an old oak tree sure as an
Army frost chilled in Tennessee faithful as winter wind
Make the snowflake swirl nothing in the world
Compare to the love of a mountain girl  strong as
The raging river deep in life cometh Heaven is as
Sure of the other side more precious that a diamond
Or the ocean's finest pearl that's the love of my
Sweet little mountain girl

[Chorus]



Strong as the raging river deep in life cometh Heaven
Is as sure the other side more precious that a diamond
Or the ocean's finest pearl that's the love of my
Sweet little mountain gir

18032. Sweet Little Sixteen

Sweet Little Sixteen
Jim & Jesse

They're really rockin' in Boston and Pittsburgh PA
Deep in the heart of Texas around Frisco Bay
All over St Louis down in New Orleans
All the boys wanna dance with sweet Little Sixteen
Sweet Little Sixteen she's just got to have
About half a million framed autographs
Her wallet's filled with pictures she gets 'em one by one
She gets so excited watch her look at her run
Oh mommy mommy please may I go
It's such a sight to see somebody steal the show
Oh daddy daddy I beg of you
Whisper to mommy it's all right with you

[ mandolin ]

Cause they'll be pickin' on bandstand Philadelphia PA
Deep in the heart of Texas around Frisco Bay
All over St Louis Down in New Orleans
All the boys wanna dance with sweet Little Sixteen
Sweet Little Sixteen she's got the grown up blues
Tight dress and lipstick she's sportin' high heal shoes
Oh but tomorrow morning she'll have to chang her trend
And be sweet sixteen and back in class again
They're really rockin' in Boston...

18033. Sweet Lorraine

Sweet Lorraine
Dan Hicks

Verse 1:
Just found joy
I'm as happy as a baby boy
When he's playing
With his choo-choo toy
When I'm with my
Sweet Lorraine

Verse 2:



She's got a pair of eyes
That are bluer than
The summer sky
When you see her
You're gonna realize
Why I love my sweet Lorraine

Verse 3:
When it's raining 
I don't miss the sun
'Cause it's in my sweetie's smile
Just think that I'm the lucky one
Who will lead her down the aisle

Verse 4:
Each night how I pray
That nobody steals 
Her heart away
I can't wait until that lucky day
When I marry my Lorraine

Verse 5:
When it's raining 
I never miss the sun
'Cause it's in my sweetie smile
Just to think that I'm
The lucky one
Who's gonna lead her
Down the aisle

Verse 6:
Each night how I pray
That nobody steals
Her heart away
I can't wait until that lucky day
That'll be the day when I marry 
My Lorraine

18034. Sweet Love

Lucinda Williams - Sweet Love

Who would have ever guessed
I would be here where
I am like this
With you, my dear
My sweet, sweet, sweet love
To drink my words in
And make each moment become
A celebration
My breath is yours to share
Everything in me
And of me is yours forever



If only for your blue eyes
I would choose never
To live a day without you
Here is my love letter
My love, so true

My sweet, sweet, sweet love
My sweet, sweet, sweet love
My sweet, sweet, sweet love
Sweet, sweet love

18035. Sweet Lucinda

Sweet Lucinda
Gibson Brothers 

Sweet Lucinda
I can't believe you stuck beside me
Sweet Lucinda
My darkest days are now behind me

Well you followed me to Phoenix
You cool me with a towel when I was burning
When I threw that towel in
You make me try again, you kept my world turning

Sweet Lucinda
There's fire in her eyes, I feel it
Sweet Lucinda
I'll never let another steal it

The kind of love she gives me
Makes me want to live a little longer
And loving on Lucinda
The more I find this feeling getting stronger

Sweet Lucinda
Come on let's make a home together
Sweet Lucinda
Where I can sing your name forever

18036. Sweet Maria - Chords

Sweet Maria 
The Wood Brothers

CAPO: 4th FRET
 
INTRO:



G  G  G  G
 
VERSE:
G       D   D#   Em    B
I dream of your kiiii-iss
A                  D
 And my innocent bliss
C         G
 Sweet Maria
A                         D
 I never knew what I was missing
C         G
 Sweet Maria
Em                 D       D
 I once called it happiness
 
 
VERSE:
 G       D  D#  Em   B
She was all I kneeee-ew
A                          D
 'Til I fell in love with you
C         G
 Sweet Maria
A                          D
 Won't you tell me what to do
C         G
 Sweet Maria
Em                  D  D
 Should I count on you
 
 
CHORUS:
G    Bm        G
 My beautiful life
     B           Em
Was lost in one night
      D     G D
With you Mari-a
 
G   Bm            G
 I fear for the truth
    B           Em
My days without you
     D       G   G  G  G  G
Turn me to stone
 
 
VERSE:
 G      D D#  Em  B
Nothing I can say-ay
A                      D
 To the one that I betrayed
C         G
 Sweet Maria
A                        D
 And with every passing day



C         G
 Sweet Maria
Em                    D   D
 My love turns to a dream
 
 
CHORUS:
G    Bm        G
 My beautiful life
     B           Em
Was lost in one night
      D     G D
With you Mari-a
 
G   Bm            G
 I fear for the truth
    B           Em
My days without you
     D       G
Turn me to stone
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
 
G  Bm  G  B  Em  D  G  D
 
G  Bm  G  B  Em  D  G  D
 
 
CHORUS:
G    Bm        G
 My beautiful life
     B           Em
Was lost in one night
      D     G D
With you Mari-a
 
G   Bm            G
 I fear for the truth
    B           Em
My days without you
     D           G   G  G  G
Turn me     to stone

18037. Sweet Mary And The Miles In Between

Sweet Mary And The Miles In Between

Standing alone at a old country crossroad
Wondering which way will lead me to home
Ever so weary from chasing a dream
Thinking of Mary, Sweet Mary, and the miles in between



Crossroads around me tell me you found me
Found me, lead me, to the end of my dreams
Three roads will lead me from the one that may need me
But the other to Mary, Sweet Mary, and the miles in between

One lonly night I left out fo anger
Drifting and wasting my life's precious hours
But only last night I dreamed that a stranger
Was gathering for Mary, Sweet Mary, some beautiful flowers

* Refrain

18038. Sweet Melinda - Chords

Sweet Melinda 
Peter Rowan

[Intro]
Em
 
[Chorus 1]
Em                       G                   C         D
Sweet Melinda won't you, come to your window tonight
C                  G    D    G
I want to hold you tiiiiight tonight, oh yeah
Em                       G                   C         D
Sweet Melinda won't you, come to your window tonight
C                  G   D     G
Everything will be all right tonight
 
[Verse 1]
D#                  F
I've been wandering oh so long
A#                 C      G
I lost my way in a raging storm
D#                     F             A#
Light a candle in your window tonight
A#                    D
Light a candle let me see the light
 
[Instramental]
Em
 
[Chorus 2]
Em                       G                   C         D
Sweet Melinda won't you come to your window tonight
          C               G   D      G
While the moon is shining briiiiight tonight
Em                       G                   C         D
Sweet Melinda won't you come to your window tonight
  C              G     D  G
I wanna hold you tiiiight tonight
 



[Verse 2]
D#                  F
I've been wandering oh so long
A#                 C      G
I lost my way in a raging storm
D#                     F             A#
Light a candle in your window tonight
A#                    D
Hold it high so i can see the light
 
 
[Chorus 3]
Em                       G                   C         D
Sweet Melinda won't you, come to your window tonight
C                  G    D    G
I want to hold you tiiiiight tonight,
Em                       G                   C         D
Sweet Melinda won't you, come to your window tonight
C                  G   D     G
Everything will be all right tonight
 
[Outro]
G   D     G
All right tonight
G   D     G
All right tonight
G   D     G
All right tonight
C     G
Sweet Melinda
C     G
Sweet Melinda
C     G
Sweet Melinda
C     G
Sweet Melinda
C     G
Sweet Melinda

18039. Sweet Memories

Sweet Memories
Chris Thile

My world is like a river
As dark as it is deep;
Night after night the past slips in
And gathers all my sleep
My days are just an endless stream
Of emptiness to me
Filled only by the fleeting
Moments of her memory
Sweet memories, sweet memories



M-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-mm
She slipped into the silence
Of my dreams last night;
Wandering from room to room
She's turning on each light
Her laughter spills like water from
The river, to the sea
And I'm swept away from sadness
Clinging to her memory
Sweet memories, sweet memories
M-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-mm
Sweet memories, sweet memories-
M-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-mm

18040. Sweet Memories - Chords

Sweet Memories

G
My world is like a river
C
As dark as it is deep
D7
Night after night the past slips in
 G
And gathers all my sleep
 
My days are just an endless stream
C
Of emptiness to me
 G
Filled only by the fleeting
 D7 G
Moments of your memory

D7 G B7 Em
Sweet memories sweet memories

G
You slipped into the silence 
C
Of my dreams last night
D7
Wandering from room to room
 G
And turning on each light

Your laughter spills like water
 C
From the river to the sea
 G
And I'm swept away from sadness
 D7 G



Clinging to your memory

D7 G B7 Em
Sweet memories sweet memories

G D7 G
Memories of the sweetest love I know

18041. Sweet Mental Revenge

(Sweet) Mental Revenge
The Coal Porters

I hope that the friend
You've thrown yourself with
He gets drunk and loses his job
And every road that you travel on
Is dusty, rocky and hard
I couldn't make you love me
You only made me blue
So all in all, if the curtain should fall
Lord, I hope that it falls on you.

I will have sweet, sweet, sweet mental revenge.
I will have sweet, sweet, sweet mental revenge.

Well, I hope that the train
From Caribou Maine
Runs over your new love affair
You walk the floor
From door to door
And pull out your peroxide hair.

You never was my woman
'Cause you were never true
So all in all if the curtain should fall
Lord, I hope that it falls on you.

I will have sweet, sweet, sweet mental revenge.
I will have sweet, sweet, sweet mental revenge.

I will have sweet sweet, sweet mental revenge

18042. Sweet Miss Sarah Jane

Sweet Miss Sarah Jane

Sweet Miss Sarah Jane,
Was a poor dirt farmers daughter,



Worked in the fields til her back was sore,
For the money the cotton would bring,
She only had what the Good Lord gave her,
And she sang in church on Sunday,
The preacher said the whole congregation came
Just to hear Miss Sarah Jane sing,
In the sweet (in the sweet)
By and by,
We shall meet on that beautiful shore,
In the sweet (in the sweet)
By and by,
We shall meet on that beautiful shore,
Now a highway came right through her farm,
And she had to move to town,
She wore a flour-sack dress that her mama made,
Everybody put Sarah Jane down,
Working in the fields was all she knew,
And she couldnt pay her board,
So Sarah Jane started singing on the corner
In the Army of the Lord,
When the roll is called up yonder,
When the roll is called up yonder,
When the roll is called up yonder,
When the roll is called up yonder I'll be there,
Now she wears a little blue bonnet,
The prettiest thing you've ever seen,
People passing by digging deep in their pockets,
And filling up her tambourine,
Then a man said I'll make you a star,
When he heard Miss Sarah Jane sing,
She said I'm happy working for the Lord,
Fame's not everything,
Now give me that old time religion,
Give me that old time religion,
Give me that old time religion,
It's good enough for me,
Now give me that old time religion,
Give me that old time religion,
Give me that old time religion,
It's good enough for me.

18043. Sweet Mountain Rose - Chords

Sweet Mountain Rose 
IIIrd Tyme Out

[Intro]
G C G Em G C G D G
 
[Verse 1]
 
G                                  C          G
Down and old mountain road, in the long long ago,



                                 Em
In a town where the white waters flow,
  G                       C          G
A story they tell, of the wild Rebel yell,
                      D              G
And a girl called the Sweet Mountain Rose.
 
[Verse 2]
 
    G                           C          G
She grew running wild, with the heart of a child,
                                   Em
And she ran where the wild meadows grow.
    G                         C        G
The boy of her dreams, he was only nineteen,
                         D            G
When he left her on that old mountain road.
 
[Chorus]
 
D                         Em
Years have gone by in the wink of an eye,
           C                        G
Since they called him to war and he chose,
G                              C          G
To be one of the brave, in the loud cannonade,
                  D              G
Far away from his Sweet Mountain Rose.
 
[Fiddle break]
 
G C G Em G C G D G
 
[Verse 3]
 
G                                C              G
And as he marched away, well you know what they say,
                         Em
The heart of a woman, it knows.
G                             C              G
He would never return, to the fire she would burn,
                  D            G
When he left that old mountain road.
 
[Chorus]
 
D                          Em
Years have gone by, in the wink of an eye,
           C                        G
Since they called him to war and he chose,
G                              C    G
To be one of the brave, in the loud cannonade,
                  D              G
Far away from his Sweet Mountain Rose.
 
[Banjo break]
 



G C G Em G C G D G
 
[Verse 4]
 
G                                  C              G
Now the final war was waged, as he wrote the last page,
                                 Em
And pinned it to his coat in the cold.
G                                  C            G
And the letter they found, on that bloody battleground,
                     D              G
Was addressed to his Sweet Mountain Rose.
 
[Final Chorus]
 
D                          Em
Sometimes at night, in the cold winter light,
  C                     G
A shadow is paled as it snows.
                                  C              G
He stands in Rebel gray, like the day he marched away,
                        D              G
Still searching for his Sweet Mountain Rose.
 
[Tag]
 
G                                 C               G
He stands in Rebel gray, like the day he marched away,
                        D              G
Still searching for his Sweet Mountain Rose.
 
[Outro]
 
G C G D G

18044. Sweet Music Man

Dolly Parton - Sweet Music Man 

Sing a song sweet music man
'Cause I won't be there to hold your hand like I used to
I'm through with you
You're a heck of a singer and powerful man
But you surround yourself with people
Who demand so little of you
You touched my soul with your beautiful song
You even had me singin' along right with you
You said I need you
Then you changed the words and added harmony
Then you sang the song you had written for me to someone new
Oh, but nobody sings a love song quite like you do
Oh, and nobody else can make me sing along
Nobody else can make me feel things are right



When I know they're wrong
Nobody sings a love song quite like you
Sing your song sweet music man
Travel the world with a six piece band
That does for you what you tell 'em to
And you try to stay young but the songs are sung
To so many people who've all begun came back on you
Sing your song sad music man
Makin' your living doing one-night stands
They're through with you
They don't need you
You're still a heck of a singer but a broken man
But you'll keep on lookin' for one last fan to sing to
Oh, and nobody sings a love song quite like you do
Oh, and nobody else can make me sing along
And nobody else can make me feel things are right
When they're wrong with a song
Nobody sings a love song quite like you
Tag:
Sing your song sweet music man
I believe in you

18045. Sweet Old World

Emmylou Harris - Sweet Old World
Lucinda Williams

See what you lost when you left this world, this sweet old world 
See what you lost when you left this world, this sweet old world 

The breath from your own lips, the touch of fingertips 
A sweet and tender kiss 
The sound of a midnight train, wearing someone's ring 
Someone calling your name 
Somebody so warm cradled in your arm 
Didn't you think you were worth anything 

See what you lost when you left this world, this sweet old world 
See what you lost when you left this world, this sweet old world 

Millions of us in love, promises made good 
Your own flesh and blood 
Looking for some truth, dancing with no shoes 
The beat, the rhythm, the blues 
The pounding of your heart's drum together with another one 
Didn't you think anyone loved you 

See what you lost when you left this world, this sweet old world 
See what you lost when you left this world, this sweet old world



18046. Sweet On Me - Chords

Sweet On Me 
The Hackensaw Boys

[Intro]
D       A
D       G       A       D
 
[Verse]
D                                A
I saw her eyes lookin' square at mine
D      G            A                 D
I fell sweet on her she fell sweet on me
 
[Instrumental]
D       A
D       G       A       D
 
D                                   A
I heard a story  bout fishes in the sea
D      G         A             D
I done found the only fish for me
 
[Chorus]
C
 Cause she got wooly and I got wild
C                                   D
We got wild and wooly and the music played (sweet sounds)
C
 Cause she got wooly and I got wild
C                                   D
We got wild and wooly and the music played (sweet sounds)
 
[Verse]
D                                    A
I met her kin, and then went over to mine
D                  G               A                   D
I was worried she's sweet on me my mom thought she was fine
 
[Instrumental]
D       A
D       G       A       D
 
[Verse]
D                                 A
I was tickled, my toes twist with delight
D     G            A                D
I was sweet on her she was sweet on me
 
[Chorus]
C
So I went right home to grab my loot
C                                          D
That was in my sock and I went down to the store
C
Ran right back to that sweet thing



C                                        D
And on one knee to give her that diamond ring
 
[Verse]
D                                         A
Now we're hitched up and married life's a time
D         G             A                    D
I'm still sweet on her, she's still sweet on me
 
[Instrumental]
D       A
D       G       A       D
 
[Chorus]
C
And we're still wooly and we're still wild
C                                        D
We're still wild and wooly and the music plays (sweet sounds)
C
And we're still wooly and we're still wild
C                                        D
We're still wild and wooly and the music plays (sweet sounds)
 
[Verse]
D                                              A
She's pretty like a flower, and I'm the bumble-bee
D         G             A                    D
I'm still sweet on her, she's still stuck to me
 
[Instrumental]
D       C      B        Bm      A       D

18047. Sweet Pea

Sweet Pea
Bearfoot

Sweet pea, apple of my eye
Don't know when and I don't know why
You're the only reason I keep on coming homeSweet pea, what's all this about?
Don't get your way, all you do is fuss and pout
You're the only reason I keep on coming homeUnlike the Rock of Gibraltar
I always seem to falter
And the words just get in the way
Oh, I know I'm gonna crumble
I'm trying to stay humble
But I never think before I saySweet pea, keeper of my soul
I know, sometimes, I'm out of control
You're the only reason I keep on coming
You're the only reason I keep on coming, yeah
You're the only reason I keep on coming home



18048. Sweet Persuasion

Brett Dennen - Sweet Persuasion

I know you got my number
And I know your spell I'm under
I won't break this
I got something on you
You know me
And my weakness
And you know my little secret
Still I think that I got something on you
Sweet persuasion
Do you know my reputation?
Sweet, eet, eet persuasion
I've got a hard reputation
All I want?
Your affection
I can offer you protection
Come on baby, what you got to loose?
Sweet persuasion
Do you know my reputation?
Sweet, eet, eet persuasion
I've got a hard reputation
Give me love
Show me what you're made of
Give me love
Give me love
Love love love

18049. Sweet Potato

Sweet Potato
Leftover Salmon

G-d-g
D-g

Be my sweet potato
Be my honey lamb
Dance around the campfire
Hang around a while

Well, I been caught stealin'
Someone else's vibe,
Everybody loves or hates us,
But we're still alive

Chorus:



Well wake up in the morning
Cup of coffee, grab your bags
Jump into the caddie
'cause this tourin' ain't a drag.
They say overrated, educated
I suppose a little jaded.
When I get off this
I think I'm gonna have to be sedated.
So be my sweet potato,
I'll be your honey lamb,
Give me some black tupelo,
I been caught again. shit!

I went to new york city,
But then I come right back,
Everyone was cool there,
I couldn't get no slack
You seen me in the papers,
You seen me in the voice,
I think I'd stay in dixie,
If I had the choice.

Chorus

18050. Sweet Rachel Ann

Dolly Parton - Sweet Rachel Ann 

Sweet Rachel Ann sweet Rachel Ann when are you ever coming home
Sweet Rachel Ann we've waited here through many seasons now
We've waited here but you have not returned
When you left you promised us that you'd return someday
We miss you and our love for you still burns
Our little girl who longed to see the world beyond these hills
Sweet Rachel Ann you felt you had to go
The autumn wind again has blown the last leaves from the trees
Making room for winter's ice and snow
Sweet Rachel Ann sweet Rachel Ann oh how we miss you since you've gone
Sweet Rachel Ann sweet Rachel Ann when are you ever coming home
[ ac.guitar ]
Spring had kissed the earth again wait what's that I see
Is it someone running up the path
Oh wait a minute could it be Rachel is that you
Sweet Rachel Ann have you come home at last
Rachel I hardly recognize you now you look so tired and thin
Sweet Rachel Ann you're different than before
And that world that lies beyond these hills well it's hurt you Rachel Ann
But now you're home and nothing's gonna ever hurt you not anymore
Sweet Rachel Ann sweet Rachel Ann our love will make you good as new again
Sweet Rachel Ann sweet Rachel Ann
At last you have come home sweet Rachel Ann sweet Rachel Ann



18051. Sweet Release

New Grass Revival - Sweet Release 

Out along the edges of the night
Somewhere between the dawn and the light
She said, love's not just a picture in a book
And then she made me take another look

Sweet release, she's lettin' her love show
Sweet release, I'm lettin' it all go
Take me, please, won't you take me, please
Oh, my sweet release

It's the way that she makes up for what I'd lack
The way she gives herself without holdin' back
And when I come to tell her of my dreams
It's the way she knows exactly what I mean

Sweet release, she's lettin' her love show
Sweet release, I'm lettin' it all go
Take me, please, won't you take me, please
Oh, my sweet release

And when I've spent the time I have to spend
And I have seen a picture of the end
After all the words have flown away
And love has finally found a place to stay

Sweet release, she's lettin' her love show
Sweet release, I'm lettin' it all go
Take me, please, won't you take me, please
Well, you've got to take me, please
Oh, my sweet release

18052. Sweet Rosie Jones - Chords

Sweet Rosie Jones
Buck Owens

 D
I met her out in Oklahoma
 G D
Down where the old Red River flows
 G D
I vowed my love to her forever
 A D
She was my sweet, sweet Rosie Jones.



D 
We walked alone down by the river
 G D
Just as the sun was sinking low
 G D
And in her eyes I saw big trouble
 A D
Like the muddy waters down below.

D G C G
Her lips were soft and sweet as honey
 C G 
Her hair was bright as yellow as gold
 C G
Her cheeks were red as summer roses
 D G////A
She was my sweet, sweet Rosie Jones.

 D
And then one day a tall dark stranger
 G D
With hair as black as winter coal
 G D
Rode into town as night was falling
 A D
And there he met my Rosie Jones.

(Spoken)
I woke next morning just after sunup
To find a note from my Rosie's hand
And it read I'd rather die than ever hurt you
But I'm in love with that tall dark man.

So now I walk alone down by the river
Where my sweet Rosie used to stroll
And soon I'm gonna join those deep dark waters
For I can't live without Rosie Jones.

D G C G
Her lips were soft and sweet as honey
 C G
Her hair was bright as yellow as gold
 C G
Her cheeks were red as summer roses
 D G
She was my sweet, sweet Rosie Jones...

18053. Sweet Sally Brown

The Lonesome River Band - Sweet Sally Brown

Now every day ya get a little bit older
Hey, sweet Sally



Every day get a little bit bolder
Oh, sweet Sally

Every night when I go to sleep
Hey, Sweet Sally
The greenest blue eyes and lips so sweet
Oh, sweet Sally

Oh, sweet Sally
Prettiest girl in town
Oh, sweet Sally
I love sweet Sally Brown

I help carry her book to school
Hey, sweet Sally
I ain't too big but I ain't no fool
Oh, sweet Sally

I ain't big enough to go to school
Like Sally and brother
So give her a kiss at the school house door
Then go back home to Mother

Oh, sweet Sally
Prettiest girl in town
Oh, Sweet Sally
I love Sweet Sally Brown

Mom says I can't ask her to wed
That would be too mean
For you see I'm only five years old
And Sally's seventeen

But age don't matter when love is true
The way that I love Sally
So I'll eat my food and grow up real big
And I'll be big like Sally

Oh, sweet Sally
Prettiest girl in town
Oh, sweet Sally
I love sweet Sally Brown

18054. Sweet Side

Lucinda Williams - Sweet Side

You run yourself ragged tryin' to be strong
You feel bad when you nothin' wrong
Love got all confused with anger and pride
So much abuse on such a little child
Someone you trusted told you to shut up
Now there's a pain in your gut that you can't get rid of



No one heard your screams when you were nine
When bad dreams filled your summertime

[Chorus]
So you don't always show your sweet side
You don't always show your sweet side
You don't always show your sweet side
You don't always show your sweet side

You're tough as steel and you keep your chin up
You don't ever feel like you're good enough
You've had the blues ever since you were six
Your little tennis shoes and your pick-up sticks
You were screamed at and kicked over and over
Now you always feel sick and you can't keep a lover
Every Christmas there were presents to unwrap
But the things you witnessed when you were five and a half

[Chorus]

Someone deserted you, the damage is done
Now you don't deserve to be loved by no one
Hands that would feed you when you were two
Were the same hands that beat you black and blue
You get defensive at every turn
You're overly sensitive and overly concerned
Few precious memories, no lullabies
Hollowed out centuries of lies

[Chorus]

I've seen you in the kitchen cookin' me supper
I listened to you bitchin' and I watched you suffer
I still love you baby 'cause I know you
Don't mean to do the cruel things you do
I've seen you sewin' buttons on your shirt
I've seen you throwin' up when your stomach hurt
I stick by you baby, through thick and thin
No matter what kind of shape you're in

'Cause I've seen your sweet side
I've seen your sweet side
I've seen your sweet side baby

18055. Sweet Spot

Emmylou Harris - Sweet Spot

Baby when you're down
I'll be around
Baby when you're lost
I'll be your found
When the night is long



I'll be the crack of dawn
Baby when you take a shot
I'll be your sweet spot
Baby when you need to float
I'll be your lifeboat
When you want to play along
I'll be your Mah Jong
When you've done your best
I'll be your day of rest
Baby when you take a shot
I'll be your sweet spot
I'll be your sweet spot
Baby when you're falling off your feet
Out on a road that's rough and steep
And you're looking for a state of grace
I'll be your leap of faith
Baby when you're growing old
I'll be your solid gold
When your ship don't come in
I'll be your thick and thin
When your love is blind
I'll be your walk the line
When you've given all you've got
I'll be your sweet spot

18056. Sweet Spot

Emmylou Harris - Sweet Spot

Baby when you're down
I'll be around
Baby when you're lost
I'll be your found
When the night is long
I'll be the crack of dawn
Baby when you take a shot
I'll be your sweet spot
Baby when you need to float
I'll be your lifeboat
When you want to play along
I'll be your Mah Jong
When you've done your best
I'll be your day of rest
Baby when you take a shot
I'll be your sweet spot
I'll be your sweet spot
Baby when you're falling off your feet
Out on a road that's rough and steep
And you're looking for a state of grace
I'll be your leap of faith
Baby when you're growing old
I'll be your solid gold
When your ship don't come in



I'll be your thick and thin
When your love is blind
I'll be your walk the line
When you've given all you've got
I'll be your sweet spot

18057. Sweet Summer Blue and Gold

Linda Ronstadt - Sweet Summer Blue and Gold

Look out your window, the rain is turning into snow
So the time has come you know, you must decide to stay or go
Oh how you love me! Sweet summer blue and gold. Will you stay with me? Long winter's gre
y and cold

Go love, open up the door you'll see the winds aren't warm anymore
The birds we heard all summer long were chased away by winter's storms
Oh how you love me! Sweet summer blue and gold. Will you stay with me? Long winter's gre
y and cold

Tell me with just a word if you're going to stay love, we'll wait the winter out, when summer co
mes we'll play, love
Oh how you love me! Sweet summer blue and gold. Will you stay with me? Long winters grey
 and cold

18058. Sweet Summer Lovin'

Dolly Parton - Sweet Summer Lovin'
(Blaise Tosti/Bud Reneau)

Though the sun may be dawning
You're the one that lights the morning
As I awake to the heaven
Of your sweet summer lovin'
By a stream in the country
Running barefoot and feeling free
While the love in our hearts blend
Into sweet summer lovin'
Sweet summer lovin' in the dandelions
Sweet summer lovin' keeps me high as candy wine
When that big red balloon sets
Like a painting across the West
As the sky turns a crimson blue
As the world turns for me and you
By the light of the moon glowing
While the warm summer wind blows
'Cross the sill of your window
We'll be letting our love flow
Sweet summer lovin' in the dandelions



Sweet summer lovin' keeps me high as candy wine
Sweet summer lovin' in the dandelions
Sweet summer lovin' keeps me high as candy wine
Sweet summer lovin'
Sweet summer lovin'
Mmm...
Sweet summer lovin'
Mmm...
Sweet summer lovin'
I love your sweet summer lovin'
Sweet summer lovin'
Sweet summer lovin'
Mmm...
Sweet summer lovin'
Mmm...
Sweet summer lovin'

18059. Sweet Summertime - Chords

Sweet Summertime
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Donna Webster

C                F                  G7
Can you remember back when you were younger
F           C             G7
Those sweet childhood memories
C                                    F
I sat in wonder of the great times I had
C           G7                 C
And what my childhood meant to me
              F         C
I miss that sweet summertime
                     F            G7
Back when the simple life was all you'd find
C             G7
Ice cream and butterflies
F             G7
Grandpa would tan your hide
F      G7          C
In the sweet summertime
         F         C
In the sweet summertime
               F                G7
Days like that today are surely hard to find
C                 G7
Hide and seek and kick the can
F                G7
Running from the boogie man
F      G7          C
In the sweet summertime
               G7
I can remember going to church on Sunday



F                         G7
Singin then dinner on the ground
             C                                 F
Martha White biscuits baking in grandma's kitchen
C              G7            C
Those memories bring me back around
              F         C
I miss that sweet summertime
              F               G7
Back when the simple life was all you'd find
C                 G7
Fried chicken and apple pie
F                G7
Watermelon under sunny skies
F      G7          C
In the sweet summertime
         F         C
In the sweet summertime
               F                G7
Days like that today are surely hard to find
C              G7
Skipping rocks across the creek
F                   G7
Running round in my bare feet
F      G7          C
In the sweet summertime
       G7          C
In the sweet summertime
              F         C
I miss that sweet summertime

18060. Sweet Sunny South

Sweet Sunny South
Osborne Brothers
David Davis & The Warrior River Boys
Old Crow Medicine Show

Take me back to the place where I first saw the light
To that sweet sunny south take me home
Where the mockingbird sings me to sleep every night
Oh why was I tempted to roam

I think with regret of the dear home I left
Of the warm hearts that sheltered me there
Of wife and of children of whom I'm bereft
Of the old place again do I sigh

Take me back to the place where the orange trees grow
To my plot in the evergreen shade
Where the flowers from the river's green margins did grow
And spread their sweet scent through the glade



Take me back let me see what is left that I know
Could it be that the old house is gone
Dear friends from my childhood indeed must be few
And I must face death all alone

The path to our cottage they say has grown green
And the place is quite lonely around
I know that the smiles and the forms I once knew
Now lie 'neath the cold mossy ground

But yet I return to the place of my birth
Where the children have played 'round the door
Where they gathered wild blossoms that grew 'round the path
Twill echo their footsteps no more

Take me back to the place where my little ones sleep
Where poor massa lies buried close by
O'er the graves of my loved ones I long for to weep
and rest there among them when I die

18061. Sweet Surrender - Chords

Sweet Surrender 
Richard & Linda Thompson
 
          Bb            D# Dm Cm    Bb
I gave my heart to you, oh oh oh oh oh
                         G# Gm Fm              D#
I gave my heart to you, oh oh oh with sweet surrender
   Cm               Bb
Sweet surrender, oh sweet surrender
  D#            Bb
Allah, Allah, Allah
 
                            D# Dm Cm    Bb
I'd give the world for you, oh oh oh oh oh
                             G# Gm Fm              D#
I'd give the world for you, oh oh oh with sweet surrender
   Cm               Bb
Sweet surrender, oh sweet surrender
  D#            Bb  Bb7
Allah, Allah, Allah
 
Bb          D#            F
You make me weak when you touch my hand
            Bb       D#       F
Oh I should run from here but I can't seem to stand
Gm Dm      Cm         Gm Dm  Cm
Oh I can't leave you, oh I believe you
Bb                     D#  F
And I believe you understand
 
I feel you next to me, oh oh oh oh



I feel you next to me, oh oh oh with sweet surrender
Sweet surrender, oh sweet surrender
Allah, Allah, Allah
 
Oh I can't leave you, oh I believe you
And I believe you understand
 
You make my heart beat, oh oh oh oh
You make my heart beat, oh oh oh with sweet surrender
Sweet surrender, oh sweet surrender
Allah, Allah, Allah
 
D#              Bb
Sweet, sweet surrender...

18062. Sweet Susannah

Sweet Susannah
The Flying Burrito Brothers

C'est la belle 'la Louise Anne te va fomma faire ma faume
Ta jolie a ta meion a ta pas bon

Why did you go and leave me in Lou'siana sweet Susannah
You left me for a fella who wore a big black umbrella
He came to the sticks to buy some antiques
He was a wheeler and a dealer the woman stealer

Oh sweet Susannah you're a loser
You ran off and you left me for a California boozer
You stole all his goods and left him in the woods
I hope you store in a bore you flirty girlie

Please come back to Lou'siana sweet Susannah
Since you left nothing's right and the catfish don't bite
I can't pay my rent cause you stole every cent
And I can't stand to see my landlord cry...

18063. Sweet Sweet Molly - Chords

Sweet Sweet Molly 
Eddie Arnold

The war began and Henry left his farm
Left his darling Molly with her baby in her arms
Now the war was over and their life could begin
Molly saw her darling, standing at the door again

It's so nice, to hear your voice again Molly



So nice, to feel your arms around me Molly
Oh, how happy I'd be if I only could see you Sweet, sweet Molly
Please don't cry

Maybe I should've written to let you know ahead of time
But I was afraid you'd worry, if you knew that I'd gone blind
Do I hear you cryin' Molly? Please don't cry you silly thing
See what you've done, you've even brought a tear into my eye

Oh, how happy I'd be if I only could see you Sweet, sweet Molly
Please don't cry

Where's my son? What does he look like Molly?
Everyone says he, took after me. Lord I wish I could see
Come here little man, don't be afraid, I'm your Daddy
Guess you'll get used to me in time, won't he Molly?

It's so nice, to hear your voice again Molly
So nice, to feel your arms around me Molly
Oh, how happy I'd be if I only could see you Sweet, sweet Molly
Please don't cry

18064. Sweet Symphony

Sweet Symphony
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1: Joy Oladokun]
I get weak
Whenever you're around
I let my walls down
And lay my weapons on the floor
Fight
Every day I used to fight
And dream of real love at night
Well, it's reality now

[Chorus: Joy Oladokun]
Loving you's a sweet, sweet symphony
That all of Heaven and Earth join to sing
And my heart trembles at the sound
Even if the world that we built falls at our feet
We're still right where we're supposed to be
Together through ups and the downs
Dungeons and ivory towers

[Verse 2: Chris Stapleton]
Wrong
We'll get things wrong
But as long as we keep evRry promise we make
WR'll stay whole
I know
There'll be heavy days



But in every mistake
There's a lesson to learn, so stay here with me

[Chorus: Chris Stapleton]
Loving you's a sweet, sweet symphony
That all of Heaven and Earth join to sing
My heart trembles at the sound
Even if the world that we built falls at our feet
We're still right where we're supposed to be
Together through ups and the downs
Dungeons and ivory towers

[Bridge: Joy Oladokun & Chris Stapleton]
Even in the valley, baby
When the river's too deep
Let me be your comfort, darling
Wherever this road leads

[Chorus: Joy Oladokun, Joy Oladokun & Chris Stapleton]
Loving you's a sweet, symphony
That all of Heaven and Earth join to sing
And my heart trembles at the sound
Even if the world that we built falls at our feet
We're still right where we're supposed to be
Together through ups and the downs
Dungeons and ivory towers

18065. Sweet Temptation

Ricky Skaggs - Sweet Temptation

Sweet temptation, that's what you are to me
That's what you'll always be, it seems
Ah, sweet temptation, you smile and pass me by
But still you occupy my dreams

Baby, I've got a lot of hidden charms
You'd find if you'd just hold me in your arms
But you're just sweet temptation, a diamond in the rough
You make it awful tough on me

Ah, you do, honey

Ah, sweet temptation, the most delicious peach
Is always out of reach, they say
Ah, sweet temptation, you're just a little flirt, squirt
You know, you might get hurt that way

Baby, someday you'll get a big surprise
Find someone who'll make you realize
That you're just sweet temptation, a diamond in the rough
You make it awful tough on me



What do you think, Mutt?

Baby, someday you'll get a big surprise
Find someone who'll make you realize
That you're just sweet temptation, a diamond in the rough
You make it awful tough for me

Play it boys

Ah, sweet temptation, a diamond in the rough
You make it awful tough for me

18066. Sweet Thing

Sweet Thing - Osborne Brothers

Sweet thing, I'm writing this letter to you
Your name will be blotted with tears
Please read it and answer, and tell me it's true
Your love will remain through the years

Sweet thing, love you, you know that it's true
Don't you remember that day
As we grow older, I know you'll forget
That's why I'm writing this way

I want to be loved but only by you
That's why tonight I'm so sad
I know that another has gained that reward
A love that I wanted so bad

* Refrain

18067. Sweet Thing

Sweet Thing - Osborne Brothers

Sweet thing, I'm writing this letter to you
Your name will be blotted with tears
Please read it and answer, and tell me it's true
Your love will remain through the years

Sweet thing, love you, you know that it's true
Don't you remember that day
As we grow older, I know you'll forget
That's why I'm writing this way

I want to be loved but only by you
That's why tonight I'm so sad



I know that another has gained that reward
A love that I wanted so bad

* Refrain

18068. Sweet Time

Jim Lauderdale - Sweet Time

Whoa, you're taking your sweet time
While you're making me wait down the line
They say that love is patient and kind
Oh, you're taking your sweet time
I told you that I'd wait forever
I didn't know it would take so long
That we could be together
Oh, you're taking your sweet time
And you're making me wait on down the line
They say that love is patient and kind
Oh, you're taking your sweet time
You said, it's better late than never
I hope that I'm not too wrong
To wait until you get here
You're taking your sweet time
While you make me wait on down the line
They say that love is patient and kind
Oh, you're taking your sweet time
Mmm, you're taking your sweet time
Oh, you're taking your sweet time

18069. Sweet Tooth

Sweet Tooth
Dave Rawlings Machine

Sweet tooth, crying shame
Sweet tooth, crying shame
Sweet tooth, crying shame
Gotta feed a sweet tooth ten times a day
Just to hear the wind blowing on a windy day

Cairo is a mean old town
Cairo is a mean old town
Cairo is a mean old town
That's what my Uncle John told me
When the sweet tooth got him down

And it's a slow ride on the Santa Fe
And it's a slow ride on the Santa Fe



And it's a slow ride on the Santa Fe
Crawling like a bear underneath the chair
Looking for the sweet tooth

And there's a poor little bean in the diner car
There's a poor little bean in the diner car
There's a poor little bean in the diner car
Said it's so hard to wait sittin' on a plate
I wish I was a candy bar

Said little brother to sister Sue
Said little brother to sister Sue
Said little brother to sister Sue
Ah I got a sweet tooth for the tooth fairy
And I'm workin' on a cavity

I want to be your honey but I got a sweet tooth
I want to be your honey but I got a sweet tooth
I want to be your honey but I got a sweet tooth
I want to be your honey but I got a sweet tooth
I want to be your honey but I got a sweet tooth
I want to be your honey but I got a sweet tooth
I asked you once, I won't ask you twice
Come and be my sugar daddy, I'll treat you nice

Said the little bear to the honey bee
Said the little bear to the honey bee
Said the little bear to the honey bee
I'd do anything in this doggone mighty world
If you'd give in to your sweet tooth

Said the soothsayer to the candy cane
Said the soothsayer to the candy cane
Said the soothsayer to the candy cane
Ah honey let me try you one more time
I'll tell you if you taste the same

I'm goin' to the doctor, gonna pull my sweet tooth
I'm goin' to the doctor, gonna pull my sweet tooth
I'm goin' to the doctor, gonna pull my sweet tooth
I'm goin' to the doctor, gonna pull my sweet tooth
I'm goin' to the doctor, gonna pull my sweet tooth
I'm goin' to the doctor, gonna pull my sweet tooth
The sign said closed Sunday
And there ain't nothin' left to do but pray

Ah come on give me some of that novacane
Come on give me some of that novacane
Come on give me some of that novacane
Come on give me some of that novacane
Come on give me some of that novacane
Come on give me some of that novacane
Keep the sugar coming through a candy straw
I don't want to feel the pain

Tooth on a string, string on a knob
Tooth on a string, string on a knob



Tooth on a string, string on a knob
That well water better make me well
Cause the sweet tooth is hurtin' like a ringing bell

And there's an angel in the attic, sugar on top
There's an angel in the attic, sugar on top
Oh pretty please with sugar on top
That when I die, sweet tooth in hand
I'm begging Peter send me to the candy land

I'll meet the King of Candy at a quarter to two
I'll meet the King of Candy at a quarter to two
I'll meet the King of Candy at a quarter to two
I'll meet the King of Candy at a quarter to two
I'll meet the King of Candy at a quarter to two
I'll meet the King of Candy at a quarter to two
He'll feed my sweet tooth, bye and bye
And he says he got somethin' gonna satisfy

Sheep's in the meadow, wolf's in the house
Sheep's in the meadow, wolf's in the house
Sheep's in the meadow, wolf's in the house
Candy's in the hand of the candy man
And the sweet tooth is in my mouth

18070. Sweet Verona - Chords

Sweet Verona 
Della Mae
 
[First Verse]
G      G                 C     G
Verona left when she was only 16
Em           Em        D          D
She gave no reason but needing to fly
           G                    G             C                 G
She joined up with a traveling band, and lady luck she took her hand
Em               D        G
Left all of her demons behind
 
[Second Verse]
             G         G     C               G
She wove her unabashed story all through the south
Em         Em          D          D
Verona she carried the truth of a child
           G     G          C            G
She was a gypsy queen, her hair a raven sheen
Em               D          G
She made love so strong and wild
 
[Chorus]
                           C
Now they're a bringing her home



       G
Sweet Verona
               Em             C        G
She's got her very own box in which to lay
                           C          C*
Now they're a bringing her home
            G
From Louisiana
          Em             D         G
And hallelujah lord she's home to stay
 
[Third Verse]
G          G               C       G
I kept the postcards that she sent me
Em                 Em      D         D
She passed through our way only once more
     G       G           C                G
When Mama died she stood just outside the church
Em                       D          G
But she was gone when I ran out the door
 
[Chorus]
                           C
Now they're a bringing her home
       G
Sweet Verona
               Em             C        G
She's got her very own box in which to lay
                           C          C*
Now they're a bringing her home
            G
From Louisiana
          Em             D         G
And hallelujah lord she's home to stay
 
[Fourth Verse]
G                  G                    C              G
Don't know how she died, they said they found her that way
Em         Em              D             D
Covered in jewels that she bought at the pawn
              G              G
They said her fire burned so bright, that it
   C        G       Em            D            G
It kept her alight, and it burned till she was gone
 
[Final Chorus]
                           C
Now they're a bringing her home
       G
Sweet Verona
               Em             C        G
She's got her very own box in which to lay
                           C          C*
Now they're a bringing her home
            G
From Louisiana
          Em             D         G



And hallelujah lord she's home to stay
          Em             D         G
And hallelujah lord she's home to stay
X
By helping UG you make the world better... and earn IQ

18071. Sweet Virginia

Sweet Virginia
Steve Earl

Verse 1:
Wadin' through the waste stormy winter
And there's not a friend to help you through
Tryin' to stop the waves behind your eyeballs
Drop your reds, drop your greens and blues

Verse 2:
Thank you for your wine, California
Thank you for your sweet and bitter fruits
Yes I got the desert in my toenail
And I hid the speed inside my shoe

Chorus:
But come on, come on down Sweet Virginia
Come on, honey child, I beg you
Come on, come on down, you got it in ya
Got to scrape the shit right off your shoes

Chorus:
I want you to come on, come on down Sweet Virginia
I want you come on, honey child, I beg you
I want you come on, honey child you got it in you
Got to scrape that shit right off your shoes

Chorus:
But come on, come on down Sweet Virginia
Come on, come on down, I beg of you
Come on, come on down, you got it in you
Got to scrape that shit right off your shoes

18072. Sweeter Sound - Chords

Sweeter Sound - Lonesome Ace Stringband

[Intro]
F     Bb

[Verse 1]



F
Swimming up the river till the day I die
F
Trying to make it home make it home on time
       Bb
It's a one way journey, it's and uphill climb
F
Flying over mountains with my wings spread wide
F
Chasing jet liners across an open sky
  Bb
I know I'll never catch them, but I'll never stop trying
        Eb                            Bb              F
Well it ain't to hard to see, its all harmony to me

[Verse 2]
F
Tearing up the highway with my wheels on fire
F
Gunning steady truckin through the midnight hour
Bb
Seems I'm always rolling and I never arrive
F
Never thought I'd make it with the shape I'm in
         F
When the only way out is to dive right in
          Bb
You gotta follow your heart try to play your part
             Eb                           Bb                 F
It's not the easy road to Go but it's the only road I know

[Pre Chorus 1]
                   A                 Bb
When the sun comes up, gotta push my luck
Dm          C               Bb
Try to make better than the way we found
Dm        C              Bb
Gonna levitate it get it off the ground
A              Bb                         F
Try to make it fly, try to make a sweeter sound

[Chorus 1]
                       Bb
Make a sweeter sound
                       F
Make a sweeter sound
                       Bb
Make a sweeter sound
                       (F)
Make a sweeter sound

[Verse 3]
F
Hey I haven't seen you in a real long time
F
Make a little music when the sun goes down
    Bb



You never know when, you'll get to Do it again
F
Swimming up the river till the day I die
F
Trying to make it home make it home on time
       Bb
It's a one way journey, it's and uphill climb
               Eb                          Bb                   F
And if there's one true thing I know, it's down the road we go

[Pre Chorus 2]
                   A                 Bb
When the sun comes up, gotta push my luck
Dm          C               Bb
Try to make better than the way we found
Dm        C              Bb
Gonna levitate it get it off the ground
A              Bb                         F
Try to make it fly, try to make a sweeter sound
Dm        C              Bb
Try to make better than the way we found
Dm        C              Bb
Gonna levitate it get it off the ground
A              Bb   F
Try to make it fly

[Chorus 2]
                                     Bb
Do Do Do Do Do do, Do Do Do Do Do do
                          F
Do Do Do Do Do do,
                                      (Bb)
Do Do Do Do Do do, Do Do Do Do Do do
               Bb
Make a sweeter sound, Do Do Do Do Do do
                   F
Do Do Do Do Do do
                                      (Bb)
Do Do Do Do Do do, Do Do Do Do Do do
               Bb
Make a sweeter sound, Do Do Do Do Do do
                   F
Do Do Do Do Do do

[Repeat and Fade]

18073. Sweeter Than Sugarcane

Melonie Cannon - Sweeter Than Sugarcane 

Was that just a dream I had
A thought in my mind
Oh baby, I'd have to say that it feels



That way most of the time

'Cause I look around me now
And this is what's real
I live in a world that is bound
And circled by cold hard steel

But I remember lying under that old magnolia
And the sound of summer rain
With the song of the south rolling around in my brain
And kisses sweeter than sugarcane

Sweeter than sugarcane

Sometimes in the dead of night
When I'm trying to sleep
With the sound of the trucks
And the horns drifting up
From down the street

I find myself wondering
Where you are now
And when the dawn won't break
And you're lying awake
What you're thinking about

'Cause I remember lying under that old magnolia
And the sound of summer rain
With the song of the south rolling around in my brain
And kisses sweeter than sugarcane

Sweeter than sugarcane
Sweeter than sugarcane

18074. Sweeter Than The Flowers

Sweeter Than The Flowers - James King
Emmylou Harris - Roy Acuff - Stanley Brothers

Just as far as I can remember
She'll remain the rose of my heart
Mama fell sick along in December
February brought us broken hearts

The reason we've not called a family reunion
We knew that she wouldn't be there
But now that we've thought it all over Mama
We know you're spirit is here 

   Oh no I can't forget the hours your the only one Momma
   And sweeter than the flowers
   Oh no there's no use to bother
   To speak of you now would only hurt Father



   Oh no momma we'll never forget you
   And someday we'll meet you up there

We all gathered round and I stared at their faces
All heads were bowed mighty low
But this was one time we all had to face it
Though it hurt us so badly you know

Well it looked so good to see us together
But I had to look after dad
Oh no Mother when I passed by your casket
I didn't want to remember you dead

18075. Sweetest Breeze

Acoustic Syndicate - Sweetest Breeze 
Album: Live from the Neighborhood

Sometimes I'd like to cut down early, 
when the sweetest breeze is blowing 
that old summer season down
And the hard times comes back, 
from where only strong men can go
And the dirty works all done 
here in the town.

I could pick up my things 
from the keeper, 
collect what pay is due me 
from the man from the man.
I could walk straight down 
the floodway where 
the water bends around,
And follow you Old River 
to my home.

Oh, but if I could, 
I'd be gone tomorrow 
Oh, but if I could, 
I'd leave today.
If I just had the strength left Lord, 
to get myself back home,
I'd leave right now, 
but I guess I'm gonna stay.

Time seems to stain 
this old man's soul, 
and now the pain, it comes from places
that I never knew before.
It's a pity what has come and gone, 
I long for younger days, the cold wind
chills me right down to my bones.



Maybe next year 
things may be some different. 
All the friends that I have made
here might help me on my way.
If I just had the strength left Lord, 
to get myself back home, 
I'd leave right now, 
but I guess I'm gonna stay.

Repeat chorus twice

18076. Sweetest Dream - Chords

Sweetest Dream 
The Waifs

            A
in the morning light
              E7
i'm still holding on
                          A
though my dream has faded
                    D
with the morning sun
                    A
but you're here with me
          E7
in a memory
              A
of my sweetest dream
 
in the velvet clutch
of the darkest night
when my way is lost
no guiding light
how you comfort me
in my hour of need
in my sweetest dream
 
when you call my name
my soul responds
i touch the flame
but the flame has gone
eluding me - bitter irony
my sweetest dream
 
Outro:  A D A, A E7 A]
 
dream dream...
dream dream... x 8



18077. Sweetest Gift A Mother's Smile

Sweetest Gift A Mother's Smile

One day a mother came to the prison
To see an erring but precious son
She told the warden how much she loved him
It did not matter what he had done

She did not bring to him a parol or pardon
She brought no silver no pomp or style
It was a halo bright sent down from heaven
The sweetest gift a mother's smile

Her boy had drifted far from the fireside
Tho she had pleaded with him each night
Yet not a word did she ever utter
And tho her heart ached her smile was bright

* Refrain

She left a smile son you can remember
She's gone to heaven from heartache free
The bars around you could never change her
You were her baby and ere will be

* Refrain

18078. Sweetest Love

Sweetest Love - Ralph Stanley
Seldom Scene

Here's a story of two childhood sweethearts
And a love that we shared still untold
How our simple little vows they were broken
And a love that I treasured more than gold

   Are you tired of the life that you're livin
   Does your mind wander back to the past
   Do you think of the love you've forsaken
   Darlin true love is too sweet to last

I remember that night in the moonlight
When you said that you'd found someone new
Do you realize the heartache you've caused me
You should know that my love was so true

Alone and sad as I'm travelling



I'm lost on this sea of regret
Wandering back to the place of my childhood
And the one that I've always loved the best

18079. Sweetheart

Sweetheart
Larry Sparks - Sweetheart

[Chorus]
Sweetheart, I want to say I love you
You care for me like only you can do
You're a rose that's unlike any other
You're my best friend, sweetheart, I love you

[Verse 1]
We had our hard times, but look at the good times
In picture frames scattered all around this house
I can't explain the gift you give me every single day
But if I could, this is exactly what I'd say

[Chorus]
Sweetheart, I want to say I love you
You care for me like only you can do
You're a rose that's unlike any other
You're my best friRnd, sweetheart, I love you

[Verse 2]
Well, it's surR gone fast, can't believe we made it this far
You haven't changed, you still look twenty-two
You get to me even after all this time, dear
I'll fall more every day until my days are through

[Chorus]
Sweetheart, I want to say I love you
You care for me like only you can do
You're a rose that's unlike any other
You're my best friend, sweetheart, I love you

[Outro]
You're my best friend, sweetheart, I love you

18080. Sweetheart - Chords

Sweetheart 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks
 
[Intro]
  C Am F G  C Am F G



 
[Verse 1]
      C Am   F         G              C  Am   F  G
Sweetheart,  but it doesn't beat for me           
Em                  D                C  Am   F  G
It beats softly in love but not for me
       C  Am   F  G              C  Am   F  G
Sweet lips,  I know I'll never kiss      
 Em              D            C  Am     F  G
You're one I'm afraid I must miss
 
[Chorus 1]
Am                      C          Am                Em
I'm a waitress in the donut shop,  I see him on his morning stop
    Em              D                          C  Am    F
He talks of love,  but he's thinking of his sweetheart  
     G                 C Am  F   G            Em  D          C Am   F G
She gives him a rough time,  he gives me his dime,  and then parts
      C Am   F  G               C  Am   F  G
Soft sighs,    soft and pretty moans
Em               D           C Am   F  G
In dreams I can make you my own!
 
[Verse 2]
       C       Am      F     G           C   Am F G
Da be doo doo doo doo weeda dooya dooya weeda         
       C       Am          F       G             C       Am   F  G
Dooby dooby, dooya dooten dee dee dubben da doo wee ooh wee ooh
    C          Am             F             G
Ah dah dah-tun day, dah-ten day,  dah-tun da-ba-da 
 C         Am         F    G          C      Am            F     G
Ba dah-tun bay da-ba-da-da,  bah-tun doodoo dooyee dootun dooby doo
           C     Am              F    G
Ya dootun dooby doo, ya dooten dooby doo
 
[Chorus 2]
Am                     C          Am                 Em
I'm a waitress in the donut shop, I see him on his morning stop
    Em             D                          C  Am    F
He talks of love, but he's thinking of his sweetheart   
     G                 C Am F   G            Em  D          C Am   F G
She gives him a rough time, he gives me his dime, and then parts
      C Am   F  G               C  Am   F G
Soft sighs,    soft and pretty moans      
Em               D           C Am   F G
In dreams I can make you my own!
Em               D           C    F C
In dreams I can make you my own!

18081. Sweetheart Of The Pines

Emmylou Harris - Sweetheart Of The Pines



Well, I used to roll and I used to ramble
Out on the wilder side of town
Every night I hear the bright lights calling
I never thought I could ever settle down.
Well, I seen a whole lot of pain and trouble
In this lonesome life of mine
But you gave me love and you gave it double
And I'll always be your sweetheart of the pines
I'll always be your little sweetheart of the pines
Now you searched the dark side of the mountain
Just to find what you thought true love should be
But you found a heart that you never knew ??
When you got around to the other side of me.
Well, I seen a whole lot of pain and trouble
In this lonesome love of mine
But you gave me love and you gave it double
And I'll always be your sweetheart of the pines
I'll always be your little sweetheart of the pines.

Now you make me feel lovesick darlin'
The way I did back when my heart was young
But I'm young enough to start all over
And old enough to show you how it's done
Well, I seen a whole lot of pain and trouble
In this lonesome life of mine
But you gave me love and you gave it double
And I'll always be your sweetheart of the pines
I'll always be your little sweetheart of the pines

18082. Sweetheart Of The Rodeo - Chords

Sweetheart Of The Rodeo
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Paul Kennerley and Emmylou Harris

G                   C             G
I hear the sound of sorrow in the wind
        C                              G
Blowing down from every mile I've ever been
        C                                   G
Calling me out on some road that just won't end
                                     D7
Where the sweetheart rides the rodeo again
           G                 C                G
A thousand nights a thousand towns I took the bows
                                D7
There is no compensation for me now
     G                C                  G
Out along the highway where the west was won
                     D7            G
No matter how fast I ride or far I run
        C                         G
Waiting for the sweetheart of the rodeo



                                        C
They're comin' down from Tonopah to Tupelo
                                    G
She'll come to town to ride the radio
                                         D7
Like she's slidin' down the walls of Jericho
                                    G
There goes the sweetheart of the rodeo
                   C              G
I stepped into the light you left behind
        C                                      G
I stood there where all the world could see me shine
         C                            G
Oh I was on my way to you to make you mine
                       D7                G
But I took the longest road that I could find 
Repeat #3

18083. Sweetheart On The Barricade

Richard Thompson - Sweetheart On The Barricade 

They closed up the sooty gates of Ayres and Company
We stood on the picket line, my Jennifer and me
We blocked the street, now the lorries come and turn about
There's nothing getting in there and there's nothing getting out

Oh, she's just a tender thing, she's risking life and limb
My sweetheart's on the barricade
My heart it skips a beat, there'll be fighting in the street
But hungry folk forget to be afraid
My sweetheart's on the barricade

And here come the managers to hit us on the sly
And tin pot generals with glory in their eyes
Owners, moaners, Judases and Janes
But righteousness is in our eyes, we've got no time for games

In her manner she is mild and fairly just a child
My sweetheart's on the barricade
For a fair wage in her hand, the equal of a man
She'll stand front rank in the parade
My sweetheart's on the barricade

She's running leaflets through the alley
She's passing hymn books at the rally
Hallelujah

Friends and neighbors, won't you join the cause?
Drill it in the tiny minds of them that make the laws
That workers are human, we're really just the same
We've got to have the nourishment to fill a human frame



Oh, we're people not a mob and we only wants a job
My sweetheart's on the barricade
We've had it up to here, too numb to feel the fear
My sweetheart's on the barricade
My heart it skips a beat, there'll be fighting in the street
My sweetheart's on the barricade

18084. Sweetheart You Done Me Wrong

Bill Monroe - Sweetheart You Done Me Wrong
(Sweetheart You've Done Me Wrong)

You told me that your love was true
Sweetheart, I thought the world of you
But now you left me all alone
I have no one to call my own

Now sweetheart, you've done me wrong
You have left me all alone
Maybe there will come a time
Sweetheart, when you will change your mind

I never shall forget the day
When you said you were going away
I couldn't believe that it was true
After all the love I had for you

Now sweetheart, you've done me wrong
You have left me all alone
Maybe there will come a time
Sweetheart, when you will change your mind

This road is rough and rocky too
As I travel on, dear, without you
But I'm still praying for the time
Sweetheart, when you will change your mind

Now sweetheart, you've done me wrong
You have left me all alone
Maybe there will come a time
Sweetheart, when you will change your mind

18085. Sweetheart, Darlin' Of Mine

Sweetheart, Darlin' of Mine
Claire Lynch

[Verse 1]
I remember the day that I met you



As clear as a blue in your eyes
I knew from the moment I saw you
We'd have a love for all time

[Verse 2]
Now year after year it's still growing
Like the flower that blooms on the vine
Oh say that you'll love me forever
Sweetheart darlin' of mine

[Chorus]
Sweetheart darlin' of mine
I'd search this world over but I'll never find
A love as true or as kind
Sweetheart darlin' of mine

[Verse 3]
I can't tell what this life has to offer
Or just what tomorrow will hold
But I know this old world will keep spinnin'
And together someday we'll grow old

[Verse 4]
Every evening the stars will keep burnin'
Every morning the sun will still shine
Just as long as I have you beside me
Sweetheart darlin' of mine

[Chorus]
Sweetheart darlin' of mine
I'd search this world over but I'll never find
A love as true or as kind
Sweetheart darlin' of mine
Oh sweetheart darlin' of mine
I know in my soul that I'll never find
A love as true or as kind
Sweetheart darlin' of mine
Oh sweetheart, sweetheart darlin' of mine

18086. Sweethearts Again

Osborne Brothers - Sweethearts Again  

I'll never love another it's true
Other lips don't kiss me like you do
Other arms don't thrill me like you do
Just one more chance to be with you.

Let's be sweethearts again
Just the way we used to be
Let's be sweethearts again
Darling, just you and me.



--- Instrumental ---

Just one more chance with you again
My tortured heart heart knows how it sin
One more chance and I'll be true
Just one more chance with you.

Let's be sweethearts again
Just the way we used to be
Let's be sweethearts again
Darling, just you and me...

18087. Sweethearts In Heaven

Sweethearts In Heaven

   Darlin do you really love me
   Are you the girl I used to know
   Something's happened to you darlin
   But it pleases me to know

Life is sweet when love is blooming
Like a wild rose on the hill
But when lovers part forever
Where it ends no one can tell

Many lonely nights I've travelled
Far across this barren land
Thinking of that peaceful village
Where we once strolled hand in hand

When our journey here has ended
And this life on earth is done
We'll be sweethearts up in heaven
For me I know you are the one

18088. Sweetwater

Sweetwater
Don Stewart

Oh how I wish I were down around Sweetwater
That's where the chances of finding my head are much better

I won't have to worry abour jet planes and semi's
Keeping me up all night

Oh, how I wish I were living with Sweerwater
Running through my head all night



Rock and roll music in automobiles
Taking me riding on synthetic wheels
When you take to the highway
You see how it feels
To say--

Oh how I wish I were down around Sweetwater
That's where the chances of finding my head are much better

I won't have to worry abour jet planes and semi's
Keeping me up all night

Oh, how I wish I were living with Sweerwater
Running through my head all night

18089. Swept Away

Swept Away
The Avett Brothers

Well, you send my life a whirling
Darling, when you're twirling
On the floor
And who cares about tomorrow?
What more is tomorrow
Than another day?

When you swept me away
Yeah, you swept me away
La la la la
La la la la

Well, I see the end of the rainbow
But what more is a rainbow
Than colors out of reach?
If you come down to my window
And I climb out my window
Then we'll get out of reach

Then you swept me away
Yeah, you swept me away

You said with such honest feeling
But what'd you really mean
When you said that I'm your man
Well, how my darling can it be
When you have never seen me
And you never will again?

That you swept me away
Yeah, you swept me away



Well, life is ever changing but I
Can always find a constant and comfort in your love
With your heart my soul is bound
And as we dance I surely know that
Some kinda of heaven will be found

And you send my life a whirling
Darling, when you're twirling on the floor
And who cares about tomorrow?
Girl, what more is tomorrow
Than another day?

When you swept me away
Yeah, you swept me away
Yeah, you swept me away

18090. Swervin' in My Lane

Nanci Griffith - Swervin' in My Lane

Sometimes I don't know what I'm doing
'Cause sometimes all my days are filled with rain
As I travel down life's higway, things ain't going my way
'Cause there's always someone swervin' in my lane
You keep a swervin' in my lane and it's causing' lots of danger
I'm a honkin' on my horn, I'm a shooting you the finger
I keep a switchin' on my bright lights, but your just too dim to know
When your swervin' on life's highway, your running someone off the road

The day you drove away I thought I never
Could love another. How else could I feel?
But now when you run into me, I cain't believe I could not see
Your all tanked up, but no ones at the wheel

You keep a swervin' in my lane and it's causin' lots of danger
I'm a cussin' out your name, I'm a shooting you the finger
I keep a switchin' on my bright lights, but your just too dimm to know
When your swervin' on life's highway, your running someone off the road

When and if I ever finally pass you
Oh when I do and if I'm still alive
I want never see you, cause I'm ripping out my rear view
And I'm shifting it on in to overdrive

But your still swervin' in my lane and it's causin' lots of danger
I'm a stompin' on the foot feed, I'm a shooting you the finger
I keep a switchin' on my bright lights, but your just too dimm to know
When your swervin' on life's highway, your running someone off the road



18091. Swift As The Wind

The Incredible String Band - Swift As The Wind 

For my delight
Swift as the wind flies
His chariot and wings
Shine, shine in the light of a thousand suns
For he comes from the land of no night
He comes from the land of no night

There is no land
The night is all around my child
You must stop imagining all this
You must stop imagining all this
For your own good

Why don't you go with the rest
And play downstairs?

Closing my eyes
I see him so clear
The blood on his sword
Flashes so bright as it
Falls to the skulls by his feet

But his eyes they know all things
Oh, his eyes they know all

There is no blood
No one knows all my child
You must stop imagining all this
You must stop imagining all this
For your own good

Why don't you go with the rest
And play downstairs?

Swift as the wind
Stay if you will now
Seeing you again will be, will be in your castle so fair
But I make take some time on the way
And may spend some time downstairs

18092. Swing

Swing
Chris Stapleton

[Intro]
Take me out to the ball game

[Chorus]



Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing, (Out)
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing, (Out)

[Verse 1]
(Strike one)
Hey baby, do you do come here often?
(Strike two)
Hey baby, now what's your sign?
(Strike three)
Hold on, now where are you going?
(He is out)
Jimmy's out next in line

[Chorus]
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing (Out)

[Verse 2]
(First base)
Why yes I went to Harvard
(Safe!)
(Big lead)
I majored in Pre-Med
(He's got a big lead)
(Picked off)
Just stayed for one semester
(It could be he's out)
Toms out who's next

[Chorus]
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing (Out)
[Interlude]



Swing it out
[Bridge]
Everybody strikes out nine times out of ten
But you got to step up to the plate, son because
Every now and then
[Verse 3]
(Fast ball)
She walked right up to me
(Here's the pitch)
Said could I take you home?
(Theirs a drive)
(Good lead)
Hey boys I'll see you later
(It could be, it, it is!)
Going, going, going, gone
[Chorus]
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter
Swing batter, batter, swing (Ha ha)
[Outro]
(Holy cow)

18093. Swing & Sway

Swing & Sway - Hot Buttered Rum

(Nat:)
I'm just a passenger, on this freight train
on a straightaway with a good head of steam
My sweet companion stepped out of the fast lane
to take the countryside as these rails ride

(chorus:)
I had my chance, I took my choice
But she was the one that was leadin' the way
She led the dance, she raised her voice
I just followed her swing and sway
I just followed along with the swing and sway



Now I'm spinnin' spinnin' spinnin' all over this floor
I'm throwin' up my hands, I'm cryin' out for more
(And I yell to the band, play just a little more)
I said, ooooo oooooo ooooo

(Erik:)
I'm a piece of driftwood out on the open sea
Where the wind and the waves wanna have their way
Oh but there's a warm breeze flowin' over me
It's blowin me toward the right shore

(chorus)

(Erik:)
Now through pirouettes and double steps I'm lettin' myself go
I don't know what's in front of me, Lord I don't want to know
I might spin too far and in the end have nothin' left to show
But a pair of worn out dancin' shoes, I guess I just say
ooooo oooooo ooooo (x3)

(Nat, repeating first verse)

(chorus)

18094. Swing Down Chariot

Swing Down Chariot
Oak Ridge Boys - Swing Down Chariot

Why don't you swing down sweet chariot
Stop and let me ride
(Come on and swing) swing down chariot
Stop and let me ride
Rock me lord rock me lord
Come and easy
I've got a home on the other side

Why don't you swing down sweet chariot
Stop and let me ride
(Come on and swing) swing down chariot
Stop and let me ride
Rock me lord rock me lord
Come and easy
I've got a home on the other side

Well Eziekiel went out in the middle of the field
He saw an angel workin' on a chariot wheel
Now old Zeke he didn't care about the chariot wheel
He wanted to see how a chariot feels

Why don't you swing down sweet chariot
Stop and let me ride
(Come on and swing) swing down chariot



Stop and let me ride
Rock me lord rock me lord
Come and easy
I've got a home on the other side

Well Ezekiel looked out as he got on board
The chariot went a bumpin' on down the road
Now ol' Zeke he didn't care about the bumpin' of the road
He wanted to lay down his heavy load

Why don't you swing down sweet chariot
Stop and let me ride
(Come on and swing) swing down chariot
Stop and let me ride
Rock me lord rock me lord
Come and easy
I've got a home on the other side

Why don't you swing down sweet chariot
Stop and let me ride
(Come on and swing) swing down chariot
Stop and let me ride
Rock me lord rock me lord
Come and easy
I've got a home on the other side

18095. Swing Down Chariots

Swing Down Chariots

Why don't you swing down chariots
Stop and let me ride
Swing sown chariots
Stop and let me ride
Rock me Lord, Rock me Lord
Slow and easy
I've got a home on the other side

Well I locked over Jordan
And what did I see
Coming for to carry me home
A band of angels comin after me
Coming for to carry me home

* Refrain

Well if you got there before I do
Coming fot to carry me home
Tell all my friends that I'm coming to
Coming fot to carry me home

* Refrain



I'm sometimes up
And sometimes down
Coming for to carry me home
But still my soul is heaven bound
Coming fot to carry me home

* Refrain

18096. Swing Low, Sweet Chariot

Bill Monroe - Swing Low, Sweet Chariot

Swing low (swing low), sweet chariot
Comin' for to carry me home
Swing low (swing low), sweet chariot
Comin' for to carry me home

I looked over Jordan and what did I see
Comin' for to carry me home
A band of angels comin' after me
Comin' for to carry me home

[Refrain]
If you get to heaven before I do
Comin' for to carry me home
Tell all my friends that I'm comin' too
Comin' for to carry me home

[Refrain]

18097. Swing That Hammer - Chords

Swing That Hammer - Lonesome River Band

C
Swing that hammer, break that rock, Lord, that ol' sun is hot
  F  G       C
And the shackles that I wear fit too tight
C
I ain't see nobody smile out on this ol' rock pile
    F G           C
And they'll knock you down if you don't do it right

C
Now hard times go so slow, and I've got ten to go
F         G   C
I'm a number now, I don't have a name
C
But there ain't no need to whine, This ball and chain is mine



  F        G  C
There ain't no way to stop this burnin' pain

C
At night old memories show, Cold steel is so cold
F          G             C
It's lonesome time when they turn out the light
C
These walls are grim and gray, Tomorrow's another day
    F     G              C
To swing my hammer down with all my might

18098. Swinger In The Trees - Chords

Swinger In The Trees
Dead Horses
 
[Intro]
G Em C G Em C
 
[Verse 1]
G  Em C  G                    Em C
Baby,    it's been a long year
G                     Am     C       G         Em C
Flowers fading in the window and I'm still here
    G   C G              Em C
Lately, I lost my courage
       G            C       Em          C
Just a speck in the ocean,  leaf in the forest
D           Em            C G Em C
So why then all this fear?
 
[Verse 2]
                   G    Em C
You've got to have faith
G                  Em C
In the small things
G                  Em    C              G              Em C
I don't know much, but I know that pity is a sick thing
          G
Saw my brother
      C                 G
And I was hiding in the mountains
Am                G
How quickly we forget
C           G         D
Beauty that surrounds us
 
[Instrumental]
Em C Em C Em Am C D
 
[Verse 3]
G                  C



All these strangers
G            Em G
Passing by me
D             Em
We choose not to see,
D                  Am      G
Yeah we choose not to see (I wanna be)
Am     D          Em
And we choose not to see
 
[Instrumental]
C Em Am C G Am C G Em Am C Em Am C D C Am F#m D C Am D Em F#m D
 
[Verse 4]
C
There is always hope,
D
There is always hope.
    C
And there is always hope (I wanna be)
    D
And there is always hope,(I wanna be)
    C                              G
And there is always hope. (I wanna be)
    D
And there is always hope (I wanna be)
    Em              G                 D
And there is always hope, (I wanna be)
          C
A swinger in the trees
 
[Outro]
C G Am Em C

18099. Swinging A Nine Pound Hammer All Day

Swinging A Nine Pound Hammer All Day

   Swinging a nine pound hammer all day
   Working for the state 'till my debt I'll pay
   Listen to my hammer ringing loud and long
   This is how I come to write this sad old song

Well I had a little woman on the Georgia line
I wanted her love but she wouldn't pay no mind
Told her one night, stole my heart away
Don't leave me darlin' or someday you'll pay

When I found them that evening how my heart did grieve
My darlin and a stranger and they planned to leave
As the shots rang out and his blood ran cold
I cried have mercy on this poor boy's soul



18100. Swinging Doors

Merle Haggard - Swinging Doors
Album: This Is Merle Haggard

This old smoke filled bar is something I'm not used to
But if gave up my home to see you satisfied
And I just called to let you know where I'll be living
It's not much but I feel welcome here inside

And I've got swinging doors a jukebox and a barstool
And my new home has got a flashing neon sign
Stop by and see me anytime you want to
Cause I'm always here at home till closing time

I've got everything I need to drive me crazy
I've got everything it takes to lose my mind
And in here the atmosphere's just right for heartaches
And thanks to you I'm always here till closing time

And I've got swinging doors a jukebox and a barstool
And my new home has got a flashing neon sign
Stop by and see me anytime you want to
Cause I'm always here at home till closing time

Yeah, I'm always here at home till closing time

18101. Swinging Doors/I'm A Lonesome Fugitive/Sing Me Back Home

Swinging Doors/I'm A Lonesome Fugitive/Sing Me Back Home
Swing Doors:
(Merle Haggard)

This ol' smoke filled bar is something I'm not used to
But I gave up my home to see you satisfied
I just called to let you know where I'll be livin'
It's not much but I feel welcome here inside.

And I got swinging doors a jukebox and a barstool
And my new home has a flashing neon sign
Stop by and see me anytime you want to
Cause I'm always here at home till closin' time.

Yeah, I'm always here till closin' time.

I'm a Lonesome Fugitive:
(Liz Anderson - Casey Anderson)

Down every road there's always one more city



Thank you
I'm on the run the highway is my home
I raised a lot of cane back in my younger days
While mama used to pray my crops would fail
Now I'm a hunted fugitive with just two ways
Outrun the law or spend my life in jail.

I'd like to settle down but they won't let me
A fugitive must be a rolling stone
Down every road there's always one more city
I'm on the run the highway is my home.

--- Instrumental ---

Sing Me Back Home:
(Merle Haggard)

The warden let the prisoner down the hallway to his doom
I stood up to say goodbye like all the rest
And I heard him tell the warden just before he reached my cell
Let my guitar playing friend do my request.

Let him sing me back home the song I used to hear
Make my old mem'ries come alive
And take me away and turn back the years
Sing me back home before I die.

Sing me back home before I die.

Branded ManL
(Merle Haggard)

One two three four.

I'd like to hold my head up and be proud of who I am
But they won't let my secret go untold
I paid the debt I owed 'em but they're still not satisfied
Now I'm a branded man out in the cold.

When they let me out of prison I held my head up high
Determined I would rise above the shame
But no matter where I travel a black mark follows me
I'm branded with a number on my name.

I'd like to hold my head up and be proud of who I am
But they won't let my secret go untold
I paid the debt I owed 'em but they're still not satisfied
Now I'm a branded man out in the cold...

18102. Switch And The Spur

Switch And The Spur
Keller & The Keels - Switch And The Spur



In the heat of the desert sun
On the blistering trail
An appaloosa and
A wanted man sprung from jail
Slow in motion and shadow-less
The switch and the spurs
Every living thing, with a fatal sting
Bark and rattle this curse
The rider hallucinates
The snapping hooves on the sand
Spits a venom dream, recalls a stranger scream
And a broken hand
The saddle spotted with sweat and blood
The poison pumps through his veins
There's no stopping this, and now he's powerless
Still holding the reigns
[Instrumental bridge]
Any poor souls who trespass against us
Whether it be beast or man
Will suffer the bite or be stung dead on sight
By those who inhabit this land
For theirs is the power and this is the kingdom
As sure as the sun does burn
So enter this path, but heed these four words
You shall never return
Any poor souls who trespass against us
Whether it be beast or man
Will suffer the bite or be stung dead on sight
By those who inhabit this land
For theirs is the power and this is the kingdom
As sure as the sun does burn
So enter this path, but heed these four words
You shall never return

18103. Swoon

Swoon
Rising Appalachia

Dip me in chocolate sauce an then lick off all my toes
Paint me in marmalade your momma ain't got to know

Stay here in bed with me, till way past afternoon
Drape my in jasmine vines in this cresant city swoon

I got the flavor baby, you just give me the time
Ain't no misbehavin' I got your best interest in mind

I got the flavor baby, you just give me the time
Ain't no misbehavin' I got your best interest in mind

Drink me down in one long drop and then taste me the whole way down



I dont know what it is about me, I just know that I love this sound

Cherry pie- my sugar sweet, thats how they know my name
Once you come around my kitchen baby ain't nothin gonna be the same

I got the flavor baby, you just give me the time
Ain't no misbehavin' I got your best interest in mind

I got the flavor baby, you just give me the time
Ain't no misbehavin' I got your best interest in mind

18104. Swoop Down Sweet Jesus - Chords

Swoop Down Sweet Jesus
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Bill Emerson, John Anderson, James Bohon

C                                      F                 C
Well-a want You swoop down sweet Jesus and put a hold on me
                                      D7                G7
The devil's got me all tied up and he just won't set me free
          C                                   F          C
I've been all junked up in a honky tonk and a bottle misery 
                                    G7                C
So won't You swoop down sweet Jesus and put a hold on me
                                                     F                  C
Well I know what You done for ol' Daniel when he was down in the lion's den
                                                    D7                   G7
And I heard about the time that You split the water and You saved 10,000 men 
         C
And I've read a lot of stories and I've seen a lot of pictures 
   F                            C
Of You walking on the deep blue sea
                                   G7                C
So want You swoop down sweet Jesus and put a hold on me
Repeat #1
                                               F                  C
I've been walking alone since mid-night with a bottle and a heavy mind
                                         D7              G7
As I looked up the first thing I saw was a flashing neon sign
       C                                            F                C
Well I read it again and I smiled to myself when it flashed on Jesus saves
                                         G7                        C
The Salvation Army rescued me so I wanna thank you for a brand new day
Repeat #1

18105. Sycamore Hollow



Sycamore Hollow
Blue Highway
(Shawn Lane-Gerald Ellenburg/Cat Town Music, BMI-Wadako Publishing, BMI)

It was down by the forked stream
Out in Sycamore Holler
I went down in my best of dress
To take her from her father
With hair down to her waist
The color of strawberries
Down by the forked stream
By night fall we would marry
I sure love the farmer's daughter
Back in Sycamore Holler
On a horse seventeen hands high
He rode in Sherman 's army
To Atlanta town against her will
He took my woman from me
Well I grabbed my knife and
Both of my guns
In a loud voice I did call her
Upon a lightning horse I swore once more
As I left Sycamore Holler
I will bring the farmer's daughter
Back to Sycamore Holler
It was down by the river's edge
I see the campfire flicker
Four dead men lay behind
As I leave that campsite with her
Now our children play in a forked stream
Out in Sycamore Holler
With a boy like me and a girl like her
We'll always be together
I sure love the farmer's daughter
Down in Sycamore Holler

18106. Sydney (I'll Come Running)

Brett Dennen - Sydney (I'll Come Running)

Sydney
Whenever you feel unhappy
All you have to do is call me
I can make you laugh
Sydney
I know that you were wrongly accused
I hope you don't lose your sense of humor
Allegations made in the school yard
Soccer moms gossip in the dog park
Their bark is worse than their bite
They're only a couple of crazy cougars
They're bored and spreading their desperate rumors
You know that I was never that cool
But I won't be taken for a fool



If they wanna talk trash
They can talk, talk, talk
But they better come correct
And if you ever need me, call me
I'll come running straight to you
Straight from the airport
I'll come running
Cut through the customs line
I'll come running
Bust down the courthouse
I'll come running
Sydney, I will testify
I'll come running
Sydney, I will testify to ya

18107. Sydney From A 747 - Chords

Sydney From A 747 
Paul Kelly with Uncle Bill (Australia)
 
         G                                         Em
Have you ever seen Sydney from a 747 at night, yea-ah
 
C             G                D
Sydney shines such a beautiful light
 
    G                                                            Em
And I can see Bondi through the window way off to the right, yea-ah
 
      G                 D                     G                   C
And a curling wave on a distant break and the sleeping city just about to wake  
 
         G                       D      G
Have you ever seen Sydney from a 747 at night
 
 
 
G                                                                      Em
Now the red roof's are catchin' the first rays of the morning sun, yea-ah
 
   C                G                     D
My eyes are full of sand from my midnight run
 
        G                                                            Em
And the Captain says belt up now, we'll be touchin' down in ten, yea-ah
 
     G                   D                G                  C
So I press my seat and I straighten up, I fold my tray and I stash my cup
 
       G                                 D                   G
As the red roof's are catchin' the first rays of the morning sun
 
 



 
G                                                                 Em
Have you ever fallen for a girl with different coloured eyes, yea-ah
 
    C                G               D
And sent her letters with one or two lies
 
         G                                                      Em
Have you ever longed to see the sun fall where it used to rise, yeah
 
    G             D            G                             C
And quit your job on the spot, bought that ticket, yeah then spent the lot
 
         G                 D                            G
Have you ever fallen for a girl with different coloured eyes
 
 
G                                       Em
Have you ever seen Sydney from a 747 at night             x 3
 
C                   D                G
Me, I've never seen Dallas from a DC-9  
 
 
C  - - - -  G

18108. Sympathy For The Devil

Sympathy for the Devil
The Rolling Stones
Blue Dogs

Please allow me to introduce myself
I'm a man of wealth and taste
I've been around for a long, long year
Stole many a man's soul to waste

And I was 'round when Jesus Christ
Had his moment of doubt and pain
Made damn sure that Pilate
Washed his hands and sealed his fate

Pleased to meet you
Hope you guess my name
But what's puzzling you
Is the nature of my game

I stuck around St. Petersburg
When I saw it was a time for a change
Killed the czar and his ministers
Anastasia screamed in vain

I rode a tank



Held a general's rank
When the blitzkrieg raged
And the bodies stank

Pleased to meet you
Hope you guess my name, oh yeah
Ah, what's puzzling you
Is the nature of my game, oh yeah
(Woo woo, woo woo)

I watched with glee
While your kings and queens
Fought for ten decades
For the gods they made
(Woo woo, woo woo)

I shouted out,
Who killed the Kennedys?
When after all
It was you and me
(Who who, who who)

Let me please introduce myself
I'm a man of wealth and taste
And I laid traps for troubadours
Who get killed before they reached Bombay
(Woo woo, who who)

Pleased to meet you
Hope you guessed my name, oh yeah
(Who who)
But what's puzzling you
Is the nature of my game, oh yeah, get down, baby
(Who who, who who)

Pleased to meet you
Hope you guessed my name, oh yeah
But what's confusing you
Is just the nature of my game
(Woo woo, who who)

Just as every cop is a criminal
And all the sinners saints
As heads is tails
Just call me Lucifer
'Cause I'm in need of some restraint
(Who who, who who)

So if you meet me
Have some courtesy
Have some sympathy, and some taste
(Woo woo)
Use all your well-learned politesse
Or I'll lay your soul to waste, mm yeah
(Woo woo, woo woo)

Pleased to meet you



Hope you guessed my name, mm yeah
(Who who)
But what's puzzling you
Is the nature of my game, mm mean it, get down
(Woo woo, woo woo)

Woo, who
Oh yeah, get on down
Oh yeah
Oh yeah!
(Woo woo)

Tell me baby, what's my name
Tell me honey, can ya guess my name
Tell me baby, what's my name
I tell you one time, you're to blame

Oh, who
Woo, woo
Woo, who
Woo, woo
Woo, who, who
Woo, who, who
Oh, yeah

What's my name
Tell me, baby, what's my name
Tell me, sweetie, what's my name

Woo, who, who
Woo, who, who
Woo, who, who
Woo, who, who
Woo, who, who
Woo, who, who
Oh, yeah
Woo woo
Woo woo

18109. Synchronicity

Synchronicity - Rising Appalachia

And we are all bright
And we can all soar
Far past boundary, content that less is more
Birds of the same flight, heading into the sun
Shape-shifting all the days until we are all ONE
And I will heal you
And you will heal me
Planting sacred seeds of synchronicity
Throw down your guard and trust before you suspect
That there is nothing more



That this is all that you get
See here golden child
We will move from complacency back into the wild
The mechanics of power are pulsing in your cells
Just stand up and connect
Hold tightly to your bell

18110. Syndrome Du Village

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Syndrome du village

J'ai pogné l'syndrome du village
Entre St-Ambroise pis St-Nazaire
Chu rendu avec 4 machines Ã  ma charge
Chez nous chemin du Lac-Vert
Pour descendre au dépanneur
Toujours tu t'décolles un moteur
Que Ã§a soit pour d'la biére, une livre de beurre
Des patates, un suÃ§on liqueur
Pis pour la commande au marché
C'pareil tu t'taperas pas Ã§a Ã  pied
Ã■a s'doit d'Ãªtre motorisé
Jusque dans l'parking d'handicapés
J'tellement dépendant d'mon pick-up
Chu su'l'bord de m'faire faire un tatoo FOX
Enchainé Ã  mes chenilles et mes roues
Je n'chausse plus mes caoutchoucs
J'use mÃªme plus mes shoeclaques
Chu rendu lÃ¢che du tabarnack
J'ai pogné l'syndrome du village
Entre St-Ambroise pis St-Nazaire
J'envoye la main, j'pas un sauvage
Chez nous chemin du Lac-Vert
J'parle météo pis d'gros chômage
La tÃªte sortie par la fenÃªtre
C'donc ben long descendre au village
Une run de lait un pÃ¨lerinage
Le bras sorti par le chÃ¢ssis
J'salue tout l'monde comme mes grands chums
J'les connais Ã  peine mais c'est ainsi
C'est d'mÃªme qu'Ã§a s'passe, j'm'en viens bonhomme
J'tellement dépendant d'mon pick-up

T - 18111. T For Texas

T For Texas - (Blue Yodel #1)
(Jimmie Rodgers) - Doc Watson

T for Texas, T for Tennessee 



T for Texas, T for Tennessee 
T for Thelma 
That gal that made a wreck out of me.

YODEL: O-de-lay-ee-a-lay-ee-o-lay-ee

If you don't want me mama 
You sure don't have to stall 
If you don't want me mama 
You sure don't have to stall 
'Cause I can get more women 
Than a passenger train can haul.

YODEL

I'm gonna buy me a pistol 
Just as long as I'm tall, Lawd, Lawd 
I'm gonna buy me a pistol 
Just as long as I'm tall 
I'm gonna shoot poor Thelma 
Just to see her jump and fall.

YODEL

I'm going where the water 
Drinks like cherry wine, sing 'em boy, sing 'em 
Lawd, I'm going where the water 
Drinks like cherry wine 
'Cause the Georgia water 
Tastes like turpentine.

YODEL

I'm gonna buy me a shotgun 
With a great long shiny barrel 
I'm gonna buy me a shotgun 
With a great long shiny barrel 
I'm gonna shoot that rounder 
That stole away my gal.

YODEL

Rather drink muddy water 
Sleep in a hollow log 
Rather drink muddy water 
And sleep in a hollow log 
Than to be in Atlanta 
Treated like a dirty dog.

YODEL

18112. T'as-tu Tué



Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - T'as-tu tué

Pis t'as-tu tué toé, t'as-tu tué l'gros
Pis t'as-tu tué c't'année, pis t'as-tu tué?
Pis t'as-tu tué toé, t'as-tu tué l'gros buck
Pis t'as-tu tué c't'année, pis t'as-tu tué?
Pis t'as-tu tué toé, t'as-tu tué l'gros buck
Pis t'as-tu tué c't'année? Bin oui j'ai tué!
J'te cré pas toé si t'as tué, toé t'as tué oÃ¹
Ayou c't'as tué
Va chier lÃ -bas, compte-moi tout Ã§a et pis
C't'est tu ben d'aria
J'ai tué Ã§a dans l'boute du six le beau gros
Buck du calisse
Quarante-six pouces de panache, me le
Su' s'trappé su l'dash
J'l'ai eu su'l' call le matin
Je l'avais drette dans ma mire
Y est tombé direct dans l'chemin
Y aura été facile Ã  sortir
Tu viendras voÃ¨rer un m'ment d'né
J'te montr'ai des portraits
Tu viendras t'virer un m'ment d'né
J'nous sortirai l'filet  mignon
Pis, t'as-tu tué?
T'as-tu fait un Nemrod de toé c't'année?
Guilbeault s'rait tu fier de toé?
Ou ben donc, ou ben donc, ou ben donc

18113. T.B. Blues - Chords

T.B. Blues
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Jimmie Rodgers
 
C                                            C7
My good gal's trying to make a fool out of me
        F                                  C
Lord my gal's trying to make a fool out of me
          G7                                    C
Trying to make me believe I ain't got that old TB
                                                           C7
I've been fightin' like a lion looks like I'm going to lose
F                                                      C
I've been fightin' like a lion looks like I'm going to lose
            G7                               C
Cause there ain't nobody ever whipped the TB blues
                                       C7
I've got that old TB I can't eat a bite
         F                    C
Got that old TB I can't eat a bite
       G7                               C
Got me worried so I can't even sleep at night
 



                                                C7
When it rained down sorrow it rained all over me
        F                                     C
When it rained down sorrow it rained all over me
      G7                                  C
There ain't nobody ever whipped that old TB
                                         C7
Gee but the graveyard is a lonesome place
     F                           C
That old graveyard is a lonesome place
                G7                             C
Put you on your back put that mud down in your face
Repeat #3

18114. T.N.T.

T.N.T.
Hayseed Dixie - T.N.T.

Oi, oi, oi, oi, oi, oi, oi, oi
Oi, oi, oi, oi, oi, oi, oi
See me ride out of the sunset
On your colour TV screen
Out for all that I can get
If you know what I mean
Women to the left of me
And women to the right
Ain't got no gun
Ain't got no knife
Don't you start no fight
'Cause I'm
(T.N.T.) I'm dynamite
(T.N.T.) And I'll win the fight
(T.N.T.) I'm a power load
(T.N.T.) Watch me explode
I'm dirty, mean, mighty unclean
I'm a wanted man
Public enemy number one
Understand?
So lock up your daughter
Lock up your wife
Lock up your back door
And run for your life
The man is back in town
So don't you mess me around
'Cause I'm
(T.N.T.) I'm dynamite
(T.N.T.) And I'll win the fight
(T.N.T.) I'm a power load
(T.N.T.) Watch me explode
(T.N.T.) Oi, oi, oi
(T.N.T.) Oi, oi, oi
(T.N.T.) Oi, oi, oi



(T.N.T.) Oi, oi, oi

18115. Tahitian blue

John Butler - Tahitian blue

[Verse]
Sail your ship up on the shore
With battered masts and broken oar
Let me aboard to play my part
By letting me into your heart
I've got
I've got only good to give
I've only got one life to live, and
There is no place I'd rather be
Then with you on these seven seas
You love me and I love you deeper than Tahitian blue

[Chorus]
So let my arms, Be the bay
May my heart anchor you through all those waves
May my eyes be the lighthouse to your home
May my love keep you float, Love keep you floating
[Verse]
Legs are shaking on dry land
If you should fall, take my hand and
I'll pick you right back again
Tell me now where you've been

[Bridge]
When ruthless storming winds, are blowing you
And you don't know which way you're going
Well let my
Well let my
Well let my
Well let my

[Chorus]
My arms, Be the bay
May my heart anchor you through all those waves
May my eyes be the lighthouse to your home
May my love keep you float, Love keep you floating
My arms, Be the bay
May my heart anchor you through all those waves
May my eyes be the lighthouse to your home
May my love keep you float, Love keep you floating

[Outro]
C'mon C'mon we can only assume
Cause after the cold night comes the sun
We got the right yeah everyone
To enjoy this life and have some fun
But you got the key to your cage



You got the keys so you must be brave
It's only your life you can save
You're deeper than Tahitian blue
You love me and I love you
Deeper than Tahitian blue (Deeper than Tahitian)
You love me and I love you
Deeper than Tahitian blue (Deeper than Tahitian)
You love me and I love you
Deeper than Tahitian (Deeper than Tahitian)

18116. Tail Lights Blue

Tail Lights Blue 

You got the last of all your stuff
You got your car cranked up
And I guess there ain?t a thing that I can say
I?m thinking as I?m standing here
And suddenly it all comes clear
As I watch you drive away

They should have made tail lights blue
So when I see them go
They?ll look the way I do
Just a pale blue glow
They should have made I can?t stay
Sound like I love you
You know they should have made tail lights blue

I know its gonna take some time
To get you off my mind
And forget how happy we once were
I don?t know how to bring you back
And as a matter of fact
The only thing I know for sure

Is that they should have made tail lights blue
So when I see them go
They?ll look the way I do
Just a pale blue glow
They should have made I can?t stay
Sound like I love you
You know they should have made tail lights blue

They should have made tail lights blue
So when I see them go
They?ll look the way I do
Just a pale blue glow
They should have made I can?t stay
Sound like I love you
You know they should have made tail lights blue



18117. Take

John Butler - Take

Take, take what you want
Take it all, I know you want my soul
And feel, what you want me to feel
But I will only conceal just a little more
From you
You're all alone, you're all alone
And you draggin' everyone in
All alone and you don't even understand
Don't even understand
So I'll obey, listen to what you say
'Cos you are in full control now
But you're so scared, so scared of losing it all somehow
You're all alone, you're all alone
And you draggin' everyone in
All alone and you don't even understand
Don't even understand
See if you don't got the time to show just a little respect
You won't get any in return
And if you don't got time to have an open ear
You won't have anything to learn
Don't know why you don't even understand
Don't know why you don't even understand
Don't know why you don't even understand

18118. Take 'Em Away - Chords

Take 'Em Away 

Old Crow Medicin Show - Take Em Away

CHORUS:

D                    G
Take 'em away, take 'em away Lord!
D                            A
Take away these chains from me!
D                                      G
My heart is broken 'cos my spirit's not free,
D                                    A
Lord, take away these chains from me!

Verse 1:

D                                              G
Some birds' feathers are too bright to be caged



D                                                      A
I know I'm not that colourful, but a bird just the same
D                                               G
Open up your gate now, let me put down my load
D                                           A
So I can feel at ease and go back to my home.

18119. Take A City Bride

Take a City Bride
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Whoa yay guy chertay bebé
Tol' mama et tol' papa
Di joh dit zhay dit par bon

I got a house on stilts a five dollar bill
A settin' on the banks of muddy, muddy bayou
Lot better than the streets of crowded cars
Pawn shops friendly neighborhood bars

Ah, but your mama and your papa won't let me come courtin'
They say that I can't make a good livin' for their child
Ah, but the fish bites good and the crawfish are plenty
Gonna make a lot of money when I take a city bride

I gotta paint can't run your pappy's got a big dog
Snappin' at my heels get away you mangy hound
Light's still burning and the ladder by the window
Take a chance gonna make another round

Ah, but your mama and your papa won't let me come courtin'
They say that I can't make a good livin' for their child
Ah, but the fish bites good and the crawfish are plenty
Gonna make a lot of money when I take a city bride

Yeah, but your mama and your papa won't let me come courtin'
They say that I can't make a good livin' for their child
Ah, but the fish bites good and the crawfish are plenty
Gonna make a lot of money when I take a city bride
Yeah, I'll make a lot of money when I take a city bride

18120. Take A Drink On Me

Take A Drink On Me
Pert Near Sandstone
(Traditional with new lyrics by Nate Sipe)

[Verse]



Ain't got no money, but I'd sell my shoes
And go out and buy me a bottle of booze
Oh, Lord, honey, take a drink on me

Ain't no use to be hanging around
When I got a woman in another town
Oh, Lordy, honey, take a drink on me

[Chorus]
Take a drink on me, take a drink on me
All you rounders take a drink on me
Oh, lord, honey, take a drink on me

[Verse]
Ain't to use to be sitting and crying
Cause I ain't dead yet and I ain't dying
Oh, lord, honey, take a drink on me

It's a mighty pretty penny gonna bail me out of jail
When I get thrown in for drinking that swill
Oh, lord, honey, take a drink on me

[Chorus]
[Verse]
Ain't no use for me to work so hard
When I got a woman in a rich man's yard
Oh lord, honey take a drink on me

Gonna quit my job stay up all night
Make my money playing cards and dice
Oh, lord, honey, take a drink on me

[Chorus]

18121. Take A Little Time

Marty Stuart - Take a Little Time

Well I wanted to ramble ever since I was a kid
I'm gonna do just what my Daddy did
The world started closin' in on me
And I had to have a change of scenery

So I started out bumin' in Ohio,
Had my sights set on Mexico
It just ain't as easy to catch a ride
As it was before the L&N; died

Gotta take a little time, think about where I'm goin'
Take a little time, to think about where I've been
Take a little time, to hear that whistle blowin'
Take a little time, be back home again



Well I spent a year in Memphis, just the other day
Haven't been the same since I let her slip away
When will I learn to let the women be
Let Ol'Memphis Red make a fool a-me

Well I went to the river to throw myself in
Decided to call it off 'cause I can't swim
Started to throw myself before a locomotive train
Had to call it off on account a-rain

Gotta take a little time, think about where I'm goin'
Take a little time, to think about where I've been
Take a little time, to hear that whistle blowin'
Take a little time, be back home again

Well now what's the use in killin' me
It didn't hurt so bad now don't you see
The world ain't so bad after all
That Ol'Memphis Red ain't gonna be my downfall

I gotta take a little time, think about where I'm goin'
Take a little time, to think about where I've been
Take a little time, to hear that whistle blowin'
Take a little time, be back home again

Take a little time, be back home again

18122. Take A Look Around

Broken Compass Bluegrass
Take A Look Around
written by MEI LIN HEIRENDT

There's a woman
Sitting on the side of the road
She's holding a battered sign
There's shame in her eyes

There's a young man
But his face looks aged and tired
Empty bottles at his feet
No job that he could keep

You could keep on walking
but the road needs blocking
You gotta find what needs to be found

You'll never know how much it means
To do just one little thing
So take a look around

There's a mother
With a baby in her arms



She's picking up bottles and cans
This isn't what she had planned

There's an old man
Sitting alone in the cafe
There are tears in his eyes
No one left in his life

You could keep on walking
But the road needs blocking
You gotta find what needs to be found

You'll never know how much it means
To do just one little thing
So take a look around

There's a busy nurse
Working day and night
She's saving precious lives
But she's never satisfied

There's a singer
Pouring his heart out in the lines
But no one's listening
Cause they've got other things on their mind

You could keep on walking
But the road needs blocking
You gotta find what needs to be found

You'll never know how much it means
To do just one little thing
So take a look around

So take a look around..

18123. Take A Look At My Heart

Take A Look At My Heart

W[C]ell I know a guy that's got a lot to lose,
He's a p[F]retty nice fella, kinda confused.
He's got m[C]uscles in his head ain't never been used,
He thinks he owns half of this t[G]own.[G7]

Well he st[C]arts drinkin' heavy, gets a big red nose,
Then he f[F]ights with his lady, until it shows.
He t[C]akes her out to dinner, and buys her new clothes,
And that's the w[G]ay that the world goes 'r[C]ound.

{c:Chorus:}
 Th[C]at's the way that the world goes 'round,
 You're [F]up one day, the next you're down,



 It's h[C]alf inch of water, but you think you're gonna drown,
 That's the way that the w[G7]orld goes 'r[C]ound.

I was sittin' in the bathtub, a-countin' my toes,
When the radiator broke, the water all froze.
I got stuck in the ice, without my clothes,
Naked as the eyes of a clown.

I was crying those ice cubes, hoping I'd croak,
When the sun came through the window, the ice all broke.
I stood up and laughed; I thought it was a joke,
That's the way that the world goes 'round.

 {c:Chorus.}

 {c:Chorus.}

Did you ever stand and shiver
While you were staring at a river?
That's the way that the world goes 'round. (repeat...)

 {c:Chorus.}

That's the way that the world goes 'round,
That's the way that the world goes 'round

18124. Take Another Turn - Chords

Take Another Turn 
Sarah Jarosz

F#                      B
What does it mean to be lost
     E              B        F#
You can't find your way on a map
    E           B           F#               B
You took the wrong turn, forgot where you came from
    E                        F#
And now there ain't no going back
 
F#                      B
What does it mean to be lonely
     E       B         F#
You sitting alone in a room
    E           B           F#               B
And all you can hear is the ringin' in your ears
         E                        F#
There ain't no one to talk to but you.
 
           F#    E     B
Should you take another turn
     E       B           F#
Can you find another way



     E              B        F#
Should you talk to yourself a little more
E                       F#
Push right through that closed door
 
F#                      B
What does it mean to be sorry
     E              B        F#
For something that can't be undone
    E           B           F#               B
So sorry that you didn't try and try
    E                        F#
But sorry just ain't quite enough
 
F#                      B
Oh what does it mean to be hungry
     E       B         F#
Hungry and hunting and wild
    E           B           F#               B
And only the best will allow you to rest
         E                        F#
You'll be hungry again by mornin' time
 
F#                      B
Should you take another turn
     E       B           F#
Can you find another way
     E              B        F#
Should you talk to yourself a little more
E                       F#
Push right through that closed door
 
Oh what does it mean to be lost
You can't find your way on a map
You took the wrong turn, forgot where you came from
And now there ain't no going back

18125. Take Away

Dolly Parton - Take Away 

We don't take away one happy moment we won't take away any of the new
We'll do anything to make each other happy
Love is give and take but we don't take away
I never thought that love could make you feel so happy
I thought I'd found love once but I wasn't even close not even close
Well you make me wanna call you sweet names
For each day I love you more and we won't never take away
We don't take away one happy moment...
Love is give and take but we don't take away take away mhm



18126. Take Care Of Your Little Girls

Take Care Of Your Little Girls
Kathy Kallick & Nina Gerber (Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI)

I remember when Gramma got married again
Mama said,  You'd think she'd had enough of men 
That new grandfather really gave me the creeps
He come a-tiptoein' in when I was fast asleep
I'll never remember the worst of it
I just remember him sayin',  This won't hurt a bit 
Take care of your little girls
Keep a close, close watch on your little girls
Listen so closely to what they say
There ain't a little girl born that would lie that way
And little girls only want to please
Some ghosts, Mama, take a long, long time to appease
By the time I hit school, I was scared and ashamed
I had a secret fear I was somehow to blame
There was no one to talk to, nobody to tell
At least nobody who would believe it at all
I had to tell myself there'd come a day
I'd have my own little girl, never treat her this way
Take care of your little girls
Keep a close, close watch on your little girls
Listen so closely to what they say
There ain't a little girl born that would lie that way
And little girls only know what they feel
Some wounds, Mama, take a long, long time to heal
Now I've got a lover who's my own size
Got nice little hands that look a lot like mine
It took a long, long time to look into those eyes
And let the love shine through a little at a time
When I finally let go, I got a sweet surprise
A tender touch was like the sweetest fruit on the vine
Take care of your little girls
Keep a close, close watch on your little girls
Listen so closely to what they say
There ain't a little girl born that would lie that way
Take care of your little girls
Keep a close, close watch on your little girls
Listen so closely to what they say
There ain't a little girl born that would lie that way
And little girls only know what they feel
Some wounds, Mama, take a long, long time
Take care of your little girls

18127. Take Care The Road You Choose



Richard Thompson - Take Care The Road You Choose 

Sweet Warrior
Take Care The Road You Choose
If I ever get out of these shoes
And I shrug off a skin or two
I'll come looking in the wasted places
Beat-up, last ditch rendezvous

If it had been some other place
Some other time to find me
If I had been in my right mind
Not looking for ghosts behind me

Then I'd hold you with my fingers burning
Kiss your little tears of yearning
But sometimes there's no turning
Take Care The Road You Choose

If I ever get out of my mind
Guillotine myself to stop me dreaming
And let my heart go where it will
Without those other voices screaming

Some take the high, some take the low
Some take the straight and narrow
Some still standing at the crossroads
Some fly like an arrow

With my radar I'll find you, darling
No regrets to blind you, darling
And never look behind
Take Care The Road You Choose

18128. Take Courage Un' Tomorrow

Bill Monroe - Take Courage Un' Tomorrow

If your soul was veiled in darkness, and you had no grief nor care,
'Twould be better than the Master, for the cross He had to bear.

Chorus:

Then take courage un' tomorrow, all the clouds will pass away.
Live in trust and faith, believing, then there'll come a happy day.

Cling to Christ and trust Him ever, 'til the shadows flee away;
Then your soul shall shall see the dawning of a bright eternal day.



18129. Take Cover

Take Cover
Greensky Bluegrass

I don't know what I'm sittin' here doin'
Askin' for change, who do I think I'm foolin'
Clock's hand keeps spinnin', time, it keeps on movin'
Rubber bands around my hands bring me back to begin

Darkness is new, who has a lightbulb
Hide in the corners now, is anybody listenin'
My shoes are tied together, could you loan me a dime
Must have a shelter to find your rest

'Cause it's rainin' this evenin'
My heart is reelin'
With questions and feelin'
It's time to take cover

The kindlin's wet but the fire's still burnin'
Teapot's a-boilin', and it's not whistlin'
My cup is empty, still flowin' over
Radio is singing and shouting out weather

18130. Take Hold Of My Hand

Take Hold Of My Hand
Dwight Yoakam - Take Hold Of My Hand

Take hold of my hand
And I'll do what I can
To make everything right
At least for tonight
If you'll just take hold of my hand

Press your lips against mine
And I promise to find
A way out of the pain
Some place safe from the rain
If you'll just press your lips against mine

I've lusted for love but lust is so blind
And trust for a heart is a hard thing to find
But what's left of yours might help to heal mine

Come and lay here by me
And I swear you will see
That the hurt from before
Don't live here no more
If you'll just come and lay here by me

I've lusted for love but lust is so blind



And trust for a heart is a hard thing to find
But what's left of yours might help to heal mine

Take hold of my hand
And I'll do what I can
To make everything right
At least for tonight
If you'll just take hold of my hand
If you'll just take hold of my hand

Sha la la la la la
Sha la la la la la
Sha la la la la la
Sha la la la la la
If you'll just take hold of my hand
Sha la la la la la
Sha la la la la la
Sha la la la la la
Sha la la la la la
If you'll just take hold of my hand

18131. Take It Away

Take It Away - Sean Watkins

Take it away, make it OK, I want to loose everything here in this grave
I was born here I know, but this isn't my home
Bury it and all the things pulling me down

One loved the sand, one loved the stone, I saw them both and said, "Leave me alone"
Well, my voice was strong and I followed its words
They led me to nowhere and now I'm licking my wounds

Laying still but you are just asleep
You are soon to speak

They stand in the way, complacent in May, a death row of changes awaiting their day
Well they hang around town and they follow you down
And they bang on the door till you're sick of the sound

Lay down what you wanted for so long
Change is what you are

Sick from birth, awaiting the cure, to take away from my sight all of the blur
Well the forms that I see and the colors I know
Just projections created so questions will go

Laying still but you are just asleep, you are soon to speak
Lay down what you wanted for so long, change is what you are



18132. Take It Away

Take It Away - Hot Buttered Rum

Take it away
I'm too tired today for grieving

After a while it's a cramp in my style
All this leaving
Sticking around in my home town,
is what I'm needing

And it's hard to deny that it's easy to cry
When your heart is bleeding,
My heart is bleeding

Make you a deal I'll come back
If it's real
I'll come crawling

But all of these things yeah they're Clipping my wings
I am falling

There's not much to say
It's so hard to stay in love

But i hope you can see you're the world to me
But my heart is bleeding
My heart is bleeding, my heart is bleeding

My inspiration comes from knowing that you are made for me
Satin pillows in your arms
I want to lye with you

My consolation comes because I know you trust me with your heart
I won't tear it apart, I won't tear it apart
take it away, take it away, take it away

Our complications comes from knowing that we Long to be together
You know I'd die for you

Two hearts that live as one
Must spend some time together
Lets spend some time together
Tonight begins forever
Take it away, take it away

18133. Take It Easy

Take It Easy
Eagles / Jackson Browne

Well I'm running down the road trying to loosen my load



I've got seven women on my mind
Four that want to own me, two that want to stone me
One says she's a friend of mine

Take it easy, take it easy
Don't let the sound of your own wheels drive you crazy
Lighten up while you still can
Don't even try to understand
Just find a place to make your stand and take it easy

Well I'm standin' on the corner in Winslow, Arizona
With such a fine sight to see
It's a girl, my Lord, in a flatbed Ford
Slowin' down to take a look at me

Come on baby, don't say maybe
I've got to know if your sweet love is gonna save me
We may lose and we may win
But we will never be here again
Open up I'm climbin' in to take it easy

Well I'm running down the road trying to loosen my load
Got a world of trouble on my mind
Lookin' for a lover who won't blow my cover
She's just a little hard to find

Take it easy, take it easy
Don't let the sound of your own wheels drive you crazy
Come on baby, don't say maybe
I've got to know if your sweet love is gonna save me

18134. Take It In - Chords

Take It In 
The Waifs

[Intro]
E A E A E A B
 
[Verse 1]
E         A               E       A
Now she's thinking of the red soil
        E      A
And the mango trees
E      A      E       A
In her mind she's still splashing 'round
      E        A
Down on Cable Beach
        E   A              E       A
And her eyes, they are as rich and faraway
       E      A
As the sunset there
E         A           E       A



She's not taking in a word I say
        B                E       A    B
Well I might as well be talking to myself
 
 
[Chorus]
        E    B      A      B
Take it in, take it all in
E        A
Now is a time that
     B
Will not come again
        E    B      A      B
Take it in, take it all in
E        A
This is a day that
     B
Is here for the living
 
 
[Verse 2]
       E
So we step outside
   A                E      A
Into this Melbourne weather
        E
With a shock it
           A                 E   A
Brings her back to where she is
           E         A        E     A
Now we've made this place our home
E          A     E    A
Surrounded by unknown
           B         A
We're gonna stick it out
E         A     B
Until it comes together
 
 
[Chorus]
        E    B      A      B
Take it in, take it all in
E        A
Now is a time that
     B
Will not come again
        E    B      A      B
Take it in, take it all in
E        A
This is a day that
     B
Is here for the living
 
 
[Bridge]
A   C#m        B
   We're only living for a day



                C#m          C#m7
To come or some days gone by
      E                A
Never taking in each moment
      C#m              A
Never knowing what you had
B
Until it passed you by
B
And it'll pass you by
 
 
[Chorus]
        E    B      A      B
Take it in, take it all in
E        A
Now is a time that
     B
Will not come again
        E    B      A      B
Take it in, take it all in
E        A
This is a day that
     B
Is here for the living
 
 
[Outro]
        E    B      A      B
Take it in, take it all in
E        A
Now is a time that
     B
Will not come again
        E    B      A      B
Take it in, take it all in
E        A
This is a day that
     B
Is here for the living

18135. Take It To The Limit

Take It To The Limit

All alone at end of the evening
And the bright lights have faded to blue
I was thinking bout a woman
Who might love 
I never knew
You know I've always been a dreamer
(Spent my life running round)
And it's so hard to change



(Can't seem to settle down)
But the dreams I'm seen lately
Keep on turning out and burning out
And turning out the same

So put me on a highway
And show me a sight
And take it to the limit one more time

You can spend all your time making money 
You can spend all your love making time 
If all's gone to pieces tommorrow
Would you still be mine
And whe you're looking for your freedom
(Nobody seems to care)
And you can't find it the door
(Can't find it anywhere)
When there's nothing to believe in
Still you're coming back
You're running back
You're coming back for more

So put me on a highway
And show me a sight
And take it to the limit one more time
Tke it to the limit, take it to the limit
Take it to the limit one more time

18136. Take It To The Valley

Take It to the Valley 
Lonesome River Band
 
There's a place I long to travel 
Far beyond this world's despair 
Where I was young and life pure hearted 
My peace of mind is waiting there 
 
There I'll see, my dad and mother 
Unchained from all life's earthly cares 
Free as an eagle o'er the mountains 
Ridin' on that mornin' air 
 
CHORUS: 
Take it down, to the valley 
All of life's, most precious times 
Treasured mem'ries I will cradle 
'Til my soul touches the sky 
 
I found the mountain is the childhood  
And the valley is the man 
Oh and we're all bound, to make the journey 
But those who go there'll understand



18137. Take Me

Take Me
Sim Redmond Band

Sometimes you do sometimes you dont, 
sometimes you will sometimes you wont. 
Sometimes you're warm like a cup of tea, 
sometimes you wont even pick up the phone. 

But my patience is wearing thin, 
I'm knockin on your door, just let me in. 
Dont leave me standing out in the rain 
when we could be together again.

Chorus:
Take me baby, take me momma 
You can have me whenever you wanna 
Take me baby, take me darling 
I'm giving you everything, just take it all in.

You were like a thief in the dead of night, 
you stole my heart under the moonlight 
or maybe I just gave it away 
I'd waited my whole life for someone to share 
all my hopes and dreams 
for someone who cares about what it means 
to bring some good into this cruel world 
wont you bring some to mine girl.

I've waited my whole life to find something so right
But until that day arrives I'll be caught up in your tide. 
Just another fish in your sea, 
waiting for you to come and take me.

18138. Take Me

Take Me
Dwight Yoakam & Kelly Willis

(Kelly)
Take me, take me to your darkest room
Close every window and bolt every door
The very first moment I heard your voice
I'd be in darkness no more.

(Dwight)
Take me to your most barren desert
A thousand miles from the nearest sea



The very, very moment I saw your smile
It'll be just like heaven to me.

B: There's not any mountain to rugged to climb
D; No desert too barren to cross
B: Darlin', if you would just show a sign
D: Of love, I could bear with all loss.

Take me to Siberia
The coldest weather of the winter time
It would be just like spring in California
As long as I knew you were mine.

(Both)
It would be just like spring in California
As long as I knew you were mine

Take me, take me...

18139. Take Me

John Butler - Take me - live at red rocks, co/2010

Take it from me come take me home
I'll be the one for you one for you one for you
Trembling skin, right to the bone
Bite into me I am ripe for the taking
Twist me, turn me, throw me around
Drunk in this potion of loaded emotion
Beautiful beautiful beautiful lies lies lies all lies
Take me, take me, take me
Won't you take me, take me, won't you Lord
Take me, take me, take me
Won't you take me, take me, won't you Lord
Something so warm, so soon the cold
You said you loved me yes you said you'd call me now
How can you go leave me here
Hungry and hunting yes desperate and loathing
Beautiful beautiful beautiful lies lies lies all lies
I can not stand this dumb look in your eye oh
Take me, take me, take me
Won't you take me, take me, won't you Lord
Take me, take me, take me
Won't you take me, take me, won't you Lord
Could of been should have been
Back and forth round again
Round and round circles been waiting for you
Oh my knees, you retreat
Now I'm praying for mercy mercy mercy
I'm pleading with you oh
Take me, take me, take me
Won't you take me, take me, won't you Lord
Take me, take me, take me



Won't you take me, take me, won't you Lord

18140. Take Me Along For The Ride - Chords

Take Me Along For The Ride 
The Dillards

[Intro]
E Am E Am
 
 
[Verse 1]
   Am                                      G
We said we'd build a bridge for man in the land our fathers earned.
        F                                        E
And the wars we faught were smaller then but the bridges still got burned.
        F                                G
And the poor mans dreams got broken by a wheel he never turned
        E                        Am   G   F  E
We just.. took him along for the ride.
 
 
[Verse 2]
   Am                                       G
We said we'd save the best we found for the yearning in our minds.
       F                                          E
But we took what we called hallowed ground and we left the best behind
        F                  G
for the gold of California in another place to find
         E                      Am
And we.. all went along for the ride.
 
 
[Chorus]
     C                          G
Well America I love you and I'm glad you caught the train
        F                             E
but you left a lot of homeless people waiting in the rain
         F                                C
Hear the voices of the children when they cry
E                     Am   G   F   E
Take me along for the ride
 
 
[Verse 3]
   Am                               G
We said that we'd remember that the old folks still belong
        F                                E
and the twisted, and the broken, help to sing the battle song
        F                              G
and the place that we discovered was a dream they brought along
        E                        Am   G   F   E
and we.. took them along for the ride.



 
 
[verse 4]
 
   Am                                 G
We said we'd bould a better place, to live untile we die.
       F                                   E
with a shield against disaster, that would leave a man his pride
    F                                     G
but because we fear our neighbors we have lost it all and lied
        E                    Am
and we, all go along for the ride.
 
 
[Chorus]
     C                          G
Well America I love you and I'm glad you caught the train
        F                             E
but you left a lot of homeless people waiting in the rain
         F                                C
Hear the voices of the children when they cry
E                      Am
 Take me along for the ride
 
 
[Bridge]
Am     G   F    E
C      G   F    E
 
 
[Solo]
E  D  E  A  A
B  A  B  E  G
A  B  C  A  C F
D#/E  D#/E   B
C  D  D  C
 
 
A/B  G  D
A#  A  A#  A  A#  A
G  A  F     E  G  D   E
 
         F                                C    E
Hear the voices of the children when they cry
E                     Am
Take me along for the ride
 
[Outro]
 
E                     Am
Take me along for the ride
E                     Am
Take me along for the ride



18141. Take Me As I Am

Osborne Brothers - Take me as i am (or let me go)
Composer: Boudleaux Bryant

Why must you always try to make me over
Take me as I am or let me go
White lilies never grow on stalks of clover
Take me as I am or let me go

You're trying to reshape me in a mold love
In the image of someone you used to know
But I won't be a stand-in for an old love
Take me as I am or let me go

You tried to change me ever since you met me
Take me as I am or let me go
If you can't overlook my faults forget me
Take me as I am or let me go

You're trying to reshape me in a mold love...

18142. Take Me Back

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Take me back
Composer: Jimmie Fadden - Jeff Hanna - Richard Hathaway

Take me back
Ooh, baby, won't you take me back tonight
You gotta face the fact I still love you
Take me back, let's get it right

I need a lesson in the ways of love
Sometimes I lose my head, what am I thinkin' of
I was crazy to have doubted you
And like a fool I left you, I can't believe we're through

Take me back
Ooh, baby, won't you take me back tonight
You got to face the fact I still want you
Take me back, let's get it right

Last night I saw you with another guy
I couldn't help myself you know I had to cry
I can't take it, just won't make it
If you don't give me one more try

Take me back
Ooh, baby, won't you take me back tonight
You gotta take me back
Ooh, baby, won't you take me, take me

I need a lesson in the ways of love



Sometimes I lose my head, what am I thinkin' of
I can't take it, just won't make it
Oh, baby, give me one more chance, woo

You gotta take me back
Ooh, baby, won't you take me back tonight
You know I face the fact that I was wrong
Take me back, let's make it right

T-T-T-Take me back
Baby, baby, baby, won't you take me back tonight
T-T-T-Take me back
I love you, I need you

T-T-T-Take me back
Baby, baby, baby, won't you take me back tonight
You gotta take me back

18143. Take Me Back

Dolly Parton - Take Me Back 
(Dolly Parton)

Take me back, oh precious memories
To the days forever gone
I can still remember Mama washing on a rub board
On the back porch, while us kids played in the yard
Mama always seemed to be so happy and content
She never seemed to mind that times were hard
She went about her work singin' some old favorite song of hers
And often singin' favorite songs for us
And she was satisfied just bein' Mama to us children
And the only woman Daddy ever loved
Take me back to Mama's bosom
Back to Daddy's lovin' arms
Take me back, oh precious memories
To the days forever gone
I can still remember us a runnin' to meet Daddy
In the evening when his working day was done
When Daddy saw us comin' he would bend his tired old back
Holdin' out his arms, and into them we'd run
And he'd hold us for a minute, we'd all walk home together
While Mama waited for him at the door
And he was satisfied just bein' Daddy to us children
And the man my Mama lived her whole life for
Take me back to Mama's bosom
Back to Daddy's lovin' arms
Take me back, oh precious memories
To the days forever gone
Take me back, oh precious memories
To the days forever gone



18144. Take Me Back (And Leave Me There)

Take Me Back (And Leave Me There)
Dailey & Vincent

Wish I could find the Greyhound
That had a destination sign
Said Elrod, Alabama 1949
With the smell of sweet magnolias
Blowing in the summer air
Lord, take me back and leave me there

Pass through the land of cotton
Carry me away to those those feelings
Long forgotten in the good old days
To the place that''s cool and shady
Tire swings and rocking chairs
Lord, take me back and leave me there

I want to live In grandpa''s stories
Taste a drugstore malt for two
Or grandma''s blue ribbon pickles
That made the front page news
Yesterday is all I''m after
How I get there I don''t care
Just take me back and leave me there

Pass through the land of cotton
Carry me away to those feelings
Long forgotten in the good old days
To the place that''s cool and shady
Tire swings and rocking chairs
Lord, take me back and leave me there

To the place that's cool and shady
Tire swings and rocking chairs
Lord, take me back and leave me there
Lord, take me back and leave me there

18145. Take Me Back - Chords

Take Me Back 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
 
G#m  F#  B  E  B
E   B   F#   G#m
 



[Verse 1]
 
G#m  F# B         E    B
Take me back in time again
E         B         F#    G#m
Stay with me like you did then
G#m  F#  B        E       B
Take me as you find me here
E        B    F#     G#m
Take me now, feel me near
 
[Chorus]
 
D#m         E     B  F#  G#m
Love like I never knew before
D#m           E      B       C#m
Someday will fade and be ignored
C#m        F#          G#m
Nothing is forever anymore
 
[Solo]
 
G#m  F#  B   E  B
E    B    F#   G#m
 
[Verse 2]
 
G#m    F# B      E     B
Wrap me up in quiet sins
E        B     F#       G#m
Take me lost make me found
G#m  F# B        E       B
Hold me silent in the night
E       B     F#        G#m
Say I'm wrong make me right
 
[Chorus]
 
D#m      E      B     F#   G#m
Love like I've never knew before
D#m    E      B           C#m
Someday will fade and be ignored
C#m                 F#                G#m
Slipping through my fingers wanting more
 
[Solo]
 
G#m  F#  B  E  B
E   B   F#   G#m
 
[Verse 3]
 
G#m F# B      E        B
Hanging on to every word
E         B      F#         E
Whispered as the morning stirs
 



 
[Outro]
G#m F# B E B
E  B   F#  G#m

18146. Take Me Back And Try Me One More Time

Take Me Back and Try Me One More Time
Osborne Brothers

Yes I know I've been untrue
And I should have been good to you
But please have mercy on this heart of mine
Take me back and try me one more time

If my darling you could see
Just what your leavings done to me
You know that love is still the tie that binds
Take me back and try me one more time

In my dreams I see your face
It seems there's someone in my place
But does he know that you were once just mine?
Take me back and try me one more time

If you just forgive me now
I'll make it up to you somehow
I promise ne'er again be unkind
Take me back and try me one more time

18147. Take Me Back Into Your Heart - Chords

Take Me Back Into Your Heart 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro--Electric Guitar}
A  A  D  D
E7 E7 A  A
 
 
[Verse 1]
A                      E7
Take me back into your heart dear
E                         A
Let me share my love with you
A                      E7
Take me back into your dreams dear
E        D         E7          A
And I'll make your dreams come true



 
 
[Chorus]
D               A
Every memory of yesterday
D                 B7
Makes a tear drop start
A                      E      E7
All I need is one more chance dear
E                      A
Take me back into your heart
 
 
[Instrumental--Mandolin--Electric Guitar]
A A E E
D D E E
A A
A A D D
E E A A
 
 
[Bridge--Electric Guitar]
A D E A
 
 
[Verse 2]
A                      E7
Take me back into your heart dear
E                         A
Let me share my love with you
A                      E7
Take me back into your dreams dear
E        D         E7          A
And I'll make your dreams come true
 
 
[Chorus]
D               A
Every memory of yesterday
D       E    E7   A
Makes a tear drop start
A                      E      E7
All I need is one more chance dear
E                      A
Take me back into your heart
 
 
[Outro--Electric Guitar]
A A E E
D D E E
A A



18148. Take Me Back To My Mississippi River Home

John Hartford 
Take Me Back To My Mississippi River Home

Well, me and my buddies started out the other day
A studying a plan how to get away
The light come on and they caught us in the dark
Awaiting for the Chesterfield train to start

Conductor was standing right nigh the road
Then he hollered at the passengers ALL ABOARD
Then he reached up and he pulled the string
Bang bang bang went the banjo string

Taking me back taking me back
Taking me back to that Mississippi River home
Taking me back taking me back
Taking me back to that Mississippi River home

Taking me back taking me back
Taking me back to that Mississippi River home
Taking me back taking me back
Taking me back to that Mississippi River home

Well, the train pulled on to the very next stop
I looked around about seventeen cops
Cross my [?] ought to see me run
Bang bang bang went the Gatlin gun

Taking me back taking me back
Taking me back to that Mississippi River home
Taking me back taking me back
Taking me back to that Mississippi River home

Taking me back taking me back
Taking me back to that Mississippi River home
Taking me back taking me back
Taking me back to that Mississippi River home

18149. Take Me Back To Old Kentucky

Take Me Back to Old Kentucky 
Blue Moon Rising
 
It's a long lonely road and these shoes are gettin' thin 
Thumbin'  my way back home 
The cold, fallin' rain, is clingin' to my skin 
Chillin' me clean to the bone 
 
Big semi trucks nearly raise me off the ground 
As they go screamin' by 
But there's sun in my head, says I'm homeward bound 



And I'll get there by and by 
 
CHORUS :
Take me back to old Kentucky 
I wish I'd never left to roam 
Take me back to old Kentucky 
I miss my old mountain home  
 
I miss the whippoorwill, singin' their song 
As the shadows crept over the farm 
And I miss that old rooster crowin' at dawn 
From the fence post down, by the barn 
 
I've had years of city livin' 
But one thing a country boy learns 
No matter how long he lives in the city 
That country fire still burns 
 
I miss my old mountain home

18150. Take Me Back To Renfro Valley - Chords

Take Me Back To Renfro Valley 
The Osborne Brothers
The Essential Bluegrass Album

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key E

(E) I was born in Renfro Valley
But I drifted far a- (B7) way
(E) I came back to see the old home
(B7) And my friends of other (E) days (E7)
(A) Gone are old familiar (E) faces
All my friends I used to (B7) know
(E) Things have changed in Renfro (A) Valley
 Since the (B7) days of long a- (E) go

(E) Others own the old plantation
I can't call it home no (B7) more
(E) Other sing the old songs 
(B7) Other children 'round the (E) door (E7)
(A) Other voices sing the (E) old songs
When the evening sun is (B7) low
(E) Mother sang in Renfro Valley
(B7) In the days of long a-(E) go

(E) Take me back to Renfro Valley
When I'm free from earthly (B7) cares
(E) Lay me down by Dad and Mother
(B7) Let me sleep forever (E) there (E7)
(A) When it's springtime in the (E) mountains
And the dogwood blossom (B7) blows
(E) We'll be back in Renfro Valley



(B7) As in days of long a-(E) go

18151. Take Me Back To The Country

Dolly Parton - Take Me Back To The Country 

Well this big city life is gettin' me down
There's just too many people around
There's dirt in the air and crime in the street
High-rise buildings and cold concrete
This rat race sure enough takes a toll
I wanna run off to my fishin' hole
Take me back take me back
Take me back to the country
Take me back take me back
Take me back to the country
Chorus:
Where the stars at night
Outshine those city lights
Take me back to the country
Where the eagles fly
And the treetops touch the sky
Take me back to the country
This traffic jam is makin' me mad
I miss the simple life I had
Peace and quite runnin' free
I wanna go home to my family
I'm sick of the clock, sick of the phone
Out in the country my time's my own
Take me back take me back
Take me back to the country
Take me back take me back
Take me back to the country
Chorus:
Where the stars at night
Outshine those city lights
Take me back to the country
Where the eagles fly
And the treetops touch the sky
Take me back to the country
Where the stars at night
Outshine those city lights
Take me back to the country
Where the eagles fly
And the treetops touch the sky
Take me back to the country
Take me back to the country



18152. Take Me Back To Tulsa

Take Me Back To Tulsa
Flatt & Scruggs

Where's that gal with the red dress on some folks call her Dinah
Stole my heart away from me way down in carolina

Take me back to tulsa
I'm too young to marry
Take me back to Tulsa
I'm too young to marry.

Little bee sucks the blossom big bee gets the honey
Poor man picks the cotton rich man gets the money

Always wear a great big smile we neveer do act sour
Travel all over the country playin' music by the hour

I'd like to go to Tulsa you bet your boots I would
Let me off at archer st and I'll walk down to Greenwood

18153. Take Me Back To West Virginia - Chords

Take Me Back To West Virginia 
Larry Sparks

[Intro]
G Am  G Am
 
[Verse 1]
G                   Am                        G
Saw the look in her eyes, she was dreaming of something.
G     Am                     D
And I knew it took her far away.
D           Am                  G
She told me she was missing her mama
G           Am   D          G
and all her swee-eet yesterdays.
 
 
[Chorus]
G                C               G
She said take me back to West Virginia.
G          C           D
I've been gone way too long.
D            Am               G
I want to go back to West Virginia.
G       C     D             G
Take me back to my mountain home.
 
 
 



[Verse 2]
 
G         Am                  G
I can't relive the days of my childhood.
G           Am                D
I'd like to see where I came from.
D             Am                     G
That old playground; the one-roomed schoolhouse
G           Am   D                  G
the path we walked when the day was done.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G                C               G
She said take me back to West Virginia.
G          C           D
I've been gone way too long.
D            Am               G
I want to go back to West Virginia.
G       C     D             G
Take me back to my mountain home.
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
G         Am                    G
I long to see that little white church house
G        Am             D
where we prayed for the loss.
D      Am       G
And we sang the Rock of Ages.
G        Am   D          G
I got to know the Man on the cross.
 
 
[Chorus]
G                C               G
She said take me back to West Virginia.
G          C           D
I've been gone way too long.
D            Am               G
I want to go back to West Virginia.
G       C     D             G
Take me back to my mountain home.
 
 
[Outro]
G C D G

18154. Take Me Back To Yesterday



Take Me Back To Yesterday
Darrell Scott

There's a full moon rising high filling up my empty sky
Oh wash me clean and light my way
Take me back to yesterday
Early frost is bound to kill leaves will fall just like my will
I've lost my faith and I can't pray
Take me back to yesterday
Yesterday when you were mine and life was full and we were finding
All the ways that lovers try to be
Yesterday when all we knew was you're with me and I'm with you
And forever didn't seem so far away
Now this dark night of my soul have these tears out of control
Oh why can't I get love to stay
Take me back to yesterday
Yesterday where did you go?
There's so much more I need to know
You were here and now you've flown away
There is so much that I miss
Like the whisper of your kiss
Like all the words I meant to say
Take me back
Take me back
Oh take me back to yesterday

18155. Take Me Down

Take Me Down - Vince Gill 
Little Big Town

Here you come again
With that wreckin' smile
The one that does me in every time
I wanna drink you in
And make you stay a while
Wonder if your heart is racing just like mine

I know you know just what you do to me
I feel your eyes, they cut right through me

You take me down every time you come around
And make me surrender for you
You found your way into every hiding place
And baby you burn me to the ground
You take me down

Every word you whisper
Turns me inside out
Your hands are makin' memories on my skin
Kiss after kiss
You melt away the doubt
You got me where you want me
I'm giving in



You take me down every time you come around
And make me surrender for you
You found your way into every hiding place
And baby you burn me to the ground
You take me down

And now you know just what you do to me
I'm undone by every way you move me

Oh I love the way you move me
You take me down

You take me down every time you come around
And make me surrender for you
And you found your way into every hiding place
And baby, you burn me to

You take me down every time you come around
And make me surrender for you
You found your way into every hiding place
And baby you burn me to the ground
You take me down

18156. Take Me Down A Path (My Heart Won't Know)

Jim Lauderdale - Take Me Down a Path (My Heart Won't Know)

I keep a-waking with you on my mind
I dream I love you time after time
Destiny's' calling,' I'd better go
Where' this is headed no heart knows

[Chorus]
Take' me down a path my heart won't know
I'll follow you wherever it goes
This could be the real thing or not even close
Take me down a path my heart won't know
Take me down a path my heart won't know
Love is a gamble I never took
Too many rules played by the book
I'm betting on you, body mind and soul
Where this is headed no heart knows

[Chorus]
Take me down a path my heart won't know
I'd follow you wherever it goes
This could be the real thing or not even close
Take me down a path my heart won't know
Take me down a path my heart won't know
Take me down a path my heart won't know
I'd follow you wherever it goes
This could be the real thing or not even close



Take me down a path my heart won't know

18157. Take Me For Longing

Alison Krauss - Take Me For Longing

[Chorus]
Don't choose me because I am faithful.
Don't choose me because I am kind.
If your heart settles on me, I'm for the taking.
Take me for longing or leave me behind.

I would be, for you, a fire in a rainbow,
I would be, for you, an opening door.
Time and hard lessons are one kind of wisdom.
Try to forget them or love me no more.

I'm not asking your heart to believe me.
I'm not asking for promise or pledge.
Whatever the answer, it's yes that's the question.
I am the fool dancin' over the edge.

[Chorus]

18158. Take Me Home

Take Me Home - Hot Buttered Rum

(chorus:)
Down the long and winding road I am rambling
Down the long and winding road I do roam
It's a long and winding road
I ain't got no heavy load
Long and winding road, take me home

Got no shackles on my feet to slow me down
Ain't no shackles on my feet I won't drown
Ain't no shackles on my feet
Ain't got a penny left to eat
My feet are free and I am homeward bound

(chorus)

Ain't nobody in this world to call my sweet
Ain't nobody in this world makes me complete
Ain't nobody in this world
My poor heart remains unfurled
Till the day when my true love and I shall meet



(chorus)

When my baby comes, she'll wear a satin gown
When my baby comes with her long hair flowing down
My sweet baby comes to me
Like fresh rainfall on a tree
From my roots right up through my leafy crown

(chorus)

(chorus)

I say, long and winding road take me home
Take me home!

18159. Take Me Home

Take Me Home

I'm alone in this world, I'm weary of life
I'm alone in this world, I'm a lone
I'm a lone in this world, I'm weary of life
Take me home, dear Savior, take me home

My father's gone to glory, I'm alone in this world
Oh father's gone to glory, I'm alone
Father's gone to glory, I'm alone in this world
Take me home, dear Savior, take me home

Mother's, brother's, children's, etc. . .

18160. Take Me Home Poor Julia

Take Me Home Poor Julia
Norman Blake - Take Me Home Poor Julia

[Verse 1]
It was down on the old Pontchartrain
Down among the cotton and the cane
Oh, the buildings I did make and the houses I did build
On the banks of the old Pontchartrain

[Chorus]
Take me home, poor Julia, take me home
Take me home, poor Julia, take me home
For I have no place for to lay my head
But to lay in poor Julia's arms

[Verse 2]



Miss Julia and I went a-walking
Oh, the sun not more than half an hour high
We walked where the green grass growed up to our knees
Miss Julia hung her head and she cried

[Chorus]
Take me home, poor Julia, take mR home
Take me homR, poor Julia, take me home
For I have no place for to lay my head
But to lay in poor Julia's arms

[Verse 3]
Miss Julia and I were a-sleeping
When death came a-knocking at the door
Miss Julia was sleeping in my arms
On the banks of the old river shore

[Chorus]
Take me home, poor Julia, take me home
Take me home, poor Julia, take me home
For I have no place for to lay my head
But to lay in poor Julia's arms

[Verse 4]
Oh, don't bury me so deep in my coffin
Oh, don't bury me so deep in my grave
It makes no difference where you bury my body
Gonna rise at the resurrection day

18161. Take Me In Your Arms

Take Me In Your Arms
EDDY ARNOLD

 Bb Eb C7 F
TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS AND HOLD ME
 Bb Eb
LIKE I'VE BEEN HOLDING YOU IN MY HEART
 Bb Eb C7 F
TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS AND TELL ME
 F7
Bb
THAT YOU MISS ME SINCE WE'VE BEEN APART

 Bb Bbm C7
YOU JUST DON'T KNOW HOW HEARTSICK AND LONESOME I'VE
 Fm
BEEN
 C7
F Bb
OR HOW MUCH I PRAY THAT YOU'LL COME BACK AGAIN
 Eb C7 F
AND TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS AND HOLD ME



 Bb Eb
LIKE I'VE BEEN HOLDING YOU IN MY HEART

INSTRUMENTAL
REPEAT

18162. Take Me In Your Lifeboat

Take Me In Your Lifeboat
Flatt & Scruggs - Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

   Take me in your lifeboat, oh
   Take me in your lifeboat
   It will stand the raging storm
   Take me in your lifeboat, oh
   Take me in your lifeboat
   It will bear my spirit home. 

 Now come brothers and sisters and don't fall asleep
We'll pray night and day or we'll sink in the deep
Fathers and mothers are prayin' so well
The Lord won't you take me in your lifeboat. 

 The clouds are so heavy the winds are so loud
The thunder are rollin' and burstin' the clouds
They pray to their sinner mates for what they have done
They took the dyin' sinner in their lifeboat.

18163. Take Me In Your Lifeboat - Chords

Take Me In Your Lifeboat  
Recorded by Del McCoury
Written by Chris Hillman

G                           C                   G
Take me in your lifeboat oh take me in your lifeboat
                         D7
It will stand the raging storm
G                           C                   G
Take me in your lifeboat oh take me in your lifeboat
                       D7 G
It will bear my spirit ho-me

                              C           G
Now come brothers sisters and don't fall asleep
                                             D7
But pray night and day or you'll sink in the deep
G                       C          G
Fathers and mothers are praying so loud



                                      D7  G
Saying Lord won't you take me in your lifeboat

Repeat #1
 
                            C            G
The clouds are so heavy the winds are so loud
                                       D7
The thunder is rolling bursting in the clouds
G                                C              G
They pray to their shipmates for what they have done
                                     D7  G
They took the dying sinners in their lifeboat

Repeat #1 x2

18164. Take Me Into Your Heart

Take Me into Your Heart 
Chris Stuart

Won't you take me into your heart dear 
Can you care as I care for you 
Though your heart's by another broken 
And afraid of lovin' somebody new 
 
CHORUS: 
One more time, take a chance my darlin'  
With a love devoted and true 
Won't you take me into your heart dear 
Can you love the one who loves only you 
 
Won't you take me into your heart dear 
Tell me now if my hopes are in vain 
For I'm weary of words unspoken 
And I long to know your hopes are the same

18165. Take Me On The Midnight Train

Take Me on the Midnight Train 
The Boxcars
 
CHORUS: 
Take me on the midnight train 
Engineer can't you hear 
Callin' out my name 
She knows I'm comin' back
Pour on the coal, make the whistle blow 
Let's ride on down the track 



 
I left two years ago searchin' all around 
But I never found a big old pot of gold 
Now I'm goin' home it's a one way track 
It should take me back, Lord I'll never roam
  
It's been a long long day I been makin' plans 
'Cause this ramblin' man, is comin' home to stay
Got my ticket in my hand
If we leave tonight by the morning light 
That you'll be in my arms again
 
Pour on the coal, make the whistle blow
Let's ride on down the track

18166. Take Me To The Mountains - Chords

Take Me To The Mountains
Del McCoury and the Dixie Pals
Classic Bluegrass
Company: Rebel CD-1111
Sung in G on CD

[G] Well I motored into Houston, a town I'd seen before
I thought of an old Army pal of a thousand days or [D] more
I [C] found him on a [G] VA ward a [B7] lookin' mighty [Em] low
On the [C] far end of a long, long trip with not [D] many miles to [G] go
When I told him the Carolina Hills were calling back to me
He said I think I told you once I was born in Tennessee
If I could see those hills one time I'd die more easily
The he took my had and he bowed his head and this is what he said to me
CHO:
[G] Take me with you to the mountains won't you please
let me walk the blue ridge, let me count a million [D] trees
[C] Houston ain't no place to [G] die and I'd be [Em] satisfied if I
Could [C] walk a little closer [G] to the sky in the [D] mountains won't you [G] please.
Well a pardon from a VA ward just ain't so easy won
But a good old friend and doctor there said it could be done
and in a little while with the road in our way underneath that Texas Sun
And we both knew in a day or two his race would be run
Well he'd talk awhile and he'd sleep a while and I drove with all I had
Right side Atlanta though he got to looking bad
Just keep right on a-truckin boys we'll make it now he said
When the blue Ridge came in sight a corpse is all I had.
CHO.
Well there are songs that are not sung and words that are not read
But the lines that rhyme that are out of time still echo in my head
That dyin' in my footsteps sure beats that Houston bed.
CHO.



18167. Take Me To The Paradise

Robbie Fulks - Take Me to the Paradise

[Verse 1]
Stained glass windows smoked wood tables
The slaves of culture toil by night
The pall of perfumed true confessions
And when the air gets thick as this
You can cut it with a straw
And as the moon hangs over Waverly they call

[Chorus]
Take me to the Paradise, beauty sleeps inside
Drinking in the mezzanine with millionaires' first wives
Take me to the Paradise, let me live once more
Greater men have faced these walls, and fallen on the floor

[Verse 2]
Here the homosexual novelist
Full of rage in 1960
There the coiffured ex-viscount
Watches empty seconds fly
Until the blood clot zeroes in
And grants him immortality again

[Chorus]
Take me to the Paradise, beauty sleeps inside
Drinking in the mezzanine with millionaires' first wives
Take me to the Paradise let me live once more
Greater men have faced these walls and fallen on the floor

18168. Take Me To The Tundra - Chords

Take Me To The Tundra 
Keller Williams
 
Tuning: B F# D A E B
 
Verse:
G
Summertime in Virignia
   C                    G
Is sticky as sticky can be
     G
It's livable with climate control
   A                   D
Of course that's for a fee
       G
It was tougher back in the olden days
        C              A
Back before the air conditioning craze
G     C     G



All I can say is
       D         G
Better them than me
 
Stinky old Ramona
Stinky as stinky can get
Working at the roadside vegetable stand
Over in the northern neck
She would beg to differ
Says it's fine in the shade
But I would rather shiver
Than sweat my ass to the grave
 
Chorus:
*  C              D  G
So take me to the tundra
    C            G
So I can see my breath
      G
Where icicles drip out from my nose
     A                   D
Some desolate frozen the valley of death
    G
I'm tired of being soaking wet
    C             A
I'm tired of that rash I get
G       C      G
Take me to the tundra
   D            G
So I can see my breath
 
Sweatstains on the car seat
Sweatstains on my shirt
Sweatstains on the seat of my pants
Mixed in with Virginia dirt
It's heat like that bring you to your knees
Hallucinate to the deeper freeze
Pray to the higher power
For a little breeze
 
It was hotter than hell
And Satan himself
Come up the other day
With red pointy perspiration pouring
He looked at me as if to say
How in Heaven can you deal
With heat like this I don't care to feel
I'm goin' home
Back down the road to hell
 
chorus
 
I reckon I should build me a swimming pool
And have it attached to me
Then I can walk around all day long
As cool as a man can be
But I would probably shrivel



Lemme tell you brother that ain't right
Maybe we should just sleep all day
And live our lives at night
 
Summertime in Virignia
Is sticky as sticky can be
It's livable with climate control
Of course that's for a fee
It was tougher back in the olden days
Back before the air conditioning craze
All I can say is
Better them than me
 
chorus
 
Take me to the tundra
So I can see my breath
 
Fill:
b /-------------------------------------1---/
F#/-------------------------------------0---/
D /-------------------------------------0---/
E /-------0h2---0----0h2----------------0---/
A /-0h2-------------------0h2--3p2------2---/
B /----------------------------------2--3---/

18169. Take Me To Town - Chords

Take Me To Town 
The Waifs

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
G                                    C
Someone's got to wear a dress around here
C                D        C      G
 It can't all be dust and desert highways
G                               C
 Someone's got to turn this town on it's ear
C                D        C       G
 Give folks an excuse for looking sideways
G                D
 It can't all be blue denim and leather
B7
 In this kind of weather
           Em                   D                  C
A girl has got to feel a little breeze between her thighs
       C
So baby put that hammer down
       D
You're taking me to town



            C                 D          G
And I'll be wearing this dress for you tonight
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                                              C
Someone's got to let their hair down once in a while
C                 D        C       G
 It can't just be work and resting Sundays
G                                 C
 A little dancing and singing all through the night
C                D       C       G
Oh, you know the kind of hell we used to raise
G             D
 So take this body in a hold
B7
 Before we get too old
            Em            D                    C
I'll put on my heels and start scuffing up the floor
       C
Oh baby cut the engines now
D
 You're taking me to town
        C               D              G
I'll be letting my hair down for you tonight
 
 
[Solo]
/ C    / C    / C    / D  C  / G    / G    / G    / G    /
/ C    / C    / C    / D  C  / G    / G    / G    / G    /
 
 
[Bridge]
  Em                     D
A place like this gets into your bones
         Am
All that wild land and emptiness can make a woman feel lonely
        Em                        D
And the world outside she sees it passing her by
             Am                         C
She's got to hold tight before she disappears
D                               C
 Someone's got to wear a dress around here
D                 C    D  C
 Someone's got to wear ooh
 
 
[Verse 3]
D                                    C
Someone's got to wear a dress around here
C            D      C      G
Oh, we can't all be pissin sideways
G                               C
 Someone's got to turn this town on it's ear
C                 D        C      G
 It can't just be dust and desert highways
                D



It can't all be blue denim and leather
B7
 That's some kind of tether
                  Em            D                  C
A girl has got to feel like she could fly into the sky
       C
So baby bring the ponies around
D
 We'll ride them into town
C
 I'll let my hair down
D                 C
 I'll let my hair down
            D                            G
And I'll be wearing this dress for you tonight

18170. Take Me, Take Me

Rodney Crowell - Take Me, Take Me

[Verse 1]
Take me, take me in your heart tonight
And help me think these things I say are right
In the morning, I am northern bound
With a bag of dreams to a cold hard town
So take me, take me in your heart tonight

[Verse 2]
Make me feel like I'll see you again
Let's pretend we're happy like old friends
Make believe there's nothing wrong
Though the time's too short for a love so strong
So take me, take me in your heart tonight
[Bridge]
It's an easy thing to say you're leaving
I know I've done it everywhere I've been
But in the morning, we'll know the truth
And it makes me want to shout out "What's the use?"
So take me, take me in your heart tonight

[Guitar Solo]

[Verse 1]
Take me, take me in your heart tonight
And help me think these things I say are right
In the morning, I am northern bound
With a bag of dreams to a cold hard town
So take me, take me in your heart tonight

[Outro]
Take me, take me in your heart tonight



18171. Take My Ashes To The River

Take My Ashes to the River
The Po' Ramblin' Boys

[Verse 1]
She was the parson's only daughter
And a poor sharecropper's dream
Voice as sweet as falling water
From a cool clear mountain stream
We came to share a love forbidden
A union cursed by family
To be forever unforgiven
When we swore eternity

[Verse 2]
We settled hard on twenty acres
Plowed the fields and worked the land
Then the fever came to take her
With its unforgiving hand
I triRd to soothe her aching body
But no peacR I could provide
She said, "I hear the angels singing softly
I'm bound to cross that great divide"

[Chorus]
Take me to the river (Take my ashes to the river)
Where it's cold and deep (Where the water's cold and deep)
Take me to the river (Take my ashes to the river)
Pray my soul to keep (Pray the Lord my soul to keep)

[Verse 3]
A mournful morning late November
Faithful to her last desire
I burned her body down to embers
Scooped the ashes from the fire
Down on the banks of the Blackstone River
For to drown her memory
As her spirit I delivered
I hear her calling out to me

[Chorus]
Take me to the river (Take my ashes to the river)
Where it's cold and deep (Where the water's cold and deep)
Take me to the river (Take my ashes to the river)
Pray my soul to keep (Pray the Lord my soul to keep)
Take me to the river (Take my ashes to the river)
Where it's cold and deep (Where the water's cold and deep)
Take me to the river (Take my ashes to the river)
Pray my soul to keep (Pray the Lord my soul to keep)



18172. Take My Hand And Tell Me

Take My Hand and Tell Me

Take my hand and tell me what I want to know
Won't you ease my worried mind you know I love you so
Tomorrow they will come and take me far away
Will you keep me in your heart as you're in mine today

Those prison bars are gonna hold me for a time
The only way to stand the pain is knowing that you're mine
Though you may hold another please keep your heart for me
Someday I'll come back to you your love will set me free

The days ahead won't seem so bad with loving thoughts of you
The lonely nights won't seem so long with tender dreams so true
I need your love to treasure as I slowly do my time
So take me in your lovin' arms and tell me one more time

18173. Take My Love - Chords

Take My Love 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
D G  D  G
 
[Verse]
            D
You're no sunset  You're no liar
             G
You're the beauty I admire
         D
Burning love  hope  and desire
            G
You're the woods at night on fire
 
      D
Oh I miss you when it's cold out
              G
Church bells ring I hear you sing out
            D
You're no broken record turning
          G
You're a wild melody
 
   Bm                              G
I know I might not be the one you take
     D            G



But take my love
         D        G
Take my love
 
          D
When you told me you can't sleep
            G
Count your sins instead of sheep
           D
Count the ways that you feel weak
         G
But that is not what I see
 
             D
You're no wreckage  you're a fighter
               G
Scraped and scarred by your own power
          D
Sounding loud above the water
           G
You're a wild melody
 
   Bm                              G
I know I might not be the one you take
     Bm                        D       G
I've got a heart that ain't afraid to break
 
         D         G
Take my love
          D        G
Take my love
          D        G
Take my love
 
                  Bm
Bricks through windows  House you hate
           G
Walls you built gone up in flames
            D
Hear that roof cry as it caves
          G
All its power on you fades
 
         Bm
No one's had your heart before
             G
Felt that breathing on your floor
           D
Felt that wolf at your front door
           G
Felt that blood inside you boil
 
            D
You're no sunset  you're no liar
             G
You're the beauty I admire
             D



You're the woods at night on fire
         G
Burning love  hope  and desire
      D
Oh I miss you when it's cold out
              G
Church bells ring I hear you sing out
            D
You're no broken record turning
           G
You're a wild melody
 
         D          G
Take my love
         D          G
Take my love
         D          G
Take my love
         D          G
Take my love

18174. Take My Ring From Your Finger

Take My Ring From Your Finger
Louvin Brothers - Jim & Jesse

I'm happy now at last you are smiling
And I'm glad I have found you in his arms
For no longer I'll keep you unhappy
And I'll vow to never do you any harm

Take my ring from your finger
Set me free as a dove
You don't need me no longer
You have found the one you love

So my heart will likely break when I leave you
When my position at last I can see
When I found you in his arms you were crying
And that's more than you ever did for me

You can have our little home in the mountains
With the honeysuckles twining round the door
When he carries you over the threshold
I hope that you'll be happy evermore

18175. Take One Day



Take One Day
Della Mae

[Verse 1]
Well the sun comes up and the sun goes down
Nothing's gonna stop the world a-goin' round
And I wake up' and the morning sound
And kiss you to start the day right

[Verse 2]
It's a working day like every other one
Waking up early in the July sun
Pulling weeds in the garden, think the corn is done
I'm glad to put food on the table

[Chorus]
So take one day at a time
Until they are gone
Let's drink a round to yesterday
And sing an old song

[Verse 3]
Open up all the windows, let the breeze roll in
Gonna air out the kitchen with the summer wind
Watch the clotheslines sway and the weather vanes spin
Oh wake me up, I napped too long

[Chorus]
So take one day at a time
Until they are gone
Let's drink a round to yesterday
And sing an old song

[Verse 4]
The tide is low and the moon is high
The stars are hanging down to kiss the tall pines
The fire it glimmers like the sea at night
Let's lay right here until the morning

[Chorus]
So take one day at a time
Until they are gone
Let's drink a round to yesterday
And sing an old song

[Chorus]
Oh, take one day at a time
Until they are gone
Let's drink a round to yesterday
And sing an old song

[Outro]
Let's drink a round to yesterday
And sing an old song



18176. Take That Ride

Emmylou Harris - Take That Ride

Don't you believe I love you long enough
Didn't I try to give you all the right stuff
Hung around when the going got tough
Don't you believe I love you long enough

Where were you when the world turned black
All those nights you never answered back
And I just ask you to cut me a little slack
Where were you when the world turned black

[Chorus: ]
One of these days I'm gonna take that ride
Tho' there maybe nothing on the other side
I'm too old for changin'
My true blues have all been tried
One of these days I'm gonna take that ride

You always were the one
Gave me my place out in the sun
And we raised a glass to the one
It was thy will be done

So don't you believe it's time to let me go
The clock is winding down and I'm moving slow
I could keep on dancing, just for show
Don't you believe it's time to let me go

One of these days I'm gonna take that ride
Whatever's waiting on the other side
Had a little glory and I still got my pride
One of these days I'm gonna take that ride
One of these days I'm gonna take that ride
Oh don't you believe it's time to take that ride
Take that ride
Take that ride
Take that ride

18177. Take The Hand Of Jesus

Buddy Miller - Take the Hand of Jesus

[Chorus]
Will you take the hand of Jesus?
Let him purify your soul
Will you take that path to heaven
With the treetops lined with gold?
Well they're all gonna welcome
Anyone who stumbles by
Brother, tell me are you ready



For that place beyond the sky?

[Verse 1]
I can see my grandma's fingers
As they slide across the keys
I can hear her while she's playing
That old fashioned melody
I can see my uncle sitting
With his banjo on his knee
While my daddy's up and singing
Rock of Ages, cleft for me
Rock of Ages, Rock of Ages, cleft for me

[Chorus]
Will you take the hand of Jesus?
Let him purify your soul
Will you take that path to heaven
With the treetops lined with gold?
Well they're all gonna welcome
Anyone who stumbles by
Brother, tell me are you ready
For that place beyond the sky?

18178. Take The High Road

Take The High Road
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]
I was born up on a mountain while the snow was comin' in
But I woke up in this valley, pulled my collar to the wind
I saw the chance to catch a ride with a fair-weather friend
But I never met a shortcut wasn't longer in the end

[Chorus]
Take the high road
Over the mountain pass
Take the high road
Goin' slow while everybody's goin' fast
It won't be the easy way sayin' what you wanna say
Take the high road, baby

[Verse 2]
Oh, lately I've been keepin' two feet down on the ground
Not causin' a commotion, tryin' not to make a sound
I wouldn't want somebody to get the wrong idea
But I'm tired of bein' quiRt, time to face up to the fRar

[Chorus]
Take the high road
Over the mountain pass
Take the high road
Goin' slow while everybody's goin' fast



It won't be the easy way sayin' what you wanna say
Take the high road, baby
[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Take the high road
Over the mountain pass
Take the high road
Goin' slow while everybody's goin' fast
It won't be the easy way sayin' what you wanna say
Take the high road, baby

18179. Take The Journey

Molly Tuttle - Take the Journey

[Verse 1]
Cold, cold nights lead to cold, cold mornings
The road keeps going and it never seems to end
Lonely hearts that cry without warning
When the light ain't shining from around the bend

[Chorus]
Take the journey
No matter where it starts or where it ends
Take the journey
Someday you'll make it back home again

[Verse 2]
You can try to control the weather
But the rain inside you is still gonna fall
Days of drought will merely starve you
There's no use hiding, we gotta face it all

[Chorus]
Take the journey
No matter where it starts or where it ends
Take the journey
Someday you'll make it back home again

[Verse 3]
Skies are falling all around you
Who will protect you from your deepest fears?
Take the hand of the one beside you
Let the fire guide you 'til the path is clear

[Chorus]
Take the journey
No matter where it starts or where it ends
Take the journey
Someday you'll make it back home again
Someday you'll make it back home



18180. Take The Keys To My Heart

Take The Keys To My Heart
Garth Brooks - Take The Keys To My Heart

I've been out on this highway of heartache
Hopin' that somewhere down the line
I could find someday who
Could rev me like you do
So grab onto my wheel
And I'll be fine
Take the keys to my heart
And drive me crazy
I've been runnin' on empty way too long
Honey you got the touch
That heats my motor up
Take the keys to my heart
And drive it home
I don't know where this road is gonna lead us
But what a beautiful night for a drive
Baby put your mind at ease
Drop the top and feel the breeze
Just follow all the signs to paradise
Take the keys to my heart
And drive me crazy
I've been runnin' on empty way too long
All that work under the hood
Sure has got it runnin' good
Take the keys to my heart
And drive it home
Tonight we've gonna set these wheels on fire
And find out just how far this thing will go
Honey we don't need no map
'Cause where we are is where it's at
Take the keys to my heart
And drive it home
Baby makes my motor yearn
I love to feel that rubber burn
Take the keys to my heart
And drive it home
Drive it home

18181. Take The Long Way Home

Alan Bibey & Grasstowne - Take the Long Way Home

So you think you're a Romeo
You're playing a part in a picture show
Well, take the long way home



Take the long way home

But you're the joke of the neighborhood
Why should you care if you're feeling good?
You take the long way home
Take the long way home

But there are times that you feel
You're part of the scenery
All the greenery is coming down, boy
And then your wife seems to think
You're part of the furniture
Oh, it's peculiar, she used to be so nice

When lonely days turn to lonely nights
You take a trip to the city lights
And take the long way home
Take the long way home

You never see what you wanna see
Forever playing to the gallery
You take the long way home
Take the long way home

When you're up on stage
It's so unbelievable
Unforgettable, how they adore you

?? But then your wife seems to think
You're losing your sanity, oh, calamity
Oh, is there no way out?

Does it feel that your life's
Become a catastrophe?
Oh, it has to be for you to grow, boy

And when you look through the years
And see what you could have been
Oh, what you might have been
If you'd had more time

So when the day comes to settle down
Well, who's to blame if you're not around?
You took the long way home
Take the long way home

18182. Take The News To Mother

The Louvin Brothers - Take The News To Mother

While the shot and shells were scattering
All o'er the battlefield
While the boys in France were fighting 



To save their noble flag

Save their flag or give their lives
All for their country and home
They brought him back and heard him say
I can no longer stay

Go take the news to Mother
For she knows how well I love her
Kiss her dear sweet lips for me
Tell her I'm not coming home

Oh tell my darling sweetheart
That her lips I'll kiss no more
For this battlefield is awful
I'm sure I'll see her no more

Now, I'd love to see my mother
Kneeling by the old hearth stone
But I'm in this hell right here on earth
And her prayer I'll hear no more

Go take the news to Mother
For she knows how well I love her
Kiss her dear sweet lips for me
Mmmm, Mmmm, Mmmmmm

Tell her I'm not coming home

18183. Take The Star Out Of The Window

Take The Star Out Of The Window
John Prine

Robert was a sailor
For the best years of his life
His captain was his mother
And the ocean was his wife
Only fresh out of the cradle
Life's one and only spring
He was sworn to do his duty
And got blood on his high school ring

Chorus:
And it's hello California
Hello Dad and Mom
Ship ahoy
Your baby boy
Is home from Vietnam
Don't you ask me any questions
'Bout the medals on my chest
Take the star out of the window
And let my conscience take a rest



Now he sailed across the ocean
To the old far eastern war
And it was foreign to his body
It was foreign to his shore
So he traded in the present
For the better times he'd seen
And made an oriental waitress
His own home comin' queen

Chorus

18184. Take The Wheel

Take The Wheel - Steep Canyon Rangers

I try to keep it all together but it's pulling me apart
Try to stay together but its pulling me apart
hoping that the pain won't show
There's no trouble like a worried heart
And mine s about to overflow
I fell hard for the freedom of the open road, the open road
Now it won't turn me loose

CHORUS

Take the wheel; it's spinning out of control
Take the wheel; let me know how it feels to let go
I chased that dream as hard as it d go
maybe I was just running away
I don't wanna be a stranger to my friends no more
don t wanna be a stranger to my baby
Cause I can still remember when

CHORUS

Lady Colorado, she treats me so good
Lady Colorado, she treats me so good, I miss her so

CHORUS

I need someplace to hide me away
Until the break of day
CHORUS

18185. Take These Chains

Take These Chains
Uncle Earl - Take These Chains



Take these chains, make a sound.
Take these chains, wrap 'em round.
Take these chains.
Oh, take these chains.

Dance all night, make a sound.
Dance all night, wrap 'em round.
Dance all night.
Oh, take these chains.

18186. Take These Chains From My Heart

Osborne Brothers - Take These Chains from My Heart
(Take these chains from my heart and set me free)
Roy Acuff

Take these chains from my heart and set me free
You've grown cold and no longer care for me
All my faith in you is gone but the heartaches linger on
Take these chains from my heart and set me free 

Take these tears from my eyes and let me see
Just a spark of the love that used to be
If you love somebody new, let me find a new love, too
Take these chains from my heart and set me free

Give my heart just a word of sympathy (sympathy)
Be as fair to my heart as you can be (you can be)
Then if you no longer care for the love that's beating there
Take these chains from my heart and set me free

Take these chains from my heart and set me free (set me free)

18187. Take This Country Back

Take This Country Back (Duet w/John Anderson) - Vince Gill

They used to be rough and rowdy 
And honky-tonk all night long 
When the Opry spilled out in the alley 
There wasn't nobody going home 
When they turned out the lights at Tootsie's 
And wind up at Cowboy Jack's 
We've got to take this country back 

We've got to take this country back 
We need a few more matchin' Nudie suits 
And silver dollar Cadillacs 



There's one too many dime store cowboys 
Muscled up in a cowboy hat 
We've got to take this country back 

Nobody wants to be Hank Williams 
Sing about he lost highway 
Well Saturday nights at the Ryman 
Those were the good ole days 
We need to turn the twang up a little 
Bring back the Nashville Cats 
We've got to take this country back 

We've got to take this country back 
We need a few more pointy toed cowboy boots 
And steer horn Cadillacs 
There's one too many dime store cowboys 
Muscled up in a cowboy hat 
We've got to take this country back 

We've got to take this country back 
We need a few more matchin' Nudie suits 
And silver dollar Cadillacs 
When we all gather up in Heaven 
How we gonna face the man in black 
We got to take this country back 
When we all gather up in Heaven 
How we gonna face the man in black 
We got to take this country back

18188. Take This Hammer

Osborne Brothers - Take This Hammer  
Flatt & Scruggs

Take this hammer carry it to the captain
Take this hammer carry it to the captain
Take this hammer carry it to the captain
Tell him I'm gone, tell him I'm gone.

If he ask you was I runnin'
If he ask you was I runnin'
If he ask you was I runnin'
Tell him I'm flyin', tell him I'm flyin'.

Take this hammer carry it to the captain
Take this hammer carry it to the captain
Take this hammer carry it to the captain
Tell him I'm gone, tell him I'm gone.

--- Instrumental ---

I don't want no cold iron shackles
I don't want no cold iron shackles



I don't want no cold iron shackles
It hurts my leg, well, it hurts my leg.

Take this hammer carry it to the captain
Take this hammer carry it to the captain
Take this hammer carry it to the captain
Tell him I'm gone, tell him I'm gone...

18189. Take This Heart Of Gold

Mandolin Orange - Take This Heart of Gold

Take this heart of gold, and melt it down
I'll come around. I'll come around
I'm treading lightly in your eyes
And honey I can't live a lie
But a life without you could never steal me now

With so much time to spend
Why paint this house again?
When the floorboards creak and pull you from your slumber

Well I'd hold you 'til the end
But honey even oaks must bend
If we intend to stick with one another.

So take this heart of gold and melt it down
I'll come around. I'll come around
I'm treading lightly in your eyes
And honey I can't live a lie
But a life without you could never steal me now.

Out the door and down the drive
There's a part of me that tries
To keep that highway's call to me away
And another, further still,
That sadly never will
Feel at home no matter how long I may stay

So take this heart of gold and melt it down
I'll come around. I'll come around
I'm treading lightly in your eyes
And honey I can't live a lie
But a life without you could never steal me now.

18190. Take This Job And Shove It

Take This Job and Shove It



Take this job and shove it
I ain't working here no more
My woman done left and took all the reasons
I was working for
You better not try to stand in my way
'Cause I'm walkin' out the door
Take this job and shove it
I ain't working here no more

I been workin' in this factory
For nigh on fifteen years
All this time I watched my woman
Drownin' in a pool of tears
And I've seen a lot of good folks die
That had a lot of bills to pay
I'd give the shirt right offa' my back
If I had the guts to say

Take this job and shove it
I ain't working here no more
My woman done left and took all the reasons
I was workin' for
You better not try to stand in my way
'Cause I'm walkin' out the door
Take this job and shove it
I ain't workin' here no more

Well that foreman, he's a regular dog
The line boss, he's a fool
Got a brand new flattop haircut
Lord, he thinks he's cool

One of these days I'm gonna' blow my top
And that sucker, he's gonna' pay
Lord I can't wait to see their faces
When I get the nerve to say

Take this job and shove it
I ain't working here no more
My woman done left and took all the reasons
I was workin for
You better not try to stand in my way
'Cause I'm walkin' out the door
Take this job and shove it
I ain't workin' here no more

Take this job and shove it

18191. Take Up Thy Cross - Chords

Take Up Thy Cross  
Recorded by The Traditional Grass  
Written by Alfred Ackley



G                                D7
I walked one day along a country road 
                               G
And there a stranger journeyed too
                                    D7
Bent low beneath the burdens of His load 
                             G
It was the cross the cross I knew

     C                       G
Take up Thy cross and follow Me 
                           D7
I heard the blessed Savior call
    G                   C
How can I make a lesser sacrifice 
     G     D7      G
When Jesus paid it all

                                   D7
I cried Lord Jesus and He spoke my name 
                                G
I saw His hands all bruised and torn
                                    D7
I stooped to kiss away the marks of shame 
                             G
The shame for me that He had born

Repeat #2

                                    D7
The cross I'll carry till the crown appears
                              G
The way our journey soon will end
                                        D7
When Christ Himself shall wipe away all tears
                               G
And friends on fellowship with friends

Repeat #2

18192. Take Up Your Spade

Sara Watkins - Take Up Your Spade

Sun is up, a new day is before you
Sun is up, wake your sleepy soul
Sun is up, hold on to what is yours
Take up your spade and break ground
Shake off your shoes
Leave yesterday behind you
Shake off your shoes
But forget not where you've been



Shake off your shoes
Forgive and be forgiven
Take up your spade and break ground
Give thanks for all that you've been given
Give thanks for who you can become
Give thanks for each moment and every crumb
Take up your spade and break ground
Break ground, break ground, break ground

18193. Take What You Want

Take What You Want
Larkin Poe - Take What You Want

I feel you crumble in my arms down to your heart of stone
You bled me dry just like the tears you never show
I feel you crumble in my arms down to your heart of stone
You bled me dry just like the tears you never show
Why don't you take what you want from me?
Take what you need from me
Take what you want and go
Why don't you take what you want from me?
Take what you need from me
Take what you want and go
I never needed anything from you
And all I ever asked was for the truth
You showed your tongue and it was forked in two
Your venom was lethal, I almost believed you
Yeah, you preyed on my every mistake, waited on me to break
Held me under hopin' I would drown
Like a plague, I was wasting away
Tryna find my way out
Find my way out
I feel you crumble in my arms down to your heart of stone
You bled me dry just like the tears you never show
Why don't you take what you want from me?
Take what you need from me
Take what you want and go
Why don't you take what you want from me?
Take what you need from me
Take what you want and go, yeah
Finally, came the day
I start giving my heart away
Heaven sakes, my bones will break
But you will never own my soul, no
I feel you crumble in my arms down to your heart of stone
You bled me dry just like the tears you never show



18194. Take Your Memory With You - Chords

Take Your Memory With You
Written and recorded Vince Gill

G7                            C
I can read the writing on the wall 
G7                                    C
You pretend that nothing's changed at all
                                           D7
I've got just one thing to ask you if it's so
F                G7                C
Take your memory with you when you go
F                  G7
So I won't have to think about
F                      G7
The lonely nights I'll be without
F                  G7                 C
Someone to hold me when the cold wind blows
F                G7                C
Take your memory with you when you go
G7                                  C
Walk the floor and wonder what went wrong
G7                          C
Have to find a way to carry on
                                               D7
Won't you leave before the heartache starts to show
F                    G7                C
And take your memory with you when you go  
F                  G7
So I won't have to think about
F                      G7
The lonely nights I'll be without
F                  G7                 C
Someone to hold me when the cold wind blows
F                G7
Take your memory with you
F                  G7
So I won't have to miss you
F                G7                C
Take your memory with you when you go

18195. Take Your Shoes Off Moses

Take Your Shoes Off Moses - Ralph Stanley

Well, God spoke to Moses at the burning bush
Burning bush, Lord the burning bush
God spoke to Moses at the burning bush
Saying I am the Lord, thy God

   Take your shoes off Moses you're on holy ground
   Holy ground, you're on holy ground



   Take your shoes off Moses you're on Holy ground
   For I am the Lord, thy God

Go yonder Moses and smite that rock
Smite that rock, Lord smite that rock
Go yonder Moses and smite that rock
For I am the Lord, thy God

Stand still Moses see salvation work
Salvation work, see salvation work
Stand still Moses and see salvation work
For I am the Lord, thy God

18196. Take Your Shoes Off Moses - Chords

Take Your Shoes Off Moses
Recorded by The Stanley Brothers
Written by J.D. Jarvis

G
Well God spoke to Moses at the burning bush
C                     G
Burning bush Lord the burning bush

God spoke to Moses at the burning bush
                D7       G
Saying I am the Lord thy God

Take your shoes off Moses you're on holy ground
C                     G
Holy ground you're on holy ground
 
Take your shoes off Moses you're on Holy ground
             D7       G
For I am the Lord thy God

Go yonder Moses and smite that rock
C                    G
Smite that rock Lord smite that rock

Go yonder Moses and smite that rock
             D7       G
For I am the Lord thy God

Repeat #2

Stand still Moses see salvation work
C                  G
Salvation work see salvation work

Stand still Moses and see salvation work
             D7       G
For I am the Lord thy God



Repeat #2

18197. Taken - Chords

Taken
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Mike Geiger and Anna Owens

C            F              G7            F
Taken when I look into your eyes I see my life
            C                G7               Am
And for the first time and I forget to take a breath
   Dm                C       F
So overwhelmed so completely shaken
    C              F                G7               F
I'm taken when you kiss my face the world just falls away
      C            G7            Am
And I feel so safe lying in your arms
Dm                      C      F           C
In the dark my sleeping heart awakens  I'm taken
        F
You get to me
                               Am
Some place deep inside you run to me
                        G7         F
There's nowhere left to hide and I lose me
Dm               C
Somewhere in the two of us 
        A#7             Am             G7 F C Dm
There's nothing but our sweet love and I
C          F              G7             F
Taken with all of you and I can't help myself
        C                 G7      Am
I can't imagine love with anybody else
Dm                    C          F        C
In my heart since you found your way  I'm taken
repeat #3
C     F       C     F    C
Taken  oh I'm taken  I'm taken

18198. Taken - Chords

Taken 
The Waifs

[Verse 1]
F       C             G
  Night-time, I stage my street show



F               C                G
 Yeah, love for money, that's my cash flow
F     C                G
 No I don't get scared when I walk alone
              F            C              G
'Cause I have been on this beat enough to know
 
F               C             G
 That when shit happens it is just your turn
                  F
And you deal with it
       C            G
And it happens everyday
          F                C                G
 (yeah it happens) I don't know quite where I belong,
 
So when they come
F         C           G
 I freely give myself away
 
       Am         Dm
Yeah I walk about
                         Am
A very different kind of walkabout
       F                   G
A very different place and time
 
 
[Chorus]
    C             G
And I stand under street lights
Am            G              C           G
Dreaming of a moon and it is rising in a desert
Am             G
A life I never knew
      C   G   Am  G
Taken away,
          C   G
Taken away
    Am              G         C
And now I'm walking by myself
G        Am  G
  Taken away,
       C   G
Taken away
    Am              G
And now I'm walking by myself
 
C G Am G
 
 
[Verse 2]
F               C          G
  When you grow up in institutions
         F                 C              G
You make your friends, but love you never know
          F               C                  G



So it was when I found my blood ran from the desert
             F               C              G
Yeah, then I knew it was somewhere I had to go
F     C                G
 So I went down to the people there
          F        C       G
I lost and found myself on either side
F          C                   G
 Something deep down just don't feel right
         F               C
'Cause I walk about this country
      G                                          Am          Dm
And I  walk about these streets to find where my heart lies
                         Am
A very different kind of walkabout
       F                  G
A very different place and time
 
 
[Chorus]
    C             G
And I stand under street lights
Am            G              C           G
Dreaming of a moon and it is rising in a desert
Am             G
A life I never knew
      C   G   Am  G
Taken away,
          C   G
Taken away
    Am              G         C
And now I'm walking by myself
G        Am  G
  Taken away,
       C   G
Taken away
    Am              G
And now I'm walking by myself
 
 
[Instrumental]
C G Am G
 
 
[Outro]
C   G
Ooh walkin' walkin'
Am         G
  Walking by myself
 
C G Am G
 
C   G
Ooh walkin' walkin'
Am         G
  Walking by myself
 



C G Am G
 
C   G
Ooh walkin' walkin'
Am         G
  Walking by myself
C   G
Ooh walkin' walkin'
 
N.C.
Walking by myself

18199. Takes A Lot To Rock You

Dwight Yoakam - Takes A Lot To Rock You
(Dwight Yoakam)

Chorus:
Takes a lot to rock you baby
It takes a lot to make you smile
It Takes a lot to rock you baby
You make me crawl the extra mile
So much for wishful thinkin'
So much for beginner's luck
It takes a lot to rock you baby
When it comes to love you're double tough
Chorus:
Takes a lot to rock you baby
It takes a lot to make you smile
It Takes a lot to rock you baby
You make me crawl the extra mile
Little things that used to please you
Are all the things that I do wrong
It takes a lot to rock you baby
Tried my damnedest all night long
My baby drives a big Rolls Royce
'Cause my baby says she got no choice
My baby wears big ol' diamond rings
'Cause my baby says she need them things
Chorus:
Takes a lot to rock you baby
It takes a lot to make you smile
It Takes a lot to rock you baby
You make me crawl the extra mile
Takes a lot to rock you baby
It takes a lot to make you smile
It Takes a lot to rock you baby
You make me crawl the extra mile
Takes a lot to rock you baby
It takes a lot to make you smile
It Takes a lot to rock you baby
You make me crawl the extra mile
Takes a lot to rock you baby



It takes a lot to make you smile
It Takes a lot to rock you baby
It takes a lot to make you smile

18200. Takin' A Bath - Chords

Takin A Bath Acoustic 
Keller Williams
 
[Intro]
C F C F G
 
[Verse 1]
C                            F
I love takin a bath, getting water all over the place
       G                                         F                      C
If the old folks don't spit on their fingers and wipe the dirt off your face
C                       F
I love takin a bath, it makes me smell all sweet
  G                                 N.C.
It makes my hair all fluffy, and it gets the stink off my feet.
 
[Chorus]
            F                 C            G                                    C
I'm takin a bath, I'm takin a bath, takin a bath cause it gets the stink off my feet.
            F                 C             G                                   C
I'm takin a bath, I'm takin a bath, takin a bath cause it gets the stink off my feet.
 
[Verse 2]
C                    F
I love takin a bath, mornin, noon, and night
   G                              F                C
As long as I have my rubber ducky I won't put up a fight
C                                F
I love takin a bath I think I'll take me one right now
        G                                  F                 C
Cause I been outside, playin all day and I smell just like a cow
 
[Chorus]
            F                 C                G                               C
I'm takin a bath, I'm takin a bath, I'm takin a bath cause I smell just like a cow.
            F                 C                G                               C
I'm takin a bath, I'm takin a bath, I'm takin a bath cause I smell just like a cow.
 
[Instrumental]
C F G F C G F C
 
[Verse 3]
C                    F
I love takin a bath, gettin all kinds a wet
  G                                 F              C
I go outside and I play all day get dirty as I can get
    C                    F



So I can take a bath and get all kinds of clean
G                                     F                     C
I make bubbles right in my bath and I think you know what I mean
 
[Chorus]
            F                 C                 G                                C
I'm takin a bath, I'm takin a bath, I'm takin a bath and I think you know what I mean
            F                 C       G                  F                     C
I'm takin a bath, I'm takin a bath, I make bubbles and I think you know what I mean

18201. Takin' A Slow Train - Chords

Takin' A Slow Train 
Larry Sparks

[Verse 1]
G             D                  G
I'm heartbroken and I'm feelin' low-down
    C                                                 G
I'm sick and tired of the life I live around this old town
                         D              G
And I'm gettin' tired of cryin' over you
    A                           D
So honey, here's what I'm gonna do
 
[Chorus]
               G                C
I'm takin' the slow train for a long ride
          G   E       A   D
I'm gonna stay a long time
          G                    A
Losin' an old love, startin' a new life
                G        E               G
I'm takin' that slow train, leavin' tonight
 
[Verse 2]
G                  D                 G
Well I'm as lonesome as a soul could be
     C                                              G
I've got to find someone who cares a little bit for me
                         D                    G
And I'm gettin' tired of goin' down the track
      A                           D
Still honey, I ain't never comin' back
 
[Chorus]
 
               G                C
I'm takin' the slow train for a long ride
          G   E       A   D
I'm gonna stay a long time
          G                    A
Losin' an old love, startin' a new life



                G        E               G
I'm takin' that slow train, leavin' tonight

18202. Takin' It As It Comes

Jerry Jeff Walker - Takin' It As It Comes

[Chorus: Todd Snider]
I said I, I'm takin' it as it comes
And you know that it comes to everyone
I said I'm just sittin' back here
I'm gettin' high and drinking beer
I said I, I'm takin' it as it comes

[Verse 1: Todd Snider]
Well you're damned if you do
And you're damned if you don't
Make a man stop and wonder
'Bout whether he will or he won't
But I'm in my prime
And I'm enjoying my time
I'm too busy out chasin' life
To stop livin' mine

[Chorus: Todd Snider and Amy LaVere]
I said I, I'm takin' it as it comes
And you know that it comes to everyone
I said I'm just sittin' back here
I'm gettin' high and drinking beer
I'm just takin' it as it comes

[Verse 2: Todd Snider]
[?] eat more possum
God bless John Wayne
It seems like everybody
Wants to be a cowboy these days
But you know ridin' the range
It's either rank stock or strange
It's all in the luck of the buck of the draw, boy
How tight you're holding your reins

[Chorus: Todd Snider and Amy LaVere]
I said I, I'm takin' it as it comes
And you know that it comes to everyone
I said I'm just sittin' back here
I'm gettin' high and drinking beer
I'm just takin' it as it comes
I'm takin' it as it comes
And you know that it comes to everyone
I said I'm just sittin' back here
I'm gettin' high and drinkin' some beer



18203. Takin' The Givin' Away - Chords

Takin' The Givin' Away 
Kathy Mattea
 
CAPO: 3rd Fret
 
INTRO: C  G  Am  G  (2x)
 
N.C.   C           F
I am a giver not a taker
        G                  C        ~         Am
Used to break all the heartbreakers just like you
               G
Baby, you know me
 
 
    C                F        G
But you just keep on taking
            C        ~       Am
You keep on breaking my poor heart
        G
And you do
 
 
CHORUS:
N.C.   C           F       G     C
Now I'm takin' the givin' away
           F             G                   C
Call me an Indian giver, baby, that's okay
                   F             Em       Am     F
You tell me you'll change, but until that day, I'm
           G  N.C. C    G   Am   G
Takin' the givin' away
 
 
N.C.    C           F
I was a lover not a fighter
       G             C          ~        Am
'Til I waited up all night here just for you
               G
Baby, you know who
 
 
    C               F
Now you expect some loving
    G                 C       ~       Am
But you ain't getting nothing but the cold
     G
Hard truth
 
 
CHORUS:



N.C.      C           F       G     C
'Cause I'm takin' the givin' away
           F             G                   C
Call me an Indian giver, baby, that's okay
                   F             Em       Am     F
You tell me you'll change, but until that day, I'm
           G  N.C. C
Takin' the givin' away
 
 
CHORUS:
                   F       G     C
Now I'm takin' the givin' away
           F             G                   C
Call me an Indian giver, baby, that's okay
                   F             Em       Am     F
You tell me you'll change, but until that day, I'm
           G  N.C. C
Takin' the givin' away
 
 
CHORUS:    (## fade to end ##)
                   F       G     C
Now I'm takin' the givin' away
           F             G                   C
Call me an Indian giver, baby, that's okay
                   F             Em       Am     F
You tell me you'll change, but until that day, I'm
           G  N.C. C
Takin' the givin' away

18204. Taking A Chance On The Truth

Taking A Chance On The Truth
The Infamous Stringdusters - Taking A Chance On The Truth

[Verse 1]
I don't mind telling you whats on my mind
When i do give me the same look at you
I'm looking for you

[Verse 2]
I can't see why you're not trusting in me
Time stands still, unless you can tell me you will
Please tell me you will

[Chorus]
We've got to open our hearts
Isn't it time that we start
Taking a chance on the truth

[Verse 3]
I hope you know how I only want our love to grow



Hand in hand, giving it all that we can
Oh, let's do what we can

[Chorus]
We've got to open our hearts
Isn't it time that we start
Taking a chance on the truth

[Bridge]
Maybe we'll find what we need
But baby there's no guarantee
Tell me you'll let me inside
Show me there's nothing to hide
Taking a chance on the truth

18205. Taking It Easy Here

Ernest Tubb 
Taking It Easy Here

Now some folks think I'm lazy
Some say he's just tired
Some say I'm waitin' on a gravy train
For some rich fellow's yard

But they don't know what it's all about
No matter how it may appear
I don't pass through this world but once
So I'm taking it easy here

Taking it easy here my friend taking it easy here
I don't pass through this world but once
So I'm taking it easy here
Taking it easy here my friend taking it easy here
I don't pass through this world but once
So I'm taking it easy here

Now some folks like the northern states
Some folks like the south
Some run around like the Gypsies do
Just livin' from hand to mouth

But I don't want a lot of dough
Just enough to feel secure
I don't pass through this world but once
So I'm taking it easy here

Taking it easy here my friend taking it easy here
I don't pass through this world but once
So I'm taking it easy here
Taking it easy here my friend taking it easy here
I don't pass through this world but once
So I'm taking it easy here



Now some folks like the eastern states
Some folks like the west
But to me it's all the same just so I get my rest
My life's gettin' shorter every day
But the future holds no fear
I don't pass through this world but once
So I'm taking it easy here

Taking it easy here my friend taking it easy here
I don't pass through this world but once
So I'm taking it easy here
Taking it easy here my friend taking it easy here
I don't pass through this world but once
So I'm taking it easy here

18206. Taking Me Back

Pokey LaFarge - Taking Me Back

[Intro]
I'll bet you do

[Verse 1]
When you take out the figures
And when you pull all the triggers
Well, you're taking me back
You're taking me back
When you listen to mystics
As you lay at your picnics
You're taking me back
You're taking me back

[Chorus]
I'll bet you do
But not for long
I'm alone
But not for long

[Verse 2]
When I'm down on the floor
You'll see that no one will notice me
It's breaking my back
Breaking my back
When you drop the mail off to me
And make us both coffee
Are you taking it black?
Are you taking me back?

[Chorus]
(I'll bet you do, I'll bet you do)
But not for long
(I'll bet you, I'll bet you do)



I'll bet you do feel alone
But not for long

[Bridge]
Breaking my back
It's breaking my back
Wow
Yeah

[Verse 3]
When you forgive the friction
And you talk about Christmas
Are you taking me back?
Taking me back
When I recall the history
These kids are a mystery
They're taking me back
They are taking me back

[Outro]
Taking me back
Taking me back
I'll bet you do
I'll bet, I'll bet you
Do

18207. Taking My Business Elsewhere

Richard Thompson - Taking My Business Elsewhere 

If she's not here by now then I guess she's not coming
If she's not here by now then I guess she don't care
Oh waiter, I won't waste your time anymore
You've already started to sweep down the floor
And I guess she's not coming so I'll head for the door
I'll be taking my business elsewhere

It wasn't for me, that spark in her eyes
It wasn't for me, that halo in her hair
When she touched me a lump rose up into my throat
But she must act that way with any old soak
And waiter, you don't seem to share in the joke
So I'll be taking my business elsewhere

She called me her fantasy and boldly she kissed me
I'll never get over the sheer surprise
Of her acting that way and I'm healing okay
But for the eyes of her

Oh it's cold in the rain and it's dark and it's sad
And I'll miss her tonight on my lonely back stair
I'm sorry for taking so much of your space
I'll move down the street to some friendlier place



'Cause I guess she's not coming and you're sick of my face
I'll be taking my business elsewhere

I'll be taking my business elsewhere

18208. Taking Water

Billy Strings 
Taking Water

Cold cold ashes on the ground
Nothing lost and nothing's found
Friends and loved ones falling down
Can't you hear that mournful sound?
Nothing left but memories
Of things I still can't stand to see
There's an empty spot in me
Where my hometown used to be

This old boat is taking water
It won't be long 'til it goes down
We've had enough to push us over
Time to turn the wheel around

Neighborhoods left to decay
People died or walked away
Nowhere left for them to stay
While we just look the other way

This old boat is taking water
It won't be long 'til it goes down
Had enough to push us over
Time to turn the wheel around

Waves keep pounding through the night
Lost without a ray of light
Going down without a fight
Is there still time to make it right?

This old boat is taking water
It won't be long 'til it goes down
Had enough to push us over
Time to turn the wheel around

18209. Tales From The Sad Hotel

Tales from the Sad Hotel - Jim Lauderdale

I am no stranger, I'm not your cousin



A relative from somewhere out of town
Sure ain't no stranger, how's it going?
Gonna to send my loving down
In buckets to the ground
Tales of the sad hotel I'll tell
Until the stars fall down

Nothing less I'll settle for than all your love
I got a message for you it's a token of
The peace that could rain down from up above
Gonna to send my loving down
In buckets to the ground
Tales of the sad hotel I'll tell
Until the stars fall down

Gonna to send my loving down
In buckets to the ground
Tales of the sad hotel I'll tell
Until the stars fall down

Baby of mine, oh baby, why can't you see?
Your uptown circumstance is a fantasy
From time to time I fall on by to see
Gonna to send my loving down
In buckets to the ground
Tales of the sad hotel I'll tell
Until the stars fall down

This is forever, not some halfway place
Where you can choose your face and plan
A getaway when things get out of hand
Gonna to send my loving down
In buckets to the ground
Tales of the sad hotel I'll tell
Until the stars fall down

Gonna to send my loving down
Gonna to send my loving down
Tales of the sad hotel I'll tell
Until the stars fall down

I am no stranger, I'm not your cousin
A relative from way, way out of town

18210. Tales Of Coming News

The Avett Brothers - Tales of Coming News (Bonus Track)

I'm so tired of hearing tales of coming news
Telling tales of a changing sky
It's just a shame I didn't notice you
Till someone I loved had to die
What made us think that this was so different



Who is driving behind those things you say
Why do you insult me and my friends
Who are my friends anyway
I've spent my life lying now I pay the price
Are these really words of a young man or a worthless human life
I don't mean to scare you with the things I say
I take it back, yes it's a beautiful day
I watched you from the beach when your ship sailed
You made it clear that nothing stays the same
It's getting darker I wonder if you can tell
I wonder when all that changed

You never used to let me go un---
I was so distracted I never saw the rain
You promised you meant every word you said
I wonder when all that changed
It hurts so bad to hear such pretty words coming from somebody like you
I've been looking for so long that I've lost touch
With what's the best something to do
I've got a friend who makes good choices
Everybody likes the way that he sees things
I've got a problem and it walks me daily
Can't you see no one is proud of me
It's a long road alone and I'm not proving
Anything going by myself
When your love life is all that's really moving
Oh sugar girl I really appreciate the help

I had my time with money gold and diamonds
Both went sour before they got to me
I'll be waiting girl but don't be counting hours
I'm not waiting for any other three
I was just a peasant from the highlands
She said don't you call me your mountain girl
I said don't bother me I'm trying to write and don't worry you ain't my mountain girl
I can call you but I'd probably make you cry
These days it's what you often times do
Call the preacher then go call your father
Tell them that the wedding plans have moved
I send a message saying I'll be gone forever
The letter of reply never came
She said that she'd be true but I wouldn't let her
I wonder when all that changed

Hell has no fury like a woman
Happy scorned or otherwise
You can do what you want to with your name
But you can bet I'm changing mine
Well I'd give a $100 to get a letter
If at the bottom it said I miss you bad
See but the truth of the matter is that back home no one really misses me
See how I talk when I'm sad
Since I was young I've known a lot of women...



18211. Talk About Suffering

Ricky Skaggs - Talk About Suffering

Talk about suffering here below
And let's keep a-followin' Jesus
Talk about suffering here below
And let's keep a-lovin' Jesus

The gospel train is comin'
Now don't you want to go
And leave this world of sorrow
And troubles here below

Oh, can't you hear it father?
And don't you want to go
And leave this world of sorrow
And troubles here below

Talk about suffering here below
And let's keep a-followin' Jesus
Talk about suffering here below
And let's keep a-lovin' Jesus

Oh, can't you hear it mother?
Now don't you want to go
And leave this world of sorrow
And troubles here below

The gospel train is comin'
Now don't you want to go
And leave this world of sorrow
And troubles here below

18212. Talk Is Cheap

Talk Is Cheap

Talk about life, talk about death
Talk about catching every breath
Talk about when, and talk about why!
Talk about do, and talk about don't
Talk about will and talk about won't
Talk about the sweet
Chorus:
Well, talk is cheap and times are wasting
Get busy living or at least die trying
Wine is for tasting, roads for taking
Talk is cheap and times are wasting!
Talk about right, and talk about wrong
Talk about trying to get along
Talk about the way it all would be.
Talk about now, and talk about then



Talk about everywhere you've been
Talk about being free.
Chorus: (x2)
Well, talk is cheap and times are wasting
Get busy living or at least die trying
Wine is for tasting, roads for taking
Talk is cheap and times are wasting!

18213. Talk Is Cheap

Talk Is Cheap

Talk about life, talk about death
Talk about catching every breath
Talk about when, and talk about why!
Talk about do, and talk about don't
Talk about will and talk about won't
Talk about the sweet
Chorus:
Well, talk is cheap and times are wasting
Get busy living or at least die trying
Wine is for tasting, roads for taking
Talk is cheap and times are wasting!
Talk about right, and talk about wrong
Talk about trying to get along
Talk about the way it all would be.
Talk about now, and talk about then
Talk about everywhere you've been
Talk about being free.
Chorus: (x2)
Well, talk is cheap and times are wasting
Get busy living or at least die trying
Wine is for tasting, roads for taking
Talk is cheap and times are wasting!

18214. Talk It All Over With Him

The Bluegrass Album Band - Talk It All Over With Him

[Verse 1]
I'm gonna sit down and rest gently lean on His breast
I'll talk it all over with Him
I'll see my mother and dad truest friends I have had
I'll talk it all over with Him

[Chorus]
I'm gonna sit, I'm gonna stand up, gonna walk all around
I'll talk it all over with Him
I'll meet ol' Peter and Paul but the best of it all



I'll talk it all over with Him

[Verse 2]
Up in that land of sweet rest with the good and the blessed
I'll talk it all over with Him
I'll still be true to my Lord as we live in accord
I'll talk it all over with Him

[Chorus]
I'm gonna sit, I'm gonna stand up, gonna walk all around
I'll talk it all over with Him
I'll meet ol' Peter and Paul but the best of it all
I'll talk it all over with Him

[Verse 3]
So many things in this land I shall ne'er understand
I'll talk it all over with Him
And by my Savior's dear side I will ever abide
I'll talk it all over with Him

18215. Talk It All Over With Him - Chords

Talk It All Over With Him
Recorded by J.D. Crowe
Written by John Neal

G                                  C           G
I'm gonna sit down and rest gently lean on His breast
                 A7        D7
I'll talk it all over with Him
G                                 C            G
I'll see my mother and dad truest friends I've had
             D7            G
I'll talk it all over with Him

                                          C         G
I'm gonna sit I'm going to stand up gonna walk all around
                 A7        D7
I'll talk it all over with Him
G                                    C          G
I'll meet old Peter and Paul but the best of it all
             D7            G
I'll talk it all over with Him

                                      C            G
Upon that land of sweet rest with the good and the blessed
                 A7        D7
I'll talk it all over with Him
G                                C           G
I'll still be true to my Lord as we live in accord
             D7            G
I'll talk it all over with Him



Repeat #2

                              C                G
So many things in this land I shall ne'er understand
                 A7        D7
I'll talk it all over with Him
G                            C           G
And by my Savior's dear side I will ever abide
             D7            G
I'll talk it all over with Him

Repeat #2

18216. Talk On Indolence

The Avett Brothers - Talk on Indolence (Live) 

Well I've been lockin' myself up in my house for sometime now
Readin' and writin' and readin' and thinkin'
and searching for reasons and missing the seasons
The Autumn, the Spring, the Summer, the snow
The record will stop and the record will go

Latches latched the windows down,
the dog coming in and the dog going out
Up with caffeine and down with a shot
Constantly worried about what I've got

Distracting my work but I can't make a stop
and my confidence on and my confidence off
And I sink to the bottom and rise to the top
and I think to myself that I do this a lot

World outside just goes 
it goes it goes it goes it goes it goes...
and witness it all from the blinds of my window
THREE, FOUR

I'm a little nervous 'bout what you'll think
When you see me in my swimming trunks
And last night in New York I got raging drunk
Remember one time I got raging drunk with you

Now, I can recall a time when we made the city
Streets our playground, kissing in the fountains
Filled with cigarettes and bottles
Sped through Italian city streets of cobblestone

Because we had to
Because I loved you
Because the damned alcohol
Beacuse what ever at all



Now I've grown to aware of my mortality
To let go and forget about dying
Long enough to drop the hammer down
And let the indolence go wild and flying through

Because we had to

18217. Talk To Me Lonesome Heart - Chords

Talk To Me Lonesome Heart
Recorded by George Jones
Written by James O`Gwynn 

C                                    F
Talk to me oh lonesome heart help me through this lonely night
       G7                          C
Lie to me and tell me everything's alright
                                     F
Talk to me oh lonesome heart help me through my darkest gloom
     G7                                 C
Help me bring her memory to this lonely room

        F                                 C
Talk to me and let me cry the whole night through
                       D7              G7
You have lost but I've lost as well as you
           C                            F
So talk to me oh lonesome heart help me through this lonely night
       G7                          C
Lie to me and tell me everything's alright

                                  F
Talk to me oh lonesome heart talk about the love I miss
        G7                          C
Talk to me about the lips I used to kiss
                                   F
Tell me how she used to smile just before she said goodbye
        G7                           C
Talk to me oh lonesome heart while I cry

Repeat  #2

18218. Talk To Me Texas

Keith Whitley - Talk to Me Texas

Talk to Me Texas
Well it's lonely out tonight down here in Georgia
And the oldest friend I've got I met today



The woman that I love just up and left me
And the place I love's a thousand miles away.
Operator hook me up to Houston
Get me anybody on the phone
Look there in your book and pick a number
Cause you can't be choosy when you're this alone

[Chorus:]
Won't you talk to me Texas?
Let me hear that drawl
I spent my last five dollars on this one long distance call
won't you talk to me Texas
I've got these homesick blues
Tell me I can come on home to you
I've got this faded number in my wallet
It's been here a dozen years I know
I used to call it up when I was lonely
Oh that woman sure could love me so
I know by now she's probably changed her number
And with my luck she's probably changed her name
If there's a chance in hell ill think ill take it
Cause Id love to hear that woman's voice again

[Chorus x2]
Hey tell me I can come on home to you!

18219. Talk To Me While I'm Listening

Nanci Griffith - Talk to Me While I'm Listening

I should have known that you were gone back in Germany
You told me in the dark while I was sleeping
Then you slept through the sunrise
As it washed across your face
And all that I had heard were our hearts beating

[Chorus:]
Talk to me while I'm listening
While this love has a voice that we both
Can hear
Before you let it go,
The greatest love I've ever known
Won't you please
Talk to me
While I'm listening

I cannot find a place to put this love away
Or lose the thought of sunlight on your face
I thought I heard your voice
Say I love you today
But it was only the sound of my heart breaking

[Chorus]



How I wish that I could take us back to Germany
I would stay awake and you would talk to me
Yet for every drop of rain I hear
There's bound to fall another tear
Upon this page of song of my heart aching

[Chorus]

Before you let it go
This greatest love I've ever known
Won't you please
Talk to me
While I'm listening
Talk to me
Talk to me

18220. Talk to Myself

Sturgill Simpson - Talk to Myself

[Verse 1]
I've been waiting on my mind
To come around and think for itself
Yeah, I've been feeling so unkind
But mostly when it comes to myself

[Chorus]
And madness is so sweet
And blindness covers me
But you'll never hear me talk to myself
No, you'll never hear me talk to myself

[Verse 2]
I can't open my eyes
To see my world crumble and break
'Cause the dreams that keep me alive
Fall apart each time I wake

[Chorus]
And madness is so sweet
And blindness covers me
But you'll never hear me talk to myself
No, you'll never hear me talk to myself
No, you'll never hear me talk to myself
No, you'll never hear me talk to myself

[Outro]
Talk to myself
Talk to myself
Talk to myself
Talk to myself



18221. Talkin' Candy Bar Blues

Talkin' Candy Bar Blues
Noel Paul Stookey

(spoken story with guitar accompaniment)
Bought a candy bar the other day,
only ate half, s'gonna throw the rest away
when I saw this kid playin' in the street,
I said "Hey kid, you want somethin' to eat?"
he said "Whut?"
I said "Candy, son." He said "HELP!"
Then he started to run,
and I stood there,
watchin' him go,
half a bar of chocolate
runnin' down my fingers.

Well the kid comes back in a minute or two
but his mom's with him and the neighbors too,
and they got the kid scared it's plain to see,
they say "Which one done it?" he points at me.
He says "Him". I say "What do you mean?"
He says "YOU!" then he starts to scream,
and I'm standin', everybody's lookin',
everybody's starin' -at me- ... (nervous laugh)

"Howdy doody...y'all waitin' for the bus?
Ah ... a little late isn't it ... anybody got a watch? ...
we could uh see how late it is ...
I got a better idea, let's find somebody with a watch
and stare at him!"

Well some start pickin' up baseball bats
and the others are pullin' the pins from their hats -
"I think this thing's gone a little too far,
hell, I only offered him a CANDY BAR!" I said "WAIT!"
I said "What are you doin'?"
They said "PRE-VERT the kid's life is ruined!"
"Oh...oh well then you better check what he's chewin'
cause I got the feelin'
he's in the middle of a bubble gum orgy!"

Well they're comin' at me and I'm backin' away
and then I hear this policeman say
"Are you positive he's the right man?"
(I quick flicked the candy bar out of my hand).
He says "Show me."
I says "Show ya what?"
He says "The CANDY BAR you degen-a-rut" and he grabs me.
He grabs both my hands.
Pretty easy to see ...
which hand's got the chocolate!



Well I've had some troubled times before,
but none like the trip from the candy store ...
sympathize with the kid all right,
somebody's nice to ya, probably ain't right.
I'll grow up, I'll learn the way.
I'll learn so that my later days'll be prosperous.
(Chocolate covered) ...
if I don't bite off more than I can hide.

18222. Talkin' Cavan

Tim O'Brien - Talkin' Cavan

A while ago I chanced to roam to the place my great grandad called home
It wasn't that much I saw that day, but I learned I whole lot along the way
I was goin' to Ireland retracing my family footsteps diggin' up roots
You could call 'em tubers

The closer to the root of my family tree, the more people seemed to look like me
Saw a sign said Mollie O'Brien's bar, I knew right then I couldn't be that far
I went in there and asked for beer, he pours this black stuff, he says, 'cheers'
'Guinness gives you strength', he said, I'll tell you friends it's like drinkin' bread
There's a loaf in every pint I was feelin' strong felt like I wanted to sing

My whistle was wet and my tongue was loose
When the barman asked how come I'd choose
To travel such a long, long way on such a cold and rainy day
I said, 'I'm goin' up to Kingscourt town. That's in County Cavan, to look around.
My great grandaddy came from there.
I want to see if the old home place is still there.'
Well he shook his head up and down
And then side to side and then he turned around and said
'A Cavan man then you know, a lot of people wouldn't admit to that'

I figured I'd save a little hassle so I booked a room nearby in a fancy castle
Had a hard time gettin' my dinner there
It was full of these people with light blonde hair
Danish tourists two big busloads of 'em
Now the owner of the place, his hair was black
When I talked to him, I didn't get much back
His people are what you call 'west Brits'
They're the ones that treated my people like dirt
That's what lead to the Irish civil war, I didn't know I'd come back for a little bit more
His nose was way up in the air but he took my money all the same

That night I dreamed I saw the ghost of the one I'd rather have as host
It was Tom O'Brien walkin' round the cabin, there in Kingscourt town in County Cavan
Then the very next day in the hardware store
I found a cousin ten times removed or more
But he was no apparition, he wasn't a haint he was sellin' nuts and bolts and paint
I told him about our family connection, and he kinda stood there still, reflectin'
I could tell he wasn't that much impressed when he asked me with nary a trace of jest



He said, 'How exactly may I help you sir?'
I just bought some nails and got the hell out of there

Then later that day after some detection, I found the lane in the rural section
It matched the picture in my dad's scrap book
And my heart beat faster as I drove to look
The sun burst through the clouds just then as I gazed at the current residents
It was a little sheep dog and an old milk cow
Yeah the old home place is an old barn now
It's ashes to ashes dust to dust thatched roof to tin roof and tin roof to rust

18223. Talkin' Seattle Blues

Todd Snider - Talkin' Seattle Blues

[Chorus]
Hey-hey, my-my
Rock and Roll will never die
Just hang your hair down in your eyes
You'll make a million dollars

[Verse 1]
Well I was in this band goin' nowhere fast
We sent out demos but everybody passed
So one day we finally took the plunge
Moved out to Seattle to play some grunge
Washington State, that is
Space Needle
Eddie Vedder
Mudhoney

[Verse 2]
Now to fit in fast we wear flannel shirts
And we turn our amps up until it hurts
We got bad attitudes, and what's more
When we play we stare straight down at the floor
Wow-eee
Pretty scary
Pretty pensive
Totally alternative

[Verse 3]
Now to fit in on the Seattle scene
You gotta do somethin' they ain't never seen
So thinkin' up a gimmick one day
We decided to be the only band that wouldn't play a note
Under any circumstances
Silence
Music's original alternative
Roots grunge

[Verse 4]
Well we spread the word through the underground



That we were the hottest new thing in town
The record guy come out to see us one day
And just like always we refused to play
It knocked him out
He said he loved our work
He said he loved our work but he wasn't sure he if could sell a record with nothin' on it
I said "Tell 'em we're from Seattle"
He advanced us two-and-a-half million dollars

[Chorus]
Hey-hey, my-my
Rock and Roll will never die
Hang your hair down in your eyes
You'll make a million dollars

[Verse 5]
Well they made us do a video but that wasn't tough
'Cause we just filmed ourselves smashin' stuff
It was kinda weird 'cause there was no music
But MTV said that they'd love to use it
The kids went wild, the kids went nuts
Rolling Stone gave us a five star review, said we played with guts
We were scorin' chicks, takin' drugs
Then we got asked to play MTV Unplugged
You should've seen it
We went right out there and refused to do acoustical versions of the electrical songs we that 
we had refused to record in the first place
Then we smashed our shit

[Verse 6]
Well we blew 'em away at the Grammy's show
By refusing to play and refusing to go
Then just when we thought fame would last forever
Along come this band that wasn't even together
Now that's alternative
Now that's alternative to alternative
I feel stupid
And contagious

[Verse 7]
Well our band got dropped and that's not funny
'Cause we're all hooked on drugs but we're out of money
So the other day I called up the band
I said, "Boys I've taken all I can
"Shave off your goatees
"Pack up the van
"We're goin' back to Athens"

18224. Talking In The Dark

Linda Ronstadt - Talking in the Dark

I tried again to drive myself insane



I talk to myself but I don't listen
I found out what I was missing

I miss talking in the dark
Without you I'm not conversation
Oh without the sense of the occasion
Oh without you
I miss talking in the dark
When the barking and the biting are through

We can talk like we're in love
Or we can talk above it
We can talk and talk
Until we talk ourselves out of it

I look for the new somebody to abuse
I look at myself but it's so chancy
I see things that I don't fancy

I miss talking in the dark
Without you I'm not conversation
Oh without the sense of the occasion
Oh without you
I miss talking in the dark

18225. Talking In Your Sleep

Talking In Your Sleep 
The HillBenders

When you close your eyes and you go to sleep
And it's down to the sound of a heartbeat
I can hear the things that you're dreaming about
When you open up your heart and the truth comes out

You tell me that you want me
You tell me that you need me
You tell me that you love me
And I know that I'm right
'Cause I hear it in the night

I hear the secrets that you keep
When you're talking in your sleep
I hear the secrets that you keep
When you're talking in your sleep

When I hold you in my arms at night
Don't you know you're sleeping in the spotlight
And all your dreams that you keep inside
You're telling me the secrets that you just can't hide

You tell me that you want me
You tell me that you need me



You tell me that you love me
And I know that I'm right
'Cause I hear it in the night

I hear the secrets that you keep
When you're talking in your sleep
I hear the secrets that you keep
When you're talking in your sleep
I hear the secrets that you keep
When you're talking in your sleep
I hear the secrets that you keep
When you're talking in your sleep

When you close your eyes and you fall asleep
Everything about you is a mystery

You tell me that you want me
You tell me that you need me
You tell me that you love me
And I know that I'm right
'Cause I hear it in the night

I hear the secrets that you keep
When you're talking in your sleep
I hear the secrets that you keep
When you're talking in your sleep
I hear the secrets that you keep
When you're talking in your sleep
I hear the secrets that you keep
When you're talking in your sleep
I hear the secrets that you keep
When you're talking in your sleep
I hear the secrets that you keep

18226. Talking In Your Sleep - Chords

Talking In Your Sleep

(G) I heard you talking in your (Em) sleep,
Is there (C) anything that (G) I can do,
I (C) don't believe we've (G) had a word all (D) day,
'Bout any-(G)-thing at all,

I heard you talking in the (Em) night,
That's (C) right, yes I (G) heard you call,
Though (C) I could hardly (G) hear the name you (D) spoke,
It's a name I (G) don't recall,

(C) I heard you softly (G) whisper,
(C) I reached out to (D) hold you near me,
(G) Then from your lips there (C) came that (G) secret,
I was not supposed to (D) know,



(G) I heard you talking in your (Em) sleep,
Is there (C) anything that (G) I can say,
I (C) don't believe we've (G) had a word all (D) day,
'Bout any-(G)-thing at all,

(C) I heard you softly (G) whisper,
(C) I reached out to (D) hold you near me,
(G) Then from your lips there (C) came that (G) secret,
I was not supposed to (D) know,

(G) I heard you talking in your (Em) sleep,
Is there (C) anything that (G) I can do,
I (C) don't believe we've (G) had a word all (D) day,
'Bout any-(G)-thing at all,

I heard you talking in the (Em) night,
That's (C) right, yes I (G) heard you call,
Though (C) I could hardly (G) hear the name you (D) spoke,
It's a name I (G) don't recall.

18227. Talking Of The End

The Incredible String Band - Talking Of The End 

Talking of the end, talking of the end
Let me hear you say it will not be
Talking of the end, talking of the end
Let me hear you say you disagree

This is no time for easy riding
This is no time to cry
Better start to play your part
Start to live before you start to die

Dream the world all alive
Busily conspiring humming like a hive
Dream the world all alive
I dream it as me

Rise as fair and tender leaves
Brightening in countless eyes
And the sweet song of whales
Beneath the sea

If I could sing only one song I'd sing of you
If I could sing only one song I'd sing of you
If I could sing only one song
If I could sing only one song I'd sing of you



18228. Talking Reality Television Blues

Todd Snider - Talking Reality Television Blues

[Verse 1]
Well, come gather 'round and I'll sing you a song
About a crazy old world that was coming along
'Til one day some fool made the decision
To turn on the television
Of course radio reported that we'd all ignore it
And the paper said we had no time for it
But before you knew it, you knew Milton Berle
And we all had a new escape from the world

[Chorus 1]
All tuned in, before too soon
We were watching a man walk on the moon
He made it look as easy as driving a car
Video killed the radio star
I got the talking blues

[Interlude]
Talking blues are easy to do
All you gotta rhyme is a line or two
Rhyme a line or two and then
You don't ever have to rhyme again
See? I can say whatever I want to now
You know, within reason

[Verse 2]
Say sitcom, catchphrase, game show nation
Television soon defied explanation
As the situation took to such a degree
That eventually we'd hear about a cable TV
Of course, free TV news swore we'd ignore it
And that your average family could never afford it
But again they were wrong, eventually
Everybody wanted their MTV

[Chorus 2]
We were all tuned in, but now the shock
Was watching a kid do a thing called the "moonwalk"
Sliding backwards really was eventually too far
Reality killed that video star
I got the talking blues

[Verse 3]
So simple at first, it was hard to foresee
The impending collision with reality
But it soon seemed TV turned on itself
When "The Real World" came on like it was somethin' else
Of course actors all acted like they weren't floored
Hoping eventually that we'd all get bored
But one after another we pretended not to act
As we hurtled ever forward toward alternative facts

[Chorus 3]



Then a show called "The Apprentice" came on and pretty soon
An old man with a comb-over had sold us the moon
And we stayed tuned in, now here we are
Reality killed by a reality star
I got the talking blues
Hills, that is

18229. Talking Seattle Grunge Rock Blues - Chords

Talking Seattle Grunge Rock Blues 
Todd Snider

 G        C
Hey, hey, my, my 
 G                  D
Rock n' roll will never die 
      G                  C
Just hang your hair down in your eyes 
        G        D       G
You'll make a million dollars style='font-size:1px;color:#ffffff;'>
 
 
 G                               C
Well, I was in this band goin' nowhere fast 
    G                     D
We sent out demos but everybody passed 
    G                  C
So one day we finally took the plunge 
       G                 D          G
Moved out to Seattle to play some grunge 
                         C
Washington state that is... 
            G              D    G
Space needle, Eddie Vedder  
 
Mudhoney
 
 
        G              C
Now to fit in fast we wear flannel shirts 
    G                 D
We turn our amps up until it hurts 
           G                        C
We've got bad attitudes and what's more 
          G                       D
When we play we stare straight down at the floor 
  G              C
Woweee! Pretty scary 
       G
How pensive 
       D         G
How totally alternative 
 



 
        G                C
Now to fit in on the Seattle scene 
              G                         D
You've got to do something they ain't never seen 
      G             C
So thinkin' up a gimmick one day 
      G                     D                        G
We decided to be the only band that wouldn't play a note 
             C             D
Under any circumstances 
 
Silence...
 
Music's original alternative
         G
Root's grunge 
 
 
           G                           C
Well we spread the word through the underground 
     G                         D
That we were the hottest new thing in town 
 G                          C
The record guy came out to see us one day 
     G               D
And just like always we didn't play 
                G
It knocked him out 
 
 
C
He said he loved our work 
D
He said he loved our work, but he wasn't sure if he could 
                               G   C
Sell a record with nothing on it 
D
I said tell 'em we're from Seattle 
                                       G
He advanced us two and half million dollars 
 
 
 G        C
Hey, hey, my, my 
 G                  D
Rock n' roll will never die 
 G                  C
Hang your hair down in your eyes 
        G        D       G
You'll make a million dollars style='font-size:1px;color:#ffffff;'>
 
 
 
           G                      C
Well they made us do a video but that wasn't tough 
           G                        D



'Cause we just filmed ourselves smashing stuff 
      G                     C
It's kind of weird 'cause there was no music 
     G                D
But MTV said they'd love to use it 
     G                   C
The kids went wild, the kids went nuts 
  G
Rolling Stone gave us a five star review 
          D
Said we played with guts 
 
 
         G               C
We're scoring chicks, taking drugs 
  G                        D
Then we got asked to play MTV Unplugged 
                        G
You should have seen it 
 
 
 
We went right out there and refused to do acoustical versions of
                                                                      G C D G
the electrical songs that we had refused to record in the first place 
                          G  C  D  G
Then we smashed our s**t 
 
 
         G                      C
Well we blew 'em away at the Grammys show 
      G                     D
By refusing to play and refusing to go 
          G                               C
And then just when we thought fame would last forever 
  G                               D
Along come this band that wasn't even together 
 
Now that's alternative
 
Now that's alternative to alternative
                                G  C  G  D  G  C  GDG
I feel stupid...and contagious 
 
 
           G                   C
Well our band got dropped and that ain't funny 
              G                              D
'Cause we're all hooked on drugs but we're outta money 
         G                C
So the other day I called up the band 
        G               D
I said boys I've taken all I can 
  G                      C
Shave off your goatees, pack the van 
 D                            G
We're going back to Athens...



18230. Talking To A Barman

Talking to a Barman
Downhill Bluegrass Band

I know I live my life
on my own selfish ground
I never had the patience
to really stay around
I choose to live alone
for better and for worse
now this totally empty feeling
has become a curse

Maybe it's your beer
that's made me want to talk
maybe I'm just fed up
from my aimless walk
My story on your counter
gives my poor heart ease
so poor me another one
won't you please

 Cause we all need a background
on which we can depend
but there's nothing left
where my past used to stand
I choose to live alone
for better and for worse
now this totally empty feeling
has become a curse

My pitiful confession
is coming to its end
and I will rent a room from you
my substitute friend
you don't need to show me
I can find it on my own
I can have some restless hours
before I'll be gone

 Cause we all need a background

18231. Talking To Myself - Chords

Talking To Myself - Lonesome River Band

INTRO:  G - D - C - G
C - D - G - C - D - C - G



G      D  C G
There was a time when you would hang on every word I'd say
    D     G        C        G
I'd call to say "I love you" and we'd talk the night away
G D C       G
Communication's breaking down, You're changin' I can tell
CD G       C D C    G
Seems to me I might as well be talkin' to myself

D    Em       C   G
Pain and misery I've never seen before
D  Em        C          G
Darlin' could it be you don't love me anymore
 D           C     G
You're standin' here before me, but your mind is somewhere else
    C      D      G      C       D     C     G
It's plain to see I might as well be talkin' to myself

G D  C  G
I'm pleading with you darlin' as you're walkin' out the door
   D       G  C       G
You hear the words I say, but you don't listen anymore
 G       D C             G
I fear the worst has happened, Could it be there's someone else
C     D     G      C      D       C   G
I can see I might as well be talkin' to myself

18232. Talking To The Wall

Talking to the Wall - Marty Stuart and His Fabulous Superlatives 

Oh I might as well be talking to the wall

I've known so long with me, you've been unsatisfied
So I finally found the strength to say goodbye
Why already I've forgot a million memories
And leaving you was easy as could be

But I might as well be talking to the wall
When I tell myself I'm not missing you at all
Cause every time you come around, I fall
And I might as well be talking to the wall

Oh it seems there's not a day that some friend of mine
Wanna bring back a memory I recall
Then I smile and say, "You know, it's been a long, long time
And I hardly remember her at all"
But I might as well be talking to the wall
When I tell myself I'm not missing you at all
Cause every time you come around, I fall
And I might as well be talking to the wall
Yes, I might as well be talking to the wall



18233. Tall Cornstalk

Joe Diffie - Tall Cornstalk

Three foot tall and growing steady
They won't pick me 'til they know I am ready
I'm gonna be a tall cornstalk
I've had the good sunshine all day
I've had the rain to wash my face
I'm gonna be a tall cornstalk
Row by row, husk by husk
It's the farmer in the morning and the crows at dusk
Hope that you watches where it was
'Cause a lifetime's short for a tall cornstalk
I ain't alone here in this ground
Got lots of friends all gathered 'round
We're gonna be some tall cornstalks
Last week we had an awful storm
We lost a row of ending corn
We're gonna be some tall cornstalks
Row by row, husk by husk
It's the farmer in the morning and the crows at dusk
Hope that you watches where it was
'Cause a lifetime's short for a tall cornstalk

18234. Tall Dark Stranger

Country Ramblers - Tall dark stranger

Beware of a tall dark stranger
If he comes riding into your town
A tall dark stranger is danger
So don't let no stranger hang around

For he can capture the heart of a woman
With one glance of his flashing brown eyes
Like a bolt from the blue he can steal her from you
Then jump up on his pony and ride ride ride

So beware of a tall dark stranger...

So beware of a tall dark stranger...
No don't let no stranger hang around

18235. Tall Man



Dolly Parton - Tall Man 

Oh I wish I was a kissin' tree a growin' in the ground
And every time my sweet pass by I'd throw some kisses down
And if he wants more kisses here's all he has to do
Just come up here that kissin' tree and I'll give him some kissin' to
I love a tall man he ain't a small man my man is all man and the only man for me
Now I wish I was a kissin' tree out on the lone prairie
And everytime my sweet pass by he'd steal a kiss from me
And if he wants more kisses here's all he has to know
Just plant me down in a Texas town and watch them kisses grow
I love a tall man he ain't a small man my man is all man and the only man for me
And the only one for me ooh

18236. Tall Pines

Tall Pines
Bill Monroe
Laurie Lewis

Once in my youth, I stood on this mountain
And planted some pines in the sand
Every day I looked their way
But just couldn't understand 

Why they never grew like I thought they should do
I just couldn't understand why
Now I've rambled around this wide world through
And today I just happened by 

   Tall pines, tall pines
   Reaching up for the clouds
   Tall pines, tall pines
   I bet you wouldn't know me now. 

I'll never forget the morning I left
The hum of the bees in the hay
The farther I walk, the harder they talk
How silent it seems here today 

There's an old rail fence that we built, inch by inch
Surrounding the old family graves
And there's one gravestone standing all alone
There waiting to join me in the shade 

   Tall pines, tall pines
   Reaching up for the clouds
   Tall pines, tall pines
   I've come home to sleep beneath your boughs.



18237. Tall, Tall Trees

Tall, Tall Trees - Alan Jackson

If you wanna drive a big limousine
I'll buy the longest one you've ever seen
I'll buy you tall, tall trees and all the waters in the seas
I'm a fool, fool, fool for you

If you wanna own a great mansion
Well I'll give it my utmost attention
I'll buy you tall, tall trees and all the waters in the seas
I'm a fool, fool, fool for you

Well I'm a fool over you
It may take a while but I'll prove it's true
Well if it's lovin' you want then I've got it
If it's money you want the I'll get it
I'll buy you tall, tall trees and all the waters in the seas
I'm a fool, fool, fool for you
If you wanna own a great ocean
I'll travel anywhere you take a notion
I'll buy you tall, tall trees and all the waters in the seas
I'm a fool, fool, fool for you

If you wanna own a great mansion
Well I'll give it my utmost attention
I'll buy you tall, tall trees and all the waters in the seas
I'm a fool, fool, fool for you

Hey I'm a fool over you
It may take a while but I'll prove it's true
Well if it's lovin' you want then I've got it
If it's money you want well I'll get it
I'll buy you tall, tall trees and all the waters in the seas
I'm a fool, fool, fool for you

Yeah I'm a fool, fool, fool for you

18238. Tally Ho

Tally Ho

Call up old Towser, call up old Joe
Make preparations, a hunting we must go
Tally ho, tally ho

Now mount up your horses, the dogs seem to know
Waiting for our signal they're rairing to go
Tally ho, tally ho

Now the fox hounds are running, watch Old Leed go
Heist up your horn and give her a blow



Tally ho, tally ho

Now the fox hounds are panting they all run too slow
The fox has out run them and they're heading for home
Tally ho, tally ho

18239. Taneytown

Emmylou Harris - Taneytown
Steve Earle

I went down to Taneytown
I went down to Taneytown
To see what I could see

My mama told me never go
I'm damn near twenty two years old
Sometimes I fear this holler swallow me

She ran off to Gettysburg
Went off with that new beau of hers
I snuck off after dark

It's a long way down the county road
The stars were bright and the moon was low
Down to where the black top highway starts

I went down to Taneytown
I went down to Taneytown
I went down to see what I could see

Now everybody stared at me
You'd think that they ain't never seen
A colored boy before

Well they chunked at me and called me names
They'd have whopped me sure but the sheriff came
I slipped off ran through the dry goods store

I ran down Division Street
Some of them boys followed me
Down to the railroad track

There's four of them and I can't fight
But I had my old Randall knife
I cut that boy and I never did look back

I went down to Taneytown
I went down to Taneytown
I went down to see what I could see

Cross the fields and woods I run
Like a bullet from a rabbit gun



Back home to my bed

Now Ma came in from Gettysburg
Her and that new beau of hers
"Boy you look like hell"; alls she said

A month went by without a word
Somebody down the holler heard
About that boy they hung

He begged those men to spare his life
But I dropped my bloody Randall knife
He picked it up so they thought he was the one, yeah

I went down to Taneytown
I went down to Taneytown
I ain't goin' back there anymore

18240. Tangee

Jerry Jeff Walker - Tangee

Hadn't slept in days and had no sense of time
My mind and body ached and I just wanted to unwind
So I made my way along a road by some cactus trees
To a little house of wood and stone where I heard she'd be
The word I heard was she could take your blues away
Massage your back, your arms, your legs and ease the aches
With every stroke she spoke a word that soothed my hurt
Relaxed me as I drifted off to the tune I heard
Tangee sweet lady, take away all of the walls
See if I'm inside here after all
Tangee sweet lady, ah, wake up the feelin's in me
And with it set my mind and body free I awoke
I thought for sure this was a dream
As the rain outside the window smelt so fresh and clean
The room we shared had handmade touches of her everywhere
By her front door I turned and placed a flower in her long brown hair
Tangee sweet lady, you took away all of the walls
And I see that I'm inside here after all
Tangee sweet lady you woke up the feelin's in me
And with it set my mind and body free
Tangee
Ah, Tangee

18241. Tangled Up In Blue

Tangled Up In Blue
Bob Dylan - Leftover Salmon



Larry Keel Experience

Early one mornin' the sun was shinin',
I was layin' in bed
Wond'rin' if she'd changed at all
If her hair was still red.
Her folks they said our lives together
Sure was gonna be rough
They never did like Mama's homemade dress
Papa's bankbook wasn't big enough.
And I was standin' on the side of the road
Rain fallin' on my shoes
Heading out for the East Coast
Lord knows I've paid some dues gettin' through,
Tangled up in blue.

She was married when we first met
Soon to be divorced
I helped her out of a jam, I guess,
But I used a little too much force.
We drove that car as far as we could
Abandoned it out West
Split up on a dark sad night
Both agreeing it was best.
She turned around to look at me
As I was walkin' away
I heard her say over my shoulder,
"We'll meet again someday on the avenue,"
Tangled up in blue.

I had a job in the great north woods
Working as a cook for a spell
But I never did like it all that much
And one day the ax just fell.
So I drifted down to New Orleans
Where I was looking {lucky?} for to be employed
Workin' for a while on a fishin' boat
Right outside of Delacroix.
But all the while I was alone
The past was close behind,
I seen a lot of women
But she never escaped my mind, and I just grew
Tangled up in blue.

She was workin' in a topless place
And I stopped in for a beer,
I just kept lookin' at the side of her face
In the spotlight so clear.
And later on as the crowd thinned out
I's just about to do the same,
She was standing there in back of my chair
Said to me, "Don't I know your name?"
I muttered somethin' underneath my breath,
She studied the lines on my face.
I must admit I felt a little uneasy
When she bent down to tie the laces of my shoe,
Tangled up in blue.



She lit a burner on the stove and offered me a pipe
"I thought you'd never say hello," she said
"You look like the silent type."
Then she opened up a book of poems
And handed it to me
Written by an Italian poet
From the thirteenth century.
And every one of them words rang true
And glowed like burnin' coal
Pourin' off of every page
Like it was written in my soul from me to you,
Tangled up in blue.

I lived with them on Montague Street
In a basement down the stairs,
There was music in the cafes at night
And revolution in the air.
Then he started into dealing with slaves
And something inside of him died.
She had to sell everything she owned
And froze up inside.
And when finally the bottom fell out
I became withdrawn,
The only thing I knew how to do
Was to keep on keepin' on like a bird that flew,
Tangled up in blue.

So now I'm goin' back again,
I got to get to her somehow.
All the people we used to know
They're an illusion to me now.
Some are mathematicians.
Some are carpenter's wives.
Don't know how it all got started,
I don't know what they're doin' with their lives.
But me, I'm still on the road
Headin' for another joint.
We always did feel the same,
We just saw it from a different point of view,
Tangled up in blue.

18242. Tapestry

Tim O'Brien - Tapestry

My life has been a tapestry of rich and royal hue
An everlasting vision of the ever-changing view
A wondrous woven magic in bits of blue and gold
A tapestry to feel and see, impossible to hold
Once, amid the soft, silver sadness in the sky
There came a man of fortune, a drifter passing by
He wore a torn and tattered cloth around his leathered hide



And a coat of many colors, yellow, green on either side
He moved with some uncertainty, as if he didn't know
Just what he was there for, or where he ought to go
Once he reached for something golden, hanging from a tree
And his hand came down empty
Soon within my tapestry, along the rutted road
He sat down on a river rock and turned into a toad
It seemed that he had fallen into someone's wicked spell
And I wept to see him suffer, though I didn't know him well
As I watched in sorrow, there suddenly appeared
A figure, gray and ghostly, beneath a flowing beard
In times of deepest darkness, I've seen him dressed in black
Now my tapestry's unraveling, he's come to take me back
He's come to take me back

18243. Tarnished Angel - Chords

Tarnished Angel
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Roger Miller

C                G7
Your halo is the neon 
     F               C
Your heart a jukebox song
     F           C
Your heaven is a honky tonk
    D7              G7
You love to live so wrong

  C                  G7
I know your not much angel
     F                      C
As a saint you've gained no fame
   F             C
My angel's kinda tarnished
      F     G7       C
But I love  just the same

          G7
Tarnished angel
                  C
From a backstreet bar
          G7
Tarnished angel
           D7          G7
I want you just as you are
 
C                          G7
Our worlds are strange and different
    F                C
But love they say is true
     F              C



I'll try to live in your world
   F         G7      C
If you won't live in mine

repeat #3

C                          G7
Our worlds are strange and different
    F                C
But love they say is blind
     F              C
I'll try to live in your world
   F         G7      C
If you won't live in mine

18244. Tattletale Eyes - Chords

Tattletale Eyes  
Recorded by Tammy Wynette and George Jones 
Written by J. Emerson 
  
C           F               C
Here we are staring at each other  
Dm                            G7
With that craving look in our eyes
C                F           C
It happens every time we get together 
            G7         C
Did we ever really say goodbye
 
                  F               C
Let our eyes keep looking at each other 
        Dm                             G7
They're talking over places that we've been 
C                F                   C
We might as well admit that it's not over 
              G7                    C
And everybody knows we're more than friends 
 
                           
Tattletale eyes told on our minds 
        Dm                 F                G7
Oh it's something how they read between the lines 
           C
Tattletale eyes told on our minds 
   Dm               F          G7         C
No you can't keep a thing from tattletale eyes 
 
Repeat #3



18245. Tattoos

Sturgill Simpson - Tattoos
Tyler Childers

I am now the one she left
A haunted tale for someone else
A little bit about herself
Wherever she is sleeping
Flint strikes out to pierce the dark
Cause a flame from just one spark
Fill the room with smoke so harsh
She exhales a memory

The past is fadin'
Over time, but it's still hangin' on for life

I'm now her used to be
He is now the one she needs
He is now the one she leans on
She looks out at the sunset
On a quilt of rags he holds her tight
And they raise a toast of Bulleit Rye
Whiskey kills all things in time
Like things she don't remember

The past is fadin'
Over time, but it's still hanging on for life

I am now an old headstone
And to her grave I'll die alone
A testament of how she's grown
Wherever she is sleepin'
The past is fadin'
Over time, but it's still hanging on for life

18246. Te Quiero Dijiste

Linda Ronstadt - Te Quiero Dijiste

Te quiero dijiste tomando mis manos
Entre tus manitas de blanco marfil
Why sentÃ en mi pecho un fuerte latido
Después un suspiro why luego el chasquido
De un beso febril

Mun'equita linda de cabellos de oro
Tus dientes de perla labios de rubÃ
Dime si me quieres como yo te adoro
Si de mÃ te acuerdas como yo de ti

A veces escucho un eco divino
Que envuelto en la brisa parece decir



SÃ te quiero mucho, mucho, mucho, mucho
Tanto como entonces siempre hasta morir

A veces escucho un eco divino
Que envuelto en la brisa parece decir
SÃ te quiero mucho, mucho, mucho, mucho
Tanto como entonces siempre hasta morir

A veces escucho un eco divino
Que envuelto en la brisa parece decir
SÃ te quiero mucho, mucho, mucho, mucho
Tanto como entonces siempre hasta morir
Siempre hasta morir, siempre hasta morir

18247. Teach Me How To Love

Tom T Hall - Teach Me How To Love

[Verse 1]
Ooh, your body's like an ocean
I'm devoted to explore you
Ooh, what do you desire?
I'm inspired, I'll do it for you

[Pre-Chorus]
Won't you draw a map for me?
Laced with strawberries
And I'll get on my knees

[Chorus]
Put my hands around you
Ooh, teach me how to
Touch you, tease, caress you, and please you
Teach me how to love
Put my hands around you
Ooh, teach me how to
Touch you, tease, caress you, and please you
Teach me, teach me, teach me how to love

[Verse 2]
Your imagination, now I'm fixated
And I'm dying to learn
Every inch of you, therR's something new
F'ing me up, I'm what you dRserve

[Pre-Chorus]
Just draw a map for me
Laced with strawberries
And I'll get on my knees
[Chorus]
Put my hands around you
Ooh, teach me how to
Touch you, tease, caress you, and please you



Teach me how to love
Put my hands around you
Ooh, teach me how to
Touch you, tease, caress you, and please you
Teach me, teach me, teach me how to love

[Post-Chorus]
How to love
How to love
Teach me, teach me, teach me how to love
Teach me, teach me, teach me how to love

[Bridge]
Babe, I won't stop 'til you feel the rush
Babe, I won't stop 'til you feel the rush
Babe, I won't stop 'til you feel the rush
Teach me, teach me, teach me how to love
Babe, I won't stop 'til you feel the rush
Babe, I won't stop 'til you feel the rush
Babe, I won't stop 'til you feel the rush

[Chorus]
Put my hands around you
Ooh, teach me how to
Touch you, tease, caress you, and please you
Teach me how to love (Just teach me how to love)
Put my hands around you
Ooh, teach me how to
Touch you, tease, caress you, and please you
Teach me, teach me, teach me how to love

[Post-Chorus]
How to love
How to love
Teach me, teach me, teach me how to love
How to love
How to love
Teach me, teach me, teach me how to love

[Outro]
Babe, I won't stop 'til you feel the rush
Babe, I won't stop 'til you feel the rush
Babe, I won't stop 'til you feel the rush
Teach me, teach me, teach me how to love
Babe, I won't stop 'til you feel the rush
Babe, I won't stop 'til you feel the rush
Babe, I won't stop 'til you feel the rush
Teach me, teach me, teach me how to love

18248. Teach Me To Forget

Teach Me to Forget



You taught me how to love with all my heart
With all my soul I trusted you
And now you say we'll have to live apart
A thing I don't know how to do

You say someday I'll find somebody new
And I'll have not one regret
Stay a while if what you say is true 
Stay and teach me to forget

You taught me how to worship you alone 
And now you say that you must go
And people call me on the telephone 
Just to say I told you so

You say someday I'll find somebody new
And I'll have not one regret
Stay a while if what you say is true 
Stay and teach me to forget
Stay and teach me to forget

18249. Teach Me To Know - Chords

Teach Me To Know 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
/ G       / G   C/G / G       / G   C/G /
 
[Verse 1]
G
First born carry promise of the old born
                            C
You're the same but somehow different
                         G     C/G
Bear the burdens of the night
   G
It breaks in and you never see it come then
                         C
Seems like every of them moan there
                       G
Like a secret you can't tell
 
[Chorus]
                     Am   C
And you get carried away
            G
Carried away, carried away, carried away
            G
Carried away, carried away, carried away
 
[Verse 2]
G



I've been thousand years into the future
                     C
Almost nothing of it seemed sure
                          G
Things so rarely stay the same
G
Right here in this bad and simple seconds
                             C
Leaving out all of your best guesses
                          G
Someone's calling out your name
 
[Chorus]
                     Am   C
And you get carried away
            G
Carried away, carried away, carried away
            G
Carried away, carried away, carried away
            G
Carried away, carried away, carried away
            G
Carried away, carried away, carried away
 
[Bridge]
        G
Teach me to know my number of days
        G
Hold out my heart from getting carried
        G
Teach me to know my number of days
        G
Hold out my heart from getting carried
        G
Teach me to know my number of days
        G
Hold out my heart from getting carried
 
[Chorus]
            G
Carried away, carried away, carried away
            G
Carried away, carried away, carried away
            G
Carried away, carried away, carried away
            G
Carried away, carried away, carried away

18250. Teach Me To Trust

Dolly Parton - Teach Me To Trust 

Maybe because it's too good to be true



Maybe because I want it so much
Maybe I fear you don't really mean it
For I feel I'm never enough
But I want you more
Than I ever wanted
Anything I can recall
But something inside
Keeps saying you'll hurt me
Do I dare to trust it at all
Chorus:
Teach me to trust
Darling you must
Or else I'll go out of my mind
When I'm not near you
I always fear you
Have somebody else on the line
Is it a fear
Or is it a knowing
A jealousy born out of truth
'Cause I watch you flirt
And it's how you embrace
Them with your eyes
That say I could lose
2nd Chorus:
Teach me to trust
Make me feel loved
Tell me I've no need to fear
Just make me feel safe
Whatever it takes
Tell me what I need to hear
'Cause I need to feel
Important and special
Your cherished and only true love
And sometimes I think
I'll die from this feeling
If you don't teach me to trust
Tag:
Can't you reach me
And teach me to trust

18251. Teach My Daddy How To Pray

Ernest Tubb 
Teach My Daddy How To Pray

For a long long time I thought of leaving
I told myself it would be all right
I'd give them everything they needed
Then I heard my son in prayer one night

Dear God is it true what they say
The family that prays together stay that way
Could prayer make my daddy want to stay



If it's true teach my daddy how to pray

My dad don't think I know he's leaving
But I've seen that leaving look on him
And I know the reason mom's been crying
Don't he know how I need the both of them

I don't think he knows how I would miss him
And what would mama do if he was gone
And I wonder if he's ever noticed
That our house without our daddy ain't a home

Dear God is it true what they say
The family that prays together stay that way
Could prayer make my daddy want to stay
If it's true teach my daddy how to pray
If it's true teach my daddy how to pray

18252. Teach Your Children

Teach Your Children

You who are on the road
Must have a code that you can live by
And so becomes yourself
Because the past is just a goodbye

Teach your children well
Their fathers Hell did slowly go by
And feed them on your dreams
The one they fixed the one you know by

Don't you ever ask them why
If they told you, would cry
So just look at them and sigh
And know they love you

And you of tender years
Can't know the fears that your elders grew by
And so please help them with yours
They seek the truth before they can die

Teach your parents well
Their children's Hell will slowly go by
And feed them on your dreams
The one they fixed the one you know by

* Refrain



18253. Tear Down The Fences - Chords

Tear Down The Fences
Ola Belle Reed

[Verse 1]
D                       G
Sunday morning, sun's a shining
        D        A
Flowers blooming everywhere
          D                      G
Birds are singing, a soft wind's blowing
       D     A              D
Whispering a message in the air
 
A                            D
If I could have one wish and know that it would come true
E                             A                     A7
I wish that God would give us strength to know just what to do
 
[Chorus]
              G                         D
Then we could tear down the fences that fence us all in
A                  D
Fences created by such evil men
            G                         D
Oh we could tear down the fences that fence us all in
     A                      D
Then we could walk together again
 
[break]
D       G       D       A       D       G       D       A
 
[Verse 2]
       D                    G
Sunday morning, dark clouds rising
            D               A
Oh, there's no sunshine anywhere
                D                    G
A strong wind's blowing, God give us wisdom
             D       A      D
To grasp the message in the air
 
A                            D
If I could have one wish and know that it would come true
E                             A                     A7
I wish that God would give us strength to know just what to do
 
[Chorus]
              G                         D
Then we could tear down the fences that fence us all in
A                  D
Fences created by such evil men
            G                         D
Oh we could tear down the fences that fence us all in
     A                      D
Then we could walk together again



          A                      D
Yes maybe we could walk together again

18254. Tear Down The Grand Ole Opry

John Hartford - Tear Down the Grand Ole Opry
Norman Blake - Yonder Mountain String Band

They're gonna tear down the grand old opry
They're gonna tear down the sound that goes around our song
They're gonna tear down the grand ole opry
Another good thing, is done gone on, done gone on

Well there were campers and there were busses
Parked all around, where there used to be a door
But that place called the grand ole opry
It just ain't there
Just ain't there no more
They're gonna tear down the grand old opry
They're gonna tear down the sound that goes around our song
They're gonna tear down the grand ole opry
Another good thing, is done gone on, done gone on

Right across from the wax museum
They used to line up around the block
From east Tennessee and back down home again
All of a sudden there's nothing to do
Where there once was an awful lot
Broad Street will never be the same
They're gonna tear down the grand old opry
They're gonna tear down the sound that goes around our song
They're gonna tear down the grand ole opry
Another good thing, is done gone on, done gone on

I've been in love with the grand ole opry
And I guess I have now for a good many years
When I hear the grand ole opry
It makes me sad that it's gonna disappear, gonna disappear

18255. Tear Down The House

The Avett Brothers - Tear Down The House 

Tear down the house that I grew up in.
I'll never be the same again.
Take everything that I've collected,
and throw it in a pile.

Bulldoze the woods that I ran through.



Carry the pictures of me and you.
I have no memory of who I once was,
and I don't remember your name.

Park the old car that I love the best.
Inspection's due and it won't pass the test.
It's funny how I have to put it to rest,
and how one day I will join it.

I remember crying over you,
and I don't mean like a couple of tears and I'm blue.
I'm talking about collapsing and screaming at the moon,
but I'm a better man for having gone through it.
Yes, I'm a better man for having gone through.

Ever since I learned how to curse.
I've been using those sorry old words.
But I'm talking to these children and I'm keeping it clean.
I don't need those words to say what I mean.
No, I don't need those words to say what I mean

Tear down the house that I grew up in.
I'll never be the same again.
Take everything that I used to own,
and burn it in a pile

Bulldoze the woods that I ran through.
Carry the pictures of me and you.
I have no memory of who I once was,
and I don't remember your name.

18256. Tear It Down

Tear It Down
Old Crow Medicine Show - Tear It Down

Every time I'd hit her she'd holler "Police"
Cook them biscuits, cook 'em brown
Done talkin' I'll tear it around
If you catch another mule kickin' in your stall
Then tear it down

Chorus:
Oh, tear it down (bed, slats and all)
Oh, tear it down (bed, slats and all)
Oh, tear it down (bed, slats and all)
Oh, tear it down (bed, slats and all)
If you catch another mule kickin' in your stall
Man, you gotta tear it down

Mr. Evans on the avenue ain't ashamed
To see that monkey whiffin' that cocaine
Went upstairs to ring the bell



Police in the alley sniffin' cocaine
When you catch another mule kickin' in your stall
Then tear it down

(Chorus)

Every time I'd hit her she'd holler "Police"
Cook them biscuits, cook 'em brown
Done talkin' I'll tear it around
If you catch another mule kickin' in your stall
Then tear it down

(Chorus)

18257. Tear My Stillhouse Down

Gillian Welch - Tear My Stillhouse Down
Acoustic Syndicate

Put no stone at my head, no flowers on my tomb
No gold plated sign in a marble pillared room
The one thing I want when they lay me in the ground

[Chorus]
When I die tear my stillhouse down
Oh tear my stillhouse down, let it go to rust
Don't leave no trace of the hiding place
Where I made that evil stuff

For all my time and money no profit did I see
That old copper kettle was the death of me
When I was a child way back in the hills
I laughed at the men who tended those stills
But that old mountain shine, it caught me somehow

[Chorus]

For all my time and money no profit did I see
That old copper kettle was the death of me
Oh tell all your children that Hell ain't no dream
'Cause Satan he lives in my whisky machine
And in my time of dying I know where I'm bound

[Chorus]

For all my time and money no profit did I see
That old copper kettle was the death of me



18258. Tear My Stillhouse Down

Gillian Welch - Tear My Stillhouse Down
Acoustic Syndicate

Put no stone at my head, no flowers on my tomb
No gold plated sign in a marble pillared room
The one thing I want when they lay me in the ground

[Chorus]
When I die tear my stillhouse down
Oh tear my stillhouse down, let it go to rust
Don't leave no trace of the hiding place
Where I made that evil stuff

For all my time and money no profit did I see
That old copper kettle was the death of me
When I was a child way back in the hills
I laughed at the men who tended those stills
But that old mountain shine, it caught me somehow

[Chorus]

For all my time and money no profit did I see
That old copper kettle was the death of me
Oh tell all your children that Hell ain't no dream
'Cause Satan he lives in my whisky machine
And in my time of dying I know where I'm bound

[Chorus]

For all my time and money no profit did I see
That old copper kettle was the death of me

18259. Tear-Stained Letter

Richard Thompson - Tear Stained Letter 

It was three in the morning when she took me apart
She wrecked the furniture, she wrecked my heart
She danced on my head like Arthur Murray
The scars ain't never going to mend in a hurry

Just when I thought I could learn to forget her
Right through the door come a tear-stained letter
Oh, oh, oh love love
Cry, cry if it makes you feel better

Set it all down in a tear-stained letter
Oh, oh, oh love, love
Cry, cry if it makes you feel better
Set it all down in a tear-stained letter



Well my head was beating like a song by the Clash
It was writing checks that my body couldn't cash
Got to my kneest, I was reeling and dizzy
I went for the phone but the line was busy

Just when I thought that things would get better
Right through the door come a tear-stained letter
Oh, oh, oh help me please
Cry, cry if it makes you feel better

Set it all down in a tear-stained letter
Oh, oh, oh love, love
Cry, cry if it makes you feel better
Set it all down in a tear-stained letter

Well I like coffee and I like tea
But I just don't like this fiddle-di-dee
It makes me nervous, it gives me the hives
Waiting for a kiss from a bunch of fives

Just when I think I could learn to forget her
Right through the door come a tear-stained letter
Oh, oh, oh love, love
Cry, cry if it makes you feel better
Set it all down in a tear-stained letter

Oh, oh, oh love love
Cry, cry if it makes you feel better
Set it all down in a tear-stained letter
Oh, oh, oh, love, love, love, love
Cry, cry if it makes you feel better
Set it all down in a tear-stained letter

Oh, oh, oh cry, cry if it makes you feel better
Set it all down in a tear-stained letter
Oh, oh, oh cry, cry if it makes you feel better
Set it all down in a tear-stained letter

Oh, oh, oh cry, cry if it makes you feel better
Set it all down in a tear-stained letter
Oh, oh, oh cry, cry if it makes you feel better
Set it all down in a tear-stained letter

18260. Teardrop

Teardrop
Massive Attack - Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]
Love, love is a verb
Love is a doing word
Fearless on my breath
Gentle impulsion



Shakes me, makes me lighter
Fearless on my breath

[Chorus]
Teardrop on the fire
Fearless on my breath

[Verse 2]
Night, night of matter
Black flowers blossom
Fearless on my breath
Black flowers blossom
Fearless on my breath

[Chorus]
Teardrop on the fire
Fearless on my

[Verse 3]
Water is my eye
Most faithful mirror
Fearless on my breath
Teardrop on the fire
Of a confession
Fearless on my breath
Most faithful mirror
Fearless on my breath
[Chorus]
Teardrop on the fire
Fearless on my breath

[Outro]
You're stumbling in the dark
You're stumbling in the dark

18261. Teardrop Express

Teardrop Express 
Lonesome River Band
 
Oh the words goodbye still echo down the hallway 
And it's such a lonesome sound 
And I have not cried since I was a baby 
But I believe that's over now 
 
CHORUS:  
All aboard all aboard, final destination 
Heartache, trouble and pain 
Oh theTeardrop Express 
Is leavin' the station 
And I just bought a ticket 
To ride that train 
 



Oh the track is laid with the promises I've broken 
And that train she runs on time 
The engineer, he keeps that engine smokin' 
And that whistle, she always whines 
 
Well I just bought a ticket, to ride that train

18262. Teardrop Inn - Chords

Teardrop Inn
Recorded by Fastlane
Written by Mike Wells

C Dm
He told her he couldn't make it home for dinner
 F C
He'd be working late at the Wolf Creek Mine again
 Dm
But she followed him to Kermit West Virginia
 F C
Watched him park his car behind the Teardrop Inn
 
 Am F C
She cried Bobby I've always loved you
 Am F G7
I would have stood by you until the end
 Dm F C
But I'd rather see a cold stone above you
 Dm F C
Than to see you in the arms of Tina at the Teardrop Inn
 
Dm
She said say your prayers have yourselves a cold one
 F C
Watch this Smith and Wesson shaking in my hand
 Dm
There'll be no cold Budweiser's where you're going
 F C
There'll be no Tina there'll be no Teardrop Inn
 
Repeat #2
 Dm F C
Than to see you in the arms of Tina at the Teardrop Inn

18263. Teardrops In My Eyes

Teardrops In My Eyes
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - The Grascals



Those heartaches now are on my way
What makes you want to be that way
You cheated on me and you lied
You put teardrops in my eyes

   I found out what they say is true
   I hope someday that you'll be blue
   And then you'll know dear why I cry
   With these teardrops in my eyes

I heard the rumors all around
That someday you'd let me down
I turn my head when gossip flies
Cause it puts teardrops in my eyes

I never thought you'd let me down
But now at last I understand
You wrecked our life and broke our vows
You'll have to pay for it somehow

18264. Teardrops Over You - Chords

Teardrops Over You
Written and recorded by Rhonda Vincent

C               F              C
I'm so lonesome since you left me          
G7                     C        F
I've been crying the whole night through     
 C                      F                    C
This morning well I thought my feelings would be different
              G7                    C    C7
But I'm still crying teardrops over you          
F                 C
You don't know the hurt I'm going through
                                      G7
You can't see these tear stains on my cheeks         
 F                          C       F
I'd give anything to know you still loved me           
C      G7             C
I'm still crying teardrops over you                    
F             C
Tomorrow I'm gonna start my life all over               
G7                                C    F
And I'm gonna try to shake this pain here in my heart            
C                      F                 C
And I don't know if I'm ever gonna find someone like you again
              G7                               C   C7
But just for now I'll cry more teardrops over you

 Repeat #2

F         C      G7             C



I'm still crying teardrops over you

18265. Teardrops Will Fall

Linda Ronstadt - Teardrops Will Fall

I read your letter
Tears filled my eyes
All of your promises failing
Nothing but lies
So I turned your photograph over face to the wall
And when I dim the light in my room tonight
Teardrops will fall

Teardrops will fall tonight
Tears I can't hide
Tears that I tried to keep deep down inside
Tears from the love that's gone beyond recall
And when I dim the lights in my room tonight
Teardrops will fall

I'm going to pray tonight baby
Hoping you will hear
Maybe you'll right the wrong and dry each tear
I'll sit alone tonight hoping you will call
And when I dim the light in my room tonight
Teardrops will fall

Teardrops will fall tonight
Tears I can't hide
Tears that tried to keep deep down inside
Tears from the love that's gone beyond recall
And when I dim the light in my room tonight
Teardrops will fall
When I dim the light in my room tonight
Teardrops will fall

18266. Teardrops Will Kiss The Morning Dew

Teardrops Will Kiss The Morning Dew
Alison Krauss - Osborne Brothers

When time was young we walked the roads together
When love was sweet I meant the world to you
Now comes the sun we'll say goodbye forever
And teardrops will kiss the morning dew

Take me and make me your lover one more time
Close in your arms as before



'Til o'er your shoulder the early morning shines
Then I'll leave you and grieve you no more

When time was young we walked the roads together
When love was sweet I meant the world to you
Now comes the sun we'll say goodbye forever
And teardrops will kiss the morning dew

Daises need sunshine and roses need rain
So it was all meant to be
A wild bird needs wings, free to take to the wind
And so it was meant for you and me

When time was young we walked the roads together
When love was sweet I meant the world to you
Now comes the sun we'll say goodbye forever
And teardrops will kiss the morning dew
Teardrops will kiss the morning dew
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18267. Teardrops Will Kiss The Morning Dew

Teardrops Will Kiss The Morning Dew
Alison Krauss - Osborne Brothers

When time was young we walked the roads together
When love was sweet I meant the world to you
Now comes the sun we'll say goodbye forever
And teardrops will kiss the morning dew

Take me and make me your lover one more time
Close in your arms as before
'Til o'er your shoulder the early morning shines
Then I'll leave you and grieve you no more

When time was young we walked the roads together
When love was sweet I meant the world to you
Now comes the sun we'll say goodbye forever
And teardrops will kiss the morning dew

Daises need sunshine and roses need rain
So it was all meant to be
A wild bird needs wings, free to take to the wind
And so it was meant for you and me

When time was young we walked the roads together
When love was sweet I meant the world to you
Now comes the sun we'll say goodbye forever
And teardrops will kiss the morning dew
Teardrops will kiss the morning dew



Source: LyricFind
Songwriters: P. Craft
Teardrops Will Kiss The Morning Dew lyrics (C) BMG Rights Management

18268. Tearin' It Up (And Burnin' It Down)

Tearin' It Up (And Burnin' It Down)
Garth Brooks - Tearin' It Up (And Burnin' It Down)

We all came here for a party tonight 
And your gonna get left if you don't get right  child 
So forget your troubles and forget the news 
We're gonna pull the plug and black out them blues 
And if your tie's to tight then adjust the noose 
'Cause if your gonna hang tight  cut loose 
Tearin' it up 
And we're burin' it down 
Hey daddy's hide your daughters 
'Till the sun come back around 
'Cause we all came here to party 
We came to come unwound 
So go tell everybody that the boys are back in town 
Just to tear it up 
And to burn it down 
We love to hear you stomp and sing 
Just swamp a little southeast western swing thing 
So just grab unto each other and let go 
Make a little midnight moonlight mojo 
When the magic happens let it all hang out 
If you want to join the fun shout 
Tearin' it up 
And we're burin' it down 
Hey daddy's hide your daughters 
'Till the sun come back around 
'Cause we all came here to party 
We came to come unwound 
So go tell everybody that the boys are back in town 
Just to tear it up 
And to burn it down 

Tearin' it up 
And we're burin' it down 
Hey daddy's hide your daughters 
'Till that sun come back around 
'Cause we all came here to party 
We came to come unwound 
So go tell everybody that the boys are back in town 
Just to tear it up 
And to burn it down 
We know you like to party 
We know you like to throw it down 
So go tell everybody 



Let's get them all around 
We're gonna tear it up 
And burn it down

18269. Tears

Osborne Brothers - Tears
Composer: Boudleaux Bryant - Felice Bryant

I've got tears in my heart tears in my eyes
Tears on my pillow when the sun wakes up the skies
Why are we through where will I find
Tears enough to wash you from my mind from my mind

Lonesome dewdrops dews of sorrow
Where do they come from where do they go
Rain this evening rain tomorrow
Oceans of sadness because I miss you so

I've got tears in my heart...

Friendless waters I have got 'em
Where is the sunshine where has it been
Well of misery has no bottom
Here I go crying rivers again

I've got tears in my heart...

18270. Tears

Norman Blake - Tears

There's no future so don't fake it
Don't know if you're going to make it
When everything becomes unclear
You're tired and you're broken
Your true feelings remain unspoken
You couldn't hide behind your name
You're exalted and ecstatic
Your exit was so dramatic
When all your passion disappeared
You're no sucker so don't blow it
You're succeeding but you don't know it
You've got to turn yourself around



18271. Tears - Chords

Tears 
Larry Stephenson Band

[Chorus]
A         D
I've Got Tears In My Heart
A
Tears In My Eyes
E
Tears On My Pillow
          A
When The Sun Wakes Up The Sky.
D
Why Are We Through?
A
Where Will I Find
E                                D
Tears Enough To Wash You From My Mind?
D        A
From My Mind.
 
[Verse 1]
A                  D         A
Lonesome Dewdrops, Pools Of Sorrow
D             A                        E
Where Do They Come From, Where Do They Go?
A                  D          A
Rain This Evening, Rain Tomorrow
D            A                E        A
Ode To This Sadness Because I Miss You So.
 
[Chorus]
A         D
I've Got Tears In My Heart
A
Tears In My Eyes
E
Tears On My Pillow
          A
When The Sun Wakes Up The Sky.
D
Why Are We Through?
A
Where Will I Find
E                                D
Tears Enough To Wash You From My Mind?
D        A
From My Mind.
 
[Verse 2]
A                   D      A
Friendless Waters, I Have Got Em,
D           A                       E
Where Is The Sunshine? Where Has It Been?
A              D        A



Well Of Misery Has No Bottom
D          A       E     A
Tears I Go Crying, River Deep.
 
[Chorus]
A         D
I've Got Tears In My Heart
A
Tears In My Eyes
E
Tears On My Pillow
          A
When The Sun Wakes Up The Sky.
D
Why Are We Through?
A
Where Will I Find
E                                D
Tears Enough To Wash You From My Mind?
D        A
From My Mind.

18272. Tears Are Blinding Me

Tears Are Blinding Me 
Lonesome River Band

Too many nights out with the boys, a-drinkin' 
Left her too much idle time, for thinkin' 
If I could turn back the years 
I'd wipe away these tears 
But for now, I can't see 
For these tears are blindin' me 
 
CHORUS: 
Who would have thought, she'd find another 
I thought for you, there was no other 
Your love is blind, now I agree 
For these tears are blindin' me 
 
Here I sit with the boys, at this table 
Well I'd get up and I'd go home, if I were able 
I realize where I was wrong 
I won't be late I won't be long 
Now the clock, is striking three 
And these tears, are blindin' me

18273. Tears Are No Strangers



Osborne Brothers - Tears are no strangers
Composer: Bobby Osborne - Pete Goble

I used to think I was too big to cry
You came along and when you left I thought that I would die
But time and tears have made the change and with some help I'm free
But all you left was a shell of a man I used to be
Tears are no strangers to me tears are no strangers to me

You're crying now the way I used to do
I sympathise and understand because I've cried some too
That's over now I'll take you back we'll find new wings to fly
Let's make a vow that tears of joy are all we'll cry
Tears are no strangers to me tears are no strangers to me
Tears are no strangers to me

18274. Tears Fell On Missouri - Chords

Tears Fell On Missouri by Blue Highway

Note: There are two places where a momentary shift is happening between the words 'their' a
nd 'little' in the line that has 'from their little Georgia home'. I'm not exactly sure what it is but 
will try to figure it out.  (The song will work without it.)

Capo 2nd Fret

Intro -   (D)   (Em)   (G)   (A)

He called from Kansas (G) City
He said I'm on the Missouri (D) side         (Bm) 
She said you had me (G) worried
I'm expecting you to-(Em)-night   (A)
The silence that (G) followed, 
caused her (F#m) heart beat to (Bm) race   (G) 
So she got out a (Em) map, 
her hands a-trembling as she (G) sat 
for the next words he would (A) say

Chorus 1
Then her tears fell on Miss-(G)-ouri 
like rain a pourin' (F#m) down   (Bm)
He just called and (G) told her 
about a new love he'd (Em) found   (A) 
The children lay a-(G)-sleepin' 
they don't (F#m) know their daddy's (Bm) gone   (G) 
Then her tears fell on (Em) Missouri (A) 
from their little Georgia (D) home (G) (D)

She said what about our (G) babies
Don't you remember the (D) day         (Bm) 
The doctor gave them (G) to you 
And your tears of joy fell on their (Em) face   (A) 
You should have thought of their (G) feelings, 
cause its not just (F#m) you and me a-(Bm)-lone    (G)



What am I gonna (Em) say 
to our angels when they (G) wake 
and ask why dad's not coming (A) home

Chorus 2
*Then her tears fell on Miss-(G)-ouri 
like rain a pourin' (F#m) down   (Bm)
*He just called and (G) told her 
about a new love he'd (Em) found   (A) 
The children lay a-(G)-sleepin' 
they don't (F#m) know their daddy's (Bm) gone   (G) 
Then her tears fell on (Em) Missouri (A) 
from their little Georgia (Bm) home (D)

Instrumental - Follow pattern of first two lines in Chorus 2*, starting in (D)

The children lay a-(G)-sleepin' they don't (F#m) know their daddy's (Bm) gone   (G) 
Then her tears fell on (Em) Missouri (A) from their little Georgia (Bm) home (G)
And her tears fell on (Em) Missouri (A) from their little Georgia (D) home

18275. Tears For Two - Chords

Tears For Two
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Dwight Yoakam and Holly Lamar

C                 D7      F               C
Luck found me too late to be what I could use
                       D7             F             C
And caught me tempting fate still red handed and confused
                  D7            F                C
Pride has sent me where there's not much left to lose
                   D7       F                    C
The cruelly let me care and convinced me I could chose
      G7        F                   C
About you as if there was one small chance
      G7           F            C
To be through with everything I can't
So even if this worn out heart was new
                     G7         C
And all it's foolish hopes were true
This one lifetime just won't do
                        G7         C
Cause I've cried enough tears  for two
              D7        F                C
Dreaming only served to take my restless sleep
                            D7      F             C
Stealing comfort from these eyes so desperate for relief
                D7            F              C
Fueled by empty promises they never meant to keep
                D7                F                C
Leaving me with nothing more than endless years to weep
      G7        F                   C



About you as if there was one small chance
      G7           F            C
To be through with everything I can't
So even if this worn out heart was new
                     G7         C
And all it's foolish hopes were true
This one lifetime just won't do
                        G7         C
Cause I've cried enough tears  for two

18276. Tears In My Tracks

Tears In My Tracks
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
I remembered what you promised
Forever and always
It is raging through my memory
Every word I heard you say

[Chorus]
Through the mist and the rain and the fog
And the cold cold wind that blows me down
It's a lonesome road to travel
Hope you never have to walk this way
If you find head be hearted
On this path looking back
You ll see these tears on my track

[Verse 2]
They say put your path behind you
So what is that supposed to be
It's not over until it's over
With your love all over me

[Chorus]
Through the mist and the rain and the fog
And the cold cold wind that blows me down
It's a lonesome road to travel
Hope you never have to walk this way
If you find head be hearted
On this path looking back
You ll see these tears on my track

Through the mist and the rain and the fog
And the cold cold wind that blows me down
It's a lonesome road to travel
Hope you never have to walk this way
If you find head be hearted
On this path looking back
You ll see these tears on my track
If you find head be hearted



On this path looking back
You ll see these tears on my track

18277. Tears In The Holston River

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Tears in the Holston river
Composer: Johnny Cash

On October 23rd, 1978
I lost a loved one and I confess, I cried
In the joyous celebration of the lady and her music
There were tears in the Holston River when Maybelle Carter died.

Then walking down that river road, I saw crystal tear-shaped droplets
Silver beads of love sparklin' on the river side
And I'll just bet they turn to diamonds for the love that was behind 'em
There were tears in the Holston River when Mother Maybelle died.

Then on January 8th, 1979
We lost Sara Carter and the pain was multiplied
Down below that old Clinch Mountain, we laid her at Mount Vernon
There were tears in the Holston River when Sara Carter died.

Then walking down that river road, I saw crystal tear-shaped droplets
Silver beads of love sparklin' in the riverside
And I'll just bet they turn to diamonds for the love that was behind 'em
There were tears in the Holston River when Maybelle and Sara died.
There were tears in the Holston River when Mother Maybelle and Sara Carter died.

18278. Tears Of Blue To Gold

Tears of Blue to Gold
Larkin Poe - Tears of Blue to Gold

[Verse 1]
Well, I lived next door to royalty
A skinny little kid just like me
We'd go hunt down the honeybees
Back in the days gone by
His daddy had a car that would go sometimes
That'd engine roar, he'd let us ride
Barbed-wire fences flyin' far behind
Back in the days gone by

[Chorus]
Tupelo rest my soul
Take me to the river
I've been delivered
Into the hands that reach to hold



Tupelo rock 'n roll
Singin' in the kitchen
Pass the ammunition
Turn all your tears of blue to gold

[Verse 2]
I was a Pepsi-Cola factory man
Made my livin' with my own two hands
That skinny kid moved up to Graceland
Back in the days gone by
We slept beneath our hopes and wishes
Forty-two years, me and the missus
My memories are my greatest riches
From back in the days gone by

[Chorus]
Oh, Tupelo rest my soul
Take me to the river
I've been delivered
Into the hands that reach to hold
Tupelo rock 'n roll
Singin' in the kitchen
And pass the ammunition
Turn all your tears of blue to gold

[Bridge]
Time moves on like a melody, and
I can hear those memories sing
Time moves on like a melody, and
I can hear those memories sing
Time moves on like a melody, and
I can hear those memories sing
Time moves on like a melody, and
I can hear those memories sing

18279. Tears Of God

Tears Of God
Josh Turner - Tears Of God

Some had on the Rebel grey, Some the Union blue,
They were fathers sons and brothers, men like me and you.
Engaged in heavy battle, till there came that cloudy draw,
When silence took the battlefield men just stood in awe.

Some say it was the cannon smoke some say the Northern lines,
That cast a ghostly image over Fredericksburg that night,
Some say it was God's spirit lookin' o'er the bloody sod,
But that rainbow mist that filled the sky, was the tears of God.

Both sides read his Holy Word and believed it in thier hearts,
But the common ground He'd blessed them with had now been torn apart.
Covered by the blood they she'd so many lost their lives,



The fight on that Virginia hill was enough to make Him cry.

Some say it was the cannon smoke some say the Northern lines,
That cast a ghostly image over Fredericksburg that night,
Some say it was God's spirit looking o'er the bloody sod,
But the rainbow mist that filled the sky, was the tears of God.

Some say it was the cannon smoke some say the Northern lines,
That cast a ghostly image over Fredericksburg that night,
Some say it was God's spirit lookin o'er the bloody sod,
But the Rainbow mist that filled the sky, was the tears of God.

18280. Tears Of Joy

Lucinda Williams - Tears Of Joy

Up-rooted and restless, I paid the cost
I've been a mess, misguided and lost
But I've been so blessed since our paths have crossed
That's why I'm crying tears of joy

In my own little world since I was sixteen
Little miss playgirl making the scene
Then you took this girl and you made her your queen
That's why I'm crying tears of joy

I used to play games with my boyfriends
Fashion and fame, hip little trends
Now I have a real man, don't have to pretend
And that's why I'm crying tears of joy

I'll be your woman, be your everything
You be my baby, you be my king
You give my life meaning, that's why I wear your ring
And that's why I'm crying tears of joy

And that's why I'm crying tears of joy
That's why I'm crying tears of joy

18281. Tears Of Laughter

Cabinet - Tears of Laughter 
Album: Celebration

No one's gonna come alone
and line your palms with gold
And if he did, you would unfold
And if you did, you'd be wrong to take it
After all the tears and all the laughter



Your happiness is a string of disasters
Oh, what more could someone ask for

No one's gonna say it's fault
to set alight your soul
But if you did
Were would it go
With all your home in ashes

After all the fear of showing ages
On your face like a heavy scepter time
When time is all we're after

Step wasters in the line
There we'll watch them all walk by
To the waterside

After all the fear of showing ages
On your face like a heavy scepter time
When time is all we're after

Still on all the walls
we have reminders
Of the time we left behind us
Now all your words are silence

Step wasters in the line
There we'll watch them all walk by
To the waterside

18282. Tears Of Regret

Tears Of Regret
Jesse McReynolds

Tonight I'm so lonesome heartbroken and blue
I'd give all this world one more to see you
Each night my pillow from tears is all wet
I'm cryin' my heart out these tears of regret

   Tears of Regret I'm shedding for you
   To wallow in my heart no good would it do
   Tears that are fallin' won't make you return
   Tears of regret while alone I must yearn

If you're ever lonely and think about me
Remember my darlin' no pleasure I'll see
I look to the future through tears of regret
I've lost you forever but I'll not forget

Come back to me darlin' I'm waitin' for you
I promise forever this time to be true
I lost a treasure more precious than gold



Now tears of regret is my payment I know

18283. Tears Of The Earth

Tears Of The Earth - Infamous Stringdusters

I've known rivers ancient and deep
I've seen the ripples in the moonlight, and the secrets they keep
Rushing like a torrent, and carving the land
Picking up trees, the stone and the sand

And the cities of man, grow up from the ground
They grow up so tall, where the river runs down
Paris to London, Boston New Orleans
From the heartland down to dixie, out to the seven seas.

Like the tears of the earth, the rivers they run
Coming down from the mountains in the bright morning sun
Where I clean my soul and get carried away
Let me stay in the valley by the river, one more day.

I remember a place, where mountains divide.
And I stood at the edge of the canyon so wide
I saw so many years, ten thousand before
and it will carve out the land, for ten thousand more

Like the tears of the earth, the rivers they run
Coming down from the mountains in the bright morning sun
Where I clean my soul and get carried away
Let me stay in the valley by the river, one more day.

When the first light of dawn heats up the dew
And the drops shine like diamonds where sunlight shines through
My heart can rest if just for a while
And my tired feet can walk for another mile

Like the tears of the earth, the rivers they run
Coming down from the mountains in the bright morning sun
Where I clean my soul and get carried away
Let me stay in the valley by the river, one more day.

18284. Tears Only Run One Way

Robbie Fulks - Tears Only Run One Way

[Verse 1]
Four walls, two hands
And one sad heart don't make a man
Much company



But that's all that she left me
My friends say I
Should find a new direction
And forget these blues
But I don't even have to choose

[Chorus]
Tears only run one way
Never back the way they came
Tears only run one way
And that's down, down, down

[Verse 2]
Our love ran wild
It brought us low, it took us higher
Than the skies
Man, it was a real ride
We kissed, we fought
Yeah we ran cold and hot
But there's no two ways about
The way that I feel right now

18285. Tears So Strong

Jim Lauderdale - Tears So Strong

Well same midnights when the lightning strikes it wakes me
I hear a lover's cry comin' from the sky and it takes me
To where the cobras slide and the gators crawl
They all run from tears so strong
Keeps pouring down burnin' up the ground as they're fallin'

Daddy told me once better listen son start believin'
You might think your tough bit that's not enough when she's leavin'
Someday you're gonna cry some tears so strong
Wash the tattoos off your arm
Gonna break you down it's a lonely sound as they're fallin'

Tears so strong what went wrong
What's done is done feelin' every one as they're fallin'
Tears so strong can't hold on
Until the kingdom comes countin' every one as they're fallin'
I'll never see her again or breathe her fire
Only she could dry these tears of mine

[ guitar ]

Well I got to make sense of the time that's left in a hurry
I'm going blind from all this cryin' and it's blurry
There's nothing worse than these tears so strong
Even a rusty knife through a voodoo doll
Keeps pouring down burning up the ground as they're fallin'
Tears so strong what went wrong...



18286. Tears Won't Dry In The Rain

Tears Won't Dry In The Rain - The Dillards

You've been in the rain again
I can see your face is looking wet
Dark clouds gather round your heart
Everynight when you lay down in bed
Don't you know by now he don'²t love you
How many nights of pourin rain can your eyes go through

Tears won't dry in the rain
Love won't go where there'²s pain
You just bend in the wind till you break
Let me hold you tonight
Till the blue in your eyes see the sunshine again
Tears won'²t dry in the rain

I've been watching yo uso long
Holding on to something that ain'²t there
Living in a house of cards
Falling down around you everywhere
You got to get your life on solid ground
If you don't coming from the rain your heart'²s gonna drown

18287. Tease

Tease
Sierra Ferrell

My heart well it falls like the leaves from trees
It's the season
And honey you can' be' such a tease
With' the miles and the distance between

I' don't know about the rain loves to accompany me, (?)
Always when I'm in such grief
Oh honey, do you miss me?

But the rain, rain oh rain don't you fall on me
I'm-a begging please
Stay, stay oh now darling don't you stay with me
I'm-a begging

I keep spoon in my back pocket
'Case I might get fed
Yes I keep a spoon in my back pocket
'Case i might get fed



And its strange, strange
Oh its strange how I feel full
You, oh baby
Stay, stay
Oh darling don't you stay with me
I'm-a begging

I keep spoon in my back pocket
'Case I might get fed
Yes I keep a spoon in my back pocket
'Case i might get fed

18288. Tecumseh Valley

Tecumseh Valley
Townes Van Zandt - Nanci Griffith - Steve Earle

The name she gave was Caroline
The daughter of a miner
Her ways were free
And it seemed to me
That sunshine walked beside her

She came from Spencer
across the hill
she said her pa had sent her
'cause the coal was low
and soon the snow
would turn the skies to winter

She said she'd come
to look for work
she was not seeking favors
for a dime a day
and a place to stay
she'd turn those hands to labor

But the times were hard, Lord,
And the jobs were few
all through Tecumseh valley
but she asked around
and a job she found
tending bar at Gypsy Sally's

She saved enough to get back home
when spring replaced the winter
but her dreams were denied
her pa had died
the word come down from Spencer

So she turned to whorin' out on the streets
with all the lust inside her
and it was many a man



returned again
to lay himself beside her

They found her down beneath the stairs
that led to Gypsy Sally's
in her hand when she died
was a note that cried
fare thee well... Tecumseh valley

Repeat First Verse

18289. Teddy Bears' Picnic

Teddy Bears  Picnic
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

[Verse 1: David Grisman]
If you go down to the woods today
You're sure of a big surprise
If you go down to the woods today
You better go in disguise
For every bear that ever there was
Will gather there for certain because
Today's the day the teddy bears have their picnic

[Verse 2: David Grisman]
Every teddy bear who's been good
Is sure of a treat today
There's lots of marvelous things to eat
And wonderful games to play
Beneath the trees, where nobody sees
They'll hide and seek as long as they please
'Cause that's the way the teddy bears have their picnic

[Bridge: David Grisman]
Picnic time for teddy bears
The little teddy bears are having a lovely time today
Watch them, catch them unawares
And see them picnic on their holiday
See them gaily gad about
They love, to play and shout, they never have any cares
At six o'clock their mommies and daddies
Will take them home to bed
Because they're tired little teddy bears

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3: David Grisman]
If you go down in the woods today
You better not go alone
It's lovely down in the woods today
But safer to stay at home
For every bear that ever there was



Will gather there together because
Today's the day the teddy bears have their picnic

[Outro: David Grisman]
Today's the day the teddy bears have their picnic

18290. Teddy Bears' Picnic - Chords

Teddy Bears' Picnic
Jimmy Kennedy / John W. Bratton

If you go down to the woods today
You're sure of a big surprise.
If you go down to the woods today
You'd better go in disguise.

For ev'ry bear that ever there was
Will gather there for certain, because
Today's the day the teddy bears have their picnic.

Ev'ry teddy bear who's been good
Is sure of a treat today.
There's lots of marvelous things to eat
And wonderful games to play.

Beneath the trees where nobody sees
They'll hide and seek as long as they please
Cause that's the way the teddy bears have their picnic.

If you go down to the woods today
You'd better not go alone.
It's lovely down in the woods today
But safer to stay at home.

For ev'ry bear that ever there was
Will gather there for certain, because
Today's the day the teddy bears have their picnic.

Picnic time for teddy bears
The little teddy bears are having a lovely time today
Watch them, catch them unawares
And see them picnic on their holiday.

See them gaily gad about
They love to play and shout;
They never have any care;

At six o'clock their mummies and daddies,
Will take them home to bed,
Because they're tired little teddy bears.

Chords:



KEY Cm

Dm Am Dm A7
Dm A7 Dm
Eb Bb7 Db Bb7
Eb Bb7 Eb
Fm7 Edim Fm Bb7
Eb
Ab Eb Ab Eb Bb7 Eb

chorus:
Eb
Eb Edim Fm7 Bb7
C# Bb7 Edim Bb7
Eb Edim
Eb
Eb
Eb Ab
Ab A
Edim
G7 Fm Bb7
Eb Bb7-Eb-Bb7-Eb

Background: Jimmy Kennedy (1902-1984) from Omagh, Co. Tyrone, was a world-famous so
ngwriter. 
He composed such songs as "Red Sails in the Sunset," inspired by a sunset over Portstewart
 
strand in Co. Antrim, and "Teddy Bear's Picnic." The music was originally called the "Teddy B
ear Two Step". 
It was written by American composer J.W. Bratton. 
Irishman Jimmy Kennedy later added the lyrics that have made this song famous.

18291. Teen Angst

Teen Angst (What The World Needs Now)
Leftover Salmon

I don't know what the world may need
But I'm sure as hell that it starts with me
And that's a wisdom
I've laughed at

I don't know what the world may want
But a good stiff drink it surely don't
So I think I'll go and fix myself a tall one

'Cause what the world needs now
Is a new kind of tension
'Cause the old one just bores me to death

'Cause what the world needs now
Is another folk singer
Like I need a hole in my head



I don't know what the world may need
But a V8 engine's a good start for me
Think I'll drive and find a place
To be surly

I don't know what the world may want
But some words of wisdom could comfort us
Think I'll leave that up to
Someone wiser

'Cause what the world needs now
Are some true words of wisdom
Like la la la la la la la la-la

'Cause what the world needs now
Is another folk singer
Like I need a hole in my head

I don't know what the world may need
And I never grasped your complexities
I'd be happy just to get
Your attention

And I don't know what the world may want
But your long sweet body lying next to mine
Could certainly
Raise my spirits

'Cause what the world needs now
Is a new Frank Sinatra
So I can get you in bed

'Cause what the world needs now
Is another folk singer
Like I need a hole in my head

What the world needs now
What the world needs now
Is a new Frank Sinatra so I can get you in bed

What the world needs now
What the world needs now
Is another folk singer like I need a hole in my head

18292. Telephone Road

Steve Earle - Telephone Road

[Verse 1]
My brother Jimmy, my other brother Jack
Went off down to Houston and they never come back
My mama wasn't going to let her baby go yet now



But there ain't nobody hiring back in Lafayette

[Verse 2]
I'm working all week for the Texaco check
As sun beating down on the back of my neck
I tried to save my money, but Jimmy says no
Says he's got a little honey out on Telephone Road

[Chorus]
Come on, come on, come on let's go
This ain't Louisiana, your mama won't know
Come on, come on, come on let's go
Everybody's rocking out on Telephone Road

[Verse 3]
Telephone Road is ten miles long
Fifty car lots and a hundred honky-tonks
Jukebox blasting and the beer bottles ringin'
And Jimmy banging on the pinball machine
[Chorus]
Come on, come on, come on let's go
This ain't Louisiana, your mama won't know
Come on, come on, come on let's go
Everybody's rocking out on Telephone Road

[Verse 4]
Mama never told me about nothing like this
I guess Houston is about as big as a city can get
Sometimes I get lonesome for Lafayette
Someday I'm going home, but I ain't ready yet

[Chorus]
Come on, come on, come on let's go
This ain't Louisiana, your mama won't know
Come on, come on, come on let's go
Everybody's rocking out on Telephone Road

18293. Telephone Road - Chords

Telephone Road
Steve Earl - Telephone Road

Intro

E----------------------1--
B----------------------1--
G----------------------2--
D-----8------7------5--3--
A---8------7------5----3--
E-6------5------3------1--

 F C



 A#         A        G             F            F  C  F
My brother Jimmy, my other brother Jack.

 A#        A                G          F      F  C  F
They went down to Houston and they never came back.

 A#          A                G       F      F  C  F
Mama wasn't going to let her baby go yet,

 A#                      A            G     F      F  C  F
but there ain't nobody hiring back in Lafayette.

Working all week for the Texico check.
Sun beating down on the back of my neck.
Tried to save my money but Jimmy says no.
Says he's got a little honey on telephone road.

Chorus:

A#      A        G          F
Come on come on come on lets go.

  F                         C          F
This ain't Louisiana, your mama won't know.

A#  A   G       F
Come on come on come on lets go.

  F           C              F
Everybody's rocking out on Telephone Road.

Telephone Road is ten miles long.
Fifty car lots and a hundred Honky Tonks.
Juke box is blasting and the beer bottles ring.
Jimmy banging on the pinball machine.

Chorus

Mama never told me about nothing like this.
I guess Houston's about as big as the city can get.
Sometimes I get lonesome for Lafayette.
Some day I'm going home, but I ain't ready yet.

Chorus 2X

end with intro  riff.

18294. Television

David Rawlings
Television

Bing-a-bong-a-bing-bong



Bing-bong
Bing-a-bong-a-bing-bong
Bing-bong

Television, say you love me
Television, say you care
Loneliness is my profession
Show me those who are not there
Television, murmur to me
Deep inside my room tonight
You're the devil's fishbowl, honey
I undress before your light
Your light...
Your light...

Television, open to me
My remote is in my hand
I can dim you to a red light
Honey, try to understand
I'm there...
So there...

Bing-a-bong-a-bing-bong
Bing-bong
Bing-a-bong-a-bing-bong
Bing-bong
Television, I'm so sorry
If I turned you off back there
I'm so small in your dimension
My kid will look like you, I swear
I swear...
Oh, I swear...

Bing-a-bong-a-bing-bong
Bing-bong
Bing-a-bong-a-bing-bong
Bing-bong
Bing-a-bong-a-bing-bong
Bing-bong

See through me
See through me
See through me
See through me
See through me
See through me
See through me
See through me

18295. Television - Chords

Television 
Lula Wiles



[Intro]
Em  D     A
Em  D     A
 
[Chorus]
Em                D                          A
  It's a sharp knife between greed and ambition
Em             D                            A
  You start to question what you've been given
Em            D                                A
  Everybody's buying when they're selling division
         Bm          G                   Em     D   A
And it's all waiting for you on your television
            Em     D    A
On your television
 
 
[Verse 1]
       F#m                    Bm
It's a tightrope walk between red and blue
          A               G       D
Watch the Friday night fight, the riveting show
        F#m                        Bm                A  G
They're fighting each other, who's fighting for you?
 
       F#m                         Bm
It's a short night reaching, and a long day working
         A              G      D
Clocking in, checking out, and crashing down
       F#m                    Bm                    A  G  D
It's a waking dream until you pull back the curtain
 
 
[Chorus]
Em                D                          A
  It's a sharp knife between greed and ambition
Em             D                            A
  You start to question what you've been given
Em            D                                A
  Everybody's buying when they're selling division
         Bm          G                   Em     D   A
And it's all waiting for you on your television
            Em     D    A
On your television
 
 
[Verse 2]
       F#m                 Bm
It's a war on water, it's a war on the pavement
  A            G              D
Awards for the puppet and the overseer
        F#m                      Bm                A  G
And the weapon is hunger and the method is hatred
 
 
[Interlude]



Em  D    A
Em  D    A
 
 
[Verse 3]
       F#m                     Bm
It's a tightening chokehold on what you see
A                G           D
  Who points the camera, who points the gun?
       F#m                        Bm                         A  G
If the evidence points back, then why would they screen it?
 
 
[Chorus]
Em                D                          A
  It's a sharp knife between shame and sedition
Em             D                             A
  You start to question what you've been missing
Em            D                            A
  Everybody's armed to defend the old position
         Bm          G
And it's all waiting for you
 
 
[Chorus]
Em                D                          A
  It's a sharp knife between greed and ambition
Em             D                            A
  You start to question what you've been given
Em            D                                A
  Everybody's buying when they're selling division
         Bm          G                   Em     D   A
And it's all waiting for you on your television
            Em     D    A
On your television
 
[Outro]
    Em     D   A
Television
    Em     D   A
Television

18296. Tell 'Em About Jesus - Chords

Tell 'Em About Jesus 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
G C G
G D G
 
[Verse 1]
                             C        G



If a man has fallen, brother pick him up
                                             D
Tell him about the Saviour and his wonderful love
             G         C         G
Tell him how Satan has led him astray
                      D       G
Tell him about Jesus, do it today
 
 
[Chorus]
               C                      G
Tell him about calvary and the rugged cross
                                    D
And how the Saviour payed the awful cost
               G                 C      G
Tell him about heaven, teach him how to pray
                      D     G
Tell him about Jesus, do it today
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
G D
 
G C G
G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                             C     G
If you are a soldier for the man upstairs
                                 D
Remember the lost sheep in every prayer
                 G               C        G
Better help your brother who has drifted away
                      D       G
Tell him about Jesus, do it today
 
[Chorus]
               C                      G
Tell him about calvary and the rugged cross
                                    D
And how the Saviour payed the awful cost
               G                 C      G
Tell him about heaven, teach him how to pray
                      D     G
Tell him about Jesus, do it today
 
[Instrumental]
G C G
G D
 
G C G
G D G
 
 
[Outro]



               C                      G
Tell him about calvary and the rugged cross
                                    D
And how the Saviour payed the awful cost
               G                 C      G
Tell him about heaven, teach him how to pray
                      D     G
Tell him about Jesus, do it today

18297. Tell Her So

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Tell Her So

If you have a love that's true one who never makes you blue
Let your things and love show through tell her so tell her so

Give her a kiss once in a while a tender touch a loving smile
If you're happy let her know tell her so tell her so

Never let her heart grow cold she means more to you than gold
If you're proud she's yours to hold tell her so tell her so

So give her a kiss once in a while a tender touch a loving smile
If you're happy let her know tell her so tell her so

18298. Tell Her To Come Back Home

Crooked Still 
Tell Her To Come Back Home

Feeling sad and lonesome, I'll tell you the reason why
Just last Monday morning my Dony said goodbye

Oh, my love, oh, my love
Oh, my love, tell her to come back home

When we were married, bought her everything she'd need
Got so awful greedy, wanted everything she'd see

Oh, my love, oh, my love
Oh, my love, tell her to come back home

Coffee grows on white oak trees, the river flows with brandy
The hillside's lined with ginger cakes, my Dony's sweet as candy

Oh, my love, oh, my love
Oh, my love, tell her to come back home



I will ride the old grey horse, you may ride the roan
If you see my Dony, tell her I'm sitting at home

Oh, my love, oh, my love
Oh, my love, tell her to come back home

18299. Tell Him

Linda Ronstadt - Tell Him

I know something about love
You gotta want it bad
If that guy's got into your blood
Go out and get him

If you want him to be
The very part of you
Makes you want to breathe
Here's the thing to do

Tell him that you're never gonna leave him
Tell him that you're always gonna love him
Tell him tell him tell him tell him right now

I know something about love
You gotta show him
And make him see the moon up above
Go out and get him

If you want him to be
Always by your side
If you want him to
Only think of you

Tell him that you're never gonna leave him
Tell him that you're always gonna love him
Tell him tell him tell him tell him right now

Ever since the world began
It's been that way for men
And women were created
To make love their destiny

They why should true love be
So complicated oh 
I know something about love
You've gotta take him

And show him what the world is made of
One kiss could prove it
If you want him to be
Always by your side



Take his hand tonight
Swallow your foolish pride

Tell him that you're never gonna leave him
Tell him that you're always gonna love him
Tell him tell him tell him tell him right now

18300. Tell Him I Said Hello

Linda Ronstadt - Tell Him I Said Hello

When you see him
Tell him things are slow
There's a reason and he's sure to know
But on second thought, forget it
Just tell him I said hello
If he asks you when I come and go
Say I stay home 'cause I miss him so
But on second thought, forget it
Just tell him I said hello
Look into his eyes
When you speak my name
Maybe there's a spark to start another flame
Do I love him?
Don't say yes or no
If he should ask you
But he won't I know
Cause it's all over and forgotten
Just tell him I said hello
Look into his eyes
When you speak my name
Maybe there's a spark to start another flame
Do I love him?
Don't say yes or no
If he should ask you
But he won't I know
Cause it's all over and forgotten
Just tell him I said hello

18301. Tell It To Me - Chords

Old Crow Medicin Show - Tell It To Me
David Rawlings

A
Well I'm ridin' down Fifth Street, I'm comin' down Main
D
I tried to bum a nickel for to buy cocaine
E                             A



Cocaine's gonna kill my honey dead

Chorus:
A
Now won't you tell it to me
A
Tell it to me
D
Drink the corn liquor let the cocaine be
E                             A
Cocaine's gonna kill my honey dead

A
I sniff cocaine before I die
D
I'd be sniffin' cocaine if it took my life
E                             A
Cocaine's gonna kill my honey dead

(Chorus)

A
Now I sniff cocaine, I sniff it in the wind
D
The doc he says it'll kill me but he can't say when
E                             A
Cocaine's gonna kill my honey dead

(Chorus)

And there you have it. J.S

A
All them rounders that think they're tough
D 
But they feed their women on the beer and the snuff
E                             A
Cocaine's gonna kill my honey dead

(Chorus)

18302. Tell It To Your Grandma

Osborne Brothers - Tell it to your grandma
Composer: Boudleaux Bryant - Felice Bryant

Tell it to your old grandma and maybe she'll believe you

When I was a kid my mama used to know
If everytime I told a lie
I could never fool her never never fool her
Mama didn't need to try
She would raise an eyebrow pucker up her lips



And flash a little look my way
Tell it to your grandma maybe she'll believe you
That was all she had to say

Tell it to your old grandma
Tell it to your old grandma
Tell it to your old grandma
Maybe she will leave you

When I try to call you on the telephone
Busy busy all night long
When I ask you why you'll always tell me I have
Really got the number wrong
Maybe so I do and maybe so I don't
And maybe so a bird can't fly
Maybe so you'll find somebody who'll believe it
Maybe someone else not I

Tell it to your old grandma...

18303. Tell Lies And Feed Candy - Chords

Tell Lies And Feed Candy
Tim Ausburn. Porter Wagoner
Writer, Joe McCracken 1954 Rec. by Porter Wagoner mid '50's

(C) I MET A LITTLE GAL IN THE STATE OF ARKANSAS,
HER NAME IT WAS MI- (G7) RANDY,
I (C) WANTED HER LOVE, SO I ASKED HER PA,
HE SAID, TELL HER LIES AND FEED HER CANDY,
TELL HER LIES AND (G7) FEED HER (C) CANDY.

 CHORUS

(G7) MY, OH MY, IF THE (C) APPLE OF YOUR EYE,
DON'T (G7) THINK YOU'RE A REAL GEM- (C) DANDY,
TAKE (F) MY ADVICE AND (C) PUT IT ON ICE, BOY,
TELL HER LIES AND FEED HER CANDY,
TELL HER LIES AND (G7) FEED HER (C) CANDY.
YOU CAN TAKE HER OUT FOR THE TIME OF HER LIFE,
GIVE HER GOOD NAPOLEON BRANDY,
BUT YOU'RE NEVER GONNA MAKE THAT WOMAN YOUR WIFE,
UNLESS YOU, TELL HER LIES AND FEED HER CANDY,
TELL HER LIES AND FEED HER CANDY.

 REPEAT CHORUS

IF THE ROAD OF LOVE SEEMS ROCKY AND ROUGH,
AND IF YOUR SUGAR GETS SANDY,
YOU CAN BET YOUR BOOTS SHE'LL STRUT HER STUFF,
IF YOU'll , TELL HER LIES AND FEED HER CANDY,
TELL HER LIES AND FEED HER CANDY.
 REPEAT CHORUS



18304. Tell Lorrie I Love Her

Keith Whitley - Tell Lorrie I Love Her

If I were alone in the desert
Without a drink of water around
With my knees and hands in the white scorching sands
With the hot Sahara sun beating down
If I could be granted my wishes
And anything I want would come true
Well, I know that it might sound funny
But here's what I want you to do

Tell Lorrie I love her
Tell Lorrie I need her
Tell her everything would be okay 
If I could just see her
Tell Lorrie I love her
Tell Lorrie I need her
And if I leave this old world 
Tell her she's the only girl for me

If I were a drift on the ocean
A vessel with no sails or steam
Floating aimlessly on an endless sea
Hopelessly lost it would seem
If all of the fish in the water
Could echo my last dying plea
Well, I know you might not understand it
But here's what he'd want it to be

Tell Lorrie I love her
Tell Lorrie I need her
Tell her everything would be okay 
If I could just see her
Tell Lorrie I love her
Tell Lorrie I need her
And if I leave this old world 
Tell her she's the only girl for me
And if I leave this old world 
Tell her she's the only girl for me

18305. Tell Me A Lie

Janie Fricke - Tell Me a Lie

Tell me a lie
Say I look familiar
Though I know that you don't even know my name



Tell me a lie
Say ya just got into town
Even though I've seen you here before
Just hangin' around
Umm, tell me a lie
Say you're not a married man
'Cause you don't know I saw you
Slip off your wedding band
Ooh, tell me a lie
Say ya got no place to stay
But you'll be glad to drive me home
'Cause it's on your way
Tell me a lie
When you take me home
(Tell me a lie)
I don't really want to spend the night alone
Tell me a lie
Don't worry about my sorrow
You'll be long gone tomorrow
And you won't have to see me cry
Just tell me a lie

18306. Tell Me A Story

Tell Me a Story
Bearfoot

Tell me a story of days gone by
I want to leave this life of mine
nothing of sorrow and pain i find
tell me a story of days gone by.

Tell me of princes, jesters, and kings
townfolks, crownjewles, scepters, and rings
(...) and little girls lost in the woods
tell me of axes
tell me of woes

Tell me a story of days gone by
I want to leave this life of mine
nothing but sorrw and pain I find
tell me a story of days gone by

(...) Treasure
lost under the waves
hideous ogres deep down in their caves
slivering serpents
with venemous eyes
tell me a story
or tell me a lie

Tell me a story of days gone by
I want to leave this life of mine



nothing but sorrow and pain i find
tell me a story of days gone by

periolous journeys
far into the east
primming with fury
and fangs of the beast
brave men in battle
for honor and glory
tell me a story
oh tell me a story

Tell me a story of days gone by
I want to leave this life of mine
nothing but sorrow and pain i find
Tell me a story of days gone by
nothing but sorrow and pain i find
Tell me a story of days gone by.

18307. Tell Me Baby

Allison Moorer - Tell me baby

Tell me, baby
How long I'm gonna cry
How long I'm gonna sigh for you

Tell me, baby
Do you remember the promises you made me
Rolling down the road, with the sky so blue

I'm grieving for you
Oh, I miss you so
Believe me, darling
Oh, you just don't know
I need you and I want you so

Tell me, baby
What are you gonna do
Someday you'll want me, too, I know

When you want me
You better hope that I don't leave you lonely
Rolling down the road, with no place to go

I'm grieving for you
Oh, I miss you so
Believe me, darling
Oh, you just don't know
I need you and I want you so

Tell me, baby
How long I'm gonna cry



How long I'm gonna sigh for you

Tell me, baby
Do you remember the promises you made me
Rolling down the road, with the sky so blue
Rolling down the road, with the sky so blue

18308. Tell Me Fool

Vince Gill - Tell Me Fool

She said she loved you,
In front of God and her mother.
So why you're out there,
With your arms around another?

Tell me fool (Tell me fool)
What did she ever do to you?

She had your babies,
And she keeps them safe at night.
You chase the ladies,
Thinking everything's alright.

So tell me fool (Tell me fool)
What did she ever do to you?

You made a promise,
When you put on that ring.
Well, does your conscience,
Make you feel anything?

Tell me fool (Tell me fool)
What did she ever do to you?

She keeps the fire in this warmin' home
Waitin' all alone
Listenin' for you to hit that door.

Ooh but you come beggin' in,
Telling lies again.
She's heard em all,
She's heard em all a million times before.

You think you're something,
The way you lie about it all.
The truth is comin',
The other shoe is gonna fall, yes it is.

So tell me fool (Tell me fool)
What did she ever do to you?

You made a promise,



When you put on that ring.
Well, does your conscience,
Make you feel anything?

Tell me fool (Tell me fool)
What did she ever do to you?
Yeah, tell me fool (Tell me fool)
What did she ever do to you?
Tell me fool (Tell me fool)
What did she ever do to you?

18309. Tell Me Lover

Vince Gill - Tell Me Lover

Tell me lover, tell me what you're gonna do
You gonna walk the walk or just talk the talk
Honey, what's up with you

Tell me lover, tell me how it's gonna be
You gonna mess around or just turn me down
Honey, won't you please tell me

Your good intentions ain't too good no more
You answer questions by slammin' that bedroom door
Come on baby let's turn the lamp down low
I'll solve your problems so honey please don't go

If the silence could kiill, honey we'd both be dead
It ain't hard to tell we're hangin' on by a thread
Say somethin' darlin' say what's on your mind
We'll find the answer, I got nothin' but time

18310. Tell Me Mama

Tell Me Mama
Jordan Tice

Tell me Mama
Tell me true
Tell me exactly what you wanna do
Cause i dont know
And it's almost time to go

Yeah i can play my guitar
I can sing my songs
But you're about the best thing
That i've got goin on
So tell me dear



What are we doin here

Oh the little rooster crowin'
In his early mornin way
He gets my mind to wonderin' if you're
Comin' round today
Oh let me know
Cuz i've got places i should probably go

Yea you give a mouse a cookie
He asks you for a drink
You give me some of your love
And now its all that i can think about all day
So hear me when i say:

Tell me Mama
Tell it to me true
Tell me exactly what you wanna do
Tell me dear
What are we doin here

18311. Tell Me My Lying Eyes Are Wrong - Chords

Tell Me My Lying Eyes Are Wrong
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Dallas Frazier and Sanger Shafer

G                       C                      G
The night shift got off early because of major repairs
                                        D7   A7  D7
And I stopped off for a drink on my way home
         G                    C
I didn't know that you loaned out the dress 
                         G
That I bought for you to wear
                      D7             G
Sweetheart tell me my lying eyes are wrong
                    C                                    G
I thought I saw him kissing you as you danced across the floor
                                          D7   A7  D7
But I knew that you were with the kids at home
  G               C                          G
I thought I saw a baby sitter meet me at the door
                      D7             G
Sweetheart tell me my lying eyes are wrong
                                  C            G
Tell me that there's another girl identical to you
                                             D7   A7  D7
And that she's the one who rambles all night long
     G                                  C                 G
Tell me that your old used to be didn't bring you home at dawn
                      D7             G
Sweetheart tell me my lying eyes are wrong



                      D7             G
Sweetheart tell me my lying eyes are wrong

18312. Tell Me Now Or Tell Me Never - Chords

Tell Me Now Or Tell Me Never

I'm alone tonight my darling
With another you have gone
Yet you tell me that you love me
That you'll always be my own

Yet no promise do you give me
When I beg you to be true
You just leave me sadly weepin'
Broken hearted over you

Tell me now or tell me never
You must answer me somehow
For I've grown so tired of waiting
Waiting for your solemn vow

I have always loved you darling
And I tried to make you care
But you've run around with others
Leaving my life cold and bare

With no promise for the future
You have left me here to cry
You must tell me little darling
Let your conscience be your guide

18313. Tell Me One More Time About Jesus

Vince Gill - Tell Me One More Time About Jesus

Tell me one more time about Jesus
All about forgiveness and grace
Tell me one more time about Jesus
All about my Savior's face

Here comes my old friend, the preacher
He's knockin' on my front door
He's out tryin' to save all the sinners
He's been here so many times before

I love the easy conversation
Man, that preacher sure can talk
It brings up my need for salvation



Even though he knows I'm stubborn to a fault

Tell me one more time about Jesus
All about forgiveness and grace
Tell me one more time about Jesus
Lord, I need just a little more faith

I walked by the church Sunday mornin'
I slipped on in the back door
It's sure been a long time coming
And tell my preacher what I need to know

His words were like a cool drink of water
He said, "Sinners come on down the aisle"
So I went runnin' for the alter
You should have seen my old friend, the preacher smile

Tell me one more time about Jesus
All about forgiveness and grace
Tell me one more time about Jesus
I long to see my Savior's face
Oh, I long to see my Savior's face

18314. Tell Me One More Time About Jesus - Chords

Tell Me One More Time About Jesus (capo)
Vince Gill - Tell Me One More Time About Jesus (capo)
Featuring Amy Grant
(On Vince Gill's 2 set CD  These Days )

Capo 2nd. Fret.

Intro: D-B-D-B

     D                          A  Bm
Tell me one more time about Jesus
           D                G
All about forgiveness and grace
D                               A
  Tell me one more time about Jesus
                       G    D 
All about my Savior's face

G                               D
Here comes my old friend the preacher
G                            D 
  He's knocking at my front door
G                          D
  He's out tryin' to save all the sinners
E                               A
  He's been here so many times before

G                          D                          



  I love the easy conversation
G                             Bm
  Man that preacher sure can talk
G                        D
  Brings up my need for salvation
       E                                A
Even though he knows I'm stubborn to a fault

 D                Bm         D
Tell me one more time about Jesus
Em           D
  All about forgiveness and grace
                              E
Tell me one more time about Jesus
                     A           G    D  G
Lord I need just a little more faith

                        D 
I walked by the church Sunday mornin'
G                         D
  Slipped on in the back door
G                         D
  Sure been a long time coming
Em                              A
  Tell preacher what I need to know

G                                      D
  His words were like a cool drink of water
     G                            Bm    D  G
He said sinners come on down the aisle
                       D
So I went runnin' for the alter
E                                                A 
You should have seen my old friend the preacher smile

             D     Bm         Em
Tell me one more time about Jesus
            A               D     A
All about forgiveness and grace
D           Bm                  Em
Oh tell me one more time about Jesus
                   A       G    D
I long to see my Savior's face
    G              A        D
I long to see my Savior's face

Outro: Bm-D-B-D-G-D

18315. Tell Me Something I Don't Know - Chords

Tell Me Something I Don't Know
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Jimmy Peppers



 
G7                        C
Tell me something I don't know
 
                                     G7
Don't tell me the one I love's gonna leave me 
                               C
That her love for me was dying slow 
                                    G7
Don't tell me she's looking for someone new 
                          C
Tell me something I don't know 
F                   C
I've been preparing myself for this day 
F                    C      D7          G7
Cause I knew she was making plans to go away 
C                                   G7
Don't tell me that my teardrops are showing 
                          C
Tell me something I don't know 
repeat #2
G7                        C
Tell me something I don't know

18316. Tell Me That It Isn't True

Norman Blake - Tell Me That It Isn't True

[Verse 1]
I have heard rumors all over town
They say that you're planning to put me down
All I'd like you to do
Is tell me that it isn't true

[Verse 2]
They say that you've been seen with some other man
That he's tall, dark and handsome, and you're holdin' his hand
Darling, I'm a'countin' on you
Tell me that it isn't true

[Bridge]
To know that some other man is holdin' you tight
It hurts me all over, it doesn't seem right
All of these awful things that I have heard
I don't wanna believe them, all I want is your word
So darlin', you better come through
Tell me that it isn't true
All of these awful things that I have heard
I don't want to believe them, all I want is your word
So darlin', I'm countin' on you
Tell me that it isn't true



18317. Tell Me That You Love Me

Tell Me That You Love Me

We parted by the riverside
The moon looked down on you and me
The stars put on a look of pride
The river murmured to the sea

The dew drop kissed a blushing rose
The mournful wind did sigh
One word broke nature's sweet repose
That sad word was goodbye
   
   Oh tell me that you love me yet
   For oh this parting gives me pain
   Please tell me that you'll not forget
   For we may never meet again

We parted by the riverside
Though I have roamed in distant climes
My heart has not forgot it's pride
For I have loved you all the time

And I am faithful to you still
As long as you are true
Let day each bring to me what it will
For I love you only you

18318. Tell Me The Story Of Jesus

Tell Me the Story of Jesus
The Bluegrass Gospel Group

[Verse 1]
Tell me the story of Jesus, write on my heart every word
Tell me the story most precious, sweetest that ever was heard
Tell how the angels, in chorus, sang as they welcomed His birth
"Glory to God in the highest, peace and good tidings to Earth"

[Chorus]
Tell me the story of Jesus, write on my heart every word
Tell me the story most precious, sweetest that ever was heard

[Verse 2]
TRll of the cross where thRy nailed Him, writhing in anguish and pain
Tell of the grave where they laid Him, tell how He liveth again
Love in that story so tender, clearer than ever I see
Stay, let me weep while you whisper, love paid the ransom for me



[Chorus]
Tell me the story of Jesus, write on my heart every word
Tell me the story most precious, sweetest that ever was heard

[Outro]
Tell me the story of Jesus, write on my heart every word
Tell me the story most precious, sweetest that ever was heard

18319. Tell Me The Truth

Rodney Crowell - Tell Me The Truth

You need to stop
Take a second
To figure out how you got here
All alone questioning why
But to me the answers clear
You never cared
You were never there
When someone needed you
Now the tables turned
Funny how life works
This was long overdue
Is that clear enough for you?
Tell me truth
Get up get up
Just walk out
Cause you're a liar (Yeah)
And a thief (Yeah)
And that's just the start so
Let me remind you
That all you are
Is a liar (Yeah)
And a thief (Yeah)
You'll always be nothing to me
You'll never learn
I'll take you for granted
Like you took me
I'll take you for granted
Like you should be
Maybe I'm wrong
And there's hope for you deep down in you somewhere
But who am I kidding you'll always be the shallow person you always were
Tell me truth
Get up get up
Just walk out
Cause you're a liar (Yeah)
And a thief (Yeah)
And that's just the start so
Let me remind you
That all you are
Is a liar (Yeah)



And a thief (Yeah)
You'll always be nothing
You've
You've done it now
You've done it
Let me remind you of how this ends
With my hands around your neck
As you take your last breath
Is that clear enough for you?
Tell me truth
Get up get up
Just walk out
Cause you're a liar (Yeah)
And a thief (Yeah)
And that's just the start so
Let me remind you
That all you are
Is a liar (Yeah)
And a thief (Yeah)
You'll always be nothing to me
To me

18320. Tell Me Tomorrow

Tell Me Tomorrow
Stacy & Sierra Hull

Is there something on your mind that you won't tell me?
You haven't been yourself too much these days
I guess I need to know that you still love me
Cause I'm afraid we're gonna go our separate ways

If you tell me goodbye tell me tomorrow
Cause my heart can't take that kind of news today
And am I a fool for believing
That tomorrow everything will be okay?

Once upon a time you used to hold me
We used to laugh and talk the whole night through
But lately now it seems you're a million miles away
Day by day I feel I'm losing you

If you tell me goodbye tell me tomorrow
Cause my heart can't take that kind of news today
And am I a fool for believing
That tomorrow everything will be okay?

If you tell me goodbye tell me tomorrow
Cause my heart can't take that kind of news today
And am I a fool for believing
That tomorrow everything will be okay?

And am I a fool for believing



That tomorrow everything will be okay?

18321. Tell Me True

Sarah Jarosz - Tell Me True
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

Do you think of me the way I think of you?
Do you hope for things most likely won't come true?
Do you dream of me like I dream of you?
Tell me darlin' please, tell me true
Tell me darlin' please, tell me true

Do you hum a little tune all day long?
Do you hear my name in the chorus of your song?
When you sing your song, does it make you feel brand new?
Tell me darlin' please, tell me true
Tell me darlin' please, tell me true

Do you wonder why we live and why we die?
Do you wonder why we laugh and why we cry?
Do you wonder why we dance and why we fall?
Tell me darlin', do you wonder these at all?
Tell me darlin', do you wonder these at all?

Like a child who can't go wait to go and play
I am waiting for love to come my way
Can we make this new love fit like an old shoe?
Tell me darlin' please, tell me true
Tell me darlin' please, tell me true
Tell me darlin' please, tell me true

18322. Tell Me True - Chords

Tell Me True 
Laurie Lewis
 
[Verse 1]
G         C                 G
Mourning Dove...... on on A wire line
        D                            Em
Tell me what's to become... of this Heart of mine ?
G      C                      G
Broken dreams..... that will never be 
        D                         Em
Tell me what's... to become... of me ?
 D                   Em
What's .......... to become of me ?
 



[Verse 2]
G         C                G
Old Black Crow..... on the Winter's ground
        D                          Em
Tell me how will it be... with him not around
G       C                G
Will my nights.... be as Black as you?
        D                           Em
Tell me old Black Crow... ..tell me true
        D                Em
Tell me Crow..., tell me true
     C               G
Ooh..Ooh.... Tell me true
    C             D    Em
Ooh..Ooh..........Ooh ooh......
 
Intrumental G C G D EM
            G C G D Em
            D EM C G C D EM
 
[Verse 3]
 
G          C            G
Faitheless Jay, Flying Nest to Nests
               D                         Em
Stealing precious things, taking all the best  
G      C                  G
From A Heart...... with A Love so true
          D                    Em
Faithless Jay did he learn to steal from you
          D                       Em
Faihtless Jay.. did he learn from you? 
     C               G
Ooh..Ooh.... Tell me true
 
     C               G
Ooh..Ooh.... Tell me true.....
     C            D
Ooh..Ooh..........Ooh...... 
C                   D      Em
Ooh....Ooh..........Ooh...ooohh

18323. Tell Me What You Ache For

Kathy Mattea - Tell Me What You Ache For
Tim O'Brien

It doesn't interest me what kind of job you got
Where you eat or where you shop
The kind of car you drive
It doesn't interest me how big a house you own
What I really want to know
Is what makes you come alive



I don't want to talk about
How your future's all planned out
That isn't what it's all about to me
Tell me what you ache for
Tell me what you wait for
Tell me what you long for
What you're holding on for
Tell me what you're dreaming
What would give your life real meaning
You've been afraid to pray for
Tell me what you achR for
It doesn't interest mR if your planets are aligned
If your signs are well defined
And your career is right on track
It doesn't interest me
If you're faithful and you're true
If you're not true to you
Then where's the truth in that
I don't want to waste our time
Comparing all our stars and signs
That's not what makes us shine, to me
Tell me what you ache for
Tell me what you wait for
Tell me what you long for
What you're holding on for
Tell me what you're wishing
If there's something that seems missing
That somehow you've been saved for
Tell me what you ache for
It doesn't frighten me, those secrets deep within you
I won't walk through fire for you but
I'll walk through the fire with you
So, tell me what you ache for
Tell me what you wait for
Tell me what you long for
What you're holding on for
Tell me what you're dreaming
What would give your life real meaning
That deep down your heart breaks for
Tell me what you ache for
Tell me what you ache for

18324. Tell Me When It's Over

Chris Stapleton
Tell Me When It's Over

[Verse 1: Sheryl Crow]
You wanna build your walls
I wanna knock them down
Looking for a heartbeat
But I don't hear a sound



[Pre-Chorus: Sheryl Crow]
But anything's better than hanging 'round together
Knowing that the other one's through
And honestly, I don't think it's the biggest when we sink
But it's feeling like we're breaking in two

[Chorus: Sheryl Crow, Chris Stapleton, Both]
Tell me when it's over (Tell me when it's over)
Tell me when it's over (Tell me when it's over)
Tell me when it's over
'Cause I don't wanna be the last to know

[Verse 2: Sheryl Crow]
And I count the days
But I think our number's up
Is there anyway, oh
To make you feel enough?

[Pre-Chorus: Sheryl Crow]
And I can see something's changed
Everything's feeling strange
And neither one of us knows why
And I don't wanna face it
We're in a situation where somebody's always saying goodbye
[Chorus: Sheryl Crow, Chris Stapleton, Both]
Tell me when it's over (Tell me when it's over)
Tell me when it's over (Tell me when it's over)
Tell me when it's over
'Cause I don't wanna be

[Post-Chorus: Sheryl Crow, Chris Stapleton, Both]
Caught up in a dream (Caught up in a dream)
Ridin' love supreme
But I know it's coming (And I know it's coming)
Yeah, I know it's coming (And I know it's coming, coming)
See it in your face (See it in your face)
You let a good thing go to waste
'Cause you keep on running (Keep on running)
You keep on running away from love

[Chorus: Sheryl Crow, Chris Stapleton]
Tell me when it's over (Tell me when it's over)
Tell me when it's over (Tell me when it's over)
Tell me when it's over (Oh, tell me when it's over)
Tell me when it's over (Tell me when it's over)
Tell me when it's over (Tell me when it's over)
Tell me when it's over (Oh)

[Post-Chorus: Sheryl Crow, Chris Stapleton]
Caught up in a dream (Caught up in a dream)
Where I [?] love supreme
But I know it's coming (And I know it's coming)
Yeah, I know it's coming (And I know it's coming, coming)
See it in your face (See it in your face)
You let a good thing go to waste
'Cause you keep on running (Keep on running)
You keep on running away from love



Hold me in your arms (Hold me in your arms)
Come on, let me feel your heart
Though I know it's coming (And I know it's coming)
Yeah, I know it's coming (And I know it's coming, coming)
See it in your face (See it in your face)
You let a good thing go to waste
'Cause you keep on running (Keep on running)
You keep on running away from love
[Outro: Sheryl Crow, Chris Stapleton]
Keep on running
Keep on running, ooh-ooh
Keep on running
Keep on running
Keep on running
Keep on running
Yeah, yeah

18325. Tell Me Why

John Butler - Tell Me Why

[Verse]
I got to let it go
I got to give it up
Gonna take a ride in my pickup truck (yeah)
Because it's one in five
Maybe one in ten
That you and I are gonna get back together again

[Verse]
I'm gonna roll one up
I'm gonna burn one down
Gonna take a left
Into the shady part of town
And Jamie on the corner
Gonna hook me up
Ain't nothing I can do
But go and get messed up because..

[Chorus]
Tell me why
You and I keep wasting our time
Ain't no use trying to read your goddamn mind
And I can't work it If you can't work it out
Tell me what it's all about
Darling, tell me what it's all about

[Verse]
And now I'm broken down I got to take it slow
Gonna catch a Greyhound into Chicago
And the windy little city gonna blow it away
All my disillusion and all my pain
All my disillusion and all my pain because..



[Chorus]
Tell me why
You and I keep wasting our time
Ain't no use trying to read your goddamn mind
And I can't work it If you can't work it out
Tell me what it's all about
Darling, tell me what it's all about

[Bridge]
Wandering alone
Trying to find my feet again
Trying to find out who I am
So tangled up in you
I can't separate the two
Where do I end and you begin 
Where do I end and you begin 
Where do I end and you begin 
Where do I end and you begin 
Where do I end and you begin 

[Outro]
Tell me why
You and I keep wasting our time
Ain't no use trying to read your goddamn mind
And I can't work it If you can't work it out
Tell me what it's all about
Darling, tell me what it's all about
Darling, tell me what it's all about
Darling, tell me what it's all about
Darling, tell me what it's all about

18326. Tell Me Why - Chords

Tell Me Why
Neil Young

C D
Sailing heart-ships through broken harbors
Am7 G
Out on the waves in the night
C D
Still the searcher must ride the dark horse
Am7 G
Racing alone in his fright

D Am7, C, G, C, G, D Am7, C, G
Tell me why. Tell me why.
Bm7 C
Is it hard to make arrangements with yourself
D C
When you're old enough to repay
Bm Em Em, C, D, A, C/D, G



But young enough to sell?

C C
Tell me lies later. Come and see me
Am7 G
I'll be around for awhile.
C D
I am lonely but you can free me
Am7 G
All in the way that you smile.

D Am7, C, G, C, G, D Am7, C, G
Tell me why. Tell me why.
Bm7 C
Is it hard to make arrangements with yourself
D C
When you're old enough to repay
Bm Em Em, C, D, A, C/D, G
But young enough to sell?

18327. Tell Me Why My Daddy Don't Come Home

Tell Me Why My Daddy Don't Come Home

A little tot was playing one night upon the floor
Her mother sat and id'ly watched the little girl of four
All at once she dropped her toys and tears beging to shed
She climbed upon her mother's knee and this is what she said

Tell my why my daddy don't come home
I know that I am much to big to cry
Why don't he come and play with me again
Mommy why did daddy say goodbye

That night she wrote a letter to one whose name she bore
She asked him to forget the past and come back once more
You little girl is pleading and calling Daddy's name
Oh, Won't you please come back again so she won't have to say

* Refrain

18328. Tell Me Your Love Is Still True

Tell Me Your Love Is Still True 
The Nashville Bluegrass Band

When your heart is flying away to my heart
I will catch with all my love
Like a ship that sailing on the sea



Is it you where i rest all my heart??

I'm sitting on the parkbench of downtown
I'm laughing remember all that you've done
There's a bird is singing on the tree
And you are running around in my head

It is long time since i first met you
I feel my heart is start to grow
I'm so happy that i love you with no wonder
And i promise never break it away

My love is true
There's a long way to go
There's a long day to know
My love is true
I love you just as you
And please don't gonna be somebody new

Hey hey baby
You look so hard to show it
That your love so beautiful
Let make a wish two both of us
That will walk together
And i want it forever

Take a look at my face when your down
And try to understand that i can face it with you
Cause i don't wanna be someone new
Lets start to make our day
Lets get along

18329. Tell Mother I'll Be There - Chords

Tell Mother I'll Be There
Recorded by Mac Wiseman
Written by Charles M. Fillmore

G                             C            A7
When I was but a little child how well I recollect
D7                                   G         D7
How I would grieve my mother with my folly and neglect
G                                   C                 A7
And now that she has gone to Heaven I miss her tender care
D7                              G
O Savior tell my mother I'll be there

                             C             G
Tell mother I'll be there in answer to her prayer
     D7                            G
This message blessed Savior to her bear
                          C                         G
Tell mother I'll be there heaven's joys with her to share



D7                                 G
Yes tell my darling mother I'll be there

                                   C               A7
Though I was often wayward she was always kind and good
D7                               G                   D7
So patient gentle loving when my ways were rough and rude
G                                         C              A7
My childhood grief's and trials she would gladly with me share
D7                              G
O Savior tell my mother I'll be there

                             C                  A7
One day a message came to me it bade me quickly come
D7                               G               D7
If I would see my mother ere the Savior took her home
G                                  C            A7
I promised her before she died for heaven to prepare
D7                              G
O Savior tell my mother I'll be there

Repeat #2

18330. Tell Old Bill

Tell Old Bill
Traditional

I tell old Bill when he gets home this morning,
I tell old Bill when he gets home this evening,
I tell old Bill when he gets home,
To leave them downtown women alone
This morning, this evening, so soon.

Now old Bill's wife she was baking bread this morning,
Now old Bill's wife she was baking bread this evening,
Now old Bill's wife she was baking bread
They came and told her Bill was dead
This morning, this evening, so soon.

Oh no, that can't be so, this morning,
Oh no, that can't be so, this evening,
Oh no, that can't be so
Bill only left for town half an hour ago
This morning, this evening, so soon.

They brought Bill home on a hurry-up wagon this morning,
They brought Bill home on a hurry-up wagon this evening,
They brought Bill home on a hurry-up wagon
His head was down and his feet were dragging
This morning, this evening, so soon.



18331. Tell The Girls

Tell The Girls
I Draw Slow

Tell the girls they look so good in the dark
But they don't know how it feels
Tell the girls it's all just playing a part
And I don't know what it feels like

I had a love that could take me higher than that
And the feeling was real
So tell the girls "don't come crying to me"
I don't know what it feels like

Tell the truth
It's not so easy to tell
When you don't understand

Tell the truth
It's not like breaking a spell
When you don't understand
How I -

Had a love that could take me higher than that
And the word of a man
Tell the truth, you might not like what it is
And you might understand me

[Chorus]
I like to walk the streets when I'm lonely
Want to hear the little boy blues
What you did, baby, did, baby
None of these girls can do
-
It's always been you and you only
Running in your kelly green shoes
But you're gone, baby, gone
None of these girls are you

Are yooooooooooou
Are yooooooooooou

You told me once don't go falling in love
You didn't tell me again
You told me once don't go making it tough
You didn't tell me again, baby

You had a love that could take you higher
I know, you didn't want it to end
I told you once "don't go leaving me"
I didn't have to tell you again, girl



[Chorus]

Are you
Are yooooou
Are yooooooou
Are yooooooooooou

18332. Tell The Ones I Love

Tell The Ones I Love - Steep Canyon Rangers

Last train, before they shut it down
It's the last line going that way
Last chance headin  out of town
I thought I heard the driver say
Packed my bags and all my things
And left them all behind
Red light flashing across that river bridge
And I'm headin  down to Caroline
Far away from my everyday
 Til every day ran dry
Never stopped to look behind me
Or turned to say goodbye

CHORUS

So tell the ones I love this trains runnin  late
And there ain t no end of the line
The hardest part of heaven is makin  it wait
But the old 97 s gonna make it this time
Everything was made to break
And the wheels are made of glass
I can hear  em groan and feel  em shakin 
Neath the weight of all our past

CHORUS

Close my eyes and feel the wind
Lean back and let her roll
And then that 97 hits 110
You can feel it in your soul
Last train, before they shut it down
It's the last line going that way
Last chance headin  out of town
I thought I heard the driver say

CHORUS



18333. Tell The Truth

Tell the Truth
The Avett Brothers

Tell the truth to yourself and the rest will fall in place
Tell the truth to yourself and the rest will fall in place

I lied to the doctor
I lied to my lover

I wanna make amends, but where do I start

Tell the truth to yourself and the rest will fall in place
Tell the truth to yourself and the rest will fall in place

Tell the truth to yourself
Tell the truth

(I can make my mother, my father, my sister, my brother, my lover, my neighbor, my friends a
ll happy
Give of myself whatever they ask
But without this single truth it is only emptiness that I cast
A happiness that will not last
But I'm not here for that for what does happiness help without this single truth given to thyself
)

I was the coward
I strangled your heart

I wanna make amends, but where do I start?

Tell the truth to yourself and the rest will fall in place
Tell the truth to yourself and the rest will fall in place
Tell the truth to yourself and the rest will fall in place
Tell the truth to yourself and the rest will fall in place

18334. Telling Me Lies

Linda Ronstadt - Telling Me Lies
Emmylou Harris

They say a woman's a fool for weeping
A fool to break her own heart
But I can't hold the secret I'm keeping
I'm breaking apart

Can't seem to mind my own business
Whatever I try turns out wrong
I seem like my own false witness
And I can't go on

I cover my ears I close my eyes



Still hear your voice and it's telling me lies
Telling me lies

You told me you needed my company
And I believed in your flattering ways
Told me you needed me forever
Nearly gave you the rest of my days

Should've seen you for what you are
Should never have come back for more
Should've locked up all my silver
Brought the key back to your door

I cover my ears I close my eyes
Still hear your voice and it's telling me lies
Telling me lies

You don't know what a chance is
Until you have to seize one
You don't know what a man is
Until you have to please one
Don't put your life in the hands of a man
With a face for every season
Don't waste your time in the arms of a man
Who's no stranger to treason

I cover my ears I close my eyes
Still hear your voice and it's telling me lies
Telling me lies

I cover my ears I close my eyes
Still hear your voice and it's telling me lies
I cover my ears I close my eyes
Still hear your voice and it's telling me lies

18335. Telling Me You Love Me Again

Lonesome River Band - Telling Me You Love Me Again

Somewhere over every rainbow
Just around every bend
You're standing there with open arms
Telling me you love me again

I took it awful hard the day you left me
And for awhile I guess I lost my way
But I've found a way to make in this world that I've devised
Hoping you'll come back to me someday

I live here in this world of self deception
And hide from all the heartache and the pain
So I don't have to face the cold hard fact of the matter
I'm living in a dream called yesterday



18336. Telluride

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Telluride

Now the girls in telluride do it like this
Cross their fingers when they kiss you
Don't say nothing behind your back
And they don't take nothin' that they don't give back
Take the gold into telluride

Work all winter in the tomboy mine
Dreamin' of what we'll do
When the snow finally ends
And the spring breaks through
We'll load up the wagon and set the little one by our side
Take the gold into telluride

I'd like to lay you down on a cannonball bed
Put a soft feather pillow down by your head
Intertwine flowers into a maiden's veil
Wake you in the morning
Now she's wailing take the gold into telluride

Ain't nothing'll stop an avalanche when it's sliding
Once the wagon starts to roll, you can't turn the mule and the brakes don't hold
You end up in the valley with the little one by your side
Take the gold into telluride

Lace curtains for the windows
Dreams torn from a catalog page
We may wander where the wind blows
You change your views but our love won't change

She gonna climb you high on top of a hill
Fall asleep laughing with the whipporwill
Intertwined flowers in the matrons ring
Wake you in the morning
Now she's singing take the gold into telluride

I loved my winter with a teenage bride
Dreamin of what we'll do
When the snow finally ends
And the spring breaks through
We'll load up the wagon, set the little one by our side
Take the gold into telluride
Take the gold into telluride

18337. Temperance Reel



Temperance Reel - Michael Cleveland
Yonder Mountain String Band

I make my livin' playin' fiddle, and I play it every night
To tell the truth, I'd fiddle if I didn't make a dime
And I sure like good liquor, it makes me wanna play
The funny thing about the fiddle is it makes you wanna drink
Pour a shot of homemade whiskey and a hundred dollar bill
I'll burn the hair right off of this bow and play the Temperance Reel

And I play one for the ladies, so sweet they swoon and swing
I play one for those I've left and the one that got away
And I play it in the mountains and out on the western plain
I play it for my brother, who I'll never see again
Play it high, play it lonesome like a mountain river wheel
Let's burn the rosin off of this bow and play the Temperance Reel

The drinkin' and dancin' is an awful, dreadful sin
And I know where I'm goin' sure as I know where I've been
This old fiddle bit me on the leg when I was six years old
I guess I'm gonna play it 'til the devil gets my soul
If I could play it all night long, never get my fill
Let's play that rhythm down, boys, and play the Temperance Reel
Let's play that rhythm down, boys, and play the Temperance Reel

18338. Temple Of The Sun

Temple Of The Sun
Mike Murphy / Joe Murphy

Wise men talked about it so they say
A feathered serpent god will return some day
And restore peace throughout the land
And they said the time must be at hand
When he will come to save us
Come to bless us every one
In the Temple of the Sun

Montezuma stood in the village square
He was talking to a runner there
Who had just returned from the coast
And he spoke of an invading host
And has he come to save us?
Come to bless us every one
In his Temple of the Sun?

So the gates of the city were open wide
When the Spanish army marched inside
And as they bowed to their returning lords
A priest kneeled down, and a soldier drew his sword.
"We did not come to save you.
We come to destroy you, everyone
In your Temple of the Sun."



18339. Temporary Misery

Donna the Buffalo - Temporary Misery

Once a lie becomes the truth
Once the trust makes you a fool
Once your heart breaks in two
Once is enough for you
I won't try, I'll get by
Set my heart and soul both free
I'll move on from your side
And this temporary misery
More temporary than it seems
Let me go and I'll be alright
Let me live my own life
Try as you may, try as you might
Try and turn wrong into right

18340. Temporary Nature (Of Any Precious Thing)

Lucinda Williams - Temporary Nature (Of Any Precious Thing)

Fight for love and I fight to give
Just because I've [?] my [?]
But love could never, never leave
Without the pain, the pain of love
Loves never fail and it can be rof
And it could play cruel tricks some times
Just when we think we had nothing
There's always one, one in the crowds

Temporary nature of any path
And I just pay too much
Just make too much pressure
Not easier, not easier to lose
Don't lose somebody as precious as you

We don't have n answer, God only knows
Why we all made,
But God knows I love you
You've always be precious
Since the day, the day you were born

And it's always a true love
[?] frozen
To kiss and [?]
And it's always the deepest saddest joy
That prove to be the reaches one



Temporary nature of any path
And I just pay too much
Just make too much pressure
Not easier, not easier to lose
To lose somebody, somebody like you
To lose somebody as precious as you
Don't lose somebody as precious as you

18341. Tempted

Richard Thompson - Tempted 
(Glenn Tilbrook-Chris Difford)

I bought a toothbrush, some toothpaste
A flannel for my face
Pyjamas, a hairbrush
New shoes and a case
I said to my reflection
Let's get out of this place
Past the church and the steeple
The laundry on the hill
Billboards and the buildings
Memories of it still
Keep calling and calling
But forget it all
I know i will

Tempted by the fruit of another
Tempted but the truth is discovered
What's been going on
Now that you have gone
There's no other
Tempted by the fruit of another
Tempted but the truth is discovered

I'm at the car park, the airport
The baggage carousel
The people keep on crowding
I'm wishing i was well
I said it's no occasion
It's no story i could tell

At my bedside empty pocket
A foot without a sock
Your body gets much closer
I fumble for the clock
Alarmed by the seduction
I wish that it would stop

I bought a novel, some perfume
A fortune all for you
But it's not my conscience
That hates to be untrue



I asked of my reflection
Tell me what is there to do

18342. Tempted - Chords

Tempted 
Marty Stuart
 
F                        Bb       C             F        Bb C
There's a girl trying to steal my heart and I'm tempted
F                     Bb       C        F      Bb C
Even though she could tear it apart I'm tempted
Bb                  Eb     C  Bb             Eb          C F
In her eyes there's mystery   every time she smiles at me
F          Bb       C          F        Bb  C  F  Bb  C
I know how it could be and I'm tempted
 
F             Bb       C       F       Bb C
Each time she looks my way I'm tempted
F                  Bb    C       F      Bb C
Just a little more every day I'm tempted
Bb           Eb       C  Bb             Eb            C F
It's so hard to resist   the thought of her sweet kiss
F               Bb      C        F      Bb C
Can't take much more of this I'm tempted
 
F           C      F         Bb
Tempted and tried, deep down inside
F         C        F     Bb C
I can't deny, I'm tempted
 
Solo
 F  C  F  Bb  F  C  F  C  F  C  F  Bb  F  C  F  Bb  C
/-----------------------------------------------------------------------/
/-----------------------------------------------------------------------/
/-----------------------------------------------------0-3---------------/
/--------------B--------------------1-----0---------3-----2-3-----------/
/-----0---0-1-3(4)-1-0-3-0---3--------0-3---1---3-0---------------------/
/-1-3---3------------------3---3--1-----------3-------------------------/
 
F              Bb        C       F      Bb C
Ever since she caught my eye I'm tempted
F                 Bb          C       F      Bb C
Just one look and you'll know why I'm tempted
Bb               Eb     C    F   Bb                 Eb    C   Bb C
So if I'm burned by the flame,   there's no one but me to blame
F                   Bb       C        F      Bb C
Cause each time she calls my name I'm tempted
 
F           C     F         Bb
Tempted and tried deep down inside
F       C          F     Bb C
I can't deny, I'm tempted



(Repeat last two lines)
    F       C
I'm tempted
    F       C
I'm tempted
    F  F  F  F
I'm tempted

18343. Ten

Ten [Yonder Mountain String Band]

I went ten miles out of my way,
To a place I'd heard about years ago.
Another dead end, don't matter anyway,
Just keep rolling on and on...
Head down, feet on the floor,
Swear they can take you 'bout anywhere.
Don't quit now, not far to go,
Just keep rolling on and on...

And when that wind rolls up,
While hardly making a sound.
Road turns from solid to rocky ground.
Mountain high, and river wide,
May lie between here and there.
I may not know where I'm going,
But I'll keep rolling on and on,
And on and on...

I was ten weeks away from my home,
Longer than I'd ever been before.
I may not be learning anything,
But it's too late to stop me now.
I'm high, I'm hell bent, on what I'm doing.
You may not see it through your eyes.
Don't quit now, not far to go.
Just keep rolling on and on...

And when that wind rolls up,
While hardly making a sound.
Road turns from solid to rocky ground.
Mountain high, and river wide,
May lie between here and there.
I may not know where I'm going,
But I'll keep rolling on and on,
And on and on...

You may not see it coming,
Even though it's in front of you.
You may not want to admit it,
Even though it's plain in view.
You may not wanna know it,



Even with your own two eyes.
But I do swear, my friend,
Some day you'll have to recognize.

I was ten steps from my front door,
I was ready to stop, now I'm not quite sure could it be Only ten seconds more might show me
 what lies right around the bend.
Head down, feet on the floor,
Swear they can take you 'bout anywhere.
Don't quit now, not far to go,
Just keep rolling on and on...

And when that wind rolls up,
While hardly making a sound.
Road turns from solid to rocky ground.
Mountain high, and river wide,
May lie between here and there.
I may not know where I'm going,
But I'll keep rolling on and on,
And on and on...

18344. Ten Degrees And Getting Colder

Ten Degrees And Getting Colder
Gordon Lightfoot

He was standing by the highway, with a sign that just said "Mother"
When he heard a driver coming, about a half a mile away
Then he held the sign up higher so no decent soul could miss it
It was ten degrees or colder down by Boulder Dam that day

He was raised up in Milwaukee, though he never was that famous
He was just a road musician to the taverns he would go
Singing songs about the rambling, the loving girls and gambling
How the world fell on his shoulders back in Boulder I don't know

It was out in Arizona that he heard the lady listening
To each word that he was saying, to each line that he would write
So he sat down by her table and they talked about the weather
Ninety-eight point six and rising down by Boulder Dam that night

And she told him she would take him
For a ride in the morning sun
Back in Boulder he had told her
I don't know when I had a better friend

Now he's traded off his Martin but his troubles are not over
For his feet are almost frozen and the sun is sinking low
Won't you listen to me brother, if you ever loved your mother
Please pull off on the shoulder if you're going Milwaukee way
It's ten degrees and getting colder down by Boulder Dam today



18345. Ten Different Reasons - Chords

Ten Different Reasons 
Carl Anderson

[Intro]
G      Am  Em  D  G  x2
 
[Verse 1]
G
 I've got a ticket out of here tonight
        Am            Em        D           G
I'll be high over the ocean and out of your mind
 
My heart is achin' but I'll be just fine
Am              Em              D       G
 It's true I've always been the leavin' kind
 
 
[Chorus]
C                        Em
 I've got a job and I'll be just fine
          G            D         C G
I'm gonna focus on the positive, baby
C                         Em
 I may be standin' in the welfare line
             G             D             C      G
But I've got ten different reasons why I feel alright
Em            D             C         G
Ten different reasons why I feel alright
 
 
[Instrumental]
G      Am  Em  D  G  x2
 
 
[Verse 1]
G
 I'm goin' places that I've never been
             Am              Em              D     G
It's not the first time I've had to learn to live again
 
This time I'm gonna do it my own way
Am                Em            D    G
Learn to love the person that I am today
 
 
[Chorus]
C                        Em
 I've got a job and I'll be just fine
          G            D         C G
I'm gonna focus on the positive, baby
C                         Em



 I may be standin' in the welfare line
             G             D             C      G
But I've got ten different reasons why I feel alright
Em            D             C
Ten different reasons why I feel
 
 
[Bridge]
             Em        D        G
All these mistakes I'm tired of makin'
    C          D
Are slowin' me down
Em           D           G
Here you are standin' in front of me
C                  G            D      G
Sayin' that you're never comin' back now
 
 
[Instrumental]
G      Am  Em  D  G  x2
 
 
[Chorus]
C                        Em
 I've got a job and I'll be just fine
          G            D         C G
I'm gonna focus on the positive, baby
C                         Em
 I may be standin' in the welfare line
             G             D             C      G
But I've got ten different reasons why I feel alright
Em            D             C      G
Ten different reasons why I feel alright
Em            D             C      G
Ten different reasons why I feel alright
 
 
[Outro]
G      Am  Em  D  G  x4

18346. Ten Feet Away

Keith Whitley - Ten Feet Away

Alone at a corner table,
She was watching me watching her.
I was singin' about an old flame burning,
She was hanging on to every word.

I was pouring out my feelings,
She was pouring out the wine.
Through the smoke and the beer,
It was perfectly clear,



That we were touching each others minds.

It was love ten feet away.
Imagine her in my arms, with that look on her face.
Lying somewhere in some shadowy place.
It was love just ten feet away.

I just knew my closing song would do it,
I knew that I was heaven bound.
I could tell she was moved, but before I was through.
This stranger walked up and set down.

He was trying his best to impress her,
But she never took her eyes off me.
When he got up and left, I said to myself...
Woh-o-woh what a night this will be.

It was love ten feet away.
Imagine her in my arms, with that look on her face.
Lying somewhere in some shadowy place.
It was love just ten feet away.

It was love ten feet away.
Imagine her in my arms, with that look on her face.
Lying somewhere in some shadowy place.
It was love just ten feet away.

18347. Ten Feet Tall

The Devil Makes Three - Ten Feet Tall

Well you walk around this town like it's holy land
you got good lookin friends, you're a sharp dressed man
Been gettin' big makin' me look small, it don't matter to me
cause i'm ten feet, i'm ten feet tall
yeah it don't matter to me cause i'm ten feet, i'm ten feet tall

Take a look at your foot does it fit this shoe
Did you really ever think i gave a damn about you
You ain't no messiah with your fancy friends
so get your head out of the clouds and get your feet back in the dirt my friend
oh get your head out of the clouds and get your feet back in the dirt my friend
oh get your head out of the clouds and get your feet back in the dirt my friend

well you talk about your home town, lemme tell ya about mine
Just shove your bright lights big city back where the sun don't shine
I hear you talkin yes i'm lookin at you
Cause back where i come from, men were laughin at you
yea back where i come from, men were laughin at you

Take a look at your foot does it fit this shoe
Did you really ever think i gave a damn about you
You ain't no messiah with your fancy friends



so get your head out of the clouds and get your feet back in the dirt my friend
oh get your head out of the clouds and get your feet back in the dirt my friend
oh get your head out of the clouds and get your feet back in the dirt my friend

Well wipe that smirk right back from where you came
as if you knew who I am as if you knew my name
turn around see your backs against the wall
it's too bad you didn't notice that i'm ten feet i'm ten feet tall
yeah it's too bad that you didn't notice that i'm ten feet i'm ten feet tall

Take a look at your foot does it fit this shoe
Did you really ever think i gave a damn about you
You ain't no messiah with your fancy friends
so get your head out of the clouds and get your feet back in the dirt my friend
oh get your head out of the clouds and get your feet back in the dirt my friend
(and i'm ten feet, i'm ten feet tall)
oh get your head out of the clouds and get your feet back in the dirt my friend
(and i'm ten feet, i'm ten feet tall)

18348. Ten Miles From Natchez

Ten Miles From Natchez
Flatt & Scruggs

Now freight train keeps rolling and leaves a riding to be
There's folks in Natchez that I'm longing to see
The wide cotton's growing and the magnolia's in bloom
Just ten miles from Natchez that's where I'll be making my home
Got a lettter from sister she said they miss me at home
The farm is neglected cause papa can't work at the loam
Now they held this mailing mama's hair's turning grey
Just ten miles from Natchez and I'll be back with them to stay

[ dobro ]

I wanted to ramble you know how a young boy would dream
Off to Chicago searching for fortune and fame
Spent many long nights with the hoboes down by the track
Homesick in Natchez and too much proud to go back
I went to Alaska searching the mountains for gold
I might have stayed but the winters there are so cold
Went down to old Frisco work on the docks for a while
I was doing all right till this bound freight caught my eye
Just ten miles from Natchez that's where I'll be making my home

18349. Ten More Dollars

Ten More Dollars 
Blue Moon Rising



 
CHORUS : 
If I had ten more dollars, I would leave this city 
There ain't no trees that grow 
But the money flows like wine
Just believe me when I say 
Brother I'd be gone today 
If I had ten more dollars I'd be in Caroline
 
Mama begged me not to go to New York City
She said Here at home is where you need to stay
If I had listened to what she said 
I'd be back home in bed 
If I had only known, I'd be at home today
  
I had a job and I made a damn good livin'
'Til the market fell, and I lost all that I had
Now I beg for what I eat 
'Cause I'm livin' out on the street 
And it's colder here than it was with Mom and Dad
 
If I had ten more dollars I'd be in Caroline

18350. Ten Shades Of Green - Chords

Ten Shades Of Green
Recorded by Bobby Mackey
Written by Joe Fitzpatrick and Darrell Wayne Perry

C G7 C
I was so young I barely remember
 F G7 C
When dad told my brothers and me
 F C
I can't make a living down here anymore
 D7 G7
So we're moving up north to the city

C G7 C
All daddy wanted was a good job
 F G7 C
To give us a life he'd never known
 F C
But I knew in his heart he wasn't happy
 G7 C
He sure missed our old family home

 F C
Where the mountains reach halfway to heaven
 G7 C
And the air is so sweet and so clean
 F C
Where the wild flowers cover the meadows



 G7 C
And the hillsides are ten shades of green

 G7 C
Now daddy worked hard for a living
 F G7 C
And the years finally took him away
 F C
But I made up my mind the day that he died
 D7 G7
My life wouldn't end up that way

C G7 C
So I'm back to heading back to old Kentucky
 F G7 C
To give my kids a life I'd once known
F C
Life's just to short to be unhappy
 G7 C
We're going back to my old family home

Repeat #3 x2
 G7 C
And the hillsides are ten shades of green

18351. Ten Thousand Voices

Rhiannon Giddens - Ten Thousand Voices

[Verse 1]
Ten thousand stories
Ten thousand songs
Ten thousand worries
Ten thousand wrongs

[Verse 2]
Ten thousand faces
Ten thousand words
Ten thousand graces
Ten thousand birds

[Verse 3]
Ten thousand kisses
Ten thousand tears
Ten thousand wishes
Ten thousand years

[Verse 4]
Ten thousand choices
Ten thousand strong
Ten thousand voices
Remember our song



18352. Ten Thousand Words

The Avett Brothers - Ten Thousand Words 

Ten thousand words swarm around my head
Ten million more in books written beneath my bed
I wrote or read them all when searchin' in the swarms
Still can't find out how to hold my hands

And I know you need me in the next room over
But I am stuck in here all paralyzed
For months I got myself in ruts
Too much time spent in mirrors framed in yellow walls

Ain't it like most people? I'm no different
We love to talk on things we don't know about
Ain't it like most people? I'm no different
We love to talk on things we don't know about

And everyone around me shakes their head in disbelief
And says I'm too caught up
They say young is good and old is fine
And truth is cool but all that matters
Is that you have your good times
But their good times come with prices
And I can't believe it when I hear the jokes they make
At anyone's expese except their own
Would they laugh if they knew who paid?

Ain't it like most people? I'm no different
We love to talk on things we don't know about
Ain't it like most people? I'm no different
We love to talk on things we don't know about

And after we are through ten years
Of making it to be the most glorious of debuts
I'll come back home without my things
'Cause the clothes I wore out there I will not wear 'round you
And they'll be quick to point out our shortcommings
And how the experts all have had their doubts

Ain't it like most people? I'm no different
We love to talk on things we don't know about

18353. Ten Years

Ten Years

Ten Years or more I've waited



For you to change your ways
But starting today it's all over
The price is more than I can pay

Ten Years seems like ten million
I've knelt at your command
But now it's too late things are different
The price is more than I can stand

Ten lonesome years filled with heart aches
For me is what you planned
But I've had enough so I'm leaving
The price is more than I can stand

The past will soon be forgotten
I'll find a new love so grand
Now it's too late it's all over
Ten Years is more than I can stand

18354. Tenbrooks And Molly

Tenbrooks And Molly

Run oh Molly run, run oh Molly run
Tenbrooks gonna beat you to the bright and shining sun
Bright and shining sun, oh Lordy, bright and shining sun
Tebrooks was a big bay horse, rode that shaggy mane
Run all around Memphis, and he beat the Memphis train
Beat the Memphis train, oh lordy, beat the Memphis train
Tenbrooks said to Molly, what makes your head so red
Running in the hot sun with fever in your head
Fever in your head, oh lordy, fever in your head
Molly said to Tenbrooks, you're looking mighty squirrel
Tenbrooks said to Molly, I'm leaving this old world
Leaving this old world, oh lordy, leaving this old world
Women's all a-laughing, children all a-crying
Men all a-hollering, old Tenbrooks is flying
Old Tenbrooks is flying, oh lordy, old Tenbrooks is flying
Out in California, where Molly done as she pleased
Came back to old Kentucky, got beat with all ease
Got beat with all ease, oh lordy, got beat with all ease
Kiper, Kiper, you're not riding right
Molly's beating old Tenbrooks clear out of sight
Clear out of sight, oh lordy, clear out of sight
Kiper, Kiper, Kiper, my son
Give old Tenbrooks the bridle and let old Tenbrooks run
Let old Tenbrooks run, oh lordy, let old Tenbrooks run
Go and catch old Tenbrooks and hitch him in the shade
We're gonna bury old Molly on a coffin ready made
In a coffin ready made, oh lordy, in a coffin ready made



18355. Tend To My Flowers - Chords

Tend To My Flowers 
Cedar Hill

[Intro]
A A G D
A A E A
 
[Verse 1]
A                           D
South Haven Rest Home, in a room by the stairwell
  E                       D       A
A grey, wrinkled lady sat fading away
A                            D
The age of her mind left her trapped in her silence
      E                         D           A
Every once in a while she would look up and say:
 
 
[Chorus 1]
A                          G          D
I just want to go home and tend to my flowers
    A                                  E
The ones my dear Henry had planted for me
   A                           G             D
If you take me there then I'll know he'll be waiting
       A                            E         A
By the side of the old house by the big maple tree
 
 
[Instrumental]
A A G D
A A E A
 
 
[Verse 2]
A                          D
No one could recall if she had friends or family-
     E                     D            A
Just one sad reflection of how life can be
A                            D
No plans for tomorrow and no plans to speak of
  E                      D                     A
Except for these words I heard were her gentle plea:
 
 
[Chorus 1]
A                          G          D
I just want to go home and tend to my flowers
    A                                  E
The ones my dear Henry had planted for me
   A                           G             D



If you take me there then I'll know he'll be waiting
       A                            E         A
By the side of the old house by the big maple tree
 
 
[Instrumental]
A A G D
A A E A
 
 
[Verse 3]
A                      D
Early last Sunday just as dawn was breaking
    E                     D            A
The lady was found on the floor by her bed
A                           D
Beside her still body was a torn piece of paper
    E                        D              A
And written in pencil just a few lines were read
 
 
[Chorus 2]
A                            G          D
I'm going home now, Lord, to tend to my flowers
    A                                E
The angel said Henry was waiting for me
    A                        G          D
She told me to sleep and I'd wake up in heaven
    A                    E     A
And we'd be together for eternity
A                       E   D A
Yes me and my Henry for eternity

18356. Tender Lie

Dolly Parton - Tender Lie 
(Randy Sharp)

As you walk away
As we say good-bye
What I wouldn't give
For a tender lie
Say you'll never stop loving me
Just as if it were true
How much more damage now honestly
Could one tender lie do?
When we fall so far
Are we wrong to try?
To keep out the truth
With a tender lie
Say you're gonna come back to me
And I'll believe that it's true
How much more damage now honestly



Could one tender lie do?
Say you're gonna come back to me
And I'll believe that it's true
How much more damage now honestly
Could one tender lie do?
How much more damage now honestly
Could one tender lie do?

18357. Tenderhearted

Sara Watkins - Tenderhearted

[Chorus]
God bless the tenderhearted
Who will love us face to face
Untempered and unguarded
They see through our mistakes
They have lost and been broken
More than we will ever know
But it's the tenderhearted
Who let life overflow

[Verse 1]
All the pain a world can bring
Bruises more than we see
I couldn't take another hit
Lights turned off inside of me

[Verse 2]
So I built a wall around my heart
Keep it in to keep it out
And nothing, when surrounded
Survives but fear and doubt

[Chorus]
God bless the tenderhearted
Who will love us face to face
And share the love and kindness
They were given on the way
They have lost and been broken
More than we will ever know
But it's the tenderhearted
Who let life overflow
Yes, it's the tenderhearted who let life overflow

18358. Tenderly Calling

Tenderly Calling
Hot Rize



Sometimes when I'm feeling lonesome and none on earth seems to care
I'm all by myself in the darkness with no one and nothing to share
Just when it feels like it's over and I'll never make it alone
I hear the voices of angels tenderly calling me home

   Home come on home
   Ye who are weary come home
   Softly and tender they call me
   Home come on home

I try to keep it together and I never let on that I'm scared
till sometimes I fall to pieces scattered and lost everywhere
and just when it feels like it's hopeless and I'll never make it alone
I hear the voice deep inside me it's tenderly calling me home

Don't be afraid of the darkness don't run away from the storm
stand up and face your reflection and feeling's you try to ignore
cause after the tempest is over and you let yourself go on thru
you'll hear a voice in the silence it's tenderly calling to you

18359. Tengboche

Brett Dennen - Tengboche

[Intro]
Tell me the way to Tengboche
Tell me the way to Tengboche
Tell me the way to Tengboche
Tell me the way to Tengboche

[Verse 1]
One thing I live among my travels
People with least can give the most
Gives it the desert full of roses
Gives it the window for those too
Sitting inside the dark
All night, better start
Under the mantle of a mother's arms
With the palms up as I wonder
Choose to be among the stars
Where we are

[Chorus]
Tell me the way to Tengboche
Tell me the way to Tengboche
Tell me the way to Tengboche
Tell me the way to Tengboche

[Verse 2]
Now the taters on the mountain
Rainbow floating in the ice
Screen is set across the morning



The setting innocence sparkles in the sky
Sit between the sun
And your shadow long
Temple falling down
The Tengboche, the ground

18360. Tennessee

David Rawlings
Tennessee

[Verse 1]
I kissed you 'cause I've never been an angel
I learned to say Hosannas on my knees
But they threw me out of Sunday school when I was nine
And the sisters said I did just as I please

[Verse 2]
Even so, I try to be a good girl
It's only what I want that makes me weak
I had no desire to be a child of sin
Then you went and pressed your whiskers to my cheek

[Chorus]
Fa la li li, fa la li lee
Now let me go, my honey-o, back to Tennessee
It's beefsteak when I'm working, whiskey when I'm dry
And sweet heaven when I die

[Verse 3]
Now I've tried drinking rye and gambling
Dancing with damnation is a ball
But of all the little ways I've found to hurt myself
Well you might be my favorite one of all

[Chorus]
Fa la li li, fa la li lee
Now let me go, my honey-o, back to Tennessee
It's beefsteak when I'm working, whiskey when I'm dry
Sweet heaven when I die
[Verse 4]
Why can't I go and live the life of Riley?
Why can't I go back home to apple pie?
'Cause your affront to my virtue was a touch too much
But you left a little twinkle in my eye

[Chorus]
Fa la li li, fa la li lee
Now let me go, my honey-o, back to Tennessee
It's beefsteak when I'm working, whiskey when I'm dry
And sweet heaven when I die

[Verse 5]



Now some had come confessing of transgressions
And some had come confessing of their love
You were there strumming on your gay guitar
You were trying to tell me something with your thumb

[Chorus]
Fa la li li, fa la li lee
Now let me go, my honey-o, back to Tennessee
It's beefsteak when I'm working, whiskey when I'm dry
And sweet heaven when I die

18361. Tennessee

Tennessee
Bill Monroe
Jimmy Martin

You have heard and read about the state of Tennessee
Down in the southern states is where I want to be
Where the valleys are so green and the mountains are so tall
You will know just what I mean when you hear them say "Y'all"

   Tennessee (Tennessee)
   I hear you calling me (I hear you calling me)
   The home of Davey Crockett in the hills of Tennessee.

When I was a little boy around the folks back home
My mother always said to me Jimmy, please don't roam
Now that I have gone away my heart is full of woe
When I think of Mom and Dad that's where I want to go

If ever I get back to that state of Tennessee
I tell you there'll be no more roaming for me
There lives a sweetheart who said she'd marry me
As soon as I get back to that state of Tennessee

18362. Tennessee

Richard Thompson
Tennessee

[Verse 1]
I got a cool head doin' alright
But I been up here so long I was starving
For some hot spells, summer lights
Shinin' on your back roads
Tennessee
Somebody hit me hard
Right in my own backyard



Somebody put a hope lock on my heart
Runnin' down your back roads
Tennessee

[Chorus]
Oh, you got the banjo
Playin' real slow
Not to me, not to me
I never heard such rock and roll
As on your back roads
Tennessee (Hey)

[Verse 2]
Well, I know you're not to blame
But you know that you should have told me
That I would never be the same
After driving down your back roads
Tennessee
Somebody held me tight
Somebody tried to fight
Somebody raced out in the night
Runnin' down your back roads
Tennessee
[Chorus]
Oh, you kissed the soul of a rebel
In a Yankee girl
Oh, you got to me
I heard you callin' 'round the world
From your back roads
Tennessee

[Bridge]
Well, I saw somebody standin'
In a field with a crutch
Behind his rich southern daddy
With a Midas touch
They said be outta here by sundown
They said good luck
You might say I was the stranger
Who knew too much

[Verse 3]
Doo doo doo doo doo doo
Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo ah
Somebody took a hope lock from my heart
And threw it down your back roads
Tennessee

[Chorus]
Oh
You feel the north wind blow
That's only me
I wanna hear some rock and roll
On your back roads
Tennessee
I'm not the bad city girl
Come down to rape you



I'm not the hometown queen
That wants to save you
I heard you callin' to my soul
From your back roads
Tennessee (Ooh yeah)

18363. Tennessee

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Tennessee
Composer: Karen Staley

We've got it all and more it seems
Livin' out all our dreams
But sometimes I wish we could be
Goin' home to Tennessee.

Where life was simple, sweet and slow
Late nights by the radio
More and more my memories
Are stealin' away to Tennessee.

God sure paints a picture fine
Sunlight golden through the pines
A prettier sight you'll never see
Than flowers in Spring time in Tennessee.

Where life was simple, sweet and slow
Late nights by the radio
More and more my memories
Are stealin' away to Tennessee.

We didn't have what we have now
But we got by somehow
Mountain rivers flow endlessly
Like my love for Tennessee.

Where life was simple, sweet and slow
Late nights by the radio
More and more my memories
Are stealin' away to Tennessee
They're stealin' away to Tennessee.

18364. Tennessee - Chords

Tennessee 
Sturgill Simpson

E
I've been going out of my mind for a while now



                               B                E
Trying to find my way back home, I don't know how
A                             E                            C#m
Oh I'm all the way up here in Kentucky seeing things clear
E                              B              E
Through a haze of whiskey, tears, and misery
E                             B                 E
While you're all the way down there in Tennessee
                              B                       E
I been going at it a little hard of late it might seem
                        B                    E
Been waking up every day in the same bad dream
A                                   E                        C#m
Taking long walks at night, seeing things in a much bluer light
E                      B                  E
That old moon and your memory following me
                                  B              E
Cause you're all the way down there in Tennessee
 
A E C#m
E B E
 
A                                         E
They say in Tennessee, the sun is always shining
         F#m                                      B
But this blue moon glowing on me, has got mR pining
 E                                B                  E
I been trying to find my way back, with no luck so far
                             B                        E
And the hardest part is just knowing how close you arR
 A                              E                       C#m
Two hundred and ten mile drive, three hours down south 65
 E                            B                      E
But it feels like there's an ocean between you and me
                                   B            A F#m E
Cause you're all the way down there in Tennessee

18365. Tennessee 1949

Tennessee 1949 - Larry Sparks

I wonder if It's rainin' in the mountains
I wonder how the old town looks today
And if the church is there beside the river
Could I go back and find where mama lay

Does life still go to sleep just after sunset
Are the berries still as big on the vine
Do old men sit and talk about the old days
The way they did in 1949

   Oh Oh Oh how I'd like to be
   Back in the hills of Tennessee



   Oh Oh Oh it would be so fine
   If I could just go back to 1949

I wonder if by chance they might remember
A teenage boy so wild and fancy free
Who always loved guitars and country music
If I went back would they remember me

I wonder what became of Kathern Ackers
The girl who broke my heart at seventeen
I barely can remember what she looks like
Thirty years ago she was my dream

chorus

For many years I've searched the wide world over
For what
I don't recall and didn't find
And now I'm searching pictures in my memory
For Tennessee 1949

chorus

18366. Tennessee Banjo Man

Tennessee Banjo Man - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

Well, Hacksaw Jack was tall and lean
The devil in his soul and his eyes were green
He'll take your woman if he can
They love the Tennessee banjo man

Play that banjo, make it ring
See old Hacksaw pickin' on the strings
The girls get to cryin' and they clap their hands
The love the Tennessee banjo man

Well, he picks all night and sleeps all day
Wild as a buck, he was made that way
There's musical magic in his hands
They love the Tennessee banjo man

When the moon comes up and the sun goes down
That's when Hacksaw comes to town
Well, they all gather 'round and clap their hands
They love the Tennessee banjo man

18367. Tennessee Blues



Tennessee Blues
Bill Monroe
Bluegrass Alliance - Ricky Skaggs

If I had my way I'd leave here today
I'd leave in a hurry
I'd find me a place where I could stay
And not have to worry 

   A place I could use
   A place I could lose the Tennessee Blues 

 I'd find me a spot on some mountain top
With no one around me
Valleys and streams, birds in the trees
And hills that surround me. 

 I'd try to forget all my regrets
I'd keep just the good times
I'd wake and I'd sleep, nothing but peace
Feel free all the time.

18368. Tennessee Blues

Tennessee Blues
Bill Monroe
Bluegrass Alliance - Ricky Skaggs

If I had my way I'd leave here today
I'd leave in a hurry
I'd find me a place where I could stay
And not have to worry 

   A place I could use
   A place I could lose the Tennessee Blues 

 I'd find me a spot on some mountain top
With no one around me
Valleys and streams, birds in the trees
And hills that surround me. 

 I'd try to forget all my regrets
I'd keep just the good times
I'd wake and I'd sleep, nothing but peace
Feel free all the time.

18369. Tennessee Border #2

Red Foley & Ernest Tubb 
Tennessee Border #2



Her eyes were red, her name was Helen
Her head looked like a watermelon
Her hair was long, she had a tony
Her neck looked like a roll of bologna

Her taste stuck out so firm, she didn't have much sense
She could gnaw an ear of corn right through a picket fence
Her marriage license cost a quarter
On the Tennessee Border

One night I took her out, to see what we could see
Just then she saw her husband, and he stood six foot three
He had brass knuckles made to order
Now my teeth are scattered on the Tennessee border

Her eyes were red, her name was Helen
Her nose looked like a big banana
She weighed so much she had some trouble
He thought that he was seein' double

He put his arm around her, and he tried to hug her
But he couldn't get close enough
'Cause she had too much blubber
She was too fat, he couldn't court her
Now she wears a girdle 'round her Tennessee border

One night I took her out, just across the line
She stumped her toe and fell, in a barrel of turrentine
Hey Earnest? (Yeah, Ray head?)
Whatever in the world ever happened
To that old man's daughter?
(Well, the last time I saw her Ray, she was headin' for)
The Tennessee border

18370. Tennessee Border - Chords

Tennessee Border 
Carl Story
 
[Intro]
A    E7    A  (x2)
 
 
[Verse 1]
                                 E7
Her eyes were blue, her hair was auburn
                            A
Her smile was like an angel fair
                         E7
She was her daddy`s only daughter
                 A
On the Tennessee Border



 
 
[Chorus]
    D                   A
One night I took a ride just across the line
  B7
I picked her up in a pickup truck
        E7
And she stole this heart of mine
    A                              E7
Her mother said "No, she`s my only daughter,"
                                    A
But we got married on the Tennessee Border.
 
 
[Verse 2]
                                   E7
The roses were bloomin` all on the Border
                       A
The moon was bright up there
                            E7
Her personality was made to love her
                 A
On the Tennessee Border.
 
 
[Chorus]
    D                   A
One night I took a ride just across the line
  B7
I picked her up in a pickup truck
        E7
And she stole this heart of mine
    A                              E7
Her mother said "No, she`s my only daughter,"
                                    A
But we got married on the Tennessee Border.
 
 
[Instrumental]
A    E7    A
A    E7    A
D    A     B7    E7
A    E7    A
 
 
[Verse 3]
                                 E7
Her eyes were blue, her hair was auburn
                            A
Her smile was like an angel fair
                         E7
She was her daddy`s only daughter
                 A
On the Tennessee Border
 
 



[Outro]
    D                   A
One night I took a ride just across the line
  B7
I picked her up in a pickup truck
        E7
And she stole this heart of mine
    A                              E7
Her mother said "No, she`s my only daughter,"
                                    A
But we got married on the Tennessee Border.

18371. Tennessee Bound

Tennessee Bound
Old Crow Medicine Show - Tennessee Bound

You may call me a rover I have rambled around
But I'll quit my roaming when I get to Nashville town
You may call me a liar or a hard-headed fool
But I'm burning into Memphis on a flop-eared mule

I'm Tennessee bound bound bound
Bound bound bound
Good Lord I'm Tennessee bound

Come a rolling down the mountain there's a girl of fourteen
She's the sweetest apple blossom just a hillbilly queen
I'm a coming round the mountain, don't you try to follow me
I'm a gonna be her daddy when I get to Tennessee

I'm Tennessee bound bound bound
Bound bound bound
Good Lord I'm Tennessee bound
[x2]

Ooh Tennessee bound
Ooh Tennessee bound

Oh they say the stars in Texas surely shine shine shine
But I'd trade them all to taste a drop of mulberry wine
I'm a coming through the desert if I have to I will crawl
There's a paradise a waiting once I get through Arkansas

I'm Tennessee bound bound bound
Bound bound bound
Good Lord I'm Tennessee bound
[x2]

Ooh Tennessee bound
Ooh Tennessee bound
Ooh Tennessee bound
Ooh Tennessee bound



18372. Tennessee Central No. 9

Roy Acuff - Tennessee central no.9
Composer: Beasley Smith

Oh that big black engine comes a puffin' round the bend
Puffin' round the bend puffin' round the bend
Oh that big black engine comes a puffin' round the bend
It's the Tennessee Central No 9

With her smokestack blazin' she's a burnin' up the wind
Burnin' up the wind burnin' up the wind
With her smokestack blazin' she's a burnin' up the wind
It's the Tennessee Central No 9

Oh that ol' TC it's good enough for me
Let the flagman give that engineer the sign
Get a feelin' I must go when I hear that whistle blow
On the Tennessee Central No 9

All aboard good people can't you hear that bell a ringin'
Hear that bell a ringin' dongin' and a dingin'
All aboard good people can't you hear that bell a ringin'
The Tennessee Central No 9

Gonna hit that mountain just a rockin' and a reelin'
Rockin' and a reelin' moanin' and a squealin'
Gonna hit that mountain just a rockin' and a reelin'
On the Tennessee Central No 9

When she leaves the station she'll be pantin' and a blowin'
Pantin' and a blowin' gettin' and a goin'
When she leaves the station she'll be pantin' and a blowin'
It's the Tennessee Central No 9

We'll roll into Knoxville just a shoutin' and a singin'
Shoutin' and a singin' swayin' and a swingin'
We'll roll into Knoxville just a shoutin' and a singin'
On the Tennessee Central No 9

Oh that ol' TC it's good enough for me...

18373. Tennessee Courage - Chords

Keith Whitley
Tennessee Courage

A  E  A  E



     A                         D            A
When they open the bar I'll be there on the stool
       A                     E
And forget all my cares in a hurry
    A                   D           A 
And it's my belief that I'll find relief
     A         E         A  
In a bottle of Tennessee courage

Her memory keeps waitin' in the light every night
Alone with the last of my always
But I'll never crawl, I can hold up the wall
With the help of some Tennessee courage

Chorus:
E                                      D           A
Now my good friend Jack Daniels stands tall on the shelf
    A                       E
And he'll go to war with my troubles
          D       E             A               D 
And he'll never desert this old friend when I'm hurt
    A            E         A
And needin' some Tennessee courage

Straight ninety proof can all turn to truth
The hair on your chest in a hurry
I know I'll survive, raise hell for awhile
With the help of some Tennessee courage

Chorus

Tag:
No he'll never desert this old friend when I'm hurt
And needin' some Tennessee courage
So pour me some Tennessee courage

18374. Tennessee Flat-Top Box

Rodney Crowell - Tennessee Flat-Top Box

[Verse 1]
In a little cabaret in a South Texas border town
Sat a boy and his guitar and the people came from all around
And all the girls from there to Austin
Were slippin' away from home and puttin' jewelry in hock
To take a trip to go and listen to the little dark-haired boy
Who played the Tennessee flat-top box
And he would play:

[Instrumental]

[Verse 2]
Well he couldn't ride or wrangle



And he never cared to make a dime
But give him his guitar and he'd be happy all the time
And all the girls from nine to ninety
Were snappin' fingers, tappin' toes, and beggin' him "don't stop"
And hypnotized and fascinated by the little dark-haired boy
Who played the Tennessee flat-top box
And he would play:
[Instrumental]

[Verse 3]
Then one day he was gone and no one ever saw him 'round
He vanished like the breeze, they forgot him in the little town
But all the girls still dreamed about him
And hung around the cabaret until the doors were locked
And then one day on the Hit Parade was a little dark-haired boy
Who played the Tennessee flat-top box
And he would play:

[Instrumental]

18375. Tennessee Homesick Blues - Chords

Tennessee Homesick Blues
Written & Recorded by Dolly Parton

Intro.: (C) /

(C)Yodelililililaah, lililooh, lili-(G)looh, li-(C)loohli, yeah
(C)Yodelililililaah, lililooh, lili-(G)loohli, (C)yeah
(C)Yodelililililaah, lililooh, lili-(G)looh, li-(C)loohli, yeah
(C)Yodelililililaah, lililooh, lili-(G)loohli, (C)yeah

(C)New York City ain't no kind of place for a (F)country girl with a friendly 
face
If you (C)smile people look at you (G)funny, they (F)take it (C)wrong
The (C)greenest state in the land of the free and the (F)home of the Grand Ole 
Opry
Is (C)callin' me back to my (G)Smoky (F)Mountain (C)home

I (C)wish I had my old fishin' pole and was (F)sittin' on the banks of the 
fishin' hole
(C)Eatin' green apples and (G)waitin' for the (F)fish to (C)bite
(C)Life ain't as simple as it used to be, since the (F)Big Apple took a bite 
out of me
And (C)Lord, I'm so Tennessee (G)homesick (F)that I could die (C)

But I (C)ain't been home in I (F)don't know (C)when
If I (F)had it all to do (C)over again
Tonight I'd sleep in (G)my old (F)feather bed (C)
(C)What I wouldn't give for a (F)little bitty (C)taste
Of (F)mama's homemade (C)chocolate cake
Tennessee homesick (G)blues runnin' (F)through my head



(C)Yodelililililaah, lililooh, lili-(G)looh, li-(C)loohli, yeah
(C)Yodelililililaah, lililooh, lili-(G)loohli, (C)yeah

(C)Mama you can fluff my feather bed just as (F)soon as I can I'm gonna head
(C)Back to the Tennessee (G)hills and it (F)better be (C)soon
(C)Daddy you can load the rifles up, we're gonna (F)load them dogs on the 
pickup truck
And (C)take off to Calhoun (G)Country and (F)catch us a (C)coon

But I (C)ain't been home in I (F)don't know (C)when
If I (F)had it all to do (C)over again
Tonight I'd sleep in (G)my old (F)feather (C)bed

Eatin' (C)grits and gravy and (F)country (C)ham
Go to (F)church on Sunday with (C)dinner on the grounds
Tennessee homesick (G)blues are runnin' (F)through my (C)head

But I (C)ain't been home in I (F)don't know (C)when
If I (F)had it all to do (C)over again
Tonight I'd sleep in (G)my old (F)feather bed

Good (C)Lord have mercy on a (F)country (C)girl
(E)Tryin' to make a livin' in a (F)rhinestone world
It's hard to be a diamond in a (Am)rhine-(G)stone (F)world
(C)Tennessee homesick (G)blues runnin' through my (F)head
I've got those (C)Tennessee homesick (G)blues runnin' through my (F)head
Tennessee homesick (C)blues / (C) (G) (C) -----

18376. Tennessee Hound Dog

Tennessee Hound Dog
Osborne Brothers

He's a dynamite up tite outta sight backyard Romeo.

He looks like skin on a bone pile
A cat wouldn't give him a chance
But When he stretches his long legs out
A fox ain't got a cahnce
Tennessee hound dog Tennessee hound dog

Sad faced mooneyed creature
His ears hang down to his knees
The she hounds call him a has been
An old aged home for fleas
Tennessee hound dog Tennessee hound dog

But when he gets a certain kind of look on his face
The she hounds run for a hiding place
Cuz when he takes a notion all the girl dogs know
He's a dynamite up tite outa sight backyard romeo

He looks like ugly warmed over



Some dog lovers have said that
But he's got more sense in the end of his nose
That they've got in their head
Tennessee hound dog Tennessee hound dog

18377. Tennessee Jed

Tennessee Jed
Grateful Dead

Cold iron shackles, ball and chain
Listen to the whistle of the evenin' train
You know you bound to wind up dead
If you don't head back to Tennessee Jed

Rich man step on my poor head
When you get back you better butter my bread
Well, do you know it's like I said
You better head back to Tennessee Jed

Tennessee, Tennessee, there ain't no place I'd rather be
Baby won't you carry me back to Tennessee

Drink all day and rock all night
The law come to get you if you don't walk right
Got a letter this morning, baby all it read
You better head back to Tennessee Jed

I dropped four flights and cracked my spine
Honey, come quick with the iodine
Catch a few winks, baby, under the bed
Then you head back to Tennessee Jed

Tennessee, Tennessee, there ain't no place I'd rather be
Baby won't you carry me back to Tennessee

I run into Charlie Fog
Blacked my eye and he kicked my dog
My doggie turned to me and he said
Let's head back to Tennessee Jed
I woke up a felin' mean
Went down to play the slot machine
The wheels turned around, and the letters read
You better head back to Tennessee Jed

Tennessee, Tennessee, there ain't no place I'd rather be
Baby won't you carry me back to Tennessee



18378. Tennessee Mountain Home

Tennessee Mountain Home

Sittin' on the front porch on a summer afternoon
In a straight-back chair on two legs leaned against the wall
Watch the kids a-playin' with June bugs on a string
And chase the glowin' fireflies when evening shadows fall

   In my Tennessee mountain home
   Life is as peaceful as a baby's sigh
   In my Tennessee mountain home
   Crickets singing in the fields near by

Honeysuckle vines cling to the fences along the lane
Their fragrance makes the summer wind so sweet
And on a distant hilltop an eagle spreads its wings
And a songbird on a fence post sings a melody

Drivin' home from charch on Sunday with the one you love
Just laughin 'talkin' makin' future plans
And when the folks ain't lookin' you might steal a kiss or two
Just sittin' in the porch swing holdin' hands

Pinacle Mountain Boys; The Pinacle Mountain Boys

18379. Tennessee Pusher

Old Crow Medicine Show - Tennessee Pusher

Out on the lonely highway
I'm riding your way
Tell your momma to bar the cabin door

Heading out on a short run
Just looking for someone
Who doesn't love me anymore

Tennessee pusher, Tennessee pusher, Tennessee pusher

Last night in the hollar
I made a thousand dollars
But I couldn't believe just what I saw

You were out in the moonlight
Until the break of daylight
Giving your love to the law

Tennessee pusher, Tennessee pusher, Tennessee pusher

Climbing up on the mountain
Heartbeat pounding
Reckless as a cyclone



You're the one that am after
But I am a wanted man for
Bringing it all back home

Now there's gunsmoke in the valley
Blood like jelly
As three crows circle a dead tree

One for the lover
One for the pusher
One for the deputy

Tennessee, Tennessee, Tennessee pusher
Tennessee pusher, Tennessee pusher, Tennessee pusher

18380. Tennessee River

Tennessee River (Larry W. Jones 10/04/2006) 

My heart is filled with sadness
Ever since she went away to hide
And my dreams are only madness
It seems 'cause she's not by my side
Tennessee River, flowing free
Take me back to a sunny day
Find a way that she will see
Tennessee River, what her love means to me
My heart is filled with sadness
Ever since she went away to hide
And my dreams are only madness
It seems 'cause she's not by my side
A man can spend his lifetime tryin'
To get a little love and sympathy
I know there ain't no use in cryin'
But I know I need her home with me
Tennessee River, flowing free
Take me back to a sunny day
Find a way that she will see
Tennessee River, what her love means to me
Tennessee River, flowing free
Take me back to a sunny day
Find a way that she will see
Tennessee River, what her love means to me

18381. Tennessee Roads

Melonie Cannon - Tennessee Roads



Neon skyline
Crowds and stop signs
Subway rumbles and moans

Homesick feelings got me
Barefoot dreaming and it's
Takin' me back to where I'm from

Tennessee roads windin' down
From the hills of my hometown
Runnin' straight from my heart to my soul

Where every son and daughter knows
One lane comes and one lane goes
So hold my dreams 'til I come home
Tennessee roads

Restless woman
Just tryin' to be someone
You know someday
I'll come back and settle down

Maybe have some children
Yeah, I'll call 'em young guns
And I'll do my best to give 'em
A place to call their own

Tennessee road windin' down
From the hills of my hometown
Runnin' straight from my heart to my soul

Where every son and daughter knows
One lane comes and one lane goes
So hold my dreams 'til I come home
Tennessee road

I'm gonna come back to you, oh yeah

Tennessee road windin' down
From the hills of my hometown
Runnin' straight from my heart to my soul

Where every son and daughter knows
One lane comes and one lane goes
So hold my dreams 'til I come home
Tennessee roads

18382. Tennessee Rose

Emmylou Harris - Tennessee Rose

Well it's a sweet dream 
That keeps me close to you dear 



And it's a sad thing 
That we're apart, I'm blue dear 
And there are times now 

I thank the heavens up above 
When I'm with the one that I love 

Now there are diamonds 
That some may long to see 
And they may shine 
But not bright enough for me 

I wouldn't take no 
The whole world dipped in gold 
For a night with my Tennessee Rose 

Take this love that I am giving 
For it's truly the lasting kind 
The gift I hold is believing 
That you will always be mine 

Take this love that I am giving 
For it's truly the lasting kind 
The gift I hold is believing 
That you will always be mine 

Oh, oh, oh
Oh oh oh, oh, oh oh oh
Oh, oh oh, oh oh
Oh, oh oh, oh oh

18383. Tennessee Saturday Night

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Tennessee Saturday Night

Now listen while I tell you bout a place I know
Down in Tennessee where the tall corn grows
Hidden from the world in a bunch of pines
Where the moon's a little bashful and seldom shines
Civilized people live there alright
But they all go native on Saturday night

Their music is a fiddle and a crack guitar
They take the kicks from an old fruit jar
They do the boogie to an old square dance
The woods're full of couples lookin' for romance
Some bartender takes his brogain lights out the lights
Yes, they all go native on Saturday night

When they really get together there's a lot of fun
They all know the other fella packs a gun
Everybody does his best and acts just right



Cause it's gonna be a funeral if you start a fight
They struggle and they shuffle till the broad daylight
Yes, they all go native on Saturday night

Well, now you've heard my story bout a place I know
Down in Tennessee where the tall corn grows
Hidden from the world in a bunch of pines
Where the moon's a little bashful and seldom shines
Civilized people live there alright
But they all go native on Saturday night

18384. Tennessee Side Of Things - Chords

Tennessee Side Of Things 
Travis Book
 
Intro
e/--------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
B/-1---11---11-------------1---11---11----------1---11---11-----------0-----------/
G/-0h2-22-0-00------0---00-0h2-22-0-00-----0-00-0h2-22-0-00----0---00-0h2-0----0--/
D/------------2p0---0h2-22-------------2p0-2-22------------2p0-0h2-22------2p0-2--/
A/----------------3-----------------------3-------------------3---------------3---/
E/--------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
 
Chords Used
  C          Em         F          G
e/---3---  e/---0---  e/---0---  e/---3---/
B/---1---  B/---0---  B/---1---  B/---3---/
G/---0---  G/---0---  G/---2---  G/---0---/
D/---2---  D/---2---  D/---3---  D/---0---/
A/---3---  A/---2---  A/---3---  A/---2---/
E/-muted-  E/---0---  E/-muted-  E/---3---/
 
 
C
Chatanouga as she rolls on through
                                Em
sweet Alabama down to Waterloo
                            F
It's been sweeter where the grass is green
                 C
on the Tennessee side of things
 
ain't for sure if there's a bluer sky
                                        Em
to tell the truth I'm just a passer-by
                F
heard about the songs they sing
                 C               Em
on the Tennessee side of things
                F
heard about the songs they sing



                 C
on the Tennessee side of things
 
 
muddy water what you got you give
                                        Em
float us down below the old wood bridge
                        F
and in a hurry we don't need no wings
                   C
it's the tennessee side of things
 
line her up and let her swing around
                                    Em
straight north then to badouka town
                       F
if you wanna hear what southern means
                  C              Em
try the Tennessee side of things
                       F
if you heard about the songs they sing
                  C
try the Tennessee side of things
 
C7                          F
   cookin' somethin' so you better come
                         Em         F
say the blessing put the biscuits on
               G              F
pickin' on the porch tonight
                               G
maybe pickin' to the morning light
 
to that morning light
 
            C
lazy in the afternoon
                              Em
shady tree and a country tune
                           F
I wanna dance and hear the old girls sing
                 C              Em
on the Tennessee side of things
                     F                   C   Em
sounds like some old fiddle strings
                      F               C   Em
whistle dixie and the banjo ring
                  F
it's the same old fiddle strings
                C
on the Tennesee side of things



18385. Tennessee Stud

Tennessee Stud
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Doc Watson

Along about eighteen twenty five
I left Tennessee very much alive
I never would have forded the Arkansas flood
If I hadn't been a-rideng on the Tennessee stud

The Tennessee stud was long and lean
The color of the sun and his eyes were green
He had the nerve and he had the blood
And there never was a house like the Tennessee stud

I had a little trouble withe my sweetheart's pa
And one of her brohters was a bad outlaw
I sent her a letter by my Uncle Fudd
And I rode away on the Tennessee stud

* Refrain

We drifted on down into no man's land
We crossed that river called the Rio Grand
I raced my horse with a Spaniard's foal
Till I got away on the Tennessee stud

* Refrain

Me and a gambler, we couldn't agree
We got in a fight over Tennessee
We jerked our guns and he fell with a thud
And I got way on the Tennessee stud

* Refrain

I got just as lonesome as a man could be
Dreaming of my girl in Tennessee
The Tennessee stud's green eyes turned blue
Cause he was a-dreaming of his sweetheart too

* Refrain

We loped right back across Arkansas
I whupped her brother and I whupped her pa
I found that girl with the golden hair
And she was a-riding on the Tennessee mare

* Refrain

Stirrup to stirrup and side byu side
We crossed the mountains and the valleys wide
We come to Big Muddy and we forded the flood
On the Tennessee Mare and the Tennessee stud

* Refrain



A pretty little baby on the cabin floor
A little horse colt playing round the door
I love that girl with the golden hair
And the Tennessee stud loves the Tennessee mare

* Refrain

18386. Tennessee Truck Driving Man

Tennessee Truck Driving Man

I'm a Tennessee truck driving man
Tennessee truck driving man
I packed the load and I know the road
I'm a Tennessee truck driving man

I leave the terminal loaded
Heading for the eastern seaboard
There ain't a thing between me and the end of the run
But this highway this truck and my load

I keep the long haul steady
Making my stops on the run
Then I'll break her down turn her around
To get back to my home base on time

18387. Tennessee Waltz

Emmylou Harris - Tennessee Waltz
Roy Acuff

I was dancin' with my darlin to the Tennessee Waltz 
When an old friend I happened to see. 
I introduced him to my darlin' and while they were dancin' 
My friend stole my sweetheart from me. 

I remember the night and the Tennessee Waltz 
Now I know just how much I have lost 
Yes, I lost my little darlin' the night they were playin' 
That beautiful Tennessee Waltz 

Now I wonder how a dance like the Tennessee Waltz 
Could have broken my heart so complete 
Well I couldn't blame my darlin', and who could help fallin' 
In love with my darlin' so sweet 

Well it must be the fault of the Tennessee Waltz 
Wish I'd known just how much it would cost 
But I didn't see it comin', it's all over but the cryin' 



Blame it all on the Tennessee Waltz 

She goes dancin' with the darkness to the Tennessee Waltz 
And I feel like I'm falling apart 
And it's stronger than drink and it's deeper than sorrow 
This darkness she left in my heart 

I remember the night and the Tennessee Waltz 
'Cause I know just how much I have lost 
Yes I lost my little darlin' the night they were playin' 
That beautiful Tennessee Waltz

18388. Tennessee Whiskey

Tennessee Whiskey
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Used to spend my nights out in a barroom
Liquor was the only love I'd known
But you rescued me from reachin' for the bottom
And brought me back from bein' too far gone

[Chorus]
You're as smooth as Tennessee whiskey
You're as sweet as strawberry wine
You're as warm as a glass of brandy
And honey, I stay stoned on your love all the time

[Verse 2]
I've looked for love in all the same old places
Found the bottom of a bottle's always dry
But when you poured out your heart, I didn't waste it
'Cause there's nothin' like your love to get me high

[Chorus]
And you're as smooth as Tennessee whiskey
You're as sweet as strawberry wine
You're as warm as a glass of brandy
And honey, I stay stoned on your love all the time

[Guitar Solo]

[Chorus]
You're as smooth as Tennessee whiskey
You're as sweet as strawberry wine
You're as warm as a glass of brandy
And honey, I stay stoned on your love all the time

[Outro]
You're as smooth as Tennessee whiskey
Tennessee whiskey, Tennessee whiskey
You're as smooth as Tennessee whiskey



Tennessee whiskey, Tennessee whiskey

18389. Tension

Todd Snider - Tension

[Chorus]
Tension
Tension
Tension, it's all that I know
I got tension out in traffic
I got tension in my exercise
I got tension and it's everywhere that I go

[Verse 1]
After the bad guy killed off all the under-developed characters
The good guy put a bullet right through his head
The screenwriter stood up and he told us
That all the loose ends had been covered
He said "Justice is irrelevant
"Violent problems need violent solutions
"'Cause in America, we like our bad guys dead"
It's called "box office," baby
It's bigger than the Stones

[Verse 2]
Well, they roped off almost all of my problems
And they pointed their fingers at drug addiction
'Cause they know that if you're the one that's doing the pointing
Nobody's probably looking at you
But you know, this war on drugs is funded
By tobacco and alcohol commissions
It's not what drugs you're strung out on they care about
So much as whose
People still dig drugs
I mean, y'all do anyway, I'm over it

[Chorus]
Tension
Tension
Tension, it's all that I know
I got tension in my courtroom
I got tension in my classroom
I got tension and it's everywhere that I go

[Verse 3]
When Rock 'n' Roll first came around, preachers all went crazy
Pretty soon, though, that wasn't enough to bring people in the door
So, now they jump on just about any scandal that they can to try and save me
'Cause they know I don't buy that bullshit about the "Devil's music" anymore
Republicans
That's what scares people these days
That, and uh, Democrats



[Chorus]
Tension
Tension
Tension, it's all that I know
I got tension out in traffic
I got tension in my exercise
I got tension, and it's everywhere that I go

18390. Tequila After Midnight

Nanci Griffith - Tequila After Midnight

Tequila after midnight
Drives loneliness away
Makes strangers all around you look familiar
And tequila after midnight
Makes you feel so warm
Makes you think you feel good when you don't

It's the same sad familiar story
Nothing about it's new
Just about someone who loved and lost
And it still hurt through and through.

They say it drives you crazy
Well I can hardly care
For quite some time now
That's just where I've been
And they say tequila kills you
If you drink too much
Lord, I hope they make tequila long enough

It's the same sad familiar story
Nothing about it's new
Just about someone who loved and lost
And it still hurt through and through.

They say it drives you crazy
Well I can hardly care
For quite some time now
That's just where I've been
And they say tequila kills you
If you drink too much
Lord, I hope they make tequila long enough

18391. Tequila Again



Tequila Again
Osborne Brothers - Tequila Again

I'll never forget the first time kissed her
And that's where the story begins
At a dive bar named Gina's in Encinitas
We met through a mutual friend
Had a hell of a time and we went all night
By morning she messed up my head
I swore her off, but I'll be damned
I fell in love with tequila again

We lost our minds, we danced all night
Picked up right where we left off
Raised hell with the boys
Made all kinds of noise
Singing at the top of our lungs
Yeah once again I'll wake up on tile
With the headache turned up to 10
Asking myself why the hell
I fell in love with tequila again

I've had some lovers, loved some more than others
They've all been a bittersweet buzz
And I've had some vices, most more than thrice
And none does me quite like she does
I try to forget her, wish I'd never met her
But I'll let her waltz right on in
Now come Friday night
I'll fall right back in love with tequila again

We'll lose our minds, we'll dance all night
Pick up right where we left off
Raise hell with the boys
Make all kinds of noise
Singing at the top of our lungs
Yeah once again I'll wake up on tile
With the headache turned up to 10
Asking myself why the hell
I fell in love with tequila again

They laid me down, I'll fall in and out
Of love with tequila again

18392. Tequila Sheila - Chords

Tequila Sheila
Bobby Bare Tequila Sheila

G C

Chorus:
 C
Won't you pour me another Tequila, Sheila



 G
Take off that red satin dress 
I crossed the boarder
And I beat the dealer
 C
For all of the damn gold in Jarez
I feel like ol' Pancho Vila, Sheila
 F
And I've got the pesos to spend
 C A
So pour me another Tequila, Sheila
 D G C
And lay down and love me again.

C
No I can't tell you about it
 G
Don't mind the gun by the bed
I feel kind'a naked without it
 C
But it eases the fears in my head 
Just pass me the salt and a lemon
 F
And bend down and blow out the light
 C A
I never have trusted the women, Sheila
 D G C
But I'm gonna trust you tonight.

Chorus2:
 C
You can pour me another Tequila, Sheila
 G
Take off that red satin dress 
I crossed the boarder
And I beat the dealer
 C
For all of the damn gold in Jarez
I feel like ol' Pancho Vila, Sheila
 F
I sure could use me a friend
 C A
So pour me another Tequila, Sheila
 D G C D
And lay down and love me again.

D
Oh Sheila I'm hearin' your heartbeat
 A
But I'm hearin' footsteps outside 
The ol' courtyard is crallin' with them Federados
 D
And Sheila, there ain't no place to hide
Now I don't know who could have tipped 'em
 G
Cause nobody knew it but you
 D B



And I can't make love to a squealer, Sheila
 E A D
So I guess there's just one thing to do.

Chorus3:
 D 
You can pour me another Tequila, Sheila
 A
And I'm goin' put on your red satin dress 
You put on my clothes, and you go face the dealer
 D
And Sheila, I wish you the best 
I feel like ol' Pancho Vila, Sheila
 G
I need a fast horse and a friend
 D B
So pour me another Tequila, Sheila
 E A D
And I'll ride for the boarder again.

 G D B
Yeah, Pour me another Tequila, Sheila
 E A D
And I ride for the boarder again.
Adios

18393. Tequila Sunrise - Chords

Tequila Sunrise
The Eagles - Jeannie Kendall

G D Am D
It's another tequila sunrise, stirring slowly 'cross the sky
G
Said good bye
G D Am D
He was just a hired hand, working on the dreams he planned to try
G Em
The days go by

C Em
Every night when the sun goes down
C Em
Just another lonely boy in town
C D
And she's out running round

She wasn't just another woman, and I couldn't keep from coming on.
It'd been too long.
Oh and it's a hollow feeling, when it comes down to dealing friends.
It never ends.

Break



Bridge:
Am D Bm Em Am B7
Take another shot of courage. Wonder why the right words never come
Em A
You just get numb

G D Am D
Its another tequila sunrise, this old world still looks the same
G
Another frame

18394. Terra Firma

Terra Firma - Acoustic Syndicate

Only Terra Firma
Gaining or loosing ground
The Tale, she's not a new one
Just take a look back to see where we're bound

And she keeps on breathing
And we'²ll soon be leaving here

Land sakes disappearing
Under man and where he lives
But she keeps on giving
Till there's nothing left to give
And she keeps on breathing
And we'll soon be leaving here

And the clock wheel turns again
Another cycle to begin
One more lap around the sun
By the light that shines I see
In the end we all will be
Returned to Terra Firma

Gone but not forgotten
Eyes wide open for hallowed ground
Not like I remember
Just pave it all over and nail it down

And she keeps on breathing
And we'²ll soon be leaving here

Dancing in the graveyard
On the bones of the fathers gone before
America won and lost
With no regards for the cost
All taken away from the ones before

And she keeps on breathing



And we'²ll soon be leaving here

And the clock wheel turns again
Another cycle to begin
One more lap around the sun
By the light that shines I see
In the end we all will be
Returned to Terra Firma

Only Terra Firma
Marching mad men gone to war
No matter who lived there first
Take it back they'll do their worst
In the name of God and nothing more

And she keeps on breathing
And we'²ll soon be leaving here
And the clock wheel turns again
Another cycle to begin
One more lap around the sun
By the light that shines I see
In the end we all will be
Returned to Terra Firma
By the light that shines I see
In the end we all will be
Returned to Terra Firma

18395. Terrapin Station

Terrapin Station
Grateful Dead

Inspiration, move me brightly
Light the song with sense and color
Hold away despair
More than this I will not ask
Faced with mysteries dark and vast
Statements just seem vain at last

Some rise
Some fall
Some climb
To get to terrapin

Counting stars by candlelight
All are dim but one is bright
The spiral light of Venus
Rising first and shining best
On, from the northwest corner
Of a brand new crescent moon
While crickets and cicadas sing
A rare and different tune
Terrapin station



In the shadow of the moon, terrapin station
And I know we'll be there soon, terrapin
I can't figure out, terrapin
If it's the end or beginning, terrapin
But the train's put it's brakes on, terrapin
And the whistle is screaming, terrapin

18396. Texas

Texas
The String Cheese Incident

Me and my friends went to Dixieland,
We drove a big RV
With a cabinet full of mushrooms
And a cooler full of beer
It was springtime in the mountains
When we headed out of town
The peaks were white, the sky was blue
And the sun was beatin down
We were rolling down the highway
Just having a little fun
You sure can drink a lot of beer 
Underneath that Texas sun
So, I pulled into a liquor store
That's where the trouble all began
Cause I ran into their awning
And had a run-in with the man

[Chorus:]
Get me out of this small time Texas town
Cause I don't want to be stuck in jail
When the sun goes down
You can't bust me, cause you don't know what you found.
Well I tried to talk to the girl inside
I even offered her some cash
But she wouldn't listen she was callin the cops
Because her gutter had been smashed
Next thing I knew when I walked outside
There were police all around
Askin who was the driver of the vehicle?
Can I see your license Whatca doin in our town?

[Chorus]
We were sitting on the steps of the liquor store 
Trying not to look too scared
The cops were searching the RV and I was
Thinking sometimes life just isn't fair
They opened up that cabinet
And they found our little stash
But they didn't know what it was and let us go
Minus eighty bucks in cash. 



[Chorus]

18397. Texas

The Highwaymen - Texas

Listen to my song
And if you want to sing along
It's about where I belong
Texas
Sometimes far into the night
And until the morning light
I pray with all my might
To be in Texas
It's where I want to be
The only place for me
Where my spirit can be free
Texas
It's where I want to be
The only place for me
Where my spirit can be free
Texas
Listen to my song
And if you want to sing along
It's about where I belong
Texas

18398. Texas - Chords

Texas 
Wood & Wire

[Intro]
   C         Am                F       G       C
e/---------------------------/-1----1--3----3--0--------/
B/-------1---------1p0-------/-1----1--3----3--1--------/
G/---------------------2---2-/-0h2--2--0----0--0--------/
D/---0h2-------0h2-------2---/-3----3--0----0--2--------/
A/-3-------2-0---------------/---------0h2--2--3--------/
E/---------------------------/---------3----3-----------/
 
 
[Verse 1]
C                                      Am
Following the Brazos River down to Mexico
F                                                 C
I am a wanted outlaw and I've got nowhere left to go
F                                        Am



Running from a bank job that I did in Ohio
      C    Em       Am   G           F        G      C
Where lady luck and aces full put me back out in the cold
 
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                                                            Am
I spent the night in a mission filled with hungry ghosts and stone
F                                              C
Not far from the border in a town called San Antone
F                                           Am
I woke up to a ruckus, it chilled me to the bone
       C       Em       Am      G         F     G   C
And my pistols drew and bullets flew, but I was all alone
 
 
 
[Verse 3]
C                                             Am
Crossing the Nueces river, westbound with the herd
    F                                             C
I'd signed up with a drover and I took him at his word
F                                          Am
Evening came on quiet, my guilty heart was stirred
   C       Em     Am      G        F        G  C
To see the sun go sinking past the point of no return
 
 
 
 
[Verse 4]
C                                            Am
Sold the cattle in Del Rio, collected all my pay
      F                                                      C
And I stared across the Rio Grande and I wished that I could stay
F                                                 Am
This side of the border where they live the Texas way
         C      Em   Am      G      F      G      C
But I'll travel on a branded man in sorrow all my days
 
 
[Outro]
   C         Am                F            G       C
e/---------------------------/-------------------------0------/
B/-------1---------1p0-------/-------1p0---------------1------/
G/---------------------2---2-/---0h2-----------0-----2--------/
D/---0h2-------0h2-------2---/-3-------------0-----2----------/
A/-3-------2-0---------------/-----------0h2-----0------------/
E/---------------------------/---------3----------------------/

18399. Texas 1947



Steve Earle - Texas 1947
Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
Being six years old, I had seen some trains before
So it wasn't hard to figure out what I'm at the depot for
Trains are big and black and smoking steam, screaming at the wheels
And bigger than anything they is, at least that's the way she feels
Trains are big and black and smoking, louder than July Four
But everybody's actin' like this might be somethin' more
Than just picking up the mail or soldiers from the war
This is something even Old Man Wyman never seen before
It's late afternoon on a hot Texas day
Something strange is going on, we was all in the way

[Verse 2]
Well there's fifty or sixty people sittin' on their cars
The old men left their dominos and they come down from the bars
And everybody's checking old Jack Kittrel check his watch
Us kids put our ears to the rails to hear 'em pop
So we already knowed it when they finally said, "Train time"
You'd a-thought that Jesus Christ hisself was rolling down the line
Because things got real quiet, Momma jerked me back
But not before I'd got the chance to lay a nickel on the track

[Chorus]
Look out, here she comes, she's coming
Stand back, there she goes, she's gone
Screaming straight through Texas
Like a mad dog cyclone

18400. Texas Bluebonnets

Texas Bluebonnets

   Those Texas bluebonnets how sweetly they grow
   For all the wide prairies they're scattered like snow
   They make all the meadows as blue as the skies
   Reminding me of my little darlings blue eyes

Well I wanted to ramble so I started to roam
And I didn't think twice about leaving my home
But when I got to Texas not far from Burnet
Those Texas bluebonnets wouldn't let me forget

I ran out of money went to work on a farm
Picking their melons and hoeing their corn
And all winter long Lord I herded their cows
And I tried to forget my little darling somehow

But then springtime had blossomed
And it just made my head feel bluer than blue
Those Texas bluebonnets they smiled in the sun
But they just made me think of my only one



I'm leaving the southland I'm leaving today
I don't know where I'm going but I know that I can't stay
I guess I'll go north to the ice and the snow
Where those Texas bluebonnets never will grow

In the cold frozen Iceland I'll live 'til I die
Where I'll finally forget my little darlings blue eyes

18401. Texas Cannonball

Texas Cannonball (Larry W. Jones 10/24/2007) 

I'm a-rollin' back to Texas
It's the big Lone Star State for me
Where pecan trees grow and the oil wells flow
Texas is home sweet home to me
Good folks there will meet you and then greet you
With a great big loud Howdy Y'all
I say I'm blessed cause I'm a-rollin' west
On the fast Texas Cannonball
On the Texas Cannonball, Texas Cannonball
Just listen as the whistle calls out Howdy Y'all
I know there's a cowgirl waitin'
And she's the fairest of them all
I say I'm blessed cause I'm a-rollin' west
On the fast Texas Cannonball
- instrumental -
Now, when I cross that old Sabine
I'll see miles and miles of Texas
It's the best state I've ever seen
Just put my name where the X is
On the Texas Cannonball, Texas Cannonball
Just listen as the whistle calls out Howdy Y'all
I know there's a cowgirl waitin'
And she's the fairest of them all
I say I'm blessed cause I'm a-rollin' west
On the fast Texas Cannonball

18402. Texas Cookin'

Jerry Jeff Walker - Texas Cookin'
Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell - Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
Well I'm going down to Austin, Texas
I'm going down to save my soul
Get that barbeque and chili
Eat my fill then come back home



I'm gonna take my baby with me
We gonna have a high old time
We gonna eat till we get silly
Sure do make a beer taste fine

[Chorus]
Oh momma, ain't that Texas cookin' something?
Oh momma, it'll stop your belly and backbone bumpin'
Oh momma, ain't that Texas cookin' good?
Oh momma, eat it everyday if I could

[Verse 2]
Well, I know a man that cook armadillo
Tastes so sweet, he called it pie
I know a woman makes pan dulce
Tastes so good, it gets you high
Get them enchiladas greasy
Get them steaks chicken-fried
Sure do make a man feel happy
To see white gravy on the side

[Chorus]
Oh momma, ain't that Texas cookin' something?
Oh momma, it'll stop your belly and backbone bumpin'
Oh momma, ain't that Texas cookin' good?
Oh momma, eat it everyday if I could

[Verse 3]
I know a place that got fried okra
Beat anything I ever saw
I know a man that cook cabrito
It must be against the law
We gonna get a big old sausage
A big old plate of ranch-style beans
I could eat the heart of Texas
We gonna need some brand new jeans

[Chorus]
Oh momma, ain't that Texas cookin' something?
Oh momma, it'll stop your belly and backbone bumpin'
Oh momma, ain't that Texas cookin' good?
Oh momma, eat it everyday if I could, yeah
Oh momma, ain't that Texas cookin' something?
Oh momma, it'll stop your belly and backbone bumpin'
Oh momma, ain't that Texas cookin' good?
Oh momma, eat it everyday if I could, say
Oh momma, ain't that Texas cookin' something?
Oh momma, it'll stop your belly and backbone bumpin'
Oh momma, ain't that Texas cookin' good?
Oh momma, eat it everyday if I could, yeah
Oh momma, ain't that Texas cookin' something?
Oh momma, it'll stop your belly and backbone bumpin'
Oh momma, ain't that Texas cookin' good?
Oh momma, eat it everyday if I could
Oh momma, ain't that Texas cookin' something?



18403. Texas Drought, Pt. 1

Rodney Crowell - Texas Drought, Pt. 1

[Verse 1]
The sidewalks are blazing hot
Like white fire from a pistol shot
The sun at its zenith is proudly displayed
The old man across the street
Swears he can't stand the heat
He'd pay a king's ransom for one patch of shade
There's cracks in the creek bed deep
Dry dirt where the crawdads sleep
Dust in the birdbath is out of control
The tree frogs have ceased to sing
The fireflies have lost their zing
And life on the rice farm is taking a toll

[Chorus 1]
Brazos River less than three feet deep
Watermelon farmer's wife can't sleep
Dust dripping from a windmill spout
Everybody wants to end this drought

[Bridge]
The firetrucks and sirens scream
Like scenes from an old bad dream
The drought seeps into your bones
Till your last sip of water's gone
And a rise from the ashes falls on your head

[Verse 2]
The jukebox plays Jimmy Reed
Dry winds blow tumbleweed
The blues and the night have a mind of their own
With beer joints to slake our thirst
We wait for the great cloud-burst
Praying "Let there be raindrops the size of a stone"

[Chorus 2]
Witch doctor, beat the tom-tom loud
Helicopter pilot, seed the clouds
Baptist preacher, get your prayer book out
Somebody's got to end this drought
Cattle rancher, watch the skies all day
The sun is shining but you can't make hay
The only thing you wanna talk about
Is how on earth we're gonna end this drought
No doubt

[Outro]
The sidewalks are blazing hot
Like white-fire from a pistol shot



The sun at its zenith is proudly displayed

18404. Texas Eagle

Texas Eagle
Steve Earle

My Grandaddy was a railroad man.
When I was young he took me by the hand.
Dragged me to the station at the break of dawn.
Said, "Boy, I got to show you somethin' 'fore it's gone."
She was blue and silver - she was right on time.
We rode that Texas Eagle on the Mopac line.

We had some sandwiches that Granma packed.
We rode to Palestine and hitchhiked back,
Home in time for supper with a tale to tell.
That night I dreamed I heard that lonesome whistle wail.
When I got old enough to take the train alone,
I rode that Texas Eagle down to San Antone.

Nowadays they don't make no trains,
Just the piggyback freighters and them Amtrak things.
They shut the Eagle down awhile ago.
Sold it to the railroad down in Mexico.
But every now and then that whistle's on my mind.
I ride that Texas Eagle 'cross the borderline.

18405. Texas Fiddle Song

Texas Fiddle Song

I get this going fever everytime I hear a tune
That talks about South Texas where the cactus is in bloom
I feel I oughta be there every evening after dark
To hear the fiddler fiddlin' around a tune called Old Joe Clark

We played that show in Tulsa then it was Ft Worth bound
We headed south on 35 to that South Texas town
It's a different world and a lot of fun if you like that country sound
You can find yourself a partner when they boil that cabbage down

If you're ever down in Texas and feeling all alone
There's a lot of kicker places just south of San Antone
Ain't nothin' fancy mind ya just a place where good folks go
You can hear the bootheels start to click when they play the Cotton Eyed Joe



18406. Texas Girl

Texas Girl

All my life I've wondered if what I've done was wrong
All I ever cared to do is ride my pony on
I never had no heartaches, was always happy and gay
Until I met a Texas girl who stole my heart away. 

   Where the sleepy Rio Grande goes slowly to the sea
   It was there she promised to be mine throughout eternity
   But the angels they grew jelous of her beauty and her smile
   And came along one stormy night and stole away my bride
   The birds have hushed their singing, sadness is over the land
   Little birds miss my darlin' by the sleepy Rio Grande. 

Her lips were like the russian wine, her hair it hung in curls
Her cheeks were like the dawn of day that breaks upon the world
She's gone and left me lonely, I miss the touch of her hand
Tonight while I am walking by the sleepy Rio Grande.

18407. Texas Girl - Chords

Texas Girl 
Highway 101

C                                            D
Well I was born on a cold cold night  And I knew I would be headed right
      F      G                C         G
for texas  Just as soon as I could.
C                                                   D
Well,my grandma came from that a-way you know Said I was pretty as a yellow rose
          F              G                    C
When it came to Texas, girls, I had what it took
 
[Chorus]
C     Ab A           D              F                 G                  C   G
I wan-na be a Texas girl,Oh Lord. Dancing the night away in my two step world
C        Ab  A                       D                     F    G           C
I won't be right 'til some sweet cowboy holds me tight  I wanna be a Texas girl.
 
C                                            D
Well I packed my bags I said goodbye I'm a-headed down I thirty five
      F    G                C  G
for Texas  I ain't looking back
(C)                                       D
That steel guitar is a-calling me  I'll soon be chasing those tumble weeds
     F               G                            C
When I come waltzing in they'll be tipping their hats      go to chorus, lead
 
[Bridge]
 Am                                     D
Tonight that lone star state is on my mind 



   F                             G
Tomorrow I'll be at the border line
 
[Chorus]
   D  Bb B           E               G                A                   D  A
I wan-na be a Texas girl,Oh Lord. Dancing the night away in my two step world
   D    Bb   B                       E
I won't be right 'til some sweet cowboy holds me tight
   G    A           D            E     G    A            D
I wanna be a Texas girl.  Yes I do, I wanna be a Texas girl.

18408. Texas Man

Texas Man - Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
I could use a Texas man
But one who can feel at home
Yeah, here in the' California' sand
Who holds me' like he'll never let go
It's been' way too long
Since somebody's body was tangled with mine
Yeah, tangled up with mine

[Chorus]
Everybody wants top market
But I'm a little bit unraveled
Everybody wants the new model
But I'm a little bit more traveled
If you got the strength I do
Then sign me up
If I'm not too much for you
Then sign me up, sign me up
I'm a little bit unraveled
But I'm ready
Uh-huh, huh, uh-huh, huh
And I'm ready
Uh-huh, uh-huh, huh

[Verse 2]
Yeah, I could use a Texas man
Who's not afraid to take his time
He's gotta have patient hands
'Cause the way to my heart is through my mind
Been way too long
Since somebody's body kept me up all night
Yeah, that good kinda keepin' me up all night

[Chorus]
Everybody wants top market
But I'm a little bit unraveled
Everybody wants the new model
But I'm a little bit more traveled



If you got the strength I do
Then sign me up
If I'm not too much for you
Then sign me up, sign me up
I'm a little bit unraveled
But I'm ready
Uh-huh, huh, uh-huh, huh
And I'm ready
Uh-huh, uh-huh, huh

[Bridge]
Feelin' my way in the dark
Steal a kiss in your car
Feelin' your way in the dark
Steal another one at the door

[Chorus]
Everybody wants top market
But I'm a little bit unraveled
Everybody wants the new model
But I'm a little bit more traveled
If you got the strength I do
Then sign me up
If I'm not too much for you
Then sign me up
Yeah, sign me up
Oh, oh, oh, oh

18409. Texas Never Fell In Love With Me

Tom T Hall - Texas Never Fell In Love With Me

[Verse 1:]
It wasn't much but I sold it all and I moved to San Antone
Knowing in my heart that Texas had to be my home
I fell in love with Texas, I was happy I was free
But Texas never fell in love with me

[Chorus:]
I found out my style just didn't suit the local squirrels
I found out that I can't fit into a cowboy world
I'm back in Indiana just as lonesome as can be
Texas never fell in love with me

[Verse 2:]
I bought myself a cowboy hat, of course it didn't fit
I bought myself a case of Coors and I used to drink and sip
I watch the cowgirls come and go, Lord, don't they love to play
The one I wanted never came my way

[Chorus:]
I found out my style just didn't suit the local squirrels
I found out that I can't fit into a cowboy world



I'm back in Indiana just as lonesome as can be
Texas never fell in love with me[x2]

18410. Texas Never Fell In Love With Me - Chords

Texas Never Fell In Love With Me
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

It [D] wasn't much, but I sold it all, and I [G] moved to San An-[D] tone
[G] Knowing in my [D] heart, that Texas [E] had to be my [A] home
I [D] fell in love with Texas, I was [G] happy, I was [D] free
But [G] Texas never [D] fell In [A] love with [D] me.

CHORUS
[A] I found out my style just didn't [G] suit the local [D] squirrel
I [G] found out that [D] I can't fit [E] into a cowboy [A] world
I'm [D] back in Indiana, just as [G] lonesome as can [D] be
[G] Texas never [D] fell in [A] love with [D] me.

I bought myself a cowboy hat, of course it didn't fit
I bought myself a case of Coors and I'm used to drinkin' Schlitz
I watched the cowgirls come and go, Lord, don't they love to play
The one I wanted never came my way.

CHORUS

18411. Texas On My Mind

Jerry Jeff Walker - Texas on My Mind

I woke up this morning, Texas on my mind
Thinking about my friends, and a girl I left behind
The way she held me when we kissed, the loving we've done
And how I left her waving goodbye, standing in a Texas sun

Chorus:
I've got half a mind to call her, half a mind to go
Jump a big jet liner and wing it on my way back home
And all the morning it was raining on the streets of Liverpool
So I stayed in and played guitar and sang the lovesick blues
My mind kept going back in time when we both had fun
And how I left her waving goodbye, standing in a Texas sun

Chorus
In my dreams she's still in love with me
But I'd have to travel home to see
If she's found another man to take the place of me
Guess I'll have to keep on dreaming sunny memories
Wishing I was back there doesn't help me much at all



When I want to hold her, it doesn't help much to call
Stuck here in this seaport town longing for the one
That I left behind me there, standing in a Texas sun

Chorus x2

18412. Texas River Song - Chords

Texas River Song 
Steve Earle
 
[Verse 1]
   C
We crossed the wild Pecos
   F            C
We forded the Nueces
    C
We swum the Guadalupe
       G
And we followed the Brazos
    C
Red River runs rusty
    F       C
The Wichita clear
    C
And down by the Brazos
  G          C
I courted my dear
 
[Chorus]
C         F
Li, li, le, le, le
G        C
Lend me your hand
C         F
Li, li, li, le, le, le
G         C
Lend me your hand
C          F
Li, li, li, le, le, le
G         C
Lend me your hand
C           F
Many are the rivers
G           C
That water the land
 
[Verse 2]
C
Now the fair Angelina
F            C
Runs glossy and gliding
C



The crooked Colorado
G
Runs weaving and winding
C
The slow San Antonio
F            C
Courses the plains
C
But never will I walk
G             C
By the Brazos again
 
[Chorus]
C         F
Li, li, le, le, le
G         C
Row the boat on
C         F
Li, li, li, le, le, le
G         C
Row the boat on
C          F
Li, li, li, le, le, le
G           C
Row the boat on
C           F
My Brazos River sweetheart
G           C
Has left me and gone
 
[Verse 3]
C
She kissed me and she hugged me
F               C
And she called me her dandy
C
The Trinity's muddy
G
And the Brazos quicksandy
C
She kissed me and she hugged me
F              C
And she called me her own
C
But down by the Brazos
G            C
She left me alone
 
[Chorus]
C         F
Li, li, le, le, le
G         C
Lend me your hand
C         F
Li, li, li, le, le, le
G         C
Lend me your hand



C          F
Li, li, li, le, le, le
G           C
Lend me your hand
C           F
The Trinity's muddy
G           C
And the Brazos quicksand
 
[Verse 4]
C
Well the girls of Little River
F                       C
They're plump and they're pretty
C
The Sabine and the Sulphur
G
Have beauties a plenty
C
The banks of the Neches
F                    C
There's girls by the score
C            F
But I'll never walk
G              C
By the Brazos no more
 
[Chorus]
C         F
Li, li, le, le, le
G           C
Lend me your hand
C         F
Li, li, li, le, le, le
G         C
Lend me your hand
C          F
Li, li, li, le, le, le
G           C
Lend me your hand
           F
The Trinity's muddy
G           C
And the Brazos quicksand

18413. Texas Ruby

Texas Ruby (Larry W. Jones 10/02/2007) 

There's a lady singing country songs
In all the bars around San Antone
She's been singing her songs there so long
That the bars are Texas Ruby's home



Texas Ruby sings the saddest songs
That all the sad cowboys want to hear
Texas Ruby sings the saddest songs
While cowboys are crying in their beer
Texas Ruby, won't you sing for me
All your saddest country melodies
Texas Ruby, lady can't you see
She's left and long gone away from me
- instrumental -
Ruby, you've been singing for so long
I've heard you sometimes until the dawn
Texas Ruby, I am just like you
Now these bars are this sad cowboy's home
Texas Ruby sings the saddest songs
That all the sad cowboys want to hear
Texas Ruby sings the saddest songs
While cowboys are crying in their beer
Texas Ruby, won't you sing for me
All your saddest country melodies
Texas Ruby, lady can't you see
She's left and long gone away from me
Texas Ruby sings the saddest songs

18414. Texas Troubadour

Ernest Tubb 
Texas Troubadour

The New York City folks say I'm too country
The Grinny Village hippies call me square
But at the Long Horn barroom down in Dallas, Texas
They call me the Texas Troubadour there

My home state of Texas you've been good to me
Your wide open spaces treat me fair
The girls are so much prettier down in Texas
They don't breathe that New York City polluted air

The New York City sidewalks filled with people
Too busy to say hello to you there
With hearts as cold as the concrete that they walk on
They sure could use some clean fresh Texas air

Now Texas folks don't judge you till they know you
And they don't judge you then by what you wear
And you can feel at home anyplace in Texas
If you don't own a thing or if you're a millionaire

Now my home state of Texas you've been good to me
Your wide open spaces treat me fair
The girls are so much prettier down in Texas
They don't breathe that New York City polluted air



18415. Texas Women

Texas Women 

I've had some fond memories of San Angelo,
I've seen some Beauty Queens in El Paso.
Yeah, the best lookin' Women I've ever seen,
Have all been in Texas, and all wearin' jeans.

I'm a Country Plowboy, not a Urban Cowboy,
And I don't ride Bulls but I have fought some men.
Drive a pickup truck, trust in God and luck,
And I live to love Texas Women.

Well, I thought I'd seen Beauty in Faraway Places,
'Till I looked upon those Dallas faces.
Spent Hollywood nights up in Beverly Hills,
But they weren't nothin' like one night down in BROWNSVILLE.

I'm a Country Plowboy, not a Urban Cowboy,
And I don't ride Bulls but I have fought some men.
Drive a pickup truck, trust in God and luck,
And I live to love Texas Women.

I'm a pretty fair judge of the opposite sex,
But I ain't seen nothin' that will touch 'em yet.
They may be from Waco, or out in Lampassas,
But one thing about it, they all have Nice Asses.

I'm a Country Plowboy, not a Urban Cowboy,
And I don't ride Bulls but I have fought some men.
Drive a pickup truck, trust in God and luck,
And I live to love Texas Women.

Yeah, I'm a football fan, not a soccer man,
And my arms are red and so is my blood.
And they make it boil with their soft Texas Drawl,
And I love 'em all, Texas Women...

Aha...

18416. Thank God for Kids

Thank God for Kids
Oak Ridge Boys - Thank God for Kids

If it weren't for kids have you ever thought
There wouldn't be no Santa Claus
Or look what the stork just brought



Thank God for kids.

We'd all live in a quiet house
Without Big Bird or a Mickey Mouse
And Kool Aid on the couch
Thank God for kids.

Thank God for kids, there's magic for a while
A special kind of sunshine in a smile.
Do you ever stop to think or wonder why
The nearest thing to heaven is a child?

Daddy, how does this thing fly?
And a hundred other wheres and whys
I really don't know but I try
Thank God for kids.

When I look down in those trusting eyes
That look to me I realize
There's love that I can't buy
Thank God for kids.

Thank God for kids, there's magic for a while
A special kind of sunshine in a smile.
Do you ever stop to think or wonder why
The nearest thing to heaven is a child?

When you get down on your knees tonight
And thank the Lord for His guiding light
Pray they turn out right.
Thank God for kids.
Mmm, Thank God for kids.

18417. Thank God For Mama - Chords

Thank God For Mama - Lonesome River Band 

Capo 2

      C                    F        C
Mama gave me to Jesus when I was a boy
                              G
But I had some wild seeds to sow
      F               C         F
When almost everyone gave up on me
C           G          C
Mama just wouldn't let go

               F                  C                
Thank God for a Mama who knew how to pray
G
That Jesus would keep me from harm
   F                  C          F



I went on my own when I went astray
          C             G          Am   F
But she prayed me back into God's arms
          C             G          C
Oh, she prayed me back into God's arms

    C                    F         C
Now I have a message to send over yonder
                        G
Jesus, please let Mama know
     F                       C         F
I'm not where I headed, but I'm on my way
           C             G           C
Cause she showed me the right way to go

18418. Thank God For The Radio

Alan Jackson - Thank God For The Radio
Jeannie Kendall

(Max D. Barnes/Robert John Jones)
On the wrong end of the highway
When the long night has no end
When there's no one there beside me
'Til I hold you once again

Thank God for the radio
When I'm on the road
When I'm far from home
And feelin' blue
Thank God for the radio
Playin' all night long
Playin' all the songs

That mean so much to me and you
There's a song that we first danced to
And there's a song they played the night we met
And there's a song we first made love to
That's a song I'll never forget

Thank God for the radio
When I'm on the road
When I'm far from home
And feelin' blue
Thank God for the radio
Playin' all night long
Playin' all the songs
That mean so much to me and you
Playin' all the songs
That mean so much to me and you
Thank God for the radio



18419. Thank God I'm On My Way

Flatt & Scruggs - Thank god i'm on my way
Composer: Lester Flatt 

Now I've been working all my life but it all has been in vain
I've tried to live for Satan and the whole wide world to gain
But when I got down on my knees I could hear my Saviour say
Come unto me I'll give you rest thank God I'm on my way

I'm on my way to heaven I'm gonna travel on
We'll shout and sing his praises up there around the throne
I want to shake my Saviour's hand and hear him say well done
And when I hear him say these words I know my race is won

No matter what we try to do while here on earth we roam
We can't forget our Saviour and live our life alone
You'll have to run to Jesus and let him make a way
I feel it deep down in my soul thank God I'm on my way

Dear friend if you are lost in sin your soul's not satisfied
Don't try to make a way yourself and leave the Lord outside
Just give your heart to Jesus and then you'll hear him say
Come unto me I'll give you rest thank God I'm on my way

I'm on my way to heaven...

18420. Thank Heaven for Little Girls

Thank Heaven for Little Girls

Each time I see a little girl
Of five or six or seven
I can't resist a joyous urge
To smile and say
Thank heaven for little girls

For little girls get
Bigger every day
Thank heaven for little girls
They grow up in
The most delightful way

Those little eyes
So helpless and appealing
When they were flashing
Send you crashing
Through the ceiling



Thank heaven for little girls
Thank heaven for them all

No matter where
No matter who
Without them
What would little boys do?

Thank heaven
Thank heaven
Thank heaven for little girls

18421. Thank Heavens for Dale Evans

Dixie Chicks 
Thank Heavens For Dale Evans

I grew up on Bob Wills and daydreams
My toes were a-tappin' to western swing
I wished upon a star
Atop an old boxcar
Chasing rainbows to the place the bluebirds sing
I painted my eyes up like Dolly
Sang with Kitty Wells 'til momma screamed
Then daddy shook his head as he carried me to bed
And tucked me in a-begging me to sing:

Thank Heavens for Dale Evans
You're everything I ever want to be
Yodel-lay-ee, Yodel-lay-ee
Yodel-lay-ee
Dale Evans made a cowgirl out of me

Now I play my guitar with the cowgirls
And what I got they never bat an eye
Like Shirley Temple's curls
Thank heavens for the girls
We'll sing a song to make a cowboy cry
I never got the limo or the diamond
But I got my hat, my boots and my guitar
I'm proud enough to say
I'll always be this way
Like the girl who went and stole Roy Roger's heart

Thank Heavens for Dale Evans
You're everything I ever want to be
Yodel-lay-ee, Yodel-lay-ee
Yodel-lay-ee
Dale Evans made a cowgirl out of me
Thank Heavens for Dale Evans
You're everything I ever want to be
Yodel-lay-ee, Yodel-lay-ee
Yodel-lay-ee



Dale Evans made a cowgirl out of me

18422. Thank Him For The Miracle

Thank Him for the Miracle
Ransomed Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
Once because of my own thinking
I was lost and I was sinking oh so low
Living down in the darkness of my mind
Where the righteous do not go
'Til the day I fully realized
That God could deliver me and more
Raise me up to higher heights
And give me joy I never had before

[Chorus]
And I thank Him for the miracle
That brought me from the wrong to the right
The miracle that saved me
That brought me from the darkness to the light
And I thank Him for the never-ending
Song of joy I sing
And I thank Him for the miracle
That made me a child of the King

[Verse 2]
In the darkness of my soul
I felt a longing just to trust in His embrace
And I said, "Lord, can I love You?
Can I hope to ever look upon Your face?"
When I took Him at His word that said
"Believe in Me and you will never fall.'■
Believe in Me and you will be
As if you'd never strayed away at all."

[Chorus]
And I thank Him for the miracle
That brought me from the wrong to the right
The miracle that saved me
That brought me from the darkness to the light
And I thank Him for the never-ending
Song of joy I sing
And I thank Him for the miracle
That made me a child of the King

[Outro]
Yes, I thank Him for the miracle
That made me a child of the King
I'm a child of the King



18423. Thank You Connersville, Indiana - Chords

Thank You Connersville, Indiana
By Tom T Hall

  D                           G  D
I rolled into Connersville in 1961 
     D                             A
With what was left of my last army pay
  D                           G            D 
I had a letter with me from a buddy living there
        D            G                A            D
He said you stop and see me if you're ever up this way

Need I say, he was surprised to find me at his door
With what I guess you'd call a silly grin
He said where are you headed and I said I'm headed here
His Mama said don't stand there you'll catch cold just come on in

They gave me room and board I paid a very modest fee
Then I went looking for a place to play
If you've ever had a hat and didn't wear one then you'll know
The way a country singer made a living in those days

The menu printed on the window of the bar and grill
The man said we're too small to have a band
I said "Well I'll just pick and sing and pass my hat awhile"
He said "Go right ahead but you just do the best you can"

Well, after seven hours of Cheatin' Heart and Wildwood Flower
I had me seven dollars eighty cents
I gave it to a waitress who was gonna have a baby
She said she needed just that much to help her pay the rent

Key Change to E

E                            A              E
Later on I formed a band and really hit the big time
    E                                B
Ten bucks a night for working at the time
   E                                      A            E
We worked through winter gardens and some other choice nightspots
E             A                      B                 E 
Looking back, I'll have to say those were the good ole times

Summer came and me and old Mitch Mitchell fished White River
And caught those big ole juicy channel cats
Sometimes when I'm ridin' on a jet plane going somewhere
I get to thinking that I'd like to live a life like that

So thank you Connersville and thanks to you old Indiana
You took me in when I knew slimmer days
I won't forget you and I hope that you will not forget me



And you folks stop and see me if you're ever down this way

18424. Thank You For Keeping My House - Chords

Thank You For Keeping My House
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Merle Haggard and Debbie Parret

G             C          G
Thank you for keeping my house
                  C        G
And thank you for loving a louse
                  B7        C                 Cm
And thank you for giving me someplace to come to
     G           B7           C
When I'm finally all down and out
           G             D7         G
And let me thank you for keeping my house
              C        G
Thank you for being my friend
                 C         G
Let me thank you again and again
                  B7        C               Cm
And thank you for giving me someone to talk to
G                B7           C
When I'm finally all down and out
           G             D7         G
And let me thank you for keeping my house
              C          G
Thank you for keeping my house
                  C        G
And thank you for loving a louse
                  B7        C                 Cm
And thank you for giving me someplace to come to
     G           B7           C
When I'm finally all down and out
           G             D7         G
And let me thank you for keeping my house

18425. Thank You John Steinbeck

Trampled By Turtles - Thank You, John Steinbeck

I was a lot younger but I was a fighter
And now he could get me out of any jail
I packed up and left, part of me waited
But I already know how lucky I am

World softly spinning and the stars are forever



And I remember the violence in your hazel eyes
I know I should say, yeah I know I should tell her
I'm sorry for everything and I hope you're all right

Is the light still blinding?
Is the morning sun still coming back?

I was saved by the water of rivers
By the laughter of children who wish I was home
But asking the world to make it come easy
Didn't work for your parents, yeah you're on your own

I left in a hurry, my clothes barely buttoned
And Travels With Charley tucked under my arm
Got the road to your cell and you're out there certain
I'm thinking about you wherever you are

18426. Thank You Lord - Chords

Thank You Lord 
Larry Sparks

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
          G
Thank you Lord, praise your name,
        G
For the breath that I breathe,
          D                            G      G7
Thank you Lord, for every blessing I receive
C                             G
Please keep me humble, and to work for thee,
                    D      G   G7
Thank you Lord, for saving me
 
 
[Chorus]
         C
I needed you so bad,
             G
You saved my soul and I'm so glad,
                   A         D
Please use me Lord that's my plea.
        G
Let the light shine in me,
       G
so the whole world may see,
                    D      G
Thank you Lord, for saving me.
 
 



[Verse 2]
          G
I've been mocked when I pray,
        G
I don't care what people say,
          D                            G    G7
Thank you Lord, you've been so good to me
C                          G
Please keep me humble, and Lord send me,
                   D      G    G7
Thank you Lord for saving me.
 
 
[Chorus]
         C
I needed you so bad,
             G
You saved my soul and I'm so glad,
                   A         D
Please use me Lord that's my plea.
        G
Let the light shine in me,
       G
so the whole world may see,
                    D      G
Thank you Lord, for saving me.
 
 
[Outro]
                    D      C   G
Thank you Lord, for saving me.

18427. Thank You World

Thank You World - Dailey And Vincent 

I wanna thank you world for lettin' me belong
I'm just one fourth of one small group that sings your songs
I know that there are others who have served in bigger ways
All I can do is sing your music all my days
It makes me grateful just to know to know that I can be
Unique and fill the spot beside the other three
Without a place here in this world I know that I'd be lost
Thank you world for lettin' me contribute to the cause

I may not ever stand like Stonewall Jackson stood
But standing on that stage to me is just as good
And I may never be a heavy or a great
But you've given me the strenght the strenght to pull me weight
Oh for the part I sing is truly part of me
And it does its part to lock the other parts in key
And it does its part to pull to pull that sweet applause
So thank you world for lettin' me contribute to the cause



Oh world you've given me a place that I call mine
Though I've stepped out of it and I've gotten out of line
Sometimes I sing your music slightly out of key
And I know I make it harder for the other three
Oh I've always done my part the very best I could
And it's done the other guys a world of good
You've let me sing your praises world and harp about your faults
I thank you world for letting me contribute to the cause
It makes me grateful just to know to know that I can be 
unique and fill the spot beside the other three
Without a place here in this world I know that I'd be lost
Thank you world for lettin' me contribute to the cause
Without a place here in this world I know that I'd be lost
Thank you world for lettin' me contribute to the cause
Thank you world for lettin' me contribute to the cause

18428. Thank You, Connersville, Indiana

Tom T Hall - Thank You, Connersville, Indiana

[Verse:]
I rolled into Connersville in 1961
With what was left of my last army pay
I had a letter with me from a buddy living there
He said you stop and see me if you're ever up this way
Need I say he was surprised to find me at his door
With what I guess you'd call a silly grin
He said where are you headed and I said I'm headed here
His Mama said don't stand there you'll catch cold just come on in
They gave me room and board I paid a very modest fee
Then I went looking for a place to play
If you've ever had a hat and didn't wear one then you'll know
The way a country singer made a living in those days
The menu printed on the window of the bar and grill
The man said we're too small to have a band
I said well I'll just pick and sing and pass my hat awhile
He said go right ahead but you just do the best you can
Well, after seven hours of Cheatin' Heart and Wildwood Flower
I had me seven dollars eighty cents
I gave it to a waitress who was gonna have a baby
She said she needed just that much to help her pay the rent
Later on I formed a band and really hit the big time
Ten bucks a night for working at the time
We worked through winter gardens
And some other choice nightspots
Looking back I have to say those were the good ole times
Summer came and me and old Mitch Mitchell fished White River
And caught those big ole juicy channel cats
Sometimes when I'm ridin' on the jet plane going somewhere
I get to thinking that I'd like to live a life like that
So thank you Connersville and thanks to you old Indiana
You took me in when I knew slimmer days



I won't forget you and I hope that you will not forget me
And you folks stop and see me if you're ever down this way

18429. Thank You, New York

Chris Thile - Thank You, New York

I'm getting from here to sleep
On the wings of 134 eldridge street
Where I used to dream
Wide awake and good company
Reaching up for stars that I couldn't see
Through the lights of the city

But neither snow nor sleet nor rain
Ever kept me from the apple of my eye of the hurricane
Singing thank you New York may I have another
The more you dizzied up our weather vane
The more honey on the apple of my eye of the hurricane
Singing thank you New York may I have another
May I have another if I come back
New York may I have another
May I have another New York

Eight of strong, make you four of sweet
One of bitter served up that's what it's gonna be
For my baby and me
We're moving back to the city

Neither hate nor fear nor pain
Are gonna keep us from the apple of our eye of the hurricane, singing
Farewell '16 sweet as sugar's bitter
Half of you and ten of this champaign
This city is the apple of my eye of the hurricane, singing
Farewell '16 sweet as sugar's bitter
May I have another
Is that all you've got?
Oh man, '16 did you think eleven rounds would be enough to knock us down
Thank you New York, may I have another?
May I have another?
I'm coming back to you
New York 'cause I need another
'Cause there ain't no other New York

18430. Thankful

Thankful
The Grascals - Thankful



[Verse 1]
This old pickup truck sure ain't much to look at
The rust and the miles are showing through
But every day it gets me where I'm going
And it runs just like it were brand new
This house of mine ain't much more than a cottage
Always things in need of repair
But inside are the ones I love so dearly
Who make me feel like I'm a millionaire

[Chorus]
And I'm thankful I've been so richly blessed
With more than I deserve when so many have much less
I'm thankful for the things we sometimes miss
For health and time and friendship, love and happiness
And when I count my blessings, I lose track
There's no way I could ever pay it back
And I'm thankful

[Verse 2]
I try so hard not to take for granted
The very things that I cherish most
And lose sight of all the blessings I've been given
And overlook the gifts I've been bestowed
Because there are so many with so little
They look at me and think I've got it made
I'm covered up with all that really matters
I bow my head and quietly I pray

18431. Thankful

Thankful
Glen Phillips

Forgive me this sin
I'm falling over
And flashing tin grins
And rolling in clover
So ready to get out
And eager to please
Well its late in the day in the middle of a life
But it's early in the century

I never got it
I never got it before

Hey, hello
How do you get on
So much undone
It's like it was before

We both got a lot to be thankful for



Forgive me my tongue
It doesn't know what it's doing
It used to get washed out
Now it's undisciplined and crude
I'm losing my language
And calling a truce
And the shape of the thoughts in my head
Aren't right for the words I've got to use
I got 'em never
Never got 'em before

Hey, hello
How do you get on
So much undone
And still you shine like the sun

We both got a lot to be thankful for
We both got a lot to be thankful for

White dwarf, red giant
It's empty in space
And where there's matter there's violence

I never got it
I never got it before

Hey, hello
How do you get on
So much undone
And still you shine like the sun

We've got a lot to be thankful for
We've both got a lot to be thankful for
We've both got a lot to be thankful for
We've both got a lot to be thankful for

18432. Thankful For Each Day

Thankful For Each Day
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - Thankful For Each Day

[Verse 1]
Oh, I'm thankful for each day
Until I am called away
Up there to my eternal home
Where no sorrows and no fears
No more heartaches and no tears
I'll be at peace with my Savior up there

[Verse 2]
Yes, this Earth's a passing thing
All the heartaches it could bring
I have no peace on this land here below



I just live from day to day
Until I am called away
To a land where no sorrows enter in

[Verse 3]
I will walk in His light
Every day and every night
Through the valleys He watches ovRr me
Though the path be long and widR
I have Jesus by my side
And I know he will take me safely through

[Verse 4]
All the love that He shared
He's the only one who cares
He will take you in His heart every day
If you only ask and serve
He will hear your every word
Jesus walks by your side every day

[Outro]
Yes, Jesus walks by your side every day

18433. Thankful For Each Day

Thankful For Each Day

[Verse 1]
Oh, I'm thankful for each day
Until I am called away
Up there to my eternal home
Where no sorrows and no fears
No more heartaches and no tears
I'll be at peace with my Savior up there

[Verse 2]
Yes, this Earth's a passing thing
All the heartaches it could bring
I have no peace on this land here below
I just live from day to day
Until I am called away
To a land where no sorrows enter in

[Verse 3]
I will walk in His light
Every day and every night
Through the valleys He watches ovÐµr me
Though the path be long and widÐµ
I have Jesus by my side
And I know he will take me safely through

[Verse 4]
All the love that He shared



He's the only one who cares
He will take you in His heart every day
If you only ask and serve
He will hear your every word
Jesus walks by your side every day

[Outro]
Yes, Jesus walks by your side every day

18434. Thanking the Good Lord

Thanking the Good Lord

The pieces are all falling together
The picture is coming in view
When I thought the end was upon me
I found my purpose in you

And let the power that made
Help me to prosper and be fair in all things that I do
The love I've been needin' I just found in your heart
And I'm thanking the good Lord for you

Yeah, I'm thanking the good Lord for you
I'm thanking the good Lord for you
Let the power that made you
Help me to prosper and be fair in all things that I do
The love I've been needin' I just found in your heart
And I'm thanking the good Lord for you

I'm thanking the good Lord for you
I'm thanking the good Lord for you
Hey, let the power that made me
Help me to prosper and be fair in all things that I do
The love I've been needin' I just found in your heart
And I'm thanking the good Lord for you

Yeah, I'm thanking the good Lord for you
Oh yeah I'm thanking the good Lord for you

18435. Thanks - Chords

Thanks 
Chatham County Line

[Verse 1]
C                                  F                        C
You can't thank somebody with the words you carve on their headstone
C                                F                 C



You got to come right out and say what you gotta say
           G                      F                  C
You gotta thank somebody for the time they gave to you
 
[Chorus]
           C      F                    C
So honey thanks, thanks for making me crazy
C                       F                C
Thanks for putting the light out in my eye
          G       F                   C
Yeah baby thanks, for a heart that's lazy
                        C          G    F    C
But I'm not gonna cry a little, no not gonna cry
 
[Verse 2]
C                                  F             C
You can't thank somebody for a romance with a postcard
C                                      F                         C
It don't make no difference if you're weak or strong you got to take the time
           G                      F                  C
You've gotta thank somebody for the time they gave to you
 
[Chorus]
           C      F                    C
So honey thanks, thanks for making me crazy
C                       F                C
Thanks for putting the light out in my eye
          G       F                   C
Yeah baby thanks, for a heart that's lazy
                        C          G    F    C
But I'm not gonna cry a little, no not gonna cry
 
[Bridge]
Am
Well I never thought that I could be so strong
G
Take you away from where you belong
F                                                  D
But I'm tired and restless, tired and beat, oh so tired. . . .
 
[Chorus]
           C      F                    C
So honey thanks, thanks for making me crazy
C                       F                C
Thanks for putting the light out in my eye
          G       F                   C
Yeah baby thanks, for a heart that's lazy
                        C          G    F    C
But I'm not gonna cry a little, no not gonna cry

18436. Thanks A Lot



Thanks A Lot
IIIrd Tyme Out

Thanks, thanks a lot, I've got a broken heart, that's all I got.
You made me cry, and I cried a lot.
I just wanted your love, baby thanks a lot.
You told my friends as I was passin' by,

That you're not sorry that you made me cry.
You said I deserved everything that I got,
Well if that's how you feel, honey thanks a lot.
Yeah thanks, thanks a lot,

I've got a broken heart, that's all I got.
You made me cry, and I cried a lot.
I just wanted your love, so baby thanks a lot.

You ordered a fool, and I played the part,
Now all I've got is a broken heart.
We loved a little and you laughed a lot,
And then you were gone. honey thanks a lot.

Thanks, thanks a lot, I've got a broken heart, that's all I got.
You made me cry, and I cried a lot.
I just wanted your love, honey thanks a lot.
I just wanted your love, baby thanks a lot.
Oh thanks loads honey.

18437. Thanks Again - Chords

Thanks Again
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Jim Rushing

D7        G            D7
I've sent bouquets for Mother's Day
    G        C                 G
For Father's Day a shirt and a card
                Bm             Em            C
While they came from the heart they all fell short
Am                        D7
Of saying how special you both are
   G             D7
It wasn't till I was up and gone
C                        G
Married with a couple of kids of my own
Bm                    Em      G
Doing what mommas and daddies do
       A7                                D7
That I realized what I must have put you through
   G                    D7          G
So thanks again for the love in the cradle
               Bm           C
And all of the changes that kept me dry



    G                    Bm
And thanks again for the love at our table
            Em        D7     C
And tanning my bottom when I told you a lie
    G                     D7
For taking me fishin' and flying my kites
    G                 C           G    C
And tucking me in yes night after night
      G         D7       Em      C
To my beautiful lifelong friends
    G             D7     G
Hey mom and daddy thanks again
D7          G         D7
I'm still a young man least I think I am
    G            C           G
But I'm watching my own hair turning gray
         Bm               Em         C
And your call last Sunday brought to mind
       A7                   D7
That I owe you a debt I can never repay
   G                D7           G
So thanks again for worryin' and waitin'
               Bm        C
When I started datin' on weekend nights
    G                    Bm
And thanks again for the help with my homework
    Em                 D7            C
And sittin' up with me till I got it right
     G                     D7
Your car for the prom your letters in 'Nam
    G           D7        C
But most of all daddy for marryin' mom
G                   D7   Em      C
To my beautiful lifelong friends
    D7            Am     G    D7
Hey mom and daddy thanks again
      G             D7   Em     C
To my beautiful lifelong friends
    D7            Am      G
Hey mom and daddy thanks again

18438. Thanks For All The Yesterday

Thanks For All The Yesterday
Osborne Brothers

Thanks of all the yesterday
Memories are all I need any way
They'll guide me whn I'm lonely every step of the way
Thanks for all the yesterday

The first time I met you, oh what a surprise
To feel love and to see love reflected in your eyes



But time and not love has played the biggest part
For us there's no tommorrow just a pair fo broken heart

* Refrain

Thanks for all the yesterday

18439. Thanks For Listening

Chris Thile - Thanks for Listening

It's four in the morning
And you care for not to wake your family up
Sounds like the driver is early
And you try and pay attention when he talks
That's his daughter on the dash board
And you hope he's this proud of her
If she ends up just like him
Because he seems like a better fellow than
He thinks he is
It was crazy at the airport
And you'd rather read the news than try to talk
To the woman on your right who
Says you don't believe that do you
You ask why and bite your tongue
And pay attention until she's done

Telling you how the saint the travesty they say you live
Even if you don't believe that what she's telling you is true
Your still listening to her and him an me

Even now from the meria
Where you plugging in you laptop
And untangling your earbuds
Let us know when you can hear us
Cause my friendship kind of is

Make me feel like we're less divided than I feel we are
Even if you don't believe the hearts we're working with are true
Your still listening to her and him and me
When its yours you should be listening to you
And its me I should be listening to you

And if we travel together the only ever doubt
This one wasting
Thanks for listening
Thanks for listening
Thanks for listening
Thanks for listening



18440. Thanks To Calvary - Chords

Thanks To Calvary
Recorded by Dailey and Vincent 
Written by Gloria Gaither and William J. Gaither
 
D7      G                              C
Today I went back to the place where I used to go
        G   D7            Em           Am    D7
Today I saw that same old crowd I knew before
          G        D7       G                   C
When they asked me what had happened I tried to tell them
          G               D7            G
Thanks to Calvary I don't come here any more
 
          C                              G         D7
Thanks to Calvary I'm not the man that I used to be
          G    D7        Em                 Am     D7
Thanks to Calvary things are different than before
          G         D7      G               C
While the tears ran down my face I tried to tell them
          G               D7            G
Thanks to Calvary I don't come here any more 
 
D7          G
And when we went back to that little old house
         C
Where we used to live
          G   D7         Em             Am   D7
My little boy he ran and hid behind the door
       G      D7        G
I said son oh don't you fear
                     C
Praise God you got a brand new daddy now
                       G                D7            G
And it's all thanks to Calvary we don't live here any more
 
          C                               G          D7
Thanks to Calvary I am not the dad that I used to be
          G    D7        Em                 Am     D7
Thanks to Calvary things are different than before
        G        D7      G               C
While a tear ran down my face I tried to tell them
          G                D7            G
Thanks to Calvary we don't live here any more
 
C       G      D7
Thanks to Calvary we don't live here
                          G     C      G
Oh we don't live here any more (any more)

18441. Thanks To You



Emmylou Harris - Thanks To You

Well goodness is it really real 
It would take a baby child to know the way I feel 
On my flutter in the blue 
I would take the credit but it's thanks to you 

Ooh yeah I'm a sinner and 
I ain't some beginner 
I'll uncork a pint of trouble 
Sit down and drink a double 
I'm thirsty for somethin' lighter 
That'll get me even tighter 
And tighter until one day 
I think I hear angels play 

Well goodness is it really real 
It would take a baby child to know the way I feel 
On my flutter in the blue 
I would take the credit but it's thanks to you 

Now someday up in glory 
Well I'll weep and tell the story 
To someone who will smile and say 
You're a mess but you're my child 

Goodness is it real 
It would take a baby child to know the way I feel 
On my flutter in the blue 
I would take the credit but it's thanks to you 

Now someday up in glory 
Well I'll weep and tell the story 
To someone who will smile and say 
You're a mess but you're my child 

Goodness is it real 
It would take a baby child to know the way I feel 
On my flutter in the blue 
I would take the credit but it's thanks to you

18442. Thanks To You

Marty Stuart - Thanks to you

I searched for love my whole life through
Then it came like a blinding flash from the blue
Thanks to you
Empty nights and long lost days
Roving eyes and rambling ways are through
Thanks to you

I knew about lonely
I knew about blue



I know about love now
Thanks to you

My tired and hurtin' empty heart
That once was broke and torn apart is all new
Thanks to you

I never seemed to have much luck
But all the dreams that I gave up came true
Thanks to you

I knew about lonely
I knew about blue
I know about love now
Thanks to you

So we'll go on and dream
And watch them come true
Forever and ever
Thanks to you

Forever and ever

18443. Thanksgiving 1985

Thanksgiving 1985
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
My stepdad's name is Rodney
I guess he's been okay to me
He says things when he's drinking
Mostly I just let it pass
But sometimes I wish you were here
You'd take him out and kick his ass
Yeah you'd take him out and kick his ass

[Verse 2]
They say the war was winding down
When you took that AK-47 'round
Jackson from your company
Calls me now and then
He says he kept a picture of me in your tent
Showed it off to everybody who came in
He's gonna come down and visit sometime from Bethlehem

[Chorus]
You'd've carved the turkey
We'd've pulled the wishbone you and me
Instead of him and that stupid grin
"Honey don't cook let's go out again
Get in the car boy lets take a ride
Instant mashed potatoes Kentucky Fried"



A lot of things would have been different here
Thanksgiving 1985

[Verse 3]
And that old fender you left behind
Mom says you loved it and now its mine
I've been taking lessons
It feels good and I can play
And just like you I dig Hendrix too
And this other dude named Stevie Ray
Man I wish you could hear him play

[Chorus]
You'd've carved the turkey
We'd've pulled the wishbone you and me
Instead of him and that stupid grin
"Honey don't cook let's go out again
Get in the car boy lets take a ride
Instant mashed potatoes Kentucky Fried"
A lot of things would have been different here
Thanksgiving 1985

[Verse 4]
My sister's five and I'm sixteen
Feels a little bit in between
My girlfriend goes to a different school
Her name is Jan and she's sixteen too
And I've got an old car I've been working on
It's a rusted out Dodge from '72
It's kinda funny how that'd be new to you

[Verse 5]
Dad I feel myself drifting off
The day was hard and this pillow's soft
I know you're listening
And you hear every word I say
I don't mean to bum you out
It's just that today was a real bad day
But listen tomorrow, you can hear me play

[Outro]
I have a friend named Ben Bullington. He passed away almost about a year ago. He was a m
edical doctor, but he wrote songs. He actually put out five records, and really never toured 'e
m or anything like that, like you're supposed to do if you want people to know about them, I s
uppose or something. He kept his doctoring job, and he loved writing songs as much as anyo
ne I've ever known, and in a way him not going out and playing and making records and tryin
g to get on charts and stuff like that in that kind of capacity, I thought, brought a kind of purity 
to what he was doing that escapes some folks. Pretty good song about modern country musi
c

18444. Thanksgiving Is



Tom T Hall - Thanksgiving Is
Composer: Tom T. Hall

You gotta be thankful for the Bible Jesus and your mom and dad
For your bike and for your clothes and for your butter and for your bread
For your shoes and socks and underthings and all the clothes you wear
And be thankful for your nose and your hair
That's what thanksgiving is

You gotta be thankful for your eyes and ears and fingers and your hands
For your legs and for your arms and for the folks who understand
Fot your music and your books and for your teachers and your school
And be thankful that you're warm and that you're cool
That's what thanksgiving is

You gotta be thankful for your food and for the turkey and the ham
Gotta be thankful for the milk and cookies jelly and the jam
For the road and for the car and for the bus and for the drive
And you really gotta be thankful you're alive
That's what thanksgiving is

You gotta be thankful for the sun and moon and wind and rain and air
For the bed and for the bath and for the table and the chairs
For the friends and for the toys and TV and the radio
And be thankful that your record player goes
That's what thanksgiving is

You gotta be thankful for your dog and for your cat and for your horse
You gotta be thankful for the fish and for the pretty birds of course
You gotta be thankful for the flowers and the forest and the lawn
Well you understand we could go on and on

18445. That All You Got

Steve Earle - That All You Got?

[Verse 1]
Nothing ever comes from out of nowhere
Ain't nobody ever rides for free
There's a hundred million heartaches out there
In between the devil and the deep blue sea
And all the troubles of the wide world flow
Down the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico

[Chorus 1]
Here it comes again
Ready or not
Worry and pain?
Is that all you got?
That all you got?

[Verse 2]
Good lord wasn't playing, honey
The day that he invented New Orleans



There ain't no amount of blood or money
Ever gonna wash the pavement clean
Everybody on the night shift knows
Might as well keep on dancing till the next wind blows

[Chorus 2]
Going to spoil my day
Give it your best shot
Another hurricane?
Is that all you got?
That all you got?

18446. That Bangle Girl

Robbie Fulks - That Bangle Girl

A long time ago in South California
Oh-whoa-way-oh
In the land of the tall jacaranda
Oh-whoa-way-oh
Lived a girl group singing pop-rock favorites
Oh-whoa-way-oh
So good that they soon got famous
Oh-whoa-way-oh
(bridge)
Their sound and looks I liked
The first time I saw them
When the little one took the mic
I knew I'd fallen

(chorus)
I like the Bangle girl
She's too groovy
I love the way she sings and I
I saw her movie way-oh
I like the Bangle girl
And I'm not joking
I want to be her friend and there's
No harm in hoping

18447. That Bastard Son - Chords

That Bastard Son 
The Dead South
 
[Intro]
Am  G  F
 
[Verse]



Am
Always lookin' out for number one
G                         F
We never talk about that bastard son
Am
Heading out to the liquor store
G                         F
Never been without my baby before
Am
Waiting in line just to have a drink
G                         F
Guy beside you's puking in the sink, oh
 
[Chorus]
Am      F       E
I don't feel no more
Am          F           E     Am
I just want liquor and dirty whores
Am             E        Am
Cause I don't care no more
N.C.
(One two, one two three four)
 
[Verse]
Am
When you walk out of that bar
G                         F
You try and get in your car
Am
With a girl hanging on your hip
G                             F
You're getting ready for the big trip
Am
Better give that girl just one more kiss
G                               F
All that cocaine will leave you in a bliss, oh
 
[Chorus]
Am      F       E
I don't feel no more
Am          F           E     Am
I just want liquor and dirty whores
Am             E      Am
Cause I don't care no more
Am          E      Am
No I don't care no more
 
[Verse]
Am
You're heading on a one-way trip
G                           F
Its blizzarding out so you take a dip
Am
Then you look down at your phone
G                                       F
No message from your baby cause you're all alone
Am



With all your cheat and all your lies
G                           F
Your faithful father won't forgive
Am
Your crimes
 
[Chorus]
Am      F       E
I don't feel no more
Am          F           E     Am
I just want liquor and dirty whores
Am              E      Am
Cause I don't care no more
Am          E      Am
No I don't care no more

18448. That Beautiful Picture

That Beautiful Picture
Recorded by the Bailes Brothers 
Written by Roy Acuff 

Last night by the fireside dreaming 
In a beautiful vision of home 
I saw the bright angels of glory 
Up there around the white throne

Was Jesus calling from heaven 
To me while there alone
That beautiful picture He gave me 
Of mother up there by the throne

My mother I'm sure is in heaven 
I saw her up there by the throne 
She smiled at me when she saw me 
From her place in that beautiful home

Repeat #2

Someday I know I will join her 
In heaven around the white throne 
For Jesus spoke to me softly 
That night by the fireside alone

Repeat #2

18449. That Bluegrass Music - Chords



That Bluegrass Music 
Gibson Brothers

[intro]
A D E (3X)
 
F#m                     D                E
Rollin' up a back road, fifteen miles an hour
F#m                         D                  E
Looking for a blue sign and kicking up a dusty shower
F#m                   D
I gotta park the car, gotta get  em out
      E
Gonna find a fire, gonna pick and shout
 
[CHORUS]
A               D                         E
Oh, no, there's nothin' in the world like Bluegrass music
A       D                      E
Oh, no, nothin' can touch that harmony
         A              D                       E
When you find the beat, brother, you will never lose it
               A     D E
That bluegrass music
 
[INSTRUMENTAL]
A D E (4X)
 
F#m          D           E
Sometimes it sounds like 1946
F#m                  D                          E
Like Bill and Lester singing over one of Earl's five string licks
F#m          D                          E
Sometimes it sounds like nothin' you've ever heard
A              D                         E
My word, that sounds like nothin' I ever heard
 
 
[CHORUS]
A               D                         E
Oh, no, there's nothin' in the world like Bluegrass music
A       D                      E
Oh, no, nothin' can touch that harmony
         A              D                       E
When you find the beat, brother, you will never lose it
               A     D E
That bluegrass music
 
 
F#m             D                  E
There's nothin' special  bout this farmer's field
F#m                      D                   E
But it's magical when we gather here and the music's real
F#m                D                 E
Can you hear that doghouse bass, its beatin' low
A                                        D             E
I gotta find that jam, think I know that song, man, I gotta go
 



 
[CHORUS]
A               D                         E
Oh, no, there's nothin' in the world like Bluegrass music
A       D                      E
Oh, no, nothin' can touch that harmony
         A              D                       E
When you find the beat, brother, you will never lose it
               A     D E
That bluegrass music
E              A     D E                A      D E
That bluegrass music,    That bluegrass music
      A   D     E       A    D     E    A D E A D E A D E A
Yodelahee he he he, Yodelahe he he he

18450. That Buckin' Song

Robert Earl Keen - That Buckin' Song 

I had a horse
Named bad luck
She weren't good lookin'
But she sure could buck

Yahoo, hey hey
Yippee yi cy yey

I put my mama on her
She threw her in the air
My mama said son
That's a mother buckin' mare

Yahoo, hey hey
Yippee yi cy yey

Took her to the rodeo
She won second place
She was really buckin' good
In the buckin' barrel race

Yahoo, hey hey
Yippee yi cy yey

She won a thousand dollars
I put it in my hat
Bought a brand new saddle
She bucked me out of that

Yahoo, hey hey
Yippee yi cy yey

She bucked me on the
Pick-up truck



She bucked me on the fence
My daddy said
Son, you got no buckin' sense

Yahoo, hey hey
Yippee yi cy yey

So if you gotta bucker
Don't ever buck around
That buckin' mother bucker
Will buck you on the ground

Yahoo, hey hey
Yippee yi cy yey

18451. That Buckin' Song - Chords

That Buckin' Song
Written by: Robert Earl Keen
Artist: Robert Earl Keen
CD: Walking Distance

This song has a groove about a mile deep...

Intro: E

E
I had a horse named Bad Luck

She weren't good looking but she sure could buck

A         E
Yahoo hey hey
B            E
Yippee yi cy yey

E
I put my mama on her, she threw her in the air

My mama said son "that's a mother buckin' mare"

A         E
Yahoo hey hey
B            E
Yippee yi cy yey

E
Took her to the rodeo, she won second place

She was really buckin' good in the buckin' barrel race

A         E
Yahoo hey hey



B            E
Yippee yi cy yey

solo (chords as verse)

E
She won a thousand dollars, I put it in my hat

Bought a brand new saddle she bucked me out of that

A         E
Yahoo hey hey
B            E
Yippee yi cy yey

E
She bucked me on the pick-up truck, she bucked me on the fence

My daddy said "son, you got no buckin' sense"

A         E
Yahoo hey hey
B            E
Yippee yi cy yey

solo (chords as verse)

E
So if you got a bucker, don't ever buck around

That buckin' mother bucker will buck you on the ground

A         E
Yahoo hey hey
B            E
Yippee yi cy yey

18452. That Could Be You - Chords

That Could Be You
As Played by Blue Highway

*Capo 1st fret

      E                                   
For twenty years he made his living, 
      A                 F#m 
in a East Kentucky mine.
 E
When friends would ask how things were going,
          B
He could say he was doing fine.
          E



When the mine closed down and he had to leave,
           A                   F#m
that big house up on the ridge.
 E
Now he sleeps in a cardboard box 
     B
underneath the 6th street bridge.
                   A  B               E
And that could be you, that could be you.
              A          B               E
But for the grace of God, that could be you.

She hasn't seen the man who swore he loved her
For almost 13 years.
After six long months of crying,
she ran out of tears.
Now all her pride has been forsaken, 
for dreams that wont come true.
She knows minimum wage wont feed her kids, 
so she does what she has to do.
That could be you, that could be you
But for the grace of God, that could be you.

(Chorus)
          A               B        
Remember all the homeless families, 
E                 A
all the battered wives.
 E                                      
All the children who go to sleep hungry, 
B
night after night.
                      A  B               E
'Cause that could be you, that could be you
             A           B               E
But for the grace of God, that could be you.
             A           B               E
But for the grace of God, that could be you.

18453. That Dawn the Day You Left Me

That Dawn the Day You Left Me
Kathy Kallick

So early on that morning, the moon still way up high
The moon still way up high
Though soon enough the sun would warm the colors of the sky
I lay awake I could not sleep or even close my eyes
And dear you seemed so restless too I should have realized

The house was dark the moonlight was inviting and so strange
I went out by the window to watch the morning change
And just before the break of dawn and bird began to sing



And somehow then it came to me just what the day would bring

That dawn the day you left me was so beautiful and sad
How could I have turned away from the troubles that we had
I know you tried to make me see and no I never would
Too late that dawn the day you left I finally understood

A stray old cat did walk the fence outside my window bed
He stopped and looked my way and then he went without a care
And I wondered when he'd ramble back or why he ever should
But I knew that he was just like you and that he never would

That dawn the day you left me was so beautiful and sad
How could I have turned away from the troubles that we had
Those words you spoke now ring so true just like you said they would
Too late that dawn the day you left I finally understood

18454. That Don't Make It Easy Loving Me

Dierks Bentley - That Don't Make It Easy Loving Me

[Verse 1]
We were playing out in Vegas when this lady pressed her way up to the stage
And I forgot what I was singing when she met me with her meet-me-later gaze
When she threw it on my mic stand, I figured they were probably double-Ds, haha
That might make for a good story, man, but that don't make it easy loving me

[Verse 2]
One time I met one of my heroes and he made me feel real good that I was there
'Cause whatever he was smoking, man, it had me spinning circles in my chair
I fell asleep on his bus in Texas, but I woke up in Memphis, Tennessee
That might make for a good story, man, but that don't make it easy loving me

[Chorus]
But I got a woman
Let me tell you, man, she's something
You won't catch me doing nothing
To ever make her want to leave
She knows how much I love her, man, but that don't make it easy loving me

[Verse 2]
When you're living on a bus and you fill it up with a bunch of real good timing boys
Mix in applause and alcohol and honky tonks, you know we're bound to make some noise
But this rake-and-rambling life helps me write the kind of songs I want to sing
'Cause it makes for real good stories, man, but that don't make it easy loving me

[Chorus]
But I got a woman
Let me tell you, man, she's something
You won't catch me doing nothing
To ever make her want to leave
She knows how much I love her, man, but that don't make it easy loving me



[Outro]
Yeah, she knows how much I love her, man, but that don't make it easy loving me

18455. That Evening Sun

That Evening Sun
Old Crow Medicine Show - That Evening Sun

Well the alley dogs are barking
Chickens crowing down the lane
And I feel just like that hipster
With his mournful low refrain
With the sun down on my shoulders
Just a hanging around the yard
I'm leaving here tomorrow
Gonna catch an empty car

There's a thousand constellations
In that brilliant, beaming sky
But the Earth is just one station
On that lonesome, starry line
There's a distant whistle blowing
Down a rusty stretch of track
And i'm just an empty coal car
On that train not coming back

Well I hate to see that evening sun go down
Well it's lonesome coming down my trail
Well I know this train will take me where i'm bound
But I hate to see that evening sun go down

Well the sidewalks have their streetlamps
And the city has a glow
And the poor boy has the moonlight
Walking in his shadow
But the night time can't be trusted
To return the morning sun
And my eyes have not adjusted
To this black face I got on

Well I hate to see that evening sun go down
Well it's lonesome coming down my trail
Well I know this train will take me where i'm bound
But I hate to see that evening sun go down

Well the night time makes you lonesome
For that early morning sun
For the light upon the engine
Reaching towards the dawn
You can spend your whole life racing
Down rusty railroad lines
It's the setting sun you're chasing
In that dark and rolling sky



Yes I hate to see that evening sun go down
Well it's lonesome coming down my trail
Well I know this train will take me where i'm bound
But I hate to see that evening sun go down
Yes I hate to see that evening sun go down

18456. That Evergreen Shore

That Evergreen Shore 

Troubles and trials often betray those,
On in the weary body to stray.
But we shall walk beside the still waters,
With the Good Shepherd leading the way.
Those who have strayed were sought by The Master;
He who once gave His life for the sheep.
Out on the mountain, still He is searching:
Bringing them in forever to keep.
Going up home to live in green pastures,
Where we shall live and die never more.
Even The Lord will be in that number,
When we shall reach that heavenly shore.
--- Instrumental ---
We will not heed the voice of the stranger,
For he would lead us on to despair.
Following on with Jesus, our saviour,
We shall all reach that country so fair.
Going up home to live in green pastures,
Where we shall live and die never more.
Even The Lord will be in that number,
When we shall reach that heavenly shore...

18457. That Feel Good Music - Chords

That Feel Good Music 
Dailey & Vincent

[Intro]
G G G G
 
[Verse]
G
Eight more miles to Louisville
G                   C     G
Rock me mama like a wagon wheel
G
Radio playing in the pickup truck
G                         C       G



Picking and grinning with Roy and Buck
Em                    G
Fire on the Mountain, Fox on the Run
Em                    G
End of the day when the work was done
G                               Em
was music to my ears when I was young
    C                D       G
the soundtrack of my growing up
 
[Chorus]
           Em   C    G
gimme that feel good music
         Em    C   D
that was real good music
 
[Break]
G G C G G C G Em G Em G G Em C D G G Em C G G Em C D
(as full verse, chorus)
 
[Verse]
G
Acuff's Wabash Cannonball,
G               C     C
Eddie Arnold's cattle call
G
Ernest Tubb's Walk the Floor
G                         C       G
you don't hear songs like that no more
Em                  G
Old Jack Clampett's Muddling Through
Em                  G
Grandpa's Good Old Mountain Dew
G                                   Em
square dance smack in the middle of town
    C                  D        G
and Uncle Pen when the sun went down
 
[Chorus]
           Em   C    G
gimme that feel good music
         Em    C   D
that was real good music
 
(Two extra measures between each of the following lines)
G
Chicken in the bread pen picking out dough
G                     C           G
Old Joe Clark and the Cotten Eyed Joe
G
Grab your partner and a doesie-do
G                                      C        G
Let's turn these Opry dancers loose and let 'em go
 
[Break]
G G C G G C G Em G Em G G Em C D G G Em C G G Em C D
(as full verse, chorus)



 
[Chorus]
           Em   C    G
gimme that feel good music
         Em    C   D
that was real good music
 
 
[Outro]
G G C G G C G
(as first half verse)

18458. That Fine April In The Spring

That Fine April In The Spring (Larry W. Jones 10/10/2007)

New leaves of green everywhere were seen
That fine April in the Spring
The setting sun was a golden scene
That fine April in the Spring
To every word of yours I would cling
I heard on the breeze the sweetest things
Cold Winter winds are now here
But to me the time is Spring
I wish it could last all year
That fine April in the Spring
- instrumental -
To every word of yours I would cling
I heard on the breeze the sweetest things
Cold Winter winds are now here
But to me the time is Spring
I wish it could last all year
That fine April in the Spring
That fine April in the Spring

18459. That Friend Of Mine

Vince Gill - That Friend of Mine

That friend of mine wears an old work shirt
For a long long time she has blessed this earth
And a smile that shines even when she hurts
O how I love that friend of mine 
That friend of mine gave her heart to me
How sweet and kind the truth can be
And God's tie that binds us as family 
Oh how I love that friend of mine

She's an angel she's the answer 



The sweetest piece of heaven in my eyes
She's drawn to me like gravity
I'd lay down and die for that friend of mine

She's an angel she's the answer 
The sweetest piece of heaven in my eyes
She's drawn to me like gravity
I'd lay down and die for that friend of mine
I'd lay down and die for that friend of mine
That friend of mine wears an old work shirt

18460. That Girl Is A Cowboy

That Girl Is A Cowboy
Garth Brooks - That Girl Is A Cowboy

It was a hundred and seven
We were heading to town
She had her sleeves rolled up
And the windows rolled down
That girl is a cowboy
Robert Earl was singing out
The "Buckin' Song"
With every word that Keen was bringing
She was singing along
That girl is a cowboy

Sometimes the best cowboys ain't cowboys at all
She's got my back
Even when it's against the wall
When I need a friend
She's the guy I call
'Cause sometimes the best cowboys
Ain't cowboys at all

So I took her out to show her
How to rope and ride
I can't believe that it was me
That wound up broke and tied
The girls is a cowboy
So that night I decided
We should paint the town
I made it home although
I really don't remember how
That girl is a cowboy

Sometimes the best cowboys ain't cowboys at all
She's got my back
Even when it's against the wall
When I need a friend
She's the guy I call
'Cause sometimes the best cowboys
Ain't cowboys at all



There's just something that a cowgirl has
Ain't no cowboy's got
Man she's something when she's one of the boys
But something else
Any time she's not

Sometimes the best cowboys ain't cowboys at all
She's got my back
Even when it's against the wall
When I need a friend
She's the guy I call
'Cause sometimes the best cowboys
Ain't cowboys at all

18461. That Glad Reunion Day

Iris Dement - That Glad Reunion Day

[Verse 1]
There will be a happy meeting in Heaven, I know
When we see the many loved ones we've known here below
Gathered on the blessed hilltops with hearts all aglow
That'll be a glad reunion day

[Chorus]
A glad day, a wonderful day
Glad day, a glorious day
There with all the holy angels and loved ones to stay
That'll be a glad reunion day

[Verse 2]
When we live a million years in that wonderful place
Basking in the love of Jesus, beholding His face
It'll seem but just a moment of praising God's grace
That'll be a glad reunion day

[Chorus]
A glad day, a wonderful day
Glad day, a glorious day
There with all the holy angels and loved ones to stay
That'll be a glad reunion day

18462. That Glory Bound Train

Roy Acuff - That glory bound train
Composer: Roy Acuff - Odell McLeod

Come and listen won't you brother have you heard or don't you know



There's a train that's bound for Glory will you ride it when it goes

Has your ticket yet been purchased for that Glory bound train
Oh will you ride oh will you ride will you ride that train to Glory by and by

Have you made all preparations reservations are complete
When you hear that whistle blowing will you be there at your seat

Has your ticket yet been purchased for that Glory bound train...

When these golden bells start ringing swinging on that golden chord
Will you have your ticket ready when you hear that all aboard

Has your ticket yet been purchased...

When you hear it in the distance hear its mighty drivers roar
Just a little while to tarry then we'll walk those streets of gold

Has your ticket yet been purchased for that Glory bound train...

18463. That Gospel Music

That Gospel Music - Marty Stuart and His Fabulous Superlatives

Well, I was headed home from work, when my car broke down
I started into walkin', when I heard a joyful sound
It was gospel music
Comin' from a church house down the street
(Hallelujah brother, hallelujah man)
Yeah gospel music put a little spring down in my feet
(Hallelujah brother, hallelujah man)

I ran right up the steps, poked my head in the door
It sounded so good, man, I had to have some more
Of that good gospel music
That the choir did sing
(Hallelujah brother, hallelujah man)
Yeah that gospel music sure made my joy bell ring
(Hallelujah brother, hallelujah man)

I fell down on my knees, I felt a rumble in my soul
I thought it was a thunder bolt, it felt like rock'n'roll
But it was gospel music
Man that choir did rave
(Hallelujah brother, hallelujah man)
Yeah gospel music, that's how my soul got saved
(Hallelujah brother, hallelujah man)

Well, I got my car repaired and off to work I go
And you can hear it while I'm drivin' on my radio
I play that gospel music
Sounds so good to me
(Hallelujah brother, Hallelujah man)



That gospel music will surely set your troubles free
(Hallelujah brother hallelujah man)
(Hallelujah brother hallelujah man)(Hallelujah brother hallelujah man)(Hallelujah brother hallel
ujah man)

18464. That Great Pacific Garbage Patch

Todd Snider - That Great Pacific Garbage Patch

There is an island made out of garbage
It's twice the size of the state of Texas
It's wall to wall with
Plastic
[What? True? Is that true? Yes it is]
It drifts upon a sea of indifference
In between us and our existence
And they call it that Great Pacific Garbage Patch
Since 1950 we've turned out plastic
Nine billion tons of it to be exact
And seven billion tons of that nine billion
Has been thrown into your trash
And five billion of that seven billion
Has made its way out
Into the ocean
Where it is stuck in that Great Pacific Garbage Patch
So throw your hands up in the air
And wave em like you just don't care
Because you don't
Throw your lighters up there too
They're going to be here longer than me or you [yeah]
Don't think they won't
Yeah

[whistling]
[Just love the days[?]]
Say hey
[Hey hey] Do something
[Hey hey] Say something
[Hey hey] Do something
[Hey hey] Say something
So blow your ah-hey!
I said hey [Hey]
I said hey [Hey]
I said hey hey [Hey]
I'm like hey hey [Hey hey]
And I say hey hey [Hey hey]

18465. That Happy Night



That Happy Night - Ralph Stanley

Many years now have passed since I saw my darling last
But she waits alone there just for me
I'll be going back some day and I never more will stray
From that girl who stood by me

   I've about forgot the tune and the West Virginia moon
   But the North Carolina moon is just as bright
   I'll n'er forget the time you promised to be mine
   The moon was shining down that happy night

When I left her all alone in our little mountain home
I never thought of the day I'd return
Now I'm coming back to you love I know you've been true
What a price I've paid to live and learn

18466. That High Lonesome Sound

That High Lonesome Sound
The Nashville Bluegrass Band

Well, get your Mama, get your Papa
Get your sister, get your brother
Aunt Lucy'sa gonna show Uncle John
How to do the boogie-woogie
While the kissin' cousins dosie-do
Until the break of dawn
Y'all come with one another
Just to do a little pickin'
Everybody now gather round
The camp fire's burnin'
An' tonight my heart is yearnin'
For the sight of that old camp ground
And that high lonesome sound

When that evenin' sun goes down
We're gonna dance right off the ground
When I hear the fiddle play that high lonesome sound
Yeah, come on over, baby
Now, I'm sure we're gonna have some fun
Enjoyin' the country view
Toe-tappin' syncopated
Music playin' loud
An' the girls are lookin' mighty pretty too
Look at ol' Grand Pappy
He's feelin' kinda snappy
It seems like he just don't care
He's over 93

He's as spry as you or me
Just dancin' to the music in the air
It's that high lonesome sound
When that evenin' sun goes down



I'm gonna dance right off the ground
When I hear the fiddle play that high lonesome sound

Instrumental break

Yeah, well yonder comes a mandolin
And the banjo's right in tune
Yeah, the bull thud is slappin' leather
I'm howlin' at the moon
Hey, Mr Fiddle Man, play us all a little jam
Yeah, that's the wing on rose sample

Give us a hint that they're ridin' on the back of a mule
It's that high lonesome sound
When that evenin' sun goes down
I'm gonna dance right off the ground
When I hear the fiddle play that high lonesome sound
When I hear the fiddle play that high lonesome sound

18467. That Home Above

That Home Above
Bill Monroe

Oh the home above (oh the home above) so far away (so far away)
That's where we pray (As ) we'll live someday (we'll )
In the home above (in ) beyond the starlight sky (beyond)
Where the soul of man (where) will never die (will)

   I'm ready to leave (I'm ) this world below (this )
   To the home above (to ) I'm ready to go (I'm)
   Then mother will say (then) welcome home our son (welcome)
   In a heavenly home (in ) our life has just begun (our)

Oh my mother and dad (oh) have gone on before (have)
They're waiting for me (they're) on the heavenly shore (on)
I long to see (I ) and shake their hand (and)
When I'm safe at home (when) as they had planned (as)

Oh the beautiful land (in ) where we'll never die (where)
That's where my soul (that's) shall rest on high (shall)
I'll sing and shout (I'll) for His face I'll see (for)
With God I'll rest (with) for eternity (for)

18468. That Home Far Away - Chords

That Home Far Away   
Recorded by Doyle Lawson - Ralph Stanley
Written by Ruby Rakes



G                          C             G
Oh Lord have mercy on this weary soul of mine
                              D7
May I walk in your light everyday
G                          C
And when I've crossed that deep silent river
        G             D7       G
I'll be happy in that home far away

                         C                G
I wandered away from the straight and the narrow
                             D7
Driftin' like a ship lost at sea
   G                      C         G
No lighthouse to guide my weary footsteps
           D7          G
Till Jesus answered my plea

                           C             G
Oh Lord have mercy on this weary soul of mine
                              D7
May I walk in your light everyday
G                          C
And when I've crossed that deep silent river
        G             D7       G
I'll be happy in that home far away

                         C          G
The lights are bright no longer I'm blinded
                            D7
From the bondage of sin I'm free
G                  C       G
He lifted me up to join salvation
             D7    G
I'll live on eternally

                           C             G
Oh Lord have mercy on this weary soul of mine
                              D7
May I walk in your light everyday
G                          C
And when I've crossed that deep silent river
        G             D7       G
I'll be happy in that home far away

18469. That Idiot Wind

That Idiot Wind
Downhill Bluegrass Band

I wonder if you picture me
hung up from an old oak tree



will you use that phrase
when you see my face
the funny one about the human race

Someday the first will be the last
and the loser's gonna kick some ass
do you still see him
the skinny one that couldn't swim

Standing in the hallway
wasted on a Monday
all I know is I gotta go
and I have to see you
Just made it half way
got to call in sick
I got to get laid
pull yourself together now
there's a strange and familiar sound
blowing through my mind
That's the idiot wind

It's kind of strange
I'm out of range
and I see myself from up above
I can't walk
I can barely talk
and I'm locked up in my own thoughts

You're sweet and kind
like the finest wine
you hold the key
that will release me
there's nothing I can do
now it's all up to you

Standing in the hallway

18470. That Kind Of Life (That Kind Of Day)

Jim Lauderdale - That Kind of Life (That Kind of Day)

[Verse 1]
When a baby tastes a little bit of sunshine
Kicks their legs and bounces up and down
Grins, laughs and everything is so fine
We wanna keep 'em that way for a while
They all grow up and everything is different
The way that history comes into play
I hope their hopes will come through while they're growing
And they'll have that kind of life, that kind of day

[Chorus]
Go through all you must do



And all that while you're getting where you're going
Go through, don't go away
And have that kind of life, that kind of day

[Verse 2]
Guitar's just laying there right for the picking
Sounding lonely waiting to be played
You get to make the music that you're hearing
To hear it all won't carry you away
Someday when finally things are back to normal
But what is normal these days you can say?
I hope your hopes will come through while you're waiting
And you'll have that kind of life, that kind of day

[Chorus]
Go through all you must do
And all that while you're getting where you're going
Go through, don't go away
And have that kind of life, that kind of day

[Verse 3]
I bet everybody wants that kind of feeling
Where things will go a little more their way
I hope your hopes will come through while you're waiting
And you'll have that kind of life, that kind of day

18471. That Kind Of Love

Alison Krauss - That Kind of Love 

Who would sell their soul for love?
Or waste one tear on compromise
Should be easy enough
To know a heartache in disguise
But the heart rules the mind
And the going gets rough
Pride takes the fall
When you find that kind of love

I can't help feeling like a fool
Since I lost that place inside
Where my heart knew its way
And my soul was ever wise
Once innocence was lost
There was not faith enough
Still my heart held on
When it found that kind of love

Though beauty is rare enough
Still we trust
Somehow we'll find it there
With no guarantee
It seems to me



At least it should be fair

But if it's only tears and pain
Isn't it still worth the cost
Like some sweet saving grace
Or a river we must cross
If we don't understand
What this life is made of
We learn the truth
When we find that kind of love
Cause when innocence is lost
There is not faith enough
We learn the truth
When we find that kind of love

18472. That Kind Of Love

That Kind Of Love
(Pierce Pettis)
Claire Lynch

Can't be bought or sold or faked, that kind of love
It always gives itself away, that kind of love
It's wiser than the wisest sage,
Its innocence makes me ashamed
'Til I'm not sure that I can take that kind of love

Pride and hatred cannot stand that kind of Jove
Greater love hath no man than that kind of love
It won't be kept unto itself
It spreads its charms, it casts its spell
'Til no one's safe this side of hell from that kind of love

Love rejected and ignored, held in chains behind closed doors
Stuff of legend and of song, but deep down everybody longs
For that kind of love, oh that kind of love

Some people never know that kind of love
Though it only takes a child to show that kind of love
Widows smile and strong men weep
And little ones play at its feet
The deaf can hear, the blind can see that kind of love

Love triumphant, love on fire, love that humbles and inspires
Love that does not hesitate with no conditions, no restraints
That kind of love, oh that kind of love

How can anyone deny that kind of love?
Knowing every heart is measured by that kind of love
Even stars fall from the sky, everything will fall in time
Except those things that cannot die, that kind of love
Oh may you be remembered by that kind of love



18473. That Little Old Country Church House

Joe Mullins - That Little Old Country Church House

I was travelling down the road one day where I wandered long ago.
where a little old country church house
a place I once loved so.
As I drew near, the sight I saw, it filled me with dismay
for the church it was forsaken
left to mold and rot away

Chorus
That little old country church house so shabby and so old;
That little old country church house
where the Lord saved many a soul.
There was dust on the pulpit and a lock on the door.
Oh the little old country church house
where the sermon is preached no more.

My mind went back to years ago where the joys that I knew then
going to church with Mother and Dad
and meetin' all of our friends
When they preached that old time religion and the sinners fell to pray
But the church, it is forsaken now
the people have turned away

Repeat Chorus

Tag
That the little old country church house
where the sermon is preached no more.

18474. That Little Shirt My Mother Made For Me

That Little Shirt My Mother Made For Me

I'll never forget the day that I was born
It was on a cold and frosty winter morn
The doctor said I was a chubby chap
And when the nurse she took me on her lap

Oh she bathed me all over I remember
And after powder puffing me you see
She put me in a cradle near the window
In that little shirt my mother made for me

The first day I wore my knicker frocks
I felt so funny agter wearing frocks
I looked a little picture they did say



But when they left me out to run and play

Oh I didn't like the pants that I was wearing
So in the street I took them off you see
And I started walking home so brave and daring
In that little shirt my mother made for me

And then to school they said that I must go
I didn't like my teacher you must know
And when I played the truant quite so dear
The teacher said now boy you come here

With a big stick she beat around upon me
There's no mistake about my pedigree
I had the map of Scotland painted on me
Neath that little shirt my mother made for me

18475. That Lonesome Old River

That Lonesome Old River 
Carson Peters and Iron Mountain 

That lonesome old river just flows on by
She never slows down and she never runs dry
She just keeps a churning, heading out to sea
That lonesome old river, she's a lot like me

She can run calm, slow and mild
She can run swift, fast and wild
Wide and narrow, shallow and deep
Perpetual motion she never sleeps

That lonesome old river just flows on by
She never slows down and she never runs dry
She just keeps a churning, heading out to sea
That lonesome old river, she's a lot like me

Although I love her so, I have to let her go
Like an old friend or a favorite song
She's always there and she sings along
I'd give her my heart if it was up to me
She'll always run wild and free

That lonesome old river just flows on by
She never slows down and she never runs dry
She just keeps a churning, heading out to sea
That lonesome old river, she's a lot like me
That lonesome old river, she's a lot like me



18476. That Lonesome Road

Rhiannon Giddens - That Lonesome Road

Look down, look down that lonesome road
Before you travel on
Look up, look up and seek your maker
Before Gabriel blows his horn
Weary, toting such a load
Trudging down that lonesome road
Look down, look down that lonesome road
Before you travel on
Look down, look down that lonesome road
Before you travel on
Look up, oh look up and see your maker
Before Gabriel blows his horn
Weary, toting such a load
Trudging down that lonesome road
Look down that lonesome road
Before you travel on
Weary toting such a load
Trudging down that lonesome road
Look down, look down, look down that lonesome road
Before you travel on

18477. That Lovin' You Feelin' Again

Emmylou Harris - That Lovin' You Feelin' Again

When I saw you standing there on the street
I found myself by your side
I started wanting you again
There's just no way to hide

From that old lovin' you feelin' again
It's really got me reeling again
It only seems to stop to start all over again with you

I remember how you always get that certain look in your eye
You're not easy to resist
But I just walked on by
'Cause that old lovin' you feeling again (lovin' you feelin)
It's really got me reeling again
Only seems to stop to start all over again with you
Lovin' you feelin', lovin' you feelin' with you

We were so close
We were too far apart
I gave you my love
I wanted your heart

Without yesterday haunting the way
Maybe we'd still be together



Sharing that lovin' you feelin' again
It's really got me reeling again (lovin' you)
Will it ever stop and not start over again 
That lovin' you feelin' again

No matter how much I've tried
This lovin' you feelin' inside
It's taken such a long, long, time
To say goodbye

And getting over you
Is so hard to do
With this feelin'
Lovin' you

That lovin' you feelin' again
Lovin' you feelin' again
That lovin' you feelin' again
Lovin' you feelin' again
That lovin' you feelin' again
Lovin' you feelin' again
That lovin' you feelin' again
Lovin' you feelin' again
That lovin' you feelin' again

18478. That Lucky Old Sun

Tom T. Hall - That lucky old sun
Composer: Beasley Smith - Haven Gillespie

Up in the morning out on the job
I work like the devil for my pay
And that lucky old sun ain't got nothing to do
But roam around heaven all day

I fuss with my woman work for my kids
Sweat till I'm wrinkled and gray
While that lucky old sun ain't got nothing to do
But loaf around heaven all day

Lord above don't you see me cryin'
Tears all in my eyes
Send down that cloud with that silvery linin'
Lift me to paradise

Show me that river take me across
Wash all my troubles away
Like that lucky old sun give me nothing to do
But roam around heaven all day

Like that lucky old sun give me nothing to do
But roam around heaven all day



18479. That Makes One Of Us

Alison Krauss - That Makes One of Us 
(Rick Bowles - Barbara Wyrick)

You've made up your mind 
We don't want the same thing
And that we won't change things
Wishin' there were ways
And there's no use staying together
Nothing lasts forever that's what you say.

And that makes one of us not in love
And that makes one of us who can't give up
If you can walk away from the life we've made
Then that makes one of us.

I still believe we've got something worth saving
I keep hoping and praying for another chance
You've held my heart and your gonna break it
'Cause you wanna make it a part of your past.

That makes one of us not in love
And that makes one of us who can't give up
If you can walk away from the life we've made
Then that makes one of us.

Then that makes one of us...

18480. That Makes Two Of Us

That Makes Two Of Us

For two cents you'd up and leave that's what you say
Don't you know that the road can run both ways
Well I'm so sure for each other we're all wrong
And I'm tired of always trying to get along

Well that makes two of us you're not the only one
Like you I've had enough the end has now begun
I guess I'm just as tired of you as you say you are of me
And that makes two of us  we both want to be free

I'm all through with trying to make a go of us
And I've given up on giving in so much
As for as I'm concerned it's over but to pack
I could walk away and never once look back
And that makes two of us  we both want to be free



18481. That My Darlin' Is Me

Ernest Tubb 
That My Darlin' Is Me

Take a body that's tortured with pain
And give it a head that's bowed down in shame
Add two arms that once held you tight
But only hold a pillow tonight

Then give it a heart that once lived for you
But now is dying like broken hearts do
And add two lips you grew tired of you see
And that my darling is me

Then give it eyes that thought they could see
As greater love as there ever could be
Add two ears that listen to
All the gossip that prove to be true

Then give it a soul that's shattered and torn
And a wedding ring that never was worn
I know this may be a strange sight to see
But that my darling is me

18482. That Odd Couple

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
That Odd Couple

We're that odd couple on our street
Neighbors stare and wonder
We're a man and wife in love
With each other.

Today a friend of mine came by
Said let's do the town
I can't fix you up
With a cutiest thing around.

She's what I was jokin'
When I told him patiently
The only woman that I want
Is waitin' at home for me.

We're that odd couple on our street
Neighbors stare and wonder
We're a man and wife in love
With each other.



A neighbor on our left
Talked with our neighbor on our right
A man across the street
Goes out almost every night.

I've heard a different man each night
Each is life company
They all think we're square
'Cause we're happy as can be.

We're that odd couple on our street
Neighbors stare and wonder
We're a man and wife in love
With each other.

Yes, we're a man and wife
In love with each other...

18483. That Ol' Door

Rodney Crowell - That Ol' Door

We moved into a house in Tennessee
From the California desert where we did not wanna be
Where the grass was high and the rivers green the sky was always blue
It was 1982 the world was still brand new
Oh the front door to that house was very strong
As long as we were living there I knew nothing could go wrong
So we had our kids we made our lives work out the best we could
Behind that ol' piece of wood in a world we understood
That ol' door was always open that ol' door was never closed
That ol' door was our protection when the need arose
That ol' door was ever faithul that ol' door was ever strong
That ol' door was there to open up and welcome me back home
Welcome me back home
We never knew how good we get it there
So we went right on living like we didn't have a care
And when the only thing that mattered didn't matter after all
And the writin' on the wall said we're headed for a fall
That ol' door was always open that ol' door was standing guard
That ol' door was there to witness when the times were hard
That ol' door was ever faithul that ol' door was in our bones
That ol' door was there to open up and welcome me back home
Sometimes when the leaves blow down the track
Something deep inside of me bring all those mem'ries back
And that door comes round to haunt me with those chiseled marks that show
Just how much a kid can grow in a world still moving slow
That ol' door was always open...
We moved into a house in Tennessee
From the California desert where we did not wanna be
Where the grass was high and the rivers green the sky was always blue
It was 1982 the world was still brand new



18484. That Ol' Train

That Ol' Train
The Del McCoury Band

[Verse 1]
I just heard that city of New Orleans
Go ramblin' past this ol' shack of mine
Yeah, the windows carry on, and the timbers creak and groan
That ol' girl is well on down the line

[Verse 2]
Some people say it don't get cold in Memphis
But I've seen that ol' river freeze up tight
Yeah, she used to melt me down, 'til she caught that southern belle
Crossed that bridge and left me cold as ice

[Chorus]
That ol' train, hauled away all the good times
But the pain, is here to stay
That ol' train is to blame for the bad times
I'm living today

[Verse 3]
Well if I could I'd buy myself a ticket
Check out every whistle stop that came along
Cover every mile of track, and I'd bring my baby back
Put a happy ending to this song

[Interlude]

[Chorus]
That ol' train hauled away all the good times
But the pain, is here to stay
That ol' train is to blame for the bad times
I'm living today

[Chorus]
Well if I could I'd buy myself a ticket
Check out every whistle stop that came along
Cover every mile of track, and I'd bring my baby back
Put a happy ending to this song

[Outro]
That ol' train

18485. That Ol' Wind



That Ol' Wind - Garth Brooks 
 
She dropped her boy at school on time 
One less worry on her mind 
Now it's off to work and on the radio 
Come's an old familiar song 
And then the D.J.'s voice comes on 
And say's he's back in town tonight for one last show 

Her eyes well up with tears 
God could it be it's been ten years 
Since that Autumn night outside the county fair 
When two strangers shared a night 
And in the darkness found a light 
That to this day is still alive and burning there 

He asked her twice to come along 
They said good-bye at the break of dawn 
'Cause you can't hold back the wind 
If it's meant to be again 
Then someday he'll find his way back to her arms 

The marquee misspelled his name 
And not too many people came 
But that didn't matter to them 
They laughed and loved all through the night 
And as they faced the morning light 
They found themselves standing there again 

And he asked her twice to come along 
They said good-bye at the break of dawn 
As his bus left out she cried 
With him standing by her side 
That ol' wind had once again found its way home 
Someday he'll tell her about the money he hid 
And someday she'll tell him that the boy is his kid 
But for right now they're both in love 
The only thing they're thinkin' of 
Is that they're finally where their hearts have always been

18486. That Old Beat Up Guitar

Jerry Jeff Walker - That Old Beat Up Guitar

Well I found her in a pawnshop
Somewhere up in Ohio
Where I guess some rounder came up short
And he had to let her go
Cost me ninety dollars
But she's worth much more by far
Cause I never had a better friend
Than that old beat up guitar
She didn't look like too much
Just a Roy Smeck Stage Deluxe



But a lady has never faired as well
Who'd traveled through so much
She picked up the name of Angel
In an old New Orleans bar
Where a drunken poet drew one
On the top of that guitar
Old Dave Stovally marked her
Scratched the song right out of his heart
Seems everyone who used her
Scarred that old beat up guitar
She didn't look like too much
Just a Roy Smeck Stage Deluxe
But a lady has never faired as well
Who'd traveled through so much
She traveled with me always
Through the alleys and bars
Songs I sang and friends I knew
Were part of that guitar
At nights it was my pillow
Sleeping underneath the stars
Day and night I stayed alive
With that old beat up guitar
She didn't look like too much
Just a Roy Smeck Stage Deluxe
But a lady has never faired as well
Who'd traveled through so much
Yeah a ramblin man he has his troubles
Hanging on to all that he owns
After many years of travelin'
That guitar fell by the road
Then one night in New Mexico
I stumbled into this bar
Angel laid there smilin'
On that old beat up guitar
Well I took her from the wall
Ran my hands across the scars
Played again the old songs
That were written on that guitar
Friends I've loved and lost
Many nights inside of a bar
Came back so clearly singing with
That old beat up guitatr
She didn't look like too much
Just a Roy Smeck Stage Deluxe
But a lady has never faired as well
Who'd traveled through so much
Now she travels with me always
Through the alleys and bars
Songs I sing and friends I know
They are a part of that guitar
At nights it is my pillow
Sleeping underneath the stars
Day and night I stayed alive
With that old beat up guitar
She didn't look like too much
Just a Roy Smeck Stage Deluxe
But a lady has never faired as well



Who'd traveled through so much

18487. That Old Book Of Mine

Flatt & Scruggs
That Old Book of Mine

I am reading today in my book of the past
From it's pages so yellow and old
Each memory of you as I read the book through
Is worth more than silver and gold

(chorus)
I go back to the time I once called you mine
Oh, how happy the sweet long ago
Each page that I turn seems to make my heart yearn
For the love I no longer share with you

In this old book of mine many verses I find
That you wrote in the sweet used to be
In my heart there's regret, please forgive and forget
And rewrite all the pages for me

(repeat chorus twice)

18488. That Old Dustbowl - Chords

That Old Dustbowl 
The Dustbowl Revival

[Intro]
D  F#  G  A
 
[Verse 1]
D              F#
Long time ago, I had a home
           G                            A
With a big old green valley where the green grass showin
D               F#
When I woke up, stepped outside
G                     A
Big old grin, cuz it was all mine
 
[Verse 2]
       G                           D
But, taxman he don't care that you got four kids
A                            D
They don't care how pretty your wife is
D                                F#



You gonna pack it all up in that old flatbed
G                 A
California in your head
 
[Chorus]
D                           G
But aint it sad, when they take your home
         A                           D
And the crops go bad and you lose your soul
              D               G
Well you can lose your mind, lose control
         A                      D
But you aint goin back to that old dustbowl
         D               G
You can lose your mind, lose control
         A                      D
But you aint goin back to that old dustbowl
 
[Solo]
D  F#  G  A (x2)
 
[Verse 3]
     D                     F#
When I was a lad of ten my grandfather would bend down
    G                             A
And pick me up and put me on his shoulder
D                   F#
Down to the river, two fishing poles
 G                           A
Fish for our dinner til the sun got cold
 
[Verse 4]
          G                         D
But then grandfather died and they laid him in the soil
A                          D
No time for sunshine if you're gonna toil
D                       F#
They say his grave is owned by uncle sam
   G                     A
But i got this pistol in my right hand
 
[Chorus]
D                           G
But aint it sad, when they take your home
         A                           D
And the crops go bad and you lose your soul
              D               G
Well you can lose your mind, lose control
         A                      D
But you aint goin back to that old dustbowl
         D               G
You can lose your mind, lose control
         A                      D
But you aint goin back to that old dustbowl
 
[Solo]
D  F#  G  A (x2)



 
[Chorus]
D                           G
But aint it sad, when they take your home
         A                           D
And the crops go bad and you lose your soul
              D               G
Well you can lose your mind, lose control
         A                      D
But you aint goin back to that old dustbowl
 
[Chorus 2]
         D               G
You can lose your mind, lose control
         A                      D
But you aint goin back to that old dustbowl
         D               G
You can lose your mind, lose control
         A                      D
But you aint goin back to that old dustbowl
 
[Outro]
         D               G
You can lose your mind, lose control
         A                      D
But you aint goin back to that old dustbowl
         D               G
You can lose your mind, lose control
         A                      D
But you aint goin back to that old dustbowl

18489. That Old Kind Of Love

That Old Kind of Love
Bearfoot

[Verse 1]
Feel like I'm in love
It ain't like it used to be
It ain't flattering anymore
It's that old kind of love, no teenage fantasy
It ain't flattering anymore
And I still can't tell him
I get that old feeling when he touches my lips
I can't imagine life without him

[Verse 2]
So 'til my hair is blonde and grey
By your side, I will stay
'Til my days are over
My heaven has been lovin' you
My heaven has been lovin' you



18490. That Old Man Of Mine

That Old Man Of Mine - Vince Gill 

Man, the meanest bastard I'd ever seen
Was that old man of mine
The back of his hand and a little Jim Beam
Kept us all in line
Well, my poor mama lived in fear
Damn near all the time
The Lord says we all got a cross to bear
That old man was mine

It didn't take much to p**s him off
And he'd be on the tear
I'm still haunted by the bruises
We all had to wear
Well, late one evenin' on a cold dark night
I heard my mama cry
Everything inside me
Just wanted him to die

Well, I called him out and said, "I've had enough
Let's settle this outside"
He said, "Son, you think you're tough
Had this comin' for a long, long time"
He got both hands around my throat
Was chokin' me to death
Well, I saw evil in his eyes
And smelled the devil's breath

And one thing he never thought about
That pistol in my jeans
I put every bullet in him
That night in Abilene
My mama lied and said she did it
But on the Bible, she came clean
And every night she prays for me
From cell block seventeen

I wear this number on my back
It suits me just find
God knows he had it comin'
It's worth the ninety-nine
I never have felt guilty
Not one single time
The Lord says we all got a cross to bear
That old man was mine
Yeah, the Lord says we all got a cross to bear
That old man was mine



18491. That Old Time Feeling

Steve Earle - That Old Time Feeling

That old time feeling goes sneaking down the hall
Like an old gray cat in winter keeping close to the wall
And that old time feeling goes stumblin' down the street
Like an old salesman kicking the papers from his feet
And that old time feeling draws circles round the block
Like old women with no children holding hands with the clock
And that old time feeling falls on its face in the park
Like an old wino praying he can make it until it's dark
That old time feeling comes and goes in the rain
Like an old man with his checkers, he's dying to find a game
That old time feeling plays for beer in bars
Like an old blues-time picker who don't recall who you are
That old time feeling limps through the night on a crutch
Like an old soldier wondering if he paid too much
And that old time feeling rocks and spits and cries
Like an old lover remembering the girl with the clear blue eyes
And that old time feeling goes sneaking down the hall
Like an old gray cat in winter, keeping close to the wall

18492. That Old Wheel

That Old Wheel
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

That old wheel is gonna roll around once more
When it does it will even up the score 
Don't be weak: as they sew, they will reap 
Turn the other cheek and don't give in 
That old wheel will roll around again 

When love is gone and the one you thought would stay 
Does you wrong, and you're left alone to pay 
The price is high But somehow you'll survive, don't give in 
That old wheel will roll around again 

There'll be times, hard to control 
And you'll find you'll hurt down in your soul 
There'll be those who'll be glad to see you down 
But don't give in, that old wheel will roll around again

18493. That One Straight Line



That One Straight Line
(Jonas Kjellgren)
Downhill Bluegrass Band

He carried it in a cardboard box
To a shallow grave with no name nor cross
The trees stood trembling and the night birds cried
The roaring thunder crashed across the sky

He fell down on his knees and prayed
As all he held dear slipped away
The revelation might yet unfold
The harbored truth still left untold

Holding on to that one straight line
That keep your eyes from growing blind
Reaching out to erase those years
That'll fill an ocean full of wasted tears

Where the river runs in an endless stream
And speaks with silver to scattered dreams
That's were I wish to lay me down
And rest myself on that mossy ground

Repeat chorus

18494. That Shit Ain't Funny - Chords

That Shit Ain't Funny 
The Brothers Comatose
 
[Intro]
G C G C G D G

[Verse 1]
Em         C                     G        Em                     G       D
I can see through you like paper, I ain't fallin' for your charms anymore
Em       C                G       Em            C                G        D
Used to love you now I hate you, Now I see the things I couldn't see before
C                                       Em    C
I'm moving on and I ain't ever looking back, And when I'm gone, don't try to call
          D
it's the only thing I ask
 
[Chorus]
G               C          G       C            G          D
Well well well, What am I doing?, I'm tired of losing it all
G                          C          G      C                   G       D  G
Gettin' out of this hell, I'm out of money, and that shit ain't funny at all
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em         C             G        Em      C         G              D
I broke my rose-colored glasses, Now I see you for everything you are



Em           C           G      Em           C              G           D
I watched it all burn to ashes, As I pack my life into the trunk of my car
C                                      Em     C
I'm moving on and I ain't ever looking back, And when I'm gone, don't try to call
          D
it's the only thing I ask
 
[Chorus]
G               C          G       C            G          D
Well well well, What am I doing?, I'm tired of losing it all
G                          C          G      C                   G       D  G
Gettin' out of this hell, I'm out of money, and that shit ain't funny at all
 
[Interlude]
Em C G  Em C G  Em C G D
 
[Bridge]
 
C                                      Em     C
I'm moving on and I ain't ever looking back, And when I'm gone, don't try to call
          D
it's the only thing I ask
 
[Chorus]
G               C          G       C            G          D
Well well well, What am I doing?, I'm tired of losing it all
G                          C          G      C                   G       D  G
Gettin' out of this hell, I'm out of money, and that shit ain't funny at all
C                    G        D  G
And that shit ain't funny at all
C                    G         D  G
And that shit ain't funny at all

18495. That Silver Haired Daddy Of Mine

Roy Acuff - That silver haired daddy of mine
Composer: Gene Autry - Jimmy Long - Mac Wiseman

In a vine covered shack in the mountains
Bravely fighting the battle of time
Is a dear one who's weathered life's sorrow
It's that silver haired daddy of mine

If I could recall all the heartaches
Dear old daddy I've caused you to bear
If I could erase the lines from your face
And bring back the gold to your hair

If God would but grant me the power
Just to turn back the pages of time
I'd give all I own if I could but atone
To that silver haired daddy of mine



I know it's too late dear old daddy
To repay for the sorrows and cares
But dear mother is waiting in heaven
Just to comfort and solace you there

If I could recall all the heartaches...

18496. That Song Is Driving Me Crazy

That Song Is Driving Me Crazy - Tom T Hall

That song is driving me crazy I gotta hear it again
First time I heard it I was with some friends
It's a simple little song you can sing along with an old time melody
So would you play that crazy little song again for me
That song is driving me crazy...

I love that part about break my heart and baby please come home
And I love that line about hurtin' my mind and my beer ain't got no foam
That song is driving me crazy..

[ horns ]

Well you'll sing high and I'll sing low and everybody sing along
But everybody quit while I get my kick singin' bring that boogie home
Mhm that song is a driving me crazy...
Okay gang well that song is driving me crazy...
That song is driving me crazy...

18497. That Star Belongs To Me

That Star Belongs To Me

See that star up yonder mister
Shining down that the whole wide might see
That's my daddy there in heaven
And that star belongs to me

My daddy died over yonder in a land across the sea
And he left me and mommy alone and here are we
I promised to be a good girl, stay with mommy every day
But I get so lonesome for daddy that's why to you I say

* Refrain

I pray each night and morning for daddy and mammy and me
Some day we'll be together once again like we used to be
Some day I'll see my daddy and we'll walk the streets of gold
With mommy we'll be so happy once again to you I'll say



* Refrain

18498. That Stuff - Chords

That Stuff
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Sonny Curtis and Ron Hellard

G 
Well if the sun comes up in the morning
                                          C      
And the same old moon keeps coming out at night

I'm gonna drink this jawbreaker whiskey
                  F               C
I'm gonna live it up I'm gonna be alright
Eb
I'm gonna let you love my troubles away
F                    D7
Think about troubles another day
Eb            G                      C   
I ain't gonna worry about that stuff tonight

     G
That stuff gonna give me a fit

That stuff I gotta wait a little bit
    F
The boss man's loud and he talks too much
D7
Nagging and a-bragging and such and such
    Eb            G                      C
But I ain't gonna worry about that stuff tonight
     G
That stuff

Well let's punch that clock in the morning
                                       C
Fingers to the bone take a job home at night
              G 
Well they can take that job and shove it
                       F                   C
I'm a-gonna dance with you to the broad daylight
          Eb
I'm gonna take you to town stay all night long
F                     D7
Jitterbug home at the break of dawn
Eb            G                      C  
I ain't gonna worry about that stuff tonight

     G
That stuff gonna give me a fit



That stuff I gotta wait a little bit
    F
The boss man's loud and he talks too much
D7
Nagging and a-bragging and such and such
    Eb            G                      C
But I ain't gonna worry about that stuff tonight
     G
That stuff

18499. That Summer

That Summer - Garth Brooks

I went to work for her that summer
A teenage kid so far from home
She was a lonely widow woman
Hell-bent to make it on her own
We were a thousand miles from nowhere
Wheat fields as far as I could see
Both needing something from each other
Not knowing yet what that might be

'Til she came to me one evening
Hot cup of coffee and a smile
In a dress that I was certain
She hadn't worn in quite a while
There was a difference in her laughter
There was a softness in her eyes
And on the air there was a hunger
Even a boy could recognize

She had a need to feel the thunder
To chase the lightning from the sky
To watch a storm with all its wonder
Raging in her lover's eyes
She had to ride the heat of passion
Like a comet burning bright
Rushing headlong in the wind
Now where only dreams have been
Burning both ends of the night

That summer wind was all around me
Nothing between us but the night
When I told her that I'd never
She softly whispered that's alright
And then I watched her hands of leather
Turn to velvet in a touch
There's never been another summer
When I have ever learned so much

We had a need to feel the thunder



To chase the lightning from the sky
To watch a storm with all its wonder
Raging in her lover's eyes
She had to ride the heat of passion
Like a comet burning bright
Rushing headlong in the wind
Now where only dreams have been
Burning both ends of the night

I often think about that summer
The sweat, the moonlight and the lace
And I have rarely held another
When I haven't seen her face
And every time I pass a wheat field
And watch it dancing with the wind
Although I know it isn't real
I just can't help but feel
Her hungry arms again

She had a need to feel the thunder
To chase the lightning from the sky
To watch a storm with all its wonder
Raging in her lover's eyes
She had to ride the heat of passion
Like a comet burning bright
Rushing headlong in the wind
Now where only dreams have been
Burning both ends of the night

Rushing in long in the wind
Now where only dreams have been
Burnin' both ends of the night

18500. That Thing You Said

Tyler Childers - That Thing You Said

Was it with your eyes
Was it with your tone
It won't leave me alone
Uneasy safety's on
That thing you said
It's all bottled up and spinnin' in my head
Can't escape it in my bed
That thing you said
Crippled up inside
Without a place to hide
I sit and I wait alone
Tryin' to make it
Leave me alone
That thing you said
It's all bottled up and spinnin' in my head
Can't escape it in my bed



That thing you said... That thing you said
Crippled up inside
Without a place to hide
I sit and I wait all alone
Tryin' to make it
Leave me alone
That thing you said
It's all bottled up and spinnin' in my head
Can't escape it in my bed
That thing you said... That thing you said

18501. That Was Me

Todd Snider - That Was Me

Remember back about five years ago
Drivin' down the highway
Saw a kid there by the road
Long blonde dirty hair
His thumb out in the air
That was me
That was me

Remember the kid that walked into your store
The one you told you were sorry
You weren't hiring anymore
So he walked out your door
His head hung toward the floor
That was me
That was me

Well I'm a face you've seen a million times
The one who never seems to fit in between those lines
I'm every broken dream
This world has left behind
I'm a face you've seen a million times

Remember the kid you saw that night downtown
Singing on the sidewalk
Guitar case on the ground
He looked down on his luck
So you threw him a buck
That was me
That was me

Remember back about five years ago
Drivin' down the highway
Saw a kid there by the road
Long blonde dirty hair
His thumb out in the air
That was me
That was me
That was me



18502. That Wrecking Ball

That Wrecking Ball
Mandolin Orange - That Wrecking Ball

[Chorus]
I've taken to leaning these past few days
A little too heavy on my walking cane
Cause I'm afraid she's swinging my way
That wrecking ball

[Verse 1]
Now with all my ducks in a row
With one pull I could let them go
Not to lose, just to show
I could catch them all
But every man bears a burden
His own beast by the horns
That he hides from the world
When he's young and strong
Looking over his shoulders
Half tattered and torn
Still standing tall

[Chorus 2]
But every year rolls on like a runaway train
Every beast grows stronger as the pendulum swings
To and fro, and on she goes
That wrecking ball

[Verse 2]
I've just seen that rock of ages
I've just held my savior's hand
We danced on the water
With my head on her shoulders
She swore to never let me fall

[Chorus 3]
And wouldn't time seem so kindly
If every bright eyed girl could be more like you
And shelter me me
From that wrecking ball
That wrecking ball

18503. That'd Be Alright

That'd Be Alright

If money grew on hackberry trees,



And time wasn't such a luxury,
If love was lovesick over me,
That'd be alright.

If I could keep the wind in my sails,
Keep a hold of the tiger by the tail,
A half a ham sandwich in my lunch pail,
That'd be alright.

[Chorus]
Yeah, that'd be alright.
That'd be alright.
If everybody, everywhere,
Had a lighter load to bear,
And a little bigger piece of the pie.
We'd be livin' us a pretty good life,
And that'd be alright.

Hey, go heavy on the good and light on the bad,
A hair more happy and a shade less sad.
Turn all the negative down just a tad,
That'd be alright.

If my dear ol' dog never got old,
If the family farm never got sold.
If another bad joke never got told,
That'd be alright.

[Chorus: x3]

Yeah, that'd be alright.
That'd be alright.

Yeah, that'd be alright.
That'd be alright.

That'd be alright.

18504. That'll Be Alright With Me

Tom T Hall - That'll Be Alright With Me

[Intro:]
"...is a song of tolerance... a fellow who finds a lot of things
To enjoy in life and just because one thing doesn't work out
He doesn't throw it all away."

[Verse 1:]
It's not my sun, man, and if it's not shinin'
When I wake up tomorrow morning, hmm
That'll be all right with me
They're not my birds, man, and if they're not singin'
When I wake up tomorrow morning, hmm



That'll be all right with me

[Chorus:]
I don't believe I'm where I'm goin'
I find many a mile
If you don't like me help me to change
I'm still looking for a style

[Verse 2:]
She's just a woman, if she should be gone
When I wake up tomorrow morning, hmm
That'll be all right with me
Well, I'm not a brave man but I'm not a slave man
If all I ever am is free that'll be all right with me

[Chorus]

18505. That'll Be The Day

Linda Ronstadt - That'll Be The Day

Well that'll be the day
When you say goodbye
That'll be the day
When you make me cry
You say you're gonna leave
You know it's a lie
'Cause that'll be the day that I die

Well that'll be the day
When you say goodbye
That'll be the day
When you make me cry
You say you're gonna leave
You know it's a lie
'Cause that'll be the day that I die

Well you gave me all your loving
And your turtle doving
All your hugs and kisses
And your money too
You know you love me baby
Still you tell me baby
That someday when I'll be true

Well that'll be the day
When you say goodbye
That'll be the day
When you make me cry
You say you're gonna leave me
You know it's a lie
'Cause that'll be the day that I die



When cupid shot his dart
He shot it at your heart
So if we ever part then I'll be blue
You kiss and hold me
And you tell me boldly
Well that someday that I'll be true

Well that'll be the day
When you say goodbye
That'll be the day
When you make me cry
You say you're gonna leave me
You know it's a lie
'Cause that'll be the day that I die

Ah that'll be the day woo-ooh-ooh
That'll be the day woo-ooh-ooh
That'll be the day woo-ooh-ooh
That'll be the day when I die

18506. That'll Get Me Through Missouri

That'll Get Me Through Missouri
Larry Stephenson Band

Six weeks up and down the coast
Singing every song I know
Fin'lly got the best of me
When I thought of you and home
The band's been sounding great out here
But this evenings our last show
Can't remember being this dang tired
Girl, I'll need you down this road

That'll get me through Missouri
I'll let all the good times drive
Memories can roll along
You can help me pass the time
When the sun starts waking up
I'll be near that Kansas line
But you'll get me through Missouri tonight

~ BREAK ~

Traveling life's been good to me
I love what I do
But there comes a time when I need
To get back home to you
I'm gonna catch my second wind
When I think of your sweet smile
That'll get me down this dark highway
Every long and lonesome mile



That'll get me through Missouri
I'll let all the good times drive
Memories can roll along
You can help me pass the time
When the sun starts waking up
I'll be near that Kansas line
But you'll get me through Missouri
You'll get me through Missouri
You'll get me through Missouri tonight

18507. That's A No No

Lynn Anderson - That's a No No

You had quite good thing goin' with the girls you used to knowin'
You went up and down your list just like a yo-yo
And though it may be hard to stop it I'm afraid you'll have to drop it
Cause if you want me to love you that's a no no
I know you're used to goin' places where's there lights and painted faces
Where the dancing girls do something they call go-go
I don't want to spoil your fun now but if I'm the only one now
And if you want me to love you that's a no no
You know a no no means baby shouldn't touch if baby really loves his mama so much
So if you just can't resist 'em if they're not out of your system
And if there's some more wild oats you've got to go sow
Just remember while you're sowin' I'll be a packin' up and goin'
Cause I've told you many times that that's a no no
You know a no no means baby shouldn't touch if baby really loves his mama so much
So if some old flame starts burnin' or if you should get to yearnin'
To go back to where those women that you know go
Don't come home expecting mama's a waitin' here in her pajamas
Cause I've told you many times that that's a no no
Oh you should know by now that's a no no
Yeah you should know by now that that's a no no

18508. That's All I Can Say

That's All I Can Say
Marshall Wilborn

Hear that blue north wind
Saying go away and don't come back again
Leave trouble behind you so that it never finds you
That's all I can say

Ooh ooh ooh, ooh ooh ooh,
That's all I can say

Listen to that cold driving rain



Let it wash away your aching pain
True love awaits like an old friend at your gate
That's all I can say

Ooh ooh ooh, ooh ooh ooh,
That's all I can say

Like a sailing ship lost out in the night
Sometimes it's hard to tell the wrong from right
Still in the end, win or lose, it's all up to you to choose
That's all I can say

Ooh ooh ooh, ooh ooh ooh,
That's all I can say

18509. That's All I Need To Get By

That's All I Need To Get By
(Christoffer Olsson)
Downhill Bluegrass Band

The sun is slowly sinking behind the mountain pines
And it brings back all the memories when you were mine.
Now when you are gone, memories are all I've got
But that's all I need, darling to get by.

Nowadays it's quiet in this old home place
Your laughter's gone, as is the smile upon your face
Somehow I still know,that you're with me every time
And that's all I need, darling to get by.

Those sweet old memories, are what get me through the day
There were times when you just took my breath away
Those sweet old memories, get me thinking of your smile
And that's all I need, darling to get by.

There's an oak tree in the meadow, where your favourite flower grows
There you're sleeping in your grave, near where the mountain water flows
I know all the things worth knowing, from when you were alive
And that's all I need, darling to get by

18510. That's All I Need To Know

That's All I Need To Know

I had to look through our old pictures
To see the way we used to smile
Before we left love in the closet
Like it just went out of style



Can we pull out those old feelin's
Wipe the hurt away like dust
Make love shine the way it used to shine
Find the gold beneath the rust

That's all I need to know
Do you wanna stay together
Just say let's don't let go
And I'll keep holdin' on forever
Have the teardrops that you've cried
Drowned the fire in your eyes
Is there one flame beneath the smoke
Tell me is there any hope
That's all I need to know

Is it too late to recover
Those old smiles we used to wear
Can we save a love that once was strong
Before it breaks beyond repair

That's all I need to know
Do you wanna stay together
Just say let's don't let go
And I'll keep holdin' on forever
Have the teardrops that you've cried
Drowned the fire in your eyes
Is there one flame beneath the smoke
Tell me is there any hope
That's all I need to know
Is there one flame beneath the smoke
Tell me is there any hope
That's all I need to know

18511. That's All It Took - Chords

That's All It Took
Recorded by Emmylou Harris and Gram Parsons
Written by Darrell Edwards, Charlotte Grier, George Jones

D7            G                        C
That's all it took the mention of your name
           D7                      G     D7
And all my love for you burst into flame
           G                      C
I tried so hard to let you go but look
            D7                                 G
How I still tremble at your name that's all it took
 
D7                            C                 G
That's all it took to make me know that I still care
   D7                                    C                 G
It seems my heart just can't give up the dreams we used to share



                                     G7             C
I tell my friends I'm happy but they read me like a book
                 G                   D7                 G
And when today I heard them say your name that's all it took

D7                            C                G
That's all it took to make me yearn for your embrace
  D7                             C                 G
I guess I might as well admit no one can take your place
                          G7              C
I fell for you completely sinker line and hook
                 G                   D7                 G
And when today I heard them say your name that's all it took
    C            G                   D7                 C  G
And when today I heard them say your name that's all it took

18512. That's All Right Mama

That's All Right Mama
(Arthur Crudup)

Well, that's all right mama that's all right with you
That's all right mama just anyway you do
That's all right that's all right
That's all right now mama anyway you do.

Well mama, she done told me, papa, done told me too
Son that gal you're foolin' with, she ain't no good for you
But that's all right, that's all right
That's all right now mama, anyway you do.

--- Instrumental ---

I'm leavin' town today babe, I'm leavin' town for sure
While you won't be bothered with me hangin' 'round your door
That's all right, that's all right
That's all right now mama, anyway you do.
One more time.

--- Instrumental ---

Well, that's all right, that's all right
That's all right now mama. anyway you do.
Well. that's all right. that's all right
That's all right now mama. anyway you do...

18513. That's All She Wrote



Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours
That's All She Wrote

I got a letter from my mama just a line or two
She said listen daddy your good girl's leavin' you
That's all she wrote didn't write no more
She'd left the gloom a hanging round my front door

Now I woke up this morning a quarter past three
I just couldn't realize this could happen to me
That's all she wrote...

Now listen pretty mama you know you done me wrong
Didn't even give a warning till after you were gone
That's all you wrote...

Now someday you'll be sorry your heart will ache with pain
You'd give a million dollars to write that note again
That's all you wrote...

Now listen all you ramblers who think your girl is true
Don't ever be too certain or you'll be singing too
That's all she wrote...

I'll always love you honey although you done me wrong
But when you ask forgiveness I'll just say travel on
That's all I'll write won't write no more
The gloom will then be hanging round your front door

18514. That's All, Amen, Close The Door

Richard Thompson - That's All, Amen, Close The Door 

That's all, that's all there was
Say amen, close the door
She gave as much as she had to give
Please don't ask for more
Please don't ask for more

That's all, the curtain's down
The lights are up, go home
Did I care? Was I in love?
In love enough to know
In love enough to know

There's precious few that line that road
She welled from deep and overflowed
And there's no cup to hold the past
Too rich to drink, too rich to last, that's all

Well, you wish but don't wish for me
As if a wish could cheat the fall
Oh, just believe and leave it be



There's beauty in what's brief
There's beauty in what's small
That's all

There's some who dare and some who shine
And some who only drag behind
And some who reap what others sow
When memories fail, well, who's to know

That's all, that's all there was
Say amen, close the door
She gave as much as she had to give
Oh, please don't ask for more
Please don't ask for more, that's all

18515. That's Easy For You To Say

Kathy Mattea - That's Easy for You to Say

When you moved out this morning
Without any warning
You said my heart would mend
Then you told me goodbye and said I shouldn't cry
'Cause you and I can still be friends

Well, that's easy for you to say
Easy for you to feel that way
You think love's a place to hang your hat
But it's not like that for me

You told me our love was all wrong
That it's time for you to move along
Well, it's hard for me to feel that way
But it's easy for you to say

It never crossed my mind
You were the leavin' kind
You really had me fooled
As you drove away
I heard you say
You're sure I'll find somebody new

Well, that's easy for you to say
Easy for you to feel that way
You think love's a place to hang your hat
But it's not like that for me

You told me our love was all wrong
That it's time for you to move along
Well, it's hard for me to feel that way
But it's easy for you to say

Well, that's easy for you to say



Easy for you to feel that way
You think love's a place to hang your hat
But it's not like that for me

You told me our love was all wrong
That it's time for you to move along
Well, it's hard for me to feel that way
But it's easy for you to say

Well, that's easy for you to say
Easy for you to feel that way
You think love's a place to hang your hat
But it's not like that for me
You told me our love was all wrong

18516. That's How I Can Count On You

That's How I Can Count On You - Kathy Kallick

Like April can count on the showers
The grass can count on the dew
And March can count on the wind wind windy days
That's how I can count on you

If the road looks long and endless
With nothing but heartbreak in view
I'll smile all the while for I'll ,I'll, I'll
Know that I can always count on you

If fame and fortune pass me by
Though a begger, I stand alone
For a king and his Kingdom could never find
A love as true as the love we've once known

Like a baby can count on his mother
At night when the day is all through
Lovers can count on the moon, moon, silvery moon
That's how I can count on you

* Refrain

18517. That's How I Got to Memphis

The Avett Brothers - That's How I Got to Memphis 
Tom T Hall - Buddy Miller - NewFound Road

If you love somebody enough
You'll follow wherever they go
That's how I got to Memphis



That's how I got to Memphis

If you love somebody enough
You'll go where your heart wants to go
That's how I got to Memphis
That's how I got to Memphis

I know if you'd seen her you'd tell me cause you are my friend
I've got to find her and find out the trouble she's in

And if you tell me she's not here
You can follow the trail of my tears
That's how I got to Memphis
That's how I got to Memphis

She'd get mad and she used to say
She'd come back to Memphis someday
That's how I got to Memphis
That's how I got to Memphis

I haven't eaten a bite
Or slept for three days and nights
That's how I got to Memphis
That's how I got to Memphis

I've got to find her and tell her that I love her so
I'll never rest til I find out why she had to go

So thank you for your precious time
Forgive me if I start to cry
That's how I got to Memphis
That's how I got to Memphis
That's how I got to Memphis

18518. That's How Much I Love You - Chords

That's How Much I Love You
by Eddie Arnold 

G
Now If I had a nickel I know what I would do

I'd spend it all for candy and give it all to you
 C7 G
I'd spend it all for candy and give it all to you
 D7 G
'Cause that's how much I love you baby
 D7 G
That's how much I love you

If you were a picture, I'd hang you on the wall

Set back where I could see you , and never mova at all



 C7 G
Set back where I could see you, and never move at all
 D7 G
Cause that's how much I love you, Baby
 D7 G
That's how much I love you

Now if you were a kitten with pretty glossy fur
I'd take you up and stroke you and listen to you purr
I'd take you up and stroke you and listen to you purr
'Cause that's how much I love you baby
That's how much I love you.

Now if you were a tiger I'd hang around your den
I'd pester you my honey until you let me in
I'd pester you my honey until you let me in
'Cause that's how much I love you baby
That's how much I love you.

Now if you were a horsefly and I an old grey mare
I'd stand and let you bite me and never move a hair
I'd stand and let you bite me and never move a hair
'Cause that's how much I love you baby
That's how much I love you.

Now if you want to marry now let me tell you what
I'll go and find the parson and let him tie the knot
We'll go and find the parson and let him tie the knot
'Cause that's how much I love you woman
That's how much I love you...

18519. That's How Rumors Get Started

Sturgill Simpson - That's How Rumors Get Started

[Verse 1]
It's been a while since I've been on this side of town
Don't cross the river much these days
Haven't been avoidin' you, I'm hardly ever around
Sure, we could talk, but what would I say?

[Chorus]
And here you are
Still doin' you
Never worked out
But it never stopped you
All I know is every time
That your lips are parted
Right behind my back
That's how rumors get started
That's how rumors get started

[Verse 2]



Word travels faster than a whisper in the wind
Now all the birds are flyin' south
Black hawks and doves, we are at it once again
And you're talkin' out of both sides of your mouth

[Chorus]
And here you are
Still doin' you
It never worked out
But it never stopped you
All I know is every time
That your lips are parted
Right behind my back
That's how rumors get started
That's how rumors get started

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
You're burnin' bridges, keepin' warm by the fire
For what a lovely glow it makes
I'm growin' tired of being your exit fire
Bet it's hard to sleep in a bed of lies that you made

[Chorus]
And here you are
Still doin' you
It never worked out
But it never stopped you
All I know is every time
That your lips are parted
Right behind my back
That's how rumors get started
That's how rumors get started

[Outro]
That's how rumors get started
That's how rumors get started

18520. That's How Strong My Love Is

Buddy Miller - That's How Strong My Love Is

If i was the sun way up there
I'd go with my love most every where
I'd be the moon when the sun goes down
Just to let you know that i'm still around
That's how strong my love is
I'll be the weeping willow drowning in my tears
And you can go swimming when you're here
And i'll be the rainbow after the tears are gone
Wrap you in my colors and keep you warm
That's how strong my love is



I'll be the ocean so deep and wide
And catch all the tears whenever you cry
I'll be the breeze after the storm is gone
To dry your eyes and love you once more
That's how strong my love is

18521. That's Life

That's Life
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
She held me together like a frame holds a picture
The pictures fade, and pictures burn, and I guess that's that
I thought I'd never make it, but I learned never to say never
'Cause time can heal, and look at you, I'm slowly comin' back
You gotta dust off from time to time and move on down the line
'Cause that's life

[Chorus]
That's life
Who knows just where the wind blows
And why it comes and goes any time it wants to
It could pick you up, it can knock you down
It could turn your life around
Have you thankin' God or askin' God why
Oh, that's life

[Verse 2]
I finally met the girl that was in God's mind when He made me
She's everything I never knew I was lookin' for
She thinks I hung the moon, I think she hung it too
She's all that and then some, and a little bit more
Oh, well she moved off and married me, had her mom and daddy cryin'
But that's life

[Chorus]
That's life
Who knows just where the wind blows
And why it comes and goes any time it wants to
It could pick you up, it can knock you down
It could turn your life around
Have you thankin' God or askin' God why
Oh, that's life

[Verse 3]
She looks like an angel, I swear I can see her halo
She had me from the first time I looked into her eyes
There she is waitin' just for me to hold her
I hope she knows I'm never gonna leave her side
Hospital room, healthy baby girl layin' in room 309
That's life



[Chorus]
That's life
Who knows just where the wind blows
And why it comes and goes any time it wants to
It could pick you up, it can knock you down
It could turn your life around
Have you thankin' God or askin' God why
Oh, that's life
Oh, that's life

18522. That's Love

Brad Paisley - That's Love 

There ain't a woman in the world that wants to hear the word yes
When she asks if you think that she looks chubby in that dress
And if she cooks all day you better eat it with a smile
It doesn't matter if it tastes just like bad gravy on a Goodyear tire
Yeah, yeah, yeah all right so you bend the truth
Yeah, yeah, yeah that's somethin' that you'll have to get use to
Chorus
'Cause that's love you'll see
We all commit a little bit of perjury
Ah but that's no crime if you ask me, that's love
You're starin' at a burnt steak
You bite the bullet and you clean your plate
And then you go on and on about how great it was
That's not a lie, that's love
Well it's the very same thing that she does for you
When she doesn't bring up the fifteen pounds you need to lose
And every time she runs her fingers through your hair
And she says she kinda likes the way there's not as much of it there
Yeah, yeah, yeah well all right so she bends the truth
Yeah, yeah, yeah that's somethin' that you have to get use to
Repeat chorus
Yeah, yeah, yeah well all right so you bend the truth
Yeah, yeah, yeah that's somethin' that you're both gonna do
'Cause that's love you'll see
We all commit a little bit of perjury
You say I like it when your momma comes to visit us
That's not a lie, that's not a lie, that's love

18523. That's Not Right Babe

Jim Lauderdale - That's Not Right Babe

Can't ask a loaded question to ease your worried mind
Can't leave a guilty conscience where it's rainin' all the time
That's not right babe that's not right babe



If it was ever simple and you'd get what you deserve
And there'd never be no danger no matter which way that you swerve

That's not right babe that's not right babe
That's not right babe that's not right babe
Just because somebody told you you could always do what you want
Just because somebody told you you could always do what you want

[ guitar ]

That's not right babe that's not right babe
Just because somebody told you you could always do what you want
While you're lookin' in the future if you could keep what you were shown
And never hurt nobody's feelings no matter who'se side that you're on
That's not right babe that's not right babe...

18524. That's Not The Way

That's Not the Way
Desert Rose Band
Hillman-Woody

It was easy back in our little town
No responsibility
We had the world in the palm of our hands
So young and wild and free

Young lovers we were gone and run away
And our parents would never agree
And they said
That's not the way it's supposed to be
That's not the way it's supposed to be

Running down the highway in the middle of the night
We surely had it made
Wasn't long before we had our first fight
Almost threw it away

I took one look at her point of view
I got so mad I couldn't see
And I said
That's not the way it's supposed to be
That's not the way it's supposed to be

Oh talk to me and make it last
Feels like we had to grow up fast
It scares me when life gets so real
That's not the way it's supposed to feel

That's not the way it's supposed to be
That's not the way it's supposed to be

Things don't always go like they're planned



Some just disappear
We're still together in the shifting sand
After all of these years

Yeah I can still kick and scream all night
When we disagree, I know, I know
That's not the way it's supposed to be
That's not the way it's supposed to be

Oh talk to me and make it last
Everybody's got to grow up fast
It still scares me when life gets so real
That's not the way it's supposed to feel

No Mmm that's not the way
That's not the way
No, no, no, no, no
That's not the way
That's not the way it's supposed to be

18525. That's Not The Way It Works - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - That's Not The Way It Works
by Jim Lauderdale

-----------------------------------------------
--8--------------------------------------------
-----10--9--7------7---------------------------
-------------- 10-----10--8--8--8--10--12--10--
-----------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------
                 
C       Dm       Bb                   C 
If they tell you it's got to be their way
C         Dm         Bb           C
You can't make up  a mind of your own
C                     Dm
That's not the way it works
Dm     Bb              C
That's not the way it is
C                 Dm
Someome who never hurts
Dm     Bb             C
That's not the way it works
C         Dm      Bb                  C
Keep your spirits pointed towards the heavens
C            Dm    Bb                C     C Dm Bb C
You'll know better when you get back home
C    Dm      Bb             C
Easy answers to the hardest problems
C           Dm       Bb          C 
Peace comes quickly justice will prevail
C                     Dm



That's not the way it works
       Bb              C
That's not the way it is
C                 Dm
Someome who never hurts
       Bb             C
That's not the way it works
C         Dm      Bb                  C
Keep your spirits pointed towards the heavens
C           Dm     Bb                C
You'll know better when you get back home
Dm               Caug
You might notice things you've never seen
Dm              G                         Dm   Bb   C
Not to mention all that's in between

SOLO

C         Dm      Bb                  C
Keep your spirits pointed towards the heavens
C           Dm     Bb                C
You'll know better when you get back home
C         Dm      Bb                  C
Keep your spirits pointed towards the heavens
C           Dm     Bb                C
We'll know better when you get back home
      Dm    Bb       C
La la la la la la la la

>From Jim Lauderdale  "Every Second Counts"
Atlantic Records 1995
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)

18526. That's Okay

That's Okay

That's okay
It's alright
No, really everything is cool
This is just
The way I look
When I'm feeling like a fool

Teardrops falling jealous
Drowning in them's just as well as
Drifting on this lonely sea of pain
Could have used another
Night or so to be recovered
Believe the lies I told myself
But just as long as you know

That's okay



It's alright
No, really everything is cool
This is just
The way I look
When I'm feeling like a fool

Voice about us softly mumbling
Words that trip my heart
is stumbling
To the ground and crawls there
on its knees
I'll embrace small shards of silence
To avoid a loss this violent
And survive love's darkest fears
Just as long as you know

That's okay
It's alright
No, really everything is cool
This is just
The way I look
When I'm feeling like a fool
When I'm feeling like a fool

18527. That's Okay - Chords

That's Okay
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G                C
That's okay it's alright 
          D7            G   D7   
No really everything is cool
        G              C
This is just the way I look 
         D7             G
When I'm feeling like a fool
C
Teardrops falling jealous 
G
Drowning in them is just as well as
D7                             G  G7
Drifting on this lonely sea of pain
C                       G
Could have used another night 
Or so to be recovered
A7
Believe the lies I told myself 
D7
Just as long as you know
       G         C
That's okay it's alright 
          D7            G   D7



No really everything is cool
        G              C
This is just the way I look 
         D7             G
When I'm feeling like a fool
C                              G
Voice about us softly mumbling words 
That trip my heart is stumbling
D7                                    G  G7 
To the ground and crawls there on its knees
C
I'll embrace small shards of silence 
G
To avoid a loss this violent
A7
And survive love's darkest fears 
D7
Just as long as you know
       G         C
That's okay it's alright 
          D7            G   D7   
No really everything is cool
        G              C
This is just the way I look 
         D7             G
When I'm feeling like a fool
C        D7             G
When I'm feeling like a fool

18528. That's Tennessee

That's Tennessee 
Special Consensus
 
Try to picture heaven, tell me what you see 
Some say there's angels singin' 
And gold all through the streets 
If it's where I'd spend forever 
With my friends and family 
To me that's Tennessee  
 
There's nothin' like the Opry, if you want to live a dream 
Mmm sweet taste of whiskey, from bottle of JD  
It's the Great Smoky Mountains 
Just as far as you can see
And to me that's Tennessee 
 
CHORUS : 
'Cause it's where I can sing, where I can dance 
And be who I am, be given the chance 
In the land of the free, and southern hospitality
To me that's Tennessee 
 



I've been a lot of places, many miles from Tennessee 
Wasn't always easy, when it came my time to leave 
But if home is where your heart is 
Then it's where I long to be
And to me that's Tennessee  
 
Yeah, to me that's Tennessee

18529. That's That

Cornmeal - That's That
Album: Live In Chicago, IL Vol. II

Whatever happened to that little girl I thought I knew?
The one who used to hang around my door
Cause when I look around, baby you just can't be found
Well I guess you ain't miking time for no more

Now we used to be so tight but it seems like overnight
You cut the cord and put me on a shelf
Now I need an explanation, just a little consolation
Cause I'm walking the floor and I'm talking to myself

Chorus
Well you turned your back and closed the door that I was steppin' through
And left me here to sit and wonder why
But if you won't tell me where I stand or you won't even try
Well That's That, I leavin', good-bye

Now didn't I make you laugh? Now didn't I treat you right?
And didn't you pull me close and hold me tight?
Tell me was it truth or fiction? Do you suffer an affliction?
Cause the way you been doing me lately just ain't right

Chorus

Now don't you call me on the telephone and try to make some time
If your only gonna stand me up again
Cause I'm all alone and I'm all forlorn and I'm half out of my mind
But I'll try my best to take it like a man

So whatever happened to that little girl I thought I knew?
I guess I'll have to wait around and see
Now I wonder if you're happy and I wonder if you're free
And I wonder if you ever think of me

Cause you turned your back and closed the door that I was steppin' through
And left me here to sit and wonder why
But if you won't tell me where I stand or you won't even try
Well That's That, I leavin', good-bye
No this wasn't part of what I planned, I'm gonna sit right down and cry
Cause That's That, I leavin', good-bye
That's That, I leavin', good-bye



18530. That's The Bag I'm In

That's The Bag I'm In
Fred Neil

I burned my fingers on the coffee pot
Toast was cold and the orange juice was hot.
I should start over but you know I'd rather not.
Same thing gonna happen again
Cause that's the bag I'm in.

Last night as I was walking down the street,
Whistling the blues to the tapping of my feet,
Some jive crank called the cops on the beat.
It'll happen every single time.

Every morning when I get up,
I miss my connection and I'm late for work again
You know they'll probably drop the atom bomb the day my ship comes in.
I dasn't bet a nickle cause I'd get paid off in yen.
Sometimes you just can't win cause that's the bag I'm in.

Jukebox playing the same old melody,
Keep on bringing back those blue memories.
This evil feeling's gonna be the death of me
I think I'm going out of my mind.

Every morning when I wake up,
I burn my fingers on the pot,
Toast is cold and the orange juice is hot,
I should start over but you know I'd rather not
Same thing gonna happen again,
Cause that's the bag I'm in.

18531. That's The Chance I'll Have To Take

Ernest Tubb 
That's The Chance I'll Have To Take

Troubles and a worried mind it seems that's all I've ever known
But now I'll leave that all behind if you'll just leave me alone
And if I go on loving you if to leave is a mistake
If I'm wrong in what I do that's the chance I'll have to take

Don't bother now to waste the time saying things you've said before
I've heard it all a hundred times but I won't listen anymore
And if I go on loving you if to leave is a mistake
If I'm wrong in what I do that's the chance I'll have to take



18532. That's The Deal

Kathy Mattea - That's the Deal

There was a gentleman I knew
A stroke held his wife fast asleep
And his whole life had come down to
The vigil he would daily keep
I asked would he rather be free ?
And this is how he answered me
That's the deal, that's the bargain that you make
That's the vow that two hearts take
That if better turns to worse you will abide
That's the deal, if it were not for God's grace
I might be there in her place and she'd be right by my side
That's the deal
In my mind I still hear him talk
I keep those words like souvenirs
Brought from a place where couples walk
Arm in arm through this veil of tears
I pray someday for my own sake
I find the heart I'll never break
That's the deal, that's the bargain that you make
That's the vow that two hearts take
That if better turns to worse you will abide
That's the deal, if it were not for God's grace
I might be there in her place and she'd be right by my side
That's the deal
That's the deal
That's the deal

18533. That's The News

That's the News

Suddenly it's over, the war is fin'lly done.
Soldiers in the desert sand, still clingin' to a gun.
No-one is the winner an' everyone must lose.
Suddenly the war is over: that's the news.

Suddenly celebrity is somethin' back in style.
Back to runnin' tabloid for a while.
Pain's almost everywhere, the whole world's got the blues.
Suddenly the war is over: that's the news.

That's the news, that's the news.
That's the ever-lovin', blessed, headline news.
Someone's missin;' in Modesto, an' it's sad about the clues.
Suddenly the war is over: that's the news.



Instrumental break.

Suddenly the cost of war is somethin' out of sight.
Lost a lotta heroes in the fight.
Politicians do all the talkin': soldiers pay the dues.
Suddenly the war is over, that's the news.

That's the news, that's the news.
That's the ever-lovin', blessed, headline news.
Politicians do all the talkin': soldiers pay the dues.
Suddenly the war is over, that's the news.

18534. That's The Way

That's the Way

With this ring I thee wed and I give to you my life
Mine is yours and yours is mine
And we can live that way forever
With this kiss we will seal that we now are man and wife
Two in one, one in two
That's the way it's got to be
With this love we can live, we can't keep it to ourselves
He is mine, he is yours
And we can live our lives in telling
I give my heart, I give my soul, I give you all my worldly goods
Two in one, one in two
That's the way it's got to be
And I will cling to you, you will cling to me
And in the shadow of the cross we'll live on bended knee
With this prayer I commit that we both become as one
He in us and we in Him
Saying vows to one another
Hold them fast in your heart 'til the day we see the Son
Two in one, one in two
That's the way it's got to be

And I will cling to you, you will cling to me
And in the shadow of the cross we'll live on bended knee
With this prayer I commit that we both become as one
He in us and we in Him
Saying vows to one another
Hold them fast in your heart 'til the day we see the Son
Two in one, one in two
That's the way it's got to be
Two in one, one in two
That's the way it's got to be



18535. That's The Way I Feel

That's The Way I Feel
Recorded by George Jones
written by Roger Miller and George Jones

G
If you ever feel unwanted kicked around so much you're taunted
                                                 D7
Hearts cry out with so much pain well that's the way I feel

Love someone and love her dearly hope these words she didn't hear me
                                             G
Left me here heartsick and lonely that's the way I feel

            C
A cry would do no good
          G
I used to think it would
        A7
But the more I thought
                                D7
The more I believe is what I'll do

G
Let your feeling have it's day maybe it will go away
                                     D7
Maybe I will find another that's the way I feel

Can't let heartbreak over come me just because that's the way she done me
                                          G
I'll forget she ever loved her that's the way I feel

   
If you ever get the notion that you're drowning in an ocean
                                            D7
Of the tears that you are crying that's the way I feel

Crying just because your lonely crying cause your one and only
                                           G
Cause she loves somebody better that's the way I feel

Repeat #2 & 3

18536. That's The Way I Remember It

That's The Way I Remember It - Garth Brooks 

It's only natural with time
Details can somehow slip your mind
Something so sweet, though incomplete
You fill the spaces in-between



It never will be that way again
Maybe it wasn't way back when
But to my heart and soul
This is the way the story has to be told

That's the way (that's the way) I remember it
I remember it that way
From the day I was living there
I remember it that way

Some of our stories fade as we grow older
Some get sweeter every time they're told
That's the way (that's the way) I remember you that way

Guess now if the truth were known
Among diamonds they were stones
To say would be fair, girl, nothing compares
To when I called you all my own

So darling don't ever you think twice
Those were the best days of my life
When I held you there
And I'll tell this story this way, time and again

That's the way (that's the way) I remember it
I remember it that way
From the day I was living there
I remember it that way

18537. That's The Way It Was - Chords

Thats The Way It Was 
Chris Hillman & Herb Pedersen
 
[Intro]
A  A  A  A  x4
 
 
[Verse 1]
D
Way down on the old panhandle
D                          G
That's where I met her you know
A
She moved here from Louisiana
A                                 D
And she could never let Louisiana go
 
 
[Verse 2]
D
She shot a fella down in Baton Rouge
D             G



And ran to Alabam'
G       A
But she found herself here in Texas
A                    D
All alone on the Rio Grande
 
 
[Bridge]
D                 G
That's the way it was
A                 D
That's the way it was
 
 
[Verse 3]
D
And that's where she made our connection
D                          G
All the things she made me do
A
We ran from the cops we ran from the judge
A                                  D
But I couldn't think of anyone but you
 
 
[Verse 4]
D
So that's how I found myself right here
D
Doing time in the county jail
A
All because of that Louisiana girl
A                                D
Trying to find someone to go my bail
 
 
[Chorus 1]
D                 G
That's the way it was
D
I'd swear
D                                              A
And if it's not the truth baby I'm your millionaire
D                 G
That's the way it was
D
I swear
A       G  A
So baby please give me one more chance
A                 D
That's the way it was
 
 
[Instrumental]
D   D   D   D
D   D   G   G
A   A   A   A



A   A   D   D
D   D   D   D
D   D   D   G
A   A   A   A
G   G   D   D
 
 
[Verse 5]
D
My jailhouse lawyer spoke to me
D                      G
About an hour just yesterday
A
He couldn't believe the fix I'm in
A                                     D
And you know how I know crime doesn't pay
 
 
[Verse 6]
D
So hear my plea, listen to me
D                     G
I been in the pen too long
A
I fell under her spell it was a living hell
A                                   D
Honey you know I never meant you no wrong
 
 
[Chorus]
D                 G
That's the way it was,
D
I swear
D                                          A
If it's not the truth baby I'm your millionaire
A                 G
That's the way it was
D
I swear
A  G A
So baby please give me one more chance
A                 D
That's the way it was
 
 
[Chorus 3]
A                 D
That's the way it was
D
I swear
A       G  A
So baby please give me one more chance
A                 D
That's the way it was
 
 



[Outtro]
D  D  D  D
D  D  A  D

18538. That's The Way Love Goes

That's the Way Love Goes

I've been throwing horseshoes
Over my left shoulder
I've spent most all my life
Searching for that four-leafed clover

Yet you ran with me
Chasing my rainbows
Honey, I love you, too

And that's the way love goes
That's the way love goes, babe
That's the music God made
For all the world to sing

It's never old, it grows
Losing makes me sorry
You say, 'honey, now, don't worry'
Don't you know I love you too?

And that's the way love goes

That's the way love goes, babe
That's the music god made
For all the world to sing

It's never old, it grows
Losing makes me sorry
You say, 'honey, don't worry'
Don't you know I love you too?

And that's the way love goes, oh

18539. That's The Way That The World Goes 'round

That's The Way That The World Goes 'round
John Prine

I know a guy that's got a lot to lose.
He's a pretty nice fellow but he's kind of confused.
He's got muscles in his head that ain't never been used.
Thinks he owns half of this town.



Starts drinking heavy, gets a big red nose.
Beats his old lady with a rubber hose,
Then he takes her out to dinner and buys her new clothes.
That's the way that the world goes 'round.

Chorus:
That's the way that the world goes 'round.
You're up one day and the next you're down.
It's half an inch of water and you think you're gonna drown.
That's the way that the world goes 'round.

I was sitting in the bathtub counting my toes,
When the radiator broke, water all froze.
I got stuck in the ice without my clothes,
Naked as the eyes of a clown.

I was crying ice cubes hoping I'd croak,
When the sun come through the window, the ice all broke.
I stood up and laughed thought it was a joke
That's the way that the world goes 'round.

Chorus

18540. That's What I Like About You

Tim O'Brien - That's What I Like About You

I like a woman who is crazy about me
I like a woman who can live without me too
That's what I like about you

I like a woman who will lay down beside me
I like a woman who will stand up to me too
That's what I like about you

Don't want a woman to be my twin
Under my thumb, under my skin
Don't want a woman like a shadow on the ground
With nothing else to do but follow me around

I like a woman who will cry on my shoulder
Who don't mind if I cry sometimes too
That's what I like about you

I like a woman who can make it happen
Who can keep me laughing
When my whole world breaks in two
That's what I like about you

You can be soft and honey, you can be strong
Maybe that's the reason we get along
Everything you do, you do just right



You're tender in love and tough in a fight

I like a woman who will lay down beside me
Stand up to me, she'll cry on my shoulder
She's a crazy 'bout me, she can't live without me too
That's what I like about, can't live my life without
That's what I like about you

18541. That's What I'd Be Like Without You

That's What I'd Be Like Without You

When was the last time I told you,
just how much that you mean to me?
I'm sorry I took you forgranted,
but without you I know how I'd be...

Imagine a day without sunshine
or a mountain not having a view.
And picture the Heavens not holding the stars.
That's what I'd be like without you.

It scares me to think I could lose you
by leaving you here all alone,

but if you ever fall out of love here,
I know how I'd be on my own...

Imagine a day without sunshine
or a mountain not having a view.
And picture the Heavens not holding the stars.
That's what I'd be like without you.

That's what I'd be like without you.

18542. That's What Leaving's For

That's What Leaving's For
Rob Ickes & Trey Hensley

[Verse 1]
I don't have to say goodbye
You don't have to slam no doors
And I don't have to breakdown
And beg you to love me anymore

[Verse 2]
There's no chance of making up
There's no hope for me and you



There are no need for words
When love is through

[Chorus]
And that's what leaving's for
That's what leaving's for

[Verse 3]
You don't have to let your guard down
I don't have to build my walls
The show is finally over
We can cue the curtain calls

[Verse 4]
We don't have to hold together
We can finally fall apart
With a chip on both our shoulders
And a crack right through our heart

[Chorus]
And that's what leaving's for
Well, that's what leaving's for
Nothing to say, no reason to stay like before
Well, that's what leaving's for

[Bridge]
Leaving, going, gone forever
Well, there's one thing I know for sure
It may be [?] whatever
There's nothing a thousand miles won't cure

[Chorus]
And that's what leaving's for
Well, that's what leaving's for
Nothing to say, no reason to stay like before
Well, that's what leaving's for
Well, that's what leaving's for

18543. That's What Leaving's For - Chords

That's What Leaving's For 
Rob Ickes & Trey Hensley
 
[Verse 1]
    Ð¡           Am
I don't have to say goodbye
  F               Am7          Dm
You don't have to slam no doors
    F
And I don't have to breakdown
C                         Am
And beg you to love me anymore
 



 
[Verse 2]
C                             Am
There's no chance of making up
F               Am7         Dm
There's no hope for me and you
 F                     C
There are no need for words
                 Am
When love is through
 
 
[Chorus]
     F           Am7          Dm
And that's what leaving's for
    F          C            A
That's what leaving's for
(alternate: 300200 on "that's what")
 
 
[Verse 3]
C                                Am
You don't have to let your guard down
F                  A7        Dm
I don't have to build my walls
F                   C
The show is finally over
                          Am
We can cue the curtain calls
 
 
[Verse 4]
C                           Am
We don't have to hold together
F                      Dm
We can finally fall apart
F                      C
With a chip on both our shoulders
                                  Am
And a crack right through our heart
 
 
[Chorus]
F                            Dm
Well that's what leaving's for
F                             C
Well, that's what leaving's for
    Am       Ð¡7      F            Am7      Dm   F
Nothing to say, no reason to stay like before
                       C            Am
Well, that's what leaving's for
 
F C Dm F C Am



18544. That's What Love's About

Marty Stuart - That's What Love's About

When she needs a friend
Then you'd better hold her
If she starts to cry
Then offer her your shoulder
If the world comes crashin' down
And leaves her full of doubt
Take her in your arms
Now that's what love's about 
She needs to know you care
She needs to know you're there
If it takes crawling on your knees
To live up to your vows
No matter what it takes
We'll work it out somehow
Treat her like a lady
Now that's what love's about

She let me have her heart
I hope I never break it
She bared to me her soul
I could hardly take it
She gave me all she had

She said she could do without
Till the end of time
Now that's what love's about

She needs to know you're there
If it takes crawling on your knees
To live up to your vows
No matter what it takes
We'll work it out somehow
Treat her like a lady
Now that's what love's about

18545. That's What Makes You Strong - Chords

That's What Makes You Strong 
Claire Lynch

{Intro]
G           D   G
 
[Verse]
G
If you love somebody then that means you
Am
need somebody and If you
 



A             D
need somebody  that's what makes you
G
weak
G
 
If you know your weak then you know
A
need you someone
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D
Oh it's a funny thing but
G
That's what make you strong
 
[Chorus]
             A
That's what gives you
Am
power
       Em
That's what lets the
D     Bm
meek  come sit beside the
 G
king
G
That's what let's us smile in our final
A - E
hour
That's what moves our
D
souls and
That's what makes us
G
sing
 
[Instrumental]
D    G     D     G
 
[Verse]
G                 D
And to  trust somebody is to be
E      Am
disappointed
Em  Am
     E
It's never what you
  D
wanted
               A
And it happens every
G
time
D  G
 



[Bridge]
G
But if your the trusting kind
E
This don't even
A              Am
cross your mind
 
[Chorus]
D                    B
Oh it's a funny thing but
            F#m
That's what makes you
G
strong
G
That's what make you strong
That's what gives you
A
power
 
That's what lets the
D
meek  come sit beside the
 G
king
 
That's what let's us smile in our final
A
hour
Em                D
That's what moves our
 
souls and
      F#m
That's what makes us
G
sing
G
That's what moves our
Am Em D
souls
      F#m
and That's what makes us
G
sing
G
sing

18546. That's What Songs Are For

Tom T. Hall - That's what songs are for
Composer: Tom T. Hall



Laugh your little head off cry your little eyes out
Dance a hole in the floor
That's what music's all about that's what songs are for
Tell someone you love them tell someone you miss them
It's all been said before
That's what music's all about that 's what songs are for

Sing in the sunshine sing in the rain
Forget your troubles be happy again
Laugh your little head off cry your little eyes out
Dance a hole in the floor
That's what music's all about that's what songs are for

Bring back mem'ries good time mem'ries
Go out and make some more
That's what music's all about that's what songs are for
If you say you're sorry if you say you're lonely
Songs can say that and more
That's what music's all about that's what songs are for

18547. That's What You Do When You're In Love

Forester Sisters - That's what you do when you're in love
Composer: Terry Skinner - Jerry Lee Wallace - Ken Bell

Well, the door's unlocked and the lights still on
And the covers turned down on the bed
And you don't have to say that you're sorry anymore
'Cause honey I believe what you said

If there's anybody perfect, well, I ain't seem 'em yet
And we all gotta learn to forgive and forget
That's what you do when you're in love, in love
That's what you do when you're in love

Well, he called me up to tell me that he wasn't coming home
Guilt was too heavy and his pride too strong
He'd had a lot to drink and he did me wrong
'Cause he didn't sleep alone last night

He said the other woman couldn't hold a light to me
But she made him feel young, kinda wild and free
He called home with his guilty plea
'Cause he knew he hadn't done me right

He expected me to cry and hang up the phone
But all my heart could say

Yes, the door's unlocked and the lights still on
And the covers turned down on the bed
And you don't have to say that you're sorry anymore
'Cause honey I believe what you said



If there's anybody perfect, well, I ain't seem 'em yet
And we all gotta learn to forgive and forget
That's what you do when you're in love, in love
That's what you do when you're in love

He said you're some kinda woman to feel this way
'Cause honey, I expected there'd be hell to pay
When a man gets lonely sometimes he'll play
Last night I was a lonely man

I said I know that you think I'm being kind and sweet
Loneliness can be a two-way street
Many times I've had to fight the urge to cheat
I'm just sayin' that I understand

As he stood there thinkin' bout the words I said
I think he began to see

And the door's unlocked and the lights still on
And the covers turned down on the bed
And you don't have to say that you're sorry anymore
'Cause honey I believe what you said

If there's anybody perfect, well, I ain't seem 'em yet
And we all gotta learn to forgive and forget
That's what you do when you're in love, in love
That's what you do when you're in love

Well, the door's unlocked and the lights still on
And the covers turned down on the bed
And you don't have to say that you're sorry anymore
'Cause honey I believe what you said

If there's anybody perfect, well, I ain't seem 'em yet
And we all gotta learn to forgive and forget
That's what you do when you're in love, in love
That's what you do when you're in love

Well, the door's unlocked and the lights still on
And the covers turned down on the bed
And you don't have to say that you're sorry anymore
'Cause honey I believe what you said

If there's anybody perfect, well, I ain't seem 'em yet

18548. That's What You Get For Loving Me

That's What You Get For Loving Me
Gordon Lightfoot

That's what you get for loving me
That's what you get for loving me



Well everything you had is gone, as you can see
That's what you get for loving me

I ain't the kind to hang around
With every new love that I've found
Moving is my stock in trade I'm moving on,
I won't think of you when I'm gone

So don't you shed a tear for me
I ain't the love you thought I'd be
I've had a hundred more like you, so don't be blue
I'll have a thousand 'fore I'm thru

Now, there you go, You're crying again
Now there you go, you're crying again
Well some day when your poor heart is on the mend
I just might pass this way again

That's what you get for loving me
That's what you get for loving me
Well everything you had is gone, as you can see
That's what you get for loving me.

18549. That's What Your Leaving's Done To Me - Chords

That's What Your Leaving's Done To Me

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key Eb
 Eb Ab
What your leaving's done to me time will never heal
 Eb Bb
My life just ain't the same all my dreams aren't real
 Eb Ab
Tearstains on my pillow I'm blue as can be
 Eb Bb Eb
Oh that's what your leaving's done to me

I stare at the wall like a fool I guess I am
To be in love with someone who's not around
The moon don't shine the clouds are all I see
Oh that's what your leaving's done to me

They say I'm going crazy well I guess I am
I don't know what to do so I just walk around
The skies that once were blue now they're grey as can be
Oh that's what your leaving's done to me

( steel )

They say I'm going crazy...
Oh that's what your leaving's done to me



18550. That's What Your Love Does To Me

That's What Your Love Does To Me
Jeannie Kendall

I used to love free and easy
Hittin'² the road any time I please
You came and turned me around
Now all I think about is settlin' down
That'²s what your love does to me
That's what your love does to me

Makes me wonder what I ever saw in being free
I'm used to runnin'² but my heart says stay
This time there ain'²t no runnin' away
That'²s what your love does to me
That's what your love does to me

Out every night when the sun goes down
Neon lights and a jukebox sound
I used to be the first in line
Now it'²s the last thing on my mind
That's what your love does to me
That'²s what your love does to me

Makes me wonder what I ever saw in being free
I'm used to runnin' but my heart says stay
This time there ain'²t no runnin'² away
That's what your love does to me
That'²s what your love does to me

Every heart gets a chance to be untrue
There'll come a time mine will too
Don'²t you worry when it comes my time
My heart's gonna walk the line
That'²s what your love does to me
That's what your love does to me

Makes me wonder what I ever saw in being free
I'm used to runnin'² but my heart says stay
This time there ain'²t no runnin' away
That'²s what your love does to me

Makes me wonder what I ever saw in being free
I'm used to runnin'² but my heart says stay
This time there ain't no runnin'² away
That's what your love does to me
That's what your love does to me
That'²s what your love does to me
That'²s what your love does to me



18551. That's When It's Coming Home To You

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
That's When It's Coming Home To You

For a million of lies that you told me
And the millions of nights I've waited for you
Now you'll find out someday for every wrong you pay
And that's when it's coming home to you

You said that you loved me and always would be true
But how could you love me keep hurting me the way you do

For the millions of heartaches you've caused me
And the millions of tears I've shed over you
It's all been so unfair but someday I won't care
And that's when it's coming home to you

It never bothered you to see me sit and cry
But you laughed and said it's best for us to say goodbye

For a million of lies that you told me
And the millions of nights I've waited for you
Now you'll find out someday for every wrong you pay
And that's when it's coming home to you

Now you had money to pay for every little spree
But money can never pay for the dirty ways you treated me

For the millions of heartaches you've caused me
And the millions of tears I've shed over you
It's all been so unfair but someday I won't care
And that's when it's coming home to you

18552. That's When Love Will Mean The Most

Dolly Parton - That's When Love Will Mean The Most 

When you feel the pain of loneliness inside you you feel the emptiness that lives within
When all the things around you had no meaning
And the lips you love can kiss you once and then
That's when love (love) will mean the most that's when love (love) will hold you close
To the lips you love to touch and the things that mean so much
That's when love (that's when love) will mean the most
When you see a gentle smile from one that loves you
I feel a softness in the touch of love's sweet hand
Or just reminiscing back through childhood mem'ries
Of days gone by that can't return again
That's when love...



18553. That's When You'll Know It's Over

Marty Stuart - That's When You'll Know It's Over

When you said it's over, I said it's not for me
When you said to forget you, I said when will that be
When that day comes, well they'll bury me
That's when you'll know it's over
That's when you'll know it's over 
When I don't think of you all day every day
When I close my eyes and sleep comes right away
When you're not the first thing on my mind when I wake
That's when you'll know it's over
That's when you'll know it's over

You thought it would never end
When you broke my heart
But baby for me, that was only the start
Of this burning pain and there's no end in sight
So you've got to realize
It won't be over til it's over

When I don't see my past with you everywhere
When I see my future, without you there
When I see you with him and I don't care
That's when you'll know it's over
That's when you'll know it's over

18554. That's Where I Belong

That's Where I Belong

When the frantic pace of life attacks me
And weighs me to the ground
I long for someplace to escape
To the one place i have found

No stoplights to obey
No signs or limits there
Just drop the hook
And make your home almost anywhere

Where the sky meets the water
Where the wind is my song
Where the sun is my brother
That's where I belong

The gentle motion of the seas
Just rocks me off to sleep



No sirens, cars or screams
just quiet ocean breeze

A frigate bird encircles me
A 1000 feet above
She dips her wing and bows her head
Like we share a common love

Where the sky meets the water
Where the wind is my song
Where the sun is my brother
That's where I belong

When the moonlight cracks the edge of night
And stars are everywhere
I can taste the rum and coke
And I can smell that salty air

A light spray across my bow
Cools the evening sun
As it slowly melts into the sea
And tells me day is done

Where the sky meets the water
Where the wind is my song
Where the sun is my brother
That's where I belong

When the common themes of life
They come and overload my brain
I steer my thoughts right to that place
That takes me far away

When the traffic fills that concrete path
That takes me back and forth
I usually sit and dream about
That biggest piece of earth

Where the sky meets the water
Where the wind is my song
Where the sun is my brother
That's where I belong

Where the sky meets the water
Where the wind is my song
Where the sun is my brother
That's where I belong

Yeah, that's where I belong
Oh, that's where I belong

18555. That's Where I Lay Down - Chords



Thats Where I Lay Down
The Breakmen
 
G
Spring rain left when I first met you
D                                          Em
With your long eyelashes and your blush of youth 
Em
You tell the truth and you do your best
G       C
But you can't see the things that you never have discovered yet
C                                       G
Oh it's like that when you're lovin and young
         D                               Em
From the back the mind to the tip of the tongue
Em
The kiss on your lips, your fingertips
G                                                   C
And I'd make the same choice if I had to do it once again
D                  G
That's where I lay down
                              C
That's where I'm gonna lay my head
C                       G
When there is no bed in any town
        D                            Em
And the summer's turned the grass to brown
D                  G
That's where I lay down
 
G
So I worked the line, I made our life
D                                            Em
And a good time woman became my wife
Em
Good as an oak through the joy and the mess
G       C
But you never know you're leavin til you're lookin back at what you've left
C                                       G
Standin in the doorway open wide 
         D                               Em
In front of the pack you left inside
Em
Spring into summer, summer to fall
G                                                   C
It's your sun-kissed body and honey I can't take it all
D                  G
That's where I lay down
                              C
That's where I'm gonna lay my head
C                       G
When there is no bed in any town
        D                            Em
And the summer's turned the grass to brown
D                  G
That's where I lay down
G
I don't know if love comes and goes



D                                            Em
Or if it's rocksteady and it's me who roams
Em
I'm coming and a going, I'm passin through
G       C
And I'm countin the miles until I'm headin back to you
C                                       G
Oh livin the life I guess I wanted to 
         D                               Em
With my pack on my back and my dusty shoes
Em
With your love in my pocket, I'm keepin it safe
G                                                   C
And I'm carryin it home to you darling now and I can't wait
D                  G
That's where I lay down
                              C
That's where I'm gonna lay my head
C                       G
When there is no bed in any town
        D                            Em
And the summer's turned the grass to brown
D                  G
That's where I lay down

18556. That's Where I'll Be

Little Big Town - That's Where I'll Be

[Verse 1]
Holding you is revelation
Baby I have seen the other side
And there's nothing but lonely
So I left for doing only what it takes
To bridge the great divide

[Chorus]
I would ride across the mesa
To the Arizona plain
And sail beyond the shores of cisco beach
I'd go down the Mississippi
To the land of hurricanes
Or I'll climb
The hills of Tennessee
If that's where you are
That's where I'll be

[Verse 2]
Loving you is sweet salvation
Baby there's no measure to your words
Now it's your love that makes me
So I'll follow where it takes me
Even to the edge of the earth



[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Without you I'm only drifting
Through a life that I'm not living
Without you I'm a heart without a home

[Chorus]
If that's where you are
Thats where I'll be

[Outro]
Oh oh oh oh

18557. That's Where I'm From

Robbie Fulks - That's Where I'm From

[Verse 1]
Back in the driveway
The end of the workday
And how fast that world disappears
A fresh lawn, a pine tree
A neighbor just like me
That's worked all his life to get here

[Refrain 1]
A man climbs as high as he can
But his heart belongs where it began

[Verse 2]
I can see in my mind's eye
A shack on a hillside
And a mean billy-goat on a chain
Dad doin' battle
With dirt hard as gravel
And summers the crops never came

[Refrain 2]
We'd shoot down a pheasant in flight
And sing songs about Jesus all night

[Chorus]
And that's where I'm from
Where time passes slower
That's where I'm from
Where it's "Yes, ma'am" and "No, sir"
Can't tell I'm country
Just you look closer
It's deep in my blood



18558. That's Who I Am - Chords

Thats Who I Am 
Chris Jones

[Intro]
No chords foR the first 2 bars,then
                                    C                                 F
e/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
G/-5---5---3---3--/-5---5---3---3--/-5---5---3---3--/-5---5---3---3--/-5---5---3---3--/-5---5---3---3--/
G/---5---5---5---5/---5---5---5---5/---5---5---5---5/---5---5---5---5/---5---5---5---5/---5---5---5---5/
D/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
A/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
E/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
 
 
[Verse 1]
C
I'm trying harder by the day
          F
Trying to hold on to
C
I'm doing everything my way
           F
Now that I make it through
       G                        Am
But I constantly fall into black holes
        G                          F
And I'm chronically challenged by fate
 
 
[Chorus]
F
Will you think
          C
that it's over
                 Em
In a blink of an eye
                   Am
You found yourself broken
          F
Wondering why?
                     C
And I'm screaming in silence
               Em
It's out of my hands
                Am
I won't give up trying
                    F
'Cause that's who I am
             C
That's who I am
                  F



Yeah that's who I am
 
 
[Verse 2]
C
How easily things can go wrong
         F
Over and over
C
When I'm there it won't be long
            F
Now back to nowhere
            G                              Am
And I don't want to stay in this black hole
        G                    F
No, but nevertheless here I am
 
[Chorus]
F             (stop strumming for a second here)
Will you think
          C
that it's over
                 Em
In a blink of an eye
                   Am
You found yourself broken
          F
Wondering why?
                     C
And I'm screaming in silence
               Em
It's out of my hands
                Am
I won't give up trying
                    F
'Cause that's who I am
              G
That's who I am
 
 
[Bridge]
G        F       G
I'm sane but I'm crazy
F   G
Just every day
                  Am   (D)    C
It's coming and going our way
G        F       G
I laugh, but I'm crying
F   G           A#    G
I'm living and dying
                  C      F
Yeah that's who I am
 
[Chorus]
G
Will you think



          C
that it's over
                 Em
In a blink of an eye
                   Am
You found yourself broken
          F
Wondering why?
                     C
And I'm screaming in silence
               Em
It's out of my hands
                Am
I won't give up trying
                    F
'Cause that's who I am
             C
That's who I am
 
[Outro]
  C                                 F                                 C
e/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/-0~-------------/
G/-5---5---3---3--/-5---5---3---3--/-5---5---3---3--/-5---5---3---3--/-1~-------------/
G/---5---5---5---5/---5---5---5---5/---5---5---5---5/---5---5---5---5/-0~-------------/
D/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/-2~-------------/
A/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/-3~-------------/
E/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

18559. That's Why You Have To Be You

Tom T Hall - That's Why You Have To Be You
Composer: Tom T. Hall

You know you can't live in the water
You'd just be wet all the time
Your hands would get wrinkled your face would turn blue
And you'd wind up on somebody's line

That's why you can't be a fish
Water is not what you do
That's why you can't be a fish
That's why you have to be you

You know you can't live in the air
Why you'd be in the clouds all the time
You'd get dizzy from bein' so high
And you must have wings if you fly

So that's why you can't be a bird
Flying is not what you do
That's why you can't be a bird
That's why you have to be you



You know you can't live in a tree
For one thing the trees are too tall
There's nothing to eat in a tree
And there's always a chance you could fall

That's why you can't be a squirrel
Climbing is not what you do
That's why you can't be a squirrel
That's why you have to be you

But it's okay to be you
Just being yourself you'll go far
It's really okay to be you
I love you the way you are
Ain't we great

18560. Thatll Be A Better Day - Chords

Thatll Be A Better Day 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
A
The Mississippi is deep and wide
            F#m                    A
My good gal left me on the other side
                              F#m
That's alright cause I don't worry
      A             E     A
Lord that'll be a better day
 
 
A
If ya don't like my peaches don't shake my tree
              F#m                   A
Get outta my orchard woman if you please
                              F#m
That's alright cause I don't worry
      A              E    A
Lord that'll be a better day
 
 
A
Ashes to ashes and dust to dust
           F#m                   A
Show me a woman that a man can trust
                              F#m
That's alright cause I don't worry
      A              E    A
Lord that'll be a better day
 
 
A
It was in the spring one sunny day



             F#m                     A
My good girl left me Lord she went astray
                              F#m
That's alright cause I don't worry
      A              E    A
Lord that'll be a better day

18561. Thats All The Lumber You Sent - Chords

Thats All The Lumber You Sent 
Kathy Mattea

[intro]
C G  Am  F
C  G  Am
 
[verse]
 
C                G
Said a friend to a friend one day,
Am                  F
Was a man who passed away
C                G                  F
St. Peter met him at the gate
                    C             G
Pete said "Walk with me if you will
        Am          F
I'll take you to the house you built"
C              G           F
Man said  "I can't wait!"
C               G
Passed a mansion made of stone
Am                F
But with each new house he's shown
C            G              F
They get smaller by degrees
C              G
Stopped in front of a two room shack
Am                 F
Pete said hope you're happy with that
C                 G           C
Man said:  "How can this be?"
 
Pete said:
 
[Chorus]
F                   G         Am             Em
That's all the lumber--that's all the lumber
F              G                  C
that's all the lumber you sent
F                 G             Am                  Em
Looks like the builder--man he's got your number
F              G                C G Am F C G Am C G Am F Am G F



That's all the lumber you sent
 
[verse]
 
C                G
Man didn't know what to say
Am                F
poor guy was blown away
C                        G                   F
Said:  "you mean this is what I deserve?"
    C              G
Pete said:  "I'm afraid it's so
Am                 F
It's too late but now you know
C             G             F
Shoulda done better work"
  C              G
You mean not lie and cheat
        Am                  F
and helpin' old ladies across the street?
 C       G                        F
Pete says Well, that's a start
    C                G
Remember that man back in that great big house?
Am                       F
He found out early what it's all about
C                  G        C
Built that place with his heart--as for you
 
[Chorus]
F                   G         Am             Em
That's all the lumber--that's all the lumber
F              G                  C
that's all the lumber you sent
F                 G             Am                  Em
Looks like the builder--man he's got your number
F              G                 C  G Am
That's all the lumber you sent
 
 
[Bridge]
A#                    A
What if that man was me
A#                A
And I failed that miserably
       Dm               Am          F
You're showin' me things I don't wanna see
 
C G Am F C G Am
C G Am F C G F
 
[verse]
C            G
St. Peter if you can
Am                    F
Send me back to earth again
C            G               F



Is that somethin' you can do?
   C         G
Pete said well it ain't up to me
Am                    F
If it was I'd like to see
C             G           F
How you plan to improve
   C                  G
Said I'd love God and fellow man
Am                    F
Take a wife and make a stand
C                 G            F
Be the givinest guy I can be
   C                     G
And when I get back to this neighborhood
           Am
There'd be a gigantic pile of wood
C                   G          C
And I'd say:  What's this I see?--You'd tell me
 
 
[Chorus]
F                   G         Am             Em
That's all the lumber--all that's your lumber
F              G                  C
that's all the lumber you sent
F                 G             Am           Em
Big Boss will help you hammer it all together 
F              G          C    G Am
That's all the lumber you sent   Oh 
 
F                   G         Am             Em
That's all the lumber--all that's your lumber
         G              E
That's all the lumber you sent
F             G         Am              Em
Big Boss will help you hammer it all together 
F              G          A#
That's all the lumber you sent
 
[outro]
F C A# F C A# F G# A# C

18562. Thats What A Life Is - Chords

Thats What A Life Is 
Jonathan Edwards

[Intro]
A  F#m  D  A
A  F#m  D  Bm
 
[Verse]



A                 F#m            D            A
They said I would shine like the light in the city
A                F#m         D           Bm
I hoped it would be like the moon on the sea
A                F#m           D            A
There was no one around when I died with my guitar
A             F#m            D           Bm
Now there's a million people waiting for me
 
[Verse]
A                  F#m             D      A
Well I come on and let my soul out for an hour
A                F#m         D           Bm
Play a few songs and go home with a flower
A                 F#m            D            A
But I don't let it change all the things I believe in
A                F#m         D           Bm
Like love and it's music and I wish I wasn't leavin'
 
[Chorus]
F#m
That's what our life is
D
That's what our home is
Bm                      E  D  C#m Bm
That's what our life is
 
[Verse]
A                  F#m             D      A
How could I have known as I wrote down dreams
A                F#m         D           Bm
That they'd hear them, they'd live them, they'd love them all
A                  F#m             D      A
Oh they learned they were golden and I learned not to tell
A                F#m         D           Bm
Dreams can never be too big but only small
 
[Chorus]
F#m
That's what our life is
D
That's what our side is
Bm                     E  D  C#m Bm
That's what our life is

18563. Thats Why Im Walking Angel On My Mind - Chords

Thats Why Im Walking Angel On My Mind 
Ricky Skaggs
 
[Intro]
B7 E
 



[Chorus]
           B7                              E
I've Got An Angel On My Mind That's Why I'm Walkin'
            A                B7                E
I've Got An Ache In This Old Heart Now I Ain't Talkin'
           A                   B7          A
The Little Hand That Held Mine Tight, Just Waved Goodbye Tonight
B7                                                E
I've Got Her Sweet Love On My Mind That's Why I'm Walkin'
 
 
[Verse 1]
 
        B7                                      E
With An Old Love On Your Mind Life's Ain't Worth Livin'
    A                B7                E
I Breathe Her Name With Every Breath I'm Breathin'
     A             B7      A
Why Could I Never See Just What She Meant To Me
             B7                                   E
I've Got Her Sweet Love On My Mind That's Why I'm Walkin'
 
 
[Chorus]
 
            B7                              E
I've Got An Angel On My Mind That's Why I'm Walkin'
            A                B7                E
There's An Ache In This Old Heart Now I Ain't Talkin'
     A             B7      A
Why Could I Never See Just What She Meant To Me
             B7                                   E
I've Got Her Sweet Love On My Mind That's Why I'm Walkin'
 
 
[Ending]
 
             B7                                   E
I've Got An Angel On My Mind That's Why I'm Walkin'

18564. The - Sss

The - Sss 

I never thought I'd feel
Feel the way I do
When I'm in your arms
ba da ba ba
Sing your melody to me
And if you want me to leave
I'd walk away from this old farm
ba da ba ba



Baby, baby,
There ain't no cows left for milking
Baby, baby,
There ain't no chickens laying nothing
I'll walk on anything for you
I'll walk on anything for you
I'll walk off on anything for you
I'll walk off on anything for you

I was always told that
I would find somebody
I could keep a promise for
ba da ba ba
Words that don't mean a thing
To a broken-hearted man
I felt that way before
ba da ba ba

Baby, baby,
I don't remember feeling that way
Baby, baby,
And I owe it all to you
I'd take a nine to five for you
I'll take that nine to five for you
I'd take a nine to five for you
I'll work that nine to five for you

I'm convinced that nothings true
Just cause love worked out for you
Don't impress me no more
ba da ba ba
Words that don't mean a thing
To me I'm a broken-hearted man
I got dreams but nothing to hope for
ba da ba ba

Lady, lady,
Keep your distance I mean no good
Lady, lady,
I'm broken-hearted and I think the world should
All be broken-hearted too
All be broken-hearted too
All be broken-hearted too
Ya'll should be broken-hearted too
I'd like to give all my pain to you
If I could I'd give all my pain to you

18565. The 13Th Apostle - Chords

The 13Th Apostle 
Sean McConnell feat. The Wood Brothers
 
VERSE:



      G                     C         G
Well everybody knows about James and John
                     G        C      G
And how Peter's the rock God built upon
 
           D
Yeah, but nobody knows about little old me
     C
The other black sheep of the family
 
           G                           C    G
Yeah, I'm marching in the army of the holy cause
                   G           C    G
I'll bring up the back of the entourage
 
     D
Yeah I get the water, I wash the clothes
       C
And a million other things that nobody ever knows
 
 
CHORUS:
         C     G       D                      C
I'm the 13th apostle, just by the hair of my chin
       D                  G          C                   G
'Cause I doubt more than Thomas and make my own bathtub gin
 
        Em                               C                G
Barely made the fold, but Jesus told me he'd go out on a limb
            C     G       D             C           G  G
So I'm the 13th apostle, bet you never heard about him
 
 
VERSE:
           G                    C        G
Well they fit me a robe and it suits me fine
       G                           C             G
I get three meals a day, plus the bread and the wine
 
    D
It don't pay nothing, but I can't complain
   C
I stay out of trouble and I get to say
 
 
CHORUS:
         C     G       D                      C
I'm the 13th apostle, just by the hair of my chin
       D                  G          C                   G
'Cause I doubt more than Thomas and make my own bathtub gin
 
        Em                               C                G
Barely made the fold, but Jesus told me he'd go out on a limb
            C     G       D             C           G
So I'm the 13th apostle, bet you never heard about him
 
C  G  Em D C  C  G  D C G



 
 
VERSE:
            G                         C   G
Well I'm a first hand witness of the trinity
                 G          C     G
Seen a dead man rise and a blind man see
 
          D
Yeah but that ain't the reason I'm a devotee
    C
No, I believe in him cause he believes in me
 
 
CHORUS:
         C     G       D                      C
I'm the 13th apostle, just by the hair of my chin
       D                  G          C                   G
'Cause I doubt more than Thomas and make my own bathtub gin
 
        Em                               C                G
Barely made the fold, but Jesus told me he'd go out on a limb
            C     G             C      G             C      G
So I'm the 13th apostle number, 13th apostle number, 13th apostle
 
 D            C           G  G  G  G C G  G C G  G
Ain't nobody heard about him

18566. The Absentee

Crooked Still 
The Absentee

"Someone is absent," the shepherd said
As over my classbook he bent his head
"For several Sundays absent too
So tell me teacher what did you do?"
"I didn't call as perhaps I should
I sent some cards but they did no good
I never heard and she never came
So I decided to drop her name"
He answered gravely, "The fault was mine
Hundred, no, there were ninety nine
One was lost and dark and cold
I sought that sheep that had left the fold
The path was stony and edged with thorns
My feet were wounded bruised and torn
I kept on searching not counting the cost
And overjoyed when I found the lost"
Thus spoke the shepherd in tender tones
"I looked and lo, I was all alone
But God, a vision, had sent to me
To show his will towards the absentee"



18567. The Accident - Chords

The Accident

Intro:(C) (G) (D) (G)
(G)Last night I saw an accident on the co(C)rner of the Third and Gr(G)een
Two cars collided and I got excited
J(A7)ust being part of that sc(D7)ene
It was M(G)rs. Tom Walker and her beautiful daughter
Pa(G7)mela was driving the c(C)ar
They got hit by a man in a li(G)ght blue sedan
Who had ob(D)viously been to a b(G)ar

(Chorus)
They d(C)on't know how lucky they a(G)re
They co(C)uld have ran into that t(D7)ree
Got st(G)ruck by a bolt of lig(C)htning
And rap(G)ed by a m(D7)inor(G)ity

(G)It was a four-way stop dilemma. We a(C)ll arrived the same t(G)ime
I yielded to the man to the right of me
And he yie(A7)lded it right back to m(D7)ine
Well, the yi(G)eld when around and around and around
Till Pa(G7)mela finally tr(C)ied
Just then the man in the li(G)ght blue sedan
Hit P(D)amela's passenger si(G)de

(Repeat Chorus)

(Instrumental)
(C) (G)
(C) (D7)
(G) (C)
(G) (D7) (G)

(G)Pamela hit her head on the mirror. Mrs. Wa(C)lker got a bump on k(G)nee
The man hit himself in the face and said
"W(A7)hy does this happen to m(D7)e?"
The ne(G)ighbors came out and they gathered about
Saying "H(G7)ey! who hit who an(C)yway?"
Then the police arrived at a qu(G)arter to five
And pr(D)onounced all the victims "O(G)kay"

(Repeat Chorus)

18568. The Actor

The Incredible String Band - The Actor 



The actor leaves the stage with a rose in his hand
He settles in the back seat his thoughts are like fine sand
Driven through the rain swept streets casting a melancholy stare
Upon two enraptured loves kissing without a care

The dreams of an actor spill slowly by
Like the thoughts of a dreamer or the casting of a die
Talking to gay fellows of the follies on which they perch
He saw a lovely lady beneath the arches of a church

Cigarettes in the airless twenties
An estate well filled with dust
In the evening reading Swinburne
Eating mightily with some false lust
But a kiss was what we found
On damp but friendly ground

The lady wore no makeup but she stood like a swan
Thin body of a dancer her dress was quietly torn
Her eyes searched his distant heart that lingered in the ram
But his friends caught his iron gaze and carried it away again

Broken hearted in the loveless twenties
Where a wink was like an embrace
Making love on blue Fridays
From across some foggy space
But a kiss was what we found
On damp but friendly ground

Tea was like a mirror a reflection never there
His thoughts upon that ring of love that burned upon her stare
Her eyes her lips her chin her grace the rain upon her hair
Thus it gripped his white gloved heart can anyone be so fair

Untied in the breezy twenties
With a hand held in my arms
Bearing my heart to the hallowed spires
Of this quiet and ancient land
For a kiss was what we found
On damp but friendly ground

18569. The Adventures Of Linda Bohannon

Tom T Hall - The Adventures Of Linda Bohannon
Composer: Tom T. Hall

In a town about the size of a truck stop or bigger
Lived Linda Bohannon a natural queen
She lived with her folks in a little white farm house
She helped out by hoeing the corn and the beans

Sometimes she would stare at herself in a mirror
And any would say there was much to admire



Every turn of the curve of her body was flawless
From pretty white teeth to her shiny blonde hair

One day as she stood by the road leadin' westward
In blue jeans and T shirt and mail order boots
Oh the tractors and trailers and pick-ups saw Linda
The drivers all slowed down to holler and whoop

They received not a smile from Miss Linda Bohannon
No bag and no brush did she hold in her hand
Just Linda Bohannon a physical treasure
Stepped into a light blue Mercedes Benz

And this is one of those times that we wish we knew
The missing parts to these stories but this is all we know

She was missin' a week and her parents were worried
She called Sunday morning and said I'm OK
Well Bohannons don't talk much but we found out later
She called from a movie star's house in LA

She's home now and been here for six years or seven
She brought home a baby a fine looking lad
Well Bohannons don't talk much and Linda don't either
And nobody told us a thing about his dad

Well she's pretty as ever and she works in the gift shop
Looks after her boy and she don't ask for help
She watches the re-runs of an old TV western
And the boy looks a lot like a re-run himself

18570. The Agony Of Waiting - Chords

The Agony of Waiting
P. Wagoner

INTRO: Bbm F#m D#m Bbm F#m D#m F-Bb F-Bb

 Bb F Bb F-Bb
This room is like a tomb, quiet and still
 Bb F Bb F-Bb
I can almost hear my heart breaking
 Bb Bb7 Eb
But it won't 'cause there's a chance I might see you tomorrow
Bb F Bb Bb7
Oh, the agony of waiting

CHORUS:
 Eb
You told me that some day you'd be mine, maybe
 C7 F
But I wonder if you know the agony of waiting all alone
 Bb Bb7 Eb



But I love you, you know that, or I couldn't stand the pain
 Bb F Bb
And the agony of waiting in vain

(KEY CHANGE)
 B F# B F#-B
Here I am, all alone again, tonight
B F# B F#-B
Waiting for the dawn to start breakin'
 B B7 E
And my eyes won't stay closed, they wanna see you
 B F# B B7
And oh, the agony of waiting

CHORUS:
 E
You told me that some day you'd be mine, maybe
 C#7 F#
But I wonder if you know the agony of waiting all alone
 B B7 E
But I love you, you know that, or I couldn't stand the pain
 B F# B B7 E
And the agony of waiting in vain
 B F# B
And the agony of waiting in vain

OUTRO: F#-B F#-B F#-B

18571. The All New Me

Tom T. Hall - The all new me
Composer: Tom T. Hall

The all new me that's what you see
You thought I was down but I'll be around I wanna be free
The all new you was makin' me blue
Wait'll you see the all new me

Mirrors can lie I look the same
Maybe a line or two remembers the pain
You'll be surprised at what time can do
No way you can hurt and tease the all new me

The all new me's learnin' to smile
Learnin' to walk alone just like a child
The all new you was makin' me blue
Wait'll you see the all new me



18572. The American Dream

The American Dream

Let freedom ring throughout this country
Let freedom ring throughout the land.
She was born in a time of trouble
Folks seeking peace and a place to pray
Oh! How they fought and how they struggled
To keep her free for another day.
These folks came to a land of plenty
With but a dream inside their hearts
Brought their hopes and their aspirations
And each one longed for a brand new start.
Let freedom ring throughout this country
Let freedom ring throughout the land.
We'll live or die to defend our freedom
With the help of God, we'll take a stand.
If famine strikes our neighbor's shore
We'll offer prayers and a helpin' hand.
Should evil call or your wells run dry
We'll come to you man helpin' man.
Our front doors are always open
A true sign this land is free.
If pushed to far we'll stand together 
Just to protect the American Dream.
Let freedom ring throughout this country
Let freedom ring throughout the land.
We'll live or die to defend our freedom
With the help of God, we'll take a stand.
Let freedom ring throughout this country
Let freedom ring throughout the land.
We'll live or die to defend our freedom
With the help of God, we'll take a stand.
With the help of God, we'll take a stand. 
Â(C) 2006 Jerry D. Jackson

18573. The Angel Of Death

The Angel Of Death - Devil Makes Three

In the great book of John you'll wonder the day
When you'll be laid beneath the cold clay
The angel of death will come from the sky
And claim up your soul when the day comes to die

When the angel of death comes down after you
Can you smile and say that you have been true
Can you truthfully say with your dying breath
That you're ready to meet the angel of death

When the lights all grow dim and the dark shadows creep
And your loved ones have gathered to weep



Can you face them and say with your dying breath
That you're ready to meet the angel of death

When the angel of death comes down after you
Can you smile and say that you have been true
Can you truthfully say with your dying breath
That you're ready to meet the angel of death

18574. The Angel Of Death - Chords

The Angel Of Death 
The Stanley Brothers
 
[Intro]
A A A E
D D A
 
{Verse 1)
A                            D        A
There's a beautiful land way over the sea
A                                 E
A place was prepared by Jesus for me
E                         E        A
I'm living the life, I'll not go astray
A                      E      A
And be with my Lord in Heaven someday
 
 
[Chorus]
A                            E            A
Soon the Angel of Death will come calling me (will come calling me)
A                                E    E    D         E
And may be beyond that beautiful sea (that beautiful sea)
A
By doing His will (by doing His will)
A   E          A        A   E          A
And obey God's command (and obey God's command)
A                             A
I'll be standing at the Gate (I'll be standing at the Gate)
A     E               A
By my Saviour's right hand
 
 
[Instrumental]
A A A E
E D D A
 
 
[Verse 2]
A                               D           A
He tells through His word about joy with no end
A                                         E
For those that believe a crown they shall win



E            A       D          A
He lifted my burden, when in despair
A                      E              A
I'm going to Heaven, I know my Lord's there
 
 
[Chorus]
A                            E            A
Soon the Angel of Death will come calling me (will come calling me)
A                                E    E    D         E
And may be beyond that beautiful sea (that beautiful sea)
A
By doing His will (by doing His will)
A   E          A        A   E          A
And obey God's command (and obey God's command)
A                             A
I'll be standing at the Gate (I'll be standing at the Gate)
A     E               A   A
By my Saviour's right hand

18575. The Angel Of Doubt

The Angel of Doubt
Punch Brothers - The Angel of Doubt

[Part 1: Chris Thile]
"
Lights off as ever the road to sleep
Is closed for thought, you're welcome to visit me, babe
In the meantime it'd be nice to see you
But I know you've been trying to keep your demons at bay
Too late we can darken the darkest rooms
To test your strength, you're so proud of the things you're not doing
We've been through this, you say you won't do them
Like you couldn't though we both know
You've done them with me babe
Well regardless it's been nice to see you
I know you've been trying to keep your demons at bay
To keep us at bay
To keep me in bay"

[Part 2: Thile/
Chris Eldridge & Paul Kowert
/
Thile & Gabe Witcher
]
Take me away darling family
I feel like I'm losing a thread
When I'm alone with my vanity
I go back to striving after wind
'Til I could trade our happiness for a melody
And someone to sing it with me
We're like our lovers



We love our children
Nothing to see here
Nothing to hear, listen
We're just pretending
We want more freedom
Nothing to see here
Nothing to hear, listen
When I first met you dear family
I had so much time on my hands
No one to question my vanity
Or keep me from striving after wind
Everything was meaningless but these melodies
That keep coming to me:
We're like our lovers
We love our children
Nothing to see here
Nothing to hear, listen
We're just pretending
We want more freedom
Nothing to see here
Nothing to hear, listen
It's 4 a.m
Our families are sleeping
We're all alone
Our demons are hissing
"What if you're wrong?
You might be wrong
What if you're wrong?
You might be

18576. The Angels

The Angels
Earl Scruggs

Sometimes I feel like an innocent one
To deserve this fate what I have I ever done
I know that I made all the rules
But time can even change the hopeless ways of fools
I love you tonight like I did yesterday
I won't think of tomorrow or the price I pay
I drink from the well my soul is dry
I never know why

All I want is for your love to be all mine
But the angels won't have it
All I want is just a little peace of mind
But the angels won't have it
I thought I had a piece of my soul left to sell
I guess it's just as well
'Cause the angels won't have it

Who's looking after this see-through heart



Someone up there isn't doing their part
Oh Cupid you foolish boy
You should take better aim with your brand new toy
I love you tonight like I did yesterday
I don't think of tomorrow or the price I pay
I drink from the well my soul is dry
I never know why

All I want is for your love to be all mine
But the angels won't have it
All I want is just a little peace of mind
But the angels won't have it
I thought I had a piece of my soul left to sell
I guess it's just as well
'Cause the angels won't have it

So if I die before I wake
The innocent one whose heart could never break
Lift me up take me out of this bed
Watching the angels shake their heads
Don't feel sorry for me baby honey don't you cry
You can sell all of my clothes you will forget me by and by
I'll be riding that train I'll be singing that song
But I won't be gone for long
'Cause the angels won't have it

All I want is for your love to be all mine
But the angels won't have it
All I want is just a little peace of mind
But the angels won't have it
I thought I had a piece of my soul left to sell
I guess it's just as well
'Cause the angels won't have it

18577. The Angels Are Singing

The Angels Are Singing In Heaven Tonight
Stanley Brothers

Sweetheart I recall the day I first met you
I wonder if you remember the same
We talked of the love we shared for each other
And longed for the day we'd change your sweet name

   I can still hear your voice in the evening
   I see your sweet face your blue eyes so bright
   God took you away and left me so lonely
   The angels are singing in heaven tonight

As the years passed away we cherished each other
No worries or cares to darken our day
From our little home up in the Clinch Mountains
The saviour came down and called you one day



I'll always be true and love you my darling
But I know you are happy and healthy up there
When God calls me home I'll meet you in heaven
Please wait for me darling I'll meet you up there

18578. The Angels Came Down - Chords

The Angels Came Down 
Marty Stuart & His Fabulous Superlatives
 
[Intro]
Am F/C C G5
Am F/C C G
 
[Verse 1]
Am            F C     F
Woke up hurting deep inside
C                F     G
Couldn't feel my heart anymore
Am            F        C        F    C
Could've been dreamin', I don't know
C     Csus           G     E7
Never felt like that before
F     C      G      Am
Saw a light, felt a hand
F             C    G
Heard a voice say "I understand"
 
[Chorus]
             C Em7       F   Fsus2
And then the angels came down
    C Em7       F   Fsus2
The angels came down
    C Bb        F   G    C
The angels came down for me
 
[Break]
C Cadd11 C Cadd11
 
[Verse 2]
C         F      C          F  C
Middle of nowhere out on my own
C          Csus       G
A thousand miles from home
Am       F      C        F     C
Lost and lonely sick and tired
C      Csus           G    E7
Giving up was good as gold
F     C      G      Am
Saw a light, felt a hand
F             C    G
Heard a voice say "I understand"



 
[Chorus]
             C Em7       F   Fsus2
And then the angels came down
    C Em7       F    Fsus2
The angels came down
    C Bb        F   G    C
The angels came down for me
 
[Break]
Eb  Bb  F   Bb
Ooh ooh ooh ooh
Eb  Bb  F
Ooh ooh ooh
Eb  Bb  F   Bb
Ooh ooh ooh ooh
Eb  Bb  Ab  Fsus4 F
Ooh ooh ooh ooh
 
[Chorus]
N.C          Bb Ab       Eb
And then the angels came down
    Bb Ab       Eb
The angels came down
    Bb Ab       Eb  F    Bb
The angels came down for me
 
[Outro]
Bb Ab Eb
Bb Ab Eb
Bb Ab Eb F Bb

18579. The Angels Cried

Alison Krauss - The Angels Cried 
Alan Jackson

They came from near, they came from far
Following a distance star to where He lay
Not being sure of what it meant
But knowing it was heaven sent
They made their way

And the creatures gathered 'round
And didn't make a sound
And the angels cried

The angels knew what was to come
The reason God had sent His son from up above
It filled their hearts with joy to see
And knowing of His destiny
Came tears of love



And the creatures gathered 'round
And didn't make a sound
And the angels cried

I've often thought about that night
And wondered if they realized
That star so bright
Was sent to tell all the land
The Son of God would soon become
The Son of man

And the creatures gathered 'round
And didn't make a sound
And the angels cried

And the angel cried
And the angel cried
And the angel cried

18580. The Angels Laid Him Away

The Angels Laid Him Away
Rhiannon Giddens

Hey Mrs. Collins, ain't it hard
To see young Louis in that old graveyard
Angels laid him away

Mrs. Collins weeped, Mrs. Collins moaned
What made her son Louis leave his home
The angels laid him away

Angels laid him away
Laid him six feet under the clay
The angels laid him away

Bob shot one and Louis shot two
Shot poor Collins, shot him through and through
The angels laid him away

When they heard old Louis was dead
All the womenfolk they dressed in red
The angels laid him away

Angels laid him away
Laid him six feet under the clay
The angels laid him away

Angels laid him away
Laid him six feet under the clay
The angels laid him away
The angels laid him away



18581. The Angels Rejoiced Last Night - Chords

The Angels Rejoiced Last Night
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Ira Louvin
 
G
A house not a home was a picture satan painted
    C                       G
For sweet little sister and me
 
Our daddy would frown while mother was praying
                               D7           G
His heart was so hardened that he would not believe

              G7        C              G
In anger he'd swear his voice cold and loud
                                             D7
His Sundays were spent out with the gamblin' crowd
     G                   C                 G
I've never seen my daddy inside a house of God
                                 D7             G
For Satin held his hand down the path of sin he trod

Not long ago our circle was broken
     C                        G
When God called on mother one night

In a voice sweet and low her last words were spoken
                    D7                 G
Asking our daddy to raise her children right

           G7          C           G
The angels rejoiced in heaven last night
                                          D7
I heard my daddy praying dear God make it right
   G                            C            G
He was smiling and singing with tears in his eyes
                               D7          G
While mother with the angels rejoiced last night
                               D7     C      G
While mother with the angels rejoiced last night

18582. The Angels Took My Racehorse Away

Richard Thompson - The Angels Took My Racehorse Away 

Well, the angels came to see me today
Said, "We've taken your racehorse away"



And I believe it was that bookmaker from Crail
I believe that he put one in her pail

All the finest in the field
Only measured to her shoulders, they only ever see her heels
And I believe every sporting man will cry
I believe to see his income pass him by

She won the Lanark Silver Bell
And she stole every heart away
She stood her stand at sixteen hands and I'd ride her easy
But they've taken, they've taken my racehorse away

There's a racecourse in the sky
And that's where all the racing horses must go by and by
And I believe every steward, lord and groom
I believe that they're calling her home

She would look at me in the eyes
And that was all she had to say
She stood her stand at sixteen hands and I'd ride her easy
But they've taken, they've taken my racehorse away

They've taken my racehorse away
They've taken my racehorse away
They've taken my racehorse away
They've taken my racehorse away

18583. The Annual Waltz - Chords

The Annual Waltz 
John Hartford
 
     D
The night is so cold and life is so old
                               G    D
And the wind is now heavy with day dreams
      A
And I hold your hand to the music
                            G    D
And we think of the days of our youth
 
 
Every year at this time, our feet feel so inclined
                               G    D
And we hear those old musical memories
     A
We slip thru this dance
                                 G           D
Like the first time we started falling in love
 
[Chorus]
   D  A  D            G    D    A



This we do, and I am still with you
         D
And the heart beat still calls
 
For the annual waltz
          G                A          D
It is our theme song for falling in love
 
[Fiddle Solo]
       D
Oh I laughed at you, you laughed at me
                                    G    D
While our  grandchildrens'children have babies
          A
Way off in the future, we are long gone
                   G            D
And someone still mentions our names
 
      D
Old pictures, in books, small shady nooks
                             G   D
Where our descendants learn all about us
         A
And the dancing goes on to the fiddle
                        G       D
As they still play the Annual Waltz
 
[Fiddle Solo]
[Chorus]
This we do, and I am still with you.

18584. The Answer Is Yes

Rodney Crowell - The Answer Is Yes

If you want to satisfy to me
All the lines are open
If you want to gatify me
Yeah that's what I've been hoping
If you want to look your best
And you need that little bitty pretty dress
I want you to know
The Answer is yes
The answer is yes indeed
Now if you want a piece of my mind
You've got my attention
If you want a week of my time
You've only to make mention
If you want some tenderness
Or maybe just a little rest
I want you to know
The answer is yes
The answer is yes indeed



Rake me over with a fine tooth comb
You can audit my past
But if you want a man who has a love that strong
You have only to ask
Now if you want to be by yourself
Darlin' that's just right by me
If wnat somebody else (somebody else)
I guess I'll have to set you free
I only want your happiness
So anytime you're feeling less
I want you to know
The answer is yes
The answer is yes indeed (yes indeed)
(Guitar)
Rake me over with a fine tooth comb
Poke around in my past
But if you want a man who has a love that strong
You have only to ask
Now I could think of a million ways
To give you my affection
If you only want some place to stay
I'll give my protection
Anytime you're in a mess
Hey I want you to be my guest
I want you to know
The answer is yes
The answer is yes
The answer is yes
The answer is yes
The answer is yes (the answer is yes)
The answer is yes
The answer is yes (the answer is yes)
The answer is yes

18585. The Armadillo Jackal

Robert Earl Keen - The Armadillo Jackal 

The evening sun was sinkin' down, a chill north wind a-blows
The new plowed ground was coolin' fast, the river rolls and flows
Beneath the two lane concrete river bridge between my place
And town on that hot bed farm to market road they call 1291

I'm sayin' son you'll see me searchin'; sizzlin' down that broad highway
Dollar signs in both my eyes, I'm seekin' out my prey
I'm prayin', "Jesus, will you send me just another three or four?"
They pay two-fifty down in Hallettsville, 3 dollars, maybe more

And more than likely they'll be out tonight a-wanderin' from the farms
Waddlin' down 1291 to keep their bodies warm
I'm talking walkin' belts and neckties and boots for rodeo
They don't run too fast, don't waste much gas, I'm makin' lots o'dough



The armadillo, the armadillo
The armadillo

Never sees me when I hit him with my brights
His life don't pass before his eyes, he's blinded by my lights
And so I hit him with my bumper doin' sixty, sixty-five
They take 'em frozen down in Hallettsville, they don't take 'em alive

The jackal cried, the jackal cried
The jackal cried

Look there's two of them a-walkin' down the line
I can't believe my luck tonight this here makes twenty-nine
And so he rolled the first one runnin', the second was too fast
His breaks and laughter squealin' as he stomped down on the gas

Good God, his car was sideways flyin'
When the bridge wall met his door
The impact shook the river bed
His foot went through the floor

Forevermore, forevermore
Forevermore

Was his last moment from the bridge wall to the stream
From the speckled blood around his smile a-spewin' gasoline
And then he screamed his raspy epitaph before he turned to flame
They pay two-fifty down in Hallettsville, I ain't the one to blame

Ain't it a shame, the jackal cried?
The armadillo, the armadillo
The armadillo, the armadillo
The armadillo

18586. The Armor Of My God

The Armor of My God
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

[Chorus]
I put on the armor of my God
I put on the armor of my God
Praise his name praise his name
His precious holy name
I put on the armor of my God

[Verse 1]
I've quenched satan's arrows with my shield
I've quenched satan's arrows with my shield
Through the faith in Jesus name
His precious holy name
I put on the armor of my God
My sword is his precious holy word



My breastplate is his righteous name
Praise his name praise his name
His precious holy name
I put on the armor of my God
Salvation from temptation covers me
My feet [?]
Praise his name praise his name
His precious holy name
I put on the armor of my God
Well I wear his truth around my waist
Yes I wear his truth around my waist
Praise his name praise his name
His precious holy name

[Chorus]
I put on the armor of my God
I put on the armor of my God
Praise his precious holy name
His name praise his name
I put on the armor of my God

18587. The Atlantic Coastal Line

The Atlantic Coastal Line
Flatt & Scruggs

Now everybody calls me Bo I got no money but all my row
Some folks say I'm just a no good kind
I can ride for miles in an old boxcar smoke cigarettes butts and used cigars
Ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line
Hear that lonesome whistle whine spell that part from the Georgia pine
See that great big moon above hobo's life is a life I love
Ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line
( ac.guitar )
Well I had me a woman in Albany but a rowdy way's made a wreck of me
I had to get away before I lost my mind
But as long as this rattler takes me around ain't one woman gonna tie me down
Ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line
Hear that lonesome whistle whine Alabam and Caroline
Florida Georgia and Tennessee hobo's life is a life for me
Ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line
Now make my coffee in a can this ol' boy ain't worried man
The morning sun greets me with a shine
I go south where the trade winds blows I go north where there ain't no snow
Ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line
Hear that lonesome...
Ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line ridin' the Atlantic Coastal Line



18588. The Avenue

The Avenue
The Greencards - The Avenue

I walk along these ancient streets
Lovers smiling back at me
On the avenue, down on the avenue
The sound of music in my ears
Been ringing out for two thousand years
Through the avenue, down on the avenue
Yeah... walk on, walk on
I sing, sing your favorite song
Walk on, keep on walking on....
The people i meet are friendly enough
They bid me good luck and they wave me on
To the avenue, down to the avenue
A familiar scent lies in the air
I turn around but you're not there
On the avenue, it's just the avenue
Yeah...walk on, walk on
I sing, sing your favourite song
Walk on, keep on walking on
I shout your name , i lose my head
Could it be that you're not here
On the avenue, down on the avenue....

18589. The Back Of Your Hand

Dwight Yoakam - The Back Of Your Hand

when you give it up for gone
but your still digging in the mind
and your staring out the window
saying everything wil be just fine
keepin with whole affair
every word seems out of line
no matter what angle you get
its pollished till it shines
(chours)
take a guess at where i stand
pick a number one to two
take a look at the back of your hand
just like you know it
you know me too
and when you say who the hell am i living with
what just went down
where did this come from
why are all my colors faded brown
when did it change
whats with the rage
whos the dude with the  extrall
whats the verse the line the chapter the page



(chours)
take a guess at where i stand
pick a number one to two
take a look at the back of your hand
just like you know it
you know me too
you think your alone without any place left to go
like you need one of those kisses long and slow
fist glance is not what it seems
but theres some things i just know
like you take two sugars with a splash of cream
you take a guess
where i stand oh pick a number one to two
then take a look
back of your hand
just like you know it
you know me too
yeah like you know it
you know me too
just like you know it
you know me too

18590. The Ballad Of Benny Freeman

The Ballad of Benny Freeman
Gary Ferguson

Poor Benny Freeman wasn't wanted in this world
He got Scarlet fever his mother didn't even care *
Silence grew around him, He'd never speak a word
That's the start poor Benny got, Don't say this world is fair

He was a disappointment to those who should have cared
His father was no better said he was a marriage snare
He'd often take his belt off and beat him black and blue
Cruelty was the only touch his little body knew

Chorus: Poor Benny Freeman this world was not for you
But I swear I will avenge you if it's the last thing that I do
Poor Benny Freeman this world was not for you
Woo Hoo Hoo

Benny grew into a man-child and drifted down the line
Naively seeking kindness that he would never find
Sometimes he'd send me pictures everyone the same
Another cheap motel room with a shadow in the frame

One day I got the news of a shooting down in Maine
Benny was alive but another man was slain
He pleaded his innocence on signing fingers
But they hauled him off to prison, said he had pulled the trigger

Chorus:



Benny sent me letters from his lonely prison cell
Telling me all about all the horror and the hell
They beat him and abused him not a thing could I do
No way that I could save that sweet brother that I knew

18591. The Ballad Of Bill Crump

Tom T Hall - The Ballad Of Bill Crump

[Verse 1:]
Now I hear a lot of tall stories since my business is writin' songs
And every now and then if you listen real close
A good true one comes along
And this is the story of old Bill Crump from the North Carolina Hills
Nat Winston of Nashville knew this man real well

[Chorus:]
He built the church and he built the pews
He built the cradles and the furniture for the schools
Folks in Avery County say that he was better than good
Probably one of the reasons the Lord made wood

[Verse 2:]
Now men have faults and Bill's fault was
He loved to sip that corn
He lived ninety some years that way
Don't guess it was hurtin' him none
You could take him a picture from a catalog
He could build anything he'd see
He could make anything
That you could make out of the tree
One day Bill said, Mama I'm gettin' old
I want you to measure me good
I'm goin' out to that wood pile
And get myself some wood
And I'm gonna make me a coffin
I want it to fit me fine
The way I figure it
I've got about enough time

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Now Bill worked on that coffin
Like he was gonna be there awhile
He'd show the folks and rub that wood
And then stand back and smile
He used that body for ninety some years
Figured it had treated him good
And when he left it
He put it away in some real fine wood
Oh, right now old Bill's sleepin'



In the hills of North Caroline
In his homemade coffin
Handrubbed walnut velvet lined
Now most folks use their heads and hands
And just think of themselves
His body's there
But his spirit's someplace else

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
He built the church and he built the pews

18592. The Ballad Of Cape Henry

Todd Snider - The Ballad Of Cape Henry

[Verse 1]
I served as a sailor
It was back in '81
I can't say I'm sorry
I volunteered for what I done
We trained and we waited
We would not be outdone
And then one day six battleships
Came out of the rising sun
So we all manned our stations
We passed a jug of wine
We waited with patience
We waited for a sign
First thunder, then lightning
Then the ringing in my ears
I can still hear that screaming
Even after all of these years

[Chorus]
Cape Henry, Cape Henry
Battlefield on fire
On water, white water
With them flames climbing higher
We fired our cannon
At least two hours or more
Cape Henry, Cape Henry
Off of that old Virginia shore

[Verse 2]
Our deck was in tatters
That smoke was thick and black
For each shot they fired
We fired two right back
And then I felt my shoulder
And then something knocked me down
Yeah, the last thing I remember



Was that water all around
So, I woke up in Richmond
With a medal on my chest
And I know that I earned it
'Cause I know that I did my best
We did lose that battle
But I heard we'd won the war
So, I headed back home
And I waited for my reward

[Chorus]
Cape Henry, Cape Henry
Battlefield on fire
On water, white water
With them flames climbing higher
We fired our cannon
At least two hours or more
Cape Henry, Cape Henry
Off of that old Virginia shore

[Verse 3]
I plowed this man's field now
From morning until night
That war took my left arm
I'm just a-working with my right
I guess I fought for the freedom
Of some richer man up north
But I still fight for something
This plow goes back and forth

[Chorus]
Cape Henry, Cape Henry
Battlefield on fire
On water, white water
With them flames climbing higher
We fired our cannon
At least two hours or more
Cape Henry, Cape Henry
Off of that old Virginia shore
Cape Henry, Cape Henry
Off of that old Virginia shore

18593. The Ballad Of Casey Deiss

The Ballad Of Casey Deiss
Shawn Phillips

'Twas a man of youthful features
'Twas a boy of sorrowful eyes
Watching out but looking inward
Tall and stately and full of life

In his life he spoke but rarely



In his mind he cried for light
Painting perceptions, trying to capture
That which he saw in his questioning strife

Once in Lisbon, twice in London
Traveling around for all of his time
Looking for and finding a goddess
He took Diana to be his wife

Of the children they'd begotten
Two had died without knowing life
And the third I know not whereof
But if she lives, she will yet be kind

Casey had a mark of simple value
He had a star between his eyes
In his hands he held an axe blade
The Greek symbol of thunder and fire

On a night when the heavens were crying
He went out and took his blade
Chopping wood to warm his hearthside
The lightning came and my brother died

Bring him no wine from faraway vineyards
Tell him no tales of the canyon's might
But wish him peace and eternal wisdom
For he has died and he died in light

18594. The Ballad Of Davy Crockett

The Ballad Of Davy Crockett
(Tom Blackburn and George Bruns)
Mac Wiseman

Born on a mountain top in Tennessee
Greenest state in the Land of the Free
Raised in the woods so's he knew ev'ry tree
Kilt him a b'ar when he was only three.

Davy, Davy Crockett, King of the wild frontier!

ln eighteen thirteen the Creeks uprose
Addin' redskin arrows to the country's woes
Now, Injun fightin' is somethin' he knows
So he shoulders his rifle an' off he goes.

Davy, Davy Crockett, The man who don't know fear!

Off through the woods he's a marchin' along
Makin' up yarns an' a singin' a song
Itchin' for fightin' an' rightin' a wrong
He's ringy as a b'ar an twict as strong.



Davy, Davy Crockett, The buckskin buccaneer!

Andy Jackson is our gen'ral's name
His reg'lar soldiers we'll put to shame
Them redskin varmints us volunteers 'll tame
'Cause we got the guns with the sure-fire aim.

Davy, Davy Crockett, The champion of us all!

Headed back to war from the ol' home place
But Red Stick was leadin' a merry chase
Fightin' an' burnin' at a devil's pace
South to the swamps on the Florida Trace.

Davy, Davy Crockett, Trackin' the redskins down!

Fought single-handed through the Injun War
Till the Creeks was whipped an' peace was in store
An' while he was handlin' this risky chore
Made hisself a legend for evermore.

Davy, Davy Crockett, King of the wild frontier!

He give his word an' he give his hand
That his Injun friends could keep their land
An' the rest of his life he took the stand
That justice was due every redskin band.

Davy, Davy Crockett, Holdin' his promise dear!

Home fer the, winter with his family,
Happy as squirrels in the ol' gum tree,
Bein' the father he wanted to be,
Close to his boys as the pod an' the pea.

Davy, Davy Crockett, Holdin' his young 'uns dear!

But the ice went out an' the warm winds came
An' the meltin' snow showed tracks of game
An' the flowers of Spring filled the woods with flame
An' all of a sudden life got too tame.

Davy, Davy Crockett, Headin' on West again!

Off through the woods we're ridin' along
Makin' up yarn's an' singin' a song
He's ringy as a b'ar an' twict as strong
An 'knows he's right 'cause he aint often 'wrong.

Davy, Davy Crockett, The man who don't know fear?

Off through the woods we're ridin' along
Makin' up yarns an' singin' a 'song
He's ringy as a b'ar an' twict as strong
An' knows he's right 'cause be ain't often wrong.



Davy, Davy Crockett, The man who don't know fear!

Lookin' fer a place where the air smells clean
Where the trees is tall an' the grass is green
Where the fish is fat in an untouched stream
An' the teemin' woods is a hunter's dream.

Davy, Davy Crockett, Lookin' fer Paradise!

Now he'd lost his love an his grief was gall
In his heart he wanted to leave it all
An' lose himself in the forests tall
But he answered instead his country's call.

Davy, Davy Crockett, Beginnin' his campaign!

Needin' his help they didn't vote blind
They put in Davy 'cause he was their kind
Sent up to Nashville the best they could find
A fightin' Spirit an' a thinkin' mind.

Davy, Davy Crockett, The man who don't know fear!

The votes were counted an' he won hands down
So they sent him off to Washin'ton town
With his best dress suit still his buckskins brown
A livin' legend of growin' renown.

Davy, Davy Crockett, The Canebrake Congressman!

He went off to Congress an' served a spell
Fixin' up the Gover'ment an' laws as well
Took over Washin'ton so we heered tell
An' patched up the crack in the Liberty Bell.

Davy, Davy Crockett, Seein' his duty clear!

Him an' his jokes travelled all through the land
An' his speeches made him friends to beat the band
His politickin' was their favorite brand
An' everyone wanted to shake his hand.

Davy, Davy Crockett, Helpin' his legend grow!

He knew when he spoke he sounded the knell
Of his hopes for White House and fame as well
But he spoke out strong so hist'ry books tell
An' patched up the crack In the liberty Bell.

Davy, Davy Crockett, Seein' his duty clear!

When he come home his politickin' done
The western march had just begun
So he packed his gear an' his trusty gun
An' lit out grinnin' to follow the sun.

Davy, Davy Crockett, Leadin' the pioneer!



He heard of Houston an' Austin an' so
To the Texas plains he jest had to go
Where freedom was fightin' another foe
An' they needed him at the Alamo.

Davy, Davy Crockett, The man who don't know fear!

His land is biggest an' his land is best
>From grassy plains to the mountain crest
He's ahead of us all meetin' the test
Followin' his legend into the West.

Davy Davy Crockett, King of the wild frontier!

18595. The Ballad Of Frankie Lee And Judas Priest

The Ballad Of Frankie Lee And Judas Priest
David Grisman

Well, Frankie Lee and Judas Priest
They were the best of friends
So when Frankie Lee needed money one day
Judas quickly pulled out a roll of tens

And placed them on a footstool
Just above the plotted plain
Sayin', "Take your pick, Frankie Boy
My loss will be your gain"

Well, Frankie Lee, he sat right down
And put his fingers to his chin
But with the cold eyes of Judas on him
His head began to spin

"Would you please not stare at me like that," he said
It's just my foolish pride
But sometimes a man must be alone
And this is no place to hide

Well, Judas, he just winked and said
"All right, I'll leave you here
But you'd better hurry up and choose
Which of those bills you want
Before they all disappear"

I'm gonna start my pickin' right now
Just tell me where you'll be
Judas pointed down the road
And said, "Eternity"

"Eternity," said Frankie Lee
With a voice as cold as ice



"That's right," said Judas Priest, "Eternity
Though you might call it Paradise"

"I don't call it anything"
Said Frankie Lee with a smile
"All right," said Judas Priest
I'll see you after a while

Well, Frankie Lee, he sat back down
Feelin' low and mean
When just then a passing stranger
Burst upon the scene

Saying, "Are you Frankie Lee, the gambler
Whose father is deceased?
Well, if you are
There's a fellow callin' you down the road
And they say his name is Priest"

"Oh, yes, he is my friend"
Said Frankie Lee in fright
I do recall him very well
In fact, he just left my sight

"Yes, that's the one," said the stranger
As quiet as a mouse
Well, my message is, he's down the road
Stranded in a house

Well, Frankie Lee, he panicked
He dropped everything and ran
Until he came up to the spot
Where Judas Priest did stand

"What kind of house is this," he said
Where I have come to roam?
"It's not a house," said Judas Priest
It's not a house, it's a home

Well, Frankie Lee, he trembled
He soon lost all control
Over everything which he had made
While the mission bells did toll

He just stood there staring
At that big house as bright as any sun
With four and twenty windows
And a woman's face in every one

Well, up the stairs ran Frankie Lee
With a soulful, bounding leap
And, foaming at the mouth
He began to make his midnight creep

For sixteen nights and days he raved
But on the seventeenth he burst
Into the arms of Judas Priest



Which is where he died of thirst

No one tried to say a thing
When they carried him out in jest
Except, of course, the little neighbor boy
Who carried him to rest

And he just walked along, alone
With his guilt so well concealed
And muttered underneath his breath
Nothing is revealed

Well, the moral of the story
The moral of this song
Is simply that one should never be
Where one does not belong

So when you see your neighbor carryin' somethin'
Help him with his load
And don't go mistaking Paradise
For that home across the road

18596. The Ballad Of Honest Sam

The Ballad Of Honest Sam
Paul Siebel

There never was a bad man in the movies
Who could lie and cheat like Honest Sam.
In the card room down at Louie's
He takes the pay from the working man.

Chorus:
Lay your cards upon the table,
And everybody show their hand.
Foiled again you sad-eyed losers,
Foiled again by Honest Sam.

Once, there came a simple stranger.
He caught Sam cheatin' and words was said.
Sam just winked at Joe the Strangler,
Joe, he shot that stranger dead.

Chorus

Now Honest Sam lives in a mansion,
And he sails his ships out on the sea.
And if the Devil's paid his ransom,
Well I guess he'd pay for you and me.

Chorus



18597. The Ballad Of Ira Hayes

Kris Kristofferson - The Ballad of Ira Hayes
Gillian Welch - Hazel Dickens

[Intro]
Ira Hayes
Ira Hayes
[Chorus]
Call him drunken Ira Hayes
He won't answer anymore
Not the whiskey drinking Indian
Nor the Marine that went to war
[Verse 1]
Gather round me people there's a story I would tell
About a brave young Indian you should remember well
From the land of the Pima Indian
A proud and noble band
Who farmed the Phoenix valley in Arizona land
Down the ditches for a thousand years
The water grew Ira's peoples' crops
Until the white man stole the water rights
And the sparkling water stopped
Now Ira's folks were hungry
And their land grew crops of weeds
When war came, Ira volunteered
And forgot the white man's greed
[Chorus]
Call him drunken Ira Hayes
He won't answer anymore
Not the whiskey drinking Indian
Nor the Marine that went to war
[Bridge]
There they battled up Iwo Jima's hill
Two hundred and fifty men
But only twenty-seven lived to walk back down again
[Verse 2]
And when the fight was over
And when Old Glory raised
Among the men who held it high
Was the Indian, Ira Hayes
[Chorus]
Call him drunken Ira Hayes
He won't answer anymore
Not the whiskey drinking Indian
Nor the Marine that went to war
[Bridge]
Ira returned a hero
Celebrated through the land
He was wined and speeched and honored
Everybody shook his hand



18598. The Ballad Of Jerry Jeff Walker

Jerry Jeff Walker - The Ballad of Jerry Jeff Walker

[Intro]
Jerry Jeff Walker stumbled up the stairs on his way to the
Stage with a Martin guitar and a six pack
Yeah and he was the poet of the Lone Star state

[Verse 1]
And I was young enough
To think I was good enough to be his opening act
And in a cloud of smoke he took another toke
And counted one, two, three
And I knew right there just breathing his air
What I wanted to be

[Chorus]
Buckaroos and jaded lovers
L.A. freeway and redneck mother
Mothers who had raised a son so well
Talking outlawed, long hair loners and stoners
Singing about to come back home and
Most likely too far gone to get there

[Verse 2]
Hey, Kix, that was 76
That was just enough beer
To get us through the set
And get as high as our crowd
We got 700 miles Jerry, we gotta go
You're out of your mind;
You'll never make it on time
Why not just have another round
Oh, we were trying get paid
Just trying to get laid
Living on love
Sleeping on the stage
Just turn another page
Never thinking we'd ever grow up

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Well, the way I recall the 70's
We were down in Austin and the establishment were
Saying we were wasting our time
The next thing I know
We were making more money than we could count
We're all being sued by the IRS
And having more fun than the law allowed
Yeah, I'm talking loners and stoners
And sing about to come back home



And most likely too far gone to get there
Yeah, they were all most likely too far gone to get there

[Outro]
Jerry Jeff Walker stumbled up the stairs on his way to the
Stage with a Martin guitar and a six pack
Tools of the trade son

18599. The Ballad Of Jesse James - Chords

The Ballad Of Jesse James 
North Country Gentlemen

[Intro]
 
  Am         C           G           F
Oooohh oh oh ooooh oh oh ooooh oh oh oooh
 
 
[Verse 1]
 
Am                         C
I was just a boy when they tied me to that tree
          G                            F
They hung my daddy's brother, left him swinging over me
       Am                               C
I went off to get my vengeance underneath a flag of red
         G                                 F
And that angel on my shoulder, she ain't spoke to me since then
 
Hey hey hey
 
 
[Bridge]
 
  Am         C           G           F
Oooohh oh oh ooooh oh oh ooooh oh oh oooh (2x)
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
       Am                            C
Well I tried my hand at working, but working was not me
     G                                F
So I left my wife and children in the state of Missouri
        Am                          C
I went off to make my living for my daughter and my son
      G                          F
And I found an occupation at the wrong end of a gun
 
 
[Chorus]
 



             Am                     C
Ooh... Lying here looking up at the cracks in the roof
       G                                 E
Well I thought you were my friend, but I guess I was a fool
           F                        Am
There's no pain, only blood and the smoke from your gun
      G            E      Am
And I ain't on the run anymore
 
 
[Bridge]
 
  Am         C           G           F
Oooohh oh oh ooooh oh oh ooooh oh oh oooh (2x)
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
       Am                               C
Well I joined a band of brothers, those brothers took my name
        G                                 F
We were feared across the country, as the gang of Jesse James
     Am                             C
Some folks call me a hero but those folks don't know me well
           G
There's no place for me in Heaven, there's no
F
Place for me in Hell
 
 
[Chorus]
 
      Am                     C
Lying here looking up at the cracks in the roof
       G                                 E
Well I thought you were my friend, but I guess I was a fool
           F                        Am
There's no pain, only blood and the smoke from your gun
      G            E      Am         G
And I ain't on the run anymore, no I ain't on the
E      Am  C  G  F
Run anymore
 
[SOLO]
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
  Am                              C
I thought you were my brother but now it's come to this
          G                                  F
You'll be off to get your silver, just like Judas with no kiss
         Am                             C
And that angel on my shoulder looked me deeply in the eye
       G                                    F
As she turned to face that doorway, I could hear that angel cry
 



 
[Chords]
 
      Am                     C
Lying here looking up at the cracks in the roof
       G                                 E
Well I thought you were my friend, but I guess I was a fool
        F                      Am
With my colt forty-four laying cold on the floor
      G            E     Am          G
And I ain't on the run anymore, no I ain't on the
E      Am
Run anymore
 
 
[Outro]
  Am         C           G           F
Oooohh oh oh ooooh oh oh ooooh oh oh oooh (2x)

18600. The Ballad Of Kenneth Parcell - Chords

The Ballad Of Kenneth Parcell 
Steve Earle

[Verse]
Am
Gather  round and hear my story
C
 Bout a boy named Ellen
G
First name Kenneth
D/F#
Last name Parcell
 
Am
Wasn't born in any glory
C
A Pig farmer's son by birth
G
Headed off to New York City
D/F#
To the mouth of hell
 
F
His hands were never blistered
C
By hammer, axe, or hoe
G
Clothes were never soiled with
Am
The bloodstains of his foe
 
F



He taped back-to-back Golden Girls
C
That no man ought to know
 
F                   D
He's a page for the ages
Am
Ken Parcell

18601. The Ballad Of Laverne And Captain Flint

Steve Earle - The Ballad of Laverne and Captain Flint

[Verse 1]
Here comes Martha running down the pier
Looks like Captain Flint is here
You get the bow, I'll get the stern
Lord, would you look at that Laverne?
Flint's got shrimp from the deep blue sea
And buckets of fish for you and me

[Chorus]
Old Flint's boat is fine
And she's called the Miss-Inclined
There's no home port painted on her stern
And they say she's like a ghost
Up and down that Texas coast
But you saw Ma, didn't you, Laverne?

[Verse 2]
Now Daddy says Flint is a weird old bird
And what's more, I have heard
His nets were charmed by a woman who knew
How to work that Louisiana voodoo
Laverne, get away from my boat, you hear
Your mama don't want you hangin' around here

[Chorus]
Laverne told him, she said:
"Old Flint's boat is fine
And she's called the Miss-Inclined
No home port painted on her stern
And they say she's like a ghost
Up and down that Texas coast"
You saw Ma, didn't you, Laverne?

[Verse 3]
Martha, Martha, tell me please
That it's not Laverne that I see
There on the deck of the Miss-Inclined
With Captain Flint, I must be blind
Laverne, girl what's the matter with you?
Old Captain Flint, he put a spell on you



[Chorus]
Old Flint's boat is fine
And she's called the Miss-Inclined
No home port painted on her stern
And they say she's like a ghost
Up and down that Texas coast
But you saw Ma, didn't you, Laverne?

18602. The Ballad Of Love And Hate

The Avett Brothers - The Ballad Of Love & Hate 

Love writes a letter and sends it to hate.
My vacation's ending. I'm coming home late.
The weather was fine and the ocean was great
And I can't wait to see you again.

Hate reads the letter and throws it away.
"No one here cares if you go or you stay.
I barely even noticed that you were away.
I'll see you or I won't, whatever."

Love sings a song as she sails through the sky.
The water looks bluer through her pretty eyes.
And everyone knows it whenever she flies,
And also when she comes down.

Hate keeps his head up and walks through the street.
Every stranger and drifter he greets.
And shakes hands with every loner he meets
With a serious look on his face.

Love arrives safely with suitcase in tow.
Carrying with her the good things we know.
A reason to live and a reason to grow.
To trust. To hold. To care.

Hate sits alone on the hood of his car.
Without much regard to the moon or the stars.
Lazily killing the last of a jar
Of the strongest stuff you can drink.

Love takes a taxi, a young man drives.
As soon as he sees her, hope fills his eyes.
But tears follow after, at the end of the ride,
'Cause he might never see her again.

Hate gets home lucky to still be alive.
He screams o'er the sidewalk and into the drive.
The clock in the kitchen says 2: 55,
And the clock in the kitchen is slow.



Love has been waiting, patient and kind.
Just wanting a phone call or some kind of sign,
That the one that she cares for, who's out of his mind,
Will make it back safe to her arms.

Hate stumbles forward and leans in the door.
Weary head hung down, eyes to the floor.
He says "Love, I'm sorry", and she says, "What for?"
"I'm yours and that's it, whatever.
I should not have been gone for so long.
I'm yours and that's it, forever."

You're mine and that's it, forever.

18603. The Ballad of Martha White

The Ballad of Martha White
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
I'm southern born and corn bred
My folks are just the same
I got my southern heritage
I got my papaw's name
I fell in love with a little girl when I was six years old
She had the name of Martha White
And she had her own radio show

[Verse 2]
You see, Martha had a brand of flour, for biscuits, cakes and pies
She had Shirley Temple golden curly hair and southern, baby blue eyes
And on Saturday nights with my guitar, I'd sit and play along
I knew every word and every note to that Martha White hour theme song
I did

[Verse 3]
Well my folks took a vacation
Down to Nashville, Tennessee
Bought me a Goo Goo Cluster and a front row seat to the Grand Ol' Opry
And there before my childish eyes was that high and lonesome sound
But nowhere on that Opry stage was my Martha to be found
Martha

[Verse 4]
Well I finally found my Martha out in the Opry stars' parking lot
She was cooling off them up and coming boys
You see they were Billboard hot
And they were drinking something out of a brown paper bag
I knew I'd lost my Martha the only love I'd ever had

[Chorus 1]
Oh, they're all better looking than the ones who went before
Same old hat, same old voice



Can they give us nothing more?
They're all smiling for the cameras
Walking softly, talking loud
Martha, she still makes them biscuits greasy, fluffy and proud

[Verse 5]
You got your French croissant and you got all that Italian pastry-chef voodoo
You just pop one of them suckers in your mouth, and salivate and chew
But what you won't find on the shelves of the finer kitchens of the world
Is the face of our self-promoting, self-perpetuating, self-rising flour girl

[Verse 6]
You only get it in the southland
That's where demographics best
It's the brand that Mom and Daddy bought
They won't give the girl a rest
And it's the same as it ever was from fifty years ago
She ain't mortal like you and me
Martha White will never grow old

[Chorus 2]
They're all better looking than the ones who went before
Same old hat, same old voice
Can they give us nothing more?
They're all smiling for the cameras
Walking softly, talking loud
Martha, she still makes those biscuits greasy, fluffy and proud

[Outro]
For the finest biscuits ever was
Get Martha White self-rising flour
The one all purpose flour
Martha White self-rising flour
With the hot rize plus

18604. The Ballad Of Penny Evans

The Ballad Of Penny Evans
Steve Goodman

Oh my name is Penny Evans and my age is twenty-one
A young widow in the war that's being fought in Viet Nam
And I have two infant daughters and I do the best I can
Now they say the war is over, but I think it's just begun.

And I remember I was seventeen on the day I met young Bill.
At his father's grand piano, we'd play good old "Heart and Soul".
Well, I only knew the left hand part and he the right so well.
He's the only boy I've slept with and the only one I will.

It's first we had a baby girl, and we had two good years.
It was next the 1A notice came, and we parted without tears.
It was nine months from our last good bye our second babe appears.



So it's ten months and a telegram confirming all our fears.

And now every month I get a check from an Army bureaucrat.
And it's every month I tear it up and I mail the damn thing back.
Do you think that makes it all right, do you think I'd fall for that?
You can keep your bloody money, it sure won't bring my Billy back.

I never cared for politics, and speeches I don't understand.
Likewise never took no charity from any living man.
But tonight there's fifty thousand gone in that unhappy land,
And fifty thousand "Heart and Soul"s being played with just one hand.

Well, my name is Penny Evans and I've just gone twenty-one,
A young widow in the war that's being fought in Viet Nam,
And I have two infant daughters and I thank God I have no sons,
Now they say the war is over, but I think it's just begun.

18605. The Ballad Of Possum Potez

Rodney Crowell - The Ballad Of Possum Potez

Dayton Texas rodeo Possum Potez stole the show
Way back in 1968 the night he rode ol' Pearly Gates
It was a spinning bucking ton of death and everybody held their breath
Possum rode him to a draw it was the best bull ride I ever saw
Possum Possum where are you no one rides bulls like you used to
They haul you off in the ambulance and you show up later at the victory dance
Possun Possum get back home we ain't had no fun since you've been gone
With your two pack habit and a six pack buzz you're the best that there ever was
You're the best that there ever was
Two lone black top highway flyin' that's ol' possum I ain't lyin'
Eight track tape deck Blasting Jones Ernest Tubb and The Rolling Stones
In the beer joints and down by the bucking shoots
The cowgirls swore that he was so cute
They just love the way that he cocked his hat Possum had it all down pat
Possum Possum where are you...
You're the best that there ever was
Ah rainbow cafe all jokes aside the day ol' Possum like to died
Some sweet thing flashed him a blue eyed grin made ol' Possum's style kick in
A jealous cowboy all drunk and wired pulled a pistol and a bullet fired
Blood was shed out in the parking lot but it was not Possum wound up shot
Possum Possum where are you...
You're the best that there ever was you're the best that there ever was

18606. The Ballad Of Sally Anne

The Ballad Of Sally Anne
(Alice Randall, Harry Stinson, Mark O'Connor), From Mark O'Connor - "The New Nashville C
ats"



With love in his heart and flowers in his hand Johnny proposed to Sally Ann
Sally shivered as she said, "I'll love you 'til the day I'm dead"
Johnny got married in his one good suit
But the ride from church bore strange fruit
Down by road you can hear her cry
As he hung from a tree, she watched him die

Who's gonna dance with Sally Ann Who's gonna touch her tremblin' hand
When the fiddler takes the stand Who's gonna dance with Sally Ann
Sally attends every wedding 'round here Lookin' for her Johnny dear
You can feel them in the room If the fiddler plays that tune

Who's gonna dance with Sally Ann Who's gonna touch her tremblin' hand
When the fiddler takes the stand Who's gonna dance with Sally Ann
Sail away ladies, Sail away!
Sail away ladies, Sail away!
Darkened shadows cross the floor As ghostly lovers dance once more
When weddin' bells ring in that town A ghostly virgin strolls the ground

Who's gonna dance with Sally Ann Who's gonna touch her tremblin' hand
When the fiddler takes the stand Who's gonna dance with Sally Ann

18607. The Ballad Of Sally Rose

The Ballad Of Sally Rose
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1]
Her mama picked him up in south Minnesota
He promised her the world but they never got that far
For he was last seen in that '59 DeSoto
When Sally was born in the Black Hills of Dakota
She was washed in the blood of the dying Sioux nation
Raised with a proud but a wandering heart
And she knew that her roots were in the old reservation
But she had stars in her eyes and greater expectations

[Chorus]
No rings on her fingers, no bells on her toes
With bugs on her headlights and runs in her hose
Through the valley of the shadow of Roosevelt's nose
Adios South Dakota, adios Sally Rose

[Verse 2]
They've got a national monument carved out of stone
On the side of a mountain where her forefathers roamed
Playing cowboys and Indians right under the nose
Of Theodore Roosevelt and the sweet Sally Rose
So she left Rapid City in the blue moonlight hour
With her eye on the highway and her foot on the floor
And turning the dial, she was pulled by the power
Of the word coming out of the broadcasting tower



[Chorus]
No rings on her fingers, no bells on her toes
With bugs on her headlights and runs in her hose
Through the valley of the shadow of Roosevelt's nose
Adios South Dakota, adios Sally Rose

18608. The Ballad Of Spider John

Sam Bush - The Ballad of Spider John

Spider John is my name, friends
I'm in between freights, and I sure would be obliged
If I could share your company.
I'm on my way to nowhere; I been runnin' from my past,
Runnin' from the things I used to be.

Now I know my words sound strange to you
But if you'll wait till my song is sung and my story's told
You might come to understand
Why I'm old and bent and devil spent, and a-runnin' out of time
When not long ago I held a royal flush in my hand.

Chorus:
Oh, I was a supermarket fool; I was a motorbank stool pigeon,
Robbin' my own time.
I thought I'd lost my blues, yes, I thought I'd paid my dues
And I thought I'd found a life to suit my style.
And I was Spider John, the robberman
Long, tall, and handsome,
Yes, I was Spider John with a loaded hand
Takin' ransom.

And then one day I met Diamond Lil
And she was as sweet a thing, I declare, as the summer wind
Had ever blown my way.
Lil she had no idea of my illustrious occupation,
She thought I was a saint and not a sinner gone astray

Spider he loved his Lily so much
He could not confess his sins, for he knew if he did
The lady would surely take her leave.
But you know that the word got around, and Lily left town
And he never saw her again,
Tossin' and turnin' and causin' his heart to grieve.

Chorus

And that is all my story.
It's been these thirty years since I took the road
To find my precious jewel one.
Now if you see my Lily, won't you give her my regards,
Tell her old Spider got tangled in the black web that he spun



You can tell her that Spider got tangled in the black web that he spun.

18609. The Ballad Of Stringbean And Estelle

The Ballad Of Stringbean And Estelle
Sam Bush

On Ridgetop, Tennessee in 1973
The brown boys killed Stringbean and Estelle
The reason for it all is in the bib of his overalls
Least that's what the brown boys would tell
The thieves laid in wait for hours
But things didn't go their way
But he wouldn't let go of his Opry pay

It must have been a terrible struggle
For the cash in his bib overalls
The brown boys said don't give us no trouble
We came for some good, now we want it all
And the thieves said stand and deliver
But Stringbean would not tell
And later we would learn, there was a pawn? of no return
They shot him dead, and then shot Estelle

He saw no smoke from the chimney
So grandpa knew that something was not right
It would burn ever more in his memory
Picture of that dreadful aweful sight
And 23 years later
They tore the fireplace down
There was 20.000 dollars
That the brown boys, never found

Well it seem like easy money
But things didn't go their way
It was just a simple plan, to rob a banjo man
But he wouldn't let go of his Opry pay
Now, string said you can't have my Opry pay

They say that nothing sacred
And now I have seen it all
I read it in this mornings paper
They auctioned off Strings overalls

18610. The Ballad Of Stringbean And Estelle - Chords

The Ballad Of Stringbean And Estelle 
Sam Bush
 



[Verse]
Em
On Ridgetop, Tennessee in 1973
                      Bm             Em
The Brown Boys killed Stringbean and Estelle
Em
The reason for it all is in the bib of his overalls
                      Bm               Em
Least that's what the Brown Boys would tell
 
Bm                           Em
The thieves laid in wait for hours
Bm                         Em
But things didn't go their way
Em
It was just a simple plan, to rob a banjo man
                       Bm          Em
But he wouldn't let go of his Opry pay
 
[Verse]
Em
It must have been a terrible struggle
                    Bm      Em
For the cash in his bib overalls
Em
The Brown Boys said don't give us no trouble
                     Bm             Em
We came for some but now we want it all
 
Bm                              Em
And the thieves said  stand and deliver 
Bm                       Em
But Stringbean would not tell
Em
And later we would learn, there was a point of no return
                       Bm        Em
They shot him dead and then shot Estelle
 
[Verse]
Em
He saw no smoke from the chimney
                     Bm                Em
So Grandpa knew that something was not right
Em
It would burn ever more in his memory
                    Bm              Em
The picture of that dreadful, awful sight
 
Bm                     Em
And twenty three years later
Bm                      Em
They tore the fireplace down
Em
There was twenty thousand dollars
                    Bm    Em
That the Brown Boys never found
 



[Solo]
Em
              Bm                    Em
Em
              Bm                    Em
 
 
[Verse]
Bm                     Em
Well it seem like easy money
Bm                         Em
But things didn't go their way
Em
It was just a simple plan, to rob a banjo man
                       Bm          Em
But he wouldn't let go of his Opry pay
                           Bm           Em
Now, String said you can't have my Opry pay
 
[Verse]
Em
They say that nothing sacred
               Bm      Em
And now I have seen it all
Em
I read it in this mornings paper
                   Bm           Em
They auctioned off String's overalls

18611. The Ballad Of The Hulk

Jerry Jeff Walker - The Ballad of the Hulk

[Verse 1]
The cycle of life is here to see
In all of its fine simplicity
But the way we live it seems to be
Something very weird to me
And I cry out
Pettiness like lady's chatter
It seems to complicate the matter
I grit my teeth, my senses shatter
As nothing much makes me madder
And I leap out
For big or little, great or small
It really doesn't matter at all
The way we shuffle our feet and hem-and-haw
'Cause everyone's afraid they'll fall
Or else be left out
What's right for me or strange to you
Shouldn't make a damn on what you do
'Cause whether or not you make it through
I thought that you already knew



That I'll keep a-going on

[Chorus 1]
And the World War Three
And the World Series
Will make the same size
Headlines
In the news

[Verse 2]
From all I've seen of politics
It's just a greasy, big money stick
Geared to run on tongues so slick
To make you think this is all there is
You're got Humphrey
How they con the little middle man
Into thinkin' he has got a hand
To play in the future of the Promised Land
He owes himself to the destiny of man
Gets ridiculous
Cheap gangster can hire someone
To do his dirty work with a Tommy gun
While the President points at anyone
Says "I, your country, wants some killing done
"Go do it now boy"
But the war itself is bad enough
It can break you down no matter how tough
But the tragedy of hoopla stuff
It makes you think you can't do enough
For the shiny symbols

[Chorus 2]
And the other countries
They feel the same as we
And regret that I have
One country to give
For my life

[Verse 3]
Preacher stands in his holy shroud
Sayin' "God forgives if you do it now"
You come back when the chips are down
You find that they've all gone underground
To pray for you
And a homosexual, twisted priest
He feels that he can preach to me
The right way to go and raise a family
And I'm forced to look at him and mean to say
"You're guessing"
As the population is getting higher
The poverty poor, the pregnant tired
Are waiting on the Pope to be inspired
For some new contraceptive attire
Saying "It's cool now"
It's a ghost behind a one-way mirror
Listening tip-toed at the door to hear
If someone outside won't speak the year



Then they'll slip a note out how they feel
About pierced ear lobes

[Chorus 3]
But the rules made now
For the changing cows
Are a little late
And will be out of date
By tomorrow

[Verse 4]
Her mother played on virginity
She said it was the holy place to be
The things boys had were evilry
When it came time for matrimony
She froze and died there
Her sister at fourteen, very well known
She thought all kicks came lying there prone
But a fundamental fact not spoken at home
Left her feeling like a chewed-on bone
And why, she wondered
One chick who dug moving about
Very liberal-minded and often spoke out
How she was cool and understood, no doubt
With the blankets up and the lights turned out
And you're condescending
And a couple together for five or six years
A marriage license they'd never been near
But social pressure and loss of job fear
Got them married and divorced in half a year
They couldn't cut it

[Chorus 4]
It's all talked about
And then it's lived around
And what is right for me
Could be perversity
In any state law book

[Verse 5]
I'm told a minstrel at one time
Was allowed to sing and make his rhymes
To comment on the news of the times
Sayin' what's in people's minds
And he made tips for it
But today, try singin' on some street curb
Singin' the news in everyday words
The people pass by and laughin' is heard
Or else they hit you where it hurts
Boy, they keep their ears closed
One man said "Boy, I dig your stuff
"I want you to come play at my club
"I'll put your name in lights up above
"But just remember I got a club to run
"So don't you be too strong"
It's not the writers who sell us out
It's the damn censors who turn about



All your life learned adjectives and vowels
And say that my mouth is much too foul
To clearly speak to you

[Chorus 5]
But try to hit a nail
And if the hammer fails
Then the words you use
To describe that bruise
That's basic language!

[Verse 6]
I hitchhiked and sang the songs
That everybody knew and sang along
To amuse myself I wrote some songs
Speakin' 'bout what's right and wrong
And I'm a little different
So a record company you know well
Wanted to know if my song would sell
I said, "Yes, I like it very well
"If you don't sir, you can go to hell
"Somebody else change"
I kept hobo-ing and bummin' around
Singing to my friends who dig that sound
A few cats said "Won't you come to my town"
I asked fair bread to put me down
Their Caddie's mortgaged
I made one deal, like "It's you and me"
This guy said he'd be lots of use to me
But when I found he's puttin' the screws to me
I made it back out on the street
Singin' new folk songs

[Chorus 6]
And if there's time enough
And the hill ain't too rough
What I wrote today
I might someday play
And make some tips for it

[Outro]
Don't miss the next issue of the Hulk

18612. The Ballad Of The Kingsmen - Chords

The Ballad Of The Kingsmen 
Todd Snider

[Intro]
G  D  C
 
[Verse]
    G             D                    C



The Kingsmen came together in a garage, they could hardly even play
    G                           D                                         C
But they practiced night and day pretty soon they got to where they could really play that son
g Louie, Louie
    G                                    D                             C
So, they saved up all the money from the shows, went in to one of them studios and gave the
ir version 
 
of the song a try
 
G     D                             C
Now, I don't know the words to that song Louie, Louie and I'm pretty sure the singer for the
G                               D                            C
Kingsmen didn't know  em either, if he did know  em he didn't get  em right on the record
                                              G             D              C            D
Cause on the record they sound jumbled in his jaw? It says, me think of me girl oh so consta
ntly
  G       D             C        D
Ahmayaaah makaaaah aahh ooohoooh aaaaah
G                    D                         C
Well, that last part scared everybody from the PTA to the FBI
         G                               D                               C
You see, the kids had been going kind of crazy lately and it seemed like nobody could figure 
out why,
            G                        D                                         C
So they decided to form a coalition, launch an investigation, you know for the children, 
 
they at least had to try
G                 D
To figure out the words to Louie, Louie
 
 
[Chorus]
         G    C   G            C
It's the feel good hit of this endless summer
G             A7             D
It gets these kids out of control
C       D            G             C
Singin along to that star spangled bummer,
G     D             G
Hail, hail rock and roll
 
 
[Verse]
G               D                     C
Marilyn Manson's real name isn't even Marilyn Manson, he's a skinny public high school
G                D                      C
Kid from Florida, not some monster from out of this world and like of a lot other skinny long h
air public
G               D                                       C
High school kids he was sick of getting beaten up by the pulling guard all week only to go out 
on the weekend,
 
and watch the
G                            D       C
Quarterback get all the girls so, he formed a band man
     G               D        C



Now' he gets all the girls, a few years later a couple of latchkey kids go tragically
G                                   D                                          C
Mad and everybody's standing around the television store at the mall trying to figure out what
 went wrong,
 
this guy says,
              G                                 D                                           C
you think the life of a kid going to high school could've gotten so bad this other guy says nah,
C
It's just the words to one of them goddamn Marilyn Manson songs, you know the one
 
 
[Chorus]
         G    C   G            C
It's the feel good hit of this endless summer
G             A7             D
It gets these kids out of control
C       D            G             C
Singin along to that star spangled bummer,
G     D             G
Hail, hail rock and roll
 
 
    G               D                           C
You know, every ten years or so our country and some other little country, we start firing all of
 our
 
newest weapons
   G                       D                          C
At each other for some reason or another, right or wrong, like it or not, it happens, and when i
t happens
           G                        D                     C
People get shot and when people get shot, they show it on tv a lot every night at six o clock
                   G                            D                             C
And you don't even have to be eighteen to see it you don't even have to be in first grade,
 
first grade where they teach the kid pride
     G                             D                          C
They tell him he'll need to thrive, in a world where only the strong will survive, so he's taught
 
the art of more
       G                       D                            C
To compare to and to keep score Monday thru Friday while he stares at the floor til' Sunday 
 
they make him go to
G                     D                                         C
School once more only this time they make him wear a suit and a tie and listen to some guy 
who claims to know
 
where people go
     G                               D                          C
When they die tell him that only the meek are gonna inherit the earth Well sh*t, by this time th
e kid doesn't
 
know what anything
   G                              D                  C
Is worth, now brothers and sisters I am only one guy and I don't even know the words to that 



song Louie, Louie
G                            D                               C
but I can tell you right now without batting an eye that the next time some latchkey kid goes w
rong
   C
It aint gonna be cause that Eminem gets to say the word Fag in his song
    G                                   D                             C
And I'm not trying to preach to ya either, I'm just trying to sing to ya too, you know string
 
a few words together
 
 
[Outro]
G        D   C
Hey kids...
            G    D   C
Lets get it on,
           G    D   C
Lets get it on

18613. The Ballad Of The Lonesome Cowboy

Chris Stapleton
The Ballad of the Lonesome Cowboy

[Verse 1]
I was a lonesome cowboy
Lonesome as I could be
You came along, changed my life
And fixed what was broken in me

[Verse 2]
I was a lonesome cowboy
I didn't have a friend
Now I got friends comin' out of my ears
I'll never be lonesome again

[Bridge]
You can't be happy when you're all by yourself
Go on, tell me I'm wrong (You're wrong)
When someone takes you down from the shelf
And plays with you some, it's wonderful (Wonderful)

[Verse 3]
I was a lonesome cowboy
But not anymore
I just found out what love is about
I've never felt this way before

[Outro]
I was a lonesome cowboy
But not anymore



18614. The Ballad Of Treason

The Ballad Of Treason
Abigail Washburn

This kiss is a crime
Let's not waste time
The cover of night is breaking
They even the score
We capture 5 more
Make a forbidden offering

Our heads are two states
Let's pull down the gates
Declaring freedom
Send out our armies
Bring death to our colonies
Our harmony drowns out the cries of our generals

Climb up to a treetop
I'll be on a mountaintop
Looking for you across the valley
The birds pull you higher
While the sky's on fire
Crying for the dying daylight
I need you, I need you, I need you

Our bodies are pyres
Waiting for fire
The judge and generals claim jurisdiction
The faithful assemble
The crowd starts to tremble
The gavel it rises and begins to fall

Treason proclaimed
Pyres burst into flames
Two souls ride the sparks into the blue

This world is a shackle
Let's shout til it rattles
Bring down the walls of Jericho

18615. The Banks Of The Ohio

Doc Watson - The Banks of the Ohio

I asked my love to take a walk,
Just a little way's with me.
An' as we walked,



Then we would talk
All about our wedding day.

[Chorus]
"Darlin', say that you'll be mine;
In our home we'll happy be,
Down beside where the waters flow,
On the banks of the Ohio."

I took her by her pretty white hand,
I led her down the banks of sand,
I plunged her in
Where she would drown,
An' watched her as she floated down.

[Chorus]

Returnin' home between twelve and one,
Thinkin', Lord, what a deed I've done;
I'd killed the girl
I love, you see,
Because she would not marry me.

The very next day, at half past four,
The sheriff walked right to my door;
He says, "Young man,
Don't try to run.
You'll pay for this awful crime you've don."

[Chorus]

18616. The Bantry Girl's Lament

The Bantry Girl's Lament
Traditional

Oh who will plough the fields, and who will sell the corn?
And who will wash the sheep now, and keep them neatly shorn?
And the stack that's in the haggard, unthreshed it may remain,
Since Johnny's gone a-thrashing the dirty King of Spain.

Oh the girls in the bonhoe in sorrow may retire,
And the piper and his bellows may go home and blow the fire,
For Johnny, lovely Johnny, is sailing oer the main,
Along with other patriots, to fight the King of Spain.

Oh the boys will sorely miss him, when moneymore comes round
And they'll grieve that their brave captain is nowhere to be found
And the peelers they must stand idle all against their will and reign
Since the valiant boy who gave them work now pells the King of Spain

At wakes or hurling matches, your likes we'll never see
Until you return again to us, a storin o mo chroi



And won't you trouble the buchainnes who showed us great disdain
Because our eyes were not as bright as those you'll meet in Spain

And if cruel fate will not permit our Johnny to return,
His dreadful loss we Bantry girls will never cease to mourn.
We'll resign ourselves to our sad lot, and we'll die in grief and pain,
Since Johnny's died for freedom in the foreign land of Spain.

18617. The Bantry Girls Lament / The Ol' Yellow House

The Duhks - The Bantry Girls Lament / The Ol' Yellow House 

Oh, who will plow the fields all day and who will thrash the corn?
Who will tend the sheep now and see them neatly shorn?
The stack that's in the haggard, unthrashed it may remain
Now that Johnny's gone a-thrashing all in the wars of Spain

The girls from the bawnogue in sorrow may retire
And the piper with his bellows may go home and blow the fire
For Johnny, lovely Johnny is sailing o'er the main
Along with the other patriots to fight the King of Spain

The boys will surely miss him when Moneymore comes around
And they'll weep that their bold captain is nowhere to be found
And the peerlers may stand idle, all against their will and main
Since the gallant boy who gave them work now peels the King of Spain

At wakes and hurling matches your like we'll never see
Till you come back to us again a stor gra geal mo chroi
Then won't you thrash the buckeens that show us such disdain
Because our eyes are not so bright as those you'll see in Spain

If cruel fate should not allow our Johnny to return
His heavy loss we Bantry girls will never cease to mourn
We'll resign ourselves to our sad lot and live in grief and pain
Since Johnny died for freedom's sake in the foreign land of Spain

18618. The Baptism Of Jesse Taylor

The Baptism Of Jesse Taylor
Oak Ridge Boys - The Baptism Of Jesse Taylor

Among the local taverns they'll be a slack in business 
'Cause Jesse's drinkin' came before the groceries and the rent 
Among the local women they'll be a slack in cheatin' 
'Cause Jesse won't be be steppin' out again.

They baptized Jesse Taylor in Cedar Creek last Sunday 
Jesus gained a soul and Satan lost a good right arm 



They all cried "Hallelujah" as Jesse's head went under 
'Cause this time he went under for the Lord.

The scars on Jesse's knuckles were more than just respected 
The county courthouse records tell all there is to tell 
The pockets of the gamblers will soon miss Jesse's money 
And the black eye of the law will soon be well.

(Chorus)

From now on Nancy Taylor can proudly speak to neighbors 
Tell how much Jesse took up with little Jim 
Now Jimmy's got a daddy and Jesse's got a family 
And Franklin County's got a lot more man.

(Chorus)

18619. The Bargain Store

Dolly Parton - The Bargain Store 

My life is like unto a bargain store
And I may have just what you're lookin' for
If you don't mind the fact that all the merchandise is used
But with a little mending it could be as good as new

Why you take for instance this old broken heart
If you will just replace the missing parts
You would be surprised to find how good it really is
Take it and you never will be sorry that you did

The bargain store is open come inside
You can easily afford the price
Love is all you need to purchase all the merchandise
And I will guarantee you'll be completely satisfied

Take these old used memories from the past
And these broken dreams and plans that didn't last
I'll trade them for a future, I can't use them anymore
I've wasted love but I still have some more

The bargain store is open come inside
You can easily afford the price
Love is all you need to purchase all the merchandise
And I can guarantee you'll be completely satisfied

My life is like unto a bargain store
And I may have just what you're lookin' for
If you don't mind the fact that all the merchandise is used
With a little mendin' it could be as good as new
The bargain store is open, come inside
The bargain store is open, come inside



18620. The Barn Dance

Tom T Hall - The Barn Dance

[Verse 1:]
One night as I was sleeping
Something awakened me
There was a light on in my barn
So I went down to see
I peeked through the big ole crack in the door
And what do you think I saw
The animals were havin' a barn dance
Right in the horse's stall

[Pre-Chorus:]
And there was the chicken doin' the chicken reel
And the muskrat rambled on
The old cow did the cow-cow boogie
And the rooster crowed a song

[Chorus:]
A mouse came out of his hidin' place
And he danced on one leg
The old hen got so tickled
That she almost laid an egg

[Verse 2:]
They were all dressed up for the barn dance
It made me want to laugh
The rabbit wore a big bow tie
And the pig was a looking in the looking glass
And the goose danced with the gander
'Til the old goat butted in
The horse was horsin' around a lot
Till the mare got mad at him

[Pre-Chorus]
[Chorus]
[Pre-Chorus]
[Chorus]

18621. The Barn Dance - Chords

The Barn Dance 
By Tom T. Hall

    D                        G                  D
One night as I was sleeping, something awakened me
D                                  E7             A



There was a light on in my barn so I went down to see
  D                                              G                   D
I peeked through a big ol' crack in the door and what do you think I saw
    D                                A                    D
The animals were having a barn dance right in the horse's stall

Chorus:
A   A/B   A/C#  D                                      G               D
And there was a chicken doing the chicken reel and the muskrat rambled on
    D                                      E7               A
The old cow did the cow-cow boogie and the rooster crowed a song
  D                                      G                D
A mouse came out of his hiding place and he danced on one leg
    D                               A              D
The old hen got so tickled that she almost laid an egg

Banjo interlude
Guitar break

They were all dressed up for the barn dance it made me want to laugh
The rabbit wore the big bowtie and the pig was a looking in the looking glass
And the goose danced with the gander till an old dog boddied in
The horse was horsin' around a lot till the mare got mad at him

Chorus

18622. The Barrow Gang Will Get You Little Man

The Barrow Gang Will Get You Little Man
Flatt & Scruggs

I remember the times when the devil himself packed a bad seed in life for fear
Bonnie and Clyde were the talk of the land everybody talked about the Barrow gang
Oh the Barrow gang will get you little man I remember my mama would say
Do you listen and wash your hands or the Barrow gang will get you little man
( dobro )
When I went to school there was one sure way to silence the noise of the kids
The teacher would say work your fingers to the bone
Or the Barrow gang will get you if you don't
Oh the Barrow gang will get you...
( banjo )
On Sunday morning in the little white church I was talked of Bonnie and Clyde
We learned about joy and we learned about the veil
And the Barrow gang will get you if you fail
Oh the Barrow gang will get you...
Or the Barrow gang will get you little man or the Barrow gang will get you little man

18623. The Bartender



The Steeldrivers - The Bartender

He comes here to drown out the ghost of her goodbye
Lookin' for redemption in his Jameson on ice
Well, I wipe down the bar but I can't wipe away his past
Oh, I just pour another shot o' whiskey in his glass

Some may call me a sinner
But when it's all said and done
I don't pull the trigger
I just load the gun

So, I'll look at your picture and agree she did you wrong
I'll be the one you lean on, I'll be here all night long
I'm just here to listen, my brother I ain't here to judge
Long as you've got the money, I just serve it up

Some may call me a sinner
But when it's all said and done
I don't pull the trigger
I just load the gun

Some may call me a sinner
But when it's all said and done
I don't pull the trigger
I just load the gun

Some may call me a sinner
But when it's all said and done
I don't pull the trigger
I just load the gun
I just load the gun
I just load the gun

18624. The Battle For Daddy's Soul - Chords

The Battle For Daddy's Soul
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Mel Howard and Janice Wolverton

G 
It's the bible against the bottle
       C                  G
In the battle for daddy's soul
It's momma against the party girls
     A7                 D7
Over who's gonna win control
                       G
On Sunday it's Rock of Ages
   C                         G 
On Monday let the good times roll
It's the bible against the bottle
       D7                 G  
In the battle for daddy's soul



If faith can move a mountain
C             G
Momma's gonna win
But even momma will admit
          A7                  D7   
There's a whole lot goin' for sin
     G
With sweet red wine and party girls
           C             G
And the bigtime songs to sing
Maybe she could tell daddy
       D7                  G
That's really the swingin' thing
repeat #1
Well I just can't help believing
C             G
Momma's gonna win
The milk of human kindness
     A7                      D7
Is a whole lot stronger than gin
     G
With faith in God and daily prayer
    C               G    
And gospel songs to sing
Momma keeps a showing daddy
      D7                 G 
God's love is a precious thing
 
repeat #1 x2

18625. The Battle Hymn Of Love

Kathy Mattea - The Battle Hymn of Love
Tim O'Brien

I will pledge my heart to the love we share
Through the good and the bad times too
I'll forsake my rest for your happiness
Till my death I will stand by you

With God as my witness, this vow I will make
To have and to hold you, no other to take
For richer, for poorer, under skies gray or blue
Till my death I will stand by you

There are wars and there are rumors of wars yet to come
Temptations we'll have to walk through
Though others may tremble, I will not run
Till my death I will stand by you

I will put on the armor of faithfulness
And fight for a heart that is true
Till the battle is won, I will not rest



Till my death I will stand by you

With God as my witness, this vow I will make
To have and to hold you, no other to take
For richer for poorer, under skies gray or blue
Till my death I will stand by you

Till the battle is won, I will not run
Till my death I will stand by you

18626. The Battle Hymn Of Love - Chords

The Battle Hymn Of Love
Kathy Mattea - The Battle Hymn Of Love
written by don schlitz and paul overstreet
recorded by kathy mattea

I will (A) pledge my heart to the love we share
Through the good and the (E) bad times (A)too.
I forsake my rest for your happiness
Till my death I will (E)stand by (A)you

chorus
With (D) God as my witness this (A) vow I will make
To have and to hold you no other to (D) take
For (A) rich or for poor under skies gray or (D) blue
Till my (A) death I will (E) stand by (A) you

There are wars and there are rumors  of wars yet to come
Temptations we'll (E) have to walk (A) through
Though others may tremble I will not (D) run
Till my (A) death I will (E) stand by (A) you

I'll (D) put on the armor of (A) faithfulness
To fight for a heart that is (E) true
Till the (A) battle is won I will not (D)rest
Till my (A)death I will (E)stand by (A)you

chorus

18627. The Battle Of Cucamonga

The Battle Of Cucamonga
Homer and Jethro

In Nineteen and fifty-nine we took a little hike
With our Scoutmaster down to Lake Aneekanike
We took a little pizza and we took some sauerkraut
And we marched along together till we heard the Girl Scouts



Chorus:
Oh, we're the boys from Camp Cucamonga
Our mothers sent us here for to study Nature's ways
We learn to make sparks by rubbing sticks together
But if we catch the girls then we'll set the woods ablaze

(And I was made 'cause me mother sent me up here - ha ha ha)

Well, we crept up to the water and we seed the girls a-swimmin'
There must have been a hunnered of them pretty young women
They looked so fine even birds forgot to sing
We laid down in the poison oak and didn't say a thing

Chorus

(Hey, will one of you fellers scratch my back?)

Well, our counselor said we could take 'em by surprise
If we didn't say a word till we looked 'em in the eyes
We kept real still, and we had our eyes a-glued
We saw how they were dressed - they were swimming in the...

Chorus

Well, they ran through the briars and they ran through the brambles
And they ran through the bushes where a rabbit couldn't go
They ran so fast even we couldn't catch 'em
From Lake Aneekanike all the way to Buffalo

(Hey, fellers, wait for me!)

Well, we ran right after them till everyone was pooped
So we rested for a minute and our forces we regrouped
Then we saw the girls behind some evergreens
Captured by a company of United States Marines

Chorus

(Ah, them big guys get everything!)

Well, they ran through the briars and they ran through the brambles
And they ran through the bushes where a rabbit couldn't go
They ran so fast even we couldn't catch 'em
From Lake Aneekanike all the way to Buffalo

(A rooty toot toot, a rooty toot toot
Oh, we are the boys from the Boy Scout troop
We don't smoke, and we don't chew
And we don't go with the girls that do!)

18628. The Battle Of New Orleans



The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - The Battle of New Orleans
Jimmy Driftwood

In 1814 we took a little trip,
Along with colonel Jackson down the mighty Mississippi.
We took a little bacon and we took a little beans,
And we fought the bloody British in the town of New Orleans.

We fired our guns and the British kept a comin',
There wasn't 'bout as many as there was awhile ago.
We fired once more and they began to runnin'
On down the Mississippi to the gulf of Mexico.

Oh we looked down the river and we seen the british come.
There must have been a hundred of 'em beatin' on a drum.
They stepped so high and they made their bugles ring.
We stood behind our cotton bales and didn?t say a thing.

Old hickory said we could take 'em by surprise,
If we didn't fire our muskets till we looked 'em in the eyes.
We held our fire till we seen their faces well,
Then we opened up our squirrel guns and gave 'em a little, well, we

Fired our guns and the British kept a comin',
There wasn't 'bout as many as there was awhile ago.
We fired once more and they began to runnin'
On down the Mississippi to the gulf of Mexico.

We fired our cannons till the barrels melted down,
Then we grabbed an alligator and we fired another round.
We filled his head with cannonballs and powdered his behind,
And when we touched the powder off, the gator lost his mind.

We fired our guns and the British kept a comin',
There wasn't 'bout as many as there was awhile ago.
We fired once more and they began to runnin'
On down the Mississippi to the gulf of Mexico.

We fired our guns and the British kept a comin',
There wasn't 'bout as many as there was awhile ago.
We fired once more and they began to runnin'
On down the Mississippi to the gulf of Mexico.

18629. The Beaches of Cheyenne

The Beaches of Cheyenne - Garth Brooks 

They packed up all his buckles 
And shipped his saddle to his dad 
And by the way the house looked 
She must have took it bad 
The workers come on Monday 
To fix the door and patch the wall 
They say she just went crazy 



The night she got the call 

He was up in Wyoming 
And drew a bull no man could ride 
He promised her he'd turn out 
Well it turned out that he lied 
And their dreams that they'd been livin' 
In the California sand 
Died right there beside him in Cheyenne 

They she just went crazy 
Screamin' out his name 
She ran out into the ocean 
And to this day they claim 
That if you go down by the water 
You'll see her footprints in the sand 
'Cause every night she walks the beaches of Cheyenne 

They never found her body 
Just her diary by her bed 
It told about the fight they had 
And the words that she had said 
When he told her he was ridin' 
She said then I don't give a damn 
If you never come back from Cheyenne 

They she just went crazy 
Screamin' out his name 
She ran out into the ocean 
And to this day they claim 
That you can go down by the water 
And see her footprints in the sand 
'Cause every night she walks the beaches of Cheyenne 

Nobody can explain it  
Some say she's still alive 
They even claim they've seen her 
On the shoreline late at night 
So if you go down by the water 
You'll see her footprints in the sand 
'Cause every night she walks the beaches of Cheyenne 

Every night she walks the beaches of Cheyenne

18630. The Beautiful Altar Of Prayer - Chords

The Beautiful Altar Of Prayer 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

[Intro]
G  G  G  G
 
[Verse 1]



G                         C
One day in an old country church house
  G                        D7
I heard mother pray for me there
    G                        C
She prayed for the Savior to guide me
       G         D7       G
To the beautiful altar of prayer
 
[Verse 2]
    G                             C
She walked down the aisle there toward me
    G                      D7
The tears then came to her eyes
         G                     C
She said son I've been praying for you
    G            D7            G
For fear that in sin you might die
 
[Chorus]
       C                  G
Oh the beautiful altar of prayer
  A7                        D7
I know mother prayed for me there
    G                        C
She prayed for the Savior to guide me
       G         D7       G
To the beautiful altar of prayer
 
[Verse 3]
   G                          C
My soul has been saved by the Master
       G                    D7
On the dark road of sin and despair
        G                          C
And I'm thankful to my dear loving mother
        G         D7       G
And the beautiful altar of prayer
 
[Chorus]
       C                  G
Oh the beautiful altar of prayer
  A7                        D7
I know mother prayed for me there
    G                        C
She prayed for the Savior to guide me
       G         D7       G
To the beautiful altar of prayer
 
[Outro]
    G                        C
She prayed for the Savior to guide me
       G         D7       N.C.           G
To the beautiful altar of prayer



18631. The Bed You Made For Me - Chords

The Bed You Made For Me 
Highway 101

  G
         Darling were you listening when
           C                    G
         I called you late last night
                    C                 G
         Or did the sleep get in your eyes
                A                  D
         Did it blind me from your sight
            G
         Or was she lying with you
                C               G
         Was it hard for you to speak
                     C                 G
         And did you tell her, she was sleeping
                D                G
         In the bed you made for me
 
 
         CHORUS
         G
         And did you tell her she was sleeping
                C                G
         In the bed you made for me
                 D
         Did she like my satin sheets
                 C               D
         And did you sing her to sleep
                G
         And my pillow that she slept on
                C               G
         Did it bring her sweet dreams
                 C                G
         Did you tell her she was sleeping
                D                G
         In the bed you made for me
 
         G
         The pillow that you made for me
                C                 G
         It was soft with feather down
                 C                          G
         And the headboard, it came from an old house
                  A                D
         That was about to be torn down
 
                 G
         And the songs you always sang to me
             C           G



         Oh--wow to fall asleep
                  C                 G
         Did they sound the same to her
                D                G
         In the bed you made for me
 
         (Repeat CHORUS)
 
         (Instrumental)  C - G - D - G
 
         G
         Now you can take my old pillow
             C                G
         And throw it out the door
                 C           G
         You can buy another bed
                 A                D
         You can find another headboard
               G
         Cause I ain't gonna lie beneath
               C                G
         Those satin sheets you tore
             C                G
         The bed you made for me
                  D       G
         It isn't mine anymore
 
         (Repeat CHORUS)
                     C                G
         And did you tell her she was sleepin'
                D                F  C   G
         In the bed you made for me------

18632. The Beech Nut Tree

The Beech Nut Tree

In the hills of old Virginia there's a mountain
Where the trees still bud so pretty in the spring
Where I met and fell in love with one so sweetly
Joy and gladness to my heart she then did bring

Underneath a beech nut tree there in the mountains
Where we met and told each other of our love
There we promised to each other we would marry
As the little birds sang sweetly up above

This is one song that had a happy ending
For we're married now and in her eyes I see
All the love and Oh how sweetly she remembers
Where we made our vows beneath the beech nut tree



18633. The Believer

Chris Thile - The Believer

You can point and laugh
I'm sure he's used to that
Using faith like an acrobat 'til the net breaks

He won't get upset
That though we've never met
I know, everything he's said 'cause a friend once told me

He's got hell fire in his eyes
There is madness behind the lies
He would burn us all alive just to prove his point

God save the believer
We mistake for a deceiver
'Cause it makes us feel better

The time has come and gone
To say what's right and wrong
People like him don't belong 'cause we're all okay

You'd better write him off
Without a second thought
'Cause thinking just leads to getting caught in the traps he sets, like

Who is that on his knees?
It's that daring young man from the flying trapeze
Crying "father, father, help me please" well good luck, pal
'Cause you're gonna need it

God save the believer
We mistake for a deceiver
'Cause it makes us feel better

He's got hell fire in his eyes
There is madness behind the lies
He would burn us all alive just to prove his point

God save the believer
We mistake for a deceiver
'Cause it makes us feel better

18634. The Bend

The Bend - Kyle Ledson
Broken Compass Bluegrass



Well I'm waiting on the first snow
For winter's coming back
The page I'll clear in the coming year
As I approach the railroad tracks

Well I stood on by for too long
Until it tore me down
And the pain I felt was tenfold
When you threw me to the ground

Now I board the train in Houston
Coming up to Maine
Anywhere that's far from where you caused me all this pain
And as the train is rolling 'round the bend
I can see the sun come out again

Well I can breath in clearly now
And take in all the breeze
The fog that covered up this town
Has fallen to its knees

And as I think and ponder of the
Things that you have done
It gives me all the reason
To give up this life and run

Now I board the train in Camden
And I'm a-going to Kentucky
Running from the law out here, I guess I'm pretty lucky
And as the train is rolling round the bend
I can see the sun come out again

I was sleeping with the only leisure time I had to spend
And they caught up to me and told me that my journey had to end
Well but the Ohio was flowing right behind my feet
And I jumped right in to save myself from where I had to be

Now I'm flowing down the Ohio with a sheriff on my back
And I'm hopping on the next train that's a-riding along the track
And as my body's flowing round the bend
I can see the sun, oh
I can see the sun come out again
See the sun come out again

18635. The Bend In The River - Chords

The Bend In The River
by Marty Robbins

Am                         C
Past the first bend in the river 
   Am                   Dm



Is another bend I can't see
 
And the bend that keeps a-calling 
                                C
Is the bend that keeps hiding from me
 
Am                         C
Past the first hill on the desert 
   Am                   Dm
Is another hill I can't see
 
And the hill that keeps hiding 
                                  C
is the hill that keeps calling to me
 
       Am                Em
In the cottonwood by the river 
  F                       C
A mourning dove calls his mate
       Am           Em
He has true love to give her 
    F                G7
But love for me must wait
 
C         Am             C
Till I've traveled every river 
         Am
And each desert hill I have climbed
 
If I find love to my liking 
                                C
I'll leave the river's bend far behind

18636. The Best

The Best
Sierra Ferrell

He loves me like a star, but there's so many out there
And some they shine' brighter' than I
If I' could be time
I would step back' in line, and change all the ways I embraced it

But you are the best, better than all the rest yes
You are the best, better than all of the rest

So
Jump all around
Get your feet off the ground
And maybe you will never come down
But me and lost and found [?]
So when you come round
You can play me where no one else [?]



But you are the best, better than all the rest yes
You are the best, better than all of the rest
Oooh
You're better than the rest
Ooooh
You're better than the-

Hey!

Know you are the best
And you're better than all the rest but-
You could treat me a little bit better
[?]

18637. The Best I Can

Rodney Crowell - The Best I Can

I'll give you the best I can give you, baby
That's all I can give
We'll live it the best we can live it, baby
As long as we live
What kind of love never turns you down
What kind of love lifts you off the ground
Turns your life around
What kind of love makes you go out in the wind and the driving rain
What kind of love runs through your heart with a pleasure so close to pain
What kind of love
Only this love that I have
I'll show you the best I can show you, baby
That's all I can show you
I'll know you the best I can know you, baby
As long as I know you
What kind of love never turns away
What kind of love never makes you pay
Hears you when you pray
What kind of love makes you go out in the wind and the driving rain
What kind of love runs through your heart with a pleasure so close to pain
What kind of love
Only this love that I have
This love I know is all I have (all I have)
This love I have is all I know
So I won't let go
What kind of love makes you go out in the wind and the driving rain
What kind of love runs through your heart with a pleasure so close to pain
What kind of love
Only this love that I have
What kind of love
Only this love that I have



18638. The Best Keeps Getting Better

The Best Keeps Getting Better - Alan Jackson 

We started out and life was perfect
I never thought our love would change
But years of ups and downs made a difference
It's not the same as it was yesterday

I don't treat you like I used to
You don't look the same into my eyes
We thought the best would be behind us
But the best keeps getting better all the time

We learned how to love and how to make up
And found what it takes to be enough
Like a 30-year-old wine hearts intertwined
The best keeps getting better all the time

I love you now more than ever
And you appreciate me more today
Melted together, hearts and minds
The best keeps getting better all the time

We learned how to love and how to make up
And found what it takes to be enough
Like a 30-year-old wine, hearts intertwined
The best keeps getting better all the time

Like a 30-year-old wine, hearts intertwined
The best keeps getting better all the time
The best keeps getting better all the time

18639. The Best Love Songs I Wrote For You

The Best Love Songs I Wrote For You (Larry W. Jones 12/05/2007) 

Tomorrow when words are said and done
When I'll be dead and my life's been run
You'll be wearing black and looking back
At all the love songs that folks have sung
I sure hope they sing a few of mine
I'd write more rhymes if I had more time
I wrote a few for the dollar
And I wrote a few just for fun
I wrote a few, away they flew
I guess never will those be sung
I wrote a few for my mother
And a few were for my brother



But of the rest now, this is true
The best love songs I wrote for you
Tomorrow when words are said and done
And your feet tread where there ain't no sun
You'll dread to have my name carved in stone
The days when I'm born and when I'm gone
Be sure to get one that's big enough
To carve these words and some other stuff
He wrote a few for the dollar
And he wrote a few just for fun
He wrote a few, away they flew
He knew those would never be sung
He wrote a few for his mother
And a few were for his brother
But of the rest now, all can agree
The best love songs he wrote for me
I wrote a few for the dollar
And I wrote a few just for fun
I wrote a few, away they flew
I guess never will those be sung
I wrote a few for my mother
And a few were for my brother
But of the rest now, this is true
The best love songs I wrote for you
But of the rest now, this is true
The best love songs I wrote for you

18640. The Best Thing That I Had Goin'

Brad Paisley - The Best Thing That I Had Goin' 

Finally got that promotion I worked hard to get
One that came with a company car
When they gave me the keys they said son you can bet
Keep it up and you'll really go far
Chorus
But what good is all that knowin'
The best thing that I had goin'
Is gone
My good friends come around to hang out now and then
And they joke, man you've sure got it hard
With this house on the hill and a white picket fence
And the grass sure is green in the yard
Repeat chorus
Well I squandered my time trying to buy everything
Gave her all that I thought she deserved
Now I know all the things that she wanted were free
And I should have been home holdin' her
Repeat chorus



18641. The Best We Could Do

Emmylou Harris - The Best We Could Do

Well, I've been searching for a
Way to write you down on my list
But now I know what it's for
It's not a resume or application form
No you're not an asterisk on my resume no more

So now I'll write it down in case you need my help
With singing all your words that raise my settled soul
And now I know the risk was worth it all the while
I just needed a way to see, to see you

And then I wake to find you in my tears
Waited to feel you burn inside me all these years
That's when I know, I know it all goes back to you
Because you are the best that I could do

It's hard to find something clear
When you're surrounded by clouded minds
It's better to know yourself with what little you find
All, all on your own than to
Find yourself with what little they know

So now I'll write it down in case you need my help
With singing all your words that raise my settled soul
And now I know the risk was worth it all the while
I just needed a way to see, to see you

One more day
One more day to show them
One more day
One more day to show that I'm not fazed
And I won't wait not one more day

18642. The Best Years Of Our Lives

Rodney Crowell - The Best Years Of Our Lives

When I was young and restless I wasted so much time
Halfway stoned and halfway out of my mind
Well I don't feel that much different though now I realize
These are the best years of our lives
These are the best years that we're living in
And I know that someday later we're gonna reach the end
Though time stacks up against us the fire inside still thrives
These are the best years of our lives
These are the best years that we're living through
Then I know that someday later you're gonna know that too
There's so much more to living now than the kind of car we drive
These are the best years of our live these are the best years of our live



18643. The Better the Bitchin

The Better the Bitchin 
Deadly Gentlemen

It's tough to live these days
Deep in a dark holler
And the broke folks can't buy liquor with a nickel and a dollar
You see people posted out
Then told to find a hole to fish in
It's tough luck
But bad are the days and the better the bitchin'

It's tough to live these days
Deep in a dark holler
And the broke folks can't buy a chicken with a nickel and a dollar
It's tough to live on perches
When you don't even have a hole to fish in
It's tough luck, people
But bad are the days and the better the bitchin'

I'm just saying
The bigger the heartbreak
The better the bitchin'
There's always somebody bigger and badder
And better in the bed or the kitchen
I'm just saying
The bigger the breakup
The better the bitchin'
Listen up
Breaking up's like breaking out of prison

It's OK, my heart's so broken it's aching bad
The old home place got taken
The days are fake and sad
But I'm alright, I'm not sick or poor
I've got two strong legs, I've got the liquor store

It's OK, my heart's so broken it's aching bad
The one that I love got taken
The times are fake and sad
But I'm alright, I'm not sick or poor
I've got two strong legs, I've got the liquor store

It's OK

18644. The Big Compromise



String Cheese Incident - The Big Compromise

How may years has it been to this day
We've known each other in so many ways
Sometimes it seems so hard to agree, you said
I don't even know if you're listening to me
Well you're right
It's time for the big compromise
They had to drag me kicking and screaming
From all those plans I made that were leaving
Still all in all it's been a good run, maybe
Too many heads are better than one
Well you're right
It's time for the big compromise
Well I'll admit that I'm guilty at times
Of wanting my own way, drawing the line
Stubbornly stumbling through my overtures
That should've come sooner, but I wasn't sure
There was this couple out on the street
One look and sure they were feeling the heat
All I could think as the man turned away was
I wish I could give him the courage to say

18645. The Big One

Keller Williams - The Big One 

I've got chest pains,
My left arm is numb.
I spring to my feet,
This could be the big one.
I Google my symptoms,
As I morbidly walk to the kitchen
I'm coming to you Jerry
So I'm frying all the bacon
And I drink up all the liquor

Cause if I'm going down
I'm going down singing
If I'm going down
I'm going down slinging
If I'm going down
I'm going down, with a smile upon my face
A bird in place
If I'm going down
I'm going down happy
I've been living every day like it was the last day
Since I was 19, in Alpine Valley

I raise my arms,
I smile real wide
I look up in the mirror
See if I'm a drooping on one side
I sway to the music



Naked on the cell phone speaker
I'm filling the house with the scent of bacon
At 4 in the morning

Cause if I'm going down
I'm going down singing
If I'm going down
I'm going down slinging
If I'm going down
I'm going down, with a smile upon my face
A bird in place
If I'm going down
I'm going down happy
I've been living every day like it was the last day
Since I was 19, in Alpine Valley

The bacon is done
As my pain subsides
It seems as if I was spared at least this time
Now that's a cause to celebrate
I take that seriously
Cause not every day that you think you're gonna die
And you don't

Cause if I'm going down
I'm going down singing
If I'm going down
I'm going down slinging
If I'm going down
I'm going down, with a smile upon my face
A bird in place
If I'm going down
I'm going down happy
I've been living every day like it was the last day
Since I was 19, in Alpine Valley
(repeat)

I've got chest pains,
My left arm is numb.
I spring to my feet,
This could be the big one.

18646. The Big Time

The Big Time 

I ain't never seen the big time
Honey that's okay with me
I ain't never seen the big time
Honey that's okay with me
Just a sittin' on this front porch
All the big time I'll ever need



I'll buy you a ticket to the big time
Might need a loan but that ain't nothin' new
Buy you a ticket to the big time
Might need a loan but that ain't nothin' new
They say I can't afford the big time?
Baby I'll just write an iou
There ain't no one in the big time

That hangs out the laundry like you do
There ain't no one in the big time
That hangs out the laundry like you do
I'm a-having myself a big time
Just watching you rub and
Scrub the whole day through
I ain't never seen the big time
Honey that's okay with me

I ain't never seen the big time
Honey that's okay with me
Just a-sittin' on this front porch
All the big time I'll ever need
Just a-sittin' on this front porch
All the big time I'll ever need

18647. The Biggest Whatever

The Biggest Whatever
R. Dillard / Martin
The Dillards

It got old Joe Wiggins while returnin' a fruit jar
out to Bessie Mae Hootinpa's place,
About a mile out of town on the West Plains Road
he disapeared without a trace,
They discovered his teeth when the County Police
made an investigation of the case,
And cousin Belle Simmons said that Sheriff Cartwright
had the strangest expression on his face.

Chorus:
It was the biggest whatever that anybody ever saw.
It was covered with fur and come a-rollin' in from Arkansas.
It was 40 feet high, had a gleam in it's eye,
and a big purple patch on it's craw.
It was the biggest whatever that anybody ever saw.

I saw old man Hutto, he's a hundred and four,
yesterday at Ida Chapman's house.
Said it's much bigger now than when it carried off his cow,
but its not enough to worry about.
Back before the war there was a whole lot more,
but they never come this far south.
I don't mind seein' one from time to time,



but I hope it's not it's regular route.

Chorus

18648. The Bird I Held In My Hand

The Bird I Held In My Hand

If you look out your window as the sun's goin' down
I'll be there by the side of the road
And I'll ride you away from the dirty ol' town
An ne'er again leave you alone

For you were the bird that I held in my hand
Til I learned to fly on my own
You're a garden in this god forsaken land
And the only true love I have known

The morning was frozen the sky was still dark
When I last laid eyes upon you
I know the ache you have known in your heart
And darling I have felt it too

18649. The Bird Song

The Bird Song
Antonia

If you want to be a bird
Won't you come try a little flying.
No denying it gets you high.

Why be shackled to your feet
When you've got weed you haven't used yet?
Don't wait for heaven, get out and fly.

Chorus:
Just glide there through the clear air,
Makin' figure eights through the Pearly Gates
Where the soul and the universe meet.

If you want to be a bird
It won't take much to get you up there
But when you come down land on your feet

Chorus

Notes:
Antonia was the wife/girlfriend/S.O. of Peter Stampfel. She apparently had also



had some kind of relationship with Steve Weber. This is reportedly how the two
co-founders of the Holy Modal Rounders met. Quite a bit of searching on the Net
failed to turn up any name other than just "Antonia".

18650. The Birds Were Singing Of You

The Birds Were Singing of You - Carter Family
Uncle Earl

Last night the pale moon was shining.
Last when all was still,
I was wandering alone in sadness
Out among the woodland hills.

I heard the birds a'singing
Out among the trees and view.
And all the birds, my darling,
Were singing, were singing of you.

Were singing, were singing of you (my love).
Were singing, were singing of you.
And all the birds, my darling,
Were singing, were singing of you.

I think of you in the daytime.
I dream of you by night.
I wake and I wish you were here, love.
And tears are clouding my sight.

Those flowers that slumber so sweetly.
The stars above the blue.
Oh, heaven itself, my darling.
Is thinking of you.

Is thinking, is thinking of you (my love).
Thinking, is thinking of you.
Heaven itself, my darling,
Is thinking, is thinking of you.

I opened my window so gently,
Looked out on the dreamy view.
The whole wide world, my darling,
Was sighing, was sighing for you.

Was sighing, was sighing for you (my love)
Sighing, was sighing for you.
The whole wide world, my darling,
Was sighing, was sighing for you.



18651. The Birmingham Turnaround

Keith Whitley - The Birmingham Turnaround

Caught a plane to Birmingham
Leaving you was my plan
Then head on south by any means
Thought I might blend in 'round New Orleans

But when the plane got off the ground
I saw your face in a cloud
Saw your tears out on the wing
Don't guess my heart was free to leave

Birmingham would have to wait
For a little later date
And I said I'd see you later, New Orleans
'Cause I knew my rambling ways
Had seen their better days
And suddenly I had a change in dreams

Caught a plane from Birmingham
Back in your arms is where I am
At times we laugh and talk about
The day I did the Birmingham turnaround

Birmingham would have to wait
For a little later date
And I said I'd see you later, New Orleans
'Cause I knew my rambling ways
Had seen their better days
And suddenly I had a change in dreams

Caught a plane from Birmingham
Back in your arms is where I am
At times we laugh and talk about
The day I did the Birmingham turnaround
And now we laugh and talk about
The day I did the Birmingham turnaround

18652. The Black Sheep Returned To The Fold

The Black Sheep Returned to the Fold
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

Though long is the light I have traveled
The way was so bitter and cold
I longed for the day when my shepherd will say
The black sheep returned to the fold

Forever my thoughts are on heaven
On Treasure more precious than gold
The church bells will ring



And the angels will sing
The black sheep returned to the fold

My mission on earth now is ended
My body is weary and cold
The works have been blessed
In this haven of rest
The black sheep returned to the fold

So bury me there in the church yard
The Story of life has been told
And let it be known
By the words on the stone
The black sheep returned to the fold

The black sheep returned to the fold

18653. The Blackest Crow

The Blackest Crow
Rising Appalachia

As time draws near my dearest dear
When you and I must part
But little you know of the grief and woe
Of my poor aching heart
Each night I suffer for your sake
You're the girl I love so dear
I wish that I was going with you
Or you were staying here

I wish my breast was made of glass
Wherein you might behold
Oh there your name lies wrote my dear
In letters made of gold
Oh there your name lies wrote my dear
BeliRve me what I say
You are thR one I love the best
Until my dying day

The crow that is so black, my love
Would surely turn to white
If ever I prove false to you
Bright day be turned to night
Bright day be turned to night, my love
The elements would mourn
If ever I prove false to you
The seas would rage and burn

I wish that you and me, my love
Were on Unshady Rise
And we had neither wealth or care
And riches were forgot



I'd wish for every day a week
And every week a year
How happy happy I would be
In the presence of you dear

And when you're on some distant shore
Think of your absent friend
And when the wind blows high and clear
A line to me, pray send
And when the wind blows high and clear
Pray send your love to me
That I might know by your handwrite
How time as gone with thee

18654. The Blackness Of The Need

Ron Block - The Blackness Of The Need 

Seems I've always waited for someone
Almost like it was a part of me
I never seemed to find someone to lean on
Disappointment always brought me to my knees

In the silent hour of a darkness
Pictures of the past run through my head
Desperation blows like wind before a hard rain
'Cause what I need, I never seem to get

I know, I know the answer, 'cause I've seen it all before
The broken heart is soil for the seed
But still I ask the question 'bout a thousand times or more
The answer's in the blackness of the need

I knew that I'd been looking for the wrong thing
I'd see the depths and wonder what I craved
I find a deathless want for something deeper
A love beyond the cradle and the grave

In the soul, the hour of the sunrise
Quieting the voices of the mind
The Cross is there in truth and in Spirit
Turning all the darkness into light

I knew, I knew the answer, 'cause I've seen it all before
You're the only answer I can see
And when the question's ended I will say forevermore
I found You in the blackness of the need



18655. The Blacksmith

Linda Ronstadt - The Blacksmith
The Waybacks

A blacksmith courted me
Nine months and better
He fairly won my heart
Wrote me a letter
With his hammer in his hand
He looked so clever
And if I was with my love
I would live forever

But where is my love gone
With his cheeks like roses
And his good black Billycock on
Decked around with primroses
I fear the shining sun
May burn and scorch his beauty
And if I was with my love
I would do my duty

Strange news is come to town
Strange news is carried
Strange news flies up and down
That my love is married
I wish them both much joy
Though they can't hear me
And may God reward him well
For the slighting of me

Don't you remember when
You lay beside me
And you said you'd marry me
And not deny me
If I said I'd marry you
It was only for to try you
So bring your witness love
And I'll not deny you

No, witness have I none
Save God almighty
And may he reward you well
For the slighting of me
Her lips grew pale and wan
It made a poor heart tremble
To think she loved a one
And he proved deceitful

A blacksmith courted me
Nine months and better
He fairly won my heart
Wrote me a letter
With his hammer in his hand
He looked so clever
And if I was with my love 



I would live forever

18656. The Blame - Chords

The Blame 
Highway 101
 
[Verse]
G                       C     D7      G
I guess I could say you never held me close
                       C              D7
Those certain nights I needed you the most
G                      G7        C                   A7
But you could say that I gave up before the love was gone
G                D7               G     G7
And who's to say who was right or wrong
 
 
[Chorus]
       C                                   G
You've got your side and I've got mine the truth lies in between
   C                               A7               D7
No matter how the story's told the end is still the same
       G                     G7           C            A7
It's a game that's played by fools and it only has one rule
         C                  G     D7                   G
It's not whether you win or lose  it's how you lay the blame
 
 
[Verse]
                          C   D7            G
I guess you could say you did all you could do
                  C                 D7
To keep alive the love that we once knew
G                   G7            C              A7
Yes I could say you never made me feel I was the one
  G                 D7              G
I guess the time to say goodbye has come
 
 
[Chorus]
       C                                   G
You've got your side and I've got mine the truth lies in between
   C                               A7               D7
No matter how the story's told the end is still the same
       G                     G7           C            A7
It's a game that's played by fools and it only has one rule
         C                  G     D7                   G
It's not whether you win or lose  it's how you lay the blame
 
         C                  G     D7                   G     D7  G
It's not whether you win or lose  it's how you lay the blame
         C                  G     D7                   G     D7  G



It's not whether you win or lose  it's how you lay the blame

18657. The Blight

Tim O'Brien - The Blight

When I was a child, this forest was thick
The chestnut trees covered this Blue Ridge Mountain
And in the fall, we'd go out and gather the burrs
Ripe from the ground, then we'd take them to town
Twenty-five cents a pound to buy new shoes
Now I am old, my hair has gone grey
And the trees are all gone, they've hauled them away
Life will never be the same
As a young man, I walked, my axe in my hands
To search out the carcasses dead where they stand
Until the logger men came with their canvas tent towns
Sawed into planks all the trees that remain
For they were dead just the same
Whether they tore them down
Now I am old, my hair has gone grey
And the trees are all gone, they've hauled them away
Life will never be the same
Each man's heart was pained as we cleared out the dead
The forest floor bloodied with bark brownish-red
A branch line was built alongside this creek
But as they finished the job, even the ties were torn up
And loaded on top as the train rolled away
Now I am old, my hair has gone grey
And the trees are all gone, they've hauled them away
Life will never be the same
Now I am old, my hair has gone grey
And the trees are all gone, they've hauled them away
Life will never be the same
No, life will never be the same

18658. The Blind Leaving The Blind Mvt 1

Punch Brothers - The Blind Leaving the Blind Mvt 1 

Tell me what you want me to think
You can lead me to water and you can make me drink
I trust you if you say it's good
You wouldn't hurt me and I don't think you could
Tell me what I don't need to keep
I've over-packed and the sidewalk is steep
To your cathedral at the top of my hill
Makes me tired and dear it always will
Tell my why I haven't been here



I haven't changed and nothing's been revealed
It wants in the blood of the way and the light
It takes my sin Sunday morning and makes me drunk at night
Tell me the more than truth
Go and have the prize you failed to redeem
Don't tell me that you've always known
That I wake up first and you'd wake up alone
The sweet young man goes walking down the street
wiping the blood off his hands
and it doesn't look good but he does what he can to erase the signs
but the nightmare he faced at the scene of the crime
She snuck up behind him as he knelt by her victim
Whispered I knew you'd come but
there's nothing to be done and if I was you, I'd run
'cause no woman cares about what you've found
when they see any signs of guilt
You kissed his face, you held his hand
You always were a sweet young man
He's still a mess so he has a car to take him to the fountain at Balboa Park
Where he used to play when he was young
He's gonna wash off in front of everyone

18659. The Blind Leaving The Blind Mvt 2

Punch Brothers - The Blind Leaving the Blind Mvt 2 

Well I'm back in the moment
Where I belong
It turns out four years was four years
Too long, it's over
and I'm over it
Well she sang me the song
that I wrote for her
Then she said
"I like the tune, but not the words it's over
and I'm over it"
You collected the moments I threw away
Said to yourselves,
"He's gonna want 'em back
the day it's over,
and he's over it"
Friends, lets drink till our hearts break open
and our hands feel empty, though they're full
all the time
It's so nice in here,
I'm so glad you're here
Can we just stay here all the time?
Walk me home, we'll watch the sun come up
Don't leave me, 'cause I've been left enough
It's over
I'll get over it
Friends, let's drink to my indiscretions
I woke up with a number and a name



that I don't want, that I won't use again
Would you proofread any messages I send
'Till it's over
and I'm over it?

18660. The Blind Leaving The Blind Mvt 3

Punch Brothers - The Blind Leaving the Blind Mvt 3 

O woman I'm your servant
I don't know anything but I'm ready to learn
O woman I'm starving for your approval
Be kind to me

The big city calls and your daughters are smiling
In the windows of apartment buildings
I bet I look about as small as I feel

Thank you jesus can I have another
And another
Thank you lord
But if it pleases thee to have them
Banging down the door
Couldst thou let 'em know what they're in for
Ain't good for you or me or them
Amen

O woman I'm your servant
Asking for the right to look you in the eye
O woman I'm dying for you to notice
How far I've come
I'm moving downtown and your
Daughters are walking by me
I believe they're still deciding
If they like having me around
If they like having me around
I need to know why

Goodwill's coming by to collect a box
I filled with things I hate about myself
Things I liked before I got here
Then it'll pick her up and we'll do
Anything she wants or anything they want
Or anything you want o woman I don't care

Lord I'd be in your debt
If you'd help me forget
That heaven's mine for trying

'Cause lord I don't know why
You'd give me so much life
To live resigned to dying



18661. The Blind Leaving The Blind Mvt 4

Punch Brothers - The Blind Leaving the Blind Mvt 4 

I'm coming back, my friends
From the deep and bitter end

Where I was so concerned
We would be the ones who burned
The more scared the safer
The more grateful for the grapejuice
And the wafer

And I sound done
And I feel done
But I'm not done
Unless you'd give up on a lost son

And I need to hear Him say
"You and your friends can come in
Your thoughts and that girl can come in
Your parents and brothers are here
I let them In
Who told you I wouldn't let you all in?
You are my children."

Heaven shine through those stars
The city lights and the nearest bar
Where I'll be with my friends
Hiding from the bitter end
The armor and the weapons
Were a strange way
To show them my affection

And I sound done
And I feel done
But I'm not done
Unless you'd give up on a lost son

18662. The Bloody Apology

The Bloody Apology
The Avett Brothers

And I hope I didn't do you in
I hope I see you again
I'm looking to apologize
For all of my childish lies
I'm ashamed I broke my word



And I'd like to catch up with your father now
And show him exactly how
The hate that has grown for him
How I've not the strength to forgive
Such a sin as this
hey hey

Apologies roll off his tongue
I toned down his talking said I am the one that came here to make good and right
To ease this girl's pain by taking your life
Apology's mine, apology's mine, apology's mine tonight

Love for a daughter you don't have to wait
Love can't explain it nor god's will nor fate would account for all you've lost
It might be over but it's not too late
Trading my freedom for setting things straight with a man that has it coming

And I bring in form of a violent deed
Revenge, my apology
The life of an evil man
His severed molesting hands and a quiet relief for you

Apologies roll off his tongue
I toned down his talking said I am the one that came here to make good and right
I'll ease this girl's pain by taking your life
Apology's mine, apology's mine, apology's mine tonight

18663. The Blue Bird Train

The Blue Bird Train - Acoustic Syndicate

She writes a very good letter
2 years at Brown have served her well
She's getting better and better
At making the spin
So you just can't tell

And if a new guy will let her
She's coming down on the evening train
She's riding the Bluebird
So keep it rolling till the morning comes

Bluebird, how long does it take you
To roll all the way back down
All the way from Watertown
Bluebird, don't let New England
Ever try to slow you down
Just keep on rolling down
Oh rolling down

She's waiting out on the platform
Hands in her pockets and her coat pulled up tight



She's wearing her new face
But there's no keeping out
The cold rain tonight

She could have taken the airplane
She just felt like being away from the crowd
A little time to think
She's got some things that she needs to figure out

Bluebird, how long does it take you
To roll all the way back down
All the way from Watertown
Bluebird, don't let New England
Ever try to slow you down
Just keep on rolling down
Oh rolling down

She keeps her eyes on the money
Rich boys for her aren't easy to meet
But it's always trouble
She's not the kind of girl they like to keep

So she's making her own way
It's better than crawling back home
But it's her mother's birthday
And she's been away too long

Bluebird, how long does it take you
To roll all the way back down
All the way from Watertown
Bluebird, don't let New England
Ever try to slow you down
Just keep on rolling down
Oh rolling down

18664. The Blue Juniata - Chords

Riders In The Sky

[Intro]
D  A7  D
D      G   D
 
[Chorus]
              A7           D
Wild roved an Indian girl, bright Alfarata
                 A7            G    A7  D
Where sweeps the waters of the blue Juniata
 
 
[Verse 1]
D     G     D
Swift as an antelope



A7                 D
Through the forest goin'
D     G        D
Loose were her jetty locks
   G    A7      D
In wavy tresses flowin'
 
D     G  A7  D
 
 
[Chorus]
            A7               D
Gay was the mountain song of bright Alfarata
                 A7            G    A7  D
Where sweeps the waters of the blue Juniata
 
 
[Verse 2]
D          G       D
Strong and true my arrows are
A7            D
In my painted quiver
D     G       D
Swift goes my light canoe
   G        A7    D
On down the rapid river
 
D     G  A7  D
 
 
[Chorus]
           A7                D
Bold is my warrior good, the love of Alfarata
               A7            G        A7  D
Proud wave his sunny plumes along the Juniata
 
 
[Verse 3]
D        G      D
Soft and low he speaks to me
    A7              D
And then his warcry sounding
D         G        D
Rings his voice in thunder loud
     G         A7       D
From height to height resounding
 
D     G  A7  D
 
 
[Chorus]
            A7           D
So sang the Indian girl, bright Alfarata
                A7            G    A7  D
Where sweep the waters of the blue Juniata
 
 



[Verse 4]
         G          D
Fleeting years have borne away
    A7           D
The voice of Alfarata
D     G          D
Still sweeps the river
       G    A7  D
Of the blue Juniata
 
 
[Outro]
D   A7   D
D   A7   G  A7  D

18665. The Blue Train

Emmylou Harris - The Blue Train
Dolly Parton

Watching the long faces
Riding this run down track
And the lost places
From a dream that never brings them back
And the sad truth is nothing but a cold hard fact

I'm riding the blue train
Over the miles yet to cover
A ghost in a hurry to fade
I'm taking it one way to nowhere
Afraid you might be there
To find me inside this blue train

Counting the burned bridges
Trailing this rusted wreck
As our back pages
Scatter in the dust we left
Like a pearl necklace
Fallen from around your neck

I'm riding the blue train
Over the miles yet to cover
A ghost in a hurry to fade
I'm taking it one way to nowhere
Afraid you might be there
To find me inside this blue train

Away down the low road
A ticket to an empty room
A rendezvous unknown

I'm riding the blue train
Over the miles yet to cover



A ghost in a hurry to fade
I'm taking it one way to nowhere
Afraid you might be there
To find me inside this blue train

18666. The Blue Umbrella - Chords

The Blue Umbrella.
John Prine

c f c
Well feelings are strange, especially when they come true,
 g c
And I had a feeling that you'd be leaving soon,
 f c
So I tried to rearrange all my emotions,
 g c
But they seemed the same no matter what I'd do.

chorus:
 c c c
The blue umbrella rests upon my shoulder,
 g c
It hides the pain, while the rain makes up my mind,
 f c
well my feet are wet, from thinking this thing over,
 f g
And it's been so long since I've felt the warm sunshine,
 f c
Just give me, one good reason,
 f g c 
And I promise I won't ask you anymore,
 f c
Just give me, one extra season,
 g c
So I can figure out the other four,

c f c
Day time makes me wonder why you left me,
 g c
Night time makes me wonder what I said,
 f c
The next time, are the words I'd like to plan on,
 g c
The last time, was the only thing you said,
Chorus

18667. The Bluebirds Are Singing For Me



The Bluebirds Are Singing For Me
(Bluebird Calling)
Lester Flatt

There was a girl I loved so dearly
She lived away back in the hills
When the bluebird sings I miss my darling
She loved me I know she always will

   There's a bluebird singing (bluebird singing)
   In the Blue Ridge Mountains (Blue Ridge Mountains)
   Calling me back to my home
   Oh I can hear (I can hear)
   Those bluebirds calling
   Calling me back to my home

When I reached my home I was oh so lonely
The one I loved had gone away
That sad news came from her mother
She's sleeping there beneath the clay

Now tonight I'm far from the Blue Ridge Mountains
Far from my home back in the hills
I'm going back to the Blue Ridge Mountains
These memories they haunt me still

Chorus

18668. The Bluefield West Virginia Blues

The Bluefield West Virginia Blues
Big Country Bluegrass - Tom T Hall

[Verse 1]
I saw the boy in Bluefield, West Virginia
He played the banjo in a bluegrass band
I have to say I've never got to meet him
But when he picked, I'd give that boy a hand
He never said a word, just stood there pickin'
He only got to sing one song tonight
He could really sing that high and lonesome
I recall he always got it right

[Chorus]
Bluefield, West Virginia blues
I don't recall the words and I have long forgot the tune
It's somethin' that I'd really like to do
But I just cannot sing the Bluefield, West Virginia blues

[Verse 2]
Somebody said he had a [?]
I don't really know but I've been told
Not anything like Earl or Ralph or Crowe
But anyway I sure enjoyed the show



Now listen up and mark what I am sayin'
The boy will make it in the music dues
I hope you're there when he picks up his banjo
And sings the Bluefield, West Virginia blues

[Chorus]
Bluefield, West Virginia blues
I don't recall the words and I have long forgot the tune
It's somethin' that I'd really like to do
But I just cannot sing the Bluefield, West Virginia blues

[Chorus]
Bluefield, West Virginia blues
I don't recall the words and I have long forgot the tune
It's somethin' that I'd really like to do
But I just cannot sing the Bluefield, West Virginia blues
It's somethin' that I'd really like to do
But I just cannot sing the Bluefield, West Virginia blues

18669. The Bluegrass Country

The Bluegrass Country
Author: Jan Howard 
Artist: Del McCoury

Lord I'm lonesome for Kentucky
Dixie's darlin', my pride and joy
And I'm lonesome for the bluegrass country
'Cause I'm a bluegrass country boy
chorus 
I see those blue misty mountains in the moonlight
And hear the song of the wind in the pines, the lonesome pines
Lord I'm lonesome for the bluegrass country
And that bluegrass home of mine
And this longing for my darlin'
Lord it hurts so, the teardrops start
And the wonder, if she loves another
Is like a bullet in my heart
chorus
I reminisce about kisses oh so tender
Kisses as sweet as the blue muscadines on the vine
Lord I'm lonesome for the bluegrass country
And that bluegrass girl of mine
Now I've decided I won't fight it
This old feeling, down in the mouth
I can't shake it, so the devil take it
I'll take the first freight headed south
chorus
I see those blue misty mountains in the moonlight
And hear the song of the wind in the pines, the lonesome pines
Lord I'm lonesome for the bluegrass country
And that bluegrass home of mine
Lord I'm lonesome for the bluegrass country



And that bluegrass home of mine

18670. The Bluegrass Twist

The Bluegrass Twist
By Elroy "Pudgy" Parcheezy
(Tune: reminiscent of the better-known but 
somewhat later song, " THE TWIST" by Chubby Checker)

1) Run and get your fiddle, don't forget your bow,
And I'll break out, my old ban - jo
And to play Do - bro, we can get your Uncle Moe.
Yonder comes little Maggie, let's have some fun
Just like we use-ter, back in nineteen sixty-one.
It goes like this; it's called the Bluegrass Twist.

Chorus:
Round and round the whole dang town we twist and then,
From the hog lot to the barn we twist again
Mama look at Sis, do the Bluegrass Twist.

2) The Bluegrass Twist, it's so easy to do,
Like when you step in sump'n, and it sticks to your shoe.
Now you got the gist, do the Bluegrass Twist.
Yonder comes Pretty Polly, see her jumpin' on the log,
She hails from Foggy Mountain, where they have a lot of fog.
With her boyfriend little Willy, watch 'em twist the clog.

Chorus

3) Come on little Annie, don't wait for spring,
And poor little Ellen, get up off the ground and swing.
If you want to get kissed, try the Bluegrass Twist.
Oh where you been a twistin' I been twistin all around,
Did the twist with darlin' Corey, did the twist with Jimmy Brown.
I really must insist, you do the Bluegrass Twist.
Chorus

4) I was caught drunk drivin'; the trooper put me on his list.
I was out there a jivin', but I got the case dismissed.
When he said to walk the chalk line, I did the Bluegrass Twist.
It was late last night, when we all reminisced
'Bout things in life, that we most miss.
At the top of the list, was the Bluegrass Twist
Chorus:
Round and round the whole dang town we twist and then,
From the hog lot to the barn we twist again
Mama look at Sis, do the Bluegrass Twist. (2)



18671. The Bluegrass Widow

Robert Earl Keen - The Bluegrass Widow (Live) 

It's been five years come this autumn, she remembers well the day
The day the fever got him, and took him far away
Far away from always knowing that the love they shared was true
Far away the fiddler's bowing, the grass forever blue

It was in the dead of winter when her man first caught the chill
And he said he heard the angels singing "Cabin on the Hill"?
Through the springtime he was groaning "The good times are past and gone"?
By the summer she was moaning "Old lover please come home"?

Now she stands out in the midnight in the moonlight all aglow
She prays to Carter Stanley "Won't you please tell Bill Monroe
Rather be in some dark hollow or some dark deep shady grove
Than to be a bluegrass widow"?

Spoken word break:
I started listening to bluegrass music in Bryan Duckworth's rust red 1970 Ford Maverick.
Had an eight track tape deck and an eight track tape of Bill Monroe's Greatest Hits.
We used to skip second period chemistry and go over to the Shamrock station across the str
eet from the high school and get a case of Texas Pride beer.
Charge it on my dad's credit card and get 'em to write it up as oil so dad never knew the differ
ence.
Then we'd ride around and drink Texas Pride, listen to Bill Monroe.
Soon we got to be bluegrass experts.
And we'd stop in another Shamrock station and get another Texas Pride case,
The Bluegrass Widow. Quite possibly the worst bluegrass song ever written.

I did this in tribute to the Front Porch Boys, which was a bluegrass band I was in in College S
tation, Texas.
We were a little four piece band, we played weddings and parties and out on the porch and b
eer joints and one weekend on a handful of cheap amphetamines, we decided to go to Crock
ett, Texas.
We entered the International Bluegrass Band Competition and took second place.
We could play faster than anybody in the competition.
The other two bands took first and third, respectively.
I met some friends and went off into the night separated from the Front Porch Boys and met 
back up with them in the cold, gray light of dawn, as the bluegrass songs say.
They were standing underneath a giant pine tree there in Crockett singing the rudest, most gr
otesque, nastiest bluegrass songs you've ever heard in your life.
I'm talking about the kind of song where not only is the character in the song dead by the end
 of the song, but he's been dismembered as well.
And the Front Porch Boys stopped and looked up at me just long enough to say, "We're takin
g bluegrass music where it's never been before.
And we're not taking you with us 'cuz you don't have that high and lonesome sound that blue
grass music requires."? Well, I'm not one to fight failure.
I packed up my stuff and left.
The Front Porch Boys broke up three days later when they realized I owned the PA system.

"Will you miss me when I'm gone"? were his final words to her
"Darlin' think of what you've done,"? then replied his Knoxville girl
And the leaves had started turning when his mind began to fail
Then he broke down in a breakdown, now she wears a long black veil.



And she stands out in the midnight in the moonlight all aglow
She prays to Carter Stanley "Won't you please tell Bill Monroe
Rather be in some dark hollow or some dark deep shady grove
Than to be a bluegrass widow"?

And she stands out in the midnight in the moonlight all aglow
She prays to Carter Stanley "Won't you please tell Bill Monroe
Rather be in some dark hollow or some dark deep shady grove
Than to be a bluegrass widow"?

18672. The Bluegrass Widow - Chords

The Bluegrass Widow
By Robert Earl Keen

     G                                         
It's been five years come this autumn, she remembers well the day
    F                          C             G
The day the fever got him, and took him far away
     G 
Far away from always knowing that the love they shared was true
     F                             C             G 
Far away the fiddler's bowing, the grass forever blue

       G
It was in the dead of winter when her man first caught the chill
       F                                 C            G    
And he said he heard the angels singing  Cabin on the Hill 
            G
Through the springtime he was groaning  The good times are past and gone 
       F                           C                 G 
By the summer she was moaning  Old lover please come home 

Chorus:
        C                                 G
Now she stands out in the midnight in the moonlight all aglow
    C                                  G
She prays to Carter Stanley  won't you please tell Bill Monroe
       C                              G
Rather be in some dark hollow or some dark deep shady grove
        F                 C   G
Than to be a bluegrass wido-o-ow

Spoken word break:
I started listening to bluegrass music in Bryan Duckworth's rust red 1970 Ford Maverick. 
Had an eight track tape deck and an eight track tape of Bill Monroe's Greatest Hits. 
We used to skip second period chemistry and go over to the Shamrock station across the str
eet 
from the high school and get a case of Texas Pride beer. 
Charge it on my dad's credit card and get 'em to write it up as oil so dad never knew the differ
ence. 
Then we'd ride around and drink Texas Pride, listen to Bill Monroe. Soon we got to be bluegr
ass experts. 



And we'd stop in another Shamrock station and get another Texas Pride case, 
drink that and listen to the Stanley Brothers and then we'd go get a tape of Jim and Jesse 
and it was on to the Kentucky Colonels and Mac Wiseman and the New Grass Revival,  
Peter Rowan, and finally I got the brilliant idea one day to take all the greatest bluegrass 
song titles in the world and string 'em together to make this song right here, The Bluegrass W
idow. 
Quite possibly the worst bluegrass song ever written. 

I did this in tribute to the Front Porch Boys, which was a bluegrass band I was  in in College 
Station, Texas. 
We were a little four piece band, we played weddings and parties and out on the porch and b
eer joints 
and one weekend on a handful of cheap amphetamines, we decided to go to Crockett, Texas
. 
We entered the International Bluegrass Band Competition and took second place. 
We could play faster than anybody in the competition. The other two bands took first and thir
d, 
respectively. I met some friends and went off into the night separated dawn, as the bluegrass
 songs say. 
They were standing underneath a giant pine tree there in Crockett singing the rudest, most gr
otesque, 
nastiest bluegrass songs you ve ever heard in your life. 
I'm talking about the kind of song where not only is the character in the song dead by the end
 of the song, 
but he's been dismembered as well. And the Front Porch Boys stopped and looked up at me 
just long enough to say,  
We're taking bluegrass music where it's never been before. And we're not taking you with us  
cuz you don't have that high and lonesome sound that bluegrass music requires.  
Well, I'm not one to fight failure. I packed up my stuff and left. 
The Front Porch Boys broke up three days later when they realized I owned the PA system.

 Will you miss me when I'm gone?  were his final words to her
 Darlin' think of what you've done,  then replied his Knoxville girl
And the leaves had started turning when his mind began to fail
Then he broke down in a breakdown, now she wears a long black veil.

Chorus

Chorus

18673. The Blues Ain't Workin' on Me

Rhonda Vincent - The Blues Ain't Workin' on Me

There's a new expression on my face I ain't seen in quite a while
Must be a smile
There's a new direction in my life and I can't wait to see
Where it takes me
I'm no longer lost in the past,
Even my troubles just roll off my back

[Chorus]
No the blues ain't workin' on me, those old memories



Can't put the hurt in my heart
Baby, love is lettin' me know I'm finally free
And 'cause of you I'll always be
No, the blues ain't workin' on me

Anytime the sun would start to shine,
Some dark cloud would come around and start raining down
Since I found the shelter of your arms
I don't feel the rain no more so let it pour
Might be times when we lose our way
But I know tomorrow I'm still gonna say

[Chorus]

18674. The Blues Come Around

The Blues Come Around

Once I was happy as I could be
But I let a gal make a fool of me
And ever since she let me down
The blues come around when the sun goes down.

   Oh the blues come around
   Oh the blues come around
   Lord the blues come around
   Every evening when the sun goes down.

As long as the sun is in the sky
These dog-gone blues never make me cry
But ever since she left this town
The blues come around when the sun goes down.

I built my castles very high
And then she went and said good-bye
And ever since she tore 'em down
The blues come around when the sun goes down.

Once she called me all her own
But now she's gone and I'm alone
And every evening I'm sorrow bound
'Cuz the blues come around when the sun goes down.

18675. The Blues Man

Alan Jackson - The Blues Man 

He's just a singer
A natural born guitar ringer



Kind of a clinger to sad old songs
He's not a walk behinder
He's a new note finder
His name's a reminder of a blues man
That's already gone
So he started drinking and took somethings
That meesed up his thinking
He was sure sinking when she came along
He was born in the spot light not to much left inside
She changed all that one night
When she sang him this song
Hey baby I love you
Hey baby I need you
Hey baby you ain't got to prove to me
Your some kind of macho man
You wasted so much of your life running through the dark nights
Let me shine a little love light down on the blues man
He got so sick of speeding all things
They said he was needing if he was to keep on pleasing all of his fans
He got cuffed on dirt roads
He got sued over no shows
She came and took all that old down off of that blues man
And he sang
Hey baby I love you to
Hey baby I need you
Hey baby I do get tired of this traveling band
I'm over 40 years old now
Nights would be so cold now
If you hadn't stuck it out with this blues man
I'm over 40 years old now
Nights would be so cold now
If she hadn't hung around with that blues man.

18676. The Blues Never Go Out Of Style

The Blues Never Go Out Of Style (Larry W. Jones 11/18/2007) 

They say the blues never goes out of style
I know it's true cause I cry like a child
Those who say time heals just don't know the feel
Of a broken heart that's been torn apart
Now I can't smile because the blues
The blues never go out of style
I tried to tell myself that I don't care
Lied to myself bout playing solitaire
I went and joined a class to study art
But I never passed drawing broken hearts
Now I can't draw because the blues
The blues never go out of style
- instrumental -
I tried to tell myself that I don't care
Lied to myself bout playing solitaire
I went and joined a class to study art



But I never passed drawing broken hearts
They say the blues never goes out of style
I know it's true cause I cry like a child
Those who say time heals just don't know the feel
Of a broken heart that's been torn apart
Now I can't smile because the blues
The blues never go out of style
The blues never go out of style

18677. The Blues On The Banjo

Todd Snider - The Blues on the Banjo

[Intro]
Well I woke up this morning
And I realized that I repeat myself
I said I woke up this morning
And I realized that I repeat myself
Well I woke up this morning

[Verse 1]
They say one and one is two
Well I have my suspicions
I believe it may well be another one of these
Crazy old religious superstitions
Would you believe the same financial institution
Backing both sides of every war
Since before the French Revolution
Still run the Federal Reserve?
In all but just a small handful of nations
It's a paper clip operation
By even the most reasonable explanation
It may well be the single longest whitest Bronco chase
In the history of the conspiracy of television is all I'm sayin'

[Bridge]
Yeah, one for the money
Two for the money
Three for the money
Four for even more money

[Verse 2]
The Seventh Wonder was saying'
In Seventh Heaven watchin'
The seventh building falling
On 9/11
Screamin' Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman
Honeywell and L-3 Communications
These are the corporations
Sellin' perpetual murder and mass destruction
Under the false flag of my protection
From the shadow branch of a government
Still under the spell of its own addiction



To untold commercialization

[Verse 3]
Why it would seem easy to me to see
Without too much hesitation
How someone could just
Wake up one morning
And come to the Richard Lewis-like conclusion and/or realization
That there was absolutely no hope whatsoever left
For even the slightest portion of our entire civilization

[Verse 4]
So zippity-doodah motherfucker
Zippity-ayy
My, oh my, what a wonderful case of the blues
I am experiencing today
While the air in my motel has been conditioned
In just such a way
That it seems like every single note
I ask this priceless banjo of mine to play
Takes the unmistakeable sounds of my depths and my pains and my sorrow
And turns 'em into some kind of embarrasin' soundin' hope for tomorrow
And that's not me, man
That's not who I am

[Verse 5]
You know, we mistake desperate people for the devil all the time
So there is no real way of knowing
What kind of a deal it was that I actually signed
But it was my understanding
That I would be the single greatest blues guitar player in the world by now, and I am not
In fact, to the contrary
I'm just another workin' fuckin' schmuck out here standin' around waiting to get shot
In yet another tragic edition
To an already sorry state of affairs
With yet another set of politicians
Takin' to the top of another set of courthouse stairs

[Verse 6]
You know you are out of ideas
When you get down to your thoughts and your prayers
But that's just what they're doin' down here
On these courthouse stairs
They're sending out their thoughts and their prayers, yep
They're sending out their thoughts and their prayers to you
That's it too
They're sending out their thoughts and their prayers
Allow four to six weeks for delivery
Sending our their thoughts and their prayers

[Outro]
Well I woke up this morning
And I, and I realized I repeat myself



18678. The Bluest Eye

The Bluest Eye
Glen Phillips

The bluest eye, the strongest chin
The straightest tie, the ones who win
Who never fail to land the deal
Who never compromise, who never yield
Who pay the man and tip the help
And never question their deepest selves
Their right to own, their right to claim
Their greater value, the family name

The bluest eye, the softest touch
The merest glance might be too much
Don't question how this world turns
Just take your piece and watch it burn
And set your waste upon the fire
Drown every doubt, quench each desire
Your right to own, to dominate
To take at will until there's nothing left to take

The bluest eye won't shed a tear
Just stares ahead, no doubt or fear
God bless us all and may we thrive
Each one who breathes, each one alive
What will remain, what will survive
How will it feed that bluest eye
Just gouge it out and rend it blind
No more to see, that bluest eye

18679. The Bluest Man In Town

The Bluest Man In Town

You went away to leave me here
To find somebody new
You're happy now with your new love
And I'm alone and blue

   Shadows a creepin' around my door
   The sun will soon go down
   The nightbirds are cryin' away on the mountain
   I'm the bluest man in town

You took away your lovin' arms
You wrecked our happy home
You left me with a brok-en heart
So blue and all alone



18680. The Boat

Little Big Town - The Boat

And I'ma wait for, wait for the rain
It sure will come
Will have my faith, I know it's safe
It sure will come
And I'ma wait for, wait for the rain
It sure will come
Will have my faith, I know it's safe
It sure will come
Lift your voices, pierce the sky
Come on boy, let your birds out
Lay them down
Hand in hand, side by side
Even when the rain is pouring down
There's room inside
It can hit the tidal waves
And all the stories they talk about
And it can whenever come these storms
Come the boat, we're going out
And I'ma wait for, wait for the rain
It sure will come
Will have my faith, I know it's safe
It sure will come
And I'ma wait for, wait for the rain
It sure will come
Will have my faith, I know it's safe
It sure will come
It can hit the tidal waves
And all the stories they talk about
And it can whenever come these storms
Come the boat, we're going out
And I'ma wait for, wait for the rain
It sure will come
Will have my faith, I know it's safe
It sure will come
And I'ma wait for, wait for the rain
It sure will come
Will have my faith, I know it's safe
It sure will come

18681. The Boat Of Love

The Boat Of Love

I can hear the voice of the boatman comin'
And I'll be ready when he calls my name



So happy I'll be on my way to Heaven
I hear the Angels freely say

   Oh the boat of love down at the harbor
   It's waiting there for you and me
   I have no fear Christ is the captain
   He'll guide us o'r life's rollin' sea

Let's get on board that great excursion
And sail the sea to the home above
Don't wait too late to make your reservation
It's the boat of God's eternal love

Oh the boat of love will soon be sailing
It's headin' for that golden shore
Don't wait too late to make your reservation
Heaven is my home for evermore

18682. The Boatman - Chords

The Boatman - Seldom Scene
 
Intro riff   G-0-1-2-0   ]
             D-----3-2-0-]
 
[Verse]
Dm - F- C HOLD
 
          Dm                    G                  C
When your mind starts to wander beyond the distant sunset,
         F                                          G
and your fantasies set sail on a voyage through the sea,
          C                 G         Dm            F
when your thoughts begin to flow just like an ocean vessel,
Dm                            F         G
tossing too and frough in the misty sea breeze,
       Dm            F          C
do you ever think of me as your boatman?
 
         Dm                             G         C
And when life leaves you stranded on an uncharted island,
    F                                           G
and troubles start to swim like breakers on the shore,
        C            G        Dm         F
and you stare at the tide and long to be rescued,
Dm                       F            G
waiting for that ship to carry you on board,
       Dm            F          C
do you ever think of me as your boatman?
 
SOLO SECTION
Dm G C
F G



C G Dm F
Dm F G
Dm F C
 
Dm F G
 
riff Dm D
keychange
 
D          Em                    A         D
Should the winds of sorrow sweep over your emotions,
 
   G                                             A
if passions strong and deep should carry you off course,
 
     D           A       Em      G
just remember my love is here to guide you,
 
Em                          G         A
safely through the night to any ocean port,
 
Em          G                   D
if you ever think of me as your boatman.
 
Em          G                   D       A       D
If you ever think of me as your boatman.

18683. The Bodhran Song (When I Grow Up)

The Bodhran Song (When I Grow Up)
Brian O'Rourke

Oh, I am a year old kid, I'm worth scarcely twenty quid,
I'm the kind of beast that you might well look down on.
But my value will increase at the time of my decease,
When I grow up I want to be a bodhran.

If you kill me for my meat, you won't find me very sweet,
Your palate, I'm afraid, I'd soon turn sour on.
But if you do me in for the sake of my thick skin,
You'll find I'll make a tasty little bodhran.

Now my parents, Bill and Nan, they do not approve my plan,
To become a yoke for everyone to pound on.
But sure I would sooner scamper with a bang than with a whimper,
And achieve reincarnation as a bodhran.

I look forward to the day when I leave off eating hay,
And become a drum to entertain a crowd on.
And I'll make my presence felt with each well-delivered belt,
As a fully qualified and licensed bodhran.

And 'tis when I'm killed and cured, my career will be assured,



I'll be a skin you see no scum nor scour on.
But with studs around my rim, I'll be sound in wind and limb,
And I'll make a handy dandy little bodhran.

Oh, my heart with joy expands, when I dream of far off lands,
And consider all the streets that I will sound on.
And I pity my poor Ma, who was never at a fleadh,
Or indulged in foreign travel as a bodhran.

For a hornpipe or a reel, a dead donkey had no feel,
Or a horse or cow or sheep that has its shroud on.
And you can't join in a jig, if you're a former grade A pig,
But you can wallop out the lot if you're a bodhran.

And I don't think that I'll much mind, when I've left meself behind,
Or regret I can no longer turn the power on,
For with my Celtic Inc. design tattooed on my behind,
I can be a very sexy little bodhran.

Now I think I've had enough, of the rubbishy auld guff,
So I'll put a sudden end to this wee ahmran
Quite soon my b-b-bleat, will become a steady beat,
When I start my new existence as a bodhran.

18684. The Bolton Stretch

The Bolton Stretch
Yonder Mountain String Band

He cracks a wicked smile and his foot pressed to the floor
Flyin' down country roads that he's been down before
One of just three men that the sheriff cannot catch
And he's travelin' 90 miles down the Bolton Stretch

The first time we had seen his face was back in '84
He walked right into old O'Hare's, he robbed that liquor store
The sheriff tried to catch him but the man he got away
And he didn't show his face in town again until today

Chorus:
Didn't come for justice, didn't come to make amends
(He) doesn't ask forgiveness, he's not looking to make friends
Just that he was passing through with money wearin' thin
Now he's travelin' down the Bolton Stretch again

He watches all the trees fly by, but doesn't seem to care
Knows it's time to leave again, but doesn't know to where
And though he stole a lot of money, it's not enough for bail
And there are two blue lights behind him now, the sheriff's on his trail

Since the day that he was born he spent his whole live livin' free
With nothing but the loosest ties to friends and family
No punishment will make him care about the things he's done



And if he lives another 20 years he'll live 'em on the run

[Chorus]

18685. The Bomb

Tim O'Brien - The Bomb

Girl you wanna sex me
Girl, why don't you let
You really turn me on
I think we could swing it
Girl that's why I'm sayin'
Baby you're the bomb
Well it was just the other day
I was walkin' down the street
And I saw you standin' by yourself
You were looking so cute in your black daisy dukes
Thought ya probably had a man or two
But then you stepped to me and asked me my name
I gave ya my number and time we could meet
Then I watched that booty swingin' as you walked away
I knew it was on cause
Oh baby you're the bomb
Ya baby you're the bomb
I went to pick you up-you were lookin' so tuff
In your tight black mini skirt
Your curves were jumpin' out-i had to close my mouth
'cause baby you're a piece of work
And then I took you to the club-we turned the party out
I wanna take you home-do some sexin' on the couch
Now you gotta let me know
If this thing is really on
I'm sprung on you baby
'cause baby you're the bomb
Girl you wanna sex me
Girl, why don't you let
You really turn me on
I think we could swing it
Girl that's why I'm sayin'
Baby you're the bomb
Ooo baby you're the bomb
I wanna make love to ya baby
And I'm about to explode
Come on let's get it on
Wanna do ya all night long
You got it goin' on
Oo baby you're the bomb
Baby you're the bomb
Baby you're the bomb
Baby you're the bomb
You really turn me on
Baby you're the bomb



Baby you're the bomb
Baby you're the bomb
Swing it girl let's
Girl you wanna sex me
Girl, why don't you let
You really turn me on
I think we could swing it
Girl that's why I'm sayin'
Baby you're the bomb
Ooo baby you're the bomb
You really turn me on
Girl you wanna sex me
Girl, why don't you let
You really turn me on
I think we could swing it
Girl that's why I'm sayin'
Baby you're the bomb
Ooo baby you're the bomb
Girl you wanna sex me
Girl, why don't you let
You really turn me on
I think we could swing it
Girl that's why I'm sayin'
Baby you're the bomb

18686. The Book of Right-On

Sarah Jarosz - The Book of Right-On

We should shine a light on, a light on
And the book of right-on's right-on, it was right-on

We should shine a light on, a light-on
And the book of right-on's right-on, it was right-on

I killed my dinner with karate
Kick 'em in the face, taste the body
Shallow work is the work that I do

Do you want to sit at my table
My fighting fame is fabled
And fortune finds me fit and able

And you do say - oh oh
That you do pray - oh oh
And you say that you're okay

And do you want to run with my pack
Do you want to ride on my back
Pray that what you lack does not distract

And even when you run through my mind
Something else is in front, oh, you're behind



And I don't have to remind you to stick with your kind

And you do say - oh oh
That you do pray - oh oh
And you say that you're okay

And even when you touch my face
You know your place
Yeah and even when you touch my face
You know your place

We should shine a light on, a light on
And the book of right-on's right-on, it was right-on

We should shine a light on, a light on
The book of right-on's right-on, it was right-on

18687. The Boot

The Boot - Alan Jackson 

Well, the rain was comin' down sideways
When he made it into the bar
The water got through the hole in his boot
So, he sat down to take it off

And he saw me sittin' up on a barstool
Watchin' TV and drinkin' beer
And I said, "What the hell happened to you, boy
That you wound up in here"

So, he told me all about her
And how good things had been
And how it all got tough with the money and love
And I was drinkin' and listenin' to him

When he got to the part about leavin'
And gettin' caught out in the storm
I took another sip of my beer
Set the bottle down on the bar and said

It's your life
And I'm not you, but if I were
I'd put my foot in the boot
Put the boot in the truck
Put the truck in the road
And go home to her

Well, he told me it was complicated
And I just shook my head
I said, "You wanna see hard, try livin' in bars
Your whole life tryin' to forget"



'Cause I lost a girl like yours once
And buddy, you better believe
I wouldn't be sittin' here talkin' to you
If somebody'd said to me

It's your life
And I'm not you, but if I were
I'd put my foot in the boot
Put the boot in the truck
Put the truck in the road
And go home to her

When he told her about the rain
The boot, the bar and me
I bet she smiled and cried just a little

He put his foot in the boot
Put the boot in the truck
Put the truck on the road
And went home to her

18688. The Border

Rodney Crowell - The Border

[Verse 1]
I work on the border
I see what I see
I work on the border
And it's workin' on me
I lie awake at night
Knowing what I know
There's a price on the head of
Every border patrol

[Verse 2]
Where the smugglers do business
That's where I make a stand
I know this old desert
Like the back of my hand
I see greed in the bushes
I see snakes in the dark
Some are friends of my brothers
Can't you hear them dogs bark?

[Chorus 1]
I come home to Maria
At the end of the day
In the shape of a shadow
Holding demons at bay
It's just the border, they say

[Verse 3]



It was Mexican soldiers
Out of a black Humvee
With their guns to their shoulders
Aimed at my partner and me
Ah, they drove away laughing
But the message was clear:
We don't care about nothing
But the money down here

[Chorus 2]
I come home to Maria
In a bulletproof vest
With the weight of the whole wide world
Bearing down on my chest
It's just the border, I guess

[Bridge]
From the shacks and the shanties
Come the hungry and poor
Some to drown at the crossing
Some to suffer no more

[Verse 4]
I guess you heard about Campos
And Ramien
Both of 'em friends of mine
Both good men
They did one right thing
And look what they got
Federal prison
Where they're both gonna rot

[Chorus 3]
I come home to Maria
Where else would I go?
Across the river to die by myself
Down in old Mexico?
It's just the border, you know

18689. The Bottle Let Me Down

The Bottle Let Me Down
Ernest Tubb 
Vince Gill

Each night I leave the barroom when it's over
Not feeling any pain at closin' time
But tonight your mem'ry found me much too sober
I couldn't drink enough to get you off my mind

Tonight the bottle let me down
And let your mem'ry come around
The one true friend I thought I'd found



Tonight the bottle let me down

I've always had a bottle I could turn to
And lately I've been turnin' every day
But the wine will take effect the way it used to
And I'm hurtin' in an old familiar way

Tonight the bottle let me down
And let your mem'ry come around
The one true friend I thought I'd found
Tonight the bottle let me down
Yes, tonight the bottle let me down

18690. The Bottomless Lake - Chords

The Bottomless Lake
John Prine

Intro (Capo on 3rd Fret):
(C) (G) (D) (G)
(C) (G) (D) (G)

(G)Here's the story of a man and his family
And a b(D)ig trip that they to(G)ok
Well, I heard all about in a restaurant
And I r(A)ead it in a history bo(D)ok
They r(C)ented a car at the E(G)rie Canal
But the car didn't have no br(C)ake
Said Ma to Pa "My G(G)od this car"
"Is gonna f(D)all into the Bottomless L(G)ake"
(C) (G) (D) (G)

(G)Well, Mama turned to Daddy with a pale face
Said "I've d(D)one something horribly wr(G)ong"
"Well, the waters still runnin' in the bathtub"
And I th(A)ink I left the kitchen light (D)on"
Then I he(C)ard a crash the c(G)ar when splash
And the compass rolled around and ar(C)ound
Oh, for Heaven's Sake! We f(G)ell in a lake
And I th(D)ink we're all gonna dr(G)own

Chorus:
We are fa(D)lling down
Down to the bottom of a h(G)ole in the ground
Smoke 'em if you got 'em
I'(C)m so scared I can ha(G)rdly breathe
I may n(D)ever see my sweatheart ag(G)ain
(C)Play once after first verse (G) (D) (G)
(C) (G) (D) (G)

(G)There was plenty of food in the backseat
And the wi(D)ndows were rolled up ti(G)ght
So we all nibbled on a chicken leg



Told st(A)ories 'way thru' the n(D)ight
We(C)ll, Pa told one that he t(G)old before
And the baby got a bellya(C)che
Said Ma to Pa "My G(G)od this car"
"Falling d(D)own a Bottomless L(G)ake" (Repeat Chorus)

(G)Poppa played the music on the radio
M(D)ama rocked the baby to sl(G)eep
He said he would've taken the other road
But he di(A)dn't think the lake was that d(D)eep
Well, if the f(C)erry been there at the (G)end of the pier
We'd be half way to Uncle Ja(C)ke's
Instead of looking at fish out the w(G)indow I wish
We'd hit the bo(D)ttom of the Bottomless L(G)ake
'Stead of lo(C)oking at fish out the wi(G)ndow I wish
We'd hit the b(D)ottom of the Bottomless L(G)ake (Repeat Chorus)

(G)So if you're ever goin' on a big trip
Ya be(D)tter be careful out th(G)ere
Start everything on you good foot
And (A)wear clean u(D)nderwear
T(C)ake along a Bible in the ba(G)ckseat
Read of David and Solo(C)mon
For if you make a mistake in the Bottomless L(G)ake
You may ne(D)ver see your sweetheart ag(G)ain
If you sh(C)ould make a mistake in the Bot(G)tomless Lake
You may ne(D)ver see your sweetheart a(G)gain
If you sh(C)ould make a mistake in the Bot(G)tomless Lake
You may n(D)ever see your sweetheart ag(G)ain
(C) (G) (D) (G)
(C) (G) (D) (G) (D) (G)

18691. The Boxer

Emmylou Harris - The Boxer (Paul Simon cover)

I am just a poor boy though my story's seldom told 
I have squandered my existence 
On a pocket full of mumbles such are promises 
All lies in jest, till a man hears what he wants to hear 
And disregards the rest 

Well I left my home and family I was no more than a boy 
In the company of strangers 
In the quiet of the railway station runnin' scared 
Layin' low seeking out the poor quarters 
Where the ragged people go
Looking for the places only they would know 

Li li li 
Li li li, li li li li
Li li li 
Li li li, li li li li



Li li li

Only seeking workman's wages I come looking for a job 
But I get no offers 
Just a come-on from the whores on Seventh Avenue 
I do declare there were times when I was so lonesome 
I took some comfort there 

In a-laying out my winter clothes and wishing I was home 
Going home 
Where the New York City winters aren't a-bleeding me 
Bleeding me 
Going home 

Da da, da da da, da
Da da da da, da da da da, da da
Da da da da da

In the clearing stands a boxer and a fighter by his trade 
And he carries the reminders 
Of every bloke that laid him down or cleft him 
Till he cried out in his anger and his shame 
I am leaving, I am leaving 
But the fighter still remains 

Li li li 
Li li li, li li li li
Li li li 
Li li li, li li li li
Li li li

18692. The Boy And The Scientist

The Boy and the Scientist
Cornmeal
words and music by Jason Berger

Said the boy to the scientist
"I'm a skepticist where do we come from?"
The scientist said to the boy, "we came from the bang".
Said the boy to the scientist
"I don't believe in this I can't understand"
Scientist said to the boy, "I'll show you you can"
Chorus
It goes crash bang boom ala kazam
It goes zip zap zoom as fast as it can
Now see here boy That's how we began.
Said the boy to the theologist.
"I'm a skepticist where do we come from?"
Theologist said to the boy, "We were created by God"
Said the boy to the theologist.
"I don't believe in this. I can't understand"



Theologist said to the boy, "I'll show you, you can."
Chorus
It goes crash bang boom ala kazam
it goes zip zap zoom as fast as it can
now see here boy thats how we began
Said the boy to the mysticist,
"I'm in confusion Miss. Please help me"
Mysticist said to the boy, "Just show me your hands."
Said the boy to the mysticist,
"I don't believe in this. I can't understand."
Mysticist said to the boy, "I'll show you you can."
"This is the lifeline, the beginning of man
Here lies the storyline. You weren't meant to understand
The answer my boy it's in the palm of you hand.
The answer my boy it's in the palm of you hand"

18693. The Boy Who Never Cried

Steve Earle - The Boy Who Never Cried

Long ago and far away in a land no map can find
There lived in long forgotten days a boy who never cried
He was his mother's only child, so she never wondered why
Until the news spread far and wide of a boy who never cried

From fabled lands, the pilgrims came to behold the silent child
In ancient tones, they sang his name over every lonely mile
There were those who came in reverence, there were those who stood outside
And whispered low in quatrains dim of a boy who never cried

Days grew long and short until the seasons turned to years
The child grew strong and fairer still with a face unstained by tears
And every maid and lady fair held her breath when he passed by
For their mothers bid them all beware of a man who never cries

He lived alone for all his years and then on the day he died
He shed a single precious tear for a boy who never cried

18694. The Boy Who Wouldn't Hoe Corn

Alison Krauss - The Boy Who Wouldn't Hoe Corn

Tell you a little story and it won't take long
'Bout a lazy farmer who wouldn't hoe his corn
The reason why I never could tell
For that young man was always well

He planted his corn in the month of June
And by July it was up to his eyes



Come September, came a big frost
And all the young man's corn was lost

His story, kith, had just begun
Said, "young man, have you hoed some corn?"
"Well, I tried and I tried, and I tried in vain
But I don't believe I raised no grain"

He went down town to his neighbor's door
Where he had often been before
Sayin', "pretty little miss, will you marry me?"
Little miss what do you say?"

"Why do you come for me to wed?
You, can't even make your own corn grain
Single I am and will remain
A lazy man, I won't maintain"

He turned his back and walked away
Sayin', "little miss, you'll rue the day
You'll rue the day that you were born
For givin' me the devil, 'cause I wouldn't hoe corn"

18695. The Boys Are Back

The Boys Are Back
Oak Ridge Boys - The Boys Are Back

The Boys are back, bustin' on the scene
We ain't got nothin' now that wasn't first in our dreams
We got Jesus in the front seat steerin' this thing
We're right on track, no matter how it stacks
The Boys are back, the Boys are back

The world is changin' and it ain't so cool
You got politicians lobbyin' takin' God out of school
But how can you change the game, if you don't make the rules
I feel just like a prisoner on a ship of fools
We're gonna write it down, there won't be no white flag
Cuz the Boys are back, the Boys are back

This train is comin', it's headed your way
We're up against the eve, and we got so much to say
The devil may come and try to lead us astray
But we all know where we stand at the end of the day
Like four strong winds blowing for around and back and back and
The Boys are back, the Boys are back

Well, gather round children we got a story to tell, 'bout ol' Wally
Fowler and a dream that never fell,
Now those that came before us, gonna guide us to the water
Where we all can take the hand of the almighty Father
Until we hit the black, we've been planning this attack



And the Boys are back, the Boys are back.

18696. The Boys Are Back In Town

Nashville Bluegrass Band - The Boys Are Back In Town 
Patty Loveless

Gather 'round, ladies, gather 'round
Hear the news that's comin' down
Ships are in and the sails are down
The boys are back in town

So get your skirts down off the rack
Boys are in and the boys are back
No time now for takin' slack
The boys are back in town

Well, the boys are back in town
Your true love can be found
Gather 'round on the old playground
The boys are back in town

They've been gone for quite a while
Man, it's good to see 'em smile
Now they're loaded up on style
The boys are back in town

Come in the house, get out of the car
See 'em coming down the road
Gonna raise some hell 'cause don't you know
The boys are back in town

Well, the boys are back in town
Your true love can be found
Gather 'round on the old playground
The boys are back in town

Well, the boys are back in town
Your true love can be found
Gather 'round on the old playground
The boys are back in town

18697. The Boys From North Carolina

John Hartford - The Boys from North Carolina

Some say it comes a rolling down the hollers of old Ireland
And up the mountains of East Tennessee
From back in North Carolina



With Scottish tones and Indian moans
And wails of rail-road liners

They helped along that old time song
Them boys from North Carolina
Well, they rode and growed all in the west
Way out in old Missouri
Then took off around the world
Like lighting in its fury

There ain't no way to sound the string
In major or in minor
It disappears all in the years
It brings a laugh throughout the tears
Form the boys in North Carolina

Kentucky is the bluegrass state
Her sunny skies define her
The western slope of East Tennessee
Nothing could be finer

Them northern boys can make more noise
The pick could not be finer
To make that sound and get it down
It helps if you have been around
The boys from North Carolina

Well, they stood in line around the block
Right here at the Ryman
To hear that old mule kick
From the boys from North Carolina

Gastonia to Boiling Springs
From Flinthill back to Charlotte
They tried to find the place of birth
Still talking about who played it first
"The Boys from North Carolina"

18698. The Boys From North Carolina - Chords

The Boys From North Carolina
John Hartford
Live From Mountain Stage Album

       [C]                                [F]             [C]
Some say it comes a rolling down the hollers of Ole Ireland
          [C]                 [F]                  [G7]         [C]
Not the mountains of East Tennessee from back in North Carolina
                         [F]                                [C]
The Scottish tones and Indian bones the wails of Railroad liners
                              [F]           [G7]               [C]
They helped along that old time song the boys from North Carolina  



                                           [F]             [C]
Well it road and growed all in the west way out in old Missouri
               [C]                  [F]              [G7]        [C]
And then took off around the world like lightning in its furry
                     [F]                                 [C]
There ain't no age you sound to strained in major or in minor
            [F]           [C]
Disappears all in the years
          [F]                  [C]
Rings a Laugh through out the tears
      [G7]                [C]
The boys from North Carolina

Kentucky is the bluegrass state her sunny skies define her
The Western Slope of East Tennessee there nothin' could be finer
The Northern boys that make more noise to pick could not be finer
To make that sound and get it down it helps if you have been around
The boy from North Carolina

Well I stood in line around the block right back here at the Ryman
To hear that lick that old mule kick from the boy from North Carolina
Gastonia to Boiling Springs from Flint Hill back to Charlotte
Still trying to find the place of birth
Still talking about who played it first
Of the boys from North Carolina

Repeat the last verse

18699. The Boys Of Mutton Street

Richard Thompson - The Boys Of Mutton Street 

Strolling down on Mutton Street
The moon is peeping through
Old wives say, young man, you'd better
Watch your P's and Q's

Life is good on Mutton Street
If you know the why and where
Romping on the bomb sites
There's magic everywhere

We're the boys of Mutton Street
Mutton Street, Mutton Street
We're the boys of Mutton Street
We give no ground

We're the boys of Mutton Street
Mutton Street, Mutton Street
We're the boys of Mutton Street
We give no ground

We came upon those Burley boys



They were shaking like a leaf
We had our stones and dusters
We were armed right to the teeth

We fired a friendly volley
And we only maimed a few
And quick as greasy lightning
They disappeared from view

We're the boys of Mutton Street
Mutton Street, Mutton Street
We're the boys of Mutton Street
We give no ground

We're the boys of Mutton Street
Mutton Street, Mutton Street
We're the boys of Mutton Street
We give no ground

Now, bonfire night it was a sight
The bonfire, how it blazed
Nearly set the street alight
So they called the fire brigade

The fire brigade got busy
But we cut the hoses clean
And suddenly the Mutton Boys
Were nowhere to be seen

We're the boys of Mutton Street
Mutton Street, Mutton Street
We're the boys of Mutton Street
We give no ground

We're the boys of Mutton Street
Mutton Street, Mutton Street
We're the boys of Mutton Street
We give no ground

Alky on the corner
Shell shocked fusilier
Tip him a little drink, he'll get you
Cigarettes and beer

Thomas Tapling Senior
Got soda pop and news
Scott and Son's got toys for boys
But they push their Christian views

We're the boys of Mutton Street
Mutton Street, Mutton Street
We're the boys of Mutton Street
We give no ground

We're the boys of Mutton Street
Mutton Street, Mutton Street
We're the boys of Mutton Street



We give no ground

18700. The Boys Of Offaly - Chords

The Boys Of Offaly 
JigJam

[Verse 1]
       G                               F
I Took A Train To Dublin At The Dawning Of The Day,
        Am                            C
As Thousands On The Platform Stood United In Their Faith
       G                               F
We Journeyed For The Glory Memories In The Sun,
        Am                            C
And We Sang The Offaly Rover Like In Times When I Was Young
 
[Chorus]
               G            F          Am            C
Singing Uibh Fhaili, Uibh Fhaili Woo Hoo Hoo, Woo Hoo Hoo
 
[Verse 2]
       G                               F
Uibh Fhaili Rang Around Croke Park Like In Days Gone Past,
        Am                                 C
And The Hats And Flags And Headbands They Were Out Again At Last
       G                               F
Shane Lowry He Was Dancing Like It Was 1982,
        Am                            C
And You Could Hear The Offaly Rove From Birr To Timbuktu
 
[Chorus]
               G            F          Am            C
Singing Uibh Fhaili, Uibh Fhaili Woo Hoo Hoo, Woo Hoo Hoo
 
[Verse 3]
       G                               F
Oh He Ripped Apart Defences Moves Just Like A Bullet,
        Am                            C
His Name Is Cormac Egan He's Got The Countries Finest Mullet
       G                               F
Keith O,Neill Got On The Ball And Took Off Just Like A Jet,
        Am                                 C
He Let It Out To Young Jack Bryant and He Stuck It In The Net
 
[Chorus]
               G            F          Am            C
Singing Uibh Fhaili, Uibh Fhaili Woo Hoo Hoo, Woo Hoo Hoo
 
[Verse 4]
        G                               F
They Carried Declan Kelly Through The Streets Of Tullamore,
        Am                                    C



And They Sang They Sang The Offaly Rover For The Days That Lie In Store
 
        G                               F
Furlong's,Tynans And Cullens The Counties Finest Sons
        Am                            C
So We'll Sing The Offaly Rover For The Boys Of 21
 
        G                               F
For Hyland,Pearson And O'Toole,Brazil, Egan And Flynn
        Am                            C
For Keenan Martin, Dolan, Donoghue, Dempsey And Kelleghan
        G                               F
So We'll Toast Our Offaly Heroes From The Heather, Hill And Glenn
        Am                       C
And We'll Sing The Offaly Rover For The Buoys Of 21
 
[Chorus]
               G            F          Am            C
Singing Uibh Fhaili, Uibh Fhaili Woo Hoo Hoo, Woo Hoo Hoo
 
               G            F          Am            C
Singing Uibh Fhaili, Uibh Fhaili Woo Hoo Hoo, Woo Hoo Hoo

18701. The Boys Of Summer

Glen Phillips - The Boys of Summer

[Verse 1]
Nobody on the road
Nobody on the beach
I feel it in the air
The summer's out of reach
Empty lake, empty streets
The sun goes down alone
I'm drivin' by your house
Though I know you're not home

[Chorus]
I can see you
Your brown skin shinin' in the sun
You got your hair combed back and your
Sunglasses on, baby
And I can tell you, my love for you will still be strong
After the boys of summer have gone

[Verse 2]
I never will forget those nights
I wonder if it was a dream
Remember how you made me crazy? (Crazy)
Remember how I made you scream?
But I don't understand what happened to our love
But baby, when I get you back
I'm gonna show you what I'm made of



[Chorus]
I can see you
Your brown skin shinin' in the sun
I see you walkin' real slow and you're
Smilin' at everyone
But I can tell you my love for you will still be strong
After the boys of summer have gone

[Guitar Solo]

[Verse 3]
Out on the road today
I saw a Black Flag sticker on a Cadillac
A little voice inside my head said:
"Don't look back, you can never look back."
I thought I knew what love was, what did I know?
Those days are gone forever
I should just let 'em go, but

[Chorus]
I can see you
Your brown skin shinin' in the sun
You got that top pulled down and that
Radio on, baby
Now I can tell you my love for you will still be strong
After the boys of summer have gone
I can see you
Your brown skin shinin' in the sun
You got that hair slicked back and those
Wayfarers on, baby
I can tell you my love for you will still be strong
After the boys of summer have gone

18702. The Bramble And The Rose

The Bramble And The Rose

We have been so close together
Each a candle, each a flame
All our dangers were outside us
And we knew them all by name 

   See how the bramble and the rose
    Intertwine
   Love grows like a bramble and a rose
   Round each other we will wind 

 Now I've hurt you and it hurts me
Just to see what we can do
To ourselves and to each other
Without really meaning to 



 So put your arms around me
And we'll sing a true love song
One that we can sing together
Play and sing it all night long.

18703. The Brand New Tennessee Waltz

The Brand New Tennessee Waltz
The Nashville Bluegrass Band
Writer/s: JESSE WINCHESTER

Oh you have such a pretty face
You favor a girl I once knew
I imagine that she's in Tennessee
Oh Lord I should be there too.

But I left Tennessee in a hurry dear
The same way that I'm leaving you
For love is mainly just memories
And everyone's got them but few.

It's a brand new Tennessee waltz
You're literally just waltzing on air
It's a brand new Tennessee waltz
With no telling who will be there

When I leave it'll be like I found you love
Descending Victorian stairs
I'm feeling like one of your photographs
With not even you left to care.

Have all your passionate violins play
A tune for a Tennessee kid
Who's feeling like leaving another town
With no place to go if he did.

18704. The Brave Apostles Twelve

The Brave Apostles Twelve - Dailey And Vincent 

Simon Peter, Andrew, James and Phillip, Thomas, Matthew 
Bartholomew and Simon, Judas, Judas ,James and John 

Andrew go and tell your brother Peter to come a runnin' 
Tell him the one he's waitin' for is waitin' for him 
The two He calls the Son's of Thunder quit thier jobs this mornin' 
And for eternal revenue Matthew is cashin' in. 

Phillip tell Bartholomew there's somethin' good from Nazareth 



They've never met but Jesus seemes to know him through and through 
And Thomas he'll go with you don't you doubt it for a minute 
James the less and Judas and the zealot Simon too. 

Simon Peter, Andrew, James, Phillip, Thomas, Matthew 
Bartholomew, Simon, Judas, Judas ,James, John. 

Travelin' round from town to town preachin' gets expensive 
So they took along some women who took along some wealth 
And the twelveth one was chosen to be their trusted treasuer 
Would you believe Judas Iscariot himself. 

Next Sunday mornin' when your mind starts to wander 
And that Pulpit prayer gets long and you start thinkin' 'bout yourself
Ask in heart if you would part with family, friends and money 
And leave it all for Jesus like the brave Apostles twelve. 

Peter, Andrew, James and Phillip, Thomas, Simon, Matthew 
Bartholomew and Judas, Judas ,James and John and you...

18705. The Breaker

Little Big Town - The Breaker

[Verse 1]
I'd like to call you up right now and see how you're doin'
But I don't wanna hurt you anymore so I'll leave you alone
I could tell by the look on your face you didn't see it comin'
I was tryin' to do what's best but damn if it don't feel wrong

[Chorus]
I shot the stars out of your sky
Took the love right from your eyes
And I did it all knowing you thought, I
Was the hero of your heart
But I turned out to be
The breaker

[Verse 2]
I wish I could give you what you needed
But you can't tell a heart how to feel, but I've tried to
And I made you a promise with no way to keep it
But what kills me the most, I'd still do anything for you

[Chorus]
I shot the stars out of your sky
Took the love right from your eyes
And I did it all knowing you thought, I
Was the hero of your heart
But I turned out to be
The breaker

[Chorus]



I shot the stars out of your sky
Took the love right from your eyes
And I did it all knowing you thought, I
Was the hero of your heart
But I'll forever be
The breaker

18706. The Briar & The Rose

The Briar and the Rose
Old Man Luedecke

Oh first love is true love.
It's the only love I've known.
I had young hands, I had no plans.
When I met my Delia Rose

In a small town in the mountains
Where she was cleaning rooms.
I was thorny. I was young and horny.
It was either her or doom.

As I've wondered. I've often wondered
How loving water flows.
In the garden with my darling
Oh the briar and the rose still bloom.

I pursued her and I wooed her.
Till she walked by my side.
Then at seaside at high tide
Where she became my bride.

As I've wondered. I've often wondered
How loving water flows.
In the garden with my darling
Oh the briar and the rose still bloom.

We had children.
We got tired.
There was change in every phase.
If we did not have the night time
We always had the day.

As I've wondered. I've often wondered
How loving water flows.
In the garden with my darling
Oh the briar and the rose still bloom.
Oh the briar and the rose still bloom.



18707. The Bridge

Kathy Mattea - The Bridge

Sometimes I wonder what's the right thing
Maybe you could let me know
We were struck by lightning
A long time ago
No one else's vision
Ever let me see
How your good intentions
Cast their spell on me
Now there's a bridge I can't get over
There's a weight I can't get under
It's a dream I still remember
But it won't come true
If there's a lesson I would learn it
I would cross it now or burn it
But there's a bridge I can't get over
Between me and you
Love can take some crazy side streets
It can twist and turn you around
Looking for the straight and narrow
Doubt it can be found
When life's hesitation sets somebody free
Baby in your wisdom, shine your grace on me
Now there's a bridge I can't get over
There's a weight I can't get under
It's a dream I still remember
But it won't come true
If there's a lesson I would learn it
I would cross it now or burn it
But there's a bridge I can't get over
Between me and you
And I have lived with indecision
And hoped without a reason
Now I'm tired of all this self-pity, baby
Give me the room to leave
If there's a lesson I would learn it
I would cross it now or burn it
But there's a bridge I can't get over
Between me and you
Oh, between me and you

18708. The Bridge - Chords

The Bridge 
The Stray Birds

[Intro]
N.C.
We blew up so many times we might as well be a science
N.C.



I know it's gonna be   hard to define us
 
[Interlude]
G  Bm  Am  F
G  Bm  Am  F
 
[Verse 1]
     G                              C          G
I've built so many walls I might as well be an army
    C               G    C          G
You know it's gonna be   hard to disarm me
   C             G                    C         G
We broke so many treaties we might as well be a nation
    C             G      C          G
And this is gonna be   a hard conversation
C            G
Hard   conversation
 
 
[Chorus]
Bm           C
Meet me on a bridge
G                C     G  C  G  C
We can watch the water-er-er
Bm           C
Meet me on a bridge
G             C
Water running under
 
 
[Interlude]
G  Bm  Am  F
G  Bm  Am  F
 
 
[Verse 2]
  G                           C      G
I show so much faith I coulda been religion
    C             G   C         G
And this is gonna be  hard to believe in
  C               G        C             G
I give it so much meaning  coulda been a language
    C            G            C        G
So where are the words we can use to explain it
   C           G
We use    to explain it
 
 
[Chorus]
Bm           C
Meet me on a bridge
G                C     G  C  G  C
We can watch the water-er-er
Bm           C
Meet me on a bridge
G             C
Water running under



 
 
[Instrumental]
G     C  G  C  G
G     C  G  C  G
C  G  C
 
 
[Chorus]
Bm           C
Meet me on a bridge
G                C     G  C  G  C
We can watch the water-er-er
Bm           C
Meet me on a bridge
G             C
Water running under
 
 
[Interlude]
G  Bm  Am  F
G  Bm  Am  F
 
 
[Outro]
        G                            C         G
We blew up so many times we might as well be a science
  C               G    N.C.
I know it's gonna be   hard to define us

18709. The Bright Crystal Sea

The Bright Crystal Sea
Cecil Surratt and His West Virginia Ramblers

I'm smilin' as I - go home to meet Mother
She's waitin' for me - by The Bright Crystal Sea
I'm askin' Oh Lord - to help and protect me
'Til I leave this world for a home with Thee.
My Mother said, Son, our Savior is waitin'
To greet us up there - in the Land of the Free.
And if you serve God - for you He'll be waitin' 
As He is for me - by The Bright Crystal Sea
Sometimes I am tempted by worldly pleasures
And down on my knees - I go in prayer.
I ask god to keep - me free from all sins
Like Mother someday - I'll meet Him up there
My Mother said, Son, our Savior is waitin'
To greet us up there - in the Land of the Free.
And if you serve God - for you He'll be waitin' 
As He is for me - by The Bright Crystal Sea
Many years now have passed - and I am still prayin'
That someday up there - with Mother I'll be



I picture the theme - so often when dreamin' 
Just Mother and me by the Bright Crystal Sea
My Mother said, Son, our Savior is waitin'
To greet us up there - in the Land of the Free.
And if you serve God - for you He'll be waitin' 
As He is for me - by The Bright Crystal Sea

18710. The Bright Crystal Sea - Chords

The Bright Crystal Sea   
Recorded by The Blue Creek Boys
Written by Ivy Sheppard  

C   F          C    F            C
I'm smilin' as I go home to meet mother
      F           C                        G7
She's waitin' for me by The Bright Crystal Sea
    F         C       F           C
I'm askin' oh Lord to help and protect me
     F            C           G7        C
Till I leave this world for a home with Thee

   F           C       F         C
My mother said son our Savior is waitin'
   F           C            D7          G7
To greet us up there in the land of the free
       F         C       F              C
And if you serve God for you He will be waitin'
   F         C         G7             C
As He is for me by The Bright Crystal Sea

    F          C       F          C
Sometimes I am tempted by worldly pleasures
    F          C             G7
And down on my knees I go in prayer
  F          C       F         C
I ask God to keep me free from all sins
     F            C           G7      C
Till I leave this world for a home up there

Repeat #2

     F              C          F          C
Many years now have passed and I am still prayin'
     F          C                      G7
That someday up there with mother I'll be
  F           C        F          C
I picture the theme so often when dreamin'
     F          C         G7             C
Just mother and me by the Bright Crystal Sea

Repeat #2



18711. The Briley Boys

The Briley Boys
Bob Perilla

Chorus:
They were the Briley Boys
and their name still rings today
They were the Briley Boys
and for the dead men, they must pay

They lit out from Mecklenburg 
one sunny morn in June
they run like Hell, 'cause they knew too well
the dogs would chase 'em soon

James, he was an evil man
Linwood, just as bad
the simple souls of eleven men
had paid with all they had

They were born in Richmond town
a city of the South
they had but little to themselves
And lived from hand-to-mouth

scarcely did their Mother know
her son's had turn to crime
but when the die was finally cast
its face read 'Killing Time'

They were found in Philly Town
hiding in a shack
And they had sworn that no law man
would ever bring them back

But, when the dust had finally cleared
those brothers laid in chains
The Law (Lord) will ride in judgment
And they will never kill again

18712. The Broken Down Tramp

Carter Family - The broken down tramp

I'm a broken down tramp without money
My clothes are all tattered and torn
And I am so sad and so lonely
I wish I had never been born



All through this wide world I have wandered
Inquiring for something to do
But whenever I ask for a job of work
They say they have none for a tramp

Now drink was the cause of my downfall
And the money I had I've outrun
And the friends that were mine when I had it
Now pass by and call me a bum

Now don't be too hasty to judge me
As I drift along with the tide
My clothes may be ragged and dirty
But a clean heart is beating inside

One night on a dark lonely railroad
A hobo all hungry and cold
Saw an empty boxcar on the siding
He climbed in and closed up the door

Six months he had rode on the railway
When the brakeman came 'round with his light
He was shoved from the car and was killed by the train
Because he was only a tramp

Now young men, let this be a warning
For all you who long for the road
Better stick to the straight life and don't be like me
A poor bum to die in the cold

18713. The Broken Hearted Lover

The Carter Family - The Broken Hearted Lover

[Verse 1]
Would you let her part us, darling
Could you truly turn away
Would it make your heart ache, darling
Not to see me night or day

[Chorus]
I've been dreaming of you, darling
Dreaming of your eyes so blue
Take me back, for love I'm dying
For I love none else but you

[Verse 2]
Many a day with you I've rambled
Down by the shades of the deep blue sea
There you told me that you loved me
That you loved none else but me



[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
I will give you back your letters
And your picture I love so well
How it makes my heart ache, darling
Oh, that is hard to say farewell

18714. The Broken Road

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - The Broken Road

The broken road
I set out on the narrow way
Many years ago,
Hoping I would find true love
Along the broken road
I got lost a time or two,
Wiped my brow, kept pushing through
I couldn't see how every sign pointed straight to you

[Chorus]
Every long lost dream led me to where you are
Others who broke my heart, they were just northern stars,
Pointing me on my way, into your loving arms
This much I know is true
That god blessed the broken road that led me straight to you

I think about the years I spent
I'd like to find the time I lost and give it back to you
You just smile and take my hand; you've been there, you understand,
It's all part of a greater plan that is coming true

[Chorus]

18715. The Broken Wedding Ring - Chords

The Broken Wedding Ring
Hank Snow

Capo 1
D G D
A cowboy with his sweetheart stood beneath a starlit sky
 G D E A7
Tomorrow he was leaving for the lonesome prairie wide
 D G D
She said "I'll be your loving bride when you return someday"
 G D A7 D 
He handed her a broken ring and to her he did say



D G D
"You'll find upon that ring sweetheart my name engraved in gold
 G D A7 D
And I shall keep the other half which bears your name you know."

 G D
Three years had passed, he did not come, and Nell will wed tonight
 G D E A7
Her father said an Earl would make her happy home so bright
 D G D 
The lights were gaily glowing as they stood there side by side
 G D A7 D D-A7-D
"Let's drink a toast to this young man and to his lovely bride."

D G D
Just then there stood within the door a figure tall and slim
 G D E A7
A handsome cowboy was their guest and slowly he walked in
 D G D
"I'll drink with you a toast." said he, and quickly in her glass
 G D A7 D
He dropped his half of wedding ring, then anxiously he watched.

D G D
She tipped her glass and from her lips a ring fell shining bright
 G D E A7
The token she had longed to see lay there beneath the light
 D G D
"Though years have been between us dear, love won our last long fight,
 G D A7 D
It's you my cowboy sweetheart and my Jack I'll wed tonight."
Outro: D-A7-D

18716. The Buck Starts Here

Robbie Fulks - The Buck Starts Here

[Verse 1]
I never knew this place
Had so much empty space
Until tonight, when you walked right out the door
And so I walked to our bedside
And pulled out that 45
That laid for years behind our chest of drawers

[Verse 2]
At first, it looked too worn to play
The label all but washed away
Then I made out the name of my old friend
Thirty years, and a scratch or two
But when the needle hit the groove
I knew it was "Cryin' Time" again



[Chorus]
The Buck starts here
With Hank sure to follow
Turn him up loud and clear
He's singin' my sorrow
Let the sad songs roll on
Through a house filled with tears
When the good times is gone
The Buck starts here

18717. The Buffalo Skinners

The Buffalo Skinners
Traditional, from Carl Sandberg, John Renbourn, et al.

'Twas in the town of Jacksboro in early sixty-three.
A man by the name of "Krego" come steppin' up to me,
Saying "How'd ya do, young feller," and, "how'd ya like to go
And spend your summer pleasant on the Range of the Buffalo?"

"Well, it's me bein' out of employment," to this Krego I did say.
"So, whether or not I go with you depends upon your pay.
If you pay good wages, transportation to and fro,
Most likely, Sir, I'll go with you to the Range of the Buffalo."

"Well, yes I pay good wages and transportation, too,
If you're agreed to work for me until the summer's through.
But, if you get dissatisfied and head back for Jacksboro,
Most likely, Sir, you'll starve to death on the Range of the Buffalo."

Now, with all his flatterin' talkin', he'd signed up quite a team:
With navy, six, and needle gun, seven able-bodied men.
Our way it was a pleasant one as we left out from Jacksboro,
Until we crossed Pease River, boys, on the Range of the Buffalo.

So it's now we've crossed Pease River, and our troubles have begun.
The first damned tail I went to rip, Christ how I cut my thumb!
While skinning them damned old stinkers, our lives they weren't no show,
'Cause the Indians waited to picked us off on the Range of the Buffalo.

He fed us on such sorry chuck I wished myself most dead.
It was old jerky beef, croton coffee and sour bread.
Pease River's as salty as Hellfire; that water I could never go.
I'll tell you there's no worse Hell on earth than the Range of the Buffalo.

Our meat it was buffalo hump, and iron wedge was our bread.
And, all we had to sleep on was buffalo robes for bed.
The fleas and the graybacks worked on us; oh boys, they were not slow.
Oh God, I wish I'd never come to the Range of the Buffalo.

Our hearts was cased in buffalo hock, and our souls was cased in steel.
And, the hardships of that summer did nearly make me reel.



While skinning them damned old stinkers, our lives they weren't no show,
'Cause the outlaws waited to picked us off on the Range of the Buffalo.

Well, the season bein' near over, old Krego he did say,
"You boys have been extravagant, and I owe you no more pay."
We begged him, and we pleaded, but still it was no go.
So, we left that drover's bones to bleach on the Range of the Buffalo.

So, it's now we've crossed Pease River, and homeward we are bound.
No more in that Hellfired country shall ever we be found.
Go home to our wives and our sweethearts, tell others not to go.
For, God's forsaken the Buffalo Range and the damned old buffalo.

18718. The Bullet

The Devil Makes Three - The Bullet

Well he opened up his shop at the age of nineteen
Stealing anything the eye could see
Said gather round, you people, anything you need 
I'll keep my name on your lips
And put the word out on the street

And I will ride til my fingers, they are down to the bone
Wander til I can't remember my own home
Drink til I don't know the meaning of alone
Until that bullet flies to carry me home

'til that bullet flies that bullet flies that bullet flies 
That bullet flies that bullet flies to carry me home
'til that bullet flies that bullet flies that bullet flies 
That bullet flies that bullet flies to carry me home

Well he never, ever smiled but he always seemed pleased
Said I'll never live down upon my bended knees
Said I see the game and the game, it sees me
And we will dance until they bury me

So I will rise like the ashes from a building as it burns
Screaming at my enemies you'll all have your turn
The more pain I feel, the less that it hurts
The more I move on, the more I am sure

That I will ride til my fingers, they are down to the bone
Wander til I can't remember my own home
Drink til I don't know the meaning of alone
Until that bullet flies to carry me home

'til that bullet flies, that bullet flies, that bullet flies 
That bullet flies, that bullet flies to carry me home
'til that bullet flies, that bullet flies, that bullet flies 
That bullet flies, that bullet flies to carry me home



18719. The Burning Of The Grand Republic

John Hartford 
The Burning Of The Grand Republic

Last night, at eleven-thirty
At the foot of Les Peres Street
The pride and wonder of the western river
Burned to the water's edge

Calendar length, and calendar width
And twelve feet down the hole
Once carried 8,210 bales of cotton

A man came running at break-neck speed
Over the road past the dog pound
Out of breath he found a policeman on Dekalb corner
And he quickly turned in the alarm

The sidewheel steamer, the Grand Republic
Was laid up for the summer
The iron-hulled steamer, Carondolet
Was tied up just outside

The watchman woke when he heard the flames
The bedding, carpets, and painted railings
Two ladies woke up, much too late
To save the Grand Republic

In a roar of horses, fire department rushed down to the river
The sky was flowing fleecy clouds turning to vermillion
Even trees on the Illinois shore stood out in bold relief
And a single glance told everyone, nothing they could do

The lightning fingers of thirsty flames
On layer, one layer of dried out paint
Until the grease-wood curled out of the windows
Eating their way to the roof

The Grand Republic was beautiful
As well as valuable and practical
It was even more spectacular
In a royal robe of flames

And the fire destroyed the Carondolet
As it added to the terror
The red flare had a brilliance
That made the moonlight green

Hissing and crackling this funeral fire
Road the water like a swan
One more agonized moment
And the pilot house toppled on



A million sparks rose in the air
Some of them, gone forever
A reporter from the Globe Democrat said
It was like daylight for a mile

And the crowd down on the levee
Stood as long as they could dare
Which was not very
And by 12:30, the fire had done its work

By this late hour, they tried to find
Thorwegan, the Captain of Grand Republic
But he was nowhere to be found

This morning her hull lies black
With her engines melted down
And the twisted fleeting fingers
Are in the river where she lay

At the foot of Les Peres Street
The Pride of the Mississippi
The sidewheel steamboat, Grand Republic
Has burned to the water's edge

18720. The Busiest Memory In Town

Ernest Tubb 
The Busiest Memory In Town

You're with me from my first cup of coffee
Right up till that last beer goes down
You're on my mind so I can't sleep till morning
You're the busiest mem'ry in town

Had talk last night with your new love
But then he mentioned a few more you'd found
So we drank a toast to the next one
And the busiest mem'ry in town

Babe sometimes you simply amaze me
With how fast you spread that heartache around
It must be hello I love you I'm leaving
You're the busiest mem'ry in town

Babe sometimes you simply amaze me
With how fast you spread that heartache around
It must be hello I love you I'm leaving
You're the busiest mem'ry in town
It must be hello I love you I'm leaving
You're the busiest mem'ry in town



18721. The Butcher Boy

The Butcher Boy

She went upstairs to make her bed
And not a word to her mother she said
Her mother she went up there too
Dear daughter dear daughter what's wrong with you

Oh mother oh mother I can not tell
That butcher boy that I love so well
There's another girl in another town
He goes out there and he sits right down

That night her father came home from work
Sayin' mother dear mother where is my girl
He went upstairs to give her hope
And he found her hanging from a rope

Then he took his knife and he cut her down
And in her bosom these words he found
Go did my grave both wide and deep
With marble stones at my head and feet

In the middle of my grave put a snow white dove
To show this world that I died for love

18722. The Buzzard Was Their Friend - Chords

The Buzzard Was Their Friend Acoustic 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Verse]
G7
A black headed buzzard le the others on
C7                                 G7
He knew he couldn't get nothin' by stayin' at home
D7               C7                   G7
Black headed and lookin' slick flyin' right along
 
G7
And where did he take them    the buzzard was their friend
C7                                           G7
He took 'em alldown and bought 'em a bowl of whats-is-name
D7                         C7                  G7
They were gettin' fat jus' goin' to bat on the bowls of it
 
G7                                       C7                             G7
He blew his whistle    blew it just once   and they were in the air and lookin' round



D7                                       C7                           G7
The wind was gustin' thirty    they were gettin' awful dirty but they didn't mind
 
[Chorus]
G7
When the bacon fries   I want you gone    a little bit a travlin' never  done no wrong whoa-oh
C7               G7                               D7                C7                      G7
Look in the sky  see those buzzards how they fly  black  headed and lookin'  slick  flyin'  right 
 along
 
G7
The  bacon  grease   don't  matter  none    let  it  slip  and  slide  and  run
C7                G7                                  D7                C7                   G7
It ain't no lie   look in the sky  see how they fly   black  headed and lookin' slick flyin' right  alo
ng
 
G7
And when it fry    fry a lot   you mize well cook up all you got
C7                        G7
Hey hey put in your day   see those buzzards on their way
D7               C7                   G7              D7               C7                   G7
Black headed and lookin' slick flyin' right along     black headed and lookin' slick flyin' right alo
ng
 
[Instrumental]
G7  C7  G7  D7  C7  G7
 
[Verse]
G7
And where did he take them    the buzzard was their friend
C7                                           G7
He took 'em alldown and bought 'em a bowl of whats-is-name
D7                         C7                  G7
They were gettin' fat jus' goin' to bat on the bowls of it
 
[Chorus]
G7
And when it fry    fry a lot    you mize well cook up all you got
C7                        G7
Hey hey put in your day   see those buzzards on their way
D7               C7                     G7              D7               C7                   G7
Black headed and lookin' slick   flyin' right along     black headed and lookin' slick flyin' right al
ong

18723. The Call

Donna the Buffalo - The Call 

Staring high at the new green leaves
Witnessed a squirrel fall from the trees
It reminded me of something I know
It happened tomorrow, 10 minutes ago



Bumblebee stuck on the wrong side of the glass
Desparately trying to make a few days last
His buddy the beetle is making no ground
Flat on his back legs waving around

Its the call
Its the eternal sadness from the great beyond
Everythings coming
Everythings good

18724. The Calm And The Crying Wind

Trampled By Turtles - The Calm and the Crying Wind

Painted pistols
And all the cheap thrills
And the words that collide
And all the poets
And all the pain pills
And the god on your side
It don't help you
It never will
And we all get older
And older still
But morning is peaceful
Like it's always been
The calm and the crying wind

It's awkward and painful
To wish for the end
'Cause the end is gonna come
But baby I love you
Like I did back then
Like the west and the setting sun

And I ain't been sleeping
And I'm tired as hell
And I stare at the ceiling
And talk to myself

But morning is peaceful
Like it's always been
The calm and the crying wind

18725. The Calvary Cross

Richard Thompson - The Calvary Cross 

I was under the Calvary Cross



The pale-faced lady, she said to me
"I've watched you with my one green eye
And I'll hurt you til you need me"

You scuff your heels and you spit on your shoes
Oh, you do nothing with reason
One day you catch a train
Oh, you never leave the station

Everything you do
Oh, everything you do
You do for me

Now you can make believe on your tin whistle
And you can be my broom-boy
Ahh, scrub me til I shine in the dark
And I'll be your light til doomsday

If a black cat crossed your path
Oh, why don't you follow?
My claw's in you and my lights in you
Ahh, this is your first day of sorrow
Everything you do
Oh, everything you do
You do for me

18726. The Camel's Heart

Dolly Parton - The Camel's Heart 

You come to me with teardrops in your eyes
Expecting me to listen to your lies
You want me to forget and to forgive
Enough, enough, this ain't no way to live
I know you wonder why I'd leave like this
After all the hurt I've put up with
This is the last time, this is the last straw
Too late, too late now it's your time to crawl
Chorus:
She's just the straw that broke the camel's heart
It's not her fault, it's yours we fell apart
No more, I'm done, I want a brand new start
(It's) She's just the straw that broke the camel's heart
I've been grasping at straws for much too long
This ain't the first time you have done me wrong
This time you drew the short end of the straw
The game is over, you have lost it all
Repeat Chorus
She's just the straw that broke the camel's heart



18727. The Cannonball

The Cannonball - Carter Family

You can wash my jumper starch my overalls
Catch that train they call the Cannonball
From Buffalo to Washington

Yonder comes the train coming down the track
Carrying me away but it aint gonna carry me back
My honey babe my blue eyed babe

My baby left me she even took my shoes
Enough to give me the doggone worried blues
She's gone she's solid gone

I'm going up north I'm going up north this fall
If my luck don't change I wont be back at all
My honey babe I'm leaving you

18728. The Cannonball Blues

Carter Family - The cannonball blues

Oh, listen to the train
Coming down the line
Trying to make up for all of her lost time
From Buffalo to Washington

You can wash my jumper
Starch my overalls
Catch a train they call the Cannonball
From Buffalo to Washington

Yonder comes a train
Comin' down the track
To carry me away, but it ain't gonna carry me back
My honey babe, my blue-eyed babe

My baby's left me,
She even took my shoes
Enough to give me the doggone weary blues
She's gone, she's solid gone

I'm going up north
I'm going up north this fall
If my luck don't change I won't be back at all
My honey babe, I'm leaving you



18729. The Cape

Jerry Jeff Walker - The Cape
Kathy Mattea - Guy Clark

Well he's eight years old 
he's got a flour sack cape tied all around his neck
He's climbing up on top the garage figurin' what the heck
He screws his courage up so darn tight, 
that the whole thing come unwound
He got a runnin' start and bless his heart, he headed for the ground

Chorus
'Cause he's one of those who knows his life
Is just a leap of faith
Gotta' spread your arms and hold your breath
And always trust your cape
Well he's all grown up, he's got a flour sack cape, tied all around his dream
He's full of piss and vinegar, ah, he's bustin' at the seams
He licks his finger and checks the wind, it's gonna be do or die
He wasn't scared of nothin', boys, he was pretty sure he could fly

Chorus
Now he's old and grey with a flour sack cape, tied all around his head
And he's still jumpin' off the garage and will be til he's dead
All these years the people said the fool was actin' like a kid
And since he didn't know he couldn't fly, well of course he did
Chorus

18730. The Captain - Chords

The Captain 
I Draw Slow

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
  G
I wish I had an eyeglass
G
Polished brass and bone
   G
To see beyond this ocean
        G
Now I'm going on alone
 
[Chorus]
       D
Oh the captain he is dead
       Em            C    G
Oh the captain he is dead
 



[Verse 2]
    G
The ropes you bound around me
        G
They're tighter than your fist
    G
And when I come to cutting
           G
They'll be first upon on my list
 
[Chorus]
       D
Oh the captain he is dead
       Em            C    G
Oh the captain he is dead
 
[Verse 3]
  G
I wish I was in Waterfall
G
Wading ankles deep
   G
My tongue's too dry to lick my wounds
      G
And I got no tears to weep
 
[Chorus]
       D
Oh the captain he is dead
       Em            C    G
Oh the captain he is dead
 
[Verse 4]
G
Standing at my garden gate
G
Both feet on the ground
    G
I'm heading down to Lovers' Leap
      G
Gonna watch that ship go down
 
[Chorus]
       D
Oh the captain he is dead
       Em            C    G
Oh the captain he is dead
 
[Chorus]
       D
Oh the captain he is dead
       Em            C    G
Oh the captain he is dead
 
[Verse 5]
G
Never left the midlands



G
Never saw the foam
    G
But now I've lost that good old man
    G
I'm miles away from home
 
[Chorus]
       D
Oh the captain he is dead
       Em            C    G
Oh the captain he is dead
 
[Verse 6]
  G
I never felt them silken sheets
  G
A-Licking on my skin
    G
But now that captain's going down
   G
My ship's coming in
 
[Chorus]
       D
Oh the captain he is dead
       Em            C    G
Oh the captain he is dead
 
[Chorus]
       D
Oh the captain he is dead
       Em           C    G
Oh the captain he is dead
 
[Outro]
Em   C
Em   C
Em
G

18731. The Captain's Daughter

Alison Krauss - The Captain's Daughter

[Verse 1]
I'm a poor boy as you know
But I love the Captain's daughter so
If I begged her would she go?
Or would she tell me no, no, no, no, no?

Daddy is a sailor man
Your fresh from the farm land



He said when you ask my hand
For me to tell you no, no, no, no, no

[Interlude]

[Verse 2]
Your daddy's gone away to sea
You're as lovely as can be
Come and go away with me
Oh, don't you tell me no, no, no, no, no

[Chorus]
My daddy owns a clipper ship
He brings me pearls on every trip
Pink champagne for me to sip
And you're the poorest boy I know, know, know, know, know

[Interlude]

[Verse 3]
I've got no pearls to give you
I've got two arms and heart that's true
We could start with a dream or two
Oh won't you say you'll go, go?

The poor boy came from the farm land
She was the daughter of a sailor man
The Captain says 'When he begs your hand
You better tell him no, no, no, no, no'

[Chorus]
She said 'Papa don't you worry please
The poor begs me upon his knees
I'd never leave this life of ease'
And with the poor boy goes

[Verse 4]
The captain kissed her and he went to sea
The poor boy said 'Go away with me
You're lonely and you shouldn't be
Oh, don't you tell me no, no, no, no, no'

[Chorus]
My daddy owns a clipper ship
He brings me pearls on every trip
Pink champagne for me to sip
And you're the poorest boy I know, know, know, know, know

[Verse 5]
Your daddy's given you a home
But you've got nobody when he is gone
I'll go and leave you all alone
If the answer is still no, no, no, no, no



18732. The Carolinian

The Carolinian
Chatham County Line

We met on The Carolinian - heading south from D.C
It's as if God himself had picked out our seats
She smiled and said Richmond when I asked where she was bound
I began to wish my life away to have been born in that town
We talked a little bit and then she smiled
I saw down in her eyes
She wasn't just beautiful, she was kind and she was wise
But a woman down in Raleigh, would soon have my son
So I waited for her station like the bullet from a gun
She's in Richmond with my heart - And I'm bound for Carolina
Wish I'd never met this train or the girl that's left behind her
When the train reached the station, she looked me in the eye
Said, Come with me to Richmond and we'll start a brand new life
Well you know that moment still weighs on my mind
'Cause I took my body to Raleigh, and left my heart behind
She's in Richmond with my heart - And I'm bound for Carolina
Wish I'd never met this train or the girl that's left behind her- now we're apart
While I'm bound for Caroline - she's in Richmond with my heart
My son is grown up to my hand, and he fills me with pride
I take him down to the station to watch the trains roll by
But that northbound Carolinian always makes the teardrops start
Cause its headed up to Virginia where I left my heart
She's in Richmond with my heart - And I'm bound for Carolina
Wish I'd never met this train or the girl that's left behind her- now we're apart
While I'm down in Caroline - she's in Richmond with my heart
I'm still down in Caroline, she's in Richmond with my heart

18733. The Carpenter

Rodney Crowell - The Carpenter
Guy Clark

Let us now praise a carpenter and the things that he made
And the way that he lived by the tools of the trade
I can still hear his hammer singing ten penny time
Working by the hour till the day that he died

Ah he was tough as a crowbar, he was quick as a chisel
Fair as a plane, Lord, and true as a level
He was straight as a chalkline, he was right as a rule
He was square with the world, he took good care of his tools

Lord, he worked his hands in wood from the crib to the coffin
With a care and a love you don't see too often
He built boats out of wood, big boats, working in a shipyard
Mansions on the hill and a birdhouse in the backyard

He was tough as a crowbar, he was quick as a chisel



Fair as a plane, Lord, and true as a level
He was straight as a chalkline, he was right as a rule
He was square with the world, he took good care of his tools

He said anything that's worth cuttin' down a tree for
Is worth doin' it right, don't the Lord love a two-by-four?
Well they asked him how to do some, he'd say just like Noah built the ark
You got to hold your mouth right, son, and never miss your mark

He was tough as a crowbar, he was quick as a chisel
Fair as a plane, Lord, and true as a level
He was straight as a chalkline, he was right as a rule
He was square with the world, he took good care of his tools

18734. The Carroll County Accident

Dolly Parton - The Carroll County Accident 

Carroll County's pointed out as kind of square
The biggest thing that happens is the county fair
And I guess that's why it seemed like such a big event
What we all call the Carroll County accident

The wreck was on the highway just inside the line
Walter Browning lost his life and for a time
It seemed that Mary Ellen Jones would surely die
But she lived long enough for her to testify

Now Walter Browning was a happy married man
And he wore a golden wedding ring upon his hand
But it was gone nobody knew just where it went
He'd lost it in the Carroll County accident

Mary Ellen testified he flagged her down
Said he was sick and could she drive him into town
And no one even doubted what she said was true
Cause she was well respected in the county too

Now I went down to see the wreck like all the rest
The bloody seats, the broken glass, the tangled mess
But I found something no one else had even seen
Behind the dash in Mary's crumpled up machine

A little matchbox circled by a rubberband
And inside the ring from Walter Browning's hand
And it took a while to figure out just what it meant
The truth about the Carroll County accident

By dark of night I dropped the ring into a well
And I took a sacred oath that I would never tell
The secret of the Carroll County accident
Cause the county ordered dad a marble monument



I lost him in the Carroll County accident

18735. The Carter Boys

Tom T Hall - The Carter Boys

[Verse 1:]
The Carter boys were born one and after another in a little old country place
I was the last and the death of my mother
And I know it was a pretty bad trace
We'd get to drinking I'd do the singing
And they taught me to chase girls and cuss
We played poker I'd do the dealing
I was the only one we could trust

[Chorus:]
And there were six of us all together

[Verse 2:]
And that's how we stood all the time
Six of us all together the Carter boys were brothers of mine
We had an old car that we kept tied together
With pieces of baling wire and hope
Well they knew when we got there and they knew when we left
They could tell by the noise and the smoke
Anytime the sheriff had nothing to do
He'd get out and chase us around
The old women prayed the old men laughed
And the middle aged people all frowned

[Chorus:]
There were six of us all together

[Verse 3:]
Daddy was a preacher and the Lord knows he tried
Gave us everything he could afford
We lost a lotta battles but daddy always said
The only thing we feared was the Lord
Well as I look back through the long lean years
I wonder how we ever survived
All of that hard work all of those women
And all of those pistols and knives

[Chorus][x2]

18736. The Carter Boys - Chords

The Carter Boys
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall



C                                 F     C
The Carter boys were born one and after another
                G7      C
In a little ol' country place
                       F           C
I was the last and the death of my mother
                    G7         C
And I know it was a pretty bad trait
                     F          C
We'd get to drinking I'd do the singing
                      G7              C
And they taught me to chase girls and cuss
                F          C
We played poker I'd do the dealing
               G7           C
I was the only one we could trust
               F      G7       C
And there were six of us all together
F                 G7            C
And that's how we stood all the time
F      G7       C
Six of us all together
    F                G7          C
The Carter boys were brothers of mine
                       F            C
We had an ol' car that we kept tied together
               G7              C
With pieces of baling wire and hope
                                     F                 C
Well they knew when we got there and they knew when we left
                       G7            C
They could tell by the noise and the smoke
                        F          C
Anytime the sheriff had nothing to do
                 G7       C
He'd get out and chase us around
                         F       C
The old women prayed the old men laughed
                    G7         C
And the middle aged people all frowned
Repeat #3
                             F             C
Daddy was a preacher and the Lord knows he tried
             G7             C
Gave us everything he could afford
                        F                C
We lost a lotta battles but daddy always said
                  G7             C
The only thing we feared was the Lord
                                F         C
Well as I look back through the long lean years
                G7      C
I wonder how we ever survived
                      F            C
All of that hard work all of those women
                 G7          C



And all of those pistols and knives
Repeat #3 x2

18737. The Category Stomp

John Hartford - The Category Stomp

Now you put your right foot on the left
And you bring your left food down
With your hand in your pocket and your chin up high
You turn about half way 'round
Now don't do the double shuffle or the Jackson's drag
Cause you might be a-dancin' in an un-hip bag

It's a folk-country-disco tech-soft-rock-contemporary-abstract-expressionism-
word-movie-flower-power-hard-ragging-neo-bluegrass-stoned-billy-dirty-boogie-
freak-down-coming-on-jellybean-psychedelic stomp

Now you spread your knees and dance on your toes
And cross you finger on the end of your nose
Then drag your elbows down on the floor
And turn a somersault and then you do it once more
And then back in the middle with a Do-si-do
But a little more "si" and a little less "do."
Down on your belly with your knees up tight
And you roll out the door until you plumb out of sight
Now you put your right foot on the left
And you bring your left food down
With your hand in your pocket and your chin up high
You turn about half way 'round
Now don't do the double shuffle or the Jackson's drag
Cause you might be a-dancin' in an un-hip bag

It's a folk-country-disco tech-soft-rock-contemporary-abstract-expressionism-
word-movie-flower-power-hard-ragging-neo-bluegrass-stoned-billy-dirty-boogie-
freak-down-coming-on-jellybean-psychedelic stomp

It's a folk-country-disco tech-soft-rock-contemporary-abstract-expressionism-
word-movie-flower-power-hard-ragging-neo-bluegrass-stoned-billy-dirty-boogie-
freak-down-coming-on-jellybean-psychedelic stomp

18738. The Chain

The Chain
Little Big Town

Listen to the wind blow
Watch the sun rise
Run in the shadows



Damn your love
Damn your lies
And if

You don't love me now
You will never love me again
I can still hear you saying
You would never break the chain.
List to the wind blow
Down

18739. The Change

The Change
Garth Brooks - The Change

One hand
Reaches out
And pulls a lost soul from harm
While a thousand more go unspoken for
They say what good have you done
By saving just this one
It's like whispering a prayer
In the fury of a storm

And I hear them saying you'll never change things
And no matter what you do it's still the same thing
But it's not the world that I am changing
I do this so this world will know
That it will not change me

This heart
Still believes
The love and mercy still exist
While all the hatred rage and so many say
That love is all but pointless in madness such as this
It's like trying to stop a fire
With the moisture from a kiss

And I hear them saying you'll never change things
And no matter what you do it's still the same thing
But it's not the world that I am changing
I do this so this world will know
That it will not change me

As long as one heart still holds on
Then hope is never really gone

I hear them saying you'll never change things
And no matter what you do it's still the same thing
But it's not the world that I am changing
I do this so this world we know
Never changes me



What I do is so
This world will know
That it will not change me

18740. The Charladies' Ball

The Charladies' Ball
Dominic Behan / Walter Raim / Theodore Bikel

At the Charladies' Ball, people danced one and all,
"You're the belle of the ball, Mrs. Mulligan!"
We had one-steps and two-steps, and the devil knows what new steps,
We swore that we'd never be dull again!

Chorus:
We had a wine, porter and lemonade.
We had cocktails and cocoa and all.
We had great fun that night, but we'd real pain next morning,
The night that we danced at the Charladies' Ball.

At the Charladies' dance, how the people did prance,
At the head of them all, Mrs. Mulligan.
And she danced by herself, while asleep on the shelf,
Lay her husband, the fool, who was full again!

Chorus

Well the Charladies' Ball ended up in a brawl,
And the cause of it all: Mrs. Mulligan.
Young Sean was the fella, who turned blue and yella,
As old Mulligan's fist smashed his skull again.

Chorus Melody:
We poured our wine, porter and lemonade,
Into cocktails and cocoa and all,
We had champagne that night, but we'd real pain next morning,
The night that we danced at the Charladies' Ball.

18741. The Cherry Orchard

Iris Dement - The Cherry Orchard

[Verse 1]
A morning frost covers the orchard
But the cherries are all in bloom
A heavy stone rests on my shoulders
And leaving's all that's left to do



[Verse 2]
Give all I have to that stranger
Passing through, passing through
My life, my youth, my happiness
I bid adieu, I bid adieu

[Verse 3]
What's true, what's false, you see so clearly
While I, it seems, have lost my sight
The sureness of youth is pressing you forward
But life's still hidden from your eyes

[Verse 4]
And so, you say, you want your giants
If this be so, I wish you well
But be warned, they're not compliant
And only good in fairytales

[Verse 5]
There's no way out, no use in trying
I promisR you, I promise you
The train has pulled into thR station
Don your cape, lace your shoes

[Verse 6]
A morning frost covers the orchard
But the cherries are all in bloom
After the dark cold winter
You are young, young again

18742. The Chicken Cordon Blues

The Chicken Cordon Blues 
Steve Kaufman

When I first met you baby, you fed me on chicken and wine.
It was steak and potatoes and lobster and babe I sure felt fine.
But now all you give me is seaweed and alfalfa sprouts
And sunflower seeds and I got my doubts -
Babe, you left me here with the Chicken Cordon Bleus.

My stomach's so empty and all I got is food for thought.
And I've been sittin' here thinkin'
'bout the twenty pounds of groceries we bought.
We bought ten pounds of brown rice and five more of beans
And five pounds of Granola and you know what that means,
I'm just a regular fella with the Chicken Cordon Bleus.

Now won't you to play me them fat licks!

I'm starved for affection and babe, I can't take no more.
You know this stuff is so weird that the cockroaches moved next door.
Babe, can you see that old dog, he's out in the street



He's got a big smile on his face 'cause they let him meat.
And babe I got the lemon and the Chicken Cordon Bleus!

Babe, I'm goin down to the bakery
And I'm going to find me a jelly roll
And some cannoli.
Some French pastry.
A chocolate éclair don't sound too bad.
How about some lasagna?
You know fat is where it's at.
My shadow disappears ...

18743. The Children Are Crying

The Children Are Crying

   My heart it is aching you should be ashamed
   The children are crying and calling your name 

Well since you went away dear, I've felt so all alone
Well you left me the children but you've broken up our home
But you couldn't stop your cheating or running around
And now my friends are talking 'bout how you let them down

Well oh mommy oh daddy I think that it's a shame
Well I know you both love me but I don't know who's to blame
But you couldn't stop your cheating or running around
And now my friends are talking 'bout how you let them down

18744. The Christian Life

The Louvin Brothers - The Christian Life

I like the Christian life

My buddies tell me that I should have waited
They say I'm missing a whole world of fun
But I am happy and I sing with pride
I like the Christian life

I won't lose a friend by heeding God's call
For what is a friend who'd want you to fall
Others find pleasures in things I despise
I like the Christian life

My buddies shun me since I turned to Jesus
But I still love them they burden my heart
I'll try to lead them to walk in the light
I like the Christian life



I won't lose a friend by heeding God's call
For what is a friend who'd want you to fall
Others find pleasures in things I despise
I like the Christian life

18745. The Christian Life - Chords

The Christian Life

D A D
My buddies tell me that I should have waited
D A E A
They say I'm missing a whole world of fun
D A D G
But I still love them and I say with pride
 D A D
I like the Christian life
 A G D
I won't lose a friend while heeding God's call
 A G A
For what is a friend who'd want you to fall
D A D G
Others find pleasures in things I despise
 D A D
I like the Christian life

SOLO

D A D
My buddies shun me since I turned to Jesus
 A E A
They say I'm missing a whole world of fun
D A D G
I live without them walking the line
 D A D
I like the Christian life
 A G D
I won't lose a friend while heeding God's call
 A G A
For what is a friend who'd want you to fall
D A D G
Others find pleasures in things I despise
 D A D
I like the Christian life
G D A D
I like the Christian life



18746. The Christmas Song

Rhonda Vincent - The Christmas Song

Chestnuts roasting on an open fire
Jack Frost nipping at your nose
Yule-tide carols being sung by a choir
And folks dressed up like Eskimos.

Everybody knows a turkey and some mistletoe
Help to make the season bright
Tiny tots with their eyes all aglow
Will find it hard to sleep tonight.

They know that Santa's on his way
He's loaded lots of toys and goodies on his sleigh
And every mother's child is gonna spy
To see if reindeer really know how to fly.

And so I'm offering this simple phrase
To kids from one to ninety-two
Although it's been said many times, many ways
Merry Christmas to you!

18747. The Church Back Home

The Church Back Home

What memories come back to me
As I ponder o'er the years passed away
If I could be back in that old country church
And once more hear the parson say

We've travelled on together
Though dark and sunny days
And may we always be together
Just my Lord and I along the way

I can see the service now ending
And the parson's voice is raised
In solemn quiet benediction
Upon our different ways

18748. The Church Back Home - Chords

The Church Back Home
Recorded by The Country Gentlemen
Written by John Duffey and Cindy Davis

G                  D7      G



What memories come back to me
                                  D7
As I ponder o'er the years passed away
   G                       C
If I could be back in that old country church
         D7                   G
And once more hear the parson say

      C         D7   G
We've travelled on together
                      D7
Though dark and sunny days
    G             C
And may we always be together
        D7                   G
Just my Lord and I along the way

                      D7  G
I can see the service now ending
                          D7
And the parson's voice is raised
   G            C
In solemn quiet benediction
  D7               G
Upon our different ways

      C         D7   G
We've travelled on together
                      D7
Though dark and sunny days
    G             C
And may we always be together
        D7                   G  C G
Just my Lord and I along the way

18749. The Church By The Road

The Church by the Road
Dry Branch Fire Squad

Often times in my memories I wondered again
To the little old church by the road
I could see the dear people and hear them so plain
Singing songs of that blessed dear Lord
I could hear my dear mother as she formidably prayed
Blessed Jesus help me carry my load
She was never downhearted never dismayed
In that little old church by the road

[Chorus]
There my mother would pray
And my sister was saved
Singing sinners come and repent of your sins



There the angels were crowded and the sisters would shout out
And the bread was saved amen
It was there I met Jesus and gave him my life
It was there he took the weight off my load
And he freely removed all my sorrow and strife
In that little old church by the road

I remember the preacher so gentle and brave
As he told how the father above
Gave his only son Jesus all the lost ones to save
Such wonderful wonderful love
I will always remember when the preacher would say
Come to Jesus he'll lighten your load
So often he preached of the life giving bread
In that little old church by the road

[Chorus]

I could never forget all those lovely old songs
That the people so joyfully sang
How they told the Lord's message to sinners gone wrong
And the echoes so joyfully rang
I would always remember how I truly believed
Jesus took all the weight off my load
And the joy of salvation I truly received
In that little old church by the road

[Chorus]

18750. The Church By The Road - Chords

The Church By The Road
Recorded by Charlie Sizemore
Written by Charles Ethan Sizemore

C
Often times in my memories I wondered again 
       F                        C
To the little old church by the road

I could see the dear people and hear them so plain
        D7                         G7
Singing songs of that blessed dear Lord

        C
I could hear my dear mother as she formidably prayed
        F                      C
Blessed Jesus help me carry my load 
        F                     C
She was never downhearted and never dismayed 
                  G7            C
In the little old church by the road



There my mother was praying 

And the preacher was saying
        F                       C
Sinners come and repent of your sins

There the angels was shrouded 

Sisters are shouting
        D7               G7
And the bread was served amen

       C
It was there I met Jesus and gave Him my life
       F                               C
It was there He took the weight off my load
       F                     C
And He freely removed all my sorrow and strife
                  G7            C
In the little old church by the road

I remember the preacher so gentle and brave
           F              C
As he told how the Father above

Gave His only son Jesus all the lost ones to save
     D7                  G7
Such wonderful wonderful love

       C
I will always remember how he spoke when he said
        F                        C
Come to Jesus He'll lighten your load
       F                    C
And so often he told of the life giving bread 
                  G7            C
In the little old church by the road

Repeat #3,4

I will never forget all those lovely old songs
         F                  C
That the people so joyfully sang

How they told the Lord's message to sinners gone wrong
        D7                 G7
And the echoes so joyfully rang

       C
I will always remember when I truly believed 
      F                            C
Jesus lifted all the weight off my load
        F                  C
And the joy of salvation I truly received
                  G7            C
In the little old church by the road



Repeat #3,4

18751. The Church On Cumberland Road

The Church on Cumberland Road
Sammy Sadler, Featuring Marty Raybon

[Verse 1]
Just about a mile off of 109
There's a little church sittin' back in the pines
I promised that girl she was gonna be mine
I wouldn't be surprised if she was standin' there cryin'

[Chorus]
Oh woah
I didn't know a bored-out Ford could go so slow
Oh woah
You got to put your foot down on the floor
Yeah, we've been rockin' all night, but don't you know
You gotta get me to the church on the Cumberland Road

[Verse 2]
Billy's passed out in the back, though we know he's alive
Ol' Bobby's got his head hangin' over the side
Here we are doin' only ninety-five
What's the matter with you, man?
I thought you said you could drive

[Chorus]
Oh woah
I didn't know a bored-out Ford could go so slow
Oh woah
You got to put your foot down on the floor
Yeah, we've been rockin' all night, but don't you know
You gotta get me to the church on the Cumberland Road
Yeah

[Verse 3]
Sweeter than the dew on a honeysuckle vine
Warmer than noon on the Fourth of July
Cutest little girl that I ever have known
Waitin' at the church on the Cumberland Road

[Chorus]
Oh woah
I didn't know a bored-out Ford could go so slow
Oh woah
You got to put your foot down on the floor
Yeah, we've been rockin' all night, but don't you know
You gotta get me to the church on the Cumberland Road
We've been rockin' all night, but don't you know
You gotta get me to the church on the Cumberland Road



[Outro]
Mmm, oh yeah

18752. The Church Steeple (High on a Hillside)

Tim O'Brien - The Church Steeple (High on a Hillside)
The Old Church Steeple (High On A Hillside) 

Chorus: 
High on a hillside the old church steeple calls 
The bells are a ringin', a singin' to one and all 
Of the joys and the sorrows the laughter and the pain 
The heartbeat of the whole town is heard within that strain 

It called for my brother when he made his way back home 
With a purple heart in a pine box he was never more to roam 
We all came down to meet him and to make our last goodbyes 
I think of him when the bells ring and the tears come to my eyes 

Chorus 

It called to my sister when she walked the aisle in white 
All eyes were upon her with my father on her right 
He gave her away to my best friend, I can hear the bells today 
We'll meet there to name a new child, and to bless him on his way 

Chorus 

It will call and I'll answer 'til my ears no longer hear 
It'll soothe me in anger it'll wipe out all my fears 
It tells us all that we belong and it swells us up with pride 
We'll all hear it together and walk there side by side 

Chorus 

High on a hillside the old church steeple calls

18753. The Cigar Song

Brad Paisley - The Cigar Song

Well I'm a sucker for fine Cuban cigars
The problem is I can't afford 'em
But last year I went and got myself a whole box
And just to be safe I insured 'em
Chorus
I took out a policy against fire and theft
And then I on hurried home
With a fifty-cent lighter I sat on my back steps



And I smoked 'em one by one
Two weeks later I went to see that insurance man
And I handed in my claim
With a straight face I told him that through a series of small fires
They'd all gone up in flames
2nd Chorus
They reviewed my case and they had no choice
But to pay me for what I'd done
And I took that check and bought a whole new box
And I smoked 'em one by one
Two weeks later this detective shows up
Tells me that company's pressin' charges
One speedy trial later they locked me up
On twenty-four separate counts of arson
3rd Chorus
And now I sit and stare at a blank brick wall
Lookin' back on what I've done
To pass the time I've got some ten-cent cigars
And I smoke 'em one by one
Yeah, I smoke 'em one by one

18754. The Circle Game

The Circle Game
Joni Mitchell

Yesterday a child came out to wonder
Caught a dragonfly inside a jar
Fearful when the sky was full of thunder
And tearful at the falling of a star
Then the child moved ten times round the seasons
Skated over ten clear frozen streams
Words like, when you're older, must appease him
And promises of someday make his dreams
And the seasons they go round and round
And the painted ponies go up and down
We're captive on the carousel of time
We can't return we can only look behind
From where we came
And go round and round and round
In the circle game

Sixteen springs and sixteen summers gone now
Cartwheels turn to car wheels thru the town
And they tell him,
Take your time, it won't be long now
Till you drag your feet to slow the circles down
And the seasons they go round and round
And the painted ponies go up and down
We're captive on the carousel of time
We can't return we can only look behind
From where we came
And go round and round and round



In the circle game

So the years spin by and now the boy is twenty
Though his dreams have lost some grandeur coming true
There'll be new dreams, maybe better dreams and plenty
Before the last revolving year is through
And the seasons they go round and round
And the painted ponies go up and down
We're captive on the carousel of time
We can't return, we can only look behind
From where we came
And go round and round and round
In the circle game

18755. The Circle Is Small

The Circle Is Small
Gordon Lightfoot
Dale Ann Bradley

It's alright for some, but not alright for me
When the one that I'm lovin' slips around
You think it's fine to do things I cannot see
And you're doin' it to me, baby can't you see that I know how it is

I can see it in your eyes and feel it in the way you kiss my lips
I can hear it in your voice whenever we are talking like this
I can see what you believe in when his name is mentioned and I die
I can watch the way you walk, the way you talk, the way you close your eyes

It's alright for some, but not alright to be
Where the one that I'm lovin' can't be found
The city where we live might be quite large
But the circle is small, why not tell us all and then all of us will know

I can see it in your eyes and feel it in the way you kiss my lips
I can hear it in your voice whenever we are talking like this
I can see what you believe in when his name is mentioned and I die
I can watch the way you walk, the way you talk, the way you close your eyes

It's alright to leave, but not alright to lie
When you come home and you can't say where you've been
You think it's fine to do things I cannot see
And you're doin' it to me, baby can't you see that I know how it is

I can see it in your eyes and feel it in the way you kiss my lips
I can hear it in your voice whenever we are talking like this
I can see what you believe in when his name is mentioned and I die
I can watch the way you walk, the way you talk, the way you close your eyes

I can see it in your eyes and feel it in the way you kiss my lips
I can hear it in your voice whenever we are talking like this
I can see what you believe in when his name is mentioned and I die



18756. The Circle Is Unbroken

The Incredible String Band - The Circle Is Unbroken (Live) 

Seasons they change while cold blood is raining
I have been waiting beyond the years
Now over the skyline I see you're travelling
Brothers from all time gathering here
Come let us build the ship of the future
In an ancient pattern that journeys far
Come let us set sail for the always island
Through seas of leaving to the summer stars

Seasons they change but with gaze unchanging
O deep eyed sisters is it you I see?
Seeds of beauty ye bear within you
Of unborn children glad and free
Within your fingers the fates are spinning
The sacred binding of the yellow grain
Scattered we were when the long night was breaking
But in the bright morning converse again.

18757. The City

The Lil' Smokies - The City

I slept in a garage in San Francisco
On the same night David Bowie died
And all the lights down in the city
They were shining a little extra bright

(Chorus)
 Cause I can't let the day bring me down
It's just a day
The constant disguise of one's emotion
Creates a life defined by vice
And all the times you tried to tell me
Well I saw crimson colored skies

(Chorus)
 Cause I can't let the day bring me down
It's just a day
And I can't let the way that you learned to be
Stay here with me
I slept in a garage in San Francisco
On the same night I finally said goodbye
And all the lights down in the city
They were shining a little extra bright at night



Chorus
I can't let the way that you learned to be
Stay here with me

18758. The City Of New Orleans

The City Of New Orleans
Steve Goodman

Ridin' on the City of New Orleans
Illinois Central, Monday mornin' rail;
There are fifteen cars and fifteen restless riders,
Three conductors, twenty five sacks of mail.
They're all out on a southbound odyssey
The train rolls out of Kankakee
Rollin' past the houses, farms and fields,
Passin' trains that have no names
Freight yards full of old black men,
And the graveyards of the rusted automobiles.

Singin', "Good mornin', America, how are you?
Say, don't you know me? I'm your native son.
I'm the train they call the City of New Orleans.
And I'll be gone five hundred miles when day is done."

I was dealin' cards with the old men in the club car,
It's a penny a point, there ain't no-one keepin' score.
Won't you pass the paper bag that holds that bottle,
You can feel the wheels a-rumblin' through the floor.
And the sons of Pullman porters and the sons of engineers
Ride their fathers' magic carpet made of steam;
Mothers with their babes asleep, rockin' to the gentle beat,
The rythm of the rails is all they dream.

Singin', "Good mornin', America, how are you?
Say, don't you know me? I'm your native son.
I'm the train they call the City of New Orleans.
And I'll be gone five hundred miles when day is done."

Nighttime on the City of New Orleans,
Changin' cars in Memphis, Tennessee.
It's halfway home, and we'll be there by mornin',
Through the Mississippi darkness rollin' down to the sea.
But all the towns and people seem to fade into a bad dream,
The old steel rail it ain't heard the news,
The conductor sings his song again, it's, "Passengers will please refrain..."
This train's got the disappearin' railroad blues.

Singin', "Good night, America, how are you?
Say, don't you know me? I'm your native son.
I'm the train they call the City of New Orleans.
And I'll be gone five hundred miles when day is done."



Singin', "Good night, America, how are you?
Say, don't you know me? I'm your native son.
I'm the train they call the City of New Orleans.
And I'll be gone a long, long time when the day is done."

18759. The Clearness Is Gone

The Avett Brothers - The Clearness Is Gone 

Well your hair fell on me like I dreamt that it would
When I dreamt your hair was long
Through the linens a moment of clearness shown through
In a minute the clearness was gone

When to know what I should for my heart to rest
Doesn't meet with the actions I make
I will seek the approval of no one but you
In love for the changes I take

The first time we fell for it
We blamed it on youth
And now we get hell for it
And blame it on truth

Of mind, oh my
Of mind, oh my
Of mind, oh my

Well your hair fell on me like I dreamt that it would
When I dreamt that your hair was long
Through the linens a moment of clearness shown through
In a minute the clearness was gone

18760. The Climb

The Climb
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1: Jessi Alexander]
I can almost see it
That dream I'm dreaming, but
There's a voice inside my head saying
"You'll never reach it"
Every step I'm taking
Every move I make feels lost with no direction
My faith is shaken

[Pre-Chorus: Jessi Alexander]
But I gotta keep trying



I gotta keep my head held high

[Chorus: Jessi Alexander & Morgan Stapleton]
There's always gonna be another mountain
I'm always gonna wanna make it move
Always gonna be an uphill battle
Sometimes I'm gonna have to lose
Ain't about how fast I get there
Ain't about what's waiting on the other side, yeah
It's the climb

[Verse 2: Morgan Stapleton]
These prayers I'm praying
Chances I'm taking
Sometimes sing 'em all in vain, but
No, they're not wasted
And I may not know it
But these are the moments, yeah
I'm gonna remember most, yeah
Just gotta keep going

[Pre-Chorus 2: Morgan Stapleton & Chris Stapleton, Morgan Stapleton, Chris Stapleton]
And I got to be strong
Just keep pushing on 'cause (Just keep pushing on)

Chorus: Morgan Stapleton, Chris Stapleton & Jessi Alexander]
There's always gonna be another mountain
Always gonna wanna make it move
Always gonna be an uphill battle
Sometimes I'm gonna have to lose
Ain't about how fast I get there
Ain't about what's waiting on the other side, yeah
It's the climb
Ooh, yeah

[Chorus: Jessi Alexander, Morgan Stapleton, Chris Stapleton & Jessi Alexander, Chris Staple
ton]
There's always gonna be another mountain
Always gonna wanna make it move
Always gonna be an uphill battle
Sometimes I'm gonna have to lose
Ain't about how fast I get there
Ain't about what's waiting on the other side, yeah
It's the climb (It's the climb)
Yeah, it's the climb
Oh, yes, it is

[Outro: Jessi Alexander, Morgan Stapleton & Jessi Alexander, Chris Stapleton]
Sometimes, you gotta keep on moving
Keep climbing
You gotta keep the faith, oh yeah (Oh, you gotta keep the faith)
(Oh, oh)
(Oh, oh)



18761. The Clouds Are Gonna Roll Away - Chords

The Clouds Are Gonna Roll Away 
Doc Watson
 
[Intro]
G  C  G D D7
G  C G D  G
 
[Verse 1]
  G                C                G                  D
A lightning bug he never knows just what he's about to find
       G                C                         G            D    G
But he keeps on flyin' around and around with his little light on behind
 
[Chorus]
       C                              G                  D
Oh the clouds gonna roll away, oh the clouds gonna roll away
G                C                     G            D     G
I don't care how hard it rains for the clouds gonna roll away
 
[Instrumental]
G  C  G D D7
G  C G D  G
C   G   D
G  C  G   D  G
 
[Verse 2]
  G                C                  G                        D
A little bird in a gilded cage and he might have been whistlin yet
    G               C                  G       D        G
But he flew out one rainy night and he got his whistler wet
 
[Chorus]
       C                              G                  D
Oh the clouds gonna roll away, oh the clouds gonna roll away
G                C                     G            D     G
I don't care how hard it rains for the clouds gonna roll away
 
[Instrumental]
G  C  G D D7
G  C G D  G
C   G   D
G  C  G   D   G
 
[Verse 3]
  G               C                  G              D
A jay bird seen a little worm just a wigglin to and fro
    G                     C                     G        D       G
But on the spot where the worm once dwelt there ain't no worm no mo'
 
[Chorus]
       C                              G                  D
Oh the clouds gonna roll away, oh the clouds gonna roll away
G                C                     G            D     G
I don't care how hard it rains for the clouds gonna roll away
 



[Instrumental]
G  C  G D D7
G  C G D  G
C   G   D
G  C  G   D   G
 
[Verse 4]
G                      C                   G                   D
My gal she says you're my little horse an' I says oh no you're wrong
  G                   C                          G       D          G
I just couldn't be no little old horse 'cause my hair is growed too long
 
[Chorus]
       C                              G                  D
Oh the clouds gonna roll away, oh the clouds gonna roll away
G                C                     G            D     G
I don't care how hard it rains for the clouds gonna roll away
 
[Verse 5]
    G                  C                      G                 D
The hen she first came from the egg. Then the egg came from the hen.
      G               C                  G       D       G
But I been a'wonderin all this time just how its goin to end.
 
[Chorus]
       C                              G                  D
Oh the clouds gonna roll away, oh the clouds gonna roll away
G                C                     G            D     G
I don't care how hard it rains for the clouds gonna roll away
 
[Outro]
G  C G D7 G

18762. The Coal Mine Blues

Marty Stuart - The Coal Mine Blues

I'm tired of walking down that lonesome road
I'm tired of walking down that lonesome road
It's a mighty hard travelin' and a heavy load

I swing that hammer and I draw a low straight line
I swing that hammer and I draw a low straight line
It's a 40 hour livin' for that gal of mine

Well, the foreman asked me what would be my say
Oh, the foreman asked me what might be my say
I said, "Just a drink of water and favor on the Judgment Day"

I'm tired of walking down that lonesome road
I'm tired of walking down that lonesome road
It's a mighty hard travelin' and a heavy load



Well, I roll a lucky dice and draw a winning hand
I roll a lucky dice and draw a winning hand
But where my money goes, I don't understand

Well, the king of Memphis, popping four bit shines
Well the king of Memphis, popping four bit shines
I'm up here in Kentucky, slave to this old mine

Every time it thunders, I hear them sad ole taps
Oh, every time it thunders, I hear them sad ole taps
And if this mountain shakes, it's gonna fall right in my lap

Yeah, I'm tired of walkin' down that lonesome road
I'm tired of walkin' down that lonesome road
It's a mighty hard travelin' and a heavy load

18763. The Coat

The Coat
Guy Clark

When the sun comes up on nowhere
I got nowhere left to hide
I need some scramble eggs
And whisky on the side

Got a bad taste in my mouth
Something I said
None's all I feel
Man, I should've gone to bed

There's a wind from out of nowhere
Come blow me away
Throw me a rope
I've had a bad day

I walked out and left my coat
Now the weather is turning cold
I don't feel so smart
I don't feel so bold

And it smells like rain
And it feels like hell
Wish me luck and fare me well

And thRre's nothing left to take back
ThRre's nothing to regret
The sooner I get moving
The sooner I get wet
There's nothing left unsaid
There's nothing left undone
If I hadn't left my coat
I'd be already gone



And it smells like rain
And it feels like hell
Wish me luck and fare me well

And it smells like rain
And it feels like hell
Where do I go now
Can I go back and get my coat?

18764. The Code Of Mountains

The Code Of Mountains

The code of the mountains, way down in the backwoods
The code of the mountains, the unwritten law
There Harry and Joe Brown, way down in the backwoods
There Harry and Joe Brown, shot Charlie Mcbraw
They caught him at daybreak, way down in the backwoods
They caught him at daybreak, down on his knees
He pleaded for mercy, way down in the backwoods
He pleaded for mercy, heed to my pleas
Said Harry to Charlie, way down in the backwoods
Said Harry to Charlie, you thought you were sly
The code of the mountains, way down in the backwoods
The code of the mountains, says you must die
He loaded his rifle, way in the backwoods
He loaded his rifle, Joe loaded up too
One shot and another, wat down in the backwoods
The code of the mountains, is the only law there
They buried poor Charlie, way down in the backwoods
They buried poor Charlie, without any prayer
The code of the mountains, way down in the backwoods
The code of the mountains, is the only law there
Deep in the earth now, down in the backwoods
Deep in the earth now, lies Charlie Mcgraw
For the code of the mountains, way down in the backwoods
The code of the mountains is the unwritten law

18765. The Cold Hard Truth

The Cold Hard Truth
recorded by George Jones
written by James O'hara

C
You don't know who I am
                     F
But I know all about you



                         G7
I've come to talk to you tonight
                               C
About the things I've seen you do

I've come to set the record straight
                                F
I've come to shine the light on you
                   G7
Let me introduce myself
                   C
I am the cold hard truth
     

There is a woman we both know
                           F
I think you know the one I mean
                               G7
She gave her heart and soul to you
                         C
You gave her only broken dreams
   

You say your not the one to blame
                                  F
For all the heartaches she's been though
                           G7
I say you're nothing but a liar
                      C
And I'm the cold hard truth

C7                            F
All your life that's how it's been
                       C
Looking out for number one
                     G7
Taking more than you give
                      C
Moving on when you're done

C7                             F
With her you could have had it all
                     C
A family and love to last
                        G7
If you had any sense at all
                             C
You'd go and beg her to come back
    

You think that you're a real man
                         F
But you're nothing but a fool
                          G7
The way you run away from love
                           C
The way you try to play it cool



    

I'm gonna say this just one time
                       F
Time is running out on you
                        G7
You best remember me my friend
                   C
I am the cold hard truth

                        G7
You best remember me my friend
                   C
I am the cold hard truth

18766. The Coldest Day of Winter

The Coldest Day of Winter
Robert Earl Keen - The Coldest Day of Winter

[Verse 1]
On the coldest day of winter
In the darkest dead of night
Lying down beside each other
Wrapped up in the fireside light

[Chorus 1]
We may never live forever
But we'll never be apart
And this vow they made together
Hand in hand, heart to heart

[Verse 2]
In the blossom of the springtime
In the springtime of their lives
In a little wedding chapel
They became both man and wife

[Chorus 1]
We may never live forever
But we'll never be apart
And this vow they made together
Hand in hand, heart to heart

[Verse 3]
Through the long hot days of summer
Trying hard to make their way
In the coolness of the evening
They would love their cares away

[Chorus 1]
We may never live forever
But we'll never be apart



And this vow they made together
Hand in hand, heart to heart

[Verse 4]
But she found he had a secret
When the leaves began to fall
If he couldn't live forever
Then she wouldn't live at all

18767. The Collector

John Hartford - The Collector

He slips in around you
When you are asleep
Thru attics and closets
He silently creeps

A small piece of cardboard
A bottle cap there
An old ball of string
A long strand of hair

A match from the kitchen
A small piece of comb
With barely a sound
He turns and goes home

The Collector is waiting
To look thru your trash
To handle your beads
And pull at your sash

To read thru your papers
And look thru your room
And gently withdraw
To his own kind of gloom

And then with a sigh
And nothing to say
The Collector goes quietly
A slinking away

Your thimbles are missing
The hammer is gone
The light in the basement
It shouldn't be on

He messes with your flowers
And takes an old shoe
Goes thru your scrapbook
Before he is through



Examines your figures
Your cards and your dates
And the The Collector
He just evaporates

He slips it around you
When you are asleep
Goes thru the attic and closet
He silently creeps

A small piece of cardboard
A bottle cap there
And an old ball of string
A long strand of hair

A match from the kitchen
A small piece of comb
With barely a sound
He turns and goes home

18768. The Coming Home Of The Son And Brother

Robert Earl Keen - The Coming Home Of The Son And Brother 

Time for the singer
Time for the singer boy to make his way home
A prodigal I've been distressed
This lonely child can't make it on his own
I've been traveling states away
I've been playing in a bluegrass band
Now it's the coming home
Of the son and brother again

Time has slipped away
I don't know if I can play another tune
They want me to build single handed
A road up to the moon
They only pay me nickels and dimes
In a game that I can never win
So it's the coming home
Of the son and brother again

It's been a long long time
Since I've seen all of my family and friends
I want to hear them tell their stories
Tell 'em all about the places I have been
So open all your doors up wide
Invite all the neighbors in
For the coming home
Of the son and brother again



18769. The Coming Home Of The Son And Brother - Chords

The Coming Home Of The Son and Brother
By Robert Earl Keen

Capo 2

C
Time for the singer
                                             Am
Time for the singer boy to make his way back home
  C
A prodigal I've been distressed
                                       Am
This lonely child can't make it on his own
          F                C
I've been traveling states away
          Am                     C
I've been playing in a bluegrass band
             C                
Now it's the coming home 
       G                C
Of the son and brother again
 

Time has slipped away
I don't know if I can play another tune
They want me to build single handed
A road up to the moon
They only pay me nickels and dimes
In a game that I can never win
So it's the coming home
Of the son and brother again

Instrumental
 
It's been a long long time
Since I've seen all of my family and friends
I want to hear them tell their stories
Tell  em all about the places I have been
So open all your doors up wide
Invite all the neighbors in
For the coming home
Of the son and brother again

18770. The Company You Keep

Dolly Parton - The Company You Keep 
(Dolly Parton)



Yes, you're known by the company you keep
You say you're doin' nothing wrong
I don't believe you are
I'm only trying to help you sis
Before you go too far
Cause I think you're an angel
But folks think that you're cheap
Cause you're known by the company you keep
Please listen to your big sister
I feel I know what's best for you
I feel that I must warn you sis
That's the least that I could do
I'm not accusing you of anything
I know it's fun you see
But you're known by the company you keep
The company you keep keeps you out too long
Mom and dad don't go to sleep until you get home
Sis, you're gettin' in too deep
You'd better look before you leave
Cause you're known by the company you keep
Sis, you're gettin' in too deep
The road of life is steep
And you're known by the company you keep

18771. The Concept

Norman Blake - The Concept

[Verse 1]
She wears denim wherever she goes
Says she's gonna get some records by the status quo
Oh, oh yeah
Still she won't be forced against her will
Says she don't do drugs, but she does the pill
Oh, oh yeah
[Chorus]
I didn't want to hurt you, oh yeah
I didn't want to hurt you, oh yeah

[Verse 2]
Says she likes my hair 'cause it's down my back
Says she likes the group 'cause we pull in the slack
Oh, oh yeah
When she's at the gig, she takes her car
And she'll drive us home if there isn't a bar
Oh, oh yeah

[Chorus]
I didn't want to hurt you, oh yeah
I didn't want to hurt you, oh yeah
[Guitar Solo]



[Chorus]
I didn't want to hurt you, oh yeah
I didn't want to hurt you, oh yeah
Oooh, Oooh, Oooh
Oooh, Oooh, Oooh

18772. The Continuing Saga Of The Classic Bummer

Jerry Jeff Walker - The Continuing Saga Of The Classic Bummer (Or Is This My Free One-W
ay Ticket To Cleveland?)

I guess it all started, the day my brand new car wouldn't
So I took it to this dealer Recommended as a good'un
He told me four hundred bucks would fix it
So I asked about the guarantee
He just smiled and he told me
Slim that ran out last week

(chorus)
I been taken again , I've been taken again
Its like playing the blues
If your snoozing you lose
You'll be taken again
I drove to this bar, outside of Colorado Springs
Gonna drink a case of cold Coors
Hear old Merle Haggard sing
They had this antlered rabbit on the wall
Spiked horns and ears a foot tall
The bartender told me it was a Colorado jack lope

(chorus)
Well later I took home, This old nymphomaniac
But I could not get her to lie upon her back
She told me something in my eyes had made her realize
That she could never do that lustful thing with me

(chorus)
Now people buy the records, think we're working so hard
We're out in the studios, and its five o'clock
They're hanging on every word, waiting on the very next verse
Think things are getting better from here
But I think they're getting worse

(chorus)
Thank God you don't have to hear, the take after this

18773. The Conversion Of Ronnie Jones - Chords



The Conversion Of Ronnie Jones
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Tommy Collins

C
Ronnie Jones decided to settle down 
                    F
So he married Annie Birch
    G7
Now Annie hadn't been around too much 
                        C
She mostly only went to church
Right away she started insistin' 
                       F
That he come on up and join
        G7
He said I'll tell you what I'll do 
                                  C
To settle this by dog I'll flip a coin
Preacher used some fancy words 
                                   F
That Ronnie tried his best to understand
         G7
Cause he loved his little Annie 
                                     C
And for her he wanted to be a better man
But of all the things they told him 
                                  F
It seemed that he remembered only one
        G7
He said I guess I'll have to go up there 
                             C
And tell 'em everything I've done
The Sunday meeting just took up 
                                        F
And Ronnie stood outside half scared to death
  G7
Regrettin' what he had to do in there 
                          C
And tried hard to get his breath
There didn't seem to be much use 
                                F
To put off what he had to do no more
      G7
So he backed way up and took a run 
                                    C
And bolted through the double lobby door
Annie's eyes began to overflow 
                            F
In tears of joy at what she saw
    G7
The preacher took him by the hand 
                                  C
And said bless you my boy tell it all
While every head was bowed in prayer 
                                    F
Some women slipped outside as if to pray
G7



Fearin' what the spirit might cause 
                               C
Ronnie and his circumstance to say
All their fears were justified 
                               F
His simple life became an open book
G7
Names like Doris Cunningham 
                        C
Wanda Webb even Marlene Cook
Another kind of fire began to burn down 
                         F
In the depths of Annie's soul
    G7
She turned on Ron and used some words 
                            C
Nobody'd ever heard her say before
                  G7               C
Sometimes we know not what we pray for

18774. The Country Boy

The Country Boy
Darrell Scott

Did you ever have a nickel
And wish you had a dime?
Did you ever try to search your soul
But could not find your mind?
Did you ever lay your body down
With someone that don't love you?
The country boy has been there
That's what makes him sing the blues
It's not the drinks you bought him
It's not the tips you gave
From the rocking of his cradle
To the covering of his grave
You'll never know the loneliness and sorrow he goes through
The country boy has been there
That's what makes him sing the blues
When he sings about a love gone wrong
There's no tears in his eyes
But the lonely knows he's crying out
All the hurt he feels inside
He 's singing to their broken hearts
That's all that's left to do
The country boy has been there
That's what makes him sing the blues
It's not the drinks you bought him
It's not the tips you gave
From the rocking of his cradle
To the covering of his grave
You'll never know the loneliness and sorrow he goes through



The country boy has been there
That's what makes him sing the blues

18775. The Court Of Love - Chords

The Court Of Love
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Mike O'Reilly
 
C                         F                      C
Don't tell me you love me when you know it ain't true
                                              G7
I'm tired of the cheating and things that you do
                   C     F                    C
Don't tell me your sorry when you know it's a lie
                        F                  G7           C
Just pack your bags and hit the road don't even say goodbye

       G7                                    F                C
In the court of love the jury's back and the verdict has come in
    G7                             F               G7
The evidence against you says your case was mighty thin
    C                                               F
The judge gave his decision and he said that I'd be free
                  C          G7               C
So you'll spend a lifetime a lifetime without me

repeat #1

        G7                                 F                 C
There a long black train a waiting just to take you down the line
     G7                                  F                 G7
To a prison full of broken hearts that's where you do your time
       C                                           F
You're in my pass I'm free at last I'm starting to do
                        C                   G7           C
Stay in your cell where lonesome dwells say hello to the blues

repeat #1 x2
 
                        F                  G7           C
Just pack your bags and hit the road don't even say goodbye

18776. The Cowboy Fireman

The Cowboy Fireman
Author: "Haywire" Harry Mcclintock

In the high Sierra mountains came an SP passenger train,



the hobos tried to ride her, but alas was all in vain.
The conductor took the tickets as he counted every soul,
while the engineer looked straight ahead, and the fireman he shoveled coal.
Now the fireman he was a cowboy, but do not think it strange, 
he could make more money shoveling coal than riding on the range.
And though he was a fireman, and though he had to sweat,
He still remained a Western boy and he kept his lariat.
Now the train was way behind time, and the passengers all were wild,
When on the track a-sudden, there strolled a little child.
Her hair in golden ringlets, was hanging down her back,
She little knew her danger grave as she strolled along that track.
"My gosh!", the Hogshead shouted, as he slammed on all his brakes,
I'll never stop this SP train, 'cause I ain't got what it takes!
Up stepped the cowboy fireman, and a gallant lad was he,
He said, "I'll save that baby, if I wreck this whole SP!"
He stepped out on the running board, with tears his eyes were wet,
While in his hand our hero brave, bore his trusty lariat.
He quickly dropped a fast loop 'round a pole beside the track,
And then he tied the other end around that big smoke stack.
Well he jerked that train right off the rails, and caused an awful wreck,
While in the ditch our hero lay with engine on his neck.
Oh we will long remember that 45th of May,
There were many with gallant hearts, all filled with fear that day.
Well they buried that poor fireman where the prairie winds,
He killed 200 passengers, but he saved that little child!

18777. The Cowboy Lives Forever

The Cowboy Lives Forever
Dixie Chicks

[Chorus]
The cowboy lives forever
As long as there's a faded pair of blue jeans
Wide brimmed hats and leather
And dreams

[Verse 1]
There's a little bit of Roy and Dale in all of us
Though all of us don't wear the cowboy boots and spurs
A man will dream of rescuing a damsel in distress
And the girl likes to dream that it's her

[Chorus]
The cowboy lives forever
As long as there's a faded pair of blue jeans
Wide brimmed hats and leather
And dreams

[Verse 2]
He was born from the dust of the western plain
Raised up tall and straight like a cactus tree
His home range stretches from Hawaii to Maine



He's John Wayne, he's Gene Autry, he's me

[Chorus]
The cowboy lives forever
As long as there's a faded pair of blue jeans
Wide brimmed hats and leather
And dreams

[Verse 3]
You can find a cowgirl at the rodeo
She'll shuffle to the two-step like the cowboys do
She might be wearing petticoats or maybe boots and chaps
She's Patsy Cline, Loretta, Kitty Wells or Emmylou or maybe you

[Chorus]
The cowgirl lives forever
As long as there's a faded pair of blue jeans
Wide brimmed hats and leather
And dreams

18778. The Cowboy Song

The Cowboy Song - Garth Brooks 

Pushin horns weren't easy like the movie said it was 
And I don't recall no dance hall girls 
Or hotel rooms with rugs 
You worked hot and tired and nasty 
Rode your pony's head too low 
There were all the nights you couldn't sleep 
'Cause it was too damn cold 
And you'd sing "Strawberry Roan" and "Little Joe" 

Like the time we hit the river 
And the rains began to fall 
And the water was risin' so damn fast 
We thought it'd drown us all 
We lost a lot of steers that day 
And four to five good mounts 
But when all the boys rode into camp 
We knew that's what counts 
And we sang, yippie ti yi yay and "Amazing Grace" 

Or the night they broke behind us 
And then took us by surprise 
I whistled out to Bonner, I seen the terror in his eyes 
And he rode for all his horse would ride 
And I know he done his best 
But he crossed over Jordan ridin' Dunny to his death 
And we sang "Bringing in the Sheaves" and "The Rugged Cross" 

So when you see the cowboy, he's not ragged by his choice 
He never meant to bow them legs 



Or put that gravel in his voice 
He's just chasin' what he really loves 
And what's burnin' in his soul 
Wishin' to God that he'd benn born a hundred years ago 
Still singin' "Strawberry Roan" and "Little Joe"

18779. The Cowboy Song - Chords

The Cowboy Song 
The Red Stick Ramblers

[Intro]
 
e/-------------9-------12--10-5--------------3--5---3--1-----1--1---------0--/
B/----------13----------------6------------3--------2--2--2-----1---------1--/
G/-------10-------------------7---------3-----------3--3--------2---------0--/
D/----10----------------------7------------------------3--------3--------2---/
A/-12-------------------------5------------------------1--------3---0-1-3----/
E/----------------------------5-----3---------------------------1------------/
 
[Verse]
        F             A                Dm
You can hear a little tune across the canyon
    G                          C
The whistles of the days gone by
    F            A                Dm
At night you can hear the coyotes echo
    G                          C
The hills let out their lonely sigh
     F          A       Dm
You can see the cowboys playing
  G                    C
A sweet and melancholy tune
     F                   A          Dm
It's the same thing the river keeps saying
      G           C            F      C
Harmonized by the light of the moon
 
[Chorus]
F           A                    A7
Gather good friends round the campfire
   Dm              Bbm            F    C
So free 'neath the clear western sky
F            A         Dm
Tell us all about your true love
     Gm      Bbm            F        C
The one you can't leave behind
 
 
F             A            Dm
Sometimes you get tired of riding
G                         C
Sleeping on the cold hard ground



        F               A             Dm
But I'd never trade the range and the canyon
      G                      C
For a job in some stuffy old town
   F       A           Dm
Tonight I drink to my darling
         G                     C
May the days till I see her be few
    F          A           Dm
Sing a little song for my baby
G           C           F
Maybe I'll sing one for you
 
                C
e/--------------0---/
B/--------------1---/
G/--------------0---/
D/--------------2---/
A/--0--1--3---------/
E/------------------/
 
[Instrumental]
F  A  A7 Dm  Bbm  F  C
F  A  Dm  Gm  Bbm  F  C
 
F                 A          Dm
Some day there'll be no more cowboys
     G                      C
The sound of the old cattle call
F             A                 Dm
Soon we'll go back to our loved ones
          G           C           F     C
Where the home fires awaiting us all
 
                 C
e/---------------0---/
B/---------------1---/
G/---------------0---/
D/--------0------2---/
A/--0--3-----3-------/
E/-------------------/
 
[Chorus]
F           A                    A7
Gather good friends round the campfire
   Dm             Bbm            F    C
So free neath the clear western sky
F            A         Dm
Tell us all about your true love
     Gm      Bbm            F        C
The one you can't leave behind



18780. The Cowboy's Lament - Chords

The Cowboy's Lament

 F C7 F C7
1. As I walked out in the streets of La-re-do, As
 F Bb F C7
 I walked out in La-re-do one day, I
 F C7 F C7
 spied a young cowboy wrapped up in white linen, wrapped
 F Bb F C7 F
 up in white linen and cold as the clay.

2. "I see by your outfit that you are a cowboy." These
 words, he did say as I boldly stepped by. "Come
 sit down be-side me and hear my sad story; I'm
 shot in the breast and I know I must die."

3. "Oh,beat the drum slowly and play the fife lowly;
 Play the Dead March as you carry me a-long. Take me
 to the green valley and lay the sod o'er me, For
 I'm a young cowboy and I know I've done wrong."

4. "It was once in the saddle I used to go dashing;
 It was once in the saddle I used to go gay.
 First to the dram house and then to the card house,
 Got shot in the breast and I'm dying today."

5. "Get six jolly cowboys to carry my coffin;
 Get six pretty maidens to bear up my pall.
 Put bunches of roses all over my coffin,
 Put roses to deaden the clods as they fall."

6. "Go bring me a cup, a cup of cold water
 To cool my parched lips," the young cowboy said.
 Before I returned, the spirit had left him
 And gone to its Maker-- the cowboy was dead.

7. We beat the drum slowly and played the fife lowly,
 And bitterly wept as we bore him along.
 For we all loved our comrade, so brave, young, and handsome,
 We all loved our comrade although he'd done wrong.

18781. The Cowboy's Wild Song To His Herd

The Carter Family - The Cowboy's Wild Song to His Herd

[Verse]
One beautiful night when the moon was full
And the air was crisp and clear
A cowboy lay on the starlit plain
And thought of his home so dear
He thought of his mother he loved so well



And the slumber of sleep was blurred
Not a sound to be heard but those of the night
As he sang a wild song to his herd
The cattle are lying so quiet and still
On the carpet that mantles the west
While the golden links from the sky at night
Sings peace to the cowboy's stress
Still he thinks of his mother in a faraway land
And his thoughts by memory was stirred
And he sees himself to the old home again
As he sings a wild song to his herd
He's far from the din of the city noise
Where the links of folly do shine
He's far from the brawls of the dives of sin
And the flow of the sparkling wine
He's in the great west with its mantle of green
Where his neighbors say never a word
A land of marriages, mountains and plains
Where the cowboy sings low to his herd

18782. The Crime I Didn't Do - Chords

The Crime I Didn't Do - Lonesome River Band

Am                G                                   Am
I was raised in a small mill town, a factory worker's son
Am               G                    D
Left my home and family at the age of 21

Am            G                                   Am
I set out to find my way in a strange and distant town
Am                   G                 D
Hadn't been there a year or more when trouble came around

Am            G                             Am
I operate an old punch press, work all by myself
Am                                 G               D             
I make no friends or enemies, just parts from 4 to 12; 
      Am        G    Am
just parts from 4 to 12

Am                                 G              Am
One night as I was walking home, I heard an awful sound
Am                                    G                 D
Footsteps running out of sight by the time I turned around

Am                                G           Am
Shaken by the dreadful scene, it came into my sight
Am                                    G                    D
A young man lying cold and still, beneath the dim street light

Am                                     G                Am
Dear Mother, say a prayer for me, and please try not to cry



Am                                    G         D
I swear to you I killed no one, but I had no alibi;
        Am     G  Am
Lord, I had no alibi

Am                          G              Am
Now I'm a hunted fugitive, running for my life
Am                                      G               D
A wanted man ain't got a chance when he has no place to hide

Am                                    G                   Am
I know someday they'll find me, and I know that when they do
Am                                  G             D
I'll have to pay the penalty for a crime I didn't do;
      Am        G    Am
For a crime I didn't do

18783. The Cross Road

The Cross Road
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

It was a cold and lonely journey
On the darkest of all days
When a righteous man
was wrongly tried, forsaken and betrayed
His body bruised and broken
Fell beneath the heavy load
As he slowly started walking
Up the cross road

That narrow street was crowded
With those who had no shame
They shouted "crucify him"
And mocked his holy name
He carried on his bleeding back
The sins of every soul
As his blood stained every step
Of the cross road

Chorus
A highway of holiness
That leads to heaven's throne
Sometimes we may stumble
But we'll never walk alone
Eternal life is waiting
Where endless blessings flow
When we reach the end
Of the cross road

If you're searching for direction
And it seems you've lost your way
There's a road that's build by love



And freely paved with grace
It's still the road less traveled
But it's the only way to go
And you'll find peace if you take
the cross road

18784. The Crown

The Crown
Kitchen Dwellers - The Crown

Don't run your shit all over this town
And expect all of us to stay
We don't want no more 'til I get around
But I think it's just getting late
Yeah you pushed me out, away, found another
No, we'll never be in his place
So don't run your shit
You cut me out like a knife
And now there's a hole in my heart
The miles go by and sitting right side you
Just arguing away that fear
You're goin' back to Frisco again
You're goin' back to the water again
Goin' back, but not with you this time my friend
So don't run your shit all over this town
And expect all of us to stay
We don't want no more 'til I get around
But I think it's just getting late
Yeah you pushed me out, away, found another
No, we'll never be in his place
So don't run your shit
Pushing on through the night
Til' the car is where we're goin'
You can see that crown draggin' us down
Just to get into this fire
You're goin' back to Wisco again
You're goin' back to the water again
Goin' back, but not with you this time my friend
So don't run your shit all over this town
And expect all of us to stay
We don't want no more 'til I get around
But I think it's just getting late
Yeah you pushed me out, away, found another
No, we'll never be in his place
So don't run your shit

18785. The Cruel War



Dan Tyminski
The Cruel War

[Verse 1]
The Cruel War is raging, Johnny has to fight
I want to be with him from morning to night
I want to be with him, it grieves my heart so
Won't you let me go with you?
No, my love, no

[Verse 2]
Tomorrow is Sunday, Monday is the day
That your Captain will call you and you must obey
Your captain will call you it grieves my heart so
Won't you let me go with you?
No, my love, no

[Verse 3]
I'll tie back my hair, men's clothing I'll put on
I'll pass as your comrade, as we march along
I'll pass as your comrade, no one will ever know
Won't you let me go with you?
No, my love, no

[Verse 4]
Oh Johnny, oh Johnny, I fear you are unkind
I love you far better than all of mankind
I love you far better than words can e're express
Won't you let me go with you?
Yes, my love, yes
[Outro]
Yes, My Love, Yes

18786. The Crush

Steve Earle - The Crush

(steve earle's version)
The first time I laid eyes on you
I checked myself right out of this world
One thing will bring me back from this heart attack
And that's your sweet lovin', girl
Ooh, your huggin' and kissin'
Mmm, made my lights come on
You put the crush on me
Little girl, can't you see I'm gone
And now I ain't gonna listen to reason
There's no excuse for the way that I feel
Before one word was spoke
I knew it was no joke
Baby, this love is real
They say you gotta take time to know her
But I can't wait that long
You put the crush on me



Little girl, can't you see I'm gone
You put the crush, crush
My mouth turns to mush
I can't begin to speak of all of your charms
You put the crush, crush
Ooh, what a rush
Now, I can't be satisfied until I'm wrapped up in your arms
Ain't that some kind of love, babe
You know I'm not puttin' you on
You put the crush on me
Little girl, can't you see I'm gone
You put the crush, crush
My mouth turns to mush
I can't begin to speak of all of your charms
You put the crush, crush
Ooh, what a rush
Now, I can't be satisfied until I'm wrapped up in your arms

18787. The Cuban Soldier

Carter Family - The Cuban soldier

Far away in a Spanish dungeon
A Cuban soldier lay
Slowly dying from the torture
Inflicted day by day

He begged to send a message
But his kindness was denied
So he called his comrades to him
And told his story 'ere he died

When Cuba gains her freedom
And the Spaniards cease to reign
There's a loved one on that island
I will never see again
Oh, find her for me, comrades
And tell her you were by my side
And I bid you take this message
To a soldier's promised bride

'Tis the same old story, comrades
Love weeps when duty is done
When Cuba was struggling for her freedom
I was ordered to my gun
Though I'm a captain dying
The struggle will soon be o'er
Tell her I said to meet me
Where the soldiers fight no more

When Cuba gains her freedom
And the Spaniards cease to reign
There's a loved one on that island



I will never see again
Oh, find her for me, comrades
And tell her you were by my side
And I bid you take this message
To a soldier's promised bride

18788. The Cuckoo

Billy Strings & Don Julin 
The Cuckoo

Gonna build me a log cabin
On a mountain so high
So I can see my honey babe
As she goes walking by

Oh the coo-coo she's a pretty bird
She wobbles when she flies
She'll never say coo-coo
'Til the fourth day of July

I've played cards over in England
I've gambled in Spain
I'll bet you ten dollars
I'll beat you next game

Oh the coo-coo she's a pretty bird
She wobbles when she flies
She'll never say coo-coo
'Til the fourth day of July

Well my horses, they're not hungry
No they won't eat your hay
I'll walk on just a little further
Wondering why you treat me this way

Oh the coo-coo she's a pretty bird
She wobbles when she flies
She'll never say coo-coo
'Til the fourth day of July

Well there's one thing that's been a puzzle
Since the day that time began
It's a man's love for his woman
And a woman's for her man

Oh the coo-coo she's a pretty bird
She wobbles when she flies
She'll never say coo-coo
'Til the fourth day of July



18789. The Cuckoo

Billy Strings & Don Julin 
The Cuckoo

Gonna build me a log cabin
On a mountain so high
So I can see my honey babe
As she goes walking by

Oh the coo-coo she's a pretty bird
She wobbles when she flies
She'll never say coo-coo
'Til the fourth day of July

I've played cards over in England
I've gambled in Spain
I'll bet you ten dollars
I'll beat you next game

Oh the coo-coo she's a pretty bird
She wobbles when she flies
She'll never say coo-coo
'Til the fourth day of July

Well my horses, they're not hungry
No they won't eat your hay
I'll walk on just a little further
Wondering why you treat me this way

Oh the coo-coo she's a pretty bird
She wobbles when she flies
She'll never say coo-coo
'Til the fourth day of July

Well there's one thing that's been a puzzle
Since the day that time began
It's a man's love for his woman
And a woman's for her man

Oh the coo-coo she's a pretty bird
She wobbles when she flies
She'll never say coo-coo
'Til the fourth day of July

18790. The Cuckoo Bird

The Cuckoo Bird
David Rawlings



The cuckoo is a funny bird she sings as she flies
She'll bring you glad tidings she'll tell you no lies
She sips from the pretty flowers to make her voice clear
And she'll never sing cuckoo till the spring of the year

A-walking and a-talking and a-wondering go I
A-walking for my true love he'll come by and by
I'll meet him in the morning for he's all my delight
I could walk with my true love from morning to night

Come all you fair maidens take warning from me
Don't place your affection on a young man too free
For leaves they do wither and roots they do die
And your love he will leave you and he'll never say why

But if he will leave me I'll not be forlorn
And if he'll forswear me I'll not be forsworn
I'll get myself up in my best finery
And I'll walk as proud by him as he walks by me

The Osborne Brothers;

18791. The Cuckoo Bird

Osborne Brothers - The cuckoo bird
Composer: Tony Hazard

Oh the cuckoo she's a pretty bird she warbles as she flies
But I never give her water till the forth day of July

It is often that I wonder why women love men
And I look back and I wonder why men are men

Oh the cuckoo she's a pretty bird...

Gonna build me a castle on a mountain so high
So then I can see my true love as she passes by

Oh the cuckoo she's a pretty bird...

Jack of Diamonds Jack of Diamonds I know you of old
You have robbed my poor pockets of silver and the gold

Oh the cuckoo she's a pretty bird...

18792. The Cure



The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - The Cure

I thought I'd give my love to anyone today
But when it came to you one thing was for sure
Well I know your little games and I don't want to play
It's like takin' sick when nobody knows the cure
You come on like the princess of the junior prom
Always part of everything that's going down
Just looking for another fool to lean upon
In the center ring and everyone's your clown

Can't you see I've lost my nerve
I just can't face you
Perhaps I'll let the time erase you
Can't you see I've lost my nerve
I just can't face you
Perhaps I'll let the time erase you

I thought I'd give my love to anyone today
But when it came to you one thing was for sure
Well I know your little games and I don't want to play
It's like takin' sick when nobody knows the cure

18793. The Curse - Chords

The Curse
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G     D7  G 
Don't you sleep 
          D7     C   
Don't you have a single moment's peace
     G                D7            C              A7
Just walk through the darkness with fears that are deep
    G         D7   G
And don't you even sleep
      D7  G
Don't you smile 
          D7         C      
Don't you have happy thoughts for a while
     G             D7              C      A7
Till teardrops and sadness both go out of style
   G         D7   G
No don't you even smile
C
These are the things I wish for you
   G
Oh deep in my heart how I hope they come true
C
And then you'll know when bad turns to worse
          A7                        D7 
What it's like to live under love's curse
Repeat #3
G     D7  G      



Don't you try 
          D7     C
To have a single thought that goes by
    G         D7         C             A7
Without being haunted by memories like mine
   G         D7   G
No don't you even try

18794. The Cyclone Of Rye Cove

The Carter Family - The Cyclone of Rye Cove

[Verse 1]
Oh listen today in a story I tell
In Sadness and tear dimmed eyes
Of a dreadful
cyclone
that came this way
And blew our schoolhouse away

[Chorus]
Rye Cove (Rye Cove) Rye Cove (Rye Cove)
The place of my childhood and home
Where in life's early morn I once loved to roam
But now it's so silent and lone

[Verse 2]
When the cyclone appeared it darkened the air
Yet the lightning flashed over the sky
And the children all cried "don't take us away
And spare us to go back home"

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
There were mothers so dear and fathers the same
That came to this horrible scene
Searching and crying each found their own child
Dying on a pillow of stone

[Chorus]

[Verse 4]
Oh give us a home far beyond the blue skies
Where storms and cyclones are unknown
And there by life's strand we'll clasp this glad hand
Their children in a heavenly home



18795. The Cyclone of Ryecov

The Cyclone of Ryecov
Watson, Doc

Oh, listen today to the story I tell,
'tis saddened with tear-dimmed eyes,
of a dreadful cyclone that came this way,
and blew our schoolhouse away.

Ryecov, Ryecov,
the place of my childhood and home,
where in life's early morn I once loved to roam,
but now it's so silent and lone.

When the cyclone appeared it darkened the air,
and the lightning flashed over the sky,
and the children all cried, "Don't take us away,
Lord, spare us to go back home."

Ryecov, Ryecov,
the place of my childhood and home,
where in life's early morn I once loved to roam,
but now it's so silent and lone.

Oh, the mothers so sad, and fathers the same,
they came to this horrible scene,
then searching and crying each found their own child,
dying on a pillow of stone.

Lord give us a home far beyond the blue skies,
where storms and cyclones are unknown,
and there will we stand and gladly clasp hands,
with our children in their heavenly home.

Ryecov, Ryecov,
the place of my childhood and home,
where in life's early morn I once loved to roam,
but now it's so silent and lone.

18796. The Dance

The Dance - Garth Brooks

Looking back on the memory of
the dance we shared 'neath the stars above;
For a moment all the world was right.
How could I have known that you'd ever say goodbye?

And now, I'm glad I didn't know
the way it all would end, the way it all would go.
Our lives are better left to chance;
I could have missed the pain,



but I'd have had to miss the dance.

Holding you I held everything.
For a moment wasn't I the king
If I'd only known how the king would fall,
Hey, who's to say - you know I might have changed it all.

And now, I'm glad I didn't know
the way it all would end, the way it all would go.
Our lives are better left to chance;
I could have missed the pain,
but I'd have had to miss the dance.

Yes my life is better left to chance
I could have missed the pain but I'd have had to miss the dance

18797. The Dancing Tree

Tom T Hall - The Dancing Tree

There's a little ole tree that grows out in my yard
He's not very wide or too tall or too large
He stands there so still 'til the wind comes to call
When the wind blows the little tree starts having a ball
He swings and he sways and he shakes all his limbs
The little ole tree loves to dance with the wind
He rustles and bustles when the wind comes to call
He dances so hard I'm afraid he will fall
He dances all summer and when snow comes down
He dances and throws all his leaves on the ground
He makes me so mad I say hey if you please
Would you stop that dancin' each time there's a breeze
He swings and he sways and he shakes all his limbs
The little ole tree loves to dance with the wind
He rustles and bustles when the wind comes to call
He dances so hard I'm afraid he will fall
Now I cannot dance very well you'll agree
But sometimes I wish I could dance like a tree
I'd swing and I'd sway and I'd shake all my limbs
And I'd never fall down cause I'd be just like him
He swings and he sways and he shakes all his limbs
The little ole tree loves to dance with the wind
He rustles and bustles when the wind comes to call
I'm afraid he will fall but he never does...

18798. The Dangling Conversation

The Dangling Conversation
Paul Simon



It's a still life water color,
Of a now late afternoon,
As the sun shines through the curtained lace
And shadows wash the room.
And we sit and drink our coffee
Couched in our indifference,
Like shells upon the shore
You can hear the ocean roar
In the dangling conversation
And the superficial sighs,
Are the borders of our lives.

And you read your Emily Dickinson,
And I my Robert Frost,
And we note our place with bookmarkers
That measure what we've lost.
Like a poem poorly written
We are verses out of rhythm,
Couplets out of rhyme,
In syncopated time
Lost in the dangling conversation
And the superficial sighs,
Are the borders of our lives.

Yes, we speak of things that matter,
With words that must be said,
"Can analysis be worthwhile?"
"Is the theater really dead?"
And how the room is softly faded
And I only kiss your shadow,
I cannot feel your hand,
You're a stranger now unto me
Lost in the dangling conversation.
And the superficial sighs,
In the borders of our lives.

18799. The Dark

The Dark
Guy Clark

In the dark, you can sometimes hear your own heartbeat
Or the heart of the one next to you
The house settles down after holding itself up all day
Shoulder slump and gives a big sigh

You hear no one's foot fall in the hall
That drip in the kitchen sink keeps marking time
Junebug on the window screen can't get in, but he keeps on trying
One way or another, we're all in the dark

Fireflies and sparks and lightning and stars



Campfires, the moon, headlights on cars
The Northern Lights and the Milky Way
You can't see that stuff in the day

When the Earth turns its back on the sun
And the stars come out and the planets start to run around
Now they call that 'day is done'
But really it's just getting started
Some folks take comfort in that

And how dark is it?
It's too dark for goblins
And how dark is it?
It's so dark you can smell the moon
How dark is it?
It's so dark, the wind gets lost
How dark is it?
It's so dark, the sky is on fire
How dark is it?
It's so dark you can see Ft. Worth from here

18800. The Dark And Rolling Sea

Emory Lester & Mark Johnson - The Dark and Rolling Sea
Album: Acoustic Vision

Oh you slipped away from the harbour side
In the morning bright and clear
And your sails were filled with the rising wind
And you laughed for all to hear
But you never glanced at the ragged dance
Of your lovers on the quay
Don't call on them when the winds rise high
On the dark and the rolling sea

Oh you set your course for the furthest shores
And you never once looked back
And the flag you flew was a pirate cross
On a field of velvet black
And those landsmen who you but lately knew
Were left stranded on the lea
Don't call on them when the storm clouds rise
On the dark and the rolling sea

Oh I have no need of a chart or creed
You told your waiting crew
For the winds of chance, they will bear us straight
And you spoke as though you knew
So you paid no mind to the warning signs
As you gave your words so free
Don't change your tack when the timbers crack
On the dark and the rolling sea



Now the thunder rails in the great mainsails
And the stars desert the skies
And the rigging strains as the hands of rain
Reach down to wash your eyes
And your oarsmen stands with his knife in hand
And his eyes spell mutiny
Don't call my name when your ship goes down
On the dark and the rolling sea

18801. The Dark End Of The Street

Richard Thompson - The Dark End Of The Street 

At the dark end of the street
That's where we'd always meet
Hiding in shadows where we don't belong
Living in darkness to hide our wrong
You and me, at the dark end of the street
You and me

I know that time's gonna take it's toll
We've got to give back all the love that we stole
It's a sin and we know it's wrong
Oh, but our love keeps coming on strong
Steal away, to the dark end of the street

They're going to find us, they're going to find us
They're going to find us, oh someday
You and me, at the dark end of the street
You and me

And if by chance we walk downtown
If you should see me just walk on by
But darling, please don't cry
Tonight we'll meet at the dark end of the street

18802. The Dark End of the Street

Linda Ronstadt - The Dark End of the Street

At the dark end of the street
That's where we always meet
Hiding in shadows where we don't belong
Living in darkness to hide our wrong
You and me, at the dark end of the street
Just you and me

I know that time is gonna take its toll
We're gonna pay for the love that we stole



Ah it's a sin and we know that it's wrong
Ah but our love keeps coming on strong
You and me, at the dark end of the street
Just you and me

They're gonna find us
They're gonna find us
They're gonna find us someday
We'll steal away to the dark end of the street
Just you and me

If you take a walk downtown
And you find some time to look around
If you should see me and I walk on by
Oh darling please don't cry
Tonight we'll meet
At the dark end of the street
Just you and me, oh you and me, oh you and me

18803. The Dark Side of the World

Robert Earl Keen - The Dark Side of the World 

She said she never really loved you
Guess ya knew it all along
Still you're willing to take the blame
For everything that went wrong
Now there's an ugly little pistol on the table
And a letter in your hand
When the sun goes down this evening
It won't come up again

'Cause when you love somebody
Like you loved that girl
And she breaks your heart
She'll leave you on the dark side of the world
On the dark side of the world

She said she never really thought to
Tell you how the story ends
Come what may and any how
You can still be friends
Now your dogtags are laying on the window sill
And there's a cool breeze blowin' in
When the lights go out tonight
They won't come on again

'Cause when you love somebody
Like you loved that girl
And she breaks your heart
She'll leave you on the dark side of the world
On the dark side of the world



'Cause when you love somebody
Like you loved that girl
And she breaks your heart
She'll leave you on the dark side of the world
On the dark side of the world
On the dark side of the world
On... mmmmm

18804. The Darker The Night, The Better I See

The Darker The Night, The Better I See
The Gibson Brothers

Verse 1:
I've honky tonked most all my life
My day begins at the end of night
I stay up late it don't bother me
The darker the night the darker the night
The better I see

Chorus:
The lights I love are the lights of town
I thank the Lord above when the sun goes down
I find a shady spot and that's where I'll be
The darker the night the darker the night
The better I see
(Last time ending)
You heard me right the darker the night
The better I see

Verse 2:
My hit parade has about three chords
But I guarantee that ya won't get bored
It starts getting' good about a quarter til 3
The darker the night the darker the night
The better I see
(Instrumental)

Verse 3:
I rest my case at the break of day
What some call work brother I call play
Cause I once was blind but now I'm free
The darker the night the darker the night
The better I see

18805. The Darkest Hour

The Darkest Hour 
Ricky Skaggs



The sun is slowly sinking
The day is almost gone
Still darkness falls around us
And we must journey on.

The darkest hour is just before dawn
The narrow way leads home
Lay down your soul let Jesus in
The darkest hour is just before dawn.

Like a shepherd out on the mountain
Watchin' the sheep down below
He's coming back to claim us
Will you be ready to go?

The darkest hour is just before dawn
The narrow way leads home
Lay down your soul let Jesus in
The darkest hour is just before dawn.

The darkest hour is just before dawn...

18806. The Darkest Hour Is Just Before Dawn

Ralph Stanley - The Darkest Hour Is Just Before Dawn

[Chorus]
The darkest hour is just before dawn
The narrow way leads home
Lay down your soul at Jesus' feet
The darkest hour is just before dawn

[Verse 1]
The sun is slowly sinking
The day is almost gone
Still darkness falls around us
And we must journey on

[Chorus]
The darkest hour is just before dawn
The narrow way leads home
Lay down your soul at Jesus' feet
The darkest hour is just before dawn

[Verse 2]
Like a shepherd out on the mountain
A watching the sheep down below
He's coming back to claim us
Will you be ready to go?

[Chorus]
The darkest hour is just before dawn



The narrow way leads home
Lay down your soul at Jesus' feet
The darkest hour is just before dawn

18807. The Darkest Part of the Night

Norman Blake - The Darkest Part of the Night

[Verse 1]
Do you think of me when you're turning down the light?
A world away I'll dream of you tonight
I would do anything just to see you come alive
I long to see that sparkle in your eyes

[Chorus]
You've been living in a bad dream baby, I know
Been lost to the light
You've been living in the darkest part of the night

[Verse 2]
It's with a heavy heart every time I go away
And I think about you each and every day
And when you're on your own I hope you can see
In time with you is where I want to be

[Chorus]
You've been living in a bad dream baby, I know
Been lost to the light
You've been living in the darkest part of the night

[Chorus]
You've been living in a bad dream baby, I know
Been lost to the light
You've been living in the darkest part of the night

18808. The Darkness And The Light - Chords

The Darkness And The Light 
Trampled by Turtles
 
[Intro]
Play verse chords once!
 
[Verse]
D   G    D
Colorado was so nice,
     D       G      D
but I'm Minnesota's son
      D       G          D



Even when the cold winds blow
        A               G
in the darkness and the light
 
         D           G         D
And the young folks search for meaning here
         D         G           D
and the old folks know there's none
         D       G        D
Out your window you can see the world
          A                 G
Babe it's turning, and it's gone
 
[Chorus]
D A G
 
G                        D A G
And the stars at night,
 
G                        D A G
why do they make you cry?
G                                   A
Don't you think that I'll be coming home?
 
[Verse]
 D                   G      D
Well it's not like Sunny, Monterrey
  D        G                D
in all the Steinbeck books you read,
D          G             D
Where the hobos know the secrets and
     A             G
the law turns their head
 
 D          G      D
We are as close to paradise
 D                G         D
even though you might not hear it said,
 D                  G           D
And the Methodists all bring a dish to share
          A               G
with the ashes on their head
 
[Chorus]
G                              D A G
And when the sun's in the sky,
G                           D A G
we'll have a class outside,
G                                 A
Why do you think that I can be so cold?
 
[Verse]
 D                  G           D
I'm not scared of much here anymore,
 D                  G      D
wait, friends, that was a lie
 D                    G               D



'Cause I'm scared to death of losing you,
        D              G
to be alone, high and dry
 
[Chorus]
G                     D A G
And I know you worry,
G                     D A G
about time and money,
G                                              A
but don't you know those things, they come and go?

18809. The Darling One

The Darling One
Yonder Mountain String Band

Oh, the darling one in my life always comes back to me
Oh, the darling one in my life always knows just where I'll be
Like the sweet smell of roses on the wind she'll come rolling back this way again
Like a melody of old that rings from the hills she'll come rolling back again

Chorus:
Darling one, hear me as I call out your name
Darling one, beginning to end its the same
Time will hold us in its arms
Hold and keep us both from harm
Darling one, it's you forever more

Now, time may try to slip away but we'll live out every second my love
Now, the leaves may fall but the best part of all is you're here with me
As the sun slowly fades and the stars start to shine with the light of your eyes
And as you can see
While you're standing next to me
That we're having us the time of our lives

[ Chorus ]

As the years go by and we move on and on ttrougho our ups and our downs
And the road may change but we love it too much to ride off of it now
And as her hand grabs hold of mine and she pulls me closer again
And the lips that I must've kissed a million times bring the same old song to my mind

[ Chorus ]

18810. The Daughters

Little Big Town - The Daughters



[Verse 1]
Oh girl, wash your face 'fore you come to the table
Girl, know your place, be willing and able
Take it on the chin, let the best man win
Girl, shoulders back and stand up straight
Girl, watch your mouth and watch your weight
Mind your manners, smile for the camera

[Chorus]
And pose like a trophy on a shelf
Dream for everyone, but not yourself
I've heard of God the Son and God the Father
I'm still looking for a God for the daughters

[Verse 2]
Girl, don't be weak and don't be strong
Say what you want, just as long
As you nod your head with your lipstick on

[Chorus]
And pose like a trophy on a shelf
And dream for everyone, but not yourself
I've heard of God the Son and God the Father
I'm just looking for a God for the daughters

[Bridge]
I wash the dishes, feed the kids, and clean up all this mess
Do my best, forgive myself, and look good in this dress
Damn, I look good in this dress

[Chorus]
And pose like a trophy on a shelf
I'll dream for everyone, but not myself
I've heard of God the Son and God the Father
And damn, I love my son, I love my father
I'm just looking for a God for the daughters
I'm just looking for a God for the daughters

[Outro]
For the daughters
I'm just looking for a God
For the daughters, for the daughters

18811. The Day Before Thanksgiving

The Day Before Thanksgiving
Darrell Scott

It's the day before Thanksgiving I'm not feeling much of thanks
Just a low-grade desperation leaves me reeling in the ranks
Just when I think I'm getting somewhere it's somewhere further to fall
It's the day before Thanksgiving that is all
I don't believe the pilgrims sat with Indians for a feast



A self-proclaimed holy sailor doesn't break bread with his beast
But then again he had a musket and the Indian had a knife
And the musket man could make him eat for life
I don't believe this country's manifestering destiny
Someone just cooked it up and it is fed to you and me
They tell us who to love and war and never ask for help
And they cannot stand us thinking for ourselves
The day before Thanksgiving back in 1991
A millionaire let me drive his Mercedes just for fun
And I drove it with the top down on them Blue Ridge Mountain roads
He let me keep it thirteen weeks or so
And I know what he was saying with that car that wasn't mine
That I could have one too if I just did not cross the line
But lines were made for crossing and I was born to crack the code
And there ain't no shame in walking down this road
So it's turkey breast and stuffing with gravy on the top
Mashed potatoes, peas and dinner rolls, you use them like a mop
Got my position at the table, got a child to say my grace
And a wife and boss that keeps me in my place
It's the day before Thanksgiving I'm not feeling much of thanks
Just a low-grade desperation leaves me reeling in the ranks
Just when I think I'm getting somewhere it's somewhere further to fall
It's the day before Thanksgiving that is all

18812. The Day Before You

Melonie Cannon - The Day Before You
Album: And the Wheels Turn

Day before you I was listening to Carol King
Tapestry was spinnin' it almost got the best of me
Valentino's take out took my order just for one
Campin' out on my couch with I Love Lucy reruns.

That's all I had to do, the day before you.

May 22nd, would have never expected I'd run smack into the man of my dreams.
To a heart defeated, you were all I needed to color my everyday black and white scene.
To think I almost gave up on love ever coming true.
The day before you.

The day before you I almost called up mom and dad, told them there was nothing for me here
 and maybe I should come on back.
Saw a couple along Heart Beach
Sitting close and holding hands.
They were acting so in love
It was more than I could stand
I was such a lonely fool
The day before you

May 22nd would have never expected I'd run smack into the man of my dreams. To a heart d
efeated you were all I needed to color my everyday black and white scene. To think I almost 
gave up, on love ever coming true, the day before you.



To think I almost gave up on love ever coming true, the day before you.

18813. The Day Has Passed

The Day Has Passed

   Don't you know the day has passed and now it's time for sleep
   Or won't your weary heart let you rest
   Don't you know the day has passed into a darkness deep
   Why do you clutch that picture to your breast? 

Oh this picture holds a memory of a better time
One that seemed so very long ago
As I kneel down by my besdide and begin to pray
I sometimes wonder why 

But you're right and it's getting late and time for me to part
As I felt the teardrop well into my eye
To see the old man leaving with a broken heart
With a picture of my mother by her side.

18814. The Day I Fall In Love (With James Ingram)

Dolly Parton - The Day I Fall In Love (With James Ingram)

James:
Just an ordinary day,
Started out the same old way.
Then I looked into your eyes and knew
Today would be,
A first for me
The day I fall in love
Dolly:
On the day I fall in love,
The sky will be a perfect blue.
And I'll give my heart forever more
To someone who,
Is just like you.
The day I fall in love
Both:
CHORUS
People all say,
Love is wondeful.
That the bells will ring,
Birds will sing
And skies will open.
I wonder where's that great big symphony.
Roll over Beethoven,



Won't you play with me?
And I'll never to be true
To anyone
(James):Unless its you
(Dolly): Unless its you
The day I fall inlove.
People all say love is wonderful
That bells will ring,
Birds will sing,
And skies will open.
I wonder wheres that great big symphony
(James): I'll be your Beethoven
(Dolly): Roll over, Beethoven
(James): Come and play with me
BOTH:
Just an ordinary day,
Started out the same old way.
Then I looked into your eyes and knew
Today would be
(Dolly): A first for me
(James):A first for me
The day I fall in love.
James: I know you'll be there
Dolly: Oh oh..
Both: The day I fall in love

18815. The Day That Marvin Gaye Died

The Day That Marvin Gaye Died
The Avett Brothers

I think I dreamed you, again last night.
I hope wherever you are, things turned out right.
But it's never the same, when you lose and you gain.

I see the truth now
I see the truth now
I just want to hold you
I should have told you
We are in love
We are in ...

You tan stomach; and that mole on your lip.
We coulda had it all in one time; if I didn't slip.
Trip on my words; and land on my heart.

I see the truth now
I see the truth now
I just want to hold you
I should have told you
We are in love
We are in ...
We are in ...



We are in ...

The road can be cold
and it's always long.
The sermon I whisper these days
are the words to a song
Are you in the old town?
Are you buckled in?

It's not the same
Our lives are not the same
I still want to hold you
I should have told you
We are in love
We are in ...

Love is on it's way
The dying wish of Marvin Gaye
Michelle I know you'll understand
The answers in your hands
The answers in your hands

18816. The Day The Rains Came - Chords

The Day The Rains Came
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

G                            C
Your strange love was what I found
    G                  C
The day the rains came down
                                       D7
And I remember we found shelter in the cave
         G              C
With the rain clouds up above
       G                 C
In the darkness we found love
                                     D7   G
The day the rains came I became your slave
       C                 F
As the rains made rivers swell
       C              F
I fell deeper in your spell
                                    G7   D7
You took my hand and handed me your crown
   G                 C
If I could just live on
     G                   C
With these things I have known
                                    D7   G
I know that I'd be glad of what I'd found
       C                 F
As the rains made rivers swell



       C              F
I fell deeper in your spell
                                    G    D7
You took my hand and handed me your crown
   G                 C
If I could just live on
     G                   C
With these things I have known
                                    D7
I know that I'd be glad of what I'd found
G                            C
Your strange love was what I found
    G                  C
The day the rains came down

18817. The Days Engrave - Chords

The Days Engrave
The .357 STring Band
 
Says Joseph Huber :
"There are a lot of weird little changeups but heres a general outline for ya"
 
"Most of the C's are quick little transition chords...except the last ones"
             --Joe
Please enjoy and rate pls
 
Instrumental and verse:
 
Dm C F C Dm C A# F C Dm C F C
 
Chorus:
 
Dm C F C Dm A# F C A# C Dm C
 
INTRO:
 
Dm C F C Dm C A# F C Dm C F C
 
 
VERSE:
 
Dm             C       F   C
Like the hills as they rise
Dm                        C          A#      F   C
Like the stones creepin' under your feet
Dm              C    F
Like the dead open sky high
     C
The one damn time you need something to drink
 
VERSE:
 



Dm                   C  F    C
Like the road ever-long
Dm                 C     A#      F C
Left to suffer without a song
Dm                       C  F
Like all the doors open wide
C
The one damn time that you need a place to hide
 
CHORUS:
 
Dm                C   F       C
It's been a long time coming
       Dm    A#  F
All my pages finger stained
           C    A#       C   Dm
And though my heart is still pumping
          C
Across my face, 
(Let the last C ring out)
How the days engrave
 
Dm C F C Dm C A# F C Dm C F C
 
VERSE:
 
Dm             C   F   C
Your word against mine
Dm            C  A#          F C
Your god against my everything
Dm             C  F
My fist in your eye
            C
And I don't care if it don't solve a goddamn thing
 
VERSE:
 
Dm              C F  C
And so we strain 
Dm              C A#          F  C
Tight corners we fight and we pray
Dm              C   F
'Till the road that was is 
C
blown all to hell And probably by us
 
CHORUS:
 
Dm                C   F       C
It's been a long time coming
       Dm    A#  F
All my pages finger stained
           C    A#       C   Dm
And though my heart is still pumping
          C
Across my face, 
(Let the last C ring out)



How the days engrave
 
Dm C F C Dm C A# F C Dm C F C
 
Dm C F C Dm C A# F C Dm C F C
 
 
CHORUS:
 
Dm                C   F       C
It's been a long time coming
       Dm    A#  F
All my pages finger stained
           C    A#       C   Dm
And though my heart is still pumping
          C                       C
Across my face, oh lord across my face
        C
How the days engrave
 
VERSE:
 
Dm             C       F   C
Like the hills as they rise
Dm                        C          A#      F   C
Like the stones creepin' under your feet
Dm              C    F
Like the dead open sky high
     C
The one damn time you need something to drink

18818. The Dead Don't Die

Sturgill Simpson - The Dead Don't Die

[Verse 1]
Oh, the dead don't die
Any more than you or I
They're just ghosts inside a dream
Of a life that we don't own
They walk around sometimes
Never payin' any mind
To the silly lives we lead
Or the reaping we've all sown

[Chorus 1]
There's a cup of coffee waiting on every corner
Someday we're gonna wake up and find the corner's gone
But the dead will still be walking 'round this ol' world alone
Oh, well after life is over the afterlife goes on

[Verse 2]
There'll be old friends walking 'round



In a somewhat-familiar town
That you saw once when you looked up from your phone
Nobody bothers saying "hi"
And you can save all your goodbyes
Stop trying to pretend that we're all not alone

[Chorus 2]
And the streets look so empty in the morning
There'll be no one out at night for the lights to shine down on
But the dead'll still be walking 'round in this old world alone
Oh, well after life is over the afterlife goes on

[Bridge]
Hearts break when loved ones journey on
At the thought that they're now forever gone
So we tell ourselves they're all still around us all the time
Gone but not forgotten, just memories left behind

[Outro]
But the dead'll still be walking 'round in this old world alone
Oh, well after life is over the afterlife goes on
Oh, well after life is over the afterlife goes on

18819. The Death Of Jimmy Martin - Chords

The Death Of Jimmy Martin 
Tom Russell

[Intro]
G C     F  G   C
 
[Verse]
                                                        Am
There's a hound dog running all alone through the piney woods
          F                             C
Lord, his howling tears the soul out of me
                                         Am
There's a jay bird calling out a funeral dirge
   F             C
In ancient harmony
 
[Verse]
        Am                     F
Barb'ry Allen rolled over in a grave all morning
     C             F          G
With roses growing out of her head
     C           F         C                F
Hey, god's gonna burn down Nashville, boys
                      C
'Cause Jimmy Martin's dead
                    G             C
Ah, the great Jimmy Martin's gone dead
 



[Verse]
                      F                  C
You got twenty-twenty vision, but you're walking 'round blind
              G    C
You Grand Ole Opry fools
                     F                  C
With your hypocritic judgments and your self-righteous snobbery
               G             C
Your goddamned false hearted rule
 
[Verse]
    Am                         F
You scorned Hank Williams, you shunned Jimmy Martin
         C         F          G
Boys who sang with tongues on fire
   C           F              C
So god's gonna burn down your Grand Ole Opry
         F                             C
Hear the screams of the hypocrites and liars
                         G           C
They feel safer now that Jimmy has expired
 
[Chorus]
      G                    F
Yeah, run, Pete, run, your master's calling you
     C          F   G
He's waiting on up ahead
Am               F                        C
Don't look back, Nashville's burning down
      G        C
Jimmy Martin's dead
                    G             C
Oh, the great Jimmy Martin's gone dead
 
[Instrumental]
C F C     F C    G C
Am  F  C  G  C F C  F  C   G  C
 
[Verse]
                 F             C
Yeah, don't call me no country singer
                 G        C
Those are poison words to me
               F            C
'Cause I ain't heard a good country song
               G       C
Since Nineteen Seventy-Three
 
[Verse]
        Am                    F
Ah, the king of bluegrass has died for your sins
             C          F                G
The whore of Babylon is sleeping in your bed
    C           F         C                F
So, god's gonna burn down Nashville, boys
                      C
'Cause Jimmy Martin's dead



                      G             C
Yeah, the great Jimmy Martin's gone dead
 
[Chorus]
      G                    F
Yeah, run, Pete, run, your master's calling you
     C          F   G
He's waiting on up ahead
Am               F                        C
Don't look back, Nashville's burning down
      G        C
Jimmy Martin's dead
                    G             C
Ah, the great Jimmy Martin's gone dead
 
[Outro]
                    F            C
There's a hound dog running all alone through the piney woods
    F                             C
The howling tears the soul out of me

18820. The Demon Ether

The Demon Ether
Deadly Gentlemen

The midnight badland's blasted and thirsty
I'm rifling out past it so fast that it hurts me
Strange things scream in the demon ether all around me
It's a pity my love lives
She'll never sleep soundly

When they buried my body, blood drained to the last drop of it
It poisoned the grass, every leaf in a whole crop of it
I tumbled into the undergloom with the world fading above me
But I swore that I'd be back for my maiden so lovely

That death be sleep
That's truthless treachery
God stole the soul
From the ruin of the wretch of me
And down into hell's welter
He drove it into the deepness
I traveled that frightening lightyear
Every moment of it sleepless

Through glooms and gloaming
I rose up out of that hellhole
Beckoned by world's every beacon every bell toll
I'm back and I'm on fire, I burn insanely
The world is small and it will not contain me

Dangling at an angle, in love and entangled



Above and unbodied I ravel out of the fabric
A demented and bent and dented revenant
Badland madman, avid and maverick
My soul a broken locomotive iron leviathan
With a buckling raddled track and twisted up pistons
I awakened all vacant, reeling and feeling fake
And ready to break down or make it the distance

Time goes by, every minute of it thrillless
Traveling this fast is just like stillness
Around and around, I circle and I trace back
Trying to find my maiden my needle in a haystack

I'm in a prison of wind where the dead leaves scud low
Where back in the day my heart did beat and my blood flow
You walk and I go beside
You're looking at me blindly
I'm agleam in the demon ether
Here I finally find thee

18821. The Devil Ain't Lazy

Pokey LaFarge - The Devil Ain't Lazy

The devil ain't lazy (No siree)
The devil ain't lazy (No siree)
He roams around with sticks and stones
Passing out his moans and groans
The devil ain't no lazy bones, he works 24 hours a day
The devil ain't lazy (No siree)
The devil ain't lazy (No siree)
Likes to see us fight and fuss
Makes us mean enough to cuss
Then he blames it all on us, he works 24 hours a day
He travles like a lightning streak and he strikes from town to town
Then he gets you when you're weak and tares your playhouse down
The devil ain't lazy (No siree)
The devil ain't lazy (No siree)
Tells us he won't hurt a fly, then he makes us steal and lie
Keeps us sinning untill we die, he works 24 hours a day
The devil ain't lazy (No siree)
The devil ain't lazy (No siree)
Get's his pitchfork out each night, gives the folks an awfull fright
I know he does it just for spite, he works 24 hours a day
The devil ain't lazy (No siree)
The devil ain't lazy (No siree)
Tells us how to find success, then now you wind up in distress, I'll tell ya why, the devil is an 
awfull mess
He works 24 hours a day
He like to see things scorch and burn, and don't make no excuse
If he catches you he'll turn you anyway but loose
Nah, The devil ain't lazy (No siree)
Hey! The devil ain't lazy (No siree)



So if you think you're strong and brave, smart enough to not behave
You got one foot in the grave, he works 24 hours a day
24 hours a day
Yes he does! He works 24 hours a day
He works 24 hours a day

18822. The Devil Always Made Me Think Twice

Chris Stapleton
The Devil Always Made Me Think Twice

[Verse 1]
I take a little smoke in the evenin'
I take a little whiskey on ice
I never' get' behind on killin'' my mind
It's the kind of thing' I like
Oh, it's just the kind of thing I like

[Verse 2]
The minute that I saw you walkin' over
I knew I was diggin' my grave
Well, you had the shovel, I knew you were trouble
But you're just the kind of trouble I crave
Yeah, you're just the kind of trouble I crave

[Chorus]
Mama always set a good example
My daddy always gave me good advice
And Jesus tried to steer me in the right direction
But the devil always made me think twice
The devil always made me think twice

[Verse 3]
Someday I'm goin' six feet under
And Lord, when I'm standin' at the gate
They'll tally my sins, they won't let me in
Say "Girl, you're just a little too late"
"Yeah, girl, you're just a little too late"
[Chorus]
My mama always set a good example
My daddy always gave me good advice
And Jesus tried to steer me in the right direction
But the devil always made me think twice
Yeah, mama always set a good example
My daddy always gave me good advice
And Jesus tried to steer me in the right direction
But the devil always made me think twice
The devil always made me think twice

[Outro]
The devil always made me
The devil always made me
The devil always made me think twice



The devil always made me
The devil always made me
The devil always made me think twice
The devil always made me
The devil always made me
The devil always made me think twice
The devil always made me
The devil always made me
The devil always made me think twice

18823. The Devil And The Farmer's Wife

The Devil And The Farmer's Wife
Traditional

A farmer was ploughing his field one day
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day
A farmer was ploughing his field one day
When the Devil came to him and to him did say with a
With a Rightful-la Dittie Fi Day
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day

"See here my good man I have come for your wife."
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day
"See here my good man I have come for your wife.
For she is the bane and torment of your life"
With a Rightful-la Dittie Fi Day
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day

The devil he heisted her up on his hump
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day
The devil he heisted her up on his hump
And down to Hell with her he did jump
With a Rightful-la Dittie Fi Day
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day

But when they got there the gates they were shut
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day
But when they got there the gates they were shut
And with a sweep of her arm she broke open his nut
With a Rightful-la Dittie Fi Day
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day

There were three little devils with balls and with chains
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day
There were three little devils with balls and with chains
She ups with their balls and she beats out their brains
With a Rightful-la Dittie Fi Day
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day

Three little devils jumped over the wall
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day
Three little devils jumped over the wall



Saying "Take he back, Daddy, or she'll murder us all!"
With a Rightful-la Dittie Fi Day
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day

The devil he heisted her back on his hump
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day
The devil he heisted her back on his hump
And up to Earth with her he did jump
With a Rightful-la Dittie Fi Day
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day

"See here my good man I have come with your wife."
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day
"See here my good man I have come with your wife.
For she is the bane and torment of your life"
With a Rightful-la Dittie Fi Day
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day

They say that the women are worse than the men
Rightful Rightful Dittie Fi Day
They say that the women are worse than the men
Well, they went down to Hell and got kicked out again
With a Rightful-la Dittie Fi Day

18824. The Devil Had A Hold Of Me

Gillian Welch - The Devil Had A Hold Of Me

Now I was just a girl of two
Now I was just a girl of two
With a golden heart and a button shoe

The devil had a hold of me
The devil had a hold of me
I turned my head and I could see
The devil had a hold of me

There was something wrong with the butcher's boy
Was something wrong with the butcher's boy
He trembled in his hand and voice

The devil had a hold of me
The devil had a hold of me
The others knew to let him be
But the devil had a hold of me

Now the tailpipe spit and the engine roared
The tailpipe spit and the engine roared
I's waving out the Plymouth door

And the devil had a hold of me 
The devil had a hold of me
The old folks saw the last they'd see



The devil had a hold of me

I dreamed last night that my time was done
I dreamed last night that my time was done
And my soul flew up to the holy son

But the devil had a hold of me
The devil had a hold of me
I snapped back down when he pulled my lead
The devil had a hold of me

There're those who'll laugh and not believe
There're those who'll laugh and not believe
Until you feel that touch upon your sleeve

The devil had a hold of me
The devil had a hold of me
I turned my head and I could see
The devil had a hold of me
I turned my head and I could see
The devil had a hold of me

18825. The Devil Is Downtown - Chords

Devil Is Downtown 
Dan Tyminski
 
INTRO:
          Em Em* Em Em* CM7 CM7*
E -----------
B -----------
G -----------
D ---2---2---
A -2---2-----
E ---------0-
 
  CM7  D  Em Em* Em Em* CM7 CM7*
E -----------
B -----------
G -----0-2---
D -2-4-----2-
A -----------
E -----------
 
  CM7  D  Em
E -----------
B -----------
G -----------
D -5-4-0---2-
A -------2---
E -----------
 
VERSE:



        D          Em  Em*
   The voice of an Angel
Em     Em*    C       C*
  The face of a friend
C          C*           Em   Em*
If you're running from trouble
Em     Em*         C    C*
  Well he'll take you in
 
C       D            Em    Em*
 He'll hear your confession
Em        Em*    C      C*
  With a promise of grace
C     C*       Em     Em*
 The Devil is downtown
G        G*  Em    Em*  Em Em*
 It's a hell of a place
Em  Em*
Hmmmmmmm
 
 
VERSE:
C     D           Em     Em*
 Anything you can ask for
Bm Bm*       C   C*
   Whatever you need
C     D             Em   Em*
It's there for the taking
Bm   Bm*     C     C*
 But nothing is free
 
C    D             Em Em*
The lights and the music
Bm   Bm*       C   C*
The smell and the taste
C     D        C   C*
 The Devil is downtown
D       D*     Em  Em*  Em
It's a hell of a place
 
 
CHORUS:
               G
And if you're searching
         Bm
If your looking for a change
         Em                D
Go where you can see the stars
                C
And they don't seem so far away
 
               G
But if you're hurting
         Bm
And you need to kill the pain
 
N.C.          Em    Em*



The Devil is downtown
Bm Bm* C C* C D Em Em* Bm Bm* CM7 CM7*
   Hmmmmmm hmmm
 
 
VERSE:
CM7  D     Em   Em*
 A heart never heals
Bm Bm*   CM7 CM7*
   After it breaks
CM7        D          Em Em*
You just learn how to de-al
Bm   Bm*       C     C*
And live with the pain
 
C     C*           Em Em*
 And it's going to happen
Bm Bm*     CM7 CM7*
   Make no mistake
CM7  G        C    C*
The devil is downtown
 D      D*     Em Em*  Em
It's a hell of a place
 
 
CHORUS:
               G
And if you're searching
         Bm
If your looking for a change
         Em                D
Go where you can see the stars
                C
And they don't seem so far away
 
               G
But if you're hurting
         Bm
And you need to kill the pain
 
N.C.          Em    Em*
The Devil is downtown
Bm Bm* C   C*  C
   Hmmmmm hmmm
 
 C   D        Em  Em*  Em Em* C C*
The Devil is downtown
C D    Em Em* Em Em* CM7 CM7* CM7 CM7* Em Em* Em Em* C
 woah hooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
 
 
OUTRO:
C     D          Em   Em*
 The voice of an Angel (Voice of an angel)
Em    Em*     C   C*
  The face of a friend
C     C*       C   C*   D



 The devil is downtown
 
N.C.      (G)      Em Em* Em Em*  C C*
And he'll take you innnnnnnnnnn
C D Em Em* Bm Bm CM7
hooooooooo

18826. The Devil Named Music

The Devil Named Music
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
We drove all night to Billings, Montana
Flew into Utah, slept there all day
I can't remember stopping in Denver
Yeah, I live my illusion that somebody needs me to play

[Chorus 1]
Sometimes I'm drunk
Sometimes I'm stoned
And yes, I get tired of being alone
I miss my son
I miss my wife
But the devil named music is taking my life

[Verse 2]
Now I sold my soul a long time ago
I put it in a six string and a sad melody
And I'm sometimes a winner, most times a loser
If the crowd gets into it, it'll all feel the same way to me

[Chorus 2]
Sometimes I'm drunk
Sometimes I'm stoned
And yes, I get tired of being alone
I miss my daughter
I miss my wife
But the devil named music is taking my life

[Chorus 1]
Sometimes I'm drunk
Sometimes I'm stoned
And yes, I get tired of being alone
I miss my son
I miss my wife
But the devil named music is taking my life

[Chorus 2]
Sometimes I'm drunk
Sometimes I'm stoned
And yes, I get tired of being alone
I miss my daughter



I miss my wife
But the devil named music is taking my life
But the devil named music is taking my life

18827. The Devil You Know

Todd Snider - The Devil You Know

helicopters over the house again
we got the projects two or three blocks from here
they pull the kids over for driving while african
and the ones with the warrants always run in fear
so i sit here waiting for the coast to clear
wishing once again i had a gun around here
turn on the news and what do i hear
some kid shot the bank up on gallatin road
ran away from the cops while he was trying to reload
he beat them up to eastland street on feet
now he's probably reloaded and running down my street
better turn the alarm on and lock myself in
helicopters over the house again

sometimes you rise above it
sometimes you sneak below
somewhere in between believing in heaven
and facing the devil you know

poor kid probably never had a chance to give a fuck
wouldn't know good luck from a debutant
he's gotta find a way to be steve mcnair or young buck
or he's just tough luck looking for a prison to haunt
and you can fuck getting any kind of job you want
unless you really want to work in a fast food restaraunt
and who wants to do that? do you want to do that?
i wouldn't trade that for my crooked hat 
or my gang or my gun or my waist full of pagers
for a job deep frying shit, for richer teen agers
if that's where it's at and no one's gonna help
how you gonna blame a man for helping himself
there's a war going on that the poor can't win
helicopters over the house again

sometimes you rise above it
sometimes you sneak below
somewhere in between believing in heaven
and facing the devil you know

black and white cops shining lights in the bushes
can't see how this kid is gonna get very far
unless he finds a way to make it back over to barry street
and he can't do that unless he steals a car
man the way things are they just don't seem right
all the white people talking 'bout the hope and the light



there ain't no hope in sam levy just guns and drugs
we ain't building bridges we're just training thugs
then i hear a terrifying kick at my back door
and in comes this kid i say hey i've seen this kid before
i see him all the time at that bar on woodland street
now he's bleeding in my kitchen tracking mud off his feet
and he's looking at me like i'll either help him or die
until he sees in my eyes that i'm on his side
i hand him my keys i say you better move fast
there's a J in the ashtray and plenty of gas
he throws me the cash and says i'll be back for this
i say yeah well don't be surprised if theres' a little bit of it missing
his gold teeth glistened with a big old grin
he said we'll talk about that when i see you again
he shook my hand i shook his back 
i felt like i was about to have a heart attack
until he finally drove away i thought "goddamn"
helicopters over the house again

sometimes you rise above it
sometimes you sneak below
somewhere in between believing in heaven
and facing the devil you know

18828. The Devil's Right Hand

Steve Earle - The Devil's Right Hand

[Verse 1]
About the time that Daddy left to fight the big war
I saw my first pistol in the general store
In the general store when I was thirteen
Thought it was the finest thing I ever had seen

[Verse 2]
I asked if I could have one someday when I grew up
Mama dropped a dozen eggs, she really blew up
She really blew up, I didn't understand
Mama said, "The pistol is the devil's right hand"

[Chorus]
The devil's right hand
The devil's right hand
Mama said, "The pistol is the devil's right hand"

[Verse 3]
My very first pistol was a cap and ball Colt
Shoot as fast as lightning but she loads a mite slow
Loads a mite slow and soon I found out
It can get you into trouble but it can't get you out

[Verse 4]
So then I went and bought myself a Colt 45



Called a
Peacemaker
,
but I never knew why
Never knew why, I didn't understand
Mama said, "The pistol is the devil's right hand"

18829. The Devil's Right Hand - Chords

The Devil's Right Hand
Steve Earl - The Devil's Right Hand

(1)
(E)"bout the time my daddy left to fight the big war.
(E)I saw my first pistol in the,
(B)General store,the general store I was fourteen thought
(B)it was the finest thing
(E)I ever did see.
(E)Asked if I could have it someday when I grew up.
(E)Mama dropped the pistol and she 
(B)nearly threw up, nearly threw up, I didn't understand
(B)Mama said the pistol is the
(E)devil's right hand.

(2)
(A)The devil's right hand,the
(E)devils right hand Mama said the pistol,
(E)is the(B)devil's right(E)hand.
(3)
My very first pistol was a cap and ball colt.
Shoot as fast as lightnin'but she'd load a might slow.
Load a might slow .I soon found out it'll
Get you into trouble,but it can't get you out.
So then I went and bought myself a colt 45.
It was called a peace maker,but i never knew why.
Never knew why, I didn't understand.
Mama says the pistol is the devil's right hand.
(repeat 2)
(4)
Well I got into a card game with a couple in town,
Caught a body cheatin' and I shot the dog down.
I shot the dog down,watched the man fall.
Never touched his holster,never had a chance to draw.
Early in the morning and they drug me outta bed,
Asked me how i pleaded,not guilty isaid
Not guilty I said,you got the wrong man.
Nothin touched the trigger but the devils own hand.
(repeat 2)



18830. The Devil's Slate

The Devil's Slate
Author: Earl Taylor & Jim Mccall

Well, people go to church and they swear they're saints.
Well, maybe they are and maybe they ain't.
You better think it over 'fore it's too late.
Cause your name might be on the devil's slate.
Don't put your name on the devil's slate.
And love thy neighbor and respect his mate.
Thou shalt not kill. Thou shalt not hate.
Just keep your name from the devil's slate.
God made the world and He made it good.
So mind your own business. Do the things you should.
There's no room for evil. There's no room for doubt.
Till the devil's gonna git you if you don't watch out.
Don't put your name on the devil's slate.
And love thy neighbor and respect his mate.
Thou shalt not kill. Thou shalt not hate.
Just keep your name from the devil's slate.

18831. The Difference Between A Woman And A Man

The Difference Between A Woman And A Man
Josh Turner - The Difference Between A Woman And A Man

You talk about your feeling
Sometimes I keep mine to myself
But that doesn't mean your foolish
And you know I don't want anybody else
And you can say I love you
Like hello and goodbye.
Well I don't say it very often
But you know I'll love you till the day I die

That's just the difference
Between a woman and a man
Thank god for that difference
When we both understand
A woman and a man

I turn on like a light bulb
You warm up like an iron
And you might take a little longer
But your into it just as strong as I am

That's just the difference
Between a woman and a man
Thank god for that difference
When we both understand
A woman and a man



A woman and a man
A woman and a man

18832. The Dirt That You Throw - Chords

The Dirt That You Throw 
Michael Daves

[Verse 1]
 
                G       C          G
There should be flowers all around me 
G                                    D
but when I look around not one can I see
                 C                     G
If it only takes dirt to make flowers grow
G                                D              G
there should be bouquets in the dirt that you throw.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
                C                          G
I gave them the rain that falls from my face
G                                   D
there's not one petal, not even a trace.
                   C                        G
And I can't understand, why flowers won't grow
G                                      D               G
Cause there should be bouquets in the dirt that you throw.
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G                       C       G
Orchids and violets, roses entwine
G                                     D
beautiful gardens they all should be mine.
                  C                          G
cause misery and sorrow that's all that you sow
G                                    D              G
and there should be bouquets in the dirt that you throw.
 
 
[Solo]
 
G   C   G
G   D
C   G
G   D   G
 
 
[Chorus]



 
                C                          G
I gave them the rain that falls from my face
G                                   D
there's not one petal, not even a trace.
                   C                        G
And I can't understand, why flowers won't grow
G                                      D               G
Cause there should be bouquets in the dirt that you throw.
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
                G       C          G
There should be flowers all around me 
G                                    D
but when I look around not one can I see
                 C                     G
If it only takes dirt to make flowers grow
G                                D              G
there should be bouquets in the dirt that you throw.

18833. The Dock Of The Bay, (Sittin' On)

The Dock of the Bay, (Sittin' On)
(Sittin' On The Dock Of The Bay)

I'm sittin' in the morning sun
Sittin' when the evening comes
Watchin' the ships roll in
Then I watch 'em roll away again

I'm sittin' on the dock of the bay
Watchin' the tides roll away
I'm sittin' on the dock of the bay
Wasting time

Left my home in Georgia
I was headed for the Frisco Bay
I have nothing to live for
Looks like nothing's gonna come my way

I'm sittin' on the dock of the bay
Watchin' the tides roll away
I'm sittin' on the dock of the bay
Wasting time

Looks like nothing's ever gonna change
Everything still remains the same
I can't do what them people tell me to do
So I guess that I'll just remain the same

Sittin' here restin' my bones



And this loneliness won't leave me alone
Two thousand miles I roamed
Just to make this dock my home

I'm sittin' on the dock of the bay
Watchin' the tides roll away
I'm just sittin' on the dock of the bay
Wasting time

18834. The Dog in You

Richard Thompson - The Dog in You

It's not love that you're looking for
It's not love that you're hunting down
You're just on the train of the innocent, the frail
And you're gonna rob them

You don't mind causing pain
Or who you drive insane
Those timebombs explode years down the road
But that's not your problem

All of the pain
Again and again
To put a twinkle in your eye
All the grief
To give you some relief
And to satisfy the dog in you

Please don't say "That's the way God made me"
Please don't say "I can't help who I am"
You can't justify, you're beyond any measure
Just I get your pleasure

All the pain
Again and again
To put a twinkle in your eye
All the grief
Just to give you some relief
And to satisfy the dog in you
The dog in you
The dog in you

18835. The Dolphins

Linda Ronstadt - The Dolphins

This old world may never change



Not the way it's been
And all the ways of war
Can't change it back again

I've been searching for the dolphins in the sea
Sometimes I wonder do you ever think of me

I'm not the one to tell this world
How to get along
I only know that peace will come
When all hate is gone

I've been searching for the dolphins in the sea
Sometimes I wonder do you ever think of me

Sometimes I think about
Saturday's child
And all about the times
When we were running wild

I've been searching for the dolphins in the sea
Sometimes I wonder do you ever think of me

This old world may never change
This old world may never change

18836. The Door's Always Open

Ernest Tubb 
The Door's Always Open

Saw your picture in the paper and I see you've married good
And I know that he can give you all the things I never could
But I know that he won't give you what you need most of all
Well, the door is always open and the light's on in the hall

Yes, the door is always open and the light's on in the hall
And you know that I'll be waiting if you'd ever come to call

And when night falls on that mansion and you're lying in his bed
When he begs for your attention will you think of me instead
And when he reaches out to touch you is your face turned to the wall
Yes, the door is always open and the light's on in the hall

Yes, the door is always open and the light's on in the hall
And you know that I'll be waiting if you'd ever come to call

18837. The Doorman



The Doorman
Mandolin Orange - The Doorman

There's no time this side of Jordan
There's no light that I can see
I went down to meet the Doorman
Figured I'd just have a peek

Happiness and wonder
Lay in silent stare
Curled up in a corner
Locked in a blank stare

Oh where are my friends
The Doorman cried
I held out my hand
That's all I remember

There's no time this side of Jordan
Sing a sad old song
Swing me 'round just like a ragdoll
In a child's arms

Now don't be unkind
The Doorman cried
His hand held to mine
That's all I remember

18838. The Dreaded Spoon

The Dreaded Spoon
Ricky Skaggs & Bruce Hornsby

Here we go to the Tasty Freeze
Or maybe Dairy Queen
If so, then better lock the glove
There's something in there the old man loves
To break it out with a muffled shout
A shout of glee and it comes out

The dreaded spoon, the dreaded spoon
Lord help us, it's the dreaded spoon

Well, hide your cookies and hide your cakes
What he giveths, away he takes
He keep on scoopin' till you taste just great
So better not turn your head away

It's gone, gone, gone
They're gone, gone, gone
To the dreaded spoon

Says he doesn't want a thing
He's not hungry, he says with a tiny wink



We come back with a big ol' cone
And he makes his move and we all moan
Wearing out your ice cream cake
Spilling sprinkles in his wake

The dreaded spoon, the dreaded spoon
Lord help us, the dreaded spoon

Well, hide your cakes and Sunday pies
Apple fritters and curly fries
Nuts and cherries piled so high
Just one swipe and it's say goodbye

Yes, bye, bye, bye
They're gone, gone, gone
Gone, gone, gone
To the dreaded spoon

Well, hide your cakes and Sunday pies
Apple fritters and curly fries
Nuts and cherries piled so high
Just one swipe and it's say goodbye

Yes, bye, bye, bye
They're gone, gone, gone
Gone, gone, gone
To the dreaded spoon

18839. The Dream

The Dream
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

His fastball is fading, his sinker is gone,
They sent him doun to the minors 'cause he wore out his arm,
but his eyes shine brighter than the young kids' it seems
so he keeps on playing, holding on to the dream.

Lord knows that it ain't for the money
cause he's broke almost every day,
and it ain't for the fame or the glory
Guess he'll do it cause he still loves to play
Guess he'll do it cause he still loves to play.

He's been in the saddle since he was a kid
the rodeo came but he keeps it well hid
and someday he'll have to set his pony free
But 'til he does he'll be riding the dream.

Lord knows that it ain't for the money,
'cause he's broke almost every day,
and it ain't for the fame or the glory
guess he'll do it cause he still loves to play;



Guess he'll do it, cause he still loves to play.

We ain't getting no younger and that is the truth
but these games we keep playin,' they're our fountain of youth.
From Boston to Boulder and down to Orleans
from highlights to lowlife and everything in between

well I guess we could grow up and quit wearing our jeans

but we still feel like playing and living the dream.

Lord knows that it ain't for the money,
'cause he's broke almost every day,
and it ain't for the fame or the glory
guess he'll do it cause he still loves to play;
Guess he'll do it, cause he still loves to play.

18840. The Dream

The Dream

Last last I dreamed that you and I were in awful storm
With no place to go or shelter anywhere
And it took a while to realize the reason for the dream
Now the meaning of it all is coming clear
The storm was on the trouble we've been having
No shelter was the answer we can't find
And the screaming of the raging wind that chilled me to the bone
Must have been heavy on my mind
And when today you called to tell me it was over
Lord I knelt when the phone began to ring
Yeah it took a while to understand the reason of it all
But now I know the meaning of the dream
The storm was on the trouble we've been having
No shelter was the answer we can't find
And the screaming of the howling wind that chilled me to the bone
Must have been heavy on my mind

18841. The Dream

IIIrd Tyme Out - The Dream 

One night as I lay on my pillow
While asleep in a dream I did go
To the place where they crucified Jesus
On that old rugged cross cruel and cold
There the greatest love story was written
Visualize with me if you will
Our Saviour on that April morning



As He carried the cross up the hill

And I saw those nails, those old rusty nails
And the crown made of thorns that He wore
So sad was the scene, that I cried in my dream
So great was the pain that He bore
They scorned and they mocked, He drank the bitter cup
As he hung there with two common thieves
For He had to fulfill His Father's own will
And I was right there in a dream

As I stood there on top of Mount Calvary
In His pain I could hear His sad cry
From the sixth hour 'till nine there was darkness
In my dream oh so helpless was I
I thank Him for that day on the mountain
The price that He paid was supreme
In my heart I will carry a picture
Of what I saw there in a dream

And I saw those nails, those old rusty nails
And the crown made of thorns that He wore
So sad was the scene, that I cried in my dream
So great was the pain that He bore
They scorned and they mocked, He drank the bitter cup
As He hung there with two common thieves
For He had to fulfill His Father's own will
And I was right there in a dream

For He had to fulfill His Father's own will
And I was right there in a dream

18842. The Dreamer

The Dreamer
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
So the shepherd boy says to his lady in waitin'
Give me your heart but give me some time
I'm not without hope and I'm not hesitating
Myself and my treasure to find
And i'll make my way back by the light of your heart
In the darkest of night your flame I will see
And we'll dance in the moon and we'll raise us some babies
Forever our souls will be
Together

[Verse 2]
So he sells off his flock for a pick and a shovel
And a fine leather bag to hold all that gold
And he takes her soft hands one last time how he loves her
With the winds of change blowin' cold



Well goodbye Tennessee here I come Colorado
I'll piss in your streets and sleep in your hills
And I'll fill up my bag with your turquoise and silver
Suzanne, I always will
Love you

[Verse 3]
That night she lay still with the cold winds a blowin'
& the sound of the whippoorwill callin' through the trees
Hey that man with the soul the size of a pickle
Well he's left you to do as you please
So she moves into town and enrolls in a college
And gets her a job with a teaching degree
Said to hell with you fool, you dreamer James Butler
By God I'm gonna be
Happy

[Verse 4]
Of course he comes back with holes in his pockets
But ready to claim what he thought was still his
She had a new house in town and a doctor for a husband
And a nursery school full of kids
So he finds him a rope strong enough for a hangin'
With his heart full of sorrow he finds him a tree
But he can't take his life so he takes out his pen knife and carves
I'll always be a dreamer

[Intrumental]
A dreamer
A dreamer

18843. The Driver

Dierks Bentley - The Driver

[Verse 1: Charles Kelley]
I'm the driver
Bringing this circus to town
First one in and the last rolling out
Shutting down
The up-all-nighter
All the stars and sunrises I've seen
Every cornfield and town in between
West to east

[Chorus: Charles Kelly, Eric Paslay & Dierks Bentley]
Oh, easy come, easy go
Yeah, we rock, then we roll out of town
But for now, while the moment is here
Shine a light, drink a beer, let's get loud
All the drivers and dreamers
Believers and singers
Oh, won't you sing with me now?



Oh-whoa oh-oh-oh

[Verse 2: Eric Paslay]
I'm the dreamer
Soaking up every line
Searching for truth all the time
Oh, yeah, I'm the believer
That music can save us all
The one who's at every show
In the front row, singing
[Chorus: Charles Kelly, Eric Paslay & Dierks Bentley]
Oh, easy come, easy go
Yeah, we rock, then we roll out of town
But for now, while the moment is here
Shine a light, drink a beer, let's get loud
All the drivers and dreamers
Believers and singers
Oh, won't you sing with me now?
Oh-whoa oh-oh-oh

[Verse 3: Dierks Bentley & Charles Kelley]
I'm the singer
Pouring out all that I have
Every love song and heartbreak gone bad
And looking back
When I was younger
Sitting right there where you are
Sending a prayer to the highest star
And here we are
Oh, here we are

[Chorus: Charles Kelly, Eric Paslay & Dierks Bentley]
Oh, easy come, easy go
Yeah, we rock, then we roll out of town
But for now, while the moment is here
Shine a light, drink a beer, let's get loud
The drivers and dreamers
Believers and singers
Oh, won't you sing with me now?
Oh-whoa oh-oh-oh

18844. The Drunkards Son - Chords

The Drunkards Son
Recorded by: Hank Snow on RCA Camden
Written by: Clarence E, Snow

[G]In an old dusty [G7]attic of a [C]tenement house
I [G]happend to [A7]wander one [D]day [D7]
And [G]there on the [G7]rafters 'neath [C]shavings and chips
A [G]drunkard's poor [D7]little boy [G]lay

Oh [G7]why are lying up [C]here in the cold



What [G7]makes you lie on this hard [C]bed? [C7]
My [F]father's a drunkard and he [C]beat me to[Am]day
My [F]darling old G7]mother is [C]dead

I'm[G]hiding from [G7]father and [C]please sir, don't tell
He [G]beat me 'cause [A7]I would not [D]steal [D7]
He [G]said he would [G7]kill me the [C]next I failed
And I'm [G]so a[D7]fraid sir, he [G]will

I'm [G7]leaving you here, son, I [C]sadly replied
But [G7]I will be back right a[C]way [C7]
But [F]when I returned to the [C]attic I [Am]found
That [F]Jesus had [G7]been there that [C]day

The [G]chips and the [G7]shavings were [C]there as before
And the [G]little boy [A7]lie on his [D]bed [D7]
With [G]tears on his [G7]cheeks and his [C]hands at his side
The [G]poor little [D7]fellow was [G7]dead

A [G7]picture of mother lay [C]close to his heart
A [G7]faint little note by his [C]head [C7]
As I [F]opened the paper, my [C]eyes filled with [Am]tears
For [F]these were the [G7]words that I [C]read

I'm [G]hiding with [G7]Jesus a[C]cross the divide
With dear [G]mother for[A7]ever I'll [D]dwell [D7]
And [G]thank you dear [G7]mister for your [C]kindness to me
And [G]now it's al[D7]right if you [G]tell

18845. The Drunken Driver

Ricky Skaggs - The Drunken Driver

Now listen here, drunken driver
While here on earth you dwell
You never know when the time will come
When you'll have to say farewell

I saw an accident one day
Would charm the hearts of man
And teach him never to drink a drop
With a steerin' wheel in his hand

This awful accident occurred
On the twentieth day of May
And caused to loving children
To sleep beneath the clay

These two dear kids walked side by side
Out on a state highway
Their lovin' mother, she had died
And their father had run away



They were talking of their loving parents
How sad their hearts did feel
When around the curve came a speedin' car
With a drunk man at the wheel

The driver saw these two dear kids
And hooted a drunkard sound
"Get out of the road, you little fools"
And the car had brought them down

The driver staggered from his car
To see what he had done
His heart sank within him
When he saw his dyin' on

He then picked up his little one
And carried him to his car
Then leanin' on the runnin' board
He prayed a drunkard's prayer

Sayin', "Please, oh Lord, forgive me
For this awful crime I've done"
His attention then was called away
To the words of his dyin' son

Sayin' "Take us to our mother, Dad
She sleeps beneath the ground
It was you and her we was talkin' about
When the car had knocked us down"

"And please, dear Dad, don't drink no more
While drivin' on your way
But meet us with our mother, Dad
In heaven some sweet day"

18846. The Drunken Tinker

The Drunken Tinker
Traditional

Now come all ye jolly fellows, and listen to me song,
It's about a drunken tinker, and I'll not detain you long.
The tinker had a loving wife, and he loved her most dear,
But every opportunity, he went upon the beer.

Chorus:
Singing fa de le fol de di do
Fal lal de day

Well the tinker and his loving wife through Newry town did pass,
The tinker he got drunk, and left the wife to mind the ass,
The ass was starved with hunger, and it couldn't hold its feet,
So she sold it to the candy man that lives in market street.



When the tinker he arose, out of his drunken sleep,
Unto his loving wife Judy, he surely then did creep,
He put his hand into his pocket, and it was scarce of brass,
saying go and get a stone of hay and feed it to the ass.

Oh she said dear John, the ass won't bother you,
For I have sold the ass, and drunk the money too,
He up with his tin mallet, and he hit her o'er the brain,
Be God and you will never sell and ass on me again.

Well the wife she staggered backwards, but didn't hit the floor,
For she was twenty stone, and also six foot four,
She welted him severely, and knocked him through the door,
And now their heads are both well bruised, and also rather sore.

A half a stone of boiled pig's feet, is just the ting they say,
Others swear a pint of milk keeps hangovers at bay,
But the moral of this sad sad tale, though you may think it queer,
Is to feed your ass a stone of hay before you hit the beer.

18847. The Duck And The Rooster

Tom T Hall - The Duck And The Rooster

It'd take me a minute to tell you this rhyme
Of the duck and the rooster that I knew one time
A little duck hatched out a day or two late
His mama had already gone to the lake
The little red rooster had broken his foot
So I put him into a little ole coop
The little white duck was left out on his own
So I put them together until they were grown
Well, the duck thought the rooster was limping and lame
The rooster believed that the duck was the same
And so they were pals in the coop in the barn
They huddled together when it came a storm
Well, the weeks they went by and the little guys grew
The little duck quacked and the rooster cocky dooed
The duck loved the water and the rooster would scratch
And neither one knew why they acted like that

--- Instrumental ---

Well, one day I turned them both free on the farm
The rooster went straight to a roost in the barn
The little duck went to the lake for a swim
They liked different things even though they were friends
Well, now you should hear them when they say hello
Though it may sound funny I know that it is so
I know that is strange but I'll tell you it's true
When they talk they go quacky doodle do...



18848. The Duke

The Duke
Downhill Bluegrass Band

Allright now, here we go .

Now, loving
What's the point, my dear?
She said it all
and made it all so clear
If you do love somebody
then, you know,
you've got to let it show
or else, let her go

Now, hurting
That's an old friend of mine
and he'll be with me
 til the end of the line
when everybody else
will honk you down
he'll choose to stay around
well, let him wear the crown

Don't roll away the stone
let me dwell here in my cave
I'll be dancing, drinking
while I'm digging my own grave
my kingdom needs no horse
no remorse
no queen
no spleen
no, no beauty dreams
no happy end
thank you
I'm quite content

Now, healing
There's no use in being blue
I knew my time
when it was well overdue
I'm the duke of deflection
my selection
of broken hearts
torn apart
It's a state of art

So don't roll away the stone 

Thank you, but I'm fine



18849. The Dust On The Bible

The Dust On The Bible

I went into a home one day to see some friends of mine
Of all their books and magazines, not a Bible could I find
I asked them for the Bible, when they brought it what a shame
For the dust was covered o'er it, not a finger print was plain

Dust on the Bible, dust on the Holy Word
The words of all our prophets and the sayings of our Lord
Of all the other books you'll find there's none salvation holds
Get that dust off the Bible, and redeem your poor your soul

You can read your magazines, read of love and tragfic things
But not one word of Bible verse, not a scripture do you know
When it is the very truth, and its contents good for you
But if dust is covered o'er it, it is sure to doom your soul

* Refrain

If you have a friend you'd like to help along life's way
Just tell him that the Good Book shows a mortal how to pray
The best advice to give him that will make his burden light
Is to dust the family Bible, crade the wrong way for the right

* Refrain

18850. The Dutchman

The Dutchman
Michael Smith

The Dutchman's not the kind of man
Who keeps his thumb jammed in the dam that holds his dreams in.
But that's a secret that only Margaret knows.
When Amsterdam is golden in the summer,
Margaret brings him breakfast, she believes him.
He thinks the tulips bloom beneath the snow.
He's mad as he can be, but Margaret only sees that sometimes.
Sometimes she sees her unborn children in his eyes.

Chorus:
Let us go to the banks of the ocean
Where the walls rise above the Zuider Zee.
Long ago, I used to be a young man
And dear Margaret remembers that for me.

The Dutchman still wears wooden shoes,



His cap and coat are patched with the love that Margaret sewed there.
Sometimes he thinks he's still in Rotterdam.
He watches the tug-boats down canals
And calls out to them when he thinks he knows the Captain.
Till Margaret comes to take him home again
Through unforgiving streets that trip him, though she holds his arm,
Sometimes he thinks he's alone and he calls her name.

Chorus

The windmills whirl the winter in.
She winds his muffler tighter,
And they sit in the kitchen.
Some tea with whiskey keeps away the dew.
He sees her for a moment, calls her name,
She makes the bed up singing some old love song,
A song Margaret learned when it was very new.
He hums a line or two, they sing together in the dark.
The Dutchman falls asleep and Margaret blows the candle out.

Chorus

18851. The Dying Mother

The Dying Mother
The Carter Family

On a cold winter's eve as the snowflakes were falling
In a low humble cottage a poor mother lay
Although wracked with pain as she lay there contented
With her Savior, her Friend and peace with Him made

   We will all meet again on that great Judgment morning
   The books will be open, the roll will be called
   Oh how sad it will be if forever we're parted
   While some rise to Glory while others stand the Fall

Oh that mother of yours has gone o'er the river
And you promised you'd meet her while knelt by her bed
As the death sweat rolled off and fell down on her pillow
Oh, her mem'ry still lives although she is dead

You remember the kiss and the last words she uttered
Oh the arms that embraced you are with you no more
As you stand by her grave teardrops fall on her casket
And you vowed there to meet her on that happy shore

18852. The Dying Soldier



The Dying Soldier - Carter Family

The sun was slowly sinking or the hilltops far away
The land was endless beauty where the dying soldier lay
Tears were streaming down his face as he slowly raised his head
And these were the dying words he said

   Oh carry me back to old Tennessee
   Let this be my last repose
   Lay my feet beneath while I lie
   Lay my head beneath the rose

Take this message to my mother for I know she's old and gray
At home I know she's waiting for her boy's return some day
Oh my mother I've come through for my country and for you
And I'm dying for the red white and blue

O'er the hills of Tennessee where the wild wind wonders free
There's a little girl waiting there for me
Tell her that the rose she gave me will be placed upon my grave
In memory of her soldier brave

18853. The Early Bird

The Early Bird

The early bird always gets the worm
I wonder when the tide is gonna' turn
I'm either late or way behind and never get nowhere on time,
The early bird plays gets the worm
I went to see my gal the other night. 
The moon was full and the stars were shining bright.
She was sitting there with another man and you ought to see them holding hands,
The early bird always gets the worm
Now when I left before this awful war,
My gal said she'd wait for me then swore,
That no one else could beat my time than she married a man from Caroline
The early bird gets the worm
The early bird always gets the worm
I wonder when the tide is gonna' turn
I'm either late or way behind and never get nowhere on time,
The early bird gets the worm

18854. The Early Days

The Early Days
Old Man Luedecke

I was standin' out at Stanfield, had to go away
Saw a brand new baby and the mother's face



I knew that it was over, all those early days
Our babies are not babies, we'll never be the same

Shopping cart full of toddlers at the Superstore
They were eatin' goldfish, askin' for more
An old man lined up behind us, and he shook his head
The kids were strangely quiet
I heard him when he said

You've got to hold on, it goes so fast
These early days, well, they don't last
Got to enjoy them, they go so fast
The baby days, well, they don't last

Look forward to the evenin' when the monkeys go to bed
Then we talk all night about 'em, we feel half dead
We used to be too tired to eat in
But it's a total crap shoot to eat out

You've got to hold on, it goes so fast
These early days, well, they don't last
Got to enjoy them, they go so fast
The baby days, well, they don't last

Oh, you're gettin' rid of diapers that you washed every night
And we're saving up for date night so we can have our fight
If it's quiet for a moment, oh, you better run upstairs
'Cause the toothpaste in the bathroom is redefining everywhere

You've got to hold on, it goes so fast
These early days, well, they don't last
Got to enjoy them, they go so fast
The baby days, well, they don't last

Oh, I like the way you talk now, you talk like me
All the funny things you're saying, you're real good company
Oh, the odds are strong and crazy, and our love profound
You make our messy house feel like holy ground

You've got to hold on, it goes so fast
These early days, well, they don't last
Got to enjoy them, they go so fast
The baby days, well, they don't last

Shopping cart full of toddlers at the superstore
They were eatin' goldfish asking for more
An old man lined up behind us, and he shook his head
The kids were strangely quiet
I heard him when he said

18855. The Eastbound Train - Chords



The Eastbound Train Live 
Gibson Brothers

[Verse 1]
 
    G          D         G
The Eastbound Train was crowded
      C             G
That cold December day
                      A
The conductor shouted tickets
       D                   G
In his old time fashioned way
 
    G            D        G
The little girl sat in   silence
     C               G
Her hair as fine as gold
                   A
She said I have no ticket
     D              G
And then her story told
 
   G           D         G
My father     he's in   prison
     C                    G
He's lost his sight they say
                  A
I'm going for his pardon
     D              G
This cold December day
 
 
[Instrumental Break]
 
G D G
C G
A
D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
    G          D         G
The conductor could not answer
   C               G
He could not make reply
                         A
His shakin' rough  hands wipin'
     D                  G
The teardrops from his eye
 
   G        D          G
He said God bless you little one
     C                     G
Just stay right where you are
                    A
You'll never need a ticket



      D            G
While I am on this car

18856. The Eggplant That Ate Chicago

The Eggplant That Ate Chicago
Norman Greenbaum

You'd better watch out for the eggplant that ate Chicago,
For he may eat your city soon.
You'd better watch out for the eggplant that ate Chicago,
If he gets hungry, the wholedamn country's doomed.

He came from outer space, lookin' for somethin' to eat.
He landed in Chicago. He thought Chicago was a treat.
(It was sweet, it was just like sugar)

You'd better watch out for the eggplant that ate Chicago,
For he may eat your city soon (wacka-do, wacka-do, wacka-do)
You'd better watch out for the eggplant that ate Chicago,
If he gets hungry, the whole damn country's doomed.

He came from outer space, lookin' for somethin' to eat.
He landed in Chicago. He thought Chicago was a treat.
(It was sweet, it was just like suger)

You'd better watch out for the eggplant that ate Chicago,
For he may eat your city soon (wacka-do, wacka-do, wacka-do)
You'd better watch out for the eggplant that ate Chicago,
If he gets hungry, the whole damn country's doomed ('it's in trouble!')
If he gets hungry, the whole damn country's doomed

18857. The Egypt Room - Chords

The Egypt Room 
Richard & Linda Thompson

[Intro]
E
 
[Verse]
    Em                             D
Now Hobnail Kelly and the Beefcake kid
     C                         G       A7      Em
Just rolled into town from the land of sown-up faces
D                           A         D        G      G G/F#
Looking for a woman who can punch and kick and bite
Em                         D
Slide on down to the Egypt room



         C                G       A7      Em
Find the only woman who's holding all the aces
    D                          A     D      G
The Princess is dancing at the Egypt Room tonight
 
[Chorus]
D        A
Don't be late
         Em
Don't be late
G        A
Don't be late
 
[Verse]
        Em                              D
She's a nightclub floozy, nothing but a tramp
        C                          G               A7          Em
But she moves like a snake and she shimmies like a fish in the ocean
        D                       A            D          G      G G/F#
She can fool with a man  til he doesn't know wrong from right
          Em                      D
She's got diamonds flashing, ruby rings
    C                               G         A7      Em
She sparkles like the Nile when she does her original motion
    D                          A     D      G
The Princess is dancing at the Egypt Room tonight
 
[Chorus]
    D        A
Now don't be late
             Em
Ah, don't be late
    G        A
Now don't be late
 
[Instrumental]
A     Em     A     Em     C  A  D
 
[Verse]
    Em                            D
The man with the cane and Italian shoes
   C                 G             A7     Em
He walks like a lion looking for a lonely Christian
   D                             A         D     G          G G/F#
He peeps at the Princess and his bloodshot eyes open wide
          Em                           D
He says, "Meet me, Princess, after the show
      C                  G       A7        Em      D
I'm a gambling man and I think I like your system
                                A     D      G
I'll see you at the back of the Egypt Room tonight"
 
[Chorus]
    D        A
Now don't be late
             Em
Ah, don't be late



    G        A
Now don't be late
 
[Outro]
A     Em     A     Em     C  A  D

18858. The Empress Of Ireland

The Empress of Ireland
Norman Blake - The Empress of Ireland

[Verse 1]
She was the pride of the Canada Line
The Empress of Ireland
Sailing upon the cold north tide
Crossing the wild ocean

[Verse 2]
It crossed in four days, 200 trips made
In the service of many she'd been
The great ship went down, one thousand souls drowned
On the Empress of Ireland

[Chorus]
Friends they'd stroll upon her deck
Waltzed in her ballroom grand
While sleeping they drowned when the Empress went down
Only five miles from land
The Empress of Ireland

[Verse 3]
Late in the spring nineteen-fourteen
She met a terrible end
She had the same crew but the captain was new
When she set sail again

[Verse 4]
He saw a light from a ship on that night
Before the fog settled in
They heard her horn sound as the ship ran her down
The Empress of Ireland

[Chorus]
Friends they'd stroll upon her deck
Waltzed in her ballroom grand
While sleeping they drowned when the Empress went down
Only five miles from land
The Empress of Ireland



18859. The Emptiest Arms In The World

The Emptiest Arms In The World

I only call when I've had that one too many
And my lonely room goes spinning in a whirl
And tonight I couldn't even find my pillow
I've got the emptiest arms in the world

I no longer wear the gold band on my finger
And from time to time I find myself a girl
But when I realize that she's not who I'm holding
I've got the emptiest arms in the world

My empty arms can't ever hold you close again
And these cheap hotel is like a prison cell that keeps closing in
And you alone can fill this empty feeling
Of the emptiest arms in the world

And you alone can can fill this lonely feeling
Of the emptiest arms in the world

18860. The End Of The Innocence

The End Of The Innocence
Don Henley

Remember when the days were long
And rolled beneath a deep blue sky
Didn't have a care in the world
With mommy and daddy standin' by
But 'happily ever after' fails
And we've been poisoned by these fairy tales
The lawyers dwell on small details
Since daddy had to fly

But I know a place where we can go
That's still untouched by men
We'll sit and watch the clouds roll by
And the tall grass wave in the wind
You can lay your head back on the ground
And let your hair fall all around me
Offer up your best defense
But this is the end
This is the end of the innocence

O beautiful, for spacious skies
But now those skies are threatening
They're beating plow shares into swords
For this tired old man that we elected king
Armchair warriors often fail
And we've been poisoned by these fairy tales
The lawyers clean up all details



Since daddy had to lie

But I know a place where we can go
And wash away this sin
We'll sit and watch the clouds roll by
And the tall grass wave in the wind
Just lay your head back on the ground
And let your hair spill all around me
Offer up your best defense
But this is the end
This is the end of the innocence

Who knows how long this will last
Now we've come so far, so fast
But, somewhere back there in the dust
That same small town in each of us
I need to remember this
So baby give me just one kiss
And let me take a long last look
Before we say goodbye

Just lay your head back on the ground
And let your hair fall all around me
Offer up your best defense
But this is the end
This is the end of the innocence

18861. The End Of The Line

Kathy Mattea - The End of the Line

Love isn't easy
Nobody said it would be
We hurt each other without trying
A little anger, a little pride and I think
It isn't worth the tears we're crying
But then I look at you and all that matters
Is we start over again
When we run out of reasons to build walls
When we're tired of the feelings that divide us all
We realize we've come here to love
It's love we find
At the end of the line
Your arms are open and I've got no defenses
In the light of forgiveness
You can find it in your heart and I know
I can find it in mine
When we run out of reasons to build walls
When we're tired of the feelings that divide us all
We realize we've come here to love
It's love we find
At the end of the line
When we run out of reasons to build walls



When we're tired of the feelings that divide us all
We realize we've come here to love
When we're tired of the feelings that divide us all
We realize we've come here to love
It's love we find
At the end of the line

18862. The End Of The Rainbow

Richard Thompson - The End Of The Rainbow 

I feel for you, you little horror
Safe at your mother's breast
No lucky break for you around the corner
'Cause your father is a bully
And he thinks that you're a pest
And your sister, she's no better than a whore

Life seems so rosy in the cradle
But I'll be a friend, I'll tell you what's in store
There's nothing at the end of the rainbow
There's nothing to grow up for anymore

Tycoons and barrow boys will rob you
And throw you on the side
And all because they love themselves sincerely
And the man holds a bread knife up to your throat
Is four feet wide and he's anxious
Just to show you what it's for

Your mother works so hard to make you happy
But take a look outside the nursery door
There's nothing at the end of the rainbow
There's nothing to grow up for anymore

All the sad and empty faces
That pass you on the street
All running in their sleep, all in a dream
Every loving handshake
Is just another man to beat
How your heart aches
Just to cut him to the core

Life seems so rosy in the cradle
But I'll be a friend, I'll tell you what's in store
There's nothing at the end of the rainbow
There's nothing to grow up for anymore



18863. The End Of The Road - Chords

The End Of The Road - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

Verse 1:
A                            
When I come to the end of the long, long road
D
The shadows will flee away
A                              F#m       D      
And I'll stand in the glorious light of God
A              E       A
Where dwelleth eternal day

Chorus:
F#m                       D
When I come to the end, the end of the road
A                   E
To the land of eternity
A                   E      A           D
When I come to the end of life's long road
A               E        A
The face of my Lord I'll see

Verse 2:
Looking back o'er the years that were hard and drear
The hand of the Christ I'll see
And my heart will go forth with a song of praise
Because of His love for me

Chorus:

Verse 3:
When I come to the end of the long, long road
The trials will all be passed
And I'll look on the face of my dearest friend
Safe home in His heaven at last

Chorus:

18864. The End Of The World

The End Of The World
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

You promised to love me to the end of the world
And I built a world just for two;
Now I'm alone at the end of the world
What good am I without you?

Gone are the vows that we made by the stars
Gone like a bolt from the blue;
Darlin' I'm lost at the end of the world



But what good am I without you?

Now yesterday's love is an old memory
Leaving me so heartsick and so blue;
But where can I turn at the end of the world
And what good is love without you?

So this is the end of a beautiful dream
A dream that can never come true;
I can't go on to the end of the world
For the end of my world's loving you.

18865. The End Of Understanding

The Highwaymen - The End of Understanding

[Verse]
Each time you hurt me you say you're sorry
And I try to understand and say, "Okay."
But there must be an end to understanding
And the end of mine can't be too far away
I try to understand you're only human
And we all make mistakes everyday
But there must be an end to understanding
And I know that I just can't go on this way

[Chorus]
Don't you know that love and understanding go together?
Ask too much of one and both will die
There must be an end to understanding
And I know someday I'll reach the end of mine

[Instrumental]
[Chorus]

18866. The Engineers Child - Chords

The Engineers Child

(G) A little child on a (C) sickbed (G) lay
And (C) death was very (G) near
She was the pride and (C) only (G) child of a (A7) railroad engin- (D) eer
His duty had called him from (G) those he loved
And (D) seeing that hope was (G) dim
While a tear he (G7) shed, to his (C) wife he said
Just have two (D) lanterns (G) trimmed

Chorus:
(C) Just hang a light as I (G) pass tonight



(C) Hang it where it (G) can be (D) seen
If our (G) baby's dead just (C) show the red
If she's (G) better then (D) show the (G) green

(Instrumental bridge)

(G) In a little house by the (C) railroad (G) track
A (C) mother with watchful (G) eye
Saw a (G) gleam of hope and a (C) feeble (G) smile
As the (A7) train went rushing (D) by
Just one short look was his (G) only chance
To (D) see the light (G) agleam
In the midnight (G7) air there a-(C) rose a prayer
Thank (G) God the (D) light was (G) green
Repeat chorus

18867. The Engineers Don't Wave From Trains Anymore

Tom T. Hall - The engineers don't wave from the trains anymore
Composer: Tom T. Hall

The engineers don't wave from the trains anymore
Not like they did back in 1954
They've got computers and diesels and things
And the engineers don't wave from the trains anymore
The engineers don't wave from the trains

When I was a little boy I'd hang around the tracks
Watchin' them trains goin' to Louisville and back
I had my dreams and I had my plans
I was gonna be an engineer man

But the engineers don't wave from the trains anymore...

Them big ole trains used to chugga chug and spew
They were my heros and they knew that I knew
No matter how far they snaked down the track
They'd go somewhere and they'd turn around come back

Oh but the engineers don't wave from the trains anymore...

There's more important things that changed in the world
Engineers forgot all us little boys and girls
Still get a far away look in my eye when I hear an ole train in the night
And the engineers don't wave from the trains anymore
The engineers don't wave from the trains
Shewww



18868. The Euphonious Whale

The Euphonious Whale
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

A very hip bird sits in his cage
He sings:
"Tweet tweet-tweet-tweet
Tweet-tweet tweet-tweet"

His neighbor the cat is a real swinger, too
He goes:
"Meow-meow-meow-meow-meow-meow-meow"

As cool as the mouse who digs on his cheese
He goes:
"Squeak squeak-squeak-squeak
Squeak-squeak squeak-squeak"

And the dog is a-scattin' 'cause he's in his own house
He goes:
"Bow wow wow bow bow wow bow wow-wow"

And the bird in his cage does a buck-and-a-wing
He's dancin':
"St st st st st st st st st st st st st st st st"

Hep cat and his buddies play the minuRt
"Do-da-do-dodo, do-da-do-dodo, do-da-do-dodo da da"

As cool as the mouse who digs on his cheese
HR goes:
"Squeak squeak-squeak-squeak
Squeak-squeak squeak-squeak"

And the dog is down home, he's got the beat by the tail
He's barkin'
"Bow wow wow bow bow wow bow wow-wow"

When they do this together it's a euphonious whale
"Bow, meow, tick, squeak, meow, bow, meow, tweet tick, tweet"
When they do this together they make a euphonious whale

18869. The Evening Train

The Evening Train

I heard the laughter at the depot
But my tears fell like the rain
When I saw them place the casket
In the baggage coach of the evening train

The baby's eyes were red from weepin



His little heart is filled with pain
Oh dad he cried they're takin mama
Away from us on the evening train

I turned to walk away from the depot
It seems I heard here call my name
Take care of baby and tell him daring
That I'm goin home on the evening train

I pray that god will give me courage
To carry on til we meet again
It's hard to know she's gone forever
They're carryin her home on the evening train

I heard the laughter at the depot
But my tears fell like the rain
When I saw them place the casket
In the baggage coach of the evening train

18870. The Everlasting Hills Of Oklahoma - Chords

The Everlasting Hills Of Oklahoma
Sons of Pioneers
written by Tim Spencer

(in key of G)
 G C
The everlasting hills of Oklahoma
 G Bm
They hold a million treasures to be found
Em Bm Am Em
Golden grain on hills of green
 Bm Am Em D7
Wave to valleys cool and clean
 G D7 G Bm Em
Too bad some folks have never seen
 G Bm Am7 D7 G
The everlasting hills of Oklahoma
 
G C
The everlasting hills of Oklahoma
 G Bm
Are told in clouded statues in the sky
Em Bm Am Em
Pioneers who long have gone
 Bm Am Em D7
Their wagon wheels still rumble on
 G D7 G Bm Em
When thunder peals and falls upon
 G Bm Am7 D7 G
The everlasting hills of Oklahoma

 G C D7



The everlasting hills of Oklahoma
 G Bm
Will live in name of men she claimed her own
Em Bm Am Em
Some were right and some were wrong
 Em7 Am Em C D
In history's pages, prose and song
 G D7 G Bm C
Oh hail them now for they all belong
 G Em Am7 D7 G
To The everlasting hills of Oklahoma

18871. The Exception - Chords

The Exception 
The Dustbowl Revival feat. The Secret Sisters
 
Capo: 3 fret
 
[Intro]
N.C.
One, two, one, two, three, four,
G  Em  Am  D
 
 
[Verse 1]
G*  N.C.                     Em
I could live without so many things,
                Am
I don't need to drink anymore,
                D
I don't need to sleep no more,
D
Than three or four hours,
       G                               Em
And if I didn't have to talk to no one else,
            Am
I'd be fine by myself,
         Cmaj7
With one exception to the rule.
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                                Em
I could walk the snow without my shoes,
                Am
I don't need to sing the blues,
        D
Or keep searching for clues,
D
About how you're feeling.
    G                                 Em
And I don't even need to be your only man,



             Am
Just love me when you can,
             Cmaj7
One day I'll understand,
                  G
I'm under your command.
 
 
[Chorus 1]
G                   C       G
And I could go for days and days,
                  C    Am
Darling you would be amazed,
                D
At all the tiny tragedies,
D
We drive right by.
G                       D/F#   Em
No matter what I say or what I do,
             Am
There's only one thing true,
              Cmaj7
You're the exception to the rule.
 
 
[Interlude]
G       Am      D
Lalalalalai, la lai,
              Em
Dadadadadada, dai,
          Am
Ladadada, dai,
        Dsus4  D
Da daaa daa----aai,
   G
La dai.
 
 
[Verse 3]
G*  N.C.
I don't need to be on this plane,
           Em
Or in this car,
               Am
I've been both near and far,
              D
Pretending to be a big star,
D
And never believing it.
G                                    Em
I could walk the block right by your side,
                  Am
Our whole world a mile wide,
          Cmaj7
Until the day we died,
                     G
No darling don't you cry.



 
 
[Chorus 2]
G                  C         G
And I could go for years and years,
        C             Am
Darling what I really fear is,
               D
All the broken people,
D
That we pay no mind to.
G                       D/F#   Em
No matter what I say or what I do,
             Am
There's only one thing true,
              Cmaj7*
You're the exception to the rule.
 
 
[Interlude]
G       Am      D
Lalalalalai, la lai,
              Em
Dadadadadada, dai,
          Am
Ladadada, dai,
        Dsus4  D
Da daaa daa----aai,
   G
La dai.
 
 
[Chorus 3]
G                  C    G
And I could go for ever more,
         C              Am
Maybe we open a general store,
        D
In some small town,
D
Where no one could find us.
G                       D/F#   Em
No matter what I say or what I do,
                Am
I can't live without you,
                   Cmaj7*
Cause you're the exception to the rule.
 
 
[Outro]
G       Am      D
Lalalalalai, la lai,
              Em
Dadadadadada, dai,
          Am
Ladadada, dai,
        Dsus4  D



Da daaa daa----aai,
Em      Am      D
Lalalalalai, la lai,
              Em
Dadadadadada, dai,
          Am
Ladadada, dai,
        Dsus4  D
Da daaa daa----aai,
Am
Lalalalalai,
G       C    G
Lalalalalai, lai.

18872. The Eye - Chords

The Eye 
Brandi Carlile
 
[Intro]
 
B F# B F# B F# C# D#m B F#
 
 
[Verse 1]
 
F#                      B
It really breaks my heart
F#                     B
To see a dear old friend
F#   C#           D#m    B       F#
Go down to the worn out place again
 
F#                  B
Do you know the sound
F#                B
Of a closing door?
F#        C#          D#m    B        F#    B
Have you heard that sound somewhere before?
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
 
      F#          C#   D#m     B    F#   C#
Do you wonder if she knows you anymore?
 
 
[Chorus]
 
B                                      F#
I wrapped your love around me like a chain
         B                            C#
But I never was afraid that it would die



F#                  B       D#m
You can dance in a hurricane
D#m                          C#     F#
But only if you're standing in the eye
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
B F# B F#
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
F#                        B
Where did you learn to walk?
F#                       B
Where did you learn to run?
F#              D#m  B      F# B
Away from everything you love
 
F#                      B
Did you think the bottle
F#                      B
Would ever ease your pain?
F#        C#       D#m        B      F# B
Did you think that love's a foolish game?
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
 
          F#     C#   D#m     B      F#   C#
Did you find someone else to take the blame?
 
 
[Chorus]
 
B                                      F#
I wrapped your love around me like a chain
         B                            C#
But I never was afraid that it would die
F#                  B       D#m
You can dance in a hurricane
D#m                          C#     F#
But only if you're standing in the eye
F#                  B       D#m
You can dance in a hurricane
D#m                          C#     F#
But only if you're standing in the eye
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
B F# B F# B F# C# D#m B F#
 
 
[Verse 3]
 



B F#            B
I am a sturdy soul
F#                    B
And there ain't no shame 
F#    C#  D#m        B            F# B
In lying down in the bed you've made
        F#          C#      D#m   B         F# C#
Can you fight the urge to run for another day?
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
 
                    D#m   C#                 F#
You might make it further if you learn to stay 
 
 
[Chorus]
 
B                                      F#
I wrapped your love around me like a chain
         B                            C#
But I never was afraid that it would die
F#                  B       D#m
You can dance in a hurricane
D#m                          F#     C#
But only if you're standing in the eye
F#                  B       D#m
You can dance in a hurricane
D#m                          C#     F#
But only if you're standing in the eye

18873. The Eyes Of Fate

The Incredible String Band - The Eyes Of Fate 

Oh, who can see in the eyes of fate?
All life alone in its chronic patterns
Oh, swan, let me fly you
To the land of no winds blowing
I know nothing and know that I know nothing
All is in the eye and in its blinks of seeing

So just like the morning
The ghost of the following day
Listen

Ory, ory, ory, ory
Rear the rollers wild and stormy
Echoes wholly only lonely long before, ory ory

All rivalry and opinion still cast their wild spells
Effort and contrariness change the directions of time
The lion still growls in your hollowness



Please let's be easy, please let's be friends

Watching and learning like small children
Till out of the morning is growing the strength of the day
Listen

Ory, cry, cry, ory
Rear the rollers wild and stormy
Echoes wholly only lonely long before, ory, ory

Servant of fame or fame for a servant
You see what you see, you see seldom what is
Servant of fate or fate for a servant
You see what you see, you see seldom what is

Servant of fate, oh

18874. The F.f.v.

The F.f.v.
Traditional, from Joan Baez, Michael Nesmith

Along came the F.F.V.
The swiftest on the line
She was runnin' down the C&O; road
Just twenty-five minutes behind

Runnin' into Sewall
The headquarters on the line
And receivin' very strict orders
From the station right behind

Georgie's mother came to him
Her bucket on her arm
And she said, "My darlin' son,
Be careful how you run,

There's many a man that's lost his life
Just tryin' to make lost time.
But if you run your engine right
You'll get there right on time."

Up the tracks she darted
And into a rock she crashed
Upside down the engine turned
And poor Georgie's head was smashed

His head lay 'gainst the firebox door
And the flames were runnin' high
And he said, "I'm proud to be born for an engineer
With C&O; road to die."

The doctor said to Georgie,



"My darlin' boy, be still.
Your life may yet be saved
If it is God's precious will."

"Oh no," cried he, "That will not do.
I'd rather die so free.
I want to die for the engine I love:
One hundred and forty-three."

The doctor said to Georgie,
"Your life cannot be saved."
He was murdered on a railway
And laid in a lonesome grave

And his eyes were covered up with blood
And his eyes they could not see
So the very last words poor Georgie cried
Were, "Nearer my God to thee."

Notes:
This folk song, also known as "Engine 143" and "The Wreck On The C&O;",
is based on the events of 23 Oct 1890, when a landslide 3 miles
east of Hinton, West Virginia caused a trainwreck.

The best-known recording of "Engine 143" is by the Carter Family.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Wreck on the C & O

This ballad, like that of "John Hardy", was made in West Virginia. Ten variants
have been found, all very much alike. The facts out of which the song grew
were obtained from Miss Margaret Alley and Mr. Ernest N. Alley, Alderson, West
Virginia, sister and brother of George Alley, the man killed in the wreck, and
from Mr. R.E. Noel Hinton, formerly an engineer on the Chesapeake and Ohio
Railroad.

George Alley was born in Richmond, Virginia, July 10, 1860, was married and had
four children. The wreck on the C & O in which he was killed occurred at
5:40 A.M., October 23, 1890. He was running train No. 4, the F.F.V. (Fast Flying
Vestibule), engine No. 134. He lived five hours after being hurt. The wreck
occurred three miles east of Hinton, and was caused by a landslide. Lewis Withrow,
the regular fireman, was firing the engine. He had been "laying off," but, on the
morning of the wreck, took his run back at Hinton.

Jack Dickinson was not on the engine, but Robert Foster was. He had been working
in Withrow's place, and his run being out of Clifton Forge, he was deadheading
back home that morning. Neither he nor Withrow jumped into the New River: he went
out of the window on the left side of the engine, that being the side away from
the river, and Withrow went out of the gangway on the same side. The engine
turned over on the opposite side, that is, toward the river. Withrow was badly
hurt and for a long time it was thought he would not live.

George Alley was six feet tall, weighed about 170 pounds, had a dark complexion,
black eyes and straight black hair. At the time of the wreck his home was at
Clinton Forge. The ballad and the facts agree as follows: (1) The F.F.V., train
No.4, was running east on the C & O Railroad, was wrecked near Hinton by a



landslide. (2) The regular engineer, George Alley, was killed. (3) The fireman
saved his life by jumping from the engine.

As in "John Hardy," certain fundamental facts are retained, but the details are
entirely untrustworthy.

(Folk Songs of the South edited by John Harrington Cox)

Along came the F.F.V., the fastest on the line,
Came running o'er the C & O Road, just twenty minutes behind;
Came running into Sewell, lies quartered on the line,
And then received strict orders for Hinton, away behind.

Many a man's been murdered by the railroad,
By the railroad, by the railroad; (Chorus)
Many a man's been murdered by the railroad,
And is sleeping in his lonesome grave

When she got to Hinton, her engineer was there,
Georgie Allen was his name, with blue eyes and curly hair;
His fireman, Jack Dickinson, was standing by his side,
Waiting for his orders, and in his cab to ride.

Georgie's mother came to him with a basket on her arm,
Saying, "Now, my darling son, be careful how you run;
For many a man has lost his life trying to gain lost time,
And if you run your engine right, you'll get there yet on time."

Georgie said to his pal, "Jack, just a little more steam;
I mean to pull old No. 4 the fastest ever seen;
And o'er this road I mean to fly with a speed unknown to all,
And when I blow for the Stock Yard Gate, they will surely hear my call."

Georgie said to his pal, "Jack, a rock ahead I see;
I know that death is waiting to grasp both you and me;
So from this cab you must fly, your darling life to save,
For I want you to be an engineer when I am sleeping in my grave."

Up the road she darted; against the rock she crashed;
Upside down the engine turned, upon his breast it crashed;
His head upon the firebox door, the burning flames rolled o'er;
"I'm glad I was born an engineer to die on the C & O Road."

Georgie's mother came to him, "My Son what have you done?"
"Too late, too late my doom is almost run."
The doctor said to Georgie, "My son, you must lie still;
Your precious life may yet be saved, if it be God's holy will."

"O no, doctor, O no! I want to die so free;
I want to die with my engine, old 143."
His last words were, "Nearer, my God, to Thee, nearer to Thee,
Nearer, my God, to Thee, nearer to Thee."

(This version contributed by Mr. John B. Adkins
April 1, 1916)



18875. The Factory

The Factory
Downhill Bluegrass Band

I was standing at the end of the horizon
and listening to he sound of clear cuts weep
and deep down in the valley white smoke was rising
in a sigh from a beast that never sleeps

It's been a long time now since I stood upon this mountain.
and a familiar wind is whispering your name
and thou through the years time have called for changes
the hurting and the pain remains the same.

There at nights the red eyes cut us like a razor
and it kept feeding from our hopes and make beliefs
as the shadows of what may was growing longer
the years would wear away all our wistful dreams

But underneath a northern sky
I will dive into the night
So I put all my weight on one foot and I'll make a leap so high
that I'll reach the highest wall
climb over and then I will fall
into your arms.

We got old and (we) never found that four leaf clover
and the circus never rolled into our town
Now at the end of this rainbow, the party is over
down from the hills runs a hollow sound.

18876. The Faded Coat Of Blue

Norman Blake - The Faded Coat Of Blue

My brave lad sleeps in his faded coat of blue
In a lone and silent grave lies the heart that beats so true
He fell faint and hungry among the famished brave
And they laid him sad and lonely within his nameless grave
He cried, "Give me water and just one little crumb
And my mother, she will bless you in the many years to come
Oh, tell my sweet sister, so gentle and so true
I'll meet her up in heaven in my faded coat of blue"
No more the bugle calls the weary one
Rest, lonely spirit, in thy grave unknown
I'll know you and find you among the good and true
When the robe of white is given for the faded coat of blue
Long, long years have vanished, and though he comes no more



Yet my anxious heart will start with each footfall at my door
I gazed o'er the hilltop where he waved a last adieu
But no gallant lad I see in his faded coat of blue
No more the bugle calls the weary one
Rest, lonely spirit, in thy grave unknown
I'll know you and find you among the good and true
When the robe of white is given for the faded coat of blue

18877. The Faith Is Mine

Rodney Crowell - The Faith Is Mine

There's no feelin' no better than this
There's no mountain so high I can't climb
There's no shortage of comfort and bliss
There's no reason I burned holes in my mind
I'm doin' fine
The faith is mine now
I've seen my troubles smokin' down on the track
My nose all bloody, taste the salt in my teeth
I spent my money but it's all comin' back
The water is muddy but it's drowned
And my field's under the [Incomprehensible]
The faith is mine now
The faith is mine
But I still got a long way to go
I've seen my future look back on my heart
Don't know the ending but I know where to start
My past is healin', it's alarmin' the fate
This time tomorrow, it could all be a race tumblin' by
The faith is mine now
The faith is mine
But I still got a long way to go
The faith is mine
But I'm still doin' time keepin' up my God
The faith is real
Or sometimes I feel like I work too hard
The faith is mine, yeah, the faith is mine
Yeah, faith is mine
But I'm still doin' time, it's a life long task
The faith is strong, I keep hangin' on
'Cause I know that I've only to ask
The faith is mine
Yeah, the faith is mine
There's no feeling no better I know
The skies are cloudy but the sun's gonna show
My arms are open and I got my feet on the sand
Angel of mercy take a hold of my hand
I'm doin' fine
The faith is mine now
The faith is mine
But I still got a long way to go
Faith is mine



But I still got a long way to go
The faith is mine
But I still got a long way to go
The faith is mine
Yeah, the faith is mine
The faith is mine
The faith is mine

18878. The Fall

The Avett Brothers - The Fall 

Well bring me something new that I haven't felt before
Like messages of love and directions to your door
But please talk slowly, I don't hear good anymore
And we all fall down
And we all fall down

Don't die on me lady, only good things can come
To those who practice reason and recognize good fun
Your absence is the bullet and the past is your gun
And we all fall down
And we all fall down

She still doesn't answer though she knows shes done wrong
We buried the memories along with the songs
When she wakes up, I hope that we are gone
And we all fall down
And we all fall down

There's a visitor in black at my neighbors house
My neighbor says tomorrow the visitor says now
When he comes here please tell him that I'm out
And we all fall down
And we all fall down

18879. The Fall - Chords

The Fall 
The Black Lillies
 
[Intro]
/ C / % /
 
[Verse 1]
C
I am not a rich man, I have no fortune to bear
C                                                   Am
I was born in the desert where a flower is so rare



 
/ F / C / Am C / % /
 
[Verse 2]
C
I am not a rich girl, I have no diamond to share
C                                                 Am
I was born on the ocean, a thousand stars I wear
 
/ F / C / % / % /
/ F / C / F / C /
 
[Verse 3]
C
I am not a sailor, I am no captain at sea
C                                                   Am
I was born in the desert and a captain I'll not be,
F                C
  a captain I'll not be
 
[Verse 3]
C
I was born on the water, my father sailed the ocean wide
C                                                Am
A mermaid my mother, I sail along with the tide
 
/ F C / F   / C F / F   / Am C  / C F /
 
[Solo]
/ F    / C F  / F   / Am C   /
/ C F  / Am C / F   / %      /
 
[Verse 4]
C
I am but a dreamer, I've seen you in between
C                                                 Am F
The shadows and the sunshine falling down on me                      
C
Falling down on me
 
[Verse 4]
C
Would you be my lover if I gave you all I had?
C                                                     Am
Flowers from the desert and gold from the ocean sand              
F     C
 From the ocean sand
 
[Solo]
/ C  / % / % / % / % /
/ C  / % / % / % / % /
/ Am / F / C / % /
 
[Verse 5]
C
And I'll love you in the springtime, I'll love you through the fall
C                                                                        Am



I'll hold your hand in the cold and rain when the first snowflakes fall
F     C
   The snowflakes fall
 
/ C / F / C F / F / F
 
[Verse 6]
C
I am but a dreamer and I've seen you in between
C                                                Am
The shadows and the sunshine falling down on me                      
F     C
 Falling down on me
 
[Outro]
/ C / % / F / C / F / F Am C /
/ C / F C / F

18880. The Fallen Eagle

The Fallen Eagle

Singing the fallen eagle
Fill the copter smile
Chasing round the mountain
Chasing till they born
They say that it's just sporting
Shooting them on the wing
The world around 'em clatters
You can hear the mountains ring
Hear their song, it won't be long

Singing the western ranges
The eagle takes his land
He's got a thousand mothers
Hit off near the dam
Get up with the sunrise
Everybody gather around
Get in with the first shot
Ther're to bring you down
Down, down, crash on the ground

Singing the noble eagle
Help is on the way
The government team of experts
Is rusing to your aid
I know you're noe excited
An eagle is no way
Fly up to Canada
This country isn't sane
Anymore, that's for sure



18881. The Fallen Woman

Tom T Hall - The Fallen Woman
Composer: Tom T. Hall

She reminds me some of a blue eyed doll a strange look there in her eyes
Surprisingly quick with her movements like a woman who's learned to survive
She empties the ashtrays and passes the booze in a crude but professional style
And her facial contoprtions were painfully set in a look that resambles the smile

The small crowded bar roars loud its approval of some verbal blow that she's dealt
By telling a trucker from the Redball Express to have intercourse with himself
In my mind I can see her room the place where the woman lives
The rollers and the curlers and the ol' panty hose
And the ceiling that leeks like a sieve

And there's pictures of Merle and Johnny and June and Kennedy there with a flag
And a letter from home that she's read ten times and an ol' blue traveling bag
You know that man she loves ah he's puttin' her on
But no queen could ever love him more
And in her mind their ship will sail to a hundred exotic shores

Lord she'll get no pity from me no she's tough and she wouldn't care
But life is made up of wishes and dreams and she's had more than her share
As I sit here and drink and I look for a song I think I just find me one
There's a difference in a fallen women and the one who is still hangin' on

18882. The False Hearted Tenor Waltz

The False Hearted Tenor Waltz
John Hartford

False-Hearted Tenor
My False-Hearted Tenor, falsetto so high
I watch all your dobros as they slide on by.
My person is lonely I think it's because
My voice is not high and real thin like a saw
What would really be slick now if I learned how to sing
But they tell me to pick now 'cause that is my thing

It's genu-un-settle (wrong words) a voice without heart
I'm out in the meadow and I can't find my part
Just because I quit smoking and sit on a stool
and sing all them love songs like any dam fool
Remember the tenor when we render this waltz
I pick on a Fender in a tenor that's false

In my highest falsetto I can't sing this high
But I dam sure would like to and that's why I try



My voice is as much as two pitches too low
When I want to get high and get up like Munroe
But me no soprano without any pause
just a jug-throated croaker in a tenor that false

18883. The Family Bible

The Family Bible

There's a family Bible on the table
Each page is torn and hard to read
But the family Bible on the table
Will ever be my key to memories
At the end of day when work was over
And when the evening meal was done
Dad would read to us from the family Bible
And we'd count our many blessings, one by one

I can see us sitting round the table
When from the family Bible dad would read
I can hear my mother softly singing
Rock of ages
Rock of ages cleft for me

Now this old world
Of ours is full of trouble
And this old world would also better be
If we'd found more Bibles on the tables
And mothers singing rock of ages, cleft for me

I can see us sitting round the table
When from the family Bible dad would read
I can hear my mother softly singing
Rock of ages
Rock of ages cleft for me

Rock of ages
Rock of ages cleft for me

18884. The Family Chain - Chords

The Family Chain - The Isaacs

Capo 2nd Fret 

         C               
My closest friends have moved to Heaven
          Am               G
They have left this world below



             C                 F
To live up there, with Christ forever
             C  G     C
There they never shall grow old

(chorus)
             F                 C
The Family Chain has now been broken
            F                 G
The missing links are safe I know
             C               F
I pray we'll all be joined together
          C G          C
In that city built of gold

        C   
Daddy was the first to leave us
       Am               G
And it greived my Mother so
        C               F
Right away she had to join him
               G         C
They are happy there I know
     C           
My days on earth will soon be ending
     Am                    G
For I can see the setting sun
            C                F
The broken links will come together
  C   G          C
Reuniting one by one

            F                   C
The Family Chain has now been broken
             F               G
The missing links are safe I know
            C               F
I pray we'll all be joined together
        C    G        C
In that city built of gold...
              G              F    C
Yes, In that city built of gold

18885. The Family Who Prays

The Louvin Brothers - The Family Who Prays

The family who prays
Will never be parted
Their circle in heaven unbroken shall stand
God will say "enter, my good faithful servants"
The family who prays
Never shall part



Satan has parted fathers and mothers
Filling their hearts with his envy and hate
Heading their pathways down to destruction
Leaving their children like orphans to stray

The family who prays
Will never be parted
Their circle in heaven unbroken shall stand
God will say "enter, my good faithful servants"
The family who prays
Never shall part

Wars and tornadoes are taking our loved ones
Leaving us tearful with sad aching hearts
But we shall join them over the river
For the family who prays
Never shall part

The family who prays
Will never be parted
Their circle in heaven unbroken shall stand
God will say "enter, my good faithful servants"
The family who prays
Never shall part

18886. The Far Side Banks Of Jordan

The Far Side Banks Of Jordan
The Carter Family 

Intro: F# F# F# F#

F# C#7
I'll Admit My Steps Are Growing Wearier Each Day
F#
Still I've Got A Certain Journey On My Mind
C#7
Lures Of This Old World Have Ceased To Make Me Want To Stay
F#
My One Regret Is Leaving You Be-hind

F# C#7
If It Proves To Be His Will That I Am First To Cross
F#
And Somehow I've A Feeling It Will Be
C#7
When It Comes Your Turn To Travel Likewise Don't Feel Lost
F#
For I Will Be The First One That You'll See

Chorus:
F#



And I'll Be Waiting On The Far Side Banks Of Jordan
F#7 B F#
I'll Be Sitting Drawing Pictures In The Sand
C#7 F#
And When I See You Coming I Will Rise Up With A Shout
B F# C#7 F#
And Come Running Through The Shallow Water Reaching For Your Hand

Lead Break: B - F# - C#7 - F# - F#

F# C#7
Through This Life We've Laboured Long To Earn Our Meagre Fare
F#
It's Brought Us Trembling Hands And Failing Eyes
C#7
So I'll Just Rest There On That Shore And Turn My Eyes Away
F#
Until You Come Then We'll See Para-dise

18887. The Far Side Of The Hill - Chords

The Far Side Of The Hill - The Greencards

C              G
Puttin on my walkin shoes                
C              G
Walkin out the door                      
C                G
Headed down the same dirt road           
D                 G
That Ive been down before                        

C              G
Down into the highland
C               G
Cutting thru the pines
C             G    
Crossing over copper creek 
D                G
and up the other side

C                          G
There's a little girl who love me
C              G
Said she alway will
C             G   
Waiting over yonder on 
D                   G
The farside of the hill

C                   G     
I picked a bunch of flowers
C                   G



The ones that smell so sweet
C                G
Always bring her something
D             G
Every time we meet

C                G
I know she'll be waiting
C               G
Standing by the door
C                    G
With a smile like an angel
D                 G
You've never seen before

C                   G
She gives me kisses daily
C               G
Said she always will
C             G
Waiting over yonder on 
D                   G
The farside of the hill

violin solo

C                   G
Its a match made in heaven
C                G
It ain't hard to see
C              G
Only took one look at her
D                     G
Knew she belonged to me

C                    G
Well this is how my story ends
C                      G
My wandering days are thru
C                       G
She said she ed wear my ring
D                        G             
I'm hanging up my walkin shoes

C                          G
There's a little girl who love me
C              G
Said she alway will
C             G   
Waiting over yonder on 
D                   
The farside of the 
C                          G
There's a little girl who love me
C              G
Said she alway will
C             G   



Waiting over yonder on 
D                   G
The farside of the hill

18888. The Farmer - Chords

The Farmer 
Mike + Ruthy

[intro]
D A D A D G D G D
 
[Verse 1]
 
D
I got up I got dressed and I went to work
G                               D
Got my education digging in the dirt
A                  D
Digging in the dirt
 
D A D A D G D G D
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
D
I got up I got dressed in my retirement
G                                              D
Got my fancy dinner wonder where my whole life went
A             D
Where my whole life went
 
 
[Chorus]
 
      A
I was born in the wintertime
    G              D
Was working by the fall
A
Farmer is a friend of mine
  G              A     G
A friend unto us all
 
D A D A D G D G D
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
D
I got up I got dressed and I went to my death
G                                              D



Gravestone for my pillow I'll finally get some rest
A               D
Finally get some rest
 
 
[Chorus]
 
      A
I was born in the wintertime
    G              D
Was working by the fall
A
Farmer is a friend of mine
  G              A     G
A friend unto us all
 
D A D A D G D G D
 
 
[Outro]
 
D
I got up I got dressed and I went to work
G                               D
Got my education digging in the dirt
A              D
Digging in the dirt

18889. The Farmer's Cursed Wife

Tim O'Brien - The Farmer's Cursed Wife

Well there was an old man who lived by the mill
If he ain't moved away he's a livin' there still
Singing Fie diddle-eye diddle-eye dye, diddle-eye diddle-eye day
Well the devil he came to the field one day
Said it's your old woman I'm a gonna take away
Singing Fie diddle-eye diddle-eye dye, diddle-eye diddle-eye day
Oh take her oh take her with all of my heart
And I hope to my soul that you'll never never part
Singing Fie diddle-eye diddle-eye dye, diddle-eye diddle-eye day
Well he took the old lady all up in a sack
And off to Hell they went clickety clack
Singing Fie diddle-eye diddle-eye dye, diddle-eye diddle-eye day
Well they got her on down about half of the road
Says old lady you're a devil of a load
Singing Fie diddle-eye diddle-eye dye, diddle-eye diddle-eye day
When he got her on down to the gates of hell
Says punch up the fire, gonna scorch her well
Singing Fie diddle-eye diddle-eye dye, diddle-eye diddle-eye day
Nine little devils come a draggin' a chain
She took it away and she knocked out their brains
Singing Fie diddle-eye diddle-eye dye, diddle-eye diddle-eye day



Ten little devils went a climbin' the wall
Sayin' take her back Daddy she's a murderin' us all
Singing Fie diddle-eye diddle-eye dye, diddle-eye diddle-eye day
Well she found the old man lying late in the bed
She picked up the butter stick and paddled his head
Singing Fie diddle-eye diddle-eye dye, diddle-eye diddle-eye day
Away she went whistilin' over the hill
If the devil won't have me I wonder who will
Singing Fie diddle-eye diddle-eye dye, diddle-eye diddle-eye day
Well that goes to show you what a woman will do
She's worse than the devil and she's worse than you
Singing Fie diddle-eye diddle-eye dye, diddle-eye diddle-eye day

18890. The Farmer's Daughter

The Farmer's Daughter - Vince Gill

Tonight there'll be candlelight and roses
In this little country chapel that's almost falling down
There'll be tears in this old farmer's eyes this evening
When I give my one possession to that city boy from town

His hair is a little longer than we're use to
But, I guess I should find something good to say
About this man whose won the farmer's daughter
And will soon become my son-in-law today

Mama left eight years ago December
And it was hard to be a Dad and Mama too
But, somehow we made home of this old farmhouse
And love was all my baby ever knew

He could be the richest man in seven counties
And not be good enough to take her hand
But, he says he really loves the farmer's daughter
And I know the farmer's daughter loves the man

18891. The Farmer's Daughter - Chords

Farmer's Daughter
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
  
C                   F               C
Tonight there'll be candlelight and roses
                                                    G7
In this little country chapel that's almost falling down
            C                 F                  C
There'll be tears in this old farmer's eyes this evening
       D7                             G7



When I give my one possession to that city boy from town

    C                F                 C
His hair is a little longer than we're use to
                                            F
But I guess I should find something good to say
                                      C
About this man whose won the farmer's daughter
         G7                        C
And will soon become my son-in-law today

F                          C
Momma left eight years ago December
           G7                         C
And it was hard to be a dad and momma too
    F                                C
But somehow we made home of this old farmhouse
    D7                        G7
And love was all my baby ever knew

C               F                    C
He could be the richest man in seven counties
                                   F
And not be good enough to take her hand
                                         C
But he says he really loves the farmer's daughter  
      G7                                   C
And I know the farmer's daughter loves the man

18892. The Fast One

Linda Ronstadt - The Fast One

You don't know how I feel
You don't seem to care
If I let you see it through my eyes
You wouldn't see anyone there

It's no wonder I been crying
It's no wonder that I'm blue
My crazy heart was gone and let somebody know
When it's time for me to go
Tired of being lonely
Tired of what you do to me
Hear it raining in my heart
Well I've been lonely before
But I've been so long without sunlight
I can't take another day more

No wonder I been crying
It's no wonder I been blue
My crazy heart can't tell me why
I can't tell you goodbye



Oh no, I'm tired of all this tragedy
I'm giving you back your misery

You better put on a fast one
I think I'm gonna pull through
You better play another fast one
No matter what you do
Put your money in a fast one
I don't want to hear the blues
Put on another fast one
Trying to forget about you

Well it ain't no wonder I been crying
It's no wonder I been blue
My crazy heart can't tell me why
I can't tell you goodbye
Darling I'm tired of being lonely
Tired of what you put me through

Now you better put on a fast one
If you want me to pull through
You better play another fast one
No matter what you do
Put your money in a fast one
I don't want to hear the blues
Put on another fast one
Trying to forget about you

18893. The Fastest Rabbit Dog In Carter Country Today

Tom T Hall - The Fastest Rabbit Dog In Carter Country Today

[Verse 1:]
Get out the skillet boys some flour and some grease
We're gonna have us a rabbit to eat
Blues got a big un and he's headed this way
He's the fastest rabbit dog in Carter County today

[Chorus:]
Run Blue run Billie get your gun
And listen to what I say
Run Blue run Billie get your gun
He's the fastest rabbit dog in Carter County today

[Verse 2:]
Dogs from Roan County boys they can't hold a light
Blue run that rabbit all day and night
Redbone Blue tick and part class they say
The fastest rabbit dog in Carter County today

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]



Get all them dogs out from under that porch
Ol' Red and Junior and Big Wheel and Sport
Get those bloods out I'll prove what I say
He's the fastest rabbit dog in Carter County today
[Chorus]

18894. The Fate Of Dewey Lee

The Fate Of Dewey Lee
The Carter Family

Twas on one Saturday evening
About the hour of ten
In a little mining town
Where trouble did begin
Everybody there were drinking
There were whiskey everywhere
Dewey Lee got to thinking
He had no business there

He was so tall and handsome
His heart so true and brave
Joe Jenkins pulled his pistol
And sent him to his grave
He took the life of Dewey
When life had just began
And Dewey went to Heaven
While Joe went to the pen

He took the life of Dewey
Because he would not tell
We know he murdered Dewey
For Dewey's pistol fell
His mother sits now weepin'
She weeps and mourns all day
She prays to meet her boy
In a better world some day

So hearken to my story
And what I have to say
Get right with your Maker
We'll meet Him again some day
The clerk said, "Stand up, boy
And listen to your crime!"
They sent him down to Richmond
To serve out his time

Young men all take warning
For this you must outlive
Don't take the life of anyone
For life you cannot give
You may possess great riches
Put many beneath the sod



But money won't hire a lawyer
When you stand before your God

18895. The Fate of Talmadge Osborne

Ernest Stoneman - The Fate of Talmadge Osborne

Would you please listen to a story I confess
Of a young man Talmadge Osborne
Who seemed to have no dread
The people all took notice
Of the screams heard once or twice
They believed he had a warning
Of a calling of his life

He was born in Grayson County
And paying for some land
Now he's in eternity
His judgement will stand
He saw the engine coming
A-moving down the road
Some boys said 'Look out Osborne'
But upon it he did load

The engine it was backing up
When Osborne crossed the right
He got off with his hands cut off
And he lost his life besides
The stopped the engine quickly
For the signal it was given
I know not who was the engineer
But his engine was 497

They took him back to Grayson
In an unexpected way
When his casket reached his home
You could hear those people say
Many a man's been murdered by the railroad
Many a man's been murdered by the railroad
Many a man's been murdered by the railroad
And laid in his cold lonesome grave

You may think it's real jolly
But it's real good advice
If you're having lots of fun
And living mighty nice
Be careful how you're walking
On the company's right-of-way
The Johnson law will get you
And your doom you'll have to pay

For they've got a kind of law out there
It's a mighty secret thing



You'll get all that's coming
If you're not in the ring
With a pistol in your pocket
And riding on a train
Six months upon the country road
Will be your finished doom

18896. The Fever

The Fever - Garth Brooks 

He's got a split finger wrap 
And his rope's pulled way to tight 
He's got a lunatic smile  
'Cause he's really drawn deep tonight 

He's got a fever, fever, fever, fever 
Grab a hold of anything and hold on tight 
It hits you like the venom from a rattle snake bite 
We're all here 'cause he's not all there tonight 

He takes one breath  
And time turns inside out 
Then the gate busts open to the world he dreams about 

He's got a fever, fever, fever, fever 
Stick a rope on anything 'cause he don't care 
He'd even take a ride on the electric chair 
We're all here cause he's not all there tonight 

He says it's really kind of simple 
Keep your mind in the middle  
While your butt spins 'round and 'round 
Take heed to Sankey's preachin' 
Keep liftin' and reachin' 
And ridin' like there ain't no clowns 

What he loves might kill him 
But he's got no choice 
He's a different breed  
With a voice down deep inside 
That's screamin' he was born to ride 

He's got a fever, fever, fever, fever 
Fever makes you crazy 'cause it makes no sense 
Like runnin' from your shadow out of self-defense 
He won't run and baby he can't hide 
He thinks the odds are even leavin' one hand tied 
He gets so tired of hangin' on so tight 
I know you think he's crazy well I think you're right 
We're all here 'cause he's not all there that's right



18897. The Fiddler

The Fiddler

When the fiddler has played his last tune for the night
And the singer has sung his last song
And the mandolins and guitars and banjo's are quiet
And the loud noisy crowd has gone home

Theres nothing as quiet as a night with no music
Or as dark as night with no stars
And nothing as lonesome as a cold lonely river
Just wondering all night where you are

As we walked together the music was playing
The wind whispered soft through the trees
With your arms around me whispered I love you
And the words seemed to float on the breeze

Now the fiddler has played his last tune for the night
And the singer has sung his last song
All the mandolins and guitars and banjo's are quiet
Like the music sweetheart you are gone

18898. The Fields Have Turned Brown

The Fields Have Turned Brown
Country Gentlemen - Stanley Brothers

I left my old home to ramble this country
My mother and dad said son don't go wrong
Remember that God will always watch o'er you
And we will be waiting for you here at home

   Son don't go astray was what they both told me
   Remember that love for God can be found
   But now they're both gone this letter just told me
   For years they've been dead, the fields have turned brown

For many long years this world I have rambled
No thoughts of the day when I would return
Now as I go home and find no one waiting
The price I have paid to live and to learn

18899. The Fields Of Home - Chords



The Fields Of Home
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Larry Cordle and Larry Shell

C                  G7
I remember how I'd cuss 
F                     D7
The taste of that old hillside dust
        C                           G7
And the hot July sun that burned my back
C                       G7
As I walked between the rows 
F            Am              D7
I dreamed of places that I'd go
C        G7                 C   G7
Far away from the fields of home
C                        G7
A young man longs to get away 
F                D7
And I told Dad I would someday
      C                             G7
And I remember how I laughed at his reply
C                          G7
He said son someday you'll long 
F            Am            D7
To kiss this ground you're standing on
             C                 G7                C
When there's miles between you and the fields of home
B7                        C            A7
I left before I turned 18 I set out to do big things
Dm                   G7               F       C  F
Oh I didn't write or call I thought I knew it all
B7
And for a while I lived it up 
C                   A7
But when I got down on my luck
Dm        C       F       G7        C   G7
I started longing for the fields of home
C                 G7
Now 20 years have slipped away 
F                   D7
But I went back the other day
    C                                 G7
And found the weeds had taken Daddy's farm
C                       G7
I looked for Gene's old grocery store 
F                     D7
The road don't run by there no more
      C           G7                 C
And I didn't recognize the fields of home
B7                        C            A7
I left before I turned 18 I set out to do big things
Dm                   G7               F       C
Oh I didn't write or call I thought I knew it all
B7
I can't believe how things have changed 
C                   A7
And they won't ever be the same



       Dm       C     F        G7        C
Lord I wish I'd never left the fields of home
  Dm      Em      F        G7        C
Tonight I long to walk the fields of home

18900. The Fighting Side Of Me

The Fighting Side Of Me
Osborne Brothers - Vince Gill

When you're running down my country man you're walking on the fightin' side of me
I hear people talking bad
About the way we have to live here in this country
Harping on the wars we fight
And griping about the way things oughta be

And I don't mind 'em switching sides
And standing up for things they believe in
When they're running down my country man
They're walking on the fighting side of me

Yeah they're walking on the fighting side of me
Running down the way of life
Our fighting men have fought and died to keep
If you don't love it leave it
Let this song I'm singing be a warning
If you're running down my country man
You're walking on the fighting side of me

I read about some squirrelly guy
Who claims he just don't believe in fighting
And I wonder just how long
The rest of us can count on being free

They love our milk and honey
But they preach about some other way of living
When they're running down my country hoss
They're walking on the fighting side of me

18901. The Fire

The Avett Brothers - The Fire

A young child sits quiet, the forest is dark
Possibilities overflow his unbroken heart
I ask him well after the brush takes the spark
What do you see in the fire?
I see light within color and color in light
Trophies I'll take home, and battles I'll fight



A bright blue horizon with no pain in sight
I'll be there and so will my parents and you're invited too

A life-sentence inmate in orange prisoner clothes
Who's been told his whole life "that's just how it goes"
Who came out swinging from poverty row
Sits a bit close to the dangerous glow
What do ya see in the fire?
I see rich people laughin' with food on their plates
And neighborhood bullies imprinted with hate
Moms and dads screaming at each other insane
And hard grey redemption a little too late
And I see myself as I might've been
I'm handsome and capable and funny

A young woman in college entranced by the flames
Is pondering silent how perfectly strange
A girl could be called by so many names
And not one be the one she was given
What do you see in the fire?
I see myself in the mirror, not pretty enough
And digital images reducing love
My roommate enslaved by expectations above
And then I see the face of my mother

A first year preacher stands on his feet
His love for man kind is true and complete
While the frigid wind blows through the trees
I ask, as he leans away from the heat
What do you see in the fire?
I see swirling confusion, question, and loss
And I know all about Christ and the cross
But I cannot explain the holocaust
I stuttered when a young man asked me to
I just couldn't find the words

A woman of ninety with wisdom in spades
Her mind still as sharp as her kitchen blades
I ask as her memory nonetheless fades
What do you see in the fire?
I see the touch of my husband who recently passed
Our hometown before the roads got so fast
And I see it now in an impatient blur
And I see how in love we were

I see the good Lord offering mercy
I see the good Lord offering mercy
I see the good Lord offering mercy

Someone I care for, she sits by my side
I can feel the past and the future collide
She leans in and whispers: "don't think just decide
What do you see in the fire?"
I see the faces of my victims whose hearts I once broke
Calm and alive in the curling smoke
All I can do is sit here and hope
They may find a way to forgive me



There's something unspoken there in your eyes
A pain or a love I don't recognize
I better ask you now before it dies
What do you see in the fire?

18902. The Fire In My Heart

The Fire In My Heart

I trusted you dear, what more can I say
How heartbreak and tears is the price I mist pay
But weeping will heal a soul in deepair
And there'll come a time when I'll no longer care

You started a flame, a fire in my heart
I thought you'd be true that we never would part
You left me alone and through the long years
The fire in my heart will be drowned out with tears

In this game of love what chances we take
For each heart that's left there another must break
You smile at me dear, I played and I lost
It's all over now and I'm counting the costs

I can't face our friends, the ones we both knew
For they always ask, whats happened to you
I'll go on somehow and hope for the day
The love in my heart will be all washed away

I wonder if you are happy sweetheart
Or do you regret that we're living apart
Come back if you wish but sweetheart return
While deep in my heart that old flame still burns

18903. The Fire On My Tongue

Billy Strings 
The Fire On My Tongue

There ain't enough corn mash
In this whole sorry town
To wash off or burn out
The way it all went down

But that cork squeaks so loud
When it's sneaking its way out
That I'm afraid to death she's going to hear



Now the fire on my tongue
Is for those who die young
And the weariness of we who stay behind
There's poison sickness in my heart
And I don't trust the ashes of my mind

I've got too many sorrows
And far too little time
To sit and drown out these memories
Under Tennessee rye

But the salt on the rim
Has me thinking about him
And my shaking hands can't hold back no more tears

Now the fire on my tongue
Is for those who die young
And the weariness of we who stay behind
There's poison sickness in my heart
And I don't trust the ashes of my mind

Whispering my shame
To the bottom of my glass
Won't get me through the dawn
Or make the darkness pass

So I'll hold out tonight
And clench this bottle tight
And drink about the light I saw in you

Now the fire on my tongue
Is for those who die young
And the weariness of we who stay behind
There's poison sickness in my heart
It's tearing me apart
And I don't trust the ashes of my mind

18904. The Fire That Keeps You Warm

Dolly Parton - The Fire That Keeps You Warm 
(Dolly Parton)

Let me walk in the sunshine of your smile
Let me hide in the shadows of your eyes
Let me lie in the safety of your arms
And let me be the fire that keeps you warm
I'll keep you warm

Let me be the someone that you need
Let me be the shelter that you seek
Let me be your strength when you are weak
And let me be the fire that keeps you warm



Let me walk in the sunshine of your smile
Let me hide in the shadows of your eyes
Let me lie in the safety of your arms
And let me be the fire that keeps you warm
I'll keep you warm

Let me be the one always around
Let me help you up when you are down
Let me make a smile out of a frown
And let me be the fire that keeps you warm

Let me walk in the sunshine of your smile
Let me hide in the shadows of your eyes
Let me lie in the safety of your arms
And let me be the fire that keeps you warm
I'll keep you warm

Let me be the fire that keeps you warm

18905. The Firebreak Line

The Firebreak Line
Steve Earle

[Chorus]
Well, I'm a-cuttin' out a firebreak line
Cuttin' out a firebreak line
Digging down deep to the clay and lime
Cuttin' out a firebreak line

[Verse 1]
Well I'm a wildfire fighting fool
On the Yellow Mountain hotshot crew
I can swamp and fell
I can walk through hell
I'm an EMT and a torch-man too
When the wind's blowin' hot and dry
And the sparks and the cinders fly
I'll make my stand with twenty good men
A better band of brother's you'll never find
Got their back and they got mine
I'm cuttin' out a firebreak line

[Chorus]
Well, I'm cuttin' out a firebreak line
Cuttin' out a firebreak line
Digging down deep to the clay and lime
I'm cuttin' out a firebreak line

[Verse 2]
Ed Pulaski is a friend of mine
When I'm cuttin' out a firebreak line
He invented this thing like an ax I swing



And he never left a member of his crew behind
When the fire jumped across the line
Took 'em down an abandoned mine
Then he drew his gun, said he'd shoot the first one
That got it in his head to try and step outside
Got everybody out alive
Ed Pulaski is a friend of mine

[Chorus]
And I'm cuttin' out a firebreak line
Cuttin' out a firebreak line
Digging down deep to the clay and lime
Cuttin' out a firebreak line
Woo!

[Chorus]
Cuttin' out a firebreak line
Cuttin' out a firebreak line
Digging down deep to the clay and lime
Cuttin' out a firebreak line

[Verse 3]
Gotta pray that the wind'll die
And it rains down from on high
I will raise a glass to the hotshots past
In hotshot heaven up above the sky
They're watchin' over me when I'm
Cuttin' out a firebreak line

[Chorus]
Now I'm cuttin' out a firebreak line
Cuttin' out a firebreak line
Digging down deep to the clay and lime
I'm cuttin' out a firebreak line

Whoa I'm cuttin' out a firebreak line
Cuttin' out a firebreak line
I'm digging down deep to the clay and lime
I'm cuttin' out a firebreak line

18906. The Firefly's Song

The Firefly's Song

I used to run in a young man's boots
with a young man's heart
and a young man's roots
but now I stand where
a young man stood before
I don't run like I used to
this ol' man don't run no more
You used to talk and I used to not
I don't listen but I hear a lot



don't believe for a second that
my key won't fit your door
I don't want you like I used to
this ol' man wants you more
hey hidey-ho...I used to go where the devil
wouldn't go
where the river runs still and the water dont' flow
heaven couldn't stop me then
hey hidey-hi...good Lord willin'
and the crick don't rise
life goes by liek the firefly's
when teh devil sits with a grin
I used to sing with a young man's voice
a young man's heart and a young man's choice
I hope my song is what you're longing for
I don't sing like I used to
sometimes less is more
hey hidey-ho...I used to go where the devil
wouldn't go
where the river runs still and the water dont' flow
heaven couldn't stop me then
hey hidey-hi...good Lord willin'
and the crick don't rise
life goes by liek the firefly's
when teh devil sits with a grin
this crazy life is all we got
like a shoestring tied in a beggar's knot
and in the end that's what this story shows
I don't love you like I used to...
this ol' man loves you more
I don't love you like I used to...
this ol' man loves you more

18907. The First Girl I Loved

The Incredible String Band - The First Girl I Loved - 2010 Remastered Version 

First girl I loved,
Time has come I will sing you
this sad goodbye song,
When I was seventeen, I used to know you.

Well, I haven't seen you, now, since many is the short year,
And the last time I seen you, you said you'd joined the
Church of Jesus.
But me, I remember your long red hair falling in our faces
As I kissed you.

Well, I want you to know, we just had to grow;
I want you to know, I just had to go.

And you're probably married now, house and car and all,
And you turned into a grownup, female, stranger.



And if I was lying near you now,
I probably wouldn't be here at all.

Well, we parted so hard;
Me, rushing round Britain with a guitar,
Making love to people
That I didn't even like to see.

Well, I would think of you.
Yes, I mean in the six sad morning.
And in the lonely midnight,
Try to hold your face before me.

Well, I want you to know, I just had to go;
I want you to know, we just had to grow.

And you're probably married now, kids and all,
And you turned into a grownup, female, stranger.
And if I was lying near you now,
I'd just have to fall.

Well, I never slept with you
Though we must have made love a thousand times.
For we were just young, didn't have no place to go,
But in the wide hills and beside many a long water
You have gathered flowers, and they do not smell for me.

Well, I want you to know, I just had to go.
I want you to know, we just had to grow.
So it's goodbye first love, and I hope you're fine.

Well, I have a sweet woman
Maybe some day to have babies by me,
she's pretty,
Is a true friend of mine

18908. The First Noel

Emmylou Harris - The First Noel
Dolly Parton

The first Noel, the angel did say,
Was to certain poor shepherds in fields as they lay,
In fields where they lay keeping their sheep,
On a cold winter's night that was so deep.

Noel, Noel, Noel, Noel,
Born is the King of Israel.

They looked up and saw a star
Shining in the the East, beyond them far,
And to the Earth it gave great light,
And so it continued both day and night.



Noel, Noel, Noel, Noel,
Born is the King of Israel.

This star drew night to the northwest,
O'er Bethlehem it took its rest,
And there it did both stop and stay,
Right over the place where Jesus lay.

Noel, Noel, Noel, Noel,
Born is the King of Israel.

18909. The First Showboat

Jerry Jeff Walker - The First Showboat

Yeah a mile around the bend down the Ohio
Comin up the river for the Sunday show
There's a tuba and a banjo and a steam calliope
Sittin on the deck of the big paddlewheel
What a thrill it must have been play in Dixie for the folks
Up and down the river on the first showboat
What a thrill it must have been play in Dixie for the folks
Up and down the river on the first showboat
Yeah well poppa took the kids, momma took the lunch
The gents took the belles and the whiskey took the drunks
But the biggest thrill of all you know it had to be
Way up front playin steam calliope
What a thrill it must have been play in Dixie for the folks
Up and down the river on the first showboat
What a thrill it must have been playin Dixie for the folks
Up and down the river on the first showboat
Yeah there's magic in the air riddle in the rhymes
Slow and easy in the summertime
Yeah an who'd a ever thought it could come to be
That Jim Crows flyin where the eagle ought to be

18910. The First Time

The First Time
Ewan MacColl

The first time ever I saw your face
I thought the sun rose in your eyes
And the moon and stars were the gift you gave
To the dark and the empty skies, my love,
To the dark and the empty skies.

The first time ever I kissed your lips



I felt the earth move in my arms
Like the trembling heart of a captive dove
That was there at my command, my love,
That was there at my command.

The first time ever I held you near
And felt your heart beat close to mine,
I felt a joy to fill the earth
And last until the end of time, my love,
and last till the end of time.

Our love will last till the end of time.

18911. The First Time I Fell In Love

The First Time I Fell in Love
Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway

[Verse 1]
I was only seventeen
Watching Golden State upon the silver screen
The first time I fell in love
Second Saturday of July
In the parking lot of Paly High
The first time I fell in love
It was rollerblades and cigarettes
EDM dubbed on cassette
Just me and nobody else

[Refrain]
On this topsy-turvy wild and whirly in a hurry
Full of worry rollercoaster ride
The first time I fell in love with myself

There were morning glories trailing up the vine
Like a kelp forest that otters climb
The first time I fell in love
The coffee shop was cranking punk rock
The marching band played down the block
The first time I fell in love
It was Fandangos on the stage
Where I sang the Alabama Getaway
Just me and nobody else

[Refrain]
On this topsy-turvy wild and whirly in a hurry
Full of worry rollercoaster ride
The first time I fell in love with myself

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
I always thought love was for somebody else



A mother, a brother, a friend
But it came to me so easily
The kind that comes from within

[Verse 3]
Now looking back at the photographs
I just have to laugh when I think of that
First time I fell in love
And all through the years, all the wasted tears
All the hopes and fears I can see so clear
The first time I fell in love
So if you're wise just step inside
Close your eyes and hold on tight
It's just you and nobody else

[Refrain]
On this topsy-turvy wild and whirly in a hurry
Full of worry rollercoaster ride
The first time you fell in love with yourself

18912. The First Time I Heard About Heaven - Chords

First Time I Heard About Heaven
Bluegrass Cardinals

         D              A7               D
The first time I heard about heaven
       D            A7              D
Mama was smiling and rocking my cradle
And singing
Won t it be wonderful that 
         G                                      D     Bm
I can still see her happy tears a fallin 
                D                  G                D
And I can still hear my mother in pray

        D         A7              D
Now if the walls are not jasper
        D         A7              D
and if the streets are not gold
           G                                D       
if my mansion should just be a cabin
       E                                 A  
As long as it's heaven it's home

         D                   A7                   D
The only thing my eyes long to vision
         D                   F#m                G
The only thing my heart needs to know
                 G                                  D         Bm
Is that somewhere on the hills of manshire
        D               G                D        G
The king sitting high on his trone



The king sitting high on his trone
Now if There's no marriage supper
No gathering of millions to feast at the table
No singing
Saved by his marvelous grace
So my soul be bad and contending     
If my eyes should behold his sweet things

18913. The First Train Robbery - Chords

The First Train Robbery - Larry Cordle & Lonesome Standard Time Click
Christ Stuart

Capo 2

G                       C               G
I was born in forty three down in Jackson County
G                      D               G
Daddy was a farmer, we were tired of being poor
G                                  C                  G
My brothers taught me how to steal and live by jumping bounty
G                          D              G
But I learned how to kill in Lincoln's dirty war
 
 
When the fight was over I returned to mother 
I promised her I'd go to work and be an honest son
But in Seymour, Indiana I met up with my brothers
They said "Here comes the O&M;" and they handed me a gun
 
Chorus
 
Goodbye brothers and all the Reno Gang 
Me and Frank and William, together we will hang
And goodbye sister, Laura, true and lovely
Tell everyone that we swung for the first train robbery
 
We boarded at the station, steamed through the holler 
The engineer, out of fear, stopped that rolling train 
We broke into the mail car, found those silver dollars
But, I saw a neighbor's face as we rode away
 
I said "Boys there was a witness, so before we split a penny
We need to find him and be sure he never testifies"
So, we strolled into Seymour and shot poor mister Kinney
Though he fell upon his knees and pleaded for his life
 
Three years longer, we lived on steak and brandy 
'Til the Pinkerton agents threw us in this cell
Now I hear the voices of the vigilantes
Sayin' "Let's put the Reno Boys on a train to hell"



18914. The First Whippoorwill

The First Whippoorwill
Bill Monroe - Hazel Dickens

Springtime is near my darling
You say that you are going away
My heart will be with you my darling
And I'm counting now the days

   I know that soon I'll have to travel
   I know I'm over the hill
   I feel so all alone my darling said she'd be gone
   When I heard that first whippoorwill

The flowers are blooming little darling
With the budding of the trees
I hear the night birds a crying
I know that they are warning me

Our love was planted little darling
Just like the farmer plants his grain
But there will never be a harvest
On the hills the whippoorwills now sing

18915. The First Word In Heaven Is He

The First Word in Heaven Is He
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

[Verse 1]
It was he who went away to heaven
To prepare a home for you and me
It was he who gave his life on calvary
That those pearly gates we might see

[Chorus]
And the first word in heaven is he
He's got son (he's got son ) he's name is Jesus
He more precious than all the world to me
And the first word in heaven is he

[Verse 2]
It was he who left the throne in glory
Came to earth to die and set us free
It is he who's seated by the father
Making plans for our eternity

[Chorus]



And the first word in heaven is he
He's got son (he's got son ) he's name is Jesus
He more precious than all the world to me
And the first word in heaven is he
He more precious than all the world to me
And the first word in heaven is he

18916. The Fish Song

The Fish Song 
The Rarely Herd

I was the cook, and she was the waitress
Down at Salty Sams seafood cafe
Somewhere between the clam juice and the seafood salad
Some little shrimp... lured her away

I Lobster, and never Flounder
He wrapped his line around her
And they drove off in my Carp

I Lobster and never Flounder
I'll Octopus his face in,
Eel only break her heart

I said "just Squid and leave me for that piano Tuna
If you want to Trout something new"
She was the Bass I ever had and my life has no Porpoise
Oh my Cod I love her, yes I do

I Lobster, and never Flounder
He wrapped his line around her
And they drove off in my Carp

I Lobster and never Flounder
I'll Octopus his face in,
Eel only break her heart

18917. The Fishin' Song

The Fishin' Song
Frank Solivan

[Verse 1]
Nah all you fisherman gather around
Listen to story ama layin' down
Coz you might resemble this remark
If you like me
I had me this cute little fish



She was a scrumptious gone [?] dish
And then one day she set me down
Said , Listen to me 
She said, things gonna have to change around here
And if you don't put off that fishing gear 
 She said, you're gonna find that your little fish
Swam out the sea 

So I gave my partner a wink and said
 You guys go ahead knock him dead 
I said I've heard it before [?] past with time you see

[Verse 2]
Well , I was makin' time huggin' and kissin'
I couldn't help but think my two buddies fishin'
Wonderin' why she's got to do this damn thing to me
Here she's walking [?] and done
All i got is fishin' on my mind
Besides, my partners told me
There's more fish in the sea
So when she said  choose,it's me or the fish? 
And i said  ha! I'm gonna miss you 
And now i'm wishin' that i'd just thought
Before I said that keep her free

I never knew all the trouble it render
Fishin' for this fish you have another gender
But I found out when I set out the fan
There's new fish for me

[Verse 3]
She really turned out to be a drag
So i throwed her back
And I tried again just to see
And the next one I put on my strainer
This one here she was a real humdinger
She took all the sport out of this game
Now take it from me
Then I snagged and [?]
Yeah i caught her and she left me[?]
Like a fish out of water she said
 Sorry Charlie,only the rest get to be stockiest 
(haha)then I got desperate and [?] the whale
And it wasn't long for she said sail
 Looking for some lover sucker or a sunny beach 
So it's early to bed early to rise
Fish like hell when makeup lies
That's how I am how i'm always gonna be
But if you got trouble with lady beaching
But you and your partner's out there fishin'
You better take care of your son
You'll be in the same boat as me



18918. The Fix

The Fix
Lindsay Lou - The Fix

I am not looking for an answer
I'm not trying for a tired old bag of tricks
I need a fix a frame shift
And we have got a problem placing purpose
Feeling worthless as a broken instrument
But you, you've got it all on the cool, calm and collected
You, you've got it all tight and in perspective
Well honey when you've had it
Don't you tire of the copasetic
Of the dirge, the day to day
Do you ever throw your arms up
Arrested and disarmed of every weapon you could possibly say
I am not looking for an answer
I'm not trying for a tired old bag of tricks
I need a fix a frame shift
And we have got a problem placing purpose
Feeling worthless as a broken instrument
But you, you've got it all on the cool, calm and collected
You, you've got it all tight and in perspective
We make up our own rules now
We all play the fool
Now and again I play it longer than I'd like to
With no one left to pray to
We've got learning to attend to
Solutions to find on our own
I am not looking for an answer
I'm not trying for a tired old bag of tricks
I need a fix a frame shift
And we have got a problem placing purpose
Feeling worthless as a broken instrument

18919. The Flame - Chords

The Flame
recorded by Dolly Parton & Porter Wagoner
written by Dolly Parton
 
G                         D7                   G
I find myself remembering things I thought I'd forgot
                     C            G              D7
I thought I'd gotten over you but I can see I've not
G                  C          G                   C
And seeing you has made me realize how wrong I've been
                               G          D7             G
And the torch I've carried for so long is burning bright again
 
    D7                            C
The flame is burning bright again it just took my seeing you to know



                   G                                    D7
That the flame had not burned out it just had flickered low
    G       C                        G            C
Yes I still love you just as much as I ever did before
                     G                                 D7  G
The flame is burning bright again and I can't fight it anymore
 
                        D7                       G
Could it be your seeing me has set your heart on fire
                C            G               D7
Could it be old memories has filled you with desire
G                    C             G                       C
Oh if after all this time you find that you still feel the same
                      G                  D7          G
Then come and take my hand and walk with me into the flame
 
repeat #2

18920. The Flowers Of Bermuda

The Flowers Of Bermuda
Stan Rogers

He was the captain of the Nightingale
Twenty-One days from clyde in coal.
He could smell the flowers of Bermuda in the gale,
When he died on the North Rock Shoal.

Just five short hours from Bermuda, in a fine October gale,
There came a cry "O there be breakers dead ahead!"
From the Collier Nightingale.
No sooner had the captain brought her round,
Came a rending crash below.
Hard on her beam ends groaning went the Nightingale,
And overside her mainmast goes.

"O Captain are we all for drowning?"
Came the cry from all the crew. "The boats be smashed,
How are we all then to be saved?
They are stove in through and through."
Oh, are ye brave and hearty collier men?
Or are ye blind and cannot see?
The captain's gig still lies before ye whole and sound.
It shall carry all O' we.

But when the crew was all assembled,
And the gig prepared for sea,
Twas seen there were but eighteen places to be manned,
Nineteen mortal souls were we.
But cries the captain "now do ye not delay,
Nor do ye spare a thought for me,
My duty is to save ye all now if I can,
See ye return quick as can be."



Oh there be flowers in Bermuda. Beauty lies on every hand.
And there be laughter, ease, and drink for every man,
But there is no joy for me.
For when we reached the wretched Nightingale,
Such an awful sight was plain,
The captAin drowned, lay tangled in the mizzen chain,
Smiling bravely beneath the sea.

18921. The Flyboy & The Kid

Rodney Crowell - The Flyboy & The Kid

May your nights be filled with laughter
And your days with honest work
May you wake up smelling roses
When you're facedown in the dirt
If you had the sense to come in
When the storm clouds start to grow
You wouldn't be my right hand
And the best friend that I know
Ooh, here's to life
Here's to love
When your heart beats like a lion
And your shoes fit like a glove
Yeah, here's to you
Here's to me
Some ol' mad dog mountain flyboy
And the kid from Tennessee
May you always stay in touch with the things
That keep you young
When you're staring at injustice
May you never bite your tongue
May the bear tracks in your future
Find you downwind in a glade
Where the grass as green as absinthe
Comes in forty different shades
Ooh, here's to love
Here's to life
All the fair and tender ladies
And the old fishmonger's wife
Yeah, here's to you
Here's to me
Some ol' mad dog mountain flyboy
And the kid from Tennessee
Yeah, set 'em up, drinks for free
It's the mad dog mountain flyboy
And the kid from Tennessee



18922. The Flyer

Nanci Griffith - The Flyer

He was a flyer for the Air Force
On a plane from San Antonio
I was traveling to London
He was going off to Buffalo
Changing planes in Pittsburgh
We got grounded in a storm
Now, I would give anything
To be on that flyer's arm

We played cards, mostly blackjack
As we sat out on the tarmac
We sang songs we knew in Spanish
As we both loved songs of language
He'd heard me on the radio
I'd seen the flyers on San Antone
Now, I would give anything
To have that flyer for my own

God bless the flyer
Who would be flying home tonight
I would give anything
To see that flyer, flyin' tonight

He said he'd never married
'cause, his heart was in the clouds
And I said I was too clumsy 
That I broke the wings of the loves I found
He shouted out his name to me
As I ran to make my flight
Now, I would give anything
To see that flyer, flyin' tonight

One year I watched a war in London
In the airport leaving London
And I wondered if I'd know him 
If I saw his wings in motion
Did I leave my heart in Pittsburgh...
In the lightening of that flight?
I wish that you could tell me now
Will he be flyin' home tonight?

God bless the flyer
Who would be flying home tonight
I would give anything
To see that flyer, flyin' tonight

God bless the flyer
Who would be flying home tonight
I would give anything
To see that flyer, flyin' tonight



18923. The Foggy Dew

Tim O'Brien - The Foggy Dew

Now when I was a bachelor I lived all alone
I worked the weaver's trade
The only, only thing I ever did that was wrong
Was to woo a fair young maid
I wooed her in the wintertime
And part of the summer too
The only, only thing I ever did that was wrong
Was to keep her from the foggy, foggy dew
It was late one night she came to my bedside
When I was fast asleep
She flung her pretty arms all around my neck
And then began to weep
She wept, she cried, she tore her hair
Ah me what could I do
So all night long I held her in my arms
Just to keep her from the foggy, foggy dew
Well still I am a bachelor and I live with my son
And we work the weaver's trade
And it seems that every time I look into his eyes
I'm reminded of that fair young maid
I'm reminded of the wintertime
And part of the summer too
Of the many, many times I held her in my arms
Just to keep her from the foggy, foggy dew

18924. The Foggy Mountain Top

The Carter Family - The Foggy Mountain Top

[Verse 1]
If I was on some foggy mountain top
I'd sail away to the west
I'd sail around this whole wide world
To the girl I love the best
If I had listened what mama says
I would not have been here today
A-lying around this old jail house
A-weeping my sweet life away

[Chorus]
Yeah, oh-lay-ee-oh, lee-oh-la-ee-ay
Lee-oh-lay-ee, lay-ee, oh-lay-ee

[Verse 2]
Oh, if you see that girl of mine



There's something you must tell her
She need not be fooling no time away
To court some other feller
Oh, she's caused me to weep, she's caused me to mourn
She caused me to leave my home
For the lonesome pine and the good old times
I'm on my way back home

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Oh, when you go a-courting
I'll tell you how to do
Pull off that long-tailed roustabout
Put on your navy blue

[Chorus]

18925. The Fool

Richard Thompson - The Fool 

Gather round me buddies
Hold your glasses high
And drink to a fool
A crazy fool
Who told his baby, goodbye

Too late he found out he loves her
So much he wants to die
But drink to a fool
A crazy fool
Who told his baby, goodbye

He needs her, he needs her so
He wonders why
He let her go-oo, o-oo, oooo

She's found a new love, buddy
He's a lucky guy
So drink to the fool
'Cause I'm that fool
Who told his baby, goodbye

[Instrumental Interlude]

He needs her, he needs her so
He wonders why
He let her go-oo, o-oo, oooo

She's found a new love, buddy
He's a lucky guy
So drink to the fool



'Cause I'm that fool
Who told my baby, goodbye
Who told my baby, goodbye
Who told my baby, goodbye

18926. The Forecast

Railroad Earth - The Forecast (Live) 

The forecast says there's a calm ahead
mild days and sunny rain
not a breeze, days at ease
clear skies over head

The forecast says there's a storm brewin
heavy rain and heavy wind
batten down and board em up
worst day of the year

Crying, like a river crying, something isn't right
I see a mountain dying right before my eyes

The forecast says better pull it over
trouble headin back to rain
pass the gate, dark and late
we get rolling on

Crying, hear the river crying, something isn't right
I see a mountain dying right before my eyes

18927. The Four

The Four
Greensky Bluegrass

I keep digging holes in someone else's ditch
I'm looking for apples but they're all in the trees

[Chorus]
Somebody help me cause I can't be saved
(Somebody help me be safe)
But I haven't done anything I can't name
(I've done nothing I can't name)

I fell in love with the four chord, I didn't need anymore
I forgot about the five of us, and what we came here for

[Chorus]
Somebody help me cause I can't be saved



(Somebody help me be safe)
But I haven't done anything I can't name
(I've done nothing I can't name)

I think I'll have another cocktail, I couldn't get enough
I wouldn't let our worries get the best of us

I fell in love with the four chord, I didn't need anymore
I forgot about the five of us and what we came here for

(w/ Devol )
I'm a wreck, I'm wrecked, but I'm putting it on you
Cause the truth isn't true

18928. The Four Horsemen

Iron Horse - The Four Horsemen

By the last breath of the fourth winds blow
Better raise your ears
The sound of hooves knocks at your door
Lock up your wife and children now
It's time to wield the blade
For now you have got some company
The Horsemen are drawing nearer
On the leather steeds they ride
They have come to take your life
On through the dead of night
With the four Horsemen ride
Or choose your fate and die
You have been dying since the day
You were born
You know it has all been planned
The quartet of deliverance rides
A sinner once a sinner twice
No need for confession now
Cause now you have got the fight of your life
Time
Has taken its toll on you
The lines that crack your face
Famine
Your body it has torn through
Withered in every place
Pestilence
For what you have had to endure
And what you have put others through
Death
Deliverance for you for sure
There is nothing you can do



18929. The Fox

Nickel Creek - The Fox (Live from the Freight and Salvage, Nov. 16, 2000) 

The fox went out on a chilly night
He prayed for the moon to give him light
for he'd many a mile to go that night
Before he reached the town-o, town-o, town-o
He'd many a mile to go that night before he reached the town-o

He ran till he came to the farmers pen
the ducks and the geese were kept therein
He said a couple of you are gonna grease my chin, before I
leave this town-o, town-o, town-o
a couple of you are going to grease my chin before I
leave this town-o

He grabbed the great goose by the neck
threw a duck across his back
and he didn't mind the quack, quack
and the legs all danglin' down-o down-o down-o
he didn't mind the quack quack and the legs all danglin' down-o

Well the old grey women jumped out of bed
Out of the window she popped her head
cried john john the great goose is gone
and the fox is on the town-o town-o town-0
john john the great goose is gone and the fox is on the town-o

He ran till he came to his nice warm den
and there were the little ones eight, nine, ten
sayin' daddy daddy better go back again
it must be a mighty fine town-o town-o town-o
daddy daddy go back again it must be a mighty fine town-o

The fox and his wife, without any strife
cut up the goose with a fork and a knife
they never had such a supper in their life
and the little ones chewed on the bones-o bones-o bones-o
they never had such a supper in their life
and the little ones chewed on the bones.

18930. The Fox

The Fox
Arr. Burl Ives

The fox went out on a chilly night
Prayed for the moon to give him light
For he had many a mile to go that night
Before he reached the town o (2x)

He ran til he came to a great big bin



Where the ducks and the geese were kept therein
Said, a couple of you are going to grease my chin
Before I leave this town o

He grabbed the grey goose by the neck
Throwed a duck across his back
He didn't mind the quack, quack, quack
And the legs all dangling down o

Then old mother Flipper-flopper jumped out of bed
Out of the window she cocked her head
Crying, John, John the grey goose is gone
and the fox is on the town o

Then John he went to the top of the hill
Blew his horn both loud and shrill
The fox, he said, I better flee with my kill
Or they'll soon be on my trail o

He ran till he came to his cozy den
There were the little ones, eight, nine, ten
Saying, Daddy, daddy, Better go back again
For it must be a mighty fine town o

Then the fox and his wife, without any strife
Cut up the goose with a carving knife
They never had such a supper in their life
And the little ones chewed on the bones o

18931. The Free Mexican Air Force

The Free Mexican Air Force - Peter Rowan

In the Morelos mountains campesinos are planting their fields
Where the ghost of Zapata flies a ship that can still outrun the wind
There, free in the sky, and clear out of sight...
It's the Free Alien Air Force, flying tonight!

In the city of angels, a Man-In-Black's cooling his heels
Just waiting for orders from Uncle Sam's spooks in the field
But it's much farther south where those little green men take to flight
And then the, Mexican Air Force,
Scrambles up on an inter-cept course,
But the Free Alien Air Force is flying too high!

Flying so hi-i-igh...i-yi-yi-yi-yi!

Old Uncle Sam's cover-up-lies hide these alien trends
They might kill you if they think you've got alien friends
But they're fools who make rules out of fear of what flies in the night
Because the Free Alien Air Force is flying tonight!

Uncle Sam in his paranoid fear shut-off the mountains that sur-round



The Area called Fifty-One on Dreamland's dry Groom Lake ground
Now the only civilians who dare fly over that site
Come from the Free Alien Air Force
Uncle Sam's jets, scramble up, of course
But the Free Alien Air Force is flying too high!

Flying so hi-i-igh...i-yi-yi-yi-yi!

(instrumental)

Is not propaganda destroying the minds of the young?
The cover-up continued for power and greed in all forms!
May the lies of the evil soon fall to the truth and the light!
As the Free Alien Air Force flies freely tonight

Not even the President knows the full truth of what's going on
And the media's co-opted, bought-out, and they're singing their song
They think none can stop them, their arrogance too great to fight
Then their High-Tech Secret Air Force,
Scrambles up on an inter-cept course,
But the Free Alien Air Force is flying too high!

Flying so hi-i-igh...i-yi-yi-yi-yi!

Some ships come from Altair while others are coming from Rigel
The Men-In-Black who watch them all use the alias "Nigel"
It's all a chess game -- Earth's black and they're white,
And the Free Alien Air Force just captured Earth's knight!

High in the skies they're discussing their plans for their landing
To welcome Earth to the Galactic Village in good standing
And freedom for us is the prison for the rulers of might!
That's why the Free Alien Air Force is flying tonight!

The Free Alien Air Force,
With Element One-Fifteen fuel-source,
Yes, the Free Alien Air Force, is flying tonight!

Flying so hi-i-igh...i-yi-yi-yi-yi!

18932. The Front Porch Song

The Front Porch Song
Robert Earl Keen/Lyle Lovett

This old porch is a big ol' red and white Herford bull
Standin' under a mesquite tree in Agua Dulce, Texas
He keeps on playin' hide and seek with that hot august sun
Sweatin' and a pantin' cause his work is never done
Oh no, with those cows and a red top cane

This old porch is a steamin' greasy plate of enchiladas
With lots of cheese and onions ans a guacamole salad



You can get them at the LaSalle Hotel in old downtown
With ice tea and a waitress who will smile every time
Oh yeah,  I left a quarter tip on my ten dollar bill

This old porch is a palace walk in on a main street in Texas
It ain't never seen or heard the days of G's and R's and X's
And that '62 poster that's almost faded down
And a screen without a picture since Giant came to town
Oh no,  I like those junior mints and the red hots too, yes I do

This old porch is like a weathered grey haired seventy years of Texas
who's doin' all he can not to give in to the city
And he always takes my rent late so long as I run his cattle
He picks me up at dinner time and I listen to him rattle

He says the Brazos still runs muddy like she's run all along
There's never been no cane to grind and the cotton's all but gone
You know this Chevrolet pickup truck, hell she was somethin' back in '60
But now there won't nobody listen to him 'cause they all think he's crazy

This old porch is just a long time of waiting and forgetting
Remembering the coming back and not crying about the leaving
And remembering the falling down and the laughter of the curse of luck
From all those son's of bitches who said we'd never get back up

This old porch is a big old red and white Herford bull
Standing under a mesquite tree out in Agua Dulce
He keep's on playing hide and seek with that hot August sun
he's sweating and a panting 'cause his work is never done
I've know a whole lot of bulls in my time, and there work is never done.

18933. The Frost Is All Over - Chords

The Frost Is All Over 
The Chieftains & Punch Brothers

D
What would you do if the kettle boiled over?
D                                      G
What would I do but to fill it again
D
What would you do if the cows eat the clover?
G                                       D
What would I do but to set it again
 
D                                        G
The parties are dug and the frost is all  over
D                     Em
Kitty lie over close to the wall
D                                    G
How would you like to have married a  solider?
Em                  D
Kitty lie over close to the wall



 
D
What would you do if you married a solider?
D                                   G
What would I do only follow their gun
D
What would you do if they died on the ocean?
G                                   D
What would I do only marry again
 
D                                         G
The prairies all boil and the herrings are roasted
D                    Em
Kitty lie over close to the wall
D                                G
You to be drunk and I to be sober
Em                  D
Kitty lie over close to the wall
 
D
What would you do if the kettle boiled over?
D                                      G
What would I do but to fill it again
D
What would you do if the cows eat the clover?
G                                      D
What would I do but to set it again
 
D                                        G
The praties are dug and the frost is all  over
D                    Em
Kitty lie over close to the wall
D                                    G
How would you like to have married a  solider?
Em                  D
Kitty lie over close to the wall

18934. The Frozen Logger

The Frozen Logger
James Stevens

As I sat down one evening within a small cafe,
A forty year old waitress to me these words did say:

"I see that you are a logger, and not just a common bum,
'Cause nobody but a logger stirs his coffee with is thumb.

My lover was a logger, there's none like him today;
If you'd pour whiskey on it he could eat a bale of hay

He never shaved his whiskers from off of his horny hide;
He'd just drive them in with a hammer and bite them off inside.



My lover came to see me upon one freezing day;
He held me in his fond embrace which broke three vertebrae.

He kissed me when we parted, so hard that he broke my jaw;
I could not speak to tell him he'd forgot his mackinaw.

I saw my lover leaving, sauntering through the snow,
Going gaily homeward at forty-eight below.

The weather it tried to freeze him, it tried its level best;
At a hundred degrees below zero, he buttoned up his vest.

It froze clean through to China, it froze to the stars above;
At a thousand degrees below zero, it froze my logger love.

They tried in vain to thaw him, and would you believe me, sir
They made him into axeblades, to chop the Douglas fir.

And so I lost my lover, and to this cafe I come,
And here I wait till someone stirs his coffee with his thumb."

18935. The Funky Tomato

Todd Snider - The Funky Tomato

[Verse 1]
In the heat of the summer on the east side of town
(Oh oh, the Funky Tomato)
Got a brand new dance goin' around
(Oh oh, the Funky Tomato)
Everywhere you look, everywhere you go
Everybody's doing that Funky Tomato

[Chorus]
Put your hands in the air (Put your hands in the air)
Do not resist arrest (Do not resist arrest)
Now shake your derriere (Shake your derriere)
From east to west like you know east is best
Now put your hands out wide, try to touch your nose (put your hands out wide and touch your
 nose)
If you can't do that man, you can't drive home
Now you got it, look at you go
Now you're doing that Funky Tomato

[Verse 2]
Forget the Watusi (ohh)
And the Boogaloo
The Shag and the Shake (ohh)
Forget the Shuffle too
Forget about the Monkey and the Mashed Potato (ohh)
Everybody's doing that Funky Tomato



[Chorus]
Put your hands in the air (Put your hands in the air)
Do not resist arrest (Do not resist arrest)
Now shake your derriere (Shake your derriere)
From east to west like you know east is best
Now put your hands out wide, try to touch your nose (put your hands out wide and touch your
 nose)
If you can't do that man, you can't drive home
Now you got it, look at you go
Now you're doing that Funky Tomato

18936. The Future's Not What It Used To Be

The Future's Not What It Used To Be
Balsam Range

I left Decatur hell bent to forget
Bought a ticket to Skowhegan, Maine
I wound up in Seattle too drunk and too rattled
To know that I caught the wrong train

I met some fast easy women and some hard drinking men
Trying to drown the sorrow in me
Oh I once had a lot but the future is not
Not what it used to be

Ooh the years, they went by and I went steadily down
'Til I had no place I could go
I made the soup lines by morning and the dives every night
Wrecking my body and soul

And then I met a lady and in time she made me forget
Yes her love set me free
No we ain't got a lot but the future is not
Not what it used to be

Oh I never thought I could live to get older
For the past cut a hle deep in me
But now there's a chance I'll be here a while longer
And at least now I wanna be

Somebody told me that you were in town
And I found out today
And you know I'm sorry to hear that you're down
But honey what can I say?

18937. The Gal I Left Behind Me



The Gal I Left Behind Me

I struck the trail in seventy-nine
The herd strung out behind me
As I jogged along my mind went back
To the girl I left behind me

That sweet little gal, that true little gal
That gal I left behind me
That sweet little gal, that true little gal
That gal I left behind me

If I ever get off the train
And the Indians they don't find me
I'll make my way straight back again
To the gal I left behind me

* Refrain

The wind did blow, the rain did flow
The hail did fall and blind me
I thought of that gal, that sweet little gal
That gal I'd left behind me

* Refrain

She wrote ahead to the place I said
I was always glad to find it
She says, I'm true, when you get through
Ride back and you will find me

* Refrain

When we sold out, I took the train
I know when I would find her
When I got back, we had a smack
And that was no gol-darned liar

* Refrain

18938. The Gallery

The Lil' Smokies - The Gallery

It's so dark and lonely in the gallery

(Chorus)
I can't help but to love you
If I looked the other way, would I find you there
When I look the other way, I'll find you there
I have looked the other way, and I have found you there
 Cause I could lay beside you and fall in love
I will lay beside you and fall in love
I have laid beside you, and I have fallen in love



Chorus
It's so dark and lonely in the gallery

Chorus
I can't help but to love you
The colors you exist in the lines you drew
I can't keep my eyes off of you
I can't help but to love you

18939. The Galway Girl

Steve Earle - The Galway Girl

Well, I took a stroll on the old long walk
Of a day-i-ay-i-ay
I met a little girl and we stopped to talk
Of a fine soft day-i-ay
And I ask you, friend, what's a fella to do?
Because her hair was black and her eyes were blue
And I knew right then, I'd be taking a whirl
Around the Salthill prom with a Galway girl
We were halfway there when the rain came down
Of a day-i-ay-i-ay
She asked me up to her flat downtown
Of a fine soft day-i-ay
And I ask you, friend, what's a fella to do?
Because her hair was black and her eyes were blue
I took her hand and I give her a twirl
And I lost my heart to a Galway girl
When I woke up, I was all alone
With a broken heart and a ticket home
And I ask you now, tell me what would you do?
If her hair was black and her eyes were blue
'Cause I've traveled around, I've been all over this world
Boys, I ain't never seen nothing like a Galway girl

18940. The Galway Races

The Galway Races
Traditional

As I rode down to Galway town to seek for recreation
On the seventeenth of August, me mind bein' elevated,
There was multitudes assembled with their tickets at the station,
Me eyes began to dazzle and they're going to see the races.

Chorus after every verse:
To me whack fol de do, fol de dideree idle day



There was passengers from Limerick and more from Tipperary,
The boys from Connemara and the Clare unmarried maidens,
And people from Cork city who were loyal true and faithful,
They brought home the Fenian prisoners from dying in foreign nations.

It's there you'll see confectioners with sugarsticks and dainties,
And lozenges and oranges and lemonade and raisins,
With gingerbread and spices to accommodate the ladies,
And a big crubeen for thrupence to be pickin while you're able.

It's there you'll see the pipers and the fiddlers competing,
The nimble-footed dancers, and they trippin through the daisies,
The others crying cigars and lights and bills for all the races,
With the colours of the jockeys and the price and horses ages.

It's there you'll see the jockeys, and they mounted on so stately,
The blue, the pink, the orange and green, emblem of our nation.
When the bell was rung for starting, the horses seemed impatient,
I thought they never stood on ground, their speed was so amazing.

There was half a million people there of all denominations,
The Catholic, the Protestant, the Jew, and Presbyterian.
There was yet no animosity no matter what persuasion,
But fortune and hospitality inducing fresh acquaintance.

18941. The Galway Shawl - Chords

The Galway Shawl 
Steve Earle
 
[Verse 1]
C          F          C           F
In Oranmore in the County Galway,
           Am               C       F     G
One pleasant evening in the month of May,
C          F                   C           F
I spied a damsel, she was young and handsome
           Am       G             C   G
Her beauty fairly took my breath away
 
 
[Verse 2]
  C          F        C      F
We kept on walking, she kept on talking,
    Am               C             F     G
'Till her father's cottage came into view 
  C          F              C         F
Says she: 'Come in, sir, and meet my father,
        Am      G               C         G
And play to please him " The Foggy Dew "
 
 



 
[Chorus]
  C          F        C      F
She wore no jewels, nor costly diamonds,
      Am             C            F  G
No paint or powder, no, none at all 
     C          F             C       F
But she wore a bonnet with a ribbon on it
       Am               G              C  G
And round her shoulders was a Galway Shawl
 
 
[Verse 3]
          C          F                     C      F
I played "The Blackbird" and "The Stack of Barley",
      Am           C             F     G
" Rodney's Glory" and "The Foggy Dew",
       C          F        C      F
She sang each note like an Irish linnet 
           Am               G            C  G
While the tears flowed from her eyes so blue 
 
 
[Chorus]
  C          F        C      F
She wore no jewels, nor costly diamonds,
    Am               C              F  G
No paint or powder, no, none at all 
  C          F        C      F
But she wore a bonnet with a ribbon on it
       Am               G              C  G
And round her shoulders was a Galway Shawl
 
 
INSTUMENTAL VERSE
 
[Verse 4]
 C          F        C      F
'Twas early, early, all in the morning,
  Am           C             F     G
When I hit the road for old Donegal 
       C          F        C      F
She said 'Goodby, sir,'she cried and kissed me
         Am               C            F  G
And my heart remains with the Galway shawl
 
 
[Chorus]
 
  C          F        C      F
She wore no jewels, nor costly diamonds,
    Am               C              F  G
No paint or powder, no, none at all 
  C          F        C      F
But she wore a bonnet with a ribbon on it
       Am               C              F  G
And round her shoulders was a Galway Shawl



 
 
[Chorus]
 
  C          F        C      F
She wore no jewels, nor costly diamonds,
    Am               C              F  G
No paint or powder, no, none at all 
  C          F        C      F
But she wore a bonnet with a ribbon on it
       Am               G              C  G
And round her shoulders was a Galway Shawl
 
 
       Am               G             C   G
And round her shoulders was a Galway Shawl

18942. The Gambler

The Gambler (Live)
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
On a warm summer's evenin' on a train bound for nowhere
I met up with a gambler, we were both too tired to sleep
So we took turns a-starin' out the window at the darkness
The boredom overtook us and he began to speak

[Verse 2]
He said, "Son, I've made a life out of readin' people's faces
Knowin' what their cards were by the way they held their eyes
So if you don't mind me sayin', I can see you're out of aces
For a taste of your whiskRy, I'll give you some advice"

[Verse 3]
So I handRd him my bottle and he drank down my last swallow
Then he bummed a cigarette and asked me for a light
And the night got deathly quiet and his face lost all expression
Said, "If you're gonna play the game, boy, you gotta learn to play it right"

[Chorus]
You gotta know when to hold 'em, know when to fold 'em
Know when to walk away, know when to run
You never count your money when you're sittin' at the table
There'll be time enough for countin' when the dealing's done

[Verse 4]
Every gambler knows that the secret to survivin'
Is knowin' what to throw away and knowin' what to keep
'Cause every hand's a winner and every hand's a loser
And the best that you can hope for is to die in your sleep

[Verse 5]



And when he finished speakin', he turned back to the window
Crushed out his cigarette and faded off to sleep
And somewhere in the darkness, the gambler, he broke even
And in his final words, I found an ace that I could keep

[Chorus]
You gotta know when to hold 'em, know when to fold 'em
Know when to walk away, know when to run
You never count your money when you're sittin' at the table
There'll be time enough for countin' when the dealing's done

[Outro]
You gotta know when to hold 'em (When to hold 'em)
Know when to fold 'em (When to fold them)
Know when to walk away, know when to run
You never count your money when you're sittin' at the table
There'll be time enough for countin' when the dealing's done
You gotta know when to hold 'em, know when to fold 'em
Know when to walk away, know when to run
You never count your money when you're sittin' at the table
There'll be time enough for countin' when the dealing's done

[Spoken Outro]
Thank you
Thank you, Mr. Kenny

18943. The Game (I Can't Win)

The Game (I Can't Win)
Lonesome River Band - The Game (I Can't Win)

Now every day ya get a little bit older
Hey sweet Sally
Every day get a little bit bolder
Oh sweet Sally
Every night when I go to sleep
Hey Sweet Sally
The greenest blue eyes and lips so sweet
Oh Sweet Sally
Chorus:
Oh Sweet Sally, prettiest girl in town
Oh,Sweet Sally, I love Sweet Sally Brown
I help carry her book to school
Hey Sweet Sally
I ain't too big but I ain't no fool
Oh Sweet Sally
I ain't big enough to go to school
Like Sally and brother
So give her a kiss at the school house door
Then go back home to Mother
Chorus:
Mom says I can't ask her to wed
That would be too mean



For you see I'm only five years old
And Sally's seventeen
But age don't matter when love is true
The way that I love Sally
So I'll eat my food and grow up real big
And I'll be big like Sally
Chorus

18944. The Game I Can't Win - Chords

Lonesome River Band - The Game I Can't Win
(The Game That I Can't Win)

Capo on 4th fret
Intro -  D     G 

Verse 1
G                 
The first time that I met her
                    C
She took my breath away
   D
My body started trembling
                          G
And I didn't know what to say

G
But I pulled myself together
                        C
And I asked her for her name
         D
She said my name is Sally Jo
                     G
But I don't play the game

Chorus

            C
The game of love 'em and leave em
              G
The nights of cryin' and weapin'
           C
I'll never love no one again
           D
Well I got caught up in the game that I can't win

Solo (One verse)

Verse 2
G
Many time I heard the story
                      C
Of a love that's gone bad



    D
And I can understand it
                    G
I've lost the one I had

G
I'm a man that's never played before
                       C
It's a crazy game I've lost
     D
Well he don't know the pain right now
                       G
But soon he'll pay the cost

Chorus

            C
The game of love  em and leave em
              G
The nights of cryin' and weapin'
           C
I'll never love no one again
           D
Well I got caught up in the game that I can't win

Solo (One verse)

Chorus
            C
The game of love  em and leave em
              G
The nights of cryin' and weapin'
           C
I'll never love no one again
           D                                  C
Well I got caught up in the game that I can't win

Outro - C   G

18945. The Game Is Over - Chords

The Game Is Over - Lonesome River Band

G
How can you stand to tell me? How can you stand to say?
G                                        C             G
You'll never be untrue to me. You'll never go away.
G
I know your heart is filled with lies. I know you've been untrue.
G                              C                          G
I played your little game too long, and now I'm through with you
 
          



          G
          So save your stories and keep your lies
          G                C                G
          There ain't no teardrops here in my eyes
          G
          It's time to go now; you've proved untrue
          G                C                  G
          The game is over; I'm through with you

G
Well I was blind at first; I couldn't see the little game you played
G                        C                       G
Well I heard the people talking but I turned my head away
G
Well, you really thought you had me, pulled the wool over my eyes
G                        C                          G
So go and find someone else and tell them all your lies

          
          

18946. The Garden

Elephant Revival - The Garden 

I can weigh your heart with a feather
Make blood from your bones
Watching words turn to leather and
Philosophize the stone

Heyeah heyeaha

The serpent circle slithers
His venom spitting riddles
He sheds his skin for hours
Whose own tail end devours

Heyeah heyeaha

The leaves become the soil
Then become the garden
and death how men do toil
a flower for the departed

Heyeah Heyeaha

From death comes life and so on
Please don't stop it goes on
Death comes life and so on
Please don't stop

You can weigh your heart with a feather
Make blood from your bones



Watching words turn to leather
and philosophize the stone

Heyeah Heyeaha

From death comes life and so on
please don't stop it goes on
from death comes life and so on
please don't stop

From death comes life and so on
Please don't stop it goes on
From death comes life and so on
Please don't stop

18947. The Garden

Tim O'Brien - The Garden

There's place in the garden you go when you're happy
A place in the garden you sit when you're blue
I sit by your side in the shade of the willow
Your head on my shoulder, my arm around you

While you tell me the one that you love has departed
Leaving you lonely and so broken hearted
And I can't find the words to say how much I love you
How your broken heart is breaking mine too
If I had told you that sweet summer night
We walked in the garden beneath the moonlight
How lovely you are and how I want you so
Would you have listened, now I'll never know

The long day is ending, the shadows are falling
The meadowlark's calling her mate to come nigh
The evening is nearing and the daylight is dying
The soft breeze is sighing a mournful goodbye

While you tell me the one that you love has departed
Leaving you lonely and so broken hearted
I can't find the words to say how much I love you
How your broken heart is breaking mine too
No, I can't find the words to say how much I love you
How your broken heart is breaking mine too

18948. The Garden - Chords

The Garden 
Sierra Ferrell



[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
G                   C             G
me and my baby with seeds for to sow
G                      D            G
tended the soil and we planted the rose
G                              C                  G
in the spring time the garden sprung up from the ground
G                             D         G       G7
basking in the true love that he and i found
 
[Chorus]
       C                    G
i will never have a garden again
          G                                 D
where id fall to my knees and work with the land
G                                  C
now im just praying with two dirty hands
       G                     D       G
i will never no never have a garden again
 
[Verse 2]
G                               C          G
oh the ground it can dry up and seasons do change
G                           D
hearts they can falter and love rearrange
        G                             C            G
for the garden needs sunshine and the garden needs rain
       G                      D          G        G7
but my tears are too salty to water that garden
 
[Chorus]
       C                   G
i will never have a garden again
          G                                 D
where id fall to my knees and work with the land
G                                  C
now im just praying with two dirty hands
       G                     D      G
i will never no never have a garden again
 
[Chorus]
       C                   G
i will never have a garden again
          G                                 D
where id fall to my knees and work with the land
G                                  C
now im just praying with two dirty hands
       G                      D     G
i will never no never have a garden again
       G                      D     C
i will never no never have a garden again
        C                         G
i won't ever have one no not with him



 
[Outro]
G

18949. The Garden Wall

The Garden Wall

I was standing by a garden wall
Where the roses bloom in southern skies
You pressed one rose up to your lips
The night we spoke our last goodbye

 Oh the rose you kissed is faded now dear
 And our love is gone since we're apart
 You went away and left behind
 A faded rose a broken heart

Sometimes I wish we'd never met
Then this true saying I recall
Oh it's better to have loved and lost
Than never to have loved at all

 Oh in dreams it seems that you are near me
 And I hear you say we'll never part
 Then sweet dreams disappear and leave
 A faded rose a broken heart

18950. The Gardener

The Gardener
Robert Burns

When Rosy May Comes in wi' flowers
Te deck the gay green Scented Bowers,
Then many busy are his hours,
The Gardener wi' his Paidle

The crystal Waters Gently fa',
The Many birds are Lovers a'
The scented breezes round him blow,
The gardener wi' his paidle

18951. The Gardener



The Gardener
Punch Brothers
Writer/s: Christopher Curtin Eldridge, Christopher Scott Thile, Gabriel John Witcher, Noam D
avid Pikelny, Paul Frederick Kowert

There're all kinds of roses
But none are as handsome as the ones
That you own hands have grown
They bring as much hope
Leave as much satisfaction
As anything that I've ever known

But it ain't in their petals
That I'm seeking the fortune
It's in the weeds and the hedges and lawns
Of the fortunate people
Who can't stand in the gardens
And feel only time marching on

With the world on a string
To remind them of where they can go
And what they ought to be
Without a whole lot to say
To the fella they pay
To cut the grass growing underneath their feet

A rose can't see its own beauty
Or feel what it's meant to symbolize
Doesn't stop and smell anything on its journey
From the soil to the light
Just wants the best for itself and its family
And God help me so do I
And so does everybody
So I head out each morning
With a smile and a wave
For whomever looks up from their work
'Cause who knows in a while
It could be my own child

With the world on a string
To remind her of where they can go
And what she ought to be
Without a whole lot to say
To the fella she pays
To cut the grass growing underneath her feet
May green grow the grass undernath our children's feet

18952. The Genie's Loose

The Genie's Loose - Hot Buttered Rum

I wanna find my muse
Wanna find the flame to light my fuse
Wanna find the north star in my sky



Wanna find the world inside her eye
I wanna find my muse

I wanna feel the groove
Wanna feel the rhythm in my shoes
Wanna feel the drumbeat in my hips
Wanna drink of water from her lips

I wanna feel the groove
I wanna find my muse, yeah yeah find my muse
Wanna be the one she decides to choose
Wanna be the one she's looking for
Wanna find the keys to her front door
I wanna find my muse, yeah yeah find my muse

I wanna find my muse
Wanna buy my heart a pair of running shoes
Spend my time devising schemes
To find a way inside her dreams
I think you'll be amused, perhaps a bit confused

yeah yeah find my muse
She'll wipe away these blues
She comes in so many hues,

I wanna find my muse
Want my heart and mind to make a truce,
Want the conversations in my head laid to rest upon her bed
I don't need an excuse

I wanna find my muse, yeah yeah find my muse
I think the genie's loose

18953. The Ghost Inside of Me

Nanci Griffith - The Ghost Inside of Me

Every prayer that I'm not praying, and every promise I'm betraying
Every price that I am paying, is like a ghost inside of me
Every road I could be taking, every dream I am forsaking
Every heart that's out there breaking, is like a ghost inside of me

Look around, around, look around
Every time I turn around
I'm not who I ought to be
Down, down, it gets me down
Every time I look around
There is something haunting me

Every friend I am deserting, and every danger I am flirting
Every word that ends up hurting, is like a ghost inside of me
Every heart I could be cheering, and every love that I am fearing
Every cry I am hearing, is like a ghost inside of me



Look around, around, look around
Every time I turn around
I'm not who I ought to be
Down, down, it gets me down
Every time I look around
There is something haunting me

Every tear that I'm not crying, and every pain I am denying
Every lie I'm justifying, is like a ghost inside of me
Like a ghost inside of me
Like a ghost inside of me
Like a ghost inside of me

18954. The Ghost Lover

The Ghost Lover
Traditional

Johnny he promised to marry her
She fears he's with some fair one and gone
There's something that ails him but she don't know what it is
And she's weary of lying alone

Johnny he came at the appointed hour
Knocked on her window so slow
This fair maid arose and hurried on her clothes
And she bid her true love welcome home

She took him by the hand and she laid him down
Felt he was as cold as the clay
She said, my dearest dear, if only I had my wish
This long night would never turn to day

Where is your soft bed of down, my love?
Where are your white Holland sheets?
And where is the fair maid who watches over you
As you lie every night in your sleep?

The sea is my soft bed of down, my love
The sand be my white Holland sheet
The long hungry worms they do feed off me
As I lie every night in the deep

"When will I see you again, my love?
When will you come back again?"
"When little fishes fly and the seas they do run dry
And the hard rocks do melt in the sun."



18955. The Ghost Of Johnny Cash

Todd Snider - The Ghost of Johnny Cash

[Verse 1]
John Carter told me he saw her
Outside his window, dancing alone one night
He got a feeling she was dancing with his father
When he asked her, she told him he was right

[Chorus]
When Loretta Lynn goes dancing
With the ghost of Johnny Cash
Father Time takes forever
And to make it look like less than lightning flash
Violins bow into fiddles
Two iconic symbols crash
When Loretta Lynn goes dancing
With the ghost of Johnny Cash

[Verse 2]
They called her "Coal Miner's Daughter"
"The Man in Black" was what they called him
She comes from ol' Butcher Holler
He can hear that train a-coming, a-coming around the bend

[Chorus]
When Loretta Lynn goes dancing
With the ghost of Johnny Cash
Father Time takes forever
And makes it look like less than lightning flash
Violins bow into fiddles
Two iconic symbols crash
When Loretta Lynn goes dancing
With the ghost of Johnny Cash

[Bridge]
Like a song into the ether
Like a soul into the light
John Carter, he told me he saw her
She was out there dancing again that very next night

[Chorus]
When Loretta Lynn goes dancing
With the ghost of Johnny Cash
Father Time takes forever
And to make it look like less than lightning flash
Violins bow into fiddles
Two iconic symbols crash
When Loretta Lynn goes dancing
With the ghost of Johnny Cash
The ghost of Johnny Cash



18956. The Ghost Of Richard Manuel - Chords

The Ghost Of Richard Manuel 
Mike + Ruthy
 
[Intro]
D G Bm A G
 
[Verse 1]
     D
In a thousand empty bottles 
     G
In a hundred burned out cars 
     Bm              A
In a house up in the Catskills 
           G                  D
In all the honky-tonks and bars 
        D
All the way across the airwaves 
            G
And all the way around this land
    Bm               A
The ghost of Richard Manuel 
  G                      D    G Bm A G
Is walking like a natural man 
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
     D
Last night around the campfire 
       G
We got high on homemade wine 
   Bm                A
We passed around the guitar 
G              D
Tried to sing  Whispering Pines  
       D
And in every sweet falsetto 
         G
That was more than I could stand 
        Bm               A
Was the ghost of Richard Manuel 
G                      D   G Bm A G
Walking like a natural man 
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
          D
Along the keys of my piano 
       G
In the kick and in the snare 
   Bm                        A
In getting your kicks out of parlor tricks 
     G                  D
In a hound dog's hungry stare 



             D
He's getting frozen up in Canada 
    G
And burned in the south land 
    Bm               A
The ghost of Richard Manuel 
     G                       D   G Bm A G
Still walking like a natural man 
 
 
[Instrumental Solo]
 
D G Bm A G
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
          D
There's a room full of nicotine poets 
          G
And three harmony guitars 
  Bm            A
A shopworn tack piano 
    G      D
And 32 bars 
      D
And a Victrola in the corner 
              G
Spinning  Alexander's Ragtime Band  
        Bm               A
And the ghost of Richard Manuel 
G                      D
Walking like a natural man 
 
 
[Outro]
 
    G            Bm     A
Hey Richard, Hey Richard          
G                                    A                   G
Richard, won't you sing us  Tears of Rage  just one more time
 
D G Bm A G D

18957. The Ghost Of Who We Were - Chords

The Ghost Of Who We Were 
The Greencards

Capo 2
 
D
Number 14 Charlotte Avenue



    Bm
Two newlyweds didnt have a clue
G
Livin lovin learnin as we went
   A
Oh how we'd a known what meant 
 
  D
I remember the first night in his house
Bm
Three years ago its hard to look back now
        G
Cause I swear you just passed me in the hall
         A
As I was takin' down your picture off the wall
 
         D                                  Bm
Should I stay or should I leave your memory behind
          D                                  Bm
I've been waitin hopin you might change your mind
          G               A             G             Em
While the ghost of who we were is still livin in this house
 
[Instrumental]
Bm A Em
 
D
Now I only see the world in black and white
          Bm
Sure I'll wake up cryin in the dead of night
    G
But its worth every minute of the pain
       A
When I hear the wind whisperin your name
 
         D                                  Bm
Should I stay or should I leave your memory behind
          D                                  Bm
I've been waitin hopin you might change your mind
          G               A             G             Em
While the ghost of who we were is still livin in this house
 
[Outro]
Bm A Em
Bm A Em
Bm A Em
Bm A Em G

18958. The Ghost Of You Walks

Richard Thompson - The Ghost of You Walks 

If that was our goodbye kiss



Seems a habit too good to miss
Once more for the memory

Hit the heights too well that time
To leave it there would be a crime
Seems more like beginning to me

At least we tried, took the biggest bite
Least we did it right
With all our souls and all our might

Blue murder on the dance floor, French kisses in the rain
Blood wedding in the water till I see you again
Dutch courage is the game and the ghost of you walks
The ghost of you walks, the ghost of you walks

The ghost of you walks right through my head
Sleepwalks at the foot of my bed
Sends old shivers over my skin

Love like that, won't let go
It's got some kind of a mind of its own
I can't break out and I can't break in

At least we lived, took it all at a rush
At least we loved too much
Felt too much, cared too much

Blue murder on the dance floor, French kisses in the rain
Blood wedding in the water till I see you again
Dutch courage is the game and the ghost of you walks
The ghost of you walks, the ghost of you walks

18959. The Gift

The Gift
Laurie Lewis

A poor orphan girl named Maria
Was walking to market one day
She stopped for a rest by the roadside
Where a bird with a broken wing lay
A few moments passed till she saw it
For it's feathers were covered with sand
But soon clean and wrapped it was traveling
In the warmth of Maria's small hand

She happily gave her last peso
On a cage made of rushes and twine
She fed it loose corn from the market
And watched it grow stronger with time

Now the Christmas Eve service was coming



And the church shone with tinsel and light
And all of the townfolk brought presents
To lay by the manger that night
There were diamonds and incense and perfumes
In packages fit for a king
But for one ragged bird in a small cage
Maria had nothing to bring

She waited till just before midnight
So no one could see her go in
And crying she knelt by the manger
For her gift was unworthy of Him

Then a voice spoke to her through the darkness
Maria, what brings you to me
If the bird in the cage is your offering
Open the door, let me see
Though she trembled, she did as he asked her
And out of the cage the bird flew
Soaring into the rafters
On a wing that had healed good as new

Just then the midnight bells rang out
And the little bird started to sing
A song that no words could recapture
Whose beauty was fit for a king

Now Maria felt blessed just to listen
To that cascade of notes sweet and long
As her offering was lifted to heaven
By the very first nightingale's song

18960. The Girl At The Crossroad Bar

The Girl At The Crossroad Bar - Larry Sparks

I walked out one night for to ramble round
I didn't mean to stay, just to view the town
When I saw her smiling from afar
As she walked into that crossroad bar 

 Well I walked inside and I sat me down
Ordered sweet red wine and I drank it down
She came and sat beside me there
With the dark brown eyes and the red, red hair. 

 I told her that I loved her true
Anything you want, I'll surely do
She said, "A man like you won't get too far
With a girl like me from the crossroad bar. 

 "I like the smokey lights and a lonesome song
And I won't do right if I can do you wrong



You want the moon above and I'm the darkest star
And you won't find love at the crossroad bar." 

 Come all my friends, take my advice
Get your love at home, with your lovin' wife
You're much better off than you think you are
And you won't find love at the crossroad bar
And you won't find love at the crossroad bar.

18961. The Girl Behind The Bar

The Girl Behind The Bar

As I walked in the Wayside Tavern
The smell of drink was in the air
I threw my money on the counter
This pretty maid was standing there

My thoughts they drifted so far from me
As I looked upon her lovely face
I knew she was my kind of woman
No one could ever take her place

I said when working hours are over
I would just love to take you home
She said young man that is a pleasure
And soon we found ourselves alone

And then our arms went around each other
I felt a knife stick in her back
She turned and saw her lover running
And said his name was Barnum Jack

She did not know her lover followed
She did not know he was around
Until the fate of death had struck her
And now she sleeps beneath the ground

I sit alone tonight in prison
My thoughts are of the one so fair
That I met that night in the Wayside Tavern
When the smell of drink was in the air

18962. The Girl From The Canyon - Chords

The Girl From The Canyon 
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Jonathan Edwards



C
The girl from the canyon smiled a smile that brought me home
   F
As sick and bleedin' as I was she took me on her own
C
Brought me to the canyon where the sun poured down like rain
    F                                     Dm             Am
Her smilin' eyes and the mountain light I thought myself insane

      C
These hills have seen me runnin' till my horse could hardly stand
F
Hidin' by day in the mountains movin' with the moon on the land
    C
I'm hopin' to find my freedom in a world that wants me dead
    F                             Dm                 Am
The girl from the canyon took and healed my wounds instead

    F
The girl from the canyon she don't need to know what I've done
    C
She laughed with me in the moonlight till the morning brought the sun
    F                        Dm
The girl from the canyon the girl from the canyon
    F       A#7  C
She was the only one

An outlaw is a hunted one with a price upon his head
F
We're all outlaws in a way that is what she said
C
And so I left the canyon when I was strong enough to ride
    F                            Dm           Am
The girl from the canyon she was ridin' by my side

Repeat #2

    F       A#7  C
She was the only one

18963. The Girl From The Highlands

The Girl From The Highlands
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
I walked out from Inverness in the fall of '23
With a dream for America my home
My pretty blue eyed Bonnie made every step with me
Scared to death and shivering from the cold

[Pre-Chorus]
Well I promised that I'd send for her in just a little while



Kissed her on the cheek and said 'sail across the miles'

[Chorus]
She was standing on the shore waving goodbye
Missed her love forever more with a tear drop in her eye
Well twenty years have come and gone
And I've tried with all my might
The girl from the highlands haunts me every night

[Verse 2]
To the busy streets of Boston in the year '25
Word had come from across the ocean wide
That winter in the highlands, fever spread like fire
And my pretty blue eyed Bonnie, she had died

[Pre-Chorus]
Well the guilt will live inside me till I'm drawing my last breath
I never shoulda left her that day in Inverness

[Chorus]
She was standing on the shore waving goodbye
Missed her love forever more with a tear drop in her eye
Well twenty years have come and gone
And I've tried with all my might
The girl from the highlands haunts me every night

[Bridge]
She lives within the shadows
That fall upon the walls
She walks through my dreams
Until the morning calls

[Chorus]
She was standing on the shore waving goodbye
Missed her love forever more with a tear drop in her eye
Oh, twenty years have come and gone
And I've tried with all my might
The girl from the highlands haunts me every night

18964. The Girl I Left Behind

Cornmeal - The Girl I Left Behind
Album: Feet First

Out and over the clear blue yonder
Where the river meets the canyon far and wide
I sat and gazed and set myself to ponder
Why I left that darling girl behind

And I ride the road I'm bound
And I see what she's done to me
And I bide my wasted time
On the girl I left behind



These nights they seem to last forever
And the days they drag on in my mind
But these feelings they always make me wonder
Why I left that darling girl behind

And I ride the road I'm bound
And I see what she's done to me
And I bide my wasted time
On the girl I left behind

Well my life, it leaves me here so lonely
Slowly drifting as I walk on down the line
It seems I'm out here without knowing
Why I left that darling girl behind

And I ride the road I'm bound
And I see what she's done to me
And I bide my wasted time
On the girl I left behind

18965. The Girl I Left Behind Me

John Hartford - The Girl I Left Behind Me

Oh, the girl I left, the girl I left
The girl I left behind me
If ever I cross that bridge again
I'll pick her up behind me

Last night I slept in a Sycamore tree
With the wind and rain all around me
Tonight I'll sleep in a warm feather bed
With that girl I left behind me

Oh, the girl I left, the girl I left
The girl I left behind me
If ever I cross that bridge again
I'll pick her up behind me

Oh, she jumped in bed, and she covered up her head
And swore I couldn't find her
But I knew damn well, that she lied, lied hell
So I jumped right in behind her

Oh, the girl I left, the girl I left
The girl I left behind me
If ever I cross that bridge again
I'll pick her up behind me



18966. The Girl I Left In Sunny Tennessee

The Girl I Left In Sunny Tennessee

On one morning bright and clear, my old folks and I drew near
Just a village down in sunny Tennessee
I'd been speeding on the train that would bring me back again again
To that girl I left in sunny Tennessee

Chrous
I could hear those voices singing as she bid farewell to me
Far across the fields of cotton, my old homestead I could see
As the moon rose in its glory then I told my saddest story
Of that girl I left in sunny Tennessee

Now the train drew up at last old familar scene's had passed
And I kissed my mother at the station door
Then kind friends that gathered round tears on every face I found
There I missed the one that I'd been waiting for

* Refrain

I just whispered mother dear where is Mary she's not here
all the world seemed dark and sadness came to me
She just pointed to the spot in that little church yard lot
Where my sweetheart sleeps in sunny Tennessee

* Refrain

18967. The Girl I Love Don't Pay Me No Mind - Chords

The Girl I Love Don't Pay Me No Mind
Recorded by The Earls Of Leicester
Written by Arthur Leroy Smith
The Boxcars

G
The girl I love don't pay me no mind
                                D7
The girl I love don't pay me no mind
   G                          C              G
Oh sweetheart divine put your little hand in mine
                      D7        G
The girl I love don't pay me no mind

The girl I love done left this town
                               D7
The girl I love done left this town
    G                   C           G
She left this town says I'm Alabama bound
                D7             G
The girl I love done left this town



repeat #1

I think she's sorry for what she's done
                                   D7
I think she's sorry for what she's done
                           C                 G
Come back to town with her little head bowed down
              D7                   G
I think she's sorry for what she's done

repeat #1 x2

18968. The Girl In The Blue Velvet Band - Chords

The Girl In The Blue Velvet Band 
Mac Wiseman - Bill Monroe

[Verse 1]
D                 A7        D
One evening while out for a ramble
    G                   D
the hour was just about nine
  G                     D
i met a young maiden in Frisco
                 A7         D
On the corner of Cherry and Pine
 
 
[Verse 2]
                      A7        D
On her face there was beauty of nature
    G                D
And her eyes seem to expand
    G                   D
Her hair so rich and so brilliant
                  A7          D
Was entwined in a blue velvet band
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
                     A7     D
We strolled down the street together
      G                           D
In my pocket she placed her small hand
    G                    D
She planted the evidence on me
               A7            D
A diamond that was worth ten grand
 
[Bridge]
 
 



[Verse 4]
 
                 A7            D
Well I heard the scream of the sirens
     G                          D
And the girl in the blue velvet band
     G                      D
She left me to face all the troubles
                    A7            D
With a diamond that was worth ten grand
 
 
[Verse 5]
 
                A7              D
They sent me to San Quentin for stealing
G                         D
God knows I'm an innocent man
    G                           D
But the guilty one now she lies dying
               A7          D
My girl in the blue velvet band
 
 
[Verse 6]
 
              A7         D
At night when bedtime is ringing
  G                             D
i stand looking out through the bars
  G                      D
i fancy I hear her voice calling
                A7       D
Far out on that ocean of stars
 
 
[Verse 7]
 
                 A7           D
i'll be out in a week and I'm leaving
    G                         C
But I'll carry that name of a man
    G                  D
Who spent ten years in prison
                    A7          D
For the girl in the blue velvet band
 
 
[Verse 8]
 
       A7             D
When I get out I will endeavor
   G                        D
To live in some far distant land
     G                   D
I'll bid farewell to old Frisco
                    A7          D



And the girl in the blue velvet band

18969. The Girl In The Valley

The Girl in the Valley - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

Verse 1:
Just across the mountains in a valley down below
Lived a girl I mer back years ago
Her eyes shined like diamonds her hair was of gold
But that was before she left me all alone

Chorus:
How she lives in my memory today
Oh how I miss her warm and touching ways
And someday I hope she'll want to go
Back to the mountains and the valley down below

Verse 2:
One day she came to me and said I have to go
My family is moving I thought you'd want to know
But I'll never forget you and your smiling face
And the way that you held me with your warming grace

18970. The Girl Is Mine

Robbie Fulks - The Girl is Mine

[Verse 1: Nora O'Connor]
Every night she walks right in my dreams
Since I met her from the start
I'm so proud I am the only one
Who is special in her heart

[Chorus: Nora O'Connor]
The girl is mine
The doggone girl is mine
I know she's mine
Because the doggone girl is mine

[Verse 2: Robbie Fulks]
I don't understand the way you think
Saying that she's yours not mine
Sending roses and your silly dreams
Really just a waste of time

[Chorus: Robbie Fulks]
Because she's mine
Mhm, the doggone girl is mine



Don't waste your time
Because the doggone girl is mine

[Bridge: Robbie Fulks,
Nora O'Connor, Both]

I love you more than she
(Take you anywhere)
But I love you endlessly
(Loving we will share)
So come and go with me to one town
But we both cannot have her
So it's one or the other
And one day you'll discover
That she's my girl forever and ever

18971. The Girl On The Greenbrier Shore

The Carter Family - The Girl on the Greenbrier Shore

[Verse]
Was in the year of '92
In the merry month of June
I left my mother and a home so dear
For the girl I loved on the green-briar shore
My mother dear, she came to me
And said, "Oh, son, don't go
Don't leave your mother and a home so dear
To trust a girl on the green-briar shore"
But I was young and reckless, too
And I craved a reckless life
I left my mother with a broken heart
And I choose d that girl to be my wife
Her hair was dark and curly, too
And her loving eyes were blue
Her cheeks were like the red red rose
The girl I loved on the green briar shore
The years rolled on and the months rolled by
She left me all alone
Now I remember what mother said
"Never trust a girl on the green briar shore"

18972. The Girl On The Mountain

The Girl on the Mountain
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
There's a girl up on the mountain I once knew



I let her go and now I'm sad and blue
But sometimes late at night, I pray
She'd come down to me some day
But the girl up on the mountain never knew

[Verse 2]
So she gave herself to someone else back then
Thought I'd never see her face again
I found a new love of my own
Broke my heart and now she's gone
But the girl up on the mountain still remains

[Verse 3]
I wish I may, I wish I might
Won't every star see the night
A million diamonds up above
Shine down on the one I love
The poets have a thousand tales to tell

[Verse 4]
The battle of love, it didn't work out well
And me, I sleep out right at night
'Cause here my dreams will hold up tight
But the girl up on the mountain's up there still
Oh, I love her now, and I guess I always will

18973. The Girl Turned Ripe

The Girl Turned Ripe (And The Pickers Came Today)
(Merle Haggard)

Well the girl turned ripe and the pickers came today
Had an uncle who was farmin' down in Tennessee
And I stopped by to see him there brought this friend with me
He had a daughter seventeen whose name was Clementine
And sure enough they fell in love her and this friend of mine
He said the girl turned ripe and the pickers came today
He said there ain't no need in me beggin' her to stay
Ol' uncle Dave just shook his head and turned away
He said the girl turned ripe and the pickers came today
Fell in love with a gal that made her home in Louisian'
And her daddy was a hard and strict but very humble man
And he shook me up that day I went to ask him for her hand
But I felt better when I heard them same old words again
Well the girl turned ripe and the pickers came today
Said there ain't no need in me beggin' her to stay
He just shook his head and slowly walked away
He said the girl turned ripe and the pickers came today
Now me and this gal from Louisian' we got a family
We got a little doll with big brown eyes that we call Charmarie
And there's a great long line of pickers waitin' to talk to me
About the sweet little gal of mine that we call Charmarie
Well I said the girl turned ripe...



I said the girl turned ripe and the pickers came today

18974. The Girl Who Invented The Wheel

The Girl Who Invented The Wheel
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
No note, no explanation, no "Let me tell you why"
No signs of a problem, no long drawn out goodbye
I've been left before, this was a different deal
I think I just met the girl who invented the wheel

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Verse 2]
There's a song about John Henry
How he beat that steam drill down
Well there ought to be one written
About how that girl leaves town
A real fast song with a lonesome feel
Called "There Goes the Girl Who Invented the Wheel"

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Bridge]
She's got it goin', goin' on
She's goin', goin', gone

[Verse 3]
She moves like molasses when you've got what she wants
Then she's as fast as lightnin' the minute that you don't
Well, I don't know why, but I want her still
I'm in love with the girl who invented the wheel
I don't know why, but I want her still

18975. The Girl Who Made Me Laugh

The Girl Who Made Me Laugh

The girl who made me laugh made me cry today
After all the good times we had she just walked away
But the sweet mem'ries I have will live till I die
Of the girl who made me laugh and made me cry
All the good times we had you left behind
And what you bad times we had never cross my mind
But the sweet mem'ries I have will live till I die
Of the girl who made me laugh and made me cry



All the good times we had...

18976. The Girl Who Read The Same Book All The Time

Tom T Hall - The Girl Who Read The Same Book All The Time
Composer: Tom T. Hall

The girl from West Virginia read the same book all the time
At first I thought perhaps she was unsettled in her mind
She'd read it front to back and then she'd read it over again
She knew that I knew she knew what happened in the end

She would go to work each mornin' that's the book she would take
She'd read it on her lunch hour and she'd read it on her break
Her calm expression never changed from page to page to page
She knew that story never changed from day to day to day

Some people said it was a book of outer love affair
That grew and grew throughout the years and never knew a care
A book where in the people love and dreams all turned out right
They say she even took the book to bed with her at night

I recall the tattered pages the the cover faded out
Of a walkin' wind blown woman by some ol' majestic house
One day I even asked her why she did that and she said
Mr Hall this is the best book I have ever read

Some people say it was a book of outer great romance
She picked it up that night and didn't make the high school dance
Ain't it strange what life can sometimes do to people's mind
Like the girl from West Virginia reads the same book all the time

18977. The Girl With The Long Brown Hair

John Hartford - The Girl with the Long Brown Hair

I'm in love with the girl with the long brown hair
That grows and entwines and encircles me there
In my captive space, a slave to her love
As it brushes my face where it hangs from above
I could sit and eat ice cream the day long and stare
At the beautiful girl with the long brown hair

And it weaves in my fingers
'Comes up 'tween my toes
Like mahogany silk, wherever it goes
And it trails through my oatmeal then flies down the hall
In long stringy shadows that flicker the wall
Till I'm high as a seagull just coasting on air



I'm in love with the girl with the long brown hair

I'm in love with the girl with the long brown locks
And I hope that she never tries dye or peroxide
Or scissors or curlers or something like that
Where she has to parade in some weird looking hat
Just grow it for miles and let it flow in the air
I'm in love with the girl with the long brown hair

And it weaves in my fingers
'Comes up 'tween my toes
Like mahogany silk, wherever it goes
And it trails through my oatmeal then flies down the hall
In long stringy shadows that flicker the wall
Till I'm high as a seagull just coasting on air
I'm in love with the girl with the long brown hair

18978. The Giving And The Taking

Dolly Parton - The Giving And The Taking 
(Dolly Parton/Bill Owens)

I keep on a' givin'
And I took all the takin'
I gave all my love to you
And I took all your hurt
I treated you so good
But you treated me like dirt
They say love is give and take
Now my poor heart is breakin'
I keep on a' givin'
And I took all the takin'
I always gave you everything
That I knew how to give I would for you
I treated you too good for my own good
Now I'm along and left forsaken
I keep on a' givin'
And took all the takin'
The giving and the takin'
Has caused my heart to break
I've given all that I can give
And I have taken all that I can take
The giving and the takin'
Has caused my heart to break
I've given all that I can give
And I have takin' all that I can take

18979. The Glory Of Love



Sarah Jarosz - The Glory of Love

You've got to give a little, take a little
And let your poor heart break a little
That's the story of, that's the glory of love

You've got to laugh a little, cry a little
Before the clouds roll by a little
That's the story of, that's the glory of love

As long as there's the two of us
We've got the world and all its charms
And when the world is through with us
We've got each other's arms

You've got to win a little, lose a little
And always have the blues a little
That's the story of, that's the glory of love

As long as there's the two of us
We've got the world and all its charms
And when the world is through with us
We've got each other's arms

You've got to give a little, take a little
And let your poor heart break a little
That's the story of, that's the glory of love

18980. The Gloryland Way - Chords

The Gloryland Way
recorded by Doyle Lawson
written by J.S. Torbelt
 
G                  C                  G
I'm in the way the bright and shining way
                     D7
I'm in the gloryland way
G                      C           G
Telling the world that Jesus saves today
               D7        G
Yes I'm in the gloryland way
 
C                     G
I'm in the glory land way
                     D7
I'm in the gloryland way
G                      C         G
Heaven is near and the way goeth clear
               D7        G
For I'm in the gloryland way
 
              C              G
Onward I go rejoicing in his love



                     D7
I'm in the gloryland way
G                    C            G
Soon I shall see him in that home above
              D7        G
Oh I'm in the gloryland way
 
Repeat #2

18981. The God That Never Fails

The God That Never Fails

I won't go to a burnin hell
If I believe what the bible tells
I'll conquer that old devil if I pray
He offers just brimstone and fire
A lowdown thief a cheater and a liar
But the Lord will give you love and treat you well

There's too many miles on me
To change my ways I cannot see
Before I die it can't be far away
I believe in the God that never fails
Delivered Jonah from the belly of the whale
Give me that old time religion that's for me

I have a promise from God above
The one who gave me this book of love
Says he'll never leave me or forsake me
And when the devil's at my back door
I'll raise my hand and kneel on the floor
I pray that the Lord will lead me through

18982. The God You Serve

The God You Serve
Sean Watkins

Some of us die before we're born
And some will live too long.
Some of us are given a life of chances
And some not even one.
Some go in the blink of an eye
And never feel an ounce of pain,
But some of us are pulled slow and steady
Through a lifetime of rain.

And you say he's fair



And wants everybody there
But Heaven won't be home for us all.
If you say that there
Are souls he won't prepare,
The god you serve dropped the ball.

And now you're telling everybody about the only one
Who will never leave your side,
About unconditional love and eternal life.
You say, "Come as you are down to the altar.
His arms are open wide.
But the time is now, because the deal is off
If you don't before you die."

And you say he's fair
And wants everybody there
But Heaven won't be home for us all.
If you say that there
Are souls he won't prepare,
The god you serve dropped the ball.

No one chooses a lake of fire
Over streets of gold.
They just choose to not believe
You who told them so.
Now, there's a man upstairs who will forgive you.
In hopes that you might learn
Forgiveness of your enemies who he'll
Forever burn.

And you say he's fair
And wants everybody there
But Heaven won't be home for us all.
If you say that there
Are souls he won't prepare,
The god you serve dropped the ball.

18983. The Gold Rush Is Over - Chords

The Gold Rush Is Over
Recorded by Hank Snow 
Words and music by Cindy Walker

CHORUS
[G] Oh ! the gold rush is over So honey bye-bye 
[C] Stake out your claim now on some other [G] guy 
I've [D7] wined you and dined you till my money is gone 
But the [G] gold rush is over and the bum's [D7] rush is [G] on

[G] Now when I had the money honey, things were just fine
[C] You spent my money like I was a [G] mine 
But [D7] now you mistreat me cause my money is gone 
So gold- [G] diggin Mama, you can [D7] start moving [G] on



You shoveled out the sweet talk when the pay dirt was big 
But now all you shovel out is just a dirty dig 
Well, stop digging. honey cause you re wasting your time 
This old gravy train is at the end of the line

CHORUS

You ve been out prospecting all around on the side 
But this old mule now has had his last ride 
So start walkin' woman cause your grubstake is gone 
The gold rush is over and the bum's rush is on 

CHORUS

18984. The Golden Apples Of The Sun

The Golden Apples Of The Sun
W.B. Yeats

I went into the hazel wood
Because a fire was in my head
I cut and peeled a hazel wand
And hooked a berry to a thread

And when white moths were on the wing
And moth-like stars were flickering out
I dropped the berry in a stream
And caught a little silver trout

And when I layed it on the bank
And gone to blow the fire aflame
Then something rustled on the floor
And someone called me by my name

It had become a glimmering girl
With apple blossoms in her hair
Who called me by name and ran
And vanished in the brightening air

Though I am old from wandering
Through quiet lands and hilly lands
I will find out where she is gone
And hold her mouth, and take her hands
And walk through long green dappled grass
And pluck till time and time is done
The silver apples of the moon
The golden apples of the sun



18985. The Golden Globe Award

John Hartford - The Golden Globe Award

I'm gonna see you get that Golden Globe Award
For those golden globes of yours, they're so fine
So round, so firm, so fully packed, they're just right for my hands
Makes me wanna go around and around your world, and then go round again

I'm gonna see you get that Golden Globe Award
For both of your globes

You can put them in my face just any old time
Oh, those golden globes, they ain't none better
I gotta have 'em both, 'cause they both go together
Gonna see you get that Golden Globe Award

I'm gonna see you get that Golden Globe Award
For those golden globes of yours, they're so neat
The finest globes I know about, or know I've ever seen
In or out of Penthouse, Oui or Playboy magazine

I'm gonna see you get that Golden Globe Award
For both of your globes

I'm gonna see you get that Golden Globe Award
For those golden globes of yours, oh they're so fine
This morning when you took your bath, and stood in the sun to dry
I was inspired when I looked up, and saw them in the sky

I'm gonna see you get that Golden Globe Award
For both of your globes

For both of your sunbeams
I'm gonna see you get that Golden Globe Award

18986. The Golden Hills Ahead

The golden hills ahead
Traditional
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

It's dark and troubles 'round me roll
Seems the light has
Stopped shining in my soul
Thru this valley I'm walking
cold and still
But I know the sun is shinging
Shining on the golden hills

Going down the valley - and there's
Shadows in the valley
Fallin' darkness all around my head



Goin' down the valley   yes I'm
Walkin' thru the valley
But I know the shining
On the golden hills ahead

 Tis dark but Tam plodding on
My God will not leave me all alone
In the morning His comfort
will be mine
When I get up o'er the hilltop
the golden sun will shine

18987. The Golden Rocket

Jim & Jesse - The golden rocket
Composer: Clarence E. Snow

From old Montana down to Alabam'
I've been before and I'll travel again
You trifling women can't keep a good man down
You've dealt the cards but you missed the play
So hit the road and be on your way
Gonna board the Golden Rocket and leave this town

I was a good engine a-runnin on time
But baby I'm switchin' to another line
So honey, never hang your single out for me
I'm tired of running on the same old track
Bought a one way ticket and I won't be back
This Golden Rocket is gonna roll my blues away

Hear that lonesome whistle blow
That's your cue and by now you know
That I've got another true love waitin' in Tennessee
This midnight special is burning the rails
So woman don't try to follow my trail
This Golden Rocket is gonna roll my blues away

Hear her thunder on through the night
This Golden Rocket is a-doin' me right
That sunny old southland sure is a part of me
Now from your call-board erase my name
Your fire done went out you done lost your flame
And this Golden Rocket is a-rollin' my blues away

That old conductor he seemed to know
You've done me wrong I was feeling low
For he yelled aloud we're over that Dixon Line
The Brakeman started singin' a song
Said  You're worried now, but it won't be long 
 This Golden Rocket is leavin' your blues behind 

Then the Porter yelled with his southern drawl,



 Let's rise and shine.  Good mornin' you all 
And I sprang to my feet to greet the newborn day
When I kissed my baby in the station door
That whistle blew like it never before
On the Golden Rocket that rolled my blues away

18988. The Golden Vanity

Crooked Still 
The Golden Vanity

There was a little ship, and she sailed upon the sea
The name of the ship was the Golden Vanity
She sailed upon the low, the lonesome low
She sailed upon the lonesome sea

She had not been out many more weeks than three
When she was overtaken by the Turkish Revelry
Sailing on the low, the lonesome low
She sailed upon the lonesome sea

Then up spoke a little cabin boy
Saying "What will you give me if I will them destroy?"
If I sink her in the low, lonesome low
Sink her in the lonesome sea

"The man who them destroys", the captain then replied
"It's five thousand pounds and my daughter for your bride"
If you sink them in the low, lonesome low
Sink them in the lonesome sea

The boy smote his breast, and down jumped he
He swam until he came to the Turkish Revelry
Sailing on the low, lonesome low
Sailing on the lonesome sea

He had a little tool, made for the use
He bored nine holes in her hull all at once
He sank her in the low, lonesome low
He sank her in the lonesome ocean

He swam back to the ship, he beat upon the side
Crying "Captain pick me up, I'm waving with the tide"
"I'm sinking in the low, lonesome low
Sinking in the lonesome sea"

"I will not pick you up", the Captain then replied
"I'll shoot you, I'll drown you, I'll sink you in the tide
I'll sink you in the low, lonesome low
Sink you in the lonesome sea"

"I'll sink you in the low, lonesome low
Sink you in the lonesome sea"



18989. The Good Life

Railroad Earth - The Good Life (Live) 

They got tired of living
and an apple going black
Went up the mad river valley
they never looked back
Way up the mountain
of a cam bell ridge
Up an old logging rope
across an old mill bridge

They built a little house
out of stone they found
Put they're backs to the plow
and the seeds in the ground
Water from the spring
running plenty and good
From a hard wood forest
chopping fire from the wood

Ooohhh
They're living the good life
Ooohhh
Living the good life

They got bread in the oven,
got books on the shelf
They're looking deep into each
others eyes keeping to themselves
Pursuing ideals with
grace and style
And they're making ends meet
with their huggle belly guile

Ooohhh
They're living the good life
Ooohhh
Living the good life

Way up the mountain
of a cam bell ridge
Up an old logging rope,
across an old mill bridge
They built a little house
out of stone they found
Put they're backs to the plow
and the seeds in the ground

The got the power of the sun
and the strength of the soil
Finding peace in their hearts



and faith in their toil

Ooohhh
They're living the good life
Ooohhh
Living the good life

18990. The Good Ones - Chords

The Good Ones 
Blue Dogs

[Verse 1]
             E                  Asus2
Well there's songs, and there's dogs
            E              Bsus2
And there's old bottles of wine
    E                      Asus2
And there's the kind kinda like that friend
    E              Bsus2
Who picks up every time
   C#sus2              Bsus2
So here's to all those cut-abovers
    E              Asus2
Who keep on coming through
      E                            Bsus2                  E
Don't nothing keep a-rising to the top like the good ones do
 
[Verse 2]
             E                     Asus2
Well there's ball caps and there's t-shirts
            E              Bsus2
And there's old flattop guitars
            E                       Asus2
And there's chili cheeseburgers and cold draft beers
      E                     Bsus2
And a whole lotta cool dive bars
    C#sus2                 Bsus2
But some of them more than others
            E                Asus2
Feel like a home you go back to
   E                           Bsus2                    E
Oh nothing fit it quite like a glove like the good ones do
 
[Chorus 1]
         Asus2
And your lovin still makes me smile
        E                     Bsus2
And you leavin still makes me sad
        Asus2
And the worst we ever were
              E           Bsus2
Was still the best I ever had



          C#sus2         Bsus2                E          Asus2
And those memories roll around my head like a rock in my shoe
   E                        Bsus2                    E
No nothing make a mark on a heart like the good ones do
 
[Verse 3]
             E                 Asus2
Well there's days, and there's nights
   E            Bsus2
Sunrises and sunsets
          E             Asus2
There's a lot I can't remember
            E               Bsus2
And there's some I can't forget
          C#sus2        Bsus2
There's a handful I'd relive again
      E                    Asus2
Turns out they're all with you
      E                         Bsus2                    E
Don't nothing make you miss old times like the good ones do
 
[Chorus 2]
         Asus2
And your lovin still makes me smile
        E                     Bsus2
And you leavin still makes me sad
        Asus2
And the worst we ever were
              E           Bsus2
Was still the best I ever had
          C#sus2         Bsus2                E          Asus2
And those memories roll around my head like a rock in my shoe
   E                        Bsus2                    E
No nothing make a mark on a heart like the good ones do
 
[Chorus 3]
         Asus2
And your lovin still makes me smile
        E                     Bsus2
And you leavin still makes me sad
        Asus2
And the worst we ever were
              E           Bsus2
Was still the best I ever had
          C#sus2         Bsus2                E          Asus2
And those memories roll around my head like a rock in my shoe
   E                        Bsus2                    E
No nothing make a mark on a heart like the good ones do
      E                        Bsus2                    E
Don't nothing make a mark on a heart like the good ones do

18991. The Good Things Out Weigh The Bad



The Good Things Out Weigh The Bad - Jimmy Martin

I've been sitting here thinking back over my life
All of the good thing the trouble and strife
Well my share of heartaches yes so many I've had
But I still think the good things out weigh the bad

Well I've rocked my babies at night when they'd cry
I've seen the teardrops turn into smiles
And that's when I realize all the bad luck I've had
And I know all the good things out weigh the bad

Well I've never had riches or money to spare
Just a share croppers wages is my only fare
Yes making my living just working the land
But I still think the good things out weigh the bad

Yes I worked the cotton in the heat of the day
And then paid the landlord nearly all that I'd made
Well I've seen high taxes take all that I had
But I still think the good things out weigh the bad

18992. The Gospel

Tyler Childers - The Gospel (According to Fishermen)

I was raised in the house of a real holy roller
Warned the people about the ways of sin
He said go out yonder to the water and travel
'Cause disciples they were fishers of men
Yeah disciples they were fishers of men
So I got me a job on the first boat rowin'
And it's been a mighty long time
Since I sat in the house of my father and my mother
Or I seen that woman of mine
Yeah that good lovin' gal of mine
I said babe I'm a-goin' on a little bitty journey
I'll be back when the fishin' is through
While I'm waitin' in case get ready
For when Jesus comes for you
When the Good Lord comes for you
When Jesus comes for you
Here it comes
Sayin' "Shall we gather by the water
The beautiful water
Shall we gather by the water
That flows from the throne of God"
Truth it lies in the love of a woman
Lord don't sink this boat
I got a pretty little thing waitin' in New Orleans
With a dagger by her throat
She don't wanna do it but she's that crazy
And if I don't make it back
She'll probably die alone and cold



As the creole night turns black
Sayin' "Shall we gather by the water
The beautiful water
Shall we gather by the water
That flows from the throne of God"
Shall we gather by the water
The beautiful water
Shall we gather by the water
That flows from the throne of God

18993. The Gospel Story of Noah's Ark

Marty Stuart - The Gospel Story of Noah's Ark

Here comes the Gospel story of Noah's Ark

When God looked down on this whole world
His heart was heavy and sad
The world He'd made and the man He'd loved
Had all turned wicked and bad

As He looked over His creation
He was grieved by His own plan
But just before He destroyed everything He loved
He found Him a righteous man

Brother Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord
Noah was a righteous man
He walked with his God a day by day
Holding to His hand

He worked without ceasin', preached without preachin'
That's a truth that shall ever stand
Brother Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord
Noah was a righteous man

Well God said to Noah
"Build a boat and we'll call it an ark
Build it long, deep and wide
I'm gonna tell you before it starts"

"I'm gonna send to you, a two by two
Every good and living thing
But gather up your family and shut the door
'Cause Brother, it's gonna rain"

For forty days and forty nights
The water came a pourin' down
The tears from God Almighty's eyes
Covered everythin' on the ground

Men were screamin', women were cryin'
Noah heard it day and night



But everything on the other side of that door
Disappeared clean out of sight

Brother Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord
Noah was a righteous man
He walked with his God a day by day
Holding to His hand

He worked without ceasin', preached without preachin'
That's a truth that shall ever stand
Brother Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord
Noah was a righteous man

Alright

And then one day the rain stopped fallin'
And the ark came to a rest
High and dry was ole Brother Noah
On the top of Mount Ararat

Well they opened up the window
And sent the Lord a dove
Well the dove brought back an olive branch
And we all got a bowl of love

Brother Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord
Noah was a righteous man
He walked with his God a day by day
Holding to his hand

He worked without ceasin', preached without preachin'
That's a truth that shall ever stand
Brother Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord
Noah was a righteous man

Well, Noah was a righteous man
Hey, Noah was a righteous man

18994. The Gospel Way - Chords

The Gospel Way
Written and recorded by The Louvin Brothers

C                                  G7         C
There's a right and a wrong way to praise the Lord
                                    G7
And the right way you must you must take
       C                    G7        C
If you want a friend at the journey's end
                    G7       C
Out of debt on that great payday

      F                     C



Never stop or wait lest you be too late
                      G7
To inherit the golden crown
         F                    C
You must walk each day in the gospel way
                G7     C
If the works of God be found

                          G7     C
Do you love your neighbor as yourself
                        G7
Do you cheat him not in trade
           C                   G7         C
Would your conscience groan on tomorrow's dawn
                    G7     C
Should you meet him on the way

Repeat #2

                            G7        C
Never do good deeds for the praise of man
                           G7
Giving gold that man might see
       C                  G7     C
But in secret give and in secret pray
             G7      C
He'll reward you openly 

Repeat #2

18995. The Government Road

The Government Road
The Del McCoury Band
on Del & Woody 

[Verse 1]
I m walking down that buffalo trail gonna build a government road
Twenty one years I've been in jail gonna build a government road
Buffalo trails just sticks and stone gonna build a government road
It ll be all paved when I get done build a government road

[Chorus]
Build a government road love
Build a government road
Plowing down my buffalo trail gonna build a government road

[Verse 2]
Gonna grab a shovel in my hand build a government road
Gonna hire up every man that I can build a government road
Tractors plows and engines to build a government road
All be working when I get through build a government road



[Chorus]
Build a government road love
Build a government road
Plowing down my buffalo trail gonna build a government road

[Verse 3]
What you gonna do when you're income is due build a government road
Then we'll build a railroad to build a government road
who's it gonna travel down my way build a government road
Why brothers and sisters build a government road

[Chorus]
Build a government road love
Build a government road
Plowing down my buffalo trail gonna build a government road

[Verse 4]
Where s this road gonna lead build a government road
To a job I've worked and a mighty good theme build a government road
What we gonna do when we get to the end build a government road
Well brother we'll start right over again and build a government road

[Chorus]
Build a government road love
Build a government road
Plowing down my buffalo trail gonna build a government road

18996. The Governors Hand - Chords

The Governors Hand
Recorded by: Hank Snow
Writer: Tony Austin

[C] The Warden made a comment
That the Governor sure does write a pretty [D] hand
As he [G] handed me the paper
That has given me my freedom, once a-[C] gain
The Governor said I'm sorry
That new evidence came seven years too [D] late
Go [G] home and start your life again
Revenge will only fill your heart with [C] hate.

As the train pulls into the station
I can see Peggy waiting there for me
But I can tell there's something wrong
She's not the happy girl she used to be
Peggy hasn't said much
As she drives along the road back to our farm
And she ignored the question
When I asked her where she got this pretty car.

As she pulled into the driveway
I can see she's planted flowers all around



I'm surprised to see good paint
I thought the place would surely be run down
I said Peggy you've done wonders
And I wonder how you've done it on your own
She said I had to hire a hand
I never could have run this farm alone.

CHANGE TO D:
[D] Then Peggy started cryin' and she said
There's something that you have to [E] see
There's a [A] little boy inside
And you should know that he is only [D] three
We went inside and Peggy said
I'm sorry but there's nothing I can [E] do
But if [A] you'll let us stay here
I'll try my best to make it up to [D] you.

The little boy looked frightened
At the thin man who has come in from the cold
He hides behind his mother's skirt
As she bends down to wipe his little nose
I said Peggy, I still love you
And I'll do my best to try to understand
For God has pardoned both of us
And don't the Governor write a pretty hand?

TAG:
Then [A] Peggy dried her tears when I said
Don't the Governor write a pretty [D] hand?

18997. The Graceland Horses

Jim Lauderdale - The Graceland Horses

[Verse 1]
I think it's time, I think it's now
Don't ask me why, I just know somehow
There's a star in the sky
Shining bright, tells me I

[Pre-Chorus]
Gotta leave the garden

[Chorus]
In my dreams at night I ride
I am free and side by side
With the key
On the Graceland horses

[Verse 2]
I am changed, now I'm strong
And I can't stay, that would be wrong
So say goodbye, wish me well



I think you know, yeah, you can tell

[Pre-Chorus]
Gotta leave the garden

[Chorus]
In my dreams at night I ride
I am free and side by side
With the key
On the Graceland horses

[Verse 3]
Don't you cry when I'm gone
'Cause one day I'll be comin' home
When I do, you will know
You were right to let me go
And leave the garden

[Chorus]
In my dreams at night I ride
I am free and side by side
With the key
On the Graceland horses

18998. The Grandpa That I Know

The Grandpa That I Know
Patty Loveless - Guy Clark & Verlon Thompson

Brand new shoes, they hurt my feet
This lace collar's chokin' me
Cuttin' off my air supply
When I hang my head to cry
When I hang my head to cry

I see tears on daddy's face
Someone's hummin' "Amazing Grace"
Rain beats on this graveside tier
Preacher says he did repent
Preacher says he did repent

They've got him layin' there in pin stripes
How'd they get him in that suit?
I guess the Lord will recognise him
Without his overalls an' mule
An' they all say he looks so natural
But all I see's a cold dark hole
I won't commit this day to memory
That ain't the Grandpa that I know
That ain't the Grandpa that I know

Tractor never pulled his plough
He walked, an' cussed, an' loved that ground



His hand sowed each and every seed
An' he'd pray for rain an' fight the weeds
He'd pray for rain an' fight the weeds
He said: "The simple life, it suits me fine"
Never dreamed beyond the County line
Grandma was his boyhood bride
He'll be there in her arms tonight
He'll sleep there in her arms tonight

They've got him layin' there in pin stripes
How'd they get him in that suit?
I guess the Lord will recognise him
Without his overalls an' mule
An' they all say he looks so natural
But all I see's a cold dark hole
I won't commit this day to memory
That ain't the Grandpa that I know

They played a pretty organ number
Swore it was his favorite tune
But I know he preferred a fiddle
Playin' Carroll County Blues
They all say he looks so natural
But all I see's a cold dark hole
I won't commit this day to memory
That ain't the Grandpa that I know
That ain't the Grandpa that I know

18999. The Grass Is Blue

Dolly Parton - The Grass Is Blue 

I've had to think up a way to survive
Since you said it's over
Told me good-bye
I just can't make it one day without you
Unless I pretend that the opposite's true
Rivers flow backwards
Valleys are high
Mountains are level
Truth is a lie
I'm perfectly fine
And I don't miss you
The sky is green
And the grass is blue
How much can a heart and a troubled mind take
Where is that fine line before it all breaks
Can one end their sorrow
Just cross over it
And into that realm of insanitive bliss
There's snow in the tropics
There's ice on the sun
It's hot in the Arctic



And crying is fun
And I'm happy now
And I'm glad we're through
And the sky is green
And the grass is blue
And the rivers flow backwards
And my tears are dry
Swans hate the water
And eagles can't fly
But I'm alright now
Now that I'm over you
And the sky is green
And the grass is blue
And I don't love you
And the grass is blue

19000. The Grass Is Blue - Chords

The Grass Is Blue
Written and recorded by Dolly Parton
[3/4 time] 

C
I've had to think up a way to survive
F                                    C
Since you said it's over told me goodbye
                              
I just can't make it one day without you
F                         G7         C
Unless I pretend that the opposite's true

Am          G7        F           C
Rivers flow backwards valleys are high
F                              C
Mountains are level truth is a lie
Am            G7   F                C
I'm perfectly fine and I don't miss you
F                G7               C
The sky is green and the grass is blue

                                     
How much can a heart and a troubled mind take
F                                     C
Where is that fine line before it all breaks
                               
Can one end their sorrow just cross over it
F                      G7       C
And into that realm of insanity bliss

Am                  G7      F                  C
There's snow in the tropics there's ice on the sun
F                                    C
It's hot in the Arctic and crying is fun



Am            G7  F                  C
And I'm happy now and I'm glad we're through
F                    G7               C
And the sky is green and the grass is blue

Am                  G7            F            C
And the rivers flow backwards and my tears are dry
F                                     C
Swans hate the water and eagles can't fly
Am              G7           F        C
But I'm alright now now that I'm over you
F                    G7               Am
And the sky is green and the grass is blue
F                    G7               Am
And I don't love you and the grass is blue

19001. The Grave Of Bonaparte - Chords

The Grave Of Bonaparte 
Norman Blake

G                                 C             D
On a lone, barren isle, where the wild, roaring billows
                              G            D
Assail the stern rock and the loud tempest raves,
    G                         C            G
The hero lies still where the dew drooping willows
     C             G              D        G
Like fond, weeping mourners, lean over his grave
         D                           G            C
     The lightning may flash and the loud thunder rattle.
                  G                  D     A       D
     He eats not, he hears not, he's free from all pain.
        G                             C               G
     He sleeps his last sleep, he has fought his last battle.
        C         G            D      G
     No sound can awake him to glory again.
                   C           D      G
     No sound can awake him to glory again.
 
G                             C           D
Oh shade of the mighty, where now are the legions
                                 G               D
That rushed but to conquer, when thou ledst them on?
 G                          C         G
Alas, they have perished in far hilly regions,
    C             G              D          G
And all, save the fame, of their triumph is gone.
         D                         G           C
     The trumpet may sound and the loud cannon rattle.
                        G                 D    A        D
     They eat not, they hear not, they're free from all pain.
          G                                 C                 G



     They sleep their last sleep, they have fought their last battle.
        C          G            D      G
     No sound can awake them to glory again.
                   C            D      G
     No sound can awake them to glory again.
 
G                         C           D
Yet, spirit immortal, the tomb cannot bind thee.
                               G             D
For like thine own eagle, that soared to the Sun,
     G                           C         G
Thou springest from bondage, and leavest behind thee,
  C             G             D          G
A name which, before thee, no mortal had won.
          D                       G             C
     Tho' nations may combat, and war's thunder rattle,
                    G               D     A        D
     No more on thy steed wilt thou sweep o'er the plain.
          G                                  C               G
     Thou sleep'st thy last sleep, thou hast fought thy last battle.
        C          G            D      G
     No sound can awake thee to glory again.
                   C             D      G
     No sound can awake thee  to glory again.

19002. The Grave On The Green Hillside

The Carter Family - The Grave on the Green Hillside

[Verse 1]
There's a little grave on the green hillside
That lies to the morning sun
And the way worn feet often wander there
When the cares of the day are done
We sometimes sit in the twilight fall
And talk of a far off land
And I sometimes feel in the twilight there
The touch of a vanished hand

[Chorus]
Grave on the green hillside
Grave on the green hillside
In the years to come we will calmly sleep
In a grave on the green hillside

[Verse 2]
And this land is full of these little graves
In the valleys, plains, and hills
There's an angel, too, for each little grave
An angel sufficient, Bill
I know not how, but I sometimes think
That they lead us with gentle hands
And a whisper falls on a willing ear



From the shore of a far off land

19003. The Grave Robber - Chords

The Grave Robber 
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice
Written by Dixie Hall and Tom T. Hall
 
[Verse 1]
   D                         A7            D
He wore golden cufflinks and fine tailored suits
     D                        A7          D
He'd been seen out walking in new leather boots
G                           D
Always a dandy the ladies admired
    D                       A7           D
All over three counties his likeness was sired
 
[Verse 2]
  D                         A7           D
A well mannered gent his respects always paid
   D                       A7          D
In funeral homes where the bodies were laid
     G                              D
He'd shed a sad tear on a ring or a tie
   D                         A7         D
On those who acquired the misfortune to die
 
[Verse 3]
   D                      A7          D
He carried a spade in the back of his truck
    D               A7          D
But nobody ever saw him pick it up.
G                                      D
The terrible truth is that robbin' the tombs
     D                    A7           D
Went on many years in the darkness and gloom.
 
[Verse 4]
      D                           A7        D
"They can't take it with him," he privately thought,
  D                     A7                D
Especially all the nice clothes that they bought.
    G                                   D
And rather than waste them on moldering bones,
     D                    A7          D
He'd lavish them later on young wider Jones.
 
[Verse 5]
   D                          A7          D
He took all the rings and the dresses and shoes,
          D                       A7        D
Scratched over the hole like a tomcat would do.



   G                                     D
It made him no difference, he gave not a hoot,
     D                      A7           D
He'd cover them up and walk off with the loot.
 
[Verse 6]
 D                              A7       D
"Who would have thought it?" an old lady said,
   D                    A7          D
"I never dreamed he was robbin' the dead."
     G                           D
"For so long I never suspected a thing,
    D                    A7             D
Til I saw him wearing my dead husband's ring."
 
[Verse 7]
        D                        A7        D
"That's mama's gold locket," one lady love cried,
    D                       A7             D
"We buried it with her last month when she died."
    G                                     D
"He thought it would win me and never did see,
     D                      A7         D
That baby face in there's a picture of me."
 
[Verse 8]
    D                        A7         D
Now outside the prison, it's written in stone,
     D                                D
They buried him there but his body is gone.
G                                 D
Coy-otes sing over a whole in the ground,
        D                    A7        D
And the McCapee Grave Robber cannot be found.
 
[Outro]
    G                       D
The grave robber of McCapee County,
  D                         A7             D
A handsome young fellow who made the girls swoon.
    G                       D
The grave robber of McCapee County
D                        N.C.
Diggin' up graves by the light of the moon.
 
[Arpeggio]
D
 
[Spoken]
N.C.
It's an epic tune, I'll tell you that.



19004. The Graveyard Shift

Del McCoury - The Graveyard Shift

I work the graveyard shift - stay up all night long 
You'll wake up someday 
And find your good gal gone 
If you don't treat your baby right 
She'll come see me 
Some lonely night 

When the sun goes down 
And the moon is gone 
That's when I come around 
Don't you think I won't 

On the graveyard shift, stay up all night long 
You'll wake up someday 
And your good gal gone 

I drive a Cadillac, rides just like a dream 
All the pretty gals 
Want to ride with me 
'Cause I got what all the women want 
I never say I do 
When I really don't

19005. The Great Atomic Power - Chords

The Great Atomic Power
Recorded by the Louvin Brothers
Written by Buddy Bain, Charles Louvin, Ira Louvin

G                                          C           G
Do you fear this man's invention that they call atomic power
                                    A7               D7
Are we all in great confusion do we know the time or hour
       G                           C             G
When a terrible explosion may ring down upon our land
                                      D7               G
Leaving horrible destruction blotting out the works of man

Are you ready for that great atomic power
                                          D7
Will you rise and meet your Savior in the end
         G                              C
Will you shout or will you cry when the fire rains from on high
        G              D7           G
Are you ready for that great atomic power

                                     C                 G
There is one way to escape and be prepared to meet the Lord
                                          A7                 D7



Give your heart and soul to Jesus He will be your shield and sword
        G                              C              G
He will surely stand beside and you'll never taste of death
                                     D7                G
For your soul will fly to safety and eternal peace and rest

repeat #2

                                        C             G
There's an army who can conquer all the enemy's great bands
                                     A7              D7
It's a regiment of Christians guided by the Savior's hand
         G                                 C             G
When the mushroom of destruction falls and all it's fury great
                                            D7          G
God will surely save His children from that awful awful fate

repeat #2

19006. The Great Defender

The Great Defender
Lindsay Lou - The Great Defender

[Verse 1]
I had it coming, you were the one
There's ice on the road and we're on the run
The cold is so quiet that when it drops
The whole world is listening when I'm on the rocks

[Chorus]
The great defender's gone on leave
And still we endure
I do believe

[Verse 2]
It comes without warning
It prays on the sound
Without temptation
When no one's around
Would I be quiet?
Would I be still?
Could it be anyone?
Oh yes it will

[Chorus]
The great defender's gone on leave
And still we endure
I do believe

[Chorus]
The great defender's gone on leave
And still we endure



I do believe
Yea, still we endure
I do believe

19007. The Great Divide

Luke Combs & Billy Strings 
The Great Divide

We're striking matches on the TV
Setting fires on our phones
Bearing crosses we believe in dying on
Tempers flare, the flame flies higher
As we soar closer towards the sun
But I like to think too much damage ain't been done

We're all so far, so far apart now
It's as deep as it is wide
We're about to fall apart now
If we can't reach the other side
We gotta find a way across the great divide

Sometimes it seems that our convictions
Side of the fence that we stand on
Makes us all too damn different to get along
But I've seen strangers love each other
Like a mother does her son
What we see ain't only all that's going on

We're all so far, so far apart now
It's as deep as it is wide
We're about to fall apart now
If we can't reach the other side
We gotta find a way across the great divide

We're all so far, so far apart now
It's as deep as it is wide
We're about to fall apart now
If we can't reach the other side
We gotta find a way across the great divide
The great divide

19008. The Great Divide - Chords

The Great Divide 
Railroad Earth

[Intro]
 



   G            C            G
e/-------------------------/--------------/
B/-----------------1-1-1-1-/--------------/
G/-----------------0-0-0-0-/--------------/  x2
D/-----------0--2 -2-2-2-2-/-0------------/
A/-----0--2--------3-3-3-3-/--------------/
E/--3----------------------/--------------/
 
   G            C            G
e/-------------------------/--------------/
B/-----------------1-1-1-1-/--------------/
G/-----------------0-0-0-0-/--------------/  x2
D/-----------0--- -2-2-2-2-/--------------/
A/-----0--2----3---3-3-3-3-/--------------/
E/--3----------------------/-3------------/
 
Some variation of the second riff above is used throughout the song - anywhere you see (intr
o riff)
 
 
[Verse 1]
D
There's telling of a better home a-waiting
C                    G  C  G
Waiting on the other side (intro riff)
G C G
(intro riff)
D
There's telling of a better home a-waiting
C                            G  C G
Wating for the faithful who abide (intro riff)
 
 
[Chorus]
C                     D
Don't you wanna come, don't you wanna be
G               D            Em
Flying like the golden eagle off and flying free
C                     D
Don't you wanna soar, don't you wanna fly
G                D            Em
High up like the golden eagle high up in the sky
C                            D                 G C G
Cross these troubled waters, cross the great divide (intro riff)
G C G
(intro riff)
 
 
[Verse 2]
D
There's telling of a narrow pilgrim passage
C                       G C G
Path to guide us on our way (intro riff)
D
There's telling of a narrow pilgrim passage
C                                      G C G
Path to guide us through these worried days (intro riff)



 
 
[Chorus]
C                     D
Don't you wanna come, don't you wanna be
G               D            Em
Flying like the golden eagle off and flying free
C                     D
Don't you wanna soar, don't you wanna fly
G            D            Em
Fly like the golden eagle high up in the sky
C                          D                  G C G
Cross the troubled waters, cross the great divide (intro riff)
G C G
(intro riff)
 
 
 
[Bridge]
Em                        Am            C    B7   Em
And telling my true love, I'll be going far away from thee
Am                           D                   G C G
Out on the bounding billows, out on the ocean deep (intro riff)
Em                         Am           C B7   Em
Telling my true love, take courage dear never cry
Am                      D                       G C G
Wait until the clouds, wait until the clouds roll by (intro riff)
G C G
(intro riff)
 
 
[Verse 3]
D
There's tell of joy that's flowing like a fountain
C                    G C G
Waiting on a golden shore (intro riff)
D
There's telling of a better home a-waiting
C                                             G  C G
Where the treasures of the faithful heart are stored
 
 
[Chorus]
C                     D
Don't you wanna come, don't you wanna be
G               D            Em
Flying like the golden eagle off and flying free
C                     D
Don't you wanna soar, don't you wanna fly
G               D            Em
Fly up like the golden eagle high up in the sky
C                          D                  G C G
Cross the troubled waters, cross the great divide (intro riff var)
 
 
[Outro]
C                         D                   G Em



Cross the troubled water, cross the great divide
C                       D
Cross the muddy waters, cross the great divide
G C G
(intro riff)
G C G
(intro riff)

19009. The Great East Broadway Onion Championship Of 1978

Tom T. Hall - The great east broadway onion championship of 1978
Composer: Tom T. Hall

The Great East Broadway Onion Championship of 1978

Now in Lubbox Texas the other night
Drinkin' beer and bout half tight
Me and Paul and Jim and a guy named Al
We were drawin' pictures and writin' songs
Sittin' there talkin' and fore too long
Paul said we oughta move this party over to Stubbs
The smoke was hangin' low and thick
And the guitarman was huntin' licks
And Joe Ely was in the back room shootin' pool
Now we all went back there to check it out
And Joe said well now shut my mouth
I heard the old storyteller knows how to handle a stick
I said I've had chalk on better clothes
And ya'll all know how that stuff goes
Pretty soon we's shootin' pool and just raisin' hell

The Great East Broadway Onion Championship of 1978

Joe and me kinda drew a crowd
The place got drunk and the place got loud
And Joe reached over in a sack and pulled a big ole onion
He placed that onion on the felt
And said here's where you're gonna need some help
We're gonna use that hamburger helper for a que ball
Then Joe picked up a big ole broom
And he waved it all around the room
Said I'm gonna play that onion que ball with a broomstick
We battled back and forth all night
The tears were streamin' from our eyes
And I had that onion for an eight ball in the corner pocket
Now the place got quiet as a mouse
And we told the guitarman to lay out
And I could barely see that onion for all that grass
Well I sipped a beer and fought back tears
And watched that eight ball disappear
And the whole damn town of Lubbock Texas went wild
And amidst the yelling and the cheers
Joe said ya'll wait till next year



And that's how I won the onion broadway championship of '78

The Great East Broadway Onion Championship of 1978

And I want to thank all the small people that made me what I am today
The Great East Broadway Onion Championship of '78

19010. The Great Hank

Robert Earl Keen - The Great Hank 

Then there was the time 
I saw the great Hank Williams singing on the stage in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania and he was all dressed up in drag
From his rose red lips to his rhinestone hips he belted 
Out song after song as he drank from a brown paper bag
And the songs he sang of love and pain, 
So pure perfect reflections of human imperfections, 
It damn near choked me up
But the rest of the show, was kind of slow
And then someone woke me up

Later on the Astros were silently beating the living crap 
Out of Cincinnati on the TV above 
And a little to the left of the great Hank Williams' head
As a busty suicide blonde waitress poured him a double shot of 'whatever you got' 
And laughingly said "I thought you were dead"
The pool balls cracked as he tilted his head back 
And told her how he had been a big star but now country music was full of freaks
He sat there, in the TV glare
Mascara streaked his cheeks

When I was only sixteen years old I went from Houston to Abilene 
With a spunky stunningly handsome woman in a Volkswagen Bug
She was grown with some kids all her own, 
A committment-free divorcee, and I was a man in love
We had only one 8-track tape but it was of the late great 
Hank Williams and we sang in two-part harmony
"Hey good lookin', how's about cookin'
Something up with me"

Back at the bar they were calling last call 
So I gave the barmaid a credit card to pay up my tab
The TV was turned off and the stage was dark 
And the great Hank Williams was gone so I asked her to call me a cab
She said if you like I can give you a ride, 
So there we were out the door and into the city of brotherly love
Into the night, out of sight
In a VW Bug



19011. The Great Mandala (The Wheel Of Life)

The Great Mandala (The Wheel Of Life)
Peter Yarrow

So I told him that he'd better shut his mouth
And do his job like a man.
And he answered "Listen, Father,
I will never kill another."
He thinks he's better
than his brother that died
What the hell does he think he's doing
To his father who brought him up right?

Chorus:
Take your place on The Great Mandala
As it moves through your brief moment of time.
Win or lose now you must choose now
And if you lose you're only losing your life.

Tell the jailer not to bother
With his meal of bread and water today.
He is fasting 'til the killing's over
He's a martyr, he thinks he's a prophet.
But he's a coward, he's just playing a game
He can't do it, he can't change it
It's been going on for ten thousand years

Chorus

Tell the people they are safe now
Hunger stopped him, he lies still in his cell.
Death has gagged his accusations

We are free now, we can kill now,
We can hate now, now we can end the world
We're not guilty, he was crazy
And it's been going on for ten thousand years!

Take your place on The Great Mandala
As it moves through your brief moment of time.
Win or lose now you must choose now
And if you lose you've only wasted your life.

19012. The Great Pretender

Dolly Parton - The Great Pretender 
(Buck Ram)

Oh-oh, yes I'm the great pretender
Pretending that I'm doing well
My need is such I pretend too much
I'm lonely but no one can tell



Oh-oh, yes I'm the great pretender
Adrift in a world of my own
I've played the game but to my real shame
You've left me to dream all alone
Too real is this feeling of make-believe
Too real when I feel what my heart can't conceal
Oh yes I'm the great pretender
Just laughin? and gay like a clown
I seem to be what I'm not, you see
I'm wearin' my heart like a crown
Pretending that you're still around
Too real is the feeling of make-believe
Too real when I feel what my heart can't conceal
Oh yes I'm the great pretender
Just laughin? and gay like a clown
I seem to be what I'm not, you see
I'm wearin' this old heart like a crown
Pretending that you're still around
But I know what I am
I am the great pretender

19013. The Great Silkie

The Great Silkie
Traditional

An earthly nurse sits and sings,
And aye, she sings by lily wean,
And little ken I my bairn's father,
Far less the land where he dwells in.

For he came one night to her bed feet,
And a grumly guest, I'm sure was he,
Saying "Here am I, thy bairn's father,
Although I be not comely."

"I am a man upon the land,
I am a silkie on the sea,
And when I'm far and far frae land,
My home it is in Sule Skerrie."

And he had ta'en a purse of gold
And he had placed it upon her knee,
Saying, "Give to me my little young son,
And take thee up thy nurse's fee."

"And it shall come to pass on a summer's day,
When the sun shines bright on every stane,
I'll come and fetch my little young son,
And teach him how to swim the faem."

"And ye shall marry a gunner good,
And a right fine gunner I'm sure he'll be,



And the very first shot that e'er he shoots
Will kill both my young son and me."

Notes:

Word pronunciation and meaning:

lily wean (LIL-ee WEEN) baby
bairn (BAYRN) child
grumly (GRUM-lee) ugly
comely (COHM-ih-LEE) good looking, pretty
frae (FRAY) from
ta'en (TAYN) taken
stane (STAYN) stone
faem (FAYM) foam, as in sea foam

19014. The Great Speckled Bird

The Great Speckled Bird
Louvin Brothers

What a beautiful throught I am thinking
Concerning the great speckled bird
Remember her name is recorded
On the pages of God's Holy Word

There are many who'd lower her standards
And they watch every move that she makes
They just want to find fault with her teachings
Tho they search, they can find no mistakes

Where He comes on a cloud in the morning
And his voice around the earth shall be heard
Oh, Iwant to be ready to meet him
And go up on the Great speckled bird

19015. The Great Titanic

The Great Titanic

Oh they built ship Titanic to sall the ocean blue
And they thought they had a ship that the water would never go thru
But the Lord's Almighty hand knew that ship would never land
It was sad when great ship went down

It was sad - It was sad
It was sad when the great ship went down
Husbands and wives, little children lost therir lives
It was sad when that great ship went down



Oh, they sailed from England and were almost to the shore
When the rich refused to associate with the poor
So they put them down below where they were the first to go
It was sad when the great ship went down

* Refrain

The boat was full of sin, and the sides about to burst
When the captain shouted, a-women and children first
Oh, the captain tried to wire, but the lines were all on fire
It was sad when the great ship went down

* Refrain

Oh, they swung the lifeboats out o'er the deep and ragin' sea
When the band struck up with a-nearer My God to thee
Little children wept and cried as the waves swept o'er the side
It was sad when the great ship went down

* Refrain

19016. The Great Valerio

Richard Thompson - The Great Valerio 

High up above the crowd
The great Valerio is walking
The rope seems hung from cloud to cloud
And time stands still while he is walking

His eye is steady on the target
His foot is sure upon the rope
Alone and peaceful as a mountain
And certain as the mountain slope

We falter at the sight
We stumble in the mire
Fools who think they see the light
Prepare to balance on the wire

But we learn to watch together
And feed on what we see above
'Till our hearts turn like the seasons
And we are acrobats of love

How we wonder, how we wonder
Watching far below
We would all be that great hero
The great Valerio

Come all you upstart jugglers
Are you really ready yet?



Who will help the tightrope walker
When he tumbles to the net

So come with me to see Valerio
As he dances through the air
I'm your friend until you use me
And then be sure I won't be there

How we wonder, how we wonder
Watching far below
We would all be that great hero
The great Valerio

19017. The Greatest Christmas Gift - Chords

The Greatest Christmas Gift
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Dallas Frazier and Earl Montgomery
 
G
A precious part of me climbs upon my knee
D7                        G
With brown eyes sparkling bright
   C               D7      G             Em
To young to wonder why but old enough to know
       C           A7          D7
That's Santa Claus is coming tonight
G
No matter how I try to control what's deep inside
D7                                G
Sometimes I have to cry a tear of love
     C                   D7         G        Em
When she reaches out her two little arms and says
       G       D7         G
I love you and mommy this much
                       
Two little feet that softly tip toes 
D7                    G
Over to the Christmas tree
   C             D7     G                  Em
As silent as can be she turns and looks at me
A7                                  D7
Amazed at all the pretty things she sees
G
Two little hands that can't untie the ribbon 
D7                                   G
But they can tear the paper just the same
  C           D7           G         C
A soft little voice saying mommy and daddy
G         D7            G
Look what Santa brought me
C            D7            G
Darling what more could we ask for



       C                 D7              G
And to know that she's a part of you and me
C                D7                G                  C
Darling let's be thankful for this blessing sent from heaven
             G                 D7            G
The greatest Christmas gift of all just fell asleep
                               D7            G
The greatest Christmas gift of all just fell asleep

19018. The Greatest Gift Of All

Dolly Parton - The Greatest Gift Of All 
(Dolly Parton)

A dirt dobber built its nest
On my only Sunday dress
And the roof leaked in my shoes
And when they dried they were too small
And the rats chewed a great big hole
In my only winter coat
And at night I'd hear them gnaw
The paper on my bedroom wall
But I still say
Those were the greatest days of all
Some happy and some sad
Some good and some bad
But I still say
Those were the greatest days of all
I used to wait by the garden gate
Where the hummingbirds came ev'ry day
To kiss the yellow roses
Growing up the garden wall
And in the tall grass I would lie
'Til ev'ning shadows brought the night
Thru the window of my room
I'd hear the whippoorwill's sad call
And I still say
Those were the greatest days of all
Some happy and some sad
Some good and some bad
But I still say
Those were the greatest days of all
Now as I make my way
Along the busy city sidewalks
My head arouring from the deafening city sound
You can't hear a whipporwill in this noisy city
And tall green grass don't grow
Along the sidewalks of this town
And hummingbirds don't fly around
These artificial roses
Like they did around the garden wall
And, oh, so often in my mind
I'll go back to another time



And I still say
Those were the greatest days of all
I still say
Those were the greatest days of all

19019. The Greatest Hustler Of All

The Greatest Hustler Of All
Old Crow Medicine Show - The Greatest Hustler Of All

Well i met her on the corner of Broadway
said she'd seen me coming for a mile
guess i should of known she was troubled
By the hoodwink in her eye
she said now watch my hands real careful
but i should of been watching her feet
Cause before i knew it she stole my heart and my wallet
went runnin' on down the street

The greatest hustler of all
stands about four foot nine
made to be a moocher
low down hoochie coocher
her daddy made herwalk the line
hustles with the greatest of ease
fools any boy any time
greatest hustler in all of this world
hustled this heart of mine

Now Ive been hustled on the streets of chicago
and the Levees of New Orleans
but i never knew a woman to work so fast
shes what u call a
hustling queen
and i took her to the fair on friday
we stepped into the kissing booth
n i puckered my lips
to steal me a kiss
she went n stole my gold tooth

The greatest hustler of all
stand about four foot nine
made to be a moocher
low down hoochie coocher
her daddy made her walk the line
hustles with the greatest of ease
fool any boy any time
the greatest hustler of all of this world
hustled this heart of mine

Well if u see her coming this way
boy better take care
Cause she'll hustle your heart away



into the air
what happens if your down on the corner
shes not that hard to find
the greatest hustler in all of this world
stands about four foot nine

The greatest hustler of all
stands about four foot nine
made to be a moocher
low down hoochie coocher
her daddy made her walk the line
hustles with the greatest of ease
fools any boy any time
the greatest hustler of all of this world
hustled this heart of mine
and the greatest hustler
in all of this world
hustled this heart of mine

19020. The Greatest Love Of All Time

Marty Stuart - The Greatest Love Of All Time

Written by Marty Stuart

I heard the sound of a train out in the distance
That takes me back to you
The only heart I ever met, as pure as it was true
Your kiss is still warm as wild mountain honey
It lays so sweet on my mind
And it helps me forget, the path of regret
And the fool that left you behind

Miles and miles of memories
Flow through me like new scarlet wine
And it's sad but it's true, that girl me and you
Had the greatest love of all time

Miles and miles of memories
Flow through me like new scarlet wine
And it's sad but it's true, that girl me and you
Had the greatest love of all time
Had the greatest love of all time

19021. The Greatest Sum

The Avett Brothers - The Greatest 
Second Gleam



Listen, who I used to be
Don't matter much at all to me.
To pin you down, to plant your feet's
a far cry from my destiny.

Not even the clouds,
Not even the past,
Not even the hands of God
could hold back from you.

Dark and lonely is the ride,
the devil always by my side.
Though no match for what lies between
the thought of you,
your trust for me.

Not even the sun,
A bullet from a gun,
No, nothing that this world could bring or
Anything someone could do
Could hold me back from you.

No can of gold placed in my hand,
the largest find,
the greatest sum.
Though some would say
It'd ease our pain,
We know that it can't be done.

Not even the sun,
Not even the clouds.
Not even the past,
No, nothing that this world can bring or anything someone can do,
Could hold me back from you.
Could hold me back from you.
Could hold me back from you.

19022. The Green Fields Of America

The Green Fields Of America
Traditional

Farewell to the groves of shillelagh and shamrock.
Farewell to the girls of Old Ireland all round.
May their hearts be as merry as ever I would wish them.
When far away on the ocean I'm bound.

Oh my Father is old, and my mother's quite feeble.
To leave their own country it grieves their hearts sore.
Oh the tears in great drops down their cheeks they are rolling,
To think that they must die upon a foreign shore.

But what matter to me where my bones may be buried,



If in peace and contentment I can spend my life.
Oh the green fields of Canada, they daily are blooming.
It's there I'll put an end to my miseries and strife.

Then it's pack up your sea stores and tarry no longer.
Ten dollars a week isn't very bad pay.
With no taxes nor tithes to devour up your wages,
When you're on the green fields of Amerikay.

The sheep run unsheared, and the land's gone to rushes.
The handyman's gone and the winders of creels
Away cross the ocean good journeyman tailors,
And fiddlers that flaked out the old mountain reels.

But I mind the time when old Ireland was flourishing,
When lots of her tradesmen could work for good pay.
But since our manufactories have crossed the Atlantic,
It's now we must follow to Amerikay.

So now to conclude and to finish my ditty,
If ever friendless Irishman chances my way,
With the best in the house I will treat him and welcome,
At home on the green fields of Amerikay.

19023. The Green Fields Of France (Wille Mcbride)

The Green Fields Of France (Wille Mcbride)
Eric Bogel

Well, how do you do, young Willie McBride?
Do you mind if I sit here down by your grave side
And rest for a while 'neath the warm summer sun
I've been working all day and I'm nearly done
I see by your grave stone you were only nineteen
When you joined the great fallen in nineteen sixteen
I hope you died well and I hope you died clean
Or, young Willie McBride, was is slow and obscene?

Chorus:
Did they beat the drum slowly, did they play the fife lowly
Did they sound the dead march as they lowered you down
Did the band play the Last Post and Chorus?
Did the pipes play the Flowers of the Forest?

Did you leave a wife or a sweetheart behind
In some faithful heart is your memory enshrined
Although you died back in nineteen sixteen
In that faithful heart are you always nineteen
Or are you a stranger without even a name
Enclosed and forever behind the glass frame
In an old photograph, torn and battered and stained
And faded to yellow in a brown leather frame.



Chorus

The sun now it shines on the green fields of France
There's a warm summer breeze that makes the red poppies dance
And look how the sun shines from under the clouds
There's no gas, no barbed wire, there's no guns firing now
But here in this graveyard it's still no man's land
The countless white crosses stand mute in the sand
To man's blind indifference to his fellow man
To a whole generation who were butchered and damned.

Chorus

Now young Willie McBride I can't help but wonder why
Do all those who lie here know why they died
And did they believe when they answered the cause
Did they really believe that this war would end wars
Well, the sorrows, the suffering, the glory, the pain
The killing and dying was all done in vain
For young Willie McBride it all happened again
And again, and again, and again, and again.

Chorus

19024. The Green Rolling Hills Of West Virginia

The Green Rolling Hills Of West Virginia

   Oh the green rolling hills of West Virginia
   Are the nearest thing to heaven that I know
   Though the times are sad and drear and I cannot linger here
   They'll keep me and never let me go.

My daddy said don't ever be a miner
or a miner's grave is all you'll ever own
There's hard times everywhereI can't find a dime to spare
These are the worst times I've ever known

So I'll move away into some crowded city
In some northern factory town you'll find me there
Though I'll leave the past behind 'll never change my mind
These troubled times are more than I can bear.

Someday I'll go back to West Virginia
To those green rolling hills I love so well
Oh omeday I'll go home and I know I'll right the wrong
And these hard times will follow me no more.



19025. The Greenback Dollar

The Green Back Dollar
(The Greenback Dollar)

One I had a darling sweetheart
And she thought the world of me
Untill another man persuaded
And she cares no more for me
I don't want your green back dollar
I don't want your watch and chain
All I want is you, my darling

Many a time we strolled together
Down beside the deep blue sea
Now in your heart you love another
In my grave I'd rather be
I don't want your watch and chain
All I want is my big long pistol
To blow out your dirty brains

You said I could not marry
Mama said it would never do
But if you ever learn to love me
I will run away with you
I don't want your green back dollar
I don't want your watch and chain
All I want is you, my darling
Won't you take me back again

19026. The Greenville Trestle

The Greenville Trestle

I remember as a boy how in wonderment and joy
I'd watch the trains as they'd go by
And the whistle's lonesome sound you could here from miles around
As they rolled across that Greenville Trestle high.

   But the whistles don't sound like they used to
   Lately not many trains go by
   Hard times across the land mean no work for a railroad man
   And the Greenville Trestle now don't seem so high.

On the riverbank I'd stand with a cane pole in my hand
And watch the freight trains up against the sky
With the black smoke trailing back as they moved along the track
That runs across that Greenville Trestle high.

When the lonesome whistles whined I'd get rambling on my mind
Lord I wish they still sounded that way
As I turned to head for home Lord she'd rumble low and long
Toward the sunset at the close of day.



19027. The Grey Funnel Line

Emmylou Harris
The Grey Funnel Line

Don't mind the rain or rolling sea
The weary night never worries me
But the hardest time in a sailor's day
Is to watch the sun as it slips away

It's one more day on the Grey Funnel Line

The finest ship that sails the sea
Is still a prison for the likes of me
But give me wings like Noah's dove
I'd fly above her to the one I love

It's one more day on the Grey Funnel Line

Oh Lord, if dreams were only real
I'd have my hands on that wooden wheel
And with all my might I'd turn here 'round
And tell the boys that we're homeward bound

It's one more day on the Grey Funnel Line

I'd pass the time like some machine
Until blue water turns to green
Then I'd dance on down that walk ashore
And sail the Grey Funnel Line no more
And sail the Grey Funnel Line no more

19028. The Grind

The Grind - Acoustic Syndicate

Five O'Clock
I wake up running
Get up boy
It's time to go
Out the door
Kiss your honey
Gotta get it, get it
Get it while the gettin'²s good

The eagle flies and
The world goes round
I'm just doing my job
The eagle dies and



The world turns brown
Mother Earth has got a broken heart
Oh, can you feel the grind?

Why does the rain burn my eyes
When it's falling?
Is that hole in the sky
Gonna keep on growing?
Did you really think
No one would know?

Crank'²em up
Keep on runnin
16 million diesels on the fly
Make the goods
Keep on rollin
Profit margins on the rise
Dump the waste
Right in the water
The Pigeon River'²s running black
It's not my fault and
I should not have to worry
Let them hippies do it
They ain'²t got a job

Ooh
Why does the rain burn my eyes
When it's falling?
Is that hole in the sky
Gonna keep on growing?
Did you really think
No one would know?

Why does the rain burn my eyes
When it'²s falling?
Is that hole in the sky
Gonna keep on growing?
Did you really think
No one would know?

19029. The Gringo's Tale

Steve Earle - The Gringo's Tale

Begging your pardon there, stranger
You look like you're new to this town
We're a long way away from the beach here
You won't see many gringos around
Well I come from West Colorado
And I've wandered this world far and wide
I've lived for some years in the shadows
And my eyes are unused to this light
If you buy me a strong drink of whiskey



I will tell you the tale of my life
It's long and it's sad, but it fits me
And it may bring a tear to your eye

All the men of my family were soldiers
The hard-fighting, straight-talking kind
When my turn came, all that was over
But I'd already made up my mind
I was there when we blew through Grenada
And I still have to ask myself why
Then we took down that fool Noriega
That's where I caught the good colonel's eye
Well he asked me if I loved my country
And before I had time to reply
He regaled me with tales of past glories
And I believed every one of his lies

19030. The Gringo's Tale - Chords

The Gringo's Tale
Steve Earl - The Gringo's Tale

(Verse 1)

G                            F  C   
Beggin' your pardon there stranger
                                  G
You look like you're new to this town
                                F    C
We're a long way away from the beach here
                               G
You won't see many gringos around
                          F  C
Well I come from West Colorado
                                      G
And I've wandered this world far and wide
                                   F C
I've lived for some years in the shadows
                               G
And my eyes are unused to this light
                                  F C
If you buy me a strong drink of whiskey
                               G
I will tell you the tale of my life
                                   F  C                
It's long and it's sad but it fits me
                                G
And it may bring a tear to your eye

(Verse 2)

All the men of my family were solidiers
The hard fightin' straight talkin' kind



When my turn came all that was over
But I'd already made up my mind
I was there when we blew though Grenada
And I still have to ask myself why
Then we took down that fool Noriega
That's where I caught the good colonel's eye
Well he asked me if I loved my country
And before I had time to reply
He regaled me with tales of past glories
I believed every one of his lies

(Verse 3)

So I left my old life behind me
Turned my back on my family and friends
And I did everything that they asked me
And I lost some sleep now and again
And I lived like a thief and assassin
I smuggled their poisons sometimes
Until I asked the wrong question in passin'

(Verse 4)

And the colonel himself dropped the dime
So if you're ever in west Colorado
Tell the folks in Durango goodbye
There's a price on my head and I can't go
So I'll just wait around here  til I die

19031. The Grocery Truck

Tom T Hall - The Grocery Truck

[Verse 1:]
When I was a little barefooted boy
Back in the hills of eastern Kentucky
I was lazy and about half crazy
Catfish didn't bite in the daytime
And little boys weren't allowed out after dark
But we had a few thrills and one of them was the grocery truck
Well the grocery truck was a little ole truck
With the name painted on the door
In the winter time it always got stuck
Bringin' beans and greens to the poor
We'd go get the mules and we'd pull it out
And the neighbors would come to the show
We'd cuss them mules and holler
And shout cause the treasure on board was gold

Chorus:]
And the grocery truck is a comin'
It's about a half a mile away
Just when we were down on our luck



Here comes the grocery truck

[Verse 2:]
Now the grocery truck with the store
Bought stuff bologney and crackers and cheese
Sometimes a new pair of pants with cuffs or candy to fill our needs
If I counted the thrills of my life today
As I cater to fancy and whim
None would compare to the grocery truck
It was Christmas ev'ry Friday back then
[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Well the grocery truck was a sign of success
We were economical giants
My mother would laugh sometimes till she cried
Cause daddy was high on a pint
Oh the grocery truck never comes anymore
As it did in the way back when
Its supermarkets and one stop stores and hamburger shops again

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
Daddy'd just say charge it to me
Whoa charge it to me

19032. The Ground Is Level At The Foot Of The Cross

The Ground Is Level At The Foot Of The Cross
Blue Highway

If you measure the gain, better count the cost
'cause the ground is level at the foot of the cross
Take heart my brothers, in the world you're lost
But the ground is level at the foot of the cross

You can judge your brother by his fortune's size
But we're all the same in the good Lord's eyes
You can judge your sister by the deeds she's done
But we're judged in Heaven by the carpenter's son

If you measure the gain, better count the cost
'cause the ground is level at the foot of the cross
Why gain the world if your soul's been lost?
Cause the ground is level at the foot of the cross

Rich man, poor man, they all fade away
But they'll all be together on the judgment day
The Poor man's sittin' at the Lord's right hand
Just rockin' in the bosom of Abraham

There stood the sinner and the Pharisee



A-prayin' in the temple on the bended knee
One begged for mercy, to the Lord he cried
And he met his savior on the other side

You must enter heaven as a humble man
Cast away your burdens, take him by the hand
By the grace of Jesus and his holy blood
All sins are washed in the mighty flood

19033. The Ground You Shook

Emmylou Harris
The Ground You Shook

I never knew you but you seemed to be, to me, a great man
Wise as a serpent and gentle as a hillside white lamb
We heard your voice
We saw your choice
It's written on us

I wish I'd known you and learned the way to walk the narrow path
But I am grateful that you left your words to follow like a map
Within the dark land you gave us a lamp
By which we might see

We heard your voice
We saw your choice
It's written on us

And we walk the ground that you shook
We read the words in your book
And learn how to break our own ground
All the lambs will roar beautiful sounds

19034. The Guilt Was Gone

The Guilt Was Gone
Junior Sisk - The Guilt Was Gone

[Verse 1]
Guilt lay on my conscience as I turned a holder
Second thoughts keep a-rollin' through my mind
Then I felt the tingle of her fingers on my shoulder
A-callin' me to touch her one more time

[Chorus]
The guilt was gone, I had gone crazy
Could not think of my baby, or how soon I would lose a happy home
The guilt was gone, like my tomorrows



Now I live with the sorrows, of a-knowin' I was wrong all along
Now it's back where it belongs
The guilt was gone

[Verse 2]
Now, the one I slept around with has took up with some
Some other fool who'd play her cheatin' game
And my true love has left me, left me for another
Another one who's sayin' I'm to blame

[Chorus]
The guild was gone, I had gone crazy
Could not think of my baby, or how soon I would lose a happy home
The guilt was gone, like my tomorrows
Now I live with the sorrows, of a-knowin' I was wrong all along
Now it's back where it belongs
The guilt was gone

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Chorus]
The guilt was gone, I had gone crazy
Could not think of my baby, or how soon I would lose a happy home
The guilt was gone, like my tomorrows
Now I live with the sorrows, of a-knowin' I was wrong all along
Now it's back where it belongs
The guilt was gone
Now it's back where it belongs
The guilt was gone

19035. The Guitar

Guy Clark - The Guitar

Well, I was passing by a pawn shop
In an older part of town
Something caught my eye
And I stopped and turned around

I stepped inside and there I spied
In the middle of it all
Was a beat up old guitar
Hanging on the wall.

What do you want for that piece of junk
I asked the old man
He just smiled and took it down
And he put it in my hand

He said you tell me what it's worth
You're the one who wants it
Turn it up, play a song
And let's just see what haunts it



So I hit a couple of cords
In my old country way of strumming
And then my fingers turned to lightning
Man.. I never heard it coming

It was like I always knew it
I just don't know where I learned it
It wasn't nothin' but the truth
So I just reared back and burned it

Well I lost all track of time
There was nothing I couldn't pick
Up and down the neck
Man.. I never missed a lick

The guitar almost played itself
There was nothing I could do
It was getting hard to tell
Just who was playing who

When I finally put it down
I couldn't catch my breath
My hands were shaking
And I was scared to death

The old man finally got up
Said where in the Hell you been
I've been waiting all these years
For you to stumble in

Then he took down an old dusty case
Said go on and pack it up
You don't owe me nothing
And then he said good luck

There was something spooky in his voice
And something strange on his face
When he shut the lid
I saw my name was on the case

19036. The Guitar Song

The Guitar Song
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

I'm just an old guitar in the pawn shop on the corner 
And I'm waiting for somebody to come by and play me now and then

My strings are kinda rusty and I'm a little dusty
Oh but you'd be to if you'd been where I've been

I did some shows with FLATT back in 1971



And one more time I'd love to Roll in Some Sweet Baby's Arms

Chorus
I'm just a guitar in the pawn shop on the corner
Hey come on by and listen to my song

Wow, Lester Flatt  I saw him just a few times when Kenny Ingram played the banjo with the N
ashville Grass

I've seen at least a million little honky tonks and fairgrounds
I've help to heal some heartaches 
And I've helped to shed some tears
And the last one that held me
Just couldn't wait to sell me
And for twenty dollars left me hanging here

Chorus
But I dream about the spotlight 
And the roaring of the people
And I wonder if I'm ever, gonna hear 'em sing along

I'm just a banjo in the pawn shop on the corner
Hey come on by and listen to my song

One night at Bean Blossom, Reno picked me up and played Charlotte Breakdown

Don Reno? 

And Sonny needed help at the Opry one night and I was on stage for Rocky Top with him an
d Bobby

You know, Doc was at the Ash Grove in California, and played a set with me and we showed 
the Hollywood folks what flatpicking was

Doc Watson was the coolest!

Chorus
I've got a lot of memories
And a song or two left in me
And someday, someone will pick me up
And play me back home

I'm just a guitar in the pawn shop on the corner
Hey come on by and listen to my song

Tag
Oh I'm just a banjo in the pawn shop on the corner
Hey come on by and listen to my song

Just come back by and listen to our song

I also heard that Del played you a few nights at the Ryman back when he was with Monroe



19037. The Gulf Of Mexico

Steve Earle - The Gulf of Mexico

[Intro]
Come and gather around me, people and a tale to you, I'll tell
Of my father and his father in the days before the spill
With an endless sky above 'em and a restless sea below
And every blessing flowing from the Gulf of Mexico

[Verse 1]
Well, my Granddad with the shrimp boats
From the time that he was grown
And he scrimped and saved
And bought himself trawler of his own
He was rough and he was ready
And he drank when he was home
And he made his family's living on the Gulf of Mexico

[Chorus]
He was rolling
He was rolling
'Cross the deep blue water
He was rolling

[Verse 2]
Well, my Daddy drove a crew boat
Hauling workers to the rigs
He was sick of mending nets
And couldn't stand the smell of fish
He drew a steady paycheck
Twenty years at Texaco
When he died, we spread his ashes
On the Gulf of Mexico

[Chorus]
He was rolling
He was rolling
'Cross the deep green water
He was rolling

[Verse 3]
As for me, I dreamed of nothing
Any grander than the day
That I stepped out on the drilling floor
To earn a roughneck's pay
Then one night, I swear I saw the devil
Crawling from the hole
And he spilled the guts of hell out
In the Gulf of Mexico

19038. The Guy You Are With Is An Asshole - Chords



The Guy You Are With Is An Asshole 
Robert Earl Keen

C
i was walking down the street last night
G
out of money too
F               G              C
watching pretty people passing by
C
i heard somebody laughing
G
that's when i saw you
F           G              C
leavin in a limo with some guy
 
 
F
funny how the world goes round
C
some keep hangin on
G                      C
some of us spin out of control
F
i don't mean to put you down
C
correct me if i'm wrong
      G
but i know that guy you're with
            C
and he's an asshole
 
C
well i'm not very good at this
G
but i just had to say
F             G             C
i'll love you til the day i die
C
so when you check your phone tonight
G
grant me one request
F                  G                C
save this song and play it for that guy
 
 
F
funny how the world goes round
C
some keep hangin on
G                      C
some of us spin out of control
F
i don't mean to put you down
C
correct me if i'm wrong
      G
but i know that guy you're with



            C
and he's an asshole
G                       C
everybody knows he's an asshole

19039. The Half-Remarkable Question

The Incredible String Band - The Half-Remarkable Question

Who moved the black castle
Who moved the white queen
When Gimme and Daleth where standing between?

Out of the evening growing a veil
Pining for the pine woods that ached for the sail
There's something forgotten I want you to know
The freckles of rain they are telling me so

Oh, it's the old forgotten question
What is it that we are part of?
And what is it that we are?

And an elephant madness has covered the sun
The judge and the juries they play for the fun
They've torn up the roses and washed all the soap
And the martyr who marries them dares not elope

Oh, it's the never realized question
What is it that we are part of?
And what is it that we are?

Oh long, oh long ever yet my eyes
Braved the gates enormous fire
And the body folded 'round me
And the person in me grew

The flower and its petal
The root and its grasp
The earth and its bigness
The breath and its gasp

The mind and its motion
The foot and its move
The life and its pattern
The heart and its love

Oh, it's the half-remarkable question
What is it that we are part of?
And what is it that we are?



19040. The Hand Song

Nickel Creek - The Hand Song

The boy only wanting to give mother something
And all of  her roses had bloomed
Looking at him as he came rushing in
With him knowing her roses were doomed
All she could see was some thorns buried deep
And tears that he cried as she tended his wounds

And she knew it was love
It was what she could understand
He was showing his love
And that's how he hurt his hands

He still remembers that night as a child
On his mother's knee
She held him close and she opened her Bible
And quietly started to read
Then seeing a picture of Jesus, he cried out
"Mama, he's got some scars just like me"

And he knew it was love
It was what he could understand
He was showing his love
And that's how he hurt his hands

Now the boy's grown and moved out on his own
When Uncle Sam comes along
A foreign affair, but our young men are there
And luck had his number drawn
It wasn't that long till our hero was gone
He gave to a friend what he learned from the cross

But they knew it was love
It was one they could understand
He was showing his love
And that's how he hurt his hands
It was one they could understand
He was showing his love
And that's how he hurt his hands

19041. The Handsome Cabin Boy

The Handsome Cabin Boy
Traditional

It's of a pretty female as you will understand
Her mind was set on rambling into a foreign land
She dressed herself in man's attire and boldly did appear
And she engaged with a captain to serve him for a year.



The captain's lady being on board, she seemed in great joy
To think that the captain had engaged such a handsome cabin boy
And many's the time she cuddled and kissed, and she would have
liked to toy
But 'twas the captain found out the secret of the handsome cabin
boy

Her cheeks they were like roses, her hair was all a-curl
The sailors often smiled and said, he looks just like a girl
But eating the captain's biscuit, well, her color it did destroy
And the waist did swell of pretty Nell, the handsome cabin boy.

As through the Bay of Biscay our gallant ship did plough
One night among the sailors there came an awful row
They tumbled from their hammocks for their rest it did destroy
They complained about the groaning of the handsome cabin boy

It's doctor, dearest doctor, the cabin boy did cry
My time has come, I am undone, surely I must die
The doctor ran with all his might, a-smiling at the fun
For to think a cabin boy could have a daughter or a son

Now when the sailors heard the joke, they all began to stare
The child belongs to none of us, they solemnly did swear
And the lady to the captain said "My dear I wish you joy
For it was either you or I betrayed the handsome cabin boy."

Come all of you bold fellows and we'll drink success to trade
And likewise to the cabin boy who was neither man nor maid
And if the wars should rise again, us sailors to destroy
Well, here's hoping for a jolly lot more like the handsome cabin
boy.

19042. The Happiest Days Of All

The Happiest Days Of All
The Carter Family

I wondered today on the sea shore
The waves and the winds are low
I thought of the days gone by Maud
Many long years ago

We lingered by the gently flowing billows
And watch the golden sunset fade away
And there among the sweet ocean breezes
We talked about our future wedding day

   Gathering up the shells from the sea shore
   Gathering up the shells from the sea
   Those were the happiest days of all Maud
   Gathering up the shells from the shore



When the waves are rolling on the ocean
And the golden moonbeams on the pebbles shine
At your cottage by the sea I'll come again Maud
When the waves are rolling gently sweetheart mine

Now I am growing up in years Maud
My locks are all silver and gray
But the vows that we made on the shore Maud
Are fresh in my memory today

No more bright shells we will gather
As the waves come dashing as of yore
She lies neath the white pebbled sand
Just covered up with shells on the shore

19043. The Hard Stuff

Chris Stapleton
The Hard Stuff

[Intro]
So give me the hard stuff (Hard stuff)
Ooh, yeah

[Verse 1]
Anybody can be in love on a sunny day
And anybody can turn and run when it starts to rain
And everybody wishes all the skies were blue
But that ain't the kind of love I'm lookin' to have with you

[Chorus]
So give me the hard stuff
The kind that makes you real
I'll be there when the storm comes
'Cause I want the hard stuff
When they're throwin' sticks and stones
We can cut each other to the bone
I'm never gonna give you up
'Cause I want the hard stuff (Hard stuff)
Yeah, I want the hard stuff (Hard stuff, yeah)

[Verse 2]
My God knows I'm not the man that I want to be
And we all know there's things in this life we refuse to see
So just know my fire for you will always burn
And please forgive the things in this life that I have to learn
[Chorus]
So give me the hard stuff
The kind that makes you real
I wanna be there when the storm comes
'Cause I want the hard stuff (Hard stuff)
When they're throwin' sticks and stones
We can cut each other to the bone



I'm never gonna give you up
'Cause I want the hard stuff (Hard stuff)

[Bridge]
No, we won't have to wonder
Oh, you won't have to wonder
If we're ever goin' under
No, we're never goin' under
No, we're never goin' under

[Chorus]
'Cause I want the hard stuff
The kind that makes you real
I wanna be there when the storm comes
'Cause I want the hard stuff (I want the hard stuff)
When they're throwin' sticks and stones
Cut each other to the bone (Break each other to the bone)
I'm never gonna give you up
'Cause I want the hard stuff (Hard stuff, oh)
Yeah, I want the hard stuff (I want the hard stuff)
[Outro]
Yeah, I want the hard stuff
Give me the hard stuff
Give me the hard stuff
Yeah, I want the hard stuff
So give me the hard stuff

19044. The Hard Way

The Boxcars - The Hard Way

I started out this life 40 years ago
A boy free made a big man's choice
Headed out to a place where few man stray
Grabbed the wheel strapped in
Started doin it the hard way

Grew up a little different than the rest of the kids
Every day I placed a new bid
Higher and higher it had to be paid
Beating on down, gonna do it the hard way

I've worked my hands for everything I've got
Cut a deal with a man that I aint forget
I'll be paying that debt till they take me away
I'll just keep doin it the hard way

Solos

Some people choose an easy route
It's a short ride up but a long way down
I sometimes wonder would I change it today
Would I do it the same when it came... The hard way



I've worked my hands for everything I've got
Cut a deal with a man that I aint forgot
I'll be paying that debt till they take me away
I'll just keep doin it... the hard way

Solo

Was it worth the price
Its hard to say
It's cost me things that money can't pay
I've lost a few lives along the way
But I'd do it all over... The hard way

I've worked my hands for everything I've got
Cut a deal with a man that I aint forgot
I'll be paying that debt till they take me away
I'll just keep doin it. the hard way

19045. The Hard Way

The Hard Way
Rivers Rutherford - Gordie Sampson
Sierra Hull

You've got your own way of looking at it baby
I guess that proves that I got mine
Seems like our hearts are set on automatic
We say the first thing that comes to mind
It's just who we are baby, we've come too far to start over now
I know what you're thinking, I'm not always easy to be around

But I do love you
You keep me believin' that you love me too
And I know it's true
This love drives us crazy but nobody's walkin' away
So I guess we'll have to do it the hard way

If I had a genie in a bottle
Three wishes I could wish for us
I wish we'd live forever and get along together
Turn these tempers into trust

But I do love you
You keep me believin' that you love me too
And I know it's true
This love drives us crazy but nobody's walkin' away
So I guess we'll have to do it the hard way

Do it the hard way

It's just who we are baby, we've come too far to start over now
Believe me, tonight love's the one thing in life we can't live without



But I do love you
You keep me believin' that you love me too
And I know it's true
This love drives us crazy but nobody's walkin' away
So I guess we'll have to do it the hard way

Do it the hard way
The hard way

19046. The Hardest Part

The Hardest Part
Song by Allison Moorer

Children say that words will never harm you
Only sticks and stones will make you cry
But they'll grow up one day and learn the real truth
When the one they love says goodbye

The hardest part of living is loving
'Cause loving turns to leaving every time
And the hardest part of leaving is living
Life is hard when love is so unkind
Life is hard when love is so unkind

I don't trust old sayings any longer
Most are only decorated lies
Absence doesn't make the heart grow fonder
And out of sight don't mean out of mind

The hardest part of living is loving
'Cause loving turns to leaving every time
And the hardest part of leaving is living
Life is hard when love is so unkind
Life is hard when love is so unkind

19047. The Harmonica Man

Tom T Hall - The Harmonica Man
Composer: Tom T. Hall

An old man stood and stared into the music store window
And he saw a silver harmonica lyin' there in the sun
He thought of the music the harp could be playing
He closed his old eyes and he started to hum

He hummed an old song bout an unfaithful lover
He hummed the sweet tune about children at play



He hummed a bright song about beer drinking buddies
One about Jesus and uncloudy day

Well he bought the harmonica and he took it on home
With his youth all behind him and livin' alone
He soon learned to play it as pure and as cool
As any great master musician could do

He played an old song about an unfaithful lover
He played the sweet tune about children at play
He played a bright song about beer drinking buddies
And one about Jesus and uncloudy day

Well they found him one morning lying there on the sofa
Ah but they didn't find his harmonica there
They lowered him down and they put the dirt on him
Ashes to ashes to Jesus a prayer

Well the old man's gone and of course his music went with him
And there's a sadness about it you know it seems strange to say
For all of his music and as much as he loved it
Nobody else even knew he could play

19048. The Harvest

Tyler Childers - The Harvest

When the trigger's movin' backwards
And the pin hits the shell
When my soul's sinkin' slowly
To the warm pits of hell
Won't you tell my baby sister
That I'll be back in the fall
'Cause it's better to have false hope
Than no hope at all

And I'll be meetin' with my savior
To go over my foolish deeds
When He asks me why I did it
Lord I'll blame it on the seed
'Cause it didn't grow in like I planned
And when it did it all went dry and
I couldn't stand to hear the pain
Of a small baby cryin'

Well I remember in the graveyard
Well I used to read the names
And I wondered when the Good Lord
Would take my soul away
Well I wonder if he planned it to happen
Like this at all
With a shot heard halfway 'cross the world
And my sins on the wall



And I'll be meetin' with my savior
To go over my foolish deeds
When He asks me why I did it
Lord I'll blame it on the seed
'Cause it didn't grow in like I planned
And when it did it all went dry and
I couldn't stand to hear the pain
Of a small baby cryin'

And they'll tell me I'm a bad man
But they've never seen the sight
Of a baby wailin' in his crib
And rippin' apart the night
It's a small baby cryin'

19049. The Head

The Head
The Incredible String Band
Writer/s: Robin Williamson

Only a palace with interior doors
Well painted well gargoyled with multiple floors
Two windows let free this projector machine
and the magical world here appears on the screen
My servants attend me with tricks of the senses
The past and the future and similar tenses
and on platters of air they convey me my measure
both gladness and sorrow, I lack not for treasure

The lord and his lady are seated within
In the court of the mind where the song does begin
The song is as fine is as fine is as follows
The song does continue through measureless hollows
that sink from the level of personal being
through caverns of darkness where dragons
are dwelling

The mountains above them are raised at my calling
Where the apples are ripe or the rain is a-falling

In ships of white vision I sail the horizon
where three spinners stand beyond the
horizon under the tree of the apples of beauty
I watch them arranging my days and tomorrows
The song is as fine is as fine as it follows

I stood on the beach where the moon was a-curling
Laughed on the wings of the sea birds calling
I loved when sweet Venus a lover did bring me
I cried when sweet Saturn and Jupiter moved us
and all of my servants were fighting their brothers



And the lord and the lady they hated each other
Till the spinners arose with their work on their fingers
Commanding the presence of Heavenly singers
That spoke of the silence so soon to be coming
When all would be still in the wonderful palace
The peace is not stillness but peacefully changing
This hope is the hope of the man on the gallows
The song is as fine is as fine is as follows

The infant I was in the womb of my mother
White sperm I was in the loins of my father
Before that I swam in the oceans of nowhere
Where the fish are as fine as the colour of colours
Where waves are the message of centuries rolling
Where wind is the breath of the Holy Creator
Where no ship sails but only the ocean
Where all the rivers grow mighty with showing
And crowned with the gifts of the myriad valleys
Return with a sigh to the sea of the coming
Forever and ever and ever and ever be glad O be
Glad for the song has no ending.

19050. The Healing Kind

The Healing Kind 
Ronnie Bowman
Writer(s): Ronnie Bowman, Greg Luck

Staring out the window at the sinking sun
Another painful day is done
If I could convince myself I was over you now
I'd find a way to go on somehow
But the pain just grows stronger everyday
I think of you and I'm on my way
Down memory lane with your hand in mine
Guess, I'm just not the healing kind
Another December and the cold winds blow
And nights without you are so long
I stare at our picture through the firelight's glow
And where you are right now I just don't know
And the pain just grows stronger everyday
I think of you and I'm on my way
Down memory lane with your hand in mine
Guess, I'm just not the healing kind
Yes, I'm just not the healing kind

19051. The Heart That You Own



Dwight Yoakam - The Heart That You Own
(Dwight Yoakam)

I pay rent on a run-down place
There ain't no view but there's lots of space
In my heart
The heart that you own
I pay the rent
Pay it right on time
Baby I pay you every single dime
For my heart
The heart that you own
Used to be I could love here for free
Way back before you bought the property
Now I pay daily on what once was mine
Lord I probably owe you
For the tears the I cry
'Cause I pay rent on a run-down place
There ain't no view but there's lots of space
In my heart
The heart that you own
I struggle each night to find a new way
To pay you what I owe
Just so I can stay
I ain't overdue
So you can't throw me out
I've loved here for years
Don't know where I'd go now
'Cause I pay rent on a run-down place
There ain't no view but there's lots of space
In my heart
The heart that you own.
Extra
Yea, in my heart
The heart that you own

19052. The Heart Won't Lie

Vince Gill - The Heart Won't Lie

Looking back over the years
Of all the things I've always meant to say
But the words didn't come easily
So many times, through empty fears
Of all of the nights I tried to pick up the phone
So scared of who might be answering

You try to live your life from day to day (ooh)
But seeing you across the room tonight
Just gives me away

'Cause the heart won't lie
Sometimes life gets in the way
But there's one thing that won't change (ooh)



I know I've tried
The heart won't lie
You can live your alibi
Who can see you're lost inside a foolish disguise (ooh)
The heart won't lie

Long after tonight
Will you still hear my voice through the radio?
Old desires make us act carelessly
Long after tonight, after the fire
After the scattered ashes fly
Through the four winds blown and gone
Will you come back to me?

You try to live your life from day to day (ooh)
But seeing you across the room tonight
Just gives me away

'Cause the heart won't lie
Sometimes life gets in the way
But there's one thing that won't change (ooh)
I know I've tried
The heart won't lie
You can live your alibi
Who can see you're lost inside a foolish disguise (ooh)
The heart won't lie

The heart won't lie

19053. The Heartaches Are Free - Chords

The Heartaches Are Free
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G                                       C
Buddy you might think that I've lost my mind
                   D7                      G
But mister I'd pay twice to do it one more time
                                         C
It cost a thousand tears and wore out my knees
                 D7                      G
But buddy that's okay the heartaches are free
                                               C
You probably thought I'd used up every brain I had
                       D7                               G
But mister once you've tried you'll swear that it ain't bad
                                           C
It cost a thousand tears and wore out your knees
                 D7                      G
But buddy that's okay the heartaches are free
           C
Hey man if she takes a notion to sell 
                             G



You a hit of potion waste no time
                C
And boss if you need a reason 
                                          D7
To pay for all her teasin' well just take mine
                   G                     C
It cost a thousand tears and wore out my knees
                 D7                      G
But buddy that's okay the heartaches are free
Repeat last verse
                 D7                     G
Yeah I can guarantee the heartaches are free

19054. The Heaven I'm Headed To

Dierks Bentley - The Heaven I'm Headed To

[Verse 1]
I hear people talk of Heaven
And how it's only for the precious few
But in the book that I've been reading
Sounds to me like there's a lot of room
So I bet some folks are gonna be surprised
About who makes it to the other side

[Chorus]
'Cause in the Heaven I'm headed to
There's a place for preachers, thieves, and prostitutes
Saints and soldiers, beggars, kings, and renegades
For any soul that ever found amazing grace
Ain't no telling who on Earth He might include
In the Heaven I'm headed to

[Verse 2]
It's not my place to say
Just who does or doesn't get to go
I'm only one among the many
Stumbling down that narrow road
There's so many things in this life to love
And I believe there's hope for each of us

[Chorus]
'Cause in the Heaven I'm headed to
There's a place for preachers, thieves, and prostitutes
Saints and soldiers, beggars, kings, and renegades
For any soul that ever found amazing grace
Ain't no telling who on Earth He might include
In the Heaven I'm headed to

[Bridge]
And the only thing I know
We all get the chance to go, yeah



[Outro]
Saints and soldiers, beggars, kings, and renegades
Any soul that ever found amazing grace
Ain't no telling' who on Earth He might include
In the Heaven I'm headed to
The Heaven I'm headed to
The Heaven I'm headed to

19055. The Hedgehog's Song

The Incredible String Band - The Hedgehog's Song 

I'm not the kind to complain
That I never had a girl to love
Many a fine girl I tried hard to know
But I think I never tried enough

Sitting one day by myself
And I'm thinking what could be wrong?
When this funny little Hedgehog comes running up to me
And it starts up to sing me this song

"Oh, you know all the words, and you sung all the notes
But you never quite learned the song", she sang
"I can tell by the sadness in your eyes
That you never quite learned the song"

Every day when the sun go down
And the evening is so very still
Many a fine girl I've held in my arms
And I hope there's many more that I will

But just when everything is going fine
And absolutely nothing is wrong
This funny little Hedgehog's always around
And every time he wants to sing me this song

"Oh, you know all the words and you sung all the notes
But you never quite learned the song", she sang
"I can tell by the sadness in your eyes
That you never quite learned the song"

One day when the moon was full
I thought I might settle down
Found myself a pretty little girl
And I stopped all my running around

But just when the preacher come along
And he's just gonna pop on the ring
This funny little Hedgehog comes running down the aisle
And I don't have to tell you what he did sing

"Oh, you know all the words and you sung all the notes



But you never quite learned the song", she sang
"I can tell by the sadness in your eyes
That you never quite learned the song"

I'm not the kind to complain
That I never had a girl to love
Many fine girls I've tried hard to know
But I think I never tried enough

But now I'll be looking all my days
And it isn't just me I got to please
There's this funny little Hedgehog who's always around
And the only words he ever sings to me are these

"Oh, you know all the words and you sung all the notes
But you never quite learned the song", she sang
"I can tell by the sadness in your eyes
That you never quite learned the song"

I'm not the kind to complain

19056. The Hero Of The Creek

The Hero Of The Creek
Larry Cordle and Lonesome Standard Time

Wel he had the biggest muscles of anyone around
Smoked cigarettes and had a mustactic at fifteen
He didn't have much education but I liked his philosophy
To me he was the hero of the creek

And on Saturdays we'd sit at papaw's storehouse
He'd tell of conquests while he drank a cold RC
Well he'd been drunk and he taught me all about women
To me he was the hero of the creek

Choris
And the hero didn't care for those events that shape the world
David Brinkley weighted not heavy on his mind
He just lived to draw his paycheck that he earned by hones sweat
All week long he looked at a log mule from behind

Well he had been away from home as far as Lexington, Kentucky
But the bleugrass land was too flat for his feet
So he moved north fo Urbana & tried a factory job I'm toid
We all sure missed the hero of the creek

Then one day as we sat around wonderin how we'd spend our time
A familiar face came up that dusty road to me
And we threw our hats into the air and shouted out with glee
To welcome home the hero of the creek

Repeat Chorus



Well things have changed a lot at home, we've split up and moved away
People just don't seem to act the same to me
But there's one man I can count on to be the same as when I left
And to me he's still the hero of the creek

19057. The High Road

Molly Tuttle - The High Road

[verse 1]
you take the high road
and i'll take my road
not knowing if we'll ever meet again
we'll do it our way
there's nothing to say
that hasn't already been said

[chorus]
we walked through the fire
broken and burned
even our desire
couldn't get us to the other side
so you take the high road
and i'll take mine

[verse 2]
the road we're travelin'
has been unravelin'
sunny days were never meant to last
we tried to fake it
thought we could make it
'til the garden turned to ash

[chorus]
we walked through the fire
broken and burned
even our desire
couldn't get us to the other side
so you take the high road
and i'll take mine

[bridge]
callin' my name
callin' my name
it's the high road
callin' your name
callin' your name
it's the high road

[outro]
you take the high road
and i'll take my road



not knowing if we'll ever meet again

19058. The High Road

Molly Tuttle - The High Road

[verse 1]
you take the high road
and i'll take my road
not knowing if we'll ever meet again
we'll do it our way
there's nothing to say
that hasn't already been said

[chorus]
we walked through the fire
broken and burned
even our desire
couldn't get us to the other side
so you take the high road
and i'll take mine

[verse 2]
the road we're travelin'
has been unravelin'
sunny days were never meant to last
we tried to fake it
thought we could make it
'til the garden turned to ash

[chorus]
we walked through the fire
broken and burned
even our desire
couldn't get us to the other side
so you take the high road
and i'll take mine

[bridge]
callin' my name
callin' my name
it's the high road
callin' your name
callin' your name
it's the high road

[outro]
you take the high road
and i'll take my road
not knowing if we'll ever meet again



19059. The Highland Street Incident

Todd Snider - The Highland Street Incident

Some guy said to some other guy behind closed doors
I don't even know how long I've been awake anymore
But I know what we're out of and you do too
Look around we're down to nothing but me and you
We sold everything we stole and everything we had
It's not that bad though
It's not that bad
We will be buying our shit back when your cousin gets out
That's only going to be a couple weeks from now
You know what I'm thinking cause you're thinking it too
It was harder to imagine than it was to do
In spite of all of your worry last night went okay
That man just threw his money up and ran away

Did we get arrested? No we did not
We didn't shoot anyone - we didn't get shot
We didn't hurt anyone - at least not a lot
And we got what we wanted
We got what we wanted

You're right I could kill somebody -- I don't care
But that's not the way it's gonna go tonight I swear
We'll just walk on up to Highland Street behind the bar
In the back through the alley where they park the cars
It will go down just as easy as it did last night
We'll be back here in an hour hidin' out of sight

Did we get arrested? No we did not
We didn't shoot anyone - we didn't get shot
We didn't hurt anyone - at least not a lot
And we got what we wanted

Hey stand right here behind me buddy this is the place
Hold this blue bandana up to cover your face
Yes this is loaded but it's only for security
I won't be shootin' anyone that isn't shootin' at me
Shut up I think I hear somebody coming man
Shut up I think....shhhhhh

Run man run
Run man run
We'll get out of this together when your cousin gets out
That is only gonna be a couple weeks from now
Run man run



19060. The Highway - Chords

The Highway 
Holly Williams
 
G                                             D
I've been sitting here wondering if I'll ever get
                                   Em7
Back to those wheels, will I ever be
                                  Cadd9
Changing those strings out before nine
G                                        D
I am wishing for the life that I used to live
                                  Em7
Giving everything that I had to give
                                Cadd9
In a brand new city 'bout every night
 
D                     Em7               Cadd9
Missing those nights, missing that sky, I been missing home
D                     Em7                  Cadd9
Missing their smiles, missing those miles, I been missing home
 
                 G                         D/Dsus4/D
Out there on the highway, out there on the open road
                  Em7
Ooh baby will you roll with me, roll with me
                 Cadd9
Head down to New Orleans
                            G
I should be wearing out the blacktop
                   D      Dsus4/D
Out there with the boys I love
                   Em7
Everybody will you roll with me, roll with me
                  Cadd9
Running down this dream
                            G
And get me out there on the highway
 
G                                       D
I've been sitting here asking him every night
                                    Em7
For a brand new song and a piece of mind
                                    Cadd9
The road is all I think about these days
G                                       D
All I need is out there, I will be just fine
                                    Em7
With a 6 string guitar and a jug of wine
                                     Cadd9
When the lights go down around that stage
 
D                     Em7               Cadd9
Missing those nights, missing that sky, I been missing home
Cadd9
Yeah, I've been missing home



 
                 G                         D/Dsus4/D
Out there on the highway, out there on the open road
                  Em7
Ooh baby will you roll with me, roll with me
                 Cadd9
Head down to New Orleans
                            G
I should be wearing out the blacktop
                   D      Dsus4/D
Out there with the boys I love
                   Em7
Everybody will you roll with me, roll with me
                  Cadd9
Running down this dream
                            G
And get me out there on the highway
 
  Am                                      C
I miss the sound of rubber rolling out my window
             G                 D
And that crescendo the highway brings
          Am                                       D
Oh, these wheels are gonna keep me spinning all my days
                G        D/Dsus4/D Em7 C
Out here on the highway
 
                 G                         D/Dsus4/D
Out there on the highway, out there on the open road
                  Em7
Ooh baby will you roll with me, roll with me
                 Cadd9
Head down to New Orleans
                            G
I should be wearing out the blacktop
                   D      Dsus4/D
Out there with the boys I love
                   Em7
Everybody will you roll with me, roll with me
                  Cadd9
Running down this dream
                            G     D/Dsus4/D Em7 C
And get me out there on the highway
 
Em7
Roll with me, roll with me
                    Cadd9
Yeah honey will you roll with me, roll with me
                 G
Out there on the highway

19061. The Highwayman



The Highwayman
David Davis & The Warrior River Boys

I was a highwayman
Along the coach roads I did ride
With sword and pistol by my side
Many a young maid lost her baubles to my trade
Many a soldier shed his lifeblood on my blade
The bastards hung me in the spring of twenty-five
But I am still alive
I was a sailor
I was born upon the tide
And with the sea I did abide
I sailed a schooner round the Horn to Mexico
I went aloft and furled the mainsail in a blow
And when the yards broke off they said that I got killed
But I am living still
I was a dam builder
Across the river deep and wide
Where steel and water did collide
A place called Boulder on the wild Colorado
I slipped and fell into the wet concrete below
They buried me in that great tomb that knows no sound
But I am still around
I'll always be around and around and around and around and around
I fly a starship
Across the Universe divide
And when I reach the other side
I'll find a place to rest my spirit if I can
Perhaps I may become a highwayman again
Or I may simply be a single drop of rain
But I will remain
And I'll be back again, and again and again and again and again

19062. The Hills Of Caroline

Alison Krauss - The Hills of Caroline
Vince Gill

I was born in Guilford County
Way back up in the pines
It's where I hold the sweetest memories
In the hills of Caroline

My daddy wasn't much of nothin'
Spent his life doin' time
But mama learned me about Jesus
In the hills of Caroline

I met a girl her name was Hattie
Fair and tender, sweet and kind
She showed me how to love a woman
In the hills of Caroline



I always thought that we would marry
One sweet day she would be mine
But Hattie's gone, to live with Jesus
In the hills of Caroline

If I should die before tomorrow
Just one request if you don't mind
Just bury me right next to Hattie
In the hills of Caroline

Bury me right next to Hattie
In the hills of Caroline

19063. The Hills Of Caroline - Chords

The Hills Of Caroline
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

C                      F
I was born in Guilford county 
    C              G7
Way back up in the pines
             C                 F
It's where I hold the sweetest memories 
       C     G7     C
In the hills of Caroline
                        F
My daddy wasn't much of nothin' 
             C          G7
He spent his life doin' time
      C                F
Momma learned me about Jesus 
       C     G7     C
In the hills of Caroline
                        F
Met a girl her name was Hattie 
         C                G7
Fair and tender sweet and kind
              C             F
She showed me how to love a woman
       C     G7     C
In the hills of Caroline
                               F
I always thought that we would marry 
          C                G7
One sweet day she would be mine
             C                 F
But Hattie's gone to live with Jesus 
       C     G7     C
In the hills of Caroline
                       F
If I should die before tomorrow 
         C                    G7



Just one request if you don't mind
          C                F
Just bury me right next to Hattie 
       C     G7     C
In the hills of Caroline
                           F
Just bury me right next to Hattie 
       C     G7     C
In the hills of Caroline

19064. The Hills Of Glory

The Hills of Glory
arr. by Doyle Lawson
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

In a world that's filled
With so much suffering
Sometimes we wonder
Why these things must be
A loved one with such pain
Beyond our understanding
Makes me long for that land
Where there will be

chorus
No young ones crying
No old ones dying
In a land free from all disease
On the hills of glory,
I will tell my story
Of how Jesus saved a wretch like me

When the time has come for me
To leave my home down here
I will go to a place prepared for me
Where death's a stranger
And there will be no pain or fear
I'll inherit a home called heaven
Where I'll see

19065. The Hills Of Roan County

The Hills Of Roan County - Stanley Brothers

In the beautiful hills, way back in Roan County
There's where I roamed for many long years
There's where my heart's been tending most ever
That's where the first step of misfortune I made



I was thirty years old when I courted and married
When Armanda Gilbreath was then called my wife
Her brother stabbed me for some unknown reason
Just three months later I'd taken Tom's life

For twenty five years this whole world I rambled
I went to old England to France and to Spain
And I thought of my home way back in Roan Country
I boarded a steamer and came back again

I was captured and tried in the village of Kingston
Not a man in the country would speak a kind word
When the jury came in with the verdict next morning
A lifetime in prison was the word that I heard

When the train pulled out, poor mother stood weepin
And sister she sat, alone with a sing
And the last words I heard was, Willie God bless you
Was Will God bless you, God bless you, good bye

Sweet Martha was buried but corey was better
There's better and worse, although you can see
Boys when you write home form the prison in Nashville
Place one of my songs in your letter for me

19066. The Hills That I Call Home

The Hills That I Call Home
Front Range

I was born upon a hillside
Where the pines sing in the wind
Where my daddy lived before me
And my grandpa before him

We believe in simple livin'
It's the only life we know
All we need here is our freedom
And a place to call our own

   In the land of Ethan Allen
   Where the sugar maples grow
   Where the wild grass fills the meadows
   And the rocky rivers flow
   By the hills that I call home

Now I have traveled cross the country
And there is much that I have learned
Still I felt no peace inside me
Till the day that I returned

For there're two things you can count on



In this troubled world we face
Every season has an ending
Every person has a place

19067. The Hitch-Hiker

Tom T Hall - The Hitch-Hiker
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I don't know why it is ev'ry time I take a trip
It's always rainin' somewhere down the line
This particular night it was in Prestonsburg Kentucky
I stopped to give a country boy a ride

I saw him runnin' toward the car he carried an old suitcase
A cigarette was dangling from his lips
He threw the suitcase in the back and as he got inside
He said I'm sorry but I'm awful wet

I said where are you headed kid and he said to Louisville
Said he had an uncle there who ran the store
Said his daddy died three weeks ago and they didn't own the place
And they said he couldn't live there anymore

He said his education was that he could read and write
He quit school the time his dad got hurt
Ain't much goes on in Prestonsburg and he was seventeen
And he had to go some place to find some work

He talked about a girl whose father had a lotta money
He said he'd send and get her if he could
His daddy taught him all there was about tobacco farmin'
And he said he played the banjo pretty good

We stopped to get a sandwich and the waitress brought the menu
And I noticed that he read the prices first
He ordered him a hot dog with a lot of table ketchup
And water seemed to satisfy his thirst

Well it took awhile but I insisted that I'll pay the ticket
Excused myself and went out to the car
He came out got in the car and he handed me a quarter
And he said you left this layin' on the bar

I dropped him off in Lexington and drove down to Bowling Green
And I thought boy you'll never make without help
And then I got to thinkin' about the days when I was younger
And I started out the same darn way myself

Well I don't know why it is ev'ry time I take a trip
It's always rainin' somewhere down the line



19068. The Hitchhiker

The Hitchhiker - Infamous Stringdusters

I heard you favored another
And to me it came as no surprise
I had all I can take of feeling this way
knowing I was gone beyond goodbye

I hear a voice in the distance
Crying like a sorrowful ghost
There's a dark sky moving behind me
And I'm riding my thumb by the road

Buddy can you take me to Virginia
It's a long time now I've been gone
Or take me to the coast of California
There's a cold wind blowing here at home
Anywhere your restless wheels are rolling
Is better off than staying here alone

So i paid a price for the learning
Measured in the passing of time
Money can't buy back the years I've lost
Water that never turned to wine

19069. The Hobo Song

The Hobo Song

There was a time, when lonely men would wander
Through this land, rolling endlessly along
So many times, Ive heard of their sad stories
Written in the words of dead men's songs

Down through the years, many men have yearned for freedom
Some found it only on the open road
So many tears of blood have filled around them
'Cause you can't always do what you are told

Please tell me where, have all the hobos gone to
I see no light a'burning down by the rusty railroad tracks
Could it be, that time has gone and left them
Tied up in life's eternal travelling sack.

(spoken) 
Last Sunday night I wrote a letter to my loved one. 
I signed my name and knew I'd stayed away too long
There was a time when my heart was free to wander



And remember as I sing this hobo song

(cho)

19070. The Hobo Song

The Hobo Song
Old & In The Way

Too late to feel sorrow
Too late to feel pain
Hes just an old hobo
Lost out in the rain

Hell never cause trouble
So dont have no fear
Hes just an old hobo
And hell soon be far away from here

He used to be a gambling man just like you
Until he sank so low that there was
Nothing that no one could do
He used to be a gambling man just like you
Until he sank so low that there was
Nothing that no one could do

Oh, don't make him ask you
Dont make him beg
He was a war hero
And that's how he hurt his leg

He killed thirty injuns
With one cannon ball
Now hRs just an old hobo
Asleep out in the hall
He used to bR a gambling man just like you
Until he sank so low that there was
Nothing that no one could do
He used to be a gambling man just like you
Until he sank so low that there was
Nothing that no one could do

A wife and five children
Who live in L.A
They miss their dear daddy
Whos gone so far away
They still have his picture
Its a-hung on the wall
Now hes just an old hobo
Asleep out in the hall

He used to be a gambling man just like you
Until he sank so low that there was



Nothing that no one could do
He used to be a gambling man just like you
Until he sank so low that there was
Nothing that no one could do

He used to be a gambling man just like you
Until he sank so low that there was
Nothing that no one could do

19071. The Hobo's Last Ride

The Hobo's Last Ride

One dark and stormy night while riding down the line
Railroad Bill, the engineer said, "Boy, we'll have to fly"
We've got to be on time to meet old Number Four
So sling the coal, we'll make it, boy, or never ride no more

While in the rear boxcar, a lonely hobo lay
Heading for his mother dear, who on her death bed lay
He raised a weary hand to brush away a tear
Not knowing his last drive was run and fate was drawing near

When through the darkened night, a headlight bright did gleam
O'er the roar of rolling wheels, a whistle load did scream
As down around the curve, the mighty train did roar
With black smoke rolling from the stack came Flyer Number Four

Then came an awful crash, their last long drive was run
On the track the hobo lay, his days of life were done
And as the golden sun sank slowly to the west
His dear old mother gently smiled and closed her eyes in death

19072. The Holdup - Chords

The Holdup 
David Bromberg

[Intro]
 
A   D   E   A   x   3      G
 
[verse]
A             D               E           A                    D         E               A
Stick up your hands  you must stand and deliver   my stomach's empty  my clothes are all tor
n
          D             E            A                D           E        G
Open your hearts to the joys of the giver   only your pockets are terribly worn
A         D          E         A                      D            E           A



This is a holdup  no way to mistake it   we're men of violence  so don't fool around
            D            E         A                     D               E        G
If you have money  we're goin'  to take it   you try and stop us  you'll end underground
 
[Chorus]
 
D                              Bm
When we get your money   we'll ride towards the sunset
F#m                                     G     A
   At Rosa's Canteen  we'll stop by the door
D                                 Bm
We'll spend all your money   just gettin' the nose wet
F#m                                     G     E
   Tomorrow evenin'   we'll be back for more
 
[Verse]
 
A              D            E               A                    D            E           A
So hand us the money  don't stand there and shiver   tax time is comin'  give alms to the poor
              D            E                 A                   D          E        G
Or I'll put a bullet right through your best liver   wealth is disease  and I am the cure
 
[Instrumental  Verse]
 
[Chorus]
 
D                              Bm
When we get your money   we'll ride towards the sunset
F#m                                     G     A
   At Rosa's Canteen  we'll stop by the door
D                                 Bm
We'll spend all your money   just gettin' the nose wet
F#m                                     G     E
   Tomorrow evenin'   we'll be back for more
 
[Verse]
 
A              D            E               A                    D            E           A
So hand us the money  don't stand there and shiver   tax time is comin'  give alms to the poor
              D            E                 A                   D          E        G
Or I'll put a bullet right through your best liver   wealth is disease  and I am the cure
 
[Instrumental Outro]

19073. The Holidays

The Holidays
Old Man Markley

Don't know much about life these days
All I know is what I've been told

Well, lately everything seems to fall on deaf ears



I didn't know you were gone  til it was too late

And if it all, if it all'd been my fault
I take a constant ache in the holidays

Give me one more shot
Any, all, or none
I went back to your heart

Don't remember much these days
Only us when we were only 19

Lately everything seems so fucked up
I didn't know you were gone  til it was too late

And if it all, if it all'd been my fault
I take a constant ache in the holidays

Give me one more shot
Any, all, or none
I went back to your heart

And if it all, if it all'd been my fault
I take a constant ache in the holidays

Give me one more shot
Any, all, or none
I went back to your heart

19074. The Holidays Are Here And We're Still At War - Chords

The Holidays Are Here And We're Still At War
Brett Dennen

G
Pilgrims in the parking lot
C
Arteries clogged with blood clots
G                                        D
Pushing through the aisles of department stores
G
Neon crosses and Christmas lights
C
Credit card debts and brand new bikes
G                C              D        G
The holidays are here and we're still at war
 
G
The rabbi reads from the testament
C
The banker gazes at the year's investments
G                                 D
Salvation santa's solicit for the poor



G
Deception of democracy
C
The philanderings of faux foreign policy
G                C              D        G
The holidays are here and we're still at war
 
G
Smoggy skies and fixed elections
C
Injustice strikes from all directions
G                                   D
People with their backs against the floor
G
Looking for someone to set us free
G
A king with fists like Mohammad Ali
G                C              D        G
The holidays are here and we're still at war
 
   Em                  C        G
A mother knows what is best for you
C                        G
Even though it's hard to listen
   Em                     C        G
Your father knows he can count on you
Am                           D
Though you couldn't count on him
 
G
Christopher Columbus knew
C
Vasco De Gama and Magellan too
G                                        D
The profits of oppression grow like never before
G
All hail to the captalist thief
C
And mourn your lost ones and covet our grief
G                C              D        G
The holidays are here and we're still at war
 
G
Hurricane waters ravage southern towns
C
And black and brown people are left to drown
G                                                         D
While the White House and the emergency management agency ignores
G
Victims seek shelter in the Astrodome
C
And the National Guard says "Don't go home"
G                C              D        G
The holidays are here and we're still at war
 
G
Police officers hassle the homeless



C
Domestic disputes, alcohol and violence
G                            D
The jailhouse opens wide its door
G
A corporation cuts a million employees
C
And the factory is moving overseas
G                C              D        G
The holidays are here and we're still at war
 
   Em                  C        G
A mother knows what is best for you
C                        G
Even though it's hard to listen
   Em                     C        G
Your father knows he can count on you
Am                           D
Though you couldn't count on him
 
G
Jesus sheds another tear
C
Into a sea of two thousand years
G                            D
Into the eve of a new year once more
G
Tears of joy, resolutions of sorrow
C
Toast to health and wealth tomorrow
G                C              D        G
The holidays are here and we're still at war
 
G
Religious wars and domination
C
World trade and globalization
G                       D
The prices of petroleum soar
G
Lonesome churches are packed with sinners
C
Non-believers and new beginners
G                C              D        G
The holidays are here and we're still at war
 
G
Say a prayer for the less fortunate
C
Prisoners and soldiers you never have met
G                       D
Understand what it is they're fighting for
G
Say a prayer for your enemies
C
Say a prayer for the victims and their families
G                C              D        G



The holidays are here and we're still at war
 
         G                C          D        G
Yes, the holidays are here and we're still at war

19075. The Holy City - Chords

The Holy City 
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Eddie Burns and S. Newkirk

C                                  F                      C
There's a city holy city where the streets are paved with gold
                                         D7              G7
And its walls are made of jasper and its beauty can't be told
         C                                  F                  C
It's the home of the redeemed ones who have known God's saving grace
                                  G7           C
What a happy glad reunion when we meet in that place

              F            G7
John saw that city and the river flowing free
        C          F               C              G7      C
Saw the trees transplanted in that city built for you and me 

                                F                 C
In that city holy city where no tears can dim the eyes
                                           D7         G7
There will be no disappointment there will be no sacrifice  
        C                                 F           C
All the saints then will be holy and will live in one accord
                                                 G7            C
There'll be shouting there'll be singing when we meet with the Lord

Repeat #2

                               F              C
Over in that holy city we will need no sun to shine
                                          D7            G7
We will walk the streets of glory in that happy nest of love
       C                                  F                 C
It's a place of wondrous beauty where the saints will never war
                                     G7          C
We will sing glad hallelujah in that home of the soul

Repeat #2 x2

                       G7      C
In that city built for you and me



19076. The Holy Well

Tim O'Brien - The Holy Well

[Chorus]
Let's go down to the holy well
Down among the heather
Hear the water make a gentle sound
We'll heal our souls together

Where the water flows from a deeper place
And it starts it's life anew
We'll plant our wishes there with love
Let our dreams come true

[Chorus]

We'll linger there for a quiet hour
By the grasses flowers and ferns
Just put your ear down to the ground
Let simple thoughts return

It isn't all the far away
Just a few steps from the road
But we can leave our burdens there
We can lighten up our load

[Chorus]

Hand in hand and side by side
And heart by loving heart
Sit quiet there in the misty shade
And let the healing start

[Chorus]

19077. The Homestead On The Farm

The Carter Family - The Homestead on the Farm

[Verse 1]
Well, I wonder how the old folks are at home
I wonder if they'll miss me when I'm gone?
I wonder if they pray for their boy who went away
And left his dear old parents all alone

[Chorus]
You can hear the cattle lowing in the lane
You could almost see the fields of bluegrass green
You could almost hear them cry
As they kissed their boy goodbye
I wonder how the old folks are at home?



[Verse 2]
Just a village and a homestead on the farm
And a mother's love to shield you from all harm
A mother's love so true
And a sweetheart brave and true
Just a village and a homestead on the farm

[Chorus]
You can hear the cattle lowing in the lane
You could almost see the fields of bluegrass green
You could almost hear them cry
As they kissed their boy goodbye
I wonder how the old folks are at home?

19078. The Honest Farmer

The Honest Farmer or Boll Weevil

I saw an honest farmer,
His back was bending low,
Hoeing in the cotton,
As far as he could go.
He piled it up in rail pens
Until the merchant came.
That he might attach his cotton
Sohe might pay their claim.

Oh, goodbye, boll weevil,
You know you've ruint my home.
You know you've got my cotton
And the birds done got my corn,

I saw him in the summer,
His back was against the tree,
His poor old head was aching
It rested on his knee

I'll be compelled to go home
or surely I will die.
My head has commenced to aching
I heerd the farmer cry

Oh, goodbye, boll weevil,
You know you've ruint my home.
You know you've got my cotton
And the birds done got my corn,
I've toiled all my lifetime,
And still I find I'm poor.
Without an education,
My children's left their door.

They've left their dear old Daddy
This whole wide world to roam,



I guess they know they love him
And wait for them at home.

It's pans of biscuits,
Bowls of gravy
Pans of biscuits
We shall have.
His footsteps they grew weaker
As he walked up the hill.
And reached his little cabin
And sat upon the sill.
His wife she knelt beside him.
Her hair'd all now turned gray.
Trust now in the Savior.
We'll find a home some day.

It's pans of biscuits,
Bowls of gravy
Pans of biscuits
We shall have.

Oh, goodbye, boll weevil,
For you know you've ruirnt my home.
You know you've got my cotton
And the birds done got my corn,

19079. The Hots for the Smarts

Richard Thompson - The Hots for the Smarts

I like a girl in satin
Who talks dirty in Latin
A girl who's flirty
When she quotes Krishnamurti
If she likes to be goosed
While reciting from Proust
I'll know she's my kind of creature
Among her delectables
Her intellectables
Must be her sexiest feature

I've got The Hots For The Smarts
The Hots For The Smarts
IQ off the charts
Give me brains over hearts
I've got The Hots For The Smarts

I like a girl from Mensa
With a furrowed brow
When the tenses get denser
She gets it - and how!
I need a polymath
Called Cindy or Cath



Who likes her Plato not too platonic
An autodidact
Who can add and subtract
While sipping her Tolstoy and tonic

I need a girl with a feel
For Faraday's wheel
A girl who'll drool
For Fleming's Left Hand Rule
Now you may like pin-ups
Of girls who do chin-ups
Like Xena the Warrior Princess
But I'll take to dinner
My Nobel Prize winner
With plutonium stains down her dress

I like a girl who knows loadsa
Kierkegaard and Spinoza
Who likes to play chess
Humming Porgy and Bess
She must be able
From her logarithmic table
To find all those decimal places
And what do I care
That she's nothing to wear
And her teeth are imprisoned in braces

I want a girl with a brain
The size of Siberia
With a haughty disdain
Of all things inferior
I don't want a learner
With a Bunsen burner
She must be the finished article
Who sees our attraction
As chemical reaction
And charm as merely a particle

I want a PHD
Who reads Linear 'B'
Who applies her lotion
With a Brownian motion
Now some men may favour
A girl who's a raver
A tease or a saucy young minx
But I'll get undressed with
The girl I'm impressed with
Who's tunnelling under the Sphinx

19080. The House At Pooh Corner

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - The House at Pooh Corner



Christopher Robin and I walked along,
Under branches lit up by the moon.
Posing our questions to Owl and Eeyore,

As the days disappeared far too soon.
Now I wandered much further today than I should,
And I can't find my way to the three-acre wood.
So help me if you can, I've got to get 

Back to the house At Pooh Corner by one. 
You'll be surprised, there's so much to be done, 
Count all the bees in the hive, 
Chase all the clouds from the sky, 

Back to the days of Christopher Robin, 
And Pooh. 
Winnie the Pooh doesn't know what to do, 
Got a honey jar stuck on his nose. 

He came to me asking help and advice, 
And from here no one knows where he goes. 
So I went in to ask of the Owl, if he's there, 
How to loosen a jar from the nose of a bear. 

So help me if you can I've got to get, 
Back to the house At Pooh Corner by one. 
You'll be surprised there's so much to be done, 
Count all the bees in the hive, 

Chase all the clouds from the sky, 
Back to the days of Christopher Robin, 
Back to the ways of Christopher Robin, 
And Pooh.

19081. The Housebuilding Song

Tim O'Brien - The Housebuilding Song

[Verse]
Well, let me have a rule and a saw and a board and I'll cut it
I'll climb up a ladder with a hammer and a nail, I'll nail it
Well, we worked so hard to build a little house together
In the snow or the rain or the ice cold wind, whenever

[Chorus]
No matter
What the weather
We're together

[Verse]
Let me have a rule and a saw and a board and I'll cut it
I'll climb up a ladder with a hammer and a nail, I'll nail it
Well, we worked so hard to build a little house together



In thR snow or the rain or the ice cold wind, whRnever

[Chorus]
No matter
Any weather
We're together

19082. The Houston Kid

Rodney Crowell - The Houston Kid

[Verse 1]
Now the Houston Kid has got a new pair of jeans
But he's got no soap, he got no washing machine
And the Houston Kid, he's feeling tight and he's mean
And he's trying to figure out how his pants got clean

[Chorus]
Well, he's doing his wash in a tub full of whiskey
Hanging his threads on a very thin line
Trying to tell the man in charge of the dryers
What a great job he's doing faking sunshine

[Verse 2]
Now the Houston Kid, he seems hard-pressed
'Cause he hit the world naked, now he's headed back dressed
As the Houston Kid, no more and no less
If your dice fit your pocket, then your pants pass the test

[Chorus]
He's doing his wash in a tub full of whiskey
Hanging his threads on a very thin line
And trying to tell the man in charge of the dryers
What a great job he's doing faking sunshine

[Banjo and Mandolin Solos]

[Verse 3]
Now some say the Houston Kid is bent
But if you've got to do your wash
Then you've got to pay some rent
So the Houston Kid, he just up and he went
And love could not buy back the dimes that he'd spent

[Chorus]
'Cause he's doing his wash in a tub full of whiskey
Hanging his threads on a very thin line
And trying to tell the man in charge of the dryers
What a great job he's doing faking sunshine



19083. The Human Race - Chords

The Human Race
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by James Dawson Phillips, Eugene Dobbins, Timothy Ray Menzies

C
We've flown to the moon
 F C
But have we missed the boat along the way

We reached for the stars
 F C
But are we that far removed from the cave

 F
We've got radios and coda-phones computers
 C
We hurl satellites in space

Now everybody's talking
 G7 C
So tell me why we can't communicate

 F C
Are we losing the human race
 G7 C
Do we ever really learn from our mistakes
 F
Who's ahead who's behind
 C F
Will there be a finish line
 C G7 C
Are we losing the human race

Nations are starving
 F C
While they pay our farmers not to grow their grain

Fossil fuel is going up in smoke
 F C
And coming down in acid rain

 F
The more that we progress it seems
 C
The farther we keep slipping down that drain

It's a no-win situation
 G7 C
So tell me why we have to play the game

Repeat #2 x2



19084. The Hummingbird

The Hummingbird
Darrell Scott

A farmboy from Kentucky Hills
Learned to play guitar for his backpoarch thrills
Lean a ladderback chair on a windowsill
And look out at the stars
He must have got it up in Michigan
He and his brothers were pickin then
When he moved to Gary he took it with him
That Gibson Hummingbird guitar

Oh how that guitar would ring
Dad would close his eyes and sing
Silver Haired Daddy would always bring a tear to his eyes

I was all of five years old
My brother Don and a kid down the road
We just did what we was told to get outside and play
Someone wrapped it in a coat
And we took it to the swamp just to see if it'd float
But a Hummingbird is not a boat
And it sank straight away

When he got home that's when he heard
What we'd done to that Hummingbird
And he looked at me and never said a word
Just went out back to see

And there it was in all it's mess
With the cattails and the redwing nests
And there he laid it down to rest for all eternity

One of these days you know what I'll do
Get a Hummingbird guitar and a brother or two
Underneath a Kentucky moon, give him back his childhood dream
It won't make up for thirty-two years
And it won't dry up a swamp of tears
But it's better than a case of beer and a fifth of Jim Beam

19085. The Hungry Dogs Of New Mexico - Chords

The Hungry Dogs Of New Mexico
Artie Traum & Happy Traum

[Intro]
F#m                           Bm
Bm                            F#m
F#m               E           A
 
[Verse 1]



A                          Em
The hungry dogs of New Mexico
A                             E
Chewing on roots and bones until dawn
Bm                         G
Well, the chill in their skin
F#m                               E
Goes down with the first rays of sun
A                       D        C#m
With the first rays of sun
B       C#m    D      E        F#m
And I met a man, he said he ran a junkyard
 
[Verse 2]
A                    Em
A man in a hotel in Reno
A                                       E
He gambled all night until his forearm was sore
Bm                         G
And then he went with a woman
F#m                               E
who took him And rolled him some more
A                       D        C#m
Until the first rays of light
B       C#m      D        E             F#m
And I met a man, and he said he ran a junkyard
 
[Verse 3]
A                    Em
A waitress in eastern Nevada
A                                        E
Was serving out coffee to men all night long
Bm                      G
Said she waits for the man
F#m                            E
who said that he'd take her along
A                       D        C#m
With the first rays of light
B       C#m      D        E             F#m
And I met a man, and he said he ran a junkyard
 
[Verse 4]
A                      Em
The hungry dogs of New Mexico
A                                      E
Are biting each others' backs to get home
Bm                      G
And in the dry desert heat
F#m                              E
They fight for the last piece of meat
A                        D        C#m
Until the first rays of light
B       C#m      D        E             F#m
And I met a man, and he said he ran a junkyard



19086. The Hunting Song

Railroad Earth - The Hunting Song (Live) 

When I was a boy, at the cold blue lake
my daddy pulled out a fish
I watched it flop and shake
Started slowin down, til it barely moved
I stood ten feet back and stared
til it was through
I felt it way down inside
I felt it way down inside
Sa pheasant from a tree
When I saw that bird come out
I knew the time had come for me
She started movin for the clear blue sky
I aimed quick, let the bullet fly
I saw it goin right at her, pass her by
As I watched that bird fly away
I dropped my gun and cried
I felt it way down inside
I felt it way down inside
We got a deer laid him in his tracks
About fifteen mile from the hunting shack
When we walked up, he was still alive
I had to cut his throat with my grandfather's knife
I slit his belly, his gentle form
Had to reach my hand inside
It was soft and warm
I pulled out his heart, took a bite
as it went down my throat
I felt that animal fight
I felt it way down inside
I felt it way down inside

19087. The I&N; Don't Stop Here Anymore

Kathy Mattea - The l&N; don't stop here anymore

When i was a curly headed baby
My daddy sat me down on his knee
He said son go to school and get your letters
Don't you be a dusty coal miner boy like me

I was born and raised at the mouth of hazard hollow
The coal cars rolled and rumbled past my door
But now they stand in a rusty row all empty
Because the l & n don't stop here anymore



I used to think my daddy was a black man
With script enough to buy the company store
But now he goes to town with empty pockets
And his face is white as a february snow

I was born and raised at the mouth of hazard hollow
The coal cars rolled and rumbled past my door
But now they stand in a rusty row all empty
Because the l & n don't stop here anymore

I never thought i'd learn to love the coal dust
I never thought i'd pray to hear that whistle roar
Oh god i wish the grass would turn to money
And those green backs would fill my pockets once more

I was born and raised at the mouth of hazard hollow
The coal cars rolled and rumbled past my door
But now they stand in a rusty row all empty
Because the l & n don't stop here anymore

Last night i dreamed i went down to the office
To get my pay like a had done before
But them ol' kudzu vines were coverin' the door
And there were leaves and grass growin' right up through the floor

I was born and raised at the mouth of hazard hollow
The coal cars rolled and rumbled past my door
But now they stand in a rusty row all empty
Because the l & n don't stop here anymore

19088. The In Crowd

The In Crowd
The Country Gentlemen

It's Five 'o'clock and one more working day is finally at an end
I hurry from my job, start my car fight the traffic once again
driving down the interstate, my attention eases as the traffic thins
I leave my worries far behind and wonder what the in crowd might be doin'

farther down the road a pretty woman's waiting with a drink for me
there's a lot of woman there and pretty soon that's where I'm gonna be
I'm the only one that's missing, I'm the one the in crowd's waiting for
I drive around the back and park my car then I open up the door

and there stands the in crowd
they're not the sin crowd
they're the light of my life crowd
my kids and my wife crowd
she hands me my coffee
and the kids gather 'round me
and it makes me so proud
to be in with the in crowd



Lord I love the in crowd
they're not the sin crowd
they're the light of my life crowd
my kids and my wife crowd
she hands me my coffee

and the kids gather 'round me
and it makes me so proud
to be in with the in crowd

19089. The In-Between

Sierra Hull - The In-Between

[Verse 1]
There is no in-between I tell you
And if you think there is you've been lied to
You're only high or low
Nowhere between nowhere else you can go
What do you see inside the mirror?
And what would you accept for an answer
Once you figure it out
The question remains but there isn't a doubt

[Pre-Chorus]
Two steps forward ten steps back
Trying so hard to pick up the slack
But trying can wear you down
Trying will wear you down

[Chorus]
Twenty-two years with so much to learn
Too young to crash but not to get burned
I may not know much but this much I do
Don't let what's between get the best of you

[Verse 2]
I am but a changing chord
And life is a hanging sharp edged sword
Over or under the wall
When you're in-between you're nowhere at all

[Pre-Chorus]
Two steps forward two steps back
Not sure what's next but I'm on the right track
The sooner the better for me
From my confusion set free

[Chorus]
Twenty-two years with so much to learn
Too young to crash but not to get burned
I may not know much but this much I do



Don't let what's between get the best of you
Twenty-two years with so much to learn
Too young to crash but not to get burned
I may not know much but this much I do
Don't let what's between get the best of you
Twenty-two years with so much to learn
Too young to crash but not to get burned
I may not know much but this much I do
Don't let what's between get the best of you

19090. The Indian Cowboy

The Indian Cowboy 

If you ever go out to the circus
Where the Wallendas walk on the wire
Well I'll tell you a tale to remember
When the white horses leap rings of fire

It was a cold night in Oklahoma
And the show was about to begin
And the animals, they were all restless
When the star horse, she broke from her pen

Now she was a mare of high spirit
Just like a whore on a Saturday night
She's kicking and bucking past the men who was brushing
The elephants lying on their sides

Now next to the tent sat some lanterns
And they was dangerously close to the hay
And that mare headed straight for those lanterns
That some fool had put there by mistake

Then up stepped some Indian cowboy
His lasso went whirling though the air
And in the full dead middle of danger
He roped that runaway mare

And then the elephants raised up their trumpets
Two of them broke from their chains
Stampeded that Indian cowboy
Who had saved the Big Top from flames

So if you ever go out to the circus
Where the Wallendas walk on the wire
You just remember that Indian cowboy
When the white horses leap rings of fire



19091. The Inner Villain

Chris Jones - The Inner Villain
Album: Melting Desire

Wandering through a lonely street in the morning air.
Bruised and beaten, the feeling of pain is so unfair.
I'm sick of losing all these fights and always fencing off your frights.
So much to lose, so little to care about the world.

You can't see what we are seeing.
I can't help you find your way.

So why do you try to sabotage our world and keep up your evil work?
You lie, such an inner villain.

Trying to cope with your pathetic change.
Plans we make but you just rearrange.
You're sickening, worthless, a waste of space.
Actions you take, we can hardly trace.

You can't see what we are seeing.
I can't help you find your way.
You can't see what we are seeing.
I can't help you find your way.

So why do you try to sabotage our world and keep up your evil work?
You lie, such an inner villain!!!

19092. The Innocent Years

Kathy Mattea - The Innocent Years

I need to go down and wash my face
Deep in the river of my old homeplace
I need to walk in the waters that once gave me life
Go over and walk the old railroad tracks
See if I can follow it all the way back
Back to where my vision is clear
Back to the days of the innocent years

You know I'd trade it all back in
For just one day like it was back then
Back before just living my life got in the way
To see my face at sixteen again
When the boy down the street was my best friend
When his smile took away my tears
Back in the days of the innocent years

You might grow wiser every day
But there's a price you have to pay
The girl I was just disappeared
I left her behind in the innocent years



Now and then when the sun goes down
I can see the moon over my hometown
I can almost hear the train rushing by
I close my eyes and I say a prayer
To the wide-eyed girl that I lost somewhere
Maybe someday she'll find me here
And lead me back to the innocent years

You might grow wiser every day
But there's a price you have to pay
The girl I was just disappeared
I left her behind in the innocent years
When I get lost along the way
And I can't see the light of day
I can almost feel her near
Calling me back to the innocent years
The innocent years

19093. The Invisible Man

The Invisible Man
Darrell Scott

The invisible man sees a sun in the morning
[this is another day]
And he knows he exists from the shadow he's forming
[sun don't go away]
And off to the west he sees storm clouds coming
[clouds will block the sun]
His shadow is fading there's no use in running
[rains on everyone]

He says it's hard to live free
Full of light in a dark world that no one can see
Lord above, take his hand
Leave some room in your heart for the invisible man

Now he's out in the back yard, the rain pouring down
With his head tilted back, is he trying to drown?
Well his eyes are closed but his heart's open wide
Take in more of this sweet world he needs deep inside

Yeah, it's hard to live free
Full of light in a dark world that no one can see
Lord above, take his hand
Leave some room in your hear for the invisible man

The invisible man is now shaking with laughter
He heard a TV sermon about the hereafter
And he pictures a heaven of unseen souls
And the form of this one man that nobody knows



Yes it's hard to live free
Full of light in a dark world that no one can see
Lord above, take his hand
Leave some room in your heart for the invisible man

19094. The Iron Stone

The Incredible String Band - The Iron Stone 

A long wind, a weaving mind
Over all the land the wild flowers grow echoing kind to kind
On that day when I found the iron stone
Heavy in my hand in the sloping rain
Ever the seas rolled on and over my heart
They roofed their slates of gray
The iron stone I found it on that day

The iron stone I brought it home
Heavy in my hand I brought it home
Black as the thoughts of doom
A man told me it came from the moon
Flying through time, it flew
Upon the long beach, there I found it
Dancing horses told their tale
Among the stones it called me there, my hand it knew

Seeing in the thickness of the thick black sight
Forests and centaurs and Gods of the night
Never that sun shone on
Where high Atlantis raised her shores
How sang the dragons of the sea

The stag hunt rushing round the world
One turn of light it's gone again
The eyes of Merlin speak
Beneath their crown of silver gray
A piece of iron black and heavy
Smoothed and rounded by the sea
Holding its sand and stones

19095. The Izze Jingle

Uncle Earl
The Izze Jingle

Ssssss....
Blackberry, grapefruit, clementine, pear
If I've got an Izze, I ain't a-gonna share
I want a' ice cold Izze



Izze is fizzy, is a natural treat
Nice cold Izze can't be beat
I want a' ice cold Izze
Simple and refreshing like a Colorado stream
Gotta have an Izze, it's my favourite thing
I want a' ice cold Izze
I want a' ice cold Izze

19096. The Jealous Crow

Chris Stuart & Backcountry - The Jealous Crow 

"Cora, Cora!" Cried the crow
From the bow of a linden tree.
"I've come to praise your beauty
Won't open the window for me,
Open the window for me."

"Kind crow," Cora cried.
"Your words, they flatter me,
But I'll not open my window
For your eyes are jealous green,
Your eyes are jealous green."

Then the jealous crow cried "Cora!"
Fast down the chimney shoot flew.
"I'll share these ragged feathers
And steal your beauty from you."

"Mother, Mother!" Cora cried
as she ran from the chimney creel
"A crow has caught my ringlets
For my beauty she would steal,
My beauty she would steal."

"Cora!" her mother cried,
"Beware the jealous crow!"
Then ran to her chamber
And opened Cora's door,
Opened her daughter's door.

Then the jealous crow cried "Cora!"
And an awful scream was heard.
There sat an aged woman,
Then flew a beautiful bird.

"Cora!" her mother cried,
"How have you ebony wings?"
"And who's this aged woman
With eyes of jealous green,
With eyes of jealous green?"

"Mother it is the crow



with eyes of jealous green.
She tried to steal my beauty,
But now I've ebony wings,
Beautiful ebony wings."

Then the jealous crow cried "Cora!
Why do you mock me so?
You'll always be a beauty
And I a jealous crow."

Then the jealous crow cried "Cora!
Why do you mock me so?
You'll always be a beauty
And I a jealous crow."

19097. The Jet Lag Blues

The Jet Lag Blues
Elephant Revival

Unmarked stones in the burial ground
Unmarked wheel keeps the wagon goin' round
Casablanca, have you heard the news?
Fog will lift, I got the jet lag blues

Freight yards down in Wichita
Freight hopper's luck is hard to draw
Grass fires burn the Oklahoma plains
Summer comes and the dust remains

(instrumental break)

Your daddy's rich and I am poor (but rich at heart)
Your spoiled daughter well she wants more
Spirit comes through obstructed mirrors
I'll catch the train right out of here

It's been this way many times before
Legends made of old folklore
That'll be my ticket right out of here
Stage Stop seven miles, my dear

(instrumental break)

On a rooftop down in Senegal
These malaria pills, they don't work at all
Been up now for seven days
All my dreams in a purple haze

Unmarked stones in the burial ground
Unmarked wheel keeps the wagon goin' round
Casablanca, have you heard the news?
Fog will lift, I got the jet lag blues



19098. The Johnson Boys

The Johnson Boys

Johnson boys were raised in the ashed in the ashes
Didn't know how to court a maid
Turn their backs and hide their faces
Sight of a pretty girl makes 'em afraid
Sight of a pretty girl makes 'em afraid
Sight of a oretty girl makes 'em afraid

Johnson boys they went a-huntin'
Took two dags and went astray
Tore their clothes and scratched their faces
Didn't come home till break of day
Didn't come home till break of day
Didn't come home till break of day

Johnson boys they went a-courtin'
Coon creek girl so pretty and sweet
They couldn't make no comversation
They didn't know to put their feet
They didn't know to put their feet
They didn't know to put their feet

19099. The Joke - Chords

The Joke 
Brandi Carlile

[Intro]
D  Am7  G  D
 
[Verse 1]
D                                   Am7
You're feeling nervous, aren't you, boy?
                G                    D
With your quiet voice and impeccable style
                               Am7
Don't ever let them steal your joy
                G                              D
And your gentle ways, to keep 'em from running wild
 
They can kick dirt in your face
Am7
Dress you down, and tell you that your place
          G                                  D
Is in the middle, when they hate the way you shine
                          Am7



I see you tugging on your shirt
                 G                               D
Trying to hide inside of it and hide how much it hurts
 
[Refrain]
        D                Am7
Let 'em laugh while they can
        G             Gm             D
Let 'em spin, let 'em scatter in the wind
                   F#                       G
I have been to the movies, I've seen how it ends
        Gm        D       Am7 G D
And the joke's on them
 
[Verse 2]
D                                  Am7
You get discouraged, don't you, girl?
                     G                       D
It's your brother's world for a while longer
         D
We gotta dance with the devil on a river
               Am7
To beat the stream
                   G                           D
Call it living the dream, call it kicking the ladder
      D
They come to kick dirt in your face
   Am7
To call you weak and then displace you
      G                                             D
After carrying your baby on your back across the desert
                            Am7
I saw your eyes behind your hair
                     G                         D
And you're looking tired, but you don't look scared
 
[Refrain]
        D                Am7
Let 'em laugh while they can
        G             Gm             D
Let 'em spin, let 'em scatter in the wind
                   F#                       G
I have been to the movies, I've seen how it ends
        Gm        D
And the joke's on them
 
[Interlude]
D  Am7  G  D
 
        D                Am7
Let 'em laugh while they can
        G             Gm             D
Let 'em spin, let 'em scatter in the wind
                   F#                       G
I have been to the movies, I've seen how it ends
        Gm        D     Am7 -   G -   Gm
And the joke's on them



 
[Outro]
D  Am7  G  D
D  Am7  G  D
D  Am7  G  D

19100. The Joker

Todd Snider - The Joker

Some people call me the space cowboy
Some call me the gangster of love
Some people call me Maurice
Because I speak of the pompitous of love
People talk about me, baby
Say I'm doin' you wrong, doin' you wrong
Don't you worry, baby, don't worry
Because I'm right here, right here, right here, right here at home
I'm a joker, I'm a smoker, I'm a midnight toker
I play my music in the sun
I'm a picker, I'm a grinner, I'm a lover and I'm a sinner
I sure don't want to hurt no one
You're the cutest thing that I ever did see
I really love your peaches, want to shake your tree
Lovey-dovey, lovey-dovey, lovey-dovey all the time
Oo-ee baby, I'll sure show you a good time
I'm a joker, I'm a smoker, I'm a midnight toker
I play my music in the sun
I'm a picker, I'm a grinner, I'm a lover and I'm a sinner
I sure don't want to hurt no one, yeah
Some people call me the space cowboy
Some call me the gangster of love
Some people call me Maurice
Because I speak of the pompitous of love
You're the cutest thing that I ever did see
I really love your peaches, want to shake your tree
Lovey-dovey, lovey-dovey, lovey-dovey all the time
Oh baby, I'll sure show you a good time

19101. The Juggler

Keller Williams - The Juggler

while i was dancin she fell in love 
with some damn juggler in a hottub 
stand-up real man, travels the world
only the finest that they deserve

well i'm still alive i cannot complain, 



i got at least 43 more years to conduct this train 
i can steal a smile even more complete when i 
absorb a tune and send it thru my arms and my feet

we all can change within a blink 
to analyze is just to think 
why spend the time with the troubled minds 
i've got better things to do than just get by 

and i can get high on this music thing 
i've got an instrument and some ideas on how to SING

i can steal a smile even more complete when i 
absorb a tune and send it thru my arms and my feet
arms and my feet...
feet and my arms...
arms and my feet...
feet and my arms...
arms and my feet...
feet and my arms

19102. The Jukebox Called Her Darlin'

The Jukebox Called Her Darlin' (Larry W. Jones 11/10/2007)
 
The jukebox called her darlin', darlin' in the song
And I played it over and over all night long
Joe the bartender reminded me when it was dawn
That the singer just may have gotten it all wrong
The jukebox called her darlin', darlin' in the song
I drank a lot of beers and I know that was wrong
I know I shed a lot of tears on my way home
The jukebox called her darlin', darlin' in the song
- instrumental -
Joe the bartender reminded me when it was dawn
That the singer just may have gotten it all wrong
The jukebox called her darlin', darlin' in the song
Instead of quarrelin', our love should have been strong
It seems like just yesterday though it's been so long
The song still plays over and over all night long
The jukebox called her darlin', darlin' in the song
I drank a lot of beers and I know that was wrong
I know I shed a lot of tears on my way home
The jukebox called her darlin', darlin' in the song
And I played it over and over all night long

19103. The Julia Belle Swain



The Julia Belle Swain
John Hartford - The Julia Belle Swain

This is a song about the Julia Belle Swain

[Verse 1]
Oh, the Julia Belle Swain is a mighty fine boat, got a mighty fine captain, too
Got a big red wheel that goes around and around and a bunch of old hippies for a crew
Well, I can't stay here; well, I gotta get away; I'm Chattanooga Tennessee bound
Gonna get my banjo and put it on my back when the Julia Belle comes down
When the Julia Belle comes down

[Verse 2]
When the Julia Belle comes to Peoria, you know that summer's here
And up on the Illinois River, that's the very best time of the year
Those steam boat days in August like a hazy, lazy dream
I want to be at the foot of Main Street when the Julia Belle raises steam
When the Julia Belle raises steam

[Verse 3]
Well Dennis and Moon and Bob Burnett, and Doc and Murray too
Are one big steamboat family and the Julia Belle steamboat crew
Me, I tell you, I gotta getta away; I'm Chattanooga Tennessee bound
Gonna get my banjo and put it on my back when the Julia Belle comes down
When the Julia Belle comes down

[Verse 4]
Now the Julia Belle Swain is a women's lib boat, the first I ever knew
Got girls in the pilothouse and girls on deck and a lady in the engine room
Now Donna's got her license; Cindy's learning to steer
Little Julie keeps Moon outa trouble by wandering off everywhere
By wandering off everywhere

[Verse 5]
When the Julia Belle gets in a steamboat race, she's a mighty hard boat to beat
She raced the Belle of Louisville; she beat the Delta Queen
She don't need no help to get her turned around; she'll come right around on a dime
And after the race she heads up the river 'cause the Julia Belle's still got time
'Cause the Julia Belle's still got time

[Verse 6]
Well, I sure do love the Tennessee River, the Ohio and the Illinois
And I love the old Mississippi River; it's a good old place for a boy
Just to step on board the steamboat, ride all the way to the sea
Where else but a muddy old river would a person want to be
Would a person want to be?

19104. The Jupiter And The 119 - Chords

The Jupiter And The 119 
Railroad Earth
 
G                     C  G                 C
The Jupiter is gleaming, shining in the sun



G              C   G                        C
Everybody ready for the great cross country run
D                                               C                       G
Tell me have you heard the story goin' down the wire ... goin' down the line?
 
G                 C     G                 C
She's ready to be going breathing smoke & steam
G                C    G                       C
She edges on the iron and the crowd begins to scream
D                                           C                G
Tell me have you heard the story of the Jupiter and the 119?
 
G                    C    G                        C
They fire off the cannons she blows a whistle blast
G                     C      G                        C
Goes flying round the corner moving strong and moving fast
D                                               C                       G
Tell me have you heard the story goin' down the wire ... goin' down the line?
 
C                     D   Am                      G
The Jupiter is on the run heading for the setting sun
Em                                        C
And when she rests, the east and west are tied
G
Wooooo wooooo
 
G                 C G                     C
Off from California from the Sacramento yard
G            C    G                          C
The 119 is moving pushing strong and pushing hard
G                            C    G                      C
She's through the snowy mountains took them right in stride
G               C   G                        C
Crested the Sierras and went down the other side
D                                               C                       G
Tell me have you heard the story going down the wire ... going down the line?
D                                           C             G
Tell me have you heard the story of the Jupiter and the 119?
 
G                       C  G                   C
Across the grassed horizon across the giant plain
G                          C    G                        C
Across a thousand miles of iron roars the mighty U.P. train
G                       C   G                 C
She tops the Sherman summit a mighty feat of man
G                     C   G                         C
Sails through echo canyon and across the dale creek span
D                                               C                       G
Tell me have you heard the story going down the wire ... going down the line?
 
G                      C G            C
Through the fiery desert the 119 has run
G                   C     G                         C
Through the devil's gorge beneath the blazing fiery sun
G                                C  G                        C
Through tunnels and through canyons cleared by shovel & by pick
G                    C  G                                 C



10,000 men who blasted, clawed and hauled with muscles thick
D                                           C             G
Tell me have you heard the story of the Jupiter and the 119?
 
C                     D   Am                      G
The Jupiter is on the run heading for the setting sun
Em                                        C
And when she rests, the east and west are tied
G
Wooooo wooooo
C
Wooooo wooooo
G
Wooooo wooooo
 
G                   C  G                                C
They met in Promontory from the east and west they're here
G                   C  G                        C
All across the country they've raised a mighty cheer
G                          C   G                          C
The mighty trains are polished on the tracks they proudly rest
G                              C    G                          C
The crowd's all gathered round them dressed up in their Sunday best
G                       C   G                       C
A big brass band is playing it's a bright unclouded day
G                  C      G                      C
The speaker's oratory and the bosses have their say
G                      C   G                   C
The reverend says a prayer it's mercifully short
G                       C  G                      C
The drunken rail-men laugh and the iron horses snort
G                        C G                      C
The engines move in closer they ease in down the line
G                       C G                                C
The champagne bottles pop so fill your glass it's toasting time
G                          C G                       C
The engines ease for meeting they're nose to nose alike
G                          C G                        C
They raise the silver hammer and they nail the golden spike
D                                               C                       G
Tell me have you heard the story going down the wire ... going down the line?
D                                           C             G
Tell me have you heard the story of the Jupiter and the 119?
D                                           C             G
Tell me have you heard the story of the Jupiter and the 119?
G
Wooooo wooooo wooooo wooooo

19105. The Kentuckian Song - Chords

The Kentuckian Song
Eddy Arnold (Written by Irving Gordon)



 [1] [4] [1]
 I see my darling in each ray of summer sunlight
 [2] [5]
I see my darling in the leaves that fall
 [1] [4] [1]
I see her walking in the rainy April sadness
 [5] [1]
And hear her name in every bluebird call

 [5] [1]
I've told the possum in the gum tree the raccoon on the ground
 [4] [1]
[2] [5]
Told everyone but my darling of the happiness I've found
 [1]
[4] [1]
my heart would cry more than the weeping willow tree
 [5] [1]
If my darling and her heart were not for me

I've told the possum in the gum tree the raccoon on the ground
Told everyone but my darling of the happiness I've found
my heart would cry more than the weeping willow tree
If my darling and her heart were not for me

19106. The Key To Heaven

The Key to Heaven
Lewis Family

He saw my sin and knew they would keep me
Out of his heaven but he believed I was worth saving
So he came down to earth as a man
Took the sin that condemned me
Paid the price for me so that I could come in

The key to heaven was hung on a nail
On the cross where he suffered
His love prevailed He opened the flood gates
Parted the veil
The key to heaven was hung on a nail

Bethlehem's manger was a quiet beginning
You knew he was coming but he died on a hill
With so many watching and even history
Says that he lived but it doesn't explain
Why he endured the shame and died like he did



19107. The Key To Life - Chords

The Key To Life
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

C                              F
I'd love to hear my daddy play once again
        C                              G7
All the songs that he taught me when I was a kid
     C                  F
John Henry Old Shep and Faded love
          C                 G7         C
I Fall To Pieces and on the Wings Of A Dove
                                        F
Just a few chords on the banjo that was all he knew
           C                       G7
But in the eyes of a child man his fingers flew
  C                                F
I practiced and I practiced till I got it right
C              G7                  C
Packed up everything and just took off one night
                                      F
I made it from the beer joints to the Opry stage
   C                                       G7
He said the only difference is what you're gettin' paid
   C                          F
He didn't care that everybody knew my name
   C                 G7                   C
He said it's all for nothin' if you don't stay the same
                                         F
And when he died the preacher cried said he's the lucky one
     C                               G7
He's walkin' hand in hand with God's only Son
   C                                  F
My faith and common sense tell me the preacher's right
        C                G7             C
But I'd love to hear the banjo ring for me tonight
       F                          C
I will honor my father with these words I write down
       F                            C         G7
And as long as I remember him he'll always be around
        C                              F
And the pain of losing him cuts like a Randall knife
                C             G7                   C
I learned a few chords on the banjo was the key to life
                                        F
Yeah the pain of losing him cuts like a Randall knife
                C             G7                   C
I learned a few chords on the banjo was the key to life

19108. The Key's In The Mailbox



The Key's in the Mailbox   

Verse 1:
Oh, jealous me and careless you
The odds were just too great
And I couldn't take those lonely nights 
You made me sit and wait
I thought I'd seen the last of you
When you walked out of sight
Instead I see you in my dreams at night

Verse 2:
Well, I said I'd rather live alone
Than share your company
And I said, "don't come around at all 
If you want more than me
But sitting here alone I can't deny
This flame that burns
I'd gladly take you back on any terms

Chorus:
Oh, the key's in the mailbox, come on in
I'm sitting here wishing dear
I had your love again,
I'll never even ask you where you've been
Oh, the key's in the mailbox, come on in

19109. The Kid

The Kid
(Tim Stafford)

I am known as Billy Antrim, but McCarty is my name
You may have heard of William Bonney, I suppose it's all the same
I soon came to shoot a pistol as sure as I could point my hand
But how I came to be an outlaw, guess I'll never understand

If you live in Lincoln County, no matter what your trade has been
You're controlled by J.J. Dolan and his ruthless band of men
Now they name me as a killer, but the trouble that I've seen
Was all within the service of men named Chisum and McSween

See I hired for John D. Tunstall and he treated me so well
For him I gladly would have ridden through the very fires of hell
But he was killed by Jesse Evans, though Dolan fired a shot as well
And not an hour was spent in prison, at least by those who lived to tell

I rode with the Regulators when McCloskey met his end
Next was Morton, then came Baker, not one cartridge did I spend
But I was trapped inside a rock house by Sheriff Garrett and his crew
They shot poor Charlie Boudre, the closest friend I ever knew

I was brought in chains to Lincoln, barely clothed and poorly fed
Before I left that stinking prison, two deputies were dead



Now I'm here in Old Fort Sumner, and Paulita's by my side
And my life is down to wondering how long an outlaw has to hide

If you're looking for a hero or a villain in this tale
You'll find both, most likely neither; just a human urge to fail
For I am just a young vaquero, never courted crime nor fame
Now I wish those Eastern papers had never heard my name

19110. The Kind

Steve Earle - The Kind

[Verse 1]
Tell me a story about a fellow with a crazy dream
Everybody tells him that it won't amount to anything
He fires the shot heard around the world
Wins the prize and he gets the girl
That's the kind of story I like
The kind that makes you think

[Verse 2]
Sing me a song about a cowboy with an aching heart
Riding along the lonesome prairie about to fall apart
And every time those doggies moan
He doesn't feel so all alone
That's the kind of song I like
The kind that breaks your heart

[Verse 3]
Paint me a picture of a girl with a secret smile
Looking back at you across the years through ancient eyes
You're standing there like an open door
Because she's seen it all before
That's the kind of picture I like
The kind that makes you sigh

19111. The Kind - Chords

The Kind
Steve Earl - The Kind

D                      A                 Dmaj7     D
Tell me a story 'bout a fella with a crazy dream
D                          A                  Dmaj7   D
Everybody tells him that it won't amount to any thing
Bm                      F#m  
He fires the shot heard around the world 
G                       D  
He wins the prize and he gets the girl 



D                         A                            Dmaj7    D  
That's the kind of story I like, the kind that makes you  think

D                     A                   Dmaj7    D 
Sing me a song about a cowboy with an achin' heart 
D                        A                    Dmaj7   D 
Ridin' along the lonesome prairie 'bout to fall  apart 
Bm              F#m 
Every time those doggies moan 
G                D
He doesn't feel so all alone 
D                             A                             Dmaj7    D    
That's the kind of song that I like, the kind that breaks your heart 

INSTR: Repeat Chords

D                      A                Dmaj7    D  
Paint me a picture of a girl with a secret smile 
D                  A                            Dmaj7   D       
Lookin' back at ya 'cross the years through ancient eyes 
Bm              F#m 
You're standin' there like an open door 
G                   D 
'Cause she's seen it all before 
D                           A                           Dmaj7   D 
That's the kind of picture I like, the kind that makes you sigh

END
D A Dmaj7 D

19112. The Kind Of Love

Ron Block - The Kind Of Love 

I want to be the one you want
I want to be the one you need
The face you long to see

I want to get inside your heart
To have your heart to live in me
Two to make one beat

Down this lonely road
Oh, how I want to make you know what is real
There's nothing to compare to the kind of love I feel

If you would look into my eyes
If you could see yourself through mine
You'd love you all the time

I'm gonna get the message through
And then this love I have for you
Will be your holy wine



Down this lonely road
Oh, how I want to make you know what is real
There's nothing to compare to the kind of love I feel

Down this lonely road
Oh, how I want to make you know what is real
There's nothing to compare to the kind of love I feel

19113. The Kind Of Love She Gave To Me

Ernest Tubb 
The Kind Of Love She Gave To Me

A lonely town a lonely street
A lonely room where I can't sleep
She's on my mind I think about her endlessly
He bought her big blue diamond rings
A car and other costly things
But can't he buy the kind of love she gave to me

The kind of love she gave to me gave it so unselfishly
We planned a home all of our own now that can't be
He'll buy her furs and silk and gowns
She never had in Shantytown
But can't he buy the kind of love she gave to me

She's from across the track you know
Where the bright lights never glow
In Shantytown we live and love so differently
She'll have her mansion on the hill
But when that house is cold and still
Can't he buy the kind of love she gave to me

The kind of love she gave to me gave it so unselfishly
We planned a home all of our own now that can't be
He'll buy her furs and silk and gowns
She never had in Shantytown
But can't he buy the kind of love she gave to me

19114. The Kind Of Woman I Got

Osborne Brothers - The Kind of Woman I Got

You ain't the kind of a woman I wanted
But you're the kind of a woman I got

Well the very first thing in the morning is ''Get up''
The last thing I hear every night is ''Shut up''



I have found out my own cooking don't taste too hot
You ain't the kind of a woman I wanted
But you're the kind of a woman I got

Well, when I'm around the house you're always fussin'
Nothing pleases you and you start cussin'
I put up with you and that's a heck of a lot
You ain't the kind of a woman I wanted
But you're the kind of a woman I got

If I had any sense at all I'd go crazy
But that would do you too much good so I'm not
Your mama and your daddy both told me you was lazy
You ain't the kind of a woman I wanted
But you're the kind of a woman I got

If I had any sense at all I'd go crazy
But that would do you too much good so I'm not
Your mama and your daddy both told me you was lazy
You ain't the kind of a woman I wanted
But you're the kind of a woman I got

19115. The King Is Gone So Are You - Chords

The King Is Gone So Are You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Roger Ferris

G                                                                  D7
Last night I broke the seal on a Jim Beam decanter that looks like Elvis
  C                Am   D7                      G
I soaked the label off  a Flintstone Jelly Bean jar
                                                           D7
I cleared us off a place on that one little table that you left us
    C              D7               G
And pulled me up a big ole piece of floor
  C                   Am
I pulled the head off Elvis
       C              Am
Filled Fred up to his pelvis
            G       C       G
Yabba Dabba Doo the King is gone
    D7     G
And so are you
C                            D7
Round about 10 we all got to talking
C                          D7
Bout Graceland Bedrock and such
C                                  D7
The conversation finally turned to women
C                                        D7
But they said they didn't get around too much
C                   D7



Elvis said find 'em young
              G                       C
And Fred said old fashioned girls are fun
            G       C       G        D7     G
Yabba Dabba Doo the King is gone and so are you
C                   D7
Later on it finally hit me
C                                     D7
That you wouldn't be a comin' home no more
C                                D7
Cause this time I know you won't forgive me
C                            D7
Like all of them other times before
C                   D7
Then I broke Elvis' nose
            G                  C
Pouring the last drop from his toes
            G       C       G        D7     G
Yabba Dabba Doo the King is gone and so are you
C           G       C       G        D7     G
Yabba Dabba Doo the King is gone and so are you
                                                                   D7
Last night I broke the seal on a Jim Beam decanter that looks like Elvis
  C                Am   D7                      G
I soaked the label off  a Flintstone Jelly Bean jarLike all of them other times before
C                   D7
Then I broke Elvis' nose
            G                  C
Pouring the last drop from his toes
            G       C       G        D7     G
Yabba Dabba Doo the King is gone and so are you
C           G       C       G        D7     G
Yabba Dabba Doo the King is gone and so are you
                                                                   D7
Last night I broke the seal on a Jim Beam decanter that looks like Elvis
  C                Am   D7                      G
I soaked the label off  a Flintstone Jelly Bean jar

19116. The King Of All Birds - Chords

The King Of All Birds
Aoife O'Donovan

[Intro strings]
Bm Em G Em
 
[Intro guitar]
Bm
 
[Verse 1]
Bm
  Look out, look out
Here I come now, fists out



        E
I'm a fighter bird
F#m
I'm a Harrier hawk, a wild flock
Em
I keep time by the city clock
        Bm         F#m          G
When the moon is steady, I'll find you
C#
I'm not lucky and I'm not scared
Em
There could be goldmine anywhere
 
Bm
 
[Chorus]
G#m                 E
Anyone that I might want in this world
                        G       Bm
They're asleep in the arms of another girl
G#m                       E                G
Who will they be when the lights come up?
G#m                  E
Everyone that I ever loved in my life
                   G          Bm
Now calls somebody else their wife
G#m         E
Who am I to you?
 
[Verse 2]
Bm
Get up, get up
Bm
Get it together and climb on up
 
To the top of the tree
F#m
I'm an owl now, a lonely owl
Em
Who, who, where, what, why, when?
                                G
How the hell did I get this far without you
C#
Pull my feathers one by one
E
Put 'em in your pocket when I'm gone
 
Bm
 
[Chorus]
G#m                 E
Anyone that I might want in this world
                        G       Bm
They're asleep in the arms of another girl
G#m                       E                G
Who will they be when the lights come up?
G#m                  E



Everyone that I ever loved in my life
                   G          Bm
Now calls somebody else their wife
G#m         E
Who am I to you?
 
[Bridge]
E
Who am I to you? Am I just anyone?
G
Am I the only one?
E
Who am I to you? Am I just anyone?
G
Am I the only one?
 
[Instrumental]
G#m  E  G  Bm
G#m  E  G
G#m  E  G  Bm
G#m  E
 
[Verse 3]
Bm
Come on, come on
Put me back together, let me soldier on
Bm
I'm the King of it all
F#m
I'm a little wren, I'm happiest when
E
I hitch a ride on the wing of a friend
Bm              G
Looking down on everything then
C#
When the road gets weary love
E
Remember who I'm dreaming of
 
[Outro]
G#m  E  G  Bm
G#m  E  G
G#m  E  G  Bm
G#m  E

19117. The King Of Broken Hearts

Jim Lauderdale
The King of Broken Hearts

The king of broken hearts doesn't ask much from his friends
And he has quite a few of them
They know he'll understand



That's just the way it goes

The king of broken hearts doesn't know he's a king
He's trying to forget other things
Like some old chilly scenes
He's walking through alone

He talks to angels and the stars start to spin
He thinks of troubles that he's gotten in
He recalls how his heart got broken
And how it's still that way

The king of broken hearts is so sad and wise
He can smile while he's crying inside
We know he'll be brave tonight
Cause he's the king of broken hearts

SOLO

He talks to angels and the stars start to spin
He thinks of troubles that he's gotten in
He recalls how his heart got broken
And how it's still that way

The king of broken hearts thinks that he's an old fool
He's a little bit like me and you
So what's a king like that supposed to do
With all that blue time
We know he'll be brave tonight
Cause he's the king of broken hearts
He's the king of broken hearts

19118. The King Of Broken Hearts - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - The King of Broken Hearts  
written by Jim Lauderdale

                                  F
The king of broken hearts doesn't ask much from his friends
                 C
And he has quite a few of them
A7              Dm
They know he'll understand
G                      C   F  C
That's just the way it goes
                                  F
The king of broken hearts doesn't know he's a king
               C
He's trying to forget other things
A7             Dm
Like some old chilly scenes
G                    C     F C
He's walking through alone



                           G
He talks to angels and the stars start to spin
                           C
He thinks of troubles that he's gotten in
           D7
He recalls how his heart got broken
                        G
And how it's still that way
                             F
The king of broken hearts is so sad and wise
             C
He can smile while he's crying inside
A7               Dm
We know he'll be brave tonight
G                      C            F C
Cause he's the king of broken hearts

SOLO
                           G
He talks to angels and the stars start to spin
                           C
He thinks of troubles that he's gotten in
           D7
He recalls how his heart got broken
                        G
And how it's still that way
                                      F
The king of broken hearts thinks that he's an old fool
                       C
He's a little bit like me and you
A7                         Dm
So what's a king like that supposed to do
G                  E
With all that blue time
A7                Dm
We know he'll be brave tonight
G                              F
Cause he's the king of broken hearts
F                        C   F C
He's the king of broken hearts

From Jim Lauderdale "Planet Of Love"
Reprise Records 1991
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)

19119. The King of Dixie

Marty Stuart - The King of Dixie

We're talking Tupelo was about a fast train
Headed toward the world like a mad hurricane
When he finally hit the ground, he tore us all apart
He was born to be a light in the dark



Now miles from Mississippi down some distant shore
He's blazed a trail of glory and a whole lot more
Like some shooting star we've never seen before
I'm talking 'bout the one that opened up the door

The king of Dixie, he's still around
The king of Dixie, in every town
The king of Dixie no he ain't gone
The king of Dixie's still on the throne
The king of Dixie tried and true
Still rockin' away for me and you
The king of Dixie is you know who
I said long live the king of Dixie

There was a man from Montgomery, lonesome to the bone
He only stayed a while, this world was not his home
It seemed like on behalf of broken hearts he's sing
And with every word he was calling my name

Now he's from Alabama where he first saw the light
There ain't a heart in heaven gonna cheat on him tonight
I can see him now, decked out in white
Sending down the word that everything's all right

The king of Dixie, he's still around
The king of Dixie, in every town
The king of Dixie, no he ain't gone
The king of Dixie's still on the throne
The king of Dixie, tried and true
Still rockin' away for me and you
The king of Dixie is you know who
I said long live the king of Dixie

The king of Dixie, he's still around
The king of Dixie, in every town
The king of Dixie, no he ain't gone
The king of Dixie's still on the throne
The king of Dixie, tried and true
Still rockin' away for me and you
The king of Dixie is you know who
I said long live the king of Dixie

19120. The Kingdom Has Already Come

Iris Dement - The Kingdom Has Already Come

[Verse]
I stopped in the church to pray
It was the middle of the day
And I don't even know if I believe in God But I laid my soul on the table
And left that place believing I was able to pull back the curtain my old fears had drawn
I was out on the fourth of July when I saw those kids I just had to cry



The whole town was blazing in the summers heat
But out in front of a row of run down shacks they had that fire hydrant uncapped
Baptizing their bodies right there in the street
There's a tree outside my window It sings when wind blows
I have got water and fire I know sorrow I feel desire
And could it be that the kingdom has already come
We all see good and bad in everything that we have
But life is waiting just behind that veil if this will be loved and that will be hated
The soul is left to struggle segregated
Trapped in the harbor too weighted down to sail
There's a tree outside my window It sings when wind blows
I've got water and fire I know sorrow I feel desire
And could it be that the kingdom has already come
We all see good and bad in everything that we have

19121. The Kneeling Drunkard's Plea

The Louvin Brothers - The Kneeling Drunkard's Plea

"Lord have mercy on me!"
Was the kneeling drunkard's plea
And as he knelt there on the ground
I know that God from heaven looked down

I went down by an old country church
I saw a drunkard stagger and lurch
And as he reached his mother's grave
I saw that drunkard kneel and pray

"Lord have mercy on me!"
Was the kneeling drunkard's plea
And as he knelt there on the ground
I know that God from heaven looked down

"Bring my darling boy to me"
Was his mother's dying plea
And as he staggered through the gate
Alas, he came just one day too late

Three years have passed since she went away
Her son is sleeping beside her today
And I know that in heaven his mother he'll see
For God has heard that drunkard's plea

"Lord have mercy on me!"
Was the kneeling drunkard's plea
And as he knelt there on the ground
I know that God from heaven looked down



19122. The Knoxville Boy

The Knoxville Boy
Larry Stephenson

When the fog rolls into Knoxville
And the river's on the rise
Don't go near the Knoxville boy
There's murder in his eyes.

Daughter listen to me
What I say is true
Don'tcha go near the Knoxville boy
He'll be the death of you
Abandoned by his mother
By the river late one night
Took in by a rich man
Who vowed to raise him right

When the fog rolls into Knoxville
And the river's on the rise
Don't go near the Knoxville boy
There's murder in his eyes.

Now you'll do well to heed me
Don't fall into his arms
Don't you love the Knoxville boy
If you would be unharmed
He got anything he wanted
The girls did what he said
When the river rises
Another floats up dead

When the fog rolls into Knoxville
And the river's on the rise
Don't go near the Knoxville boy
There's murder in his eyes.

When the moon is high the Knoxville boy
Goes prowling out to kill
We don't know why so many die
To give that boy a thrill
A handsome lad with a wealthy dad
And eyes of bluebird blue
He's killed before, he'll kill some more
And the next one could be you

When the fog rolls into Knoxville
And the river's on the rise
Don't go near the Knoxville boy
There's murder in his eyes.

Well many say they've seen him
His hands all red with blood
But he gets off his daddy's rich
And his grandpa is the udge
Townfolk up and lynched him



But til this very day
Although they hung the Knoxville boy
He won't stay in his grave

When the fog rolls into Knoxville
And the river's on the rise
Don't go near the Knoxville boy
There's murder in his eyes.

Another floats up dead
There's murder in his eyes
He won't stay in his grave
Beware the Knoxville boy

19123. The Knoxville Girl - Chords

The Knoxville Girl
Recorded by The Louvin Brothers
Arrangement by The Louvin Brothers

I [D] met a little [*D/F#] girl in [D] Knox-[*D/F#] ville
A [G] town we all know [D] well
And every [*D/F#] Sunday [D] eve-[*D/F#] ning
Out [E] in her home I'd [A7] dwell
We [D] went to [*D/F#] take an [D] evening [*D/F#] walk
A [G] bout a mile from [D] town
I picked a [*D/F#] stick up [D] off the [*D/F#] ground
And [A7] knocked that fair girl [D] down;
She fell down on her bended knees
For mercy she did cry
Oh, Willie dear, don't kill me here
I'm unprepared to die
She never spoke another word
I only beat her more
Until the ground around me
Within her blood did flow;

I took her by her golden curls
And I drug her 'round and 'round
Throwing her into the river
That flows through Knoxville town
Go down, go down, you Knoxville girl
With the dark and roving eyes
Go down, go down, you Knoxville girl
You can never be my bride;

I started back to Knoxville
Got there about midnight
My mother she was worried
And woke up in a fright
Saying, "Dear son, what have you done
To bloody your clothes so?"
I told my anxious mother



I was bleeding at my nose;
I called for me a candle
To light myself to bed

I called for me a handkerchief
To bind my aching head
Rolled and tumbled the whole night through
As troubles was for me
Like flames of hell around my bed
And in my eyes could see;
They carried me down to Knoxville
And put me in a cell
My friends all tried to get me out
But none could go my bail
I'm here to waste my life away
Down in this dirty old jail
Because I murdered that Knoxville girl
The girl I loved so well.

Note. Based on the old English Ballad of the Wexford Girl.
Note. *D/F#
E A D G B E
/ / 4 2 3 2

19124. The L&N; Don't Stop Here Anymore

The L&N; Don't Stop Here Anymore
Kathy Mattea

When I was a curly headed baby
My daddy set me down on his knee
Saying boy you go to school and you learn your letters
Don't become no dusty miner boy like me.

   And I was born and raised in the mouth of a Hazzard holler
   Where the coal cars rolled and rumbled past my door
   But now they stand in a rusty row of empties
   'Cause the L&N; don't stop here anymore.

Now I used to think my daddy was a black man
With script enough to buy the company store
Oh but now he goes to town with empty pockets
And Lord his face is as white as a February snow.

Never thought I'd ever live to love that coal dust
Never thought I'd pray to hear those tipples roar
Oh but God I wish the grass would turn to money
And feel my greenbacks in my pockets once more.

Lastnight I dreamed I went down to the office
To get my payday like I've done before
But those kudzu vines they were covering over the doorway
And there were weeds and grass growing right up through the floor.



19125. The Ladder Of Love

Rodney Crowell - The Ladder Of Love

I'm tired of running I'm tired of hiding
I'm sick of keeping this thing inside
I'm gonna let it all go on the ladder of love
I'm going up ain't coming down
I'm gettin' off of this merry-go-round
I'm giving up the battle on the ladder of love
Well I ain't gonna worry bout tomorrow right now
I'm climbing that ladder of love somehow
I'm gonna find my way it's gonna be okay
I don't need a doctor tellin' me how I feel
Don't need a lawyer to get a better deal
There ain't nobody out to get you on the ladder of love
Well I ain't gonna worry bout tomorrow no more
I'm climbing that ladder up to heaven's door
I'm gonna walk right in and tell 'em how I've been
I'm tired of running I'm tired of hiding
I'm sick of keeping this thing inside
I'm gonna let it unravel on the ladder of love
I'm giving up the battle on the ladder of love

19126. The Lady Came From Baltimore

The Lady Came From Baltimore
Tim Hardin

The lady came from Baltimore,
All she wore was lace.
She didn't know that I was poor,
She never saw my place.

Chorus:
I was there to steal her money,
Take her rings and run.
But I fell in love with the lady,
Got away with none.

The lady's name was Susan Moore,
Her daddy read the law.
She didn't know that I was poor,
And lived outside the law.

Her daddy said, I was a thief
And didn't marry her for love.
But, I was Susan's true belief,
Married her for love.



Chorus

The house she lived in had a wall
To keep the robbers out.
She never stopped to think at all
That that's what I'm about.

Chorus

19127. The Lakes Of Pontchartrain

The Lakes Of Pontchartrain
Traditional

It was one fine March morning I bid New Orleans adieu,
And I took the road to Jackson town, me fortune to renew.
I cursed all foreign money, no credit could I gain,
Which filled me heart with longing for the lakes of Pontchartrain.

I stepped on board a railroad car, beneath the morning sun.
I rode the rods till evening, then laid me down again.
All strangers there, no friends to me, till a dark girl towards me came,
And I fell in love with the creole girl, by the lakes of Pontchartrain.

I said, "Me pretty Creole girl, me money here's no good.
If it weren't for the alligators, I'd sleep out in the wood."
"You're welcome here, kind stranger -- our house is very plain,
But we never turn the stranger out, by the lakes of Pontchartrain."

She took me into her mammy's house and treated me right well.
The hair upon her shoulders in jet black ringlets fell.
To try to paint her beauty I'm sure 'twould be in vain.
So handsome was my Creole girl by the lakes of Pontchartrain.

I asked her if she'd marry me, she said that it ne'er could be,
For she had got a lover, and he was far at sea.
She said that she would for him, and true she would remain,
Till he'd return to his Creole girl, by the lakes of Pontchartrain.

So fair thee well me bonny old girl, I never may see you more.
I'll ne'er forget your kindness in the cottage by the shore,
And at each social gathering, a flowing glass I'll drain,
And I'll drink a health to my Creole girl, by the lakes of Pontchartrain.

19128. The Land Of Living - Chords

The Land Of Living 
Sierra Hull



 
Capo 3
 
[Intro]
G Em Am D G C G
 
[Verse]
 Em    C   G           D      G
There's A Place Of Dazzling Beauty
                  C     G
No Human Eye Has Ever Seen
      D                  Am      D         G
With Gates Of Pearl And Streets Paved With Gold
 
 
[Verse]
D       G     D         G
It's A Land Of Milk And Honey
                    C      G
Oh, It's More Than Just A Dream
C       G        Em       Am     D     G
It's A Land Of Life Beyond The Crystal Sea
 
 
[Chores]
        C                    D      G
It's A Land Of Life Where Living Is Forever
                                           D
Where The Sting Of Death Will Claim No Victory
        G                C               G
We Are Nothing More Than Just A Passing Shadow
  C     G                 Em       Am         D    G
 Til We Reach The Land Of Living Beyond The Crystal Sea
 
 
[Verse]
G   Em   D   G        D      G               C         G
The Sun Is Nothing But A Legend In This Paradise Of Dreams
     D               Am    D       G
The Lamb Will Be The Only Light We Need
               D        G               C        G
It's Soothing Walls Of Jasper Built By God's Own Hand
C       G       Em       Am       D    G
It's A Land Of Life Beyond The Crystal Sea
 
 
[Chores]
      C                    D         G
It's A Land Of Life Where Living Is Forever
                                           D
Where The Sting Of Death Will Claim No Victory
        G                 C                G
We Are Nothing More Than Just A Passing Shadow
  C      G                 Em       Am       D       G
 Til We Reach The Land Of Living Beyond The Crystal Sea
  C      G                 Em        Am       D      G
 Til We Reach The Land Of Living Beyond The Crystal Sea



19129. The Last Best Place

Rhonda Vincent - The Last Best Place

I am a pilgrim, passing through
And I've wandered through the world and all its beauty
I don't know, what I'll find
When I cross that river to the other side

But the Good Book said believer when you get there
In Heavens light old memories will fade
And I will see, by His grace
In The Last Best Place

It won't be easy, to say goodbye
To everyone I've loved here in this life
But when He calls me, I will go
And leave my brothers and dear sisters here below

All at once I'll be rejoicing with the angels
Resting in the promise that someday
We'll meet again face to face
In the Last Best Place

Some folks dream, of growing old
Contented with their treasures in some mansion
There are those, weary souls
Who search in vain to satisfy their passion

Some can't wait to ride that train to glory
And see St. Peter at the pearly gates
But for me, God's embrace
Is the Last Best Place

I will sing by His grace
In the Last Best Place.

19130. The Last Boat of the Day

The Last Boat of the Day

The long distance love affair,
We just had on the phone,
Left me with 'Don't worry darlin',
I'm on my way home.'
So break out the champagne,
We've got good love on the mend.
I know you're comin' tomorrow,
I hope I can make it till Then.



I could be fishin',
Or robbin' the sea of her shells.
Instead I'm here wishing for you,
And feelin' like hell.
Watchin' my last day alone,
Slowly come to an end.
I know you're comin' tomorrow,
I hope I can make it till Then.

The last boat of the day,
It comes and it goes.
The sun sets on the last chance,
To hold you tonight, I suppose.
But you'll be on the next one,
I hope I can make it till then.

19131. The Last Cheater's Waltz - Chords

The Last Cheater's Waltz
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Sonny Throckmorton

G
She's going to pieces when he walked in the door
    C
She just has to see him she can't wait no more
D7
Tonight she'll be with him no matter the cost
                                     G
As the band plays the Last Cheater's Waltz

        D7  G   G7              C
And ooo ooo ooo don't they play lonely
D7  Am  D7                  G
Ooo ooo ooo don't they play sad
        D7  G   G7             C
And ooo ooo ooo three quarters only
D7
See how he holds her as the band plays 
                   G
The Last Cheater's Waltz

He tells her he loves her as the music plays on
   C
He tells her he needs her but someone's at home
D7
The ball game's all over and she knows she's lost
                                     G
As the band plays the Last Cheater's Waltz

        D7  G   G7              C
And ooo ooo ooo don't they play lonely



D7  Am  D7                  G
Ooo ooo ooo don't they play sad
        D7  G   G7             C
And ooo ooo ooo three quarters only
D7
See how he holds her as the band plays 
                   G
The Last Cheater's Waltz

19132. The Last Clinchfield Run

The Last Clinchfield Run
(Stafford/Gulley, 12/16/15)

Verse
It's my last run from Erwin on the Clinchfield tonight
They'll close down the railyard at first morning light
Never had time for crying, not that kind of guy
But I'm dreading the moment the sun starts to rise

Verse
Got the crew call this morning, to Bostic this time
A short run, but a good one for old number 9
Just me and Ed Williams, like so many before
But this time we both knew it meant so much more

Verse
Automatic is handy, but it don't have the feel
So I switched down to manual, cause manual is real
And I wanted to feel it around every curve
I just felt it was something we both deserved

Verse
I was talking to Williams, he's older than me
about the people we'd known and the places we'd seen
Then his eyes kinda sparkled and I said with a smile
Why don't you take her a couple of miles

Bridge
Metal on metal, joints cracking the rail
Then it fades in the distance till the red light grows pale

Verse
So I'm standing in Erwin, and the yard's empty now
Don't know where I'm headed, but I'll go on somehow
I feel God on my shoulder and a tear in my eye
For we are the Clinchfield, my brothers and I



19133. The Last Country Song

Tom T. Hall - The last country song
Composer: Tom T. Hall

It's the last country song by the last country band
In the last honky tonk in the world
It's the last country dance on the last hardwood floor
For the last country boy and girl

And there will be no more steel guitars and fiddle
If the people don't know what they're worth
It's the last country tune beneath the last country moon
For the last country people on earth

It's the last country song on the last country jukebox
By the last country singer alive
It's the last country tear in the last cold beer
It's the last country song that survive

There will be no more mandolins and banjos
That St John has torn us apart
It's the last country song on the last country station
For they've broken the last country heart

19134. The Last Cowboy Song

The Highwaymen - The Last Cowboy Song

[Chorus]
This is the last cowboy song
The end of a hundred year waltz
The voices sound sad as they're singin' along
Another piece of America's lost

[Verse 1]
He rides the feed lots, clerks in the markets
On weekends sellin' tobacco and beer
And his dream's of tomorrow, surrounded by fences
But he'll dream tonight of when fences weren't here
He blazed the trail with Lewis and Clark
And eyeball to eyeball, old Wyatt backed down
He stood shoulder to shoulder with Travis in Texas
And rode with the Seventh when Custer went down

[Chorus]
This is the last cowboy song
The end of a hundred year waltz
The voices sound sad as they're singin' along
Another piece of America's lost

[Verse 2]
Remmington showed us how he looked on canvas



And Louis Lamour has told us his tale
Me and Johnny and Waylon and Kris sing about him
And wish to God we could have ridden his trail
The old Chisholm trail is covered in concrete now
They truck it to market in fifty foot rigs
They roll by his markings and don't even notice
Like living and dying was all he ever did

[Chorus]
This is the last cowboy song
The end of a hundred year waltz
The voices sound sad as they're singin' along
Another piece of America's lost
This is the last cowboy song
The end of a hundred year waltz...

19135. The Last Fallen Leaf

Chris Jones - The Last Fallen Leaf
Album: Roadhouses & Automobiles

I know what it would take for me to be free
To always be silenced everytime she spills tears
I can't ever leave you baby I believe
Just want to be the one who shakes down the last leaf

Feel I'm hanging around only to test thread
If it's strong enough to hold me
Then I'm weak enough to live
But I can't ever leave you baby I believe
Just want to be the one who shakes down the last leaf

Long time runnin'
From the strong lines that holds
It's all I've known
Don't adjust your set
There are cracks on the pavement
So watch where you walk
I'm up in my room
Can you be here soon?

You've put it across forbidden lines
If you never brought it back
I'd never know how where to find it

Long time runnin'
From the strong lines that holds
It's all I've known
Don't adjust your set
The storm will pass
Been up on the roof til now
Changing the tune
There are cracks on the pavement



So watch where you walk
Are you in the room
Can you be here soon

19136. The Last Goodbye

The Last Goodbye
Uncle Earl

Lock up the door, throw away the key
You'll get no more love from me
Don't you know my name
Won't always be the same
La dee day

Behind the door, beneath your feet
Stepping on a heart that beats
I'm nearly 21,
My race has only just begun

Hang your head and cry,
You just said your last goodbye, babe

Cue up the band that plays in tune
My wedding day is coming soon
Do you ever wish you'd stayed
With the promise that you made
La dee day

Tell me dear will it trouble your mind
When summer's come and the river's dry
And far away you'll hear
A band that's playing loud and clear

Hang your head and cry,
You just said your last goodbye, babe

Let it rain, let it pour
Don't know what I'm waiting for
But underneath my bed
Are the words that you once said,
Hey babe, mm,
Let's marry in the summertime

Lock up the door, throw away the key
You'll get no more love from me
When the band is playing on,
I'll be dreaming of a love long gone

I'll hang my head and cry,
I just said my last goodbye, babe



19137. The Last Greyhound

The Last Greyhound
Alecia Nugent

Made her breakfast and watched her pack
She's leaving home on a one way track
No point in asking why, a bird was made to fly
Eighteen years and fade to black, one-way ticket and no way back
A cloud of smoke and two red tail lights fading out of sight
She caught the last grey dog, leaving for the first time in her life
She caught the last greyhound leaving town tonight
She called to say she's doing fine
It ain't all she had in mind, seems like all she wants to know
Is how are things back home
Though she's been around the world deep inside's a small town girl
Everything she hoped to find was right there all the time
I got a message today
She just called to say
She caught the last grey dog, coming home never felt so right
She caught the last greyhound leaving town tonight
She caught the last greyhound leaving town tonight

19138. The Last Gunfighter Ballad

Steve Earle - The Last Gunfighter Ballad

The old gunfighter on the porch stared into the sun
And relived the days of living by the gun
When deadly games of pride were played
And living was mistakes not made
And the thought of the smell of the black powder smoke
And the stand in the street at the turn of a joke
Ah, the smell of the black powder smoke
And the stand in the street at the turn of a joke
And it's always keep your back to the sun
You can almost feel the weight of the gun
And it's faster than snakes or the blink of an eye
And it's a time for all slow men to die
And his eyes get squinty and his fingers twitch
As he empties his gun at the son of a bitch
And he's hit by the smell of the black powder smoke
And the stand in the street at the turn of a joke
Hit by the smell of the black powder smoke
And the stand in the street at the turn of a joke
Now the burn of a bullet is only a scar
And he's back at his chair in front of the bar
And the streets are empty and the blood's all dried
And the dead are dust and the whiskey's inside



So buy him a drink, lend him an ear
'Cause he's nobody's fool and the only one here
Who remembers the smell of the black powder smoke
And the stand in the street at the turn of a joke
Remember the smell of the black powder smoke
And the stand in the street at the turn of a joke

19139. The Last Heart In Line

Dwight Yoakam - The Last Heart In Line

Take her away
But don't let me see
Who the last heart in line
Turns out to be.
I'll never know
There won't be any sign
Of how close it came
For the last heart in line.
And though for a while
I'll still be
Waiting around
For my chance patiently
The fact that she's gone
Is bound to finally dawn
On me eventually.
--- Instrumental ---
And though for a while
I'll still be
Waiting around
For my chance patiently
The fact that she's gone
Is bound to finally dawn
On me eventually.
I guess for her
It'll all work out fine
But who's gonna tell
The last heart in line..

19140. The Last Laugh

Todd Snider - The Last Laugh

There's only two kinds of people far as I can tell
The terminally ill and the worried well
Every time I've tried to climb out of this wishing well
I've only made it up just high enough to hurt when I fell
Well, did you ever wonder? Of course, you did
I've always wondered how you kept it all so well hid



I've had my heart wide open since I was a kid
I got a lot of love, I got a lot of love
Always inches from my ankles when he runs out of chain
My neighbor's dog knows I know how to drive him insane
I like to give him a little taste of what I'm feeling all day
Always chasing after something slightly too far away
You think that you're down to nothing, you ain't seen nothing yet
I am down and out to just about as nothing as it gets
I'm working all day every day to pay my debts
I need a lot of love, I need a ton of it
I, I've got a lot of love
I, I've got a lot of love
My old man was always such a bunch of reckless fool
Lived by his own set of not so golden rules
The kind of show off that hated a show offs guts
I've always figured that's what must be driving us nuts
I, I've got a lot of love
I, I've got a lot of love
I want a six foot tombstone, two feet thick
With the words engraved, I tried to tell you all I was sick
So you will know that I was right when you go walking on past
You tried to tell me I was well but look who's laughing last
Did you ever wonder? Well, of course you did
I've always wondered how you kept it all so well hid
I've had my heart wide open since I was a kid
I got a lot of love, I got a lot of
I, I've got a lot of love
I, I've got a lot of love
I, I've got a lot of love
I, I've got a lot of love

19141. The Last Letter

The Last Letter
Composer: Rex Griffin
Roy Acuff

Why do you treat me as if I were only a friend
What have I done that has made you so bitter and cold
Sometimes I wonder if you'll be contented again
Will you be happy when we are withered and old

I cannot offer you diamonds and mansions so fine
I cannot offer you clothes that your young body craves
But if you'll only say that you'll forever be mine
Think of the heartaches the pain and suffering you'll save

While I am writing this letter I think of the past
And of the promises that you have broken so free
But to this old world I'll soon bid my farewell at last
I will be gone when you read this last letter from me



19142. The Last Of The Drifters

Tom T Hall - The Last Of The Drifters

[Verse 1: Johnny Cash, Tom T. Hall]
I'm the last of the babies of the World War II
World War II, and that's the one we didn't lose (I heard that)
I was raised on biscuits, Spam and powdered eggs
DiMaggio's baseball and Marilyn's legs

[Refrain: Johnny Cash]
And I'm the last of the drifters
Last of the drifters, yeah

[Verse 2: Tom T. Hall, Johnny Cash]
I remember when the freight trains, they used to run on coal
And they'd run on coal and I was ready to go (Me, too)
Old white shirt and a tired overall
Sometimes I think that my daddy knew it all

[Refrain: Tom T. Hall]
And I'm the last of the drifters
Last of the drifters, yeah

[Verse 3: Johnny Cash, Tom T. Hall]
I remember Louisiana in a hot steamy night
Hot steamy night and she was holding me tight
An old red Chevy with a big back seat
I had me some too tall shoes off my feet (Look out)

[Refrain: Johnny Cash]
And I'm the last of the drifters
Last of the drifters, yeah

[Verse 4: Tom T. Hall]
I'm a World War baby holding mama's hand
Mama's hand and how my daddy knew the land
Truck bearing music and poverty and wealth
I got some great big scars on myself

[Refrain: Tom T. Hall]
And I'm the last of the drifters
Last of the drifters, yeah

[Verse 5: Johnny Cash]
I'm the last high roller with the last good hand
Last good hand and I'm a gambling man
All them bombs and people waiting on that boom
Sometimes I reckon I got here too soon

[Refrain: Johnny Cash, Tom T. Hall]
I'm the last of the drifters
I'm the last of the drifters, yeah



I'm the last of the drifters
Last of the drifters

[Outro: Johnny Cash, Tom T. Hall]
You remember that second World War, don't you?
Yeah, I do, saw it on you
Right, and Marilyn's legs (Yeah)
I heard that
Gene Autry on a Saturday night

19143. The Last Of The True Believers

Nanci Griffith - The Last of the True Believers

Oh, he said it was the sound of the winter callin'
From up around the bend
Or it could be the cry of your restless heart
For the love of your long lost friends
Me, I think it's just the summertime and the heat of these Texas winds
They keep on slappin' my face with dust so thick
That the tears won't roll again

[Chorus:]
Last of the true believers
Have you grown weary all alone?
You could go home again,home again,home
Last of the true believers
You pack your things and go back home
You could go home again,home again,home

Oh he said, "you can't stay away forever
'cause they say love doesn't last that long
And the ghost of the one that you loved the best is bound to be long gone
So you fall for the one you believe in and take pride in the heart you hold
'Cause when the wintertime pounds upon your door,
It's shelter from the cold".

[Chorus]

There's a shadow on our wall where I once stood with him in mind
And there is an empty space beside him
Where I do take my rest at night
Oh, I will be the last of the true believers, if truth is his heart to lend
'Cause the wintertime sure looks cold to me, comin' up around the bend

[Chorus]

Oh, I could go home again, home again, home
Well, it looks like home again, home again, home
Oh, I could go home again, home again, home
Well, he brings me home again, home again, home



19144. The Last One To Touch Me

Dolly Parton - The Last One To Touch Me 
(Dolly Parton)

If there ever was an angel, then surely you must be one
If there ever was a perfect love when I look at you I see one
If there's heaven on earth, then this must surely be
And I want you to be the last one to touch me
The last thing I remember before I go to sleep
Is the touch of your sweet lips softly kissing me
And I go to sleep athinking how happy you make me
And I want you to be the last one to touch me
And when it's time to lay me down for my eternal sleep
Once more let your fingers softly touch my cheek
If I know that you have touched me, then I can sleep in peace
And I want you to be the last one to touch me
And when the night is over and time will be no more
They say that we shall meet again upon the golden shore
And so when I awaken from my eternal sleep
I want you to be the first one to touch me
I want you to be the first, the last, the only one to touch me

19145. The Last Parade - Chords

The Last Parade 
Joe Mullins and the Radio Ramblers

capo 2
 
D                         A      G
Didn't know the boy but I had to go.
 A               G      D
knew his mom many years ago
D                             A     G
there were hundreds there and I was one
A                         G      D
come to pay respects to a fallen son.
D                    G
As I left my home  I took my flag and
  A7                   D
I took my place on the towns main drag
                            G
 There were little kids and bikers there
       A7             D
for a single cause to show they care
D                         G
Thank you son for how you fought that day.
         A7             D



Thank you Mom for the son you  gave
                              G
The least I can do is let old glory wave
           A                     D
as the tears rained down on your last parade.
 
    D                  G
Grew up next-door to a friend of mine
       A           G         D
he played football offense  line
     D                  G
Had a real good job for several years
      A7                D
and he felt the need to volunteer
 D                        G
Thank you son for how you fought that day
 A                    D
thank  you Dad for the son you gave
                              G
the least I can do is let old glory wave
      A                          D
as it tears running down on your last parade
  D                  G
He married well on a summer day
     A                  A7     D
his anniversary was only weeks away
                            G
Now he's laid to rest by his grandpa's grave
           A            G      D
as the veterans played amazing Grace
D                  G
On the other side of Heaven's Gate
   A                  A7          D
a horse rolled up with abrand-new saint
                            G
and another son had met him there for his first parade in  his New town
D
Square
 D                        G
Thank you son for what you did that day
 A                      D
thank you's Lord for the son you gave
                           G
 the least I can do is let glory wave
       A                    D
 as we gather around for the last parade

19146. The Last Pharaoh

Dave Rawlings Machine
The Last Pharaoh

I'm looking for the last, the last pharaoh



When night falls on the land
I'm looking for the last, the last pharaoh
I'm gonna lay him down if I can

I thought I heard that big, that big Kate Adams
I thought I heard a whistle blow
I thought I heard that big, that big Kate Adams
Puffing down to Mexico

I'm looking for the last, the last pharaoh
When night falls on the land
I'm looking for the last, the last pharaoh
I'm gonna lay him down if I can

I don't need a chicken, a chicken in the pot
Or a woman in my own back yard
I don't need a chicken, chicken, chicken in the pot
The way I need the next high card

I'm looking for the last, the last pharaoh
When night falls on the land
I'm looking for the last, the last pharaoh
And I'm gonna lay him down if I can
Yes I am
Lady luck makes the kings, the Natchez kings
The kings of Natchez and below
She makes the kings of Natchez and below
And lady luck's with me, I know

So I'm looking for the last, the last pharaoh
When night falls on the land
I'm looking for the last, the last pharaoh
And I'm gonna lay him down yes I am

19147. The Last Public Hanging In West Virginia

The Last Public Hanging in West Virginia
Flatt & Scruggs

Rock of ages cleft for me
Now that could be the voice of John F Morgan in the Ripley jailhouse singin' hymns
Well ol' Johnny might just be singin' hymn this mornin'
Cause this is gonna be a hangin' day for him
Now people say that Johnny was a bad man and that he had a name for bein' mean
He cut a hatchet one cold weary morning he killed two children and the widow Green
By a thousand people gathered there in Ripley invited by the sheriff Jay O Shimm
Havin' fun and drinking moonshine liquor and listenin' to ol' Johnny singin' hymn
The day don't call in Ripley West Virginia the scaffold stood in silence in a field
Johnny kept on singin' in the jailhouse waiting there to eat his final meal
Then rumor started flying through the gathering
That John F Morgan might get his reprieve
The people started yelling toward the sheriff
Afraid they'd miss for all they come to see



But Jay O Shimm the sheriff of Jackson County
Afraid that such a thing could have been done
Said I said there was gonna be a hangin' and I still mean it there's a gonna be one
They led John Morgan from the Ripley jailhouse
And he rode through the happy laughin' crowd
But when John Morgan stepped upon the scaffold
They grew quiet when he lift his head and bowed
They listened to the preacher say the last words
They fixed the news and tied John Morgan's hand
The signal came and someone sprang the dead's rout
And sent John Morgan to another land
The last public hanging in old West Virginia a true story written in this song
On the sixteen of December in fifteen ninety seven
John F Morgan paid the price of doing wrong

19148. The Last Ride - Chords

The Last Ride
Recorded by Hank Snow
Words and music by Halcomb & Daffan

[C] In the Dodge City yards of the Sante Fe
Stood a freight made up for the [G7] east
And the engineer with his oil and waste
Was groomin' the great iron [C] beast;

While ten cars back in the murky dust
A box-[C7] car door swung [F] wide
And a [G7] hobo lifted his pal aboard
To start on his last, long [C] ride;

A [F] lantern swung and the freight pulled out
The engine it gathered [C] speed
The [F] engineer pulled the throttle wide
And [D7] clucked to his fiery [G7] steed;

[C] Ten cars back in the empty box
The hobo rolled a [G7] pill
The flare of the match showed his partners' face
Stark white and deathly [C] still;

As the train wheels clicked on the couplin' joints
A [C7] song for the ramblers' [F] ears
The [G7] hobo talked to the still, white form
His pal for many a [C] year;

[SPOKEN]
[C] For a mighty long time we've rambled, Jack
With the luck of men that [F] roam
With [G7] the back door steps for a dining room
And the boxcar for a [C] home;

We dodged the bulls on the eastern route



And the cops on the Chesapeake
We travelled the Leadville Narrow Gauge
In the days of Cripple Creek;

We drifted down through sunny Cal
On the rails of the old S. P.
And of all you had, through good and bad
A half always belonged to me;

You made me promise to you, Jack
If I lived and you cashed in
To take you back to the old churchyard
And bury you there with your kin;

You seemed to know I would keep my word
For you said that I was wise
Well, I'm keepin my promise to you, pal
'Cause I'm takin' you home tonight;

I hadn't the money to send you there
So I'm takin' you back on the 'fly'
It's the decent way for a Bo to go
Home to the by and by; 

I knew that fever had you, Jack
And that doctor just wouldn't come
He was too busy treatin' the wealthy folks
To doctor a worn out bum; 

[SUNG]
[C] As the train rolled over it's ribbon of steel
Straight through to the east it [G7] sped
The engineer in his high cab seat
Keep his eyes on the rails a-[C] head;

While ten cars back in the empty box
The lone-[C7] ly hobo [F] sighed
For the [G7] days of old and his pal so cold
Was taking his last long [C] ride.

19149. The Last Song

The Last Song - Josh Williams
Jimmy Martin

For a long time now I've been trying to make a go
Pickin' and a-singin' on a country show
I traveled far with a little bit of pay
I sowed a lot of oats, I didn't make much hay

I've been down-hearted enough to quit
Somehow I never have until yet
I'm gonna quit this picking, don't have a dime



It's always wait until the next time

And this is the last song I'll sing
The last one I'm ever gonna write
The last song I'm ever gonna play
Oh, this old guitar on this old stage tonight

When I think I'll quit and never play no more
Some long haired guy krocks on my door
It don't take long til I'm back on the go
Cause one of his clowns couldn't make the show

We live in cheap hotels and ride big fine cars
Rear way back and smoke a long cigar
The steaks we eat are the ground up kind
But they hold me over just one more time

* Refrain

Our hopes are high for that one break
For that and magic is all it'll take
The lonesome sound, the sweet Fraulein
Take me back just one more time

Makes it hard to quit as the days go round
I don't want to steal when the sun goes down
When I hear George sing Out of my mind
I gotta try again just one more time

* Refrain

19150. The Last Suit You Wear - Chords

The Last Suit You Wear 
Larry Sparks
 
       E                   E7         A
Banker Moore's, plane went down, just three miles South of town ////
     B           B7                    E    B  B7
On a forty, acre farm he foreclosed on //// // //
      E                E7   A                           Am
I can hear him, sayin' now, "Money, is what it's all a- -bout." ////
    B            B7                 E            B       B7
Now I can safely say that he's dead wrong-oh-oh- -ong // //
 
    E             E7               A               Am
The last suit you wear, won't need no pockets //// ////
E                 C#m                F#      B  B7
You can't take it with you, when you go //// // //
          E            E7         A             Am
When that hand full of dirt, goes back into the earth ////
     E                B     B7     E
What you'll be worth, only, heaven knows //// ////



 
E    E7   A    Am   E    B  B7 E    B  B7
//// //// //// //// //// // // //// // //
 
     E                E7    A
"You know!" he always said, "You got to dress for success." ////
       B             B7                    E          B      B7
And he wore the very best that money could buy-yy-yy- -yy // //
          E               E7           A                 Am
He made a fortune, in his time, now he leaves it all be- -hind
         B                  B7                   E          B       B7
They all write this, on the stone there where he lie-ii-ii- -ies // //
 
    E             E7               A               Am
The last suit you wear, won't need no pockets //// ////
E                 C#m                F#      B  B7
You can't take it with you, when you go //// // //
          E            E7         A             Am
When that hand full of dirt, goes back into the earth ////
     E                B    B7     E
What you'll be worth, only heaven knows //// ////
 
E    E7   A    Am   E    B  B7 C#m  A    E
//// //// //// //// //// // // //// //// ////
B  B7 E      A E
// // //// / / /

19151. The Last Surrender

The Last Surrender 

To the Lord's defenders at the last surrender
Granted passage to the other side
Where he shall cherish in his name those who've perished
And embrace with everlasting life

To each heart that is tendered at the last surrender
A home is promised with him to abide
Where he shall cherish in his name those who've perished
And embrace with everlasting life

There be redeemed to dwell in fear no more
Free the bondage of this lost world's strife
Knowing he shall cherish in his name those who've perished
And embrace with everlasting life

And there be redeemed to dwell in fear no more
Free the bondage of this lost world's strife
Knowing he shall cherish in his name those who've perished
And embrace with everlasting life

To the Lord's defenders at the last surrender
Granted passage to the other side



Where he shall cherish in his name those who've perished
And embrace with everlasting life

19152. The Last Thing I Needed

The Last Thing I Needed
Chris Stapleton

Last thing I needed was distraction
I just wanted numbers I could call
And I thought that was satisfaction
Last thing I needed was to fall
Last thing I needed was a woman
To make me feel the way you do
I didn't know that it was coming
Last thing I needed was you
You stand beside me through thick and thin
You're my beginning that has no end
You're my lover and my best friend
And you're the last thing I needed
I used to think I needed money
And you used to think I needed help
Well, looking back now ain't that funny
You know me better than myself
You stand beside me through thick and thin
You're my beginning that has no end
You're my lover and my best friend
And you're the last thing I needed
You're my forever 'til the end of time
Even on my bad days we're still doing fine
And I'm all yours and you're all mine
And you're the last thing I needed
You're the last thing I needed

19153. The Last Thing I Needed First Thing This Morning

The Last Thing I Needed First Thing This Morning

The postman delivered
A "past due" bill notice
The milk man came two hours late
The garbage man dumped
All his wares on the sidewalk
And the hinges fell off of the gate

And this morning at breakfast
I spilled all the coffee
And I opened the door on my knee
But the last thing I needed



The first thing this morning
Was to have you walk out on me

Last night you came home late
And I knew you'd been drinking
By that old mellow look on your face
I thought, "It don't matter
'Cause it's the holiday season"
And you fill such a big empty space

But then I laid down beside you
Cause I wanted your lovin'
Your love makes my life complete
But the last thing I needed
The first thing this morning
Was to have you walk out on me

So excuse me for lookin'
Like my world just ended
And excuse me for lookin'
Like I just lost my best friend
And excuse me for livin'
And being forgiving
So just go on if you want to be free

But the last thing I needed
The first thing this morning
Was to have you walk out on me

19154. The Last Thing On My Mind

The Last Thing On My Mind

It's a lesson too late for the learnin'
Made of sand, made of sand
In the wnk of an eye my soul is turning
In your hand, in your hand. 

   Are you going away with no word of farewell
   Will there be not a trace left behind?
   I could have loved you better, didn't mean to be unkind
   You know that was the last thing on my mind. 

 As we walk along my thoughts are tumbling
Round and round, round and round.
Underneath our feet a subway's rumbling
Underground, underground. 

 You've got reasons aplenty for going
This I know, this I know
For the weeds have been steadily growing
Please don't go, please don't go 



 As I lie in my bed in the morning
Without you, without you
Every song in my head dies a-borning
Without you, without you 

 (CH)

19155. The Last Time

The Last Time 
The Rarely Herd

Momma made my uniform,
Sewed a stripe on the shoulder
Papa wanted my company flag
Bring it back when it's over

Jenny came to say goodbye
And she said she would wait for me
On my stallion I sat high
Leaving Tennessee

This is the last time
I'll see Jenny
That's what the cottonwood
Keeps saying to me
'Cause the last time
You'll see Jenny
Will be the last time
You'll see Tennessee

I took her by the hand
It was last September
My Jenny made that day
One I would remember
I promised to return
Soon after victory
Down the road I waved goodbye
Joining Robert E. Lee

This is the last time
I'll see Jenny
That's what the cottonwood
Keeps saying to me
'Cause the last time
You'll see Jenny
Will be the last time
You'll see Tennessee

I held her close to me
As we lay by the river
And now I'm going to see
The baby I'll give her



Momma made my uniform
That I wore so gallantly
And Papa I'm sorry your flag
Is wrapped all around me

This is the last time
I'll see Jenny
That's what the cottonwood
Keeps saying to me
'Cause the last time
You'll see Jenny
Will be the last time
You'll see Tennessee

19156. The Last Time

Dwight Yoakam - The Last Time
(Mick Jagger, Keith Richards)

Well, I told you once and I told you twice
But you never listened to my advice
You don't try very hard to please me
With what you know it should come easy
Chorus:
Well this could be the last time
This could e the last time
Maybe the last time
I don't know oh, no
I'm sorry girl but I can't stay
Feelin' like I do today
It's too much pain and too much sorrow
Guess I'll feel the same tomorrow
Chorus:
Well this could be the last time
This could be the last time
Maybe the last time
I don't know oh no, oh no, oh no
Well this could be the last time
This could be the last time
Maybe the last time
I don't know oh no, oh no
Well, I told you once and I told you twice
That someone will have to pay the price
But here's a chance to change your mind
'Cause I'll be gone a long, long time
Chorus:
Well this could be the last time
This could be the last time
Maybe the last time
I don't know oh no, oh no, oh no, oh no
Well this could be the last time
This could be the last time
Maybe the last time



I don't know

19157. The Last Town I Painted - Chords

The Last Town I Painted
Written and recorded by George Jones

G                           D7
I came home the other night I'd been out on the town
                                             G
I searched all through the house she was not around
                                 G7                 C
I finally found her note it read this is goodbye to you
                           G             D7         G
And that's the last town I painted and I painted it blue
D7                                       G
Now that I have lost her I don't want to live
A7                         D7
Iè■´e done all the takin' I didn't want to give
G                                   G7                 C
Time has come it's plain to see the devil must pay his dues
                           G             D7         G
And that's the last town I painted and I painted it blue
                              D7
I still go to the tavern that I went to before
                                             G
I search for the fun I had it's not there anymore
                               G7                C
If I could have her back again I know I would be true
                      G         D7         G
Cause the last town I painted I painted it blue
D7                                G
Now blue is not my favorite color cause it makes me sad
A7                                  D7
When I asked for all these blues by usin' too much red
     G                    G7                  C
I've got a lotta troubles no one to tell them to
                      G         D7         G
Cause the last town I painted I painted it blue

19158. The Last Word In Lonesome Is Me - Chords

The Last Word In Lonesome Is Me
By Eddie Arnold

C X32010
G 320033
F 133211
Dm XX0231



C7 X32310

 C G
THE LAST WORD IN LONESOME IS ME
 F C
THE LAST WORD IN LONESOME IS ME
 F Dm
MY HEART IS AS LONELY AS A HEART CAN BE LONELY
 G C
THE LAST WORD IN LONESOME IS ME

 C G 
TOO BAD WHAT'S HAPPENED TO OUR GOOD LOVE,
 F C
TOO BAD WHAT'S HAPPENED TO OUR GOOD LOVE
 C7 F Dm
SOMETIMES OUR BEST ISN'T QUITE GOOD ENOUGH
 G C
AND THE LAST WORD IN LONESOME IS ME

 C G
THE LAST WORD IN LONESOME IS ME
 F C
THE LAST WORD IN LONESOME IS ME
 F Dm
MY HEART IS AS LONELY AS A HEART CAN BE LONELY
 G C
THE LAST WORD IN LONESOME IS ME

 F Dm
MY HEART IS AS LONELY AS A HEART CAN BE LONELY
 G C
THE LAST WORD IN LONESOME IS ME

19159. The Late Great Golden State

Dwight Yoakam - The Late Great Golden State

In the late great golden state
It's getting hard to negotiate
When you're one slip
From a grim fate
In the late great golden state
In the late great golden state
I don't do much
But I'm always late
I ain't old, I'm just out of date
In the late great golden state
I caught one last glimpse
Of a palomino
When I drove out west
To see the purple sage
Then as canyons burned



And the mountains crumbled
The last cowboy band
Left the stage
I ain't old, I'm just out of date
In the late great golden state
Solo
I caught one last glimpse
Of a palomino
When I drove out west
To see the purple sage
Then as the canyons burned
And the mountains crumbled
The last cowboy band
Left the stage
Yeah, the late great golden state
Is a nice place for a clean slate
But leave your expectations
At the gate
Of the late great golden state
Cause they can pack you up
And send you home in a crate
Stamped the late great
Golden state

19160. The Late John Garfield Blues

The Late John Garfield Blues
John Prine

Black faces pressed against the glass
Where rain has pressed it's weight
Wind blown scarves in top down cars
All share one western trait
Sadness leaks through tear-stained cheeks
From winos to dime-store Jews
Probably don't know they give me
These late John Garfield blues

Midnight fell on Franklin Street
And the lamppost bulbs were broke
For the life of me, I could not see
But I heard a brand new joke
Two men were standing upon a bridge
One jumped and screamed you lose
And just left the odd man holding
Those late John Garfield blues

An old man sleeps with his conscience at night
Young kids sleep with their dreams
While the mentally ill sit perfectly still
And live through life's in-betweens

I'm going away to the last resort



In week or two real soon
Where the fish don't bite but once a night
By the cold light of the moon
The horses scream- the nightmares dream
And the dead men all wear shoes
'Cause everybody's dancin'
Those late John Garfield blues

19161. The Late Love Of Mine - Chords

The Late Love Of Mine
P. Wagoner

CAPO I
INTRO: D
D G
The ceremony's beginning
D A7
For the late love of mine
 D G
But there's no one attending but me
 D A7 D
And the memories she left behind

BRIDGE:
 G D
I watched as her love for me
E A7
Died a little at a time
 G D G
She tried every way she could
 D A7 D
The late love of mine

CHORUS:
A7 D
How could I expect a good woman
 E A7
To love a slave to the wine
 G D G
I knew that some day I'd lose her
 D A7 D
The late love of mine

The strong drink is made for the weak ones
That won't stand by love that they find
And I'm trying to bury the memories
Of the late love of mine

CHORUS
G D A G A D
 The late love of mine



19162. The Laughing Song

The Laughing Song
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

There once was a boy who lived all alone by the sea
He was a charmer,' a' charmer of highest' degree
But he was lonely, and sometimes' there was no one to charm
So this clever boy had a way to charm himself, he meant no harm

He'd dance and sing and laugh and smile
And after a while he'd roll right on the ground
He'd sing his song all day long
It had no words, just this crazy sound

Called the laughin' song
(All day long!)
Called the laughin' song
(All day long!)
Called the laughin' song
All day long
The laughin' song
He laughed, he laughed, he laughed
Ha ha ha
He laughed, he laughed

There were days when this boy was so wound up
He practically laughed his head off
Dancin' and singin' and gigglin' and wigglin'
He got so silly he could hardly let off

On one such day a ship came by
And to its surprise heard the funny noise
The captain notices the gigglin' swimmer
And with a laugh cried "Look at the boys!"

While in the middle of a back stroke
The boy noted the ship, he laughed even more
And soon all the crew couldn't help themselves
They were rollin' on the floor

Called the laughin' song
(All day long!)
Called the laughin' song
(All day long!)
Called the laughin' song
He laughed all day long
And laughed, laughed laughed laughed laughed laughed
La la lala la lala lala
Ha ha ha
He he ho ho ho

The boy heard the crew say you're a secret charm



Come with us you'll be a star
So off he went, with the ship, back to his native land
Which wasn't far

While rehearsing his act he made the grandiose mistake
Of livin' with his long lost uncle
Would you blame him for wonderin'
About nephew who just couldn't
Seem to loose the chuckles

But his song went on and on and on
And that's about all he had to say
His uncles did not realize the wrong they did
When they had him put away

Called the laughin' song
(All day long!)
Called the laughin' song
(All day long!)
Called the laughin' song
He laughed he laughed he laughed
Ha ha ha...

19163. The Lawson Murder - Chords

The Lawson Murder 
Doc Watson & Merle Watson

[Intro]
G7  C
 
[Verse 1]
    C                G
Was on one Christmas evening
    G               C      C7
The snow lay on the ground
         F                 C
Near his home in North Carolina
        G7            C
In this murder he was found
 
[Verse 2]
    C                G
His name was Charlie Lawson
    G               C      C7
And he had a loving wife
          F               C
So, we'll never know what caused him
   G7                C
To take his family's life
 
[Verse 3]
     C                 G



They say he killed his wife at first
        G               C      C7
And the little ones did cry
         F               C
"Please, Papa, won't you spare our lives?
       G7            C
For it is so hard to die!"
 
[Verse 4]
         C                G
But, the raging man could not be stopped
   G                    C      C7
He would not heed their call
     F              C
Just kept on firing fatal shots
  G7                 C
Until he killed them all
 
 
[Instrumental]
C    G
G    C  C7
F     C
G7   C
 
[Verse 5]
    C                  G
And when this sad, sad news was heard
   G               C      C7
It was an awful surprise
       F                   C
He had killed six children and his wife
    G7                   C
And then he closed their eyes
 
[Verse 6]
    C                   G
And now, farewell, kind friends and home
     G              C       C7
I'll see you all no more
  F                 C
Into my breast I'll fire one shot
            G7               C
And then my troubles will be o'er
 
[Verse 7]
     C             G
They did not carry him to jail
   G              C      C7
No lawyers did he pay
            F                   C
But they'll have his trial in a-nother world
        G7             C
On the final Judgement Day



19164. The Least I Can Do - Chords

The Least I Can Do 
The David Wax Museum

Verse
G               Am              C                      G
I dont see my sisters too much, As if state lines were cattle guards
G               Am                C                         G
I dont see my parents that much, mamas health makes traveling hard
G               Am                 C                          G
I dont see my hometown that much, but I picture it frozen in time.
G               Am                 C                       G
Everyone has moved on in some way, as I have moved on in mind.
 
Chorus x 2
C              Bm           Em             G
Im not trying to get away, from anything, or anyone
C                              G
Im not trying to get away from you.
Bridge
Dm              C
At least thats what I tell myself
Cm             D
Its the least I can do.
 
G  Am C G x 2
G                                    Am                   
I dont listen to my old records that much, 
C                                     G
something different bout the way the sound
G                   Am                       C                    G
I dont swallow my pride too much, there isnt anything there to keep down
G          Am   C G
I dont think of you all that much, maybe once or twice each afternoon
G        Am                      C                  G
You see my heart is like a flower, once it opens it cant un-bloom
Chorus x2 again
C              Bm          Em                 G
Im not trying to get away, from anything, or anyone
C                              G
Im not trying to get away from you.
Bridge
Dm              C
At least thats what I tell myself
Cm                       D
Its the least I can do.
(This next part twice with a hold on  heart  on the second repeat and an Am finishing)
Am                        C                                 G
So much planted youd think something wouldve grown in your heart
Em       C            (Am)
In your heart in your heart
 



Chorus x 2 last time
C             Bm           Em                      G
Im not trying to get away, from anything, or anyone
C                              G
Im not trying to get away from you.
Am              C                                    G                      
So much planted youd think something wouldve grown in your heart
Em          C           Am
In your heart in your heart

19165. The Leather Winged Bat

The Duhks - The Leather Winged Bat 

"I" said the little brown and leather winged bat
"I'll tell you the reason that
The reason that I fly by night
Is because I've lost my heart's delight"

Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hey hey da-diddlee o

"I" said the red bird sitting on a fence
"I once loved a handsome wench
She got saucy and from me fled
And ever since my head's been red"

Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hey hey da-diddlee o

"I" said the blue bird as he flew
"I once loved a young gal too
She got saucy and wanted to go
So I got me a new string for my bow"

Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hey hey da-diddlee o

"I" said the robin as he flew
"When I was a young man I chose two
If one didn't love me, the other one would
don't you think my notion's good"

"Hoot" said the owl with a head so white
"A lonesome day and a lonesome night
Then I hear some pretty gal say
She'd court all night and sleep all day"



"Oh No!" said the turtle dove
"That's no way to gain his love
If you wanna gain your heart's delight
Keep him awake both day and night"

Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hey hey da-diddlee o

Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hey hey da-diddlee o

Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hey hey da-diddlee o

Hi-dee die-dee
Hi-dee die-dee
Hi-dee die-dee
Hi-dee die-dee
Hi-dee die-dee da-diddle o day
Hey hey da-diddlee o

19166. The Leaving Of Liverpool

The Leaving Of Liverpool
Traditional

Farewell to you my own true love
I am going far away
I am bound for California
And I know that I'll return some day.

Chorus:
So fare three well my own true love.
When I return united we will be.
It's not the leaving of Liverpool that grieves me,
But my darling when I think of thee.

I have shipped on a Yankee sailing ship.
"Davy Crockett" is her name
And Burgess is the Captain of her,
And they say that she's a floating hell.

Chorus

Oh, the sun is on the harbour love
And I wish I could remain



For I know it will be a long, long time
Before I see you again.

Chorus

19167. The Legend Of Bonnie and Clyde - Chords

The Legend Of Bonnie and Clyde
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard and Bonnie Owens

G                          D7    G
Bonnie was a waitress in a small cafe
                                  D7        G
Clyde Barrow was the rounder that took her away
                                  C            G
They both robbed and killed until both of them died
                      D7         G
So goes the Legend of Bonnie and Clyde
                                     D7        G
The poems that she wrote of the life that they led
                        D7       G
Told of the lawmen left dying or dead
                         C          G
Some say that Clyde made her life a shame
                               D7          G
But the legend made Bonnie the head of the game
                             D7           G
The rampage grew wilder with each passing day
                              D7         G
The odds growing smaller with each get a way
                                C           G
With the end growing closer the harder they fought
                                    D7           G
With blood on their hands they were bound to get caught
                                 D7            G
They drove back from town on one bright summer day
                                   D7         G
When a man they befriended stepped out in the way
                              C             G
With no thought of dying they pulled to the side
                                D7         G
But death lay there waiting for Bonnie and Clyde
                         D7         G
Two years or running was ended that day
                             D7          G
For robbing and killing they both had to pay
                              C              G
But we'll always remember how they lived and died
                      D7         G
So goes the Legend of Bonnie and Clyde



19168. The Legend Of The Johnson Boys

The Legend Of The Johnson Boys
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

Have you heard the many a story told by old and young with joy
Bout the many deeds a daring that was done by the johnson boys
That was done by the johnson boys
That was done by the johnson boys that was done by the johnson boys

The johnson boys were boys of honor they knew how the fortune made
They knew how to hug and kiss them oh but pretty girls don't be afraid
Oh but pretty girls don't be afraid oh but pretty girls don't be afraid

They were lads of skill and courage and their sights were very far
And they joined the country service in that awful civil war
In that awful civil war in that awful civil war
In that awful civil war in that awful civil war

They were scouts in rebels army and were known far and wide
When the yankees saw them comin' they throw down their guns and hide
They throw down their guns and hide they throw down their guns and hide
They throw down their guns and hide they throw down their guns and hide

19169. The Less That I Drink

The Less that I Drink
Charlie Sizemore

Two O'²clock in the mornin', three sheets in the wind
Lookin'² like something my old dog drug in
I fell up the steps, landed on the back porch

Snuck in the house and that squeaky screen door

She threw down her glasses and put down her book
Not in my life have I seen such a look
"Why'd you come in halk drunk?" I can answer that honey
It's all your fault, I ran out of money

I needed a fifty, she gave me two tens
Cut short my night on the town
I'²m beginning to think, the less that I drink
The more I don'²t want her around

From the couch that old kitchen, sounds like World War Three
She's fixin'² breakfast, I'm tryin'² to sleep
I'm lyin'² here thinkin', where'd I put that half pint?
I'²ll need it when she starts on me about lastnight



How when I went and drunk the grocery money again
Why can'²t I be like responsible men
She better be careful, or I know what I'll do
I still got ten dollars hid in my shoe

Right now I'²m too sober, to listen to her
But soon I'll be liquor store bound
I'²m beginning to think, the less that I drink
The more I don't want her around

I'²m beginning to think, the less that I drink
The more I don't want her around

19170. The Letter

The Letter
Box Tops - Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen

[Verse 1]
Gimme a ticket for an aeroplane
Ain't got time to take a fast train

[Refrain]
Lonely days are gone, I'm a-goin' home
My baby just wrote me a letter

[Verse 2]
I don't care how much money I gotta spend
Got to get back to my baby again

[Refrain]
Lonely days are gone, I'm a-goin' home
My baby just wrote me a letter

[Bridge]
Well, she wrote me a letter
Said she couldn't live without me no more
Listen mister, can't you see
I got to get back to my baby once more?
Any way, yeah

[Verse 1]
Gimme a ticket for an aeroplane
Ain't got time to take a fast train

[Refrain]
Lonely days are gone, I'm a-goin' home
My baby just wrote me a letter

[Bridge]
Well, she wrote me a letter
Said she couldn't live without me no more



Listen mister, can't you see
I got to get back to my baby once more?
Any way, yeah

[Verse 1]
Gimme a ticket for an aeroplane
Ain't got time to take a fast train

[Refrain]
Lonely days are gone, I'm a-goin' home
My baby just wrote me a letter
Because my baby just wrote me a letter

19171. The Letter

The Letter
The Incredible String Band
Writer/s: Mike Heron

Started rubbing my eyes
When I heard the birds talk
Hey mister sleep you're gonna
Have to take walk
But nothing has as much power to
Make me rise as the post man
Bringing a morning surprise

Here he comes
Here he comes
Too much I've got a letter
I'd better get out of bed
I said

Then I pulled the covers right
Up to my nose
I thought well the letter
Might be for Rose
Her mother she writes very regularly
Mister Postman have you got
A letter for me

Mr. Heron, yes I have yes I have
Too much I've got a letter
I said with some joy
It came from Maria, Chicago, Illinois

And I never have met her but she sounds sweet
Like a flower
Grown on a rubbish heap
She's got a lot of things around her
She's gotta work out
But she's gonna make it
And I have no doubt



Maria, the plane that brought your letter must have
Felt a little bit lighter
The air hostess must've felt brighter bringing your letter over the sea
And the pilot was your Orpheus
Singing a song for you
Maria I'm singing
Hear me singing I'll be your Orpheus too

By the time you hear this song your
Troubles will be gone
And you'll be left with what's shining
Through your letter you

By the time you hear this song your
Troubles will be gone
And you'll be left with what's shining
Through your letter you

19172. The Letter

The Letter

Your letter came to me this morning
I've read it o'er one hundred times
Each time the words come back to haunt me
And the burning tears along each line

You wrote, I love you and I need you
Without your love I just can't live
I'll do anything to please you
For I've got so much love to give

I relive each precious moment
As I read each tear stained line
I feel your gentle arms around me
Your warm sweet lips pressed close to mine

* Refrain

19173. The Letter Edged In Black

The Letter Edged In Black

I was standing by the window yesterday morning
Without a thought of worry or of care
When I saw the postman coming up the pathway
With such a happy look and jolly air



Oh, he rang the bell and whistled while he waited
And then he said, Good morning to you, Jack
But he little knew the sorrow that he brought me
When he handed me a letter edged in black

With trembling hand I took the letter from him
I broke the seal and this is what it said
Come home, my boy, your dear old father wants you
Come home, my boy, your dear old mother's dead

The last words that your mother ever uttered
Tell my boy I want him to come back
My eyes were blurred, my poor old heart is breaking
As I'm writing you this letter edged in black

I bow my head in sorrow and in silence
The sunshine of my life it all has fled
Since the postman brought that letter yesterday morning
Saying come home, my boy, your poor old mother's dead

Those angry words I wish I'd never spoken
You know I never meant them, don't you, Jack
May the angels bear me witness, I am asking
Your forgiveness in this letter edged in black

I could hear the postman whistling yesterday morning
Coming down the pathway with his pack
But he little know the sorrow that he brought me
When he handed me that letter edged in black

19174. The Letter I Never Mailed

The Letter I Never Mailed

I wrote you a letter sweetheart
I wrote you a letter in sorrow
It never go mailed that heart of mine faile
And it wrecked my hope tomorrow

In past days I've grown dear to love you
With the love we both need so bad
The good lord above made me fall in love
But I wish that he never had

* Refrain

I should have mailed you that letter
I still wish so bad that you knew
Maybe some day when tears got in the way
Then I'll break down and tell you

* Refrain



19175. The Letter That Never Came

The Letter That Never Came

Is there any mail for me was the question that he asked
Of the postman at the closing of the day
But he turned away and cried while the tears stood in his eyes
As he drooped his head and slowly walked away

Was it from a gray haired Mother or a Sister or a Brother
He waited all these many years in vain
Of't from early morning light he would wait till dark of night
For a letter but alas it never came

As he waited all these years joy mingled with his tears
His poor soul had fleeted out with the time
In his hand he held a note and those simple words he wrote
If your letter comes just place it by my side

19176. The Letters

Tom T Hall - The Letters
Composer: Tom T. Hall

One night in the West Virginia mountains
I got stranded in the deepening snow
I found a boardin' house and took a small room
No TV magazines or radio

I've stood and watched the snow fall past the window
And as a traveling man would sometimes do
I've picked up the Bible and looked through it
I found the stock of letters tied in blue

The letters had been left there by a young girl
There were ten and as I read the first
I found that they were from a boy in Detroit
Who'd send for her as soon as he got work

The first one mentioned her expected baby
The one and two and three were much the same
The fourth and fifth said that he might send to get her
The sixth and seventh offered her his name

The eighth and nineth were weeks apart in postmark
They were short and asked about her health
The tenth one with the tear stains on the pages
Said that he had married someone else



Next morning I felt guilty when I checked out
As the highway people cleared away the snow
I asked about the girl who used to live there
They said she passed away three weeks ago

Well I kept the letters but I never read them
Oh but somewhere up in Detroit there's a man
Who heard what happened down in West Virginia
And we're the only two who understand

19177. The Life Boat - Chords

The Life Boat 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

[Verse 1]
      G                           G7       C                G
We're floating down the stream of time, we have not long to stay
                                   A                 D
The stormy clouds of darkness will turn to brightest day
     G                   G7      C              G
Then let us all take courage for we're not left alone
                                D                 G
The life-boat soon is coming to gather the Jewels home
 
 
[Chorus]
                           G7      C                   G
Then cheer, my brothers cheer, our trials will soon be o'er
                                           A             D
Our loved ones we shall meet, shall meet upon the golden shore
      G                            G7          C                 G
We're pilgrims and we're strangers here, we're seeking a city to come
                                D                 G
The life-boat soon is coming to gather the Jewels home
 
 
[Verse 2]
                           G7      C                 G
Sometimes the devil tempts me, and says it is all in vain
                                    A              D
To try to live a Christian life and walk in Jesus' name
    G                       G7         C                  G
But then we hear the master say, "I'll lend you a helping hand"
                                   D                 G
"And if you'll only trust me, I'll guide you to that land"
 
 
[Verse 3]
                          G7          C              G
Now is the time to get on board while she is passing by
                                        A             D
But if you stand and wait too long, you shall forever die



    G                        G7      C                 G
The fare is paid for one and all, On board there is no fear
                                   D                  G
"Get ready," cries the Captain,"Oh look! She's almost here"
 
 
[Chorus]
                          G7      C                   G
Then cheer, my brother cheer, our trials will soon be o'er
                                          A              D
Our loved ones we shall meet, shall meet upon the golden shore
      G                            G7          C                 G
We're pilgrims and we're strangers here, we're seeking a city to come
                                D                 G    C G
The life-boat soon is coming to gather the Jewels home

19178. The Light - Chords

The Light
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Kieran Kane and Emmylou Harris

Am
I see the light I see the light at the end of the tunnel
                         G7
I see the light and it's burning bright
          Am
I see the light it's the light at the end that I run to
              G7         Am
And the light darlin' is you

                       G7
In the lonely heart of darkness 
       F        E7         Am
I have stumbled and I have strayed
                           G7
Always searchin' but never finding 
         F        Em          Am
A ray of sunlight to guide my way

repeat #1

                          G7
I have traveled down this highway 
        F         E7         Am
Of hope abandoned and broken dreams
                           G7
An unbeliever my faith was shaken 
           F      Em    Am
By all the sorrow I had seen

repeat #1 But I see light



19179. The Lighthouse - Chords

The Lighthouse
Recorded by the Gibson Brothers

C                                       F             C
There's a lighthouse on a hillside that overlooks the sea
                                     D7           G7
When I'm tossed it sends out a light that I might see
        C                                      F              C
But the light that shines in darkness now will safely lead us o'er
                                G7                  C
If it wasn't for the lighthouse my ship would be no more

                                     F              C
And I thank God for the lighthouse I owe my life to Him
                                D7                G7
For Jesus is the lighthouse and from the rocks of sin
       C                            F             C
He has shown a light around me that I can clearly see
                                        G7                    C
If it wasn't for the lighthouse tell me where would this ship be

                                   F                    C
Everybody that lives about us says tear that lighthouse down

The big ships don't sail this way anymore 
        D7                     G7
There's no use of it standing 'round
       C
And my mind goes back to the stormy night
     F            C
When just in time I saw the light

Yes the light from that old lighthouse
     G7                     C
That stands up there on the hill

Repeat #2 x2

19180. The Lighthouse's Tale

Nickel Creek - The Lighthouse's Tale

I am a lighthouse, worn by the weather and the waves. 
I keep my lamp lit, to warn the sailors on their way. 

I'll tell a story, paint you a picture from my past. 
I was so happy, but joy in this life seldom lasts. 



I had a keeper, he helped me warn the ships at sea. 
We had grown closer, 'till his joy meant everything to me. 

And he was to marry, a girl who shone with beauty and light. 
And they loved each other, and with me watched the sunsets into night. 

Chorus: 
And the waves crashing around me, the sand slips out to sea. 
And the winds that blow remind me, of what has been, and what can never be. 

She'd had to leave us, my keeper he prayed for a safe return. 
But when the night came, the weather to a raging storm had turned. 

He watched her ship fight, but in vain against the wild and terrible wave. 
In me so helpless, as dashed against the rock she met her end. 

Chorus 

Then on the next day, my keeper found her washed up on the SHORE. 
He kissed her cold face, that they'd be together soon he'd swore. 

I saw him crying, watched as he buried her in the sand. 
And then he climbed my tower, and off of the edge of me he ran. 

Chorus 

I am a lighthouse, worn by the weather and the waves. 
And though I am empty, I still warn the sailors on their way.

19181. The Lights Of Paris

Rodney Crowell - The Lights Of Paris

It was magnificent, a city like I'd never seen
The sense of history was deeper than I could dream
I walked down those tiny streets
And the big, beautiful boulevards
With every step, I thought of you
But I could not stop the pain in my heart
And even the lights of Paris can never shine as bright
As the fire in your hair of red
And the magic in your eyes
And I will never forget it
Still it's you I'm thinking of
Cause even the lights of Paris can't outshine your love
EverywherR a masterpiece
I could not see thRm all
I saw the Mona Lisa though
It's amazing, she's so small
I stood in a room full of Vincent Van Goghs
I could not tear myself away
Struck by light and color



Pure genius on display
And even the art of Paris
Somewhere has to have a price
Unlike the fire in your hair of red
And the passion in your eyes
And though I'll never forget it
It's still you I'm dreaming of
Cause even the lights of Paris
Can't outshine your love
Even the lights of Paris can never shine as bright
As the fire in your hair of red
And the passion in your eyes
And if I could stay there forever
It would never be enough
Cause even the lights of Paris can't outshine your love
No, even the lights of Paris can't outshine your love

19182. The Likes Of Me

Marty Stuart - The likes of me
Jason Carter

Baby I bet your ears have been burnin'
'Cause the fence post gossip wheels have been turnin'
They're sayin' you gave your love and got taken
And once again, your heart is breakin'
You're thinking lonely's your destiny
But you ain't ever been loved by the likes of me
I'd like to be at your beckon call
I'd like to stay around for the long haul
Startin' tonight, I'd like to make sweet memories
You ain't ever been loved by the likes of me

If you need a helping hand to start over
Baby I can give you more than a shoulder
You say you're havin' trouble believin'
That I won't be lovin' and leavin'
I say you've been hurtin' needlessly
It's high time you were loved by the likes of me

I'd like to be at your beckon call
I'd like to stay around for the long haul
Startin' tonight, I'd like to make sweet memories
You ain't ever been loved by the likes of me

I'd like to be at your beckon call
I'd like to stay around for the long haul
Startin' tonight, I'd like to make sweet memories
You ain't ever been loved by the likes of me
I said you ain't ever been loved by the likes of me
No, you ain't ever been loved by the likes of me



19183. The Likes Of You

The Likes Of You

I've seen the sky blood red at sunset
I've seen the mountains they're shining with dew
I've seen the trees in autumn splendor
I've seen it all but I've never seen the likes of you

I've never touched a hand so gentle
I can't imagine eyes of deeper hue
I've never seen a smile so mellow
I've seen beauty in my time but I've never seen the likes of you

I've seen the sands of the burning desert
I've seen the river flowing peaceful and blue
I've seen the rocks of the wind swept canyon
I've seen it all but I've never seen the likes of you

* Refrain

19184. The Line In Between

Dave Evans 
The Line In Between

There's a line in between 2 dates on a stone.
It's the time we have spent in this old world.
Surrender your soul with a record so clean
All the Master will judge from that line in between.

Oh Mother she lived her life everyday
Unbelieving in God in her own special way
Left nothing behind unloved or unclean
Just her own little marks with the line in between.

CHORUS
Oh the line in between is all we have left

From the time that we are born well will answer til death.
Be assured my friend we all will redeem
Our own special marks with the line in between.

Oh the line in between on these stones I have read
for each one is a soul now apart from the dead.
Someday they'll arise to meet the Master again.
Till that beautiful life with the line in between

I believe I was born to deliver this song



So if I should go first oh will you carry on?
I'll leave nothing behind if you know what I mean.
Just a message for all from this line in between.

Repeat chorus/ Repeat last line twice

19185. The Little Beggar Girl

Richard Thompson - The Little Beggar Girl

I'm just a little beggar girl and Sally is my name
You can call me a skiver and I'll call you the same
You can show me you're sorry if you think it's a shame
That I'm only a poor little beggar girl
Yes I'm only a poor little beggar girl
You can show me you're sorry if you think it's a shame
That I'm only a poor little beggar girl
I'll dance with my peg leg a-wiggling at the knee
I'll play on the accordion my father gave to me
For it's well worth it all to please a gent such as thee
For I'm only a poor little beggar girl
Yes I'm only a poor little beggar girl
And it's well worth it all to please a gent such as thee
For I'm only a poor little beggar girl
I've been down to London, I've been up to Crewe
I travel far and wide to do the work that I do
'Cause I love taking money off a snob like you
For I'm only a poor little beggar girl
Yes I'm only a poor little beggar girl
And I love taking money off a snob like you
For I'm only a poor little beggar girl
Oh the poor they will be rich and the rich they will be poor
That's according to Saul when he wrote down the law
And I'd much rather be rich after than before
For I'm only a poor little beggar girl
Yes I'm only a poor little beggar girl
And I'd much rather be rich after than before
For I'm only a poor little beggar girl
If the words of my song do your conscience alarm
Just remember generosity is like a lucky charm
If you give me your money, it'll do you no harm
For I'm only a poor little beggar girl
Yes I'm only a poor little beggar girl
If you give me your money, it'll do you no harm
For I'm only a poor little beggar girl

19186. The Little Beggarman



The Little Beggarman
Traditional

I am a little beggarman and begging I have been
For three score or more in this little isle of green
I'm known from the Liffey down to Segue
And I'm known by the name of old Johnny Dhu
Of all the trade's that's going, sure begging is the best
For when a man is tired, he can sit down and rest
He can beg for his dinner, he has nothing else to do
Only cut around the corner with his old rig-a-doo

I slept in the barn, down at Caurabawn
A wet night came on and I slept 'till the dawn
With holes in the roof and the rain coming through
And the rats and the cats, they were playing peek-a-boo
When who did I waken but the woman of the house
With her white spotty apron and her calico blouse
She began to frighten and I said "boo
Aarah, don't be afraid mam it's only Johnny Dhu"

I met a little flaxy-haired girl one day
"Good morning little flaxy-haired girl" I did say
"Good morning little beggarman, a how do you do
With your rags and you tags and you old rig-a-doo"
I'll buy a pair of leggings, a collar and a tie
And a nice young lady I'll fetch by and by
I'll buy a pair of goggles and I'll colour them blue
And an old fashioned lady I will make her too

Over the road with my pack on my back
Over the fields with my great heavy sack
With holes in my shoes and my toes peeping through
Singing skinny-me-rink a doodle o and old Johnny Dhu
I must be going to bed for it's getting late at night
The fire's all raked and out goes the light
So now you've heard the story of my old rig-a-doo
It's good-bye and God be with you says old Johnny Dhu

19187. The Little Black Train

The Carter Family - The Little Black Train

CHORUS
There's a little black train a coming
Set your business right
There's a little black train a coming
And it may be here tonight
Go tell that ballroom lady
All dressed in the worldly pride
That death's dark train is coming
Prepare to take a ride
God sent to Hezikah
A message from on high



You better set your house in order
For you must surely die
He turned to the wall in weeping
We see him here in tears
He got his business fixed all right
God spared him fifteen years

CHORUS
We see that train with engine
And one small baggage car
Your idle thoughts and wicked deeds
Will stop at the judgement bar

CHORUS
That poor young man in darkness
Cared not for the gospel light
Till suddenly he heard the whistle blow
On the little black train, and sighed
"Have mercy on me, Lord
Please come and set me right."
Before he got his business fixed
The train rolled in that night
Chorus

19188. The Little Drummer Boy

The Little Drummer Boy
Dan Crary
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Come, they told me pa-rum pum pum pum
Our newborn King to see, pa-rum pum pum pum
Our finest gifts we bring pa-rum pum pum pum
To lay before the King pa-rum pum pum pum
Rum pum pum pum. rum pum pum pum
So to honor Him pa-rum pum pum pum
When we come

Little Baby pa-rum pum pum pum
I am a poor boy too, pa-rum pum pum pum
I have no gift to bring pa-rum pum pum pum
That's fit to give our King pa- rum pum pum pum
Rum pum pum pum, rum pum pum pum
Shall I play for you, pa-rum pum pum pum
on my drum?

Mary nodded pa-rum pum pum pum
The Ox and Lamb kept time pa-rum pum pum pum
I played my drum for Him pa-rum pum pum pum
I played my best for Him pa -rum pum pum pum
Rum pum pum pum, rum pum pum pum
Then He smiled at me pa-rum pum pum pum
Me and my drum



19189. The Little Girl

Alison Krauss - The Little Girl

Her parents never took the young girl to church
Never spoke of his name never read her his word
Two non believers walking lost in this world
Took their baby with them what a sad little girl
Her daddy drank all day and mommy did drugs
Never wanted to play or give kisses and hugs
She'd watched the TV and sit there on the couch
While her mom fell asleep and her daddy went out
And the drinking and the fighting
Just got worse every night
Behind their couch she'd be hiding
Oh what a sad little life

And like it always does the bad just got worse
With every slap and every curse
Until her daddy in a drunk rage one night
Used a gun on her mom and then took his life
And some people from the city took the girl far away
To a new Mom and a new Dad
Kisses and hugs every day!

Her first day at Sunday school
The teacher walked in
And a small little girl stared at a picture of him
She said I know that man
There on that cross I don't know his name
But I know he got off
'Cause he was there in my old house
Held me close to his side
As I hid there behind our couch the night my parents died

19190. The Little Girl And The Dreadful Snake

The Little Girl And The Dreadful Snake
Bill Monroe

Our darling wandered far away
While she was out at play
Lost in the woods she couldn't hear a sound
She was our darling girl
The sweetest thing in the world
We searched for her but she couldn't be found

I heard the screams of our little girl far away
Hurry daddy there's an awful dreadful snake 



I ran as fast as I could though the dark and dreary woods
But I reached our darling girl too late

Oh, I began to sigh, I knew that soon she'd havce to die
For the snake was warning me close by
I held her close to my face she said Daddy kill that snake
It's getting dark tell Mommy goodbye

* Refrain

To all parents I must say don't let your children stray away
They need your love to fuide them along
Oh, God, I pray we'll see our darling someday
It seems we still can hear her voice around our home

* Refrain

19191. The Little Green Flower With The Yellow On Top

Tom T Hall - The Little Green Flower With The Yellow On Top

The little green flower with the yellow on top
You told me the name but I soon forgot
I know roses and forget-me-nots what's that little green flower with the yellow on top
We got married in a little white church I had a big red rose on my shirt
You had some flowers but you gave them away
And the little green flower was bloomin' that day
It's that little green flower...

Remember the night that I came home drunk
Stopped in the driveway got you a bunch
You got mad said they shouldn't be picked
They were there next morning when I woke up sick

It's that little green flower...
It's been a long time since I gave you that ring
You often said I didn't know a bloomin' thing
But happy anniversary and look what I got
Some little green flowers with the yellow on top

19192. The Little Green Flower With The Yellow On Top - Chords

The Little Green Flower With The Yellow On Top 
Tom T Hall

C                                F
The little green flower with the yellow on top
     G7                           C
You told me the name but I soon forgot



                     F
I know roses and forget-me-nots
             G7                                    C
What's that little green flower with the yellow on top

                      F
We got married in a little white church
  G7                        C
I had a big red rose on my shirt
                              F
You had some flowers but you gave them away
        G7                                    C
And the little green flower was bloomin' that day

It's that little green flower...

Remember the night that I came home drunk
Stopped in the driveway got you a bunch
You got mad said they shouldn't be picked
They were there next morning when I woke up sick

It's that little green flower.

C                             F
It's been a long time since I gave you that ring
      G7                                 C
You often said I didn't know a bloomin' thing
                           F
But happy anniversary and look what I got
      G7                                     C
Some little green flowers with the yellow on top

19193. The Little Lady Preacher

Tom T Hall - The Little Lady Preacher
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Oh the little lady preacher from the Limestone Church
I'll never forget her I guess
She preached each Sunday morning on the local radio
With a big black Bible and a snow white dress

She was nineteen years of age and was developed to the fault
But I will admit she knew the Bible well
A little white lace hankie marked the text that she would use
She breathed into that microphone and sent us all to Hell

She had a guitar picker by the name of Luther Short
A hairy legged soul lost out in sin
She would turn and smile at Luther when the program would commence
With a voice as sweet as angels' she would break out in a hymn

I was pickin' for her too with what we called the doghouse bass



I clung to every word that passed her lips
She was down on booze and cigarettes and high on days to come
And she'd punctuate the prophecy with movements of her hips

The Lord knows how I loved her he was there each time she preached
But old Luther took her home each Sunday morn
Looking back I still recall the way it hurt my tender pride
I longed to be a hero but they're made not born

Sometimes old Luther showed up at the studio half tight
And smoking was a thing he liked to do
She never said a word to him but said a prayer for me
I told her in a way that I've been praying for her too

One Sunday her old man showed up and said that she was gone
Said she and brother Luther had a call
I can see me standin' in that studio that day
I had to face the heartbreak unemployment and all

I don't know where they are cause I ain't seen them people since
Lord if I judge 'em let me give 'em lots of room
I know Luther Short and he's a hard old boy to change
And I've often sat and wondered who it was converted whom

19194. The Little Lady Preacher - Chords

The Little Lady Preacher
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                                    F         C
Oh the little lady preacher from the Limestone Church
                        G7
I'll never forget her I guess
    C                               F            C
She preached each Sunday morning on the local radio
                           G7           C
With a big black Bible and a snow white dress
        F                             C
She was nineteen years of age and was developed to a fault
                                    G7
But I will admit she knew the Bible well
  F                                   C
A little white lace hankie marked the text that she would use
                                       G7             C
She'd breathe into that microphone and send us all to hell
                               F              C
She had a guitar picker by the name of Luther Short
                                G7
A hairy legged soul lost out in sin
          C                                 F             C
She would turn and smile at Luther when the program would commence
                                           G7             C
With a voice as sweet as angels' she would break out in a hymn



      F                                C
I was picking for her too with what we called the doghouse bass
                                      G7
I clung to every word that passed her lips
    F                                    C
She was down on booze and cigarettes and high on days to come
                                      G7               C
And she'd punctuate the prophecy with movements of her hips
                                      F                   C
The Lord knows how I loved her he was there each time she preached
                                         G7
But old Luther took her home each Sunday morn
        C                              F              C
Looking back I still recall the way it hurt my tender pride
                                  G7       C
I longed to be a hero but they're made not born
    F                                 C
Sometimes old Luther showed up at the studio half tight
                                    G7
And smoking was a thing he liked to do
    F                            C
She never said a word to him but said a prayer for me
                                   G7              C
I told her in a way that I've been praying for her too
                                     F                 C
One Sunday her old man showed up and said that she was gone
                                  G7
Said she and brother Luther had a call
  C                           F           C
I can see me standing in that studio that day
                                 G7           C
I had to face the heartbreak unemployment and all
  F                                 C
I don't know where they are cause I ain't seen them people since
                                            G7
Lord if I judge 'em let me give 'em lots of room
  F                            C
I know Luther Short and he's a hard old boy to change
                                       G7            C
And I've often sat and wondered who it was converted whom

19195. The Little Mountain Church House

The Little Mountain Church House
Carl Jackson & Jim Rushing
Doyle Lawson

Vs.1
There's a little mountain church in my thoughts of yesterday
Where friends and family gathered for the Lord
There an old fashioned preacher, taught the straight and narrow way
For what reforms the congregation could afford.



Vs.2
Dressed in all our sunday-best, we sat on pews of solid oak
And I remember how our voices filled the air
How mama sounded like an angel on those high soprano notes
And when the roll is call yonder, I'll be there.

Ch.
Looking back now that little mountain church house
Has become my life's cornerstone
It was there in the little mountain church house
I first heard the word I based my life upon.

Vs.3
At the all day sunday singings and dinner on the ground
Many were the souls that were revived
While the brothers and the sisters who'd gone on to glory land
slept in peace in the maple grove near by.

Ch.

Ch.

As played by: Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

19196. The Little Old Church By The Road

The Little Old Church By The Road
Ralph Stanley

Often times in my memories I wandered again
To the little old church by the road
I can see the dear people and hear them so plain
Singing songs of that blessed abode
I can hear my dear mother as she fervently prayed
Blessed Jesus help me carry my load
she was never downhearted and never dismayed
In the little old church by the road

There my mother was praying and the preacher was saying
Sinner come and repent your sins
There the [evil was routed?] and  the sisters were singing
And brethren saying amen
It was there I met Jesus and gave Him my life
It was there He took the weight off my load
And He freely removed all my sorrow and strife
In the little old church by the road

I remember the preacHer so gentle and brave
As He told how the Father above
Gave His only son Jesus all the lost ones to save
Such wonderful wonderful love
I will always remember how He spoke when He said
Come to Jesus He will lighten your load



And so often He told of the life giving bread
In the little old church by the road

I can never forget all those lovely old songs
That the people so joyfully sang
How they told the Lord message to the people gone wrong
And the echos so joyfully rang
I will always remember when I truly believed
Jesus freely took the weight off my load
And the joy of salvation I truly recieved
In the little old church by the road

19197. The Little Paper Boy - Chords

The Little Paper Boy
Joe Val & The New England Bluegrass Boys
Writer/s: JACK ANGLIN, JOHNNIE R. WRIGHT

(C)Out on the corner (G7)standin' so bold
Stood a little paper boy so hungry and (C)cold
And as the crowd came (G7)passin' by
These words he said with tears in his (C)eyes

"Please buy a (G7)paper from me
So I can get me somethin' to (C)eat
My clothes are ragged, no (G7)shoes on my feet"
Said the little paper boy, there on the (C)street

"Out in this cold wide (G7)world all alone
I have no place on this earth to call (C)home
I haven't had the chance that (G7)other kids had
I have no mother, nor even a (C)dad

So please buy a (G7)paper from me
So I can get me somethin' to (C)eat
My clothes are ragged, no (G7)shoes on my feet "
Said the little paper boy, there on the (C)street

Early next mornin' as the (G7)crowd passed by
The little boy was gone and they wondered (C)why
They started searchin' and (G7)then found him dead
He died with the papers under his (C)head

No one was there his (G7)body to claim
There he was lying but he felt no (C)pain
Now he has gone up to (G7)Heaven we know
The little paper boy who died in the (C)snow

--"There ya have it friends"



19198. The Little Things

Dolly Parton - The Little Things 
(Dolly Parton)

You never send me flowers
Or ever buy me candy
You never bring me pretty things
When you come to see me
And you forgot my birthday
Oh I wish you could see
How I miss
The little things
That you don't do for me
You never say that I look nice
Or that you're proud of me
You overlook
The little things
That you should see
These little things are big enough to hurt
But too small to make me want to leave
But I do miss
The little things
That you don't do for me
Now how can I miss flowers
That never reach my door
How can I taste candy
That's still at the candy store
These little things mean a lot to me
To you they may be silly
But I do miss
The little things
That you don't do for me
Yes I miss
The little things
That you don't do for me

19199. The Load-Out (Stay)

The Load-Out (Stay)
Jackson Browne

Now the seats are all empty
Let the roadies take the stage
Pack it up and tear it down
They're the first to come and last to leave
Working for that minimum wage
They'll set it up in another town
Tonight the people were so fine
They waited there in line
And when they got up on their feet they made the show
And that was sweet--
But I can hear the sound



Of slamming doors and folding chairs
And that's a sound they'll never know

Now roll them cases out and lift them amps
Haul them trusses down and get'em up them ramps
'Cause when it comes to moving me
You guys are the champs
But when that last guitar's been packed away
You know that I still want to play
So just make sure you got it all set to go
Before you come for my piano

But the band's on the bus
And they're waiting to go
We've got to drive all night and do a show in Chicago
or Detroit, I don't know
We do so many shows in a row
And these towns all look the same
We just pass the time in our hotel rooms
And wander 'round backstage
Till those lights come up and we hear that crowd
And we remember why we came

Now we got country and western on the bus
R and B, we got disco in eight tracks and cassettes in stereo
We've got rural scenes & magazines
We've got truckers on the CB
We've got Richard Pryor on the video
We got time to think of the ones we love
While the miles roll away
But the only time that seems too short
Is the time that we get to play

People you've got the power over what we do
You can sit there and wait
Or you can pull us through
Come along, sing the song
You know you can't go wrong
'Cause when that morning sun comes beating down
You're going to wake up in your town
But we'll be scheduled to appear
A thousand miles away from here

Stay

Jackson Browne

People, stay just a little bit longer
We want to play--just a little bit longer
Now the promoter don't mind
And the union don't mind
If we take a little time
And we leave it all behind and sing
One more song--

Oh won't you stay just a little bit longer
Please, please, please say you will



Say you will

Oh won't you stay just a little bit longer
Oh please, please stay just a little bit more

Now the promoter don't mind
And the roadies don't mind
If we take a little time
And we leave it all behind and sing
One more song

19200. The Loco-Motion

The Loco-Motion 

Everybody's doing a brand-new dance, now
(Come on baby, do the Loco-motion)
I know you'll get to like it if you give it a chance now
(Come on baby, do the Loco-motion)
My little baby sister can do it with me
It's easier than learning your A-B-C
So come on, come on, do the Loco-motion with me
You gotta swing your hips, now

Come on, baby
Jump up
Jump back
Well, now, I think you've got the knack
Wow, wow

Now that you can do it, let's make a chain, now
(Come on baby, do the Loco-motion)
A chug-a chug-a motion like a railroad train, now
(Come on baby, do the Loco-motion)
Do it nice and easy, now, don't lose control
A little bit of rhythm and a lot of soul

Come on, come on
Do the Loco-motion with me
Ye-ye-ye-yeah

Move around the floor in a Loco-motion
(Come on baby, do the Loco-motion)
Do it holding hands if you get the notion
(Come on baby, do the Loco-motion)

There's never been a dance that's so easy to do
It even makes you happy when you're feeling blue
So come on, come on, do the Loco-motion with me

(Come one)
You gotta swing your hips, now
(Come one)



That's right (do the Loco-motion)
You're doing fine!
(Come one, do the Loco-motion)
Come on, babe
(Come one, do the Loco-motion)
Hm-hm-hm, jump up
(Come one)
Jump back (do the Loco-motion)
You're looking good
(Come one, do the Loco-motion)
Hm-hm-hm, jump up
(Come one)
Jump back (do the Loco-motion)

19201. The Lone Green Valley

The Lone Green Valley

Way down in a lone green valley
Down where the roses bloom and fade
There was a jealous lover
In love with a beautiful maid

One night the moon shone brightly
The stars were shining too
And to this maiden's cottage
The jealous lover drew

Come love and we will wander
Where the woods are gay
While strolling we will ponder
Upon our wedding day

So on and on they wandered
The night bird sang above
The jealous lover grew angry
With the beautiful girl he loved

Down on her knees before him
She pleaded for her life
But deep into her bossom
He plunged the fatal knife

Oh Willie won't you tell me
Why have you taken my life
You know I've always loved you
And wanted to be your wife

I never have deceived you
But with my dying breath
I will forgive you Willie
And close my eyes in death



19202. The Loneliest Girl In The Crowd

Tom T Hall - The Loneliest Girl In The Crowd

[Verse 1:]
The loneliest girl in the world has a window
She watches herself in the clouds and the stars
But when she grows up she will never be lonely again
The loneliest girl in the world is falling
She's dreaming a life with the boy next door

[Chorus:]
He promises her she will never be lonely again
She tries so hard to believe it
It's too soon to understand
Where we leave the beginning is where we'll end up in the end

[Verse 2:]
The loneliest girl keeps her records playing
She fills up her house and her days and her mind

[Chorus:]
She'll tell you she knows how to never be lonely again
She tries so hard to believe it
It's too soon to understand
Where we leave the beginning is where we'll end up in the end

[Outro:]
The loneliest girl in the world has a window
She watches herself sees her life passing by
She's traveled this far only to be lonely again
She tried so hard to believe it
It's too late to understand
Where we leave the beginning is where we'll end up in the end[x2]

19203. The Loneliest Girl In The Crowd - Chords

The Loneliest Girl In The Crowd
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G                   Em        G           C     Am
She's got to be the loneliest girl in the crowd
D7                                        G               D7
How can she look so sad when the music is playin' so loud
G                      Em             G             C     Am
Maybe she's waitin' on someone who'll make her feel proud
D7                                        G    G7
She's got to be the loneliest girl in the crowd
  C                                      G                   C G



I took a chance and I asked her to dance but she put me down
A7                                                  D7
While I was a lookin' for a big ole smile I found a big ole frown
G                    Em             G       C       Am
So loving looking so calm and she's so well endowed
D7                                        G     D7
She's got to be the loneliest girl in the crowd
G                 Em           G             C     Am
Somebody hurt her I don't understand it's so wrong
D7                                             G          D7
Why is she here she's mixing her tears with my happy song
    G                       Em        G               C     Am
She looks like an angel who just came down out of the clouds
    D7                                        G
But she's got to be the loneliest girl in the crowd

repeat #2,1

19204. The Lonely Know My Secret - Chords

The Lonely Know My Secret
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Earl Montgomery

G                           D7
There's a secret behind the smile you see
                         C       G
For this smile is just a part of me
                      C
But I know some can't see the signs
     A7               D7
That show I'm hurtin' all the time
        C      D7      G           D7                G
And the lonely know my secret they know you're on my mind
                            D7
There's a secret behind the lies you tell
                        C      G
For inside is where the sorrow lies
                          C
Cause I'm living like the lonely do
    A7                   D7
For they've lost someone they love too
        C      D7      G           D7             G
And the lonely know my secret they know what I go through
Repeat #1
        C      D7      G           D7                G
Yes the lonely know my secret they know I still love you



19205. The Lonely Man - Chords

Tennessie Ernie Ford - The Lonely Man

The [B] World looks empty to a lonely man as he rides an endless [Es] trail
The [cm] sun sets gold the [F] stars unfold but the [cm] heart is cold [F] in a lonely [B] man

If he wants someone to [Es] talk with the [B] moon is every [Es] where
If [cm] he [F] wants someone to[B] walk with his [cm] shadows always [F]
there

The [B] World looks hopeless to a lonely man as he drifts from place to [Es]
place
The [cm] sky grows dim the [F] hills look grim while a[cm]cross the rim [F]
rides a lonely [B] man

Wheres he [Es] goin`? Wheres he [B] goin`?
No-ones [cm] knowing [F] but the lonely [B] man

19206. The Lonely Willow Tree

The Lonely Willow Tree
Traditional

There was a youth, a cruel youth
Who lived beside the sea,
Six little maidens he drownded there
By a lonely willow tree.

As he walked forth with Sally Brown,
As he walked by the sea;
An evil thought then came to him
By that lonely willow tree.

"Take off your gown, your golden gown.
Take off your gown," said he,
For though I am going to murder you
I would not spoil your finery."

"Then turn around, you false young man.
"Turn around," said she,
"For it is not meet that a youth
A naked woman should see."

He turned around, that false young man
'Round about turned he.
And seizing him boldly in both of her arms,
She tossed him into the sea.

"Lie there, lie there, you false young man
Lie there, lie there," said she
"Six little maidens you've drownded here
Go keep them company."



He sank beneath the icy waves,
He sank down into the sea.
No living thing there wept for him, save
That lonely willow tree.

19207. The Lonely Years Belong To Me

The Lonely Years Belong To Me

I walked one evening in the moonlight
I walked one evening in the moonlight
Underneath that Summer sky
I heard a voice so soft and tender
A neighbor girl sat by my side

   I've loved you darlin' for so long now
   I've watched and waited all these years
   They say tomorrow you'll be married
   How can I face these lonely years

So long ago I still remember
The words she said I can't forget
I told her that I loved another
She bowed her head and slowly left

   They buried her down in the churchyard
   At last her lonely heart is free
   The one I loved soon met another
   The lonely years belong to me

I walked again out in the moonlight
Underneath that Summer sky
I heard no voice so soft and tender
There was no one by my side

19208. The Lonesome Road

The Lonesome Road
Boswell Sisters

Look down, look down that lonesome road
Before you travel on.

Look down, look down that lonesome road
Before you travel on.
Look up, look up and greet your maker,
For Gabriel blows his horn.



Weary, totin' such a load,
Travelin' down that lonesome road,
Look down, look down that lonesome road
Before you travel on.

Weary totin', it's such a load,
Whike I'm travelin' down, travelin' down that lonesome old road,
Look down, look down that lonesome road
Before you travel on.

19209. The Long Black Veil

The Long Black Veil
Robert Earl Keen - Long Black Veil
Bill Monroe

[Verse 1]
Ten years ago, on a cold, dark night
There was someone killed neath the town hall light
There were few at the scene, but they all agreed
That the man who ran looked a lot like me

The judge said Son, what is your alibi
If you were somewhere else, then you don't have to die
I spoke not a word thought it meant my life
I was in the arms of my best friend's wife

[Chorus]
She walks these hills in a long black veil
She visits my grave while the night winds wail
Nobody knows, nobody sees
Nobody knows but me

[Verse 2]
The scaffold was high and eternity near
She stood in the crowd and shed not a tear
But sometimes at night when the cold winds moan
In a long black veil she cries over my bones

[Chorus 2]
She walks these hills in a long black veil
She visits my grave while the night winds wail
Nobody knows, nobody sees
Nobody knows but me
Nobody knows, nobody sees
Nobody knows but me

19210. The Long Game



The Long Game
Della Mae

[Verse 1]
It don't make much sense at first glance
I'm nine years into a five year plan
I look around and all I see
Is how far I am from where I wanna be

[Verse 2]
Someone remind me again what I do this for
Ain't in it for my health, that's for damn sure
I know there's no guarantees
The thing worth doing never comes easy

[Chorus]
I'm only trying to play the long game
I'm only making my way through the pain
Up where the sun shines over the rain

[Verse 3]
I knew we had something when we first met
We've come so far but we're not there yet
When it feels like we're losing ground
We keep pushing 'cause we can't stop now

[Chorus]
I'm only trying to play the long game
I'm only making my way through the pain
Up where the sun shines over the rain

[Bridge]
I've got my eyes fixed on that horizon of light
I keep telling myself it's just a matter of time

[Chorus]
I'm only trying to play the long game
I'm only making my way through the pain
Up where the sun shines over the rain

[Chorus]
Oh, I'm only trying to play the long game
I'm only making my way through the pain
Up where the sun shines over the rain

19211. The Long Hard Road (The Sharecropper's Dream)

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - The Long Hard Road (The Sharecropper's Dream)

Way back in my memory there's a scene that I recall
Of a little run-down cabin in the woods
Where my dad never promised that our blue moon would turn gold
But he laid awake nights wishin' that it would.



When the world was on our radio, hard work was on our minds.
We lived our day-to-day in plain dirt fashion,
With ol' overalls and cotton balls all strapped across your back
Man, it's hard to make believe there ain't nothing wrong.

But momma kept the Bible read and daddy kept our family fed,
And somewhere in between I must have grown
Cause someday I was dreamin' that a song that I was singin'
Takes me down the road to where I want to go.

Now I know, it's a long hard road

Sometimes I remember when I stay up late at night,
When the sun-up came, we got up and went
In the shadows of a working' day, our moonlight hours spent
Singin' songs along with Gramma's radio.

Now I'm beatin' down a ol' blacktop road, sleepin' in a sack,
Livin' in my memories all in vain
'Cause those city lights ain't all that bright, compared to what its like
To see lightning bugs go dancin' in the rain.

Momma played the guitar then, and daddy made the saw blade bend,
And raindrops played the tin roof like a drum.
But I just kept on dreamin' that a song that I was singin'
Takes me down the road to where my name is known.

Now I'm gone, and its a long hard road
Yes, I know, Its a long hard road.

19212. The Long Haul

The long haul
Rising Appalachia

I'm leaving your ass dear, behind me
Thanks for the long haul
Thanks for it all

But I'm putting this heartbreak beside me
It's played its role
It's taken its toll

And I'm taking myself on vacation
Away from your eyes
Give me back what is mine

I'm done with this sad song we're singing
Bury it deep, beneath the Mississippi

Thanks for all the things you never said, dear
For avoiding surrender
For playing it safe



For putting me back in the ocean
With all the fish in the sea, I'm sure there's plenty for me

Bring me a shovel when you're ready
To clean up the mess and close the lesson
Dig deep, our bounty where we left it
Six inches deep, beneath the Mississippi

So I'm leaving your ass dear, behind me
Thanks for the long haul
Thanks for it all

I'm putting this heartbreak beside me
It's played its role
It's taken its toll

And I'm taking myself on vacation
Away from your eyes
Give me back what is mine

I'm done with the sad song I'm singing
Buried it deep, beneath the Mississippi

19213. The Long Journey Home

Rodney Crowell - The Long Journey Home

We ran off chasing rainbows
'Neath the blue Montana sky
And we self-proclaimed our freedom with a roar
We crossed those raging rivers
And we drank the taverns dry
And we bowed our heads to legends
Gone before
Are you ready for the long journey home?
The flatlands, swamps and bayous in your bones
The simple life tastes sweeter now
You have no need to roam
Are you ready for the long journey home?
The wind down off the Yellowstone
Blows coal trains off their tracks
And the water springs eternal from the fire
An eagle flies at sunrise
'Cross an aspen grove and back
And the moonlight brings a blue coyote choir
Are you ready for the long journey home?
The flatlands, swamps and bayous in your bones
The simple life tastes sweeter now
You have no need to roam
Are you ready for the long journey home?
In dreams of mile-high cotton fields
We once ran barefoot through
My dead drunk Uncle Fireball growls these words



"Blood don't make you family, Boy
And I've got news for you
Rattlesnakes don't sing like speckled birds"
Are you ready for the long journey home?
The flatlands, swamps and bayous in your bones
The simple life tastes sweeter now
You have no need to roam
Are you ready for the long journey home?

19214. The Long Way Around

Dixie Chicks - The Long Way Around
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

My friends from high school
Married their high school boyfriends
Moved into houses in the same ZIP codes
Where their parents live

But I, I could never follow
No I, I could never follow

I hit the highway in a pink RV with stars on the ceiling
Lived like a gypsy
Six strong hands on the steering wheel

I've been a long time gone now
Maybe someday, someday I'm gonna settle down
But I've always found my way somehow

By taking the long way
Taking the long way around
Taking the long way
Taking the long way around

I met the queen of whatever
Drank with the Irish and smoked with the hippies
Moved with the shakers
Wouldn't kiss all the asses that they told me to

No I, I could never follow
No I, I could never follow

It's been two long years now
Since the top of the world came crashing down
And I'm getting' it back on the road now

But I'm taking the long way
Taking the long way around
I'm taking the long way
Taking the long way around
Oh I just take my time, I won't lie down
And take the long way around



Well, I fought with a stranger and I met myself
I opened my mouth and I heard myself
It can get pretty lonely when you show yourself
Guess I could have made it easier on myself

But I, I could never follow
No I, I could never follow

Well, I never seem to do it like anybody else
Maybe someday, someday I'm gonna settle down
If you ever want to find me I can still be found

Taking the long way
Taking the long way around
Taking the long way
Taking the long way around

Taking the long way
Taking the long way around
Taking the long way
Taking the long way around

Taking the long way
Taking the long way around
Taking the long way
Taking the long way around

19215. The Longer The Waiting / The Sweeter The Kiss

The Longer The Waiting / The Sweeter The Kiss
Josh Turner - The Longer The Waiting / The Sweeter The Kiss

Oh, the longer the waiting, the sweeter the kiss
It's better my darling, I promise you this
The next time I hold you, I'm not letting go
Will you wait for me darling, I need to know

Well, you know I'm a sailor and tomorrow we sail
It's a hard way of living but I know it well
And if I surrender my life to the sea
You can marry another it's alright with me

Though we won't be together again 'til the spring
Just imagine the treasures I'll bring

Come lay with me, stay with me, soon I'll be gone
I will remember you all winter long
And when I return to the one that I miss
Oh, the longer the waiting, the sweeter the kiss
The sweeter the kiss

When the mornings are warm and the valleys are green



I'll come back from wherever I've been

Oh, the longer the waiting, the sweeter the kiss
It's better my darling, I promise you this
The next time I hold you, I'm not letting go
I will give up the ocean forever, I know
Forever I know

Oh, the longer the waiting, the sweeter the kiss
It's better my darling, I promise you this
The next time I hold you, I'm not letting go
I will give up the ocean forever, I know
Forever, I know

19216. The Longer You Wait

The Longer You Wait

The longer you wait to leave me
The longer I'll hurt when you're gone
And the longer it takes you to break my heart
The longer the pain lingers on

How long will you prolong my misery
Wish I could leave on my own
Cause the longer you wait to leave me
The longer I'll hurt when you're gone

We both knew that you never loved me
I lied to myself from the start
And we both knew that some day you'd leave me
And to know just tears me apart

19217. The Lord Is My Light

Ronnie Bowman - The Lord Is My Light
Artist: Ronnie Bowman
Album: The Man I'm Trying to Be

The Lord leads me on, the pathway to heaven
Tho sometimes I feel in this world all alone

Still he walks with me I'm never forsaken
When this life is over, he'll lead me home

The lord is my light he's my salvation
He's leading the way ore life stormy sea
Tho the watrers rage on I know I can trust him
For safe in his arms there forever Ill be



If you'll just have faith I know he will lead you
Across the dark river that troubles your soul

His blood paid the price for our salvation
And his love will lead you wherever you go

The lord is my light he's my salvation
He's leading the way ore life stormy sea
Tho the watrers rage on I know I can trust him
For safe in his arms there forever Ill be

19218. The Lord Is My Shepherd

Dolly Parton - The Lord Is My Shepherd 

THE LORD ID MY SHEPHERED , THE LORD IS MY SHEPHED
MY FRIEND AND HELPER, I SHALL NOT WANT
HE'S THERE TO GUIDE ME , STANDING BESIDE ME
THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD, I SHALL NOT WANT
SPOKEN:THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD, I SHALL NOT WANT
HE MAKETH ME TO LIE IN GREEN PASTURES
HE LEADETH ME BESIDE STILL WATERS
HE RESTORETH MY SOUL
{I SHALL NOT WANT...}
HE LEADETH ME IN THE PATHS OF RIGHTEOUSNESS FOR HIS NAME' SAKE
AND YEA, THOUGH I WALK THROUGH THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW OF DEATH.
I WILL FEAR NO EVIL : FOR THOU ART ME;
THY ROD AND THY STAFF,THEY COMFORT ME.
[I SHALL NOT WANT...]
THOU PREPAREST A TABLE BEFORE ME IN THE PRESENT OF MINE ENEMIES;
THOU ANNOINTH MY HEAD WITH OIL; MY CUP RUNNETH OVER.
SURELY GOODNESS AND MERRY SHALL FOLLOW ME ALL THE DAYS OF MY LIFE.
AND I SHALL NOT DWELL IN THE HOUSE OF THE LORD FOREVER

19219. The Lord Is Smiling On Me - Chords

The Lord Is Smiling On Me
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Thelma Wilson
 
G
I woke up this morning
               D7            G
The birds were singing their songs
            C        G
The sun was shinning in my heart
    Em    D7      G
And I was humming along



 
 
Everything looked different
          D7        G
After the storm was gone
        C    G
I knelt down talking to the Father
Em     D7      G
And He made me strong
 
            D7         G
The Lord is smiling on me
  C                      G
A beautiful and glorious day
                                Em
I've got so much to be thankful for
    E7      D7         G
The Lord is smiling on me
 
 
I don't have to be depressed 
             D7    G
When sadness comes along
        C       G
I found someone stronger than me
   Em    D7         G
To place my burdens on
 
 
I know someone loves me
              D7     G
Even when I'm not my best
       C      G
I just do all that I can
    Em      D7     G
And let God do the rest
 
Repeat #3 x2

            D7         G
The Lord is smiling on me
            D7         G
The Lord is smiling on me

19220. The Lord's Last Supper

The Lord's Last Supper

The Lord's last supper served in honor of our king
He knew his time was drawing night
He knew that he would make a greater sacrifice
He knew his time had come to die



The time had come when he would die to free the world
A world he loves so lost in sin
The blessed promis that he left for you and me
I go out soon I'll come again

The twelve disciples were all tathered by his side
The blessed hrist of calvary
He told them how to carry on his work for God
He blessed them with his spirit free

* Refrain

He knew that night someone would sell his precious soul
One of the twelve he loved so dear
He then told Judas quickly to go on his way
He knew the time of death was near

* Refrain

19221. The Lost Highway - Chords

Chris Hillman - The Lost Highway   
written by Leon Payne Herb Pedersen

E
I'm a rolling stone
    A         E
All alone and lost
                                B7
For a life of sin I've paid the cost
            A                 E
When I pass by all the people say
                        B7   E
Just another guy on the Lost Highway
E                          A      E
Just a deck of cards and a jug of wine
                                    B7
And a woman's love make a life like mine
              A           E         
On the day we met I went astray
                            B7   E
I started rolling down that Lost Highway

SOLO

E                       A      E
I was just a lad nearly twenty two
                                    B7
Neither good or bad just a kid like you
             A               E
And now I'm  lost to late to pray
                           B7       E
But I paid the cost on the Lost Highway



               F#           B       F#
Now boys don't start  your rambling round

On this road of sin
               C#7
Are you sorrow bound
        B                          F# 
Take my advice or you'll curse the day
                              C#7  F#
You started rolling down that Lost Highway
        B                          F# 
Take my advice or you'll curse the day
                              C#7  F#
You started rolling down that Lost Highway

    From Chris & Herb "Bakersfield Bound" 
    1996 Sugar Hill Records
    Tree Publishing(BMI)

19222. The Lost Lamb

The Lost Lamb 
Abigail Washburn

Translation:
Zai na yaoyuan de guxiang
In that far distant land I call home

Wo shiluo liao yi ge gulao de meng
I lost the ancient dream

Yi ge youshang de meng
A sorrowful dream

Zai na yangyu wo de difang
In that place that raised me

Wo fenbian buliao muse he chenguang
I cannot discern the growing shadows of dusk and (first light) the first faint rays of the mornin
g sun

Wo yanjuanliao chenmo he sixiang
I've wearied in the silence and searching

Feng nanchui you zhuanxiang beifang
Wind blows south and turns again north

Jianghe ben hai, hai que bu zhang
River flows to the sea, yet the sea does not rise

Wo xin manliao choucheng
My heart is filled with melancholy



Yu lai you shi qing bu jiuchang
The rains come, clear skies will follow soon

Fuzu tianbuman linghun de kewang
Even fortune and good blessings cannot quench the soul's thirst

Zhihui dangbukai yongsheng de shuangjiang
Wisdom cannot relieve us our eternal lot

Wo,
Wo shi
Yi zhi
Mitu de gaoyang
I am a lost lamb

Shei neng ying wo zouchu mimang
Who will lead me from this haze?

Nar you wo chongsheng de xiwang
What will bring me hope again?

O, muyangren ah
Oh, shepherd

Ni zai hefang?
Where are you?

19223. The Lost Soul

The Lost Soul

What an awful day when the judgement comes
And the sinners hear their eternal doom
At the sad decree they'll depart for aye
Into endless woe and gloom yes woe and gloom

    I'm paying now the penalty
    The unredeemed must ever pay
    Though for help I cry it's now in vain
    For alas I'm doomed for aye

If I could recall all the years now gone
For my Savior's cause I would spend each one
But they never again can to me return
And the task is left is left undone (it's left undone)

Oh I realize but alas too late
What a dark mistake all my life has been
I refused his love with a nefarious heart
And I must pay the price of sin



19224. The Love of God

The Love of God
Oak Ridge Boys - The Love of God

The love of God is greater far
Than tongue or pen can ever tell
It goes beyond the highest star
And reaches to the lowest hell
The guilty pair bowed down with care
God gave His Son to win
His erring child He reconciled
And pardoned from his sin

O love of God how rich and pure
How measureless and strong
It shall forevermore endure
The saint's and angel's song

Could we with ink the ocean fill
And were the skies of parchment made
Were every stalk on Earth a quill
And every man a scribe by trade
To write the love of God above
Would drain the ocean dry
Nor could the scroll contain the whole
Though stretched from sky to sky

19225. The Love Story

Alan Jackson - The Love Story (Love Song)

First time I felt it
Think I was five years old
I was scared had a nightmare
Momma was there for me to hold
Daddy he was different
He never said it much
But I heard him loud and clear
When he brought home that ball and glove
And it took on a brand new meaning
I wasn't just a boy no more
and she moved in next door
Where you from
What's your name?
Wanna go to my game
Got the keys to my dad's old truck
Turned the radio on
Still remember the song



We held hands and there it was
Love
pages kept on turning
There I was with someone else
For the first time in my lifetime
I wasn't living for myself
I knew I wasn't  falling anywhere I'd fell before
This place was different it was deeper it was more
And it took on a brand new meaning
It was strong and it was true
Knew what I had to do
Found a ring
Hit my knees
Couldn't talk couldn't breath
My heart had me all choked up
Said I do then we cried
Wedding bells waved goodbye
The whole church knew it was
Love
And it took on a brand new meaning
When the doctor said its time to watch your miracle arrive
Thank the Lord
Cut the cord
Take her home
Help her grow
And complete the circle of...
Love....
Love....
That's the circle of Love...

19226. The Love That Got Away

The Love That Got Away
Sara Watkins - The Love That Got Away

[Verse 1]
If you live long enough
You start to think about a list
Of what you would do differently
The chances that you would take
The grand ceilings you would break
The loving life that you would make

[Chorus]
I know two or three
You keep your eye on
In case you are free
You keep your eye on

[Verse 2]
All the people passing by
I wonder how they live their lives
And think of one outside of mine



I imagine and I envy
All of their discoveries
Their simple, plain complexities

[Chorus]
And I know two or three
You keep your eye on
In case they are free
You keep your eye on

[Chorus]
You and I both know
It's hard to say
That ours is a love
That got away

19227. The Love that We Need

Allison Moorer
The Love that We Need

[Verse 1]
You say 'I love you'
I say 'me too'
We don't think much about it
It's just a thing that we do
We go out walking
We don't talk much
We lie down together
But our hearts never touch

[Chorus]
Oh baby it's a hard way
It's an eternity
Got the life that we wanted
Not the love that we need

[Verse 2]
We never go to bed angry
Cause we never fight
Yeah we never go crazy
In the middle of the night
We could stay here forever
Just holding on
We both had our reasons
But our reasons are gone
[Chorus]
Oh baby it's a hard way
It's an eternity
Got the life that we wanted
Not the love that we need

[Verse 2]



In our hearts we knew better
But we couldn't let go
Now it's time to quit our hiding
What we've always known
If something was missing
We were too scared to look
Too busy telling our stories
Instead of writing the book

[Chorus]
Oh baby it's a hard way
It's an eternity
Got the life that we wanted
Not the love that we need
Oh baby it's a hard way
It's an eternity
Got the life that we wanted
Not the love that we need

19228. The Love We Almost Had

Rhiannon Giddens - The Love We Almost Had

[Verse 1]
My heart is in another's keeping, all but one small part
A piece that somehow found its way to hide inside your heart
I can go a day or three with not one thought of you
But then I see your crooked smile that draws me back into

[Chorus]
The way you almost held my hand, dear
The time you kissed my cheek
The words that never left your lips, love
But I heard week after week
The waltzes that we left untaken
The glances drove us mad
The life we didn't live together
And the love that we almost had

[Verse 2]
I remember it so clearly, the day you first came in
The bright light in your eye, the brown velvet of your skin
The instant ancient understanding of what I already knew
That spark of useless fire, the pull that led us to

[Chorus]
The way you almost held my hand, dear
The time you kissed my cheek
The words that never left your lips, love
But I heard week after week
The waltzes that we left untaken
The glances drove us mad
The life we didn't live together



And the love that we almost had
The way you almost held my hand, dear
The time you kissed my cheek
The words that never left your lips, love
But I heard week after week
Waltzes that we left untaken
The glances drove us mad
The life we didn't live together
And the love that we almost had

[Outro]
Oh, the love that we almost had
The love that we almost had-had-had, had-had-had

19229. The Love You Gave Me

Dolly Parton - The Love You Gave Me 

Sweet, sweet were the lips that kissed me
Warm, warm were the arms that held me
Sweet, sweet were the lips, yeah
Warm, warm were the arms
But so, so filled with the love you gave me
Wet, wet were the tears on my face
Long, long were the hours I cried them
Wet, wet were the tears, yeah
Long, long were the hours
But so, so filled with the love you gave me
My friends tried to tell me
That mis'ry would a-happen to me
But back in school I didn't believe
That misery and pain a-would-a ever get to me, oh
Since, since you've been gone, gone away
I cry, cry lonely teardrops night and day
Since, since you've been gone, yeah
I cry, I cry lonely teardrops
All so, so filled with the love you gave me
Sweet, sweet were the lips that kissed me
Warm, warm were the arms that held me...

19230. The Lovin' Of The Game

The Lovin' Of The Game
Pat (and Victoria?) Garvey

I watched the feather river rise
Over shinin' golden sand,
Struck a silver ribbon wide
Held a million in my hand



But beside the lookin' for
The findings always tame
And there's nothin' drives a gambler
Like the lovin' of the game

All my life I've searched around
Travellin' hard from town to town
But I never really found
Anything to tie me down
Still I would not trade my time
For a solid diamond claim
No, I would not trade a fortune
For the lovin' of the game

So long darlin', don't you cry
I hope good things pan out for you
All the good times gonin' bye
Got to have ourselves a few
Where I'm going has no end,
What I'm seeking has no name.
The treasure's not the takin'
It's the lovin' of the game

No, the treasure's not for takin'
It's the lovin' of the game

19231. The Loving Kind

Nanci Griffith - The Loving Kind

They were the loving kind
She was black and he was white
In Virginia nineteen fifty-eight
They found love amongst the hate

Well the law said they could not wed
They married anyway
The sheriff put them both in jail
Separated 'till they made their bail

They changed the heart of a nation
with their wedding vows
From the highest court in the land
Their union would lawfully stand
Simply Mildred and Richard
That's how they'll be remembered
They proved that love is truly blind
They were the loving kind.

The Lovings lived a quiet life
In their Virginia home
and while the case worked it's way through the courts
They brought three children to this world



Richard died in seventy-five
Mildred kept their love alive
'Till the spring of two thousand-eight
Fifty years beyond the hate

They changed the heart of a nation
with their wedding vows
From the highest court in the land
Their union would lawfully stand
Simply Mildred and Richard
That's how they'd be remembered
They proved that love is truly blind
They were the loving kind

19232. The Low Highway

Steve Earle - The Low Highway

[Verse]
Traveling out on the low highway
Three thousand miles to the Frisco Bay
'Cross the rivers wild and the lonesome plains
Up the coast and down and back again
Saw empty houses on a dead end street
People lining up for something to eat
And the ghost of America watching me
Through the broken windows of the factories
Naked bones of a better day
As I rolled down the low highway

[Verse]
Traveling out on the low highway
By the yellow moon and the light of day
From the snow white crown on the mountain tall
To the valley down where the shadows fall
Met a man with a rifle in his hand
Been away to battle in a distant land
Taught him to hate, taught him to kill
Now he's out on the road with a hole to fill
Nobody knows the price he paid
So he takes his toll on the low highway

[Verse]
Traveling out on the low highway
Windows down, listening
Wheels turning round on the asphalt sing
Every sound is a prophecy
Heard an old man grumble, a young girl cry
Brick wall crumble and the white dove fly
And a cry for justice and a call for peace
The voice of reason and the roar of the beast
And every mile is a prayer I prayed
As I rolled down the low highway



19233. The Lowering (A Sad Day In Greenvilletown)

The Lowering (A Sad Day in Greenvilletown)
The Avett Brothers

If I had known your heart was down
That lonely day in Greenville town
Then I would have been more concerned
But later on I truly learned
How it can feel in every bone
To really see that you're all alone

But I'll kiss your head
When death finds your bed
And you are gone

And if I had seen the way it would be
I'd hushed your cries, when you came to me
If I could do what I did to you
The same to me
And I would love for you to see
That I sleep with remorse
And regret hangs round my door forever more.

If I had known the lowering tide
Was lowering with the way you felt inside
If I had known all hope was gone
A broken heart and a broken home
That pierced a lover's past
And carved the lonely path
For her to walk

So if ever someone says to you,
"Life isn't fair, get used to it"
Then you should say
"Well it might be, if folks like you would let it be"

But I'll kiss your head
When death becomes my bed
And I am gone

19234. The Lowest Pair

John Hartford - The Lowest Pair

Much further off than inevitable
Halloween's they game
Sky King is come, and Wilma's done
Uncertain, as it is uneven



Give us this day hors d'oeuvres in bed
As we forgive those who have dressed up against us
And need us not enter inflation
But a liver, onions, and tomatoes
For wine on a shingle, and a mower
And a story for your father
All right

19235. The Lowest Valley

The Lowest Valley

Lord I don't want to do one thing on my own
Put me where you want me Lord where I belong
Give me the strength Lord to do thy perfect will
And when I'm in the lowest valley I can climb the highest hill

   Lord I want to be what you want me to be
   Lord I want to do the things you want me to do
   Lord I want to stay in the center of thy will
   When I'm in the lowest valley I can climb the highest hill

This world gets more wicked every day
People's hearts have grown cold, forgotten how to pray
But if I live to be a hundred I'll keep holding to your hand
Until you come and take me home to that promised land

19236. The Lowlands - Chords

The Lowlands
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - The Lowlands
THE LOWLANDS - Nitty Gritty Dirt Band (featuring Jaime Hanna and Jonathan McEuen)
                  
Wicked cool song

I play it this way, with a Capo on 2

      Bm               G                                D
I'm headed for the lowlands would you please direct my way
                     A                              Bm
The train is leaving shortly there's no time for de-lay
     Bm              G                            D
She told me she'd be waiting I'm not so sure she is
                     A                                  Bm 
I heard that there's another man who claims that she is his

CHORUS:
       Bm           A                        Bm
The lowlands were my home when I was but a child



                   A                          Bm  
they will be my deathbed when I've passed my time

     Bm        G                               D
I remember one summer day the clouds began to build
                A                                    Bm  
We gathered the cattle that had scattered cross the fields
                   G                          D 
Well it started to rain and continued several days
                 A                               Bm 
The river over-flowed and the crops all went to waste

to chorus
     Bm               G                                D  
You know that I'm no failure through my victories are few
              A                                 Bm                                        
I'm trying my best but there's too much here to do
            G                                   D
That girl I love once told me I made her feel se-cure
                        A                              Bm
It's hard to think I've been replaced. Nothing does en-dure.

19237. The Lowlands - Chords

The Lowlands
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - The Lowlands
THE LOWLANDS - Nitty Gritty Dirt Band (featuring Jaime Hanna and Jonathan McEuen)
                  
Wicked cool song

I play it this way, with a Capo on 2

      Bm               G                                D
I'm headed for the lowlands would you please direct my way
                     A                              Bm
The train is leaving shortly there's no time for de-lay
     Bm              G                            D
She told me she'd be waiting I'm not so sure she is
                     A                                  Bm 
I heard that there's another man who claims that she is his

CHORUS:
       Bm           A                        Bm
The lowlands were my home when I was but a child
                   A                          Bm  
they will be my deathbed when I've passed my time

     Bm        G                               D
I remember one summer day the clouds began to build
                A                                    Bm  
We gathered the cattle that had scattered cross the fields
                   G                          D 
Well it started to rain and continued several days



                 A                               Bm 
The river over-flowed and the crops all went to waste

to chorus
     Bm               G                                D  
You know that I'm no failure through my victories are few
              A                                 Bm                                        
I'm trying my best but there's too much here to do
            G                                   D
That girl I love once told me I made her feel se-cure
                        A                              Bm
It's hard to think I've been replaced. Nothing does en-dure.

19238. The Luckiest Guy In The World - Chords

The Luckiest Guy In The World
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Michael Omartian and Vince Gill
 
G                   D7
I've got a secret I keep in my heart 
  G                         D7
A secret that sure makes me smile
    G                       D7
And I've got a feeling deep down in my soul 
     Em        Dm        C
That I haven't felt in a while
    Em             D7 G      C           B7
Ooh I've found somebody that really does love me 
Em          D7     G      A7
I know that she'll always stay
        G        D7
I'm the luckiest guy in the world 
                          G
Cause my heart feels this way
                        D7
We watch old movies and cry at the endings
        G                    D7
And get lost in each other's eyes
        G
We hold hands when we're walking 
    D7
And spend all night talking
         Em          G             C
And make love as the sun starts to rise
 
    Em              D7 G      C           B7
Ooh she's found somebody that really does love her
    Em             G           A7
And she knows that I'll always stay
        G        D7
I'm the luckiest guy in the world 
                           G



Cause her heart feels this way
    C                    B7
And share the same hopes dream the same dreams
   Em          D7 G        A7
Oh lifelong companions I'd say
        G        D7
I'm the luckiest guy in the world 
                           G
Cause our hearts feel this way
                 D7
I'm the luckiest guy in the world 
                           G
Cause our hearts feel this way

19239. The Lucky One

Alison Krauss - The Lucky One

You're the lucky one, so I've been told 
As free as the wind blowing down the road 
Loved by many, hated by none 
I'd say you were lucky 'cause you know what you've done 
Not a care in the world, not a worry in sight 
Everything is gonna be alright
'Cause you're the lucky one 

You're the lucky one always having fun 
A jack of all trades, a master of none 
You look at the world with a smiling eye 
And laugh at the devil as his train rolls by 
Give you a song and a one night stand 
You'll bee looking at a happy man
'Cause you're the lucky one 

Well, you're blessed I guess 
By never knowing which road you're choosing 
To you the next best thing 
To playing and winning is playing and losing 

You're the lucky one, I know that now 
Don't ask you why, when, where or how 
You look at the world through your smiling eye 
And laugh at the devil as his train rolls by 
Give you a song and a one night stand 
And you'll bee looking at a happy man
'Cause you're the lucky one 

Well, you're blessed I guess 
By never knowing which road you're choosing 
To you the next best thing 
To playing and winning is playing and losing 

You're the lucky one, I know that now 



Don't ask you why, when, where or how 
No matter where you're at, that's where you'll be 
You can bet you're luck won't follow me 
Just give you a song and a one night stand 
You'll bee looking at a happy man 
'Cause you're the lucky one

19240. The Lucky Ones

The Lucky Ones
Dixie Chicks

I knew you well before I ever heard your name
Cause I been there through hell and home again
We might be broken but at least we've seen the truth
All I know is I've got you to hang on to

Hey, baby we're the lucky ones
Oh, hey, baby we're the lucky ones
When the last long night is done
If we find our way back home
Oh, we're the lucky ones

We lose our friends in the sea
and vanish every day
and dreams can fade
When you don't come back the same
When I got here it felt strange somehow
People I once I knew seem different to me now.

Hey, baby we're the lucky ones.
Oh, hey, baby we're the lucky ones.
When the last long night is done
If we find our way back home
We're the lucky ones.

Don't know what to feel like these days.
Is it gonna end, is it ever gonna change?
We'll get back one day.
It's west at night, cars on fire, as long as we're alive.

Baby we're the lucky ones.
Oh, hey, baby we're the lucky ones.
When the last long night is done.
When we find our way back home.
Oh, we're the lucky ones.

Baby we're the lucky ones.
Oh ohh hey we're the lucky ones.
Baby we're the lucky ones.
We're the lucky ones



19241. The Mad Hatter's Song

The Incredible String Band - The Mad Hatter's Song 

Oh seekers of spring how could you not find contentment
In a time of riddling reasons in this land of the blind
By the joke of fate alone it's sure that as the loved hand leaves you
You clutch for the slip-stream, the realness to find

But do what you like, do what you like, do what you like
Do what you like, do what you like, do what you can
Do what you can, live till you die my poor little man
For Jesus will stretch out His hand no more

But in the south there's many a waving tree
Oh, would that musky fingers move your pain
In the warm south winds the lost flowers bloom again
And if you cried, you know you'd fill a lake with tears
Still wouldn't turn back the years

Since the city has took you mad Hatter is on my mind
So sad, sad to see the way it grew those other people that I knew
That have either fell or faltered mad Hatter is on my mind
And you must have to see clear some time

Prometheus the problem child still juggling with his brains
Gives his limping leopard's visions to the miser in his veins
Saying Gods are indigestions I come for gain
But I am the archer the lover of laughter and mine is the arrowed flight

I am the archer, and my eyes yearn after the unsullied sight
Born of the dark waters of the daughters of night
Dancing without movement after the clear light

Oh Perithian fate be kind in the rumbling and trundling rickshaw of time
Hooked by the heart to the king fisher's line
I will set my one eye for the shores of the blind

19242. The Madness of Love

Richard Thompson - The Madness of Love

I'm worn out from running
Said the man at the crossroads
I'm threadbare like an old suit
Looking for two eyes in a million
I'm dry tinder in the box
One spark and I'd torch this place
Take me to the city of tongues



So I can call her name

Oh the madness of love
Oh the madness of love
Oh it's the madness of love

I'm wrapped in confusion
Said the man at the crossroads
Should my tongue speak
Or my tears flow
When the sickness takes you
When the fever holds you
When your reason leaves you
Tell me how can you know?

Oh the madness of love
Oh the madness of love
Oh it's the madness of love

The whole town was lovesick
They gathered at the crossroads
The rich and the poor
They began to weep
The gutters ran with tears
It was like judgment day
No one could hold back
When they heard him speak

Oh the madness of love
Oh the madness of love
Oh it's the madness of love

19243. The Magic Kid

Darrell Scott
The Magic Kid

[Verse 1]
Pick a card, any card
Don't show it to me
Abracadabra
I've got nothing up my sleeve
And I may get it wrong or get it right
But either way I'm standing in the light
Where nothing is hid
I'm the magic kid

[Verse 2]
That's my kids with the cards
He's nine years old
With a head full of wonder
And a heart of gold
And there's not a trick that he can't figure out



And he's never stopped the show for fear of doubt
Like the rest of us did
He's the magic kid

[Bridge]
And who we are is who we are
Why is that so hard to be
When I watch him shine his star
It's so magical to me
And who we are is who we are
Why is that so hard to be
When I watch you shine your star
It's so magical to me

[Verse 3]
This world can be so full of darkness
In blown out flames
[?] dreams for pecking orders
In school yard games
But you shine your light for everyone to see
The only one I've known who's truly free
Yeah, he's a star but you will always be
You're the magic kid

[Outro]
Pick a card, any card
Don't show it to me

19244. The Magnificent Music Machine

Tom T. Hall - The magnificent music machine
Composer: Hillman Hall

He's got nothin' but talent and time on his hands
He loves his music hangs out with his band
He's got a big hit ambitions and No 1 dreams
He's a high (high high high) rollin'
A magnificent music machine

He hit town with nothin' but his old guitar
With visions of grandeur and bein' a star
He writes them and sings them like you'd never seen
He's a high (high high high) rollin'
A magnificent music machine

Well sometimes he's dejected sometimes he's afraid
But he knows what he's in for till his dues are paid
Sometimes they're fat girls and sometimes they're lean
He's a high (high high high) rollin'
A magnificent music machine



19245. The Main Street Moan - Chords

The Main Street Moan 
David Bromberg

[Intro]
D  D7 G G7
 
[Chorus]
C                         G
Hey, Honey doncha cry no more
G        D
Because I think I see your good man
   D7                          G     G7
Headed straight to your back door
C                         G
Hey, Honey doncha cry no more
G          D
Because I think I see your good man
   D7                         G     G7
Headed straight to your back door
 
 
[verse 1]
C                             G
Mmmmmm, I've got more time that I can use
               D
Just for sittin' on you back porch
     D7                    G     G7
Singin these ol' lonesome blues
G7                 C
Ahhhhh, come let me in
          D
I got a pocket full of funny
     D7                    G     G7
Just to show you where I've been
 
 
[Chorus]
C                      G
Hey, Honey doncha cry no more
            D
Because I think I see your good man
   D7                         G    G7
Headed straight to your back door
 
 
[Interlude]
C G D G G7
C G D G G7
 
 
[Verse 2]



   C
Pull up you window
  C                         G
And pull down your window shade
           D
Put some coffee on the burner
            D7         G   G7
Honey is your bed fresh made
G7         C
No, no, no, no
 C                         G
Don't tell me no stories now
               D
Oh just tell did you miss me
       D7               G   G7
Honey then just show me how
 
 
[Chorus]
C                      G
Hey, Honey doncha cry no more
            D
Because I think I see your good man
   D7                         G    G7
Headed straight to your back door
 
 
[Verse 3]
  C
Pull down your window
 C                            G
And pull down your window shade
        D7                     G   G7
Honey is your bed fresh made
         C
No, no, no, no
        D                G
Don't tell me no stories now
      D
Oh just tell me that you miss me
    D7                  G   G7
Honey then just show me how
 
 
[Chorus]
C                         G
Hey, Honey doncha cry no more
            D
Because I think I see your good man
   D7                        G    G7
Headed straight to your back door
C                       G
Hey, Honey doncha cry no more
           D
Because I think I see your good man
   D7                   G    G7
Headed straight to your back door



 
 
[Outro]
G G F# E
D D7 G
 
 
Intro begins with single note walk dow, G F# E then chords D D7 G G7
Outro is the same as intro but the final chords are D D7 G

19246. The Maker

Emmylou Harris - The Maker

Oh, oh deep water, black and cold like the night
I stand with arms wide open
I've run a twisted line

I'm a stranger in the eyes of the Maker
I could not see for the fog in my eyes
I could not feel for the fear in my life

From across the great divide, In the distance I saw a light
Of Jean Baptiste's he's walking to me with the Maker
My body, my body is bent and broken by long and dangerous sleep
I can't work the fields of Abraham and turn my head away
I'm not a stranger in the hands of the Maker

Brother John, have you seen the homeless daughters
Standing there with broken wings
I have seen the flaming swords
There over east of Eden

Burning in the eyes of the Maker
Burning in the eyes of the Maker
Burning in the eyes of the Maker

Oh, river rise from your sleep
Oh, river rise from your sleep
Oh, river rise from your sleep

19247. The Man

Dolly Parton - The Man 

I don't know why I like him, I just only know I do
I don't know why I trust him, I just know his heart is true
I don't know why he's more a man than any man I know
I don't know how I know the man's for real but I still know



The man is more than what meets the eye
He is worn and weary from life
He is rugged but he's got style
The man has got what matters inside
Weary, yes he must get weary but he doesn't say
But you can read between the lines that wind along his face
The man has got his memories that he hides inside his mind
And you can see the sadness in the eyes they hide behind
The man is more than what meets the eye
He is worn and weary from life
He is rugged but he's got style
The man has got what matters inside
Love him, yes I've always loved him and I always will
He holds a place in my heart no one else could ever fill
He's always been my hero, the best friend I've ever had
The man is something special and I'm proud that he's my dad
The man is more than what meets the eye
He is worn and weary from life
He is rugged but he's got style
The man has got what matters inside

19248. The Man Behind The Drums

Robert Earl Keen - The Man Behind The Drums 

We left New York City, with nuthin' but a song,
she'll be coming' 'round the mountain when she comes.
We wound up in Woodstock, at an old time jamboree,
came to see the man behind the drums.

(Chorus)
Levon digs the doghouse, playing in The Band,
when he locks in to that backbeat it ain't hard to understand.
Get your body movin', celebrate your soul,
Levon digs the doghouse, that's sho-nuff rock and roll.

Son of a plain dirt farmer, from southeast Arkansas,
he was born in a bare ramblin' shoe.
Up and down the highway, and all around the world,
laying down the rhythm and the blues.

(Chorus)

We were hangin' from the rafters, singing every song,
that big barn band was hot as it could be.
Up there in the spotlight, the man behind the drums,
was takin' all the load off for you and me.

(Chorus)

Yea, Levon digs the doghouse, that's sho-nuff rock and roll.



19249. The Man He Used to Be

Jerry Jeff Walker - The Man He Used to Be

So that's where my head was at, in a book and a funky hat
On the road with Kerouac, searching for the truth
Sometimes I'm amazed, looking back at a certain phase
Wet my thumb and I turn the page, oh, what was I trying to prove?

Chorus:
I just shake my head and I laugh, at a faded photograph
Of a total stranger staring back at me
Now there's no man stranger to himself
Than the man he used to be
There's a closet full of worn out boots, skeletons and three-piece suits
A million hats and attitudes and very few regrets
And here I stand in faded jeans, an old t-shirt that don't say a thing
And who knows what tomorrow brings, it ain't over yet

Chorus
No some folks get me confused, with someone they once knew
I know the guy they're referring to, but he ain't been round for years

Chorus
I can see it in the eyes, it was a whole other life
Now there's no man stranger to himself
No man stranger to himself, than the man he used to be

19250. The Man In Me

Rodney Crowell - The Man in Me

There's a man in me
He's cold and he's hard
He's got an eye for deception
He's always on guard
He's swimming in concrete
And drowning in fear
And he keeps it all locked in his heart
This man is a tyrant, a fault findin' hack
You can't tell him nothing
There's no turnin' back
He leaves blood on the highway and scattered debris
He crawls from the wreckage but he still doesn't see
He's alive
The man is jive
There's a man in the mirror
I don't like his looks
His teeth they are crooked



His hands are like hooks
He speaks 4 letter language
'Cause his mind is so small
His voice is like venom
I don't like him at all
God, I gotta get away from the man in me
She says
Now what are you afraid of?
There's no need to judge
You know I can help you
But you won't even budge
Pretty flowers surround you but all you can smell is a rat
She says
Now why you insist on your head in the sand
Building walls all around you, you don't understand
That these ways are outmoded, but all you can change is your hat
The man in me don't wanna know nothing about that
There's a man in the closet
He wants to come out
He wants to be noticed
But he's so full of doubt
He wants to be well known and famous
But he's so filled with pride
The keys to his fortune stay locked up inside
Can it be the man in me?
She says
Now what are you afraid of?
There's nothing to fear
You want me to help
But you won't let me near
In your heart you can hear me
But all you believe are your eyes
Tell me why you're convinced
That a fist in your face is all you deserve
From love you've misplaced
The truth is salvation
But all you believe in are lies
The man in me wants to believe, but he won't even try
There's man in me, and he's so full of hate
He's so misdirected
He thinks it's too late
He pours salt on the wounds
Only Time wants to heal
He's dyin' inside
And he don't wanna feel
Anything
The man is strange
Man

19251. The Man In The Middle

The Man In The Middle
Ralph Stanley



   Three men on the mountain
   Up on Calvary
   And the Man in the middle was Jesus
   He died for you and me

Well the man on the left was a sinnin man
Tied to the cross, he bled
He could have been forgiven
But he mocked the Lord instead

You say you are the Son of God
They nailed you to that tree
Come down, come down and save us
If God your Father be

Well the man on the right was a sinner too
But he was sorry for his sins
He asked the Lord's forgiveness
And Jesus said to him

Fear not, fear not this earthly death
Before this day is o'er
You'll be with me in Paradise
On Heaven's golden shore

19252. The Man Who Could Have Played Bass For Sha Na Na

The Man Who Could Have Played Bass For Sha Na Na
Darrell Scott

I walked into the lounge of the Windsor Arms Hotel
Where a band was playing fifties songs
The ones we know so well
And they played just like the record
Not a note was out of place
Then they finished with "Goodnight Sweetheart"
By the guy who played the bass

As he walked by the table I offered him a beer
Said I was a player too
I had been for many years
And we talked about the business
All the years out on the road
How forever sweet sixteen
Was such a helluva heavy load

And he said, "Ya know I could have made it once
If I'd have listened to a friend
He had set up this audition
With a fifties group back when
But it was 1967 and I had dreams of moving on
The man who could've played bass for Sha Na Na



Sha Na Na, Sha Na Na

He said, "I see them on the TV shows
Every now and again and I see my buddy playing
The saxophone the way he did back then
Oh we used to play the circuit
Any dive that had the pay
But we'd have done it all for nothing
Just to get a chance to play"

He said, "I talk to my family on every Sunday night
And I tell 'em where I'm working next
And how the band is getting tight
And my children always ask me
How much longer I'll be gone"
The man who could've played bass for Sha Na Na

Sha Na Na, Sha Na Na

Well, we all have our stories
How we try but can't forget
And how we sit in contemplation
And we lick our own regret
There's the one we could've married
There's the job we could've had
There's the winning run we could've hit
If we had a more loving dad
And there's the house we could've bought
When the prices weren't so high
And there's the loving words we could've said
Before that loved one died
There's the road we could've traveled
There's the one we traveled on and on and on
And there's the man who could've played bass for Sha Na Na

Sha Na Na, Sha Na Na, Sha Na Na

19253. The Man Who Picked The Wildwood Flower - Chords

The Man Who Picked The Wildwood Flower
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Tommy Collins

C               G7                           C
I only saw five people when they buried Jack Dupree
                    G7                           C
Two diggers and the preacher the funeral man and me
                            F                  C
The prayer was said and the hole was filled in less than half an hour
                                         G7                  C
And I said goodbye to the little man who picked the Wildwood Flower



                     G7                              C
For twenty years I'd seen him on the lower Nashville streets
                    G7                                   C
They said he always earned enough to buy his clothes and eats
                     F                        C
He'd stop awhile and check his watch with the big clock on the tower
                                         G7                C
That's when I asked him once if he could pick the Wildwood Flower

                 G7                             C
He always drew a crowd because he put on such a show
                        G7                                  C
He'd dance and sing and play and smile just like a polished pro
                  F      C
And every time he saw me standing in the crowd
                                    G7                    C
I knew the tune that he'd play next would be the Wildwood Flower

                G7                                  C
I told him once that he could be what people call a star
                G7                                   C
And he said why boy I'm happy how many of them folks are
                    F                 C
I'd hate to have to force a smile and feel myself turn sour
                                        G7                C
There ain't no put on in my face when I pick the Wildwood Flower

                      G7                      C
Then I saw a thousand people as they begin to come
                 G7                         C
Business men and Opry stars party girls and bums
                   F             C
And on that little mound of clay bouquets begin to shower
                                           G7                  C
As they paid respect to the little man who picked the Wildwood Flower

19254. The Man Who Shot Himself

Tom T Hall - The Man Who Shot Himself

[Verse 1:]
He did not seem much like a man with a problem
He was small he was quiet he dressed neat and shaved
His job was five days in a brick making plant
And he drank a few beers on his other two days

[Chorus:]
His music was country, his faith was in Jesus
In fact he had pictures of Christ in his house
He never once questioned his daily existence
Nor wondered a lot what his life was about

[Verse 2:]



He was fond of his pistol and he cleaned it too often
He'd go down by the river shoot driftwood all day
Stare out the window and sip on the cold beer
Sometimes he was happy like children who play

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
And some Saturday morning he came to my father
And said Virgil would you cut my hair for me please
And my father was handy with razors and scissors
Sometimes he cut hair with the guys on our street

[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
As small boys would do I sat watchin' my father
Dad kidded him some bout his jealous wife
The man thanked my father and he offered to pay him
Went back to his house and he took his own life

[Chorus][x2]

19255. The Man Who Wrote Home Sweet Home

The Man Who Wrote Home Sweet Home (Never Was A Married Man)

1. Man gets up early in the morn
And leaves his wife in bed.
She lies there as the kids wake up and cry,
"Get up and cook some bread."
Let me tell you a thing or two,
That a woman like that won't never do,
And the man that wrote the Home Sweet Home,
He never was a married man.

CHO: He never had no loving wife
To greet him with a frying pan.
She'll meet you at the door when you go to come in
And knock you down with a rolling pin,
And the man that wrote the Home Sweet Home,
He never was a married man.

2. Man comes in at dinner time,
Hungry and he wants to eat.
Finds his wife piled up in the bed,
Lying there sound asleep.
Gets so mad that he pulls his hair,
He swears and declares that he won't stay there,
And the man that wrote the Home Sweet Home,
He never was a married man.
CHO.



3. Man comes in from work at night,
Tired and he goes to bed.
The baby lying there in the cradle,
Screaming like he'll raise the dead.
He'll sit and rock for about an hour,
And never a hand to help prepare,
And the man that wrote the Home Sweet Home,
He never was a married man.
CHO.

19256. The Man With The Bag

The Man With The Bag
Garth Brooks - The Man With The Bag

Old Mr. Kringle is soon gonna jingle
The bells that'll tingle all your troubles away
Everybody's waiting for the man with the bag
Christmas is here again 

He's got a sleigh full, it's not gonna stay full
Stuff that he's droppin' every stop of the way
Everybody's waiting for the man with the bag
Christmas is here again 

He'll be here
With the answer to the prayers that you made through the year
You'll get yours
If you've done everything you should, extra special good

He'll make this December the one you'll remember
The best and the merriest you ever did have
Everybody's waitin' for the man with the bag
Christmas is here again 

He'll be here
With the answer to the prayers that you made through the year
You'll get yours
If you've done everything you should, extra special good

He'll make this December the one you'll remember
The best and the merriest you ever did have
Everybody's waitin,' they're all congregating
Waitin' for the man with the bag

Better watch out now!

19257. The Man Worth Loving You - Chords



The Man Worth Loving You
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Earl Montgomery

G
If I hadn't quit my ways of wrong
                             C
I know what I would have done
G
I kept falling down in life 
Till I became no one
    C
But you found me just in time 
And held my head up high
    G
And showed me the right way 
                               C
I should go and made me realize
  D7                 G
I hadn't reached the end of life 
     D7                 G
Your love has pulled me through
         C         D7                 G
Then you made me become the man worth loving you
                  C              D7
Yes you gave me a reason to keep living
    C                 D7              G
And made me have some faith in what I do
                  C               D7
Yes you gave me a reason to start giving
     C            D7               G
When I became the man worth loving you
I thought that life have turned on me 
                         C
And made me lose my faith
    G
But I know now it wasn't life 
That filled my heart with pain
  C
I thought that love have turned me down 
Until you came along
    G
But now I know what real love is 
I feel it to the bone
  D7                 G
I hadn't reached the end of life 
     D7                 G
Your love has pulled me through
         C         D7                 G
When you made me become the man worth loving you
Repeat #2
    C            D7               G
And I became the man worth loving you



19258. The Many Disguises Of God

Robbie Fulks - The Many Disguises of God

[Verse 1]
Bright blazed the sun on the day you were born
Red ran the flowering vine
I felt it then like the prick of a thorn
Someone so tender and kind
Watching

[Verse 2]
I left your mother a-sleeping and still
To walk for a while 'neath the sky
I climbed the side of a crooked old hill
Reaching the crest, I did spy
Soldiers

[Verse 3]
As you press on to the future's fair land
Child, spare a glance back where you came
For over your cradle a lone figure stands
History tells us his name
Adam

[Verse 4]
Had you the wings of the angel you seem
O'er these hospital walls you would fly
And my so-called crimes would go small like a dream
And there to your wondering eye

19259. The Maple On The Hill

The Maple On The Hill
Norman Blake - The Maple On The Hill

Here upon the quiet country village stood the maple on the hill
There I sat with my Jeannie of long ago
When the stars were shining brightly we could hear the whippoorwill
As we sat beneath the maple on the hill
We would sing love songs together when the birds had gone to rest
And we'd listened to the murmur of the leaves
Then you throwed your arms around me laid your head upon my chest
As we sat beneath the maple on the hill

[ piano ]

Now we're getting old and feeble and our hair is turning grey
We no longer hear the rippling of the leaves
Still I always love you darling as I did those stary nights
When we sat beneath the maple on the hill
Don't forget me little darling as they lay me down to rest
Will you keep this final promise that you gave



While you linger there in silence thinking only of the past
May your teardrops kiss the flowers on my grave
Even now i hear the angels coming o'er the hill
So goodbye my little darling, yes the time has come to part
I must leave you and the maple on the hill

19260. The Maple's Lament - Chords

The Maple's Lament - Laurie Lewis
Earth and Sky Album
Banjo tuned Eb, Capo 4, Key Bb
Slow tempo

        Bb                   D                 Bb
When I was alive, the birds would nest upon my bough
                                                      Eb
All through long winter's night the storm would 'round us howl
        Bb                      D                       Bb
When the day would break, I'd reach my branches to the sun
                                         Eb         Bb      
I was a child of earth and sky and all the world was one.

But now that I am dead, the birds no longer nest in me,
And I no longer feel the sun and rain as when a tree,
Stretched so tight with wire strings, I have no room to grow,
I am but the slave who sings when master draws the bow.

But sometimes from mem'ry I can sing the birds in flight
And I can sing of sweet dark earth and endless starry nights
But oh, my favourite song of all, I truly do believe
Is the song the sunlight sang to me while dancing on my leaves.

19261. The Marks

The Marks
(Tim Stafford, Joe Newberry)

I sat there a while, Didn't want to go in, finally opened the door of my car
Inside the church, there on a stand, my grandfather's old guitar
The smell of the wood filled up the room, like so many times before
It was like he was saying I'm not really gone, but boy I can't play
this box anymore

And inside it smelled like whiskey and tears, dust from dances and
cigarette ashes
old spice and gin and herringbone trim but mostly it smelled like him

So I took it home, held it up to the light, saw things I never noticed before
When I turned it over, I saw the mark of every belt that he ever wore.



The neck with its divots, like valleys and hills, old frets worn from play
the finish was cracked, and grain saw daylight, as close as the judgement day

And outside it looked like cradle to grave, dust from dances and cigarette ashes
A top paper thin, with spidery skin, so mostly it looked like him

BR) All the marks, proud battle scars, of endless nights in nameless bars
He left his mark on country boys and old guitars

And when I play it I hear whiskey and tears, dust from dances and
cigarette ashes
A long time to spend with a song that won't end, and mostly I sound like him

TAG) I try my best to sound like him

19262. The Martha White Theme

Rhonda Vincent - The Martha White Theme

Now you bake right
(Uh- huh)
With Martha White
(Yes mam)
Goodness Gracious
Good n' Light
Martha White
(Martha White)
For the finest cornbread you can bake
Get Martha White self-risin flour
The one all-purpose flour
Martha White self-risin flour's got hot rise

For the finest biscuts, cakes and pies
Get Martha White self-risin flour
The one all-purpose flour
Martha White self-risin flour's got hot rise

19263. The Mary Ellen Carter

The Mary Ellen Carter
Stan Rogers

She went down last October in a pouring driving rain.
The skipper, he'd been drinking and the Mate, he felt no pain.
Too close to Three Mile Rock, and she was dealt her mortal blow,
And the Mary Ellen Carter settled low.
There were five of us aboard her when she finally was awash.
We'd worked like hell to save her, all heedless of the cost.
And the groan she gave as she went down, it caused us to proclaim



That the Mary Ellen Carter would rise again.

Well, the owners wrote her off; not a nickel would they spend.
She gave twenty years of service, boys, then met her sorry end.
But insurance paid the loss to them, they let her rest below.
Then they laughed at us and said we had to go.
But we talked of her all winter, some days around the clock,
For she's worth a quarter million, afloat and at the dock.
And with every jar that hit the bar, we swore we would remain
And make the Mary Ellen Carter rise again.

Rise again, rise again, that her name not be lost
To the knowledge of men.
Those who loved her best and were with her till the end
Will make the Mary Ellen Carter rise again.

All spring, now, we've been with her on a barge lent by a friend.
Three dives a day in hard hat suit and twice I've had the bends.
Thank God it's only sixty feet and the currents here are slow
Or I'd never have the strength to go below.
But we've patched her rents, stopped her vents, dogged hatch and
porthole down.
Put cables to her, 'fore and aft and birded her around.
Tomorrow, noon, we hit the air and then take up the strain.
And watch the Mary Ellen Carter Rise Again.

For we couldn't leave her there, you see, to crumble into scale.
She'd saved our lives so many times, living through the gale
And the laughing, drunken rats who left her to a sorry grave
They won't be laughing in another day. . .
And you, to whom adversity has dealt the final blow
With smiling bastards lying to you everywhere you go
Turn to, and put out all your strength of arm and heart and brain
And like the Mary Ellen Carter, rise again.

Rise again, rise again - though your heart it be broken
And life about to end
No matter what you've lost, be it a home, a love, a friend.
Like the Mary Ellen Carter, rise again.

19264. The Master's Call - Chords

The Master's Call
written and recorded by Marty Robbins

C                                Am
When I was but a young man I was wild and full of fire
C                                   Am
A youth within my teens but full of challenge and desire
C                                Am
I ran away from home and left my mother and my dad
  F                    G7                     Am
I know it grieved them so to think there only boy was bad



C                                    Am
I fell in with an outlaw bunch there names were known quite well
C                                      Am
How many times we robbed and plundered I could never tell
C                          Am
This kind of sinful living leads only to a fall
  F                     G7               Am
I learned that much and more the night I heard my Master call

    F                C        F                C
One night we rustled cattle a thousand head or so
    F                C                 Am
And started them out on the trail that leads to Mexico
                       G7          C                 F
When a norther started blowing and lightning flashed about
  C                   F            G7                C
I thought someone was calling me I thought I heard a shout

                                        Em
And at that moment lightning struck not twenty yards from me
    F                                  C
And left there was a giant cross where once there'd been a tree
     Am                            Dm
This time I know I heard a voice a voice so sweet and strange
  Em                                Am
A voice that came from everywhere a voice that called my name

C                               Am
So frightened I was thinking of sinful deeds I'd done
C                                    Am
I failed to see the thousand head of cattle start to run
C                              Am
The cattle they stampeded were running all around
   F            G7              Am
My pony ran but stumbled and he threw me to the ground

  F                C            F                  C
I felt the end was nearing that death would be the price
       F              C                    Am
When a mighty bolt of lightning showed the face of Jesus Christ
                    G7         C                   F
And I cried oh Lord forgive me don't let it happen now
  C                F            G7                C
I want to live for you alone oh God these words I vow

                            Em
My wicked past unfolded and I thought of wasted years
     F                                  C
When another bolt of lightning killed a hundred head of steers
    Am                         Dm
And the others rushed on by me but I was left to live
    Em                          Am
The master had a reason life is His to take or give

C                                Am
A miracle performed that night I wasn't meant to die



C                                Am
The dead ones formed a barricade least six or seven high
C                               Am
And right behind it there was I afraid but safe and sound
  F                    G7                   Am
I cried and begged for mercy then and there upon the ground

C                         Am
A pardon I was granted my sinful soul set free
C                               Am
No more to fear the angry waves upon life's stormy seas
C                             Am
Forgiven by the love of God a love that will remain
  F                G7                 Am
I gave my life and soul the night the Savior called my name

19265. The Master's Hand

Dolly Parton - The Master's Hand 

"Twas battered and scared, and the auctioneer
Thought it scarcely worth his while
To waste much time on the old violin,
But he held it up with a smile.
"What am I bidden, good folks," he cried,
"Who'll start bidding for me?
A dollar, a dollar - now who"ll make it two _
Two dollars, and who"ll make it three?
"Three dollars once, three dollars twice,
Going for three". . . but no!
From the room far back a gray-haired man
Came forward and picked up the bow;
Then wiping the dust from the old violin,
And tightening up the strings,
He played a melody,pure and sweet,
As sweet as an angel sings.
The music ceased and the auctioneer
With a voice that was quiet and low,
Said: "What am I bidden for the old violin?"
And he held it up with the bow;
"A thousand dollars - and who'll make it two?
Two thousand - and who'll make it three?
Three thousand once, three thousand twice
And going - and gone," said he.
The people cheered, but some of them cried,
"We do not quite understand -
What changed its worth?" The man replied:
"The touch of the masters hand."
And many a man with life out of tune,
And battered and torn with sin,
Is auctioned cheap to a thoughtless crowd.
Much like the old violin.
A "mess of pottage," a glass of wine,



A game and he travels on,
He's going once, and going twice -
He's going - and almost gone!
But the MASTER comes, and the foolish crowd,
Never can quite understand,
The worth of a soul, and the change that's wrought
By the touch of the MASTER'S hand.

19266. The May Day Psalter

Richard Thompson - The May Day Psalter

Give me simple for my pleasure
Charity for my success
Give me wisdom and misfortune
Heart's ease for my distress

When men boast or make me tremble
When men mock or make me weak
Give me veils to cover over
Secrets that my heart may keep

Sharpen up my axe to shatter
King, tyrant, fool, or fake
Let me love to overflowing
Flooding till my banks do break

Wash me like a rock in a river
Cover up my tracks with rain
Move me like a wave on the ocean
Risen once never rise again

19267. The May Morning Dew

Rhiannon Giddens - The May Morning Dew

[Verse 1]
How pleasant in winter to sit by the hob
Listening to the sounds and the bark of the dog
Or in summer to wander the wide valleys through
To pick the wild flowers in the May morning dew

[Verse 2]
Summer is coming, oh summer is near
With the leaves on the trees and the sky blue and clear
The small birds are singing their fond notes so true
And the wild flowers are springing in the May morning dew

[Verse 3]



The house I was reared in is but a stone on a stone
And all 'round the garden the weeds they have grown
And all the find neighbors that ever I knew
Like the red rose have perished in the May morning dew

[Verse 4]
God be with the old folks they are all dead and gone
And likewise my brothers young Denis and John
As we tripped through the heather wild hares the pursue
Our joys they were mingled in the May morning dew
Our joys they were mingled in the May morning dew

19268. The May Queen

Richard Thompson - The May Queen 

Didn't you see it coming, if you loved her that well?
Were you too cranked up yourself to be able to tell
She was damned, she was drifting, but what the hell
You went missing in action

You were just there to prop up the bar
Bask in the limelight from a shining star
While you served up the poison
And chauffeured the car
I hope you got job satisfaction

The May Queen, she's lying, sleeping
Crimson from her wound is weeping
An the one's who dragged her down to this
Line up, her frozen lips to kiss

Weren't you the guardian of the rose, come what may?
Didn't you see the worm that was eating her away
Were you too busy looking in the mirror to say
The carriage has turned into a pumpkin

You're out on your own, your own kind of girl
The soul of mediocrity loosed on the world
Don't be afraid, come on, give it a whirl
Adequate always counts for something

They took all her babies, it wasn't disrespect
If they died of anything, they died of neglect
Passion and experience isn't something you inject
When the game's got pieces missing

19269. The Meaning - Chords



The Meaning 
Fruition

[Intro]
F#m F#m F#m F#m A A F#m F#m
 
[Verse]
                     D
The big blue sky was watching us
                      A
And the breeze was listening to us tell our tale
               D
The sun stayed up just long enough to make it clear
                       A
Just what we are doing here
 
 
[Chorus]
              D
I was born to love you
                           A
I will die and go back to stardust
                 D                     A
All I know about being alive is that life's for the living
                D
I ain't seeking salvation
                        A
Not too worried about damnation
               D                  E                      F#m
I got little expectation, and as such I ain't easily let down
A                  D                 E
All I really wanna do is be close to you
             A
while we're still both around.
 
 
[Instrumental]
A F#m A F#m D F#m D F#m
 
 
[Verse]
                     D
The big blue sky was watching us
                   A
And the breeze was listening to us tell our tale
               D
The sun stayed up just long enough to make it clear
                 A
Just what we are doing here
 
 
[Chorus]
              D
I was born to love you
                          A
I will die and go back to stardust
                 D                                   A
All I know about being alive is that life's for the living



                D
I ain't seeking salvation
                       A
Not too worried about damnation
              D                 E                        F#m
I got little expectation, and as such I ain't easily let down
A                  D                 E
All I really wanna do is be close to you
                       A
while we're still both around
                       F#m
while we're still both around

19270. The Meeting in the Air

The Meeting in the Air

You have heard of little Moses in the bulrush
You have heard of fearless David and his sling
You have heard the story told of dreaming Joseph
And of Jonah and the whale you often sing
There are many, many others through the Bible
I should like to meet them all I do declare
By and by the Lord will surely let us meet them
At that meeting in the air

There is going to be a meeting in the air
In the sweet sweet bye and bye
I am going to meet you, meet you over there
In that home beyond the sky
Such singing you will hear-never heard by mortal ear
'Twill be glorious I do declare
And God's own son will be the leading one
At the meeting in the air

Many things there will be missing in that meeting
For the mourner's bench will have no place at all
There will never be a sermon preached to sinners
For the sinners had refused to heed the call
There will be no mourning over wayward loved ones
There will be no lonely nights of pleading prayer
All our burdens and our anguish will be lifted
At that meeting in the air

There the doubters will be missing altogether
All the skeptics will be absent on that day
There will be no grumblers present to disturb us
And the Achans will be busy far away
There the saints will have His seal upon their foreheads
Dressed in raiment none but ransomed ones can wear
All who have the wedding garment will be present
At that meeting in the air



19271. The Memory Of Your Smile

The Memory Of Your Smile
Stanley Brothers

I'm walking from one bar to another
I don't know where I'm going or where I've been
No one I meet realized
I'm trying when I know I can't win

The memory of your smile, it nearly drives me wild
Ain't nothing ever gonna ease my mind
I thought you'd true, I counted so on you
I'm lost from a love I'll never find

I wonder how this pain is going to wind up
It gets worse day by day since you're gone
If only you would come back and see me
You're my only chance from now on
* Refrain

19272. The Mermaid

The Mermaid
Traditional

It was Friday morn when we set sail
And we were not far from the land
When our captain he spied a mermaid so fair
With a comb and a glass in her hand

Chorus:
And the ocean waves do roll
And the stormy winds do blow
And we poor sailors are skipping at the top
While the landlubbers lie down below, below, below
While the landlubbers lie down below

Then up spoke the captain of our gallant ship
And a fine spoken man was he
He said "This fishy mermaid has warned me of our doom
We shall sink to the bottom of the sea"

Then up spoke the first-mate of our gallant ship
And a brave young man was he
He said "I have a wife in Boston by the sea
But tonight a widow she will be"

Then up spoke the cook of our gallant ship



And a crazy old butcher was he
He said "I care much more for my pots and my pans
Than I do for the bottom of the sea"

Then up spoke the cabin boy of our gallant ship
And a brave young lad was he
He said "I have a sweetheart in Portland by the sea
But tonight she'll be weeping for me"

Three times around spun our gallant ship
And three times around spun she
Three times around spun our gallant ship
And she sank to the bottom of the sea

19273. The Messenger

The Messenger - Kathy Kallick

You read about me in a book
The miracles and the time it took
You recognize me by the look
I am The Messenger
Others have tried to do this thing
Peace and hope are the things I bring
And the faithful recognize the king
I am The Messenger

I've got the answers for the troubled child
Protector of the meek and mild
My name has always been defiled
I am The Messenger
I've come to take away your fears
You've been waiting so many years
I talk to God and He always hears
I am The Messenger

CHORUS:
I am The Messenger
I am The Messenger
I am The Messenger
I am The Messenger.

Cool water and the perfumed oil
A humble servant of the righteous soil
Evil sees me and it must recoil
I am The Messenger
The instrument and the holy rod
My steps will lead you where the saints have trod
I'm here to tell you the will of God
I am The Messenger



19274. The Middle

Trampled By Turtles - The Middle

[Verse 1]
I wasn't higher than I was supposed to be
But the walls froze through then they shattered
I'm partially peaceful sitting in an empty room
While the lights outside never mattered
There's a bitter pill on the other side
Smoky shaded space in a double-wide
We could come to the middle
Let it all pass through

[Verse 2]
I'm a pretender
Sloppy in the morning sun
All the lies I live make me wonder
I had a bottle
Filled it with the only one
That could turn my nights into thunder
How I wish it could be another way
And I wouldn't stumble and go away
Yeah, it makes you cry just a little
If it does us any good
I cannot see it

[Verse 3]
And I am shaping a madness
Dinner's here, a mirrored plate
While the world spins faster than ever
And they say it's burning
All the things you need to say
You better get out now while you're limber
Morning never cuts like I want it to
There's a canyon in between me and you
And I would bleed just a little
And never be the same

[Verse 4]
Why am I so tired when all I do is sleep?
Is it the same dream that I keep having?
You were there with me lying in a naked seat
But there was ample shelter and padding
But the wind whispers in a darkened street
Selling simple warnings to you and me
Yeah it makes me die just a little
A little every day



19275. The Midnight Call

The Midnight Call
By Dixie Hall & Tom T. Hall 
Recorded by Don Rigsby

Verse 1:
The telephone out in the kitchen
Rang out in the still of the night
Awakened from my restless sleeping
I fumbled around for a light
The clock on the wall chimed out midnight
As I heard a gentle voice say
Come down to the depot and meet me
Please hurry and leave right away

Chorus 1:
Come down, come down to the depot
And hurry and leave right away

Verse 2:
I threw on some clothes in an instant
And not 'til I'd driven thru town
Remebered the crumbling depot
A long time ago was torn down
And I followed the tracks of the railroad
Until I came to the right spot
In shadows I saw that the depot
Was there on the empty old lot

Chorus 2:
It was there, was there, the depot
Was there on the empty old lot

Verse 3:
And there on the steps of the depot
My dear mother stood in the dark
I had not seen her since I ran away
In trouble and broke her old heart
She said, I have something to tell you
I'm boarding a glory bound train
Have faith in your Lord and your Savior
God bless you 'til we meet again

Chorus 3:
Have faith, have faith in your Saviour,
He'll bless you 'til we meet again

Verse 4:
Again I could hear a phone ringing
And the I awoke from my dream
I stumbled back into the kitchen
My sister was calling my name
She cried I'm so sorry to wake you
Dear mother is dead where she fell
The last thing she said was you already knew
She died at a quarter past twelve



19276. The Midnight Train

Roy Acuff - The midnight train
Composer: Roy Acuff

The sunshine comes from lonesome valley
And all alone I must remain
While far away through lonesome vallay
Comes a dying cry of the midnight train

How many tears how many sorrow
How many hearts are died in pain
Whose love today is gone tomorrow
Carried away on that midnight train

We shared our love in sweet surrender
With happy tears and hidden pain
For well we knew our dream was ending
And you must go on that midnight train

That heart burns low the song is dying
And only memories remain
The teardrops flow my heart keeps crying
When I hear the wail of the midnight train

How many tears how many sorrow...

19277. The Midnight Train

The midnight train
Jim & Jesse

Midnight Train
Take me away!
Midnight Train
Just find a place for me to stay!
Midnight Train
I'm leaving just the way I came
Take me away from all this pain
Midnight train
Take me away !

Verse 1
It's over, I'm leaving, Goodbye now
Yesterday I was ready to die for you
Bur now, I don't know...
Cause you promissed, to love me forever
And you told me, we'll always be dancing together
But now I dance alone, I dance alone



I dance alone!

Chorus
Midnight Train
Take me away !
Midnight Train
Just find a place for me to stay !
Midnight Train
I'm leaving just the way I came
Take me away from all this pain
Midnight train
Take me away..

Verse 2
I dare you, walk into the open
Leave your ego behind no
My heart is already broken!
It's time now
To show the cards we hide from ourselves now
We said "all in"
But we're the deffinition of "Bluffin"!
Tell me babe what would you do
If you were me, and I were you?

Chorus
Midnight Train
Take me away !
Midnight Train
Just find a place for me to stay !
Midnight Train
I'm leaving just the way I came
Take me away from all this pain
Midnight train
Take me away..
[midnight train]
[midnight train]
[take me away]

19278. The Mill

The Mill - Laurie Lewis

I dreamed that I'd died, And gone to my reward;
A job in Heaven's textile mill, on a golden boulevard.

"Chorus"
The Mill was made out of marble, The machines were made out of gold. And nobody ever gre
w tired Lord, and nobody ever grew old.
The Mill was built on a garden, No dust nor dirt could be found.
The air was clean and it smelled so sweet, with the flowers & the trees all around.

It was quiest and peaceful in Heaven, there was no clatter nor boom.
We always had beautiful music, while we worked at the spindle and the loom.



"Chorus"
And the Mill was made out of marble, The machines were made out of gold. And nobody ever
 grew tired Lord, and nobody ever grew old.

There was no unemployement in Heaven, We worked steady all thru the year.
We always had food for the children, and we never worked in fear.

"Chorus"
And the Mill was made out of marble, The machines were made out of gold. And nobody ever
 grew tired Lord, and nobody ever grew old.

I woke from my dream about Heaven, And wondered if there would be,
A Mill like that one here on Earth for people like you and Me.
"Chorus"
And the Mill was made out of marble, The machines were made out of gold. And nobody ever
 grew tired Lord, and nobody ever grew old.

19279. The Miller's Will

The Miller's Will
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

[Verse 1: Jerry Garcia]
There was an old miller and he lived alone
Had three sons all fully grown
When the time came to make out his will
All he had left was a little grist mill
Sing a fol-dig-a-di-oh, fol dig-a-day

He called to him his eldest son
Said, "Son, oh, son my race is run
If I a miller of you make
Pray tell me what toll you take?"
Sing a fol-dig-a-di-oh, fol dig-a-day

Father, oh father my name is Bill
Out of each bushel I'd take a gill
You fool, you fool, the old man cried
On such a little you'll never get a rise
Sing a fol-dig-a-di-oh, fol dig-a-day

Well, he called to him his second son
Said, "Son, oh, son, my race is run
If I a miller of you make
Pray tell me what toll you'd take?"
Sing a fol-dig-a-di-oh, fol dig-a-day

Father, oh father, my name is, Ralph
Out of each bushel I'd take half
Not enough, not enough, the old man said
Such a little you'd never get ahead
Sing a fol-dig-a-di-oh, fol dig-a-day



He called to him his youngest son
Said, "son oh son my race is run
If I a miller of you make
Pray tell me what toll you would take?"
Sing a fol-dig-a-di-oh, fol dig-a-day

Father, oh father, my name is Paul
Out of each bushel I'd take all
Hallelujah, the old man cried
Then he turned up him toes and he died
Sing a fol-dig-a-di-oh, fol dig-a-day

[Instrumental]

[Verse 2: Jerry Garcia]
They buried him in a little box grave
Some do not think his soul was saved
Where he went I could not say
But I rather believe he went the other way
Sing a fol-dig-a-di-oh, fol dig-a-day

[Outro: Jerry Garcia]
Sing a fol-dig-a-di-oh, fol dig-a-day

19280. The Mine

Steve Earle - The Mine

[Verse 1]
Well I woke up with an achin' way on down in my bones
Wasn't nothin' else I could do
Took your wedding ring to West Virginia Jewelry & Loan
Pawned it for a cure for the blues
But hey babe, I saved you some
It's okay babe, 'cause it won't be long

[Verse 2]
There'll come a Sunday morning, the phone is gonna ring
Be my brother down at the mine
He's gonna tell me come a'runnin' 'cause he had to pull some strings
Promise not to blow it this time
And hey babe, it's gonna be alright
Someday babe, if you hold on tight
Gonna get myself together when my brother gets me on at the mine

[Verse 3]
Well my brother drives a brand new Ram truck with a hemi
And satellite radio too
Well I reckon that's the first thing I'm a' gonna get me
And a baby blue Camaro for you
And hey babe, we'll ride in style
That day babe, down the Main Street mile
It's gonna get better when brother gets me on at the mine



[Instrumental Verse]

[Verse 4]
And if I was gonna travel anywhere but West Virginia
Then I reckon I'd a' done it by now
As you live here all your life, you can get the mountains in you
Ain't no way you're gettin' them out
But hey babe, I know it's hard
These days babe, and you're sick and tired
But it can only get better and know it's just a matter of time
Till I get myself together when my brother gets me on at the mine

19281. The Mine - Chords

The Mine
Steve Earl - The Mine

(Verse1)
D                              G          A
Woke up with an aching way on down in My bones
D                         / G G A A /
Wasn't nothing else I could do
          D                             G         A
Took Your wedding ring to West Virginia Jewelry & Loan
D                          / G G A A /
Pawned it for a kick at the blues (?)
 
(Chorus)
     Bm           G
But, hey Babe, I saved You some
     Bm                  G        A
It's ok Babe, 'cause it won't be long, well -
 
(Verse2)
D                        G              A
Come on Sunday morning, phone is gonna ring
D                        / G G A A /
Be My Brother down at the mine
            D                             G                 A
He's gonna tell Me come running, 'Cos He had to pull some strings
    D                         / G G A A /
I promised not to blow it this time
 
(Chorus)
     Bm              G
But, hey Babe, it's gonna be alright
    Bm              G       A
Someday Babe, Baby hold on tight
       D
Gonna get Myself together when -
    G              A          D / G G A A /
My Brother gets Me on at the mine



 
(Verse3)
         D                           G             A
Well My Brother drives a brand new M truck with a hammy (?)
       D             / G G A A /
And a satellite radio too
        D                                 G            A
Well I reckon that's the first thing that I'm a gonna get Me
   D                  / G G A A /
A baby blue Camaro for You
 
(Chorus)
     Bm               G
But, hey Babe, We'll drive in style
     Bm                  G           A
That day Babe, That old mean street mile
       D
Gonna get Myself together when -
    G              A          D / G G A A /
My Brother gets Me on at the mine
 
/ D / G G A A /
/ D / G G A A /
/ D / G G A A /
/ D / G G A A /
 
/ Bm / G / Bm / G A /
 
(Verse4)
        D                      G          A
Yeah if I was gonna travel anywhere than West Virginia
   D                        / G G A A /
I reckon I'd have done it by now
          D                            G                 A
When You live here all Your life, You get them mountains in Your
 D                             / G G A A /
Ain't no way You're getting 'em out
 
(Chorus)
     Bm           G
But, hey Babe, I know it's hard
      Bm                 G        A
These days Babe, almost sick and tired
        D                  G                A       / D / G G A A /
It can only get better, I know it's only a matter of time
         D                          A                         D
'till I get Myself together and My Brother gets Me on at the mine

19282. The Minotaur's Song

The Incredible String Band - The Minotaur's Song 

Straight from the shoulder



I think like a soldier
I know what's right and what's wrong
(He knows what's right and what's wrong)

I'm the original discriminating buffalo man
And I'll do what's wrong as long as I can
(He'll do what's wrong as long as he can)

I live in a labyrinth under the sea
Down in the dark as dark as can be
I like the dark as dark as can be
(He likes the dark as dark as can be)

I'll even attack you or eat you whole
Down in the dark my bone mills roll
Porridge for my porridge bowl
(Porridge for his porridge bowl)

I'm strong as the earth from which I'm born
(He's strong as the earth from which he's born)
I can't dream well because of my horns
(He can't dream well because of his horns)

I'm strong as the earth from which I'm born
(He's strong as the earth from which he's born)
I can't dream well because of my horns
(He can't dream well because of his horns)

A Minotaur gets very sore
His features they are such a bore
His habits are predicta-bull
Aggressively relia-bull, bull, bull

Strong as the earth from which I'm born
(He's strong as the earth from which he's born)
I can't dream well because of my horns
(He can't dream well because of his horns)

I'm the original discriminating buffalo man
I'll do what's wrong as long as I can
(He'll do what's wrong as long as he can)

As long as he can
As long as he can
As long as he can
As long as he can
As long as he can
As long as he can

19283. The Misery You've Earned

The Misery You've Earned - Del Mccoury Band



[Verse 1]
The fact that you are gone, this house is not a home
A place to lay my head and tears to shed
I try not let it show, my heart is aching so
I wonder if you know my awful dread

[Chorus]
Someday I'm sure you'll learn the bridge to me you've burned
Then it will be your turn to weep and cry
By then my blues will end, no tears, my heart will mend
But you'll by then have learned the misery you've earned

[Verse 2]
You were my heart and soul, you had me in control
An angÐµl in disguise, you're love and liÐµs
Oh, I was such a fool to put my trust in you
I'm glad that we are through, can't hear you cry

[Chorus]
Someday I'm sure you'll learn the bridge to me you've burned
Then it will be your turn to weep and cry
By then my blues will end, no tears, my heart will mend
But you'll by then have learned the misery you've earned

19284. The Mississippi Is Frozen

The Mississippi Is Frozen
Chris Thile

Well, my child, that's quite a while ago, now
Let's see what I can recall
Might be a trip one January, when
Great-granddad had work up in Saint Paul
Tell me what it felt like
A story is worth a thousand pictures
Was it really, truly cold?
I remember staring out the hotel window
Mother saying, "Look my little one
The Winter Carnival's begun
And the Mississippi is frozen."
God, how I wish I'd been born before the warming
Left us only summer, spring, and fall
On those rare mornings when I see my breath
I say a prayer for winter's mortal soul
Teach me how that prayer goes
And we'll bow our heads together, child;
You never really know
I say, "Father up above if you can hear me
Consider this our lesson learned
Let Winter Carnivals return;
Let the Mississippi be frozen."
So, friends, take stock of what you got
No matter if you want it at the time



Take a picture only if it helps you
Tell a better story down the line
Someone's never heard it
Never felt the things you're feeling
And it's someone that you love
Once upon an evening on Exchange Street
After jokes were told, and songs were sung
The Winter Carnival was underway
And the Mississippi was frozen

19285. The Mississippi Mudcat and Sister Sheryl Crow

Marty Stuart - The Mississippi Mudcat and Sister Sheryl Crow

Written by Marty Stuart

All right, all right, all right
Well I am the main Mississippi Mudcat and always will be
Hello everybody
So there I was cruisin' through the country in my hot rod car
Just visitin' my friends up and down the backroads
I was driving slow
I was driving slow, meditatin' on Sheryl Crow
Sheryl Crow I'm telling you the truth now
(He's telling you the truth)

42 miles an hour my gasoline was all gone
I was trying to look real cool and find my way back home
Darn, dark, dark
Driving slow, driving slow
Just seemed like an endless supply of hi line poles and mailboxes
Then all of a sudden there stood by the mail box at route 4 box 153
A damsel, yes a damsel in disdress (alright)
A damsel in disdress wearing high heels
With big blue eyes that made the darkness crawl
And a smile that could make a man cry
Yes I know (yes he knows) ring that phone boys...Go

I stopped and said "'hello
And you are without a doubt the most beautiful magnolia I have ever seen in my life"
She said "shut up Marty party
What are you doing tonight riding around in that hot rod
With that loud radio, showing off them chromium pipes and fold away wings"
I said "baby, I'm just looking for gas cans, have you seen any"
Sometimes a fast rubber-tired shiny car is the thing to have
She said "well Marty party do you want some company
You know my specialty is spotting gas cans" (uh oh yeah, uh-oh)
She said to me, she said to me "what do you call this ride"
I said "honey, this here is my rocket ship" (all right)
And get in, just get in, just get in, just get in

Let's go home now
Alright



19286. The Mississippi Queen

John Hartford - The Mississippi Queen

Oh the Mississippi Queen, oh the Mississippi Queen
Headin' up the Mississippi, headin' up the Mississippi
Oh the Mississippi Queen, oh the Mississippi Queen
She's the queen of the west, she's the queen of the west

Oh the Mississippi Queen, oh the Mississippi Queen
Headin' up the Mississippi, headin' up the Mississippi
The biggest steamboat, the biggest steamboat
That ever was afloat, that ever was afloat
On the Mississippi River back home
On the Mississippi River back home

19287. The Missouri Waltz - Chords

The Missouri Waltz
Eddy Arnold
JR.Shannon & John V. Eppel

[F]Hush a bye my [C7]baby
Slumber [F]time is coming soon
Rest your head up[C7]on my breast
While [F]mommy hums a tune
The [Bb]sandman is callin' where
[F]Shadows are fallin'
While the [G7]soft breezes sigh
As in [C7]days long gone by
[F]Way down in Missouri
Where I heard this melody
When I was a [C7]little child
[F]On my mommy's knees
The [Bb]old folks were [Dm]humming
Their [F]banjoes were strumming
So [G7]sweet [C7]and [F]low

[Dm]Strum strum strum strum strum
[Cm]Seems hear those banjoes
[A7]playin' once a[Dm]gain
Hum hum hum hum hum
That same old [A7]plaintive [Dm]strain

[Dm]Hear that [A7]mournful [Dm]melo[A7]dy
It just [Dm]haunts you the [A7]whole day [Dm]long
And you [Bb]wander in dreams
Back to [F]Dixie it seems
When you [G7]hear that [C7]old time [F]song



[F]Hush a bye my [C7]baby
Go to [F]sleep on mommy's knee
Journey back to [C7]Dixieland
In [F]dreams again with me
It [Bb]seems like your mommy is
[F]There once again
And the [G7]old folks were strumming
That [C7]same old refrain
[F]Way down in Mis[C7]souri
Where I [F]learned this lullaby
When the stars were [C7]blinkin'
And the [F]moon was climbin' high
Seems I [Bb]hear voices [Dm]low
As in [F]days long ago
Singing [G7]hush [C7]a [F]bye

19288. The Model Church

The Model Church

Well, wife, I found a model church
And worshiped there today
It made me think of the good old times
Before my hair was gray
The meeting house was finer built
Than they were years ago
But I found out when I went in
It was not built for show

The sexton did not sit me down
Away back by the door
He knew that I was old and deaf
And saw that I was poor
He must have been a Christian man
He led me boldly through
The long aisle of that crowded church
To find a pleasant pew

I wish you'd heard the singing, wife
It had the old town ring
The preacher said with trumpet voice
Let all the people sing
Oh, coronation was the tune
The music upward roared
I thought I heard the angel choir
Strike on their harps of gold

I'll tell you, wife, it did me good
To sing those hymns once more
I felt just like some wrecked marine
Who gets a glimpse of shore
It made me want to lay aside



This weather-beaten form
And anchor in that blessed port
Forever from the storm

Dear wife, the toil will soon be o'er
The victory soon be won
The shining strand is just ahead
Our race is nearly run
We're nearing Canaan's happy shore
Our hopes are bright and fair
Thank God we'll never sin again

There'll be no sorrow there
There'll be no sorrow there
In Heaven above
Where all is love
There'll be no sorrow there

19289. The Mona Lisa

Brad Paisley - The Mona Lisa 

Now there are men who make history
There are men who change the world
And there are men like me
That simply find the right girl
And in that very moment, it all becomes clear
What I'm meant to do, the reason I'm here
Now every night I thank the Lord I found you
And every time I put my arms around you
I feel like the frame that gets to hold the Mona Lisa
And I don't care if that's all I ever do
It never fails, we walk in a room
Nobody sees me, they're all lookin' at you
I disappear but that's fine with me
I feel the same way, you're all I can see
Now they've written books about da Vinci's muse
Now I know it wasn't but it shoulda been you
'Cause I feel like the frame that gets to hold the Mona Lisa
And I don't care if that's all I ever do
Why don't we run off to Paris while we're still young
We could drink a little wine, have a little fun
I could tell you I love you in a foreign tongue
We could work on our French in more ways than one
I could take your hand, we could walk in the Louvre
I could show 'em real beauty, let 'em get a load of you
'Cause I feel like the frame that gets to hold the Mona Lisa
And I don't care if that's all I ever do
I feel like the frame that gets to hold the Mona Lisa
And I don't care if that's all I ever do



19290. The Money Shuffle

Richard Thompson - The Money Shuffle

I love kittens and little babies
Can't you see that's the guy I am
And your money is so safe with me
You never met such an honest man
Glossies on my office wall
The rich and famous, I know them all

Come on and do the Money Shuffle
I've got you right there where I want you
Come on and do the Money Shuffle
Can't find your money if you want to
Stock market going through the roof now
So rich I'll never add it up now
I've got your savings here somewhere

Here at Warbrook and Jones it's all tradition
We never pimp and we don't hustle
If you'll just bend over a little
I think you'll feel my financial muscle
Spread it wide, wide as you can
To get the full benefit of my plan

Come on and do the Money Shuffle
I've got you right there where I want you
Come on and do the Money Shuffle
Can't find your money if you want to
My God, the market's in a free fall
I'll save my arse and skip the country
Wish I knew the hell what I was doing

This year, think I'll skip Monte
One tires of the same old social scene
With all the problems in the world today
They'll notice if my bonus is obscene
Spread it wide, wide as you can
To get the full benefit of my plan

Come on and do the Money Shuffle
I've got you right there where I want you
Come on and do the Money Shuffle
Can't find your money if you want to
Stock market going through the roof now
So rich I'll never add it up now
I've got your savings here somewhere

Come on and do the Money Shuffle
Come on and do the Money Shuffle
Come on and do the Money Shuffle
Come on and do the Money Shuffle



19291. The Monkey Song

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - The monkey song
Composer: Jimmy Ibbotson

Now I wonder if where love's involved
Did we improve as we evolved
Perhaps we'd fix a big mistake
By going wild, going ape

Here we go 'round the dry thistle
Monkey can climb but I can whistle
He can't sing and I can't dance
And the monkey don't have to wear no pants

Here we go 'round the dry thistle
Monkey can climb but I can whistle
He can't sing and I can't dance
And the monkey don't have to wear no pants

Here we go 'round the dry thistle
Monkey can climb but I can whistle
He can't sing and I can't dance
And the monkey don't have to wear no pants

Here we go 'round the dry thistle
Monkey can climb but I can whistle
He can't sing and I can't dance
And the monkey don't have to wear no pants

19292. The Monkey That Became President

Tom T Hall - The Monkey That Became President
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I was there on the day the monkey came into this world
His face was round and reddish and his hair was slightly curled
He didn't look too different from the others I had seen
Who'd-a-thought he was the answer to the nation's dream?

At first he didn't seem to be intelligent at all
Each time he'd start to walk about he'd stumble and he'd fall
My first impression was to be a most mistaken thought
Lord a'mighty, what's this little hairy monkey wrought?

Because I witnessed his departure from his mother's womb
I felt inclined to check his progress every afternoon
One day the keeper of the zoo called in the live tv
"frankly said, I think you'll be amazed at what you see".



The monkey walked and talked and waved his arms about his head
In the corner was the stack of books that he had read
"an educated monkey!" said the papers 'cross the land
It was more than weary sociologists could stand

Oh, his fame was universal, he was on the carson how
People talked about him kindly everywhere he'd go
His insight was amazing, his philosophy was fair
He became a politician welcome everywhere

His wit was not to be compared with any mind intact
He'd lace a phrase with irony and blend it all with fact
Conservatives applauded and the liberals were entranced
The bigots and the integrationists were in his camp

Nobody dared to meet him in an open press debate
He was nominated by the folks from every state
Yes, a monkey was the president, though maybe not the first
And there was peace and harmony throughout the universe

The dream I had last night has been related as it came
As for interpretation, well, it's really very plain
Would you rather have a monkey up in washington, d.c.
Or have those people making monkeys out of you and me?

19293. The Monorail Song

Hit & Run Bluegrass - The Monorail Song
Album: Four Finger Music: The Bluegrass Tribute to the Music Made Famous By the Simpso
ns

Monorail
Monorail
Monorail
Monorail
Monorail
Monorail
Monorail
Monorail
I hear those things are awfully loud
It glides as softly as a cloud
Is there a chance the track could bend?
Not on your life, my Hindu friend
What about us brain-dead slobs?
You'll be given cushy jobs
Were you sent here by the Devil?
No, good sir, I'm on the level
The ring came off my pudding can
Take my pen knife, my good man
I swear it's Springfield's only choice
Throw up your hands and raise your voice
Monorail



What's it called?
Monorail
Once again
Monorail
But Main Street's still all cracked and broken
Sorry, Mom, the mob has spoken
Monorail!
Monorail!
Monorail!
Monorail!

19294. The Moon Is A Harsh Mistress

Linda Ronstadt - The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress

See her as she flies
Golden sails across the sky
Close enough to touch
But careful if you try
Though she looks as warm as gold
The moon's a harsh mistress
The moon can be so cold

Once the sun did shine
And lord it felt so fine
The moon a phantom rose
Through the mountains and the pine
And then the darkness fell
The moon's a harsh mistress
It's hard to love her well

I fell out of her eyes
I fell out of her heart
I fell down on my face, yes I did
And I tripped and I missed my star
And I fell and fell alone
The moon's a harsh mistress
The sky is made of stone

The moon's a harsh mistress
She's hard to call your own

19295. The Moon Is Still Over Her Shoulder

Jerry Jeff Walker - The Moon Is Still Over Her Shoulder

Hugh Prestwood
She is fixed in his mind like the picture
He's kept in his wallet for years



And the image has never been tarnished
By the blood, sweat and tears
And to him it appears
That the moon is still over her shoulder
And the ribbon is still in her hair
And he can still see her dancing
And music is still in the air
Sometimes he finds it amazing
That all of his children are wed
When their mother is still turning eighteen
And turning his head
She still turns his head
And the moon is still over her shoulder
And the stars are still falling above
And she never gets one minute older
And he is still falling in love

19296. The Moon Just Turned Blue

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - The Moon Just Turned Blue

Hang up the phone, lose my number
Leave me alone so I can cry
Don't touch my heart anymore
It's broken and sore
And the moon just turned blue
Goodbye, goodbye
Just go on back to your old boyfriend
He'll take you home
And I know why, it's only fair I guess
My heart won't die from this
And the moon just turned blue
Goodbye, goodbye
I said the moon just turned blue
I was lookin' right at you
Lookin' sweet and baby blue
And shy, oh Lord
I got me thinking, baby, such a fancy lady
She might be tellin' mighty fancy lies
So count me out of your triangle
I'm number three and honey I can't pretend
I don't need heartache at all
My heart can't take the fall
And the moon just turned blue
Goodbye, goodbye
(Goodbye, mama)
It's only fair I guess
My heart won't die from this
And the moon just turned blue
Goodbye, goodbye
I said the moon it just turned blue
Baby, bye bye



19297. The Moon, The Stars, And Me

Dolly Parton - The Moon, The Stars, And Me 

Tonight I feel a chill in the air
As cold as that look on your face
I hear what you're saying but coming from you
Goodbye seems so out of place
Now how can you stand there and honestly say
There never wee any real promises made
Chorus:
The moon is my witness
The stars will agree
They all heard you promise
You'd always love me
I know that it's true
But it's hard to believe
You lied to the moon
The stars and me
And what about all of those warm tender nights
Did they mean nothing to you
And where are the feelings I thought that we shared
Or have you forgotten them too
Did you think I could just put your memory behind
When your words are still so very clear in my mind
Chorus:
The moon is my witness
The stars will agree
They all heard you promise
You'd always love me
I know that it's true
But it's hard to believe
You lied to the moon
The stars and me
The moon is my witness
The stars will agree
They all heard you promise
You'd always love me
I know that it's true
But it's hard to believe
You lied to the moon
The stars and me
I know that it's true
But it's hard to believe
You lied to the moon
The stars and me
You lied



19298. The Moonshiner - Chords

The Moonshiner 
Peter Rowan

[Verse 1]
 
D      G        C                      D
I've been a moonshiner for many a long year,
    G              C                    D
I spent all of my money on whiskey and beer.
D                     G                     D
I'll go down in some hollow and set up my still
         G             C                      D
and I'll sell you a gallon for a two dollar bill.
 
~break~
 
 
[Verse 2]
D      G                      C              D
I'll eat when I'm hungry and drink when I'm dry
    G                               C           D
If whiskey don't kill me Lord I'll live till I die
D                  G                               D
God bless them moonshiners, They're all friends of mine
G                                   C           D
Their breath smells as sweet as the dew on the vine
 
~break~
 
 
[Verse 3]
G                              C
I'll go to some grocery and drink with my friends
D                                 G
No women to bother me or see what I spend
G                      C
God bless them pretty women I wish one was mine
      D                                  G
For their breath is more sweeter than even Moonshine
 
~break~
 
G                      C
God bless them pretty women I wish one was mine
      D                                  G
For their breath is more sweeter than even Moonshine

19299. The More I Learn

The More I Learn
Bryan Sutton



Verse 1
I'²ve been up on the mountain high, found myself in the valley dry.
I've won the day, and lost the fight, come through the dark to see the light.
These scrapes, and scars reveal to me, all the high'²s and low's, and the in between's.
Sometimes I fly, sometimes fall, reminds me that I don'²t know it all.

Course
But the more I learn, the more I yearn, for just one more page to turn.
The more I learn, the more I learn that I sure got a lot more to learn.

Verse 2
My shoes have nearly lost their tread, aiming for what'²s just ahead.
I've run this road this far and near, still wondering where goes from here.
Now the road is lonesome, the little road as long, when you trail a tune, and chase a song.
I have come and gone and rambled far, still finding notes on this guitar.

Course
But the more I learn, the more I yearn, for just one more page to turn.
The more I learn, the more I learn that I sure got a lot more to learn.

Verse 3
Well I'²m finding out and honest truth, I didn't realize in my youth.
Is less of what I take each day, and more of what I give away.
And there'²s one thing I know for sure, that love is strong when love is pure.
Not just for me, it's ours to hold, A lesson we can'²t learn alone.

Course
But the more I learn, the more I yearn, for just A little more time to burn.
The more I learn, the more I learn that I sure got a lot more to learn.

19300. The Morning Train - Chords

The Morning Train Live 
Nanci Griffith
 
[Intro]
G D C
 
[Verse]
                   G
There's a morning train
 
Headed for New Orleans
          C
Carrying business men
              G
and week day shoppers
 
I got sixteen bucks
                    C
I got a dollar and change
Em             G                   D



That's not bad price for a one way ride
              G
On a morning train
 
G
I give you my devotion
 
You left me heartsick
                      C
Oh, you couldn't had hurt me more
                    G
Not workin' with a night stick
 
Now I'm tired of sharin'
             C
this bed of nails
Em             G                  D
So come first light I'm gonna be right
                 G
With the mornin' train
 
 
[Chorus]
    C       G          Am   G
So goodbye lover, I'm goin' undercover
C         G            A      D
Crescent City's gonna swallow me
C       G               Am          G
Skip my ring 'cross the Mississippi River
 G
When it sinks, well I won't' feel a thing
 G
When it sinks, well I won't feel a thing
 
 
[Verse]
 G
Oh well I'm gonna be stayin'
 
With a short time acquaintance
                        C
When I met him he was playin'
                    G
On the Gulf Breeze Circuit
 
He didn't play no hit songs
       C
or TV themes
Em            G                D
He's a guitar man just a hired hand
             G
From a local band
 
 
[Chorus]
    C       G          Am   G
So goodbye lover, I'm goin' undercover



C        G             A      D
Crescent City's gonna swallow me
C       G               Am          G
Skip my ring 'cross the Mississippi River
 G
When it sinks, well I won't' feel a thing
 G
When it sinks, well I won't feel a thing
 
                                 Gm
The whistles blowin' clear and loud
 
 
[Interlude]
G  C  G  C  Em  G  D  G
 
 
[Verse]
G
Now when I hit the station
 
I'll take a taxi to the corner
                         C
I'm gonna meet him by a street car
                     G
Name of what-cha-ma-call-it
 
And my imagination
                    C
Won't let us miss a thing
Em                    G                        D
Cause life's gonna be fine when I leave him behind
                 G
On that mornin' train
 
 
[Chorus]
    C       G          Am   G
So goodbye lover, I'm goin' undercover
C        G             A      D
Crescent City's gonna swallow me
C       G               Am          G
Skip my ring 'cross the Mississippi River
 G
When it sinks, well I won't' feel a thing
 G
When it sinks, well I won't feel a thing
 
 
[Outro]
G  D  C



19301. The Most

The Most
Della Mae

Touch me with your fingers
Touch me with your toes
Make love with the window open
So everybody knows
That we're finding a new pastime
Without any of our clothes
I'm drinking in your skin, dear
Like nobody else knows

Come back to bed, dear
I want you the most
Of any of my vices
You exorcise my ghosts
I let go of my body
I let go of my soul
I'm nothing in your arms, dear
That's what I love the most

Touch me with your fingers
Touch me with your toes
Make love with the windows open
So everybody knows
That we're finding a new pastime
That can't be put to prose
I'm nothing in your arms dear
That's what I love the most

19302. The Mountain

The Mountain
Steve Earle - Downhill Bluegrass Band
Sierra Ferrell

I was born on this mountain a long time ago
Before they knocked down the timber and strip-mined the coal
When you rose in the mornin' before it was light
To go down in that dark hole and come back up at night

Chorus:
I was born on this mountain, this mountain's my home
And she holds me and keeps me from worry and woe
Well, they took everything that she gave, now they're gone
But I'll die on this mountain, this mountain's my home

I was young on this mountain, but now I am old
And I knew every holler, every cool swimmin' hole
'Til one night I lay down and woke up to find
That my childhood was over and I went down in the mine



Chorus

There's a hole in this mountain and it's dark and it's deep
And God only knows all the secrets it keeps
There's a chill in the air only miners can feel
And there's ghosts in the tunnels that the company sealed

Chorus

19303. The Mountain - Chords

The Mountain
Steve Earl - The Mountain
From "The Mountain"

Capo 4th Fret (B)

(G)I was born on this mountain, long time a(Em)go
Before the (G)knocked down the tim(Am)ber and they (C)strip-mined the (Em)coal
When you (G)rose in the morning 'fore it was (Em)light 
To go (G)down in that dark (Am)hole, come back up at (Em)night  (D)

[CHORUS]
I was (G)born on this mountain, this mountain's my (Em)home
And she (G)holds me and (Am)keeps me from (C)worry and (D)woe
Well, they (G)took everything that she gave, now they are (Em)gone
But I'll (G)die on this (Am)mountain, this (C)mountain's my (G)home

(G)I was young on this mountain, but now I am (Em)old
And I (G)knew every hol(Am)ler, every (C)cool swimmin' (Em)hole
'Til (G)one night I lay down and woke up to (Em)find
That my (G)childhood was (Am)over, I went (C)down in the (Em)mine  (D)

[CHORUS]

(G)There's a hole in this mountain, it's dark and it's (Em)deep
And God on(G)ly knows (Am)all the (C)secrets it (Em)keeps
There's a (G)chill in the air only miners can (Em)feel
There's ghost (G)in the tunnels (Am)that the (C)company (Em)sealed  (D)

[CHORUS]

19304. The Mountain And Maryann

The Mountain And Maryann
Gordon Lightfoot

All is well



I've made my peace where highways never end
Yesterday's a memory today is just a friend
For the mountains and Maryann are calling me again
And the red pines will bow their heads
The rivers and the watersheds will swallow up my tears
All is well
I left the cold midwestern towns behind
There's a semi up the road ahead I'll take him in my time
For the hot-blooded mountain love is calling me again
And the vagabond within me cries
The wind and rain might burn my eyes but I won't feel the pain
For the mountains and Maryann will greet me there as only she can do

All is well
As I swing up to the border bent for hell
And the service station man agreed I didn't look too well
But the mountains and Maryann are calling out to me
And I got my bedroll on my back
And everything that I could pack to see me on my way

All is well
I've made my peace and man, I'm feelin' fine
And the losers that I left behind I'll think about some other time
For the border men were all my friends they couldn't find a dime
And the prairie towns go sailing by
Saskatchewan there's mud in your eye I'm leavin' you behind
There'll be hot-blooded mountain love to satisfy my soul
And the red pines will bow their heads
The rivers and the watersheds will carry us along
And the mountains and Maryann will greet me there as only she can do

All is well
The foothills are coming into sight
Today is just a memory the future is tonight
And the red pines will bow their heads
The rivers and the watersheds will carry us along
And the mountains and Maryann will greet me there as only she can do

19305. The Mountain Of God

The Incredible String Band - The Mountain Of God 

Behold the mountain of the Lord
In latter days shall rise, hark, the herald angels sing
Hush, hush, whisper who dares
Christopher Robin is saying his prayers

Do you not fly as clouds
And as doves to your windows
Who serve as the shadow
And the example of heavenly things

As Moses was admonished of God



As he was making the Tabernacle
See that you do all things according to the pattern
Shown you on the high mountain

Glory be to the Father
And to the Son and to the Holy Ghost
As it was in the beginning
Is now and ever shall be world without end, Amen

19306. The Mountains Are Calling

The Mountains Are Calling
Seth Mulder & Midnight Run

I left my old home in the mountains
All the sights of a big town to see
The bright lights went dim with our passing
The mountains are calling for me

I'm going back to the mountains
In the mountains is where I long to be
By the stream where the pure water's falling
The mountains are calling for me

I worked so hard in the foundry
For the money that they paid to me
What good is your wealth if you're un-happy
The mountains are calling for me

I'm going back to the mountains
In the mountains is where I long to be
By the stream where the pure water's falling
The mountains are calling for me

I long for my dad and my mother
And my sweetheart who's waiting for me
She promised to wait when I left her
The mountains are calling for me

I'm going back to the mountains
In the mountains is where I long to be
By the stream where the pure water's falling
The mountains are calling for me
By the stream where the pure water's falling
The mountains are calling for me

19307. The Mountains Are Calling Me Home



The Mountains Are Calling Me Home
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - The Mountains Are Calling Me Home

[Verse 1]
As I grew from a child, I started runnin' wild
I thought it would be better on my own
Now time has shown me things I couldn't see
And the mountains are callin' me home

[Verse 2]
I left mom and dad, they were so sad
I still see them cryin' all alone
I hope and I pray they're still there today
'Cause the mountains are callin' me home

[Chorus]
I spent my wasted years with heartaches and tears
It's nobody's fault but my own
I see lookin' back I'm on the wrong track
And the mountains are callin' me home

[Verse 3]
Time I can't reclaim, I've only me to blamR
I know that I must reap the seeds I've sown
But startin' hRre and now, I'll make it right somehow
'Cause the mountains are callin' me home

[Verse 4]
The years that I've lost have come at a cost
The ones who love me most may now be gone
The only thing I've earned are the lessons that I learned
And the mountains that are callin' me home

[Chorus]
I spent my wasted years with heartaches and tears
It's nobody's fault but my own
I see lookin' back I'm on the wrong track
And the mountains are callin' me home

[Chorus]
I've spent wasted years with heartaches and tears
It's nobody's fault but my own
I see lookin' back I'm on the wrong track
And the mountains are callin' me home

19308. The Mountains Gonna Sing - Chords

The Mountains Gonna Sing - Steep Canyon Rangers

intro: D  G  D  G

  D          G          D            G
Deep in the shade, the air stays cool
    Bm              A       D



Truest one, and I return to you
  D         G      D              G
Strike the fire,  hold back the night
  Bm         A      Em               G
See what remains of all I've left behind
      G                 D             G
I've just come for what peace I could find

CHORUS:

      D                    Bm               A
And the mountains gonna sing this song for me
        C                        G                 D
Whoa oh oh, the mountains gonna sing this song for me
  C             D          G        D      G
Rock me off to sleep

D          G       D           G
All the stories that she did tell
    Bm                    A                  D
There in a stillness, I learned her lesson well
D         G           D       G
In words forgotten, forever pure
   Bm               A             D
Names unspoken and gone forever more
        G            D                G
And I have nothing left to lay upon her door

-Chorus-

D               G       D         G
Beneath the laurels, pearls of rain
   Bm              A               D
Fall and shatter, and sink into the clay
D                 G      D               G
Wash away these hills, wash away the dawn
   Bm                 A                    D
Somehow there's still the strength to carry on
      G            D           G
The spirit ever lingers in a song

-Chorus-

19309. The Mountains Of Tennessee

The Carter Family - The Mountains of Tennessee

[Verse]
Take me back, take me back to my old mountain home
Take me back where my heart longs to be
Where we played by the brook in the cool, shady nook
In the mountains of Tennessee
In my old mountain home where the wild roses bloom



Is a spot just like heaven to me
Take me back, take me back to my old mountain home
In the mountains of Tennessee
Take me back, take me back to my old mountain home
Take me back to my old mother's knee
Where the stars shine bright and the birds sing free
In the mountains of Tennessee
Around my old mountain home where I used to roam
They're waiting a welcome for me
Take me back to my old log cabin home
In the mountains of Tennessee

19310. The Muse - Chords

The Muse 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
Am   C    F    C
Am   C    F    C
 
[Verse 1]
     Am         C             F          C
As I sit on the edge of this never made bed
     Am            C         F          C
Old guitar in my lap, a new tune in my head
           Am            C             F          C
There she stands in the doorway just brushin' her hair
         Am         C         F     C
It's my beautiful muse in her underwear
 
 
[Chorus]
 
     F        C              F              C    C     F     C
And if I was thinkin' I'd be thinkin' thank God
    F        C
whoever you are
          Am      C          F        C
For the muse and this old guitar
    Am          C         F          C
The times like these so sweet and so true
F              Am              G        C
Thinkin's the last thing that you wanna do
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
Am   C    F    C
Am   C    F    C
 
 
[Verse 2]



 
      Am        C           F         C
As I sit on the end of this dirty old bar
           Am               C           F           C
Tryin' to work some things out and not gettin' too far
      Am               C             F         C
And I drown out the voices that are keepin' me down
          Am       C             F             C
There's a muse all alone on the other side of town
 
 
[Chorus]
 
     F        C              F              C    C     F     C
And if I was thinkin' I'd be thinkin' thank God
    F        C
whoever you are
          Am      C          F        C
For all the whiskey in this dirty old bar
    Am          C         F          C
The times like these so sad but so true
F              Am              G        C
Thinkin's the last thing that you wanna do
F              Am              G        C
Thinkin's the last thing that you wanna do
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
Am   C    F    C
Am   C    F    C
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
      Am        C           F         C
As I sit on the bed in this hospital room
      Am        C           F         C
Sheddin' a tear for the bride and groom
      Am        C           F        C
The tiniest voice starts to bellow and cry
         Am          C     F               C
It's my finest work yet if today I should die
 
 
[Chorus]
 
     F        C              F              C    C     F     C
And if I was thinkin' I'd be thinkin' thank God
    F        C
whoever you are
          Am          C             F           C
For the muse and the miracle right here in my arms
    Am          C         F          C
The times like these so sweet and so true
F              Am              G        C
Thinkin's the last thing that you wanna do



F              Am              G        C
Thinkin's the last thing that you wanna do, yeah
F              Am              G        C
Thinkin's the last thing that you wanna do

19311. The Mysterious Fox Of Fox Hollow

Tom T Hall - The Mysterious Fox Of Fox Hollow

[Verse 1:]
The mysterious fox of Fox Hollow
He doesn't have many friends
He hides in the forest behind a big rock
He sniffs with his nose in the wind

[Chorus:]
And you'll never see him, there's no need to look
He'll hide in the grass or he'll hide in the bush
Sometimes he will run and jump over the log
For he is afraid of your dog

[Verse 2:]
The mysterious fox of Fox Hollow
He plays with a foxy old bunch
He comes out at night to steal chickens
And someday he might eat your lunch

[Chorus

[Verse 3:]
The mysterious fox of Fox Hollow
You ask me how I know
Though I never have seen him one day at the barn
I saw his tracks in the snow, four of them

[Chorus]

19312. The Mystery Of The Mystery

Dolly Parton - The Mystery Of The Mystery 

There are so many things that I don't understand
And I search my mind to try to find an answer
But the more I search the less I seem to find out why
Like where where the wind goes, how does life begin
What happens when we die.

The mystery of the mystery must stay unknown
Only God can know and man must not see



Great minds have tried but they will not find
The answer to the mystery of the mystery.

Man will seek the mystic rails of the mystery
But their silent halls reveal not a sound
Many men will give their lives just to try to find
The answer to a mystery in their mind.

The mystery of the mystery must stay unknown
Only God can know and man must not see
Great minds have tried but they will not find
The answer to the mystery of the mystery...

19313. The Narrow Way

The Narrow Way
The Bluegrass Gospel Group

[Verse 1]
There's a path that's wide that many have followed
It's a low road that seems full of the night
But at the end of that road, it's dreary and lonesome
The long walk back is an uphill climb
There's a narrow path that fewer have followed
It's a high road that will lead to the light
At the end of that road is peace and comfort
You won't walk alone, God is at your side

[Chorus]
Take the narrow way, walk the high road
Like an arrow, stay straight on the line
If you find yourself where you have to decide
Walk away from the path that is wide
Take the narrow way

[Verse 2]
Along thR way, you may stumble and falter
But don't lose sight of thR path you are on
Just stand real still and call to the Father
He will take your hand and lead you on

[Chorus]
Take the narrow way, walk the high road
Like an arrow, stay straight on the line
If you find yourself where you have to decide
Walk away from the path that is wide
Take the narrow way



19314. The Needle

The Needle

Many times I've seen it happen I never dreamed I'd live to see
The time htat I would pray to die so my soul would set me free
You see I have the habit to the needle I'm a slave
From the bottle to the needle from the needle to the grave

Just a crazy youngster I was looking for my fun
That night I met the pusher is when the misery begun
When he offered me the needle and the stuff that I now crave
From the bottle to the needle from the needle to the grave

Time passes so slowly as it passes I get worse
And as time goes by again I'll try my best to chase the curse
But it seems I have no power against the needle that I crave
From the bottle to the needle from the needle to the grave

Many times you've seen us on the streets down in the slum
These men who've lost the way of life and every feeling grown numb
But in our shame we are all the same to the needle we are slaves
From the bottle to needle from the needle to the grave

19315. The Neighbor

Dixie Chicks - The Neighbor

don't let em tell you what its all about
im right beside you dreamin you can do without
i know you will but we've never met
always the same, always a safe bet
i know whats happenin i've seen it before
uninvited i'll be comin to your back door
and lock all your windows, hide under your bed
i hear you breathin i know you're there
you can turn off the light
you can turn off your mind
you can shut me out

 (chorus)
but i'll still be here
i'll still be here
you can tune me out and try to shut me down
but i'll still be here

you wanna see things all the same
why don't you see things in color for a change
im waitin, listenin, tryin to walk in your shoes
they walk a straight line, such a straight line
i'll drop my fences if you drop your guard 
meet me on the front porch stop hiding in your backyard
unlock your windows come out from the bed



your tv's blowin i know you're there
you can turn it around
till you like how it sounds
you can turn me off

(chorus)
but i'll still be here
i'll still be here
you can turn me down but i'll just shout it out
i'll still be here
ohhh

who could wait in empathy
i do love without sympathy
and who's gonna be the one to speak for me

i'll still be here
i'll still be here
still be here
i'll still be here
i'll still be here
i'll still be here
i'll still be here
i'll still be here
uh huh uh uh huh uh huh
i said ill be here
baby like it or not
ohhhhhh

19316. The New Love Song

The New Love Song
The Avett Brothers

Ellegant and soft
Feminine as you ougt
One with earth and one with God
Won't you please forgive me
Won't you please forgive me

As the daylight sinks
As I fail to stop and think
Once I cursed the things I've done
Won't you please forgive me
Won't you please forgive me

Young bride take my name
Burn the questions burn the shame
You don't have to live by them
Won't you please forgive them
Won't you please forgive them

Sleep well when the night time falls



Wait 'till morning when I call
Don't believe the bad you saw
Won't you please forgive them

Tenderness and grace
How you've come this place
However dangerous or safe
I'll find within you
I'll find within you

19317. The New Partner Waltz

The Louvin Brothers - The New Partner Waltz

You're waltzing with me looking over my shoulder
The gleam in your eye tells me I'm losing you
You're waltzing with me, but your heart's with another
You'll have a new partner when this waltz is through

We came to the dance together
But I see that I'll be all alone when it ends
You're waltzing with me looking over my shoulder
You'll have a new partner when the next waltz begins

We came to the dance together
But I see that I'll be all alone when it ends
You're waltzing with me looking over my shoulder
You'll have a new partner when the next waltz begins

19318. The New Soft Shoe

Emmylou Harris - The New Soft Shoe

It was forty or fifty years ago
A big shot played with time
Mr. Walker held the dough
And both kept Cord in line
Watched and checked on every single day
Building his own special cars his very special way

Ooh, the new soft shoe
Ooh, the new soft shoe, yeah

And then walking through a Southern mall
I saw a shoeshine stand
A man was talking to a crowd
Holding slippers in his hand
Don't you know the same thing happens
Each and every day



Did you ever hear a song that's hard
to even play?

Ooh, the new soft shoe
Ooh, the new soft shoe, yeah

Then a color t.v. broadcast snuck in from New Orleans
Showed me one more man who spoke and
wore bright blue and green
When you saw him talk his way was when
he shoed his claws
And spoke to people every day
just to get applause

Ooh, the new soft shoe
Ooh, the new soft shoe, yeah
Ooh, ooh the new soft shoe
Ooh, the new soft shoe, yeah

19319. The New St. George

Richard Thompson - The New St. George 

The time has come for action
Leave your satisfaction
Can't you hear St. George's tune
When George's tune is calling you on?

Freedom was your mother
Fight for one another
Leave the factory, leave the forge
And dance to the new St. George

Don't believe pretenders
Who say they would defend us
While they flash their teeth and wave
The other hand is being paid

They choke the air and bleed us
These noble men who lead us
Leave the factory, leave the forge
And dance to the new St. George

The fish and fowl are ailing
The farmer's life is failing
Where are all the back room boys?
The back room boys can save us now

We're poisoned by the greedy
Who plunder on the needy
Leave the factory, leave the forge
And dance to the new St. George



19320. The Next Time I'm In Town

The Next Time I'm in Town
Chet Atkins and Mark Knopfler
Pappy Biondo - Emmylou Harris
 
Now it's been something seeing you again
And in this time we've had to spend
You've been so good to be around
I thank you for that special thrill
Keep me going on until
The next time I'm in town

Though I won't be back here for a while
I hear your laughter, see you smile 
and I'll remember what went down
And I can't tell you how or when but I'll be seeing you again
The next time I'm in town

Now the places and the faces range across the bridge of time and change
Once again I'm homeward bound
There's one thing I promise you 
That's another rendezvous
The next time I'm in tow

19321. The Next Time I'm In Town

The Next Time I'm in Town
Chet Atkins - Mark Knopfler
Emmylou Harris

Now it's been something seeing you again
In this time we've had to spend
You've been so good to be around
I thank you for that special thrill
Keep me going on until
The next time I'm in town

Though I won't be back here for a while
Or hear your laughter, see you smile
And I'll remember what went down
I can't tell you how or when
But I'll be seeing you again
The next time I'm in town

Now the faces and the places range
'Cross the bridge of time and change
Once again I'm homeward bound
There's one thing I promise you



And that's another rendez-vous
The next time I'm in town

Now it's been something seeing you again
And in this time we've had to spend
You've been so good to be around
And I thank you for that special thrill
Keep me goin' on until
The next time I'm in town
'Til the next time I'm in town
'Til the next time I'm in town

19322. The Night Before

Larry Rice - The Night Before 

We said our goodbyes, ah, the night before.
Love was in your eyes, ah, the night before.
Now today I find you have changed your mind.
Treat me like you did the night before.

Were you telling lies, ah, the night before?
Was I so unwise, ah, the night before?
When I held you near you were so sincere.
Treat me like you did the night before.

Last night is a night I will remember you by.
When I think of things we did it makes me want to cry.

We said our goodbye, ah, the night before.
Love was in your eyes, ah, the night before.
Now today I find you have changed your mind.
Treat me like you did the night before.

When I held you near you were so sincere.
Treat me like you did the night before.

Last night is a night I will remember you by.
When I think of things we did it makes me want to cry.

Were you telling lies, ah, the night before?
Was I so unwise, ah, the night before?
When I held you near you were so sincere.
Treat me like you did the night before,
like the night before.

19323. The Night I Called The Old Man Out



The Night I Called The Old Man Out - Garth Brooks

The dining room fell silent
I can't believe what I just said
I just told my dad he's full of it
And I watched his face turn red
And I should've said, "I'm sorry"
But I matched him shout for shout
I can still hear that screen door slammin'
The night I called him out
He said, "Son it's gonna hurt me more than it hurts you"
But somehow I couldn't help but have my doubts
'Cause I'd seen my older brothers crawl back in the house
Each time they called the old man out
Fist to fist and eye to eye
Standin' toe to toe
He would've let me walk away
But I just would not let it go
Years of my frustration
Had let me to this night
Now he'll pay for all the times that he's been right
He said, "Son it's gonna hurt me more than it hurts you"
But somehow I couldn't help but have my doubts
'Cause I'd seen my older brothers crawl back in the house
Each time they called the old man out
It was over in a minute
That's when I realized
The blood came from my mouth and nose
But the tears came from his eyes
And in memory of that fateful night
I know the greatest pain was his
And I just pray some day I'm half the man he is
He said, "Son it's gonna hurt me more than it hurts you"
But somehow I couldn't help but have my doubts
'Cause I'd seen my older brothers crawl back in the house
Each time they called the old man out
Just like my older brothers
I crawled back in the house
The night I called the old man out

19324. The Night I Got Saved

The Night I Got Saved

The night I got saved I went to church with my dad
And all of a sudden this strange feeling I had
I fell on my knees and how I did pray
For Jesus to save me take my sins away

The night I got saved I saw Calvary
I could see Jesus hanging as he died on the tree
I could see drops of blood and the pain on his face
No one but my Savior, no one took his place



His hands were all bruised, bleed flowed down his side
With thorns on his head my Savior then died
But the third day my Jesus did rise from the grave
I visioned these things the night I got saved

* Refrain

19325. The Night I Learned How Not To Pray

Iris Dement - The Night I Learned How Not To Pray

[Verse 1]
I was laying on my belly in the middle of the living floor
I was watching Howdy Doody so I'm guessing it was right around four
When I saw my baby brother tumbling from the top of the stairs
He was lying limp and silent and the blood was trickling through his shiny Hair
When my mom saw my little brother she said you better run and get your dad
And her voice was high and she was shaking so I knew that this was bad
Well we stood out at the mailbox watching her and dad and brother drive Away
And I didn't waste no time I got down on my knees right there and began to Pray
Well I prayed into the evening, never even took the time to have a bite
I was sure if I prayed hard enough that God would make it right
We were at the kitchen table long past bedtime when we finally got that Call
And I knew that it was over when my sister slammed that phone against the Wall

[Chorus]
That was the night I learned how not to pray
God does what God wants to any way
And I never did tell my mother, I kept it from my sisters and all my
Brothers
That was the night I learned how not to pray

[Verse 2]
It was 41 years later when I took my brothers picture out of a box
Hung it on the wall and sat across from him and I began to talk
When the evening started I didn't know what I was going to say
But before the night was over I told them all about how I learned not to
Pray

[Chorus]

19326. The Night I Stole Sammy's Gin - Chords

The Night I Stole Sammy's Gin
Words and music by Clarence E. (Hank) Snow

[D] Listen folks and I will [A7] tell a funny [D] story
You may think it sad but [D7] I was in my [A7] glory
'Twas a [D] cellar I crept [D7] in, cobwebs [G] brushing by my chin



On the [D] night I stole old [A7] Sammy Morgan's [D] gin.

As my hand fell on the jug I had to snicker
But when I started for the door I went much quicker
For just up above my head someone jumped right out of bed
On the night I stole old Sammy Morgan's gin.

As I left that cellar believe me, I was liftin'
And the hops from one arm to the other shiftin'
Then I stopped and hauled the plug, sat there till I drained the jug
Had my mind all set, no spare drops I was missin'.

Then on my feet I thought I was, but wasn't
And for roads, I guess I saw about a dozen
When I reached the old porch door I went smack-o on the floor
On the night I stole old Sammy Morgan's gin.

I just made one step and landed in the coal-box
Then from off the mantle came a Big Ben 'larm clock
But I finally got upstairs after passing seven bears
'Twas the night I stole old Sammy Morgan's gin.

By my bedroom door an owl stood taking tickets
Then the monkey stood before me baking biscuits
But the funniest sight of all was two roosters playing ball
On the night I stole old Sammy Morgan's gin.

I saw mice as big as horses washing dishes
As an ape came in the door dressed up in britches
Then the floor fell on my head as I tried to get in bed
'Twas the night I stole old Sammy Morgan's gin.

Well, I woke next morning guess 'twas closer ev'nin'
And my room was certainly in an awful shape
Someone else had took my head and left an elephant's there instead 
On the morning after drinking Sammy's gin

19327. The Night The Moon Fell Down

Jim Lauderdale
The Night The Moon Fell Down

Walking with my lady, Mandy
Across the midnight fields beneath the stars
Sipping cherry brandy
Sweet as candy
Sipping cherry brandy from a jar

Chewing plug tobacco Bull's Eye
Staring up at Jupiter and Mars
Looking down on high
From our own sky
Up among them old Kentucky stars



The night the moon fell down
Tumbled to the ground
Left a hole up in the sky about ten feet around
There's nothing you can say
But shrug and walk away
As long as we got love it doesn't matter anyway

Talking with my lady, Mandy
Her big brown eyes tell more than words can say
Poker, penny ante
Guitar handy
There'll be time to sleep come break of day

The night the moon fell down
Tumbled to the ground
Left a hole up in the sky about ten feet around
There's nothing you can say
But shrug and walk away
As long as we got love it doesn't matter anyway

Mandy had a bar and grill in Jackson
Married her in nineteen ninety three
Only thing I regret
We didn't meet sooner
But you can't have it all, just what you get

You can't have it all
So I found out the night the moon fell down

19328. The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down

The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down
J. R. Robertson

Virgil Caine is the name, and I served on the Danville train,
Till Stoneman's cavalry came and tore up the tracks again.
In the winter of '65, we were hungry, just barely alive.
By May the tenth, Richmond had fell, it's a time I remember, oh so well.

Chorus:
The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down, and the bells were ringing,
The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down, and the people were singin'.
They went:
La, La, La, La, La, La, La, La, La, La, La, La, La, La.

Back with my wife in Tennessee, when one day she called to me,
"Virgil, quick, come see, there goes Robert E. Lee!"
Now I don't mind choppin' wood, and I don't care if the money's no good.
You take what you need and you leave the rest,
But they should never have taken the very best.

Chorus



Like my father before me, I will work the land,
Like my brother above me, who took a rebel stand.
He was just eighteen, proud and brave, but a Yankee laid him in his grave.
I swear by the mud below my feet,
You can't raise a Caine back up when he's in defeat.

Chorus

19329. The Night We Never Met - Chords

The Night We Never Met 
Wild Ponies

[Intro]
C   Am   C  Am
 
[Verse]
C
You stood there in your dress of blue
Am                                 C
Everyone in the room but you fell away
C
Summer wind through your auburn hair
Am                                 C
It stopped me there while the band played
F                    G7
I still remember the song
    F                               G7
And the light of your smile lingers on
 
[Chorus]
C
The night we never met
C
Under the moon we never kissed
            Am
Beneath the stars we never danced
    C
The moment that we missed
           F                 G7
Instead of waking up with to you
    Em              Am
I'm alone with my regrets
            F
The morning after 
    G7             C
The night we never met
 
[Verse]
C
Waltz together on the floor
C



A touch a kiss or somethin' more
    Am
Who knows
C
A sweet hello a simple glance
                               Am
If there was a chance I let it go
  F                  G7
I waited a minute to long
  F                   G7
I turned and you were gone
 
 
[Outro]
           F                 G7
Instead of waking up with to you
    Em              Am
I'm alone with my regrets
            F
The morning after 
    G7             C
The night we never met

19330. The Night Will Only Know

The Night Will Only Know - Garth Brooks 

That night will live forever 
Their first time to lie together 
They were finally where desire dared them to go 
Both belonging to another 
But longing to be lovers 
Promising each other that the night will only know 
Parked on some old backstreet 
They laid down in the backseat 
And fell into the fire down below 
But they would pay for their deceving 
For a deadly web was weaving 
Why they picked that spot that evening 
Lord, the night will only know 
Well within the innuendos 
Just outside the steamy windows 
The night was shattered by a woman's scream 
Motionless and frightened 
The grip of fate had tightened 
And with trembling hands they wiped away the steam 
They saw a woman pleading 
Stumbling, begging, and retreating 
'Til she became the victim of a foe 
And they watched her fall in silence 
To save their own alliance 
But the reason for the violence 
Just the night will only know 



And every paper ran the story 
She was stripped of all her glory 
And they told exactly how the woman died 
Abandoned and forsaken 
Too many pills were taken 
And they ruled the woman's death a suicide 
Bound by their behavior 
They could have been her savior 
Now guilt becomes an endless debt they owe 
But another crime was committed 
And it's never been admitted 
Have the guilty been acquitted 
Lord, the night will only know

19331. The Night's Just Right for Love

Rodney Crowell - The Night's Just Right for Love

[Verse 1]
I don't mind the thought of growing old
But I don't want to lose my sense of humor
I'm okay as long as I can laugh
I don't care if everything goes wrong
Even if it's only for awhile
I'm alright if I can see you smile

[Chorus]
You're an old-fashioned girl
At home in the modern world
The night's just right for love

[Verse 2]
If somewhere down the line, the wheels come off
You may find me broke down by the highway
I'm alright as long as I can walk
If it comes to pass I'm losing touch
As long as I can feel you close to me
I know I'm where I'm supposed to be

[Chorus]
You're an old-fashioned girl
At home in the modern world
The night's just right for love

[Bridge]
Maybe I'm crazy, maybe I'm not
Maybe this moment is all we have got

[Verse 1]
I don't mind the thought of growing old
But I don't want to lose my sense of humor
I'm okay as long as I can laugh
I don't care if everything goes wrong



Even if it's only for awhile
I'm alright if I can see you smile

[Chorus]
You're an old-fashioned girl
At home in the modern world
The night's just right for love

19332. The Night's Too Long

Lucinda Williams - The Night's Too Long

Sylvia was working as a waitress in Beaumont
She said "I'm moving away, I'm gonna get what I want
I'm tired of these small town boys, they don't move fast enough
I'm gonna find me one who wears a leather jacket and likes his living rough"

So she saved her tips and overtime and bought an old rusty car
She sold most everything she had to make a brand new start
She said, "I won't be needing these silly dresses and nylon hose
'Cause when I get to where I'm going, I'm gonna buy me all new clothes"

The night's too long; it just drags on and on
And then there's never enough that's when the sun starts coming up
Don't let go of her hand; you just might be the right man
She loves the night; she loves the night

She doesn't want the night, don't want it to end
Don't want it to end
Well she works in an office now, and she guesses the pay's all right
She can buy a few new things to wear and still go out at night

And as soon as she gets home from work, she wants to be out with the crowd
Where she can dance and toss her head back and laugh out loud
Well, the music's playing faster and they just met
He presses up against her and his shirt's all soaked with sweat

And with her back against the bar she can listen to the band
And she's holding a Corona and it's cold against her hand
The night's too long
It just drags on and on

And then there's never enough
That's when the sun starts coming up
Don't let go of her hand
You just might be the right man

She loves the night
She loves the night
She doesn't want the night, don't want it to end
Don't want it to end
Don't want it to end



19333. The Nightingale's Song

The Nightingale's Song
Traditional

Do you happen to know of a young maid in need
Of a sweetheart? Here's one who is anxious to plead
It's a shame that a handsome young fellow like me
Should be left while the Nightingale sings in the tree
It's a shame that a handsome young fellow like me
Should be left while the Nightingale sings in the tree

In the wood and the meadow, beneath the bright moon
Every lad and his lass make the most of the June
The world's gone a wooing, excepting of me
And the nightingale sings to his mate in the tree,
The world's gone a wooing, excepting of me
And the nightingale sings to his mate in the tree.

The time it goes fast, there is none I can spare
And the nightingale's song will soon die in the air!
Don't you think, dearest Phyllis, you had better agree
To make love while the nightingale sings in the tree?
Don't you think, dearest Phyllis, you had better agree
To make love while the nightingale sings in the tree?

19334. The Nights Too Long - Chords

The Nights Too Long
Lucinda Williams 

G          G            C           C
Sylvia was working as a waitress in Beaumont
              G       G              G            D
She said "I'm moving away, I'm gonna get what I want
    G              G                     C                 C
I'm tired of these small town boys, they don't move fast enough
          G                       G                  D                G      G
I'm gonna find me one who wears a leather jacket and likes his living rough"
       G                  G            C                   C
So she saved her tips and overtime and bought an old rusty car
    G              G                G                  D
She sold most everything she had to make a brand new start
             G                G             C                C
She said, "I won't be needing these silly dresses and nylon hose
         G                  G                D              G          G
Cuz when I get to where I'm going, I'm gonna buy me all new clothes"
 
                C      C                G           G



The night's too long;     it just drags on and on
                         D     D                              G          G
And then there's never enough     that's when the sun starts coming up
                    C      D                        G     C
Don't let go of her hand;     you just might be the right man
    D         C          D         C
She loves the night; she loves the night
    D                C                       G     C
She doesn't want the night, don't want it to end
                 G     C
Don't want it to end
 
Well she works in an office now, and she guesses the pay's all right
She can buy a few new things to wear and still go out at night
And as soon as she gets home from work, she wants to be out with the crowd
Where she can dance and toss her head back and laugh out loud
Well, the music's playing faster and they just met
He presses up against her and his shirt's all soaked with sweat
And with her back against the bar she can listen to the band
And she's holding a Corona and it's cold against her hand
 
The night's too long
It just drags on and on
And then there's never enough
That's when the sun starts coming up
Don't let go of her hand
You just might be the right man
She loves the night
She loves the night
She doesn't want the night, don't want it to end
Don't want it to end
Don't want it to end
 
G   C   G   C   G   C   G   C   G   C   G   C   G   C   G   C   G .
[instrumental]

19335. The Nugent Family Band

The Nugent Family Band
Alecia Nugent

Chorus
Is anybody here from Louisiana
Anybody ever seen the Nugent Family Band
Little girl up on the stage Only nine years old
I still remember standing up there singing "Daddy's Hands"
Verse 1
Mama played piano, my daddy played the bass
I could get an encore with a big smile on my face
Raymond played the mandolin, and how he pleased the fans
Oh we had a good time in the Nugent Family Band

Solo



Chorus

Verse 2
My uncle played the guitar, He could pick and he could sing
Uncle Bruce was lazy but he never missed a thing
Brother Roy sang harmony and I don't understand
We never hit the big time as the Nugent Family Band

Solo

Chorus

Verse 3
We always seemed to find a banjo picker down the road
Buzz, the fiddle player, came along to share the load
We worked the churches and the bluegrass circuit for so long
When i was young I guess I sang a million gospel songs
Verse 4
We never made it to the Grand Ole Opry in their time
But let's all get together now and give them all a hand
I was blessed to spend most my childhood on the road
Singing in the Nugent Family Band

Outro:
Is anybody here from Louisiana

19336. The Obscenity Prayer (Give It To Me)

Rodney Crowell - The Obscenity Prayer (Give It To Me)

Give to me my time and money
Give to me my milk and honey
Give to me my self respect
Golden chains around my neck
Give to me my super model
Corporate jet and champagne bottle
Get me out there on the town
Let me spread my wealth around
I could learn to love this life I lead
But just don't take away the things I need
I feel rosy in the pink
So just don't make me stop and think
All those dark thoughts in my head
Seem like better left unsaid
Give it to me
(Give it, give it, give it, give it)
Give it to me
(Give it, give it, give it, give it)
Give it to me
(Give it, give it, give it, give it)
(Give it, give it, give it, give it)
Give to me my latest fashion



Make my lover burn with passion
Give to me my charm and wit
Keep my body young and fit
Give to me my haute couture
Give the world a cancer cure
Serve my breakfast au frescoe
Let the wine and liquor flow
I can search for truth some other time
But right now I just wanna get what's mine
Let the gangsters rule the street
While teachers try to make ends meet
I despise all bleeding hearts
I don't patronize the arts
Give it to me
(Give it, give it, give it, give it)
Give it to me
(Give it, give it, give it, give it)
Give it to me
(Give it, give it, give it, give it)
Right now
I don't understand what it is you're trying to sell
Or what it is you're trying to tell me
You're tryin' to get me to show some compassion
Man, that's so outta fashion
Give to me my Aspen winter
Sorry 'bout the World Trade Center
I can't help the ones in need
I've got my own mouth to feed
Give to me my Playboy Channel
Killer weed and sheets of flannel
Lay me down upon my bed
With pleasant dreams to fill my head
Just look at what this world is coming to
And there ain't one damn thing that I can do
I don't have a leg to stand on
I don't have a net to land on
I don't have the base of power
I don't have the extra hour
Give it to me
(Give it, give it, give it, give it)
Give it to me
(Give it, give it, give it, give it)
Give it to me right now
(Give it, give it, give it, give it, give it, give it)
Give to me my tax cut outsource
Build me my own private golf course
The Dixie Chicks can kiss my ass
But I still need that backstage pass
Give to me my Nasdaq numbers
Intel shares and E-trade blunders
Soldiers to defend my freedom
And a script for Valium if I need em'
And give it to me
(Give it, give it, give it, give it)
Give it to me
(Give it, give it, give it, give it)
Give it to me right now



(Give it, give it, give it, give it)

19337. The Observations of a Crow

Marty Stuart - The Observations of a Crow

Newspaper boy makin' his rounds
Spreadin' the word all over town
Drivin' his car just as fast as it will go

There's papers in the driveway, papers in the yard
Paper broke a window, he didn't throw it that hard
But it shattered like a dream down in the valley below

Hey, quarter moon, well how was your night?
Yeah well, any minute now God's gonna hit them brights
So if you stick around, don't you say that you weren't told

Well, take it from me, you better grab your shades
If He looks at you, ooh, well try not to look so afraid
Just do the best that you can, but don't you think that He won't know

Creosote's drippin' from the high line poles
Fast as you can count 'em, 12 in a row
Blessed accommodations for the daily observations of a crow

Well, that cat down there, yeah, well he's Louie the flea
He's married to a waitress by the name of Lora Lee
When they scream and they holler, man they put on a show

He's a protected witness from a Detroit job
Turned his best friend in, his name is Bob
I know who got the time, but who do you think got the dough?

Take a look at that pilgrim passin' by
He's lookin' for love, I can see it in his eyes
He's runnin' 'round in circles, you can take it from me

His shadow begs for mercy that every lost and found
In city after city, town after town
Tortured by the memory of a love he thought was supposed to be

Creosote's drippin' from the high line poles
Fast as you can count 'em, 12 in a row
Blessed accommodations for the daily observations of a crow

Well, I'm a genuine scoopologist, the name is Crow
Sitting up here, watching the show
In this one horse drive-through, forsaken, dried up piece of the world

Well, it ain't much but it's my kingdom, it's my home
Even had a queen till that parakeet came along
Fast talking, loud squawking, green feathered scrak took my girl, later



19338. The Obvious - Chords

The Obvious 
Elephant Revival
 
[Intro]
D#/------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
A#/---------3p0----------0------0-------3p0----------0---------------------------------/
F#/-------------2p0--0h2----0h2-------------2p0--0h2---2p0-----------------------------/  2x
C#/--------------------------------------------------------2---------------------------/
G#/-----3--------------------------3---------------------------------------------------/
D#/------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
[Verse 1]
          Em              C
By the moonlight, we arise with a waking
  G                  D
knees not shaking,  sharp and shaping art
Em           C
In the dawn's rays, a dim breaking
  G                  D
truth ablaze, in perfect phase
Em           C
Over taking it for the taking
      G                   D
for what's not bound is what's not made
Em      C                  G              D
No we will not take it, another lie we will not take it
 
[Instrumental] x4
D#/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
A#/-----0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--------0-------------------
--/
F#/-----0h2-2--0h2-2/4------0h2-2--0h2 2/4------0h2-2--0h2-2/4------0h2-2----0h2---2p0------------
-----/
C#/------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2---------------/
G#/--3-------------------3-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D#/------------------------------------------0-------------------0-------------------------------------/
 
D#/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
A#/-----0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3-----------------------------
-/
F#/-----0h2-2--0h2-2/4------0h2-2--0h2 2/4------0h2-2--0h2-2/4------0h2-2-----------------------------
-/
C#/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G#/--3-------------------3-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D#/------------------------------------------0-------------------0-------------------------------------/
 
[Verse 2]
       Em       C
The future will be much better-
G                    D
those in chains will be unfettered



Em                    C
And ligths, they'll be shining down above the tree line
G                   D
no defeat when we join each other here.
Em                       C
I heard it through the walls of the station
G                      D
steel and stone could not contain us.
Em           C
Beyond the bounds of the nation
G                      D
still no stone could not could quite confine us.
 
[Riff]
D#/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
A#/-----0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--------0-------------------
--/
F#/-----0h2-2--0h2-2/4------0h2-2--0h2 2/4------0h2-2--0h2-2/4------0h2-2----0h2---2p0------------
-----/
C#/------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2---------------/
G#/--3-------------------3-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D#/------------------------------------------0-------------------0-------------------------------------/
 
D#/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
A#/-----0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3-----------------------------
-/
F#/-----0h2-2--0h2-2/4------0h2-2--0h2 2/4------0h2-2--0h2-2/4------0h2-2-----------------------------
-/
C#/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G#/--3-------------------3-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D#/------------------------------------------0-------------------0-------------------------------------/
 
[Bridge]
C / Em / C / D / Em / D /
        It's obvious  
C / D / G / D (stop)
  It's obvious
 
[Verse 3]
           Em            C
By the moonlight, we'll rise with awaking
  G                  D
knees not shaking, sharp and a shaping art
Em           C
The dawn's rays and dim breaking
G                   D
truth ablaze, in perfect phase 
Em                       C
I heard it through the walls of the station
G                      D
steel and stone could not confine us.
Em            C
Beyond above the bounds of a nation
G                      D
steel and stone could not confine us.
 
[Outro]



Em / C / G / D
la la la     Could not confine us
Em / C / G / D
la la la     Could not confine us
 
D#/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
A#/-----0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--------0-------------------
--/
F#/-----0h2-2--0h2-2/4------0h2-2--0h2 2/4------0h2-2--0h2-2/4------0h2-2----0h2---2p0------------
-----/
C#/------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2---------------/
G#/--3-------------------3-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D#/------------------------------------------0-------------------0-------------------------------------/
 
D#/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
A#/-----0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3--0h3-3/5------0h3-3-----------------------------
-/
F#/-----0h2-2--0h2-2/4------0h2-2--0h2 2/4------0h2-2--0h2-2/4------0h2-2-----------------------------
-/
C#/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
G#/--3-------------------3-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/
D#/------------------------------------------0-------------------0-------------------------------------/

19339. The Odds Of Getting Even

The Odds Of Getting Even
Della Mae

[Verse 1]
What are the odds of getting even?
What is the cost of dreaming?
I've carried the cross of believing
Asking God for a reason

[Verse 2]
Counted the days I waited
Shuffling cards, cleaning tables
If I got a heart, I gotta play it
You only feel it when it's racing

[Chorus]
Come morning I'll be leaving
It's too late in the evening
To play the odds of getting even

[Verse 3]
There is a field, I gotta find it
There is this horse, running wild
Every night I run beside it
And someday, I'm gonna ride it

[Verse 4]
Out in the hay, out in the moonlight



You'll be a flash in the back of my mind
Placing your bets, watching the mud fly
Rolling your dice back on the sidelines

[Chorus]
Come morning I'll be leaving
It's too late in the evening
To play the odds of getting even

[Verse 5]
You can hold it without showing
But I the cracks will keep on growing
And I hear they don't let no one
Carry a grudge where I'm going

[Verse 6]
I don't have time for the crying
I might be falling or flying
I might be water or lightning
When I watch the gold sun rising

[Chorus]
Come morning I'll be leaving
It's too late in the evening
To play the odds of getting even

[Verse 7]
Can't you feel the ground a'turning
Can't you feel the hours burning
Oh, the odds of getting even
Will no longer be my burden

[Outro]
Will no longer be my burden

19340. The Old Chain Gang

The Old Chain Gang

I was just a lad nearly twenty-one
When they put me on the chain gang for things I had done
Swinging that pick and shovel all day long
And wondering if my baby was a-doing me wrong

The sun was shining down, the sweat a-rolling off of me
chains on my legs keep a-pulling at me
Guards a-watching me with a big shot gun
Just a-waiting on me to take a chance and run

Well the boss man went on a drunk one day
I pulled my chain to where that old axe lay
I took that axe and I cut my chain
And I said bye, bye to the old chain gang



19341. The Old Changing Way

Richard Thompson - The Old Changing Way 

I'm Darby the tinker and my brother is Tam
We go where the work is, me boys and we work where we can
With the mending and fixing, it's together we stay
Intending our fortunes to try on the old changing way

We come to your cities and we call on your wives
We'll fix up your kettles, please dear missus, we'll sharpen your knives
And we always agreed that together we'd stay
Intending our fortunes to try on the old changing way

Now times, they grow scanty and the money grew thin
We worked for a song but the money, it didn't come in
Now brothers are kindred but hard times betray
And so we stumbled apart on the old changing way

We never agreed to divide our tin
And when you're out of love with your brother, your hard times begin
For the spikes and the brothels, they are shameful to see
But don't you travel alone, boys, this warning you take from me

You must share with your nearest till the end of your days
Or else it's forever you'll roam the old changing way

19342. The Old Church Yard

The Old Church Yard
Larry Sparks

Come with me to the old church yard
I know its path so well
Let's all sit down under the pines
There's where my loved ones dwell

Don't weep for them they're troubles are over
Although sometimes it's hard
They're asleep in the Savior's care
At rest in the old church yard

When I'm laid to rest beneath the trees
From sorrow then retire
I'll rest in hope of that bright morn
I'll awake in the old church yard

Don't weep for me I'm longing to go
The rest is my reward



I'll arise with the ones I love
Arise in the old church yard

Come with me to the old church yard
I know its path so well
Let's all kneel down and have a prayer
For there soon I will dwell

19343. The Old Country Baptizing

Emmylou Harris
The Old Country Baptizing

Traveling down a country road on one Sunday morn'
I saw a crowd at the creek on a little country farm
I thought I'd move closer in so I might see and hear
Why they looked so happy there without a thing to fear

Was a good old country baptizing I was at that day
They'd preach awhile and sang awhile then all knelt down and pray
God's spirit seemed to fill the air and every soul was meek
At a good old country baptizing down at the creek

I heard a low and gentle voice inviting me to come in
We are glad to have you here welcome my friend
We've held a great revival sir up at the Church all week
Now we're having our baptizing here in the creek

Was a good old country baptizing I was at that day
They'd preach awhile and sang awhile then all knelt down and pray
God's spirit seemed to fill the air and every soul was meek
At a good old country baptizing down at the creek

I was glad I could be among happy among that happy throng
To see Him wash their sins away while they're at their own
You could almost hear them say with a smile upon their face
I'm ready now to move along unto my resting place

Was a good old country baptizing I was at that day
They'd preach awhile and sang awhile then all knelt down and pray
God's spirit seemed to fill the air and every soul was meek
At a good old country baptizing down at the creek
Well, it was a good old country baptizing I was at that day
They'd preach awhile and sang awhile then all knelt down and pray
God's spirit seemed to fill the air and every soul was meek
At a good old country baptizing down at the creek

There was a good old country baptizing I was at that day
They'd preach awhile and sang awhile then all knelt down and pray
God's spirit seemed to fill the air and every soul was meek
At a good old country baptizing down at the creek



19344. The Old Country Church

The Stanley Brothers - The Old Country Church
Tyler Childers - Jim & Jesse
Composer: John Daniel Sumner - James Vaughn

There's a place dear to me where I'm longing to be
With my friends at the old country church
There with mother we went, and our Sundays were spent
With my friends at the old country church

Precious years precious years, sweet memory
Oh what joy they bring to me 
How I long once more to be
With my friends at the old country church

As a small country boy, how my heart beat with joy
As I knelt at the old country church
There with Jesus above in his wonderful love
Saved my soul at the old country church

How I wish that today all the people would pray
As they did at the old country church
If they'd only confess, Jesus surely would bless
As he did at the old country church

19345. The Old Cross Road

The Old Cross Road

There are many paths through this world of sin
But there's only one I will travel in
'Tis the old cross road, on the way called straight
There's just one way to the pearly gate

There's just one way to the pearly gate
To the crown of life and the freinds who wait
It's the old cross road or the way called straight
There's just one way to the pearly gate

There are some who sneer at the old cross road
At the pearly gates and the streets of gold
Yet I mind them not, but with happy song
And assurance sweet, I press along

* Refrain

Other risk their soul on some new made way
Thinking they will reach the gates some day



May they find out 'ere life is done
That the old cross road is the only one

* Refrain

19346. The Old Crossroads

Bill Monroe - The Old Crossroads 
Ricky Skaggs

Oh, my brother take this warning
Don't let ol' Satan hold your hand
You'd be lost in sin forever
You'd never reach the promised land

The old crossroad now is waiting
Which one are you going to take?
One leads down to destruction
The other to the pearly gate

One road leads up to heaven
The other goes down below
Jesus, our Savior, will protect you
He'll guide you by the old crossroad

The old crossroad now is waiting
Which one are you going to take?
One leads down to destruction
The other to the pearly gate

Soon your life will be over
You'll have to face the old crossroad
Will you be ready then, my brother
To shun the one goes down below?

The old crossroad now is waiting
Which one are you going to take?
One leads down to destruction
The other to the pearly gates

19347. The Old Fiddler

Bill Monroe - The Old Fiddler

Let me tell you a tale about a spry old man
Guess he's as old as the hills
He's the favorite fiddler for miles and miles around
And plays for all the good quadrilles



Every Saturday night all the folks stop in and tune
The whole town is ready to go
While the fellers chose their partners and the caller taps the jug
And the old man puts the rosen to the bow

You could hear Uncle Ben yellin' do-si-do
Swing that gal in the calico

19348. The Old Gospel Ship

Iris Dement - The Old Gospel Ship

[Verse 1]
I have good news to bring
And that is why I sing
All my joys with you, I will share
Well, I'm gonna take a trip
On the old gospel ship
And go sailing through the air

[Chorus]
Well, I'm gonna take a trip
In the good old gospel ship
I am going far beyond the sky
Well, I'm gonna shout and sing
Until heavens ring
As I'm bidding this world goodbye

[Verse 2]
Oh, I can scarcely wait
And I know I'll not be late
For I spend my time in prayer
And when my ship comes in
I will leave this world of sin
And go sailing through the air

[Chorus]
Oh, I'm gonna take a trip
On the good old gospel ship
I am going far beyond the sky
Well, I'm gonna shout and sing
Until heaven's ring
As I'm bidding this world goodbye

[Verse 3]
If you are ashamed of me
You've got no cause to be
For we've got an [?]
And if too much fault you find
You'll sure be left behind
I'll go sailing through the air

[Chorus]



Well, I'm gonna take a trip
On the good old gospel ship
I am going far beyond the sky
Well, I'm gonna shout and sing
Until the heavens ring
As I'm bidding this world goodbye
As I'm bidding this world goodbye

19349. The Old Hickory Cane

The Old Hickory Cane

VERSE 1
How well do I remember when I was a child
And lived on the old fashioned farm
Th fireplace was broad and th chimly was deep
Th fire so brightly there shone
Th spirit of mischief seemed ever in play
I tried to keep still but in vain
The signal for quite I ne'er shall forget
T'was th thump of an old hickory cane

CHORUS:
The old hickory cane, the old hickory cane
Th cane that is knotty an' worn
My Fathers companion, th staff of his life
Its absence could never be borne

VERSE 2
How pleasant when living far out on th farm
To welcome the old dinner horn
The long winters evening brought cider and fruit
The cracking of chessnuts and corn
We thought it a treat, one hand on his cane
A story our Father would tell
Our eyes firmly bent, and his good natured face
Ah me, I remember it well

VERSE 3
The old arm-chair stands silent and lone
Th Bible is lying there still
Time laid th weight of old age on his brow
And blended his form to its will
Th notch in th corner still holds the old cane
Th hand that caressed it is gone
We laid him to sleep, but still ever we keep
Th cane that is knotty and worn



19350. The Old Home

The Old Home - Stanley Brothers

I live in my own home in the mountains
And the only friend I've ever had
And while I travel this world over
My hearts been so lonely and sad

I'm going back to the old home
Back to the place where I used to live
Where the sweet waters flow and the wild flowers grow
Back to the old tavern home on the hill

I know my dear mother is waitin'
Waitin' alone on the hill
With silver in her hair and a twinkle in her eye
In the old tavern home on the hill

I'm going back to the old home
Back to the place I love so well
Where the sweet waters flow and the wild flowers grow
Back to the old home on the hill

Here's how I come by since I saw her
I've travel many million mile
But now there's a light in the window
And she's waitin' at the door with a smile

I'm going back to the old home
Back to the place I loved so well
Where the sweet waters flow and the wild flowers grow
Back to the old home on the hill

I'm going back to the old home
Back to the place I loved so well
Where the sweet waters flow and the wild flowers grow
Back to the old home on the hill

19351. The Old Home Town

The Old Home Town
Flatt & Scruggs - The Boxcars

To night my heart is lonely for the folks back home
Where I left my mother and daddy all alone
There's been a lot of changes since I been around
I'd like to wander back to the old home town

   You'll never miss the home folks until you've gone away
   Then you'll need a friend to help you every day
   Then you'll call on mother but she won't be around
   I'd like to wander back to the old home town



I've searched this whole world over since I've been around
I've never found a place just like the old home town
If I could live life over I'd never roam around
I'd like to wander back to the old home day

19352. The Old Kentucky Shore

The Old Kentucky Shore
Traditional

Chorus:
Up along the Ohio River
Over on the old Kentucky shore
Once dwelt a fair young maiden
Now there's a crepe upon her door

I walked down to the graveyard
Down by the Church of God
I looked upon the one I love
That would soon be covered with sod

Chorus

The angels took my darlin'
God needed the one I love
I reached the old Kentucky shore too late
I'll make my plans and meet her up above

The last words that my darling spoke
Was tell the one I love goodbye
I'd like to see him before I go
But I'll meet him in the sky

Chorus

19353. The Old Lucky Diamond Motel

Vince Gill - The Old Lucky Diamond Motel

Out on Route 66, way back in the sticks
Out on the old Chisolm trail
Just east of El Reno next to Ted's Escondido
Sat the old Lucky Diamond Motel

Lucille and Madonna slinging cheese enchiladas
Chain smoking non-filtered Pall Malls
Old men shooting pool and cursing like fools
At the old Lucky Diamond Motel



[Chorus]
Yeah the old Lucky Diamond, Lucky Diamond Motel
The Queen of the old mother road
There's color TV and the kids eat for free
At the old Lucky Diamond Motel

There's air streams and truckers and two timing lovers
Teenagers out raising hell
There's cowboys and Shriners and old five and dimers
At the old Lucky Diamond Motel

Room 23 was the first time for me
A stripper named Rita Cantrell
I spent all of my money on that sweet Spanish honey
At the old Lucky Diamond Motel

[Chorus]

Oh the sign said, we doze but we never do close
I remember her red dress so well
Old Rita's passed on, the neon sign's gone
At the old Lucky Diamond Motel

There's a big wrecking ball
Just tore down the wall, a piece of America fell
Now I'm all for progress, but God knows that I miss
The old Lucky Diamond Motel

[Chorus x2]

19354. The Old Man In The Park - Chords

The Old Man In The Park 
The Bluegrass Cardinals
 
[Intro]    A   D  A  F#m  E  A
 
[Verse 1]
 
A                                D                    A
Met an old man in the park and I talked with him  til dark.
F#m              E                A
Listening to the stories he could tell.
A                                       D                 A
Even though he lost his sight, he could make you laugh or cry.
   F#m             E                 A
He often had these words he asked of me.
 
[Chorus]
        D                    A
Are the leaves still painted green?
       F#m                  E



Do the birds still look the same?
       A                  D
Do the old dogs sleep all day?
         A                 E             A
Then the old man smiled at me and walked away.
 
 
Play Instrumental Break
 
A  D  A  F#m  E  A / A  D  A  F#m  E  A  /  A  D  A  F#m  E  A  / D  A
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
A                                   D                A
I went back to walk around, but the old man can't be found.
          F#m     E             A
Ever seen carving on his wooden cane.
A                                      D               A
Though we'll never be back again, I'll remember my old friend,
        F#m             E               A
And the very last words that he said to me.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        D                    A
Are the leaves still painted green?
       F#m                  E
Do the birds still look the same?
       A                  D
Do the old dogs sleep all day?
         A                 E             A
Then the old man smiled at me and walked away.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
        D                    A
Are the leaves still painted green?
       F#m                  E
Do the birds still look the same?
       A                  D
Do the old dogs sleep all day?
         A                 E             A
Then the old man smiled at me and walked away.

19355. The Old Man No One Loves - Chords

The Old Man No One Loves
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Wyman Asbill 



G                                     C
In a bar room down in Georgia sits an old man 
    A7                                  D7
His whiskers grey and two or three days old 
        G                             C
You can tell he's dreaming up another story 
                     D7            G
Just in case there's one he hasn't told
 
                                      C
There's a story that he tells about a woman 
    A7                           D7
And always says she was a beauty queen 
       G                                C
But he said the angels came for her one morning 
                        D7         G
After that he just gave up on everything
 
                   G7                 C
The old man no one loves is what they call him 
    A7                                 D7
The tales he tells are taller than the sky 
    G              G7                    C
The old man no one loves could tell some big ones 
                                  D7                G
And everybody laughs and says you know that old man lies 
                                          C
There's the one he always tells about his children 
    A7                         D7
His son the doctor is up in Ohio 
    G                           C
His daughter owns a bank in California 
                  D7          G
But he don't ever see them anymore
 
repeat #3 
                                  C                             Am
But you know that old man that no one loves he died this morning 
                    A7                  D7
The whole town was shocked by all those big long limousines  
G                                        C
And all his children gathered 'round and they wept beside him 
                     D7              G
And one cried out my daddy's gone to join his beauty queen 
repeat #3

19356. The Old Rounder

The Old Rounder
Hot Rize

All alone now in my little cabin
I watch the sun going down



My thoughts trace back over' my lifetime
And I wonder where I am bound

Oh the years have been tough on this body
And troubles have tortured my mind
Now the last thing I ever will ask for
Is a few words of kindness to find

Come away now to my little cabin
That stands on the outside of town
Don t bring me no flowers, just stay by my bedside
And see this old rounder go down

I started my life with ambition
I tried to be a good man
But I fell prey to temptation
And a lifetime of sorrow began

I had to leave thR place of my raising
I've spent many yRars on the road
Now gone are my old friends and family
Alone I have carried my load

Come away now to my little cabin
That stands on the outside of town
Don t bring me no flowers, just stay by my bedside
And see this old rounder go down

Now the path to my cabin is lighted
By lanterns I've left on the way
And the flame in my heart will burn brighter
By your kindness on my dying day

Come away now to my little cabin
That stands on the outside of town
Don t bring me no flowers, just stay by my bedside
And see this old rounder go down
Don t bring me no flowers, just stay by my bedside
And see this old rounder go down

19357. The Old Rugged Cross

Brad Paisley - The Old Rugged Cross 
Dailey & Vincent

On a hill far away, stood an old rugged Cross,
The emblem of suff'ring and shame,
And I love that old Cross where the dearest and best,
For a world of lost sinners was slain.

So I'll cherish the old rugged Cross,
Till my trophies at last I lay down,
I will cling to the old rugged Cross,



And exchange it some day for a crown.

Oh, that old rugged Cross so despised by the world,
Has a wondrous attraction for me,
For the dear Lamb of God, left his Glory above,
To bear it to dark Calvary.

So I'll cherish the old rugged Cross,
Till my trophies at last I lay down,
I will cling to the old rugged Cross,
And exchange it some day for a crown.

In the old rugged Cross, stain'd with blood so divine,
A wondrous beauty I see,
For the dear Lamb of God, left his Glory above,
To pardon and sanctify me.

So I'll cherish the old rugged Cross,
Till my trophies at last I lay down,
I will cling to the old rugged Cross,
And exchange it some day for a crown.

To the old rugged Cross, I will ever be true,
Its shame and reproach gladly bear,
Then He'll call me some day to my home far away,
Where his glory forever I'll share.

So I'll cherish the old rugged Cross,
Till my trophies at last I lay down,
I will cling to the old rugged Cross,
And exchange it some day for a crown.

19358. The Old Shade Tree - Chords

The Old Shade Tree 
Chris Thile
 
[Intro]
Asus2      F/A        Asus4        Gadd4  G
D/F#       Dm/F       A    F/A     D/A    E
A          Fmaj7/A    G            Em/G
Dsus2/F#   F7         A    F       D     E
 
Bbm        Gb         Abmaj7       Fm
Eb/G       Ebm/Gb     Bb    Gb     Eb7    F
Bb         Gb         Ab           Fm
Ebm/G      Gb7        Bb    Gb     Eb7    F
 
A          A#         B7           E
A          A#         B7           E
A          A#maj7     B7           E
A          A#maj7     B7           E7
 



[Verse 1]
Am       Fmaj7/A  Gsus4 G
  I hope none  of  you,   think I'm cryin'
       D/F#        Dm/F    A    F/A   D/A   E
As the sweat rolls down my face
A        Fmaj7/A   G              Em/G
  I hope none  of  you, think I'm losin'
         D/F#        Dm/F        A     F/A   D/A  E
when I'm lapping the guy in last place
 
Bbm      Gb           Ab              Fm
  I hope none of you thanks me this winter
         Eb/G              Ebm/Gb           Bb    Eb/G   F
For what some of you would hang me from now
      Bb        Gb           Ab        Fadd9
Cause today the sun kissed a layer of skin
          Eb               Ebm
From your nose, it's cause last night I
        Bb           Gb        Eb/G       F/A F/G F/A
chopped     the old     shade        tree
 
[Chorus]
A    A#    B7    E
Do     -    wn
A    A#    B7    E7
  Do    -    wn
A    A#maj7     B7    E7
A    A#maj7     B7    E7
 
[Interlude]
(identical to intro)
Asus2      F/A        Asus2sus4    Gadd4  G
D/F#       Dm/F       A    F/A     D/A    E
A          Fmaj7/A    G            Em/G
Dsus2/F#   F7         A    F       D     E
 
Bbm        Gb         Abmaj7       Fm
Eb/G       Ebm/Gb     Bb    Gb     Eb7    F
Bb         Gb         Ab           Fm
Ebm/G      Gb7        Bb    Gb     Eb7    F
 
A          A#         B7           E
A          A#         B7           E
A          A#maj7     B7           E7
A          A#maj7     B7           E7
 
(plus this:)
A          F/A        Bm7          G
D/A        Dm/A       A    F       D     E
A          F/A        G              Em/G
D/F#        F7        A    F       D     E
 
[Verse 2]
Bbm        Gb              Ab             Fm
  I guess none of you thought of its roots
        Eb/G        Ebm/Gb           Bb    Bbm
As the living dead trapped underground



          Bb         Gb           Ab        Fm
Or of the blizzard above or the hero I'd be
          Eb/G    Ebm/Gb      Bb    Eb/G   F
Planting bonfires all around town.
            Bbm            Gb       Ab             Fm
So as the frost licks the layer of skin off the nose
               Eb/G    Gb7
Of your neighbor, remember who
        Bb           Gb        Eb/G       F/A F/G F/A
chopped     the old     shade        tree
 
[Chorus]
A     A#    B7    E
  Do     -      wn
  A    A#       B7    E7
Do    - wn,  oo-hoo
A    A#maj7     B7    E7
A    A#maj7     B7    E7
 
[Solo]
A    A#maj7     B7    E7
A    A#maj7     B7    E7
A    A#maj7     B7    E7
A    A#maj7     B7    E7
 
[Outro]
Am       Fmaj7/A  Gsus4 G
  I hope none  of  you,   think I'm cryin'
       D/F#        Dm/F    Am
As the sweat rolls down my face

19359. The Old Side Of Town

The Old Side Of Town - Tom T Hall

Ain't it strange how people change, and almost overnight
Who once was a country girl is now a socialite
We're proud for you, but when you're through and seek some common ground
Oh, we miss you on the old side of town

We still drink cokes and tell old jokes and bowl at splits and strikes
Country music still plays on the jukebox every night
Society is not for me, but i can still be found
Oh, we miss you on the old side of town

Rsvp is not for me, and black tie's not my style
I thought you'd like to know 'cause you ain't been here for awhile
We read about your tour-de-force, we're glad you get around
But we miss you on the old side of town

We still drink cokes and tell old jokes and we bowl at splits and strikes
George jones is still a hero on the jukebox every night
Society is not for me, but i can still be found



Oh, we miss you on the old side of town
Babe, we miss you on the old side of town

19360. The Old Stuff

The Old Stuff - Garth Brooks 

Oh I said a little prayer tonight
Before I came on stage
As I came walkin' past the drivers
And the locals on the union wage
I asked the good Lord up in heaven
Let me treat the music right
Then I prayed that Detroit
Goes wild tonight

Seven pickers and all our gear in a rental van
Playin' music never sleepin' and workin' on a neon tan
We played The Barn down in Sanford Florida
For Bev Roberts out in Camden Park
We plugged it in up east at Bull Run
And the place went dark

Back when the old stuff was new
Back before the buses and the
Hard workin' boys in the crew
asIt was one big party
But the business called it payin' our dues
Back when the old stuff was new

Oh the stories we could tell
If it weren't for the code of the road
About The Buckboard, Bear Creek, Cowboys, and the Grizzly Rose
You know the weather turned bad in Scottsdale
A tornado nearly stole the show
We just danced in the rain and listened to the thunder roll

Back when the old stuff was new
Hats off to the K.C. Opry and ellA GURU'S
It was one big party
Uncle Joe you know we owe it to you
Back when the old stuff was new

No rules young fools comin' from the old school
Takin' on the world alone
Next date can't wait tearin' up the interstate
Every place we played was home
Balls out no doubt this is what it's all about
Beggin' for a place to play
Swingin' with our low friends
Prayin' that it never ends
Wouldn't trade a single day



Back when the old stuff was new
Back before the buses and the
Hard workin' boys in the crew
It was one big party
But the paper's called it payin' our dues
Back when the old stuff was new

Hey it's still one big party
You can call it whatever you choose
You make me feel like the old stuff is new

19361. The Old Triangle (Royal Canal)

The Old Triangle (Royal Canal)
Brendan Behan

A hungry feeling came o'er me stealing
And the mice were squealing in my prison cell

Chorus (after every verse):
And the old triangle goes jingle jangle
All along the banks of the Royal Canal

To begin the morning the warder's bawling
"Get out of bed and clean up your cell"

On a fine spring evening the lad lay dreaming
With the seagulls beaming high above the wall

The screw was peeping and the lad was sleeping
While he lay weeping for his gal Sal

In the female prison are seventy women
And it's so with them that I would like to dwell

The day was dying and the wind was sighing
As I lay crying in my prison cell

19362. The Old, Old House

Bill Monroe - The Old, Old House

There's an old old house that once was a mansion
On a hill overlookin' the own
Where time's left a wreck where once was a beauty
And soon the old house will tumble down

When the leaves begin to fall in the autumn
And the raindrops drip from the trees



There's an old old man who walks in the garden
And his head is bowed in memory.

They say he built the mansion for the love of a woman
And they planned to be married in the fall
But her love withered in the last days of summer
And the house stands empty after all.

19363. The Older I Get

The Older I Get 

The older I get
The more I think
You only get a minute, better live while you're in it
'Cause it's gone in a blink
And the older I get
The truer it is
It's the people you love, not the money and stuff
That makes you rich

And if they found a fountain of youth
I wouldn't drink a drop and that's the truth
Funny how it feels I'm just getting to my best years yet

The older I get
The fewer friends I have
But you don't need a lot when the ones that you got
Have always got your back
And the older I get
The better I am
At knowing when to give
And when to just not give a damn

And if they found a fountain of youth
I wouldn't drink a drop and that's the truth
Funny how it feels I'm just getting to my best years yet
The older I get

And I don't mind all the lines
From all the times I've laughed and cried
Souvenirs and little signs of the life I've lived

The older I get
The longer I pray
I don't know why, I guess that I
Got more to say
And the older I get
The more thankful I feel
For the life I've had, and all the life I'm living still.



19364. The Once And Future Carpenter

The Avett Brothers - The Once and Future Carpenter 

I ain't from Texas, but I made my way from Dallas
And I know the lonesome sound is following
I ain't a gambler, but I can recognize a hand
And when to hold, when the queens are staring back at me
Once I was a carpenter, man my hands were calloused
I could swing a metal mallet sure and straight
But I took to the highway, a poet young and hungry
And I left the timbers where they lay

Forever I will move like the world that turns beneath me
And when I lose my direction I'll look up to the sky
And when the black cloak drags upon the ground
I'll be ready to surrender, and remember
Well we're all in this together
If I live the life I'm given, I wont be scared to die

And I don't come from Detroit, but her diesel motors pull me
And I followed till I finally lost my way
And now I spend my days in search of a woman we called purpose
And if I ever pass back through here town I'll stay

Forever I will move like the world that turns beneath me
And when I lose my direction I'll look up to the sky
And when the black cloak drags upon the ground
I'll be ready to surrender, and remember
Well we're all in this together
If I live the life I'm given, I won't be scared to die

And my life is but a coin, pulled from an empty pocket
Dropped into a slot with dreams of sevens close behind
And hope and fear go with it, and moon and the sun go spinning
Like the numbers and fruits before my eyes
Sometimes I hit, sometimes it robs me blind
Sometimes I hit, sometimes it robs me blind

Forever I will move like the world that turns beneath me
And when I lose my direction I'll look up to the sky
And when the black cloak drags upon the ground
I'll be ready to surrender, and remember
Well we're all in this together
If I live the life I'm given, I won't be scared to die

19365. The One About England



Rodney Crowell - The One About England

[Verse 1]
Merry England lives just south of Notting Hill
In daily dreams of Shakespeare like some Pisces will
Though she's never been beyond the Ladbroke Gate
The world has spun around there many times of late

[Bridge]
Can Caroline remember he that did befriend her
And scarcely touched the beauty, of a sadness on her soul
So subtle were her changes, no one even noticed
That many years of crying and she barely let it show
That's the price you have to pay to grow so old

[Verse 2]
England's turning green from all those years of rain
Like moss along the fences down ole memory lane
Poetry in motion while she stands there still
Some maiden in a castle up on Notting Hill

[Outro]
I dream of England and her auburn hair
And I miss Caroline

19366. The One I Left Behind - Chords

The One I Left Behind chords - Blue Highway

Capo 2

Intro - C G D G

Chorus: G            C          G
        Buddy can we talk about Virginia
        C              G                               D
        Talk about the Blue Rigde and the ol' lonesome pine
                          C          G
        Tell me 'bout the Shenandoah Valley
            C               G             D          G
        And don't forget my true love the one I left behind

Verse:  Em        G
        I used to make a decent living
        C                  G                              D
        Plowin' fields and raisin' cattle on that farm of mine
        Em                 G  
        Now I'm stuck here in this mighty city
                                                     D      G
        Sweepin' floors and cleanin' windows just to buy my wine

Chorus

Break:  Chorus Chords



Verse:  I built a home and family in the coal fields
        Diggin' black diamond from an island creek mine
        But now I'm so alone here in this city
        And I dream about my darlin' wife she always on my mind

Chorus

Break:  Verse Chords

Chorus

19367. The One I Love - Chords

The One I Love 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
/ D / C / G D / G /
 
[Verse 1]
           G            C
Dominican girl half my age
        G                D
Satin skin and laughing face
            G                      C
Star white smile and strong brown legs
         D             G
Do most anything she says
 
[Chorus]
           C              G
The one I love, the one I love
        D                G
I go home to the one I love
           C                 D
I like a good temptress to stir my blood
          Am               G
But I go home to the one I love
 
[Verse 2]
           G            C
Green eyes glimmer long red hair
        G                D
Freckled nose and high cheeks so fair
           G                    C
Casts her spell with a scent of rose
        G                          D
Tells me I'm the one she wants to know
 
[Chorus]
           C              G
The one I love, the one I love



        D                G
I go home to the one I love
           C                 D
I like a good temptress to stir my blood
          Am               G
But I go home to the one I love
 
[Instrumental]
/ C / G / D / G /
/ C / G / D / G /
 
[Verse 2]
           G                        C
She goes out dancin' with all her friends
        G                       D
Spins around with all kinds of men
           G                       C
Comes home smilin' who knows where from
         D                    C  G
Cuz she knows, she's the one I love
 
[Chorus]
           C                   G
The one I love, yeah the one I love
           D              G
She comes home the one I love
        C                   G
And we both know that it's good to be us
           D               G
She comes home the one I love
 
           C              G
The one I love, the one I love
        D                G
I go home to the one I love
           C                 D
And I like a good temptress to stir my blood
          Am               G
But I go home to the one I love
           C                 D
And I like a good temptress to stir my blood
          Am               G
But I go home to the one I love

19368. The One I Love Is Gone

Linda Ronstadt - The One I Love Is Gone
Hazel Dickens

I don't know I don't know
Where I'll go or what I'll do
It makes no difference what I do without you



Because I love you my darling
But I'll try to let you be
Goodbye it's the last you'll hear of me

Well I found a bluebird
High on a mountainside
And that little bird it sings little songs

So I'll sigh, I'll cry
I'll even want to die
For the one I love is gone

Well I don't know I don't know
Where I'll go or what I'll do
It makes no difference what I do without you

Because I love you my darling
But I'll try to let you be
Goodbye it's the last you'll hear of me
Goodbye it's the last you'll hear of me

19369. The One I'm Dying For

The Isaacs - The One I'm Dying For 

Outside I hear them talking
Could it be it's me they're mocking
An eye for an eye is all that matters anymore

Pilate put me in this prison
And I deserve what I've been given
A life for a life and that's the one I'm dying for

I caught the eye of a man who was beaten
I saw the truth, even I believed him
Now I can tell from my cell, who they're wantin' more

I hear them cry, "Release Barabbas!"
In disbelief I turned to Jesus
He looked at me and He said go free, you're the one I'm dying for

For the one who is hurting and the one who has done wrong
For the one who needs healing and feels like hope is gone
For the weary who can't carry his cross anymore
You're the one, You're the one I'm dying for

For the one with all the questions and the one who just believes
For the one who casts the first stone and the one down on her knees
For the weary who can't carry his cross anymore
You're the one, You're the one
You're the one, You're the one I'm dying for



19370. The One I'm Still Thinking About

The One I'm Still Thinking About
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
One night all alone you'll be driving toward home
And you'll turn on the car radio
And you'll hear the man singing and playing guitar
On some two hour folk music show
You'll lean your head closer and turn up the sound
As the signal fades in and out
But you'll hear every line
And the voice will be mine
You'll know who I'm singing about

[Verse 2]
I remember your mouth
I remember your hair
I remember the books that you read
And the way your ear could quiet my fear
As we lay talking in bed
Your animal flames in minutes could change
To wisdom that answered my doubt
And i want you to know
I still feel that glow
You're the one I'm still thinking about

[Verse 3]
I've had a real life, small pleasures and strife
Adventures some high and some low
And every taste that I've tasted is still on my tongue
Layered like late winter snow
Some days I wonder how you've weathered the years
Through times of good rainfall and drought
Hear this song like a wave when I go to my grave
Your the one I'll be thinking about

19371. The One That Got Away

Allison Moorer - The one that got away (Got away with my heart)

Oh, the one that got away, got away with my heart
Broke into my world and tore it apart
I should pick up the pieces, but I don't know where to start
Oh, the one that got away, got away with my heart

I lost my heart so easily, I feel like a fool
Against my better judgment, I broke my own rule



I didn't think I'd fall in love, but what can I do
Oh, I'm hurting and missing him so

Oh, the one that got away, got away with my heart
Broke into my world and tore it apart
I should pick up the pieces, but I don't know where to start
Oh, the one that got away, got away with my heart

If I felt any better, I think I would die
'Cause all I do is sit at home, think of him, and cry
But he ain't worth a single tear that falls from my eye
So why do I still love him anyway

Oh, the one that got away, got away with my heart
Broke into my world and tore it apart
I should pick up the pieces, but I don't know where to start
Oh, the one that got away, got away with my heart

19372. The One To Save

Trampled by Turtles - The One to Save

Sometimes I wish I was dead and gone
That I walked this world no more
And all my troubles would pass away
As I walked through Heaven's door

As long as I can remember now
Been out here on my own
Oh how I wish I was in your arms
To rest my achin' bones

And put me in the water
And put me in my grave
But no matter what you want from me
I ain't the one to save

It's lonely in a border town
Where no one knows your name
I'd spin this world right into the ground
'Til only life remains

When doors are shut for you my dear
You simply break them down
But I just sat there biding my time
Until the keys just came around

And put me in the water
And put me in my grave
But no matter what you want from me
I ain't the one to save

There's holy ghosts and blinded eyes



They're fighting for my soul
I ain't the man that you thought you knew
I ain't that man no more

Remember when we owned it all
Those days went by so slow
But all those times are past and gone
And I've got nowhere to go

And put me in the water
And put me in my grave
But no matter what you want from me
I ain't the one to save

And put me in the water
And put me in my grave
But no matter what you want from me
I ain't the one to save

But no matter what you want from me
I ain't the one to save

19373. The One Who Loves You The Most - Chords

The One Who Loves You The Most
Brett Dennen

[Intro]
B G#m B G#m
 
 
B                       D#m  G#m B
When the sky is falling from a - bove you
G#m                    D#m       B
and the wind is raging from  the coast
G#m                      F#    B
and you want someone who truly loves you,
E                     F#            B
I will be the one who loves you the most. (Yes.)
 
 
B                        D#m       B
When the masquerades and burlesque balls
           D#m         B
become too ordinary to boast,
G#m                       D#m     B  G#m     B
'n you complain about the parade and curtain calls
E                     F#            B
I will be the one who loves you the most
      E                     F#            B
Yes, I will be the one who loves you the most.
 
 



B                         D#m   G#m B
When the women with their sto - len graces
G#m              D#m     B
don't invite you to play host
G#m                D#m        B
to their daughters with fake faces,
E                     F#            B
I will be the one who loves you the most, (alright, yes!)
 
 
 
B                       D#m  G#m B
When all the debutantes desert you
G#m                   D#m     B
and all the doorways  are all closed, yeah,
G#m                 B
and all the harlequins 've hurt you
E                     F#            B
I will be the one who loves you the most, (alright, yes!)
 
E                     F#            B
I will be the one who loves you the most.
 
 
 
B                          D#m      B
When your suitors sneering swank beside you
G#m                        B
'n leave you hallow like a ghost
G#m                                   B
And you just want somebody to confide to
E                     F#            B
I will be the one who loves you the most, (yes!) 
 
E                     F#            B
I will be the one who loves you the most.
 
 
 
B                       D#m  G#m B
See, when you forgive your imperfections
G#m                              B
and you've auctioned all your clothes
G#m                              B
and you look to see your true reflection
E                     F#            B
you will be the one who loves you the most.
 
E                     F#            B
You will be the one who loves you the most,
E                     F#
you will be the one who loves you... 
 
       B      G#m     B
...the most.



19374. The One You Left Behind

The One You Left Behind
Davisson Brothers Band

[Verse 1]
Well I couldn't speak when I kissed your cheek so the tears just said goodbye
But still I knew what I had to do was spread my wings and fly
So I loaded up my pickup truck and threw it into drive

[Verse 2]
I had a friend in Louisiana on an oil rig in the Gulf
He said the night life of New Orleans would really light me up
And for a while girl, it was true
So why do I still dream of you?

[Chorus]
Sometimes you've got to leave to learn
How good life was back, where you were
And the greener pasture you set out to find
Is the one you left behind

[Verse 3]
I spend my days on a fishing boat, and my nights on bourbon street
A taste I got of this brand new life, at best is bitter sweet
Behind the mask of Mardi Gras
I hid so well that no one saw

[Verse 4]
A country boy who misses the man that he used to be
And holding hands on sunset walks to the Dairy Queen
And the kind of work I used to do
And breathing in the air with you
[Chorus]
Sometimes you've got to leave to learn
How good life was back, where you were
And the greener pasture you set out to find
Is the one you left behind

[Bridge]
I kissed your lips I pulled you close
And the tears say girl I missed you so

[Chorus]
Sometimes you've got to leave to learn
How good life was back, where you were
And the greener pasture you set out to find
Is the one you left behind

[Outro]
Is the one you left behind
Is the one you left behind
The one you left behind



19375. The One You Should've Let Go - Chords

The One You Should've Let Go 
The Lone Bellow
 
(chorus: [A A][D A])
A
Come on, my love, I'm not the one that you were looking for
                                D
I'm not the shoulder you should cry on
                         A
I am the one you shoulda let go
 
(repeat chorus)
 
(verse: [F#m D A E]x3 [F#m D E E]
F#m                 D                A            E  F
Out my door, on the street, you will walk next to me
Through the cold, through the heat, calm me down in my sleep
Grab my arm, whisper deep, I'm all alone when I think
F#m                      D              E
You're my soul, we're in sync, I'm your crutch
 
(chorus x2)
 
Sit by you, city bus, city streets, city crushed
All my songs, all my dreams, yeah, I ponder what you think of me
As you sit, do you pray, do you wish for a break
All my promises made, I'm your crutch
 
(chorus x2)
 
(instrumental: [A][A])
 
(bridge: [E Bm D A][E Bm D Dm])
E                                     Bm
I will work my hands 'til they bleed, so my little babies can sleep
D                                  A
And all of the plans that we made, fall just like a rose on a grave
E                                     Bm
I will work my hands 'til they bleed, so my little babies can sleep
D                                  Dm
And all of the plans that we made, fall just like a rose on a...
Dm
Gray-ay-ay-ave
Whoa-oh-oh-oh
Whoa-oh-oh-oh
              A
Whoa-oh-oh-oh Oh
 
(chorus x2)
A
I am the one you shoulda let go



I am the one you shoulda let go

19376. The One You're Waiting On

The One You're Waiting On - Alan Jackson 

Is he tall? Is he handsome?
Does he make enough and then some
Does he miss you every minute that he's gone
Is he funny? Is he witty?
Does he tell you that you're pretty
Did he hang the moon? Did he do no wrong?
Is he Mr. Right, I wonder what he's like
The one you're waiting on

'Cause there's an empty seat beside you
And every guy here's trying to buy you
Something to drink, but you just keep brushing them off
You're watching whatever's on cable
Swirling your glass on the table
Wondering how long is too long
Is he working late? Is he worth the wait?
The one you're waiting on

How many glasses of Cabernet
How many minutes slip away
How many times were you gonna check your phone
I'm telling you if you were mine
You wouldn't be sitting here counting the time
You'd never spend a single moment alone
I bet he don't get how lucky he is
The one you're waiting on

How many glasses of Cabernet
How many boys can you turn away
How long 'til you turn off your phone
And look up at me, I'd be happy to be
The one you're waiting on
I'd be happy to be
The one you're waiting on

19377. The Ones You Love

The Ones You Love
Donna the Buffalo

The sky is blue, the moon shines white
Tress will breathe air into life



The road leads on, tracking every bend
Taking every turn, turning to a friend

CHORUS:
It all comes down
And rises above
It all comes down
To the ones you love

The desert sand hold a grain of truth
Coming straight to me, coming straight to you
The sway of palm send a freedom breeze
Sets the soul on fire, sends me to my knees

CHORUS

Grinding down a lifestyle, it could wear you out
Choosing from choices, but you have no doubt
The love that walks with you every step you take
At the foot of your bed, to shine on your day

CHORUS

The sky is blue, the moon shines white
Trees will breathe air into life

CHORUS

19378. The Only Hand You'll Need To Hold

Dolly Parton - The Only Hand You'll Need To Hold 
(Dolly Parton)

When you need to be love, let me love you
When you need a friend, reach out to me
When you need reassuring that it's alright
Anything you need, that what I'll be
For I want to be the one you always come to
When you find you need a place to go
Let mine be the hand you always cling to
Mine will be the only hand you ever need to hold
Mine will be the only hand you ever need to hold
I can be the one that makes you happy
I'll be your umbrella when it rains
I will be someone that you can count on
In other words, I'll be your everything
For I want to be the one you always come to
When you find you need a place to go
Let mine be the hand you always cling to
Mine will be the only hand you ever need to hold
Mine will be the only hand you ever need to hold
I want to be the one you always come to
When you find you need a place to go



Let mine be the hand you always cling to
Mine will be the only hand you ever need to hold
Mine will be the only hand you ever need to hold

19379. The Only Home I've Ever Known - Chords

The Only Home I've Ever Known 
The California Honeydrops

[Verse]
  G        C          G
Upon this third stone from the sun
  C               G
The only home I know
        D       D6    Em
Where love abounds in skies' and' sounds
A7                       D7
And tastes too' sweet to tell
 
    D           D6     Em
The night sky's got' me wonderin'
 C                 B7
Of worlds I cannot see
 C                    G        Em
And the whisper of the evenin' breeze
A            D7      G
Elsewhere is callin' me
 
 
[Chorus]
D           G
I hear, in a song
D             G      B
Love, what's going on?
Em     G      A/G     A
One's I hope I see again
 D7
Someday, oh
 
 G  C   G
Until my final days
 B                 Em
In longing I will roam
 G        C           G         Em
Upon this third stone from the sun
            A       D7      G
The only home I've ever known
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G  C G  D D6 Em  C B7  C G Em  A D7
D D6 Em  C B7  C G Em  A D7 G
 



 
[Chorus]
         D        G
Ya know, I hear, in a song
D            G      B
Love, what's going on?
Em     G      A/G     A
One's I hope I see again
D7
Someday, oh
 
 G   C   G
Until my final days
 B                 Em
In longing I will roam
 G        C           G         Em
Upon this third stone from the sun
           A         D7    Em
The only home I've ever known
           A         D7    G
The only home I've ever known

19380. The Only Living Boy In New York

The Only Living Boy In New York
Paul Simon

Tom, get your plane right on time
I know your part'll go fine
Fly down to Mexico
Da-n-da-da-n-da-n-da and here I am
The only living boy in New York

I get the news I need on the weather report
Oh, I can gather all the news I need on the weather report
Hey, I've got nothing to do today but smile
Da-n-do-da-n-do-da-n-da-da and here I am
The only living boy in New York

Half of the time we're gone but we don't know where
And we don't know where

Here I am

Half of the time we're gone but we don't know where
And we don't know where

Tom, get your plane right on time
I know that you've been eager to fly now
Hey let your honesty shine, shine, shine now
Da-n-da-da-n-da-n-da-da
Like it shines on me
The only living boy in New York



The only living boy in New York

Here I am
Here I am

19381. The Only Love

Vince Gill - The Only Love

Lying here in this sleepy town
Listening to the sun go down
The only one who hears the sound
Is you

You look at life so wild and free
I love the way you smile at me
The only love I'll ever need
Is you

I need you
To start a clear blue mornin'
I need you
At the end of a long hard day

I've never seen you wear a frown
Blues don't even come around
The only love I've ever found is you

We don't go much of anywhere
Sunday church and county fairs
The world looks good from these rocking chairs
It's true

Be my woman, I'll be your man
We'll go through life hand in hand
All I want to understand
Is you

I need you
To start a clear blue mornin'
I need you
At the end of a long hard day

I've never seen you wear a frown
Blues don't even come around
The only love I've ever found is you

I've never seen you wear a frown
Blues don't even hang around
The only love I've ever found is you



19382. The Only Mama That'll Walk the Line

Linda Ronstadt - The Only Mama That'll Walk the Line

Well everybody knows you been steppin' on my toes
And I'm gettin' pretty tired of it
I'm gonna hit you on the head with a pan of cornbread
If you had any sense you'd quit

'Cause ever since I was a little bitty teeny girl
I said you were the only man in this whole world
So now you'd better do some thinkin' then you'll find
You got the only mama that'll walk the line

Well I'm a-workin' every day all you wanna do is play
I'm gettin' tired of staying home all night
Well I'm a-coming unglued from your funny little moods
Now honey baby that ain't right

'Cause ever since I was a little bitty teeny girl
I said you were the only man in this whole world
So now you'd better do some thinkin' then you'll find
You got the only mama that'll walk the line

Well I'm a-packin' up my clothes
Nearly everybody knows that you're still just a-puttin' me on
And when I start a-walkin' gonna hear you start a-squawkin'
And a-beggin' me to come back home

'Cause ever since I was a little bitty teeny girl
I said you were the only man in this whole world
So now you'd better do some thinkin' then you'll find
You got the only mama that'll walk the line
You got the only mama that'll walk the line
You got the only mama that'll walk the line

19383. The Only Man Wilder Than Me

The Only Man Wilder Than Me

He's the only man wilder than me
He's the only man wilder than me
He's an outlaw, he's crazy
But he's never been lazy
He's just busy on a life long spree
He's the only man wilder than me

Well, I never robbed trains
And I never did time



I'm a man who likes to agree
But some call me a sinner
Well, I call him a winner
And he's the only man wilder than me

He's the only man wilder than me
The only man wilder than me
Some call me a sinner
I call him a winner
And he's the only man wilder than me

If he ever really cared he'd apologized
Indifference has kept his mind free
He knows yesterday is dead
And tomorrow is blind
And he's the only man wilder than me

He's the only man wilder than me
He's the only man wilder than me
Some call me a sinner
Me, I'd call him a winner
And he's the only man wilder than me

He's the only man wilder than me
He's the only man wilder than me
Some call me a sinner
I call him a winner
He's the only man wilder than me

19384. The Only One

Emmylou Harris - The Only One (One Big Love)

If I could only win your love
I'd make the most of everything
I'd proudly wear your wedding ring
My heart would never stray one dream away

If I could only win your love
I'd give my all to make it live
You'll never know how much I give
If I could only win your love

Oh how can I ever say
How I crave your love when your gone away
Oh how can I ever show
How I burn inside when you hold me tight

If I could only win your love
I'd give my all to make it live
You'll never know how much I give
If I could only win your love



Oh how (oh how) 
can I ever say (can I ever say)
How I crave your love when your gone away
Oh how 
can I ever show
How I burn inside when you hold me tight

If I could only win your love
I'd give my all to make it live
You'll never know how much I give
If I could only win your love

19385. The Only Trouble With Me - Chords

The Only Trouble With Me
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                           Dm          Am     D7
I received my big promotion down at the lumber yard
       G7                             C  Dm G7
And my income tax return will soon be due
       C                              Dm    Am       D7
I just made my last big payment on my sixty-eight Corvair
    G7                      C  Am Dm G7
The only trouble with me is you
 
       C                              Dm    Am    D7
I came up with a winning ticket on an ocean liner cruise
        G7                                  C  Dm G7
And the trip and everything was planned for two
C
And I arranged for our vacation 
        Dm     Am           D7
And the time I thought we'd leave
        G7                     C
Now the only trouble at all is you
         F                 G7
Yeah the only trouble with me is you 
         C
And it's driving me out of my mind
         F                 G7
Hey I've done everything a man can do 
        D7              G7
And you refuse me every time
  C
I gave up my bachelor quarters 
          Dm     Am        D7
Where the secret bed comes down
        G7                           C  Dm G7
And the vices that I'm guilty of are few
    C                              Dm     Am  D7
And everyone who knows me says I'm fun to be around
       G7                      C   Am Dm G7



Oh the only trouble with me is you
         F                 G7
Yeah the only trouble with me is you 
         C
And it's driving me out of my mind
         F                 G7
Hey I've done everything a man can do 
        D7              G7
And you refuse me every time
  C
I gave up my bachelor quarters 
          Dm     Am        D7
Where the secret bed comes down
        G7                           C  Dm G7
And the vices that I'm guilty of are few
    C                              Dm     Am  D7
And everyone who knows me says I'm fun to be around
       G7                      C   A7
Oh the only trouble with me is you
        
         D7                G7    C
Yeah the only trouble with me is you

19386. The Only Way Out (Is To Walk Over Me)

Dolly Parton - The Only Way Out (Is To Walk Over Me) 

The only way out
Is to walk over me
So you found someone else
And you're going to leave
Did she tell you
I don't love you?
Did you really believe?
On the floor, by the door
I'll be down on me knees
Chorus:
Cause the only way out
Is to walk over me
You don't hear and you don't feel
But i know you can see
And just to prove that i love you,
I'll crawl at your feet
Just look down, at the ground
Where your footprints will be
Repeat Chorus
Bridge:
You have put me
Just as low
As anyone ought to go
But i'll lay down beside
What's left of my pride
If you go, then you'll



Know, cause you can't help
But see that
The only way out is to walk
Over me
Repeat Bridge
Yes the only way out
Is to walk over me

19387. The Only Way To Say Goodbye

The Only Way To Say Goodbye - Ralph Stanley

I'm so lonesome and alone since you left our happy home
Now all that's left are these tears upon my face
I've turned to drinkin' and prayin' that the lord would hear me sayin
take me away from this sad and lonely place

   I've got no plans for tomorrow
   I'm so ashamed and filled with sorrow
   I should have told you that I loved you everyday
   The only way to say goodbye is with these tears that fill my eyes
   I hear you call me as they fall upon your grave

If I could only be set free from your haunting memory
But still I find that I'm a prisoner of your love
There's nothing left for me to do but in this pain of losin' you
So I am down upon the ground I've had enough

Not knowin where to turn from here
My heart still yearns for you my dear
I can't take this awful pain I'm goin through
I'll take this gun in tremblin hand and hope the lord will understand
There's just no way that I could stay here without you

19388. The Open Door

The Open Door
Darrell Scott

Well, it's "fare thee well", my true love
The song is in the air
I hear the West calling
See what's for me there

With the sun I'm leavin'
I'll be Montana bound
Ain't no use in grievin'
I'll show you what I've found



Yeah, some folks have it easy
At least that's how it seems
Reach up and pick an apple
Reach up and find a dream

Some travel in the darkness
And rest upon the shade
Some wrestle with their demons
And face them unafraid

We argue for our better selves
We only ask for more
We take the mirror from the shelf
And find the open door

I love you with a fever
I love you with a past
My heart is a keeper
As long as it will last

As long as it will last
I'll tell you what I know
We walk this road together
And we walk this road alone

19389. The Opportunity To Help Somebody Through It

The Opportunity To Help Somebody Through It 
by Jim Lauderdale

Tuning:E A D G B E
Key:G#m
Capo:4th fret

CHORDS
Em
1 of 26
Am
1 of 22
Am7
1 of 46
Bm
1 of 14
D
1 of 18
G
1 of 27
B7
1 of 26
STRUMMING
There is no strumming pattern for this song yet. Create and get +5 IQ
From video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dhe8GR7AH_U&t;=10s
 



[Intro]
/ Em / Em / Am / Am / / Em /
 
[Verse 1]
Em
Seems like forever
       Am7              Bm
But it hasn't been that long
Em        Bm    Em
Don't say never
     Am             Bm      Em
That you could ever be that strong
 
[Chorus]
Am          D         G             Em
   The opportunity to help somebody though it
Am                 D                  G               Em
   The chance that they might need to help in getting by
Am             D            G               Em
   Someday somebody's gonna ask how did you do it
        Am            D   B7
It just took a little try
 
[Solo]
/ Em / Em / Am / Am / /
 
[Verse 2]
Em
You could be sad and lonely
         Am7                Bm
There'll be other times for that
      Em
Let's find out why don't we
    Am      Bm                 Em
And hit the trouble where it's at
 
[Chorus]
Am          D         G             Em
   The opportunity to help somebody though it
Am                 D                  G               Em
   The chance that just might need to help in getting by
Am             D            G               Em
   Someday somebody's gonna ask how did you do it
        Am            D   B7
It just took a little try
 
[Solo]
/ Em / Em / Am / Am /
 
/ Em / Em / Am / Bm /
 
/ Em / Em / Am Bm / Em
 
[Bridge]
Em
Sittin still no action
Am7             Bm



   It's time to move
         Em            Am       Em
It feels good get some traction
Am           Bm             Em
While you're howling at the moon
 
[Chorus]
Am          D         G             Em
   The opportunity to help somebody though it
Am                 D                  G               Em
   The chance that they might need to help in getting by
Am             D            G               Em
   Someday somebody's gonna ask how did you do it
        Am            D   B7
It just took a little try
 
[Chorus]
Am          D         G             Em
   The opportunity to help somebody though it
Am                 D                  G               Em
   The chance that they might need to help in getting by
Am             D            G               Em
   Someday somebody's gonna ask how did you do it
    Am           D   B7
All we can do is try
 
[Solo]
/ Em / Em / Am / Bm  Em /

19390. The Other Jerry Jeff

Jerry Jeff Walker - The Other Jerry Jeff

Let me tell you a little story about a trip I made to Mexico, with some friends
Of mine that had a pocket full of Mauis and some bad intentions....
Me and old Sue and this feller we knew went down to Mexico
To have a little fun and soak up the sun
And drink a little tequila don't you know
One thing led to another, we got pretty drunk it's true
We wound up in a sleazy old bar that gringos don't go to
After that it gets hazy, but I think what a happened to me
I wound up getting rolled in an alley and missing all of my ID

Chorus:
Two Jerry Jeff's are in this world
Both using one ID
The other guy ain't got an idea
How hard being me can be
Well if he thinks it's gonna be easy
Think that he oughta think twice
With a high expectation and my reputation
Man he's leading a dangerous life
Now I can see him at a bar downtown



At a place where I've just been
And if I've caused trouble
Well I know right and ready
That it's gonna be hard on him
Only last night, I heard rumors, about a guy that looked like me
Dancing on tables, singing Redneck Mother
People said that he said he was me
Well you can check out his ID, you get a fake one easily
I guess it gets you down to the cold hard facts
That there probably really is two of me

Chorus

Spoken:
Alright here's the thrilling conclusion of this wild whodunit 
Looking back on my past, sometimes has been a pretty strange ride
And I find it gets harder with time, to seperate the facts from the lies
People mention places to me I never been before in this life
Could it be me that they're talking about
Or maybe it's really some other guy..
He's the wild one chasing women, getting those DWIs
That would explain my wild reputation, if it's made by two different guys

Chorus

19391. The Other Kind

Steve Earle - The Other Kind

[Verse 1]
I woke up this morning
And I took a look around at all that I got
These days I've been looking in the mirror
And wondering if that's me looking back or not

[Pre-Chorus 1]
I'm still the apple of my mama's eye
I'm my daddy's worst fears realized
Here of late, all this real estate
Don't seem all that real to me sometimes

[Chorus]
I'm back out on that road again
Turn this beast into the wind
There are those that break and bend
I'm the other kind, I'm the other kind

[Verse 2]
Now my old buddy, what's his name?
Says, "Man, what the hell are you thinking about?
Fool, you got two of everything
But you hang your head just like you was down and out"



[Pre-Chorus 2]
And I'm damn sure not suffering from a lack of love
There's plenty more where that came from
Ah, but leave it up to me to say something wrong
And hurt someone before I'm done

19392. The Other Kind - Chords

The Other Kind
Steve Earl - The Other Kind

A                                 D                     E          A     D    E
I woke up this morning and then I took a look around at all that I got
A                                              D                   E                  A   D  E
These days I've been lookin' in the mirror and wondering if that's me lookin' back or not
A                         E           A                    E
I'm still the apple of my mama's eye, I'm my daddy's worst fears realized
F#m                   D                      E                 
Here of late all this real estate don't seem all that real to me sometimes 

Chorus:
                     A           D   A   E
I'm back out on that road again
E                A               D   A   E  
Turn this beast into the wind
E                    A               D   A   E
There are those that break and bend
              A     D  A  E                A
I'm the other kind,          I'm the other kind 

Now my old buddy, what's his name, says, "Man what the hell are you thinkin' 'bout
Fool, you got two of everything, but you hang your head just like you was down and out"
And I'm damn sure not suffering from a lack of love, there's plenty more where that came fro
m
Ah - but leave it up to me to say something wrong and hurt someone before I'm done 

Chorus

Chorus

You see it used to be I was really free, I didn't need no gasoline to run
Before you could say Jack Kerouac you'd turn your back and I'd be gone
Yeah nowadays I got me two good wheels and I seek refuge in aluminum and steel
Aw, it takes me out there for just a little while and the years fall away with every mile

Chorus

Chorus



19393. The Other Side Of Life

Emmylou Harris - The Other Side Of Life

Praise God I feel like singing 
I'm on the other side of life now 

All my days of sorrow 
And tears for my loved ones 
I wish I could tell them the door that I feel 
Though my body is weary 
My soul is uplifted 
My sins are forgiven and my Jesus is real 

Praise God I feel like singing 
I'm on the other side of life now 

Though my eyes are dim 
I see Heaven clearly 
Though my voice grows feeble I sing just the same 
In my heart there's a song 
As I see the gates open 
I'll sing forever my joyous refrain 

Praise God I feel like singing 
I'm on the other side of life now 
Praise God I feel like singing 
I'm on the other side of life now

19394. The Other Side Of Town

The Other Side Of Town
Steve Earl - The Other Side Of Town

D
When I'm sad and blue 
        A7
And I'm feeling all alone 

There's a place that I go to 
            D
That no one knows 
D
Where no matter what I do 
        A7
Won't nobody put me down 

That's why I'm going to 
                  D
The other side of town 
D
On the other side of town 
          A7



Where the sun don't ever shine 

Everybody walks around 
       D
With a shadow cross their minds 
D
When that midnight train rolls by 
         A7
And they hear that lonesome sound 

They just hang their heads and cry 
                     D
On the other side of town 
D
Well it isn't very far 
         A7
And it's not that hard to find 
                                     D
You just follow all the other lonely souls 
D
Take a walk down lonesome lane 
         A7
'Til you see the dead end sign 
                                             D
And your broken heart will tell you where to go 
D
To the other side of town 
          A7
Where the sun don't ever shine 

Everybody walks around 
       D
With a shadow cross their minds 

When that midnight train rolls by 
         A7
And they hear that lonesome sound 

They just hang their heads and cry 
                     D
On the other side of town 

SOLO

D
So if you've find someone 
          A7
Who won't never let you down 
                               D
Hurry home before the sun goes down 
D
No matter what you do 
          A7
Don't let night fall like a shroud 
                                   D
And catch you on the other side of town 
D



On the other side of town 
          A
Where the sun don't ever shine 

Everybody walks around 
       D
With a shadow cross their minds 
D
When that midnight train rolls by 
         A
And they hear that lonesome sound 

They just hang their heads and cry 
                     D
On the other side of town

19395. The Other Side Of Zero

Gillian Welch
The Other Side of Zero

[Verse 1]
I used to look to the yes-man
To justify my plans
I thanked him when he lied to me
I gladly shook his hand
Now it's plain to see
Such empty reverie
Is about as sweet as a nectar gone bad

[Verse 2]
I used to look to my idol
To lead my ship ashore
I was determined to believe
Every prayer's accounted for
Now it's plain to see
Only the wind was listening
And I gotta ride this tide once more

[Chorus]
Back to the other side of zero
Which card shall it be?
A compliment or an insult
It's all just the same to me, to me
Whatever shall be, shall be

[Verse 3]
I used to hide from the future
Like a child running from the tide
I could dream of nothing darker
Than to look fate in the eye
So scared of the worst
That the best just passed me by



[Verse 4]
And the grass ain't always greener
On the other end
First you gotta make it over
Just to see how sweet it's been
Just when you think you've hit
It's time to roll the dice again
And again, and again, and again

[Chorus]
Back to the other side of zero
Which card shall it be?
A compliment or an insult
It's all just the same to me

[Bridge]
Whatever shall be
Whatever shall be
Whatever shall be, shall be, shall be
Oh, whatever shall be
Whatever shall be
Whatever shall be, shall be, shall be
Oh, whatever shall be
Whatever shall be
Whatever shall be, shall be, shall be
[Outro]
Whatever shall be
Whatever shall be
Whatever shall be, shall be
Whatever shall be
Whatever shall be
Whatever shall be, shall be

19396. The Outsider

Rodney Crowell - The Outsider

You don't have to be rich, I don't have to be drunk in a ditch
You don't have to be the top of your class, I don't have to have huevos of brass
You don't have to be cute, I don't have to look good in a suit
You don't have to have a dog in this race
I don't have to have an egg on my face
The outsider is watching your back
The outsider cut me some slack
The outsider just a little off keel
The outsider is something you feel
I don't have to be straight, you don't have to be something I hate
I don't have to be white as a ghost, you don't have to be dumb as a post
I don't have to be hip, you don't have to start losing your grip
I don't have to be right if you're wrong
You don't have to be weak if I'm strong
The outsider like a coat when you're cold
The outsider like a friend when you're old



The outsider a little devil may care
The outsider is just something that's there
You don't wanna be a saint, I don't wanna be something I ain't
First you get a little long in the tooth, next you try to find a fountain of youth
It's a pain in the butt, that's the trouble when you're stuck in a rut
We don't have to find a permanent bliss, but we've gotta do better than this
The outsider like a stone you don't throw
The outsider like a bomb you don't blow
The outsider like a mountain don't move
The outsider's got nothing to prove

19397. The Outskirts

Trampled by Turtles - The Outskirts

Well I turned around in time to see the clouds fade
Running back could only make them stay
Forward now I run down a winding road
Try to pay back everything that I have ever owed

And when your money runs, will you buy a friend?
And when your guns don't fire, will that be the end?
With no land left to burn, and nowhere left to run
Where then can we stand when it's all said and done?

Well I hear the thunder roll, I feel the cold winds blowing
But you won't find me there, 'cause I won't go back again
While you're on smoky roads, I'll be out in the sun
Where the trees still grow, where they count by one?

Well you take from our schools to build a bigger bomb
You tell us fiery lies about the course we're on
And you'll kill all the world, and you'll reverse the sun
And which would you sell first, your soul or your gun? 

But I hear the thunder roll, I feel the cold wind blowing
But you won't find me there, 'cause I won't go back again
While you're on smoky roads I'll be out in the sun
Where the trees still grow, where they count by one?

19398. The Pain Of Loving You - Chords

The Pain Of Loving You
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Dolly Parton/Porter Wagoner
Osborne Brothers

G              D7     G
Oh the pain of loving you



       D7          G
Oh the misery I go through
              C       G
Never knowing what to do
               D7     G
Oh the pain of loving you

                        D7     G
You just can't stand to see me happy
          D7              G
Seems you hurt me all you can
              C      G
Still I go on loving you
            D7    G
But I never understand

Repeat #1  
 
                 D7          G
To love and hate at the same time
            D7              G
The line between the two is fine
                      C         G
The two have bound me heart and soul
                       D7      G
So strong that I can't let you go

Repeat #1  
               D7     G
Oh the pain of loving you

19399. The Pale Horse And His Rider

Pale Horse And His Rider, The

   Listen poor sinner you're drifting away
   From the dear Savior who's pleading today
   What will you do if the Savior was nigh
   When the pale horse and his rider go by

The time is not long when the Savior will come
Then you'll be judged by the deeds you have done
On judgment day you'll weep and you'll cry
When the pale horse and his rider go by

Soften your heart and turn from all sin
For Jesus is waiting to welcome you in
There's coming a time you'll wish He was nigh
When the pale horse and his rider go by

Won't you redeem your poor wicked soul
You can't pay your way with silver and gold
If you're not saved you'll be lost in the night



When the pale horse and his rider go by

19400. The Parting Glass

The Parting Glass
Traditional

1 6m 1 5
Oh all the money that e'er I spent
1 5
I spent it in good company
1 6m 1 5
And all the harm that e'er I've done
1 4 1 5 6m
Alas it was to none but me
1 4 1 4 1
And all I've done for want of wit
4 1 6m 5
To memory now I can't recall
1 6m 1 5
So fill to me the parting glass
1 4 1 5 6m
Good night and joy be with you all

Optional Verse: **
If I had money enough to spend
And leisure to sit awhile
There is a fair maid in the town
That sorely has my heart beguiled
Her rosy cheeks and ruby lips
I own she has my heart enthralled
So fill to me the parting glass
Good night and joy be with you all

Oh, all the comrades that e'er I had
They're sorry for my going away
And all the sweethearts that e'er I had
They'd wish me one more day to stay
But since it falls unto my lot
That I should rise and you should not
I'll gently rise and softly call
Good night and joy be with you all

And when I'm gone and far away
Think of me when you gather here
And remember how we laughted and sang
And how we shed the farewell tear.
Though we each may meet again
We'll not be again as we are tonight.
So fill to all the parting glass.
Good night and joy be with you all.

Verses 1-3 tradiitonal. Additional last verse lyrics by Walt Hultgren.



** Second verse optional. There are acutally many variations of these lyrics.

19401. The Partner Nobody Chose

Rodney Crowell - The Partner Nobody Chose

[Chorus]
She's a melody in search of the words "I love you"
She's a rose with no room to grow
She's a light in the night with nowhere to shine
She's the partner that nobody chose

[Verse 1]
Oh, she's tried and she's tried and she's tried to keep on trying
But everything she tried fell apart
Oh, she's loved and she's loved and she'd love to keep on loving
But every man she loved broke her heart

[Chorus]
She's a melody in search of the words "I love you"
She's a rose with no room to grow
She's a light in the night with nowhere to shine
She's a refuge where nobody goes

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
Oh, she's fallen and stumbled and stumbled and fallen
And no one picked her up when she fell
She stood up with hopes up that someone would show up
Someday you never can tell

[Chorus]
She's a melody in search of the words "I love you"
She's a rose with no room to grow
She's a light in the night with nowhere to shine
She's the partner that nobody chose
She's a melody in search of the words "I love you"
She's a rose with no room to grow
She's a light in the night with nowhere to shine
She's a refuge where nobody goes
Oh, she's lonesome and nobody knows

19402. The Party's Over

Trampled By Turtles - The Party's Over

[Verse 1]
Old dirty floors and old smoky barrooms



There's someone on stage, can you please let me in?
I used to sit there when I was a young man
It'll be real good just to see you again
Horses and forces beyond my horizon
They push the world right on by

[Chorus]
Yeah, the party's over
And I can't believe it
It's time to say goodbye

[Verse 2]
I mounted a pony, the curtains were swinging
I once was a writer of disparate means
The landlord is smoking a butt in the hallway
My instincts get duller the more that I drink
Hi-ye hi-yo, the hands are all singing
The ominous weight of it all

[Chorus]
Yeah, the party's over
And I must be dreaming
I went right over the wall

[Verse 3]
I'll get us a taxi or an old wooden sailboat
Inside it's pouring, but outside it's fine
The sweet breath of chicory in your light prairie garden
We were drunk on each other and Croatian wine
The music remembers intelligent forces
The wet city sidewalk in June

[Chorus]
Yeah, the party's over
And I'm left here thinking
Of the dogs and the moonlight and you
Yeah, I'm left here thinking
Of the dogs and the moonlight and you

19403. The Pathway Home

The Pathway Home
Keith Arneson & Wayne Taylor

We all have our reasons for being,
mine is to spread the gospel news
I raised two great kids the best that I could,
fed and clothed them and kept them in shoes
Terra she's the youngest, she sparkles like a diamond in the dew
Her hair gets so curly when in rains,
and her eyes are the brightest color blue

Chorus:



No I won't be around forever, but I'll love them till my dying days
Lord make them strong and help them get along, and show them the pathway home

Coleman he's her brother, he makes his living dressed in green,
No he's not a farmer or a ranger he's a brave man, a US Marine
The mother helps to heal the dying a job not many folks can do
She comes home each day, without too much to say, except my feet hurt I'm tired how bout y
ou?

Chorus:
No I won't be around forever, but I'll love them till my dying days
Lord make them strong and help them get along, and show them the pathway home

19404. The Peace Of The Wild Things / Dayblind

Crooked Still 
The Peace Of The Wild Things/Dayblind

When despair grows in me
And I wake in the middle of the night at the least sound
In fear of what my life and my children's lives may be
I go and lie down where the wood drake
Rests in his beauty on the water, and the great heron feeds

I come into the peace of wild things
Who do not tax their lives with forethought
Of grief. I come into the presence of still water
And I feel above me the day-blind stars
Waiting with their light
For a time I rest in the grace of the world, and am free

19405. The Peace Song

The Peace Song - Ricky Skaggs

Now peace begins on earth,
And let it begin with me
Now peace begins on earth
The peace that was meant to be.

With God as our power
United all are we
Let us walk with each other
In perfect harmony.

Yes, peace begins with me
Yes, this is the moment now!
With every step I take
Let this be my solemn vow.



To take each moment and live each moment
In peace eternally
Yes, there is peace on earth,
And yes, it begins with me...

19406. The Pearl

Emmylou Harris - The Pearl

One, two, three

Oh, the dragons are gonna fly tonight
They're circling low and inside tonight
It's another round in the losing fight
Out along the great divide tonight

We are aging soldiers in an ancient war
Seeking out some half remembered shore
We drink our fill and still we thirst for more
Asking if there's no heaven what is this hunger for?

Our path is worn our feet are poorly shod
We lift up our prayer against the odds
And fear the silence is the voice of God, of God, of God

And we cry Hallelujah, Hallelujah, we cry Hallelujah

Sorrow is constant and the joys are brief
The seasons come and bring no sweet relief
Time is a brutal but a careless thief
Who takes our lot but leaves behind the grief

It is the heart that kills us in the end
Just one more old broken bone that cannot mend
As it was now and ever shall be amen, amen, amen

And we cry Hallelujah, Hallelujah, we cry Hallelujah

So there'll be no guiding light for you and me
We are not sailors lost out on the sea
We were always headed toward eternity
Hoping for a glimpse of Galilee

Like falling stars from the universe we are hurled
Down through the long loneliness of the world
Until we behold the pain become the pearl
The pearl
The pearl

Crying Hallelujah, Hallelujah, we cry Hallelujah
We cry Hallelujah, Hallelujah, we cry Hallelujah
We cry Hallelujah, Hallelujah, we cry Hallelujah



19407. The Perfect Place To Hide

Tim O'Brien - The Perfect Place To Hide

I won't say it'll work for you but I know it did for me
When I found myself a special place where I'm happy with all I see
Now I make each day to go my way with a slow and steady speed
With a jeweler's eye I've chipped away at the things I don't need
Started out with one sip and it really doesn't take too long
'Til you lose your need to turn around it doesn't seem so wrong
Drown your head in a whiskey cloud 'til you're blind on every side
You never miss what's going on it's the perfect place to hide
Me I had a woman once, she said she'd see me through
But I guess I didn't need her there was nothing that I could do
When she came up to me one day said it's your drinkin' ways or me
I can't live my life with one who's too sick from drink to see
Now she's gone it's just as well I can live my life my way
I'm a simple man I didn't do her wrong, she just got in my way
There's no trick to the harvest if you never plant a seed
And this bottle here beside my bed it's the only friend I need
Started out with one sip and it really doesn't take too long
'Til you lose your need to turn around it doesn't seem so wrong
Drown your head in a whiskey cloud 'til you're blind on every side
You never miss what's going on it's the perfect place to hide

19408. The Perfect Space

The Avett Brothers - The Perfect Space 

I wanna have friends that I can trust,
that love me for the man I've become not the man I was.
I wanna have friends that will let me be
all alone when being alone is all that I need.

I wanna fit in to the perfect space,
feel natural and safe in a volatile place.
And I wanna grow old without the pain,
give my body back to the earth and not complain.
Will you understand when I am too old of a man?
And will you forget when we have paid our debt
who did we borrow from? Who did we borrow from?

Okay part two now clear the house.
The party's over take the shouting and the people,
get out!

I have some business and a promise that I have to hold to.
I do not care what you assume or what the people told you.
Will you understand, when I am too old of a man?



Will you forget when we have paid our debts,
who did we borrow from? Who did borrow from?

I wanna have pride like my mother has,
And not like the kind in the bible that turns you bad.
And I wanna have friends that I can trust,
that love me for the man I've become and not the man that I was.

19409. The Perfect Woman

The Perfect Woman
Hayseed Dixie - The Perfect Woman

You know I like it so you play the game
You play it so well but it's not the same
Just look behind my eyes to see my need
The cutting thoughts beneath will make you bleed
You look so pretty but this will not do
You still have color there's still life in you
Your body's still, but your skin is warm
This mere illusion will not turn me on
I want to feel you while you are in your death bed
You will taste my kiss as your eyes grow cold and dead
Soft whispers of a dead girl, twisting in my mind
Gently screaming kill my thoughts, soon it will be time
You know I like it so you humor me
I really like this but my eyes still see
A cold look on your face where life remains
Sometimes I wish this was not just not a game
You look so pretty but this will not do
You still have color there's still life in you
Your body's still, but your skin is warm
This mere illusion will not turn me on
I want to feel you while you are in your death bed
You will taste my kiss as your eyes grow cold and dead
Soft whispers of a dead girl, twisting in my mind
Gently screaming kill my thoughts, soon it will be time
Soft whispers of a dead girl, twisting in my mind
Gently screaming kill my thoughts, soon it will be time
You know I like so you play the game
You play it so well but it's not the same
I need to feel you cold and dead
To get these monsters from my head

19410. The Phone Call

The Phone Call - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

Well when he got the phone call it gave him quite a fright



'Cause a call from home is rare enough especially at midnight
He answered kind of nervous, a voice said,  This is dad
I was sitting here and thought of you and it made me really sad.

I know I've been a hard man to live with in my life.
You'd think that I just didn't care 'cause all we did was fight.
And you probably hate me more than anyone
But I still love you son.

That time when you were 14 that bully blacked your eye
We tracked him down, I made you fight until you bled and cried.
I know this is one of many things that I did wrong
That drove a wedge between our hearts and drove you from our home

I made you give up football so you could bale my hay.
I made you give up Julie and then she got away.
And you probably hate me more than anyone
But I still love you son.

For all the love I never gave I'm sorry for that now.
And for all the things I didn't say I want to say somehow.
But I guess I'd better hang up 'cause I probably called too late
But if you could find it in your heart to forgive me that'd be great.
But you probably hate me more than anyone
But I still love you son."

And then he heard the dial tone and then his front doorbell
And his mother stood there all alone not looking very well
She said,  I drove three hours and didn't make one stop
'Cause tonight your daddy passed away just before eight o'clock.

At first he talked about you like he ain't done in years,
And you might not believe this but, God, he cried real tears.
He said you probably hate him more than anyone
But he still loved you son.

And he said, 'For all the love I never gave I'm sorry for that now.'
And he said,  For all the things I didn't say I want to say somehow.'
He said you probably hate him more than anyone
But he still loved you son."
He still loved you son.

19411. The Piano Has Been Drinking (Not Me)

The Piano Has Been Drinking (Not Me)
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

The piano has been drinking
My necktie is asleep
And the combo went back to New York
The jukebox has to take a leak
And the carpet needs a haircut
And the spotlight looks like a prison break (It's bright!)



And the telephone's out of cigarettes
And the balcony is on the make
And the piano has been drinking
The piano has been drinking

And the menus are all freezing
And the light man's blind in one eye
And he can't see out of the other
And the piano-tuner's got a hearing aid (Say what?)
And he showed up with his mother
And the piano has been drinking
The piano has been drinking
Mmm...

And the bouncer is a Sumo wrestler
Cream-puff Casper Milktoast
And the owner is a mental midget
With the I.Q. of a fence post
'Cause the piano has been drinking
The piano has been drinking

And you can't find your waitress
With a Geiger counter
And she hates you and your friends
And you just can't get served without her
And the box-office is drooling
And the bar stools are on fire (Talk about a hot seat!)
And the newspapers were fooling
And the ash-trays have retired
'Cause the piano has been drinking
The piano has been drinking
The piano has been drinking
Not me

19412. The Picture On The Wall

The Picture On The Wall

There's an old and faded picture on he wall
It's been hanging there for many years
Tis a picture of my Mother and I know there is no other
That can take the place of Mother on the wall

On the wall, on the wall
How I love that dear old picture on the wall
Time is swifty passing by and I'll bow my head and cry
Cause I know I'll meet my Mother after all

How the children all have scattered off and gone
And I have a little family of my own
And I love them well, more than any tongue can tell
But I love that dear old picture on the wall



* Refrain

Yes I loved that dear old Mother's years ago
There has been no one to take her place I know
As my banjo plays its chord, I am praying to the Lord
To bless that dear old picture on the wall

* Refrain

19413. The Pika Song

The Pika Song
by Laurie Lewis

Way up on a Sierra peak
I thought I heard a pika squeak.
Way up yonder on John Muir Pass
I saw a pika harvest grass.

I said,  Hey pika, set a spell
I d like to hear the tales you d tell 
She squeaked and said,  I've got no time
I gotta make hay while the ol  sun shines.
For it's true the sun shines on us all
But soon the snow may start to fall 

Just like a farmer with his crops
the pika s labor never stops
she's got to get the harvest in
before the rain and snows begin.

Beneath the weight of mountain snow
the pika knows just where to go
to find the sweet dry summer hay
she cut and stacked and laid away.
And when the summer months descend
she starts a-haying once again.

Up past the marmots and the squirrels
I climbed into the pika s world
Just to visit for awhile
for just to see her made me smile

But the pika looked a bit sad-eyed
 what's wrong?  I asked, and she replied,
 You see there are so many of you,
but as for us, we re a dwindling few.
The snows don't fall like they used to do
so I'm off to a higher altitude. 

The pika s mighty for her size
with two big ears and jet-black eyes,
a nose to match and a powerful squeak



and no tail at all of which to speak.

The pika is a specialist 
She fills one tiny little niche
and should that niche cease to be there
She ll vanish into the thin air
with few to notice or to weep
except, perhaps, the mountain sheep.

Up past the marmots and the squirrels
I climbed into the pika s world

19414. The Pilgrim (Act II)

Marty Stuart - The Pilgrim (Act II)
Written by Marty Stuart

I am a lonesome Pilgrim, far from home
And what a journey I have known
I might be tired and weary, but I'm strong
Pilgrims walk, but not alone

19415. The Pilgrim (Act III)

Marty Stuart - The Pilgrim (Act III)

I am a lonesome pilgrim, far from home
And what a journey I have known
I might be tired and weary, but I am strong
'Cause pilgrims walk, but not alone 
There's been a hand to guide me along the way
And it held me up when I went astray
And as I stand before that valley wide
It will lead me to the other side

At the dawn of telling fortunes told
Take my mind, my body, my heart and soul
Wisdom falters not, it's more than gold
Giving ,e sweet rest and peace

I am a lonesome pilgrim, far from home
And what a journey I have known
I might be tired and weary, but I am strong
'Cause pilgrims walk, but not alone
Pilgrims walk, but not alone



19416. The Pilgrim: Chapter 33

Emmylou Harris - The Pilgrim: Chapter 33

See him wasted on the sidewalk in his jacket and his jeans,
Wearin' yesterday's misfortunes like a smile
Once he had a future full of money, love, and dreams,
Which he spent like they was goin' outta style
And he keeps right on a'changin' for the better or the worse,
Searchin' for a shrine he's never found
Never knowin' if believin' is a blessin' or a curse,
Or if the goin' up was worth the comin' down

He's a poet, he's a picker
He's a prophet, he's a pusher
He's a pilgrim and a preacher, and a problem when he's stoned
He's a walkin' contradiction, partly truth and partly fiction,
Takin' ev'ry wrong direction on his lonely way back home.

He has tasted good and evil in your bedrooms and your bars,
And he's traded in tomorrow for today
Runnin' from his devils, lord, and reachin' for the stars,
And losin' all he's loved along the way
But if this world keeps right on turnin' for the better or the worse,
And all he ever gets is older and around
>from the rockin' of the cradle to the rollin' of the hearse,
The goin' up was worth the comin' down

He's a poet, he's a picker
He's a prophet, he's a pusher
He's a pilgrim and a preacher, and a problem when he's stoned
He's a walkin' contradiction, partly truth and partly fiction,
Takin' ev'ry wrong direction on his lonely way back home.
There's a lotta wrong directions on that lonely way back home.

19417. The Pilot

The Pilot - Acoustic Syndicate

When the pilot came to town
He had not the time
Or a license to run down
The river he loved
But he had himself a fiddle
And an old time charm
And he made his living that way

A colleague of the masters
His work, they would know
And earned him every honor
Awarded to those
From the doctor to the father
From the gentle to the king



A common love for an uncommon man

But Old Man River sings his own songs
With a muddy lullaby
Calling, sweetly, for his children
As they "watch the river roll by"

His songs, they flowed like water
His melodies like air
His words came with a whistle
With no worry or care
You didn'²t have to look too close
To really understand
The Pilot's heart longed for the Cumberland

So he would study in the kitchen
Review in the hall
Read text books in the bath tub
Until wrinkled and raw
Until he felt he was ready
To put it to the test
He lay aside his bowler hat and vest
Cause Old Man River sings his own songs
With a muddy lullaby
Calling, sweetly, for his children
As they "watch the river roll by"
Rolling down on the river
Troubles flow away like water
You can hear the song he'²s singing
Above the paddle
The whistle and the steam
Riding down with the Pilot
Standing strong and ready at the wheel
Take us down
Steady as she goes
Take us down

His soul steamed powered
Like an "Aireoplane"
His life and his love
A strong burning flame
As he rolled on through the decades
His life's work was clear
But he held is dream so dear

And so he was The Pilot
River songs he would share
Till they needed a good man
For their river up there
Full ahead Dear Pilot
Full ahead and Godspeed
As you roll down the river of dreams
Cause Old Man River sings his own songs
With a muddy lullaby
Calling, sweetly, for his children
As they "watch the river roll by"
Rolling down on the river



Troubles flow away like water
You can hear the song he's singing
Above the paddle
The whistle and the steam
Riding down with the Pilot
Standing strong and ready at the wheel
Take us down
Steady as she goes
Take us down
Take us down
Steady as she goes
Take us down

19418. The Place That I Call Home

The Place That I Call Home - Infamous Stringdusters

When I cant still my restless mind
There's a place where i like to spend some time
Where it's alright when I'm a lone
The place that I call home

A different town most every night
No relief when I turn out the lights
And all that keeps me hanging on
Is her love there at home

Where I long to be
Where she waits for me
The sweetest love I've ever known
The place that I call home

Sometimes she whispers in my ear
Does her best to make me feel she's near
And though there's comfort on the phone
A place that I call home

19419. The Place Where You Can Bury Me

The Place Where You Can Bury Me 
Lonesome River Band

I wandered far away, from the old home 
And the simple life I  thought I'd never leave  
Just close my eyes and let my memory wander 
To the place I know I'll always want to be 
 
CHORUS: 
I'll feel the North winds blowin' through the valley 



Brings a chill, as it bends a red oak tree 
I know the dogwood's blooming on the hillside 
Just above the place 
where you can bury me 
 
I miss the conversation on the front porch 
Talking' bout the way things used to be  
Then Uncle John would tune up his old fiddle 
And play the sweetest mountain melody 
 
I wish I could return, to my childhood 
Summer days so long and time was still  
Walkin' by the creekside in the moonlight 
On our way back home from Paddy's Mill 

Just above the place  
where you can bury me

19420. The Plan - Chords

The Plan 
Kruger Brothers

[Intro]
C G D G
 
[Verse]
  G               C            G                C
I had a plan when I was young, it involved some havin' fun,
Em                 C            G                 D
I need to find someone to love, do some things to be proud of.
G              C                 G                 C
I live as fast I could live, and give it all, that I could give,
Em           C             G             D      G
Never think about the end, always be somebody's friend.
 
[Chorus]
  C                                                G
I watched the bow go high and low, steer my vessel through the flow,
                           D                           G     C G D G
Times the ocean 'neath the keel, I will hold on to the wheel.
 
[Verse]
  G              C             G                  C
I lit the candle at both ends, let the years slip through my hands,
  Em           C                 G            D
I did what I believed was right, never had to run or hide.
G                   C               G                  C
Friends I found and friends I lost, ashes to ashes and dust to dust,
Em                    C               G              D      G
I know each day could be my last, and set the sail upon the mast.
 
[Chorus]



  C                                                G
I watched the bow go high and low, steer my vessel through the flow,
                           D                           G     C G D G
Times the ocean 'neath the keel, I will hold on to the wheel.
 
[Interlude]
G C G C Em C G D (x2) G
 
[Verse]
    G                C                G             C
Was quite successful with my plan, as I would do it all again,
Em              C             G               D
Things I needed came to me, I really went out on a spree.
     G               C            G                  C
Do I need a plan for growin' old, young and restless years concluded,
Em                C                G                    D     G
Never thought I'd get this far, my thoughts are getting all excluded.
 
[Chorus]
  C                                                G
I watched the bow go high and low, steer my vessel through the flow,
                           D                           G     C G D G
Times the ocean 'neath the keel, I will hold on to the wheel.
 
[End Chorus]
  C                                                G
I watched the bow go high and low, steer my vessel through the flow,
                           D                           G     C G
Times the ocean 'neath the keel, I will hold on to the wheel.
 
[End]
G                         D                           G
Times the ocean neath the keel, I will hold on to the wheel.

19421. The Plank

The Devil Makes Three - The Plank

You're mumbling words but I can't hear anymore
you're totally entertained but I am absolutely bored
to the sharks with your conversation see what they say
as you're thrown overboard and disappear into the waves

Down to Neptune's kingdom in the ink black drink
octopus bartenders, you can hear the mermaids sing
that'll teach you all to try and disobey
now here's a one way ticket to your watery grave

and we say:

To all the enemies I'll see you in hell
we're gonna walk em off the plank into the wishing well
down to Davy Jones' locker where the fishes sleep



I won't be prayin' for you so don't be prayin' for me (x2)

Kill all those prisoners until their skin turns green
let the salts of the ocean wash them skeleton clean
raise up them oars and let them fall
as the wind steady sings you can hear the crew call oh

To all the enemies I'll see you in hell
we're gonna walk em off the plank into the wishing well
down to Davy Jones' locker where the fishes sleep
I won't be prayin' for you so don't be prayin' for me (x2)

19422. The Poet

Broken Compass Bluegrass
The Poet
written by DJANGO RUCKRICH

My fame is an echo of the evening sun
Now I'm where I was 10 years ago
A failed poet lying in the gutter
Thought I could be more now I don't know

Five miles east of the sparkling river
Is a place I've never been and I never want to see
But if I have a shot at becoming something
It sure ain't here where the wind can see right through me

Tomorrow already happened twice
My rain-washed clothes are falling off my back
Time is all I have but it's running out
My words ain't worth the cost of a paperback

A hazy shadow drifting through the crowd
Shone through the night like a note without a chord
As the fire flickered and the sparks that flew
Lit up her face well I grew bored

Tomorrow already happened twice
My rain-washed clothes are falling off my back
Time is all I have but it's running out
My words ain't worth the cost of a paperback

I slipped through the gate to the Court of Miracles
And I woke up 3 days later with the rising sunset
The blind man painted in the light of the burning rain
And the circle of thieves told me I was in their debt

Tomorrow already happened twice
My rain-washed clothes are falling off my back
Time is all I have but it's running out
My words ain't worth the cost of a paperback



The King said all my empty years just delay my death
If I'm trying to make them more well it's not working
She was there as the daylight faded away
He turned his head and I ran to keep on searching

Tomorrow already happened twice
My rain-washed clothes are falling off my back
Time is all I have but it's running out
My words ain't worth the cost of a paperback..

19423. The Point of No Return

Laurie Lewis - The Point of No Return 
Album: Love Chooses You

My heart is telling me to be different
its about time for me to move on
swallow everything, that i learned
i'm at a point of no return
no return no return no return no return
no return no return no return
I'm at a point of no return.
Man, it feels like these walls are closin' in
This roof is cavin' in
Uh, it's time to raise it, then
Your tasin' them with like pages in
My book of rhymes got 'em cookin'
Boy, this crooked mind of mine got 'em all sAnd scared to look in my eyes
I stole that fuckin' clock, I took the time and I
Came up from behind and pretty much snuck up
And butt fucked this game up
Better be careful when you bring my name up
Fuck this fame, that ain't what
I came to claim but the game ain't
Gonna be the same on the day that I leave it
But I swear one way or another
I'ma make these fuckin' haters believe that
I swear to God, won't spare the rod
I'm a man of my word so your fuckin' heads better nod
Or I'ma fuck around in this bitch and roast everybody
Sleep on me, that pillow is where your head'll lie
Permanently, bitch, it's beddy bye
This world is my Easter egg, yeah, prepare to die
My head is swollen, my confidence is up
This stage is my pedestal, I'm unstoppable, incredible
Hope you're trapped in my medicine ball
I could run circles around you so fast
Your fuckin' head'll spin, dog
I split your cabbage and your lettuce and olives, I'll fuckin'
My heart is telling me to be different
its about time for me to move on
swallow everything, that i learned
i'm at a point of no return



no return no return no return no return
no return no return no return
i'm at a point of no return.
One thing bout music when it hits you feel no pain
and i swear i got this shit that makes these bitches go insane
so they tell me that they love me i know better than that it's just game
it's just what comes from fame
and i'm ready for that i'm just saying
i really can't complain, everything is kosher
two thumbs up, ebert and roeper
i really can't see the end getting any closer
but i'll probably still be the man when everything is over
so i'm riding through the city with my high beams on
can you see me can you see me get your visine on
y'all just do not fit the picture
turn your wide screen on
if you thinking i'm gonna quit before i die dream on
man they treat me like a legend
am i really this cold
i'm really too young to be feeling this old
it's about time you admit it who you kidding man
nobody's ever done it like i did it
my heart is telling me to be different
its about time for me to move on
swallow everything, that i learned
i'm at a point of no return
no return no return no return no return
no return no return no return
i'm at a point of no return.
I'm hot motherfucker, get a plate bitch
don't say shit, get your face lift
rozay bitch let the champagne drip
niggas swag jack, but this l.a. shit
get it back, give it back ain't 'bout shit
snap back them ain't even rare where the tag a what
wack ass all up in my ear bitch bag back
i bag bad bitches motherfucker kat stacks
yellow nigga, no cabs
got the phantom out, no mats
get your camera out uh, one flash
hot beams steady shot clap your ass
aw, t. raw i'm so uh
loc's on, chucks low, black beanie dog
patron top wash straight from the liquor store
i'm turned up i can't feel my face so
My heart is telling me to be different
its about time for me to move on
swallow everything, that i learned
i'm at a point of no return
no return no return no return
no return no return no return no return
i'm at a point of no return.



19424. The Pony Man

The Pony Man
Gordon Lightfoot

When it's midnight on the meadow
And the cats are in the shed
And the river tells a story
At the window by my bed
If you listen very closely
Be as quiet as you can
In the yard you'll hear him
It is the Pony Man
We're always there to greet him
When he tumbles into town
He leads a string of ponies
Some are white and some are brown
And they never seem to kick or bite
They only want to play
And they live on candy apples
Instead of oats and hay

And when we're all assembled
He gives a soft command
And we climb aboard our ponies
As in a row the stand
Then down the road we gallop
And across the fields we fly
And soon we all go sailing off
Into the midnight sky

And as we gaily rock along
Beside a ripplin' sea
There's Tom 'n Dick 'n Sally
And Mary, Joe and Me
And the Pony Man is leading
Cause he's travelled here before
And he gives a whoop and a holler
At Mr. Moon's front door

And as we stop to rest a while
Where the soda river glides
Up to the slip comes a pirate ship
To take us for a ride
And the Pony Man's the captain
And the children are the crew
And we go in search of treasure
And laugh the whole night through

And when the hold is filled with gold
And the sails begin to strain
And the deck's piled high with apple pie
We head for port again
And down the whirling starcase
So swift our ponies fly
And we're safely in our beds again
When the sunbeams kiss the sky



When it's midnight on the meadow
And the cats are in the shed
And the river tells a story
At the window by my bed
If you listen very closely
Be as quiet as you can
In the yard you'll hear him
It is the Pony Man

19425. The Poor Boy Is Taken Away - Chords

The Poor Boy Is Taken Away 
Richard & Linda Thompson

CAPO: 2nd Fret

[Intro]
D  G  D  C G/B Am Em7
 
[Verse 1]
D
Gold-haired poor boy, you took him for fun
   G               A         D
He dressed for the tinkering trade
   G               A         D
He dressed for the tinkering trade
        G           C      D    G  Am  Em7
Now the poor boy is taken away
 
 
[Verse 2]
D
No use waiting like a ghost in a dream
    G            A          D
The world has no comfort to bring
    G            A          D
The world has no comfort to bring
   G           C        D
He left you to get everything
 
 
[Instrumental]
D  G  D  C G/B Am Em7
D       G  A  D    G  A  D    G  C
 
 
[Verse 3]
D
No use standing, waving adieu
    G           A            D
The penny won't drop in your mind
    G           A            D



The penny won't drop in your mind
    G           C          D     G  Am  Em7
The old flame's left you behind
 
 
[Verse 4]
D
No use crying in a room full of memories
    G          A          D
You never will find yesterday
    G          A          D
You never will find yesterday
        G           C      D      C G/B Am Em7   D
And the poor boy is taken away

19426. The Poor Ditching Boy

Richard Thompson - The Poor Ditching Boy 

Was there ever a winter so cold and so sad
The river too weary to flood
The storming wind cut through to my skin
But she cut through to my blood

I was looking for trouble to tangle my line
But trouble came looking for me
I knew I was standing on treacherous ground
I was sinking too fast to run free

With her scheming, idle ways
She left me poor enough
The storming wind cut through to my skin
But she cut through to my blood

I would not be asking, I would not be seen
A-beggin' on mountain or hill
But I'm ready and blind with my hands tied behind
I've neither a mind nor a will

With her scheming, idle ways
She left me poor enough
The storming wind cut through to my skin
But she cut through to my blood

It's bitter the need of the poor ditching boy
He'll always believe what they say
They tell him it's hard to be honest and true
Does he mind if he doesn't get paid?

With her scheming, idle ways
She left me poor enough
The storming wind cut through to my skin
But she cut through to my blood



19427. The Poor Orphan Child

The Carter Family - The Poor Orphan Child

[Verse 1]
I hear a low faint voice that says
My papa and mama's dead
And it comes from the poor orphan child
That must be clothed and fed
And it comes from the poor orphan child
That must be clothed and fed
And it comes from the poor orphan child
That must be clothed and fed

[Chorus]
Savior, lead them by the hand
(Savior, lead them by the hand, yes, gently lead them by the hand)
Savior, lead them by the hand
(Savior, lead them by the hand, yes, gently lead them by the hand)
Savior, lead them by the hand
(Savior, lead them by the hand, yes, gently lead them by the hand)
Till they all reach that glittering strand
(Till they all reach that glittering strand)

[Verse 2]
We see so many children now
Poor little boys and girls
Who want that mother's loving hand
To smooth their golden curls
Who want that mother's loving hand
To smooth their golden curls
Who want that mother's loving hand
To smooth their golden curls

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
But now we see those wandering curls
Hang careless 'round their brow
They say to us, my papa's dead
And I've no mother now
They say to us, my papa's dead
And I've no mother now
They say to us, my papa's dead
And I've no mother now

[Chorus]

[Verse 4]
O Savior, every orphan bless
Wherever they may roam
Bless every hand that lends them aid
And bless the orphan's home



Bless every hand that lends them aid
And bless the orphan's home
Bless every hand that lends them aid
And bless the orphan's home

19428. The Poorhouse Of Positive Thinking

Widespread Panic
The Poorhouse of Positive Thinking

I pinch my pennies in a mason jar
Stashin' all my thoughts for the rainy days
See them come and watch them go
Redneck drunks and southern belles

So pick a card, any card
These jokers got no hearts and ten men on the make
Bring them in and take them out
Another lost soul on Music Row
Waiting for that sacred midnight ride

Alcohol: sleeping all day forget your dream
Stand in line all night for a watered-down drink
It's a hard, hard religion, channels souls astray
Gonna hold on for dear life

Yes, alcohol, a good thing you don't get paid to think
And gotta hold 

Alcatraz doesn't seem so bad
Birdman on the rocks your time's a waste
Tide rolls in and jutters out
All washed up, a swollen corpse
Waiting for that sacred midnight ride

In fantasies break your own rules
Insanity is all I see around the room
High Sierra station Inn
An 8 piece family bluegrass band
Waiting for that sacred midnight ride

Alcohol: sleeping all day forget your dream
Stand in line all night for a watered-down drink
Yes, alcohol, a good thing you don't get paid to think
You gotta hold on for dear life

So just sit back down and dwell on things
No one cares about I gotta hold



19429. The Power Lines

Nanci Griffith - The Power Lines

Nobody seems to care about you
With your tool case by the roadside
There beneath the power lines
Or the pallor of your skin
Paled beneath fluorescent lights
In a Greyhound station's cruel midnight
Where you can't afford the ride

[Chorus:]
Oh, the power lines
They go from sea to sea
They carry voices
Love from him to me

The power lines you fall beneath
Are the rainbows you can't climb
And you will not climb the power lines
You are lost beneath the power lines
There's no place that you haven't been
And no place that you call your home
There's no place that you cannot go
With the gift within your hands
And the tools to build another's dream
That connects them to the power lines
You do not feel you need

[Chorus: Repeat 2X]

19430. The Preacher And The Bear - Chords

The Preacher And The Bear
Billy Strings

[Verse 1]
         G                                   C             G
Well the preacher went out a huntin', it was on one Sunday morn'
                                  A             D7
Although against his religion, he took his gun along
   G                                       C               G
He shot himself some mighty fine quail and one old measley hare
    C             G      E7              A      D7        G
But on his way returning home, he met a great big grizzly bear
 
[Interlude]
G C G C G
 
[Verse 2]
         G                      G7                      C                       G
Well the bear dashed out to the middle of the road right up to the preacher and seen



    G                               A                   D
The preacher got so excited that he climbed up a big ol tree
    G                  G7                     C                         G
The bear stayed down upon the ground and the preacher climbed out on a limb
   C                    G            E7        A              D         G
He cast his eyes to the Lord in the skies and these words he said to him
 
[Chorus]
     G                                             D      G
"Oh Lord, you delivered Daniel, saved him from the lion's den
    G                              A                      D
You also delivered Jonah, from the belly of the whale and then
          G                        G7
Cast the Hebrew children from the fiery furnace
    C               G
The good books do declare
C                G          E7
Now Lordy, if you don't help me,
A          D         G
Just don't help that bear"
 
[Interlude]
G C G
G A D
G C G
C E7 A D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
         G                     G7                C                G
Well, the preacher stayed up in that tree oh I think it was all night
   G                                                A                  D
He said "Oh Lord if you don't help me, you're gonna see one hell of a fight"
G                    G7                   C                        G
About that time, the limb let go, and the preacher come-a tumblin' down
    C                            G     E7    A       D         G
You should have seen him get his razor out before he hit the ground
 
[Verse 4]
       G                                       C                    G
He hit the ground shakin right to left and he put up a pretty good fight
          G                                 A                        D
Then the bear hugged the preacher, and he squeezed him a little too tight
G                    G7                 C                   G
Preacher dropped his razor, man but the bear held on with a grin
   C                    G            E7        A              D       G
He cast his eyes to the Lord in the skies and these words he said to him
 
[Chorus]
      G                                            D      G
"Oh Lord, you delivered Daniel, saved him from the lion's den
    G                              A                      D
You also delivered Jonah, from the belly of the whale and then
          G                       G7
Cast the Hebrew children from the fiery furnace
    C               G
The good books do declare



C                 G          E7
Now Lordy, if you don't help me,
A          D         G
Just don't help that bear
C                 G          E7
Now Lordy, if you don't help me
A              D         G
Just don't you help that bear"

19431. The Pretender

The Pretender
Jackson Browne

I'm going to rent myself a house
In the shade of the freeway
I'm going to pack my lunch in the morning
And go to work each day
And when the evening rolls around
I'll go on home and lay my body down
And when the morning light comes streaming in
I'll get up and do it again
Amen
Say it again
Amen

I want to know what became of the changes
We waited for love to bring
Were they only the fitful dreams
Of some greater awakening
I've been aware of the time going by
They say in the end it's the wink of an eye
And when the morning light comes streaming in
You'll get up and do it again
Amen

Caught between the longing for love
And the struggle for the legal tender
Where the sirens sing and the church bells ring
And the junk man pounds his fender
Where the veterans dream of the fight
Fast asleep at the traffic light
And the children solemnly wait
For the ice cream vendor
Out into the cool of the evening
Strolls the Pretender
He knows that all his hopes and dreams
Begin and end there

Ah the laughter of the lovers
As they run through the night
Leaving nothing for the others
But to choose off and fight



And tear at the world with all their might
While the ships bearing their dreams
Sail out of sight

I'm going to find myself a girl
Who can show me what laughter means
And we'll fill in the missing colors
In each other's paint-by-number dreams
And then we'll put our dark glasses on
And we'll make love until our strength is gone
And when the morning light comes streaming in
We'll get up and do it again
Get it up again

I'm going to be a happy idiot
And struggle for the legal tender
Where the ads take aim and lay their claim
To the heart and the soul of the spender
And believe in whatever may lie
In those things that money can buy
Though true love could have been a contender
Are you there?
Say a prayer for the Pretender
Who started out so young and strong
Only to surrender

19432. The Prettiest Flowers

The Prettiest Flowers
James King Band - Ralph Stanley

I know there is a land of beautiful flowers
Where we'll meet again when life is over
Where we'll while away the endless hours
On heaven's bright eternal shore

    The prettiest beds of flowers will be blooming
    By the prettiest treats our eyes will ever behold
    Where the beautiful tree of life for us is waiting
    By the prettiest mansion made with purest gold

I want to meet you by that beautiful river
On that eternal morning in the sky
Where we'll live in peace through endless ages
Where we'll never say goodbye

    The prettiest robes and crowns we'll all be wearing
    In the city four square beyond this world of strife
    And the prettiest songs of the angels will be singing
    On the beautiful morning by the river of life



19433. The Prettiest Flowers - Chords

The Prettiest Flowers - The Isaacs

D                                   G
I know there is a land of beautiful flowers
              D                       A
Where we will meet again when life is oer
              D                     G
Where we will wall away the endless hours 
           D      A       D
On heavens bright eternal shore

                
                  G                       D
And the prettiest beds of flowers will be blooming
                                            A
By the prettiest streets our eyes will ever behold
                    D                      G
Where the beautiful tree of life for us is waiting
                 D        A              D
By the prettiest mansions made of purest gold
                  G                             D
And the prettiest robes and crowns we'll all be wearing
                                             A
In that city for square beyond this world of strife
                  D                              G
And the prettiest songs with the angels we'll be singing 
                  D       A               D
On that beautiful morning by the river of life

D                                           G
On heavens golden strand they ll be no more dying
            D                          A
No chilling winds or tempest ever will blow
        D                         G
It is a land of love and wondrous beauty
               D       A    D
Where fragrant flowers ever grow

                  G                       D
And the prettiest beds of flowers will be blooming
                                            A
By the prettiest streets our eyes will ever behold
                    D                      G
Where the beautiful tree of life for us is waiting
                 D        A              D
By the prettiest mansions made of purest gold
                  G                             D
And the prettiest robes and crowns we'll all be wearing
                                             A
In that city for square beyond this world of strife
                  D                              G



And the prettiest songs with the angels we'll be singing 
                  D       A               D
On that beautiful morning by the river of life
G                 D       A               D      A  D
On that beautiful morning by the river of life

19434. The Prettiest Thing - Chords

The Prettiest Thing 
The Avett Brothers/David Childers 

G
It was New Years day in the seaside bar
C                       G
There was a special on PBR
G                             D                G
The ocean roared outside the door
G
No one but us and some hardcore drinkers
C                   G
Lost in the stormy day
G
How blue was the blue of your eyes
D                     G
Against the skies of grey

D
Do you remember what we talked about, I
C                   G
Just remember your face
G                     
The prettiest thing that
D            G
I have ever seen

G
Well it must have been a wrong turn
C                       G
That took you to Cedar Falls
G                  D                 G
or is this Kansas City? Hell I dont know!
G
We just kept on rolling
C
It was to late to turn around
G
Ran out of road in Arizona

D
Do you remember what we talked about, I
C                   G
Just remember your face
G                     



The prettiest thing that
D            G
I have ever seen

G
Then you left me in that depot
C                       G
in gastonia with your mother
G                                        D        G
and what you still had left of self respect
G
At least you tried to tell me
C                         G
but that's when I was drinkin'
G
and I could not find the words
D            G
to win you back

D
Do you remember what we talked about, I
C                   G
Just remember your face
G                     
The prettiest thing that
D            G
I have ever seen

G
Well you change you mind about
G        C
I sure understand 
G                                 D
Years and miles are not what you deserve
G
I heard you got married
G                  C
and he's a decent man 
G                                        D
Although some say he's a little bit too reserved 

D
Do you remember what we talked about, I
C                   G
Just remember your face
G                     
The prettiest thing that
D            G
I have ever seen

C G D G



19435. The Price

The Steeldrivers - The Price

Cold dark lonesome, dead of night
Things gone so wrong, can't get right
In the darkness, hear the sound
Of a world that's upside down

(chorus)
Mercy ain't got no judgment
Justice got a rag tied around her eyes
oughta be tears rollin down her face
At the blind tryin to lead the blind
Rich man rolls the dice
Poor man pays the price

Only hurts to think of home
Makes it hard to be alone
Every moment of a day
Trouble standing in my way

19436. The Price I Pay

The Steeldrivers - The Price

Cold dark lonesome, dead of night
Things gone so wrong, can't get right
In the darkness, hear the sound
Of a world that's upside down

(chorus)
Mercy ain't got no judgment
Justice got a rag tied around her eyes
oughta be tears rollin down her face
At the blind tryin to lead the blind
Rich man rolls the dice
Poor man pays the price

Only hurts to think of home
Makes it hard to be alone
Every moment of a day
Trouble standing in my way

19437. The Price I Pay

Emmylou Harris - The price I pay

They tell me I'm the talk of the town
I've been staying home alone every night



It's nobody's business where I'm bound
As if to be alone and lonely just ain't right

On a old freight train moving down the line
I'm counting each day and every minute that your away
I've never been the stay at home kind
But for you it's just the price that I pay

It's just the price I pay for loving you
The price I pay for needing you so much
The price I pay for needing you
And putting all this time between us

I knew I was in trouble when we met
Dark clouds all around me I couldn't find the light
The hard time ain't hard to forget
I believe in love at first sight

I put my heart and soul on the line
And know your love is with me every day
Your picture always there on my mind
But for you it's just the price that I pay

It's just the price I pay for loving you
The price I pay for needing you so much
The price I pay for needing you
And putting all this time between us

19438. The Price Of Love

Alison Krauss - The Price Of Love

Wine is sweet and gin is bitter
Drink while you can but you won't forget her

You talk too much, you laugh too loud
You see her face in every crowd

That's the price of love, the price of love
The debt you pay with tears and pain
The price of love, the price of love
It costs you more when you're to blame

Kiss one girl, kiss another
Kiss 'em all but you won't recover

You're dancin' slow, you're dancin' fast
You're happy now but that won't last

That's the price of love, the price of love
The debt you pay with tears and pain
The price of love, the price of love
It costs you more when you're to blame



That's the price of love, the price of love
The debt you pay with tears and pain
The price of love, the price of love
It costs you more when you're to blame

Wine is sweet and gin is bitter
Drink while you can but you won't forget her

You won't forget her

19439. The Price Of Regret

The Price Of Regret - Vince Gill 

Everyone knows the price of regret
Things in life we never forget
Haunted by what we've done wrong
Yearning for the pain to be gone
Some hide in a bottle and some die in vain
Some wave a Bible and some just go insane
Lay down your judgement or lay down your shame
We're all God's children and we all breathe the same

You're black and I'm white
You're blinded by sight
Close your eyes and tell me the color of my skin
If we let today
Just pass away
Without kindness and forgiveness, there's no light

Everyone's broken, oh, everyone's scarred
All the things we needed wind up in the yard
Brothers and sisters, I mean you no harm
Healing's waiting in each other's arms

You're black and I'm white
You're blinded by sight
Close your eyes and tell me the color of my skin
If we let today
Just pass away
Without kindness and forgiveness, there's no light

Everyone knows the price of regret
Things in life we never forget

19440. The Price You Pay



Emmylou Harris - The Price You Pay
(Bruce Springsteen)

You make up your mind, you choose the chance you take 
You ride to where the highway ends and the desert breaks 
Out on through an open road you ride until the day 
You learn to sleep at night with the price you pay 

Now with their hands held high, they reached out for the open skies 
And then with their last breath 
They built the roads they would ride to their deaths 
Driving on through the night unable to break away 
>From the restless pull of the price you pay 

Oh, the price you pay, oh, the price you pay 
Now you can't walk away from the price you pay 

Now they've come so far and they've waited so long 
Just to end up caught in a dream where everything goes wrong 
Where the dark of night holds back the light of the day 
And you gotta stand and fight for the price you pay 

Oh, the price you pay, oh, the price you pay 
Now you can't walk away from the price you pay 

Little girl down on the strand 
With that pretty little baby in your hands 
Do you remember the story of the Promised land 
How he crossed the desert sands 
And could not enter the Chosen Land 
On the banks of the river he stayed 
To face the price you pay 

So let the games start 
You better run you little wild heart 
You can run through all the nights and all the days 
But just across the county line 
A stranger passin' through put up a sign 
That counts so many fallen away 
To the price you pay, 

Oh, the price you pay, oh, the price you pay 
Now you can't walk away from the price you pay 

Oh, the price you pay, oh, the price you pay 
Now you can't walk away from the price you pay

19441. The Prisoner

The Prisoner - Tony Furtado

I'm a prisoner of the road
Life without parole
Sometimes I feel like breaking free



But then I see

All the girls with pretty faces
Smiling back at me
Will I ever get to know one
Before it's time to leave
For the next town
And the next night
On the next road
Without an end in sight
The choice is mine alone
To be a prisoner of the road

19442. The Prodigal Son

Roy Acuff - The prodigal son
Composer: Floyd Jenkins

A Prodigal son once strayed from his father
To travel a land of hunger and pain
And now I can see the end of my journey
I'm going to heaven again.

I leave you the day, to help all your neighbors
I leave you the night, to solemnly pray
So try to repent and ask for forgiveness
We'll meet up in heaven, someday.

Goodbye to this world, with all its sorrows
Goodbye to the fields, that I used to roam
I'm going away where, life is eternal
My Shepherd is callin me home.

From out of the sky, He's coming to meet me
To wash all my sins and call me His own
His servants will bring, a ring for my finger
And never no more will I roam.

19443. The Promise

Sturgill Simpson - The Promise

If you need a friend
Don't look to a stranger
You know in the end, I'll always be there
But when you're in doubt
And when you're in danger
Take a look all around, and I'll be there
I'm sorry, but I'm just thinking of the right words to say



I know they don't sound the way I planned them to be
But if you wait around a while, I'll make you fall for me
I promise, I promise you I will
When your day is through
And so is your temper
You know what to do
I'm gonna always be there
Sometimes if I shout
It's not what's intended
These words just come out
With no gripe to bear
I'm sorry, but I'm just thinking of the right words to say
I know they don't sound the way I planned them to be
But if you wait around a while, I'll make you fall for me
I promise, I promise you I will
I'm sorry, but I'm just thinking of the right words to say
I know they don't sound the way I planned them to be
But if you wait around a while, I'll make you fall for me
I promise, I promise you I will
I'm sorry, but I'm just thinking of the right words to say
I know they don't sound the way I planned them to be
But if you wait around a while, I'll make you fall for me
I promise, I promise you I will

19444. The Promise And The Dream

Tom T Hall - The Promise and the Dream

[Verse 1]
There's a sadness in your singing, I have never heard before
There's a dying in your living that exists from shore to shore
There's a coward in your character that I have never seen
America, what happened to the promise and the dream

[Chorus]
The promise was that men could live and worship as they please
The dream was for the huddled masses yearning to breathe free
We closed so many doors and banned the prayers on many scenes
America, what happened to the promise and the dream

[Verse 2]
There's a numbness in your feeling for the disadvantaged poor
There's a weakness in your strength
Because your leaders are unsure
There are shadows in the light
That once was freedom's brightest beam
America, what happened to the promise and the dream

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
There's a hating in your loving for the permanence of vows
Tomorrow doesn't matter it's all for the here and now



Your most important word called love is now a dirty thing
America, what happened to the promise and the dream

[Chorus]

19445. The Promise And The Dream - Chords

The Promise And The Dream
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G                         C              G
There's a sadness in your singing I have never heard before
          D7                        C                    G
There's a dying in your living that exists from shore to shore
                         C              G            C
There's a coward in your character that I have never seen
G                            D7              G
America what happened to the promise and the dream
    D7                                  C               G
The promise was that men could live and worship as they please
    D7                               C                   G
The dream was for the huddled masses yearning to breathe free
                  C                    G               C
We closed so many doors and banned the prayers on many scenes
G                            D7              G
America what happened to the promise and the dream
                           C               G
There's a numbness in your feeling for the disadvantaged poor
          D7                                     C             G
There's a weakness in your strength because your leaders are unsure
                         C                   G                   C
There are shadows in the light that once was freedom's brightest beam
G                            D7              G
America what happened to the promise and the dream
Repeat #2
 
                         C              G
There's a hating in your loving for the permanence of vows
  D7                             C                G
Tomorrow doesn't matter it's all for the here and now
                    C                   G           C
Your most important word called love is now a dirty thing
G                            D7              G
America what happened to the promise and the dream 
Repeat #2

19446. The Race Is On



Emmylou Harris - The Race Is On
Wayne Taylor

I feel tears wellin' up cold and deep inside
Like my heart's sprung a big break
And a stab of loneliness sharp and painful
That I may never shake
You might say that I was taking it hard
Oh, she wrote me off with a call
But don't you wager that I'll hide the sorrow
When I may break right down and bawl?

Well, the race is on and here comes Pride up the backstretch
Heartaches are going to the inside
My Tears are holding back
They're tryin' not to fall
My Heart's out of the running
True Love's scratched for another's sake
The race is on and it looks like Heartaches
And the winner loses all.

One day I'ventured in love, never once suspectin'
What the final result would be
How I lived in fear of waking up each morning
And thinkin' that you're gone from me
There's ache and pain in my heart
For today was the one that I hated to face
Somebody new came up to win her
I came out in second place.

19447. The Radio

Vince Gill - The Radio

There's a long white line stretching out on the road ahead
And there ain't one magazine that I ain't read
I haven't seen you in weeks but I hear you on the radio
Singing soft and low

We're so far apart
This old highway ain't home
When the heartache starts
I just turn the radio on

There never seems to be time for me and you
That's a price you pay for the life you choose
Tonight's the loneliest night I've ever known
It just goes on and on

We're so far apart
This old highway ain't home
When the heartache starts
I just turn the radio on



It does my heart good to see you shine
So I'll just keep on counting these white lines
I haven't seen you in weeks but I hear you on the radio
Calling me back home

We're so far apart
This old highway ain't home
When the heartache starts
I just turn the radio on

19448. The Radio Blues

The Radio Blues
Greensky Bluegrass

Everywhere I go my friends are on the radio
Them DJs ain't got time for my sad songs
So everywhere I go I listen to the radio
And hope that someday they'll play mine

Driving late one night in my car
I heard that song that makes me want to die
I just kept moving on to Rockford
Just maybe that DJ will play my song

Everywhere I go my friends are on the radio
Them DJs ain't got time for my sad songs
So everywhere I go I listen to the radio
And hope that someday they'll play mine

Playing night after night in smoky old bar rooms
It's keeping me awake at night
And the women who seem to want me they all lie
And they always end up to be another man's wife

Everywhere I go my friends are on the radio
Them DJs ain't got time for my sad songs
So everywhere I go I listen to the radio
And hope that someday they'll play mine

19449. The Rain - Chords

Scott Miller - The Rain 
 
note:
1. capo 4th fret
2. it looks like Scott never lifts his index finger off the B string 
3. Scott adds a lot of fanciness, only some of which i've tried to capture



Verse fanciness:

        Am        C       G       Am

e/------------------------3------------------/
B/------1-0h1-----1-------1--------1---------/
G/------2--------------------------2---------/
D/------2---------2--------0h2-2---2---------/
A/------------0-2-3-------2------2-----------/
E/-0-3--------------------3----------0h3-----/

Am C G Am x2 then G Am

Chorus fanciness:

    C         Am      G         Am

e/--------------------3-----------------/
B/--1---------1-------1---------1-------/
G/------------2-----------------2-------/
D/------------2---------0h2-2---2-------/
A/--2-0h2---2---------2-------2---------/
E/--3-----------0-3---3-----------0-3---/

C Am G Am x2 then G Am

verse 1:
       Am             C
on the road to spotsylvania
    G                 Am
the sky grew dark and mean
          Am                C
when they placed you in the lineup?
              G              Am
you could not see a god damn thing
       G                     Am
but it smelled like it might rain

chorus:
C                             Am
and the rain, it should bring life boys
      G                Am
or at least a brief respite
             C                 Am
well you can rest and wait for night boys
    G                Am
but keep your powder dry 
       G                   Am
or the rain will take your life

verse 2:
but through the tress i heard them coming
by the clank of their canteens
but since the rain softened the drum heads
you could hear the orders screamed
there they are boys make 'em bleed



verse 3:
well i took aim but at one really 
but just a shape that caught my eye
and each time i pulled the trigger 
there was no kick she did not fire
i did not keep my powder dry

chorus:
and the rain...

verse 4:
we had never been so close as 
to look them in the eye
some threw rocks and cursed the devil
while we waited there to die
me i pissed myself and cried

chorus: 
that the rain....

19450. The Rain Came Down

Steve Earle - The Rain Came Down

[Verse 1]
The old man loaded up everything that he owned
On a wagon and headed out West
The old woman fearlessly faced the unknown
Because she figured he knew what was best
And they settled down hard on a government grant
With six mouths to feed and forty acres to plant

[Chorus]
And the rain came down
Like an angel come down from above
And the rain came down
It'll wash you away and there ain't never enough

[Verse 2]
Fall turned to winter, another year gone
Over and over again
Some took their lives from the land and moved on
Some stayed on to plow it back in
And the Good Lord, He giveth and He taketh away
And the restless shall go and the faithful shall stay

[Chorus]
And the rain came down
Like an angel come down from above
And the rain came down
It'll wash you away and there ain't never enough

[Verse 3]



And my granddaddy died in the room he was born in
Twenty-three summers ago
But I could've sworn he was beside me this morning
When the sheriff showed up at my door
So don't you come around here with your auctioneer man
Because you can have the machines, but you ain't taking my land

[Chorus]
And the rain came down
Like an angel come down from above
And the rain came down
It'll wash you away and there ain't never enough

19451. The Rain Came Down - Chords

The Rain Came Down
Steve Earl - The Rain Came Down

G   320033
C   X32010
D   XX0232
Em  022000

G
THE OLD MAN LOADED UP EVERYTHING THAT HE OWNED
   C                    D
IN WAGON AND HEADED OUT WEST
G   
THE OLD WOMAN FEARLESS TO FACE THE UNKNOWN 
      C                            D     
CAUSE SHE FIGURED HE KNEW WHAT WAS BEST

C                               G
AND THEY SETTLED DOWN HARD ON A GOVERNMENT GRANT
     C                       D
WITH 6 MOUTHS TO FEED AND 40 ACRES TO PLANT

D                 Em      G
AND THE RAIN CAME DOWN
C                            G
LIKE AN ANGEL SENT DOWN FROM ABOVE
D                  Em      G
AND THE RAIN CAME DOWN
C                                     D
WELL ONCE IT STARTS THERE AIN'T NEVER ENOUGH

G                
FALL TURNED TO WINTER AND ANOTHER YEAR GONE
C             D
OVER AND OVER AGAIN
G   
SOME TOOK THEIR LIVES FROM THE LAND AND MOVED ON
     C                         D



SOME STAYED ON TO PLOW IT BACK IN

C                               G
AND THE GOOD LORD GIVITH AND HE TAKETH AWAY
        C                         D  
AND THE RESTLESS SHALL GO AND THE FAITHFUL SHALL STAY

D                 Em      G
AND THE RAIN CAME DOWN
C                            G
LIKE AN ANGEL SENT DOWN FROM ABOVE
D                  Em      G
AND THE RAIN CAME DOWN
C                                     D
WELL ONCE IT STARTS THERE AIN'T NEVER ENOUGH

D
WELL MY GRANDFATHER DIED IN THE ROOM HE WAS BORN IN
C                    G
TWENTY THREE SUMMERS AGO
D                             C
BUT I COULD HAVE SWORN HE WAS BESIDE ME THIS MORNING
                                 G
WHEN THE SHERIFF SHOWED UP AT MY DOOR

C                                       G
SO DON'T YOU COME AROUND HERE WITH YOUR AUCTIONEEER MAN
              C                              D
CAUSE YOU CAN HAVE THE MACHINES BUT YOU AINT TAKEN MY LAND

D                 Em      G
AND THE RAIN CAME DOWN
C                            G
LIKE AN ANGEL SENT DOWN FROM ABOVE
D                  Em      G
AND THE RAIN CAME DOWN
C                                     D
WELL ONCE IT STARTS THERE AIN'T NEVER ENOUGH

19452. The Rainy Season

Marc Cohn - The rainy season

Clouds move in
From off the horizon
Feels like nighttime
In the middle of the day
And I don't know why
But it's still so suprisin'
How a love grows stronger
Or it just fades away

But you look older today



Than I've ever seen you
I think I know the reason
We might wash all our tears away
But you got to bundle up baby
For the rainy season

I hear you breathing heavy
On the telephone tonight
I can feel the air is thick as thieves
Sometimes I just want to tell you
We'll be all right
At least that's what some part of me believes

But you look older today
Than I've ever seen you
Think I know the reason
We might wash all our tears away
But you got to bundle up, bundle up, bundle up
For the rainy season

Oh, oh I've been holding on so long
Holding on and holding on so long
Oh, oh I've been holding on so long
Won't you bundle up baby
Could you bundle up, bundle up, bundle up
For the rainy season

19453. The Rambler

The Rambler
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Miles and miles of hard ground
'Til you lay your body down
Soon as morning rolls around
You're up and gone again
Kind of free and kind of trapped
Wanna cry but gotta laugh
It all kind of overlaps
When you're out here in the wind

[Chorus]
A little older and younger than you ought to be
Seen too much and not as much as you thought you'd see
Some men see a hill and feel like they just ought to be
On the other side
The good Lord made the rambler
But the devil taught him to ride

[Verse 2]
You're makin' 20, you're savin' 10
'Til you get that ache gain



You'll spend whatever you have to spend
To take away your blues
30 days is awful long
When the road you're ridin' on
Makes you weak instead of strong
And you got somethin' to lose

[Chorus]
A little older and younger than you ought to be
Seen too much and not as much as you thought you'd see
Some men see a hill and feel like they just ought to be
On the other side
The good Lord made the rambler
But the devil taught him to ride

[Instrumental Bridge]

[Chorus]
A little older and younger than you ought to be
Seen too much and not as much as you thought you'd see
Some men see a hill and feel like they just gotta be
On the other side
The good Lord made the rambler
But the devil taught him to ride

19454. The Randall Knife

Steve Earle - The Randall Knife

[Verse 1]
My father had a Randall knife
My mother gave it to him
When he went off to World War II
To save us all from ruin
If you've ever held a Randall knife
You know my father well
If a better blade was ever made
It was probably forged in hell

[Verse 2]
My father was a good man
A lawyer by his trade
Only once did I ever see him
Misuse the blade
It almost cut his thumb off
When he took it for a tool
Ah, the knife was made for darker things
You could not bend the rules

[Verse 3]
He let me take it camping once
On a Boy Scout jamboree
And I broke a half-an-inch off



Tryin' to stick it in a tree
I hid it from him for a while
But the knife and he were one
And he just put it in his bottom drawer
Without a hard word won
There it slept and there it stayed
For twenty some-odd years
Sort of like Excalibur
Except waiting for a tear

[Verse 4]
Now my father died when I was forty
And I couldn't find a way to cry
Not because I didn't love him
Not because I didn't try
I'd cried for every lesser thing
Whiskey, pain, and beauty
But he deserved a better tear
I was not quite ready

[Verse 5]
So we took his ashes out to sea
And poured 'em off the stern
And then threw the roses in the wave
Of everything we'd learned
And when we got back to the house
And they asked me what I wanted
Not the law books, not the watch
I need the things he's haunted
Aw, my hand burned for the Randall knife
There in the bottom drawer
And I found a tear for my father's life
And everything he stood for

19455. The Ranger's Command

The Ranger's Command
Woody Guthrie - Chris Hillman

Come all of you cowboys all over this land
I'll teach you the law of the Ranger's Command:
To hold a six shooter, and never to run
As long as there's bullets in both of your guns

I met a fair maiden whose name I don't know;
I asked her to the roundup with me would she go;
She said she'd go with me to the cold roundup
And drink that hard liquor from the cold, bitter cup

We started for the canyon in the fall of the year
Expecting to get there with a herd of fat steer;
And the rustlers broke on us in the dead hours of night;
She 'rose from her warm bed, a battle to fight



She 'rose from her warm bed with a gun in each hand
Said: Come all of you cowboys and fight for your land
Come all of you cowboys and don't ever run
As long as there's bullets in both of your guns

19456. The Rattle Mouse

Tom T Hall - The Rattle Mouse

Well don't look now but there goes a rattlemouse how can I tell how did he smell
He doesn't smell and you can't find him just by sniffin'
But you'll hear him when he's rattlin' round your kitchen
Yep that's a rattlemouse oh that's a rattlemouse I bet that's a rattlemouse
There it is again yep that's a rattlemouse how did I know where did he go
You can't see him when he travels he goes zoom
But you'll hear him when he's rattlin' round your room
Yep that's a rattlemouse oh that's a rattlemouse yep that's a rattlemouse
Did you hear that that was a rattlemouse how did I guess how was he dressed
He was wearin' a little fur coat and a little fur face
And you'll hear him when he's rattlin' round your place

19457. The Rattle Within

Richard Thompson - The Rattle Within

Oh, holy man save you from a dance with the Devil
Jesus save you from the bottle of gin
Voodoo save you from a sleepwalk woman
Who's gonna save you from the rattle within?

Well, that voice might come when you're taking your pleasure
The voice might come when you're resting your bones
Seek you out when you're sad or smiling
Drags you down when you think you're alone

Just when you think that your horses are running
Just when you think that you're fixing to win
There's that wandering deep inside you
Who's gonna save you from the rattle within?
Save me, save me, save me
From the rattle within

He wears your shirt and he wears your shoes
He's living right there inside your skin
You've got notions, he's got notions
Who's gonna save you from the rattle within?

Well, a man's made of muscle



And he's gonna wrestle
But when he gets weary, he ain't gonna win
Who's gonna save you when the tank is empty?
Who's gonna save you from the rattle within?

Ah, just when you think that your horses are ready
Just when you think that you're fixing to win
There's that wandering deep inside you
Who's gonna save you from the rattle within?
Save me, save me, save me
From the rattle within

Well, holy man save you from a dance with the Devil
Jesus save you from the bottle of gin
Voodoo save you from a sleepwalk woman
Who's gonna save you from the rattle within?
Who's gonna save you from the rattle within?
Who's gonna save you from the rattle within?

19458. The Raven And The Coyote

Robert Earl Keen - The Raven and the Coyote 

I've been riding all day long through the wall of rain
In the shadow of the mountains on the barren plains
To my angel in the village where a lamplight glows
If the dogs there don't betray me, no one will know

In the city of the soldier, in the time of war
There I met my Angelina, I was 24
We made arrangements soon thereafter
Wedding plans were drawn just beyond the sound of laughter

Cannons thundered on when I enlisted in the army, Angelina cried
I whispered to her, "Don't you worry God is on our side"
On the battlegrounds before me His plan was soon revealed
He guided me to fame and glory on the battlefield

Ooh ooh, the raven flies, ooh ooh, the coyote cries

Juan Miguel Ramos Montoya led his rebels well
We fought them through the Emerald Valley to the Sacred Hill
In the end we were defeated, I was left for dead
Juan Montoya took our city, Angelina fled

I took to hiding in the mountains through the wintertime
In the spring I rode to safety across the borderline
I sent word to Angelina, soon I will return
With the full moon in the window, let your lamplight burn

From the bluff above her village, my hope has turned to fright
Only darkness in the windows, not a single light
I cursed my God and shook my angry fists at Him above



Twice forsaken, once in war and now in love

Ooh ooh, the raven flies, ooh ooh, the coyote cries

I ran in rage toward the chapel, stricken by my loss
I vowed to leave my lifeless body upon His holy Cross
But at the altar of the chapel, a lonely candle shown
Across the face of Angelina kneeling all alone

Ooh ooh, the raven flies, ooh ooh, the coyote cries
Ooh ooh, the raven flies, ooh ooh, the coyote cries

19459. The Real Me

Rodney Crowell - The Real Me

I don't know what you feel no more
When you look in my eyes
I know I'm the same girl who walked out that door
But I'm brand new inside
Maybe what I'm sayin' ain't true after all
Might take it a minute at a time
Maybe all I want is to hold you right now
With no compromise
This is the real me breakin' down at last
Hey, it's the real me crawlin' out of my past
Baby, the real me wants the real you so bad
The numbness overcomes me now
Like alcohol and fear
And I want to crawl inside you, baby
But I don't want you near
A woman's her own mystery
Not a shadow of her man
But I'm not a queen inside a mirror no more
I'm not a guard to hold your hand
This is the real me breakin' down at last
Hey, it's the real me crawlin' out of my past
Baby, the real me wants the real you so bad
Well, I've got no answers now
And I don't expect 'em from you
Thank God for second chances, baby
'Cause now there's something I can give to you
And that's the real me breakin' down at last
Hey, it's the real me crawlin' out of my past
Baby, the real me wants the real you so bad
Yea, the real me wants the real you so bad

19460. The Reason Why



The Reason Why (featuring Alison Krauss) - Vince Gill

Why do I choose the things I choose 
Why do I always find some lame excuse 
And why do I not realize what I could do 
Oh, I wish I knew the reason why 

Why do you get that sad look on your face 
And why do you pull away from my embrace 
And why do you see all my faults and my mistakes 
Oh, I wish you knew the reason why 

Why do we treat each other like we do 
It's like we never even tried 
Why can't we get back to the love we knew 
Oh why oh baby why 

Why do we have to play the same old games 
And why do we run away from who's to blame 
And can't we see to lose this love would be a shame 
Oh, I wish we knew the reason why 
Oh, I wish we knew the reason why

19461. The Reason Why

Little Big Town - The reason why

I could love you
Baby, if you want me to
I could go and fall for you
And never even try, hey, hey

I could let you in
Baby, where nobody's been
Yeah, I'm ready and willing
To give this love a try, hey, hey

You're the reason why
(Baby you're the only reason why)
Don't wanna say goodnight
(Keep kissing me don't wanna say goodnight)

Yeah it feels so right
(Everything is gonna be alright)
You're the reason why, hey, hey
You're the reason why, hey, hey

You're in my head
Like a song I can't forget
Wanna hear it over again
And again hey, hey

Come on and take my hand
I'm ready and willing



Over and over again

19462. The Recap - Chords

The Recap 
The Dead South

[Intro]
Am Am/C Am/B Am/E Am/G Am/F# F E
Am Am/C Am/B Am/E Am/G Am/F# F E
 
[Verse 1]
               Am           G
Well we're all wasted, in a bar
C  F               E
   Somewhere downtown
A                          Am              G               F                         E
   When a man walks up and pokes me with a knife And says "Man I'm gonna send you to hel
l"
        Am                              Em                            F                  E
   Well I took that knife, I stared him straight in the eyes I said, "Oh boy, you better 
fuckin' run,
Am                            G                    F                         E
I've been sittin' here just a slammin' down beers, now its time to have some fun" Oh
 
[Interlude]
C  E F#m Em Am E F#m Em
Am E D   E  A  A F#m F
F  F E   E  E  F E   E
 
[Bridge]
        Am                   G
Oh well he hit me hard, yeah he hit me good
F                         E      Am
   And then I fell to the ground, but I kicked him fast
             D    Em           F               E
I kicked him real swift and he came a tumblin' down
Am                                 G
   He took a stab at me and nearly cut my gut
F                                 E
   But I kicked that knife to the floor
Am                       C                   Em
Then I took his head and slammed it into the bar
F                                  E      Am    C    F    E
I don't think he'll come around no more Ohhhhhh Ohhhhhh Ohhhhhh
 
[Chorus]
E                 Am                   F                C                  Em
   Well I've been drinkin' here for so many damn years, Trying to recap my life
Am                  F                 C                E
Every night trouble finds my sight and I cant help but fight
       Am                   F
With a bottle of Jack and a tin of skoal



C                    E      Am                       F              C              E
   I'll be stickin' around, until the day a man will put me away and I can rest my soul
 
[Verse 2]
           Am               G
Well we're all wasted, in a bar
F                E
   Somewhere downtown
Am                                         G         F                                Em
  E
   When a man walks up and pokes me with a knife And says "Man, I'm gonna send you to he
ll"
A                   Am                  D        G                    F                  C
   Well I took that knife, I stared him straight in the eyes I said, "Oh boy this is the day"
A                                         G                     F                      Em
   Then I grabbed that knife, stabbed it straight through my eye and Then I fell to my knees
 
  Am    C      F     E
Ohhhhhh Ohhhhhh   Ohhhhhh
 
 
[Chorus]
E                 Am                   F                C                  E
   Well I've been Drinkin' here for so many damn years, Trying to recap my life
Am                  F                   C              Em
Every night trouble finds my sight and I cant help but fight
       Am                   F
With a bottle of Jack and a tin of skoal
C                    E
   Tonight I'm goin' home
Am                    F              C      Em      E
Today's the day a man put me away and I can rest my soul
 
[Outro]
E  G A A A D C Dm
Dm F E E E E E A

19463. The Reckless Side Of Me

The Steeldrivers - The Reckless Side Of Me

There's two angels sittin on my shoulders
All they ever do is disagree
One sits on the side of rhyme and reason
The other on the reckless side of me

I've been known to gamble on a long shot
Leave my better judgment on the rocks
When it comes to takin sides or takin chances
There's a part of me that didn't come to talk

There's two angels sittin on my shoulders
All they ever do is disagree



One sits on the side of rhyme and reason
The other on the reckless side of me

I've spent a lifetime listening to the whispers
Always try to heed my second mind
Never done nobody wrong on purpose
But I've come mighty close a couple times

There's two angels sittin on my shoulders
All they ever do is disagree
One sits on the side of rhyme and reason
The other on the reckless side of me

There's two angels sittin on my shoulders
All they ever do is disagree
One sits on the side of rhyme and reason
The other on the reckless side of me

There's two angels sittin on my shoulders
All they ever do is disagree
One sits on the side of rhyme and reason
The other on the reckless side of me

19464. The Red Strokes

The Red Strokes - Garth Brooks

Moonlight on canvas, midnight and wine 
Two shadows starting to softly combine 
The picture they're painting 
Is one of the heart 
And to those who have seen it 
It's a true work of art 

Oh, the red strokes 
Passions uncaged 
Thundering moments of tenderness rage 
Oh, the red strokes 
Tempered and strong 
Burning the night like the dawn 

Steam on the window, salt in a kiss 
Two hearts have never pounded like this 
Inspired by a vision 
That they can't command 
Erasing the borders 
With each brush of a hand 

Oh, the red strokes 
Passions uncaged 
Thundering moments of tenderness rage 
Oh, the red strokes 
Tempered and strong 



Burning the night like the dawn 

Oh, the blues will be blue and the jealousies green 
But when love picks its shade it demands to be seen 

Oh, the red strokes 
Passions uncaged 
Thundering moments of tenderness rage 
Oh, the red strokes 
Fearlessly drawn 
Burning the night like the dawn 

Oh, the red strokes 
Passions uncaged 
Thundering moments of tenderness rage 
Oh, the red strokes 
Fearlessly drawn 
Burning the night like the dawn 

Steam on the window, salt in a kiss 
Two hearts have never pounded like this

19465. The Red Words

The Red Words - Vince Gill 

The Bible says that we're all equal
But I've seen times when that ain't true
'Cause I've been good and I've been evil
And I've been forgiven too
I've learned that you can't fight life
I've learned the truth can set you free
The one I love and most admire
Is lyin' right here next to me
Well, she's the best in conversation
I've never seen her turn away
She's an open invitation
Just like the Bible's red words say

The red words cut the deepest
The red words are the call
The red words come from Jesus
And they mean the most of all

She'd take a bullet for her children
She'd give 'em all her last breath
Always there and always willing
A mother's love never rests
And I know black's her favorite color
'Cause without it there's no depth
She says she loves me like no other
I think I know why Jesus wept



The red words cut the deepest
The red words are the call
The red words come from Jesus
And they mean the most of all

Let's show some kindness to a stranger
And be grateful for today
Open up your family Bible
And read what the red words say
Well, open up your family Bible
And read what the red words say

19466. The Rest Of My Life - Chords

The Rest Of My Life 
Nickel Creek
 
[Verse 1]
 
Fmaj7  C
                The battle is over.
Fmaj7  C
                Here we all lie
Fmaj7   Am
                 In a dry sea of Solo cups
Fmaj7   G
               With the sun in our eyes.
Fmaj7   C
              But it's one of those endings
Fmaj7   C                                                         Am D
              Where no one claps 'cause they're sure that there's mo-re.
D/F#      G            F               Em         Dm         C
   What a great way to start the first day of the rest of my life.
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
Fmaj7   C
              I guess the show's going on.
Fmaj7   Am
                 So we pick up the pieces
Fmaj7   G
              We dropped for a song
Dm      C
             And an ear-splitting headache
Fmaj7   C                                                           Am D
              That makes it hard to figure out which puzzle they're f-or.    
 
[Chorus]
          F                          G#
But I can leave this part out of the story I write.
              G             F                Em          Dm       (Fm)
And there are worse ways to start the first day of the rest of my life.



 
 
[Bridge]
 
Fm Bb6
 
Fm                           Bb6
Roommates, friends, lovers - quiet.
 
I'm coming to.
                   Fm                 Bb6
I'm turning myself in-to some-thing a little less promising,
              F
A little mo-re useful.
 
 
[Final Chorus]
 
    (F)
The battle is over.
F  Em  Dm  C                                                 Am  D
                     We lost, but we'll live to call off the wa-ar.
               Am                     D
Don't that ceiling look high from the floor?
         F                        G#
Don't it hurt just to move  As we shrink from the light?
      Bb                     Dm               C
As it pierces our bodies and thaws out our hearts.
       G/B          Am        G                Fmaj7     Fm
What a great way to start the first day of the rest of 
                      C
The rest of my life.
 
Fmaj7  C/E  Dm  C

19467. The Rest Of The Dream

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - The Rest of the Dream
(originally by John Hiatt)

You were a tiny spark
Caught in your parents' eyes
When they made love in the dark
You were the big surprise
And the old man came through
Gave his very best for you
And your mother's arms
They kept you warm
Like no other arms could do

When you couldn't find the light
At the top of the stairs
When you cried in the night



Well, you knew they were there
Will the light of the day
Was as bright as it seemed
And you knew in your heart
You were livin' the rest of the dream

Well, I had a dream of you
But I never realized
Baby, the dream was true
That's when you opened my eyes

And I will come through
Do my very best for you
And your lovin' arms
Gonna keep me warm
Like no other arms will do

When you can't find the light
At the top of the stairs
When you cry in the night
Well, you know I'll be there
Till the light of the day
Is as bright as it seems
And you know in your heart
You're livin' the rest of the dream

Now I see a tiny spark
Caught in your lovin' eyes
As we make love in the dark
And wait for the big surprise

And the old man will come through
Son or daughter, just for you
And your mama's arms
Gonna keep you warm
Like no other arms can do

When you can't find the light
At the top of the stairs
When you cry in the night
Well you know we'll be there
Till the light of the day
Is as bright as it seems
And you know in your heart
You're livin' the rest of the dream

When you couldn't find the light
At the top of the stairs
When you cried in the night
Well, you knew they were there
Will the light of the day
Was as bright as it seemed
And you knew in your heart
You were livin' the rest of the dream



19468. The Resurrection

The Resurrection
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
(Matraca Berg/Alice Randall)

I walked the streets of this little town
Late last night when it all shut down
Feeling stuck between lost and found and nowhere

Using my memory for a map
I went looking for trains on the torn up tracks
With a weary conductor, he just turned his back but he's still there

Waiting for the resurrection
Fire from the ashes and the tears
The resurrection
You know dreams die hard, dreams die hard around here

Well, it's hard to believe I'm back again
Looking up old lovers and long lost friends
Just to reminisce like the veterans and survivors

I heard Reverend Bill with the kind old face
Say he got alittle stale and he's been replace
Still we all bowed our heads when he said grace at the diner

Waiting for the resurrection
Fire from the ashes and the tears
The resurrection
You know dreams die hard, dreams die hard around here

Well, the engine dies and the main line fails
But surely the heart and the soul prevails
Like the wildflowers grow between the rails in the summer

Oh, the resurrection
Fire from the ashes and the tears
The resurrection
You know dreams die hard
Dreams die hard, dreams die hard around here

Oh, around here
Dreams die hard around here

19469. The Return - Chords

The Return 
The Waybacks



D5/A                        G                        C              D5/A
Long was the hour for the valiant knight that would never be sick or slain
C                        G      D          G       C    G  D5/A
Lonely the bower in the candle light with neither kith nor kin
D5/A                   C         G            Em                D5/A
Storm clouds over the full moon raced, as he swung to the apple gray 
D5/A                      G        C                      G          D5/A
And man and horse to the westward faced on the eve of an All Saints' Day 
 
{MELODY (FIRST PART)}
D5/A                        G                     C                  D5/A
And lo neath the long green grassy mound laid the bones of his noble steed
C                            G        D                 G    C       G   D5/A
Gone to their graves are his brindled hounds that were never matched for speed
D5/A                       C          G     Em               D5/A
Freed to the wind were his gray hawks wings never to be seen again
D5/A                      G            C                 G    D5/A
Lost were the songs that the young men sing as they ride over plains
 
{THE WITCH OF THE WESTMERELAND MELODY}
D5/A                    G                    C            D5/A
The rowan shield burned on his breast as the old man rode again
C              G         D            G       C    G   D5/A
Over the rocky Kirkstone crest in the howling wind and rain
D5/A                  C      G              Em                D5/A
Weary the step of his garret stride as they slowly wended down to
D5/A                     G      C                G       D5/A
The banks of the winding water's side all under a palely moon 
 
D5/A                       G                C               D5/A
Cold was the crack of the raven's cry that echoed from the fell
C                             G       D          G       C     G  D5/A
Fierce were the flames of the morning sky as the burning gates of hell
D5/A                   C      G         Em                  D5/A
Over his breast on the mantle white the rowan shield burned red 
D5/A                         G      C                  G         D5/A
That bare in the rays of the dawning light the berries burst and bled 
 
{FULL MELODY}
D5/A                           G                        C                 D5/A
Oh where is your hawk and your brindled hounds came the screeching owlets call
C                    G     D                G    C      G  D5/A
Gone to the dank and wormy ground that will lie consume us all
D5/A                     C         G        Em              D5/A
Where is the maid of the jet-black mare who held me fast in sleep
D5/A                G       C                     G      D5/A
Under the long dark winding mere she rests in the watery deep
 
D5/A                  G            C                  D5/A
He's laid his hand on hunting horn and with his dying breath 
C                        G        D              G         C     G  D5/A
Has blown a blast to the blazing morn that would rouse the angel of death
D5/A                      C      G        Em                D5/A
High in the cusp of the starry night he heard his gray hawk mew 
D5/A                  G       C                 G         D5/A
As out of the misty morning light his ghostly gray hounds flew



 
{INSTRUMENTAL + SWITCH TO KEY OF A}
B4/E                             A              D              B4/E
He has gathered a snatch of the golden rod all withered in the wood 
D                         A       E              A       D    A     B4/E
And scattered it over the water's brim where his ghostly gray hound stood
B4/E                        D          A         F#m                  B4/E
Flecked was the coat of the live black mare that rose from the watery deep
B4/E                        A        D                       A          B4/E
White were the locks of the maiden's hair and her brown eyes heavy with sleep
 
B4/E         A              D                B4/E
Waly waly my noble lord who wakes me from my rest
D                         A         E             A      D   A   B4/E
There's none can heal the wounds of time that lie bloody on your breast
B4/E                   D      A        F#m               B4/E
Climb from your silver saddle down and swing to my back astride 
B4/E                      A        D                   A       B4/E
Gather your hawk and your brindled hounds and together we will ride 
 
{ THE WITCH OF THE WESTMERELAND MELODY X2}
B4/E                     A                   D                  B4/E
His saddle cloth was the velvet blue trimmed round with a silver chain 
D                         A        E      A   D           A     B4/E
He's kissed her pale lips once and twice, and three times round again
B4/E                       D         A           F#m               B4/E
And over the lake with his hound at heel and his good gray hawk in hand
B4/E                             A        D                        A      B4/E
Rode the knight of the blood red rowan shield and the witch of the Westmereland

19470. The Revolution Starts Now

Steve Earle - The Revolution Starts Now

[Intro]
Again

[Verse 1]
I was walking down the street
In the town where I was born
I was moving to a beat
That I'd never felt before
So I opened up my eyes
And I took a look around
I saw it written across the sky
The revolution starts now
[Refrain]
Yeah, the revolution starts now

[Verse 2]
The revolution starts now
When you rise above your fear
And tear the walls around you down



The revolution starts here
Where you work and where you play
Where you lay your money down
What you do and what you say
The revolution starts now

[Chorus]
Yeah, the revolution starts now
Yeah, the revolution starts now
In your own backyard
In your own hometown
What you doing standing around?
Just follow your heart
The revolution starts now

[Verse 3]
Last night I had a dream
That the world had turned around
All our hopes had come to be
And the people gathered around
They all brought what they could bring
And nobody went without
And I learned a song to sing
The revolution starts now

19471. The Revolution Starts Now - Chords

The Revolution Starts Now
Steve Earl - The Revolution Starts Now

Capo 2

      A                       Asus2  A
I was walkin' down the street 
       A                       Asus2  A
In the town where I was born 
      A                Asus2  A
I was movin' to a beat 
         A                 Asus2  A
That I'd never felt before 
     A                 Asus2  A
So I opened up my eyes 
      A                  Asus2  A
And I took a look around 
          A                      Asus2  A
I saw it written  cross the sky 
    A                     Asus2  A
The revolution starts now 
E              D            A   
Yeah, the revolution starts now 

The revolution starts now 
When you rise above your fear 



And tear the walls around you down 
The revolution starts here 
Where you work and where you play 
Where you lay your money down 
What you do and what you say 
The revolution starts now 
Yeah the revolution starts now 

Bridge:
E            D             A
Yeah the revolution starts now 
A
In your own backyard 
A       E       A
In your own hometown 
E                 D         A 
So what you doin' standin' around
     A
Just follow your heart 
        E             A   
The revolution starts now 

Last night I had a dream 
That the world had turned around 
And all our hopes had come to be 
And the people gathered  round 
They all brought what they could bring 
And nobody went without 
And I learned a song to sing 
The revolution starts now

Bridge

19472. The Rhumba Boogie - Chords

The Rhumba Boogie
Recorded by Hank Snow
Written by Clarence E. Snow

[D] Welcome all you children, give a listen to me
Let me tell you about a new [D7] boogie beat
There's [G] no hesitation, it's sweepin' the [D] nation
It's the [A] Rhumba Boogie done the South American [D] way.

While Madame Lazonga was teachin' La Conga
In her little cabana in old Havana
We were doin' the Charleston and Ballin' the Jack
Then that old Black Bottom till they started that Jitterbug Rag.

Then across the water came Cuban Pete
He started a boogie to the Rhumba beat
It's the Rhumba Boogie let's give it a whirl
While he plays the boogie in the South American style.



Well, you step out together then you circle around
Count one, two, three, then put your right foot down
Then you circle your lady, as you swing and you sway
To the Rhumba Boogie in the South American way.

When that old piano, it starts to ring
Ever'body then starts to sing
To the Rhumba Boogie, done the tropical style
It's the Rhumba Boogie and they're doin' it all of the while.

Well, the guy responsible for leadin' the band
He yeIls "Do your stuff it's the best in best In the land"
It's the Rhumba Boogie, let's dance it awhile
To the Boogie Woogie done the Rhumba Cuban all-style.

REPEAT 2ND VERSE
REPEAT 3RD VERSE

19473. The Rhythm Of The Pourin' Rain

The Rhythm Of The Pourin' Rain (featuring Bekka Bramlett) - Vince Gill

Board up the windows 
Lock all the doors 
Try to remember what a body is for 
There's bad weather coming 
The red eye's runnin' red 
Let's spend that weekend 
And never leave that bed 

(Chorus) 
Turn out the lights like there's no one home 
Cut the wires on the telephone 
Our hearts are pounding like a hurricane 
Makin' love to the rhythm of the pourin' rain 
Makin' love to the rhythm of the pourin' rain 

Let's tell ole Monday morning 
Please don't come too soon 
The storm is still raging 
Right here in this room 
Oh what a sweet day 
To spend our time 
Still got a little taste of some real good wine 

Repeat Chorus 

Oh what a fellin' is gonna fill my brain 
The next time the weatherman says it looks like rain 

Repeat Chorus



19474. The Rhythm Of Us

The Rhythm Of Us - Acoustic Syndicat

As I Wander around
In my timeline
Traversing the crevice of the fine line
One faithful step
Might clear the span in the cross
The cross to you

So I catch my breath
And I clear my eyes
And summon all my courage for the far side
I fear for myself
But I hide not my heart from you
For it'²s as true as the sun

Come and see what will be another ordinary day
Ordinary gifts in such extraordinary ways
And still we move on
To the, the song of existence
The rhythm of living
The rhythm of us

Come and see what will be another ordinary day
Ordinary gifts in such extraordinary ways
And still we move on
To the, the song of existence
The rhythm of living
The rhythm of us

So we long for the wisdom
And pray for the soul
And we make ourselves ready for the long road
We do our best
Till we take our rest with the earth
Oh until our birth

Should we have another chance
To share in the dance
May the music be sweet enough for all to dance
For all to sing
And all to move to the song
To the rhythm of us
Oh the rhythm of us

19475. The Riddle Song - Chords



The Riddle Song 
Doc Watson
 
[Introduction]
C  F  C
G7  C  G7
G7  C  G
Am  F  C
 
[Verse 1]
  C              F                  C
I gave my love a cherry that had no stone;
  G7             C                   G
I gave my love a chicken that had no bone;
  G7             C              G
I gave my love a baby with no crying,
    Am             F                 C
And told my love a story that had no end.
 
[Verse 2]
    C              F                  C
How can there be a cherry that has no stone?
    G7             C                   G
How can there be a chicken that has no bone?
    G7             C               G
How can there be a baby with no crying?
    Am             F                 C
How can you tell a story that has no end? 
 
[Instrumental]
C  F  C
G7  C  G
G7  C  G
Am  F  C
 
[Verse 3]
  C                F                   C
A cherry when it's blooming, it has no stone;
      G7                C                    G
And a chicken when it's pipping, there is no bone;
  G7             C                      G7
A baby when it's sleeping, there's no crying,
    Am           F                   C
And when I say I love you, it has no end.
 
[Verse 4]
  C              F                  C
I gave my love a cherry that had no stone;
  G7             C                   G
I gave my love a chicken that had no bone;
  G7             C              G
I gave my love a baby with no crying,
    Am             F                 C
And told my love a story that had no end.



19476. The Right Combination

Dolly Parton - The Right Combination 

Two people, together
It was just a dream until you came along
My heart was waiting just for you
Tomorrow, forever
We both heard these promises for far too long
And now you make the words come true
So touch me now
I need to have you close tonight
And show me how
You can me feel this way
# You and me, we are the right combination
For love, we're all we need
It's just you and me, we make the right combination
Straight from the heart, love is the key
Can't keep it, a secret
Everything I feel is written on my face
I can't hide my heart from you
You hold me, is magic
In your arms the world becomes a better place
Now I know what love can do
Here we go
Exactly where the road will lead us
I don't know
I just know that you'll be there
# You and me, we are the right combination
For love, we're all we need
It's just you and me, we make the right combination
Straight from the heart, love is the key
And whenever you, I'm there
Every stumble and fall, I share
I'll be yours through it all
Coz I care, about you baby
It's so easy to see, so strong
Now I know you and me, belong
I'll be by your side forever....
# You and me, we are the right combination
For love, we're all we need
It's just you and me, we make the right combination
Straight from the heart, love is the key

19477. The Right Ones

The Right Ones
Chris Stapleton

Put me on a chain
You put me in a box
You put me in a cage
And you start throwin' rocks



I offer up my heart
I offer up my soul
You wanted me to dance
I just wanna rock n roll
I don't know what I'm 'sposed to say sometimes
Where to draw that line
You oughta know
Nobody cares if the words don't rhyme
If you say the right ones
I waited in the rain
Pulled out all the stops
Walked out on the stage
And I played until we dropped
I tore the place apart
Let 'em all alone
I wanna take a chance
You wanna take it slow
I don't know what I'm 'sposed to say sometimes
Where to draw that line
You oughta know
Nobody cares if the words don't rhyme
If you say the right ones
I'm downtown
With a down crowd
Drinkin' my best not to think about you
Just a fool's hope at the end of my rope
Sitting at the bar, praying for a miracle
I don't know what I'm 'sposed to say sometime
Where to draw that line
You oughta know
Nobody cares if the words don't rhyme
If you say the right ones
I don't know what I'm 'sposed to say sometime
Where to draw that line
You oughta know
Nobody cares if the words don't rhyme
If you say the right ones

19478. The Rise and Fall Of Intelligent Design

Rodney Crowell - The Rise and Fall Of Intelligent Design

If I could have just one wish
Maybe for an hour
I wanna be a woman
And feel that phantom power
Maybe I'd wanna stick around for a while
Until my heart got broke
Maybe then I could find out if I'm a half decent man
Or if I'm just a joke
If I could be the first woman president
I'd take on air pollution
I'd walk the streets of Baghdad at dawn



To find the real solution
I'd bear my soul for the people to read
I'd make my secrets known
I'd rather really be assassinated first day in office
Or die somewhere alone
It's no excuse to be obtuse
It's no excuse to be deaf, dumb and blind
When evolution is a thing of no use
It likes to call itself intelligent design
So here's the world in the palm of my hand
How come I'm feeling so tender
It's a man's world, I've heard it since birth
I'm out of touch with my gender
I wanna feed the hungry, I wanna heal the sick
I wanna stifle the causes of suffering and hate
I wanna know my enemy by the look in its eyes
I wanna stop on this madness before it's too late
I don't care if you think I've gone crazy
Messianic delusion is a back breaking crime
I've got a dog and a gold fish and a friend in the navy
Don't know nothing about intelligent design
It's no excuse to be brutal
It's no excuse to be vile
It's no excuse to wanna die for religion
I harm an innocent child
It's no excuse to be a slick politician
When the whole New Orleans is drowning in brine
I'm not mistaken, it was Darwin's position
That the whole new evidence is caused by intelligent design

19479. The Rising Sun

Roy Acuff - The rising sun
Composer: Roy Acuff

There is a house in New Orleans they call the Rising Sun
It's been the ruin of many poor boy and me oh Lord poor one
Go to tell my youngest brother not to do as I have done
Who shuned that house in New Orleans they call the Rising Sun

Go fill the glasses to the brim and let the drinks go marry around
We'll drink to the half of a rounder poor boy who goes from town to town
The only thing a rounder needs is a suitcase and a trunk
The only time he is satisfied is when he's on a drunk

So shun that house in New Orleans they call the Rising Sun
It's been the ruin of many poor boy and me oh Lord poor one



19480. The Rival

Richard Thompson - The Rival 

I can lick you fairly, squarely
Give your head a mighty crack
Make your nose bleed down your shirt front
With one hand behind my back

Toorah loorah, torah loorah,
Toorah loorah, torah loorah

I set my heart on Jeannie Wilson
She's the one I'm going to see
If you're of the same persuasion
There's no room for you and me

Toorah loorah, torah loorah,
Toorah loorah, torah loorah

I love to see those stuffy airs and graces
The more pumped up the more they tend to fall
Right down on their faces

You might have a few pounds on me
You might have the edge in height
But I can do a trick or two
To rattle your teeth and dim your lights

Toorah loorah, torah loorah,
Toorah loorah, torah loorah

I love to see those stuffy airs and graces
The more pumped up the more they tend to fall
Right down on their faces

You come from a different planet
Sexy motor, groovy tan
I fought my way up from under
I don't have no back-up plan

Toorah loorah, torah loorah,
Toorah loorah, torah loorah

19481. The River

The River - Garth Brooks

You know a dream is like a river
Ever changin' as it flows
And a dreamer's just a vessel
That must follow where it goes
Trying to learn from what's behind you



And never knowing what's in store
Makes each day a constant battle
Just to stay between the shores...

And, I will sail my vessel
'Til the river runs dry
Like a bird upon the wind
These waters are my sky
I'll never reach my destination
If I never try
So I will sail my vessel
'Til the river runs dry

Too many times we stand aside
And let the waters slip away
'Til what we put off 'til tomorrow
Has now become today
So don't you sit upon the shoreline
And say you're satisfied
Choose to chance the rapids
And dare to dance the tide...

Yes, I will sail my vessel
'Til the river runs dry
Like a bird upon the wind
These waters are my sky
I'll never reach my destination
If I never try
So I will sail my vessel
'Til the river runs dry

There's bound to be rough waters
And I know I'll take some falls
But with the good Lord as my captain
I can make it through them all...

Yes, I will sail my vessel
'Til the river runs dry
Like a bird upon the wind
These waters are my sky
I'll never reach my destination
If I never try
So I will sail my vessel
'Til the river runs dry

Yes, I will sail my vessel
'Til the river runs dry
'Til the river runs dry

19482. The River Jordan

The River Jordan
Lindsay Lou - The River Jordan



Take my hand my one and we'll shove off to the sun
Together we will run the River Jordan
And with stars in our eyes, we'll sleep under the sky
Safe on the banks of the River Jordan
And when you fall asleep, sleep well, sleep deep
Dreams are always sweet on the River Jordan
In the morning you'll see light pouring through the trees
Shining like a diamond on the River Jordan
Yeah
And let your troubles go, let them melt with the snow
You won't need them anymore on the River Jordan
And let joy fill your cup, let it fill you right up
You'll have more than enough on the River Jordan
And when you fall in, baptized of all your sins
Yeah we all take a swim on the River Jordan
And when you're warm and dry with that spark in your eye
You might give another try to the River Jordan
Yeah
From what I understand
They say the promise land is on the banks of the River Jordan
And I must agree, oh I've never felt so free
As you, me, the river and the morning

19483. The River Knows

Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway - The River Knows

[Verse 1]
Late one night, the river so bright
I was bathing in the pale moonlight
Didn't see no one looking around
Pull that ribbon, let my ringlets down
We grew up down the way
Walked to school together every day
I was so tall 'til we were sixteen
In a year, he towered over me

[Chorus]
Thought he was a friend indeed
But a woman can't trust trust a man in need
Down on the muddy banks where the roses grow
The river cries, ooh, oh, 'cause the river knows

[Verse 2]
He professed a love so fine
Said he wanted me to be his bride
His desire, I didn't return
In its place, he let resentment burn
He left home to live in the hills
Making moonshine in a silver still
Mama said, "Stay away from that shine"
I always did until that dark night



19484. The River Of Jordan - Chords

The River Of Jordan 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro]
A E A A
 
[Verse 1]
A               E           A
To the river of Jordan, our savior went one day
A                         E               A
And we read that John the Baptist met him there
A                      A7       D
And when John baptized Jesus in Jordan's rushing waters
D   A               E              A
The mighty power of God filled the air
 
 
[Chorus]
A
Well I'm on my way, (to the River of Jordan)
A                    E
I'm gonna wade right in, (in the rushing waters)
A                         A7                    D
I'm going down (I'm going down) to the River of Jordan
A                       E          A
And let the cool waters cleanse my soul
 
 
[Instrumental]
A A E  A
A A E  A
A A A7 D
D A E  A
 
 
[Verse 2]
A               E             A
King Naaman was stricken with dreaded leprosy
A                   E             A
And he sent for the man of God to pray
A                 A7         D
But Elija said to Naaman, go dip yourself in Jordan
D   A            E                      A
And let the cool waters wash your spots away
 
 
[Chorus]
A                      A
So he went right down (to the River of Jordan)
A              E   A              E
He waded right in (in the rushing waters)



A               A         A7                       D
He dip himself (he dipped himself) in the River of Jordan
A                   E        A
And the cool waters made him whole
 
 
[Verse 3]
A            E         A
The River of Jordan is many miles away
A               E                 A
And this mighty river I may never see
A                       A7                        D
But I'll find myself an alter in an old fashioned church
D      A               D         A
And my River of Jordan that will be
 
 
[Chorus]
A                    A
Well I'm on my way, (to the River of Jordan)
A                    E    E
I'm gonna wade right in, (in the rushing waters)
A               A         A7                    D
I'm going down (I'm going down) to the River of Jordan
A                       E          A
And let the cool waters cleanse my soul
 
 
[Outro]
A D A

19485. The River That I Knew

The River That I Knew
Lindsay Lou - The River That I Knew

[Verse 1]
This isn't the river that I knew
This is a different river, this river is new
I don't know just where I'm headed to
I can't say for sure that I ever really knew
Someone hands an empty book
Says "every day is a page you can do whatever to
Don't skip to end before you're through
Do your best not to let it get away from you."

[Chorus]
You say that I am a bad captain
I say that I've been called worse by better
This isn't the river that I knew

[Verse 2]
Everything's available to you



Just get a finger on it, that's all you gotta do
Pull it in and hold it close to you
Do your best not to let it get away from you
Someone hands a big old book to you
Says "Don't read it yourself, let yourself read it to you
Hold on to the parts you think are true
Throw away the parts that seem funny to you"

[Chorus]
You say that I am a bad captain
I say that I've been called worse by better
This isn't the river that I knew

19486. The River Unbroken

Dolly Parton - The River Unbroken 
(D. Batteau/D. Brown)

Waiting for the train to come
I keep a'waiting for the train to come
Dreamin' of the river and the rising sun
I keep thinkin' 'bout the world to come
My life packed up in a suitcase
Old man staring from a doorway
My hope tarries in the distance
Love comes on the wheels of my deliverance
Oh-oh-oooh-oh where is the river unbroken
Oh-oh-oooh-oh when will the whistle blow
Waitin' for the train to come
I keep waitin' for the train to come
Keepin' my appointment with the one who lives
In the heart of everything that is
All night sleepin' in a station
My God, it's hard not to be impatient
I watch through the windows of forgiveness
I cry but my word's my only witness
Oh-oh-oooh-oh where is the river unbroken
Oh-oh-oooh-oh when will the whistle blow
Oh-oh-oooh-oh where is the river unbroken
Oh-oh-oooh-oh when will the whistle blow
Sometimes I feel I can't go on, I can't go on
I get so tired, all passion's gone
My heart, my head, my arms, my legs, I get so tired
Without the strength to crawl away
Then something breaks inside my soul, My strength is gone
That spirit's finally taking hold
My ears can hear, my eyes can see
Those clouds of joy still cover me, cover me, cover me
Oh-oh-oooh-oh where is the river unbroken
Oh-oh-oooh-oh when will the whistle blow
Oh-oh-oooh-oh where is the river unbroken
Oh-oh-oooh-oh when will the whistle blow
Oh-oh-oooh-oh where is, where is the river unbroken



Oh-oh-oooh-oh when will the whistle blow
Fade:
Waiting for the train to come
I keep waiting for the train to come...

19487. The River's Gonna Run - Chords

The River's Gonna Run 
Buddy Miller
Written by Julie Miller
Recorded by Buddy Miller and Julie Miller

Capo: 2
Key: E
 
[Intro]
Riff Pt 1 (below)
/ D / C D / D / G F D /
 
[Verse]
        D                /C D /        D               /G F D /
I got a hole in my pocket .... I got a tear in my heart
        D                      /C D /          D                  /G F D /
I got a door, I can't unlock it .... I live on shadows in the dark
           D                   /C D /         D                 /G F D /
I hear the sound of a heartbeat .... I hear a secret in the rain
              D              /C D /            D                       /G F D /
It's like the kiss of a lover .... It's like a stranger knows your name
 
[Break]
/ D / G F D /
 
[Verse]
              D
V1) I'm gonna rock on the water
        C            D
V2) And dance on the flood
              D
V1) I'm gonna lay down with the wind
                                                G          F D
V2) --------------------------- And I'm gonna b'lieve like a child
               D
V1) I feel the swell of the tempest
                                           C            D
V2) ----------------------- I can feel the passion of a soul
                   D
V1) Like there's a storm comin' in
                                       G       F   D
V2) --------------------- I can feel a storm goin' wild
 
[Chorus]
        G               G                          D
    And when the thunderhead starts beatin' like a drum



                    D
V2) And the thunder cracks the sky in two
    G                   G                          A
    . The wind is gonna blow and the rain is gonna come
                         /D   / C D / D / G F D /
    And the river's gonna run
 
[Verse]
            D
V1) I wanna walk on a wire
                            C        D
V2) ------- I wanna walk an unbroken line
            D
V1) I wanna live when I die
             G          F    D
V2) Shake my soul loose from time
            D
V1) I wanna ride with the angels
              C       D
V2) On that invisible street
                 D
V1) And leave my footprints in the sky
                 G             F  D
V2) And feel the stars beneath my feet
 
[Chorus]
        G               G                          D
    And when the thunderhead starts beatin' like a drum
                    D
V2) And the thunder cracks the sky in two
    F                   G                          A
    . The wind is gonna blow and the rain is gonna come
                         /D   / C D / D / G F D / D / C D / D / G F D /
    And the river's gonna run
 
[Bridge]
G                    G                         G
. I'm gonna take the train that's gonna get me there
                 G                          G
All the tracks behind me are burnin' in the air
                  G                    G
The cure is gonna kill me, but I don't care
                      G
I don't care, I don't care, I don't care
       /D   / C D / D / G F D / D / C D / D / G F D /
I don't care
 
[Verse]
                  D
V1) It's like the kiss of a lover
                  C           D
V2) It's like the secret of a rain
                D
V1) It's like a stranger knows your name
                G
V2) It's like a stranger knows,
    F                  /D   / C D / D / G F D / D / C D / D / G F D /



    Stranger knows your name
 
[Outro]
/: D / C D / D / G F D / D / C D / D / G F D :/
 
____________________________________________________________________
Intro uses Riff pt 1
Verse and breaks use Riff pts 1 and 2
 
Riff pt 1
     D form       D     C form  D     D form       D     G     F  D
e /--2----2--2----2--/--0-------2--/--2----2--2----2--/--3-----1--2--/
B /--3----3--3----3--/--1-1-1-0-3--/--3----3--3----3--/--3-----1--3--/
G /--0h2--2--0h2--2--/--0-------2--/--0h2--2--0h2--2--/--0-0-0-2--2--/
D /--0----0--0----0--/--2-------0--/--0----0--0----0--/--0-----3--0--/
A /------------------/--3----------/------------------/--2-----------/
E /------------------/-------------/------------------/--3-----------/
 
Riff pt 2
     D form       D     C form  D     D form       D             D
e /--2----2--2----2--/--0-------2--/--2----2--2----2--/----------2--/
B /--3----3--3----3--/--1-0-1-3-3--/--3----3--3----3--/----------3--/
G /--0h2--2--0h2--2--/--0-------2--/--0h2--2--0h2--2--/--0---0-2-2--/
D /--0----0--0----0--/--2-------0--/--0----0--0----0--/----4-----0--/
A /------------------/--3----------/------------------/-------------/
E /------------------/-------------/------------------/-------------/

19488. The River, Mother Nature & Me - Chords

The River, Mother Nature & Me
Jenny Lester

 C 
There's a place in the north where you still see the moonshine
 F C
When the morning sun is high
It's a place Mother Nature takes all her children
 F G C
And none are more willing than I
Chorus:
F C 
Sitting on rocks down by the river
 G
Feeling the powers that be
 F C Am
You can howl at the moon, wade the deep water
 F C
There's no place that I'd rather be
 F G C
Just the river, Mother Nature and me
 
If you listen at nighttime you'll hear her heart beating
It's a rhythm that lulls me to sleep



If I awake in the city I'll dream of the river
It's a feeling that I long to keep

Chorus

If your heart needs healing go down to the river
And quietly sit on the shore 
You'll feel her run through you to mend and renew you
You'll feel life like never before

Chorus

19489. The Road

The Road
Emmylou Harris

[Verse]
I can still remember every song you played
Long ago when we were younger and we rocked the night away
How could I see a future then, where you would not grow old?
With such a fire in our belly, such a hunger in our souls
I guess I probably loved you when those words rolled off your tongue
Seemed that we were traveling under some old lucky sun
I know I couldn't save you and no one was to blame
But the road we shared together once will never be the same

[Chorus]
Hey gonna roll away
Won't be coming round again
Hey with a song, I pray
And on the wings of a song
I'll fly away

[Verse]
I wandered in the wilderness, for a while I was so lost
To everything there is a season and every blessing has its cost
So I took what you left to me, put it to some use
Went looking for an answer with those three chords and the truth
I come down from the mountain, I come walking in your shoes
I was taken for a gambler when I had no more to lose
For he put me on that pathway, how could I refuse?
And I have spent my whole life out here working on the blues

[Verse]
So I carried on, you can't be haunted by the past
People come, people go, and nothing ever lasts
But I still think about you, wonder where you are
Can you see me from some place up there among the stars?
But down here under heaven, there never was a chart
To guide our way across this crooked highway of the heart
And if it's only all about the journey in the end
On that road I'm glad I came to know you, my old friend



[Chorus]
Hey gonna fly way
Won't be coming round again
Hey with a song, I pray
And on the wings of a song
I'll fly away
I'll fly away
I'll fly away
I love you

19490. The Road

Cornmeal - The Road
Album: Live In Chicago Vol. 1

I've been out along the road
I have lost more than most
I have seen the fields of gold
There's a long way to go

I've lived more than died
On the road
I have lost but I survived
On the road

I have seen what the future holds
It looks bleak or so I'm told
The weight I carry is my own
The path was chosen long ago

Been convicted without being tried
On the road
I have fallen to a thousand lies
On the road

Out in the distance, I call my home
There's a feeling that moves me slow
It surrenders and turns to stone
Standing tall like the days of old

Time falls quiet in the night
On the road
Like the dawn before the light
On the road

19491. The Road



The Road

Every man that I ever have known
Says the road gets a little bit longer
Every woman that I've ever loved

Told me so, told me so
Told me there's so much more to go

Little boy with the pretty brown eyes
Knows the road gets a little bit longer
Every man that I've ever loved

* Refrain

There's a friend who left today
Says the load got a little bit stronger
And his mind couldn't face the gain

* Refrain

19492. The Road Goes On & On

Robert Earl Keen - The Road Goes On & On 
(The Road Goes On And On)

I don't care what you say
I never liked you anyway
Wouldn't give you the time of day
If I had time to spend

Your malicious and downright cruel
Superstitious, so uncool
Best wishes, you loudmouth fool
I hope I never see you again

And you're a regular jack-in-the-box
In your clown suit and your Goldilocks
The original liar's paradox
You'll have to Google that

How in the hell do you think you'll make it
When the real test comes and you just can't fake it
Your sycophants say they can't take it
And leave you lying flat

Well, you started out in the wild wild west
Your ten star pen to your bullet proof vest
I must say we were all impressed
But not as much as you

But your horse is drunk and your friends got tired
Your aim grew weak and uninspired
You robbed the train but your gun misfired



Blew a hole right through your shoe

Yeah, you're a regular jack-in-the-box
In your clown suit and you Goldilocks
All do that up in your cowboy crocs
Singing the same old song

How in the hell do you think you'll make it
When the real test comes and you just can't fake it
Your sycophants say they can't take it
And leave you on your own

Now you only rant and rave
Piss and moan and misbehave
You lost your grip on the flag you wave
But you wave it right or wrong

There's still time to make amends
Maybe win back some of your old friends
Real cowboys say the party never ends
And the road goes on and on, and on
And on and on and on and on

19493. The Road Goes On And On - Chords

The Road Goes On And On

(Verse 1)
G               D
I don't care what you say 
Am                    C
I never liked you anyway 
G                      C   
Wouldn't give you the time of day 
      D
If I had the time to spend 
G                       D
You're malicious and downright cruel 
Am                    C
Superstitious, so uncool 
G                      C
Best wishes, you loudmouthed fool 
      D                G
I hope I never see you again 

(Chorus)
G                 D  
You're a regular jack in the box 
         Am                 C
In your clown suit and your goldilocks 
G                C           D                            G
G                      D  
How in the hell do you think you'll make it 



          Am                     C                    
When the real test comes and you just can't fake it 
      G              C                     D               G
Your sycophants say they can't take it and leave you lyin' flat 

(Verse 2)       Same progression throughout                   

Well you started out in the wild wild west 
Your tin star pinned to your bulletproof vest 
I must say we were all impressed - but not as much as you 
But your horse is drunk and your friends got tired 
Your aim grew weak and uninspired 
You robbed a train but your gun misfired 
Blew a hole right through your shoe 

(Chorus)

Yeah, you're a regular jack in the box 
In your clown suit and your goldilocks 
All duded up in your cowboy crocs singing the same old song 
How in the hell do you think you'll make it 
When the real test comes and you just can't fake it 
Your sycophants say they can't take it and leave you on your own 

(Verse 3)

Now you only rant and rave 
p**s and moan and misbehave 
You lost your grip on that flag you wave 
But you wave it right or wrong 
They're still tryin to make amends maybe win back some of your old friends 
Real cowboys say the party never ends and the road goes on and on and on 
And on...

19494. The Road Goes On Forever

The Road Goes On Forever
Robert Earl Keen

Sherry was a waitress, at the only joint in town.
She had a reputation, as a girl who'd been around.
On Main street after midnight, a brand new pack of cigs,
A fresh one hanging from her lips, a beer between her legs.
She'd ride down to the river, and meet with all her friends.
The road goes on forever, and the party never ends.

Sonny was a loner, he was older than the rest.
He was goin' in the Navy, but he couldn't pass the test.
So he hung around town, he sold a little pot.
The law caught wind of Sonny, and one day he got caught.
But he was back in business, when they set him free again.
The road goes on forever, and the party never ends.



Sonny's playing eight-ball, in the joint where Sherry works
When some drunken out-of-towner, put his hand up Sherry's skirt.
Sonny took his pool cue, laid the drunk out on the floor.
Stuffed a dollar in her tip jar, walked on out the door.
She's running right behind him, reaching for his hand.
The road goes on forever and the party never ends.

They jumped into his pickup, Sonny jammed it down in gear.
Sonny looked at Sherry, said "Let's get on out of here."
The stars were high above them, the moon was in the east.
The sun was setting on them, when they reached Miami Beach.
They got a hotel by the water, and a quart of Bombay Gin.
The road goes on forever, the party never ends.

They soon ran out of money, but Sonny knew a man,
Who knew some Cuban refugees, who dealt in contraband.
Sonny met the Cubans, at a house just off the route,
With a briefcase full of money, a pistol in his boot.
The cards were on the table, when the law came bustin' in.
The road goes on forever and the party never ends.

The Cubans grabbed the goodies, and Sonny grabbed a jack,
He broke the bathroom window, and climbed on out the back.
Sherry drove the pickup, through the alley on the side,
Where a lawman tackled Sonny, and was reading him his rights.
She stepped out in the alley, with a single shot four-ten
The road goes on forever and the party never ends.

They left the lawman lying, they made their get-away.
Got back to the motel, just before the break of day.
Sonny gave her all the money, and he blew her a little kiss.
"If they ask you how this happened, say I forced you into this."
She watched him as his tail lights, disappeared around the bend.
The road goes on forever, the party never ends.

Well it's main street after midnight, just like it was before,
Twenty-one months later, at the local grocery store.
Sherry buys a paper, and a cold six-pack of beer.
The headlines readin' Sonny is going to the chair.
She pulls back onto mainstreet, in her new Mercedes Benz.
The road goes on forever, and the party never ends!

19495. The Road Intro

The road intro
Robert Earl Keen - The road intro

Out along the road to no return
Silence rules the day and knows no friend
The troubled past and all her tribe adjourn
To watch your dreams unravel in the wind
But each new morning sunrise
Is just as good as gold



And all the hope inside you
Will keep you from the cold
Bare your soul let your spirit burn
Out along the road to no return
The sweet smell of nighttime rides on the breeze
The river is winding through the hickory trees
The redbones are howling down by Wilson's Bridge
The lawmen stand waiting upon Deadman's Ridge
Ooh Carolina so dark I can't see
Ooh Carolina won't you let me go free
I came here with Lily a year just last fall
We left her old daddy back in Oonegal
We made us a home place of Black Mountain stone
But one cold winter morning I woke up alone
But each new morning sunrise
Is just as good as gold
And all the hope inside you
Will keep you from the cold
Bare your soul let your spirit burn
Out along the road to no return
Days full of silence are so incomplete
Nights without Lily I took to the streets
And in the streets of Asheville I channeled my pain
'Til one raging black night I slept in the rain
I dreamed of a refuge a red velvet world
And I swore my sweet Lily was one of the girls
I loved her so madly I loved her so long
I woke with my dream girl but her life was all gone

19496. The Road Is A Lover

Alison Krauss - The Road Is A Lover 
(bob lucas/belly boy music, bmi)

I met a man
Traveling down the road
He looked me in the eye
And he gave me a ring
And he gave me a rose
And he told me some gypsy lies

Chorus:
The road is a lover
You never recover
Not now or any time soon
My head starts to spin
When i think where i've been
Playin' twin to an old fiddle tune, oh
As the wind chases after the moon

Through the kindness
Shown me that day
I gave him this melody



And we sang in duet
`neath the stars in the sky
And the shadows of dancing trees

Chorus

19497. The Road Is Closed

Ernest Tubb 
The Road Is Closed

Since that unfaithful day I let you down
My sad eyes have lingered on the ground
If ever now's the time your love should show
I'd like to come home but the road is closed

I'd like to come home but the road is closed
I've tried I've tried heaven knows
But it seems that my conscience carries too big a load
I'd like to come home but the road is closed

There's a fire in my heart I can't explain
And no one but you can ease the pain
Your forgiveness is all that can lighten this load
I'd like to come home but the road is closed

I'd like to come home but the road is closed
I've tried I've tried heaven knows
But it seems that my conscience carries too big a load
I'd like to come home but the road is closed
I'd like to come home but the road is closed

19498. The Road Is Rocky

The Road Is Rocky - Deadly Gentlemen
(G. Liszt, based on Rocky Road Blues by Bill Monroe)

Love's sort of a blood sport,
Pay to play,
Beat, be beaten,
Fade, fade away,
Dad said son,
It's the song not the singer,
The road's rocky,
Boy don't bring her,
My heart's been broken,
And wracked by grieving,
I can take it,
I'm getting her back by leaving.



I had a good love,
And it turned out worthless,
I feel like a clown,
At a burned out circus,
It's not my fault,
She blinded me with fineness,
No whining,
I finally know what the time is,
I'm happy to say,
That I learned the lie,
I'm on a highway driving,
Her turn to cry.

The road is rocky but it's time to roam.
The road is rocky but it's time to roam,
Some other man's got my woman,
It's rocky but I'll find a home.

I'd stay awake until daybreak,
It'd make my back throb,
She'd come back,
Talking like a wack job,
Too many nights,
Of her faking and treachery,
Been steadily breaking
And making a wretch of me,
She made me love her,
She made me suffer,
I'm through with this cheating,
I'm through with the mistreating.

The road is rocky but it's time to roam.
The road is rocky but it's time to roam,
Some other man's got my woman,
It's rocky but I'll find a home.

The road is rocky but it won't be long,
The road is rocky but it won't be long,
Some other man's got my woman I'm gone.

19499. The Road Neverending - Chords

The Road Neverending 
The Tillers
 
C
Toll dimes, exit signs
Am               F                   C   Am F
We'll drive this thing into the dirt
C
Roll dogs, highway kind
Am          F                     C   Am F



I love you more than I love myself
C
Last night fire light
Am               F                       C  Am F
Bed down on the ground in a southern town
C
Carolina mountain side
Am                     F                       C    Am F
Doc Watson sang the blues while the rain came down
 
C           F            C                        F
To write a song with you to guide us through the roads a bending
C           F             C                      F          C  Am F C Am F
To sing and play with you along this road thats neverending
 
Repeats:
C
Train blues, subway dues
Am                    F               C Am F
Police make it hard, you know the tune
C
Street time, making dimes
Am                  F               C  Am  F
I'll play all night if you want to
 
Hobo tramp, a postage stamp
 
A letter to my girl when I'm feeling low
C
Old van, traveling band
Am            F                   C  Am  F
We're going down that lonely road
 
C           F                C                      F
To write a song with you to guide us through the roads a bending
C            F                 C                  F             G
To sing and play with you along this road thats neverending  
 
      F              Am
And I hope you understand
       F                 Am
That I done the best that I can
       F                           Am
And the time has never slowed for any man
            G                F
Whether the hand is on the wheel
          G                 F
Or on the pen, or on the plow
                          C    Am  F
We'll make our last go round
 
 
Repeats verse:
C
Fiddle tunes and dusty blues
Am              F                C  Am F
We played every song we ever knew



C
And for every town I am bound
Am               F                C  Am  F
Cause there's nothing I'd rather do
 
C          F                C                    F
To write a song with you to guide us through the roads a bending
C           F               C                   F          C  Am  F
To sing and play with you along this road thats neverending
 
Ending: repeats C, F
C          F                C                   F
I want to sing with you, a song with you thats neverending
  C         F               C                  F
I want to sing with you, a song with you thats neverending
  C         F               C                  F
I want to sing with you, a song with you thats neverending
  C         F                C                 F
I want to sing with you, a song with you thats neverending
 
end on C

19500. The Road To The Isles

The Road To The Isles
Traditional

A far croonin' is calling me away,
As step I wi' me cromac on the road.
The blue islands are putting love on me,
As step I wi' the sunlight for me load.

Chorus:
Sure by Tummel and Loch Rannoch and Loch Aber I will go,
By heather tracks wi' heaven in their wiles.
If its thinking in your inner heart, a blaggards in me step,
Sure you've never smelt the tangle of the Isles

Shiel Water, the track is to the west,
By Aillort and by Morar to the sea.
The cool cresses I am thinking for to pluck,
And bracken for a wink on mother's knee.

The blue islands are putting love on me,
Their laughter puts the leap upon the lame,
The blue, blue islands from the Skerries to the Lees,
Wi' heather honey taste upon each name.



19501. The Road You Choose

Jerry Jeff Walker - The Road You Choose

Skinny young kid who sits in the back of the class
Nobody knows his name, nobody cares to ask
They just sit up front and tell him he won't go far
Not knowing one day he'll grow up to be a movie star

Chorus:
Got to hold your head up high if you're gonna see at all
Got to put your foot above the rest if you're gonna rise at all
Got to spread your wings and fly if you don't want to fall
'Cause it's the road that you choose that'll take you through it all
Now that kid has grown up to be that movie star
Seemed like yesterday people told him he couldn't go far
Tonight's his big premiere; he's got tons of fans
Next week he's on the late show with David Letterman

Chorus
He's older now, he's got grey hair and all
He's got two teenage kids, John and Paul
One of them is having the same problems he did too
He just says son hold on here's what you've got to do
Chorus

19502. The Road's Salvation - Chords

The Road's Salvation 
The Lonely Heartstring Band
Broken Compass Bluegrass

[Intro]
G G7 C G
C G C G D
 
[Verse 1]
         G    G7 C  G
That old fire in my bones
        C               G
Begging me to flee from home
   C                G                   D
It caught me in the night while you lay sleeping
         G   G3   G7    C  G
Took the steering wheel in hand
        C              G
Driving out across the land
  C              G               D
Until I ran the gas tank down to empty
 
[Chorus]
    Am                C            Em D
Now if the road's salvation I will follow



         C               Em              D
Though I couldn't keep myself back if I tried
    Am                 C            Em   D
But if the road's the devil darlin' find me
        C        Em D  G
And let homeward be my guide
 
[Bridge]
G C G C G C G D
 
[Verse 2]
   G G3 G7    C   G
An alba-tross can fly
          C              G
More than forty days and nights
   C             G               D
If I keep moving I might do the same
        G  G3  G7  C  G
So it's better not to dwell
     C               G
In a rest stop or motel
   C                     G                   D
Or else my thoughts to you might start to stray
 
[Chorus]
    Am                C            Em D
Now if the road's salvation I will follow
         C               Em              D
Though I couldn't keep myself back if I tried
C Bm  Am                 C            Em   D
  But if the road's the devil darlin' find me
        C        Em D  G
And let homeward be my guide
 
[Bridge]
G C G C G C G D
C Bm
Am C Em D C Em D
G
 
[Verse 3]
     G
Some nights when I'm alone
 
I pick up the telephone
                   G/B            D
And almost call to say I'm coming back
      G  G3  G7 C  G
But I cannot guarantee
     C            G
That I will ever be
C             G            D
Ready to give up my roving ways
 
[Chorus]
    Am                C            Em D
For if the road's salvation I will follow



         C               Em              D
Though I couldn't keep myself back if I tried
    Am                 C            Em   D
But if the road's the devil darlin' find me
        C        Em Em D
And let homeward be my guide
 
[Outro]
Am C Em D
C G D
    Am                C            Em D
For if the road's salvation I must follow
        C        Em D  G
And let homeward be my guide

19503. The Rock I Stand On - Chords

The Rock I Stand On 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
A D A   A E A
A D A   A E A
 
[Verse 1]
                    D         A
I was a sinner on a long hard road
                    E            A
Jesus the rock then burned in my soul
                         D        A
Since He saved me all my sins are gone
              E            A
He's the rock that i stand on
 
 
[Chorus]
         D                 A
He's the rock that i stand on
                                     E
You have now the mountain, the cornerstone
        A      D        A
On Calvary his love was shown
              E            A
He's the rock that i stand on
 
 
[Instrumental]
A D A   A E A
A D A   A E A
 
 
[Verse 2]
                       D       A



A firm foundation, not sinking sand
               E         A
He lifts me up on higher ground
                              D      A
Though friends forsake me i'm never alone
              E            A
He's the rock that i stand on
 
 
[Chorus]
         D                 A
He's the rock that i stand on
                                     E
You have now the mountain, the cornerstone
        A      D        A
On Calvary his love was shown
              E            A
He's the rock that i stand on
 
 
[Instrumental]
A D A   A E A
A D A   A E A
 
 
[Verse 3]
                                   D        A
When i'm up on the mountain or the valley below
                    E            A
He is the rock that stands in my soul
                        D         A
I'll sing and praise as ages roll on
              E            A
He's the rock that i stand on
 
 
[Outro]
         D                 A
He's the rock that i stand on
                                     E
You have now the mountain, the cornerstone
        A      D        A
On Calvary his love was shown
              E            A
He's the rock that i stand on

19504. The Rock Of My Soul

Rodney Crowell - The Rock of My Soul

The rock of my soul went to church on Sunday
The rock of my soul went to work on Monday
Clean across the levee by the railroad tracks



The other side of Houston in a two-room shack
Sweepin' out confetti from a third grade classroom
The rock of my soul pushed a dust mop broom
The rock of my soul didn't have much luck
He came to town a-grinnin' on a flat bed truck
The rock of my soul didn't have much charm
Ah with the lack of education on a red dirt farm
And he was fond of disappearing on an eight day drunk
Coming home smelling like a lowdown skunk
And he said...
Do like I say, not like I do and you might make me proud
Another Houston kid on a downhill skid for crying out loud
I'm a first hand witness to an age-old crime
A man who hits a woman isn't worth a dime
5, 6, 7, 8, 9 years old
That's what I remember 'bout the rock of my soul
I told him I would kill him if he did not stop it
But the rock of my soul just would not drop it
I learned to lie like dirt I could steal your shirt and talk with a gun
Another Houston kid on a downhill skid like father like son
Now I got out of prison 'bout a year ago
Seven long years really went by slow
I didn't kill my daddy but my momma tried
Ah she shot him with a pistol and he like to a-died
I'm on probation living straight and true
And there's every indication that the past is through
That's all I know about the rock of my soul

19505. The Rock Of Your Love

Vince Gill - The Rock of Your Love 

I lose myself in this place
Strangest smile on my face
The hand of blessing or beginner's luck
Here I stand on the rock of your love

Somethin' steady sure feels good
I always knew somehow it would
I've traded chains for the wings of a dove
Standin' on the rock of your love

Let the storm clouds roll
Let the rain flood my soul
I'll still be here when the trouble's done
Standin' on the rock of your love

If this ol' world should fade away
If I've got you I ain't afraid
I will face whatever comes
Standin' on the rock of your love

Let the storm clouds roll



Let the rain flood my soul
I'll still be here when the trouble's done
Standin' on the rock of your love
I'll still be here when the trouble's done
Standin' on the rock of your love

19506. The Rock Of Your Love (featuring Bonnie Raitt)

The Rock Of Your Love (featuring Bonnie Raitt) - Vince Gill 
(feat. Bonnie Raitt) 

I lose myself in this place 
Strangest smile on my face 
The Hand of blessing or beginner's luck 
Here I stand on the rock of your love 

Somethin' steady sure feels good 
I always knew somehow it would 
I've traded chains for the wings of a dove 
Standin' on the rock of your love 

(Chorus) 
Let the storm clouds roll 
Let the rain flood my soul 
I'll still be here when the troubles come 
Standin' on the rock of your love 

If this ole world should fade away 
If I got you, I ain't afraid 
I will face whatever comes 
Standin' on the rock of your love 

Repeat Chorus 

I'll still be here when the troubles come 
Standin' on the rock of your love

19507. The Rockin' Chair

Dale Ann Bradley - The Rockin' Chair
Album: Cumberland River Dreams

It isn't much to look at
Standing by the fireplace
Down the hall from my room
Where I can always see
The arms are worn, the seat is frey
Seems it's always been that way
That rockin' chair, that's as old as me



Daddy carved the arms from solid oak
And made a cane bottom seat
You know he gave it to my momma
On the day that I was born
He said he was so proud to have a child
And I would always be the one
To help momma if he were ever gone.

You know I heard my momma
Sing her songs
As she rocked her babies
One by one
In that chair that was as old as me
And I heard her praying every night
Lord give me strength to raise 'em right
She had the strength
Just like that old oak tree
That made the rockin' chair
That was as old as me

Sometimes when I was asleep
I'd wake to hear those runners creak
On that hard wood floor
While momma would sing alone
And as a child it always eased my mind
To hear momma sing in time
After her working day was done.

Well I heard her laugh, I heard her cry
On the day that my daddy died
She rocked in that chair
Her rocked there all alone
And when I ran to her with open arms
She said no, don't you be alarmed
Cus daddy gave us the strength
To carry on

You see your daddy picked
That big oak tree
When he found out you were a part of me
Oh he's left us something special
He'd want us to believe
And even though he's not around
We can draw our strength
Up through the ground
Just like he did
When he turned that old oak tree
Into this rockin' chair
He made for you and me

Well mom and me, we got by
And when times were hard
We'd always try to
Remember what dad could always see
And now I have a family of my own
And I told them just how I've grown



From this rockin' chair
That's as old as me

I can still hear momma
Sing her songs
As I rock my babies
One by one
In this chair that's as old as me
And I'm still praying every night
Lord give me strength to raise 'em right
Like you did when you turned
That old oak tree
Into this rockin' chair
That's as old as me
Oh this rockin' chair will always be
A part of me

19508. The Rolling Mills Of Middletown

Tom T Hall - The Rolling Mills Of Middletown
Composer: Tom T. Hall

The rollin' mills of Middletown roll on roll on roll on

I knew him well old friend of mine from down Kentucky way
We had some high good times my friend back in our younger days
I knew he shouldn't marry any woman quite that wild
Then later on I learned that she had been expectin' a child
He got his job at makin' steel and bought himself a home
Where the rollin' mills of Middletown roll on roll on roll on

Well there's money in those steel mills boys and he made quite a bit
He worked all night she shopped all day bought ev'rything that fit
A helper on the BOF three thousand degrees at a round
His wife was just about that hot in the bars in ol' Middletown
Of course he was the last to know oh but listen to my song
While the rollin' mills of Middletown roll on roll on roll on

One night the foreman on his turn said cool down No 2
And he told my friend to go on home as soon as he was through
He stopped into a little bar to have a good cold beer
His woman and some dayturn guy were dancin' closely there
Oh I knew him well and in his mind there must have been a storm
While the rollin' mills of Middletown roll on roll on roll on

They say he never spoke a word he just turned and walked away
And no one knows exactly what took place that fateful day
Some say they saw him near the tracks at furnace No 1
With heat so hot the hubs of hell would seem just barely warm
Well they never saw my friend again did he do something wrong
While the rollin' mills of Middletown Ohio roll on roll on roll on



19509. The Rolling Mills Of New Jersey

The Rolling Mills Of New Jersey
John Roberts and Tony Barrand

Chorus:
When I die, bury me low,
Where I can here the petroleum flow.
A sweeter sound I never did know,
The Rolling Mills of New Jersey.

In Hoboken, there will be
Trash as far as the eye can see,
Enough for you, enough for me,
The garbage cans of New Jersey.

Chorus

Down in Trenton, there is a bar,
Where the bums come from near and far.
They come by truck, they come by car,
The lousy bums of New Jersey.

Chorus

When first I started to roam,
I traveled far away from Bayonne.
Then I sat down and wrote this poem.
I wrote an ode to New Jersey.

Chorus

19510. The Romance Blues

The romance blues
Yonder Mountain String Band

I'm talking to you, little girl, but you don't seem to hear me
Never really listened anyway, no you never seemed to care
I'm walking out the door, I swear this time forever
For this hell you put me through is too much this time to bear

How could you tell me all those lies when you looked right in my eyes
I swear its more than my poor heart can take
You've wronged me for so long that's why I tell you now
That I'm walking out the door this time forever

I've cried for you, little girl, not tears of constant sorrow
Flowin' from my soul you see now because of what you've done



My sights have set, it's true, on a future without you
For this hell you've given me, Lord, would kill an old man

How could you tell me for so long that you wer-en't doing me wrong
Now I've had all that my poor hear can take
You've wronged me for so long that's why I tell you now
That I'm walking out the door this time forever

Cold life and misery seems in store for me
Punishment for my own wrongs I've done
Living this short life alone is my destiny
Will that girl hear me when I cry

I'm talkin' to you, little girl, but you don't seem to hear me
But I'm hoping that you do 'cause I'm leaving now, goodbye
My sights have set, it's true, on a future without you
Now, I'm hoping that you hear me because I'm leaving now, goodbye

Oh Lord, I hope you feel the sting that only loneliness can bring
I've had more than my poor heart can take
You've wronged me for so long that's why I tell you now
That I'm walking out the door this time forever
You've wronged me for so long that's why I tell you now
That I'm walking out the door this time forever

19511. The Roots of My Raising

The Roots of My Raising

I left the four lane highway took a blacktop seven miles
Down by the old country school I went to as a child
Two miles down a gravel road I could see the proud old home
A tribute to a way of life that's almost come and gone
The roots of my rasing run deep I come back for the strength that I need
And hope comes no matter how far down I sink the roots of my raising run deep

I pulled into the driveway Lord it sure was good to be there
And I could see that dad was asleep in his favorite chair
In his hand was a picture of mom and I remembered how close they were
So I just turned away I didn't want to wake him spoil his dreams of her

A christian mom who had the strength for life the way she did
Then to pull that apron off and do the Charleston for us kids
Dad a quiet man who's gentle voice was seldom heard
Who could borrow money at the bank simply on his word
The roots of my raisin' run deep I come back for the strength that I need
And hope comes no matter how far down I sink the roots of my raising run deep
The roots of my raising run deep



19512. The Rose

The Rose
Amanda McBroom

Some say love, it is a river
That drowns the tender reed
Some say love, it is a razor
That leaves your soul to bleed
Some say love, it is a hunger
An endless aching need
I say love, it is a flower
And you its only seed

It's the heart, afraid of breaking
That never learns to dance
It's the dream, afraid of waking
That never takes a chance
It's the one who won't be taken
Who cannot seem to give
And the soul, afraid of dyin'
That never learns to live

When the night has been too lonely
And the road has been too long
And you think that love is only
For the lucky and the strong
Just remember in the winter
Far beneath the bitter snows
Lies the seed, that with the sun's love
In the spring becomes the rose

19513. The Rose Hotel

Robert Earl Keen - The Rose Hotel 

He was walkin' through the alley way
Where the drifters sleep and the wild dogs play
The moon was black, the sky was grey
He thought he was alone

She was waiting at the rose hotel
across the street from the wishing well
Turned the latch and broke a nail
Checked her mobile phone

Chorus
Sometimes you run, sometimes you stall
Sometimes you don't get up at all
Sometimes you run, sometimes you fall

He bought a ticket on the uptown tram
Got off at 8th and Birmingham



Wondered if she gave a damn about him anymore

She hadn't seen him in a year or so
Why he called she did not know
She had the oldies on the radio and someone at the door

Chorus

He threw a nickle in the wishin' well
crossed the street to The Rose Hotel
Got no answer when he rang the bell
So he gave a little shout
Tiny watchman with a baseball bat
A cheap cigar and a persian cat
Told him it was too bad that she had just checked out

Chorus

19514. The Rounder

The Rounder - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Wayne Taylor/Daniel House Music, BMI) 

V1) Beneath a western sky on the way to Santa Fe 
I met up with a rounder 
claimed he rode with Jesse James 
They robbed the Glendale Train 

V2) As we crossed the Texas plains 
not a blessed word was said 
Till we reached Amarillo, then he raised his weary head 
He said,  Son, I'll soon be dead  

V3) I have so much to tell you, but I'm left so little time 
There's a place out in the Badlands 
about a three day ride 
It's not so hard to find 

Br) Frank and Jesse holed up in a cave for forty days 
Took all that they could carry, then hid the rest away 
Frank grew tired of living like a dog out on the run 
and Jesse soon fell victim to a blast from Bob Ford's gun 
Now I'm the only one 

V4) His voice it faltered there and he soon passed away 
I laid him six feet under that hard West Texas clay 
And then I rode away 

V5) I found everything he told me near the place they call Red Cloud 
With the gold I found a letter 
when I read I cried out loud 
It said,  Your momma would be proud  



alt V) Some men are born to freedom 
While others come to fame 
And some will leave with nothing but a marker and their name 
In the end it's all the same

19515. The Rubber Room - Chords

The Rubber Room
(Capo on 4)

Intro.: /(F) /(D) /(G) /(G) /(A5) /(A5/E) /(A)(G)(E)/(A5) /(A5)

In a (E)buildin' (A5)tall with a stone wall a-(G)round there's a (A5)rubber 
room
When a (A5)man sees things and hears sounds that's not there, he's (G)headed 
for the (A5)rubber room
Il-(A5)lusions in a twisted mind to save from self-destruction, (G)hmm, it's 
the (A5)rubber room
Where a (A5)man can run into the wall, till his strength makes him fall and lie
(F)still
(F)(C) And (A)wait for (G)help in the (A5)rubber room
From his (A5)blurry vision of (F)doom (F)(C)(A) a (G)psycho in the (A5)rubber 
room
The (A5)man in the room right next to mine screams a woman's name, hits the 
(G)wall in vain
He's in the (A5)rubber room
I hear (A5)footsteps poundin' on the floor, God, I hope they don't stop at my 
door
(G)Hmm, I'm in the (A5)rubber room
(A5)Now they've come to get me but they find, I'm a screamin' pretty words 
tryin' to make 'em (G)rhyme
I'm in the (A5)rubber room, hmm, a (G)psycho, I'm in the (A5)rubber room
(A5)Doon doon doon, toom, boon, toom toom, boom boom boom, the rubber room, 
boom boom
The rubber room, hmm, boom, toon, hmm ----

19516. The Rumors Are True - Chords

The Rumors Are True 
The David Wax Museum
 
Intro
Am   C   F
 
Verse
C
When we were young and in love, 
 
C                             F



the nights couldn't last long enough
 
F                C
Oh, when we were young
 
C
You gave me your heart and you said
 
C                         F
You're the only one I can trust
 
F                C
Oh, when we were young 
 
 
Chorus
C                     Am
I hate to break it to you
 
Am                    C
I hate to break it to you
 
C                     F
I hate to break it to you-ouuu
 
F                     C              F
I hate to break it to you-ouuu-ouuuu-ouuuuuu
 
F                  C
But the rumors are true 
 
 
Verse
C
Oh, the lamb said to the wolf
 
C                     F
Please be gentle with me
 
F                        C
Oh, the lamb said to the wolf
 
C
Wolf said, if these teeth cut you
 
C                       F
Know it happened accidentally
 
F                        C
Oh, the wolf said to the lamb 
 
 
Chorus
C                     Am
I hate to break it to you
 
Am                    C



I hate to break it to you
 
C                     F
I hate to break it to you-ouuu
 
F                     C              F
I hate to break it to you-ouuu-ouuuu-ouuuuuu
 
F                  C
But the rumors are true 
 
 
Bridge
Am                 C       F
Sometimes with the wrong keys the doors unlock 
 
Am                 C       F
Sometimes with the wrong keys the doors unlock 
 
Am                 C       F             C
Sometimes with the wrong keys the doors unlock 
 
 
Verse
C                                  F
I keep wringing your tears from my shirt
 
F                                                C
I wish I knew how to touch you without making it hurt 
 
 
Chorus
C                     Am
I hate to break it to you
 
Am                    C
I hate to break it to you
 
C                     F
I hate to break it to you-ouuu
 
F                     C              F
I hate to break it to you-ouuu-ouuuu-ouuuuuu
 
F                  C
But the rumors are true 
 
 
Bridge
Am                 C       F
Sometimes with the wrong keys the doors unlock 
 
Am                 C       F
Sometimes with the wrong keys the doors unlock 
 
Am                 C       F             C
Sometimes with the wrong keys the doors unlock 



 
Outro
Am    C    F

19517. The Runaround

Mandolin Orange - The Runaround

Freightliners rolling down the highway
Someday, some time ago, the line was laid to rest
Ships aren't making waves for a traveler like a jet airliner does
It's all here and gone, and never missed
But true love ain't true love without you
Walked a mile or two alone, and it wasn't long before I knew
That true love ain't true love without you
Well morning time's a-brewing
And it's a brand new electric coffeemaker, percolator
It's no use, a sip is just a sip, makes the mornings brighter still
And if you're on the go we can grab some joe at the drive-through
Blue, I'm so blue
Got the runaround in my hometown, it's true
All the cotton gins a-humming, by now are sound asleep
Still half in debt, at the end I'd bet, it's to bed on cotton sheets
But true love ain't true love without you

19518. The Running Kind

The Running Kind

I was born the runnin' kind
With leavin' always on my mind
Home was never home to me at any time
Every front door found me hopin'
I would find the back door open
There just had to be an exit
For the runnin' kind

Within me there's a prison
Surrounding me alone
As real as any dungeon with its walls of stone
I know runnin's not the answer
Yeah, but runnin's been my nature
And a part of me
That keeps me movin' on

I was born the runnin' kind
With leavin' always on my mind
Home was never home to me at any time
Every front door found me hopin'



I would find the back door open
There just had to be an exit
For the runnin' kind

I was born the runnin' kind
With leavin' always on my mind
Home was never home to me at any time
Every front door found me hopin'
I would find the back door open
There just had to be an exit
For the runnin' kind

19519. The Sacred Now

Iris Dement - The Sacred Now

[Verse 1]
A dream come true
From way back when
We remember
Then forget again
Just for a while
Then recall somehow
We're all here in the sacred now

[Verse 2]
Time speeds by
And then slows down
All is lost
Some hope is found
In the night
Hear the wise old owl
It's not a dream
It's the sacred now
Oh, the sacred now

[Verse 3]
Those who stand to gain
Draw dividing lines
You're over there with yours
I'm over here with minR
We can't speak and yet somRhow
We all share the sacred now
Oh, the sacred now

[Verse 4]
All for one, one for all
The earth is breathing
While dreamers fall
See these walls
Let's bring 'em on down
No need to wait in the sacred now



[Outro]
Here we are holding on somehow
It's not a dream, it's the sacred now
Oh, the sacred now
Oh, the sacred now
Oh, the sacred now
Oh, the sacred now
Oh, the sacred now

19520. The Sad Side Of Town - Chords

The Sad Side Of Town
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam with Buck Owens
Written by Buck Owens and Dwight Yoakam

G                               D7
We've agreed not to mention any memories 
                          G
Or share a single passing thought
            G7
That's just better for all concerned 
   C
Is what we've found
            G             D7          G
When you're living on the sad side of town
                                      D7
There's always hope but we don't ever let it show
                                     G
Cause hopes start out real small but how they just grow
              G7
And just like dreams are better left alone 
   C
Is what we've found
            G             D7          G
When you're living on the sad side of town
D7                                    G
Please never bring up how she used to laugh at night
      D7                               G
Would smell so sweet and giggle when I squeezed her tight
                 G7                     C
If you can put a stop to that there's a chance you might
A7                                  D7
Fit in here well enough to try this style of life
G           G7
That's just better for all concerned 
   C
Is what we've found
            G             D7          G
When you're living on the sad side of town
C           G             D7          G
When you're living on the sad side of town



19521. The Sailboat Song

John Hartford - The Sailboat Song

Faint pictures of my childhood lie floundering in your wake
The worries of tomorrow at your bow
Your [?] white balloon
Your main sail proud and tall
To me you are the very soul of now

I'm dizzy on your teak wood deck
My arms around your mast
Insane inside your cabin soft and warm

Then drifting off to sleep
Your fingers loose along my face
In contented disbelief of early morn'

To me you are the moment, the present breath of life
As together we are slicing through the spray

The second buried deep within the mystery of your love
Not shades of things to come or yesterday

Faint pictures of my childhood lie floundering in your wake
The worries of tomorrow at your bow
Your [?] white balloon
Your main sail proud and tall
To me you are the very soul of now

19522. The Saint Of Lost Causes

Steve Earle - The Saint of Lost Causes

[Verse 1]
I'm a bad dream
I'm not a nightmare, I'm too pretty for that
Let's just say I'm the last thing you wanna see coming
I'm the reason they say watch your back
For so long, I was like a wounded hound
Backed into a chainlink fence
The world at large was just a big, mean kid
Poking me through the fence with a stick
Ain't nobody goin' back
It takes a whole lotta hurt
Therein lies one of life's biggest lessons
Ain't got nothin' to do with deserve
Just pray to the Saint of Lost Causes



Verse 2]
Now it's a cruel world
But it ain't hard to understand
You got your sheep, got your shepherds
Got your wolves amongst men
It can be hard to tell
You might find a wolf in shRpherd's clothes
And now and then you'rR gonna find sheep
Hidden amongst all those troubled souls
You know the folks that's most afraid of the wolf
If you really stop and think
Throughout time, between a wolf and a shepherd
Who do you think has killed more sheep?
Nah, there's nothing can be done
It's just the way it goes
First you get bad, then you get mean
Then there's nothing left but to grow cold
And pray to the Saint of Lost Causes

[Bridge]
Some will say I've got no feeling
No heart, and surely no shame
Truth is that this has been with me so long
That I, I must admit I kinda like the pain

[Verse 3]
How many encounters do you ever have?
Better yet, how many wolves you ever seen?
You got about as much chance of seeing one of them
As you do running into me
Still take nothing for granted
Might live on the best block in Beverly Hills
Be sure you lock up tight at night
'Cause you know poor folks ain't got nothing to steal
Just pray to the Saint of Lost Causes

19523. The Salt In My Tears

Dolly Parton - The Salt In My Tears 

I've tried and I've tried for so long to please you
Gave you every bit of my time
Gave you everything I could possibly give you
My body, my heart, and my mind
I turned my family and good friends against me
Listened to my own heart break
And I did it all in the name of love
Gave up myself for your sake
And you never cared about me
You only hurt and deceive
I realize after all of these years
That you ain't worth the salt in my tears
You've cheated, you've lied and you've hurt me



Over and over again
You promised to love me forever
But forever reached a bitter sweet end
Been blinded by love to your actions
But at last I can see my way clear
I've cried and I've tried, and I've tried and I've cried
But you, you've never shed one tear
'Cause you never cared about me
You only hurt and deceive
I realize after all of these years
That you ain't worth the salt in my tears
You ain't worth, you ain't worth the salt in my tears
Treated like dirt, I'm hurt, I ain't hangin' 'round here
You've left me crying, left me crying for years
But you ain't worth the salt in my tears
You never cared about me
You only hurt and decieve
I realize after all of these years
That you ain't worth the salt in my tears
No you ain't worth the salt in my tears

19524. The Same Old Dipper

The Same Old Dipper
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

[Verse 1]
The stories are told by those now are old
Of the days when they were young
They worked real hard and they got so tired
Now they laugh like those days were fun
Tied together by a strange strong faith
The love between the living and the dead
Carrying on what they taught and said
Our hearts not in our head

[Chorus]
We drink cool spring water
From that same old dipper
A love much thicker
Than the blood flowing through our veins
All the memories so cherished
Will never ever perish
As we we drink cool spring water
From that same old dipper

[Verse 2]
We were always told from the other water fold
Rivers never run dry
Met our needs and we cast our seeds
And the families grew inline
A foundation build on rock not sand
Traveling this journey hand in hand



Together again as a family we'll stand
In the promised land

[Chorus]
We drink cool spring water
From that same old dipper
A love much thicker
Than the blood flowing through our veins
All the memories so cherished
Will never ever perish
As we we drink cool spring water
From that same old dipper

We drink living water
From that same old dipper

19525. The Same Sweet Girl - Chords

The Same Sweet Girl

G C
All the years have seemed so short since I have known you
 G D7
And the love I've shared with you I won't forget
 G C
And if we should ever reach a hundred years dear
D7 G
You will be the same sweet girl as when we met

 C
I'm so glad that I have found you little darling
 G D7
In my heart I hold the sweetest memory
 G C
And each time I gaze into your eyes it's heaven
D7 G
I can see the same sweet girl so dear to me

 C
You will never have to live on just a promise
 G D7
I will always be around you when you call
 G C
I will never share my kisses with another
D7 G
Only with the same sweet girl my one and all

19526. The Saturday Morning Song



Tom T Hall - The Saturday Morning Song

Here's a little song that you can sing on Saturday morning mhmm boogie
Here's a little song that you can sing on Saturday morning mhmm boogie
Monday you gotta go to school and Tuesday too
Wednesday and Thursday you get ready for the Friday blues
So here's a little song that you can hum on Saturday morning mhmm boogie
Here's a little song that you can hum on Saturday morning mhmm boogie
Yeah here's a little song that you can sing on
I don't want you to be sad you'll get through
Here's a little song I wrote so you can sing away the blues
Here's a little song that you can hum on

19527. The Scarlet Tide

Alison Krauss - The Scarlet Tide

When I recall his parting words
Must I accept his fate
Or take myself far from this place
I thought I heard a black bell toll
A little bird did sing
Man has no choice
When he wants every thing

We'll rise above the scarlet tide
That trickles down through the mountain
And separates the widow from the bride

Man goes beyond his own decision
Gets caught up in the mechanism
Of swindlers who act like kings
And brokers who break everything
The dark of night was swiftly fading
Close to the dawn of day
Why would I want him just to lose him again

We'll rise above the scarlet tide
That trickles down through the mountain
And separates the widow from the bride

19528. The Schoolhouse Fire

The Schoolhouse Fire

'Twas an afternoon in springtime
Folk were happy everywhere
Preparing for a joyous evening
Never dreaming death was near
To a little country schoolhouse



Neighbors thinking they would go
They would have a jolly evening
At the children's little show

You could hear those children singing
Voices ringing clear and sweet
Never dreaming in their joy
Of the fate that they would meet

But their joys all were blighted
They began to scream and rage
When a lantern fell that evening
Streaming fire upon the stage
It was on that fatal evening
They could not control the fire
They madly lashed about for freedom
But they perished in the fire

You could hear those children scremaming
While the flames were rolling high
Daddy, come and get your babies
Will you stand and let us die

All the fathers they were trying
To their little ones to go
But the brave old fellows perished
In the chaos from the show
LIttle children they were trampled
In that mighty rolling flame
Others on that night were screaming
Death was dealing just the same

There's a lonely spot in Cleveland
Nicely fenced around and eired
Ther's a monument erected
Tells the story of the fire

19529. The Science Of Myth

The Science of Myth
Screeching Weasel
Old Man Markley

If you've ever question beliefs
That you hold you're not alone
But you ought a realize that
Every myth is a metaphor
In the case of Christianity
And Judaism there exist the
Belief that spiritual matters are
Enslaved to history

The Buddhists believe that the



Functional aspects override
The myth while other religions
Use the literal core to build
Foundations with
See half the world sees the myth
As fact while it's seen as a lie
By the other half and the simple
Truth is that it's none of that
And somehow no matter what the
World keeps turning
Somehow we get by without ever learning

Science and religion are no
Mutually exclusive
In fact for better understanding
We take the facts of science
And apply them
And if both factors keep evolving
Then we continue getting information
But closing off possibilities makes
It hard to see the bigger picture

Consider the case of
The women whose faith helped
Her make it through when she
Was raped and cut up left for dead
In a trunk her beliefs held true
It doesn't matter if it's
Real or not cause some things
Are better left without a doubt and
If it works then it gets the job done

19530. The Scout - Chords

The Scout 
The Brothers Comatose
 
G
I am the scout, you are the man
       C
You're all grown up and you do what you can
G                                        D
Say I don't know nothing, but you surely see
G
What I do know is that I won't grow old
C
Instead of punching clocks, and doing what I'm told
G                                                    D
I'm staying young forever, and that's how it's gonna be
 
     C                   G
I'll never grow old, I'll never grow old
     C                   D         G



I'll never grow old, and mean like you
 
G
Never got my merit badge in whiskey and wine
C
I sneak a sip for breakfast but you (all) do it all the time
G                                             D
One more sip and curse and I'm headed out for good
G
We'll ride our bikes all over this town
C
Ain't no freedom like two wheels on the ground
G                                              D
We'll be running wild instead of doing like we should
 
C                       G
I'll never grow old, I'll never grow old
C                        D         G
I'll never grow old, and mean like you
 
G - C - G - D x2
 
G
I am the scout, you are the man
       C
You're all grown up and you do what you can
G                                        D
Say I don't know nothing, but you surely see
G
What I do know is that I won't grow old
C
Instead of punching clocks, and doing what I'm told
G                                                    D
I'm staying young forever, and that's how it's gonna be
 
     C                   G
I'll never grow old, I'll never grow old
     C                   D
I'll never grow old, and mean
        C                    G
No I'll never grow old, I'll never grow old
    C                    D
I'll never grow old, and mean 
        C                    G
No I'll never grow old, I'll never grow old
    C                   D          G
I'll never grow old, and mean like you

19531. The Scrapple Song

Robbie Fulks - The Scrapple Song

[Verse 1]



The mom-and-pop diners 'round Allentown
Don't really have much that a fella can hold down
And the folks up 'round Philly and Bethlehem
Ain't gourmet types, really, or chef-ly men
Now, they're God-fearin' folk in that Keystone State
But their food ain't fit for a collection plate
There's things for all kinds of people to hate
But there's one that everybody loves

[Chorus 1]
And they call it scrapple, scrapple
Corned and steamed, and hogmeat dappled
Set by the window 'til it's cold and hard
Sliced up thick and fried in lard
Hey what's that swimmin' in the big red pan
That's kickin' up all this mania?
It's scrapple, scrapple
The pride of Pennsylvania

[Verse 2]
Well, way down yonder by the Ford Corsair
Billy's got his hands in Betty Sue's hair
Shakin' and a-steamin' up the Roadmaster
We can see him but we can't see her
Well Mama's in the kitchen and she might see
"Billy better leave your sister be!"
But he jumps from the Buick to the dining room
When he gets a whiff of that pig perfume

19532. The Sea - Chords

The Sea 
Sierra Ferrell
 
INTRO:
Am  Am Dm E  E  E7  E7  Am  D
Am  Am Dm E  E  E  E  Am  Am
 
 
VERSE:
    Am                Dm
The sea, the sea, the sea
             E           E7
It's such a salty magic place
        E
If you find yourself goin' under
                     Am  Am
You'll remember the taste
 
     Am
The waves, the waves,' the waves
             E              E7
How they're putting out my flames



 
Oh, that's okay
                  Am  A7
I should be more tame
 
 
CHORUS:
      Dm
So Poseidon, give me life
                       Am               E
Let me breathe like a Pisces with blue eyes
      E7                   Am A A7
Or a Cancer who's crawling by
        Dm
So I'm asking you this time
                  Am
Please don't you let my love run dry
        E7                             Am  Am
I'm so tired of you leaving me with a sigh
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL:
Am  Am Dm E7  E7  E7  E  Am  Am
Am  Am Dm E7  E7  E7  E7  Am  A
Dm  Dm  Am  Am  E  E  Am  A
Dm  Dm  Am  Am  E  E7  Am  Am
 
 
VERSE:
    Am
The sea, the sea, the sea
             E7
It's such a salty magic place
     E
You find yourself goin' under
                     Am   E
You'll remember the taaaaste
 
     Am
The waves, the waves,' the waves
             E7
How they're putting out my flames
 
Woahhhh, that's okay
                  Am  A
I should be more taaaame
 
 
CHORUS:
        Dm
Well Poseidon, give me life
                       Am
Let me breathe like a Pisces with blue eyes
         E7                       Am  A
Or that Cancer who keeps crawling by
 
         Dm



Well now I am asking you this time
             Am
Please don't you let my love run dry
        E7                             Am  Am
I'm so tired of you leaving me with a sigh
 
 
OUTRO:
             E                              Am
Yes, I'm so tired of you leaving me with a sigh, mm
              E7                             Am
Well, I'm so tired of you leaving me with a sigh

19533. The Sea Between Our HeartsThe Road Goes On And On - Chords

The Sea Between Our Hearts
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Darrell Edwards and Merle Moore

C
There's a sea between our hearts 
          F                  C
Where the waves are cold and dark
        G7                          C
And the undertow of loneliness gets strong
My hearts caught in the tide 
     F                  C
Of a love that you've denied
           G7                                  C
For you're colder than this sea we're drifting on
    F                                  C
The sea between our hearts is dark and stormy
        F                          C              G7
And the harbor of your love is the only haven for me
     C                   F                C
If I only had a chart to guide me to your heart
    G7                               C
I'd anchor there and sail the sea no more
There's a shore of happiness 
     F               C
That somehow we have missed
    G7                                C
And now you've drifted off to someone new
But I haunt the lonely sea
       F           C
With a crew of memories
        G7                                  C
For the compass of my heart still points to you
Repeat #2



19534. The Sea Is Rising

John Butler - The Sea is Rising

[Chorus: Bliss and Eso]
And all I know is the sun is shining
Yet we fight all through the night
While the 'bergs are melting (Yeah) and the sea is rising
I don't know, so I ask 'em why

[Verse 1: Bliss]
Why are they refusing to listen? Why are these troops on a mission?
And why are they shooting these victims over their view of religion?
Yeah, why do we all search for love like we got Cupid's addiction?
Why with politicians, you can't tell the truth from the fiction?
Why do we pollute where we're living?
Why are these youth put at risk?
And why is this ruling dominion kept us consumed in this prison
Nah, nah, nah, I won't jump through the hoops of this system
Nothing stands between you and the pursuit of your vision
I grab a loop of this rhythm, it puts the juice in my pistons
So jump back, react, spit in the booth with precision
And when I'm cruising with Izm, yeah, I'm deucing the spliff
And it's a BnE show, bitch, getting loose was a given
I don't want them to look back when the future was written
And know we killed ourselves
With nuclear fission and stupid decisions
Shit, I'd rather an asteroid due for collision
Then know the planet got fucked by the human condition
Sing the tune with conviction

[Chorus: Bliss and Eso]
And all I know is the sun is shining
Yet we fight all through the night
While the 'bergs are melting and the sea is rising
I don't know, so I ask ;em why
And all I know is the sun is shining
Yet we fight all through the night
Well, if you don't know, shit, I don't know
I guess all we can do is ask 'em why

[Ad-Libs: Eso]
Yeah, I'm an old school poet
Yeah, yo, yo
[Verse 2: Eso]
Yo, I'm an old school poet, I cherish the ink
That cosmic cowboy that doesn't care what they think
Real magic isn't card tricks, big cribs and cars, bitch
It's making something out of nothing through this hardship
And even though that the Earth is weak
We still bomb each other and idol what the churches speak
It's like this land is either run by Labor or Liberal
But don't get it twisted, they're the same as the criminals
So open your eyes, simply notice the issue
That we stuck to our guns without promoting the pistol
And we orchestrated the sound that we all love
Split because of colour, but bound because of blood



So before we all blow and they sell the scene
Know that the only thing that's bulletproof's my self-esteem
See, this is way beyond cash and ego tripping
It's an epic electric Eso ecosystem, grow with me

[Chorus: Bliss and Eso]
And all I know is the sun is shining
Yet we fight all through the night
While the 'bergs are melting and the sea is rising
I don't know, so I ask 'em why
And all I know is the sun is shining
Yet we fight on through the night
Well, if you don't know, shit, I don't know
I guess all we can do is ask 'em why

[Interlude: Eso & (Sampled)]
I don't have to tell you things are bad
Everybody knows things are bad
Pollution th-thr-threatens
Recognise the icecaps are melting quick
Kids trust no one 'cause fire burn dem
The air is unfit to breathe and our food is unfit to eat
It's an inferno land, pollution th-thr-threatens
Recognise the icecaps are melting quick
Fuck your race riot, fuck all that shit
We are all here together in this country as fuckin' one
As one
It's all about peace, love and unity
Sing it, peace, love and unity
C'mon, peace, love and unity

[Chorus: Bliss and Eso]
And all I know is the sun is shining
Yet we fight all through the night
While the 'bergs are melting and the sea is rising
I don't know, so I ask 'em why
And all I know is the sun is shining
Yet we fight all through the night
Well, if you don't know, shit, I don't know
I guess all we can do is ask 'em why

[Outro]
The seventh scripture...
Will be read by the inquisitor of all intelligence, Jonathan Coltrane
Rally forth, my people [?], rally forth
Since ancient times, Chinese people where samurais and Japanese people accumulating by 
the mountains would engage in warfare of martial arts styles
It was passed on through generations through monks, students, and many others. Just like th
e poets
That's right. Ladies and gentlemen, poetry has been in existence, since, if you will, the begin
ning of time. Even the dinosaurs used to move in a [?]
Even the ancestors, the sharks, used to "hooo" in a sea-like manner. My friends, poetry has b
een among us since the beginning of time
Amen to Coltrane, amen to Coltrane, amen to Coltrane
The seventh speaker of the seven [?]



19535. The Sea Song

The Sea Song (Kyle Shelstad)
Kitchen Dwellers

So you tell me what is right.
Two pitchforks, the end of a kitchen knife.
Well love, love, love take me for a ride.
I pray to hell I can make it through the night.

You complain about your time.
I wasted all the breath in this stupid line.
Well I never, ever, ever want to be behind you.

'Cause it's all that I can do.
Is just sit and wait for you.
And the storm comes rolling through.
I can't sit and wait for you.

Carboard cutouts, wooden figurines.
Stand straight line behind the television screen.
Unecessary, relentless controversy keeps me from sleeping,
My head's spinning strong with the breeze.

You complain about your time.
I wasted all the breath in this stupid line.
Well I never, ever, ever want to be behind you.

'Cause it's all that I can do.
Is just sit and wait for you.
And the storm comes rolling through.
I can't sit and wait for you.

You complain about your time.

19536. The Secesh (Shiloh)

John Hartford - The Secesh (Shiloh)

I put my napsack on my back
My rifle over my shoulder
I am going away to Shiloh
And there I'll be a soldier
I put my napsack on my back
My rifle over my shoulder
I am going away to Shiloh
And there I'll be a soldier
I put my napsack on my back
My rifle over my shoulder



I am going away to Shiloh
And there I'll be a soldier

19537. The Second Mouse

Tim O'Brien - The Second Mouse

It's the early bird that catches the worm
But it's the second mouse that gets the cheese
And you know what that means

19538. The Second Star to the Right

The Second Star to the Right
Sara Watkins - The Second Star to the Right

[Verse 1]
The second star to the right
Shines in the night for you
To tell you that the dreams you plan
Really can come true

[Verse 2]
The second star to the right
Shines with a light that's rare
And if it's Never Land you need
Its light will lead you there

[Verse 3]
Twinkle, twinkle, little star
So we'll know where you are
Gleaming in the skies above
Lead me to the land I dream of

[Verse 4]
And when our journey is through
Each time we say good night
We'll thank the little star that shines
The second from the right

19539. The Secrets Of The Pyramids

Jim Lauderdale - The Secrets of the Pyramids

[Verse 1]
The secrets of the pyramids



Are lost to history
Buried beneath the sands of time
Beyond memory

[Verse 2]
Winding through the runes of your heart
Searching for treasures unseen
Behind the walls of your ancient heart
Lives a mystery

[Chorus]
You keep me looking
I'm gonna find you
I'm gonna walk you to your mind
See where we're going
Which way it's flowing
Hope you don't leave me behind

[Verse 3]
The secrets of the pyramids
Don't have nothing on you
I need the answers that you hold
Holding in your truth

[Chorus]
You keep me looking
I'm gonna find you
I'm gonna walk you to your mind
See where we're going
Which way it's flowing
Hope you don't leave me behind

[Outro]
Behind
Don't leave me behind
Don't leave me behind

19540. The Seeker - Chords

The Seeker
written and recorded by Dolly Parton
  
G
I am a seeker a poor sinful creature
            C             G
There is no weaker than I am
 
I am a seeker you are a teacher
          C                D7
You are a reacher so reach down
 
G                     C            G
Reach out and lead me guide me and keep me



                                 D7 G
In the shelter of your care each d--ay
 
Cause I am a seeker you are a keeper
    C       G                D7          G
You are the leader won't you show me the way
    
 
I am a vessel that's empty and useless
  C    G             C           G
I am a bad seed that fell by the way
 
I am a loser that wants to be a winner
    C      G         D7            G
You are my last hope don't turn me away
    
Repeat #1 2
                                  C                   G
Oh I know you are a mountain from which there flows a fountain
    
So let its water wash my sins away
 
Cause I am a seeker you are a keeper
    C       G                D7          G
You are the leader won't you show me the way

19541. The Selfishness In Man

Ricky Skaggs - The Selfishness in Man
Doyle Lawson - Emmylou Harris

I saw a little beam of sunlight steal across a purple sky
And bend down to kiss a rosebud oh it made me wanna cry
To think that I had been permitted to see a part of nature's plan
Oh, there's nothing that stands out more than the selfishness in man.

Little children painting pictures of the birds and apple trees
Oh, why can't the grown up people have the faith of one of these
And to think those tiny fingers might become a killer's hand
Oh, there's nothing that stands out more than the selfishness in man.

Why can't we see the folly and the uselessness of hate
Love could lead to understanding maybe it's not loo late
Then perhaps in his great wisdom we might learn to understand
Then there'd be no shame or sorrow and no selfishness in man.

Why can't we see the folly and the uselessness of hate
Love could lead to understanding maybe it's not loo late
Then perhaps in his great wisdom we might learn to understand
Then there'd be no shame or sorrow and no selfishness in man



19542. The Sermon On The Mount - Chords

The Sermon On The Mount
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Hank Williams and Merle Haggard

G                             C
A man sat on a mountainside a carpenter by trade
             G                              D7
Teaching His disciples while they knelt and prayed
G                                  C
He blessed the poor and simple and He brought the mourners joy
                    G              D7               G
He came to heal the blind and lame they came not to destroy
                               C
When smitten by His enemies He turned the other cheek
                               G                          D7
He brought strength of God and morals to mortals who were weak
G                             C
He told of false prophets who wore a sheep's disguise
                        G               D7            G
And He warned us not to trust him or to listen to his lies 
        D7                              C
Hey the summon on the mountainside will live eternally
                     G                                 D7
He'll lead us to the kingdom and He'll promise you and me
G                                   C
So take the straight and narrow and do good things that count
                     G           D7            G
Make up your mind to live by the sermon on the mount

19543. The Seven-Day License Of Joseph Mchugh

The Seven-Day License Of Joseph Mchugh
Dermot Kelly

Come all ye young fellows, who travel the land,
In search of the craic with guitar in your hand.
Go down to Liscannor, in the County of Clare,
Sure you'll find a pub in it, that's ever so rare
Go up to McHugh's shop the center of town,
You'll get a warm welcome from Joseph on down
The one-legged canary will sing how'd ye do,
In the seven-day license of Joseph Mchugh.
Fill 'em up round the house now, says Joseph McHugh.

You'll meet men from Moher, Lisdoon, and Renine
Judges from Lahinch, and an odd in between.
Sure a tinker from Tulla drops in for a glass,



A box of rat poison and oats for his ass.
Joe strolls up the bar like a captain on deck,
Well, he don't tip his cap, and he don't give a wreck,
If you're Irish, or Spanish, or Russian, or Jew,
You'll get a warm welcome from Joseph McHugh.
Fill 'em up round the house now, says Joseph McHugh.

Well he sells streaky bacon all covered in salt,
To ward off blue-bottles from making a haul.
Now he has cups for coursing, some say that's not fair,
But Liscannor is famous for chasing the hare.
He's a bachelor gay, at the market I hear,
He may take a wife by the end of the year,
But if his greyhound has pups, you can say tooraloo,
For he'll never get married, this Joseph McHugh.
Fill 'em up round the house now, says Joseph McHugh.

Well there now, you have it, this song I declare,
About this wee pub in the sweet county Clare.
Where time has stood still, and the auld ways remain,
And they laugh at computers and mad college brains.
So if you're in trouble, find yourself in a jam,
With the wife, or a greyhound, or a half-pound of ham,
You can do a lot worse, the truth I'll tell you,
Than to visit Liscannor and Joseph McHugh.
Fill 'em up round the house now, says Joseph McHugh.

19544. The Seventh Angel

Blue Highway - The Seventh Angel 

I am the lamb of God the seven seals are in my hand
I sit beside the father Lord and ruler over all the land
The mysteries of heaven have all been revealed to me
The time is drawing near at hand for the seventh angel all the world to see
With one foot on the land and one on the sea
He'll swear with his hand raised high

I am the seventh angel the time is near for me to fly
I'll come before the father the one who will be seen by every eye
There'll be silence in heaven before the seven trumpets sound
Then music like thunder right before the time that I come down
With one foot on the land and one on the sea
I'll swear with my hand raised high
Time no longer can be

19545. The Shade



The Shade
Oak Ridge Boys - The Shade

I don't want a fast car, don't need a four lane highway
There's not another place I'd rather be
'Cause out here in the country blue birds sing for nothin'
And the shade comes free with the tree

The tree came with the mountain right beside the river
Where the ground makes one heck of a scene
The mountain counts for somethin', the view is worth a fortune
And the shade comes free with the tree

I never had a dollar that could buy me what I'm feelin'
But I'm feelin' 'bout as good as I can be
I need to be reminded when I'm lookin' for a bargain
Not to overlook what's right in front of me

I'll never make a killin' tryin' to make a livin'
But I make enough to raise a family
I found a piece of heaven off county road eleven
Where the shade comes free with the tree

And honey bring me some sweet iced tea

19546. The Shape I'm In

Marty Stuart - The Shape I'm In

Go down yonder, peace in the valley
Come downtown, have a rumble in the alley
Oh, you don't know the shape I'm in

Has anybody seen my baby
This livin' alone will drive you crazy
Oh, you don't know the shape I'm in

I'm gonna go down to the river
But I ain't gonna jump in no no
I'll just be looking for my baby 
And I hear that's where she's been, Oh

Out of nine lives, I've spent seven
Working it day by day trying to get to heaven
Oh, you don't know the shape I'm in

I've just spent sixty days in the jailhouse
For having the crime of having no dough
Here I am back out on the street
With the crime of having nowhere to go

Save your neck, save your brother
Looks like it's one or the other
Oh, you don't know the shape I'm in



Save your neck, save your brother
Looks like it's one or the other
Oh, you don't know the shape I'm in
Oh, you don't know the shape I'm in

19547. The Sheik Of Araby

The Sheik of Araby
The Kentucky Colonels

"I'm the Sheik of Araby,
Your love belongs to me.
At night when you're asleep
Into your tent I'll creep.
The stars that shine above,
Will light our way to love.
You'll rule this land with me;

19548. The Shining Path

The Shining Path

The path is narrow all the way
But yet I hear my Savior say
Come with me your soul I'll bless
In that home above I'll give you rest

Oh the shining path leads up to Heaven
But you must travel it all alone
And to those who walk the shining pathway
Oh the gates will open when you reach that home

I'm in that shining path at last
Oh I can see my Savior's face
Oh I've been saved by Him today
By His ever loving grace

The path is awful hard to trod
But you must put your trust in God
Your path will brighten all the way
In that fair home we'll meet some day

19549. The Ship On His Arm



Emmylou Harris - The Ship on His Arm

Where are you now
She writes, "Where are you now, my love?
Do you have food to eat, 
Shoes for your tired feet
Am I the one you're dreaming of?"
Do you know how I miss you
How I long to kiss you
Pray for the day you will come
Back to me my darling one

He thinks about her
All through the long watches of night
The bullets are flying, 
Young men are dying
He prays for the first crack of light
And when he can finally sleep 
Into his dream she'll sweep 
On the sweet web she has spun
And for a while they are one

When she kisses the ship on his arm
All of his sorrows unravel
He knows he will come to no harm
Over all of the miles he has travel
Her love is an anchor
Her love is forever
It's true now her love is the charm
When she kisses the ship on his arm

Blessed are they these fearless young lovers
Their lives have just barely begun
Blessed is the day they return to each other
After all of the battles are done
And finally they are one

When she kisses the ship on his arm
And all of their sorrows unravel
They've come through the eye of the storm
Unafraid of the miles left to travel
Love is an anchor
Love is forever
It's true now that love is the truth
When she kisses the ship on his arm

19550. The Shore - Chords

The Shore 
The Wood Brothers
 
INTRO: /: A,,,B,,, A,,,B,,, :/
 
A     B                 A     B



  Sometimes I go to the river
A     B                 A     B
  Mmm, just to watch it flow
E    D            A      B
  It ripples & it dances
E       D                   A    B
  And I don't know where it goes
 
A,,, B,,,
 
A     B                 A     B
  You brought me to the edge
A       B               A      B
  But I held you to the ground
E   D              A      B
  I thought I knew better
E        D              A     B
  Then I let you in the water
 
A                  B
 Baby it's time to  take your hand and
D                    A    B
 Leave behind what I know
A                  B
 Baby it's time to follow you into
    D                           A     B
The river and let go of the shore.
 
A,,,B,,, A,,,B,,, A,,,B,,,
 
A  B                A     B
   Once I thought I knew
A      B                 A    B
   How everything should be
E          D           A     B
   I would damn up the river
E           D                A    B
 Blinded by what I wanted to see
 
A                  B
 Baby it's time to  take your hand and
D                    A    B
 Leave behind what I know
A                  B
 Baby it's time to follow you into
    D                           A     B
The river and let go of the shore.
 
A,,,B,,, A,,,B,,,
 
DD             A          B
    I tried to change you
DD               A     B
  I didn't understand
DD               A          B
   But now all I want to do
E            D               A



 Is get down on my knees and thank you
 
A                  B
 Baby it's time to  take your hand and
D                    A
 Leave behind what I know
A                  B
 Baby it's time to follow you into
    D                           A
The river and let go of the shore.
DD                    A
    And let go of the shore
DD                    A
    And let go of the shore
DD                    A
(No vocals, ritardando)

19551. The Shores Of Jordan

Iris Dement - The Shores of Jordan

[Verse 1]
Well, I looked up into heaven, I thought I'd solve life's mysteries
I observed the constellations for a clue to my destiny
The rhyme of life confounds me, things will be as things will be
So I'll just dance the shores of Jordan till the angels carry me

[Chorus]
I'm gonna let my feet go dancing to my very favorite songs
'Cause I know my time for leaving is bound to come before too long
And there ain't no way of me knowing how tomorrow's gonna be
So I just dance the shores of Jordan till the angels carry me

[Verse 2]
And I travelled to a prison, I saw my share of shattered dreams
Were the tables slightly tilted? I could be bound, they could be free
But I believe no tear goes wasted and so I fell there on my knees
Vowed I'd dance the shores of Jordan till the angels carried me

[Chorus]
I'm gonna let my feet go dancing to my very favorite songs
'Cause I know my time for leaving is bound to come before too long
And there ain't no way of me knowing how tomorrow's gonna be
So I just dance the shores of Jordan till the angels carry me

[Verse 3]
And I saw a weary traveller heading down a dusty road
And I said, "Friend, please may I help you? It seems you haul a heavy load"
But he said, "Though my burden's heavy, in my heart I'm traveling light
So I can cross old river Jordan when I'm called to the other side"

[Chorus]
I'm gonna let my feet go dancing to my very favorite songs



'Cause I know my time for leaving is bound to come before too long
And there ain't no way of me knowing how tomorrow's gonna be
So I just dance the shores of Jordan till the angels carry me

[Outro]
I just dance the shores of Jordan
Until the angels carry me
I know they'll carry me

19552. The Shuffle Of My Feet

The Shuffle Of My Feet
Traditional Grass

The city now is sleeping its coast has slowed down
The streets are all deserted they've almost lost their sound
I've walked the lonely sidewalk my heart way down deep
But the only sound that I hear is the shuffle of my feet

I stare into a window my mind is miles away
Your face is everywhere I go I can't live on this way
A red light slows my progress then I cress the street
But the only sound that I hear is the shuffle of my feet

I came up to a small cafe and entered into the gloom
I remember how many times we sat together in this room
I couldn't stand it any longer I stumbled blindly into the street
Tears came down but the only sound was the shuffle of my feet

19553. The Sight of Me Without You

Vince Gill - The Sight of Me Without You

I can't believe I am watching our love ending
I wonder just how long you've been pretending?
Pretending that our love was what you wanted
While you were out there finding someone new
Well, these days I don't dare look in the mirror
Cause I can hardly stand the sight of me without you

My broken heart might need a little mending
And I lie here in the dark still remembering
Remembering when we were so good together
I've become a perfect image of a fool
Oh, the picture of my future is getting clearer
And I can hardly stand the sight of me without you

Oh, the picture of my future is getting clearer
And I can hardly stand the sight of me without you



Oh, the picture of my future is getting clearer
And I can hardly stand the sight of me without you

19554. The Sights And Sounds Of London Town - Chords

The Sights And Sounds Of London Town 
Richard Thompson
 
Capo 5 and tune to DADGAD.
 
Intro: D G/d D G/d X4
 
   D                G/B
Oh Gillian she's a Doncaster lass
  D                     G/B
Trains it down on the quarter past,
Em                      F#m
Friday night leaves the kids at home,
    G                       A
And struts her stuff on the Euston Road.
        Bm                       D
Saying "Do you want some company darling?
Bm                        D
Do you want some company now?
Bm                      D
My place, your place or no place...
        G                     A
I could use the extra cash anyhow"
 
[CHORUS}
           D          A         D      A
That's the sights and sounds of London Town
    D          A          D     A
The sights and sounds of London Town
    Bm         Bm/a      G   A    D
The sights and sounds of Lon--don Town
 
D G/d   D G/d X4
 
     D               G/B
Oh Jean-Paul he came over from Toulouse,
     D                             G/B
They told him that London was the golden goose.
   Em                     F#m
He never got his hands on enough to eat,
   G                      A
He never did get his arse up off the street.
 
D              G/B
Wanted to be a rap DJ,
D                              G/B
They took his pulse then they turned him away.
Em                      F#m



Under the radar of your fellow man,
     G                    A
With all that charisma it ain't worth a damn.
        Bm                      D
Saying "Lend me your shoes till Monday...
   Bm                        D
Oh brother can you lend me a comb?
Bm                D
I can wash dishes all night long,
               G         A
I just need my fare back home"
 
[CHORUS]
           D          A         D      A
That's the sights and sounds of London Town
    D          A         D      A
The sights and sounds of London Town
    Bm         Bm/a.     G A   D
The sights and sounds of London Town
 
D G/d D G/d X4
 
      D                     G/B
Well Jackie she tried just about everything.
      D                  G/B
She tried to dance, she tried to sing.
Em                     F#m
Too many doors slammed in your face,
   G              A
It leaves a nasty aftertaste.
 
    D                      G/B
You scramble around for a little bit of cash,
D                   G/B
Ease the pain with Mister Flash.
Em                        F#m
Saint Anne's Court is the rendezvous,
    G                    A
For those who share your point of view.
        Bm                              D
Saying "This is the last time you will see me
Bm             D
Never again no way!
Bm                       D
One more time I'll never ask you again.
     G                         A
I've just got to get through today"
 
[CHORUS]
           D          A         D      A
That's the sights and sounds of London Town
    D          A         D      A
The sights and sounds of London Town,
    Bm         Bm/a      G  A   D
The sights and sounds of London Town
 
D G/d D G/d X4



 
    D                     G/B
Oh Mickey he sleeps every two or three days,
D                        G/B
Runs through Soho like a rat through a maze.
Em                        F#m
A little blackmail here a sting on the side,
 G                           A
Enough to get started on the next enterprise.
 
D                       G/B
Dresses expensive but that's just a crutch,
         D                         G/B
Like his word or his handshake it doesn't mean much,
Em                               F#m
Depends on his kickback from the middle man,
       G                        A
And whatever he can beat out of Sally Ann.
        Bm                          D
Saying "Lucky I'm the one you ran into,
   Bm                 D
Oh lucky I've taken a shine!
Bm                  D
Lucky I'm needing a partner...
G                    A
50/50 right down the line"
 
[CHORUS]
              D          A         D      A
Oh that's the sights and sounds of London Town,
    D          A         D      A
The sights and sounds of London Town,
    Bm        Bm/a      G  A   D
The sight and sounds of London Town.
 
D G/d D G/d X1

19555. The Silver Bugle

The Silver Bugle 
Charlie Sizemore

Intro: it'²s been many years now since that bloody civil war
But if you walk on puncheon creek there's memories galore
Listen to the old folks and the story that they tell

About a silver bugle and kentucky'²s day in hell

Verse 1: on a porch on puncheon creek a man of eighty-nine
Was whittlin' and spittin' as we sat there killing time
The tales kept getting taller as the jug was passed around
When i rose to say good night i heard an eerie sound



Verse 2: it sounded like a bugle, but the old man shis head
Don'²t fear that silver bugle, son, cause all them boys is dead
The bugle you are hearing comes from eighteen sixty three
It still echoes in these hills along the puncheon creek

Silver bugle, silver tone, calling them boys back home

Verse 3: the yankees had a lot of stuff that rebel boys could use
Like three square meals a day and blankets, not to mention shoes
The rebels had a silver bugle, so the legend goes
That carried them to battle and it brought them safely home

Verse 3: the rebels famous silver bugle kept their spirits high
They played it night and morning and were not afraid to die
Colonel gallup gave the order, get that bugle at all cost
We'²ll get the silver bugle and the rebel cause is lost

Verse 4: the yankees took the battle, but they couldn't find the horn
Some say it went to gabriel to blow on judgment morn
Is it hidden somewhere here up on puncheon creek
Or is it just another old kentucky mystery

Silver bugle, silver tone, calling them boys back home

19556. The Silver Dagger - Chords

The Silver Dagger
Old Crow Medicin Show - The Silver Dagger

Key of D 
No capo 

All other verses are the same

(D) Oh Katie (G) dear go ask your (D) mother 
If you can be a (G) bride of (A) mine 
If she says (G) yes come back and (D) tell me 
If she says n(A)o we'll run away (D) 

Oh Willie dear there's no use in asking 
For she's in her room a taking rest 
And by her side lies a silver dagger 
To slay the one that I love best 

Oh Katie dear go ask your papa 
If you could be a bride of mine 
If he says yes come back and tell me 
If he says no we'll run away 

Oh Willie dear there's no use in asking 
For he's in his room a taking rest 
And by his side lies a silver dagger 
To slay the one that I love best 



Then he picked up that silver dagger 
And he stove it through her troubled heart 
Saying goodbye Katie goodbye darlin 
I'll die for the one that I love best 

Then she picked up that bloody dagger 
And she stove it through her lily white breast 
Saying goodbye mama goodbye papa 
I'll die for the one that I love best

19557. The Singer's Song

Tom T Hall - The Singer's Song
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Now that I know what I know
Why did the learning come so slow
There are deeds that I have done
There in the songs I've sung

And no building stands with my name on the side

I've left no trails for little kids to ride
God had his wish and I had mine
He gave me words and I made them rhyme
If there's good in what I bring
It's in the songs I sing

So let me sing and go on by
Build your castles to the sky
I make mine with words and tones
And so I work alone

And no building stands with my name on the side...

19558. The Six O'Clock News

Tom T Hall - The Six O'Clock News

[Verse 1:]
She's been climbin' up in the world I've been slidin' on down
Her life is like a French poodle mine's like an old fox hound
You wouldn't believe that I know her
It hurts me through and through

[Chorus:]
Here I am worried bout the weather forecast
And my baby's on the six o'clock news



[Verse 2:]
She's been eatin' off silver and I've been eatin' off tin
I bet her mink coat would just die if I ever showed up again
If she saw me in her mansion well they just give me the shoe

[Chorus:]
Here I am worried bout the weather forecast
And she's on the six o'clock news

[Verse 3:]
She rides around in a limo and I walk around in a trance
She's got a line of the white house I got a hole in my pants
She drank champagne cocktails I drank brown bag booze

[Chorus]
Here I am worried bout the weather forecast
And my baby's on the six o'clock news

[Verse 4:]
Well they say that he went to Harvard he'd likes to yacht and sail
The only thing I got in my background is the callouses on my tail
They say that she really loves him I can't say that I do

[Chorus:]
Here I am worried bout the weather forecast
And she's on the six o'clock news

[Outro:]
And that's the way it is on May 25 of 19

19559. The Six O'Clock Train And A Girl With Green Eyes

John Hartford - The Six O'Clock Train and a Girl with Green Eyes
Jason Carter

It's hard to concentrate on waiting
Wondering if she will know my face
And trying to remember
That it might've been the time
Or maybe might've been the place

In an underground railroad station
Just out of the rain
So much depend on the six o'clock train
And a girl with green eyes

The hands of the subway clock
Are almost straight up and down
Way back in that dark black tunnel
I thought I heard a sound
Will she know me when she sees me
Or wait to hear my voice



When I see her walking through the steam
In the maddening rush hour noise

In an underground railroad station
Just out of the rain
So much depend on the six o'clock train
And a girl with green eyes

So silly in my nervousness
So crazy in my fear
I asked a man with a brown suit on
"Does the six o'clock stop here?"
He reassured my quickly
And turned as if in pain
And I wondered maybe he like I
Depended on the train

In an underground railroad station
Just out of the rain
So much depend on the six o'clock train
And a girl with green eyes

19560. The Slender Thread That Binds Us Here - Chords

The Slender Thread That Binds Us Here 
Kathy Mattea
 
CAPO: 1st Fret
 
INTRO: F6 C  G  F  C  F  Am  G  C
 
CHORUS:
F6  C       G          F        C
The dawn of youth, the twilight years
    F      Am       G
The tender night we hold so dear
F6  C      G    F        C
The memory of a smile, a tear
    F       Am          G        C    F6 C
The slender thread that binds us here
 
 
           G              F
I know the way from here
          C              F
Trying to hide my tears
           Am           G              F6 C
Crying for grace at the end of the day
          G
I want to hold you and
F         C
Never let go, but I
F            Am               G         C



Will come to find that you're slipping away
 
 
CHORUS:
F6  C       G          F        C
The dawn of youth, the twilight years
    F      Am       G
The tender night we hold so dear
F6  C      G    F        C
The memory of a smile, a tear
    F       Am          G        C    F6 C
The slender thread that binds us here
 
          G               F
I long to speak with you
         C
I try to reach for you
F          Am                G             F6 C
Wake up to find that there's nobody home
        G              F
I walk away from here
            C
Still I can feel you here
F       Am          G     C
Forever with me, forever alone
 
 
BRIDGE:
   Em          F        G      C
So strong they hold, to be let go
    Bb         F         C        G
And still they're there, light as air
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL: F6 C  G  F  C  F  Am  G
 
 
CHORUS:
F6  C      G    F        C
The memory of a smile, a tear
    F       Am             G           F   G  Am  Bb  F  G  C
The slender thread___ that binds___ us here
 
 
CHORUS:       (## repeat and fade to end ##)
F6  C       G          F        C
The dawn of youth, the twilight years
    F      Am       G
The tender night we hold so dear
F6  C      G    F        C
The memory of a smile, a tear
    F       Am          G        C
The slender thread that binds us here



19561. The Slopes of Beech Mountain

The Slopes of Beech Mountain
Norman Blake

The green leaves hang over rusty tin
And the porch roof is falling through
Blue morning glories bloom outside my room
And a field of white daisies, too.
I'²ll wear my old coat and my overalls
I'll wear my brogan shoes
My old felt hat and gold watch chain
And an honest face will do.

Where queen anne'²s lace and bright goldenrod
And the green grasses wave so true
Where the bramble rose, so snow white grows
And the skies are always blue.
I'll sing some old song that's forgot and gone
I'²ll play on the violin, too
And I might recite well into the night
Some story that'²s known to be true.

Then just let me stay up here were the air is clear
And the cool rippling waters run down
In this shady mountain clime till the end of my time
On the slopes of Beech Mountain I'll be found.

19562. The Snakes Crawl At Night - Chords

The Snakes Crawl At Night Live 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
Am E Am
 
[Chorus]
Am                     Am
Snakes crawl at night, snakes crawl at night.
Am
That's what they say.
Am                E                          Am
When the sun goes down, then the snakes will play.
 
[Verse 1]
Am
Well, I saw that car pull right into my driveway,
Am                                 E
and I saw a shadow figure leave my house,
E
and I hurried straight and went into his room.
E                                             Am
That's when I found out that it was my loving spouse.



 
[Chorus]
Am                     Am
Snakes crawl at night, snakes crawl at night.
Am
That's what they say.
Am                E                          Am
When the sun goes down, then the snakes will play.
 
[Instrumental]
Am E Am E Am
 
[Verse 2]
Am
Waited in the shadows until nightfall,
Am                                     E
and the gun I held was trembling in my hand.
E
No, I did not plan to give them any warning,
E                                    Am
for the devil on my shoulder had command.
 
[Chorus]
Am                     Am
Snakes crawl at night, snakes crawl at night.
Am
That's what they say.
Am                E                          Am
When the sun goes down, then the snakes will play.
 
[Instrumental]
Am E Am E Am
 
[Verse 3]
Am
Well, it wasn't very long 'til the jury, they found me guilty!
Am                                               E
They sentenced me to death well almost straight away,
E
and I said now, your honor, before I have to leave this courtroom,
E                                            Am
There is one more thing that I would like to say.
 
[Chorus]
Am                     Am
Snakes crawl at night, snakes crawl at night.
Am
That's what they say.
Am                E                          Am
When the sun goes down, then the snakes will play.
 
[Outro]
Am              Am
Snakes crawl at night.



19563. The Snow

The Snow
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI) 

CHORUS:
    How, how, how did I get so far from home,
    Oh, and winter's comin' on
    I should have known but I missed all the signs
    Who'll find my footprints in the snow?
 
When I left home, a letter in my hand
I thought I'd be returning soon
If I should grow too tired to stand
This fallin' snow will be my ruin
 
Years come and go lost in the snow
I may grow blind from the light
How will I know which way to go
Lost in this endless sea of white
 
CHORUS
 
One long summer, one late harvest
Lulled my senses to the change
Will they wonder, ask the questions
Will it strike someone as strange?
 
CHORUS

19564. The Snow Goose

Richard Thompson - The Snow Goose

Northern winds will cut you
Northern girls will gut you
Leave you cold and empty
Like a fish on the slab

She is like a snow goose
Pale and rare and footloose
Will the joys that tempt me
Soon turn and kick and stab

In the dream I am running
Down a street of molasses
In the dream my feet gain no ground

I must take some measure



To pursue my treasure
Guided by confusion
My compass through the storm

But if I call her sister
Manfully resist her
Believe my own illusion
Or will passions warm

In the dream I am running
Down a street of molasses
In the dream my feet gain no ground

If I call her lover
Will I soon discover
That her eye is taken
By some fawning friend

Then my glass would shatter
And my mind would scatter
Being so mistaken
The world must end

In the dream I am running
Down a street of molasses
In the dream my feet gain no ground
In the dream I am calling
But there's never an answer
In the dream my voice makes no sound

Northern winds will cut you
Northern girls will gut you
Leave you cold and empty
Like a fish on the slab

19565. The Solid Rock

The Solid Rock 

My hope is built on nothing less
Than Jesus blood and righteousness
I dare not trust the sweetest frame
But wholly lean on Jesus name

On Christ the solid rock I stand
All other ground is sinking sand
All other ground is sinking sand

When darkness seems to hide His face
I rest on His unchanging grace
In every high and stormy gale
My anchor holds within the veil



On Christ the solid rock I stand
All other ground is sinking sand
All other ground is sinking sand

His oath, His covenant, His blood
Support me in the whelming flood
When all around my soul gives way
He then is all my hope and stay

On Christ the solid rock I stand
All other ground is sinking sand
All other ground is sinking sand

When He shall come with trumpet sound
O may I then in Him be found
Dressed in His righteousness alone
Faultless to stand before the throne

On Christ the solid rock I stand
All other ground is sinking sand
All other ground is sinking sand

On Christ the solid rock I stand
All other ground is sinking sand
All other ground is sinking sand

19566. The Son Of Clayton Delaney - Chords

The Son Of Clayton Delaney
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                                 F  C
On Fourth Street in Louisville in 1978
                                          G7
Stranded in a honky-tonk somewhere 'tween dates
            C                      F           C
There was a little band playin' as I sipped my beer
                         G7                C
But I never thought that I'd hear what I'd hear
                                 F          C
There was a young man a pickin' 'lectric guitar
                                              G7
Smokin' and a sniffin' a learnin' how to be a star
         C                 F               C
He had a big blue bandanna tied around his head
                       G7            C
A laid-back bass and a drummer named Red
                                  F              C
Well his hair was cut long in the fashion of the time
                                    G7
Sandpaper vocal but he milked every line
    C                             F              C
His fingers like lightnin' on the guitar that he played



                          G7                     C
He did Lay Down Sally and Hank Didn't Do It This Way
                              F           C
Well I sat there and listened for over an hour
                                                        G7
And the closest thing to country was a rockin' Wildwood Flower
      C                       F              C
And I got that feelin' that I had been there before
                       G7                C
But I knew I had never been through that door
                                       F           C
Well the jukebox was turned on and the band took a break
                                    G7
I made my way up front to howdy and shake
       C                           F               C
I said son I like your music and I kinda like your style
                         G7              C
But it seemed to me that I had seen that smile
                                         F                          C
Well he stood there for a moment then he laughed and he slapped his knee
                                       G7
He said you are one man I've wanted to see
   C                   F                      C
He said I know you you story tellin' son of a gun
                    G7                C
And you know me I'm Clayton Delaney's song

19567. The Son of Hickory Holler's Tramp

The Son of Hickory Holler's Tramp
Country Gentlemen

Oh, the path was deep and wide
From footsteps leading to our cabin
Above the door there burned a scarlet lamp
And late at night a hand would knock
And there would stand a stranger
Yes, I'm the son of Hickory Holler's tramp

Yeah, the weeds were high, the corn was dry
When daddy took to drinking
Him and Sally Walker, they up and ran away
Then Momma shed a silent tear
And promised fourteen children
"I swear you'll never see a hungry day"
When Momma sacrificed her pride
The neighbors started talking
But we were much too young
To understand the things they said
All we really cared about
Was Momma's chicken dumplings
And a goodnight kiss
Before we went to bed



Oh, you know, the path was deep and wide
From footsteps leading to our cabin
Above the door there burned a scarlet lamp
And late at night a hand would knock
And there would stand a stranger
Yes, I'm the son of Hickory Holler's tramp

When Daddy left and destitution
Came upon our family
Not one neighbor volunteered
To lend a helping hand
So just let 'em gossip all they want
She loved us, and she raised us
The proof is standing here
A full grown man

Last summer Momma passed away
And left the ones who loved her
Each and every one is
More than grateful for their birth
And each Sunday she receives
A big bouquet of fourteen roses
With a card that reads
"The Greatest Mom on Earth"

Oh, you know, the path was deep and wide
From footsteps leading to our cabin
Above the door there burned a scarlet lamp
And late at night a hand would knock
And there would stand a stranger
Yes, I'm the son of Hickory Holler's tramp

The path was deep and wide
From footsteps leading to our cabin
Above the door there burned a scarlet lamp

19568. The Son Of Noah's Brother

The Incredible String Band - The Son Of Noah's Brother 

Many were the lifetimes
Of the son of Noah's brother
See his coat the ragged
Riches of the soul

19569. The Song Of The One Legged Chicken



Tom T Hall - The Song Of The One Legged Chicken

[Chorus:]
Do you like true stories? I do
That's why I'm singing this song
A song about one legged chicken
Who lives in the straw on the floor in my barn

[Verse 1:]
I remember the day she was hatched out
The vet came to see her and said
"She has only one leg, she'll never grow up"
He said that chick would be better off dead
I said, "No, let's just let her keep growing
We'll just wait and see how she gets"
Before very long she was hopping
And pecking and chasing the bugs with the rest
And now she is a beautiful chicken
Though she has only one leg
When I go to see her each morning
She hops from the nest and she leaves me an egg
And she cackles

[Chorus:]
Do you like true stories? I do
That's why I've sung you this song
The song about the one legged chicken
Who lives on the floor in my barn

19570. The Songwriter

Tom T. Hall - The songwriter
Composer: Tom T. Hall

He sits with the guitar on his knee
Thinking of love that he's had
If it makes a sound he writes it down
He's the songwriter

He's tryin' to paint little pictures of mountains
Turn little teardrops into mighty fountains
He's the songwriter
He smiles at the good lines frown at the bad lines

Cries with the sad parts rewrites the bad parts
He's the songwriter

He looks through the window of life
Some people think he's a joke
But who can tell the thing might sell
He's the songwriter

He's tryin' to paint little pictures of mountains...



Thank you for hearin' my tune
Now I'll get out of your room
It's late you know I've got to go
I'm a songwriter

19571. The Sound Of Drinking

The Sound of Drinking 
Glen Phillips

So, this is what it's like now
Without the constant leaving
To sit and sense the seasons
To be here merely being

The sound of drinking water
The turning of the leaves
The movement of the moon
The spaces in between

The long year
The slow days
There is so much here
I had never seen

Your head upon my shoulder
And slipping into sleep
To drift within my thoughts
And listen to you breathe

Coffee in the bedroom
The swaying of the pine
The freedom from the weighing
And the measuring of time

The long year
The slow days
There is so much here
I have never seen

The long year
The slow days
There is so much here
I have never seen
There is so much here
I have never seen

19572. The Sound Of Silence



The Sound Of Silence
Paul Simon

Hello darkness, my old friend
I've come to talk with you again
Because a vision softly creeping
Left its seeds while I was sleeping
And the vision that was planted in my brain
Still remains
Within the sound of silence

In restless dreams I walked alone
Narrow streets of cobblestone
'Neath the halo of a street lamp
I turn my collar to the cold and damp
When my eyes were stabbed by the flash of a neon light
That split the night
And touched the sound of silence

And in the naked light I saw
Ten thousand people maybe more
People talking without speaking
People hearing without listening
People writing songs that voices never shared
No one dared
Disturb the sound of silence

"Fools," said I, "you do not know
Silence like a cancer grows
Hear my words that I might teach you
Take my arms that I might reach you"
But my words like silent raindrops fell
And echoed in the wells of silence

And the people bowed and prayed
To the neon god they made
And the sign flashed out its warning
In the words that it was forming
And the sign said "The words of the prophets are written on the subway walls
And tenement halls
And whispered in the sounds of silence"

19573. The Sounds

Alan Jackson - The Sounds

I can hear her heart beat
It seams a little strong
I can hear the things I did wrong
I can hear her thoughts
By looking in her eyes
I can hear her all the times she cried
I can hear the memories
As they echo off the wall



Falling from the pictures down the hall
I can hear regret
Building up in side of me
And I can hear all the things
I could not see
Those are the sounds of a woman leaving
Stronger then the wind in a willow tree
Those are the sounds of a heart breaking
You can't hear it
But the noise is killing me
I should of heard it coming
But I chose to pretend
I should of recognizes that sound
Way back then
But I just wouldn't listen didn't want to all those years
Now the truth is ringing clear
In my ears
Those are the sounds of a woman leaving
Stronger then the wind in willow tree
Those are the sounds of a heart breaking
You can't hear it
But the noise is killing me
Those are the sounds of a heart breaking
You can't hear it
But the noise is killing me
I can hear it
And the silent is killing me

19574. The South

Dierks Bentley - The South

[Verse 1]
Boots and buckles, red clay and sand
My point ain't subtle here, I'm a southern man
Where the beer seems colder and the women seem hotter
Where the world don't seem so damn modern
Where a good old boy like me still has a chance

[Bridge]
Aw, this is where I was born and this is where I'll die
Yeah, this is where I was born and this is where I will die

[Chorus]
It's all about the south
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Carolina
Don't you wanna get down and dirty? 'Cause, Florida I'm thirsty
Hit me with your Tennessee whiskey and crank it up loud
Laid back, crazy old timer, sweet magnolia
Dive bars and diners, oh yeah
Oh, and even if you're up north
Come on down, come on down
Oh, it's all about the south



All about the south

[Verse 2]
From daddy's Don Williams to mama's Patsy Cline
We're walking after midnight singing Tulsa time
Where the beer seems colder and the women seem hotter
Where the world don't seem so damn modern
This is where I was born this is where I'll die, oh that's right

[Chorus]
It's all about the south
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Carolina
Don't you wanna get down and dirty? 'Cause, Florida I'm thirsty
Hit me with your Tennessee whiskey and crank it up loud
Laid back, crazy old timer, sweet magnolia
Dive bars and diners, oh yeah
And even if you're up north
Come on down, come on down
Oh, it's all about the south

[Bridge]
This is where I was born and this is where I'll die
This is where I was born and this is where I'll die
This is where I was born and this is where I'll die
This is where I was born and this is where I will die

[Chorus]
It's all about the south
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Carolina
Don't you wanna get down and dirty? 'Cause, Florida I'm thirsty
Hit me with your Tennessee whiskey and crank it up loud
Laid back, crazy old timer, sweet magnolia
Dive bars and diners, oh yeah
And even if you're up north
Come on down, come on down
Oh, I Said, even if you're up north
Come on down, come on down
Oh, it's all about the south

[Outro]
This is where I was born and this is where I'll die
This is where I was born and this is where I'll die
This is where I was born and this is where I'll die

19575. The South's Gonna Rattle Again

The South's Gonna Rattle Again
Hank Williams Jr.

[Verse 1]
I got my mind on Dixie
I've got ramblin' in my shoes
Merle, he's a-drinkin' that free bubble-up



And eatin' that rainbow stew

[Verse 2]
Now Jones ain't playin' no possum
He's the number-one country man
Charlie run the devil out of Georgia, Lord
And the south's gonna rattle again
Yeah, the south's gonna rattle again

[Verse 3]
Dolly's wrapped up in the movie scene
Tammy's sellin' books in the stores
Waylon's gonna take us to the White House
And Willie's gonna open up the door

[Verse 4]
And Gilley's sellin' bowls everywhere you go
They're made outta wood and tin
The ground's gonna shake like a big rattlesnake
And the south's gonna rattle again
Yeah, the south's gonna rattle again

[Chorus 1]
Yeah, the south's gonna rattle again
The south's gonna rattle again
We got some big old silver eagles
And we're flyin' all over this land
And you can bet or brag on that rebel flag
You can damn well count me in
The ground's gonna shake like a big rattle snake
And the south's gonna rattle again
Yeah, we're gonna shake and rattle again

[Chorus 2]
Yeah, the south's gonna rattle again
The south's gonna rattle again
We got some big old silver eagles
And we're flyin' through Dixieland
And you can bet or brag on that rebel flag
You can damn well count me in
The ground's gonna shake like a big rattlesnake
And the southern man's fightin' again

19576. The Southern Soldier Boy

Kathy Mattea - The Southern Soldier Boy

Bob Roebuck is my sweetheart's name
He's off to the wars and gone
He's fighting for his Nannie dear
His sword is buckled on
He's fighting for his own true love
His foes he does defy



He is the darling of my heart
My Southern soldier boy
Oh if in battle he was slain
I'm sure that I should die
But I'm sure he'll come again
And cheer my weeping eye
But should he fall
In this our glorious cause
He still would be my joy
For many a sweetheart mourns the loss
Of a Southern soldier boy
I hope for the best
And so do all
Whose hopes are in the field
I know that we shall win the day
For Southerns never yield
And when we thing
Of those who are away
We'll look above for joy
And I'm mighty glad
That my Bobby is
A Southern soldier boy

19577. The Spark

Pokey LaFarge - The Spark

Well, I was laying in the dark
When I felt a spark, suddenly come over me
As the feeling got stronger
I could no longer, get myself back to sleep
The melody was flowing, and the rhythm started growing
I, guess it had to be from my soul
Cause if it feels right, it's like love at first sight
When it hits you, then you know

Chorus:
It's the spark, when you get it, you know you got it
It's the spark, when you don't know you want it
Yes, you know you gotta have the spark
I started buzzin' like a phone
Rattling my bones, and shaking dust off my wings
I set my eyes towards the sky, as the sun started to rise
I was so high, I thought I could fly
And I just might dare, but my baby might care
Disturbing her at such a time
I'll keep it close to the vest till I can get it off my chest
And sing it with a friend of mine

Chorus
Solo

Chorus x 2



Yes, you know you gotta have the spark
Mmm, you know you gotta have the spark

19578. The Spirit Of Love Watches Over Me

The Carter Family - The Spirit of Love Watches Over Me

[Verse]
Thou art gone from my gaze like a beautiful dream
And I seek there in vain by the meadow and stream
Oft I breathe out your name to the winds floating by
But the sweet voice is mute to my cry
In the stillness of night when the stars mightily shine
My heart fondly holds a communion with thine
For I feel thou art near and where e'er I may be
That the spirit of love watches me
Oft the birds in the bower now companion I make
Every simple wildflower I prize for the sake
Deep woods and dark clouds can now pleasure impart
For the solitude suits my poor heart
Thou art gone from my gaze, yet I will not repine
Her long we shall meet in a home that is thine
For I feel thou art near and where e'er I may be
That the spirit of love watches me

19579. The Splendor Of The Bender

The Splendor of the Bender
Deadly Gentlemen

Oh, I've got liquor corroding my throatpipe
I surrender to the bender I'm floating up mote-like
Reveling in the pleasure of the poisoned brain
That time-tested ratio of joys and pain

That mash made in heaven and torn from the stover
Opened a trove of emotion unknown to the sober
I did not know nor care where I headed
I shall have fun and live to regret it

Traveling at a totter in a typical drinkcraze
I happily trod the more and more difficult brinkways
So wasted even the taste did seem savory
God, you're twisted but oh
You favor me

I danced all night with a demented intensity
Then down down to the floor I descended insensibly
My liver so laden and swollen so portly



That no two legs in the world could support me
That bender turned dire and vile
Up from within me came spiring bile
And spasm after spasm of the abdomen jaggedly
Staggered me with daggerlike jabs of agony
My forehead to the floorboard
I mumbled toungueless
To the wonderful underworld of footfilth and fungus
That abounded around me in a slanted fantasia
Till even my groaning gave way to aphasia

And the swirling of the turpitude above me
Faded away
I opened up an eyelid...lovely!
I'd made it to day
My turgid head tender from that bender's battery
So fragile even a thought too shocking could shatter me

The telltale stainwork outlasted the bastardies
My pristine shirt now an abstract masterpiece

19580. The Spree

The Spree
Tommy Makem

G e
a) There was Johnny McEldoo and McGee and me
G D7 G
And a couple or two or three went on a spree one day

a) We had a bob or two, which we knew how to blew
And the beer and whiskey flew, and we all felt gay.
G D7
b) We visited McCann's, McEloman's, Salty Dan's
G A7 D7
We then went into Swann's our stomachs for to pack

a) We ordered out the feed which indeed we did need
And we finished it with speed but we still felt slack
G e
c) Johnny McEldoo turned as blue as the dew
G A7 D7
And a plate of Irish stew he soon put out of sight

a) He shouted out encore with a roar for some more
That he never felt before such a keen appetite
b) He ordered eggs and ham, bread and jam, what a cram
But him we couldn't tram, though we tried our level best
a) For everything we brought, cold or hot, mattered not
It went down him like a shot but he still stood the test

c) He swallowed tripe and lard by the yard, we were scar'd



We thought it would go hard when the waiter brought the bill
a) We told him to give o'er but he swore he could lower
Twice as much again and more before he had his fill

G D7
d) He nearly soaked a trough full of broth, says McGrawth
G D7 G
He'll devour the tablecloth if you don't haul him in

a) When the waiter brought the charge McEldoo felt so large
He began to scout and barge, and his blood went on fire
b) He began to curse and swear, tear his hair in despair
And to finish the affair, called the shopman a liar

c) The shopman he threw out and no doubt he did clout
McEldoo he kicked about like an old football
a) Tattered all his clothes, broke his nose, I suppose
Nearly killed him with a few blows in no time at all
b) McEldoo began to howl and to growl, by my soul
He threw an empty bowl at the shopkeeper's head
a) Struck for Mickey Finn, peeled the skin off his chin
And the ructions did begin, and we all fought and bled

a) The peelers did arrive, man alive, four or five
And at us they made a drive for us all to march away
a) We paid for all the meat that we ate, set it straight
And went home to ruminate on the spree that day

19581. The Star - Chords

Kathy Mattea - The Star

[Intro]
C G7 C F
Dm7 C F Gsus G
 
[Verse 1]
              C       G    C
Just another homeless family
          G7      C     Dm7 G  C
Hoping for a stranger's charity
C            C       F         G        Em7
Just one night in one safe place to stay
Am               Dm7    G    C
Underneath a star so far away
 
[Verse 2]
    F                 C        G        C
She carried everything they had and more
             G7         C       Dm  G   C
The little One the world was waiting for
    Em7                  F          G       Em7
And somewhere in the night her child was born



Am             Dm7       G        F    C
Into every heart so tired and torn
 
[Chorus]
     C       F
And the light shining from that star
      C          G       C
Will show you who you are
     C       F
And His light shining with its might
      C                                 G
Will lead you through your darkest night
 
[Verse 3]
     F                   C       G         C
They couldn't find a room for Him back then
           Dm7      C        Dm7   G     C
But he found a place in the hearts of men
    Em7                    F          G       Em7
The hope that all the world would come to know
Am7                  Dm7      G    C
Born beneath that star so long ago
 
[Instrumental]
F C G C
C G C C
F G Em7 Am
Dm7 G7 F C
 
[Chorus]
     C       F
And the light shining from that star
      C          G       C
Will show you who you are
     C       F
And His light shining with its might
      C                                 G
Will lead you through your darkest night
 
[Verse 4]
              C       G    C
Just another homeless family
          G7      C     Dm7 G  C
Hoping for a stranger's charity
C            C       F         G        Em7
Just one night in one safe place to stay
Am               Dm7    G    C
Underneath a star so far away
 
[Outro]
C G7 C F
Dm7 C F Gsus G C



19582. The Star-Spangled Banner

The Star-Spangled Banner 

Oh say can you see by the dawn's early light
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous fight
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there
O say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave

19583. The Steal Of Night

The Steal Of Night 

Well you'd never know it
By looking at them
That she was the woman
That walked in with him

He danced every dance
While she watched from her chair
And he carried on
Like she wasn't there

Well she was a beauty
And i thought to myself
What a fool he must be
To want someone else

Well i watched and i waited
'till the time was just right
And i walked away with
The steal of the night

Like a thief i slipped in
To take what i could
Now i should feel guilty
But i just feel good

And while he two-timed and he two-stepped
We slipped out of sight
And i walked away with
The steal of the night

Like a thief i slipped in
To take what i could
Now i should feel guilty
But i just feel good

And while he two-timed and he two-stepped



We slipped out of sight
And i walked away with
The steal of the night

Yeah, i walked away with the steal of the night

19584. The Storm

The Storm - Garth Brooks

She sits among the pieces 
Of broken glass and photographs
Reluctantly releases 
The last of what was her past
It struck without a warning 
Or did she just ignore the signs
In those dark clouds forming 
Behind those silver lines

The door it slammed like thunder 
And the tears they fell like rain
And the warnings from her family 
Whirl like a hurricane
Oh she's drowning in emotions
And she cannot reach the shore
She's alive but can she survive 
The storm

A broken jewel box dancer
Lies in pieces down the hall
She's finding out the answers 
Don't change nothing at all
It's time she stopped searching 
For who's to blame or what went wrong
The only thing for certain is he's gone, 
She's got to move on

Then a door will slam like thunder 
And the tears they fall like rain
And the warnings from her family 
Whirl like a hurricane
Oh she's drowning in emotions
And she cannot reach the shore
She's alive but can she survive 
The storm

Someday days just roll on by 
without a gray cloud in the sky
She keeps telling herself, 
"I will make it on my own"
And her friends 
They've all gone back to their lives
Thinking she will be all right



As she races through the night 
To make it home

And the door it slams like thunder,
And the tears they fall like rain
And the warnings from her family
Whirl like a hurricane
Oh, she's drowning in emotion 
But she cannot reach the shore
She's alive, but can she survive 
The storm

She sits among the pieces 
Of broken glass and photographs
Reluctantly releases 
The last of what was her past

19585. The Storm - Chords

The Storm 
Sturgill Simpson
 
Capo 3
 
[Verse 1]
             E
Please don't think me a lazy man
             D                   A                E
Because I've been sitting around all day with the blues
       E
I know how it looks but don't misunderstand
               D            A                E
It's just that I can tell a storm's about to brew
              D       A         E
Cause there's thunder inside my mind
        D         A            E
There's lightning behind these eyes
 
 
[Chorus]
          D            A             E
There's a lull and the wind is dying down
             D    A                  E
Don't let it fool you the storm ain't done
             D              A               E
Flood waters rolling in and my hearts gonna drown
           F#m                       A                E
Our love's wilted like a flower that ain't got enough sun
 
 
[Solo]
D  A  E
D  A  E



 
 
[Verse 2]
         E
Well the thunder in my head might go away
        D                  A                E
And the river of pain will flow back to the sea
   E
If you would only come back home to stay
             D                    A            E
It'd bring a stop to the rain and happiness to me
        E
Well if you would just come back I'd be so grateful
        D    A         E
And the storm would be over
    E                               F#m
The world wouldn't seem so mean and hateful
        D                 A             E
And I'd lay you down on a bed of yellow clover
 
 
[Chorus]
          D            A             E
There's a lull and the wind is dying down
             D    A                  E
Don't let it fool you the storm ain't done
             D              A               E
Flood waters rolling in and my hearts gonna drown
           F#m                       A                E
Our love's wilted like a flower that ain't got enough sun
 
 
[Solo]
D A E D A E
D A E D A E
 
 
[Chorus]
          D            A             E
There's a lull and the wind is dying down
             D    A                  E
Don't let it fool you the storm ain't done
             D              A               E
Flood waters rolling in and my hearts gonna drown
           F#m                       A                E
Our love's wilted like a flower that ain't got enough sun
 
 
[Outro/Solo]
E
D A E D A E



19586. The Storm Won't Come

Richard Thompson - The Storm Won't Come

I'm longing for a storm to blow through town
And blow these sad old buildings down
Fire to burn what fire may
And rain to wash it all away

But the storm won't come
But the storm won't come
I'm longing for the storm
But the storm won't come

There's a smell of death where I lay my head
So I'll go to the storm instead
I'll seek it out, stand in the rain
Thunder and lightning, and I'll scream my name

But it's never the same
But it's never the same
The storm must come to me
And the storm won't come

Not a leaf is stirred, nor dust is blown
There is no storm, so I'll make my own
Paint up the walls and I'll burn what's rotten
Throw out all the old and the half-forgotten

But I'm not as strong
But I'm not as strong
As the wind and the rain
And the storm won't come

But the storm won't come
And the storm won't come
I'm longing for the storm
But the storm won't come

19587. The Storms Are On The Ocean

The Storms Are On The Ocean

I'm going away to leave you love
I'm going away for a while
But I'll return to see you sometime
If I go ten thousand miles

   The storms are on the ocean
   The heavens may cease to be
   This world may lose it's motion love
   If I prove false to thee



Oh who will dress your pretty little feet
And who will glove your hand
Oh who will kiss your rosy red cheeks
When I'm in a foreign land

Papa will dress my pretty little feet
And Mama will glove my hand
You may kiss my rosy red cheeks
When you return again

Have you seen those mournful doves
Flying from pine to pine
A-mournin' for their own true love
Just like I mourn for mine

I'll never go back on the ocean love
I'll never go back on the sea
I'll never go back on my blue-eyed girl
'Til she goes back on me

19588. The Story

The Story
Dustbowl Revival

She said, I've heard this before
I said, I've been knocking at your door
(knocking, knocking, knocking)
I've known you since we were thigh high
You can't deny it, there's something going on
When you look me in the eye so

Tell me your story
From the beginning if you want to hold me
You've got to tell me what you're feeling honey
And what you're dealing with
I tell by the way you
By the way that you smile
And by the way that you're crying

The world keeps turning like a big old wheel
Get over yourself, say the way that you feel
(feeling, feeling, feeling)
Oh baby, we ain't getting no younger
You know something happened out at the cabin and
Now
Can't wait much longer so

Tell me your story
From the beginning if you want to hold me
You've got to tell me what you're feeling honey
And what you're dealing with I tell by the way you
By the way that you smile and by the way that you're



Crying
I know I've been away such a long time
But you wrote me that letter
You said you would always be mine
All the other boys got a girl back home
Well I called you four times, I called you five times but you never pick up the line

Meet me at the big old lake
I don't want to be that mistake that you make
(make it, make it, make it)
How come you never told me that you liked me like this
You started laughing, you started grabbing my shirt
But right before we kissed I said

Tell me your story
From the beginning if you want to hold me
You've got to tell me what you're feeling honey
And what you're dealing with I tell by the way you
By the way that you smile and by the way that you're
Crying

19589. The Story - Chords

The Story 
Brandi Carlile
 
[Intro]
A   Asus4   x2
 
 
[Chorus]
             A
All of these lines across my face
             E
Tell you the story of who I am
        F#m
So many stories of where I've been
          D
And how I got to where I am
          A
But these stories
           E
don't mean anything
            F#m            D
When you've got no one to tell them to
     A       E              A
It's true....I was made for you
 
 
[Verse]
          A*
I climbed across the mountain tops
         E**



Swam all across the ocean blue
                  F#m
I crossed all the lines and I broke all the rules
           D
But baby I broke them all for you
        A           E
Because even when I was flat broke
    F#m                  D
You made me feel like a million bucks
         A       E              A
Yeah you do, and I was made for you
(back to fingerpicking at the A)
            A
You see the smile that's on my mouth
                E
It's hiding the words that won't come out
              F#m
And all of my friends who think that I'm blessed
                D
Well they don't know my head is a mess
   A*                  E
No they don't know who I really am
    F#m                   D                      A
And they don't know what I've been through, but you do
    E              A
And I was made for you
 
 
[Chorus]
             A**
All of these lines across my face
             E
Tell you the story of who I am
        F#m
So many stories of where I've been
          D
And how I got to where I am
          A
But these stories
           E
don't mean anything
            F#m            D
When you've got no one to tell them to
     A       E              A
It's true... I was made for you

19590. The Story Of Bonnie And Clyde

The Story Of Bonnie And Clyde
Artist: Flatt & Scruggs
Album: On Foggy Mountain

The story of Bonnie and Clyde is the story the old folks knew



The story of Bonnie and Clyde if you listen I'll tell it to you
Clyde Barrow wouldn't work so he chopped off his toe
In a Huntsville prison where he got his parole
Then he traveled to Dallas where he found him a friend
It was Miss Bonnie Parker and that's where it all began
They found them a driver for their get away Ford
They was soon well known through a dozen states or more
Then Clyde's brother Buck and his pretty wife Blanche
Joined them and that made up the famous Barrow Gang
Bonnie Parker was a poet and Blanche Barrow was a cook
Clyde was a fast draw and Buck a smarter crook
Their driver was a wonderful mechanic so they say
And soon they were all famous in their own peculiar way
The stories were so many that you couldn't read them all
The legend grew and grew about the Barrows and the law
The Barrow gang swept through the land and many were their friends
But pretty soon they realized the law was closin' in
Out near Dexter Iowa they had a change of luck
In a gunfight with police Clyde lost his brother Buck
But Clyde and Bonnie got away the second time that year
Bonnie wrote her poems and she knew the end was near
At 9: 15 on May the 23rd and '34
Near Shreveport Louisiana death was knockin' at the door
Clyde Barrow and Miss Bonnie Parker came to meet a friend
And realized too late that they had come to meet their end
The story of Bonnie and Clyde they died as they lived by the gun
The story of Bonnie and Clyde their names are remembered as one

19591. The Story Of Love

The Story Of Love
The Desert Rose Band

The pages of life have never been turned
Till troubles and trials a lesson to learn
Another receiver, a push and a shove
Another believer in the story of love
Written in pain
When the book of love comes down
It's a natural game

Chapter one a careless heart
Sometimes goes astray
Chapter two a broken heart
Will see another day
The pages in this book
Have all been written from above
Be a believer in the story of love

Asking forgiveness for those who condemn
Receiving the power to heal and mend
A light that's gone out still shines from above
For all who believe in the story of love



Chapter one

19592. The Story Of The Ballad Of The Devil's Backbone Tavern

Todd Snider - The Story of the Ballad of the Devil's Backbone Tavern

I come from, uh, Oregon
I probably told some of you that before, that's where I come from
And when I got out of school there by a thread, I went
I got this ride down to Santa Rosa, California and that didn't work out at all
So I called my brother, he was livin' in Austin
He had these friends that were lettin' him stay on their couch
You know, I figured they might have a couch that I could stay on
So I got this ride to Austin, Texas and
Got to this address my brother, uh, gave me
And this guy introduced himself as Bonehead
And, uh, I went in and started askin' around
Turned out they didn't have the second couch
They just had the one couch, uh, for my brother
But they knew, they knew where there was a party
And I thought, well, that's good enough, so, uh
We all got in this car and we drove across town to this party
Where all these people were standin' around, drinkin'
And there was this guy in the corner of the party
His name was Trog
And he was six-foot-eight, three hundred pound guy
And he had a beer in each hand and he was tellin' stories
And people would gather around him and laugh
And they weren't really funny stories
But he's six-eight, three hundred pounds, so
I went over there and started laughin' too, you know
And then, uh, towards the end of the party when everybody drizzled out a little bit, uh
I got to talkin' with Trog, turned out him and his friends
They, they did have an extra couch that somebody could stay on
So I went over to their house and stayed for like three months, you know
And we would, uh, most of the time, at night
We would sit around and listen to whatever Trog said we were gonna listen to on the radio, y
ou know
Drink beer, whatever
One night, we were sittin' there listenin', and uh
He put on this CD of this guy I'd never heard
By Jerry Jeff Walker, who you might've heard of, yeah
If you haven't ever heard of him, his main thing people know him for is the song "Mr. Bojangle
s"
But he's got a ton of great songs
And, uh, I'd never heard that kind of music before
And I got so excited, I told my friend, I said
"This is it for me, you know?"
He said, "Well, he's playin' at this place called Gruene Hall"
So that friday night, me and Trog got in his truck
And we drove down to Gruene Hall to see Jerry Jeff
And he come out kinda like tonight, like I am



With just a guitar and sang some songs
I thought, "Shit, I could do that," so
So I went and got myself a guitar, you know
And I started practicin' and a few months later, I, I was singin'
And, uh, uh, I feel like
I got all the Jerry Jeff Walker records that there are, got every single one
If you're like me, when you get a record
I like to read the inside, the notes and stuff inside
So I was readin' in some of his Jerry Jeff Walker records
And turns out he records most of his stuff in this little town
Not really a studio, but a little town called Luckenbach, Texas
That you might remember from that song
Willie and Waylon and The Boys, and "Luckenbach, Texas"
The town itself is actually a beer hall, a post office, a house
A parkin' meter and that's the whole fuckin' thing
And Jerry Jeff loved to hang out there and he had become my hero
And they had music on Fridays and Saturdays so I wanted to play there
So I sent my tape over there and tried to get 'em to call me
They never did call me and then one night, we were sittin' around
Watchin' whatever Trog wanted to watch on TV, you know
And the phone rings and this woman says
"Hey, this is Large Marge from down in Luckenbach
And our show on Saturday canceled and we was wonderin' if you could come fill in"
And I got exc , 'cause I've been six or seven months tryin' to get this show
So I was so excited, my heart's beatin'
I held the phone, checked with Trog, he said it was okay if we took the gig
And that weekend, we all got, we all got in this old four-hundred-and-fity dollar car that I had
And we started drivin' down the highway towards Luckenbach, Texas
And friends and neighbors, if you've never been to Luckenbach, Texas
You may never fuckin' go 'cause
Tourists take the signs that point to it to keep in the garage and stuff
So you get out in the desert and there's no signs
And of course it was just me and all my friends, it's all guys in the car
So we drove 'bout another two and a half hours 'fore we ever
Pulled over and asked anybody where we was
And we, we were on this thing called The Devil's Backbone Highway, right
So we finally pull into this place uniquely named The Devil's Backbone Tavern
And we go in, and all the guys say I gotta go in, you know
So I go in and it's like one of them bars like everyone's drinkin' beer
And there's like, say twenty people in there
And they have maybe, say seventeen teeth total in the whole place
And I'm not a good fighter or very good at protectin' myself at all, you know
So I thought, this could, this may not work out, and um
So I saw behind the bar, there was this one older woman
She looked like she was in her eighties and she hun , kinda hunched over like I remember m
y grandma started to do
She kinda had, she had curly white hair and she's all
I thought, "Well, I could take her," so I went over, over there
I go up to her, I says, "Ma'am, we're tryin' to find Luckenbach and we're so lost"
And I swear this is true, she turned around really slow
I'll never forget it, she turned around really slow and she
Looked up at me and she kinda smiled, she says
"Fuck Luckenbach, drink with us"
So we did
And at the, uh, end of the night, you know
We had got our guitars out and we were singin' and everything and drank a whole bunch of b
eer



And I went up to her, they called her Miss Virgie
So I said, "Miss Virgie, how much do we owe you for the beer?"
And she says, "You don't owe me nothin', boy"
So we started, after that, every Friday after that
We would go down and sing for her, you know
By the end of the summer, I had gotten to know her and I made this song up
Miss Virgie, wherever she is tonight, I don't know, but I play this for her
It features the hottest guitar work that I could do

19593. The Story Of The Day That I Died

The Story of the Day That I Died
Junior Sisk

[Chorus]
It's the story of the day that I died
My love had left me and I cried
I couldn't tell you what went wrong
All that I know's that I'm gone
They say that only fools commit suicide
But they weren't there on the day that I died

[Verse 1]
Well she told me she'd been seein' Elmer Jones
And she wanted half of everything I own
My life had turned into a mess
Full of memories and regrets
Just to think the one I trusted with my life
Would turn out to be a two-timin' wife

[Chorus]
It's thR story of the day that I died
My love had lRft me and I cried
I couldn't tell you what went wrong
All that I know's that I'm gone
They say that only fools commit suicide
But they weren't there on the day that I died

[Verse 2]
Well they're lookin' for my body in the lake
And the money I drew from her IRA
I maxed out the credit cards
Before I sank her new sports car
I guess that sorry girl won't ever cheat again
After the way I did me in

[Chorus]
It's the story of the day that I died
My love had left me and I cried
I couldn't tell you what went wrong
All that I know's that I'm gone
They say that only fools commit suicide
But they weren't there on the day that I died



[Verse 3]
My new name is Juan Monroe
And I make my new life in Mexico
Senoritas left and right
Throwin' parties every night
Well I hope that you never learn the truth
You're dead to me and now I'm dead to you

[Chorus]
It's the story of the day that I died
My love had left me and I cried
I couldn't tell you what went wrong
All that I know's that I'm gone
They say that only fools commit suicide
But they weren't there on the day that I died

[Outro]
I wasn't there on the day that I died

19594. The Story Of Your Life Is In Your Face

Tom T Hall - The Story Of Your Life Is In Your Face

[Verse 1:]
I was sittin' down in Hong Kong in a bar
Picking and a singing my way west with my guitar
I talked to some old sailor just to pass away the time
And he said something that stuck in my mind

[Chorus:]
He said the story of your life is in your face
It's written there in little subtle lines
The story of your life is in your face
What's written on your face has been heavy on your mind

[Verse 2:]
He touched my face with his hands old and frail
They were scared and weather beaten by the oceans he had sailed
He said it's written in your face the times that you've been hurt
And he said mighty is the power of the skirt

[Chorus:]
And he said the story of your life is in your face
It's written there in little subtle lines
The story of your life is in your face
What's written on your face has been heavy on your mind

[Verse 3:]
He said the lines say you're a travelin' man
I said that ain't no revelation seein' where I am
He said in this ole world our paths may never cross again
Just remember what I'm tellin' you my friend



[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
There are some things we cannot seem to hide
We sometimes lie about them cause it satisfies our pride
There are some things we can't escape no matter how we try
'Cause it's written in our face and in our eyes

[Chorus][x2]

19595. The Strangers - Chords

The Strangers 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
Key A
 
[Intro]
A    G    A    G
 
A    G    A    G
 
[Verse]
A               D
Stranger I know where you'll find her
A                  D                       A       G   A  G
Down the road from here about a mile and a quarter
       A                 D
You'll know the place by shackey barn
   A                        E
It stands in the field by a rundown farm
      D                            A    G   A   G
And a pond filled up with stagnant water
 
[Verse]
A                 D
Then you'll see a shack near by
       A              E
You'll ask yourself I wonder why
   D                               A
It looks so cold and lifeless all around
                  D
Chimney rocks are falling out
   A                   E
It looks as though the fires gone out
        D                                   A   G   A   G
And the biggest part of the house is rotted down
 
[Verse]
       A                         D
Though stranger,I ain't seen her lately
                                    A



She don't come around here like she used to
D
You've got her pictured in your mind
D
Pretty gentle sweet and kind
                                         E   E7   E7   E
You've practiced every word you're gonna say
 
[Verse]
       A                  D
You'll call her name, but she won't here you
A            D
She's in the graveyard near here
E                              A   G   A   G
  She died ten years ago, last May
      A             D
There was a man she talked about
  A              E
A man she had to live without
D                             A
Years ago, he up and left one day
                    D
He left her with an unborn child
      A                 E
And a love for him that never died
       D                                      A    G   A  G
And an aching heart that sent her to an early grave
 
[Verse]
    A               D
Yes stranger I know who you are
  A              E
I recognized you from a far
    D                               A
But you ain't never seen me not one time
                D
Yeh I know that you're my dad
         A                E
From the pictures that my mama had
    D                                  A   G   A   G
And it was me and mama that you left behind
 
[Verse]
      A                 D
Well, stranger you will find her there
                            A
In peaceful sleep on yonder hill
                             D
Where we once walked as I do still
E                              A    G   A   G
  To pick her flowers from the field
 
[Verse]
      A                   D
Cause mama don't need you anymore
    A                D
And I don't need you like before



        A                              E   E7   E   E
You can go on back to where you went before
              A        G   A   G   A   G   A   G   A
You're just a stranger

19596. The Strangest Dream

The Strangest Dream
Front Country

When the nightmares have broken
And all the burnt bridges crossed
When we wake from the wreckage
Can we live with the cost?

I'm ready...

In the heat of the moment
In the cold light of loss
Can we say we were righteous
If we killed for the cause?

I'm ready
To wake from my sleep
I'm ready...

Can it really be...
Be the strangest dream?
[interlude]

From a lightyear's perspective
Will it seem so absurd
That we loved one another
In this impossible world?

Can it really be...
Be the strangest dream?
Can it really be...
The strangest dream of all to dream of peace?

Dream of peace  i dream of peace...

Can it really be...
Be the strangest dream?
Can it really be?

19597. The Streamlined Cannonball



Roy Acuff - The streamlined cannonball
Composer: Roy Acuff 
Norman Blake

(She moves along like a cannonball
Like a star in its heavenly flight)
This lonesome sound from the whistle you love
(As she travels through the night)

A long steel rail a short crosstie I'm on my way back home
I'm on a train the king of them all that Streamlined Cannonball

(She moves along like a cannonball...

I can see the smile of an engineer although he's old and gray
A contented heart he awaits to call of the Streamlined Cannonball

(She moves along like a cannonball...

19598. The Streets Of Baltimore

Nanci Griffith - The Streets of Baltimore

I sold the farm to take my woman, where she longed to be
We left our kin and all our friends back there in Tennessee
I bought those one way tickets, she had often begged me for
And they took us to the streets of Baltimore

Her heart was filled with laughter, when she saw those city lights
She said, "The prettiest place on earth is Baltimore at night"
Oh well a man feels proud to give his woman, what she's longing for
And I kind of liked the streets of Baltimore

Well I got myself a factory job, I ran an old machine
I bought a little cottage in a neighborhood serene
Yet every night when I came home with every muscle sore
She would drag me through the streets of Baltimore

Well I did my best to bring her back to what she used to be
But I soon learned she loved those bright lights
Much more than she loved me

Now I'm a going back on that same train
That brought me here before
While my baby walks the streets of Baltimore
Yes, my baby walks the streets of Baltimore

19599. The Streets Of Laredo



The Streets of Laredo
Traditional
Shady Mix

As walked out in the streets of Laredo
As I walked out in Laredo one day
I spied a young cowboy wrapped up in white linen
Wrapped up in white linen and cold as the clay.

I see by your outfit that you are a cowboy
These words he did say as I boldly stepped by
Come sit down beside me and hear my sad story
I'm shot in the breast and I'm dying today.

It was once in the saddle I used to go dashing
It was once in the saddle I used to go gay
It was First to the dram house and then to the card house
Got shot in the breast and I'm dying today

Get six jolly cowboys to carry my coffin
Get six prety maidens to carry my pall.
Put a bunch of red roses all over my coffin.
Red roses to deaden the clods as they fall.

Oh, beat the drum slowly and play the fife lowly.
Play the death march as you carry me along
Take me to the green valley and lay the sod o'er me,
For I'm a young cowboy and I know I've done wrong.

Gather around you a crowd of young cowboys
Aud tell them the story of this, my sad fate.
Tell one and the other before they go further
To stop their wild roving before it's too late.

Go fetch me a cup, a cup of cold water
To cool my pareched lips the cowboy then said.
But before I returned, his spirit had left him
And gone to it's Maker - the cowboy was dead

19600. The Streets Of Laredo

The Streets Of Laredo
Arr. Arlo Guthrie

As I walked out in the streets of Laredo
As I walked out in Laredo one day
I spied a poor cowboy wrapped up in white linen
All wrapped in white linen as cold as the clay

"I see by your outfit that you are a cowboy"
These words he did say as I proudly stepped by
"Come sit down beside me and hear my sad story
I'm shot in the breast and I know I must die



"'Twas once in the saddle I used to go ridin'
Once in the saddle I used to go gay
First lead to drinkin', and then to card-playing
I'm shot in the breast and I'm dying today

"Let six jolly cowboys come carry my coffin
Let six pretty gals come to carry my pall
Throw bunches of roses all over my coffin
Throw roses to deaden the clods as they fall

"Oh, beat the drum slowly, and play the fife lowly
And play the dead march as you carry me along
Take me to the green valley and lay the earth o'er me
For I'm a poor cowboy and I know I've done wrong"

We beat the drum slowly and played the fife lowly
And bitterly wept as we carried him along
For we all loved our comrade, so brave, young and handsome
We all loved our comrade although he done wrong

19601. The Streets Of Your Town - Chords

Kathy Mattea - The Streets of Your Town

INTRO: Em
 
There's a red Ford pickup following me
G                                 C
Headlights off, too close to see
                G
I feel you all around
          C     D
Taking me down
                    Em
The streets of your town
 
Sweet magnolias just in bloom
G                                 C
Black light decals, quarter moon
                           G
I thought I heard a howling sound
            C     D
Calling out from
                    Em     D
The streets of your town
 
 
CHORUS:
             G                 C      ~ ~ D
The pavement swells beneath my feet
               G            C      ~ ~ D
It's a one-way ticket, no retreat
              Em7        D          Asus2



I'm a walking billboard, looking to settle down
           C               D
One of the lost and found
                       Em
On the streets of your town
 
 
 
Looking at memories from the first time
G                              C
Traces of what I hope to find
                   G
I am captive, I am bound
           C         D
To keep on walking
                    Em         D
The streets of your town,  oh, oh
 
 
CHORUS:
             G                 C      ~ ~ D
The pavement swells beneath my feet
               G            C      ~ ~ D
It's a one-way ticket, no retreat
              Em7        D          Asus2
I'm a walking billboard, looking to settle down
           C               D
One of the lost and found
                       Em
On the streets of your town
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL: Em    G    C    G    C  D  Em    C
 
BRIDGE:
            G                 D      C
Love has no reason, it has no mind
          G                      D
The heart leads and we follow it blind,  oh, oh
 
 
CHORUS:
             G                 C      ~ ~ D
The pavement swells beneath my feet
               G            C      ~ ~ D
It's a one-way ticket, no retreat
              Em7        D          Asus2
I'm a walking billboard, looking to settle down
           C               D
One of the lost and found
                       Em      D
On the streets of your town
              Em7        D          Asus2
I'm a walking billboard, looking to settle down
           C               D
One of the lost and found
                       Em



On the streets of your town
 
Hmmm, the streets of your town

19602. The Strings That Tie You Down

Vince Gill - The Strings That Tie You Down

You're so close to tellin' me you're leaving
Packin' up your things and leavin' town
If you can walk away the rest is easy
Once you cut the strings that tie you down

Just look me in the eye and say it's over
Just tell me you don't want me around
Once you say goodbye, it's gone forever
Once you cut the strings that tie you down

There's no way I can picture me without you
I still think of you in your wedding gown
If I have to give you up, may God be with you
Once you cut the strings that tie you down

Just look me in the eye and say it's over
Just tell me you don't want me around
Once you say goodbye, it's gone forever
Once you cut the strings that tie you down

Once you say goodbye, it's gone forever
Once you cut the strings that tie you down

19603. The Suit

The Suit - Jerry Douglas

It was one of those occasions
Where you had to wear a suit
So his wife drove down to a thrift store
Found him a beaut

You'd have thought he was a governor
Or a man of noble birth
You'd have never guessed his profession
Was scratching the earth

And then all his family got into their cars
And followed as he led them down the road toward Lincoln
Even though nobody said a single word
Everyone was thinking to themselves how fine he looked



Wearing that suit

It was such a perfect service
A gentle rain was falling down
And it did not disturb his deep slumber
When the vets fired three rounds

Now he wears that suit forever
He truly is a man of note
For he wears the State of Nebraska
As his overcoat

And they left him resting out there with his folks
And came away from Lincoln with a revelation
That this rough and humble tiller of the soil
Would rise out of the fertile ground and meet his maker
Wearing that suit

It was one of those occasions
Where you need to wear a suit
'Cause it was one of those occasions
It was one of those occasions

19604. The Sully

The Sully
Chris Thile

This is the Sully
As fine a ship as you can sail
From Le Havre France to New York
Of a mild October
In the year of our lord 1832
Blessed be the quiet mind
Such as wielded by a Sully passenger
Named Samuel F.B Morse
The nearly famous artist coming up for air
Post years of work and study
Quiet be the weary mind
That hovers o'er the water
Grateful to be homeward borne
By true and perfect boredom
Hallowed be its namR
 Cause
Weary be thR troubled mind
That hovers o'er the water
With its lonely sons and daughter
On the shore ahead
And on the shore behind
So much unfinished business
But there ain't a cure for distance
Save a long, long time
Tick tick ticking several decks below



In steerage next to less- considered travelers
Nothing but their fevers running wild
From bed, to bed, to bed
Quiet be the weary minds
Between the old and new world
No more to seek approval
From the loved ones wedded to the shore behind
Calling  y'all are gonna miss us
Unless you find the cure for distance"
Quiet be their weary minds
And in that instant
There it is
A ceaseless current
A boundless grid
A prayer, a potion
With form and function
To deliver us
To each other from
Each other
Racing be the blessed mind
To a future long imagined
Bright with glory, fame and fortune
It had left for dead
On the shore behind
Jedidiah are you listening
Your son has found a cure for distance
And blessed be its troubled mind
That hears the roaring of an instant
God hath wrought the cure for distance
And that cure is mine

19605. The Summer's Come And Gone - Chords

The Summer's Come And Gone 
Jimmy Martin
 
[Intro]
G G7 C  G
G  D7  G
 
[Refrain]
      G                     G7      C              G
Summertime is past and gone and I'm on my way back home
   G                       D    D7
To see the only one I ever loved
        G               G7                  C        G
Now the moon is shining bright it lights my pathway tonight
     G           D7         G
Back to the only one I ever loved
 
[Verse 1]
     C                             G
Oh I know she waits for me back in old Tennessee



    Ab  A7                  D   D7
She was sent to me from God above
        G               G7                  C        G
Now the moon is shining bright it lights my pathway tonight
     G           D7         G
Back to the only one I ever loved
 
[Instrumental]
 C          G
 Ab A7      D   D7
 G     G7      C        G
 G           D7         G
 
[Verse 2]
     C                             G
Oh I know she waits for me back in old Tennessee
    Ab  A7                  D    D7
She was sent to me from God above
        G               G7                  C        G
Now the moon is shining bright it lights my pathway tonight
     G           D7      C   G
Back to the only one I e-ver loved

19606. The Sun Is Burning

The Sun Is Burning
Paul Simon

The sun is burning in the sky
Strands of clouds go slowly drifting by
In the park the lazy breeze
Are joining in the flowers, among the trees
And the sun burns in the sky

Now the sun is in the West
Little kids go home to take their rest
And the couples in the park
Are holdin' hands and waitin' for the dark
And the sun is in the West

Now the sun is sinking low
Children playin' know it's time to go
High above a spot appears
A little blossom blooms and then draws near
And the sun is sinking low

Now the sun has come to Earth
Shrouded in a mushroom cloud of death
Death comes in a blinding flash
Of hellish heat and leaves a smear of ash
And the sun has come to Earth

Now the sun has disappeared



All is darkness, anger, pain and fear
Twisted, sightless wrecks of men
Go groping on their knees and cry in pain
And the sun has disappeared

19607. The Sun Jumped Up

The Sun Jumped Up
Tim O'Brien - The Sun Jumped Up
(Woody Guthrie,Tim O'Brien)

The sun jumped up in the middle of the east at five fifteen this morning
The wife jumped up to feed the kid at five fifteen this morning
The sun jumped up in the middle of the east

And the wife jumped up in the middle of the bed
And I jumped up in the middle of a dream at five fifteen this morning

The woman got the kid all fed by six fifteen this morning
And I had done made up our bed at six fifteen this morning
The baby played on dancing feet and the woman stirred up a bite to eat
But that dream still pounded in my head at six fifteen this morning

I walked to work and the sun got warm at seven fifteen this morning
I held my lunch pail under my arm at seven fifteen this morning
That dream kept ringing in my ear and getting plainer and coming clearer
Getting bigger and drawing near at seven fifteen this morning

I guess you know how some dreams are at eight fifteen this morning
You can't remember what they are at eight fifteen this morning
I scratched my head at the factory gate and I run to keep from being late
And the clock said fifteen after eight at eight fifteen this morning

I waved to the boss and I talked to my friends at nine fifteen this morning
I was fishing around inside my brain at nine fifteen this morning
I seen my dream like a haze or a snatch or a blaze from some old fiery match
But the rest of my dream I could not catch at nine fifteen this morning

So at fifteen minutes after ten or ten fifteen this morning
I told my trouble to all my friends at ten fifteen this morning
I told them my dream was as plain as day and how it run like a rabbit away
They said,  Keep trying if it takes all day!  at ten fifteen this morning

19608. The Sun Never Shines On The Poor - Chords

The Sun Never Shines On The Poor 
Richard & Linda Thompson

[Intro]



B7    Am  B7  Em   G
 
[Verse]
G
The urchins are writhing around in the mud
                           Ab
Like eels playing tag in a barrel
    C                     Dm
The old Sally Army sounds mournful and sweet
        Em                     F#m    B
As they play an old Christmasy carol
 
[Verse]
    G
The world is as dark as a black night in hell
                            Ab
What kind of place can this be?
    C                        Dm
Old people like hermit crabs run into doorways
Em                      F#m                    B
Fearing to say, "Do you feel as downtrodden as me?"
 
[Chorus]
       Em
Ting-a-ling, ting-a-ling
                        B7
The devil leans on your bell
    Eb           Em         D  C
The future looks black as before__
        B
And the sun never shines
    Am        B7            Em
The sun never shines on the poor
 
[Instrumental]
Em    B7  Eb  Em  D  C  B   Am  B7  Em
 
[Verse]
    G
The rich man he dreams of his gold and his plate
                                  Ab
And his house and his car and his women
    C                         Dm
The poor man he dreams of his one room estate
        Em                       F#m       B
And his wage packet short by one shilling
 
[Verse]
    G
The last penny falls through a hole in your jeans
                                   Ab
Now ain't that the way when you're down?
     C                          Dm
Just walking in circles for the rest of your life
    Em                       F#m                       B
And feeling so low that your chin scrapes along on the ground
 



[Chorus]
       Em
Ting-a-ling, ting-a-ling
                           B7
The devil he leans on your bell
    Eb           Em         D  C
The future looks black as before__
        B
And the sun never shines
    Am        B7            Em
The sun never shines on the poor
 
[Instrumental]
Em    B7  Eb  Em  D  C  B   Am  B7  Em
 
[Verse]
     G
Now, some of the people are poor in the purse
                                Ab
They don't have the cash at the ready
    C                           Dm
And some of the people, they're crippled and lame
         Em                      F#m     B
They can never stand up true and steady
 
[Verse]
    G
And some of the people are poor in the head
                                  Ab
Like the simpleton fools that you see
    C                      Dm
But most of the people are poor in the heart
           Em
That's the worst kind of poor
         F#m                        B
It's the worst kind of poor you can be
 
[Chorus]
       Em
Ting-a-ling, ting-a-ling
                           B7
The devil he leans on your bell
    Eb           Em         D  C
The future looks black as before__
        B
And the sun never shines
        Am        B7            Em
Oh, the sun never shines on the poor
 
[Outro]
Em    B7  Eb  Em  D  C  B   Am  B7  Em



19609. The Sun Of the Soul

The Carter Family - The Sun of the Soul

[Verse 1]
When the sun of your life has gone down
And the clouds in the west turn to gold
Endless death will to you then have come
If the light has gone out in your soul

[Chorus]
Oh, just think how in death you would feel
With the light growing dim in your soul
Oh, how lonely it will be, oh, how still
If the light has gone out in your soul

[Verse 2]
When you come to the end of the way
And life's story for you has been told
Oh, how sad all to you will appear
If the light has gone out in your soul

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
When the chilly winds of death around you steal
And the sweat upon your brow is damp and cold
What a dread in your life you would feel
If the light has gone out in your soul
When before the judgement bier you shall stand
And your deeds of you have been trolled
Good and evil appears, oh, what then
If the light has gone out in your soul

19610. The Sun's Coming Up In The Morning - Chords

The Sun's Coming Up In The Morning 
Marty Stuart
 
INTRO:  G  D  G   C G
 
VERSE:
       G            C          G
Once again, I face Satan this morning
       Em          A           D
And I battle him, all the day long
            C                     G
But in my weakness, God sent reinforcements
        G             D              G
And at sundown, I'll sing Victory's song
 
 
CHORUS:



         G           D           G
And the sun's comin' up, in the morning
       C                         G
Every tear will be gone from my eye
           G             D          G
This old place is gonna give way to Glory
              G          D           G   G  D  G   C G
And like an eagle, I'll take to the sky
 
 
VERSE:
      G                   C            G
In a world, filled with doubts and confusion
         Em             A           D
It's so hard, when you don't understand
           C                    G
But I'll stand, on a solid foundation
          G          D           G
And I'll hold, to an unchanging hand
 
 
CHORUS:
         G           D           G
And the sun's comin' up, in the morning
       C                         G
Every tear will be gone from my eye
           G             D          G
This old place is gonna give way to Glory
              G          D           G
And like an eagle, I'll take to the sky
         G           D           G       C G
And the sun's comin' up, in the morning

19611. The Sun's Gonna Shine On You

Vince Gill - The Sun's Gonna Shine on You

Well, it ain't hard to see you've got the blues
Come hold on to me, and I'll comfort you
A pretty little angel with a heavy heart
Well, tryin' to carry on is the hardest part.

Love will fool ya, it'll do you wrong
Shout hallelujah when the clouds are gone
'Cause you know pretty baby, the sun's gonna shine on you
The sun's gonna shine on you.

I miss that little sparkle on your face
That pretty little smile that has been replaced
Have a little faith, baby just be still
'Cause things are gonna be just the way they will.

Love will fool ya, it'll do you wrong



Shout hallelujah when the clouds are gone
'Cause you know pretty baby, when you ain't lookin'
The sun's gonna shine on you.
The sun's gonna shine on you.

Love will fool ya, it'll do you wrong
Shout hallelujah when the clouds are gone
'Cause you know pretty baby, when you ain't lookin'
And you ain't ready, the sun's gonna shine on you
The sun's gonna shine on you...

19612. The Sunny Side of My Life

The Sunny Side of My Life

Oh the sunny side of my life is the side you're living on
Grey skies never come when I'm with you
Good times hang around only when you're here at home
The sunny side of my life is here with you

Standing at my window watching raindrops hit the ground
Countin' up the days you've been away
It's lonely here without you and the blues had got me down
Come on home and brighten up my days

Oh the sunny side of my life is the side you're living on
Grey skies never come when I'm with you
Good times hang around only when you're here at home
The sunny side of my life is here with you

Sittin' on a park bench with the funnies in my hand
Trying hard to laugh at what I see
The sunny side of my life is shining somewhere else
Nothing's quite the way it ought to be

Oh the sunny side of my life is the side you're living on
Grey skies never come when I'm with you
Good times hang around only when you're here at home
The sunny side of my life is here with you

19613. The Swallow - Chords

The Swallow 
Larry McNeely
 
G                         C                G
In this tortured life, I find no peace of mind
                    D
I find no place to rest



G                         C                G
Since the comfort of my Mother's arms are gone
                    D           G
With the warmth of her sweet breast
 
G                           C               G
Many times I've tried as I looked into the sun
                     D
To see her smiling face
G                      C           G
But she laid her body down by the sea
                D         G
And the swallow took her place
 
[Chorus]
            C                G
And the swallow flies in the winter
         C                       G
As she spreads her heart to the sea
        C                     G    Em
She spreads her wings  or the ocean
          C     D        G
Oh the swallow does fly free
 
G                 C               G
Someday I know my wings are gonna come
                  D
I fly beyond the sea
G                          C          G
To a home I've dreamed of many times before
                 D       G
On that day I shall be free
 
[Chorus]
            C                G
And the swallow flies in the winter
         C                       G
As she spreads her heart to the sea
        C                     G    Em
She spreads her wings  or the ocean
          C     D        G
Oh the swallow does fly free
 
[Chorus]
            C                G
And the swallow flies in the winter
         C                       G
As she spreads her heart to the sea
        C                     G    Em
She spreads her wings  or the ocean
          C     D        G
Oh the swallow does fly free



19614. The Sweet

The Sweet
Hackensaw Boys - The Sweet

[Verse 1]
I'm looking for work
I'm hurtin' for pay
I looked this morning
I looked yesterday
If the work don't come
I cannot stay
I looked this morning
I looked yesterday

[Verse 2]
I'm searching for a home
I place I can be
Where I'll exist
Quite simply
I ain't found it yet
Remains unseen
I'm searching for a home
A place I can be

[Chorus]
Now if it ain't my sore back
It's my aching feet
If it ain't the salt
Then it's the sweet
If it ain't enough rest
It's too much sleep
If the salt don't kill me
It'll be the sweet

[Verse 3]
A lot of people talk
They'll tell you what's right
Advise you to run
Or force you to fight
A lot of people talk
Oh to hear what they'll say
A lot of people talking
No one's listening anyway

[Chorus]
Now if it ain't my sore back
It's my aching feet
Now if it ain't the salt
Man it's the sweet
If it ain't enough rest
It's too much sleep
If the salt don't kill me
It'll be the sweet



19615. The Sweet - Chords

The Sweet 
The Hackensaw Boys
 
[Verse 1]
                G
I'm looking for work
G
I'm hurtin' for pay
G             C
I looked this morning
C              G
I looked yesterday
G
If the work don't come
G        Bm
I cannot stay
Bm            C
I looked this morning
C              G
I looked yesterday
 
[Verse 2]
G
I'm searching for a home
G
A place I can be
G            C
Where I'll exist
C         G
Quite simply
G
I ain't found it yet
G         Bm
Remains unseen
Bm                  C
I'm searching for a home
C              G
A place I can be
 
[Chorus]
G                       Em
Now if it ain't my sore back
Em              G
It's my aching feet
G               Em
If it ain't the salt
Em              G
Then it's the sweet
G                  Am
If it ain't enough rest
Am             Em



It's too much sleep
Em                C
If the salt don't kill me
C             G
It'll be the sweet
 
[Solo]
G
C
G
Bm
C
G
 
[Verse 3]
                G
A lot of people talk
G
They'll tell you what's right
G             C
Advise you to run
C               G
Or force you to fight
G
A lot of people talk
G                       Bm
Oh to hear what they'll say
Bm               C
A lot of people talking
C                   G
No one's listening anyway
 
[Chorus]
G                       Em
Now if it ain't my sore back
Em              G
It's my aching feet
G               Em
If it ain't the salt
Em              G
Then it's the sweet
G                  Am
If it ain't enough rest
Am             Em
It's too much sleep
Em                C
If the salt don't kill me
C             G
It'll be the sweet
G                 C
If the salt don't kill me
C             G
It'll be the sweet
C             G



19616. The Sweet Sunny South

The Sweet Sunny South
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

Take me back to the place where I first saw the light
To the sweet sunny south, take me home
Where the mockingbirds sing me to rest every night
Oh, why was I tempted to roam?

And I think with regret of the dear home I left
Of the warm hearts that sheltered me there
Of wife and of dear ones, of whom I'm bereft
For the old place again do I sigh?

Take me back to the place where the orange trees grow
To my plot in the evergreen shade
Where the flowers from the river's green margins did grow
And spread their sweet scent through the glade

Oh the path to our cottage, they say, has grown green
And the place is quite lonely around
I know that the smiles and the forms I have seen
Now lie in the dark mossy ground

Take me back, let me see what is left that I knew
Can it be that the old house is gone?
Dear friends of my childhood indeed must be few
And I must face death all alone

But yet I'll return to the place of my birth
The children have played round the door
Where they gathered wild blossoms that grow round the path
They'll echo our footsteps no more

Take me back to the place where my little ones sleep
Poor Massa lies buried close by
By the graves of my loved ones, I long for to weep
And among them to rest when I die

Take me back to the place where I first saw the light
To the sweet sunny south, take me home
Where the mockingbirds sing me to rest every night
Oh, why was I tempted to roam?

19617. The Sweetest Gift - Chords

The Sweetest Gift (A Mother's Smile)
Recorded by Linda Ronstadt, Emmylou Harris & Dolly Parton



Written by James B. Coats

C
One day a mother came to a prison
          G7                  C
To see an erring but precious son
She told the warden how much she loved him
           G7                 C
It did not matter what he had done
            
She did not bring (bring to him) a parole or pardon (pardon plea)         
               G7                                  C
She brought no silver (brought no gold) no pomp or style (none to see)    
                                           F
It was a halo (halo bright) sent down from heaven (heaven's light) 
             C      G7       C
The sweetest gift a mother's smile     
She left a smile you can remember
              G7                      C
She's gone to heaven from heartache's grief
Those walls around you will never change her
             G7                 C
You were her baby and ever will be
Repeat #2 x2

19618. The Sweetest Song I Sing

The Sweetest Song I Sing

Was in the spring we met each other
And by chance a seed was sown
Now it's five years we've been together
And our love how big it's grown 

You're the one who wears my ring
These hardtimes don't mean a thing
I may be poor but I'm a king
You are the sweetest song I sing 

Well, no one know the love we have dear
How two hearts can beat as one
Your smilin' eyes, way of kissin'
Lovin' touch when the day is done 

Some people plan for the future
They build a house and save their pay
They need a sign to go on livin'
But I know a better way.



19619. The Taker

Chris Hillman - The Taker    
by Kris Kristofferson  Shel Silverstein.

D
He's a giver, he'll give her
                           A
The kind of attention that she's never known
A
He's a teacher, he'll teach her
                           D
To open the doors that she can't on her own
D
He's a lover, he'll love her
                                G
in ways that she never has been loved before
           A
And he's a getter, he'll get her
                                                  D
By gettin her into the world she's been hungerin' for
D
He's a charmer, and he'll charm her
                            A
With money and manners that I never learned

He's a leader, and he'll lead her
                           D
Across pretty bridges he's planning to burn
D
He's a talker, he'll talk her
                             G
Right of of her feet, but he won't talk for long
             A
Cause he's a doer, and he'll do her

The way that I never
                             D
And damned if he won't do her wrong
            G
And he's a taker, he'll take her
                                                   A
To places and make her fly higher than she's ever dared to

He'll take his time before takin' advantage
                    D
Takin' her easy and slow
G
And after he's taken her body and soul
                                       A
That she gives him, he'll take her for granted

Then he'll take off and leave her
                              D
Takin' all of her pride as he goes

>From Chris Hillman  "Morning Sky"



Sugar Hill Records 1982
Evil Eye Music(BMI)

19620. The Talkin' Song Repair Blues

The Talkin' Song Repair Blues - Alan Jackson

The mechanic raised up from under my hood,
'n-He shook his head and said: "This ain't good;
Your timin' belt's done shrunk one size too small;
And those spark plug wires are a little too long,
And your main prodsponder's nearly gone;
Your injector ports are stripped, and that ain't all...

...Your torque converter's runnin' low on torque,
And that water pump's nearly down a quart;
We caught it all in time, so you're in luck."
He said, "I've got the time, and I've got the parts,
Just give me the word, and I'm ready to start;
I think we can bring her in for-uh, eight-hundred bucks.

But don't be downhearted, I can fix it for you, sonny;
It won't take too long, it'll just take money."

Then he said, "Aren't you that songwriter guy?"
'n-I said, "Yes I am." 
He said, "So am I."
He set down and played me a song by the grease rack;
When he finished singin' he gave me a smile,
And I closed my eyes and pondered a while;
'n-he said, "What do you think?
Now don't hold nothin' back."

Well I gave him my most sorrowful look,
And I said, "This song's got a broken hook;
'n-I can order you a new one from Nashville, but it won't be cheap;
And I know you've been using a cut-rate thesaurus,
'Cause your adverbs have backed up into your chorus,
Now your verse is runnin' on verbs that are way too weak.

But don't be downhearted, I can fix it for you, sonny;
It won't take too long, it'll just take money."

'n-I said, "Hold on friend,
Now I'm not through;
I hate to be the one, to give you this news,
But your whole melodic structure's done worked itself loose;
It's got so many dotted eighth notes in it,
I'd keep her under fifty beats per minute;
I mean, that's just me talkin', it's really up to you...

...'n you've got a bad safety problem,
With that dominant chord, with the augmented fifth,



Just see how dangerously high it raises you up;
So just go on over and work on my car,
And I'll sit here by the fan, and chances are,
I can straighten this thing out for eight-...uh, nine-hundred bucks.

But don't be downhearted, I can fix it for you, sonny;
It won't take too long..."

You guessed it...

It may be a hit...

I like it!

19621. The Talking Leaves

Nancy Blake - The Talking Leaves
Gillian Welch - Emmylou Harris
Norman Blake

[Verse]
Sequoia's winters were sixteen silent tongue spirit clean
He walked at his father's side
Across the smoking battle ground where red and white men lay all around
So many here had died
The wind had scattered around snow white leaves upon the ground
Not leaves like leaves from trees
Sequoia said what can this be what's the strange thing here I see
From where come leaves like these
Sequoia turned to his father's eyes and he said father you're wise
From where come such snow white leaves
With such strange marks upon these squares
Not even the wise owl could put them there
So strange these snow white leaves
His father shielding his concern resenting the knowledge Sequoia yearned
Crumbled the snow white leaves
He said when I explain then it's done these are talking leaves my son
The white men's talking leaves
The white man takes a berry of black and red
And an eagle's feather from the eagle's bed
And he makes bird track marks
And the marks on the leaves they say carry messages to his brother far away
And his brother knows what's in his heart
They see these marks and they understand the truth in the heart of the far off man
The enemies can't hear them
Said Sequoia's father son they weave bad medicine on these talking leaves
Leave such things to them
Then Sequoia walking lightly followed his father quietly but so amazed was he
If the white man talks on leaves why not the Cherokee
Vanished from his father's face Sequoia went from place to place
But he could not forget
Year after year he worked on and on till finally he cut into stone
The Cherokee alphabet



Sequoia's hair by now was white his eyes began to lose their light
But he taught all who would believe
That the Indian's thoughts could be written down
Just as the white men's there on the ground and he left us these talking leaves

19622. The Tall Tall Grass

John Hartford - The Tall Tall Grass

Now August is a wicked month
A pleasure yet so bad
Escape from all the hopes and fears
A time to laugh a time for tears
And run away from the rest of the year
And love in the tall tall grass

Doodle a doo doo doo

The August sun's a wicked sun
It tans the cheek and leg
It warms your soul and body and
It steals the tiny voice within
It warms in vain against your sin
And love in the tall tall grass

Doodle a doo doo doo

Now August is a wicked month
It leaves the lost alone
A hand outstretched a fleeting smile
Come hither now and stay awhile
And love will warm this lonely child
Down here in the tall tall grass

Doodle a doo doo doo

Now August is a wicked month
Romances spring and die
When autumn comes the season turns
The pain of leavin' starts to burn
Reality we start to learn
From love in the tall tall grass

Doodle a doo doo doo
Doodle a doo doo doo

19623. The Tattler



Linda Ronstadt - The Tattler

Whenever you find a man
That loves every woman he sees
There's always some kind of woman
That's putting him up a tree
Well that kind of man he ain't got
As much sense as a mule
You know everyone don't love you
They're just playing you for a fool

Oh no it's not hard for you to understand
True love can be such a sweet harmony
If you do the best that you can

Now if you marry the wrong kind of woman
And you get where you can't agree
Well you just as well forget your plan
Let that woman be
But a man ought to make a good husband
And quit trying to lead a fast life
Going about dressing up other women
Won't put clothes on his own wife

Oh no it's not hard for you to understand
True love can be such a sweet harmony
If you do the best that you can

Well there's lots of good women want to marry
And they want to live well at home
But they're 'fraid they'll get hold of some rowdy man
Can't let other women alone
And there's lots of good men want to marry
And they want to live well at home
But every time they turn their back there's a man there
Asking darling is he gone

Oh no it's not hard for you to understand
True love can be such a sweet harmony
If you do the best that you can
True love can be such a sweet harmony
If you do the best that you can

19624. The Tears I Cried

The Tears I Cried (Larry W. Jones 04/11/2007) 

The tears I cried were because of you
The tears I cried were for love that's through
There was nothing else that I could do
The tears I cried were for loving you
It feels like those tears are falling in my heart
I feel like a fool who wasn't very smart
But you know, darlin', that I did my part



I wish you happiness though we're apart
- instrumental -
It feels like those tears are falling in my heart
I feel like a fool who wasn't very smart
The tears I cried were because of you
The tears I cried were for love that's through
But dear, I'll keep on loving you
The tears I cried were for loving you
The tears I cried were for loving you

19625. The Teddy Bear's Picnic

The Teddy Bear's Picnic
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

If you go down to the woods today
You're sure of a big surprise.
If you go down to the woods today
You'd better go in disguise.
For ev'ry bear that ever there was
Will gather there for certain, because
Today's the day the teddy bears have their picnic.
Ev'ry teddy bear who's been good
Is sure of a treat today.
There's lots of marvelous things to eat
And wonderful games to play.
Beneath the trees where nobody sees
They'll hide and seek as long as they please
Cause that's the way the teddy bears have their picnic.
If you go down to the woods today
You'd better not go alone.
It's lovely down in the woods today
But safer to stay at home.
For ev'ry bear that ever there was
Will gather there for certain, because
Today's the day the teddy bears have their picnic.
Picnic time for teddy bears
The little teddy bears are having a lovely time today
Watch them, catch them unawares
And see them picnic on their holiday.
See them gaily gad about
They love to play and shout;
They never have any care;
At six o'clock their mummies and daddies,
Will take them home to bed,
Because they're tired little teddy bears.

19626. The Telephone Girl - Chords



The Telephone Girl 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
A    E  A G# A C# D   E    A
 
[Verse 1]
A                                  E             A
Here of late I feel so strange I'm happy and I'm sad
    E               E7                                     A
The way my feelings are sometimes I think they'll drive me mad
  A                                         E            A
A pretty little girl with frizzy curls came here a week ago
    A             A/B A/C# D            E                A
To work upon the tel -e-  phone, And sh'said, hello, hello
 
 
[Verse 2]
A                                  E                A
Hello, hello, her sweet hello, her voice like music rings
     E                E7                                  A
It's sweeter than the whippoorwill, that in the moonlight sings
       A                               E             A
As the bell boy here at this hotel I'm always on the go
   A             A/B A/C# D              E              A E A
And then she'll ring that telephone, and say hello, hello
 
 
[Verse 3]
  A                               E              A
I haven't spoken to her yet, I've been in such a daze
   E                   E7                                    A
Although sometimes she looks at me, with a sort of a distant gaze
       A                                E                A
That I feel so weak, I cannot speak, my heart is beating so
   A             A/B A/C# D              E              A
And then she'll ring that telephone, and say hello, hello
 
[Instrumental]
A   E       A
E           A
A      E    A  G# A  C# D   E    A
 
 
[Verse 4]
  A                             E               A
I see her as she walks along in sunshine and in rain
      E                  E7                     A
I can hear her midst the jangle of the elevated train
    A                               E           A
I'd buy for us a little place where honeysuckle grow
   A             A/B A/C# D               E              A
She could meet me at the  garden gate and say hello, hello
 
 
[Verse 5]
    A                               E               A
In about a year, she married me and then we settled down



     E             E7                         A
In a pretty little bungalow not very far from town
    A                              E                A
At night as I go home from work my heart is beating so
    A          A/B A/C# D       E            A
She'll kiss me at the door and  say hello, hello, hello

19627. The Tennessee Kid

Steve Earle - The Tennessee Kid

On Mardi Gras day, the Tennessee kid
Awoke in a puddle of his own worst fears
Haunted by the ghost of vague remembrance
No corporeal beast he could name
So the kid invoked Lucifer himself
With oaths most grievously discourteous
And charged him submit forthwith to atone
At the crossroads celebrated in song, come on
Up jumped the devil in the middle of the thoroughfare
 Who dares to utter my most secret name?," he roared
The kid yielded not so much as an inch to uncertainty
Steadfast he rejoined the enemy in kind
Old [?], Satan, Mephistopheles, Beelzebub
By any other name, you ain't nothin' like a rose
Then he girded his loins for the ensuing onslaught
But the devil only shrugged
And the kid shuddered when he hissed
"Hey hey hey hey
Hey hey hey hey
Hey hey hey hey
The balance comes due someday"
"Wait just one goddamn minute!" cried the kid from the Cumberland
"You never mentioned nothin' about no kind of note"
Just said, "Sign here! It's just a soul, you'll never miss it"
I ain't set foot in a church since I was just a little old thang
Reckoned I was headed straight to hell by the highway
No matter how long and how hard that I prayed
So I might as well just learn how to make this guitar talk
Somebody said old Bob Johnson came down this way
And the devil say
"Hey hey hey hey
Hey hey hey hey
Hey hey hey hey
The balance comes due someday"
And the monster raised himself up to the fullness of his stature
Black wings eclipsing a sanguine Mississippi moon
Behold behemoth the trampler of infidels
He who sweeps away nations with a flick of his tail
Theopolis, Agrrippa, Faustus, Paganini
Lurid and long is the tale of my prey
Question not the ironclad bond of my surety
Set down here in blood in your very own hand



And the Tennessee kid cast an eye
On the list where his mark was indeed clearly inscribed
And he fell to his knees, but it was too late to pray
And with his very last breath he did say
"Hey hey hey hey
Hey hey hey hey
Hey hey hey hey
The balance comes due someday"

19628. The Testing Time

The Testing Time - Larry Sparks

The testing times is just ahead
For the children of the king
Just press along and do not dread
But pray and shout and sing

The time of sorrow it will come
When the beasts shall arise
And sit as God upon his throne
To deceive the blinded eyes

And what that beast may mean to me
No moral can tell
But if we do not take his mark
We can not buy or sell

Our Children they may cry for Him
And some of us may die
But praise the Lord I'm trusting one
That rules the range on high

His children He will not forsake
And when He hears His own
Crying out in agony
The son will leave his throne

His angels He will bring with Him
And send them east and west
And north and south to gather in
The ones that stood the test

Oh won't you come and go with me
The transportation's free
Christ Jesus paid the debt for all
On dark Mount Calvary



19629. The Thin Grey Line

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
The Thin Grey Line

I can't say that it's black
I can't say that it's white
Is it really wrong
Is it really right

We don't know
Where to place it
I guess we'll have
To face it
We walk the thin grey line of love

We shouldn't be together
We have so much to lose
One of us must make the choice
But please don't make me choose

I feel I've got to have you
I feel the same way too
Our love should go
For we both know
We walk the thin grey line of love

We both tried hard to break up
But we just break each vow
If you'll just say you don't love me
I'd stay away somehow

But you know I can't say it
And I'd die if you could
We'll break our home as if we'll go on
Walkin' the thin grey line of love

Yes, we walk the thin grey line of love...

19630. The Thing That Wrecks You

Little Big Town - The Thing That Wrecks You

[Verse 1: Lady Antebellum]
You're a passing car on a one way street
Heading straight through the red lights where the midnight and heartbreak meet
You're a bird in flight to a house in flames
Yeah, you've played every card, but you know it's a losing game

[Chorus: Lady Antebellum]
Yeah, you're running down a darkened road
Where even angels might not go
Some stars have a long glow



Let it pull you like a song you know
It might look like a dream come true
But it only leads you straight into
The thing that wrecks you

[Verse 2: Lady Antebellum & Little Big Town]
If I could change, I'd be good for you
Oh, I hate all the madness and pain that I've put you through
It's not your fault (It's not your fault), it's just how I am (It's just how I am)
You're a deer in the headlights and I'm driving as fast as I can (As fast as I can)

[Chorus]
Oh, you're running down a darkened road
Where even angels might not go
And your star's got a lonely glow
And I pull you like a song you know
We might look like a dream come true
But it only leads you straight into
The thing that wrecks you (Wrecks you)
The thing that wrecks you (Wrecks you)
The thing that wrecks you

[Bridge]
The thing that wrecks you, wrecks you (Ooh)
The thing that wrecks you, wrecks you (Wrecks you)
The thing that wrecks you, wrecks you
You're a passing car on a one way street
(The thing that wrecks you, wrecks you)
(The thing that wrecks you, wrecks you)
(The thing that wrecks you, that wrecks you)
(The thing that wrecks you, that wrecks you)

[Outro]
The thing that wrecks you, wrecks you (Oh, the thing that wrecks you)
The thing that wrecks you, wrecks you
The thing that wrecks you, wrecks you
The thing that wrecks you, wrecks you (Wrecks you)
The thing that wrecks you, wrecks you (Wrecks you)
The thing that wrecks you, wrecks you (The thing that wrecks you)

19631. The Things We've Handed Down

Marc Cohn - The things we've handed down

Don't know much about you
Don't know who you are
We've been doing fine without you
But, we could only go so far
Don't know why you chose us
Were you watching from above
Is there someone there that knows us
Said we'd give you all our love



Will you laugh just like your mother
Will you sigh like your old man
Will some things skip a generation
Like I've heard they often can
Are you a poet or a dancer
A devil or a clown
Or a strange new combination of
The things we've handed down

I wonder who you'll look like
Will your hair fall down and curl
Will you be a mama's boy
Or daddy's little girl
Will you be a sad reminder
Of what's been lost along the way
Maybe you can help me find her
In the things you do and say

And these things that we have given you
They are not so easily found
But you can thank us later
For the things we've handed down

You may not always be so grateful
For the way that you were made
Some feature of your father's
That you'd gladly sell or trade
And one day you may look at us
And say that you were cursed
But over time that line has been
Extremely well rehearsed
By our fathers, and their fathers
In some old and distant town
From places no one here remembers
Come the things we've handed down

19632. The Three Bells

Alison Krauss - The Three Bells 

There's a village hidden deep in the valley
Among the pine trees half forlorn
And there on a sunny morning
Little Jimmy Brown was born.

All the chapel bells were ringing
In the little valley town
And the songs that they were singing
Was for baby Jimmy Brown.

And the little congregation
Prayed for guidance from above
Lead us not into temptation



Bless this hour of meditation
Guide him with eternal love.

There's a village hidden deep in the valley
Beneath the mountains high above
And there twenty years thereafter
Jimmy was to meet his love.

All the chapel bells were ringing
Twas a great day in his life
For the songs that they were singing
Was for Jimmy and his wife.

And the little congregation
Prayed for guidance from above
Lead us not into temptation
Bless oh Lord this celebration
May their lives be filled with love.

From the village hidden deep in the valley
One rainy morning dark and grey
A soul which wait in the heaven
Jimmy Brown had passed away.

Just the lonely bell was ringing
In the little valley town
Twas there will it was singing
To our good old Jommy Brown
And the little congregation
Prayed for guidance from above
Lead us not into temptation
May his soul find this salvation
Of Thy great eternal love...

19633. The Thrill Is Back

Alan Jackson - The Thrill Is Back 

Well I'm ready to raise the blinds in this place think I'll rejoin the human race
You said yes now you're wearing my ring guess I can stop playin' ol' BB King
Cause the thrill is back the heartache's gone time stands still baby love lives on
The room spins around when you're kissing me the thrill is back like it used to be
[ fiddle ]
I sure could use a haircut and shave now that I'm crawling outta my cave
Since you said we were through I've been down with a case of the blues
But the thrill is back...
I think I'd better give my doctor a call
And tell him I won't need that Prozac after all
Cause the thrill is back...
[ guitar - fiddle ]
Yeah the thrill is back...
The room spins around when you're kissing me the thrill is back like it used to be



19634. The Thrill Is Gone

The Thrill Is Gone
Song by B.B. King

The thrill is gone
The thrill is gone away
The thrill is gone, baby
The thrill is gone away
You know you done me wrong, baby
And you'll be sorry someday

The thrill is gone
It's gone away from me
The thrill is gone, baby
The thrill is gone away from me
Although, I'll still live on
But so lonely I'll be

The thrill is gone
It's gone away for good
All the thrill is gone
Baby, it's gone away for good
Someday I know I'll be open-armed baby
Just like I know, I know I should

You know, I'm free, free now, baby
I'm free from your spell
Oh, free, free, free now, baby
I'm free from your spell
And now that it's all over
All that I can do is wish you well

19635. The Thrill Is In The Chase

The Thrill Is in the Chase
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
Girls never like to know
Their love for him is true
Cause the nature of the beast
Says he wants to pursue
He wants what he cannot have
And he won't be outdone
Cause he'll always love the one that keeps him on the run

[Chorus]
The thrill is in the chase



And I guess they know that too
Cause I've been running long and hard
And can't catch up to you
Girls if you think you've found true love
Keep your poker face
Cause I know better, the thrill is in the chase

[Verse 2]
If he's far, far away
Don't call him on the phone
Never let him know
You spend some nights alone
I can tell you one thing more
That I've found to be true
That he'll always love the one that makes him blue

[Chorus]
The thrill is in the chase
And I guess they know that too
Cause I've been running long and hard
And can't catch up to you
Girls if you think you've found true love
Keep your poker face
Cause I know better, the thrill is in the chase

[Outro]
Girls if you think you've found true love
Keep your poker face
Cause I know better, the thrill is in the chase
Cause I know better, the thrill is in the chase

19636. The Thunder Rolls

The Thunder Rolls
Garth Brooks - The Thunder Rolls

[Intro]

[Verse 1]
Three thirty in the morning
Not a soul insight
The city's lookin' like a ghost town
On a moonless summer night
Raindrops on the windshield
There's a storm moving in
He's headin' back from somewhere
That he never should have been
And the thunder rolls
And the thunder rolls ...

[Verse 2]
Every light is burnin'
In a house across town



She's pacin' by the telephone
In her faded flannel gown
Askin' for miracle
Hopin' she's not right
Prayin' it's the weather
That's kept him out all night
And the thunder rolls
And the thunder rolls ...

[Chorus]
The thunder rolls
And the lightnin' strikes
Another Love grows cold
On a sleepless night
As the storm blows on
Out of control
Deep in her Heart
The thunder rolls

[Verse 3]
She's waitin' by the window
When he pulls into the drive
She rushes out to hold him
Thankful he's alive
But on the wind and rain
A strange new perfume blows
And the lightnin' flashes in her eyes
And he knows that she knows
And the thunder rolls
And the thunder rolls

[Chorus]
The thunder rolls
And the lightnin' strikes
Another Love grows cold
On a sleepless night
As the storm blows on
Out of control
Deep in her Heart
The thunder rolls

[Outro]

19637. The Tic-Tac Man

Richard Thompson - The Tic-Tac Man 

You can see me down your way, I'm the Tic-Tac Man
In the distance, far away, the Tic-Tac Man
When the going's firm to good
When it's muddy underfoot
Trying to be understood,
Oh I'm the Tic-Tac Man



Now can't you see me waving here, I'm the Tic-Tac Man
Got my arms up in the air, I'm the Tic-Tac Man
When the lightning's forking down
When the fog is on the ground
When the dark is all around,
Oh I'm the Tic-Tac Man

Did you hear me in your dreams, like the breath of night?
Whispering and rustling, like the breath of night?
Like the breath of night?

I make signs for all to see, I'm the Tic-Tac Man
You never seem to notice me, I'm the Tic-Tac Man
Everyone's so far away
Marching in their own parade
Just another lonely day for the Tic-Tac Man

I need to hold you close to me, I'm the Tic-Tac Man
Hear you speak, I feel you breathe, I'm the Tic-Tac Man
I wasn't born to live like this
Peering through the morning mist
Dreaming of a touch, a kiss,
Oh the Tic-Tac Man
Lord I'm the Tic-Tac Man
I'm the Tic-Tac Man
I'm the Tic-Tac Man
I'm the Tic-Tac Man
I'm the Tic-Tac Man
I'm the Tic-Tac Man

19638. The Tide - Chords

The Tide 
The Lonely Heartstring Band
 
[Verse 1]
 
G
One day you're gonna find me
                               D
Hangin' my coat upon your wall, my dear
G
I've walked these snowy sidewalks
                           Em   D  G
Felt the rain come pourin' down on me
Like canvas wears color
Without you near I am an empty frame
G
I hope you're waiting for me
                             Em    D    G
I long to hear your past and speak your name
 



 
[Chorus]
 
G
So I'm running homeward
G
Drifting upward
Em                     G
Will you meet me with The Tide?
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G
I'm breakin' all these tethered lines
                                  D
Midnight driving those New England shores
G
Across the bridge, my thoughts and I
                               Em  D     G
Wander with the highway leading to your door
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G
So I'm running homeward
Drifting upward
                 G
Will you keep me by your side?
G
Open highways
Vacant skyways
Em                 G
Will you meet me with The Tide?
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
G
Though many years have passed
                                D
I've not forgotten why you pushed away
G
But as sure as night will turn to day
                  Em    D   G
So my love will be, keeping me
 
 
[Outro]
 
G
Running homeward
Drifting upward
Will you meet me with The Tide?



19639. The Tide Flows into Miltown

Tim O'Brien - The Tide Flows into Miltown

I walk into a corner bar, it says Lynch above the door
I had just arrived in Miltown to frolic there once more
I see a Cavan man expatriot who now resides in old Oslo
And he's holdin' to an old friend's hand as his mate sings loud and slow

When they're done we reminisce on Shetland back in ninety seven
Where we met aboard a ferry bound for five days of folk heaven
Siobahn and John start jiggin', push and pulls from box and bow
And Peter reaches for his drum to punctuate the flow

And the tide flows into Miltown, they come from far and near
The tide flows into Miltown, this time every year

I sit next to two I've known since I first came of age
Each Tuesday night in Pigtown we'd play from O'Niell's page
We raise our jars, it's July fourth, so I guess they're Yankees still
Though they've moved back to Cork now, up Military Hill

And the tide flows into Miltown, we come from far and near
The tide flows into Miltown, this time every year

I stayed this time on Spanish Point with a Nashville guy I know
You can swim in quiet water there, in the tide pools down below
But there were too many toasts to raise, to many tunes to play
I only saw that coast while walking home in the dawning of the day

I've seen these folks in Donegal, New York and Tennessee
Since a fleagh in seventy six made a believer out of me
James Kelly made a point back then, said "what's the point of sleepin",
There'll be time for that when we get done with the company we're keepin'?

And the tide flows into Miltown, we come from far and near
The tide flows into Miltown, this time every year
And the tide flows into Miltown, of smiles and tunes and tears
The tide flows into Miltown, bring the wife and kids next year

19640. The Time Has Come

The Time Has Come
Sim Redmond Band

Lately it feels my voice has been washed to the sea 
lately it feels my choice has been taken from me 
they're building a house of cards 
and eventually it will come tumbling down on the powers that be



Chorus:
The time has come, 
today is the day the time has come, 
we've all got to lead the way

Dont give up little darling, dont you see (you got to) 
spread your wings if your falling, 
or call on me The stronger the winds that are blowin, 
the stronger the tree together we are an ax 
and we're sharp and ready

Chorus:
The time has come, today is the day 
the time has come, we've all got to lead the way 
I believe that its not too late 
the power of love is much too great

we spent such a long time running, 
and swimming upstream its been such a long time coming,
a faraway dream but now that dream is not so far away, 
its right within reach I can see the coming of a new day, 
come and see it with me.

19641. The Times They Are A Changin

The Times They Are A Changin 
The Del McCoury Band
Flatt & Scruggs

Come gather 'round people
Wherever you roam
And admit that the waters
Around you have grown
And accept it that soon
You'll be drenched to the bone

If your time to you is worth savin'
Then you better start swimmin'
Or you'll sink like a stone
For the times they are a-changin'

Come writers and critics
Who prophesize with your pen
And keep your eyes wide
The chance won't come again
And don't speak too soon
For the wheel's still in spin

And there's no tellin' who that it's namin'
'Coz the loser now will be later to win
For the times they are a-changin'



Come senators and congressmen
Please heed the call
Don't stand in the doorway
Don't block up the hall
For he that gets hurt
Or he who has stalled

The battle outside is ragin'
Will soon shake your windows
And rattle your walls
For the times they are a-changin'

Come mothers and fathers
Throughout the land
And don't criticize
What you can't understand
Your sons and your daughters
Are beyond your command

Your old road is rapidly agin'
Please get out of the new one
If you can't lend a hand
For the times they are a-changin'

The line it is drawn
The curse it is cast
The slow one now
Will later be fast
As the present now
Will later be past

The order is rapidly agin'
And the first one now
Will later be last
For the times they are a-changin'

19642. The Titanic (Husbands And Wives)

The Titanic (Husbands And Wives)
Trditional

Oh they built the ship Titanic
To sail the ocean blue
And they thought they had a ship
That the water would never go through;
But the Lord's Almighty hand
Said that ship would never land,
It was sad when that great ship went down

Chorus:
It was sad. It was sad.
It was sad when the great ship went down.
(to the bottom of the...)



Husbands and wives,
Little children lost their lives
It was sad when the great ship went down.)

They were off for England
And not very far from shore
When the rich refused
To associate with the poor
So they sent them down below
Where they'd be the first to go
It was sad when that great ship went down

The boat was about to sink,
And the sides about to burst,
When the captain shouted, "All
Women and children first!"
Oh, the captain tried to wire,
But the wires was on fire,
It was sad when the great ship went down.

Oh, they swung the lifeboats out
O'er the deep and ragin' sea,
When the band struck up with,
"Nearer My God to Thee."
Little children wept and cried,
As the waves swept o'er the side,
It was sad when the great ship went down.

19643. The Torch Singer

The Torch Singer
John Prine

The night club was burning
From the torch singer's song
And the sweat was floodin' her eyes
The catwalk squeaked
'Neath the bartender's feet
And the smoke was too heavy to rise

Chorus:
She sang of the love that I left her
And of the woman that she'll never be
Made me feel like the buck and a quarter
That I paid 'em to listen and see
I paid 'em to listen and see

I was born down in Kansas
'Neath the October sky
Work the day shift from seven to three
And the only relief that I receive
Is nearer my God to Thee



She constantly throws me off timing
Leaves me standing both naked and bare
Makes me feel like the Sunday funnies
After everything's gone off the air
Everything's gone off the air

I picked through the ashes
Of the torch singer's song
And I ordered my money a round
For whiskey and pain
Both taste the same
During the time they go down

Chorus

19644. The Touch

Balsam Range - The Touch 

In a small town many years ago
a man begged to jesus to his house would he go, for his daughter was sickly and dying she la
y
And Jesus soon made his way

the crowd that had gathered in numbers were great, as Jesus made his way through the gate
 
but he knew in his heart another need must be met,
so he pressed on through the crowd

Have you ever touched Jesus,
Have you drank from the well that will never run dry, He will heal the sickness of sin in your s
oul, and by faith, 
he will make you whole.

Another woman who lived in that same little town, all her life had been sick to her bed had be
en bound
then she heard that Jesus was coming today, so she slowly made her way.
She pressed through the crowd, and then she saw him, the one who would take away all of h
er sins, 
and then she reached out and touched him and he turned to see, and he said "
Who has touched me."

Have you ever touched Jesus,
Have you drank from the well that will never run dry, He will heal the sickness of sin in your s
oul and by faith, 
he will make you whole.
Won't you reach out and touch Jesus, Will you drink from the well that will never run dry.
He will heal the sickness of sin in your soul, and by faith he will make you whole.



19645. The Touch Of The Master's Hand

The Touch Of The Master's Hand
Laurie Lewis

'Twas battered and scarred and the auctioneer
Thought it scarcely worth his while
To waste much time on the old violin
But he held it up with a smile.

What am I bidden, good folks, he cried
Who will start bidding for me?
A dollar, a dollar - then Two! Only two?
Two dollars, and who'll make it three?
Three dollars, once; three dollars, twice;
Going for three - But no

From the room far back a gray haired man
Came forward and picked up the bow;
Then wiping the dust from the old violin
And tightening the loose strings
He played a melody pure and sweet
As sweet as a caroling angel sings.

The music ceased and the auctioneer
With a voice that was quiet and low
Said What am I bidden for the old violin?
And he held it up with the bow.
A thousand dollars, and who'll make it two?
Two thousand! And who'll make it three?
Three thousand once; three thousand, twice;
And going, and gone! said he.

The people cheered and some of them cried
We do not understand What changed its worth?
Swift came the reply:
The touch of the master's hand.

And many a man with life out of tune
And battered and scattered with sin
Is auctioned cheap to the thoughtless crowd
Much like the old violin. 

A "mess of pottage a glass of wine;
A game - and he travels on.
He's "going" once and " going" twice
He's "going" and "almost gone." 

But the Master comes and the foolish crowd
Never can quite understand
The worth of a soul and the change that's wrought
By the touch of the Master's hand.



19646. The Touch Of Your Hand

The Touch of Your Hand 
Nothin' Fancy
 
I found your letters today 
Well I had tucked them away 
With a pair of white gloves and a fan, 
I held them a while 
They took me back, and made me smile 
As I remembered the touch of your hand, 
 
It was a midsummer's night 
The village green was in light 
Paper lanterns surrounded the bed, 
They played waltzes 'til dawn 
'Til all the couples were gone 
And I remember the touch of your hand, 
 
CHORUS : 
Now the face in the mirror is older 
The children worry, they don't understand, 
No I don't live for the past 
But in dreams I still dance 
And remember the touch of your hand, 
 
No I don't live for the past 
But in dreams I still dance          
And remember the touch of your hand,

19647. The Tourist

Sarah Jarosz - The Tourist
Punch Brothers

It barks at no one else but me
Like it's seen a ghost
I guess it's seen the sparks a-flowing
No one else would know

Hey man slow down, slow down
Idiot, slow down, slow down

Sometimes I get overcharged
That's when you see sparks
You ask me where the hell I'm going
At a thousand feet per second

Hey man slow down, slow down
Idiot slow down, slow down

Hey man slow down, slow down
Idiot slow down, slow down



19648. The Tower - Chords

The Tower 
Cabinet
 
[Verse]
    A                          E
I jumped off the tower thirty feet 
           G               D
Above the land, above the water 
      A                      E
I let go of my hands and my feet 
                     G            D
Till I touched the bottom of the body 
 
[Verse]
    A                             E                   G
I walked a hundred feet along the dam then climbed a ladder 
              D                                           A
It's kind of sad to think that this old place just never worked 
             E                      G                            D
But that's alright 'cause now we've got a place to hang for the summer 
 
[Chorus]
  A    E    G   D
Yeah
 
[Verse]
    A                                E
We walk along the railways and the tracks 
               G                 D                                     A
But can never make it the whole way before we end up slipping off the side 
         E                   G             D
We got fishing poles on our backs and our hats are on, yeah 
 
[Chorus]
  A    E    G   D
Yeah
 
[Verse]
    A                          E
I jumped off the tower thirty feet 
           G               D
Above the land, above the water 
      A                      E
I let go of my hands and my feet 
                     G            D
Till I touched the bottom of the body 
 
[Chorus]
  A    E    G   D
Yeah



19649. The Town That Broke My Heart

Tom T Hall - The Town That Broke My Heart

[Chorus]
Mister, I want a room at the top of your hotel
I want to say goodbye to the town I know so well
I want to ride that elevator to the top
I want to say goodbye to the town that broke my heart

[Verse 1]
I came here to make it big, I made my girl a vow
I really made it big, alright, I'm a big ole loser now
My kite just never caught the wind, my fire was just a spark
She left me here in the town that broke my heart

[Bridge]
So I went to take just one more look
At the town that broke my heart
Now that she's gone, I'll be leaving too
And I don't know where to start

[Verse 2]
Yeah, these old streets I brought my dreams
And watched them fall apart
I lost it all in the town that broke my heart

[Chorus]
So mister, I want a room at the top of your hotel
I want to say goodbye to the town I know so well
I want to ride that elevator to the top
I want to say goodbye to the town that broke my heart

19650. The Track

The Track
Henhouse Prowlers

I remember the night I first saw you
the fire in your eyes made my blood run cold
as you ran past those police lights began to flash
when they got to me the story I was told
they said son it's your ma and pa
you see this man has been running from the law
going around from town to town
just trying to find a place to lay his weary head down
they said you came up to my front porch
started to push open that old screen door
when my ma said no and would not budge



you shot em both down in cold blood

gonna track you down
til the day I bury you or the day you bury me
gonna track you down
til the night I put you out of your misery
gonna track you down
until sweat meets blood on this lonesome road
gonna track you down
til your body lies lifeless and cold

well i've spent so many years a-searching
watched the prime of my life pass right before my eyes
well the road ahead seems endless
i'm gonna track you till the day I die
even now revenge seems bittersweet
i've still gotta keep my head over my feet
though I know putting you six feet deep
will never bring my ma and pa back to me
the hunger in my belly and the fever in my soul
keep me travelling down this wearisome road
for I know just around one of these bends
the sun is gonna rise again

gonna track you down
til the day I bury you or the day you bury me
gonna track you down
til the night I put you out of your misery
gonna track you down
until sweat meets blood on this lonesome road
gonna track you down
til your body lies lifeless and cold

Well I remember the night I found you
The fire in my eyes made my own blood run cold
And though my finger was a-itching
that trigger I just could not pull
as you stared down the barrel of my gun
I saw that the road ahead was not nearly done
all these years of searching made my old bones tired
but there was still more that I desired
If you're wondering why I let you live that night
It's because I need a reason just to stay alive
My path in life is now set in stone
For chasing you is all I've ever known

gonna track you down
til the day I bury you or the day you bury me
gonna track you down
til the night you put me out of my misery
gonna track you down
until sweat meets blood on this lonesome road
gonna track you down
til my body lies lifeless and cold

gonna track you down
til the day I bury you or the day you bury me



gonna track you down
til the night I put you out of your misery
gonna track you down
until sweat meets blood on this lonesome road
gonna track you down
til my body lies lifeless and cold

gonna track you down

19651. The Tragic Romance - Chords

The Tragic Romance 
Doc Watson & Merle Watson

[Intro]
G   C  D  D7  G  X2
 
[Verse 1]
G                           C
Nestled in the heart of the Tennessee hills
D                               D7            G
Midst peaceful pines, midst the rocks and the' rills
      G                          C
There stands' my old homestead' of long, long ago
       D                                D7                G
And it brings back' fond memories of the girl that I loved so
 
[Verse 2]
  G                   C
I courted a maiden so sweet and so fair
     D                      D7            G
With heavenly eyes and the chestnut brown hair
    G                        C
She told me she loved me and said that she'd be mine
    D                   D7          G
But I went away leaving her there behind
 
[Instrumental]
G   C  D  D7  G  X2
 
[Verse 3]
     G                        C
I'll tell you the reason that I left her there
   D                            D7          G
To roam this old world with its sorrows and cares
  G                        C
I saw her one night in the arms of a man
D                      D7          G
Hugging and kissing as true lovers can
 
[Verse 4]
     G                        C
Then I went to my home with a heart full of woe



  D                        D7          G
I packed by belongings, de-termined to go
    G                         C
For many long years, this old world I did roam
      D                         D7             G
With thoughts of my darling, my sweetheart, my own
 
[Instrumental]
G   C  D  D7  G  X2
 
[Verse 5]
      G                   C
While dining one day in a little country town
  D                         D7             G
A stranger walked in and he chanced to set down
      G                       C
While talking of loved ones I happened to find
         D                   D7            G
That his sister was that old sweetheart of mine
 
[Verse 6]
     G                    C
When he heard my story to me he then said
    D                        D7             G
The one you left there has a long time been dead
G                          C
She waited so long for the day that you'd return
    D                        D7        G
But why you had left her she never did learn
 
[Verse 7]
    G                      C
Now I was the man that you saw that fatal night
D                         D7        G
Wrapped in the arms of my sister so tight
    G                       C
She loved you so dearly but you broke her heart
    D                       D7            G
For stranger, from her ever more you must part
 
[Instrumental]
G   C  D  D7  G  X2

19652. The Trail Of Time

The Trail Of Time

Verse 1:
On the trail of time
There's many sorrows
And a worried mind
Can't be at rest
For every thing



I ever wanted
I do not find
But I done my best

Bridge 1:
I can see the stars
In the wild blue yonder
And I count each one
Up in the sky
I've got them named
But when it comes to your's dear
I remember things
And I start to cry
Repeat Intro

Verse 2:
Down the trail of time
The way is crooked
I've left behind
Many pleasures too
I've also left
My share of sorrows
And that is why 
I feel so blue

Bridge 2:
I remember two
Blues eyes that loved me
In a thousand years 
I couldn't forget
I'm left alone
To face the future
Sometimes I wish
We'd never met

19653. The Trailer Song - Chords

The Trailer Song 
Kacey Musgraves
 
Capo on 2nd fret
 
Intro: G
G
You say that you're watching the birds out the window, well I got a bird you can watch
C
You ain't gotta act like you're borrowing eggs, just to see if my dishes are washed
A
What's it to you if it's Wednesday at noon
         D                      D7
And I've traded my iced tea for scotch
 
C



Keep your two cents on your side of the fence
                                 G
Girl we ain't friends we're just neighbors
           D7                       G
Nothing to see here go back to your trailer
 
G
You ain't gotta ask what I did to my hair, and whose underwear's on the line that ain't mine
C
I ain't gonna ask who's been mowing your grass so you ain't gotta ask who mows mine
A
Quit judging my job and my car and my clothes
         D                     D7
Get your nose out of your mini blinds
 
C
Keep your two cents on your side of the fence
                                 G
Girl we ain't friends we're just neighbors
           D7                       G          C   G   D  D7  G
Nothing to see here go back to your trailer
 
E
Don't ask me if I go to church
        G                            D
I won't ask if your husband is still out of work
            E             Am
You try and claim high society
       C                             D
But we get our mail on the same side of the street
 
C
Keep your two cents on your side of the fence
                                 G
Girl we ain't friends we're just neighbors
           D7                       G        (*)
Nothing to see here go back to your trailer
          C
You noisy bitch 
                       D7                             G
There ain?t nothing to see here go back to your trailer
 
 
(*)Kacey does this quick picking after the G chord and before the C
e------------------/
B------------------/
G------------------/
D------------------/
A----0--2--3-------/
E--3---------------/

19654. The Train Carrying Jimmie Rodgers Home



Iris Dement - The Train Carrying Jimmie Rodgers Home

Come along my dear, the time's growin' near
We'll have to walk down where the field is overgrown
Consumption's claimed his life and we dare not miss the sight
Of the train carrying Jimmie Rodgers home
We'd some hard times these last few years
Lost the farm, almost lost our spirits, too
But it's the strangest thing, when we heard that man sing
We knew somehow we'd make it through

I can hear that whistle blow, that old train's a-movin' slow
Sounds like he's cryin' for the singin' brakeman, too
Back to the sunny south he'll go, and he'll never roam no more
Here's the train, oh hold me close, oh sweetheart do

Come here my little son and let me lift you up
I want you to remember this day when you are grown
How your mama and your dad were so proud and so sad
Watchin' the train carrying Jimmie Rodgers home
I can hear that whistle blow, that old train's a-movin' slow
Sounds like he's cryin' for the singin' brakeman, too
Back to the sunny south he'll go, and he'll never roam no more
Here's the train, oh hold me close, oh sweetheart do

19655. The Train Carrying Jimmie Rodgers Home - Chords

The Train Carrying Jimmie Rodgers Home
 by Greg Brown
 as performed by The Nashville Bluegrass Band

capo: 4
 C C7
Come along, my dear
 F C
the time is growin' near.
 A D G
We'll have to walk down where the field is over grown.
 C C7
Consumption's claimed his life
 F C
and we dare not miss the sight
 Am G C
Of the the train carrying Jimmie Rodgers home.

 C C7 
Well, we had some hard times
 F C
these last few years,
 Am D G
Lost the farm almost lost our spirits, too.
 C C7
Yeah, but it's the strangest thing
 F C



when we heard that man sing,
 Am G C 
Oh, we knew somehow we'd make it through.

Chorus:
 F F7 
 I can hear that whistle blow
 C
 that old train's a-movin' slow.
 D D7 G
 Sounds like it's cryin' for the singin' brakeman, too.
 C C7
 Back to the sunny south he'll go
 F C
 and he'll never roam no more
 Am G C
 Here's the train carrying Jimmie Rodgers home.
 
Come here, my little son
and let me hold you up. 
Want you to remember when you are grown, 
How your mama and your dad
were so proud and so sad 
Watchin' the train carrying Jimmie Rodgers home.
repeat chorus

19656. The Train Never Stops (At Our Town)

The Train Never Stops (At Our Town)

For years I've tried to leave this poor man's valley
On a train that's on its way to richer ground
Where rivers never overflow and dreams cannot be drowned
But the train never stops at our town
I'd like to buy a mansion for my darling
On a way upon a mountain look it down
I know there's a restless goal up there just waitin' to be found
But the train never stops at our town
Failure has to find something to blame
And the only thing that's left is that old frame
The darkness of the night catches me crying
A whistle soon will blow a lonesome sound
A spark of hope becomes a flame each time the train slows down
But the train never stops at our town that old train never stops at our town

19657. The Train Song

The Train Song
The Flying Burrito Brothers



Six more days and I'll be gone
Get on the train that'll take me home
That old train is where I belong
Home's gonna feel just fine

When that old train's gonna move me down the line
Yes, I know him and you do too
There's a lot he can do for you
Looking down from on his throne
Gonna make you feel alright
Just let him keep his arms around you tight

He gave this world to you and me
We're going fishing in the creek
So find yourself a little girl
The world's gonna be alright
Just keep your arms around each other tight

19658. The Train That Carried My Girl From Town

The Train That Carried My Girl From Town
The Earls Of Leicester
Buddy Miller & Jim Lauderdale

Where was you when the train left town
I's standing on the corner with my head hung down
If I had my gun I'd let the hammer down
Lord I'd shoot that rounder took my girl from town

   Hey that train that carried my girl from town
   Hey hey hey hey

I wish to the Lord that the train would wreck
Kill that engineer and break the fireman's neck
There goes the train that carried my girl from town
If I know'd her number boy I'd flag her down

Rations on the table and the coffee's getting cold
Some dirty rounder stole my jelly roll
Hello Central give me 6 - 0 - 9
I wanta talk to that woman of mine

Ashes to ashes and dust to dust
Can you show me the woman that a man can trust
There goes my girl somebody bring her back
Cause she got her hand in my money sack



19659. The Train That Carried My Girl from Town

Doc Watson - The Train That Carried My Girl from Town

There goes the train that carried my girl from town
If I knowed her number, Lord, I'd flag her down
Wish to the Lord that the train would wreck
Kill that engineer and break the fireman's neck

Hey, the train that carried my girl from town
Hey, hey, hey, hey

Where was you when the train left town?
I stand on the corner with my head hung down
If I had my gun I'd let the hammer down
Lord, I'd shoot that rounder that took my girl from town

Hey, that train that carried my girl from town
Hey, hey, hey, hey

Rations on the table and the coffee's getting cold
And some dirty rounder took my jelly roll
Hello, Central, give me six-o-nine
I want to talk to that woman of mine

Hey, that train that carried my girl from town
Hey, hey, hey, hey

Ashes to ashes and dust to dust
Can you show me that woman that a man can trust
There goes my girl, somebody bring her back
'Cause she got her hand in my money sack

Hey, that train that carried my girl from town
Hey, hey, hey, hey

19660. The Train's Ready

The Train's Ready
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
I'm down at the depot
Climbing the steps on a big black southbound train
I hand the man my ticket as I try to smile
You don't want me back again

[Chorus]
Train's ready
Whistle blowing
Smoke rolling
This train's pulling me away
The train's ready



[Verse 2]
I take a seat, pick my suitcase up
And find what you packed inside
On top of my things is your wedding ring
I lean back, deep breathe and cry

[Chorus]
Train's ready
Whistle blowing
Smoke rolling
This train's pulling me away
The train's ready

[Verse 3]
I wipe a tear and hear a call aboard
I feel a jerk and hear the engine roar
I turn and see you running, calling my name
Begging me to come through the door
Will it matter if I try anymore?

[Chorus]
Train's ready
Whistle blowing
Smoke rolling
This train's pulling me away
The train's ready

Train's ready
Whistle blowing
Smoke rolling
This train's pulling me away
The train's ready

Whistle blowing
Smoke rolling
This train's pulling me away
The train's ready

19661. The Traveler

The traveler
Chatham County Line

I am from Frisco, many days come
And I long to get back to where I'm from
For I never saw a woman with a sweeter gaze
I am from Frisco, many days come
And I long to get back to where I'm from
For I never saw a woman with a sweeter gaze
Than that woman I loved in my younger days

But I've seen no orchard, the river turn



Test of the flute, the sirens call
Settled horse and slept in feet
I know this liminal hard feat

I am the travel
I am the one
I am the rumor
My love is gone

Well, I've seen a face draw a thousand stares
Anyone in the world just as fierce
But I never saw an eye that shed your hue
Your lips that spoke words half as true

I am the traveler
I am the one
I am the rumor
My love is gone

I am from Frisco, many days come
And I'll never get back to where I'm from
I know that woman, she waits for me
For I laid the stone she's underneath

I am the travel
I am the one
I am the rumor
My love is gone

19662. The Traveling Kind

The Traveling Kind
Junior Sisk - The Traveling Kind

[Chorus]
I'm a travelin' man, you oughta know
I can't stand long anywhere I go
I was born to run, not walk the line
I'm tellin' you baby, I'm the travelin' kind

[Verse 1]
Well, the highway called, I said goodbye
To my mom and daddy on the mountainside
Just a barefoot boy, not yet a man
That lives to wander all around this land

[Chorus]
I'm a travelin' man, you oughta know
I can't stand long anywhere I go
I was born to run, not walk the line
I'm tellin' you baby, I'm the travelin' kind

[Verse 2]



That many a girl tryin' to tie me down
Left my mama cryin', and rode outta town
I'll instead be free, with no ball and chain
So I waved goodbye from an old freight train

[Chorus]
I'm a travelin' man, you oughta know
I can't stand long anywhere I go
I was born to run, not walk the line
I'm tellin' you baby, I'm the travRlin' kind

[Chorus]
I'm a travelin' man, you oughta know
I can't stand long anywhere I go
I was born to run, not walk thR line
I'm tellin' you baby, I'm the travelin' kind

19663. The Traveling Kind - Chords

The Traveling Kind
Recorded by Emmylou Harris and Rodney Crowell 
Written by Rodney Crowell, Emmylou Harris, Cory Chisel

C        Am      G7       F    G7  C
We don't all die young to save our spark
         Am    G7    F
From the ravag-es of time
        Am        G7      F     G7    C
But the first and last to leave their mark
     F   C  Am       G7        C
Some-day be-come the traveling kind
       Am       G7       F  G7  C
In the wind are names of po-ets past
          Am         G7        F
Some were friends of yours and mine
       Am       G7      F    G7  C
And to those un-sung we lift our glass
          F     C  Am       G7        C
May their songs be-come the traveling kind
        Am      G7         F  G7  C
We were born to brave this tilted world 
         Am          G7     F
With our hearts laid on the line
      Am          G7     F   G7   C
Be it way crossed boy or red dirt girl
    F    C  Am        G7        C
The song be-comes the traveling kind
          Am        G7          F      G7 C
There are mountains worth their weight in gold
     Am      G7       F
Mere mortals dare not climb
        Am    G7      F   Am   C
Come ye tipsy sainted sin-ners both 



    F     C    Am      G7        C
And claim them for the traveling kind
 
         Am    G7     F      G7 C
When the music slowly starts to fade
         Am           G7     F
Into the light's last soft decline
       Am       G7      F       C
Let us lie down in that evening shade
    F    C Am         G7        Am
And rest a mooing the traveling kind   
 
        F    C    Am         G7        C
And the song goes on for the traveling kind

19664. The Traveling Song

The Avett Brothers - The Traveling Song (Live) 

Well I guess if my daddy hadn't brought me up
Down a long dirt road in a pickup truck
I'd feel alright, 'neath the city lights
Couldn't leave the city lights it just ain't right

I was born out west of Cheyenne town
While my ma and pa was ramblin' 'round
I'm a rambler too, but I'm country bound
I'll travel till my country home is found
And I will travel
Yeah, I will travel
I will travel 'till my country home is found

Well a country song on the radio
Country star but what do you know
He's a city boy singin country tunes
I'm a country boy with those city blues
So I will travel
Yeah I will travel
I will travel 'till my country home is found

Well Chestertown (lets go), Albany (lets go), Neptune (lets go), Pittsburgh (let's go), Clevelan
d town (let's go),...
etc...

I've got the wheels to ride and the wheels to run,
Some say I got ramblin' in my blood
No pretty girl can slow me down
I'll travel 'till my country home is found
So I will travel
I will travel
I will travel till my country home is found
Yeah, I will travel
I will travel



I will travel 'till my country home is found

19665. The Traveling Storm

Robert Earl Keen - The Traveling Storm 

In a year that is not now
From a place unknown
I travel on the mountain roads
Looking for someone

Sewn inside my vest, a letter
Tells me where and when
In my purse a sacred dagger
On my horse I run

Restless girl beside the water
Tending to a fire
Kissed a boy and then another
Suiting up for war

Heard a broken band of gypsies
Singing ancient songs
Gave all my silver to a beggar
Still he wanted more

Oh the town of stone and timber
Celebration reigned
No one there seems to remember
Why they carry on

Crowded 'round a man of marble
Speaking foreign tongues
There the stone began to crumble
And the crowd did moan

In the unforgiving morning
Caravans of shame
Turn south to the dry land highway
I turn to the sea

Like a snake so quick and deadly
Sleepless, coiled and cool
The one I seek is making ready
Waiting patiently

Pity not the weary traveler
He lives in his mind
He is friend of wind and weather
And from fire is born

Pity then the cool betrayer
Waiting patiently



No precaution made will save him
From the traveling storm

19666. The Tree

The Incredible String Band - The Tree 

I had a tree in the dream hills where my childhood lay
And I'd go there in the wide, long days
And my tree would listen to all that I'd say

And the sun was shining brightly
And the sky was smiling
And the sun was shining brightly
And the sky was smiling, oh

Then one day when the world had put me in its tomb
And my life was just an empty room
I went to my tree and I sat there in my gloom
And the light was fading dimly and the sky was crying
And the light was fading dimly and the sky was crying, oh

Then my tree bent its branches low down to the ground
And its green leaves shrouded up my mind
And I left the world somewhere behind
And I didn't not know what I would find

And the sun was shining brightly
And the sky was smiling
Oh, the sun was shining brightly
And the sky was smiling

19667. The Trees In Philadelphia

Tom T. Hall - The trees in Philadelphia
Composer: Tom T. Hall

She loved me like the trees love Philadelphia
And like the Philadelphians love trees
One fine and fleeting day in Philadelphia
Then we went our seperate ways to share the same old memories

It's different now than what it's always been
It's that narrow line between love and sin
Oh she loved me like the trees love Philadelphia
And like the Philadelphians love trees

Just a summer walk on one afternoon
Like the leaves that fall it ended too soon



Oh she loved me like the trees love Philadelphia
And like the Philadelphians love trees

19668. The Trip

The Trip
Dave Rawlings Machine

Whistles blow and people get on trains without knowing where they're going
Someone's daughter, someone's sister, someone's teacher going down the road
With a body and a handkerchief and a hatchet from an unspeakable crime
But there's no-one waiting for them, there's no judgment down the line

Banjos ring and chickens squall and little babies crow
And the winter leaves and the spring unwinds and summer comes again, you know
Pink is the color of my true love's dress and black is the color of her heart
But I can never leave Old Virginny and so we'll never part

Ebony face, ebony nails, ebony coffin on the rails
Moving south C.O.D., going home to mother
Some said for valor, for glory, for treasure, for pride
Sometimes brother hates brother

So take a trip wherever your conscience has to roam
It's much too hard to try to live a lie at home

My boots were cracked with road dirt and asphalt, spit and broken dreams
Chewing gum and safety pins are what hold me in at the seams
My pegs are loose, my screws too tightly wound to get into
But I still try sometimes on those golden summer afternoons

So take a trip wherever your conscience has to roam
It's much to hard to try to live a lie at home

There's a picture of an old black man in a beaver hat
He wears a hidden smile and a pair of white spats
Don't pretend you didn't notice his stare
You're edgy and sweating and loaded for bear

The skeletons dance tonight, bring your bottle and your boots
And your mandolin Bianca Alatorre tried to shoot
Ah but what's a bullethole or two between friends
And who can say when the well goes dry or where the story ends

So take a trip wherever your conscience has to roam
It's much too hard to try to live a lie at home

Hotel lives and hotel wives that come and go with the sheets
Ah but what's a marriage if it can't be held up to kitchen heat?
Once I knew each valley of that beautiful shore
But I don't go to the summer fair much anymore

So take a trip wherever your conscience says to roam



It's much too much to try and live a lie at home

Your harmonica is blown, baby, throw it away
Your denim shirt is ragged and your dirty collars frayed
I tried to play my horn for ya, but I couldn't seem to find the note
So I picked up pen and paper and this is what I wrote

Go take a trip wherever your conscience has to roam
It's much to hard to try to live a lie at home

19669. The Trooper And The Maid

The Trooper And The Maid - The Duhks

A trooper lad came here at night
with riding he was weary,
a trooper lad came here at night,
when the moon shone bright and clearly

She's taken the trooper by the hand
And led him to her chamber
She's given him cheese and wine to drink
And the wine it falls like ember

Lassie, Ill lie near you yet,
Bonnie lassie, I'll lie near you,
And I'll gar all your ribbons reel
In the morning air I'll leave you

She's made her bed both long and wide
And made it like a lady
She's taken her coatie over her head
saying trooper are you ready?

They hadn't been, but an hour in bed,
But an hour at a quarter,
When drums came beating down the street
And every beat was shorter

Lassie, Ill lie near you yet,
Bonnie lassie, I'll lie near you,
And I'll gar all your ribbons reel
In the morning air I'll leave you

Lassie I maun leavin' you
Bonnie lassie I maun leave you,
When heather cows grow ousen bows,
and I'll come back and see you

Shes taken her coatie over her head,
and followed him up to Stirling
She grown sae fu and she couldn't a boo,
and they left her in Dunferniline



Bonnie lassie, Ill lie near you yet,
Bonnie lassie, I'll lie near you,
And I'll gar all your ribbons reel
In the morning air I'll leave you

Bonnie lassie, Ill lie near you yet,
Bonnie lassie, I'll lie near you,
And I'll gar all your ribbons reel
In the morning air I'll leave you

Bonnie lassie, Ill lie near you yet,
Bonnie lassie, I'll lie near you,
And I'll gar all your ribbons reel
In the morning air I'll leave you

19670. The Truth

Steve Earle - The Truth

[Verse 1]
In the blue of the evening when the sun is low
There's a shadow that creeps across my cellblock floor
And it comes to remind me what I'm in here for
No, I'm not admitting that I done the crime
I'm only getting down to doing time
The passing of days is no concern of mine

[Verse 2]
There's a guard on the second shift, comes on at three
And he's always about a half inch off of me
Like he needs to keep reminding me that I'm not free
God forgive him 'cause he doesn't see
He's no less a prisoner 'cause he holds a key
And God forbid he turn his back on me

[Verse 3]
For every wall you build around your fear
A thousand darker things are born in here
They're fed on contempt for all that you hold dear
The truth is it doesn't matter what you do
Till you gaze in that mirror with an eye that's true
And admit that what scares you is the me in you

19671. The Truth - Chords

The Truth 
Breaking Grass
 



[Intro] (On Cue)
/ Em            /
 
[Verse 1]
Em                             B7/E
  Today some divers found that old 68,
Em                           B7/E
  I watched the news as they pulled it from the lake.
C**           D**                 G*         D/F#* Em*    Em/D*
  The sheriff said: "right now we don't have any   clues".
        C**         B7**           Em         C
I guess only me and Tommy know the truth.
 
[Verse 2]
Em                      B7
  Sarah Hopkins was the homecoming queen,
Em                                   B7
  at any given time, she was wearing mine or Tommy's ring.
C**             D**              G*      D/F#*  Em*    Em/D*
  Folks said he won that fight because I lost a tooth.
        C**         B7**           Em
I guess only me and Tommy know the truth.
 
[Chorus]
C**             D**            Em
  They say that it can set you free,
C**           D**               B7
  that hasn't been the case for me.
C**           D**           G*     D/F#*    Em*    Em/D*
  I've been a prisoner of a secret since my youth
    C**         B7**
and only me and Tommy know the [Interlude] truth.
 
[Interlude] (Count 2)
/ C             / D             / Em            / Em            /
/ C             / D             / B7            / B7            /
/ C             / D             / G     D/F#    / Em     Em/D   /
/ C             / Bm            /
 
[Verse 3]
Em                            B7
  One night I went to pick up Sarah for a date,
Em                          B7
  she'd been crying and she tried to hide her face.
C**            D**                  G*        D/F#*     Em*    Em/D*
  She said she fell, that's why her eyes were black and blue.
        C**         B7**           Em
I guess only me and Bobby know the truth
 
[Verse 4]
Em                              B7
  That night I swore that I was going to make things right,
Em                       B7
  I needed help and only one name came to mind.
C**            D**                G*       D/F#*     Em*    Em/D*
  That boy who said: "I'll always love her more than you."
           C**         B7**           Em



That's why only me and Bobby know the truth.
 
[Chorus]
C**             D**            Em
  They say that it can set you free,
C**           D**               B7
  that hasn't been the case for me.
C**           D**           G*     D/F#*    Em*    Em/D*
  I've been a prisoner of a secret since my youth
    C**         B7**           Em     Em      Em       Em** G**
and only me and Tommy know the truth.
 
[Verse 5] (Epilog)
Em                     B7
  Sarah's Father was a bully when he drank
Em                            B7
  and we were waiting when he passed out by the lake.
C**          D**            G*            D/F#* Em*    Em/D*
  We put him in his car and pushed him to his   tomb.
           C*   B7*         Em*        Em** G**
That's why only we know the truth.
 
[Outro] (Repeat and Fade Out)
/ C             / D             / Em            / Em            /
/ C             / D             / B7            / B7            /
/ C             / D             / G     D/F#    / Em     Em/D   /
/ C             / B7            / Em            / Em            /

19672. The Truth Is The Light

The Truth Is The Light
The Wood Brothers
 
The truth is the light
The truth is the light
It hurts sometimes
But that saying's still right
The truth is the light
 
Love is a flame
Love is a flame
It can warm you up or
Burn you down again
Love is a flame
  
You might have to cry
You might have to cry
But better some tears
Than some smoke in your eye
You might have to cry
  
Don't you know I heard the whole damn thing
It's a sad song you cannot sing



But that's all right
'Cause all of a sudden I could feel my wings
With your lips unbuttoned
I know you're gonna set me free
  
The truth is the light
The truth is the light
It hurts sometimes
But that saying's still right
The truth is the light
 
Some people might steal and cheat me
They can fuss and fight me but don't deceive me
And it'll be all right
Tell me the words and I can get my peace
No matter how bad
You know it's gonna set me free
  
The truth is the light
The truth is the light
It hurts sometimes
But that saying's still right
The truth is the light
  
My bird's gonna sing
My bird's gonna sing
And I don't care
If you cut his wings
My bird's gonna sing
 
The truth is the light
The truth is the light
It hurts sometimes
But that saying's still right
The truth is the light

19673. The Truth Won't Set Us Free

The Truth Won't Set Us Free
Sara Watkins - The Truth Won't Set Us Free

I believe that he believes
Every word that he's been saying
That he's as true as he can be
But it never meant to me
That he was only playing
Cause the truth won't set us free
Too many ties that bind
To admit our love is vanished
Losing land that meets the rising sea
In a house we can't afford
We take on water and just keep bailing
Cause the truth won't set us free



Who's to say the way that life was meant to go?
Who's to say the line that we were meant to tow?
We are bound up in a world
That took twenty years of making
And the truth won't set us free
Our friends, they are not fooled
By the lies that we've been telling
In their eyes I see the sympathy
But there's no reason to confide
We're not buying what they're selling
Cause the truth won't set us free
Who's to say the way that life was meant to go?
They believe that we should start again
But they don't know
We are bound up in a world
That took twenty years of making
And the truth won't set us free
But we are bound up in a world
That took twenty years of making
And the truth won't set us free

19674. The Twentieth Century Is Almost Over

The Highwaymen - The Twentieth Century Is Almost Over

[Verse 1]
Back in 1899
Everybody sang "Auld Lang Syne"
A hundred years would take a long-long time
For every little boy and girl
Now there's just one thing I would like to know
Where did the twentieth century go?
I swear it was there just a minute ago, all over this world

[Chorus]
All over this world
All over this world
The twentieth century is almost over
Almost over, almost over
The twentieth century is almost over
All over this world

[Verse 2]
Does anybody recall the Great Depression?
I read all about it in the True Confession
Sorry I was late for the recording session
Somebody put me on hold
Did anybody see them linoleum floors, petroleum jelly, and two world wars?
The went 'round in revolving doors, all over this world

[Chorus]
All over this world
All over this world



The twentieth century is almost over
Almost over, almost over
The twentieth century is almost over
All over this world

[Verse 3]
Old father time is a-rumblin' and a-rappin'
Standin' at the window, thumpin' and a-tappin'
Everybody's waiting for somethin' to happen
I hope it don't happen to you
You know, the judgement day is getting nearer
There it is in the rear-view mirror
If you duck down I could see a little clearer, all over this world

[Chorus]
All over this world
All over this world
The twentieth century is almost over
Almost over, almost over
The twentieth century is almost over
All over this world
All over this world
All over this world
The twentieth century is almost over
Almost over, almost over
The twentieth century is almost over
All over this world
All over this world
All over this world
The twentieth century is almost over
All over this world

19675. The Unknown Fighter - Chords

The Unknown Fighter 
Robert Earl Keen
 
[Intro]
G  Am  G
 
[Verse 1]
Am               F
 Friend of Jesus, tall and trim
C                     G
 Deep and old timer inside the city jail
Am                   F
 The unknown fighter steps into the gym
C                     G
 Takes his corner and sends for the bell
 
[Chorus]
F                      C
 Someday very soon the world will know his name



E                               F
 He feels with every punch he's landin'
                   C
Another uppercut, another man goes down
F           G                  Am        F  G  C
Down to the ground, he's still standin', mmm
 
[Interlude]
G  Am  G
 
[Verse 2]
Am                F
 Small dark faces, smoke and bling
C                            G
 The dark side warehouse has seen better nights
Am                   F
 The unknown fighter steps into the ring
C                    G
 It don't matter his name is not in lights
 
[Chorus]
F                      C
 Someday very soon the world will know his name
E                               F
 He feels with every punch he's landin'
                   C
Another uppercut, another man goes down
F           G                  Am        F  G
Down to the ground, he's still standin', mmm
 
[Instrumental]
F  C  E  F  C
F  G  Am  x2
G
 
[Verse 3]
Am               F
 Turn of fortune, God knows why
C                        G
 The true contender will never make the show
Am                          F
 Now the unknown fighter is lookin' in the eye
C                    G
 Of the champion and matchin' every blow
 
[Chorus 2]
F                      C
 Someday very soon the world will know his name
E                            F
 The crowd explodes in wild abandon
                                C
He throws his mighty right, the champion goes down
F           G                  Am
Down to the ground, he's still standin'
F   G        Am        F  G  C
8-9-10, he's standin', mmm



19676. The Unrepentant

Steve Earle - The Unrepentant

[Verse 1]
In the middle of the night
In the middle of a lonely night
Stands alone in the pale moonlight
Screams out in defiance
He's got no one to turn to
You could talk until you turn blue
He'd just turn his back on you
Ain't no compromising

[Chorus]
Because he's totally untamed
No fear of the unnamed
Oh man, he'll take the blame
Someone's got to do it
Someone's got to

[Verse 2]
He is now out on the highway
He's got the key and the right of way
Tank is full and his toll is paid
Hellbound and determined
He run a dangerous payload
When he comes to the crossroads
Ah man, it's all timed to explode
'Cause you'll just see the sky burning

19677. The Unrepentant - Chords

The Unrepentant
Steve Earl - The Unrepentant
Album- I Feel Alright

Intro

A-G-D-A

       G              D
In the middle of the night
                   A
In the middle of a lonely night
G                   D
Stands alone in the pale moonlight
                       A     
Screams out in defiance



G           D       
He's got no one to turn to
          A                 
You could talk  til you turn blue
G                  D
He'd just turn his back on you
                A
Ain't no compromising

(Chorus)

            A G  D
 Cause he's      totally untamed
   A               
No fear of the unnamed
G         D
But he'll take the blame
                             A
 Cause someone's gotta do it

Now he's out on the highway
He's got the key and the right of way
His tank is full and his toll's paid
Hellbound and determined
He run a dangerous payload
When he comes to the crossroads
Ah, man it's all times to explode
You'll just see the sky burnin'

(Play Chorus)

Now he's standin' at hell's door
With a bad attitude and a forty-four
The devil said, "What's up man
Now what you come here for?"
He said, "Man, let's just get to it"
He said, "I always heard that you were the bad one
There's a few places I ain't been, a few things I ain't done
You got your pitchfork and I got my gun"
Someone's gotta do it

(Play Chorus twice)

19678. The Unseen Hand - Chords

The Unseen Hand 
Marty Stuart & His Fabulous Superlatives

[Verse 1]
             Ab    Db      Ab
There is an unseen hand in me
                   Ab     Bb     Bb Eb
That leads through ways I cannot see



            Ab           Db       Ab
While going through this world of woe
                 Ab      Db   Eb Ab
This hand still leads me as I go
 
[Chorus]
             Ab     C      F   Eb Db
I'm trusting to the unseen hand
               Ab           Bb    Eb  Eb
That guides me through this weary land
               Ab       C          F    Eb  Db
And some sweet day I'll reach that strand
             Ab     Eb    Ab
Still guided by the unseen hand
 
[Verse 2]
          Ab              Db       Ab
I long to see my precious savior's face
    Eb             Fm              Bb       Bb  Eb
And sing the sweet story I've been saved by grace
          Ab   Ab   Db     Ab
And there upon that golden strand
     Eb         F       Eb      Ab
I'll praise him for his guiding hand
 
[Chorus] x2
 
[Coda]
Db    Ab    Bb  Ab     Eb   Eb   Ab
Still gui - ded by the un - seen hand

19679. The USA Begins With US

Dierks Bentley - The USA Begins With US

[Intro]
Let's do this
You guys just follow me, alright? I got it
You know the Hot Country Knights have played shows
In all forty-eight states
We've played for every kind of American
And even a few Canadians, but this song is not for them
Alright
When we look out every night at our sold-out crowds just like right here tonight in 
Anyway, uh, we don't see black, white, or brown
No, in fact, we don't see colors, we only see red, white, and blue
(USA, USA, USA, USA, USA)
That's right, now these days
These day hey, woah, hang on, boys, woah, woah
These days there's a lot of people that wanna divide us
Well, I'm no math genius like all those smarty dudes up there in DC
But I know division is the exact same thing as subtraction, am I right?
And the Knights are not about subtraction, we're all about addition



(Addition, addition, addition)
In fact, an American probably invented addition
The US, hang on
Now this mornin' I was checkin' the tag in my underwear
Make sure it was mine, it was
Now there's a little tag in there that says "Made in China" (Boo)
But I remember when those tags used to say "Made in the USA"
(USA, USA, USA, USA)
And that got me thinkin'
It inspired me to write this little song right here about twenty minutes ago
It goes hang on, hang on
The US, hang on
I'm onto somethin', what I realized is the USA begins with us
It does, it actually begins with a 'U' and an 'S'

[Verse]
The USA begins with us
A freedom dream bought with blood
Together, we can stand as one
The USA begins with us (Mod if you're an American, come on)
The USA (We're all us) begins with us (Old people)
A freedom dream (Weirdos, woo) bought with blood (Bass players, hell yeah)
Together (Even bass players), we can stand as one (Hey, that's me)
(Yeah, that's you)
The USA (Freedom is not free) begins with us (It's expensive)
The USA begins with us
[Refrain]
I pledge allegiance, say it with me
I pledge allegiance to the hallowed be thy name
To the republic for which it stands and....
Amen
Yeah, one more time, one more time
Keep it goin', keep it goin' (USA, USA, USA, USA, USA)
USA, U-USA

[Interlude: Hot Country Knights, Franklin D. Roosevelt,  John F. Kennedy]
The only thing we have to fear is fear itself
Yeah
Ask not what your country can do for you
Ask what you can do for your country
That's right

[Interlude: Richard Nixon, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush]
Because people have got to know whether or not their president's a crook
Well, I'm not a crook
I did not have sexual relations with that woman
There's an old saying in Tennessee
I know it's in Texas, probably in Tennessee, that says
"Fool me once, shame on, shame on you
Fool me, you can't get fooled again"

[Outro]
USA, USA
(USA, USA, USA, USA)



19680. The Usual Time

Steve Earle - The Usual Time

Late in the evening
Just about to lay down
Was there at your backdoor
Did you hear a strange sound, girl?
Honey, I just saw your light
Here I come, baby
It's the usual time of night

I can't help but want you
Ever since I known you
I would never hurt you
I don't want to own you, girl
I just want to hold you tight
Here I come, baby
It's the usual time of night

I know you don't love me
I know you don't need me
If you ever want me
Just hit on your back porch light
At the usual time of night

Now I been down to Texas
I been to New Orleans
I was born a rambler
You are gonna haunt my dreams
Any time the wound is right

19681. The Vacant Chair - Chords

The Vacant Chair 
Kathy Mattea

[Intro]
A    E    A
 
[Verse 1]
A                                    D                       A      A                          A
We shall meet but we shall miss him, there will be one vacant chair; we shall linger to caress 
him,
A           B                E               A                           D                A
While we breathe our ev'ning pray'r when a year ago we gathered, joy was in his mild blue ey
es,
A             A                                E      A
But a golden chord is severed, And our hopes in ruin  lie.



 
[Chorus]
A        D                A            A                   E
We shall meet but we shall miss him, there will be one vacant chair,
E        A           D                  A        E            A
We shall linger to caress him, while we breathe our ev'ning pray'r.
 
[Instrumental]
A   D     E  A
 
[Verse 2]
A                                      D              A      A                          A
At our fireside, sad and lonely,often will the bosom swell  at remembrance of the story,
        B            E       E    A                                     D               A
How our noble Willie fell; how he strove to bear our banner through the thickest of the fight,
A                                               E            A
And uphold our country's honor, in the strength of manhood's night.
 
[Chorus]
A        D                A            A                   E
We shall meet but we shall miss him, there will be one vacant chair,
E        A           D                  A        E            A
We shall linger to caress him, while we breathe our ev'ning pray'r.
 
[Verse 3]
A                                        D                  A                          A
True, they tell us wreaths of glory ever more will deck his brow, but this soothes the anguish 
only,
        B                     E           A                               D               A
Sweeping o'er our heartstrings now. sleep today, oh early fallen, in thy green and narrow bed
,
A                                                E         A
Dirges from the pine and cypress mingle with the tears we shed.
 
[Outro]
A        D                A            A                   E
We shall meet but we shall miss him, there will be one vacant chair,
E        A           D                  A        E            A
We shall linger to caress him, while we breathe our ev'ning pray'r.

19682. The Vacuum Cleaner Song

The Vacuum Cleaner Song
Robert Earl Keen

C
The vacuum cleaner has no name, it has no name
C
The vacuum cleaner has no name, it has no name
F                  G
The vacuum cleaner has no name
C                  F
The vacuum cleaner will remain



C                G
Among the things without a name
F                 C
Without a name at all

The salmon chair it can't tell time, it can't tell time
The salmon chair it can't tell time, it can't tell time
The salmon chair it can't tell time
Still it is a friend of mine
It holds me close, shares my wine
Never lets me fall

The mirror there it makes no sense, it makes no sense
The mirror there it makes no sense, it makes no sense
The mirror there it makes no sense
It turns a frog into a prince
It's only by coincidence
I'm hangin' on the wall

This life of mine it goes its way, it goes its way
This life of mine it goes its way, it goes its way
This life of mine it goes its way
It doesn't hear the things I say
Or else it would be yesterday
Winter would be fall

This life of mine it goes its way

19683. The Valley Of Peace

The Valley Of Peace

There's an old broken lock on the old cabin door
The cracks and the holes in your cabin floor
It's a tumbled down shack how I long to go back
And dwell in that shack evermore

   Peace peace the valley of peace
   Where no sorrows are known
   Like a heaven yes heaven to me it seems
   Peace the valley my home

Though an old broken window
the light brightly shines
It twinkles and shines through the honeysuckle vines
By the old rustic well is my sweet little Nell
And for me I know how she pines

In the parlor a fire is burning so bright
The old rocking chair is empty tonight
That tumbled down shack is a palace to me
And that's where I'm longing to be



* Refrain

19684. The Valley Road

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - The Valley Road

While no one was looking on the old plantation
He took her all the way down the long valley road
They sent her away not too much later
Left him walking down the old valley road.

Sometimes i lead, sometimes i follow
This time i'll go where she wants me to go
She said maybe today, maybe tomorrow
Go deep in the woods down the long valley road

Walk on walk on little doll walk
Walk on little doll

Out in the hall they were talkin' in a whisper
Everybody noticed she was gone a while
Somebody said she was gone to her sister's
Everyone knew what they were talkin' about.

While no one was looking on the old plantation
He showed her what they do down the long valley road
Came back around like nothin' really happened
Left him standing on the old valley road

Walk on walk on little doll walk on
Walk on little doll
Walk on, walk on the valley road

Standing like a stone on the old plantation
Rich old man wouldn't ever let him in
Good enough to hire, not good enough to marry
When it all happens, nobody wins
Walk on walk on little doll walk on
Walkon little doll etc

19685. The Vamp From Back In The Goodle Days

John Hartford - The Vamp from Back in the Goodle Days

The goodle days are past and gone
All the good people done gone on
Pass my life away singin' this song
About back in the goodle days



19686. The Vanishing Race

Rhiannon Giddens - The Vanishing Race
Gillian Welch 

[Verse]
Ii Ii ou Ii Ii Ii ou Ii Ii ou
Oh wagon trains rolling along they fade from my visions and in time will be gone
I see an eagle in space my people will follow oh oh a vanishing race
Ii Ii ou Ii Ii Ii ou Ii Ii ou
An Indian brave rolled along one day on a lonely mountain trail
And he gazed below with a heart of woe where the prairie schooners sail
A vision formed like a mortal storm in the dust of the wagon train
A vanishing race appeared in space and he sang his sad refrain
Ii Ii ou Ii Ii Ii ou Ii Ii ou
Oh wagon trains rolling along
Oh now great spirits on high please spare them the sorrow you show to my eye oh oh
Now my blankets are roll and I ride to the valley of the brave Navajo oh oh
Ii Ii ou Ii Ii Ii ou Ii Ii ou
And I ride to the valley of the brave Navajo oh oh
Oh oh a vanishing Navajo oh the vanishing Navajo
Ii Ii ou Ii Ii Ii ou Ii Ii ou

19687. The Very Last Time

Todd Snider - The Very Last Time

[Chorus]
This is the last time, the very last time
You gonna break my heart
Unlike the last time, this is the last time
You going to break my heart
Staring down the barrel of a lonesome truth
We never got that far
From the worn out welcome of a wasted youth
I see the way we are

[Chorus]
This is the last time, the very last time
You going to break my heart
Unlike the last time, this is the last time
You going to break my heart
I had a dream where you came to see me
You asked if I was OK
That's how I knew that I was dreaming
You asked if I was OK

[Chorus]
This is the last time, the very last time



You going to break my heart
Unlike the last time, this is the last time
You going to break my heart
You going to break my heart
So many things that I had hoped for
So many things I feared
Just like tears into a river
The way they've all disappeared

[Chorus]
This is the last time, the very last time
You going to break my heart
Unlike the last time, this is the last time
You're gonna break my heart

19688. The Visit - Chords

The Visit
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Gene Ellsworth, Brad Rodgers, Charles Stefl

C                     F
Sorry I'm so late but I've been out a-walking
C                                      G7
Trying to find a way to tell you but I think you already know
C                                F
I'd never want to hurt you cause darling I still love you
C                                        G7                    C
But things aren't the way they use to be it's time for letting go

                                 F
I wasn't out there looking but a month ago last Sunday
C                              G7
I met someone just like you in line at the grocery store
C                                 F
We've been spending time together yes she knows all about you
C                            G7                C
The truth is she can give me what you can't anymore

F
I know I promised you forever
  C
I never thought I'd see this day
    F
 If only I could write the pages
    C                       G7
Our story wouldn't end this way

C                             F
I feel so much better knowing we could have this moment
C                                      G7
But it looks like it may rain soon and it's getting kind of late
C                               F



Hon I'll always bring you roses every time I come to visit
    C                  G7                    C
The caretakers waiting he wants to close the gate

F
I know I promised you forever
        C
I never thought I'd see this day
    F
 If only I could write the pages
    C                       G7
Our story wouldn't end this way
                     C
It wouldn't end this way

19689. The Voice

The Voice
Lindsay Lou - The Voice

[Verse 1]
Fits of longing, walks along the pathless woods
Ooooh
Beauty is alive in his loss
Shiny shoes and a crown of stars
Ooooh
"Now," he says "is always new"

[Chorus]
Watch out what you let guide you
It'll grow up from inside you
Everyone gets down sometimes
Ooooh
Trust the voice you know is right

[Verse 2]
Slinging wares from a sidewalk stand
A daydream sent her gaze his way
Ooooh
Aware and unafraid
In the lines that time had worn around her clear green eyes
His skeptic's heart found the sound of his own voice
For the first time

[Chorus]
Watch out what you let guide you
It'll grow up from inside you
Everyone gets down sometimes
Ooooh
Trust the voice you know is right
Aaaah
Ooooh
Ooooh



Ooooh
Aaaah
Waking in a dream
Drawn to the green
At the edge of town
Lost what he had never found

19690. The Voice Of My Darling

The Voice Of My Darling

I thought I heard the voice of my darling
I looked but there was no one else around
Just when I knew her memory would haunt me
Just as long as I stay in this lonesome town

As I go walking down this lonely street
Thinking of a love that used to be
The one I love is gone and I'm so lonely
Then I thought I heard my baby speak to me

Is seems so long now since she went away
Although it was only yesterday
I see her face each time I try to sleep
And I hear her voice on every lonely street

19691. The Voice Of My Saviour

Jimmy Martin - The voice of my saviour

I heard a sweet voice so tenderly callin'
Sayin' arise be saved ever more
I knew it must be the voice of my Saviour
For I had not heard a voice like it before

I remember one night in an ole fashioned meetin'
I was prayin' to God to redeem my poor soul
When I heard the sweet voice of my lovin' Saviour
And I started that night to make heaven my home

I heard a sweet voice so tenderly callin'...

I'm glad that I heard the voice of my Saviour

I know I'm redeemed by his wonderful grace
Someday when he calls I'll go up to heaven
And then in that city I'll look on his face

I heard a sweet voice so tenderly callin'...



19692. The Vow

The Vow

I ride through the country In that old car of mine
And I think back on the times we were lost out there a while 
Nothing Upsets us as love 

I will stand

I will love you forever till the skies don't turn blue
till the mississippi river 
love is the answer when live 
if forever isn't long enough I'll love you one day more

Time changes everything The truth will always stand
I will stand

19693. The Wagoner's Lad

The Duhks - The Wagoner's Lad 

Oh hard is the fortune of all womankind
They're always controlled, they're always confined
Controlled by their parents until they are wives
Then slaves to their husbands the rest of their lives

I am a poor girl, my fortune is sad
I've always been courted by the wagoner's lad
He's courted me daily, by night and by day
And now he is loaded and going away

Your horses are hungry, go feed them on hay
Come down by me darling as long as you may
My horses aren't hungry, they won't eat your hay
So fare thee well darling, I'll be on my way

Your parents don't like me because I am poor
They say I'm not worthy of entering your door
I work for my living, my money's my own
And if they don't like me they can leave me alone

Your wagon needs greasing, your whip is to mend
Come here down beside me as long as you can
My wagon is greasy, my whip's in my hand
So fare thee well darling, I'll no longer stand

Oh hard is the fortune of all womankind
They're always controlled, they're always confined



Controlled by their parents until they are wives
Then slaves to their husbands the rest of their lives

19694. The Wagoner's Lad - Chords

The Wagoner's Lad - Tim O'Brien
(P.D., source Buell Kazee, arr Tim O'Brien (Howdy Skies 
Music/Forerunner Music, Inc., ASCAP))

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3 , Key of A

Wagoner's Lad (Traditional)
    A                               D
The heart is the fortune of all women kind
                 A                           E
They're always controlled, they're always confined
    A                                      D
Controlled by their parents until they are wives
                    A                     E      A
Then slaves to their husbands the rest of their lives

I am a poor girl, my fortune is sad
I've always been courted by the wagoner's lad
He courted my dailey, by night and by day
Now his wagon is loaded and he's going away

Your parents don't like me because I am poor
They say I'm not worthy of entering your door
I work for my living, my money's my own
If they don't like me they can leave me alone

Your horses are hungry go feed them some hay
Come sit down here by me as long as you stay
My horses ain't hungry, they won't eat your hay
So fair thee well darlin. I'll feed on my way

Your wagon needs greasin', you whip is to mend
Come sit down here by me as long as you can
My wagon is greasy, my whip's in my hand
So fair thee well darlin' no longer to stand

The heart is the fortune of all women kind
They're always controlled, they're always confined
Controlled by their parents until they are wives
Then slaves to their husbands the rest of their lives

19695. The Waiting



Linda Ronstadt - The Waiting

Oh baby don't it feel like heaven right now
Don't it feel like something from a dream
Hey I've never known nothing quite like this
Don't it feel like the night might never be again
Baby we know better than to try and pretend
Honey, no one could've ever told me about this

I said yeah yeah
Yeah yeah yeah yeah
The waiting is the hardest part
Every day you see one more card
You take it on faith
You take it to the heart
The waiting is the hardest part

Well yeah you might've chased a couple women around
Oh all it ever got you is down
Yeah then there were those that made me feel good
But never as good as I feel right now
Baby you're the only one that's ever known how
To make me want to live like I want to live now

I said yeah yeah
Yeah yeah yeah yeah
The waiting is the hardest part
Every day you get one more yard
You take it on faith
You take it to the heart
The waiting is the hardest part

Oh, don't let it kill you babe
Don't let it get to you
Don't let it kill you babe
Don't let it get to you
I'll be your bleeding heart
I'll be your crying fool
Don't let this go too far
Don't let it get to you

I said yeah yeah
Yeah yeah yeah yeah
The waiting is the hardest part
Every day you get one more yard
You take it on faith
You take it to the heart
The waiting is the hardest part
The waiting is the hardest part
It's the hardest part
It's the hardest part

19696. The Wall



The Wall
James King

Theres a lot of strange men in cell block ten
But the strangest of them all
Was a friend of mine who spent his time staring at the wall
Staring at thewall

As he stared at that wall so strong and tall
You could hear him softly curse nobody at all
Ever climbed that wall but i'm gona be the first
Yeah i'm gona be the first

The warden walked by and said son don't try
I'd hate to see you fall
For there is no doubt they'll carry you out
If you ever touch that wall
If you ever touch that wall

Well a years gone by since he made his try
But I can still recall
How hard he tried and the way he died
But he never made that wall
He never made that wall

Theres never been a man ever shook this can
But I know a man who tried
The newspapers called it a jail break plan
But I know it was suicide
I know it was suicide

19697. The Wall Of Death

The Wall Of Death

Verse 1:
Let me ride on the wall of death 
One more time
Let me ride on the wall of death 
One more time
You can waste your time on the other rides
But this is the nearest to being alive
Oh let me take my chances
On the Wall of Death

Verse 2:
You can go with the crazy people 
In the crooked house
You can fly away on the rocket 
Or spin in the mouse
The tunnel of love might amuse you
And Noah's Ark might confuse you
But let me take my chances 
On the Wall of Death



Bridge:
On the Wall of Death
All the World is far from me
On the Wall of Death
It's the nearest to being free

Verse 3:
Well you're going nowhere 
When you ride on the carousel
And maybe you're strong
But what's the good of ringing a bell
The switchback will make you crazy
Beware of the bearded lady
Oh let me take my chances 
On the Wall of Death

Final Verse:
Let me ride on the wall of death 
One more time
Let me ride on the wall of death 
One more time
You can waste your time on the other rides
But this is the nearest to being alive
Sing 5x: Let me take my chances
On the Wall of Death

19698. The Waltz Of The Angels

The Waltz Of The Angels

The waltz of the angels I hear each night,
when I hold you tightly in these arms of mine,
It's surely from Heaven this music I hear
when you say I love you in waltz time my dear.

Refrain

There must be a power much higher then I,
a writer of love songs way up in the sky,
the maker of rose's of love sweet and true,
the waltz of the angels was wrote just for you.

INST.

Repete Refrain.

19699. The Wandering Boy



The Stanley Brothers - The Wandering Boy

Out in the cold world and far away from home
Some mother's boy is wandering all alone
No one to guide him or keep his footsteps right
Some mother's boy is homeless tonight

Oh, bring back to me, my wandering boy
For there is no other that's left to give me joy
Tell him his mother with faded cheeks and hair
Is at the old home, awaiting him there

Out in the hallway there stands a vacant chair
Had an old pair of shoes he used to wear
Empty now the cradle, he used to love so well
Oh, how I love him, no tongue can tell

Oh, bring back to me, my wandering boy
For there is no other that's left to give me joy
Tell him his mother with faded cheeks and hair
Is at the old home, awaiting him there

Well, I remember the parting words he said
"We'll meet again where tears are never shed
No separation [Incomprehensible]
When life is over, I'll meet you up there

Oh, bring back to me, my wandering boy
For there is no other that's left to give me joy
Tell him his mother with faded cheeks and hair
Is at the old home, awaiting him there

19700. The Wanter

The Wanter
Fruition

Well, this is just how far I can make it
'fore I take your heart and finally break it
Yeah, this role is new to me
I'm used to being the wanter, not the wanted
How can I handle your desire
Get a bucket o' water and throw it on the fire
Gonna put it out and let it be
Cuz I'm the wanter, you really don't want me
I'm in it for the fishing, I'm not in it for the catch
It's something that I haven't quite reconciled yet
I understand that you'd give anything
But I'm a keep running, I'm a keep running from a wedding ring
Yeah I'm a keep running, I'm a keep running from a wedding ring
These days, I am a lazy mess
I sit around, still don't take no rest
It ain't no way for a lover to be
I'm the wanter, you really don't want me



You're watching me, I'm watching them
Whatever we had, I'm making it look grim
So go find something better than me
Cuz I'm the wanter, you really don't want me

19701. The War Inside

The War Inside
Chris Stapleton

[Verse]
I can't leave when I want to
I can't see when the sun's gonna shine
I'm alright without you
I can leave this world behind
I'm out here on my own
I'm out here, all alone

[Chorus]
So high
I can hear the angels cry
Hell bound
Helpless heart, about to drown
I need
To change the things that I believe
Bye, bye
I can't win the war inside

[Chorus]
So high
I can hear the angels cry
Hell bound
Helpless heart, about to drown
I need
To change the things that I believe
ByR, bye
I can't win the war inside

[Bridge]
I'm out hRre on my own
I'm out here, all alone

[Chorus]
So high
I can hear the angels cry
Hell bound
Helpless heart, about to drown
I need
To change the things that I believe
Bye, bye
I can't win, I can't win
Bye, bye
I can't win, I can't win



Bye, bye
I can't win the war inside

19702. The Warden

Old Crow Medicine Show - The Warden

The warden stands tall as he walks down the hall
Puts all our lives on the shelf
Holding the keys to our miseries
How does he live with himself?

How does the warden sleep at night
After the long day's through?
Does he toss and turn, does his conscience burn?
Is he a prisoner too?

Down in this pen full of sorrow and sin
Do the days weigh on his chest?
When the warden goes home
To his house made of stone
How does he get any rest?

How does the warden sleep at night
After the long day's through?
Does he toss and turn, does his conscience burn?
Is he a prisoner too?

Oh warden, hey warden
Are you so different than me?
Hey warden, warden
What does it mean to be free?

I look through the bars to look at the stars
And we're all the same so it seems
And just like me I wonder if he
Can ever find peace in his dreams

How does the warden sleep at night
After the long day's through?
Does he toss and turn, does his conscience burn?
Is he a prisoner too?

Are you a prisoner too?

19703. The Warm Red WineThe Road Goes On And On - Chords

The Warm Red Wine
Recorded by George Jones 



Written by Cindy Walker [3/4 time]

C                               F      C
Put a nickel in the jukebox and let it play 
                             G7
For my heart is so cold with pain
         C                           F        C
Take the cork from the bottle of the warm red wine 
            G7       C
And fill my glass up again
        F                         C
Fill my glass to the brim till it flows over the rim
                                     G7
Like the tears flow in this heart of mine
         C                  F              C
And I'll say so long to the dreams that are gone 
                  G7       C
On account of the warm red wine
                           F         C
A prison of stone with its cold iron bars 
                         G7
Is no more a prison than mine
      C                         F     C
I'm a prisoner of drink and can never es-cape 
                       G7       C
From the chains of the warm red wine
Repeat #3

19704. The Water Is Wide

The Water Is Wide
Traditional
Rhonda Vincent - Dixie Chicks

The water is wide and I can't cross over
Neither have I wings to fly
Build me a boat that can carry two
And both shall row my love and I.

There is a ship and it sails on the sea
Loaded deep as deep can be
But not as deep as this {love, hole} I'm in
I know not if I sink or swim.

I leaned my back up against an oak
Thinkin' it was a trusty tree
But first it bent and then it broke
As my own love proved false to me.

Oh love is gentle, love is kind
Love is sweet is when love is new
But love grows cold as it grows old
And fades away like some morning dew.



Repeat first verse

19705. The Water Lily - Chords

The Water Lily - Ralph Stanley
by Ralph Stanley from "Saturday Night and Sunday Morning" 

Capo 2 
 
Intro: D 
 
A [D]lonely young wife in her [G]dreaming dis[D]cerns 
A lily decked pool with a border of [A]ferns  
And a [D]beautiful child with [G]butterfly [D]wings 
Drifts down to the edge of the [A]water and [D]sings 
 
[D]Come mama, come, [G]quick follow [D]me 
Step out on the leaves of the [A]water li[D]ly 
 
And the [D]lonely young wife, her [G]heart beating [D]wild 
Cries wait till I come, till I reach you my [A]child 
But the [D]beautiful child with [G]butterfly [D]wings 
Steps out on the leaves of the [A]lily and [D]sings 
 
[D]Come mama, come, [G]quick follow [D]me 
Step out on the leaves of the [A]water li[D]ly 
 
Instrumental (chords same as verse) 
 
And the [D]wife in her dreaming steps [G]out on the [D]stream 
But the lily leaves sink and she wakes from her [A]dream 
Oh the [D]waking is sad, for the [G]tears that it [D]brings 
And she knows its her dead baby's [A]spirit that [D]sings 
 
[D]Come mama, come, [G]quick follow [D]me 
Step out on the leaves of the [A]water li[D]ly 
 
[D]Come mama, come, [G]quick follow [D]me 
Step out on the leaves of the [A]water li[D]ly

19706. The Water Song

The Incredible String Band - The Water Song 

Water, water, see the water flow
Glancing, dancing, see the water flow
O wizard of changes, water, water, water



Dark or silvery mother of life
Water, water, holy mystery, heavens daughter
Wizard of changes teach me the lesson of flowing

God made a song when the world was new
Waters laughter sings it through
O wizard of changes teach me the lesson of flowing

God made a song when the world was new
Waters laughter sings it through
Wizard of changes, water, water, water

19707. The Wave On The Sea

The Carter Family - The Wave on the Sea

[Chorus]
Oh, the waves on the sea, how they roll
The chilly winds, how they do blow
My own true love got drowneded in the deep
And the ship never got to the shore

[Verse 1]
Oh, the first on the deck was a porter of the ship
And a rough-looking fellow was he
Says, "I care no more for my wife and my child
Than I do for the fish in the sea"

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]
Well, I left my dear darling a-grieving
Well, I left my dear darling a-grieving
I left my dear darling grieving after me
For I never expect to see her anymore

[Chorus]

19708. The Waves On The Sea

The Waves On The Sea
(The Waves Of The Sea)
The Lilly Brothers & Don Stover

   Oh the waves on the sea how they roll
   And the chilly winds how they do blow
   My own true love got drownded in the deep
   And the ship never got to the shore.



I left my darling grievin'
I left my darling grievin'
I left my darling grievin' at the deep
And I never expect to see her anymore.

The first on the deck was the captain of the ship
A rough looking fellow was he
Said I care no more for my wife and my child
Than I do for the fish in the sea.

One cold night as I lay on my bed
I fell so fast asleep
And thoughts of my true love come runnin' through my head
And poor sailors that sail on the deep.

Oh the moon shines so bright and the stars give us light
And my mother is waiting for me
She may look she may weep she may look to the deep
She may look to the bottom of the sea.

Then three times around turned the gallant old ship
Yes three times around turned she
And as she turned (the) third time around
She sank to the bottom of the sea.

19709. The Way Back

The Way Back
Blue Dogs

In the back of my pick-up, out under the stars
Me and Miss Tina just talking about cars
She says I'm tired of riding with you up to lover's leap
She says I'm tired I'm riding in this old truck
And as long as you're in it you're out of luck
How can you stand to be seen in this dirty old heap

Well I heard what she said and I went downtown
I grabbed the first salesman that I found
I said I need an extended cab a Ford or GMC
He said son if a woman's involved with the choice you make
Here's some advice you might wanna take
You need to take a look around at these brand new SUVs

A sports utility vehicle, hell they're made for women and ain't got the
Strength to pull
A billy goat out of a hard drivin' rain
He said, son you've been drivin' that truck to long
Your thinkin' is fuzzy and your mind is gone
Just come around here and let me show you just one thing

Don't you know the seats lay back
When you get in the way back



Of this brand new Jeep Cherokee
You can call her up and say that
We can get in the way back
And she'll find her way back to me

Well lover's leap is never gonna be the same
Cause we can sit cross legged and play a poker game
And Tina's made curtains for the windows so no one can see
Well insurance is high and that payment great
It's putting a strain on our budget
Taking food off our plate, so we decided to live in our brand new SUV

Don't you know the seats lay back
When you get in the way back
Of this brand new Jeep Cherokee
I remember the day that
We got in the way back
And she found her way back to me

Well it's been thirty-nine months since we signed this lease
Through a lot of tire kickers and a lot of police
Sneaking up on me and shining their light on me
Me and Miss Tina we got a family plan
We're gonna trade in our new home for a minivan
But we will never forget how we started our family

Don't you know the seats lay back
When you get in the way back
Of this brand new Jeep Cherokee
Well I called her up and said that
We oughta get in the way back
And you'll find your way back to me

Don't you know the seats lay back
When you get in the way back
Of this brand new Jeep Cherokee
It sure beats a haystack
As a matter of fact
Why don't you climb into the way back with me

19710. The Way Back Home - Chords

The Way Back Home
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

G                                C             G
A little girl was cryin' for her momma and her daddy
             C    G                   D7
She couldn't understand why they were gone
    G                        C            G
She never knew the danger of talking to a stranger
        C          G        D7       G   C G C
Now the girl can't find her way back home



  G                              C             G     C
A little boy went walkin' down into the corner market
   G     C       G                      D7
To buy a loaf of bread and an ice cream cone
   G                        C            G       C
He never knew the danger of talking to a stranger
G       C         G        D7       G    C G
Now the boy can't find the way back home
    C                        Bm
Too many kids are missing is anybody listening
          C                 G                D7
Won't you be the children's eyes they're all alone
    G
The hardest part's not knowing 
           C                    G
Where they are or where they're going
                   C        G        D7       G   C
Won't you help the children find the way back home
    G                            C                G     C
The faces on milk cartons thrown away and soon forgotten
        G      C           G                  D7
What if one of those sweet kids was your very own
  G                                  C                G
Tonight those kids are weeping while yours are safely sleeping
C         G        C        G        D7       G   C G
Won't you help the children find the way back home
    C                        Bm
Too many kids are missing is anybody listening
          C                 G                D7
Won't you be the children's eyes they're all alone
    G
The hardest part's not knowing 
           C                    G
Where they are or where they're going
                   C        G        D7       G   C
Won't you help the children find the way back home
C         G        C        G        D7       G
Won't you help the children find the way back home

19711. The Way He Was Raised

The Way He Was Raised
Josh Turner - The Way He Was Raised

He always wore those worn out flip-flops
Spent hours in his Daddy's workshop
He loved being on the water
Fishing with His friends
He always listened to the old folks
When they'd tell stories and crack jokes
Didn't talk back to his Mama
When she got onto Him



Oh, that's just the way He was raised
Had to finish all His chores 'fore He could go outside and play
They always went to church that's were he learned how to pray
And that's just the way He was raised

He grew His hair out when He got older
Grew it clear down to His shoulders
Started hanging with the outcasts
When He went off to town
Some called Him a troublemaker
Even some said a lawbreaker
No matter how they talked about Him
He never put nobody down

'Cause that's just the way He was raised
When people start to gossip, He'd just walk away
He always loved his neighbor no matter what they'd say
Oh, that's just the way He was raised

On a cross, on a hill
That longhaired boy was killed
All our sins washed away
When He walked out of that grave

Oh, that's just the way He was raised
There's no way we can measure
The sacrifice He made
He knew He had to die
For our debt to be paid
Oh, that's just the way He was raised

It took the hand of God to roll the stone away
And that's just the way He was raised
Yeah, that's just the way He was raised

19712. The Way I Am

Alan Jackson - The Way I Am 

Wish I were down, on some blue bayou
With a bamboo cane stuck in the sand
But the road I'm on, don't seem to go there
So I just dream, keep on being the way I am
Wish I enjoyed, what makes my living
And what I do, with a willing hand
Some would run, but that ain't like me
So, I just dream, keep on being the way I am
Chorus:
The way I am, don't fit my shackles
The way I am, reality
I can almost see, that bobber dancin'
So, I just dream, keep on being the way I am
Instrumental



Chorus:
The way I am, don't fit my shackles
The way I am, reality
I can almost see, that bobber dancin'
So, I just dream, keep on being the way I am
Yeah, I just dream, and keep on being the way I am.
Yoo da lay eee..  Yoo da lay eee...

19713. The Way I Am

Chris Jones - The Way I Am
Album: Live In Holland 1985 - 2004

I'm trying harder by the day
Trying to hold on too
I'm doing everyting my way
Rather that make it through

But i can't stand let in fall in two blackholes
And i'm chronicly challenged by fate

Would you think is over
In a blink of an eye
You found yourself broken
Wondering why?

And i'm screaming in silence
It's out of my hands
I won't give on trying
'cause that's who i am
That's who i am
Yeah, that's who i am

How easily things can go wrong
Over and over
When i'm there it won't ne long
Now back to nowhere

And that's all want to stay in this blackhole
No, no nevertheless here i am

And i'm screaming in silence
It's out of my hands
I won't give on trying
'cause that's who i am

I'm safe but i'm breathing
Just everyday
It's coming and going on a way
I'm laughing and crying
I'm living and dying
Yeah, that's who i am



Would you think is over
In a blink of an eye
You found yourself broken
Wondering why?

And i'm screaming in silence
It's out of my hands
I won't give on trying
'cause that's who i am
That's who i am

19714. The Way I See You

The Way I See You
Porter Wagoner - Dolly Parton

You're gentle body lying here so close to me
As you move your hand slowly across my face
You're touch is as soft as the words you speak to me
What a love in the way I see you.

I compare it with the beauty of the dawning
Or when the sun sets and paints its picture in the blue
Like a butterfly that has a million colors, all such beauty
Like the love in the way I see you.

I compare it with the beauty of the dawning
Or when the sun sets and paints its picture in the blue
Like a butterfly that has a million colors, all such beauty
What a love in the way I see you...

19715. The Way I See You Now

The Way I See You Now - Infamous Stringdusters
written by Andy Hall, Mark Simos

 Verse 1 
Just yesterday the memory came to me
Of the day I finally told you
Our love wasn't meant to be
The day I let you down

I wanted to feel the wind fill my sails
But I saw you as a harbor
As a anchor in the gales
That's not the way I see you now

 Chorus 
Time makes us wise



Time makes us fools
I never looked in your eyes
I look past them somehow

I wish that I had seen you then
The I see you now

( break )

 Verse 2
You had a power in those gentle hands
A quiet peace about you
My heart couldn't understand
Like snow upon the ground

You saw so much invisible to me
The woman in you waited
For the man I was to be
That's the way I see you now

I finally see you now

 Chorus 
Time makes us wise
Time makes us fools
I never looked in your eyes
I look past them somehow

I wish that I had seen you then
The I see you now

That's the way I see you now
I finally see you now

19716. The Way I Should

Iris Dement - The Way I Should

[Verse 1]
A cold wind against my shoulder
It woke me up in the middle of the night
An autumn leaf was scraping against my window
Like it was trying hard to get inside
And then a ghost that I had met before, he kept me up till dawn
And everything I thought was right was suddenly all wrong
He said, "Your score is looking pretty bad"
And then he asked me what it was that I had to show

[Verse 2]
So I went running down a list of things
Some were real, but on some of them, I lied
'Cause I felt I had to justify each breath
That I'd been breathing in this life



Then I realized I was playing into someone else's rules
Trying to keep my score up in a game I did not choose
Then I looked that ghost straight in the eye
And said "You had better not be coming back by again"

[Chorus]
And it's true that I don't work near as hard
As you tell me that I'm supposed to
I don't run as fast as I could
But I live just the way I want to
And that's the way I should

[Verse 3]
October's leaves were dancing round
Like angels dressed in robes of red and gold
But November's come and gone now
And they're lying in the gutter out along the road
They're gonna make their way out to the ditch
Or someday to the sea
They'll get to where they're going
Without the help of you or me
And if each life is just a grain of sand
I'm telling you man, this grain of sand is mine

[Chorus]
And it's true that I don't work near as hard
As you tell me that I'm supposed to
I don't run as fast as I could
But I live just the way I want to
And that's the way I should

19717. The Way I've Always Been

Tom T. Hall - The way i've always been
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I took your picture from the table and now I'm finally alone
Took your number from my rolodex I might get weak and call your phone
I got my chainsaw from your brother I did all of this and then
There ain't nothing new about me I'm just the way I've always been

Stopped at Harry's for a cold beer and Danny won the football pool
John Garcetti's back to drinking they caught his kids with drugs at school

And everybody has their problems now you're gone and mine begin
There ain't nothing new about me I'm just the way I've always been

I'm just the way I've always been I love you now I loved you then
Same old faults and same old friends I'm just the way I've always been

Your uncle called about my pickup he'd like to use it for a day
I told him come ahead and get it cause I don't need it anyway
He doesn't know that you don't live here I guess I'll have to tell our friends



Cause there ain't nothing new about me I'm just the way I've always been

I'm just the way I've always been...

19718. The Way It Goes

Gillian Welch - The Way It Goes

Becky Johnson bought the farm
Put a needle in her arm
That's the way that it goes
That's the way

And her brother laid her down
In the cold Kentucky ground
That's the way that it goes
That's the way

That's the way that it goes
Everybody's buying little baby clothes
That's the way that it ends
Though there was a time when she and I were friends

Well, Miranda ran away
Took her cat and left LA
That's the way that it goes
That's the way

She was busted, broke and flat
Had to sell that pussy cat
That's the way that it goes
That's the way

That's the way that it goes
Everybody's buying little baby clothes
That's the way that it ends
Though there was a time when he and I were friends

See the brightest ones of all
Early in October fall
That's the way that it goes
That's the way

While the dark ones go to bed
With good whiskey in their head
That's the way that it goes
That's the way

Now Billy Joe's back in the tank
You tell Russo, I'll tell Frank
That's the way that it goes
That's the way



Did he throw her down a well?
Did she leave him for that swell?
That's the way that it goes
That's the way

That's the way that it goes
Everybody's buying little baby clothes
That's the way that it ends
Though there was a time when all of us were friends

When you lay me down to rest
Leave a pistol in my vest
That's the way that it goes
That's the way

Do you miss my gentle touch?
Did I hurt you very much?
That's the way that it goes
That's the way

That's the way that it goes
Everybody's buying little baby clothes
That's the way that it ends
Though there was a time when you and I were friends

19719. The Way It Is

The Way It Is 

Standing in line, marking time
Waiting for the welfare dime
'Cause they can't buy a job
The man in the silk suit hurries by
As he catches the poor old ladies' eyes
Just for fun he says, 'get a job'

That's just the way it is
Some things will never change
That's just the way it is
Ah, but don't you believe them

Said, hey little boy you can't go where the others go
'Cause you don't look like they do
Said, hey old man how can you stand
To think that way
Did you really think about it
Before you made the rules?

He said, 'son
That's just the way it is
Some things will never change
That's just the way it is
Ah, but don't you believe them'



Oh yeah

(That's just the way it is)

(That's just the way it is) well, they passed a law in '64
To give those who ain't got a little more
But it only goes so far
Because the law don't change another's mind
When all it sees at the hiring time
Is the line on the color bar, no, no

That's just the way it is
And some things will never change
That's just the way it is
That's just the way it is, it is, it is, it is

19720. The Way It Is Now

The Way It Is Now
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]
Wakin' up with this feelin'
Like everyone's figured it out except me
In my head, in my stories
Heart's so heavy I forget to breathe

[Pre-Chorus]
Determining the future
Like anyone knows what's around the bend
I can stand still, I can change like the wind

[Chorus]
This is the way it is now
Even with the darkness nippin' at my heels
The goodness is still dancin' me around
This is the way it is now
It's a hard time, but it's our time
And someday we'll be looking back
Missin' the way it is now

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
Written words on pages
Love letters for another time
Loving me through phases
Even the ones I wanna leave behind
[Pre-Chorus]
Long walks and sunshine
To warm up my blood when I'm down and out
Watchin' thoughts like clouds in my mind



[Chorus]
This is the way it is now
Even with the darkness nippin' at my heels
The goodness is still dancin' me around
This is the way it is now
It's a hard time, but it's our time
And someday we'll be looking back
Missin' the way it is now

[Post-Chorus]
This is the way it is now

[Outro]
Long walks, sunshine
Clouds in my mind
Long walks, sunshine
Clouds in my mind

19721. The Way It Was In '51 - Chords

The Way It Was In '51
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C
Sixty-Six was still a narrow two-lane highway
                                     G7
Harry Truman was the man who ran the show

The bad Korean was just beginning
                                        C
And I was just three years too young to go

Country music hadn't gone to New York City yet
                      C7                 F
And a service man was proud of what he'd done
                             C
Hank and Lefty crowded every jukebox
G7                             C
That's the way it was in fifty one

           G7                               C
There's so much about the good old days I'd love to tell
                                      G7
And there's folks around I know still remember well
     C
Slow dancing close together when a ballad played
                              C7              F
Cause a thing called rock and roll was yet to come
                                            C
It was a big year for a drive-in restaurant carhop
G7                             C
That's the way it was in fifty one



Repeat #3

     F                            C
Yeah Hank and Lefty crowded every jukebox
        G7                             C
Oh Lord that's the way it was in fifty one

19722. The Way It Will Be

Gillian Welch - The Way It Will Be

I lost you awhile ago
But still I don't know why
I can't say your name
Without a crow flying by
Gotta watch my back now
That you turned me around
Got me walking backwards
Into my hometown

Throw me a rope
On the rolling tide
What did you want me to be?
You said it's him or me
The way you made it
That's the way it will be

It was seven years on the burning shore
With gatling guns and paint
Working the lowlands door-to-door
Like a Latter Day Saint
Then you turn me out
At the top of the stairs
You took all the glory
That you just couldn't share

I've never been so disabused
Never been so mad
I've never been served anything
That tasted so bad
You might need a friend
Any day now, any day
Oh my brother, be careful
You are drifting away

Throw me a rope
On the rolling tide
What did you want me to be?
You said it's him or me
The way you made it
That's the way it will be



The way you made it
That's the way it will be

19723. The Way That I Do - Chords

The Way That I Do 
Fruition

[Intro]
Bb Bb Eb
Bb Bb
 
[Verse]
Bb                        Eb Bb
Well I know, it ain't easy
                    Bb7
Loving a man like me
Eb                                 Bb   Eb Bb
I hit the ground running, yes it's true
F
But there ain't no one that can love you
Bb               Eb Bb
The way that I do
 
[Verse]
Bb                             Eb Bb
Like an all night truck driver
                                 Bb7
The road don't only pay the rent
Eb                                                   Bb   Eb Bb
Ya end up getting stuck with a lust for the engine's hiss
Bb                              Eb Bb
But I know one thing for certain
                                                  Bb7
I'd drive from here straight to Baltimore and back
Eb                  F                                 Bb   Eb Bb
From Alaska all the way to Argentina just for one wet kiss
 
[Verse]
Bb                        Eb Bb
And I know, It ain't easy
                         Bb7
Waiting on a man like me
Eb                                     Bb   Eb Bb
I get lost inside the moments yes it's true
F                                        Bb
But there ain't no one that can love you
Bb
The way that I do
Bb
The way that I do
Bb
The way that I do



 
[Solo]
 
[Verse]
Bb                           Eb Bb
Like a free bird soaring high
                                                  Bb7
It's built with wings and babe I know I gotta fly
Eb                                                           Bb   Eb Bb
I get split right down the middle between my guitar and your side
 
Bb                            Eb Bb
But there ain't no other woman
                                    Bb7
That could ever hold a match to you
Eb                      F                                              Bb   Eb Bb
And though I'm gone out singing songs, well baby you were always on my mind
 
Bb                       Eb Bb
And I know It ain't easy
                          Bb7
Living with a man like me
Eb                        F             Bb   Eb Bb
I sleep right through the morning yes I do
F                                          Bb
But there ain't no one that could love you
Bb
The way that I do
Bb
The way that I do
Bb
The way that I do
 
F                                          Bb
But there ain't no one that could love you
Bb
The way that I do
Bb
The way that I do
Bb
The way that I do

19724. The Way That It Shows

Richard Thompson - The Way That It Shows 

You're going to give yourself away, one of these nights
Your gaze of compassion just a little too right
Your hug of encouragement, a little too tight
And then he'll know, it's the little things betray

You're going to give yourself away to some Casanova
On the spills and stains of a backstage sofa



He'll catch you yawning with one leg over
And there's the sin must be the enemy within

That's the way that it shows
A slip of the tongue
A squeeze of the hand
That's the way that it shows

There's glycerin in the tear, rouge in the blush
Your artful stammer, a little too rushed
All passion to the eye, all cold to the touch
And then he'll guess your mind has drifted in the kiss

There's a chink in your amour, a crack in your defenses
When your iron will, gives way to your senses
Your whispered sweet nothings, all sound like expenses
And that's enough, he won't believe your words of love

That's the way that it shows
A slip of the tongue
A squeeze of the hand
That's the way that it shows

19725. The Way The Whole Thing Ends

Gillian Welch - The Way The Whole Thing Ends

Say you wanna see my garden
And you wanna make it shine
Say you wanna see my blue jeans
Hanging on your old clothesline

Standing in the backdoor crying
Now you wanna be my friend
That's the way the cornbread crumbles
That's the way the whole thing ends

Now what's a little baby doing
Dressing up in banker's clothes?
Now what's a little sweetheart like you
Doing with a bloody nose?

Standing in the backdoor crying
Now you're gonna need a friend
That's the way the cornbread crumbles
That's the way the whole thing ends

Now once you had a hook and ladder
Up into the headless night
And once you had a motorcycle
But you couldn't ride it right

Standing in the doorway crying



Now you're gonna need a friend
That's the way the cornbread crumbles
That's the way the whole thing ends

Someone said something one time
But Daddy didn't talk too loud
People oughta stick together
That's the way to make a crowd

But here you come alone and crying
Now you wanna be my friend
That's the way the cornbread crumbles
That's the way the whole thing ends

Momma's in the beauty parlor
And Daddy's in the baseball pool
Sister's in the drive-in movie
Brother's in the old high school

Now here you come alone and crying
Once, you know, you were my friend
That's the way the cornbread crumbles
That's the way the whole thing ends

Standing in the backdoor crying
Now you wanna be my friend
That's the way the cornbread crumbles
That's the way the whole things ends

19726. The Way We Make A Broken Heart

Rodney Crowell - The Way We Make A Broken Heart

[Verse 1]
Just one more kiss, she'll have to miss this night with you
Now you're guilty of this secret love, as I am too
You'll get used to telling lies, feeling sorry when she cries
Now that the strings aren't attached, you'll catch on, we've done our part
Oh, and this is the way we make a broken heart

[Verse 2]
Lesson number one, we've just begun to hurt her so
And with lesson two she'll long for you when lights are low
And we get to lesson three when she gets down on her knees
And begs you to stop at the door just before she comes apart
Oh, this is the way we make a broken heart

[Bridge]
Now we've laid a trail of tears for her to follow
And we've thought of every line that she might swallow

[Verse 3]
And with lesson four, there'll be no more for her to bear



And on some dark night, we'll dim the lights on this affair
Then she'll find somebody new and he'll likely hurt her too
'Cause there must be millions just like you and me, practiced in the art
Oh, and this is the way we make a broken heart

[Outro]
Oh, and this is the way we make a broken heart
Ay yi, yi, yi, yi, yi, yi, yi
This is the way we make a broken heart
Ay yi, yi, yi, yi, yi, yi, yi, yi, yi
This is the way, this is the way, this is the way, this is the way
Oh, this is the way we make a broken heart
This is the way, this is the way, this is the way, this is the way

19727. The Way We Were

Tom T. Hall - The way we were
Composer: Marvin Hamlish - Alan Bergman - Marvin Bergman

Memories light the corners of my mind
Misty water colored memories of the way we were
Scattered pictures of the smiles we left behind
Smiles we gave to one another for the way we were
Can it be that it was all so simple then or has time rewritten the line
If we had a chance to do it all again tell me would we could we
Memories can be beautiful and yet
What's too painful to remember we simply choose to forget
So it's the laughter we will remember whenever we remember the way we were
The way we were

19728. The Way You Do

The Way You Do 
(Lisa Aschman, ASCAP, James Nunally, Nell Robinson, BMI)

I love the way you do
I love the way you do
I love the way you do you

When the mockingbird sings, on the first day of spring
You're whistling a melody, adding a harmony
Rings in my ears, sounding so good to me
I feel like singing too 

I love the way you do
I love the way you do
I love the way you do you

You come around when the ceiling falls down 



And the flakes of plaster falling faster and faster
When life looks to me like a total disaster
You don't see it like that

I love the way you do
I love the way you do
I love the way you do you

Don't ever change, or always do 
The way clear running water imitates you

I love the way you do
I love the way you do
I love the way you do you

19729. The Way You Do the Things You Do

The Way You Do the Things You Do
Mark Johnson

You got a smile so bright
You know you could've been a candle
I'm holding you so tight
You know you could've been a handle
The way you swept me off my feet
You know you could've been a broom
The way you smell so sweet
You know you could've been some perfume

Well, you could've been anything that you wanted to
And I can tell
The way you do the things you do
(The way you do the things you do)
(The way you do the things you do)

As pretty as you are
You know you could've been a flower
If good looks was a minute
You know you could've been an hour
The way you stole my heart
You know you could've been a crook
And baby you're so smart
You know you could've been a school book

Well, you could've been anything that you wanted to
And I can tell
The way you do the things you do
(The way you do the things you do)
(The way you do the things you do)

You made my life so rich
You know you could've been some money
And baby you're so sweet



You know you could've been some honey

Well, you could've been anything that you wanted to
And I can tell
The way you do the things you do
(The way you do the things you do)
You really swept me off my feet
(The way you do the things you do)
You made my life complete
(The way you do the things you do)
You made my life so bright
(The way you do the things you do)
You make me feel alright
(The way you do the things you do)
You make me feel alright
(The way you do the things you do)
You make me feel alright

19730. The Way You Make Me Feel

Robbie Fulks - The Way You Make Me Feel

[Verse 1: Robbie Fulks]
Hey, pretty baby, with the high heels on
You give me fever, like I've never, never known
You're just a product of loveliness
I like the groove of your walk, your talk, your dress
I feel your fever from miles around
I'll pick you up in my car and we'll paint the town
Just kiss me baby and tell me twice
That you're the one for me

[Chorus: Robbie Fulks]
The way you make me feel
You really turn me on
You knock me off of my feet
My lonely days are gone

[Verse 2: Nora O'Connor]
I likR the feeling you're giving me
Just hold mR, baby, and I'm in ecstasy
Oh, I'll be working from nine to five
To buy you things to keep you by my side
I never felt so in love before
Just promise, baby, you'll love me forevermore
I swear I'm keeping you satisfied
'Cause you're the one for me



19731. The Way You Make Me Feel - Chords

The Way You Make Me Feel 

G
Hey Pretty Baby With The High Heels On
You Give Me Fever Like I've Never, Ever Known  G7
You're Just A Product Of Loveliness
I Like The Groove Of Your Walk, Your Talk, Your Dress G7
C
I Feel Your Fever From Miles Around
I'll Pick You Up In My Car And We'll Paint The Town  D7
G
Just Kiss Me Baby And Tell Me Twice
That You're The One For Me 

The Way You Make Me Feel
(The Way You Make Me Feel)
You Really Turn Me On
(You Really Turn Me On)
You Knock Me Off Of My Feet
(You Knock Me Off Of My Feet)
My Lonely Days Are Gone

I Like The Feelin' You're Givin' Me 
Just Hold Me Baby And I'm In Ecstasy
Oh I'll Be Workin' From Nine To Five
To Buy You Things To Keep You By My Side
I Never Felt So In Love Before 
Just Promise Baby, You'll Love Me Forevermore
I Swear I'm Keepin' You Satisfied
'Cause You're The One For Me 

C
I Never Felt So In Love Before 
Promise Baby, You'll Love Me Forevermore
I Swear I'm Keepin' You Satisfied
'Cause You're The One For Me . .

19732. The Wayward Wind

The Wayward Wind
Stan Lebowsky / Herb Newman

The wayward wind is a restless wind,
A restless wind that yearns to wander,
And he was born the next of kin,
The next of kin to the wayward wind.

In a lonely shack by a railroad track,
He spent his younger days,
And I guess the sound of the outward-bound
Made him a slave to his wand'rin' ways.



And the wayward wind is a restless wind,
A restless wind that yearns to wander,
And he was born the next of kin,
The next of kin to the wayward wind.

Oh, I met him there in a border town.
He vowed we'd never part.
Though he tried his best to settle down,
I'm now alone with a broken heart.

And the wayward wind is a restless wind,
A restless wind that yearns to wander,
And he was born the next of kin,
The next of kin to the wayward wind.
The next of kin to the wayward wind.

19733. The Weathered Old Caboose

The Weathered Old Caboose Behind The Train

Oh I'd go back on the L&N; and on the Southern too
If I only had my way again
I would ride that Seaboard Airline and Atlantic Coastline too
You would never hear me grumble or complain
I would ride that Georgia Southern and Florida railroad line
The Swanee River Route they called it too
I would travel down from Macon over to St Augustine
By the great Atlantic Ocean waves so blue

Chorus:
I am getting old and feeble and I cannot work no more
I've been out in the sunshine and the rain
And the only friend that's left now is this watch and chain of mine
And the weathered old caboose behind the train

It's the C&O; and TP, the NC and St L
I've rode the Queen and Crescent and the Sunshine Special too
The New Orleans and North Eastern on down that Vicksburg route
Yes I've rode them all and many more it's true
I have seen the Katy Flyer from Texas to KC
The Red Ball freights beneath the prairie sky
And the dazzling scarlet Katy herald of the MKT
The Missouri Kansas Texas flashing by

Chorus

I have seen the fields and farm lands, the skyscrapers of Fort Worth
Come in sight of the engine's heading crew
And the MKT Bluebonnet southbound down that Texas line
On to Dallas now a-faster rollin' through
And the Rocky Mountain Rocket on the Rock Island Line
The Burlington-Denver Zephyr train



Towards the Queen City shining like silver in the sun
Where majestic mountains meet the windswept plain

Chorus

19734. The Week of Living Dangerously

Steve Earle - The Week of Living Dangerously

[Verse]
Well I got out of work and I headed for the neighborhood beer joint
I sat around and had a beer with the boys like I always do
Well I didn't have nothing to say anyway, there ain't no point
There's something about a Monday that always makes me blue

[Verse]
Well it was well after dark so I knew my wife and kids were waiting
And I guess I took a left where I generally take a right
Well I filled her up with gas and checked the oil at the Texaco station
I threw the car seat in a dumpster and I headed out into the night

[Chorus]
Woo ooh ooh ooh ooh
There's something about a Monday
That always makes me blue

[Verse]
Well I headed south on 35, hellbent for vinyl
I hadn't never had her up past 55 before
Well something about that little red line always looked so final
Buddy, you'd be surprised how fast a Chevrolet truck can go

[Verse]
Now down in Mexico, they've got a little place called Boystown
Where a man's still a man if you know what I'm talking about
Well I walked into the Cadillac bar and I laid my cash down
I said, "There's plenty more where that came from" and the lights went out

19735. The Week Of Living Dangerously - Chords

The Week Of Living Dangerously
Steve Earl - The Week Of Living Dangerously

NC
Well I got outa work and I headed for 
     A
the neighborhood beer joint
        E                                               A
I sat around and had a beer with the boys like I always do



        D                                             A
Well I didn't have nothin' to say well there aint no point
         E                                             A
There's something about a Monday that always makes me blue
             E
Well it was way after dark
                                  A 
so I knew the wife and kids were waitin'
       E                                            A
And I guess I took a left where I generally take a right
           D
Well I filled 'er up with gas
                                A 
And checked the oil at the Texaco station
             E
I threw the car seat in the dumpster
                         A 
And headed out into the night

Bridge
  D       G           A
Woooo-ooo-oo-oo Blue Mood
         E                                             A
There's something about a Monday that always makes me blue
        E                                A
Well I headed south on 35 hell bent for vinyl
          E                        A 
I hadn't never had her up past 55 before
          D                      
Well somethin' 'bout that little 
                           A
red line always looked so final
       E                                                 A 
Buddy you'd be surprised how fast a Chevrolet truck can go 
               E            
Now, down in Mexico they've 
                          A
got a little place called Boystown
         E 
Where a man's still a man 
                               A
if you know what I'm talkin' about
            D 
Well, I walked into the Cadillac bar 
              A
and I laid my cash down 
                 E
I said there's plenty more where that came from
                    A
and the lights went out 

Bridge

Instrumental break
E E A A E E A A D D A A E E A A

        E                                           A



Well I woke up in a county jail 'cross the line in Laredo
        E                                              A 
With a headache and a deputy staring at me through the door
                 D                   
Well he said Now how you got across 
                          A
that river alive, I don't know
           E                      
But your wife just made your bail 
                              A
so now you're really dead for sure
        E                                  
Now my wife, she called my boss and cried 
                 A
so I got my job back
        E 
And the boys down at the plant, 
                          A
they whisper and stare at me
            D 
Yea well my wife can find a lot of little jobs 
                   A
to keep me on the right track 
                    E
Well, but that's a small price to pay 
                       A
for a week of living dangerously 

  D       G           A
Yeah-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-wee 
           E                                       A
That's a small price to pay for a week of living dangerously

Bridge + Instrumental

19736. The Weekend

The Weekend
Dave Rawlings Machine

I hit the weekend just like a freight
I got there early - I couldn't wait
I made a friend or two along the way
You want the details but what can I say
There's the ballerina, the foreign cartel
The opera singer, the southern belle

They've all got something strange and new
They've all got something but not like you

Whoa oh oh oh oh

It'll take some time to get back on course



I've got to find my runaway horse
She was the best friend a man ever had
Now I'm going down the road feeling bad

Whoa oh oh oh oh

Friday is forever, Saturday flies past
Sunday start coming down
The good ones never last

What became of the red rooster after the tragedy
What became of you, girl and what became of me
And she said I had good fortune - silver, silk and wool
I gave it all away and now my heart is full

I hit the weekend just like a freight I got there early - I couldn't wait

19737. The Weight - Chords

The Weight
J. R. Robertson
Dave Rawlings Machine

A C#m D A
I pulled into Nazareth, was feelin' about half past dead;
C#m D A
I just need some place where I can lay my head.
C#m D A
"Hey, mister, can you tell me where a man might find a bed?"
C#m D A
He just grinned and shook my hand, and "No!", was all he said.

Chorus:
A E D A E D
Take a load off Fanny, take a load for free;
A E D A D
Take a load off Fanny, And (and) (and) you can put the load right on me.

A E D A D

I picked up my bag, I went lookin' for a place to hide;
When I saw Carmen and the Devil walkin' side by side.
I said, "Hey, Carmen, come on, let's go downtown."
She said, "I gotta go, but m'friend can stick around."

Chorus

Go down, Miss Moses, there's nothin' you can say
It's just ol' Luke, and Luke's waitin' on the Judgement Day.
"Well, Luke, my friend, what about young Anna Lee?"
He said, "Do me a favor, son, woncha stay an' keep Anna Lee company?"

Chorus



Crazy Chester followed me, and he caught me in the fog.
He said, "I will fix your rack, if you'll take Jack, my dog."
I said, "Wait a minute, Chester, you know I'm a peaceful man."
He said, "That's okay, boy, won't you feed him when you can."

Chorus

Catch a cannon ball now, t'take me down the line
My bag is sinkin' low and I do believe it's time.
To get back to Miss Fanny, you know she's the only one.
Who sent me here with her regards for everyone.

Chorus

19738. The Weight Of Lies

The Avett Brothers - The Weight Of Lies 
Emotionalism

Disappear from you hometown 
Go and find the people that you know 
Show them all you good parts 
Leave town when bad ones start to show 
Go and wed a woman 
A pretty girl that you've never met 
Make sure she knows you love her well 
But don't make any other promises 

The weight of lies will bring you down 
And follow you to every town 
Cause nothing happens here that doesn't happen there 
So when you run make sure you run 
To something and not away from 
Cause lies don't need an aeroplane to chase you anywhere 

I once heard the worse thing 
A man could do is draw a hungry crowd 
Tell everyone his name, pride, and confidence 
But leaving out his doubt 
I'm not sure I bought those words 
When I was young I knew most everything 
These words have never met so much to anyone 
As they now mean to me 

The weight of lies will bring you down 
And follow you to every town 
Cause nothing happens here that doesn't happen there 
So when you run make sure you run 
To something and not away from 
Cause lies don't need an aeroplane to chase you down



19739. The Weight Of The World

The Weight of the World
Emmylou Harris & Rodney Crowell

Smoking down the track
I'm a fireball mill
Lord, coal's so black
Can't even see the rail
Falling tongues of steel
Behind a driving wheel
Pulls the weight of the world

Coming up the road
Another rubber tire four
They got us hooked on oil
'Til the pipeline blow
Such a shame to see
Adding World War Three
To the weight of the world
Yeah, the weight of the world

Up the top of a mountain
Well I ??
Poisonous as the river
With the devils's own sludge
It's the American dream
But if you live downstream
Here comes the weight of the world

Ton of plastic bottles
Heading out to sea
Bound to build an island
Thanks to you and me
Another man-made pearl
For the junk we hurled
Topped the weight of the world
Yeah, the weight of the world

We got to feed the baby
Recompense [?]
For we can't figure out
Where all the money went
Where there's a pauper to pay
Can't get away
From the weight of the world

Look up in the sky
Is it a bird or a plane?
Taking logical lie
Drove us all insane
Since it sent us reeling
The only thing with feeling



Is the weight of the world

First we get so numb
Then we all succumb
To the weight of the world
Yeah the weight of the world

(Let me get my guitar in there one more time)

19740. The Weights

The Weights
Hackensaw Boys - The Weights

[Verse 1]
There's a lightweight
They're always early, they're never late
They'll rush right in, they will not hesitate
You better believe they are a cheap date

[Chorus]
When you see them coming down your street
And you know they ain't the one to meet
They try so hard, they go so fast
There's no way they will ever last
They're lightweights

[Verse 2]
There's a middleweight
Sometimes they're early, sometimes they're late
Sometimes they'll rush, others hesitate
They'll come in feeling bad and leave feeling great

[Chorus]
When you see them coming down your street
And you know they are the one you should meet
They don't try hard or act like they care
They play but they're well aware
They're middleweights

19741. The West Was Burning - Chords

The West Was Burning 
Martha Scanlan

[Intro]
C
 
[Verse 1]



F
 Was the year the west was burning, I was on a mountain sleeping I woke up a-dreaming
     C
about you
F
I was walking down a road of dust and bones and ash and following
                                   C
a burning set of tracks that led to you
 
[Chorus]
G              F             C
I still see the fire in your stare
G              F                C
I still think I coulda burned up there
 
[Verse 2]
F
Out the window there are fields of wheat in Kansas that
                                      C
roll out forever under ever underneath the sun
F
If I could lie there for a moment I could feel your arms around me I
                                  C
could feel the spinning round the spinning sun
 
[Chorus]
G                     F               C
Roll on through the wheat and roll on by
G                         F                        C
Touch of green against a deep September turquoise sky (you and I)
 
[Bridge]
F  C 2X
G  F C 2X
 
[Verse 3]
F
When all the glory you could somehow shove inside
                                                        C
a bottle doesn't seem to fill the empty cup inside your soul
            F
And all the winding roads you used to follow never seem to get you halfway where you
                          C
want to think you need to go
 
[Chorus]
G                     F              C
Times of trouble, times of grace and ease
G                       F              C
Mama always said there'd be days like these
 
[Bridge]
F  C 2X
G  F C 2X
 
[Verse 4]
F                                                                C



And if wishin' was a-walkin and a-thinkin was a-talkin I'd be walkin', and a-talkin' back to you
         F                                                                            C
And if I could be a river winding down a mountain I would twist and curl and turn and tumble 
down to you
 
[Chorus]
G                             F               C
Tell you stories told by mountains and tall trees
G                F             C
Tell you maybe this is one of these
 
[Bridge]
F  C 2X
G  F C 2X
 
[Outro]
F                                                                                         C
Was the year the west was burning, I was on a mountain sleeping I woke up a-dreaming abo
ut you

19742. The Western Hobo

The Western Hobo

The wild western hobo who left his happy home
Started upon a western trip all by himself alone
Upon this western trip going to have lots of fun
But upon this western trip this is the song he sung

I stepped up on a platform smoking a cheap cigar
Waiting to catch a freight train to catch an empty car
I buttoned my coat up closely and walked on down the track
I caught the steps of a sleeper car I never did look back

My pocket book is empty my heart is filled with pain
Ten thousand miles away from home hoboing and old freight train

19743. The Whiskey & The Guitar

The Whiskey & The Guitar
Junior Sisk - The Whiskey & The Guitar

[Verse 1]
The whiskey and the guitar were talking
They got into a big old jealous fight
The singer had passed out in the motel
After it showed that night
The whiskey said, "We've been a million places
And from my [?]"



He takes his bolt that replaced, then he goes
"He loves me more than you"

[Chorus]
"Ooh," cries the whiskey
"Ooh," cries the guitar
"Listen close, I congrue
He loves me more than you."

[Verse 2]
ThR guitar said, "I'm just an old martin
And maybe I've seen my bettRr days
The way he's holdin' me so tenderly
With the look of Heaven shinin' on his face
His warm and lovin' hands caress my body
And the music we make is so sweet
When we're up there on that stage, and the whole world hears his [?]
Any fool can see that he belongs to me."

[Chorus]
"Ooh," cries the whiskey
"Ooh," cries the guitar
"Listen close, I congrue
He loves me more than you."

[Verse 3]
The whiskey said, "I hate to tell you, guitar
When it comes to me, he just can't get enough
I'm the first thing on his mind every mornin'
Pours a shot of me into his coffee cup
Comes to show, he turns to me for courage
Afterwards, we party with the boys
At night my burnin' kiss is the last thing on his lips
Where do you think he gets that whiskey voice?"

19744. The Whiskey Ain't Working Anymore

Marty Stuart - The Whiskey Ain't Working Anymore

There was a time, I could drink my cares away
And drown out all of the heartaches
That hurt me night and day
When the thought of you came crashing thruough
I'd have one more
But now the whiskey ain't workin' anymore

I need one good honky-tonk angel
To turn my life around
That's reason enough for me to lay
This ol' bottle down
A woman warm and willin', that's what I'm lookin' for
'Cause the whiskey ain't workin' anymore



They knew my name at every bar in town
And they knew all the reasons why I comin' 'round
'Cause in my mind, peace I'd find when they'd start to pour
But now the whiskey ain't workin' anymore

Repeat Chorus

Lord, the whiskey ain't workin' anymore
That's for sure.....

19745. The White Rose

Country Gentlemen - The White Rose 
Artist: Country Gentlemen
Album: The Early Rebel Recordings: 1962-1971

They tell me i'ts sinful to flirt
They tell me my heart is made of stone
They tell me to speak to him kindly
Or else leave that poor boy alone

Willie my darling come back
I'll always be faithful to you
Oh Willie my darling come back
I'll always be faithful and true

Oh Willie she said with a sigh
I'm afraid I will have to say no
Oh my mama and papa are not willing
Goodbye and they say you must go

Oh Willie my darling come back
I'll always be faithful to you
Oh Willie my darling come back
I'll always be faithful and true

Oh darling oh darling he said
Your heart must be carved out of stone
He took a white rose from her hair
And he left me a standing alone

Oh Willie my darling come back
I'll always be faithful to you
Oh Willie my darling come back
I'll always be faithful and true

Next morning poor Willie was found
He was drowned in the pond by the mill
Where the clear rippling waters they flow
Thew round near the break of the hills

Oh Willie my darling come back
I'll always be faithful to you



Oh Willie my darling come back
I'll always be faithful and true

19746. The Whole World Round

The Whole World Round
Joe Stuart / Mitch Jayne
The Dillards

I heard my neighbor's rooster crow early in the day.
I heard his ax beyond the hill and now I'm bound away.

Chorus:
Fiddle and a bow in the firelight's glow.
Can't you hear that lonesome sound?
I leave behind my trouble in mind,
Go the whole world round.

Now some men like the city life, some men crave the town,
I'm bound away for the Arkansas woods, where I'll settle down.

The grey squirrel leaves when the red squirrel comes, the eagle nests alone.
A hundred miles from a wagon track is where I'll make my home.

Notes:

Possible additional verse:
I've seen the old men whittling wood, I've seen the streets of town.
I'll pack my goods for the lonesome woods, and there I'll settle down.

19747. The Wild One

Marty Stuart - The Wild One

Give me my cycle and a star-filled sky above
And a good lookin' woman with a heart full of love
I'll go to any honky tonk in any old town
'Cause I am the wild one and I'll never settle down

I am the wild one, I am the wild one
I am the wild one, I'll never settle down

I've got a gal in every town who claims she loves me so
I love 'em and leave 'em and want them all to know
That when I hear that wild wind a blowin' down the road
I know I'll have to travel fast to leave without a load

I am the wild one, I am the wild one
I am the wild one, I'll never settle down



I am the wild one, I believe in travelin' light
Just me and my cycle speeding through the night
I love a lot of women and I take them all around
But I am the wild one, I'll settle down

I am the wild one, I am the wild one
I am the wild one, I'll never settle down
Never settle down, I'll never settle down

19748. The Wild Ones

Robert Earl Keen - The Wild Ones 

I'm looking for somebody who might have come this-a-way
Could have been an hour ago, or maybe yesterday
She's pretty as a flower and shining as a star
I never thought she'd ever come so far

I'm tryin' to find a woman, friendly as can be
She's never met a stranger, I'm sure you would agree
And if you got to talkin', she probably made you laugh
Here she is in this photograph

We were the wild ones
The young guns
Restless as the wind
We were the wild ones
Now I run
And when I'm done
The wild ones will run again

I went on the road alone and left her there behind
I was thinkin' of myself, she said she didn't mind
But love is like a songbird and every song she sings
You'll hear a sweet reminder of her wings

We were the wild ones
The young guns
Restless as the wind
We were the wild ones
Now I run
And when I'm done
The wild ones will run again

Maybe she's across the street or half a world away
I've got to find her if only just to say...

We were the wild ones
The young guns
Restless as the wind
We were the wild ones
Now I run



And when I'm done
The wild ones will run again

We're the wild ones
We're the wild ones

19749. The Wild Ones - Chords

The Wild Ones - Chords

[D]    [A]    [G]   (x2)

[D]                            [G]                   
I'm looking for somebody who might have come this-a-way
[D]                               [Em]                   
Could have been an hour ago, or maybe yesterday
[G]                            [D]              
She's pretty as a flower and shining as a star
[G]                     [Bm]           [A]                
I never thought she'd ever come so far

[D]                           [G]             
I'm tryin' to find a woman, friendly as can be
[D]                               [Em]               
She's never met a stranger, I'm sure you would agree
[G]                              [D]             
And if you got to talkin', she probably made you laugh
[G]           [Bm]           [A]    
Here she is in this photograph

(Chorus)
[D]  [A]        [G]
We were the wild ones
[D]
The young guns
[Em]              [A]
Restless as the wind
[D]  [A]        [G]
We were the wild ones
[D]
Now I run
[A]
And when I'm done
[G]                                              
The wild ones will run again

[D]                            [G]
I went on the road alone and left her there behind
[D]                             [Em]
I was thinkin' of myself, she said she didn't mind
[G]                               [D]
But love is like a songbird and every song she sings
[G]                   [Bm]              [A]



You'll hear a sweet reminder of her wings

(Chorus)

[G]                                [A]
Maybe she's across the street or half a world away
[G]           [Bm]          [A]
I've got to find her if only just to say...

(Chorus) 

We're the wild ones
We're the wild ones

19750. The Wild Side of Life

The Stanley Brothers - The Wild Side of Life

Well, you wouldn't read my letters if I wrote you
You asked me not to call you on the phone
There's something I've been waiting for to tell you
So I wrote it in the words of this song

You never knew there were honky tonk angels
Or you might have known I'd never make a wife
You walked out on the only one who ever loved you
So I went back to the wild side of life

Now the glamor of the good life always lead me
To the places where the wild liquor flows
I tried to be your one and only angel
But I'm not that kind of angel, heaven knows

I cried so hard the day you went and left me
'Cause some things you said, they cut me like a knife
What you wanted was another kind of angel
And you should be back to the wild side of life

No, well, I guess I'm just a honky tonk angel
I might have known I'd never make a wife
Well, you left the only one who ever loved you
And I'm back here on the wild side of life

I'm only a honky tonk angel
I might have known I'd never make a wife
You walked out on the only one who ever loved you
And you left me here on the wild side of life



19751. The Wind Cries Mary

The Jimi Hendrix Experience 
The Wind Cries Mary
Greensky Bluegrass

After all the jacks are in their boxes
And the clowns have all gone to bed
You can hear happiness staggering on down the street
Footprints dressed in red

And the wind whispers, "Mary."

A broom is drearily sweeping
Up the broken pieces of yesterday's life
Somewhere a queen is weeping
Somewhere a king has no wife

And the wind it cries, "Mary!"

The traffic lights they turn, uh, blue tomorrow
And shine their emptiness down on my bed
The tiny island sags downstream
'Cause the life that lived is is dead

And the wind screams, "Mary!"

Will the wind ever remember
The names it has blown in the past?
And with its crutch, its old age and its wisdom
It whispers, "No. This will be the last."

And the wind cries, "Mary!"

19752. The Winding Stream

The Carter Family - The Winding Stream

[Verse 1]
O give to me a winding stream
It must not be too wide
Where waving leaves from maple trees
Do meet from either side
The water must be deep enough
To float a small canoe
With no one else but you

[Chorus]
Do not disturb
My waking dream
The splendour of
That winding stream
Flower in my canoe



Her eyes they look me through
A maiden fair with golden hair
Is very much like you

[Verse 2]
The sparkling trout beneath the bank
Does leave his hiding place
Kingfisher from the bough above
So eager to give chase
The spreading branches overhead
The sunrise peeping through
When looking, dear, at you

[Chorus]

19753. The Window Up Above

The Window Up Above
Ralph Stanley - The Window Up Above

I've been living a new way
Of life that I love so
But I can see the clouds are gathering
And the storm will wreck our home
For last night he hugged you tightly
And you didn't even shove
This is true for I've been watching
From the window up above
You must have thought that I was sleeping
And I wish that I had been
But it's best to get to know you
And the way your heart can sin
I thought we belong together
And our hearts fit like a glove
But I was wrong for I've been watching
From the window up above
From my eyes the teardrops started
As I listened on and on
Heard you whisper to him softly
That our marriage was all wrong
But I hope he makes you happy
And you will never loose his love
I lost mine while I was watching
From the window up above
Now I wish I could be dreaming
And wake up to a love that's true
But I was wrong for I've been watching
From the window up above



19754. The Wing And The Wheel

Nanci Griffith - The Wing and the Wheel

The wing and the wheel, they carry things away
Whether it's me that does the leavin or the love that flies away
The moon outside my window looks so lonely tonight
Oh, there's a chunk out of it's middle, big enough for an old fool to hide
Where are all the dreamers, that I used know?

We used to linger beneath street lamps in the halos and the smoke
The wing and the wheel, came to carry them away
Now they all live out in the suburbs where their dreams
Are in their children at play

There's a pale sky in the east,all the stars are in the west
Oh, here's to all the dreamers, may our open hearts find rest
The wing and the wheel are gonna carry us along
And we'll have memories for company, long after the songs are gone.

19755. The Witch Of The Westmereland

The Witch of the Westmereland
The Waybacks

Pale was the wounded knight
Who bore the rowen shield
Loud and cruel were the ravens cries
That feasted on the fields

Saying "Beck water cold and clear
Will never clean your wounds
There's none but the witch of the westmereland
Can make thee hale and sound."

"So turn, turn your stallions head
Till his red mane flies in the wind
And the rider of the moon goes by
And the bright star falls behind."

Clear was the paley moon
When a shadow passed him by;
Below the hill were the brightest stars
When he heard the owlet cry

Singing, "Why do you ride this way
And wherefore came you here?"
"I seek the Witch of the westmereland
Who dwells by the winding mere."

And it's weary by the Ullswater
And the misty brake fern way
Till through the cut of the kirkstane pass



The winding water lay

He said, "Lie down my brindled hound
And rest ye my good grey hawk
And thee, my steed, may graze thy fill
For I must dismount and walk."

"Come when you hear my horn
And answer swift the call
For I fear ere the sun will rise this morn
Ye will serve me best of all."

And it's down to the water's brim
He's borne the rowen shield
And the Goldenrod he has cast in
To see what the lake might yield

Wet rose she from the lake
And fast and fleet went she
One half the form of a maiden fair
With a jet-black mares body

Loud, long and shrill he blew
Till his steed was by his side;
High overhead the grey hawk flew
And swiftly he did ride

"Course well, my brindled hound
And fetch me the jet-black mare!
Stoop and strike, my good grey hawk
And bring me the maiden fair!"

She said, "Pray sheath thy silvery sword
Lay down the rowen shield
For I see by the briny blood that flows
You've been wounded in the field."

She stood in a gown of velvet blue
Bound 'round with a silver chain
And she's kissed his pale lips once and twice
And three times 'round again

And she's bound his wounds with the Goldenrod
Full fast in her arms she lay
And he has risen, hale and sound
With the sun high in the day

"So ride with your brindled hound at heel
And your good grey hawk in hand
There's none can harm the knight who's lain
With the witch of the westmereland."



19756. The Wolves

The Wolves
Mandolin Orange - The Wolves

[Verse 1]
At my gate, I'll always greet you
At my door, you're welcome in
There can be no transgression
As a means to an end
On the wind, the wolves are howling
Open arms are closed in fear
Helping hands are clenched in anger
Broken hearts beyond repair

[Chorus]
Everything's so great, can't get better, makes me wanna cry
That I'll go out howling at the moon tonight

[Verse 2]
There she stands, so tall and mighty
With her keen and watchful eye
And the heart of a mother
Holding out her guiding light
Well, it's a hard road to travel
Solid rock from end to end
The sun, it rises on her brow
And sets upon the great expanse

[Chorus]
Everything's so great, can't get better, makes me wanna cry
That I'll go out howling at the moon tonight

[Verse 3]
There she stands, so tall and mighty
Her gaze facing the east
At her back, our doors are closing
As we grin and bare our teeth
On the wind the wolves are howling
She cries to draw him near
Well, turn around, turn around my darling
Oh, the wolves are here

[Chorus]
Everything's so great, can't get better, makes me wanna cry
That I'll go out howling at the moon tonight
Yeah, I'll go out howling at the moon tonight

19757. The Woman And The Bell

Punch Brothers - The Woman and the Bell 

Captain, if it's all the same to you



Let me ready a lifeboat
Sorry, son, though your heart may be true,
You'd best get it stoutened or I'll run it through.
Here's a sip to wash the wicked words back down your throat.

I know my ship, my catch, and my men,
And I know what you think you've seen"
Captain, you may well take offense,
But something has to be done nonetheless
Or it's off to Davy's Locker for to calm the sea.

Sir, it's angry, you're not listening,
I saw a woman, I heard a bell.

Captain, the rum welling up in your eyes
Will chase neither care nor curse
Nor will abstinence, son, for my fertile mind bore this ghost
Of the true dove that I've left behind, and you'll make her haunt
No lifeboat while I'm gone from her.

I hear the peal of our wedding bells
Many miles away and months from now

Captain, if you can't but do well by a phantom future,
You're destined to dwell and weep and gnash your teeth
With all the rightly drowned.

Sir, I'm fighting for a home on the Fiddler's Green,
Not for a woman and a bell.

Captain, the sea took your ship, catch, and men,
Left you, me, and this lifeboat
Sorry, son, you're dead wrong again.
I'll sail on with only the love you condemn,
Having offered up your weak heart for a safe trip home.

19758. The Woman In You

The Woman in You
Old School Freight Train

Could've sworn I heard you say amen this morning, showing some kind of sign
That you believe
Did it fall from your tongue without warning or just another trick to fall from
Your sleeve
Did I hear you say that you believe in angels? I guess I bring the devil out in
You
But we can both remove our halos 'cause even an angel needs love too

The woman in you is the worry, the worry in me
The woman in you is the worry, the worry in me

Some things never change; Some things never stay the same



But you're so innocent, I'll take all the blame
How I hate to remember for that means the day is past
Sometimes I wonder if I know her or if I really need to ask

The woman in you is the worry, the worry in me
The woman in you is the worry, the worry in me
The woman in you is the worry, the worry in me
Woman...

Half-man walks with no shadow of life he utters his distaste
No apology is expected
Love carved sorry in his face
Love carved sorry in his face

The woman in you is the worry, the worry in me
The woman in you is the worry, the worry in me
The woman in you, in you, is the worry in me
Woman...

19759. The Wonder And The Why - Chords

Tyler Childers - The Wonder and The Why

[Verse 1]
    G          B7           C                 G
The walk in is empty on the right side of the bedroom
    C               G            A         D
The drawers and the dressers are empty and bare
         G          B7          C            G
She took all of her records and all the good dishes
        C        G           D            G
There's hardly a sign that a woman's been there
             G      B7              C               G
She took the Emmy I bought her, she didn't steal my Nelson
      C            G        A           D
She's sworn off us gingers, so it would seem
      G            B7             C           G
But I bet you good money if she's runnin with another
   C            G            D           G
He don't hold a flame to the likeness of me
 
[Instrumental]
G B7 C G
C G A D
G B7 C G
C G D G
 
[Verse 2]
          G           B7         C           G
There's a note on the table, I'm skimming it over
       C          G           A           D
As the rain beats down on the tin roof outside
      G              B7          C              G



And I can't help but notice that spiteful young woman
    C           G               D           G
Ran out with my clothes left to soak on the line
  C          G            C        G
I don't understand, I'm a likeable man
        C              G          D
How the hell could she leave this behind
        G                B7              C           G
There's questions big as oceans floatin' round in my mind
        C          G             D            G
But the one I keep askin' is the wonderin' oh why
 
[Instrumental]
G B7 C G
C G A D
C G C G
C G D G
 
[Verse 3]
G             B7              C         G
Ironin' ain't called for, and coffee is easy
C            G          A          D
Biscuits are tricky, my cookin's a crime
    G           B7          C             G
But guitars and women, they come and they leave me
     C         G                D      G
With lovin and six strings I'll surely survive
     C         G                D      G
With lovin and six strings I'll surely survive

19760. The Wonderful City

The Carter Family - The Wonderful City

[Verse 1]
I'm waiting, watching and longing
That beautiful sight to behold
When I shall awake some bright morning
In that city with streets of pure gold
My savoir has gone to prepare it
For all who accept his grace
And that's why I know I'll be welcome
To a home in that wonderful place

[Chorus]
When I reach my home in that city
Shall I find you waiting up there
With the saints who have gone on before us
To that beautiful home so fair
My whole heart is set upon heaven
Where my saviour's face I shall see
And live in the light of his glory
Throughout all eternity



Oh-de-lay-ee, oh-lay-ee, oh-lay-ee

[Verse 2]
He bids us to work in his vineyards
To toil for him early and late
What a glorious reward for our labour
To enter that beautiful gate

[Chorus]

19761. The Wood Thrush's Song

The Wood Thrush's Song
Laurie Lewis

I walked down the hall were the woods used to stand
Concrete at my feet brickwalls at every hand
and over my head steel girders so strong
were I first felt the spell of the Wood thrush's song

Chorus
Now the Wood thrush's has vanished
seeking the place thats not felt the crush of mans embrace
the steep woods are gone now and oh How long to again feel the spell of the wood thrushes 
song

Over my head just a few years ago the poplar leaves shivered when the breezes did blow no
w the deep home of engines drowns the soft sigh of the wind in the leaves in the few trees ne
ar by

Chorus

Man is the inventor the builder the sage the writer and seeker of truth by the page but all of hi
s knowledge can never explain the deep mystery of the wood thrush's refrain

Chorus

19762. The Woods

Dierks Bentley - The Woods

[Verse 1]
I know a little place we can go
Two rights, a left, a right passed the liquor store
There's a little trail only me I might know
With nothing but tall pines and my hand to hold

[Chorus]
It's where I smoked my first smoke



Drank beer from a can
Kissed the first girl
Skipped school with my friends
Where I went to turn bad times to good
Come on lay with me, no better place to be
Our little secret's safe in these trees
'Cause out here baby it's just understood
What happens in the woods, stays in the woods

[Verse 2]
No city lights gonna 9 to 5 tonight
Just you and me kissing while the moon and the stars shine
Yeah dancing in the breeze, maybe drink a little red wine
Roll around in the leaves, from the world we'll hide

[Chorus]
It's where I smoked my first smoke
Drank beer from a can
Kissed the first girl
Skipped school with my friends
Where I went to turn bad times to good
Come on lay with me, no better place to be
Our little secret's safe in these trees
'Cause out here baby it's just understood
What happens in the woods, stays in the woods

[Verse 3]
Come on girl, leave your iphone at home
We're gonna kick it way back
With a blanket and a radio
I know a little place where we could go and lay low

[Chorus]
It's where I smoked my first smoke
Drank beer from a can
Kissed the first girl
Skipped school with my friends
Where i went to turn bad times to good
Come on lay with me, no better place to be
Our little secret's safe in these trees
'Cause out here baby it's just understood
What happens in the woods, stays in the woods
Come on baby let's go out to the woods

19763. The Words She Writes Tonight - Chords

The Words She Writes Tonight 
Laurel Canyon Ramblers

[Intro]
G  C  G  C
G  C  D  D
G  G  C  D



G  G  G  G
 
[Verse 1]
G                       D
She comes down from the mountain,
G            C
Almost every night
G
With her old love letters
G                 D
Tight and bundled white
G                    D
As she stares at the sea
G                  C
Hoping it comes to be
C        G          C        D       G
That her lover some day will set her free
 
 
[Verse 2]
G             D
Forsaken with chlld
G          C
Many years ago
C    G
With promises of fortune
G        D
Ready to behold
G                    D
Now she waits by the shore
G                         C
With these words so often said
C           G          C      D          G
I'll be the rock, that slowly guides you home
 
 
[Chorus]
G                C    G     C                D
And if you could read these words that she's writing tonight
D         G           D          G/D
Somewhere lost on the sea of despair
G                C   G   C       D
And if you could see the way she needs him tonight
D      G           C    D       G
In her dreams that only two can share
 
 
{Instrumental Break}
G         D      G       C  x3
G         D      C       G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G           D
Captured by passion
G             C
Locked up far away



C       G
For the crime of believing
G               D
In the words of yesterday
G                     D
With letters from the heart
G                 C
Encumbered in her soul
C             G
She'll be the rock
G    C      D          G
That always guides him home
 
 
[Chorus]
G                C    G     C                D
And if you could read these words that she's writing tonight
D         G           C          G/D
Somewhere lost on the sea of despair
G                C   G   C            D
And if you could see the way that she needs him tonight
D      G           C    D       G
In her dreams that only two can share
G                C   G   C            D
And if you could see the way that she needs him tonight
 
 
[Outtro]
G       C       D      G

19764. The Words You Don't Say

The Words You Don't Say
Kathy Kallick (Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI), James Leva (North Buffalo 
Music/BMI); Carol Elizabeth Jones (BMI)

No bitter cryin', no bitter tears
No bitter thoughts of wasted years
Hard feelings stay, won't go away
More time goes by, 'til there's nothing to say
You could have spoken right from the start
And said those words that tore my world apart
I could have cried then, 'til the pain washed away
But I'm left full of silence from the words you don't say
CHORUS:
It's not what you have done, it's what you don't say
It's the unspoken words that stand in our way
You can't get around it and I can't lead the way
Without understanding the words you don't say
There is a place inside the heart
That waits for words that are unsaid
There is a place that once loved a friend
There is a place where love never ends



19765. The World

Brad Paisley - The World

To the teller down at the bank
You're just another checking account
To the plumber that came today
You're just another house
At the airport ticket counter
You're just another fare
At the beauty shop at the mall
Well you're just another head of hair
Well that's alright, that's ok
If you don't feel important, honey
All I've got to say is
[Chorus]
To the world
You may be just another girl
But to me
Baby, you are the world
To the waiter at the restaurant
You're just another tip
To the guy at the ice cream shop
You're just another dip
When you can't get reservations
'Cause you don't have the clout
Or you didn't get an invitation
'Cause somebody left you out
That's alright, that's ok
When you don't feel important honey
All I've got to say is
[Repeat chorus]
You think you're one of millions but you're one in a million to me
When you wonder if you matter, baby look into my eyes
And tell me, can't you see you're everything to me
That's alright, that's ok
When you don't feel important honey
All I've gotta say is
[Repeat chorus]

19766. The World According To Raymond

Tom T Hall - The World According To Raymond

[Verse 1:]
(That's the world according to Raymond)
And a Raymond according to me
He lives down in old North Carolina
Makes moonshine from good cropper web



He carries a big thirty eight it's illegal
But we know that Raymond don't care
Raymond explains his religion
It's the air it's the earth it's the earth
Lord gives it to you and he takes it away
And without it you ain't got a prayer
(That's the a world according to Raymond)
He's rough he's tough and he's free

[Chorus:]
That's the a world according to Raymond
That's Raymond according to me

[Verse 2:]
Now Ray never killed anybody
But he hurt some that got in his way
Raymond still makes it but Raymond quit drinkin'
He got beat up in the friendly cafe
Now an old hog ain't got but one blood vein
And it's located there in his neck
If you don't believe it come back next December
But I ain't been back down there yet

[Chorus]

19767. The World According To Raymond - Chords

The World According To Raymond
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G       C     D7           G       C
(It's a world according to Raymond)
      G       D7           G
And a Raymond according to me
                 D7            G
He lives down in old North Carolina 
      C              D7          G
Makes moonshine from good copper wear
   C         D7         G          C
He carries a big thirty eight it's illegal 
       G         D7            G
But we know that Raymond don't care
        D7           G
Raymond explains his religion 
         C            D7             G
It's the air it's the earth it's the dirt
    C             D7            G        C
The Lord gives it to you and he takes it away 
    G              D7          G
And without it you ain't got a prayer
            C     D7           G
(That's the world according to Raymond)
     C          D7             G



He's rough he's tough and he's free
             C     D7           G       C
That's the a world according to Raymond
       G       D7           G
That's Raymond according to me
              D7     G
Now Ray never killed anybody 
       C              D7         G
But he hurt some that got in his way
C             D7           G            C
Raymond still makes it but Raymond quit drinkin' 
       G              D7       G
He got beat up in the friendly cafe
D7     G             D7          G
Now an old hog ain't got but one blood vein 
         C       D7            G
And it's located there in it's neck
   C         D7              G         C
If you don't believe it come back next December 
      G          D7              G
But I ain't been back down there yet
Repeat #2
            C     D7           G       C
(That's the world according to Raymond)
           G       D7           G
And that's Raymond according to me

19768. The World Is A Wonderful Place

Richard Thompson - The World Is a Wonderful Place

Lovers pair off and they fall into bed
The same old lies trip off the tongue
A few lonely hearts stand and prop up the room
The night is young

Envy the bodies asleep on the floor
Dreaming some comfortable dream
And envy the drunk as he falls through the door
For the world is drunk I see

You live and you die
There's no reason why
The world is a wonderful place

The poor live in pain
They're sick and insane
Oh the world is a wonderful place

How does it feel to be nothing?
How does it feel to be small?
Pour hard on that wine
It's the end of the line



Oh the world is a wonderful place

Another year older and nothing to show
Is this what I grew up to be?
How are you birthday boy?
Here's a pat on the back
You're a sight to see

Am I just a clown
Like the fools gathered here?
Am I nothing special at all?

If this is called living
I'm folding my hand
I'm sick of the same brick wall

You live and you die
There's no reason why
The world is a wonderful place

The poor live in pain
They're sick and insane
Oh the world is a wonderful place

How does it feel to be nothing?
How does it feel to be small?
Pour hard on that wine
It's the end of the line
Oh the world is a wonderful place

19769. The World Keeps Turning Around

The World Keeps Turning Around 
Jeremy Garrett

[Verse 1]
You post what you're feeling and you wait for the likes
You don't care who you ignore
And then you get too nervous to sleep through the night
But you can't wait to do it some more

[Chorus]
What would you say to a new generation
If you could say what you wanted to say?
Beating our heads against a brick wall
And the world keeps turning around

[Refrain]
Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh-ooh-ooh



[Verse 2]
Everyone's got an opinion these days
And everyone's ready to share
Like a dog chases tails and the merry goes round
'Til you'll feel like your gasping for air

[Chorus]
Well, one kind of flame is gonna lead to another
But not every fire's gonna burn the samR way
What would you say to a new generation
If you could say what you wantRd to say?
Beating all our heads against a brick wall
And the world keeps turning around

[Refrain]
Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh-ooh-ooh

[Verse 3]
Well, sometimes you think it's all gonna work
When everyone's cruising along
If the scenery changes and you find a new way
Are you worried that you're gonna be wrong?

[Chorus]
What if we lived the way that we say
When we say what we think people want us to say?
One kind of flame is gonna lead to another
But not every fire's gonna burn the same way
What would we say to a new generation
If we could say what you wanted to say?
Beating all our heads against a brick wall
While the world keeps turning around

[Outro]
Yeah, we're beating our heads against a brick wall
And the world keeps turning around
We keep beating our heads against a brick wall
And the world keeps turning around
Yeah, we're beating our heads against a brick wall
And the world keeps turning around

19770. The World Needs A Melody

Carter Family - The world needs a melody

The world needs a tune that it can hum, hmm-hmm-hmm-hmm-hmm
The world needs a guitar that it can strum
The world needs a melody it can sing, sing, sing, sing
Let's all sing together
In the sweet by and by we shall meet on that beautiful shore



Oooh-oooooh together

The world needs a bell that it can chime
The world needs a drum to keep the time
The world needs a melody it can sing, sing, sing, sing
Let's all sing together
Gonna lay down my burden, down by the riverside
Oooh-oooooh together

The world needs a reason to clap its hands
The world needs a leader for its band
The world needs a melody it can sing, sing, sing, sing
Let's all sing together
Give me that old time religion, give me that old time religion
Oooh-oooooh together

In the sweet (Gonna lay down my burden, that old time religion)
In the sweet (Gonna lay down my burden, that old time religion)
In the sweet (Gonna lay down my burden, that old time religion)
Together

19771. The World The Way I Want It

Tom T Hall - The World The Way I Want It

[Verse 1:]
I'd feed all those hungry children down by the tracks
I'd give Mom and Dad some of their young years back
I'd let all those crippled children get up and run
I'd take the blind and lead them out into the shining sun

[Chorus:]
If I could have the world the way I want it
What a day tomorrow could be
If I could have the world the way I want it
I would set these children free

[Verse 2:]
I'd pay the debts of all the poor and let them start anew
I'd find each man who wants to work a decent job to do
I'd give hope to the hopeless and I'd give the sick their health
I'd give the high and mighty heart to share the nation's wealth

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
I'd take all those sad and hungry people off of the street
Each weary walking traveler would have shoes upon his feet
I'd find the young men in the far off places of the world
I'd bring them home to see their fathers mothers and their girls
[Chorus]



19772. The World The Way I Want It - Chords

The World The Way I Want It
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C
I'd feed all those hungry children down by the tracks
F
I'd give Mom and Dad some of their young years back
C
I'd let all those crippled children get up and run
    F                                G7               C
I'd take the blind and lead them out into the shining sun
           F
If I could have the world the way I want it
        C
What a day tomorrow could be
           F
If I could have the world the way I want it
   C               G7       C
I would set these children free
I'd pay the debts of all the poor and let them start anew
F
I'd find each man who wants to work a decent job to do
C
I'd give hope to the hopeless and I'd give the sick their health
    F                                 G7                 C
I'd give the high and mighty heart to share the nation's wealth

Repeat #2

I'd take all those sad and hungry people off of the street
F
Each weary walking traveler would have shoes upon his feet
C
I'd find the young men in the far off places of the world
    F                                    G7                C
I'd bring them home to see their fathers mothers and their girls

Repeat #2

19773. The Worst Is Yet To Come

Lynn Anderson - The Worst Is Yet to Come

Such a little time has passed since you went away
Where are all these heartaches coming from
I can hardly stand the pain of missing you today
And I know the worst is yet to come



If there was something I could find to drive these tears from me
Then I'd go right out and get me one
I've already cried enough to fill the big blue sea
And I know the worst is yet to come
There'll be all those sleepless nights when I'll just lay and cry
And the hours will seem to have no end
There'll be days when it won't matter if I live or die
Wishing I could have you back again
If there was something I could find to drive these tears from me
Then I'd go right out and get me one
I've already cried enough to fill the big blue sea
And I know the worst is yet to come

19774. The Worst Is Yet to Come

The Worst Is Yet to Come

Such a little time has passed since you went away
Where are all these heartaches coming from
I can hardly stand the pain of missing you today
And I know the worst is yet to come

If there was something I could find to drive these tears from me
Then I'd go right out and get me one
I've already cried enough to fill the deep blue sea
And I know the worst is yet to come

There'll be all those sleepless nights when I'll just lay and cry
And the hours seem to have no end
There'll be days when it won't matter if I live or die
Wishing I could have you back again

If there was something I could find to drive these tears from me
Then I'd go right out and get me one
I've already cried enough to fill the deep blue sea
And I know the worst is yet to come

19775. The Worst Thing

The Worst Thing
The Avett Brothers

Where are you?
I'm not asking what town you know what I mean
Yes, you guessed it
I'm not that concerned with being sweet to you
A gentleman would never say the words that I am about to

Who are you? I'm not asking your name you know what I mean.



Lets cut through all this courtesy
And just tell me what you need
A gentleman would never say the words that I am about to

You're the worst thing
You're the worst thing
That ever happened to me

You're the worst thing
You're the worst thing
That ever happened to me
To me

Where are you?
I'm not asking what town you know what I mean

19776. The Wreck

Cadillac Sky - The Wreck 
Album: Gravity's Our Enemy

I keep havin' this dream where I'm inside this lion's mouth
And everytime I climb right back in soon as I get out
Wake up out of breath, in a cold sweat
Ah, her leavin' almost left me for dead, knocked me down
Felt like some kind of cosmic kick in the head
I tried, I tried my best to find a way around the pain
But that light at the end of the tunnel's a train
This crash course has taken it's toll
And I need God's healing hand
The wear and tear's showing body and soul
The wreck that I am
Life's a demolitions derby, man
It's a wild ride, you just try your best to hold tight to the wheel
And touch your brakes form time to time when you're headed down hill
All the king's men been trying to put me together again
But I keep on driving that same old dead end

*REPEAT CHORUS*

Maybe there's somewhere for me to start all over brand new
A place in the shade of a tree I can shake off these blues, these rocks in my shoes
If insanity is strumming the same chord expecting a new song
Then, call me crazy, I've been milking the same sick cow so long
I'm tired of getting nowhere
I need a new way to feel, this old life keeps on losing it's trill.

19777. The Wreck Of The 1262 - Chords



The Wreck Of The 1262 
Doc Watson feat. Merle Watson

[Intro]
G7  C
 
[Verse 1]
    C             C7           F    Dm
She just left the point at Chiekany
    G              G7           C
The freight number twelve-sixty-two
G7     C           C7           F         Dm
   And on down the mountain she travelled
   G              G7           C
So brave were the men in her crew
 
[Verse 2]
         C        C7            F       Dm
Then the engineer pulled at the whistle
        G               G7            C
For the brakes wouldn't work when app-lied
        C                C7         F         Dm
And the brakeman climbed out on the car top
       G              G7           C
For he knew what that whistle had cried
 
[Instrumental]
C C7 F Dm
G G7 C
C C7 F Dm
G G7 C
 
[Verse 3]
     C          C7                F       Dm
With all of the strength that God gave him
   G             G7            C
He tied in those brakes with a prayer
G7       C                   C7        F         Dm
 But the train went right on down that mountain
    G              G7          C
Her whistle still piercing the air
 
[Verse 4]
    C            C7       F    Dm
She travelled at sixty an hour
        G           G7          C
Gaining speed every foot of the way
     C           C7          F         Dm
And then with a crash it was over
    G            G7                C
And there on the track the freight lay
 
[Instrumental]
C C7 F Dm
G G7 C
C C7 F Dm
G G7 C
 



[Verse 5]
     C        C7           F     Dm
It's not the amount of the damage
       G        G7             C
Or the value of what the wreck cost
         C              C7           F       Dm
It's the sad scene they found in the cabin
          G            G7             C
Where the lives of two brave men were lost
 
[Verse 6]
     C                   C7          F         Dm
They found them at their post in the wreckage
           G             G7         C
Where they died when the engine had fell
G7    C        C7             F         Dm
  The engineer still held the whistle
        G             G7           C
And the fireman still clung to the bell
 
[Verse 7]
    C             C7        F            Dm
Now this story is told of a freight train,
       G              G7      C
But it should be a warning to all;
G7   C             C7          F         Dm
  We need to be prepared ev'ry moment,
    G            G7              C
For we can never tell when He'll call.

19778. The Wreck Of The C And O

The Wreck Of The C And O

Along came the FFV, the fastest on the line,
Running along the C and O Road, twenty minutes behind the time
Running into Sewall Yard, was quartered on the line
Awaiting their strict orders to bring her in on time

And when she blew for Hinton, her engineer was there
George Alley was his name, with bright and wavy hair
His fireman, Jack Dickerson, was standing by his side
Receiving their strict orders, and in the cab to ride

George Alley's mother came to him with a basket on her arm
She handed him a letter saying "Be careful how you run
For many a man has lost his life trying to make up lost time
But if you run your engine right you'll get there just on time"

George Alley said, "Dear mother, your letter I'll take heed
I know my engine is all right and I know that she will speed
So o'er this road I mean to run with speed unknown to all
And when I blow for Clifton Forge, they'll surely hear my call



George Alley said to his fireman, "Jack, a little extra steam;
I intend to run old Number 4 the fastest ever seen;
So o'er this road I mean to fly like angels' wings unfurled,
And when I blow for the Big Bend Tunnel, they'll surely hear my call"

George Alley said to his fireman, "Jack, a rock ahead I see,
And I know that death is lurking there for to grab both you and me
So from this cab, dear Jack do fly, your darling life to save
For I want you to be an engineer while I'm sleeping in my grave"

"Oh no, dear George! That will not do, I want to die with you"
"Oh no, dear Jack, that will not be; I'll die for you and me"
So from the cab poor Jack did leap, New River was running high,
And he kissed his hand to George as Number 4 flew by

So up the road she dashed, against the rock she crashed
The engine turning upside down, and the coaches coming last
George Alley's head in the firebox lay, while the burning flames rolled high
"I'm glad I was born an engineer, on the C and O road to die"

George Alley's mother came to him and in sorrow she did sigh
When she looked upon her darling boy and saw that he must die
"Too late, too late, dear mother! my doom is almost o'er
And I know that God will let me in when I reach that golden shore"

The doctor said, "Dear George, O darling boy, be still
Your life may yet be spared, if it is God's blessed will"
"Oh no, dear doc, that cannot be, I want to die so free
I want to die on the engine I love, 143'³

The doctor said, "Dear George, your life cannot be saved
Murdered upon a railroad, and laid in a lonesome grave"
His face was covered up with blood, his eyes they could not see
And the very last words that ever he spoke were, "Nearer my God to Thee"

19779. The Wreck Of The Edmund Fitzgerald

The Wreck Of The Edmund Fitzgerald
Gordon Lightfoot

The legend lives on from the Chippewa on down
of the big lake they called "Gitche Gumee."
The lake, it is said, never gives up her dead
when the skies of November turn gloomy.
With a load of iron ore twenty-six thousand tons more
than the Edmund Fitzgerald weighed empty,
that good ship and true was a bone to be chewed
when the "Gales of November" came early.

The ship was the pride of the American side
coming back from some mill in Wisconsin.
As the big freighters go, it was bigger than most



with a crew and good captain well seasoned,
concluding some terms with a couple of steel firms
when they left fully loaded for Cleveland.
And later that night when the ship's bell rang,
could it be the north wind they'd been feelin'?

The wind in the wires made a tattle-tale sound
and a wave broke over the railing.
And ev'ry man knew, as the captain did too
'twas the witch of November come stealin'.
The dawn came late and the breakfast had to wait
when the Gales of November came slashin'.
When afternoon came it was freezin' rain
in the face of a hurricane west wind.

When suppertime came the old cook came on deck sayin'.
"Fellas, it's too rough t'feed ya."
At seven P.M. a main hatchway caved in; he said,
"Fellas, it's bin good t'know ya!"
The captain wired in he had water comin' in
and the good ship and crew was in peril.
And later that night when 'is lights went outta sight
came the wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald.

Does any one know where the love of God goes
when the waves turn the minutes to hours?
The searchers all say they'd have made Whitefish Bay
if they'd put fifteen more miles behind 'er.
They might have split up or they might have capsized;
they may have broke deep and took water.
And all that remains is the faces and the names
of the wives and the sons and the daughters.

Lake Huron rolls, Superior sings
in the rooms of her ice-water mansion.
Old Michigan steams like a young man's dreams;
the islands and bays are for sportsmen.
And farther below Lake Ontario
takes in what Lake Erie can send her,
And the iron boats go as the mariners all know
with the Gales of November remembered.

In a musty old hall in Detroit they prayed,
in the "Maritime Sailors' Cathedral."
The church bell chimed 'til it rang twenty-nine times
for each man on the Edmund Fitzgerald.
The legend lives on from the Chippewa on down
of the big lake they call "Gitche Gumee."
"Superior," they said, "never gives up her dead
when the gales of November come early!"

19780. The Wreck Of The Old 97



The Wreck Of The Old 97
Flatt & Scruggs

Well, they gave him his orders at Monroe, Virginia
Saying Steve you are way behind time
This is not thirty eight, but it's old ninety seven
You must put her into Danville on time

He turned and said to his black greasy fireman
Just shovel on a little more coal
And when we cross the White Oak Mountain
You can watch old ninety seven roll

It's a mighty rough road from lynchburg to Daville
On a line on a three mile grade
It was on this grade that he lost his average
You can see what a jump he made

He was going down the grade makin' ninety miles an hour
When his whistle broke into a scream
They found him in the wreck with his hand on the throttle
He was scalded to death by the steam

Now ladies, you must take warning
From this time now on learn
Never speak harsh words to your true loving husband
He may leave you and never return

19781. The Wreck of the Old Number Nine

Doc Watson - The Wreck of the Old Number Nine

On a cold winter night
Not a star was in sight
An' the north wind came
Howlin' down the line
With his sweetheart, so dear
Stood a brave engineer
With his orders to pull ole number nine
She kissed him goodbye
With tears in his eyes
An' a joy in her heart
She couldn't hide
For the whole world was bright
When she told him that night
Tomorrow she'd be his blushin' bride 

As the wheels hummed the song
As the train rolled along
An' the black smoke come pourin' from the stack
As the headlight a gleam
Seemed to brighten' his dream
For tomorrow he'd be comin' back
He speed up the hill



But his brave head was still
For the headlight was shining in his face
He whispered a prayer
As he threw on the air
For he knew it would be his final race 

In the wreck he was found
Lying there on the ground
An' he ask them to raise his weary head
As his breath slowla went
This message he sent
To the maiden who thought that they'd be wed
Have a little white home
That I bought for our own
Where I'd dreamed we'd be happy, bye an' bye
But I leave it to you
For I know you'll be true
Till we meet at the Golden Gate, goodbye

19782. The Wreck On The Highway

The Wreck On The Highway

Who did you say it was, brother
Who was it, fell by the way
When whiskey and blood run together
Did you hear anyone pray

I didn't hear nobody pray dear brother
I didn't hear nobody pray
I heard the crash on the highway
But I didn't hear nobody pray

When I heard the crash on the highway
I knew what it was from the start
I went to the scene of destruction
And a picture was stmped on my heart

* Refrain

There was whiskey and blood all together
Mixed with glass where they lay
Death laid her hand in destruction
But I didn't hear nobody pray

* Refrain

I wish I could change this sad story
That I am now telling you
But there is no way I can change it
For somebody's life is now through

* Refrain



This soul has been called by the Master
They died in the crash on the way
And I heard the groans of the dying
But I didn't hear nobody pray

* Refrain

19783. The Writing's All Over The Wall

The Writing's All Over The Wall
Alecia Nugent

JOE: Darlin', I know you don't love me like you did back when we said i do
Once you said i was your one and only now you say you've found somebody new
ME: well you know that a woman can get lonely
Longing for a man to love her right
I tried to tell you but you wouldn't listen
Now all that's left to say is goodbye

Chorus:
It's sad when love is finally over and just letting go that's the hardest part of all
We know it's the end of the story cause the writings all over the wall
JOE: Are you sure that we can't start all over, maybe we could get it right this time
ME: there's a part of me that's more than willing but not enough to give it one more try
Repeat Chorus
Tag:
We both know it's the end of the story
Cause the writing's all over the wall

19784. The Writings All Over The Wall - Chords

The Writings All Over The Wall - Alecia Nugent
Recorded by Alecia Nugent ft. Bradlet Walker

(Capo on 3)

Intro.:  /(A) /(A) /(D) /(D) /

(D)Darlin', I know you don't (G)love me
(A)Like you did back when we said, "I (D)do"
(D)Once you said, "I was your one and (G) only"
(A)Now you say you found somebod-(D)y new

Well, (D)you know, not a woman can get (G) lonely
(A)Longin' for a man to love her (D) right
I (D)tried to tell you, though you wouldn't (G) listen
Now (A)all that's left to say is good-(D)-bye



(Chorus)
It's (A)sad when love was finally (D)over
(Bm7) And just lettin' (E)know that's the hardest part of (A)all
We (D)know it's the (F#7)end of the (G) story
'Cause the (A)writings all over the (D) wall

Inst.:  /(A) /(A) /(D) /(D) /

(Bridge)
(C)Are you sure that (G)we can start out (D)over
(C)Maybe, we could (G)get it right this (D)time
(C)There's a part of (G)me that's more than (D) willin'
But (C)not enough to (G)give it one more (A) try

(Chorus)
It's (A)sad when love was finally (D)over
(Bm7) It's just lettin' (E)know that's the hardest part of (A)all
We (D)know it's the (F#7)end of the (G) story
'Cause the (A)writings all over the (D) wall

(Tag)
We both (D)know it's the (F#7)end of the (G) story
'Cause the (A)writings all over the (D) wall -----

19785. The Wrong Heartbeat

Richard Thompson - The Wrong Heartbeat

Don't think my love is something that you can play with
I'm not the one to spend the time of day with
You learn to hide love, you lock it up or find it gone
You think you need me, you think you read me
From the beating of my heart

But you're listening to the wrong heartbeat
Oh you're listening to the wrong heartbeat
You're listening to the wrong heartbeat
My love is strong

If you should see a tear, you won't see many
If you should hear me sigh, it's not for any
If you should greet me as I am walking along
You only want to see just the shell of me
You don't know the other part

Well, you're listening to the wrong heartbeat
Ah, listening to the wrong heartbeat
I said, you're listening to the wrong heartbeat
My love is strong

Oh you're listening to the wrong heartbeat
Oh listening to the wrong heartbeat
Oh listening to the wrong heartbeat



My love is strong

Don't throw your secrets where men will steal them
You got to hide them, you got to seal them
No matter what you try, you'll never take my love from me
And if you might think that you can move me
From the beating of my heart

Oh you're listening to the wrong heartbeat
Ah, listening to the wrong heartbeat
You're listening to the wrong heartbeat
My love is strong

Oh yes you're listening to the wrong heartbeat
You're listening to the wrong heartbeat
You're listening to the wrong heartbeat
My love is strong

You're, you're, you're listening to the wrong heartbeat
Oh listening to the wrong heartbeat
Oh you're listening to the wrong heartbeat
My love is strong

19786. The Wrong Idea

Chris Thile - The Wrong Idea

I don't want to introduce you to my friends, 'cause I think they'll get the wrong idea. 
You're so fetching in that dress - They'll think we have messed around 
And though I'll tell them otherwise, I was gone all night with you. 
What most people do will be running through their heads. 
They don't need to see that I met a pretty girl last night. 

I'm 19, and I've kissed 2 girls that's all. 
You're 16, and you're one... Is that against the law? 

I never thought that it would come to this. 
My reputation will be missed 
By all the dads who introduce me to their girls saying 
"I have got a great idea! You're so different from most guys." 
Now that's just a wishful like, because I'm not different anymore- 
A revolving door you came through. 
And though you're first - even if you're last - it won't change 
That I'm not me, 'cause I met a pretty girl last night. 

I guess I have to introduce you to my friends, but I know they'll get the wrong idea.

19787. The Year 2003 Minus 25



The Year 2003 Minus 25
Keller & The Keels - The Year 2003 Minus 25

Welcome to 2003 minus 25
Folks say can you smell her for the smoke
God's still up there laughin' so He's gotta be alive
Who says He can't take a dirty joke
Power isn't, power does and power slips away
It's so easy to abuse
Who'd've thunk them fellas woulda bought the USA
Just to make us pay the dues
Singin' crime still don't pay just like it used to
And you know that time slips away till you die
And you know that I don't give a damn when I choose to
And you know that it don't hurt so bad when you're high
Oh, say does the future of the homesick and thR brave
Even matter anymorR
There ain't no more reason for them boys
To run away than there was to fight before
Would you tell me why the hell we'd try to win back in a war
What we wasted in the last?
Might just ain't as righteous as it used to be before
When your army's out of gas
Singin' crime still don't pay just like it used to
And you know that time slips away till you die
And you know that I don't give a damn when I choose to
And you know that it don't hurt so bad when you're high
Singin' crime still don't pay just like it used to
And you know that time slips away till you die
And you know that I don't give a damn

19788. The Year Of El Nino

The Year Of El Nino 
Larry Rice

It's the year of El Nino the sky it is changin'
I've lost everything and I cannot return 
Thought I'd write down some words to put into rhyme 
Describing the changes that work over time 

I see others around me that suffer each day 
And El Nino seems to have a will of its own 
The rain and the twisters and the wind and the whispers 
And the hail and brimstone from the air up above 

Just the year of El Nino 
When the wind and the rain and the heartaches and pain 
all move in 
Just the year of El Nino 
This will pass you'll be back again 

Storms they keep coming in all shapes and forms 
That catch you off guard we must ride out the storms 



The way that I love you is deeper than the water 
Of the ocean and the tide where El Nino was born 
What a great time to leave me took me for a ride 
Your heart was changin' as the wind and the tide 

Just the year of El Nino 
When the wind and the rain and the heartaches and pain 
all move in 
Just the year of El Nino 
This will pass you'll be back again

19789. The Year That Clayton Delaney Died

The Year That Clayton Delaney Died
Tom T. Hall

I remember the year that Clayton Delaney died.
They said for the last two weeks that he suffered and cried.
It made a big impression on me, although I was a barefoot kid.
They said he got religion at the end and I'm glad that he did.

Clayton was the best guitar picker in our town.
I thought he was a hero and I used to follow Clayton around.
I often wondered why Clayton, who seemed so good to me,
Never took his guitar and made it down in Tenn-o-see.

Well, Daddy said he drank a lot, but I could never understand.
I knew he used to pick up in Ohio with a five-piece band.
Clayton used to tell me, "Son you better put that old guitar away.
There ain't no money in it, it'll lead you to an early grave.".

I guess if I'd admit it, Clayton taught me how to drink booze.
I can see him half-stoned a-pickin' out the lovesick blues.
When Clayton died I made him a promise, I was gonna carry on somehow.
I'd give a hundred dollars if he could only see me now.

I remember the year that Clayton Delaney died.
Nobody ever knew it but I went out in the woods and I cried.
Well, I know there's a lotta big preachers that know a lot more than I do,
But it could be that the good Lord likes a little pickin' too.

Yeah, I remember the year that Clayton Delaney died.

19790. The Yellow Snake

The Yellow Snake
The Incredible String Band

Someone you saw 



Stretched sleeping on the sand
Five withered violets cradled in his hand
His dreams are so loud calling in your ear

The yellow snake coils from the water
And all is refreshed far and near

19791. The Young Fisherwoman - Chords

The Young Fisherwoman
Charlie Waller & the Country Gentlemen

[G] The boats were all set to depart
The crews mend the nets for the [D] journey
One [G] last kiss from sweethearts and [C] wives
Who were [D] left standing there by the [G] sea.

[G] One young wife with tears in her eyes
Who had only a short time been [D] wed
But with [G] others she waited [C]return
Of her [D] husband the fisherman [G] Ned.

[G] She watched the small boats where they sailed
Just a spec on the distant ho [D] rizon
Then she [G] turned her weary foot [C] home
For she [D] knew that the night would soon [G] come.

[G] How [C] empty the [G] village would [D] be
How [G] lonely the fisherman's [D] wife
For [G] this was Ned's first trip to [C] sea
Since she'd [D] moved to the village his [G] wife.

[G] Some days now have passed since they've gone
Was time to return to the [D] harbor
The [G] women and children were [C] there
With [D] laughter and hearts all a [G] stir.

[G] And soon there were cries of delight
From the lips of the ones who were [D] gathered
A [G] pointed white sail had been [C] seen
They were [D] welcomed and hailed as they [G] neared.

[G] And then came a sign of despair
For the sight of the boats they had [D] yearned
They [G] all knew that fifteen had [C] left
But [D] only fourteen had re [G] turned.

[G] There [C] Grace so [G] torn could not [D] see
Was [G] Ned's boat that could not be [D] found
The [G] others trekked back to their [C] homes
While [D] Grace knelt there on the [G] ground.

[G] The story was told of the wind



And the storm how the one boat was [D] swept
How the [G] men had been lost in the [C] night
Then the [D] whole village silently [G] wept.

The [C] village still [G] tells how for [D] years
The [G] young fisherwoman and [D] bride
Had [G] watched for a boat to come [C] in
Each [D] day by the lonely sea [G] side.

19792. Their Names Are The Trees

Their Names Are The Trees
Kitchen Dwellers - Their Names Are The Trees

[Verse 1]
I was dreadin' last July
And I'd never seen it so dry
It was hard the last time I had to go
And that's one more reason why

[Verse 2]
I never called before I left
Oh, I thought it would be best
I couldn't lie and didn't want you to know
About the beating in my chest

[Chorus]
Oh-oh, it's all gone now
Some folks are just memories
And now the cinder has all burned out
And their names are the trees

[Verse 3]
On that night, the wind would blow
I was asleep and dreamt about you
Radio blast took me fast from your arms
And I stared out upon the glow

[Verse 4]
Fire overtook the mountain
And came racin' down our side
Best make best with wherever you'll rest
We might not make it out alive

[Chorus]
Oh-oh, it's all gone now
Some folks are just memories
And now the cinder has all burned out
And their names are the trees

[Bridge]
Lookin' west, it's the same as the rest
When the water's all gone, where can they go?



They cry for rain to the sky to stop the pain
And feed the ground so that hope can grow

19793. Them Blues

Them Blues 
Lonesome River Band

Well my baby don't want me, she don't need me 
Found herself someone new
She left me at home, settin' alone 
Nothin' in the world to do
My stomach's turnin', eyes are burnin' 
My hair is turnin' gray, 
I'm in trouble deep, can't get no sleep 
Since she went away, 
 
CHORUS:  
Them blues they've got me 
Tears rollin' down my face, 
This woman, she left me 
Cryin' all over the place, 
 
I wrote her a letter, tryin' to tell her 
Tryin' to get her off of my mind, 
Wrote it plain, signed my name 
Heaven not knowin' why, 
Sittin' on the banks to the river bend 
Listenin' to the crickets sing, 
There's a moon above, just make for love 
And I can't do a thing,

19794. Them Stems

Them Stems
Chris Stapleton

[Chorus]
This morning I smoked them stems
Yeah, that's the kinda shape I'm in
I'm in a bad, bad way again
'Cause this morning I smoked them stems

[Verse 1]
My dealer, he's been out of town
And that's really got me down
I hope he ain't up in the pen again
'Cause this morning I smoked them stems



[Chorus]
This morning I smoked them stems
Yeah, that's the kinda shape I'm in
I'm in a bad, bad way again
'Cause this morning I smoked them stems

[Verse 2]
My baby, she done said goodbye
And all I ever do is cry
There ain't nothing round the house now to make me grin
'Cause this morning I smoked them stems

[Chorus]
This morning I smoked them stems
Yeah, that's the kinda shape I'm in
I'm in a bad, bad way again
'Cause this morning I smoked them stems

[Verse 3]
I called up this buddy of mine
'Cause we always had a real good time
I was hoping I could bum a toke off of him
But this morning he smoked them stems

[Chorus]
This morning I smoked them stems
Yeah, that's the kinda shape I'm in
I'm in a bad, bad way again
'Cause this morning I smoked them stems

19795. Them Way Long Time Ago Times

John Hartford - Them Way Long Time Ago Times

My fiddlin' friend, oh, by the way
Before we have to go
In them way long time ago time ago time ago times
Wonder how long it would take us together
To get around to every tune you know
In them way long ago times
Them way long ago times
Way long ago, way long, time ago times

In them way long time, way long time ago times
In them way long, way long ago times
In them way long time, way long time ago times
In them way long, way long ago times

I play the best when I play with you
Play the old fiddle like we used to do
In them long way ago, time ago, time ago times
Them way long ago times
Way long ago, way long ago, times



All night long, inside my head
This old time fiddle was rockin' the bed
In them way long time agot times
Them way long ago times
Way long ago, way long ago, times

In them way long time, way long time ago times
In them way long, way long ago times
In them way long time, way long time ago times
In them way long, way long ago times

19796. Theme From Halloween

Theme From Halloween
Don Reno
Writer/s: ELVIS COSTELLO, PADDY MOLONEY

If on every ocean the ship is a throne
And for each mast cut down another sapling is grown
Then I could believe that I'm bound to find
A better life than I left behind

But as you ascend the ladder
Look out below where you tread
For the colors bled as they overflowed
Red, white and blue
Green, white and gold

So I had to leave from my country of birth
As for each child grown tall
Another lies in the earth
And for every rail we laid in the loam
There's a thousand miles of the long journey home

But as you ascend the ladder
Look out below where you tread
For the colors bled as they overflowed
Red, white and blue
Green, white and gold

19797. Theme From The Beverly Hillbillies

Theme From The Beverly Hillbillies
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

Come and listen to my story
'Bout a man named jed
A poor mountaineer,
Barely kept his family fed.



And then one day
He was shootin' at some food,
And up through the ground came a-bubblin' crude.

Oil that is, black gold, texas tea.

Well the first thing you know
Ol' jed's a millionaire,
Kinfolk said "jed move away from there".
Said "california's the place you outta be".
So they loaded up the truck
And they moved to beverly.
Hills that is, swimming pools, movie stars.

Well now it's time to say
Goodby to jed and all his kin,
They would like to thank
You folks for kindly droppin' in.
You're all invited back again to this locality
To have a heapin' helpin' of their hospitality.

Hillbilly that is, sit a spell, take your shoes off.
Y'all come bak now, y'hear?

19798. Theme From The Dukes Of Hazzard

Theme from "The Dukes of Hazzard" (Good Ol' Boys)
Waylon Jennings

Just a good old boys
Never meanin' no harm
Beats all you never saw
Been in trouble with the law since the day they was born

Straightening the curves, yeah
Flattenin' the hills
Someday the mountain might get 'em, but the law never will

Makin' their way the only way they know how
That's just a little bit more than the law will allow
Makin' their way the only way they know how (yeah)
That's just a little bit more than the law will allow

I'm a good old boy
You know my mama loves me
But she don't understand
They keep a-showing my hands and not my face on TV, haha



19799. Theme: Road To No Return / Carolina

Robert Earl Keen - Theme: Road To No Return / Carolina 

Out along the road to no return
Silence rules the day and knows no friend
The troubled past and all her tribe adjourn
To watch your dreams unravel in the wind

But each new morning sunrise
Is just as good as gold
And all the hope inside you

Will keep you from the cold
Bare your soul let your spirit burn
Out along the road to no return

The sweet smell of nighttime rides on the breeze
The river is winding through the hickory trees
The red bones are howling down by Wilson's Bridge
The lawmen stand waiting upon Deadman's Ridge

Ooh, Carolina, so dark I can't see
Ooh, Carolina, won't you let me go free?

I came here with Lily, a year just last fall
We left her old daddy back in Oonegal
We made us a home place of Black Mountain stone
But one cold winter morning I woke up alone

Ooh, Carolina, so dark I can't see
Ooh, Carolina, won't you let me go free?

Days full of silence are so incomplete
Nights without Lily, I took to the streets
And in the streets of Asheville, I channeled my pain
'Til one raging black night, I slept in the rain

I dreamed of a refuge, a red velvet world
And I swore my sweet Lily, was one of the girls
I loved her so madly, I loved her so long
I woke with my dream girl but her life was all gone

Ooh, Carolina, so dark I can't see
Ooh, Carolina, won't you let me go free?

Love has no boundary, sorrow no end
And the lawmen of Asheville, have no mercy in them

Ooh, Carolina, so dark I can't see
Ooh, Carolina, won't you let me go free?

Let me reach Tennessee



19800. Then

Brad Paisley - Then 

I remember trying not to stare
The night that I first met you
You had me mezmorized
And three weeks later
In the front porch light
Taking 45 minutes to kiss goodnight
I hadn't told you yet
I thought I loved you then
Now you're my whole life
Now you're my whole world
I just can't believe
The way I feel about you girl
Like a river meets the sea
Stronger than its ever been
We've come so far since that day
And I thought I loved you then
I remember taking you back
To right where I first met you
You were so suprised
There were people around
But I didn't care
I got down on one knee right there
And once again
I thought I loved you then
Now you're my whole life
Now you're my whole world
I just can't believe
The way I feel about you girl
Like a river meets the sea
Stronger than its ever been
We've come so far since that day
And I thought I loved you then
I can just see you
With a baby on the way
I can just see you
When your hair is turning grey
What I can't see
Is how I'm ever gonna love you more
But I've said that before
Now you're my whole life
Now you're my whole world
I just can't believe
The way I feel about you girl
We'll look back someday
At this moment that we're in
And I'll look at you and say
And I thought I loved you then
And I thought I loved you then



19801. Then Came Lo Mein

Robert Earl Keen - Then Came Lo Mein 

There were lean times, they were tough
There were mean times they were rough
And the good times didn't outweigh the bad
I was sad you were bitter
But you were no quitter
When nothin' was all that we had

We were drinkin' a lot
We were thinkin' of tyin' the knot
Or maybe throw in the towel
Make up have a kid
Break up and we did
But only just for awhile

Then came lo mein and going insane
At the Chinese cafe way downtown
I was steamed I was fried but you stood by my side
When I had my nervous breakdown

There were noodles galore
All over the floor
And hot mustard sauce everywhere
But I held your hand 'til you calmed down again
And picked out the rice in your hair

After that we agreed
When in fact what we need
Is to pack up and take the first plane
Take a bus take a bike
Take care take a hike
Take out but leave the lo mein

I remember it now when we order kung pao
And bow our heads to say grace
The day we left town and that nervous breakdown
At the all-you-can-eat Chinese place
At the Chinese cafe way downtown

19802. Then Came The Children

Jerry Jeff Walker - Then Came the Children

Well come gather around me friends of mine
While I sing to you about a minstrel band
Of children in their witches hats
Painting pictures with the pipes of pan
How a young boy and his sister played some tunes
Upon a whistle made of tin
And led me through the flower gardens



Laughing at the postman's stubby chin
And in my dizzy stupor
I was trying to forfeit all I'd known
And listen to that music that could swirl me in a magic all it's own
But somewhere in the distance
You and I, we fought our monsters to a draw
It was in those days of books and wine
With Ferlin Getty grasping for a straw
And out along the highways
We journeyed far to find that mystic smile
Chasing down identities
My God we must have run a million miles
So we can teach the children
Nothing, nothing but survival in the desert bare
They can teach us how to laugh
How to love and tie bright ribbons in our hair
So sing for us you children
Tinkle bells and rhyme the purple, greens and blues
Think of us as fighting fools
Who wintered through our seasons loving you
Think of us as fighting fools
Who wintered through our seasons loving you
Cause you can teach us how to laugh
How to love and tie bright ribbons in our hair

19803. Then Came The Morning - Chords

Then Came The Morning 
The Lone Bellow
 
[Intro]
F Bb  F Bb
 
 
[Chorus 1]
               F
 Then came the morning
        Bb                   F                               Bb
 It was bright, like a light   that you kept from your smile
               F
 Then came the morning
        Bb                   F                             Bb
 Like a flood from the storm   that you kept from my heart
 
 
[Verse 1]
Dm
 Take the dawn with you when you leave
                                  C
 Wash my hands of all this broken heave
F                                              F#
 Never forget what you thought you'd never be
G7



 If you ever let me
 
 Break the spell of tryin'
 C              C7+               C7
 Leavin' what we could have found and
 
 
[Chorus 2]
               F
 Then came the morning
        Bb                   F                               Bb
 It was bright, like a light   that you kept from your smile
               F
 Then came the morning
        Bb                   F                             Bb
 Like a flood from the storm   that you kept from my heart
 
 
[Verse 2]
Dm
 Take my words, breathe them out like smoke
                                 C
 Burn every single letter that I wrote
F                                                  Am
 Let the pages turn to ash, I don't want them back
Dm
 Everything you always said to me
                                      C
 Starts to sound like broken glass on streets
F                                            F#
 Spreaded out all over places where I sleep
 
 
[Pre-Chorus 1]
G7
 Now you finally left me
 
 Done with all your lying
 C                C7+
 Joy comes in the morning
     C7
 You won't see me crying
 
 
[Chorus 3]
               F
 Then came the morning
        Bb                   F                               Bb
 It was bright, like a light   that you kept from your smile
               F
 Then came the morning
        Bb                   F                             Bb
 Like a flood from the storm   that you kept from my heart
               F
 Then came the morning
        Bb                 F                           Bb
 It was lost when you left   when you took what I felt



               F                       BbM7
 Then came the morning  (Then came the morning)
               F                       BbM7
 Then came the morning  (Then came the morning)
 
 
[Bridge]
(In this part, stroke the Dm7 and G7 chords only 4 times)
                         Dm7
 When the sun breaks the cold
                                    G7
 Not towards the line I thought you stole
           C          C7+          C7
 Start to feel what I felt way before
                         Dm7
 You broke down my front door
                                  G7
 Wiped my heart up off the wooden floor
       C               C7+      C7
 Now I don't need your smile anymore
 
 
[Chorus 4]
               F
 Then came the morning
        Bb                   F                               Bb
 It was bright, like a light   that you kept from your smile
               F
 Then came the morning
        Bb                   F                             Bb
 Like a flood from the storm   that you kept from my heart
 
 
[Outro]
               F                       BbM7
 Then came the morning  (Then came the morning)
               F                       BbM7
 Then came the morning  (Then came the morning)
 
               F
 Then came the morning.

19804. Then Here Came Monday

Then Here Came Monday

[Verse 1]
Thursday came and went without a reason
But that's the kind of thing that Thursdays will often do
I went to bed knowin' better, then woke up believin'
That I only had Friday to get through

[Verse 2]



Friday's never long, it feels real easy
'Til Saturday winds up just Friday's fool
Then Sunday left to hope, almost decievin'
Me about how I was over you

[Chorus]
Then here came Monday and I remembered how that hurt can feel
The pain goes on and on, it gets really real
Then here came Monday and I remembered where it all went
It looked like I was doin' fine until Monday came along

[Chorus]
Then here came Monday and I remembered how that hurt can feel
The pain goes on and on, it gets really real
Then here came Monday and I remembered where it all went
It looked like I was doin' fine until Monday came along
Yeah I guess I was doin' fine and then Monday came along

19805. Then It Rained

Dierks Bentley - Then It Rained

[Verse 1]
I was talkin' on the phone with my neighbor Ted
I asked him, "How's it goin'?", this is what he said
His wife was in Ohio with some old college friends
Would I wanna watch the game?
And then it rained

[Verse 2]
There's this time down in Fort Worth in some old honky tonk
I was out of town on business, wasn't doin' nothin' wrong
I ordered up a hot dog and a glass of chardonnay
Somewhere I thought I heard George Strait
And then it rained

[Chorus]
It rained, oh, it rained
It stopped for a little while
And then it rained

[Verse 3]
There's a day I won't forget, I was walkin' through the house
The pillows were crooked, all the cushions on the couch
And I checked underneath them and found a little change
And I saw a couple stains
Then it rained

[Chorus]
It rained, oh, it rained
It stopped for a little while
And then it rained
It rained, oh, it rained



It stopped for a little while
And then it rained

[Verse 4]
Was coming home from the car wash on my way back from work
Dropped off some canned goods over at the church
Then my wife called to remind me we had dinner plans at 8
I had to tell her I'd be late

19806. There Ain't No Bugs on Me

There Ain't No Bugs on Me
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Oh, there ain't no bugs on me
There ain't no bugs on me
There may be bugs on some of you mugs
But there ain't no bugs on me

[Verse 1: Jerry Garcia]
Well, the Juney bug comes in the month of June
The lightning bug comes in May
Bedbug comes just any old time
But they're not going to stay

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Oh, there ain't no bugs on me
There ain't no bugs on me
There may be bugs on the rest of you mugs
But there ain't no bugs on me

[Verse 2: Jerry Garcia]
Well, a bullfrog sittin' on a lily pad
Looking up at the sky
The lily pad broke and the frog fell in
He got water all in his eyeball

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
There ain't no bugs on me
There ain't no bugs on me
There may be bugs on some of you mugs
But there ain't no bugs on me

[Interlude: David Grisman]
Get away, you horsefly

[Verse 3: Jerry Garcia]
Mosquito, he fly high
Mosquito, he fly low
If old mosquito lands on me
Well, he ain't a gonna fly no mo'



[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Oh, there ain't no bugs on me
There ain't no bugs on me
There may be bugs on the rest of you mugs
But there ain't no bugs on me

[Verse 4: Jerry Garcia]
A peanut sittin' on a railroad track
His heart was all a flutter
Along come a choo-choo on the track
Toot-toot, peanut butter

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Oh, there ain't no bugs on me, boys
There ain't no bugs on me, girls
There may be bugs on some of you mugs
But there ain't no bugs on me

[Verse 5: Jerry Garcia]
Well, little bugs have littler bugs
Upon their backs to bite 'em
And littler bugs have still littler bugs
And so ad infinitum

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Oh, there ain't no bugs on me
There ain't no bugs on me
There may be bugs on the rest of you mugs
But there ain't no bugs on me

[Verse 6: Jerry Garcia]
As I went walking through the woods
Humming a tune so gaily
The wind come whistling through the trees
And froze my ukulele

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Oh, there ain't no bugs on me
There ain't no bugs on me
There may be bugs on some of you mugs
But there ain't no bugs on me

[Post-Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Oh, there ain't no flies on me
There ain't no flies on me
There may be flies on some of you guys
But there ain't no flies on me
Oh, there ain't no lobsters on me
There ain't no lobsters on me
There may be lobsters on some of you mobsters
But there ain't no lobsters on me
Oh, it ain't gonna rain no more, no more
It ain't gonna rain no more
How in the heck can I wash my neck
When it ain't gonna rain no more?
Oh, it ain't gonna rain no more, no more
Ain't gonna rain no more



How in the hell can the old folks tell
If it ain't gonna rain no more?

[Chorus: Jerry Garcia & David Grisman]
Oh, there ain't no bugs on me, boys
There ain't no bugs on me, girls
There may be bugs on some of you mugs
But there ain't no bugs on me

19807. There Ain't No Country Music On This Jukebox

Earl Scruggs - There ain't no country music on this jukebox
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Well there ain't no country music on this jukebox
They've taken all them country songs away
There ain't no country music on this jukebox
Oh i guess them boys and girls in nashville ran outta somethin' to say

But i wish they'd come and listen to my stories
Oh i bet they'd write a hundred country songs
There ain't no country music on this jukebox
And i've been a huntin' country music all night long

I've had several wives and twice that many sweethearts
I've been up and down this road a million times
Oh i've got a lotta stories that need singin'
I just need them boys and girls in nashville to help me make 'em rhyme

I wish they'd come and listen to my stories

Well there ain't no country music on this jukebox
Them jukebox people don't know where it's at
There ain't no country music on this jukebox
Some of that doggone music seems to make my beer go flat

Lawd i wish they'd come and listen to my stories
Oh i bet they'd write a hundred country songs
There ain't no country music on this jukebox
I've been huntin' country music
Been lookin' for george and tammy
I been lookin' for johnny and june
Been lookin' for carl and pearl
I've been a huntin' for lester and earl
I've been a huntin' country music all night long

19808. There Ain't No Easy Way - Chords



There Ain't No Easy Way - Darrell Scott

Em                      Am                     G  
Won't you listen to my story I gotta a tale to tell it's
                     Am                                  B7
About a man who gets caught somewhere between heaven and hell
                  Am     C                  G D  
Yea the man's in anguish I guess you could say
      C     C/B C/A C/G Em    Em      A  G  Em
There ain't no   easy   way
Em                                                G
Well when I was young boy I learned to play  the guitar
                      Em                     B7
It was me and old Jim Beam down at the local bar
              Am         C                G D
Yea I lost my childhood but I earned me a trade
          C     C/B C/A C/G Em    
Now there ain't no   easy   way
Em                                       G
I found me a woman I gave her heart and soul
                 Em                             B7
I nearly lost my mind thru it all yeah she took control
              Am         C                G D
She gave me a baby child then she took it away
      C     C/B C/A C/G Em    
There ain't no    easy  way
Am                                         Em
I prayed to the father to the moon and the sun
            Am                                         Em
I prayed to anyone or anything that could get the job done
                  Am                            Em D
I hear different voices but the words are  the same
C           C/B C/A C/G  B7
There ain't no    easy   way
               Em                                  G
I went to this doctor to see what my trouble might be
                         Em                                         B7
And I was looking at the bottom of his shoe while he was looking at me
                Am      C                    G  B7
We sat there in silence but what I wanted to say
            Em
I wanted to say

SOLO

Em                                  G
When it's all over and my grave you stand
                          Em
Try to think of something good to say
                   B7
About this no good man
               Am      C                    G D
Please do me a favor  won't you write on my grave
      C     C/B C/A C/G Em    
There ain't no    easy  way

From Tim O'Brien & Darrell Scott 'Real Time'
Howdy Skies Records 2000



EMI Muisc/House Of Bram Music(ASCAP)

19809. There Ain't No Good Chain Gang

There Ain't No Good Chain Gang

Bet it ain't a rainin' back home bet your sister's still on the phone
Bet mama's in the kitchen cookin' fried chicken wishin' that I hadn't went wrong
Oh but mama don't you worry everything's gonna be alright
They're teachin' us a lot of new things in here
There ain't no good in an evil hearted woman
And I ain't cut out to be no Jesse James
And you don't go writin' hot checks down in Mississippi
And there ain't no good chain gang

Papa's readin' yesterday's mail wishin' that the hay was all baled
I bet that he's a wishin' we could go fishin'
Stead of me sittin' here in this ol' damned jail
There ain't no good...
No there ain't no kinda good...

19810. There Ain't No Good Way To Go

There Ain't No Good Way to Go
(Tim Stafford, Steve Gulley)

CH) There ain't no good way to go
car or train, bus or plane, fast or slow
Take the the credit or the blame, In the end it's all the same
Cause there ain't no good way to go

V1) There ain't no Headstones for heartaches, no good time for bad breaks
Why worry about something you can't change?
There'll be a time for Grieving once it's time for leaving
After all, it all gets rearranged

V2) You're running the rat race, hanging on to first place 
But soon you won't be running anymore
You could write your ending, but you won't be attending
So there really ain't no use in keeping score

CH) There ain't no good way to go
car or train, bus or plane, fast or slow
If everybody knows your name, In the end it's all the same
Cause there ain't no good way to go

TAG) Take your money and your pride, push it all aside

Cause there ain't no good way to go



19811. There Ain't No Grave Deep Enough - Chords

There Ain't No Grave Deep Enough
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Dallas Frazier

G                                     G7                  C
Even though I know it's over and your hearts with someone new
                     G                               D7
There ain't no grave deep enough to bury my love for you
           G                       G7              C
There's no way to hide my feelings or cover up the truth
                     G              D7               G
There ain't no grave deep enough to bury my love for you
   C            G       D7                        G
If ever you may need me if your new love does you wrong
   C      G         C    G         C                D7
On bended knee with open arms I'll welcome you back home
   G                            G7                  C
My love for you won't let me be ashamed of what you do
                     G              D7               G
There ain't no grave deep enough to bury my love for you
repeat #2
C                       G              D7               G
No there ain't no grave deep enough to bury my love for you

19812. There Ain't Nobody Gonna Miss Me When I'm Gone

There Ain't Nobody Gonna Miss Me When I'm Gone
Country Gentlemen - Jimmy Martin

For years and years I've roamed this wide world over
Now my ramblin' and my roaming days are done
For the only friend I've left is my old dog Rover
There ain't nobody gonna miss me when I gone

There ain't gonna miss me when I gone
There ain't gonna miss me when I gone
So won't you write these words upon my tombstone
There ain't nobody gonna miss me when I'm gone

Onece I had a loving mother dear and daddy
Now they're long since gone where angels dwell
They've found eternal life way up in heaven
Where I'll find muy reward no one can tell

* Refrain

I can't forget a little sweetheart I loved dearly



We had planned the day when she would be my own
But also another stole muy darling from me
There ain't nobody gonna miss me when I'm gone

* Refrain

19813. There And Back Again - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - There And Back Again 
by Jim Lauderdale & John Scott Sherill

A G A G
 
A
We've been high up on a mountain
G
We've been lost at sea
G
In a storm that should have been
A
The end of you and me
A
It's only the beginning
   G
Of the things we haven't seen
G
Only just a glimpse
               A
Of what's been lost inside a dream
A
We ain't running out of road
G
Don't you want to go
               A
There and back again
A         G
There and back again
G                               A
All the way around to where the end begins
A                          G
Up through the heart of a love that's been
G              A
There and back again
D               G        A
Somehow there's always a rainbow
D     G       A
Every time we dance
D    G                A
So I know we can't be leaving
Bm  Em   A
Too much up to chance
Bm  Em   A
Too much up to chance



SOLO

D               G        A
Somehow there's always a rainbow
D     G       A
Every time we dance
D    G                A
So I know we can't be leaving
Bm  Em   A
Too much up to chance
Bm  Em   A
Too much up to chance
A
We've been high up on a mountain
G
We've been lost at sea
G
In a storm that should have been
    A
The end of you and me
A
It's only the beginning
   G
Of the things we haven't seen
G
Only just a glimpse
                A
Of what's been  lost inside a dream
A
We ain't running out of road
G
Don't you want to go
G              A 
There and back again
A         G
There and back again
G                               A
All the way around to where the end begins
A                         G
Up through the heart of a love that's been
G              A
There and back again
A                         G
Up through the heart of a love that's been
G              A 
There and back again
G              A   G  A  G  A 
There and back again

>From Jim Lauderdale 'The Hummingbirds'
Dualtone Records 2002
Laudersongs/Mighty Music Music(BMI)
Tree Publishing/Big Yellow Dog Music/City Wolf Music(BMI)



19814. There Are No Fools In Heaven

John Hartford - There Are No Fools in Heaven (Anyman's Inferno)

A vulture sits perched on the bones of the dead
The sky and the earth are smoldering red
The tree that drank life from the chest of the soil
Clutches in vain to a limp pool of oil

The midgets are running their horns are on fire
The women are screaming and clutching the wire
The tears of the flesh on the hands of the rich
Who plead with the guard for relief from the itch
But in heaven they are not itching

Their front teeth are ground with a stone of a lie
Spit blood on the hands of those who ask why
A wheeze from a throat that's scorched till it's black
From tendons that break on the hooks of the rack

The four million faces that just keep movin' on
The soles of their feet are worn to the bone
The skins of the thirsty hang limp from dead trees
And no ear is turned to the rasp of their pleas
But in heaven they are not thirsty

Bodies are piled in the pits of the damned
Gasping for air as they're buried in sand
A thick blistered tongue licks out at a tear
That oozes in vain from an eye filled with fear

The dogs are eating the flesh that is torn
From the face of the nameless who forgot to be born
And pull out their fingernails and swing by their hair
Naked and scorched in the thick sulfur air
But in heaven they are not suffering

Over the river of death no return
From then through eternity bodies will burn
The oars of the fairy out of their locks
The worms and the roaches crawl over the rocks

The ants and the locusts swarm down the meat
That stinks on the bones that outline defeat
The face of the clock melts down on the pools
Destroying all hope for all of the fools
But there are no fools in heaven



19815. There Goes

Alan Jackson - There Goes 

There you were standin' in the shadows
Well I just looked where
I don't see
I'm still pretendin I don't need you
I won't let you know you're killin me
Like some big black widow spider
You know just how to catch your prey
I'm actin like it doesn't matter
And you sneak up from
Behind and whisper my name
There goes your paralyzin eyes
There goes your tantalizin smile
There goes my act of playin it cool
And there go the words
I meant to say
There go the games
I wanted to play
There goes my heart fallin for you
Well I think you're playin with me darlin
You like to see what you can do
Well I should be fishin for Blue Marlin
Instead of bein hooked again by you
There goes your paralyzin eyes
There goes your tantalizin smile
There goes my act of playin it cool
And there go the words
I meant to say
There go the games
I wanted to play
There goes my heart fallin for you
Yeah there goes your paralyzin eyes
There goes your tantalizin smile
There goes my heart fallin for you
There goes my heart fallin for you

19816. There Goes My Dream

There Goes My Dream
Dixie Chicks

[Chorus 1]
There goes my dream
Walking down the street
With somebody new
There goes my dream

[Chorus 2]
I love him so
He will never know



What he means to me
There goes my dream

[Verse 1]
I was dreaming of happiness
A life of togetherness
No more of this loneliness
A love without end

[Chorus 1]
There goes my dream
Walking down the street
With somebody new
There goes my dream

[Chorus 2]
I love him so
He will never know
What he means to me
There goes my dream

[Verse 2]
I was dreaming of family
Of him growing old with me
Sharing the memories
Of a wonderful life

[Chorus 1]
There goes my dream
Walking down the street
With somebody new
There goes my dream

[Chorus 2]
I love him so
He will never know
What he means to me
There goes my dream
I love him so
He will never know
What he means to me
There goes my dream

19817. There Goes My Everything

There Goes My Everything

There goes my only possession!
There goes my everything!

I hear footsteps slowly walking
As they gently walk across a lonely floor
And the voice is softly saying



Darling, this will be goodbye for evermore!

There goes my reason for living!
There goes the one of my dreams!
There goes my only possession!
There goes my everything!

As my memory turns back the pages
I can see the happy years we've had before.
Now the love that kept this old heart beating
Has been shattered by the closing of the door!

There goes my reason for living!
There goes the one of my dreams!
There goes my only possession!
There goes my everything!

19818. There Goes My Love - Chords

There Goes My Love 
Chris Hillman - Highway 101
 
C              G
There goes the girl I use to know
               F
There goes the girl that I love so
               C                        G
There goes the arms that use to hold me tight
G
There goes the reason that I cry
               F
There goes the reason  that I  sigh
               C                   G
There goes the lips I use to kiss  goodnight
              C
There goes my love
F
You're the first love in my life
                    C
And you might be my last
F                               C           G
I dont want to be just  another boy in your past
               G
There goes the girl I use to know
               F
There goes the girl that I love so
               C                        G
There goes the arms that use to hold me tight
G
There goes the reason that I cry
               F
There goes the reason  that I  sigh
               C                       G



There goes the lips I use to kiss  goodnight
              C
There goes my love
 
SOLO
 
F
Ive got a feeling for you yet
                          C
That's  with me night and day
F                              C          G
Just because were far apart it never goes away
               G
There goes the girl I use to know
               F
There goes the girl that I love so
               C                        G
There goes the arms that use to hold me tight
G
There goes the reason that I cry
               F
There goes the reason  that I  sigh
               C                   G
There goes the lips I use to kiss  goodnight
              C
There goes my love

19819. There I've Said It Again - Chords

There I've Said It Again
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Redd Evans and Dave Mann

G                  Dm
I love you there's nothing to hide
     C           A7
It's better than burning inside
  G           E7
I love you no use to pretend
A7                 D7
There I've said it again
     G            Dm
I've said it what more can I say
  C                A7
Believe me there's no other way
  G              E7
I love you and I will till the end
A7         D7      G
There I've said it again
Dm            G7        Dm                G7
I've tried to drum up a phrase that would sum up
C          G          C
All that I feel about you



     Em       A7        Em           A7
What good are phrases a thought that amazes
   Am                   D7
If you love me and it's heavenly
   G           Dm
Forgive me for wanting you so
    C           A7
But one thing I want you to know
  G              E7
I love you and I will till the end
A7         D7      G
There I've said it again
 
Repeat #3,4

19820. There Is A God - Chords

There Is A God
Recorded by Reba McEntire
Written by Chris DuBois and Ashley Gorley

[Intro]
D D Bm Bm A G G
 
D
Try and put your arms around the a hundred year old tree
Bm                                            A
Climb up on a horse and let it run full speed
G
Take a look down at the world from thirty thousand feet
   A         D         D   A
On your next flight    
 
D                                              F#m
Watch a flock of birds against the morning sun
Bm                                          A
Close your eyes and listen to the river run
G
Catch a firefly in your hand or a raindrop on your tongue
A      D        D
That's right 
 
[Chorus]
      G    A
There is a God
      F#m  Bm
There is a God
      G    A
There is a God
                            D D   A
How much proof do you need?    
 
D



Plant a seed and see what comes out of the ground
Bm                                           A
Find the heartbeat on your baby's ultrasound
G
In a few years hear it laughin'
                                D D   A
And don't it sound like a song?    
 
D                                              F#m
Stop and think about what you don't understand
Bm                                                A
Things like life and love and how the world began
G
Hear the doctor say he can't explain it
                       D D
But the cancer is gone   
 
[Chorus]
F#m   G    A
There is a God
      F#m  Bm
There is a God
D     G    A
There is a God
                            D D   F#m
How much proof do you need?    
 
[Bridge]
Em                         A
Science says it's all just circumstance
F#m                            Bm
Like this whole worlds just an accident
Em                            A
But if you want to shoot that theory down,
            Bm A C#
Look around 
     G               Bm A F#m D Bm
Just look around       
 
      G    A
There is a God
      F#m  Bm
There is a God
D     G    A
There is a God,
                            D
How much proof do you need?
 
   Em F#m   G    A
Oh there is a God
      F#m  Bm
There is a God
D     G    A
There is a God
                      D       D Bm
How much proof do you need?



19821. There Is A Miracle In You

Tom T Hall - There Is A Miracle In You

There is a miracle in you in what you are and what you do
If anything at all in life is true there is a miracle in you
You can be anything a president of course
A nurse or a fireman or someone important on a horse
There's adventure and a future bright and blue there is a miracle in you

( guitar + strings )

There is a magic in your smile you'll spend a season as a child
Bless you go and grow and see and do there is a miracle in you
You can do anything you want from here to there
Fly on a spaceship or maybe you can wrestle with a bear
You're what the world is coming to there is a miracle in you

19822. There Is A Name I Love To Hear

There Is a Name I Love to Hear
The Bluegrass Gospel Group

[Verse 1]
There is a Name I love to hear
I love to sing its worth
It sounds as music in my ear
The sweetest Name on Earth

[Chorus]
O how I love Jesus
O how I love Jesus
O how I love Jesus
Because He first loved me

[Verse 2]
It tells me what my Father hath
In store for every day
And though I tread a darksome path
Yields sunshine all the way

[Chorus]
O how I love Jesus
O how I love Jesus
O how I love Jesus
Because He first loved me

[Verse 3]
It tells of one whose loving heart



Can fill my deepest woe
Who in each sorrow bears a part
That none can bear below

[Chorus]
O how I love Jesus
O how I love Jesus
O how I love Jesus
Because He first loved me

19823. There Is A Place

Dave Evans - There Is A Place 

One day I closed my eyes.
And I saw a world I didn't recognize.
It seemed as if all I knew had gone away.

And then I heard the angels sing
The words of love the words of spring.
Before I woke I think I heard they say.

Love is all,
You'll ever need.
We'll lead the way
You'll plant the seed.

The time will come,
When you'll be free.
There is a place.
Where you'll be with me.

There is a place, somewhere in this world.
Where children laugh, and all their dreams get hurled.
There is a man, who lives across the way.
He sits and he watches, all the children play.

He doesn't know - I'm on my way,
And when I come - I'm here to stay.

Love is all,
You'll ever need.
We'll lead the way
You'll plant the seed.

The time will come,
When you'll be free.
There is a place.
Where you'll be with me.

There is a church, down by the road.
And it's doors, they will never close.
There is a graveyard, down by a stream.



And all the people think, that death is a very long dream.

He doesn't know - I'm on my way,
And when I come - I'm here to stay.

Love is all,
You'll ever need.
We'll lead the way
You'll plant the seed.

The time will come,
When you'll be free.
There is a place.
Where you'll be with me, cause Love Is All.

19824. There Is A Reason

Alison Krauss - There Is A Reason 

I've seen hard times and I've been told
There isn't any wonder that I fall
Why do we suffer, crossing off the years
There must be a reason for it all

I've trusted in You, Jesus, to save me from my sins
Heaven is the place I call my home
But I keep on getting caught up in this world I'm living in
And Your voice, it sometimes fades before I know

Hurtin' brings my heart to You, crying with my need
Depending on Your love to carry me
The love that shed His blood for all the world to see
This must be the reason for it all

Hurtin' brings my heart to You, a fortress in the storm
When what I wrap my heart around is gone
I give my heart so easily to the ruler of this world
When the one who loves me most will give me all

In all the things that cause me pain, You give me eyes to see
I do believe but help my unbelief

I've seen hard times and I've been told
There is a reason for it all

19825. There Is A Time

There Is A Time - The Dillards
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band



Alan Jackson - Uncle Earl

There is a time for love and laughter
The days will pass like summer storms
The winter wind will follow after
But there is love and love is warm

There is a time for us to wander
When time is young and so are we
The woods are greener over yonder
The path is new the world is free

There is a time when leaves are fallin'
The woods are gray the paths are old
The snow will come when geese are callin'
You need a fire against the cold

So do your roaming in the springtime
And you'll find your love in the summer sun
The frost will come and bring the harvest
And you can sleep when day is done

19826. There Is Life

Alison Krauss - There Is Life

Under the snow, beneath the frozen streams
There is life
You'll have to know when nature sleeps she dreams
There is life

And the colder the winter, the warmer the spring
The deeper the sorrow, the more our hearts sing
Even when you can't see it inside everything
There is life

After the rain the sun will reappear
There is life
After the pain the joy will still be here
There is life

For it's out of the darkness that we learn to see
And out of the silence that songs come to be
And all that we dream of awaits patently
There is life, there is life

19827. There Is Power In The Blood



There Is Power In The Blood 

Would you be free from the burden of sin?
There's power in the blood, power in the blood
Would you o'er evil a victory win?
There's wonderful power in the blood

There is power, power, wonder-working power
In the blood of the Lamb
There is power, power, wonder-working power
In the precious blood of the Lamb

Would you be free from your passion and pride
There's power in the blood, power in the blood
Come for a cleansing to Calvary's tide
There's wonderful power in the blood

There is power, power, wonder-working power
In the blood of the Lamb
There is power, power, wonder-working power
In the precious blood of the Lamb

Would you be whiter,
Much whiter than snow?
There's power in the blood, power in the blood
Sin stains are lost in its life-giving flow
There's wonderful power in the blood

There is power, power, wonder-working power
In the blood of the Lamb
There is power, power, wonder-working power
In the precious blood of the Lamb

There is power, power, wonder-working power
In the blood (in the blood) of the Lamb (of the Lamb)
There is power, power, wonder-working power
In the precious blood of the Lamb

19828. There Is So Much More

Brett Dennen - There Is So Much More

When I heard the news
My heart fell on the floor
I was on a plane on my way to Baltimore
In these troubled times it's hard enough as it is
My soul has a known a better life than this
I wonder how so many can be in so much pain
While others don't seem to feel a thing
Then I curse my whiteness
And I get so damn depressed
In a world of suffering
Why should I be so blessed?
I heard about a woman who lives in Colorado



She built a monument of sorts behind the garage door
Where everyday she prays for all whom are born
And all whose souls have passed on
Sometimes my trouble gets so thick
I can't see how I'm gonna get through it
But, then I'd rather be stuck up in a tree
Then be tied to it
There is so much more
I don't feel comfortable with the way my clothes fit
I can't get used to my body's limits
I got some fancy shoes to try and kick away these blues
They cost a lot of money but they aren't worth a thing
I wanna free my feet from the broken glass and concrete
I need to get out of this city
Lay upon the ground stare a hole in the sky
Wondering where I go when I die
...When I die

19829. There Is Sunshine In My Soul

There Is Sunshine in My Soul
Steve Ivey

[Verse 1]
There is sunshine in my soul today
More glorious and bright
Than glows in any earthly sky
For Jesus is my light

[Chorus]
O there's sunshine, blessed sunshine
When the peaceful happy moments roll (Happy moments roll)
When Jesus shows His smiling face
There is sunshine in the soul

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
There is gladness in my soul today
And hope and praise and love
For blessings which He gives me now
For joys laid up above

[Chorus]
O there's sunshine, blessed sunshine
When the peaceful happy moments roll (Happy moments roll)
When Jesus shows His smiling face
There is sunshine in the soul



19830. There Is You

There Is You - Dailey And Vincent

There are mem'ries I've forgotten
There are dreams that never will come true
There's a lifetime of broken promises
And then There is You

(chorus)
There is you in the early morning sunrise
There is you when the day is just half through
When the sun goes down on the mountain
I know then it won't be long 'til There is You

There are shadows in the the sunshine
There are flaws in everything I do
There are feelings I don't remember
But then There is You

19831. There Never Was A Time

Dolly Parton - There Never Was A Time 

There was a time we'd sit in the backyard cause the house would get so hot
From the summer sun there was no way of sleepin'
And you'd play your old guitar we'd fight mosquitos and enjoyed
You backyard concerts for we had no television
We'd just begun our life as man and wife and hard ships then
Could scaresly scare us into quittin'
Things were far from bein' fine we often dined upon a dime
But there never was a time we didn't love
The Christmas brought us saddest days
When your pride gave a way you told the kids
There'd be no gifts cause we were broke
Though their little tears of grief was so hard to see it didn't hurt me
Like the love I knew was in your throat
It was then with arms entwined we both broke down and cried
For it seemed ike nothing good would ever come
The doctor bills we couldn't pay they came and took our car away
But there never was a time we didn't love
Now there's an easy chair for my back a satin pillow for your head
And the kids are wild about the brand new car
You and I can order steak with all the trimmings and not worry
If we've spent a dollar more than we can spare
No wonder in your prayers we've thanked the man upstairs who led us through
The years of rearin' kids and payin' bills
And I think he guied us not because we were smart but just because
There never was a time we didn't love
No there never was a time never was a time never was a time we didn't love



19832. There Stands The Glass

There stands the glass

Verse 1:
There stands the glass
That will ease all my pain
That will settle my brain
It's my first one today
There stands the glass 
That will hide all my tears 
That will drown all my fears
Brother I'm on my way

Chorus:
I'm wond'ring where you are tonight
I'm wond'ring if you are all right
I wonder if you think of me 
In my misery

Verse 2:
There stands the glass 
Fill it up to the brim
Till my troubles grow dim
It's my first one today

Repeat Chorus:
I'm wond'ring where you are tonight
I'm wond'ring if you are all right
I wonder if you think of me
In my misery

Final Verse:
There stands the glass 
Fill it up to the brim
Till my troubles grow dim
It's my first one today

19833. There Through It All

The Isaacs - There Through It All 

Jesus is there through it all

When you're tired of crying, tired of trying
Feeling Empty and tempted to fall
There is one there beside you
to comfort and guide you
Jesus is there through it all



Chorus
He is there when your load is too heavy to bear
He is there
Through it all
And He knows when you need Him
Before you even call
Jesus is there through it all

When blessings abound or when burdens surround you
When you have no defenses at all
He will hold you so you can't see the battle with the enemy
He is faithful He is there through it all

Chorus

With downcast eyes you may only find
one set of footprints in the hot desert sand
but lift your head high and you'll find in these times
we are cradled in the palm of his hands

He's a refuge, strong tower, no matter the hour
Jesus is there through it all
Jesus is there through it all

19834. There Was A Time

Dave Evans - There Was A Time 

There was a time
When I would run away.

There was a time,
When I would never say.

Darling I love you more each day.
You are my black, my white, my grey.

There was a time,
When I just didn't know.

There was a time,
When my Love couldn't grow.

But them I saw your face aglow.
That's when I knew my love could flow.

And when I looked into your eyes.
I knew my heart was hypnotized
And I knew that I could fall in love again.

You shared a love that helped me grow.
You taught me things I need to know



And now my heart feels like it's born-again

There was a time
When I would run away.

There was a time,
When I would never say.

Darling I love you more each day.
You are my black, my white, my grey.

Darling I love you more each day.
You are my black, my white, my grey.

19835. There Was A Time

Dave Evans - There Was A Time 

There was a time
When I would run away.

There was a time,
When I would never say.

Darling I love you more each day.
You are my black, my white, my grey.

There was a time,
When I just didn't know.

There was a time,
When my Love couldn't grow.

But them I saw your face aglow.
That's when I knew my love could flow.

And when I looked into your eyes.
I knew my heart was hypnotized
And I knew that I could fall in love again.

You shared a love that helped me grow.
You taught me things I need to know
And now my heart feels like it's born-again

There was a time
When I would run away.

There was a time,
When I would never say.

Darling I love you more each day.
You are my black, my white, my grey.



Darling I love you more each day.
You are my black, my white, my grey.

19836. There Was Jesus - Chords

There Was Jesus
Recorded by Zach Williams with Dolly Parton 
Written by Casey M. Beathard, Jonathan L. Smith
and Zachary Williams 

C
Every time I tried to make it on my own
      Em                                 C
Every time I tried to stand and start to fall
              F                                  Dm
And all those lonely roads that I have travelled on
          C
There was Jesus

When the life I built came crashing to the ground
         Em                               C
When the friends I had were nowhere to be found
           F                            Dm
I couldn't see it then but I can see it now
          C    G7
There was Jesus

       Am
In the waiting in the searching
       F
In the healing and the hurting
       C                             G7
Like a blessing buried in the broken pieces
      Am
Every minute every moment
           F
Where I've been and where I'm going
     C                                 G7
Even when I didn't know it or couldn't see it
          C
There was Jesus

For this man who needs amazing kind of grace
       Em
For forgiveness at a price I couldn't pay 
        F                            Dm
I'm not perfect so I thank God every day
          C                G7
There was Jesus (there was Jesus)

Am
In the waiting in the searching
       F



In the healing and the hurting
       C                             G7
Like a blessing buried in the broken pieces
      Am
Every minute every moment
           F
Where I've been and where I'm going
     C                                 G7
Even when I didn't know it or couldn't see it
          Am
There was Jesus

       F                                  C
On the mountain in the valleys (there was Jesus)
                      Em                Am
In the shadows of the alleys (there was Jesus)
                   F                C
In the fire in the flood (there was Jesus)
                     Em  Am
Always is and always was
F               C                 G7
No I never walk alone (never walk alone)

Repeat #3

Dm        C                G7
There was Jesus (there was Jesus)
          C
There was Jesus

19837. There Was Nothing We Could Do

Bill Monroe - There Was Nothing We Could Do

We all loved our fair tender maiden
From her eyes the light of Heaven shone thru
She fell sick one cold winter morning
And there was nothing we could do

She lay on her death bed so bravely
Her face all tired and worn
We knew in our hearts she was leaving
God had called her to His heavenly home

As she lay on the bed she was smiling
At the people all gathered a-round
It was her only way of saying goodbye
And tomorrow she'd lay neath the ground

The fragrance of flowers from her grave
Goes to heaven where she has gone too
Mortal pain shown on all our faces
But there was nothing we could do



When the preacher began to console us
His words rang out clear and true
He said God called her that's the reason
That there was nothing we could do

19838. There Will Be Peace In The Valley For Me

Dolly Parton - There Will Be Peace In The Valley For Me 

Peace in the valley for me some day
Well, I'm tired and so weary, but I must travel on
'Til the Lord comes and calls me away, oh yes
Where the morning's so bright and the Lamb is the light
And the night is as bright as the day, oh yes!
There will be peace in the valley for me some day
There will be peace in the valley for me, oh Lord, I pray
There'll be no sadness, no sorrow, no trouble I see
Only peace in the valley for me, oh yes!
Well the bear will be gentle and the wolves will be tame
And the lion shall lay down by the lamb, oh yes!
And the beasts from the wild shall be led by a little child
And I'll be changed, changed from this creature that I am, oh yes!
There will be peace in the valley for me some day
There will be peace in the valley for me, oh Lord, I pray
And there'll be no sadness and no sorrow, no trouble I see
There will be peace in the valley for me, oh yes!
There will be peace in the valley for me, oh yes!

19839. There Ya Go

Alan Jackson - There Ya Go 

Starting over again is a bit like dancing
You just need someone to lead and take it slow
So lay your head on my shoulder
Let me hold you close, that's it
There you go
There you go, you're doing fine
Take each day like a step, one at a time
Put one foot in front of the other
And the next thing you know
That's it
There you go
Every day is like a new beginning
One door opens, while another starts to close
But just slip your arms around me
Cause life's a dance, don't know
That's it



There you go
There you go, you're doing fine
Take each day like a step, one at a time
Put one foot in front of the other
And the next thing you know
That's it
There you go
I know how it feels to have your heart crossed
Like the wings of the butterfly
But you gotta try
So just hold on tight
Put one foot in front of the other
And the next thing you know
You're dancing
There you go
That's it
There you go

19840. There You Go

Chris Hillman - There You Go

There you go breaking my heart again
I got to hold on again, so I can mend again
So many times I've followed you down this road
Here I am when there you go

Is this the same girl I used to know
Who I watched grow, who loved me so?
Now you find it so easy to justify
A false goodbye with no reason why

There you go breaking my heart again
I got to hold on again, so I can mend again
So many times I've followed you down this road
Here I am when there you go

I guess, this all will come back around
When you're feeling lost, I can be found
'Cause that's the way it's suppose to be
I'll always love you, yeah, you'll always love me

But there you go, I never know where or when
It might not ever end, so we'll just mend again
We're learning how to go down this road again
So here I am when there you go

Yeah, here I am when there you go



19841. There'll Be a Jubilee

There'll Be a Jubilee - Devil Makes Three

1, 2, 1 2 3 4

There will be a jubilee
Oh my lord oh my lord
There will be a jubilee
When the children all go free
Yeah they'll lay down their swords
They'll study war no more
There'll be a great big jubilee

When the mother saw him comin'
Yeah she greet him with a smile
She threw her arms around him
Sayin' missin' my darlin' child
Yeah the father told the servant
Go kill the fattest calf
Oh tell your friends and neighbors
My son's come home at last

There will be a jubilee
Oh my lord oh my lord
There will be a jubilee
When children all go free
Yeah they'll down their swords
They'll study war no more
There'll be a great big jubilee

There will be a jubilee
Oh my lord oh my lord
There will be a jubilee
When the children all go free
Yeah they'll lay down their swords
They'll study war no more
There'll be a great big jubilee

Fightin' days is over
And the victory has been won
There'll be a day of rejoicing
When our boys come marching home
Yeah their fathers greet their sons
They'll greet them one by one
They're gonna lay down their swords
And they'll study war no more

There'll be a jubilee
Oh my lord oh my lord
There'll be a jubilee
When the children all go free
Yeah they'll lay down their swords
They'll study war no more
There'll be a great big jubilee

There'll be a jubilee



Oh my lord oh my lord
There'll be a jubilee
when the children all go free
Yeah they'll lay down their swords
They'll study war no more
There'll be a great big jubilee

There'll be a jubilee
Oh my lord oh my lord
There'll be a jubilee
When the children all go free
Yeah they'll lay down their sowrds
They'll study war no more
There'll be a great big jubilee

19842. There'll Be Joy, Joy, Joy

There'll Be Joy, Joy, Joy

There'll be joy joy joy up in my father's house
Up in my father's house up in my father's house
There'll be joy joy joy up in my father's house
Where there's peace sweet peace

We'll be happy there up in my fathers house
Up in my father's house up in my father's house
We'll be happy there up in my fathers house
Where there's peace sweet peace

Don't you want to go up there to my father's house

There'll be no drunkards there up in my father's house

We'll all be as one up in my father's house

19843. There'll Be Love

Dolly Parton - There'll Be Love 

There'll be love love love oh precious love
Just as long as there's two people there'll be love
In spite of hate that fills the land love will always have command
As long as there's two people there'll be love
God created man and woman at the start and he placed inside of them a lovin' heart
But it wasn't God that made the hate and lust
But as long as there's two people there'll be love
There'll be love love love...
[ guitar ]
For every person somewhere there's a mate it's the force for survival that brings hate



For even though the going might be rough
As long as there's two people there'll be love
You can lock a man behind a prison wall and you may think that he has no love at all
But there's someone somewhere that he's thinking of
For as long as there's two people there'll be love
There'll be love love love...

19844. There'll Be No Distinction

There'll Be No Distinction

There will be no more sorrow on that heavenly shore
There'll be no wolfs a howlin near the old cabin door
We will all be quite wealthy and there'll be no more poor
When we all get together on that heavenly shore

   There'll be no distinction there (over there)
   There'll be no distinction there
   For the lord am just and the lord am right
   And we'll all be white in the heavenly light
   There'll be no distinction there

In the same kind of raiment's in the same kind of pews
We will all sit together in the same kind of shoes
The white folks and the colored the gentile and the Jews
They will all be so happy that he doesn't refuse

They tell me up in heaven we will all be as one
And we'll all sing together when the life's crown is won
Our fathers and our mothers and sisters will be there
For they tell me up in heaven no distinction there

19845. There'll Be No Other - Chords

There'll Be No Other
Buck Owens

Capo 1st. Fret
Intro: E-B7-E
E B7
There'll be no other to make me cry
 E
There'll be no other to make me blue
 A
I can't deceive you while I believe you
 E B7 E
There'll be no other while I'm lovin' you.

Chorus



E A E
No, other arms...no, other kisses
 B7
To thrill me now so I'll be true
 E A
Each night I'm sayin' to him I'm prayin'
 E B7 E
There'll be no other while I'm lovin' you

Instru......E-B7-E

E B7
Though I might find love I'll never try
 E
'Cause your my first love my heart's with you
 A
My lonely head bows I can't forget vows
 E B7 E
There'll be no other while I'm lovin' you

Chorus
E A E
No, other arms...no, other kisses
 B7
To thrill me now so I'll be true
 E A
Each night I'm sayin' to him I'm prayin'
 E B7 E
There'll be no other while I'm lovin' you

19846. There'll Be No Teardrops Tonight

Osborne Brothers - There'll be no teardrops tonight
Composer: Hank Williams
Roy Acuff - Vassar Clements Band

I'll pretend I'm free from sorrow make believe that wrong is right
Your wedding day will be tomorrow but there'll be no teardrops tonight

Why oh why should you desert me are you doing this for spite
If you only want to hurt me then there'll be no teardrops tonight

I'll believe that you still love me when you wear your veil of white
But you think that you're above me so there'll be no teardrops tonight

Shame oh shame for what you're doing other arms will hold you tight
You don't care whose life you ruin but there'll be no teardrops tonight



19847. There'll Come a Time

John Butler - There'll Come a Time

There'll come a time
When you may want just a little more
Societys luxuries are not what you had in store
They offer no security for your soul
So Mother Earth is what you need
Maybe this is what you be looking for
Oh Mother Earth
Got to respect her
She's all around me
Under my feet you know I got to remember
Mother Earth
Got to defend her
And to defend her I must respect myself
You know I got to remember
I must remember
There'll come a time
When we can't take anymore
When the air that we breathe
Has left us rotten to the core
And the water that we drink
You know its no good to drink any more
Do we have to let it go
Do we have to let it go this far?
Beautiful moon shining over the ocean
Don't you know I'll do it all for you
Give up my days and my tomorrows
If the words I singing are not true
Cause in this world and the others
Not a thing that I wouldn't do
Mother Earth your in my soul
It's my blood your running through
Must respect myself to respect her
Must respect myself to Defend her
Must respect myself to respect her
Must respect myself

19848. There'll Never Be Another You - Chords

There'll Never Be Another You 
John Hartford
 
F
Just to see your face once more, and call your name out loud
    Bb                   C              F
But I am alone, there is nothing left to do
         F
There is no one else can take your place in my heart and soul
Bb                       C               F
That's just it, there'll never be another you



 
  Bb                   C                  F
I know there's someone else you love, the way you once loved me
    Bb                C                F
Someone who knows the love we shared so true
  Bb                C               F
I wonder where you are tonight, and if he knows like me
        Bb                 C                F
There's only one, There'll never be another you
 
[Instrumental] (same as verse & chorus)
 
     F
I woke today my heart was sad, I couldn't sleep last night
  Bb              C
I tossed and turned and cried the whole night through
    F                                        Bb
I wept for things that could have been, and things that will not be
                         C               F
Most of all there'll never be, another you
 
       F                                  Bb
I know there's someone else you love, the way you once loved me
                                       C
Someone who knows the love we shared so true
       F                         Bb
I wonder where you are tonight, and if he knows like me
                              C               F
There's only one there will never be another you

19849. There's A Blue Moon Turning To Gold Tonight

There's A Blue Moon Turning To Gold Tonight (Larry W. Jones 12/18/2006) 

Once I was lonesome, and downhearted
My world, it seemed, just was not right
Then you came, dear, my blues departed
There's a blue moon turning to gold tonight
Now that I've found you, love will surround you
Straight from this heart that's feeling light
Just be true, dear, cause I love you, dear
There's a blue moon turning to gold tonight
Never leave me, for that would grieve me
And make my dreams drift out of sight
I would cry, dear, you'd make me die, dear
If my golden moon turned blue tonight
I hear a song now, won't be long now
Until I know, that your love is right
I won't be lonely, with your love only
There's a blue moon turning to gold tonight
There's a blue moon turning to gold tonight



19850. There's A First Time For Everything

There's a First Time For Everything
Gillian Welch

[Intro]
There's a first time for everything

[Verse 1]
Take the first time we met and said our brave hellos
I will never forget, you were looking at your toes
When I finally caught your eye, it was like a sudden spring
There's a first time for everything

[Verse 2]
Take the first time we kissed on that night full of love
Too perfect to resist, it was heaven above
And I thought we were there 'cause I heard angels sing
There's a first time for everything

[Chorus]
There's a first time it happens, just a moment, and yet
There's a feeling inside that you never forget

[Verse 3]
Take the first time you laughed and said you were true
That you never had tried the things cheaters do
And it's too bad I had to hear the whispering
There's a first time for everything

[Chorus]
There's a first time it happens, just a moment, and yet
There's a feeling inside that you never forget

[Outro]
Take the first time you cried when I gave back your ring
There's a first time for everything
There's a first time for everything

19851. There's A Fork In The Road

There's A Fork In The Road - Infamous Stingdusters
Shadowgrass

There's a fork in the road, I cant seem to make up my mind
Don't know which way to go, and I'm sure running out of time
I'm all alone with my suitcase in my hands, 
Can't find my ticket, to the promise land
There's a fork in the road, can't seem to make up my mind.



There's frost on the pumpkin, the air is taking on a chill
I can't find my milk and honey, don't believe I ever will
Somebody's got my pony and I'm left here like a fool
My saddle's on the fence and I'm sittin' there too
there's frost on the pumpkin, the air is taking on a chill

Lines on my face, growing day by day
Chasing you baby's gonna put me in my grave
Tears in my eyes, skies about to fall
Looking for cover, can't see anything at all
There's a fork in the road

I'm all alone with my suitcase in my hands
Cant find my ticket to the promise land
There's a fork in the road, can't seem to make up my mind

19852. There's A Friend In The Way - Chords

There's A Friend In The Way
Recorded by George Jones and Melba Montgomery
Written by Oney Wheeler

C
We can explain this one too clearly 
                        F
Cause he's known he's a friend
       G7                             C
That's standing in the pathway of our love
Yes we love each other dearly 
                         F
But we just can't find a way
          G7                        C    
Night and day there's friend in the way
  G7
I told him once I loved him too 
       C
And he thinks I'd never lie
   D7
To me he's been like my right hand 
   G7
He thinks I'm quite a guy
       C
Yes we love each other dearly 
                         F
But we just can't find a way
          G7                        C
Night and day there's friend in the way
  G7
I told him once I loved him too 
       C
And he thinks I'd never lie
   D7



To me he's been like my right hand 
   G7
He thinks I'm quite a guy
       C
Yes we love each other dearly 
                         F
But we just can't find a way
          G7                        C
Night and day there's friend in the way

19853. There's A Gold Mine In The Sky - Chords

There's A Gold Mine In The Sky

[D] There''s a Gold mine in the sky, [D7] far a-[G] way
We will [D] find it, you and I, some sweet [A] day
There''ll be [D] Clover just for you, [D7] down the [G] line
Where the [D] skies are always [A] Blue, [A7] pal of [D] mine.

Take your [G] time, old mule, I know you''re growin'' [D] lame
But you''ll pasture [D7] in the stars
[E] When we [E7] strike that [A] claim
And we''ll [D] sit up there and watch [D7] the world roll [G] by
When we [D] find that long lost [A] Gold mine in the [D] sky.

Far a-[G] way, far a-[D] way
We will find that [D7] long lost Gold [E] mine some sweet [A] day
And we''ll [D] say hello to friends [D7] who said good-[G] bye
When we [D] find that long lost [A] Gold mine in the [G] sky.

TAG: Far away (far away), far away (far away), in the sky.

19854. There's A Higher Power

There's A Higher Power
(Charlie & Ira Louvin Sony-ATV Acuff Rose Music/BMI; arr. & add'l lyrics: Kathy Kallick, Red 
Shirt Pub. Co./BMI)                       

CHORUS:

        Amen (Amen)
        There's a higher power
        Amen (Amen)
        There's a higher power
 
When burdens seem to overcome
There's a higher power
Don't be afraid, don't turn and run
There's a higher power



 
Some may try and help you through
There's a higher power
Others are helpless pilgrims too
There's a higher power
 
CHORUS
 
There will be tears, too many to tell
There's a higher power
Yet countless joys abound as well
There's a higher power
 
When even in the darkest hour
There's a higher power
There still may bloom the sweetest flower
There's a higher power
 
CHORUS
 
My brothers and sisters, mark this down
There's a higher power
We're all gonna wear the heavenly crown
There's a higher power
 
CHORUS

19855. There's A Higher Power - Chords

There's A Higher Power
Written and recorded by the Louvin Brothers

G
When burdens seem to overcome there's a higher power
                            D7               G
Who's able and refuses none there's a higher power
                                      
Then why ask men to help you through there's a higher power
                                        D7               G
They're helpless pilgrims just like you there's a higher power

                                 
So sing and shout walk and talk there's a higher power
                                         D7               G
Lay down your soul cause Jesus bought it there's a higher power

Amen amen amen amen there's a higher power 
                    D7               G
Amen amen amen amen there's a higher power
 

Oh go tell people lost in sin there's a higher power
                                    D7               G



They need not fear the works of men there's a higher power

Believe in him to rest on high there's a higher power
                                  D7               G
Unless they do they'll surely die there's a higher power

Repeat #2

Those men have built these mighty guns there's a higher power
                                         D7               G
They've built these automobiles that run there's a higher power

But brothers and sisters mark this down there's a higher power
                                       D7               G
They can't build you no heavenly crown there's a higher power
 
Repeat #2

19856. There's A Light

Emmylou Harris - There's a Light

There's a light, there's a light in the darkness
And the black of the night cannot harm us
We can trust not to fear for our comfort is near
There's a light, there's a light in the darkness

It will rain, it will rain in the desert
In the cracks of the plain, there's a treasure
Like the thirst of the seed we will await we believe
It will rain, it will rain in the desert

We will fly, we will fly, we will let go
To this world we will die but our hearts know
We'll see more on that side when the door opens wide
We will fly, we will fly, we will fly, we will fly, we will all go

19857. There's A Light Beyond These Woods

Nanci Griffith - There's a Light Beyond These Woods

There's a light beyond these woods, Mary Margaret.
Do you think that we will go there,
And see what makes it shine, Mary Margaret?
It's almost morning, and we've talked all night,
You know we've made big plans for ten-year-olds,
You and I.

Have you met my new boy friend, Margaret?



His name is John, and he rides my bus to school,
And he holds my hand.
He's fourteen, he's my older man.
But we'll still be the best of friends,
The three of us, Margaret, John, and I.

Let's go to New York City, Margaret!
We'll hide out in the subways
And drink the poets' wine, oh,
But I had John, so you went and I stayed behind.
But you were home in time for the senior prom,
When we lost John.

The fantasies we plan, I'm living them now.
All the dreams we sang when we knew how,
Well, they haven't changed.
There's never been two friends like you and me,
Mary Margaret.

It's nice to see you family growing, Margaret.
Your daughter and your husband there,
They really treat you right...
But we've talked all night
And what about the light, that glowed beyond
Our woods when we were ten?
You were the rambler then.

The fantasies we planned, well, Maggie,
I'm living them now.
All the dreams we sang, oh, we damn sure knew
How, but I haven't changed.
There'll never be two friends like you and me,
Maggie, can't you see?

There's a light beyond your woods, Mary Margaret

19858. There's A Light Guiding Me - Chords

There's A Light Guiding Me
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
[3/4 time]

C                           F            C
I talked with the Lord many nights at my bedside     
                              D7         G7
I've asked His forgiveness as I knelt to Him
    C                       F        C
And if I could repay I'd be only too willing
                                 G7           C
For He died on the cross just to save us from sin
         
                                 F            C
There's a light guiding me I can see Heaven's glory



                                 D7          G7
And it holds me steadfast to His way and His love
     C                  F              C
It's guiding me through temptation and evil
                                   G7      C
There's a light guiding me to that Heaven above
         
                              F                   C
To the far distant shore many friends have gone before me 
                               D7           G7
They're singing the praises of God's Love I know 
C                                F            C
Through the Valley of Death I'll be guided by Jesus 
                             G7           C
He will carry me over though I'm weak and low 

repeat #2
 
                              F              C
When that Great Day comes and I see Heaven's glory 
                               D7            G7
I'll hope that my soul will be free from all care 
C                        F         C
He'll open the gates and bid me to enter 
                                   G7         C
When the roll's called up yonder I pray to be there 

repeat #2

19859. There's A Light Lit Up In Galilee - Chords

There's A Light Lit Up In Galilee
Recorded by The Stoneman Family
Written by Ernest Stoneman

G                         C
Must Jesus bear the cross alone all alone
    D7               G
And all the world go free
                            C
So there's a cross for everyone everyone
    D7                  G
And there's a cross for me

                              C
There's a light lit up in Galilee 
          D7                  G
There's a light lit up in Galilee Galilee
                              C
There's a light lit up in Galilee Galilee
   D7             G
To bear my spirit home



                           C
The consecrated cross I'll bear cross I'll bear
     D7                 G
Till death shall set me free
                            C
And then go home a crown to wear crown to wear
    D7                  G
For there's a crown for me

repeat #2

                                C
The precious cross and glorious crown glorious crown
    D7           G
For Resurrection Day
                                C
When angels from the stars come down stars come down
    D7            G
And bear my cross away

repeat #2

19860. There's A Little Bit Of Everything In Texas

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
There's A Little Bit Of Everything In Texas

There's a little bit of everything in Texas
Just look around and you will see
There's a little bit of everything in Texas
And a whole lot of Texas in me

There are forty seven states around it
And each of them have treasures of their own
And everything they boast of I sure found it
But we've got 'em all right here at home

Now if you love old sunny California
Or perhaps the hills of Tennessee
No matter what you love just come to Texas
And I'll bet my boots you will agree

There's a little bit of everything in Texas
And really I'm not bragging you see
There's a little bit of everything in Texas
And a whole lot of Texas in me

Now if you love old sunny California
Or perhaps the hills of Tennessee
No matter what you love just come to Texas
And I'll bet my boots you will agree

There's a little bit of everything in Texas



And really I'm not bragging you see
There's a little bit of everything in Texas
And a whole lot of Texas in me

19861. There's A New Kid In Town

Keith Whitley - There's a New Kid in Town 

We're looking for The King
The new Messiah
We're following the star 
Shining brighter
Old man won't you help us if you can
He shook his head 
But he pointed his hand

There's a new kid in town
And he's lying in a manger down the road
There's a new kid in town
But he's just another baby I suppose
Heaven knows
There's a new kid in town
Here in Bethlehem

I see you've traveled far
Bearing treasures
You say these gifts are for 
The new Kings pleasures
Well I've heard 
That a King might come
But up 'til now there hasn't been one

There's a new kid in town
And he's lying in a manger down the road
There's a new kid in town
But he's just another baby I suppose
Heaven knows
There's a new kid in town
Here in Bethlehem

There's a new kid in town
And he's lying in a manger down the road
There's a new kid in town
But he's just another baby I suppose
Heaven knows
There's a new kid in town
Here in Bethlehem



19862. There's A New Kid In Town - Chords

There's A New Kid In Town
Kathy Mattea - Theres A New Kid In Town

Intro   C  F  C  G    C

We're looking for The King, the new [F]Messiah[C],
We're following the star shining [F]brighter[C - G],
Old [Am]man won't you [F]help us if you [G]can,
He [Am]shook his head but he [D]pointed his [G]hand,
[C]There's a new kid in town,
And he's [Em]lying in a [Dm]manger down the [C]road,

There's a new kid in town
But he's [Em]just another [Dm]baby I [F]suppose,
Heaven [d]knows, there's a [F]new kid in [G]town
Here in [C]Bethlehem,

[C]I see youv'e traveled far, bearing [F]treasures[C],
You say these gifts are for the new Kings [F]pleasures[C - G],
I've [Am]heard that a [F]King might come,
[Dm]But up 'til now there [G]hasn't been one

[C]There's a new kid in town,
And he's [Em]lying in a [Dm]manger down the [C]road,
There's a new kid in town
But he's [Em]just another [Dm]baby I [F]suppose,
Heaven [d]knows, there's a [F]new kid in [G]town
Here in [C]Bethlehem,

[C]There's a new kid in town,
And he's [Em]lying in a [Dm]manger down the [C]road,
There's a new kid in town
But he's [Em]just another [Dm]baby I [F]suppose,
Heaven [d]knows, there's a [F]new kid in [G]town
Here in [C]Bethlehem   [F - C - G - F - G - C]

19863. There's A New Star Over Texas - Chords

There's A New Star Over Texas
Recorded by Vince Gill and The Time Jumpers
Written by Leslie Satcher and Vince Gill

C
There's a blue moon that's dancing across Texas
                                            G7
And somewhere there's fiddles playing Faded Love
And this lonesome heart of mine is growing restless
       C
Missing more and more the one I love
Gathering bluebonnets in the springtime
                                    G7



It used to be your favorite time of year
Now when April rolls around I know that I'll find
                                  C
How much I miss the one I held so dear
    F            Fm           C
And tonight as I stare out my window
     D7                      G7
At a sight my eyes could not believe
          C
There's a new star that's shining across Texas
     G7                          C
Only Heaven could take away from me
      F          Fm           C
Every night as I stare out my window
     D7                      G7
At a sight my eyes could not believe
          C
There's a new star that's shining across Texas
     G7                          C
Only Heaven could take away from me
     G7                          C
Only Heaven could take away from me

19864. There's A Pair Of Blue Eyes Down In Texas - Chords

There's A Pair Of Blue Eyes Down In Texas
Recorded by Merle Haggard

G                      C            G
There's a pair of blue eyes down in Texas
           A7  D7         G
Crying for me  crying for me
                       C              G
There's a heart big as Dallas down in old Fort Worth tonight
             A7  D7           G
Breaking for me  breaking for me
       C                             G
I wish I was back in Texas where the big bluebonnets grow
A7                                    D7
Instead of up here in this jail house watching the north wind blow
          G            C            G
There's a pair of blue eyes down in Texas
           A7  D7         G
Crying for me  crying for me
       C                             G
I wish I was back in Texas where the old bluebonnets grow
A7                                    D7
Instead of up here in this jail house watching the north wind blow
          G            C            G
There's a pair of blue eyes down in Texas
           A7  D7         G
Crying for me  crying for me



19865. There's A Rainbow (At the End of Every Storm)

Marty Stuart - There's a Rainbow (At the End of Every Storm)

Well there's a rainbow
At the end of every storm, ooh

When trouble and trials stand in your way
When you get weary, too weary to pray
Look to the sky and reach for his arm
There's a rainbow at the end of every storm, ooh

Whether it's sickness, whether it's death
When your heart gets heavy, can't find peace or rest
When clouds of doubt, all around you form
There's a rainbow at the end of every storm

And his name is Jesus
(Wonderful Savior, wonderful friend)
His name is Jesus
(In the beginning, the middle, the end)

He'll be there
(To help)
He?ll be there
(To save)
To keep you from every harm
He is the rainbow at the end of every storm

Well his name is Jesus
(Wonderful Savior, wonderful friend)
His name is Jesus
(In the beginning, the middle, the end)

He'll be there
(To help)
He'll be there
(To save)
Keep you from every harm
He is the rainbow at the end of every storm
Well, he is the rainbow at the end of every storm, ooh

19866. There's A Rainbow (At The End Of Every Storm) - Chords

There's A Rainbow At The End Of Every Storm
Marty Stuart - There's A Rainbow At The End Of Every Storm

Any studio version may not match this tab...



               G              D      C     G      C   G
Well there's a rainbow at the end of every storm, ooh

                 G 
When trouble and trials stand in your way
             C                   C7
When you get weary, too weary to pray
            G   B7                C   C/B  A7  C/B
Look to the sky and reach for his arm
          G              D      C     G  
There's a rainbow at the end of every storm, ooh

Whether it's sickness, whether it's death
When your heart gets heavy, can't find peace or rest
When clouds of doubt, all around you form
There's a rainbow at the end of every storm

Chorus:
                C 
And his name is Jesus
G                  G7
(Wonderful Savior, wonderful friend)
            C
His name is Jesus
G                      G7
(In the beginning, the middle, the end)
          G    
He'll be there (To help)
         B7
He'll be there (To save)
   C             C/B   A7
To keep you from every harm
C/B       G              D      C     G 
He is the rainbow at the end of every storm

Repeat Chorus

Well, he is the rainbow at the end of every storm, ooh

19867. There's A Record Book - Chords

There's A Record Book 
Rhonda Vincent
 
[Verse]
E                               E7
To be well known of men
                    A
I may not ever be
                      B7
I'm sure my name will not
                      A      E
Go down in history



               B   E                  E7
There'll be no marble plaque
                A
To tell of my good deeds
                E
Nor any great parades
      B7      E
To honor me
 
[Chorus]
B       E                          E7
But there's a Record Book
                        A
My name is written in
                B7
It was recorded there
                        A        E
When I was born again
     B        E
No one can blot it out
E7                            A
It's sealed for evermore
                    E
It's in that Book of Life
         B            E
Kept by the Lord
 
[Verse]
B E                           E7
For every deed I do
E                   A
For every word I say
                    B7
There is a record kept
                      A               E
Until the Judgement Day
        B
My name will not be lost
                                  A
Misplaced or overlooked
                         E
For it's kept safely in
             B7          E
God's Record Book
 
[Chorus]
B       E                          E7
For there's a Record Book
                        A
My name is written in
                B7
It was recorded there
                        A        E
When I was born again
     B        E
No one can blot it out
E7                            A



It's sealed for evermore
                    E
It's in that Book of Life
         B            E
Kept by the Lord
 
[Chorus]
(sing acapella for the last part slowly)
B       E                          E7
For there's a Record Book
                        A
My name is written in
                B7
It was recorded there
                        A        E
When I was born again
     B        E
No one can blot it out
E7                            A
It's sealed for evermore
                    E
It's in that Book of Life
         B            E
Kept by the Lord

19868. There's A Star Spangled Banner Waving Somewhere

The Country Gentlemen - There's a Star Spangled Banner Waving Somewhere

There's a Star-Spangled Banner waving somewhere
In a distant land so many miles away.
Only Uncle Sam's great heroes get to go there
Where I wish that I could also live some day.
I'd see Lincoln, Custer, Washington and Perry,
And Nathan Hale and Colin Kelly, too.
There's a Star-Spangled Banner waving somewhere,
Waving o'er the land of heroes brave and true.

In this war with its mad schemes of destruction
Of our country fair and our sweet liberty,
By the mad dictators, leaders of corruption,
Can't the U. S. use a mountain boy like me?
God gave me the right to be a free American,
And for that precious right I'd gladly die.
There's a Star-Spangled Banner waving somewhere,
That is where I want to live when I die.

Though I realize I'm crippled, that is true, sir,
Please don't judge my courage by my twisted leg.
Let me show my Uncle Sam what I can do, sir,
Let me help to bring the Axis down a peg.
If I do some great deed I will be a hero,
And a hero brave is what I want to be.



There's a Star-Spangled Banner waving somewhere,
In that heaven there should be a place for me.

19869. There's A Stone Around My Belly

There's a Stone Around My Belly
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
There's a stone around my belly
Keeps me up at night
Makes me want to feed it
Makes me want to fight with the world
I got a heart full of darkness
I got a headache full of dreams
I got a lifetime of memories
I don't know what they mean to this world
Is there a place in this world for a dreamer
If dreaming were all he could bring
Would you listen to a man with a stone around his belly sing?

[Verse 2]
Now Jesus was a carpenter
This I do believe
He built his church without walls
And we brought him to his knees in this world
Now we lift our prayers to heaven
Up above the smog
Up above the satellites
Angels long for this world
Is there a place in this world for angels
Who would turn in their perfect wings
Just to walk down this road lifetime and sing
A song for this world

Hallelujah, hallelujah, hallelujah
Hallelujah, hallelujah, hallelujah

There's a reason for the sadness
There's a reason for the song
I have reason to believe that I won't be too long for this world
Sixty years seventy-three if I'm lucky
Take this stone take this belly to a cabin in Kentucky

Push the stone up the mountain
Watch the stone roll down
Roll the stone into a pick-up truck
And drive it into town
In the town I check my mailbox
Find a letter from a friend
Who has hired a private eye
To find out where the hell I've been



Well I've been up on the mountain
I've been rollin' like a stone
Searchin' this whole world over
For a place to be alone
Alone to see the sunsets
And to count what I have lost
Alone to read aloud Walt Whitman
And to live like Robert Frost

19870. There's A Treasure In Heaven - Chords

There's A Treasure In Heaven
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Jerry Salley and Leroy Anderson
[3/4 time]
 
G                            C                        G
There's a treasure in heaven faithfully kept in God's care
                       A7                    D7
Bridges beyond measure silver and gold can't compare
G                                    C                    E7
Saints will be there to join us in a joyful reunion we'll see
C                     G   C    G       D7        G
There's a treasure in hea-ven  waiting there for me
 
                            C         G
Down through the ages while gathering wealth
              D7            G
Souls of good men have been stained
                            C            G
Wasting their lives chasing diamonds and pearls
A7                          D7
Building great fortunes and fame
 
G                    C            G
But every worldly possession will pale   
                          C
Next to the home God's prepared
                                 G
While down here the diamonds are turning to dust
D7                       G
Every thing's shining up there
 
Repeat #1
                       C         G
Mansions are ready for those who believe
                 D7        G
The faithful who trust and obey
                                    C               G
Where loved ones we're missing have witnessed first hand
A7                       D7
The splendor of all that awaits
 



G                  C          G
Up in His glorious kingdom so fair
                     C
In shimmering beauty display
                          G
The poorest among us will live like a king
D7                       G
Just inside pearly white gates
 
Repeat #1
Tag:
C                     G   C    G       D7        G
There's a treasure in hea-ven  waiting there for me

19871. There's A Wall In Washington

Iris Dement - There's a Wall in Washington

[Chorus]
There's a wall in Washington
And it's made of cold black granite
They say 60,000 names are etched there in it
In that wall in Washington

[Verse]
A father, he travelled from far away
To walk the path till he finds that name
And he reaches his hand up and traces each letter
The tears, they fall as his memories gather
For the boy who filled his heart with pride
Is now but a name that's been etched in the side
Of this wall in Washington

[Chorus]
There's a wall in Washington

[Verse]
A mother, she travelled from far away
To walk the path until she finds that name
She reaches her hand up and traces each letter
The tears, they fall as her memories gather
She feels the baby at her breast
But her heart, it breaks because all that is left
Is this wall in Washington

[Chorus]
There's a wall in Washington

[Verse]
A boy, he travelled from far away
To walk the path till he finds that name
He reaches his hand up and traces each letter
He stares at the name of his unknown father



His heart is young and it's filled with pain
In anger he cries out, "Who is to blame
For this wall in Washington
That's made of cold black granite?
Why is my father's name etched here in it
In this wall in Washington?"

[Chorus]
There's a wall in Washington
There's a wall in Washington

19872. There's A Whole Lotta Heaven

Iris Dement - There's A Whole Lotta Heaven

[Verse 1]
There's a lot of people talking 'bout getting in the glory land way
Walking straight and narrow, 'cuz they're trying to get to heaven someday
But I've been saved by the love of the people living right here
And there's a whole lot of heaven shining in this river of tears
We don't got a prophet who can tell us what our future will hold
We've only got each other and the love we carry in our souls
Though this world's full of trouble and the path we walk is never clear
There's still this whole lot of heaven shining in a river of tears

[Chorus]
There's a whole lot of heaven shining in this river of tears
If you pull back the curtain, little diamonds will appear
So take your streets of gold if you really want 'em and your mansions so dear
But I'll take the whole lot of heaven shining in this river of tears

[Verse 2]
Well, this life that I'm living is like a ship that don't want to be steered
Sometimes I wake up in the morning thinking I could buckle
'Neath the weight of my own fears
It's some pain, some strain and some struggle but I persevere
Cause I got a whole lot of heaven shining in this river of tears

[Chorus]
There's a whole lot of heaven shining in this river of tears
If you pull back the curtain, little diamonds will appear
You can take your streets of gold if you really want 'em and your mansions so dear
But I'll take the whole lot of heaven, it's shining
I want the whole lot of heaven, it's shining
I love the whole lot of heaven, it's shining in this river of tears

19873. There's Another Baby Waiting For Me Down The Line



There's Another Baby Waiting For Me Down The Line

There's another baby waiting for me down the line
She has got just what it takes and I have got the time
And you have been untrue my darling to the tie that binds
So there's another baby waiting for me down the line

I have stayed awak and wondered wondered what I'm gonna do
While you went out honky tonkin' coming home at two
But tonight I'm all dressed up and feeling Oh so fine
For there's another baby waiting for me down the line

* Refrain

I am not be at home my darling for a day or more
I'll give you just a little taste of walking the floor
You won't need me no longer since I've found out you're that kind
For there's another baby waiting for me down the line

* Refrain

19874. There's Better Times A Coming

There's Better Times A Coming
Jimmy Martin

Well, the cows gone dry, the hens won't lay, no place I can borrow
I give the landlord all the news and the rent comes due tomorrow
There's lots of money in the bank they say that's where they keep it
Not only wouldn't they loan me some they wouldn't let me see it

   So pick away on the old banjo, keep that guitar strumming
   Put more water in the soup there's better times a coming

Well Mary Lou could pull a plow if only I would let her
She's twice as strong as any ox but looks a little better
I didn't kiss that Mary Lou but once and then I had to leave her
She made my collar get too high and start the burning fever

My rooster used to chase the hens he just kept a getting thinner
It's afraid he'd run himself to death so I brought him in for dinner
Yes (the) cotton crops are pretty poor the weeds are really growing
I need a woman pretty bad to help me with the hoeing

19875. There's Just One Way - Chords

There's Just One Way
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Marty Haggard, Dana Haggard, Kenny Seratt
 



C
There's just one way to make that trip to glory
                                        G7
God so loved the world that He gave His Son
   C                                 F
So hold your head up high point your finger to the sky
             C          G7              C  F C
There's just one way to make that final run
Peace on earth is something we're all after
                                G7
Something mortal man won't ever find
            C                                    F
But there's good news in the Good Book for God's children
             C          G7                 C    F C
There's just one way to have that peace of mind
G7           C
Yeah there's one way to make that trip to glory
                                        G7
God so loved the world that He gave His Son
   C                                 F
So hold your head up high point your finger to the sky
             C          G7              C  F C
There's just one way to make that final run
There's an answer to the question for all sinners
                                     G7
And it's written in the verse John 3:16
        C                                    F
There's good news in the Good Book for God's children
       C              G7                C    F C
He can wash away your sins and make you clean
G7      C
There's one way to make that trip to glory
                                        G7
God so loved the world that He gave His Son
   C                                 F
So hold your head up high point your finger to the sky
             C          G7              C
There's just one way to make that final run
repeat #1

19876. There's Just Something About That Name - Chords

There's Just Something About That Name
Recorded by The Isaacs
Written by William J. and Gloria Gaither

C     G7    C    C7
Jesus Jesus Jesus 
             F         Fm         C   G7
There's just something about that name 

C      G7     Em  A7
Master Savior Jesus 



         D7                  G7
Like the fragrance after the rain 

C        G7       C    C7
Jesus oh Jesus oh Jesus 
        F                   E7
Let all heaven and earth proclaim 
A7                      D7
Kings and kingdoms will all pass away 
            Dm        G7         C
But there's something about that name

19877. There's More Pretty Girls Than One

Ricky Skaggs - There's More Pretty Girls Than One
Hylo Brown

There's more pretty girls than one
More pretty girls than one
Any old town that I ramble all around in
There's more pretty girls than one.

Mama talked to me last night
She gave to me some good advice
She said "Son you ought to quit this old ramblin' all around
And marry you a sweet loving wife."

Honey look down that old lonesome road
Hang down your pretty head and cry
'Cause I'm thinking all about them pretty little gals
And hoping that I'll never die...

19878. There's More That Holds The Picture

There's More That Holds The Picture
Recorded by Larry Sparks 
Written by Marshal Warwick

There's sixty years of marriage in that picture
There's grandpa with his darling at his side
Eight kids standing proud and  smiling shyly 
Grandma and grandpa busting there with pride

There's lots of things you don't see in that picture
The lines on grandma's face don't show the pain
The little tombstone out behind the cabin 
There's more that holds this picture than the frame

See that bible on the bedside table



See that hand made quilt there on the bed 
See those calloused hands around my grandma 
They always worked to keep his family fed

Look close and you will see that old wax candle
At times I almost feel the warming flame 
And listen you can almost hear them praying 
There's more that holds this picture than the frame

Repeat #3 x2

19879. There's More Where That Came From

There's More Where That Came From
Chris Stapleton

I had forgotten just what love felt like
And in that motel room, all my senses came to life
All the passion in his touch
And I knew I could, never get enough
But the worst part of doing what I never should have done
Is that I know, there's more where that came from
In the darkness, there's a distance as I lie here every night
And I beg the Lord, please won't you get this cheatin' off my mind
But then he'll call to say, that he sure had fun
Just so I'll know, there's more where that came from
My guilty conscience can't kill my heart's desire
Just like a drop of rain can't put out a raging fire
Oh, the price I'm paying now
Is a secret that I'm forced to carry around
But the worst part of doing what I never should have done
Is that I know, there's more where that came from
In the darkness, there's a distance as I lie here every night
And I beg the Lord, please won't you get this cheatin' off my mind
And then he'll call to say, that he sure had fun
Just so I'll know, there's more where that came from
Yes, I'm afraid, there's more where that came from

19880. There's No Excuse - Chords

There's No Excuse
Recorded by the Louvin Brothers
Written by Charlie Louvin and Ira Louvin

G                       C                  G
Oh there's no excuse if you don't know the Savior
                                       D7
There's no excuse if you won't let Him in
   G                           C                G



It don't take education and it don't cost you a cent
                     D7            G
Oh there's no excuse if you die in sin

                          C                        G
If you let Satan bind you he'll tempt you more and more
                                                     D7
If you let riches blind you then God will close your door
    G                          C                    G
You can make your own decision but on the judgement day
                             D7                G
When you give up your excuse you will hear Him say

Repeat #1

                                C                      G
Now you might say your neighbor turned you against the church
                                             D7
You know his life is sinful according to His words
    G                          C                G
But let God do the judging for here you'll be deceived
                                 D7               G
When you have time on your hands spend it on your knees

Repeat #1
 
                            C                G
I thank my blessed Jesus in death He took my place
                                                D7
If I had to buy salvation I could never see His face
    G                       C                G
But God so loved the sinner He gave His only son
                              D7         G
Then what excuse would I make if I die undone

Repeat #1

19881. There's No Food In This House

Lefty Frizzell
There's No Food In This House

[Verse 1:]
Sister says she's hungry
Brother says he's hungry too
If daddy don't get a job real soon
I don't know what we're gonna do

[Chorus:]
Cause there's no food in this house
There's no food in this house

[Verse 2:]



My daddy's looking mighty worried
Since they cut off the credit at the store
I used to ask mom what's for supper
Now I don't ask anymore

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
Daddy's been off from work now two months and a day
Mama she don't say nothing
But last night I heard her pray
Oh Lord please do something something mighty fast
Me and these babies are hungry
I don't know how long we can last

[Chorus]

[Verse 4:]
The people from the church came by last night
And brought a big basket of food
I guess mama's prayers were answered
It's strange how the Lord does move

[Chorus:]
Cause we got food in this house
Now we got food in this house

[Outro:]
Now when we say the blessings
We thank him for the food in this house[x4]

19882. There's No Fool Like A Young Fool

Ernest Tubb 
There's No Fool Like A Young Fool

There's no fool like a young fool with wild and careless ways
Who forgets about tomorrow and lives just for today
If she could only realize the sorrow that's in store
She'd try behaving on for sights and honky tonk no more

It breaks my heart to see her drinking there
With tavern lights a shining in her hair
She won't seem sweet sixteen tomorrow as today
There's no fool like a young fool who throws her life away

Now the dim lights and the drinking seems like fun I know
But she'll find out one morning that you reap just what you sowed
The sad part is she'll be alone once she starts to fall
There's no fool like a young fool who thinks she knows it all

It breaks my heart to see her drinking there
With tavern lights a shining in her hair



She won't seem sweet sixteen tomorrow as today
There's no fool like a young fool who throws her life away

19883. There's No Hiding Place Down Here

The Carter Family - There's No Hiding Place Down Here
Nashville Bluegrass Band

[Verse 1]
Sister Mary she wears a golden chain[x2]
Sister Mary wears the golden chain
There's every link in Jesus' name
There's no hiding place down here

[Chorus]
There's no hiding place down here[x2]
Well, I run to the rock just to hide my face
The rocks cried out, no hiding place
There's no hiding place down here

[Verse 2]
I'll pitch my tent on the old camp-ground[x3]
I'll give old Satan one more round
There's no hiding place down here

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
Oh, the Devil wears a hypocrite's shoe
The Devil wears a hypocrite's shoe[x2]
And if you don't watch he'll slip it on you
There's no hiding place down here

[Chorus]

19884. There's No Justice - Chords

There's No Justice
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Leon Payne
 
G                                     D7
Oh I told you if you walked out on me we were through
                                        G
And you told me that it couldn't matter less to you
                       G7
You turned me down for someone who
C
Wouldn't turn a hand for you



           G               D7       G
There's no justice in this world anymore
                                    D7
There's no justice in this world anymore
                                        G
Sometimes I ask myself what am I living for
                     G7
If wrong can triumph over right
C
If we are licked before we fight
           G               D7       G
There's no justice in this world anymore
                                         D7
Oh you turned me down because you knew I loved you so
                                     G
And you tried to see exactly how far you could go
                              G7
Well I thought that you would change your mind
C
But there's no hope for now I find
           G               D7        G
There's no justice in this world any more
Repeat #2

19885. There's No New Way Home

There's No New Way Home
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY TO GLORY
BUT THERE'S COUNTLESS WRONG TURNS YOU COULD TAKE
GOD GAVE US ONE SET OF DIRECTIONS
A ROAD MAP THAT NEVER HAS CHANGED

CHORUS
THERE'S NO NEW WAY HOME 
THERE'S NO NEW WAY HOME
YOU STILL HAVE TO PASS BY THE OLD RUGGED CROSS
BROTHER, THERE'S NO NEW WAY HOME

JUST FOLLOW THE BLOOD DROPS TO CALVARY
THE TRAIL JESUS LEFT FOR THE LOST 
THEN PRESS ON TIL YOU REACH THE JORDAN
THAT RIVER THE SAINTS HAVE ALL CROSSED

CHORUS

MODERN DAY SCHOLARS MAY TELL YOU
THERE'S AN EASIER WAY TO GET THERE
BUT THERE'S STILL ONLY ONE STRAIGHT AND NARROW
ALL OTHER ROADS LEAD TO DESPAIR

CHORUS



19886. There's No One Like Mother To Me

There's No One Like Mother To Me

Sadly I'm thinking tonight
Thinking of the sweet bye and bye
Memories of childhood so bright
Come back like a dream with a sigh
I've been thinking of friends and of home
In that cottage far over the sea
No matter wherever I roam
There's no one like mother to me

   There's no one like mother to me
   No matter how poor she may be
   I'll go back to that home o'er the sea
   There's no one like mother to me

When I left that old home o'er the sea
I kissed them goodbye at the gate
Somebody whispered to me
A loving voice asked me to wait
Her blessing she gave with a smile
And tears on her cheeks I could see
How often that sweet face I've missed
There's no one like mother to me

19887. There's No Place Like Home For The Holidays

(There's No Place Like) Home For The Holidays - Garth Brooks

Oh, there's no place like home for the holidays
'Cause no matter how far away you roam
If you long for the sunshine and a friendly gaze
For the holidays you can't beat home sweet home

I met a man who lived in Tennessee
And he was looking for 
Pennsylvania and some homemade pumpkin pie
Now in Pennsylvania folks are traveling
Down to Dixie's sunny shore
The Atlantic to Pacific
Oh the season is terrific

No, there's no place like home for the holidays
For the holidays you can't beat home sweet home

Oooh, oooh,  ahhhh 
Do do do do do do, do do do do do do 



No, there's no (no) place like home for the holidays
'Cause no matter how far away you roam
If you long for the sunshine and a friendly gaze
For the holidays you can't beat home sweet home

For the holidays you know 
You can't beat home sweet home

19888. There's No Room In My Heart

Ernest Tubb 
There's No Room In My Heart

There's no room in my heart for the blues
Love is satisfied to either win or lose
Darling, if our pathway parts let's that be no broken hearts
There's no room in my heart for the blues

There's no room in my mem'ry for tears
We left back on and be forgotten souvenirs
If your hungry heart forgets let there be no sad regrets
There's no room in my heart for the blues

There's no room in my life for a sigh
We'll be strong enough to face our last goodbye
Darling, when our romance ends let us part as best of friends
There's no room in my heart for the blues

There's no room in my heart for the blues
Love is satisfied to either win or lose
Darling, if our pathway parts let's that be no broken hearts
There's no room in my heart for the blues

19889. There's Not Much Love Here Anymore - Chords

There's Not Much Love Here Anymore
Written and recorded by Vince Gill  

G7                C
Rain rain come on down 
                        F
You're so welcome at my door
                 G7
Come on down and ease the pain 
                      C
I never hurt this bad before
G7                         C
Tears keep falling from my eyes 
                         F



And all I do is walk the floor
                     G7
It ain't too hard to realize 
                           C
There's not much love here anymore
     C7           F
Rain rain come on in 
                      C
Wash these tears away again
                       G7
Leavings cut me to the core 
                           C
There's not much love here anymore
     C7           F
Rain rain come on in 
                      C
Wash these tears away again
                       G7
Leavings cut me to the core 
                           C
There's not much love here anymore

19890. There's Nothing More To Say

Ernest Tubb 
There's Nothing More To Say

At last you have made up your mind to leave me
And yet you say you'd really rather stay
For quite a while I've known that this would happen
But I never dreamed that it would be today

You tell me that you've had not found another
But as you do you look the other way
For you know how it hurts me don't you darling
So you see there's nothing more for me to say

Now what's the use for me to keep on crying
I'd gladly do it if I thought it takes
But when that love light in your eyes stopped shining
I knew that there was nothing more to say

I'll treasure all the years we spent together
And every kiss still burns within my heart
And when you're old and gray just please remember
In my life you still play the leading part

So leave me now before I cry please do dear
May you never suffer as I have today
I think you know just what I mean my darling
So really there is nothing more to say



19891. There's Power In Our Love - Chords

There's Power In Our Love
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wyentte
Written by Earl Montgomery

G                 D7             C            G
I can't thank you enough for the happiness we share
                                            
I've never known a day that sunshine wasn't there
                 D7           C                G 
I can't begin to tell you the joy you bring to me
                     C                  D7               G
And as long as we're together what more could there ever be
                                D7     G 
Cause there's power power power in our love 
        C             G                 D7
It's so strong but it controls us every day
            G                 D7     G
Yes there's power power power in our love 
    C                D7               G 
And together we love living life this way
                      D7                 C             G  
There is no challenge in this world that we can't meet today
For I've got you beside me hand in hand all the way
                 D7               C         G
And when I go to sleep tonight so satisfied within
                     C                  D7         G     
I know that when the morning comes I'll be in love again
Repeat #2
                              D7     C   G
Yes there's power power power in our love

19892. There's Someone Awaiting For Me

There's Someone Awaiting For Me

All the people today they are going far away
To the mountains the lakes or the sea
There's a little plot out west
That I always love the best
And there's someone awaiting there for me

   She'll be happy she'll be free
   When she wanders alone with me
   She'll be knitting white lace
   When I meet her at the gate
   And there's someone awaiting for me



There are birds in every tree
And they sing among the leaves
But there's none so happy as me
I am going out west
And there I'll do my best
To build a little home for you and me

O the birds that fly above
Singing their songs of love
O'er the meadows the valleys so deep
Their voices so sweet
That they sing me to sleep
For I know my darling will not weep

19893. There's Something Fishy Goin' On

Dolly Parton - There's Something Fishy Goin' On 

There must be something fishy goin' on
You said you were goin' on a fishing trip with some old friend
You said that you'd be home tonight somewhere around ten
Well here it is it's two o'clock and you're still not at home
I think there's something fishy goin' on
I think that I'm a sucker that's swallowing your line
I try to make myself believe that it's all in my mind
But you never ask me if I'd like to go along so there must be something fishy goin' on
There's something fishy goin' on on these fishing trips you're goin' on
I'm gettin' tired of staying home alone
Some night when you come home and discover that I'm gone
You can bet there's something fishy goin' on
I guess some large-mouth bass left that lipstick on your shirt
I don't think you're a fisherman honey I think you're a flirt
Well if you're goin' fishing then why don't you bring them home
I think there's something fishy goin' on
here's something fishy goin' on...
Yes you can bet there's something fishy goin' on

19894. There's Your Trouble

Dixie Chicks - There's Your Trouble

Should have been different but
It wasn't different, was it
Same old story, dear John, and so long
Should have fit like a glove
Should have fit like a ring
Like a diamond ring
A token of true love
Should have all worked out



But it didn't
She should be here now
But she isn't

There's your trouble, there's your trouble
You keep seeing double with the wrong one
You can't see I love you, you can't see she doesn't
But you just keep holding on
There's your trouble

So now you're thinking 'bout
All you're missing how
Deep you're sinking, round and round and dragging down
Why don't you cash in your chips
Why don't you call it a loss
Not such a big loss, chalk it up to better luck
Could have been true love
But it wasn't
It should all add up
But it doesn't

There's your trouble, there's your trouble
You keep seeing double with the wrong one
You can't see I love you, you can't see she doesn't
But you just keep holding on
There's your trouble

Should have all worked out
But it didn't
She should be here now
But she isn't

There's your trouble, there's your trouble
You keep seeing double with the wrong one
And you can't see I love you, you can't see she doesn't
But you just keep holding on
There's your trouble
There's your trouble
There's your trouble
There's your trouble, there is your trouble

19895. Theres A Grave In The Wave Of The Ocean - Chords

Theres A Grave In The Wave Of The Ocean 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro]
A D D G
 
[Verse 1]
C   G               C       G
I'm longing tonight with my memory
G                  C       D



Of a sailor boy so dear to me
G                   D                   G
He was proud of the chance to serve his country
G                    D            G
He sailed out on the deep rolling sea
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                               G
With his buddies he knew he was going
G            A7  D
To conquer a bad enemy
G                  C             G
With a smile and a kiss there he left me
G                 D          G
To bring back our sweet liberty
 
 
[Chorus]
C         G            D           G
There's a grave in the wave of the ocean
G      G            C            D
In the midst of the deep rolling sea
D        G                    C
Where my sweetheart's life of devotion
C        G            D           G
Was laid down for the land of the free
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G D
 
 
[Verse 3]
C       G           C           G
All the boys of the convoy were youngsters
C        G                   D
And were going far away from home
D        G        C         G
They all realized that they may not
G               D            G
Return o'er the dark rolling foam
 
 
[Chorus]
C         G            D           G
There's a grave in the wave oG  f the ocean
G      G            C            D
In the midst of the deep rolling sea
D        G                    C
Where my sweetheart's life of devotion
C        G            D           G
Was laid down for the land of the free
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G G D G C G D G



 
 
[Verse 4]
G              D                G
Today they had sped through the ocean
G                   C           D
When a bomb hit the ship in the stern
G             C             G
Some careless word had been spoken
G           D             G
Someone had talked out of turn
 
 
[Chorus]
C         G            D           G
There's a grave in the wave of the ocean
G      G            A7           D
In the midst of the deep rolling sea
D        G                    C
Where my sweetheart's life of devotion
C        G            D           G   C D G
Was laid down for the land of the free

19896. These Are The Girls

These Are The Girls
Punch Brothers

Oh these girls, these girls
Get 'em behind me

Cover up cold for the love of God
I can't not look, I can't not look
And I can't do a thing about what I saw
Though I wish I could, I wish I could

Oh these girls, these girls
Get 'em behind me

Oh these girls, these girls
Get 'em behind us

Stripped down messy it's eleven am
I'm gonna wake up soon, I'm gonna wake up soon
I bet you say that to all of the dreaming men
That get lucky with you, get lucky with you

Oh these girls, these girls
Get 'em behind us
Get 'em behind us

Too real, too quick, too close to home,
Too much to take the task alone



Can I have just a little taste
Too hot, too sweet, too bad and too...

Oh these girls, these girls
Get 'em behind us

Oh these girls, these girls
Get 'em behind me

Thrown away cold like a wisp of smoke
That I could've inhaled, maybe could've inhaled
And I sing your praises everywhere I go
Such a pretty girl, such a beautiful girl

Oh these girls, these girls
Get 'em behind us
Get 'em behind us

19897. These Arms

Dwight Yoakam - These Arms
(Dwight Yoakam)

These arms that hang here by my side
These arms that ache to open wide
Useless arms with nothing left to do
Since these arms stopped holding you
These arms are worthless now to me
They let you go so how good could they be
Just foolish arms
For which I have no need
A pair of arms that grew weak and set love free
Reaching out to embrace
A vacant memory
Finding just the empty space
Around what's left of me
Two arms that failed completely
Arms both scarred so deeply
Keep paying love's costs
With each tragic sway
Trying meekly to assist
My struggle with the truth
Unable to resist
What tears still make us view
Two arms that failed completely
Arms both scarred so deeply
Keep paying love's costs
With each tragic sway
These arms that hang here by my side
These arms that ache to open wide
Useless arms with nothing left to do
Since these arms stopped holding you
Since these arms stopped holding you



19898. These Blues

These Blues - Larry Sparks
Lonesome River Band

My baby don't want me she don't need me
Found herself someone new
Left me alone sittin at home
With nothin' in the world to do

My stomach's churnin' my eyes are burnin'
My hair is turnin' gray
Troubled deep can't get no sleep
Since she went away

    These blues they've got me
    Tears rollin down my face
    That woman she left me
    Cryin' all over the place

I wrote a letter to try to get her
To give me just one more try
I wrote it plain I signed my name
And I never got no reply

Now I'm sittin' at the banks of the riverbed
Listenin' to the crickets sing
There's a moon above just made for love
And I can't do a thing

19899. These Boots Were Made for Walking

These Boots Were Made for Walking
Darol Anger

Verse 1:
You keep saying you've got something for me.
something you call love, but confess.
You've been messin' where you shouldn't have been a messin'
and now someone else is gettin' all your best.
These boots are made for walking, and that's just what they'll do
One of these days these boots are gonna walk all over you.

Verse 2:
You keep lying, when you oughta be truthin'
and you keep losin' when you oughta not bet.
You keep samin' when you oughta be changin'.
Now what's right is right, but you ain't been right yet.
These boots are made for walking, and that's just what they'll do



One of these days these boots are gonna walk all over you.

Verse 3:
You keep playin' where you shouldn't be playin
and you keep thinkin' that you'll never get burnt.
Ha!
I just found me a brand new box of matches yeah
and what he know you ain't HAD time to learn.
These boots are made for walking, and that's just what they'll do
One of these days these boots are gonna walk all over you.
Are you ready boots? Start walkin'!

19900. These Broken Hearts

Vince Gill - These Broken Hearts

Baby, let's just say farewell
Baby, let's just both give in
No, it's not too hard to tell
The walls are closin' in

Oh, it's time to say goodbye
And put this in the past
Even though I know we tried
To save the best for last

I guess nothin' stays the same
Still the memories remain
We need all the sweet forgiveness we can find
There's a sadness in the wind
Oh, I wish you well my friend
Only time will mend these broken hearts again

I don't know what's left to say
I don't know where we went wrong
When I watch you walk away
I'll miss you when you're gone

Baby, shed a tear for me
And I'll shed a tear for you
Oh, let's set this heartache free
And in time we'll make it through, well

I guess nothin' stays the same
Still the memories remain
We need all the sweet forgiveness we can find
There's a sadness in the wind
Oh, I wish you well my friend
Only time will mend these broken hearts again

There's a sadness in the wind
Oh, I wish you well my friend
Only time will mend these broken hearts again



19901. These Days

These Days
Jackson Browne
New Grass Revival - Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Well, I've been out walking
I don't do that much talking these days
These days
These days I seem to think a lot
About the things that I forgot to do
For you
And all the times I had the chance to

Well, I had a lover
It's so hard to risk another these days
These days, one of these days
Now if I seem to be afraid
To live the life I have made in song
Well it's just, just that I've been losing,
I've been losing so long

Well, I'll keep on moving, moving on
Things are bound to be improving these days
These days, one of these days
These days I sit on corner stones
And count the time in quarter tones to ten, my friend
Don't you confront me with all my failures
I had not forgotten them

19902. These Days - Chords

These Days 
by Emmitt-Nershi Band

CHORDS
D
1 of 18
C
1 of 17
G
1 of 27
Bb
1 of 16
A7
1 of 39
G7
1 of 41
STRUMMING



There is no strumming pattern for this song yet. Create and get +5 IQ
[Intro]
[Lick 1]*
E/-----------------------------------------------/
B/-----------------------------------------------/
G/-----------------------------2--0--------------/
D/--------0--0--3--0--------0--------3--0-----0--/
A/--0--3--------------0--3-----------------3-----/
E/-----------------------------------------------/
 
[Verse 1]
       D                  C         G                         D
Well I don't have much to say these days, I sit and watch the wind blow
C     G                D
      Watch the way my life goes
     D                  C         G                         D
No I don't have much to say these days, I feel the sunlight shining
C     G               D
      Stay out of the shadows
 
[Chorus]
        G                   Bb
And the light comes shining through
       G               Bb
Like a boat out of the blue
            G                 A7        G7
You know it all comes down to you
 
[Lick 1]*
 
[Solo]
D     C     G     D
C     G     D
 
[Lick 1]
 
[Verse 2]
      D                  C          G                          D
And I don't have much to lose these days, throw caution to the wind
C     G            D
      Leave it all behind me
            D               C         G                       D
I've got no time that I can use these days, you know where to find me
C     G                 D
      It's all there to remind me
 
[Chorus]
        G                   Bb
And the light comes shining through
       G               Bb
Like a boat out of the blue
            G                 A7        G7
You know it all comes down to you
 
[Lick 1]*
 
[Solo]



D     C     G     D
C     G     D
 
[Verse 3]
       D                 C        G                       D
Well I don't have far to go these days, I like to take it slowly
C     G              D
      Feel the earth below me
     D                 C        G                   D
No I don't have far to go these days, driven by the start light
C     G             D
      Moving to the outside
 
[Chorus]
        G                   Bb
And the light comes shining through
       G               Bb
Like a boat out of the blue
            G                 A7        G7
You know it all comes down to you
 
[Lick 1]*

19903. These Days I Stand Alone

Don Rigsby - These Days I Stand Alone

Verse:
I used to need the things I've lost
We all bear a different cross
I carried mine and wouldn't lay it down
I felt my share of pain
My heart was broken from the strain
Of always needing someone else around

Chorus:
I fell in love so many times but here I am tonight all by myself
So now I'm learning how to love me without depending on someone else
For the first time in my life I've stepped aside to let things go
Besides the Good Lord and this mandolin
These days I stand alone

Verse 2:
Two's a couple three's a crowd
One is where I am right now
And I can say that I'm alright with that
I've tried and tried and cried out loud
But this new peace that I have found
Tells me there's no way I'm looking back

Chorus:
I fell in love so many times but here I am tonight all by myself
So now I'm learning how to love me without depending on someone else



For the first time in my life I've stepped aside to let things go
Besides the Good Lord and this mandolin
These days I stand alone

Tag:
Besides the Good Lord and this mandolin
These days I stand alone
Alone

19904. These Days In An Open Book

Nanci Griffith - These Days in an Open Book

Shut it down and call this road a day
And put this silence in my heart in a better place
I have traveled with your ghost now so many years
That I see you in the shadows
In hotel rooms and headlights
You're coming up beside me
Whether it's day or night

[Chorus:]
These days my life is an open book
Missing pages I cannot seem to find
These days your face
In my memory
Is in a folded hand of grace against these times

No one's ever come between your memory and me
I have driven this weary vessel here alone
Will you still find me if I leave you here beside this road
Cause I need someone who can touch me
Who'll put no one above me
Someone who needs me
Like the air he breathes

[Chorus]

I can't remember where this toll road goes
Maybe it's Fort Worth, maybe it's a heart of gold
The price of love is such a heavy toll
That I've lived my life in the back roads
With your love in my pocket
If I spend the love you gave me
Tell me where will it go?

[Chorus]

These days your face
In my memory
Is in a folded hand of grace
Folded hand of grace
Folded hand of grace



Against these times

19905. These Dreams

The Duhks - These Dreams 

Im happiest when the sun is down
And a sparkle of snow on the falling ground
Its caused by the bright city lights
Over my hometown 
And my friends gather around.

Chorus: 
Days on and were losing the race
We try too hard, we fall from grace
When the sun goes down, we feel alright
About working way of have these dreams.

Working day, get it done
March to the beat of someone elses drum.
Worry about what might have been 
That I try to feel in someone elses skin.

Chorus: 
Days on and were losing the race
We try too hard, we fall from grace
When the sun goes down, we feel alright
About working way of have these dreams.

Let go and go 
See how the work is cleared from the start
I hope this too
Here in the dark, close to my heart.

Chorus: (x2)
Days on and were losing the race
We try too hard, we fall from grace
When the sun goes down, we feel alright
About working way of have these dreams.

19906. These Golden Fields

These Golden Fields 
Don Rigsby
 
Harvest time had come, tobacco shined like copper 
Leaves were waitin to be cured, 
The old man lit a smoke put his arm around me 
Someday son, this will be yours 



 
REFRAIN : 
These golden fields of burley 
Stretch far as the eye can see  
And they've kept my/this family fed for generations 
 
This is where I need to be 
These golden fields of burley
 
The day the old man died, I stood there at his bedside 
His voice was weak, each breath came hard
He squeezed my hand and said make me a promise 
You'll fight to keep, the family farm 
 
But they brought me so much pain and misery 
These golden fields of burley
 
Now I'm better off to let the weeds take over 
It just don't pay, to raise this crop
 
Government says it's gonna help us through these hard times 
But there's just too much that we have lost 
 
But they're surely gonna be the death of me   
These golden fields of burley

19907. These Hands - Chords

These Hands 
Taylor Blake & Mac Wiseman

G                                D                      G
These hands ain't the hands of a gentleman
G                          D                   G
These hands are calloused and old
G                                 B7                 C                     G
These hands raised a family, these hands raised a home
G                                       A7             D
Now these hands raise to praise the Lord
 
G                                  D                G
These hands won the heart of my loved one
G                                      D          G
And with hers they were never alone
G                                      B7                        C                     G
If these hands filled their task then what more could one ask?
G                                   D                   G
For these fingers have worked to the bone
 
G                                   B7               C                 G
Now don't try to judge me by what you'd like to be
G                                  D            G
For my life ain't been much success



G                                      B7        C            G
While some people have power still they grieve 
G                                          A7              D
While these hands brought me happiness
 
G                                  D            G
Now I'm tired and I'm old and I ain't got much gold
                                      B7             C
Maybe things ain't been all that I planned
C                                                   G
God above hear my plea when it's time to judge me
G                                D                  G
Take a look at these hard working hands
 
G                                 D             G
Now I'm tired and I'm old and I ain't got much gold
G                                    B7                 C
Maybe things ain't been all that I planned
C                                                    G
God above hear my plea when it's time to judge me
G                               D                   G
Take a look at these hard working hands

19908. These Hills

Iris Dement - These Hills

[Verse 1]
Far away I've travelled
To stand once more alone
And hear my memories echo
Through these hills that I call home
As a child I roamed this valley
I watched the seasons come and go
I spent many hours dreaming
On these hills that I call home

[Chorus]
The wind is rushing through the valley
And I don't feel so all alone
When I see the dandelions blowing
Across the hills that I call home

[Verse 2]
Like the flowers, I am fading
Into my setting sun
Brother and Sister passed before me
Mama and Daddy, they've long since gone

[Chorus]
The wind is rushing through the valley
And I don't feel so all alone
When I see the dandelions blowing



Across the hills that I call home

[Outro]
These are the hills that I call home

19909. These Lonely Nights

Emmylou Harris
These Lonely Nights

[Chorus]
Lonely nights I cannot sleep I just lie awake and weep
Wondering if I'll get a chance to make things right
Don't you have a heart at all, can't you see my teardrops fall?
They are tears I shed for you these lonely nights

[Verse]
Won't you reconsider this? You're the one dear, that I miss
Won't you come back here and say that you'll be mine
We could be so happy then I would love you 'til no end
There would be no broken hearts or lonely nights

[Chorus]
Lonely nights I cannot sleep I just lie awake and weep
Wondering if I'll get a chance to make things right
Don't you have a heart at all, can't you see my teardrops fall?
They are tears I shed for you these lonely nights

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse]
Won't you reconsider this? You're the one dear, that I miss
Won't you come back here and say that you'll be mine
We could be so happy then I will love you 'til no end
There would be no broken hearts or lonely nights
[Chorus]
Lonely nights I cannot sleep I just lie awake and weep
Wondering if I'll get a chance to make things right
Don't you have a heart at all, can't you see my teardrops fall?
They are tears I shed for you these lonely nights

[Outro]
They are tears I shed for you these lonely nights
They are tears I shed for you these lonely nights

19910. These Mem'ries We're Making Tonight

These Mem'ries We're Making Tonight
(Merle Haggard)



If this night should last forever and we'd never have to face
What tomorrow would bring
Well if time stood still tonight I'd keep holding you tight
Throughout eternal flame
But this old world's gonna keep on turnin'
And the morning sun will soon be shining bright
And we'll always remember these mem'ries we're making tonight.

There's no one waiting up for me at home
And the one who should be missin' me don't even know I'm gone
So let's do all we can together the morning sun will soon be shining bright
And we'll always remember these mem'ries we're making tonight.

--- Instrumental ---

There's no one waiting up for me at home
And the one who should be missin' me don't even know I'm gone
So let's do all we can together the morning sun will soon be shining bright
And we'll always remember these mem'ries we're making tonight.

And we'll always remember these mem'ries we're making tonight...

19911. These Memories Of You

Billy Strings 
These Memories Of You

Darling, don't you know I love you?
Can't you see it in my tears?
Oh, I know you'll soon be leaving
And I will feel this way for years

Oh I could never love another
And so I'll be so sad and blue
I'll be waiting here, my darling
With all these memories of you

All the time I sit and wonder
Why you left me here alone
And I'm praying for a letter
Or just a message on the phone

Oh I could never love another
And so I'll be so sad and blue
I'll be waiting here, my darling
With all these memories of you

Do you think about me, darling
When the night turns into day?
Do you think about your true love
This broken heart you've thrown away?



Oh I could never love another
And so I'll be so sad and blue
I'll be waiting here, my darling
With all these memories of you
I'll be waiting here, my darling
With all these memories of you

19912. These Men Of God

These Men Of God
Country Gentlemen - Ralph Stanley

Go down yonder Moses down in the land of Egypt
Tell that old Pharoah to set my children free
Moses did obey
He set his children free

Go down to the river God told Lazarus
Dip in yourself in Jordan wash your spots away
Lazarus did obey
His spots were washed away

Take your son and burn him God told Abraham
Build yourself an altar God told Abraham
Abraham did obey an
And God gave him a lamb

Take your horn and blow it God told Joshua
The walls of Jericho then fell God then had his way
Joshua did obey
And God then had his way

19913. These Old Blues

These Old Blues - Larry Sparks
Billy Strings

   These old blues they got me down
   Since my sweet thing she ain't around
   I'm so blue blue as I can be
   Just as blue as the deep blue sea

Got up this morning I was feeling blue
Couldn't sleep last night, just thinking of you
Tossed and turned tears in my eyes
Wondering why you said goodbye

Now she's gone what can I do
It's too late to start anew



For true love is hard to find
It's too late to turn back the time

19914. These Old Bones

Dolly Parton - These Old Bones 
(Dolly Parton)

These old bones will tell your story
These old bones will never lie
These old bones will tell you surely
What you can't see with your eye
These old bones, I shake and rattle
These old bones, I toss and roll
And it's all in where they scatter
Tells you what the future holds
Oh, she lived up on the mountain
Eleven miles or so from town
With a one-eyed cat named Wink,
A billy goat and a blue tick hound
Her graying hair was braided
And wrapped around her head
And her dress was long and faded
And her home a rusty shed
In a little pouch of burlap
Tied with a piece of twine
There were bones all shapes and sizes
Gathered through the course of time
She'd throw them out before you
She swore that she could see
The present, past and future
She could ready your destiny
Everybody knew about her
Came to get their fortune read
Concerning health and wealth and power
Who to love and when to wed
Well, I just like helpin? people
I'm just glad that I could help
Why, I know everybody's secrets
But I keep it to myself
These old bones will tell your story
These old bones will never lie
These old bones will tell you surely
What you can't see with your eye
These old bones, I shake and rattle
These old bones, I toss and roll
And it's all in where they scatter
Tells you what the future holds
Some called her witchy woman
Some said she was insane
Some said she was a prophet
Still everybody came
Just because a body's different



Well, that don't make ?em mad
Well, they've crucified a many
For the special gifts they've had
I had often heard about her,
Dreamed about her now and then
For I, too, was clairvoyant,
Came about when I was ten
I was fascinated with her
And the things I'd heard about
And I knew some day I'd meet her,
And one day it came about
Well, I know'd that you ?uz a'comin?
I could feel it in my bones
These old bones have also told me
That I won't be here for long
Did you know that you ?uz adopted?
Did you know you once't was mine?
But the county took you from me,
Said I wasn't right in mind
But I just know'd I had to see you
?Fore these bones was laid to rest
So I conjured up a message
It must'a worked, I guess
This gift runs in the family
I know you also know
And I passed this gift on to you
These old bones, they're just for show
These old bones will tell your story
These old bones will never lie
These old bones will tell you surely
How to live and when you'll die
These old bones, I shake and rattle
These old bones, I toss and roll
And it's all in where they scatter
Tells you what the future holds
I held her hand while she was dyin?
And with the funeral through
I headed on back up the mountain
For Billy, Wink and Blue
And that little pouch of burlap
With those bones so worn and old
She give me somethin? special
Now every time I throw
These old bones will tell your story
These old bones will never lie
These old bones will tell you surely
What you can't see with your eye
These old bones, I shake and rattle
These old bones, I toss and roll
And it's all in how they scatter
Tells you what the future holds
Now I can't tell you what you want to hear
I just tell you what I see
It's these old bones a'talkin?
Blame it on them; don't pack it on me
It's just like that time that there boy died
Up at the sawmill



Well, I know'd who done it, but I never said
And I know'd when somebody is a cheatin?
Or when somebody's baby was gonna be born dead
But unless somebody just plain out and asked me
Well, I just figured there ain't no point goin' around actin? like you know everything, just 'caus
e you might.
Ah, you know girl I want you to take these bones
'Cause I don't want no young'un of mine a'going around unprepared
You just remember that the magic is inside you
There ain't no crystal ball

19915. These Old Eyes Have Seen It All - Chords

These Old Eyes Have Seen It All
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Curly Putman and Bucky Jones

Spoken:
C
The old mans hair was white and his eyes looked tired
He drank his beer at a table all alone
But he smiled when I spoke to him so I sit down for awhile
I wound up sitting there the whole night long
Cause I could see he had a lifetime on his mind
So I just sat there and listened I was glad to take the time
Then he said...  
C                                F
I saw Jimmy Rodgers yodel on the stage
          G7                               C
And I saw Hank when they walked him to his grave
I saw a country boy from Memphis 
           F
Change the world with rock and roll
    G7                          C
And these old eyes have seen it all
Then he said...  
                                          F
I saw friends of mine on foreign soil die proud
      G7                                            C
I saw things over there son that I still can't talk about
                                       F
I saw a crazy man named Hitler and his army rise and fall
    G7                          C
Yes these old eyes have seen it all
F     G7                    C
These old eyes have seen it all
        F                                G7
Now the hands of time are writing on the wall
F            G7              C                        F
Telling me I won't have long waiting till my Jesus to calls
G7                          C
These old eyes have seen it all
                            F



I saw my sweet Mary love me fifty years
       G7                             C
With a trembling hand he wiped away a tear
                                    F
He said my memories of Mary are the sweetest I recall
    G7                          C
And these old eyes have seen it all
F         G7                C
These old eyes have seen it all
           F                                  G7
They saw a man walk on the moon and come back home
    F                  G7              C               F
And I know it won't be very long until I hear my Jesus call
G7                          C
These old eyes have seen it all 
    G7                          C
Son these old eyes have seen it all

19916. These Old Wheels

Mandolin Orange - These Old Wheels

Silence is golden some may say, some may say
Well I say silence is an aimless time to kill
It's a restless feeling pounding on my brain both night and day
And these old wheels of mine spin louder as it builds

Yes the sky would surely fall if my dear eardrum did fail
To beat a single time, in time or out
Some may make it out all right and some may have never known
But these old wheels spin far too loud, far too loud

For I love to hear a from the morning bird choir
And the sounds of coffee boiling on the pot
How I love to hear I love you in a dry morning tone
And just assume that if I can't these wheels would stop

Yes happy is the day I lay my poor head down
With neither trial nor trouble to compete
With the chirp of summer crickets nor a tree frog's croak
And these old wheels slow down enough so that I may sleep

Silence is golden some may say, some may say
I say silence is an aimless time to kill
It's a restless feeling pounding on my brain both night and day
And these old wheels of mine spin louder as it builds

19917. These Ole' Blues



Don Rigsby - These Ole' Blues
Album: Empty Old Mailbox

I sure am gonna miss them old twin fiddle
I love to sing them good ole country songs
But my whole world's a blue eyed girl in Memphis
And I'd be down there with her for too long
Midnight train to Memphis take me easy
Let me look back on the things I'm gonna lose
Nashville will never know I'm leaving
And it gives a country boy them grand ole blues

I wish I had my old guitar to play
I feel some good ole mem'ry fade away

Oh Lord I see the main street lights of Memphis
And that woman leaves me shaking in my shoes
Oh woman's lips will kiss me her loving arms will hold me
And help me make it through these grand ole blues

But Lord I'm gonna miss them old twin fiddle
And it gives a country boy the grand ole blues
Her love is waitin' there in Memphis
And don't youw it leaves me shaking in my shoes
Oh woman's lips will kiss me her loving arms will hold me
And help me make it through these grand ole blues
Oh Lord I see the main street

19918. These Years

Robert Earl Keen - These Years 

Down the hill
Through the light
Past the city jail
I watch and walk
Every night
I wondered who to tell

How can I tell my father?
He's been gone all these years
I couldn't tell my father
I couldn't bear the tears

I was lost
In a rage
Didn't ever mean to be
Now the cost
Has set the stage
And it will bury me



19919. They Ain't Makin' Jews Like Jesus Anymore

They Ain't Makin' Jews Like Jesus Anymore
Kinky Friedman

Well, a redneck nerd in a bowling shirt was a-guzzlin' Lone Star beer
Talking religion and-uh politics for all the world to hear.
"They oughta send you back to Russia, boy, or New York City one
You just want to doodle a Christian girl and you killed God's only son."
I said, "Has it occurred to you, you nerd, that that's not very nice,
We Jews believe it was Santa Claus that killed Jesus Christ."
"You know, you don't look Jewish," he said, "near as I could figger
I had you lamped for a slightly anemic, well-dressed country nigger."

No, they ain't makin' Jews like Jesus anymore,
They don't turn the other cheek the way they done before.
He started in to shoutin' and a-spittin' on the floor,
"Lord, they ain't makin' Jews like Jesus anymore."

He says, "I ain't a racist but Aristitle Onassis is one Greek we don't need
And them niggers, Jews and Sigma Nus, all they ever do is breed.
And wops 'n micks 'n slopes 'n spics 'n spooks are on my list
And there's one little hebe from the heart of Texas -- is there anyone I missed ?"

Well, I hits him with everything I had right square between the eyes.
I says, "I'm gonna gitcha, you son of a bitch ya, for spoutin' that pack of lies.
If there's one thing I can't abide, it's an ethnocentric racist;
Now you take back that thing you said 'bout Aristitle Onassis."

No, they ain't makin' Jews like Jesus anymore,
We don't turn the other cheek the way we done before.
You could hear that honky holler as he hit that hardwood floor
"Lord, they sho' ain't makin' Jews like Jesus anymore!"
All right!

No, they ain't makin' Jews like Jesus anymore,
We don't turn the other cheek the way they done before.
You hear that honky holler as he hit that hardwood floor
Lord, they ain't makin' Jews like Jesus anymore.

Everybody!
They ain't makin' Jews like Jesus anymore,
They ain't makin' carpenters who know what nails are for.
Well, the whole damn place was singin' as I strolled right out the door
"Lord, they ain't makin' Jews like Jesus anymore!"

No, we ain't makin' Jews like Jesus anymore,
We don't turn the other cheek the way they done before.
Well, the whole damn place was singin' as I strolled right out the door
"Lord, they ain't makin' Jews like Jesus anymore!"

19920. They All Pale



The Lonesome Sisters - They All Pale

Tonight, here at the bar
I may be drinking with somebody new
And I might smile as I look into his eyes
But all I can see is you

He may lead me out on the floor
Well he could dance me right into the sea
And I could float as he holds me in his arms
But I'm still drowning since you left me

Chorus:
They all pale when I think of you
And the love that we once knew
Their eyes shine so bright in the barroom light
But they pale when I think of you

And when last call comes around
I might hand him the key to my door
And I might tell him that he's the only one
What does it matter, if you don't want me anymore

19921. They Are The Roses

Kathy Mattea - They Are the Roses

A song for you this evening, and it's not to make you sad
Or for adding to the sorrow of a troubled Northern land
But lately I've been thinking, and it just won't leave my mind
I'll tell you now of two good friends. They were both good friends of
Mine
Isaac Scott from Derry, he lived just across the fields
A great man for the music and the dancing and the reels
MacDonald came from South Armagh to court young Agnes fair
It was then we'd meet on Ryan Road, and laughter filled the air
Now, Isaac, he was Protestant and Sean was Catholic born
But it never made a difference, for their friendship it was strong
And sometimes in the evening when we heard the sound of drums
We said "War won't divide us, we will always be as one
For the land our fathers plow in, the soil it is the same
And the places where we say our prayers have just got different
Names."
We talked about our friends who'd died, we hoped there'd be no more
It was little then we realized the tragedy in store
There were roses, roses, there were roses
And the tears of the people ran together
It was on a Sunday morning when the awful news came around
There'd been another killing outside of Caplan town
We knew that Isaac danced up there, we knew he liked the band
We heard that he was dead, and we just could not understand
We gathered at his graveside on a cold and rainy day
The minister just closed his eyes, and for no revenge he prayed
And those of us who knew him from along the Ryan Road



Just bowed our heads and said a prayer for the resting of his soul
There were roses, roses, there were roses
And the tears of the people ran together
Now fear it filled the countryside, and fear filled every home
And late one night, a car came prowling round the Ryan Road
A Catholic would be killed tonight to even up the score
Oh Christ, it's young MacDonald that they've taken from the door
"Isaac was my friend!" he cried, he begged them with his fear
But centuries of hatred have ears that cannot hear
"An eye for an eye" was all that filled their minds
And another eye for another eye, til everyone is blind
There were roses, roses, there were roses
And the tears of the people ran together
Now I don't know where the moral is, or how this song should end
But I wonder just how many wars are fought between good friends
And the men who give the orders, well, they're not the ones who die
It's Scott and MacDonald and the likes of you and I
There were roses, roses, there were roses
And the tears of the people ran together

19922. They Baptized Jesse Taylor

They Baptized Jesse Taylor
Valley Road Bluegrass Band

Among the local taverns they'll be a slack in business
Cause Jesse's drinkin' came before the groceries and the rent
Among the local women they'll be a slack in cheatin'
Cause Jesse won't be be steppin' out again

They baptized Jesse Taylor in Cedar Creek last Sunday
Jesus gained a soul and Satan lost a good right arm
They all cried Hallelujah as Jesse's head went under
Cause this time he went under for the Lord

The scars on Jesse's knuckles were more than just respected
The county courthouse records tell all there is to tell
The pockets of the gamblers will soon miss Jesse's money
And the black eye of the law will soon be well

They baptized Jesse Taylor in Cedar Creek last Sunday
Jesus gained a soul and Satan lost a good right arm
They all cried Hallelujah as Jesse's head went under
Cause this time he went under for the Lord

From now on Nancy Taylor can proudly speak to neighbors
Tell how much Jesse took up with little Jim
Now Jimmy's got a daddy and Jesse's got a family
And Franklin County's got a lot more man

They baptized Jesse Taylor in Cedar Creek last Sunday
Jesus gained a soul and Satan lost a good right arm
They all cried Hallelujah as Jesse's head went under



Cause this time he went under for the Lord

19923. They Call Her Mother

They Call Her Mother

There's a store by the road in the country
Among the hills where the evergreens grow
In that store by the road there's a woman
Who is different from others I know

Now her irony-gray hair's turned to silver
And her kind eyes are ever soft and blue
Always she has a kind word for others
And a smile ever waiting for you

She's adored for her sunny disposition
By the women, the children and men
In all the neighboring hills they call her Mother
For she's really a mother dear to them

She is cheerful like the birds in the cedars
She is modest like the songs that they sing
In the hills nearby they call her Mother
For she's really a mother true to them

When the clouds hang low on the mountain
And the pines are bent low by the snow
Neighbors go to that store by the roadside
It's a place that they all love to go

Some go there to play cards at the table
Some just sit by the warm, cheering fire
And dear Mother with kind disposition
Finds a way to make all happy there

She's adored for her sunny disposition
By the women, the children and the men
In all the neighboring hills they call her Mother
For she's really a mother dear to them

19924. They Call Me A Playboy

They Call Me A Playboy 

They call me a playboy
As I'm making my rounds
Chasing the bright light
Of each night spot in town



Though I never show it,
My heart's breaking in two
They may call me a playboy
But I'm just lonesome for you

I once had a real love
That was when I had you
Now I'll never feel love
With somebody new

This false front I'm wearing
Is just to cover my blues
They may call me a playboy
But. I'm just lonesome for you

--- Instrumental ---

I once had a real love
That was when I had you
Now I'll never feel love
With somebody new

This false front I'm wearing
Is just to cover my blues
They may call me a playboy
But. I'm just lonesome for you

They may call me a playboy
But. I'm just lonesome for you...

19925. They Call Me Doc - Chords

They Call Me Doc 
Aaron Lewis feat. Creativets, Vince Gill and Dan Tyminski
 
[Intro]
C   F
 
[Verse]
             C
They call me doc, but I ain't got no degree
                   F
When shit hits the fan, they're calling for me
               C
From bluegrass Kentucky, with red blood on my hands
                F
Nobody calls me hero, except for my friends
 
 
[Bridge]
     Am
Yeah I woke up from dreams



   G
To find out they were real
                           C                                 F
Well I can tell you how it went, but I can't tell you how it feels
 
 
[Chorus]
                 C                      Am
Cuz I've seen it all, helped heroes who fall
               G               F
Picked them up till they stand tall
                 C                             Am
I've been in the field, and worked down to the bone
             G                        F
To make sure all my brothers get back home
 
      Am
I've shared the smiles, I've shed the tears,
G
swore they'd make it out of here.
C                                  F
When they screamed, please make it stop
 
 
[Verse]
             C
They call me doc, they all know my name
                          F
Cause It's stitched on my chest, and it hangs on this chain
                         C
You won't read it in the paper, or see it on the TV
                    F
But I don't need no fame, that's fine by me
'■
 
[Bridge]
     Am
Yeah when they're broke and bruised
  G
I know just what I do
   C                                   F
My job always starts when their job is through
 
 
[Chorus]
                  C                      Am
Yeah I've seen it all, helped heroes who fall
               G               F
Picked them up till they stand tall
                     C                         Am
And I've been in the field, worked down to the bone
             G                        F
To make sure all my brothers get back home
 
     Am
I've shared the smiles, I've shed the tears,
G



swore they'd make it out of here.
C                                  F
When they screamed, please make it stop
 
 
[Bridge]
             C      Am
They call me doc
             G      F
They call me doc
 
Am
You'll never know the heartache,
             G
Of looking a grown man in the eye
              C                    F                       Am       G
When he asked you, am I gonna make it        you've got to lie
 
 
[Verse]
             C
They call me doc, I ain't got no degree
                   F
When shit hits the fan, they're calling for me
               C
From bluegrass Kentucky, with red blood on my hands
                F
Nobody calls me hero, except my old man
             C
They call me doc

19926. They Call That Religion - Chords

They Call That Religion 
The Devil Makes Three

INTRO
G   C   G   D7
G  D  G
 
G
They say the preacher used to preach just to try and save souls, well
G
Now he's preaching just to buy jelly rolls
G
Old deacon jones he was a preaching king
G
Man they caught him 'round the house trying to shake that thing
C
Well they call that religion (they call that religion)
       G
They call that religion (they call that religion)
      D7                                                           G   D   G



They call that religion, but you know he's going to hell when he dies
 
 
G
Ted Haggard was preacher down in Colorado Springs
          G
He was a friend of the president and everything
          G
he said live your life right man, keep your hands clean
           G                 G                   G
well they caught him with a prostitute on methamphetamines
C
Well they call that religion (they call that religion)
G
They call the religion (they call that religion)
      D7                                                           G   D   G
They call that religion, but you know he's going to hell when he dies
 
 
G
Ole Elron was a preacher now just the same 
            G
He had the millionaires now playing his game,
               G
He said uh, I got a science of a different kind well 
G         G                   G
follow me movie stars move objects with your mind
C
Well they call that religion (they call that religion)
G
They call that religion (they call that religion)
      D7                                                         G   D   G
They call that religion but you know he went to hell when he died
 
 
Break
 
G   C   G   D7
 
G  D  G
 
 
C
Yeah they call that religion (they call that religion)
G
They call that religion (they call that religion)
      D7                                                               G   D   G
They call that religion but you know they're going to hell when they die

19927. They Call The Wind Mariah

They Call The Wind Mariah
Alan Jay Lerner / Frederick Loewe



Way out here they've got a name
For wind and rain and fire
The rain is Tess, the fire's Joe
And they call the wind Mariah

Mariah blows the stars around
Sends the clouds a-flyin'
Mariah makes the mountain sound
Like folks was up there dyin'

Mariah, Mariah
They call the wind Mariah

Before I knew Mariah's name
And heard her wailin', whinin'
I had a girl and she had me
And the sun was always shinin'

Then one day I left my girl
Left her far behind me
Now I'm so lost, so goldurn lost
Not even God can find me

Mariah, Mariah
They call the wind Mariah

Out here they've got a name for rain
Wind and fire only
But when you're lost and all alone
There ain't no name for lonely

And I'm a lost and lonely man
Without a star to guide me
Mariah, blow my love to me
I need her here beside me

Mariah, Mariah
They call the wind Mariah

19928. They Called It Music - Chords

They Called It Music 
Gibson Brothers

[Intro]
C F G
 
[Verse 1]
    C                                            F
He went up on the mountain, to hear the old man play,
       G                                              C
and everything about him was steeped in the old time way.



     C                                               F
The sound he made was stirring, it was magic it was fun,
       G                                                      C
when asked what it was called back when he smiled and he said son.
 
[Chorus]
                G
They called it music. In the church house in the fields,
         F                           C
it was honest it was simple and it helped the hard times heal.
        G                                              F
It was music, they sang it deep down in the mines, in dark
               C              G                                  C
and lonesome prison cells, behind battle lines. They called it music.
 
[Verse 2]
       C                                          F
Our fathers fathers fiddle tunes on Saturdays in town,
        G                                                     C
stayed in our heads and hearts all week, until it came back around.
    C                                                   F
I swear the ghosts are with me, I can feel them when I play.
    G                                      C
It wasn't all about the money like it is today.
 
[Chorus]
                G
They called it music. In the church house in the fields,
         F                           C
it was honest it was simple and it helped the hard times heal.
        G                                              F
It was music, they sang it deep down in the mines, in dark
               C              G                                  C
and lonesome prison cells, behind battle lines. They called it music.
 
[Verse 3]
       C                                          F
Oh he didn't need to read a word, to memorize a hymn,
 G                                                 C
way down in your soul you know a seed was sown in then.
            C                                          F
There's a power in those old songs, I hope will never fade.
      G                                                   C
Some love em' like their children and don't let them get away.
 
 
[Chorus]
                G
They called it music. In the church house in the fields,
         F                           C
it was honest it was simple and it helped the hard times heal.
        G                                              F
It was music, they sang it deep down in the mines, in dark
               C              G                                  C
and lonesome prison cells, behind battle lines. They called it music.



19929. They Captured The Outlaw Last Night

Tom T. Hall - They captured the outlaw last night
Composer: Tom T. Hall

They captured the outlaw last night
He came out of the darkness and stood in the light
He was sane he was sober and he vowed to do right
They captured the outlaw last night

He smiled as they threw him in jail
Along with the hundreds of others who failed
The only one left who believed he was right
They captured the outlaw last night

They never explained what went wrong
The man who would not sell his soul for a song
Came in for that trophy so shiny and bright
They captured the outlaw last night

He smiled as they threw him in jail...

He looked like the outlaw we knew
Shaggy old hair and scruffy old boots
But his dream disappeared in society's light
They captured the outlaw last night

He smiled as they threw him in jail...

Well he more or less turned himself in
Half ounce of Coke and a bottle of gin
But he died on TV so I guess it's all right
They captured the outlaw last night

19930. They Come This Way

They come this way - Acoustic Syndicate

All of my sisters
They Come this way
All of my brothers
They come this way

All my relations
They come this way
All of my people
They come this way

We don'²t know them



We don't miss them till they'²re gone
Gone and then it's too late
We can do better
We can love them while they're here
Joyful all of our days

All my neighbors
They come this way
All my dear friends
They come this way

All these strangers
They come this way
And all of our people
They come this way

We don'²t know them
We don'²t miss them till they're gone
Gone and then it'²s too late
We can do better
We can love them while they're here
Joyful all of our days

All of my troubles
They come this way
All of my big dreams
They come this way
All of my failures
They come this way
All my achievements
They come this way

We got to remember
This life is not our own
There'²s so many souls on the way
When someone troubles you
A little love will see you through
Chances are they feel the same way

19931. They Have Gone Home - Chords

They Have Gone Home 
Carl Story
 
[Intro]
G C G D G
 
 
[Chorus]
        C                   G
They've joined the heavenly fold
                    A7              D
They're walking the streets of pure gold



     G                        C
They left one by one as their work here was done
     D                               G
Gone home (they have gone home) gone home (they have gone home)
 
 
[Verse 1]
                          C           G
All of the friends that I loved yesterday
     D                               G
Gone home (they have gone home) gone home (they have gone home)
                               C            G
The songbirds that sing in the dell seem to say
     D                               G
Gone home (they have gone home) gone home (they have gone home)
 
 
[Chorus]
        C                   G
They've joined the heavenly fold
                    A7              D
They're walking the streets of pure gold
     G                        C
They left one by one as their work here was done
     D                               G
Gone home (they have gone home) gone home (they have gone home)
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                          C              G
Life here is lonely since they've gone before
     D                               G
Gone home (they have gone home) gone home (they have gone home)
                            C             G
The old weeping willow that stands by the door
      D                               G
Sadly says (they have gone home) gone home (they have gone home)
 
 
[Outro]
        C                   G
They've joined the heavenly fold
                    A7              D
They're walking the streets of pure gold
     G                        C
They left one by one as their work here was done
     D                               G
Gone home (they have gone home) gone home (they have gone home)



19932. They Killed John Henry

Steve Earle - They Killed John Henry

[Verse 1]
Well, when John Henry died he lay lookin' at the sun
He said Lord, take me now my work is done, Lord, Lord
Lord take me now my work is done

[Verse 2]
Yeah, but when they laid him out in that box of pine, boy
They laid that hammer by his side, Lord, Lord
Laid that hammer by his side
[Instrumental break]

[Verse 3]
Yeah, and Joe Hill he worked any job he could find, boy
He'd rake your leaves and pick your vine, Lord, Lord
Rake your leaves and pick your vine

[Verse 4]
Yeah, and they killed Joe Hill, put a bullet to his name
But that bullRt made a martyr of the slain, Lord, Lord
Bullet madR a martyr of the slain
[Instrumental break]

[Verse 5]
Yeah, and my grand daddy worked his whole damn life
Well, he never saved a nickel though he tried, Lord, Lord
Never saved a nickel though he tried

19933. They Locked God Outside The Iron Curtain

They Locked God Outside The Iron Curtain
Jim Eanes

There's a land where little children cannot play
And the people have forgotten how to pray
It's a land where peace and friendship should be tried
But an iron curtain keeps the Lord outside

They locked God outside the iron curtain
On old Satan, they have placed a kingly crown
But this evil nation will never find salvation
Till the Lord tears the iron curtain down

It's a nation full of hate and full of fear
Where a man must whisper so no one can hear
And all those who dare object have quickly died
While an iron curtain keeps the Lord outside

They locked God outside the iron curtain
On old Satan, they have placed a kingly crown



But this evil nation will never find salvation
Till the Lord tears the iron curtain down

They have tried to chop away the rugged cross
But someday the Lord the will show them who is boss
He will count the faithful standing at his side
And in judgment He will lock the rest outside

They locked the God outside the iron curtain
On old Satan, they have placed a kingly crown
But Heaven's great power will name that fatal hour

19934. They Love Each Other

They love each other
Yonder Mountain String Band

Merry run around
Sailing up and down
Looking for a shove in some direction
Got it from the top
It's nothing you can stop
Lord, you know they made a fine connection

Chorus:
They love each other
Lord, you can see it's true
Lord, you can see it's true
Lord, you can see it's true

He could pass his time
Around some other line
But you know he chose this place beside her
Don't get in the way
There's nothing you can say
Nothing that you need to add or do

[Chorus ]

It's nothing, they explain
It's like a diesel train
Better not be there when it rolls over
And when that train rolls in
You won't know where it's been
You gotta try to see a little further

[Chorus ]

Though you'll make a noise
They just can't hear your voice
They're on a dizzy ride and you're cold sober

[Chorus ]



Heard your news report
You know you're falling short
Pretty soon won't trust you for the weather
When that ship comes in
You won't know where it's been
You got to try to see a little further

19935. They Sail Away

They Sail Away
Sean Watkins - They Sail Away

I'll take these times
And send them away
I hope they come back someday
I made them all
And they all made me
So i'll let them go
And see
But moments they sail away
And never come back
I'll lift up my head
And open my eyes
How lovely every smile

19936. They'll Never Keep Us Down

They'll Never Keep Us Down
Hazel Dickens

[Verse 1]
United we stand, divided we fall
For every dime they give us, a battle must be fought
So, working people, use your power, the key to liberty
Don't support that rich man's style of luxury

[Chorus]
And there ain't no way they can ever keep us down, oh no
Ain't no way they can ever keep us down
We won't be bought, we won't be sold
To be treated right, well, that's our goal
And there ain't no way they can ever keep us down

[Verse 2]
We've been shot, we've been jailed, Lord, it's a sin
Women and little children stood right by the men
But we've got a union contract that keeps the worker free
And they'll never shoot that union out of me



[Chorus]
They'll never shoot that union out of me, oh no
Never shoot that union out of me
Got a contract in our hand
Signed by the blood of honest men
And they'll never shoot that union out of me

[Verse 3]
Well, the power wheel is rolling, rolling right along
And the government helps keep it going, going strong
So, working people, get your help from your own kind
Your welfare ain't on the rich man's mind

[Chorus]
Your welfare ain't on the rich man's mind, oh no
Your welfare ain't on the rich man's mind
They want the power in their hands
Just to keep down the workers and
Your welfare ain't on the rich man's mind

[Outro]
And they'll never, never, never keep us down, oh no
Never, never, never keep us down
They can cheat, lie, frame, or kill
But we'll stop that big wheel
And there ain't no way they can ever keep us down

19937. They'll Never Take His Love From Me

Emmylou Harris - They'll Never Take His Love From Me
(Leon Payne)

If today the sun should set on all my hopes and cares 
There is one whose smiling face the gods would see 
'Cause he'll walk along beside me up those golden stairs 
Oh, they'll never take his love from me 
Well, I thought I'd make him happy if I stepped aside 
But I knew his love would never set me free 
And even on the day he took another to be his bride 
I said they'll never take his love from me 

I'm so thankful for each golden hour of happiness 
That we shared together in the used to be 
Someone else's arms may hold him now in fond caress 
But they'll never, never take his love from me 

What a fool I was to go break the trust he gave 
And to see his love turn into sympathy 
It's the one regret I'll carry with me to my grave 
Oh, they'll never, ever take his love from me



19938. They're At Rest Together

They're At Rest Together

A story of two, they loved each other
More than anyone will know
But the girl she took the old consumption 
It broke the boy's heart you know

They carried her off to the mnountains
To try to gain her health you see
But listen all you good people
You can never cure old T.B

He often would to to the mountains
And sit upon his sweetheart's bed
But the saddest part of all the story
Now the boy too is dead

19939. They're Gonna Miss Me When I'm Gone - Chords

They're Gonna Miss Me When I'm Gone 
Sam Bush

[Intro]
E  x12
Em  x3
E
 
[Verse 1]
  A
I never thought that I'd be hanging
                       E
around this damned old town.
  A
I always thought the world was flat so
A                 E
I just kinds hung around.
B
I got a job but it ain't much sure
B                         E
keeps my feet down on the ground.
      A
I was born here, I was raised here, I'll
A                             E
soon be appraised here when I die. I
A
thought that I was real cool man they
A                                E



missed me at my high school by a mile.
     B
Everything I learned I let it burn with
B                     E
no return in that old file.
 
E  F  G
 
[Chorus]
G                         D
Someday I'm gonna draw my own map honey
G                        D
I'm gonna nail it to the wall
G                                 D
Find my course, dream a lot, and save my money
G                              D
They're gonna miss me when I'm gone
G                              D
They're gonna miss me when I'm gone
 
D   E
 
[Verse 2]
         A
Man if I have to drive this truck around the
A                                 E
square one more time I'm going to bust.
A
Everybody follows everybody around some
A             E
silly kind of trust.
     B
I've trusted destination long enough it
B                           E
rains a lot I'm going to rust.
  A
I sit down in the parking lot of the
A                           E
Hy-vee after midnight and I cried
A
Yeah that old sorrow's getting to me but
A                              E
tomorrow I still won't be satisfied
    B
I'm feeling all unraveled man I
B                              E
throw a lot of gravel when I'm wild
 
E  F  G
 
[Chorus]
G                         D
Someday I'm gonna draw my own map honey
G                        D
I'm gonna nail it to the wall
G                                 D
Find my course, dream a lot, and save my money



G                              D
They're gonna miss me when I'm gone
G                              D
They're gonna miss me when I'm gone
 
D   E
 
[Verse 3]
     A
Everyone in town here tells
A                            E
everyone around here what to do.
A
Man I just can't go for that I can't
A                                    E
stand for that when they do that can you?
B
My best thinking has kept me here so I
B                             E
best think of ways that I can move.
 
E  F  G
 
[Chorus]
G                         D
Someday I'm gonna draw my own map honey
G                        D
I'm gonna nail it to the wall
G                                 D
Find my course, dream a lot, and save my money
G                              D
They're gonna miss me when I'm gone
G                              D
They're gonna miss me when I'm gone

19940. They're Hanging Me Tonight

They're Hanging Me Tonight

When I hear the raindrops comin' down it makes me sad and blue
Was on a rainy night like this that Flo said we were through.
I told her how I loved her, and I begged her not to go
But another man had changed her mind so I said goodbye to Flo.

Alone within my cell tonight my heart is filled with fear
The only sound within the room is the falling of each tear.
I think about the thing I've done, I know it wasn't right
They'll bury Flo tomorrow, but they're hanging me tonight.

That night he came and took my Flo and headed in to town
I knew I had to find this man and try to gun him down
As I walked by a dim cafe and I looked through the door
I saw my Flo with her new love and I couldn't stand no more,



I couldn't stand no more.

I took my pistol from my hip and with a trembling hand
I took the life of pretty Flo and that good for nothin' man
That good for nothin' man!

I think about the thing I've done, I know it wasn't right
They'll bury Flo tomorrow, but they're hanging me tonight.

19941. They're Lost Too

They're Lost Too
Chris Jones & The Night Drivers

[Verse 1]
The flock of ninety-nine can't vest behind a wall of stone
Undone without their brother, outside all alone
With comfort in their numbers, they pretend that it's alright
But they're lost too until he's back in sight

[Chorus]
Somewhere beyond the hillside, there's a life forgotten, crying out, left there in the cold
Oh, no, your flock won't matter 'til that one sheep matters and they're all together, together in 
thR fold

[Verse 2]
A woman had ten silver coins, she misplacRs one
Lamplight shines on her tears, thinking what she's done
The nine coins are waiting as she's scouring the ground
'Cause they're lost too until the tenth is found

[Chorus]
Somewhere beyond the hillside, there's a life forgotten, crying out, left there in the cold
Oh, no, your flock won't matter 'til that one sheep matters and they're all together, together in 
the fold

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Returning to our father's house, surrendering our pride
Perfect celebration, sitting side-by-side
An open invitation, and invite us in, he will
'Cause we're lost too 'til every seat is filled

[Chorus]
Somewhere beyond the hillside, there's a life forgotten, crying out, left there in the cold
Oh, no, your flock won't matter 'til that one sheep matters and they're all together, together in 
the fold

[Outro]
The flock won't matter 'til that one sheep matters and we're all together, together in the fold



19942. They're Tearin' The Labor Camps Down

They're Tearin' The Labor Camps Down
(Merle Haggard)

(Spoken)
I guess it's no secret eh that I did a few years in San Quentin
And on my release I noticed that a lot of different things had come to pass
While I was out of circulation
Like the girls dresses were shorter and the freeways were wider
And the ole steam engines were gone forever
But the one thing I noticed most of all down through the San Joachin valley
Was the disapperance of so many labor camps
Where once I'd lived from time to time myself
I noticed that that one there at Houston California was gone
And the ole crown's camp that lie between Formosa and Bakersfield
Was just a barren spot with a few cottonwood trees
And surrounded by an olive orchard
Tho a few still remain like the ole blackburn's camp out on weepatch highway
It was an evident fact that someone was tryin' to do away with them all
And I couldn't help but wonder what's gonna happen to the farm workers
And the fruit pickers who move from town to town
The man with the big family who can't afford the ole high standard of livin'
And was these thoughts and my mem'ries that inspired me to write this song

(Sang)
I came back to this ole town cause my home was here
And to try to find some things I'd left behind
Tho' I've only been away for just a few short years
But I'd forgot about the pace of modern times.

I saw changes all around me and some were good
But I hardly recognized my side of town
They tore down the swingin' casing from the cottowood
And that tree was all that marked familar ground.

Oh, they're tearin' the labor camps down
And I feel a little sentimental shame
Where's a hungry man gonna live at in this town
Oh, they're tearin' the labor camps down.

--- Instrumental ---

The Hilltop family market had been moved somewhere
And the name was changed to fit the newer homes
The folks that I remember were no longer there
And the cabin that my daddy built was gone.

Oh, they're tearin' the labor camps down
And I feel a little sentimental shame
Where's a hungry man gonna live at in this town
Oh, they're tearin' the labor camps down.



They're tearin' the labor camps down
And I feel a little sentimental shame
Where's a hungry man gonna live at in this town
Oh, they're tearin' the labor camps down...

19943. They've Got The Church Outnumbered - Chords

They've Got The Church Outnumbered 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro]
G C G D G
 
[Verse 1]
G
When you pick up the paper and
C              G
read the daily news
G
Of how the world is sinking
G   A7               D7
The domward way they choose
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
The ballparks and theaters
G    C               G
Have took the silent stage
G       C              G
They've got the church outnumbered
G  D7                G
It makes you want to pray
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
They've got the church outnumbered
G C                  G
Inside this troubled land
G
They seek not for the Savior
G   A7           D7
His word to understand
 
 
[Verse 4]
G
Their pleasure in being carefree
G   C              G
And resting not in pain
G       C                 G
They've got the Church outnumbered



G    D           G
When Jesus comes again
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  G  C  G
G  G  A7 D7
G  G  C  G
C  G  D7 G
 
 
[Verse 5]
G
We read about the big shows
G    C            G
With tickets in advance
G
We see millions together
G    A7                A7
They wouldn't miss the chance
 
 
[Verse 6]
G
The faithful few are ready
G   C               G
His mansion God can share
G
But when they get to heaven
G          D              G
They won't be outnumbered there
 
 
[Verse 7]
G
They've got the church outnumbered
G C                  G
Inside this troubled land
G
They seek not for the Savior
G   A7           D7
His word to understand
 
 
[Verse 8]
G
Their pleasure in being carefree
G   C              G
And resting not in pain
G
They won't have the Church outnumbered
G    D           G
When Jesus comes again



19944. Theyd Have To Carry Me Away - Chords

Theyd Have To Carry Me Away
Buck Owens

E A E
They'd have to carry me away, to some dark and lonely place.
 B E (C#m-B-E)
I should loose your love today, they'd have to carry me away.

E A E
The man next door ain't himself anymore, since he lost the lady in his life.
 F#m B
But he's hung tough, who'd die in love, and time he'll be alright,
 E A E
But if I were him, it was sink or swim, I'd be on the bottom today
 B E (C#m-B-E)
The men in white would come tonight, they'd have to carry me away

E A E
They'd have to carry me away, to some dark and lonely place.
 B E
Where the sun don't ever shine, where you never crossed my mind
 A E
Somewhere I'd never see your face, somewhere I'd never hear your name
 B E (C#m-B-E)
I should loose your love today, they'd have to carry me away.

E A E
A friend on mine spent all his time, starring out the window into space
 F#m B
Till someone new changed his view, now he's got a new look on his face
 E A E
But if I woke up, without your love I don't think I could make it through the 
day
 B E (C#m-B-E)
The men in white would come tonight, they'd have to carry me away

E A E
They'd have to carry me away, to some dark and lonely place.
 B E
Where the sun don't ever shine, where you never crossed my mind
 A E
Somewhere I'd never see your face, somewhere I'd never hear your name
 B E (C#-B-E)
I should loose your love today, they'd have to carry me away.
 B E (C#-B-E) 
The men in white would come tonight, they'd have to carry me away

19945. TheÂ Lagoons Long Road To Nowhere

TheÂ Lagoons Long Road To Nowhere



TheÂ Lagoons - Long Road To Nowhere

All the lights are out
No one's on the streets right now
Driving on this long road to nowhere
Maybe if I tried
Then someone else will give a sign
And guide me on this long road to somewhere
City sleeps at night
And everything is out of sight
Trying to find a long road to somewhere
Heartbeats come alive
As the darkness turns to light
Finally on the long road to somewhere
Somewhere
Somewhere
Somewhere
Somewhere
Somewhere
Somewhere

19946. Thicker Than Blood

Thicker Than Blood - Garth Brooks 

She was born in Kansas City, raised in Arkansas
Fell in love with an "ex-Marine"
She already had three babies; he had one of his own
They came together for another and me

Our family never shared the same last name
But our family was a family the same
(And they say) Blood is thicker than water
Oh, but love is thicker than blood

Wreck out on the highway, rain falling down
Lord, he must have fell asleep at the wheel
There's a number of people just standing around
Lord, I can't condemn the fear that they feel

For that river of red could be the death of me
God, give me strength and keep reminding me
That blood is thicker than water
Oh, but love is thicker than blood

And if blood is thicker that water
Then what are we fighting for
We're all sons and daughters
Of something that means so much more

I see it on my TV but i can't understand
Lord, it's one big contradiction to me
How in God's name we love thy neighbor with fists



in our hands
And kill each other when we just don't agree

Why can't we see the walls we can't see through
And see what God's been telling me and you
(and that is) Blood is thicker than water
Oh, but love, love is thicker than blood

She was born in Kansas City, raised in Arkansas
Fell in love with an "ex-Marine"

19947. Thin Line

Thin Line
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
Some days rock and some days roll
And some seem to last forever
Some days it's all you want
And some days it never never
Won't you tell me why
Things couldn't be a little easier
Some days everything is cool
And some days I can't get it together

[Chorus]
'Cause there's a thin line, yeah
Between wrong and right, between black and white
It's been a long time, yeah
Since I could close my eyes and see the light
And there's some sunshine, baby
Shining down on me and it's all I need
To see the thin line, between me and you and you and me

[Verse 2]
How do things get so messed up
And seem so out of control
It's time to wake up, make our minds up
Time to get out of this hole
Won't you tell me why
It's as easy as you let it be
It's so hard to see the other side
When you won't let go of what you think you know

[Chorus]
Because there's a thin line, yeah
Between wrong and right, between black and white
It's been a long time, yeah
Since I could close my eyes and see the light
And there's some sunshine, baby
Shining down on me and it's all I need to see
The thin line between me and you and you and me



[Bridge]
Don't look so sad
Let's see if we can find
A way to make things right between us
And while we can't change each other's minds
We'll pick each other up again every time

[Chorus]
And there's a thin line, yeah
Between wrong and right, between black and white
It's been a long time, yeah
Since I could close my eyes and see the light
There's some sunshine, baby
Shining down on me and it's all I need
To see the thin line between me and you and you and me
'Cause it's a thin line, yeah
Between wrong and right, between black and white
It's been a long time, yeah
Since I could close my eyes and see the light
There's some sunshine, baby
Shining down on me and it's all I need
To see the thin line between me and you and you and me
Because it's a mighty thin line

19948. Thin Wild Mercury

Todd Snider - Thin Wild Mercury

Poor Phil Ochs, sad and low
Hands in his pockets, wonderin' where to go
Watching those tail lights leave him behind
Thrown for the limosene for speaking his mind
Like a red-eyed photo into a garbage can
At the corner of hero and also ran
A fragile heart skipped a fragile beat
It's warm in the limosene, cold on the streets of

Thin wild mercury
And gold lame
Where things will go your way
Or they won't
Thin wind mercury
And gold lame
You know what they say
Or you don't

It was all over some new Dylan song
That Phil had the nerve to say sounded wrong
Dylan stopped the car, words shook like a fist
"Phil, you ain't a writer, you're a journalist"
Death of a rebel, twist of fate
If he ever thought better, he thought too late



Poor Phil Ochs, he slipped through the cracks
Judas went electric and he never looked back on....

Thin wild mercury
And gold lame
Where things will go your way
Or they won't
Thin wild mercury
And gold lame
You konw what they say
Or you don't
No, you don't
No, you don't

19949. Thing About You

Emmylou Harris - Thing About You

I'm not much on mystery 
Yeah you gotta be careful what you dream 
I thought this might pass with time 
Yeah I thought I was satisfied 

[Chorus]
But oh baby let me tell you 
I got a thing about you 
Baby let me tell you 
I got a thing about you 
It don't matter what you say 
It don't matter what you do 
I, I, I, got a thing about you 

Somewhere deep in the middle of the night 
Lovers hold each other tight 
Whisper in their anxious ears 
Words of love that disappear 

[Chorus]

Baby you hold some strange control over me 
Yeah it's so wild it hypnotizes me

19950. Things Are Simple

Things Are Simple
by Bill Evans

Things are simple when you share your love,
Sun and moon and all the stars above



They shine on you.

Complications they all fall away
When you smile the night becomes the day,
You shine on through.

Things are simple, things are simple, things are simple.

Things are simple when you share your song,
Tell your story and I'll sing along,
I'll walk with you.

Conversation at the end of day,
Hold me closely and you'll hear me say
That I love you.

Things are simple, things are simple, things are simple.

Things are simple when I take your hand,
Pledge my life and give this wedding band,
And say  I do. 

Things are simple, things are simple, things are simple.

19951. Things Aren't Always As They Seem

Ron Block - Things Aren't Always As They Seem

Mary was engaged to wed
A baby inside barred the way
Joseph was to make her leave
But things aren't always as they seem

A baby in a manger lay
Helpless and poor to their eyes
The Word, the King in flesh has come
As a man He comes disguised

Things aren't always as they seem
They saw with their eyes but looked behind the dream

A woman taken in her sin
Caught by a mob with their stones
The Lord dismissed them with a word
'Cause things aren't always as they seem

A convict nailed to bleeding wood
Losing the will to breathe
Mocked by those He loved so well
He died alone in great defeat

Things aren't always as they seem
He saw with His eyes but looked behind the dream



Look behind the dream, see beyond the lie
The Son of God came down to give us His eternal life
Love will meet you there read between the lines
A love that lives beyond this veil of time

Things aren't always as they seem
We see with our eyes but look behind the dream

19952. Things Aren't Funny Anymore

Things Aren't Funny Anymore

We used to laugh a lot
We never cried
But things are all different now
Since your sweet love has died
Seems we've lost the way to find
All the good times we found before
Yeah, we used to laugh a lot
Things aren't funny anymore

If I knew how to change your mind
Maybe things could be right again
If I could turn back one page of time
Before love came to an end
I'd just know where to turn
To turn it all on once more
Maybe we laughed too soon
Things aren't funny anymore

I'd know just where to turn
To turn it all on once more
Maybe we laughed too soon
Things aren't funny anymore

19953. Things Aren't Funny Anymore - Chords

Things Aren't Funny Anymore
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
C          F            G7       C
We used to laugh a lot  we never cried
                   F              G7                        C
But things are all different now  since your sweet love has died
                   F                                    C
Seems we've lost a way to find all the good times we've found before
                F            G7                     C   F G7 C
Yeah we used to laugh a lot  things aren't funny anymore



                 F                 G7                          C
If I knew how to change your mind  maybe things could be right again
                         F             G7                     C
If I could turn back one page of time  before love came to an end
                       F                       C
I'd know just where to turn  to turn it all on once more
                     F     G7                     C
Maybe we laughed too soon  things aren't funny anymore
 
                       F                       C
I'd know just where to turn  to turn it all on once more
                     F     G7                     C
Maybe we laughed too soon  things aren't funny anymore

19954. Things Change

Dwight Yoakam - Things Change
(Dwight Yoakam)

She said, Baby things change.  I said, But I feel the same.
She said, Well let me explain, Baby, how things can change
I said, But that doesn't show how a love that could grow
Would become so estranged.  She said, Well baby, things change
Chorus:
She said, Na, na, na, na, na, now, now
Now, now, now
Baby, don't try to figure this out
Or ask questions 'bout why
Forever's a promise
No love can survive
And trust with hearts
Just don't apply
She said,
'Cause baby, things change
Chorus:
She said, Na, na, na, na, na, now, now, baby, don't try
To figure this out, or ask questions 'bout why
Forever's a promise no love can survive
And trust with hearts just don't apply
She said, 'cause baby, things change
Na, na, na, na, na, now, now, so baby, I quite tryin'
To figure things out about all your heart's lyin'
Forever's a promise we couldn't survive
Hey, I may be slow, but I ain't blind
She said, I still love you so.  I said, I don't care to know
She said, you once cried my name.  I said, Well baby, things change
And let's don't go placing no blame, 'cause you know things can change
Na, na, na, na, na, na.  Na, na, na, na, na, na
She said, You once cried my name.  I said, Well baby, things change
Na, na, na, na, na, na.  Na, na, na, na, na, na
Let's don't go placing no blame,  'cause you know things can change
Na, na, na, na, na, na.  Na, na, na, na, na, na



19955. Things Happen

David Rawlings
Things Happen

[Intro]
Go

[Verse 1]
I could go on talking or I could stop
Wring out each memory 'til I get every drop
Sift through the details of the others involved
The true crime would be thinking it's just one person's fault

[Verse 2]
Like an honest signature on a fake ID
Like the guilty conscience with the innocent plea
You can just ignore it, put it out of mind
But ain't it funny how the past won't ever let something lie?

[Chorus]
Let's make a list of all the things the world has put you through
Let's raise a glass to all the people you're not speaking to
I don't know what else you wanted me to say to you
Things happen, that's all they ever do

[Verse 3]
In a different time, on a different floor
I might mourn the loss of who I'm not anymore
So I'm driving out to Oakland for a good look back
And a few revisions to my plan of attack
[Chorus]
Let's make a list of all the things the world has put you through
Let's raise a glass to all the people you're not speaking to
I don't know what else you wanted me to say to you
Things happen, that's all they ever do

[Bridge]
I think I'll see Lilly
See where she stands
I can't help how I feel, I don't think anyone can
Sometimes we're lovers, sometimes we're friends
The hope of magnetism between two dead ends

[Chorus]
Let's make a list of all the things the world has put you through
Let's raise a glass to all the people you're not speaking to
I don't know what else you wanted me to say to you
Things happen, that's all they ever do

[Chorus 2 Overlayed]
We could qualify the spirit guides you listen to
Or why a mom's compelled to bronze its baby's shoes



I don't know what else that you want me to say to you
Things happen, that's all they ever do
That's all they ever do
That's all they ever do
That's all they ever do

19956. Things I Don't Need

Nanci Griffith - Things I Don't Need

This house is full of memories that aren?t mine
Pieces I thought I would clear out over time
Life takes over, I get ahead of myself, and I turn around
And I?ve filled up the shelf
With things I don?t need that wear me down
Things I don?t want but still keep around.
I woke up today and I made up my mind
From now on I?ll Leave all those things I don?t need behind

The one thing that?s not on the shelf
Is my heart since it fell
Picking it up is a thing that I never have done well
True love always seems to fly by me.
I wonder if it?s one of those things I don?t need

Like a bag you unpack at the end of a trip
You?re wondering why did I take all of this?
These things I don?t need, weigh me down
I woke up today and I made up my mind
From now on I?ll Leave all those things I don?t need behind

19957. Things I Wish I'd Said

Rodney Crowell - Things I Wish I'd Said

You lay there fighting for each breath
While angels hovered 'round your bed
With open arms like God?s own smile
They led you to the light
What a battle you have won
And now your journey has begun
To the land where spirits fly
And your soul will never die
So travel lightly in my heart
You and I will never part
And far beyond this world we see
There?s a place for you and me
And I thank my lucky stars
We had a chance to heal our scars



Now I don?t have to hang my head
Over things I wish I?d said
So here am I your only son
I?m thinking back on work we?ve done
You were strong and I was young
Man we had our fights
And everything I felt for you
Has been turned to something new
And this is love I feel today
It will never go away
So travel lightly in my heart
You and I will never part
Far beyond this world we see
There?s a place for you and me
And I thank the moon and stars
We had a chance to heal our scars
Now I don?t have to hang my head
Over things I wish I?d said
I don?t have to hide my tears
I don?t have to drown my fears
And I don?t have to hang my head
Over things I wish I?d said
No, I don?t have to live in dread
Over things I wish I?d said

19958. Things In Life

Things In Life
Broken Compass Bluegrass

Look up, look down this lonesome road
Hang down your head and cry
For we often lose some things in life
That makes us wonder why

Oh the fairest love I ever had
Now sleeps beneath the clay
I live in hopes and dreams of her
That we'll meet again someday

I often sit and wonder why
Life has to be this way
But after all is said and done
I'm sure God has his say

I'd like to be a small part of life
With some few things to achieve
Just to know I've been a fruitless cause
Would give my poor heart grief

Now when they lower my casket down
In some lonesome grave to rest
And you take your last look at my face



You can say I done my best

19959. Things She Couldn't Get Over - Chords

Things She Couldn't Get Over 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
Key F capo 3
 
[Intro]
Em    A    Em    A    D    G
 
[Verse]
D                                       G
Broken would be the word that described her past
                             D
She tried hard not to let it show
                                     G
Unspoken were the words that could attest
                                         D
To the reason why her mind just wouldn't slow
                                      G
With thoughts like speeding cars on '25
                                 D
Sometimes, she was deafened from sound
                            G
I've checked her many, many times
                                               A
When the wind from the highway had knocked her down
 
[Chorus]
           D                                G
There were times she came so close to being free
                        A                 D
Seen her close her eyes,  look toward the sky
                                 G
The pain from the past seemed to be
                               A
Too deep for her not to wonder why
              Em                    A
She lived her life like a desperate rover
           Em
And fought hard not to go under
A                                  D    G   D  A   G
  From the things she couldn't get over
 
[Verse]
    D                           G
Her mind was like a high fi' stereo
                               D
With no way to turn the volume down
                              G
But she was my friend and all I know



                             D
Is I sure do miss her being 'round
                                     G
Saw her picture in the paper and I'm told
                                     D
She passed away in a nearby mountain town
                                   G
I hope she's hearing whippoorwills sing
                                            A
And the wind's not so strong and knocks her down
 
[Chorus]
           D                                G
There were times she came so close to being free
                        A                 D
Seen her close her eyes,  look toward the sky
                                 G
The pain from the past seemed to be
                               A
Too deep for her not to wonder why
              Em                    A
She lived her life like a desperate rover
           Em
And fought hard not to go under
A                                  D    G
  From the things she couldn't get over
                 D    G
She couldn't get over
                  D   G   D
Ooh ooh ooh,  ooh-ooh

19960. Things That Go Bump In The Day

Rodney Crowell - Things That Go Bump In The Day

She was a prom queen taking the world by storm
I felt like James Dean with her on my arm
The night was a free ride lit by the moon
I prayed from the inside don't let it end soon
It's funny how the things we want become the things we don't
In the long run
The one that we let slip through becomes the one love true
When she's the gone one
Oh, we're never gonna get away
Yeah, yeah from the things that go bump in the day
The things that go bump in the day
I've got a good friend in love with the blues
He lives down the dark end with nothing to lose
Believing in sorrow he's making the most
Maybe tomorrow he can give up the ghost
It's funny how the things we need only make you bleed
When the chips fall
The one that made the world go round gets up and knocks you down



With a phone call
It's funny how the things we fear become the things we hear
When we're all alone
The things that we don't understand get up and bite your hand
Like a dog bone
Oh, oh we're never gonna get away
Yeah, yeah from the things that go bump in the day
Oh, oh we're never gonna get away
Yeah, yeah from the things that go bump in the day
The things that go bump in the day
The things that go bump in the day

19961. Things That Matter

Things That Matter - Alan Jackson 

A little girl puts on her skates
Sits down on the porch and waits
And hopes her daddy won't be long
One more call
One more meetin'
Afternoon turns into evenin'
Still, he ain't made it home
Things that matter
And things that don't

Another place someone slams a door
Says, "I don't love you anymore"
Looks like another sleepless night
Toss and turnin' on the couch
He wonders if they'll work it out
It's all about being happy or being right
The things that matter
And things that don't

We only get so many trips
Around the sun
Some things matter, some things don't
It's up to you to choose which one

We only get so many trips
Around the sun
Some things matter, some things don't
It's up to you to choose which one

So tonight, as I close my eyes
I pray, Lord, help me realize
Something I already know
There's things that matter
And things that don't

A little girl puts on her skates
Sits down on the porch and waits



And hopes her daddy won't be long

19962. Things We Said Today

Dwight Yoakam - Things We Said Today
(John Lennon, Paul McCartney)

You say you will love me
If I have to go
You'll be thinking of me
Somehow I will know
Someday when I'm lonely
Wishing you weren't so far away
Then I will remember
Things we said today

You say you'll be mine, girl
'Til the end of time
Well, these days, such a kind, girl
Seems so hard to find
Someday when we're dreaming
Deep in love not a lot to say
Then we will remember
Things we said today
Me, I'm just a lucky guy
Love to hear you say that love is love
And though we may be blind
Love is here to stay and

That's enough to make you mine, girl
Be the only one
Love me all the time, girl
We'll go on and on
Someday when we're dreaming
Deep in love not a lot to say
Then we will remember
Things we said today
Me, I'm just a lucky guy
Love to hear you say that love is love
And though we may be blind
Love is here to stay and that's enough
To make you mine, girl
Be the only one
Love me all the time, girl
We'll go on and on
Someday when we're dreaming
Deep in love not a lot to say
Then we will remember
Things we said today



19963. Things We're Doing

Things We're Doing
Hackensaw Boys - Things We're Doing

[Verse 1]
We all have things that we're doing
We all have places we're going
And no one wants to come in last
No one wants to live in the past
You'll see, ain't no place to be
The past, you'll see it ain't no place to be

[Verse 2]
It's overwhelming but I try
It is what it is, do not ask why
Dear friends, please smile, do not cry
Or let another day pass you by
You'll see, you're in the right place to be
Looks to me you're in the right place to be

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Why would I judge? You made me king
Inside, we all carry the same things
It's been stacked against you, not me
It's time for you to be free as I've been allowed to be
You deserve as much as me
I'm tired of living in the past
So tired of the hate, when will it pass?
To leave us, never to return
All of us singing the same song
To realize and all get along
It's clear and easy to see
We are one, that's how it's got to be

19964. Things You Don't Think About

Little Big Town - Things You Don't Think About

Dynasty, I built your fantasy
Let you reign over me
Like a king in a palace
Obsession, I was your medicine
And you came after me
Like you couldn't live without it
Like faith in the faithful
I was the loyal in your loyalty
I put my cards on your table
And I treated you like royalty
These are the things that you don't think about
When you think about me



These are the things that you don't think about
When you think about me
These are the things that you don't think about
When you think about me
But you're gonna think about them when I'm gone
Savior, I've always saved your deft reputation
Stuck around when you were down
Together, I held you together
I kept you from caving
But now you're crumbling to the ground
I was the arm in your armor
I was the miss in your mistake
And you only make it harder
On yourself when you walk away
These are the things that you don't think about
When you think about me
These are the things that you don't think about
When you think about me
These are the things that you don't think about
When you think about me
But you're gonna think about them when I'm gone
Like faith in the faithful
I was the loyal in your loyalty
I put my cards on your table
And I treated you like royalty
These are the things that you don't think about
When you think about me
These are the things that you don't think about
When you think about me
These are the things that you don't think about
When you think about me
But you're gonna think about them
When I'm gone, gone, gone, gone, gone
These are the things that you don't think about
When you think about me
These are the things that you don't think about
When you think about me
These are the things that you don't think about
When you think about me
But you're gonna think about them when I'm gone
You're gonna think about  em
You're gonna think about 'em, think about 'em
When I'm gone

19965. Things You Don't Wanna Know

Allison Moorer
Things You Don't Wanna Know

[Verse 1]
I used to tell it all to you
But now I don't wanna say nada
Nobody wants to hear the truth



They only wanna hear you say what you oughta
Did you have a cigarette?
You know I quit a long time ago
Ah, maybe it was '98
And maybe I will never know

[Chorus]
No, nobody wants to hear the truth
Nah, they only wanna see a show
And maybe you should stop askin'
'Bout things you don't wanna know

[Verse 2]
You used to call me "Bad Boy"
You used to run all over town
You used to call me "James Dean"
But now
All you wanna know is, "When you gonna get straight?"
All you wanna know is, "Where the hell is the car?"
All you wanna know is, "Why are you home so late?"
And "Who'd you leave at the bar?"
[Chorus]
Oh no, nobody wants to hear the truth
Ah, they only wanna see a show
And maybe you should stop askin'
'Bout things you don't wanna know

[Bridge]
Where do the lies begin?
I don't know but I remember when
I used to look you in the eye
But these days I don't even try

[Verse 3]
I used to tell it all to you
But now I don't wanna say nada
Nobody wants to hear the truth
They only wanna hear you say what you oughta
Did you have a cigarette?
You know I quit a long time ago
Yeah maybe it was last night
And maybe I will never know

[Chorus]
No, nobody wants to hear the truth
Nah, they only wanna see a show
So maybe you should stop askin'
Maybe you should stop askin'
Maybe you should stop askin'
'Bout things you don't wanna know

19966. Things You're Selling



Things You're Selling
Yonder Mountain String Band

Well I don't need more guilt here in my life,
How the hell is that supposed to help me find the light?
And I don't need you preaching at me day and night
About the way I look, the way I walk,
The way I dress and the way I talk,
There's something that you think you see like you've ever looked at me

You say you've got it figured out,
And you seem so damn proud about it,
I never really trusted folks who have to talk so loud

That ain't to say you never looked me in the eye,
But lookin' isn't seein' when you just can't spare the time,
Besides you're selling things I just don't feel like buying,
Like guilt and pain,
Fear and shame,
Who to thank, and who to blame,
A set of rules that's bound to keep the living out of life
Who to love and who to hate,
What's too soon and what's too late,
There's some test you have to pass before you feel the love of god

Well I don't need some fear of afterlife,
How the hell is that supposed to help me find the light?
And I don't need you preaching at me day and night
About the things I do and the things I don't,
What I will and what I won't,
There's fire in your eyes sir, and it chills me to the bone

You say you've got it figured out,
And you seem so damn proud about it,
I never really trusted folks who have to talk so loud

So thanks alot man, but I'll be moving on
Yours is a hateful sermon, and it takes too goddamned long
See, life is short and I'm gonna find mine searching for the light

Yes I'm searching for the light
Searching for the light...

19967. Think About A Lullaby

(Think About A) Lullaby

Think about a lullaby think about a lullaby
Baby close your eyes don't cry think about a lullaby
Let me sing you off to sleep let daddy pray your soul to keep
It's safe here with your mom and I
Think about a lullaby

Think about a butterfly think about a lullaby



Think about a cloud in the sky
You can count your little sheep but babe you've got to go to sleep
Now baby please don't you cry
Think about a lullaby think about a lullaby
Baby close your eyes don't cry think about a lullaby

19968. Think About A Lullaby - Chords

Think About A Lullaby
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Theresa Haggard

C             F    C                F    C
Think about a lullaby think about a lullaby
                G7                           C      F   C
Baby close your eyes don't cry think about a lullaby
                F      C                         F       C
Let me sing you off to sleep let daddy pray your soul to keep
                         G7
It's safe here with your mom and I
              C       C7
Think about a lullaby
F                       C
Think about a butterfly think about a lullaby
G7                         C
Think about a cloud in the sky
F                                   C
You can count your little sheep but babe you've got to go to sleep
    Am          D7        G7
Now baby please don't you cry
              F    C                F    C
Think about a lullaby think about a lullaby
                G7                           C        C7
Baby close your eyes don't cry think about a lullaby
Repeat #2

19969. Think About Last Night

Tim O'Brien - Think About Last Night

Think about last night, think about the choices you made
Everything you have, you tried to throw it all away
And your reckless life, left you on the street alone last night
Think about last night

Think about today, think about the way you feel
See through the haze, how you and the devil made a deal
But you can walk away, you can turn your back on him today
It's the only way



Think about the morning and the sunshine comin' down
Do you face another new day or do you try to beat it down
Like you did last night?

Think about your friends and all the love they have for you
They're reachin' out, there only so much that they can do
Without your help, it's up to you in the end
Think about your friends

Think of this disease, the one that leaves your soul in shreds
And how it takes control, it eats through your body till your dead
It doesn't give a damn, it'll force you down onto your knees
Think of that disease

If you cut your hand, would you ignore the pain?
Would you let it bleed and let the blood flow down the drain?
Just ask yourself, would you let life go or take a stand
If you cut your hand?

Think about the morning, the sunshine comin' down
Do you face another new day or do you try to beat it down
Like you did last night?

Think about last night, think about the choices you made
Everything you have, you tried to throw it all away
And your reckless life left you on the street alone last night
Think about last night

19970. Think About Love

Dolly Parton - Think About Love 

I can't forget you
Ever since the moment that I met you
You've been on my mind
And I need to somehow let you know
That I think about you all the time
Chorus:
So when you think about love, think about me
I can give you more than you'll ever need
Sooner or later every heart needs some company
When you think about love, think about me
When you think about love, think about me
We were strangers
Now I'm already wrapped around your finger
Oh whats a heart to do
'Cause it lingers
And the thought of you
Wantin' me as much as I want you
Repeat Chorus
Makes me blue
I'm not holding you tonight



Cause only you can satisfy
This heart of mine
Repeat Chorus Twice

19971. Think About The Two Of Us - Chords

Think About The Two Of Us 
Tim Bluhm and Nicki Bluhm

[Intro]
A
 
[Verse 1]
(Tim)
 
A                                                    D A Bm
When you're having a hard time believing in yourself baby
                             D                          A
It's not the same when we're apart, I know, I feel your pain
 
(Nicki)
A                                                        D
Waiting for something's like waiting for nothing when it don't show
       Bm                          D                    A
You're left standing there with no worthy idea where to go
 
[Chorus]
 
D               E
Think about the two of us
       A                        F#m
By the edge of the creek in the cool summer dusk
        D    E D
Feeling lazy
                E
Think about the two of us
A                           F#m                D     E*
Right on schedule, there's no need to rush, oh baby
                A
Think about the two of us
 
[Verse 2]
 
(Tim)
 
A                                                       D     Bm
When morning begins like a wrecking ball coming in your window
                             D                               A
Turn off the phone, put some Allen watts on, and just lay low
 
(Nicki)
A                                         D
Step out the door without being bound for anywhere



Bm                              D                A
Breathe nice and slow, let your imagination take over
 
[Chorus]
 
D               E
Think about the two of us
A                        F#m                         D          E D
Sitting around, inventing new ways to cuss (that's unlady-like)
D               E
Think about the two of us
        A                               F#m                   D     E*
Getting 'long in the tooth, but staying ahead of the rust, oh baby
                A
Think about the two of us
 
[Bridge]
 
(Tim)
 
F#m        G                         A
And in the morning I remember you're gone
 
(Nicki)
 
F#m        G                A
How could anything take so long?
 
(Together)
 
F#m         G           D               E
If you were here, I can hear what you'd say...
 
[Chorus]
 
D               E
Think about the two of us
A                    F#m              D
Riding around in our old tour bus, oh baby
              E
Let's not get crazy
D               E
Think about the two of us
A                          F#m                  D
laughing so hard someone's gut's gonna bust, oh baby
E               A
Think about the two of us
 
[Outro]
 
Oooh
 
Ahhh



19972. Think About You Every Day

Think About You Every Day - Dan Tyminski

I'm not trying to show you how, I love you but I do.
I'm not the kind to stay for long, but you've got me wanting to.
I think about you everyday.

Was it really meant for us to meet,
and if I saw you out walking on the street.
Would we have to turn our heads away,
and just pretend we dont feel this way.

Now I'm in my car and there's no one else here,
I'm staring out the windshield and fighting back a tear.
I wish our lives were different, and we could have a chance
There's nothing sadder than a lost romance.

I listened to that song, at least a hundred times a day
The one about Carolina.
Suppose I stop the car, and I called you just to say,
I miss you everyday.

Think of me when the nights are long,
And I'm never far away.
Some day soon I'll be at your door,
And then I'm home to stay,
I think about you everyday.
Everyday.

19973. Think I'll Go Somewhere (and Cry Myself To Sleep) - Chords

Think I'll Go Somewhere (and Cry Myself To Sleep)
 (Charlie Louvin)

G D G
I just kissed the one I love for the last time
C G
Never have her soft lips seem so sweet
 C G
She's gone away and won't be back forever
 D G
Think I'll go somewhere and cry myself to sleep

(Chorus)
 D
I'll go somewhere and cry myself to sleep
 G
Not because I'm sad but cause I'm weak
 C G
I can't stand the thought of life alone without her
 D G
Think I'll go somewhere and cry myself to sleep



( steel )

 D G
Just before she said goodbye she called me darling
 C G
And slowly ran her fingers down my cheek
 C G
I thought I'd die when she said she still love me
 D G
Think I'll go somewhere and cry myself to sleep
 
 D
I'll go somewhere and cry myself to sleep
 G
Not because I'm sad but cause I'm weak
 C G
I can't stand the thought of life alone without her
 D G
Think I'll go somewhere and cry myself to sleep

19974. Think It Over

Steve Earle - Think It Over

[Verse]
You're here, you're gone, I'm still hanging on
This game ain't nothing new
You've changed your mind so many times
I'm still in love with you

[Chorus]
I'll think it over when you're walking out the door
Why'd you go and leave me sad and blue?
And if you knew what I go through, you'd think it over too

[Verse]
I hope someday I'll find a way
I'll walk right out on you
Till that day comes, I'm still the one
If you should need a fool

[Chorus]
I'll think it over when you're walking out the door
Why'd you go and leave me sad and blue?
And if you knew what I go through, you'd think it over
You'd think it over
You'd think it over too



19975. Think It Over - Chords

Think It Over
Allison Moorer
 
[INTRO]
G
Am7 G D Am7 G Am7
 
[VERSE 1]
    G            D                Am7
You crawl back tonight saying you miss me
G           D      Am7
  With your tail between your legs
G              D                Am7
  What's going on here ain't no mystery
G              D               Am7
  Still, it's fun watching you beg
 
 
[CHORUS]
Eb         F                G
  Settling down won't come natural
             Am   D
But think it over
 
 
[VERSE 2]
G            D                   Am7
  I hear you found someone who's true
G            D        Am7
  That she treats you fine
G               D                 Am7
  Now that poor girl's love won't do
G            D               Am7
  And you're wanting some of mine
 
 
[CHORUS]
Eb         F                G
  Settling down won't come natural
             Am   D
But think it over
 
 
[BRIDGE]
Bb                 F                                     Cm
  I know why you cheat on me (Always running 'round and 'round)
                     Gm                 Eb
Every time I turn my back (You'll never change)
                        Bb
Every woman loves a bit differently (But hurts the same)
Cm
That's what keeps you going
D
That's what keeps you trapped
 



 
[INSTRUMENTAL]
G D Am7
G D Am7
G D Am7
G D Am7
 
 
[VERSE 3]
G            D                        Am7
  Don't tell me you've learned your lesson
G            D              Am7
  Unless you really want to quit
G          D              Am7
  It takes more than a confession
G            D                Am7
  For an old dog to learn new tricks
 
 
[CHORUS]
Eb         F                G
  Settling down won't come natural
             Am   D
But think it over
         G    D  Am7
Think it over
 
 
[OUTRO]
G D Am7
G D Am7
G D Am7 G

19976. Think It Over - Chords

Think It Over 
Trampled by Turtles
 
Intro:  G
              C                      G
why don't you help me, and I'll help you
           C                      D
you find a window and i'll see it through
        C                    G
its all around, I hear it calling,
     C          D      G
even though i'm just a man.
          C                     G
stars are quiet but your on the phone.
            C                        D
I'm singing thoughts babe, leave me alone.
            C                       G
I hear your voice now, like a razor blade



        C          D       G
and the books come off the wall
 
Chorus:
 
C                  G            D         C
turn on your light babe, its as dark as a cave
                    C                D  G
and we all got some time to think it ov-er
 
 
 
C    G    C    D    C    G    C    D    G
 
 
 
              C                  G
up on the hilltop, their drinkin blood,
             C                   D
 down in the ghetto their on the run,
           C                     G
 up on the mountain, to the  everglades, 
        C           D          G
all the angels have lost their wings
 
 
 
C                  G            D         C
turn on your light babe, its as dark as a cave
                    C                 D  G
and we all got some time to think it ov-er
 
 
 
bridge:
C    G    C    D    C    G    C    D    G
 
 
          C                   G
our faded memories of another world,
              C                   D
 captured and broken, Laid in the grave
          C                   G
we got wisdom, we got painted souls, 
              C          D        G
I wouldn't go back if it meant my life
 
 
C                  G            D         C
turn on your light babe, its as dark as a cave
                    C                D  G
and we all got some time to think it ov-er
 
 
           C                     G
oh give me love now, til' I fall down,
            C                G



 burnin' destruction is all around
                C                     D
but on a sunday mornin' I can see the sunrise
        C            D      G
 fallin down on this broken world
 
 
 
mandolin solo here. play verses appropriate number of times:
C    G    C    D    C    G    C    D    G
 
 
 
C                  G          D         C
turn on your light babe, its  dark as a cave
 
and we all got some time, yeah we all got some time
                (mute)        C        D  G
baby we all need some time to think it ov-er
 
end on G

19977. Think It Over One Time

Robert Earl Keen - Think It Over One Time 

You say you're clearing out, the devil's in your eyes
No time to walk, no time to talk, no time for long goodbyes
The ticket's in your hand, you've made that final call
The hard words flying by like punches in a barroom brawl

We've made a mess of things
It makes no difference now
Let's chalk it all up to the blues
Little girl, think it over one time
Little girl, think it over one time
Little girl, think it over one time
Before you break in your walking shoes

I am just what I am, I won't apologize
So if you go you're sure to know you'll have to come to realize
Love don't walk away, only people do
So if you go or if you stay you know I'll keep on loving you

We've made a mess of things
It makes no difference now
Let's chalk it all up to the blues
Little girl, think it over one time
Little girl, think it over one time
Little girl, think it over one time
Before you break in your walking shoes

We've made the hard time sing, made the miles go by



We stood with broken wings and still we had the will to fly
It ain't the memories, that make me talk this way
It's more like someone pulled the plug before we ever saw the play

We've made a mess of things
It makes no difference now
Let's chalk it all up to the blues
Little girl, think it over one time
Little girl, think it over one time
Little girl, think it over one time
Before you break in your walking shoes

I've read a thousand books, I've been behind the wheel
I've known you all my life but still I can't feel how you feel
It's only you for me, just like that whooping crane
Who has one wife for all his life and if she dies, he'll do the same

We've made a mess of things
It makes no difference now
Let's chalk it all up to the blues
Little girl, think it over one time
Little girl, think it over one time
Little girl, think it over one time
Before you break in your walking shoes

19978. Think Of Me

Think Of Me
Dwight Yoakam - Think Of Me

Think of me when you're lonely
Think of me when you're blue
Think of me when you're far away
And I'll be thinking of you
Remember all of the good times
We had in days gone by
Remember all of the sadness
The day you said goodbye
You told me you would be leavin'
But you wouldn't be gone too long
Now I hope and pray with each new day
That you'll come a-travelin' home
Think of me when you're lonely
Think of me when you're blue
Think of me when you're far away
And I'll be thinking of you
I watch the mailman comin'
I wait by the telephone
I meet the trains down at the station
And I spend my nights alone
But now the waitin' is over
And Time has set the scene
'Cos God meant me for only you



And he meant you for me
Think of me when you're lonely
Think of me when you're blue
Think of me when you're far away
And I'll be thinking of you

19979. Think Of What You've Done

Think Of What You've Done - Ralph Stanley
Ricky Skaggs

   Is it true that I've lost you
   Am I not the only one
   After all this pain and sorrow
   Darling think of what you've done

Heart to heart dear how I need you
Like the flowers need the dew
Loving you has been my life, dear
I can't believe we're really through

I'll go back to old Virginia
Where the mountains meet the sky
In those hills I learned to love you
Let me stay there till I die

19980. Think On These Things

Think On These Things
by Seminole String Band

Whatsoever things are true, Whatsoever things are honest,
Whatsoever things are just, Whatsoever things are pure,
Whatsoever things are lovely and of good report,
If there be any virtue, any praise, think on these things
Think on these things, if there be any virtue
if they glorify God and lift up my Lord
Think on these things, for they will not hurt you
then through it all, you'll be closer to God
We live in a culture that's carnal and earthly
but we wrestle not against flesh and blood
We're not to think on things that are earthly
But we're told to think on things above
Think on these things, if there be any virtue
if they glorify God and lift up my Lord
Think on these things, for they will not hurt you
then through it all, you'll be closer to God
You're stumbling through life, your thoughts you're not gauging
The things that you think on become those where you trod



and the thoughts of your heart, the battle is raging
Will you please your flesh or will you please God?
Think on these things, if there be any virtue
if they glorify God and lift up my Lord
Think on these things, for they will not hurt you
then through it all, you'll be closer to God
Then through it all, you'll be closer to God

19981. Thinkin' Of The Old Days

Thinkin' Of The Old Days

How often I think of the old days
I remember well a love we once knew
We've parted now and wandered from each other
But I somehow can't help wonderin' about you 

   Are you alone with a memory
   Haunted by the dreams of the past
   Just waiting for someone to tell you
   You're playing a game that won't last 

Last night I was dreamin' about you
I thought you were back here with me
I prayed that you'd stay here forever
But I soon realized it couldn't be 

Someday when your life here has finished
We'll meet on that highway up there
We'll stroll hand in hand there forever
In that land where our love will bloom again

19982. Thinking About Drinking

Thinking About Drinking

Verse 1:
I have got the easy life, I've got the master plan
Nothing I do revolves around that
No good wandering man [woman]
When he [she] first walked out on me I was busy feeling blue
But now my life is simple, there's just two things that I do

Chorus:
When I'm not drinkin', I'm thinkin'  bout drinkin'
When I'm not thinkin', I'm drinkin'  bout you
So if you wanna find me tonight
I'll be down at the bar and I'll be all right
I doubt I'll have much serious thinkin' to do



Verse 2:
They say that the pain of a broken heart can be eased by alcohol
I know you ain't no doctor
But would you pour a dose about y'ay tall
One more shot of medicine to help me through the day
It's good to know that sweet relief is just a shot away

Verse 3:
Now that we had this talk bartender, I think I should confess
I am not gonna drink anymore and I'm not gonna drink any less
All I think that's fit to drink is all the drink that's fitting
If I keep seeing that man [woman] around I just might have to stop 
quitting

19983. Thinking About John Hartford - Chords

Thinking About John Hartford 
Box Set

[Intro]
        G               G/F#            Em      G/F#  x2
 
[Verse]
        G               G/F#            Em      G/F#                   D7sus4
I was flying home to Portland, on a late flight out of Oakland Sunday night
         Dm                                                          G  G/F# Em G/F#
When the pilot came on, and said we're gonna take a slow turn to the right
        G               G/F#            Em      G/F#
Well I'd been thinking about John Hartford, and how we'd never shared a song, no no
                  D7sus4                                              G  G/F#  Em G/F#
When he said I wanna show you something, so keep your seat belts on
 
[Chorus]
G                             Em
Now where you gonna fly now Johnny, John
G                             Em
Heaven's what you left behind
G              Em         D7sus4
See the Aurora Borealis shine
              G  G/F# Em G/F#
Well I see it shine
 
[Verse]
           G               G/F#            Em      G/F#                   D7sus4
He said in thirty years of flying, I've never seen a sky like this
     Dm                                              G  G/F# Em G/F#
The cabin lights dimmed, and I held my coffee to my lips
    G               G/F#            Em      G/F#           D7sus4
Now wake up your children, ground control has given us the go, no no no
          Dm                                              G  G/F# Em G/F#
And that big old bird, it took a long slow turn into the glow
 



[Chorus]
G                             Em
Now where you gonna fly now Johnny, John
G                             Em
Heaven's what you left behind
G              Em         D7sus4
See the Aurora Borealis shine
              G  G/F# Em G/F#
Well I see it shine
 
[Bridge]
              C                          Cm                        G
Now the first winds of fall, they're the coldest of all, when they blow
   A                         Asus                     C                        D
So pack it up boys, all your tools and your toys, and come on, come on, let's go home
                 C                     Cm               G
Cause there's a red moon rising in the sky behind me tonight
          A               Asus             A       C   D
Said the steamboat pilot, drifting through violent skies
 
[Verse 3]
           G               G/F#            Em      G/F#                   D7sus4
I wanna leave a little something, that everyone can call their own
     Dm                                              G  G/F# Em G/F#
Not to have or to hold, but something to feel or to know
           G               G/F#            Em      G/F#                   D7sus4
And so the round record rolls, and the turnpike tolls my years
     Dm                                              G  G/F# Em G/F#
Cause if I'm everywhere at once, someday, I'll disappear
 
[Chorus]
G                             Em
Now where you gonna fly now Johnny, John
G                             Em
Heaven's what you left behind
G              Em         D7sus4
See the Aurora Borealis shine
              G  G/F# Em G/F#
Well I see it shine

19984. Thinking About Leaving

Rodney Crowell - Thinking About Leaving

I use to think that love was something meant to tie me down
All I ever wanted was a guitar and another town
Ten years disappear so fast when you're strung out on the highwire lines
I've been thinking about leaving long enough to change my mind
I lie here in your bed watching raindrops on your window pane
Sometimes I get to feeling like ain't nothing ever gonna change
Ramona you've been good to me you're a woman very hard to find
I've been thinking about leaving long enough to change my mind
Sometimes I miss the bright lights sometimes I miss the crowd



Sometimes I miss the women sometimes the music loud
Sometimes I miss that world out there so cold hard and unkind
I've been thinking about leaving long enough to change my mind

( guitar - steel )

Sometimes I miss the bright lights sometimes I miss the noise
Sometimes I miss the women sometimes the good old boys
Sometimes I miss that world out there so cold hard and unkind
And I've been thinking about leaving long enough to change my mind
Yeah I've been thinking about leaving long enough to change my mind

19985. Thinking About Leaving - Chords

Thinking About Leaving
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Rodney Crowell

C                            G7                        C
I used to think love was the soft rope meant to tie me down
                                     G7                 C
And all that could ever own me was a guitar and another town
F
Ten years can disappear real fast 
           C                                  F
When every morning just leaves somewhere else behind
              C                      G7                       C
But I've been thinking about leaving long enough to change my mind
                            G7                       C
Lyin' here beside you I can feel it start to pull me away
                                          G7                        C
The thought I'll have again tomorrow that just came back from yesterday
    F                                       C                F
But your embrace makes any reason for those memories hard to find
              C                      G7                       C
And I've been thinking about leaving long enough to change my mind
    F                                       C
Sometimes I miss the warm bright lights sometimes I miss the crowds
    F                        C                 G7
Sometimes I miss the women I wrapped each song around
    F                                    C                F
Sometimes I miss that world out there so empty hard and unkind
              C                      G7                       C
But I've been thinking about leaving long enough to change my mind
    F                                       C
Sometimes I miss the warm bright lights sometimes I miss the noise
    F                                 C              G7
Sometimes I miss the fading sounds of every cheering voice
    F                                    C                F
Sometimes I miss that world out there so empty hard and unkind
              C                      G7                       C
But I've been thinking about leaving long enough to change my mind
                                     G7                       C



And I've been thinking about leaving long enough to change my mind

19986. Thinking About You

Thinking About You
Bill Monroe - Osborne Brothers

Now as I sigh the hours away
I think of love of yesterday
Now I know she's gone away
She's in heaven so they say

Will the angels tell her for me
That my love will never die
Someday I'll walk along beside her
On that golden way up there

Now all my life I lived so gaily
Until she had to go away
Then she left me oh so lonely
She lies at rest beneath the clay

Each night I think about you dear
I wonder if you'll know me there
When I meet you up in heaven
We'll have life eternal there

19987. Thinking About You - Chords

Flatt & Scruggs
Thinking About You

G                       C
Now as I sigh the hours away
  D7                     G
I think of love of yesterday
                      C
Now I know she's gone away
D7                      G
She's in heaven so they say
 
C                        G
Will the angels tell her for me
                        D7
That my love will never die
G                         C
Someday I'll walk along beside her
D7                    G
On that golden way up there



 
                           C
Now all my life I lived so gaily
  D7                G
Until she had to go away
                       C
Then she left me oh so lonely
D7                           G
She lies at rest beneath the clay
 
C                        G
Will the angels tell her for me
                        D7
That my love will never die
G                         C
Someday I'll walk along beside her
D7                    G
On that golden way up there
 
                             C
Each night I think about you dear
  D7                       G
I wonder if you'll know me there
                      C
When I meet you up in heaven
D7                      G
We'll have life eternal there

19988. Thinking Of A Rendez-vous

Thinking Of A Rendez-vous
RECORDED BY JOHNNY DUNCAN

I SAID HELLO
MY IT'S BEEN SUCH A LONG TIME
YOU SAID YES IT HAS
IT'S BEEN A YEAR OR MORE
THEN YOU SMILED AND ASKED ABOUT MY WIFE AND FAMILY
I SAID JOHNNY'S SIX AND JUDY'S ALMOST FOUR

(CHORUS) BUT I WAS THINING
HOW I'D LOVE TO GET YOU ALONE FOR ONE HOUR
DOWN AT THE FAMILY INN LIKE WE USED TO DO
WE KEPT TALKING LIKE NOTHING EVER HAPPENED
BUT I WAS MAKING SMALL TALK THINKIN OF A RENDEZVOUS

YOU SAID ARE YOU STILL WORKING DOWN AT THE FACTORY
I SAID YES I AM
GUESS I'LL BE THERE TIL I DIE
YOU ASKED ME IF I STILL WENT DOWN TO JOE'S PLACE
I SAID YES I DO BUT IT'S BEEN A LONG LONG TIME

(CHORUS)



AND YOU SAID GOTTA GO
 SURE BEEN NICE TO SEE YOU
BUT I TOLD JACK THAT I'D BE HOME BY NINE
I SAID BY THE WAY TELL HIM I SAID HELLO
AND WE'LL ALL HAVE TO GET TOGETHER SOMETIME
(CHORUS)

19989. Thinking Of Home

Thinking of Home

I can see the sun as it's sinking
Through the pines on the old mountainside
I can hear my mother a callin
As I sit here alone tonight

    I can see the smoke from the chimney
    I can see the old trail toward home
    As I sit here alone in the city
    I think of the folks there back home

What makes us all want to wonder
Why do we all want to roam
Nobody knows how my heart aches
For my mom and dad back at home

    I'm leaving at sunrise tomorrow
    I can't wait to see the old home
    For I know they're waiting by the fireside
    For one of the kids to return

    I can see the smoke from the chimney
    I can see the old trail toward home
    As I sit here alone in the city
    I think of the folks there back home

19990. Thinking Of You

Dierks Bentley - Thinking of You

[Verse 1]
When I'm all alone or in a crowd
In a quiet place or where music's loud
If I'm on the road, or in the other room
That's how you know, I'm thinking of you
When the flowers bloom, when the leaves turn brown
When the sun is hot, when the snow falls down, down
When the clouds are gray, and the skies are blue



That's how you know, I'm thinking of you

[Chorus]
I'm thinking of you, that's all I do all the time
You're always the first and the last thing on this heart of mine
No matter where I go or what I do
I'm thinking of you

[Verse 2]
Can't remember names, who I used to be
What I cared about before you came to me, baby
Every selfish thought, all I thought I knew
Has been replaced with thinking of you

[Chorus]
I'm thinking of you, that's all I do all the time
You're always the first and the last thing on this heart of mine
No matter where I go or what I do
I'm thinking of you

[Chorus]
I'm thinking of you, that's all I do all the time
You're always the first and the last thing on this heart of mine
No matter where I go or what I do
I'm thinking of you
Always thinking of you, yes I am

19991. Thinking Of You And Such - Chords

Thinking Of You And Such 
Joy Kills Sorrow

[Intro]
G Bm C G
C G Am G
 
 
[Verse 1]
G     Bm      C     G
Well another has passed
C          G       Am           D
It didn't hurt so much as the last.
      C           G
I protect myself now
       C            G
cause he showed me how
       D
to be alone.
 
 
[Chorus]
C                         G
I miss you, but not that much



D                               Am
it's not like a can't sleep at night
           C                   G
I'm just thinking of you, and such.
 
 
[Solo]
 
 
[Verse 2]
G   Bm            C          G
I used to be the sensitive sort
C           G           Am              D
I caught my lovers for more than just sport.
       C             G
Now I know all the rules
       C            G
cause love was so cruel
          D
that I learned.
 
 
[Chorus]
C                        G
I miss you, but not that much
D                           Am
it's not like I carry your photo
          C                    G
I'm just thinking of you, and such.
 
 
[Solo]
 
 
[Outro]
C                         G
I miss you, but not that much
D                              Am
it's not like I sleep in your clothes
           C                  G
I'm just drinking out on my porch
C                      G
putting out one more torch
C                      G
releasing one more clutch
C                  Am7     G    C    G
I miss you, but not that much

19992. Thinking Right

Thinking Right - Larry Sparks

Now If you think you might have hurt me



When you said good-bye that day
And if you think I might have cried for you
After beggin' you to stay

    (need you) If you think I might still care for you
   (long for you each) And miss you every lonely night
   If this is really what you're thinking
   Then you sure are thinking right

It doesn't matter what they tell me
My love for you will never die
I need you now and will forever
I love you so I could die

If you think I might still miss you
In everything I try to do
And if you think I might still want you
After all you've put me through

19993. Thinking Tonight Of My Blue Eyes

Thinking Tonight Of My Blue Eyes

Oh you told me once dear that you loved me
That we never no never could part
But the link in the chain has been broken
And I'm left with a sad and aching heart

   Oh I'm thinking tonight of my blue eyes
   Who is sailing far over the sea
   Oh I'm thinking tonight of her only
   And I wonder if she ever thinks of me

It wouldn've been better for us both had we never
In this wide wicked world ever met
For the pleasure we've both seen together
I am sure we will never forget

Now you may have friends on the ocean
And you may have some over the sea
But you'll travel this whole wide world over
And you'll never find a faithful friend like me

Like the birds that go out in the spring time
Just to wander for pleasure alone
While the sun shine is smiling upon them
But someday they return to their home

When the pleasures of life cease to call you
And you're done with your wine and your song
Then come back to your home in the mountains
To the girl who's been waiting so long



19994. Thinnest Wall

Thinnest Wall - Nickel Creek 

Oh, you got a mouth on you baby
You dish it out with a measure of pride
Yeah, God help 'em if they cross one of your lines
I don't need you to re-draw yourself honey
And I don't need you to pretend or deny
But I would love it if you just once let it slide

My least favorite place to argue is the museum of art
You always seem to linger by the pieces I hate

I'm on your side of this, honey
And I'm on the other side of who caused you pain
But you let 'em have it while you're talking at my face

Just what are we fighting for, baby?
What are we trying to cure with all of this heat?
You and I decided to be family

And my least favorite place to argue is your childhood bedroom
Your parents on the other side of the thinnest wall

These are the thinnest walls

They're not listening, baby
Not a one of them is listening, baby

You've burned down the hellfire, honey
Cursed the halos chasing eternity
Now tell me you don't notice heaven missing
Tell me you don't notice heaven missing

19995. Third Day In A Row - Chords

Third Day In A Row 
The Stray Birds
 
[Intro]
C G F C C G F C G F C G G
 
[Verse 1]
 
F              C      F          C
You hear the sirens, out in the street.
F           C          G
You see the people, up on their feet.



F         C         F          C
This dusty roadside ain't your home,
F         C             G
It's just a place that you found to roam.
F           C      F           C
You're all about it now, you always were.
F         C          G                 G
There's something out there for you to learn.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
              C       G     C
Now it's the third day in a row
 C                        F
You've seen the sun come up.
F                 C    G        C
Some things take a lifetime to learn,
F
So you make them up.....
F              C      G   C
You got such a long way to go.
F
No, you can't give up.
F    G         G
Ahh, don't give up.
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
F            C      F       C
Lady Madonna in borrowed clothes,
F            C            G
She looks for boys at the rock n' roll shows.
F            C       F        C
You tried to catch her, but she escaped,
F          C                G
She didn't answer when you called her name.
F              C         F         C
And now you're out there, on your own
F        C       G            G
Another dog without a bone.
 
[Chorus]
 
 
             C      G        C
And it's the third day in a row
                    F
You've seen the sun come up.
F                 C           G        C
Some things take a lifetime to learn,
F              F
So you make them up.
              C      G     C
You got such a long way to go
F               F



No, you can't give up
 
[Bridge]
 
  G             C                F
You see yourself walking on the street,
 F
On the street (walking on the street)
  G          C                 F
Somebody is talking about the ways and the means
F                     G
(talking ways and means)
             C             F       F                 G
You put your hands in the pockets of your jeans (hold  jeans ))
 
 
G C G F C C G F C G F C G G
 
 
[Verse]
 
F             C        F           C
It's time for bed now, close your eyes
F            C            G
Picture the birds up in the sky
F        C       F       C
They go flying, high and free
F         C         G
Without concern for you and me.
F              C          F          C
It's probably alright, the things you did,
F          C       G              G
No one was ever against you kid.
 
[Chorus]
 
             C     G        C
Now it's the third day in a row
  F              F
You've seen the sun come up.
              C   G           C
Some things take a lifetime to learn,
F
So you made  em up.
F                   C     G       C
 You've come such a long way you know
F F
You can give up.
          C    G        C
It's the third day in a row
F F
You've seen the sun come up.
 
 
C G F C C G F C G F C G F C



19996. Third Rate Romance

Third Rate Romance
Sammy Kershaw

Sitting at a tiny table in a ritzy restaurant
She was staring at her coffee cup
He was trying to keep his courage up
By applying booze

Talk was small when they talked at all
They both knew what they wanted
There was no need to talk about it
They were old enough to scope it out
And keep it loose

She said, "You don't look like my type, but I guess you'll do"
Third-rate romance, low-rent rendevouz
And he said, "I'll even tell you that I love you if you want me to"
Third-rate romance, low-rent rendevouz

When they left the bar, they got in his car and they drove away
He drove to the Family Inn
She didn't even have to pretend
She didn't know what for

He went to the desk and made his request while she waited outside
Then he came back with the key
She said give it to me
And I'll unlock the door

She kept sayin, "I've never really done this kind of thing before. Have you?"
Third-rate romance, low-rent rendevouz
And he said, "Yes, I have, but only a time or two"
Third-rate romance, low-rent rendevouz
Third-rate romance, low-rent rendevouz
Third-rate romance, low-rent rendevouz

19997. Third Rock From The Sun

Third Rock From The Sun
Joe Diffie

She walks into Smokey's one hip at a time
Like a broken field runner slippin' through the line
He likes the way she looks so he calls the little wife says
"Don't wait up for me I'll be workin' late tonight"
Wife hangs up the phone, bursts into tears
Calls her sister up and cries "Get over here"



Sister tells her boyfriend be back in awhile
Boyfriend wants a beer, the store is just a mile
He leaves the motor running he'll only be a minute
His car drives away with teenagers in it
The driver tells his buddies, got one life to live
They scream into the night "Let's get it over with"

Chorus:
Cause and effect, chain of events
All of the chaos makes perfect sense
When you're spinning round, things come undone
Welcome to Earth 3rd rock from the Sun

The kid guns the gas, the car starts to swerve
Heads for a semi truck, jumps the curb
Truck hits a Big Boy in the Shoney's parking lot
Flies through the air takes out the bank clock
Clock strikes a light pole, transformer sparks
Lines go down, town goes dark

Waitress calls the cops, says she saw it all
Swears a giant alien has landed at the mall
Cops ring up the mayor says there's panic in the streets
"We hate to wake you up but we can't find the chief"
Mayor says "Use your head if he ain't in his car
He's hiding from his wife, down at Smokey's Bar"

Chorus

Chorus

19998. Thirsty In The Rain

Keller Williams - Thirsty in The Rain
Peter Rowan

There's an eagle, and he keeps on flying
Over the mountains capped in white snow
In green valleys lonesome people trying so hard 
to tell each other what they think they know.

With greedy hands they take each others money
Just to buy back this helpless place
In this land of flowing milk and honey,
We wander thirsty in the rain
Thirsty in the rain

Just like that eagle, now my soul is flying
Over the valleys in the crimson morning sky
And there don't seem to be no use in struggling so hard
And there don't seem to be no reasons why



But I must fight you for a rich man's money
So I can buy back this helpless place
Seems so useless and somehow funny,
To be thirsty in the rain
Thirsty in the rain

Fare thee well, now my own true lover
My face you will never see here no more
But there is one promise that is given
That I will meet you on that shiny golden shore
Golden shore, love where the eagles soar so high
Above the fruitful plain
I'm the same friend that you knew when
We wandered thirsty in the rain
Thirsty in the rain

19999. Thirsty In The Rain - Chords

Thirsty in the Rain - Infamous Stringdusters
Written by: Peter Rowan
 
Instrumental intro:
(G) (F) (C) (G) - (G) (F) (C) (G)

(G) There's an (D) eagle and he keeps on (F) flyin'
Over the (C) mountains capped with white (G) snow
(G) In green (D) valleys lonesome people (F) tryin' so hard
To tell each (C) other what they think they (G) know
(G) With greedy (D) hands they take each other's (F) money
Just to (C) buy back each other's (G)pain
(G)In this (Em) land of flowing milk and (Bm) honey
They wander (F) thirsty (C) in the (G) rain (A) (F) Thirsty (C) in the (G) rain

(G) (F) (C) (G) - (G) (F) (C) (G)

Like that eagle now my soul is flyin'
Over the valleys through crimson morning skies
And there don't seem to be no need in tryin' so hard
And there don't seem to be no reason why
I must fight you for the rich man's money
I can't buy back his helpless pain
It seems so useless and somehow funny
to be thirsty in the rain... thirsty in the rain

It's fare the well now my own true lover
My face you never will see here no more
But there is one promise that is given
I'll meet you on that shining golden shore
Golden shore, love, where the eagle soars
So high above the fruitful plain
I'm the same friend that you knew when
we wandered thirsty in the rain... thirsty in the rain



20000. Thirty Pieces Of Silver

Thirty Pieces Of Silver

'Tis a sad but true story, from the Bible it came
And it tells us how Judas sold our Saviour in shame
He planned with the council of high priests that day
Thirty pieces of silver was the price they would pay

Thirty pieces of silver, thirty sheckles of shame
Was the price paid for Jesus, on the cross he was slain
Betrayed and forsaken, unloved and unclaimed
In anger they pierced him, but he died not in vain

'Tis there on the hillside the multitude came
And found our dear Saviour, then took him away
They smote and they mocked him, thorns were crowned 'round his head
And his raiment of purple showed the bloodstation of red

Far off in the mountains with face toward the sun
Judas begged mercy for what he had done
He gave back the silver, for his heart filled with strife
Then there in the mountains he took his own life

20001. Thirty Thousand Pounds Of Bananas

Thirty Thousand Pounds Of Bananas
Harry Chapin

It was just after dark when the truck started down
the hill that leads into Scranton Pennsylvania.
Carrying thirty thousand pounds of bananas.
Carrying thirty thousand pounds (hit it Big John) of bananas.

He was a young driver,
just out on his second job.
And he was carrying the next day's pasty fruits
for everyone in that coal-scarred city
where children play without despair
in backyard slag-piles and folks manage to eat each day
about thirty thousand pounds of bananas.
Yes, just about thirty thousand pounds (scream it again, John).

He passed a sign that he should have seen,
saying "shift to low gear, a fifty dollar fine my friend."
He was thinking perhaps about the warm-breathed woman
who was waiting at the journey's end.
He started down the two mile drop,
the curving road that wound from the top of the hill.



He was pushing on through the shortening miles that ran down to the depot.
Just a few more miles to go,
then he'd go home and have her ease his long, cramped day away.
and the smell of thirty thousand pounds of bananas.
Yes the smell of thirty thousand pounds of bananas.

He was picking speed as the city spread its twinkling lights below him.
But he paid no heed as the shivering thoughts of the nights
delights went through him.
His foot nudged the brakes to slow him down.
But the pedal floored easy without a sound.
He said "Christ!"
It was funny how he had named the only man who could save him now.
He was trapped inside a dead-end hellslide,
riding on his fear-hunched back
was every one of those yellow green
I'm telling you thirty thousand pounds of bananas.
Yes, there were thirty thousand pounds of bananas.

He barely made the sweeping curve that led into the steepest grade.
And he missed the thankful passing bus at ninety miles an hour.
And he said "God, make it a dream!"
as he rode his last ride down.
And he said "God, make it a dream!"
as he rode his last ride down.
And he sideswiped nineteen neat parked cars,
clipped off thirteen telephone poles,
hit two houses, bruised eight trees,
and Blue-Crossed seven people.
it was then he lost his head,
not to mention an arm or two before he stopped.
And he slid for four hundred yards
along the hill that leads into Scranton, Pennsylvania.
All those thirty thousand pounds of bananas.

You know the man who told me about it on the bus,
as it went up the hill out of Scranton, Pennsylvania,
he shrugged his shoulders, he shook his head,
and he said (and this is exactly what he said)
"Boy that sure must've been something.
Just imagine thirty thousand pounds of bananas.
Yes, there were thirty thousand pounds of mashed bananas.
Of bananas. Just bananas. Thirty thousand pounds.
of Bananas. not no driver now. Just bananas!"

From Greatest Stories Live: Ending #1

Yes, we have no bananas,
We have no bananas today
(Spoken: And if that wasn't enough)
Yes, we have no bananas
Bananas in Scranton, P A

From Greatest Stories Live: Ending #2:

A woman walks into her room where her child lies sleeping,
and when she sees his eyes are closed,



she sits there, silently weeping,
and though she lives in Scranton, Pennsylvania
She never ever eats ... Bananas
Not one of thirty thousand pounds .... of bananas

20002. Thirty Two Acres

Thirty Two Acres
Special Concensus

I sawed the timber for the cabin floor
I built a plank fence out of locust board
I worked the corn rows in the early morn
And raised a family on a poor man's farm 

Thirty two acres of bottom land
Bought and paid for by my own hand
Worth a fortune to a working man
Thirty two acres of bottom land 

I planted a peach tree, now the leaves are dying
I watered a grapevine; it's no longer mine
The county's taken everything I own
Cause it's on the right way for a four lane road

20003. Thirty Years Of Farming - Chords

Thirty Years Of Farming 
James King
 
Intro: [G]/// [C]/// [G]/// [D]/// [G]/// //// ////
 
VERSE 1
 
G
There's a little white note on the gate by the road 
       C                G
That a man put up yesterday 
G
And when we saw it, we all ran out 
G       A                  D   D7
Just to see what it had to say  
 
    G
And when we read it, my eyes filled with tears 
         C                     G
And they fell to the cold hard clay 
G
Something 'bout a mortgage, something 'bout foreclosure 



                    D          G
And something 'bout failure to pay 
 
CHORUS:
G
Oh, and on the post by the general store 
     C               G
They put up a little sign 
G
An auction sale, day after tomorrow 
       A                  D    D7
At the end of the Lincoln Line  
G
30 years of farming, 30 years of heartache 
C                  G
30 years of day-to-day 
G
Oh, my daddy stopped talkin', the day the farm was auctioned 
G                    D       G
There was -- nothing left to say 
 
Instrumental: Follow pattern of VERSE 1
 
VERSE 2
G
Oh, my momma's tears fell freely down 
       C                               G
As she walked among the flowers in the yard 
G
And every number, the auctioneer called 
           A                    D      D7
Was like a blow to her precious heart  
    G
And every number, the auctioneer called 
       C                          G
Meant another thing was sold that day 
G
While everything was auctioned, we stood there a-watchin' 
G                        D         G
While they loaded it and drove it away 
 
CHORUS:
G
Oh, and on the post by the general store 
     C               G
They put up a little sign 
G
An auction sale, day after tomorrow 
       A                  D    D7
At the end of the Lincoln Line  
G
30 years of farming, 30 years of heartache 
C                  G
30 years of day-to-day 
G
Oh, my daddy stopped talkin', the day the farm was auctioned 
G                    D       G



There was -- nothing left to say
 
Instrumental Follow pattern of VERSES
 
VERSE 3
G
As the day was dawning, we awoke this morning 
          C                 G
There was nothing for us to do 
G
Nothing in the granary, no hay in the meadow 
   A                      D     D7
No cattle, no tractor, no tools  
      G
So we loaded up the car, took the clothes we wore 
      C                        G
And a few things we managed to save 
G
Mama read from the book, we took one last look 
G           D      G
And then we drove away 
 
(OPTIONAL: SING THIS LAST CHORUS WITHOUT INSTRUMENTS)
 
CHORUS:
G
Oh, and on the post by the general store 
     C               G
They put up a little sign 
G
An auction sale, day after tomorrow 
       A                  D    D7
At the end of the Lincoln Line  
G
30 years of farming, 30 years of heartache 
C                  G
30 years of day-to-day 
G
Oh, my daddy stopped talkin', the day the farm was auctioned 
G                    D       G
There was -- nothing left to say

20004. This Ain't Exactly What I Had In Mind

Tom T. Hall - This ain't exactly what i had in mind
Composer: Tom T. Hall

You ask me how I'm doin' friend well I will tell you true
I guess I shouldn't say this cause I've had a drink or two
But I was just now looking back on other days and times
And this ain't exactly what I had in mind

Now everybody's saying hey what's with this stupid guy



In all his dreams it seems he's always reaching for the sky
But you know me calls for three and I show up with nine
Well it ain't exactly what I had in mind

Ah it seems like only yesterday when I was just a kid
I always thought I had to be the best at what I did
I was always looking for a mountain I could climb
And this ain't exactly what I had in mind

Remember when we won the game that was in '62
And we bet all our money and we gave a few points too
And Bo went deep and caught the pass and Bubba held the line
Well this ain't exactly what I had in mind

Like Eisenhower you know that I have always loved my wife
And some say we should never try to make a deal with life
But you know me I'm just a fool here crying in my wine
But this ain't exactly what I had in mind

Hey to tell the truth did you believe we'd ever come this far
Remember when our big ambition was to own a car
Why I oughta have my butt kicked I've been lucky life's been kind
But this ain't exactly what I had in mind
It just ain't exactly what I had in mind

20005. This Ain't The First Time I've Walked In These Shoes

This Ain't the First Time I've Walked in These Shoes - Blue Highway 
(Shawn Lane/Cat Town Music, BMI) 

V1) I've always tried not to look at things so bad 
Tried to make the most of everything I've had 
If there's a pattern to my life then I'll end up the one to cry 
But I've mastered the art of feeling sad 

CH) This ain't the first time I've walked in these shoes 
It ain't the first time I've ran across the blues 
Love can come and it can go like the rain can turn to snow 
It's no surprise to me that you're changing too 
This ain't the first time I've walked in these shoes 

V2) It's fairly clear to me that love don't last 
If the future's anything like the past 
I'll walk through this life alone, expect the next one to move on 
Chances for me are fading fast 

V3) I've given up on finding love that's good 
I wouldn't live life over even if I could 
I'll carry on if I know me, see right where the next road leads 
But I'll wind up just where I've always stood



20006. This Beggar's Heart

This Beggar's Heart
Darrell Scott - This Beggar's Heart

This beggar's heart that I've been given
This beggar's heart has a working door
It may swing wide, it may be bolted
To feel this world no more

This voice I sing, it has been given
This voice I sing, will break down the door
And what's inside will find a friend or two
And sing alone no more

These hands of mine will do you bidding
The hands will play in time and tune
And time will show these hands have mattered
If they have mattered to you

These eyes of mine, they take your picture
These eyes that see into and for
I close my eyes and I still see you
And see myself no more

These feet have walked me through this lonesome world
These feet have dropped me here today
And I'll be damned, I'm going where I'm going
I've really known no other way

These words I sing, they ring familiar
These words I sing, I've heard before
Oh, fare thee well, my one and own true love
I'll see you in my dreams once more

This song I sing, is finally over
You're free to go about your way
So bang the drums and turn the house lights on
I've really nothing more to say

20007. This Body Isn't All There Is To Who I Am

Rodney Crowell - This Body Isn't All There Is to Who I Am

[Verse 1]
There's a voice I can hear that's not my own
And it comes from a place void of fear
And it speaks out of love, wisdom, and grace
And of things we should hold near and dear



[Verse 2]
It's the sound of the wind as it circles the night
And the raindrops on rooftops made of tin
It was there on the day I came into this world
And will surely be there in the end

[Chorus]
This body isn't all there is to who I am
What you see is the least of what you get
When my time runs its course, I'll return to the source
Till that day, come what may, not therR yet

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
If I'd known what I know a long time ago
I'd have madR of my life something more
But then who's to say that there was some other way
That I could open and close every door?

[Chorus]
This body isn't all there is to who I am
What you see is the least of what you get
When this life runs its course, I'll return to the source
Till that day, come what may, not there yet
For today, come what may, no, not yet

20008. This Bottle In My Hand - Chords

This Bottle In My Hand
recorded by George Jones and David Allen Coe
written by David Allen Coe

G                                        C
Last week he spent his whole paycheck on whiskey
       G                  D7        G
I know Friday night he'll do it all again
                                             C              G
Oh he'll drink till he falls down then he'll order one more round
                           D7            G
And then go home with that bottle in his hand

                                             C            G
And they only thing I can hold on to is this bottle in my hand
                                                  D7
I know I'll never have to share it with any other man
       G                               C             G
I'm so glad you introduced us and I'll do the best I can
                       D7           G
To be faithful to this bottle in my hand

                                            C             G



She told George that changing diapers could sure become a drug
                                                            D7
And to clean the house and cook for him was not her kind of bag
    G                                C             G
She said he needed someone who would love and understand
                            D7            G
Then she left him with that bottle in his hand

                                              C            G
And the only thing I can count on now is this bottle in my hand
                                                     D7
I know I'll never have to share it oh with any other man
       G                              C             G
I'm so glad you introduced us oh I'll do the best I can
                       D7           G
To be faithful to this bottle in my hand
                              D7            C    G
Yes we'll be faithful to this bottle in our h-a-nd

20009. This Boy Has Been Hurt

Dolly Parton - This Boy Has Been Hurt 
(Dolly Parton/B. Owens)

I saw him picking up the pieces of his broken heart
And so I stopped to see what I could do
His heart had been run over by a reckless lover
She ran over it and broke it and left it black and blue
Tears were scattered everywhere he was trying to save his pride
He was the victim of a love and run
And I could plainly see that she had almost killed him
Left the scene of a broken heart not looking back at what she'd done
Oh, this boy has been hurt, I'll save him
I'll take his heart and mend it if I can
Oh, this boy has been hurt, I'll save him
I'll take his tears and dry them as fast as he can cry them
I'll heal his hurt and make him as good as new again

20010. This Changes Everything

Jim Lauderdale - This Changes Everything

[Verse 1]
It was gettin' half past late
Then from out of the blue
My hopes that had escaped
Came back when I saw you
When lightning strikes again
It takes a second turn



For it to make some sense
To settle on your mind
But unexpectedly
You rearranged my dreams
My world won't be the same
It changes everything
Yes, it does

[Refrain]
It started as nothing
Then turned into something
That took me by surprise
I'm takin' my chances
On these circumstances
That happened when you smile

[Verse 2]
It happened really fast
Before the place could blink
I guess our fate was casted
There wasn't time to thing
But change is everything
And all of this is new
And it makes me wanna sing
'Cause It changes everything
Yes, it does

20011. This Christmas Morning

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - This christmas morning
Composer: Robert Carpenter

Here we come wassailing, spreading the news
Of a child born Christmas morning
Son of God and Savior of Man
Christ is come this Christmas morning
Spread the glad tidings near and far
Rejoice this Christmas morning
Glory to God give thanks today
For the child born Christmas morning
Sing a song of celebration
Joy to the earth let all proclaim
Here we come wassailing, spreading the news
Of a child born Christmas morning

People are gathered to share their love
And embrace this special morning
Sharing a gift from Heaven above
Of a child born Christmas morning
Light a light and join the chorus
Following in His loving grace
Carry the message for all to hear
Of a child born Christmas morning



Christ is born this morning
Christ is born this morning
Christ is born this morning
Christ is born this morning

Here we come wassailing, spreading the news
Of a child born Christmas morning
Son of God and Savior of Man
Christ is come this Christmas morning
Spread the glad tidings near and far
Rejoice this Christmas morning
Glory to God give thanks today
For the child born Christmas morning
For the child born Christmas morning
Christ is come this Christmas morning

Christ is born this morning
He's come this Christmas morning
Christ is born this morning
He's come this Christmas morning
Christ is born this morning
He's come this Christmas, this Christmas morning

20012. This City

Steve Earle - This City

[Verse]
This city won't wash away
This city won't ever drown
Blood in the water and hell to pay
Sky tear open and the pain rained down
Doesn't matter, 'cause come what may
I ain't ever gonna leave this town
This city won't wash away
This city won't ever drown

[Verse]
Ain't the river or the wind to blame
As everybody around here knows
Nothing holding back Pontchartrain
Except for a prayer and a promise's ghost
We just carry on digging our graves
In solid marble above the ground
Maybe our bones will wash away
This city won't ever drown

[Verse]
This city won't ever die
Just as long as her heart beats strong
Like a second line stepping high
Raising hell as we roll along



Genteelly to Vieux Carre
Lower Nine, Central City, Uptown
Singing "Jockamo Fee Na Nay"
This city won't ever drown

[Verse]
Doesn't matter 'cause there ain't no way
I ain't ever gonna leave this town
This city won't wash away
This city won't ever drown

20013. This Cold War With You

This Cold War With You

The sun goes down and leaves me sad and blue
The iron curtain falls on this cold war with you
For you won't speak and I won't speak it's true
Two stubborn people with a cold war to go through

Why oh why should love ever come to couples like you and me?
Whose cold, cold wars are never done and whose hearts just can't be free
So let's do right or let's just say we're through
I just can't stand another cold, cold war with you

And the sun goes down and leaves me sad and blue
The iron curtain falls on this cold war with you
Though you won't speak and I won't speak, that's true
Two stubborn people with a cold war to go through

Why oh why should love ever come to couples like you and me?
Whose cold, cold wars are never done and whose hearts just can't be free
Now let's do right or let's just say we're through
I just can't stand another cold, cold war with you
I just can't stand another cold, cold war with you

20014. This Cowboys Hat - Chords

This Cowboys Hat
As recorded by Porter Wagoner
Words and music by Jake Brooks

I was sittin' in a coffee shop - Havin' a cup and passin' time
Swappin' rodeo stories - With this cowboy friend of mine
When some motorcycle rider - Started snickerin' in the back
And started pokin' fun at my friend's hat.

One ol' boy said: "Hey Tex! - Where'd you park your horse?"
My friend just pulled his hat down low - But they couldn't be ignored



One husky dude said: - "Maybe I'll just rip that hat right off your head."
And that's when my friend turned around and said.

CHORUS
"You'll ride a black tornado - Across the western skies
You'll rope an ol' blue norther - And milk it 'til it's dry
Bulldog the Mississippi - And pin its ears down flat
Long before you take this cowboy's hat."

He said "Pardner this ol' hat - Is better left alone
It used to be my daddy's hat - But last year he passed on
My nephew skinned the rattler - That makes up the hatband
But in sixty-nine he died in Vietnam.

I got this eagle feather - From an Indian friend of mine
Somebody ran him down - Close to the Arizona line
And a real special lady - Gave me this hat pin
And I don't know if I'll see her again."

CHORUS

"Now if your leather jacket means to you - What this old hat means to me
Then we understand each other - And we'll just let it be
But it you still think it's funny - Then my back's against the wall
But you touch my hat - And you'll have to fight us all."

Well I caught a little sadness - In that gangleader's eyes
Then he turned back to the others - And they shuffled on outside
And when my friend turned back towards me - I noticed that his brim
Was turned up like a big ol' Texas grin.
CHORUS

20015. This Crazy Love

This Crazy Love
Oak Ridge Boys - This Crazy Love

It'll lead you on, it'll run you off
Hurt twice as long when you're double-crossed
It's hard to trust, this crazy love

It's a breaking heart at the bitter end
Bouncing back just to fall again
It's winning big a losing touch

Oh, this crazy love
Oh, this crazy love

It gives and it takes when it's strong
Nothing takes its place when it's gone
First it's good news and then it's goodbye
But the good is worth the tears that you cry



It'll fly you high, it'll shoot you down
Toss you hard in the lost and found
It pays love, this crazy love

It's a game of hearts, jokers wild
Come on look or a tender smile
Raise your hand or call your bluff

Oh, this crazy love
Oh, this crazy love

It'll lead you on, it'll run you off
Hurt twice as long when you're double-crossed
It's hard to trust, this crazy love

It's a breaking heart at the bitter end
Bouncing back just to fall again
It's winning big, a losing touch

Oh, this crazy love
Oh, this crazy love
Oh, this crazy love
Oh, this crazy love

Oh, this crazy love
Oh, this crazy love

20016. This Dirty Little Town - Chords

This Dirty Little Town 
Kieran Kane/Emmylou Harris & Lucinda Williams

[Verse]
E
Someday I'm gonna leave this dirty little town
          A
Where the talk is cheap on the dirty little streets
        E                                                     B7
 
And the trees are dying undearneath the sky that's purple and brown
          E
You can't drink the water can't breathe the air
       A
If you go out at all well you better take care
       E                                             B7           E
People packing heat on the  mean old streets of this dirty little town
 
          A
I've been saving my money each and every day
       E
Every dollar I make I put a nickel away
A
Five little pennies don't seem like much



      E                 B7
Maybe 20 more years and I'll have enough
E
Someday I'm gonna leave this dirty little town
          A
Where the talk is cheap on the dirty little streets
        E                                                     B7
 
And the trees are dying undearneath the sky that's purple and brown
          E
You can't drink the water can't breathe the air
       A
If you go out at all well you better take care
       E                                             B7           E
People packing heat on the  mean old streets of this dirty little town
 
 
A
Folks  round here say I'll never go
             E
But there's something about me they don't know
A
I've already left  this place in my mind
E                              B7
When my  body goes it's just a matter of time
E
Someday I'm gonna leave this dirty little town
          A
Where the talk is cheap on the dirty little streets
        E                                                     B7
 
And the trees are dying undearneath the sky that's purple and brown
          E
You can't drink the water can't breathe the air
       A
If you go out at all well you better take care
       E                                             B7           E
People packing heat on the  mean old streets of this dirty little town

20017. This Drinkin' Will Kill Me

Dwight Yoakam - This Drinkin' Will Kill Me
(Dwight Yoakam)

They say this drinkin' will kill me
I don't know, oh Lord, it might be true
If I stop I'll just die from your leavin'
So either way that I go, it's 'cause of you
Chorus:
Death can come from this broken heart
Or it can come from this bottle
So why prolong the agony
Hey, bartender, I think I'll hit the throttle



I don't care how the preacher might preach me
About the evils of being drunk with wine
I don't care how the doctor might warn me
'Cause since you left, it's just a matter of time
Chorus:
Death can come from this broken heart
Or it can come from this bottle
So why prolong the agony
Hey, bartender, I think I'll hit the throttle
I don't care that my friends have all left me
'Cause they swear that I have gone insane
And I don't care anymore about livin'
Without you, just the grave can ease the pain
Chorus:
Death can come from this broken heart
Or it can come from this bottle
So why prolong the agony
Hey, bartender, I think I'll hit the throttle
Yeah, they say this drinkin' will kill me
I don't know, oh Lord, it might be true
If I stop I'll just die from your leavin'
So either way that I go, it's 'cause of you
Yeah, either way that I go, it's 'cause of you
Oh, anyway that I go, it's 'cause of you

20018. This Eve Of Parting

John Hartford - This Eve of Parting

It's hard to think this eve of parting
Turns to sand of summer gone
When both our minds are warped with parting
Break the thought of nights alone

Maybe I should turn in silence
Tell myself I didn't care
Curse the thought of your existence
Loving every flaxen hair

Flesh cries out, "Don't move, don't leave me"
Conscience runs till out of breath
Sunrise pregnant with your leaving
Creeping in like certain death

The pattern of the bird of love
That's wheelin' on its dizzy way
Tears me down to basic sorrow
Useless for another day

It's hard to think this eve of parting
Turns to sand of summer gone
When both our minds are warped with parting
Break the thought of nights alone



Flesh cries out, "Don't move, don't leave me"
Conscience runs till out of breath
Sunrise pregnant with your leaving
Creeping in like certain death

20019. This Fall

This Fall - The Duhks

This fall they all fall all around me
They're pairing up, preparing for the cold to come
They cling and dangle at each other's side
Not keen on letting air flow by
This fall they all fall all around me

Some were meant to fall deeply in love this year
I was meant to fall into the depths of this basement
Meant to fall ever so deep into an empty bed
Alone, all alone in my head

Chorus

Some were meant to fall head over heals this year
I was destined to fall into the workshop to labour
Guess I wouldn't have time even if I had the chap
Yet my heart longs to long for someone

Those joyous folks, those happy people
Who can't help but stare straight into each other's eyes
They're taken, simply smitten
I fear they've lost their minds!
Who can blame them when I know I'd spare mine?
This fall they all fall all around me 

Chorus

I refuse to be cold but would rather be alone
Than to have a body that warms my feet
But keeps my heart frozen
I'll pile on the blankets at the foot of my bed
And trust my zealous heart will one day conquer its desire

Chorus

20020. This Fire

This Fire
Hayseed Dixie - This Fire



Eyes
Boring a way into me
Paralyse
Controlling completely
Now
There is a fire in me
A fire that burns
This fire is out of control
We're going to burn this city
Burn this city
This fire is out of control
We're going to burn this city
Burn this city
This fire is out of control
We're going to burn this city
Burn this city
This fire is out of control
We're going to burn it, I'll burn it, I'll, I'll, I'll burn it
Eyes
Burning a way through me
Overwhelm
Destroying so sweetly
Now
There is a fire in me
A fire that burns
This fire is out of control
We're going to burn this city
Burn this city
This fire is out of control
We're going to burn this city
Burn this city
This fire is out of control
We're going to burn this city
Burn this city
This fire is out of control
And I'm, I'm out of control and I burn
Oh how I burn for you
Burn
Oh how I burn for you
Burn
How I burn
How I burn
Oh how I

20021. This Girl

Punch Brothers - This Girl 

Father Father Father
It's been a long long time how are you doing?
How is your son how are His children?
I bet they're just like me



You must be tired tired tired
Of hearing prayers like mine no need to answer
Nobody likes knowing that favors
Are all they'll ever be
But there's this girl this girl this girl this girl this girl
And I'd be the happiest backslider in the world
If you would tell her it's your will for us to be together
Father Father Father You've seen me try and try to maker her love me
I'd sell my soul to hear the one thing
She thinks she'll never say
But now it's Sunday Sunday Sunday

And her pretty voice is rising up to ask you
Like I once did like I'm about to
If you could show her the way
'Cause there's this girl this girl this girl this girl this girl
And I'd be the happiest backslider in the world
If you would tell her it's your will for us to be together
If you could show her the way
Father you of all gods ought to know how little to expect from people
But I think you might be pleasantly surprised to see what this girl
Would bring out of me
There's this girl this girl this girl this girl this girl
And I'd be the happiest backslider in the world
If you would tell her it's your will for us to be together
I would never bother you again unless you want me to
Hell we'll just both hang out with you in heaven when we die

20022. This Good Day

This Good Day
The Gibson Brothers (Country)

[Verse 1]
Alone here on this grassy plain
Small beneath the cloudless sky
Prairie winds will ease my pain
I have ridden here to die
Here I'll set my horses free
Here I'll let my worries fly
Nevermore to follow me
Nevermore to wonder why

[Chorus]
My song won't reach another's ears
It doesn't matter anyway
'Cause it's mine and mine alone
It came to me on this good day

[Verse 2]
By the river and by and by
Songbirds join my last refrain
The sweetest chorus never heard



But it happened just the same

[Chorus]
My song won't reach another's ears
It doesn't matter anyway
'Cause it's mine and mine alone
It came to me on this good day
My song won't reach another's ears
It doesn't matter anyway
'Cause it's mine and mine alone
It came to me on this good day

20023. This Has Happened Before

Rodney Crowell - This Has Happened Before

[Verse 1]
Last night's old anger this morning made me cry
But the rain like an old friend came by to change my mind
The wind knows no secrets but like it knew what was in store
Reminds me oh so kindly this has happened before

[Verse 2]
Been waiting at my window, I thought I heard your name
But the quiet of the evening was teasing me again
It's not too late for talking but I'm afraid to ask for more
And the wind recalls that, after all, this has happened before

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
And all of your memories seem to be laughing at my pain
Trying not to listen is like talking to the rain

[Verse 3]
A love like a candle can't take me through the storm
It's bright enough to burn me but too weak to keep me warm
I find my explanations when I won't need them anymore
But me and my old friends know this has happened before
But me and the wind know this has happened before

20024. This Heart

Nanci Griffith - This Heart

This heart was almost taken
This heart had a love of its own
This heart was reawakened
When you came along



This heart was born feet runnin'
This heart saw your porch light on
This heart hit the sidewalk wonderin'
Why you left it on

[Chorus:]
This heart was stranded in the winter
Was stuck out in a blizzard in it's summer clothes
This heart knows
When the love comes
And when it goes

This heart hears the telephone ringin'
This heart's gonna let it go
'Cause this heart knows the bells she's hearin'
Aren't the telephone
This heart has heard your laughter
This heart has learned how to smile
This heart'll be your true believer
If you'll stay awhile

[Chorus]

This heart [Repeat: x6]

[Chorus]

This heart was almost taken
This heart was born feet runnin'
This heart hears the telephone ringin'
Gonna let it go

This heart [Repeat: x9]

20025. This Heart Of Mine

This Heart of Mine
Steven F. Brines, Jim Smoak
New Grass Revival - Pat Flynn

This heart of mine is made of silver
This heart of mine is made of gold
It will shine like a candle
When your world is dark and cold
When your world is dark and cold

This heart of mine is made of timber
This heart of mine is made of stone
Like a bridge across the mountain
When you're lost and all alone
When you're lost and all alone

This heart of mine is made of iron



This heart of mine is made of steel
It won't turn towards another
When the wind is on the hill
When the wind is on the hill

This heart of mine is made of silver
This heart of mine is made of gold
It will shine like a candle
When your world is dark and cold
When your world is dark and cold

20026. This Heart Of Mine

This Heart Of Mine - Alan Jackson 

It don't look like much
It's nearly rusted shut
But this heart of mine can hold a lot of love

As broken as it's been
You could make it good again
This heart of mine can hold a lot of love

This heart of mine's
Been broken a thousand times
It just don't know how to give up

Whatever it's worth
It could all be yours
This heart of mine can hold a lot of love

This heart of mine's
Been broken a thousand times
It just don't know how to give up

Whatever it's worth
It could all be yours
This heart of mine can hold a lot of love

Oh, this heart of mine can hold a lot of love

20027. This Heart Of Mine Can Never Say Goodbye

The Osborne Brothers - This Heart Of Mine Can Never Say Goodbye 
(Sonny Osborne - Pete Goble)

My lips will say goodbye to you tomorrow
I'll walk away pretend I'll feel no sorrow
But when you're out of sight I know I'll cry



For this heart of mine can never say goodbye.
No this heart of mine can never say goodbye to you
Even though sweetheart these lips of mine will lie
Though you leave my arms and walk away for ever
This heart of mine can never say goodbye.

--- Instrumental ---

I'll never let you know how much it hurts me
Tomorrow when I kiss you my last time
I'll walk away and I won't even cry
But this heart of mine can never say goodbye.
No this heart of mine can never say goodbye to you
Even though sweetheart these lips of mine will lie
Though you leave my arms and walk away for ever
This heart of mine can never say goodbye...

20028. This Highway's Mine (Roadmaster)

Steve Earle - This Highway's Mine (Roadmaster)

[Verse 1]
I'm running down this highway, don't remember where I slept last night
I just remember halfway through the night I woke up stiff with fright
I dreamed there was no asphalt, dreamed there was no gasoline
Felt like a rat caught in some nowhere town, I woke up and screamed

[Chorus]
This highway, this highway
This highway, this highway
This highway
This highway's mine

[Verse 2]
I grew up on the drag strip, I used to shut 'em down
I used to take their pink slips, there's a sucker born in every town
I never showed no mercy, I blew them all away
They stood there and cursed me as I towed their lives away

[Chorus]
This highway, this highway
This highway, this highway
This highway
This highway's mine

[Verse 3]
I used to run the cocaine, I used to run the weed
These days I'm just running, trying to make this highway bleed
Sometimes the only difference between me and this machine
Is I run on desperation, she runs on gasoline



20029. This Hotel Room

This Hotel Room
Steve Goodman

This hotel room's got lots of stuff
Laundry bag and a shoe shine cloth
Thirty two hangers and a touch tone phone
A light that comes on when I ain't home

I ain't home, I ain't home
You better leave a message 'cause
I ain't home

IT's got an air conditioner for when I'm hot
A radiator for when I'm not
Two big chairs sittin' side by side
With a holy bible and the TV Guide

TV Guide, TV Guide
Great God Almighty
It's the TV Guide

I gotta second story view from curb to curb
I gotta sign that reads 'Do Not Disturb'
A monogrammed towel and a bucket of ice
A chest of drawers and a mirror that lies

Mirror that lies, A mirror that lies
That can't be me
In the gorilla disguise

They got a room service menu for food and drink
A porcelain throne and an aluminum sink
Two big pillows to rest my head
A Magic Fingers and a king-size bed

Put in a quarter, turn out the light
Magic Fingers makes ya feel alright

Uh feel alright, feel alright
Magic Fingers makes you feel alright

This ol' hotel's all right with me
They pay the postage if you lose the key
This hotel room's gotta lot of stuff
But I do believe I've had enough

Called my baby said don't you pout
I'm packin' my bags and I'm checkin' out
Just as soon as you hang up the telephone
Stick a candle in the window I'm comin' home



Comin' home, comin' home
Stick a candle in the window
I'm comin' home

Comin' home, comin' home
Stick a candle in the window
I'm comin' home

20030. This Is

This Is
Longview - This Is

Probably the sound of angels
Is what I'm hearing in my head
And to me it is just so frustrating
Trying to understand
This is how I am
This is how I stand
This is what I want
This is what I had
Sitting, waiting, wondering now
Can feel you're coming down
You look so tired
You're always tired
Could be anything
This is how I am
This is how I stand
This is what I want from me
This is what I'm gonna be
This is what's been said
This is what was never meant to happen
Now things have gone wrong
This is what I've lost
This is what I've found
This is what I hope
This is all around
This is how I am
This is how I stand
This is what I want
This is what I had
This is how I am
This is how I stand
This is what I want from me
This is where I'm gonna be
This is what's been said
This is what I never meant to happen
Now things have gone wrong



20031. This Is A Door

Jim Lauderdale - This Is a Door

This is a door
So says the sign
You just got here right on time
This is a door
You got the key
Come on in, baby, follow me
Well, you can either stand outside
Go on in, if you're inclined
You won't know if you don't try
Hey, somebody's ringing the bell
Yeah, this is a door
There ain't no lock
Come on, honey, it's time to rock
Well, you can either stand outside
Go on in, if you're inclined
You won't know if you don't try
Hey, somebody's ringing the bell
This is a door
Undo the latch
I'll tell you right now, there ain't no catch
Yeah, this is a door
There ain't no lock
Well, this must be the right place to rock
Yeah, this is a door
This is a door
Yeah, this is a door

20032. This Is All Real

Chris Thile - This Is All Real

You won't wake up -- you're not dreaming -- this is all real 
We've been playing like we've made sense of such a raw deal 
Why'd you listen, what do we know? 
It only looks like we have something you don't 
I lost my faith in our sweet illusion where every wound heals 

So if you're still there, let me tell you, this is all real ... 
... We felt like angels on the rooftops, looking down at you 
Singing ideas that we'd just read, drunk on New Truth 
It seduced me, soft and silver-tongued 
With a way out after all the fun 
I shut my eyes flew and hit a brick wall that wasn't in the deal 
So if you're still there, let me tell you, this is all real



20033. This Is Country Music

Brad Paisley - This Is Country Music 

You're not supposed to say the word "cancer" in a song.
And tellin' folks Jesus is the answer can rub 'em wrong.
It ain't hip to sing about tractors, trucks, little towns, and mama, yeah that might be true.
But this is country music and we do
Do you like to drink a cold one on the weekend and get a little loud
Do you wanna say I'm sorry or I love you but you don't know how?
Do you wish somebody had the nerve to tell that stupid boss of yours
To shove it next time he yells at you?
Well this is country music and we do
So turn it on, turn it up, and sing along
This is real; this is your life in a song
Yeah this is country music.
Are you haunted by the echo of your mother on the phone
Crying as she tells you that your brother is not coming home?
And if there's anyone that still has pride and the memory of those
That died defending the old red, white, and blue,
This is country music and we do
So turn it on, turn it up, and sing along
This is real; this is your life in a song
Just like a road that takes you home
Yeah this is right where you belong
This is country music
This is country music
He Stopped Loving Her Today
Hello Darling
God Bless the USA
Amarillo by the Morning
Stand by your Man
Mama Tried
Take Me Home
I Walk the Line
Country Boy Can Survive

20034. This Is Going To Be The Year - Chords

This Is Going To Be The Year
Brett Dennen
 
Standard Tuning
Capo 2nd Fret
 
[Intro]
 
A   /  Asus4  /   D  /  /  /  (X2)
 
[Verse]
A                    D
This is gonna be the year
E                           A



Somethin' good is happening here
A                 D
I'm gonna make it true
B7                  E
Lord knows I'm over due
A                    D
This is gonna be the year
        A                   E
Heaven above as my witness, can I get a witness
A                    D
This is gonna be the year
'■
             B7              E
Whisper it's all right in my ear
 
 
[Chorus]
   A                          D
So dance me to the end of the night
                F#m                    E
A new year will shine, a new year will shine
       A                         D
Only tomorrow when you open your eyes
                F#m                    E
A new year will shine, a new year will shine
           D                F#m
And you'll throw your arms around me
           D                F#m               E
And you'll kiss me like you never kissed me before
   D
My dear
D                    A                D
This is gonna be the year
 
 
[Bridge]
A   /  Asus4  /   D  /  /  /
 
 
[Verse]
    A                      D
The time that you spend in love
     E                  A
It's never really long enough
     A                        D
I'll pick you up and spin you round
              B                    E
We'll put the hard times behind us now
A                    D
This is gonna be the year
            A                    E
It's been a long time a' comin', long time a' comin'
A                      D
Rage against the weary eyed
             B                        E
A little bit bolder and a little more wise
 



 
[Chorus]
   A                          D
So dance me to the end of the Night
                      F#m                    E
Til the new year will shine, a new year will shine
       A                         Dm7
Only tomorrow when you open your eyes
'■
                F#m                    E
A new year will shine, a new year will shine
           D                F#m
And you'll throw your arms around me
           D                F#m               E
And you'll kiss me like you never kissed me before
   D
My dear
D                    A
This is gonna be the year
 
 
[Outro]
A                      D
All that you wanted is comin' this year
A                 D
No need to hurry, nothing to fear
A                      D
All that you wanted is comin' this year
A                 D
No need to hurry, nothing to fear
A                      D
All that you wanted is comin' this year
A                 D
No need to hurry, nothing to fear
A                      D
All that you wanted is comin' this year
A                 D
No need to hurry, nothing to fear
 
 
[Finish]
A                      D
All that you wanted is comin' this year
A                      D
No need to hurry, it's comin' this year

20035. This Is Heaven To Me

This Is Heaven To Me

I find many people who can't understand
Why I am so happy and free
I've crossed over Jordan to Canaan's fair land



And this is like heaven to me

   Oh this is like heaven to me
   Yes this is like heaven to me
   I've crossed over Jordan to Canaan's fair land
   And this is like heaven to me

I've heard the sweet music the heavenly chorus
From glory land over the sea
The soul thrilling message from Jesus my lord
And this is like heaven to me

I'm looking for Jesus in glory to come
From glory land over the sea
A cloud of bright angels to carry me home
And that will be heaven to me

20036. This Is How It Ends

This Is How It Ends
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
Turn around and look at how far we've come
From two hearts beating like a single drum
Said you'd never lie, I promised that I'd never run
Forever wasn't just another word back then
We swore we'd stay together ever after, thick and thin
Now this is how it ends

[Verse 2]
Guess I should've seen it coming from the start
Comes to love, the falling is the easy part
Everybody told me you were only gonna break my heart
Been around this lonely world and back again
From the time I found myself a lover and a friend
Now this is how it ends

[Bridge 1]
This is how it ends
If you'd only took me back then
You wouldn't find me in the shape I'm in
Just another fool to trust you again

[Verse 3]
A fairy tale they tell about a love so strong
Flowing like a river rolling on and on
Come around the bend and I looked around, but you were gone
Never saw it coming, but you can't pretend
The line between a secret and a lie ain't razor thin
And this is where it ends

[Bridge 2]



This is how it ends
Hand-me-down dress on a wasted day
Ring in the pocket of a vest of gray
That's the way a cheating song begins
This is how it ends

20037. This Is My Father's World

This Is My Father's World
Larry Rice

This is my Father's world, and to my listening ears
All nature sings, and round me rings the music of the spheres.
This is my Father's world,
I rest me in the thought
Of rocks and trees, of skies and seas,
His hand the wonders wrought.

This is my Father's world, the birds their carols raise,
The morning light, the lily white, declare their Maker's praise.
This is my Father's world,
He shines in all that's fair,
In the rustling grass I hear Him pass,
He speaks to me everywhere.

This is my Father's world.
O let me ne'er forget
That though the wrong seems oft so strong, God is the ruler yet.
This is my Father's world, why should my heart be sad?
The Lord is King, let the heavens ring!
God reigns, let the earth be glad!
This is my Father's world, dreaming, I see His face.
I ope my eyes, and in glad surprise cry,
"The Lord is in this place."
This is my Father's world, from the shining courts above,
The Beloved One, His Only Son,
Came a pledge of deathless love.

This is my Father's world, should my heart be ever sad?
The lord is King let the heavens ring.
God reigns let the earth be glad.
This is my Father's world.
Now closer to Heaven bound,
For dear to God is the earth Christ trod.
No place but is holy ground.

This is my Father's world. I walk a desert lone.
In a bush ablaze to my wondering gaze God makes His glory known.
This is my Father's world, a wanderer I may roam
Whate'er my lot, it matters not,
My heart is still at home.



20038. This is Our Home

This is Our Home
by Laurie Lewis

Gray-green, silver-blue
Always moving, changing hue
Shaped by moon, wave and wind
Rain and snow, wing and fin

Underneath the dappled waves
Little fishes school and play
Seaweed dances in the surge
Below the wheeling, crying birds

This is our home, where we come from
And where we will return again

Salt spray upon my tongue
A taste of tears, a song unsung
Wind and water, shore and sky
Know not that I live or die

But this is my home, where I come from
And where I will return again

Orca calls her children home
Rocks her baby on the foam
Sings to him a lullaby
Of peace and plenty in days gone by

This is their home, where they come from
And where they will return again

Men scrape your floor with nets
Sonars pierce your quiet depths
Corals lose their vibrant blaze
Hunger stalks the empty waves

This is our home, where we come from
And where we will return again

20039. This Is The Big Time

Jim Lauderdale - This Is The Big Time

Everybody makes mistakes sometimes seems like I live one
When they're handing out the second tries I hope they save me some
Cause I'm gonna play for keeps this time



Don't even think of lettin' go

Cause this is the big time this is the big time
Don't you run off don't you get lost this is the big time

I never knew a social grace until I met one
The bells went off inside my head and all that other stuff
There's gonna be a lot of people callin' out your name
And saying I'm a lucky guy

Cause this is the big time...

I'm breaking your plans to stay alone
Don't treat me like a fool
Ooh that would never last too long

[ steel ]

Now we're at the place where you explain the fine points
So take my hand and make me sign on the dotted line
Yeah they really ought to put our name up in lights
But they're afraid we'll burn it down

Cause this is the big time...
This is the big time this is the big time

20040. This Is The Girl I Love

This Is The Girl I Love

In a church on a mountain far far away
We vowed we'd never part
You kept your promise to honor and obey
But then I broke your heart

   If you could see this misery
   I know that you'd come home to me
   There's no one else I'd rather have
   To have your love I'd be so proud to say
   This is the girl I love

What can I do dear, what can I say
To make you change your mind
If I could only have another chance
I'd never leave you behind

20041. This Is The Real Thing



This Is The Real Thing
Robin and Linda Williams, Jerome Clark

I woke up this morning feeling hurt
In a bed of broken words
No need to speak them aloud
They lay in pieces all around

I got on a bus to somewhere
I didn't ask I just paid my fair
Someone was speaking words to me
They were just a mystery

Chorus:
I hear a voice singing
The ballads of leaving
And the deep blues of grieving
There is only this one thing
This is The Real Thing

I am no one you'd ever know
I'm just a name wherever I go
I lost my heart but my soul is real
It's just a broken-down deal

Chorus

I woke up this morning in this prison cell
Another mother's child that fell
Bound by sorrow, by memory freed
Memory that won't let me be

Chorus

(This is The Real Thing)

20042. This Is The Song

Punch Brothers - This Is The Song 

This is the song where I listen.
This is the song where I sit still.
I called the dogs off all the things I'm missing, 
And to everyone but you before I set sail.

I said good luck, good luck, good luck,
These are tough times.
But we'll get by.
Good luck.

This is the song where you speak up.
This is the song where you get moving.
You cried some trouble out into a teacup,
And to me but no one else before you threw it.



You said good luck, good luck, good luck,
These are tough times.
We'll get by.
Good luck.

(Instrumental Interlude)

I put ashore in front of our apartment,
and watched you comb the stoop for shards of porcelain.
Satisfied that there were none, you broke the silence.
And after this I promised not to interrupt again.

'cause this is the song where I listen.
this is the song where I sit still,
Until our heartbeats drown out the clock ticking,
And the song is just I love you and always will

Good luck, good luck, good luck,
These are tough times.
We'll get by.
Good luck,
These are tough times.
We'll get by. 
Good luck,
These are tough times.
We'll get by.
Good luck.

20043. This Is The Thanks I Get - Chords

This Is The Thanks I Get
Eddy Arnold's
The credits are Tommy Dilback and Eddy Arnold

This Is The Thanks I Get (For Loving You)Eddy Arnold
 F C
 This Is the Thanks I Get for Loving You
 F
This Is the Thanks I Get, for Being True
 B F
You Wouldn't Be Honest, You Wouldn't Play Fair
 G C
You Know How I Loved You, but You Didn't Care
 
F C
 This Is the End I Guess, We Said Goodbye,
 F
I'll Miss You I'll Confess, but I Wont Cry
 B F
How Can You Leave Me, So Lonesome and Blue
 C F
This Is the Thanks I Get for Loving You



 B F
 How Can You Leave Me, So Lonesome and Blue
 C F
This Is the Thanks I Get, for Loving You

20044. This Is The Time

Leftover Salmon - This Is The Time 

This isn't a time for giving up
This is the time to be strong
I know life is never easy
When you're holding out so long

I know that we can make it
With a little bit of faith to get us by
This isn't the time or faking
This is the time for us to fly
This isn't the time for faking
This is the time for us to fly

This isn't the time for fighting
This is the time for peace
Whether you're on the left
Or on the right wing
This is the time for release

We don't have time to count our mistakes
We can leave them in the past
This isn't the time for keeping score
It's time to make the moment last
This isn't the time for keeping score
It's time to make the moment last

This isn't the time for losing hope
This is the time to learn
Well, I know we can find our way
If you're ready to receive

There's always so much to learn
As you wander through this life
And timing is everything
This is the time, the night
Timing is everything
This is the time, the night

This is the time, the night
This is the time, the night
This is the time, the night
This is the time, the night

Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh



This is the time, the night
This is the time, night
Ooh, ooh, ooh
This is the time, night

20045. This Is The Time

This Is the Time

[Michael]
As the years say good-bye
One by one on silent wings they fly
What will last, what is true
That's a lesson I learned lovin' you
This world will find its way somehow
I've got all that I need right here, right now

This is the time when the cold winds blow
When the snow falls from Heaven
On the dreamers below
Baby this is the time when I need to know
That your love will always be mine
Baby this is the time, Baby this is the time

[Wynonna]
Sometimes life leads you blind
To the one you've been waiting to find
Sometimes life lets you see
Just how great the gift of love can be
Now the light that fires the brightest stars
Is waiting to shine on this moment of ours

This is the time when the cold winds blow
When the snow falls from Heaven
On the dreamers below
Baby this is the time when I need to know
That your love will always be mine
Baby this is the time, Baby this is the time

[Wynonna & Michael]
If life is just a dream, I know within my heart
Just getting closer to you
Is by far the sweetest part
So tell me one thing baby, the one thing I need to know

This is the time when the cold winds blow
When the snow falls from Heaven
On the dreamers below
Baby this is the time when I need to know
That your love will always be mine
Baby this is the time, Baby this is the time



20046. This Is To Mother You

Emmylou Harris - This Is To Mother You

This is to mother you
To comfort you and get you through
Through when your nights are lonely
Through when your dreams are only blue

This is to mother you
This is to be with you
To hold you and to kiss you too
For when you need me I will do
What your own mother didn't do
Which is to mother you

All the pain that you have known 
All the violence in your soul
All the wrong things you have done
I will take from you when I come
All mistakes made in distress
All your unhappiness
I will take away with my kiss, yes
I will give you tenderness

For child I am so glad I've found you
Although my arms have always been around you
Sweet bird although you did not see me
I saw you
And I'm here to mother you
To comfort you and get you through 
Through when your nights are lonely
Through when your dreams are only blue
This is to mother you

20047. This Is Us

Emmylou Harris - This Is Us

This is us down at the mardi gras
This is us in your daddy's car
You and the missing link
Yeah, I'd had a little too much to drink, now
Too long in the sun
Having too much fun
You and me and our memories
This is us
This is us
This is us



This is us
This is us

Rocking at the barbecue
Yeah, when we said I do
Hand jiving on the ballroom floor
You in that wedding coat you wore
And you in that amazing dress
I was stoned on love I guess
You and me, we were meant to be
This is us
This is us
This is us
This is us
This is us

This is us on our honeymoon
In our hotel room
Sitting by the wishing well
Checking out of the love motel
Making plans for the sunshine state
Waiting at the terminal gate
You and me making history
This is us
This is us
This is us
This is us
This is us

This is us
This is us
This is us
This is us

And our baby boy
With our pride and joy
You at the sunday game
Standing next to what's his name?
On our anniversary
With the family
You and me and our memories
This is us
This is us
This is us
This is us
This is us

This is us
This is us
This is us
This is us



20048. This Kind Of Happy

Iris Dement - This Kind of Happy

[Verse]
I travelled high, I travelled low
And there was no place that I didn't go
Looking for this kind of happy with you

[Verse]
I had a love, it wasn't right
And I spent so many lonely nights
Yearning for this kind of happy with you

[Bridge]
Happy with you
Happy with you
I love the things that you do

[Verse]
It took such a long time
That I thought that I'd never find
This kind of happy with you

[Bridge]
Happy with you
Happy with you
This kind of happy with you

[Verse]
And some day when I draw my final breath
I'm gonna know that I had the best
'Cause I had this kind of happy with you

20049. This Land Is Our Land

Todd Snider - This Land Is Our Land

Freeway through a reservation
Make way for a brand new nation
Big ideas, we got brand new plans
Heaven knows we need this land
We're gonna build big, high and wide city streets
Through countrysides, chemicals, and pesticides
This land is our land

Hey, redman don't waste our time
We're young and strong, we got hills to climb
There's a lot of room but we need it all
For slave trade and shopping malls
Gonna build big factories with paper plates and plastic trees
Styrofoam and antifreeze



This land is our land
This land is our land
This land is our land
This land is our land
This land is our land

Well we came out of a ragin' sea
To claim someplace where we'd be free
We got hopeful hearts, workin hands and
Heaven knows we need this land
Cause the world needs land fills, diet pills and papermills
We need country clubs and oil spills

This land is our land
This land is our land
This land is our land
This land is our land
This land is our land

Freeway through a reservation
Make way for a brand new nation
Big ideas, we got brand new plans
Heaven knows we need this land for super bowls
Subway rides, remote controls, and pesticides
Gang related homicides

This land is our land
This land is our land
This land is our land
This land is our land
Our land
Our land
This land is our land
This land is our land

20050. This Land Is Your Land

This Land Is Your Land
Woody Guthrie
Flatt & Scruggs

Chorus:
This land is your land, this land is my land
From California to the New York Island,
From the redwood forest to the gulf stream water,
This land was made for you and me.

As I went walking that ribbon of highway
I saw above me that endless skyway,
I saw below me that golden valley
This land was made for you and me.

Chorus



I roamed and I rambled and I followed my footsteps
O'er the sparkling sands of her diamond deserts,
While all around me a voice was sounding, saying

Chorus

In the squares of the city, in the shadow of the steeple
In the relief office, I seen my people;
As they stood there hungry I stood there asking,
--Is this land made for you and me?

Chorus

As I went walking, I saw a sign there;
On the sign it said, "No Trespassing",
But on the other side it didn't say nothing--
That side was made for you and me!

Chorus

The sun came shining and I was strolling
And the wheat fields waving and the dust clouds rolling
As the fog was lifting a voice was calling,
"This land was made for you and me."

Chorus

20051. This Land Is Your Land - Chords

This Land Is Your Land 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
[Intro]
C    C    G    G    G    D    Em    C
G    D    G    G
 
           C
I hear the crying of the hungry
       G
In the deserts where they're wandering
          D
Hear them crying out for Heaven's own
    G
Be- nevolence upon them
 
           C
I hear de- structure power prevailing
       G
I hear fools falsely hailing
                       D                 Em
To the crooked wits of tyrants when they call
 



            G                D                G
I hear them all, I hear them all, I hear them all
 
           C
I hear the sounds of tearing pages
        G
And the roar of burning paper
        D
All the crimes in acquisition
        G
Turn to air and ash and vapor
 
        C
And the rattle of the shackle
        G
Far be- yond emancipators
                      D               Em
And the loneliest who gather in their stalls
 
            G                D                G
I hear them all, I hear them all, I hear them all
 
[Solo]
C    C    G    G    D    D    G    Em  D
C    C    G    G    G    D    Em    C
G    D    G    G
 
              C
So, while you sit and whistle Dixie
          G
With your money and your power
      D
I can hear the flowers a-growing
       G
In the rubble of the towers
 
       C
I hear leaders quit their lyin'
       G
I hear babies quit their cryin'
                           D              Em
I hear soldiers quit their dyin', one and all
 
            G                D                G
I hear them all, I hear them all, I hear them all
 
[Solo]
C    C    G    G    D    D    G    Em  D
C    C    G    G    G    D    Em    C
G    D    G    G
 
 This Land Is Your Land
 
             C                      G
As I went a- walking that ribbon of highway 
         D                    G
I saw a- bove me that endless skyway 



          C                  G
I saw be- low me that golden valley 
D                              G
This land was made for you and me
 
[Chorus]
             C                       G
This land is your land, this land is my land
              D                      G
 From Cali- fornia to the New York island
                     C                         G
 From the red wood forest to the Gulf Stream waters 
D                              G
This land was made for you and me
 
[Solo]
C    C    G    G    D    D    G    G
C    C    G    G    D    D    Em    D
G    D    G    G
 
[Chorus]
                 C                       G
And this land is your land, this land is my land
              D                      G
 From Cali- fornia to the New York island 
                  C                         G
From the red wood forest to the Gulf Stream waters 
D                              G
This land was made for you and me
 
            G                D                Em  C
I hear them all, I hear them all, I hear them all
                  G                D                G
Well, I hear them all, I hear them all, I hear them all -----

20052. This Land Is Your Land - Chords

This Land Is Your Land 
Jesse Palidofsky feat. Claire Lynch and Lea Gilmore

[Intro]
C    F
C
 
[Verse 1]
  C             G
O beautiful for spacious skies,
    G7             C
For amber waves of grain,
    C                 G
For purple mountain's majesties
 D7               G      G7
Above thy fruited plain!



 
 
[Chorus]
 C        F   G                          C
America! America! God shed much grace on thee
   F                    C
So spread the love sent from above
     Dm7    G7      C
From sea to shining sea
 
 
[Verse 2]
 C              G
O beautiful thy   immigrants
    G7              C
Who hail from every land
      C                  G
Their hope and heart and diligence
     D7                   G     G7
Like gifts from God's own hand
 
 
[Chorus]
 C        F   G                         C
America! America! Thy grace shall yet remain
   F                  C
To greet the poor who reach thy shore
     Dm7  G7    C
With open arms again
 
 
[Verse 3]
  C           G
O beautiful O   Mother Earth
    G7             C
All nestle at your breast
     C                        G
Just as we sing with love and pride
   D7              G       G7
So all nations are blessed
 
 
[Chorus]
 C        F   G                 C
America! America! Alone cannot abide
    F                  C
God give thee pause to mend thy flaws
     Dm7       G7   C     A
With Truth thy only guide
 
 
[Verse 4]
  D             A
O beautiful thy working folk
      A7                 D
Built cities, tilled thy soil
      D           A



Proud Africans in bloody chains
    E7                      A    A7
The wealth built from their toil
 
 
[Chorus]
 D        G   A                          D
America! America! God shed much grace on thee
   G          E         D     Bm
So spread the love sent from above
     Em7    A7      D
From sea to shining sea
 
 
[Outro]
     G                D            Bm
Ring sisterhood! Ring brotherhood!
     Em7    A7      G
From sea to shining sea
    D
Ooohhh yeah

20053. This Last Request

This Last Request - Kathy Kallick
(Jacob Landers/BMI)

The golden years have slipped upon us
I can see the wrinkles in your face
And each silver line tells a story
Of the one true love that no one can replace

The leaves were fallin' in September
Long shadows crept across the golden plain
It was there we made our vows together
And I'd do the same all o'er again

CHORUS:
Bury me in the garden, love,
Where the flowers bloom so sweet
Let their petals fall around me, love,
While I'm sleeping in sweet peace

Our children all have grown and married
Through the years I've loved you just the same
I can see we're nearing life's crossroad
So please just grant this one request

CHORUS



20054. This Little Light Of Mine

This Little Light of Mine
The Oak Ridge Boys - Laurie Lewis

This little light of mine im gonna let it shine
This little light of mine im gonna let it shine
This little light of mine im gonna let it shine
Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine

The light that shines is the light of love
Lights the darkness from above
Its shines on me and it shines on you
And shows what the power of love can do
Im gonna shine my light both far and near
Im gonna shine my light both bright and clear
And when there's a dark corner in this land
Im gonna let my little light shine

This little light of mine im gonna let it shine
This little light of mine im gonna let it shine
This little light of mine im gonna let it shine
Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine

On Monday he gave me the gift of love
Tuesday peace came from above
On Wednesday he told me to have more faith
On Thursday he gave me a little more grace
On Friday he told me to watch and pray
Saturday he told me just what to say
On Sunday he gave me the power of to let my little light shine

This little light of mine im gonna let it shine
This little light of mine im gonna let it shine
This little light of mine im gonna let it shine
Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine

YEAH!

20055. This Little Town

Kane's River - This Little Town
Album: Same River Twice

There are daffodils blooming
out by the front stairs
and the sweet smell of lilacs
seems to hang in the air
all through the oak trees
sunlight makes shadows
that dance on the ground
another spring day is well on its way
in this little town



He leaves the house early
and he walks through his door
flips the sign in the window
and sweeps the old wooden floor
day after day he puts on a smile
for the folks coming 'round
that's just what you do especially when
you live in this little town
Oh, but late in the evening
when he's all by himself
he takes down the picture
that sits on the shelf
he still hears her voice,
remembers her touch
as he slowly sits down
someday he'll be with her
and won't have to live in this little town
He thinks of the old days
when they were still young
and the best times together
were still yet to come
but early last winter the angels
came calling and soon he had found
it's not much like home when
you're living alone in this little town
There are daffodils blooming
out by the front stairs
the robins are singing
but he doesn't care
because it's easier knowing
they'll be together up there in the end
when his race is run, spring will have come,
it starts over again
Oh, but late in the evening
when he's all by himself
he takes down the picture
that sits on the shelf
he still hears her voice,
remembers her touch
as he slowly sits down
someday he'll be with her
and won't have to live in this little town
someday he'll be with her
in this little town

20056. This Lonely Heart

Yonder Mountain String Band
This Lonely Heart

[Verse 1]
Once I had a sweetheart and our love was fair
I remember her brown eyes and long dark hair



I remember summer nights down at the fishin' hole
Rollin' around in the tall grass and the sweet lies we told

[Chorus]
I'm ramblin' on, on through the night
I'm ramblin' on, no end in sight
I'm bound to lose my worried mind
I'm bound to leave this lonesome heart behind

[Verse 2]
Empty streets behind me, empty streets ahead
Got the needle on the red line, I'm movin' on ahead
I'm just a stranger everywhere I go
I'll never leave you lonely, I'll just leave you alone

[Chorus]
I'm ramblin' on, on through the night
I'm ramblin' on, no end in sight
I'm bound to lose my worried mind
I'm bound to leave this lonesome heart behind

[Chorus]
I'm ramblin' on, on through the night
I'm ramblin' on, no end in sight
I'm bound to lose my worried mind
I'm bound to leave this lonesome heart behind
I'm bound to leave this lonesome heart behind

20057. This Lonesome Old Feeling

This Lonesome Old Feeling
Stanley Brothers

My heart is breaking and there's tears in my eyes
The heartaches you caused me has wrecked my young life
The love that you promised to me was untrue
All I have is a memory I can't forget about you

This lonesome old feeling keeps hanging around me
It reminds me of you and the love that we knew
I'll sit here alone there's no one beside me
With no love of my own now that you're gone

The nights are so lonely and you're still on my mind
I can't loose this memory of you now I find
So I'll go on hurting and thinking of you
This lonesome old feeling keeps making me blue



20058. This Lonesome Song

This Lonesome Song 
Lonesome River Band
 
At first, you made it easy for me to love you 
But it wasn't easy when you said, goodbye
As the years rolled by, I found myself just this morning 
Well I guess it's fair to say I lost my mind, 
 
CHORUS: 
If you would only have let me love you 
Like I wanted to 
Our love would be forever growin' strong
And then I would not feel this awful pain I do 
And I would not have to sing this lonesome song, 
 
You told me that you love me and you'd never leave 
But all that changed one day while I was gone, 
He walked right in, and took your love away from me 
And now I sit here weepin' all alone, 

If you would only have let me love you 
Like I wanted to

20059. This Love Will Carry

Kathy Mattea - This Love Will Carry
Tim O'Brien

It's a thin line that leads us and keeps us all from shame
Dark clouds quickly gather along the way we came
There's fear out on the mountain and death out on the plain
There's heartbreak and heartache in the shadow of the flame

CHORUS
This love will carry
This love will carry me
I know this love will carry me
The strongest web will tangle, the sweetest bloom will fall
And somewhere in the distance we try and catch it all
Success lasts for a moment and failure's always nRar
You look down at your blistered hands as turns another yRar

CHORUS
This love will carry
This love will carry me
I know this love will carry me
This love will carry
This love will carry me
I know this love will carry me
So these days are golden, they must not waste away
Time is like that flower and soon it will decay



And though by storms we're weakened, and uncertainty is sure
Like the coming of the dawn it's ours for evermore

CHORUS
This love will carry
This love will carry me
I know this love will carry me
This love will carry
This love will carry me
I know this love will carry me
This love will carry
This love will carry me
I know this love will carry me

20060. This Magic Moment

This Magic Moment
Lake Street Dive

This magic moment
So different and so new
Was like any other
Until I looked at you
And then it happened
Oh it took me by surprise
I knew that you felt it too
By the look in your eyes
Sweeter than wine
Softer than a summer night
Everything I want I have
Whenever I hold you tight
Oh this magic moment
While your lips are close to mine
Will last forever
Forever till the end of time
Sweeter than wine
Oh softer than a summer night
Everything I want I have
Whenever I hold you tight
Oh this magic moment
While your lips are close to mine
Will last forever
Forever till the end of time

20061. This May Hurt A Bit

This May Hurt a Bit
Old Man Luedecke



I'm just wondering if you noticed that I'd been gone a long time
Just wondering if you noticed that I come back today
Think I finally found something that I can really hold on to
I might suffer when I'm near you but I can't bear being away

Well we started something that burned a lot hotter than a brushfire
You tried to throw the brake but the train had run away
Got lost in the woods without a trail of breadcrumbs
We tried just friends but our hands got in the way

This may hurt a bit but this is love it's it
It's the coming of the light breaking through the night it's love
This may hurt a bit but this is love it's it
It's the coming of the light breaking through the night it's love

So I spent a season out there in the wilderness
Just to try and cool down and try and understand
How something so right could hurt and burn like fever
I'm lost without you and I yield to your demands

This may hurt a bit but this is love it's it
It's the coming of the light breaking through the night it's love
This may hurt a bit but this is love it's it
It's the coming of the light breaking through the night it's love

Saw a red moon rising up the first base line at the ball park
And a foul ball became a grand slam
Well a man and a woman we are two planets aligning
I can't be happy til you wear your wedding band

This may hurt a bit but this is love it's it
It's the coming of the light breaking through the night it's love
This may hurt a bit but this is love it's it
It's the coming of the light breaking through the night it's love
It's love love love (oh it's love)
It's love love love (oh it's love)
It's the coming of the light breaking through the night it's love

20062. This Memory Of You

This Memory Of You (featuring Trisha Yearwood) - Vince Gill

The blues are in the air tonight 
Love has gone and passed me by without a warning 
I light up another cigarette 
The pain hasn't hit me yet 
But I know it's comin' 

(Chorus) 
And your perfume lingers still upon my pillow case 
And the tears just started fallin' down upon my face 
I lie here in the lonliness 
With this memory of you 



I don't know where you are tonight 
I'm staring at the candlelight 
And I miss you babe 
In the darkness here all by myself 
I imagine you with someone else 
I'm gong crazy 
And with everything about you dancing in my head 
Girl I sure am lonely in this empty bed 
I lie here in the lonliness 
With this memory of you 

Repeat Chorus 

The blues are in the air tonight 
Love has gona and passed me by

20063. This Moment

This Moment
The Incredible String Band

This moment 
Is different
From any
Before it
And this moment 

Is different
It's now
And if I
Don't kiss you
That kiss is
Untasted
I'll never
No never
Get it back
But why should
I want to
I'll be in
The next moment

Sweet moment
Sweet lover
Sweet now
The walls of this room
Are different from any before them
They are now
They are now

The air that you breathe
Is different from any before it
It is now



It is now
You may think that life is repeating
Repeating [Repeat: x4]
You may think that life is repeating
Oh no [Repeat: x5]
Each moment
Is different
From any before it
Each moment
Is different
It's now

20064. This Mornin, This Evenin, So Soon

This Mornin, This Evenin, So Soon
Carl Sandburg

Tell old Bill when he leaves home this mornin',
tell old Bill when he leaves home this evenin',
Tell old Bill when he leaves home
to let those downtown girls alone,
this mornin', this evenin', so soon.

Old Sal was bakin' bread this mornin'.
Old Sal was bakin' bread this evenin'.
Old Sal was bakin' bread
when she got word that Bill was dead,
this mornin', this evenin', so soon.

Oh, no! It can't be so this mornin'.
Oh, no! It can't be so this evenin'.
Oh, no! It can't be so.
My Bill left home about an hour ago,
this mornin', this evenin', so soon.

They brought Bill home in a hurry-up wagon this mornin'.
They brought Bill home in a hurry-up wagon this evenin'.
Brought Bill home in a hurry-up wagon.
Brought Bill home with his toes a-draggin'
this mornin', this evenin', so soon.
This mornin', this evenin', so soon.

20065. This Morning At Nine

This Morning At Nine
Country Gentlemen - Tony Rice

I awoke this morning from a lovely dream
And looked about this lonely room of mine



Somewhere in the distance to me it seemed
Church bells were ringing this morning at nine

   Bitter tears I'm shedding all because of you
   I'm like a lonely prisoner serving his time
   Thinking of the day the days when love was true
   But you'll wed another this morning at nine

My poor broken heart it started to cry
As I realized you never could be mine
Just then I remembered what day it really was
That you wed another this morning at nine

20066. This Morning At Nine

This Morning At Nine
Country Gentlemen - Tony Rice

I awoke this morning from a lovely dream
And looked about this lonely room of mine
Somewhere in the distance to me it seemed
Church bells were ringing this morning at nine

   Bitter tears I'm shedding all because of you
   I'm like a lonely prisoner serving his time
   Thinking of the day the days when love was true
   But you'll wed another this morning at nine

My poor broken heart it started to cry
As I realized you never could be mine
Just then I remembered what day it really was
That you wed another this morning at nine

20067. This Much I Know - Chords

This Much I Know
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C                F                           C
This much I know   she'll never come back to me
                 F                    G7
This much I know   she meant what she said
            C     F                         C
This much I know   it's taught me all about misery
F                  C    G7            C
I just learn kinda slow   this much I know
                 F                              C
This much I feel   I should have reached out to her
                 F                G7



This much I feel   I tried it too late
            C    F                         C
This much I feel   how empty the world can be
F                C    G7            C
And so painfully real   this much I feel
F               G7                   C
I've had second thoughts about every reason 
F                G7            C
We let love slip away from our lives
F                            G7
And there's no place left to look 
                 C          Am
That I don't see some small reminder
           F                     G7
Of all the chances I just let go by
C                F                                    C
This much I need   to wake up once and find she's not gone
                 F                   G7
This much I need   oh but I'll never have
            C    F                                C
This much I need   words to speak without missing her
F                       C       G7            C
Or just some new way to breathe   this much I need

20068. This Must Be The Place (Naive Melody)

This Must Be the Place (Naive Melody)
Talking Heads
String Cheese Incident

Home is where I want to be
Pick me up and turn me round
I feel numb - burn with a weak heart
(So I) guess I must be having fun
The less we say about it the better
Make it up as we go along
Feet on the ground
Head in the sky
It's ok I know nothing's wrong . . nothing

Hi yo I got plenty of time
Hi Yo you got light in your eyes
And you're standing here beside me
I love the passing of time
Never for money 
Always for love
Cover up And say goodnight . . . say goodnight

Home - is where I want to be
But I guess I'm already there
I come home,  she lifted up her wings
Guess that this must be the place
I can't tell one from another



Did I find you, or you find me?
There was a time Before we were born
If someone asks, this where I'll be . . . where I'll be

Hi yo We drift in and out
Hi yo sing into my mouth
Out of all tose kinds of people
You got a face with a view
I'm just an animal looking for a home
Share the same space for a minute or two
And you love me till my heart stops
Love me till I'm dead
Eyes that light up, eyes look through you
Cover up the blank spots
Hit me on the head Ah ooh

20069. This New Heartache

Vince Gill - This New Heartache

Oh here I sit with my first glass of whiskey
Wondering where I went wrong
How I wish she was still right here with me
I long to hear all those old country songs
Like old Hank Williams when he'd sing about lonesome
And Hag about misery and gin
If the jukebox would play Patsy's 'Crazy'
Then I could let this new heartache begin
The band just quit and the lovers are leaving
And the bartender said it's closing time
Oh I wonder if she's having trouble sleeping
And if those songs keep on runnin' through her mind
Like 'Crazy Arms' and 'A-11'
The 'Lovers Blues' we're 'Together Again'
Why baby, why must you and 'I Fall To Pieces'
It's time to let this new heartache begin
Why baby, why must you and 'I Fall To Pieces'
It's time to let this new heartache begin

20070. This Night

This Night
Paul Durham

there are things I have done
there's a place I have gone
there's a beast and I let it run
now it's running my way



there are things I regret
that you can't forgive, you can't forget
there's a gift that you sent
you sent it my way

so take this night
wrap it around me like a sheet
I know I'm not forgiven
but I need a place to sleep
so take this night
and lay me down on the street
I know I'm not forgiven
but I hope that I'll be given
some peace

there's a game that I played
there are rules I had to break
there's mistakes that I made
but I made them my way

so take this night
wrap it around me like a sheet
I know I'm not forgiven
but I need a place to sleep
so take this night
and lay me down on the street
I know I'm not forgiven
but I hope that I'll be given
some peace...
some peace

Notes:

Recorded by Black Lab.

20071. This Ol' Building

The Infamous Stringdusters - This Ol' Building

This old building is crumbling down
Ain't no people to gather 'round
This old building is crumbling down to the ground

There's no place to hide
If we keep up what's inside
Ain't no way it won't go
Once the wrecking ball gets thrown

This old building is crumbling down
Ain't no people to gather 'round
This old building is crumbling down to the ground

Light the fuse and walk away



Don't save it for a rainy day
Once you're further down that road
You won't hear the place explode

Once it's down you'll wish you could
Build it back but it's gone for good
And don't look back, you won't see
The home of the brave, the land of the free

This old building is crumbling down
Ain't no people to gather 'round
This old building is crumbling down to the ground

20072. This Ol' Train

This Ol' Train
The Grascals - This Ol' Train

[Verse 1]
Ten miles off the rural route was the farm I grew up on
My daddy's life was between the rows, I just wanted to be gone
Days are long and the sun is hot workin' tobacco land
You got big city dreams and the hoe don't fit your hands

[Chorus]
I remember how I dreamed about the day I'd ride
Those big steel wheels to Dallas and leave this farm behind
Someday to see the city, meet a girl who'd be my wife
And I owe it all to that ol' train to save me from this life

[Verse 2]
That lonesome railroad whistle was music to my ears
That midnight train could one day be my tickRt outta here
A country boy was longin' to be rollin' down thR line
And every night I'd ride the rails, if only in my mind

[Verse 3]
It broke my daddy's heart, but our plans just weren't the same
He wanted me to work this land to carry on his name
I'm headed out to live a dream that's always been mine
Today ol' train, I'm ready to leave this farm behind

[Chorus]
I remember how I dreamed about the day I'd ride
Those big steel wheels to Dallas and leave this farm behind
Someday to see the city, meet a girl who'd be my wife
And I owe it all to that ol' train to save me from this life



20073. This Ol' Wheel

Doug Kershaw - This ol' wheel

Chorus:
This 'ol wheel keeps
On rollin' down the road
This 'ol wheel keeps
On rollin' down the road

Oh, gravel and dust fly up
Off of truck tires
Down a dirt road
In Nashville
In the summertime, in 1996
I was listenin'
To my dad and Johnny Cash
Doin' chain gang
And talkin' trash with Savannah
And smokin' cigarettes
But it wasn't that long
Till I tasted the salt of the sea
Cause she was still in love
With the guy she left for me so
She stood there cryin'
As I packed my pack
And I knew that I was lyin'
When I said that I'd be back

(Chorus)

Now fast forward
To about 2000 and 3
I'm standin' on the corner
Of Hollywood and Vine
Just a six string and me
And that capitol building
Lookin' up at that thing
Wonderin' when am I

Gonna get my chance to sing
But faced
With that kind of predicament
It'd be pretty hard
To, to get choked up
When every hero
I've had and every band
I had broke up
I'm invited to a party
And I just can't come cause
I know that once I'm in
I can't pull out till I'm done

(Chorus)

In my last nine to ten old
Ah Pook waltzed in



Put his slimy gun to my head
And said son this is the end
I said you better get back
I got an army of good friends
Who would follow me to hell
And I've done the same for them
Besides you're not going to destroy
What we've worked so hard to defend
We protect the things
We love just like our families did
We picked a long and winding road
And we'd do it again
We picked a dark horse
And we're gonna ride
It till the end

20074. This Old Guitar

This Old Guitar

This old guitar taught me to sing a love song
taught me how to laugh and how to cry
introduced me to some friends of mine
And brightened up some days
helped me make it through some lonely nights
what a friend to have on a cold and lonely night
 
This old guitar gave me my lovely lady
opened up her eyes and ears to me
It brought us close together
I guess it broke her heart
opened up the space for us to be
What a lovely space and a lovely place to be

This old guitar gave me my life my living
Everything you know I love to do
To serenade the stars that shine
From a sunny mountainside
but Most of all to sing my songs for you
Yes, I do, you know
I love to sing my songs for you

20075. This Old Guitar And Me

Vince Gill - This Old Guitar and Me

This old guitar and me
And the things that we've been through
C.F. Martin built him



Back in nineteen forty-two

I remember when we met
I was only seventeen
I spent all my college money
On a half a dozen strings

I thought my folks would kill me
I found out I was wrong
They said your future's written on your face
When you sing those travelin' songs

So we headed for Kentucky
With a suitcase full of dreams
My rough-out books, a few T-shirts
A worn out pair of jeans, ooh

This old guitar and me
We spent a lot of nights alone
Well, sometimes we'd get lucky
And take bar maid home

One night stands for breakfast
Two strangers with the blues
We'd wake up in the morning
And both feel a little used

Well, home was just a highway
We'd roam from town to town
Just me and that old flattop
Not caring where we're bound

From Maine to California
With a five piece travelin' band
Singin' songs about the hard times
That face the common man, ooh

This old guitar and me
Lord, we did the best we could
One was born a sinner
And one a piece of wood

God sent a wooden angel
To guide me on my way
We were meant to be together
Until my dyin' day

Well, now my dearest old companion
Lies underneath my bed
Well, our travelin' days are over
Man, but the memories fill my head

Well, I've settled with my family
Here in the hills of Tennessee
To teach my children's children
'Bout this old guitar and me, ooh



20076. This Old Heart

Lonesome River Band - This Old Heart

Now this old heart has been around it's been up and it's been down
It's been walked on till it's had shot
but it's still the only heart that I've got
Now you're the last one to come
along so treat it right don't do it wrong
And if you love me love me a lot for
it's still the only heart that I've got

Now it's no joy and it's no tears it's no happiness and it's no fear
It holds memories and there are lot but
it's still the only heart that I've got
Now you're the last one...

20077. This Old Heartache

Lucinda Williams - This Old Heartache

It's been a month of Sunday's since I laid eyes on you
Have you changed your ways or have you even tried to
I wish I could kill all this worry and regret
But I am haunted still by the things I can't forget

It's hard to take, this old heartache
It's drivin' me out of my mind
I can't take it and I can't shake it
And it lives with me all the time

People look at me and they think I've got it all
I'm happy and go lucky and I'll never take a fall
What they never see when they look from the outside
Is the thing that tortures me and eats me up inside

It's hard to take, this old heartache
It's driving me out of mind
I can't take it and I can't shake it
And it lives with me all the time

You think that I don't care hut you don't have a clue
Life is never fair, no matter what you do
And if you only knew az the thoughts I live with every day
And the peace of mind it costs and the hell I have to pay

It's hard to take, this old heartache
It's drivin' me out of my mind
I can't take it and I cant shake it



And it lives with me all the time
Yeah, it lives with me all the time

20078. This Old House

Dierks Bentley - This Old House

[Chorus: Clint Black & Travis Tritt]
This old house, it's been here for years
It's everything in the memories I've known
It's heard the laughter and it's seen the tears
This old house will always be home

[Verse 1: Steve Wariner & Reba McEntire]
It's seen the comings and the goings of a lifetime or two
And oh, the stories that these walls could tell
Of the living and the dying that a lifetime can do
For generations it's known all too well

[Chorus: Cody Jinks & Darius Rucker]
This old house, it's been here for years
It's everything in the memories I've known
It's heard the laughter and it's seen the tears
And this old house will always be home

[Verse 2: Dierks Bentley & Michael Ray and Carly Pearce]
Looking back in the mirror that's been looking at me
I catch a glance on my way down the hall
Now the vision's getting clearer as I walk through the door
How through my life it's been the heart of it all

[Chorus: Trace Adkins & Clint Black & All]
This old house, it's been here for years
It's everything in the memories I've known
It's heard the laughter and it's seen the tears
And this old house will always be home
Yeah, this old house will always be home

20079. This Old Martin Box

This Old Martin Box 
Blue Moon Rising
 
Thirteen years of grievin' lyin' make believin'  
Before she found the nerve to say we're through 
All my years of playin' on the road  
Left her with a heavy load 
And longing for the life that she once knew, 
 



Broken promises and guitar strings 
Missin' all the little things 
It takes to make a house into a home 
I'd call her every chance I had, keep it all from turning bad 
Guess she spent too many nights alone 
 
CHORUS : 
Faded love the game is over 
Misery river don't step over 
An old love that used to mean the world to me 
Broken heart and worried mind 
We've owned somewhere down the line 
With this old Martin box, and that girl's memory 
 
Hummin' time, singin' song 
Sure can make the night seem long 
Ninety miles before I hit the stage again 
Thinkin' back of days gone by, and I have to wonder why 
As I reach into the case for my old friend

20080. This Old Rounder

This Old Rounder - Leftover Salmon

Now when I had plenty of money, good people
all my friends would gather around
Just as soon as my pocket book was empty
not a friend on this earth to be found

Now my money taught me of plenty good people
and my papa taught me more
He said, if you don't quit your rough & wild ways
there'll be trouble at your door

All around this old jailhouse there's plenty good people
$20 won't pay my fine
For Liquor has surrounded my body
pretty women jump in my mind
Now if you don't quit your drinkin'
some day you'll be just like me
Workin' out your livin'
in a penitentary

Now when I am dead & buried, good people
and my pale face turns to the sun
You can gather around all your fine friends
and see This Old Rounder do down



20081. This Old Song

This Old Song

This old song won't take long
Just to tell what went wrong
I had to leave my old home
And now I'm walking all alone

You can see me through your eyes
I'm the one that's tellin' lies
You can play your little games
But you cannot change my name

So I'll go where I know
My seeds will sow

If I walk this lonesome road
To that valley of despair
Then I know when I get out
Darkness cannot find me there

And the time that it takes
And the mark that it makes
Will change me just the same
But they cannot change my name

So I'll go where I know
My seeds will sow

20082. This Old Town

Cornmeal - This Old Town
Album: Live In Chicago, IL Vol. II

This old town ain't meant for ramblin'
This old town has got me still
I pray to god I'll find another
On my life I know I will

Once I spent my 40 days and nights under the desert's gaze
Even I could find trouble all the while
Took too much to drinking and those lonely night left a-thinking
Even I could hear that desert wind sigh
I prayed to god to save my life

Chorus:

Once I knew a preacher man Preached the bible hand in hand
All that he knew had done been used
He left one night in the quiet town an old man lost and another found
Now there's nothing left for him to loose
He prayed to god to help him choose



Chorus:

You know I had a girl one-night hold me sayin' things were right
And took me to a place I've never been
She told me things I'd never heard about the way the world had turned
As I awoke to a full moon on the rise
I prayed to God to save my life

20083. This Old Town

Nanci Griffith - This Old Town

This old town should've burned down in 1929
That's when we stood in line
Waiting for our soup
Swallowing our pride

This old town should've burn down in 1931
When the rain refused to come
Air filled up our bellies, dust filled up our lungs
And we thought our time had come

This old town was built by hand
In the dust bowl of the motherland
There must be rock beneath this sand
Oh' I'll be damned, this town still stands

This old town should've burned down in 1944
When the last men went to war
They came back different
If they came back at all

This old town should've burned down in 1956
That's when the twister hit
And all our hopes were buried
Beneath the boards and bricks
And we almost called it quits

This old town was built by hand
In the dust bowl of the motherland
There must be rock beneath this sand
Oh' I'll be damned, this town still stands

Somewhere in the distance
The city lights do shine
The sidewalks gleam with neon dreams
That call from time to time

When my children's children
Ask me why didn't I go
They say the heart of any town
Is the people that you've known



They'll always call you home

This old town was built by hand
In the dust bowl of the motherland
There must be rock beneath this sand
Oh I'll be damned, this town still stands

20084. This Old White Mule Of Mine

Glen Campbell - This Old White Mule of Mine

Well a way up high in the mountains
In the kingdom of the Pine
I lived with the best old pal I know
That old white mule of mine
When they have a dance in the valley
I quit my job at the still
I climb aboard my old white mule
An go ridin' down the hill
Oh his back's caved in and he's mighty thin
But his legs are strong and fine
I sing a song as we go along
This old white mule of mine
He shares my joys and sorrows
He shares my bed and my wine
He even wants to share my girl
But that's where I draw the line
The other night we quarreled
And I called him a nasty name
So he kicked me down the mountain side
But I love him just the same
Oh his back's caved in and he's mighty thin
But his legs are strong and fine
So I sing a song as he carries me on
This old white mule of mine

20085. This Old World

Billy Strings 
This Old World

Well there's nothing worse than feeling
Like you're first in line for losing
I thought my life was cruising then it crumbled all away
I had a lot to give but what I gave should be forgotten
Unnoticed like a stranger I'll surrender for the day

Well this night was an illusion
It came down like an intrusion



I stay up through the night though
I can't stand it sinking low
I'm a witness to the fight between
The darkness and the light
You're a mean old world I'm leaving though
I have no place to go
You're a mean old world I'm leaving though
I have no place to go

This old world took me for a ride
I lost everything I had and then my pride
So much that I don't know, but I guess I'm set to go
And this old world she took me for a ride

I was raised when I saw ugliness
To try to make some beauty
Found purpose in the duty when
I couldn't find the shore
What beauty couldn't lift just simply floated on adrift
Rolling on directionless and lost forevermore

It goes from bad to worse sometimes
Before it can get better
I string some words together and
Just try to speak the truth
I have a lot to get, I hope my lot will be forgiven
Pardon me for living for the time I'm here with you
Pardon me for living for the time I'm here with you

This old world took me for a ride
I lost everything I had and then my pride
So much that I don't know, but I guess I'm set to go
And this old world she took me for a ride

When I lay my body down I'd like to
Feel the dirt beneath me
And the howling wind could sheath me and
I'd finally be set free
For a moment you can yawn and
Throw my things into a pile
My dawn is finally here and
Yours might come in just a while
My dawn is finally here and
Yours might come in just a while

This old world took me for a ride
I lost everything I had and then my pride
So much that I don't know, but I guess I'm set to go
And this old world she took me for a ride
This old world she took me for a ride

20086. This Ole Heart



This Ole Heart 
Lonesome River Band

I'm always runnin', down the wrong road, 
Headed down a one way street, 
Head on into a heartache 
seems to be the way for me 
 
CHORUS : 
This ole heart ain't gonna make it, 
Lord the pain I've put it through, 
Been broke pieced back together 
And it can't make it without you 
 
But don't come with no direction, 
You'll have to make it on your own, 
When you find that it ain't true love  
Sometimes it's best to leave it alone 
 
Well if I never make it 
and true love I'll never find  
Just grind upon my headstone 
you left a broken heart behind

20087. This One's Gonna Hurt You

Marty Stuart - This One's Gonna Hurt You

Baby, close that suitcase, let's turn this thing around
We've got everybody talking all over town
But if you have to leave, well, keep one thing in mind
Oh, this one's gonna hurt you for a long, long time

There's a bottle on the table, to help me understand
How love can go so wrong between a woman and a man
But just beyond the door, here's what you will find
Girl, this one's gonna hurt you for a long, long time

A long, long time is forever
And will I get over you, probably never
You can't walk away from true love
And leave your feelings all behind
'Cause this one's gonna hurt you for a long, long time

A long, long time is forever
And will I get over you, probably never
You can't walk away from true love
And leave your feelings all behind
'Cause this one's gonna hurt you for a long, long time

You can't walk away from true love
Leave your feelings all behind
Ah, this one's gonna hurt you for a long, long time



20088. This Sad Song

This Sad Song
Alison Krauss & Union Station

Well, the rain is apourin' down in a fury
And the road is lookin' long
And the only thing that comes to mind
Is the tune of this sad song
Tune of this sad song! Oh Lord!

Well, the wind is acreepin' up my back
Through the door, through the roof, through the window crack
Tossin' and a-turnin' all night long
To the rhythm and the sound of a saddened song
Saddened song! Oh Lord!

In a dream of passion I saw a face
Of a beautiful woman in a terrible place
She looked at me, and she called for you
Then she closed her eyes and she sang this tune
Sang this tune! Oh Lord!

20089. This Side

Nickel Creek - This Side 

One day you'll see her and you'll know what I mean
Take her or leave her she will still be the same
She'll not try to buy you with her time
Nothing's the same, as you will see when she's gone

It's foreign on this side
And I'll not leave my home again
There's no place to hide
And I'm nothing but scared

You dream of colors that have never been made
You imagine songs that have never been played
   (They will try to buy you and your mind)
They will try to buy you and your mind
Only the curious have something to find

It's foreign on this side
(Hoo, ooo, ooo, ooo, ooo)
And the truth is a bitter friend
Reasons few have I, to go back again

Your first dawn blinded you left you cursing the day



Entrance was crucial and it's not without pain
  (There's no path)
There's no path to follow, once you're here
You'll climb up the slide and then you'll slide down the stairs

It's foreign on this side
  (Foreign on this side)
But it feels like I'm home again
There's no place to hide
But I don't think I'm scared
  (There's no place to hide)
  (There's no place to hide)
But I don't think I'm scared
There's no place to hide
But I don't think I'm scared

20090. This Song Is For You - Chords

This Song Is For You
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Freddy Powers and Mary Powers

C
This song is for you  you know who you are
                                      G7
I won't embarrass you by calling your name
F                 G7
You're here every night severing up the drinks
                         C
Wearing your superficial smile

You still wear the wedding band and your left hard working hand
                      C7                F
For a memory of a man who's chained and bound
                          C
Lord knows you need a man and an understanding hand
                  G7             C
Before you run completely out of love

          G7
You can't stay in love with a memory

You can't stay in love with a dream

Yet you've fallen in love with the picture on the wall
    F                    G7                C
The sad part is that the picture is not of me

That cold December day they took her man away
                                      G7
Never dreaming of a gentle heart they broke
F                    G7
Now she waits by the phone she waits there all alone



                                   C
But the only one who ever calls is me 

Now I'm a prisoner of a slave to one way love
                     C7           F
I wish they'd let me go so I'd be free
                                  C
Break these chains that binds and release this heart of mine
                G7             C
Before I run completely out of love

Repeat #3

20091. This Song Is Mine

This Song Is Mine

Sometimes songs are done by singers that don't mean them
And at times I've done the same and couldn't sing them
At times I've written songs about some things I didn't do
But these are my words and mine alone these words are true
I've written words in many ways to make them rhyme
And at times I've stolen notes that wadn't mine
Sometimes I changed my style all around to make it new
These are my words and this is my way and it's for you
Cause I love you with all of my heart my soul and my mind
These are my words those notes are mine this song is mine

Cause I love you honey with all of my heart my soul and my mind
These words are mine those notes are mine this song is mine

20092. This Time

Allison Moorer
This Time

Well, you know how it goes
When you meet somebody
That you like somebody
Wanna hold somebody
But you just can't stand
To think about somebody
As another somebody
Becoming someone else
When it all goes to hell
Why can't we keep it on the sweet side
See how it feels to take a slow ride
This time
So you try to run away from the one somebody



That you like somebody
Wanna hold somebody
But you can't stay away from the one somebody
Cause there ain't nobody else running through your dreams
So we complicate things
Why can't we keep it on the sweet side
See how it feels to take a slow ride
This time
You don't need to meet my mama
You don't need the key to my house
We don't need to dream and plan and scheme
Ain't nothing here to figure out
Wouldn't it be nice just to find somebody
That you like somebody
Wanna hold somebody
And you didn't have to worry about losing somebody
Cause you pushed somebody, a little too hard, too fast
I could use some of that
I wanna get back on the sweet side
I wanna get back on the slow ride
Want every kiss to give me butterflies
See that o, baby come here look in your eyes
This time
This time

20093. This Time Round

This Time  Round
Darrell Scott

[Verse 1]
This time 'round I'll be like water
I have learned to let it flow
There is no need to dam me
I will go where I must go
And I'll drop this suit of armor
And put away my thorny crown
Gonna lay my heart wide open
This time 'round

[Verse 2]
This time 'round I'll be a giver
I have saved me long enough
I will dig down to the bottom
And I'll fill me right back up
And I'll end this search for savior
I'll be a lost without a found
A pilgrim on life's highway
This time  round

[Chorus]
Every time I play the game of love I play to win
And it always breaks me open



And I try to fly but fall and crash and burn
That's how I learn

[Verse 3]
This time 'round I'll be forgiving
I have harmed myself too long
I will speak the words of healing
And it will fill my heart with song
And I'll sing this song with others
Who were born to make the sound
A ragged choir of angels
This time 'round

[Verse 4]
As I sail out on the ocean
And I look back on the shore
I can see the sweet perfection
Of the ones I've loved before
In each face I see the lesson
That has brought me here and now
They will all give me their blessing this time 'round

[Chorus]
Oh every time we play the game of love we play to win
And it always breaks us open
And we try to fly but fall and crash and burn
That's how we learn to love again
This time 'round

20094. This Time - Chords

This Time 
by Kitchen Dwellers
 
[Intro]
G  Gadd11 G
D C G
G  Gadd11 G
D C G
G  Gadd11 G
D C G
G  Gadd11 G
D C G
 
 
[Verse 1]
Em                 C
Well they took all my money,
G          D
Took all I had,
Em                 C
More than summer's wages,
G                   D



For a poor farmer's lad.
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em            C
And I realize now,
  G                   D
I ain't got no second chance,
Em            C
And I blew my one shot,
G               D*
Before the last dance.
 
 
[Chorus]
    C*         G   Em C     Em
But maybe this ti  i  i i i ime,
D            C            G
I'm going to take my last ride,
G              G    Em C     Em
And if I don't wri  i  i i i ite,
    D           C         G
But don't worry I'm doin' fine.
 
 
[Instrumental]
Em  C  G  D
Em  C  G  D
Em  C  G  D
Em  C  G  D
 
 
[Verse 3]
Em            C
I had all the women,
G                 D
And I had all the wine,
        Em        C
And I'd had all I wanted,
G               D
Had a hell of a time.
 
 
[Verse 4]
Em                   C
But I ain't got no excuses,
G                         D
And there's nothing I can say,
Em                    C
And there's no way to tell now,
G                  D*
If I'll go or I'll stay.
 
 
[Chorus]
    C*         G   Em C     Em
But maybe this ti  i  i i i ime,



D            C            G
I'm going to take my last ride,
G              G    Em C     Em
And if I don't wri  i  i i i ite,
    D           C         G
But don't worry I'm doin' fine.
 
 
[Chorus]
               G   Em C     Em
But maybe this ti  i  i i i ime,
D            C            G
I'm going to take my last ride,
G              G    Em C     Em
And if I don't wri  i  i i i ite,
    D           C         G
But don't worry I'm doin' fine.
 
 
[Instrumental]
Em  C  G  D
Em  C  G  D
Em  C  G  D
Em  C  G  D
 
 
[Chorus]
    C*         G   Em C     Em
But maybe this ti  i  i i i ime,
D            C            G
I'm going to take my last ride,
G              G    Em C     Em
And if I don't wri  i  i i i ite,
    D           C         G
But don't worry I'm doin' fine.
 
 
[Outro]
               G   Em C     Em
And maybe this ti  i  i i i ime,
D            C            G
I'm going to take my last ride,
G              G    Em C     Em
And if I don't wri  i  i i i ite,
    D           C         G
But don't worry I'm doin' fine.
    D           C         G
But don't worry I'm doin' fine.
G*

20095. This Time - Chords



This Time
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Dwight Yoakam and Kostas

G
This time is the last time that I'll ever call her name
     C
This time is the last time that I'll ever play her game
         G
And this time is the last time that I'll endure this pain
      D7                                             G
Cause this time is the last time she'll ever hurt me again
                   D7                 G
I tell myself each morning that we're through
                  D7                G
But every night I see that it's not true
C             G
I run out and track her down
C             G               D7
Just so I can hang around and cry
repeat #1
                    D7                 G
Come on heart let's make believe we're fine
                     D7                 G
We'll both agree the pain's just in our mind
C                          G
I'll close my eyes and try not to hear
C                        G              D7
The things I'll say when she appears to haunt me
repeat #1
     D7                                             G
Yeah this time is the last time she'll ever hurt me again

20096. This Time Has Gotta Be Our Last Time

Dolly Parton - This Time Has Gotta Be Our Last Time 

Here we are again going in this cheap place
What if was seen by a friend and they recognize our face
We both know that it's wrong we both should be at home
This time has gotta be our last time
I know that you want me just as much as I want you
You've got a family and I've got one too
From now on we must stay apart we just can't break all their hearts
This time has gotta be our last time
This time has gotta be our last time we'll put our rings that own our hands
Your conscience hurt you well mine does too
I'm not this kind of woman and I'm not this kind of man
We just can't go on cheating neither of us is this kind
This time has gotta be our last time this time has gotta be our last time



20097. This Time The Dreams On Me

Alison Krauss - This Time The Dreams On Me 

Somewhere, someday we'll be close together
Wait and see
Oh, by the way
This time the dream's on me

You'll take my hand
And you'll look at me adoringly
But as things stand
This time the dream's on me

It would be fun
To be certain that I'm the one
To know that I, at least
Supply the shoulder you cry upon

To see you through
Till you're everything you want to be
It can't be true but
This time the dream's on me

It would be fun
To be certain that I'm the one
To know that I, at least
Supply the shoulder you cry upon

To see you through
Till you're everything you want to be
It can't be true but
This time the dream's on me

20098. This Too Will Pass

Rodney Crowell - This Too Will Pass

When the winds of change hit hard and knock you off your guard
And you find out there's a serpent in the grass
Though forked tongues might speak if truth is what you seek
This too will pass
When you're all tied up in knots and your friends are taking shots
And the sun comes up and kicks you in the ass
When your stumbling down the aisle and you feel like you're on trial
This too will pass
Sometimes you've gotta go down the middle of the road
Where compromise puts speed bumps in your path
If you know what you won't let no one say you don't
This too will pass
Sometimes you gotta crawl through the middle of it all
But don't compromise your heart for something crass
When everything you do just feels like nothing new



This too will pass
When your all locked up in shame be careful who you blame
This too will pass
Goodnight George

20099. This Town's Not Big Enough

This Town's Not Big Enough

Today's the day I leave forever
This town where we once loved together
Now that love is gone I guess I'm free
I'll leave behind both you and sorrow

And take just what I'll have tomorrow
When there's miles and miles and miles
Between this town and me
This town's not big enough for both of us to be

I can't go anywhere without your memory
In every window pane your face is all I see
This town's not big enough to hold both you and me
I'll drop the dreams I've held so tightly
Shed my tears and travel lightly

Anything to ease my heavy load
I'll find a town in far-off places
Where the windows have no faces
Many miles from anywhere along this lonely road

This town's not big enough [unverified]

20100. This Town's Not Big Enough - Chords

This Town's Not Big Enough
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Liz Anderson and Donna Austin

G7          C
Today's the day I leave forever 
     F
This town where we once loved together 
C                                 G7
Now that love is gone I guess I'm free
           C
I'll leave behind both you and sorrow 
    F
And take just what I'll have tomorrow
C



When there's miles and miles and miles 
G7                    C
Between this town and me

                               F             C
This town's not big enough for both of us to be
           G7                        C
I can't go anywhere without your memory
                          F             C
In every window pane your face is all I see
                    G7                          C
This town's not big enough to hold both you and me

I'll drop the dreams I've held so tightly 
F
Shed my tears and travel lightly
C                         G7
Anything to ease my heavy load
            C
I'll find a town in far-off places 
F
Where the windows have no faces
C                        G7                C
Many miles from anywhere along this lonely road

                               F             C
This town's not big enough for both of us to be
           G7                        C
I can't go anywhere without your memory
                          F             C
In every window pane your face is all I see
                    G7                          C
This town's not big enough to hold both you and me

20101. This Train

This Train

This train is for glory this train
This train is bound for glory this train
This train is bound for glory
Don't ride nothing but the righteous and the holy
This train is bound for glory this train

This train don't carry no gamblers this train
This train don't carry no gamblers this train
This train don't carry no gamblers
No hypocrites no midnight ramblers
This train is bound for glory this train

This train is built for speed now this train
This train is built for speed now this train
This train is built for speed now



Fastest train you ever did see
This train is bound for glory this train

This train don't carry no liars this train
This train don't carry no liars this train
This train don't carry no liars
No hypocrites and no high flyers
This train is bound for glory this train

This train don't pay no transportaition this train
This train don't pay no transportaition this train
This train don't pay no transportaition
No Jim Crow and no discrimination
This train is bound for glory this train

This train don't carry no rustlers this train
This train don't carry no rustlers this train
This train don't carry no rustlers
Sidestreet walkers two-bit hustlers
This train is bound for glory this train

20102. This Train Don't Stop There Anymore

Emmylou Harris
This Train Don't Stop There Anymore

You may not believe it
But I don't believe in miracles anymore
And when I think about' it
I' don't believe I' ever did for sure

All the things' I've said in songs
All the purple prose you bought from me
Reality's just black and white
The sentimental things I'd write
Never meant that much to me

I used to be the main express
All steam and whistles heading west
Picking up my pain from door to door
Riding on the storyline
Furnace burning overtime
But this train don't stop
This train don't stop
This train don't stop there anymore

You don't need to hear it
But I'm dried up and sick to death of love
If you need to know it
I never really understood that stuff

All the stars and bleeding hearts
All the tears that welled up in my eyes



Never meant a thing to me
Read 'em as they say and weep
I've never felt enough to cry
I used to be the main express
All steam and whistles heading west
Picking up my pain from door to door
Riding on the storyline
Furnace burning overtime
But this train don't stop
This train don't stop
This train don't stop there anymore

When I said that I don't care
It really means my engine's breaking down
The chisel chips my heart again
The granite cracks beneath my skin
I crumble into pieces on the ground

I used to be the main express
All steam and whistles heading west
Picking up my pain from door to door
Riding on the storyline
Furnace burning overtime
But this train don't stop
This train don't stop
This train don't stop there anymore

This train don't stop
No, this train don't stop
This train don't stop there anymore

20103. This Train Keeps Rolling Along

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - This Train Keeps Rolling Along

All aboard in Montreal
I heard the conductor call
That old engine heaved a sigh
Suitcases and shuffling feet
I found my way to a windo seat
I love to watch the world go by
Made friends with a family
Bound for Sault Ste Marie
They said good bye at Sudbury Junction
Guess I hated to see 'em go
Thought about 'em as it started to snow
Time stops for nothing or no one
This train keeps rollin along
From here to the great beyond
black somke, pistons churn
steel rails, big wheels turn
This train keeps rolling along
Across the endless plrairie land



Mighty buffalo used to stand
The Cree and the Blackfoot lived and died
??? the Rockies, nestled in the trees,
I fell in love with Lake Louise
smiling with her sparkling emerald eyes
Soon we'll reach the sea
and there I'll stand
With nothing but the blue between me and japan
Now I'm at the end of the line,
Out of track, out of time,
Conductor makes his final round
All the people and places past
They went by just a little too fast
How I wishI could've slowed this engine down.
This train keeps rollin along
From here to the great beyond
black somke, pistons churn
steel rails, big wheels turn
This train keeps rolling along

20104. This Troubled Mind O' Mine

Ernest Tubb 
This Troubled Mind O' Mine

There's gonna be some changin' round
Baby, you've done let me down
You've done trifled on me your last time
You know it just ain't right
When I come home you start a fight
Gonna leave you and ease this troubled mind of mine

Now baby, I want you to know
You left your motor runnin' slow
I got off got on a faster line
Got me a baby that's got some sense
Cuttin' in at your expense
Gonna leave you and ease this troubled mind of mine

There's no use to talk to you
Cause I know we're really through
I can find a better way to spend my time
So if I should stay out late
You know been swingin' on another gate
Gonna leave you and ease this troubled mind of mine

Now baby, I want you to know
You left your motor runnin' slow
I got off got on a faster line
Got me a baby that's got some sense
Cuttin' in at your expense
Gonna leave you and ease this troubled mind of mine



20105. This Wanting You - Chords

This Wanting You
Recorded by Gene Watson and Rhonda Vincent
Written by Bruce Bouton, Bruce Burch, T. Graham Brown

C                          C7       F
I almost wish that I could loose my mind sometime
     G7                            F          C
Then maybe I'd be free of memories you left behind
                          C7        F
With every single thought I hate to face the truth
G7                             F            C
It's never ending always there this wanting you
       G7                      F                C
You're in my mind all the time how long will it last
    D7                                                  G7
Why can't I leave our love in pieces it's buried in the past
C             C7           F
You let go so long ago but I still can't turn loose
G7                                  F            C
It's never ending it's always there this wanting you
                     C7             F
Will I go through my life with only one desire
      G7                                     F        C
Other arms have held me close but they can't kill the fire
                     C7              F
This flame inside my heart has never burned so blue
G7                             F            C
It's never ending always there this wanting you 
Repeat #2
G7                             F            C
It's never ending always there this wanting you

20106. This Weary Heart You Stole Away

This Weary Heart You Stole Away
Seldom Scene - Ricky Skaggs - Stanley Brothers

I wait for you dear all night long
It seems you never do get home
I fall asleep at the break of day
Just to drive these awful blues away

   Wake up sweetheart the night has passed
   You slept your troubles all away
   Get ready now to love again
   This weary heart you stole away



I heard you crying in your sleep
You said you found somebody new
So I'll live on and just pretend
I could never love no one but you

How can you treat me like you do
You know I've never done you wrong
My heart will always worship you
But still each night I'm left alone

20107. This Wheel's On Fire

This Wheel's On Fire - Julie Driscoll
Richard Thompson

If your memory serves you well
We were goin' to meet again and wait
So I'm goin
And sit before it gets too late
No man alive will come to you
With another tale to tell
But you know that we shall meet again
If your memory serves you well

This wheel's on fire, rolling down the road
Best notify my next of kin
This wheel shall explode!

If your memory serves you well
I was goin' to confiscate your lace
And wrap it up in a sailor's knot
And hide it in your case
If I knew for sure that it was yours
But it was oh so hard to tell
But you knew that we would meet again
If your memory serves you well ...

If your memory serves you well
You'll remember you're the one
That called on me to call on them
To get you your favors done
And after every plan had failed
And there was nothing more to tell
You knew that we would meet again
If your memory served you well ...

20108. This Will End In Tears



This Will End in Tears
Sean Watkins

I'll try the best I can.
'Cause I need for you to understand.
There's no easy way
To say what I need to say.

I don't need no one.
I don't need no one.
I don't need no one.

It's been too long.
And I'm sorry to have led you on.
I'll take the blame.
I always knew you never felt the same.

I don't need no one.
I don't need no one.
I don't need no one.

Nothing stays the same.
Everything has to change.
We've known it for years.
This will end in tears.

I don't need no one.
I don't need no one.
I don't need no one.
But you.

20109. This World Can't Stand Long

Roy Acuff - This world can't stand long
Composer: Roy Acuff

A long time this world has stood
It gets more wicked every day
The maker who created it
Will never let it stand this way

This world can't stand long
Be ready and don't be late
We should know this world can't stand
For it's too full of hate

This world was destroyed before
Because it was so full of sin
And for that very reason now
It's gotta be destroyed again

This world can't stand long
Be ready and don't be late
We should know this world can't stand



For it's too full of hate

Everyone knows this world can't stand
For in the Bible it's plain to see
Fire and brimstone shall rain down
And carry us to eternity

This world can't stand long
Be ready and don't be late
We should know this world can't stand
For it's too full of hate

Let's all give our hearts to God
And let Him lead us by the hand
If we will only trust in Him
He'll lead us beyond the burning sand

This world can't stand long
Be ready and don't be late
We should know this world can't stand
For it's too full of hate

20110. This World Is Not My Home

This World Is Not My Home
Blue Highway - Robert Earl Keen - Jim & Jesse

This world is not my home I'm just-a-passing through
My treasures are laid up somewhere beyond the blue
Angels beckon me to heaven's open door
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore

Oh Lord you know I have no friend like you
If heaven's not my home oh Lord what will I do
Angels beckon me to heaven's open door
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore

There all expecting me that's one thing I know
I fixed it up with Jesus a long time ago
He will take me through though I am weak and poor
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore

Over in glory land there'll be no dying there
The saints all shouting victory and singing everywhere
I hear the voice of them that's gone on before
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore

20111. This World Is Not My Home - Chords



This World Is Not My Home
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Albert Edward Brumley

C                         F                  C
This world is not my home I'm just a-passin' through
                         D7                   G7
My treasures are laid up somewhere beyond the blue
    C                F                  C
The angels beckon me from heaven's open door
                                 G7       C
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore

                 F                     C
Oh Lord you know I have no friend like You
                             D7               G7
If heaven's not my home then Lord what will I do
    C                F                  C
The angels beckon me from heaven's open door
                                 G7       C
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore

                             F                  C
They're all expecting me and that's one thing I know
                          D7           G7
My Savior pardoned me and now I onward go
  C                                 F             C
I know He'll take me through though I am weak and poor
                                 G7       C
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore

                              F          C
Just over in glory land we'll live eternally
                             D7            G7
The saints on every hand are shouting victory
      C                              F                  C
Their songs of sweetest praise drift back from heaven's shore
                                 G7       C
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore

Repeat #2

                                G7       C
No I can't feel at home in this world anymore

20112. This World Oft Can Be

This World Oft Can Be
Della Mae

This world oft can be a down and lonesome place to be
I hear the knock at my door and I know that you ve come to me
Hang up your coat up on a peg in the wall
Set up your feet and stay for a while



The lines on your face tell me something s troubling
Has the day and its weight made you feel old again?
Light up a pile of kindling
Watch the flames a flickering

Remember the years when we were young and free?
Now we ve swayed and we ve bent like a pair of poplar trees
Look at the pictures up on the wall
Pieces of a time when we stood tall

These are the days when I see my reckoning
The years fly past and I don't know what the end will bring
Sit with me now by the fireside
Sing me a song I'll sing you mine

The night draws close
The fire dies stedily
The room is warm
Your eyes grow heavy
Nevermind the clock on the mantle high
I'll make up the bed you can stay for the night
Nevermind the clock on the mantle high
I'll make up the bed you can stay for the night

20113. This World's No Place To Live In (But It's Home)

This World's No Place To Live In (But It's Home)

In the cool and silent dawn, Lord I travel here alone
And the wind sends back an echo of my cry
For I've seen the quiet dead and I've heard the living moan
This world's no place to live in, but it's home
A song I seem to hear, it comes a winging to my ear
A hundred million voices soft and low
The dream, the hopes and fears of so many thousand years
This world's no place to live in, but it's home
Each new born baby's cry is the hope of men grown old
For to change this world in lighter, brighter ways
But alas they hope in vain for it all remains unchanged
This world's no place to live in, but it's home
For the time of death is long, and the grave lies icy cold
Man's last and long asleep when life is done
So I'll linger yet awhile, give out love, a song, and a smile
This world's no place to live in, but it's home

20114. This Young Boy



This Young Boy
(Kathy Kallick/John Reischman)

CHORUS:
This young boy doesn't know the rules
He doesn't know how to play it cool
He got caught looking like a fool
'Cause he doesn't know the rules

When he was a boy in school
He was always the one caught breaking the rules
Always the last to ditch a smoke
And the last one to get the joke
CHORUS
He fell in love with an uptown girl
She was hard to get,oh, what a jewel
Just when he'd put his heart on his sleeve
She'd say it was time to leave
CHORUS
He got caught in the middle of a scam
And the police came, took him to the slammer
He's sittin' there with his head in his hand
Sayin' I ain't a lucky man
CHORUS

20115. Those Brown Eyes

Those Brown Eyes

One evening as the sun was low
Brown eyes whispered I must go
Not one moment would he wait
He kissed my cheek and left the gate

    Those brown eyes I love so well
    Those brown eyes I long to see
    Now I sigh for those brown eyes
    Stranger they have grown to me

One day we met upon the street
I bowed me head but did not speak
Another one was by his side
I thought one day would be his bride

Just a year ago today
They lay my own brown eyes away
As I view that mound of clay
Memories in my heart do sway



20116. Those Crazy Christians

Brad Paisley - Those Crazy Christians 

Those crazy Christians, I was gonna sleep in today
But the church bells woke me up and they're a half a mile away
Those crazy Christians, dressed up drivin' down my street
Get their weekly dose of guilt before they head to Applebee's
They pray before they eat and they pray before they snore
They pray before a football game and every time they score
Every untimely passing, every dear departed soul
Is just another good excuse to bake a casserole
Those crazy Christians, go and jump on some airplane
And fly to Africa or Haiti, risk their lives in Jesus' name
No, they ain't the late night party kind
They curse the devil's whiskey while they drink the Savior's wine
A famous TV preacher has a big affair and then
One tearful confession and he's born again again
Someone yells hallelujah and they shout and clap and sing
It's like they can't wait to forgive someone for just about anything
Those crazy Christians
Instead of being outside on this sunny afternoon
They're by the bedside of a stranger in a cold hospital room
And every now and then they meet a poor lost soul like me
Who's not quite sure just who or what or how he ought to be
They march him down the aisle and then the next thing that you know
They dunk him in the water and here comes another one of those crazy Christians
They look to heaven their whole life
And I think what if they're wrong but what if they're right
You know it's funny, much as I'm baffled by it all
If I ever really needed help, well you know who I'd call
Is those crazy Christians

20117. Those Green Eyes

Those Green Eyes
The Avett Brothers

Those green eyes, that black hair,
Made me a sucker, standing there,
At the remains of a high school football game,
And it don't do me any good to remember you.

In a world of tuxedos and red sequins,
The jealous girl said "that's an ugly dress,"
But that dress sure did the trick for me,
The picture in my mind is never hard to see.

Fire in the sky, fourth of July,
My heart turned cold as I watched her cry.
In her despair I nearly lost my mind,
It's like we started over a hundred thousand times.



But those green eyes, that pass me by.
I could not make her mine however hard I tried.
And I am lonely now, but I've got my memory
Those green eyes and that black hair, they set me free.

20118. Those Memories

Those Memories
Bill Monroe

In dreams of you my body trembles
I wake up and call your name
But you're not there and I'm so lonely
Without your love I'll go insane 

   Those memories of you still haunt me
   Every night when I lay down
   I'll always love you little darling
   Until the day they lay me down

I close my eyes and you're there with me
Your kiss I feel your face I see
It's not your lips now that drive me crazy
It's just your haunting memory

20119. Those Memories Of You

Dolly Parton - Those Memories Of You 
Emmylou Harris

Chorus:
Those memories of you still haunt me
Every night when I lay down
I'll always love you my little darling
Until the day they lay me down

In dreams of you my body trembles
I wake up and call your name
But you're not there, and I'm so lonesome
Without your love I'd go insane

Repeat Chorus

I close my eyes and you're there with me
Your kiss I feel, your face I see
It's not your lips now that drive me crazy
It's just your haunting memory

Repeat Chorus



Tag:
Until the day they lay me down

20120. Those Tears In Your Eyes (Were Not For Me)

Ernest Tubb 
Those Tears In Your Eyes (Were Not For Me)

There were tears in your eyes when you kissed me
But no love in your heart could I see
Four years that I've had been gone
Must have been too long
Cause those tears in your eyes were not for me

I know now that you've found another
And you're wondering if I will set you free
I wouldn't know the score
To want you any more
Cause those tears in your eyes were not for me

I remember the time when we were happy
But I guess it was never meant to be
I don't know who to blame
But you have brought me shame
Cause those tears in your eyes were not for me

All our friends seem to know just what happened
But I don't want their kind of sympathy
I just want to forget
A lovely girl I met
Cause those tears in your eyes were not for me

20121. Those Three Days

Lucinda Williams - Those Three Days

You say there's always gonna be this thing
Between us days are filled with dreams
Scorpions crawl across my screen
Make their home beneath my skin
Underneath my dress stick their tongues
Bite through the flesh down to the bone
And I have been so fuckin' alone
Since those three days

[Chorus]
Did you only want me for those three days?
Did you only need me for those three days?



Did you love me forever
Just for those three days?

You built a nest inside my soul
You rest your head on leaves of gold
You managed to crawl inside my brain
You found a hole and in you came
You sleep like a baby breathing
Comfortably between truth and pain
But the truth is nothing's been the same
Since those three days

[Chorus]

You say there's always gonna be this thing
Between us days are filled with dreams
Scorpions crawl across my screen
Make their home beneath my skin
Underneath my dress stick their tongues
Bite through the flesh down to the bone
And I have been so fuckin' alone
You built a nest inside my soul
You rest your head on leaves of gold
You managed to crawl inside my brain
You found a hole and in you came
You sleep like a baby breathing
Comfortably between truth and pain
But the truth is nothing's been the same
Since those three days

[Chorus: x2]

For those three days

For those three days

20122. Those Two Blue Eyes

Those Two Blue Eyes - Ricky Skaggs

On the day that I first saw you
Those two blue eyes they seemed to say
I'll always be there if you need me
But with another they went away

    You told me that your love was true
    Just like a fool I trusted you
    Those two blue eyes I love so well
    What they done to me no one can tell

Oh you gave me back my picture
And you gave me back my ring
You gave your sweet love to another



Oh Lord you're driving me insane

20123. Those Were The Days

Jerry Jeff Walker - Those Were the Days

We were wild and young and willing, to give up anything it took
To get to where we were going, you could read us like a book
Our nights were hot, filled with a lot, of lovers and dreams and songs
And mornings mostly found us in places we did not belong
But those were the days (those were the days)
Man those were the days (those were the days)
We listened to the songs Bob Dylan wrote
We sat there stoned and amazed
We forgot to eat, we forgot to sleep
Searching for the perfect line
So here's to the good old days, baby, one more time
I remember Jimmy saying, if he had two blues and a beer
He might get some sleep tonight, give his head a chance to clear
I reminded him of an old girlfriend singing at a bar called Slim's
And I recall him doing lot's of things that night
But sleeping wasn't one of them
But those were the days (those were the days)
Man those were the days (those were the days)
We learned all the songs the Beatles sang
We even tried Purple Haze
We forgot to eat, we forgot to sleep
Searching for the perfect rhyme
So here's to the good old days, baby, one more time
We were wild and young and willing, we are still are in some ways
Every now and then we still have one of them good old days
And it makes me proud when I think out loud
About lovers and dreams and songs
And how it always kept me going and the best ones are never gone
But those were the days (those were the days)
Man those were the days (those were the days)
We learned all the songs by Hank and Lefty
There must have been a thousand ways
We forgot to eat, we forgot to sleep
And all but the very best lines
And even a few of those from time to time
But those were the days (those were the days)
Man those were the days (those were the days)
So here's to the good old days, baby, one more time

20124. Those Who've Gone On

The Infamous Stringdusters - Those Who've Gone On



[Verse 1]
Well, there's more than a story of the places I've been
It's a lifetime of pictures in my mind, then I'm gone again
Tell me, can you see me now?
And I feel that you can somehow

[Verse 2]
Well you never had a chance to see me on the stage
And now I try to reach out to you on this page
So tell me, can you see me now?
And I know that you can somehow

[Chorus]
And we all cry out to those who've gone on
One's we held so dear an hour ago
Looking for a sign to tell us we've done right
And light our worried pathways through the night

[Verse 3]
Well in life you took nothing, and gave all you can give
You'd show a wanderer like me just how to live
So tell me have I done okay?
Trying to make it here day by day

[Chorus]
And we all cry out to those who've gone on
One's we held so dear an hour ago
Looking for a sign to tell us we've done right
And light our worried pathways through the night

[Intsrumental]

[Chorus]
And we all cry out to those who've gone on
One's we held so dear an hour ago
Looking for a sign to tell us we've done right
And light our worried pathways
And we all cry out to those who've gone on
One's we held so dear an hour ago
Looking for a sign to tell us we've done right
And light our worried pathways through the night

20125. Those Words We Said

Those Words We Said

Verse 1:
I left you with nothing 
But a few tears in my eyes
Now I'm halfway down the interstate past Highway 99
It's just me and one good wiper blade
Up against the rain



Chorus 1:
And I still hear the echoes of those
Bitter words we said
And I could drive a million miles 
And never drive them from my head
Those words we said

Verse 2:
No matter how I try I can't get
Far enough away
Every sad song on my radio sounds 
Like it's custom made
By some devil on my shoulder that keeps
Whispering in my ear

Chorus 2:
And I still hear the echoes of those
Bitter words we said
And I could drive a million miles
And never drive them from my head
Those words we said

Bridge:
Those words that wounded 
Like an arrow to the heart
And keep me driving
Driving

Final Chorus:
And I still hear the echoes of those 
Bitter words we said
And I could drive a million miles 
And never drive them from my head
Those words we said
Those words we said

20126. Thou Shalt Not Steal

John Butler - Thou shalt not steal

1788 down Sydney cove
The first boat people land
Sorry boys our gains you loss
1788 down Sydney cove
The first boat people land
Sorry boys our gains you loss
We're gonna steal your land
And if you break our new British law
Be sure your gonna hang or work your lives like our convicts
With a chain on your neck and hand

Chorus:
And they told us



Woah black man thou shalt not steal
Woah black man not shalt not steal
With your science and your technology
You going make a nuclear bomb
A population has increased they are going make
A three million mega ton
And if you think that's progress
I suggest your reason is unsound
You should have found out long ago
You better keep it in the ground

Chorus:
And they
Woah blak man thou shalt not steal
And black man thou shalt not steal
We're gonna civilize your black barbaric lives
And we'll teach you how to kneel
Job and me and Jesus Sittin underneath that Indooroopilly 

bridge
Watchin "that blazin" sun go down
Behind a tall tree'd mountain ridge
The land's of heritage and spirits here
The rightful culture's black
And we're Sitting here just wondering
When we gonna get our land back

Chorus:
And they
Woah black man thou shalt not steal
Woah black man thou shalt not steal
We're gonna civilize your black barbaric lives
And we'll teach you how to kneel
But your history couldn't hide the genocide
The hypocrisy that was real
For your Jesus said you're supposed to give
The oppressed a better deal
When you talk of conservation
Keep the forest pristine green
But in 200 years your materialism
Has stripped the forest clean
And a racist contradiction
That's understood by none
Left hand hold the bible
And the right hand hold's the gun

Chorus:
And they
Woah black man thou shalt not steal
Woah black man thou shalt not steal
We're gonna civilize your black barbaric lives
And we'll teach you how to kneel
But your history couldn't hide the genocide
The hypocrisy that was real
For your Jusus said you're supposed to give
The oppressed a better deal
We say to you



Yes our land thou shalt not steal
Woah our land you better heal
Yes our land thou shalt not steal
Woah yes our land you better heal
Woah our land thou shalt not steal

20127. Though The Days Were Only Seven

Ernest Tubb 
Though The Days Were Only Seven

Angels sing sweet songs of love dear
Gates of heaven stood a jar
All the seven days you love me
God was looking from afar

And He knows my heart was honest
That it wanted only you
But you went away and left me
Now I'm lonely and I'm blue

Though the days were only seven
That your heart beat with my own
They were seven days of heaven
Sweet as heaven ever known

There were many things my darling
That I wanted you to know
But my soul was so excited
I forgot to tell you so

Please believe me for I loved you
And I miss you dear sweetheart
Won't you come back now I need you
Tell me that we'll never part

Though the days were only seven
That your heart beat with my own
They were seven days of heaven
Sweet as heaven ever known

20128. Thought I Couldn`t Dance

Dolly Parton - Thought I Couldn`t Dance 
(Dolly Parton)

Stand back, and give me room
And listen to that beat
I got the music in my soul



And the rhythm in my feet
When I hear the music
You won't catch me standing still
And I won't miss a beat
I never have and I never will
And you thought I couldn't dance
And you thought I couldn't dance
I can dance to anything
That any band can play
I've got old-fashioned values
But I'm pretty up to date
And I know all the latest hits
On the radio
You don't have to join me
Stand back and watch my show
And you thought I couldn't dance
And you thought I couldn't dance
Thought I couldn't dance
Hey, watch me prance
Let's make romance
Thought I couldn't dance
You gotta take a chance
If you're gonna learn to dance
And you thought I couldn't dance
And you thought I couldn't dance
There's a lot of closet dancers
Just dyin' to come out
They dance alone inside their rooms
With the music way up loud
And I know you thought I couldn't dance
But I guess I sure fooled you
It just goes to show you never know
Who's wearing dancin' shoes
And you thought I couldn't dance
I'm full of surprises
And you thought I couldn't dance
It's too late now
I can't slow down...can't slow down
Oh, feel the heat
From these dancin' feet... can't slow down
And you thought I couldn't dance
And you thought I couldn't dance
Repeat...

20129. Thoughtfulness

Dolly Parton - Thoughtfulness 

Thoughtfulness tenderness makes love grow stronger
Thoughtfulness brings happiness makes love last much longer
Love is like a tender young flower it needs care from the time you sow
Tender words of love are like summer showers
Makes love strong when cold winds blow



Thoughtfulness tenderness...
Pull out the weeds of doubt and jealousy give love a chance to grow
Kisses are like sunshine you'll soon see love can bloom even in the snow
Thoughtfulness tenderness makes love grow stronger
Thoughtfulness brings happiness thoughtfulness thoughtfulness

20130. Thoughts Of Love And Home

Thoughts Of Love And Home - Kathy Kallick

I recall those happy days when we first courted, Dear
And the words we spoke beneath a summer moon
When the autumn took you north you wrote letters from afar
The precious words swore you'd be returning soon

CHORUS:
Oh, in the spring [in the spring]
When the little birds sing [sing sweet songs]
And a warm rain is falling on the ground
Then we put those words away for a colder winter day
And our hearts turned to thoughts of love and home

We were married in the spring with a farm and a ring
Words of hope were written all across your face
Two years drought came and went and left the fields brown and spent
And you cursed the day you'd brought us to this place

CHORUS

The next few winters found you gone, chasing dreams of wealth gone wrong
With me to tend these churlish fields all on my own
With a weary back and mind, working hard, you never find
More prosperity than we had known at home

CHORUS

This last winter was the worst, the old men sent the young to war
The brave and reckless ones who had so much to give
When the dreadful seeds were sown, the hardest work a man has known
Turning earth to bury those that did not live

20131. Thousand Dollar Wedding

Emmylou Harris
Thousand Dollar Wedding

[Verse 1]
Was a thousand dollar wedding
Supposed to be held, the other day



And with all the invitations sent
The young bride went away
When the groom saw people passing notes
'Not unusual,' he might say
'But where are the flowers for my baby?
I'd even like to see her mean old mama
And why ain't there a funeral, if you're gonna act that way?'

[Verse 2]
I hate to tell you how he acted when the news arrived
He took some friends out drinking and it's lucky they survived
Well, he told them everything there was to tell there along the way
And he felt so bad when he saw the traces
Of old lies still on their faces
So why don't someone here just spike his drink
Why don't you do him in some old way

[Chorus]
Supposed to be a funeral, it's been a bad, bad day

20132. Thousand Miles Ago

Thousand Miles Ago 
Kenny & Amanda Smith
 
There's a thousand miles in back of me, many more to go 
Riding on a freight train, feeling mighty low, 
I keep awonderin' why she quit me 
But I guess I'll never know, 
She used to be my baby, a thousand miles ago 
 
CHORUS: 
A thousand miles ago, I started feeling bad 
'Cause I just lost the future, I thought I really had, 
I know I shouldn't feel this way 
'Cause I still love her so, 
I can't keep from thinkin' 
About a thousand miles ago 
 
I know I held her in my arms, a thousand times or more 
Promised her a world of love, 'til I learned the score, 
That's why I'm feeling lonesome, that's why I'm feeling low, 
She used to be my baby, a thousand miles ago

20133. Thousand Miles from Nowhere (1000 Miles from Nowhere)

Thousand Miles from Nowhere (1000 Miles from Nowhere)
Dwight Yoakam - Thousand Miles from Nowhere (1000 Miles from Nowhere)



I'm a thousand miles from nowhere, 
Time don't matter to me.
'Cause I'm a thousand miles from nowhere,
And there's no place I wanna be.

I got heartaches in my pocket,
I got echoes in my head.
And all that I keep hearing,
Are the cruel, cruel things that you said.

I'm a thousand miles from nowhere, 
Time don't matter to me.
'Cause I'm a thousand miles from nowhere,
And there's no place I wanna be.

Oh, I; Oh, I; Oh, I; 
Oh, I; Oh, I; Oh, I.

I've got bruises on my memory,
I've got tear stains on my hands,
And in the mirror there's a vision,
Of what used to be a man.

I'm a thousand miles from nowhere, 
Time don't matter to me.
'Cause I'm a thousand miles from nowhere,
And there's no place I wanna be.

I'm a thousand miles from nowhere, 
Time don't matter to me.
'Cause I'm a thousand miles from nowhere,
And there's no place I wanna be.

Oh, I...

I'm a thousand miles from nowhere.
I'm a thousand miles from nowhere.

20134. Threaten Me with Heaven

Vince Gill - Threaten Me with Heaven

I can see the tears upon your face, no hiding place
And you're afraid that soon I will be gone, but time will still go on
You're searching for the answers you can find, all in good time

What's the worst thing that can happen,
If they say my time is through
Can they take away the love,
Or they years I've shared with you
What's the worst thing that can happen,
That's the worst that they can do



Threaten me with Heaven, it's all they can do
Threaten me with Heaven, if they want to
Threaten me with Heaven, I believe that it's true
Threaten me with Heaven, I'll be waiting on you

I hear angels through the window pane, calling my name
Someday when they carve my name in stone, I won't be, I won't be alone
If by chance a miracle appears, I'll dry up your tears

What's the worst thing that can happen,
If they say my time is through
Can they take away the love,
Or the years I've shared with you
What's the worst thing that can happen,
What's the worst that they can do

Threaten me with Heaven, it's all they can do
Threaten me with Heaven, if they want to
Threaten me with Heaven, I believe that it's true
Threaten me with Heaven, I'll be waiting on you

What's the worst thing that can happen,
What's the worst that they can do
Threaten me with Heaven, that's all they can do
Threaten me with Heaven, ooh, I'll be waiting on you

Threaten me with Heaven
Threaten me with Heaven
Threaten me with Heaven

20135. Threaten Me With Heaven - Chords

Threaten Me With Heaven (acoustic Version)
Vince Gill - Threaten Me With Heaven
Written by Vince Gill, Amy Grant, Dillon O'Brian,Will Owsley

Intro: C, Am, F, C X2

              F               Am    F     G     C      
I can see the tears upon your face, no hid-ing place
                   F              Am    F                  G
You're afraid that soon I will be gone, time will still go on 
       C                 F                 Am    F      G    C
You're searching for the answers you can't find, all in good time

CHORUS:
           G                                      F
What's the worse thing that could happen, if they say my time is through?
         Am             G          F
Can they take away the love or the years I've shared with you?
           G                                         F
What's the worse thing that could happen, what's the worse that they
could do?



                 Am      F                   C    
Threaten me with heaven, that's all they can do 
                 Am      F            C 
Threaten me with heaven, if they want to
                 Am      F                   Cs
Threaten me with Heaven, I believe that it's true
                 Am      F                  C
uo
Threaten me with Heaven, I'll be waiting on you

REPEAT Intro: Am, F, C X2

.
              F                  Am    F    G      C
I hear angels through the window pane, call-ing my name
                  F                Am     F                      G
Someday when they carve my name in stone, I won't be, I won't be alone
          C        F       Am       F    G        C
And if by chance a miracle appears, I'll dry your tears 

REPEAT CHORUS
REPEAT Intro: Am, F, C X2

.a

FINISH:
           G                                         F
What's the worse thing that could happen, what's the worse that they could do?
                 Am      F                   C
Threaten me with Heaven, that's all they can do 
                 Am      F                   C
Threaten me with Heaven, I'll be waiting on you

Outro:  Am, F, C x repeat to fade

20136. Three Days

Emmylou Harris
Three Days (1998)

[Instrumental Intro]

[Chorus]
Three days that I hate to see arrive
Three days that I hate to be alive
Three days filled with tears and sorrow
Yesterday, today and tomorrow

[Verse]
There are three days that I know that I'll be blue
Three days that I'll always dream of you
But it does no good to wish these days would end
'Cause the same three days start over again



[Chorus]
Three days that I hate to see arrive
Three days that I dread to be alive
Three days filled with tears and sorrow
Yesterday, today and tomorrow

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Three days that I hate to see arrive
Three days that I dread to be alive
Three days filled with tears and sorrow
Yesterday, today and tomorrow
[Outro]
Yesterday, today and tomorrow
Yesterday, today and tomorrow

20137. Three Days In Bed - Chords

Three Days In Bed 
Holly Williams

Capo 1
 
G               C           D              Em
The clock never stops and I hate this damn phone
          G       C            D            G
Some days I wanna run from the place I call home
I guess I'm just needing some danger
And give me three days in bed with a stranger
 
We drank all our wine on the champs Elysees
We got carried away on the banks of the Seine
Woke up on old boulevard St. Germain
It's been three days in bed with a stranger
 
Chorus:
C                             G
You take the hard stuff, it's menthols for me
        D                  G
I don't smoke but I do on occasions like these
Now that I've got me a French man to please
I'll have one Robertino and you can have me
 
I barely can wait to go back there again
With your body so warm and your face in my hands
You know how I love to meet all your demands
Give me three days in bed with a stranger
 
Chorus
 
The clock never stops and I hate this damn phone



Some days I want to run from the place I call home
I guess I'm just needing some danger
And give me three days in bed with a stranger
Everyone's needing some danger
And take you three days with a stranger

20138. Three Days In July

Three Days in July - Infamous Stringdusters
written by Mark Simos, Jon Weisberger

 Verse 1 
I was born in Pennsylvania
In 1851
I grew up on my father's farm, the youngest of three sons
The Civil War was raging the year that I turned 12
My father joined the ranks of blue, left us by ourselves

Boys I tell you true, I learned things I never knew

In summer heat, we prayed for rain the first day of July
The far of thunder rumbling, no storm clouds in the sky
My brothers grabbed their rifles, said to my mother first
Mamma that's the sounds of cannon up by Gettysburg

Boys I tell you true, I learned things I never knew

 Verse 2 
Two fearful days and sleepless nights
We waited with no word
Till the guns fell silent the morning of the third
My mother watched the road all day and kept me there close by
Till dusk was hard upon us and the water jug was dry

With bucket and a lantern, I crossed the field alone
Heard the sound of snapping twigs and then a quiet moan
Captured in my lantern light, his face in ashen grey
Huddled in a bloody coat a rebel soldier lay

Boys I tell you true, I learned things I never knew

( break )

 Verse 3 
"I see you have a kind face
Please don't raise a cry
If I'm taken prisoner
I know I'll surely die"

"I'm wounded And I mean no harm
I just need to rest a spell
I have fled the battlefield
I've seen the face of hell"



"We came by tens of thousands
The battle for to lose
We only marched on Gettysburg
Because we needed shoes"

I looked down at his swollen feet
And tried to understand
And wondered if my brothers
Had died at this man's hands

Boys I tell you true, I learned things I never knew

( break )

 Verse 4 
I walked back in the cabin
Set the bucket down
I spoke no word to mother
Of why I'd been so long

All night we sat beside the fire
Praying for good news
Then mother, she looked down and asked
"Son, where are your shoes?"

Boys I tell you true, I learned things I never knew

20139. Three Fishers

The Duhks - Three Fishers 

Three fishers went sailing out into the west
Out into the west as the sun went down
Each thought on the woman that loved him the best, and
The children stood watching them out on the town

For men must work and women must weep
For there's little to earn and many to keep, and
The harbour bar be moanin'
The harbour bar be moanin'

Three wives sat up in the lighthouse tower
They trimmed the lamps as the sun went down, and
They looked at the squall and they looked at the shower, and
The night-wrack came rollin' in, ragged and brown

For men must work and women must weep
For the storms be sudden and the waters be deep, and
The harbour bar be moanin' and
The harbour bar be moanin'

Men must work and women must weep



For the storms be sudden and the waters be deep, and
The harbour bar be moanin' and
The harbour bar be moanin'

Three corpses lay out on the shining sand
In the morning gleam as the tide went down, and
The women were weepin' and wringin' their hands
For those who would never come back to the town

Men must work and the women must weep, for
The sooner it's over, the sooner to sleep, and
Goodbye to the bar and its moanin', and
Goodbye to the bar and its moanin'

The men must work and the women must weep, for
The sooner it's over, the sooner to sleep, and
Goodbye to the bar and its moanin', and
Goodbye to the bar and its moanin'

20140. Three Flights Up

Nanci Griffith - Three Flights Up
(Frank Christian)

We returned to that five room flat
Now it was empty and this the last time
There were blinking pictures
Of how we'd sit and chat
Some of them are scattered
Others shattered in my mind

Chorus
It was always three flights up
Cathedral bells kept time

In the winter, a-chatterin' cold
While the building shook like ragweed in the wind
Stories from the heat pipes
We were told
But now they only leave me
With a half-enchanted grin

Chorus

Bridge
Bicycles squeezed down alley ways into view
And towels warmed on oven doors
To not freeze
Was the only thing to do

I wonder if we kept to the fair warning
'Cause I can see it in the flowers
Dyin' on the window sill



I know we must be out by tomorrow mornin'
But am I goin' 'gainst my will

Chorus
Bridge
Repeat First Verse
Chorus

20141. Three Four Time

Three Four Time
The Greencards - Three Four Time

You're buried deep in my soul
The one thing i can't control
You've eased my mind
You came in three four time
You've left me standing still
My heart you have revealed
And dragged me through
I'll always turn to you
We dance as lovers do
Your words 'll bring me undone
And when the curtain falls i'll leave with you
I hear your voice so true
And i'll sing from this stage with you
To be on your own
Like a rolling stone

20142. Three Good Reasons

Dwight Yoakam - Three Good Reasons

I'll give you three good reasons for leavin'
And number one is that I've forgotten number two
Number three is in a place that's been kept hidden
For so long I can't remember but it's true.
I'll give you three more reasons for leavin'
With the first no worse or better than the next two
But rest assured that the third will leave you grievin'
From a tale that's as sad as it is true.
Every night
All night long
I sit and count alone
But every day
Nothin' new
I can't find one to use.
--- Instrumental ---
Every night



All night long
I sit right there and count alone
But every day
Nothin' new
I can't find one to use.
I'll give you three good reasons for leavin'
And number one is that I've forgotten number two.
Yeah,  number one is that I've forgotten number two.
Number one is that I've forgotten number two...

20143. Three Is A Green Crown

The Incredible String Band - Three Is A Green Crown 

Not with the lips of skin nor yet with the lips of dark snow
But let the white dove sing
Of the body of life of the lover whose love is complete
Hold hands out to greet, let not the swan be brought low

For all that is moving, is moved by her hands
She is mirrored for ever in the life of the lands
In the building of thoughts in the shifting of sands

Life, life remembering

Well here you are now, O now you are here
Well how has it been so far?
The hair and the fur
Lemons, frankincenses and myrrh

For all that is moving is moved by her hands
She is mirrored for ever in the life of the lands
In the building of thoughts in the shifting of sands

Let the cracked crystal raindrop be merged in the sea
Silent shining thoughtless free
But close your eyes to find the golden flower
And open them to see the sunshine shower
Where the flowers are free and the fishes ask ah, what can water be

She beareth thought, she beareth visions
Speaking truth in contradictions
Dreams of pain, dreams of laughter
And every action follows after

O second self, O gate of the soft mystery
I'll love you if you'll love me, O guide me
With the gold of Gabriel's wing grant me the tongue
That all the earth does sing

Vibrating light forever one the sun
The book of life is open to us
There'll be no secrets left between us



20144. Three Little Birds

Three Little Birds
Bob Marley & The Wailers - Acoustic Syndicate

Don't worry, about a thing
'Cause every little thing, gonna be all right
Singin', don't worry, about a thing
'Cause every little thing, gonna be all right

Rise up this mornin'
Smile with the risin' sun
Three little birds
Pitched by my doorstep
Singin' sweet songs
Of melodies pure and true
Sayin', "This is my message to you, whoo-hoo"

Singin', don't worry, about a thing
'Cause every little thing, is gonna be all right
Singin', don't worry, don't worry 'bout a thing
'Cause every little thing, gonna be all right

Rise up this mornin'
Smile with the risin' sun
Three little birds
Pitched by my doorstep
Singin' sweet songs
Of melodies pure and true
Sayin', "This is my message to you, whoo-hoo"

Singin', don't worry, about a thing
Worry about a thing, no
Every little thing, gonna be all right
Don't worry
Singin', don't worry, about a thing
I won't worry!
'Cause every little thing, gonna be alright

Hmm, don't worry, about a thing
'Cause a every little thing, gonna be all right
I won't worry
Baby don't worry, about a thing
'Cause every little thing, is gonna be all right
Say, don't worry about a thing, no girl

'Cause every little thing gonna be all right



20145. Three Men On A Mountain

Three Men on a Mountain - Stanley Brothers

Three men on a mountain up on Calvary
And the man in the middle was Jesus
He died for you and me

Well the man on the left was a sinner tied to a cross he bled
He could have been forgiven but he mocked the Lord instead
You say you are the Son of God they've nailed you to a tree
Come down come down and save us if God your Father be

Well the man on the right was a sinner but he was sorry for his sins
He begged the Lord's forgiveness and Jesus said to him
Fear not fear not this earthly death before this day is o'er
You'll be with me in paradise on Heaven's golden shore

20146. Three Men Went A-Hunting

Three Men Went A-Hunting
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

[Verse 1]
Three men went a-hunting
And something they did find
They came upon a porcupine
And that they left behind
The Irishman said it's a porcupine
And the Scotsman, he said nay
The Welshman said it's a pin cushion
With the pins stuck in the wrong way

[Instrumental]

[Verse 2]
Three men went a-hunting
And something they did find
They came upon a toad frog
And that they left behind
The Irishman said it's a toad frog
And the Scotsman, he said nay
The Welshman said it's a jay bird
With the feathers worn away

[Instrumental]

[Verse 3]
Three men went a-hunting
And something they did find
They came upon an outhouse
And that they left behind
The Irishman said it's an outhouse



The Scotsman, he said nay
The Welshman said it's a church house
With the steeple blown away

[Instrumental]

[Verse 4]
Three men went a-hunting
And something they did find
They came upon Norton
And that they left behind
The Irishman said it was Norton
The Scotsman, he said nay
The Welshman said it's the end of the world
Let's go back the other way

[Outro]
The Irishman said it was Norton
The Scotsman, he said nay
The Welshman said it's the end of the world
Let's go back the other way

20147. Three Minute Positive

Three Minute Positive 

This is a three minute song
To tell her that I love her
And how wonderful we get along
A sweet sentiment that's borderline slick
A lotta right and not much wrong

It's a little bit edgy, but softer than spaghetti
Weak yet redundantly strong
It's a three minute positive
Not too country up-tempo love song

Yeah, it's a three minute positive
Not to country up-tempo love song
It's a way to tell her that I love her
But it can't be too long
There'll be no drinkin', no cheatin',
No lyin', no leavin'
That stuff it just don't belong
In a three minute positive
Not too county up-tempo love song

You won't hear four-letter words
Just me tellin' her
That she's the every breath I draw
And how I can't live without her
And I could never doubt her
'Cause she could never do no wrong



Well it's the right amount of timin'
The proper form of rhymin'
A little guitar then it's gone
It's a three minute positive
Not too country up-tempo love song

Yeah, it's a three minute positive
Not to country up-tempo love song
It's a way to tell her that I love her
But it can't be too long
There'll be no drinkin', no cheatin',
No lyin', no leavin'
That stuff it just don't belong
In a three minute positive
Not too county up-tempo love song

Yeah in a three minute positive
Not too country up-tempo love song
There'll be no drinkin', no cheatin',
No lyin', no leavin'
That stuff it just don't belong
In a three minute positive
Not too country up-tempo love song
Yeah in a three minute positive
Not too country up-tempo love song

20148. Three Rusty Nails

Three Rusty Nails & an Old Dogwood Tree
Lonesome River Band

Two thousand years ago you sent your son
You wanted us to understand
That who so ever would believe in him
Would be safe in his hands

(Chorus)
With three rusty nails and an old dogwood tree
The sacrifice was made for you and me
We were afraid to say that he was the one
What have we done to your son

Oh how it hurts when someone laughs at you
Their words can cut you like a knife
Just think of all the shame we put him through
Guess he gave more than his life

(Chorus)
With three rusty nails and an old dogwood tree
The sacrifice was made for you and me
We were afraid to say that he was the one
What have we done to your son



Well we know not what we do
We know not what we say
We`ll never know the price he paid to take our sins away

20149. Three Score And Ten

Three Score And Ten
Traditional

Methinks I see a host of craft
Spreading their sails alee
Down the Humber they do glide
All bound for the Northern Sea
Me thinks I see on each small craft
A crew with hearts so brave
Going out to earn their daily bread
Upon the restless wave

And it's three score and ten
Boys and men were lost from Grimsby town
From Yarmouth down to Scarboro
Many hundreds more were drowned
Our herring craft, our trawlers
Our fishing smacks, as well
They long defied that bitter night
And battled with the swell

Methinks I see them yet again
As they leave this land behind
Casting their nets into the sea
The herring shoals to find
Me thinks I see them yet again
They're all on board all right
With their nets rolled up and their decks cleaned off
And the side lights burning bright

Me thinks I've heard the captain say
"Me lads we'll shorten sail"
With the sky to all appearances
Looks like an approaching gale
Me thinks I see them yet again
Midnight hour is past
The little craft abattling there
Against the icy blast

October's night brought such a sight
Twas never seen before
There were mast and yards and broken spars
A washing on the shore
There were many a heart in sorrow
Many a heart so brave
There were many a fine and hearty lad



That met a watery grave

20150. Three Sides To Every Story - Chords

Three Sides To Every Story
Written and recorded by Vince Gill 

C                  F             G7
It's shaping up to be a real bad day
   C                     F               G7
Oh it's over and there's nothing left to say
     F                   G7             C                F
Oh I know you think it's my fault and I put the blame on you
                             C
There's three sides to every story 
F          G7               C
Your side  my side  and the truth

             F              G7
I'll wake up without you by my side
        C              F            G7
But you cheated and so many times I lied
          F              G7              C           F
Oh you'll always say I'm guilty I'll let pride be my excuse
                             C
There's three sides to every story 
F          G7               C
Your side  my side  and the truth

      F                                     C
Oh we both believe we're right as right can be
    D7                                     G7
But runnin' from the truth brought on this misery
       F              G7               C              F
Oh someday we'll both admit it  it was all because of youth
                             C
There's three sides to every story 
F          G7               Am    C
Your side  my side  and the truth
 
      F                                     C
Oh we both believe we're right as right can be
    D7                                     G7
But runnin' from the truth brought on this misery
       F              G7               C              F
Oh someday we'll both admit it  it was all because of youth
                             C
There's three sides to every story 
F          G7               Am    D7
Your side  my side  and the truth
 
F          G7               C
Your side  my side  and the truth



20151. Three Sofa Story

Tom T. Hall - Three sofa story
Composer: Tom T. Hall

I was sittin' and drinkin' in an old friend's apartment
On the westside of Nashville one night
And in his apaprtment he had these three sofas
He had two too many all right
I said buddy tell me about these three sofas
And start with that black on there first
He said there's story in each of the sofas
But give me a minute for quenchin' my thirst

He said now that first one is a good one for sleepin'
I got that one from my first wife
She left me half crazy took all of the babies
And drove off to Houston one night
Well I did as I pleased and I said what I thought
And it drove her right out of her mind
So many abuses and no damned excuses
I've often been told that I'm one of that kind

Now that second sofa I got that from a pal
Who was broke and was headed back home
He was ram cut and rusty boozed out and dusty
And I got that thing for a song
On long winter evenings I'd sit on that sofa
And listened what that fella sing
While I could do without it but there's something about it
That makes me believe the attentions to the thing

That third one right out there there's a story about it
I got that one from my second wife
A middle aged lady with money to spend
I guess she was the love of my life
Now I like I never got that damn thing in here
Cause it don't seem to fit any house
It's oblong and shapeless it's ugly and tasteless
But I got it in here and I'll get it out

I thanked him for tellin' the three sofa story
I yawned and I said my goodnight
And on my way home I considered the safas
And how they were part of his life
Buddies and sweethearts the winners and losers
Kept conjurin' up in my mind
And it's all in the tellin' of the three sofa story
Just one of the places where I have done time



20152. Three Times Seven

Doc Watson & Merle Watson 
Three Times Seven

I'm three times seven and I do as I doggone please
There ain't no woman this side of heaven gonna get me on my knees
I'm three times seven, gals, and that makes twenty-one
Lord, I just won't tame: I'm gonna be the same 'till I'm three times twenty-one

I make my living a-loafing' and I ain't never worked a day
Working and me just can't agree, I reckon I ain't filled that way
I'm a rootin' hootin' rounder, gals, now don't you think I ain't
I might get around to paintin' the town, but I never did like to paint

'Cause I'm three times seven and I do as I doggone please
No pretty thing this side of heaven gonna get me on my knees
Yes, I'm three times seven, that makes twenty-one
I just won't tame: I'm gonna be the same 'till I'm three times twenty-one

I'm a trav'lin trouble maker and I really feal my oats
I ain't afraid of no big man or of any old gun he toas
I'm the big duck in the puddle and don't you try to push me around, boy
I didn't come in like no lion just to go out like a lamb

I'm three times seven and I do as I doggone please
There ain't nobody this side of heaven gonna get me on my knees
I'm three times seven and that makes twenty-one
I'm wild an woolly and full of flees, I'm a no good son of a gun

20153. Three Way Conversation

Jim Lauderdale - Three way conversation
Composer: Jim Lauderdale

You've got a good imagination no one else can see
It's like a three way conversation between you and you and me

You always speak to me in color vivid as the day is long
And I could listen to you talking till the rest have all gone home

Is it the shock of recognition that's traveling up my spine
Or a little piece of your premonition that got mixed up with mine

There's a lot of different kinds of people best not to interrupt
Leave 'em to their own devices they're so easy to corrupt

It's no surprise that you don't lie you will not hide away
It's no surprise that you don't lie you will not hide away

You've got a good imagination no one else can see...
It's no surprise that you don't lie you will not hide away...



20154. Three Whiskeys And The Truth

Little Big Town - Three Whiskeys and the Truth

[Verse 1]
You don't cross my mind
I don't think about you all day
No, I don't cross that line
I keep your memory at bay
All the strength it's takin'
To numb the breakin'
If I'm sober, I'm safe 'til

[Chorus]
The moon gets to shinin' and I get to thinkin'
Think I'll be fine but then I start drinkin'
Unravelin', unwindin', staring at the stone-cold proof
It takes every bit of the time that I'm killin'
My heart hesitates but the pain's always willin'
There ain't no lyin', baby, I'm missing you
Three whiskeys and the truth
Mhm

[Verse 2]
I go to bed to sleep you off
And I wake up feeling better
Ain't too proud to push it down
But I'm a terrible forgetter
All the strength it's takin'
To numb the breakin'
If I'm sober, I'm safe till

[Chorus]
The moon gets to shinin' and I get to thinkin'
Think I'll be fine but then I start drinkin'
Unravelin', unwindin', staring at the stone-cold proof
It takes every bit of the time that I'm killin'
My heart hesitates but the pain's always willin'
There ain't no lyin', baby, I'm missing you
Three whiskeys and the truth

[Bridge]
Oh, one takes the edge off
Two makes me numb
Oh, oh
The third one goes down and I'm done

[Chorus]
The moon gets to shinin' and I get to thinkin'
Think I'll be fine but then I start drinkin'
Unravelin', unwindin', staring at the stone-cold proof
It takes every bit of the time that I'm killin'
My heart hesitates but the pain's always willin'



There ain't no lyin', baby, I'm missing you
Three whiskeys and the truth

[Outro]
Oh, oh-oh-oh
Three whiskeys and the truth
The third one goes down and I'm done

20155. Three White Horses - Chords

Three White Horses
Andrew Bird

[Main Riff]
(Play it whereever)
E E E E   C C C C   G G G G    F# F#    B B
 
Intro:
Em --- C --- G - G/F# - B
 
            Em          C      G     G/F#   B
There'll be three white horses, all in a line
            Em          C                G    G/F#   B
There'll be three white horses in a line
 
Em          C                G    G/F#   B
Three white horses, when you go that way
         Em      C                      G    G/F#   B
You will need somebody when you come to die
 
Don't dismiss it like it's easy
Tell me what's so easy
'Bout coming to say goodbye
 
You're gonna miss her in the evening
You know I won't be needing
Somebody when you come to die
 
There'll be three white horses in a line
There'll be three white horses in a line
There'll be three white horses when you go that way
You will need somebody when you come to die
 
It's not desperation that we're breeding
It's just a need we're feeding
Before we say goodbye
 
You're gonna miss me in the evenings
You know I won't be needing
Somebody when you come to die
Yeah, I won't be needing
Somebody when you come to die



20156. Through My Prayers

The Avett Brothers - Through My Prayers 

Hard to believe I won't see you again
We were just fighting when winter began
The coldness of our words competing with the wind from the north.

Still they make me shiver but in a very different way
The pages of the calendar kept turning away
I have some better words now but it's too late to say them to you.

My dream of all dreams and my hope of all hopes
Is only to tell you and make sure you know
How much I love you and how much I always did.

And yes I know you loved me, I can see it in your eyes
And it was in your struggle and it was in your mind
And it was in the smile you gave me when I was a kid

Feels like no one understands
And my only chance
To talk to you is through my prayers.
I only wanted to tell you I cared

Every night after and every day since,
I found myself crying when the memory hit.
Sometimes it knocks me down, sometimes I just put it away.

Down in my mind where I don't care to go
The pain of a lesson is letting me know
If you have love in your heart let it show while you can

Yes now I understand
But now my only chance
To talk to you is through my prayers.
I only wanted to tell you I cared.
I only wanted to tell you I cared.

20157. Through The Bottom Of The Glass

Through The Bottom Of The Glass
The Seldom Scene

She's off misbehavin' with him not with me
A pessimistic tomorrow is all that I see
Well I can live with my version of the world goin' past
Well the hard times we've had
Don't look so bad



Through the bottom of the glass

(Chorus)
So turn up the juke box dim down the lights
I don't need no vision twenty twenty tonight
Well, so I won't see her even if she walks past
Through the jokes and the tears
Lord, the smoke and the beer
Through the bottom of the glass
Well the grapevine done told me what they see and hear
They must like to watch me get tears in my beer
Well I found that new someone and you may say she's trash
Well she ain't much to see
But she looks good to me
Through the bottom of the glass

Chorus:
Through the jokes and the tears
The smoke and the beer
Through the bottom of the glass

20158. Through The Eyes Of A Broken Heart

Buddy Miller - Through the Eyes of a Broken Heart

She don't want flowers cause they'll just die
She don't want love it'll just make her cry
And she don't want me cause I'll just say goodbye
That's how it look in her eyes
She don't see the sun cause it's just going down
She waits for the night
Keeps her eyes to the ground
She don't trust me
Cause I won't be around
That's how it looks in her eyes
Through the eyes through the eyes
Of a broken heart
Love is lies love is lies
Leave you scared
Damage done in the past
Leaves a wound than can last
That's how it looks in her eyes
Through the eyes of a broken heart
She keeps safely hidden behind walls of fears
She keeps out the love that could dry every tear
She can't afford to let me come in
That's how it looks in her eyes
Through the eyes through the eyes



20159. Through The Eyes Of A Fool

Lefty Frizzell
Through The Eyes Of A Fool

[Chorus:]
I'll keep looking through the eyes of a fool

[Verse 1:]
If I see someone hold her tight that's all right they're just dancing
If they're together in the moonlight
They're just talking not romancing
If I see her out with someone it's just some old friend from school
That's how it looks through the eyes of a fool
If her phone rings and she whispers I can talk now I don't care
A private matter and she'd better not discuss it with me there
If I see her smile at someone that's not breaking any rule
That's how it looks through the eyes of a fool
They say that seeing is believeing believe me it's not true
You can teach your eyes to only see the things you're wantin' to
So I'd rather keep pretending like a little child in school
And now keep looking through the eyes of a fool

[Chorus]

20160. Through The Eyes Of Love - Chords

Through The Eyes Of Love 
Tompall And The Glaser Brothers

[Verse 1]
G                  D7 G
This heart of mine be-longs to you,
C    G         D7   G
Take care of i-t be kind,
              D7    G
For I must go where you may lead,
C   G          D7     G
The eyes of lo-ve are blind.
 
[Verse 2]
  C           F               C
I may not see the things that I should see,
F          C             G    C
The danger there might b-e in store,
             F           C
And I may do just what I shouldn't do,
F           C            G               C
Because I'm looking thro-ugh the eyes of love,
D7         G
My love is blind.
 
[Verse 4]



                 D7   G
It's true I know that eyes of love,
C     G          D7     G
Might dim the vi-ew for me,
                 D7  G
But eyes of love can see so much,
C    G        D7       G
That other ey-es don't see.
 
[Verse 4]
  C             F       C
A bluer sky the sparkle in your eyes,
F           C   G       C
All make me realize I'm yours,
               F          C
I see with you a world of dreams come true,
F           C            G               C
Because I'm looking thro-ugh the eyes of love,
D7           G
Don't let me down.

20161. Through The Garden - Chords

Through The Garden
As recorded on Intrepid CD - Jim Hurst

Key of D

Verse 1       
Once you were my sweetheart darlin'
In our blissful childhood days
But then we had to part dear
You have gone so far away

Chorus                 
We wandered out through the garden
And all the flowers were in bloom
There you whispered how you loved me
Underneath that golden moon

Verse 2       
When you left I got so lonely
I thought my heart would break in two
Don't you know I love you only
There is no other one but you

Repeat Chorus

Verse 3
I hope that you're not gone forever
And that we may meet someday
Oh I know we'd be so happy
I pray the Lord will let it be



Repeat Chorus
Repeat Chorus

THE CHORDS

Verses:
D
Once you were my sweetheart darlin'
           A           D
In our blissful childhood days

But then we had to part dear
                  A                   D
You have gone so far away

Choruses:
          A           D
We wondered out through the garden
                    A           D
And all the flowers were in bloom

There you whispered how you loved me
            A           D
Underneath that golden moon

20162. Through The Morning, Through The Night

Alison Krauss - Through the Morning, Through the Night

Believe me when I tell you
I will try to understand
Believe me when I tell you
I could never kill a man

But to know that another man's holding you tight
Hurts me, little darling
Thru the morning thru the night

The bond has been broken
The promise you gave
The words that were spoken
I can not be your slave

But to know that the trust you had in me is gone
Hurts me, little darling
Through the nighttime through the dawn

I dreamed just last night you were there by my side
Your sweet loving tenderness
Easing my pride

But then I awoke and found you not there



It was just my old memory of how much I care

Believe me when I tell you
I will try to understand
Believe me when I tell you
I could never kill a man

But to know that another man's holding you tight
Hurts me little, darling
Through the morning through the night

20163. Through The Night

Through the Night
Railroad Earth - Through the Night

Here beneath the starry sky, I lay me down to rest
Peace around me, peace within
For this, my life is blessed
Good health to share, this living day
Good friends to share the time
And my dreams to keep me through the night
Here beneath the starry sky, love lays self to rest
Peace around you, peace within
For this, your life is blessed
Good health to share, this living day
Good friends to share the time
And your dreams will keep you through the night
Here beneath the starry sky, I lay me down to rest
Peace around me, peace within
For this, my life is blessed
Good health to share, this living day
Good friends to share the time
And my dreams to keep me through the night
Good health to share, this living day
Good friends to share the time
And my dreams to keep me through the night
Good health to share, this living day
Good friends to share the time
And my dreams to keep me through the night

20164. Through The Spring

Through the Spring - Sean Watkins

Write me a song I can sing all year long, and that'll send me to sleep
When there's no one beside me that I need, and the trees have all lost their leaves
And keep me alive through the spring



She said it best, didn't sound like the rest, always softly and sweet
In the sunshine I never thought to think, how could I be so naive?
But the spring time, it came and she left

Why should I care, she was never really there, a phantom girl
Or a wolf with the most amazing smile, all the while I thought otherwise
But in the spring she took off her disguise

Well I'll never forget you looking my way
And the time that we spent in the absence of games
And in the month I was gone, the amount that you changed

I need a song to keep me alive through the spring
Keep me alive through the spring
Keep me alive through the spring

20165. Through The Trees

Through the Trees
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
When we first met, we both were young
The future still seemed far away
Now different faces paint the canvas etched upon my mind
Taking me back to a distant place in time

[Chorus]
Oh, take me back down that old wandering road
In the spring of distant melodies
As I step through the trees I look back and think of you
Let the years live in memories

[Verse 2]
As the years slide by together we stop and rest
Set the pace of thRse wheels in motion
Different pRople that I've come to know
Travelling down this long road
Making old time feel like new

[Chorus]
Oh, take me back down that old wandering road
In the spring of distant melodies
As I step through the trees I look back and think of you
Let the years live in memories

[Verse 3]
As the green leaves all fade to gold and brown
A chill breeze brings back to me
I'll still think of you and the times that we shared
If you're gone and removed from my side

[Chorus]



Oh, take me back down that old wandering road
In the spring of distant melodies
As I step through the trees I look back and think of you
Let the years live in memories

[Chorus]
Oh, take me back down that old wandering road
In the spring of distant melodies
As I step through the trees I look back and think of you
Let the years live in memories

20166. Through The Window Of A Train

Through The Window Of A Train
Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Steve Gulley/Daniel House Music, BMI-Gulley's Curve Music, BMI)

Everybody drives the same old roads these days
Don't see a thing, but they know the way
Every mile's a marker, every town's the same
Another place to stop but not to stay
Daddy was a brakeman on the L&N;
Sometimes he'd let me ride along with him
No matter where we'd stop along the way
Everybody knew his name
A different story down every line
People workin' hard just to live and die
I saw it all once upon a time
Through the window of a train
Then we started back the way we came
Like people moving through a picture frame
Seems the whole world's further down the track
But I'm always looking back
I don't expect you all to understand
Or see the country like a railroad man
So many things you'd never realize
Unless you saw 'em with these eyes
Birmingham to Jackson, hear the whistle call
And the sun goes down like a big red ball
In my memory I still see it all
Through the window of a train

20167. Through The Years

Little Big Town - Through the Years (Live)

[Verse 1]
I can't remember when you weren't there
When I didn't care for anyone but you



I swear we've been through everything there is
Can't imagine anything we've missed
Can't imagine anything the two of us can't do

[Chorus]
Through the years, you've never let me down
You've turned my life around, the sweetest days I've found
I've found with you through the years
I've nevRr been afraid, I've loved the lifR we've made
And I'm so glad I stayed, right here with you
Through the years

[Verse 2]
I can't remember what I used to do
Or who I trusted, who I listened to before
I swear you've taught me everything I know
Can't imagine needing someone so
But through the years it seems to me
I need you more and more

[Chorus]
Through the years, through all the good and bad
I know how much we had, I've always been so glad
To be with you through the years
It's better every day, you've kissed my tears away
As long as it's okay, I'll stay with you
Through the years

[Chorus]
Through the years, when everything went wrong
Together we were strong, I know that I belonged
Right here with you through the years
I never had a doubt, we'd always work things out
I've learned what love's about, by loving you
Through the years, through the years
Through the years

[Outro]
Through the years

20168. Through Thick And Thin

Dolly Parton - Through Thick And Thin 

The road of love is steep it's a hard climb all the way
To stay in love we must keep working at it every day
We have our ups and downs but we take it with a grin
Cause we've promised to stick together through thick and thin
We don't always see eye to eye and we don't always agree
But every day we both try to make each other happy
And if we have a quarrel we'll just kiss and try again
Cause we've promised to stick together through thick and thin
We've promised to stick together that's what we're gonna do



We won't let our love grow old we're gonna keep it new
Hard times may hit us maybe just around the bend
But we've promised to stick together through thick and thin

20169. Throughout All Time - Chords

Throughout All Time
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

G
I still see you walking silently 
            Em            G
Through the shadows in my mind
And a vision of your sweet blue eyes 
       Em                        G
Creeps into my dreamful sleep at night
          C                        G   Em
You still haunt the deepness of my memory
            D7                  G
I guess you will throughout all time
Little girl I still remember 
         C                      G
The very dress you wore on that day
It was so soft a shade of violet 
            A7             D7
Lord how it took my breath away
       G
As the sunshine on that morning 
      C                  G
Broke across your golden hair
How I wished to hold you tightly 
               D7              G
Lord but I was shy and did not dare
Repeat #1
Many nights I've sat and wondered 
       C                   G
If you might be somebody's wife
But if you're not I'd long to see you 
           A7                D7
If just to tell you how I've pined
          G
I've been known to ask a stranger 
          C               G
I thought might pass your way
If he would tell you of these feelings 
   D7                   G
We might meet again someday
repeat #1 
          C                        G   Em
You still haunt the deepness of my memory 
            D7                  G
I guess you will throughout all time
            D7                  G



I guess you will throughout all time

20170. Throw Down Your Earthly Crown

Throw Down Your Earthly Crown

Throw down your earthly crown
Never mind how it sparkles and glows
The crown best worn is made of thorns
And from every thorn blooms a rose
From every thorn blooms a rose

Think not of earthly kings
Though they have precious stones and jewels
The one true king had none of these things
He had just a carpenter's tools
He had just a carpenter's tools

Think not of earthly queens
Though they might have wealth untold
Much more a queen was Mary Magdalene
She had a wealth in her soul
She had a wealth in her soul

Think not of palaces fair
And churches laden with gold
It was there in the market square
That all the lessons were told
All the lessons were told

Think not of the armies of man
The battles won and lost
THe cowardly man has blood on his hands
The brave man hangs from the cross
The brave man hangs from the cross

Throw down your earthly crown
Never mind how it sparkles and glows
The crown best worn is made of thorns
And from every thorn blooms a rose
From every thorn blooms a rose

20171. Throw It All Away

Glen Phillips - Throw It All Away

Take your cautionary tales
Take your incremental gain
And all the sycophantic games



And throw 'em all away
Burn your tv in your yard
And gather round it with your friends
And warm your hands upon the fire
And start again
Take the story you've been told
The lies that justify the pain
The guilt the weighs upon your soul
And throw 'em all away
Tear up the calendar you've bought
And throw the pieces to the sky
Confetti falling down like rain
Like a parade to usher in your life
Take the dreams that should have died
The ones that kept you lying awake
When you should've been all right
And throw 'em all away
With the time I waste on the life I never had
I could've turned myself into a better man
Cause there ain't nothing you can buy
And there is nothing you can save
To fill the whole inside your heart
So throw it all away
Won't fill the whole inside your heart
Help me empty out this house
The wool I've gathered all these days
And thought I couldn't do without
And throw it all away

20172. Throw Me A Lifeline

Throw Me a Lifeline
Desert Rose Band
Hill-Hillman

Long ago, far away
How could we have known it would be this way
We drifted so far, so far away
From where it all began, when will it ever end
And now we pray...

Dear God, I say don't leave me here alone
I just don't know how to make it on my own
For such a long time I felt this old river roll
Throw me a lifeline, throw me a lifeline
Throw me a lifeline, pull me back to shore

I can't control where that river flows
From her heart to mine, she's all I know
And letting go it feels so cold
A chill runs through my veins, will it ever be the same
Hear this cry in my soul



Dear God, I say don't leave me here alone
I just don't know how to make it on my own
For such a long time I felt this old river roll
Throw me a lifeline, throw me a lifeline
Throw me a lifeline, pull me back to shore
Throw me a lifeline, pull me back to shore

20173. Throw Your Love Away

Little Big Town - Throw Your Love Away

[Verse 1]
Baby, you keep showin' up in every dream
You're walkin' 'round my head in your faded jeans
I don't know what it means
I don't know what it means
You left without me sayin' what I wanted to
The thought of you is fillin' up this empty room
I don't know what to do
With all the missin' you

[Chorus]
I can patch the holes and take a million pictures off the wall
I can send you back your old guitar you gave to me
Yeah, it don't bother me at all
I can set our bed on fire but your memory's fireproof
So what's the use?
I can't throw your love away and I can't give it back to you

[Verse 2]
You made it look so easy with your movin' on (Movin' on)
Like you never think about our favorite song
Dancin' in the livin' room, slow dancin'
It was over way too soon
I wake up in the mornin' and I call your name
I wish there was a "Get over you" pill to take
Everything is different but it's all the same
My heart is so devoted,  it won't even break

[Chorus]
I can patch the holes and take a million pictures off the wall
I can send you back your old guitar you gave to me
Yeah, it don't bother me at all
I can set our bed on fire but your memory's fireproof
So what's the use?
I can't throw your love away and I can't give it back to you
Back to you

[Bridge]
Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh
I can't give you back all the kisses
Underneath those summer stars (I can't give you)



I can't give you back all the cold winter nights
Sleepin' in your arms

[Chorus]
I can patch the holes and take a million pictures off the wall
I can send you back your old guitar you gave to me
Yeah, it don't bother me at all
Oh, I can set our bed on fire but your memory's fireproof
So what's the use?
I can't throw your love away and I can't give it back to you

[Outro]
No, I can't throw your love away and I can't give it back to you
Back to you
(Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh)
Wish I could give it back, baby
(Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh)

20174. Throw Your Love My Way

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Throw Your Love My Way

To me your just as pretty as a speckled pup
That's why I keep on calling and I can't give up
I'll give you everything I've got from A to Z
If you will only throw your pretty love at me

You've got the kind of smile that will turn your damper down
You've got the kind of love that started men to slipping round
Well, I don't think I'm slipping but I just have to say
For goodness gracious baby throw your love my way

I know you've got me hanging from a broken limb
I'm like a little duck I've got to sink or swim
But I could swim the ocean like the Robert E Lee
If you would only throw your pretty love at me

You've got the kind of smile that will turn your damper down
You've got the kind of love that started men to slipping round
Well, I don't think I'm slipping but I just have to say
For goodness gracious baby throw your love my way

I see your eyes are a gleaming seen 'em gray and brown
If so I'm gonna turn this whole world upside down
I give my share and heaven and I'll get down on my knees
If you will only throw your pretty love at me

You've got the kind of smile that will turn your damper down
You've got the kind of love that started men to slipping round
Well, I don't think I'm slipping but I just have to say
For goodness gracious baby throw your love my way



20175. Throwin' Rocks

Robert Earl Keen - Throwin' Rocks 

VERSE1
She wasn't bad. She wasn't good. She was just what she was.
She had a thing makes a man, do the things he does.
She had a way. A special way, to speak without a word.
I swear to you, this very day, that this is how it all occurred.

CHORUS
We was: Throwin rocks in the river, counting ties on the track
Thinking life could not be better and living in a shack.
Feeling love for one another, deep down in our bones.
Standing by the water, throwing rocks n skipping stones.

VERSE 2
I was raised, in New Orleans. She was born in Jacksonville.
And for a time, to me it seemed, she made the world stand still.

CHORUS
Throwin rocks in the river, counting ties on the track
Thinking life could not be better and living in a shack.
Feeling love for one another, deep down in our bones.
Standing by the water, throwing rocks n skipping stones.

VERSE 3
I came home late and I caught her, with a man from out of town.
Now I wait beside the water for the flood to take me down.

CHORUS
Throwin rocks in the river, counting ties on the track
Pouring gas on her letters and setting fire to the shack.
Screaming bloody murder, leaving nothing but the bones.
Standing by the water, throwing rocks n skipping stones.

I am Standing by the water, yeah, throwing rocks n skipping stones.

20176. Thunder

The Infamous Stringdusters - Thunder

[Verse 1]
Can't buy sunshine, sun goes down
Light days, dark days, it's always around
Like the sound as the thunder hits the ground
Lightning striking, the flash in the sky
Here and there and low and high
And the sound as the thunder hits the ground, hits the ground



[Chorus]
White mountains, big blue sea
Deep canyons, tall green trees
We're all yearning to be free
We can be free

[Verse 2]
See that bird soar through the air
Watch her flying anywhere
Ask yourself where you are bound
Are you lost or are you found?
Like the sound as the thunder hits the ground, hits the ground

[Chorus]
White mountains, big blue sea
Deep canyons, tall green trees
We're all yearning to be free
We can be free

[Chorus]
Yeah, white mountains, big blue sea
Deep canyons, tall green trees
We're all yearning to be free
We can be free

20177. Thunder - Chords

Thunder Live
Billy Strings

[Intro]
D Cadd9 G D
 
[Verse 1]
 
D                       Cadd9
There's thunder in the morning
G                   D            D Cadd9 G D
Thunder through the night
D                 Cadd9
Thunder, thunder, thunder
       G              D      D Cadd9 G D
In the failing of the light
 
F
Thunder at the border
    Cadd9              D      D Cadd9 G D
And thunder on the plain
D                   Cadd9
Well thunder on the mountain
G                 D    D Cadd9 G D
Without a hint of rain



 
[Chorus]
 
Bm
Thunder, thunder, thunder
                   Am
My God but it's so loud
F                   Cadd9
Just like a hundred cannons
                              D Cadd9 G D
Firing right above the crowd
 
D Cadd9 G D
 
[Verse 2]
 
D                   Cadd9
Well thunder in the battlefield
G              D          D Cadd9 G D
And thunder in the ranks
D              Cadd9
Thunder in the whiskey jar
G                    D       D Cadd9 G D
We raise to give our thanks
 
F
Thunder in the gazes of the
Cadd9           D     D Cadd9 G D
Soft and bluest eyes
D                      Cadd9
There's thunder in the phrases of the
G            D     D Cadd9 G D
politics and lies
 
[Chorus]
 
Bm
Thunder, thunder, thunder
                   Am
My God but it's so loud
F                    Cadd9
Just like a thousand cannons
                              D Cadd9 G D
Firing right above the crowd
 
[Jam]
 
Cadd9 G D
 
[Chorus]
 
Bm
Thunder, thunder, thunder
                   Am
My God but it's so loud
F                    Cadd9
Just like a thousand cannons



                            D Cadd9 G D
Firing right into the crowd
 
D Cadd9 G D
 
[Verse 3]
 
D                       Cadd9
There is thunder in the marketplace
      G                    D     D Cadd9 G D
Where goods are bought and sold
D              Cadd9
Thunder in the mining pits
    G               D    D Cadd9 G D
And in the hills of gold
 
F
Thunder in the government
    Cadd9                D    D Cadd9 G D
And in the courts of law
D                   Cadd9
Well thunder in the hall of mirrors
     G              D   D Cadd9 G D
That shatter like a jar
 
[Verse 4]
 
D                              Cadd9
Well there's thunder, thunder, thunder
     G               D   D Cadd9 G D
From piss pot to the sea
D                        Cadd9
And in all the land down under
          G              D   D Cadd9 G D
Where the wild creatures be
 
F
Thunder, thunder
    Cadd9                D       D Cadd9 G D
For fifteen thousand years
D                           Cadd9
We ploughed our fields with lightning
       G                 D      D Cadd9 G D
And we watered them with tears
 
[Chorus]
 
Bm
Thunder, thunder, thunder
                   Am
My God but it's so loud
F                    Cadd9
Just like a thousand cannons
                             D Cadd9 G D
Firing right into the crowd
 
Bm



Thunder, thunder, thunder
                   Am
My God but it's so loud
F                    Cadd9
Just like a thousand cannons
                            D Cadd9 G D
Firing right into the crowd
 
D Cadd9 G D

20178. Thunder And Lightnin'

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Thunder and lightnin'
Composer: Val Birdie - Vince Melamed

I remember our first night together
It was rainin' cats and dogs when we made love
Made the most of all that stormy weather
That's what this ol' night reminds me of.

Thunder and lightning, nothing like a storm
Cozy up beside me, honey, and let me keep you warm
Nothing more invitin' then a good one comin' down
Born two rainy day lovers who love to hear the sound
Of thunder and lightning.

The rhythm of the rain outside the window
Always brings a sparkle to your eye
It's music to my ears each time the wind blows
We know how to spend a stormy night.

Thunder and lightning, nothing like a storm
Cozy up beside me, honey, and let me keep you warm
Nothing more invitin' then a good one comin' down
Born two rainy day lovers who love to hear the sound
Of thunder and lightning.

No, we don't need no sunny day
Just turn the lights down low and let it rain.

Thunder and lightning, nothing like a storm
Cozy up beside me, honey, and let me keep you warm
Nothing more invitin' then a good one comin' down
Born two rainy day lovers who love to hear the sound ..

Of thunder and lightning, nothing like a storm
Cozy up beside me, honey, and let me keep you warm
Nothing more invitin' then a good one comin' down
Born two rainy day lovers who love to hear the sound.



20179. Thunder And Lightning

Lonesome River Band - Thunder and Lightning

[Verse 1]
Ain't but two ways around here
To get your hands on a dollar bill
You can sell dry corn and starve to death
Or you can cook it in a liquor still
Well, I got a forty Ford out back
And buddy, that hoss'll pull
She can get uphill like a mountain cat
Twenty-two cases full

[Chorus]
I can outrun any old G-man
They might as well be pushin' a plow
Boys, it's about to be rainin'
Here come your thunder and your lightnin' now

[Verse 2]
Had a little trouble in Dawsonville
But that ain't the first I've found
They run a wood axe through my copper still
And a bullet through my bluetick hound
Coulda been revenuers I guess
Coulda been old Dan Church
They both got a reason to want me dead
But they're gonna have to catch me first

[Chorus]
I can outrun any old G-man
ThRy might as well be pushin' a plow
Boys, it's about to be rainin'
HRre come your thunder and your lightnin' now
Here come your thunder and your lightnin' now

[Verse 3]
I seen a lone man scalpin' loads
Every turn on highway nine
And tankers tippin' up Thunder Road
Are gettin' thick as loblolly pine
Apple brandy or a sour mash
It don't make a damn to me
It'll get there full and it'll get there fast
But it ain't gonna get there free

20180. Thunder Dan

Thunder Dan - Sideline

In the back woods brush of Greenbriar County
Lives a man they call Thunder Dan



Nobody comes around in the hills above the town
Cause they know about the mountain man
Thunder Dan
One day came a man with a bible in his hand
Said Dan this is what your gonna do
Old Dan shot him down drug his body into town
He was back by the morning dew
Thunder Dan is a fighter a lone outsider
If you cross him he'll bring you down
Four dogs five hogs and a house made of logs
Who lives 30 miles out of town
Thunder Dan
Sheriff Johnson screamed 
What an awful crime to murder such a ritcheous man
He said I know where to go to the fishing hole
Gonna see old Thunder Dan 
Thunder Dan
Hey Dan said the sheriff tell me what do you know
About the murder of preacher Brown
He came a preaching to me tell what I ought to be
So I laid him down on that ground
Thunder Dan
Thunder Dan is a fighter a lone outsider
If you cross him he'll bring you down
Four dogs five hogs and a house made of logs
Who lives 30 miles out of town
Thunder Dan
Forty years said the man with the gavel in his hand
Now take this wicked man away
Old Dan spun around shot the deputy down
Sayin this ain't gonna happen today
Thunder Dan is a fighter a lone outsider
If you cross him he'll bring you down
Four dogs five hogs and a house made of logs
Who lives 30 miles out of town
Thunder Dan is a fighter a lone outsider
If you cross him he'll bring you down
Four dogs five hogs and a house made of logs
Who lives 30 miles out of town
Thunder Dan

20181. Thunderclouds Of Love - Chords

Thunderclouds Of Love

[Verse 1]
G             F        G                         D                G
Your love hit me just like a flash of lightning. It came pouring from the thunderclouds of love.
G            F          G                                       D             G
At first the torrent of love was frightning. I know that it was sent from God above.
 
[Chorus]
C                   G                      A                              D



I have been praying for nights on end, for someone who could make me live again.
G          F             G           C           G          D                   G
And all at once from the darkness of my heart they came to light the light with your love fell lik
e rain.
 
[Instrumnetal]
 
G  F  G  D  G x2
C  G  A  D
G  F  G  C  G  D  G
 
[Verse 2]
G          F           G                                    D               G
No more no more will I ever be lonely, I'll always have you with me here to love.
G        F           G                                   D                G
An angel says for an angel coming, to fill my heart with thunderclouds of love.
 
[Chorus]
 
C                   G                      A                              D
I have been praying for nights on end, for someone who could make me live again.
G          F             G           C           G          D                   G
And all at once from the darkness of my heart they came to light the light with your love fell lik
e rain.
 
[Instrumental]
 
G  F  G  D  G x2
C  G  A  D
G  F  G  C  G  D  G
 
[Chorus]
 
C                   G                      A                              D
I have been praying for nights on end, for someone who could make me live again.
G          F             G           C           G          D                   G
And all at once from the darkness of my heart they came to light the light with your love fell lik
e rain.

20182. Thunderstorm Hurricane - Chords

Thunderstorm Hurricane
Allison Moorer

[Intro]
Em Am B7 F#m Gm

[Verse 1]
Em             Am
Dark cloud hanging overhead
B7          Em
Sky is grey blue and red
Em                Am



I should have run now it's too late
B7             Em
A thunderstorm a hurricane
 
 
[Instrumental]
Em Am B7 F#m Gm
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em       Am
I ignore all the signs
B7         Em
So it took me by surprise
Em             Am
Now I'm caught out in the rain
B7             Em
A thunderstorm a hurricane
 
 
[Instrumental]
Em Am B7 F#m Gm
 
 
[Verse 3]
Em          Am
Let it pour over me
B7         Em
Holy water make me clean
Em              Am
Drive and drive and I disappear
B7         Em
Like I was never here
 
 
[Instrumental]
Em Am B7 F#m Gm
 
 
[Outro]
Em            Am
Everything is washed away
B7             Em
A thunderstorm a hurricane

20183. Thursday

Dale Ann Bradley - Thursday 
Album: Cumberland River Dreams

It started out just like a dream
And like a dream I knew
That what we had would have to end



Cus I was looking for a lifetime lover
And you were looking for a friend

Someone to be there after all your
Night-time lover's have gone
From where they came.
Someone who knew the way
To help you play your daytime games
But it's not the same

Oh I started out believing
That I'd come to mean enough to you
To make you make you wanna change
But then I came to realize
There was just too much of you
You'd have to rearrange

And I couldn't bare to wait around
For all you're night-time lover's
To go from where they came
And it came to hurt too much for me
To help you play your daytime games
And no one's to blame...ooohh no oh!

(Repeat first verse)

Yes I was looking for a lifetime lover
And you were looking for a friend

20184. Thursdays Child - Chords

Thursdays Child
Aoife O'Donovan

[Verse 1]
N.C
 
I got nothing to hide
I'm as naked as the day I was born
In November and you know all what they say
Thursday's child has far to go, don't I know
 
[Verse 2]
 
  G                        F
I got far to go, should I leave you behind
    G                   F
And drive to Alaska on Saturday night
      Dm                       Am                     G
These four walls around me are keeping out the light
 
 
[Verse 3]



   G                         F
No one's riding shotgun, I'm driving alone
      G                           F
I can turn up the music and do whatever I want
       Dm                        Am                      G
When I get to the border, put a quarter in the payphone
 
 
[Chorus]
C Am    G              C
Oh, my tyranny's gonna crumble
    C Am    G              C               C          Am  G    C
And so, sit next to me and fumble with the buttons on my dress
C           Am
What do you want to be?
  G            F
I want to be a plumber
 
 
[Verse 4]
       G                    F
To get down on my knees and unplug your drain
          G                      F
I feel an ache in my bones every time that it rains
      Dm                    Am                     G
And when I look up at the sun in the sky I tell time
 
 
[Verse 5]
   G                          F
If something is leaking, just give me a call
          G                             F
There's a tear on your cheek, there's a crack in the wall
      Dm                         Am                      G
I can soak up the water with the folds of my black shawl
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C Am    G              C
Oh, my tyranny's gonna crumble
    C Am    G              C               C          Am  G    C
And so, sit next to me and fumble with the buttons on my dress
C           Am
What do you want to do?
  G               Dm
I wanna watch you stumble
 
 
[Bridge]
        Em                   Am
Stumble through this fertile land
        C                  Bb
In your pocket are both my hands
         Em               Am
When you get to the other side
             C                     F     G



The northern lights are black and white
 
[Instrumental]
 
G    F
G    F
Dm   Am    G
 
[Verse 7]
  G                            F
I wanted to be a singer, so I grew my hair long
        G                    F
I needed a guitar slinger to push me along
   Dm                        Am                      G
To fill out my verse and my chorus with a baritone
 
 
[Verse 8]
  G                            F
I got nothing to hide, I'm laying it out there
  G                            F
Take it or leave it, you can figure it out
   Dm                 C                     G
 Thursday's child has far to go,  I'm gonna shout
 
 
[Outro]
 
C Am    G              C
Oh, my tyranny's gonna crumble
    C Am    G              C               C          Am  G    C
And so, sit next to me and fumble with the buttons on my dress
 C          Am  G    C
Buttons on my...
 C          Am  G    C
Buttons on my dress
 
Dm

20185. Thy Burdens Are Greater Than Mine

Thy Burdens Are Greater Than Mine
Stanley Brothers

In a little country village
I met a man and he was blind
As I helped him cross the highway
I cried thy burdens are greater than mine

   I can see the light of day
   And I need not feel my way
   Yes thy burdens



Saw a lad well on his travels
Trying hard to play the game
Though his leg was very crippled
And he could not speak his name

Still he smiled in understanding
Though life to him had been unkind
As I watched I thought in sorrow
Son thy burdens

   I can speak my name aloud
   Make my way among the crowd
   Yes thy burdens

Just by chance I passed a graveyard
Saw a young man kneeling there
In his hand there were some roses
On his lips there was a prayer

On a stone these words were written
My soul is God's my memory thine
As I watched I thought in sorrow
Friends thy burdens

   I'm just a drifter all alone
   I got no friends I got no home
   Yes thy burdens

20186. Ticks

Brad Paisley - Ticks 

Every time you take a sip
In this smoky atmosphere
You press that bottle to your lips
And I wish I was your beer
In the small there of your back
Your jeans are playing peekaboo
I'd like to see the other half of your butterfly tattoo.
Hey that gives me an idea
Let's get out of this bar
Drive out into the country
And find a place to park.
'Cause I'd like to see you out in the moonlight
I'd like to kiss you way back in the sticks
I'd like to walk you through a field of wildflowers
And I'd like to check you for ticks.
I know the perfect little path
Out in these woods I used to hunt
Don't worry babe I've got your back
And I've also got your front
Now, I'd hate to waste a night like this
I'll keep you safe you wait and see



The only thing allowed to crawl all over you when we get there is me.
You know every guy in here tonight
Would like to take you home
But I've got way more class than them
Babe that ain't what I want.
'Cause I'd like to see you out in the moonlight
I'd like to kiss you way back in the sticks
I'd like to walk you through a field of wildflowers
And I'd like to check you for ticks.
You never know where one might be
There's lots of places that are hard to reach
I gotcha.
I'd like to see you out in the moonlight
I'd like to kiss you baby way back in the sticks
I'd like to walk you through a field of wildflowers
And I'd like to check you for ticks.
I'd sure like to check you for ticks...

20187. Tidal Wave

Tidal Wave
Sierra Ferrell

Baby take a step back from where you stand
First you've gotta give me back my' hand
Do' you even call' yourself a man?
How the water outside,' it makes ya melt like sand. (?)

Look oh look, Well here comes my tidal wave
Come to take me away, I can't wait another day
Its so long now, I can't hear what you say
Don't look at me that way, I can't wait another day

Oh oh oh oh
Now baby take a step back from where you stand
I done told you once before you're not gonna be my man
I'm tired of sitting 'round here just kicking cans
I'm gonna travel the world while/well (?) seeing this land

Look oh look, Well here comes my tidal wave
Come to take me away, No I can't wait another day
Its so long now, I can't hear what you say
Don't look at me that way, I can't wait another day

Baby take a step back from where you stand
No no no no, You can't be my man
I'll tell you what boy, You ruined all my plans
Gonna hit you in that ear/hair (?) with a frying pan

Look oh look, Well here comes my tidal wave
Come to take me away, No I can't wait another day
Its so long now, I can't hear what you say
Don't look at me that way, I can't wait another day



No oh oh no, I can't wait another day

20188. Tides Of Time

Donna the Buffalo - Tides Of Time
Rockin' in the Weary Land (1998)
Live From the American Ballroom (2001)

Some day I might figure it
Right now I'm just livin' it
Right now I'm just livin' it
Right now I'm just givin' it

Looking out over the multitude
Looking in to the heart of it
Reaching out into the middle of it
Seeing how we're a part of it

Chorus:
I'm feeling the tides of time
Moving in on my senses now
I'm feeling the tides of time
Pull me in, pull me out

Could be in the sun setting
Might be in the rise of a storm
Could be in the morning light
Must be in the moment you're born

Seems like human nature
Seems like the day to day
Seemed like a big hay ride
Started us out to find our way

Unofficial verse:
So hard so beautiful
Rushing out over eternity
So long that's the short of it
So short that's the long and the tall of it

20189. Tie A Yellow Ribbon

Dolly Parton - Tie A Yellow Ribbon 

I'm comin' home, I've done my time
Now I've got to know what is and isn't mine
If you received my letter telling you I'd soon be free
Then you'll know just what to do
If you still want me



If you still want me
Whoa, tie a yellow ribbon 'round the old oak tree
It's been three long years
Do ya still want me?
If I don't see a ribbon round the old oak tree
I'll stay on the bus
Forget about us
Put the blame on me
If I don't see a yellow ribbon round the old oak tree
Bus driver, please look for me
'cause I couldn't bear to see what I might see
I'm really still in prison
And my love, she holds the key
A simple yellow ribbon's what I need to set me free
I wrote and told her please
Whoa, tie a yellow ribbon round the old oak tree
It's been three long years
Do ya still want me?
If I don't see a ribbon round the old oak tree
I'll stay on the bus
Forget about us
Put the blame on me
If I don't see a yellow ribbon round the old oak tree
Now the whole damned bus is cheerin'
And I can't believe I see
A hundred yellow ribbons round the old oak tree

20190. Tie Me Down

Alan Jackson - Tie Me Down 

"Tie Me Down"
I've dodged the flame of love, my heart's been slippery and cold
I always thought I'd walk this path, 'least until I was almost old
Those sweet lips and eyes of green cut me like a blade of steel
Pull my heart like an eighteen wheel running up a Tennessee hill
[Chorus:]
I was a rollin' stone, my feet never touch the ground
She was the only one that ever could tie me down
Feel like I left behind, trapped to an angel's wings
Bounded to a new born love, tied up in the apron strings
I used to live alone, never needed anyone
And she turned my head around, I didn't even try to run
[Chorus:]
Yeah, I was rollin' stone, my feet never touch the ground
She was the only one that ever could tie me down
Lookin' back, I realize happy is not what I was
When you run across a woman, it's your true love that stronger than a moonshine buzz
[Chorus:]
Yeah, I was rollin' stone, my feet never touch the ground
She was the only one that ever could tie me down
[Chorus:]
Yeah, I was rollin' stone, my feet never touch the ground



She was the only one that ever could tie me down
[Chorus:]
Yeah, I was rollin' stone, my feet never touch the ground
She was the only one that ever could tie me down
Yeah, she was the only one that ever could tie me down

20191. Tie Me Kangaroo Down

Tie Me Kangaroo Down
Rolf Harris

Tie me kangaroo down, sport
Tie me kangaroo down
Tie me kangaroo down, sport,
Tie me kangaroo down,

Watch me wallaby's feed, mate,
Watch me wallaby's feed.
They're a dangerous breed, mate,
So watch me wallaby's feed.

Keep me cockatoo cool, Curl,
Keep me cockatoo cool.
Don't go acting the fool, Curl,
Just keep me cockatoo cool.

Watch me platypus duck, Bill
Watch me platypus duck,
Don't let 'im run amuck, Bill
Watch me platypus duck.

Play me digeridoo, Blue
Play me digeridoo
Keep playin' it till I shoot through, Blue
Play me digireedoo

Let me Abos go loose, Bruce
Let me Abos go loose
They're of no further use, Bruce
So let me Abos go loose.

Tan me hide when I'm dead, Fred
Tan me hide when I'm dead
So we tanned his hide when he died, Clyde
And that's him, hangin' on the shed.

20192. Tie Our Love (In A Double Knot)



Dolly Parton - Tie Our Love (In A Double Knot) 
(Jeff Silbar/John Reid)

Gonna tie our love in a double knot
'Cause these days love gets strained a lot
To give our hearts a double shot
Let's tie our love in a double knot
Woah, if we want to endure
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure
While we're wrapped up in those ties that bind
I want to make sure we don't unwind
So we'll tie our love in a double knot
'Cause these days love gets strained a lot
To give our hearts a double shot
Let's tie our love in a double knot
'Cause I've got my dreams, baby you got yours
Put it together, we got a whole lot more
'Cause I ain't lookin' for just one night
No, I want to make it the rest of our lives
So lets tie our love in a double knot
'Cause these days love gets strained a lot
To give our hearts a double shot
Let's tie our love in a double knot
Woah, oh, oh, oh
Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh
Tie our love in a double knot
'Cause these days love gets strained a lot
To give our hearts a double shot
Let's tie our love in a double knot
Tie our love in a double knot
Let's tie our love in a double knot
Tie our love in a double knot

20193. Tied Down

Tied Down
Greensky Bluegrass

I just long to be somewhere, where the rivers are rushing faster
Keep moving towards a place with mountains that stretch high

My legs are strong to take me out running
Through the fields that are never brown
I don't want to dig my car out of the snow 
everyday for six months out of The year

I'm tied down to Michigan, there ain't no home like this one
I'm leaving Michigan, with my heart on my sleeve for the world to steal

I'm going find myself, missing the lakes and beaches where I was a boy
Some people will be left, wishing I had stayed
There ain't no cure for this feeling like moving our lives around
I want to be somewhere that people appreciate these kinds of songs



I'm tied down to Michigan, there ain't no home like this one
I'm leaving Michigan, with my heart on my sleeve for the world to steal

Been settling down in this town where we all came together
My wife and my friends, we became a family here
I won't ever betray my memories tasting other seas and landscapes
These trees are fruit and these dreams are free

I'm tied down to Michigan, there ain't no home like this one
I'm leaving Michigan, with my heart on my sleeve for the world to steal

20194. Tied To A Stone - Chords

Tied To A Stone
recorded by George Jones
written by Max D. Barnes

C                                                         F
I woke up this morning and prayed to God oh let this be a dream
G7                                                              C
Her side of the bed was cold and laying there beside me was her ring
                                                                      F
With a note that she had left for me laying where she used to lay her head
      C                            G7                   C
And I felt the world fall in on me for this is what she said

          F                     C
Tied to a stone ain't no way to live  
           G7              C
I can't go on  living like this
              F                    C
I'd rather be lonely and face life alone
              G7                               C
Than to go on this way day after day tied to a stone

                                                           F
I always thought I gave her everything that any girl could want
G7                                                        C
The diamonds on her fingers a new car and a big two-story home
                                                              F
Oh but home became a prison and looking back now I can see it all
       C                                    G7
Oh I'd give the world if I could change the things 
                         C
That made her climb that wall

                   F                     C
She said tied to a stone ain't no way to live  
           G7              C
I can't go on  living like this
              F                    C
I'd rather be lonely and face life alone
              G7                               C



Than to go on this way day after day tied to a stone

F                    C
I'd rather be lonely and face life alone
              G7                               C
Than to go on this way day after day tied to a stone

20195. Tiergarten

Richard Thompson
Tiergarten

Won't you walk me through the Tiergarten?
Won't you walk me through it all, darling?
Doesn't matter if it is raining
Won't you walk me through it all?

Even if the sun, it is blazing
Even if the snow, it is raging
All the elements, we must conquer
To get to the other side of town

I have suffered shipwreck against your dark brown eyes
I have run aground against your broken down smiles
Believe me when I tell you I have no place to go
But to go where the wild flowers grow and the stone gardens bloom

Won't you walk me through the Tiergarten?
Won't you walk me through it all, darling?
Doesn't matter if it is raining
We'll get to the other side of town

20196. Tiger & The Monkey

Jim Lauderdale - Tiger & The Monkey

Tiger and a monkey went to war
The monkey rode in on a labrador
The tiger came on roller skates
Skids and fancy figure eights
Juggling a dozen plates or more
Strutting cocky to the n'th degree
Monkey brought his field artillery
Look at what the tiger brought
Some ante-bellum cannon shot
Engraved with Louisiana filigree
Round and round and round again we go
Round and round and round again you know
You're sweet as a buttercup



With the gold side up
Don't ever think of leaving till you go
Blackbird sitting on a daisy chain
Says maybe you should come out of the rain
Why don't you just postpone your war
Clothe your hungry, feed your poor
Before you take your sword up once again
Round and round and round again we go
Round and round and round again you know
You're sweet as a buttercup
With the gold side up
Don't ever think of leaving till you go

20197. Tightrope of love

Tightrope of love
Chatham County Line

I found love is like a balancing act
Lean one way, you gotta react
This girl s got me up on a high wire
So step right up, ladies and gents
Like a tightrope walking in a circus tent
Couldn t fall for her from any higher
Might have found love
But it didn t find me
I m walking the line
Too thin to see
Looking down, high above
Walking on this tightrope of love
Her diamond eyes and ribbon hair
Got me walking through the air
Every step just to show her what she's worth
To tell truth, I am inspired
And every day walk that wire
I m putting on the greatest show on earth
Might have found love
But it didn t find me
I m walking the line
Too thin to see
Looking down, high above
Walking on this tightrope of love
If I fell in my balancing act
I can rest assured in the fact
That I got as close to her as I can get
And I did it all on a limb
Might have found love
But it didn t find me
I m walking the line
Too thin to see
Looking down, high above
Walking on this tightrope of love
Looking down, high above



Walking on this tightrope of love

20198. Tights On My Boat

Tights on My Boat
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
Okay
I hope you die peacefully in your sleep
Just kidding, I hope it hurts like you' hurt' me
I hope that,' when you think of me, you' can't breathe (Ah, hmm)
I hope you never find a sock to match the other one
Hey, will your dad pay your taxes now that I'm done?
I can promise you're not foolin' anyone (Mmm)

[Pre-Chorus]
And you can tell the girl who left her tights on my boat
That she can have you now
Yeah, you can tell the girl who left her tights on my boat
That she can have you now

[Chorus]
You're gonna get what you got comin' to ya
You're gonna get what you got comin' to ya
You're gonna get what you got comin' to ya
You are, you are (Ah-ah)
You're gonna get what you got comin' to ya
Can't be the first one to ever tell ya
You're gonna get what you got comin' to ya
You are, you are

[Post-Chorus]
If it's the last thing I see, yeah
If it's the last thing I see, ah, oh

[Verse 2]
Remember when you wouldn't come away with me?
Sent your mom instead, yeah, that was a real thing
I shoulda known you were trouble
Just save myself from all the trouble
You came to visit on tour and you made me cry
Wouldn't speak to me for weeks and now I know why, yeah (Ah)

[Pre-Chorus]
And you can tell the girl who left her tights on my boat
That she can have you now
Yeah, you can call her right now
And tell her that she can have you right now

[Chorus]
You're gonna get what you got comin' to ya
Bet I won't be the last one to tell ya



You're gonna get what you got comin' to ya
You are, you are (Ah-ah)
You're gonna get what you got comin' to ya
Just 'cause I'm singin', don't let it fool ya
You're gonna get what you got comin' to ya
You are, you are

[Post-Chorus]
If it's the last thing I see
If it's the last thing I see, hey, hey
The last thing I see

[Outro]
Oh, you're gonna get what you got comin'
Get what you get, get what you got comin'
You're gonna get what you got comin'
Get what you get, get what you got comin'
You're gonna get what you got comin'
Get what you get, get what you got comin'
You're gonna get what you got comin'
Get what you get, get what you got comin'
You're gonna get what you got comin'

20199. Tijuana Lady - Chords

Tijuana Lady
Buck Owens

Intro: A-E-D-E-A
A E D A
She's my Tijuana Lady, lips as sweet as cherry wine
 E D E A
She's my Tijuana Lady, Tijuana Lady say that you'll be mine

A E D A
Well I've been to California and I've been to Tennessee
 E A
Around the world and back a time or two
 E D A
Hugged those Yokohama mammas in the land of the rising sun
 E A
But they could never hold a light to you

A E D A
I've sipped one or two mint juleps down in sunny New Orleans
 E D A 
Kissed those southern belles that stroll the avenue
 E D A
Laid on the bench in Waikiki and watched the ocean roll
 E A
But none of this could hold a light to you

A E D A



She's my Tijuana Lady, lips as sweet as cherry wine
 E D E A
She's my Tijuana Lady, Tijuana Lady say that you'll be mine

Instrumental: A-E-D-A-E-D-E-A

A E D A
Yes, I've steamed the mighty oceans and I've sailed the seven seas
 E A
 E D A
Shared a glass of wine in gay Paree and a laugh in London-town
 E A
Tijuana girl I'm coming home to you

A E D A
She's my Tijuana Lady, lips as sweet as cherry wine
 E D E A
She's my Tijuana Lady, Tijuana Lady say that you'll be mine
A E D E A
She's my Tijuana Lady, Tijuana Lady say that you'll be mine

20200. Til A Tear Becomes A Rose

Keith Whitley - 'Til A Tear Becomes A Rose

Darling, I can see the clouds around you
And in your heart, I know a sorrow grows
But if you weep, I'll be right here to hold you
'Til each tear you cry becomes a rose

Dearest love, I know your heart is shattered
And all my words can offer no release
But my love will heal the pain you've suffered
And I'll be here if you should turn to me

Darling, I can see the clouds around you
And in your heart, I know a sorrow grows
But if you weep, I'll be right here to hold you
'Til each tear you cry becomes a rose

In deepest nights when memories tend together
Lay with me and put your fears to sleep
'Cause there's no pain, no dream can put us under
All the love that binds you and me

Darling, I can see the clouds around you
And in your heart, I know a sorrow grows
But if you weep, I'll be right here to hold you
'Til each tear you cry becomes a rose
'Til each tear you cry becomes a rose



20201. Til A Tear Becomes A Rose - Chords

Keith Whitley
Til A Tear Becomes A Rose
Capo on 3rd fret. 

E/-------------2-2----3-2----------2--------------------3- 
B/-------------3-3----3-3----------1--------------------0- 
G/-------------2-2----2-2----------2--------------------0- 
D/--0--2--2/4--4-4----4-4--4\2--0--0--------------------0- 
A/------------------0-----------------2--3--2--0--------2- 
E/------------------------------------------------2--3--3- 

E/----------------3-----------
B/----------------0-----------
G/------0-----0---0-----------
D/-----0------0---0-----------
A/-0h2--------2---2-----------
E/------------3---3--0--2--3--

        G                    C
Darling I can see the clouds around you 
            D       D7            G
And in your heart I know a sorrow grows 
           G                           C
But if you weep I'll be right there to hold you 
         D        D7            G
Til each tear you cry becomes a rose 

        G          C                  G
Dearest love ... I know your heart is shattered 
           D             D7       G
And all my words ... can offer no release 
       G             C                 G
But my love ... will heal the pain you suffered 
            D           D7                 G
And I'll be here ... if you should turn to me 

        G                    C
Darling I can see the clouds around you 
            D       D7             G
And in your heart I know a sorrow grows 
           G                           C       Am
But if you weep I'll be right there to hold you 
G/Am     D        D7            G      A
Til each tear you cry becomes a rose 

           A               D              A
In deepest nights ... when memories stand together 
         E                            A
Lay with me ... and put your fears to sleep 
                             D                A
Cause there's no pain ... no dream can put us under 



        E                           A
All the love .... that binds you to me 

        A                    D
Darling I can see the clouds around you 
            E                     A
And in your heart I know a sorrow grows 
           A                           D        C#/D Bm 
But if you weep I'll be right there to hold you 
A        E        E7            A
Til each tear you cry becomes a rose

20202. Til Each Tear Becomes Rose - Chords

Keith Whitley
Til Each Tear Becomes A Rose
Lorrie Morgan/ Keith Whitley
     
(G) Darling I can (G7)see the clouds (C) around you,
And in your (D)heart I know a sorrow (G)grows,
But if you weep I'll (G7)be right there to (C) hold you
Til each (D)tear you cry becomes a (G)rose.

(G)Dearest love, I know your heart is shattered,
And all my (D)words can offer no re(G)lease,
But my love will heal the pain you suffered,
And I'll be (D)here if you should turn to (G)me.

Chorus:

In deepest nights when memories stand together,
Lay with me and put your fears to sleep,
'Cause there's no pain, no dream can put us under,
All the love that binds you to me.

Chorus:

20203. Til I Gain Control Again

Rodney Crowell - 'Til I Gain Control Again
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1: Willie Nelson]
Just like the sun over the mountaintop
You know I'll always come again
You know I love to spend my morning times
Like sunlight dancing on your skin

[Verse 2: Kimmie Rhodes]



I've never gone so wrong
As for telling lies to you
What you see is what I've been
There is nothing I could hide from you
You see me better than I can

[Chorus: Willie Nelson/Kimmie Rhodes]
Out on the road that lies before me now
There are some turns where I will spin
I only hope that you will hold me now
'Til I can gain control again

[Verse 3: Willie Nelson]
Just like a lighthouse
You must stand alone
Landmark a sailor's journey's end

[Verse 4: Kimmie Rhodes]
No matter what sea
I've been sailing on
I'll always pass this way again

[Chorus: Willie Nelson/Kimmie Rhodes]
Out on the road that lies before me now
There are some turns where I will spin
I only hope that you will hold me now
Til I can gain control again

20204. Til I'm Satisfied

The Infamous Stringdusters 
Til I'm Satisfied

Down along the riverside
I looked across the water deep and wide
There I saw a fire burn
A line of flames no matter where you'd turn
Well, something told me I should wait
You cross right now, I'd meet my awful fate
If I stayed and heeded it's call
Well, either way I'd go, I'd risk it all

Go on, and face the fiery flames
Stay still, and gamble just the same
I won't stop, I won't turn back until I'm satisfied

Willow branches overhead
Above the rising current, full of dread
A chilly wind begins to moan
The chance to keep from choosing now has flown
The clock is running out of time
And everything I got is on the line
I keep a-searching for an easy trail



But everywhere I look, I'm doomed to fail

Go on, and face the fiery flames
Stay still, and gamble just the same
I won't stop, I won't turn back until I'm satisfied

Go on, and face the fiery flames
Stay still, and gamble just the same
I won't stop, I won't turn back until I'm satisfied

20205. Til It Does

'Til It Does
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I never told her that I loved her
But I do
She never cried here on my shoulder
If she was hurting, well I never knew
I never saw her leavin' come
Until the goodbye part was through
Now the page has turned, and the lessons learned
And a blind man sees

[Chorus]
It don't happen 'til it does
It don't hit you 'til it lays you flat
You don't hear the lone train
'Til you're tied up on the track
You don't want the way it is
'Til you're wishin' for the way it was
That's how a heartache finds a fool
It don't happen 'til it does

[Verse 2]
She always wanted me to want her
Now I will
She always needed me to come home
Now I know how that feels
These days I'm seein' things
In ways that only missin' her reveals
Yeah what's wrong is wrong
And what's gone is gone
And it's gone for good

[Chorus]
It don't happen 'til it does
It don't hit you 'til it lays you flat
You don't hear the lone train
'Til you're tied up on the track
You don't want the way it is
'Til you're wishin' for the way it was



That's how a heartache finds a fool
It don't happen 'til it does

[Chorus/Outro]
No you don't see the warning signs
All 'til it's tail lights and a cloud of dust
That's how a heartache finds a fool
It don't happen 'til it does

20206. Til It Runs Dry

Dierks Bentley - 'Til It Runs Dry
Holly Williams

Shoot the moon, hit the stars
Send my love running down the boulevard
Hang my heart up on that line
Let it beat 'til it runs dry, 'til it runs dry

Hot as hell, cold as ice
This Ferris wheel that we call life
With a past I could erase
But I'll serve it up on a silver plate, on a silver plate

Hang my heart up on that line
Let it beat 'til it runs dry, 'til it runs dry
In this world, we all fall down
Like a pack of wolves in a dusty town

And we draw fast when the killing's done
Always too late, better on the run, better on the run
Hang my heart up on that line
Let it beat 'til it runs dry

Hang my heart up on that line
Let it beat 'til it runs dry, 'til it runs dry

20207. Til Peace Or Hell - Chords

Til Peace Or Hell
The .357 STring Band

[Intro]
Em G Am B Em G Am B
 
[Verse]
 
     Em     G    Am                   B
Well here I am, going down down down



     Em            G            Am             B
And no one around's gonna catch me when I fall
Em         G         Am                   B
And here I am sinkin' further into the pit
        Em    G             Am              B
As I think to myself "Would this really be the end?"
 
 
    Em                       G        Em
And now the devil's come to claim his own
                        G   Em
So I'll be gone before too long
                              G       Em
It's one more whiskey, lord, one more song
 D                     G       Em     G      Am   B    Em   G    Am
Here's to you, now I gotta roll on
 
B
 
[Verse]
               Em          G               Am               B
I've spent my time on this earth searching for some kind of peace
         Em          G               Am              B
Shot my love into my veins searching for that sweet release
          Em            G                Am             B
Yeah I've spent my time tryin' to find a way to kill my time
         Em          G            Am           B
With my heart on my sleeve and my woes and my rhymes
 
 
    Em                       G         Em
And now the devil's come to claim his own
                        G   Em
So I'll be gone before too long
                        G   Em
It's one more whiskey, lord, one more song
 D                     G       Em     G      Am   B      Em        G Am
Here's to you, now I gotta roll on              Gotta roll on
 
[Verse]
        Em            G                     Am                         B
Well I spent so many sleepless nights, so many nights I've gone insane
          Em         G              Am          B
This world has left me weary with a fever in my brain
   Em                G                Am               B
My mind is blank, my body's broke, my life's a ticking clock
               Em               G                         Am               B
'Till peace or hell this is the path I chose and it's the path that I must walk
 
[Outro]
         Em              G        Em
And the devil's come to claim his own
                        G   Em
So I'll be gone before too long
                             G        Em
It's one more whiskey, lord, one more song
D                  G        Em         G    Am



Here's to you, now I gotta roll on
 
B          Em             G      Am
Gotta roll on...
B          Em             G      Am
Gotta roll on...

20208. Til The Best Comes Along

Vince Gill - 'Til the Best Comes Along

Now I ain't the best lookin' guy in the world
And I ain't got much money at all
But when our eyes met, I'll never forget
And for you I could easily fall

[Chorus]
So why don't we just keep on dancin'
While the band sings an old country song
Well I won't be depressed
If I ain't the best
But will I do 'til the best comes along

I ain't got a mansion on some mountain top
And I ain't got no long limousine
But I've got a heart as warm as the sun
And could love you like you've never seen

[Chorus]

No, I won't be depressed
If I ain't the best
But will I do 'til the best comes along

20209. Til The Best Comes Along - Chords

Til the Best Comes Along
Vince Gill - 'Til the Best Comes Along

1)      G                        C          G
    Now I ain't the best looking guy in the world
                                   D
    And I ain't got much money at all
             G              C         G
    But when our eyes met I never forget
                         D       G
    That for you I could easily fall
2)     D                         C    G
    So why don't we just keep on dancing



              A7                        D
    While the band sings an old country song
            G             G7
     Well I won't be depressed
       C            G
    If I ain't the best
                           D           G
    But will I do till the best comes along
3)  G                        C             G
    I ain't got a mansion on some mountain top
                                    D
    And I ain't got no long limousine
        G                   C           G
    But I've got a heart as warm as the sun
                          D             G
    I could love you like you 've never seen

4)  Repeat # 2
5)                  G7   
    No I won't be depressed
       C           G
    If I ain't the best
                           D           G
    But will I do till the best comes along

20210. Til The Blue

Steven Curtis Chapman - 'Til the Blue (feat. Gary LeVox)

[Verse 1]
There are no words
No answers for questions like these
And even the right ones wouldn't change anything
Or fix anything
Even if we knew the reasons it's still gonna hurt
And they say it's just gonna take time
But right now, there's just too much time
And no way to find
The secret to speed up the changing of seasons

[Chorus]
'Til the blue returns to your sky
'Til the laughter returns to your eyes
I'll be here to cry with you
And right here to give you a song
To help you go on
Until you are strong
'Til the blue returns
'Til the blue returns to your sky

[Verse 2]
So here are my hands
They're not able to put back the pieces you've lost



Or push back the rivers of sadness you've crossed
I'm sorry they're not
But here they are reaching out to help carry you through

20211. Til The End Of The World Rolls 'Round

Marty Stuart - 'til the End of the World Rolls 'Round
(Til The End Of The World Rolls Round)

'Til the end of the world rolls 'round, I'll keep on lovin' you
As long as the sun comes up and comes down
'Til the big blue sky comes down to the ground
As long as the world goes 'round and 'round
I'll keep on lovin' you

I tried to sail the sea of life, I rowed my boat along
Your love to me meant nothin' dear, my heart was made of stone
To a harbor filled with loneliness, my little boat was moored
And then the day I first meet you, I fell right overboard

'Til the end of the world rolls 'round, I'll keep on lovin' you
As long as the sun comes up and comes down
'Til the big blue sky comes down to the ground
As long as the world goes 'round and 'round
I'll keep on lovin' you

Whenever you're around me dear, my heart just won't be still
And when it comes to kissin' you I'll never get my fill
They said I'd never settle down, that I would always roam
That I could never be the type, for a lovin' wife at home

'Til the end of the world rolls 'round, I'll keep on lovin' you
As long as the sun comes up and comes down
'Til the big blue sky comes down to the ground
As long as the world goes 'round and 'round
I'll keep on lovin' you

'Til the end of the world rolls 'round, I'll keep on lovin' you
As long as the sun comes up and comes down
'Til the big blue sky comes down to the ground
As long as the world goes 'round and 'round
I'll keep on lovin' you

20212. Til The Fire Burns Out

Til The Fire Burns Out
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

There's a home fire in your eyes that's burns me gently



There's a warmth that I've never known before
In your arms I hear a whisper of forever
This is all I ask and nothing more

When the nights are turning cold
If the fire is burning low
Say that you won't go
Til the fire's burned out
Don't let the fire burn out

Baby hold me now like there's no tomorrow
The fire's lit, the flame is burning true
I know we could swim the sea of sorrow
As long as there's one spark to see us through

So when the nights are turning cold
If the fire is burning low
Say that you won't go
Til the fire's burned out
Don't let the fire burn out
Don't let the fire burn out

So many empty nights
So many broken dreams
Too many lovers lost
In the lonely crowd

So when the nights are turning cold
If the fire is burning low
Say that you won't go
Promise you won't go
Say that you won't go
Til the fire's burned out
Don't let the fire burn out
Don't let the fire burn out
Don't let the fire burn out
Oh let it burn
Let it burn, let it burn
Don't let the fire burn out
Oh let it burn
Don't let the fire burn out
Let it burn, let it burn
Don't let the fire burn out

20213. Til The Season Comes Around Again

Vince Gill - Til the Season Comes Around Again

Come gather around at the table 
In the spirit of family and friends
And we'll all join hands and remember this moment
Till The Season Comes 'Round Again



Lets all try and smile for the picture 
And we'll hold it as long as we can
May it carry us through, should we ever get lonely
Till The Season Comes 'Round Again

One night, holy and bright
Shining with love from our hearts
By a warm fire, lets lift our hands high
And be thankful we're here, till this time next year

May the new year be blessed with good tidings
Till the next time I see you again
If we must say goodbye, let the spirit go with you
Till The Season Comes 'Round Again

Musical Bridge
One night, holy and bright
Shining with love from our hearts
By a warm fire, lets lift our hands high
And be thankful we're here, till this time next year

May the new year be blessed with good tidings
Till the next time I see you again
And we'll all join hands, and remember this moment
And we'll love and we'll laugh, in the times that we have
Till The Season Comes 'Round Again

20214. Til You Come By Here - Chords

Til You Come By Here 
Fruition

[Intro]
 
                 Am               C                 G
e/---------------0----------------0-----------------3-------------/
B/---------------1----------------1-----------------3-------------/
G/-2p0-2p0-------2--2p0-2p0-------0---2p0-----------0-----------0-/
D/---------2p0-2-2----------2p0---2-------2p0-------0-------0-2---/
A/------------------------------3-3-----------1/2---2-0-1/2-------/
E/------------------------------------------------3-3-------------/
 
                 Am               C                 G            n.c
e/---------------0----------------0-----------------3-------------/
B/---------------1----------------1-----------------3-------------/
G/-2/4-2p0-------2--2p0-2p0-------0---2p0-----------0-------------/
D/---------2p0-2-2----------2p0---2-------2p0-------0-------------/
A/------------------------------3-3-----------1/2---2-------------/
E/------------------------------------------------3-3-------------/
 
 
[Verse]
  Am



I lost myself, i've been rearranged,
    C                                   G
and you're the one to change my worried mind
         Am
You said i could lay my head right down if
C                                   G
that's the least to do to keep from cryin'
 
       Am
And we give and take, rest and wait,
    C                         G
and winter is knockin' at our doors
    Am
The fallen leaves and bitter breeze,
        C                                    G
they're just tryin' to warn us what we're in for
 
 
[Chorus]
    Bm           Am
But please don't worry,
            C            D              Em
cuz you got time to reconcile with your fear
    Bm           Am
And there ain't no hurry,
           C              D               G
cuz i will bide my time until you come by here
 
[Instrumental]
 
Am C G  Am C G  Am C G  Am C G
 
[Verse]
    Am
You say that i'm a special one but
C                             G
still it seems to take you by surprise
   Am
So how can i convey to you that
C                           G
i can see my future in your eyes?
 
       Am
And we give and take, rest and wait,
    C                         G
and winter is knockin' at our doors
    Am
The fallen leaves and bitter breeze,
C                                    G
just tryin' to warn us what we're in for
 
 
[Chorus]
    Bm           Am
But please don't worry,
            C            D              Em
cuz you got time to reconcile with your fear



    Bm           Am
And there ain't no hurry,
           C              D               G
cuz i will bide my time until you come by here
            C            D              Em
Yes i will bide my time until you come by here
            C         D               G
I will bide my time until you come by here

20215. Til You Love Me Again

Til You Love Me Again

Til you love me again til you learn what you're missing
I'm not waiting in line but I'm saving my kissin'
I'm just letting you know I don't want to let go
My hearts set on one thing til you love me again

Days don't go by I don't think of
Words of love you used to say
You lit a fire that won't but out
There in your promise I'll stay

Til you love again I won't say that it's over
You can know other girls
but it won't bring you closer
To the place that you've been & you won't find another
My hearts set on one thing til you love me again

I was a fool & I fell in
Now I must wait patiently
You'll find each road that you're taking
Is going to lead back to me

20216. Till Death Do Us Part

Dolly Parton - Till Death Do Us Part 

Today you told me that you'd found another
And you took off your golden wedding band
The one you vowed you'd wear until death do us part
When I kissed it and placed it on your hand
A read will hang upon your door tomorrow
Of the little house that we once called our home
And friends will stop and hang their heads in sorrow
To pay the last respects to one gone on
Tonight I lay me down to sleep forever with this small empty bottle and broken heart
I keep the vow I made I won't forsake it I promised to death do us part
Will you bring your new love to the chapel



To look upon the one that you betrayed
Will you bring me pretty flowers like you used to
And replace them in my hands where I lay
Will you cry and think of happy mem'ries that we shared together at the start
And will you look upon me and remember the dsay we said till death do us part

20217. Till Each Tear Becomes A Rose - Chords

Till Each Tear Becomes A Rose
Lorrie Morgan/Keith Whitley
written by Bill and Mary Sharon Rice
           
G                            C
Darling I can see the clouds around you
            D7                    G
And in your heart I know a sorrow grows
                                       C
But if you weep I'll be right there to hold you
          D7                     G
Till each tear you cry becomes a rose

Repeat 1

G
Dearest love  I know your heart is shattered      
           D7                 G
And all my words can offer no release
 
But my love will heal the pain you suffered
            D7                         G
And I'll be here if you should turn to me
 
 
In deepest nights when memories stand together
         D7                       G
Lay with me and put your fears to sleep
 
Cause there's no pain  no dream can put us asunder
        D7                     G
All the love that binds you to me
 
Repeat 1

20218. Till I Can Gain Control Again

Alison Krauss - Till I Can Gain Control Again (Till I Gain Control Again) 
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1]



Just like the sun over the mountain top
You know I'll always come again
You know I love to spend my morning time
Like sunlight dancing on your skin

[Verse 2]
I've never gone so wrong as to telling lies to you
And what you've seen is what I've been
And there is nothing I could hide from you
You see me better than I can

[Chorus 1]
Out on the road that leads before me now
There are some turns where I will spin
I only hope that you can hold me now
Till I can gain control again

[Interlude]

[Verse 3]
Like a lighthouse you must stand alone
Landmark the sailor's journeys end
No matter what seas I've have been sailing on
I'll always roll this way again

[Chorus 2]
Out on the road that lies before me now
There are some turns where I will spin
I only hope that you can hold me now
Till I can gain control again

[Outro]
Till I can gain control again

20219. Till I Found You

Marty Stuart - Till I Found You

When I was a young man 
I thought I knew everything
But I didn't know nothing, till I found you
I used to get around some, 
I thought I'd seen everything
But I hadn't seen nothing, till I found you 
Till I found you there was no light, 
Nothing ever worked out right
Baby it's true, till I found you

Everybody's searching, 
They're trying to find something
But I don't need nothin', 
Now I've found you
'Cause you're the only one love, 



The only one I'm sure of
And all I want is your love, 
Now that I found you

Till I found you there was no light, 
Nothing ever worked out right
Baby it's true, till I found you
Baby it's true, till I found

20220. Till I See You Again

Till I See You Again
Oak Ridge Boys - Till I See You Again

Here I am dreamin' again
Another sunrise remembering when
We used to write them all down
Through all the space and the time
Somewhere above all the stars in the sky
Patiently wait for my hand
'Til I see you again

'Til I see you again
I will be lost
'Til I see you again
I will never be whole
One day I'll find a smile
That'll start at your blue eyes
And go for a mile
But right now my heart will not mend
'Til I see you again

If tomorrow was guaranteed
Every sunset would shine right down on you and me
And forever would never end
But I know god's got a plan
And who am I to try and understand
All I do is pray amen
'Til I see you again

'Til I see you again
I will be lost
'Til I see you again
I will never be whole
One day I'll find a smile
That'll start at your blue eyes
And go for a mile
But right now my heart will not mend
'Til I see you again

Lonely is my only friend
'Til I see you again



20221. Till I Turn To You

Kathy Mattea - Till I Turn to You

Time after time, I've turned away from you
When all I had to do was surrender to your love
You've seen me stumble, you've watched me fall
And though I heard you call, I just wasn't strong enough
But there's an emptiness inside without you in my life
Lord, I hope you hear my prayer tonight
Won't you blind my eyes when all I see is temptation
Break my stride when I'm runnin' from the truth
An' tie my hands when I reach out with desire
Go on an' do what you must do
Whatever you must put me through, till I turn to you, yeah
I know others fall down on their knees for mercy
But you may have to hurt me before I see the light
'Cause I've gone as far as I can go all by myself
You know I need your help if I'm gonna get it right
Tired of strugglin' every day, Lord I wanna know the way
So, now the only prayer I wanna pray
Is just blind my eyes when all I see is temptation
Break my stride when I'm runnin' from the truth
An' tie my hands when I reach out with desire
Go on an' do what you must do
Whatever you must put me through, till I turn to you, yeah
Blind my eyes, break my stride
Let every want be denied, whatever you must do
An' tie my hands, ignore my demands
Build a wall that stands so high, I can't get through
Till I turn to you, till I turn to you, oh yeah, till I turn to you, till I turn to you

20222. Till It's Over

Till It's Over
Desert Rose Band
Hill-Hillman

Now there you go dragging my heart around
Your on the prowl again all over town
Left me broke and beat lying on the ground
Let me think awhile let me think awhile
Younger than the dawn older than the desert sand
She had a smoking gun in the palm of her hands
It just seems to me more than I can understand
Let me think awhile let me think awhile
Till it's over
When It's over and I can feel the light again
When it's over and I don't have to remember when



I can break these chains that bind my heart
But untill then
Let me think awhile let me think awhile
Till it's over

SOLO

How can I forget you when your all I see
Walking down the boulevard of what use to be
Everywhere I turn it's a one way street
Let me think awhile let me think awhile
Till it's over
When It's over and I can feel the light again
When it's over and I don't have to remember when
I can break these chains that bind my heart
But untill then
Let me think awhile let me think awhile
Till it's over

20223. Till My Dying Day

Till My Dying Day 
Recorded by J D Crowe 
Written by Richard Bennett

I can feel the heartache coming on darling 
I can feel the blues moving in my way 
If you ever change your mind I m hoping you will find 
I'm gonna love you till my dying day

I wish you could know how much I missed you 
Since the day you told me goodbye 
Do you think our time together was a pain love 
Do you miss me on those cold and lonely nights

Repeat #1

Through the years I've wondered if you miss me 
And does the time seem *** in your heart
As stories are told our love is growing cold 
There's no reason for us to be apart

Repeat #1   x2

If you ever change your mind I m hoping you will find 
I'm gonna love you till my dying day

20224. Till The Best Comes Along - Chords



Till The Best Comes Along
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

G                            C          G
Now I ain't the best looking guy in the world
                              D7
And I ain't got much money at all
    G                 C       G
But when our eyes met I never forget
                     D7     G
That for you I could easily fall
   D7                        G
So why don't we just keep on dancing
          A7                        D7
While the band sings an old country song
     G                       C           G
Well I won't be depressed if I ain't the best
                       D7         G
But will I do till the best comes along
                         C             G
I ain't got a mansion on some mountain top
                             D7
And I ain't got no long limousine
    G                   C           G
But I've got a heart as warm as the sun
                          D7           G
And I could love you like you've never seen
   D7                        G
So why don't we just keep on dancing
          A7                        D7
While the band sings an old country song
     G                       C           G
Well I won't be depressed if I ain't the best
                       D7         G
But will I do till the best comes along
                             C           G
Well I won't be depressed if I ain't the best
                       D7         G
But will I do till the best comes along

20225. Till The End

Till The End

If I never see your loving face again
I'll go on loving you till the end
And if my broken hearted love don't find a way to mend
I'll go on loving you till the end

The years and miles may separate you from me
The pain may lessen more as time goes by
But as for me your memories will never fade
And I'll go on loving you till the end



If we're ever free to love again I know
Straight to your waiting arms is where I'll go
And there I'll stay forever and I'll prove to you again
I'll go on loving you till the end
And I'll go on loving you till the end

20226. Till The End Of The World Rolls Round

Till The End Of The World Rolls Round

Till the end of the world rolls round, I'll keep on loving you
And as long as the sun goes up it comes down
Till the big sky comes down to the ground
As long as the world goes round and round, I'll keep on loving you

I tried to sail the sea of life, I rowed my boat along
Your love meant nothing to me dear, my heart was made of stone
To a harbor filled with loneliness my little boat was moored
And then the day I first met you I fell right overboard

* Refrain

Whenever you're around me dear me dear my heart just won't be still
And when it comes to kissing you I'll never get my fill
They said I'd never settle down, that I would always roam
What I could never be the type for loving wife and home

* Refrain

So now I know the way I left was only selfish pride
I thought my heart was fireproof but you burned your way inside
So tell me what I've got to do and tell me how it stands
The cards are on the table dear my life is in you hands

* Refrain

20227. Till The Rivers All Run Dry

Till The Rivers All Run Dry
Don Williams
Lou Reid & Carolina - Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

'Till the rivers all run dry
'Till the sun falls from the sky
'Till life on earth is through
I'll be needing you

I know sometimes you may wonder
From little things I say and do



But there's no need for you to wonder
If I need you
'Cause I'll need you

'Till the rivers all run dry
'Till the sun falls from the sky
'Till life on earth is through
I'll be needing you

--- Instrumental ---

Too many times I don't tell you
Too many things get in the way
And even though sometimes I hurt you
Still you show me
In every way

'Till the rivers all run dry
'Till the sun falls from the sky
'Till life on earth is through
I'll be needing you

20228. Till They Came Home

Rhonda Vincent - Till They Came Home

Times were hard but they were fun
In 1941
The year that Jim and Catherine fell in love
They were graduating college
Their heads were full of knowledge
And visions of taking on the world
But Uncle Sam and those Pearl Harbor bombs
Pulled Jim away from Catherine's arms
Then along came Vietnam
In 1961
The year that Bob and Mandy said "I do"
They bought a house outside the city
Everything was sitting pretty
But again old Uncle Sam said "I need you"
Bob said "Mandy, honey I'll be back
Don't you worry, you can count on that"

And as the headlines rolled
Every mother prayed
Every father laid awake
The whole night through
Every brother bragged
Every sister cried
Every hometown across this land held on
Til they came home

Times were hard but they were fun



In 1991
The year that John and Sally said goodbye
He held two kids in his arms
As she left for Desert Storm
John could see the sadness in her eyes
He watched her sail away navy blue
Up on the quarter deck in full salute

And as the headlines rolled
Every mother prayed
Every father laid awake
The whole night through
Every brother bragged
Every sister cried
Every hometown across this land held on
Til they came home

Some came home as heroes
Proud to be back
Some came home as heroes
Covered with the flag

And as the headlines rolled
Every mother prayed
Every father laid awake
The whole night through
Every brother bragged
Every sister cried
Every hometown across this land held on
Til they came home

Every hometown across this land holds on
Til they come home

20229. Till We Two Are One

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Till We Two Are One

Take my lips and give me yours take my arms and give me yours
Take my heart and give me yours till we two are one
Just one kiss if we should dare just one love for us to share
Just one ecstasy is there till we two are one

There could be heavenly dreams we take and give for
Thrillingly willingly moments that we live for
Take my love and give me yours take my life and give me yours
Take my soul and give me yours till we two are one

There could be heavenly dreams we take and give for
Thrillingly willingly moments that we live for
Take my love and give me yours take my life and give me yours
Take my soul and give me yours till we two are one



20230. Tillamook County Jail

Todd Snider - Tillamook County Jail

I'm sitting here waiting in the Tillamook County Jail
Hoping that she's not so mad now that she doesn't even pay my bail
If I was her I'm not so sure I wouldn't keep on moving down the trail
I'm sitting here waiting in the Tillamook County Jail

Got a lump on my head and a boot print on my chest
From what the guys in here call the Tillamook County lie detector test
Well I did my best but as you mighta guessed
It's a tough test not to fail
I'm sitting here waiting in the Tillamook County Jail

One phone call, two Tylenol
Four cold gray walls closing in
If I ever do get out on that highway again
I ain't ever goin back to Tillamook County
No I ain't ever goin back to Tillamook County

It all started when I had a little trouble with a guy on a highway crew
And that lyin' son of a gun told 'em I done some things I didn't do
They came running for me down 101, lights flashing on my tail
And now I'm sitting here waiting in the Tillamook County Jail

One phone call, two Tylenol
Four cold gray walls closing in
If I ever do get out on this highway again
I ain't ever goin back to Tillamook County
No I ain't ever goin back to Tillamook County (nope)

I'm sitting here waiting in the Tillamook County Jail
Now I'm still hoping that she's not so mad now that she doesn't even pay my bail
Coming down on vacation, gonna leave on probation
Have to send all my money through the mail
I'm gonna send all my money to the Tillamook County Jail

20231. Timber Trail - Chords

Timber Trail
Recorded by Sons Of The Pioneers
Written by Tim Spencer

Timber, Timber, Timber, Timber, Timber, Tim-ber

(NC)Oh, the mountains [D] high, down the [G] canyons [D] wide
Let me roam and [A] ride, [A7] ride thru [D] timber
(NC) When the day is [D] done, by the [G] campfire's [D] gleam



Let me lie and [A] dream, [A7] dream of [D] timber.

(NC)Tall Timber's [D] callin', and the [G] echoes [D] ring
All nature [A] sings a [A7] song a-[A] long the [A7] timber [D] trail
(NC) Blue shadows [D] fallin', down the [G] canyon's [D] vale
And the whispering [A] pines en-[A7] twine a-[A] long the [A7] timber [D] 
trail.

[D] High in the [G] sky above
The [D] love song [A] of the [D] trees
Will [E] blend and [E7] wend its [A] way out on the [A7] breeze
Tall Timber's [D] callin', and the [G] echoes [D] ring
All nature [A] sings a [A7] song a-[A] long the [A7] timber [D] trail.

INSTRUMENTAL BREAK

REPEAT VERSE 3.
REPEAT VERSE 2.

The Timber Trail,
Timber, Timber, Timber, Timber, Timber, Tim-ber.

20232. Timberline - Chords

Timberline
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Paul Kennerley and Emmylou Harris

G                                         C             G
Oh the stars they did shine the night you swore you'd be mine
                              D7             G
And you promised always to be true and to be kind
                              C                G
On that Shenandoah Hill where our love bloomed until
       Em                  D7       G
I went away and left those promises behind
But when I rise from the timberline
              D7                     G
And call your name will you remember mine
                                           C
And the sweetest kiss will be the tie that binds
                   G  D7               G
Like the wild wild ro-s-e and the columbine
                                  C                G
To that place I will go where the wildwood flowers grow
                               D7          G
With a ribbon in my hair and a gown of calico
                                  C              G
To those Shenandoah Hills I'll go back I swear I will
       Em               D7             G
To the sweetest kiss my lips will ever know
Repeat #2 x2



20233. Time

Time
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI)

Men like to hear the young girls sing
Oh, but my voice still has wings
The beauty of an oak stands up against the rose
Time, time, time
Time, time, time
 
Twenty is a flower just taking root
Thirty is a tree bearing fruit
Forty is a vine growing grapes for wine
Time, time, time
Time, time, time
 
Please don't mistake me for one like all the rest
I'm a morning glory leaning up against a fence
Opening and closing with the turning of the day
Time, time, time
Time, time, time
 
Time is your best friend and time will rob you blind
Steal up from behind and leave its brutal signs
When all is said and done there's just no way to run from 
Time, time, time
Time, time, time

20234. Time

Time
The Greencards

On the wind, I feel the warmth
Like the town where I was born
Blowing down a two lane road
It rides just like the one back home
I close my eyes and then go back again

I hear a song on the radio
Reminds me of someone I use to know
We'd stay up until the dawn
Now that someone is gone
I close my eyes and then go back again

Time is a river, rolling out to sea
I close my eyes and then go back again



---- Instrumental Interlude ----

Last night, I had a dream
About a place I'd never been
Shining sun on fields of gold
It could be heaven for all I know
I close my eyes and then go back again

Time is a river, rolling out to sea
I close my eyes and then go back again
I close my eyes and then go back again
And again

20235. Time

The Incredible String Band - Time 

Arise, arise and follow me
And follow me as best you can
Come follow me, my measured dance
Come see my circus, come dice with chance

Now you are coming beneath my sway
Who once was as the daylight gay
Here's a rights, here's wrongs and the reasons why
A time to live, a time to die

I was your slave, now you are mine
I am time, I am time, I am time

Experience will teach you what you may
And what you may not do
I'll teach you to forget the truths
You always knew

See what might be
See what might have been
Though you yourself created me
Your own mistake has set me free

I was your slave, now you're mine
I am time, I am time

20236. Time

Time - Pink Floyd
Magnolia Express

Ticking away the moments that make up a dull day



Fritter and waste the hours in an offhand way
Kicking around on a piece of ground in your hometown
Waiting for someone or something to show you the way

Tired of lying in the sunshine, staying home to watch the rain
You are young and life is long, and there is time to kill today
And then one day you find ten years have got behind you
No one told you when to run, you missed the starting gun

And you run, and you run to catch up with the sun but it's sinking
Racing around to come up behind you again
The sun is the same in a relative way but you're older
Shorter of breath and one day closer to death

Every year is getting shorter, never seem to find the time
Plans that either come to naught or half a page of scribbled lines
Hanging on in quiet desperation is the English way
The time is gone, the song is over, thought I'd something more to say

Home, home again
I like to be here when I can
And when I come home cold and tired
It's good to warm my bones beside the fire

Far away across the field
The tolling of the iron bell
Calls the faithful to their knees

20237. Time

Paul Williams 
Time

Time was a friend of mine
Back when I was young
And summer was forever
Time, good was your first name
Ev'ry day a lesson
With something new to learn
Time, I guess you've known us all
The cowards and the kings
And well you must remember
Time, when did you begin
Trading your tomorrows
For worn out yesterdays

You have shared my life
Like a trusted friend
You have watched me grow old
While this story I have told
Is ending

Time, you're leaving me behind



I feel you movin' on
As you'll go on forever
Time, rolling into years
Years that left me walking
When you began to fly
When you began to fly
Oh you've begun to fly

20238. Time (The Revelator)

Gillian Welch - Time (The Revelator)

There was a camp town man, used to plow and sing
And he loved that mule and the mule loved him
When the day got long as it does about now
I'd hear him singing to his mule cow
Calling, "Come on my sweet old girl, and I'll bet the whole damn world
That we're gonna make it yet to the end of the row"

Singing "Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind
Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind, Bessie
Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind no more"

Said it's a mean old world, heavy in need
And that big machine is just picking up speed
And we're supping on tears, and we're supping on wine
We all get to heaven in our own sweet time
So come all you Asheville boys and turn up your old-time noise
And kick 'til the dust comes up from the cracks in the floor

Singing, "Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind, brother
Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind
Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind no more"

But the camp town man, he doesn't plow no more
I seen him walking down to the cigarette store
Guess he lost that knack and he forgot that song
Woke up one morning and the mule was gone
So come on, you ragtime kings, and come on, you dogs, and sing
And pick up a dusty old horn and give it a blow

Playing, "Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind, honey
Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind, sugar
Hard times ain't gonna rule my mind no more"

20239. Time - Chords

Time 
Tyler Childers



[Verse 1]
Em                                          G
Ticking away the moments that make up the dull day
D                                          Em
Fritter and waste the hours in an offhand way
Em                                           G
Kicking around on a piece of ground in your hometown
D                                                  Em
Waiting for someone or something to show you the way
 
[Chorus]
C                               G
Tired of lyin' in the sunshine, stayin' home to watch the rain
C                                   G
You were young and life is long and there was time to kill today
C                                 Bm
And then you wake to find that, ten years have got behind you
Am                            C
No one told you when to run, you missed the startin' gun
 
Em G D Em x2
C G C G C Bm Am C
 
[Verse 2]
Em                                                          G
And you run, and you run to catch up with the sun, but it's sinking
D                                    Em
Racing around to come up behind you again
Em                                       G
The sun is the same in a relative way, but you're older
D                                         Em
Shorter of breath, and one day closer to death
C                               G
Every year is gettin' shorter, never seem to find the time
C                                   G
Plans they often come to naught or half a page of scribbled lines
C                         Bm
Hangin' on in quiet desperation is the English way
Am                                   C
The story's done, the song is over, thought I'd somethin' more to say
 
Em G D Em x2

20240. Time - Chords

Time 
Lou Reid & Carolina

[Verse 1]
G                   C                D
When I was young, I dreamed of being older
              G        C



Now that I'm older, I dream of being young
  G          D               Em              C
I dream of a time when there was no time at all
       D      C                   G
And I wonder where the time has gone
 
[Verse 2]
           G        C                  D
When I was young, I dreamed of how I'd spend my life
              G        C
Now that I'm older, I spend my life in dreams
     G                        D
The things I've planned I've never done
     Em                  C
The things I've done I never planned
    D                   C               G
And all the while it is later than it seems
 
[Chorus 1]
C D   G                 C
Time, you're no friend to me
C                  D G               C
As you go tickin' by, I can hear the enemy
C                  D               G            C
Each day you add a number to the things I'll never be
    Am  C                  G
Oh time, you're no friend to me
 
[Break]
G C D G D C G D Em C D C G
 
[Verse 3]
           G           C              D
When I was young, the road went on forever
                  G        C
But now that I'm older, I see it isn't so
G               D        Em         C
Once I took my time, now time has taken me
    D              C                G
And no one has to tell me where it goes
 
[Chorus 2]
C D     G                  C
Time, you're no friend to me
C                 D  G               C
As you go tickin' by, I can hear the enemy
C                   D             G             C
Each day you add a number to the things I'll never be
    Am   C                 G
Oh time, you're no friend to me
   Am        Em       Am   C                G
Oh time, oh time, oh time you're no friend to me



20241. Time After All

Sturgill Simpson - Time After All

They say that life can decide in the blink of eye
If our silly little dreams will ever come true
But the dreams in my mind all go by so slowy
What the hell else can I do

I wanna slow it all down and watch it roll by
See where the sweet melody falls
I wanna roll off the tempo, lay back and get high
Cause it's only time and time after all

I've grown tired of cold places and the same old cold faces
And I'm tired of the smoke they all blow in my eyes
I'm sick of the banging, can't take no more clanging
I'm tired of yelling over top that back line

They say time takes care of itself
It gets by without no help at all
Like a jar of sand that sits on the shelf
It's only time and time after all

20242. Time After Time

Dave Evans - Time After Time
 
The Time after time when I dream you're the one I see and
Then when I wake you're the one that I want to be with
You are my joy, you're my dreams, you're the one that makes life
Fun, you're the one that I want to spend all my life with.

You are my joy, you're my love, You're the one I long for
You are my song, you're my words, You're the life I pray for
I want your love, and your dreams and your life to share with
You make me whole, make me fell, make me want to love more

Time will tell me when I
Go and when I stay
Time will tell me that I
Love you more each day.

And time will tell me that I
See it in your eyes.
The love that burns in me will
Never be denied..

Time after time when I dream you're the one I see and

Then when I wake you're the one that I want to be with
You are my joy, you're my dreams, you're the one that makes life
Fun, you're the one that I want to spend all my life with.



Time will tell me when I
Go and when I stay
Time will tell me that I
Love you more each day.

And time will tell me that I
See it in your eyes.
The love that burns in me will
Never be denied..

You are my joy, you're my love, You're the one I long for
You are my song, you're my words, You're the life I pray for
I want your love, and your dreams and your life to share with
You make me whole, make me fell, make me want to love more

20243. Time Alive

Time Alive
Travis
String Cheese Incident

A time alive The dream survived 
Making our way Expanding day 
The storm moved on

We're holding strong 
She can see you 
Through and through Is letting go 
Before the sounds of worlds breaking 
500 billion hearts were aching and you were there time couldn't care 
A tidal wave of love courageous 
Frozen in the darkest ages you were there we start the show

The flood of love is here 
Beyond the vale Cerulean whales 
Dancing with friends The ravens attend 
Kaleidoscope eyes 
Sunflower skies Fly to the sun 

Return for the fun 
All the pain and all the glory 
Fade into a brighter story 
Golden angles born of starlight 
Through the maze of hearts divided just to be here NOW

20244. Time Alone



Nanci Griffith - Time Alone

Oh the grace that true love holds when hearts grow weary for
Time alone
You give it room and the warm to hold

And it'll always come home
True love is faithful all on it's own
Hearts know when they should fly alone
When the mind is rested and the heart's at ease,
Two loves can give to each other's needs
Oh, the grace that true love holds when hearts grow weary for
Time alone
You give it room and the warm to hold

And it'll always come home
You can fool yourself and fool your dreams
But you can't fool your heart and you can't fool me
Love is a sailor sailing out to sea
One of these days you'll need the harbor in me,
Oh, the grace that true love holds when hearts grow weary for
Time alone
You give it room and the warm to hold

And it'll always come home
Oh, give it room and the warm to hold, and it'll always
Come home

20245. Time And Tears

Dolly Parton - Time And Tears 

I didn't cry all of these tears just to have you show up here again
I didn't lie awake all these nights to have you come walking back in
I didn't change my whole life around, not to mention my dreams and my plans
To have you come back with your same ol' act thinking that I'll understand
Time and tears have mended the pain
Healed all the hurt and changed everything
Time and tears I'm happy to say
Time and tears have washed it away
Time and tears have washed you away
I didn't think that I would survive the day that you walked out on me
I truly was more dead than alive; and the pain, Lord I couldn't believe
I asked God to please have mercy on me and to ease all the feelings I felt
Then I saw the light, now I'm more than alright;
I'm much better off since you left
Time and tears have mended the pain
Healed all the hurt and changed everything
Time and tears have carried me through
Time and tears got me over you
Time and tears and somebody new
Time and tears is all that it takes
To mend shattered hopes or a heart when it breaks
Time and tears have carried me through



Time and tears got me over you
Time and tears and somebody new
Time and tears, time and tears got me over you
Time and tears, got me over you

20246. Time Between

Desert Rose Band - Time Between

Don't say you love me, 
Don't say you care
You're so far away
Telephone communication, 
Only a three minute elation
When I hear your voice
Through love and trust 
It's gonna work out fine
The only pain I feel 
Is all this time between
You and me, you and me

All the days have turned to years, 
Only emphasize my fears
Since you said goodbye
I can hear your voice at night, 
I can read the words you write
It's only love
Through love and trust 
It's gonna work out fine
The only pain I feel 
Is all this time between
You and me, you and me

Now don't say you love me, 
Don't say you care
You're so far away
I can hear your voice at night, 
I can read the words you write
It's only love
Through love and trust 
It's gonna work out fine
The only pain I feel 
Is all this time between
You and me, you and me

Through love and trust 
It's gonna work out fine
The only pain I feel 
Is all this time between
You and me, you and me
You and me



20247. Time Breathe

Time Breathe Reprise
Greensky Bluegrass

Ticking away the moments
That make up a dull day
Fritter and waste the hours
In an off-hand way
Kicking around on a piece of ground
In your home town
Waiting for someone or something
To show you the way

Tired of lying in the sunshine
Staying home to watch the rain
You are young and life is long
And there is time to kill today
And then the one day you find
Ten years have got behind you
No one told you when to run
You missed the starting gun

You run and you run to catch up with the sun but it's sinking
Racing around to come up behind you again
The sun is the same in a relative way but you're older
Shorter of breath and one day closer to death

Every year is getting shorter never seem to find the time
Plans that either come to naught or half a page of scribbled lines
Hanging on in quiet desperation is the English way
The time is gone, the song is over
Thought I'd something more to say

Home
Home again
I like to be here
When I can

When I come home
Cold and tired
It's good to warm my bones
Beside the fire

Far away
Across the field
Tolling on the iron bell
Calls the faithful to their knees
To hear the softly spoken magic spell



20248. Time Breathe - Chords

Time - Breathe 
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
F#m
     Ticking away the moments
               A
That make up a dull day
E
Fritter and waste the hours
               F#m
In an off-hand way
F#m
Kicking around on a piece of ground
        A
In your home town
E
Waiting for someone or something
                F#m
To show you the way
D
Tired of lying in the sunshine
A
Staying home to watch the rain
D
You are young and life is long
    A
And there is time to kill today
D
    And then the one day you find
C#m
    Ten years have gone behind you
Bm
No one told you when to run
E
    You missed the starting gun
 
[Solo]
F#m A E F#m A E F#m
D A D A D C#m Bm E
F#m A E F#m A E F#m
D A D A D C#m Bm E
 
[Verse 2]
       F#m
So you run and you run
                                     A
To catch up with the sun but it's sinking
E                                   F#m
Racing around to come up behind you again
F#m
The sun is the same in a relative way
             A
But you're older,
E



shorter of breath
                      F#m
And one day closer to death
D
Every year is getting shorter
A
Never seem to find the time
D
Plans that either come to naught
A
Or half a page of scribbled lines
D                          C#m
Hanging on in quiet desperation is the English way
    Bm
The time is gone, the song is over
                      F
Thought I'd something more to say
 
[Solo]
F#m A E F#m A E F#m
D A D A D C#m Bm F
 
[Outro]
Em
    Home
     A
Home again
Em
    I like to be here
       A
When I can
Em
    When I come home
         A
Cold and tired
Em
It's good to warm my bones
           A
Beside the fire
C
Far away
C
Across the field
Bm
Tolling on the iron bell
F
Calls the faithful to their knees
   Em              D#     D     Bm
To hear the softly spoken magic spell

20249. Time Changes Everything



Bill Monroe - Time Changes Everything

There was a time when I thought of no other
And we sang our own love's refrain
And out hearts beat as one as we had our fun
But time changes everything

And when you left me, my poor heart was broken
Our romance seemed all in vain
The dark clouds are gone and there's blue skies again
Yes time changes everything

The time has passed and I have forgot you
Mother nature does wonderful things
I guess it is true for me and for you
Cause time changes everything

Oh you can change the name of an old song
Rearrange it and make it swing
I thought nothing could stop me from loving you
But time changes everything

So good luck to you, may God bless you
I can't say we won't love again
You have gone your way and I'll go mine
Cause time changes everything

20250. Time Don't Wait - Chords

Time Don't Wait 
Marty Stuart
 
[Intro]
A  Asus2  A  Asus4  A  Asus2  A
A  Asus2  A  Asus4  A  Asus2  A
 
[Verse 1]
A
Big bright moon is shining
A
Down on the desert sands
     D                  Dsus4   D
Well I reached down and touched the Earth
                  A  Asus2  A  Asus4  A  Asus2  A
And held it in my hands
       A
As the dirt fell through my fingers
    A
The wind did seem to say
      D               Dsus4  D
Don't put off until tomorrow
                  A  Asus2  A  Asus4  A  Asus2  A
What you can do today
 



 
[Chorus]
       A
Cause, time don't wait on nobody
C
Time don't wait on nobody
D
Time don't wait on nobody
                     A
It just keeps movin' on
A
Time don't wait on nobody
C
Time don't wait on nobody
D
Time don't wait on nobody
                     A
It just keeps movin' on
    G      D      A  Asus2  A  Asus4  A  Asus2  A
And on and on and on
 
 
[Interlude]
A  Asus2  A  Asus4  A  Asus2  A
 
 
[Verse 2]
           A
A thousand angels dropped matches
     A
That lit up the desert sky
        D                   Dsus4   D
Well, a pillar of fire from East to West
                     A  Asus2  A  Asus4  A  Asus2  A
Came slowly drifting by
  A
A voice from the clouds like thunder
           A
Said start lookin' for a ride
           D                 Dsus4  D
Said where yesterday meets tomorrow
                          A  Asus2  A  Asus4  A  Asus2  A
Will get you to the other side
 
 
[Chorus]
       A
Cause, time don't wait on nobody
C
Time don't wait on nobody
D
Time don't wait on nobody
                     A
It just keeps movin' on
A
Time don't wait on nobody
C



Time don't wait on nobody
D
Time don't wait on nobody
                     A
It just keeps movin' on
    G      D      A  Asus2  A  Asus4  A  Asus2  A
And on and on and on
 
 
[Solo]
A  C  D  A
A  C  D  A
 
 
[Chorus]
       A
Cause, time don't wait on nobody
C
Time don't wait on nobody
D
Time don't wait on nobody
                     A
It just keeps movin' on
A
Time don't wait on nobody
C
Time don't wait on nobody
D
Time don't wait on nobody
                     A
It just keeps movin' on
    G      D      A
And on and on and on
A      G      D      A
On and on and on and on
 
 
[Outro]
A  C  D  A
A    C     D   A
Time don't wait

20251. Time Flies

Jim Lauderdale - Time Flies

[Verse 1]
Woke up with our hands on our heads
Slid off the wrong side of the bed
It's sad when it's not the same
No point in passin' 'round the blame
The things that we meant to do
But we didn't get to



[Chorus]
Time flies
Don't it seem like a dream come between when it could be calm?
Time flies
Don't it seem like a dream come between when it could be calm?

[Bridge 1]
After the changes, you can't turn nothin' back
Until the curtain call

[Verse 2]
Way back in the early days
When we were runnin' through the maze
Still searchin' for a stroke of luck
Guess we're all still growin' up
If it's not too much to lose
Wanna hear some different news

[Chorus]
Time flies
Don't it seem like a dream come between when it could be calm?
Time flies
Don't it seem like a dream come between when it could be calm?

[Bridge 2]
After the changes, you can't turn nothin' back
The different stages have played a different act
To our amazement, we almost made it
Until the curtain call

[Chorus]
Time flies
Don't it seem like a dream come between when it could be calm?
Time flies
Don't it seem like a dream come between when it could be calm?

20252. Time For Me To Fly

Dolly Parton - Time For Me To Fly 

I've been around for you
Been up and down for you
But I just can't get any relief
I've swallowed my pride for you
I've lived and lied for you
But you still make me feel like a thief
You've got me stealing your love away
'Cause you never give it
Peelin' the years away
And we can't relive it
I make you laugh and you make me cry
I believe it's time for me to fly



Chorus:
Time for me to fly
I've got to set myself free
Time for me to fly
That's how it's got to be
I know it hurts to say goodbye
But it's time for me to fly
You said we'd work it out
You said that you had no doubt
I thought we were really in love
Oh but I'm tired of holding on
To a feeling I know is gone
I do believe I've had enough
I've had enough of the falseness
Of a worn out relation
Enough of this jealousy and intoleration
I wonder why I even try
I believe it's time for me to fly
Chorus:
Time for me to fly
I've got to set myself free
Time for me to fly
That's just how it's got to be
I know it hurts to say goodbye
But it's time for me to fly
Time for me to fly
Time for me to fly
I got to set myself free
Time for me to fly
That's just how it's got to be
I make you laugh and you make me cry
I believe it's time for me to fly
Time for me to fly
That's how it's got to be
I know it hurts to say goodbye
But it's time for me to fly

20253. Time For Movin' - Chords

Time For Movin 
The Special Consensus

[Intro]
  Em D G C G D G
 
[Chorus]
  G             D        G
Last night, we said goodbye
     Em         D     C
Its time, for moving on.
        G      D                Em                C
You'll soon realize its best we go our separate ways,
          G           D              G



then be stuck, in a place we don't belong.
 
[Verse 1]
     G          D               G
Not sure, just what you had in mind.
 Em      G             D
When we met the first time.
           G         D             Em          C
Theres no way, to advance past a fairy tale romance,
        G                    D              G
but I guess, that might on change down the line.
 
[Chorus]
  G             D        G
Last night, we said goodbye
     Em         D     C
Its time, for moving on.
        G      D                Em                C
You'll soon realize its best we go our separate ways,
          G           D              G
then be stuck, in a place we don't belong.
 
[Verse 2]
     G        D               G
You told me, that you wanted more.
       Em     G              D
I've already told you once before,
 G          D         Em               C
is it just me, or are you to blind to see,
      G                 D                 G
this love affair's not what we're looking for.
 
[Chorus]
  G             D        G
Last night, we said goodbye
     Em         D     C
Its time, for moving on.
        G      D                Em                C
You'll soon realize its best we go our separate ways,
          G           D              G
then be stuck, in a place we don't belong.
 
[Chorus]
  G             D        G
Last night, we said goodbye
     Em         D     C
Its time, for moving on.
        G      D                Em                C
You'll soon realize its best we go our separate ways,
          G           D              G
then be stuck, in a place we don't belong.
        G      D                Em               C
You'll soon realize its best we go our separate ways.
          G          D               G
then be stuck, in a place we don't belong.



20254. Time For The Whippoorwill - Chords

Time For The Whippoorwill
Recorded by Ramona and Grandpa Jones

Oh, the [G] stars and the [C] Silvery Moon is [G] shinin'
All around as the sweet-[G7] ness of the [D] Spring
But I'm [G] sad and in [C] loneliness I'm [G] pinin'
For the [G7] one I know I'll [D] never see a-[G] gain.

CHORUS
How I [C] long for the day when I shall [G] meet her
If it be where the An-[G7] gels sweetly [D] sing
She is [G] mine and the [C] thought of her grows [G] sweeter
When it's [G7] time for the [D] Whippoorwill to [G] sing.

Then I left with the thought I'd be returning
Soon to her with the wealth of joy I'd bring
I returned but too late and now I'm pinin'
She has gone and in loneliness I'll sing.

CHORUS

I remember the night she made the promise
And those words said to me great joy did bring
I'll be true and you know you'll find me waiting
When it's time for the Whippoorwill to sing.

CHORUS

20255. Time Goes So Slow - Chords

Chris Hillman - Time Goes So Slow
Louvin Brothers

If you have a loved one and she's not with you
                  C                       G
Then I guess that you know what I'm going thru 
    C                    C7           F
The night is forever and lonely winds blow 
                C          G7          C
And I feel like cryin for time goes so slow 
  G                     F          C
I love you I need you I want noone else
       G                       F          C
With a crowd all around me I'm still by myself
          C              C7          F
When will it be over  oh darling you know
                 C           G7            C



My arms are just waiting and time goes so slow

F   C   G7  C  A7

D                             D7           G 
You've  never known sorrow untill you have found
                    D                      A
Your whole heart is missing when she's not around
D                      D7         G
Oh what a heartache  I try not to show
                      D
Please won't you come back to me
    A            D
For time goes so slow
  A                     G          D
I love you I need you I want noone else
       A                       G          D
With a crowd all around me I'm still by myself
     D                   D7          G
When will it be over  oh darling you know
                 D           A7           D
My arms are just waiting and time goes so slow

20256. Time Has Come Today

Steve Earle - Time Has Come Today

Time has come today
Young hearts can go that way
Can't put it off another day
I don't care what others say
They think we don't listen anyway
Time has come today
The rules have changed today
I have no place to stay
Thinking about the subway
The love has flown away
My tears have come and gone
Oh my lord, I have to roam
I have no home
I have no home

Now the time has come
No place to run
I might get burned up by the sun
Ah but I've had my fun
Been loved and put aside
Been crushed by the tumbling tides
Our souls been psychedelicized

Now the time has come
There are things to realize
Time has come today



Time has come today

20257. Time In Babylon

Emmylou Harris - Time in Babylon

Five-lane highway danger zone
SUV and a speaker phone
You need that chrome to get you home
Doin' time in Babyion
Cluster mansion on the hill
Another day in Pleasantville
You don't like it take a pill
Doin1 time in Babyion

In the land of the proud and free
You can sell your soul and your dignity
For fifteen minutes on TV
Doin' time in Babyion
So suck the fat, cut the bone
Fill it up with silicone
Everybody must get cloned
Doin' time in Babyion

Little Boy Blue come blow your horn
The crows are in the corn
The morning sky is red and falling down
The piper's at the till
He's coming for the kill
Luring all our children underground in Babyion

We came frorm apple pie and mom
through Civil Rights and Ban the Bomb
To Watergate and Vietnam Hard times in Babyion
Rallied 'round the megaphone
Gave it up, just got stoned
Now it's Prada, Gucci and Perron
Doin' time in Babyion

Get results, get 'em fast
We're ready if you got the cash
Someone else will be laughin' last
Doin' time in Babyion
So put that conscience on the shelf
Keep the best stuff for yourself
Let the rest fight over what is left
Doin' time in Babyion

Little Boy Blue come blow your horn
The crows are in the corn
The morning sky is red and falling down
Let your song of healing spark
A way out of this dark



Lead us to a higher and a holy ground

20258. Time Is A Bandit

Ricky Skaggs - Time Is a Bandit

Darling darling have you seen us
Just tryin' to find one hour in twenty four twenty four
To dedicate to the love between us
Before one of us is up and out the door out the door

Time is a bandit time is a thief
It's lyin' under handed tryin' to steal you away from me

We'd better treasure the precious moments
We live so fast they're few and far between far between
And when we have a chance for a little romance
We'd better lock the clock outside and hide the key hide the key

Time is a bandit time is a thief
Time is a bandit time is a thief

20259. Time Is Love

Time Is Love
Josh Turner - Time Is Love

[Josh Turner]
I know I gotta put in the hours,
Make the money while the sunlight shines
But anything I gotta get done,
It can get done some other time

Time is love, gotta run,
Love to hang longer,
But I got someone who waits,
Waits for me and right now
She's where I need to be,
Time is love, gotta run

I only get so many minutes,
Don't wanna spend 'em all on the clock
In the time that we spent talkin',
How many kisses have I lost?

Time Is love, gotta run,
Love to hang longer,
But I got someone who waits,
Waits for me and right now



She's where I need to be,
Time is love, gotta run.

Gotta fly
Fly
Before one moment
Gets by...

Time Is love, gotta run,
Love to hang longer,
But I got someone who waits,
Waits for me and right now
She's where I need to be

Time is love, gotta run,
Love to hang longer,
But I got someone who waits,
Waits for me and right now
She's where I need to be,
Time is love, gotta run.

Time is Love, gotta run...

20260. Time Is Never On Our Side - Chords

Time Is Never On Our Side
Steve Earl - Time Is Never On Our Side

[Intro]
A   Asus  A
A   E   A
A   Asus  A
A   E   A
 
[Verse 1]
    A                Asus    A
The morning that the world began
A                   E          A
God reached out and closed his hand
    A              Asus A
And when it opened up again
  A               E      A
A moment vanished in the wind
D
Since that day it's never stopped
   A
No matter how you wind the clock
    A               Asus      A
And untold billions lived and died
A              E        A
Time was never on their side
 



[Verse 2]
A                Asus    A
Seasons come and seasons go
A                E        A
Sunrise, sunset, rain and snow
A              Asus        A
Every time the world turns round
A               E      A
Brand new shiny day is found
D                  Dsus     D
We pray to whom we fear the most
    A
The Father, Son, the Holy Ghost
A             Asus    A
Take whatever fate provides
A             E      A
Time is never on our side
 
[Instrumental]
D   Dsus D
A   Asus A
A   Asus A
A   E    A
 
[Verse 3]
    A             Asus    A
Sometimes an hour hurdles by
    A                E     A
Sometimes an instant never dies
A                   Asus   A
Some days crawl and others fly
         A              E      A
Hey, and ours is not to reason why
        D           Dsus  D
Getting older, then hesitating
     A                   Asus       A
Hear good things come to those that wait
    A             Asus      A
Who ever told you that one lied
A             E      A
Time is never on our side
A             E      A
Time is never on our side

20261. Time Of Inconvenience

Nanci Griffith - Time of Inconvenience

We're living in a time of inconvenience
Compassion fails me with this meanness in the air
Our city streets are filled with violence
So we close our doors to the city
And pretend that it's not there



Here I go again
Back out on these mean streets
The evil seems to cling to the soles of my feet
Cause' I'm living in a time of inconvenience
At an inconvenient time

We're living in the age of communication
Where the only voices heard have money in their hands
Where greed has become a sophistication
And if you ain't got money

You ain't got nothin' in this land
An' here I am one lonely woman
On these mean streets

Where the right to life man has become my enemy
Cause' I'm living in his time of inconvenience
At an inconvenient time

I've turned my cheek
As my history fades
While the clock ticks away
Any progress we've made
I never thought
I'd be ashamed to be human
Afraid to say
My time has seen it's day

Cuz' I'm living in a time of inconvenience
Living in a time of inconvenience living in a time of inconvenience
It's an inconvenient time

This is the time of greed and power
Where everyone needs to have someone to shove around
Our children come to us for answers
Listening for freedom but they don't know the sound

And there they are, our children
Dumped out in these mean streets
The evil sweeps them up
And brings them to their knees

Cause' they're living in our time of inconvenience
They're living in the age of communication
This is the time of greed and power
This is the time that I wish was not mine
Cause' it's an inconvenient time

(time, oh time)
(it's an inconvenient time)



20262. Time Of The Preacher - Chords

Time Of The Preacher Live 
Tyler Childers
 
[Intro]
E E7
 
[Verse]
E                      A            E
It was the time of the preacher the story began.
                B7                     E
with a choic of lady and the love of a man.
                A                          E
he loved her so dearly, he went out of his mind.
                      B7                    E
When she left him for someone, she'd left behind.
                    A
An' he cried like a baby;
   D               A                            E
He screamed like a panther in the middle of the night.
                   B7
An' he saddled his pony,
                 E
An he went for a ride.
                       A                        E
It was the time of the preacher in the year of 01.
                     B7                      E
Now the preachin' is over and the killl'ns begun.

20263. Time Off The Bottle

Time Off The Bottle
by Jesse Dunn (Dead Winter Carpenters)

Feelin' lowdown
Not feeling proud
And It pains me to say these things aloud
I've got a wild tongue
That cuts straight to the bone
In this dark hour
I'm all alone
Maybe I could use just a little
Time off the bottle

Last night's whiskey still on my breath
I keep flirting closer and closer to death
Don't mistake the darkness
For the oncoming light
It'll hide in your blind spot
Until the timing's right
Lately I could use just a little
Maybe I could use some more time



Time off the bottle
Time to pump the breaks
Time to learn from my old mistakes
Time to heal
Time to mend
Lately I could use just a little
Time off the bottle

Temptation's got me gripped again
There's no tellin'
Where we lie in the end
Lately I could use just a little
Maybe I could use some more time
Lately I could use just a little
Time off the bottle

20264. Time Passes By - Chords

Kathy Mattea - Time Passes By
[Verse]
D
Dreams Drift Away Like Leaves On The Water
     Gmaj7                        A      D
They Roll Down The River And Slip Out Of Sight
D
Too Many Times We Do What We Ought
    Gmaj7                                  D       Em7
Put Off Til Tomorrow What We Really Rather Do Tonight
    A6
And Later Realize
 
 
[Chorus]
Bm7  G6       D  Bm7
Time Passes By
    G6        D
People Pass On
       Bm7 G6       D              G
At The Drop Of A Tear They're Gone
A     Bm7 G6        D Bm7
Let's Do What We Dare
  G6          D
Do What We Like
    Bm7  G6             D       G     A      Bm G6 A6 Bm G6 A6 Bm G6 A6 D
And Love While We're Here Before Time Passes By
 
 
[Verse]
D
Thoughts Are Like Pennies We Keep In Our Pockets
        Gmaj7                      A         D
They're Never Worth Nothing Til We Give Them Away



D
Love's Like A Promise In An Unopened Letter
      Gmaj7                                  D          Em7
Where Nights Full Of Pleasure Seldom See The Light Of Day
     A6
When Life Gets In The Way
 
 
[Chorus]
Bm7  G6       D Bm7
Time Passes By
    G6        D
People Pass On
       Bm7 G6       D              G
At The Drop Of A Tear They're Gone
A     Bm7 G6        D Bm7
Let's Do What We Dare
  G6          D
Do What We Like
    Bm7  G6            D       G     A      Bm G6 A6 Bm G6 A6 Bm G6 A6 Bm G A
And Love While Were Here Before Time Passes By
 
 
Bm7  G6       D Bm7
Time Passes By
    G6        D
People Pass On
       Bm7 G6       D              G
At The Drop Of A Tear They're Gone
A     Bm7 G6        D Bm7
Let's Do What We Dare
  G6          D
Do What We Like
    Bm7  G6            D       G     A      Bm G6 A6 Bm G6 A6 Bm G6 A6 Bm G A
And Love While Were Here Before Time Passes By

20265. Time Passes Me By

Desert Rose Band - Time Passes Me By

It's morning, she wakes me with a soft loving sigh
Like the sun shining through the western sky
She holds me close against her breast, 
Such a sweet lullabye
And I'll love her until time passes me by

She's a precious thing, a gift from God
How can one be so true
In a world filled with helpliness and gloom
And no one knows just how I feel
Just a personal reply
And I'll love her, until time passes me by



Cloudy and blue
Our love shining through
A light from above Heaven's love
Timeless and true

From ages past and times to come
Love will always be alive
Healing hands of time for those who try
I was helpless and so confused
You came into my life
And I'll love you, until time passes me by

20266. Time Passes Slowly

Time Passes Slowly
Bob Dylan

Time passes slowly up here in the mountains.
We sit beside bridges and walk beside fountains,
And catch the wild fishes that swim in the stream.
Time passes slow when you're lost in a dream.

Once I had a sweetheart, she was fine and good-lookin'.
We sat in her kitchen while her mama was cookin'
And gazed out the window to the stars high above.
Time passes slow when you're searchin' for love.

Ain't no reason to go in a wagon to town,
Ain't no reason to go to the fair.
Ain't no reason to go up, ain't no reason to go down,
Ain't no reason to go anywhere.

Time passes slowly up here in the daylight.
We stare straight ahead and try so hard to stay right,
Like the red rose of summer that blooms in the day,
Time passes slowly and fades away.

20267. Time Spent Missing You

Dwight Yoakam - Time Spent Missing You

Nighttime gets longer each mornin' I wake up
With sunlight that's long over due
I start makin' plans for having thoughts that might take up
Some of  the time that I'll spend missing you.
Winters come a-crawling
After fall left me callin'
For an end to what spring put me through
'Cause summers only blessing



Had been the warm breeze caressing
All the time that I spent missing you.
--- Instrumental ---
Minutes of misery drag through hours of memories
Past a voice that swears they're not true
It keeps avoiding, denying though but mostly just lying
About the time that I'll spend missing you.
Winters come a-crawling
After fall left me calling
For an end to what spring put me through
'Cause summers only blessing
Had been the warm breeze caressing
All the time that I spent missing you.
--- Instrumental ---
Winters come a-crawling
After fall left me calling
For an end to what spring put me through
'Cause summers only blessing
Had been the warm breeze caressing
All the time that I spent missing you...

20268. Time Takes Care Of A Few Things (Love Takes Care Of The Rest)

Tom T Hall - Time Takes Care Of A Few Things (Love Takes Care Of The Rest)
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Time takes care of a few things
Love takes care of the rest
Cheer up my lady cheer up my friend
There's no reason for you to look so depressed
I'd like to be perfect I know you would too
We're only human I guess
Time takes care of a few things
Love takes care of the rest

Life has its problems they come and they go
When troubles are dropped at your door
I'll come and get some and haul them away
That's what an imperfect good friend is for

Time takes care of a few things...

We're trying each day to be better some way
To do what life asks us to do
It's just to contest it's just a trap
You're better than me and I'm better than you

Time takes care of a few things
Love takes care of the rest



20269. Time To Be Movin' On

Time To Be Movin' On 
Blue Moon Rising

I'm tired of you, you're tired of me 
Let's put an end to this tragedy 
Our love affair is dead and gone 
It's time for me to be movin' on 
 
CHORUS: 
So clear the way, unlock the door 
'Cause I can't stay here anymore 
You're held me down, for way too long  
It's time for me to be movin' on 

I used to be a happy man 
None of my friends can understand 
How I came to be so blue 
Well they never had to live with you 

It's time for me to be movin' on

20270. Time To Carry On

Vince Gill - Time to Carry On

Painted as the victim
He said you caused it all
Lying to convince 'em
So you would take the fall

You walked out with nothin'
Hopin' for some peace of mind

The pain is almost over
The hurt is nearly gone
No more lookin' over your shoulder
It's time to carry on

The scars won't last forever
The truth will take their place
Angry words will be forgotten
Contempt will fade away

The promise of tomorrow
It will always remain

The pain is almost over
The hurt is nearly gone
No more lookin' over your shoulder
It's time to carry on



The promise of tomorrow
'T will always remain

The pain is almost over
The hurt is nearly gone
No more lookin' over your shoulder
It's time to carry on
It's time to carry on

20271. Time To Go Inward

Rodney Crowell - Time to Go Inward

It's time to go inward take a look at myself
Time to make the most of the time that I've got left
Prison bars imagined are no less solid steel
Time to go inward would you believe that I'm afraid
To stare down the barrel of the choices that I've made
The ghost of bad decisions make mountains out of everything I feel
Outside my window the wind weaves a path through the trees
The moon takes a shine to the shadows that fall on the leaves
It's time to go inward Hmmmmm
I don't know if I can do it after all that I've become
I've been a fool for money but it's vanity that always leaves me flat
It's time to go inward man I hope I have the nerve
To take an inventory of the causes that I serve
They say a man without a conscience is like a man without a country or something like that
It's time to go inward time to be still
If I don't do it now I don't believe I ever will
My mind is like a chatterbox whose noise pollutes the pathways to my soul
Time to go inward time to get a grip
Time to put an end to one long bad acid trip
I'm all out of excuses now for the way I've let my choices take a toll
Jesus and Buddah and Krishna and Minnie Pearl knew
To do unto other the things you want done unto you
It's time to go inward and take a look at me
Try to make some sense of life's illusions that I see
And try to solve the riddle of what it is I have to offer to this world

20272. Time To Learn

Tim O'Brien - Time to Learn

The hand is cold that once held mine
I can't believe you've really left this world behind
I can wait and I can hope I'll get over this in time

It takes time to learn when someone's gone for good
They're not comin' back like you wish they would



In the empty hours when you miss them so
Then it's time to learn to let them go

Your last hours we never knew
We never had a chance to say goodbye to you
Words unsaid and things undone
We'd just begun and now we'll never see them through

It takes time to learn when someone's gone for good
They're not comin' back like you wish they would
In the empty hours when you miss them so
It takes time to learn to let them go

It takes time to learn that you're gone for good
You're not comin' back like I wish you would
In the empty hours when I miss you so
Then it's time to learn to let you go

The hand is cold that once held mine

20273. Time To Ring Some Changes

Richard Thompson - Time To Ring Some Changes 

This old house is a-tumbling down
The walls are gone but the roof is sound
The landlord's deaf, he can never be found
It's time to ring some changes

They'll arrest you son if you just stand still
They'll ask you to pose with your hand in the till
They'll ask you to die when you've written your will
It's time to ring some changes

It's time to ring some changes
Time to ring some changes
Time to ring some changes
Time to ring some changes

O the politicians they look so smug
You say tell the truth and they give you a shrug
You might find the truth swept under the rug
It's time to ring some changes

You pay for your money for your daily bread
But the bread's gone up so you need more money
The money's gone down, better borrow instead
It's time to ring some changes

Time to ring some changes
Time to ring some changes
Time to ring some changes
Time to ring some changes



O you fall in love with the girl you've seen
Diamond studded on a TV screen
But the change in your pocket won't buy you a dream
It's time to ring some changes

So you steal a car and you go for a ride
You end up sleeping with some girl guide
And everything you do leaves you empty inside
It's time to ring some change

Time to ring some changes
Time to ring some changes
Time to ring some changes
Time to ring some changes

Time to ring some changes
Time to ring some changes
Time to ring some changes
Time to ring some changes

20274. Time To Spare

Head for the hills - Time to Spare

I've been to Memphis
Baton Rouge
Writing off expenses
In hotel rooms, and booze
It may seem senseless
But I'm staying on the move
Until I wear a hole
In these old walking shoes
And I don't need no picket fences
I don't want no rocking chair
I have my own ball and chain to wear
Out on the highway
You'll find me there
That's the story friend I've got no time to spare
I've been to Portland
And Chicago too
Well I've been to Wichita
And I ride to Saint Lou
Of all those places
I ain't seen a one
Cause the moment I arrived
I had to run
And I don't need no picket fences
I don't want no rocking chair
I have my own ball and chain to wear
Out on the highway
You'll find me there
That's the story friend I've got no time to spare



I seen the city
And I seen the plains
Well I spend most of my
In mountainous terrain

20275. Time To Stand Still - Chords

Time To Stand Still 
The Wood Brothers

           D
One mockingbird
             G
Fills up the sky
              D
Had to remind me
                 G
How time used to fly
 
                 C
This night is so long
          Em
I used to care
                  D
You shoulda heard me
          Em
Sayin' my prayers
 
          C
We always wanted
              Em
Time to stand still
                D
Now that you're gone
                 G
I'm sure that it will
 
                    D
This big moon above me
            G
Sure as the sun
        D
I never thought
                   G
That you'd have to run
 
               C
Lonesome I did not
              Em
Think I could be
                       D
But always knew that he was
             Em



No friend to me
 
          C
We always wanted
              Em
Time to stand still
                D
Now that you're gone
                 G
I'm sure that it will
 
               C
Lonesome I did not
              Em
Think I could be
                       D
But always knew that he was
             Em
No friend to me
 
                 C
'Cause we always wanted
              Em
Time to stand still
                D
Now that you're gone
                 G
I'm sure that it will
                D
Now that you're gone
                 G
I'm sure that it will

20276. Time To Stay Home

Jerry Jeff Walker - Time to Stay Home

This is a time to be cautious; this is a time to be smart
This is a time to consider the options, be careful with games of the heart
A time for young fellas to carry umbrellas
And considering the climate, you really might find it
The right time to stay at home
The booze gets your liver, but when you consider
The condition of water, a man really ought to
Abstain for the night and just stay home
It's dangerous out on the freeway, its dangerous out in the bars
Everybody's mad at somebody, it's dangerous to drink and drive cars
Whiskeys's bad for your liver, but stop and consider
The condition of water, then maybe you ought to
Find a good book and stay home
AIDS is to real to be foolish, it's changed all the rules we play by
You can't take chances in other peoples' pants it's
Too risky to just casually try



Now I only smile at our social lifestyle
It all leaves me believing I'd find more relief in
Some Earl Klugh and the refuge of home
So now I turn off the porch light, next I'll unplug the phones
I'll get on my robe and my jammies, a nice fire sure warms the bones
I might write a letter, but what I like better
Is taking my guitar down and playing an old song
That makes me feel glad I stayed home

20277. Time To Talk To Joseph - Chords

Time To Talk To Joseph
Tim O Brien & Darrell Scott

[INTSTUMENTAL INTRO]
 
Am  D  C  F  Em  Am
Am  D  C  F  Em  Am
 
[VERSE 1]
   Am                                            D
I lay awake til morning, mind racing through the gloom
  C               F           Em            Am
I practice shadow puppets on my side of the room
                                                  D
You softly snore beside me as I make those figures dance
  C               F               Em              Am
Until finally I'm laughing at the random path of chance
 
[CHORUS]
           F                              G              Am
Think it's time to talk to Joseph,  Gonna pack my little sack
       F                           G              D
There isn't much I really need to wander off the track
         F                         G             Am
I'll be sleeping under ledges and eating what I find
      F                                      G                  D
I'll read the reaching branches, Strum your heartstrings in my mind
 
[INSTRUMENTAL BREAK]
 
Am  D  C  F  Em  Am
 
[VERSE 2]
              Am                                                  D
I think I'll head on up the north bank, turn left up Campbell's Creek
            C                 F                      Em            Am
There's an old grey man that lives up there and his counsel now I seek
                                                           D
Those twisting nooks and crannies, those hollers dark and deep
     C             F               Em            Am
Are calling to me in my dreams, whenever I can sleep
 



[CHORUS]
        F                              G              Am
Must be time to talk to Joseph,  Gonna pack my little sack
       F                           G              D
There isn't much I really need to wander off the track
         F                         G             Am
I'll be sleeping under ledges and eating what I find
      F                                      G                  D
I'll read the reaching branches, Strum your heartstrings in my mind
 
[INSTRUMENTAL BREAK]
 
Am  D  C  F  Em  Am
Am  D  C  F  Em  Am
F  G  Am    F  G  D    F  G  Am    F  G  D
 
[VERSE 3]
             Am                                          D
There's too many threads to follow and it seems the only way
        C            F             Em           Am
Is to dive into the darkness that leads me into day
                                              D
Don't worry 'bout me darling, I'm comin back again
    C              F                  Em             Am
My spirit will be stronger from God's power deep within
 
[CHORUS]
          F                              G              Am
It's just time to talk to Joseph,  Gonna pack my little sack
       F                           G              D
There isn't much I really need to wander off the track
         F                         G             Am
I'll be sleeping under ledges and eating what I find
      F                                      G                  D
I'll read the reaching branches, Strum your heartstrings in my mind
 
[CHORUS]
     F                              G              Am
It's time to talk to Joseph,  Gonna pack my little sack
       F                           G              D
There isn't much I really need to wander off the track
         F                         G             Am
I'll be sleeping under ledges and eating what I find
      F                                      G                  D
I'll read the reaching branches, Strum your heartstrings in my mind
 
[INSTRUMENTAL BREAK]
 
Am  D  C  F  Em  Am
Am  D  C  F  Em  Am

20278. Time Warp



Time Warp
Steve Cash / Randle Chowning

like Houdini in the river with a lock he couldn't see
when you think you hit the bottom then you better find the key
like Custer at the Horn when he turned around and said
"when you think you fin'lly got 'em, you're just as good as dead"

Chorus:
it's a time warp puttin' wrinkles in your skin
it's a rockabilly music make you silly in the end
it's a time warp puttin' circles on your eyes
it's a rockabilly music that's a blessing in disguise

like Ponce de Leon speakin' Spanish in the swamp
"I was lookin' for a fountain, but it's water that I want"
like Pike at the top and ev'ry other freak
"I was lookin' for a mountain, I took a little peak"

Chorus

like Buddah at the sermon when he didn't say a word
if you think you hear a flower, it's a flower that you heard
like da Vinci on the roof with his arm in a sling,
"A man's got the power, but a bird's got the wing"

Chorus

like Vincent Van Gogh when he chopped off his ear,
"I'd like to give her twenty, but I still gotta hear"
like Crockett at the wall lookin' back to Tennessee,
"the livin' costs you plenty, but the dyin's still for free"

Chorus

20279. Time We Made Time

Time We Made Time
Mandolin Orange - Time We Made Time

[Verse 1]
Though gently she flows
Her depths hold no secrets
That's where you'll find my rage
Where the loss and the tears
Tucked away through the years
Rise and fall in waves

[Chorus]
It's time we made time just for talking
It's time we made time to heal
But I know she'll be there when I'm lonesome
To tell me just how I feel



[Post-Chorus]
Softly, tenderly
Using delicate voices
She'll lean in close and draw me near
And once I have heard
It's all I can hear
You may ramble, my darling
But I'll always be there

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
Lo, gently she flows
She'll drag you along
To a place just around the bend
Where the riotous roam and nothing is sacred
And broken hearts never mend

[Bridge]
How wonderful it is
How wonderful
How wonderful it is
How wonderful

[Chorus]
It's time we made time just for talking
It's time we made time to heal
But I know she'll be there when I'm lonesome
To tell me just how I feel

20280. Time Well Wasted

Brad Paisley - Time Well Wasted 

I could've been workin' overtime
Or at home tryin' to make that truck run right
Instead of wadin' out in that stream
All day long barely catchin' a thing
Just me and dad
I'm glad he talked me in to that
[1st Chorus]
It was time well wasted
And there's no way I trade a few more dollars in my pocket I could've spent
For a day I'll never forget
No, I didn't get a thing done
But I sure soaked up every minute of the memory we were makin'
And I count it all as time well wasted
Those leaves were a foot deep in the yard
And 'wash me' was written all over the car
But watchin' movies all day with you
Wasn't on my list of things to do
But we laid on that couch
Girl, we never left the house



[2nd Chorus]
It was time well wasted
And there's no way I trade a few more things that I could've crossed off my list
For a day I'll never forget
No, I didn't get a thing done
But I sure soaked up every minute of the memory we were makin'
And I count it all as time well wasted
[Bridge]
This world spins too fast if you let it
There's always one more thing to do
But lookin' back I never have regretted
Takin' off early or callin' in sick
Or lovin' away a Sunday afternoon
[3rd Chorus]
It was time well wasted
And there's no way I trade a few more dollars or things crossed off my list
For a day I'll never forget
No I didn't get a thing done
But I sure soaked up every minute of the memory we were makin'
And I count it all as time well wasted
[Tag]
I count it all as time well wasted

20281. Time You Waste

Steve Earle - Time You Waste

Remember sitting on a doorstep
Oh with tears in my eyes
Already had my bags packed
And kissed my momma goodbye
Had my heart set on someone
That I didn't even know
So tell me why
Still hurts me so
Cold afternoons
Oh momma's off to work
Just home from school
Feeling lonesome and unsure
Getting wise to the streets
Keep them to my own
Just awake one day
Found out that I was grown
Oh, all the other ones
Only get one chance
Seeing life through the eyes of the innocent
Just to take it slow
Believe me
'Cause in time you'll miss
Time you waste
Guess I'm now grown
For the first time in my life
Oh, I feel at home



In my heart and in my mind
Don't think that I
Wouldn't take every minute back
Just couldn't bring myself
To live like that
'Cause all the other ones
Only get one chance
Seeing life through the eyes of the innocent
Yes, so take it slow
Believe me

20282. Time's Always Leaving - Chords

Time's Always Leaving 
The Lone Bellow
 
[Intro]
G  C/G  G  C/G  G  D  G
 
[Verse 1]
G                      C/G             G
Time's always leaving, hurrying out my door
C/G        G    D         G
Saying goodbye, pacing my floor
                                C/G            G
I can't seem to tell her, but I wish she would stay
C/G           G                D         G
Time's always leaving, let her go on her way
                             C/G           G
Time's always leaving, never takes off her coat
C/G         G           D         G
Packing her bags, never leaving a note
                                  C/G          G
Seems I'm always believing she'll stay for the night
C/G           G
Time's always leaving
 
[Chorus 1]
       D     G           C
Before I can tell her to stay, stay
                         G
I'm not through with her yet
                  C
I'm afraid of the morning, morning
                D
And I dread the sunset
 
[Verse 2]
G                               C/G           G
Time's always leaving, sneaking peeks at her watch
       C/G        G            D              G
Always whispering sweet little lies 'bout her thoughts
                                 C/G  G



Always saying everything's gonna be alright
    C/G           G        D                 G
But time and time again, I give up the fight
 
[Chorus 2]
                C
And tell her to stay, stay
                         G
I'm not through with her yet
                  C
I'm afraid of the morning, morning
                D
And I dread the sunset
                   C
Oh, time won't you stay?
                    G
You're all I've got left
                D
I'm a man on my knees (man on my knees)
            D
Begging you please (begging you please)
                    C
If you just have to leave
                     G
Oh, take with you my regrets
 
[Bridge 1]
G
I slip away, put the blame on her
F       E
I slip away, put the weight on her
Am      C                       G
I slip away, slip away with her now
    G
Oh, I slip away, put the blame on her
F       E
I slip away, put the weight on her
Am      C                       G
I slip away, slip away with her now
 
[Chorus 2]
                 C
I'll tell her to stay, stay
                         G
I'm not through with her yet
                  C
I'm afraid of the morning, morning
                D
And I dread the sunset
                   C
Oh, time won't you stay?
                    G
You're all I've got left
                D
I'm a man on my knees (man on my knees)
            D
Begging you please (begging you please)



                    C
If you just have to leave
                     G
Oh, take with you my regrets
 
[Bridge 2]
 G
(I slip away, put the blame on her)
             I'll slip away with her now
 F       E
(I slip away, put the weight on her)
             I'll slip away with her now
 Am      C
(I slip away)  I slip away with her now
 G
(I slip away, put the blame on her)
             I'll slip away with her now
 F       E
(I slip away, put the weight on her)
             I'll slip away with her now
 Am      C          G
(I slip away)  Oh...

20283. Time's At Hand

Time's At Hand - Hot Buttered Rum
 
so much time thinking for the future that is meant to be
looking for that something, that missing piece that sets you free
running around in circles, just can't seem to keep track of the ground
always spinning dizzy living in the lost and found

(chorus:)
you can be my brother, or you can be my friend
you can sing along until the very end
you can make it real or you can just pretend
but it's you who must decide your fate
you who must decide ...
I do believe your time's at hand

clock is ticking, the hourglass is running low
better get moving, you're going to be late for the show
what's the matter? it looks like you're feeling down
don't stop grooving, this might be your kind of town

(chorus)

time for hurtin', you just walk away
I know it happens all the time
one thing's for certain, there's no other way
now it's time for you to shine

desperado, you ride the trail without a gun



maybe tomorrow you can cease to run
take a breath, look around, see what you might find
funny when you slow down, it's been there all the time

(chorus)

20284. Timeless And True Love

Timeless And True Love
Jeannie Kendall

Look out on the night sky and tell me what you see
Those stars have been there shinning though eternity
There'²s another light that's burning and it'²s been here from the start
It's this feeling for you here in my heart

For mine is a timeless and true love
And endless river rollin' on and on
Forever and ever for you love
Oh mine is a timeless and true love

Just look at how the mountains reach up to the sky
So strong against the hard winds as the years go by
My love is no less tender born of fire and steel
And the world could never change how I feel

For mine is a timeless and true love
And endless river rollin'² on and on
Forever and ever for you love
Oh mine is a timeless and true love

Forever and ever for you love
Oh mine is a timeless and true love
For mine is a timeless and true love

20285. Timeless And True Love - Chords

Timeless And True Love
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Charlie Black, Buzz Cason, Austin Roberts
 
G                             D7
Look out on the night sky and tell me what you see
                                            C     G
Those stars have been there shinning though eternity
                                              D7
There's another light that's burning and it's been here from the start
                                     G
It's this feeling for you here in my heart



    C                      G
For mine is a timeless and true love
    D7                           G
And endless river rollin' on and on
   C                 G
Forever and ever for you love
   D7                     G
Oh mine is a timeless and true love
                               D7
Just look at how the mountains reach up to the sky
                                        C        G
So strong against the hard winds as the years go by
                          D7
My love is no less tender born of fire and steel
                                           G
And the world could never change the way I feel
Repeat #2
   D7                     C    G
Oh mine is a timeless and true love

20286. Times Are Getting Hard

Times Are Getting Hard

Times are getting hard boys
If times don't get much better boy's going to leave this earth

Take my true love by the hand lead her through the town
Say goodby to everyone goodby Sally Brown

Had a crop about a year ago it withered to the ground
I tried to get some money but the banker turned me down

Take my Bible from the shelf my shotgun from the wall
Take old Sal and hitch her up the wagon for to haul

Put everything on the wagon boys so nothing can tumble down
Sal can pull and we can push we're bound to leave this town

I'm going to California where everything is green
I'm going to have the nicest farm that you have ever seen

20287. Times Like These

Allison Moorer
Times Like These

[Verse 1]
In times like these everyone could use a hand



Instead we stand around losing ground
Fighting for the promised land
It's so hard to tell if this is heaven or hell
And I could never measure by degrees
But it's sure gettin' warm 'round here in times like these
In times like these do I really need a billionaire
Just takin' all my time tryin' to tell me I was treated unfair?
Well then I got to pay, it's the home of the brave
Gets divided into them and the weak
Oh I find I'm a-losing my mind in times like these

[Chorus 1]
Yeah they come and they go
They're in and then out
Every day I'm getting better at losing something I haven't got
I just wanna do my labor, love my girl, and help my neighbor
While I keep a little hope for my dreams
But it's sure getting hard, brother, in times like these

[Verse 2]
In times like these I wish someone was on my side
Instead of bringing it together we're just widening the great divide
I hope and I pray at the end of the day
I can somehow get my troubles to ease
But I gotta say, it's not looking good, not in times like these
[Chorus 2]
Yeah they come and they go
They're cold then they're hot
I just try to keep the world from turning me to something I'm not
I'm gonna try to run until the whole thing's done
And I just hope I don't end up on my knees
But it's sure getting hard to stand up in times like these

[Outro]
I just wanna do my labor, love my girl, and help my neighbor
While I'm keeping all my joie de vivre
But it's sure getting hard, brother, in times like these
I could use just a little bit of help in times like these

20288. Times Like These - Chords

Times Like These Acoustic 
Steve Earle
 
INTRO:
  *A     Asus4   A    Asus4
E ------------/-----------/
B -2------2-3-/---2---2-3-/
G -2--2h4---2-/---2h4---2-/
D ------------/-----------/
A ------------/-0---------/
E ------------/-----------/
 



 
VERSE: (play at times like INTRO)
N.C.            *A  Asus4
Times like these
Asus4                  A
Make me wanna get down on my knees
Asus4                   A
Pray to heaven someone help us, please
 E              A  Asus4
Find our way again
 
E            *A   Asus4
 Times like this
Asus4                 A
When it looks as dark as it can get
Asus4                A
I just wanna give it up and quit
E            A   Asus4  A  Asus4
 I remember when
 
 
CHORUS:
E                     A
 We were marchin' on Washington
Asus4            A
Singin' we shall overcome
E                      A
 Had a dream and the dream lives on
        Asus4     A       E  Esus4 E
But we still got miles to go
 
E               *A  Asus4
In times like these
Asus4                     A
  I look behind us and I can't believe
Asus4                        F#m
 How far we traveled and the web we weave
E                     A  Asu4
 Through times like these
 
 
VERSE:
E               *A  Asus4
 And days like this
Asus4                      A
  I can't help but wonder what we missed
Asus4                      A
Thought we finally had it made now it's
E                 A  Asus4
 Getting tough again
 
E            *A  Asus4
 Oh one fine day
Asus4
  A change wllL come
           A
No matter what they say



D                      A
We might shed a tear along the way
 E                 A  Asus4  A  Asus4
When we're rememberin'
 
 
BREAK:
E                   A
 Gun trucks in the Belfast streets
       Asus4                  A
And the war they swore would never cease
 E                           A
The day they said that we'd never see
         Asus4    A     E  Esus4 E
When they set Mandela free
 
 
VERSE:
 E              *A  Asus4
And times like these
Asus4                 A
Can't see the forest for the trees
Asus4                      F#m      A
Heard it said that love is all you need
E                A  Asus4  A  Asus4
 In times like these
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL/ HARMONICA:
E  A  D  A  E  A  D  E  E
 
 
OUTRO:
 E          *A   Asus4
Times like these
Asus4                  A
Make me wanna get down on my knees
Asus4                   A
Pray to heaven someone help us, please
  E                  A
Through times like these

20289. Times They Are A-Changin'

Times They Are A-Changin'
Bob Dylan - Flatt & Scruggs

Come gather 'round people where ever you roam
And admit that the waters around you have grown
And accept it that soon you'll be drenched to the bone
If your time to you is worth savin'
Then you better start swimmin' or you'll sink like a stone,
For the times they are a' changin'!



Come writers and critics who prophesy with your pen
And keep your eyes wide the chance won't come again
And don't speak too soon for the wheel's still in spin
And there's no tellin' who that it's namin'
For the loser now will be later to win
For the times they are a' changin'!

Come senators, congressmen please heed the call
Don't stand in the doorway don't block up the hall
For he that gets hurt will be he who has stalled
There's a battle outside and it's ragin'
It'll soon shake your windows and rattle your walls
For the times they are a' changin'!

Come mothers and fathers throughout the land
And don't criticize what you can't understand
Your sons and your daughters are beyond your command
Your old road is rapidly agin'
Please get out of the new one if you can't lend your hand
For the times they are a' changin'!

The line it is drawn the curse it is cast
The slow one now will later be fast
As the present now will later be past
The order is rapidly fadin'
And the first one now will later be last
For the times they are a' changin'!

20290. Tin Can On A String

Brad Paisley - Tin Can On A String 

After the breakup,
I really thought we'd make up.
Give her a little time, I'd be on her mind
And suddenly she'd wake up.
But today if you listen,
Softly off in the distance,
Somewhere 'cross town, you can hear the sound
Of wedding bells ringing.
And there's bird seed on the concrete,
And she's waving goodbye
And they're driving away
And everybody cheerin' them on as the taillights fade
Yeah she's really gone,
I thought someday that would be me
But now she's driving away in that limousine
And I'm holdin' on
Like a tin can on a string.
Somewhere in my mind,
I'm the one by her side.
In that backseat, talkin' 'bout the beach



And that honeymoon flight.
I'd play the whole thing out,
From the kids to the house,
To the future that we always dreamed about.
But there's bird seed on the concrete,
And back here in reality
She's driving away
And everybody cheerin' them on as the taillights fade
Yeah she's really gone,
I thought someday that would be me
But now she's driving away in that limousine
And I'm holdin' on
Like a tin can on a string.
I thought someday that would be me
But now she's driving away in that limousine
And I'm not ready to let go of everything
So I'm holdin' on, I'm holdin' on
Like a tin can on a string.

20291. Tin Foil - Chords

Tin Foil
Andrew Bird
 
Intro
 
e/-----0-0-----0-0----0-0-----0-0--/
B/-----1-1-----1-1----1-1-----1-1--/
G/----------0---------0-0-----0-0--/ X2
D/------------------2------0-------/
A/--3------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------/
 
 
Verse
 
C                          F           C
Late New Year's Eve, paper hat on your head
       Am                         F       C
It was hard to believe that you'd ever be dead
                                          F                  C
And that dream that you're falling you've had since you were five
       Am                         F        C
It's a bird on your shoulder that whispers goodbye
 
G6 (leading into chorus)
 
Chorus
Am                     E
What is moving will be still
         F                C
What has gathered will disperse
              Am            E



What has been built up will collapse
            F
All of your dreams
    C          G6
All fulfilled
 
Interlude
 
Bird whistles over this progression following the same pattern.
 
The second verse and chorus are identical to the first, whilst the third verse swaps
pattern for single chords.
 
One little bit, just before the second verse goes like this.
 
e/-----0-0-----0-0-----------/
B/-----1-1-----1-1-----------/
G/---------------------------/
D/----------2--------3--2--0-/
A/--3------------------------/
E/---------------------------/
 
Then as before
 
e/-----0-0-----0-0----0-0-----0-0--/
B/-----1-1-----1-1----1-1-----1-1--/
G/----------0---------0-0-----0-0--/
D/------------------2------0-------/
A/--3------------------------------/
E/---------------------------------/
 
Before hitting the second verse.

20292. Tin Man

The Avett Brothers - Tin Man 

you can't be like me
but be happy that you can't
i see pain but I don't feel it
I am like the old tin man

I'm as worn as a stone
I keep it steady as I can
I see pain but I don't feel it
I am like the old tin man

I miss it
I miss it (oh)
I miss that
feeling of feeling

I used to fill the sky around



with happiness and joy
I had news to give the wind
to keep my sails and heart employed

I felt people move around me
I felt loneliness and shame
back then everyday was different
now each moment is the same

I miss it
I miss it (oh)
I miss that feeling of feeling

I miss it
I miss it (oh)
I miss that feeling of feeling

the feeling of feeling

the wind upon my face
and caring what it brings this way
the feeling of feeling
these minutes pass away
and caring what I do with them
baby bring me life or something else

so it goes a man grows cold
some would say a man grows strong
they say life only grows short
I say the road only grows long

as long as there's a road
my feet will never touch the ground
if you won't give my heart back
I've no need to stick around

I miss it
I miss it (oh)
I miss that
feeling of feeling

the feeling of feeling
the feeling of feeling

20293. Tin Roof

Tin Roof



20294. Tinder Box

Tinder Box
Kang, Callicott, Barlow
String Cheese Incident

Marching down to City Hall, we join the light parade 
Learning to untie the not, 
the dawn of brighter days In the midnight darkest dreams, the rivers will run free 
All this time spent digging just to find it's buried

in me Can you hear the siren's song 
When you lie awake at night 
Do you hear the siren's song 
Or dream of love that's lost and gone 
You see the general on the street, he's begging for some change 
Plants his heels into the ground in this war against the sane 
At home you see the banker, he's on his way to work 
Throws his change at the beggar, who's to say what they are worth 

Do they hear the siren's song 
When they lie awake at night 
Do they hear the siren's song 
Or dream of love that's lost and gone 
I hear her whisper in my ear, an old familiar tune

Reminding me to stay awake, the box might open soon 
Mining for the deepest gems, you might find you'll start 
To expose the precious diamond, lying buried in your heart

20295. Tiny Broken Heart

Alison Krauss - Tiny Broken Heart
Louvin Brothers

He was just a little farm lad, so busy at play 
With his little play mate outside the gate. 
Well, he stopped to watch a truck that was parking next door 
At the home of his tiny play mate. 

Then he saw his Daddy watchin' too 
As the men swiftly walked to the Carter's door. 
He knew they were strangers that came from the town, 
Men he had never seen before. 

They soon went to work when he heard his Daddy say 
"Our neighbours are moving today." 
"Oh no!" he cried, "dear God, don't let it be! 
They can't take my sweetheart away!" 

"I know Dad you don't understand 
How a heart so young could conceive a plan. 
I'm only seven now, but it's just like you say, 



Daddy, some day I'll be a man." 

"The man who owns the farm where your play mates do live, 
He told me it'd have to be this way. 
For winter time has come, and the work is all done, 
That's why they are moving today." 

"Let us buy the farm so they can stay! 
And give him all the toys that dear Santa gave! 
And give him all my pennies in my little piggy bank! 
Pennies that my darlin' helped me save."...

20296. Tiny Fish Lungs

Tiny Fish Lungs
Rising Appalachia

There's thorns everywhere I walk this path ain't easy to talk about--but
I like the sun and I'll wait for, til my day is done
I drove a long way to get here, yes I did
Now I stand alone in a big building, let my thoughts clear-- cause
I imagine you smell like blackberries, on my tongue
I lick my lips, my lips, lips til I'm done til I'm done --well
Run away like a river, run wild child
Open up and let me in your tiny fish lungs
Fill
I like the taste of your water, fresh as a spring
I like to talk to the moon and you like to hear me sing
Nowww, this river I wanna take a big ol' drink from you
Take a big ol' gulp and let you fill me through
Cause
I imagine you smell like blackberries, on my tongue
I lick my lips, my lips, lips til im done til im done run run run run
Run away like a river, run wild child
Open up and let me in your tiny fish lungs

20297. Tip It On Back

Dierks Bentley - Tip It on Back

[Verse 1]
I see main street closing
Miles of  for sale  signs
And them fields ain't growing
Fast enough to get us by
I feel the sweet release
Of a Friday night
For a couple of hours we can run this town
Till it runs dry



[Chorus]
Tip it on back, make it feel good
Sip a little more than you know you should
Let the smoke roll, off of your lips
Let it all go whatever it is
And tip it on back

[Verse 2]
So grab the girl you came with
And set her world on fire
And watch her sway and singing to the music
Until it's all alright
Yeah

[Chorus]
Tip it on back, make it feel good
Sip a little more than you know you should
Let the smoke roll, off of your lips
Let it all go whatever it is
And tip it on back

[Verse 3]
I don't wanna lose this feeling
And I don't wanna close my eyes
I don't wanna remember what I'm here to forget tonight
So tip it on back

[Chorus]
Tip it on back, make it feel good
Sip a little more than you know you should
Let the smoke roll, off of your lips
Let it all go whatever it is
And tip it on back
[Verse 4]
Yeah, I don't wanna lose this feeling
I don't wanna close my eyes
I don't wanna remember what i'm here to forget tonight
So tip it on back
Just tip it on back

[Outro]
Feel the sweet release of a friday night
For a couple of hours we can run this town
Till it runs dry
Tip it on back

20298. Tip Your Hat

Marty Stuart - Tip Your Hat
feat. Josh Graves And Earl Scruggs

Mr. Uncle Josh. Would you kindly play me some deep southern blues on that hound-dog guit



ar there. 
Ah, now that's what I'm talkin' about. Yeah.
Marty Robbins - El Paso; Waylon Jennings - Ramblin' Man; Roger Miller - King of the Road; 
Merle Haggard - The Way I Am. Now that's what I'm talkin' about.
Hank Jr. - Family Tradition; Willie Nelson - Angel Flyin' Too Close To The Ground; 
Ray Price - Crazy Arms; Johnny Cash - Sunday Morning Coming Down. Now that's what I'm t
alkin' about.

Now that's what I'm talkin' about
Plow that field, plant that seed
Rock on brother, let your roots run deep
Show 'em what you've got, make them all believers
For God sake boy, tip your hat to the teacher

Kris Kristofferson - Help Me Make It Through The Night; Bob Wills - Cherokee Maiden; 
Buck Owens - Tiger By The Tail; Hank Williams - goes without sayin'. Now that's what I'm talk
in' about.

Yes sir, that's what I'm talking about
Plow that field, plant that seed
Rock on brother, let your roots run deep
Show 'em what you've got, make them all believers
For God sake boy, tip your hat to the teacher

Ernest Tubb - Waltz Across Texas; George Jones - White Lightning; Patsy Cline - Walkin' Aft
er Midnight; 
Tammy Wynette - Stand By Your Man. That's what I'm talkin' about.

Dolly Parton, Loretta Lynn, Connie Smith, Johnny Paycheck, remember him - Take This Job 
and Shove It; 
Jimmie Rodgers, Acuff, and Monroe. We can't forget Cousin Minnie Pearl. 
But at night when I'm prayin' down on my knees, I thank God for Lester and Earl.

Play it Earl, Scruggs that is
Tip your hat to the teacher
Tip your hat to the teacher

20299. Tired

Tired
Larkin Poe - Tired

[Verse 1: Thom Hell]
Sitting on a job from nine to five
It's all I have to do to stay alive
Thinking to myself, "Is it worth it?"
I really need some comfort from you now
'Cause I'm not used to wake up at this hour
Long before the morning's even started

[Verse 2: Thom Hell (and Larkin Poe)]
When I'm home from work, it's all a drag
'Cause I'm so tired of always being sober
I just can't wait until this day is over



(The cigarettes are killing me, I know)
(It's just one way of many to go)
I don't see why I should even bother

[Verse 3: Thom Hell (and Larkin Poe)]
My stomach's aching everytime I sleep
Maybe it's the secrets that I keep
I can't ever seem to stop that wondering
(So, then, will you tell me where to go?)
('Cause I'm so tired of being on my toes)
(I just want to be yours until it's over)

[Outro: Thom Hell (and Larkin Poe)]
Ohh ohh ohh ohh ohh
(Ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh)
(Just want to be yours until it's over)
(Ooh ooh)
(Ooh ooh)
Just want to be yours until it's over

20300. Tired Of Losing You - Chords

Tired of Losing You
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent and Feller and Hill
Written by Tom T. Hall and Dixie Hall

C                            C7         F
I have this dream to dream I dream most every night
              C                              G7
I dream we're still in love and everything's alright
             C             C7      F
But when the morning comes another day begins
            C          G7       C
And I start losing you all over again
             F                       C
I'm tired of losing you it just goes on and on
               G7                  F              C
I dream you're here with me when I wake up you're gone
              F                             C
How can these dreams keep on when will they ever end
             G7                  C
I'm tired of losing you all over again
                          C7           F
I make it through the day just waiting for the night
           C                              G7
Till I can fall asleep where everything's alright
            C              C7          F
Why can't I live in dreams why can't I just pretend
           C          G7       C
Instead of losing you all over again
Repeat #2
F            C          G7       C
I'm tired of losing you all over again



20301. Tired Of Waiting For You

Dwight Yoakam - Tired Of Waiting For You
(Raymond Douglas Davies)

Chorus:
I'm so tired, tired of waiting
Tired of waiting for you
I'm so tired, tired of waiting
Tired of waiting for you
I was a lonely soul
I had nobody till I met you
But you keep a me waiting
All of the time what can I do?
It's your life you can do what you want
Do what you like
But please don't keep a me waiting
Please don't keep a me waiting
Chorus:
I'm so tired, tired of waiting
Tired of waiting for you
I'm so tired, tired of waiting
Tired of waiting for you
It's your life and you can do what you want
Do what you like
But please don't keep a me waiting
Please don't keep a me waiting
Chorus:
I'm so tired, tired of waiting
Tired of waiting for you
I'm so tired, tired of waiting
Tired of waiting for you
I'm so tired of waiting
so tired of waiting, waiting for you
I'm so tired, so tired of waiting for you
I'm so tired of waiting for you
So tired

20302. Tired Old Phrases - Chords

Tired Old Phrases 
Cadillac Sky
 
I first figured this one out without a capo, but it is easier to play with capo. When David Mayfi
eld
plays this he uses capo 4 (or even 5 sometimes higher) using C chords (C, G, F, Am7). You 
can hit the
transpose button down to -4 for those chords. When Ross Holmes strums it he uses capo 2 (
D A G Bm7,



tranpose -2) And Matt Menefee picks out with no capo though I can't tell if with these chords 
or
with a guitar tuned down a whole step. 
Other than a couple of Emaj7 embellishments in verses 3 & 4 the chords are the same for
the verses and instrumentals.
 
  E     xx2100
  Emaj7 xx2130
  B7    xx1202
  A     xx2220
  C#m7  xx6454 or xx2104
 
Picking: something like strings 4 2 3 2 1 2 3 2  (or  4 3 4 2 1 2 3 2
or 4 3 2 3 1 3 2 3  ?)
 
    E       E B7       E E A A      E E A E B7  C#m7    A B7      E
e/------0---------2------------0--------------------4--------22---0---0---/
B/---0-0-0-0---0-0-0-0------2-2-2-2--------------5-5-5-5---0-000-000-0-0-0/
G/----1---1-----2---2--------2---2--------------------4-----222-2-1-1---1-/
D/--2---------1------------2--------------------6---------1-------2-------/
A/------------------------------------------------------------------------/
E/------------------------------------------------------------------------/
 
Hopefully someone who knows something about bluegrass can verify this or get the picking
more exact.
 
tabbed by
--Art
 
 
[Intro]
E E E E
 
        E            B7      E     E
I don't know if I've said anything
        A                 A          E   E
in this life that's worth re-mem-ber-ing
        A             E
Nothing bold, nothing brave
           B7        C#m7
just these tired old phrases
    A       B7             E
And I don't know what they mean
 
 
     E          B7         E
I've written my old self a letter
           A                E
I've moved on, I already forget her
      A            E     B7           C#m7
She's gone, we're alone, far from our home
      A           B7              E
but I promised me things will get better
 
 
[instrumental]
         E B7 E E  A  A  E   A  E B7 C#m A B7 E



(piano)  e f# g#   c# d# e   c# e f# g#  a b  e
 
 
    E        B7          E  Emaj7
The Devil is laughing at me
   A                       E
he knows all the evil I've seen
              A             E
And though he helped them begin
  B7         C#m7
I own all my sins
        A          B7           E
And the fault lies clearly with me
 
 
    E        B7          E      Emaj7
I'm tired of coming home smelly
       A                    E
half a bottle of Jack in my belly
        A              E
My eyes red, my throat sore
         B7       C#m7
My young body too worn out to
A          B7         E
still only be in it's twenties
 
 
[instrumental]
(full mellody)
          E           B7           E     A         A          E
e/----------------------------------------------------------------/
B/-9--10--12---10--9---------9-h10-9--------------------------9---/
G/--------------------11--11-----------------8--9-9h11--9--11-----/
D/------------------------------------9--11-----------------------/
A/----------------------------------------------------------------/
E/----------------------------------------------------------------/
 
       A         E      B7          C#m7     A            B7     E
 
e/---------------------------------------------------------------0/
B/----------------------7--7-h9p-7--9--7--9--10--9h10--9--7-------/
G/---------8--9------9--------------------------------------9--8--/
D/--9--11--------9------------------------------------------------/
A/----------------------------------------------------------------/
E/----------------------------------------------------------------/
 
        E         B7       E
And I'm sorry for being so bad
       A                    E
to my dear old mother and dad
  A          E
I threw some fits,
     B7          C#m7
they put up with it
        A          B7         E
and now I owe them all that I am
 



    E           B7               E
Someday when my folks meet their end
       A                        E
if by chance I live longer than them
        A              E
For the love that they gave
        B7       C#m7
and the music we made
        A             B7             E
I'll be proud to have called them my friends

20303. TIs So Sweet To Trust In Jesus

't is So Sweet To Trust In Jesus ('Tis So Sweet To Trust In Jesus)

'Tis so sweet to trust in Jesus,
And to take him at his word;
Just to rest upon his promise,
And to know, 'Thus saith the Lord.'
Refrain:
Jesus, Jesus, how I trust him!
How I've proved him o'er and o'er!
Jesus, Jesus, precious Jesus!
O for grace to trust him more!
I'm so glad I learned to trust thee,
Precious Jesus, Savior, friend;
And I know that thou art with me,
Wilt be with me to the end.
(Refrain)

20304. Tis Sweet To Be Remembered

Tis Sweet To Be Remembered
Mac Wiseman - Flatt & Scruggs

As I travel all this world
Just to soothe my movin' mind
And the messages I get
From a dear one left behind

They were filled with sweetest words
That so touched me when, I heard
Dear, oh dear, can I forget
These old somethings that she said

Tis sweet to be remembered on a bright or gloomy day
Tis sweet to be remembered by a dear one far away
Tis sweet to be remembered remembered, remembered
Tis sweet to be remembered when you are far away



* Refrain

20305. Title of the Song

Title of the Song
Darrell Scott

First you get their attention like "Hey look at me" (Look at me)
Then you throw some chords around it no more than three
And you talk about love or love that's gone wrong
And you end it all off with the title of the song

Title of the song, title of the song
When left ain't right, what's right ain't wrong
Cain't be more than three minutes long
End it all off with the title of the song

It's boy meets girl, girl meets boy
It's good to be clever but you better be coy
Get 'em all line dancing like old King Kong
End it all off with the title of the song

Title of the song, title of the song
When left ain't right, what's right ain't wrong
Cain't be more than three minutes long
End it all off with the title of the song

This here's the bridge
It don't say too much, you see
But it don't have to, it just takes us all from A to B to C to D to yeah

Bring it down boys, bring it down

Well I've told you everything about music I know
You aim for platinum but you settle for gold
You shoot you country video with old Cheech and Chong
And you end it all off with the title of the song

Title of the song, title of the song
When left ain't right, what's right ain't wrong
Cain't be more than three minutes long
End it all off with the title of the song
I said end it all off with the title of the song
Yeah end it all off with the title of the song

Yeah, woo!
Yeaheee



20306. To A Cross On A Lonely Dark Hill - Chords

To A Cross On A Lonely Dark Hill 
Carl Story

[Intro]
C G C
 
 
[Verse 1]
C            F            C
One day on a bright April morning
                              G
As the sun stretched over the sky
        C            F            C
Stood a Man with His hands tied behind Him
             G           C
Awaiting His sentence to die
 
 
[Chorus]
    F                             C
The birds hushed their singing at daybreak
                               G
For Christ had His place to fulfill
       C             F          C
From a lovely bright mansion in Heaven
     G                      C
To a cross on a lonely dark hill
 
 
[Instrumental]
C G C
 
 
[Verse 2]
                   F           C
Just ahead lay the mountain of Calvary
                                     G
Where He must drink from sins bitter cup
          C            F           C
One could hear hammers ring in the stillness
                       G           C
Then the soldiers were lifting Him up
 
 
[Chorus]
    F                             C
The birds hushed their singing at daybreak
                               G
For Christ had His place to fulfill
       C             F          C
From a lovely bright mansion in Heaven
     G                      C
To a cross on a lonely dark hill
 
 



[Instumental]
C G C
 
 
[Chorus]
    F                             C
The birds hushed their singing at daybreak
                               G
For Christ had His place to fulfill
       C             F          C
From a lovely bright mansion in Heaven
     G                      C
To a cross on a lonely dark hill
 
 
[Outro]
C G C

20307. To A Heart Always True - Chords

To A Heart Always True 
Laurel Canyon Ramblers
 
[Intro]
G C G D
G C G D
 
[Verse 1]
G
Way too much anger
C        G
Too many tears
G
Fears built on lying
G                D
And mask all the fears
G
How did she get them
C           Em
Locked deep inside
C              G
Alone with her faith
D                G
No place left to hide
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
She locks all the doors
C                  G
And pulls down the shades
G
Find relief in her solace



G            D
They finally fade
G
Worn out from trying
C               Em
So desperate to keep
G
An image well-polished
D                       G
With the tears that she weeps
 
 
[Chorus 1]
D
Round and round
G
Your solutions fuel madness
C                    G
It's time for hushed voices
G                 D
Put your thoughts away
G
In the quiet you feel it
C         G
Rhythm it rocks you
G    C            G
To a heart always guides you
G    D            G
To a heart always true
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  G  C  G
G  G  D  D
G  G  C  G
G  G  D  D
G  G  D  G
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
Cries for help struggle
C                    G
To break through the night
G
Choked off by shame
G                          D
Keeps her blocked from the light
G
She needs to change something
G C               Em
A voice she can't hear
G
Rules that she follows
G      D             G
Beat a path that's unclear
 



 
[Chorus 2]
D
Round and round
G
Your solutions fuel madness
C                    G
It's time for hushed voices
G                 D
Put your thoughts away
G
In the quiet you feel it
C         G
Rhythm it rocks you
G    C             G
To a heart that it guides you
G    D            G
To a heart always true
G    C             G
To a heart that it guides you
G    D            G
To a heart always true
 
 
[Outtro Fiddle Fades]
D  D  D  D
G  G  G  G
C  C  G  G
C  C  G  G
D  D  C  G
G  G  C  C
G  G  C  G
G  D  D  G
G  G  C  G
G  G  C  G

20308. To All the Girls I've Loved Before

To All the Girls I've Loved Before

To all the girls I've loved before,
who traveled in and out my door.
I'm glad they came along,
I dedicate this song
to all the girls I've loved before.
To all the girls I once caressed,
and may I say, I've held the best,
for helping me to grow, I owe a lot, I know, 
to all the girls I've loved before.
The winds of change are always blowing
and ev'ry time I tried to stay.
The winds of change continued blowing,
and they just carried me a way.



To all the girls who shared my life,
who now are someone else's wife;
I'm glad they came along,
I dedicate this song
to all the girls I've loved before.
To all the girls who cared for me,
who filled my nights with ecstacy;
they live within my heart;
I'll always be a part of all the girls I've loved before.
the winds of change are always blowing
and ev'ry time I tried to stay.
The winds of change continued blowing,
and they just carried me way.

To all the girls we've loved before,
who traveled in and out our door;
we're glad they came along
we dedicate this song

20309. To And From

To and From
Elephant Revival

We are the blood inside the men,
Rivers flowing to and from
The mouth of the mighty ghost
To the eyes of the setting sun.
These hearts beat for the land,
The sky and things that go unseen.
In due time may we come to know
And see these things we do not see.

My love she walks a tight rope.
If she falls, she'll fly, I know this to be true.
But if she reaches the other side, she'll climb even higher
Than the crescent moon.

We are the dreams and walk right through
The stories told as such
A wisdom gained of mirth and loss,
Of pain and joy and lust.
We are the lungs, we breathe for dance,
For trance and mystery.
We are the breath, we take it in
And let it go as we please.

This heart's a steam engine baby,
Love is you.

We sing our songs in the midst of pain
And break on down the walls.



Sometimes we rise above
And look out across it all
Sometimes we lose the plot,
And it's for this we pray,
In a way that was never taught,
Somehow it will be ok.

This heart's
A steam engine
Baby,
Love is
You.

20310. To Be Alone With You

Norman Blake - To Be Alone with You

Is it rolling, Bob?
[Verse 1]
To be alone with you
Just you and me
Now won't you tell me true
Ain't that the way it oughta be?
To hold each other tight
The whole night through
Everything is always right
When I'm alone with you

[Verse 2]
To be alone with you
At the close of the day
With only you in view
While evening slips away
It only goes to show
That while life's pleasures be few
The only one I know
Is when I'm alone with you

[Verse 3]
They say that nighttime is the right time
To be with the one you love
Too many thoughts get in the way in the day
But you're always what I'm thinkin' of
I wish the night were here
Bringin' me all of your charms
When only you are near
To hold me in your arms

[Verse 4]
I'll always thank the Lord
When my workin' day is through
I get my sweet reward
To be alone with you



20311. To Be Loved By A Woman

Keith Whitley - To Be Loved by a Woman

I wonder if you realize
How good it is to be loved by a woman
A woman you can count on
Even when she knows you've done her wrong

The one who worships you in spite of that old rowdy ground
That you used to walk on
Who'll stay awake to give you help
And thank the Lord you finally made it home

Well, it's that woman there behind you
The one who makes you who you are
She's not the President's first lady
She ain't no motion picture star

But she's the one who keeps you goin'
When you'd swear hope is gone
She's the mother of your children
Thank God she won't leave you alone

So if your thinkin' how you'd like
To shuck it all and get down on the highway
Well, buddy let me tell you
There ain't nothing left but leaving from then on

You better wrap her in your arms
And strap some good old fashioned love and honor
Or else you'll stagger in some night
And find an empty house that was your home

But it's that woman there behind you
The one who makes you who you are
She's not the president's first lady
She ain't no motion picture star

But she's the one who keeps you goin'
When you'd swear, hope was gone
She's the mother of your children
Thank God she won't leave you alone

20312. To Be Loved By A Woman - Chords

Keith Whitley
To Be Loved By A Woman
Keith Whitley



Capo 1
 
Intro: A-E-A-E-A-E

    A                                                    D
I wonder if you realize how good it is to be loved by a woman
    E                                                        A     E
A woman you can count on even though she knows you done her wrong
    A                                                                   D
The one who worships you in spite of that old rowdy ground you used to walk on
        E                                                                  A
Who'll stay awake to give you help and thank the Lord you find the native home.

A                            D                                      A
But it's that woman there behind you, the one who makes you who you are
                                 B                                E
She's not the president's first lady she ain't no motion picture star
                                 D                                  A
But she's the one who keeps you goin' when you'd swear the hope is gone
                            E                                    A
She's the mother of your children thank God she won't leave you alone.

A                                                                       D
So if your thinkin' how you'd like to shuck it all and get on down the highway
        E                                                                   A  E
Well, buddy let me tell you, there ain't nothing left but leaving from then on
      A                                                                  D
You better wrap her in your arms and strap some good fashioned love and honor
    E                                                                       A
Or else you'll stagger in some night and find an empty house that was your home

A                        D                                      A
It's that woman there behind you, the one who makes you who you are
                                 B                                E
She's not the president's first lady she ain't no motion picture star
                                 D                                  A
But she's the one who keeps you goin' when you'd swear the hope is gone
                            E                                    A
She's the mother of your children thank God she won't leave you alone.

Outro: A-D-E-A  -  2X

20313. To Be With You Again

The Steeldrivers - To Be With You Again

I cannot wait for dawn to break 
I must be on my way 
before I pass this way again 
be many a dark dark day 

The sheriff does not know my face 



he does not know my name 
but before the sun goes down again 
he'll know them just the same 

One kiss before I leave you 
and one more for the wind 
everyday I hope and pray 
to be with you again 

Between a poor man's word and a rich man's gold 
who's chances would you choose 
the judge and jury close their eyes 
and justice don't come true 

I'll run from what I haven't done 
cause the long arm of the law 
has got a silver spade that'll dig my grave 
in Fort Smith Arkansas 

One kiss before I leave you 
and one more for the wind 
everyday I hope and pray 
to be with you again 

Down along the railroad tracks 
waitin in the weeds 
the first freight train to the leave the yard 
will be the one for me 

I'll find a place on the box car roof 
Where the wind cuts cold and deep 
I don't know need no rail road man 
To catch me in my sleep 

One kiss before I leave you 
and one more for the wind 
everyday I hope and pray 
to be with you again 

to be with you again

20314. To Be Young (Is To Be Sad, Is To Be High)

Dave Rawlings Machine
To Be Young (Is To Be Sad, Is To Be High)

Young boy done you bad, I went and did you wrong
Young boy done you bad, I went and did you wrong
And I got high, oh Lord, I got high
I got a bone to pick with you
And I hope you know its true

Oh one day when you're looking back



You were young and, man, you were sad
When you're young, you get sad
When you're young, you get sad
And you get high, oh man

Young girl, you done me bad, you went and did me wrong
Young girl, you done me bad, you went and did me wrong
And I got high high high, oh Lord, I got high
You got a bone to pick with me
But I wish you'd let it be

Oh one day when you're looking back
You were young and, man, you were sad
When you're young, you get sad
When you're young, you get sad
And you get high
And you get high

Oh the days the rain would fall your way
Oh the days the rain would fall your way
And you'll be high 'cause you got sad
'Cause you got sad
'Cause you got high
Ohh man

20315. To Cool To Be Forgotten - Chords

To Cool To Be Forgotten
Lucinda Williams

D                            G 
You can't depend on anything really 
           A                   D      G  A 
There's no promises there's no point 
D                          G 
There's no good there's no bad 
        A             D   G  A 
In this dirty little joint  
G                  A 
No dope smoking no beer sold after 12 o'clock 
G                           A 
Rosedale Mississippi Magic  City Juke Joint 
G                          A 
Mr Johnson sings over in a corner by the bar 
G                               A                D   G  A 
Sold his soul   to the devil so he can play guitar 
   G            A    
Too cool to be forgotten 
    D       G          A           D G A  D G A 
Hey hey too cool to be for gotten 
D                               G   
Man running thru the grass outside 
        A                       D  G  A 



Says he wants to take up serpents 
D                             G 
Says he will drink the deadly thing 
       A              D G A 
And it will not hurt him  
G                 A 
House rule no exceptions 
G                  A 
No bad language no gambling no fighting 
G                     A 
Sorry no credit don't ask 
G                      A                     D  G A 
Bathroom wall reads is God the answer  YES 
   G                 A 
Too cool to be forgotten 
    D   G                   A 
Hey hey too cool to be forgotten 
G        A 
June bug vs hurricane 
G         A 
June bug vs hurricane 
    D         G  A   D G A  
Hey hey 
 
SOLO 
 
D 
I had a lover 
  G   A          D   G  A 
I thought he was mine 
D                  G      A     D    G   A 
Thought I'd always be his valentine 
G                               A 
Leaning agianst the railing of a Lake Charles bridge 
G                      A 
Overlooking the river leaning over the edge 
G                                        A 
He asked me baby would you jump into the water with me 
G                      A                         D   G  A 
 
I told him no way baby that's your own death you see 
G                  A 
Too cool to be forgotten 
    D   G                   A 
Hey hey too cool to be forgotten 
G        A 
June bug vs hurricane 
G         A 
June bug vs hurricane 
    D         G  A   D G A  
Hey hey



20316. To Daddy

Emmylou Harris - To Daddy (Dolly Parton cover)

Mama never seemed to miss the finer things of life 
If she did, she never did say so to daddy 
She never wanted to be more than a mother and a wife 
If she did, she never did say so to daddy 
The only thing that seemed to be important in her life 
Was to make our house a home and make us happy 
Mama never wanted any more than what she had 
If she did, she never did say so to daddy 

He often left her all alone, but she didn't mind the staying home 
If she did, she never did say so to daddy 
And she never missed the flowers and the cards he never sent her 
If she did, she never did say so to daddy 
Being took for granted was a thing that she accepted 
And she didn't need those things to make her happy 
And she didn't seem to notice that he didn't kiss and hold her 
If she did, she never did say so to daddy 

One morning we awoke
Just to find a note 
That mama carefully wrote and left to daddy 
And as we began to read it 
Our ears could not believe it 
The words that she had written there to daddy 

She said the kids are older now 
They don't need me very much 
And I've gone in search for love I need so badly 
I have needed you so long but I just can't keep holding on 
She never meant to come back home 
If she did, she never did say so to daddy 
Goodbye to daddy

20317. To Do What I Do

Alan Jackson - To Do What I Do 

I've been a waiter, a roofer, a clerk
I've shoveled manure till my pride hurt
When you're starting out, it's all part of the work
To do what I do
I've been evicted for not making rent
Made my Daddy wonder where my good sense went
For the price of a dream, my years have been spent
To do what I do
So I stand here tonight with this six string guitar
To be something I've always been in my heart
Just for the chance to play you my song
The thrill when I hear you singing along



It's been worth everything I've been through
To do what I do
I've played for empty tables and chairs
The drunks that don't listen, the crowds that dont care
Been told countless times Boy you ain't goin' nowhere
To do what I do
So I hope the critics and skeptics alike
All bought a ticket to this show tonight
And they'll see firsthand that I have survived
And what doesn't kill you makes you more alive
And I'm one of the fortunate few
To do what I do
There's so much joy this music can bring
So I count my blessings when I step up to sing
Cause they're so many people who would give anything
To do what I do
And I thank you
I can do what I do

20318. To Each His Own

To Each His Own

A rose must remain with the sun and the rain or its lovely promise won't come true
To each his own to each his own and my own is you
What good is a song if the words just don't belong
And a dream must be a dream for two

No good alone to each his own and for me there's you
If a flame is to grow there must be a glow to open each door there's a key
I need you I know I can't let you go your touch means too much to me
Two lips must insist and two more to be kissed or they'll never know what love can do
To each his own I've found my own one and only you

20319. To Hang a Dream On

Richard Thompson - To Hang a Dream On

Someone knocking at your front door
Could be the one you're looking for
To hang a dream on, to hang a dream on

I might be the one, I just might be
You might be waiting for the likes of me
To hang a dream on, to hang a dream on

Romance is a peach, you can't resist her
Even if you try, don't forget it mister
She'll get under you skin



And you won't care why

Santa Claus or Captain Cook 
Everyone looking for the same old hook
To hang a dream on, to hang a dream on

This is my life, my whole career
Selling my soul for a good idea
To hang a dream on, to hang a dream on

This old town's been down so long
Looks to me like it needs someone
To hang a dream on, to hang a dream on

Romance is a peach, you can't resist her
Even if you try, don't forget it mister
She'll get under you skin
And you won't care why

Someone knocking at your front door
Could be the one you're looking for
To hang a dream on, to hang a dream on

20320. To Know Him Is To Love Him

Linda Ronstadt - To Know Him Is To Love Him
Emmylou Harris

To know, know, know him 
Is to love, love, love him 
Just to see him smile 
Makes my life worthwhile 
To know, know, know him 
Is to love, love, love him 
And I do 

I'll be good to him 
I'll bring love to him 
Everyone says there'll come a day 
When I'll walk alongside of him 
Yes, just to know him 
Is to love love love him 
And I do 

Why can't he see 
How blind can he be?
Someday he will see 
That he was meant for me, oh

To know, know, know him 
Is to love love love him 
Just to see him smile 
Makes my life worthwhile 



To know, know, know him 
Is to love love love him 
And I do

20321. To Know Love

Little Big Town - To Know Love

[Verse 1]
Walk with me in a moonlight babe
Lose ourselves in a star parade
And i will sing a midnight serenade for you
Dance with me in a field of green
Be so close i can hear you breathe
Be the end and the in between

[Chorus]
Cause to know you is to know love
And to know love is to know enough
To walk with you through this life
From now until the day i die
What better way is there to live
Than to live with you

[Verse 2]
So put your sun in my silver sky
Put your rain in my river dry
Put your words to my lullaby
And I'll dream of you

[Chorus]
[Chorus]

20322. To Lay Me Down - Chords

To Lay Me Down Live 
Billy Strings and Molly Tuttle
 
[Intro]
G   D  C G Am G   C G Am G
 
 
[Verse 1]
 
G         Em           C
To lay me down,   once more,
      G    Am  G     C G Am G
To lay     me  down.
G       Bm           A               E



With my head -          in sparkling clover
G                D
Let the world go by
Am          C
All lost in dreaming (sic clouds a streaming)
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C       Bm Am  G
To lay -   me  down
F        C
One last time
 
C    Bm   Am  G      C  G Am   G
To lay -   me  down
G               Bm          Am
to lay   me      down woh oh oh
                D
To lay -   me  down
C     Bm Am    G     F         C
to lay   me    down, one  last time
C       G Am G       G Am G
to lay  me down
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G          Em           C         Bm  Am   G     C G Am G
To be with you,    once more,  To be  with you
G        Bm        Bm7 A        E
With our bod - ies  -  close  together
G                D
Let the world go by
Am           Bm7 C
Like clouds  a   streaming (sic all lost in dreaming)
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C       Bm Am  G
To lay -   me  down
F        C
One last time
G      Bm  Am  G     C G Am G
To lay -   me  down
 
G     Bm              Am    G
to lay   oh oh me    down,
                     D
to lay   oh oh me    down,
C     Bm Am    G     F         C
to lay   me    down, one  last time
C     G Am G
to lay me down
 
 



[Interlude]
 
G  Bm Am G
 
 
[Solo]
 
G          Em           C         Bm  Am   G     C G Am G
G        Bm        Bm7 A        E
G                D    D7  Bm7  Am
Am           Bm7 C
 
C        Bm Am    G
F        C
G        Bm Am   G
G C Bm Am G
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
G           Em           C             Bm Am   G     C G Am G
To lay  with you,    once more,  To lay    with you
G        Bm        Bm7 A              E
With our dreams          entwined  together
G               D          D7  Bm7  Am
To wake be-side you
Am      Bm7   C
My love still sleeping
 
 
[Chorus]
 
C        Bm Am    G
To tell -   sweet lies
F        C
One last time
C        Bm Am   G
And say -   good bye
G  Bm Am G
 
 
[Outro]
 
G         Bm       Am             D     Dsus4 C
To lay me down, oh oh,  to lay me down
C     Bm Am    G     F         C
to lay   me    down, one  last time
 
C G Am G         G   F   C
to lay me down
 
C              G     F         C
to lay   me    down, one  last time
C G Am G   G   F   C
C     Bm Am    G     F         C
to lay   me    down, one  last time
C     G Am G



to lay  me down
 
C G Am G

20323. To Live Is To Fly

To Live Is to Fly 
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1]
Days up and down, they come
Like rain on a conga drum
Forget most, remember some
And don't turn none away

Everything is not enough
And nothing is to much to bear
Where you been is good and gone
All you keep is the gettin' there

[Chorus]
Oh, to live is to fly
Both low and high
So shake the dust off of your wings
And the sleep out of your eyes

[Verse 2]
Goodbye to all my friends
It's time to go again
Think of all the poetry
And the picking down the line

I'll miss the system here
The bottom's low and the treble's clear
But it don't pay to think too much
On things you leave behind

[Chorus]
Oh, to live is to fly
Both low and high
So shake the dust off of your wings
And the sleep out of your eyes

[Verse 3]
We all got holes to fill
Them holes are all that's real
Some fall on you like a storm
Sometimes you dig your own

The choice is yours to make
Time is yours to take
Some sail upon the sea
Some toil upon the stone



[Chorus]
Oh, to live is to fly
Both low and high
So shake the dust off of your wings
And the sleep out of your eyes
Shake the dust off of your wings
And the tears out of your eyes

20324. To Look Like You

John Butler - To Look Like You

We like your face, we like your style everything about you seems so worthwhile
We like your hair, we like your nose - everybody gonna get one of those
The bullets for the magazines. Paparazzi shooting like soldiers in their teens
I'm just a teenage girl sitting in my room with the bullet for a mirror looking for a broom
To Look Like You, to look like you, oh, to look like you
I'm gonna burn my skin, I'm gonna cut my hair, I'm gonna grab a bit of me and stick it over th
ere
I'm gonna take my meal of two white pills 'cos I'm gonna look like you, yes I will
Gonna sell right out to the great white dream 'cos I too want to be a beauty queen. I'm just a t
eenage girl sitting in my room with the bullet for a mirror looking for a broom
'Cos I'd do anything in this world to look like you, to look like you
I'm gonna buy that mud and apply that paint, Yes I put it on so thick I wonder why I ain't
I'm gonna buy everything that you do sell, your clothes, your lips, your rocks, your smells
The bullets for the magazines, 'cos I want everybody to see me
I'm just a teenage girl sitting in my room with the bullet for a mirror looking for a broom
I say I'd do anything in this world to look like you, to look like you
We like your face, we like your style and everything about you seems so worthwhile
We like your shoes, we like your clothes, now we want a taste of candy going up your nose
The bullets for the magazines, 'cos I do want to be a beauty queen
I'm just a teenage girl sitting in my room with a bullet for a mirror looking for a headroom
'Cos I'd do anything in this world, to look like you, to look like you yeah

20325. To Love Or Be Alone

Pokey LaFarge - To Love or Be Alone

[Verse 1]
Can't tell the meaning in your eyes
Oh, but I mean to
Can't tell truth from lies
Tell me, can you?
Even God has secrets
Only Mother Nature knows
Time will always tell
I wonder if you ever will



[Chorus]
To love or be alone, I ask of you
To love or be alone, I ask of you
To love or be alone, better take your time
To decide what is right
The heart is on the line

[Verse 2]
It's in our nature to cheat
Also to kill
It's inevitable
That one of us will
But we're not excused
From the choices we make
We deserve just what we get
For every heart we break

[Chorus]
To love or be alone, I ask of you
To love or be alone, I ask of you
To love or be alone, better take your time
To decide what is right
The heart is on the line

[Verse 3]
Put your hand on your heart
Listen to the church bells ring
You put your heart in the Bible
And the choir sings
Oh, the next time you pray
Say one for me
I need all the help I can get
I don't think God is listening

[Chorus]
To love or be alone, I ask of you
To love or be alone, could you ever be true
To love or be alone, better take your time
To decide what is right
My heart is on the line
To love or be alone
To love or be alone
To love or be alone
Better take your time
To decide what is right
Oh, my heart is on the line
Oh, my heart is on the line
Yes, my heart is on the line
Oh yes

20326. To Love Somebody



To Love Somebody
The Flying Burrito Brothers
R. Gibbs-B. Gibbs

There's a light, a certain kind of light that never shone on me
I want my life to be lived with you, lived with you

There's a way, everybody say, to do each and every little thing
But what does it bring if I ain't got you, ain't got ?

Baby, you don't know what it's like
Baby, you don't know what it's like
To love somebody, to love somebody the way I love you

In my brain, I see your face again, I know my frame of mind
You ain't got to be so blind and I'm blind, so so so very blind

I'm a man, can't you see what I am ? I live and breathe for you
But what good does it do if I ain't got you, ain't got ?

Baby, you don't know what it's like
Baby, you don't know what it's like
To love somebody, to love somebody the way I love you

You don't know what it's like
Baby, you don't know what it's like
To love somebody, to love somebody the way I love you

You don't know what it's like
You don't know what it's like
To love somebody ...

20327. To Make Love Sweeter for You

To Make Love Sweeter for You
The Del McCoury Band

[Verse 1]
Well [?]
At the start of every day
For flowers show more beauty
Than words could ever say

[Chorus 1]
You've done so much for my world
'Til all I wanna do
Is try my best in every way
To make love sweeter for you

[Verse 2]
A thousand special complements
I'd pay to you each day
Your leaves wouldn't ever tire
Of all the sweet things I would say



[Chorus 2]
You never would be lonely
Honey, you never would be blue
'Cause my one aim in life would be
To make love sweeter for you

[Verse 3]
You've given me the faith it took
To make my dreams come true
That's why I want to live and breathe
My every breath for you

[Chorus 3]
You cleared the windows of my life
And now that I see through
I'll do my best, in every way
To make love sweeter for you

[Outro]
I'll do my best, in every way
To make love sweeter for you

20328. To Make You Feel My Love

The Country Gentlemen - To Make You Feel My Love
Artist: The Country Gentlemen
Album: Picking on Garth Brooks

When the rains blowimg in your face
And the while world is on your case
I would offer you a warm embrace
To make you feel my love.

The evening shadows and the stars appear
And there is noone to dry your tears

I can hold you for a million years
To make you feel my love...

I know you havent made tour mind up yet
But i would never do you wrong

Ive known it from the moment that we met
Theres no doubt in my mind where you belong

Id go hungry id go black & blue
Id go crawling down the avenue

There aint nothing that i wouldnt do
To make you feel my love

The storms are raging on a rolling sea



And down the highway of regret

The winds of change are blowing wild & free

You aint seen nothing like me yet

There aint nothing that i wouldnt do
Go through the ends of the earth for you
Make you happy make your dreams come true

To make you feel my ...love

20329. To My Mansion In The Sky - Chords

To My Mansion In The Sky 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
G C G D G
 
[Verse 1]
               G
This train I'm riding they say it's leaving
     C                       G
To a place where we'll never die
                         C
And the pilot will by my Jesus
      G       D      G
To my mansion in the sky
 
 
[Chorus]
             C                    G
Now don't be grieving because I'm leaving
                             D
And don't cry when I say goodbye
               G                    C
There'll be no weeping to where I'm going
      G       D      G
To my mansion in the sky
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                G
My journey with Jesus will end my sorrow
           C                     G
Heal my affliction, no more I'll cry
                            C



I'll be rejoicing while I'm going
      G       D      G
To my mansion in the sky
 
 
[Chorus]
             C                    G
Now don't be grieving because I'm leaving
                             D
And don't cry when I say goodbye
               G                    C
There'll be no weeping to where I'm going
      G       D      G
To my mansion in the sky
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G D G
 
 
[Outro]
             C                    G
Now don't be grieving because I'm leaving
                             D
And don't cry when I say goodbye
               G                    C
There'll be no weeping to where I'm going
      G       D      G
To my mansion in the sky

20330. To Ohio

To Ohio
Della Mae

[Verse 1
Left Louisiana on the rail line, ooh
Left Louisiana on the rail line, ooh
Lost my' love' before his time,' ooh
Lost my love before his time,' ooh

[Chorus]
All the way to Ohio
All the way to Ohio

[Verse 2]
Now every new love is just a shadow, ooh
Oh, every new love is just a shadow, ooh
Cause once you find love you don't know how to find love, ooh
Oh, once you found love you don't know how to find new love, ooh

[Chorus]
All the way to Ohio



All the way to Ohio

[Verse 3]
Oh, I heard his voice singin' in the pines of Ohio
I heard a voice singin' in the pines of Ohio
It said "Bless your soul, you've crossed that line to Ohio"
"Oh, bless your soul, you've crossed that line to Ohio"

{Chorus]
All the way to Ohio
All the way to Ohio

[Chorus]
All the way to Ohio
All the way to Ohio

[Outro]
All the way to Ohio

20331. To Prove My Love To You

To Prove My Love To You
Bluegrass Diamonds

Through thick and thin gonna sink or swim
To prove my love to you
And if I have to climb a mountain
Well that's what I'll do

I'd fight a bull like a matador
Laugh in the face of a dinosaur
I'd do anything you want me to
To prove my love to you

   Yes to prove my love to you
   I'd swim the ocean blue
   Well I'd wrestle a gator box a kangaroo
   Just to prove my love to you

And to say that I don't have to do these things
To prove my love to you
Just hold you close whisper low
That my love to you

If that's all there is for your love to win
Well I'll take you now that I know I'm in
Cause I'd do anything that you want me to
To prove my love to you



20332. To Put Up With You

Paul Williams 
To Put Up With You

Don't think I haven't noticed you girl
'Cause I noticed you right away
And don't think I haven't been listening, girl
'Cause I hear ev'ry word you say

Yes I'd like to hang around
But I'll have to let you down
I just haven't got what it takes
To put up with you

Don't think I'm not impressed with your looks
'Cause I think that you look just fine
And don't think that I haven't considered you, girl
Or the fact that you could be mine

Yes I'd like to hang around
But I'll have to let you down
I just haven't got what it takes
To put up with you

There's really nothing to gain
I won't be a part of your chain of broken hearts

Yes I'd like to hang around
But I'll have to let you down
I just haven't got what it takes
To put up with you

To put up with you
To put up with you

20333. To Ramona

Flying Burrito Brothers - To Ramona

Ramona, come closer
Shut softly your watery eyes
The pangs of your sadness
Will pass as your senses will rise

Well, the flowers of the city
Though breathlike get, deathlike at times
And there's no use in tryin' to deal with the dyin'
Though I cannot explain that in lines

Your cracked country lips and I still wish to kiss
As to be by the touch of your skin
Your magnetic movements



Still capture the moments I'm in

But it grieves my heart, love to see you tryin' to be a part of
A world that just don't exist
It's all just a scheme, babe, a vacuum, a dream, babe
That sucks you into feelin' like this

I can see that your head has been twisted and fed
With worthless foam from the mouth
I can tell you are torn between stayin' and returnin'
On back to the south

You've been fooled into thinking
That the finishin' end is at hand
Yet there's no one to beat you, no one to defeat you
'Cept the thoughts of yourself feeling bad

I've heard you say many times that you're better than no one
And no one is better than you
If you really believe that you know you got
Nothing to win and nothing to lose

From fixtures and forces and friends
Your sorrow does stem
They'll hype you and type, making you feel
That you got to be just like them

I'd forever talk to you but soon my words
They would turn into a meaningless ring
For deep in my heart
I know here's no help I can bring

Everything passes, everything changes
Just do what you think you should do
And somebody maybe, who knows, baby
I'll come and be cryin' to you

20334. To Rise You Gotta Fall - Chords

To Rise You Gotta Fall 
Nicki Bluhm

[Verse 1]
F#                                               B                            F#
I've been sitting on a porch this Morning, just strumming and a-smoking green
F#                                               B                            F#
Thinking about the highs and lows between now and when I was eighteen
          C#
When you walk into the garden gate,
         B
You're bound to get bitten by a snake
     B7                                   F#
You don't know love without a little heartache



 
[Chorus]
B                                      F#
How can you know good until you know better
B                                      F#
If you're looking for love, get ready to get her
D#m                            C#       E            B
You can't win no more and to rise you gotta fall
 
[Verse 2]
F#                                  B                    F#
So I went down to Salinas, to find work and to clear my head
F#                                  B                    F#
Got a job as a hired hand when the harvest time came in
         C#
But the dirt went dust and the crops dried up
         B
If you don't get to market there's no pay-out
          B7                                             F#
Yes you don't praise the rain until you've had a drought
 
[Chorus]
B                                      F#
How can you know good until you know better
B                                      F#
You're gonna have pain on your way to pleasure
D#m                            C#                       E       B
And it's the bumpy roads that lead you where you need to go
Bring you home
 
[Verse 3]
F#
So I've been looking for some perspective
       B                    F#
So I knocked on my momma's door
F#
My heart was filled with sorrow
         B                           F#
And I collapsed right there on the floor
           C#
She said, girl, you best not cry any longer
 B
Life is cruel and just gets harder
     B7                                      F#
But what doesn't kill you makes your story longer
 
[Chorus]
B                                      F#
How can you know good until you know better
B                                      F#
If you're looking for love, get ready to get her
D#m
Oh, life's a hurricane
                         C#    B
But the magic's what remains
B                                        F#
Can't make a rainbow without a little rain



B                                      F#
Oh how can you know good until you know better
B                                                    F#
Tell me, if I knew what I know now, I'd write you a letter
D#m                              C#           E       B
You can't win no more, and to rise you gotta fall
F#                 B      F#
To rise you gotta fall
 
To rise you gotta fall

20335. To Say Goodbye, To Be Forgiven

To Say Goodbye, To Be Forgiven
Yonder Mountain String Band - Wayword Sons

Are you one foot in the grave, or one step closer to your savior
Brother tell me how it feels, it's much too soon to meet your maker
You ain't ever walked a line, boy, you always were a rebel
Now ain't no time to strike a deal now, now for someone to cheat the devil

Won't get a nickle for your name, no, 'course you won't need it where you're going
But brother tell me can you feel, now, the winds of change that started blowing
It ain't a hot and dusty road, no, it ain't a highway it's a journey
Sure you're walking for the train still, but it's a train that's bound for glory

Every man is born to die, there ain't no mystery but livin'
Brother tell me is it hard to say goodbye, to be forgiven
You won't ever get it back, don't you hear the angels calling
'Cause you listen to them now, now that the tears have started fallin'

When he reaches out his hand for you, and you kneel before you savior
Say, your brothers know you're gone now, gone to heaven a believer
Say, your brothers know you're gone, gone to heaven a believer

20336. To Say So Long

To Say So Long
Gary Ferguson

Come take a walk with me along the river by the alder trees
Remembering old times footloose and free
Say, do you remember when Just how long has it been
You and me, Shane, Sean and Finn

Thinking back to then, I see the boys that became the men
Our father's guiding hand made us best of friends
In the name of family pride, though often tested and often tried
All for one we'd stand, fight and die



Chorus: We were born all five of us in the shadow of this hill
We were born each one of us to do our father's will
But time it moves along, now all but you and me are gone
We come together now to say so long

As kids we roamed these fields brought our mother home our wounds to heal
Five boys can blow an awful lot of steam
All just harmless fun little play when the work was done
To bed with the moon to rise up again with the sun

Chorus: Our father worked this land to make it yield and bend
With a team and plow at first and a tractor by the end
Now it's all sold on our memories they live on
Let's walk this river's banks to say so long

Bridge: Nothing lasts forever time keeps rolling on
Like this old river and the many come and gone
Nothing lasts forever ain't that what they say?
Who knows maybe we'll all meet up once again someday

Come take a walk along by the alder trees tall and strong
Down this river's banks to say so long

20337. To See My Angel Cry

Country Ramblers - To see my angel cry

See her there see her cryin'
She thinks she loves him so
She don't know how much it hurts me
To hear her beg him not to go
If she were mine again I'd never
Let the tears fill her eyes
She don't know how much it hurts me
To see an angel cry

Once she built her world around me
But like a fool I tore it down
And she begged me not to leave her
Just the way she's doing now
Now she's begging to another
With that same hurt in her eyes
She don't know how much it hurts me
To see an angel cry

I didn't know how much I loved her
Till she turned and walked away
I didn't know how much I hurt her
Till I saw her here this way
If she were mine I'd hold her forever
And dry the tears from her eyes
She don't know how much it hurts me



To see an angel cry

She don't know how much it hurts me
To see my angel cry

20338. To See You Coming 'Round The Bend

Yonder Mountain String Band - To See You Coming 'round The Bend

To see you coming 'round the bend
I just can't think of anything
That could make me smile like you can
When you're coming 'round the bend

I've been in love a time or two before
And all of that experience allows me to be sure
That you're the one
Sure as darkness brings the rising sun

To see you coming 'round the bend
I just can't think of anything
That could make me smile like you can
When you're coming 'round the bend

We both share the trials of the road
Cursing all the miles and the nights we spend alone
But then I smile
You've been waiting for me all the while

To see you coming 'round the bend
I just can't think of anything
That could make me smile like you can
When you're coming 'round the bend

I know the sun can hide behind the clouds for days
And I've walked down crowded streets
And never seen a smiling face
It's times like those when I just close my eyes and picture

When I'll see you coming 'round the bend
I just can't think of anything
That could make me smile like you can
When you're coming 'round the bend

20339. To Tell The Truth - Chords

To Tell The Truth

D D7 D



Everyone has heard me say
 D7 D
I don't miss her much today
G D7
'Cause there's so much more to do
 D
Than sit and cry
 D7 D
I said many times before
 D7 D
I don't love her anymore
G D7
but to tell the truth

---(NC)--- D
I told a lie
 G D7 D
It feels so good to get it off my conscience
 G E D7
To admit that she's still on my mind
 D D7 D
I've tried keeping inside
 D7 D
All the bitter tears I've cried
 G
Oh I just laughed it up
D7 D
Or at least I gave it a try
 D7 D
When I thought I was at my best
 D7 D
I said I thought of her less and less
 G D7
But to tell the truth

---(NC)--- D
I told a lie
 G D7 D
It feels so good to get it off my conscience
 G E D7
To admit that she's still on my mind
 D D7 D
I've tried keeping inside
 D7 D
All the bitter tears that I've cried
G
I just laughed it up
D7 D
Or at least I gave it a try
 D7 D
When I thought I was at my best
 D7 D
I said I thought of her less and less
G D7
But to tell the truth
---(NC)--- D
I told a lie



20340. To The Artist

Jerry Jeff Walker - To the Artist

This song is a letter sung to a special friend of mine
One who stopped his singing somewhere back along the line
I wondered if he'd had enough of the rip-offs and the jive
Or did he sing his song one night and lose the will to write
It never was a business deal, this thing with your guitar
It always seemed more a dance done deep inside your heart
Tonight I wonder if it's true, like we felt it at the start
That an artist truly does it best when he does it from the heart
It seems to be much more than an art when the art you sell is you
Be careful how you play the game or else the game plays you
In the old days we'd stay up nights and laugh until we cried
You said songs don't belong to us we just bring some thoughts to light
The rule of thumb is never give the truth away to rhyme
And a man can't lie when he tries to sing it betrays him every time
We really write to understand more about ourselves
And if we're lucky maybe then we touch someone else
Well, I just got back from Europe friend where they hung on every word
It made me feel a little better about my chosen line of work
They asked me if I knew you wrote a lot these days
I told 'em all I know is that you rarely ever play
We start out singing what we like and just give it all away
And wind up hating what we play and sit begging to be paid
So let me say in closing friend, I want you to know
I understand how hard it was to let your music go
An artist must decide which parts to leave in and take out
And if he no longer plays the game that's what the game's about

20341. To The Hilt

The Devil Makes Three - To The Hilt

I know you can see that demon as he rests in his towers on high
makin us run after his pennies most of our lives
there ain't nothing we can do now cause we all got to survive 
sittin down here rottin from deep inside

I'm singin dream just dream for me
I'm singin dream just dream for me
I'm sayin dream just dream for me
cause I believe that these chains they are growing weak
yes I believe that these chains they are growin weak
they're growing weak, they're growin weak

Now I know that you can hear them screamin from those cubicles deep inside
as they sit just now wonderin always that question why



and I know you can hear them whisperin' why they can't get what they need
strapped down to the table they're injected with that greed

I'm singin dream just dream for me
I'm singin dream just dream for me
I'm sayin dream just dream for me
cause I believe that these chains they are growing weak
yes I believe that these chains they are growin weak
they're growing weak, they're growin weak

20342. To The Promised Land

To The Promised Land
(Christoffer Olsson)
Downhill Bluegrass Band

So many times I've been wondering why it had to be this way.
Time after time I've been longing for you, wishing you were here to stay.
It doesn't matter where I go, still don't know, if we ever will return.

To the promised land, where we were happy, walking hand in hand.
If we could find that time, when we touched each other's hearts
And when our love made us both so blind.

Day after day, every night I pray at my bedside on my knees.
Remember the time, when you left me when I was begging darling please.
it doesn't matter where I go, still don t know, if we ever will return.

Repeat chorus

20343. Toby's Song - Chords

Toby's Song 
Nicki Bluhm

[Intro]
G F G x 2
 
[Verse 1]
 
G                F           G
You're curled up tight at my feet
G                     F                 G
I've been waiting all night to get some sleep
G                           F                    G
Seems youre grayer than I remember, it's been so long
G                         F                    G
Cause I've been traveling on now, I've been so gone
 



[Chorus]
 
      C
But I love you
      C7
Yes I love you
             F
You know I'm thinking
         D7
Thinking of you
          C            F
I'm gonna love you all night
               C
Till I'm gone again
 
[Verse 2]
 
G                       F                         G
This attention's got me thinking that you need me so
G                          F                 G
But you don't even seem to notice me until I go
G              F                       G
I reach out to kiss you, but you turn away
G                      F                                     G
Then I'm packing up my things you know, you're begging me to stay
 
[Chorus]
 
      C
But I love you
      C7
Yes I love you
             F
You know I'm thinking
         D7
Thinking of you
          C            F
I'm gonna love you all night
              C
Till I'm gone again
 
[Bridge]
 
A7 D  C
Ooh, Oh x 2
 
[Verse 3]
G                F                            G
When I see you again dear, I'm gonna pick you up (pick you up)
G                       F                       G
We'll go walking in the park dear, till it gets dark (it gets dark)
G                      F                           G
Then I'm gonna dim the lights low, and you'll slip away (slip away)
G                       F                     G
You'll be dreaming of tomorrow, in a shade of grey (shade of grey)
 
[Chorus}



 
      C
And I love you
      C7
Yes I love you
             F
You know I'm thinking
         D7
Thinking of you, oh
          C                   C7
I'm gonna love you, I'm gonna love you, yeah
           F                  D7
I'm gonna love you, I'm gonna love you, yeah
          C            F
I'm gonna love you, all night
               C
Till I'm gone again
 
 
[Outro]
 
C C7 F D7 C

20344. Today

John Hartford 
Today

Lost forever is yesterday
And I don't believe in tomorrow
I used to dream of a pot of gold
And it only brought me sorrow

I used to think that the road stretched on
Till it went this whole world round
But now I've learned to live my life
Before the sun goes down

For tomorrow when it finally comes
When the curtain of dawn fades away
The hopes of many are crushed to dust
When they find ain't nothin' but today

And everyday I grow and die
As though it might be my last
And kiss the minute with a thankful smile
And turn my back on the past

And wink at tomorrow it don't scare me
I only live in today
While you might sit with you're fingers crossed
And watch it all fade away



For tomorrow when it finally comes
When the curtain of dawn fades away
The hopes of many are crushed to dust
When they find ain't nothin' but today

20345. Today

Ernest Tubb 
Today

Today I'm like a leaf in autumn never again to know the spring
Today my heart is at rock bottom sorrow nothing else could bring
But those words you told me just today you said I'm only in your way
You left me and what could I say for my world ended today

I turned and gazed into the darkness but no tomorrow could I see
And I remember your remarkets I recall our used to be
I have a treasure yesterday something you can't take away
I'm lost I'll never find my way for my world ended today

20346. Today - Chords

Today
Randy Sparks

C Am F G7 / C Am F G7 / C Am F G7 / C Am F G7 C

Today while the blossoms still cling to the vine
I'll taste your strawberries, I'll drink your sweet wine
A million tomorrows shall all pass away
Ere I forget all the joy that is mine today.

I'll be a dandy, and I'll be a rover.
You'll know who I am by the song that I sing.
I'll feast at your table, I'll sleep in your clover.
Who cares what tomorrow shall bring.

I can't be contented with yesterday's glory.
I can't live on promises, winter to spring.
Today is my moment, and now is my story.
I'll laugh and I'll cry and I'll sing.

20347. Today - Chords

Today 
Emmylou Harris, Jamie Hartford & Ronnie mcCoury



[Verse 1]
D  Bm    A       G  E    A
Lo-st forever is ye-ster-day
G           A        D      A
  I don't believe in tomorrow
Bm          A     G             Em
  I used to dream   of a pot of gold
G             E           A
  But it only brought me sorrow
 
[Verse 2]
  D       A              G    E         A
I used to think that the road stretched on
G               A           D     A
  And went this whole world around
Bm             A        G            Em
  But now I've learned    to live my life
G            E        A
  Before the sun goes down
 
[Chorus]
     D        A Bm         G   E   A
'Cuz tomorrow,     when it finally comes
G                     A          D  A
  And the curtains of dawn fade away
Bm             A     G                Em
  The hopes of many    are crushed to dust
G                  A             D
  Find there ain't nothin' but today
 
[Instrumental]
D    Bm G E A
 
[Verse 3]
    D    Bm  A      G E     A
And everyday I grow old and die
G              A           D   A
  As though it might be my last
Bm           A        G                 Em
  I kiss the minutes    with a thankful smile
G             E            A
  And turn my back on the past
 
[Chorus]
     D        A Bm         G   E   A
'Cuz tomorrow,     when it finally comes
G                     A          D  A
  And the curtains of dawn fade away
Bm             A     G                Em
  The hopes of many    are crushed to dust
G                  A             D
  Find there ain't nothin' but today
 
[Instrumental]
D    Bm G E A
G A D A



Bm A   G Em
G E  A
 
[Verse 4]
D       A       G  E    A
Lost forever is ye-ster-day
G              A        D      A
  You don't believe in tomorrow
Bm            A     G             Em
  You used to dream   of a pot of gold
G             E            A
  But it only brought you sorrow
 
[Chorus]
     D        A Bm         G   E   A
'Cuz tomorrow,     when it finally comes
G                     A          D  A
  And the curtains of dawn fade away
Bm             A     G                Em
  The hopes of many    are crushed to dust
G                  A             D
  Find there ain't nothin' but today

20348. Today I Burned Your Old Love Letters - Chords

Today I Burned Your Old Love Letters 
Ricky Skaggs
 
C
Today I burned your old love letters
  G7                        C
I burned them gently one by one
 
Before I'd light the flame I'd read it
   G7                          C
To try and find the wrong I've done
 
    F                          C
The first you wrote me was the sweetest
                               G7
The last one broke my heart in two
    C
Our love is there among the embers
       G7                            C
Of the ashes of your letters tied in blue
 
 
Today I burned your old love letters
  G7                        C
I watched our love go up in smoke 
 
I lived again those precious memories
  G7                         C



I heard each tender word you spoke
 
    F                          C
The first you wrote me was the sweetest
                               G7
The last one said that we were through
    C
Our love is there among the embers
       G7                            C
Of the ashes of your letters tied in blue

20349. Today I Started Loving You Again

Emmylou Harris - Today I Started Lovin' You Again
Grascals - Ernest Tubb
Osborne Brothers

Today I started loving you again 
I'm right back where I've really always been 
I got over you just long enough to let my heartache mend 
Then today I started loving you again 

What a fool I was to think I could get by 
With only these few million tears I've cried 
I should have known the worst was yet to come 
And that crying time for me had just begun 

'Cause today I started loving you again 
I'm right back where I've really always been 
I got over you just long enough to let my heartache mend 
Then today I started loving you again

20350. Today Medley

John Hartford - Today Medley

[Verse 1: Andy Williams]
But lost for ever, is yesterday
And i don't believe in tomorrow
I used to dream of the rainbows and
But it only brought me sarrow
And every day i grow and die
As though it might be my last
I kiss each minute with a thankful smile
And turn my back on the past
I used to think that the roads stretched on
Til it went this whole world round
But now i've learned to live my life
Before the sun goes down



For tomorrow, when it finally comes
When the curtain of dawn fades away
The hope of many are crushed to dust
When they find there ain't nothing but today

[Chorus]
While the blossoms still cling to the vine
Taste your strawberries, i'll drink your sweet wine
A million tomorrow shall i pass away
Are you forget all the joy that is found in today

[Verse 2:  Andy Williams]
I can't be contented with yesterdays
I can't live "promises winter to spring"
Today is my moment and now is my story
I'll laugh and i'll cry and i'll sing

20351. Toe Tappin' Music

Toe Tappin  Music
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Give me toe tapping, foot stomping, beer drinking songs
With a slight touch of the blues and some crying
Hear that doo, doo, doo, doop that's the music I like
That's the kind of song I like with my red wine

Early Monday morning 'til late Friday night
It's the working mans blues for me
But I'm gonna get right soon as I'm paid tonight
I'll be some ladies good news next week

Give me toe tapping, foot stomping, beer drinking songs
With a slight touch of the blues and some crying
I hear that doo, doo, doo, doop that's the music I like
That's the kind of song I like with my red wine, yeah

It was raining this morning, it rained hard last night
But honey it ain't raining no more
Lord, I don't mind being comfort when thR weather gets too bad
But it's matrimony scarRs me so

Give me toe tapping, foot stomping, beer drinking songs
With a slight touch of the blues and some crying
I hear that doo, doo, doo, doop that's the music I like
That's the kind of song I like with my red wine, yeah

The red headed woman with the fire in your eyes
Won't you be so kind and ease my mind
Tell me I ain't crazy I'm just hypnotized
I did see what is on your eyes

And give me toe tapping, foot stomping, beer drinking songs



With a slight touch of the blues and some crying
I hear that doo, doo, doo, doop that's the music I like
That's the kind of song I like with my wine

I hear that doo, doo, doo, doop that's the music I like
That's the kind of song I like with my red wine

20352. Toe the Line

Rodney Crowell - Toe the Line

Are the things you buy
Just as advertised?
Do they tighten up your tail?
Do they increase your size?
Do you love America?
Are you scared to die?
Do you find your own truth
Or do you toe the line?
Does right and wrong
Come in black and white?
Can you change the world
Is it worth a fight?
Does it all come down
To how the fish is fried?
Do you find your own truth
Or do you toe the line?
Is your's a quiet faith?
Do you evangelize?
Do you grab 'em by the shirt
Or do you compromise?
Do you trust your own eyes
Are you flying blind?
Do you find your own truth
Or do you toe the line?
Are you living with your victim
Or your valentine?
Are you asking yourself
If you're past your prime?
Do you stay down in the ground Miss
Or do you raise up high?
Do you find your own truth
Or do you toe the line?
Am I am messenger
Or the king's liar?
Am I sneaking around putting out
Other men's fires?
Do I celebrate more
Than I criticize?
Do I find my own truth
Or do I toe the line?
Does honor have a price
Or do you take the bribe?



Is your heart in your work
Or in an alibi?
Do you live to love
Or just to past the time?
Do you find your own truth
Or do you toe the line?
Do you find your own truth
Or do you toe the line?

20353. Toe To Toe With The Devil - Chords

Toe To Toe With The Devil
Recorded by Vern Gosdin
Written by Vern Gosdin and Max D. Barnes

C
Oh the river of temptation is flowing deep and wide
                G7       C
Reaching out to pull you in
                                       F             C
And old Satan is out to get you and he won't be satisfied
                      G7      C
Till you're over your head in sin

You've got to stand toe to toe with the devil
                                    G7
You can't walk hand in hand with disgrace
           C                           F
You got to fight him everyday get down on your knees and pray  
       C                 G7            C
If you want to meet your Maker face to face

                                        F              C
Let the bible fight your battles and as sure as you're born
                     G7        C
You'll find a way to hold your ground
                                   F            C
With God Almighty welcome take the devil by the horn
                     G7        C
It's the only way to bring him down

Repeat #2 x2

20354. Together Again

Emmylou Harris - Together Again
Flying Burrito Brothers - Richard Thompson - Vince Gill

Together again



My tears have stopped falling
The long lonely nights
Are now at an end

The key to my heart
You hold in your hand
And nothing else matters
We're together again

Together again
The gray skies are gone
Your back in my arms
Now where you belong

The love that we knew
Is living again
And nothing else matters
'Cause we're together again

Together again
My tears have stopped falling
The long lonely nights
Are now at an end

The love that we knew
Is living again
And nothing else matters
'Cause we're together again

No nothing else matters
'Cause we're together again

20355. Together Alone - Chords

Together Alone
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Bobby Braddock

C
She watches movies but he don't
F
He watches football but she won't
                              C      G7
They've got a lonely house to hold   together
C
His Playboy pictures turn him on
F
Her heart's so cold and lonely stone
                          C        G7
Yet they go on and on and on there together
  C G7    F      C G7    F
Together alone together alone
               G7    Am             F    C   G7    C



They're at the house they're not at home together alone
    
No angry words that they'll regret
F
They never fuss or fight and yet
                              C        G7
Sleep side by side but seldom get  all together
C
They own a plot outside of town
F
With them the maples gathered round
                                C             G7
Someday they'll lie beneath the ground  there together
  C G7    F      C G7    F
Together alone together alone
            G7        Am        F
They're not unlike so many I've known
C   G7   C          G7    C          G7   C
Together alone  together  alone  together alone

20356. Together Always

Dolly Parton - Together Always 
Duet with Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writer Dolly Parton

You and I have been together for a long long time
And we vowed that we would stay together always
Life at times has been unpleasant down the trails where fate had led us
But we pray that God will let us be together always
Together together together always you and me
Forever and ever together always you and me
Throught the years our love will multiply and be divided
By the children added to enrich our lives
God's been good to you and I and in heaven there's eternal life
Beyond this world where you and I will be together always
Together together...
Together together...

20357. Toil, Tears And Trouble

Toil, Tears and Trouble 
James King
 
I loved you so then, my little darlin'  
The night you told me, your love was through  
My heart kept cryin', over and over  
I love you darlin', you know I do  
 



CHORUS: 
Toil and tears now, and double trouble  
You know you played, an unfair game  
You called me darlin', said you love me  
You wanted me, to change your name 
 
When you're alone dear, alone and lonely 
And have no one there, to care for you 
Remember darlin', I love you only 
No one will love you, the way I do 
 
You left me cryin', lonesome and sorry 
The words you told me, that broke my heart 
Falling tears now, will be my story 
Double trouble, will be my part

20358. Token Reminder

The Lonesome Sisters - Token Reminder

I used to think that love was an airplane
Fly me away to some distant land
But now like a traveler I'm home and so lonely
With nothing to show but this chain in my hand

Chorus:
I'm sitting here holding this little silver key chain
All of my hopes and dreams in my hand
I gave him my heart and he gave me this key chain
A token reminder of a fool hearted man
When I first met him he promised to take me
To live in a beautiful land of delight
Where stars would be shining and birds would be singing
And he would be mine for the rest of my life

He called me his darlin', he called me his sweetheart
He said he would love me and always be near
But his wasn't true love it was just a vacation
And all that I got was this cheap souvenir

20359. Tolerance

Tolerance
Hayseed Dixie - Tolerance

Drinking beer ain't fun like it used to be, I just can't get drunk anymore
I think i'm gonna go for a month and not drink a think,so i can get good and drunk like i did be
fore
Coz tolerance people say we need tolerance



I wish i could give them some of mine, coz i've worked so hard to build it up
And now it's got me down tolerance keeps me from feeling fine oh oh, Just tolerating misery 
all the time
Smoking pot ain't fun like it used to be, I just can't get high anymore
I think i'm gonna go for a year and not smoke a thing,So i can get really stoned like i did befor
e
Coz tolerance people say we need tolerance
I wish i could give them some of mine, coz i've worked so hard to build it up
And now it's got me down tolerance keeps me from feeling fine oh oh, Just tolerating misery 
all the time
But loving you ain't fun like it used to be, I just can't get excited anymore
I think i'm gonna leave you babe and go wandering
Find me a girl who can turn me on once more
Coz tolerance people say we need tolerance
I wish i could give them some of mine, coz i've worked so hard to build it up
And now it's got me down tolerance keeps me from feeling fine oh oh, Just tolerating misery 
all the time
Oh oh just tolerating misery all the time

20360. Tom Ames' Prayer

Robert Earl Keen - Tom Ames' Prayer 
Steve Earle

Everyone in Nacodoches
Knew Tom Ames would come to a bad end
'Cause the sheriff caught him
Stealin' chickens and such by the time he was ten

One day his daddy took a ten dollar bill
And tucked it in his hand
He said, I know you're headed for trouble son
Your Momma wouldn't understand

So he took his dad's money and his brother's old bay
He left without a word of thanks
He fell in with this crowd in some border town
And he took to robbing banks

Outside the law his luck run out fast
A few years came and went
Till he's trapped in an alley in Abilene
With all but four shells spent

And he realized prayin' was the only thing
That he hadn't ever tried
Well, he wasn't sure he quite knew how
But he looked up to the sky

He said, you don't owe me nothin' and as far as I know Lord
I don't owe nothin' to you
I ain't askin' for a miracle Lord
Just a little bit of luck will do



You know I ain't never prayed before
'Cause it always seemed to me
That prayin' is the same as beggin' Lord
I don't take no charity

But right now Lord with my back to the wall
I can't help but recall
How they nearly hung me for stealin' a horse
In Fort Smith, Arkansas

Judge Parker said guilty and the gavel came down
Just like a cannon shot
I went away quietly
I began to file a plot

They sent the preacher down to my cell
He said the Lord's your only hope
He's the only friend you're gonna have son
When you hit the end of Parker's rope

And I guess he could have kept preachin' till Christmas
But he turned his back on me
I put a homemade blade to that golden throat
Asked the deputy for the key

It ain't the first trouble I've seen before
As you already know
I've had some help from you Lord and the Devil himself's
been strictly touch and go

Yeah, but who in the hell am I talkin' to
There ain't no one here but me
So he cocked both his pistols and he spit in the dirt
And he walked out into that street

20361. Tom Ames' Prayer - Chords

Tom Ame's Prayer - Robert Earl Keen

G
Everyone in Nacodoches
G                                 D
Knew Tom Ames would come to a bad end
           Em
'Cause the sheriff caught him
         C                        G    D      G
Stealin' chickens and such by the time he was ten

One day his Daddy took a ten dollar bill
And tucked it in his hand
He said I know you're headed for trouble son
Your Momma wouldn't understand



So he took his Dad's money and his brother's old bay
He left without a word of thanks
He fell in with this crowd in some border town
And he took to robbing banks

Outside the law his luck a- run out fast
A few years came and went
'Til he's trapped in an alley in Abilene
With all but four shells spent

And he realized prayin' was the only thing
That he hadn't ever tried
Well he wasn't sure he quite knew how
But he looked up to the sky

He said you don't owe me nothin' and as far as I know Lord
I don't owe nothin' to you
I ain't askin' for a miricle Lord
Just a little bit of luck will do

You know I ain't never prayed before
'Cause it always seemed to me
That prayin's the same as beggin' Lord
I don't take no charity

but right now Lord with my back to the wall
I can't help but recall
How they nearly hung me for stealin' a horse
In Fort Smith, Arkansas

Judge Parker said guilty and the gavel came down
Just like a cannon shot
I went away quietly
I began to file a plot

They sent the  preacher down to my cell
He said the Lord's your only hope
He's the only friend you're gonna have son
When you hit the end of Parker's rope

And I guess he could have kept preachin' till Christmas
but he turned his back on me
I put a homemade blade to that golden throat
Asked the deputy for the key

It ain't the first trouble I've seen before
As you already know
I've had some help from you Lord and the Devil himself's
been strictly touch and go

Yeah but who in the hell am I talkin' to
There ain't no one here but me
So he cocked both his pistols and he spit in the dirt
And he walked out into that street



20362. Tom And Jerry

Uncle Dave Macon
Tom And Jerry

[Intro]
Now boys I'm playing the first half of this piece especially 
for the benefit of' Mr.' Henry Huddleston of' Rutherford 
County, Tennessee, let 'er go' now

[Square Dance Calls]
Corner swing
Ferris wheel
See-saw
Fare your partner
Follow [?]
Kill yourself
Everybody
Show us you're happy
Kill yourself

[Interlude]
This is the last half now boys
Partners to your places and straighten up your faces
Back from the wall and balance you all
Let's go

[Square Dance Calls]
Balance all
Corner swing
Kill yourself
Everybody
Balance again
Everybody shout
Salute your corner
Salute
[?]
Swing
Promenade

20363. Tom Devil

Tom Devil
Larkin Poe - Tom Devil

[Intro]
Whoa-oh, oh-oh, oh
Whoa-oh, oh-oh, oh
Whoa-oh, oh-oh, oh



(Oh, lie, ooh, a lie) Oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh-oh
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh
(Oh lie, ooh, a lie)

[Verse 1]
Though some folks say that, uh (Oh yeah)
The devil's dead (The devil's dead)
Though some folks say that, uh (Oh, lie)
The devil's dead (Devil's dead)
Hey!
I spot Tom devil at, uh (Uh-huh)
At the end of my bed (At my bed)
I spot Tom devil at, uh (Oh, lie)
At the end of my bed (Singin')
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh
(Oh, lie, oh, a lie)

[Verse 2]
Oh, I cry
Go away devil, devil (Oh yeah)
Leave me alone, whoa, yah
Said it's too late to pray, you are half done (Oh yeah)
For days and days (Days and days)
Hey!
You got a killer in the devil, baby
'Til the sun goes down ('Til the sun goes down)
Hey!
You got a killer in the devil, baby
'Til the sun goes down
Good Lord

[Outro]
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh
(Oh, lie, oh, a lie) Oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh-oh
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh
(Oh, lie, oh, a lie) Oh-oh
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh-oh
Oh-oh, oh-oh, oh
(Oh, lie, oh, a lie)

20364. Tom Dooley

Tom Dooley
Country Gentlemen



Hang down your head Tom Dooley
Hang down your head and cry
Killed poor Laura Foster
You know you're bound to die

You took her on the hillside
As God almighty knows
You took her on the hillside
And there you hid her clothes

You took her by the roadside
Where you begged to be excused
You took her by the roadside
Where there you hid her shoes

You took her on the hillside
To make her your wife
You took her on the hillside
Where there you took her life

Take down my old violin
And play it all you please
At this time tomorrow
It'll be no use to me

I dug a grave four feet long
I dug it three feet deep
And throwed the cold clay o'er her
And tramped it with my feet

This world and one more than
Where do you reckon I'd be
If it hadn't been for Grayson
I'd a been in Tennessee

20365. Tommy's Doll

Ernest Tubb 
Tommy's Doll

The kids all laughed at Tommy's doll but Tommy didn't care
Cause he felt so much better when that little doll was there
His mom and dad were busy doing things that parents do
So Tommy's doll was all he had to tell his troubles to

When Tommy reached the age of five his daddy said now son
It's time to trade your dolly in for these soldiers and this gun
But Tommy said oh daddy please my dolly wants to stay
But his father said now be a man and he threw the doll away

Tommy never talked much after that he just sorta went into a shell
But he never cried he just held inside all those things he couldn't tell



Then one day he saw his dolly wave from a trash can cross the street
And like a flash he darted out his little friend to meet
He never saw this speeding car nor heard this screeching sound
And before the driver knew it he had run poor Tommy down

(The people came as people do and look down at the boy
He layed there for a moment like a tragic broken toy)
Then reaching out his little arms he sat up straight and tall
And whispered with his dying breath someone please hand me my doll

20366. Tomorrow I'll Be Gone

Tomorrow I'll Be Gone
Blue & Lonesome

Lost like a grain of sand upon the sands of time
Trusting and believing in a love I thought was mine
Tossed just like a ship by the waves of a storm
To find the way home, but to-morrow I'll be gone 

   I'll be gone when your blinded eyes open wide to see
   You're a loser in this game of love you played so carelessly
    You thought your new love faithful, like a bird it has flown
   And now you're left alone, and tomorrow I'll be gone. 

 Gone like the leaves in the fall, to return no more
That is how she left you, like the others before
Hopeless love have I, now it has torn
My heart in little pieces, and tomorrow I'll be gone.

20367. Tomorrow Is A Long Time

Tomorrow Is A Long Time
Bob Dylan
Yonder Mountain String Band - Wayword Sons
Chris Hillman - Nickle Creek

If today was not an endless highway,
If tonight was not a crooked trail,
If tomorrow wasn't such a long time,
Then lonesome would mean nothing to you at all.
Yes, and only if my own true love was waitin',
Yes, and if I could hear her heart a-softly poundin',
Only if she was lyin' by me,
Then I'd lie in my bed once again.

I can't see my reflection in the waters,
I can't speak the sounds that show no pain,



I can't hear the echo of my footsteps,
Or can't remember the sound of my own name.
Yes, and only if my own true love was waitin',
Yes, and if I could hear her heart a-softly poundin',
Only if she was lyin' by me,
Then I'd lie in my bed once again.

There's beauty in the silver, singin' river,
There's beauty in the sunrise in the sky,
But none of these and nothing else can touch the beauty
That I remember in my true love's eyes.
Yes, and only if my own true love was waitin',
Yes, and if I could hear her heart a-softly poundin',
Only if she was lyin' by me,
Then I'd lie in my bed once again.

-----

If today was not a crooked highway
If tonight I could finally stand tall
If tomorrow wasn't such a long time
Then lonesome would mean nothing to me at all

Only if my own true love was waitin'
If I could hear her heart a-softly poundin'
Only if she was lyin' by me
I'd lie in my bed once again

I can't see my reflection in the waters
I can't speak the sounds that show no pain
I can't hear the echo of my footsteps
Don't remember the sound of my own name

Only if my own true love was waitin'
If I could hear her heart a-softly poundin'
Only if she was lyin' by me
I'd lie in my bed once again

There's beauty in the silver, singin' river
There's beauty in the sunrise in the sky
But none of these and nothing else can match the beauty
That I remember in my true love's eyes

Only if my own true love was waitin'
If I could hear her heart a-softly poundin'
Only if she was lyin' by me
I'd lie in my bed once again

20368. Tomorrow Is Forever

Dolly Parton - Tomorrow Is Forever 
Duet with Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writer Dolly Parton



Take my hand and run with me out of the past called yesterday
And walk with me into the future of tomorrow
Yesterday must be forgot no looking back no matter what
There's nothing there but mem'ries that bring sorrow
Yesterday is gone gone but tomorrow is forever
No more crying tears leave tracks and mem'ries find their way back
Tomorrow's waking let's journey there together
Yesterday is gone gone gone but tomorrow is forever
I care not for yesterday I love you as you are today
Yesterday just helped to pass the time while waiting
We must forget the passing time my love for you is the real kind
The kind that won't hurt you no never
Yesterday is gone gone gone but tomorrow is forever
Yesterday is gone gone gone but tomorrow is forever

20369. Tomorrow Is My Turn

Rhiannon Giddens - Tomorrow Is My Turn

[Verse 1]
Those who may reach for the stars
Others will end behind bars
What the future has in store, no one never knows before

[Refrain]
Though time may help you forget
All that has happened before
It's too late to regret, what is gone will be no more

[Chorus]
Tomorrow is my turn, no more doubts, no more fears
Tomorrow is my turn, when my luck is returning
All these years I've been learning to save fingers from burning
Tomorrow is my turn, no more doubts, no more fears
Tomorrow is my turn to receive without giving
To make life worth a living, for it's my life I'm living
And my only concern, that tomorrow is my turn

[Verse 2]
When summer is gone
There's another to come
You can't stop years drifting by
Even if you want to try

[Refrain]
Though time may help you forget
All that has happened before
It's too late to regret, what is gone will be no more

[Chorus]
Tomorrow is my turn, no more doubts, no more fears
Tomorrow is my turn, when my luck is returning



All these years I've been learning to save fingers from burning
Tomorrow is my turn, no more doubts, no more fears
Tomorrow is my turn to receive without giving
To make life worth a living, for it's my life I'm living
And my only concern, that tomorrow is my turn
Tomorrow is my turn, no more doubts, no more fears
Tomorrow is my turn, when my luck is returning
All these years I've been learning to save fingers from burning
Tomorrow is my turn, no more doubts, no more fears
Tomorrow is my turn to receive without giving
To make life worth a living, for it's my life I'm living
And my only concern, that tomorrow is my turn

20370. Tomorrow Never Comes

Osborne Brothers - Tomorrow never comes
Composer: Ernest Tubb - Johnny Bond - Roy Acuff

Oh you tell me that you love me yes you tell me that you care
That tomorrow you'll be married but tomorrow's never there

Oh tomorrow never comes no tomorrow never comes
Now you tell me that you love me but tomorrow never comes

Many weeks now have I waited many long nights have I cried
Just to see that happy morning when I'd have you by my side

Oh tomorrow never comes...

So tomorrow I'll be leaving yes tomorrow I'll be gone
And tomorrow you'll be weeping but tomorrow never comes

Oh tomorrow never comes...

20371. Tomorrow Never Comes - Chords

Tomorrow Never Comes
Recorded by Ernest Tubb
Words and music by Ernest Tubb & Johnny Bond

CAPO: 4th Fret/KEY: B/PLAY: G
[G] Oh, [D7] you [G] tell me that you love
Yes, you [C] tell me that you [G] care
That [C] tomorrow we'll be [G] married
But to-[D7] morrow's never [G] there.

CHORUS
Oh, [D7] To-[G] morrow Never Comes
No, To-[C] morrow Never [G] Comes



Now you [C] tell me that you [G] love me
But To-[D7] morrow Never [G] Comes.

Many weeks now have I waited
Many long nights have I cried
Just to see that happy morning
When I'd have you by my side.

CHORUS
So tomorrow I'll be leaving
Yes, tomorrow I'll be gone
And tomorrow you'll be weeping
But Tomorrow Never Comes.

CHORUS

20372. Tomorrow Will Be Kinder

Tomorrow Will Be Kinder
Punch Brothers
Writer/s: Laura Elizabeth Rogers, Lydia Lane Rogers

Black clouds are behind me, I now can see ahead
Often I wonder why I try hoping for an end
Sorrow weighs my shoulders down
And trouble haunts my mind
But I know the present will not last
And tomorrow will be kinder

Tomorrow will be kinder
It's true, I've seen it before
A brighter day is coming my way
Yes, tomorrow will be kinder

Today I've cried a many tear
And pain is in my heart
Around me lies a somber scene
I don't know where to start
But I feel warmth on my skin
The stars have all aligned
The wind has blown, but now I know
That tomorrow will be kinder

Tomorrow will be kinder
I know, I've seen it before
A brighter day is coming my way
Yes, tomorrow will be kinder

A brighter day is coming my way
Yes, tomorrow will be kinder



20373. Tonight I Climbed The Wall

Alan Jackson - Tonight I Climbed The Wall 

(Alan Jackson)
Our room was filled with silence
I guess we'd said it all
I don't when I'd seen our bedroom
So long I can't recall
We'd built this thing between us
I'm not sure what's the cause
So I sallowed all my pride
And tonight I climbed the wall
Tonight I climbed the wall
And took her by the hand
We'd come too far to fall
Couldn't stand to see it end
So tonight I climbed the wall
Makin' love is so much sweeter
When you love the one you hold
After all these years of holdin her
You'd think by now I'd know
Now as we lie here together
All our troubles seem so small
Just these satin sheets between us
Cause tonight I climbed the wall
Tonight I climbed the wall
And took her by the hand
We'd come too far to fall
Couldn't stand to see it end
So tonight I climbed the wall
Tonight I climbed the wall
Tonight I climbed the wall

20374. Tonight I Think I'm Gonna Go Downtown

Nanci Griffith - Tonight I Think I'm Gonna Go Downtown

Tonight I think I'm gonna go downtown
Tonight I think I'm gonna look around
For something that I couldn't see
When this world was more real to me
Tonight I think I'm gonna go downtown

My love, my love has gone away
My love, my love what can I say
My love would never see
That this world's just not real to me
Tonight I think I'm gonna go downtown



I told my love a thousand times
Why I can't say what's on my mind
But he would never see
That this world's just not real to me
And tonight I think I'm gonna go downtown

20375. Tonight I'll Be Lonely Too

Alison Krauss - Tonight I'll Be Lonely Too

It's like I always figured
You'd be gone from me so soon
A heartache would be the outcome
And I'd be singing this lonely tune

Your friends all tell me your happy now
And how good she's treating you
It looks to be the perfect love
Well tonight, I'll be lonely too

You're only trying to show me
It's no use, the pain's in your eyes
I know you've been so unhappy
Talk of new love, the words are all lies

So you'll go on pretending like always
Well tonight, I'll be lonely too

You're only trying to show me
It's no use, the pain's in your eyes
I know you've been so unhappy
Talk of new love, the words are all lies

So you'll go on pretending like always
Well tonight, I'll be lonely too

20376. Tonight I'll Be Staying Here With You

Tonight I'll Be Staying Here With You
Bob Dylan - Hot Buttered Rum

Throw my ticket out the window,
Throw my suitcase out there, too,
Throw my troubles out the door,
I don't need them any more
'Cause tonight I'll be staying here with you.

I should have left this town this morning



But it was more than I could do.
Oh, your love comes on so strong
And I've waited all day long
For tonight when I'll be staying here with you.

Is it really any wonder
The love that a stranger might receive.
You cast your spell and I went under,
I find it so difficult to leave.

I can hear that whistle blowin',
I see that stationmaster, too,
If there's a poor boy on the street,
Then let him have my seat
'Cause tonight I'll be staying here with you.

Throw my ticket out the window,
Throw my suitcase out there, too,
Throw my troubles out the door,
I don't need them any more
'Cause tonight I'll be staying here with you.

20377. Tonight I'm Heading South

Tonight I'm Heading South
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
The bossman thinks I need this job, he thinks I need it bad
But to hang around and work for him, I'd be stark raving mad
He calls me names that I don't like, he does it just for show
One evening when the whistle blows, I swear I'll up and go

[Verse 2]
Two weeks ago, my lease was due, I think the bossman lied
I'm mad as hell, can't take no more, I think it's time to ride
Well, I know her destination, this train is Dixiebound
She'll cross the Mason-Dixon and I'll be on Southern ground

[Chorus]
Well, I've grown tired of icy winds and this blowin' snow
No man should have to work this hard to make so little dough
"You think the grass is greener, boy?" Ðµach day he runs his mouth
I know it's true, I'm tellin' you, tonight I'm hÐµadin' south

[Verse 3]
Well, I hear the fishin's good this year down in the Florida Keys
I can feel the sand beneath my feet and smell that salty breeze
But what I'll do for work, don't know, I'll live off of the land
If I can't work, I'll join the grass to sponge off of the sand

[Chorus]
Well, I've grown tired of icy winds and this blowin' snow



No man should have to work this hard to make so little dough
"You think the grass is greener, boy?" each day he runs his mouth
I know it's true, I'm tellin' you, tonight I'm headin' south

[Chorus]
Well, I've grown tired of icy winds and this blowin' snow
No man should have to work this hard to make so little dough
"You think the grass is greener, boy?" each day he runs his mouth
I know it's true, I'm tellin' you, tonight I'm headin' south

[Outro]
Yes, I know it's true, I'm tellin' you, tonight I'm headin' south

20378. Tonight I'm Missing You

Tonight I'm Missing You
Darrell Scott - Tonight I'm Missing You

Tonight I'm missing you
Nothing original, nothing new
I got better things to do
but nothing compares to this time without you

Lonesome as the day is long
You run with me like a song
A silence soul in search of melody
I take comfort in the wind
From the moon and back again
Reflections of what's been and what could be

Tonight I'm missing you 
One part longing, one part deja vu
It got quiet and I knew
It was my spirit friend passing through

You can lay me down to sleep 
You can make these eyes to weep 
Not from sadness but from recognizing 
I know who and what you are
You're a undiscovered star
Shining from afar but never hiding
Never hiding

And when the night is through 
I will have morning birds to listen to
And they will sing thier hopful tune
and I will listen and think of you

I hold this love up to the light 
I wish may I wish I might
I wish my arms could hold you tight
That's what I do



We will be again someday 
If our paths can find their way
Until that day I'll say this much is true
I love you. 
And tonight I'm missing you.

20379. Tonight I've Got Kentucky On My Mind

Tommy Brown and the County Line Grass - Tonight I've Got Kentucky on My Mind
Album: Leaving This Town

The rolling hills her hair of auburn
They run together in my dreams
I've got to get back to the bluegrass
I've been gone so long it seems

Tonight I miss old Kentucky
And the blue eyed girl I left behind
What I'd give to put her arms around me
Tonight I've got Kentucky on my mind

I wonder if she's waiting there for me
In the hills that I left to roam
In the morning I'll pack my bags
I'll head for my old Kentucky home

Tonight I miss old Kentucky
And the blue eyed girl I left behind
What I'd give to put her arms around me
Tonight I've got Kentucky on my mind

Tonight I miss old Kentucky
And the blue eyed girl I left behind
What I'd give to put her arms around me
Tonight I've got Kentucky on my mind

20380. Tonight My Baby's Coming Home

Rhonda Vincent - Tonight My Baby's Coming Home
(Billy Sherrill - Glenn Sutton)

Last night he called from Dallas
He was havin' a beer at the Crystal Palace
He said honey, you won't be alone for long
I got to make just one more stop
To pick up a ring in Little Rock
And I'm a gonna head this semi straight for home.

He's got that big ole engine singin'



Singin' my favorite song
And I know he's headin' my way
Rollin' down the highway
Tonight my baby's comin' home.

Instrumental

Fourteen wheels a whinin'
Four big headlights shinin'
Him and that semi been away too long
Hope he don't get stop from speedin'
'Cause I've got everything he's needin'
Waitin' for him right here at home.

He's got that big ole engine singin'
Singin' my favorite song
And I know he's headin' my way
Rollin' down the highway
Tonight my baby's comin' home.

Instrumental

For ten thousand miles I've missed him
It's been a week since I kissed him
And forty truckstops since I held him tight
A million chick and he can get 'em
They wanna make love and he won't let 'em
The only thing he wants he'll get tonight.

He's got that big ole engine singin'
Singin' my favorite song
And I know he's headin' my way
Rollin' down the highway
Tonight my baby's comin' home.

And I know he's headin' my way
Rollin' down the highway
Tonight my baby's comin' home.

Instrumental

20381. Tonight The Bottle Let Me Down

Emmylou Harris - Tonight the Bottle Let Me Down (Merle Haggard cover)
Flying Burrito Brothers

Each night I leave the barroom when it's over
Not feeling any pain at closing time
But tonight you memory found me much to sober
Couldn't drink enough to keep you off my mind

Tonight the bottle let down
And let you memory come around



The one true friend I thought I'd found
Tonight the bottle let down

I've always had a bottle I could turn to
And lately I've been turning everyday
But the wind don't take effect the way it used to
And I'm hurting in an old familiar way

Tonight the bottle let down
And let you memory come around
The one true friend I thought I'd found
Tonight the bottle let down

20382. Tonight The Heartache's On Me

Dixie Chicks - Tonight The Heartache's On Me

You could've heard a pin drop
When they walked through the door
Had to turn my eyes away
My heart fell to the floor
Someone whispered, "Where's her halo?"
'Cause she had an angel's face
He stood there smiling, holding on
To the one who took my place

So tonight the heartache's on me, on me
Let's drink a toast to the fool who couldn't see
Bartender pour the wine, 'cause the hurtin's all mine
Tonight the heartache's on me

I wonder if he told her
She's the best he's ever known
The way he told me ev'ry night
When we were all alone
She'll find out when the new wears off
He'll find somebody new
She'll learn what heartache's all about
And what I'm going through

But tonight the heartache's on me, on me
Let's drink a toast to the fool who couldn't see
Bartender pour the wine, 'cause the hurtin's all mine
Tonight the heartache's on me

But tonight the heartache's on me, on me
Let's drink a toast to the fool who couldn't see
Bartender pour the wine, 'cause the hurtin's all mine
Tonight the heartache's on me

Yes tonight, the heartache's on me



20383. Tonight Will Be Fine

Flatt & Scruggs
Tonight Will Be Fine

Sometimes I'm fine I get to thinking of the past
We swore to each other that our love would surely last
You kept right on lovin' I went on a fast
Now I'm too thin and your love is too vast
But I know from your eyes and I know from your smile
That tonight will be fine will be fine will be fine will be fine for awhile

I'd choose the room but I live in the can
The windows are small and the walls are almost square
There's only one bed and there's only one chair
I listen all night for the step on the stair
But I know from your eyes...
[ ac.guitar - banjo ]
Sometimes I see her undressing for me she's a soft naked lady love meant to be
And she's moving her body so brave and so free
A fact to remember that's a fine memory
And I know from your eyes...
And I know from her eyes...

20384. Tonight You Belong To Me

Pacific Ocean Bluegrass - Tonight You Belong to Me

I was five, and he was six
We rode on horses made of sticks
He wore black, and I wore white
He would always win the fight

Bang bang, he shot me down
Bang bang, I hit the ground
Bang bang, that awful sound
Bang bang, my baby shot me down

Seasons came, and changed the time
When I grew up I called him mine
He would always laugh and say:
Remember when we used to play

Bang bang, I shot you down
Bang bang, you hit the ground
Bang bang, that awful sound
Bang bang, I used to shoot you down

Music played, and people sang



Just for me the church bells rang

Now he's gone, I don't know why
Until this day sometimes I cry
He didn't even say goodbye
He didn't take the time to lie

Bang bang, he shot me down
Bang bang, I hit the ground

Bang bang, he shot me down
Bang bang, I hit the ground
Bang bang, that awful sound
Bang bang, my baby shot me down

Bang bang, he shot me down
Bang bang, I hit the ground
Bang bang, that awful sound
Bang bang, my baby shot me down

20385. Tonight You're Gonna Lose Me

The Lonesome Sisters - Tonight You're Gonna Lose Me

Sometimes a kiss will make you see
what is and what used to be
so when he asks me "is it alright?"
I know that you're gonna lose me tonight

Tonight you're gonna lose me
I want so that I can hardly see
and I'll be wrong and you'll be right
but you're gonna lose me tonight

My own heart I once thought I knew
I never thought that I could be untrue
but the way he looks into my eyes
I know that you're gonna lose me tonight

Chorus
Tonight you're gonna lose me
I want so that I can hardly see
and I'll be wrong and you'll be right
but you're gonna lose me tonight

There are things no one wants to say
when the tide of love pulls away
but this empty feeling I can't hide
and I know you're gonna lose me tonight

Tonight you're gonna lose me
I want so that I can hardly see
and I'll be wrong and you'll be right



but you're gonna lose me tonight

20386. Tonight, Tomorrow and Yesterday

Tonight, Tomorrow and Yesterday
Donna the Buffalo

As sure as hot water
Boils up and turns to steam
You're seepin' into my dreams
You're seepin' into my dreams
Hey pretty baby
If you come I hope you come my way
'Cause I want you tonight, tomorrow and yesterday
Well I know it's wrong to covet
I'd like to ??
But I can't help
But wantin' everything you've got
Hey pretty baby
If you come I hope you come to stay
'Cause I want you tonight, tomorrow and yesterday
Yesterday you were smoking without shame
Today the sparks turned to flame
Tomorrow I know I want to hold you tight
After all goes well tonight
Hey hey pretty baby
If you come I hope you come my way
'Cause I want you tonight, tomorrow and yesterday
My world got so much bigger
And then I get to California
My future got so much stronger
The moment I laid my eyes upon you

20387. Too Bad You're No Good

Emmylou Harris
Too Bad You're No Good

[Verse 1]
Sittin' here thinkin' 'bout you and me
It's a cryin' shame 'cause it's plain to see

[Chorus]
You make me love you so bad
You make me love you so bad
You make me love you so bad
Too bad you're no good



[Verse 2]
You smile like an angel
Lie like a rug
You wouldn't change if you could
'Cause it's in your blood

[Chorus]
You make me love you so bad
You make me love you so bad
You make me love you so bad
Too bad you're no good

[Bridge]
Midnight knockin'
You're droppin' around
Trash talkin'
And stalkin' me down
Better watch out
When you play that game
I got a thirty-eight special
On a forty-five frame
[Verse 3]
Call the preacher, call the police
With a man like you, it's famine or feast

[Chorus]
You make me love you so bad
You make me love you so bad
You make me love you so bad
Too bad you're no good

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
Well, I talked to your mother
She knows I tried
I talked to your brother
He was on my side
But the hardest thing to comprehend
Is if I had it to do over, I'd do it again

[Verse 4]
Oh, call the preacher, call the police
With a man like you it's famine or feast

[Chorus]
You make me love you so bad
You make me love you so bad
You make me love you so bad
Too bad you're no good
[Outro]
You make me love you so bad, bad, bad
Too bad you're no good
Mmm, mmm, mmm, you're no good, darlin'



20388. Too Close For Comfort

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Too close for comfort
Composer: Bob Carpenter - Jeff Hanna

Hey!

Well, she was down on the corner, she looked so tough
Can't get any closer with her dressed up
Somewhere her boyfriend's hangin' around
Too close for comfort and I can't stop now.

Well, she's got the freeze on, I put the heat on
Now the two are dating
I'm too close for comfort and I can't stop now
Too close for comfort and I can't stop
No, I can't stop.

I maybe wrong, I make it right
Deep in the dark but not in the light
I maybe young but not for long
'Cause I gambled like a fool.

Well, the odds are low and my hopes are high
Down on the bottle with eyes shut tight
Won't let resistance bring me down
Too close for comfort and I can't stop now
Too close for comfort and I can't stop, oh no.

Oh, I know, I know how to play it cool.

I was down on the corner with a rovin' eye
Teasin' a teaser by her stop sign
It may turn to bad lotsa luck for now
Too close for comfort but I can't stop now
Too close for comfort
I'm too close for comfort
Too, too close for comfort
I'm too close for comfort and I can't stop
Can't stop now.

Na na
Well, not now
Can't stop,
I can't stop, stop, stop, stop, stop, hey.

Oh oh
Oh oh
Oh oh



20389. Too Close To Comfort

Too Close To Comfort
Darrell Scott

In a bar, in a hotel, in Atlanta, downtown
He's a long way from home and he's pourin' 'em down
There's a lady in waiting, a warm midnight friend
Oh, but it's that sweet southern comfort again

It's cool conversation, it's courage in a glass
He don't tell her he's married and she don't even ask
There's just living for the moment, let the good times begin
He got too close to comfort again

Sweet southern comfort crossing the line
Lying with strangers one more last time
Cheating is a game where nobody wins
He got too close to comfort again

With the ring on his finger he holds the door wide
And there's no hesitating as they both step inside
To lay down an impression that's sweeter than sin
Oh, but it's that sweet, sweet southern comfort again

And he looks in the mirror in the cold morning light
And he stares at a young man with age in his eyes
He started this dance but the song has no end
He got too close to comfort again

Sweet southern comfort and crossing the line
Lying with strangers one more last time
She is a game where nobody wins
No he got too close to comfort again

20390. Too Cool To Be Forgotten

Too Cool To Be Forgotten
Lucinda Williams 

----0-----2--3--2--0-----------
-------3--------------3--2--3--
--2----------------------------
-------------------------------
-------------------------------
-------------------------------

D G
You can't depend on anything really
A D G A
There's no promises there's no point
D G
There's no good there's no bad



A D G A
In this dirty little joint
G A
No dope smoking no beer sold after 12 o'clock
G A
Rosedale Mississippi Magic City Juke Joint
G A
Mr Johnson sings over in a corner by the bar
G A D G A
Sold his soul to the devil so he can play guitar
G A
Too cool to be forgotten
D G A D G A D G A
Hey hey too cool to be for gotten
D G
Man running thru the grass outside
A D G A
Says he wants to take up serpents
D G
Says he will drink the deadly thing
A D G A
And it will not hurt him
G A
House rule no exceptions
G A
No bad language no gambling no fighting
G A
Sorry no credit don't ask
G A D G A
Bathroom wall reads is God the answer YES
G A
Too cool to be forgotten
D G A
Hey hey too cool to be forgotten
G A
June bug vs hurricane
G A
June bug vs hurricane
D G A D G A
Hey hey

SOLO

D
I had a lover
G A D G A
I thought he was mine
D G A D G A
Thought I'd always be his valentine
G A
Leaning agianst the railing of a Lake Charles bridge
G A
Overlooking the river leaning over the edge
G A
He asked me baby would you jump into the water with me
G A D G A



I told him no way baby that's your own death you see
G A
Too cool to be forgotten
D G A
Hey hey too cool to be forgotten
G A
June bug vs hurricane
G A
June bug vs hurricane
D G A D G A
Hey hey

20391. Too Country

Brad Paisley - Too Country 

Too country what's that
Is it like too Republican or too Democrat
Is it too far to the left
Too far to the right
Too straight down the middle
Is it too black or too white
Are the biscuits too fluffy is the chicken too fried
Is the gravy too thick are the peas too black-eyed
Is the iced tea too sweet does it have too much tang
Are there too many lemons in mama's lemon meringue
Too country what's that
It is too many pearls of wisdom under grandpa's old hat
Is it just too old fashioned is it just too antique
Is the question too strong or the answer too weak
Are the roses too red is the sunshine too bright
Are there too many stars in the heavens at night
Are there too many fish that still jump in the stream
Is the blue sky too blue is the clean air too clean
Is the grace too amazing is the steeple too tall
Are there too many "yes sir's", "yes ma'am's"
And "how're y'all's"
Is the message too real too close to the bone
Do the fiddle and steel remind you too much of home
Is honest and true just not in demand
Too country
Too country
Too country
I don't understand

20392. Too Far Gone

Dolly Parton - Too Far Gone 



We never have a kind word for each other
Angry words are all we speak
The home where we once lived and loved
Now echoes with the angry words we speak
Too selfish and too proud to admit it
When we know that we are wrong
Now it's too late to rebuild the home we're tearing down
It's too far gone

Two people just existing, always talking never listening
Too busy pointin' out each other's faults to see our own
Because we didn't try, our love just slowly died
Too late to be revived, it's too far gone
(Too far gone, too far gone, too far gone)

We're too busy thinking of ourselves
To think about each other's needs
We seldom have a moment for each other
We share little that we need
We can't get along even long enough
To try to change what's wrong
Now it's too late for you and me
There's nothing we can do
We're too far gone

Two people just existing, always talking never listening
Too busy pointin' out each other's faults to see our own
Because we didn't try, our love just slowly died
Too late to be revived, it's too far gone
(Too far gone, too far gone, too far gone)

20393. Too Far Gone

Emmylou Harris
Too Far Gone

[Verse 1]
I know that somewhere
There's someone you love more than me
Someone you love more than me
And I hate to say it
But you have a right to be free
I know that's the way it should be

[Chorus]
But I'm too far gone
Too far gone
I've loved you so much for so long
And I'm too far gone

[Verse 2]
If ever your new love
Should hurt you or make you feel blue



Hurt you or make you feel blue
Just remember your old love
Will still be around loving you
I'll be around loving you

[Chorus]
'Cause I'm too far gone
Too far gone
I've loved you so much for so long
And I'm too far gone

20394. Too Fast

Too Fast
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I want to be the man that you thought I was
I want to be the man that made you fall in love
I can't undo everything I've done
But let me tell you right now
Baby, you're the only one

[Chorus]
I don't want to be a restless soul
Running on empty, burning up the road
Never knowing what I'm trying to find
While the wheels keep turning in the back of my mind
I don't wanna take a long way home
Sleeping in a roadside room alone
Head in the clouds, foot on the gas, living my life too fast

[Verse 2]
I've been making a living, not making a life
And knowing that now, well it cuts like a knife
The way it's been ain't how it's gonna be
Baby, starting right now, gonna give you the best of me

[Chorus]
I don't want to be a restless soul
Running on empty, burning up the road
Never knowing what I'm trying to find
While the wheels keep turning in the back of my mind
I don't wanna take a long way home
Sleeping in a roadside room alone
Head in the clouds, foot on the gas, living my life too fast

[Bridge]
Ooh, I've been a rolling stone
I think it's time for me to roll on home

[Chorus]
I don't want to be a restless soul



Running on empty, burning up the road
Never knowing what I'm trying to find
While the wheels keep turning in the back of my mind
I don't want to take the long way home
Sleeping in a roadside room alone
Head in the clouds, foot on the gas, living my life too fast
Living my life too fast

20395. Too Good To Be True

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Too good to be true
Composer: Bob Carpenter - Jeff Hanna

She's a young one
Hard to find
Can't be shaken
Or handed a line
Her eyes are loaded
Point at you
With a look
That's too good to be true

She takes your daydreams
No concern
All your night times
You toss and you turn
So independent
Never alone
She's a jewel
That's much too hot to be worn

She's a lovely, lovely girl
High, lookin' down
Upon her world
Well I'll take a chance
And play the fool
But I know
She's just too good to be true

She's a young one
Vanity's child
Cosmopolitan
Queen of the night
So I'll catch her in the morning
Sweet rendezvous
But I know
That girl's too good to be true

She's a lovely, lovely girl
High, in her lovely, lovely world
Wooh, I'll take the chance
And play the fool
I know that girl's too beautiful



She's too good to be true
Much too good to be true
She's too good to be true
Woohoh, too good to be true

Too good to be true
Too good to be true
Too good to be true
Girl's too good to be true

20396. Too Good to Be True

Too Good to Be True
Alecia Nugent - Too Good to Be True

In a sixty-eigtht camero a little girl, and big four lanes
Oh, she's flying like an arrow out across the Pontchartrain
To a man down in New Orleans, says he loves her eyes of blue
Swears she'll never want for nothing, he shounds too good to be true

She's dreaming of the parties, he's sure to take her to
And all the big white houses down on St Charles Avenue
Well, she twenty-one in May, to shake the small down blues
She knows right where she's heading and it's too good to be true

Take the heart, it's an easy victim for and old silver tongue
And they always seem to pick them, innocent and young
The don't know there ain't no shortcut on the road to happiness
They don't know the simple rule, if it sounds too good to be true
It probably is

As she can see those city lights she should be full of hope
Suddenly she hears her daddy and the last words that he spoke
Sister, always be a good girl, please remember this
I don't care what he's telling you, if it sounds too good to be true
It probably is

A tender hearts an easy victim for an old silver tongue
And they always seem to pick them, innocent and young
The don't know there ain't no shortcut on the road to happiness
They don't know the simple rule, if it sounds too good to be true
It probably is
They don't know the simple rule, if it sounds too good to be true
It probably is

In a sixty-eigtht camero, a little girl, and big four lanes
Well, she's flying like an arrow across the Pontchartrain



20397. Too High A Price To Pay

Too High A Price To Pay
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Loved and lost so many times before
And it always kept you holding out for more
But it'd take everything I have to make you stay
That's too high a price to pay
I can't love you in the way you want me to
So please don't ask for more than I can do
If you love me then you won't stand in my way
That's too high a price to pay

[Chorus]
It just slipped right through my hand
Before it ever had a chance
It's over but I know I'll be okay
It's just too high a price to pay

[Verse 2]
The bitter end will always leave a scar
Never had a chance to mend this heart
Turn my head and watch you walk away
That's the price I had to pay

[Chorus]
It just slipped right through my hand
Before it ever had a chance
It's over but I know I'll be okay
It's just too high a price to pay

20398. Too Late - Chords

Too Late 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro]
E E E A
A B A E
 
 
[Verse 1]
E                         A
Too late, too late to ask forgiveness
A   B    A   B        A     E
Too late too late for me to cry
E   B               A    E
And this is how she said goodbye
 
 
[Verse 2]



E                    A
Upon my pillow was a letter
A  B                            E
It said, "I still don't want to go.
A  B      A                 E
It always seems to end this way."
 
 
[Instrumental]
E E A A
B B A E
B B A B
B A A A
E E
 
 
[Verse 3]
A                             E
"You know, I love you like no other,
E   A                          B
Amd you have played around too long
E                            A
Goodbye, good luck and don't forget me.
A   B A       E A         E
For I will be a long time gone."
 
 
[Chorus]
E                                  A
"Too late, too late my heart keeps crying.
B               A              E
You should have known she'd go away.
E                               A
Too late for now you'll have to suffer
A  B      A                 E
It always seems to end this way.

20399. Too Late For Lovers

James King - Too Late For Lovers

Step on my toes
Riddle my road
Now I can't find my own way back
Leave me to lie with you chasing my eyes
So I fall for you one last time
How do you know if a pocket of gold
Will ever be enough to say "I do"?

No, now it's too late for lovers
Save me, why won't you save me?
When I gave you my whole world
To leave this holy roller trap



If I only knew the day that I lose would be up to you
Because you know you said forever
Still I am passing through

Cut me a heart from the milkyway stars
To remember when we fell in love
You promised to take me on the carnival ride
But your ring a rosie shot that through
Now nothing you say and nothing you do will ever bring me back to you

No, no it's too late for lovers
Save me, why won't you save me?
When I gave you my whole world
To leave this holy roller trap
If I only knew the day that I lose would be up to you
Because you know you said forever
Still I am passing through

You knew that the gun was loaded
Still you brought me here
Now I am waiting at heavens door
Don't you leave me alone
Don't want to be here
All I see are angels
I am no angel

It's too late for lovers
Save me, why won't you save me?
When I gave you my whole world
To leave this holy roller trap
If I only knew the day that I lose would be up to you
Because you know you said forever
Still I am passing through

Oh it's too late for lovers
Save me, why won't you save me?
Because you know you said forever
Still I am passing through

20400. Too Late Now

Too Late Now
Yonder Mountain String Band

As I woke up at the dawning of the day,
and I felt my woman beside me,
and I felt life, like a clock ticking on, with less road ahead than behind me

And I knew this day would be different,
so different from any I've known,
listening hard for the call so that I can move on

But it's too late now,



I'm on the highway headed for the coast,
but it's too late now,
I'm trying to beat time I suppose

As I sat still on the shining distant shore,
not sure what it was trying to say.
Where's the answer that I came looking for?
Surely she'll be lying in wait for me.

Sometimes I'm not sure what I'm doing,
I'm riding alone in the night,
searchin' hard for the answer,
searchin' for the light.

But it's too late now,
from the highway streets, and avenues
but it's too late now,
am I doing what I'm supposed to do?

It's a long and winding road that's led me this far from my home,
I can turn on my heels, but I choose to move on.
(I'm) searchin' hard for the answers, lord, the questions aren't coming out right,
all you know is that darkness you pray that someday you just might....

Now it seems like another uneventful day,
(I) never needed to stray so far.
I just opened up my eyes, looked around and realized
that everything I'd ever wanted was right it front of me.
And now my days are not different,
not different from any I've known,
sometimes you've gotta hit the road to wind up back home

But it's too late now
to convince me ever again to go,
but it's too late now,
where I was coming from is where I belong

*they haven't released this song on a studio album yet, so each live version is a little bit differ
ent*

20401. Too Late To Come Fishing

Richard Thompson - Too Late to Come Fishing

When you were a vixen and I was a chump 
You looked at me like I crawled from a swamp
Now things have a different complexion
I'm the object of your affection
Much as I don't doubt your expertise
Please find yourself another hunk to squeeze

It's too late to come fishing
It's too late to come fishing



It's too late, and the fish don't like your bait
Tin Pan Ellie better find your way home

I know I had the flair, the clothes
Made you look right down your nose
But now you want to make a new start
I'm so touched by your change of heart
But my diary's fit to overflow
Find yourself another gigolo

I've seen your work in that TV sketch
Playing poison women is hardly a stretch
And you were type-cast as the Stone Age charmer
In that Darwin docudrama
I'd say our time has all but disappeared
Just like the shine on your fabulous career

20402. Too Late To Cry

Too Late To Cry - Stanley Brothers

Come take me by my trembling hand
And hold me close to you
And think of all the days gone by
The day when love was true

   Come go with me to the old depot
   And wave your hand good-bye
   I know I've done you wrong sweetheart
   But now it's too late to cry

Sweetheart of mine, I hate to go
And leave you here all alone
May God protect and keep you
Wherever you may roam

20403. Too Late To Cry

Alison Krauss - Too Late to Cry 

Sitting all alone with my whisky on ice,
I wonder why he's not with me tonight.
If the rain be on tonight then I won't sleep.
I'm haunted by this loneliness I keep.

And it's too late to cry cause we left it all behind,
Too late to cry cause there's nothing left defied.
You won't get more than you're living for,
And it's too late to cry tonight.



It doesn't seem much point in us carrying on,
We pretend to cry but the feelings are gone.
I hear the death man has lost his mate,
The silence that follows him tells me about our fate.

And it's too late to cry cause we left it all behind,
Too late to cry cause there's nothing left defied.
You won't get more than you're living for,
And it's too late to cry tonight.

Empty glass before me tells the story in my eyes,
The dimness it has giving me won't let me realize.
That love is more or less the state of mind we go through,
with no guarantee to what it holds me or you.

And it's too late to cry cause we left it all behind,
Too late to cry cause there's nothing left defied.
You won't get more than you're living for,
And it's too late to cry tonight.

20404. Too Late To Say Goodbye

Too Late To Say Goodbye 
Jeanette Williams
 
Today, I m putting trust in you 
I never thought I couldn't win 
The games you play the things you do 
Left me with a heart that's broke again 
 
CHORUS: 
When nights have come, to our home 
Don't look for me for I'll be gone 
It's too late for you to weep and cry 
It's too late to say goodbye 
 
Feelings take you over when 
You pray to never be alone 
But can you let your own life end 
Chasin' love that you may never roam  
 
But is it worth it for a lifetime 
Darling life's not very long 
When happiness is just a mem'ry 
Hanging on to the love that's gone wrong

20405. Too Late To Walk The Floor



Too Late To Walk The Floor - Larry Sparks

All last night I sat and cried I cried the night before
If that gal don't come back tonight I'll cry somemore

   It's too late to walk the floor It's too late to cry
   It's too late to worry About tear drops in my eyes

I done her wrong I know I did I cheated on the sly
She found out and now she's gone I walk the floor and cry

Now I can't stand this loneliness four walls and the floor
Please come back darlin' I can't stand this any more

20406. Too Little Too Late

Too Little Too Late
Sean Watkins - Too Little Too Late

[Verse 1]
I know this is out of the blue
It's been awhile now
Since I last saw you
And it's too little, too late
We're long since over
Still I need to say

[Chorus]
That I'm sorry I took your love for granted
The man I was back then
Had a shadow for a soul
Yeah, I'm sorry for all the bitter seeds I planted
Don't let those weeds take hold
In your heart of solid gold

[Verse 2]
I hear ya found somebody new
He really loves you and his aim is true
I hear that you moved away
From the wreckage and the mess I made

[Chorus]
And I'm sorry I took your love for granted
The man I was back then
Had a shadow for a soul
Yeah, I'm sorry for all the bitter seeds I planted
Don't let those weeds take hold
In your heart of solid gold
Don't let those weeds taken hold
In your heart of solid gold
Too little, too late
Yeah, it's too little, too late

[Chorus]



I, I'm sorry I took your love for granted
The man I was back then
Had a shadow for a soul
Yeah, I'm sorry for all the bitter seeds I planted
Don't let those weeds take hold
In your heart of solid gold
Don't let those weeds taken hold
In your heart of solid gold
Don't let those weeds take hold

20407. Too Lonely Too Long

Dolly Parton - Too Lonely Too Long 
(Dolly Parton)

No matter how you're tempted
Don't say yes to me
Don't make this night as smooth to lead me on
It's just that I'm so lonely and I need someone
I've been too lonely too long
Oh please be strong enough to refuse me
Before I let myself do something wrong
For down inside I'm not that kind of woman
I've been too lonely too long
Oh please don't take advantage of the situation
For I'm afraid that I'm too weak to resist temptation
When you're used to being loved
It's hard to live alone
I've been too lonely too long
I've been too lonely too long

20408. Too Many Bridges to Cross Over - Chords

Too Many Bridges to Cross Over
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Dallas Frazier

C                  Am                C
Be close to me but please don't ever love me
                        F              G7
Don't let your feelings carry you that far
     C                           F                  Dm
I'll hold you in my arms buy you clothes and pretty charms
         C             G7              C
And I'll give you everything except my love 
                         F                C
Because there's too many bridges to cross over
         F              G7
Too many places I ain't been



             C        F                  C
Yeah there's too many fields of temptin' clover
        Dm          G7              C
Like an eagle I'm a prisoner of the wind
                       Am             C
Well travelin' was the nickname of my papa
                  F                     G7
And momma said he died 'cause he slowed down
        C
Keep in mind these things I'm sayin' 
        F                      Dm
Cause I ain't got the time for stayin'
         C             G7                  C
Won't be long until my shoes touch distant ground
Repeat #2

20409. Too Many Do Goods

Tom T Hall - Too Many Do Goods

[Chorus:]
We got too many do-goods
And not enough hard working men
We got too many hands out
And not enough lendin' a hand

[Verse 1:]
We got too many thinkers
Looking for the answer in the wind
Hey, we got too many do-goods
And not enough hard working men
We got poets and prophets
And some folks are readin' the stars
If we'd look a little closer to home
We might find who we are
We got all kinds of sermons
In booklets and pamphlets on sin
Hey, we got too many do-goods
And not enough hard working men

[Chorus]

[Verse 2:]
We got clubs and committees
Who know all about wrong and right
Oh, but I've seen some children
Who starved plumb to death on advice
I appreciate your sympathy
And I believe in missionary work
But a little bit of bendin' down
And pickin' up your brother wouldn't hurt

[Chorus]



20410. Too Many Heartaches In Paradise

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Too many heartaches in paradise
Composer: Andrew Gold

She was her daddy's girl with her mama's smile
A country boy's dream, she was a lover's child
She had a restless heart for the city lights
Left her country days for the city nights.

There's just too many heartaches in paradise
There's just too much to pay, too high a price
You can spend all your love and never think twice
There's just too many heartaches in paradise .

She loved those daydreams, sunsets
The endless wine, french cigarettes
Then she fell in love with a rich man's lies
He just used her up like his merchandise.

There's just too many heartaches in paradise
There's just too much to pay, too high a price
You can spend all your love and never think twice
There's just too many heartaches in paradise.

Like a fallin' star in the night
Another broken heart fades out of sight
She's goin', she's goin' home.

Oh, there's just too many heartaches in paradise
There's just too much to pay, too high a price
You can spend all your love and never think twice
There's just too many heartaches
Too many heartaches
Just too many heartaches in paradise, oooh.

20411. Too Many Notes - Chords

Too Many Notes 
Chris Thile

[Verse 1]
             E         C#m           G#m
I bet you're wondering what's in the case
         D#         G#7             C#m       A          E
And just why it has come with us to dinner on our second date
           B7             Em
When we're trying to have fun
 



 
[pre chorus]
               Am
Well I may be taller than some
     G
More handsome than some
     C                    D
Even darker than a select few
 
 
       G           Em        Bm
But it seems every goddamn eligible young man
      F#
Would give his left nut for you
B7
All I can do is play
 
 
[Chorus]
E            B7    E
Songs on the mandolin
        B7         E           B7   E
So I'll play you a song on the mandolin
            B7       E          B7    E
There'll be too many notes, but then again
            B7       E              B7       E                 Am
There ain't too many folks can play too many notes on the mandolin
 
 
[Verse 2]
           E          C#m         G#m
As you can see by the scattered applause
           D#        G#7
Some might say I'm a catch
            C#m           A         E
I hope that I've at least given you pause
      B7           Em
As we wait for the check
 
 
[pre chorus]
           Am
You may be sweeter than most
     G
More gifted than most
         C                     D
And much hotter than all but a few
 
 
         G       Em            Bm
But I'll go even God ain't the model of restraint
F#
showing you what he can do
B7
Doesn't mean you don't need
 
 



[Chorus]
E            B7    E
Songs on the mandolin
        B7         E           B7   E
So I'll play you a song on the mandolin
            B7       E          B7    E
There'll be too many notes, but then again
            B7       E              B7       E                 Am
There ain't too many folks can play too many notes on the mandolin
 
 
[Bridge]
           Am
You may be calmer than me
          G
More well rounded than me
    C                  D
As over me as I'm into you
 
 
          G       Em            Bm
But ain't it a proven fact that opposites attract?
  F#
I can't play it cool--you can!
  B
I can't play along--you could!
  G#7
I can't play it safe--you do!
 
 
    C#
But you can't play yourself a
 
 
[Chorus]
F#
song on the mandolin
                   E           B7   E
So I'll play you a song on the mandolin
            B7       E          B7   E
There'll be too many notes, but then again
            B7       E              B7       E
There ain't too many folks can play too many notes
            G#       C#m            F#       B7
There ain't too many folks can play too many notes
            B7       E              B7       E            Am
There ain't too many folks can play too many notes on the mandolin
 
E B7 E

20412. Too Many Places - Chords



Too Many Places 
The Brothers Comatose
 
[Intro]
Em  G  Am D Em
G  Am D Em
 
 
[Verse 1]
Em                     G
There is a valley so familiar
Am           D               Em
And it feels so much like my home
                           G
If you are going, then you see her
Am            D         Em
Tell her I'm okay on my own
 
 
[Chorus]
Am                                Em
There's too many places I need to be
Am                                          Em  D
I can't get there with all this weighing on me
 
 
[Interlude]
Em  G  Am D Em
 
 
[Verse 2]
Em                            G
I'm rolling down the same old highway
Am           D             Em
The storm is rising in the east
                            G
But still, I see the silver linin'
Am            D            Em
It's there to keep me company
 
 
[Chorus]
Am                                Em
There's too many places I need to be
Am                                          Em  D
I can't get there with all this weighing on me
 
 
[Guitar Solo]
Em  G  Am D Em
G  Am D Em
 
 
[Chorus]
Am                                Em
There's too many places I need to be
Am                                          Em
I can't gRt there with all this weighing on mR



 
 
[Bridge]
  C            Am                    Em
I only got one shot to do this thing right
  C                Am                       Em D
I hope she'll understand why I'm not home tonight
 
 
[Outro]
Em  G  Am D Em
G  Am D Em   G
Am D Em

20413. Too Many Rivers

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours 
Too Many Rivers
Forester Sisters

I wish I could come back to you, dear
Cause I know that you want me to
But too much waters run under that old bridge
And there's too many rivers between me and you

There's too many rivers to cross, dear
And too many dreams have been lost
And there's too many long nights
That I've turned and I've tossed
There's too many rivers to cross

Now don't think for a moment that I blame only you
For we both killed the fruit on the vine
And when you try to put love back together
There's always a few little pieces you can't find

There's too many rivers to cross, dear
And too many dreams have been lost
And there's too many long nights
That I've turned and I've tossed
There's too many rivers to cross

20414. Too Many Tears

Too Many Tears 
Jim & Jesse

Too many tears have filled my eyes 
Too many times to me you've lied 



Too many tears have washed away 
The love we shared in yesterday 
 
CHORUS: 
Too many nights I've sat alone 
Until at last all hope is gone 
Too many tears can break a heart 
Too many tears caused  us to part 
 
Too many times I've trusted you 
Until you broke my heart in two 
Too many tears have spilled in vain 
But now they've washed away the pain 
 
Each hour I've spent in lonely tears 
You will regret in future years 
There'll be no one to cry for you 
Too many tears will  make you blue

20415. Too Much

Too Much
The Steeldrivers - Too Much

Too much sugar, too much caffeine, too much violence on my TV
Too much commercials on the radio, too much traffic everywhere I go
Too much hurry, everybody's in a rush
I don't worry, I don't worry about it too much

Too much confusion, too much booze, too much opinions, barreling on the news
Too much destruction, too much war, too much power behind that big white door
Too much mouth, can't seem to keep it shut
I don't worry, I don't worry about it too much

Mmm, anybody else might get in that mood and start a fight
But the way I see it, ya'll get along it'll be alright, yeah!

Too much computers, too much games, too much music it all sound the same
Too much movie up on the screen, too much money doing down the drain
Too much inflation, price keeps moving on up
I don't worry, I don't worry about it too much

Mmm, anybody else might get in that mood and start a fight
But the way I see it, ya'll get along it'll be alright, too much!

Too much sickness, too much pain, too much sunshine blocking out the rain
Too much poverty, too much wealth, too much insurance - auto, home and health
Too much taxes, everybody get a cut
I don't worry, I don't worry about it too much
I don't worry, I don't worry about it too much
I don't worry, I don't worry about it too much



20416. Too Much Heaven

Barry Gibb feat. Alison Krauss 
Too Much Heaven

Nobody gets too much heaven no more
It's much harder to come by, I'm waiting in line
Nobody gets too much love anymore
It's as high as a mountain and harder to climb

VERSE 1
Oh you and me girl got a lot of love in store
And it flows through you, and it flows through me
And I love you so much more
Then my life...
I can see beyond forever, ev'rything we are will never die

PRE-CHORUS
Loving's such a beautiful thing
Oh you make my world... A summer day
Are you just a dream to fade away?

CHORUS
Nobody gets too much heaven no more
It's much harder to come by, I'm waiting in line
Nobody gets too much love anymore
It's as high as a mountain and harder to climb

VERSE 2
You and me girl got a highway to the sky
We can turn away from the night and day
And the tears we had to pay (you had to cry)
You're my life...
I can see a new tomorrow, ev'rything we are will never die

PRE-CHORUS
Loving's such a beautiful thing
When you are to me, the light above
Made for all to see our precious love

CHORUS
Nobody gets too much heaven no more
It's much harder to come by, I'm waiting in line
Nobody gets too much love anymore
It's as high as a mountain and harder to climb

20417. Too Much Is Not Enough



Forester Sisters - Too much is not enough
Composer: David Bellamy - Ron Taylor

My friends all say that
I'm losing touch with reality
'Cause you're just too much

My life's been going down
Even quit my job
They all say, give him up
Makes a life too hard
But I say

Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Of your love, love, love
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Of your love, love, love

I keep praying it will never end
I just wanna be your lover
I don't care about my friends

You keep coming on
With that sweet caress
All those subtle looks
And that scorching kiss
And I say

Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Of your love, love, love
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Of your love, love, love

I'm getting weaker
As the day goes by
But your mind won't
Let my body quit

Just keep thinking
'Bout your flashy smile
And everything that comes with it

One of these days
Maybe they'll understand
That I'm happiest
Melting in your hands

I can't resist you
I can't control you
I could never leave you



Just wanna hold you

Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Of your love, love, love
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Of your love, love, love

Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Of your love, love, love
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Of your love, love, love

My friends all say
You got to give her up
But I say

Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Of your love, love, love
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Too much is not enough
Of your love, love, love

I'm getting weaker
As the day goes by
But I say

20418. Too Much Love

Too Much Love

Too much sorrow, too much pain
Too many reasons, not to go back again
Leaving without her, it's too much to bear
When we're together, too much nothing to share
Too much love, I've never seen
Too much love, I don't know what it means

Lot enough caring, too many lies
Sooner or later, one too many devidies
I've got no reason, for hanging around
And all my possessions, start to waiting me down
Too much love, I've never known



Too much love, I need some of my own

20419. Too Much Monkey Business

Too Much Monkey Business
Jim & Jesse

Runnin' to and fro workin' hard at the mill
Never fails in the mail there comes a rotten bill
Too much monkey bus'ness too much monkey bus'ness
Too much monkey bus'ness for me to be involved in
Salesman talkin' to me try'n to run me up a creek
Said you can buy it go on try it you can pay me next week
Too much monkey bus'ness...
Blonde hair good lookin' try'n to get me hooked
Wants me to marry get a home settle down write a book
Too much monkey bus'ness...
Same thing every day gettin' up goin' to school
No need for me to complain my objection's overruled
Too much monkey bus'ness...

[ fiddle ]

Pay phone somethin' wrong dime gone will mail
I oughta sue the op'rator for tellin' me a tale
Too much monkey bus'ness...
I been to Yokohama been a fightin' in the war
Army bunk army chow army clothes army car
Too much monkey bus'ness...
Workin' in a fillin' station too many tasks
Wipe the windows check the tires check the oil dollar gas
Too much monkey bus'ness

20420. Too Much Month

Marty Stuart - Too Much Month (At The End Of The Money) 

I paid the bank note, the car note, an' yes, I paid the 'phone bill too.
An' then I turned around an' I found that the house note's due.
Well, I'd love to take you out like I said I would, honey,
But there's too much month at the end of the money.

Well, I got a little favour I wanna ask of you, my love,
Why don't you find that hole in my pocket an' sew it up?
Yeah, I thought I'd saved some but, you know, it's funny:
There's too much month at the end of the money.

All gone, oh, heaven only knows.
All gone, oh, where on earth it goes,



But it sure goes.
Well, sometimes I think it blows away.

Instrumental break.

I went down to the bank this mornin', 'bout half past nine.
Well, I was lookin' for a little somethin' in the credit line.
But the man said: "Look, what we got here, sonny:
"There's too much month at the end of the money."

I'd love to take you out like I said I would, honey,
But there's too much month at the end of the money.
Too much month at the end of the money.

20421. Too Much Mountain Dew

Too Much Mountain Dew - Larry Sparks

Too much Mountain dew
Too much Mountain dew
Dewey left a-drinking
Too much Mountain dew

Now Dewey left this morning
Feeling oh so fine
With a jug in one hand
Drinking on his mind

Now the hottest sun was shining
While Dewey laid in the shade
Drinking from a bottle
Home brew that he made

Now drinking was a weakness
That he couldn't hide
Had one drink too many
Poor old Dewey died

20422. Too Much Of A Good Thing (Is A Good Thing)

Too Much Of A Good Thing (Is A Good Thing) - Alan Jackson 

Smiles in the morning as warm as sunshine 
Kisses when I lay down at night 
And two loving arms to console me 
I should be scared it's so right 
But too much of a good thing, is a good thing 
Feelings like this can't be wrong 
And too much of a good thing, is a good thing 



And we've got a good thing going on 

You look in my eyes and see my thinkin 
I know when you're happy, when you're sad 
Some would say it's too perfect 
But I don't think what we have is so bad 

Cause too much of a good thing, is a good thing 
Feelings like this can't be wrong 
And too much of a good thing, is a good thing 
And we've got a good thing going on 

Yeah, we've got a good thing going on

20423. Too Much Of Nothing

Too Much Of Nothing
Bob Dylan

Too much of nothing
Can make a man ill at ease
One man's temper might rise
While another man's temper might freeze
In the day of confession
We cannot mock a soul
Oh, when there's too much of nothing
No one has control.

Say hello to Valerie
Say hello to Vivian
Give them all my salary
On the waters of oblivion.

When there's too much of nothing
It can cause a man to weep
He can walk the streets and boast like
Of what he'd like to keep
But it's all been done before
It's all been written in the book
And where there's too much of nothing
Nobody should look.

Say hello to Valerie
Say hello to Vivian
Give them all my salary
On the waters of oblivion.

And too much of nothing can make a man a liar
It can cause one man to sleep on nails
It can cause others to eat fire
Everybody's doin' somethin'
I heard it in a dream
But when there's too much of nothing



It just makes a fella mean.

Say hello to Valerie
Say hello to Vivian
Give them all my salary
On the waters of oblivion.

20424. Too Much On My Heart

Too Much on My Heart - Dailey And Vincent

You're having second thoughts I can tell by the way you look at me
I can tell by what I see that you no longer believe in me
I'm havin' bad dreams can't seem to get back to where we used to be
Sometimes it feels like we're worlds apart
And I've got too much on my heart

I've got too much on my heart and I don't like to feel the pain
And I don't know where to start to make you love me once again
I don't have time to make you understand
Lord this thing is gettin' out of hand
Pain shoots through me like a dart and I've got too much on my heart

Don't be so cold to me I know you've changed but it's still hard for me
It's too late I realize I can see it in your distant eyes
You needed all of me but I can't be there like I used to be
And Lord it's tearin' me apart
'Cause I got too much on my heart

I've got too much on my heart and I don't like to feel the pain
And I don't know where to start to make you love me once again
I don't have time to make you understand
Lord this thing is gettin' out of hand
Pain shoots through me like a dart and I've got too much on my heart

20425. Too Much To Gain To Lose - Chords

Too Much To Gain To Lose
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Reba Joyce (Dottie) Rambo
[3/4 time]

G        D7      G
Too many miles behind me 
C                   G
Too many trials are through
C                   G          Em
Too many tears help me to remember 
        G           D7      G



There's too much to gain to lose

C                G
Too many sunsets lie behind the mountains
D7                 G
Too many rivers my feet have walked through
C                  G             Em
Too many treasures awaiting over yonder
        G           D7      G
There's too much to gain to lose
 
              D7          G
I crossed the hot burning desert 
C                            G
Struggling the right road to choose
C                          G          Em
Somewhere up ahead there's cool clear water 
      G           D7           G
And defeat is one word I don't use

Repeat #2

                        D7      G
And there's too much to gain to lose

20426. Too Much Water - Chords

Too Much Water
Recorded by George Jones
written by George Jones and Sonny James

G
Well I've been thinking about you all night long

What you been doing to me  
A7
You told me that you love me I thought that you loved me
                          D7
But you never was true to me

     G
Well they say you're getting tired of all your running around
                            C
You're wanting me to settle down
                      G
It too much water run under the bridge 
            D7               G
And I'm too mad to come back now

             C                           G
Well there's things I've been wanting to tell you
          C                        G
There's a lot of things you should know



    A7
And I don't think I'll wait for a later date
                          D7
Now's the time to let you know

      G
Cause there's been too many nights I've waited at your door

While you run around on me
A7
But I got to thinking my ship started sinking
                                  D7
And I thought I'd better swim the sea

          G
So now my telephones ringing pretty girls singing

So go ahead and run around
     C                       G
It's just too much water run under the bridge
            D7               G
And I'm too mad to come back now

Repeat #3,4,5

20427. Too Old to Change

Jerry Jeff Walker - Too Old to Change

Going gray around the temples
Usually days when I won't shave
Have a have a trip over ripples
And watching them roll in to waves

Chorus:
I've been too long riding this range
Running wild, without reins
Always traveling against the grains
And pretty girls deserve better
I'm too old to change
Can't say I've been sorry
About anything I've ran off to see
And all the nights that we roared
And going home never dawned upon me

Chorus
You better get gone and grow old graceful
As graceful as push-ups can get ya
But some times I look over my shoulder
And smile about what they said about me

Chorus



20428. Too Old To Cut The Mustard

Red Foley & Ernest Tubb 
Too Old To Cut The Mustard

Too old, too old, he's too old to cut the mustard anymore
He's getting too old he's done got too old
He's too old to cut the mustard anymore

When I was young I had a lotta pep
I could get around I didn't need no help
But now you're old and a getting gray
The people all look at you and say

Too old, too old, he's too old to cut the mustard anymore
He's getting too old he's done got too old
He's too old to cut the mustard anymore

I used to could jump just like a deer
But now you need a new landing gear
I used to could jump a picket fence
But now you're lucky if you jump an inch

Too old, too old, he's too old to cut the mustard anymore
He's getting too old he's done got too old
He's too old to cut the mustard anymore

Well when I was young I had an automobile
Now they push you around in a chair with wheels
I had to fight the gals off with a stick
But now they say he makes me sick

Too old, too old, he's too old to cut the mustard anymore
He's getting too old he's done got too old
He's too old to cut the mustard anymore

When I was young and in my prime
The gals all used to stand in line
But now they go the other way
And as they leave I hear them say

Too old, too old, he's too old to cut the mustard anymore
He's getting too old he's done got too old
He's too old to cut the mustard anymore

20429. Too Old to Die Young

Linda Ronstadt - Too Old to Die Young



If life is like a candle bright
Then death must be the wind
You can close your window tight
And it still comes blowing in

So I will climb the highest hill
And I'll watch the rising sun
And pray that I won't feel the chill
'Til I'm too old to die young

Let me watch my children grow
To see what they become
Lord, don't let that cold wind blow
'Til I'm too old to die young

I have had some real good friends
I thought would never die
But all I've got that's left of them
Are these teardrops in my eye

Let me watch my children grow
To see what they become
Lord, don't let that cold wind blow
'Til I'm too old to die young
Lord, don't let that cold wind blow
'Til I'm too old to die young

20430. Too Soon To Tell

Todd Snider - Too Soon To Tell

[Verse 1]
Low, grey clouds rollin' over my head
I'm walkin' up a hill to get my fortune read
I can still take rejection but it does get harder to do
I wish I could show you how you've hurt me in a way that wouldn't hurt you too

[Verse 2]
Tennis shoes hangin' from a telephone wire
I've got a little money, I could get a little higher
I was alright awhile but you know how it goes
Everything in moderation, including moderation I suppose

[Verse 3]
I never did like the people where I was employed
They was always out to get me 'cause I'm paranoid
Now I'm workin' for myself and that don't pay a lousy dime
If what we're here to do is learn to forgive, I'm gon' need a little more time

[Chorus]
It's too soon to tell (too soon to tell)
It's too soon to tell (too soon to tell)
It's too soon to tell (too soon to tell) by and by



It's too soon to tell what's goin' to happen to you when you die

[Verse 4]
It's too soon to tell what we'll ever avenge
They say that living well is the best revenge
I say, "Bullshit, the best revenge is revenge"
This isn't over, we're going to meet again

[Verse 5]
And good Lord if you're up there, you sure got some nerve
Seems like even the wicked get worse than they deserve
We're afraid to die, every goddamn one of us
I swear to God it's like you're makin' fun of us

[Verse 6]
Not worth keepin', or too good to keep
You got a better kinda secret, better wait 'til I'm asleep
And if you're so God almighty well then what's with all this mystery?
Yes, I wanna trust you, buddy, but you're clearly keeping secrets from me

[Chorus]
It's too soon to tell (too soon to tell)
It's too soon to tell (too soon to tell)
It's too soon to tell (too soon to tell) by and by
It's too soon to tell what's gonna happen to you when you die

[Verse 7]
At the fortune teller's on the second floor
In bright red letters hangin' off of the door
It said "closed", I think it might've been some kinda sign
Don't give up on me, baby, I think I could be losin' my mind

[Verse 8]
I've just met too many people that I love too much
They're scattered all over, I could never stay in touch
With the travellin', almost forever it seems
You too will wake up one morning with a lot more memories than dreams

[Verse 9]
Low, grey clouds rollin' over my head
I'm walkin' down the hill without my fortune read
I can still take rejection but it does get harder to do
I wish I could show you how you've hurt me in a way that wouldn't hurt you too
I wish I could show you how you've hurt me in a way that wouldn't hurt you too

20431. Too Sweet To Last

Too Sweet To Last - Stanley Brothers

Here's the story of two childhood sweethearts
And the love that you shared still untold
How our simple little vows they were broken
And the love that I treasured more than gold



Are you tired of the life that you're living
Does your mind wander back to the past
Do your think of the love you've forsaken
Darling true love is too sweet to last

I remember that night in the moonlight
when you said that you'd found someone new
do you realize the heartaches you caused me
you should know that my love was so true

Alone in sadness I'm traveling
I'm lost on the sea of regret
Wandering back to the place of my childhood
And the one I've always loved the best

20432. Too Used To Being With You

Too Used To Being With You

Too used to that certain someone
To offer my love to anyone new
My excuse for not wanting no one
Too used to being with you

Some other's arms may hold and caress you
Some other's lips may burn on my own
That's why your eyes are filled with their beauty
My heart inside will be crying alone

When you find a true love you treasure
Other affairs are just the past time
You'll find their love just a cheap imitation
The love they offer is not real genuine

20433. Toothbrush

Brad Paisley - Toothbrush 

Love starts with a toothbrush,
A Bic razor and a Dixie cup
A little splash of aftershave,
Before you leave for that first date
See stars in both your eyes
After that long kiss goodnight
Forever starts with a suitcase,
A Sneaking out the window getaway
To the car parked by the curb,
Gassed up for a Gatlinburg



A little chapel and a couple of rings
Will get you two toothbrushes by the bathroom sink
Everything that's anything
Starts out as a little thing
Just needs a little time and room to grow
Step by step, day by day
It all adds up along the way
And the next thing that you know
Life starts with a little house,
A corner lot on the edge of town
A weed eater and a picket fence
You think it's good as the getting gets
Then she wakes up feeling bad
You both wonder what's up with that
Everything that's anything
Starts out as a little thing
Just needs a little time and room to grow
Step by step, day by day
It all adds up along the way
And the next thing that you know
One night around eight o'clock
You scrub him down then you dry him off
You pick him up and put his little feet
On the stool by the bathroom sink
You grab the crest and the Dixie cup
It all hits you as he opens up...
Love starts with a toothbrush

20434. Top Down

Robert Earl Keen - Top Down 

Floatin' on a cloud, jettin' the stream
For cryin' out loud you're livin' the dream
Movin' so fast you're already gone
You got your hit movie and your number one song
You never worry, you never care
You got the top down and the wind in your hair

Well lickity-split and whoppi-ty-aye
The bigger you get, the bigger they pay
Babes in your arms takin' their turn
Good lookin' charm and money to burn
Lights, camera, action; fans on the lawn
With the top down and your sunglasses on

Hi-ooo, it's you, hi-ooo, it's true
Everything is happening, everything is new
Everybody's clappin' and it's all about you
Little ol' you

(Guitar)



Everything is happening, everything is new
Everybody's clappin' and it's all about you

(Guitar)

Movin' thru the ??????????, here's the private line
Meet and greet, nice to see ya, call me anytime
Your trainer helped you loose some weight on tuna fish and toast
Your agent and your manager are conferencing the coast
Scheduling a cover shoot on Vanity Fair
With the top down and the wind in your hair

Hi-ooo, it's you, hi-ooo, it's true
Everything is happening, everything is new
Everybody's clappin' and it's all about
Hi-ooo, it's you, hi-ooo, it's true
Everything is happening, everything is new
Everybody's clappin' and it's all about you

20435. Top Of The World

Top of the World
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
I wished I was smarter
I wished I was stronger
I wished I loved Jesus
The way my wife does
I wished it had been easier
Instead of any longer
I wished I could have stood
Where you would've been proud
But that won't happen now
That won't happen now

[Chorus]
There's a whole lot of singin' that's never gonna be heard
Disappearin' every day without so much as a word, somehow
Think I broke the wings off that little songbird
She's never gonna fly to the top of the world right now
Top of the world

[Verse 2]
I don't have to answer
Any of these questions
Don't have no God to
Teach me no lessons
I come home in the evenin'
Sit in my chair
One night they called me for supper but I never got up
I stayed right there in my chair



[Chorus]
There's a whole lot of singin' that's never gonna be heard
Disappearin' every day without so much as a word, somehow
Think I broke the wings off that little songbird
She's never gonna fly to the top of the world right now

[Verse 3]
I wished I'da known you
Wished I'da shown you
All of the things I
Was on the inside
I'd pretend to be sleepin'
When you come in in the mornin'
To whisper goodbye
Go to work in the rain
I don't know why
Don't know why

[Chorus]
'Cause everyone's singin', we just wanna be heard
Disappearin' every day without so much as a word, somehow
Wanna grab a hold of that little songbird
Take her for a ride to the top of the world right now

[Outro]
Whoa-oh
Whoa-oh
To the top of the world
To the top of the world
To the top of the world
To the top of the world
To the top of the world
To the top of the world
To the top of the world
To the top of the world

20436. Topanga

Topanga
John Phillips

Sometimes I drive out to Topanga.
Park my car in the sand.
Watching and waiting for a pick-up
From my man.

Then may down to Farmer's Market
Theres people there working in the sun,
Buying and selling for a profit
To anyone.

Chorus:
Oh, Mary, I'm in deep water,



And it's way over my head,
Everyone thought that I was smarter
than to be misled.

Sometimes there's train wrecks in the mountains.
You know there's ship wrecks on the sea.
Mary, we must always be careful.
Can't you see?

Chorus

20437. Tops Of The Trees - Chords

Tops Of The Trees
The Brothers Comatose

[Intro]
      Bm                       Gbm
I got sixteen bounties on this forehead of mine,
        Bm                         Gbm
There's no chance I'm waiting so I might as well try,
     Bm              Gbm
That big red sun is about to go down,
        E                             D
Well I guess it's high time I got the fuck out of town,
 Bm              D                Gbm
Need to find a place where I can rest and be kind,
Bm            D              Gbm
Got too much lager   stuck behind my eyes,
Bm             D              Gbm
Need to find a place in the middle of beyond,
       E                            D
Well I tell you little angel, you'll never know I'm gone.
 
[Chorus]
 
           Gbm                          A         Bm
And as the tops of the trees turn from golden to green,
        D
And the river sighs softly to her,
             Gbm                        A     Bm
Well as the nights rolling in I roll a joint again,
         D
And the city cries softly to her.
 
[Verse]
 
Bm          D          Gbm
Every day people are trying to find,
        Bm              D                      Gbm
Their perfect train to get them where they're going on time,
    Bm               D           Gbm
For me, that's the hardest thing I've ever known,



    E                              D
So watch for me walking down that big open road,
  Bm               D                Gbm
If I don't pay attention I'll be a slave to my mind,
Bm             D               Gbm
Don't need to wait for all my stars to align,
     Bm           D           Gbm
The silver dollar moon is the same as mine,
     E                          D
She wants to hear it speak, but I just let it shine.
 
[Chorus]
 
 
           Gbm                          A         Bm
And as the tops of the trees turn from golden to green,
        D
And the river sighs softly to her,
             Gbm                        A     Bm
Well as the nights rolling in I roll a joint again,
         D
And the city cries softly to her.
 
 
 
[Breakdown]
 
       A                    F                D
Well, sometimes you got to break from this world,
A                   F           D
Sometimes a pretty girl does enough,
Pretty girl.
 
[Outro]
 
 
           Gbm                          A         Bm
And as the tops of the trees turn from golden to green,
        D
And the river sighs softly to her,
             Gbm                        A     Bm
Well as the nights rolling in I roll a joint again,
         D
And the city cries softly to her.

20438. Topsy Turvy

Rodney Crowell - Topsy Turvy

Daddy's in the kitchen fryin' sauerkraut
Momma's in the bedroom nearly all cried out
Daddy thinks that whiskey makes him big and smart
Momma thinks that daddy's got a concrete heart



I wish I had a brother or a sister whom to I could turn
Bustin' out the windows with a baseball bat
Daddy's gone crazy as a bunkhouse rat
Momma's on the sofa with a big black eye
I cross my heart and tell myself I hope they die
I wish I had a nickel now for every time a cuss word flew
Mad house all topsy turvy
A ship of fools with scurvy
I don't like a thing about the way we live
Momma's on the pavement with a broken arm
Tellin' everybody that he meant no harm
Talk about denial with a great big D
You can try to fool the neighbors but you can't fool me
I wish some kind of millionaire would come adopt me on the spot
Mad house all topsy turvy
A ship of fools with scurvy
I don't like a thing about the way we live
Police knock on our door
They've seen it all before
Why don't you use restraint
We've had a few complaints
Now all the other women up and down the block
Are tuning out the static with a front door lock
They greet us in the morning with a wave and grin
But you know they're only waiting til lthe roof caves in
I don't even know if we can make it through another day
Mad house all topsy turvy
A ship of fools with scurvy
I don't like a thing about the way we live
I don't like a thing about the way we live
I don't like a thing about the way we live
I don't like nothing
I don't like a thing about the way we live
I don't like nothing
I don't like a thing about the way we live
I don't like nothing

20439. Tore Up

Tore Up - Leftover Salmon

Oh baby since you've been gone,
I just cry the whole night long,
Baby since you said goodbye,
You've left me so....no lie, no lie

(chorus)
I'm tore up for real and now I just can't find my way
I'm tore up X 4
I'm tore up for real and now I just can't find my way

You never loved me like you told me so,
And if you did, then baby why did you go?



Left me singing just a-singing the blues,
Standing out in the parking lot with no shoes

Chorus

You left me standing on a mountaintop,
Disappeared, and so did my crop,
When the pasta done a-come around,
Baby you'll be smilin', got yourself a 16 ft. crown

I'm tore up for you and now I'm tore out of the ground

20440. Torn Piece Of Paper

Michael Carpenter and The Banks Brothers & Michael Carpenter - Torn Piece of Paper

[Chorus]
All I've got is this torn piece of paper
And I keep it in my wallet every day
It's the last tainted witness to all your lost kisses
You gave it to me the day you went away

[Verse 1]
I'll tell you a story about love in all its glory
A tale that's truly older than the sun
The second that I saw you, it was all that I could do
To tell the world this woman was the one
We did the dance and friends became lovers
Lovers soon were walking down the aisle
We signed our life together, from that day to forever
That's the way it went, at least, yeah, for a while

[Chorus]
All I've got is this torn piece of paper
And I keep it in my wallet every day
It's the last tainted witness to all your lost kisses
You gave it to me, the day you went away

[Verse 2]
The years, they went missing, we bought to life some children
They became the centre of our life
Somewhere in there, I disappeared, you wondered where I'd gone
Betrayin', well, it cut you like a knife
We tried like hell to keep it all together
I left and then I stayed, we lost belief
The last day that you loved me, you left a note to tell me
As years go on, this memory taints the grief



20441. Tornado

Little Big Town - Tornado

[Verse 1]
Thought you'd change the weather
Start a little storm
Make a little rain
But I'm going to do one better hide the sun until you pray
I'm a tornado, looking for a soul to take

[Verse 2]
You're going to see me coming by the selfish things that you did
I'm going to leave you guessing how this funnel is going to hit
I'm a tornado, looking for a man to break

[Chorus]
Yeah, I'm going to lift this house, spin it all around
Toss it in the air and put it in the ground
Make sure you're never found

[Verse 3]
Thought you'd take a swing
Try another girl, try another night
But it's the pain that brings my force of nature back to life
I'm a tornado more disturbed than an F5

[Chorus]
Hey, I'm gonna lift this house, spin it all around
Toss it in the air and put it in the ground
I'm gonna lift this house, spin it all around
Toss it in the air and put it in the ground
Make sure you're never found, oh, yeah

[Bridge]
OOOOOOOOOOO
MMMMMMMMMM

[Chorus]
I'm going to lift this house, spin it all around
Toss it in the air and put it in the ground
I'm going to lift this house, spin it all around
Toss it in the air and put it in the ground
Make sure you're never found

[Verse 4]
The winds are getting stronger
And the sky is falling through
And you ain't got much longer
Til the rage rips off the roof
I'm a tornado... and I'm coming after you...

[Bridge]
Oooo...
Hmm...
Oooo...



[Outro]
(I'm going to lift this house, spin it all around
Toss it in the air and put it in the ground)

20442. Tornado Time In Texas

Tornado Time in Texas
Guy Clark

Well the sky was blacker than a funeral suit
Hotter than a depot stove
Hide in the cellar
Here comes Amarillo
Blowing down the road

You got your hail stones big as hen eggs boy
Your clouds as green can be
Old mother nature raisin' hell
She parked a pick-up in a tree

Tornado time in Texas
Take the paint right off of your barn
Tornado time in Texas
Blow the tattoo off your arm
INSTRUMENTAL
Well when pigs fly, no I mean really fly
You can bet that it's blowing hard
Uncle Clarence was sitting in the outhouse
Now he's sitting in the yard

Granny's got the barn cat under her arm
She's got a dish pan over her head
Daddy's counting kids four five six
You better bring a loaf of bread
Tornado time in Texas
Take the paint right off of your barn
Tornado time in Texas
Blow the tattoo off your arm

INSTRUMENTAL

Hiding in the cellar with the canning jars
Sounds like a train up top
Hold your breath and peek outside
To see what we ain't got

But it'll take your wheat, it'll take your corn
Even take your cotton balls
Suck red river just as dry as a bone
Dump it on Wichita falls

Tornado time in Texas
Take the paint right off of your barn



Tornado time in Texas
Blow the tattoo off your arm

Blow the tattoo off your arm
The tattoo off your arm

20443. Tortured, Tangled Hearts

Dixie Chicks - Tortured, Tangled Hearts

Well there was a little falter at the altar of confession
Down on its knees, true love did fall
After 31 days of sleepless nights, she woke up to end it all.
With "I love you" on a fresh tattoo engraved upon his chest
She tore her name right off his heart
So here's to the unblessed.

Chorus:
Oh love, Oh love, you fickle thing
Such pretty words, and golden rings.
It was a broken dream right from the start
Bless their tortured, tangled hearts.

Well a blast of confusion, coupled with delusion
Makes the best made plans sometime fail.
They wined and they dined, had piece of mind
She bought a gown and he rented tails.
But the mighty cloud of destiny, came driftin' though the gates
And busted up what could have been a perfect, hopeless case.

Chorus:
Oh love, Oh love, you fickle thing
Such pretty words, and golden rings.
It was a broken dream right from the start
Bless their tortured, tangled hearts.

Chorus:
Oh love, Oh love, you fickle thing
Such pretty words, and golden rings.
It was a broken dream right from the start
Bless their tortured, tangled hearts.

20444. Touch A Hand, Make A Friend

Touch a Hand, Make a Friend
Oak Ridge Boys - Touch a Hand, Make a Friend

Can't you feel it in your bones?
The change is coming on



From every walk of life
People seeing the light
Can't you feel it in your heart, now?
A new thing is taking shape
Reach out and touch a hand
Make a friend if you can

Reach out and touch a hand
Make a friend if you can
Reach out and touch a hand
Make a friend if you can

I've read of how to my friends
Any time come on in
We can find a better way

Why don't you join us today?
Can't you feel it in your heart, now?
A new thing is taking shape
Reach out and touch a hand
Make a friend if you can

Reach out and touch a hand
Make a friend if you can
Reach out and touch a hand
Make a friend if you can

It can be effective in the attitude
Of other people just like you
Reach out and touch a hand
Make a friend if you can
Can't you feel it in your heart, now
A new thing is taking shape
Reach out and touch a hand
Make a friend if you can

Reach out and touch a hand
Make a friend if you can
Reach out and touch a hand
Make a friend if you can

20445. Touch And Go

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Touch And Go

The two hands of a clock are what we measure our love by
A moment stolen here and there to hold each other tight
They're suspicious and to linger would only make it grow
Our wedding rings and ties they bring make our love touch and go

The whispering talk of others is the price we have to pay
It wouldn't be so bad but then it's getting worse each day



And we'll surely hurt somebody cause they still love us so
It's borrowed time when love's this kind and our love's touch and go

Touch and go our separate ways until we meet again
Make up lies to satisfy the ones who ask us where we've been
But I'd rather have it this way than to never ever know
What true love is although our kiss is only touch and go

Touch and go our separate ways until we meet again
Make up lies to satisfy the ones who ask us where we've been
But I'd rather have it this way than to never ever know
What true love is although our kiss is only touch and go

20446. Touch Her If You Can

Touch Her If You Can
Dillards

She's a true believer in the magic word she knows
If you can believe her you can follow where she goes

Touch her if you can, don't be afraid
She can't keep the promises you never made.

She has kept the hours in her hour glass to stay
She can bring the years before your life today

Touch her if you can before you go
She can sing you secrets you would never know

Nothing lasts for very long
And no one stops to listen to her song
There's a lot that she would tell you
She can live without a name
Nothing in your life will be the same

She can tell the planets as they turn in the dark
She can light the emptiness of dreams with just a spark

Touch her if you can, don't be afraid
She can't keep the promises you never made.

Touch her if you can before you go
She can sing you secrets you would never know

She's a true believer in the magic word she knows
If you can believe her you can follow where she goes



20447. Touch Of God's Hand

Touch Of God's Hand

When my burdens grow heavy (heavy, heavy)
And it seems there's no way
I kneel by my bedside
And the Lord's prayer I'll pray

God lifts me right up (up, up)
And he makes to stand
Because when I'm troubled
I wait for the touch of God's hand

I once had a vision (vision, vision)
As I knelt to pray
I saw Jesus coming
And the world pass away

And then I was troubled (troubled, troubled)
But he makes me to stand
Because when I'm troubled
I wait for the touch of God's hand

Thank God for a mother (mother, mother)
Who's taught me to pray
So I can be ready
On the great judgment day

When problems arise (arise, arise)
That I don't understand
I kneel down and wait - yes I'll wait
I'll wait for the touch of God's hand

20448. Touch Of Grey

Touch of Grey
Grateful Dead

It must be getting early
Clocks are running late
Paint by numbers morning sky
Looks so phony

Dawn is breaking everywhere
Light a candle, curse the glare
Draw the curtains, I don't care
'Cause it's alright

I will get by
I will get by
I will get by
I will survive



I see you got your list out
Say your piece and get out
Yes, I get the gist of it
But it's alright

Sorry that you feel that way
The only thing there is to say
Every silver lining's got a
Touch of grey

I will get by
I will get by
I will get by
I will survive

It's a lesson to me
The Ables and the Bakers and the C's
The ABC's
We all must face
And try to keep a little grace

It's a lesson to me
The Deltas and the East and the Freeze
The ABC's
We all think of
And try to keep a little love

I know the rent is in arrears
The dog has not been fed in years
It's even worse than it appears
But it's alright

Cows are giving kerosene
The kid can't read at seventeen
The words he knows are all obscene
But it's alright

I will get by
I will get by
I will get by
I will survive

The shoe is on the hand, it fits
There's really nothing much to it
Whistle through your teeth and spit
'Cause it's alright
Oh, well, a touch of grey
Kind of suits you anyway
That was all I had to say, and
It's alright

I will get by
I will get by
I will get by
I will survive
We will get by



We will get by
We will get by
We will survive
We will get by
We will get by
We will get by

20449. Touch Of Your Hand - Chords

Touch Of Your Hand 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
C E C E C E
 
[Verse 1]
C          E           F
I pray for peace every day
F          E
There's no war
      F                 C              E  C  E
But I feel the guns are pointed my way
C  E              F
My crimes are the same
      E
As anyone
     F                C                   E  C  E
With time to kill and blood in their vein
C           E                 F
I reach for heaven like every man
C           E             F
But I can't live on faith alone
E                             F
There's only one thing I understand
 
[Chorus 1]
G    F           C                  G F  C
I believe in the touch of your hand,      touch of your hand
G    F       C              G F  C
It's rain on desert sand,       touch of your hand
G              F            E         F
Nothing brings peace to the soul of a man
F                                   C     E   C  E
Like the sweet lovin' touch of your hand
 
[Verse 2]
C   E              F
The truth is in my skin
F        E
And only fear
      F            C             E   C  E
Turns everything I love into sin
C           E                 F



I reach for heaven like every man
C           E             F
But I can't live on faith alone
E                             F
There's only one thing I understand
 
[Chorus 2]
G    F           C                  G F  C
I believe in the touch of your hand,     touch of your hand
G    F       C              G F  C
It's rain on desert sand,       touch of your hand
G              F            E         F
Nothing brings peace to the soul of a man
F                                   C
Like the sweet lovin' touch of your hand
 
[Instrumental]
E F E F
 
[Chorus 3]
G    F           C                  G F  C
I believe in the touch of your hand,     touch of your hand
G    F       C              G F  C
It's rain on desert sand,       touch of your hand
G    F           C                  G F  C
I believe in the touch of your hand,     touch of your hand
G    F       C              G F  C
It's rain on desert sand,       touch of your hand
G              F            E         F
Nothing brings peace to the soul of a man
F                                   C
Like the sweet lovin' touch of your hand

20450. Touch Too Much

Touch Too Much
Hayseed Dixie - Touch Too Much

It was one of those nights when you turn out the lights
And everything comes into view
She was taking her time, I was losing my mind
There was nothing that she wouldn't do
It wasn't the first, wasn't the last
She knew we was making love
I was so satisfied deep down inside
Like a hand in a velvet glove
Seems like a touch, a touch too much
Seems like a touch, a touch too much
Too much for my body, too much for my brain
This damn woman's gonna drive me insane
She's got a touch, a touch too much
She had the face of an angel, smiling with sin
The body of venus with arms



Dealin' with danger, strokin' my skin
Like a thunder and lightening storm
It wasn't the first, wasn't the last
It wasn't that she didn't care
She wanted it hard, wanted it fast
She liked it done medium rare
Seems like a touch, a touch too much
Seems like a touch, a touch too much
Too much for my body, too much for my brain
This damn woman's gonna drive me insane
She has a touch, a touch too much
Touch me!
Seems like a touch (touch too much)
You know it's much too much (much too much)
I really wanna feel ya (touch too much)
Girl, you know you're givin' me (much too much)
Seems like a touch
Just a dirty little touch
I really need your touch
'Cause you're much too much too much too much

20451. Touch Your Woman

Dolly Parton - Touch Your Woman 

We can't always both be right
We sometimes disagree
But you've got the right to speak your mind
An' it's the same with me
When the anger's at an end
And you want inside my arms again
All you have to do to make it right is just
Chorus:
Touch your woman
Touch your woman
Everything's gonna be alright
Touch your woman
Touch your woman
Let me know, let me know everything's alright
There are times when I should be strong
When I'm awfully weak
When the sudden blows of life have brought me to my knees
Woman needs a helpin' hand
Needs someone to understand
Needs the man she loves to help her stand, so
Repeat Chorus
And when the busy day is done
You lay by my side
You know exactly what it takes to keep me satisfied
You know exactly what I need and I always go to sleep in peace
Thanking God that you belong to me, so
Repeat Chorus



20452. Touch Your Woman - Chords

Touch Your Woman
Written and recorded by Dolly Parton

G               A7               D7           G
We can't always both be right we sometimes disagree
                            A7              D7                 G
But you've got the right to speak your mind it's the same with me
                    C                 Em             D7
When the anger's at an end and you're warm inside my arms again
C                             D7
All you have to do to make it right

          G                C
It's just touch your woman touch your woman
D7                     G
Every thing's gonna be all right
                 C
Touch your woman touch your woman
D7                 C    D7                G
Let me know let me know every thing's all right

                       A7               D7               G
There are times when I should be strong when I'm awfully weak
                A7                 D7               G
When the sudden blows of life have brought me to my knees
            C            Em               D7
Woman needs helping hand needs someone to understand
C                                D7
Needs a man she loves that would stand

   G                C
So touch your woman touch your woman
D7                     G
Every thing's gonna be all right
                 C
Touch your woman touch your woman
D7                 C    D7                G
Let me know let me know every thing's all right

                  A7              D7            G
And when the busy day is done and you lay by my side
                 A7               D7           G
You know exactly what it takes to keep me satisfied
                 C                    Em           D7
You know exactly what I need and I'll always go to sleep in peace
C                               D7
Thanking God that you belong to me

   G                C
So touch your woman touch your woman
D7                     G



Every thing's gonna be all right
                 C
Touch your woman touch your woman
D7                 C    D7                G
Let me know let me know every thing's all right

20453. Touching Home

Ernest Tubb 
Touching Home

Today pain became a real life's hurting thing
And the choir of loneliness sang me a song
Now I know just what it means to lose a lifetime dreams
Cause today I can feel it touching home

No longer do I wonder why men have lost their minds
And wind up in a jungle of flashing neon signs
Now I know just how long a man can last when love is gone
Cause today I can feel it touching home

No longer do I wonder why men have lost their minds
And wind up in a jungle of flashing neon signs
Now I know just how long a man can last when love is gone
Cause today I can feel it touching home
Yes, today I can feel it touching home

20454. Tough Luck Man

Doc Watson
Tough Luck Man

Every man gets in tough luck sometime
When he ain't got a nickel, not a dime, Lord
I hope I'll be lucky some ol' day

My woman, she just don't care for me
Since she found out I'm broke as I can be, but
I hope I'll be lucky some ol' day

Gonna work on that new rail line
Every hour, I make a dollar and a dime and
I hope I'll be lucky some ol' day

If I gamble and lose, I play fair
If I gamble and lose, boys, I don't care, yes
I hope I'll be lucky some ol' day

And I hope I'll be lucky some ol' day, Lord



And I hope I'll be lucky some ol' day

20455. Tougher Than The Rest

Emmylou Harris - Tougher Than The Rest

Well it's saturday night
You're all dressed up and blue
I've been watchin' you go out
Maybe you been watchin' me too
So somebody ran out
Left somebody's heart in a mess
Well if you're lookin' for love
Honey I'm tougher than the rest

Some girls they want a handsome Dan
Or some good-lookin' Joe
On their arms some girls want
A sweet talkin' Romeo
We'll 'round here baby
I've learned you get what you can get
So if you're rough enough for love
Honey, I'm tougher than the rest

Yeah, the road is dark
And it's a thin, thin line
But I want you to know
I'll walk it for you anytime
Maybe your other girlfriends
Couldn't pass the test
Well if you're rough and ready for love
Honey I'm tougher than the rest

Well it ain't no secret
I've been around a time or two
Well, I don't know, baby
Maybe you've been around too
But there's another dance, baby
All you got to do is say yes
And if you're rough and ready for love
Honey I'm tougher than the rest

20456. Toujours Vouloir

Toujours Vouloir - The Duhks

Toujours vouloir arranger,
Mais ce n'est pas toujours
En notre pouvoir, pouvoir



J'aurais tant voulu donner l'amour
Ã  ceux qui ne l'ont pas reÃ§u au Départ

Pour éviter les malheurs du passé
Pour reconstruire, plutôt que détruire
Profiter, apprécier la beauté qui nous entoure
De jour en jour

Il y a un sens d'urgence,
La compassion est non existante
Il y a une richesse énorme
Qui attend chaque femme, chaque homme
Oublions tout préjugé,
Donnons-nous la chance de s'aimer
Il faut pas se faire mal
Avec les choses qu'on ne peut pas changer

Mais, un jour que l'amour rÃ¨gne
Et que l'argent perde sa valeur (x 2)

Pour éviter les malheurs du passé,
Pour reconstruire, plutôt que détruire
Profiter, apprécier la beauté qui nous entoure
De jour en jour
Pour éviter les malheurs du passé,
Pour reconstruire, plutôt que détruire

Mais, un jour que l'amour rÃ¨gne
Et que l'argent perde sa valeur (x 4)

20457. Tow

The Devil Makes Three - Tow

Some now left a child and did not even care
Before the first shots of the battle here had even pierced the air
Yes they run now like them children to those arms of mother earth
Trying to pretend as if it was a day before their very birth

Be me, I just grab these ropes that me and mine have left behind
And I stare up to that mountain that I know I got to climb
I keep towing that line, hmmm
I keep towing that line, hmmm

But down in basements choked with smoke, child of the past
All them dreams come up for air around here but they can only gasp
And all them old men they sit staring as life slips out of their grips
Only to fall and disappear beyond their cracked old fingertips

Be me, I just grab these ropes that me and mine have left behind
And I stare up to that mountain that I know I got to climb
I keep towing that line, hmmm
I keep towing that line, hmmm



I keep towing that line, hmmm
I keep towing that line, hmmm

But down in ditches by that road I call my own
All them gypsies come up cursing now and all just throwing stones
Yes they're big men now to settle down your life's all stale and cold
As if I could spend my life the way they do just as they're told
So if you should find me living low when the miles have passed me by
And it seems that I have left now all that I could love behind
I'm just towing that line, hmmm
I'm just towing that line, hmmm

20458. Toward The Fray

The Infamous Stringdusters 
Toward The Fray

Death unfolds before my eyes
A frightened man's unheeded cries
People, oh people
Trapped beneath the knee
Of the law gone wrong
And the force of history

Another too soon laid to rest
Some folks weep, some beat their chests
People, oh people
Let us stand on freedom's side
For there can be no peace
Wherever justice is denied

As cities burn in summer heat
Temptation bids us to retreat
But people, my people
There is no other way
To love, except to turn
Our timid souls toward the fray

There is no other way
To love, except to turn
Our timid souls toward the fray

20459. Tower

Tower - Cabinet

I jumped off the tower thirty feet
Above the land, above the water



I let go of my hands and my feet
Till I touched the bottom of the body

I walked a hundred feet along the dam then climbed a ladder
It's kind of sad to think that this old place just never worked
But that's alright 'cause now we've got a place to hang for the summer

We walk along the railways and the tracks
But can never make it the whole way before we end up slipping off the side
We got fishing poles on our backs and our hats are on, yeah

I jumped off the tower thirty feet
Above the land, above the water
I let go of my hands and my feet
Till I touched the bottom of the body

20460. Tower And The Wheel - Chords

Tower And The Wheel 
Wild Ponies

[Chorus]
Am
The oak tower stands alone
     C
With gnarled arms from broken bones
G                                           Am
Patched with scars she's tucked beneath her bark
 
 
[Verse 1]
    Am
The air smells like metal
    C
The leaves become unsettled
      G                               Am
Their backs against the coming of the storm
      Am
Other trees relax their limbs
         C
Bend and weave with gusting winds
        G                               Am
As they stretch and limber up to not be torn
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
G                        Am
  Pull close to what you know
G                 Am
  Oh, then let it go
 
 
[Chrous]



Am
Only in the end
         C
When the winds are calm again
          G                                         Am
Will they see whose roots have held and who they'll mourn
 
Am  C  G  Am
 
 
[Verse 2]
     Am
Dark fingers from the east
               C
Stretch out in swift and swirling reach
           G                                    Am
Until they catch and choke the light out of the sun
    Am
And fold into a fist
         C
Beat the mercy from the hills
         G                             Am
With the thunder of wild ponies on the run
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
G                        Am
  From dust and mud they clean
G                       Am
  On the shoulders of a queen
 
 
[Chorus]
    Am
The river takes the rain
      Am
Holds on to all she can
        G                               Am
But she fears she may drown before it's done
 
Am  C  G  Am
 
 
[Bridge]
F   C  G            Am
Ohhhh, oh the tower burns
F   C  G          Am
Ohhhh, oh fortune turns
 
 
[Instrumental]
Am   C   G   Am
Am   C   G   Am
G    Am  G   Am
Am   C   G   Am
 
 



[Chorus]
    Am
The oak tower stands alone
     C
With gnarled arms from broken bones
G                                           Am
Patched with scars she's tucked beneath her bark
 
 
[Verse 3]
           Am
She's seen houses built and barns fall down
C
Children playing all around
      G                                    G
Whose families lived and died in her front row
Am
Winter smlls, summer nights
C
Burning fires, electric lights
   G                                 Am
Machines that turn to rust and fall apart
      Am
She's held a thousand horses tied
      C
She's sheltered brides and grooms who've cried
      G                                       Am
She's watched as lovers made love beneath the stars
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
G            Am
Rises in the fall
          C            Am
There's a beauty to it all
 
 
[Chorus]
    Am
Her roots are thick beneath the earth
    C
She shakes her fist as rain gets worse
       G                               Am
You're just a little wind and rain and dark
 
 
[Outro]
Am   C   G   Am
Am   C   G   Am
G    Am  G   Am
Am   C   G   Am



20461. Town

Yonder Mountain String Band
Town

There's a town out there
I spent a little time
I almost didn't make it out alive
Since I did I thought I'd write a song
About the things I saw while I was there

Had the same clothes
Had the same name
So I took off running right out of that town
Hope I never have to go back again

Chorus:
I won't tell you just where it is in case I ever have to go back again
But you're gonna know it if you ever pass through it
Provided that they let you in

Well, the moms and the dads, they drove the same cars
They had the same jobs and they didn't think a lot
If I didn't think I'd get in trouble with the law
I tell you I'd of laughed out loud

Kids got the same grades, wore the same shoes

20462. Town Away

The HillBenders - Town Away 

I've lived in the city and i've worked in the plains.
I've paid lots of dues, played lots of games.
And if you're thinking I should settle down one day,
Maybe that's just a town away. Maybe that's just a town away.

And i've been living on my back since I don't know when,
And I ain't got time for no good friends.
When you see me coming i'll be gone again,
And that's just the way it's always been.

We'll i've been low down and pushed all around.
I've been from Albuquerque up to London town.
And I'm going to keep moving till my hair turns grey
Maybe that's just a town away. Maybe that's just a town away.

And i've been living on my back since I don't know when,
And I ain't got time for no good friends.
When you see me coming i'll be gone again,
And that's just the way it's always been.

Well I'm off the clock, and my feet don't stop.



like a rolling stone, I don't gather no moss.
And home is where I roam, at least for one more day.
Maybe that's just a town away, maybe that's just a town away,
Maybe that's just a town away

20463. Town Of Mercy

Town of Mercy
Song by Aoife O'Donovan

I walked away from Mercy out to the deepest woods
Entered by the river at the only place I could
Fed a fire and watched the smoke
Like something climbing free
Leaning like a ladder and calling after me

That I could rise from what may shine
Keep your place, surrender mine
As if your name as old as time
Waited like a song upon the tongue
Of all the mercy begging to be sung

I've made my peace with Mercy
As quick as it may be
To betray my confidence is how I choose to see
What had come together now are pieces in my hand
Fraying at the knees that buckled long before we stand

That I could rise from what may shine
Keep your place, surrender mine
As if your name as old as time
Waited like a song upon the tongue
Of all the mercy begging to be sung
Begging to be sung

The snow flies, its' confetti like the end of a parade
Leaves a vacant silence knee-deep in the charade
That here's the end of hunger, this feasting of the soul
When all the while it's waited for the night to swallow whole

So I might rise from what may shine
Keep your place, surrender mine
As if your name as old as time
Waited like a song upon the tongue
Of all the mercy begging to be sung

20464. Toy Heart



Toy Heart
Bill Monroe - Ricky Skaggs

   Darling, you toyed with toy heart
   I think you played the game right from the start
   This toy heart was broken when parting words were spoken
   Darling, you toyed with a toy heart

You played with my poor heart like a toy
That toy broke and then we had to part
It never can be mended I hope this romance's ended
Darling, you toyed with a toy heart

Now darling my time will come some day
Time alone will heal my broken heart
The clouds will roll away, the sun will shine someday
Darling, you toyed with a toy hear

Now darling you know you've done me wrong
Your love for me has passed and gone
I'll find somebody new, I hope that they'll be true
Darling you toyed with a toy heart

20465. Traces Of My Love - Chords

Traces Of My Love 
Richard & Linda Thompson
 
Intro:
C         C7  F   G
Ooooh Ooh Ooh Oooooh  (2X)
 
C                     C7              F             G
The songbird sings so clear like your voice upon my ear
          Am                C  G
I seem to hear traces of my love
C                C7            F                G
The river rushes down, there's sweetness in the sound
          Am                C  G
I seem to hear traces of my love
 
     Em          Am    Em               Em7            F
When I lay on my bed I find no rest, instead I seem to see
              C                G              Dm
You here with me, oh will that sweet day ever be
   C  Dm           C    Dm
O, o, traces of my love
   C  Dm           C    G
O, o, traces of my love
 
In every crowded place, in every stranger's face
I seem to see traces of my love
Inside my darkest day when the world seems cold and grey
I seem to see traces of my love



 
If I try to turn my head or close my eyes instead I see you there
O everywhere, shadows of a face so rare
O, o traces of my love
O, o traces of my love
 
Intrumental verse +:
If I try to turn my head...

20466. Tracks Of My Tears

Linda Ronstadt - Tracks Of My Tears

People say I'm the life of the party
'Cause I tell a joke or two
Although I might be laughing loud and hearty
Deep inside I'm blue

So take a good look at my face
You know my smile looks out of place
If you look closer it's easy to trace
The tracks of my tears

Oh I need you, need you

Since you left me if you see me with another guy
Looking like I'm having fun
Although he might be cute he's just a substitute
Because you're the permanent one

So take a good look at my face
You know my smile looks out of place
If you look closer it's easy to trace
The tracks of my tears

Outside I'm masquerading
Inside my hope is fading
I'm just a clown since you put me down
My smile is my make-up I wear since my break-up with you

Baby take a good look at my face
You know my smile looks out of place
If you look closer it's easy to trace
The tracks of my tears

Woah baby take a good look at my face
You know my smile looks out of place
If you look closer it's easy to trace
The tracks of my tears

Ooh ooh ooh ooh



20467. Tracks Run Through The City

Jerry Jeff Walker - Tracks Run Through the City

From my window shadows of the buildings in the night
Run like a river, broken only by city lights
Running like a thousand whispered lines
Broken only by the ancient railroad ties

Chorus:
Out where the tracks run through the city
Tracks run through the city
I want to be on that train
That'll take me to a place to hide
Where tracks run through the city
Tracks run through the city
Tracks run through the city
And I'm longin' to ride, please let me ride
You know I want to ride that train
Everybody wants to find a brand new life somewhere
I know it's waiting at the end of the track somewhere out there
The end of the rainbow is not meant for me
Just got to find some new simplicity

Chorus
You know I want to ride that train
Let me ride

20468. Traffic jam

Traffic Jam

I'm sitting on a hilltop looking at a traffic jam
Laughin' at the people as they drive as fast as they can
But five miles an hour won't get them very far
They'll still be sitting in their car

Sitting on a hilltop lookin' at the rushed out crowed
The words that they're yelling have got to make their mamas proud
But at the rate their goin' its gonna be about a year
Before they get to second gear

I'm sitting on a hilltop lookin at the city move
It makes a lot of noise but it cant seem to find a groove
People took my advice they tried to slow things down
Stop and take a look around

See me sitting on a hilltop lookin' at 'em look at me
They see a smile on my face and my hair blowin in the breeze



Maybe just one of them will stop and say hello
And sit awhile before they go

It's time to time to play the music
It's time to light the lights
It's time to get things started for another show tonight
It's time to put on make up
It's time to do something right
It's time to play the music on the Muppet Show tonight

20469. Traffic Jam

Yonder Mountain String Band - Traffic Jam (Live)

Carbon monoxide
Making me choke
No A.C.
And the radio's broke
Cars backed up
Far as you can see
Seems like I've been waiting here for all eternity
Oh, and just in case you're wondering
I'll tell you where I am
I'm right here (right here) right here (right here)
Stuck right here in the middle of this...

Traffic jam
I haven't moved one inch from this here spot
Traffic jam
The freeway's one big parking lot
Traffic jam
My radiator's boiling hot
And I'm stuck right here in the middle (right here in the middle)
Right here in the middle of a traffic jam

Trapped inside
My automobile
Cobweb's gowin'
On the steerin' wheel
Now, I'm no genius
But one thing I know
I shouldn't have had that bag of bran muffins
An hour and a half ago
Yeah, and if you need to find me
I'll tell you where I am
I'm right here (right here) right here (right here)
Stuck smack dab in the middle of this...

Traffic jam
I haven't moved one inch from this here spot
Traffic jam
The freeway's one big parking lot
Traffic jam



Well, I thought we were movin' but I guess we're not
'Cause I'm stuck right here in the middle (right here in the middle)
Right here in the middle of a traffic jam

Stuck in the middle of a traffic jam
yeah yeah yeah yeah
Bumper to bumper to bumper to bumper to
Bumper to bumper to bumper to bumper to
Bumper to bumper to bumper to bumper...
Yay-hey!

There's a yuppie on a cellular phone
I'm gonna puke if I here any more
There's a motorcycle zoomin' by me
Watch what happens when I open my door
Now we're all goin' nowhere fast
Well, I guess that's perfectly clear
I left home five hours ago
And I can still see my house from here
So if anybody's tryin' to find me
Well, I'll tell you where I am
Right here (right here) right here (right here)
Stuck right here in the middle of this...

Traffic jam
I haven't moved one inch from this here spot
Traffic jam
The freeway's one big parking lot
Traffic jam
Now my back teeth are floatin' and my nerves are shot
And I'm stuck right here in the middle (right here in the middle)
Stuck right here in the middle of a traffic jam
Traffic Jam... traffic jam... traffic jam... woo!

20470. Tragedy

Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell
Tragedy

Some say it's destiny, whether triumph or tragedy
But I believe we cast our nets out on the sea
And nothing we gather comes for free
I would have paid down through the years
A price beyond rubies, beyond tears
To keep you safe with me
But your suspicion and your fear
Your vow to let nobody near was your Trinity
Such a tragedy

I drew the best hand you'd ever hold
Then cashed my winnings in long ago
Settled for silver, how could I know
You were waiting with the gold?



I could have caused your heart to yield
But I was only a disturbance in the field of your dreams
And I will never see you cry
You won't be with me when I die
A waste of you and me, a tragedy

We took the wrong train to kingdom come
No more damage can be done, baby
It's just what the world don't need
It's another stinking tragedy

That's how the story goes
Our chapter's coming to a close
We are history
But I will always think of you
Everyday until my days are through
You made me believe in tragedy

20471. Tragic Life

Tragic Life - Infamous Stringdusters
written by Jeremy Garrett, Andy Hall

I'm a long way from home
I don't know where I'll go
I a'int slept in days
And the water's running low

Got a posse at my back
And bullet in my side
Lord I gotta keep on movin'
Find a good place to hide

Well they tried to take me in
For shootin' down a man
He got what he deserved
They'll have to catch me if they can

I feel my blood runnin' colder every day
I know that soon this old body be layin' beneath the clay

I came home from the range
And the moon was shining bright
Saw two shadows moving
Like demons in the night

I felt my body tremble
As I saw them lyin' there
A stranger with my wife
I drew the pistol that I wear

Oh, and I feel my blood runnin' colder every day
And I know that soon this old body be layin' 'neath the clay



I shot him in the back
As he was makin' for the door
I stood over a man
That I knew I'd seen before

His hand was on his chest
And I knew I'd gone too far
When I opened up his vest
And I saw that silver star

(break)

Oh, and I feel my blood flowin' colder every day
And I know that soon this old body be layin' 'neath the clay
Oh, and I feel my blood flowin' colder every day
And I know that soon this old body be layin' 'neath the clay

20472. Tragic Love

Tragic Love - Ralph Stanley

Come pretty young girls give me your attention
To these few lines I've tried to write
About a man who I won't mention
Who courted of his charming bride

And when her parents came to know him
They tried so hard both day and night
To separate here and her own true lover
Her and her own true hearts delight

She turned her back upon the city
She viewed the fields and meadows round
She came upon a broad river
And in the shade of a tree sat down

Her true love being not far behind
He heard her make a mournful sound
And looking on her lifeless body
As she lay cold upon the ground

He then took out his silver weapon
He pierced it through his tender heart
Sayin let this be a dreadful warning
For all true lovers that have to part

20473. Tragic Romance



Tragic Romance - Ralph Stanley

Nestled in the heart of the Tennessee hills
Midst peaceful pines 'neath the rocks and the rills
There stands my old homestead of long years ago
Brings back sweet memories of the one I loved so

I courted a maiden so sweet and so fair
With pearly blue eyes and with chestnut brown hair
She promised to love and said she's be mine
But I went away leaving her there behind

I'll tell you the reason why I left her there
To roam this old world with its sorrow and cares
I saw her one night in the arms of a man
Hugging and kissing as true lovers can

I went to my home with a heart full of woe
Packed my belongings determined to go
For many long years this old world I did roam
With thoughts of my sweetheart my darling my own

While dining one day in a little country town
A stranger came in and he chanced to sit down
While talking of loved ones I happened to find
That his sister was that old sweetheart of mine

Now I am the man who you saw that fateful night
Wrapped in the arms of my sister so tight
She waited so long for the day you'd return
And why you had left her she never did learn

When he heard my story to me then he said
The one that you loved has a long time been dead
She loved you so dearly but you broke her heart
Poor stranger, from her ever more you must part

20474. Trail Of Sorrow

Reno and Smiley - Trail Of Sorrow 
Artist: Reno and Smiley

I know I'm heading for a trail of sorrow
I know that I've been wrong dear from the start
I know I'll have to face each sad tomorrow
And it breaks my heart to know that we must part

I thought that I was smart to stay out drinking
And better yet when I lied and got by
But little did I know of all the sorrow
I even wish now darling I could die

A deck of cards, a jug of wine, and a woman
Have caused me all the pain that I've gone through



My money's gone and so are you my darling
Without them now I find my friends are few

20475. Trail Of Tears - Chords

Trail Of Tears     
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Dm   C   Bb   F  G   C7  F     (Bm  A  G  D  E   A7  D)
      
           F (D)                    C (A)           F  (D)       Bb (G)
In the Great Smoky Mountains, of North Carolina
              F (D)                               G (E)        C (A)
That's where I have rambled for many long years
           F (D)                   C (A)          F (D)      Bb (G)
In the Great Smoky Mountains, of North Carolina
        F (D)                    F#          Bb(G)  C(A)  F (D)           
I followed the trail of tears...
 
Dm (Bm)                     C (A)
I've been thinking of days gone by
Bb (G)                         F (D)
I've been raising my spirits high
G7 (E7)             C7 (A7)      F (D)
I've been winking at the years
Dm (Bm)                     C (A)
Memories of our mountain home
Bb (G)                         F (D)
Now I wander all alone
G7 (E7)                             C7 (A7)
I've been blinking back the tears
 
Yellow tallow candle burning brightly in the window
Calling me back through the pain
Hoof beats sound like thunder, battle cries steal the wonder
Lightning illuminates the rain
 
Dusty bare feet standing on a road that leads to nowhere
From our empty cabin door
Red Cloud said he saw you on that path to Oklahoma
But no one remembers anymore

20476. Trail Of Tears - The Dream We Dreamed

Trail Of Tears - The Dream We Dreamed (Larry W. Jones 04/16/2007) 

There was a time of life sublime
The corn grew tall and strong
Good harvest times were nearing



There was a time of forests prime
Bluebirds sang for all a song
And their song was so endearing
There was a time when life was seldom wrong...
We dreamed a dream in the long ago
When the land was ours without the grieving
We dreamed of peace like a rainbow
And we never dreamed of the day of leaving
Our braves were young and unafraid
But the dreams that they made were all wasted
White men came and the Indians paid
And the bitter Trail of Tears is what we tasted
Buffalo used to roam at night
Their hooves made sounds of thunder
Now our dream is out of sight
White men turned our lives to shame
We used to sleep by the river side
And view the heavens in their wonder
And we never dreamed about the tide
That would sweep away all the game
And still we dreamed that peace would be
That we could live in the land together
But our dreams white men could not see
Our dreams washed away in stormy weather
We dreamed a dream of peace and love
And everything was right, or so it seemed
But the day came we never dreamed of
When white men killed the dream we dreamed

20477. Trailer Park Fire - Chords

Trailer Park Fire 
Jalan Crossland

[Intro]
G G G D
G C D G
 
[Chorus]
G
Oh my god, smellin' tires
G
Someone save the baby, it's a trailer park fire
 
[Interlude]
G G G D
G C D G
G G G D
G C D G
 
[Verse 1]
     G
Well how did the whole thing get out of hand



G
I was burning spiders with the aerosol can
 
[Chorus]
G                  D
Oh my my, smellin' tires
G                C            D            G
Someone save the baby, it's a trailer park fire
 
[Interlude]
G G G D
G C D G
G G G D
G C D G
 
[Verse 2]
G
Where we gonna live momma, where we gonna live
G
Storage shed on Cottonwood and 5th
 
[Chorus]
G                  D
Oh my my, smellin' tires
G                C            D            G
Someone save the baby, it's a trailer park fire
 
[Interlude]
G G G D
G C D G
G G G D
G C D G
 
[Verse 3]
G
Gotta get in there, kick down the door
G
Daddy left his Harley on the living room floor
 
[Chorus]
G                  D
Oh my my, smellin' tires
G                C            D            G
Someone save the baby, it's a trailer park fire
 
[Interlude]
G G G D
G C D G
 
[Verse 4]
     G
It's Sunday night, the firehall's closed
G
Only hope now's if the waterbed blows
 
[Chorus]
G                  D



Oh my my, smellin' tires
G                C            D            G
Someone save the baby, it's a trailer park fire
 
G G G D
G C D G
x6
 
[Verse 5]
      G
Well, you save Grandma, I'll save the crank
      G
We'll meet out back by the propane tank
 
[Chorus]
G                  D
Oh my my, smellin' tires
G                C            D            G
Someone save the baby, it's a trailer park fire
G                  D
Oh my my, smellin' tires
G                C            D            G
Someone save the baby, it's a trailer park fire
      G                   D
Oh my Oh my, my, smellin' tires,
G            C            D           G
Oobie doobie oobie doobie da-da-da-da-da
G                       D
Ooobie-doo, da-da-da-da-da
G                C            D            G
Someone save the baby, it's a trailer park fire

20478. Trailer Trash

Iron Horse - Trailer Trash

Eating snow flakes with plastic forks
And a paper plate of course, you think of everything
Short love with a long divorce
And a couple of kids of course
They don't mean anything
Live in trailers with no class
Goddamn I hope I can pass high school means nothing
Taking heartache with hard work
Goddamn I am such a jerk, I can't do anything
And I shout that you're all fakes
And you should have seen the look on your face
And I guess that's what it takes
When comparing your bellyaches
And it's been a long time
Which agrees with this watch of mine
And I guess that I miss you, and I'm sorry
If I dissed you



20479. Trailerhood

Trailerhood
Josh Turner - Trailerhood

Just about a mile off o' Thirty One
There's a whole lot o' nothin' gettin' done
Blue-collar rednecks feeling fine
A couple o' sips of a year old shine
Everyday's about feeling good
Way down yonder in the trailerhood

Danny Ray's fishin' in his one-man boat
If he stayed gone no one would know
Darlene's boyfriend came home drunk
Ol' boy's luggage is loaded in the truck
That's one less two-timer up to no good
Way down yonder in the trailerhood

The trailerhood, the trailerhood
Ain't nobody doin' what they should
One thing is understood
You can be yourself in the trailerhood

If you wanna see a mobile home
Get turned into a honky tonk
Turn your truck south off o' Thirty One
Where the backwoods boys git-er-done
It's a single wide party box back in the woods
Way down yonder in the trailerhood

Yeah, the trailerhood, the trailerhood Ain't nobody doin' what they should
One thing is understood
You can be yourself in the trailerhood

I said, the trailerhood, the trailerhood
Ain't nobody doin' what they should
One thing is understood
You can be yourself in the trailerhood

Yeah, you can be yourself in the trailerhood

20480. Train

Train
Davisson Brothers Band

We ran like lightning
Right beside thunder



Latched on to that railroad car
And I pulled myself inside

Then I reached down for Penny
As she threw me her backpack
Well it'²s the first time she stepped foot outside this county line
I didn't have a clue where we were going to

Saw the world through the window of a box car
There were wheat fields as far as both our eyes could see
I was leaning on her she was leaning on me

It all started in Reno and Denver Colorado
We made love to the sound of the rain beating in time
To the wheels on the railroad track
Never want to go back

Train keep rolling on
I'²m a coming home

Fighting off hunger in Jefferson City
I said Penny close your eyes
Cause we're jumping off this train

Headed straight for the Texaco
Get inside to the store is closed
Yeah we filled two bags full of food
But she was thinking like Jesse James

She grabbed a hand full of cash to go
When we heard that old whistle blow

Saw the world through the window of a box car
There were wheat fields as far as both our eyes could see
I was leaning on her she was leaning on me

It all started in Reno and Denver Colorado
We made love to the sound of the rain beating in time
To the wheels on the railroad track
Never want to go back

Train keep rolling on
Keep rolling on

It all started in Reno and Denver Colorado
We made love to the sound of the rain beating in time
To the wheels on the railroad track
Never want to go back

Never want to go back

Train keep rolling on
I'm a coming home
Keep rolling on

Ran like lightning
Right beside thunder



Latched on to that railroad car
Then I pulled myself inside

20481. Train Bound For Glory Land

Yonder Mountain String Band - Train Bound For Glory Land

That train bound for Gloryland is headed up the line
Fast rollin', high ballin', ain't that old St. Peter callin'
Hell bent for Gloryland, lonesome friend of mine
Better get your tickets, boys, don't get left behind

That train bound for gloryland is all you need to know
Fast rollin', high ballin', ain't that old St. Peter callin'
Hell bent for Gloryland, lonesome whistle blow
Hurry get your tickets, boys

Chorus:
Brothers, sisters, listen here
Saints, sinners too
Catch that train to Gloryland
We'll all sing hallelujah
You'll be good to go

That train bound for gloryland is comin' down from ward
Fast rollin', high flyin', ain't that Danny Elmore drivin'
Hell bent for Gloryland, better get on board
Hurry get your tickets, boys
Godspeed, praise the lord

20482. Train Don't Leave

Richard Thompson - Train Don't Leave

She's sitting on the train, the train's gonna to leave
Bags in her hand, tears on her sleeve
Banging on the window with all of my might
But she won't look to the left or the right
We had a fight and it wasn't pretty
Now she's leaving, ain't it a pity
Going to wait tables, down in the city
Hold that red light one more minute
6:18's got my baby in it
Train don't leave, heart don't break
Train don't leave, heart don't break

Mister guard, get out of that van
Wave that flag, I'm a lonely man
Mister driver, hand off the throttle



Or I'll shoot my luck, lose my bottle
One more minute, I can talk her right 'round
Get her size sixes back on the ground
Train whistle is a lonely sound
I didn't mean the things I told you
Empty arms waiting to hold you
Train don't leave, heart don't break
Train don't leave, heart don't break

She's getting off the train, she'd mad and sore
She pokes at my nose with the old southpaw
Swings and misses, turns right 'round
I catch her in time and we fall to the ground
She's got tears but she's laughing as well
We kiss like fools, you never can tell
How a little minute can cast its spell
We never want to see this station again
It's a sad old place for lonely men
Train, train, get down the track
Hell, you can leave and never come back

20483. Train Forty Five

Train Forty Five

Oh, you ought to been updown
To see that train come down
And hear the whistle blow a hundred times
Oh, hear that train coming round the bend
Blow like she'll never blow again
I'm going up the track bring my little girlie back
I'm tired of living this a way
Train Forty Five, just as sure as you're alive
She blows like she'll never blow no more
If the train runs right
See mu woman Saturday night
About a hundred miles away from home

20484. Train In Vain

Dwight Yoakam - Train In Vain
(Mick Jones, Joe Strummer)

They say you stand by your man
Tell me something I don't understand
You said you love me and that's a fact
And then you left me, said you felt trapped
Well some things you can't explain away
But the heartache's with me to this day



Chorus:
Did you stand by me?
No not at all
Did you stand by me?
No way
All the times that we were close,
I remember these things the most
I've seen my dreams come tumbling down
I can't be happy without you around
So alone I keep the wolves at bay
And there's only one thing I can say
Chorus:
Did you stand by me?
No not at all
Did you stand by me?
No way
So explain why this must be
Did you lie when you spoke to me?
Chorus:
Hey, did you stand by me?
No not at all
Did you stand by me?
No way
I got a job but it don't pay
I need new clothes, somewhere to stay
Hey without these things I can do
But without your love I can't make it through
But if you don't understand my point of view
Then there's not a damn thing I can do
Chorus:
Did you stand by me?
No not at all
Did you stand by me?
No way
Did you stand by me?
No not at all
Did you stand by me?
No way

20485. Train Junkie

Train Junkie
Greensky Bluegrass - Train Junkie

[Verse 1]
Have you ever seen a hobo?
A forgotten freight yard shadow
Would you ever take your chances on a train?
Cause when it comes to riding
Are you wasting time deciding
Or jumping on and jumping off again?

[Verse 2]



I was out in North Dakota
On my way to Minnesota
I had to take my chances on a train
That driver started rolling
That old whistle started blowing
I was there and then I was good as gone again
Would you ever take your chances on a train?

[Verse 3]
I won't be around forever
But I'm still a firm believer
I got to go and roll on down the track
A million miles behind me
A million more remind me
My better days
One more I'll understand
If I got to go, I'm going down the track

[Verse 4]
I got caught between two places
And a couple tired old faces
I had to take my chances on a train
We went north through Minnesota
Up through Saint Paul, Manitoba
We're headed off and hellbent once again
We had to take our chances on a train

[Verse 1]
Have you ever seen a hobo?
A forgotten freight yard shadow
Would you ever take your chances on a train?
Cause when it comes to riding
Are you wasting time deciding
Or jumping on and jumping off again?
Would you ever take your chances on a train?
Could you ever take your chances on a train?

20486. Train Leaves Here This Morning

Train Leaves Here This Morning
Gene Clark / Bernie Leaden

I lost ten points just for being in the right place
at exactly the wrong time
I looked right at the facts there, but I may as well have
been completely blind
So, if you see me walking all alone
Don't look back, I'm just on my way back home
there's a train leaves here this morning,
I don't know, what I might be on

She signed me to a contract, baby said it would
all be so life long



I looked around then for a reason
when there wasn't something more to blame it on
But, if time makes a difference while we're gone
Tell me now, and I won't be hanging on
There's a train leaves here this morning
and I don't know, what I might be on

1320 North Columbus was the address
that I wrote down on my sleeve
I don't know just what she wanted
might have been that it was getting time to leave
and I watched as the smoker passed it on
and I laughed when the joker said, "Lead on."
cause there's a train leaves here this morning
and I don't know, what I might be on
And there's train leaves here this morning
and I don't know, what I might be on

20487. Train Long Gone

Claire Lynch - Train Long Gone

Well I hate how that word rattles all around in this room Alone,
Well his memory's so strong I can sweep it up with a broom Tears,
If I shed any more I'm afraid they might wear out my face
Clear,
Yes it's clear to me now that his love can never be replaced

Because, love may be gone but never forgotten
His memory won't leave you alone
And the, train may be long gone from the station
But you, still hear the whistle moan
Still hear the whistle moan

Time,
Time got so slow and thick that the clock hardly ticks any more
Crime,
It's a crime how I sit there and stare like a dog at the door
Ooh blame
Blame,
Oh yes I'll take the blame I admit I did not treat him right
Shame
Shame,
It's a shame layin' here all alone on a cold windy night

You see, love may be gone but never forgotten
His memory won't leave you alone
And the, train may be long gone from the station
But you, still hear the whistle moan
Still hear the whistle moan

Love may be gone but never forgotten
His memory won't leave you alone



And the, train may be long gone from the station
But you, still hear the whistle moan, oh
Still hear the whistle moan

20488. Train Of Glory - Chords

Train Of Glory 
Jonathan Edwards

[Intro]
N.C.
(Harmonica four measures)
C     F    G
(chords no lyrics for two measures)
 
[Verse 1]
 
C                            F                C
I've seen that engine comin' Was five years ago
C                                        D                   G
She was rollin' big and black You shouda heard that whistle blow
     F                    D                      C                A
The train slowed down around the bend Well, I believe I'll take a ride
G                     C
Trainman get me satisfied
 
[Chorus]
 
C                          E
Here come the train of glory
                      F
It's comin' right on time
                    A   D            G                 C    G
Won't cha do me a favor, Pick up my friends along the line
 
[Verse 2]
 
C                                       F                    C
Well, I'm layin' at the other end I got my suitcase under my head
C                            D               G
I take my friends a message Tell 'em what I said
 F                      D
Tell 'em I need some money
          C              A
So I can buy a drink or two
     G                                       C
And ask them nice if they'll Come back with you
 
[Chorus]
 
C                        E
Here come the train of glory
                       F



It's comin' right on time
          A          D             G                    C     G
Won't cha do me a favor, Pick up my friends along the line
 
[Instrumental]
 
(verse chords twice through, harmonica solo)
C F C D G F D C A G C G
c F C D G F D C A G C G
 
[Verse 3]
 
C                          F             C
Here conductor I'm a gonna ask you once again
  C                                   D              G
Well, didn't you leave Ohio with A heavy load of friends
      F               D
Say yes, boy Well I left the station
        C            A
Your friends were on board
 G                                  C
West Virginia was all they could afford
 
[Chorus]
 
C                        E
Here come the train of glory
                       F
It's comin' right on time
           A            D             G                C     G
Won't cha do me a favor, Pick up my friends along the line
 
[Outro]
 
(Harmonica)
E            F                C
Pick up my friends along the line

20489. Train Of Life

Train of Life

I sit alone at my table and watch all the others have fun
And I'm tired of sittin' on the sidetrack, watchin' the mainline run
I'm tired of havin' no future, livin' on things that I've done
And I'm tired of sittin' on the sidetrack, watchin' the mainline run

Train, train, don't leave me
Oh, train, train of life

I got no one to call me their darling, to hug me and call me their hon
And I'm tired of sittin' on the sidetrack, watchin' the mainline run
I'm tired of havin' no future, just livin' on things that I've done



And I'm tired of sittin' on the sidetrack, watchin' the mainline run

Train, train, don't leave me
Oh, train, train of life

Train, train, don't leave me
Oh, train, train of life, train of life

20490. Train Of Love

Train of Love
Johnny Cash - Laurie Lewis

[Chorus]
Train of love's a-coming, big black wheels a-humming
People waiting at the station, happy hearts are drumming
Trainman tell me maybe, ain't you got my baby
Every so often everybody's baby gets the urge to roam
But everybody's baby but mine's coming home

[Verse 1]
Now stop your whistle blowing, because I got ways of knowing
Your bringing other people's lovers, but my own keeps going
Train of love's deceiving, when she's not gone she's leaving
Every so often everybody's baby gets the urge to roam
But everybody's baby but mine's coming home
Train of love's now hasting, sweethearts standing waiting
Here and there and everywhere, they're going to be embracing
Trainman tell me maybe, ain't you got my baby
Every so often everybody's baby gets the urge to roam
But everybody's baby but mine's coming home

[Chorus]
Train of love's a-leaving, leaving my heart grieving
But early or late, I sit and wait, because I'm still believing
We'll walk away together, though I may wait forever
Every so often everybody's baby gets the urge to roam
But everybody's baby but mine's coming home

20491. Train Of Memories

Kathy Mattea - Train of Memories

Every time you come around
I hear that lonesome sound
Ooh, train of memories

Boxcars go flying by
With all my dreams inside



Ooh, train of memories

I see you waving
Hear you say goodbye
Rollin' down the tracks of the tears you made me cry
Ooh, train of memories

This locomotion runs on pain
So it's a neverending thing
Ooh, train of memories

Rumbling through my mind
Pulling the past behind
Ooh, train of memories

I see you waving
Hear you say goodbye
Rollin' down the tracks of the tears you made me cry
Ooh, train of memories

Ooh, here it comes again
Ooh, it's more than I can stand
No matter what I do
It brings me back to you

Ooh, train of memories
Ooh, train of memories
This train of memories

20492. Train Of Memories - Chords

Train Of Memories
Kathy Mattea - Train Of Memories
Written by Jimbeau Hinson and Andy Byrd
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Walk the Way the Wind Blows" in C#m

Intro:  Em7    Em7    G6    G6    A   A   E    E

Em7
Ev'ry time you come around, I hear that lonesome sound.
G     A   Em7
Oooh,     train of memories

Boxcars go flyin' by, with all my dreams inside
G     A   Em7
Oooh,     train of memories
D
I see you wavin' hear you say goodbye
C                              A
Rollin' down the tracks of the tears you made me cry

Interlude:   Em7    Em7   G6    G6



A         Em7
Oooh,     train of memories
     Em7
This locomotion runs on pain, so it's a never ending thing
G     A   Em7
Oooh,     train of memories

Rumblin' through my mind, pullin' the past behind.
G     A   Em7
Oooh,     train of memories
D
I see you wavin' hear you say goodby
C                              A
Rollin' down the tracks of the tears you made me cry

Interlude:   Em7    Em7    G6    G6

A         Em7
Oooh,     train of memories
G                              Em7
Oooh,     here it comes again
G
Oooh,     it's more than I can stand
   A7                                     Em7
No matter what I do, it brings me back to you

Interlude:   Em7    Em7    G6     G6

A         Em7
Oooh,     train of memories
A         Em7
Oooh,     train of memories
     G       A                Em7    Em7
This train               memories

Closing:    G    G    A    A   Em7

20493. Train Of Thought

Train Of Thought
Jeannie Kendall

Little Towns and neon signs fade away inside my mind
There is only one thing I can hold on to
I see pictures in my head replaying every word you said
Every memory'²s like a thread running through
Everything I do, leads me straight to you

This train of thought keeps coming back
It must be on a one-way track
It never stops
Just picks up steam
And I can't get off this train of thought



I'²ve tried everything I swear
Going with the in solitaire
But all I do is sit and stare, dusk 'til dawn
I don't know where this heart is bound
The wheels keep turning '²round and '²round
And I don't see '²em slowin' down
Not as long as I hear this song
Playing on and on

This train of thought keeps coming back
It must be on a one-way track
It never stops
Just picks up steam
And I can'²t get off this train of though

This train of thought keeps coming back
It must be on a one-way track
It never stops
Just picks up steam
And I can't get off this train of though

No, I can'²t get off this train of thought

20494. Train Of Trouble

Train of Trouble
Jim Hurst - Train of Trouble

[Verse 1]
Oh, here she comes rollin' with a great big head of steam
You're thinkin' she's the finest dreamliner that you've seen
Just you have another look at what she pulls behind
It's a big old train of trouble, brother, right on down the line
Chorus]
She's a train, train of trouble
As any two good eyes can see
She's a train, train of trouble
Destination: misery

[Verse 2]
She's got a freight car full of jealousy, a boxcar full of greed
Squeaky wheels are winding with everything she needs
A freezer car full of icy words, tanker full of woe
A big black cloud a-trailin' her everywhere she goes

[Chorus]
She's a train, train of trouble
As any two good eyes can see
She's a train, train of trouble
Destination: misery

[Instrumental Break]



[Verse 3]
So don't you buy that ticket and let her take you for a ride
You'll be starin' out the window while your happiness rolls by
You're better off on an old dirt road with your thumb out in the rain
Than to buy a first-class heartache on that rollin' train of pain

[Chorus]
She's a train, train of trouble
As any two good eyes can see
She's a train, train of trouble
Destination: misery

20495. Train On The Island

Train on the Island

Train on the island listen to her squeal
Go and tell my true love how happy I do feel
Go and tell my true love how happy I do feel

Train on the island headed for the west
Go and tell my true love the girl I love the best
Go and tell my true love the girl I love the best

The steam from the whistle smoke from the stack
Goin to catch that 5:18 I'm never comin' back
Goin to catch that 5:18 I'm never comin' back

Train on the island thought I heard her squeal
Go and tell my true love that I can't hold the wheel
Go and tell my true love that I can't hold the wheel

Train on the island moan mighty low
Go and tell my true love as far as I can go
Go and tell my true love as far as I can go

Train on the island headed for the north
Go and tell my true love she don't know what she's worth
Go and tell my true love she don't know what she's worth

20496. Train On The Island

Train on the Island
Tim O'Brien

Train on the island, hear the whistle blow
Go and tell my true love, I'm sick and I can't go



Train on the island, listen to her squeal
Go and tell my true love how happy I do feel

Train on the island, heading for the West
Me and my man done split up, perhaps its for the best

Bring me a sip of water, bring it in a cup
Me and my man done split up, and we're never gonna make up

Show me the crow that flies so high and show me the one that
falls
If I can't get the man I love, I don't want none at all

Went out over the mountain, to hear that banjo ring
Went out over the other side just to hear my darling sing

Make me a banjo out of a gourd, string it up with twine
The only tune that it would play, I wish that man were mine.
â■' https://teksty-pesenok.pro/en/47/Tim-OBrien/tekst-pesni-Train-On-The-Island

20497. Train Song

Train Song
The Sim Redmond Band

I heard a train coming down that track
It's blowing sweet sweet tunes from that smokestack
We're gonna hop on
No need to come back child
We're gonna fly fly fly on down that track

You gonna pick me up off the ground
Where the sun sets on the ocean
You set me down
We're gonna ride on down that line
Because this here train's gonna show me you feel fine

I heard a train coming down that track
It's blowing sweet sweet tunes from that smokestack
We're gonna hop on
No need to come back child
We're gonna fly fly fly on down that track

Now this train it ain't got no wheels
It's just an engine that's running on the love we feel
And this body it ain't made of steel
It's made from music from the soul that keeps you whole and real

I heard a train coming down that track
It's blowing sweet sweet tunes from that smokestack
We're gonna hop on
No need to come back child
We're gonna fly fly fly on down that track



Heaven is a place without a trace of side goodbyes
And this train is headed straight for the sky
Heaven is a place without a trace of side goodbyes
This here train is headed straight for the sky

I heard a train coming down that track
It's blowing sweet sweet tunes from that smokestack
We're gonna hop on
No need to come back child
We're gonna fly fly fly on down that track

20498. Train Song - Chords

Train Song 
Mandolin Orange

  G                                 C                G
I never did have that fast train to take me down the line
   D                                        G      G7
Or smelled the smoke from a hot coal as the engine fired
     C                              G ---(F# walk down)---> Em
If I could ask that engineer for one more mile and then I'll go
             C                D          G
Just let the whistle wail and take it in slow
 
  G                                 C                G
Take me back to the railroad track and the sounds inside my mind
   D                                        G      G7
Where rusty wheels and steel rails still whine
  C                              G ---(F# walk down)---> Em
Where I can hop that 909 and go back in time some time ago
             C                D          G
Just let the whistle wail and take it in slow
 
G C G
D G G7
C G Em
C D G
 
  G                         C             G
Park my horse and buggie by some old lazy creek
   D                                   G      G7
Take my car to the graveyard and dig a hole real deep
 C                              G ---(F# walk down)---> Em
We'll holler  rest in peace  and weep, lay track on every street
             C                D          G
Let the whistle wail and give the rail my soul to keep
 
 C                              G ---(F# walk down)---> Em
Mr. engineer just one more mile and then I'll go
             C                D          G
Just let the whistle wail and take it in slow
             C                D          G



Let the whistle wail and take it in slow

20499. Train That I Ride

Train That I Ride

    The train that I ride is going to Harlan
    The train that I ride is going to Harlan
    I'm here today but I'll be home tomorrow

No more will I roam no more will I wander
No more will I roam no more will I wander
The early morning train will take me down yonder

I've been in this town through 10 years of sorrow
I've been in this town through 10 years of sorrow
The train that I ride will leave here tomorrow

20500. Train Travelin'

Train Travelin'
The Del McCoury Band

Everytime I hear that whistle whine
From a lonesome locomotive comin' down the line
It carries my mind away to another place in time
When train travelin' across the land was the only way to fly

Am I a fool to think it glamorous
Box-carrin' like a hobo, it must have been rough
But a simpler way of life is what it really means to me
When we weren't so dependent on money to bee free

I hear you train, are you travelin' my way
Won't you let me ride your rails right back to yesterday
Who knows what I could see from that old time machine
But there you go again train travelin'
There you go again train travelin'

I'm lyin' on a rotten wooden floor
Smell yesterday's whiskey here rattlin' at the door
Railroad man lookin' for me I'm scared as I can be
I open my eyes and realize its just another dream

I hear you train, are you travelin' my way
Won't you let me ride your rails right back to yesterday
Who knows what I could see from that old time machine
But there you go again train travelin'
There you go again train travelin'



There you go again train travelin'

20501. Train Traveling

Dierks Bentley - Train Traveling

[Verse 1]
Every time I hear that whistle whine
From a lonesome locomotive coming down the line
It carries my mind away to another place in time
When train traveling across the land was the only way to fly
Am I a fool to think it glamorous
Box-caring like a hobo, it must have been rough
But a simpler way of life is what it really means to me
When we weren't so dependent on money to bee free

[Chorus]
I hear you train, are you traveling my way
Won't you let me ride your rails right back to yesterday
Who knows what I could see from that old time machine
But there you go again train traveling
There you go again train traveling

[Verse 2]
I'm lying on a rotten wooden floor
Smell yesterday's whiskey here rattling at the door
Railroad man looking for me I'm scared as I can be
I open my eyes and realize its just another dream

[Chorus]
[Outro]
There you go again train traveling

20502. Train Trek

Robert Earl Keen - Train Trek 

Tracks are starting to rumble, wheels beginning to roll
There's a short handle shovel full of number 9 coal
Hey, mister brakeman are we running on time
No, mister engineer, think we're falling behind

Will we crash on the trestle? Will we pass on the plain?
All I can guess is, we'll be seeing that train
No way to stop em? No way to tell?
Keep your hand on the throttle and your eye on the rail

Send the word to the sherriff, make the people lie down



Tell the cook and the coachman, there's no turning round
Up ahead is the tunnel, just beyond is the bend
Pass the word to the preacher, it's all up to him

Said the preacher's been drinking and he's starting to cry
Saying Great God Almighty, we're all gonna die
All the porters are betting nobody survives
And the Indian Cowboy is taking a dive

The undertaker is laughing, the doctor's cold as a stone
The fiddle player is playing there's no place like home
We'll be making the trestle just over the hill
If we don't make it now boys, we never will

When the trains hit the trestle and the trestle gave way
The two trains collided in midair they say
When the dust finally settled, all they found was a hole
And a short handle shovel full of number 9 coal

A hundred years after and a hundred miles high
The captain commander looks down from the sky
And he says to his soldiers, "She's pullin too strong"
"We can hold her together, but we can't hold her for long"

So we look for a message and we search in our souls
As we sift through the wreckage like we're shoveling coal.

20503. Train Whistle

The HillBenders - Train Whistle 

Spin the globe, wherever it stops I'm going.
Hit the map with this dart in my hand.
I'm going to blow this train whistle
'til I find out who I am.

Spin the globe, wherever it stops I'm going.
Hit the map with this dart in my hand.
I'm going to blow this train whistle
'til I find out who I am.

And the old man said,
 Son you've got to live and learn.
Yea, we've all got fire,
But we all don't let it burn. Let it burn. 

Spin the globe, wherever it stops I'm going.
Hit the map with this dart in my hand.
I'm going to blow this train whistle
'til I find out who I am.

Spin the globe, wherever it stops I'm going.
Hit the map with this dart in my hand.



I'm going to blow this train whistle
'til I find out who I am.

 What 'ya know about crying?
What 'ya know about dying boy?
Got to live with that sadness
Before you can let it go. Let it go. 

Spin the globe, wherever it stops I'm going.
Hit the map with this dart in my hand.
I'm going to blow this train whistle
I'm going to blow this train whistle
I'm going to blow this train whistle
'til I find out who I am
'til I find out who I am
'til I find out who I am
'til I find out who I am

20504. Train Whistle Blues

Train Whistle Blues
(Jimmie Rodgers)

When a woman gets the blues she hangs her little head and cries
When a woman gets the blues she hangs her little head and cries
But when a man gets the blues he grabs a train and rides
Every time I see that lonesome railroad train
Every time I see that lonesome railroad train
It makes me wish I was going home again
Looky yonder coming coming down that railroad track
Looky yonder coming coming down that railroad track
With the black smoke rolling rolling from that old smoke stack
I got the blues so bad till the whole round world looks blue
I got the blues so bad till the whole round world looks blue
I ain't got a dime I don't know what to do
I'm weary now I want to leave this town
I'm weary now and I want to leave this town
I can't find a job I'm tired of hanging around

20505. Train Whistle Blues - Chords

Train Whistle Blues 
Doc Watson
 
[Introduction]
A   D
 
[Verse 1]
 



D                                                    D7
Look a-yonder comin', comin' down that railroad track
       G                                        D
Look a-yonder comin', comin' down that railroad track
         A                                                D
See that black smoke rolling, rolling from that old smoke stack
D             A      D
Yodel -ayee  ayee  o-layee
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
D                                             D7
Every time I hear that lonesome railroad train ( spoken:have mercy Lord)
G                                        D
Every time I hear that lonesome railroad train
A7                                           D
Lord it makes me wish that I was going home again
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
D A D
 
D   D7
 
G   D
 
A   D
 
D A7 D
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
D                                                              D7
When a woman gets the blues she hangs her little head and cries
       G                                           D
When a woman gets the blues she hangs her head and cries
           A                                         D
But when a man gets the blues he grabs a freight and rides
D             A      D
Yodel -ayee  ayee  o-layee  (spoken: Tell me about them blues son)
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
D7
 
G   D
 
A   D
 
D A7 D
 
 
[Verse 4]



 
D                                                      D7
I got the blues so bad the whole round world looks blue
          G                                        D
I got the blues so bad the whole round world looks blue
        A                                      D
Lord  I ain't got a dime, I don't know what to do
D             A      D
Yodel -ayee  ayee  o-layee 
 
 
[Verse 5]
 
D                                          D7
I'm wearied now, I'm gonna leave this town
    G                                  D
I'm weary now and I'm gonna leave this town
       A                                       D
Lord I can't find a job, I'm tired of hanging around
D             A      D
Yodel -ayee  ayee  o-layee

20506. Train Without A Track

Train Without a Track 
Junior Sisk
 
Since you went away I'm like a train without a track 
I can't leave and I can't stay and you're not comin' back 
When you said you were leavin' 
I thought you were blowin' smoke 
You always had the last laugh but I never got the joke 
 
CHORUS :  
Like a train without a track, like a ship without a sea 
A truck without a highway, and a you without a me 
If you don't back home soon 
I think I'm gonna blow my stack 
Sittin' on a side line like train without a track 
 
Lonesome as a whistle, or some lost and lonely hound 
I'll follow you forever, but my feet won't leave the ground 
I don't know if you're leavin' me or if you're comin' back 
I just can't, get started like a train without a track   
 
Sittin' on a side line like a train without a track

20507. Train Wreck



Train Wreck
Glen Phillips

[Verse 1]
She looked just like a train wreck
That could've been avoided
In a third-world country
By a long stretch of farmland
Where the waters had run high
And washed the topsoil down the river
So that next year there would be no crops

[Verse 2]
She was as desperate as a salesman
At a company that's folding
But they haven't told the staff yet
That they're bankrupt and backordered
And they're funneling the pensions
To the CEO's back pocket
So in one week they'll have nothing

[Chorus]
I miss you, girl
I hope you're fine
Good luck, love
Or goodbye

[Verse 3]
She's the girl from central casting
Always played the sweet, young orphan
Or the hooker with the heart of gold
But she got her SAG card pulled
And turns tricks now on Cahuenga
She tells herself it's research
For her next and greatest role
[Chorus]

[Bridge]
She calls you up
Just to hear you say she's fine
Then she's gone away
And you know there's only one more time
You'll hear about her again

[Verse 4]
Well, it's life informing art
Informing life again
Like every stupid kid
That thinks that they're the first in pain
The first to rip themselves apart
The first to try and live without a heart

[Chorus]

[Outro]
I want to see your face
Even hear your lies
Good luck, girl



Or goodbye
Goodbye

20508. Train Wreck Of Emotion

Train Wreck Of Emotion - Del McCoury Band

I can see it all to clearly as I am looking back
I was headed down the wrong way on a one way track
There must be a million chances that a fool can take
Well this fool took every one and never hit the brakes

   I'm lying in the rubble cinder smoke and ash
   My hearts still pounding from the impact of the crash
   I can see tomorrow's headline heartbroken by devotion
   Just another victum of a train wreck of emotion

We were burning like a furnace and she poured on the coal
Drive wheels a churning I new love was gonna roll
Faster and faster I swear we left the ground
When that smoke had cleared she was no where around

Rumors are flying about how our love had failed
When I swear to tear the coldness which let me derail

20509. Train, Train

Dolly Parton - Train, Train 

Train, train
Gonna take him on out of this town
Train, train
Gonna take him on out of this town
Yeah, that man I'm in love with
Lord, he's Memphis bound
He's leavin' here
Like a raggedy old coat
Oh, he's leavin' me
That no good so-and-so
Yeah, that man I'm in love with
Lord, he wants to go
Let him go
Good-bye, good-bye
I'll find myself another man
Good-bye, good-bye
I'll find myself another man
You take that night train to Memphis
Me, I'll make new plans
Take that night train to Memphis



Oh leave while you can

20510. Trains And Boats And Planes

Dwight Yoakam - Trains And Boats And Planes

Trains and boats and planes
Are passing by,
Could mean a trip
To Paris or Rome
For someone else
But not for me
The trains and boats and planes
Took you away, away from me
We were so in love,
And high above
We had a star
To wish upon, wish
And dreams come true,
But not for me
The trains and boats and planes
Took you away, away from me
Trains and boats and planes
Took you away,
But ev'ry time I see them pray
And if my prayers
Can cross the sea,
The trains and boats and planes
Will bring you back,
Back home to me.

20511. Trains I Missed

Trains I Missed
Balsam Range

V1
Here's to the trains I missed, the loves I lost
The bridges I burned the rivers I never crossed
Here's to the call I didn't hear, the signs I didn't heed
The roads I couldn't take the map that I just wouldn't read

CHORUS
It's a big ole world but I found my way
From the hell and the hurt that led me straight to this
Here's to the trains I missed

Instrumental break



V2
I've been a clown I've been a fool and I pushed on every chance
I searched far and wide tried to crawl out of God's hand
Bu there's stones I didn't throw and hearts I didn't break
And the little hope I held onto with a silver shining thread of faith

CHORUS
It's a big ole world but I found my way
From the hell and the hurt that led me straight to this
Here's to the trains I missed

Instrumental Break

V3
Here's to the place I found, the love I know
The earth and the sky that I call home
And here's to the things I believe, bigger than me
And the moment I find myself right where I'm supposed to be

LAST CHORUS
It's a big ole world but I found my way
From the hell and the hurt that led me straight to this
Yeah, it's a big ole world but I found my way
From the hell and the hurt that led me straight to this
Here's to the trains I missed

20512. Tramp Miner - Chords

Tramp Miner
peformed by the Rankin Family 
Written by Jimmy Rankin

****** Bar Chart (with Chords) *******
recorded in the key of F, so Capo on fret 5
/C F/C F/C F/Gintro
/C///Amverse
/C Em/F Am/Am/C Em
/F/C F/C/C G
/C///chorus
/F/C/Am/Am
/C F/C/C /G
/EmAm/G F/C/Cbridge
/EmAM/G F/G/G

ORDER : verse 1, verse 2, chorus, bridge, verse 3, chorus, chorus, fade

I am a tramp miner, I've been for some time now
I live without light of the day
In the black underground that's where I'll be found
Biding my time away, Oh working my life away

>From here out to Timmins, I've loved all your women
In the taverns I drank down my pay



But I'd do it again even though it's a sin
For it's better than driving the raise
If you've done it you'd know what I say

*** Chorus ***
So I'll roll, roll with the wind
Roll, roll with the wind
Roll, roll with the time and the wind
Then I'll find my way back home again
{EOC}

*** Bridge ***
Homesickness, heartbreak
And black lung among these men run rampant
As there rockin' and rollin'
High ballin' this country today
{EOB}

I am a tramp miner, I've been for some time now
I live without light of the day
In a hole in the ground, they'll lower me down
That'll be my final pay, for working my life away

*** repeat Chorus **

20513. Tramp On The Street

Tramp On The Street
Carl Story

Only a tramp was Lazarus that day
He who lay down at the rich man's gate
He begged for the crumbs from the rich man to eat
But they left him to die like a tramp on the street

He was some mother's darling, he was some mother's son
Once he was fair and once he was young
Some mother rocked him, her darling, to sleep
But they left him to die like a tramp on the street

Jesus who died on Calvary's tree
Shed his life's blood for you and me
They pierced his side, his hands, and his feet
Then they left him to die like a tramp on the street

If Jesus should come and knock at your door
For a place to lie down or bread from your store
Would you welcome him in or turn him away
For God would reward you on the great Judgment Day



20514. Tramp On Your Street - Chords

Tramp On Your Street
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Billy Joe Shaver

C                                     F
It was a long time ago no shoes on my feet
                      G7                                C
I walked ten miles of train track to hear Hank Williams sing
                                     F
His body was worn but his spirit was free
                  G7                             C
And he sang every song looking right straight at me
                         
I'm just a tramp on your street
                   F
Hank you must understand
                           G7
You've got my soul at your feet
                        C
Oh and my heart in your hand
                                              F
Now I don't have to think and I don't have to cheat
                   G7                      C
Oh I don't have to win and I don't want to lose
                                  F
If I make any hay I'd just float away
                 G7                       C
I don't count on tomorrow I just live for today
repeat #2  Sir I'm...
C
Hank you opened your heart
                 F
And you let me inside
                          G7
And made a stray dog like me
             C
Feel welcome tonight
repeat #1   Oh a long...

20515. Trampled Rose

Alison Krauss - Trampled rose
Carolina Chocolate Drops

Long way going to
Get my medicine
Sky's the autumn grey of a lonely wren

Piano from a window played
Gone tomorrow, gone yesterday



I found it in the street
At first I did not see
Lying at my feet
A trampled rose

Passing the hat in church
It never stops going around

You never pay just once
To get the job done

What I done to me,
I done to you
What happened to the trampled rose?

In the muddy street
With the fireworks and leaves

A blind man with a cup I asked
Would he sing 'Kisses Sweeter Than Wine'

I know that rose,
Like I know my name
The one I gave my love,
It was the same
Now I find it in the street,
A trampled rose

20516. Transatlantic - Chords

Transatlantic
Aoife O'Donovan feat. Kris Drever
 
[Intro]
G
(with hammer-ons)
 
 
[Verse 1]
C         G               Em   G
You fell asleep with your head down
C       G
I fell asleep saying please
C              G              Em        G
The banjos and fiddles played breakdowns
Am
And we slept like babies
 
 
[Verse 2]
C          G            Em   G
Out in the bar room you sang songs
C          G



Songs from another time
C         G           Em          G
 And when you got the words wrong
Am
I woke up and sang your lines
 
 
[Chorus]
D  Em        C               G             C
You take the high road - and I'll take the low road
G              D
I'll get there before you
D     Em         C
We'll make it to Scotland
   G       C              G                 D
Or have we forgotten what we're going there for?
 
C G Em G
 
 
[Verse 3]
C           G              Em        G
You fell in love with your hands out
C          G
Your hands made a peace sign
   C        G            Em         G
So I fell apart when you pulled out
Am
We ought to try to try
 
 
[Verse 4]
C            G        Em      G
Everything's broken around me
C           G
The heather dies when I pass
C       G            Em      G
The sky looks like a foundry
Am
Where my heart is metal cast
 
 
[Chorus]
D  Em        C               G             C
You take the high road - and I'll take the low road
G              D
I'll get there before you
D     Em         C
We'll make it to Scotland
   G       C              G                 D
Or have we forgotten what we're going there for?
 
C G Em G
 
 
[Bridge]
Bb                   F



I'll swim 'cross the coldest sea
Em                 Bb
In a transatlantic reverie
C                G                  D
Just to see your face when I wash up
Bb            F
On the barren shores of Skye
Em                  Bb
Then to the lowlands we'll fly
C             G            D
Take my hand, walk side by side
D
Side by side
 
 
[Solo]
C G Em G
C G
C G Em G
Am
 
 
[Verse 5]
C      G     Em      G
       Jamie, try me
C       G
Pour me another I'm dry
C          G        Em       G
Hold on to whatever will be
    Am
And we'll raise our glasses high
 
 
[Chorus]
D  Em        C               G             C
You take the high road - and I'll take the low road
G              D
I'll get there before you
D     Em         C
We'll make it to Scotland
   G       C              G                 D
Or have we forgotten what we're going there for?
 
C

20517. Transcendental Blues - Chords

Transcendental Blues
Steve Earl - Transcendental Blues

E                   A      B       E
In the darkest hour of the longest night 
E                         A      B      E 



If it was in my power I'd step into the light 
E                     A     B       E 
Candles on the alter, penny in your shoe 
E                    A       B      E
Walk upon the water, transcendental blues 

Happy ever after 'til the day you die 
Careful what you ask for, you don't know 'til you try 
Hands are in your pockets, starin' at your shoes 
Wishin' you could stop it   transcendental blues

If I had it my way, everything would change 
Out here on this highway the rules are still the same 
Back roads never carry you where you want 'em to 
They leave you standin' there with them ol' transcendental blues

20518. Transcendental Meditation Blues

Transcendental Meditation Blues 
Sam Bush

[Verse 1]
In my hurry
I can't ever seem to get nowhere
When I play it out
Close my eyes and I am halfway there
All I carry
Is this remedy to see you again
So I'm sending out
This signal that I'm traveling to you as fast as I can

[Chorus]
To the crowded station gate
A month of Sundays just to make it through
Another window in this terminal wait
There ain't no easy way to pay these dues
Save for these Transcendental Meditation blues

[Verse 2]
I don't worry
The old Black man beside me's got a smile on his face
And though I'm weary now
I know that this old Greyhound bus has seen better days

[Chorus]
Damn this Dixie highway run
Old dead dog in this Trisco shoes
A dollar short and the same old song
There ain't no better way to send the news
So I sing these Transcendental Meditation Blues

[Bridge]
When I'm broke down are you waiting?



Are you waiting with the porch light on?
Do you wonder will I always just be too long gone?

[Chorus]
The river's wide and the valley low
Miles to go and mountains to move
Bended life for my only one
Through the brambles and the broken avenues
For these Transcendental Meditation blues

20519. Transcontinental Railway

Transcontinental Railway (Larry W. Jones 10/31/2007) 

I'm takin' the transcontinental railway
To get my mind in repose
I'm takin' the transcontinental railway
Gotta find where love still grows
I've packed my overnighter
Got my ticket in my hand
Nothing could be more righter
Than takin' a train so grand
Eleven, departing the station this morning
Yearning, my heart will no longer be in mourning
Seven, I'm arriving at seven tomorrow
Seems like heaven, I'll no longer be in sorrow
- instrumental -
Oh, I don't know why I ever went astray
From my dear loving homestead shack
I'm takin' the transcontinental railway
Transcontinental railway back
Oh, I don't know why I ever went astray
From my dear loving homestead shack
I'm takin' the transcontinental railway
Transcontinental railway back

20520. Transient Global Amnesia Blues

Rodney Crowell - Transient Global Amnesia Blues

[Verse 1]
A sunflower growing on a narrow raft in a fog bank on the Thames
Adrift above the tide slime where nothing holy swims
Wherever did it come from? Likely bird shit someone said
Just a random freak of nature that refuses to play dead
Oh to be that, stand up straight past seven feet or more
Aye, she ain't no faux silk pansy, boys, what washed up on the shore
So let us stop and marvel for as long as we can spare
Seems you have no need for heaven when your heart's already there



[Chorus]
Would that I should be so bold
Greatest story never told
Worth the wait in solid gold
Would that I should be so bold

[Verse 2]
I dreamed on sunshine skyway bridge  tween Tampa and St. Pete
Titanic and the iceberg and the twain still yet to meet
I was running 'long side Jesus Christ, plumed helmet and red cape
When I vowed unto the Prince of Peace to aid in his escape
When I felt the spear go in me from the right side to the left
I was streaming "Mississippi" (see Bob Dylan, Love and Theft)
When Jesus turned to thank me for the gift of second sight
I waved him off,  No worries man, I think I'll be alright 

[Chorus]
Would that I were born again
Makes no difference where or when
Knowing now what I knew then
Would that I were born again

[Verse 3]
From the rainbow eucalyptus stands beyond the River Styx
To the Blood Falls in the Arctic, it's at least eight thousand clicks
You can get there as the crow flies headed north from Singapore
But you better get a move on  fore she melts down to the core
When a red dawn in an angry sky portends blue rue and ruin
It's that wanna be a rich guy who pretends there's nothing doing
But if that ticking time bomb  neath the Yellowstone should blow
Ah, it's adios, amigo, see you somewhere down below

[Chorus]
Would that we should e'er forget
Things that haven't happened yet
That someday we might regret
Would that we should e'er forget
Would that we should e'er forget

20521. Trap

Trap
The Stanley Brothers

CHORUS: 
There is a trap that we're falling in 
Falling though we both know it's a sin 
We'll break the hearts of those who love us most 
Please move away 
You're getting much too close 
 
What started out as an innocent affair 



Too late to find out just how much we care 
But we must think of those who love us most 
Please move away, you're getting much too close 
 
BRIDGE:  
She asked me where I was going 
When I left home tonight 
I lied to her, like she lied to him  
We knew it wasn't right 
 
Please move away 
You're getting much too close

20522. Trapped Under The Ice

Cadillac Sky - Trapped Under The Ice 
Album: Letters In The Deep

I am a monkey in a cage
I am a prisoner of your love
I was a solitary man
Until the day you opened up

Like a rose
And I fell inside
And your heart, it froze
And I'm trapped under the Ice

You welcomed me with open arms
I drank so freely from your cup
I slept so sound on a bed of nails
Until my eyes, they opened up

Like a rose
And it was too late to cry
And your heart, it froze
Now I'm trapped under the ice
Trapped under the ice

I am a monkey in a cage
I am a prisoner of your love
I was a solitary man
Until my eyes they opened up

Like a rose
It was too late to cry
And your heart, you know it froze
And I'm trapped under the ice
Trapped under the ice



20523. Trash Bag

Cadillac Sky - Trash Bag 
Album: Letters In The Deep

Trash bag full of roses on the sidewalk by the street
Love lies decomposing with the flowers at her feet
Alley cat she cries picking through the bones
Trash bag full of roses, her heart has turned to stone

Don't worry I'd be eating if I had an appetite
I've never seen the sun shine this black except for night
One more second chance but she's heard that before
Don't worry I'd be breathing if she'd given me one more

My hands are on fire, they have drawn out all her water
And now her well is dry as a bone
Every treasure that I had is
On the autumn floor in ashes
Lord, lift me from this valley here below of broken souls

Letters in the deep of the drawer read of love blind
Watercolor words as my tears stain each line
She was mine to hold forever for all time
Letters in the drawer now burn the fire bright

20524. Trashcan Tomcat

Trashcan Tomcat - Jim Lauderdale

Call me trashcan tomcat
I'm as lonesome as a song
Call me trashcan tomcat
And you will never call me wrong

Meet me in the silver starlight
When the dusty day is through
Wiggle through the door to midnight
I'll be waiting there for you

Baby set aside some downtime
Well baby take off your chain
Baby if you got the incline
I can ease you of your pain

Even madness has its season
Well you know it's difficult
Never ask to know the reason
When you can judge by the result

Call me trashcan tomcat
I'm as lonesome as a song
Call me trashcan tomcat



And you will never call me wrong

Here among the bones and fish tails
Beneath the Mississippi moon
I'll speak of love that never fails
I will even sing the tune

Call me trashcan tomcat
I'm as lonesome as a song
Call me trashcan tomcat
Lonely as the day is long

I will leave you in the morning
When my alley run is through
Disappear without a warning
But I will never leave you blue

I will search among the tatters
And the scaps of people's dreams
Sift the ash for all that matters
Try to tell you what it means

Call me trashcan tomcat
I'm as lonesome as a song
Call me trashcan tomcat
Lonely as the day is long

Just call me trashcan tomcat
Lonely as the day is long

20525. Trashy Women

Jerry Jeff Walker - Trashy Women

Well I was raised in a sophisticated kind of style
But my taste in music and women drove my folks half wild
Mom and Dad had a plan for me, it was debutantes and symphonies
But I like my music hot and my women wild
You see I like my women just a tad on the trashy side
When they wear their clothes too tight and their hair is dyed
Too much lipstick and too much rouge
Gets me excited, leaves me feeling confused
I like my women just a tad on the trashy side
Well you should have seen the look on the face of my Dad and Mom
When I showed up at the door with my date for the senior prom
They said, "Pardon us son, she ain't no kid
That's a cocktail waitress in a Dolly Parton wig"
I said, "I know, ain't she great, Dad?
That's the kind I dig."
See I like my women just a tad on the trashy side
When they wear their clothes too tight and their hair is dyed
Too much lipstick and too much rouge
Gets me excited, leaves me feeling confused



I like my women just a tad on the trashy side
Yea, I like 'em sweet
I like 'em with a heart of gold
But I like 'em brassy
I like 'em brazen and bold
They say opposites attract, well I don't agree
I need a woman that's as tacky as me
I like my women just a tad on the trashy side
When they wear their clothes too tight and their hair is dyed
Too much lipstick and too much rouge
Gets me excited, leaves me feeling confused
I like my women just a tad on the trashy side
Yeah, I like my women just a tad on the trashy side

20526. Travel On

Travel On
Paul Clayton / W.C. Handy

I've laid around and played around this old town too long
Summer's almost gone and winter's coming on
I've stayed around and laid around this old town too long
I feel like I want to travel on

The chilly winds will soon begin and I'll be on my way
Gone a lonesome day, Lord, gone a lonesome day
The chilly winds will soon begin and I'll be on my way
I feel like I want to travel on

I've laid around and played around this old town too long
Summer's almost gone and winter's coming on
I've laid around and played around this old town too long
And I feel like I gotta travel on

There's a lonesome freight at 6:08, coming through this town
I'll be homeward bound, boys, I'll be homeward bound
Lonesome freight at 6:08, that's coming through this town
I feel like I've gotta to travel on

I've waited here for 'most a year waiting for the sun to shine
Hoping you'd be mine, just waitin' for the sun to shine
I've waited here for 'most a year waiting for the sun to shine
I feel like I gotta travel on

I've laid around and stayed around this old town too long
Summer's almost gone and winter's coming on
I've laid around and stayed around this old town too long
And I feel like I gotta travel on



20527. Traveler's Lantern

Traveler's Lantern

If deep in the night
You hear a voice calling
Lost and alone
Barely able to speak

With each weary step
Through cold shadows
they stumble
Blindly along
Frail, hopeless and weak

Chorus:

Won't you set out
a traveler's lantern
Just a small light
that they might see
To guide them back home
Before they wander
Into the dark billows
That crash on the sea

At dawn's rise you may find
The footprints of angels
Brought to fellowship there
By your mercy lamp's flame

Walking beside
The weary soul life's forgotten
Bringing comfort and love
And gently leading their way

Chorus

20528. Traveler's Prayer

Traveler's Prayer
Mountain Heart - Traveler's Prayer

[Verse 1]
Round and round that's how it goes
Thousand miles of a winding road
Where it stops nobody knows
Everyday that I've been gone
One day closer to your arms
Count the minutes one by one

[Chorus 1]
Wherever you are



I'll find my way there
I'll sing to the stars
A travelers prayer

[Verse 2]
Baby baby now don't you cry
Not a tear I'll tell you why
Angel's watching you tonight
Guarding you girl while you sleep
Till I have you close to me
Guess they must have heard my plea

[Chorus 2]
Wherever you are
I'll find my way there
I'll sing to the stars
A travRlers prayer

[Bridge]
Big wheels turning
Night to day
Only your love
Lights thR way

20529. Travelers

Tim O'Brien - Travelers

We are but travelers on a road without end
Searching for signs that the spirit may send
There are few answers in this life I'm afraid
Only more questions from this world that he made

South of the city where the olive trees grow
In the space between moments my heart sometimes goes
I bathe in the silence there down on my knees
Then it's gone like a woman who dances to tease

There was no way I could hold you my dear
I can only get closer with each passing year

Sometimes I'm inside you, sometimes we're apart
But there's always a place for you here in my heart
And if we survive it will all just depend
For we are but travelers on a road without end

20530. Travelin'



Travelin'

I know we know I won't be here for long
A travelin' man will do what he can till he hears that travelin' song
Born in a little town I left home around bout the age of nine
Been everywhere a time or two doin' what I want to do leavin' little girls behind
I know we know...

If you see me twice take my advice and don't play me no tune
When I hear my song it won't be long I'll be leavin' soon
I know we know...
As I travel along I sing my songs I'm happy as can be
I'm free as a bird you can take my word travelin's a life for me
I know we know...
I know we know...

20531. Travelin' Blues

Travelin' Blues
Red Knuckles & the Trailblazers

I had a dream last night I dreamed my good gal was gone
I woke up this morning she had really done me wrong
I know it's not fair but my good darling has done caught air

My baby's been trifling around just about a week I know
Several of my friends just told me so
She's found a new man and so now I can understand

I'm going away leaving today I'm gonna bring my baby back
If that eight wheel driver don't jump the railroad track
I'll take her from that man I'm gonna bring her home if I can

It's true my baby's gone I know it won't be long
We'll both be on that train my baby's coming home again
She's been trifling around but now she done show the man down

I'm going away leaving today I'm gonna bring my baby back
If that eight wheel driver don't jump the railroad track
I'll take her from that man I'm gonna bring her home if I can

20532. Travelin' Day

Travelin' Day
Gibson Brothers (Bluegrass Duo)

No one's ever really ready
When the curtain finally falls
It's so hard to hold it steady
When your numbers' called



It's a lifetime full of worry
It all gets washed away
As the ones you loved surround you
On your travelin' day

[Chorus]
Travelin' day
I'm as good as gone
Travelin' day
But I'm ready to go home
Travelin' day

No I'm not the first to travel
Won't be the last to go
There's a lesson in my leaving
That everyone should know
Better get your house in order
Before your race is run
Tell your little ones you love them
And show em' how it's done

[Chorus]
Travelin' day
I'm as good as gone
Travelin' day
But I'm ready to go home
Travelin' day

20533. Travelin' Light

Dierks Bentley - Travelin' Light (feat. Larkin Poe) [Live]

I used to carry my past like a duffel bag
It's been hurting my head and breaking my back
But when you live in the rear view you just crash
Oh I'm done carrying my past like that
I'm traveling light, I'm laying it down
All those demons I know I keep dragging round
I'm cutting the ties, I'm dropping the weight
With all my hurt and my regrets and my mistakes
I'm tired of living unforgiven
So I'm traveling light
Oh, I'm traveling light
Don't lay the blame on anyone else
I'm always last to forgive myself
Well starting over is overdue
And these old boots sure feel brand new
I'm traveling light, I'm laying it down
All thosR demons I know I keep dragging round
I'm cutting the ties, I'm dropping thR weight
With all my hurt and my regrets and my mistakes
I'm tired of living, oh, unforgiven
So I'm traveling light



Oh, I'm traveling light
All I'm gonna take it a little bit of faith
And it's all gonna be alright
I only got room for some love and some truth
And a little bit of peace of mind
So I'm traveling light
And I'm laying it down
All those demons, I left 'em buried in the ground
I'm cutting the ties
I'm dropping the weight
I got a one way ticket towards those better days
I'm tired of living oh, unforgiven
So I'm traveling light (I'm traveling light)
Oh, I'm traveling light
Oh, I'm traveling light
I'm traveling light (I'm traveling light)

20534. Travelin' Light

Robert Earl Keen - Travelin' Light 

You've been standin' on the corner for a thousand nights
It's the slowest corner known to man
Watchin' strange faces passin' 'neath the lights
With a bottle wavin' in your hand

You got just enough money for some nothin' to go
It ain't exactly what you planned
So lonesome that you can't even say hello
And no one seems to understand

So you're a mixed up kid, come on and join the crowd
The ones that only fit where they're not allowed
Out on the streets and you're feelin' blue travelin' light
With a hole in your soul where the wind blows through
A hole in your soul where the wind blows through

You wandered away from your childhood home
Nobody cared to trace the tracks you laid
You traveled by night and you traveled alone
Came to rest at a penny arcade

Well, the last shots over on a Saturday night
You wake up in the beam of a cop's flashlight
He asks you who you are as if you knew or you cared
He asks you where you live and you say nowhere

So you're a mixed up kid, come on and join the crowd
The ones that only fit where they're not allowed
Out on the streets and you're feelin' blue travelin' light
With a hole in your soul where the wind blows through
A hole in your soul where the wind blows through



I don't know where I got it but, I got it the same
It's a feelin' that'll rip you apart
It follows me around like a part of my name
Like I'm born with a time bomb instead of a heart

You're a mixed up kid, come on and join the crowd
The ones that only fit where they're not allowed
Out on the streets and you're feelin' blue travelin' light
With a hole in your soul where the wind blows through
A hole in your soul where the wind blows through

Mixed up kid, come on and join the crowd
The ones that only fit where they're not allowed
Out on the streets and you're feelin' blue travelin' light
With a hole in your soul where the wind blows through
A hole in your soul where the wind blows through
A hole in your soul where the wind blows through
A hole in your soul where the wind blows through

20535. Travelin' Light - Chords

Travelin' Light
Written by: Peter Case & Bob Neuwirth
Artist: Robert Earl Keen
CD: Walking Distance

Intro: D A D

D
You've been standin' on the corner for a thousand nights
                                 A
It's the slowest corner known to man

Watchin' strange faces passin' 'neath the lights
                             D
With a bottle wavin' in your hand

You got just enough money for some nothin' to go
                          A
It ain't exactly what you planned

So lonesome that you can't even say hello
                             D
And no one seems to understand

            G                         D
So you're a mixed up kid, come on and join the crowd
    A                                D
The ones that only fit where they're not allowed
G                             D
Out on the streets and you're feelin' blue.....
          G
Travelin' light



       D                           G
With a hole in your soul where the wind blows through
  D                           G          D
A hole in your soul where the wind blows through

D
You wandered away from your childhood home
                                     A
Nobody cared to trace the tracks you laid

You traveled by night and you traveled alone
                          D
Came to rest at a penny arcade

Well, the last shots over on a Saturday night
                             A
You wake up in the beam of a cop's flashlight

He asks you who you are as if you knew or cared
                                   D
He asks you where you live and you say nowhere

           G                         D
So you're a mixed up kid, come on and join the crowd
    A                                D
The ones that only fit where they're not allowed
G                             D
Out on the streets and you're feelin' blue.....
          G
Travelin' light
       D                           G
With a hole in your soul where the wind blows through
  D                           G          D
A hole in your soul where the wind blows through

solo (chords as verse)

D
I don't know where I got it, but, I got it the same
                               A
It's a feelin' that'll rip you apart

It follows me around like a part of my name
                               D
Like I'm born with a time bomb instead of a heart

            G                         D
So you're a mixed up kid, come on and join the crowd
    A                                D
The ones that only fit where they're not allowed
G                             D
Out on the streets and you're feelin' blue.....
          G
Travelin' light
       D                           G
With a hole in your soul where the wind blows through
  D                           G          D



A hole in your soul where the wind blows through
       D                           G
With a hole in your soul where the wind blows through
  D                           G          D
A hole in your soul where the wind blows through

G             D
Mixed up kid, join the crowd
A                       D
The ones that only fit, not allowed
G                             D
Out on the streets and you're feelin' blue.....
          G
Travelin' light
       D                           G
With a hole in your soul where the wind blows through
  D                           G          D
A hole in your soul where the wind blows through
       D                           G
With a hole in your soul where the wind blows through
  D                           G          D
A hole in your soul where the wind blows through

D A D D A D

20536. Travelin' Minstrel Band

Carter Family - Travelin' minstrel band

We're just a travelin' minstrel band
We'll do our best to make you happy if we can
We'll sing our songs and move along
We're just a travelin' minstrel band

Our lives are measured by the telephone poles
And all the miles we've had to make
We never care much where that old highway goes
We're happy almost any place
We make our living with a beat-up guitar
We're obligated to our band
We don't have time for makin' permanent plans
We're always playin' one-night stands

We're just a travelin' minstrel band
We'll do our best to make you happy if we can
We'll sing our songs and move along
We're just a travelin' minstrel band

We've got a suitcase full of stories to tell
 Bout all the places that we've been
When you've heard the stories and we've sung you our song
We'll be back on the road again
Shout out the number that you'd like us to play



And clap your hands and sing along
Let's have a good time while we still have today
Because tomorrow we'll be gone

We're just a travelin' minstrel band
We'll do our best to make you happy if we can
We'll sing our songs and move along
We're just a travelin' minstrel band
We're just a travelin' minstrel band
We'll do our best to make you happy if we can
We'll sing our songs and move along
We're just a travelin' minstrel band

20537. Travelin' Mood

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Travelin' Mood

Feelin' kinda sad and lonely
I lost my sweet one and only
Gonna find my baby I don't mean no maybe
Gonna find her
Gonna find my baby gonna her home to me
She said that she would never leave me
Now she's gone away and it grieves me
I was fast a-sleepin' when she come a-midnight creepin'
Gonna find her
Gonna find my baby gonna bring her home with me
My bags are packed for to travel
Gonna cover many miles of gravel
Gonna find my baby 'cause she's the finest lady 
Gonna find her
Gonna find my baby gonna bring her home with me
Going down Texas going to Georgia
Oklahoma, Mississippi border
Going to Alabammy going to Louisiana, Tennessee
I'm a-gonna find my baby gonna bring her home with me
Gonna find my baby gonna bring home with me
(she heard the sky was fallin')
I'm a-gonna find my baby gonna bring her with me

20538. Travelin' On

Cornmeal - Travelin' On
Album: Feet First

The road is long and I am weary
I'm a little dazed but I see clearly
The time has come, put the past behind me
The good time's gone, I'm travelin' on



This is my life I'll wear it true, through the days without you
You keep your pain I got mine too, the good time's gone, I'm travelin on

I fight the days when the sun is shining
And the rains don't fall and I am blinded
The seasons change I stand beside them
The good time's gone, I'm travelin' on

This is my life I'll wear it true, through the days without you
You keep your pain I got mine too, the good time's gone, I'm travelin on

I lost my way and the path before me
But I found my faith to carry forward
It's too late and you're too early
The good time's gone, I'm travelin' on

This is my life I'll wear it true, through the days without you
You keep your pain I got mine too, the good time's gone, I'm travelin on

20539. Travelin' Prayer

Dolly Parton - Travelin' Prayer 

Hey Lord, take a look on around tonight
And find out where my baby's gonna be
Hey Lord, would ya look out for him tonight
For he is far away from me
Hey Lord, would ya look out for him tonight
Make sure that he's gonna be alright
Things gonna be alright with me
Hey Lord, would ya look out for him tonight
And make sure all his dreams are sweet
Send down that ya got him on the road
But you'll make it softer for his feet
Hey Lord, would ya look out for him tonight
Make sure that he's gonna be alright
'Til he's home and here with me
Hey Lord, would ya look out for him tonight
For he is sleeping under the sky
Hey Lord, make sure the ground he's sleepin' on
Is always warm and dry
Ooo, don't give him too much pain
And keep him away from planes
Cause my baby hates to fly
Hey Lord, would ya look out for him tonight
For it gets rough along the way
And if it all sounds strange
Just because I don't know how to pray
Ooo, won't you give him peace of mind
And if you ever find the time
Tell him I miss him everyday
Hey Lord, take a look on around tonight



And find out where he's gonna be
Hey Lord, would ya look out for him tonight
For he is far away from me
Hey Lord, would ya look out for him tonight
Make sure that he's gonna be alright
'Til he's home and here with me
Here with me

20540. Travelin' Railroad Man Blues

Travelin' Railroad Man Blues - Alabama Sheiks
Eddie West, violin, Ad Fox, guitar and vocal
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Love you, woman, but you don't treat me right, hey babe
Love you, woman, honey, but you don't treat me right
Spends all my money and stay out late at night

Love you, woman, don't put me down, hey babe
Love you, woman, honey, but I b'lieve it's all in vain
Some of these mornings, I'll catch a lonesome train

I'm a travelin' man, oh Lord, travel 'most everywhere
Travelin' man, travelin' 'most everywhere
Don't b'lieve I'm travelin', you just count the days
You just count the days I'll be gone

Now you can go, Chattanooga, or you don't find me there
Go to Mississ', you don't find me there
First thing smokin', find me on the road
Find me on the road somewhere

SOLO

Love you, woman, love you to my soul, hey babe
Love you, woman, honey, I love you to my soul
Next letter you get from me, honey, I'm further down the road

Love you, woman, love you to my heart, hey babe
Love you, woman, I love you to my heart
So sorry, woman, that we got to part

'Cause I'm a travelin' man, oh Lord, travel 'most everywhere, pretty mama
Travelin' man, travelin' 'most everywhere
Don't b'lieve I'm travelin', you just count the days
You just count the days I'll be gone

20541. Travelin' Soldier



Dixie Chicks - Travelin' Soldier

Two days past eighteen
He was waiting for the bus in his army green
Sat down in a booth in a cafe there
Gave his order to a girl with a bow in her hair
He's a little shy so she give him a smile
So he said would you mind sittin' down for a while
And talking to me, I'm feeling a little low
She said I'm off in an hour and I know where we can go
So they went down and they sat on the pier
He said I bet you got a boyfriend but I don't care
I got no one to send a letter to
Would you mind if I sent one back here to you

I cried
Never gonna hold the hand of another guy
Too young for him they told her
Waitin' for the love of a travelin' soldier
Our love will never end
Waitin' for the soldier to come back again
Never more to be alone when the letter says
A soldier's coming home

So the letters came from an army camp
In California then Vietnam
And he told her of his heart
It might be love and all of the things he was so scared of
He said when it's getting kinda rough over here
I think of that day sittin' down at the pier
And I close my eyes and see your pretty smile
Don't worry but I won't be able to write for a while

I cried
Never gonna hold the hand of another guy
Too young for him they told her
Waitin' for the love of a travelin' soldier
Our love will never end
Waitin' for the soldier to come back again
Never more to be alone when the letter says
A soldier's coming home

One Friday night at a football game
The Lord's Prayer said and the anthem sang
A man said folks would you bow your head
For the list of local Vietnam dead
Crying all alone under the stands
Was the piccolo player in the marching band
And one name read and nobody really cared
But a pretty little girl with a bow in her hair

I cried
Never gonna hold the hand of another guy
Too young for him they told her
Waitin' for the love of a travelin' soldier
Our love will never end
Waitin' for the soldier to come back again
Never more to be alone when the letter says



A soldier's coming home

I cried
Never gonna hold the hand of another guy
Too young for him they told her
Waitin' for the love of a travelin' soldier
Our love will never end
Waitin' for the soldier to come back again
Never more to be alone when the letter says
A soldier's coming home

20542. Travelin' Teardrop Blues

Hal Ketchum - Travelin' Teardrop Blues 
Artist: Hal Ketchum
Album: One More Midnight
Wayword Sons

Adios heard me callin' then I felt my spirit fallin'
Til the warm desert wind picked me up
I've been lost in all four corners,
drifted over California
Leaving shadows on the ground like clouds above.

On my way through Arizona I begin to pinin' for ya
Red rocks run the road beside me along my way
Just like me they like to travel and they won't sit still less than I do
And I can't sit still until I get me back to you.

Pick me up like some hitchhiker
Let me ride into the wild and blue
I don't care which way I'm goin'
Long as that's the way you're goin' too
Hey I am a man with the travellin' teardrop blues.

Angel wakes up on the mesa, in the mirror makes her face up
With the paint of some red warrior in her eyes
In the dark behind a curtain on a bed of lust I loved her
While she slept I left a tear to say goodbye

Pick me up like some hitchhiker
Let me ride into the wild and blue
I don't care which way I'm goin'
Long as that's the way you're goin' too
Hey I a man with the travellin' teardrop blues
Hey I am the man with the travellin' teardrop blues.

20543. Travelin' Teardrop Blues - Chords



Travelin' Teardrop Blues - Infamous Stringdusters
Written by: Shawn Camp
Appears on: Alice

D
Adios, I heard me callin'
                     G
And I felt my spirit fallin'
D                                A
'Til the warm desert wind picked me up
D
I've been lost in all four corners
                  G
Drifted over California
D
Leavin' shadows on the ground
             A
Like clouds above

On my way through Arizona
I began to pinin' for you
Red rocks run the road beside me along my way
Just like me they like to travel
Won't sit still less than I do
I can't sit still 'til I get back home to you

F
Pick me up like some hitchhiker
                              D
Let me ride into the wild and blue
F
I don't care which way I'm goin'
                                   A
Long as that's the way you're goin' too
F                        G                 D
I am the man with the travelin' teardrop blues

Angel wakes up on the mesa
In the air she makes her face up
With the pain of some red warrior in her eyes
In the dark behind a curtain
On a bed of lust I loved her
While she slept I left a tear to say good-bye

Pick me up like some hitchhiker
Let me ride into the wild and blue
I don't care which way I'm goin'
Long as that's the way you're goin' too
I am the man with the travelin' teardrop blues
I am the man with the travelin' teardrop blues

20544. Travelin' This Lonesome Road



Travelin' This Lonesome Road
Bill Monroe

Ch.
I'm travelin' down my lonesome road Oh how I hate to go
The wind and storm are raging high and it's awful cold
My mind drifts back to you sweet heart and I love you so
Now you've gone and left me here to travel this lonesome road.

Vs. 1
I remember dear not long ago you'd said you'd be my own
I never thought you'd go away and leave me all alone
The kind of love I had for you I find sweetheart goes cold
And now you've gone and left me here to travel this lonesome road.

Ch.

Vs.2
Now all I do is ramble round and search for you my dear
I know I've searched 10000 miles and how I need you near
You broke my heart; you left me here and now i'm growing old
Why did you go and leave me here to travel this lonesome road.

Ch.

From True Life Blues - The Songs of Bill Monroe

20545. Traveling Blues

Traveling Blues
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Headin' out of Dallas down to San Antone
I can't remember ever feelin' so alone
I got these travelin' blues
I got these travelin' blues

[Verse 2]
Sweet little baby back in Tennessee
Ain't nobody ever love nobody the way that she loves me
I got these travelin' blues
I got these travelin' blues

[Chorus]
I can't help wonderin' if some of us were born
To keep movin', to keep movin' on

[Verse 3]
I had a good job with a workshop full of tools
Left 'em all behind me, now I'm just another fool
With these travelin' blues
I got these travelin' blues



[Chorus]
I can't help thinkin' that some of us were born
To keep movin', to keep movin' on

[Verse 4]
[?] the window listenin' to the radio
I'm gettin' nowhere, but what a way to go
I got these travelin' blues
I got these travelin' blues

[Outro]
I got these travelin' blues
I got these blues
I got these blues
These blues

20546. Traveling Kind - Chords

Traveling Kind 
Charlie Waller and The Country Gentlemen

[Intro]
Em  G  Em  Em  Em
 
 
[Verse 1]
Em
Oh Lord I am a traveling man
       Am           Em
And my daddy so was he
And every day when' the' sun goes down
      Am            Em
Oh' my lord I must be free
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                C                    G
Hey' listen to the sound of the fallin' rain
              C                    B
Listen to the wail of a southbound train
N.C.            Em
That's a lonely sound and a lonely sight
             Am  C           Em
I'm a lonely man in a lonely night
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  C  G
C  B
 
 
[Verse e]
              Em



Hey, the rich man has no use for me
         Am            Em
Nor have I any use for he
He'll judge a man by the clothes he wears
          Am                   Em
Judge I a man by the burden he bears
 
 
[Verse 4]
G         C                           G
Aha, rich man you know the laugh's on you
             C                    B
You live and die by another man's rule
N.C.        Em
And when we both are dead and gone
           Am    C                    Em
The legend of my kind will still live on
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  C  G
C  B
 
 
[Verse 5]
                  Em
Go play with your houses of white and wood
               Am                 Em
Live your life like you think you should
I'll ride these rails until I die
         Am                       Em
If I get lonely I'll just have to ride
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                C                    G
Hey' listen to the sound of the fallin' rain
              C                    B
Listen to the wail of a southbound train
N.C.            Em
That's a lonely sound and a lonely sight
             Am  C           Em
I'm a lonely man in a lonely night
 
 
[Outro]
G  Em  Em  G  Am  Am  Em  G  Em

20547. Traveling Man

Dolly Parton - Traveling Man 

The man I loved ran a salesman route



Selling goods from house to house
Now I knew my mama would never stand
For me stepping out with no traveling man.

My mama bought things that he was a'selling
But mama didn't know and I sure wasn't telling
That behind her back I was making plans
To meet somewhere with that traveling man.

Oh, the traveling man was a good bit older
But a girl needs arms to hold her
Mama didn't know 'cause I didn't told her
But mama wouldn't understand
Me stepping out with a traveling man.

Mama didn't allow me a'going courting
And I'd tell lies that I reckon I oughtn't
Oh, but she'd a'give me the back a' her hand
If she'd a'seen me with that traveling man.

So I tell my mama that I reckon I oughta
Go to the spring and fetch us some water
What mama didn't know is I had a plan
To meet down there with that traveling man

Now I make plans to run away
With that traveling man on a Saturday
Well Saturday's here and here I stand
And there goes my mama with that traveling man.

Oh, that traveling man was a two-time lover
He took my love then he took my mother
But I didn't know 'cause mama didn't told me
And I don't understand my mama running off with my traveling man.

20548. Traveling Man - Chords

Traveling Man Live 
Doc Watson

[Intro]
F  Dm  C  A7  D7   G7  C
 
[Verse 1]
    C                            C7               F                      C
Now folks let me tell you bout a travelin man his home was down in Tennessee
C                         Am           D7                       G7
He made his livin stealin chickens and everything else he could see
C                          C7            F                    E7
One day the sheriff got behind that boy  made him take to the road
     F                      C                 A7        D7            G7     C
Aint never been a passenger train that run so fast that Joe couldn't  get on board
 



[Chorus]
C        C7             F                     C
Travelin Man Oh Lawd he musta been a Travelin Man
C        Am                      D7              G7
Travelin rambling Man he was the swiftest in the Land
C        C7                F                   E7
Gambalin Rambalin Joe they knowed him in every town
   F                       C             A7       D7             G7      C
He wouldn't stay put no he wouldn't give up and I guess he never settled down
 
[Instrumental]
F  Dm  C  A7  D7   G7  C
 
[Verse 2]
    C                        C7             F                     C
They sent that feller to the spring one day fer ta fetch a pail a water
C                     Am                         D7             G7
The distance from the spring to the house it was 16 miles and a quarter
C                             C7                   F              E7
He got the bucket of water alright but stumped his toe as he fell down
     F                      C           A7                D7            G7      C
He went to the house and he got another bucket caught the water fore it hit the ground
 
[Chorus]
C        C7             F                     C
Travelin Man Oh Lawd he musta been a Travelin Man
C        Am                      D7              G7
Travelin rambling Man He was the swiftest in the Land
C        C7                F                   E7
Gambalin Rambalin Joe They knowed him in every town
   F                       C             A7       D7             G7      C
He wouldn't stay put no he wouldn't give up and I guess he never settled down
 
[Verse 3]
    C                  C7              F                C
He hoboed the great Titanic thought he travel the ocean blue
C                                Am           D7                    G7
And when he seen that ice berg a'coming right offa that ole boat he flew
C                               C7           F                                    E7
The rest of the passengers they hollered and laughed said lookey what a great big fool
     F                    C        A7     D7              G7   C
But while that boat was a sinking Joe was shootin crap in Liverpool
 
[Chorus]
C        C7             F                     C
Travelin Man Oh Lawd he musta been a travelin Man
C        Am                      D7              G7
Travelin rambling Man He was the swiftest in the Land
C        C7                    F                   E7
Gambalin Rambalin Joe and they knowed him in every town
   F                       C             A7       D7             G7      C
He wouldn't stay put no he wouldn't give up and I guess he never settled down



20549. Traveling On And On

Traveling On And On

Oh I was lost in the darkness and I wandered astray
With no one to help me along on my way
Until I heard Jesus calling saying come unto me
And I'm traveling on and on

   Oh Lord I'm traveling on by the help of my Savior
   I can never more stray for Jesus leads the way
   And my heaven lies awaiting at the end of my journey (my journey)
   Oh Lord I'm traveling on and on

Oh I can hear Jesus calling and his voice sounds so sweet
And I knew that the time would come to me that he'd speak
But these trials are over for he bid me come home
Now I'm traveling on and on

Oh the Lord is my savior I will walk with him each day
He will help and protect me to the end of the way
My journey soon will be over and I'll join a happy band
Now I'm traveling on and on

20550. Traveling On The Stormy Deep

Gillian Welch - Traveling On The Stormy Deep

There is no pain of my own body
Could cause such care or grief to me
There is to see my own true lover
From traveling on the stormy deep

If your flesh was sakened with a fever
I'd dress your head and cool your brow
But I cannot calm the raging waters
For that I do not know how

Along the shore, I'll try to follow
Into the thunder's crashing roar
No-one in my heart, I'll travel with you
Even unto that other shore

When my years have turned my hair to silver
Those final days are his to know
I only hope we'll talk together
Of storms we weathered long ago

20551. Traveling Show - Chords



Traveling Show 
Songs From The Road Band
 
Capo 3
 
[Verse 1]
A                           Bm7                    G
We left Chatham County in a second-hand van with a color TV.
A                     Bm7                 G
Captains chairs and a rack for our clothes.
A                      Bm7                        G
It was what it was, it burned a little oil and it ran real hot.
A                  Bm       G
It got us where we wanted to go.
 
[Verse 2]
A                      Bm7                      G
Headed out west with a fold out map and fishing poles.
A              Bm               G
A jug of Carlo Rossi in the stove.
A                    Bm7                   G
Had no plans, just a bluegrass band with a couple of gigs.
A                  Bm      A       G
A few guitars with pockets full of holes.
 
[Chorus]
           G             D
We put our dreams on the road,
       A               Bm      A
didn't know we'd go so lo......ng.
G                   D
String up a box, turn it to a song,
A                Bm                    G
get up high, let everybody know it's a traveling show.
 
[Verse 3]
A                                Bm7              G
We fished in the Russian and the San Juan and the Frying Pan.
A                 Bm7            G
Living out on the rivers and the roads.
A                       Bm7               G
Had to call home from a Texas jail in New Arkaville.
A                  Bm               G
We headed north as fast as we could go.
 
[Chorus]
              G                D
It was like a dream out on the road,
          A                 Bm     A
coming up short and driving lo.....ng.
G                D
String up a box, turn it to a song,
A                Bm                    G
get up high, let everybody know it's a traveling show.
 
[Verse 4]
A                     Bm7                     G
I look back now and I can't believe we've how far we've come.



A                 Bm7           G
And how far we've still got to go.
A                       Bm7                      G
Got twelve acres on the French Broad river and a woman I love.
A                   Bm       G
It's always good to get back home.
 
[Chorus]
            G                D
And I still dream about the road,
        A             Bm     A
I can't stay away too lo.....ng.
G                D
String up a box, turn it to a song,
A                Bm            G
get up high, let e.....veryone know
 
           G             D
We put our dreams on the road,
       A               Bm      A
didn't know we'd go so lo......ng.
G                D
String up a box, turn it to a song,
A                Bm                    G
get up high, let everybody know it's a traveling show.

20552. Traveling The Highway Home

Traveling the Highway Home
The Grascals - Traveling the Highway Home

[Verse 1]
Goin' toward the sunset of time
Travelin' the highway home
Leavin' this world of sin far behind
Travelin' the highway home

[Chorus]
I'm travelin' the highway home
I'm travelin' the highway home
Oh, narrow's the way, thank God I can say
I'm travelin' the highway home

[Verse 2]
Old Satan said I'd never be
Travelin' the highway home
When I resisted, he had to flee
Travelin' the highway home

[Chorus]
I'm travelin' the highway home
I'm travelin' the highway home
Oh, narrow's the way, thank God I can say



I'm travelin' the highway home

[Verse 3]
Sometimes the road seems weary and long
Travelin' the highway home
But in my heart there's always a song
Travelin' the highway home

[Chorus]
I'm travelin' the highway home
I'm travelin' the highway home
Oh, narrow's the way, thank God I can say
I'm travelin' the highway home

[Chorus]
I'm travelin' the highway home
I'm travelin' the highway home
Oh, narrow's the way, thank God I can say
I'm travelin' the highway home

20553. Traveling This Lonesome Road

Traveling This Lonesome Road
(Traveling Down This Lonesome Road)

   I'm traveling down this lonesome road oh how I hate to go
   The wind and storms are raging high and it's awful cold
   My mind drifts back to you sweetheart and I love you so
   Now you've gone and left me here to travel this lonesome road

I remember dear not long ago you said you'd be my own
I never thought you'd go away and leave me all alone
The kind of love you had for me I find sweetheart grows cold
For now you've gone and left me here to travel this lonesome road

All I do is roam around and look for you my dear
I know I'll search ten thousand miles oh how I need you here
You broke my heart you left me here now I'm growing old
Why did you go and leave me here to travel this lonesome road

20554. Traveling Through This Part Of You

Nanci Griffith - Traveling Through This Part of You

Nothing that I've ever seen,
Now means much of anything,
In traveling through this part of you.
And the Vietnam that I had dreamed,
The place you wore your life 'fatigued',



I'm traveling through this part of you 

Where are you amongst the madness,
On the streets of Saigon?
Where were you in 1969?
When I was but a youth.
Oh, here were you, (Here were you.)
You were traveling through,
This part of you. 

I'll make my way now on my own,
Back to my home to live alone.
I have traveled through this part of you.
Yet, I will save this time and place,
For the time when I can say,
I traveled, true, this part of you 

Where are you amongst this madness,
On the streets of Saigon?
Where were you in 1969,
When I was but a youth?
Oh, here were you, (Here were you.)
You were traveling to,
This part of you. 

You were an American boy, (Boy.)
Whose innocence was lost here in the war.
And I wear your scars,
While traveling to this part of you. 

Oh, nothing that I've ever seen,
Now means much of anything,
In traveling through this part of you.
And the Vietnam that I had dreamed;
The place you wore your life 'fatigued',
I'm traveling through this part of you. 

I'm traveling through (I'm traveling through.)
This part of you. 

I'm traveling through (I'm traveling through.)
This part of you.

20555. Traveller

Traveller
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I see the sunrise creepin' in
Everything changes like the desert wind
Here she comes and then she's gone again, and



[Chorus]
I'm just a traveller on this earth
Sure as my heart's behind the pocket of my shirt
I'll just keep rollin' 'til I'm in the dirt
'Cause I'm a traveller, oh, I'm a traveller
I couldn't tell you, honey, I don't know
Where I'm goin', but I've got to go
'Cause every turn reveals some other road
And I'm a traveller, oh, I'm a traveller

[Verse 2]
My heartbeat's rhythm is a lonesome sound
Just like the rubber turnin' on the ground
Always lost and nowhere bound

[Chorus]
I'm just a traveller on this earth
Sure as my heart's behind the pocket of my shirt
I'll just keep rollin' 'til I'm in the dirt
'Cause I'm a traveller, oh, I'm a traveller
I couldn't tell you, honey, I don't know
Where I'm goin', but I've got to go
'Cause every turn reveals some other road
And I'm a traveller, oh, I'm a traveller

[Bridge]
When I'm gone
Somebody else will have to feel this wrong
Somebody else will have to sing this song
Somebody else will have to sing along
Sing along

[Chorus]
I'm just a traveller on this earth
Sure as my heart's behind the pocket of my shirt
I'll just keep rollin' 'til I'm in the dirt
'Cause I'm a traveller, oh, I'm a traveller
I couldn't tell you, honey, I don't know
Where I'm goin', but I've got to go
'Cause every turn reveals some other road
And I'm a traveller, oh, I'm a traveller

20556. Travelling Drummer

Travelling Drummer
Sylvia Fricker

I am a travelling drummer,
I live out on the road.
I sell my goods from door to door
To lighten up my load, boys, lighten up my load.

I used to be a fireman,



Out on the county line,
But the town took over ten of us
And fired us all but nine, boys, fired us all but nine

I had a wife and family
In a home in Chamberlain (-land?)
But she ran off with a factory hand
And I never went back again, boys, never went back again.

Some time when I get lonely
And nights get over long
I'll find an all-night bar girl
And I'll take her home at dawn, boys, take her home at dawn.

I'll find myself a cheap hotel
When I get into town.
A bottle of gin and a lumpy bed
To lay my body down, boys, lay my body down.

I'd like to give up drummin'
But I'm too old to try
If nobody makes me a millionaire,
I'll travel 'til I die, boys, travel 'til I die.

20557. Treadwell No More

Richard Thompson - Treadwell No More

I've been gone so long, now ain't it a pity
Bending my back in this hell-hole city
Turning my ear from my friends and betters
Up to my neck in unread letters 
And unwritten laws

Where I come from feeling is a crime
I thought I could take you in my own good time
Like a jumped-up fool, now down I climb
And I ain't going to drag my feet no more
I'm running to your side, gonna beat down the door
I ain't going to drag my feet no more, no more

Well I can't live without you but I've been trying
I've got a short-set fuse and two fists of iron
I did everything a man might do
To stop myself from pining after you
But it don't seem to matter no more

Penny's in my hand, now I'm going to spin it
Heads you win, don't you think for one minute
That I care for this bed with nobody in it
And I ain't going to drag my feet no more
I'm running to your side, gonna beat down the door
I ain't going to drag my feet no more, no more



Biding my time is driving me senseless
You worked yourself right under my defenses
You got me in a grip that I can't shake
All my feelings are about to break
And love never rains, it pours

I worked my hands 'til they couldn't spell your name
I rolled and I roared 'til I couldn't see your face
I leaned on the jukebox 'til I couldn't hear your voice
Put my head in the sand, but that won't do it

I swore I was above you, but that won't do it
And I tried and I tried, but that won't do it
And I ain't going to drag my feet no more
I'm running to your side, gonna beat down the door
I ain't going to drag my feet no more, no more

I ain't going to drag my feet no more
I'm running to your side, gonna beat down the door
I ain't going to drag my feet no more, no more

20558. Treasure Of Love - Chords

Treasure Of Love
Recorded by George Jones
Written by J.P. Richardson and George Jones
Chris Hillman

C                         G7          F             C
I've got a pocket full of pennies the heart full of gold
                       G7          F           C
Though my troubles are many I have treasures untold
                   F                        C
And the shack that I live in is a palace to me
                    G7                                    F  C
For the treasure of love the treasure of love you gave to m--e

                        G7          F           C
In this world there are riches that money can't buy
                     G7          F               C
Like the treasure of true love a love that won't die
                F                        C
So why should I worry what tomorrow will bring
                    G7                                   F  C
For the treasure of love the treasure of love makes me a k-ing

                          G7                F           C
Though my clothes are all tattered and I've seen better days
                     G7             F             C
Know it really don't matter for I'm rich in other ways
                   F                            C
Yes my pockets are empty but still wealthy I'll be



                     G7                                    F  C
With the treasure of love the treasure of love you gave to m--e

20559. Treasures Money Can't Buy - Chords

Treasures Money Can't Buy
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
[3/4 time]

G                                 C
While driving one day through the quiet country side
   D7                       C         G
An old man was walking so I offered a ride
                              C
His face was all wrinkled his hair turned to gray
    G                        D7        G
And these are the words that he had to say
 
                                 C
I may look like a beggar but I'm rich as a king
       D7                        C         G
What I have in my heart gives me reason to sing
                                C
I will join there with Jesus so why should I sigh
    G                            D7          G
For these are the treasures that money can't buy

D7                        C          G
Money is worthless when a soul is at stake
   D7                         C             D7
If gold bought redemption how much would it take
       G                           C
But He loved me and saved me and I can't explain why
    G                       C             G
And these are the treasures these are the treasures
     D7          G
That money can't buy
 
                                      C
So if you look at my garments and you notice they're torn
     D7                              C          G
Well I've a new Royal Garment that's never been worn
                           C
And the cabin I live in is home till I die
           G                     D7          G
But I've a mansion in glory that money can't buy

Repeat #3
   
                                 C
Yes He loved me and saved me and I can't explain why
    G                       C             G
And these are the treasures these are the treasures



     D7          G
That money can't buy

20560. Treasures Untold

Lefty Frizzell - Treasures Untold
Doc Watson
Seldom Scene

Dreaming of you and your eyes of blue 
I've loved you forever it seems
I've longed for you dear wanted you near 
you are the girl of my dreams

Although I have met you just now 
I'll tell you of my love somehow

If I could but win your heart little girl 
then I would have treasures untold
The kisses you gave me in life's sweetest dreams 
are even more precious than gold

I love your sweet face and your dear smiling eyes 
how often this story's been told
If I could but win your heart little girl 
then I would have treasures untold

[ piano - dobro ]

If I could but win...

20561. Treat Yo Mama

John Butler - Treat Yo Mama

Don't call me hippy cause the way that I look
Cause I got a recipe and you know I can cook
And I come forth with only good intent
You know I am Heaven bound but I'm surely hell bent
On getting the job done like I know I should
Get the job done like my momma told me to
Only one thing can remember she said
You gotta earn all of your respect
And I don't care what race or what colour or what creed
All that shit don't bother me
Only one thing that you should not forget
You gotta treat you mama wit respect
And I don't care what fashion the styling of yo hair
I don't care about the car or the clothes you do wear



Only one thing that you should not forget
You gotta treat yo mama with respect
I got a couple of friends up in a tree in North-Cliff
You know they're doing their part
You know they're doing their bit
Trying to save our Mother from all this greed
You know they know what she wants
You know they know what she needs
I got a couple of Sista's in South Australia
Stopping the Uranium from coming up
Oh yeah man you know they know what she need
They're stopping all of that Government Corporate Greed!

20562. Tree To Grow - Chords

Tree To Grow 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
G
 
[Verse 1]
G
And you told me you were sorry and you did not want to pray
G
You looked outside your window as I went outside and waved
    C
The street, it was much warmer on my bare feet than the rain
     G
That fell out of the sky just like my thoughts fell from that day
G
Oohs
 
[Verse 2]
G
I poured out one more hand full of the rain that fell that day
G
I collected in my spare time as I walked back home that May
       C
On the night you said you're sorry, on the night my colors changed
  G
I waved to you from outside as you screamed of all my shame
 
[Pre-chorus]
     C                                G
I'll never leave, I'll always stay, I swear on all that I keep safe
     C                                G
I'll never leave, I'll always stay, I swear on all that I keep safe
 
G G C G
 
[Chorus]
G



A tree I'll grow to let you know my love is older than my soul
G
A tree I'll grow to let you know my love is older than my soul
  C
A tree I'll grow to let you know my love is older than my soul
  G
A tree I'll grow to let you know my love is older than my soul
 
[Verse 3]
G
Brutal smile, your well-known face, your tapping shoes, your wicked grace
G
Your precious time, your darker days, the days I left you with no space
   C
To breathe or even think of me without the worry that I'd always leave
 
[Pre-chorus]
G
I'll never leave, I'll always stay, I swear on all that I keep safe
G
I'll never leave, I'll always stay, I swear on all that I keep safe
G
I'll never leave, I'll always stay, I swear on all that I keep safe
     C
I'll never leave, I'll always stay, I swear on all that I keep safe
     G
I'll never leave, I'll always stay, I swear, I swear, I swear, I swear
 
[Bridge]
G
But it gets harder and harder
                             C
But my love is older than my soul
                             G
But my love is older than my soul
 
[Chorus]
G
A tree I'll grow to let you know my love is older than my soul
G
A tree I'll grow to let you know my love is older than my soul
  C
A tree I'll grow to let you know my love is older than my soul
  G
A tree I'll grow to let you know my love is older than my soul

20563. Trees

John Butler - Trees

They're cutting down all the trees
Can someone stop them please
Thank God for people in this world



Who dedicate their lives to these
Thank God for people in this world
Who dedicate their lives to trees
Because...
Don't they know if they chop them down
There won't be anything to see
Don't they know if they chop them down
There won't be anything to breathe
Don't they know if they chop them down
It's only desert that they leave
Don't they know anything? NO
And it's all for the money
That love for money
Yes it's sweeter than honey
That love for money..and
Don't care about the future
Don't care about the past
You just chop those trees down
While the money it still lasts..
There's a war going on yeah
And it ain't in the middle east
It's happening in our own damn country
They're chopping down all the trees
Don't they know if they chop them down
There won't be anything to see
Don't they know if they chop them down
There won't be anything to breathe
Don't they know if they chop them down
It's only desert that they leave
Don't they know anything? NO
Hippie, ferel, protestors
Call them what you may
But if they weren't here right now
There wouldn't be a tree standing today
Hippie, ferel, protestors
Call them what you may
But if they weren't here right now
There wouldn't be a tree standing today
They're cutting down all the
They're cutting down
They're cutting down all the
They're cutting down
Don't they know if they chop them down
There won't be anything to see
Don't they know if they chop them down
There won't be anything to breathe
Don't they know if they chop them down
It's only desert that they leave
Don't they know anything? NO
Richard Court do you know anything?
Liberal Party do you know anything?
John Howard do you know anything?
Bunnings do you know anything?
Simcore do you know anything?
Hell no



20564. Trees On The Mountains

Rhiannon Giddens - Trees on the Mountains

The trees on the mountains are cold and bare
The summer just vanished and left them there
Like a false-hearted lover just like my own
Who made me love him, then left me alone
The coals on the hearth have turned gray and sere
The blue flame just vanished and left them there
Like a false-hearted lover just like my own
Who made me love him, then left me alone
Come back, oh summer
Come back, blue flame
My heart wants warming
My baby a name
Come back, oh lover
If just for a day
Turn bleak December
Once more into May
The road up ahead lies lonely and far
There's darkness around me and not even a star
To show me the way or lighten my heart
Come back, my lover, I fain would start
The poor baby fox lies all cold in his lair
His mama just vanished and left him there
Like a false-hearted lover just like my own
Who made me love him, then left me alone
Come back, oh summer
Come back, blue flame
My heart wants warming
My baby a name
Come back, oh lover
If just for a day
Turn bleak December
Once more into May
Come back, oh summer
Come back, blue flame
My heart wants warming
My baby a name
Come back, oh lover
If just for a day
Turn bleak December
Once more into May
Come back
Come back
Come back



20565. Treetop Slim & Billy Lowgrass

Rodney Crowell - Treetop Slim & Billy Lowgrass

[Verse 1]
Treetop Slim was a gangling lad
Stood six-foot-six at twelve
On painted pony into town
His brogan shoes would scrape the ground
Talk about a rifle shot
Treetop Slim was really hot

[Verse 2]
Billy Lowgrass, he was small
Just barely pushing five feet tall
But when he drew his pistol aim
Everybody knowed his name

[Pre-Chorus 1]
Billy Lowgrass, better think fast
Come on, Slim, the chance is dim
They've got faster horses, grown men riding
Two young boys can't go on hiding

[Chorus 1]
Treetop Slim and Billy Lowgrass
Texas Rangers are dogging your ass
Hiding out in the land of pine cones
A life of crime won't last too long

[Instrumental]

[Pre-Chorus 2]
Treetop Slim, it's sink or swim now
Billy Low' you ought to know
They've got faster horses, grown men riding
Two young boys can't go on hiding

[Chorus 2]
Treetop Slim and Billy Lowgrass
Fredonia lawmen dogging your ass
Hiding out in a piney wood
Robbing banks won't do you no good

[Instrumental]

[Chorus 3]
Treetop Slim and Billy Lowgrass
Texas lawmen closing in fast
Hiding out in a deep pine thicket
Robbing banks just ain't the ticket



20566. Treme Song - Chords

Treme Song 
John Boutte
 
Double Bass Riff:
 
G/-------2--0------/-------2-0-----/
D/-0 2/4---------0-/-0-2/4---------/
A/-----------0/2---/-----------2-0-/
E/-----------------/---------------/
 
D7  G7  x8
 
[Verse 1]
D7               G7    D7              G7
Hangin' in the Treme, Watchin' people sashay
D7       G7    D7      G7                  D7   G7   D7  G7
Past my steps, By my porch, In front of my door
 
e/--------------------------------------------------------/
B/-15-13--------------------------------------------------/
G/-------14-13-12\10-------10-----------------------------/
D/-------------------12-10----12-10-12~-10----------------/
A/-----------------------------------------12/10-8----8---/
E/-------------------------------------------------10--10-/
 
[Verse 2]
D7                     G7    D7             G7
Church bells are ringin', Choirs are singing
            D7       G7             D7      G7
While the preachers groan, And the sisters moan, 
             D7    G7  D7   G7
In a blessed tone
 
[Chorus]
D7           G7         D7         G7
Down in the treme, Just me and my baby
      D7         G7          A                 D7
We're all going crazy, Buck jumpin' and having fun
 
(repeat chorus)
 
[Verse 3]
D7                   G7  D7                G7
Trumpet bells ringing, Bass drum is swinging
       D7       G7              D7       G7
As the trombone groans, And the big horn moans, 
              D7        G7
And there's a saxophone
 
[sax solo]
[Chorus]
[verse 1 and 2]
[Chorus]
[drum solo]
[Verse 3]



[Chorus]

20567. Trespasses

Peter Rowan - Trespasses

Life is designed With unfinished lines
That another sings Each story unfolds
Like it was gold Upon a ragged wing

The bold and the fair Suffer their share
He whispered to his kin All of my debts
Left with regrets I'm sorry for everything

Trespasses stretch like broken fences Winding as they may
Trespasses stretch like broken fences Hope to mend them one day

And she pinned back her hair Shouldered with care
The burdens that were his Mending the coat
That hung on the post In heart remembering

Trespasses stretch like broken fences Winding as they may
Trespasses stretch like broken fences Hope to mend them one day

And her time was to come Called to her son
This your song to sing All of our debts
Wove with regrets Upon a golden string
And he found the old coat Hung on a post
Like a ragged wing And took as his own
The sewn and unsown Joyfully whistling

20568. Triage

Rodney Crowell - Triage

[Verse 1]
I think I know what love is: forgiveness for a start
Room for those you love to hate somewhere inside your heart
There are those who say that love is naught but gossip column news
Or old roller skates that fasten to the bottom of your shoes
Love

[Verse 2]
Some say love's a meditation on everything we are
Good, bad, and indifferent, self-righteous and bizarre
It's right there in the crosshairs, our every last mistake
The sinners we've made holy, the saints we've burned at stake

[Chorus]



If love is revelation and love we thus receive
It all comes down to knowing less
Than most of us alone believe

[Instrumental Break]
[Verse 3]
If you're asking me what love is, here's what I might say
You can find it out there anywhere on any given day
It's an endless stream of consciousness obtained in drips and drabs
And a chance to do the right thing when there's no one keeping tabs

[Chorus]
If love is what we make it, as you reap so you sow
The yang and yin, the where and when
The first and last to come and go

[Chorus / Outro]
Love is all creation, love is manifest
It's love when we're all given life
And love when we're all laid to rest
Love

20569. Trials And Troubles - Chords

Old Crow Medicin Show - Trials And Troubles

G                                   G7
Down the track this morning she did stroll
C                                       G
In an accident her foot got caught in a hole
G        
I'm going to tell you the truth
C
Die for a touch of that cold hand
G                            D                   D7   D7D7D7
I'd be crying every time the Southern makes it's run

G
I'm going to buy them all
C
Cigarettes and chewing tobacco when I can
G                       D         G
Trials and troubles are heavy for me

G                                       G7
She's a ramblin' gal bound to leave her home
C                                            G
I begged my brown skin please don't leave me alone
G
I'm going to make amends
C
Bound to cry to touch her hand
G                                   D                    D7   D7D7D7



I'm going to ride that line  till I see that black train come

G
I'm going to buy them all
C
Cigarettes and chewing tobacco when I can
G                       D         G
Trials and troubles are heavy for me

G                                         G7
Now people that Southern Pacific make her run
C                                       G
From Chapel Hill to the state of Washington
G
Round the bend at 40 miles
C
20 tons of loaded frieght a-comin' on
G                                           D                   D7    D7D7D7
Florscheim's stuck and it won't come out my good gal's dead and gone

G
I'm going to buy them all
C
Cigarettes and chewing tobacco when I can
G                       D         G
Trials and troubles are heavy for me
G                       D         G
Trials and troubles are heavy for me

20570. Trials Troubles Tribulations

Trials Troubles Tribulations

Trials troubles tribulations
Such as never been before
When the angels pour upon us
Their vows of dread for ever more

    When the fire comes down from Heaven
    And the blood shall fill the sea
    I'll be carried home by Jesus
    There forever with him be

The beasts with horns will come upon you
One with seven one with ten
They will cry unto the mountain
They'll pray to die but cannot win

The mark must be upon your forehead
These earthly goods you then can buy
Depart from me I never knew you
You'll hear my blessed Savior cry



20571. Tribulations

Tribulations
Sean Watkins - Tribulations

[Verse 1]
Trials, troubles, tribulations
Such has never been before
When the angels pour upon us
Their vows of wrath forevermore

[Chorus]
When the fire comes down from heaven
And the blood shall fill the sea
I'll be carried home by Jesus
And forever with Him be

[Verse 2]
The beast with horns will come upon you
One with seven, one with ten
Men will cry into the mountains
They'll pray to die but cannot win

[Chorus]
When the fire comes down from heaven
And the blood shall fill the sea
I'll be carried home by Jesus
And forever with Him be

[Verse 3]
The mark must be upon your forehead
These worldly good you then can buy
Depart from me, I never knew you
You'll hear opposites in your cry

[Chorus]
When the fire comes down from heaven
And the blood shall fill the sea
I'll be carried home by Jesus
And forever with Him be
When the fire comes down from heaven
And the blood shall fill the sea
I'll be carried home by Jesus
And forever with Him be
And forever with Him be

20572. Tried So Hard



Tried So Hard
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Stopped a while this morning on my way back home
I had to realize this time that I'd be all alone
'Cause she is moving somewhere far away not slow
And though I tried so hard to please her
She said she really had to go

Even though this time it really hurts me bad
I've been through similarities it's not the first break I've had
And I just can't let it bring me down too low
And though I tried so hard to please her
There must be something more to know

Never thought that we would end this way
It seemed that everything was going fine
Still with all the things that I can do or say
It won't change the fate I know so well is mine

So I'll stop and look right past the pain
Cause I've been in love before and I can love again
While she is moving somewhere far away not slow
And though I tried so hard to please her
She said she really had to go

20573. Tried Too Hard

Tried Too Hard
Mipso

I always took the wrong side of the high road
Always wondering what I'd leave behind
The thing I couln't find is a little peace of mind
Nothing left but losing on my side
It always hurts, but I never learn
If you play with fire, you could be the first to burn
Maybe I tried too hard
Maybe I was born to fail
Maybe all I've done is pave a path to hell
There's a girl I used to know
She dragged me down the road
Looking back, I see the signs that show
Maybe I tried too hard
Never found a place to lay my anchor
Every single slip-up I let slide
No matter how I try to fight the changing tide
I always end up rocking side to side
It always hurts, but I never learn
I you play with fire, you could be the first to burn
Maybe I tried too hard
Maybe I was born to fail
Maybe all I've done is pave a path the hell
There's a girl I used to know



She dragged me down the road
Looking back, I see the signs that show
Maybe I tried too hard
There's a girl I used to know
She dragged me down the road
And looking back, I see the signs that show
Maybe I tried too hard

20574. Trip To Hyden

Tom T Hall - Trip To Hyden
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Tossed and turned the night before in some old motel
Subconsciously recalling some old sinful things I done
My buddy drove the car and those big coal trucks shook us up
As we drove on into Hyden in the early morning sun

Passed the hound dogs and some dominique chickens
Temporary looking houses with their lean and bashful kids
Every hundred yards a sign proclaimed the Christ was coming soon
And I thought oh man he'd sure be disappointed if he did

On the way we talked about the forty miners
Of the thirty nine who died and one who lived to tell the tale
We stopped for beans and corn bread at the Ed 'n' Lois Cafe
Then we went to see the sheriff at the Leslie County jail

They took us to the scene of that disaster
I was so susrprised to not find any sign of death at all
Just another country hillside with some mud holes and some junk
The mines were deadly silent like a rat home in the wall

It was just like being right inside of a shotgun
The old man coughed and lit a cigarette that he had rolled
Back in town I bought a heavy jacket from the store
It was sunny down in Hyden but somehow the town was cold

The old man introduced the undertaker
Who seemed refreshed despite the kind of work I knew he did
We talked about the pretty lady from the Grand Ole Opry
We talked about the money she was raising for the kids

Well I guess the old man thought we were reporters
He kept reminding me of how his simple name was spelled
Some lady said they worth more money now than when they's a livin'
And I'll leave it there cause I suppose she told it pretty well



20575. Triple Crossroad Blues

Triple Crossroad Blues
Jim Lauderdale

Get on board, get on board
Get on board to the end of the line
Get on board, get on board
Punch your ticket for the end of time

In West Virginia, at the bottom of the map
Three roads cross at Cumberland Gap
Where 25 East makes a southward bend
And Interstate 58 comes to an end

Get on board, get on board
Get on board to the end of the line
Middle of summer, sun overhead
Hot blue blazes, nine shades of red

Kentucky, Virginia, Tennessee
Converge all around as you can see
Stand at the crossroads if you dare
Deal with the devil more than half a care

Get on board, get on board
Get on board to the end of the line
If you got nerve, but brains you lack
Meet at the crossroads, don't turn back

Jack met the devil with the bottle in his hand
Full of moonshine liquor, his personal brand
Essence of starlight, all you can stand
Brewed in hell at the devil's command

Get on board, get on board
Get on board to the end of the line
Jack didn't care to die or to live
Didn't need nothing the devil could give

The devil said, Jack, you're an upright man
One in ten thousand, you understand
Stout at heart, and a dozen times true
I just might sell my soul to you

Get on board, get on board
Get on board to the end of the line
Middle of summer, sun overhead
Hot blue blazes, nine shades of red

Jack said, Satan, I appreciate
The compliment, and reciprocate
Politics got more to seek than you
Stand me a glass of your home-made brew

Get on board, get on board
Get on board to the end of the line



Get on board, get on board
Punch your ticket for the end of time
Punch your ticket for the end of time
Get on board, get on board
Get on board, get on board

20576. Trisha Yearwood - Like We Never Had A Broken Heart

Trisha Yearwood - Like We Never Had A Broken Heart

Trisha Yearwood - Like We Never Had A Broken Heart

Don't be afraid to hold me tight
You know I won't brake in two
What we're doing here tonight
Sure beats what we're going through

We both loved and lost before
You know the sadness it can bring
Tonight let's close the door
And hold onto the nearest thing

Let's keep hangin' on
So we won't fall apart
Let's make love tonight
Like we never had a broken heart

Don't be afraid to close your eyes
Pretend I'm someone that you love
And I won't have to tell you lies
'Cause it's not you I'm thinkin' of

Let's keep hangin' on
So we won't fall apart
Let's make love tonight
Like we never had a broken heart

Tonight we'll just pretend
We've been in love right from the start
Let's make love again
Like we never had a broken heart
Let's make love again
Like we never had a broken heart

Don't be afraid to close your eyes

20577. Trisha Yearwood - Nearest Distant Shore



Trisha Yearwood - Nearest Distant Shore

Trisha Yearwood - Nearest Distant Shore

You fight for every breath
Caught without a ship in this sea of neglect
The one you swore to love is pulling you down
You're in over your head
Chilled to the bone by the waters you've tread
Chart a course to land, before you drown

Swim to the nearest distant shore
There's only so much a heart can endure
You gave it your best, forgive yourself
You can't hold on anymore
It's not as far as it might seem
Now it's time to let go of old dreams
Every heart for itself
Swim to the nearest distant shore

He said for you he'd change
Then he'd let you down and watch you take the blame
You're trapped between his lies and the great unknown
You vowed you would not fail
But this ain't success it's a living hell
There's nothing left to lose, you're already alone

Swim to the nearest distant shore
There's only so much a heart can endure
You gave it your best, forgive yourself
You can't hold on anymore
It's not as far as it might seem
Now it's time to let go of old dreams
Every heart for itself
Swim to the nearest distant shore

20578. Triune God

Tyler Childers - Triune God

[Intro]
Give me that
Old time screamin' and shoutin'
Go up, tell it on the mountain
Faith too strong to be left doubtin'
The way of the triune God

[Verse 1]
I don't need the pills you take
Just to feel the Spirit moving
Brother, I ain't slept in days
All without the drugs you're using
Fit me for the Builder's use
Use me for the Great Commission



As it was and always will
As it is I'm here to witness

[Chorus]
Old time screamin' and shoutin'
Go up, tell it on the mountain
Faith too strong to be left doubtin'
The way of the triune God

[Verse 2]
I don't need the laws of a man
To tell me what I ought to do
He rRached down and touched my hand
And gave mR quite a talking to
Gave it to me strict in charge
Something simple I could ponder
Til the roll's called on high
Til we all meet over yonder

[Chorus]
Old time screamin' and shoutin'
Go up, tell it on the mountain
Faith too strong to be left doubtin'
The way of the triune God
I don't need the pills you take
(Just to feel the Spirit moving)
Brother, I ain't slept in days
(All without the drugs you're using)
Fit me for the Builder's use
(Used me for the Great Commission)
As it was and always will
(As it is I'm here to witness)

[Verse 3]
Jesus said he'd go before
And come back when the house was finished
All that sinning and waging war
My God's coming any minute

[Chorus]
Old time screamin' and shoutin'
Go up, tell it on the mountain
Faith too strong to be left doubtin'
The way of the triune God

[Chorus]
Give me that
Old time screamin' and shoutin'
Go up, tell it on the mountain
Faith too strong to be left doubtin'
The way of the triune God
The way of the triune God
The way of the triune God



20579. Tropical Depression

Alan Jackson - Tropical Depression 

I thought some time in the sun
Would help me get over you
But I could tell from day one
This is a place meant for two
Now here I sit on the beach
Watching the tide ebb and flow
I booked my room for a week
But now I'm ready to go
I'm in a tropical depression
I've got the blue water blues
Can't shake this loving you obsession
Can't stand this sand in my shoes
This forgetting you vacation
Is just a fool's holiday
If I can't get over you
This tropical depression is gonna
Blow me away
This should be paradise
Heaven down by the sea
Without you here by my side
It feels like hell to me
I'm in a tropical depression
I've got the blue water blues
Can't shake this loving you obsession
Can't stand this sand in my shoes
This forgetting you vacation
Is just a fool's holiday
If I can't get over you
This tropical depression is gonna
Blow me away
If I can't get over you
This tropical depression is gonna
Blow me away

20580. Troubadoring Musician

Troubadoring Musician
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades - Troubadoring Musician

[Verse 1]
I hate to leave you, girl, I barely got to know you
I don't want to leave you, but I got to go
'Cause I'm a musician, troubadoring musician
And we gotta leave right after the show
(Let's go)

[Verse 2]
They breed 'em right from man to Montana
They make 'em pretty down in Appalachia



Too little of a good thing might not be a bad thing
Like the cream [?] Alaska

[Verse 3]
I coulda had you, girl, again in my hotel room
We had to lay off 'cause I'm not the only one
Your man is miles away but he's [?] to run into
And I don't need my face torn off with a scattergun

[Verse 4]
Join a band, they say, you'll get a lot of women
Join a band, you'll get a bunch of free drugs
But all the free chatter and all free trees
Just can't satisfy me 'cause I just got a hug

[Verse 5]
Hate my TV, if I could stop running
I'd hunker down and make you mine for the rest of days
But I'm a musician, troubadoring musician
So I guess for now, we're [?]

20581. Trouble

Trampled by Turtles - Trouble

It's cold enough to kill
But you're so near
That I can hear you breathing

And it's all in your head
I spent today
Pretending I can't see you
And I can't decide
I can't decide

It's trouble
It's trouble
It's trouble
It's trouble

I'd be the one who knocks
While the rest
They come in through the window
They're enemies of mine
Enemies of mine

It's trouble
It's trouble
It's trouble
It's trouble



20582. Trouble - Chords

Trouble 
Todd Snider

[Verse 1]
 E
You're gonna get me into trouble
 E
I knew it right off the bat
 E
You're gonna get me into trouble
    N.C.                  E F# G Ab
If you keep looking like that
 
 
[Chorus]
A
I may be alone but there's someone at home
       E
I just know I'm making a mistake
  A
A woman like you walks in a place like this
        B N.C.                        B A A G
You can almost hear the promises break
 
 
[Verse 2]
E
You're gonna make me need an alibi
E
You're gonna make me have to watch my back
E
You're gonna make me have to tell a bunch of lies
                  N.C.                        F# G Ab
You're gonna make me have to cover my tracks
 
 
[Bridge]
A
Well I told her I wouldn't, I thought that I couldn't
E
Now I am so ashamed
A
When I look at you it's all that I can do
   B N.C.                        B A A G
To think about what's her name
 
 
[Verse 3]
E
You're gonna get me into trouble
E



I knew it right off the bat
E
You're gonna get me in trouble
    N.C.
If you keep looking like that
E   F#   G  Ab  A
Don't look like that baby
A
No, no, no, no
 
 
[Verse 4]
E
You're gonna mix my emotions
E
You're gonna tangle my net
E
You're gonna make me do something
         N.C.                   E F# G Ab
That I'm afraid I won't regret
 
 
[Chorus]
 A
Well I may be alone but there's someone at home
       E
I just know I'm making a mistake
  A
A woman like you walks in a place like this
        B N.C.                        B A A G
You can almost hear the promises break
 
 
[Verse 5]
 E
You're gonna get me into trouble
 E
You're gonna get me into trouble
  E
You're gonna get me, you know you're gonna get me
   E
You know that you're gonna get me, don't ya?

20583. Trouble Again

Linda Ronstadt - Trouble Again

Well I wake up in the night now
And don't you know I think of you
It's the fire in your eyes
That keeps on cutting through
There's nowhere I can run to
Can't seem to lose the thought of you



I never really was a bad girl
But you got me in trouble again

Well I used to walk the straight line
I knew what I was doing all the time
There was nothing left to move me
I always held my ground
But you got me where you want me
And now you're always here to haunt me
I never really was a bad girl
But you got me in trouble again

I still remember how it felt when you put your arms around me
But if I thought you could love me, I was blind

But you got me where you want me
And now you're always here to haunt me
I never really was a bad girl
But you got me in trouble again

Well you'd think I would've learned by now
And I'd keep away from you somehow
Just like a little child
I keep coming back for more
But baby when you come today
Don't you know that I'll come out and play
I never really was a bad girl
But you got me in trouble again
I never really was a bad girl
But you got me in trouble again
Woah I never really was a bad girl
But you got me in trouble again

20584. Trouble Follows Me

Trouble Follows Me
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - Trouble Follows Me

[Verse 1]
There's a bank that holds a note that I signed in '61
It was easy when I signed it, now they're takin' back my home
Just a few months short, on a 20 [?]
A hard-workin' farm boy left without a home
They're gonna build a prison there, and drawin' up the plan
They took away my house, now they're gonna take my land
I guess I'll pull a Jessie James, and go and get a gun
And rob the bank that took my farm and cut me on the run

[Chorus]
A life of troubles, heartaches and misery
And the trouble of it all, is trouble follows me

[Verse 2]



This cell is mighty crowded, and you never get no rest
But soon, they'll build a bigger jail, the biggest in the West
They're breaking ground, all around, they're taking down my home
I'd been growing corn in my cornfield, and never-more we roam

[Chorus]
A life of troubles, heartaches and misery
And the trouble of it all, is trouble follows me

[Verse 3]
Well, you think you've got troubles, a story I must tell
About a Kansas farm boy who spent his life in jail
A stare across the prison yard that I once called my own
The banker's now the warden, and he still owns my home

[Chorus]
A life of troubles, heartaches and misery
And the trouble of it all, is trouble follows me

[Instrumental Interlude]

[Outro]
A life of troubles, heartaches and misery
And the trouble of it all, is trouble follows me
It's home sweet home again

20585. Trouble Free

Rhonda Vincent - Trouble Free

My first taste of love, I bit off more than I could choose
'Cause I got involved with trouble when I go involved with you
And your leavin' don't surprise me, it was just your parting shot
But you did me a favor believe it or not

And if you think I walk the floor at night, you're flattering yourself
Don't ever think I cry myself to sleep
It's not trouble gettin' over you as far as I can tell
You left me trouble free

Yeah, I still got my share of headaches, I got bills to pay
If it's ain't one thing it's another each and every day
But relatively speaking, I don't worry anymore
'Cause you solved my biggest problem when you walked out the door

And if you think I walk the floor at night, you're flattering yourself
Don't ever think I cry myself to sleep
It's not trouble gettin' over you as far as I can tell
You left me trouble free

And if you think I walk the floor at night you're flattering yourself
Don't ever think I cry myself to sleep
It's not trouble gettin' over you as far as I can tell



You left me trouble free

And if you think I walk the floor at night you're flattering yourself
Don't ever think I cry myself to sleep
It's not trouble gettin' over you as far as I can tell
You left me trouble free, you left me trouble free

20586. Trouble In Mind

Trouble In Mind
Slocan Ramblers

Trouble in mind I'm blue
But I won't be blue always
'Cause the sun's gonna shine
On my back door someday

I'm gonna lay down my head
On some lonesome railroad line
And let the two-nineteen
Ease my troubled mind

I'm goin' down the river
Gonna take my rockin' chair
And if them blues don't leave me
I'll rock right out of here

I'm all alone at midnight
And the lamp is burnin' low
I've never had so much
Trouble in my life

20587. Trouble In Mind

Trouble In Mind

Just old Rambling Bill, just old Rambling Bill
Some day I might get married and, baby, I might settle down

I ain't got no home, I'm here all alone
All the clothes I've got, I've got them on
Just old Rambling Bill, just old Rambling Bill
Some day I might get married and, baby, I might settle down

I've been all around from town to town
I've got some good things on my way around
Just old Rambling Bill, just old Rambling Bill
Some day I might get married and, baby, I might settle down



Rock it, boys!
I'm just like a piano player, carry nothing but my hat
I play women where I find 'em and leave 'em where I played 'em at
Just old Rambling Bill, just old Rambling Bill
Some day I might get married and, baby, I might settle down

Rocks is my pillow, sunshine keeps me warm
Blue sky is my blanket and Mother Nature built my home
Just old Rambling Bill, just old Rambling Bill
Some day I might get married and, baby, I might settle down
wash everything I had down the street

I was hollerin' for mercy, and it weren't no boats around
Hey I was hollerin' for mercy, and it weren't no boats around
Hey that looks like people, I've gotta stay right here and drown

Hey my house started shakin', started floatin' on down the stream
Hey my house started shakin', went on floatin' on down the stream
It was dark as midnight, people began to holler and scream

20588. Trouble In Mind Live - Chords

Trouble In Mind Live 
Larkin Poe
 
E  D  A  E  x2
Oooooooooo
 
            E             D
I steal my cigs from the Seven-Six
A                     E
smoking up in church, up to all my tricks
       E                   D
I'm a bad little angel, I fell from Grace
         A                     E
Georgia Peach gone bad, yeah, you know the taste
 
    E                    D
If you must know what I think of you,
    A                           E
so help me Lord, I'm going to speak the truth
       E          D
and I try, and I try, try, try
      C/G         D
and I try to do right
 
    E            D
And I            I
A                 E
I got trouble in mind (got trouble in mind)
E            D
I            I
A                 E



I got trouble in mind
 
             E             D
Born under a bad sign, like Albert King,
           A                  E
I have the matchbox blues, I like to sing
        E                D
I will break your heart, honey, for the kicks
       A                       E
I'm a bona fide slacker and I like quick fix
 
    E               D
I could behave but what's the use,
    A                E
so help me Lord, I gotta cut loose
       E          D
and I try, and I try, try, try
      C/G         D
and I try to do right
 
    E            D
And I            I
A                 E
I got trouble in mind (got, trouble in mind)
E            D
I            I
A                 E
I got trouble in mind
 
  E                     D
I shiver and shake, I moan, I ache
     A                              E
oh doctor got to give me something for this pain, 'cause
 
E            D
I            I
A                 E
I got trouble in mind, trouble in mind
 
 
[Solo]
 
E               D
I got to Paris, all the lights went down
A                     E
They built the Berlin Wall to keep me out
E                        D
I broke your heart from thirty thousand feet
            A                E
They post a danger sign everywhere I sleep, 'cause
 
E            D
I            I
A                 E
I got trouble in mind (got, trouble in mind)
E            D
I            I



A                 E
I got trouble in mind (got, trouble in mind)
E            D
I            I
A                 E
I got trouble in my mind
E            D
I            I
A                 E
I got trouble in mind (got, trouble in mind)
 
  E                     D
I shiver and shake, I moan, I ache
     A                              E
oh doctor got to give me something for this pain
 
  E                     D
I shiver and shake, I moan, I ache
     A                              E
oh doctor got to give me something for this pain, 'cause
 
E            D
I            I
A                 E
I got trouble in mind(got, trouble in mind)
E            D
I            I
A                 E
I got trouble in mind

20589. Trouble In The Fields

Nanci Griffith - Trouble in the Fields

Baby I know that we've got trouble in the fields
When the bankers swarm like locust out there turning away our yield
The trains roll by our silos, silver in the rain
They leave our pockets full of nothing
But our dreams and the golden grain

Have you seen the folks in line downtown at the station
They're all buying their ticket out and talking the great depression
Our parents had their hard times fifty years ago
When they stood out in these empty fields in dust as deep as snow

And all this trouble in our fields
If this rain can fall, these wounds can heal
They'll never take our native soil
But if we sell that new John Deere
And then we'll work these crops with sweat and tears
You'll be the mule I'll be the plow
Come harvest time we'll work it out
There's still a lot of love, here in these troubled fields



There's a book up on the shelf about the dust bowl days
And there's a little bit of you and a little bit of me
In the photos on every page
Now our children live in the city and they rest upon our shoulders
They never want the rain to fall or the weather to get colder

And all this trouble in our fields
If this rain can fall, these wounds can heal
They'll never take our native soil
But if we sell that new John Deere
And then we'll work these crops with sweat and tears
You'll be the mule I'll be the plow
Come harvest time we'll work it out
There's still a lot of love, here in these troubled fields

You'll be the mule I'll be the plow
Come harvest time we'll work it out
There's still a lot of love, here in these troubled fields

20590. Trouble In Your Mind

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Trouble In Your Mind

I wished I had a nickel, I wished I had a dime
I wish I had me a pretty girl, you know I'd call her mine

Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't get trouble in your mind

If you see that gal o' mine, you make sure that you tell her
If she don't like my way o' doing, she can get some other feller

Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't get trouble in your mind

If you see that gal of mine; you tell her, if you can
'Fore she goes to make my bread to wash them nasty hands

Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't get trouble in your mind

Trouble, trouble; trouble in my mind
If trouble don't kill me, I'm sure I'll never die

Don't get trouble in your mind



Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't you get trouble in your mind

Trouble, trouble; trouble in my mind
If trouble don't kill me, I'm sure I'll never die

Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't get trouble in your mind
Don't get trouble in your mind

20591. Trouble Letting Go

Trouble Letting Go
Avett Brothers

[Verse 1]
Paint love in a lonely light
Monochrome only when I go without
Got light in the soul tonight
Every color I've ever heard about
It feels so good I'll have trouble letting go
Strobe light like lightning bolts
Dance floor spinning like a hurricane
Love current 10,000 volts
Heavy wind bending up the weather vane
It felt so good I had trouble letting go

[Chorus]
The magic is there for us all to feel
Naming it isn't what makes it real
Rushing around for us all to know
Noticing isn't what makes it so

[Verse 2]
Wanna walk side by side awhile
Just a few blocks up 7th Ave
By the time we hit the park
You're gonna be too old to wanna hold my hand
It feels so good I'll have trouble letting go

[Chorus]
The magic is there for us all to feel
Naming it isn't what makes it real
Rushing around for us all to know
Noticing isn't what makes it so

[Bridge]
I cry when I have it, I cry when I don't
And everyone walks away
Still I ask if I can stay



[Chorus]
The magic is there for us all to feel
Naming it isn't what makes it real
Rushing around for us all to know
Noticing isn't what makes it so

[Outro]
I cry when I have it, I cry when I don't
And everyone walks away
Yeah, everyone walks away
Yeah, everyone walks away
Still I ask if I can stay

20592. Trouble That I'm In - Chords

Trouble That I'm In 
Old Crow Medicine Show
 
[Vers 1]
 
A
I went down to Nashville [
Rode that L&N;
D
I'd seen that pretty gal standin' there
Dropped/brought my tongue down to my chin
               G
Cause she's so fine
               C
I was right on time
 
A
She took me down to 2nd street
She said "I'll be right back"
D
I waited there for seven weeks
Then got back on the track
              G
And now we're through
           C
And I'm so blue
 
[Chorus]
G          C
Oh no, the trouble that I'm in
F                         C
Good times are over I got whiskers on my chin
              Bb          B
And there's a long lonely road, boys
E
I'll be travellin'
A                                D
So long, tell my troubles to the wind



 
[Vers 2]
 
A
Way down south in Louisville
They showed me to the door
D
They hadn't seen a railroad bum
Since 1924
                  G
Its a rich folk's town
                    C
They don't need me 'round
 
A
The police came and got me
They took/dropped me way downtown
D
Guilty for this vagrancy
And now I'm prison bound Up on the
G                 C
hill In Louisville
 
[Chorus]
G          C
Oh no, the trouble that I'm in
F                         C
Good times are over I got whiskers on my chin
              Bb          B
And there's a long lonely road, boys
E
I'll be travellin'
A                                                 D
So long, tell my troubles to the wind
 
[Vers 3]
 
A
If you're ever in Birmingham
You know where I'll be found
D
Standin' in line at the CCC
Signin' my name down
 
              G                  C
On the dotted line Puttin' in my dime
 
A
So put away your whiskey boys
Throw down your gamblin' cards
D
Quit sellin' that corn liquor boys
And sleepin' in freight yards In every
G                    C
town They'll run you down
 
[Chorus]



G          C
Oh no, the trouble that I'm in
F                         C
Good times are over I got whiskers on my chin
              Bb          B
And there's a long lonely road, boys
E
I'll be travellin'
A                                D
So long, tell my troubles to the wind

20593. Trouble With Angels

Kathy Mattea - Trouble With Angels

Look at me, look at you
Laugh at them, yeah, we should laugh at us, too
Make a wish we wanna come true
Gonna get us an angel, maybe get us two

Goin' for the brass ring
Yeah, we got such big plans
Got our own dreams
You know the Big Guy's gonna give us a hand

Trouble with angels
Is you can never find one when you want one
The trouble with angels is I really want one
Trouble with angels is they're never around
Do you really need one? Yeah, I really need one

Got a feelin' it's gonna be okay
'Coz whatever happen's gonna happen anyway
Make a wish and it may come true
An angel's gonna come down, gonna get us through

Goin' for the brass ring
Yeah, we got such big plans
Got our own dreams
You know the Big Guy's gonna give us a hand

Trouble with angels
Is you can never find one when you want one
The trouble with angels is I really want one
Trouble with angels is they're never around
Do you really need one? I really need one

Goin' for the brass ring
Yeah, we got such big plans
Got our own dreams
The Big Guy's gonna give us a hand
Yeah, the Big Guy's gonna give us a hand



Trouble with angels
Is you can never find one when you want one
The trouble with angels is I really want one
Trouble with angels is they're never around
Do you really need one? I need one

Trouble with angels
Trouble with angels
Trouble with angels
Do you really need one? I really need one

20594. Trouble With Forever

Little Big Town - Trouble With Forever

[Verse 1]
She said, "Forever's gonna be like this"
Class ring promise and a shotgun kiss
Blue jeans, smoke and backseat dreams
Make kids in love believe anything
[Chorus]
She can't feel rain in July without thinkin' about him
And he can't see top-down, old Jeeps without thinkin' about her
We love how forever begins
But the trouble with forever is it always ends
Ooh-ooh-ooh

[Verse 2]
She thought love was a pretty, white dress
He thought the work was done when she said, "Yes"
Three hundred people heard her say, "I do"
But there was no one there when he said, "We're through"

[Chorus]
And she can't help sometimes wishin' they could start over
And he knows there's so many things that he should have told her
We love how forever begins
But the trouble with forever is it always ends
Ooh-ooh-ooh
Ooh-ooh-ooh

[Outro]
He holds her hand as she says, "Goodbye"
Fifty years in the blink of an eye
As close to forever as you'll ever get
The trouble with forever is it always ends

20595. Trouble With My Lover



Alison Krauss - Trouble With My Lover

Sometimes I get lonesome
Sometimes I get a little blue
He's got me walking around in circles
And I don't know what to do

What good is love
You can't have it when you want it
What good is love if you
If you can't own it

Love can be so good
And love can be so cruel
Love can make you happy
Love can make you blow your cool

But when he puts his arms around me
Way in the middle of the dark
You know he fills me up with a kind of delight
Ooh the mans all right

(Trouble with my lover)
I'm in a world of trouble
(Trouble with my lover)
I'm in a world of trouble

I feel so helpless
I can't help myself
I don't want to see him, oh no
With nobody else

In the restless hours
I sit home alone
I wish I could meet him oh
This man I love

But when he puts his arms around me
Way in the middle of the dark
You know he fills me up with a kind of delight
Ooh the mans all right

(Trouble with my lover)
I'm in trouble
(Trouble with my lover)
I'm in a world of trouble
(Trouble with my lover)
Mmm
(Trouble with my lover)
I'm in a world of trouble

20596. Trouble With Roses



Nanci Griffith - Trouble With Roses

I worked hard for that rose
You may have it when you go
'Cause it's the dreaming it lends
Worth holding here
And when the outbound lane brings me trouble again
If my heart's in the wind
I wanna hold it near

[Chorus:]
Don't say no, it's not part of this show
When the lights were down low
Your eyes were closing too
Now the bar is closing
I can leave here knowing
That the dreams are still growing
As long as you're holding that rose

My pockets are clean
Though they're empty half the time
I spend my half times in dreamin'
Least I ain't wastin' lines
And the boys that I know, Lord their questions get old
'Cause it's the boys who ask questions
And the Man who knows

[Chorus]

Take care of that rose, it's my dreams that you're holdin'
When you hold that rose

20597. Troubled Land

Cornmeal - Troubled Land
Album: Live In Chicago, IL Vol. II

Chorus:
Troubled times on a troubled land
Worried minds and the hearts of man
Crawling out thru the desert's sand
By way of the sword and the soldiers hand
By way of the sword and the soldiers hand

They fight by God and die by stone
Fires burn and the plague their homes
Reaching out to save their souls

Is this some god from the days of old?
Because the savior I am told
Bore peace and love the world has never known

Chorus:



Soldiers come and soldiers go
Never question the lies they're told
Falling through the dust just dying to make it home

In the land we trust, by the tortured road
Lives are bought and slowly sold
and buried beneath the burden of control

Chorus:

20598. Troubled Mind

Yonder Mountain String Band - Troubled Mind (Live)

Headin' down to the river, feelin' all undone
Might be for the best if I just stare into the sun
So I can't see, what a fool you made of me

Well, I am sittin' home alone, blue as I can be
Music turned up loud as hell, it hurts but just as well
But(?) I can hear people talking 'bout us Dear

By the looks I get seems I am the last to know
Apologetic eyes follow me everywhere I go
I swear I'm twenty-twenty but I never saw the signs
And now I sit alone and try to ease my troubled mind

Headed down to the barroom to get myself a drink
Money in my pocket's gonna help me not to think
Of you at all, no I won't think of you at all

Well, I swear that women, she's like a mystery
I read those pages through and through
I still don't have a clue 'bout what went wrong
Or why she left after so long

20599. Troubled Times

Troubled Times
Leftover Salmon - Larry Keel Experience

[Chorus]
Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Take away your sorrow
Bring me back some peace of mind



[Verse 1]
Mama's gone away
Joined my Daddy up above
Mama's gone away
Joined my Daddy up above
I wouldn't have me nobody
If it wasn't for my own true love

[Chorus]
So blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Take away your sorrow
Bring me back some peace of mind

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
Well, money's hard to come by
But there's always bills to pay
But I know the time is coming
There's gonna be a brighter day

[Chorus]
So blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Take away your sorrow
Bring me back some peace of mind

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Outside the rain is falling
And the sun has lost the sky, yes, it has
Oh, outside the rain is falling
And the sun has lost the sky
Well, I feel so dog gone lonesome
And I can't tell you the reason why

[Chorus]
So blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Take away your sorrow
Bring me back some peace of mind

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 4]
Oh, they say the darkest night
Happens just before the dawn
I been waiting for the daylight
To make these troubles move along



[Chorus]
Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Take away your sorrow
Bring me back some peace of mind

[Outro]
Oh, take away your sorrow
Bring me back some peace of mind

20600. Troubled Times

Troubled Times
Leftover Salmon - Larry Keel Experience

[Chorus]
Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Take away your sorrow
Bring me back some peace of mind

[Verse 1]
Mama's gone away
Joined my Daddy up above
Mama's gone away
Joined my Daddy up above
I wouldn't have me nobody
If it wasn't for my own true love

[Chorus]
So blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Take away your sorrow
Bring me back some peace of mind

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
Well, money's hard to come by
But there's always bills to pay
But I know the time is coming
There's gonna be a brighter day

[Chorus]
So blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times



Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Take away your sorrow
Bring me back some peace of mind

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Outside the rain is falling
And the sun has lost the sky, yes, it has
Oh, outside the rain is falling
And the sun has lost the sky
Well, I feel so dog gone lonesome
And I can't tell you the reason why

[Chorus]
So blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Take away your sorrow
Bring me back some peace of mind

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 4]
Oh, they say the darkest night
Happens just before the dawn
I been waiting for the daylight
To make these troubles move along

[Chorus]
Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Blow, wind, blow
Blow away these troubled times
Take away your sorrow
Bring me back some peace of mind

[Outro]
Oh, take away your sorrow
Bring me back some peace of mind

20601. Troublemaker

Jim Lauderdale
Troublemaker

They tell me I'm a troublemaker
Born to stir the mix
I don't know if that's a fact
I love to get my kicks



When the day is over
The hours are my owm
Between five o'clock and midnight
I'm a dog upon a bone

Working on the highway
Working on the farm
All I got to show for it
Is the muscle in my arm

They tell me I'm a lover
The girls all say it's so
Greeting me with open arms
And miss me when I go

I'm kind to dogs and children
And in who show respect
For a hard-working son-of-a-gun
With nothing to protect

Working on the highway
Working on the farm
All I got to show for it
Is the muscle in my arm

Next time I go to jail
They throw away the key
Regarding that, all I can say
Is rather you than me

I mind my own business
Until you make it yours
Then plan your parting, as they say
It never rains, it pours

Working on the highway
Working on the farm
All I got to show for it
Is the muscle in my arm

Working on the highway
Working on the farm
All I got to show for it
Is the muscle in my arm

They tell me I'm a troublemaker

20602. Troubles Around My Door

Troubles Around My Door

My troubles seem to never end
It seems I lose I never win



The nights are long walk the floor
Troubles keep hanging round my door

My troubles seem to never end
They go on forevermore
Although I'll smile and pretend
Troubles keep hanging round my door

What have I done your love is gone
But still I'm trying to hang on
You honkey tonk all over town
Troubles have really got me down

20603. Troubles Up And Down The Road

Troubles Up and Down the Road - Blue Highway
(trad., arr. Blue Highway/Daniel House Music, BMI) 

1) Troubles up and down the road, and trials all the way around 
Never knew what trouble was till my darling threw me down 

2) If ever I meet that girl again, our troubles will all be oer 
I'll steal her out away from home; We will sail for some foreign shore 

4) When my worldly trials are over and my last goodbye I've said 
Bury me near my darling's doorstep where the roses bloom and fade 

5) My pockets are all empty like they've often been before; 
If I ever reach my home again, I'll walk these ties no more 

6) The cheapest thing I ever done was sleepin' out among the pines 
The hardest thing I ever tried was keeping your loving off my mind 

8) Have never worked for pleasure, peace on earth I cannot find 
The only thing I surely own is a worried and troubled mind 

9) Troubles up and down the road, and trials all the way around 
Never knew what trouble was till my darling threw me down

20604. Troublesome Waters

Troublesome Waters
Flatt & Scruggs

Troublesome waters around me do roll
They're rockin' my boat and wreckin' my soul
Loved ones are driftin' and livin' in sin
The treacherous whirlpools are pullin' them in



When troublesome waters are rollin' so high
I lift up my voice and to heaven I cry
Lord I am trustin' give guidance to me
And steady my boat on life's troubled sea.

Troublesome waters are blacker than night
Hiding from view the harbor light bright
Out on the ocean I seem as a speck
Awful sea monsters are waiting my wreck

   Gently I feel the touch of his hand
   Guiding my boat to that better land
   Leading way to heaven's bright shore
   Troublesome waters I'm fearing no more

Troublesome waters around me now roll
Rocking my boat and tempting my soul
Loved ones are drifting and living in sin
Treacherous whirlpools are pulling them in

Sin waves are tossing and dashing so high
Over this noise you hear my sad cry
Lord I am trusting show mercy to me
Steady my lifeboat while I am at sea

20605. Truck Driver's Blues

Truck Driver's Blues

Feelin' tired and weary from my head down to my shoes
Feelin' tired and weary from my head down to my shoes
Got a low down feelin' truck driver's blues
Keep them wheels a rollin' I ain't got no time to lose

Keep them wheels a rollin' I ain't got no time to lose
(Got a low down feelin' truck driver's blues)
Ride, ride, ride on into town there's a honky tonk gal a waitin'
And I've got troubles to drown

(Never did have nothin' I've got nothin' much to lose)
Never did have nothin' I've got nothin' much to lose
(Just a low down feelin' truck driver's blues)
Ride, ride, ride on into town there's a honky tonk gal a waitin'
(Never did have nothin')

20606. Truck Driver's Queen

Truck Driver's Queen



From Caroline to Alabam, on down that Georgia line
I've seen lost of pretty girls but there's none as sweet as mine
As I put the miles behind me with the headlights burning bright
Gotta keep these big wheels rolling I'm coming home tonight

Ain't got time to shoot the pinball or get the rader blues
Gotta keep these big wheels rolling I'm coming home to you
I know my baby's waiting the sweetest ever seen
With big blue eyes that sparkle, she's a truck driver's Queen

At the cafes and truck stops all up and down the line
I see lost of pretty girls but there's none as sweetest I've ever seen
Gotta keep these big wheels rolling to my truck driver's Queen

* Refrain

20607. Truck Driving Man

Truck Driving Man (Truck Drivin' Man)
Jim & Jesse - Jimmy Martin

I stopped at a roadhouse in Texas,
A little place called Hamburger Dan's
I heard that old jukebox a-playing,
A song 'bout a truck driving man

   Pour me another cup of coffee,
   For it is the best in the land
   I'll put a nickel in the jukebox,
   And play The Truck Driving Man

The waitress then brought me some coffee
I thanked her and called her back again
I said, "That ol' song sure does fit me
'Cause I am a truck driving man

I stepped back on board my old semi
And then like a flash I was gone
I got them ol' truck wheel a-rollin
I'm on my way to San Antone

20608. Truckin'

Truckin'

Truckin' - got my chips cashed in
Keep Truckin' - like the doodah man
Together - more or less in line
Just keep truckin' on



Arrows of neon and flashing marquees out on Main Street
Chicago, New York, Detroit, it's all the same street
Your typical city involved in a typical daydream
Hang it up and see what tomorrow brings

Dallas - got a soft machine
Houston - too close to New Orleans
New York - got the ways and means
But just won't let you be

Most of the cats you meet on the street speak of True Love
Most of the time they're sittin' and cryin' at home
One of these days they know they gotta get goin'
Out of the door and down to the street all alone

Truckin' - like the doodah man
Once told me you got to play your hand
Sometimes - the cards ain't worth a damn
If you don't lay 'em down

Sometimes the light's all shining on me
Other times I can barely see
Lately it occurs to me
What a long strange trip it's been

Hey, what in the world ever became of sweet Jane?
She lost her sparkle, you know she isn't the same
Living on reds, vitamin see and cocaine
All a friend can say is 'Ain't it a shame'

Truckin' - up to Buffalo
Been thinkin' - you got to mellow slow
Take time - you pick a place to go
And just keep truckin' on

Sitting and staring out of a hotel window
Got a tip they're kicking the door in again
I'd like to get some sleep before I travel
But if you got a warrant I guess you're gonna come in

Busted - down on Bourbon Street
Set up - like a bowling pin
Knocked down - it gets to wearing thin
They just won't let you be

You're sick of hanging around and you'd like to travel
Get tired of traveling, you'd like to settle down
I guess they can't revoke your soul for trying
Get out of the door - light out and look all around

Sometimes the light's all shining on me
Other times I can barely see
Lately it occurs to me
What a long strange trip it's been

Truckin' - I'm a goin' home



Whoa - oh, baby, back where I belong
Back home - sit down and patch my bones
And get back truckin' on

20609. Truckstop

Marty Stuart - Truckstop

At a red hot truck stop with a dirt floor parking lot
A waitress named Shirley 
Poured him some coffee and she said
"Hello stranger where're you going? 
I see the dust of where you've been
Seems like the fire of trouble

Claims you like the next of kin
You look as new as tomorrow 
And the old as where you're from
If I've got it right and I think I might
I believe that you're a Pilgrim"

20610. True

True
Glen Phillips

So how, how did I lose the thread?
When you reeled it in again
I could be caught on that line
Spending my time swimming with you
Your love is often unkind, bitter and blind
Sometimes casually cruel

But it's true
But it's true

You give more than you would ever take
Forgive the mess I leave in my wake
I'm inconsistent at best
Never at rest, ever the fool
I'm always stumbling around knocking things down
But whatever else I do

I'll be true
I'll be true
I'll be true

You're in and out of my hands
Slipping like sand, passing like time



Your love is brutally bold, careless and cold
But it's mine, mine
I won't tell you a lie, so be careful what you ask me
I don't care, I don't mind if you never understand me
Every day, every night I can promise you
I can promise you
I'll be true
I'll be true
True

20611. True Blues

The Lil' Smokies - True Blues

Learning how the West was won
Steel toed boots and brine
Now the young blood years
We kept in the back like wine
Now the things were taught
We never adhered to
No the things you were
They faded away so soon
It's true blues
You knew you left me here with
And I always knew
That you're gonna burn not seeing it
It should've been left undone
News is just not right
When I heard the news
Well it proved that your love was blind
I'm tired of trying
To smile in front of you
And all the things you were
They faded away so soon
True blues
You, you left me here with
And I always knew
That you were gonna burn I can see it
Thorn of a leafless tree
Finding my way to the top
Trying to ignite the breeze
Trying to prepare the chop
But the more I lay with you
The harder you will fall
Don't you roll me loops
Well it can be cold at home
True blues
You, you left me here with
And now I always knew
That you were gonna burn
True blues
That you left me here with
Now I always do



That you're gonna burn your secret
They you're gonna burn your secret
And i think you just burned that secret

20612. True Companion

Marc Cohn - True companion

Baby I've been searching like everybody else
Can't say nothing different about myself
Sometimes I'm an angel
And sometimes I'm cruel
And when it comes to love
I'm just another fool
Yes, I'll climb a mountain
I'm gonna swim the sea
There ain't no act of God girl
Could keep you safe from me
My arms are reaching out
Out across this canyon
I'm asking you to be my true companion
True companion
True companion

So don't you dare and try to walk away
I've got my heart set on our wedding day
I've got this vision of a girl in white
Made my decision that it's you all right
And when I take your hand
I'll watch my heart set sail
I'll take my trembling fingers
And I'll lift up your veil
Then I'll take you home
And with wild abandon
Make love to you just like a true companion
You are my true companion
I got a true companion
True companion

When the years have done irreparable harm
I can see us walking slowly arm in arm
Just like the couple on the corner do
'Cause girl I will always be in love with you
And when I look in your eyes
I'll still see that spark
Until the shadows fall
Until the room grows dark
Then when I leave this Earth
I'll be with the angels standin'
I'll be out there waiting for my true companion
Just for my true companion
True companion
True companion



20613. True He's Gone

True He's Gone
Bill Evans

True he's gone
Gone away on another round
True he's gone
Gone away on another round

All the fools, they, like me, know
He'll come around again
All the fools, they, like me, know
He'll come 'round again

Wise men come
Lend a hand and then leave again
Wis men come
Lend a hand, then leave again

It's a land
That he worked for another man
It's a land
That he worked for another man

True he's gone
Gone away on another round
True he's gone
Gone away on another round

All the fools, they like me, know
He'll come around again
All the fools, they, like me, know
He'll come 'round again.

20614. True Heart

True Heart
Oak Ridge Boys - True Heart

Some people spend night and day
Making money they can hide away.
They never know what they're working for,
All they think about is making more.

And every time the world spins round
There's a few more hearts that can't be found
Cause they never had nothing to hold on to
The way that I'm holding you.



[CHORUS:]
All I ever need is your true heart
Next to me when it's cold and dark.
All I need to keep from falling apart
Is the beat of your true heart.

Some people spend day and night
Trying to love everybody in sight
They never know what love is for
All they think about is keeping the score.

And every time the world spins round
There's a few more hearts that can't be found
Cause they never had nothing to hold on to
The way that I'm holding you.

[CHORUS]

Your true heart.
No they never had nothing to hold on to
The way that I'm holding you.

[CHORUS] X3

20615. True Hearts

True Hearts
The Grascals - True Hearts

[Verse 1]
I remember how you cried when I was on the other side
Of love I could see that you love me but that time I didn't
Know how much but I'm the one who is needing you
Watching everything you do hoping I'm the one you needing too

[Chorus]
True hearts can't always break they will never
Lie to you as pure as sunny day shining on the truth don't
Break our heart that's true to you

[Verse 2]
Forgive me love for what
I've done cause now I know the truth that you are the one
For me and love makes everything alright and the reason
Why is still a mystery I know love is a chance to take some
Times the heart will break trying to take the chance with you

[Chorus]
True hearts can't always break they will never lie to you as
Pure as sunny day shining on the truth don't Break our heart
That's true to you
True hearts can't always break they will never lie to you as



Pure as sunny day shining on the truth don't Break our heart
That's true to you don't break a heart that's true

20616. True Life Blues

Bill Monroe - True Life Blues

I hate to see the sun sink low
Just for a cause you ought to know
For it's true love I can't forget
All of my sorrow, you'll soon regret

You promised me love that was true
And I'm sorry to say that I believed in you
Oh, it's all turned out just like a dream
Left me so sad in the world it seems

There's dishes to wash and a house to clean
There's washing to do, oh, it seems so mean
There's a million words I can't explain
Think of this, girl, before you change your name

They'll go away and leave you at home
They never care if you're alone
They seem to forget they've got a wife
This story is sad, but it's a true life

20617. True Love

Desert Rose Band - True Love

It's a true love, not a new love
That makes my life so much better
Tried and proven down through the ages
And it's guaranteed to keep us all together

Little children teach us so much
Remind us of what we've been missing
Something precious left behind us
Gathering dust while we've been drifting

I think you know what I'm speaking of
When you're down on your knees 
All alone in the night
Would you turn away from a true love
There's not a man of us alive
Who can deny true love

Without the blessing of a true love



A life so cold and uncaring
It's the message for a lifetime
And the sweetest gift of life is the caring

I think you know what I'm speaking of
When you're down on your knees
All alone in the night
Would you turn away from a true love
There's not a man of us alive
Who can deny true love

I think you know what I'm speaking of
When you're down on your knees
All alone in the night
Would you turn away from a true love
There's not a man of us alive
Who can deny true love

There's not a man of us alive
Who can deny true love

There's not a man of us alive
Who can deny true love

20618. True Love

True Love
Wendy Moten, Vince Gill

No one ever told me
During all those tears I cried
That one day you would hold me
I just kept hoping inside

True love was waiting
True love would find me in time
True love was waiting
Your love would finally be mine

No one ever showed me
Such care and tenderness
Baby, you know me
And what moves me the best

It's true love waiting
It's true love making up for lost time
It's true love waiting
Your love it's finally mine

And I can't erase these lines on my face
But I'd turn back time if I could
But all the years wanting, the desperate longing, 
Are maybe what makes this so good



True love, waiting
True love that found us in time
True love is waiting
Your love is finally mine

True love is waiting
Your love is finally mine

20619. True Love Is A Golden Ring

True Love Is A Golden Ring

True love is a golden ring
Like the vows we made it's a precious thing
Sent from above on silver wings
True love is a golden ring

Down a winding road with many turns
Through fire and smoke and bridges burned
I've held my share of stranger's hands
Now holding yours, I understand

True love is a golden ring
Like the vows we made it's a precious thing
Sent from above on silver wings
True love is a golden ring

Love is so much more than a one-night stand
Like the endless turn of a wedding band
Looking in your eyes I see the truth
After all this time I found you

True love is a golden ring
Like the vows we made it's a precious thing
Sent from above on silver wings
True love is a golden ring
Oh, true love is a golden ring

20620. True Love Knows No Season

Norman Blake - True Love Knows No Season

Billy Gray rode into Gantry way back in '83
There he first met with young Sarah Maclane
The wild rose of morning, the pale flower of dawning
Hurled a springtime into Billy's life that day
Sarah she could not see the daylight of reality
In her young eyes Billy bore not a flaw



Knowing not her chosen one, he was a hired gun
Wanted in Kansas City by the law
Then one day a tall man came riding from the Badlands
That lie to the north of New Mexico
He was overheard to say, he was looking for a Billy
Gray
A wanted man and a danger said law
WRll the news it came creeping to Billy fast sleeping
There in the Clarendon Bar and Hotel
He ran to the old church that lies on the outskirts
Thinking he'd hide in the old steeple bell
But a rifleball came flying, face down he lay dying
There in the dust of the road where he lay
Sarah ran to him, she was cursing the lawman
The poor girl knew no reason, except that he'd been
Killed
Sarah still lives in that old white frame house
Where she first met Billy some forty years ago
But the wild rose of morning has faded with the dawning
Of each day of sorrow the long years have grown
And written on the stone where the dusty winds have
Long blown
Eighteen words to a passing world say
"True love knows no season, no rhyme or no reason
Justice is cold as the Granger County clay. "
"True love knows no season, no rhyme or no reason
Justice is cold as the Granger County clay. "

20621. True Love Never Dies

True True Love Never Dies
Earl Scruggs

The last time I thought about leaving
Was the last time I made her cry
I've talked myself out of believing
That true true love never dies

The first time I though of returning
Was just ten lonesome miles out of town
But my foolish pride kept these wheels a-turning
There's nothing on this earth gonna shut me down.

   If I had one drop of water
   For each and every tear I have cried
   I'd sail back to her on an ocean of sorrow
   True true love never dies.

The fires in vain turn to ashes
Your pride will forsake you by and by
The lonesomest night surely passes
That old true true love never dies.



20622. True Love Travels A Gravel Road

The Highwaymen - True Love Travels a Gravel Road

[Verse 1]
How many girls
Choose cotton dress worlds
When they could have satins and lace
And stand by her man
Through good times and bad
And still keep a smile on her face
And how many hearts
Could face the winters we've known
And still not turn gold

[Chorus]
True love travels on a gravel road

[Bridge]
Love is a stranger and hearts are in danger
On smooth streets
Paved with gold

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]
Down through the years
We've had hard times and tears
But it only makes our love grow
And we'll stay together
No matter how hard the wind blows
Not once have I seen your
Blue eyes fill with envy
Or stray from the warmth
That they hold

[Chorus]

[Bridge]
Now love is a stranger and hearts are in danger
On smooth streets
Paved with gold

[Chorus][x8]

20623. True North - Chords

Kathy Mattea - True North
(Wendy Waldman/Phil Galdston)



CAPO: 1st Fret
 
INTRO: C  Gm7  (4x)
 
   Am                C               F
He called as soon as he hit New York City
    Am               Am7         F        C   Cadd9 G
The highway was like ice and the wind was turning   cold
   F                             G
He wanted me to know how much he missed me
       Am                Bb           G
And my picture keeps him going on the lonely road
 
 
CHORUS:
C    Dm7
True north
       C                 F
That's where my one star lies
C    Dm7
True north
   C    F       G
If only I could fly
   Bb               F       G              Am   C   F
My heart would be a compass leading to his side____
        C    Gm7    C  Gm7  C  Gm7  C  Gm7
Heading true north
 
 
   Am               C                F
He called a hundred miles west of Chicago
   Am              Am7             F      C  Cadd9 G
He said it must be snowing all the way to Tennes---see
  F                                    G
I couldn't bear to say, back here it's springtime
     Am                    Bb           G
What good is this southern sun when the one for me is
 
 
CHORUS:
C    Dm7
True north
       C                 F
That's where my one star lies
C    Dm7
True north
   C    F       G
If only I could fly
   Bb               F       G              Am   C   F
My heart would be a compass leading to his side____
 
                     **Key Change - Up 2 Semitones**
 
        D    Am7    D  Am7  D  Am7  D  Am7  F    G    Am  G  F
Heading true north
 



                     **Key Change - Down 2 Semitones**
 
 
    Am                C                F
Sometimes I count the miles that run between us
  Am            Am7             F       C   Cadd9 G
I lie awake and wonder how much farther can we    go
   F                                G
He called last night from outside Seattle
                Am             Bb           G
Said, there's a star up in the sky that our love can follow
 
 
CHORUS:
C    Dm7
True north
       C                 F
That's where my one star lies
C    Dm7
True north
   C    F       G
If only I could fly
    Bb             F         G               Am   C   F
I'd be the fastest bird that ever graced the sky_____
        C    Dm7    C  Dm7
Heading true north
        C    Dm7    C  Dm7
Heading true north
        C    Dm7
Heading true north
 
 
OUTRO: C  Gm7  C  Gm7  C  Gm7

20624. True Religion

The Duhks - True Religion 

Who's gonna make up my dyin' bed, when I die?
Who's gonna make up my dyin' bed, when I die?
Who's gonna make up my dyin' bed? Who's gonna make up my dyin' bed?
Who's gonna make up my dyin' bed, when I die?

Who's gonna take my soul to heaven, when I die?
Who's gonna take my soul to heaven, when I die?
Who's gonna take my soul to Heaven? Who's gonna make up my dyin' bed?
Who's gonna take my soul to heaven, when I die?

Oh when I get that true Religion, Halleluj!
Oh when I get that true Religion, Halleluj!
Oh when I get that true religion, true religion will carry me through!
Oh when I get that true religion, Halleluj!



Who's gonna make up my dyin' bed, when I die?
Who's gonna make up my dyin' bed, when I die?
Who's gonna make up my dyin' bed? Who's gonna make up my dyin' bed?
Who's gonna make up my dyin' bed, when I die?

oh, when I die? Who's gonna make up my bed?
when I die?
who's, who's going to make it
who's going to make it
who's going to make up my dyin' bed when I die
Oh when I die?

20625. True Sadness

The Avett Brothers - True Sadness 

You were a friend to me when my wheels were off the track
And though you say there is no need I intend to pay you back
When my mind was turning loose and all my thoughts were turning black
You shined a light on me and I intend to pay you back
When I was a child I depended on a bottle
And full grown I've been known to lean on a bottle
But you're the real deal in a world of imposters
And I've seen the program make men out of monsters

(Chorus)
'Cause I still wake up shaken by dreams
And I hate to say it but the way it seems
Is that no one is fine
Take the time to peel a few layers
And you will find
True sadness

Adam and Eve must have really done a number
On that garden when the apple was finished
Leaving behind them a debt made of sadness
A damage that can't or won't be replenished

(Chorus)

Angela became a target
As soon as her beauty was seen
By young men who try to reduce her down
To a scene on an x-rated screen
Is she not more than the curve of her hips
Is she not more than the shine on her lips
Does she not dream to see and to live and to dance down her own path
Without being torn apart
Does she not have a heart
I cannot go on with this evil inside me
I step out my front door and I feel it surround me
Just know the kingdom of God is within you
Even though the battle is bound to continue



(Chorus)

True sadness
True sadness
True true sadness

20626. Truly Right

Truly Right
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

I decided just to make my mind up suddenly today
Something moved me to play the game again
I've been trying not to believe what my friends have said to me
But it's truly
Truly right
Truly right as rain

There's another place yet to go before I loose the way
There's a woman I pray that I should see
I've realized a little late but sadder is the fate
That it's truly
Truly right
Truly right as rain

I know I'm holding a one way ticket in my hand
I'd like to come back 'Understand

I didn't know I didn't know I would
I didn't know I didn't know I would wreck some lives
And though I understood I didn't really think I could
I didn't know I didn't know I would

I've been trying not to believe what my friends have said to me
I'm inclined to agree with them again
When I win I don't feel right, so I'm losing tonight
And it's truly
Truly right
Truly right as rain

Truly
Truly right
Truly right as rain

20627. Truly Something Fine

Nanci Griffith - Truly Something Fine



Oh, love is a hand you hold
When you think you've lost your mind
It is bitter as persimmons
Yet sweet of rose on vine

It's the thorns upon the vines
That sometimes tear two hearts entwined
It's a gentle breath upon your cheek
That is so truly something fine

Oh, love is something truly fine
Love is love and truly blind
Love is only human kind
Love is something truly fine

Oh, love is something truly fine
Something never looked to find
Yet truly something fine

Now you and I are roses
Chose to wither on the vines
With you, you're back to love
With me, I've run from mine

We are some kind of weather
You're the storm blown 'cross my life
I am a leaf of autumn
A fallen tear of something fine

Oh, love is something truly fine
Love is love and truly blind
Love is only human kind
Love is something truly fine

Love is something truly fine
Something never looked to find
Yet truly something fine

From the shallows of the Mekong
To my Liffey, Dublin's wine
The tide turned me around
And brought the taste of something fine

And something's truly lost
As I'll not try to change your mind
The thorns of taking chances
Made it something truly fine

Oh, love is something truly fine
Love is love and truly blind
Love is only human kind
Love is something truly fine

And love is something truly fine
Something never looked to find
Yet truly something fine



20628. Trust

Paul Williams 
Trust

'Tis a pity you've a stranger, I would like to know
You, show you around
Keep you warm and free from danger, share the
Secrets I have found to be true
In a city built on laughter, I have found you crying
Caught you in tears
Trust in me and from hereafter you'll be safe from
Sorrow, shadows and fears

Trust in me I will care for you
Share a grace with you, I'll make a place for you
For you and me, you and me
And if it pleases you, I'd be honoured to serve you
Take a stand for you
Always there with a loving hand for you
There if you fell, yes and I'll serve you well, serve
Thee well

In a world of hidden treasure, I have found the
Rainbow found it in you
Taking comfort in your pleasure, love will come in
Silence faithful and true

Trust in me, I will care for you
Share a grace with you, I'll make a place for you
For you and me
Trust in me, trust in me

20629. Trust And Obey

Trust And Obey
John H. Sammis, Music: Daniel B. Towner
Sierra Hull 

When we walk with the Lord
In the light of His Word
What a glory He sheds on our way
While we do His good will
He abides with us still
And with all who will trust and obey
Trust and obey
For there's no other way
To be happy in Jesus
But to trust and obey



Then in fellowship sweet
We will sit at His feet
Or we'll walk by His side in the way
What He says, we will do
Where He sends, we will go
Never fear, only trust and obey

Trust and obey
For there's no other way
To be happy in Jesus
But to trust and obey

20630. Trust Each Other

Trust Each Other 
Stanley Brothers

I tried so hard to make you happy
Offered all your heart allowed 
Somehow, I just can't seem to reach you my darlin'
You real way's with that rowdy crowd
 
CHORUS: 
Our love, is slowly dying darlin'
To have each other is a must
So why should we go on and suffer
We'll have to trust each other's trust, 

We've heard the same things on each other
Lies can tear true love apart
So let's turn back, start all over my darlin'
Trust each other's trustin' heart

20631. Trust Me

Kathy Mattea - Trust Me

I know she hurt you
It's clear to see
The scar runs wide and reaches deep
Wish I could find the one magic word to dry your eyes and heal your hurt
But you hardly hear me when those memories haunt you so
Baby, believe me you can give up those old ghosts
If you trust me, you don't have to be afraid just trust me
Leave the past to yesterday
You're never going to ever truly love me, until you trust me
I know you've heard me saying lines before
Your heart just wants to lock the door



I'll wait forever till you let me in
Now matter what I'll be your friend
But I'd love to show you the moon is ours tonight
But I'm just glad to hold you till your heart can see the light
And you can trust me
You don't have to be afraid
Just trust me
Leave the past to yesterday
You're never going to ever truly love me
Until you trust me
I'd love to show you the moon is ours tonight
But I'm just glad to hold you till your heart can see the light
And trust me
You don't have to be afraid
Just trust me
Leave the past to yesterday
You've never going to ever truly love me till you trust me
Trust me, trust me

20632. Trusty And True

David Rawlings
Trusty and True

[Verse 1]
We've wanted to be trusty and true
But feathers fell from our wings
And we've wanted to be worthy of you
But weather rained on our dreams

[Chorus]
And we can't take back
What is done, what is past
So, fellas, lay down your fears
'Cause we can't take back
What is done, what is past
So let us start from here

[Verse 2]
'Cause we never wanted to be lusty or lewd
Nor tethered to prudish strings
And we never wanted to be jealously tuned
Nor withered into ugly things

[Chorus]
But we can't take back
What is done, what is past
So, fellas, lay down your spears
'Cause we can't take back
What is done, what is past
So let us start from here
[Bridge]
And if all that you are



Is not all you desire
Then come

[Outro]
Come, come alone
Come with fear, come with love
Come however you are
Just come, come alone
Come with friends, come with foes
Come however you are
Just come, come alone
(Come, let yourself be wrong)
Come with me, then let go
(Come, it's already begun)
Come however you are
(Come, let yourself be wrong)
Just come, come alone
(Come, it's already begun)
Come so carefully closed
(Come, let yourself be wrong)
Come however you are
(Come, it's already begun)
Just come
Come, come alone
(Come, let yourself be wrong)
Come with sorrows and songs
(Come, it's already begun)
Come however you are
(Come, let yourself be wrong)
Just come, come along
(Come, it's already begun)
Come, let yourself be wrong
(Come, let yourself be wrong)
Come however you are
(Come, it's already begun)
Just come

20633. Truth And Love

The Infamous Stringdusters - Truth and Love

[Verse 1]
In step with time, a candle burns
Smoke goes up, the table turns
Faces glow and light the dark
Like a flash of fire from a spark
The wind is calm, the river moves
In the trees, the leaves are renewed
Blossoms peak from underground
With the hope that light will be found

[Chorus]
Seek the truth, find your love



Look up high, aim above
On the run may we go
Let the light shine from your soul

[Verse 2]
When skies get dark, what have you done?
What have you lost? What have you won?
Did you stand? Did you defend?
Did you give all your love until the end?

[Chorus]
Seek the truth, find your love
Look up high, aim above
On the run may we go
Let the light shine from your soul

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
Time won't stand still
Never has my friends
Times may get hard
Find what's true in your soul
Live a good life 'til the end

[Chorus]
Seek the truth, find your love
Look up high, aim above
On the run may we go
Let the light shine from your soul
Seek the truth, find your love
Look up high, aim above
On the run may we go
Let the light shine from your soul

20634. Truth Decay

Rodney Crowell - Truth Decay

You've got me worried now
It makes me feel somehow
As if the world is gonna break
Oh, c'mon, short of breath
It's like I'm scared to death
That I might make a bold mistake
I'd grown accustomed to the comfort
Nothing heavy on my plate
I've come to see myself as free at last
But now I just don't feel that great
I can't love you like I want to
When it depends on what I don't do
And every chance to see the real you
Oughta feel you slip away, is truth decay?



It throws me off my game
And nothing feels the same
I get so dizzy I can't think
I dig down deep in down
Until there's no way out
I'm just so busy on the break
I'd like to think I make a difference
As if indeed I ever could
It was always up to you, girl
And this I never understood
I can't love you like I want to
If it comes down to what I don't do
And every chance to see the real you
Oughta feel you slip away, is truth decay?
I can't love you with my hands tied
Walking barefoot down the landslide
If I can't be there when you need me
Do you read me when you say is a truth decay?

20635. Truth No. 2

Truth No. 2
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
You don't like the sound of the truth
Coming from my mouth
You say that I lack the proof
Well baby that might be so
I might get to the end of my life
Find out everyone was lying
I don't think that I'm afraid anymore say that I would rather die trying

[Chorus]
Woh-oh
Swing me way down south
Sing me something brave from your mouth
And I'll bring you
Pearls of water on my hips
And the love in my lips
All the love from my lips

[Verse 2]
This time when he swung the bat
And I found myself laying flat I wondered
What a way to spend a dime
What a way to use the time, ain't it baby
I looked at my reflection in the window walking past
And I saw a stranger
Just so scared all the time it makes me one more reason
Why the world's dangerous

[Chorus]



Woh-oh
Swing me way down south
Sing me something brave from your mouth
And I'll bring you
Pearls of water on my hips
And the love in my lips
All the love from my lips

[Verse 3]
You don't like the sound of the truth
Coming from my mouth
You say that I lack the proof
Well baby that might be so
Tell me what's wrong with having a little faith
In what you're feeling in your heart
Why must we be so afraid
And always so far apart

[Chorus]
Woh-oh
Swing me way down south
Sing me something brave from your mouth
And I'll bring you
Pearls of water on my hips
And the love in my lips
All the love from my lips

20636. Try

TRY - Larry Keel

Just tryin to get my head on right- feels like a never ending night.
Can't line my ducks up in a row- being pulled in by the undertow.

Tryin to right all my wrongs- where have all the hours gone?
Need a change in my forecast- weathering the storms that pass.

Chorus:  TRY!'

Money it just brings me down- trying not to run aground.
Just gotta keep my ship afloat- maybe I need a bigger boat!

It's mighty good to be seen- better go and count my beans.
Tomorrow is another day- work my 8 and take my pay.

Chorus:  TRY!'

20637. Try



Emmylou Harris
Try

Darlin', the door is open
To my heart and I've been hopin'
That you won't be the' one
To' struggle with the' key
We got lots of time
To get' together if we try

The waitin' time is over
No man sees around the corner
Walkin' in the rain and comin' home dry
There's something missin' there
It's easier to care and try

And I try to wash my hands (Ooh, ooh)
And I try to make amends (Ooh, ooh)
And I try to count my friends (Ooh, ooh)

Ooh, ooh, ooh (Ooh, ooh)
Ooh, ooh, ooh (Ooh, ooh)
Ooh, ooh, ooh (Ooh, ooh)

I'd like to take a chance
But shit, Mary, I can't dance
So here's to lookin' up your old address
Golly what a mess
We gotta take the rest and try
We got lots of time
To get together if we try
We got lots of time
To get together if we try
(Ooh, ooh)

20638. Try A Little Kindness

Country Ramblers - Try a little kindness
The Lewis Family

If you see your brother standing by the road
With a heavy load from the seeds he sowed
And if you see your sister falling by the way
Just stop and say you're goin' the wrong way

You've got to try a little kindness
Yes show a little kindness
You shine your light for everyone to see
And if you'll try a little kindness
Then you'll overlook the blindness
Of the narrow minded people
On the narrow minded streets

Don't walk around the down and out



Lend a helping hand instead of doubt
And the kindness that you show every day
Will help someone along their way

You've got to try a little kindness...
You've got to try a little kindness...

20639. Try And Catch The Wind

Try and Catch the Wind
Jim Lauderdale & Roland White

[Verse 1]
In the chilly hours and minutes of uncertainty I want to be
In the warm heart of your loving mind
To feel you all around me and to take your hand along the sand
Ah, but I may as well try and catch the wind

[Verse 2]
When sundown pales the sky I want to hide a while behind your smile
Everywhere I'd look, your eyes would find
For me to love you now would be the sweetest thing, would make me sing
Ah, but I may as well try and catch the wind

[Verse 3]
When rain has hung the leaves with tears, I want you near to kill my fears
Help me to leave all my blues behind
Standing in your heart is where I want to be and long to be
Ah, but I may as well try and catch the wind

[Outro]
Ah, but I may as well try and catch the wind

20640. Try Anymore

Try Anymore (Why Don't We Even)

Verse 1:
Why don't we even try anymore
It's like using that old key in the door
If it won't open right at first
You got to wiggle it  til it works
But we don't even try anymore

Verse 2:
You know I went out a-fishing yesterday
Seemed like everything I hooked just got away
Those damn fish are like my life 
They swam away just like my wife



But we don't even try anymore

Bridge:
We planned a sweet forever
And I thought our golden rings would make it shine
But after seven years together
Neither of us seem to have the time

Verse 3
Our time for crazy love now is gone
We sit home and watch TV all night long
I see that kissing on the set
And think, we ain't tried that one yet
We don't even try anymore

Repeat Bridge:
We planned a sweet forever
And I thought our golden rings would make it shine
But after seven years together
Neither of us seem to have the time

Repeat Verse 4 (same as Verse 1):
Why don't we even try anymore
It's like using that old key in the door
If it won't open right at first
You got to wiggle it  til it works
But we don't even try anymore
No we don't even try anymore
Say we don't even try anymore

20641. Try As I May

Try As I May - Acoustic Syndicate

I see me looking
Through my front door
it's wide open
But I cant see through anymore
I'll have to find me some other way
To see what'²s going on

Sometimes half empty
Sometimes half full
You win some
You lose some
Depends on the fool

Just a small dose of your medicine
Will make the sugar go down
It will make the sugar go down

Oh but try, try as I may
Can't seem to make any difference



Around here these days
But on on and on
To what end
Should I stand up and try this again
Should I stand up and try this again

Oh the big common thread
Has all been forgot
I say I'm better than you
When I know that I'²m not
It sounds like crickets
From the tackle shop
Its all just a bucket of noise

Who gave you the power
To send me to hell
If the world really knew you
They'²d put you in jail
There's blood from the wound
Of the legal knife
On the red silhouette of my soul
On the red silhouette of my soul

Oh but try, try as I may
Cant seem to make any difference
Around here these days
But on, on and on
To what end
Should I stand up and try this again
Should I stand up and try this again
Should I stand up and try this again
Stand up and try this again
Try, try as I may
Cant seem to make any difference
Around here these days
But on, on and on to what end
Should I stand up and try this again
Should I stand up and try this again
Should I stand up and try this again
Stand up and try this again

20642. Try Being Lonely

Dolly Parton - Try Being Lonely 
(Buck Trent & George McCormick)

Suppose you wanted someone the way I want you
Just imagine your body, mind and soul breaking in two
Walk the floor each night, shed tears you can't conceal
Just try being lonely, then you'll know just how I feel
I saw you with your new love and oh it hurt me so
Funny how I see your face everywhere I go
You smiled and looked to be so happy as you passed by



So I hurried around the corner so you wouldn't see me cry
Suppose you wanted someone the way I want you
Just imagine your body, mind and soul breaking in too
Walk the floor each night, shed tears you can't conceal
Just try being lonely, then you know just how I feel
Just try being lonely, then you know just how I feel

20643. Try Me Again

Linda Ronstadt - Try Me Again

Well I drove past your house last night
And I looked in the window
Lately I ain't been feeling right
And I don't know the cure, no
Still I can't keep from wondering
If I still figure in your life
Could you take me back and try me
Try me again
Could you try me again

I drove around in this lonesome town
Felt just like a beginner
Friends I saw they just brought me down
They're so cynical and bitter
Well I guess I'm just like them now
I never thought I'd turn out like that
Could you take me back and try me
Try me again
Could you try me again

Well you say that I cheated
I was not what you needed
Well you're not being kind
When you say you tried
And you know you lied
My hands are tied
Woah, try me again

I'm gonna knock on your door
Till you say you'll come back to me
And love me some more
Oh oh try me again
Will you try me again
Woah, try me again

20644. Try Me One More Time



Try Me One More Time
The Del McCoury Band
Osborne Brothers

Yes, I know I've been untrue
And I have hurt you through and through
But please have mercy on this heart of mine
Take me back and try me one more time

If my darling, you could see
Just what your leaving's done to me
You know that love is still the tie that binds
Take me back and try me one more time

In my dreams I see your face
It seems there's someone in my place
But does he know that you were once just mine
Take me back and try me one more time

If you just forgive me now
I'll make it up to you somehow
I promise never again to be unkind
Take me back and try me one more time
Take me back and try me one more time

20645. Try Not To Look So Pretty

Dwight Yoakam - Try Not To Look So Pretty
(Dwight Yoakam, Kostas)

Try not to look so pretty
The next time that we meet
Please don't look so pretty
And I won't act so weak
Please don't look so pretty
You're lovely but it's just cruel
Try not to look so pretty
And I'll try not to be your fool
You walk in and steal my mind
Oh, but who gave you the right
To treat me like some useless thought
You know away each night
Please don't look so pretty
You're lovely but it's just cruel
Try not to look so pretty
And I'll try not to be your fool
You make it hard on me
Oh, but I'll try to pretend
That you're jut a lovesick dream
That always has to end
Please don't look so pretty
You're lovely but it's just cruel
Try not to look so pretty
And I'll try not to be your fool



20646. Try The Love

Nanci Griffith - Try the Love

Before you marry, before you mend 
Or have someone's children, long before then 
You could find something with somebody new 
Try the love that I'm offering in my open arms 
Before you do 

We should have quarreled, it's so unwise 
To cut yourself loose with only some lies 
Wasn't my first time, it won't be my last 
Try the love that took only a minute to grow 
It won't die that fast 

[Chorus:]
Try the love that the keeper of the key 
Told me one time was clearly not for me 
He's not keepin' no more 
It's the kind when held up to a flame 
Whispers one word, darlin' always your name 
Of this you can be sure 

I have a home now, you should come back 
It's got so much room that I can't unpack 
This is my wish, dear, a now spoken truth 
Try the love that once hidden now seem so alive 
It's waiting on you 

[Chorus]

Try the love that once hidden now seem so alive 
It's waiting on you

20647. Try To Be

Try to Be 
Newfound Road

Well I ain't made of sugar, and I ain't made of gold 
I'm just a dying ember that is still too hot to hold 
But I think I've been forgiven 
For the wicked deeds I've done 
But I highly doubt that I'm pleasin' to the Father of His Son 
 
REFRAIN:   
But I try to be I try to be, good Lord knows, I  try to be 
Be the best me that I can be, I try to be, I try to be 



 
I'm a man that prone to weakness 
It's a wonder I ain't dead 
'Cause the bottle's like a pistol and it's pointed at my head 
But I'd give it up on lovin', just to pick it up again 
I couldn't be a husband and it's hard to be a friend 

Good Lord knows I  try to be 
Be the best me that I can be, I try to be I try to be 

Yes I try to be Lord I try to be

20648. Tryin'

Little Big Town - Tryin'

(Ooh, ooh, ooh)
[Verse 1]
One in a million, mama
That's good enough for me
And you can't make me stay here anyway
Now that I'm eighteen
With everything she had in a duffle bag
She set out to show the world
She was more than just a homecoming queen
And daddy's little girl

[Verse 2]
In a cloud of dust on a Greyhound bus
She crossed the Cook County line
Slept all the way to Nashville
Big dreams running through her mind
She said, "Sure as I'm breathing
I'm going to be a big star someday"
Yeah, she was jumping right into the deep end
On a leap of sweet blind faith

[Chorus]
It's about hoping
It's about dreaming
It's about never not believing
It's about taking a walk out on the wire
And never looking down
It's about living instead of dying
It's about spreading your wings and flying
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, it's all about trying

[Verse 3]
It's been six years since she left home
And she hasn't made it big yet
Oh, but there's no second guessing baby
She's got no regrets
She still works the late shift down at the



Greasy Spoon cafe
When she brings you out your milkshake
You just might hear her say

[Chorus]
"It's about hoping
It's about dreaming
It's about never not believing
It's about taking a walk out on the wire
And never looking down
It's about living instead of dying
It's about spreading your wings and flying
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, it's all about trying"

[Bridge]
It's not whether you win or lose
It's getting in the game

[Chorus]
It's about hoping
It's about dreaming
It's about never not believing
It's about taking a walk out on the wire
And never looking down
It's about living instead of dying
It's about spreading your wings and flying
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, it's all about trying
(It's about hoping)
(It's about dreaming)
(It's about never not believing)
It's all about trying
(It's about taking a walk out on the wire)
(And never looking down)
It's all about trying
It's about hoping
It's about dreaming
It's about never not believing
(It's all about trying)
It's about taking a walk out on the wire
And never looking down
It's about hoping
It's about dreaming
It's about never not believing
It's about taking a walk out on the wire
And never looking down (na, na, na)
It's about hoping
It's about dreaming (na, na, na)
It's about never not believing
It's about taking a walk out on the wire (na, na, na)
And never looking down

20649. Tryin' To Get Over You - Chords



Tryin' To Get Over You
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Jim Weatherly and Vince Gill

C              F                  G7
You could have given me a million reasons why
F                        G7
But it wouldn't change a thing
C           F            G7
You said it all when you said goodbye 
F        G7               C    F G7
You took off your wedding ring
C         F             G7
I've been tryin' to get over you 
C         F             G7
I've been spendin' time alone
C         F             G7
I've been tryin' to get over you 
F              G7              C
But it'll take dyin' to get it done
       F                      G7
All my friends keep tryin' to fix me up 
F                        G7
They say I need somebody new
C                F                 G7
When it comes to love I've all but givin' up 
      F               G7              C
Cause life don't mean nothing without you
Repeat #2 
C         F             G7
I've been tryin' to get over you 
C         F             G7
I've been spendin' time alone
C         F             G7
I've been tryin' to get over you 
F          G7              C
It'll take dyin' to get it done
F          G7              C
It'll take dyin' to get it done

20650. Tryin' To Get Over You - Chords

Tryin' To Get Over You
Vince Gill - Trying To Get Over You

INTRO:  D G A D G A D

D            G                  A            G
You could've given me a million reasons why
G                   A             D
But that wouldn't change a thing
D           G            A             G
You said it all when you said goodbye
G        A                D



You took off your wedding ring

CHORUS:
D         G                  A    D
I've been trying to get over you
D         G             A      D
I've been spending time alone
D         G                  A    G
I've been trying to get over you
G              A               D
But it'll take dyin' to get it done

D      G                      A          G
All my friends keep trying to fix me up
G              A         D
Say I need somebody new
D                G                 A         G
When it comes to love I've all but given up
G                      A               D
'Cause life don't mean nothin' without you

CHORUS

INSTRUMENTAL: D G A G A D G A G A D

CHORUS

G              A     (no chord)     D(pick each note)
But it'll take dyin' to get it done

20651. Tryin' To Get To Heaven

Lucinda Williams - Tryin' to Get to Heaven
David Rawlings

The air is getting hotter
There's a rumbling in the skies
I've been wading through the high muddy water
With the heat rising in my eyes
Every day your memory grows dimmer
It doesn't haunt me like it did before
I've been walking through the middle of nowhere
Trying to get to heaven before they close the door

When I was in Missouri
They would not let me be
I had to leave there in a hurry
I only saw what they let me see
You broke a heart that loved you
Now you can seal up the book and not write anymore
I've been walking that lonesome valley
Trying to get to heaven before they close the door



People on the platforms
Waiting for the trains
I can hear their hearts a-beatin'
Like pendulums swinging on chains
When you think that you lost everything
You find out you can always lose a little more
I'm just going down the road feeling bad
Trying to get to heaven before they close the door

I'm going down the river
Down to New Orleans
They tell me everything is gonna be all right
But I don't know what "all right" even means
I was riding in a buggy with Miss Mary-Jane
Miss Mary-Jane got a house in Baltimore
I been all around the world, boys
Now I'm trying to get to heaven before they close the door

Gonna sleep down in the parlor
And relive my dreams
I'll close my eyes and I wonder
If everything is as hollow as it seems
Some trains don't pull no gamblers
No midnight ramblers, like they did before
I been to Sugar Town, I shook the sugar down
Now I'm trying to get to heaven before they close the door

20652. Tryin' To Hold The Wind Up With A Sail

Jerry Jeff Walker - Tryin' To Hold The Wind Up With A Sail

Well somewhere the sun today's soakin' up a cornfield dry
But it's shining a love song on some snowy clouds
And I know my fingerprints will be brushed away
By the hard plate every day of the century
But the other night when you cried and you woke me up
Just to tell me of your bad dream
I held you close to be of some avail
Tryin' to hold the wind up with a sail
We turned again and stood upon that gentle land
It's a vulnerable drum of old moss and sand
We could rise up another hot naked wall if we stand tall
We can face it again, it's the same old wind
But last night when you cried and woke me up
Just to tell me it's all a bad dream
I tried to hold you to be of some avail
Like tryin' to hold the wind up with a sail
Whenever you cry and wake me up and tell me you know
That it's all a bad dream
I want to be there to hold you to be of some avail
Tryin' to hold the wond up with a sail



20653. Tryin' To Try

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Tryin' to try
Composer: Guy Clark - Jimmie Fadden 

Throwed a rock through your window
Just to let you know I love you
Just to let you know that I care
And I ain't scared to have you see
The way I feel

Blowed a kiss through your keyhole
Just to let you know I'm breathing
Oh, Just to try and smack you in the heart
If I were smart I'd give up
And go back home

I'm not tryin' to say I'm sorry
I'm tryin' to say I love you
Not tryin' to make excuses
Nor put myself above you
I'm not tryin' to rearrange it
Not tryin' to change it
The only thing I'm tryin' to do
Is try

Well I hung out by your back porch
Just to try and catch you leaving
Oh, just to catch you unaware
That's not fair, I don't care
Cause I ain't proud

And I leaned on your door bell
Just to see if you would answer
Oh, just to see if you would open up
No such luck, I'll come back when
You calm down

I'm not tryin' to say I'm sorry
I'm tryin' to say I love you
Not tryin' to make excuses
Nor put myself above you
I'm not tryin' to rearrange it
Not tryin' to change it
The only thing I'm tryin' to do
Is try

20654. Tryin' to Untangle My Mind



Tryin' to Untangle My Mind
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Well I drank a lot of whiskey in my time
And I've held a lot of women that were fine
And I made a little money, I blew every dime
Tryin' to untangle my mind
Well I've made a lot of choices that were wrong
That the good lord spend too many nights alone
And I've been out on the edge, and I've stumbled 'cross the line
Tryin' to untangle my mind

[Chorus]
So if you see me, and I'm lonesome and stoned
So far down, the devil's lookin' high
I'm just trying to untangle my mind

[Verse 2]
Well, I do what I do and I don't know why
But I do what I do, til' the day I die
No heartache for the ticket
So I guess I'll pay the fine
Tryin' to untangle my mind

[Chorus]
If you see me, and I'm lonesome and stoned
So far down, the devil's lookin' high
I'm just tryin' to untangle my mind
Yes I'm tryin' to untangle my mind

20655. Trying

Richard Thompson - Trying

What kind of breeze 
Do you think you are?
You bend me 'til I break
And what kind of dance 
Did you drag me to?
Like a Baptist, I'll moan and shake

If I should fall, fall off the shelf
I'm only trying to be true to myself
To be true

I'm trying, I'm trying
I'm trying, I'm trying
I'm trying, I'm trying, I'm trying
Well, I'm trying, I'm trying 
I'm trying, I'm trying, I

I thought I could fake forever
But I was wrong



I thought I could wait forever
I thought I was strong
Can't put on the brake forever
Forever's too long
You shake me 'til I don't know right from
Right from wrong

And what kind of house 
Are you building for me?
The sand shifts under my feet
And what kind of pill 
Did you slip in my tea?
The bitter taste, so sweet

If I should fall, fall off the shelf
I'm only trying to be true to myself
To be true

Well, I'm trying, I'm trying
I'm trying, I'm trying
I'm trying, I'm trying, I'm trying
Well, I'm trying, I'm trying
I'm trying, I'm trying, I

I thought I could fake forever
But I was wrong
I thought I could wait forever
I thought I was strong
Can't put on the brake forever
Forever's too long
You shake me 'til I don't know right from
From wrong

Right from wrong
Right from wrong
Right from wrong

20656. Trying Not To Love You

Trying Not To Love You
Darrell Scott

Girl i see in you
But i don't have it home
When i'm here with you
I'm not feeling right at all
I've got half of mine wanting all of you
And have knowing what i do
That's my struggle try not to love you
I'm gonna let you in
On the one who knows me best
Oh the way she smiles at me
I know that i've been blessed i've been blessed



But in the dark of mine, she's fastly palm wondering
How i'll get through
Until the day light
I'm tryin not to love you
Try not to love
And not to care
Is tryin not to breathe
When you're needing there
So baby try to understand
You're the water till it's drowning in
And it's a harder slam
In this whole world
I've ever saw to do
Oh girl, i'm tryin not to love you
Yeah it's a hardest thing in this whole wide world
Than i've ever ever tried to do
Oh girl, i'm tryin not to love you

20657. Trying Not To Love You

Alan Jackson - Trying Not To Love You 

Trying not to love you, failing in every way
With you around I keep losing ground day by day
Trying to be fair both to me and to you
Trying not to love you, is hard to do.
But, I guess there's no use hiding
What everybody knows
'Cause to other eyes there's no disguise
For the love that shows
So If I'm not being clear
I'll explain these words to you
Trying not to love you is hard to do.
--- Instrumental ---
Well, I guess there's no use hiding
What everybody knows
'Cause to other eyes there's no disguise
For the love that shows
So If I'm not being clear, baby
I'll explain these words to you
Trying not to love you is hard to do.
Trying not to love you is so hard to do...

20658. Trying Times

Trying Times
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Alex Harvey / Jimmie Fadden



Trying times when you pack it all up
Trying times when you lose somebody you love

The sun's coming up
Wishing I could jump
Got a pain in my heart
I didn't know nohing

20659. Trying To Do Something To Get Your Attention

John Hartford - Trying to Do Something to Get Your Attention

Maybe I should give you some of the royalties to this song
 Cause you sure did inspire me to write
Maybe I should put your name in the lyrics somewhere
 Cause you sure did cause me to write it
You know, as much of a lift
As love songs are
They sure are hard to write
I'm tryin' to do something

[Breathing Solo]

To get your attention
Maybe I should put your picture on the front of this song
 Cause you sure did cause me to write it
Or tell them how I met you in the coda of the song
 Cause you sure did cause me to write it
You know, as much of a lift
As love songs are
They sure are hard to write
I'm tryin' to do something -

[Muttering]

Just stand up here and hold my overcoat like this and  [laughs]
- To get your attention
And I tried real hard not to make this song sound like some other song that I might have writt
en before
And if I did, that's because it's my style and style is based on limitations
I tried real hard not to make this song sound like some other song some other singer-songwri
ter might have written before
And If I did, that's  cause it's music
And music's based on repetition

[Guitar Solo]

20660. Trying To Get Over You



trying to get over you
Vince Gill

INTRO: D G A Asus A G A D G A D

D G A Asus A G
You could have given me a million reasons why
A D G A D
But that wouldn't change a thing
D G A Asus A G
You said it all when you said goodbye
A D G A D
And you took off your wedding ring

CHORUS:
D G A Asus A D
I've been trying to get over you
G A Asus A D
I've been spending time alone
G A Asus A G
I've been trying to get over you
A D G A D
But it'll take dying to get it done

D G A Asus A G
All my friends keep trying to fix me up
A D G A D
Say I need somebody new
D G A Asus A G
When it comes to love I've all but given up
A D G A D
Cause life don't mean nothing without you

CHORUS

INSTRUMENTAL: D G A Asus A G A D G A D G A Asus A G A D G A D

CHORUS
[Last line of chorus]
A D G A G
But it'll take dying to get it done
A (NO CHORD) D G A Asus A G A D
It'll take dying to get it done

20661. Trying To Love Two Women

Trying to Love Two Women
Oak Ridge Boys - Trying to Love Two Women

Trying to love two women is like a ball and chain
Trying to love two women is like a ball and chain
Sometimes the pleasure ain't worth the strain
It's a long old grind, and it tires your mind.



Trying to hold two women is tearing me apart
Trying to hold two women is tearing me apart
One's got my money, the other's got my heart
It's a long old grind, and it tires your mind.

When you try to please two women, you can't please yourself
When you try to please two women, you can't please yourself
At best it's only half good; a man can't stock two shelves
It's a long old grind, and it tires your mind.

Trying to love two women is like a ball and chain
Trying to love two women is like a ball and chain
Sometimes the pleasure ain't worth the strain
It's a long old grind, and it tires your mind.

Trying to love two women is like a ball and chain
Trying to love two women is like a ball and chain
Sometimes the pleasure ain't worth the strain
It's a long old grind, and it tires your mind,
It's a long old grind, and it tires your mind.

20662. Trying To Stop Your Leaving

Dierks Bentley - Trying To Stop Your Leaving

[Verse 1]
Got a guitar
Got a guitar on my back
And I'm standing on this lonesome railroad track
Train's a-coming
It'll be here 'fore too long
But I don't think I can stop it with a song
Girl, that's the kind of the way I'm feeling
Trying to stop your leaving

[Verse 2]
Got a pebble
Got a pebble in my hand
And I toss it out into the middle of the Rio Grande
But the river keeps running
Don't even know that I'm around
I could throw in a million more and not slow it down
Girl, that's kind of the way I'm feeling
Trying to stop your leaving

[Bridge]
There's nothing that I wouldn't try
If I thought it would change your mind
But you don't love me
No, you don't love me anymore
And I know as soon as you walk out that door

[Outro]



Train's a-coming, river's running
Train's a-coming, river's running
Pain's a-coming, tears are running
Yeah, that's kind of the way I'm feeling
Knowing I couldn't stop your leaving

20663. Tu Solo Tu

Linda Ronstadt - TÃº Solo TÃº

Mira como ando mujer
Por tÃº querer
Borracho y apasionado
Nomas por tÃº amor

Mira como ando mi bien
Muy dado a la borrachera
Y a la perdiciÃ³n

TÃº solo tÃº
Has llenado de luto mi vida
Abriendo una herida en mi corazÃ³n

TÃº, tÃº solo tÃº
Eres causa de todo mi llanto
De mi descanto y desesperaciÃ³n

Mira como ando mujer
Por tÃº querer

Solo tÃº sombra fatal
Sombra de mal
Me sigue por dondequiera
Con ostinaciÃ³n
Y por quererte olvidar, ay-ayayayay
Me tiro a la borrachera
Y a la perdiciÃ³n

TÃº solo tÃº
Has llenado de luto mi vida
Abriendo una herida en mi corazÃ³n

TÃº, tÃº solo tÃº
Eres causa de todo mi llanto
De mi descanto y desesperaciÃ³n

20664. Tuck Away My Lonesome Blues - Chords



Tuck Away My Lonesome Blues 
Jerry Douglas & Peter Rowan

[Intro]
N.C.
One two three
D   Bb
   D          A             D
Oh-lay-ee  Oh-lay-ee Oh-de=lay-ee
 
 
[Verse 1]
    D                       Bb
I'm always blue, feeling so blue
D                      Bb
I wish I had someone I knew
A7              A            D
Just to help me tuck away my blues, Lonesome blues
          A7                 A                D
Won't you be that someone to help me lose the blues
 
 
[Chorus]
D7
I really need
G
Someone to love me, someone to kiss
D                    B7
Someone to scold me, someone to miss
     A7                A            D
Say, won't you help me tuck away my blues, lonesome blues
 
 
[Interlude]
G    D    A7   D
(Yodel)
 
 
[Instrumental]
D   Bb  D   Bb
A7      D
D7  G   D   B7
A7  A   D
D   A   D
 
 
[Verse 2]
    D                       Bb
I'm always blue, feeling so blue
D                      Bb
I wish I had someone I knew
A7              A            D
Just to help me tuck away my blues, Lonesome blues
          A7                 A                D
Won't you be that someone to help me lose the blues
 
 
[Chorus]



D7
I really need
G
Someone to love me, someone to kiss
D                    B7
Someone to scold me, someone to miss
     A7                A            D
Say, won't you help me tuck away my blues, I've got the blues
 
 
[Outro]
D  A  D
(Yodel)

20665. Tuesday Letter

Tuesday Letter
Greensky Bluegrass

To see the world in a grain of sand
To find God in a wildflower
Hold forever in the palm of your hand
And eternity inside of an hour
And I read it all in a Tuesday letter
From ten years ago
I forget all that I keep to save from losing
And I remember all I loved but lost
Never meant to leave myself guessing
Why I took the moment at no cost
And I read it all in a Tuesday letter
From ten years ago
Nothings over and I know you're bound to change
I hope the change is for the better
My drunken gentle way is always strange

20666. Tulare Dust - Chords

Tulare Dust
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
C                F
Tulare dust in a farm boy's nose
G7                  C
Wondering where the freight train goes
                             F
Standing in the field by the railroad track
D7                       G7
Cursing this strap on my cotton sack
      C                    F



I can see mom and dad with shoulders low
G7                       C
Both of 'em picking on a double row
                        F
They do it for a living because they must
       G7                            C
That's life like it is in the Tulare dust
Dm
The California sun was something new
G7
That winter when we arrived in '42
          C                     F
And I can still remember how my daddy cussed
    G7                      C
The tumbleweeds here in the Tulare dust
Dm
The valley fever was a coming fate
G7
To the farm workers here in the Golden State
      C                      F
And I miss Oklahoma but I'll stay if I must
    G7                        C
And help make a living in the Tulare dust
Repeat #1

20667. Tulsa Queen

Rodney Crowell - Tulsa Queen
Emmylou Harris

[Verse 1]
I heard the train in the Tulsa night
Calling out my name, looking for a fight
Well she's come a long, long way
Got a longer way to go
So tell me how a train from Tulsa
Has got a right to know

[Verse 2]
Well she sings a song so sad and high
And the Tulsa Queen don't ever lie
And she don't care where she goes
Don't care where she's been
And the Tulsa Queen ain't crying
Because I won't see you again
Hey hey hey

[Verse 3]
And I want to ride like a Tulsa Queen
Calling out to you like she calls to me
As far away from Tulsa as these ten wheels can be

[Verse 4]



Lately I speak your name too loud
Each time it comes up in a crowd
And I know it when I do
The Tulsa Queen and you are gone

20668. Tulsa Queen - Chords

Tulsa Queen
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Rodney Crowell and Emmylou Harris

G                              C
I heard the train in the Tulsa night
                                  G
Calling out my name looking for a fight
         C                                         G
Well she come a long long way got a longer way to go
           F                                         G
So tell me how a train from Tulsa has got a right to know
                                 C
Well she sings a song so sad and high
                               G
And the Tulsa Queen don't ever lie
        C                                                   G
And she don't care where she goes don't care where she's been
        F                                              G
And the Tulsa Queen ain't crying cause I won't see you again
                          C
Hey hey hey and I want to ride like a Tulsa Queen
               G
Calling out to you as she calls to me
   F                                           G
As far away from Tulsa as these ten wheels can be
                             C
Lately I speak your name too loud
                           G
Each time it comes up in a crowd
      C                                       G      F
And I know it when I do the Tulsa Queen and you  are gone

20669. Tulsa Sounds Like Trouble To Me - Chords

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Tulsa Sounds Like Trouble To Me

Tulsa Sounds Like Trouble To Me
Recorded by Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Intro.:  --- / (C) / (F) / (F) / (C) / (C) / (F) / (F) / (C) / (F) / (C)



Well, (C)me and trouble (F)never been strangers nor the (C)best of friends
Well, I can find it (F)easily, I'd assume that (C)it'd find me

(Chorus)
I (G)ain't attached to (C)what I got and (F)I'm sure likin' (C)what I see
I'd (G)follow you to (C)Little Rock, but (F)Tulsa sounds like (C)trouble to me
(F)Tulsa sounds like (C)trouble to me

Inst.:  / (C) / (F) / (F) / (C) / (C) / (F) / (F) / (C) / (F) / (C)

Had (C)me a gal in (F)Tulsa once, one day I took her (C)out to lunch
I got up, ex-(F)cused myself and fell in love with (C)someone else

(Chorus)
I (G)ain't attached to (C)what I got and (F)I'm sure likin' (C)what I see
I'd (G)follow you to (C)Little Rock, but (F)Tulsa sounds like (C)trouble to me
(F)Tulsa sounds like (C)trouble to me

Inst.:  / (C) / (F) / (F) / (C) / (C) / (F) / (F) / (C) / (F) / (C)

I (C)love them Okla-(F)homa hills, I always have, I (C)always will
Got an itch to (F)call 'em home, but I'd live longer (C)stayin' gone

(Chorus)
I (G)ain't attached to (C)what I got and (F)I'm sure likin' (C)what I see
I'd (G)follow you to (C)Little Rock, but (F)Tulsa sounds like (C)trouble to me
(F)Tulsa sounds like (C)trouble to me

Inst.:  / (C) / (F) / (F) / (C) / (C) / (F) / (F) / (C) / (F) / (C)

Yeah, (C)it's a big ol' country here, I rambled it from ear to ear
There's places I'm still welcome in, but Tulsa it ain't one of them
Tulsa it ain't one of them

(Chorus)
I (G)ain't attached to (C)what I got and (F)I'm sure likin' (C)what I see
I'd (G)follow you to (C)Little Rock, but (F)Tulsa sounds like (C)trouble to me
(F)Tulsa sounds like (C)trouble to me, (F)Tulsa sounds like (C)trouble to me

Outro.:  / (C) / (F) / (F) / (C) / (C) / (F) / (F) / (C) / (F) / (C) /
         --- repeat times to fade

20670. Tulsa Telephone Book

Tom T Hall - Tulsa Telephone Book

[Verse 1:]
Have you read any good telephone books lately?
If you ain't then let me recommend one
I've already read that Tulsa telephone book through thirteen times
If you don't know any last names it ain't much fun

[Chorus:]



Readin' that Tulsa telephone book, can drive a guy insane
Especially if that girl you're lookin' for has no last name
I gotta find her and tell her, I don't want our love to end
So I'm readin' that Tulsa telephone book again

[Verse 2:]
Well, I was in Tulsa and didn't have anything goin'
She lived in Tulsa and didn't have anything on
She said, "My name is Shirley," and I said, "My name is T."
I woke up the next mornin' and she was gone
All of the Tulsa operators know my voice now
And they gotta know how long I've been alone
If you meet a girl named Shirley with some ribbons in her hair
Would you tell her that she's wanted on the phone

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
I'm readin' that Tulsa telephone book again

20671. Tulsa Telephone Book - Chords

Tulsa Telephone Book
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                                      F
Have you read any good telephone books lately
C                                  G7
If you ain't then let me recommend one
     C                                 F                     D7
I've already read that Tulsa telephone book through thirteen times
C                     G7                       C
If you don't know any last names it ain't much fun
             G7                       F           C
Reading that Tulsa telephone book can drive a guy insane
G7                 F                   C               G7
Especially if that girl you're looking for has no last name
C                                      F                D7
I got to find her and tell her I don't want our love to end
C                         G7             C
So I'm reading that Tulsa telephone book again
                                             F
Well I was in Tulsa and didn't have anything going
C                                           G7
She lived in Tulsa and didn't have anything on
C                               F                 D7
She said my name is Shirley and I said my name is T
C                  G7                  C
I woke up the next morning and she was gone
                                   F
All of the Tulsa operators know my voice now
C                                      G7
And they gotta know how long I've been alone



C                                     F                   D7
If you meet a girl named Shirley with some ribbons in her hair
C                             G7            C
Would you tell her that she's wanted on the phone
Repeat #2
                       G7             C
I'm reading that Tulsa telephone book again

20672. Tulsa Turnaround - Chords

Tulsa Turnaround 
Tyler Childers

[Intro]
E     A E     A
 
[Verse 1]
E                               A
Oh Lord, I wish I had never been stoned
       E                                       A
'Cause when I get high I can't leave the women alone
G                     A                      E
Omaha Sheriff and his broad gettin' ready for slaughter
      D                        A                     E
Their lookin' for the man that turned on the mayor's daughter
 
 
[Chorus]
A                                     D
Omaha honey, had a hold on a hell of a thing
B                                               E
Down in a holler, every evening you can hear her sing
          A
She said, funky butt showed me the Tulsa Turnaround
D
Stepped on my toes, turned me on and turned me down
B                      E                          A
Fit me like a hand in a glove, taught me how to love, y'all
 
 
[Instrumental]
E
 
 
[Verse 2]
E                                   A
Five miles of road between me and my house
  E                                             A
A rosy-throat sheriff and his deputy trackin' me down
        G                  A               E
Well, I wish I was back at Baton, takin' it easy
         D                     A                       E
But if a man's gonna eat fried chicken he's got to get greasy



 
 
[Chorus]
A                                     D
Omaha honey, had a hold on a hell of a thing
B                                               E
Down in a holler, every evening you can hear her sing
          A
She said, funky butt showed me the Tulsa Turnaround
D
Stepped on my toes, turned me on and turned me down
B                      E                          A
Fit me like a hand in a glove, taught me how to love, y'all
 
 
[Chorus]
A                                     D
Omaha honey, had a hold on a hell of a thing
B                                               E
Down in a holler, every evening you can hear her sing
          A
She said, funky butt showed me the Tulsa Turnaround
D
Stepped on my toes, turned me on and turned me down
B                      E                          A
Fit me like a hand in a glove, taught me how to love, y'all

20673. Tumble And Fall

Little Big Town - Tumble and Fall

It's a want you, it's a need you
It's a hold on through the pain
It's a get through what you got to
'Cause it can't stay the same

It's a long walk with the lights off
It's the last breath in your lungs
It's the deep end that we jump in
It's the love that we become

We're gonna ride the storm out on a lifeboat
Baby this kind of love is all that we know
We're gonna take a walk out on the trapeze
Even in a wild breeze we can be the best of them all
Even if we tumble and fall

It's a reach out, it's a white flag
It's a forfeit of the game
It's a let go of the ego
And a whisper of the name

It's a fight for, not a defend



It's a staying in the ring
It's a knowing that you love me 
more than anything

We're gonna ride the storm out on a lifeboat
Baby this kind of love is all that we know
We're gonna take a walk out on the trapeze
Even in a wild breeze we can be the best of them all
Even if we tumble and fall

It's a want you, it's a need you
It's a hold on through the pain
It's a get through what you got to
Yeah you got to, yeah we got to

We're gonna ride the storm out on a lifeboat
Baby this kind of love is all that we know
We're gonna take a walk out on the trapeze
Even in a wild breeze we can be the best of them all
Even if we tumble and fall
Even if we tumble and fall

20674. Tumble And Fall - Chords

Tumble And Fall 
Nanci Griffith
 
[Intro]
C*
C*
 
[Verse 1]
C*
You're a late night conversation,
C*
A telephone call and an inspiration,
      Dm             G                        C*
For a heart to recall . . . how to tumble and fall.
 
 
[Verse 2]
C*
And my friends all say I'm lazy,
C*
I'm clumsy at love and I'm middle aged-crazy,
  Dm           G                        C*
I stumble along . . . with a tumble and fall.
 
 
[Chorus]
Dm         G
Maybe I'll come back to my senses,
    C            G             Am



And come back to you where the fences are mended,
Dm                            G
Maybe love is a quite whisper after all,
C*                                   C*
Maybe love is a heart that gives you harmony,
                          Dm
When you can't recall the melody to the song,
G                    C*
You're just singin' along,
C
    Dm             G                         C*
Oh, I'll sing along . . . to your tumble and fall.
 
 
[Interlude]
C*
 
 
[Verse 3]
C*
I remember San Francisco,
   C*
The chill of the moon through an open window,
        Dm                G                      C*
And the beat of your heart . . . to a tumble and fall,
 
 
[Verse 4]
C*
You say, I'm a little somethin' you've always needed,
C*
You're tried and true and I should believe in,
    Dm                   G                        C*
The strength of your arms . . . when I tumble and fall.
 
 
[Chorus]
   Dm         G
So maybe I'll come back to my senses,
    C            G             Am
And come back to you where the fences are mended,
Dm                            G
Maybe love is a quite whisper after all,
C*                                   C*
Maybe love is a heart that gives you harmony,
                          Dm
When you can't recall the melody to the song,
G                    C*
You're just singin' along,
     Dm             G                         C*
Yes, I'll sing along . . . to your tumble and fall.
 
 
[Outro]
     Dm             G                         C*
Yes, I'll sing along . . . with the tumble and fall.
C*



C*
C

20675. Tumbleweed Town

Tumbleweed Town
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
I blew in from Boulder on the prairie wind
A bonafide rifter 'til the bitter end
Too far, gone to change
I thought of all the miles behind and up ahead
Looked for a place that I could lay my head
'Neath the stars, out on the range

[Chorus]
In this tumbleweed town
Tumbleweed town
Searchin' for a sign of the man I hoped to be
Now the dreams I didn't find are another casualty
In this tumbleweed town

[Verse 2]
Trouble might have found me in a place of two
When I was gettin' hungry and needed work to do
Sometimes... I've crossed the line
Little by little, I've learned what I've lost
The corners I've cut came with a cost
Now I'm... I'm out of time

[Chorus]
In this tumbleweed town
Tumbleweed town
Searchin' for a sign of the man I hoped to be
Now the dreams I didn't find are another casualty
In this tumbleweed town

[Bridge]
All of my ambitions flash before my eyes
Wasting time and wishing here where hope comes to die

[Chorus]
In this tumbleweed town
Tumbleweed town
Searchin' for a sign of the man I hoped to be
Now the dreams I didn't find are another casualty
In this tumbleweed town



20676. Tumblin' - Chords

Tumblin' 
The California Honeydrops

[Verse 1]
F#m7
                     E
Every now and then
                      F#m7
I get a little lonely
                    E
Every now and then
                       G#m7
I need a little lovin'
 
               F#m7    G#m7
To satisfy my soul
               F#m7    G#m7
To satisfy my soul
                  B
When the evening shadows fall
 
[Chorus]
                                F#m7
And my love comes tumbling down
                 E
I need you baby
                             F#m7
When my love comes tumbling down
                     E
Early in the morning
                             F#m7
When my love comes tumbling down
        E
Oh baby
                              F#m7
When my love comes tumbling down
                             E
When my love comes tumblin'
 
[Verse 2]
F#m7
                 E
I'm so glad baby
                        F#m7
I can count on you girl
                  E
I'm so glad baby
                        G#m7
I can count on you girl
 
               F#m7   G#m7
To satisfy my soul
               F#m7   G#m7
To satisfy my soul
                  B           B7



When the evening shadows fall
 
[Chorus]
                                F#m7
And my love comes tumbling down
E
                             F#m7
When my love comes tumbling down
E
 
[Bridge]
C#m7
                               G#m7
Got my nose to the grindstone
                             G#7  C#m7
Just to make a little pay
                                      G#m7
And I'm bringing it home to you girl
                                G#7 C#m7
Wouldn't have it any other way
                     G#m7
That's when I see baby
Bm         E        A
It really ain't so bad
 
       F#m         G#m        A             A#m          B
Every day I thank god I'm so glad  cause I know I've got you
 
[Chorus]
                                F#m7
Let your love come tumbling down
                 E
I need you baby
                             F#m7
When your love comes tumbling down
                     E
Please baby
                             F#m7
Let your love come tumbling down
        E
Girl
                              F#m7
Let your love come tumbling down
                             E
Let your love come tumblin'
 
C#
 
[Outro]
F#m7        B
Satisfy my soul
E        C#7
Satisfy my soul
F#m7        B
Satisfy my soul
E        C#7
Satisfy my soul



 
F#m7
Your love (your love)
B
Your love (your love)
E
Your love (your love)
C#7
Your love (your love)
F#m7
Your love (your love)
B
Your love (your love)
E
Your love (your love)
C#7
Your love (your love)
 
F#m7          B             E              C#7
On and on and on and on and on and on and on and on and
F#m7          B             E             C#7
On and on and on and on and on and on and on
Ohhhh
F#m7   B   E
Baby
 
           C#m7              F#m7   B    E
Let your love come tumbling down
           C#m7              F#m7   B    E   C#m7
Let your love come tumbling down
F#m7 B E C#m7
F#m7 B E C#m7

20677. Tumbling Dice

Linda Ronstadt - Tumbling Dice

Wo Yeah! (Wo, wo)
Women think I'm tasty, but they're always tryin' to waste me 
And make me burn the candle right down, 
But baby, baby, I don't need no jewels in my crown. 
Cause all you women is low down gamblers, 
Cheatin' like I don't know how, 
But baby, baby, there's fever in the funk house now. 
This low down bitchin' got my poor feet a itchin', 
Don't you know you know the duece is still wild. 
Baby, I can't stay, you got to roll me 
And call me the tumblin' dice. 
Always in a hurry, I never stop to worry, 
Don't you see the time flashin' by. 
Honey, got no money, 
I'm all sixes and sevens and nines. 
Say now baby, I'm the rank outsider, 



You can be my partner in crime. 
But baby, I can't stay, 
You got to roll me and call me the tumblin', 
Roll me and call me the tumblin' dice. 
Oh, my, my, my, I'm the lone crap shooter, 
Playin' the field ev'ry night. 
But baby, I can't stay, 
You got to roll me and call me the tumblin' dice, (Call me the tumblin')
Got to roll me (yayes), Got to roll me, Got to roll me (Oh yeah)
Got to roll me 
Got to roll me (yeah)
Got to roll me (Keep on rolling)
Got to roll me (Keep on rolling)
Got to roll me (Keep on rolling)
Got to roll me
My baby, call me the tumblin' dice, yeah
Got to roll me 
Baby sweet as sugar (Got to roll me)
Yeah, my, my, my yeah (Got to roll me)
I went down baby, oh
Got to roll me (hit me)
Baby I'm down

20678. Tumbling Down - Chords

Tumbling Down
Allison Moorer
 
[INTRO]
G Bm F C
G Bm F C
G Bm F C Dsus2
 
[VERSE 1]
Dm                            F       Am
What happened to the world we painted
    C                    Gm
The masterpiece of me and you
Dm                          F
Our work of art has all but faded
Am                        C
Nothing's here except the blues
 
 
[CHORUS]
G      Bm
Love's crumbling
F      C        G    Bm F C
Love's tumbling down
G      Bm
Love's crumbling
F      C        Dsus2
Love's tumbling down



 
 
[VERSE 2]
Dm                 F
It was a stroke of genius
C                          Gm
Yeah just as pretty as you please
Dm                     F
But all that's left between us
Am                         C
Is hanging on what used to be
 
 
[CHORUS]
G      Bm
Love's crumbling
F      C        G   Gmaj7 Bm F C
Love's tumbling down
G      Bm
Love's crumbling
F      C        Dsus2
Love's tumbling down
 
 
[BRIDGE]
        Em           D
Looking at it from a distance
        Cm               G
I still can't believe my eyes
     Em             Am
It's sad to have to witness
        C              D
What we made on all those nights
Em             Am    C           D
Crumbling down,   tumbling down
 
 
[INSTRUMENTAL]
Dm F C  Gm
Dm F Am C
 
 
[CHORUS]
G      Bm
Love's crumbling
F      C        G    Gmaj7 Bm F C
Love's tumbling down
G      Bm
Love's crumbling
F      C        Dsus2
Love's tumbling down
G      Bm
Love's crumbling
F      C        G    Gmaj7 Bm F C
Love's tumbling down
G      Bm
Love's crumbling



F      C        Dsus2 Dm
Love's tumbling down

20679. Tumbling Tumbleweeds

Tumbling Tumbleweeds (Tumbling Tumble Weeds)
Sons of the Pioneers

See them tumbling down
Pledging their love to the ground
Lonely but free I'll be found
Drifting along with the tumbling tumbleweeds

Cares of the past are behind
Nowhere to go, but I'll find
Just where the trail will wind
Drifting along with the tumbling tumbleweeds

I know when night has gone
That a new world's born at dawn
I'll keep rolling along
Deep in my heart is a song
Here on the range I belong
Drifting along with the tumbling tumbleweeds

I'm a roaming cowboy riding all day long
Tumbleweeds around me sing their lonely song
Nights underneath the prairie moon
I ride along and sing this tune

See them tumbling down
Pledging their love to the ground
Lonely but free I'll be found
Drifting along with the tumbling tumbleweeds

Cares of the past are behind
Nowhere to go, but I'll find
Just where the trail will wind
Drifting along with the tumbling tumbleweeds

I know when night has gone
That a new world's born at dawn
I'll keep rolling along
Deep in my heart is a song
Here on the range I belong
Drifting along with the tumbling tumbleweeds

20680. Tundra



Keller Williams - Tundra

Summertime in Virginia,
Is sticky as sticky can be, 
It's liveable with the climate control, 
Of course that's for a fee, 
It's tougher back in the olden days, 
Back before the air conditioning craze, 
All I can say is better them then me, 

Stanky ol' Ramona, 
Stanky as stanky can get, 
Working at the roadside vegetable stand,
Over in the Northern neck, 
She would beg to differ, 
She says "it's fine in the shade",
But I would rather shiver than sweat my ass to the grave, 

Take me to the tundra so I can see my breath, 
With icicle dripping right from my nose, 
Some desolate frozen valley of death, 
I'm tired of being soaking wet, 
I'm tired of that rash I get, 
Take me to the tundra so I can see my breath, 

Sweat stains on the car seat, 
Sweat stains on my shirt,
Sweat stains on the seat of my pants mixed in with virginia dirt,
It's heat like that'll bring ya to your knees, 
Hallucinate to a deeper freeze, 
Pray up to the higher power for a little breeze, 

Well it was hotter than hell, 
Satan himself come up the other day,
With red pointy perspiration pourin',
He looked at me as if to say,
"Well, how in the heaven can you deal?
Its heat like this I don't care to feel.
I'm going home, back down the road to hell."

Take me to the tundra so I can see my breath, 
Icicle dripping right from my nose, 
Some desolate frozen valley of death, 
I'm tired of being soaking wet, 
I'm tired of that rash I get, 
Take me to the tundra so I can see my breath, 

I reckon I should build me a swimming pool,
And have it attached to me, 
So I can walk around all day long,
And be as cool as a man could be,
But I'd probably shrivel,
Lemme tell ya, brother, that ain't right,
Maybe we should just sleep all day,
And live our lives at night,

'Cause summertime in Virginia,
Is sticky as sticky can be, 



It's liveable with the climate control, 
Of course that's for a fee, 
It's tougher back in the olden days, 
Back before the air conditioning craze, 
All I can say is better them then me, 

Take me to the tundra so I can see my breath, 
Icicle dripping right from my nose, 
Some desolate frozen valley of death, 
I'm tired of being soaking wet, 
I'm tired of that rash I get, 
Take me to the tundra so I can see my breath, 
Take me to the tundra so I can see my breath.

20681. Tune Of A Twenty Dollar Bill

Tune Of A Twenty Dollar Bill
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
It was the first time ever he saw her
He saw his future in a long white cotton gown
Sitting there at the church house
She was gonna get baptized
They was gonna have dinner on the grounds
So the very next Friday
He got off at the sawmill
He slicked his hair back
He had a pocket full of pay
When she opened up the front door
He was grinning like a possum
As he handed her a daisy
She heard him say

[Chorus]
Say let's go dancing to the tune of a twenty dollar bill
They've got a fine fiddle band at the barn up on the hill
And by midnight we just might wind up dancing, standing still
By my daddy's lantern light
I ll walk you home

[Verse 2]
After they got married
It didn't seem like no time
They just saying their goodbye's
He's a going to the big world war
About a lifetime later
She's a waitin' at the depot
He said I ain't a gonna leave you
No, never no more

[Chorus]
Said let's go dancing to the tune of a twenty dollar bill



They've got a fine fiddle band at the barn up on the hill
And by midnight we just might wind up dancing standing still
By my daddy's lantern light
Let me walk you home

[Verse 3]
In front of friends and kinfolk
And all of us grandkids
In the same little church house
In a long white cotton gown
He bent down and he kissed her
He said, I'm right behind you, honey
It wasn't long 'til we laid him in the ground

[Chorus]
And now they're dancing to the tune of a twenty dollar bill
They've got a fine fiddle band at the barn up on the hill
And by midnight they just might wind up dancing standing still
By the father's lantern light
They're walking home

20682. Tune Of Sadness

Tune Of Sadness (Larry W. Jones 11/18/2007) 

Play for me a tune of sadness
Play it just as sad as I feel
And if you see me frown
It's cause she's no longer around
Play for me a tune of sadness
And please play it for real
I know she's upset with me
And yet I still love her so
You can bet I hate to see
That sweetheart girl of mine go
- instrumental -
I know she's upset with me
And yet I still love her so
You can bet I hate to see
That sweetheart girl of mine go
Play for me a tune of sadness
That will make the moon lose its glow
I've lost anything called gladness
Just play it very sad and low
Play for me a tune of sadness
Don't just play it for show
Play for me a tune of sadness
Play it just as sad as I feel



20683. Tunnel Of Your Mind

Osborne Brothers - Tunnel of your mind
Composer: Bobby Osborne

Somewhere deep in a tunnel of your mind
You hide a secret you hope I won't find
But you can't hide something I already see
Someone has hurt you and you're takin' it out on me

Somewhere deep in a tunnel of your mind
The pain he left there keeps our love in a mind
But why should you hurt me cause I'm not that kind
But I fight his memory in a tunnel of your mind

Somewhere deep in a tunnel of your mind...

20684. Turkey In The Straw

Turkey In The Straw

Well, I had an old hen and she had a wooden leg
Just the best old hen that ever laid an egg
Well, she laid more eggs than any hen on the farm
But another little drink wouldn't do her any harm

Turkey in the hay, in the hay, hay, hay
Turkey in the straw, in the straw ,straw, straw
Pick 'em up, shake 'em up, any way at all
And hit up a tune called Turkey in the straw

Well, I hitched up the wagon and I drove down the road
With a two horse wagon and a four horse load
Well cracked my whip and the lead horse sprung
And I said goodbye to the wagon tongue

* Refrain

Well, if frogs had wings and snakes had hair
And automobiles went a flying thro' the air
Well if watermelons grew on a hucleberry vine
We'd have winter in the summer time

* Refrain

Oh, I went out to milk and I didn't know how
I milked a goat instead of a cow
A monkey sitting on a pile of straw
A-winkin' his eyes at his mother in law

* Refrain

Well, I come to the river and I couldn't get across



So I paid five dollars for an old blind horse
Well, he wouldn't go shead and he wouldn't stand still
So he went up and down like an old saw mill

* Refrain

20685. Turmoil & Tinfoil

Billy Strings 
Turmoil & Tinfoil

Through the turmoil and the tinfoil
I could wait my early life
I could see you in the darkness
And I'm running through the night

I recall a silver morning
When your face had turned to gray
You were standin' right before me
But I missed you every day

Though you never said you're sorry
I forgave you even then
But I feel inconsequential
In the current state I'm in

But I'll try to keep on living
Through the nauseating gloom
And I'll try to keep on digging
Wretched past I will entomb

Though you never said you're sorry
I forgave you even then
But I feel inconsequential
In the current state I'm in

Through the turmoil and the tinfoil
Just the way it used to be
But I have a strength and I have learned
How to fly on broken wings

Lord, you never said you're sorry
I'll forgive you even then
But I feel inconsequential
In the current state I'm in

20686. Turn Around



Nanci Griffith - Turn Around

Where are you going my little one, little one
Where are you going my baby my own
Turn around and you're two
Turn around and you're four
Turn around and you're a young girl
Going out of the door

Turn around
Turn around
Turn around and you're a young girl
Going out of the door

Where are you going my little one, little one
Little dirndls and petticoats, where are you know
Turn around and you're tiny
Turn around and you're grown
Turn around and you're a young wife
With babes of your own

Turn around
Turn around
Turn around and you're a young wife
With babes of your own

Turn around
Turn around
Turn around and you're a young wife
Turn around and you're a young wife
With babes of your own

20687. Turn It On Turn It Up Turn Me Loose - Chords

Turn It On Turn It Up Turn Me Loose
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Wayland Patton and Kostas

C                       G7
Well I'm back again for another night
Of trying to break free from the sadness 
                    C
That I can't lay to rest
                              G7
This old honky tonk sure does feel like home
And the music with the laughter 
                         C
Seems to soothe my loneliness
        F
Turn it on turn it up turn me loose
                       C
From her memory that's driving me lonely crazy and blue
   F
It helps me forget her so the louder the better



    C                         G7         C
Hey Mister turn it on turn it up turn me loose
                                  G7
If a tear should fall if I should whisper your name
To some stranger I'm holdin' 
                                         C
While we're dancin' to an old Buck Owens song
                                G7
I know she won't mind she won't even know
                                                        C
She'll be dancing with a memory crying teardrops of her own
repeat #2 x2
                              G7         C
Hey Mister turn it on turn it up turn me loose

20688. Turn It On, Turn It On, Turn It On

Tom T Hall - Turn It On, Turn It On, Turn It On
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Johnny got up one mornin' he went down to the company store
Got him a big box of bullets to fit into his 44
The storeman said son are you gonna work you know you owe me too much to stop
John said I got a little workin' to do but I ain't goin' by your clock

People said John was a slacker cause he wouldn't fight in their war
A man wasn't much if he wouldn't fight back in nineteen forty and four
The doctor said John was just too sick to go
But the people said that he was a coward
And one of the men makin' fun of him was a feller named a Milton Howard

Milton was down at the Cold Spring a drinkin' from a Mason jar
He said John you better get yourself to work you gonna fool around till you get fired
John blew the dust from his ol' 44 put two holes in Milton's head
When Johnny walked off to get some more shootin' done
That old Cold Spring was a runnin' with red

Next guy he met was a Steagall boy and the boy had a hammer in his hand
John said son you should've built yourself a box
Cause you're aheaded for the Promised Land
Steagall fell down to his knees to pray and he cried Lord Johnny please don't shoot
Before he got half way to sayin' amen well ol' John shot him out of his boots

Word went out thru the County that ol' John had lost his head
The people were runnin' and screamin' there were seven of 'em layin' there dead
Johnny hid out in a farmhouse he had satisfaction in his eyes
He said I know they're comin' to get me boys but they ain't a gonna take me alive

People gathered round that ol' farmhouse was the relatives of all them dead
Now John said if the sheriff comes thru that door I'm gonna fill him plum full of lead
The sheriff kicked down that ol' farmhouse door but ol' John's gun would not shoot
Johnny just smiled at the sheriff and said the Lord must think a lot of you



They took ol' John to the jailhouse he entered in a guilty plea
The judge said death in the electric chair cause it's murder in the first degree
John's last meal was a lot of fried chicken cold beans and a baby squash
He ate ev'ry bite that they brought him then he smiled and said I thank you all a lot

They put ol' John in the electric chair they shaved his ankles and his head
The preacher said son you got somethin' to say in a minute you're a gonna be dead
John said I ain't no coward and the people know that I won't run
Then Johnny smiled up at the warden and said turn it on turn it on turn it on

20689. Turn It On, Turn It Up, Turn Me Loose

Dwight Yoakam - Turn It On, Turn It Up, Turn Me Loose
(Kostas, Wayland Patton)

Well I'm back again for another night
Of trying to break free from the sadness I can't lay to rest
This old honky-tonk sure does feel like home
And the music and the laughter seem to soothe my loneliness
Chorus:
So turn it on, turn it up, turn me loose
From the memory that's driving me lonely, crazy and blue
It helps me forget her so the louder the better
Hey mister, turn it on, turn it up, turn me loose
Now if a tear should fall, if I should whisper her name
To some stranger I'm holdin' while we're dancin' to an old Buck Owens' song
I know she won't mind, she won't even know
'Cause she'll be dancing with a memory crying teardrops of her own
Chorus:
So turn it on, turn it up, turn me loose
From the memory that's driving me lonely, crazy and blue
It helps me forget her so the louder the better
Hey mister, turn it on, turn it up, turn me loose
Chorus:
So turn it on, turn it up, turn me loose
From the memory that's driving me lonely, crazy and blue
It helps me forget her so the louder the better
Hey mister, turn it on, turn it up, turn me loose
Yeah mister, turn it on, turn it up, turn me loose

20690. Turn It Up

Turn It Up
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
Rolling out of Raleigh, been trying to make a living
Listening to the station with a rockabilly rhythm
Down about Atlanta and I started slowing



Might need a little bit of something just to keep going

[Chorus]
Mm, I got nothing
Nothing like enough
Nothing but a little cold coffee in a cup
Turn it up, turn it up, turn it up

[Verse 2]
Birmingham never been a longer time coming
All the way to Jackson, got the radio humming
Trying to make Dallas, but my head kept chugging
Wish I had a little 'cause I gotta keep the motor working

[Chorus]
Mm, I got nothing
Nothing like enough
Nothing but a little cold coffee in a cup
Turn it up, turn it up, turn it up

[Verse 3]
Last four miles, I got my hand on a buckle
Gonna get some loving from a certain honeysuckle
He's my sugar and he's been there waiting
It's been a long time, baby, don't be hesitating

[Chorus]
Mm, I got nothing
Nothing like enough
Nothing but a little cold coffee in a cup
Turn it up, turn it up, turn it up

[Chorus]
Mm, I got nothing
Nothing likR enough
Nothing but a little cold coffee in a cup
Turn it up, turn it up, turn it up

[Outro]
Turn it up, turn it up, turn it up
Turn it up, turn it up, turn it up

20691. Turn It Up

Chris Stapleton
Turn It Up

[Verse 1]
Once there was a thankless leader
Blinded by a golden ring
Now there's no more peaceful gatherings
Take' me' 'cross the aisle' now baby
Let me see how y'all' get down



Take a hopeful sound and make it loud

[Chorus]
I said, "Turn it up"
When I've had enough
I wanna feel the love
Turn it up (Turn it up, up)

[Verse 2]
Once there was a paradise where a boy saw suffering
He raised his voice up loud and began to sing
Oh, all the people gathered 'round him
He cried out a freedom song
Everyone began to sing along

[Chorus]
Oh, he said, "Turn it up"
'Cause I've had enough
I wanna feel the love
Yeah, oh turn it up (Turn it up, up)
[Bridge]
They said, "Be quiet, little girl" but you amplified the sound
Of a million broken hearts from all around
You can hear the children crying
It's not safe to go outside
We're free but we gotta keep our kids alive
Oh, y'all, we can't let 'em down

[Chorus]
Turn it up
'Cause I've had enough (Oh, yeah)
I wanna feel the love
Ah, come on, turn it up
Turn it up, oh
'Cause I've had enough (turn it up, oh)
I wanna feel the love
Oh, yeah, turn it up
Ah, turn it up, turn it up

20692. Turn Me Loose - Chords

Turn Me Loose
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

G            Am     D7
You better t-urn me loose 
Am                D7                G
Turn me loose you know that I can't stay
             Am     D7
You better t-urn me loose 
        Am                  D7         G
Turn me loose you know I'll make it anyway
              D7                        G



Why don't you tell me just what's going on
           D7                               G
Both of us lyin' here and we both know it's wrong
             C                                 G
So why don't you let me why don't you leave it alone
               Am              D7                   G
And don't keep hanging on to a love that's dead and gone
             Am     D7
You better t-urn me loose 
Am                D7                G
Turn me loose you know that I can't stay
             Am     D7
You better t-urn me loose 
        Am                  D7         G
Turn me loose you know I'll make it anyway
                        D7                   G
Well you can't see it's over that's really a shame
                     D7                      G
Well our love didn't make it but no one's to blame
                C                                       G
So why don't we say goodbye why don't we just say we're through
            Am                 D7             G
And I'll be on my way and I'll get by without you
             Am     D7
You better t-urn me loose 
Am                D7                G
Turn me loose you know that I can't stay
             Am     D7
You better t-urn me loose 
        Am                  D7         G
Turn me loose you know I'll make it anyway
 
        Am                  D7         G
Turn me loose you know I'll make it anyway

20693. Turn Me To Love

Keith Whitley - Turn Me To Love

I may not look like much
But I think that with your touch
I could be somebody you'd be proud of
Lend me a hand, understand
I've been such a lonely man
Help me find the hope that I've run out of 
Turn me around, turn me on, turn me to love

Break these chains, that surround my heart
They've been there long enough
Take my life, you could fix it up 
Turn me around, turn me on, turn me to love

I do believe that you will know just what to do



You can help me find a new direction
I need to live for a change get my world rearranged
I think you might be my love connection
Turn me around, turn me on, turn me to love

Break these chains, that surround my heart
They've been there long enough
Take my life, you could fix it up 
Turn me around, turn me on, turn me to love

Break these chains, that surround my heart
They've been there long enough

20694. Turn Of The Century

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Turn of the Century

There'll be flying boats, and condos with moats; 
Cultivated oceans, floating cities in the sky. 
Living underneath a bubble; 
No more toil and trouble 
Singin' 'bout that sweet ole by and by. 

We'll all have lots of money 
That we won't have to spend; 
You'll be given everything 
When everyone's your friend 
Hanging out together 
In picture perfect weather - 
This time 'round the party never ends. 

Hallelujah, I can't wait to see it 
Hallelujah, come on and go with me 
Let me show you the way it's gonna be 
At the turn, 
The turn of the century. 

We won't need no TV preachers 
To ask how much we gave 
We won't need no TV preachers, 
See, by then, we'll all be saved 
No more fighting for a country 
No child will go hungry 
We'll be smiling from the cradle to the grave. 

Hallelujah, I can't wait to see it 
Hallelujah, come on and go with me 
Let me show you the way it's gonna be 
At the turn, 
The turn of the century.



20695. Turn On Your Love Light

Turn On Your Love Light
Yonder Mountain String Band

Without a warning, you broke my heart
Taken it baby, tore it apart
And you left me standing, in a dark clime
Said your love for me was dyin'
So come on baby, baby please
I'm begging you baby, I'm on my knees
Turn on your light, let it shine on me
Turn on your love light, let it shine on me
Let it shine, let it shine, let it ...

Well I get a little lonely in the middle of the night
And I need you darling to make things all right
So come on baby, baby please
And I'm begging you baby, 'cause I'm on my knees
Turn on your light, let it shine on me
Turn on your love light, let it shine on me
Let it shine, let it shine, let it ...

Without a warning, you broke my heart
Taken it baby, torn it apart
And you left me standing, in a dark clime
Said your love for me was dyin'
So come on baby, baby please
I'm begging you baby, I'm on my knees
Turn on your light, let it shine on me
Turn on your love light, let it shine on me
Let it shine, let it shine, let it ...

Well I get a little lonely in the middle of the night
And I need you baby to make things all right
So come on baby, baby please
And I'm begging you baby, 'cause I'm on my knees
Turn on your light, let it shine on me
Turn on your love light, let it shine on me

20696. Turn Out My Lights

Steve Earle - Turn Out My Lights

[Verse 1]
The same old blues comin' 'round again
Every night about this time
And it's callin' me like a long-lost friend
When I turn out my lights



[Verse 2]
Now, I can see you in my dreams
Every time I close my eyes
And just like I knew you'd be to
Get me through the night

[Instrumental]

[Verse 3]
Now, I can feel the darkness fall
Like the rain against the wind blows
And I can hear your memory like a
Dream outside my window, babe

[Verse 4]
Even though I know you're gone
I don't have to be alone now
You're here with me every night
When I turn out my lights

20697. Turn The Lamps Down Low

Doc Watson 
Turn The Lamps Down Low

Baby, please don't go
Honey, please don't go
Baby, please don't go back to New Orleans 'cause I love you so

Turn your lamp down low
Turn your lamp down low
Honey, please don't go back to New Orleans 'cause I love you so
Play me some blues, now

Hmm, yeah

You know you're mad that I'm gone
Yes, you're mad that I'm gone
You're mad I'm gone to the county farm, I got the shackles on

Baby, please don't go
Honey, please don't go
Baby, please don't go back to New Orleans 'cause I love you so

Yeah

Oh, Lord, Lord, Lord, Lord

Why don't you call my name?
Why don't you call my name?
They got me way down here wearing this ball and chain
Why don't you call my name?



Baby, please don't go
Turn your lamp down low
Honey, please don't go back to New Orleans 'cause I love you so
Play me a little more blues, now

Uh

20698. Turn The Lights On

Little Big Town - Turn the Lights On

[Verse 1]
Sucker punched down for the count
They stole your thunder then your crown
Paralyzed, just hangin' around
You better get up or get down
Put your money where you're talkin'
Let your assets do the walkin'
So what the sky is fallin'
Get up or get down
In the shadows, outta time
You ain't bound and you ain't blind

[Chorus]
Turn the lights on, turn the lights on, baby
Turn the lights on, lift your hands up
Turn the lights on, turn the lights on, baby
Turn the lights on, lift your hands up
Lift your hands up

[Verse 2]
Swingin' from a chandelier
Ain't no trouble way up here
Shootin' through the atmosphere
Get up or get down
Ain't no time to hit the brakes
Flip the switch and let it shake
Wind it up while you're awake
Get up or get down
Get down, get down

[Chorus]

[Bridge]
Lift up your hands, open your eyes
If we're going, we're goin' live

[Chorus]

[Outro]
Turn the lights in, turn the lights on



20699. Turn The Page

Turn the Page 
Carrie Hassler

On a long and lonesome highway, east of Omaha 
You can listen to the engine moanin' out, its one note song  
You can think about your husband, who is waiting patiently at home  
 
But your thoughts will soon be wandering, the way they always do 
When you're ridin' sixteen hours, and there's nothin more to do 
And you don't feel much like ridin'  
You just wish the trip was through 
 
CHORUS : 
Here I am, on the road again 
Here I am, up on the stage 
Here I go, playin' star again 
Here I go, turn the page 
 
Well you walk into a restaurant, strung out from the road 
And you feel the eyes upon you, as you're shakin off the cold 
You pretend it doesn't bother you, but you want to explode 
 
Most times you can't hear 'em talk, other times you can 
All the same old cliches about a hillbilly band 
And you always seemed outnumbered 
But don't dare make a stand 
    
Out there in the spotlight, you're a million miles away 
Every ounce of energy, you try to give away 
As sweat pours out your body, like the music that you play   
 
Later in the evening, as you lie awake in bed 
With the echoes from the amplifiers, ringin' in your head 
You smoke the day's last cigarette, rememberin' what he said

20700. Turn The Page Again

Tim O'Brien - Turn the Page Again

December nights come early, wait a while to see the light again
A question left unanswered, sent out on the evening wind
If winter is a stranger, maybe spring will be my friend
Seasons change, turn the page again

Summer days are longer, I'm still waiting for your call
Left hanging like a promise, like summer leaves the fall
Sometimes she's a stranger, sometimes she's my friend



But people change, turn the page again

The car is packed and runnin', my heart is racin' fast
Kiss you just one more time and hope it's not my last
The past will be a stranger, the future is my new friend
So let it change, turn the page again

I'm soaring like an eagle, I'll find a place to land
I'll let the west wind take me, see what he has planned
My home is in my heart now, or any place I stand
I'll go where I'm a stranger, I'm gonna try to be a friend
I'm not afraid to turn the page again
If winter was a stranger, maybe spring will be my friend
Seasons change, turn the page again

20701. Turn This Around

Turn This Around
String Cheese Incident

*NOTE* There are a few different alternate verses to these lyrics
so some may be slightly similar

Used to think we'd get to where we've been
Now we stand here just rememberin'
Times I wake up we knew where we've been
Now we sit here rememberin'

ALTERNATE:
Used to think we could do anything
Now I sit here just remembering
Sometimes we thought we knew everything
Now I sit here 
I don't think you ever thought about how much I really care
You just live/or/float though your life with your head up in the air
Don't you bother trying to run away
It's all bound to catch up with you some day
If you think you'll never go it's time to go away

CHORUS
See if we can turn this around, maybe some other way
(Turn this around)
Take this to a higher ground, maybe some other day
(Turn this around)
Maybe you're afraid to see, baby you're enough for me
(Turn this around)
Maybe you're afraid to try, you always sit there asking why
What's the warning all is fair
Do you think it might end some day
Look around you're not smilin'
All I see are just tears a cryin'

CHORUS



BRIDGE
Crawl through the dark to look into the light
You can't hide from your shadow so take a look at it right
Don't you bother tryin' to run away if you can't stand through the rain 
You can't find any fun if you can't get through the pain

ALTERNATE:
If you really noticed how much I really care
You just floated through your life-head up in the air
You won't have any fun 
If you make me feel the pain
You can't be happy playing in the sun if you ______ fear the rain

CHORUS

20702. Turn This Thing Around - Chords

Turn This Thing Around
Recorded by Keith Whitley
Written by Gary Harrison and Gene Nelson

G
Well one thing led to another that led to your taxi cab
       C
I said take me to the airport man I was really mad
D7
Angry words were spoken mostly out of spite
         C                                D7                    G
Now this second thought I'm havin' is the first thing I've done right

C
Turn this thing around you must think I've lost my mind
      G
But I really would be crazy to leave her love behind
     C                                  A7
Temporarily insane but I see so clearly now
D7                                           C               G
So if you don't mind take me back so I can't turn this thing around

Saw a little man sellin' roses just back a couple of blocks
C
I'll roll down the window and buy all that he's got
    D7
And if you know a shortcut or run a light or two
     C                                 D7              G
When you pull in my driveway there's a twenty just for you

Repeat #2

     C                                  A7
Temporarily insane but I see so clearly now
D7                                           C               G



So if you don't mind take me back so I can't turn this thing around
D7                                           C               G
So if you don't mind take me back so I can't turn this thing around

20703. Turn To Dust

Turn To Dust
Fruition

Watchin' it all fall apart
Standin' side by side
And lettin' love die
And doin' nothin'
Nothin'

That left a hole in my heart
And goddamn
It hurt so bad
To do nothin'
Such a terrible scene

It's like one a them dreams
I've no control over my hands and feet
I'm stifled when I make a move to speak
And you turn to dust just beyond my reach
I wonder if I will ever get it right
If it comes back around
Well I curse the sky
 Til I'm buried in the ground
 Til I'm buried in the ground yeah
 Til I'm buried in the ground

And so I must practice what I preach
I thought I'd learned
But now I'm not too sure
Cuz if this is the cost
Is it truly better to have loved and lost
Or to have never loved at all
I'd like to pick your brain
See if you feel the same
And feel nothin'
Do you know what I mean
It's like one a them dreams yeah
I've no control over my hands and feet
I'm stifled when I make a move to speak
And you turn to dust just beyond my reach
I wonder if I will ever get it right
If it comes back around
Well I curse the sky
 Til I'm buried in the ground
 Til I'm buried in the ground yeah
 Til I'm buried in the ground yeah
Oh  til I'm buried in the ground yeah



20704. Turn To Me

Turn To Me

When the whole world turns against you
And life won't let you be
When you need someone to turn to
Turn to me.

When questions go unanxswered
And you wonder what will be
When you need someone to turn to
Turn to me.

I stand on every corner
I'm just around the bend
I've always been here for you
I've always been your friend.

When walls close in around you
I'm the one who sets you free
When you need someone to turn to
Turn to me.

--- Instrumental ---

I stand on every corner
I'm just around the bend
I've always been here for you
I've always been your friend.

When walls close in around you
I'm the one who sets you free
When you need someone to turn to
Turn to me, turn to me...

20705. Turn Turn Turn (To Everything There Is A Season)

Dolly Parton - Turn Turn Turn (To Everything There Is A Season) 

To everything
Turn, turn, turn
There is a season
Turn, turn, turn
And a time to every purpose under Heaven

A time to be born, a time to die
A time to plant, a time to reap
A time to kill, a time to heal



A time to laugh, a time to weep

To everything
Turn, turn, turn
There is a season
Turn, turn, turn
And a time to every purpose under Heaven

A time to build up, a time to break down
A time to dance, a time to mourn
A time to cast away stones
A time to gather stones together

To everything
Turn, turn, turn
There is a season
Turn, turn, turn
And a time to every purpose under Heaven

A time of love, a time of hate
A time of war, a time of peace
A time you may embrace
A time to refrain from embracings

A time to gain, a time to lose
A time to rend, a time to sew
A time to love, a time to hate
A time of peace, I swear it's not too late

20706. Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus

Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus

O soul are you weary and troubled?
No light in the darkness you see?
There's light for a look at the Saviour,
And life more abundant and free:
Chorus:
Turn you eyes upon Jesus,
Look full in His wonderful face;
And the things of earth will grow strangely dim
In the light of His glory and grace.
Through death into life everlasting
He passed, and we follow Him there;
Over us sin no more hath dominion
For more than conqu'rors we are!
Chorus
His word shall not fail you He promised;
Believe Him and all will be well.
Then go to a world that is dying,
His perfect salvation to tell!
Chorus



20707. Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus - Chords

Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus
Recorded by Alan Jackson
Written by Helen H. Lemmel

C              G7        Am  C
O soul are you weary and troubled 
   F            Dm           C    G7
No light in the darkness you see 
        C                       F  Fm
There's light for a look at the Savior 
    C         G7           C
And life more abundant and free 

         G7        Am C
Turn you eyes upon Je-sus 
     F           Dm        G7
Look full in His wonderful face 
        C                         F         Fm
And the things of earth will grow strangely dim 
       C            G7        C
In the light of His glory and grace 

                   G7       Am  C
Through death into life everlas-ting 
   F             Dm         C     G7
He passed and we follow Him there 
     C                   F    Fm
Over us sin no more hath dominion 
    C         G7            C
For more than conquerors we are 

Repeat #2

                   G7          Am   C
His word shall not fail you He promised 
  F             Dm          C     G7
Believe Him and all will be well 
     C                     F  Fm
Then go to a world that is dy-ing 
    C       G7           C
His perfect salvation to tell 

Repeat #2

20708. Turn Your Lights Back On - Chords



Turn Your Lights Back On 
Horseshoes And Hand Grenades
 
Verse 1:
C                            F                 C     G  C
When you're the only car thats left upon the road
C                    F           C      G  C
Headlights come and gone faded dawn
        Am                                   F
And you can't find your way back to the interstate
        C                       G                        C
Can't tell if the roads are all closed or if it's just fate
 
Chorus:
       F                  G             Am
Come on and turn your lights back on
 F                C                     G
Dark has come to light and we've all grown
 C          F             C
Soon it will be better than we all have been
            Am                         F         C
And the ships will set sail and we'll be free again
 
 
Verse 2:
C                      F                        C     G   C
Time turns the leaves and puts them in the ground
C                        F                     C             G  C
And all that remains is the baron trees and the sounds
Am                                  F
Falls cold winds danced blew them down 
       C                             G                     C
The town's voice sings and the world goes round
 
Chorus
F   G   Am
F   C   G
C   F   C
Am   F   C
 
Verse 3:
C               F                 C      G  C
Head turns grey feels like yesterday
C                              F                      C     G  C
When we danced through the pines our bellies full of wine
Am                                             F
And we whispered of the days when we would come to find
C                  G                         C
The light to break the darkness in our minds
 
Chorus
F   G   Am
F   C   G
C   F   C
Am   F   C
 
Bridge:
Am                            F



So many tunes that we never knew
Am                            F
A song so true by a band of fools
      Am                                            F
Your words rang clear like the thoughts ringing in my mirror
C                     G                        C
Rivers all flow now I'm down the road and out of here
 
Chorus
F   G   Am
F   C   G
C   F   C
Am   F   C
**End with extra:
.          Am                          F          C
..And the ships will set sail and we'll be free again

20709. Turn Your Love

Turn Your Love
Fruition

She came runnin' down the southside of Skidmore, westbound
With a box of wine and a smile
She'd soaked up the eyes that'd been on her all day
She could see them for so many miles
They wanted her beauty, they wanted her soul
With no blessings to wish upon
And i commend her for having nothing to show
To anybody whose dreams are gone

Make me weak, stay strong, hold fast, it won't be long
Til you'll turn your love to the ones you ain't had time to take time to think of
Turn your love to the ones you ain't had time to take time, take time to think of

I'd be lyin' if i told you my head was aligned but i seem to be doing alright
And i'll try my best not to expect you to stay all night

You make me weak, so stay strong, hold fast, it won't be long
Til you'll turn your love to the ones you ain't had time to take time to think of
Turn your love to the ones you ain't had time to take time, take time to think of

She came runnin' down the southside of skidmore, westbound
With a box of wine and a smile

20710. Turn Your Radio On

Turn Your Radio On
John Hartford - Chris Hillman



Well, come and listen in to a radio
Staiton where the mighty hosts of heaven sing
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
If you want to feel those good vibrations
Coming from the joy that His love can bring
Turn uyour radio on, turn your radio on

Turn your radio on and listen to the music in the air
Turn your radio on, heaven's glory share
Turn your lights down low and listen to the Master's radio
Get in touch with God, turn your radio on

Don't you know that everybody has a radio receiver
All you got to do is listen for the call
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
If you listen in you will be a believer
Leaning on the truths that were never false
Get in touch with God, turn your radio on

* Refrain

20711. Turn Your Radio On, Pt. 2

John Hartford 
Turn Your Radio On, Pt. 2

Come and listen in to the radio station
Where the mighty hosts of heaven sing
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
If you wanna hear the songs of Zion
Come from the land of endless spring
Get in touch with god, get in touch with god
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on

Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
And listen to the music in the air
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
Heaven's glory shared, glory shared
Turn your lights down low, turn your lights down low
And listen to master's radio
Get in touch with god, get in touch with god
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on

Come and listen in to the glory land chorus
Listen to glad hosanna's ring
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
Get a little taste of love eternal
Get a little heaven in your soul
Get in touch with god, get in touch with god
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on



Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
And listen to the music in the air
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
Heaven's glory shared, glory shared
Turn your lights down low, turn your lights down low
And listen to master's radio
Get in touch with god, get in touch with god
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on

Listen to the songs of the fathers and mothers
And the many friends gone on before
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
Some eternal morning we shall meet them
Over on the hallelujah shore
Get in touch with God, turn your radio on

Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
And listen to the music in the air
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on
Heaven's glory shared, glory shared
Turn your lights down low, turn your lights down low
And listen to master's radio
Get in touch with god, get in touch with god
Turn your radio on, turn your radio on

20712. Turned You To Stone

Turned You To Stone
(I've Turned You Into Stone) - Emmylou Harris

I wish there were some way to tell you I'm sorry
That I didn't leave you a long time ago
Yea, but many mistakes are a part of the story
And heartache by heartache, I've turned you to stone. 

   So call me a traveller, catch me a train
   Want to see Frisco, see the sun shine again
   And if you want true love, but can't stand to know
    Life here together has turned you to stone. 

 I've held youcaptive in a life without sunshine
Yea and I've watched the blue in your eyes fade away
All good is gone now, no need to continue
Destroying each other, day after day.

20713. Turnin' Off A Memory



Turnin' Off A Memory

Let me tell you about a song
That I wrote especially for my friends with drinkin' problems
Or maybe I should say my friends with problems enough to drink
Anyway it's just an old theme of a man sittin' in a barroom
Tryin' to drown his past
It's called I'm Turnin' Off A Memory

You can find me in dim lighted barroom
If your coldness should ever turn warm
But the chances of you ever changing
Are as slim as your two loving arms

So I'm turnin' off a mem'ry
As quickly as time will allow
I'm turnin' off a mem'ry
And the wine seems to help me somehow

If I'm lucky I'll some day forget you
When the wine finally takes full control
It's not much of a future to look to
But I can't stand this pain in my soul

So I'm turnin' off a mem'ry...
And the wine seems to help me somehow

20714. Turning Around

Tim O'Brien - Turning Around

From where you sit you cannot see it
No one watches anyway
No one stops to listen for it
Covered by the sounds of day

But we each play our own part in it
Nothing that you need to learn
Every breath from birth to dying
We all help the world to turn

CHORUS:
Turning like the water flowing
From the mountains to the sea
A gentle wind that keeps on blowing
Pray that it will always be
Turning around, this old world, turning around

Through the window I can see you
In the garden sewing seeds
Hand and heart with rain and sunshine
Growing what the family needs

CHORUS:



Need it like the water flowing
From the mountains to the sea
Keep the roots and branches growing
Pray that they will always be
Turning around, this old world, turning around

All God's creatures have their own way
Knowing how and what to do
Buzzing bees and birds a singing
Like I sing this song for you

CHORUS:
Sing it like the water flowing
From the mountains to the sea
This melody that keeps on going
Pray that it will always be
Turning around, this old world, turning around

20715. Turning Away

Crooked Still 
Turning Away

I'm falling for you, sorry
I love to see you
Turning and turning away

I'm falling in for you
I love to see you
Turning and turning away
Turning and turning away
Turning and turning away

And you're turning away
You're turning away

20716. Turning Of The Tide - Chords

Turning Of The Tide 
Richard Thompson
 
[Verse 1]
F
How many boys, one night stands
F                                  C
How many lips, how many hands have held you
         Bb            C
Like I'm holding you tonight
 



[Verse 2]
F
Too many nights staying up late
F                                       C
Too much powder, too much paint. Oh you can't hide
         Bb             C
from the turning of the tide
 
[Chorus 1]
Dm       F                 Bb
Did they run their fingers up and down your shabby dress
Dm       F                Bb              C
Did they find some tender moment there in your caress?
 
[Verse 3]
F
Boys all say you look so fine
F                                      C
Don't come back for a second time. You can't hide
         Bb             C
from the turning of the tide
 
[Solo]
F  C  Bb  C  F  C  Bb  C
 
[Chorus 2]
Dm          F                 Bb
Poor little sailor boy, never set eyes on a woman before
Dm       F                  Bb                 C
  Did he tell you that he'd love you, darling, for ever more?
 
[Verse 4]
F
Pretty little shoes, cheap perfume
F                                         C
Creaking bed in the hotel room  You can't hide
         Bb             C
from the turning of the tide
 
[Chorus 3]
Dm         F                 Bb
  Did they run their fingers up and down your shabby dress
Dm         F                Bb              C
  Did they find some tender moment there in your caress?
 
[Verse 5]
F
Boys all say you look so fine
F                                            C
Don't come back for a second time. You can't hide
         Bb             C
from the turning of the tide
 
 
[Solo]
F  C  Bb  C  F  C  Bb  C
 



[Ending]
                                     F
e/-----------------------------------1--/
B/-----------------------------------1--/
G/-----------------------------------2--/
D/----0--3--0------------------------3--/
A/-3-----------3---------3--0--3-----3--/
E/----------------3--s5-----------3--1--/

20717. Turning The Wheel

Turning The Wheel - Hot Buttered Rum

There's an old man on the corner,
waving hello to the cars that go by,
He's an ordinary fellow, slipped and hit his head when he was 5,
Lived a life of simple peace,
spent some time upon his knees,
and he's doin' all right, he's doin' all right

Oil man sips a Red Bull
in the backseat of a limousine,
spent some time in the White House,
way too long, you ask me,
sees an old man on the corner waving hi,
rolls up the window, tells the driver to pass by,
Bye Bye

Bye, Bye, grey sky, everybody's ready for the blue!
Bye, Bye, grey sky, no one's gonna miss you,
bye bye

He traded in the banjo for a brand new shiny guitar,
had enough of Mississippi, ain't no place for a Rock N' Roll star,
thumbed a ride out to L.A.,
Where the Angels and the vipers play,
and he's doin' all right, he's doin' all right,

All right, I'm turning the wheel,
I'm offering the branch you pulled away,
All right, I like the way this feels,
expectations coming real, in the night
All right

There's a party in Chicago, early on election day,
flags are waving, men are crying, feels good in the USA,
The road is long, the path is steep,
but this begins the change we need,
and we're feeling all right

All right, I'm turning the wheel......

Bye bye grey sky, everybody's ready for the blue......



20718. Turning To The Light - Chords

Turning To The Light
Recorded by Joey and Rory 
Written by Stephanie Davis

G
Like a seedling in the clay
 D7 G
When the sun's first golden ray
Marks the breaking of the day
D7 G
I am turning to the light

I am turning to the light
I am reaching toward the sun
 D7
I have journeyed through the night
 G
And the battle now is won
There's a new song in my heart
There's a new day dawning bright
D7 G
Oh I'm turning to the light
Not so very long ago
 D7 G
I lay covered by the snow
With no sign of spring in sight
D7 G
Now I'm turning to the light

Repeat #2

Like a Robin in the spring
 D7 G
When the dew is glistening
I will raise my voice and sing
D7 G
I am turning to the light
Repeat #2 X2
D7 G
Oh I'm turning to the light

20719. Turntable - Chords

Turntable - Dead Horses
 
[Intro]
D C D C



 
[Verse 1]
Em                      G
In the arms of a lover, in the arms of your son
Em                                       G
You lay your breath heavy, you're not anyone
              Em                          G
Won't you sit for a while? Won't you rest yourself?
D                                               C
You know it ain't such a shame to have lost yourself
D                                               C    Em G Em G
You know it ain't such a shame to have lost yourself
 
[Verse 2]
Em                                    G
Three years and a bottle of cheap red wine
Em                              G
All my sacred sins and all your dirty lies
Em                      G
And I ride, and I ride, and I ride, and I ride
D                       C
Keep riding even when I don't know why
D                                  C   Em G Em G
Keep riding even when I don't know why
 
[Chorus]
D                              C
Oh I said, "If my heart were a turntable,
D                                            C
And my belly was the speaker and my soul the needle,"
            D                  C
Oh I said, "If my heart were a turntable,
D                                            C
And my belly was the speaker and my soul the needle."
 
[Inst.]
Em G Em G Em G D C D C Em
oooo
 
[Verse 3]
Em                       G
Oh meet me in the garden by the flowers blue
Em                                   G
Where the trees stretch and wrap themselves around you
Em                   G
And they fill you up till you don't know what to do
D                                      C
On a winter's night when everything is new
D                                      C   Em G  Em G
On a winter's night when everything is new  mmmm
 
[Chorus]
D                               C
Oh I  said, "If my heart were a turntable,
D                                            C
And my belly was the speaker and my soul the needle,"
             D                  C



Oh, I said, "If my heart were a turntable,
D                                            C
And my belly was the speaker and my soul the needle."
 
[Outro]
Em G  D C D

20720. Turpentine

Brandi Carlile - Turpentine

I watch you grow away from me in photographs
And memories like spies
And salt betrays my eyes again
I started losing sleep and gaining weight
And wishing I was was ten again
So I could be your friend again

These days we go to waste like wine
That's turned to turpentine
It's six AM and I'm all messed up
I didn't maen to waste your time
So I'll fall back in line
But I'm warning you we're growing up

I heard you found some pretty words to say
You found your little game to play
And there's no one allowed in
Then just when we believe we could be great
Reality it permeates
And conquers from within again

These days we go to waste like wine
That's turned to turpentine
It's six AM and I'm all messed up
I didn't maen to waste your time

So I'll fall back in line
But I'm warning you we're growing up

We're OK I know we're OK
These days we go to waste like wine
That's turned to turpentine
It's six AM and I'm all messed up
I didn't maen to waste your time
So I'll fall back in line
But I'm warning you we're growing up



20721. Turquoise Blue

The Incredible String Band - Turquoise Blue 

On the white sand a footprint on her back the golden sun
Is playing tunes on this lazy afternoon
It's high summer the sun's playing tunes
They're so beautiful to see only love can sing the harmony

Oh, my lover, she knows how to give a gift
She knows how to make a cool breeze sigh
Brings the warmth of summer to my bed at night
And she brings the color of the sky too turquoise blue

In the distance the birds sing
In the distance the sweet echoing
Of the flute she's playing on the hazy air over there
Oh shimmering day don't take me away
I'd rather be here than anywhere

20722. Turtle Dove

Turtle Dove - Della Mae
(C. Woodsmith, C. Hartman)

Turtle dove you wake me with a melancholy cry
as the sun streaks the sky and the dawn defeats the night
do you try to wake me from my sleep
to open the windows and hear you weep?

Do you sit there, watching, as I lay my head to rest?
at night when my sadness tries to confess
is it hung above me as I dream?
oh turtle dove, I am not what I seem
ooooo
oh turtle dove, I am not what I seem

Why don't you preen your feathers and fly into the light?
Oh, I would fall like Icharus, despairing of my plight
The soles of my feet are heavy on the ground
But when I close my eyes I am heaven bound
oooooo
when I close my eyes I am heaven bound

Turtle dove, tell me, what more do you see?
Is anyone else at all like me?
Do others fail do they fall, do they fly
To find fields of plenty, And peace of mind
ooooooo
To find fields of plenty, And peace of mind



20723. Turtle Dove

Turtle Dove - Della Mae
(C. Woodsmith, C. Hartman)

Turtle dove you wake me with a melancholy cry
as the sun streaks the sky and the dawn defeats the night
do you try to wake me from my sleep
to open the windows and hear you weep?

Do you sit there, watching, as I lay my head to rest?
at night when my sadness tries to confess
is it hung above me as I dream?
oh turtle dove, I am not what I seem
ooooo
oh turtle dove, I am not what I seem

Why don't you preen your feathers and fly into the light?
Oh, I would fall like Icharus, despairing of my plight
The soles of my feet are heavy on the ground
But when I close my eyes I am heaven bound
oooooo
when I close my eyes I am heaven bound

Turtle dove, tell me, what more do you see?
Is anyone else at all like me?
Do others fail do they fall, do they fly
To find fields of plenty, And peace of mind
ooooooo
To find fields of plenty, And peace of mind

20724. Turtle Dove & the Crow

Mandolin Orange - Turtle Dove & the Crow

[Verse 1]
She came along like she was hiding
Some deep secret
But now she's gone and I carry on to keep it
The cow's are grazing
Boys, the fishing's getting good
If fate's an old woodpecker I'm an old chunk of wood

[Refrain]
Some mysteries we will never know
The turtle dove and the crow made a nest

[Verse 2]
We shared a line etched in stone between two years



I aim to pack my grave someday and go see her
Gonna climb that ladder
Jacob won't you hold the door
Just got to drop me a line
This side of Jordan

[Refrain]
Some mysteries we will never know
The turtle dove and the crow made a nest
[Fiddle Solo]

[Verse 3]
She came along like she was hiding
Some deep secret
She saw the future, boys
And I was her ticket
The American dream suited us just fine
I'm a-lay down easy in my time of dying

20725. Turtle in the Front Row

Keller Williams - Turtle in the Front Row

there's a dude named turtle
he comes to the show
he dances in the front row
drinks whiskey and wine
and smokes the kind
and screams his mind
fuckin all the time
i mean all the time
this dude screamin his mind
the people all around him
it's no wonder they never pound him

turtle in the front row
turtle in the front row
hey ho
uh oh

turtle in the front row
turtle in the front row
hey ho

i stand amazed
as he is unfazed
by the stench of burnt hair
that was set ablaze
by the rail-riding ex-handed underage
that could never be caged 
by a barricade
the positive rage 
could never be restrained



turtle in the front row
turtle in the front row
hey ho uh oh

i watch from the stage
until the light fades
or my eyelid shades 
become disengaged

turtle in the front row

surrounded by the ladies now
turtle is a lover
don't you be fooled
he won't blow his cover
the ladies love his long hair
and his little mustache
he's a pipe swingin pimp
with a pocket full of cash

bumpin and grindin
groovin and swayin
drinkin and smokin
sometimes even without payin
but stayin til the end
til the truck pulls away
sometimes he will walk
so he can freek another day

another day of freekin 
in the front or in the back
he likes to take his time 
for that he does not lack
you know him by his face 
and the things he may shout
the dude he has no fear 
now this is have no doubt

he'll print it on a banner
if he's got something to say
or maybe put it on a t-shirt
and then wear it every day
he wore the thing so much
it could surely use a stitch
it said "slap that shit
you son of a bitch"

slap that shit you son of a bitch
slap that shit you son of a bitch
slap that shit you son of a bitch

turtle in the front row
turtle in the front row
hey ho
uh oh
turtle in the front row



turtle in the front row
hey ho

20726. Turtles All the Way Down

Sturgill Simpson - Turtles All the Way Down

[Spoken Intro]
I've seen Jesus play with flames
In a lake of fire that I was standing in
Met the devil in Seattle
And spent 9 months inside the lions den
Met Buddha yet another time
And he showed me a glowing light within
But I swear that God is there
Every time I glare in the eyes of my best friend
Says my son, "It's all been done
And someday you're gonna wake up old and gray
So go and try to have some fun
Showing warmth to everyone
You meet and greet and cheat along the way"
There's a gateway in our minds
That leads somewhere out there, far beyond this plane
Where reptile aliens made of light
Cut you open and pull out all your pain
Tell me how you make illegal
Something that we all make in our brain
Some say you might go crazy
But then again it might make you go sane
Every time I take a look
Inside that old and fabled book
I'm blinded and reminded of
The pain caused by some old man in the sky
Marijuana, LSD
Psilocybin, and DMT
They all changed the way I see
But love's the only thing that ever saved my life
So don't waste your mind on nursery rhymes
Or fairy tales of blood and wine
It's turtles all the way down the line
So to each their own 'til we go home
To other realms our souls must roam
To and through the myth that we all call space and time

20727. TV Guide

Todd Snider - T.V. Guide

[Verse 1]



More tough news on the late night TV
News lady tells me that it's cold outside
Man gets his car jacked, graveyard gets ransacked
Everybody knows that there ain't no place to hide
Late night drive-by, there's blood on the sidewalk
Rain's gonna wash out that stain someday
That stupid kid should've known this ain't no cakewalk
You can't just wear your bandana that way

[Chorus]
Ain't that freedom for you?
Ain't that freedom for you?
Freedom American-style

[Verse 2]
Hot car rollin' down an empty freeway
The keys were in it, man it serves the owner right
The young girl attacked in the woods off the parkway
She should've known not to jog alone at night
Drugs rule downtown, gangs rule midtown
You're on your own when they both collide
I keep my doors locked with bars on my window
Got an alarm in my car, keep my kids inside

[Chorus]
Ain't that freedom for you?
Hey, ain't that freedom for you?
Freedom American-style

[Verse 3]
More tough news on the late night TV
News lady tells me that it's cold outside
Man gets his car jacked, graveyard gets ransacked
Everybody knows that there ain't no place to hide
I keep my arms around whatever I've got
It's an alright world, but you know, I watch myself
I'm virtually free to do whatever I want
But I try to remember, so is everybody else

[Chorus]
Ain't that freedom for you?
Hey, ain't that freedom for you?
Freedom American-style
Hey, ain't that freedom?
Freedom American-style

20728. TV Guide - Chords

Tv Guide 
Todd Snider

[Intro]
C F  C



C F  C  G
 
[Verse 1]
C
  More tough news on the late night TV
C
  News lady tells me that it's cold outside
C
  Man gets his carjacked, graveyard gets ransacked
C
  Everybody knows that there ain't no place to hide
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Am                             Em
  Late night drive-by, there's   blood on the sidewalk
F                            G
  Rain's gonna wash out that stain someday
Am                            Em
  That stupid kid should have known this ain't no cakewalk
F                             G
  You can't just wear your bandana that way
 
 
[Chorus]
F            G
  Ain't that freedom for you
C            Am        F
  Ain't that freedom for you
G                C     F  C  G
Freedom American style
 
 
[Verse 1]
C
  Hot car rollin' down an empty highway
C
  The keys were in it man it serves the owner right
C
  The youg girl attacked in the woods off the parkway
C
  She should have known not to jog alone at night
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Am                    Em
  Drugs rule downtown,   gangs rule midtown
F                              G
  You're on your own when they  both collide
Am                            Em
  I keep my doors locked with bars on my window
        F                       G
Got an alarm in my car, keep my kids inside
 
 
[Chorus]
F            G



  Ain't that freedom for you
C            Am        F
  Ain't that freedom for you
G                C     F  C
Freedom American style
 
 
[Instrumental]
C  F  C  G
F  G  C  Am
F  G
 
 
[Verse 3]
C
  More tough news on the late night TV
C
  News lady tells me that it's cold outside
C
  Man gets his carjacked, graveyard gets ransacked
C
  Everybody knows that there ain't no place to hide
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Am                          Em
  I keep my arms around whatever I've got
        F                            C
It's an alright world but you know I watch myself
    Am                       Em
I'm virtually free to do whatever I want
      F                     C
But I try to remember so is everybody else
 
 
[Chorus]
F            G
  Ain't that freedom for you
C            Am        F
  Ain't that freedom for you
G                C     Am
Freedom American style
           F
Ain't that   freedom for
G            C   F     C
Freedom American style

20729. Twelve

Twelve
Elephant Revival

The writing's on the wall



Carved up on the stall
It's too plain to see the same two feet
Same two eyes and hands

Two is not enough
And push comes to shove
Have you heard the word is love
Enough is enough

Three in one is twelve
Four less off the shelf
Which tones allow the song to sing itself
Which ones out of twelve

20730. Twelve Gates To The City

Twelve Gates To The City
Ralph Stanley - Twelve Gates To The City

Oh what a beautiful city
Oh what a beautiful city
Oh what a beautiful city
Twelve gates to the city hallelujah
Oh what a beautiful city
Oh what a beautiful city
Oh what a beautiful city
Twelve gates to the city hallelujah
There's three gates in the east
There's three gates in the west
There's three gates in the north
There's three gates in the south
That makes twelve gates to the city hallelujah
Oh what a beautiful city
Oh what a beautiful city
Oh what a beautiful city
Twelve gates to the city hallelujah
If you see my dear old brother
Won't you do this kind favor for me?
Won't you please tell my brother
To meet me in Galilee
Well there's twelve gates to the city hallelujah
Oh what a beautiful city
Oh what a beautiful city
Oh what a beautiful city
Twelve gates to the city hallelujah
God almighty won't you
Whatcha talking about
Whatcha crying about
Oh what a beautiful city
Oh what a beautiful city
Oh what a beautiful city
Twelve gates to the city hallelujah



20731. Twenty Million Things - Chords

Twenty Million Things 
Lowell George
 
Intro: G    C     F     D     Dm     Em  D  G
 
        G            C
If it's fix a fence, fender dents
 
F                  D
I've got lots of experience
 
Dm               Em      D       G
Rent gets spent, all the letters never written that don't get sent
 
C        D       Em   C
It comes from confusion
 
Em      D           G
All the things I've left undone
 
           C      G  D       D      G
Comes from moment to moment, day to day
 
C                 A7   D
The time seems to slip away
 
          G              C         D
But I got twenty million things to do
 
G              C       Cm7
Twenty million things
 
G   B7    Em     G       C A7 D
All I can think about is you
 
     G   C  A7      D       G              C A7 D     G    C G
With twenty million things, twenty million things to do
 
 
I got mysterious wysterias hanging in the air
The rocking chair I was supposed to fix, well it came undid
And all the things that I let slip, I found out quick
 
Comes from moment to moment, day to day
The time seems to slip away
 
But I got 20 million things to do, 20 million things
All that I can do is thing about you
With 20 million things, 20 million things to do
 
G   C G   C



20732. Twenty Naked Pentecostals In A Pontiac - Chords

Twenty Naked Pentecostals In A Pontiac
Written and recorded by Chris Stuart 
 
G
I was thumbin' my way down to Baton Rouge
                            D7
Standin' on the side of the road

When a car pulled over and a voice cried out
                                 G
We'll take you where you want to go

I jumped inside but to my surprise
                                D7
They were naked as a poor man's toes

It was a tight situation when the whole congregation 
                         G
Said the devil was in my clothes

Twenty naked Pentecostals in a Pontiac
                     D7
Brothers and sisters shoutin' in the back

Elders in the front choir in the trunk
                               G
Twenty naked Pentecostals in a Pontiac

The sermon that morning was on Adam and Eve 
                             D7
And the ways of the dreadful snake

Everybody was clappin' when the preacher pointed at me 
                 G
My body began to shake

I threw off my shirt and my shoes and my socks
                D7
My jeans and my BVDs

We were all in the nude shoutin' halleluiah
                             G
And singing Somebody Touched Me

Repeat #2

We had the cruise control set to fifty-five
                         D7
When a Smokey got on our tail

He pulled up beside his eyes got wide 



                       G
And the siren began to wail

We ran off the road toward the tree of life 
                            D7
Lord the future was looking bleak

We hung on and prayed everybody was saved 
                                        G
Cause we all knew how to turn the other cheek

Repeat #2

20733. Twenty One Years

Twenty One Years
Gibson Brothers

The judge said stand up boy and dry up your tears
You're sentenced to Nashville for twenty one years
They took him to Nashville to pay for his crime
But twenty one years boys is a mighty long time

A year went by slowly he wished he was dead
In that dirty prison with a floor for a bed
The girl whom he loved most and dreamed of each night
He wrote her this letter babe why don't you write

I've counted the days love I've counted the nights
I've counted the minutes I've counted the lights
I've counted the footsteps I've counted the stars
I've counted a million of the cold prison bars

I've counted on you love to give me a break
I guess you forgot babe I'm here for your sake
Yes you know who's guilty you know it too well
But I'll rot in this prison before I will tell

Come all you young fellows, with hearts brave and true
Don't believe any woman you're beat if you do
Don't trust any woman no matter what kind
For twenty one years boys is a mighty long time

20734. Twenty Thousand Hearts - Chords

Twenty Thousand Hearts 
Eddie From Ohio

[Intro]



 
     Bm                                A7sus4
e/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
B/-----3----------/----------------/-----3----------/----------------/
G/-------0--------/----------------/-------0--------/----------------/
D/---4-----4------/----------------/---2-----2------/----------------/
A/-2--------------/-2--------------/-0--------------/-0--------------/
E/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
 
     D/F#                               G
e/---------0------/----------------/-------0--------/----------------/
B/-------3---3----/----------------/-----3---3------/----------------/
G/----------------/-2--------------/----------------/-0--------------/
D/-----0----------/----------------/---0------------/----------------/
A/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
E/-0h2------------/----------------/-3--------------/----------------/
 
     Em                D/F#               G             D/F#
e/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
B/-----3----------/-------3--------/-----3----------/-----3----------/
G/-------0--------/---------2------/-------0--------/-------2--------/
D/---2-----0------/-----0-----0----/---0-----0------/---0-----0------/
A/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
E/-0--------------/---2------------/-3--------------/-2--------------/
 
     Em                D/F#               G(x2)
e/----------------/----------------/-------0--------/----------------/
B/-----3----------/-------3--------/-----3---3------/----------------/
G/-------0--------/---------2------/----------------/-0--------------/
D/---2-----0------/-----0-----0----/---0------------/----------------/
A/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
E/-0--------------/---2------------/-3--------------/----------------/
 
 
[Verse 1]
 
Bm
First, we lived in India
A7sus4                        D/F#        G
    In winter it rains there everyday
        Bm
We were younger then
      A7sus4         D/F#    G
We were children in India
            Bm
There were signs and people
  A7sus4             D/F#      G
   We'd never understand
         Bm
You said 'Hold my hand'
A7sus4                D/F#      G
And I held your hand
 
 
[Chorus]
         Em     D/F#
There is one of me



 G        D/F#
And one of you
Em       D/F#     A7sus4    D/F#
Two of us with one hundred questions
    Em           D/F#
And two thousand reasons
   G                Bm
But ten's a perfect number
       Em     D/F#        G              A7sus4
We are twenty thousand hearts full of hunger
Em      D/F#     G
Twenty thousand hearts
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
           Bm
Then we're dancing in Geneva
A7sus4
It's New Year's Eve
      D/F#                      G
And all the Americans were there
         Bm                    A7sus4
They said, 'It's still last year in New York City.'
         D/F#                       G
You said,    'New York, where?'
        Bm                  A7sus4              D/F#       G
I said, 'New York City, it's three thousand miles away.'
           Bm
You said, 'What's a mile?'
A7sus4           D/F#       G
   I said, 'It's far away.'
 
 
[Chorus]
 
 
         Em     D/F#
There is one of me
 G        D/F#
And one of you
Em       D/F#     A7sus4    D/F#
Two of us with one hundred questions
    Em           D/F#
And two thousand reasons
   G                Bm
But ten's a perfect number
       Em     D/F#        G              A7sus4
We are twenty thousand hearts full of hunger
Em      D/F#     G
Twenty thousand hearts
 
 
 
[Verse 3]
        Bm                        A7sus4
Now you ask me to explain myself



                    D/F#         G
And I tell you I need distance
            Bm                    A7sus4                           D/F#    G
You say, 'To hell with distance, remember who you're talking to.'
       Bm                                 A7sus4
I say, 'Closeness is too much for me.'
                         D/F#         G
And dismiss you with a smile
          Bm                          A7sus4              D/F#     G
You say, 'Wish away your closeness, and imagine it's a mile.'
 
 
 
[Chorus]
 
         Em     D/F#
There is one of me
 G        D/F#
And one of you
Em       D/F#     A7sus4    D/F#
Two of us with one hundred questions
    Em           D/F#
And two thousand reasons
   G                Bm
But ten's a perfect number
       Em     D/F#        G              A7sus4
We are twenty thousand hearts full of hunger
Em      D/F#     G
Twenty thousand hearts
       Em     D/F#        G              A7sus4
We are twenty thousand hearts full of hunger
Em      D/F#     G
Twenty thousand hearts
 
 
 
 
[Outro]
 
     Bm                                A7sus4
e/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
B/-----3----------/----------------/-----3----------/----------------/
G/-------0--------/----------------/-------0--------/----------------/
D/---4-----4------/----------------/---2-----2------/----------------/
A/-2--------------/-2--------------/-0--------------/-0--------------/
E/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
 
     D/F#                               G
e/---------0------/----------------/-------0--------/----------------/
B/-------3---3----/----------------/-----3---3------/----------------/
G/----------------/-2--------------/----------------/-0--------------/
D/-----0----------/----------------/---0------------/----------------/
A/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
E/-0h2------------/----------------/-3--------------/----------------/
 
     Bm                                A7sus4
e/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/



B/-----3----------/----------------/-----3----------/----------------/
G/-------0--------/----------------/-------0--------/----------------/
D/---4-----4------/----------------/---2-----2------/----------------/
A/-2--------------/-2--------------/-0--------------/-0--------------/
E/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
 
     D/F#                               G
e/---------0------/----------------/-------0--------/----------------/
B/-------3---3----/----------------/-----3---3------/----------------/
G/----------------/-2--------------/----------------/-0--------------/
D/-----0----------/----------------/---0------------/----------------/
A/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/
E/-0h2------------/----------------/-3--------------/----------------/

20735. Twenty Twenty Vision

Twenty Twenty Vision
Jimmy Martin

I've been to the doctor, he says I'm alright
I know he is lying, I'm losing my sight
He should have examined the eyes of my mind
Twenty-twenty vision and walking round blind

Ever since she's gone and left me I feel so alone
I carry a heart that is heavy as stone
I knew that she cheated, I knew all the time
Twenty twenty vision and walking round blind

You just couldn't know her the way that I do
You tell me she's wicked and maybe it's true
But one thing I do know she's no longer mine
Twenty-twenty vision and walking round blind

I've lost her I've lost her oh what shall I do
I'll bet you're not happy as she's there with you
The eyes of your heart will have trouble like mine
Twenty twenty vision and walking round blind

20736. Twenty Years - Chords

Twenty Years
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C                A#7                  C
Well look yonder Henry here comes the sheriff 
                    A#7            C
And he's carrying a warrant in his hand
                       A#7                   C



Don't you run poor old Henry for he'll shoot you Lord Lord
                  G7        C
Not long will you be a free man
           F                    C
Now twenty years you must spend behind steel bars 
      F                      C
For a crime that you did not do
         F                      C 
Yeah the lies she swore in that district court 
                     G7      C 
Has proved to be the ruin of you
                  A#7                C 
Tried to warn you Henry not to cross her 
                  A#7                C
Tried to tell you about her vengeful ways
                    A#7          C 
When you turned and left her for another 
                G7                  C
She swore Henry that she'd make you pay
Repeat #2
            A#7           C
Listen well all you young rounders 
                         A#7         C 
Heed the lesson poor old Henry never learned
                    A#7              C
That even hell with all its fire and power 
             G7             C
Hath no fury like a woman's scorn
Repeat #2
         F                      C
Yeah the lies she swore in that district court 
                     G7      C   
Has proved to be the ruin of you

20737. Twilight Is Gone

Desert Rose Band - Twilight Is Gone

This has been
The longest night I've ever known
It's been so long
Since I've felt this alone
Sometimes I just can't see
The way things are supposed to be

Now that the twilight has gone
Now there is nothing left to say
There you go
You can have it your own way

Been in the dark so long
We couldn't see where it went wrong
Now that the twilight is gone



The first step is the hardest part
Where do we take it from here
Only after a hardened heart
Do tears finally disappear

And I'm on my own
Now that the twilight is gone

Lonely nights and crazy days
We sure let it slip away
Just tell me life goes on
Is there a new day with every dawn
Now that the twilight is gone

Now that the twilight is gone
Now that the twilight is gone

20738. Twilight is Stealing

Twilight is Stealing

Twilight is stealing over the sea
Shadows are falling dark on the lee
Born on the night winds voices of yore
Come from that far off shore

Far away beyond the starlit skies
Where the lovelight never never dies
Gleameth a mansion filled with delight
Sweet happy home so bright

Voices of loved ones songs of the past
Still linger round me while life shall last
Lonely I wander sadly I roam
Seeking a far off home

Come in the twilight come come to me
Bringing some message from over the sea
Cheering my pathway while here I roam
Seeking that far off home

20739. Twilight Time

Ray Stevens - Twilight Time

Heavenly shades of night are falling
It's twilight time
Out of the mist, your voice is calling



It's twilight time
Each night when purple shadows
Mark the end of day
I'm with you again at twilight time
Deepening shadows gather splendor
As day is done
Fingers of night will soon surrender
The setting sun now
I count the moments, darling
'Til you're here with me
Together again at twilight time
Here in the afterglow of day
We keep our rendezvous beneath the blue
Here in that sweet and same old way
I fall in love again as I did then, yodel-ay-hee-hoo
Deep in the dark, your kiss will thrill me
Like days of old
Lighting the spark of love that fills me
With dreams untold
Each day, I pray for evening just
To be with you
Together again at twilight time

20740. Twin Sisters

Twin Sisters
I Draw Slow

[Instrumental]

Six feet deep
Two feet wide
You're never gonna find your loving brides
Dig all day
Dog and bone
Call off the search
Cause you're all alone

And what'll I do?
What'll I do
What'll I do
What'll I do
What'll I do
What'll I do
What'll I do
If I don't have you

I was yours
She was mine
A sister knows
A sister's wife
Just because
We look the same



You're never gonna take
My darling's name

And what'll I do?
What'll I do
What'll I do
What'll I do
What'll I do
What'll I do
If I don't have you

And what'll I do?
What'll I do
What'll I do
What'll I do
What'll I do
What'll I dooooooooo
If I don't have you

20741. Twinkle Twinkle

Sturgill Simpson - Twinkle Twinkle

[Verse 1]
Way back in the good old days
Things weren't really all that good
We grew up with the TV on
We learned how from Hollywood
We learned how from Hollywood

[Verse 2]
Riding with my headphones on
In the back of my mama's car
Winding down that dirty road
Town was close, but it felt far
Town was close, but it felt far

[Verse 3]
Drive-in movies, Coca-Cola
Sweet sixteen, that kiss of death
Don't you cry when you should laugh, babe
I smell liquor on your breath
I smell liquor on your breath

[Chorus]
If it don't break you
It might just make you rich
You might not get there
And on the way, it's a bitch

[Verse 4]
Gettin' by, gettin' high
Feelin' like a low-life bum



Racked up debt, couldn't pay my rent
Pissin' off 'til kingdom come
Pissin' off 'til kingdom come

[Verse 5]
Mother Mary, geez Louise
I was havin' a ball until I threw it too far
Playin' dives, tryna stay alive
Twinkle, twinkle, little star
Twinkle, twinkle, little star

[Chorus]
If it don't break you
It might just make you rich
You might not get there
And on the way, it's a bitch
It's a bitch

[Verse 6]
But then I won the lottery
I struck gold and they picked me
Winner, winner, chicken dinner
Hello, Mama, look at me
Hello, Mama, look at me

[Verse 7]
Now everything's turned inside out
They wanna put me on a big TV
Everybody wants to know
How I feel and what I think
How I feel and what I think

[Outro]
If it don't break you
It might just make you rich
You might not get there
And on the way, it's a bitch
Don't you know it's a bitch?
It's a bitch

20742. Twinkle, Twinkle, Lucky Star

Twinkle, Twinkle, Lucky Star

Twinkle, twinkle, lucky star
Can you send me luck from where you are?
Can you make a rainbow shine that far?
Twinkle, twinkle, lucky star
Can you really make a wish come true?
And do you shine on just a chosen few?
Is it over, have I gone too far?
Twinkle, twinkle, lucky star



Like two ships on the ocean, we drifted apart
And you found an island at sea
I'm still adrift with this pain in my heart
Won't you send her sweet love back to me?
Twinkle, twinkle, lucky star
Can you send me luck from where you are?
Can you make a rainbow shine that far?
Twinkle, twinkle, lucky star

(Twinkle, twinkle, lucky star)
(Twinkle, twinkle, lucky star)

Like two ships on the ocean, we drifted apart
And you found an island at sea
I'm still adrift with this pain in my heart
Won't you send her sweet love back to me?
Hey, twinkle, twinkle, lucky star
Can you send me luck from where you are?
Can you make a rainbow shine that far?
Twinkle, twinkle, lucky star

20743. Twisted

Richard Thompson - Twisted 

It's been raining for a long time
And I can't seem to stand
She left about an hour ago
And so did the band

I'm sitting at the bar, my face in the jar
And something tells me I'm twisted
Ah ha, sitting at the bar with my face in the jar
And something tells me I'm twisted

People are looking hazy
And people are looking dim
I'd go for help if I could
Find the way I came in

I feel in clover, it's time to keel over
Something tells me I'm twisted
Ah ha, sitting at the bar with my face in the jar
And something tells me I'm twisted

Here's the one to lay out
The char lies in the trough
This one's got your name
On it written in the froth

Joining the dregs, I'm running out of legs
And something tells me I'm twisted
Ah ha, I'm sitting at the bar with my face in the jar



Something tells me I'm twisted

Ah ha, sitting at the bar with my face in the jar
Something tells me I'm twisted

20744. Twisted Laurel

Twisted Laurel - Robert Earl Keen

Just across the blue ridge, where the high meadows lay
And the galax spreads through the new mown hay
There"s a rusty iron bridge, cross a shady ravine
Where the hard road ends and turns to clay
With a suitcase in his hand there the lonesome boy stands
Gazing at the river sliding by beneath his feet
But the dark water springs from the black rocks and flows
Out of sight where the twisted laurel grows

Past the coal-tipple towns in the cold December rain
Into Charleston runs the New River train
Where the hillsides are brown, and the broad valley"s stained
By a hundred thousand lives of work and pain
In a tar-paper shack out of town across the track
Stands an old used-up man trying to call something back
But his old memories fade like the city in the haze
And his days have flowed together like the rain

And the dark water springs from the black rocks and flows
Out of sight where the twisted laurel grows

20745. Two Arms To Hold Me

Two Arms To Hold Me

I want two arms to hold me when I'm feelin' blue
I want someone to love me with a love so true
I want two lips to kiss me as they use to do
I want two arms to hold me darlin' I want you

I want two arms to hold me and never let me go
If you ever loved me my dear I want to know
Cause when I'm sad and lonely that's when I want you so
I want two arms to hold me when I'm feelin' low

You use to say you loved me you use to hold me tight
Now you leave me lonely to long for you at night
I want two arms to hold me that held me close before
The arms that use to hold me will reach for me no more



When shadows start to fallin' and you're alone and blue
You'll want two arms to hold you that use to care for you
Just think about me darlin' and this little song
You'll want two arms to hold you and you may find me gone

20746. Two Brothers

Two Brothers
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
One wthoughe blue, and one wthoughe grey
As they marched along the way
A fife and  drum began to play
All on a beautiful morning

[Verse 2]
One was gentle, and one was kind
One came home, one stayed behind
A cannonball, don't pay no mind
All on a beautiful morning

[Verse 3]
Cannonball, don't pay no mind
Though you're gentle, or you're kind
You don't think of the folks behind
All on a beautiful morning

[Verse 4]
Two girls waiting down the railroad track
For their darlings to come back
One wore blue, and one wore black
All on a beautiful morning

20747. Two Coats

Two Coats - Blue Highway
(trad., arr. Blue Highway) 

Two coats lay before me, the old and the new 
I could have either--which one will I choose? 
One looks so ragged--it looks so worn 
The other a new coat that's never been worn 

I'll tell you the best thing I ever did do 
Was pull off the old coat and put on the new 

Well the first man was earthly, he was raised from the ground 
We bore his image the whole world around 



And the next man was Jesus, he treats me so fair 
He gave me this new coat you now see me wear 
chorus 
This new coat it fits me, it keeps me so warm 
It's good in the shelter and good in the storm 
This new coat's my Jesus, he treats me so fair 
He gave me this new coat you now see me wear 
chorus, repeat chorus

20748. Two Coats

Tyler Childers - Two Coats (Jubilee Version)

[Verse 1]
Two coats laid before me, an old and the new
And I could have either of them 'less I do
One coat was ugly and terribly torn
The other, a new one and never been worn

[Refrain]
And I'll tell you the best thing I ever did do
I laid off the old one and put on the new
[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
The old coat was earthy and not meant to wear
I pulled it off and shed me a tear
When there was a new one presentRd to me
I laid off the old one and put on thR new

[Refrain]
I'll tell you the best thing I ever did do
I laid off the old coat and put on the new
[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
The old coat was earthly and greenish brown
The other bears His image the whole world goes 'round
The next was my savior over from Heaven so fair
He gave me his new coat that you see me wear

[Refrain]
I'll tell you the best thing I ever did do
I laid off the old coat and put on the new

20749. Two Days From Knowing

Gillian Welch
Two Days from Knowing



Now the night's turned pink on the eastern edges
But the sky is cold and still
And I wonder if it's the sunrise warming the desert
Or the lights of Tucson from over the hill

It's a hard way to love you this long distance romance
Always stopping and starting again
I don't mind the miles when I'm out on the highway
But even when I'm with you the miles just don't end

And I'm two days from knowing whether I can be strong
If I spend one more night in your arms
So I've a mind to keep going and drive right past your door
But I'm two days from knowing for sure

As the night closes down dawn fills the horizon
And stretches it out at the scenes
And I'm not sure if tomorow I'm gonna be any closer
To closing the distance between you and me

And I'm two days from knowing whether I can be strong
If I spend one more night in your arms
So I've a mind to keep going and drive right past your door
But I'm two days from knowing for sure

Yeah I've a mind to keep going and drive right past your door
But I'm two days from knowing for sure
As the night closes down dawn fills the horizon
And stretches it out at the scenes
And I'm not sure if tomorow I'm gonna be any closer
To closing the distance between you and me...

20750. Two Different Worlds

Ricky Skaggs - Two Different Worlds

We live in two different worlds dear
That's why we're so far apart
You made your world out of vows that are broken
I built a world in my heart

Everyone here tried to warn me
You were just playing a game
I told them all we were meant for each other
I thought our worlds were the same

If you stay over in your world
Oh how my poor heart will pine
Darling someday when your memories wander
Won't you come over in mine

We live in two different worlds dear



My world is honest and true             
Sweetheart remember when your world gets lonesome
I'll still be waiting for you

20751. Two Dingalings - Chords

Two Dingalings 
Keller Williams
 
     G       C   B   Am      D
b /--3-------0--(2)--0-------2--------/
F#/--0-------1--(4)--1-------3--------/
D /--0-------0--(4)--2-------2--------/
A /--0-------2--(4)--2-------0--------/
E /--2-------3---2---0-------0--------/
B /--3--------------------------------/
 
How can I say it without drippy cheese
It's been done so many times, enough already
It's something that needs to be sung
I should finish what I've begun
But love songs are for the Byrds and for Michael Bolton
 
    C   B    A
Cuz you make me
C  B  A
So happy
C          B   D             (main riff)
Happy as a dog with two dinaglings
 
It's hypocritical to put down love songs then sing 'em too
But I love you baby, I do
The Velveeta from this song is still oozing around in my veins
I'll sing it loud & proud with no restrain
 
Cuz you make me
So happy
Happy as a dog with two dinaglings
 
A horse with a broken leg resembles this here song of mine
I should work on it, fix it up, or pop it with my nine
It ain't a shame it's been done
In fact it's been kind of fun
I wonder how much money Michael Bolton makes
 
Cuz you make me
So happy
You make me
So happy
You make me
So happy
Happy as two dogs with four dinaglings
That's pretty damn happy



20752. Two Dollar Bill

Two Dollar Bill (Kyle Shelstad)
Kitchen Dwellers

Standing up top, the man on the hill,
Stiff back, pressed slacks, nerves kept still.
Careless he gazed past the thought to provoke,
Measuring height and the length of the rope.

Nobody noticed the two dollar bill,
Pack it in quiet on Capitol Hill.
Hoping for something, he hoped for a rope,
Took a deep breath and began to choke.

Anna-lee, give me my religion for free,
In harmony, jailor please, 
Take this body, torn and rotting

Takes time to tie for the two dollar bill,
Where is the public on Capitol Hill?
Hoping for something, he hoped for a rope,
Took a deep breath and began to choke.

Anna-lee, this is my beg and plead,
For harmony, tailor please, 
Take this body, torn and rotting

20753. Two Dollars In The Jukebox

Two Dollars In The Jukebox - Eddie Rabbitt

Ive GotTwo dollars in the jukebox,
And five dollars in a bottle,
And ten more just in case that dont do the trick!

And Ill bedead broke tomorrow morning,
With heart-aches by the dozen,
And a lady on my mind thats driving me crazy.

Why do I?
Why DO I?
Need to see those blue eyes
Lookin at me that way again?
After the way she did me,
Its a sin!

How could she?
How could she?



Just walk out and leave me?
After all these nights in her arms,
Look where I am!

And Ive GotTwo dollars in the jukebox,
And five dollars in a bottle,
And ten more just in case that dont do the trick!

And Ill bedead broke tomorrow morning,
With heart-aches by the dozen,
And a lady on my mind thats driving me crazy.

Ive GotTwo dollars in the jukebox,
And five dollars in a bottle,
And ten more just in case that dont do the trick!

And Ill bedead broke tomorrow morning,
With heart-aches by the dozen,
And a lady on my mind thats driving me crazy.

Ive got a lady on my mind thats driving me crazy!

20754. Two Doors Down

Two Doors Down 
Dolly Parton

Intro 
Two doors down they're laughing and drinking and having a party and 
Two doors down they're not aware that I'm around 
But here I am crying my heart out and feeling sorry 
They're having a party just two doors down

I think I'll dry these useless tears and get myself together 
I think I'll wonder down the hall and have a look around 
Cause I can't stay inside this lonely room and cry forever 
I think I'd really rather join them two doors down yeah 

Two doors down they're laughing and drinking and having a party and 
Two doors down they're all aware that I'm around 
Here I am no longer crying and feeling sorry 
We're having a party just two doors down 

I can t believe I'm standing here dried eyed, all smiles and talking 
Making conversation with the new love that I found 
I'm asking him if he' d like to be alone and we start walking 
Down the hall to my place baby two doors down 

Two doors down they're laughing and drinking and having a party and 
Two doors down we're not aware that they're around 
Here I am (Here we are) feeling everything but sorry 
We're having our Own party two doors down



Oooh Oooh Oooh Oooh Two doors down (x 4)
3rd chorus 
3rd chorus

20755. Two Doors Down - Chords

Two Doors Down
Recorded by Dwight Yoakam
Written by Dwight Yoakam and Kostas

D7        G              D7           G
Two doors down there's a jukebox that plays all night long
     C                          G  C G
Real sad songs all about me and you
                         D7           G
Two doors down there's a barmaid that serves 'em real strong
     A7                          D7
Here lately that's how I make it through
          G              D7             G    Am     C
Two doors down there's a heartache that once was my friend
              G                      D7              G   D7
And two doors down there's a memory  that won't ever end
          G              D7            G
Two doors down there's a barstool that knows me by name
       C                               G  C G
And we sit there together and wait for you
                         D7             G
Two doors down there's a bottle where I take out my shame
            A7                        D7
And hold it up for the whole world to view
          G              D7            G             C
Two doors down there's a pay phone but no calls come in
              G                          D7         G
And two doors down there's a memory that won't ever end
         C                              G
From the hotel to the barroom is just a stumble and a fall
                                                  D7
And sometimes when it gets bad I've been known to crawl
G                           C         G
Freedom from sorrow is just two doors away
                                   D7           G   D7
I'll escape for a short time but I know I can't stay
          G                     D7           G
Two doors down is where they'll find me when you're finally through
C                        G   C G
Taking what's left of my life
                                D7            G
Two doors down is where they'll leave me when payment comes due
        A7                          D7
For the hours I've spent there each night
          G            D7        G         C
Two doors down I'll be forgotten but until then
          G                          D7         C  G



Two doors down there's a memory that won't ever end

20756. Two Feet Of Topsoil

Brad Paisley - Two Feet Of Topsoil 

Yesterday I thought that I was low as I could get
I had hit rock bottom ever since you up and left
But this morning when I saw you with
Somebody else, well needless to say
That's when I started sinking even lower
And as far as where I am at today
There's two feet of topsoil
A little bit of bedrock, limestone in between
A fossilized dinosaur
A little patch of crude oil
A thousand feet of granite underneath
Then there's me
I was kinda hopin' I could dig my way back out
A couple dozen roses maybe get you back somehow
But the love in your eyes as you talked to him
Today was plain to see
So I ain't gonna get involved, but
Should you change your mind
Well you know right where I'll be
There's two feet of topsoil
A little bit of bedrock, limestone in between
A fossilized dinosaur
A little patch of crude oil
A thousand feet of granite underneath
Then there's me
Well,there's two feet of topsoil
A little bit of bedrock, limestone in between
A fossilized dinosaur
A little patch of crude oil
A thousand feet of granite underneath
Yeah, there's two feet of topsoil
A little bit of bedrock, limestone in between
A fossilized dinosaur
A little patch of crude oil
A thousand feet of granite underneath
Then there's me

20757. Two for the Road

Nanci Griffith - Two for the Road

(Nanci Griffith)
Out of the blue horizon



Stretched a band of gold
From the straits of Juan De Fuca
To the east of Portland, Maine
You held my hand
As we raced along the Buffalo Bayou
Chasing the tail of this globe
You say one day, babe we're bound to
''cause it takes two for the road

[Chorus:]
We're two of a kind heart
Closing in the distances
Now here comes our twilight part
And we've had the best light of our days
We're two rails that never crossed in anger
Voices never raised
Two of a kind heart
Two for the road
We have been blessed with dreaming
You had Georgia's New Mexico
And while your hands worked in China
It was from Ireland I wrote
Moving out from America
From those Buffalo Bayou trails
Now didn't you tell me, babe, we'll have this globe
By its tail
''cause it takes two for the road

[Chorus]

And we can be anywhere and never leave home
With your hand to hold... we are two for the road
Two of a kind heart... two for the road

20758. Two Glasses Joe

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Two Glasses Joe

Set up two glasses Joe
And turn the jukebox low
And let me sit and reminisce

While I pretend that she
Is sitting here with me
The way she did not long ago

We used to paint the town red
And dance until two
Well I don't paint it red no more
But I'm painting it blue

He stole her love I know



But he can't stop me Joe
From having just a dream or two

Set up two glasses Joe
Maybe you didn't know
But there's a memory in the room

A memory that walks
A memory that talks
And haunts me everywhere I go

I'm just a fool who loves her
And will till I die
From the very first hello
To the last goodbye

Well, this is it you know
So fill three glasses Joe
And leave me here alone to cry

20759. Two Hearts

Two Hearts
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Well I know your name
Takes you back from where you came
Your words they show
Sometimes it's real to be alone
So real to be alone

I'll survive it's true
But when I get close to June
Alright, okay
It's just two hearts that make us pay
Two hearts that make us pay

It's no better when you cry
Well have you stopped to watch she'll fly
Well have you stopped to watch she'll
I, I'm lonely
I, I'm lonely
I, I'm lonely too

Well the love you need
I don't expect you to let me see
You help, your grace
It's just two hearts that make us pay
Two hearts that make us pay

You appear so strong
And your faith will lead us home
Alright, okay



It's just two hearts that make us pay
Two hearts that make us pay
Ooh two hearts that make us pay

20760. Two Hearts - Chords

Two Hearts
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Leslie Satcher and Vince Gill

C                      F            C
There's a man drinkin' whiskey in a barroom
               F      C
He's nursin' a broken heart
          F          E7
There's a woman at a table
         Am           Dm
With her own brand of misery
F             G7
Cryin' in the dark
     C               E7    Am   C
Will two hearts make one tonight
     F        C    Dm                 G7
Will somebody lost find someone who's lost
     C              E7
Will strangers find comfort
       Am        D7
In the cold neon light
     F               G7    C
Will two hearts make one tonight
                  F        C
Oh there's just a waitress between them
                    F       C
They're so close to finding their dreams
             F         E7
They're just one dance away
     Am         D7
From easing the pain
   F                   G7
Of coming apart at the seams
Repeat #2 x2
     F              G7    C
Will two hears make one tonight

20761. Two Highways

Ricky Skaggs - Two Highways
Alison Krauss



Two highways lay before me
Which one would I choose?
Down one lane I'd find happiness
And down the other I would lose
There is no one that I can trust
I must decide alone
My decision is an awful one
Which road will take me home?

[Chorus]
In the mornin' would I wake to find
Down the wrong road I had gone?
Will I hear the melodies
I've searched for oh so long
Only time will tell
If I have made a loser's choice
Hello sadness, cries my inner soul
Goodbye lover, moans my voice

Perils today are many
As I set out on my way
If I lose your love, I know that I
Can't call it back someday
Rambler, lonely rambler
Just calls any place his home
But Nashville's lights
How beautiful you shine

Wishing now that you had found
A word or two to say
But the morning came and we both knew
My eyes gave it away
As I kissed your cheeks and said goodbye
I thought, only time will tell
And you can't draw water from an empty well

[Chorus]

Two highways lay before me
Which one would I choose?
Down one lane I'd find happiness
And down the other I would lose
There is no one that I can trust
I must decide alone
My decision is an awful one
Which road will take me home?

20762. Two Hits And The Joint Turned Brown

Two Hits and the Joint Turned Brown
Yonder Mountain String Band - John Hartford

Bob Marley and his reggae band (Two hits and the joint turned brown)



Playin' reggae music all over the land (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, sweet momma (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, pretty baby (Two hits and the joint turned brown)

Now you're tryin' to light your roach while you're drivin' down the street
(Two hits and the joint turned brown)
But it's too small to smoke and it's too big to eat
(Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, sweet momma (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, pretty baby (Two hits and the joint turned brown)

Now it's gonna be a long night, we're gonna feel all right
(Two hits and the joint turned brown)
'Cause we rolling homestyle tonight (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, sweet momma (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, pretty baby (Two hits and the joint turned brown)

Fill the air with fine Colorado weed (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Two hits, two hits, swear it's all you need (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, sweet momma (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, pretty baby (Two hits and the joint turned brown)

Bob Marley and his reggae band (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Playin' reggae music all over the land (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, sweet momma (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, pretty baby (Two hits and the joint turned brown)

Ohhh, sweet momma (Two hits and the joint turned brown)
Ohhh, pretty baby (Two hits and the joint turned brown)

20763. Two In The Cold

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Two In The Cold

You're just across the room but we're still a world apart
It's as though we built a wall of ice around our hearts
We should speak because there's so much to be tald
But we're locked in a silence just two in the cold

We had two hearts that beat in perfect kind
One broke the pattern was it yours or was it mine
We need command to break but pride has its hold
So we set the world apart just two in the cold

We let our silly quarrel devide our hearts
And it has left us more than just a room apart
We need to talk because there's so much to be tald
But we're locked in a silence just two in the cold

We had two hearts that beat...



20764. Two Journeys

Two Journeys
Tim O'Brien - Two Journeys

Ils sont partis du pays pour faire un grande voyage 
Ils ont traverse la mer avec juste leur courage 
Mas pfres ont laisse tout pour la liberte 
Il y avait pas un roi qui pouvait les enchainer 

They left their land behind to make a great journey 
With nothing but their music, their courage,their names 
Our fathers sailed the sea to the west seeking freedom 
There never was a king that could keep them in chains 

I went back across the sea to find where I came from 
To the land of my fathers, to their own little town 
Such a beautiful place, I'll never know how they left it 
But they ave it up for me and the new life they found 

J'ai traverse la mer pour rechercher mon heritage 
Dans le pays de mes pfres, leur petit village 
Comment ils ont guitte cette belle place, 
Je peux pas comprende Ils ont risque tout ils avaient pour leurs decendants

20765. Two Left Feet

Richard Thompson - Two Left Feet 

Oh, two left feet, two left feet
How can you dance with two left feet?
Two left feet, two left feet
How can you dance with two left feet?

I love you, honey, you're so sweet
Just get rid of them two left feet
You got no style, you got no beat
All you've got is them two left feet

Well, your hair is pretty and your face is a treat
But I don't like your two left feet
I'm not one to admit defeat
But I can't win with your two left feet

I love you, honey, you're so sweet
But I can't stand them two left feet
You got no style, you got no beat
All you've got is them two left feet



Well, they're pulling people in off the street
They all want to look at your two left feet
Dance with Jimmy, dance with Pete
Don't dance with me with them two left feet

I love you, honey, you're so sweet
But I can't stand of them two left feet
You got no style, you got no beat
All you've got is them two left feet

I dance with you and I land on my seat
That's 'cos you dance with two left feet
You could make my life complete
Just get rid of them two left feet

I love you, honey, you're so sweet
But I can't stand them two left feet
You got no style, you got no beat
All you've got is them two left feet

Oh, two left feet, two left feet
How can you dance with two left feet?
Two left feet, two left feet
How can you dance with two left feet?

I love you honey, you're so sweet
Just get rid of them two left feet
You got no style, you got no beat
All you've got is them two left feet

Oh, two left feet, two left feet
How can you dance with two left feet?
Two left feet, two left feet
How can you dance with two left feet?

I love you honey, you're so sweet
Just get rid of them two left feet
You got no style, you got no beat
All you've got is them two left feet

20766. Two Little Boys

Two Little Boys

Tow little boys had two little toys
Each had a wooden horse
Gaily they played on a summer's day
Warriors both of course
One little chap a mishap
Broke off his horse's head
Wept for his toy but cried joe
When he heard his brother say



Do you think I could leave you crying
When there's room on my horse for two
Climb up here Jack and stop your crying
We'll mend your horse with glue
When we grow up we'll both be soldiers
And our horses will not be toys
And maybe you will remember
When we were two little boys

Long years had passed, war came at last
Bravely they marched away
Cannons roared loud, midst that wild crowd
Where wounded and dying Joe lay
Then came a cry, a rider dashed by
Out from the ranks of blue
Galloped away to where Joe lay
And he heard his brother say

Do you think I could leave yu dying
When there's room on my house for two
Climb up here Joe, we'll soon be flying
To the ranks of the boys in blue
Can't you see Jack I'm all a-tremble
It may be thye flash and the noise
Or it may be because I remember
When we were two little boys

20767. Two Little Orphans

Dolly Parton - Two Little Orphans 

I remember a time
When the bloom was on the cotton
When our hearts chased the clouds
Like the swallow on the wing
When our cares, which were already few
Were soon forgotten
Just sittin' on the front porch swing
Oh, we'd sit every Sunday
And watched the married ladies
And we'd dream of white dresses
And churchbells in the spring
And they'd talk and paint their nails
While they'd let us hold their babies
Sittin' on the front porch swing
Where was I when the time came
To join the married ladies
Why did I paint the nail
When the finger had no ring
Why do I sit at my age
And long to hold their babies
Sittin' on the front porch swing
When the mind longs to follow



But the memory erases
And the lips form the words
But the heart no longer sings
When the leaves in the hollow
Have been dyed to match our faces
Sittin' on the front porch swing
Oh, we'll dream of the time
When the bloom was on the cotton
When our hearts chased the clouds
Like the swallow  on the wing
But the words to the rhyme
Are not the only thing forgotten
Sittin' on the front porch swing
Sittin' on the front porch swing

20768. Two Lonely Hearts

Two Lonely Hearts
Osborne Brothers - Audie Blaylock

I'm walking the floor with tears in my eyes
I can't understand dear why you ever lied
The stars in the skies have tumbled below
Now my heart is breaking it's beating so low

The moment you walked dear into my heart
What a wonderful meeting for two lonely hearts
You gave me your love to have and to hold
But something has happened you took the wrong road

You said you would love and you would obey
But the Golden Rule's broken so go on your way
I've lost all the faith that I've had in you
So go on away dear you could never be true

20769. Two Lovers

Dolly Parton - Two Lovers 
(W. Robinson)

Well I've got two lovers and I ain't ashamed
Two lovers and I love them both the same
Let me tell you 'bout my first lover
He's sweet and kind, he's mine all mine
He treats me good like a lover should
And makes me love him
I really really love him
Oh oh oh oh I love him so
And I'll do everything I can



To let him know
But I've got two lovers and I ain't ashamed
Two lovers and I love them both the same
Let me tell you 'bout my other lover
You know he treats me bad, he makes me sad
He makes me cry but still I can't deny
That I love him
I really really love him
Oh oh oh oh I love him so
And I'll do everything I can
To let him know
Oh but darling, well,
Don't you know that I can tell
Whenever I look at you
That you think that I'm untrue
'Cause I said that I love two
But I really really do
'Cause you're a split personality
And in reality
Both of them are you
But I've got two lovers and I ain't ashamed
Two lovers and I love them both the same
I've got two lovers but I ain't ashamed
'Cause both of them are you
I've got two lovers and I ain't ashamed, no
Two lovers and I love them both the same
I've got two lovers, two lovers
And both of them are you

20770. Two More Bottles Of Wine

Emmylou Harris - Two More Bottles Of Wine
AJ Lee & Blue Summit

We came out west together with a common desire 
The fever we had might've set the west coast on fire 
Two months later got trouble in mind 
Oh my baby moved out and left me behind 
But it's all right 'cause it's midnight 
And I got two more bottles of wine 

The way he left sure turned my head around 
Seemed like overnight she just up and put me down 
Ain't gonna let it bother me today 
I been workin' and I'm too tired anyway 
But it's all right 'cause it's midnight 
And I got two more bottles of wine 

I'm sixteen hundred miles from the people I know 
I've been doin' all I can but opportunity sure come slow 
Well I'd be in the sun all day 
But I'm sweepin' out a warehouse in west L.A. 
But it's all right 'cause it's midnight 



And I got two more bottles of wine

I'm sixteen hundred miles from the people I know 
I've been doin' all I can but opportunity sure come slow 
Well I'd be in the sun all day 
But I'm sweepin' out a warehouse in west L.A. 
But it's all right 'cause it's midnight 
And I got two more bottles of wine
Yes, it's all right 'cause it's midnight 
And I got two more bottles of wine
Yes, it's all right 'cause it's midnight 
And I got two more bottles of wine

20771. Two More Years

Two More Years - Ralph Stanley

While you are out beneath the moonlit sky
I sit here and stare at the wall
I think of you sweetheart and days gone by
And I know two more years is all

   Two more years is all and I'll be free
   And then we can start our lives anew
   I've held your memory so close to me
   Two more years and I'll be free

I've been in this old prison for nineteen years
It seems like ninety to me
Only twenty-four months of tears sweetheart
Two more years and I'll be free

20772. Two Of A Kind

Dolly Parton - Two Of A Kind 

I thought I'd been in love before but so did you
I thought that I would love no more but so did you
We'll always be together forever yours forever mine
You and me you and me are two of a kind
There's so much between you and me like sadness disappointment jealousy
Like respect and honor and admiration and a love so fine
You and me you and me are two of a kind
I've made promises to you that I couldn't keep
And you know I've said things to you that I didn't mean
We've made our vows and we can never break the ties that bind
You and me you and me are two of a kind
There's so much between you and me...



20773. Two Of A Kind, Workin' On A Full House

Two Of A Kind, Workin' On A Full House
Garth Brooks - Two Of A Kind, Workin' On A Full House

Hey she's my lady luck
And I'm her wild card man
Together we're buildin' up a real hot hand
We live out in the country
Hey she's my little Queen of the South
Yea we're two of a kind
Workin' on a full house
She wakes me every mornin'
With a smile and a kiss
Her strong country lovin' is hard to resist
She's my easy lovin' woman
I'm her hard workin' man no doubt
Yea, we're two of a kind
Workin' on a full house
Yea, a pickup truck is her limousine
And her favorite dress is her faded blue jeans
She loves me tender when the goin' gets tough
Somtimes we fight just so we can make up
Lord, I need that little woman
Like the crops need the rain
She's my honeycomb and I'm her sugar cane
We really fit together
If you know what I'm talkin' about
Yea, we're two of a kind
Workin' on a full house
This time I found a keeper, I made up my mind
Lord, the perfect combination is her heart and mine
The sky's the limit, no hill is too steep
We're playin' for fun, but we're playin' for keeps
So draw the curtain, honey
Turn the lights down low
We'll find some country music on the radio
I'm yours and you're mine
That's what it's all about
Yea, we're two of a kind
Workin' on a full house
Lordy, mama, we'll be two of a kind
Workin' on a full house

20774. Two Out Of Three Ain't Bad

Two Out Of Three Ain't Bad
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band



Baby, we can talk all night
But that ain't gettin' us nowhere
I told you everything I possibly can
There's nothing left inside of here

And baby you can cry all night
But that'll never change the way I feel
The snow is really piling up outside
I wish you wouldn't make me leave here

I poured it on, and I poured it out
I tried to show you just how much I care
I'm tired of words, and I'm too hoarse to shout
But you've been cold to me so long
I'm crying icicles instead of tears

And all I can do is keep on telling you
I want you (I want you), I need you
But there ain't no way I'm ever gonna love you
Now don't be sad
'Cause two out of three ain't bad

I can't lie, I can't tell you something I'm not
No matter how I try
I'll never be able to give you something
Something that I just ain't got

Well there's only one girl that I'll ever love
And that was so many years ago
Though I pleaded and I begged her not to walk out that door
She packed her bags and turned right away

She kept on telling me
She just kept telling me

I want you, I need you
But there ain't no way I'm ever gonna love you
Now don't be sad
'Cause two out of three ain't bad

Now don't be sad
'Cause two out of three ain't bad

No, two out of three ain't bad

20775. Two People Fell In Love

Brad Paisley - Two People Fell In Love 

A baby's born in the middle of the night in a local delivery room
They grab his feet smack him till he cries he goes home the next afternoon
Before you know he's off to school and he graduates in May
Goes out and gets a PHD and then cures all sorts of things



Wins a noble prize and saves a million different lives
The world's a better place for all he's done
It's funny when you think about the reason he's alive
Is all because two people fell in love
Right now at a picnic shelter down by Canyon Creek
You'll find potato salad, hot dogs and baked beans
The whole Wilson family's lined up filling their paper plates
They've drove or flown in here from fifteen different states
Stanley Wilson said that sixty years ago he knew that Miss Emma Tucker was the
one
Now five generations get together every June
And all because two people fell in love
Yeah there ain't nothing not affected
When two hearts get connected
All that is will be or ever was
Every single choice we make
Every breath we get to take
Is all because two people fell in love
I recall a young man who was drifting aimlessly
And a young waitress who seemed lonesome as can be
In a little cafe right off of 14th avenue
With a whole lotta help from up above
We met and things sure turned around for me and you
And all because two people fell in love
Baby there ain't nothing not affected
When two hearts get connected
All that is will be or ever was
I'm glad your dad could not resist
Your momma's charm and you exist
All because two people fell in love
You know to me it's call so clear
Every one of us is here
All because two people fell in love
A baby's born in the middle of the night in a local delivery room
They grab his feet smack him till he cries he goes home the next afternoon

20776. Two Pina Coladas

Two Pina Coladas
Garth Brooks - Two Pina Coladas

I was feelin' the blues
I was watching the news
When this fella came on the tv
He said I'm tellin' you
That science has proven
That heartaches are healed by the sea
That got me goin'
Without even knowin'
I packed right up and drove down
Now I'm on a roll
And I swear to my soul
Tonight I'm gonna paint this town



So bring me two pina coladas
One for each hand
Let's set sail with Captin Morgan
And never leave dry land
Troubles I forgot 'em
I buried 'em in the sand
So bring me two pina coladas
She said good-bye to her good timin' man
Oh now I've gotta say
That the wind and the waves
And the moon winkin' down at me
Eases my mind
By leavin' behind
The heartaches that love often brings
Now I've got a smile
That goes on for miles
With no inclination to roam
I've gotta say
That I think I've gotta stay
'Cause this is feelin' more and more like home
So bring me two pina coladas
One for each hand
Let's set sail with Captin Morgan
And never leave dry land
Troubles I forgot 'em
I buried 'em in the sand
So bring me two pina coladas
She said good-bye to her good timin' man

20777. Two Sides Of Lonely - Chords

Two Sides Of Lonely 
The Lone Bellow

E          Esus4/B
 
E              Esus4/B
I have one chance to tell you I was worth it
E              Esus4/B
As we stood between the graves in our town
          C#m       B             A
And the dead folks sang their forgotten songs
E              Esus4/B
As I watched your eyes stare at the ground
 
E              Esus4/B
On the one hand, you're hoping I'm lying
E              Esus4/B
On the other, you hope I'm a fool
          C#m    B             A
And the wind blew all the leaves around
E              Esus4/B
As you watched all our dreaming come true



 
E              Esus4/B
Two sides of lonely
E              Esus4/B
One is hot
E              Esus4/B
One is duty
 
Two sides of lonely
A
One's in the grave
E              Esus4/B
And the other should be
 
E              Esus4/B
We were alone together in Brooklyn
E              Esus4/B
And the midnight snow fell in the park
          C#m       B             A
And the cold wind crashed through the trees above us
E              Esus4/B
As we watched the frost freeze our dead hearts
 
E              Esus4/B
Two sides of lonely
E              Esus4/B
One is hot
E              Esus4/B
One is duty
E              Esus4/B
Two sides of lonely
A
One's in the grave
E              Esus4/B
And the other should be
 
C#m
And the dead folks they hum
E
All the songs that you sung
B
In the grave you dug yourself
             C#m
When we were young
                  A
And the dead folks they sway
                     E
Back and forth to the drum
 
E              Esus4/B
Two sides of lonely
E              Esus4/B
Laid to rest in their arms
 
E              Esus4/B  x3
A
 



E              Esus4/B
You rock back and forth as the seasons
E              Esus4/B
Change just like your mind in the dark
          C#m       B             A
And the nights, you sleep and dream of me
 
And the love you let die.

20778. Two Sides To Every Story

Dolly Parton - Two Sides To Every Story 

Two sides to every story we didn't stay that out if we'll take time
Two sides to every story you tell yours and I tell mine
Well where were you last night when I came home
When I came in you were out and gone
Well I waited up till up to two then I went downtown to look for you
So how's about tellin' me where you were at
Well me and the boys stopped off for a drink or two
(Now ain't you a pretty thing)
Well we got to drinkin' and I guess that time just flew
Well the time must've flown for you alright
Cause I thought you're gonna stay out all night
And I told myself I ain't puttin' up to that
There's always two sides...
You said you went downtown to look for me
Did you have to dress up fancy as could be
You know I never leave the house you know jacky clothes lookin' like slut
And I's downtown just to look in my best for you
Now I'm not accusin' you of doin' wrong
But that's awful late for you to be out and gone
Now look who's talkin' bout bein' late and I went about to sit and wait
Why you were at that when with no tellin' who
There's always two sides...
There's always two sides...

20779. Two Soldiers

Two Soldiers
Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Wood Newton/Daniel House Music, BMI-Rope-a-Dope Music, BMI)

We show up every morning
Our uniforms are pressed
All spit and polish, we have to look our best
This message that we carry
Is a heavy load to bear
For those who pay the price with sacrifice



We have to show we care
Everybody has a duty, a way they can shine
The ones who go over there
And those who stay behind
Some ain't coming back, reality is grim
It's up to me and Sergeant Jack
To break the news to them
We're the two soldiers no one wants to see
In a plain black sedan
Rolling slowly down the street
Past the toys and the bikes
Beneath the maple trees
Where fading yellow ribbons
Wave gently in the breeze
A loved one's in a better place
They won't be back no more
Now there's two soldiers at the door
Sometimes they see us coming
And fall down on their knees
Tears are overflowing
Crying no, God, please.
Sometimes they just stand there, silent as a stone
With no surprise in their eyes
Like they knew it all along
See the soldiers on the tarmac, ready to deploy
Husbands and wives with little girls and boys
Say a silent prayer they all come back alive
And never see Jack and me pull up in their drive

20780. Two Soldiers

Two Soldiers
Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Wood Newton/Daniel House Music, BMI-Rope-a-Dope Music, BMI)

We show up every morning
Our uniforms are pressed
All spit and polish, we have to look our best
This message that we carry
Is a heavy load to bear
For those who pay the price with sacrifice
We have to show we care
Everybody has a duty, a way they can shine
The ones who go over there
And those who stay behind
Some ain't coming back, reality is grim
It's up to me and Sergeant Jack
To break the news to them
We're the two soldiers no one wants to see
In a plain black sedan
Rolling slowly down the street
Past the toys and the bikes
Beneath the maple trees



Where fading yellow ribbons
Wave gently in the breeze
A loved one's in a better place
They won't be back no more
Now there's two soldiers at the door
Sometimes they see us coming
And fall down on their knees
Tears are overflowing
Crying no, God, please.
Sometimes they just stand there, silent as a stone
With no surprise in their eyes
Like they knew it all along
See the soldiers on the tarmac, ready to deploy
Husbands and wives with little girls and boys
Say a silent prayer they all come back alive
And never see Jack and me pull up in their drive

20781. Two Stories Wide

The Highwaymen - Two Stories Wide

Come out of the darkness
Don't hide in the night
Come out in the sunshine
And we'll be all right
Life's too long to worry
And it's too short to cry
And it's too deep to measure
It's two stories wide
There's your side and my side
Which side do you need?
Both sides make you lonely
And make your heart bleed
Life's too long to worry
And it's too short to cry
And it's too deep to measure
It's two stories wide
[Instrumental break.]
Life's too long to worry
And it's too short to cry
It's too deep to measure
But it's two stories wide
Life's too long to worry
It's too short to cry
And it's too deep to measure
And it's two stories wide

20782. Two Story House - Chords



Two Story House
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Glenn D. Tubb, Dave Lindsey, Tammy Wynette

C                  G7            C
We always wanted a big two story house
                           G7              C
Back when we lived in that little two room shack
                                                  C7                 F
We wanted fame and fortune and we'd live life the way the rich folks do
   C                          G7              C
We knew some how we'd make it together me and you
                                           G7               C
With dreams and hopes of things to come we worked and never stopped
                                G7               C
Not much time for you and me we had to reach the top
                                              C7                   F
We bought that big two story house and soon became the envy of the town
     C                           G7             C
With all our work behind us we'd finally settle down
                               F         G7
Now we live (yes we live) in a two story house
          C                    F       G7
Whoa what splendor but there's no love about
C           G7        C             F
I've got my story and I've got mine too
           C                   G7        C
How sad it is we now live in a two story house
                                               G7            C
The house is filled with rare antiques there's marble on the floor
                                G7         C
Beauty all around us like we've never seen before
                                           C7                  F
There's chandeliers in every room imported silks and satin all about
   C                                    G7                C
We filled the house with everything but somehow left love out
 
Repeat #3

20783. Two Sweethearts

Two Sweethearts

A crowd of young fellas one night at a ball
Were telling of sweethearts they'd had
All seemed hardy except one lad
Who seemed downhearted and sad

Come join us Ned his comrades then said
Surely some girl has loved you
Then raising his head proudly he said
I'm in love with two

   One has hair of silver gray



   The other one is just like gold
   One is young and youthful too
   The other is aged and old
   
   But dearer than life are they both to me
   From neither would I part
   One is my mother God bless her I love her
   The other one is my sweetheart

My sweetheart is a poor working girl
Whom I'm determined to wed
Father says no it will never be so
You must marry an heiress instead

Mother was young she knows how it is
When father met her she was poor
Ned don't fret she'll be your wife yet
For he will consent I am sure

20784. Two Tear Drops

Brad Paisley - Two Tear Drops 

Two Tear Drops - Brad Paisley
Two teardrops were floatin' down the river
One teardrop said to the other,
"I'm from the soft blue eyes of a woman in love.
I'm a tear of joy she couldn't carry.
She was so happy she'd just gotten married.
I was on her cheek when she wiped me away with her glove.
I could tell on the look on her face, she didn't need me.
So I drifted on down and caught me a ride to the sea."
The other tear said, "We've got a connection.
I'm a tear of sorrow born of rejection.
I'm from the sad brown eyes of her old flame.
She told him they would be life long companions,
Left him with questions and not enough answers.
I was on his cheek as he stood there callin' her name.
I could tell he had a lot of my friends for company.
So I drifted on down and caught me a ride to the sea."
Oh the ocean's a little bit bigger tonight,
Two more teardrops somebody cried,
One of them happy and one of them bluer than blue.
The tide goes out and the tide comes in,
And someday there'll be teardrops again,
Released in a moment of pleasure or a moment of pain.
Then they'll drift on down and ride to the sea again.
Last night I sat in the waiting room,
The nurse walked in and gave me the news,
It's a baby girl and they're both fine.
An old man sittin' not ten feet away,
Just lost his wife, and he said to me,
"You've got a brand new angel and I've lost mine.



I guess the good lord givedth and the good lord taketh away."
And we both wiped a teardrop from our face.
Oh the ocean's a little bit bigger tonight,
Two more teardrops somebody cried,
One of them happy and one of them bluer than blue.
The tide goes out and the tide comes in,
A whole new circle of life begins,
Where tears are a part of the pleasure, and part of the pain.
Till they drift on down and ride to the sea again.

20785. Two Timer

Cabinet - Two Timer
Album: Leap

Cannonball took my legs
So I went down into town today
I bought myself a bottle of booze
And I was on my way
I ain't gonna let no two timer get me down
I had this girl, she broke my heart
She tore my limbs part from part
She drained my blood, she drank it down
Wrecked my home right to the ground
I ain't gonna let no two timer get me down
My old lady took off with another man
They was holding hands
I bought myself a bottle of booze
And I was on my way

20786. Two Trains

Two Trains
Little Feat - Acoustic Syndicate

In 1966 I found my love
In 1967 I had all there was
And as my time went by I was satisfied
Until that situation took me by surprise
Now there's two trains runnin' - on that line
One train's me, and the other's a friend of mine
You know it would be all right, be just fine
If the woman took one train, and left the other behind
Illusion it is just the same conclusion
I don't know how to play the game
Of what it is or how it's going to be
When one train is my friend and the other train is me
Easy, I say easy, I can't push or shove her
So I guess I really care



Now I'm not one to hide my love behind a lock and key
But if things keep going the way they are there's no place left for me
There's two trains runnin' - on that line
One train's me, and the other's a friend of mine
You know it would be all right, be just fine
If the woman took one train, and left the other behind
Two trains, two trains, two trains, two trains

20787. Two Weeks - Chords

Two Weeks 
The East Pointers

[Intro]
F#m A B x2
 
[Verse 1]
F#m            A              B
Monday morning minus eighteen another West Jet YYJ to Calgary
F#m                        A                     B
Always knew that she'd get used to me leaving someday
F#m                      A                        B
A lot less words now her tears have run dry I can tell by the way she doesn't hold me as tight
F#m                A                      B
And she's thinking maybe she's better off alone
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D                F#m                E                             B
Nobody warned me nobody told me I'd leave there so broke and come back so lonely
D                           F#m                   E
I'm killing my soul for the life that I'm leaving behind
 
[Chorus]
F#m              D                A                            E
Two weeks on and two weeks off my blood is wearing thin and my stomach's in knots
F#m                     D                                A                E
Too much thinking  bout the time you have lost when it's two weeks on and two weeks off
 
[Verse 2]
F#m               A                    B
I punch in *idol* whiskey on my breath by the night comes I take whatever I can get
F#m              A                      B
Blowing black on money I should've sent home
F#m                   A                        B
Two more days and I'm east coast bound I'll be praying she's there when wheels touch down
F#m             A                        B
Maybe there's a job home that'll keep me this time
 
[Pre-Chorus]
D                F#m                E                             B
Nobody warned me nobody told me I'd leave there so broke and come back so lonely
D                           F#m                   E
I'm killing my soul for the life that I'm leaving behind



 
[Chorus]
F#m              D                A                            E
Two weeks on and two weeks off my blood is wearing thin and my stomach's in knots
F#m                     D                                A                E
Too much thinking  bout the time you have lost when it's two weeks on and two weeks off
 
[Instrumental]
F#m A B x2
 
[Bridge]
D                F#m                E                             B
Nobody warned me nobody told me I'd leave there so broke and come back so lonely
 
[Chorus]
F#m              D                A                            E
Two weeks on and two weeks off my blood is wearing thin and my stomach's in knots
F#m                     D                                A                E
Too much thinking  bout the time you have lost when it's two weeks on and two weeks off
 
[Outro]
F#m A B x2
 
F#m            A              B
Monday morning minus eighteen another West Jet YYJ to Calgary

20788. Two Winding Rails

Two winding rails
Sierra Hull - Two winding rails

Two winding rails twisting through the hills
I wonder where they go
Can they take me away, to another place?
Someday I'm gonna know
The morning sun is coming up
It's shining through the trees
As it melts away the morning dew
That sparkles on the leaves
Chorus-
Day dreams in my mind
There's something in my heart that I have to find
There's a longing in my soul when I hear that whistle blowin' down the line
Now it's down around the bend it's gone again
When the evening sun is going down
The flowers start to close
As it hides behind the mountain side
The clouds turn to gold
Miles down the track I can hear that whistle blowin'
Somewhere in the night
And I know in my mind that someday I'll be leavin'
When it rolls out of sight
Chorus-



Day dreams in my mind
There's something in my heart that I have to find
There's a longing in my soul when I hear that whistle blowin' down the line
Now it's down around the bend it's gone again

20789. Two Wrongs Don't Make Right - Chords

Two Wrongs Dont Make Right
 Recorded by Ernest Tubb

[G] Now, when I caught you cheatin', dear
[C] I could have cheated, [G] too
But Two [D7] Wrongs - Don't Make A [G] Right [D7]
[G] I could find somebody new
[C] But, what good would it [G] do
For Two [D7] Wrongs - Don't Make A [G] Right.

[C] Now, I could play your little game
[G] And leave you on the shelf
[A7] But, that wouldn't bother you, I'd [D] only hurt my-[D7] self
[G] So, I'll just be patient, dear
[C] Until you see the [G] light
That Two [D7] Wrongs - Don't Make A [G] Right.

Now, I could say goodbye, and be
Footloose and fancy free
But Two Wrongs - Don't Make A Right
So, I'll just sit here and wait
Till you come back to me
For Two Wrongs - Don't Make A Right.

Now I could try to get revenge
And even up the score
But in the end I know I'd lose
And darlin' - what's more;
Soon your eyes will open up
And then you'll see the light
That Two Wrongs - Don't Make A Right.

20790. Two-Faced Love

Two-Faced Love
The Del McCoury Band
Richard Thompson

Two-faced love, that makes me doubt my mind
Two-faced love, that keeps me paralyzed
Two-faced love, I pace the room at night
Why can't I get you off my mind



Oh I try to dull my feelings down
In every bar in every town
But your eyes
They follow me around
Why can't I get you off my mind

Face the music, face the facts
Different sides of different tracks
Put my fee on holy ground
Then I helter-skelter down
Confused or being used
Two-faced love

Oh, I don't like your think skin
And I don't like the places you've been
And I don't like the mood you're in
Why can't I get you off my mind

You don't make my blood run cold
You don't fit my jelly mold
You don't come up for air when you're digging for gold
Why can't I get you off my mind
If I read the signals right
I might be your slave tonight
Pardon my naive caress

Tender foot, tenderness
Uncouth
To tell the truth

Tow-faces love
Feels so wrong it must be right
Two-faced love
Why can't I get you off my mind

20791. Two-Faced Love

Two-Faced Love
The Del McCoury Band
Richard Thompson

Two-faced love, that makes me doubt my mind
Two-faced love, that keeps me paralyzed
Two-faced love, I pace the room at night
Why can't I get you off my mind

Oh I try to dull my feelings down
In every bar in every town
But your eyes
They follow me around
Why can't I get you off my mind



Face the music, face the facts
Different sides of different tracks
Put my fee on holy ground
Then I helter-skelter down
Confused or being used
Two-faced love

Oh, I don't like your think skin
And I don't like the places you've been
And I don't like the mood you're in
Why can't I get you off my mind

You don't make my blood run cold
You don't fit my jelly mold
You don't come up for air when you're digging for gold
Why can't I get you off my mind
If I read the signals right
I might be your slave tonight
Pardon my naive caress

Tender foot, tenderness
Uncouth
To tell the truth

Tow-faces love
Feels so wrong it must be right
Two-faced love
Why can't I get you off my mind

20792. Two-faced Tom

Pokey LaFarge - Two-faced Tom

From head to toe, I really love you
I want you to see, so listen up while I tell you that I want you to know
That I believe you got something
But there ain't nothing going to make me want to let you go
It's not just your body that makes me feel the way I do
Cause there's so many ways to tell, baby
That I love you but at this time
Nothing else comes to mind
So I'll just say in my own way
That I love you from head to toe

20793. Two-Step Au Will

Two-Step Au Will - Leftover Salmon
(Tune by Will Bolfa, words by Michael Doucet,
from Beausoleil's "Live on the Left Coast.")



Jolie fille, t'as fait du mal
Tous les samedis soirs quand moi, je t'ai guettee
Apres danser avec un autre
Quand je suis la apres jouer

Mais, juste pour vous, ma jolie fille,
Tu connais comment je t'aimais
Oue, chaque fois que moi, je vois ca
Tu connais tu m'as fait fremir

O yaie, bebe, O yaie, catin
O yaie, 'tit monde, tu m'as fait du mal
(Bis)

Mais jolie fille, mais gardez donc,
Oue, mon coeur, ca fait du mal
A cause de toi, la plus jolie,
Tu connais que moi je veux dire

Apres danser avec un autre,
O ye yaie, mais dans les bras
Tu m'as demande de jouer pour toi, 
Chere bebe, tu me fais fremir
He', Will!
_______________________

Will Bolfa's Two-Step
(Michael Doucet's translation)

Pretty girl, you've done me wrong
Every Saturday night when I've seen you
Dancing with someone else
While I'm there playing.

Just for you, my pretty girl,
You know how much I loved you.
Yeah, every time that I see that,
You know you make me shiver.

O yaie, babe, O yaie, girl,
O yaie, little world, you've done me wrong.
(Repeat)

Pretty girl, look here,
Yeah, my heart is hurting.
Because of you, the prettiest one,
You know what I'm trying to say.

Dancing with another
O ye yaie, in his arms,
You asked me to play for you,
Babe, you make me shiver.



20794. Two-Steppin' On My Heart Again

Two-Steppin' On My Heart Again
Stillhouse Junkies
 
It was Friday night and we hit the floor
But I was missin' something that was there before
Your do-si-do was feelin' slow 
And you kept steppin' on my toes
Made me look just like a fool out there
In all my fancy clothes

I asked you what was eatin' you
Was it something that I said or something I forgot to do
But you turned your back on me
Guess you had another place to be
Left me feelin' like that waltz in Tennessee

CHORUS
Now it's one step forward but it's two steps back
Guess we musta lost that rhythm when our love went off the tracks
You got me turned around 'til I just can't win
You been two-steppin on my heart again

Now you're cutting a rug with my best friend
I heard too many country songs to wonder how this story ends
You dipped the lowest that you could
And kept on headin' for the floor
I'd come around to pick you up 
But someone else got there before

I'd love to tell you that I'm over you
And I'm stayin' here until the music's through
But that ain't the way it goes 
It's just like everybody knows
Ain't no two-steppin' if you can't come up with two

U - 20795. U Don't Know How Much I Hate U

Rodney Crowell - U Don't Know How Much I Hate U

Night after night, day after day
I pass by the house that once was my home
I'm lookin' for something to knock out the lights till the sun comes up shining like new
The chill in my bones just reminds me that life isn't fair and nobody cares
About lost souls surviving on hard knocks and vice
In a world just as nasty as your world is nice... baby blue
You don't know how much I hate everything about you
Your honey red lips and your eyes big and sparkling blue
The curve of your hips and your black Irish hair sends a shiver that runs through me too
You don't know how much I hate you... I wish it was true
You were kind to my mother you were good to my friends you were passionate, faithful and st
rong



I must have been sleeping it feels like a dream and I can't say just where I went wrong
Like a dog in the garbage with rocks in my head
I'm strung out and crazy I can't find the thread runnin' through
You don't know how much I hate everything about you
Your voice like good bourbon so elegant, tasteful and smooth
With a flick of a match I could burn down this house takin' every last memory of you
You don't know how much I hate you...
You don't know how much I hate you...
You don't know how much I hate you...I wish it was true

20796. U Make Me Wanna

Blue Highway 
U Make Me Wanna

You know you make me wanna.
You know you make me wanna.

To start it off I know you know me
To come to think of it, it was only last week.
That I had a dream about us, oh.
That's why I am here, I'm writing this song.
To tell the truth you know I have been hurting all along,
Someway let me know, you want me girl.

Everytime you see me what do you see?
I feel like I'm a poor man and you're the queen.
Oh baby, you're the only thing that I really need.
Baby that's why:

You make me wanna call you in the middle of the night.
You make me wanna hold you till the morning light.
You make me wanna love, you make me wanna fall.
You make me wanna surrender my soul.
I know this is a feeling that I just can't fight.
You're the first and last thing on my mind.
You make me wanna love, you make me wanna fall.
You make me wanna surrender my soul.

Well I know that these feelings won't end no, no.
They'll just get stronger if I see you again.
Baby I'm tired of being friends.
I wanna know if you feel the same
And could you tell me do you feel my pain?
Don't leave me in doubt.

Everytime you see me what do you see?
I feel like I'm a poor man and you're the queen.
Oh baby, you're the only thing that I really need.
And baby that's why:

You make me wanna call you in the middle of the night.
You make me wanna hold you till the morning light.



You make me wanna love, you make me wanna fall.
You make me wanna surrender my soul.
I know this is a feeling that I just can't fight.
You're the first and last thing on my mind.
You make me wanna love, you make me wanna fall.
You make me wanna surrender my soul.

I'll take you home real quick
And sit you down on the couch
Pour some Dom Perignon and hit the lights out.
Baby we can make sweet love.
Then we'll take it nice and slow.
I'm gonna touch you like you've never know before
We're gonna make love all night.

You make me wanna call you in the middle of the night.
You make me wanna hold you till the morning light.
You make me wanna love, you make me wanna fall.
You make me wanna surrender my soul.
I know this is a feeling that I just can't fight.
You're the first and last thing on my mind.
You make me wanna love, you make me wanna fall.
You make me wanna surrender my soul.

20797. U Stay Gone

Cadillac Sky - U Stay Gone 
Album: Gravity's Our Enemy

Day after day I stare down this road
And this clock in my chest just ticks away
Night after night I go to bed alone
Oh, how long must I wait
Don't you know it ain't supposed to end this way
Oh, the river rolls to the sea
Thru the mountains, thru the trees
Winding it's way to that ocean foam
And the pigeon flies from it's master's hand
Don't rest it's wings 'till it's back again
Riding the wind where it belongs
So, tell me baby why you stay gone
I've played it in my head hundreds of times
The day God brings you back to me
The dark clouds will scatter and a new sun will rise
Brighter than a child's dream
Oh, when will my faith be redeemed?
The wayward son leaves his father's side
Headed for those city lights
But always stumbles on the road back home
The yellow moon hides it's face
'Till the night is thru at the break of day
But never leaves the lonely alone too long
So, tell me, baby why you stay gone



The silence whispers you're not coming back
The buzzards hover waiting to attack
But our love ain't dead and gone
Someday you're coming home at last

20798. Ugly

Little Big Town - Ugly

[Verse 1]
Couldn't have been but a hundred pounds soakin' wet
All stressed out and worried
Podunk, Missouri
And I don't know how or why or when her daddy left
But he drove off in a fury
She grew up in a hurry
Now skinny jeans and Maybelline
Make pretty girls do crazy things
Teenage tears and bathroom mirrors
Will stick with you throughout your years
Trust me, it's all so ugly

[Verse 2]
Picket fence, two-car garage and a man that she don't love
But he makes six figures
And she thought he'd fix her
But that iron gate feels more and more like an old birdcage
Than a way to keep out the danger
So she takes to liquor
All the champagne brunches and upper-class shine
Can't keep a woman satisfied
Swimming pools and bow and braids
And the baby thinks mama's the live-in maid
If you ask me, it's all so ugly

[Chorus]
So Gimme a rusty old rain silo
Gimme good food that sticks to my bones
Thank you for that good, good man who loves me
With dirt on my hands and scrapes on my knees
The feeling at night when I wash it all clean
I'm telling ya girls, it's a beautiful thing
Trust me, it's far from ugly

[Bridge]
Eighteen wheels and an open road
I sing my songs all across the country
Cause these people trust me

[Chorus]
So give me
Gimme a rusty old rain silo
Gimme good food that sticks to my bones



Thank you for that good, good man who loves me
With dirt on my hands and scrapes on my knees
The feeling at night when I wash it all clean
I'm telling ya girls, it's a beautiful thing
Trust me, it's far from ugly

20799. Ugly And Slouchy - Chords

Ugly And Slouchy 
The Maddox Brothers & Rose
 
[Chorus]
Ab                    Db                 Ab
ugly and slouchy that's the way I like 'em
                                 Eb                 Ab
there''ll  never be no fear of them wolves hanging around
Ab                    Db                 Ab
ugly and slouchy that's the way I like 'em
           Eb                 Ab
there'll never be no fear of her loving someone else
 
 
[Verse 1]
Ab                                                  Db
I been all around this wide world, nothin' I ain't seen
Ab                                    Eb
Well I got a little gal, she's far from being queen
 
Ab                    Db                 Ab
ugly and slouchy that's the way I like 'em
                              Eb                 Ab
there'll never be no fear of her loving someone else
 
 
[Instrumental]
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
Ab                    Db                 Ab
ugly and slouchy but she wears my brand
            Eb                 Ab
for this little gal of mine I'll fight most any man
Ab                    Db                 Ab
ugly and slouchy that's the way I like 'em
            Eb                 Ab
there'll never be no fear of her loving someone else
 
[Instrumental]
 
[Verse 3]
Ab                                                  Db
I been all around this wide world, nothin' I ain't seen



Ab                                    Eb
Well I got a little gal, she's far from being queen
 
Ab                    Db                 Ab
ugly and slouchy that's the way I like 'em
                              Eb                 Ab
there'll never be no fear of her loving someone else
 
 
Ab                    Db                 Ab
ugly and slouchy that's the way I like 'em
                                 Eb                 Ab
there''ll  never be no fear of them wolves hanging around
Ab                    Db                 Ab
ugly and slouchy that's the way I like 'em
           Eb                 Ab
there'll never be no fear of her loving someone else

20800. Ugly Truth

Lucinda Williams - Ugly Truth

Hide your background, hide your fame
Hide your given middle name
Swallow your pride, swallow your pills
In your house up in the hills

Leave your husband, leave your wife
Keep on runnin' your whole life
Sweep your dirt under the rug
Fix your hurt with a little love

[Chorus]
From the cradle to the grave
You will always be a slave
To the quiet darkness of your memories
And that's the truth, my friend
The ugly truth, my friend
I've got proof, my friend
And that's the truth

Keep your secrets to yourself
Keep your paperbacks up on the shelf
Burn your bridges, burn your friends
Blow 'em kisses and make amends

Take the high road or take the low
No one but you and God will ever know
And you might play rough and win or lose
Either way, love, you'll get the blues

[Chorus]



I've got proof, my friend
And that's the truth

20801. Un Canadien Errant

Un Canadien Errant
M. A. Gerin-Lajoie

Un Canadien errant banis de ses foyers (2x)
Parcourait en pleurant des pays etrangers (2x)

Les jours di pleins d'acord vous etiez disparus (2x)
Et ma patrie helas je ne la verrai plus (2x)]

Un jour triste et pensif assis au bord des flots (2x)
Au courant fugitif il addresse ces mots. (2x)

Si tu vois mon pays mon pays malheureux (2x)
Va, dis a mes amis que je me souviens deux (2x)

O jours si pleins d'appas vous etes disparus (2x)
Et ma patrie, helas! Je ne verrai plus! (2x)

Non, mais en expirant, O mon cher Canada(2x)
Mon regard languissant vers toi se portera (2x)

20802. Unanswered Prayers

Unanswered Prayers - Garth Brooks

Just the other night a hometown football game 
My wife nd I ran into my old high school flame 
And as I introduced them the past came back to me 
And I couldn't help but think of the way things used to be 

She was the one that I'd wanted for all times 
And each night I'd spend prayin' that God would make her mine 
And if he'd only grant me this wish I wished back then 
I'd never ask for anything again 

Sometimes I thank God for unanswered prayers 
Remember when you're talkin' to the man upstairs 
That just because he doesn't answer doesn't mean he don't care 
Some of God's greatest gifts are unanswered prayers 

She wasn't quite the angel that I remembered in my dreams 
And I could tell that time had changed me 
In her eyes too it seemed 
We tried to talk about the old days 



There wasn't much we could recall 
I guess the Lord knows what he's doin' after all 

And as she walked away and I looked at my wife 
And then and there I thanked the good Lord 
For the gifts in my life 

Sometimes I thank God for unanswered prayers 

Remember when you're talkin' to the man upstairs 
That just because he may not answer doesn't mean he don't care 
Some of God's greatest gifts are unanswered 

Some of God's greatest gifts are all too often unanswered... 
Some of God's greatest gifts are unanswered prayers

20803. Unbreakable

Todd Snider - Unbreakable

Blue jean jacket, eyes all red
Lost in the sorrow, scratching their head
That's how she likes them
Lonesome and broke
Biker chain wallet and cigarette smoke

Nobody's gonna break her heart
Nobody's gonna break her heart
Nobody's gonna break her heart

Ballroom fixture, twelve dollar booze 
Talk with the owner trying to loosen the screw
Gone in the morning before she wakes up
A house full of emptys and cigarette butts

Nobody's gonna break her heart
Nobody's gonna break her heart
Nobody's gonna break her heart

Nobody's gonna break her heart
Nobody's gonna break her heart
Nobody's gonna break her heart

Stumbling drunk, as it's always been
He blows her off when he sees her again
She doesn't mind, she's got nothing to say
She kinda likes it watching him walking away

Nobody's gonna break her heart
Nobody's gonna break her heart
Nobody's gonna break her heart



20804. Unburn All Our Bridges

Unburn All Our Bridges
Josh Turner - Unburn All Our Bridges

I miss you so much
I don't know what to do
Can't bear the thought of
My life without you
Please baby, let's unburn all our bridges

Whatever it was
That tore us apart
Can surely be healed
With forgiving hearts
Please baby, lets unburn all our bridges

Tempers were lost
Emotions ran high
Feelings were wounded
On the night of goodbye
We said some things
We didn't mean
That wasn't you baby
That wasn't me

I still love you
I will till I die
And love is much stronger
Than anger or pride
Please baby, let's unburn all our bridges

Tempers were lost
Emotions ran high
Feelings were wounded
On the night of goodbye
We said some things
We didn't mean
That wasn't you baby
That wasn't me

I still love you
I will till I die
And love is much stronger
Than anger or pride
Please baby, let's unburn all our bridges
Please baby, let's unburn all our bridges
Unburn all our bridges
Unburn all our bridges



20805. Uncertain Texas

Rodney Crowell - Uncertain Texas

The crickets are singin', the bluegills been bitin'
And the fireflies are flashin' with all of their might
And down on the river old Reagan went fishin'
He's layin' for a big one on a full moonlit night
We get high on the lake and then we float down the river
Get off on the backroads, get lost in the woods
Very deep in the heart of uncertain Texas
I tried hard to leave there, but never did good
Tomorrow we're havin' the world's largest fish fry
Eat catfish and crappie till they come out our ears
Have it made in the shade of a sleepy pine thicket
Get covered up in chiggers and drink ten tubs of beer
We get high on the lake and then we float down the river
Get off on the backroads, get lost in the woods
Very deep in the heart of uncertain Texas
I tried hard to leave there, but never did good
So give him his guitar and the long-legged girl
Moonlight in Texas and a six-pack of Pearl

20806. Unchain My Heart

Unchain My Heart

Head for the hills - Unchain My Heart

Unchain my heart
Baby let me be
Unchain my heart
Cause you don't care about me
You got me sort of like a pillowcase
But you letting my heart go to waste
So unchain my heart
Please, please set me free
Unchain my heart
Baby let me go
Unchain my heart
Cause you don't love me no more
Every time I call you on the phone
Some fella tells me that you're not at home
So unchain my heart
Please, please set me free
I'm under your spell
Like a man in a trance
But I know darn well
That I don't stand a chance
So unchain my heart
Let me go my way
Unchain my heart
You worry me night and day



I lived through a life of misery
When you don't care a bag of beans for me
Unchain my heart
Please, please set me free
I'm under your spell
Like a man in a trance
But I know darn well
That I don't stand a chance
So unchain my heart
Let me go my way
Unchain my heart
You worry me night and day

20807. Unchained Melody

Ray Stevens - Unchained Melody

Oh, my love, my darling
I've hungered for your touch
A long, lonely time
Time goes by so slowly
And time can do so much
Are you still mine?
I need your love, I need your love
God speed your love to me
Lonely rivers flow to the sea, to the sea
To the open arms of the sea
Lonely rivers cry, wait for me, wait for me
I'll be coming home, wait for me
Oh, my love, my darling
I've hungered for your touch
A long, lonely time
Time goes by so slowly
And time can do so much
Are you still mine?
I need your love, I need your love
God speed your love to me
Oh, my love, my darling
I've hungered for your touch
A long, lonely time

20808. Uncle Bubba

Uncle Bubba
Henhouse Prowlers

That old Cadillac kept a rollin' in Southern Texas
Counting cars, playing cards, passing time
If you'd signal those big trucks they might just blow the horn



Riding through Dallas, regretting being born
There's a funeral in Port Arthur
Looks like there's gonna be a storm

That sun had faded fast up in Missouri
Big daddy kept a drivin' into the night
Up and down the Ozark hills
Like rabbits on the run
Being poor and being black in 1961
Didn't want to wind up staring
Down the wrong end of a gun

That Sun burns like a fire in Southern Texas
And the air is thick as oil, smells like gasoline
By the mornin' that Sun weren't shining anymore
Lock up all the windows, and board up all the doors
When that hurricanR starts blowing
Won't wanna hang around no more

One truck, two gas tanks, and a rifle rack
WhRn he died, I got his plaid shirt and a Seagram's hat
Uncle Bubba didn't have a lot of money
Uncle Bubba had a monkey on his back
And one truck, two gas tanks, and a rifle rack

Now God has special plans for Southern Texas
And the man who burned the cross, yet preached the way
Some folks are born to work, some folks are born to rule
That's the kind of history they teach the kids in school
But you can't buy a seat in Heaven with forty acres and a mule

You can't buy a seat in Heaven with forty acres and a mule

20809. Uncle Disney

Uncle Disney
Keller & The Keels - Uncle Disney

When they thaw out Uncle Disney
Gonna be some changes made
Pointing fingers, asking questions
Forty years of decisions made
When they thaw out Uncle Disney
All us toons gonna be just fine
America's just a giant theme park
Put on the mouse ears and get in line
When they thaw out Uncle Disney
Boy won't he be surprised
Cartoon cures for all his cancers
Thunderclouds in the Florida skies
When they thaw out Uncle Disney
You'll be coming home to me to stay
I'll be waiting for you to call me



As they roll the credits and the music fades
When they thaw out Uncle Disney
Heads will roll I'm afraid
Someone will be held accounted
For forty Years of decisions made
Forty Years of decisions made
Forty Years of decisions made

20810. Uncle Fred - Chords

Uncle Fred by Blue Highway

Intro - Follow pattern of first verse

(G) Uncle Fred, how (Am) are you set, for (C) candy bars and ciga-(D)-rettes
(Am) Overalls and (C) kerosene, baseball caps and maga-(D)-zines
(G) Let's all go to (Am) Brown's today, (C) don't need a map to find the (D) way
(C) Sit on the porch and (G) smoke a few, there's (C) nothing else I'd (D) rather (G) do

*(D) Tell me 'bout the (G) time you went, to (C) Chuckey school for (Am) fifteen (D) cents
*You saw A.P. and (Am) Sara too, heard (C) Mother Maybelle (D) play that (G) tune

Instrumental
1st part - Plays to the tune of 'You Are My Flower' (G) (D) (G)
2nd part - Follow pattern of two lines directly above*

(G) Uncle Fred (Am) recalls the day, he (C) left the farm and moved a-(D-way
(Am) sailed across the (C deep blue sea, Panama to Waiki-(D-ki
**(G) Served his country, (Am) did his time, (C) still got the pictures in his (D) mind
**(C) Scolfield Barracks, (G) Diamond Head, (C) "What a time," he (D) smiled and (G) said

Instrumental - Follow pattern of two lines just above**

(G) Uncle Fred and (Am) R.G. too, (C) have a seat and tell a (D) few
(Am) Been working on that (C) car today, it's out of gas and by the (D) way
(G) Just whittle on that (Am) stick a while, (C) every now and then he'd (D) smile
(C) Calloused hands, a (G) pocket knife, (C) tobacco farmer (D) all his (G) life

(G) Uncle Fred has (Am) passed away, I (C) came to see his grave to-(D)-day
(Am) "What a time," I (C) smiled and said, still got the pictures (D) in my (G) head

Instrumental Ending
(G)              (D)     (G)   (C) (G) (D) (G)   do twice
(G)              (D)     (G)   (C) (G) (D) (G)   do twice

20811. Uncle Harveys Plane - Chords

Uncle Harveys Plane 
The Devil Makes Three



 
C                         F
Me n' Oliver n' Virgil was at the drugstore killin' time,
G                                C
when my eyes fell on this magazine.
C                                                    F
and I got To reading this article 'bout sky-divin' and parachutin',
G                                        C
said jumpin outta air-planes was a thing.
 
C                                             F
Now being raised down on the farm and always ready for adventure,
G                                 C
well I knew that I could find a Way.
C                                            F
Delmer Gill he's got a parachute and Uncle Harvey's got an air-plane,
G                                        C
so we called the boys together, today's the day,
 
C                                        F
Well I found out too late, what Uncle Harvey called an air-plane
G                                   C
wuttin' nothin but an engine and a wing.
C                                    F
and I felt my fear begin to rise as delmer packed the parachute,
G                                C
'cuz he tol' me I's doing the right thing,
 
C                                  F
Ron Mcloughlin shook my hand and Jd strapped me in the harness
G                                            C
so Tildon brought a jug n' they passed it 'round.
C                                              F
So I took one look at that parachute and that whisky and that airplane
G                                          C
and I turned that bottle up n' I drank it down.
 
C                                            F
Well I was Drunker'n Cooter Jones when they poured me in that plane,
G                                        C
the engine coughed as I Headed for the clouds.
C                                F
but I's sober as a judge when Harvey opened up the door
G                                         C
and I've never known my heart to beat so loud.
 
              C
I screamed, :Harvey! I Can't Do this! You and I've known each other a very long time, 
you been my uncle all my life, to ask another human being to jump out of an airplane at
this altitude and at this velocity is simply ridiculous man."
                    F
at which point, he kicked me out the door
G                                           C
and I wrapped my hands around the landing gear.
C                                    F
and I was holdin' on real good 'til Harvey stepped upon my fingers
G                                            C



and Virgil heard me scream from way down there.
 
C                                         F
well I Thanked God And I  thanked Buddha. I thanked Jesus I thanked Judah, 
G                                             C
I thanked Krishna and all the lesser Hindu gods,
C                                             F
most of all i thanked my good friend Delmer Gill when my parachute finally opened
G                                                        C
and I thought, " Hell There Ain't No Use In Being Afraid!"
C                                        F
I came crashing through that hen house, I scattered chickens, I broke eggs
G                                                 C
and then I kissed that ground, I fainted dead away.
 
C                                        F
Now friends I been in a few battles n' I been shot at once r' twice
G                                        C
and I damn near been runned over by a train,
C                        F
but I never do remember ever being so afraid.
G                                          C
as the day I jumped from Uncle Harvey's plane

20812. Uncle Joe

Uncle Joe

Have you ever been to meeting Uncle Joe Uncle Joe
Have you ever been to meeting Uncle Joe Uncle Joe
Have you ever been to meeting Uncle Joe Uncle Joe
I don't mind the weather so the wind don't blow

   Hop up my ladies three in a row
   Hop up my ladies three in a row
   Hop high ladies for the cake's all dough
   How I get enough time Lord I never know

Will your horse carry double Uncle Joe Uncle Joe
Will your horse carry double Uncle Joe Uncle Joe
Will your horse carry double Uncle Joe Uncle Joe
I don't mind the weather so the wind don't blow

Is your horse a single footer Uncle Joe Uncle Joe
Is your horse a single footer Uncle Joe Uncle Joe
Is your horse a single footer Uncle Joe Uncle Joe
I don't mind the weather so the wind don't blow

Would you rather have a pacer Uncle Joe Uncle Joe
Would you rather have a pacer Uncle Joe Uncle Joe
Would you rather have a pacer Uncle Joe Uncle Joe
I don't mind the weather so the wind don't blow



20813. Uncle John's Band

Uncle John's Band
Jerry Garcia / Robert Hunter

Well, the first days are the hardest days
Don't you worry anymore
'Cause when life looks like Easy Street
There is danger at the door
Think this through with me
Let me know you're mine
Oh, oh, all I want to know is
Are you kind

It's a buck dancer's choice, my friend
You better take my advice
You know all the rules by now
And the fire from the ice
Will you come with me
Won't you come with me
Oh, oh, all I want to know
Will you come with me

Goddamn, I declare
Have you seen the like
Their walls are built of cannon balls
There motto is 'Don't Tread On Me'

Come hear Uncle John's Band
Playing to the tide
Come along or go alone
He's come to take his children home

It's the same story the crow told me
It's the only one he knows
Like the morning sun you come
And like the wind you go
Ain't no time to hate
Barely time to wait
Oh, oh, all I want to know
Where does the time go

I live in a silver mine
And I call it 'Beggar's Tomb'
I've got me a violin
And I beg you call the tune
Anybody's choice
I can hear your voice
Oh, oh, all I want to know
How does the song go

Come hear Uncle John's Band
By the river side



Got some things to talk about
Here beside the rising tide

Come hear Uncle John's Band
Playing to the tide
Come along or go alone
He's come to take his children home

20814. Uncle Lem

Uncle Lem

The ladies of the garden club say
His home is just a disgrace to the town
If the Mayor wants re-elected
He'd better pass some laws and tear it down

They wanna cover it with flowers
Maybe even plant some dogwood trees
I guess that they've forgotten
When we were kids what that place used to be

I know it's just a shanty now
But Lord, that place was built with human tears
For it's the home of Uncle Lem
Who was born and raised and lived there ninety years

There's not a boy in this whole town
Hasn't stopped for water at his well
Or sat on his porch in the evenin'
And listened to the stories that he'd tell

Oh, his hair was the color of a cotton field
And his skin was old and brown
And he was born in that rundown shack
Before there was a town

He bought that shack and a piece of earth
For the highest price to pay
His mom was bought and sold there
Uncle Lem was born'd a slave

The mayor and some ladies of the garden club
Went out to tell Uncle Lem that he'd have to find a new place to live
Well, they found him there in that old broken down rockin' chair
And on an old paper bag they found his will

'Nor I wanna leave my old shotgun to the fine mayor of this town
For I remember when he a little fella, he used to follow me around
I wish I had more to give to my friends that I love
But all I've got is this old shack and a piece of earth
And I want it to go to the ladies of the garden club'



Oh, his hair was the color of a cotton field
And his skin was old and brown
And he was born in that rundown shack
Before there was a town

He bought that shack and a piece of earth
For the highest price to pay
His mom was bought and sold there
Uncle Lem was born'd a slave

20815. Uncle Lloyd - Chords

Uncle Lloyd - Darrell Scott

VERSE 1
       (G)
He was not my father s brother
                   (F)      (C)
But he wished that he could be
        (F)
Told us kids to call him uncle
             (D)       (C)
And we would be his family
         (G)
He had a wife and kids in Fresno
                     (F)     (C)
The youngest one was twenty-four
         (F)
Dad had brought him into our house
            (D)        (C)
They didn t want him anymore

VERSE 2
             (G)
He helped us work the family business
                (F)     (C)
Building fences in the sun
            (F)
Worked just like a man of twenty
           (D)          (C)
 Til the working day was done
       (G)
He and Dad would spend their evening
                       (F)     (C)
Sitting in lawn chairs in the yard
              (F)
Where they d drink a toast to Seagram s
          (D)             (C)
Seagram s never went down hard

CHORUS
          (G)
Won t you wake up Uncle Lloyd



              (F)  (C)
Got a lot of work today
          (F)
we'll get Don to make the coffee
          (D)                  (C)
Load that truck and be on your way
       (G)
Friday night you can drive to Vegas
                (F)      (C)
Maybe this time you will win
       (F)
Buy a trailer by the river
              (D)          (C)
And you won't have to work again

VERSE 3
        (G)
He was sleeping in the workroom
                (F)     (C)
With a mattress on the floor
          (F)
When one night I heard him crying
              (D)       (C)
As I passed outside his door
           (G)
He cried, "Rita, girl I love you
                (F)       (C)
Rita, Darling please don't go
            (F)
I've tried hard to make you happy
            (D)         (C)
I've done everything I know"

VERSE 4
        (G)
Then I heard the bottle open
                   (F)     (C)
The tipping up and putting down
           (F)
Heard the rustling of the covers
                (D)      (C)
Then he did not make a sound
             (G)
I thought of thirty years of Rita
                 (F)     (C)
Standing sternly by his side
         (F)
All the years of hanging in there
          (D)      (C)
All the emptiness inside

VERSE 6
        (G)
Then I thought of how their children
              (F)     (C)
Have children of their own
          (F)



And how a man at fifty-seven
               (D)  (C)
Winds up living so alone

20816. Uncle Ned

Uncle Ned

There was an old man, they called him Uncle Ned
He lived long, long a go
He had no wool on the top of his head
In the place where the wool oughta grow

Lay down the shovel and the hoe
Hang up the fiddle and the bow
There's no more work for poor old Ned
He's gone where the good folks go

His fingers were long like the cane in the brake
And he had no eyes for to see
He had no teeth for to eat the hoe cakes
So he had to let the hoe cakes be

One cold frosty morning, poor Uncle Ned died
Master's tears ran down like rain
'Cause he knew when poor Ned was under the ground
He'd never see his like again

20817. Uncle Pen

Uncle Pen
Bill Monroe - Flying Burrito Brothers - Ricky Skaggs

Oh the people would come from far away
They'd dance all night till the break of day
When the caller hollered "do-se-do"
You knew Uncle Pen was ready to go 

   Late in the evening about sundown
   High on the hill and above the town
   Uncle Pen played the fiddle lord how it would ring
   You could hear it talk, you could hear it sing

He played an old piece he called "Soldier's Joy"
And the one called "The Boston Boy"
The greatest of all was "Jenny Lynn"
To me that's where the fiddle begins

I'll never forget that mournful day



When Uncle Pen was called away
They hung up his fiddle, they hung up his bow
They knew it was time for him to go

20818. Uncle Virgil

Uncle Virgil
Hayseed Dixie

Dad took us to see some family,
He hadn't seen in twenty years,
So we could meet 'em for the first time,
Pick some tunes and drink some beers,

So we drove down to the home place,
There was dinner on the ground,
Said Virgil's at the station,
Hear that noon train whistle sound,

So we went down to the deeper,
To pick him up and bring him back,
But the train came to screeching halt,
With Virgil on the track,

**Chorus**:
Uncle Virgil never came back from the station,
We'd gone down to meet him on vacation,
Now I guess we'll have to wait,
To meet him at the pearly gates,
'cos Uncle Virgil never came back from the station,

So then we had to go on back,
And tell his poor old wife,
How down there on the train track,
Her dear Virgil lost his life,

She did not believe it,
Had to see with her own eyes,
And to this day,
I still can hear the horrow in her cries,

Oh Virgil probably never knew what hit him,
Oh I never really met him,
Lord I never will forget him,

**Chorus** X2

He ate a half a mile of track
He had a crosstie through his back,
Uncle Virgil never came back from the station.



20819. Uncle Will Played The Fiddle

Uncle Will Played The Fiddle

Down in old Kentucky
Well there was an old man lived all alone
And they called him fiddlin' Will
Every day about sundown
You could hear him play for a mile away
A tune called Katy Hill

Uncle Will played the fiddle
Well about every day you could hear him play
From his little log cabin on the hill
Uncle Will played the fiddle
Well, there Hall of Fame
That could play like Fiddlin' Will

Uncle Will played the fiddle
He could play an old hoedown
Just the way it should sound
Many long years ago
Uncle Will played the fiddle
And there by his side
On the day he died
They found his fiddle and bow

* Refrain

He could play em fast
He could play em slow
Just like the man on the radio
But there's one thing about Uncle Will
He never took his fiddle
From his cabin on the hill

* Refrain

20820. Unclouded Day

Unclouded Day

Oh they tell me of a land far beyond the skies
Oh they tell me of a home far away
Oh they tell me of a home where no storm clouds rise
Oh they tell me of an unclouded day

   Oh the land of cloudless day
   Oh the land of an unclouded sky



   Oh they tell me of a home where no storm clouds rise
   Oh they tell me of an unclouded day

Oh they tell me of a home where my friends have gone
Oh they tell me that land far away
Where the tree of life in eternal bloom
Shed its fragrance through the unclouded day

Oh they tell me of the King in his beauty there
And they tell me that mine eyes shall behold
Where He sits on the throne that is whiter than snow
In that city that is made of gold

Oh they tell me that He smiles on his children there
And His smile drives their sorrows all away
And they tell me that no tears ever come again
In that lovely land of unclouded sky

20821. Uncloudy Day

Uncloudy Day
Doc Watson

Oh they tell me of a home far beyond the sky
Oh they tell me of a home far away
Oh they tell me of a home where no storm clouds rise
Oh they tell me of an uncloudy day

   Oh the land of cloudless days
   Oh the land of an uncloudy sky
   Oh they tell me of a home where no storm clouds rise
   Oh they tell me of an uncloudy day

Oh they tell me that he smiles on his children there
And his smile drives the sorrows away
Oh they tell me that now clouds ever come again
In that lovely land of uncloudy days

20822. Uncloudy Day - Chords

Uncloudy Day Live 
Billy Strings

[Intro]
C C C C
 
[Verse]
          C                     F/E        C
Oh, they tell me of a home far beyond the skies.



      C                     G
They tell me of a home far away.
      C                           F/E          C
They tell me of a place where no storm clouds rise.
C                       G        C
Oh, they tell me of an uncloudy day.
 
[Chorus]
C                F/E       C
Oh, the land of cloudless days.
C                   D7        G
Oh, the land of an unclouded sky.
      C                           F/E          C
They tell me of a place where no storm clouds rise.
C                       G        C
Oh, they tell me of an uncloudy day.
 
[Verse]
      C                           F/E          C
They tell me of a place where my friends have gone.
      C                          G
They tell me that my eyes shall behold.
         C                         F/E   C
Heavens King as he sits on a snow white throne.
C                    G          C
In the city that is paved with gold.
 
[Chorus]
C                F/E       C
Oh, the land of cloudless days.
C                   D7        G
Oh, the land of an unclouded sky.
      C                           F/E           C
They tell me of a place where no storm clouds rise.
C                       G        C
Oh, they tell me of an uncloudy day.
 
[Instrumental]
C C F/E F/E C C G G C C F/E F/E C G C C
 
[Verse 3]
C                                   F/E       C
They tell me that he smiles on his children there
C                                       G
And his smiles drive their sorrows all away
           C               F/E      C
Where the tree of life in eternal bloom
C                                G        C
Sheds its fragrance through the uncloudy day
 
[Chorus]
C                F/E       C
Oh, the land of cloudless days.
C                   D7        G
Oh, the land of an unclouded sky.
      C                           F/E           C
They tell me of a place where no storm clouds rise.



C                       G        C
Oh, they tell me of an uncloudy day.
 
[Outro]
      C                          F/E          C
They tell me of a home where no storm clouds rise.
C                       G        C
Oh, they tell me of an uncloudy day.

20823. Unconditional Love

New Grass Revival - Unconditional Love
Sam Bush Band

People think I'm crazy to keep on lovin' you
After all the changes you put me through
But they don't understand the nature of my love
You can turn your back on me but I will never give you up

It's an unconditional love I have for you
And it just gets stronger no matter what you do
Undeniable feelin', forever true, oh, unconditional love

I don't care how long it takes to get to you
Some day I know I'll see my dream come true
Until I have you I've got nothing but time
I'm gonna keep on tryin' 'til I make you mine

It's an unconditional love I have for you
And it just gets stronger no matter what you do
Undeniable feelin', forever true, oh, unconditional love

This is the only way to love
It comes to you when you give enough
This is the only way to love
It comes to you when you give enough

This is the only way to love
It comes to you when you give enough
This is the only way to love
It comes to you when you give enough

An unconditional love I have for you
And it just gets stronger no matter what you do
Undeniable feelin', forever true, oh, yeah

It's an unconditional love I have for you
And it just gets stronger no matter what you do
An undeniable feelin', forever true, oh, unconditional love



20824. Uncover Me

Uncover Me
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
Can you feel it?
Can you feel it?
The love that was burning way back then
Can you feel it?
Can you help me?
Can we dust it off and make it new again

[CH:]
Uncover
Uncover me
Uninsulated and still making heat
Uncover
Uncover me
Skin to skin like we did back then

[Verse]
Can you hear it?
Can you hear it?
Like a voice that's whispering on the wind
Can you hear it?
Can you help me?
Can you write it down so we remember when

[CH]
[Verse]
Can you see it?
Can you see it?
The horizon's gone, but we're pressing on
Can you see it?
Can you help me?
With both eyes peeled in a blinding field

[CH]

20825. Under African Skies

The String Cheese Incident( SCI )
Under African Skies (Live)

Joseph's face was black as night
The pale yellow moon shone in his eyes
His path was marked by the stars
In the southern hemisphere
And he walked his days under African skies

This is the story of how we begin to remember
This is the powerful pulsing of love in the vein



After the dream of falling and calling your name out
These are the roots of rhythm and the roots of rhythm remain

In early mem'ry mission music
Was ringing 'round my nursery door
I said, 'Take this child, Lord from Tucson, Arizona
Give her the wings to fly through harmony
And she won't bother you no more'

This is the story of how we begin to remember
This is the powerful pulsing of love in the vein
After the dream of falling and calling your name out
These are the roots of rhythm and the roots of rhythm remain

Kaoomba, oomba, oomba, oh
Kaoomba, oomba, oomba, oh
Kaoomba, oomba, oomba, o-o-oh
Kaoomba, oomba, oomba, oh

Joseph's face was as black as the night
The pale yellow moon shone in his eyes
His path was marked by the stars
In the southern hemisphere
And he walked the length of his days under African skies

20826. Under Pressure

Keller Williams - Under Pressure

Mm ba ba de
Um bum ba de
Um bu bu bum da de
Pressure pushing down on me
Pressing down on you no man ask for
Under pressure that brings a building down
Splits a family in two
Puts people on streets
Um ba ba be
Um ba ba be
De day da
Ee day da - that's okay
It's the terror of knowing
What the world is about
Watching some good friends
Screaming 'Let me out'
Pray tomorrow gets me higher
Pressure on people people on streets
Day day de mm hm
Da da da ba ba
Okay
Chippin' around - kick my brains around the floor
These are the days it never rains but it pours
Ee do ba be



Ee da ba ba ba
Um bo bo
Be lap
People on streets - ee da de da de
People on streets - ee da de da de da de da
It's the terror of knowing
What this world is about
Watching some good friends
Screaming 'Let me out'
Pray tomorrow - gets me higher higher high
Pressure on people people on streets
Turned away from it all like a blind man
Sat on a fence but it don't work
Keep coming up with love but it's so slashed and torn
Why - why - why?
Love love love love love
Insanity laughs under pressure we're breaking
Can't we give ourselves one more chance
Why can't we give love that one more chance
Why can't we give love give love give love give love
Give love give love give love give love give love
'Cause love's such an old fashioned word
And love dares you to care for
The people on the (People on streets) edge of the night
And loves (People on streets) dares you to change our way of
Caring about ourselves
This is our last dance
This is our last dance
This is ourselves
Under pressure
Under pressure
Pressure

20827. Under The Boardwalk

Lynn Anderson - Under The Boardwalk

Oh, when the sun beats down and burns the tar up on the roof
And your shoes get so hot you wish your tired feet were fire-proof
Under the boardwalk, down by the sea, yeah
On a blanket with my baby is where I'll be
(Under the boardwalk) out of the sun
(Under the boardwalk) we'll be havin' some fun
(Under the boardwalk) people walking above
(Under the boardwalk) we'll be making love
Under the board-walk (board-walk!)
From the park you hear the happy sound of a carousel
Mm-mm, you can almost taste the hot dogs and French fries they sell
Under the boardwalk, down by the sea
On a blanket with my baby is where I'll be
(Under the boardwalk) out of the sun
(Under the boardwalk) we'll be havin' some fun
(Under the boardwalk) people walking above



(Under the boardwalk) we'll be making love
Under the board-walk (board-walk!)
[break]
Oooooh, under the boardwalk, down by the sea, yeah
On a blanket with my baby is where I'll be

20828. Under The Bridge

Under the Bridge

I lost my job in Saginaw working on the railroad
After twenty years they just put me on the side
Now I'm hungry in the street with no place to hang my hat
And nothin' but an empty dream to ride

But under the bridge, I can make believe I'm living in a castle
Under the bridge, my baby and me
And I can pretend that I'm a king and this is my kingdom
Under the bridge making believe

Hey, the doors are always open to any old weary traveler
And you'll find some great grub feedin' here below
Any old bridge can be a palace, call it what you want to
It's a place to be when you got no place to go

Under the bridge, I can make believe I'm living in a castle
Under the bridge, my baby and me
And I can pretend I'm a king, this is my kingdom
Under the bridge making believe
Hey, under the bridge making believe

20829. Under The Influence

Alan Jackson - Under The Influence 

She just started liking cheatin'songs
Chorus
She just started liking cheatin'songs
And what's bothering me
I don't know if it's the cheatin'she likes
Or just the melody
I've never had any reason to doubt her
As far as I know she's been true
But lately she's had a different look in her eyes
I wonder if she's seeing somebody new
You can't blame a body for looking
And there's a world of people out there
But I hope she's not taking any closer looks
I tell you lately, frankly I've been scared



Chorus
I've got to admit I do some looking too
But she's the only one I love
She still tells me she loves me
But I wonder if my love's enough
Chorus
Yeah, I don't know if it's the cheatin'she likes
Or just the melody

20830. Under The Influence Of Love - Chords

Under The Influence Of Love
Buck Owens

Intro: G-D7-G
G C
She knew I knew that she was out to get me,
D7 G
But I just close my eyes and let it be.
 C
Now she walks by me like she never met me
 D7 G
I didn't even make a memory

Chorus

(NC) D7 C
For I was under the influence of love
 D7 G
I wonder now what I was thinking of
Yes I was so in love I let her
C
Hurt me though I knew better
D7 G
Under the influence of love
Instrumental: (G-C-D-G) X2

G C
Why did I let her do me like she done me
 D7 G
Why can't I get that woman off my mind
 C
Although I know she never truly loved me
 D7 G
I wish shed break my heart just one time

(NC) D7 C
For I was under the influence of love
 D7 G
I wonder now what I was thinking of

Yes I was so in love I let her
C



Hurt me though I knew better
D7 G
Under the influence of love

20831. Under The Mistletoe

Under The Mistletoe
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

Under the mistletoe
Under the mistletoe
I'm tellin' you Jack
I'm tellin' you Jack
That's where you'll find the romance
That's where you'll find the romance

Invited to a Christman party
Everyone's havin' fun
'Cept for one lonely figure
Standin' in the corner, twiddlin' his thumbs

And then as fate would have it
A lovely lass appears
She say's so sweetly to him
"Look up and dig, it's a tiny green twig!"

Under the mistletoe
Under the mistletoe
I'm tellin' you Jim
I'm tellin' you Jim
That's where you'll find the romance
(Just give that green stuff a chance)

There's lots of things we love at Christmas
On this we can agree
There's bells and wreaths and Christmas cheer
And who can forget the tiny raindeer

Now some might have their favorite
Like presents 'round a tree
Me, I made my mind up long ago
I'll be by the door
Under the mistletoe

Under the mistletoe
(Under the mistletoe)
Under the mistletoe
(Under the mistletoe)
I'm tellin' you Slick
(He's tellin' you Slick)
That's where you'll find romance, uh-huh
That's where you'll find romance



[Scatting and instrumental]

Now may we salute the person
Whose grand idea it was
To hang some folage overhead
He did it only so not to be lonely

And to the lass that kissed him
It created quite a stir
And to the grand tradition
When she meets him and he meets her

Under the mistletoe
Under the mistletoe
I'm tellin' you Bubba
I'm tellin' you Boo
That's where you'll find the romance
That's where you'll find the romance

20832. Under The Table

Under The Table - Garth Brooks

The bartender just told me
I've had too much to drink
Now why's he believing
I give a damn what he thinks
'Cause I can tell he's never felt
the way that I do
He's never had to get over
someone like you

(CHORUS)
I'll be udner the table for I'm over you
Drowning your memory isn't easy to do
And as long as I'm standing, well then I ain't through
'Cause I'll be under the table for I'm over you

It seemed so easy for you to leave me
and find someone new
Then why can't your memory
find somebody too
THere ain't a day that slips away
that I don't think of you more
The only time you're off my mind
is when I'm flat on the floor

(CHORUS)

Yes I'll be under the table for I'm over you



20833. Under These Conditions - Chords

Under These Conditions
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Max D. Barnes and Vince Gill

C                 F       G7              C
I know we're both married  yet we're both alone
            G7                      C
He's always working and she's never home
          F        G7              C
If we got together  it would be so good
                F           G7               C
But under these conditions  I don't think we should
             F        G7            C
We both have children  they need us around
                    G7                       C
Although we're both willing we can't let 'em down
              F       G7                 C
As much as we want to  you know where we stand
            F           G7               C
Under these conditions  I don't think we can
             F                      C
We love each other but it's only in dreams
       G7          F           Em
But we have to get used to the fact 
          Dm           C
It's just one of those things
            F                        C
We'll never know how this love could feel
            F           G7        C
Under these conditions   we never will
            F           G7        C
Under these conditions   we never will

20834. Under Your Spell Again

Under Your Spell Again
Jim & Jesse - Emmylou Harris

   You've got me under your spell again
   Sayin' those things again
   Makin' me believe that you're just mine
   You've got me dreamin' those dreams again
   Thinkin' those things again
   I've got to take you back just one more time.

I swore the last time that you let me down
That I wouldn't see you if you came around



But I can't tell my heart what's right or wrong
And I've been so lonely since you've been gone.

Well everybody tells me that I'm a fool
That I never should have put my faith in you
And way down deep inside I guess I know it's true
But no one else can make me feel the way you do.

20835. Underground

Pokey LaFarge - Underground

[Verse 1]
A hurricane is brewing in the East
While forest fires rage in the West
But when the New Madrid Line
Breaks our poor spine
That's it, there isn't anymore

[Verse 2]
Tornadoes twisting in the South
While a blizzard blows down from the North
When them old tectonic plates
Set off the big earthquake
Cities will crumble from shore to shore

[Chorus]
So get ready, I get ready
Listen everybody, can't you hear that sound?
From the underground, can't you hear that sound?
From the underground, can't you hear that sound?

[Verse 3]
The end won't come from disease
And it won't be from any nuclear bomb
The ground beneath our feet
Will rise up to meet the fire in the sky, becoming one

[Chorus]

[Verse 4]
If there is a God, he's of the land
And he does not favor any man
Father Time has the final say
But it doesn't matter anyway
Mother Nature has made a deal and now it's done

[Chorus]



20836. Underneath The Harlem Moon

Rhiannon Giddens - Underneath the Harlem Moon

[Verse 1]
Creole babies walk along with rhythm in their thighs
Rhythm in their hips and in their lips and in their eyes
Where the highbrows find the kind of love that satisfies
Underneath the Harlem moon

[Verse 2]
We don't pick no cotton, picking cotton is taboo
We don't live in cabins like the old folks used to do
Our cabin is a penthouse up on St. Nicholas Avenue
Underneath that Harlem moon

[Chorus 1]
We just live for dancing
We're never blue or forlorn
Ain't no sin to laugh and grin
That's why we schwartzes were born

[Verse 3]
We shout "Hallelujah!" every time we're feeling low
And every sheik is dressed up like a Georgia gigolo
White folks call it madness, but I call it hi-de-ho
Underneath that Harlem moon

[Verse 4]
Once we wore bandanas, now we wear Parisian hats
Once we were barefoot, now we're sporting shoes and spats
Once we were Republicans, but now we're Democrats
Underneath the Harlem moon

[Verse 5]
We don't pick no cotton, picking cotton is taboo
All we pick is numbers and that includes you white folks too
'Cause if we hit, we pay our rent on any avenue
Underneath the Harlem moon

[Chorus 2]
We just thrive on dancing
Why be blue and forlorn?
We just laugh and grin, ha! Let the landlord in
That's why house rent parties were born

[Verse 6]
We also drink our gin, puff our reefers when we're feeling low
Then we're ready to step out and take charge of any so-and-so
Don't stop for law, no traffic, when we're raring to go
Underneath the Harlem moon
Underneath the Harlem moon



20837. Underneath The Stars

Railroad Earth - 'Neath the Stars

Why do they call her wren?
She changed her name to fit the way that she was feeling then
Then wren, she spilled some wine, forgot the names they used to call her in those other time
s

Truly, underneath the stars there are a million ways to be the way you are . . all of them dying
Underneath the rays there'll be a million ways to live the days ahead . . why are we crying?

If I knock . . what will I say? I know you've been in your home & I've been far away
When I knock . . who will I be? I know you're a different you & I've forgotten me

Truly, underneath the stars there are a million ways to be the way you are . . all of them dying
Underneath their rays there'll be a million ways to live the days ahead . . why are we crying?

Why not change our names? some things we won't recognize . . some will remain the same
Some people roll a stone . . find out they were never really even in their home

Underneath the stars there are a million ways to be the way you are . . all of them dying
Underneath the rays there'll be a million ways to live the days ahead . . why are we crying?

There were words . . on my skin . . you touched them & they woke again . . now they're on th
e wind . .

20838. Understand Your Man

Dwight Yoakam - Understand Your Man
(Dwight Yoakam with Johnny Cash)

Don't call my name out your window, as I'm leavin'
'Cause I won't even turn my head
And don't send your kin folk to give me no dang talkin'
'Cause I'll be gone like I said
You'd can say the same ole things
That you've been sayin' all along
Just lay there in your bed
And keep you mouth shut 'till I'm gone
No, Don't give me that old familiar, cry n' cuss n' moan
Understand your man
Oh, Understand your man
huh.
(Instrumental)
Oh, party boys
You can give my other suit to the Salvation Army
And everything else I leave behind
I ain't takin' nothin' that'll slow down my travelin'
While I untangle my mind
No, I ain't gonna repeat what I said anymore
While I'm breathin' air that ain't been breathed before
Yet, I'll be as gone as a wild goose in winter



Then you'll understand your man (meditate on it)
You'll understand your man (You hear me talkin, now?)
Understand your man (I told you so)
Understand your man
Huh,
Oh hu.
Understand your man
Understand your man
Understand your man
Understand
Understand your man...

20839. Understanding - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Understanding  
written by Jim Lauderdale & Aimee Mayo 

Eb  Db  Ab

Ab               Fm
When you heal me with your eyes
Db         Eb                 Fm        Db
Every tear I've ever cried is justified
Ab              Fm
It's all coming into view
Db            Eb                Fm                Db
Every journey I've been through was to get to you
Ab           Db
Understanding everything
Ab                Db
It's like a dream inside a dream
Ab            Db
Loving you is what life means
Eb                Db         Eb            Ab    
I'm understanding everything understanding everything 
Ab              Fm
What was once a mystery
Db          Eb             Fm          Db
Up till now suddenly makes sense to me
    Ab            Db
I'm understanding everything
Ab                Db
It's like a dream within a dream
Ab            Db
Loving you is what life means
    Eb            Db             Eb            Ab          Fm 
I'm understanding everything I'm understanding everything 

SOLO

Ab           Db
Understanding everything
Ab                Db



It's like a dream inside a dream
Ab            Db
Loving you is what life means
Eb                Db         Eb            Db    
I'm understanding everything understanding everything 
Eb            Db
Loving you is what life means
Eb               Ab          Fm   Ab
I'm understanding everything 

>From Jim Lauderdale "Onward Through It All"
RCA Records 1999
Mighty Nice Music(BMI)
Laudersongs(BMI)
Careers BMG BMG(BMI)

20840. Undertaker - Chords

Undertaker 
Front Country

[Intro]
Bm7
 
[Verse 1]
            Bm
There is no law, in this unlikely Promised Land
             A               Em              F#m                Bm
There is no love, except the wringing of our hands, as we stand by'
                                          A
And watch a television that I don't know why
        Em             F#m            G
But I'm feelin' like a have no other choice
                     F#7
I can only hear your voice
         Bm
I got no food, but I got everything to eat
            A                  Em             F#m
It makes no sense, that we can still be so hungry
            Bm                                             A
I just want more, and though I haven't any need to give me more
        Em           F#m         G
Just to satiate your greedy appetite
                          F#7
And there ain't no end in sight
 
[Chorus]
Bm        A     Em            G
Oh, Undertaker, rush me to my Maker,
            Bm              Em               F#7
You've been schemin' all my life since I was born
Bm      A             Em              G
Take me under, where dreams are torn asunder



              Bm            F#7             Bm
And line your pretty little pockets with my soul
 
[Verse 2]
             Bm
You bleed me dry, with all the things that I demand
         A                 Em               F#m
I dry my eyes, with dollar bills and desert sand
       Bm                                          A
I turn away to find the body of the man who didn't know
              Em         F#m            G
That he would never understand his own desires
                           F#7
And it consumes him like a fire
 
[Chorus]
Bm        A     Em            G
Oh, Undertaker, rush me to my Maker,
            Bm              Em               F#7
You've been schemin' all my life since I was born
Bm      A             Em              G
Take me under, where dreams are torn asunder
              Bm            F#7             Bm
And line your pretty little pockets with my soul
 
[Instrumental]
Bm A Em G
Bm Em F#7
Bm A Em G
Bm F#7 Bm
Bm
Bm A
Em F#m G F#7
               Bm             G
I hear your voice, it's like echo in my brain
           A             Em          F#m
I hear the sound of an unstoppable train
            Bm           G
I'm either on it, or I'm tied there to the tracks
             A
I've made my choice
         Em                F#m            G
And it's there that I'll remain until I die
                     F#7
It won't be long now by and by
 
[Chorus]
Bm        A     Em            G
Oh, Undertaker, rush me to my Maker,
            Bm              Em               F#7
You've been schemin' all my life since I was born
Bm      A             Em              G
Take me under, where dreams are torn asunder
              Bm            F#7
And line your pretty little pockets with my-
 
Bm    A     Em            G



Undertaker, rush me to my Maker,
            Bm              Em               F#7
You've been schemin' all my life since I was born
Bm      A             Em              G
Take me under, where dreams are torn asunder
              Bm            F#7             Bm
And line your pretty little pockets with my soul

20841. Undone

Robert Earl Keen - Undone 

Fire one up and you toss one down
Everybody knows you been downtown
Been downtown late last night
Busted your head in a barroom fight
Fightin' with your brother fightin' with your wife
Seems you been fightin' every day of your life
Can't stand still, still can't run
You put it all together but it came undone

Your soul is junk, your brain is dust
All your memories are eaten up with rust
Your nightmares real, dreams too stark
You love the night but you hate the dark
Your mother your daddy little sister too
Told you a secret they were countin' on you
You were dying to tell but your dad said son
Button your lip but it come undone

So they turned you out when you turned them in
They told you don't come back again
Now the years stack up like old beer cans
Dead end jobs payment plans
Broke down trucks welfare checks
Child support and back-seat sex
You'd kill yourself but you hocked your gun
You built a noose but it come undone

So you're livin' in a shack bu you wanna be rich
And you would if it wasn't for the sonovabitch
The sonovabitch the dirty old whore
The butcher the baker the grocery store
You hate them they hate you
What in the world are you gonna do
It ain't your fault but they need someone
To blame it on when they come undone

Now the storm's comin' in the sky's turned black
It's too late now you can't turn back
Lightnin' strikes on the telephone wire
You're drunk as a skunk your shack's on fire
The wife took the baby and the other two kids



The dogs are a-howlin' and the chickens are dead
It's your last night out and you're gonna have fun
They'll read it in the papers when you come undone

20842. Undone

Undone
Front Country

Well, you called me your true love, your sweet love, your darling
You showered me daily with praise
You promised me so much with your tongue, with your touch
Then one day you pulled it away
You made me believe you when you said  I love you 
You made me believe all those lies
Oh, now I cannot fix it, so empty, so broken
And I'll never understand why

I'm just circling the way I've been for years now
I've been surrendering and drowning in these tears now

 Cause there's a voice on the end of the line
And there's a face right in front of your lies
I'm right here, if you'd open your eyes
Oh, take a good look in the clear morning sun
You'll see I'm undone, You'll know I'm undone

With what shall I fix it, my true love, my sweet love
With what shall I fix it, tell me what?
You broke my heart fully and truly and badly
And now I don't know which side's up
You let me taste everything I ever wanted
You gave it and you took it away
And if you should come back, it won't ever fix it
Some things never grow back the same

I'm just circling the way I've been for years now
I've been surrendering and drowning in these tears now

 Cause there's a voice on the end of the line
And there's a face right in front of your lies
I'm right here, if you'd open your eyes
Take a good look in the clear morning sun
Oh, take a good look at what I've become
You'll see I'm undone, You'll know I'm undone, You'll see I'm

20843. Undone In Sorrow



Crooked Still 
Undone In Sorrow

Over yonder in the graveyard
Where the wild, wild flowers grow
There they laid my own true lover
She's gone from me, forever more

Fairer than the sweetest flower
Restless as the wildest way
Born with a love deep as a ocean
This was the girl that I did win

I left her there back in the mountain
To see the world riches to gain
Oh when I returned no earthy treasure
Could ease this heart so filled with pain

There so high upon the mountain
Beneath that little mound of clay
The girl that I returned to marry
So still among the flowers did lay

I'll go away and I will wander
Lay aside my earthy gain
All I am undone in riches
Undone in sorrow I'll remain
Undone in sorrow I'll remain

20844. Undone In Sorrow - Chords

Undone In Sorrow
Ola Belle Reed

[Intro]
N.C.
Can I do a song that is as old as the hills and has the oldest flavour?
As Bessy said, it's a sad sad sad mournful song, when I get done with it it'll be pitiful.
 
*Banjo and fiddle intro
 
[Verse 1]
Em                 G
Over yonder in the graveyard
          Em                 G
Where the wild, wild flowers grow
              Em             G
Oh there they lay'd my true lover
                Em
She's gone from me forever more
 
[Verse 2]
Em                       G
Fairer than the sweetest flower



         Em             G
Restless as the wildest wind
            Em               G
Born with a love deep as the ocean
             Em
This was the girl that I did win
 
[Verse 3]
Em                           G
I left her there back in the mountain
           Em               G
To see the world, riches to gain
          Em                  G
Oh when I returned no earthly treasures
                Em
Could ease this heart so full of pain
 
[Verse 4]
Em                      G
There so high upon that mountain
             Em              G
Beneath that little mound of clay
        Em                       G
Oh the girl that I, returned to marry
         Em
So still among the flowers she lay
 
[Verse 5]
Em                      G
I'll go away and I will wander
    Em               G
Lay aside my earthly gain
             Em                   G
And I'll not end it, the man with riches
          Em
Undone in sorrow I'll remain
          Em
(slower) Undone in sorrow I remain

20845. Undying Love

Desert Rose Band - Undying Love

How many lovers
In lifetimes gone
Like clothing that we wear
Long after it's worn out with love
Undying love, undying love 

Life had no meaning
Till I gave you mine
Now the red rose and green briar
Have entwined with love



Undying love, undying love

The light in the window
Is keeping us warm
Inside my heart
Is a raging storm of love
Undying love, undying love, undying love

20846. Unfair Weather Friend

Unfair Weather Friend

The whole sky opens up
And it rains down on my head
I show up at your door
Beat down and soaking wet
I know you'll open up
And let me waltz right in
My come whatever
Unfair weather friend

If I find myself out lost
On a lonely Friday night
The songs aren't hitting home
And the whiskey don't taste right
A few numbers on the phone
And you're on the other end
My come whatever
Unfair weather friend

I might wind up
Stuck out
On some old
Forgotten highway
But somehow you show up
And sure enough
Be going my way

You're always there
Right where you've always been
My come whatever
Unfair weather friend

I don't have to wonder
Where'll you be if I should need you
All I have to do
Is close my eyes and I can see you
Always there
Right where you've always been

Sometimes this whole world
Is my worst enemy
And I know where to run



When it gets to me
No one else but you
Can make it all make sense
My come whatever
Unfair weather friend

My come whatever
Unfair weather friend

20847. Unfaithful One

Unfaithful One
Bluegrass Album Band - Osborne Brothers

   Unfaithful one you'll have to suffer
   You're doomed to go through life alone
   For no one else will ever trust you
   They'll know your heart is made of stone

I still recall our happy years dear
Our love was fresh as flowers of spring
But now you've left me for a stranger
You've lost the right to wear my ring

So blue was I the day you left me
My heart was sad and lonely too
My place was taken by this stranger
You traded an old love for a new

20848. Unfinished Business

Gillian Welch - Unfinished Business

Thought I'd be over this by now
With all these reminders I don't know how
Our boxes of our old scraps
I dust 'em off and I put 'em back
Oh I know it's wrong to keep hanging on
The time has come and I'll take care of
Some unfinished business
It's like draggin' a rock around
Unfinished business
Lookin' back just slows me down
If I rid myself of you
There'll be room for someone new
When I'm finally down with this unfinished business

Can't say just why we fell apart
Old questions linger like ghosts in the dark



But savin' memories like nickels and dimes
But it still won't buy me peace of mind
'Cause my heart don't know how to let you go
And the days go slow until I can take care of
This unfinished business
It's like draggin' a rock around
Unfinished business
Lookin' back just slows me down
If I rid myself of you
There'll be room for someone new
When I'm finally done with this unfinished business

I'm gonna build the fire
Burn these boxes, one by one
When your ghost goes up in smoke
I'll finally be done
With this unfinished business
I been draggin' a rock around
Unfinished business
Lookin' back just slows me down
Gonna rid myself of you
There'll be room for someone new
When I'm finally done with this unfinished business
Unfinished business
Unfinished business

20849. Unforgettable

Unforgettable

Unforgettable
That's what you are
Unforgettable
Tho' near or far
Like a song of love that clings to me
How the thought of you does things to me
Never before has someone been more
Unforgettable in every way
And forever more, that's how you'll stay
That's why darling it's incredible
That someone so unforgettable
Thinks that I am unforgettable too

20850. Unforgiven

Iron Horse - Unforgiven

New blood joins this earth
And quickly he's subdued



Through constant pain disgrace
A young boy learns their rules
With time the child draws in
This whipping boy done wrong
Deprived of all his thoughts
The young man struggles on and on he's known
Oo a vow onto his own
That never from this day
His will they'll take away
What I've felt
What I've known
Never shined through in what I've shown
Never be
Never see
Won't see what might have been
What I've felt
What I've known
Never shined through in what I've shown
Never free
Never me
So I dub the unforgiven
They dedicate their lives
To running all of his
He tries to please them all
This bitter man he is
Throughout his life the same
He's battled constantly
This fight he cannot win
A tired man they see no longer cares
The old man then prepares
To die regretfully
That old man it was me
What I've felt
What I've known
Never shined through in what I've shown
Never be
Never see
Won't see what might have been
What I've felt
What I've known
Never shined through in what I've shown
Never free
Never me
So I dub the unforgiven

20851. Unicorns

Unicorns
Shel Silverstein

A long time ago, when the Earth was green,
And there was more kinds of animals than you've ever seen.
And they'd run around free while the world was being born,



And the loveliest of all was the Unicorn.

There was green alligators and long-necked geese,
Hump back camels and some chimpanzees,
Cats and rats and elephants, but sure as you're born
The loveliest of all was the Unicorn.
But the Lord seen some sinnin' and it caused Him pain
He says, "Stand back, I'm gonna make it rain.
So hey, Brother Noah, I'll tell you what to do...
Go and build me a floating zoo,

And you take two alligators and a couple of geese,
Two hump backed camels and two chimpanzees,
Two cats, two rats, two elephants, but sure as you're born,
Noah, don't you forget my unicorns."
Now Noah was there and he answered the callin',
And he finished up the ark just as the rain started fallin'.
Then he marched in the animals two by two,
And he sung out as they came through...

"Hey Lord, I got you two alligators and a couple of geese,
Two hump backed camels and two chimpanzees,
Two cats, two rats, two elephants, but sure as you're born,
Lord, I just don't see your unicorns."
Well, Noah looked out through the drivin' rain,
But the unicorns were hidin', playin' silly games.
They were kickin' and a-splashin' while the rain was pourin' --
Oh, them foolish unicorns.

Then the ducks started duckin' and the snakes started snakin',
And the elephants started elephantin' and the boat started shakin',
The mice started squeakin' and the lions started roarin',
And everyone's aboard but them unicorns.
I mean the two alligators and a couple of geese,
The hump back camels and the chimpanzees,
Noah cried, "Close the door 'cause the rain is pourin',
And we just can't wait for them unicorns."

And then the ark started movin', it drifted with the tide.
And the unicorns looked up from the rocks and cried.
And the water came down and sort of floated them away.
That's why you've never seen a unicorn to this day.
You'll see a lot of alligators and a whole mess of geese,
You'll see hump back camels and chimpanzees,
you'll see cats and rats and elephants, but sure as you're born
You're never gonna see no unicorn.

20852. Uninhabited Man

Richard Thompson - Uninhabited Man 

Only a misdirected dart
At an unprotected heart



I'm sure it happens every day

Just a passing interlude
A fresh face to change the mood
I'll find my feet again you say

What rock, I had you rolled
What rock, I had you rolled away

But I live as best I can
Meet the uninhabited man
Please read the sign and walk away

What an old dry shell I am
The uninhabited man
I'll find my feet again you say

No doubt they'll pull me down
No doubt they'll pull me down someday

Who's been sleeping in my bed?
Who's been sleeping in my bed?
Who's been sitting in my chair?
Who's been licking in my bowl?
Who's been sleeping in my bed?

A romantic ruin am I
Funny how I catch the eye
The vacuum slowly sucks you in

I'm left no skill, no art
To meet you heart to heart
You'll find no me beneath the skin

And if there's no me then there's no
And if there's no me then there's no sin

Who's been sleeping in my bed?
Who's been sleeping in my bed?
And who's been sitting in my chair?
Who's been licking in my bowl?
Who's been sleeping in my bed?

20853. Union God And Country - Chords

Union God And Country
Steve Earl - Union God And Country

[Intro]
   D
e/-------------------------------/
B/-------------------------------/
G/-------------2-----------------/



D/-0---2---2-4-----2-2--4-2-0----/
A/-------------------------------/
E/-------------------------------/
 
 
[Verse 1]
   D                                   A
My daddy was a miner, my daddy's daddy too
A                                        D
Union, God, and country is all they ever knew
     D
They worked from early mornin'
                         A
till the evenin' whistle blew
          A
When it'd strike the mine they'd walk the line
                           D
'Cause that's just what ya do
            D
When you're born in West Virginia
                    A
A miner through and through
A                                        D
Union, God, and country was all you ever knew
 
[Chorus]
D
Union, God, and country
                        A
West Virginia, gold and blue
A
Union, God, and country
                D
Was all we ever knew
 
[Instrumental]
D       A
A       D
 
[Verse 2]
  D                                      A
Before there was a union the company was king
      A
You'd work your fingers to the bone
                D
Couldn't show a thing
    D
You shifted coal till Friday
                  A
Drew your pay and then
      A
You'd walk down to the company store
                  D
And give it back again
       D
That's why they made the union
                         A



They had nothin' left to lose
A
Union, God, and country
                  D
Was all they ever knew
 
[Chorus]
       D
It was union, God, and country
                        A
West Virginia, gold and blue
A
Union, God, and country
                D
Was all we ever knew
 
[Instrumental]
D      A
A      D
D      A
A      D
 
[Chorus]
       D
It was union, God, and country
                        A
West Virginia, gold and blue
A
Union, God, and country
                D
Was all we ever knew
       D
It was union, God, and country
                        A
West Virginia, gold and blue
A
Union, God, and country
                D
Was all we ever knew
 
[Instrumental]
D      A
A      D

20854. Union Maid

Old Crow Medicine Show - Union Maid

Now, there once was a union maid
She never was afraid
Of the goons and the ginks
And the company finks
And the deputy sheriffs who made the raid



And she went to the union hall
Where a meeting, it was called
And when the boys would come up to her
Lord, this is what she'd say

Oh, you can't scare me, I'm stickin' to the union
I'm stickin' to the union, I'm stickin' to the union
Oh, you can't scare me, I'm stickin' to the union
I'm stickin' to the union, till the day I die

Now this union maid was wise
To the tricks of the company spies
She'd take the dare
She didn't care
She'd always organize the guys
And she always got her way
When she asked for better pay
She showed her card to the National Guard 
Honey, this is what they'd say

Oh, you can't scare me, I'm stickin' to the union
I'm stickin' to the union, I'm stickin' to the union
Oh, you can't scare me, I'm stickin' to the union
I'm stickin' to the union, till the day I die

Now, you girls who wanna be free
Just take a little tip from me
Oh, get you a man who's a union man
And you can join the Ladies' Auxiliary 
Because married life ain't hard
When you got a union card
And the union life is a happy life
If you've got a union wife

Oh, you can't scare me, I'm stickin' to the union
I'm stickin' to the union, I'm stickin' to the union
Oh, you can't scare me, I'm stickin' to the union
I'm stickin' to the union, till the day I die

Oh, you can't scare me, I'm stickin' to the union
I'm stickin' to the union, I'm stickin' to the union
Oh, you can't scare me, I'm stickin' to the union
I'm stickin' to the union, till the day I die

20855. Union Man

Blue Highway - Union Man 

A short life of trouble
In a dark and dusty mine
Has been my occupation
Now I walk the picket line
I was there in Bloody Harlan



When we tried to organize
The miners faced starvation
You could see it in their eyes
The Company hired some gun thugs
Many miners died it's said
They come to kill the union
But they lost their lives instead
Which side are you on boys, which side are you on?
You're either for the rich man, or the union standing strong
I came to Ney York City
In the year of '43
We would fight hitler's armies
In the war across the sea
But they would not hire a miner
To do a workmans job
At 15 cents an hour
Your pockets they will rob
Which side are you on boys, which side are you on?
You're either for the rich man, or the union standing strong
I'll never trust a rich man
As long as i draw breath
To keep his marble mansion
He'll starve a child to death
And when my life is over
Don't mourn my passing long
Organize resistance
And keep the Union strong!
So here's to every miner
Who dared to take a stand
Who lived to feed his family
And died a Union man!

20856. Union Station

Union Station
(Ronnie Reno)

Blow whistle blow watch them old freight trains roll
As they roll through Union Station
They say they are trying to tear it down
It's a shame for so long it's been around
A tribute to our nation the historical Untion Station
Blow whistle blow watch them old freight trains roll
As they roll through Union Station.

--- Instrumental ---

Then new one will come it won't be the same
The old ones're sure around but what's a shame
It's forsaking the old for the newer one
Just think what the old Union Station's done
Blow whistle blow watch them old freight trains roll
As they roll through Union Station.



Mhm, mhm, as they roll through Union Station...

20857. Union, God and Country

Steve Earle - Union, God and Country

[Verse 1]
My daddy was a miner, my daddy's daddy, too
Union, God and country is all they ever knew
They worked from early mornin' till the evenin' whistle blew
When it'd strike the mine, you'd walk the line
'Cause that's just what ya do
When you're born in West Virginia, a miner through and through
Union, God and country was all you ever knew

[Chorus]
Union, God and country, West Virginia gold and blue
Union, God and country was all we ever knew

[Verse 2]
Before there was a union the company was king
You'd work your fingers to the bone, couldn't show a thing
You shifted coal to Friday, drew your pay and then
You'd walk down to the company store and give it back again
That's why they made the Union, they had nothin' left to lose
Union, God and country was all they ever knew

[Chorus]
It was Union, God and country, West Virginia gold and blue
Union, God and country was all we ever knew

[Instrumental Verse]

[Chorus]
It was Union, God and country, West Virginia gold and blue
Union, God and country was all we ever knew
It was Union, God and country, West Virginia gold and blue
Union, God and country was all we ever knew

20858. Universal Soldier

Universal Soldier
Flatt & Scruggs

He is five foot two
And he's six feet four
He fights with missiles
And with spears



He is all of thirty-one
And he's only seventeen
He's been a soldier
For thousands years

He's a Catholic, a Hindu
An atheist, a Jain
A Buddhist, and a Baptist and a Jew

And he knows he shouldn't kill
And he knows he always will
Kill you for me my friend, and me for you

And he's fighting for Canada
He's fighting for France
He's fighting for the USA

And he's fighting for the Russians
He's fighting for Japan
And he thinks we'll put an end
To war that way

And he's fighting for democracy
He's fighting for the Reds
He says it's for the peace of all

He's the one who must decide
Who's to live and who's to die
And he never sees the writing on the wall

But without him, how could Hitler
[Incomprehensible] at Dachau
Without him Caesar would have stood alone

He's the one who gives his body
As a weapon of the war
And without him all this killing can't go on

He's the universal soldier
And he really is to blame
His orders come from far away, no more

They come from him and you and me
And brothers can't you see?
This is not the way we put an end to war

20859. Universal Sound

Sturgill Simpson - Universal Sound
Tyler Childers

Up in Pocahontas in the Cranberry Glades



Ain't got bars, nor the charge to call her anyways
My mind's a mile a minute
And my thoughts they bark like hounds
I focus on my breathing and the universal sound

I think about my darlin' girl sleepin' all alone
I pray the stars will shoot her all the wishes she can hold
On the day that I return I aim to lay her down
But right now I am focused on the universal sound

I think about tobacco juice and mason jars of shine
I think about the vices I've let take me over time
I recall when I's a baby, I didn't need nothin' around
But a little bitty rattler and the universal sound

I'd close my eyes
It was all so clear
It was all right then
It was all right here

I focus on my breathin' and the universal sound
I let it take me over from the toenails to the crown
Of the body that I'm in till they put me in the ground
And I return to the chorus of the universal sound

I've been up on the mountain
And I've seen his wondrous grace
I've sat there on a barstool  and I've looked him in the face
He seemed a little haggard, but it did not slow him down
He was hummin' to the neon of the universal sound

20860. Unjustified People

Dave Evans - Unjustified People 

Oh what are you saying my boy,
When they say you're a man,
But you know you're a toy.

Oh why are you saying you think,
When they say you will float,
But you know you will sink.

Unjustified People
Unjustified People

You should hear what they say
When they're Talking.

It's like trying to fly
When they're walking, talking.

Oh why do you hear them talk,



When they say you will run,
But you know you will walk.

Oh why do you walk through the hall,
When they say you will fly,
But you know you will crawl.

Unjustified People
Unjustified People

You should hear what they say
When they're Talking.

It's like trying to fly
When they're walking, talking.

Oh why do you feel so bad,
When they say you are happy,
But you know you're sad.

Oh what are you saying my lad,
When they say you are good,
But you know you are bad.

Oh why are you holding your head,
When they say you're alive,
But you know you are dead.

Unjustified People
Unjustified People

You should hear what they say
When they're Talking.
It's like trying to fly
When they're walking, talking.

20861. Unleashed - Chords

Unleashed - Nashville Bluegrass Band

Where the (A) Mississippi s flowing on it's (D) sunny southern (B) shores
And the (E) steamboat comes a_puffing round the (A) bend
There's a little old log cabin with a (D) grape vine o're the (B) door
And a (E) little whitewashed chimney at the (A) end
   
Oh, I went away up North when they told me I would find
Money hanging around like apples on the tree
But it was as my sweetheart told me there was nothing of the kind
And the weather was so cold I thought I'd freeze

CHO:

I'm (A) going back, yes, going back to the (D) place I love so (A) well



To the folks who'll want me all their own (E) again
To the (A) little old log cabin with the (D) grape vine o're the (B) door
And a (E) little white washedchimney at the (A) end

Verse, CHO Instrumental 

I can see the smoke a rising from that little ol  chimney top
As it welcomes me and greets me on the breeze
Then I'll start a_running and I know I'll never stop
Till I've landed in that cabin on my knees

CHO

4 bar bridge to end

20862. Unlikely Angel

Dolly Parton - Unlikely Angel 
(Dolly Parton)

Like the Phoenix
From the ash and dirt
I rose up from the pain and hurt
When I was at my very worst
I found you
Thought I could never love again
When a stream of light came beaming in
A thread of hope
For me to spend around you
Chorus:
Unlikely Angel
Standing there in front of me
As if you were my destiny
Like we were always meant to be together
Unlikely Angel
It feels so right inside your love
Like God has sent you from above
To honor, cherish, and to love forever
The smile upon your angel face
The heaven in your eyes replace
The hell that I've been going through
Before you
How long have you been there for me
I once was blind but now I see
A future full of hope
How I adore you
Repeat Chorus
Unlikely Angel
Oh, you never know where one might be
In sacred halls or crowded streets
But God has sent one straight down to me from heaven
Unlikely Angel
Unlikely Angel



Unlikely Angel
Unlikely Angel
Hmmmm
Whisper:
Unlikely Angel

20863. Unloved And Unclaimed

Roy Acuff - Unloved and unclaimed
Composer: Roy Acuff - Vito Pellettieri

There were no loved one to weep over her
Not a tear did I see shed
For the lady they pulled from that muddy old river
No one ever came to claim their dead

She lay on the cold marble slab at the marque
Thousands viewed her but none knew her name
They will lay her to rest in Potter's Field tomorrow
She will lay there unloved and unclaimed

Inside the purse that she clutched in her hand
A note written, 'Blame no one but me'
As I looked in her faced I couldn't help but think
What a poor wicked place this world can be

20864. Unorganized Crime

Todd Snider - Unorganized Crime

I'm the one who killed Slick Willie
I'm here to turn myself in
I'm the one and I don't feel guilty
If I could then I would do it again
He was a friend of my old man
He came by every couple of months or so
With a brown paper bag full of bandit cash
Have a couple of drinks and he would go
He taught me this old dirty fistfight trick
But it only worked about half the time
Black and blue I was born into
Unorganized crime
I'm the one who killed Slick Willie
May he never rest in peace
Everyone around Portland knew
He was a lowlife to say the least
Some kind of prize fighter back in his day
Took his pay and bought the toughest joint in town
Where my old man chose to throw his whole life away



Chasing cheap cocaine and crazy women around
With Willie, the wire, wearing stepped on coke
Selling lunch money, pimp of his time
Born into it, I knew that I could do it
There'd be too many suspects to solve the crime
But I'm the one who killed Slick Willie
I'm here to put this to rest
I'm the one and it wasn't easy
I ain't afraid to confess
That I kicked his back door down
Let myself in, stuck a gun up to the side of his head
He turned around so fast, it knocked it out of my hand
And for a second there I thought that I was dead
But I know this old dirty fistfight trick and
It works about half the time
I still can't believe he didn't see it coming
But he didn't
Unorganized crime
Unorganized crime
Unorganized crime
Unorganized crime

20865. Unplug The Machine - Chords

Unplug The Machine 
Wild Ponies

[Intro]
C  Am  G  F
 
[Verse 1]
 C                      Am
Information overload, elevator video
 G                    F
Take it down, rebel yeah
 C                         Am
Chic-fil-a, gotta pray the gay away
             G                    F
Pussy Riot locked up in a prison cell, hey!
 
 
[Bridge]
C  Am  G  F
 
 
[Verse 2]
 C                           Am
Nipple gate, self declared Islamic state, low speed
 G                 F
Chasing a white bronco
 C                         Am
Sandy Hook, Virginia tech train wreck, for still 
 G          F



Dead in Ohio
 
 
[Chorus]
               C
Unplug the machine
            Am        G          F
Unplug it, unplug it, unplug it
               C
Unplug the machine
            Am         G         F
Unplug it, unplug it, unplug it
 
 
[Verse 3]
 C                    Am
Welfare drug test, Everdeen undressed
 G                   F
Lion killer on the loose
 C                Am
Celebrity rehab, bad boys, bad boys
 G              F
What you gonna do, hey!
 
 
[Bridge]
C   Am   G   F
 
 
[Verse 4]
 C                        Am
Dog fights, echo chamber sound bites, more likes
 G              F
In the war on drugs
 C                           Am
Broken back, selling single cigarettes, get out
 G                  F
Now, I'll light you up
 
 
[Chorus]
               C
Unplug the machine
            Am        G          F
Unplug it, unplug it, unplug it
               C
Unplug the machine
            Am         G         F
Unplug it, unplug it, unplug it
 
 
[Verse 5]
 C                          Am
Kent state, another way to lose weight, Fifty Shades,
  G            F
Downed by an RPG
 C               Am



CNN, quaaludes, FOX news, Richard Jewel,
     G                  F
The sailor and four marines
 
 
[Verse 6]
  C                     Am
Climate change, Arizona gun range, click bait,
 G                  F
Can't we all get along
C                    Am
Cat memes, Jade Helm ifteen, Olympic rings
      G                F
Shut up and sing your song
 
 
[Chorus]
               C
Unplug the machine
            Am        G          F
Unplug it, unplug it, unplug it
               C
Unplug the machine
            Am         G         F
Unplug it, unplug it, unplug it
               C
Unplug the machine
            Am        G          F
Unplug it, unplug it, unplug it
               C
Unplug it,
            Am         G         F
Unplug it, unplug it, unplug it
 
 
[Outro]
               C
Unplug the machine.

20866. Unquiet

Glen Phillips - Unquiet

I am taught but I
Never learn a thing
I'm not deaf but I
Can't hear everything
A quiet world
Unquiet
I am strong but I
Never move a thing
I have words but I
Lack the voice to sing



A quiet world
Unquiet
I would sell the world
Would i...
I am fast but I
Never move at all
I have sight but I
Never choose to show
A quiet world
Unquiet
I would sell the world
Would I...
A quiet world
Unquiet

20867. Unquiet Grave

Unquiet Grave

The wind doth blow today, my love
And a few small drops of rain
I never had but one true-love
In cold grave she was lain

I'll do as much for my true-love
As any young man ever may
I'll sit and mourn all at her grave
For a twelvemonth and a day

The twelvemonth and a day being up
The dead began to speak
Oh who sits weeping on my grave
And will not let me sleep

Tis I, my love, sits on your grave
And will not let you sleep
For I crave one kiss of your clay-cold lips
And that is all I seek

You crave one kiss of my clay-cold lips
But my breath smells earthy strong
If you have one kiss of my clay-cold lips
Your time will not be long

Tis down in yonder garden green
Love, where we used to walk
The finest flower that ere was seen
Is withered to a stalk

The stalk is withered dry, my love
So will our hearts decay
So make yourself content, my love
Till God calls you away



20868. Unsigned Letter

Unsigned Letter - Garth Brooks 

She got an unsigned letter from her secret someone
And she fell into the mystery
Words were few and specifically vague 
Intrinsic intrigue
But it said everything
When it just read come to me

She's always been that responsible someone
Safe within her simplicity
But all this cloak and dagger is stoking her heart
Stroking her curiosity
Is plain little Jane
Gonna risk everything

Is she gonna strike the match
That'll surely light the flame
Is she carrying a torch for love in vain
Is she gonna break the locks
Take a look inside the box
Knowing that she could release Pandora's shame
Welcome to the game
What's in a name

She must be dreamin as she boards a plane
And flies into her fantasy
A first class ticket to the city of Boston
Is all she knows of her destiny
When she touches down
Will her feet hit the ground

Is she gonna strike the match
That'll surely light the flame
Is she carrying a torch for love in vain
Is the gonna bread the locks
Take a look inside the box
Knowing that she could release Pandora's shame
Welcome to the game
What's in a name

Is our little plain Jane
Gonna risk everything

Yeah.
Is she gonna strike the match
That'll surely light the flame
Is she carrying the torch for love in vain
Is the gonna break the locks
Take a look inside the box
Knowin that she could release Pandora's shame



Oh, welcome to the game
What's in a name

20869. Unsuffer Me

Lucinda Williams - Unsuffer Me

Unlock my love
And set me free
Come fill me up
With ecstasy

Surround my heartbeat
With your fingertips
Unbound my feet
Untie my wrists

Come into my world
Of loneliness
And wickedness
And bitterness

Unlock my love

Unsuffer me
Take away the pain
Unbruise, unbloody
Wash away the stain

Anoint my head
With your sweet kiss
My joy is dead
I long for bliss

I long for knowledge
Whispered in my ear
Undo my logic
Undo my fear

Unsuffer me

Unlock my love
And set me free
Come fill me up
With ecstasy

Unsuffer me
Take away the pain
Unbruise, unbloody
Wash away the stain

Surround my heartbeat
With your fingertips



Unbound my feet
Untie my wrists

Come into my world
Of loneliness
And wickedness
And bitterness

Anoint my head
With your sweet kiss
My joy is dead
I long for bliss

I long for knowledge
Whispered in my ear
Undo my logic
Undo my fear

Unsuffer me

20870. Untamed

Untamed
The Del McCoury Band

I never let love come too near me
I sleep all alone in the dark
The truth is I'm runnin' from the fire
That's scorching the dry wood of my heart

Chorus:
Can you hear the thunder in the distance
Can you hear the crackle of the flame
Can you hear the beating of my dark wild heart
My heart might be in chains
But my soul is still untamed
Free as the flight of an eagle
Blazing thru the blue of the sky
My spirit soars so high when I see you
With that love light burning in your eye

Chorus

I feel like a cold black stallion
Running proud and lonely in the dusk
I'm racing like smoke through the canyon
With the only one I trust

Chorus



20871. Untangle Your Mind

John Hartford - Untangle Your Mind

You're stretchin' and a strainin' and a bendin' too hard
Till all of the chickens have run from your yard
Alone in the doorway a gun in your hand
And you'd better untangle your mind

You try not to listen to the children upstairs
Who laugh at you nervously sittin' down there
The shiny blue medal lies cold in your lap
And you'd better untangle your mind

You worry the morning you worry the night
You worry for something that's not yet in sight
Your worry is rotten your head is on fire
And you'd better untangle your mind

Your engine is whinin' you're sunk in the mud
Your wheel's only spinnin' you can't see the hub
Your face hangin' back you have coverRd your eyes
And you'd bettRr untangle your mind

Relax or you'll snap like a string in the strain
Without your umbrella go out in the rain
Just look in the treetops let it come down
And try and untangle your mind

Don't think of tomorrow or even next hour
Taste only the sweet things forget all the sour
It's getting too heavy to sit in this chair
Without you untangle your mind

20872. Untasted Honey

Kathy Mattea - Untasted Honey

I'll be leaving when the sun is on the rise
I can see the sorrow shining deep inside your eyes
But this life that I've been living
Has grown to a routine
So I'm headed for somewhere
I've been in my dreams

Oh, I wanna go where a soul feels alive
And the untasted honey waits in the hive
Yeah, I wanna be where a free spirit thrives
And the untasted honey waits in the hive

You were faithful as a lover and a friend
All the good times and the bad, I'd live them once again
But I'd never be contented



With a family and a ring
Better open your window
I'm a bird on the wing

Oh, I wanna go where a soul feels alive
And the untasted honey waits in the hive
Yeah, I wanna be where a free spirit thrives
And the untasted honey waits in the hive

Call it heaven on earth
Call it fools paradise
Gonna find where it's hidden
Even if it takes all my life

Oh, I wanna go where a soul feels alive
And the untasted honey waits in the hive
Yeah, I wanna be where a free spirit thrives
And the untasted honey waits in the hive

20873. Until At Last I'm Home - Chords

Until at Last I'm Home 
Recorded by Dailey and Vincent
Written by Brad Price, Darrin Vincent, Jim Britton
 
C                             G7               C
My heart was cold and dark no joy or peace within
                               G7                 C
The blessed Lord came down and rescued me from my sin 
                   G7                             C
Come unto to Me He said the Master who calmed the sea
                             G7         C
And I will give you rest and life eternally
 
                               G7                 C
I found in Christ so fare more than my tongue can tell
                          G7                 C
The sacrifice He made has saved my soul from hell
                   G7                             C
Come unto to Me He said the Master who calmed the sea
                             G7         C
And I will give you rest and life eternally
 
F                  C                            F
Send down to me my life when trouble and trials come
                        C                 F
And on His bosom I ride until He takes me home
C        F    C  A#7    F
Until at last I'm    home



20874. Until I Die

Brandi Carlile - Until i die

Hey there what's that in your sky
With all the pretty lights
You think I can get that high?

Hey you man, where's your motivation
And why the celebration
You've gotten nothing done here

You wanna live until you
Die alone and will
Fly alone and will
I'm not so far below
I live beneath your sky
With tainted eyes,
I've made my mind
To live until I die

Run run run catch me if you can can can
Come and hold my hand and I'll be your biggest fan
Followers living in your hollow words
I have seen your nine to fives
Wash away your dreams

You wanna live until you
Die alone and will
Fly alone and will
I'm not so far below
I live beneath your sky
With tainted eyes,
I've made my mind
To live until I die

20875. Until I Get It Right

Dave Evans - Until I Get It Right 

I closed my eyes to see the Lord.
To infuse my life with faith restored.
I asked Him if He'd find a way.
To grant me just one more today.
Until I get it right.

I see the world as a loving place.
Where peace and love serve as my base.
Where children play and never fright.
I pray I'm granted one more night,
Until I get it right.

I will spend



My lifetime here
Just loving You

Everyday
I'll find new ways
Of loving You

Beauty seen through loving eyes
Is more than just a rainbowed sky.
And now I know what love can be
I now see you as part of me.

I now can see a different place.
Through Peace and Love I see Your Face.
So let me live within Your Love.
I'll feel your pain, I'll taste your Blood.

So now I close my eyes to sleep.
I pray my soul for you to keep.
I hope You grant me one more day.
So I can grow and live Your way,
Until I get it right

Beauty seen through loving eyes
Is more than just a rainbowed sky.
And now I know what love can be
I now see you as part of me.

I now can see a different place.
Through Peace and Love I see Your Face.
So let me live within Your Love.
I'll feel your pain, I'll taste your Blood.

So I closed my eyes to see the Lord.
To infuse my life with faith restored.
I asked Him if He'd find a way.
To grant me just one more today.
Until I get it right.

20876. Until I See You Again

Until I See You Again
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
Last week, I tried to call you up in Boston
Thinkin', "Have you found somebody new?"
It's' gettin'' so lonely here' in Austin
And the only thing I' dream about is you

[Chorus]
And I don't know where to go from here
But I sure know where I've been



Travelin' on this long dark highway
Until I see you again

[Verse 2]
Last night, I tried to drown your memory
That you left here to poison my mind
At a smoky run-down bar in Abilene
Hopin' I can kill you off this time

[Chorus]
And I don't know where to go from here
But I sure know where I've been
Travelin' on this long dark highway
Until I see you again

[Chorus]
And I don't know where to go from here
But I sure know where I've been
Travelin' on this long dark highway
Until I see you again

[Outro]
Travelin' on this long dark highway
Until I see you again

20877. Until I Sing

Until I Sing
Greensky Bluegrass

So open up a window please
And let a little air in for me
I'm feeling restless now
And I want to get out

It's nothing but a worst case plan
Carried out with my own hands
Or maybe it's hopeless
Shrouded in fear and doubt

But I feel worthless without a purpose
Until I can sing for you

I'm not loving what I'm good at now
Or not good enough at what I love somehow
I always feared this might happen
If I didn't surrender my dreams

Stuck with uncertainty
Deciding how it defines me
Without the meaning
That my expressions glean



And I feel worthless without a purpose
Until I can sing for you

I'm missing what I haven't lost
Mistaking what is gone for cost
Forgotten what I've earned
For every heart I broke

I'm waiting on a prayer I fought for
And drove all night for
Only to hold it
And have to let it go

And I feel worthless without a purpose
Until I can sing for you
I feel worthless without a purpose
Until I can sing for you
Until I can sing for you

20878. Until The Day I Die

Steve Earle - Until the Day I Die
Tim O'Brien

Back in the hills, when we were only kids
Love shined like a diamond in your eyes
I swore I'd never hurt you, then I did
Now I'm all alone with all my lies

I promised that I'd never be untrue
I'd never make you cry
The only promise that I didn't break
Was to love you till the day I die

I wish I'd never seen those city lights
A sight for a country boy to see
For every one that you see shining bright
Another is burning out like me

I wouldn't listen though you told me, dear
I couldn't see the lie
But all the same, I still love you tonight
And I'll love you till the day I die

They built this prison just for fools like me
Who don't know treasure from stone
I killed a man, now I won't ever see
The green rolling hills where I was born

No, I won't ever see your face again
But if I close my eyes
I can almost hear you call me back to then
And I'll love you till the day I die



I'll love you till the day I die

20879. Until The Last Light Fades

Until The Last Light Fades
Mandolin Orange - Until The Last Light Fades

Born to die Born to die darling you'll live
No longer than your years
If heaven and earth are both on the market
Then hell will be nothing to fear

So where oh where have the lights gone lately
As the sun returns for the day
Or has the light found good in these eyes of mine
Please stay until the last light fades

Father oh my father I'll be standing in line
To face what faults are mine
It;'s not these old bones that I'll miss in my dying
It's the girl I'm leaving behind

Love of mine sweet love of mine I'll soon return
To the land to make room for the new
I'll give hell my worst and good to this earth
As for heaven it was found in you

20880. Until The Music's Over

Until The Music's Over - String Cheese Incident

My heart's like a stopped clock
Twice a day it's right on time
My heart's like a stopped clock
Twice a day it's right on time

Let's dance, 'til the music's over

My hands are too empty
Gonna need something to do
My hands are too empty
Let me fill them up with you

Let's dance, 'til the music's over
Let's dance, like there's no tomorrow

If you could walk along this road
I'd walk alone, I'd walk along with you
If you could see inside this heart of glass



You'd see how much I see in you
When all of this is over we'll be
Standing in the dark, just me and you
'Til the music's over

All we have
Is all we have we need to know
Stay with me
Until the pink dawn light begins the show

Let's dance, 'til the music's over
Let's dance, like there's no tomorrow

If you could walk along this road
I'd walk alone, I'd walk along with you
If you could see inside this heart of glass
You'd see how much I see in you
When all of this is over we'll be
Standing in the dark, just me and you
'Til the music's over

20881. Until Then - Chords

Until Then
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
written by Stuart Hamblen

G                                 D7
My heart can sing when I pause to remember
                                   G
A heartache here is but a stepping stone
 D7     G                          C
Along a path that's winding always upward
              G        D7           G
This troubled world is not my final home

          D7                       G
But until then my heart will go on singing
      D7                       G
Until then with joy I'll carry on
  D7      G             G7      C
Until the day my eyes behold my Savior
          G       D7       G
Until the day God calls me home

                                            D7
The things of earth will dim and lose their value
                                    G
If we recall they're borrowed for a while
    D7        G                              C
And things of earth that cause this heart to tremble
         G          D7           G
Remember there will only bring a smile



          D7                       G
But until then my heart will go on singing
      D7                       G
Until then with joy I'll carry on
  D7      G                     C
Until the day my eyes behold my Savior
          G       D7       G
Until the day God calls me home

20882. Untitled #1

Untitled #1
The Avett Brothers

Here come the worst of all my thoughts
You changed from gentle and inviting
Screaming in my ear, attracting me and driving me away.

I was a young man full of fire
A suitcase and a gun
Each job I pulled, take me higher
But my job stop being fun, yes, my job stopped being fun

We kept adding to the pile, til the cops came with their cuffs
Now I've got all the money
I can't spend it fast enough, no I can't spend it fast enough

You see there was a kid I used to be, sometimes I changed into this
There was this past that was gone
There is a future, there always is

Here come the worst of all my thoughts
You changed from gentle and inviting
Screaming in my ear, attracting me and driving me away.

Now there is a line of talk that's coming, now I've gotta shut her down
They told me you'd become a big star
But you and I both know exactly who we are

Here come the worst of all my thoughts
You changed from gentle and inviting
Screaming in my ear, attracting me and driving me away.

I was a young man full of fire
A suitcase and a gun
Each job I pulled, take me higher
But my job stop being fun, yes, my job stopped being fun



20883. Untitled #2

Untitled #2
The Avett Brothers

London town
To New York town
To Akron
To Jamestown

Am I losing my way?

Glascoe
California
Alaska
Just before you said
Will you ever come home?
Are you lost?

Am I losing your love?
Am I losing your trust?
Am I losing your love?
She said no.

Children
and farmland
and it's quiet
Finally
Sit back and relax
No pretending

I stood up
To terror
I traveled
Forever
Forever was never worth
what she built me

Am I losing your love?
Am I losing your trust?
Am I losing your love?
She said no.

Said you missed me
in a message
You called back
said the same thing
No need to be sorry
But you left me

Been a long time since I've known you
with this secret
But I'll keep it
The world is waiting
Go and see it

Am I losing your love?



Am I losing your trust?
Am I losing your love?
Am I losing your trust?
She said yes.

20884. Untitled #3

Untitled #3
The Avett Brothers

When the country side was a gift
Wrapped in silver ribbon
Highway tide up in a bow
By the thumb of god

Felt like a thief when I was in it
Felt like a beggar when I was not.

These city streets of endless failures
The same with endless victory
I started dreaming the moment that I hid them
Into a slumber I could not stop

Felt like a their when I was in them
Felt like a beggar when I was not

The light of a blessing
I am humbled in the glow
Asking my same old questions
Learning I don't need to know

Your skin was like the softest ocean
Waves of gentle lace and rhythm
I left so many times when I should have stayed there swimming
Oh, but our time together I never forgot

Felt like a thief when I was with you
Felt like a beggar when I was not

Feel like a thief when I am with you
Feel like a beggar when I am not

20885. Untitled #4

Untitled #4
The Avett Brothers

(One, two, one, two, three)



I don't need another collar
I don't need another hat
I don't need to leave this small town
It don't matter where I'm at

'Cause I'm happy being me the most
When I let what makes me happy go
And I finally learn what I need to know
I am happier with nothing
I am happier with nothing
I am happier with nothing

I don't need you to come back to me
I don't need another memory
I don't need to make the world see that I'm not crazy

I don't need to join in their games
I don't need to fight to stake my claim
I don't need the world to know my name
It never mattered if they did

'Cause I'm happy being me the most
When I let what makes me happy go
And I finally learn what I need to know
I am happier with nothing
I am happier with nothing
I am happier with nothing

And I'm always home
And I'm always yours
And I'll be alright with or without
The things that I've been searching for
Baby, I'm not searching anymore

I don't need to be told what to do
I don't need to be assured by you
I don't need to pay the credit due
Na, there is none

I don't need you to come back to me
I don't need another memory
I don't need to make the world see that I'm not crazy

'Cause I'm happy being me the most
When I let what makes me happy go
And I finally learn what I need to know
I am happier with nothing
I am happier with nothing
I am happier with nothing
I am happier with nothing, nothing
I am happier with nothing, nothing
I am happier with nothing, nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing



20886. Untitled - Chords

Untitled 
Tyler Childers
 
[Verse 1]
G
Come up on the mountain and I'll tells ya what I see
I see all them revenuers and they're comin after me
            C7
Ooh I was a mighty good man, mighty good man
'Til I met up with Rosa Lee
             G
She said I'll give you all my lovin' if you bring it on home to me
        D7                                           C#7
I was a pretty simple man, without a penny to my name
  C7                                                               G
Somehow this hickman holler boy s'gotta learn to make some change
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
I didn't come about it honest, god knows I never tried
But it sure as hell beats breaking bones and you can bank it on the shine
         C7
Well now come on boys, I got what you want, in the backseat of my car
  G
I call it John the baptist, cus its the gospel in a jar
D7                                                     C#7
Priced a little high, but take a whiff and you will see
C7                                           G
Smokey and the bandit aint got shit on me, no
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
I did my very best, I gave my baby all my dough
Well she took it all and ran off with a boy from down the road
            C7
Well he's a pretty nice guy, known 'im all my life
Never thought that he would be
     G
That smoothtalking bastard, to take my babe away from me
D7                                            C#7
It'll take a while but pretty soon he will see
C7                                      G
Moneyhungry women are so hard to please
 
 
[Outro]
 
N.C.
Come up on the mountain and I'll tells ya what I see



 
[end on bassline walk F-F#-G]

20887. Unto You This Night

Unto You This Night - Garth Brooks
(Steve Gillette/Rex Benson)

On a night so long ago
By the light of one bright star
Two weary travelers far from Galilee
Took refuge in a stable
Where a little child was born
To bring the gift of love, to you and me
When the angels told the shepherds of His birth
There came a great rejoicing on the earth. 

And they sang, glory to God in the highest
Dawning that first Christmas morn
Peace on earth and tidings of great joy
For unto you this night a child is born.

And, lo, these many years since then
That ancient star still guides us
And now again our Christmas voices ring
Blessed we are and safe at home
With loved ones her beside us
And in the still and silent night we sing
How the angels told the shepherds of his birth
And there came a great rejoicing on the earth 

And they sang, glory to God in the highest
Dawning that first Christmas morn
Peace on earth and tidings of great joy
For unto you this night a child is born.

20888. Untold Stories

Untold Stories
Hot Rize - Kathy Mattea

All those untold stories
All those silent lies
We'll never know each other
Keepin' them deep inside
(let's) Wash away the troubles
Keepin' us apart
Tell those untold stories
Let the healin' start



It's been so long ago
We went our separate ways
Now maybe time has changed us
And worn the hurt away
You look the same as ever
I'm glad you're here with me
Take a look into my eyes
And tell me what you see

All those untold stories
All those silent lies
We'll never know each other
Keepin' them deep inside (let's)
Wash away the troubles
Keepin' us apart
Tell those untold stories
Let the healin' start

Now, I don't want forgiveness
Honey, I don't need you now
We've built a wall between us
It's time to tear it down
Let's plant a tree together
Maybe we can make it grow
If not now then maybe never
We might not ever know (about)

All those untold stories
All those silent lies
We'll never know each other
Keepin' them deep inside (let's)
Wash away the troubles
Keepin' us apart
Tell those untold stories
Let the healin' start

20889. Unwanted Love

Unwanted Love
Reno & Harrell

I'm wanting someone that's loved and lost
Someone that's known the thrill and paid the cost
Someone that says they'll never take a chance
On another broken heart, lies, false romance

   Wanted an unwanted love
   To share all the misery and pain
   Of a heart that's unwanted and loved
   And unwilling to gamble again

I don't want to love again I'm sure



Someone whose love is not sincere
I don't want someone who hasn't known
How it feels to love and be alone

I know there are others like me
Alone, footloose and fancy free
Yet chained to a love they'll never claim
And afraid to ever love again

20890. Unwed Fathers

Unwed Fathers
John Prine / Bobby Braddock

In an Appalachian, Greyhound station
She sits there waiting, in a family way
"Goodbye brother, Tell Mom I love her
Tell all the others, I'll write someday"

Chorus:
From an teenage lover, to an unwed mother
Kept undercover, like some bad dream
While unwed fathers, they can't be bothered
They run like water, through a mountain stream

In a cold and gray town, a nurse say's "Lay down"
'This ain't no playground, and this ain't home'
Someone's children, out having children
In a gray stone building, all alone

On somewhere else bound, Smokey Mountain Greyhound
She bows her head down, hummin' lullabies
'Your daddy never, meant to hurt you ever'
'He just don't live here, but you've got his eyes'

Chorus

Well, they run like water,
Through a mountain stream

20891. Up Above My Head

Up above my head
The Nashville Bluegrass Band

Up above my head I see trouble in the air
Up above my head I see trouble in the air
Up above my head I see trouble in the air
There must be a God somewhere



Up above my head I hear music in the air
Up above my head I hear music in the air
Up above my head I hear music in the air
There must be a God somewhere

20892. Up Above My Head - Chords

Up Above My Head 
Rhiannon Giddens - The Wood Brothers
 
[Intro]
A A A A
E E A A
A A D D
E7 D A A
 
[Verse 1]
            A    A                     A   A
Up above my head   I hear music in the air
            E    E                     A   A
Up above my head   I hear music in the air
            A A                      D   D
Up above my head I hear music in the air
              E7                   D                          A     A
I really do believe, I really do believe there's a heaven somewhere
 
[Verse 2]
            A                 A                           A                   A
Up above my head (up above my head) I hear singing in the air (singing in the air)
            E                 E                           A                   A
Up above my head (up above my head) I hear singing in the air (singing in the air)
            A                 A                           D                   D
Up above my head (up above my head) I hear singing in the air (singing in the air)
              E7                  D                          A D A
I really do believe I really do believe there's a heaven somewhere
 
[Instrumental]
A A A A
E E A A
A A D D
E7 D A A
 
[Verse 3]
            A                 A                            A                    A
Up above my head (up above my head) I hear shoutin' in the air (shoutin' in the air)
            E                 E                            A                    A
Up above my head (up above my head) I hear shoutin' in the air (shoutin' in the air)
            A                 A                            D                    D
Up above my head (up above my head) I hear shoutin' in the air (shoutin' in the air)
              E7                  D                          A D A
I really do believe I really do believe there's a heaven somewhere
 



[Instrumental]
A A A A
E E A A
A A D D
E7 D A A
 
[Verse 4]
          A               A                         A                 A
All in my home (all in my home) I hear music in the air (music in the air)
          E               E                         A                 A
All in my home (all in my home) I hear music in the air (music in the air)
            A                 A                         D                 D
Up above my head (up above my head) I hear music in the air (music in the air)
              E7                  D                          A D A
I really do believe I really do believe there's a heaven somewhere
 
[Verse 5]
            A                 A                         A                 A
Up above my head (up above my head) I hear music in the air (music in the air)
            E                 E                         A                 A
Up above my head (up above my head) I hear music in the air (music in the air)
            A                 A                         D                 D
Up above my head (up above my head) I hear music in the air (music in the air)
              E7                  D                          A D A
I really do believe I really do believe there's a heaven somewhere
 
[Verse 6]
            A                 A                         A                 A
Up above my head (up above my head) I hear music in the air (music in the air)
            E                 E                         A                 A
Up above my head (up above my head) I hear music in the air (music in the air)
            A                 A                         D                 D
Up above my head (up above my head) I hear music in the air (music in the air)
              E7                  D                          A D A
I really do believe I really do believe there's a heaven somewhere
                   E7                  D                          A
Yes, I really do believe I really do believe there's a heaven somewhere
D      D   A
Heaven somewhere

20893. Up Against The Rain

Nanci Griffith - Up Against the Rain

You ran up against the rain
Everyday of your short life
Suffered for your muse without complaining
Never heard you swear life isn't fair
But it doesn't make it right
You left the world knowing all too well what pain is.

You took it on yourself to pave the road to hell
Paid your dues and sang the blues



Lord, you knew them all too well
Every word upon the page
You let them sail away
The wind would blow, and then you'd go
Up against the rain.

You listen to the songs
And then you wrote your own
Somewhere along the way
You passed the muse along
I feel your presence in this room
Beneath the wailing moon
It's good to know that dying couldn't tame you

You took it on yourself to pave the road to hell
Paid your dues and sang the blues
Lord, you knew them all too well
Every word upon the page
You let them sail away
The wind would blow, and then you'd go
Up against the rain.

Last night the weather turned
This morning we had snow
Today they'll lay you in the ground
Someday we'll all know
Where it is we go
My tears will say goodbye
While the rain is coming down

You took it on yourself to pave the road to hell
Paid your dues and sang the blues
Lord, you knew them all too well
Every word upon the page
You let them sail away
The wind would blow, and then you'd go
Up against the rain.

20894. Up Against The Wall Redneck Mother

Jerry Jeff Walker - Up Against the Wall Redneck Mother
String Cheese Incident

[Intro]
This song is by Ray Wylie Hubbard

[Verse 1]
He was born in Oklahoma
And his wife's name is Betty Lou Thelma Liz
And he's not responsible for what he's doing
'Cause his mother made him what he is

[Chorus]



And it's up against the wall, Redneck Mother
Mother, who has raised her son so well
He's thirty-four and drinking in a honky tonk
Just kicking hippies' asses and raising hell

[Verse 2]
Sure does like his Falstaff beer
He likes to chase it down with that Wild Turkey liquor
He drives a '57 G-M-C pickup truck
He's got a gun rack, "Goat ropers need love, too" sticker

[Chorus]
And it's up against the wall, Redneck Mother
Mother, who has raised her son so well
He's thirty-four and drinking in a honky tonk
Just kicking hippies' asses and raising hell

[Bridge]
M is for the mudflaps you give me for my pickup truck
O is for the oil I put on my hair
T is for T-bird
H is for Haggard
E is for eggs
And R is for red neck

[Chorus]
Up against the wall, Redneck Mother
Mother, who has raised her son so well
He's thirty-four and drinking in a honky tonk
Kicking hippies' asses and raising hell

[Chorus]
Yeah it's up against the wall, Redneck Mother
Mother, who has raised her son so well
He's thirty-four and drinking in a honky tonk
Just kicking hippies' asses and raising hell

[Outro]
What's that spell?
Muskogee, Oklahoma, USA

20895. Up Against The Wall Redneck Mother - Chords

Up Against The Wall Redneck Mother
By Bobby Bare
Written By Ray Wylie Hubbard

E A 
He was born in Oklahoma
 B7 E
And his wife's name's Betty Lou Thelma Liz
E A
He ain't responsible for what he's doin'



 B7 E
'Cause his mother made him what he is

Chorus:
 E A 
And it's up Against the wall redneck mother
B7 E
Mother who has raised her son so well
 E A 
He's thirty-four and drinkin' in a honky tonk
 B7 E
Just-a kicking hippie's asses and raising hell

He shore does like his Falstaff beer,
And chase it down with that Wild Turkey liquor
He drives a fifty-seven GMC pickup truck
With a gun rack and a "Goat roper needs love too" bumper sticker

Chorus

Solo

E A
M is for the mudflaps she gave him for his pickup truck
B7 E
And O is for the oil he puts on his hair
E 
T is for Thunderbird
A
H is for Haggard
B7
E is for eggs, and
 E
R is for redneck

Chorus
Chorus

20896. Up All Night, Sleep All Day

Up All Night, Sleep All Day
The Grascals - Up All Night, Sleep All Day

[Verse 1]
Every night when the sun goes down
My little gal wants to go to town
Got the prettiest pair of ruby shoes
She's gotta look her best
Once she's out on the big dance floor
She always wants them to play one more
She don't quit 'til the night is through
And I can't get no rest



[Chorus]
Up all night, sleep all day
Turn off the ringer, baby, pull down the shade
Up all night, sleep all day
Why you gotta be that way?

[Verse 2]
Just about when I close my eyes
That's when the big bright sun does rise
I throw on my clothes and off I go
Makin' bricks at the factory
One last look at her pretty facR
Pretty as Chantilly lace
Lord, I love hRr, but don't you know
She will be the death of me?

[Chorus]
Up all night, sleep all day
Turn off the ringer, baby, pull down the shade
Up all night, sleep all day
Why you gotta be that way?

[Chorus]
Up all night, sleep all day
Turn off the ringer, baby, pull down the shade
Up all night, sleep all day
Why you gotta be that way?

[Verse 3]
She don't think there's somethin' wrong
She don't get up 'til Ellen's on
On her first coffee when I get home
And it's time to go out again
Lord have mercy on a foolish man
But I can't help her bein' what I am
The coffee's runnin' out and the money too
But I'll love her 'til the end

20897. Up And Down These Roads

Up and Down These Roads
Downhill Bluegrass Band

I've been up and down these roads
and around and round this world I've roamed
like a reckless miner on a quest for gold
with this growing fear of getting old

Now I know what this is all about
 cause some things in life you can't do without
I was blind but you made me see
and now I hope you still wait for me



I'm going home
to the ones I love
I'm gonna wrap myself around them
never to let go
Now I know
what this is all about
now my heart has told me
what I can't do without

 Cause I've travelled far across this land
and now at last I understand
that the more you give the more you get
it's a lesson learned I won't forget

I'm going home
to the ones I love

20898. Up In Arms - Chords

Up In Arms 
Bhi Bhiman feat. Rhiannon Giddens

[Intro]
Db F Gb Db Gb Db Eb x2
 
[Verse 1]
Db    Ab          Bbm              Ab
I was once at the forefront of the movement
Fm          Ab                 Db               Ab
Teaching my brothers, teaching sisters of their pride
 
Db     Ab          Bbm         Ab
"Up in arms, up in arms, up in arms!" I said
Fm             Eb                Db            Ab
Here comes the baddest man your eyes have ever graced
 
Db  Ab              Bbm             Ab
200 years ain't but two things have changed
Fm           Ab             Db            Ab
It's safe to say I've had a price upon my head
 
Db    Ab               Bbm            Ab
Bobby Seale and I have made important progress
Fm           Eb          Db        Ab
It's safe to say that my glory has fled
 
 
[Chorus]
Db     Ab          Bbm         Ab
"Up in arms, up in arms, up in arms!" I say
Fm             Eb               Db             Ab
Here comes the baddest man your eyes have ever graced
Db     Ab          Bbm        Ab



"Up in arms, up in arms, up in arms!" I say
 
[Instrumental]
Fm Eb Db Ab
 
[Verse 2]
Db      Ab        Bbm               Ab
Politicians never see the brown boy starving
Fm           Eb            Db           Ab
Like Malcolm X, and Martin King, Marcus Garvey
 
Db   Ab            Bbm             Ab
In '65 there was a climate for the riots
Fm     Eb               Db      Ab
It's '89 and I'm seeing deja vu again
 
Db             Ab            Bbm                 Ab
The police are always saying "why this senseless violence?"
Fm                    Eb                 Db               Ab
But they'll light the spark and we'll be dry brush and the wind
 
 
[Chorus]
Db     Ab          Bbm         Ab
"Up in arms, up in arms, up in arms!" I said
Fm         Eb          Db                   Ab
Tell Bobby Hutton that policeman still gets paid
 
 
[Acoustic interlude]
Db F Gb Db
Gb Db Eb Gb
Db F Gb Db
Gb Db Eb Gb
 
[Verse 3]
Db   Ab              Bbm         Ab
The CIA has stumbled on a ghetto potion
Fm         Ab             Db              Ab
It's in my lungs and it's numbed my black emotions
 
Db          Ab             Bbm          Ab
My lips are dry my skin is ashy, I need lotion
Fm                Eb        Db                 Ab
I've still got my gun but I ain't got sense of purpose now
 
Db                  Ab           Bbm                Ab
I feel weak, I feel weak, I feel weaker than I have before
Fm           Eb            Db                 Ab
Ain't got an army marching in with me through Hoover's door
 
Db           Ab            Bbm                   Ab
It's getting late I better find some place where I can sleep
Fm        Eb                Db                 Ab
My pillow debts I've left unpaid on these West Oakland streets
 
 



[Chorus]
Db     Ab          Bbm         Ab
"Up in arms, up in arms, up in arms!" I said
Fm             Eb               Db             Ab
Here comes the baddest man your eyes have ever graced
Db     Ab          Bbm         Ab
"Up in arms, up in arms, up in arms!" I said
 
[Acoustic interlude]
Fm Eb Db Ab
 
[Humming]
Db F Gb Db
Gb Db Eb Gb
 
Db F Gb Db
Gb Db Eb Gb
 
[Instrumental]
Db F Gb Db
Gb Db Eb Gb
 
Db F Gb Db
Gb Db Eb Gb
 
[Humming]
Db F Gb Db
Gb Db Eb Gb

20899. Up In The Clouds - Chords

Up In The Clouds 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
 
C / F / G G#dim / Am / Dm / G G7 / C Csus4 / C
 
[Verse 1]
 
Em        Dm        Bdim/D  Dm7  C
Up in the clouds is where   I    live
     G#dim  Am        D          G
Down in the ground is where I'll end up
C          F        G    G#dim Am
For half a century, till the   water
Dm     G       C Csus4 C
Washes me away
 
[Verse 2]
 
Em    Dm       Bdim/D Dm7 C
Every morning, it's   the same



   G#dim   Am       D       G
Coffee and memories fill my cup up
C           F            G     G#dim  Am
I drink 'em down on this merry-go  -  round
     Dm       G           C Csus4 C
That spins me through the days
 
[Chorus]
 
    Gm        F             F        C
And I've been thinking that I should learn
       Dm           C           G
How to do something new with my time
       Gm           F           F              C
Dig my hands in the dirt, build something that works
    D7                G   G7
Get all my loose ends tied
 
[Verse 3]
 
Em      Dm      Bdim/D Dm7   C
Open my window, birds  still sing
  G#dim Am        D7       G
I wanna learn all of their songs
C             F       G    G#dim Am
Sometime this century till the   water
Dm     G       C Csus4 C
Washes us away
 
[Solo]
 
Em / Dm / Bdim/D Dm7 / C / G#dim / Am / D7 / G / C / F / G G#dim / Am / Dm / G / C Csus4 /
 C
 
[Chorus]
 
    Gm        F             F        C
And I've been thinking that I should learn
       Dm           C           G
How to do something new with my time
       Gm           F           F              C
Dig my hands in the dirt, build something that works
    D7                G   G7
Get all my loose ends tied
 
[Verse 4]
 
Em      Dm      Bdim/D Dm7   C
Open my window, birds  still sing
    G#dim Am        D        G
I'm gonna learn all of their songs
C             F       G    G#dim Am
Sometime this century till the   water
Dm     G      C Csus4 C
Washes us away



20900. Up On A Mountain

Up On A Mountain (Larry W. Jones 09/15/2006) 

Up on a mountain overlooking the town
I can see down where the bright lights burn
You're looking pretty in your wedding gown
And you think it shouldn't be my concern
Up on a mountain my heart is crying
This could have been our wedding day
Up on a mountain my heart is dying
Why, oh why did I let you slip away
How could you fall for his lines so smooth
How could you go and say, I do
There's no way that mere words can soothe
My broken heart that cries over you
Up on a mountain my heart is crying
This could have been our wedding day
Up on a mountain my heart is dying
Why, oh why did I let you slip away
Up on a mountain my heart is crying
This could have been our wedding day
Up on a mountain my heart is dying
Why, oh why did I let you slip away

20901. Up On Cripple Creek

Up On Cripple Creek
The Band - Cabinet
Dustbowl Revival

When I get off of this mountain
You know where I wanna go?
Straight down the Mississippi River
To the Gulf of Mexico
To Lake Charles, Louisiana
Little Bessie, girl that I once knew
And she told me just to come on by
If there's anything she could do

Up on Cripple Creek, she sends me
If I spring a leak, she mends me
I don't have to speak, she defends me
A drunkard's dream if I ever did see one

Good luck had just stung me
To the race track I did go
She bet on one horse to win
And I bet on another to show



Odds were in my favor
I had 'em five to one
And that nag to win came around the track
Sure enough we had won

Up on Cripple Creek, she sends me
If I spring a leak, she mends me
I don't have to speak, she defends me
A drunkard's dream if I ever did see one

I took up all of my winnings
And I gave my little Bessie half
And she tore it up and threw it in my face
Just for a laugh
Now there's one thing in the whole wide world
I sure would like to see
That's when that little love of mine
Dips her doughnut in my tea

Up on Cripple Creek, she sends me
If I spring a leak, she mends me
I don't have to speak, she defends me
A drunkard's dream if I ever did see one
Now me and my mate were back at the shack
We had Spike Jones on the box
She said, "I can't take the way he sings
But I love to hear him talk"
Now that just gave my heart a throb
To the bottom of my feet
And I swore and I took another pull
My Bessie can't be beat

Up on Cripple Creek, she sends me
If I spring a leak, she mends me
I don't have to speak, she defends me
A drunkard's dream if I ever did see one

There's a flood out in California
And up north it's freezing cold
And this living off the road
Is getting pretty old
So I guess I'll call up my big mama
Tell her I'll be rolling in
But you know, deep down, I'm kinda tempted
To go and see my Bessie again

Up on Cripple Creek, she sends me
If I spring a leak, she mends me
I don't have to speak, she defends me
A drunkard's dream if I ever did see one

20902. Up On That Hill



Emmylou Harris
Up On That Hill

[Intro]
One, two, one two three

[Verse 1]
The blood that run your veins
Of all that you are made
It didn't start with you
As much as you would like it to

[Verse 2]
The path they set you on
Your battles lost and won
The fakin' and the show
And all you thought you wanted
All them things you think you want

[Chorus]
And in the land where all were mourning
You hear the band, you hear them call
You can be happy
You can be happy

[Verse 3]
You stood up on that hill
You thought you'd had your fill
Didn't want no pedestal
But mark my words you will
[Verse 4]
You heard your story told
You felt you were getting old
You thought it time to go
But you couldn't find no share of gold
That set you back on down the road

[Chorus]
And in the land where all are mourning
You hear the band, you hear them call
You can be happy
You can be happy

[Bridge]
So take your hopes and woes
Take your bruised ego
Light a fire here
Where the air is clear
Or take your sorrow, man
To your selfish land
Run your poor mouth there
See if they care

[Chorus]
And in the land where all are mourning
You hear the band, you hear them call
You can be happy
You can be happy



[Pedal Steel Guitar Solo]

[Chorus]
And in the land where all are mourning
You hear the band, you hear them call
You can be happy
You can be happy

20903. Up On The Divide - Chords

Up On The Divide 
Mighty Poplar

[Intro]
F C G C C/G
 
[Verse 1]
   F/C            C          G         C
Go cinch up the saddle, ol Dunny and me
      F            C                G
Gonna drive up the cattle where the snows used to be
  F              C           G           Am
I ain't much for nothin, but still I can ride
        F              C
And the springtime's a-comin
   G      C
Up on the divide,
 F            C          G         C
Springtime's a-comin up on the divide
 
 
[Verse 2]
   F            C          G        C
Ol Charlie he sold out and lost everything
   F        C           G
A fifty-two Chevy and a Navajo ring
F           C          G          Am
Busted flat broken and split open wide
        F              C
And the springtime's a-comin
   G      C
Up On the divide,
 F            C          G         C
Springtime's a-comin up on the divide
 
[Instrumental]
F C G C
F C G C
 
[Verse 3]
   F          C            G            C
My granddaddy died here in nineteen and three
       F           C        G



He left this old shotgun my daddy gave me
   F                C           G            Am
I hope there's someplace we can all rope and ride
        F              C
And the springtime's a-comin
   G      C
Up On the divide,
 F            C          G         C
Springtime's a-comin up on the divide
 
 
[Verse 4]
          F            C           G        C
Well that grave on the hillside is long overgrown
     F          C           G
Been twenty-two years since I gathered stones
    F          C            G           Am
and Twenty-two more since I made her my bride
        F              C
And the springtime's a-comin
   G      C
Up On the divide,
 F            C         G        C
Springtime's a-comin up on the divide
 
[Instrumental]
F C G C
F C G G
F C G Am
F C G C
 
[Verse 5]
    F            C            G           C
The coal company man wants to eat up your coal
             F            C                  G
First He'll swallow your cattle, then he'll swallow your soul
      F         C           G         Am
He'll dig you a grave about ten acres wide
        F              C
And the springtime's a-comin
   G      C
Up on the divide,
    F              C        G      C
The springtime's a-comin up on the divide
F              C     G      Am
Springtime's a-comin on the divide
F              C        G      C
Springtime's a-comin up on the divide
 
[Outro]
F C G C
F C G G
F C G Am
F C G C



20904. Up On The Hill

Up On The Hill

Chorus
When I die won't you bury me up on the hill
When I die won't you bury me on the hill
Up on the hill, up on the hill where the woods are quiet and the wind is still
When I die won't you bury me up on the hill
When I die won't you bury me up on the hill
When I die won't you bury me up on the hill
See the bluffs under the ridge looking down at the waters edge
When I die won't you bury me on that hill
Gonna lay me 6 feet down in the golden soil
Gonna lay me 6 feet down in the golden soil
In the golden soil my body be, at the foot of a walnut tree
Gonna lay me 6 feet down in the golden soil
(chorus)
I wanna hear those songbirds singing on my grave
I wanna hear those songbirds singing on my grave
Hear the mocking bird, meadowlark, and the Jay, the whippoorwill when it's not day
Wanna hear them songbirds singing on my grave
(chorus)
Gonna let my soul roll on out on the morning train
Gonna let my soul roll on out on the morning train
On the morning train, on the morning train with a little bit of sunshine, little bit of rain
Let my soul roll on out on the morning train.
(chorus)

20905. Up On The Hill Where They Do The Boogie

John Hartford - Up On the Hill Where They Do the Boogie
Norman Blake
Yonder Mountain String Band - Sam Bush Band
Leftover Salmon

Down in the city it's a pity what's there
All the kids in the gutter runnin' really bare
How much money do I have to get
To get me set where the jet set gets

Up on the hill where they do the boogie
(Do-do-do-do-do-do-do the boogie)
I wonder what they're doin' when they do-do the boogie
And I wonder what I'm doin' here

Down in the city if a-you ain't dead
You better watch that man, he gonna bust your head
Throw you over and leave you alone



He's a-twenty minutes late, He's gotta be back home

Up on the hill where they do the boogie
(Do-do-do-do-do-do-do the boogie)
I wonder what they're doin' when they do-do the boogie
And I wonder what I'm doin' here

The rat's in the alley and a roach on the floor
A businessman huntin' for a two-bit whore
I thought I heard some housewife say
I gotta go up the hill for the PTA

Up on the hill where they do the boogie
(Do-do-do-do-do-do-do the boogie)
I wonder what they're doin' when they do-do the boogie
And I wonder what I'm doin' here

A-Some folks say that a hippie won't steal
But I caught three in my corn field
One had a flag and the other had a bomb
And the third ol' boy was a-gettin' on home

Up on the hill where they do the boogie
(Do-do-do-do-do-do-do the boogie)
I wonder what they're doin' when they do-do the boogie
And I wonder what I'm doin' here

Now all I know about is a-what I read
A-see it comin' at me on the TV screen
Every time they boogie well it gives me a thrill
But they always seem to do it way up on the hill

Up on the hill where they do the boogie
(Do-do-do-do-do-do-do the boogie)
I wonder what they're doin' when they do-do the boogie
And I wonder what I'm doin' here
Do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do do do-do-do do-do

20906. Up On The Ridge

Dierks Bentley - Up On the Ridge

[Verse 1]
Let's blow out these city lights
Let's just leave it all behind
Get up where the air is still
You can hear the whippoorwill
Start a fire, pass the 'shine
Won't be home 'til morning time
Shout your name out in the wind
Confess my love for you again
Give you all I got to give
That's how we live up on the ridge



[Chorus]
Won't you come with me tonight
Where moonlight drips into your eyes
I just want one little kiss
When we get high up on the ridge

[Verse 2]
Hey, now, honey child
We'd be running free and wild
No one care what you do
Ain't no law to answer to
Dance around in the dirt
Listen to them crickets chirp
Hear old Jake start to howl
When he hears that old hoot owl
Give you all I got to give
That's how we live up on the ridge

[Chorus]
Won't you come with me tonight
Where moonlight drips into your eyes
I just want one little kiss
When we get high up on the ridge

[Verse 3]
Come on, girl, it's almost dawn
Let's get it 'fore the magic's gone
Tall, tall grass all around
Come on lay that blanket down
Wild flowers just like you
Lay on me like morning dew
Now take my hand walk with me
Sun come up through them trees
Give you all I got to give
That's how we live up on the ridge

[Chorus]
Won't you come with me tonight
Where moonlight drips into your eyes
I just want one little kiss
When we get high up on the ridge
I just want one little kiss
When we get high up on the ridge
(Three, four)

20907. Up On The Shelf

Up on the Shelf 
Lonesome River Band
 
When she said she loved me, I thought she meant forever 
I guess that I was foolin' myself 



I done my best to keep her, I swore I'd never leave her 
She's gone and put our love up on the shelf 
 
CHORUS : 
Up on the shelf, right beside our memories 
She's left me for another, I'm just a used to be 
She don't want me anymore she's found somebody else
She's gone and put our love up on the shelf 
 
The cards were stacked against me, my face, tells it all 
But I'll have to play the hand that I've been dealt 
Now she's off and runnin', and I never saw it comin' 
She's gone and put our love up on the shelf 

She's gone and put our love up on the shelf

20908. Up The Canyon

String Cheese Incident - Up the Canyon

As I chase that evening sun towards my home
I'm headed up the canyon all alone
My worries all behind me fade to black
I got my windows down, city to my back
Quiet contemplation, a few minutes to unwind
River's got me hypnotized and it slows my busy mind
I know what's waiting for me up around the next bend
I'm up the canyon headed home again
Sun is sinking low down in the west
Another working day has put me to the test
With every turn the air grows cooler as I climb
Up the canyon I feel better every time
Quiet contemplation, a few minutes to unwind
River's got me hypnotized and I love the smell of pine
Tomorrow brings another day of workin'
'til I'm up the canyon headed home again
River cuts a steady course from years of headin' seaward
I follow that canyon back upstream
River's song is pure and true, it never ages
And it's as timeless as a dream
I know what's waiting for me up around the next bend
I'm up the canyon headed home again

20909. Up The Ladder - Chords

Up The Ladder 
Town Mountain

[Intro]



C  G D  G Em
 
[Verse 1]
G
Well the boss man told me  Son, you gotta get straight 
Come in on Sunday and you gonna stay late
C
Please please sir now don't you do it to me
G
I need to get some rest and be with my lady
   D
He smiled and said you ain't got no say in this matter  {N.C.}
G
Shut your mouth and get up the ladder
 
 
[Chorus]
C
Up the ladder, nowhere to go
G
Feel the rungs slippin' under my toes
D
Tryin' to catch up everything is a clatter
G
Whoo son, now get up the ladder
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  C  G  D  G
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
Well my woman told me that she needs my time
She needs my thoughts, she needs my mind
C
Listen here baby you know I'm your man
    G
I'm asking you with sugar, can't you understand
D
My back's throwed out, my knees feel shattered
G
From half my life climbing up this ladder
 
 
[Chorus]
C
Up the ladder, nowhere to go
G
Feel the rungs slippin' under my toes
D
Tryin' to catch up everything is a clatter
G
Whoo, get up the ladder
 
 
[Instrumental]



C  G  D  G  x 2
 
 
[Verse 3]
G
Well my daddy told me I'm a be a big man
Have a good job, a family,  bank bonds as planned
C
Don't know Pop, that sounds a lot like you
             G
I think I'll have some kids, get a boat too
     D
Took the skiff out, there weren't no paddles
G
Hmm mmm get up the ladder
 
 
[Chorus]
C
Up the ladder with nowhere to go
G
Feel the rungs slippin' under my toes
D
Tryin' to catch up everything is a clatter
G
Whoo son, now get up the ladder
 
 
[Outro]
D  G

20910. Up This Hill And Down

Up This Hill And Down
Claire Lynch Band - Osborne Brothers

Well its 5 o'clock in the morning till 10 c'clock at night 
It's 5 o'clock in the morning until 10 o'clock at night
I work so hard to live that I ain't got no life

Up this hill and down, up this hill again
Up this hill and down, up this hill again
It's a might long road one ain't got no end

Sometimes I got me troubles, other times its misery
Sometimes I got such troubles other times its misery
It seems like everything bad just hanging round me

* Refrain

Someday I'm going to have money, and I won't have to work so hard
I'm saving up all my money so I won't have to work so hard
On Saturday spend it with my woman and on Sunday talk with my Lord



* Refrain

Well its 5 o'clock in the morning till 10 o'clock at night
It's 5 o'clock every morning untill 10 o'clock at night
I woke so hard to live that I ain't got no life

* Refrain

20911. Up To My Ears In Tears

Alan Jackson - Up To My Ears In Tears 

You told me you don't love me, when you walked out the door
I stood there feelin' lonely, then the tears began to pour
What else could I do, I'd never felt like that before
So I cried an ol' blue river in the middle of the floor
Now I'm up to my ears in tears
I'm cryin' night and day since you went away
The things you used to say honey, I no longer hear
The water's cold and clear, I'm drownin' for you dear
Up to my ears in tears
Well I found some old love letters you wrote me years ago
But the words all ran together when the tears began to flow
'Cause you left that water runnin' now it's got nowhere to go
If I can't wash away your memory guess I'll just go under slow
'Cause I'm up to my ears in tears
I'm cryin' night and day since you went away
The things you used to say honey, I no longer hear
The water's cold and clear, I'm drownin' for you dear
Up to my ears in tears
Yeah I'm up to my ears in tears
I'm cryin' night and day since you went away
The things you used to say honey, I no longer hear
That water's cold and clear, I'm drownin' for you dear
Up to my ears in tears
Yeah that water's cold and clear
I'm drownin' for you dear
Up to my ears in tears

20912. Up To No Good Livin'

Up to No Good Livin'
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Wish I could come home from workin'
And not have her checking  my breath
I'm tired of her turning her questions



Into the Gettysburg Address
There's no reason why she shouldn't trust me
The fact that she don't makes me mad
Can't count all the times that I've begged her
Honey, just let my past be the past

[Chorus]
I used to drink like a fish and run like a dog
Done a whole lotta shit not permitted by law
People called me the Picasso of painting the town
I've finally grown up
I've finally changed and that someone I was
Is somebody I ain't
But she finds it hard to believe that she's turned me around
So I'll probably die before I live all my
Up to no good livin' down

[Verse 2]
Gave up on bringing her flowers
That just kept making things worse
I ain't been guilty of nothing
But being the man she deserves

[Chorus]
I used to drink like a fish and run like a dog
Done a whole lotta shit not permitted by law
People called me the Picasso of painting the town
I've finally grown up
I've finally changed and that someone I was
Is somebody I ain't
But she finds it hard to believe that she's turned me around
So I'll probably die before I live all my
Up to no good livin' down
I used to cuss like a sailor and howl at the moon
And I woke up some mornings with I-don't-know-who
But I never dreamed back then I'd have to pay for it now
You know, I'll probably die before I live all my
Up to no good livin' down
Yeah, I'll have to die before I live all my
Up to no good livin' down

20913. Uphill Climb

Uphill Climb 
Lou Reid & Carolina
 
Starin' out the windshield 
Tryin' to drive you from my mind 
But each billboard shows a picture of your face   
I got to keep those wheel rollin' 
But inside I'm breakin' down 
'Cause I lost a love, that just can't be replaced 
 



CHORUS :  
It's an uphill climb, since we're apart 
My body tries, but I lost my heart 
And I been on, this road so long 
Tryin' to make this uphill climb since you been gone 
  
You said I'd find another 
Once we'd gone our separate ways 
But I guess you never felt the way I do   
I guess it's not so easy, crossing bridges on your own 
When someone's always pulling back on you 
 
And I been on this road so long 
Tryin' to make this uphill climb since you been gone

20914. Upside Down

Upside Down
Watchhouse

[Verse 1]
I knew right from the start
You'd come along and break my heart a thousand ways
And put it back together again
You could've been anyone
You came along like a setting sun
On a hard day I thought would never end

[Verse 2]
I've been haunted all my life, kept a light on day and night
Just a fool's way to see what can't be seen
I have something on my mind, was it you on the other side
Just trying to find your way home to me?

[Bridge]
Now your footsteps echo in the hall
You've known me all your life
I swear I've missed you all of mine
And now you're here
And I'll always be right by your side
In this and the next life

[Chorus]
I'm yours and you are mine
I'm yours and you are mine
I'm yours and you are mine
I'm yours and you are mine

[Verse 3]
Oh, look at miss-blue-eyes running 'round
Oh, the sweetest sight I have found
Turned the whole world upside-down



[Outro]
I knew right from the start
You'd come along and break my heart a thousand ways
And put it back together again

20915. Upside Down

Upside Down
Watchhouse

[Verse 1]
I knew right from the start
You'd come along and break my heart a thousand ways
And put it back together again
You could've been anyone
You came along like a setting sun
On a hard day I thought would never end

[Verse 2]
I've been haunted all my life, kept a light on day and night
Just a fool's way to see what can't be seen
I have something on my mind, was it you on the other side
Just trying to find your way home to me?

[Bridge]
Now your footsteps echo in the hall
You've known me all your life
I swear I've missed you all of mine
And now you're here
And I'll always be right by your side
In this and the next life

[Chorus]
I'm yours and you are mine
I'm yours and you are mine
I'm yours and you are mine
I'm yours and you are mine

[Verse 3]
Oh, look at miss-blue-eyes running 'round
Oh, the sweetest sight I have found
Turned the whole world upside-down

[Outro]
I knew right from the start
You'd come along and break my heart a thousand ways
And put it back together again



20916. Uptown Down Home Good Ol' Boy

Uptown Down Home Good Ol' Boy
Garth Brooks - Uptown Down Home Good Ol' Boy

He'll never wear a business suit
Cowboy hats and bull hide boots just suit him fine
See that buckle shine

He won it in a rodeo
On a horse named Desperado
And he won the ride but he broke his back
Hit so hard he heard it crack
No more rodeo

But you can't keep a good man down
A line of western wear uptown heard of his fame
And they bought his name

Now he looks down from a suite
At the silver limo parked out on the street
And he's not just a face in a martini crowd
He drinks long neck Bud and gets a little loud
The mans back on his feet

He's an uptown down-home good ol boy
In a business world so fast
On a horse of a different color
But hell hang on til the last
He's still the local hero
He's the hometown pride and joy
He's an uptown down-home good ol boy

A woman loved him through it all
Through his rowdy days and his hardest fall when he almost died
She stayed by his side

She's still right there today
He wouldn't have it any other way
And he never did get too proud
To hang out with the same old crowd
Were proud to say

He's an uptown down-home good ol boy
In a business world so fast
Oh but its a different saddle
Than he once rode in the past
He's still the local hero
He's the hometown pride and joy
He's an uptown down-home good ol boy
He's an uptown down-home good ol boy



20917. Urge For Going

Urge For Going
Joni Mitchell - Darrell Scott

I awoke today and found frost perched on my town
It hovered in a frozen sky and it gobbled summer down
When the sun turns traitor cold
And shivering trees are standing in a naked row
I get the urge for going but I never seem to go

I get the urge for going, when the meadow grass is turning brown
and summertime is falling down and winter's closing in

I had a girl in summertime, with summer-colored skin
And not another man in town my darling's heart could win
But when the leaves fell tremblin' down
And bully winds did push their faces in the snow
She got the urge for going and I had to let her go

She got the urge for going when the meadow grass was turning brown
And summertime was falling down and winter was closing in

Now the warriors of winter gave a cold triumphant shout
And all that stays is dying, all that lives is getting out
See the geese in chevron flight
Flappin' and a-racin' on before the snow
They've got the urge for going; they've got the wings to go

They get the urge for going when the meadow grass is turning brown
And summertime is falling down and winter's closing in

I'll ply the fire with kindling, pull the blankets to my chin
I'll lock the vagrant winter out and bolt my wandering in
I'd like to call back summertime
And have her stay for just another month or so
But she's got the urge for going, I guess she'll have to go

She gets the urge for going when the meadow grass is turning brown
And all her empire's falling down and winter's closing in
And I get the urge for going when the meadow grass is turning brown
And summertime is falling down ...

Note:

Gender changed from original lyrics.

20918. Us Against The World

Us Against the World
Downhill Bluegrass Band

I've assembled myself



and I've poisoned the well
I've cursed and I cried out for help
Now I run in this haze
trying to backtrack the traces
to where I first saw that smile on your face

And to hell with it all
I might win I might fall
we said it was all for the best
here we silently bowed
and we made our vows
It was us against the world

I was lost you were hurt
we carved our names in the dirt
and sealed our confessions in blood
when we walked down the aisle
the trees trembled and smiled
we could have walked for a thousand years

But we picked the wrong trail
I don't know where we failed
well I guess we weren't blessed from the start
But we held on to our dream
and we sang out our theme
Us against the world

But the wind lost direction
the sky its reflection
all the colors blurred into grey
we got scared of the ones
that sang for no reason
while the days just faded away

Well I know that they say
that all flesh is hay
but it won't give me no time to rest
I'll be home by tonight
so don't shut out the light
 cause it's us against the world

20919. Usa Today

Alan Jackson - Usa Today 

I heard you've been wondering
How I'm getting along
I guess you think I can't make it with you gone
But I don't want you to worry
Don't you lose any sleep
But a man called long-distance this morning
Said they're thinking about putting me
On the cover of the USA Today



The story of heart-breaking pain
Picture of the loneliest man they claim in the USA Today
I don't sleep in the nighttime
Darkness reminds me of you
I lost eight pounds since last Tuesday
But I could stand to lose a few
I don't believe I'm too bad
People say I look fine
The man from the paper seems happy
Says I'm bigger than the latest crime
On the cover of the USA Today
The story of heart-breaking pain
Picture of the loneliest man they claim in the USA Today
So if you're concerned in trouble
Then you're hurting me
Don't you work out this little thing called losing you
Has made a big man out of me
I'm on the cover of the USA Today
The story of heart-breaking pain
Picture of the loneliest man they claim in the USA Today

20920. Use Me (Brutal Hearts)

Sturgill Simpson - Use Me (Brutal Hearts)

[Verse 1: Dove Cameron]
Are you the brutal heart?
Are you the brutal heart that I've been lookin' for?
'Cause if you're lookin' for love, you can look for that door
Hearts
Hearts that break the night in two
And arms that can hold you, that's true

[Chorus: Dove Cameron & Johnny Blue Skies]
So use me
So use me

[Verse 2: Johnny Blue Skies]
I don't mind at all
I don't mind that you only call me when you want
And I'm just glad you want me at all
And hearts
Hearts that break the night in two
And arms that can hold you, that's true

[Chorus: Dove Cameron & Johnny Blue Skies]
So use me
So use me

[Verse 3: Dove Cameron, Both, Johnny Blue Skies]
Are we brutal hearts?
Are we brutal hearts that break the night in two?
'Cause I just want this night with you



I don't like the man (No, I don't likR the man)
I don't like the man that I am (You arR)
'Cause I just want this night with you
So let's take this night from black to blue
So let's take this night from black to blue

[Chorus: Dove Cameron & Johnny Blue Skies, Dove Cameron]
So use me
So use me
(Hey)

[Post-Chorus: Johnny Blue Skies]
Use me
Use me

20921. Use Me Up

Use Me Up
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
You're the kind of man
That takes what he can
And doesn't ask
Well, this trait I can't condone
But I am told that in this state
I acquiesce

Occasionally a man for free
Is exactly what I need
And how long has it been since I have given in
To what I see was right in front of me?

[Pre-Chorus]
Now I am all alone and far from home
And I don't always know what's good for me
The more time that we spend in my bed
And you're playing with my head
I get turned around, around, round

[Chorus]
'Cause you use me up
And you wear me down
When I'm ahead I give up
When I'm glad, I frown
Oh, I'm this way and I'm that way
'Cause it's your way or the highway

'Cause you use me up (you use me up)
And you wear me down (and you wear me down)
Oh, you use me up (you use me up)
(And you wear me down)



[Verse 2]
Well, you're the kind of man
That wants what he can't have
And so he goes
I guess that I'm the same
So who's to blame?
Just the same, I'd like to know

Occasionally some room to breathe
Is exactly what I need
And how long has it been since I have had a friend
That'll make me see what's right in front of me?

[Pre-Chorus]
Now I am all alone and far from home
And I don't always know what's good for me
The more time that we spend in my bed
And you're playing with my head
I get turned around, around, around
(Ooh)

[Chorus]
'Cause you use me up ('cause you use me up)
And you wear me down (and you wear me down)
When I'm ahead, I give up (I'm ahead, give up)
When I'm glad, I'm frown (when I'm glad, I-)
Oh, I'm this way and I'm that way (ooh)
'Cause it's your way or the highway (ooh)

Oh, you use me up ('cause you use me up)
And you wear me down (and you wear me down)
When I'm ahead, I give up (I'm ahead, give up)
When I'm glad, I'm frown (when I'm glad, I-)
Oh, I'm this way and I'm that way (ooh)
'Cause it's your way or the highway (ooh)

You use me up (you use me up)
And you wear me down (and you wear me down)
Oh, you use me up (you use me up)
And you wear me down (and you wear me down)
Ooh...

20922. Used Cars

Used Cars - Bruce Springsteen
Aoife O'Donovan

[Verse 1]
My little sister's in the front seat with an ice cream cone
My ma's in the backseat, sittin' all alone
As my pa steers her slow out of the lot
For a test drive down Michigan Avenue



[Verse 2]
Now, my ma, she fingers her wedding band
Watches the salesman stare at my old man's hands
He's tellin' us all 'bout the break he'd give us if he could, but he just can't
Well, if I could, I swear I know just what I'd do

[Chorus]
Now mister, the day the lottery I win
I ain't ever gonna ride in no used car again

[Verse 3]
Now the neighbors come from near and far
As we pull up in our brand new used car
I wish he'd just hit the gas and let out a cry
And tell 'em all they can kiss our asses goodbye

[Verse 4]
My dad, he sweats the same job from mornin' to mornin'
Me, I walk home on the same dirty streets where I was born
Up the block, I can hear my little sister in the front seat blowin' that horn
The sounds echoin' all down Michigan Avenue

[Chorus]
Now mister, the day my number comes in
I ain't ever gonna ride in no used car again

20923. Used To Be

Used To Be (Used-To-Be)
Bill Monroe - Doc Watson

You don't love me anymore my darling
I'm just a used to be to you
Those cold cold kisses that you gave me little darling
Proved to me you found somebody new

   Tomorrow's just another lonesome day
   And I know you'll want me far away
   Well you don't love me anymore my darling
   I'm just a used to be to you

Gone are the good old days that we spent together
And I don't know if I can stand the pain
Of knowing that you'll soon be gone forever
And I'll never know your love again

20924. Used To Be A Mountain



Used To Be A Mountain
Old Crow Medicine Show - Used To Be A Mountain

If you're thumbin' down a dog-town road
With your tongue back, draggin' ass, hotter than a train track
Harlan up to Middlesboro
With your coal seam, jimson weed, wildcat, wind speed
Big Sandy to the Big O
On an overdrive mainline, try to clear Kentucky alive
My, my, such a lost tribe

Don't you know
Don't you know
Don't you know
Don't you know, you know, you know

There used to be a mountain here
There used to be a river so clear, we could swim to the bottom
There was heart, there was soul, but I guess that we forgot 'em
'Cause there ain't nothin' standin' out the window but a sign on a slag pile
It says, it said there used to be a mountain here

If you're thumbin' down a drag-mine road
And your quickset toothache needs a little opiate
Lookin' for a pot a-gold
With a go-devil, Honda rebel, OxyContin coal shovel
Climb on up the tipple and go
Straight to a gunnysack, polecat
Mitch'll have a heart attack, you know

Don't you know
Don't you know
Don't you know, you know, you know

There used to be a mountain here
There used to be a river so clear, we could swim to the bottom
There was heart, there was soul, but I guess that we forgot 'em
'Cause there ain't nothin' standin' out the window but a sign on a slag pile
It says, it said there used to be a mountain here

There used to be a house on the edge of town
There used to be a job and a roller rink
Church on Sunday, passin' the plate around
There used to be a river full of catfish
We'd catch, just to let 'em go
Ah, we used to let it flow
But now, we've let ourselves go
Hey

So, if you're thumbin' down a coal town road
And you're all jacked, smoke-stacked, suckin' on a thumb tack
Swingin' at the end of ya rope
From a shoelace, total waste, sign your whole life away
Don't forget the debt that you're owed
From the fat cats, race rats, big Pharma, tall stacks
They're the ones a-diggin' the hole
All the way down to Guangzhou



Don't you know
Don't you know
Don't you know
Don't you know, you know, you know

There used to be a mountain here
There used to be a river so clear, we could swim to the bottom
There was heart, there was soul, but I guess that we forgot 'em
'Cause there ain't nothin' standin' out the window but a sign on a slag pile
It says, it said there used to be a mountain here (Hey, hey, hey)
There used to be a mountain here (Hey, hey, hey, hey)
There used to be a mountain here (Hey, hey, hey, hey)
There used to be a mountain

20925. Used To Get High

John Butler - Used To Get High

I used to get high for a living
Believing everything that I saw on my TV
I used to get high for a living
Eating all the bullshit food that they sold me
I used to get high for a living
Thinking that my destiny was out of my control
I used to get high for a living
There's lots of different reasons and I'll tell you so
Super size, large fries, Big Mac, Coca-cola, go on man
Pick your poison
Speed, weed, ecstasy, LSD, man, it don't bother me
'Cos we're all on something
Caffeine, cigarettes, alcohol, you know I'm clawing at the walls Trying to get my fix
Prozac, ADD tablets, coke, smack, now you know I am
Turning tricks 'cos
I used to get high for a living
Believing everything that I saw on my TV
I used to get high for a living
Eating all the bullshit food that they sold me
Yeah, that they sold me
Escape, can't wait, all trying to get away from this place man
That we're feeling
Can't deal, can't feel, what's real all trying to conceal
All this time we're stealing
No doubt, the route you're on, can't find the clout that
You've been needing
'Til then my friend you must contend with the monster
That you're feeding
I used to get high for a living
Believing everything that I saw on my TV
I used to get high for a living
Eating all the bullshit food that they sold me
I used to get high for a living
Thinking that my destiny was out of my control
I used to get high for a living



There's lots of different reasons and I'll tell you so
Got links of the Cheney, getting crazy, getting lazy with all their
Foreign relations
Starting wars, closing doors, trying to bring about one quicker man Revelations
Economic rationale calling fouls with the workers just trying to
Make it pay
Cost cutting, head butting, big business do what they like and you Do what they say
What's wrong get along, just prolong all the thoughts You got going on
On the inside
Appease, stand at ease, just try to please
All the apathy that you're trying to hide
How now brown cow
Did we get from this standing place
And now we're kneeling
'Til then my friend you must contend with the monster
That you're feeding
I used to get high for a living
Believing everything that I saw on my TV
I used to get high for a living
Eating all the bullshit food that they sold me
I used to get high for a living
Thinking that my destiny was out of my control
I used to get high for a living
There's lots of different reasons and I'll tell you so
I used to get high for...
I used to get high for...
I used to get high for...
I used to get high for...
I used to get high for...
I used to get high for...
I used to get high for...
I used to get high for...
I used to get high for a living
Believing everything that I saw on my TV
I used to get high for a living
Eating all the bullshit food that they sold me
I used to get high for a living
Thinking that my destiny was out of my control
I used to get high for a living
There's lots of different reasons and I'll tell you so

20926. Using My Bible For A Road Map

Using My Bible For A Road Map

I'm using my bible for a road map
The Ten Commandments they tell me what to do
The Twelve disciples are my road signs
And Jesus is there to see me through

There'll be no detours in heaven
No rough roads along the way
I'm using my bible for a road map



My last stop is heaven some sweet day

I'm using my bible for a road map
That journey I've been though you can too
They caused a passage of destruction
For God was at here as he came through

* Refrain

20927. Utah Carroll

Utah Carroll
Arr. Arlo Guthrie

So you ask me my kind friend
Why I am sad and still
And why my brow is darkened
Like the clouds upon the hill
Rein in your ponies closer
And I'll tell you all a tale
Of Utah Carroll, partner
And his last ride on the trail

In a grave without a headstone
Without a date or name
My partner lies there silent
In the land from which I came
Long ago we rode together
We'd ridden side by side
I loved him like a brother
And I wept when Utah died

While riding up one morning
And our work was almost done
The cattle quickly started
On a wild and maddening run
The boss's little daughter
Who was riding on that side
Rushed in to stop the stampede
It was there my partner died

Lenore upon her pony
Tried to turn the cattle right
But her blanket slipped beneath her
And she caught and held on tight
When we all saw that red blanket
Each cowboy held his breath
For should her pony fail her
None could save the girl from death

When the cattle saw the blanket
Almost dragging on the ground
They were maddened in a moment



And they charged with deafening sound
The girl soon saw her danger
And she turned her pony's face
And bending in her saddle
Tried the blanket to replace

Just then she lost her balance
In the front of that wild tide
Carroll's voice controlled the round up
"Lie still, Lenore" he cried
And then close up beside her
Came Utah riding fast
But little did the poor boy know
The ride would be his last

Full often from the saddle
He had caught the trailing rope
To pick her up at full speed
Was now his only hope
He swung low from his saddle
To take her to his arm
We thought that he'd succeeded
That the girl was safe from harm

But such a strain upon his saddle
Had ne'er been put before
And the cinches gave beneath him
And he fell beside Lenore
When the girl fell from her saddle
She had dragged the blanket down
It lay there close beside them
Where they lay upon the ground

Utah took the blanket
And to Lenore he said
"Lie still" and quickly running
Waved the red thing o'er his head
He turned the maddened cattle
From Lenore, his little friend
And as the mighty herd rushed toward him
He turned to met his end

And as the herd came on him
His weapon quickly drew
He was bound to die defended
As all brave cowboys do
The weapon flashed like lightning
And it sounded loud and clear
As the cattle rushed and killed him
He dropped the leading steer

When I broke through that wide circle
To where poor Utah lay
With a thousand wounds and bruises
His life blood ebbed away
I knelt down close beside him
And I knew that all was o'er



As I heard him faintly whisper
"Good-bye, my sweet Lenore"

Next morning at the churchyard
I heard the preacher say
"Don't think our kind friend Utah
Was lost on that great day
He was a much-loved cowboy
And not afraid to die
And we'll meet him at the round up
On the plains beyond the sky"

So you ask me my kind friend
Why I am sad and still
And why my brow is darkened
Like the clouds upon the hill
Rein in your ponies closer
And I'll tell you all a tale
Of Utah Carroll, partner
And his last ride on the trail

20928. Utah Maid - Chords

Utah Maid 
Pixie and The Partygrass Boys

Capo 2
 
[Intro]
G C G C G A D
G C G C G A D G
 
[Verse]
      G                          C         G
There once was a Utah maid, never could complain,
       C                   G
The Mormons here are really nice
        A                   D7
But for them to get to paradise
      G                          C           G
They never jump in bed, till the day they're wed.
    C                   G
Well good for them, but I need a man/girl
   A       D          G
I'm Christian, not dead.
 
        C                      G
Oh, you can't get laid, I'm living in Utah,
     D                     G        G7
I'm living in Utah, I'm living in Utah,
        C                      G
Oh, you can't get laid, I'm living in Utah,
       D        D7          G



I'm living in Utah, 'til the day I die.
 
[Instrumental]
         G                          C                 G
Oh, the Western states are keen to legalize the green
      C                  G
They've opened up dispensaries
      A                   D7
and they take care of your toking needs.
    G                      C              G
But not in Utah state, they won't cooperate
         C                  G
So, we'll import until the courts
      A       D          G
Give us a reason to celebrate.
 
        C                       G
Oh, you can't smoke weed, I'm living in Utah,
        D                 G        G7
I'm living in Utah, I'm living in Utah.
        C                       G
Oh, you can't smoke weed, I'm living in Utah,
       D      D7            G
I'm living in Utah, 'til the day I die.
 
[Instrumental]
        G                    C               G
Well, Utah can be weird, but I love living here
   C                     G
The outdoors are a hippie dream
            A                D7
And I love the Utah music scene.
        G                      C           G
So many ways to play, there's never a boring day
      C               G               A       D     G
And as for me, I love to ski, so I reckon I'm gonna stay.
 
        C                       G
Oh, I love to ski, I'm living in Utah,
      D                  G        G7
I'm living in Utah, I'm living in Utah.
        C                      G
Oh, I love to ski, I'm living in Utah,
       D        D7            G
I'm living in Utah, 'til the day I die.

V - 20929. V'la L'bon Vent

V'la L'bon Vent
Traditional

Derriere chez nous y-at-un etang (x 2)
Trois beau canards s'en vont baignant



CHORUS
V'la l'bon vent, v'la l'joli vent,
V'la l'bon vent, m'amie m'appelle
V'la l'bon vent, v'la l'joli vent,
V'la l'bon vent m'amie m'attend.

Le fils du roi s'en vont chassant (x2)
Avec son grand fusil d'argent

Visa le noir, tua le blanc (x2)
Et touts ses plumes s'en vont au vent

O fils du roi, tu es mechant! (x2)
D'avoir tuer mon canard blanc!

Y sont trois dams les remassant (x2)
Et nous ferons un lit de camp.

Nous coucherons tous deux de dans (x2)
Pour y avoir des p'tits enfants.

20930. V's of Birds

V's of Birds

I see blue skies and sunshine up ahead
V's of birds flying south for the winter
Ricks of wood line the side of the road 
Fire for the place to be warm

Listen, listen
I hear 'em teaching
And it's something I want to learn
Even fallen angels need shelter from the harm
When the winter winds have turned so cold
Tell me, tell me
Did you see it
Was it shining in the sky
Giving answers
Within the wisdom
Leaving space between the truth and lies

I see blue skies and sunshine up ahead
V's of birds flying south for the winter
Ricks of wood line the side of the road 
Fire for the place to be warm



20931. V-Bottom Boat

V-Bottom Boat
Blue Highway
(Shawn Lane/Cat Town Music, BMI)

If I can find a river or a fast little stream
Or a big ole high mountain
With a little lake in between
A v-bottom boat, a v-bottom boat
A v-bottom boat'll take me
Where I want to go
Ol' Noah cried out to the Lord
God what shall I do?
God said to build a v-bottom boat and
You'll get through
A v-bottom boat, a v-bottom boat
A v-bottom boat'll take you
Where you want to go
Cars, planes and trains can take you
Almost anywhere
But a v-bottom boat is how I'd rather
Get there
A v-bottom boat, a v-bottom boat
A v-bottom boat'll take me
Where I want to go
One day I'll find the stream that leads up to
My Savior fair
I'll ride in a v-bottom boat to meet him there

20932. Vabeeotchay

Keller Williams - Vabeeotchay

Walking in my running shoes
Arms flailing on a winter beach
The calmness of the off season
Dog is freaking out of reach
Unleashed insanity
With ears all a flappin'
Disregard for the uptight runner
With tongues and lips all a smackin'

*I like this place
But I have to Leave
Much better than reality

Pretend the movie Rollerball
As I blade top speed down the boardwalk
Zinging by all the blue hair
As I skate the races in my thoughts
Hopping cracks and dodging sand drifts
With only a timely precision



My mind is clear as a race car driver
I cannot afford a poor decision

Wet suit, booties, glove and a hood
A chill bites into me just watching
Freezing water as it should
No fear just balls
Then no stopping
Dropping in on a big chilly wall
Spectators with the metal detectors
Pedaling a low ride cruiser
With a rear view mirror and a red reflector

Virginia Beach, yep
Virginia Beach
Vabeeotchay

20933. Vacant Chair

Kathy Mattea - Vacant Chair

We shall meet, but we shall miss him
There will be one vacant chair
We shall linger to caress him
While we breathe our evening prayer;
When a year ago we gathered
Joy was in his mild blue eye
But a golden chord is severed
And our hopes in ruin lie
We shall meet, but we shall miss him
There will be one vacant chair
We shall linger to caress him
While we breathe our evening prayer
At our fireside, sad and lonely
Often will the bosom swell
At remembrance of the story
How our noble Willie sell;
How he strove to bear our banner
Through the thickest of the fight
And uphold our country's honor
In the strength of manhood's night
We shall meet, but we shall miss him
There will be one vacant chair
We shall linger to caress him
While we breathe our evening prayer
True, they tell us wreaths of glory
Ever more will deck his brow
But this soothes the anguish only
Sweeping o'er our heartstrings now
Sleep today, Oh early fallen
In thy green and narrow bed
Dirges from the pine and cypress
Mingle with the tears we shed



We shall meet, but we shall miss him
There will be one vacant chair
We shall linger to caress him
While we breathe our evening prayer

20934. Vacate

Keller Williams - Vacate

There's a line in the sky
Its jet exhaust
Its moccasin looking straight cloud
And if you turn your head sideways
It can look like a distant twister
Coming to swing a cow
A quarter mile
In three seconds.
And lift up my camper and drop her down
Not so gently

Ain't nothing to worry about
It's all under control
Ain't nothing to see here
Please vacate the premises

We must secure the area
And dust for prints
Let the evidence be fondled
Mentally attempt to solve
The mystery that's before you
With clues and leeches poppin' up
Take 'em down town for questioning

Ain't nothing to worry about
It's all under control
Ain't nothing to see here
Please vacate the premises

You have the right to remain silent
As well as to yell!
At the top of your lungs
Why abuse your rights
Why not abuse your wrongs
Its there where the fun begins and the things
We see in the clouds become real

She creeps by candle light
Shadows to start conversing
And the flowers on the bedspread
Waiting to suck me up
I drift to unconsciousness
Only to awake
Till metal starts grinding on pavement



Riding next to my head

Line in the sky
Its jet exhaust
Its moccasin looking straight cloud
And if you turn your head sideways
It can look like a distant twister
Coming to swing a cow
A quarter mile
In three seconds
A lift up my camper and drop her down
Not so gently

Ain't nothing to worry about
It's all under control
Ain't nothing to see here
Please vacate the premises

20935. Val's Cabin

Val's Cabin
Laurie Lewis

When I was a kid and the summers were free
d
We'd pile in a car with no A.C
A
And point it east into the heat
E
Across the Central Valley

a
We'd drive our mama near insane
d
'Til she'd pull off of that big four lane
a
And we started up the winding road
E a
To Val's cabin

About half-way to the mountain top
We'd pull off the road and come to a stop
By a rustic cabin with the shutters locked
Sure, it was cooler, but still damn hot
But the pine and scotch-broom were in the air
The river was just a few miles from there
Just a ways down the winding road
Past Val's cabin

Chorus:
d
And the river runs through all my memories
A F#m



Twisting and plunging between the trees
Bm
Sliding past great granite boulders
E
Smooth and warm as giants' shoulders
d
Now they've chained her and they've changed her
A F#m
So the fish can't even claim her
a
And I can't find the winding road
e a
To Val's cabin

On a long and dusty old dirt track
We'd walk to the river and then trudge back
Stopping to talk to every horse
Every friendly dog, and every cat
In the water ditch along the road
We'd hide from the sun and dangle our toes
Then we'd start up the winding road
To Val's cabin

Chorus

Now twenty years later I'm climbing that hill
Roaring up the highway past Soulsbyville
It's an oven outside, but it's cool in here
In this air-conditioned automobile
It's four-lane concrete all the way
They've straightened the curves and smoothed the grades
They've covered up the winding road
To Val's cabin

Chorus

20936. Valentine - Chords

Valentine 
I Draw Slow

[Verse]
Am                                 C
Everybody hears you singing at the bar
    Dm                               C
but none ever hears you crying in my arms
F                            C            Am
oh i can't tell you baby its all gonna be alright
         Dm                          C
wouldn't lie, wouldn't lie to you my friend
      Dm                         C
cause now we're getting near the end
 



Am                                 C
Everybody loves the sin when you're the sinner
    Dm                               C
and they all play the loser to your winner
F                            C            Am
oh i can't tell you baby its all gonna be alright
         Dm                          C
wouldn't lie, wouldn't lie to you my friend
      Dm                         C
cause now we're getting near the end
 
[Chorus]
G
Small world just got bigger
anybody else woulda pulled that trigger
    F         Am           C
but oh its my hearts on the line
G
and all you ever share with me
is your troubled mind
        Am           Dm           C
oh valentine oh valentine oh valentine
 
[Verse]
Am                                 C
Told you not to come back home like this again
    Dm                               C
but now i haven't seen you round
F                            C            Am
since i don't know when
         Dm                          C
and you think i woulda learned a lot
      Dm                         C
from loving you to brazen it out
Am                                 C
not a word not a word of this is true
    Dm                               C
your just doing what you always do
 
Am                                 C
everybody hears you singing at the bar
    Dm                               C
but they don't wait to find out who you are
F                            C            Am
oh if they got closer baby,
         Dm                          C
its not hard to figure it out
      Dm                         C
not a word not a word of this is true
Am                                 C
your just doing what you always do
 
[Chorus]
G
Small world just got bigger
anybody else woulda pulled that trigger
    F         Am           C



but oh its my hearts on the line
G
and all you ever share with me
is your troubled mind
        Am           Dm           C
oh valentine oh valentine oh valentine
 
[Bridge]
Dm C
F Am C x3
 
[Chorus]
G
Small world just got bigger
anybody else woulda pulled that trigger
    F         Am           C
but oh its my hearts on the line
G
and all you ever share with me
is your troubled mind
        Am           Dm           C
oh valentine oh valentine oh valentine
 
[Outro]
        Am           Dm           C
oh valentine oh valentine oh valentine x2

20937. Valentine's Day

Steve Earle - Valentine's Day

I come to you with empty hands
I guess I just forgot again
I only got my love to send on Valentine's Day

I ain't got a card to sign
Roses have been hard to find
I only hope that you'll be mine on Valentine's Day
I know that I swore that I wouldn't forget
I wrote it all down, I lost it, I guess

There's so much I want to say
But all the words just slip away
The way you love me, every day 
is Valentine's Day

If I could I would deliver to you
Diamonds and gold, it's the least I can do
So if you'll take my IOU
I could make it up to you
Until then I hope my heart'll do for Valentine's Day
For Valentine's Day



20938. Valentines Day - Chords

Valentines Day
Steve Earl - Valentines Day
From the album "I Feel Alright", Warner Bros

A                  C#
I come to you with empty hands
D               A  
I guess I just forgot again
Dm              A      
I only got my love to send
E7/G#          A    E7/G#
On Valentine's Day

A              C#
I ain't got a card to sign
D                A
Roses have been hard to find
Dm                A        F#m
I only hope that you'll be mine
D   E7/G#      A
On Valentine's Day

  D           A/C#         E7/G#       A
I know that I swore that I wouldn't forget
D              A       C#        F#m   E7/G#
I wrote it all down, I lost it I guess

A                  C#       
There's so much I want to say
D                       A
But all the words just slip away
Dm                  A     F#m
The way you love me every day
D   E7/G#      A
Is Valentine's Day

D          A/C#       E7/G#    A 
If I could I would deliver to you
D            A               C#         F#m   E7/G#
Diamonds and gold, it's the least I can do

A                    C#
So if you'll take my IOU
D               A
I could make it up to you
Dm                   A          F#m
Until then I hope my heart will do
D    C#         F#m   E
For Valentine's Day
D        E7/G#   A
For Valentine's Day



CHORDS USED:

   A     A/C#    C#     D      Dm     E    E7/G#   F#m
/--0--//--0--//--X--//--2--//--1--//--0--//--X--//--2--//
/--2--//--2--//--2--//--3--//--3--//--0--//--3--//--2--//
/--2--//--2--//--1--//--2--//--2--//--1--//--4--//--2--//
/--2--//--2--//--3--//--0--//--0--//--2--//--2--//--4--//
/--0--//--4--//--4--//-----//-----//--2--//--X--//--4--//
/-----//-----//-----//-----//-----//--0--//--4--//--2--//

20939. Valerie

Richard Thompson - Valerie 
Emmylou Harris

Oh, Valerie, you give me heart attack
Oh, Valerie, you put me on the rack
Oh, you say that I'm history, you say I'm no good
Then you want to be two babes in the wood

That's what I call playing to the gallery
Well, I'm a-wait, wait, waiting for Valerie

Hey, Valerie, she got a scar down here
Valerie, she got gold in her ear
A figure like this, lips like that
Red fingernails, teeth like a cat

She never gets home till five or four or three
Well, I'm a-wait, wait, waiting for Valerie

Well, I'm soft in the head, I give her hard cash
She spends all my money on junk and trash, nylon fur, plastic shoes
And fifty-seven things she's never going to use
Never, never, never going to use
Oh, Valerie, oh, Valerie, oh, Valerie

Well, Valerie, you're going to choke or drown
Valerie, why don't you put that down?

If you don't get over this eating jag
They're going to take you home in a body bag
I can't stand to see one more calorie
Well, I'm a-wait, wait, waiting for Valerie

Now every time I turn my back
She's 'round the corner, looking for a crack
It's going to be the ruin of me
Well, I'm running on nervous energy
Running on nervous energy

Oh, Valerie, she want to move out of town



Valerie, she want the money down

She want leopard-skin this, tiger-skin that
Matching luggage, lipstick, hat
I can't afford her on my salary
Still I'm a-wait, wait, waiting for Valerie

I'm a-wait, wait, waiting for Valerie
I'm a-wait, wait, waiting for Valerie
Valerie, oh, Valerie, well

20940. Valerie - Chords

Valerie 
The Brothers Comatose

[Intro]
D Em (x2)
 
[Verse]
          D
Well, sometimes I go out by myself
                      Em
And I look across the water
      D
And I think of all the things, what you're doing
                         Em
And in my head I paint a picture
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Since I've come on home
         F#m
Well, my body's been a mess
     G
I've missed your ginger hair
        F#m                    G
And the way you like to dress
                        F#m
Won't you come on over
                          Em  Em7  A
Stop making a fool out of me
            A7       D
And come on over Valerie?
         Em            D             Em
Woah Valerie, woah Valerie, woah Valerie
 
 
[Verse]
        D
Did you have to go to jail
 



Put your house on up for sale
                   Em
Did you get a good lawyer?
 
        D
Did you have to pay that fine
 
You were dodging all the time
                 Em
Or did he fix it for ya?
 
        D
Are you shopping anywhere
 
Changed the color of your hair
        Em
Are you busy?
 
           D
I hope you didn't catch a tan
 
Hope you find the right man
              Em
Are you still dizzy?
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Since I've come on home
         F#m
Well, my body's been a mess
     G
I've missed your ginger hair
        F#m                    G
And the way you like to dress
                        F#m
Won't you come on over
                          Em  Em7  A
Stop making a fool out of me
            A7       D
And come on over Valerie?
         Em            D             Em
Woah Valerie, woah Valerie, woah Valerie
 
 
[Interlude]
D Em (x2)
 
 
[Verse]
          D
Well, sometimes I go out by myself
                      Em
And I look across the water
      D
And I think of all the things, what you're doing
                         Em



And in my head I paint a picture
 
 
[Chorus]
G
Since I've come on home
         F#m
Well, my body's been a mess
     G
I've missed your ginger hair
        F#m                    G
And the way you like to dress
                            F#m
Why don't you come on over
                          Em  Em7  A
Stop making a fool out of me
            A7       D
And come on over Valerie?
         Em            D             Em
Woah Valerie, woah Valerie, woah Valerie
 
 
[Outro]
         D
Woah Valerie
         Em
Woah Valerie
         D
Woah Valerie
         Em
Woah Valerie
N.C.
Woah Valerie

20941. Valley

Trampled by Turtles - Valley

Down by the wild wood water
You jumped right in
Swallowed the whole damn package
See you later friend
It's alright to remember
What you should of said
With all them angels dying
In your cloudy head

There's peace in the Valley
Just give it some time
And you do all you can
But you're just a man
So you walk away.



There's no use in fighting
You just lose your breath
She covered her weary eyes
Gently wished for death

There's peace in the Valley
Just give it some time
And you do all you can
With your two good hands
Then you walk away

It's all dust and memories
I realized today
But its all we'll carry
As time slips away

There's peace in the Valley
Just give it some time
And I do all I can
To try and understand
Before its over and done

20942. Valley

John Butler - Valley (Acoustic)

[Verse 1]
So have you been to the valley lately?
Have you noticed that the shepherd is gone?
So walk gently, lady
As you walk along
'Cause I once, I fought for his forces
But that cross bears nothing now
I've seen all but your crusades succeed, and it's
Growing sour

[Chorus]
Yeah, gonna be a long time waitin'
Things are always looking a little better when you're on the backside of them
Then you know all that you think you might need to know
Even then, my little wing, you'll have to grow

[Verse 2]
So have you been to your god lately?
No, Jesus Christ, nowhere to be seen
But he is not, not therR, my matey
Maybe he's nRver been
So have you been to your church lately?
No, cannot find the key to your home
They got no support for you now, my friend
They got problems of their own

[Chorus]



Yeah, gonna be a long time waitin'
Things are always looking a little better when you're on the backside of them
Then you know all that you think you might need to know
Even then, my little wing, you'll have to grow, hey

[Outro]
You'll have to grow
You'll have to grow
You'll have to grow
Oh, grow

20943. Valley Of Peace

Valley Of Peace
Country Gentlemen

There's an old broken lock on the old cabin door
The cracks and the holes in the old cabin floor
In my tumble down shack I long to go back
And dwell in that shack ever more

Peace, peace the Valley of peace
Where sorrows are known
Like a heaven, yes heaven it seems
Peaceful valley my home

Through an old broken window the lights I let shine
Twinkles and shines through the honeysuckle vine
By the old rustic well there's a sweet little Nell
And for me I know how she pines

* Refrain

20944. Valley Of Tears

Valley Of Tears
Gillian Welch - Valley Of Tears

I've been riding high, but I don't know why
Everybody wants to send me down to' the' valley of tears
It's' a sunny day down along my' way
Everybody wants to send me down to the valley of tears
People stand in a line just to hear me cry
And I wanna know the other side
Everyone I choose only brings bad news
Everybody wants to send me down to the valley of tears
People stand in a line just to hear me cry
I wanna know the other side
It's a sunny day down along my way



But everybody wants to send me down to the valley of tears
Well everybody wants to send me down to the valley of tears
Well everybody wants to send me down to the valley of tears

20945. Valley Of The Shenandoah

valley of the shenandoah
carter family 

(verse 1)
D
As we sit alone tonight,

In the stillness of the night,
A D
I picture happy scenes of long ago,

Of a maiden fair and bright,

Who is sleeping there tonight,
A D
In the valley of the Shenandoah ridge,

(chorus)
A A7
It was in the month of June,
D
When the roses were in bloom,
G D A-A7
When I held her in my arms and softly said,
D
Darling in the coming spring,

I'll be coming back again,
A D
To the valley of the Shenandoah ridge,

(verse 2)
D
When I left her all alone,

In our Shenandoah home,
A D
She promised she'd be waiting there for me,

But the angels came along,

And took her from our home,
A D
From the valley of the Shenandoah ridge,

(chorus)
A A7



It was in the month of June,
D
When the roses were in bloom,
G D A-A7
When I held her in my arms and softly said,
D
Darling in the coming spring,

I'll be coming back again,
A D
To the valley of the Shenandoah ridge,

(verse 3)
When the evening shadows fall,
In memory I recall,
A pledge when giving her a ring,
Darling in the coming spring,
I'll be coming back again,
To the valley of the Shenandoah ridge,

(chorus)
A A7
It was in the month of June,
D
When the roses were in bloom,
G D A-A7
When I held her in my arms and softly said,
D
Darling in the coming spring,

I'll be coming back again,
A D
To the valley of the Shenandoah ridge,

20946. Vamp In The Middle

Vamp In The Middle
New Grass Revival - Norman Blake

Make my bed
With a crease in the middle
Make my home
In the Hollywood of shills
And I make my living
With a hillbilly fiddle
Playing littel runs
With the funny little fills

Well got me a gal
From playing on my fiddle
And the farder that I fiddle
The harder that she comes along
But we gotta get happy



When we wiggle in the middle
That's when I know
That I want to come home

Play, fiddle, play
All day long I hear you screaming at mt
Way far away in the yard

Well, I wrote this song
With a vamp in the middle
And I knew when I wrote it
That I'd written it for the fiddle

Play, fiddle, play
All day long I hear you screaming at me
Way far away in the yard

20947. Van De Loup

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Van de Loup

M'a t'conter l'histoire de ma van, man
Pogné Ã§a Ã  gang, man
Il était une fois une van de band
C'est pas du Ram non c'est du GMC
Pis c'est fiable en ostie
T'es en voiture lÃ  tu jases
Tu décolles Ã§a pis l'monde se tasse
Envoye sors tes jewels bling bling
On va racer su'a Racine
Faire nos frais chiés  ec notre van de loup
Mister T s'rait jaloux
Envoye pars su'un start, fais crier tes straps
Le sub dans l'tap, dance mix 2004
Go l'show d'boucanne
Sors la Coors Light en cacannes
Envoye siffle les pitounes pis sors-toi l'coude
Ouuuhh c'est d'mÃªme qu'Ã§a marche
Quand t'as une van de loup
Aouuuhh c'est d'mÃªme qu'Ã§a marche
Quand t'as un Chevrolet 6.2 89
Ouuuhh c'est d'mÃªme qu'Ã§a marche
Quand t'as une van de loup
Aouuuhh c'est d'mÃªme qu'Ã§a marche
Quand t'as un Chevrolet 6.2 89

20948. Vandalized



Chris Stapleton
Vandalized

[Verse 1]
If I was a wall, you'd take a can
And you'd spray paint, paint all over this man
If I was a car, you'd take a key
Put the medal to the medal 'til you leave me...

[Chorus]
Feeling like I'm vandalized
You can't stop getting off, your love breaking, making me
Scandalized
I get burned, I don't learn, so in turn, I get vandalized

[Post-Chorus]
Hey, hey, hey
Hey, hey, hey
Hey, hey, hey

[Verse 2]
If I was a window, you'd find a rock
Throw a fast ball through me with all you got
If I was a priceless work of art, you'd draw a mustache on me
That's just how you are

[Chorus]
Girl, you're just vandalized
You can't stop getting off, girl, your love breaking me, making me
Scandalized
I get burned, I don't learn, so in turn, i get vandalized
[Post-Chorus]
Hey, hey, hey
Hey, hey, hey
Hey, hey, hey

[Bridge]
Why do I keep coming back?
Why do I keep coming back?
I'm a mailbox, you're a baseball bat
You don't care how i feel
You just don't care how i feel
Your an egg and I'm a windshield

[Chorus]
So, I get just vandalized
You can't stop getting off, girl, your love breaking me, making me
Scandalized
I get burned, i don't learn, so in turn, I get vandalized
Vandalized
You can't stop getting off, girl, your love breaking me, making me
Scandalized
Well, I get burned, I don't learn, so in turn, I get vandalized

[Outro]
Hey, hey, hey
Hey, hey, hey
Hey, hey, hey



Girl you love breaking me, don't ya?
Hey, hey, hey
Hey, hey, hey
Oh, vandalized
Hey, hey, hey
Hey, hey, hey

20949. Vanity

The Avett Brothers - Vanity 

I've got something to say
But it's all vanity, it's all vanity
I found a tune I could play
But it's all vanity, it's all vanity

Call off the guards
Call off the search
Their heads are chopped off
They're running in circles
They're running in circles

I have a plan for the day
But it's all vanity, it's all vanity
I've got love pouring out of my veins
But it's all vanity, it's all vanity

Call off the guards
Call off the search
Their heads are chopped off
They're running in circles
They're running in circles
Running in circles
They're running in circles

I've got something to say
But it's all vanity, it's all vanity
I've got love pouring out of my veins
But it's all vanity, it's all vanity

20950. Vanity

Vanity - Acoustic Syndicate

These shoes I'm wearing
They hurt my feet
The ain't much to look at
Walking on the street
This shirt that I have on



It makes me look old
I'²m just out of style
Or so I'm told

Its so complicated
Complex by design
I cant win this game we play
But it's only the outside
Vanity on display
But the soul'²s on the inside
A heart of gold will serve when beauty fades
I hope it'²s not today
I hope it's not today

My sunglasses wont stay on my head
I need a five hundred dollar pair instead
My hair style is old school it'²s easy to see
It's not like the boys I see on TV

It'²s so complicated
Complex by design
I can't win this game we play
But it'²s only the outside
Vanity on display
But the soul's on the inside
A heart of gold will serve when beauty fades
I hope it's not today
I hope it'²s not today
Not today
I hope it'²s not today
My wardrobe has seen better days
Aesthetically challenged in so many ways
It takes real money to keep up these days
The bad news is
I think Im stuck this way
It's so complicated
Complex by design
I can'²t win this game we play
But it's only the outside
Vanity on display
But the soul'²s on the inside
A heart of gold will serve when beauty fades
I hope it's not today
I hope it'²s not today
I hope it's not today

20951. Vapor

Little Big Town - Vapor

[Verse 1]
Sitting by the bedside
Held his hand and kissed his face



Then he closed his eyes
And i watched him slip away
Seems like only yesterday
He was young as i am now
So now the beat of the past
Yeah time is turning fast

[Chorus]
I want to live
I want to love
Like one more day is
Never too much never enough
I want to drink in
Everything that i can
Life is a vapor
Fire and paper
Going to make the most of it before its gone

[Verse 2]
When i lay my head down at the end of another day
Did i keep it all to myself
Or did i give my love away
Did i hold who should have been held
So they remember just how i felt
Did i say what should be said
Will i wake with no regrets

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
There was a man who walked the land centuries ago
He brought water the thirsty heart
And food to the hungry soul
He was here only thirty three years
But his life changed to world
And he gave up all he had
I want to leave a legacy like that

[Chorus]
[x6]
Life is a vapor fire and paper
Going to make the most of it before its gone

20952. Vegematic

Vegematic
Steve Goodman

Am Em Am E7 Am
Fell asleep last night with the T-V on. Oh, what a dream I had.
Am E E7
I dreamed I answered every single one of those late night mail order ads.
Am Em Am



And four to six weeks later, much to my surprise,
Am C Am E7 Am
The mailman came to my front door, and I couldn't believe my eyes.

Am E7 Am
He brought the Vegematic, and the Pocket Fisherman too,
Am C Am
Illuminated illustrated history of life,
E E7
Boxcar Willie with a Ginzu knife,
Am E7 Am
A bamboo steamer, and a Garden Weasel too,
Am C Am E7 Am
And a tie-dyed, dayglow souvenir T-shirt from Six Flags Over Burbank.

Am E7
The doorbell rang all morning and into the afternoon.
Am Em Am E7 Am
I shook with fright as it rang all night to the light of the Master Card moon.
Am E7
There was Parcel Post in the pantry, and UPS in the hall,
Am C Am E7 Am
C O D's to the ceiling, and I just couldn't pay for it all.

I got the egg scrambler, with a Seal-a-Meal carrying case,
A set of presidential commemorative plates
So I could eats my eggs off the President's face,
A Minute Mender, and a needle that'll knit or crochet,
And an autographed photograph of Rin Tin Tin at Six Flags Over Burbank.

I remembered I was dreaming, so I gave a mighty cheer.
When I awoke, it was no joke, 'cause all that shit was here.
So if you fall asleep with the TV on, let me tell you what to do:
Tear the telephone out of the wall unless you want it to happen to you.

You'll get the Vegematic, and the Pocket Fisherman too,
Illuminated illustrated history of life,
And Boxcar Willie with a Ginzu knife,
A bamboo steamer, and a smokeless ashtray too
And an all expenses paid weekend for three at Six Flags Over Burbank.

20953. Ventura

Lucinda Williams - Ventura

Decide I'm gonna make myself
A little something to eat
Get can down off the shelf
Maybe a little something sweet

Haven't spoken to no one
Haven't been in the mood
Pour some soup, get a spoon and



Stir it up real good

I go out with a friend
Maybe a little music might help
But I can't pretend
I wish I was somewhere else

[Chorus]
I wanna watch the ocean bend
the edges of the sun then
I wanna get swallowed up in
An ocean of love

Put on my coat
Go out into the street
Get a lump in my throat
And look down at my feet

Take the long way home
So I can ride around
Put Neil Young on
And turn up the sound

Drive up the coastline
Maybe Ventura
Watch the waves make signs
Out on the water

[Chorus]

Stand in the shower
Clean this dirty mess
Give me back my power
And drown this unholiness

Lean over the toilet bowl
And throw up my confession
Cleanse my soul
Of this hidden obsession

[Chorus: x2]

20954. Verdad Amarga

Linda Ronstadt - Verdad Amarga

Yo tengo que decirte la verdad
Aunque me parta el alma
No quiero que despues me juzgues mal
Por pretender callarla
Yo se que es imposible nuestro amor
Porque el destino manda



Y tu sabras un dia perdonar
Esta verdad amarga
Te juro por los dos
Que me cuesta la vida
Que sangrara la herida
Por una eternidad

Tal vez manana puedas comprender
Que siempre fui sincera
Tal vez por alguien llegues a saber
Que todavia te quiero
Te juro por los dos
Que me cuesta la vida

Que sangrara la herida
Por una eternidad
Tal vez manana puedas comprender
Que siempre fui sincera
Quiza por alguien llegues a saber
Que todavia te quiero

I have to tell the truth
Even if it breaks my heart
I don't want to be misjudged later
For trying to conceal it
I know our love is impossible
Because it is our destiny

And one day you'll be able to pardon
This bitter truth
I swear
That it's costing me my life
That this wound will bleed

For an eternity
Maybe later you might understand
That I was always sincere
Perhaps someone will help you see
That I still love you

20955. Vermillion - Chords

Vermillion 
The Waifs

[Verse 1]
 
   Dm    C        F           G              Bb
It don't get much worse, than winter South Dakota
Dm               F                  A
  My pa was as drunk as a bar room rag
  Dm      C        F            G                      Bb
I saw him one more time, in the warmth of a begger's refuge



Dm               A          Dm
Still sailing on his, dirty raft.
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
Dm C   F      G               Bb
Mama's tears, tasted like sea water
Dm             F                   A
I cried on her shoulders while she sleep
Dm  C   F             G         Bb
She got cold, she got idle as a picture
Dm                  A            Dm
She died with the flowers in the fall.
 
 
[Solo Harmony]
 
Dm  C  F  G  Bb
Dm  F  A
Dm  C  F  G  Bb
Dm  A  Dm
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
    Dm   C    F      G      Bb
The graveyard cold,  late November
Dm             F            A
My brother Cody, he come to help
Dm   C     F              G                  Bb
Cody never cried, he went riding with Hell's Angels
Dm                   A            Dm
At least he's, found his family there.
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
Dm  C      F           G                   Bb
Me, I left town, and I took no more than a picture
Dm                    F                 A
and a coat of my mama's to keep me warm.
        Dm   C     F           G               Bb
I ain't ever going back, to Vermillion South Dakota
Dm         A          Dm
I never could return.
 
 
[Solo Harmony]
 
Dm  C  F  G  Bb
Dm  F  A
Dm  C  F  G  Bb
Dm  A  Dm
 
 
[Outro]



 
   Dm    C        F           G              Bb
It don't get much worse, than winter South Dakota,
Dm                 A                    Dm
My pa was as drunk, as a bar room rag.

20956. Vertigo

The Infamous Stringdusters - Vertigo

Certainty is like a bone
Holding you up until it breaks
Fractures on an Icy river
It's good to know the stakes

You built us castles on a mountain
Climbing up into the sky
There's no easy way to get there but to fly

You give me Vertigo
Like I've never known
Don't let me go
You give me Vertigo

I tried to build us wings to get there
Though our dream was out of sight
But when it came time to use them
I couldn't stand the height

You put your heart up on a hillside
Late at night it burned like fire
I could see it in the distance growing higher and higher

You keep me spinning
Like a hurricane in my heart
The wind is blowing
Blowing me apart

20957. Very Merry Christmas

Rodney Crowell - Very Merry Christmas

[Chorus]
Very merry Christmas, very merry Christmas
Very merry Christmas, very merry Christmas
Very merry Christmas and a happy new year

[Verse 1]
Santa Claus is comin' to our neighborhood



And you'll get lots of presents if you've been real good
Very merry Christmas and a happy new year

[Chorus]
Very merry Christmas, very merry Christmas
Very merry Christmas, very merry Christmas
Very merry Christmas and a happy new year

[Verse 2]
We got lots of decorations on our Christmas tree
And lots of invitations just for you and me
Very merry Christmas and a happy new year

[Chorus]
Very merry Christmas, very merry Christmas
Very merry Christmas, very merry Christmas
Very merry Christmas and a happy new year

[Instrumental]

[Chorus]
Very merry Christmas, very merry Christmas
Very merry Christmas, very merry Christmas
Very merry Christmas, happy new year
Very merry Christmas, very merry Christmas
Very merry Christmas, very merry Christmas
Very merry Christmas, happy new year
Very merry Christmas, very merry Christmas
Very merry Christmas, very merry Christmas
Very merry Christmas, happy new year

20958. Very Short Time

Jerry Jeff Walker - Very Short Time

Chorus:
It's easy to see that we've just a very short time
So why don't we just go to the hill and climb
We'll go up just as high as John T. Booker got low
Yeah, singin' the songs that don't rhyme
Laughin' at the minutes that fall behind, in a very short time
Yeah, a tadpole's cuter than a topwater ever could be
And I betcha neither one ever had a lifeguard like me
Ain't nobody drowned since I got here, I been lookin' after tadpoles
Watchin' their legs that will grow, wonderin' where they're gonna go
In a very short time
Well, it's easy to see that, we've just a very short time
Yeah, nobody thinks about it until it's very far behind
Then they got to know where every second has gone
They keep singin' them songs that do rhyme
Carryin' those pennies that refuse to shine
Cryin' for the minutes that fell behind in a very short time



Chorus

20959. Veshengro

Veshengro - Vishangro
The Incredible String Band

Moon of the berries is waning to clay
Bavol the wind leap on the whale's way
Sing for Veshengro, oak ash and may
I will not flash the day glance on the strong
king's shield
Nor yet the moon glance on the frightened man
Bring her sweet peace ere she rests on the
breast of God
With the nutrnegs and oak-apples of her rosary
That counts the praying sand
Who cradles earth and water in the hollow of her hand

I was a wasp on a nettled hill
Ten thousand brothers in a nest of fungus paper
And every sopping apple held its cider sweet for my thin tongue

I was a swineherd at the court of Fionn
I wore the coat of patches with Jalal beneath the stars
Sang at the black court of Ain
I baked sweet pastries for the Quenn of Spain
I hid my alchemy beneath the stone of lies
Burned at the post my boiling brain
Made craters of my eyes

The mystery of history it is not revealed
We hear not clear but only with hope and fear
And the pomp of crime, and the pride of the time

I was a monk repelled by a woman's smell
I sailed in Darwin's ship, a mouse that gnawed the grain
Trapped by the cook on one dark day
I have spoken with the Thames in much sweeter times
And with the Medway where she rolls her waves

The snake-weed is hissing the wind of the morn
The mountains are mouthing where Albion is born
The light rays are gathering where Horus is shown
Sing for Veshengro. oak ash and thorn.

20960. Victim Of Life's Circumstances



Vince Gill - Victim of Life's Circumstances

It's 6:05 on Sunday mornin'
And I was supposed to've left for Memphis late last night
But I stopped at one of them old highway places
And 'cause I did I'll sleep in Tarren County Jail tonight

Well I started out tonight with good intentions
But I ended up gettin' sidways drinkin' wine
Well the last thing I remember we was rollin'
And something hit my head and knocked me from my conscious mind

[Chorus]
And I'm a victim of life's circumstances
Well I was raised around bar rooms and Friday night dances
Singin' them old country songs
And half the time ending up some place I don't belong

I said, "Jailer, hey, what y'all got me charged with?"
Well he looked at me and halfway closed one eye
Well he said, "To mean to say you don't remember
Cuttin' up some fool with that bone handled knife?"

[Chorus: x2]

20961. Victim of the Game

Victim of the Game - Garth Brooks 

Well it took a little time
But I guess you finally learned
That promises get broken
And bridges do get burned
You've been siftin' through the ashes
Just tryin' to find a flame
Holdin' on to nothin'
You're a victim of the game

You were standin' way too close
To see it all fall apart
And there were things you couldn't hear
'Cause you were listenin' with your heart
But you can't say I didn't warn you
Now there's no one else to blame
There's on one quite as blind
As a victim of the game

And it don't matter who you are
It treats everyone the same
All you need's a heart
To be a victim of the game

You know it's really gettin' to you
When you take to tellin' lies



And you can try to fool your friends
But you can't look 'em in the eye
There ain't no standin' tall
In the shadow of the shame
When everybody knows
That you're a victim of the game

And it don't matter who you are
It treats everyone the same
All you need's a heart
To be a victim of the game

Oh you know when I look into your eyes
I can really feel the pain
Starin' in the mirror
At a victim of the game

20962. Victim Or A Fool

Rodney Crowell - Victim Or A Fool

Two words, you're gone
You don't say nothing else and that's what's so wrong
Am I a victim or a fool
Two hearts, keeps so close
One said forever baby, one just almost
Am I a victim or a fool
If it was something I did
Why did you keep it all hid
How could you rate me as the last in your line
How could you stop on a dime
You must have known all the time
The trouble waiting at the end of your ride
Two words, so strong
All of a sudden baby you say so long
Am I your victim or a fool
If it was something I said
You kept it all in your head
You kept your feelings hidden safely from view
And now you're not coming home
And I must face time alone
You're gone it's so wrong but all coming true
Two words, hit me so strong
All of a sudden baby you say so long
Am I your victim or a fool
Am I your victim or a fool

20963. Victim To The Tomb



Victim To The Tomb

It was in the time of autumn
The golden leaves lay all around
That we laid our dear old father
Away beneath the cold damp ground

   It seems but a short time ago
   That he was in his fullest bloom
   But death alas has laid him low
   Another victim to the tomb

Many sad farewells were given
Many bitter tears were shed
Our sad hearts all beat with anguish
As he lay on his dying bed

On a savior's summons he was readied
On his journey home to go
And fearless drew near the dark valleys
Washed in His blood whiter than snow

20964. Victims Of Life

The Avett Brothers - Victims of Life 
 Produced By Rick Rubin

Victims of cycles, victims of life
Victims of wrong, victims of right
Victims of anything, and all the above
Victims of hate, victims of love
Victims of hate, victims of love

If you're rich, you hunger for money
If you're broke, you hunger for bread
If you're wild, you're bound to die, young friend
If you live in fear, you're already dead
Victims of cycles, victims of life
Victims of wrong, victims of right
Victims of winning, victims of loss
Victims of payment, victims of cost

You got the victims of violence, victims of peace
You were all victims, exactly like me
Victims of anything, and all the above
Victims of hate, victims of love
Victims of hate, victims of love

I sold Scott a shovel, mine's got two arms
They're digging a trench, right for my heart
They can't agree, except on one thing
They've gone too far now, they're too close to leave

Victims of cycles, victims of life



Victims of wrong, victims of right
Victims of anything, and all the above
Victims of hate, victims of love
Victims of anything, and all the above
Victims of hate, victims of love
Victims of hate, victims of love

20965. Victory

Trampled by Turtles - Victory

All of us lonely, it ain't a sin
To want something better, then the shape your in
The rain came at the break of day
Your light in the windowpane, said come on in

It's a broken heart babe, I know the sound
Feels like your hands, are nailed to the ground
It'll pass just like everything else
You won't let it get to me, the next time around

It's a hard earn victory
The life that come from you to me
Can never be wrong

Grown from a moment and a million miles
Here lies the stardust and it slowly dies
Borrowed from nothing come back half alive
And the stars the whisper blessings as you walk by

20966. Victory

The Avett Brothers 
Victory

I don't write cause I don't think
I don't have a need to speak
I don't see the bright side, quite as clear
Accolades and happy days
They don't ever last
Stories of courage clouded up with fear

In the broom grass I would l lie
Glimmer in my eye, the sun smiled back on me
From Victory, I tried
To match eternal light with how I live my life
Of course, I was forced to retreat
From victory I accept defeat



Waxy green and yellow walls
Outside my window fall
Covering the light I thought I'd see
Am I sad or am I sick?
What's at the root of it?
Do I throw my hands and quit?
Something tells me no

In the broom grass I would l lie
Glimmer in my eye, the sun smiled back on me
From victory, I tried
To match eternal light with how I live my life
Of course, I was forced to retreat
From victory I accept defeat

Worries on all sides of my mind
In silence, my darkness is denied

In the broom grass I would l lie
Glimmer in my eye, the sun smiled back on me
From victory, I tried
To match eternal light with how I live my life
Of course, I was forced to retreat
From victory I accept defeat
From victory I accept defeat

20967. Victory In Jesus

Steven Curtis Chapman - Victory in Jesus

[Verse 1]
I heard an old, old story
How a Savior came from glory
How He gave His life on Calvary
To save a wretch like me
I heard about His groaning
Of His precious blood's atoning
Then I repented of my sins
And won the victory

[Chorus]
O victory in Jesus
My Savior, forever
He sought me and bought me
With His redeeming blood
He loved me ere I knew Him
And all my love is due Him
He plunged me to victory
Beneath the cleansing flood

[Verse 2]
And I heard about His healing
Of His cleansing pow'r revealing



How He made the lame to walk again
And caused the blind to see
And then I cried, "Dear Jesus
Come and heal my broken spirit"
And somehow Jesus came and brought
To me the victory

20968. Victory In Jesus - Chords

Victory In Jesus
Recorded by Merle Haggard and Albert E. Brumley, Jr.
Written by Eugene M. Bartlett
    
C                              F                C
I heard an old old story how a Savior came from glory
            Am              D7                    G7
He gave His life on Calvary to save a wretch like me
  C                         F                         C
I heard about His groaning about His precious blood's atoning
                Am             G7           C
Then I repented of my sins and won the victory
       
                       F         C
Oh victory in Jesus my Savior forever
                    Am             D7            G7
He sought me and He bought me with His redeeming blood
   C                           F              C
He loved me ere I knew Him and all my love is due Him
                           G7                    C
He plunged me into victory beneath the cleansing blood
                               F               C
I heard about a mansion He has built for me in glory
                      Am              D7                 G7
And I heard about the streets of gold beyond the crystal sea
C                                F              C
About the angels singing and the old redemption story
                        Am            G7               C
And some sweet day I'll sing up there the song of victory      
Repeat #2

20969. Victory Song

Keller Williams - Victory Song

Do you realize
That we are surrounded
By an infinite army
Of laser toting maritians
They're herding us like sheep



And one by one
They will zap us all to dust

Maybe that's what needs to happen
To bring the armies of earth
Together as one
We would be unstoppable
We would kick some serious martian ass
But not now
We're somewhat divided
We're not all on the same side
We should unite
Like the old songs say
Why didn't we listen the first time
We need to prepare
For the intergalactic battle
You never know when they're going to hit
We need to join forces
So we can be ready
Until then
The martians sing their victory song

Pretty soon some humans from Earth
Will want to defect
Be a part of the winning team
Hopefully that can be avoided
And we can be the underdog
Come back from behind
I think there is still time

But do you realize
That we are surrounded by an intinite army
Of laser toting martians
They will give us the option
To join up on their side
Or to be zapped to dust
And then we will all sing it

20970. Video Tape

Video Tape
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

If your life was on video tape
Wouln't everything be alright
When your head hurts the mornin' after
You could roll it back to late last night
You could replay all of the good part
And cut out what you don't like
Woah wouldn't you be in great shape
If your life was on video tape

If everybody had ESP



Everything would be okay
We could see trouble coming
And we could step out of the way
When that grim reaper comes to call
We could arrange to be out of town
Woah that would be the great escape
And you could put it on video tape

Now I don't havea video recorder
And I don't have a crystal ball
But when I'm not with my baby
Lord I don't have very much at all
I can't predict the future
Babe I sure can't change the past
But I know it will all make sense
If you love me in the present tense

If your life was on video tape
Wouldn't everything be alright
When you head hurts the morning after
You could roll it back to late last night
You could replay all of the good part
And cut out what you don't like
Woah wouldn't you be in great shape
If your life was on video tape

If your life was on video tape
Wouln't everything be alright
When your head hurts the mornin' after
You could roll it back to late last night

20971. Village Church Yard

Stanley Brothers - Village church yard
Composer: Ralph Stanley

In that dear old village churchyard
I can see a mossy ground
That is where my mother's sleeping
In the cold and silent ground

I was young but I remember
When the night my mother died
There I saw her spirit fading
When she called me to her side

Saying Darlin I must leave you
Angels voices guide you home
Pray that we may meet in heaven
When your mother's dead and gone

Oft I wander to the churchyard
Flowers to plant with tender care



On the grave of my dear mother
Darkness finds me weeping there

Looking at the stars above me
Waitin for an early dawn
There by mother I'll be buried
And no more be left alone

20972. Village Inn

Robert Earl Keen - Village Inn 

Where the open range 
Meets the endless sky
On a broad highway 
The Big trucks fly 

Purple neon sign 
Is flashing off and on 
Theres a vacancy 
Your almost home 

Chorus: 
The Village Inn Motel 
So affordable 
For a King or a Queen 
Clean and Comfortable 
If you aint been, you should go 
Village Inn Motel, in Challis, Idaho 

Midnight thunderstorm 
Is blowin into town 
Wind is kicking up 
Rain is falling down 

The years have come and gone 
Like lightin in the sky 
Here inside your room 
The world is safe and dry 

Chorus: 

The Village Inn Motel 
So afforadable 
For a King or a Queen 
Clean and Comfortable
Free WiFi H-B-O
Village Inn Motel, in Challis, Idaho



20973. Villanelles

Villanelles
Chris Thile

I carried you up second avenue
Looking at couples and sidewalk cafes
And lonely men wandering home in the haze
I carried you up the way
I pictured you sitting on your stoop
Spilling your coffee on villanelles
And cursing yourself you began to yell
How clumsy the things that I do
You said
I miss your dumb warm body
I don't know what that means
But I think that it's lovely
We bought each other hardback books
Inscribed them with ice cream that dripped
While we ate But petrified by your writerly looks
I simply wrote
You said
I miss your dumb warm body
I don't know what that means
But I think that it's lovely
That night you drew me oh so close
And gave me some grade school innocence
Kisses on the kneecap and nose and shoulder
You whispered in my ear no words
Traced them instead upon my back
I have to go away for a while
A trip to that side of the track
And so I'll miss your dumb warm body
I carried you up second avenue

20974. Vince Triple 0 Martin

Todd Snider - Vince Triple 0 Martin
Jerry Jeff Walker

[Verse 1]
Mama said "You lazy boy
You got to get yourself a job
You can't go on living like this
You know you've upset your pa
Can't you hear how the neighbors talk
You're making us a laughing stock for blocks
Playing on your guitar, such a foolish thing

[Verse 2]
All you want to do is lay around
And listen to your pocket radio
Or wander over to the Jennings house



Where they say you play so loud you shake the floor
And every night you're out 'til three o'clock
You're 'bout to drive me slowly out of my mind
Playing on your guitar, it'll turn your fingers green

[Verse 3]
Papa workin' from dawn to dusk
And every night his back aches worse
Mama, she takes in washing too
And most of what she makes goes to the church
And when I ask 'em why they live this way
They look at me as if I've gone insane
Playing on the guitar, gonna sing with it

[Verse 4]
If I put fourteen new albums out
And say six of 'em made the charts
My mom would still call me on Sunday nights
To ask me if I even got a job
And where did she go wrong, I've hurt her so
She prays to God to save me from my fate
Of playing on the guitar, it's a foolish thing

[Verse 5]
I guess a man is s'posed to work himself
Until he falls into a broken heap
And for his life work he gets a watch
Or maybe a handshake from Mr. Cheap
A song in church or two on Sunday's fine
But never waste your life or lose your mind
Playing on your guitar, hit a lick for ma, boys

20975. Vincent (Starry, Starry Night)

Vincent (Starry, Starry Night)
Don McLean

Starry, starry night
Paint your palette blue and gray
Look out on a summer's day
With eyes that know the darkness in my soul
Shadows on the hills
Sketch the trees and the daffodils
Catch the breeze and the winter chills
In colors on the snowy linen land

Now I understand
What you tried to say to me
How you suffered for your sanity
How you tried to set them free
They would not listen they did not how
Perhaps they'll listen now



Starry, starry night
Flaming flowers that brightly blaze
Swirling clouds in violet haze
Reflect in Vincent's eyes of china blue
Colors changing hue
Morning fields of amber grain
Weathered faces lined in pain
Are soothed beneath the artist's loving hand

For they could not love you
But still your love was true
And when no hope was left inside
On that starry, starry night
You took your life as lovers often do
But I could have told you Vincent
This world was never meant for one as beautiful as you

Starry, starry night
Portraits hung in empty halls
Frameless heads on nameless walls
With eyes that watch the world and can't forget
Like the strangers that you've met
The ragged men in ragged clothes
The silver thorn of bloody rose
Lie crushed and broken on the virgin snow
Now I think I know
What you tried to say to me
How you suffered for your sanity
How you tried to set them free
They did not listen they're not listening still
Perhaps they never will

20976. Vinnie's Lookin Good - Chords

Vinnie's Lookin Good 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks
 
[Intro]
/D       /D       /G       /G       /
/A       /A       /D       /D       /(3x)
 
/D       /D       /G       /G       /
/A       /A       /D       /A       /D
 
/G       /D/A   D /D       /D       /(2x)
 
/D       /D       /G       /G       /
/A       /A       /D       /D       /(3x)
 
 
[Verse 1]
             D
Ain't got an awful lot



            G
But what he got is hot
           A
He goes by his own rule
                      D
Vinnie always keep it cool
              D
An hour and a half to dress
          G
He got to look his best
              A
He don't make a wrong move
                    D
Vinnie always awful smooth
 
[Verse 2]
           D
It's magic when he talks
            G
People look when he walks
               A
It makes sense that they would
                      D
Vinnie always lookin' good
            D
Best not to get him mad
            G
He's mister bad on bad
             A
He's got his funny moods
                      D
Vinnie always lookin' good
A                     D
Vinnie always lookin' good
 
[Refrain]
G                     D/A     D
Is there any question in your mind?
  D
A dude like that's one of a kind
G                   D/A    D
Vinnie only listens to his mind
       D
That's why they think that he's so...
 
[Verse 3]
            D
Findin' the action quick (doo wah)
              G
He gets right on the stick (doo wah)
            A
He's like a one man clique
                    D
Vinnie always awful slick
               D
No wonder he's followed 'round
         G



He's Mr. bad in town
        A
He gets all that he should
                     D
Good lookin' lookin' good
A                     A
Vinnie always lookin' good
 
[Refrain]
G                     D/A        D
Take a little time to dress like that
    D
The girls don't mind and that's a fact
   G                         D/A   D
He know's that he's cool and awful clean
D
Comb's his hair 'n he's on the...
 
[Verse 4]
               D
Scene and he's lookin' right (doo wah)
             G
That dude is dynamite (doo wah)
            A
He gives it all he can
                            D
Ain't no question who's the man
 
[Outro]
A                      D
Vinnie's lookin' awful good
A                    D
Good lookin' lookin' good
A                    D
dee deet, di dit, di dit

20977. Vinyl Records

Todd Snider - Vinyl Records

I've got a dusty old pile of vinyl records sittin' on my floor
I've played each one of 'em over and over a dozen times or more
All I've got is a beat up chair, a mattress, a fork and another to spare
And that dusty old pile of records on my floor
I got Willie Waylon and Woody Guthrie
Jimmy Buffett, Lyle Lovett and Bobby Gentry
Jerry Jeff, Bob Dylan, Donnie Fritts
The Dead, The Doors, Patsy Cline, John Prine and more
I got Jackson Browne, Townes Van Zandt, Zeppelin, Lynyrd Skynyrd
Harry Chapin, Guy Clark and Van Halen
I got Rita, Kris, Keith Sykes and Country Joe when he was singin' with the Fish, you know
I got Emmylou, U2 and Arlo, James Taylor, Jimmie Rodgers, Hank Williams, Mojo Nixon
Hendrix, Haggard and a whole lot more



In that dusty old pile of vinyl records I got sittin' on my floor
One time in San Francisco, I was standin' in an airport line
In one bag I had all my clothes, in the other was all them ol' records of mine
The lady said I could only bring one bag, I had two, oh what a drag
I had to jump on the plane and leave all my clothes behind
But I got Willie Waylon and Woody Guthrie
Jimmy Buffett, Lyle Lovett and Bobby Gentry
Jerry Jeff, Bob Dylan, Donnie Fritts
The Dead, The Doors, Patsy Cline, John Prine and more
I got Jackson Browne, Townes Van Zandt, Zeppelin, Lynyrd Skynyrd
Harry Chapin, Guy Clark and Van Halen
I got Rita, Kris, Keith Sykes and Country Joe when he was singin' with the Fish, you know
I got Emmylou, U2 and Arlo, James Taylor, Jimmie Rodgers, Hank Williams, Mojo Nixon
Hendrix, Haggard and a whole lot more
I got all of Booker T's, Tom T. Hall's
Bobby Bare, Belafonte and the New York Dolls
Billy Joe, Jimmy Croce, Kiss, Crosby Stills and Nash
John, June and Roseanne Cash
I got Forbert, Fromholtz, Stevie Ray
T-Birds, Yardbirds, Sam and Dave
And as some of y'all mighta guessed already
I got piles and piles and piles of Tom Petty
In that dusty old pile of vinyl records I got sittin' on my floor

20978. Violet

Jim Lauderdale - Violet

[Verse 1]
Violet softly stirring morning-time
Then the edge of evening too
Blaze a blanket out across the sky
Covering everything within her view

[Verse 2]
Violet raise from your [?] first appear
Makes me wanna see you more
Orange and purple clouds will hold you near
When you have to leave just like before

[Chorus]
Catching those waves to come
Until they're all gone
What's the sun been trying to do?
I'll stay and talk awhile
After [?]
Before you turn back into blue

[Verse 3]
Violet, your vibration feels
Like a touch that I once knew
They say that you're the highest light of all
And you get to be a flower too



[Chorus]
Catching those waves to come
Until they're all gone
What's the sun been trying to do?
I'll stay and talk awhile
After [?]
Before you turn back into blue

20979. Violet And A Rose

Violet and a Rose 
Little Jimmy Dickens
 
A violet fell in love with a rose 
And started it blushing from its head to its toes 
Then one day the rose 
Was kissed by the dew 
A new love was born 
And the violet turned blue 
 
CHORUS : 
Roses are red, violets are blue 
I'm sending red, red roses to you 
If  you care to send some flowers to me 
Then send me some violets 
I'm blue as can be 
 
I wanted my love to bouquet with you 
But just like the rose, you've proven untrue 
A flower that's wild, they say has no home 
And just like the violet, I'm left all alone

20980. Virginia Is For Lovers

Virginia Is For Lovers - Frank Solivan & Dirty Kitchen

Well, Virginia is for lovers, so they say
And I've been livin' it 'till today
A broken heart should come as no surprise
Fallin' out of love is on the rise

It feels like to blow and to blow
The hearts are frozen everywhere, don't you know?
From Nebraska to Alaska, I keep movin'² on
I turn, with another is up and gone

But Virginia is for lovers, so they say
And I'²ve been livin' it '²til today



A broken heart should come as no surprise
Fallin' out of love is on the rise

You did what you did so well
What'²s done is done, so go to hell
My crazy, foolish heart let you in
Wish I could say I won't fall for that again

But, Virginia is for lovers, so they say
And I'²ve been livin' it 'til today
A broken heart should come as no surprise
Fallin'² out of love is on the rise

"Love is grand" I'²ve heard it said before
Losin' you was a hundred grand more

But Virginia is for lovers, so they say
And I'²ve been livin' it '²til today
A broken heart should come as no surprise
Fallin' out of love is on the rise

Yes, a broken heart should come as no surprise
Fallin'² out of love is on the rise

20981. Virginia Man

Virginia Man
Pam Gadd

It's another lonely night in Cincinatti
And I'm thinking 'bout my Virginia Man
A year has come and gone without my baby
So I'm headin' to Virginia once again
I left him on a cold September morning
Didn't think I wanted what I had
But it never fails as sure as you ain't got him
You think you cannot live until you have
And I should be in Roanoke by the morning
I wonder when he sees me what he'll say
Lord make him understand that I still love him
And I'll hold him tight and never go away
Now it's hard to leave my home in Cincinatti
But country life is calling me again
There's nothing like a morning in the mountains
And waking up with my Virginia man
And I should be in Roanoke by the morning...

20982. Virginia Waltz



Virginia Waltz

We were waltzing in the light of the old Virginia moon
As the fiddles played their music so low
I was happy as a king with the girl of my dream
Until she whispered sweetheart I must go

   Oh I'll never forget the night when we met
   You found me when my heart was low
   Now my heart will always yearn
   'Til the day when you return
   And we'll dance to the Old Virginia Waltz

20983. Virginia's Grin

Virginia's Grin - Hot Buttered Rum
 
Well Virginia would vacuum the lounge without clothes on
It seemed like a simple thing to do
The crowd would stand overlooking it all
And just watch

By the time of the fine she was towing the line
She was too close to see
The crowd to whom she gave her heart
Was keeping her from being free

But look what's come in, as we break unto a grin

When Virginia got back to a suitable landscape
Her idea had turned into a scene
The concept, the spark had been lost in the rush
To satisfy the crowd's lust for dreams

So our heroine packed it up, she headed for the hills
At least she could see them as they came
In the lowlands her flame turned in on itself
A statue to the innocence of fame (x2)

(chorus:)
Virginia, grin like you don't know tomorrow
Virginia, grin like that first beer that you had with your dad
Virginia, grin like you've never known sorrow
Virginia, grin like Alpen glow
Virginia, grin like you don't know tomorrow
Virginia, grin like the first beer that you had with your dad
Virginia, grin like you've never known sorrow

When I ... when I see that ...
When I see that ...
I'll take my cowboy coffee black



20984. Virginia's Real

Rodney Crowell - Virginia's Real

[Verse 1]
"Now gents to the middle," said a young girl's fiddle
And you ain't got nothin' to lose
Allemande right, she can play it all night
She can fiddle off the bottom of your shoes

[Chorus]
Oh me, oh my, how she makes that bowhair fly
How she hangs that music in the air

[Verse 2]
Now promenade down to the lonesome sound
Of a whip-poor-will in the night
Sashay back, look at old mad Jack
Hugging everything in sight

[Chorus]
He said oh me, oh my, how she makes that bowhair fly
How she hangs that music in the air

[Verse 3]
Now Banjo Bill, he stopped stock still
As the notes came a-rolling by
And it filled his ears and eased his fears
And a tear come to his eye

[Chorus]
He said oh me, oh my, how she makes that bowhair fly
How she hangs that music in the air

[Verse 4]
Now the old string bass he lost his place
And his arms, they felt like steel
And the guitar man dropped both his hands
And he swore it was not real

[Chorus]
He said oh me, oh my, how she makes that bowhair fly
How she hangs that crystal in the air

[Fiddle Solo]

[Verse 5]
Now it's golden strings on eagle's wings
To the callin' of the squares
And there's fiddle tunes and there's fiddle tunes
But Virginia's splittin' hairs

[Chorus]



Oh me, oh my, how she makes that bowhair fly
How she hangs that music in the air

[Verse 6]
Now she cast a spell no tongue can tell
No prophet can reveal
Quiet as death, hold your breath
She played "Virginia's Real"

[Chorus]
Oh me, oh my, how she makes that bowhair fly
How she hangs that music in the air
And it's oh me, oh my, how she makes that bowhair fly
How she hangs that crystal in the air

20985. Vision Of Mother

Vision of Mother 
Osborne Brothers
 
Oft my thoughts drift back to childhood 
To the time when I was free 
As I played before the fireside 
'Round my darling Mother's knee 
 
CHORUS:  
There's a blessed home up yonder 
Where my loved ones wait for me 
I saw Mother in a vision
Kneeling there to pray for me 
 
Then one day our Mother left us 
Daddy said she'd gone to rest 
I remember how she loved me 
As she clutched me to her breast 
 
Some sweet day I'll meet you Mother 
Your little boy is comin' home 
To see you as in days of childhood 
The one you loved and left alone

20986. Visions Of Mohr

Visions of Mohr
Kitchen Dwellers - Visions of Mohr

Her eyes were like the water, they sing out for the rain
And a fire still burns deep within my veins
And though those fires, they burn the pines in July



The pilots swears the smoke is clear to fly
And the mountains were her reasons
And the mountains sang her song
Colorado is where I'll find her
Move along

And the wind and the rain and the crash of thunder
A single lamp lights up my door
Call your name, run away
Our lives torn asunder
By symptoms of visions of Mohr

Call your name, call your name
The river and the sky aren't alone
Call your name, call your name
I'm singing what's left of this song
Singing this song

See the walls of the spire
Reaching up climbing up higher and higher
A thunder storm
Will crush them in the spring
And now I can see her
She's up there in the valley
And I can hear her when the canyons sing
And the valleys were her reasons
And the valleys sang her song
In the river is where I lost her
Move along

And the wind and the rain and the crash of thudner
A single lamp lights up my door
Call your name, run away
Our lives torn asunder
By symptoms of visions of Mohr

Call your name, call your name
The river and the sky aren't alone
Call your name, call your name
I'm singing what's left of this song
Singing this song
And the wind and the rain and the crash of thudner
A single lamp lights up my door
Call your name, run away
Our lives torn asunder
By symptoms of visions of Mohr
Call your name, call your name
The river and the sky aren't alone
Call your name, call your name
I'm singing what's left of this song
Singing this song



20987. Visiting An Old Friend - Chords

Visiting An Old Friend 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

[Verse 1]
G           Em
We grew our hair long and we
G           Em
Did lots of things wrong and we
G          Em           D
Tried only to belong to ourselves
C              Am
Time must have taught us
       Bm
How to laugh and love and play
Em
Nobody caught us, so
   D
I guess we got away
 
 
[Verse 2]
G           Em
You kept me crazy, the things
G             Em
You were into amazed me, but my
G          Em                D
Face still betrays me when I smile
C          Am
Exchanging new tunes
         Bm
Back and forth on one guitar
     Em
Say, who were you loving then
       D
In the back seat of whose car?
 
 
[Verse 3]
G              Em
Thanks for the coffee, yes I'll
G            Em
Try and play softly
G        Em         D
She must be awfully tired
C           Am
I'll turn a light off
        Bm
You can go upstairs to bed
Em
Got a tune to write off
D
Before it leaves my head
 
 
G           Em



We grew our hair long and we
G           Em
Did lots of things wrong and we
G          Em              D
Tried only to belong to ourselves

20988. Viva Las Vegas

Viva Las Vegas - Grascals
Doc Pomus / Mort Shuman

Bright light city gonna set my soul,
Gonna set my soul on fire.
Got a whole lot of money that's ready to burn,
So get those stakes up higher.

There's a thousand pretty women waitin' out there,
And they're all livin' devil may care.
And I'm just the devil with love to spare.
Viva Las Vegas, Viva Las Vegas.

How I wish that there were more
Than the twenty-four hours in the day,
'Cause even if there were forty more
I wouldn't sleep a minute away.

Oh, there's black jack and poker and the roulette wheel.
A fortune won and lost on ev'ry deal.
All you need's a strong heart and a nerve of steel.
Viva Las Vegas, Viva Las Vegas.

Viva Las Vegas with your neon flashin'
And your one armbandits crashin'
All those hopes down the drain.
Viva Las Vegas turnin' day into nighttime,
Turnin' night into daytime.
If you see it once
You'll never be the same again.

I'm gonna keep on the run.
I'm gonna have me some fun
If it costs me my very last dime.
If I wind up broke up well
I'll always remember that I had a swingin' time.

I'm gonna give it ev'rything I've got.
Lady luck please let the dice stay hot.
Let me shoot a seven with ev'ry shot.
Viva Las Vegas, Viva Las Vegas,
Viva, Viva Las Vegas



20989. Viva Luckenbach

Jerry Jeff Walker - Viva Luckenbach

There's a place I know where we all go
A little way down the road
It ain't far from here, we like to sit and drink beer
Play dominoes and tell jokes
We've been stopping by since 49
Ain't nothing fancy, just kids and ranches and
Clean white shirts and jeans!
Lots of smiling faces, little children running around
Everybody's somebody in an old hill country town!
Dirt daubers humming, see the stickle burrs on your sock
Sure signs you spent some time in beautiful Luckenbach!
Well, let me tell you now all about the town. .
How it came to be. .
In the 1800's they came in buggies
To meet and trade and buy feed
They built the blacksmith's shop, then later on
They added the cotton gin. .
But the old dance hall and general store's
Where it all begins and ends!
Lots of smiling faces, little children running around
Everybody's somebody in an old hill country town
Dirt daubers humming, see the stickle burrs on your sock
Sure signs you spent some time in beautiful Luckenbach!
Yehaw!
In the 50's people moved to cities
Leaving it all behind
Luckenbach closed down for good
It just fell on a harder time
One day Hondo, driving by
Wished he had a beer
So he bought the place and he opened it up
That's reason we're all here
Lots of smiling faces, little children running around
Everybody's somebody in an old hill country town!
Dirt daubers humming, see the stickle burrs on your sock
Sure signs you spent some time in beautiful Luckenbach!
Here we go!
Lots of smiling faces, little children running around
Everybody's somebody in an old hill country town!
Dirt daubers humming, see the stickle burrs on your sock
Sure signs you spent some time in beautiful Luckenbach!
In beautiful Luckenbach!

20990. Vivando



Vivando
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

Somebody come and save me from this madness
Taking a chance and landing on the moon
Somebody come and take me from this sadness
It's just the beginning, the losers are winning so soon

Do not disturb in the morning
Sleepy-time people are yawing
Time for a hot cup of coffee
Just for the record, there's no time left for Vivando

[Instrumental: guitar solo, violin solo]

Somebody come and save me from this madness
Taking a chance and landing on the moon
Somebody come and take me from this sadness
It's just the beginning, the losers are winning so soon

Doing the dishes at midnight
People below us are sleeping
Night people need understanding
Just for the record, there's no time left for Vivando

20991. Vivre Su'mon Vieux Gagné

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Vivre su'mon vieux gagné

Vivre su' mon vieux gagné c't'impossible
J'ai tout dépensé c't'été c'pas facile
Vivre su' mon vieux gagné c't'impossible
J'ai tout dépensé c't'été (x2)
J'ai pas guére le profil d'la fourmi
J'ai plus le profil d'la cigale
Malgré les bars ouverts
Les chÃ¨ques de festivals
Et pis tu t'pop le mousseux au déjeuner c'pas facile
Pop le mousseux au déjeuner avec tes deux oeufs
Pop d'autres affaires toute la journée c'pas facile
Pop d'autres affaires toute la journée, t'as pas frette aux yeux
Call le gars en fin d'veillée c'pas facile
Call le gars en fin d'veillée qu'il vienne te sauver
Pis tu pop les psychotropes c'pas facile, pas facile
Tu pop les psychotropes c'pas facile d'aller s'coucher
Pop les psychotropes c'pas facile mais c'est pas rare
Pop les psychotropes avec Larrybou dans l'décor
Larry, Larrybou, Larry, Larrybou houhou
Larry, Larrybou, Larry, Larrybou, Popcorn Las Végas
Larry, Larrybou
Cré s'y que l'crédit j'y remédie
Cré s'y que l'crédit
Cré s'y que l'crédit j'y remédie
Critical crédit (x2)



20992. Voice From On High

Bill Monroe - Voice From on High
Stanley Brothers

I hear a voice callin'
It must be our Lord
It's comin' from Heaven on high

I hear a voice callin'
I've gained a reward
For the land where we never shall die

The Savior has paid a great price for me
He gave His life on Calvary
So I'll follow His footsteps up the narrow way
And be ready to meet Him when He calls on that day

I hear a voice callin'
It must be our Lord
It's comin' from Heaven on high

I hear a voice callin'
I've gained a reward
For the land where we never shall die

He died on the cross, the old rugged cross
That we would be saved from sin and not lost
So I'll follow His footsteps up the narrow way
And we'll pay our debts on that great judgment day

I hear a voice callin'
It must be our Lord
It's comin' from Heaven on high

I hear a voice callin'
I've gained a reward
For the land where we never shall die

20993. Voice Inside My Head

Dixie Chicks - Voice Inside My Head

I was only a kid
When I said goodbye to you
Ten summers ago
But it feels like yesterday
Lost, scared and alone
Nothing I could give to you



I tried, I really did
But I couldn't find another way

And I want and I need
Somehow to believe
In the choice I made
Am I better off this way

I can hear the voice inside my head
Saying you should be with me instead
Every time I'm feeling down, I wonder
What would it be like with you around

So I, I made my way
Cold and roaming in the wild
I'm forever changed
By someone I never knew
Now I've, I've got a place
I've got a husband and a child
But I'll never forget
What I've given up in you

And I want, I need
Somehow to believe
In the choice I made
Am I better off this way

I can hear the voice inside my head
Saying you should be with me instead
Every time I'm feeling down, I wonder
What would it be like with you around

And I want, I need
Somehow to believe
In the choice I made
Am I better off this way

20994. Voice Of My Savior

Voice Of My Savior
James King Band

    I heard a sweet voice so tenderly calling
    Saying arise be saved evermore
    And I knew it must be the voice of my Savior
    For I had not heard a voice like it before

I remember one night in an old fashioned meeting
I was praying to God to redeem my poor soul
When I heard the sweet voice of my lovin' Savior
And I started that night to make heaven my home

I'm glad that I heard the voice of my Savior



I know I'm redeemed by his wonderful grace
Someday when he calls I'll go up to Heaven
And then in that city I'll look on His face

20995. Voice Of My Savior - Chords

Voice Of My Savior
Recorded by Jimmy Martin
Written by Raymond Long and Jimmy Martin

C                     F           C
I heard a sweet voice so tenderly calling
                D7        G7
Saying arise be saved evermore
               C      F           C
I knew it must be the voice of my Savior
                      G7            C
For I had not heard a voice like it before

                     F                   C
I remember one night in an old fashioned meeting
                        D7             G7
I was praying to God to redeem my poor soul
                       C     F            C
When I heard the sweet voice of my lovin' Savior
                         G7                C
And I started that night to make heaven my home

Repeat #1

                          F           C
I'm glad that I heard the voice of my Savior
                       D7            G7
I know I'm redeemed by His wonderful grace
                C     F             C
Someday when He calls I'll go up to Heaven
                      G7               C
And then in that city I'll look on His face

Repeat #1

20996. Voices

Sturgill Simpson - Voices

There's a voice that I can hear sometimes out here on the mountain
When it's dark and the sky is pouring acid like a fountain
And the memories like coal dust stain the window of my eyes
So ask them no more questions they can't sell you no more lies



I hear voices all around me in society's depression
Over and over they recite their first impression
And the rivers are all crying but the ocean cannot speak
'Til her waters crash into uncharted shores so dark and bleak

How I wish somebody'd make them voices go away
Seems they're always talking but they ain't got much to say
A picture's worth a thousand words but a word ain't worth a dime
We all know they'll go on talking til the end of time

Don't call it a sign of the times when it's always been this way
Forked tongues and voices behind curtains with no name
Well they plot their wicked schemes setting fate for all mankind
With evil that can fill God's pretty skies with clouds that burn and blind

How I wish somebody'd make them voices go away
Seems they're always talking but they ain't got much to say
A picture's worth a thousand words but a word ain't worth a dime
We all know they'll go on talking til the end of time

20997. Voices Inside My Head

Voices Inside My Head
The Police - Acoustic Syndicate

Voices inside my head
Echoes of things that you said
Voices inside my head
Echoes of things that you said
Voices inside my head
Echoes of things that you said
Voices inside my head
Echoes of things that you said
Jump
Jump
Jump
Jump
Jump
Jump
Jump
Jump
Jump
Jump
Jump
Jump
Voices inside my head
Echoes of things that you said



20998. Voices Singing

Ricky Skaggs - Voices Singing

I found some shade beneath a willow tree
I fell asleep and started dreaming
That everything created here on earth all had voices singing
Every rock and every blade of grass even the ivy that was clinging
Every leaf and every drop of rain all had voices singing.

It brought the angels down in my dream so clear
Then the Lord sat down so that he could hear
The sea and waves were rushing to the shore
With the joy that they were bringing
A sound so perfect that it made me cry to hear their voices singing.

And as the Lord sat down the angels hovered near
But they made no sound so that he could hear
I couldn't help but want to add my own to the praises that were ringing
Then over all the world there fell a hush to hear my one voice singing
Gloria I heard voices singing
I heard voices singing

20999. Voices That Care

Kathy Mattea - Voices That Care

[Verse 1: Ralph Tresvant, Randy Travis, Céline Dion, Peter Cetera, Bobby Brown, Brenda Ru
ssell, Jani Lane, Luther Vandross]
Lonely fear lights up the sky
Can't help but wonder why
You're so far away
There, you had to take a stand
In someone else's land
Life can be so strange
I wish we never had to choose
To either win or lose
We could find a way
We could find a way
But I won't turn my back again
Turn my back again
Your honor I'll defend
So hurry home till then
(Till then)

[Chorus]
Stand tall, stand proud
Voices that care
Are crying out loud
And when you close
Your eyes tonight
Feel in your heart
How our love burns bright



[Verse 2: Luther Vandross, Garth Brooks, Kathy Mattea, Gunnar, Matthew Nelson, Michael B
olton, Pointer Sisters, Little Richard, Will Smith]
Hurry home
I'm not here to justify the cause
Or to count up all the loss
That's all been done before
Just can't let you feel alone
When there's so much love at home
We're sending out to you
All the courage that you've known
The bravery you've shown
Clearly lights the way
We pray
To make the future bright
To make the wrong things right
Right or wrong
We're all praying you remain strong
That's why we're all here singing along
Hey, hey

[Chorus]
Stand tall, stand proud
Voices that care
Are crying out loud
And when you close
Your eyes tonight
Know in your heart
How our love burns bright

[Verse 3: Bobby Brown, Céline Dion, Luther Vandross]
Voices that care
Are crying out loud
And when you close
Your eyes tonight
Feel in your heart
How our love burns bright
You are the voice
You are the light
Stand tall, stand proud
Voices that care
Are crying out loud
Are crying out loud, ooh
And when you close
Your eyes tonight
Feel in your heart
How our love burns bright

[Chorus]
Stand tall, stand proud
Voices that care
Are crying out loud
And when you close
Your eyes tonight
Feel in your heart
How our love burns bright



[Outro: Warren Wiebe]
You are the voice
And the guiding light
Feel in your heart
How our love burns bright

21000. Voila, An American Dream

Rodney Crowell - Voila, An American Dream

[Verse 1]
I beg your pardon, momma, what did you say?
My mind was drifting on some Martinique day
It's not that I'm not interested you see
Augusta, Georgia is just no place to be

[Chorus]
I think Jamaica in the moonlight
Sandy beaches, drinking rum every night
We've got no money, momma, but we can go
We'll split the difference, go to Coconut Grove

[Verse 2]
Keep on talking, momma, I can hear
Your voice it tickles down inside of my ear
I feel a tropical vacation this year
Might be the answer to this hillbilly beer

[Chorus]
I think Jamaica in the moonlight
Sandy beaches, drinking rum every night
We've got no money, momma, but we can go
We'll split the difference, go to Coconut Grove
Voila, an American dream
We can travel girl without any means
When it's as easy as closing your eyes
And dream Jamaica is a big neon sign

[Guitar Solo]

[Verse 3]
Just keep on talking, momma, I like the sound
It goes so good with that rain falling down
I feel a tropical vacation this year
Might be the answer to this hillbilly beer

[Chorus]
I think Jamaica in the moonlight
Sandy beaches, drinking rum every night
We've got no money, momma, but we can go
We'll split the difference, go to Coconut Grove
Voila, an American dream
We can travel, girl, without any means



When it's as easy as closing your eyes
And dream Jamaica is a big neon sign

21001. VooDoo Doll

VooDoo Doll
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
You must have a voodoo doll of me
Well I wake each night staring at the ceiling and I never sleep
You're burning candles in the dark
Poke your pins in my broken heart
Yeah, you must have a voodoo doll of me

You must have a deal with the devil himself
Well you told me that you love me but you left me lonely
With someone else
Only a soul that's compromised with that old bleak you tell such lies
You must have a deal with the devil himself

[Chorus]
Yeah I know, what goes around comes around
I know that in time I'll be okay
Yeah I know, that hanging on just pulls me down
But I can't let go, she won't let me let go, oh no

Yeah I know, what goes around comes around
I know that in time I'll be okay
Yeah I know, that hanging on just pulls me down
But I can't let go, she won't let me let go, oh no

[Verse 2]
You must have a voodoo doll of me
Well I wake each night staring at the ceiling and I never sleep
You're burning candles in the dark
Poke your pins in my broken heart
Yeah, you must have a voodoo doll of me

Darling, you must have a voodoo doll of me
Yeah, you must have a voodoo doll
You must have a voodoo doll of me

W - 21002. W. Lee O'Daniel (And The Light Crust Dough Boys)

W. Lee O'Daniel (And The Light Crust Dough Boys)

As we listened to the Opry when I was just a kid.
My daddy talked through saturday's them crazy things he did.
He said this is a story, how your Mamma first met me



And the going thing was texas swing before Bob Will's was king

Was in the town of Tulsa about 30 years ago
At Cain's Academy down in old Oklahoma
Well the dust was blowing but the music was right
And W Lee O'Daniel played it all night

For The Light Crust Dough Boys and W. Lee O'Dan
We drove 80 miles through that blowing sand
My '37 Chevy was shootin' steam
Coming up them hill it just seized up on me

And I wouldn't miss a thing on saturday night
We're all in the chevy's in that Detroit light
I can hear that music in my ears
I was ready to go and I was shifting them gears

So your mamma passed the biscuits and gave me her hand
Knew she was my honey and she knew I was her man
We listenned to the fiddler he was making it sing
And heard them pretty notes of that guitar ring

I had no trouble, was fealing no pain
That moon shine whiskey and your mamma in my van
And The Light Crust Dough Boys and old Pappy Dan
Played us a song, we'll never forget

At the time they were tough and money was tight
But I didn't care on saturday night
Had no money but I could sang a blues
I felt like dancin' down in my shoes

Was in the town of Tulsa by 30 years ago
At Cain's Academy down in the old Oklahoma
When the dust was blowing but music was right
And W Lee o'Daniel played it all night

21003. Wabash Cannonball

Wabash Cannonball
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Doc Watson

From the great Atlantic Ocean to the wide Pacific shore
From the green ol' Smoky Mountains to the south lands by the shore
She's mighty tall and handsome and she's known quite well by all
She's the regular combination of the Wabash Cannonball

Listen to the jingle, the rumble and the roar
As she glides along the woodland through the hills and by the shore
Hear the mighty rush of the engine, hear the lonesome hobos call
You're traveling through the jungles on the Wabash Cannonball

Our eastern states are dandy, so the people always say



From New York to St Louis with Chicago by the way
From the hills of Minnesota where the rippling waters fall
No changes can be taken on the Wabash Cannonball

Now here's to Daddy Claxton, may his name forever stand
And always be remembered through the courts throughout the land
His earthly race is over, now the curtains round him fall
We'll carry him home to victory on the Wabash Cannonball

21004. Waco Moon

Todd Snider - Waco Moon

[Verse 1]
Yellow Rose, Waco Moon
Quit too late, died too soon
Woman with a needle and a silver spoon
Holed up singin' the devil's tune
Payin' your dues playin' the blues
Speedin' your young life away
I never will get over what I heard about you
First thing, New Year's Day

[Verse 2]
I can't say I felt so sad
The truth is, I think I'm mad
At the selfish way you left your dad
When you know what a hard luck time he's had
Sleepin' through a dream come true
You just threw all that talent away
I never will get over what I heard about you
First thing, New Year's Day

[Chorus]
Oooh, slippin' away
Oooh, New Year's Day

[Verse 3]
I threw the phone against the wall
Fallin' apart when I got the call
Went out walkin' with the weight of it all
That's when it hit me like a waterfall
I'm playin' the blues payin' my dues
Speedin' my young life away
I never will get over what I heard about you
First thing, New Year's Day

[Chorus]
Oooh, slippin' away
Oooh, New Year's Day

[Outro]
Yellow Rose, Waco Moon



Quit too late and you'll died too soon
To the bitter end so tried and true
Goodbye my friend, we'll be missin' you

21005. Wade In The Water

John Butler - Wade In The Water

[Verse 1]
I will wade in the water
And I will see my reflection
And I will know it's time
So I'll go
And I hope you will find me
For I need some redemption
I can't walk alone anymore

[Verse 2]
I'm looking for something
But I get in my way
I can't seem to find it on my own
It's on the tip of my tongue
It keeps slipping away
I don't wanna live here all alone
Anymore

[Verse 3]
I will go to the mountain
And I will look for my lover
And I will find my soul
No longer live in the valley on my own
No longer live in the valley on my own
No longer live in the valley on my own

21006. Wading Deep Waters

Crooked Still 
Wading Deep Waters

I am wading deep waters trying to get home
Lord I am wading deep waters trying to get home
I am wading deep waters
Wading deep waters
Wading deep waters trying to get home

I am climbing high mountains trying to get home
Lord I am climbing high mountains trying to get home
Lore I am climbing high mountains
Climbing high mountains



Climbing high mounts trying to get home

Lord I am walking deep valleys trying to get home
Lord I am walking deep valleys trying to get home
Wading deep valleys

I am walking deep valleys trying to get home

I am wading deep waters trying to get home
Lord I am wading deep waters trying to get home
Lord I am wading deep waters
Wading deep waters
Wading deep waters trying to get home

Trying to get home
Trying to get home
Trying to get home
Trying to get home

21007. Wagon Wheel - Chords

Old Crow Medicin Show - Wagon Wheel
David Rawlings - Cabinet

Capo 1

Intro: G D Em C, G D C C 

G                        D 
Headed down south to the land of the Pine 
Em                      C
I'm thumbin' my way into North Caroline
G                                  D

Staring up the road and (I) pray to God I see
C
head lights
G                        D            
I made it down the coast in seventeen hours
Em                 C                        
Pickin me a bouquet of dogwood flowers and I'm

G                        D                 C
Hopin for Raleigh I can see my baby tonight

Chorus: 
G                    D
So rock me mama like a wagon wheel 
Em                C
Rock me mama any way you feel

G   D            C 
Hey mama rock me



G                      D         
Rock me mama like the wind and the rain
Em                   C
Rock me mama like a south bound train 
G   D            C
Hey mama rock me

2nd verse:
Runnin' from the cold up in New England 
I was born to be a fiddler in an old time string band 
My baby plays the guitar, 
I pick the banjo now
Oh north country winters keep-a gettin' me low 
An'I lost my money playin' poker so i had to up and leave 

But i ain't turning back 
To live that old life no more

Repeat chorus

3rd verse:
Walkin' to the south out of Roanoake 
I caught a trucker out of Philly had a nice long toke
But he's a-headed west from the Cumberland Gap 
Johnson City Tennessee 
I gotta get a move on before for the sun 
I hear my baby callin my name and i know that she's the only one 
And if i die in Raleigh
At least i will die free

Repeat Chorus

21008. Wagon Yard - Chords

Wagon Yard

 G C G
1. I was a jolly farmer, last night I come to town,
 G A D
 To bring a bale of cotton, I'd work the whole year round,
 G C G
 Put my team in the wagon yard and got some mountain dew,
 G D G
 I went out to see the electric lights and take in a party or two.
 Em 

1a I met a dude out on the street, the clock was a'striking nine,
 A D
 He said come in old hayseed, have a drink, it's fine,
 G C G
 Well, I must a'bought a dozen, it hit my pocketbook a'hard,
 G D G
 I wished I'd a bought me half a pint and stayed in the wagon yard.



2. Now listen to me you farmers, I'm a'here to talk some sense,
 If you want to see them electric lights, just look over your back
fence,
 And when you farmers come to town, just stay right with your pard,
 Go get yourself a half a pint and stay in the wagon yard.

3. The next dern time I come to town, loaded to the gills,
 I'll watched them dudes like chicken hawks that circles around the
hills,
 I'll keep my money in my jeans and forever be on guard,
 I'll get myself a half a pint and stay in the wagon yard.

3a And when that dude, he comes around for me to buy him booze,
 I'll hit him in the head so quick he'll feel it in his shoes,
 He'll think he's met a wildcat, I'll hit that dude so hard,
 He'll wish I'd a'bought me half a pint and stayed in the wagon yard

21009. Wagoner's Lad

Tim O'Brien - Wagoner's Lad

The heart is the fortune of all women kind
They're always controlled, they're always confined
Controlled by their parents until they are wives
Then slaves to their husbands the rest of their lives

I am a poor girl, my fortune is sad
I've always been courted by the wagoner's lad
He courted my dailey, by night and by day
Now his wagon is loaded and he's going away

Your parents don't like me because I am poor
They say I'm not worthy of entering your door
I work for my living, my money's my own
If they don't like me they can leave me alone

Your horses are hungry go feed them some hay
Come sit down here by me as long as you stay
My horses ain't hungry, they won't eat your hay
So fair thee well darlin. I'll feed on my way

Your wagon needs greasin', you whip is to mend
Come sit down here by me as long as you can
My wagon is greasy, my whip's in my hand
So fair thee well darlin' no longer to stand

The heart is the fortune of all women kind
They're always controlled, they're always confined
Controlled by their parents until they are wives
Then slaves to their husbands the rest of their lives



21010. Wailing Wall - Chords

Wailing Wall 
Dan Tyminski

[Intro]
Em C Am
 
[Verse 1]
Em                                                       C
I can see you chasing shadows, holding out for Heaven knows
           Am
Are you getting close, to that unholy ghost
        Em                                                    C
As your daydreams turn to nightmares, are you dying to wake up
          Am
All you want is love, have you had enough
 
 
[Chorus]
C                          G
I could be you wailing wall
                                           D
If you're broken you can come and fall on me like slanted rain
        Am                        C
Hitting sideways on my window pane
                             G
Give me all your darkest days
                                    D
You know you're gonna need a sacred place, and I'm here waiting
      Am
Baby, my love hasn't faded
    C
For you, for you
     G             D        Am
I'd do it all for you, for you
 
 
[Verse 2]
         Em                                                  C
You walk bright inside my memories, but do I still walk in yours
          Am
I've been praying for us to make some more
         Em                                                 C
You know time is not my firend, I feel the closing of the door
        Am
Tell me what to do, how to get to you
 
 
[Chorus]
C                          G
I could be you wailing wall
                                           D



If you're broken you can come and fall on me like slanted rain
        Am                        C
Hitting sideways on my window pane
                             G
Give me all your darkest days
                                    D
You know you're gonna need a sacred place, and I'm here waiting
      Am
Baby, my love hasn't faded
    C
For you, for you
     G             D        Am
I'd do it all for you, for you
 
 
[Verse 3]
C
Let me be your answer
G
Let me be your wall
D                              Am
Let me be your, let me be you wailing wall
 
C G D Am
 
 
[Chorus]
C                          G
I could be you wailing wall
                                           D
If you're broken you can come and fall on me like slanted rain
        Am                        C
Hitting sideways on my window pane
                             G
Give me all your darkest days
                                    D
You know you're gonna need a sacred place, and I'm here waiting
      Am
Baby, my love hasn't faded
    C
For you, for you
     G             D        Am
I'd do it all for you, for you
 
C G D Am
 
 
[Outro]
C
I could be, I could be your
G
I could be, I could be your
D
I could be, I could be your
Am
Wailing wall



21011. Wait 'til I Get You Home

Dolly Parton - Wait 'til I Get You Home 

You never cease to amaze me
You can still make me crazy
Baby you can turn me on
With just your eyes
You're just so darn appealing
You stir up sexy feelings
Every man in the room
Would like to try you on for size
Chorus:
Wait 'til I get you home
Wait 'til I get you alone
Wait 'til I get my hands on you
Wait 'til I get you home sweet baby
Wait 'til I get you home
Oh baby you still make me
Feel feelin's that can take me
To places where I've never been before
Well honey I've got a feelin'
We'll make some shadows on the ceilin'
Tonight by candlelight behind closed doors
Chorus:
Wait 'til I get you home
Wait 'til I get you alone
Wait 'til I get my hands on you
Wait 'til I get you home sweet baby
Wait 'til I get you home
Your lovin' gets better
Each time we're together
It's always exciting and new
Each time we discover
We're still like young lovers
It's always been magic with you
Baby wait 'til I get you home
You just wait 'til I get you alone
Wait 'til I get my hands on you
Wait 'til I get you home sweet baby
Wait 'til I get you home
Wait 'til I get you alone
Wait 'til I get my hands on you
Wait 'til I get you home sweet baby
Wait 'til I get you home sweet darlin'
Wait 'til I get you home

21012. Wait A Little Longer Please Jesus



Wait A Little Longer Please Jesus
Louvin Brothers
Del McCoury Band

Here the labour is so hard and the workers are so tired
And our weary hearts are longing for a rest
And we find we're getting anxious to be in that happy land
Where we'll enjoy some peace and happiness. 

   But wait a little longer, please, Jesus
   There's so many still a-wandering out in sin
   Just a little longer, please, Jesus
   Just a few more days tolet our loved ones in. 

We may look into the skies and tearswillfill our eyes
For our weary hearts grow heavy with each day
First we cry oh lord please come, come and take our children home
And then we look around us and we say: 

The family's scattered here and there, but Lord we love them dear
And maybe we can help them find the way
Well if waiting is the cause well they might not be
Lord that's the only reason why we say:

21013. Wait A Minute

Wait A Minute
Seldom Scene

   Wait a minute did I hear you say you're going far away again
   Try to change it I can't take the lonely nights without your love

Doin' the road get the music done and move along
What good does it do Play your songs for her and hear her say

You're rollin' along life's been good to you and even so
She comes to you late at night's the time you hear her say once again

I'm waitin' for you thirty days and nights without a rest
I got to hold on twenty-five to go and once again I'll hear you say

21014. Wait A While

Wait a While
Old Man Luedecke

I wish I had a camper
One with real good tires
We'd travel across America
We'd cook on open fires



Wait a while
Wait a while
Wait a while
And I will be back home
Wait a while
Wait a while
Wait a while
And I will be back home

Well I like eggs and bacon
I drink my coffee hot
I've been on the road for way too long
Thinking of where I'm not
Wait a while
Wait a while
Wait a while
And I will be back home
Wait a while
Wait a while
Wait a while
And I will be back home

If it rained 40 days
And it rained 40 nights
Would you be my plus one
If we could find the ark
Wait a while
Wait a while
Wait a while
And I will be back home
Wait a while
Wait a while
Wait a while
And I will be back home

21015. Wait For Me

Wait For Me
Larkin Poe - Wait For Me

[Verse 1]
The stakes were high that day
But when country called, he couldn't just walk away
He sent a letter every day
And just like all rage[?]
In only a mother's way
She knew what he meant to say

[Chorus]
"Wait for me to come back home"
"When everyone has given up hope"
"And they stop drinkin' to my name"
"Wait for me"



"Wait for me"
"Wait for me"
"And I'll return to you"

[Verse 2]
Twenty four is young
She spent every day afraid for her son
She heard his voice in her head saying
"If I come back, it'll be 'cause you held on"
"No, don't give me up for gone."
[Chorus]
"Wait for me to come back home"
"When everyone has given up hope"
"And they stop drinkin' to my name"
"Wait for me"
"Wait for me"
"Wait for me"
"And I'll return to you"

[Bridge]
For years and years, the only face she saw was
The face of an angel
The face of an angel
The face of an angel sayin', "I'll return"

[Outro]
"So, wait for me to come back home"
"When everyone has given up hope"
"And they stop drinkin' to my name"
"Wait for me"
(The face of an angel)
"Wait for me"
(The face of an angel)
"Wait for me"
(The face of an angel)
"Wait for me"
(The face of an angel)
"Wait for me"
(The face of an angel)
"Wait for me"
(The face of an angel)
"Wait for me"
(The face of an angel)
"Wait for me"
(The face of an angel)

21016. Wait For The Light To Shine

Roy Acuff - Wait for the light to shine
Composer: Fred Rose

When the road is rocky and you're carrying the load
Wait for the light to shine



If you find your friendless on that weary lonesome road
Wait for the light to shine

Wait for the light to shine shine shine wait for the light to shine
Pull yourself together keep on looking for the sign
Wait for the light to shine

Don't forget your brother as you travel through the land
Wait for the light to shine
He may be in trouble and may need a helping hand
Wait for the light to shine

Wait for the light to shine shine shine wait for the light to shine
Never give up hope or cast your pearls and pour this wine
Wait for the light to shine

Don't let trouble fool you and your sin will all be gone
Wait for the light to shine
Don't forget it's darkest just before the break of dawn
Wait for the light to shine

Wait for the light to shine shine shine wait for the light to shine
Keep these words before you as you walk out narrow line
Wait for the light to shine

21017. Wait For The Sunshine

Wait for the Sunshine
Flatt & Scruggs

Wait for the sunshine wait for the sunshine wait for the clouds to roll away
Maybe tomorrow gone will be sorrow wait for the sunshine to bring a brighter day

[ dobro ]

If sorrow and trouble you're seeing double black clouds surround you all the time
Well don't let misfortune be too discouraging remember tomorrow the sun will shine
Wait for the sunshine...

[ harmonica ]

If it seems forever since there's been laughter don't let old misery get you down
Just keep your chin up don't ever give up tomorrow the sunshine may come around
Wait for the sunshine...

21018. Wait So Long

Trampled by Turtles - Wait So Long



I could never pretend that I don't love you
You could never pretend that I'm your man
That's exactly the way that I want it
That's exactly the way that I am

And you call me in the morning with your troubles
Takin' it downtown every night
I could never place the stars at night above ya
I got my hands on the ground
And you know I'm right

You wait so long
You wait so long
You wait so long
You wait so long

It's a coffee stained earth ever time it happens
Liven up honey it ain't that bad
Any afterthought rose to recognition
Like every other coffin that I had

And your Buick broke down in Winnemucca
Fall to your knees and you pray to the lord
Then you take up hope at the politicians
Nothing happens in this burnt out town anymore

You wait so long
You wait so long
You wait so long
You wait so long

And your hollows on like a frozen freight train
You know that I help you if I can
But I'm just a raindrop in a river
Just a little itty-bitty grain of sand

And you know that I'm doomed to repeat this
With all the bad habits that I've learned
But it's better than your fiber 'n fornication
And all the dirty money that you earn

You wait so long
You wait so long
You wait so long
You wait so long

You wait so long
You wait so long
You wait so long
You wait so long

21019. Waitin' For Love To Begin



Waitin' for Love to Begin
The Flying Burrito Brothers

I'm just taking it easy
Waiting for love to begin
It comes and it goes
And it looks like I'm willin' again

Went along for the ride
This time I got high on a friend
I'm just taking it easy
And waiting for love to begin

You don't promise a thing
Oooh...
You give your love just the same
But you give just the same
And if waitings the game
Oooh...
I'll just play it until I can win
I'll just play 'til I win

Slowly but surely
I feel your emotions give in
I'm just taking it easy
And waiting for love to begin

I keep feeling my head spin around
I can't keep my feet on the ground
Setting my soul on fire
Burning me up with desire

Bottle of brandy and music we both understood
Taking for granted that all of our feelings were good
Slowly I'm falling and feeling the need of a friend
I'm just taking it easy and waiting for love to begin
Taking it easy and waiting for love to begin

21020. Waitin' For The 103 - Chords

Waitin' For The 103 Acoustic 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Intro]
G7 F#7 G7 F#7
 
[Verse]
G7           F#7            G7                F#7
I'm like the people         the kind that you see
F#7            G7           G7                 F#7        G7                 F#7
In line at the depot        waitin'  for the 103          waitin'  for the 103
G7            F#7           G7                     F#7
At times it's later         comin'  later than usually
G7                F#7                 G7                         F#7         G7                F#7



At times it don't come though         and never picks up them or me          waitin' for the 103
 
[Chorus]
E7                     A7
Around the station     they don't take the local
E7                   A7
They can make it     fine without the local
 
G7         F#7               G7                   F#7
The 103 is all they need     to 'em there    with lots of speed
 
[Chorus]
E7                         A7
The tracks are roarin'     maybe that's it comin'
E7                     A7
The people lookin'     wondrin' what's the hummin'
 
[Verse]
G7         F#7              G7                     F#7
The 103 is at the gate      they all agreed it was worth the wait
G7           F#7            G7                F#7
I'm like the people         the kind that you see
G7             F#7          G7                 F#7        G7                 F#7
In line at the depot        waitin'  for the 103          waitin'  for the 103
 
[Chorus]
E7                     A7
Is the train goin'     in the right direction
E7                  A7
Have the people     made the right connection
G7           F#7               G7                  F#7
The 103 will get 'em there     as they'll see with time to spare
G7           F#7            G7                F#7
I'm like the people         the kind that you see
G7             F#7          G7                 F#7        G7                 F#7
In line at the depot        waitin'  for the 103          waitin'  for the 103
 
[Verse]
G7         F#7              G7                     F#7
The 103 is at the gate      they all agreed it was worth the wait
G7           F#7            G7                F#7
I'm like the people         the kind that you see
G7             F#7          G7                 F#7        G7                 F#7
In line at the depot        waitin'  for the 103          waitin'  for the 103
G7                F#7       G7                F#7         G7         F#7     G7         F#7
Waitin' for the 103         Waitin' for the 103           ooo oooooooo       ooo oooooooo

21021. Waitin' For The Sun To Shine

Ricky Skaggs - Waitin' for the Sun to Shine

Oh, I've been standin' underneath this dark old cloud
Just waitin' for the sun to shine



Waitin' for the sun to shine in my heart again
Oh, I've been standin' underneath this dark old cloud, now
Waitin' for the sun to shine
Waitin' for the sun to shine in my heart again

Oh, I've been throwin' a lot of good love away
Just waitin' for the sun to shine
Waitin' for the sun to shine in my heart again
Oh, I've been throwin' a lot of good love away
Just waitin' for the sun to shine
Waitin' for the sun to shine in my heart again

Oh, I'm just waitin' for the sun to shine
(Waitin' for the sun to shine)
Waitin' for the sun to shine
I know it will be some time
I'm just waitin' for the sun to shine

I've been standin' underneath this dark old cloud
Just waitin' for the sun to shine
Waitin' for the sun to shine in my heart again
Oh, I've been throwin' a lot of good love away
Just waitin' for the sun to shine
Waitin' for the sun to shine in my heart again

Waitin' for the sun to shine
(Waitin' for the sun to shine)
In my heart again

Waitin' for the sun to shine
(Waitin' for the sun to shine)

21022. Waitin' For Your Love - Chords

Waitin' For Your Love
Written and recorded by Vince Gill

G                                    C                 G     Em
Well I've been spendin' all my spare time sittin' home alone
G                       C                       G     D7
Listenin' for the front door and starin' at the phone
           G                   C                       G
Ever since that night in Texas you're all that's in my brain
                            D7
And long distance ain't the answer 
                                G
My little heart can't stand the strain
      C                                             G
I'm a waitin' for your love waitin' every night and day
                          C                       D7
Hopin' you'll come by and get me baby take me far away
              C                                    G
I'm a waitin' for your love girl I ain't afraid to say



                       A7     C                          G
That you're all I ever wanted so come and steal my heart away
                        C                     G
Well I was never one to beg you know I always played it cool so cool
                        D7        C                           G
But you've got me on my knees now you're the exception to the rule
                            C                         G
Well there ain't no turnin' back you know I'm too far gone
                         D7                            G
So I keep the front door open and keep the porch light on
repeat #2 x2
      C                                             G
I'm a waitin' for your love waitin' every night and day
                  A7     C                          G
You're all I ever wanted so come and steal my heart away

21023. Waitin' In Your Welfare Line

Ernest Tubb 
Waitin' In Your Welfare Line

I got the hungry's for your love and I'm waitin' in your welfare line
Well, I ain't got nothing but the shirt on my back and an old two button suit
I walked out on my job about a week ago and I'm sleepin' in a telephone booth
But I'm a gonna be the richest guy around the day you say you're mine

I got the hungry's for your love and I'm waitin' in your welfare line
When I first saw you babe you nearly made me wreck my old 49 Cadillac
I knew at a glance that it was you for me and I had to have your love by heck
I'm gonna follow you baby wherever you go I got nothing to lose but my time
I got the hungry's for your love and I'm waitin' in your welfare line

Well, you made me the top dog on your hill and I was overjoyed
But it didn't take long till the thrill was gone I joined the ranks of the unemployed
Now I'm right back where that I started from but that ain't gonna change my mind
I got the hungrys for your love and I'm waitin' in your welfare line
Yes, I'm waitin' in your welfare line

21024. Waitin' On A Dark Eyed Gal

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Waitin' on a Dark Eyed Gal
Nanci Griffith

Well the midnight train can come and go without me; 
Oh I don't need no taxi back to town. 
I think I'll just stay right here in this deep old light, 
Was supposed to meet someone here tonight, 
Now I'm sittin here thinking, 
Waiting on a dark-eyed gal. 



No, I don't mind the rain; I never even noticed 
And I don't feel the cold, it wouldn't matter anyhow, 
As a matter of fact I could stay till the break of day, 
I don't see as I'm in anybody's way; 
I'm just sittin here thinking, 
Waiting on a dark eyed gal. 

She said she'd meet me at the station, 
Don't believe she'll keep me waiting very long 
Very long. 
She never was one to let me know her mind, 
So I'll stay right here, just doing my time 
Just sitting here thinking, 
Waiting on a dark eyed gal. 

Yeah, the midnight train has come and gone without me, 
I don't need no taxi back to town. 
I think I'll just stay right here in this deep old light, 
Was supposed to meet someone here tonight; 
Now I'm sittin' here thinking, 
Waiting on a dark eyed gal; 
Yeah I'm just sitting here thinking, 
Waiting on a dark-eyed gal.

21025. Waitin' On A Woman

Brad Paisley - Waitin' On A Woman 

Sittin' on a bench at West Town Mall
He sat down in his overalls and asked me
You waitin' on a woman
I nodded yeah and said how 'bout you
He said son since nineteen fifty-two I've been
Waitin' on a woman
When I picked her up for our first date
I told her I'd be there at eight
And she came down the stairs at eight-thirty
She said I'm sorry that I took so long
Didn't like a thing that I tried on
But let me tell you son she sure looked pretty
Yeah she'll take her time but I don't mind
Waitin' on a woman
He said the wedding took a year to plan
You talk about an anxious man, I was nervous
Waitin' on a woman
And then he nudged my arm like old men do
And said, I'll say this about the honeymoon, it was worth it
Waitin' on a woman
And I don't guess we've been anywhere
She hasn't made us late I swear
Sometimes she does it just 'cause she can do it
Boy it's just a fact of life



It'll be the same with your young wife
Might as well go on and get used to it
She'll take her time 'cause you don't mind
Waitin' on a woman
I've read somewhere statistics show
The man's always the first to go
And that makes sense 'cause I know she won't be ready
So when it finally comes my time
And I get to the other side
I'll find myself a bench, if they've got any
I hope she takes her time, 'cause I don't mind
Waitin' on a woman
Honey, take your time, cause I don't mind
Waitin' on a woman

21026. Waitin' On The Sky

Steve Earle - Waitin' on the Sky

I grew up in a military town
Waiting on the sky to fall
Everybody I knew hanging around wondering
What they'd do when the Draft Board called
Looking back, it must have been a miracle
How I ever grew up at all
To sing about living in a military town

Waiting on the sky to fall
Waiting on the sky to fall, boys
Waiting on the sky to fall
Chicken Little wasn't making nothing but noise
Waiting on the sky to fall

Spent a lonely lifetime rolling down the line
Searching for the Holy Grail
Never once crossed my solitary mind
That any such consecrated quest'd fail
Came upon an ocean and much to my chagrin
They told me that ship had sailed
Walking on the water 'cause I never learned to swim

Searching for the Holy Grail
Searching for the Holy Grail, friends
Searching for the Holy Grail

Been across the oceans and now I'm back again
Searching for the Holy Grail
Been around enough to know a little bit now
And I'm sittin' on top of the world
Wanging on a guitar while the sun goes down
Singing a song about a redheaded girl
Was a time I would have said those days was gone
But I'm giving it another whirl



Didn't know that I was gonna live this long
Now I'm sittin' on top of the world
Sittin' on top of the world, y'all
Sittin' on top of the world
Eyes wide open until the messenger calls
Sittin' on top of the world

21027. Waiting

Waiting
Sierra Hull

[Verse 1]
If fear don't kill me, the waiting will
I've never been good with surprise
I finally gave' you' the okay to' ask me
So it's only a matter' of time

[Verse 2]
Tuesday's found its way to me
Still, there is no sign
By Saturday, you look my way
I read between the lines

[Chorus]
Twenty and four summers gone
Comin' up on another one
I feel each minute goin' by
Soon, they won't be here no more

[Verse 3]
If fear don't kill me, the waiting will
I've never been good with surprise
I finally gave you the okay to ask me
So it's only a matter of time

[Chorus]
Twenty and five summers gone
Comin' up on another one
I feel each minute goin' by
Soon, they won't be here no more

21028. Waiting

Waiting
Glen Phillips

If I'd been dreaming
Wouldn't you just wake me



Senseless sleeping
You were always waiting

Doubt come slowly
It surely overtakes me
Am I among the lonely
You were always waiting

It it falling apart
Should I believe
You could be thinking that about me
Is this your faith
Is this your trust
Have you just given up

All our friends are retreating
Dreaming of escaping
Oh, hurry up they're leaving
You were always waiting

It it falling apart
Should I believe
You could be thinking that about me
Is this your faith
Is this your trust
Have you just given up on me
Have you just give up

We've all been here before
I'm sure you wanted more
I'm sure I could have given it
And whatever your intention was
We made it this far because
You were always waiting, waiting

Well I'd like to think I'd help you
If you needed saving
But I'm drowning here, not waving
And still you're only waiting

It it falling apart
Should I believe
You could be thinking that about me
Is this your faith
Is this your trust
Have you just given up on me
Have you just given up
Have you just given up on me
Have you just given up
Given up

You were always waiting



21029. Waiting

Dwight Yoakam - Waiting
(Deana Carter/Dwight Yoakam)

Waiting for your world to turn around is less likely to be found
As I watch it moving past
Than any other hope that I might hold that someday you
Might know what it's like to slowly drown
Waiting for your world to turn around
Waiting for the the thought to cross your mind that 2 hearts might
Be inclined to commit an act that's bold
Or even just be looking for a chance to take advantage of
One glance and live inside it one more time
Waiting for the thought to cross your mind
How long will it be
'Til these blind eyes can finally see
I don't know, time goes so slow
While your love, like a river, flows right by me
Waiting for your world to turn around is less likely to be found
As I watch it moving past
Than any other hope that I might hold that someday you
Might know what it's like to slowly drown
Waiting for your world to turn around

21030. Waiting Around To Die

Waiting Around To Die - Devil Makes Three

Sometimes I don't even know where this dirty road is taking me
Sometimes I don't even know the reasons why
I guess I'll keep on ramblin', lots of booze and lots of gamblin'
It's easier than just waitin' around to die

I had a ma, I even had a pa
He hit her with a belt once cause she cried
Told him to take care of me, headed back to Tennessee
It was easier than just waitin' around to die

I came of age and I met a girl in a Tuscaloosa bar
She cleaned me out and hit it on the sly
I tried to kill the pain, I bought some wine and hopped to train
Was easier than just waitin' around to die

A friend said he knew where some easy money was
We robbed a man and brother did we fly
They caught up with me, they drug me back to Muskogee
Four long years waitin' around to die

Now I'm out of prison, got me a friend at last
He don't drink or steal or cheat or lie
His name is morphine, he's the nicest thing I've seen
Together we're gonna wait around and die



Together we're gonna wait around and die

21031. Waiting At The Gate - Chords

Waiting At The Gate
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Paul Brewster

G
I'm waitin' at the gate (I'm waitin' at the gate)

Looking for my ride (looking for my ride)
                                                D7
Soon to take me (soon to take me) to my home on high

              G
Angel bands a comin' (angel bands a comin')  
C              G
From the other side (from the other side)
                 D7
I don't wanna be late (I don't wanna be late) 
                   G
I'm waiting at the gate

               C                     G
I can hear the thunder the time's at hand
                                      D7
Joy bells are ringin' in the promised land
           G
Jesus is a comin' my soul to take
                 D7                                      G
Yes my Lord sees me (yes my Lord sees me) waitin' at the gate

I'm a leavin' this world (I'm a leavin' this world)
C          G
No more to do (no more to do)

All of my work (all of my work)
            D7
On earth is through (on earth is through)

                G
I've fought the fight (I've fought the fight) 

I've kept the faith (I've kept the faith)
                  D7                                           G
Well I'm ready to go (Well I'm ready to go) I'm waitin' at the gate

Repeat #3 x2

                 D7                                      G
Yes my Lord sees me (yes my Lord sees me) waitin' at the gate
                 D7                                      G



Yes my Lord sees me (yes my Lord sees me) waitin' at the gate

21032. Waiting At The Harbor

Waiting At the Harbor 
Cumberland Gap Connection
 
I've seen days in the past, when the sun would always shine 
Nothin' seemed to rain, on my parade 
Then there were times, I couldn't see the light 
Days so dark I couldn't find my way 
Now, it just seems, like I'm stuck in between 
Walkin' around with all this pain 
I  just don't know which way to go 
Feels like I m waitin' at the harbor for a train 
 
CHORUS : 
I don't know if I can take it, don't think that I can make it  
I'm tired of standin' out here in the rain  
How can you find a home when you can't move on 
Feels like I'm waitin' at the harbor for a train 
 
I've waited all my life, for my ship to come in 
But I'm startin' to think it's lost at sea 
I'd all but given up, then I tried to quit 
My mind and my heart just won't agree 
Should I just move on or am I too far gone 
Will I ever find my way 
Don't know what to do there's no hope in you 
Feels like I'm waitin' at the harbor for a train 
 
Goin' round and round, just hopin' to be found 
Is that the turn this life's supposed to take 
Is this my destiny, or is it all just me 
Waitin' at the harbor for a train  
 
Yeah I'm waitin' at the harbor, can't seem to get no farther 
Waitin' at the harbor for a train 
Oh I'm waitin' at the harbor for a train

21033. Waiting For A Long Time

The Highwaymen - Waiting for a Long Time

[Chorus]
I've been waiting for a girl like you
Been waiting for a long time
And I've been waiting for a love that's true
Been waiting for a long time



[Verse 1]
I been waitin' for blue skies
Been waiting for blue eyes
Waiting for a long time
I've been standing in the pouring rain
Waiting for you-oo
Waiting for a long time

[Chorus]

[Verse 2]
I've been staring at a miracle of mysery
Been waiting for a long time
I've been praying for a miracle of mystery
Been waiting for a long time
I've been hoping that some day
Love will find me some way, yeah
Waiting for a long time
I've been waiting for a long, lost train
Waiting for you-oo-oo
Waiting for a long time

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
I've been hoping that some day
Love will find me some way
Waiting for a long time
I've been standing in the pouring rain
Waiting for you-oo
Waiting for a long time

[Outro]
I've been waiting on a long, lost train
Waiting for you-oo-oo
Waiting for a long time
Waitin' for a long time

21034. Waiting For A Train - Chords

Waiting for a Train
recorded by Johnny Cash
written by Jimmie Rodgers
 
C       G7     C     C7   F       Fm    C
All around the water tank waiting for a train
  F              C         Am   D7              G7
A thousand miles away from home sleeping in the rain
  C         G7   C        C7      F          Fm      C
I walked up to a brakeman just to give him a line of talk
   F                  C          D7                 G7
He said if you've got money I'll see that you don't walk



C              G7    C      C7    F           E7
Well I haven't got a nickel not a penny can I show
   F                C                   D7          G7     C
He said get off you railroad bum and he slammed the boxcar door

G7      C      G7     C    C7  F      Fm     C
Well he put me off in Texas a place I dearly love
    F                    C             D7             G7
The wide open spaces all around me the moon and stars above
C      G7       C       C7     F         Fm      C
Nobody seems to want me nor to lend me a helping hand
    F              C             D7             G7    
I'm on my way from Frisco heading back to Dixie Land
C        G7      C     C7  F                   E7
My pocketbook is empty my heart is willed with pain
      F              C              D7           G7    C
I'm a thousand miles away from home just waiting for a train

21035. Waiting For Love

Nanci Griffith - Waiting for Love

Life is full of finer things
they're lost and found
in the dark
It's the dog by the highway
Who said, 
Goin' my way? 
Now, he lives in your own
Backyard
Waiting for love
You came along and fit the part

It's the whistle from the man
With the kindest hands
And a Norwegian name you
Can't say
You meet him in the street
Tripping over your own feet
He claims you steal him away
Waiting for love
God forgives your lack of grace

And everyone I know
From my dust bowl to the city
Is waiting for love (love)
To start another day
They may be shy of heart
Oh, their pockets may be empty
Yet they are waiting for love (love)
And that's enough to fill our days

It's the heartworn jokes of



Your dear father
And the laughter in
Your own mother's heart
It's that plane blowin' in
With your loved one within
Who you've ached for in your time apart
When you're waiting for love
Life's a thread of paths to cross

And everyone I know
From my dust bowl to the city
Is waiting for love (love)
To start another day
They may be shy of heart
Oh, their pockets may be empty
Yet they are waiting for love (love)
And that's enough to fill our days

Whiter shade of pale is my best kept secret
It's the song that'll sail me back home
It's a picture in my hand
Of my own farm land
And the crops that I planted last spring
When you're waiting for love
You've got the finest life can bring

And everyone I know
From my dust bowl to the city
Is waiting for love (love)
To start another day
They may be shy of heart
Oh, their pockets may be empty
Yet they are waiting for love (love)
And that's enough to fill our days
Oh, when you're waiting for love (love)
You've got enough to fill your days

21036. Waiting For Sun To Shine - Chords

Waiting For Sun To Shine
Ricky Skaggs - Waiting For Sun To Shine

C
Oh I've been standing underneath this old dark cloud now
     Dm                      G
Just waiting for the sun to shine
Dm                       G                  C            
Waiting for the shine to shine  in my heart again
C
Oh I've been standing underneath this old dark cloud now
     Dm                      G
Just waiting for the sun to shine
Dm                       G                  C            



Waiting for the shine to shine  in my heart again
G            C
Oh I've been throwing  a lot of good love away
     Dm                     G
Just waiting for the sun to shine
Dm                       G                  C
Waiting for   the sun to shine  in my heart again
G            C
Oh I've been throwing  a lot of good love away
     Dm                     G
Just waiting for the sun to shine
Dm                       G                  C
Waiting for   the sun to shine  in my heart again
C                               Dm
I'm just waiting for the sun to shine
     G                      C
Just waiting for the sun to shine
                       Dm
I know it will be some time
         G                      C
I'm just waiting for the sun to shine
D
Oh I've been standing underneath this old dark cloud now
     Em                      A
Just waiting for the sun to shine
Em                       A                  D            
Waiting for the shine to shine  in my heart again
D
Oh I've been standing underneath this old dark cloud now
     Em                      A
Just waiting for the sun to shine
Em                       A                  D            
Waiting for the shine to shine  in my heart again
A            D
Oh I've been throwing  a lot of good love away
     Em                     A
Just waiting for the sun to shine
Em                       A                  D
Waiting for   the sun to shine  in my heart again
A            D
Oh I've been throwing  a lot of good love away
     Em                     A              D
Just waiting for the sun to shine

From Ricky Skaggs "Waitin For The Sun To Shine"
Epic Records 1981
Cross Keys Publishing(ASCAP)

21037. Waiting For The Clothes To Get Clean

Waiting for the Clothes to Get Clean
Darrell Scott



[Verse 1]
Takes the laundry from the trunk
She goes to get changed
And she loads the clothes into the machine
And she just rearranged
It's darks with the darks
And whites with whites
She says for all to hear
So goes to sit down in the car
To drink this can of beer
And he watches through the window
As she reads her magazine
Waiting for the clothes to get clean
She sees a young man watching her
Who saw her through a book
Then he knows just what he's thinking
He can tell by that wild eye look
And he waIts to see her notice
Then he turns the radio down
But she keeps on dreaming about movie stars
And doesn't even look around
Then he matches them as lovers
Forbidden as can seen

[Chorus]
Waiting for the clothes to get clean
Waiting for the clothes to get clean
Ohhh

[Verse 2]
she's waving by the window
So he can help her fold
And he crushes out his cigarette
And steps in from the cold
Lets fold the clothes in silence
As if there is nothing wrong
And when they driving back home
He say s what took so Goddamn long
They are shining through a window
Brightest moon she's ever seen

[Chorus]
Waiting for the clothes to get clean
Waiting for the clothes to get clean
Uhhh
Ohhh
Yea
Yeah

21038. Waiting For The Hard Times To Go

Dave Alvin - Waiting for the Hard Times To Go 
Nashville Bluegrass Band



My name it don't matter, you don't know me no how
but I wish you would listen to what I'm saying now
I need someone to talk to, but I want you to know
I ain't puttin' you down, but I don't like this town
Just waitin' for the hard times to go

I came here from Fresno and that is my home
If I ever get back there, I won't feel so alone
I came looking for work here just a few weeks ago
Now my spirit is beat from walking these streets
Just waitin' for the hard times to go

My home seems as far now as the Earth is from Mars
Everywhere that I look here, I see buildings and cars
I want to hear the birds singin', I want to feel the breeze blow
But I know that can't be, I just can't be free
Just waitin' for the hard times to go

Sometimes I wonder by the workings of life
Can a man make a living for his kids and his wife
without leaving his hometown for a strange place to go
Where he can't save a cent and his whole life is spent
Just waitin' for the hard times to go
Just waitin' for the hard times to go

21039. Waiting For You

The Incredible String Band - Waiting for You 

I've been wearing faces in the strangest places
Just to make a dream come true
The dawn is sweet but it's incomplete and l'm waiting for you
The breeze is blowing and my hair is growing
Forgotten everything my mother knew
The day is young and spring is sprung and I'm waiting for you
Must you bring that horse in here Miss Jones
(although your snowshoes do look terrific)
Yes they all come from out of the sky you know

I'm waiting for the dove that never came home
I'm waiting for the painter when his colours were gone
I'm waiting for the soldiers at the war, I'm waiting for a royal decision
I'm waiting for the sun to snore
I'm waiting for a rumble from Jericho, waiting for the world to begin

I'm a bareback rider, I'm an outsider and love to dance the boogaloo
I'm a turnip head, I'm a lately wed and I'm waiting for you

More tea vicar? (Hold that tiger)
Yes, the hydrangeas do look divine this time of the year

I'm wailing for the angels to put on their smiles



I'm waiting for the judges to come to trial
I'm waiting for the aeroplane, I'm waiting for the graves to open
I'm waiting to be sold in chains
I'm waiting for a signal from the trapdoor queen
Waiting for the world to begin

I'm a snake charmer, I'm a guava farmer
I'm a goose to me don't ever say boo
Let the universe roll, I'm a simple soul and I'm waiting for you
Oh it sounds so sweet when you play it me like that.
(that tiger really doesn't want to be held)

I'm waiting for the signs to point a different way
I'm waiting for God to take a holiday
I'm waiting for night in the mine
I'm waiting for the hills to grow steeper
I'm waiting for the man they call Shine
I'm waiting for Willie the Weeper to wake,
waiting for the world to begin

I'm off to market with an old straw basket singing dodeodeodo
Green cloth to wear in the spring, in the April breezes how it will blow
I'm going to introduce to you now the
personalities who compose the Jim Spiggatt Occult Quart.
Over there on my left we have Miss Cynthia de Monfort-Jones on her silvery toned
mandoline, and just a little further over the left we have that famed Oriental bass player
Miss Fenola Bumgarner (first time in captivity folks!)
On the pounding batterie and coterie we
have that well known bricklayer's labourer from Pilton,
Mr Jack McMarker- and perhaps we just have time to devastate your synaesthesia
with one more searing chorus from Black Jack Davy on the steam organ. That's all.

21040. Waiting For You Girl

Waiting for You Girl
Leftover Salmon
Writer/s: JEROME KERN, JOHN H. WAGNER

I'm living up near Fresno
Just up Highway 99
Won't you come and pay a visit
I'm here all the time

I'm still here waiting
Waiting for you girl
I'm still waiting
Waiting for you girl
I could wander up to Phoenix
Get a good construction job
If the sunstroke, it don't kill me
the meth-amphetamine will
But I'll still be waiting
Waiting for you girl



I'll still be waiting
Waiting for you girl
I'm still waiting
I'm still waiting
Waiting for you girl
This once was an ocean
Or should I say an ocean floor
It should all be a desert
And it shall be once more
But I'll still be waiting
Waiting for you girl
Yeah, be here waiting
Waiting for you girl
I'm still waiting
I'm still waiting
Waiting for you girl

21041. Waiting In The Water

Waiting In The Water
The Isaacs

A helpless man blind from birth
The only one who saw his worth
Didn't pass him by, He heard his cry

He rubbed his eyes with a handful of clay
Then He said, "Go wash in the pool today"
And the blind man knew that's what he had to do

You know along the way
He couldn't help but trip and fall
Each time he got back up
I wonder if he thought

Every step I take is a step in faith
When I can't see what's in front of me
I'll walk on and just believe
He hears my prayer

And when I get there
The miracle promised by my father
Is waiting in the water

I've walked in darkness, I won't lie
Just like that blind man sometimes
I've felt all alone, like all hope was gone

I know that His word is true
And no matter what I'm going through
He promised me that He would never leave

I know along the way



I may stumble and I may fall
But I'll make it to the water
Even if I have have to crawl

Every step I take is a step of faith
When I can't see what's in front of me
I'll walk on and just believe
He hears my prayer

And when I get there
The miracle promised by my father
Is waiting in the water

I know He knows where I am
And somehow this is all in His plan
So until my healing comes
I'll keep pressing on

Every step I take is a step of faith
When I can't see what's in front of me
I'll walk on and just believe
He hears my prayer

And when I get there
The miracle promised by my father
Is waiting in the water

21042. Waiting On A Ride - Chords

Waiting On A Ride 
Songs From The Road Band

[Intro]
G  D  Am  D
 
[Verse 1]
 G                               D
Throwin all my extra change in Grandma's mason jar
      Am                           D
Turns out a pile of pennies won't take you all that far
 G                                       D
Once that Grayhound leaves this town I wonder where she goes
     Am                              D
The rate that I've been goin I may never know
 
 
[Chorus]
      G          C       D
Lord I've spent half my life
       G    C         D
Just wastin my sweet time
Em               D            G         C
My love's been dried out for too many years



               D         G     D
Waitin on a ride out of here
 
 
[Verse 2]
       G                            D
Been striking out in love so many times that I can't count
 Am                     D
Ain't too many choices left in this little town
   G                                   D
I heard there's a world somewhere out past the county line
  Am               D
Gotta be a woman waitin to be mine
 
 
[Chorus]
      G          C       D
Lord I've spent half my life
       G    C         D
Just wastin my sweet time
Em               D            G         C
My love's been dried out for too many years
               D         G
Waitin on a ride out of here
 
 
[Bridge]
D   C   Am  D
G   D   Am  D
     C                       Em
I'm here on the side of the road with my blues
 Am                       D
I'm goin somehwere with nothin to lose
 
 
[Chorus]
      G          C       D
Lord I've spent half my life
       G    C         D
Just wastin my sweet time
Em               D            G         C
My love's been dried out for too many years
               D         G
Waitin on a ride out of here
 
 
[Outro]
D   C   Am  D
G   D
            C  D         G  C  D  G
Waitin on a ride out of here



21043. Waiting On June - Chords

Waiting On June 
Holly Williams
 
[Verse]
             G
She was from North Louisiana in the town of Mer Rouge
                                    C                                   G
I fell in love in a week or two it didn?t take long to love a girl like that
 
We were barely ten in the cotton fields playing horseshoe with the colored kids
   C                                        G
I tried to kiss her she grabbed a baseball bat
 
 
[Chorus]
             Cadd9
Waiting on June, I hope she comes to see me
             G
Waiting on June, I can?t take this feeling
             Cadd9                                          Em
Waiting on June, I pray to God she?ll love me one of these days
           D                     G
I hope I find my way waiting on June
 
 
[Verse]
               G
I went off in 42? to fight those boys and pay my dues
     C                               G
Her wallet picture kept my spirits high
 
Charley Boy died in my arms, he saw Jesus I saw blood
    C                                  G
It soaked her wallet picture that cold night
 
   D                                   Cadd9            G
I told my best friend Charley I would kiss his girl goodbye
             D                          Cadd9          G
He made me promise I?d go home and make Miss June my wife
                 D                Cadd9              G
Shaking like a drunk old fool I hopped off of that plane
       Em          D            Cadd9
And I ran home to ask her in the rain
 
 
[Chorus]
          Cadd9
Waiting on June, I hope that she says yes
             G
Waiting on June, in her faded summer dress
            Cadd9
Waiting on June, her daddy shook my hand
 Em                                D
And she lit up the moment I pulled out that silver band
             G



Waiting on June
 
 
[Verse]
         G
Well we married at the methodist church
                                                C                                 G
Found a big white cow and a piece of dirt with pecan trees to build our homestead on
 
Jolynn Becky then Donna then Shelby, our tiny house was a sanctuary
C                                     G
Laughter filled those rooms all day long
 
 
[Chorus]
           Cadd9
Waiting on June, she?s putting on her makeup
             G
Waiting on June, she?s trying to get her hair curled
            Cadd9
Waiting on June, kids listen to me
     Em                               D
You walk on down to Sunday school I?ll be there in 15
            G
Waiting on June
 
 
[Bridge]
       G
The time flew by like they said it would
 
The kids grew fast and the farm did good
       Cadd9                   G
Mrs. Bertha made our supper everyday
 
At noon that silver bell would ring
                                      Cadd9                      G
We?d all say grace and dig on in we always ate together in those days
 
 
    D                                  Cadd9             G
Oh one by one those kids went off and found a love their own
          D                                   Cadd9                 G
There?s nothing like the joy I knew when they brought their babies home
          D                                      Cadd9              G
We?d play all day in the cotton fields with the dogs I raised up right
    Em                  D            Cadd9
And end in grandma?s kitchen every night
 
 
[Chorus]
           Cadd
Waiting on June, honey don?t burn the bacon
            G
Waiting on June, our bellies are a? achin
            Cadd9
Waiting on June, she turns that fork so slow



 Em                                        D
And we all had to sit there til the last bite was no more
            G
Waiting on June
 
[Verse]
           G
We were slower than we used to be the nursing home told June and me
               Cadd9                   G
That we?d have separate rooms side by side
   D                                   cadd9               G
Oh what I?d give for one more night of sleeping with my wife
       D                                Cadd9          G
Since 45? I?ve touched her skin in the middle of the night
      D                             Cadd9           G
I?m lying in this single bed until they cut the lights
      Em                  D             Cadd9
That?s when she?ll sneak in and I?ll be fine
 
[Chorus]
             Cadd9
Waiting on June so we can kiss goodnight
            G
Waiting on June I?ll hold her hand so tight
            Cadd9
Waiting on June I?ll love her til? I die
           D                                 Cadd9
It?s bittersweet when love grows old and you really miss your wife
            G
Waiting on June
 
 
            G
Well they buried me last Tuesday morn
 
The good lord came and he took me home
    Cadd9                           G
I closed my eyes and quickly went away
         Em            D          Cadd9
But the angels let me see her everyday
            Cadd9
Waiting on June, our mansion is so grand
            G
Waiting on June, footprints in the sand
            Cadd9
Waiting on June, that?s the story of my life
Em                                   D
Me and Jesus are standing here til? she walks through that light
            Cadd9
Waiting on June

21044. Waiting On The Night



Waiting on the Night
The Greencards - Waiting on the Night

[Verse 1]
I've been layin' round
Gettin' ideas in my head
Thinkin' 'bout slippin' out
Gonna shine in my brand new dress

[Pre-Chorus]
Boy, you got some style
Ooh, know how to make me smile

[Chorus]
To be young and livin' alive
Free as a bird in the sky
I got nothin' but time, oh no

[Verse 2]
Night is comin' on
And the moon is on the rise
Can't be nothin' wrong
In feelin' so alive

[Pre-Chorus]
What you wanna do from here?
Ooh, come whisper in my ear

[Chorus]
To be young and livin' alive
Free as a bird in the sky
I got nothin' but time, oh oh

[Pre-Chorus]
I wake up with the sun
Ooh, waitin' on the night to come

[Chorus]
To be young and livin' alive
Free as a bird in the sky
Young and livin' alive
Free as a bird in the sky
I got nothin' but time, oh no, oh no

21045. Waiting On The Other Shoe To Fall

Tom T Hall - Waiting on the Other Shoe to Fall
Composer: Tom T. Hall

When I was a young man I busted my jeans
Hopping a freight down to New Orleans
Worked on the oil rigs and played in the bars
But nothing ever killed me so far



Now I'm waitin' on the other shoe to fall
And right now you're walking out on me
I can hear your footsteps going down the hall
And I am waitin' on the other shoe to fall

Well I joined the army and I did my time
They sent me right up to the front lines
People were shoutin' and shootin' at me
But I had to keep America free

Now I'm waitin' on the other shoe to fall...

I've been to California and I've been to New York
And all in between I had beans on my fork
Clothes on my back and a song on my mind
But I've never met a woman like your kind
Now I'm waitin' on the other shoe to fall...

Well right down the street there's an old boarding house
You better be careful bout throwing me out
When she hears my footsteps coming up their stairs
She's gonna start combing her hair
She's a waitin' on the other shoe to fall
Right now you're walking out on me
I can hear your footsteps going down the hall
And she is waitin' on the other shoe to fall

21046. Waiting On You

Steve Earle - Waiting on You

[Verse]
Here comes the night, day brings no light
For wrong or right, I'm here waiting on you
Words cut too deep, old ghosts won't sleep
They'll never keep me from waiting on you

[Bridge]
Breathing out, breathing in
Holding out, giving in
Doing with or without
For a lifetime, just a lifetime

[Chorus]
I can't let go, I wait for you
Till hell goes cold, I wait for you
You're all I know and I wait for you

[Bridge]
Breathing out, breathing in
Holding out, giving in
Doing with or without
Waiting on you



[Verse]
I don't show it all, I walk on, walk tall
Behind this wall, I'm still waiting on you

[Bridge]
Breathing out, breathing in
Holding out, giving in
Doing with or without
For a lifetime, just a lifetime

[Chorus]
I can't let go, I wait for you
Till hell goes cold, I wait for you
You're all I know and I wait for you

21047. Waiting Tonight

Waiting Tonight?

I'm waiting tonite for you to tell me that you still love me and you will remain
My heart is breaking with each passing hour please don't let me love you in vain

I used to think your love would always save me and that you'd always stay right by my side
But I can see a change coming o'er you and the tears I cry just can't hide

I can't pretend that love is just a pastime and that you never meant a thing to me
So darlin please don't leave me all alone sorrounded by your memory

21048. Wake Me

Mandolin Orange - Wake Me

Like a rock that came rollin' down the hill I've been searchin' for somethin' to kill
I'm shameless and I've aimlessly drawn
I wanna lay down somewhere
I wanna close my eyes
but i've a good girl waiting, and if I ain't back soon she may be gone

mmmm, if it's all the same
it's enough to hold her close
but i'm in need of pleasant dreams

SO I cried to the doctor, doctor please come quick
my world's grown tired and sick
if it ain't fixed I fear it may fall
i wanna lay down somewhere, lay down and die
well the doc just smiled and said "in a good while, son, sometimes don't we all'■



mmm if it's all the same
it's enough to hold her close but I'm in need of pleasant dreams

so won't you wake me
in the morning light
wake me
when the morning comes

Well I ran outside a-shoutin'
so loud it shook the earth
so loud it chilled the air and cleared the sky
I wanna lay down somewhere
down by her side
but I've been gone too long to crawl back now and crumble in her eyes

Well I see a lock and key and a clock on the wall
and I swear I hear her singin'
the air smells sweet and I do think there's coffee made
I wanna lay down somewhere, long as time abides
and with that morning sky above we can share our love with the sleep still in our eyes

mmmmm if it's all the same
it's enough to hold her close but I'm in need of pleasant dreams

Wake me
in the morning light
wake me
when the morning comes
x2

21049. Wake Me Up - Chords

Wake Me Up - Infamous Stringdusters
Written by: Avicii, Michael Einziger, and Aloe Blacc

Capo 2

Intro: Am F C G7
       Am F C E X2

Am        F                 C                C
Feeling my way through the darkness
Am        F                 C                C
Guided by a beating heart
Am       F                  C               C
I can't tell where the journey will end
Am      F                  C             C
But I know where to start

Am       F                  C               C
They tell me I'm too young to understand
Am      F                  C                 C
They say I'm caught up in a dream



Am       F                   C                 C
Well life will pass me by if I don't open up my eyes
Am      F                    C                 C
Well that's fine by me

Am      F                C          G7
So wake me up when it's all over
Am      F                C          E
When I'm wiser and I'm older
Am      F                C          G7
All this time I was finding myself
Am      F                C          E
And I didn't know I was lost
X2

Riff:
e---------------10-------------10-10-10-12-10-12-slide14-10---/
b--12-12-10-12----12-10-12-10---------------------------------/
g-------------------------------------------------------------/
D-------------------------------------------------------------/
A-------------------------------------------------------------/
E-------------------------------------------------------------/

I tried carrying the weight of the world
But I only have two hands
Hope I get the chance to travel the world
But I don't have any plans

Wish that I could stay forever this young
Not afraid to close my eyes
Life's a game made for everyone
And love is the prize

[2x]
So wake me up when it's all over
When I'm wiser and I'm older
All this time I was finding myself
And I didn't know I was lost

Didn't know I was lost
I didn't know I was lost
I didn't know I was lost
I didn't know (didn't know, didn't know)

21050. Wake The Dead

Wake the Dead
The Infamous Stringdusters - Wake the Dead

[Verse 1]
I just keep on carrying on
Slaving away all week long
Taking my money and passing it 'round



I'm just doing my best to stay above ground
Well, I'm grateful for the life I've been given
But it's about time I get back to living

[Chorus]
I wanna wake the dead, wake the dead
Go all night 'til there's nothing left
Have a little fun with no regrets
You and me, babe, let's wake the dead

[Verse 2]
It wasn't long ago we didn't care
That there was something funky blowing in the air
Was it only a dream what happened to us
It was you and me and it was peace and love

[Chorus]
Wake the dead, wake the dead
Go all night 'til there's nothing left
Have a little fun with no regrets
You and me, babe, let's wake the dead

[Bridge]
Like some kind of zombie freezing cult
I think we all better take our post

[Chorus]
Oh, whoa, whoa, wake the dead, wake the dead
Go all night 'til there's nothing left
Have a little fun with no regrets
You and me, babe, let's wake the dead
Wake the dead, wake the dead
Yeah, we'll fly so high without a net
We'll take a strange trip that we'll never forget
You and me, babe, let's wake the dead

21051. Wake Up

Wake Up
Nershi
String Cheese Incident

There's flies buzzing 'round me, I'm begging for a breeze 
The grass that surrounds me is so high that I can't see 
There's something out there watching me and 
I can't find no peace If it catches up with me,

its gonna kill me by degrees Stand up, 
Wake up 
The sun is sinking fast now and the night is moving in 
I've got to find a place where I know I won't be seen 
If you're out there can't you help me, 'cause 
I try but I can't scream 



And I know that its not real, but I can't break out of this dream 
Stand up, 
Wake up 
This song is for the people living this dream 
Their minds twisted in an endless scream

We're walking through a graveyard, the wind howling through the trees 
We've got to wake up soon or life will pass by like a breeze
What's it gonna take to make you realize 
You're killing yourself I've seen it in your eyes 
Stand up, 
Wake up

21052. Wake Up

Wake Up

Wake up, don't just lay there like cold granite stone 
Wake up, we're too close to be alone 
Wake up, and please, darling, hold me if you would 
Don't just lay there like you've gone away for good 

There's too many empty pages with so many things in store 
I can't believe it's over and you've closed the final door 
And I'm not prepared to handle these things we're going through 
I wish God would grant me just one more night with you 

Wake up, don't just lay there like cold granite stone 
Wake up, we're too close to be alone 
Wake up, and please, darling, hold me if you would 
Don't just lay there like you've gone away for good 

Without you I'll feel worthless, like a bell that doesn't ring 
And I know you hear me talkin', yet you haven't heard a thing 
And I can't stand it all much longer, I'd go crazy without you 
I wish God would grant me just one more night with you 

Wake up, don't just lay there like cold granite stone 
Wake up, we're too close to be alone 
Wake up, and please, darling, hold me if you would 
Don't just lay there like you've gone away for good 
Don't just lay there like you've gone away for good

21053. Wake Up Little Susie

Wake Up Little Susie
B. & Felice Bryant
Flying Burrito Brothers



Wake up little Susie, wake up
Wake up little Susie, wake up
We've both been sond asleep
Wake up little Susie and weep
The movies over, its four a'clock
And were in troubble deep.
Wake up little Susie
Wake up little Susie

Well...
What are we gonna tell you're mama
What are we gonna tell you're pa
What are we gonna tell our friends when they say : Oh lala
Wake up little Susie
Wake up little Susie

Well I told you're mama that you'll be in by ten
Well Susie baby look's like we goofed again
Wake up little Susie
Wake up little Susie
We gotta go home

Wake up little Susie, wake up
Wake up little Susie, wake up
The movie wasn't so hot
It didn't have much of a plot
We fell asleep, our goose is cooked
Our reputation is shot
Wake up little Susie
Wake up little Susie

Well...
What are we gonna tell you're mama
What are we gonna tell you're pa
What are we gonna tell our friends when they say: Oh lala
Wake up little Susie
Wake up little Susie
Wake up little susie.

21054. Wake Up Screaming

Jim Lauderdale - Wake Up Screaming

Used to sleep through the night peacefully
Not a care in the world got to me
But now I lay me down to sleep I'm afraid of what I might see
I wake up screaming when your dream goes by

Used to feel like a man in control unaware of the storm in my soul
The sight of you took away my breath looked so good scared me half to death
I wake up screaming when your dream goes by

Now is this dream I'm in a room all dressed up just like a groom



Watching shadows dancing on the ledge
When suddenly you then appear you whisper in my ear
And I jump right over the edge

Just a dream that I seem to recall won't you tell me which doctor to call
Tell him please I don't feel too well every night I'm hearing wedding bells
I wake up screaming when your dream goes by

[ guitar ]

I lay there in an ice cold sweat sheets are torn and soaking wet
I wake up screaming when your dream goes by
I wake up screaming when your dream goes by
I wake up screaming when your dream goes by

I'm gonna try and stay up all night long honey just for you
Just for you don't you ever leave me alone

21055. Wake Up Sweetheart

Wake Up Sweetheart 
Stanley Brothers

I wait for you dear all night long 
It seems you never do get home 
I fall asleep at the break of day 
Just to drive these awful blues away 
 
CHORUS: 
Wake up sweetheart the night has passed 
You slept your troubles all away 
You're ready now to love again 
This weary heart you stole away 
 
I heard you cryin' in your sleep 
You said you'd found somebody new 
So I'll live on and just pretend 
I could never love no one but you 
 
How can you treat me like you do 
You know I've never done you wrong 
My heart will always worship you 
But still each night I'm left alone

21056. Wake Up, Little Maggie

Doc Watson
Wake Up, Little Maggie



Wake up, wake up, little Maggie
Why do you sleep so sound
Them highway robbers are a coming
Gone a tear your play house down

Oh, where is my little darling
The girl I love so dear
She's gone away and left me
Andis a courtin' some other one

I got drunk in the city
Then I stumbled and fell at her door
She throwed her little arms around me
But she bid me come back no more

Oh, my head bows down like the willow
And I'm lonesome like a dove
Sometimes there's tears on my pillow
When I think about my love

Oh, where is my little darling
That girl I loved so dear
She's gone away and left me

21057. Wake's Only Daughter

Wake's only daughter
Elephant Revival

Please don't burn and yeah its not lost oh we pain in for truth ohh ohh
Or to be the bow breaking water the wakes, only daughter is still water
Soooon enough
Please don't burn and yeah its not lost oh we pain in for truth ohh ohh
Or to be the bow breaking water the wakes, only daughter is still water
Soooon enough
Soooon enough
Soooon enough

Or to be the bank holding water
Only so hard could go on harder
To go erode its slowly not going and not become part of all we are
Sooooon enough
Soooooooon enough
Soooon enough ohhh don't give up
No no no don't give up

Fear not true love its a bottomless sea
Fear not of the days that haven't been seen
Lift up your head all heavy and dream
Open-starry-eyed-wide, the most beautiful scene

La da da da daa
La da da daaaa



Remember the dreams remember remember the dreeeeeam
Well stories told in the changing seasons
We bask in the dark for the morning reason
We spring from the winter to fall in to freezing
Speak to ourselves a mysterious fiction
To wake in the morning to an echo and leave

Fear not true love its a bottomless sea
Fear not of the days that haven't been seen
Lift up your head all heavy and dream
Open-starry-eyed-wide, the most beautiful scene

La da da da daa
La da da daaaa
La da da da daa
La da da daaaa

Ohh ohhh
Ohh ohhh

So please don't burn and yeah its not lost
Oh before we burn, could we swim across
To bridge these worlds with a single word
What feels like storms will surely rise with birds

Sooooon enough
Soooooooon enough
Soooon enough ohhh ohhh ohhh

21058. Walden

Molly Tuttle - Walden

The life in us is like water in a river
May rise this year, may rise higher than man has ever known
May come to pass that a mortal flowing river
Will rise so high, flood the mountainside to the valleys down below
The sun up above shines its fury on the prairie
You can't hide from it, you can try it, but you'll never get away
These are fields the clouds have all forsaken
They've taken off, no more waterfalls till the earth has turned to clay

The land where we dwell will not always be dry I see
Foreign land banks that were washed by the ancient stream

I see it all from where I'm standing on the mountain
Hear the valleys cry, still some question why
They cannot see the way
They're digging graves, every day they're getting deeper
For the birds that fly through the darkened sky
Will there be another day?
Long after we're gone, still the earth will turn round and round



And all we've created will crumble into the ground
The life in us is like water in a river
May rise this year, may rise higher than man has ever known

21059. Walk A Mile In My Shoes

Walk a Mile in My Shoes

If I could be you and you could be me for just one hour
If we could find a way to get inside each other's mind
If you could see me through your eyes instead of your ego
I believe you'd be surprised to see that you'd been blind.

Walk a mile in my shoes, walk a mile in my shoes
And before you abuse, criticize and accuse
Walk a mile in my shoes.

Now your whole world you see around you is just a reflection
And the law of common says you reap just what you sow
So unless you've lived a life of total perfection
You'd better be careful of every stone that you throw.

Walk a mile in my shoes, walk a mile in my shoes
And before you abuse, criticize and accuse
Walk a mile in my shoes.

And yet we spend the day throwing stones at one another
'Cause I don't think or wear my hair the same way you do
Well I may be common people but I'm your brother
And when you strike out and try to hurt me its a-hurtin' you.

Walk a mile in my shoes, walk a mile in my shoes
And before you abuse, criticize and accuse
Walk a mile in my shoes.

There are people on reservations and out in the ghettos
And brother there but for the grace of God go you and I
If I only had the wings of a little angel
Don't you know I'd fly to the top of the mountain, and then I'd cry.

Walk a mile in my shoes, walk a mile in my shoes
And before you abuse, criticize and accuse
Walk a mile in my shoes, shoes.

21060. Walk Away

Walk Away
Author: Monty McClanahan



It's a shame and it's a crime
That your heart won't walk the line
That I draw at your deceit
Walk away, that's the way it's gotta be
Walk away from the pain
I won't walk this way again
I was blind but now I see
Walk away, that's the way it's gotta be
How can I forget the lies
That you told with tear-filled eyes
I'll break your spell over me
Walk away, that's the way it's gotta be
Walk away from the pain
I won't walk this way again
I was blind but now I see
Walk away, that's the way it's gotta be

21061. Walk Away Renee

Linda Ronstadt - Walk Away Renee

And when I see the sign that points one way
The lot we used to pass by every day

Just walk away Renee
You won't see me follow you back home
The empty sidewalks on my block are not the same
You're not to blame

From deep inside the tears I forced to cry
From deep inside the pain I chose to hide

Just walk away Renee
You won't see me follow you back home
Now as the rain beats down upon my weary eyes
For me it cries

Just walk away Renee
You won't see me follow you back home
Now as the rain beats down upon my weary eyes
For me it cries

Your name and mine inside a heart upon a wall
Still find a way to haunt me
Though they're so small

Just walk away Renee
You won't see me follow you back home
The empty sidewalks on my block are not the same
You're not to blame



21062. Walk Away, Watch Me Burn

Brett Dennen - Walk Away, Watch Me Burn

Woke up early this mornin'
To a thunder and rainstorm
Last night I forgot to close
My windows
My heart has been broken
And my heart has been blown wide open
I don't wanna feel ?
I don't wanna feel empty
I don't want no sympathy
Who am I to blame?
What can I say? I'll never learn
Going down in flames
Walk away, watch me burn
Walk away, watch me burn
I was thinking 'bout my place in the universe
Looking ?
How much my little heart can hurt
Some people got a lotta nerve
I'm not afraid
No, I never been afraid of failure
I'm not afraid of global warmin'
Or the market crashin'
Or the terrorists attackin'

21063. Walk Beside Me

Tim O'Brien - Walk Beside Me
Railroad Earth

Put one foot in front of the other
Steppin' into the here and now
I'm not sure just where I'm goin'
But I will get there anyhow

I got this far with no direction
Followed my nose to where I stand
My heart's still strong, I know I'll make it
Sit right down in the promised land

Sister come and walk beside me, until our pathways do divide
Nothin' much but love to give you, even less have I to hide

When you left me in the spring time
So many questions in my mind
Summer came and left me waitin'



Not one answer could I find

I see you in the Rocky Mountains
I feel you on the great North Sea
It's a lonesome road I have to travel
But you will always be with me

Brother come and walk beside me, until our pathways do divide
Nothin' much but love to give you, even less have I to hide

I hear laughter in the thunder
I feel comfort on the wind
I see hope in hopeless faces
Someday they will love again

People come and walk beside me, until our pathways do divide
Nothin' much but love to give you, even less have I to hide

21064. Walk In Jerusalem Just Like John

Walk in Jerusalem Just Like John
Artist: Buddy Greene
Album: Gaither Homecoming Jerusulem

John said the city was just four square
Walk in Jerusalem just like John
And he declared he'd meet me there
Walk in Jerusalem just like John
*Refrain
I want be ready,
I want be ready,
I want be ready 
To walk in Jerusalem just like John 
Oh, John, Oh, John, what do you say
Walk in Jerusalem just like John
That I'll be there in the coming day
Walk in Jerusalem just like John
* Refrain
When Peter was preaching at Pentacost
Walk in Jerusalem just like John
He was endowed with the Holy Ghost
Walk in Jerusalem just like John
* Refrain

21065. Walk Into A Storm - Chords

Walk Into A Storm 
The Lone Bellow



C         E      Am
I'd walk into a storm with you
 D    C                   Am             D  C
Let the wind dance with our home with you
                     G       Am         D
Let the lightning break our bones with you
F                   D    G  C G#
Oh I'd walk into a storm
 
                 A
I'd walk into a flame with you
D  G#  G          G      Am       Am  D
Watch the fire burn our bed with you
C            G                     Am          D
Breathe the smoke in until we're dead with you
F                   G
Oh I'd walk into a flame
 
C                       F
I recall those days we felt like
                    Am   G
Giving up on each other
C
Days I feel you're mine
 F                  Am
We're nothing but trouble
     G
And nights that I can't mention
 
C G#                       Am            D
I'd watch the floodplains rise with you
C          G#            Am           D
Watch the mud turn into lies with you
C        G#            Am              D            F G
Let the water and the ground bury us deep deep down
 
C     Em           Am          D
I'd walk into the cold with you
C            G              Am      D
Watch the frostbite take a hold of you
C           G#          Am           F#m
Watch the ice break underneath our shoes
F                     G
Oh I'd walk into the cold
C                       F
I recall those days we felt like
                   Am   G
Giving up on each other
 C
Days I feel you're mine
F                  Am
We're nothing but trouble
      G
And nights that I can't mention
 
                            C
Where we're going I don't know



                      Am
Are we landing on our feet
                                G
For better or worse there's no escape
                      Am  G
Always you and always me
 
                            C
Where we're going I don't know
                      Am
Are we landing on our feet
                                G
For better or worse there's no escape
                      Am  G
Always you and always me
 
C                       F
I recall those days we felt like
                    Am   G
Giving up on each other
C
Days I feel you're mine
 F                  Am
We're nothing but trouble
     G
And nights that I can't mention
 
                            C
Where we're going I don't know
                      Am
Are we landing on our feet
                                G
For better or worse there's no escape
                      Am  G
Always you and always me
 
                            C
Where we're going I don't know
                      Am
Are we landing on our feet
                                G
For better or worse there's no escape
                      Am  G
Always you and always me

21066. Walk On

Linda Ronstadt - Walk On

Oh no, here we go and there you go again
When we disagree you leave when you don't win
Honey now
Sidewalk, baby talk, don't get it with me no more



Next time around the block
You go by my door baby
Walk on till you're gone away
Walk on till you find some day
Oh honey
Good-bye goes a long long way
So, so long
Walk on
Good-bye, baby cry, till you're singing the poor boy blues
This time I don't mind if you're shining your walking shoes
Fresh ink in the pen, your papers are ready to sign
They'll both be waiting for you when you walk by baby
Walk on till you're gone away
Walk on till you find some day
Oh honey
Good-bye goes a long long way
So, so long
Walk on till you're gone away
Walk on till you find some day
Oh honey, good-bye goes a long long way
So, so long

21067. Walk On

Walk On
The Isaacs

Walk on
Walk on
*Chorus*
Walk on brother walk on sister walk on children you gotta roll wit the rock through the shifting 
sand walk on through the valley walk on up the mountain walk on through the wilderness if yo
ur ever gonna make it to the promise land walk on
When you feel temptations tugging at your heels (walk on) When the devils at the crossroads
 trying to make a deal ( Walk on) don't stray to the left don't veer to the right (walk on) cause 
straight is the way that leads to light
Chorus
If your weary from the weight of the world on your back (walk on) if you stumble get up don't 
worry bout that(walk on) keep your eyes on the narrow road (walk on) someday its gonna tur
n into a street of gold
Chorus
Were all walking the same road were just wearing different shows you better lay down that he
avy load you gotta keep on walking or the devils gonna get you
Chorus 2x
Walk on
Walk on

21068. Walk On - Chords



Walk On 
Lucinda Williams

[intro]
E C#m  E C#m  E C#m  E C#m
 
[Verse 1]
     E C#m                 E C#m
Walk on,  C'mon Girl Walk on
     E C#m                 E C#m
Walk on,  C'mon Girl Walk on
               F#m                       B
You've got the world in the palm of your hand
       F#m                     B
You've got to make them understand
       F#m                          B
That  you're the lead singer in the band
         E C#m                E C#m
So walk on,   C'mon Girl Walk on
 
[Verse 2]
           F#m                       B
They don't make  em any sweeter than you
   F#m                  B
Anyone can tell that's true
       F#m                   B
So you do what you've got to do
         E C#m                 E C#m
And walk on,   C'mon Girl Walk on
 
[Verse 3]
                 F#m            B
I know you're piling up your battles
            F#m             B
But you're wearing a little old
             F#m                   B
 Cause you're really not that frazzled
         E C#m                E C#m
So Walk on,   C'mon Girl Walk on
 
[Solo Guitar]
F#m B F#m B F#m B E C#m E C#m
 
[Verse 4]
    F#m                  B
I know you can play your best
       F#m                   B
You can run ahead of all the rest
       F#m                  B
Yes I know you can pass the test
        E C#m                 E C#m
So walk on,   C'mon Girl Walk on
 
[Verse 5]
 F#m              B
Life is full of problems
     F#m                            B
but there's never more than you can take



        F#m                       B
There's nothing you can't shake a stick at
        E C#m                   E C#m
So walk on,     C'mon Girl Walk on
 
[Verse 6]
F#m                       B
People gonna treat you unkind
    F#m                   B
But you don't pay  em any mind
    F#m             B
And I am here to remind you to
      E C#m                E C#m
Walk on,   C'mon Girl Walk on
           E C#m               E C#m
Yeah walk on,   Cmon Girl Walk on
 
[outro]
 E C#m E C#m
      E C#m
Cmon Girl
      E C#m
Cmon Girl
      E C#m
Cmon Girl
      E C#m    E C#m    E C#m    E C#m   E

21069. Walk On Boy

Doc Watson - Walk on Boy

I was born one mornin',
The rain a-pourin' down,
Heard my mammy say to my pappy,
"Let's call him John Henry Brown."

[Chorus]
Walk on, boy; walk on down the road;
Ain't nobody in this whole wide world
A-gonna help you carry your load.

I left my mammy and pappy
Just about the age of ten;
Lord, I got me a job a-workin' on the levee
Totin' water for the hard workin' men.

[Chorus]

One day my pappy told me,
"Some advice I wanna give to you 
Son, find a good woman, be good to her,
An' she's gonna be good to you."



[Chorus]

If anyone should ever ask you,
"Just who is that fella Brown?"
You can tell him I'm the boy
Who left his hammer smokin' 
Where he beat that steam drill down.

[Chorus]

Walk on, boy; walk on down the road;
There ain't nobody in this whole wide world
A-gonna help you carry your load.
Walk on boy, walk on boy,
Walk on, boy.

21070. Walk On By

Walk On By
Desert Rose Band
Hillman-Thornman

If I were to lose it all tomorrow
End up on the dark side of the road
Brother would you stare at me in sorrow alone out in the cold
Hidden by the wayside you will find her
Standing in the shadows of hard times
It is said that there but for fortune brother go you or I walk on by
Pretend that you don't see her
Walk on by don't lend a helping hand
There's a cold wind blowing thru the heart and soul of every man
Walk on by

SOLO

Have we lost our sense of direction
Abandon all that we were led to believe
To lift those out of desperation helping the blind to see
Blessed is the child who lives for the other
Walks a mile or two in their shoes
Till the last heartbeat is forgotten
What are you gonna do walk on by
Pretend that you don't see her
Walk on by don't lend a helping hand
There's a cold wind blowing thru the heart and soul of every man
Walk on by

21071. Walk On By



Walk On By
Desert Rose Band
Hillman-Thornman

If I were to lose it all tomorrow
End up on the dark side of the road
Brother would you stare at me in sorrow alone out in the cold
Hidden by the wayside you will find her
Standing in the shadows of hard times
It is said that there but for fortune brother go you or I walk on by
Pretend that you don't see her
Walk on by don't lend a helping hand
There's a cold wind blowing thru the heart and soul of every man
Walk on by

SOLO

Have we lost our sense of direction
Abandon all that we were led to believe
To lift those out of desperation helping the blind to see
Blessed is the child who lives for the other
Walks a mile or two in their shoes
Till the last heartbeat is forgotten
What are you gonna do walk on by
Pretend that you don't see her
Walk on by don't lend a helping hand
There's a cold wind blowing thru the heart and soul of every man
Walk on by

21072. Walk On the Ocean

Glen Phillips - Walk on the Ocean

[Verse 1: Glen Phillips]
We spotted the ocean at the head of the trail
Where are we going so far away?
And somebody told me that this is the place
Where everything's better, everything's safe

[Chorus: Todd Nichols and Dean Dinning]
Walk on the ocean
Step on the stones
Flesh becomes water
Wood becomes bone

[Verse 2: Glen Phillips]
And half an hour later, we packed up our things
We said we'd send letters and all of those little things
And they knew we were lying, but they smiled just the same
It seemed they'd already forgotten we'd came

[Chorus, 2x: Todd, Dean and Glen]

[Verse 3: Glen Phillips]



Now back at the homestead, where the air makes you choke
People don't know you and trust is a joke
We don't even have pictures, just memories to hold
That grow sweeter each season as we slowly grow old

[Chorus, 2x: Todd, Dean and Glen]

21073. Walk On The Outside

Walk On The Outside

I've been in here so long I forgot what I did wrong
Just a kid when they put me here inside
I don't have long to live and Lord, what I would give
Just to walk on the outside

Phones weren't even in, when they put me in this pin
And dad told me, he, he, planes would never fly
There's a lot I've never seen except here on this scene
Lord, give me a walk on the outside

Now Lord I'm not complainin' but I've walked
At least a million miles behind these walls
I'd just like to see what's on this other side, that's all

There's a lot I've never seen except here on this scene
Lord, give me a walk on the outside
There's a lot I've never seen except here on this scene
Lord, give me a walk on the outside

21074. Walk On The Rocks

Alan Jackson - Walk On The Rocks 

(John Swaim)
After seventeen years behind bars
And lookin back on his mistakes
He sat down and poured out his heart
When his son came to see him today
He spoke with a voice that trembled
Tryin to hold back the tears
He said I ain't been much of a father
Son I wish I could turn back the years
Cause life's like a river
And the water is deep
Cross it with care
Or you'll end up like me
Let my mistakes
Be your steppin stones



And walk on the rocks that I stumbled on
He said son stay away from the bottle
Watch out fo the company you keep
And hold on to those you love
Cause love is a man's greatest need
The right way may not be easy
The right road ain't always straight
Son, please don't follow the footsteps
That lead to where I am today
Cause life's like a river
And the water is deep
Cross it with care
Or you'll end up like me
Let my mistakes
Be your steppin stones
And walk on the rocks that I stumbled on
Walk on the rocks that I stumbled on

21075. Walk On The Water

Walk on the Water
The Flying Burrito Brothers

If I could walk on the water
I'd comb the great seas
Oh, mama you'd still be' a' wonder to me

You know Satan may tempt me
But I seldom fall
Oh, mama temptation steps in when you call

Like a thief in the night
With the charms of a child
You can steal me away
With one little smile

When you give me love, oh
Like only you do
Oh, mama I'd walk on the water for you

Like a thief in the night
With the charms of a child
You can steal me away
With one little smile

When you give me lovR, oh
Like only you do
Oh, mama I'd walk on the water for you
Oh, mama I'd walk on thR water for you



21076. Walk Over God's Heaven

Alison Krauss - Walk Over God's Heaven 

I got shoes, you got shoes
All of God's children got shoes my Lord
And when we get to Heaven, gonna put on our shoes
We're gonna walk, we're gonna talk
All over God's Heaven, Heaven

I got a robe, you got a robe
All of God's children got a robe my Lord
And when we get to Heaven, gonna put on our robes
We're gonna shout, we're gonna shout
All over God's Heaven, Heaven

Heaven, Heaven, everybody talkin' 'bout Heaven
Ain't goin' there Heaven, Heaven
Everybody talkin' 'bout Heaven, ain't goin' there
Well, I'm gonna walk, I gonna talk
All over God's Heaven, Heaven

21077. Walk Right Back

Nanci Griffith - Walk Right Back
Chris Hillman

I want you to tell me why you walked out on me
I'm so lonesome every day
I want you to know that since you walked out on me
Nothing seems to be the same old way
Think about the love that burns within my heart for you
The good times we had before you went away, oh me

[Chorus:]
Walk right back to me this minute
Bring your love to me
Don't send it
I'm so lonesome every day

These eyes of mine
That gave you loving glances once before
Changed to shades of cloudy gray
I want so very much to see you
Just like before
I gotta know you're comin' back to stay
Please believe me when I say
It's great to hear from you
But there's a lot of things a letter just can't say. oh me

[Chorus]

Walk right back to me this minute



Bring your love to me don't send it
I'm so lonesome every day

I'm so lonesome
I'm so lonesome
I'm so lonesome every day

21078. Walk Slow

Walk Slow

[Verse 1]
Walk slow, count the clouds as they pass
Walk slow, count the daisies in the grass
Life is fast and we're forever on the go
Take the time to take it in and walk slow

[Chorus]
Walk slow, as you travel down life's way
Walk slow, as you live it day-by day
Pay attention as you go
And walk slow

[Verse 2]
Walk slow, let us show the world a smile
Walk slow, just as if you were a child
Just enjoy Mother Nature and her show
God will walk along with you, walk slow

[Chorus]
Walk slow, as you travel down life's way
Walk slow, as you live it day-by day
Pay attention as you go
And walk slow

[Verse 3]
Walk slow, through the sunshine and the rain
Walk slow, you won't pass this way again
Appreciate and let the ages roll
Savor all you've come to know, and walk slow

[Chorus]
Walk slow, as you travel down life's way
Walk slow, as you live it day-by day
Pay attention as you go
And walk slow

[Verse 4]
Walk slow, it may be you who leads the way
Walk slow, don't let any go astray
Be confident upon the path you show
So that others may keep up, walk slow



[Chorus]
Walk slow, as you travel down life's way
Walk slow, as you live it day-by day
Pay attention as you go
And walk slow
Pay attention as you go
And walk slow

21079. Walk Softly On The Bridges

Osborne Brothers - Walk softly on the bridges
Composer: Dallas Frazier - Arthur Leo Owens

Don't be careless with you darling if you love her don't let her down
If you're faithful she won't leave you lost and wasted the way I am

Walk softly on the bridges that you're crossing
Don't break her heart then cry cause it won't mend
Be careful not to slam the door behind you
You may want to knock upon her door again

When temptation flirts and whispers come and taste my lips they're sweet as wine
If you weaken you'll be chatin' on your own heart like I did mine

Walk softly on the bridges...

21080. Walk Softly On This Heart Of Mine

Walk Softly On This Heart Of Mine
(Walk Softly On My Heart)
Ralph Stanley
Bill Monroe

You say you're sorry once again dear
You want me to take you back once more
You say you need a helping hand dear
But that's what you told me once before

   Walk softly on this heart of mine love
   Don't treat it mean and so unkind
   Let it rest in peace and quiet love
   Walk softly on this heart of mine

I know you soon will find a new love
I feel your heart is turned to stone
But please let me down real easy
For loneliness moves in as you move on



21081. Walk The Way The Wind Blows

Walk The Way The Wind Blows
Kathy Mattea - Tim O'Brien

Up along the hallway down along the stairs
I can see the pictures that we made down thru the years.
And it makes me blue darlin thinkin of the past
And I'm truly sorry I couldn't make it last.

   Walk the way the wind blows cry the tears I cry
   Hoping for you darlin to be here by my side
   I gotta do some thinking of where to go from here
   Walk the way the wind blows wipe away the tears

I remember darlin when you first came to me
All the year was sweetness and all our time was free
Like the leaves that whither our hearts fell away
Think i'll just go out alone and walk my blues away

21082. Walk The Way The Wind Blows - Chords

Walk The Way The Wind Blows
Kathy Mattea - Walk Way Wind Blows
Written by Tim O'Brien
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Walk the Way the Wind Blows"

Intro:    E7    E7    E7    A    A

A
Up along the hallway
D
Down along the stairs
E
I can see the pictures
      A
We've made down through the years

A
And it makes me blue, darlin'
D
Thinking of the past
E
And I'm truly sorry
E7                 A
I couldn't make it last

Refrain:



A
Walk the way the wind blows
D
Cry the tears I've cried
E
Hopin' for you, darlin'
   A
To be here by my side

I've gotta do some thinkin'
   D
Of where to go from here
E
Walk the way the wind blows
E7            A        A
Wipe away the tears

Interlude:    E7    E7   E7    A    A

A
I remember darlin'
     D
When you first came to me
E
All the air was sweet then
    A
And all our time was free

A
But like the leaves that wither
D
Our hearts fell away
E
I think I'll just go out alone
E7                A
And walk my blues away

Repeat Refrain

B
Walk the way the wind blows
E
Cry the tears I've cried
F#
Hopin' for you, darlin'
   B
To be here by my side

I've gotta do some thinkin'
   E
Of where to go from here
F#
Walk the way the wind blows
F#7           B        B
Wipe away the tears
F#
Walk the way the wind blows



F#7           B        B    F#7    F#7    F#7    B    B
Wipe away the tears

21083. Walk This Way

String Cheese Incident - Walk This Way

Backstroke lover, always hide beneath the covers 'til I talked to my daddy, he say
He said "You ain't seen nothin' till you're down on a muffin, then you're sure to be changin' yo
ur ways."
The cheerleader was a real young bleeder, oh the times I could reminisce
But the best things of lovin' with her sister and her cousin only started with big ol' kiss, like thi
s
Seesaw swing with the boys in the school and your feet flyin' up in the air
Say "hey diddle diddle" with your kitty in the middle, and you swing like you didn't care
So I took a big chance at the high school dance with a missy who was ready to play
Wasn't me she was foolin', I could tell what she was doin', and I knew love was here to stay w
hen she told me to
Walk this way, talk this way
Walk this way, talk this way
Walk this way, talk this way
Walk this way, talk this way
Just gimme a kiss... one little kiss on the smacker
Highschool sweetie with a classy kinda sassy and a skirt climbin' way up the knee
There was three young ladies in the school gym locker when I noticed they was lookin' at me
I was a high school loser, never made it with a lady, so the boys told me somethin' I missed
Until the next door neighbor had a daughter with a favor and it started with a little bitty kiss, lik
e this
Seesaw swing with the boys in the school and your feet flyin' up in the air
Say, "hey diddle diddle" with your kitty in the middle, and you swing like you didn't care
So I took a big chance at the high school dance with a missy who was ready to play
Wasn't me she was foolin', I could tell what she was doin', and I knew love was here to stay w
hen she told me to

21084. Walk This Way - Chords

Walk This Way - Hayseed Dixie

*************************
  C7        F7        A5

E-0-      E-1-      E-x-
B-1-      B-1-      B-x-
G-3-      G-2-      G-2-
D-2-      D-1-      D-2-
A-3-      A-3-      A-0-
E-0-      E-1-      E-x-
*************************
x= mute



^= slight bend 
*************************

Intro:

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G -------------------------------------------
D --------2-------2---x--------2-------2-x-2^
A --0-1-2---0-1-2-----x--0-1-2---0-1-2---x---
E ------------------0-x----------------------

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G -------------------------------------------
D --------2-------2------------2-------2-----
A --0-1-2---0-1-2--------0-1-2---0-1-2-------
E ------------------0--------------------3^--

Verse:

  C7
Backstroke lover always hidin' 'neath the covers

Gonna talk to your daddy and say
          
Said you ain't seen nothin' till you're down on a muffin

Then you're sure to be a-changin' your ways
        C7         
I met a cheerleader, was a real young bleeder

Ooh, the times I could reminisce
          
Cause the best things of lovin' with her sister and her cousin

                                      A5
Only started with a little kiss, like this!

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G -------------------------------------------
D --------2-------2---x--------2-------2-x-2^
A --0-1-2---0-1-2-----x--0-1-2---0-1-2---x---
E ------------------0-x----------------------

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G -------------------------------------------
D --------2-------2------------2-------2-----
A --0-1-2---0-1-2--------0-1-2---0-1-2-------
E ------------------0--------------------3^--

Verse 2:

 C7



seesaw swingin' with the boys in the school

and your feet flyin' up in the air
        
singin' hey diddle diddle

with your kitty in the middle of the swing

like you didn't care

     C7
so I took a big chance at the high school dance

with a missy who was ready to play
          
it wasn't me she was foolin'

cause she knew what she was doin'

when she told me how to walk this way, she told me to

Chorus:

C7             F7
walk this way, talk this way
C7             F7
walk this way, talk this way she told me to 
C7             F7
walk this way, talk this way she told me to
C7             F7
walk this way, talk this way
             C7
just gimme a kiss

Solo: C7

     A5
        
like this!

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G -------------------------------------------
D --------2-------2---x--------2-------2-x-2^
A --0-1-2---0-1-2-----x--0-1-2---0-1-2---x---
E ------------------0-x----------------------

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G -------------------------------------------
D --------2-------2------------2-------2-----
A --0-1-2---0-1-2--------0-1-2---0-1-2-------
E ------------------0--------------------3^--

Verse 3:

 C7



schoolgirl sweetie with a classy kinda sassy

little skirt's climbin' way up the knee
           
there was three young ladies in the school gym locker

when I noticed they was lookin' at me
        C7
I was a high school loser, never made it with a lady

till the boys told me somethin' I missed
        
then my next door neighbor with a daughter had a favor
                                      A5
so I gave her just a little kiss like this!

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G -------------------------------------------
D --------2-------2---x--------2-------2-x-2^
A --0-1-2---0-1-2-----x--0-1-2---0-1-2---x---
E ------------------0-x----------------------

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G -------------------------------------------
D --------2-------2------------2-------2-----
A --0-1-2---0-1-2--------0-1-2---0-1-2-------
E ------------------0--------------------3^--

Verse 4:

 C7
seesaw swingin' with the boys in the school

and your feet flyin' up in the air
        
singin' hey diddle diddle

with your kitty in the middle of the swing

like you didn't care
     C7
so I took a big chance at the high school dance

with a missy who was ready to play
       
wasn't me she was foolin'

cause she knew what she was doin'

when she told me how to walk this way, she told me to

Chorus:

C7             F7
walk this way, talk this way



C7             F7
walk this way, walk this way
C7             F7
walk this way, walk this way
C7             F7
walk this way, talk this way
             C7
just gimme a kiss 

Solo:  C7

     A5   

like this!

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G -------------------------------------------
D --------2-------2---x--------2-------2-x-2^
A --0-1-2---0-1-2-----x--0-1-2---0-1-2---x---
E ------------------0-x----------------------

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G ----------------------------------------2--
D --------2-------2------------2-------2--2--
A --0-1-2---0-1-2--------0-1-2---0-1-2----0--
E ------------------0------------------------

(2 times)

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G -------------------------------------------
D --------2-------2---x--------2-------2-x-2^
A --0-1-2---0-1-2-----x--0-1-2---0-1-2---x---
E ------------------0-x----------------------

E --------------------------------------------
B --------------------------------------------
G ----------------------------------------2-2-
D --------2-------2------------2-------2--2-2-
A --0-1-2---0-1-2--------0-1-2---0-1-2----0-0-
E ------------------0-------------------------

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G -------------------------------------------
D --------2-------2---x--------2-------2-x-2^
A --0-1-2---0-1-2-----x--0-1-2---0-1-2---x---
E ------------------0-x----------------------

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G ----------------------------------------2--
D --------2-------2------------2-------2--2--
A --0-1-2---0-1-2--------0-1-2---0-1-2----0--



E ------------------0------------------------

(2 times)

E -------------------------------------------
B -------------------------------------------
G -------------------------------------------
D --------2-------2---x--------2-------2-x-2^
A --0-1-2---0-1-2-----x--0-1-2---0-1-2---x---
E ------------------0-x----------------------

E --------------------------------------------
B --------------------------------------------
G ----------------------------------------2-2-
D --------2-------2------------2-------2--2-2-
A --0-1-2---0-1-2--------0-1-2---0-1-2----0-0-
E ------------------0-------------------------

21085. Walk Through The Bottomland

Emmylou Harris - Walk Through the Bottomland

A New Jersey lady I knew long ago
And she was a lady I say
But she met a cowboy who rode on the rodeo
And he stole her heart straight away

The New Jersey lady she loved him so true
Another love she never had
But cowboys are lonesome and cowboys are blue
And they make the ladies so sad

Sing me a melody
Sing me a blues
Walk through the bottomland without no shoes
The Brazos she's running scared
She heard the news
Walk through the bottomland without no shoes

The New Jersey lady knew he loved her too
And you know she tried to hold on
But the rodeo life was the life that he knew
He had to keep drifting along

She never married and she never would
And all of the people they'd say
The New Jersey lady she just ain't no good
To follow a cowboy that way

Sing me a melody
Sing me a blues
Walk through the bottomland without no shoes
The Brazos she's running scared



She heard the news
Walk through the bottomland without no shoes

The lady she'd sing him to sleep in the night
And then in the morning he'd go
She loved the darkness and hated the light
Along with that damn rodeo

The New Jersey lady the day that he died
She covered him over with clay
And feeling the wind in the night as she cried
She heard the old cowboy say

Sing me a melody
Sing me a blues
Walk through the bottomland without no shoes
The Brazos she's running scared
She heard the news
Walk through the bottomland without no shoes

Sing me a melody
Sing me a blues
Walk through the bottomland without no shoes
The Brazos she's running scared
She heard the news
Walk through the bottomland without no shoes

Won't you walk through the bottomland without no shoes?

21086. Walk Through The Garden Of My Heart

Walk Through The Garden Of My Heart

Chorus 
Walk through the garden of my heart 
And calm the storm Lord 
Less the pretty roses fail to bloom again 
You made the winds gentle breeze 
Now let me feel your sunshine please 
Lord walk through the garden of my heart

1) 
You made my heart garden filled with flowers 
And green grass like carpet 
Kissed by the morning dew 
You've blessed the seeds of love I'v sewn 
And warmed my heart so they could grow 
Now shelter me in your arms 
Lord For a storm is passing through

2) 
I can bring the water to the roses 
And plant the seeds of kindness 



So the bitter weeds can't grow 
But I can't cause the rain to fall 
On dry and thirsty soil 
And can calm the storm Lord 
Or the angry winds that blow

21087. Walk Through The World

Marc Cohn - Walk through the world

I'm writing you this letter from some old hotel
I can feel the distance between us
From the Spanish Steps to the liberty bell
I know the Angels have seen us seen us, baby see us, baby

They see you down on Seventh Avenue
While you're just hanging by a thread
And I'm sitting in a lonely room without a view, baby
Wishing I was there with you instead

Won't you walk through this world with me?
Walk through the world
Over the miles of mystery
Walk through this world with me

I'm staring out across the rooftops, baby
I've seen the writing on the wall
Heard a little bit of thunder, at the Seventh Wonder
But everything is bound to rise and fall, that's all

Won't you walk through this world with me?
Walk through the world, yeah
Over the mountains and the shining sea, yeah
Walk through this world with me, walk on, walk on, walk on
Walk on, yeah, walk, walk, walk yeah

Let me get this ringing out of my ears
Let me get these stars out of my eyes
'Cause I just want to look back over all the years
With you right there standing by my side, could you just

Walk through the world with me?
Walk through the world
Over the miles of mystery
Walk through this world with me

Walk through the world with me?
Walk through the world
Over the mountains and the shining sea, yeah
Walk through this world with me, yeah come on

Walk through the world
Walk through the world



Walk through the world
Walk through this world with me, come on baby

21088. Walk Through This World With Me - Chords

Walk Through This World With Me
by George Jones
written by Sandy Seamons and Kaye Savage
Seldom Scene

C                 F          G7             C
Walk through this world with me  go where I go
               F               G7             C
Share all your dreams with me  for I love you so
           F        G7             C
In life we search   and some of us find
                F     G7          C
I've looked for you   a long long time
 
                  F     G7                  C
And now that I've found you  new horizons I see
             F         G7                           C
Come take my hand  and walk through this world with me
 
                  F              G7         C
Walk through this world with me  go where I go
               F              G7             C
Share all your dreams with me for I love you so
           F        G7             C
In life we search   and some of us find
                F     G7           C
I've looked for you    a long long time 
 
                  F     G7                  C
And now that I've found you  new horizons I see
             F         G7                           C
Come take my hand  and walk through this world with me

21089. Walk With Me

Dave Evans - Walk With Me 

I was walking late one night when
I couldn't sleep cause of fight-or-flight.
I didn't know where or how I might end my day.

Then I walked into the town.
And magically my life was turned around
I knew I'd never walk alone



Come walk with me.

Down the lane of flower beds.
The mountain streams and the arrowheads.
I knew I'd never walk alone
Come walk with me.

And now my dream of peace and love
Seems more than just an In search of
I dare to dream and reminisce.
About our love and your sweet kiss.

I know that life is better now
And I will never disavow.
How precious life and love can be
When I realized you're in love with me
I fell in love.
I fell in love

I was walking late one night when
I couldn't sleep cause of fight-or-flight.
I didn't know where or how I might end my day.

Then I walked into the town.
And magically my life was turned around
I knew I'd never walk alone
Come walk with me.

Down the lane of flower beds.
The mountain streams and arrowheads.
I knew I'd never walk alone
Come walk with me.

And now my dream of peace and love
Seems more than just an In search of
I dare to dream and reminisce.
About our love and your sweet kiss.

I know that life is better now
And I will never disavow.
How precious life and love can be
When I realized you're in love with me
I fell in love.
I fell in love

21090. Walker (Sharon Gilchrist)

Walker (Sharon Gilchrist)
Uncle Earl

Little boy, put your feet to the ground,
Don't look back, don't turn around,
Ain't got no father



And you ain't got no mother,
Better keep one foot in front of the other
Who's gonna call you
Who's gonna feed you
Who's gonna love you
Better keep one foot in front of the other

Little boy, ain't got no home,
Got no place to call your own.
Aunts and uncles, they're too poor,
Leave you standing outside the door

Who's gonna call you
Who's gonna clothe you
Who's gonna hold you
Better keep one foot in front of the other

Little boy, you've gone so far,
Little feet are tired and sore.
Ate all your bread 
And you ate all your honey
Little hands better make you some money

Who's gonna call you
Who's gonna take you
Who's gonna know you
Better keep one foot in front of the other

21091. Walkin Down The Line - Chords

Walkin Down The Line 
The Dillards

[Intro]
G C G C G D G D G
 
[Chorus]
G
Well, I'm walkin' down the line,
                     C  G
I'm walkin' down the line
        C                G
An' I'm walkin' down the line.
   D            G
My feet'll be a-flyin'
                 D        G
To tell about my troubled mind.
 
[Verse 1]
G
I got a heavy-headed gal
                     C G
I got a heavy-headed gal



        C            G
I got a heavy-headed gal
    D               G
She ain't a feelin' well
                       D         G
When she's better only time will tell
 
[Chorus]
G
Well, I'm walkin' down the line,
                     C  G
I'm walkin' down the line
        C                G
An' I'm walkin' down the line.
   D
My feet'll be a-flyin'
                 D        G
To tell about my troubled mind.
 
[Instrumental]
G C G C G D G D G
 
[Verse 2]
G
My money comes and goes
                   C  G
My money comes and goes
         C         G
My money comes and goes
    D         G         D         G
And rolls and flows and rolls and flows
                         D             G
Through the holes in the pockets in my clothes
 
[Chorus]
G
Well, I'm walkin' down the line,
                     C  G
I'm walkin' down the line
        C                G
An' I'm walkin' down the line.
   D
My feet'll be a-flyin'
                 D        G
To tell about my troubled mind.
 
[Instrumental]
G C G C G D G D G
 
[Verse 3]
G
I see the morning light
                  C   G
I see the morning light
          C     G
Well it's not because
       D     G



I'm an early riser
               D          G
I didn't go to sleep last night
 
[Chorus]
G
Well, I'm walkin' down the line,
                     C  G
I'm walkin' down the line
        C                G
An' I'm walkin' down the line.
   D
My feet'll be a-flyin'
                 D        G
To tell about my troubled mind.
 
[Chorus]
G
Well, I'm walkin' down the line,
                     C  G
I'm walkin' down the line
        C                G
An' I'm walkin' down the line.
   D
My feet'll be a-flyin'
                 D        G
To tell about my troubled mind.

21092. Walkin'

Walkin'
Jordan Tice

Well i'm always walkin' round
Street by street and town to town
Cuz its the best way of found
To keep my spirits up and my worries down
My mind distracted with the constant sound
Of my heels shuffling and my footsteps pound
Walkin round's the way i'm wound and there
Ain't no tellin' where i'm bound
But i hear you say
You're gonna have to settle down someday

And i hear just what you're tellin' me
And in fact i even used to agree
I was quite quite settled down with the company of a gal i thought
Would love me endlessly
But then one day she came and said that she
Was leaving for etRrnity
And i never felt so tRrribly
So i started walkin' round to see what i could see
And i realized then



That everything we know is gonna come to an end

So i hit the road and heres what i found
Cranes going up to the sky and then down
Buildin' on whats been torn down
And people for a while they'd come around
And then set off to some other place bound and
All these experiences compound
That the whole worlds humming to the constant sound of
Wheels in spin and nothings ever quite the same again

Yea ever since the dawn of time
Theres only been one type of reason or rhyme
Everything born eventually dies
And the universe expands and leaves it behind
Stayin' movins the grand design
Thats why i think its alright that i'm inclined
To never to one place bind
And never to just one fate resign
And always seein' what i can find cuz it
Seems the whole world was created by a ramblin' mind

21093. Walkin' After Midnight

Walkin' After Midnight
Wayne Taylor

I got out walkin' after midnight
Out in the moonlight just like we used to do
I'm always walkin' after midnight
Searchin' for you

I walk for miles along the highway
Well, that's just my way of sayin' I love you
I'm always walkin' after midnight searchin' for you

I stop to see a weepin' willow cryin' on her pillow
Maybe she's cryin' for me
And as the sky turns gloomy, night winds whisper to me
I'm lonesome as I can be
I go out walkin' after midnight
Out in the moonlight
Just hopin' you may be out there a walkin' after midnight 
searchin' for me

I walk for miles along the highway
Well, that's just my way of sayin' I love you
I'm always walkin' after midnight searchin' for you



21094. Walkin' Back To Georgia - Chords

Walkin' Back To Georgia 
Jim Croce  -  I'm With Her

[Intro]
E    F#m   D A E
Mmm...Mmm
 
E                   F#m            D              A         E
I'm walkin back to Georgia, and I hope she will take me back
E               F#m               D       A       E
Nothin' in my pockets, and all I own is upon my back
          C#m                G#m                F#m               D-A
She's the girl who said she loved me on that hot dusty Macon road
             E                        F#m                    D
And if she's still around, I'm gonna settle down with that hard lovin' 
A              E   F#m  D A E
Georgia girl, Mmm Mmm Mmmm...
E                   F#m                 D    A        E
I'm walkin back to Georgia, she's the only one who knows
E                      F#m                      D               A
How it feels when you lose a dream and how it feels when you dream 
E
alone
 
          C#m                G#m                F#m               D-A
She's the girl who said she loved me on that hot dusty Macon road
 
             E                        F#m                    D
And if she's still around I'm gonna settle down, with that hard lovin 
 
A            E      F#m     D A E
Georgia girl  Mmm...mmm...mmmm
 
E                           F#m            D       A       E
Georgia can you hear me callin', I'll be home in just a while
 
E                      F#m                 D             A       E
And if I had to I'd be crawlin', just to share another mornin' smile
 
           C#m                G#m                F#m              D-A
You're the girl who said you loved me, on that hot dusty long ago
 
              E                        F#m                    D
And if you're still around, I'm gonna settle down with that hard lovin' 
 
A            E     F#m   D A E
Georgia girl. Mmm..mmm...mmmm.
 
E                   F#m             D             A        E
I'm walkin back to Georgia, and I hope she will take me back,
E                F#m              D       A         E
Nothin' in my pockets and all I own is upon my back
 
          C#m                 G#m                F#m               D-A
She's the girl who said she loved me on that hot, dusty Macon road



 
             E                      F#m                    D
And if she's still around Im gonna settle down with that hard lovin' 
 
A              E    F#m    D A E
Georgia girl.  Mmm..Mmmm...mmmm
 
E    F#m  D A E
Mmm  Mmm .mmmm..

21095. Walkin' Boss

Walkin'  Boss
Jerry Garcia & David Grisman

Walkin' boss
Walkin' boss
Walkin' boss
I don't belong to you

I belong
I belong
I belong
To that steel driving crew

Well, you work one day
Work one day
Work one day
Then go lay around the shanty too

Walkin' boss
Walkin' boss
Walkin' boss
I don't belong to you

I belong
I belong
I belong
To that steel driving crew

Well, I asked that boss
For a job
For a job
He said "Son, what can you do?"

I can line the jack
Drive a track
Drive a track
I can pick and shovel too

Walkin' boss
Walkin' boss
Walkin' boss



I don't belong to you

I belong
I belong
I belong
To that steel driving crew

Work one day
Work one day
Work one day
Then go lay around the shanty too

Walkin' boss
Walkin' boss
Walkin' boss
I don't belong to you

I belong
I belong
I belong
To that steel driving crew

21096. Walkin' Cane

Robert Earl Keen - Walkin' Cane 

I got high and I got in jail
I got high and I got in jail
I got high and I got in jail
Weren't nobody to pay my bail
My sins they have overtaken me

Hand me down my walkin' cane
Hand me down my walkin' cane
Hand me down my walkin' cane
I'm a gonna leave 'em on the train
My sins they have overtaken me

If I die in Tennessee
If I die in Tennessee
If I die in Tennessee
Ship me back by C.O.D.
My sins they have overtaken me

Hand me down my walkin' cane
Hand me down my walkin' cane
Hand me down my walkin' cane
I'm a gonna leave on the mornin' train
My sins they have overtaken me

Hand me down my bottle of corn
Hand me down my bottle of corn
Hand me down my bottle of corn



I'm gonna get drunk as sure as you're born
My sins they have overtaken me

Hand me down my walkin' cane
Hand me down my walkin' cane
Hand me down my walkin' cane
I'm a gonna leave on the mornin' train
My sins they have overtaken me

Hand me down my walkin' cane
Hand me down my walkin' cane
Hand me down my walkin' cane
I'm a gonna leave on the mornin' train
My sins they have overtaken me

Hand me down my walkin' cane
Hand me down my walkin' cane
Hand me down my walkin' cane
I'm a gonna leave on the mornin' train
My sins they have overtaken me

21097. Walkin' Daddy

Iris Dement - Walkin' Daddy

[Verse 1]
I'm walkin' daddy, in the steps that you put down
I'm walkin' daddy, in the steps that you put down
I'm walkin' daddy, and I know now where I'm bound

[Verse 2]
I'm walkin' daddy, and this road is dark and long
I'm walkin' daddy, and this road is dark and long
I'm walkin' daddy, and your blood is in me strong

[Verse 3]
I'm walkin' daddy, where the Jack's Fork river bends
Down in Missoura, where the Jack's Fork river bends
With you and mom and sister and all of our dear friends

[Verse 4]
Ain't no road a good road, till it's free to everyone
Ain't no road a good road, till it's free to everyone
I'm walkin' daddy, Father, Holy Ghost and Son

[Verse 5]
Ain't no sorrow can dim the love come shinin' through
Ain't no sorrow can dim the love come shinin' through
I'm walkin' daddy, and I know what I'm here to do

[Verse 6]
To be of use and try to help the deal along
To be of use and try to hRlp the deal along



I'm walkin' daddy and I'm just gonna keep walkin' on

21098. Walkin' Down The Line

Walkin Down' The Line (Walking Down The Line)

   Well I'm walking down the line
   I'm walking down the line
   I'm walking down the line
   My feet'll be a flyin'
   To tell about my troubled mind

I've got a heavy headed gal
I've got a heavy headed gal
I've got a heavy headed gal
She ain't a feeling well
When she's better only time will tell

My money comes and goes
My money comes and goes
My money comes and goes
And rolls and flows
Through the holes in the pockets of my clothes

I see the morning light
I see the morning light
Well it's not because I'm an early riser
I didn't go to sleep last night

21099. Walkin' In Jerusalem

Walkin' In Jerusalem
Traditional arr. New Grass Revival
Live (in Toulouse Bluegrass Festival)

Tryin' get ready - I'm tryin' to get ready
Tryin' get ready - I'm tryin' to get ready when he calls
Hey I'm tryin' - I'm tryin' to put my house in order
So I can walk - Walk in Jerusalem just like John

Tryin' get ready - I'm tryin' to get ready
Tryin' get ready - I'm tryin' to get ready when he calls
Hey I'm tryin' - I'm tryin' to put my house in order
So I can walk - Walk in Jerusalem just like John

Oh John said the city was just for the squares
Tryin' get ready - yeah I'm tryin' to get ready
But by the grace of God that he'd meet us all there
so I can walk - Walk in Jerusalem just like John



Refrain:

I want to walk; Walk in Jerusalem
Talk; Talk in Jerusalem
Sing ; Sing in Jerusalem
Shout ; Shout in Jerusalem
I want to walk in Jerusalem just like John

Oh John oh John oh what did he say
Tryin' get ready; I'm trying to get ready
He said I'll meet you there at the break of day
So I can walk; Walk in Jerusalem just like John

Refrain:

When Peter was a preachin' at the Pentecost
Tryin' get ready; I'm tryin' to get ready
And his soul was filled with the holy ghost
So he could walk; Walk in Jerusalem just like John

Refrain:

Tryin' get ready; I'm tryin' to get ready
Tryin' get ready; I'm tryin' to get ready when he calls
hey I'm tryin'; I'm tryin' to put my house in order
So I can walk; Walk in Jerusalem
Talk; Talk in Jerusalem
Sing ; Sing in Jerusalem
Shout; Shout in Jerusalem
I want to walk in Jerusalem just like John

21100. Walkin' In Jerusalem - Chords

Walkin' In Jerusalem        
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs

G
Oh John oh John now what did you say
                     D7        G
Walkin' in Jerusalem just like John

I'll meet you there at the break of day
                     D7        G
To walk in Jerusalem just like John

                   C          G
I'm gonna be ready I wanna be ready
C          G
I wanna be ready Lord
                     D7        G
Walkin' in Jerusalem just like John
                   C          G



I'm gonna be ready I wanna be ready
C          G
I wanna be ready Lord
                     D7        G
Walkin' in Jerusalem just like John
 

Oh some come a walkin' and some come lame
                     D7        G
Walkin' in Jerusalem just like John

Some come walkin' in Jesus name
                     D7        G
Walkin' in Jerusalem just like John

Repeat #2

Well if he gets there before I do
                     D7        G
Walkin' in Jerusalem just like John

Tell all my friends that I'm a comin' too
                     D7        G
Walkin' in Jerusalem just like John

Repeat #2

Well you're carryin' your load upon your shoulder
                     D7        G
Walkin' in Jerusalem just like John

I'll meet you there at the first crossover
                     D7        G
Walkin' in Jerusalem just like John

Repeat #2 x3

21101. Walkin' In LA

Walkin' in LA
Steve Earle

[Verse 1: Steve Earle]
When you're walkin' in LA
Everybody knows that you're down
Nobody walks anywhere any other way
In this lonesome town
Nothing separating you in the street
But a dollar and the shoes on your feet
When you're walkin' in LA
When you're walkin' in LA
When you're walkin' in LA



[Verse 2: Steve Earle & Johnny Bush, Steve Earle]
When you're walkin' in LA
Ain't nobody knows you're alive
'Cause you're only as good in this city, they say
As the car you drive
Rolling by all shiny and new
And there's nothing that a poor boy can do
When you're walkin' in LA
When you're walkin' in LA
When you're walkin' in LA

[Bridge 1: Steve Earle]
Eighteen-wheelers rolling by upon the 405
Well I ain't going anywhere 'cause I ain't got a ride

[Verse 3: Steve Earle & Johnny Bush, Steve Earle]
When you're walkin' in LA
Everybody passes you by
Maybe glance up in the rearview mirror and say
Who's that poor guy?
Then you're staring at the taillights again
Of a Lexus or a Mercedes Benz
When you're walkin' in LA
When you're walkin' in LA
When you're walkin' in LA

[Fiddle and Guitar Solos]

[Bridge 2: Steve Earle, Johnny Bush]
Ladies and Gentlemen, Johnny Bush
Weekend warriors cruising up and down the boulevard
Back to work on Monday morning, think they've got it hard

[Verse 4: Steve Earle & Johnny Bush]
When you're walkin' in LA
You might as well lay down and die
'Cause nothing's gonna be alright anyway
No matter how hard you try
A pedestrian in Beverly Hills
Ain't got any place to go but downhill
When you're walkin' in LA
When you're walkin' in LA
When you're walkin' in LA

21102. Walkin' In My Shoes

Walkin' In My Shoes - Kathy Kallick

I could leave you any time I want to
I could leave you now if I choose
People like to talk and tell me I should walk
But they ain't walkin' in my shoes
They ain't walkin' in my shoes



They don't know you like I do
They don't know what we been through
It's easier to say what someone else should do
But I'm the one who's walkin' in my shoes
I'm the one who's walkin' in my shoes

I'm never scared enough to leave you
But I'm scared of lookin' like a fool
I think of all your lies, then I look into your eyes
And there's a fool walkin' in my shoes
Maybe a fool's walkin' in my shoes

Sometimes I'm scared and I'm weak
Sometimes I'm brave enough to speak
Talk can be so cheap and love can make you weak
When there's a fool walkin' in your shoes
And I'm the one who's walkin' in my shoes

Sometimes you're rough and you're mean
You wrecked my house and made me scream
You always say you're sorry for the things you do
But I'm the one who's walkin' in my shoes
I'm the one who's walkin' in my shoes

21103. Walkin' In My Sleep

Walkin' In My Sleep (Walking In My Sleep)

Now, if you see that girl of mine
Tell her if you please
When she bakes those biscuits
To roll up her sleeves

Walkin' in my sleep, baby
Walkin' in my sleep
Up and down that Dixie line
Walkin' in my sleep

Yonder comes my baby
How do you think I know
I know her by her pretty little curls
Hanging down so low

* Refrain

Bake them bisxuits baby
Bake them good and brown
When I get my breakfast
I'm Alabama bound

* Refrain



Pain in my finger
Pain in my toe
Pain in my ankle bone
I ain't a-gonna work no more

* Refrain

21104. Walkin' In My Sleep - Chords

Walkin' In My Sleep
Recorded by Bill Clifton

G
Now if you see that girl of mine 
                D7
Tell her if you please

When she bakes those biscuits   
                     G
To roll up her dirty sleeves

Walkin' in my sleep babe
              D7
Walkin' in my sleep

Up and down that Dixie Line
                  G
I'm walkin' in my sleep

Yonder comes my baby 
                   D7
How do you think I know

I know her by her pretty little curls 
             G
Hangin' down below

Repeat #2

Bake them biscuits baby
                       D7
And bake them good and brown

Cause when I get my breakfast
            G
I'm Alabama bound

Repeat #2
 

Pain in my fingers 
           D7
Pain in my toes



Pain in my ankle bone
                      G
I ain't gonna work no more

Repeat #2

21105. Walkin' In The Sunshine

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Walkin' in the Sunshine

I never knew what love could do
Something I never knew til you came along
You, I found you just in time
You touched this heart of mine
Dark clouds have all gone

Now I'm walkin' in the sunshine
Beneath the sky of blue
Yes I'm walkin' in the sunshine
Girl, now that I found you
And when I see you smile at me
Your love comes shining through
Yes I'm walkin' in the sunshine
Girl, now that I found you

Now you changed everything
I feel like I got wings
Learning how to fly
High, higher then I've ever been
I'm feelin' alive again
You're the reason why

Oh I'm walkin' in the sunshine
Beneath the sky of blue
Yes I'm walkin' in the sunshine
Girl, now that I found you
And when I see you smile at me
Your love comes shining through
Yes I'm walkin' in the sunshine
Girl, now that I found you

Whoa oh, I'm walkin' in the sunshine
Yes I'm walkin' in the sunshine
Now that I found you
I'm walkin' in the sunshine
Now that I found you

Whoa oh, I'm walkin' in the sunshine
Girl, now that I found you
Now that I found you



21106. Walkin' One And Only - Chords

Walkin' One And Only 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Intro]
E7  A7  D7  G7
 
[Verse]
E7           A7                    D7                    G7
Some  folks  think  it's cool  to  have  some  kind  of  lover
E7           A7                        D7                  G7
He  don't  believe  it's  true  cause  he's  just  found  another
E7         A7                           D7                 G7
And  when  they  see  him  they  might  see  him  on  the  street
E7               A7                D7                   G7
He  walks  with  rhythm  so  he's  got  some  kind  of  beat
 
[Chorus]
G7                                     C9
He  clicks  his  heels  a  bit    his  suit's  a  perfect  fit
A7               D9      G7
He  knocks  'em  out     though  he  looks  alone     (somebody)
    C9                                   A7                           D9
Somebody  wants  him  on  the phone     (shout)          they  won't  shout
E7          A7                 D7                 G7
He's   the  walkin'  one  and  only  and they're  callin'  him  by  name
E7             A7                   D7                  G7
He  won't  be  leavin'  town  till  he  can  cop  some  fame
 
[Verse]
E7                 A7                     D7                 G7
They  don't  know  what   it  takes  but  it's  the  reason  why
E7               A7                  D7                 G7
The  girls  all  smile  at  him  as  he  goes  walkin'  by
G7                                     C9
His  walkin'  ain't  too  fast     he  wants  that  thing  to  last
A7           D9         G7
Ain't  into  losin'     though  he  looks  alone      (somebody)
    C9                                      A7                 D9
Somebody  wants  him  on  the phone         knows  what  he's  doin'
 
[Verse]
E7                A7                 D7                    G7
Walkin'  one  and only     and  you  know  that  he's  on  fire
E7             A7                       D7              G7
If  he  don't  look  it  then   you're  callin'  me  a  liar
E7               A7                D7                G7
You  take  your  heroes  and  you  put  them  up  beside  him
E7            A7             D7              G7
It's   no  contest  as  the  one  and  only  rides  in          rides  in
 
[Chorus]



G7                                     C9
He  clicks  his  heels  a  bit    his  suit's  a  perfect  fit
A7               D9      G7
He  knocks  'em  out     though  he  looks  alone     (somebody)
    C9                                   A7                           D9
Somebody  wants  him  on  the phone     (shout)          they  won't  shout
E7          A7                 D7                 G7
He's   the  walkin'  one  and  only  and they're  callin'  him  by  name
E7             A7                   D7                  G7
He  won't  be  leavin'  town  till  he  can  cop  some  fame
 
[Verse]
E7                 A7                     D7                 G7
They  don't  know  what   it  takes  but  it's  the  reason  why
E7               A7                  D7                 G7
The  girls  all  smile  at  him  as  he  goes  walkin'  by
G7                                     C9
His  walkin'  ain't  too  fast     he  wants  that  thing  to  last
A7           D9         G7
Ain't  into  losin'     though  he  looks  alone      (somebody)
    C9                                      A7                 D9
Somebody  wants  him  on  the phone         knows  what  he's  doin'
 
[Verse]
E7                A7                 D7                    G7
Walkin'  one  and only     and  you  know  that  he's  on  fire
E7             A7                       D7              G7
If  he  don't  look  it  then   you're  callin'  me  a  liar
E7               A7                D7                G7
You  take  your  heroes  and  you  put  them  up  beside  him
E7            A7             D7              G7
It's   no  contest  as  the  one  and  only  rides  in          rides  in
 
[Outro]
G7
Rides in

21107. Walkin' The Dog

Walkin' The Dog
Recorded by Webb Pierce
Written by Cliff and Tex Grimsley

[1] I'm a-walkin' the dog
And I'm never [4] blue
I'm a-walkin' the [1] dog
I ain't thinkin' 'bout [5] you
Don't need no [1] one to tie me [4] down
I'm a-walkin' the [1] dog, and a-[5] paintin' the [1] town.
Such an easy [4] life I never [1] knew
Until the day that I left [5] you
Well, I'm a carefree [1] lad that's seen the [4] light
I'm a-walkin' the [1] dog, all the [5] day and all [1] night.



Well, I'm full of pep, I just can't grow old
I got a one-track mind, so I've been told
But I'm fancy-free, I don't worry nohow
And, I'm walkin' the dog, all the law will allow.
Such an easy life I never knew
I can't believe it's really true
Well, I'm a carefree lad that's seen the light
I'm a-walkin' the dog, all the day and all night.

21108. Walkin' The Floor Over Me

Walkin' The Floor Over Me

There's a lady living right above me
Pretty as a picture on the wall
Once I helped her with a bag of groceries
We met a time or two out in the hall

She told me somebody hurt her feelings
The hurt that's in her eyes is plain to see
Slowly she's been wearing out my ceiling
Walkin' the floor over me

Every night I hear her cryin'
Cryin' over some old memory
A little of my heart is down here dyin'
'Cause she's walkin' the floor over me

Back and forth I followed every footstep
Countin' long enough to fall asleep
Had the sweetest dream last night 'cause I dreamt
She was walkin' the floor over me

Every night I hear her cryin'
Cryin' over some old memory
A little of my heart is down here dyin'
'Cause she's walkin' the floor over me
That woman is walkin' the floor over me

21109. Walkin' the Floor Over You

Walkin' the Floor Over You

You left me and you went away
You said you'd be back and just that day
You've broken your promise and you left me here alone
I don't know why you did dear, but I do know that you're gone

I'm walking the floor over you



I can't sleep a wink that is true
I'm hoping and I'm praying as my heart breaks right in two
Walking the floor over you

Now darling you know I love you well
I love you more than I can ever tell
I thought that you loved me and always would be mine
But you went and left me here with troubles on my mind

I'm walking the floor over you
I can't sleep a wink that is true
I'm hoping and I'm praying as my heart breaks right in two
Walking the floor over you

Now someday you may be lonesome too
Walking the floor is good for you
Just keep right on walking and it won't hurt you to cry
Remember that I love you and I will the day I die

I'm walking the floor over you
I can't sleep a wink that is true
I'm hoping and I'm praying as my heart breaks in two
Walking the floor over you

21110. Walkin' West To Memphis - Chords

Walkin' West To Memphis 
Gibson Brothers

[Intro]
/ E / % / % / % /
/ A / % / E / % /
/ B / A / B / E /
 
[Chorus]
E
Walkin west to Memphis
             E7
I move along easily
A
I kick one foot in front of the other
                                E
I got my baby waiting there for me
         B                                      E
Well I'm walkin west to Memphis, Memphis Tennessee
 
[Verse 1]
E
Well I've been down to Nashville
             E7
I ramble all around
      A
Yea I go to where the cash will



                    E
I gambled in your town
A
I've been down and out and been up and about
                          E
been where the lucks been found
B
My truck broke down I ran her into the ground
But I'm still Memphis bound.
 
[Chorus]
E
Walkin west to Memphis
             E7
I move along easily
A
I kick one foot in front of the other
                                E
I got my baby waiting there for me
         B                                      E
Well I'm walkin west to Memphis, Memphis Tennessee
 
[Verse 2]
E
Well I likes me a glass of whiskey
          E7
She likes lemonade
A
I like to feel the sunshine
                           E
She likes a chaise in the shade
   A
But we both like some huggin
                      E
Long about the end of day
B
And thats why I quit my gamblin
And now I'm on my way
 
[Chorus]
E
Walkin west to Memphis
             E7
I move along easily
A
I kick one foot in front of the other
                                E
I got my baby waiting there for me
         B                                      E
Well I'm walkin west to Memphis, Memphis Tennessee
 
[Verse 3]
E
Now folks just passing by me
                  E7
I gotta get me a ride
A



The bright sun sets and fades
                            E
The last stretch runs mighty wide
A
The wind picks up behind me
                            E
And then the miles go flying by
B
I kept my good gal waiting
But now I see that old city limit sign.
 
[Outro]
E
Walkin west to Memphis
             E7
I move along easily
A
I kick one foot in front of the other
                                E
I got my baby waiting there for me
         B                                      E
Well I'm walkin west to Memphis, Memphis Tennessee
Yodelay hee hee hee hee

21111. Walking After Midnight

Walking After Midnight - Garth Brooks 

I go out walkin' after midnight 
Out in the starlight 
Just like we used to do 
I'm always walkin' after midnight 
Searching for you 
I walk for miles along the highway 
Well, that's just my way 
Of sayin' I love you 
I'm always walkin' after midnight 
Searchin' for you 
I stop to see a weeping willow 
Cryin' on his pillow 
Maybe he's cryin' for me 
And as the skies turn gloomy 
Night winds whisper to me 
I'm as lonesome as I can be 
I go out walkin' after midnight 
Out in the moonlight 
Just a-hopin you may be 
Somewhere a-walkin' after midnight 
Searchin' for me 
I stop to see a weeping willow 
Cryin' on his pillow 
Maybe he's cryin' for me 
And as the skies turn gloomy 



Night winds whisper to me 
I'm as lonesome as I can be 
I go out walkin' after midnight 
Out in the moonlight 
Just a-hopin you may be 
Somewhere a-walkin' after midnight 
Searchin' for me 
I go out walkin' after midnight 
Searchin' for you

21112. Walking Along With You

The Incredible String Band - Walking Along With You 

There are many things'll give you a good time
I have known a few
But my lover, it's you that made my eyes shine
And make the sky so blue
And it makes me feel so very good

When I'm walking along with you
When I'm walking along with you
When I'm walking along with you
When I'm walking along with you

When we're walking along
You've got the power you're so strong
But you move your body like a midnight song
I love you

Last night we made a meadow
Bathed among the dew
And out of the buttercup's bright soft touch
I was born anew
And it makes me feel so very good

When I'm walking along with you
When I'm walking along with you
When I'm walking along with you
When I'm walking along with you

When we're walking around
I see your feet kissing the ground
Your arms make music without a sound
I love you

21113. Walking Away A Winner



Kathy Mattea - Walking Away a Winner

Any time love is on the table the stakes are high
But I thought this was love so I laid it all on the line
You nearly took everything I had
Never knew I could hurt so bad
But at least I left with every pieace of this heart of mine

(Chorus)
I'm walking away a winner
I'm walking away from a losing game
With my pride intact and my vision back I can say
I know where I'm going and I know I'll be alright
I'm walking away a winner
Walking back into my life

It was a hard way to go when I didn't know when to leave
If you knew all along baby you weren't telling me
Now I know I could live or die
I'm heading down the right road now
Still believeing in a way
That a real love is meant to be

(Chorus)
I'm walking away a winner
I'm walking away from a losing game
With my pride intact and my vision back I can say
I know where I'm going and I know I'll be alright
I'm walking away a winner
Walking back into my life

I'm walking away a winner
I'm walking away from a losing game
With my pride intact and my vision back I can say
I know where I'm going and I know I'll be alright
I'm walking away a winner
Walking back into my life
Walking back into my life
Walking away a winner
Walking back into my life
Walking away a winner

21114. Walking Away A Winner - Chords

Kathy Mattea - Walking Away A Winner
Written by Tom Shapiro & Bob Dipiero
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Walking Away a Winner"

Capo 3

Intro:    C    C    C    C
    
    C                   F                    C
Any time love is on the table the stakes are high



            Bb                         F                  C
      And I thought this was love so I laid it all on the line
           Dm                Am          F                    Dm
You nearly took everything I had.  Never knew I could hurt so bad
       Bb                      F                      C
But at least I left with every piece of this heart of mine

Chorus
              Bb    F       C              Am                 G
I'm walking a-way a winner       Walking a-way from a  losing game.
        Bb       F           C                   Dm
With my pride in-tact and my   vision back I can say
                 Am          F               G
I know where I'm going and I know I'll be al-right.
              Bb    F      G                    C     C   C   C
I'm walking a-way a winner walking back into my life.

         C                     F                   C
It was a hard way to go when I didn't know when to leave
                 Bb                   F                   C
      And if you knew all along baby, you weren't telling me
      Dm                        Am
Now I know what I can live with-out.
    F                           Dm
I'm heading down the right road now
         Bb                        F                     C
Still be-lieving in the way that a real love is meant to be

(Repeat Chorus)

(Instrumental)    C   C   C    Bb    F    C   C

(Repeat Chorus)   C   C

C            F       C                Bb     F             C
Walking back into my life.  Walking a-way a winner.
C            F       C       C   C              Bb     F       
Walking back into my life.            Walking a-way a winner.

Closing:   C   C   C   Bb   F   C

21115. Walking Boss

Doc Watson 
Walking Boss

Walkin' boss
Walkin' boss
Yes you're the boss
But I don't belong to you

I belong
Yes, I belong



And I can get along
With that steel drivin' crew

When I asked that boss man
For a job
I said I wanna job
He said "Son, what can you do?"

I can line track
I can line up track
And I can pull a jack
I can pick and shovel too

Walkin' boss
Walkin' boss
Yes, you're the boss
But I don't belong to you

I belong
Yes, I belong
And I can get along
With that steel drivin' crew

When I asked that boss man
For a job
I said I wanna job
He said "Son, what can you do?"

I work one day
One hard day
And draw no pay
And just lay around the shanty too

Walkin' boss
Walkin' boss
Yes, you're the boss
But I don't belong to you

I belong
Yes, I belong
And I can get along
With that steel drivin' crew

When I asked that boss man
For a job
I said I wanna job
He said "Son, what can you do?"

21116. Walking Cane

Walking Cane
Hayseed Dixie - Walking Cane



Hand me down my walking cane
Hand me down my walking cane
Hand me down my walking cane
Lord, I'm leaving on the midnight train
All my sins are taken away

Well, hand me down my rocking shoes
Hand me down my rocking shoes
Baby, hand me down my rocking shoes
We'll rock to the rhythm and blues
All my sins are taken away
Well, hand me down my white sports coat
Hand me down my white sports coat
Well, hand me down my white sports coat
We'll start rocking and, boy, we'll go
All my sins are taken away
Well, hand me down my walking bone
Hand me down my walking bone
Well, hand me down my walking bone
We'll start rocking, we'll be a rolling stone
All my sins are taken away

21117. Walking Down The Line

Walking Down The Line

Well I'm walking down the line
I'm walking down the line
I'm walking down the line
My feet about my trouble mind

I've got a heavy headed gal
I've got a heavy headed gal
I've got a heavy headed gal
She ain't a feeling well
When she's better only time well tell

* Refrain

My money comes and goes
My money comes and goes
My money comes and goes
And rolls and flows and rolls and flows
Through the holes in the pockets of my clothes

* Refrain

I see the morning light
I see the morning light
I see the morning light
Well it's not because I'm an early riser
I didn't go to sleep last night



* Refrain

21118. Walking Each Other Home

Dierks Bentley - Walking Each Other Home

[Verse 1]
Kerouac gave me a book of poems and Silverstein gave me a song
And Martin gave me a D18 so I could play along
And they've all been fine companions to help me get to get to where I'm goin'
I guess we're all just walkin' each other home
Well, I gave the first one my class ring and she taught me how to hope
And the third one taught me how to keep on bending till you're broke
And broke is where you found me, and you turnRd me right to gold
I guess we'rR all just walkin' each other home
[Chorus]
So take the low road, take the high road
Take whatever road you're on
Sometimes the wrong one leads you right
Sometimes the right one leads you wrong
And the world just keeps on spinnin'
So find a hand for holdin' on
'Cause we're all just walkin' each other home

[Verse 2]
Two men sittin' on a bench, new friends growin' old
White and black and laughin' at some story being told
Throwin' breadcrumbs to the sparrows now that both their wives are gone
I guess we're all just walkin' each other home

[Chorus]
So take the low road, take the high road
Take whatever road you're on
Sometimes the wrong one leads you right
Sometimes the right one leads you wrong
But the world just keeps on spinnin'
So find a hand for holdin' on
'Cause we're all just walkin' each other home

[Bridge]
One day sons turn into dads, and one day dads turn into dust
Can't tell if I was leadin' him, or if he was leadin' us
And even though I might get lonely, I'll always know I'm not alone
'Cause we're all just walkin' each other home

[Chorus]
So take the low road, take the high road
Take whatever road you're on
Sometimes the wrong one leads you right
Sometimes the right one leads you wrong
And the world just keeps on spinnin'
So find a hand for holdin' on
'Cause we're all just walkin' each other home



Walkin' each other home
We're all just walkin' each other home

21119. Walking For You

The Avett Brothers - Walking for You (Live) 

Ain't got no money
But I've got time
I don't care about the sunshine
But I love to see you smile

So you say you're lonesome
Baby dry your eyes
Well there's a road to your door step
I'll be there by morning's light

But I don't have an answer
For when you ask me why
I know I love you baby like I know I never ever
Gonna let you ever say goodbye
Say goodbye, Say goodbye

I've got an old Ford pickup truck
I got a Cadillac
And I don't care how I get there
Transportation can't hold me back

But I don't have an answer
For when you ask me why
I know I love you baby like I know I never ever
Gonna let you ever say goodbye
Say goodbye, Say goodbye

Cause I've had bad lovers, yeah
That walked to my back door
I've wasted years walkin' for them gals
That's how I know you're worth walking for

So you say you're so in love
Well baby so am I
And I don't care if I'm on the road
I am always by your side

But I don't have an answer
When you ask me why
I know I love you baby like I know I never ever
Gonna let you ever say goodbye
Say goodbye, Say goodbye



21120. Walking Home

Iris Dement - Walking Home

[Chorus]
I'm walking home tonight
The streets are glowing beneath the pale moonlight
I look around, there's not a soul in sight
And I'm walking home
Once again I hear my mother's voice
And all us kids making a bunch of noise
If I'm not careful, I might start to cry
Just walking home tonight

[Verse 1]
I turn my head and hear the screen door slam
And there he is, that tall and dark-haired man
He looks my way, but all alone he stands
And I am walking home
He's my Dad, you know I was his girl
He taught me all he knew about this world
And then he travelled right on out of sight
And I'm just walking home tonight

[Chorus]
I'm walking home tonight
The streets are glowing beneath the pale moonlight
I look around, there's not a soul in sight
And I'm walking home
Once again I hear my mother's voice
And all us kids making a bunch of noise
If I'm not careful, I might start to cry
Just walking home tonight

[Verse 2]
Old worn-out couches and a bunch of kids
Four to a bedroom and all Mom's plates were chipped
But I never knew about the things I missed
And I'm walking home
You see, it's just the place where I come from
And, good or bad, it's where the deal was done
Mom and Dad, their daughters and their sons
And I'm just walking home tonight

[Chorus]
I'm walking home tonight
The streets are glowing beneath the pale moonlight
I look around, there's not a soul in sight
And I'm walking home
Once again I hear my mother's voice
And all us kids making a bunch of noise
If I'm not careful, I might start to cry
Just walking home tonight



21121. Walking In Jerusalem

Bill Monroe - Walking in Jerusalem

I want to be ready
I want to be ready
I want to be ready, Lord
To walk into Jerusalem, just like John

I want to be ready
I want to be ready
I want to be ready, Lord
To walk into Jerusalem, just like John

Oh, John, oh John, oh what did you say
Walking in Jerusalem, just like John
I'll meet you there on the crowning day
Walking in Jerusalem, just like John

I want to be ready
I want to be ready
I want to be ready, Lord
To walk into Jerusalem, just like John

I want to be ready
I want to be ready
I want to be ready, Lord
To walk into Jerusalem, just like John

Oh, some comes cripple and some comes lame
Walking in Jerusalem, just like John
Some comes walking in Jesus' name
Walking in Jerusalem, just like John

I want to be ready
I want to be ready
I want to be ready, Lord
To walk into Jerusalem, just like John

I want to be ready
I want to be ready
I want to be ready, Lord
To walk into Jerusalem, just like John

Old Judas rested upon his shoulder
Walking in Jerusalem, just like John
I'll meet you there at the first crossover
Walking in Jerusalem, just like John

I want to be ready
I want to be ready
I want to be ready, Lord
To walk into Jerusalem, just like John

I want to be ready
I want to be ready
I want to be ready, Lord



To walk into Jerusalem, just like John

21122. Walking In Memphis

Marc Cohn - Walking in Memphis

Put on my blue suede shoes
And I boarded the plane
Touched down in the land of the Delta Blues
In the middle of the pouring rain
W.C. Handy - won't you look down over me
Yeah I got a first class ticket
But I'm as blue as a boy can be

Then I'm walking in Memphis
Walking with my feet ten feet off of Beale
Walking in Memphis
But do I really feel the way I feel

Saw the ghost of Elvis
On Union Avenue
Followed him up to the gates of Graceland
Then I watched him walk right through
Now security they did not see him
They just hovered Tround his tomb
But thereUs a pretty little thing
Waiting for the King
Down in the Jungle Room

(Chorus)

They've got catfish on the table
They've got gospel in the air
And Reverend Green be glad to see you
When you haven't got a prayer
But boy you've got a prayer in Memphis

Now Muriel plays piano
Every Friday at the Hollywood
And they brought me down to see her
And they asked me if I would -
Do a little number
And I sang with all my might
And she said -
Tell me are you a Christian child?
And I said Ma'am I am tonight

(Chorus)

Put on my blue suede shoes
And I boarded the plane
Touched down in the land of the Delta Blues
In the middle of the pouring rain



Touched down in the land of the Delta Blues
In the middle of the pouring rain

21123. Walking In My Sleep

Walking In My Sleep 
Bill Clifton

Now if you see that girl of mine, tell her if you please 
When she bakes those biscuits, to roll up hers leeves 
 
REFRAIN: 
Walking in my sleep, babe, walking in my sleep 
Up and down that Dixie line, walking in my sleep 
 
Yonder comes my baby, how do you think I know 
I know her by her pretty little curls, hanging down so low 
 
Bake them biscuits baby, bake them good and brown 
'Cause when I get my breakfast, I'm Alabama bound 
 
Pain in my finger, pain in my toe 
Pain in my ankle bone, I ain't a-gonna work no more

21124. Walking In The King's Highway

Walking in the King's Highway

We shall see the desert as the rose
Walking in the king's high- way
There'll be singing where salvation goes
Walking in the king's high- way

There's a highway there and a way
Where sorrow shall flee a way
And the light shines bright as the day
Walking in the king's high- way

We shall see the glory of the Lord,...
And behold the glory of His word,...

There the rain shall fall upon the ground,...
And the springs of water shall be found,...

No unclean things shall pass o'er here,...
Just the ransomed ones without a fear,...



21125. Walking In Your Footsteps

Walking in Your Footsteps
The Police - Acoustic Syndicate
Larry Keel Experience

Fifty million years ago
You walked upon the planet so
Lord of all that you could see
Just a little bit like me

Walking in your footsteps
Walking in your footsteps
Walking in your footsteps
Walking in your footsteps

Hey Mr. Dinosaur
You really couldn't ask for more
You were God's favorite creature
But you didn't have a future

Walking in your footsteps
Walking in your footsteps
Walking in your footsteps
Walking in your footsteps

Hey mighty brontosaurus
Don't you have a lesson for us
You thought your rule would always last
There were no lessons in your past
You were built three stories high
They say you would not hurt a fly
If we explode the atom bomb
Would they say that we were dumb?

We're walking in your footsteps
Walking in your footsteps
Walking in your footsteps
Walking in your footsteps

They say the meek shall inherit the earth
They say the meek shall inherit the earth

21126. Walking My Lord Up Calvary's Hill

Rhonda Vincent - Walking My Lord Up Calvary's Hill

On the cross and they hung Him shame was forsaken
As they drove the nails in His hands and His feet
As death closed his eyes His cries went to Heaven
Oh Father forgive them I hear Him redeem

One morning past day-break as the crowd slowly gathered



Like a sheep He was humble to His Father's own will
So sad was His face there the birds hushed their singing
They were walking my Lord up Calvary's hill

In the tomb he was laid but death could not hurt Him
He was God's only son in this world below
On the cross He fulfilled the plan of salvation
I want to thank Jesus for His coming again

One morning past day-break as the crowd slowly gathered
Like a sheep He was humble to His Father's own will
So sad was His face there the birds hushed their singing
They were walking my Lord up Calvary's hill

One morning past day-break as the crowd slowly gathered
Like a sheep He was humble to His Father's own will
So sad was His face there the birds hushed their singing
They were walking my Lord up Calvary's hill
They were walking my Lord up Calvary's hill

21127. Walking My Lord Up Calvary's Hill - Chords

Walking My Lord Up Calvary's Hill
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Ruby Moody

G                          C            G
On the cross as He hung in shame was forsaken
   C                    G      A7            D7
As they drove the nails in His hands and His feet
    G                        C             G
As death closed His eyes His cries went to heaven
   C         G           D7         G
Oh Father forgive them I hear Him repeat
    C                                          G
One morning past day break as the crowd slowly gathered  
                                               D7
Like a sheep He was humble to His father's own will
               C                                G
So sad was His face that the birds hushed their singing
                          D7           G
They were walking my Lord up Calvary's Hill
                          C               G
In a tomb He was laid but death could not hurt Him
       C          G      A7           D7
He was God's only son in this world below
       G                      C          G
On the cross He fulfilled the plan of salvation
  C             G              D7      G
I want to thank Jesus for He's coming again
Repeat #2 x2
                          D7           G   C  G
They were walking my Lord up Calvary's Hill



21128. Walking On A Wire

Richard Thompson - Walking On A Wire 

I hand you my ball and chain
You just hand me that same old refrain
I'm walking on a wire, I'm walking on a wire
And I'm falling

I wish I could please you tonight
My medicine just won't come right
I'm walking on a wire, I'm walking on a wire
And I'm falling

Too many steps to take
Too many spells to break
Too many nights awake
And no one else

This grindstone's wearing me
Your claws are tearing me
Don't use me endlessly
It's too long, too long to myself

Where's the justice, where's the sense?
When all the pain is on my side of the fence
I'm walking on a wire, I'm walking on a wire
And I'm falling

Too many steps to take
Too many spells to break
Too many nights awake
And no one else, ohh

This grindstone's wearing me
Your claws are tearing me
Don't use me endlessly
It's too long, too long to myself

Ohh, it scares you when you don't know
Whichever way the wind might blow
Ohh, I'm walking on a wire, I'm walking on a wire
And I'm falling

I'm walking on a wire, I'm walking on a wire
And I'm falling
I'm walking on a wire, I'm walking on a wire
And I'm falling, ohh



21129. Walking On Sunshine

Dolly Parton - Walking On Sunshine 
(Gale Garnett)

We'll sing in the sunshine
We'll laugh every day
We'll sing in the sunshine
And I'll be on my way
I will never love you
The cost of love's too dear
But though I'll never love you
I'll live with you one year
And we will sing in the sunshine
We'll laugh every day
We'll sing in the sunshine
And I'll be on my way
I'll sing to you each morning
I'll kiss you every night
But darlin', don't cling to me
I'll soon be out of sight
But we can sing in the sunshine
We'll laugh every day
We'll sing in the sunshine
And I'll be on my way
My daddy he once told me
Hey, don't you love you any man
Just take what they can give you
And give but what you can
And you can sing in the sunshine
We'll laugh every day
We'll sing in the sunshine
And I'll be on my way
And when our year has ended
And I have gone away
I'll often speak about you
And this is what I'll say
You know we sang in the sunshine
We laughed every day
We sang in the sunshine
Then I went on my way

21130. Walking On The Blueridge Mountains

Walking On The Blueridge Mountains
Larry Sparks

Soon I'll reach the old log cabin
In the distance up ahead
I'll be home in the blue ridge mountains
Where I'll rest my weary head

    Walkin on the blue ridge mountains



    Walkin on walkin on
    Walkin on the blue ridge mountains
    Walkin to my blue ridge home

I've been lonely for my darlin
Lonely like those lonesome pines
Growin tall on the blue ridge mountains
Round the old home place of mine

Soon I'll see my friends and loved ones
Some remain some are gone
To the land that's clear and bluer
Then it is round my blue ridge home

21131. Walking On The Moon

Walking On The Moon - Infamous Stringdusters

Giant steps are what you take
Walkin' on the moon
I hope my leg don't break
Walkin' on the moon

We could walk forever
Walkin' on the moon
We could be together
Walkin' on, walkin' on the moon

Walkin' back from your house
Walkin' on the moon
Walkin' back from your house
Walkin' on the moon

Feet they hardly touch the ground
Walkin' on the moon
My feet don't hardly make no sound
Walkin' on, walkin' on the moon

Some, may say
I'm wishin' my days away
No way
And if it's the price I pay
Some say
Tomorrow's another day
You stay
I may as well play

Giant steps are what you take
Walkin' on the moon
I hope my leg don't break
Walkin' on the moon

We could walk forever



Walkin' on the moon
We could be together
Walkin' on, walkin' on the moon

Some, may say
I'm wishin' my days away
No way
And if it's the price I pay
Some say

Tomorrow's another day
You stay
I may as well play

Keep it up
Keep it up
Keep it up
Keep it up

21132. Walking On Walking On Broken Glass

Lake Street Dive 
Walking On Walking On Broken Glass
(originally by Annie Lennox)

You were the sweetest thing that I ever knew
But I don't care for sugar honey if I can't have you
Since you abandoned me
My whole life has crashed
Won't you pick the pieces up
'Cause it feels just like I'm walking on broken glass

Walking on walking on broken glass
Walking on walking on broken glass

The sun's still shining in the big blue sky
But it don't mean nothing to me
Oh let the rain come down
Let the wind blow through me
I'm living in an empty room
With all the windows smashed
And I've got so little left to lose
That it feels just like I'm walking on broken glass

Walking on walking on broken glass
Walking on walking on broken glass

And if you're trying to cut me down
You know that I might bleed
'Cause if you gonna try to cut me down
I know that you'll succeed
And if you want to hurt me
Well there's nothing left to fear



And if you want to hurt me
You're doing really well my dear

Now everyone of us was made to suffer
Everyone was made to weep
We've been hurting one another
And now the pain has cut too deep
So take me from the wreckage
Save me from the blast
Lift me up and take me back
Don't let me keep on walking
(Don't let me keep on walking)
I can't keep on walking on (keep on walking on)

Walking on walking on broken glass
Can't keep on walking on walking on broken glass
Don't let me keep on walking
Don't let me keep on walking
Don't let me keep on, keep on walking...
Don't let me keep on walking
Don't let me keep on, keep on walking...
Don't keep me walking on walking on broken glass...

21133. Walking Papers

Dierks Bentley - Walking Papers
(Ryan Mccord / Dierks Bentley)

I never thought I'd see the day
That she'd set me free
Cause you know that little ring on my finger
Always felt like a ball and chain to me

All those threats I made about leavin
Suddenly became reality
She released me from my death row sentence
And said we'll sign the final papers in a week

She handed me my walking papers
And said you're free to go
And celebrating felt in order
For I had escaped that prison of a home
But sittin in this old tavern
Surrounded by my good timing friends
I see I'll never make it on the outside
And I'm thinkin bout how I'm gonna break back in

Daylight found me sleepin in my car
On the other side of her street
And the grass that used to be my front yard
Had never before looked so green

And I'm tempted to break for the front door



But I'm sure she'd sic the dogs on me
Cause it looks like she's got a new inmate
Cause there's a pickup in the drive I've never seen

She handed me my walking papers
And said you're free to go
And celebrating felt in order
For I had escaped that prison of a home
But sittin in this old tavern
Surrounded by my good timing friends
I see I'll never make it on the outside
And I'm thinkin bout how I'm gonna break back in

I'm thinkin about how I'm gonna break back in

21134. Walking Stick

Walking Stick
Laurie Lewis

Verse:
Without my walking stick
I'd go insane
I can't look my best I feel undressed
Without my cane
Must have my walking stick
Cause it may rain
When it pours can't be outdoors
Without my cane

Chorus:
If I ever left my house without my walking stick
Well that would be something
I could never explain
Oh the thing that makes me click
On lovers' lane
Would go for naught if I were caught
Without my cane

Repeat Chorus:
If I ever left my house without my walking stick
Well that would be something
I could never explain
Oh the thing that makes me click
On lovers' lane
Would go for naught if I were caught
Without my cane



21135. Walking The Dog

Walking The Dog - Infamous Stringdusters

I'm walking the dog and having the blues
I'm walking the dog, I ain't thinking 'bout you
I don't have no one to tie me down
I'm walking the dog and all over the town

   Such an easy life I never knew
   Until the day that I met you
   I'm a carefree lad that's seen the light
   I'm walking the dog all day and all night

I'm full of pep, Lord, I can't grow old
I got a one-track mind so I've been told
I'm fancy free and I don't worry now how
I'm walking the dog, all the law will allow

21136. Walking The Floor Over You

Osborne Brothers - Walking the Floor over You

You left me and you went away,
You said that you'd be back in just a day,
You've broken your promise and you left me all alone,
I don't know why you did dear, but I do know that you're gone.

[Chorus]
I'm walking the floor over you,
I can't sleep a wink that is true.
I'm hoping and I'm praying as my heart breaks right in two,
Walking the floor over you.

Now darling you know I love you well,
I love you more than I can ever tell,
I thought that you wanted me and always would be mine,
But you went and left me here with troubled mind.

[Chorus]

Now someday you may be lonesome too,
Walking the floor is good for you.
Just keep right on walking and it won't hurt you to cry,
Remember that I love you and I will until I die.

[Chorus]

21137. Walking The King's Highway



Walking The King's Highway

We shall see the desert as the rose
Walking in the kings highway
There'll be singing where salvation goes
Walking in the kings highway

   There's a highway there and away
   Where sorrow shall flee away
   And the light shines bright as the day
   Walking in the kings highway

We shall see the glory of the lord
Walking in the kings highway
And behold the glory of his work
Walking in the kings highway

There the rain shall fall upon the ground
Walking in the kings highway
And the springs of water shall be found
Walking in the kings highway

No unclean things shall pass or hear
Walking in the kings highway
Just the ransom ones without a fear
Walking in the kings highway

21138. Walking The Long Miles Home

Richard Thompson - Walking The Long Miles Home 

Oh, the last bus has gone
Or maybe I'm wrong, it just doesn't exist
And the words that flew between me and you
I must be crossed off your list
So I'm walking the long miles home
I don't mind losing you

In fact I feel better each step of the way
In the dark, I rehearse all the right things to say
I'll be home, I'll be sober by break of day
Walking the long miles home

Not a soul is around
As I put more ground, between me and you
And the whole town's asleep
Or maybe they're deep in the old voulez vous
So I'm walking the long miles home
And I don't mind losing you

Got the moon there for company, each step of the way
And the rhythm in my shoes keep the blues all away
When you ride Shanks' Pony, you don't have to pay
Walking the long miles home



Oh, the party was grand
But I hadn't quite planned on staying so long
And while you accused me
The hours confused me and my friends had all gone
So I'm walking the long miles home
And I don't mind losing you

Ah, there's nobody out but the cop on the beat
He's snoring so loud, I don't hear my feet
I just laugh to myself and move off down the street
Walking the long miles home
I'm walking the long miles home
Oh, walking the long miles home

21139. Walking Through A Wasted Land

Richard Thompson - Walking Through A Wasted Land 

I'm walking through a wasted land
Of soft sell concrete and rust
What ever happened to this country?
Where is the hand you can trust?

Walk down, walk down, walk down

I remember when a farmer was ashamed
If he never put his hand to a plough
You can buy a lot of shame with your money
He's riding in a limousine now

Walk down, walk down, walk down, walk down

Sweat is the name of this town
It's an ugly old, dirty old disgrace
And now that the steel's shut down
It's fear puts the sweat in a man's face

Walk down, walk down, walk down

Oh, now I should have a break like you
But somebody stacked up the decks
Heads are going to roll some day
If we ever get this yoke off our necks

Walk down, walk down, walk down, oh

Well, I'm walking through a wasted land
I'm walking through a wasted land
Where is the future we planned
I'm walking through a wasted land

Walk down, walk down, walk down, walk down



21140. Walking Through The Prayers - Chords

Walking Through The Prayers Live 
Marty Stuart
 
[Intro]
N.C
Not far out of Rapid City, South Dekota
There's a mountain called Bear Butte
Native American people come from all over the world
To come and pray and cleanse their souls
And the first time I went there
I walked up the trail to the top
And as I walked the trail
I spotted thousands upon thousands of prayer ties
           Am* N.C.
That people    had prayed and request in fond remembrance
                                 Am
On the limbs and branches of the trees
N.C.
It humbled me to know that I walked thru
 
So many people's prayers and I wrote this song
                     Am
On the way down it's called
N.C                                       Am
Walkin through the prayers from Bear Butte
 
 
[Verse 1]
Am
   Blackbirds flying, through the darkness
                            Em
Shooting stars, out in space
       Am            D        Am
Unseen spirits, like phantoms hover
            Dm   Em7               Am
Like cherub bells    from the holy place
Am
Where some have prayed, prayers for freedom
                         Em
Some beg mercy for their pain
 
[Verse 2]
E           Am7           D7         Am7
  Some have shared life's dreams and visions
               Dm7  Em7                      Am
When they came down     they weren't the same
     G  F              Am
Step by step, I see my shadow
        F    C               Em7   E7
My true soul,  walks with me there
          Am   G              F   D    F



I shed my tears, I climb this mountain
        Am      E             A       Em Am7
As I go walking,  through the prayers
 
[Verse 3]
         Am
Majestic form, atop earth's mesa
                               E
The rocks bear witness, to the truth
           Am        Dm      Am
As I kneel down, and lift my spirit
               Dm  Em         Am
To the holy wonder,   at Bear Beat
 
[Solo]
/ Am / F / F / Am /
 
/ Am / F / C / C /
 
[Outro]
C           Am     G                  D
  I shed my tears,   I climb this mountain
F7         Am      Em            Am     Am Am G Am
   As I go walking,  through the prayers

21141. Walking Through Your Town In The Snow - Chords

Walking Through Your Town In The Snow
(Utah Phillips)

Banjo Tuned E Key of D Capo 1
 D A D
I'm walking through your town in the snow
 A D
I'm walking through your town in the snow
 G 
I've got no place to go 
 D
All the trains are running slow
 D A D
And I'm walking through your town in the snow

 D A D
It's getting late and all the bars are closed
 D A D
It's getting late and all the bars are closed
 G 
I'm so cold I can't think 
 D
I could really use a drink
 D A D
And I'm walking through your town in the snow



 A D
Don't all these little winter towns all look the same
 A D
Don't all these little winter towns all look the same
 G
How the freezing winds they blow
 D
When the mission doors are closed
 D A D
Now I'm walking through your town in the snow

 D A D
I carry my home on my back
 D A D
I carry my home on my back
 G 
But the police only frown
 D
Every time I lay it down
 A D
And I'm walking through your town in the snow

 A D
There's some fellows jungled up by the yard
 A D
There's some fellows jungled up by the yard
 G
They're cooking up down there
 D
And I've nothing left to share
 A D
And I'm walking through your town in the snow

 A D
Maybe I can rustle up a job
 A D
Maybe I can rustle up a job
 G
But there's nothing I can do
 D 
My best working days are through
 A D
And I'm walking through your town in the snow

 A D
Don't ever think I'll find my way back home
 A D
Don't ever think I'll find my way back home
 G
I can see my golden years
 D
Shining through these golden tears
 D A D
And I'm walking through your town in the snow

 A D
I'm walking through your town in the snow



 A D
I'm walking through your town in the snow
 G
I've got no place to go 
 D 
All the trains are running slow
 A D
And I'm walking through your town in the snow

21142. Walking Up This Hill

Walking up This Hill on Decoration Day
Don Rigsby

Oh lord I'²m so lonesome
My wife went to heaven one year today
Songbirds sing their sadness

Walkin up this hill on decoration day

My children know not the reason
The fast train took their mother away
On her grave we'll place new flowers
Walking up this hill on decoration day

My babies ask me about her each night when they kneel down to pray
Oh lord I have no answer climbing up this hill on decoration day

Later that night dad took his own
Life worried and sick since mom went away
Left eight little children to face life
Together and walk up this hill next decoration day

Early in springtime when flowers were bloomin they'²d pick roses for
Their loved ones on their way but this year there's a new grave stone
Standin on this hill on decoration day .

Twenty years later the family came to see us,
With roses in their hands you could almost hear them say
It's so sad to place new flowers up on this hill on decoration day.

21143. Walking With The Angels

Walking With The Angels
Keith Arneson & Wayne Taylor

You have walked these hills before me, you have sown the fields of clover
Who knows what tomorrow brings us when our time is over



Chorus:
So it's good bye my dear sweet friend, I want you to know that I wish you well
On that blessed day, I'll see you smiling, walking with the angels

You tried your best to show me kindness and keep me warm when the cold wind blows
But there's one thing I hope you'll remember, you're in my heart wherever you go

Chorus:
So it's good bye my dear sweet friend, I want you to know that I wish you well
On that blessed day, I'll see you smiling, walking with the angels

Our time on earth is short and trying in your heart he will abide
Just trust in him you'll live forever, always he'll stand by your side

Chorus:
So it's good bye my dear sweet friend, I want you to know that I wish you well
On that blessed day, I'll see you smiling, walking with the angels

21144. Wall Around Your Heart

The Bluegrass Album Band - Wall Around Your Heart

[Chorus]
Stone must be the wall built around your heart
I still love you darlin', but the time has come to part
No more sorrow, no more pain, can enter this heart of mine
Love isn't long in this old world let the past stay behind

[Verse 1]
I once had a darlin' sweetheart and I loved her so
I loved her more than I can ever let my poor heart show
And she ran away and left me she would find somebody else
She left me here in this old world to cry all to myself

[Chorus]
StonR must be the wall built around your heart
I still lovR you darlin', but the time has come to part
No more sorrow, no more pain, can enter this heart of mine
Love isn't long in this old world let the past stay behind

[Verse 2]
I know somewhere in this old world there is a girl for me
A girl who longs for wealth and fame or love and sympathy
I don't know where she lives maybe across the sea
But the walls of Jericho can't keep her away from me

Chorus]
Stone must be the wall built around your heart
I still love you darlin', but the time has come to part
No more sorrow, no more pain, can enter this heart of mine
Love isn't long in this old world let the past stay behind



21145. Wall Around Your Heart - Chords

Chris Hillman - Wall Around Your Heart

Stone must be the  wall  built around your  heart  
 C Am D7 G 
 I still love you  darlin', but the  time has come to  part  
 C Am F C 
 No more sorrow,  no more pain, can  enter this heart of  mine.  
 C Am F G C 
 Life isn't long in  this old world let the  past stay behind.  
 C Am F C 
 I once had a darling  Sweetheart  and I loved her  so.  
 C Am D7 G 
 I love her more than  I never make my poor heart  show.  
 C Am F C 
And  she ran away and  left me she would find somebody  else.  
 C Am F G C G 
 Left me here in  this old world to cry all  to my self .  
 C Am F C 
 Stone must be the  wall  built around your heart  
 C Am D7 G 
 I still love you  darlin', but the  time has come to part  
 C Am F C 
 No more sorrow,  no more pain, can enter this heart of mine.  
 C Am F G C 
 Life isn't long in  this old world let the past stay behi nd.  

SOLO  
 C Am F C 
 I know somewhere in  this old world there is a girl for me  
 C Am D7 C 
 She don't long for wealth and fame just love and sympathy.  
 C Am F C 
 I don't know where she lives maybe across the sea.  
 Am F G C 
But the walls of Jericho can't  keep her away from  me.  
 D Bm G D 
Sto ne must be the  wall built around your heart.  
 D Bm E7 A 
 I still love you  darlin', but the time has come to part.  
 D Bm G D 
 No more sorrow, no more pain, can enter this heart of mine.  
 D Bm G A D 
 Life isn't long in this old world let the  past stay behind.  
 D Bm G A D

21146. Wall Of Death



Richard Thompson - Wall Of Death 

Let me ride on the wall of death one more time
Let me ride on the wall of death one more time
You can waste your time on the other rides
This is the nearest to being alive
Oh let me take my chances on the wall of death

You can go with the crazy people in the crooked house
You can fly away on the rocket or spin in the mouse
The tunnel of love might amuse you
Noah's Ark might confuse you
But let me take my chances on the wall of death

On the wall of death all the world is far from me
On the wall of death it's the nearest to being free

Well, you're going nowhere when you ride on the carousel
And maybe you're strong but what's the good of ringing a bell
The switchback will make you crazy, beware of the bearded lady
Oh, let me take my chances on the wall of death

Let me ride on the wall of death one more time
Oh, let me ride on the wall of death one more time
You can waste your time on the other rides
This is the nearest to being alive

Oh, let me take my chances on the wall of death
Let me take my chances on the wall of death
Oh, let me take my chances on the wall of death

21147. Wallflower

Wallflower
Uncle Earl

Wallflower, wallflower, won't you dance with me?
I'm sad and lonely too
Wallflower, wallflower, won't you dance with me?
I'm fallin' in love with you

Just like you I'm wonderin' what I'm doin' here
Just like you I'm wonderin' what's goin' on

Wallflower, wallflower, won't you dance with me?
The night will soon be gone

I have seen you standin' in the smoky haze
And I know that you're gonna be mine
One of these days, mine alone

Wallflower, wallflower, take a chance on me
Please let me ride you home



21148. Walls

Walls
Tony Rice - Walls

I'm not ashamed
To say that I've loved you well
I'm not ashamed
To let you know
I'm just a name that's all
Scratched upon your wall
You've used it well but what the hell
That's what walls are for
I'm not ashamed
To listen to the fast-fallin' rain
In the morning upon my window
I'm not afraid to cry
I'm not ashamed to try
To be your friend once again
'Cause that's what's friends are for
Friends are for sorting out the hang-ups that we hide
Walls are for shutting out the love we feel inside
I'm not ashamed no to talk it over once again
To rearrange my vocabulary
But I can't seem to find
Any words to change your mind
Because I left them all behind
And that's what words are for
Words are for explaining the mistakes we might have made
Names are for calling when there's nothing left to say
I'm not ashamed, no, to say that I've loved you well
I'm not ashamed, and yet I know
I'm just a name, that's all
Scratched upon your wall
You've used it well, but what the hell
That's what walls are for
I'm not ashamed of wearing out my old grey socks
Chasing you around the back woods
I'm not ashamed to darn
Nor to proud to find some yarn
To sew them up once again
'Cause that's what socks are for

21149. Walls Of A Prison

Marty Stuart - Walls Of A Prison

I walked through the big yard, to feel the warm sunshine
A ninety-nine year man, stepped over to me



He offered a smoke, and said as I rolled it
"Tomorrow I'm goin', to break out and go free"

"They feed us by sunlight, they watch us by spotlight
But I know a way that a man can go free
Down under my cell, I'm diggin' a tunnel
The walls of a prison can never hold me"

I told him that, I'd have no part of his scheming
My time would be up, one year from today
His eyes blazed with fire, and he looked right through me
Bitter, but broken, again he did say

"They feed us by sunlight, they watch us by spotlight
But I know a way that a man can go free
Down under my cell, I'm diggin' a tunnel
The walls of a prison can never hold me"

Next morning at breakfast, the old man was missing
Then we all heard the rifles high up on the wall
He'd gone through the tunnel, just like he had promised
And they said he was crying, when they saw him fall

They feed us by sunlight, they watch us by spotlight
But I know a way that a man can go free
Down under my cell, I'm diggin' a tunnel
The walls of a prison can never hold me

21150. Walls Of Jericho

Walls of Jericho
Adrienne Young

Lookin' much older
With dust on your shoulder
Well you crashed in this mornin'
Wearin' only your pride
Highways and freight trains
Drivers with no names
Well you played such a god game it was easy to ride

With a poor man's scheme and
Rich man's dream
You ran for your life
Over El Rio into Laredo it was do or die
The stars hung bright on the other side

Well I offered a cold beer
And I said you could stay here
I swallowed my own fear
Cos I knew what was right
We spoke in a language that was
Here before Cambridge



Colored bright terracotta and aquamarine

With a poor boy's dream and a
Rich man's scheme
You sacrificed the warmth of your wife's hand
Your children and homeland for a roll lof dice
A bitter slice of American Pie

Mighty walls of Jericho
Toppled by the sound of tiny feet
Trumpets sound and we will know
Just who's sitting in the driver's seat
Oh these walls are comin' down
Getting back to the ground
And there'll be victory
In the sound of their defeat

Well you slept when the dawn came
So I undid the latch chain I walked
Down to the riverbank and thought about life
Just when did this happen
Was it always the fashion
Playin' just to win disregarding the price

Such a rich man's scheme using
Poor boy's dreams
To fight the fight
How far will we go pretending we
Don't know what is wrong or right
The stars hang bright on the other side

Mighty walls of Jericho
Toppled by the sound of tiny feet
Trumpets sound and we will know
Just who's sitting in the driver's seat
Oh these walls are comin' down
Getting back to the ground
And there'll be victory
In the sound of their defeat

21151. Walls Of My Mind

Dolly Parton - Walls Of My Mind 

In grave in my mind there are pictures mem'ries of a love I knew one time
So I find in my thoughts I stand looking
At the mem'ries hanging on the walls of my mind
I see a mem'ry of raindrops falling in the park on the day we met
Walking with each other through the rain laughing talking as we both got soak and wet
The mem'ry made that day I could never put away
That's the day he told me he'd be mine
And that's just one of the mem'ries he left hanging on the wall of my mind
And I have a mem'ry of springtime cherry blossoms and bird singing on the vine



And the secret place we'd hide and laid together side by side
And the love that shined so brightly in his eyes
Springtime I recall was the sweetest time of all
That's the season our hearts became entwine
And that's just one of the mem'ries he left hanging on the wall of my mind
Through the spring and summer he loved me and his love died with autumn leaves
His love was the wild and restless kind
When he left he left with me so many memories
He left them hanging on the wall of my mind on my mind
Mhm mhm hanging on the wall of my mind on my mind
He left them hanging on my mind

21152. Walls Of Time

Bill Monroe - Walls of Time
Peter Rowan

The wind is blowing 'cross the mountains
And out on the valley way below
It sweeps the grave of my darling
When I die that's where I want to go

Lord, send the angels for my darling
And take her to that home on high
I'll wait my time out here on earth love
And come to you when I die

Our names are carved upon the tombstone
I promised you before you died
Our love will bloom forever, darling
When we rest side by side

I hear a voice out in the darkness
It moans and whispers through the pines
I know it's my sweetheart a calling
I hear her through the walls of time

21153. Walt Whitman

Trampled by Turtles - Walt Whitman

Light it up like the city at night
Old dark bones in the city
Old Walt Whitman and borrowed alcohol

We drove fast shaking all the way
Like the waves in California
Sorry I never know what to say at all



Caught in a whirlwind
Dry as a bone
And I don't think that I can make it
On my own
On my own, my own
On my own, my own
On my own, my own

Burning love man it never ends
I tried but I couldn't make it
Yeah your paperback lovers could never pay the bills

Worn it once and then let it go
Or you may never shake it
End up drinking too much and pop a pill

Loose like a feather
And left here alone
And I don't think that I can make it
On my own
On my own, my own
On my own, my own
On my own, my own

21154. Walter

Blue Dogs - Walter

Well the first time
That I ever saw her
I picked her up in my Chevy Malibu
Going to the grocery
For her mother
For a loaf of bread and a Pepsi cola too
She was young
And so kind hearted
That she wrecked my world and left me with the blues
She called me sugar
And knew that when we parted
I knew just what I was going to do

Then I saw her
Standing at the altar
Of everlasting life
Standing there
With a boy named Walter
Expecting her to be his wife
Little did I know my heart was breaking
And I could not say a thing
When the preacher
Posed the final question
And heard those church bells ring



She got in
And she rolled down the window
And said man turn it up
I love that country tune
She was wearing a rabbit skin halter
And i was overcome by the smell of her perfume

Chorus
Chorus

21155. Walter - Chords

Walter
Blue Dogs
 
Intro:  Dsus    D    D    Dsus  x4
 
Verse 1:
Dsus     D                  Dsus D
Well the first time, that I ever saw her
Dsus         A
I picked her up, in my Chevy Malibu.
Dsus         D        Dsus    D
Goin' to the grocery, for her mother
Dsus          A                       D       D-Dsus-D
For a loaf of bread, and a Pepsi Cola too.
 
Verse 2:
 
Well she got in, and she rolled down the window
 
I said man turn it up! I love that country tune.
 
She was wearin' the finest, rabbit skin halter
 
I was overcome, by the smell of her perfume.
 
Chorus:
D          G                        D
But then I saw her, standing at the alter
    A                   D
mmm hmm, Of everlasting life.
D        G                       D
Standin' there, with a boy named Walter
       A                       A
He was expecting her to be his wife.
           G                 D
Little did I, know my heart was breakin'
      A                D
And I could not, say a thing.
         G                         D
Then the preacher, posed the final question
       A    N/C                         Dsus->(D    G    D    A    D)* x4



Then I heard, those church bells ring.
 
Instrumental/Solo (over chorus)*
 
Verse 3:
 
Well she was young, and so kind-hearted
 
That she wrecked my world, and she left me with the blues.
 
She called me sugar, and I knew that when we parted
 
I knew just what I was gonna do.
 
Chorus
Instrumental/Solo (over chorus)*
 
Bridge:
Am     Bbm    Bm          Bbm                Am         G
Well I got my nerve up, I beat a path to her momma's
G                           A
Slingin' gravel in my Chevy Malibu.
Bm                             Bbm         Am              G        G
When I pulled up to the driveway, the next thing that I knew
G                     G                          A            Dsus->(D    G    D    A    D)*
There was a string of soup cans tied to Walter's B...M...W!
 
Chorus
Slow and fade over intro

21156. Walter Henry Hagan

Dolly Parton - Walter Henry Hagan 
(Dolly Parton)

Walter, Walter Henry
I say Walter Henry Hagan
You done gone and broke my heart
Walter, Walter Henry
You know that I believed you
When you swore we'd never part
Well you said you had to have me
And well you dang well did
You took me from my country home
When I was just a kid
And you took me off to Boston
Put a baby on my knee
Left me to dangle-dingle
So far from Tennessee
Now Patrick might have been one
But you ain't been no saint
But a good ole' Irish boy
They say we'll always have this drink



And you just won't stop chasin'
All those other woman around
A' ramblin' and a'gamblin'
Throwin' Irish whiskey down
Walter, Walter Henry
Walter Henry Hagan
You don't listen when I call
Walter, Walter Henry
Of all the men I've ever loved
I loved you best of all
Oh play one for ol' Walter Henry boys
Walter, Walter Henry
Walter Henry Hagan
You done left your mark on me
Walter, Walter Henry
If you ever sober up
I'm waitin' back in Tennessee
If you ever sober up
I'm waitin' back in Tennessee
Walter, Walter Henry
Yoddle-le-ee-hee
Yoddle-le-ee-hee
Walter Henry Hagan
You done left your mark on me

21157. Waltz About Whiskey

Mandolin Orange - Waltz About Whiskey

Once the getting was good, but now the getting's got gone 
I'm going downtown just to tie one on
I'm oak aged and sour, I'm going down by the hour
now I'm as blue as night is long

So won't someone dance with meto a waltz about whiskey
 and turn these sad songs to lullabies
I don't need much of nothin', except for all your lovin'
and the waltz about whiskey on ice

One quarter should do, number A32
A little truth from the jukebox should make it alright
and as the booze sets in, I'm getting high again
to the waltz about whiskey on ice

So wont' someone dance with me to a waltz about whiskey 
and turn these sad songs to lullabies
I don't need much of nothin', except for all your lovin'
and the waltz about whiskey on ice

I remember the night she sat down beside me
she cried love was a ring that won't end, well I was handed a lie
now the only thing I know of a ring is the circle my glass leaves behind



So won't someone dance with me to a waltz about whiskey
and turn these sad songs to lullabies
I don't need much of nothin', except for all your lovin'
and a waltz about whiskey on ice

21158. Waltz Across Texas

Ernest Tubb 
Waltz Across Texas
Osborne Brothers

When we dance together my world's in disguise
It's a fairy-land tale that's come true
And when you look at me with those stars in your eyes
I could waltz across Texas with you

Waltz across Texas with you in my arms
Waltz across Texas with you
Like a story-book ending I'm lost in your charms
And I could waltz across Texas with you

My heartaches and troubles are just up and gone
The moment that you come in view
And with your hand in mine dear I could dance on and on
I could waltz across Texas with you

Waltz across Texas with you in my arms
Waltz across Texas with you
Like a story-book ending I'm lost in your charms
And I could waltz across Texas with you

21159. Waltz Across Texas Tonight

Emmylou Harris - Waltz Across Texas Tonight

The wind can blow cold, it moans and it cries
When it carries the sound of a thousand goodbyes
But if you listen tonight on that high, lonely plain
You'll just hear my voice as it calls out your name
You'll just hear my voice as it calls out your name

You've been on a road that just don't seem to end
Where that broken old heart of yours won't ever mend
You've crossed over bridges and bridges they burn
So many rivers and so much to learn
So many bridges and so much to learn

But the moon is so full, the stars are so bright
And my hand is steady, my touch id light



Look in my eyes, hold on real tight
And I'll waltz you my darling across Texas tonight
I'll waltz you my darling across Texas tonight

We both have known hard luck
And love that's gone wrong
When the ghosts take the shadows and
The night takes too long
We folded our cards when the hand wasn't strong
But that wheel will keep spinning long after we're gone
Yeah, that wheel will keep spinning long after we're gone

And the moon is so full, the stars are so bright
And my hand is steady, my touch is light
Look in my eyes, hold on real tight and I'll
Waltz you my darling across Texas tonight

I'll waltz you my darling across Texas tonight
Look in my eyes, hold on real tight
And I'll waltz you my darling across Texas tonight
I'll waltz you my darling across texas tonight

21160. Waltz Of The Golden Rule - Chords

Waltz Of The Golden Rule 
John Hartford

[Verse]
      D           G                D
Thanks  for letting  us stand on your  stage,
                           A
Thanks for your presence to night
      D             G           D
Thanks  to the people  who ran the  sound
                 A               D
And to the people  who handled the  lights.
 
[Chorus]
                 G      D
Thanks for coming  to see  us
                                  A
When you could have been elsewhere  instead
   D             G                D
And  for the folks  who put the show  on
                     A            D
And for the bald spot  on top of my  head
 
[Verse]
                G               D
This show is not  federally fund- -ed
                      A
We hope it was fun for  you
      D           G    D



Now go  home and do  unto  others
                      A        D
As you would have them  do unto  you

21161. Waltz Of The Magic Man

Emmylou Harris - Waltz Of The Magic Man

The very first time I ever saw my Tommy love
He came dancing into my room
And I felt the sunlight sparkle warm
Out from his magic shoes

And he danced so proud
And he laughed so wild
And he charmed me like a piper
When he smiled

So dance with me, dance with me, sing with me can't you see
I'm following the rainbow kissed strands of your magic carol
Follow your joyful song anywhere, anywhere my raggedy magical music man
For I am only your tag along raggedy, anne and I want you to hold me
As long as your raggedy magical music carol can

He asked me if I'd like to have my own parade
I answer yes and he blew his golden horn
Then the violins and the trumpets rang out he led them all
In a coat of many colors patched and torn

And he swung me to a loving sound
While the fiddlers played and pranced around
He spun so fast 'til we left the ground

Then the music filled the heavens with a joyful noise
The stars would dance to greet us as we'd come
Then he'd wave his hand and send them back to the morning light
And we'd keep climbing through the midnight sun

On a rocking horse with wings we'd fly
To a place where dreams can never die
Lovers little children in the sky

So dance with me, dance with me, sing with me can't you see
I'm following the rainbow kissed strands of your magic carol
Follow your joyful song anywhere, anywhere my raggedy magical music man
For I am only your tag along raggedy-anne and I want you to hold me
As long as your raggedy magical music carol can

And when it came time for my Tommy love to leave
I begged him please to stay and save my soul
And with a fading voice I heard him say as he



21162. Waltz Of The Mississippi - Chords

Waltz of the Mississippi
John Hartford: Good Old Boys
Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key C

   C                  
On the old Mississippi
   F
Are girls in red dresses
    C                  
The one that's a beauty
       G7        C 
She's broken my heart

In the shade of the woods
We are dancing together
On the old Mississippi
We drifted apart

To dare to have loved
The girl of such rareness
So fair and so perfect
She's nature's fine art

On the old Mississippi
There's a girl of my vision
On the old Mississippi,
She has broken my heart

21163. Waltz Of The New Moon

The Incredible String Band - Waltz Of The New Moon 

I hear that the Emperor of China
Used to wear iron shoes with ease
We are the tablecloth and also the table
Also the fable of the dancing leaves

The new moon is rising
The axe of the thunder is broken
As never was not since the flood nor yet since the world began
The new moon is shining
The angels are washing their windows
Above the years whose jumble sale goes spinning on below

Ask the snail beneath the stone
Ask the stone beneath the wall
Are there any stars at all



Like an eagle in the sky
Tell me if air is strong

In the floating pan pipe victories of the golden harvest
Safe in the care of the dear moon

The new moon is rising
The eyelid of a god is approaching
The humane train the skating raining traveling voice of certainty
The new moon is shining
The harmonious hand is now holding Lord Krishna's ring
The eagle's wing the voice of mother everything

Ask the snail beneath the stone
Ask the stone beneath the wall
Are there any stars at all
Like an eagle in the sky
Tell me if air is strong

In the floating palaces of the spinning castle
May the fire, king's daughter bring water to you

21164. Waltz Of The Wind

Roy Acuff - Waltz of the wind
Composer: Fred Rose

You were there in my arms alone in the moonlight
The trees played the waltz of the wind
It was there that I knew, I'd love you forever
We danced to the waltz of the wind

The stars up above you looked down in your eyes
And told me the night would never end
Now I'm dreaming of you till we meet tomorrow
And dance to the waltz of the wind

You were there in my arms alone in the moonlight
The trees played the waltz of the wind
It was there that I knew, I'd love you forever
We danced to the waltz of the wind

The stars up above you looked down in your eyes
And told me the night would never end
Now I'm dreaming of you till we meet tomorrow
And dance to the waltz of the wind

21165. Waltz You Saved For Me



Waltz You Saved For Me
(Gus Kahn - Wayne King - Emil Flindt) 

--- Instrumental ---

Ever in dreams with you
I'll sway dear to the waltz you saved for me
Ever in dreams while I'm away dear
You'll hear this melody.

Whisper goodbye and gently say dear
That in all the days to be
You will sometimes remember
The waltz you saved for me...

21166. Waltzing With The Angels

Nanci Griffith - Waltzing With The Angels

She's just a hill country girl home from the city
Her pocket's full of plenty of those neon lights
And her mother's smile shines on her youngest child
Though she is just a barroom singer
With her father's eyes

[Chorus:]
The city streets are harder understandin'
It would be easy for the devil to pass by
But she can close her eyes and dream about
The country boy
Chain of gold and a lullaby
Because he's waltzin' with the angels tonight

It's a harvest moon when she's home to count her blessings
She's saved that love from passing
Though it's now ten years gone by
He is buried in these hills, folded all around her
It still's a heart of hunger with his memories inside

[Chorus]

In the mornin' she'll move on 'cause it's April on the wing
It put's feathers on her strings and her voice will fly
But that necklace of gold
She wears of his protect's her soul
From the barroom brawls and the late night drinkers
When the devil's passin' by

[Chorus]

They will be waltzin' with the angel's tonight



21167. Waltzing's For Dreamers

Richard Thompson - Waltzing's for Dreamers 
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Oh, play me a blue song and fade down the light
I'm sad as a proud man can be sad tonight
Just let me dream on, oh, just let me sway
While the sweet violins and the saxophones play

And Miss, you don't know me but can't we pretend
That we care for each other till the band reach the end

One step for achin' and two steps for breakin'
Waltzing's for dreamers and losers in love
One step for sighin' and two steps for cryin'
Waltzing's for dreamers and losers in love

Now they say love's for gamblers, oh, the pendulum swings
I bet hard on love and I lost everythin'
So don't send me home now, put a shot in my arm
And we'll drink out old memories and we'll drink in the dawn

And Mr Bandleader won't you play one more time
For I've good foldin' money in this pocket of mine

Oh, one step for achin', two steps for breakin'
Waltzing's for dreamers and losers in love
One step for sighin', two steps for cryin'
Waltzing's for dreamers and losers in love

Miss, you don't know me but can't we pretend
We care for each other till the band reach the end

Oh, one step for achin', two steps for breakin'
Waltzing's for dreamers and losers in love
One step for sighin', two steps for cryin'
Waltzing's for dreamers and losers in love
Waltzing's for dreamers and losers in love

21168. Wandering

Wandering
Taarka

Oh snakes in the mountain
Eels in the sea
I was a red- headed vixen but they made a wreck of me
Now it looks like



I am never gonna see
My wandering
...
20 years ago
I lived in the shadow of a farm
Taking some but leaving most
Red bandit in the moor
Now it looks like
I am never gonna see
My wandering
...
Well the day they came to take me in
Was the day that I grew wise
Left behind my home
And the tears stood in my eyes.
Now it looks like
I am never gonna see
My wandering.
...

The tales of the dipossessed
Are very often short.
You can see us walking naked
In the shadow of the storm
Now it looks like
I am never gonna see
My wandering
...
Oh ashes to ashes
And rusted ax.
You know I'²m gonna get ya
You know its gonna last.
Now it looks like
I am never gonna see
My wandering.
Well
Now it looks like
I am never gonna see
My wandering.

21169. Wandering

Tim O'Brien - Wandering

My pathway leads into the west
They say it never really ends
These legs of mine weren't made to rest
I let them take me where they send me wandering

As long as I remember I've been wandering
January to December I go wandering

No one asks the wind to blow



No one tells a bird to fly
No one tells me when to go
I don't need a reason why, I'm just wandering

As long as I remember I've been wandering
January to December I go wandering

A hundred fifty years ago
The famine pushed us off the land
Now we live beside the road
You'll see us in our caravans

As long as I remember I've been wandering
January to December I go wandering

This life I lead is in my blood
It's not for me to understand
There isn't much I want to own
Take what I will and where I can, I'm wandering

As long as I remember I've been wandering
January to December just wandering
I don't care where I go, just wandering
You want to know where I've been
I've been wandering

21170. Wandering Boy

Billy Strings 
Wandering Boy

Where is my wandering boy tonight?
The boy of my tenderest care
The boy that was once full of life
The child of my tenderest care

Once, he was pure as morning dew
As he knelt at his mother's knee
No face was so bright, no heart more true
And none was so sweet as he

Where is my boy tonight?
Oh, where is my boy tonight?
My heart overflows
I love him, he knows
Oh, where is my boy tonight?

Go for my wandering boy tonight
Go search for him where you will
But bring him to me with all your light
And tell him I love him still

Where is my boy tonight?



Oh, where is my boy tonight?
My heart overflows
I love him, he knows
Oh, where is my boy tonight?
My heart overflows
I love him, he knows
Oh, where is my boy tonight?

Your harmonies are beautiful
The singin's phew, wow
We can, take it, take it back
It's beautiful, ain't it?
Yeah, it makes me kind of crack a little bit, you know?
Yeah, I know
No

21171. Wandering Boy

Wandering Boy 
Stanley Brothers

Out in the cold world, far away from home 
Some mother's boy, is wandering all alone 
Noone to guide him or keep his footsteps right 
Some mother's boy is homeless tonight 
 
CHORUS: 
Oh, bring back to me, my wandering boy 
For there is no others, left to give me joy 
Tell him his mother, with faded cheeks and hair 
I sat the old home waiting him there 
 
Out in the hallway, there stands a vacant chair 
Had an old pair of shoes, he used to wear 
Empty now the cradle, he used to love so well 
Oh, how I love him no tongue can tell 
 
CHORUS  /  INSTRUMENTAL  
 
Well, I remember the parting words he said 
We'll meet again where tears are never shed 
No separation or burdens to bear 
When life is over meet you up there

21172. Wandering Roads

Rhiannon Giddens - Wandering Roads

Wandering roads that carry me home



Lead me through both right and wrong
I may love and I may lose
Still I know I'll always choose
To live the highs and lows
All on my journey home
Since the day that you were born
Footsteps fall in a path well worn
Strings that pull, you'll never see
Change the bind, just set you free
All on your journey home
Wandering roads that carry me home
Lead me through both right and wrong
I may love and I may lose
Still I know I'll always choose
To live the highs and lows
All own my journey home
You know, that child you are inside
Tell us, she doesn't have to hide
Take her hand, let her lead
She'll bring you warm, you'll ever need
All on your journey home
Wandering roads that carry me home
Lead me through both right and wrong
I may love and I may lose
Still I know I'll always choose
To live the highs and lows
All on my journey home
Ooh
On the day your journey's done
Before a new one has begun
What will you be thinking of?
What you own to who you loved
All on your journey home
Wandering roads that carry me home
Lead me through both right and wrong
I may love and I may lose
Still I know I'll always choose
To live the highs and lows
All on my journey home
Ooh

21173. Wandering Soul - Chords

Wandering Soul 
Larry Sparks
 
[Intro]
G D G
 
[Verse 1]
                           C         G
Oh, lend me a hand, please Lord, and guide me
                 D                     G



And help lead me down the road that is right
                           C        G
Oh, carry me through these hours of darkness
                D               G
And show me the path of shining light
 
 
[Chorus]
                          C            G
I'm a wandering soul, I'm lost from my Savior
                 D                       G
A sheep that has strayed so far from the fold
                           C             G
Just tarrying along in the clutch of old Satan
                   D                   G
And I'm hoping someday, You'll save my soul
 
 
[Instrumental]
D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
                              C            G
Dear Lord, please forgive the grief I have caused You
                  D                     G
The thought of my sins that tortures my soul
                        C         G
Oh, help me to know the joy of salvation
                     D                   G
Help cleanse my life through and make me whole
 
 
[Chorus]
                          C            G
I'm a wandering soul, I'm lost from my Savior
                 D                       G
A sheep that has strayed so far from the fold
                           C             G
Just tarrying along in the clutch of old Satan
                   D                   G
And I'm hoping someday, You'll save my soul
 
 
[Outro]
G D G

21174. Wanderlust

Wanderlust

There's a thought each day that I'm workin
Of my home in a land 'cross the sea



If I make enough money I'll find my way back
To my home and my hopes and my dreams

Cast away on a big sailing ship
On the ocean we sailed far away
Rough seas and foul weather made long to the mast
Fearing they would not see the next day

I landed in some unknown country 
No money not even one friend
Wanderlust was the reason I travelled
On a journey that may have no end

I hear my dear mother calling
Her whisper the winds of the bay
Her song a cry for her lost son
While feeling her life pass away

So its memories I keep close beside me
To nourish my poor heardened soul
But I'll work anywhere there's some money
Many days have now taken their toll

How many more years will I travel
How many more years all alone
I'm bound to the place far behind me
To the home cross the great ocean foam 

There's a thought each day that I'm workin
Of my home in a land 'cross the sea
If I make enough money I'll find my way back
To my home and my hopes and my dreams

21175. Wanna Be Your Man

Pokey LaFarge - Wanna Be Your Man

Something's wrong honey, this I know
Never seen you this way before
Hey baby, I wanna be your man
I can tell you need a friend
Step aside, won't you let me in
Hey baby, who do you think I am?

Chorus:
It's late and it's  bout to pour
Your neighbor's tired of me hanging round your door
I'll say one thing and nothing more
I wanna be your man
Some people don't like me hanging around
But there's no reason for that I've found
Hey baby, please don't look so sad
When you're all alone and you need a hand



Let me come into your house and be your handyman
Hey baby, what about the fun we've had?

Bridge:
I can tell you've had a long day
Why don't we smoke something, take the pain away
It's okay, I'll be your shelter from the storm
Don't let your demons take control
Let me rock you with a steady roll
It's cold, baby, won't you come and keep me warm?

Chorus

21176. Want

Want
String Cheese Incident

Well, you try to tell me what is right 
to help me make it through the night
but when you try to tell me what to do 
does it mean that you want me to be just like you?

CHORUS
Is that what you want?
Is that what you wa-ant?
Is that what you want?
Is that what you wa-ant?

You say you want a brand new car now
you want another/diamonds too
will you ever be satisfied?
you always need something new to accrue

CHORUS

BRIDGE

Might not know what I say --or-- Listen, girl, to what I say
Can't believe it's gone this way
A stitch in time saves nine, you see
No, it sounds like eight to me

CHORUS

Alternate verse either Travis or Billy:

They say that you are sad inside
from the world's pain, no place to hide
We have the choice to turn around 
face ourselves, let joy resound

--OR--



You've been stashin' all your pay
You put it in the bank for a rainy day
But all you do is work and save,
You're going to take that money to your grave

CHORUS

CODA (end jam)

21177. Want Of A Woman

Want Of A Woman 
Seldom Scene

Like a cold dark night, in a lonely graveyard 
The night birds listen, and the clock runs slow 
There's a place in my heart 
Where the sun ain'ts hinin', 
The want of a woman, makes the cold wind blow   
 
CHORUS: 
A want of a woman, brought a hurt and a sorrow 
And it ain't gonna leave, 'til you come back home
Rains today, gonna freeze tomorrow,
The want of a woman, makes the cold wind blow 
 
Every day of my life, I've seen a glimpse of the sunshine 
'Til the day you made the sun sink low 
I know how it feels, when the blues surround you,
The want of a woman, makes the cold wind blow
  
The want of a woman, makes the cold wind blow

21178. Wanted

Alan Jackson - Wanted 

(Alan Jackson/Charlie Craig)
Excuse me, ma'am, can you help me
I need to place an ad with you today
No ma'am, tomorrow may be too late
I'd like to have it started right away
What's that, no this is personal
I'm not buying or selling anything
Yes ma'am, I know just what to say
I wrote it down, this is how it should read
Wanted one good hearted woman
To forgive imperfection



In the man that she loves
Wanted just one chance to tell her
How much he stills loves her
He can't be sorry enough
What's that, no thats all I wanna say
I just hope these few lines will get to her
Yes ma'am, she means everything
I hope she comes back when she reads these words
Wanted one good hearted woman
To forgive imperfection
In the man that she loves
Wanted just one chance to tell her
How much he stills loves her
He can't be sorry enough
Wanted

21179. Wanted For Love

Jerry Jeff Walker - Wanted for Love

Now I'm wanted down in Costa Rica
I'm wanted on Ambergris Caye
I'm wanted back in Austin Texas
I'm wanted down in New Orleans
Yes, I'm wanted back across the border
But they're never gonna catch me there
And the way things are goin' hell son before ya know it
I'm wanted most everywhere....
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for great back rubs
And singin' to the stars above
Yes, I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for so many reasons
I'm wanted for no reason at all
She always wanted me to call her
You know I always wanted to call
I told her that I'd meet her someday
I never really told her where
The last time I saw her she was
Calling her lawyer
I was runnin' in my underwear....
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for late night kisses
And singin' to the stars above
Yes, I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love...
Hey, a wanted man he's gotta keep moving'
He needs to stay ahead of his past



I wanted to stop and start and over
But a wanted man's gotta move fast
Cause I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for midnight kisses
And singin' to the stars abov
Yes, I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted by a girl named Gina
Her momma really thinks I'm fine
And when she asks me do you love her
I always say she's on my mind
And any fool can see she loves me
Think I really love her too
But while I'm sittin' here drinkin'
I just got to thinkin'
Baby how I want to be with you
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for midnight kisses
Singin' in the ol' hot tub
Yes, I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I'm wanted for love
I can't help it, I'm wanted!

21180. Wanted Man

The Avett Brothers - Wanted Man 

Bullet in my shoulder
Blood running down my vest
Twenty in the posse
And they're never gonna let me rest

'Till I became a wanted man
Well, I never even owned a gun
Now they own me like a mountain cat
And I'm always on the run

Well I killed poor Jed Bryce
In a bad Laredo fight
I killed him with my bare hands
For the girl I loved that night

Jed's brothers out to get me
He's coming with his gang
And I'd rather shoot it out by God
Than let them watch me hang



Bullet in my shoulder
Blood running down my vest
Twenty in the posse
And they're never gonna let me rest

'Till I became a wanted man
Well, I never even owned a gun
Now they own me like a mountain cat
And I'm always on the run

She had spangles on her wedding dress
She had laughter in her voice
And when I tried to put my hands on her
My heart left me no choice

Now was she really worth it
I guess I'll never know
She'll be drinking someone else's rye
When I'm six feet below

Bullet in my shoulder
Blood running down my vest
Twenty in the posse
And they're never gonna let me rest

'Till I became a wanted man
Well, I never even owned a gun
Now they own me like a mountain cat
And I'm always on the run

21181. Wanted Man

Wanted Man
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
I like the way you walk
I like the way you stand
I like the way you laugh
Across the back of your hand

[Verse 2]
'Cause your greasy smile
Never quite gives out
I'd like to know
What the joke's about

[Verse 3]
I know you talk too loud
I know you drink too much
You got a gambler's knack
Of never losing your luck



[Verse 4]
When the cards are bare
And you let 'em fall
But you take it hard
As your alcohol

[Chorus]
Wanted man, wanted man
Wanted man, wanted man

[Verse 5]
Oh, when the lights came up
And I caught you into me
The flash of something white
The moment you came to me

[Verse 6]
You've got a wounded past
And a bloody hand
You're a wanted man
You're a wanted man

[Outro]
You're a wanted man
You're a wanted man

21182. Wanted Man

The Avett Brothers - Wanted Man (Live) 

Till I became a wanted man,
I never owned a gun,
But now they hunt me like a mountain cat,
And I'm always, always, always on the run

I killed poor Jed Bryant
In a bad Laredo fight,
Killed him with my bare hands
For the girl I loved that night.
Jed's brother's out to get me,
He's comin' with a gang
I'd rather shoot it out, by God, than let 'em see me hang

Bullet in my shoulder,
Blood runnin' down my vest,
Twenty in the posse,
And they're never gonna let me rest.

Till I became a wanted man,
I never owned a gun,
But now they hunt me like a mountain cat,
And I'm always, always, always on the run



Spangles on her red dress
Laughter in her voice,
When he tried to put his hands on her
My heart left me no choice.
But was she really worth it?
I guess I'll never know,
She'll be drinkin' someone else's rye when I'm six feet below.

Bullet in my shoulder,
Blood runnin' down my vest,
Twenty in the posse,
And they're never gonna let me rest.

Till I became a wanted man,
I never owned a gun,
But now they hunt me like a mountain cat,
And I'm always, always, always on the run.

21183. Wanted Man

Wanted Man - Flatt And Scruggs
Johnny Cash

Wanted man in California wanted man in Buffalo
Wanted man in Kansas City wanted man in Ohio
Wanted man in Mississippi wanted man on old Cheyenne
Wherever you might look tonight you might see this wanted man
I might be in Colorado or Georgia by the sea
Working for some men who may not know at all who I might be
If you ever see me coming and if you know who I am
Don't you breathe it to nobody cause you know I'm on the lam
Wanted man by Lucy Watson wanted man by Jeannie Brown
Wanted man by Nelly Johnson wanted man in this next town
Well I've had all that I wanted for a lot of things I had
And a lot more that I needed of something that turned out bad

[ banjo ]

I got sidetracked in El Paso stopped to get myself a nap
Went the wrong way into Juarez with Juanita on my lap
Then I went to sleep in Shreveport woke up in Abilene
Wonderin' why the hell I'm wanted at some town halfway between
Wanted man in Albuquerque wanted man in Siera Cruz
Wanted man in Tallahassee wanted man in Baton Rouge
There's somebody set to grab me anywhere that I might be
And wherever you might look tonight you might get a glimpse of me
Wanted man in California wanted man in Buffalo
Wanted man in Kansas City wanted man in Ohio
Wanted man in Mississippi mhm



21184. Wanted Woman / AC/DC

Wanted Woman / AC/DC
Larkin Poe - Wanted Woman / AC/DC

[Verse 1]
You ain't gonna see it comin'
I'm gonna tie you up
I'm gonna take all your money
Leave in a cloud of dust
A flash of chrome and silver
Across the Rio Grande
I'm red-handed, honey
And I don't give a damn

[Chorus 1]
I'm a wanted woman
And I'm feelin' good
I'm a wanted woman
Wanted like I should
Come on, girls (Ah-ooh)
Gotta do it, gotta do it myself (Ah-ooh)
'Cause ooh, you blew it on somebody else
I hope you feel stupid
For never, never, never, never wantin' me
Alright

[Verse 2]
My bounty just keeps gettin' bigger
And I keep gainin' speed
I got a little side deal with the Devil
Good times guaranteed
So I'm gonna pull the trigger
I'm gonna do the deed
Chisel my name on my tombstone
Spell it B-A-D

[Chorus 1]
'Cause I'm a wanted woman
And I'm feelin' good
I'm a wanted woman
Wanted like I should
Come on, girls (Ah-ooh)
Gotta do it, gotta do it myself (Ah-ooh)
'Cause ooh, you blew it on somebody else
I hope you feel stupid
For never, never, never, never wantin' me
For never, never, never, never wantin' me, come on!
For never, never, never, never wantin' me, yeah!
One, two, three, four!

[Verse 3]
Eh, there's somethin' special in the way you move



Crackle the air as you shake and groove
Yeah, you're crankin' me up, you're crankin' me up
I feel it flowin'
You're crankin' me up, crankin' me up
I think I'm gonna blow
You're super high voltage

21185. War Pigs

War Pigs
Hayseed Dixie - War Pigs

Generals gathered in their masses
Just like witches at black masses
Evil minds that plot destruction
Sorcerers of death's construction
In the fields the bodies burning
As the war machine keeps turning
Death and hatred to mankind
Poisoning their brainwashed minds
Oh Lord yeah!
Politicians hide themselves away
They only started the war
Why should they go out to fight
They leave their role to the poor
Time will tell on their power minds
Making war just for fun
Treating people just like pawns in chess
Wait 'till their judgment day comes
Now in darkness world stops turning
Ashes where their bodies burning
No more war pigs have the power
Hand of God has struck the hour
Day of judgment God is calling
On their knees, the war pigs crawling
Begging mercy for their sins
Satan laughing spreads his wings
Oh Lord yeah!

21186. Warfare

Warfare
Uncle Earl

My lord told his disciple after I am risen and gone
You will meet with troubles and trials. Bide by my rebukes and scorn.

You can rebuke me all you want to I'm traveling home to God
I'm well acquainted with the crosses and all my ways are hard.



Chorus:
My warfare will soon be ended my race is almost run.
My warfare will soon be ended and I am going home.

They say my lord is a devil they call his saints the same
I'm not expecting anymore down here than grief and scorn and shame.

Chorus

God bless them holiness people the Christians and the Jews
and all the children of Abraham, the praying Muslims too.

Chorus

And when I get to heaven I want to see you there
And when I say Amen I want you to say so too.

Chorus

21187. Wargasm

Billy Strings 
Wargasm
(feat. RMR)

I see it comin' everywhere I look
It's falling down like rain
Kill a man over a sentence in a book
And collect a reward for his pain
It's such a failing situation and I'm sick of looking at it anywhere I go
We let them talk us into hate and stick to war again like it's the only thing we know

So what's the reason for this again?
Right back where we've always been
These excuses are wearing thin
What's the reason for this again?
What's the reason for this again?
You can't decide but you've got to win
We're all the same but you're not my friend
So what's the reason for this again?

Same shit different century
Here we go again
It's no parade seeing tanks on your street
What's the mission, when's it gonna end
How many stones do we have to line up before we understand
We're caught up drawing lines on paper
At the price of the blood in the sand

So what's the reason for this again?
Right back where we've always been
These excuses are wearing thin



What's the reason for this again?
So what's the reason for this again?
You can't decide but you've got to win
We're all the same but you're not my friend
So what's the reason for this again?

So step into the grinder with your brother tomorrow
And kiss your mother goodbye
She'll wipe her tears with your ribbons and then they'll replace you in the blink of an eye
So bite the bullet and boots on the ground
These ain't sticks and stones
Flicking matches at a powderkeg while you're standing on a pile of bones

So what's the reason for this again?
Can't decide but you've got to win
We're all the same but you're not my friend
What's the reason for this again?

You are the reason I've been going psycho
It's too ugly still can't keep my eyes close
You're cold I still need your touch though
Probably wake up and still hate you tomorrow
What's the reason you never wanna conversate
What's the reason you never want to stay and wait
Fumbling all your words like you're afraid of me
But I'm the one with the knife stuck in my back again

Call my phone I decline, you're the reason why
We don't love in sequence you're not even mine
Show another display count how many times
You can't have it your way, sacrifice my pride!

So what's the reason for this again?
Right back where we've always been
But these excuses are wearing thin
What's the reason for this again?
So what's the reason for this again?
You can't decide but you've got to win
We're all the same but you're not my friend
So what's the reason for this again?
What's the reason for this again?
What's the reason for this again?
What's the reason for this?

21188. Warm Kentucky Sunshine

Warm Kentucky Sunshine 
Steffey & Krauss
  
Warm Kentucky sunshine in the morning 
Makes you glad the long nights turn to day 
Trying to catch a ride, to West Virginia 
The early morning people pass away 



 
This old guitar looks near as bad as I do 
And I tell you now, it sure has been a friend 
It brings a happy song, when at night we're all a lone 
And I ll tell you now I ve seen a few of these 
 
CHORUS : 
And we ve been leaving like two shadows in the night 
Slipped away and never made a sound 
I'll hold my thumb up high 
But the cars keep blowing by 
And this freedom's just a feeling coming down 
 
The echo of the wheels into the distance 
Like some California dream I left behind 
And visions of my San Francisco baby 
Laying like a whisper on my mind 
 
As lovers we got hooked into a feeling 
Until circumstances led us separate ways 
Now here I stand alone, with nothing but a song 
And this freedom's just a feeling coming down    
 
And I'll hold my thumb up high 
But the cars keep rolling  by 
And this freedom's just a feeling coming down

21189. Warm Red Wine - Chords

Warm Red Wine
by Ernest Tubb
[words and music by Cindy Walker]

Put a [C] nickel in the [C7] jukebox
And [F] let it [C] play
For my heart is loaded with [G] pain
Pull the [C] cork from the [C7] bottle
Of the [F] warm red [C] wine
And fill my [G] glass up a- [C] gain

Fill my [F] glass up to the brim
Till it [C] flows o'er the rim
Like the tears flow in this heart of [G] mine
And I'll [C] say so [C7] long
To the [F] dreams that are [C] gone
On account of the [G] warm red [C] wine

{solo}

Oh a prison of stone
With its cold iron bars
Is no more a prison than mine
I'm a prisoner of drink



Who can never escape
From the chains of the warm red wine

So fill my glass up to the brim
Till it flows o'er the rim
Like the tears flow in this heart of mine
And I'll say so long
To the dreams that are gone
On account of the warm red wine

21190. Warm Up To Me Baby

Jimmy Bowen - Warm up to me, baby
Composer: Don Kirshner, Lou Stallman

Warm up to me, baby
Warm up
Come close to me, baby
Come close and make
My dreams come true

Stay near to me, baby
Stay near, be good
To me, baby, be good
I'll give my love to you

Why must you keep running around
Can't you stick with me
All my life and love is yours
Come on

Warm up to me, baby, it's time
Now say to me, baby, you're mine
And I'll warm up to you

Warm up to me, baby
Warm up
Come close to me, baby
Come close and make
My dreams come true

Stay near to me, baby
Stay near, be good
To me, baby, be good
I'll give my love to you

Why must you keep running around
Can't you stick with me
All my life and love is yours
Come on

Warm up to me, baby, it's time
Now say to me, baby, you're mine



And I'll warm up to you
And I'll warm up to you
Honey, I'll warm up to you

21191. Warm Wind

Warm Wind
The Grascals - Warm Wind

[Chorus]
There's a warm wind blowing in the hills tonight
I can feel it whistling through the pines
Then it carries me back to another place
In time back to the days when you were mine

[Verse 1]
When you say we would always be
Together but you loved me forever and
A day then I turned around and you
Were nowhere to be found seemed
Another had taken my place

[Chorus]
There's a warm wind blowing in the hills tonight
I can feel it whistling through the pines
Then it carries me back to another place
In time back to the days when you were mine

[Verse 2]
I remember summer nights down by the river
I can still see the moonlight on your face
Laying in the dark beneath the blanket and the
Stars it's a memory that time can't erase

[Chorus]
There's a warm wind blowing in the hills tonight
I can feel it whistling through the pines
Then it carries me back to another place
In time back to the days when you were mine

[Verse 3]
But that little wind that sings in the distance
And the whistling of the Birmingham train
Every sad one of those sounds remind me of
You now it seems they are calling out your name

[Chorus]
There's a warm wind blowing in the
Hills tonight I can feel it whistling through the
Pines then it carries me back to another place
In time back to the days when you were mine
Back to the days when you were mine



21192. Warning

Warning
Punch Brothers

It's only fair to give you a warning
That I only care at four in the morning
When you're the only one left
Three hours behind on the west coast

Why be so kind to a deaf ghost
What could you possibly get out of someone like me
Self-serving and self-preserving
I'm gonna take as much and give as little as I can

In my defense, I thought you were colder
Talking sense, shrugging your shoulders
While I was losing my mind, just trying to steal your attention
So sure you'd peel off this dead skin
It didn't happen in time
I got under yours

I'm losing your self-abuse and
I'm gonna take as much and give as little as I can

Sorry she took everything you want
Left a shell of a man that you'll be
And I sit by
Maybe your heart can pump blood enough for both of us
Just watch yourself cause I doubt it
No, I doubt that I'll forget her
And pull it together now

So I won't let my wishes come out like lies
I was and will be a better guy
Too bad that we didn't meet back then when
I'm through healing and stopped feeling like I gotta take as much

Well like I gotta take as much and give as little as I can

This your warning

21193. Warren Hellman's Banjo

Steve Earle - Warren Hellman's Banjo

I'm standing on Jordan's shore
Standing on Jordan's shore
And I ain't going to worry anymore



I'm standing on Jordan's shore
Gonna lay my purse aside
Lay my purse aside
'Cause my money's no good on the other side
Gonna lay my purse aside
Gonna carry my old banjo
Carry my old banjo
Because the devil won't follow wherever I go
If I carry my old banjo
Gonna play that shady grove
Play that shady grove
Make my pallet down soft and low
Gonna play that shady grove
Gonna play that soldier's joy
Play that soldier's joy
Flop-eared mule and the red-haired boy
Gonna play that soldier's joy
Gonna bile them cabbage down
Bile them cabbage down
Because the devil surely cannot stand that sound
When I bile them cabbage down, boys

21194. Warrior

Steve Earle - Warrior

This is the best time of the day, the dawn
The final cleansing breath unsullied yet
By acrid fume or death's cacophony
The rank refuse of unchained ambition
And pray, deny me not, but know me now
Your faithful retainer stands resolute
To serve his liege Lord without recompense
Perchance to fall and perish namelessly
No flag-draped bier or muffled drum to set
The cadence for a final dress parade
But it was not always thus remember
Once you worshipped me and named me a God
In many tongues and made offering lest
I exact too terrible a tribute
Take heed for I am weary, ancient and decrepit now
And my time grows short
There are no honorable frays to join
Only mean death dealt out in dibs and dabs
Or horror unleashed from across oceans
Assail me not with noble policy
For I care not at all for platitude
And surrender such tedious detail
To greater minds than mine and nimbler tongues
Singular in their purpose and resolve
And presuming to speak for every man



21195. Warriors Of Love

Iris Dement - Warriors Of Love

[Verse 1]
John Lewis stood on the Pettus Bridge
His life he was ready to give
To break the bonds of tyranny
And live a life with dignity
Six hundred strong
They marched straight into a sea of blue
Trampled by horses, tear-gassed
Billy clubbed, too
But all this and such
Don't amount to much
To a great warrior of love

[Verse 2]
Rachel Corrie, she laid it on the line
When she took her stand for Palestine
The bulldozer rolled
She wouldn't budge
She had her feet planted down deep
In that little ol' thing called love
Though her life ended violently
Her gentle spirit's still walking here with you and me
And she lights up the stars above
That brave, young, warrior of love

[Chorus]
Some still among us soldier on
Some from the flesh now have gone
But they've paved the very road we're traveling on
Our great warriors of love

[Verse 3]
Look around you, you will see
People still building the beloved community
In every corner of this earth
You'll find people in a fix, willing to risk
An early ride in the hearse
Folks who don't bend
We got folks who don't bow
They get right up to Goliath
And shoot their shot somehow
Now it's on us to be worthy of
Our great warriors of love

[Chorus]
Some still among us soldier on
Some from the flesh now have gone
But they've paved the very road we're traveling on
Our great warriors of love



Oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh-oh
Ooh-ooh
Ooh-ooh
Oh-oh-oh
Ooh-ooh
Ooh-ooh

21196. Was It 26

Was It 26
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Livin' hard was easy when I was young and bullet-proof
I had no chains to bind me, just a guitar and a roof
Emptied every bottle, when I poured I never missed
I had blood shot eyes at twenty-five or was it twenty-six

[Verse 2]
Didn't seem to matter what price I had to pay
'Cause anything worth havin', I'd just lose anyway
Friends worried about me they'd asked if I was sick
Thought I wouldn't die at twenty-five or was it twenty-six

[Chorus]
Those two years run together like whiskey over ice
Meltin' into memories like somebody else's life
I'm glad to say, I've come around
But if I could have one wish
I'd like another try at twenty-five
Or was it twenty-six

[Verse 3]
Met a girl from Georgia, smart and pretty, college grad
I thought my luck was changin' but then it all went bad
I guess I fell in love with her all it took was just one kiss
But then she said goodbye at twenty-five or was it twenty-six

[Chorus]
Those two years run together like whiskey over ice
Meltin' into memories like somebody else's life
I'm glad to say, I've come around
But if I could have one wish
I'd like another try at twenty-five
Or was it twenty-six

[Verse 4]
I've been down that road before almost as far as hell
Deception or redemption, I guess only time will tell
I have faith and the knowledge that God gave us a gift
I couldn't hide at twenty-five or was it twenty-six



[Chorus]
Those two years run together like whiskey over ice
Meltin' into memories like somebody else's life
I'm glad to say, I've come around
But if I could have one wish
I'd like another try at twenty-five
Or was it twenty-six

21197. Was It You - Chords

Was It You 
Joy Kills Sorrow

Gm                                                    Eb
Was it you that's slippin' out the back door when you thought I wasn't home?
                           Bb             F            Dm
Could you leave me in good conscience and wander all alone? 
    Eb                        Bb
Oh oh oh oh Wo oh oh Wo oh oh oh
 
 
     Gm                                        Eb
Wide awake and searching in the shadows and the places where we've been.
                            Bb              F              Dm
The walls aren't giving any answers and the silence never ends.
   Eb                         Bb
Oh oh oh oh Wo oh oh Wo oh oh oh
         Eb                   Bb        F
Wo oh oh oh Wo oh oh Wo oh oh oh
 
   Eb                  Gm          F
So leave me with dreams that haunt me.
      Eb             Gm         F
These tears taste so melancholy sweet.
Gm          Eb                Bb   F
Even in the darkest hour I'll find you.
Eb         Gm   F        Bb
Even after everything is gone.
 
  Gm                                          Eb
I remember everything you taught me like the faintest scent of June
                                Bb              F             Dm
How the lilacs always seemed to follow when you walked into a room
         Eb                   Bb
Wo oh oh oh Wo oh oh Wo oh oh oh
      Eb                   Bb    F
Wo oh oh oh Wo oh oh Wo oh oh oh
 
   Eb                        Gm    F
So leave me with dreams that haunt me.
      Eb                 Gm     F
These tears taste so melancholy sweet.



Gm          Eb          Bb         F
Here in the darkest hour I'll find you.
Gm   Eb    Gm            Bb
Even after everything is gone.
 
Instrumental: Bb, Eb, Gm, F, Eb, Gm, F, Gm, Eb, Bb, F, Eb, Gm, F, Bb
 
Bb       Eb                   Bb
Wo oh oh oh Wo oh oh Wo oh oh oh
         Eb                   Bb
Wo oh oh oh Wo oh oh Wo oh oh oh
         Eb                   Bb
Wo oh oh oh Wo oh oh Wo oh oh oh
         Eb                   Bb      F
Wo oh oh oh Wo oh oh Wo oh oh oh
 
   Eb (n.c.)                Gm     F
So leave me with dreams that haunt me.
      Eb                 Gm     F
These tears taste so melancholy sweet.
Gm          Eb           Bb        F
Here in the darkest hour I'll find you.
Gm                  Eb                     Bb       F
When it seems you're lost, you're there to guide me through.
Gm                Eb                Bb    F
Within the end of this there's love yes son,
Bb   Eb    Gm             Bb
Even after everything is gone
Bb   Eb    Gm            Bb
Even after everything is gone

21198. Wash It Clean - Chords

Wash It Clean 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
Bb  F  Bb  F
 
 
[Refrain]
Bb             F                Bb
All my life, I tried to let you go
          F
Would you stay?
Bb             F                Bb
All my life, I tried to let you go
          F
Would you stay?
 
 
[Verse 1]
Cm                Bb



  Time is growing shorter
Cm                         Bb
  You're reaching for your keys
Cm                          Bb
  Half moon light over your shoulder
                     F
In the canyon that you made
 
 
[Chorus]
Gm                 F
  Soak my hands in gasoline
Bb              Eb
I can't wash it clean
Gm                 F
  Bathe my days in revelry
Bb              Eb
I can't wash it clean
Cm               Bb
  Wake up with a howl
     Cm          Bb        F
It's too late to turn back   now
 
 
[Refrain]
Bb             F                Bb
All my life, I tried to let you go
          F
Would you stay?
Bb             F                Bb
All my life, I tried to let you go
          F
Would you stay?
 
 
[Verse 2]
Cm                 Bb
  There's one road out
Cm                Bb
  They open for a season
Cm                Bb
  Colder days are coming
                    F
Along with all your   reasons
 
 
[Chorus]
Gm                 F
  Soak my hands in gasoline
Bb              Eb
I can't wash it clean
Gm                 F
  Bathe my days in revelry
Bb              Eb
I can't wash it clean
Cm               Bb
  Wake up with a howl



     Cm          Bb        F
It's too late to turn back   now
 
 
[Post-Chorus]
                      Bb     F  Bb   F
Too late to look back now  Oww     Oww
 
 
[Instrumental]
Cm  Bb  Cm  Bb  Cm  Bb  F
 
 
[Refrain]
Bb             F                Bb
All my life, I tried to let you go
          F
Would you stay?
Bb             F                Bb
All my life, I tried to let you go
          F
Would you stay?
 
 
[Verse 3]
Cm                         Bb
  Loose the dust from your shoes
Cm                   Bb
  The weight of your crown
Cm                  Bb
  Whatever road you choose
                F
Just stay above   the ground
 
 
[Chorus]
Gm                 F
  Soak my hands in gasoline
Bb              Eb
I can't wash it clean
Gm                 F
  Bathe my days in revelry
Bb              Eb
I can't wash it clean
Bb              Eb
  Can't wash it clean
Cm               Bb
  Wake up with a howl
     Cm          Bb        F
It's too late to turn back   now
 
 
[Post-Chorus]
                      Bb     F  Bb   F
Too late to look back now  Oww     Oww
                      Bb     F
Too late to look back now  Oww



 
 
[Outro]
F

21199. Wash My Face In The Morning Dew

Osborne Brothers - Wash my face in the morning dew
Composer: Tom T. Hall

The first strange town I was ever in the county was hanging a man
Nobody cared if he lived or died and I didn't understand

So I washed my face in the morning dew bathed my soul in the sun
Washed my face in the morning dew and kept on movin' along

The second town I was in they were laughing at a poor crippled man
Begging for nickels and dimes on the street and I didn't understand

So I washed my face in the morning dew bathed my soul in the sun...

The third strange town that I was in was settled so peaceful and nice
The rich got richer the poor got poorer to me it didn't seem right

So I washed my face in the morning dew bathed my soul in the sun...

Someday times are bound to change it can't be very long
And each injustice I have seen will come before the bar

So I washed my face in the morning dew bathed my soul in the sun...

21200. Washday Blues

Dolly Parton - Washday Blues 

Last Saturday night I looked like a princess dressed in calico
Now blue Monday washday I look like a lady hobo
Just rubbin' and a scrubbin' and a raisin' 'em out
I gotta hang 'em out early I hope the sun comes out
(Wash 'em out ring 'em out hang 'em on the line
Get a little tired just think about the good times) washday blues
Now I ain't never been very lucky I ain't never won a prize
But I'd like to get a job on TV for some of that soap they advertise
Rubbin' and scrubbin...
Well that good lookin' good lovin' no good man of mine
Could buy me a washin' machine
But he spends all his money on payday to make me look like a queen
Now rubbin' and scrubbin'...



21201. Washed In The Blood

Pokey LaFarge - Washed In The Blood

[Chorus]
Are you washed (are you washed)
In the blood (in the blood)
In the soul-cleansing blood of the lamb
Are your garments spotless, are they white as snow
Are you washed in the blood of the lamb

[Verse 1]
Have you been to Jesus for his cleansing power
Are you washed in the blood of the lamb
Are you trusting in his grace this hour
Are you washed in the blood of the lamb

[Chorus]
Are you washed (are you washed)
In the blood (in the blood)
In the soul-cleansing blood of the lamb
ArR your garments spotless, are thRy white as snow
Are you washed in the blood of the lamb

[Instrumental]

[Verse 2]
Are you walking daily by your saviour's side
Are you washed in the blood of the lamb
Do you rest each moment in the crucified
Are you washed in the blood of the lamb

[Chorus]
Are you washed (are you washed)
In the blood (in the blood)
In the soul-cleansing blood of the lamb
Are your garments spotless, are they white as snow
Are you washed in the blood of the lamb

[Instrumental]

[Verse 3]
Lay aside these garments that are stained with sin
And be washed in the blood of the lamb
There's a fountain flowing for the soul unclean
Oh be washed in the blood of the lamb

[Chorus]
Are you washed (are you washed)
In the blood (in the blood)
In the soul-cleansing blood of the lamb
Are your garments spotless, are they white as snow
Are you washed in the blood of the lamb



21202. Washed In The Blood Of The Lamb

Washed In The Blood Of The Lamb
Larry Stephenson

Have you been to Jesus for the cleansing pow'r?
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?
Are you fully trusting
in His grace this hour?
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?

Are you washed in the blood,

In the soul-cleansing blood of the Lamb?
Are your garments spotless?
Are they white as snow?
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?

Are you walking daily

by the Savior's side?
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?
Do you rest each moment
in the Crucified?
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?

Are you washed in the blood,

In the soul-cleansing blood of the Lamb?
Are your garments spotless?
Are they white as snow?
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?

When the Bridegroom cometh

will your robes be white?
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?
Will your soul be ready
for the mansions bright,
And be washed in the blood of the Lamb?

Are you washed in the blood,

In the soul-cleansing blood of the Lamb?
Are your garments spotless?
Are they white as snow?
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?

Lay aside the garments

that are stained with sin,
And be washed in the blood of the Lamb;
There's a fountain flowing



for the soul unclean,
Oh, be washed in the blood of the Lamb!

Are you washed in the blood,

In the soul-cleansing blood of the Lamb?
Are your garments spotless?
Are they white as snow?
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?

21203. Washed My Hands in the Muddy Water

Washed My Hands in the Muddy Water

I was born in Macon Georgia
They kept my daddy over in Macon jail
He told me if you keep your hands clean
You won't hear them bloodhounds on your trail

Well I fell in with bad companions
Robbed a man up in Tennessee
They caught me way up in Nashville
They locked me up and threw away the key

I washed my hands in muddy water
Washed my hands but they didn't come clean
Tried to do what my daddy told me
But I must have washed my hands in a muddy stream

I asked the judge now when's my time up
He said son you know we won't forget
If you try just to keep your hands clean
We might just make a good man of you yet

Oh I couldn't wait to get my time up
I broke out broke out of Nashville jail
I just crossed the state-line of Georgia
Well I can hear those bloodhounds on my trail

21204. Washington By The Sea

Washington by the Sea
Sierra Ferrell

[Verse 1]
Another song [?]
What we gonna do with all this time?
For you my honey, I stumble' a' straight line
With the' yellow flower I picked in the' marketplace



Of Washington by the Sea

[Verse 2]
So fairy, could you make it here on time
I'll busk on the ferry to make my laundry dime
Sleepin' on the [kiki?], can you get so [?]
With the yellow flower I picked in the marketplace
Of Washington by the Sea
Yes, the yellow flower I picked in the marketplace
In Washington by the Sea

21205. Wasn't Born To Follow

Wasn't Born To Follow
Carol King / Gerry Goffin

Oh I'd rather go and journey
Where the diamond crescent's glowing and
Run across the valley
Beneath the sacred mountain
And Wander through the forest
Where the trees have leaves of prisms
And break the light in colors
That no-one knows the names of

And when it's time I'll go and wait
Beside a legendary fountain
Till I see your form reflected
In it's clear and jeweled waters
And if you think I'm ready
You may lead me to the chasm
Where the rivers of our vision
Flow into one another

I will want to dive beneath
The white cascading waters
She may beg she may plead
She may argue with her logic
And mention all the things I lose
That really have no value
In the end she will surely know
I wasn't born to follow

21206. Wasn't That a Mighty Storm

Nanci Griffith - Wasn't That a Mighty Storm

Wasn't that a mighty storm? Yeah
Wasn't that a mighty storm in the morning?



Wasn't that a mighty storm?
Blew all the people away

Galveston had a sea wall
Meant to keep the water down
High tide from the ocean
Sent water all over town

Wasn't that a mighty storm? Yeah
Wasn't that a mighty storm in the morning?
Wasn't that a mighty storm?
Blew all the people away

Well, now the year was 1900
Fifty long years ago
Death came walking on the water
Death calls, you gotta go

The trumpets sounded warning
Said it's time to leave this place
But no one thought about leaving town
Till death stared them in the face

Wasn't that a mighty storm?
Wasn't that a mighty storm in the morning?
Wasn't that a mighty storm?
Blew all the people away

Then the sea started boiling
A thing that no ship could withstand
Think I heard a sea captain cryin' out
Somebody save a drownin' man

Had two trains loaded
People trying to leave the town
Tracks gave way to the water now
All of those people drowned

Wasn't that a mighty storm?
Wasn't that a mighty storm in the morning?
Wasn't that a mighty storm?
Yes, blew all the people away

I said way back in 1900
Fifty long years ago
Death came walking on the water
Death calls, you gotta go

I said, death, your hands are clammy
You got them on the knee
You came and put a stone on my mother, oh
Coming after me

Wasn't that a mighty storm?
Wasn't that a mighty storm in the morning?
Wasn't that a mighty storm?
Blew all the people away



Wasn't that a mighty storm?
Wasn't that a mighty storm in the water?
Wasn't that a mighty storm?
Blew all the people away

21207. Waste of Good Corn Liquor

Waste of Good Corn Liquor - Del Mccoury Band

I have lost my blue-eyed darling,
Now I sit with a broken heart
By my cabin in the Carolina hills

Oh I loved a shiner's daughter
Loved her true with all my heart
Till she fell into her pappy's liker still

(CHORUS)
Oh what a waste of good corn liker
From the still they pulled the plug
All the revenuers snickered 'cause she melted in the liker
And they had to bury poor Lilly by the jug

Cousin Cale upon the Jew's harp
Played a mighty mournful tune
Kinfolks bowed their heads and gathered round

Then I heard the parson sing
Drink me only with thine eyes
As we watch them pour poor
Lilly in the ground

CHORUS

Now I'm sitting in the twilight
Neath the weeping willow tree
The sun is slowly sinking in the west

And I'm clasping to my bosom
A little jug of Lilly Mae
With a broken heart I'm longing for the rest

CHORUS

21208. Wasted

Brandi Carlile - Wasted



If you had eyes like golden crowns and diamonds in your fingertips you'd waste it
If shining wisdom passed your lips and traveled to the ears of god you'd waste it
And so I hate that your overrated most revered and celebrated cause you're wasted

Then again it's good to get a call
Now and then just to say hello
Have I said I hate to see you go...hate to see you go

Every time you close a door and nothing opens in its place you've wasted
And when you speak the words you know to those who know the words themselves you're w
asted,
You're such a classic waste of cool, so afraid to break the rules in all the wrong places

Then again it's good to get a call
Now and then just to say hello
Have I said I hate to see you go...hate to see you go

21209. Wasted Borrowed Money

Tom T. Hall - Wasted borrowed money
Composer: Tom T. Hall - Jim Whitehead

Oh the years come tumbling down as if each one were a town
And I'm indebted to my friends for hanging out and hanging in
The debt is heavy on my mind friends been good and friends been kind
I lapped up my youth like honey just like wasted borrowed money

Just like wasted borrowed money breathing air of another day
Spendin' next week's pretty sunshine on a dream that's gone away
Would you settle for me being what I am and where we are
Just like wasted borrowed money some of these memories are scarred

My emotions are all bankrupt like a poor boy's country store
I left out that part about me dying oh I've done it all before
Maybe I can make it up some well Lord it's sad but it seems to me
Just like wasted borrowed money life's been catchin' up with me

Just like wasted borrowed money breathing air of another day...

21210. Wasted Days And Wasted Nights

Wasted Days and Wasted Nights 
Freddy Fender

Verse part A:
Wasted days and wasted nights
I have left for you behind
For you don't belong to me
Your heart belongs



To someone else

Verse part B:
Why should I keep loving you
When I know that you're not true
And why should I call your name
When you're the blame
For making me blue

Chorus:
Don't you
Remember the day
That you went away
And left me
I was so lonely
Prayed for you only
My love

Verse part C:
Why should I keep loving you
When I know that you're not true
And why should I call your name
When you're the blame
For making me blue

Repeat Chorus:
Don't you
Remember the day
That you went away
And left me
I was so lonely
Prayed for you only
My love

Final Verse:
Why should I keep loving you
When I know that you're not true
And why should I call your name
When you're the blame
For making me blue

21211. Wasted Mind

Wasted Mind
Danny Barnes

[Verse 1]
He ain't the first boy standing 'round a beat up Chevy
Want to sing like Eminem
Get' away' from your Mom' and them
And get all trippin'

I see' you standing in line at the five and dime



With your baby mama and her son
And he ain't the only one
That needs an oil field whippin'

[Chorus]
Wasted mind
You smell like turpentine
You'll be doin' time
With no idea why

[Verse 2]
You got headers on your Honda
You should have spent the money on a carburetor overhaul
So your rusty bucket won't stall
At the courthouse

Only seventeen with the Detroit lean
And a baby don't look like you
You might be a little stupid too
And there's that smart mouth

[Chorus]
Wasted mind
You smell like turpentine
You'll be doin' time
With no idea why

On a first name basis at the Police station
Where you spend a lot of lonely nights
Standin' in the line up lights
"Ma'am, are you sure that's him?"

They got books at school
But that ain't cool
They've got paintings at the art museum
You ain't never gonna see 'em
Because they don't serve light beer

[Chorus]
Wasted mind
Smell like turpentine
You'll be doin' time
With no idea why

[Verse 3]
Your mama says "Son, why you sleep so late
Gettin' peel and powder high?
She's gonna find herself another guy
That will make you listen"

Seen you standing in line
At the five and dime
With a pack of smokes
Well it ain't no joke, it was 10 AM

[Chorus]
Wasted mind



Smell like turpentine
You'll be doin' time
With no idea why
With no idea why

21212. Wasted, Borrowed Money

Tom T Hall - Wasted, Borrowed Money

[Verse 1:]
Oh, the years come tumbling down as if each one were a town
And I'm indebted to my friends for hanging out and hanging in
The debt is heavy on my mind
Friends been good and friends been kind
I lapped up my youth like honey just like wasted borrowed money

[Chous:]
Just like wasted borrowed money breathing air of another day
Spendin' next week's pretty sunshine on a dream that's gone away
Would you settle for me being what I am and where we are
Just like wasted borrowed money
Some of these memories are scarred

[Verse 2:]
My emotions are all bankrupt like a poor boy's country store
I left out that part about me dying oh I've done it all before
Maybe I can make it up some well Lord it's sad but it seems to me
Just like wasted borrowed money life's been catchin' up with me

[Chorus]

21213. Wasteland Of The Free

Iris Dement - Wasteland of the Free

[Intro]
Living in the wasteland of the free

[Verse 1]
We've got preachers dealing in politics and diamond mines
And their speech is growing increasingly unkind
And they say they are Christ's disciples
But they don't look like Jesus to me
It feels like I am living in the wasteland of the free

[Verse 2]
We got politicians running races on corporate cash
Now don't tell me they don't turn around and kiss them peoples' ass
You may call me old-fashioned



But that don't fit my picture of a true democracy
And it feels like I am living in the wasteland of the free

[Verse 3]
We got CEO's making two hundred times the workers' pay
But they'll fight like hell against raising the minimum wage
If you don't like it, mister, they'll ship your job
To some third-world country across the sea
And it feels like I am living in the wasteland of the free

[Chorus]
Living in the wasteland of the free
Where the poor have now become the enemy
'Let's blame our troubles on the weak ones'
Sounds like some kind of Hitler remedy
Living in the wasteland of the free

[Verse 4]
We got little kids with guns fighting inner-city wars
So what do we do? We put these little kids behind prison doors
And we call ourselves the advanced civilization
That sounds like crap to me
Feels like I am living in the wasteland of the free

[Verse 5]
We got high-school kids running around in Calvin Klein and Guess
Who cannot pass a sixth-grade reading test
But if you ask them, they can tell you
The name of every crotch on MTV
And it feels like I am living in the wasteland of the free

[Verse 6]
We kill for oil, then we throw a party when we win
Some guy refuses to fight and we call that the sin
But he's standing up for what he believes in
And that seems pretty damned American to me
And it feels like I am living in the wasteland of the free

[Chorus]
Living in the wasteland of the free
Where the poor have now become the enemy
Let's blame our troubles on the weak ones
Sounds like some kind of Hitler remedy
Living in the wasteland of the free

[Outro]
While we sit gloating in our greatness
Justice is sinking to the bottom of the sea
Living in the wasteland of the free
Living in the wasteland of the free
Living in the wasteland of the free



21214. Wastin' Away

Wastin' Away
Fruition

Somethin' is coming over me
I feel waves of joy and sorrow
And finally I can see
I've' got' to pull away' from you
Just to find out what' i need
Cause chasin' you is like wastin' away
That's all I need to say
Chasin' you is like wastin' away

Someone came to my side
She said "babe I know you're humble, but you've still got to hold onto your pride"
The one that you're pining for just keeps kicking you aside
Chasing it's like wastin' away
That's all I need to say
Chasing it is like wastin' away

Somewhere
Out by North Planes I pushed my limits to let go
I did not worry about the pain
I'm finally getting over
I'll get you out of my brain

Chasin' you is like wastin' away
That's all I need to say
Chasin' you is like wastin' away
Chasin' you is like wastin' away
Chasin' you is like wastin' away

21215. Wasting Away

Wasting Away

Oak tree's scatter leaves on the river
While acorns washed up on the clay
As squirrels gather food for the winter
And I sit here Wasting Away

Oh if dreaming could make you my darling
I wouldn't be lonely today
And if wishing could bring back the good times
I wouldn't be Wasting Away

I stared at the tree's in the water
Until the reflection turned gray
The fall settles low on the poplar
And me I'm just Wasting Away

* Refrain



21216. Wasting Love - Chords

Wasting Love
Recorded by Porter Wagoner and Dolly Parton
Written by Porter Wagoner

G                                C               G
It seems we lost the feeling somewhere along the way
                                  A7             D7
The distance now between us grows farther day by day
   G                                C               G
We never love each other we're just passing off the time
             D7        G
Wasting love yours and mine

                          C    G
Wasting love wasting love love divine 
        F              D7
Wasting love yours and mine
        G                       C                  G
There's nothing left between us just the ties that bind
        F              D7           G
Wasting love yours and mine wasting love

                                  C        G
We just might find happiness with somebody new
                               A7              D7
For all the love we're wasting surely could be used
         G            C               G
Not long ago our love was so true and kind
    C         G      D7            G
Now it's been wasted your love and mine

                          C    G
Wasting love wasting love love divine 
        F              D7
Wasting love yours and mine
        G                       C                  G
There's nothing left between us just the ties that bind
        F              D7           G
Wasting love yours and mine wasting love
 
        F              D7           G
Wasting love yours and mine wasting love

21217. Wasting My Time

Wasting My Time 
Lonesome River Band



CHORUS : 
I'm wastin' my time 
Dreamin' about you  
And it drives me out of my mind 
To see you with somebody new, 
 
I called your number today 
Again, nobody's home  
It seems that you're always on the town 
And every night I sit here all alone 

First, time I looked into your eyes 
I searched my heart for a clue 
Instead, of true love I realized 
That I'm wastin' my time with you 
 
Yeah it drives me out of my mind

21218. Watch It Fall

Billy Strings 
Watch It Fall

Well it's not so easy now
Though it never was back then
We still can't seem to work this out
But you can still pretend
And these tattered walls and burning bridges
Quickly start to fall
How long until there's nothing left at all?

I've been to California, man
I've seen them city lights
Been stranded in the desert
Scorching days and freezing nights
I'll never understand
Why people try to walk so tall
How long until there's nothing left at all?

Don't you love what you got used to?
When we used to feel so free
Won't you wait a while in silence, love
Watch it fall with me

Well the old men said the great big apple
Is rotten to the core
With Wall Street skimming from the till
While no one minds the store
And how could someone get so low
In a building so damn tall?
How long until there's nothing left at all?



While chunks the size of Delaware
Are falling off the poles
Our heads are buried in the sand
Our leaders dug the hole
Like junkies hooked on fossil fuel
Headin' for withdrawal
How long until there's nothing left at all?

Don't you love what you got used to?
When we used to feel so free
Come and wait a while in silence, love
And watch it fall with me

Now the answers in our heads
To the questions that were asked
It boils up from underground
And leads us to the past
To a place that's long forgotten
When we had enough for all
How long until there's nothing left at all?

Don't you love what you got used to?
When we try to make our stand
The hourglass is growing empty now
Just to leave a pile of sand (Watch it fall)

21219. Watch Out

Dwight Yoakam - Watch Out

Watch how she tore me all apart
Watch how she ripped up my heart
Watch how she cut that thing clean through
Watch out she'll do the same to you.
Watch how she wrecked love's hope filled train
Watch how she reveled in my shame
Watch how she learned me who was boss
Watch out or that's what you'll get taught.
--- Instrumental ---
It was gone before it ever went away
Got up and left before it even tried to stay
And any doubt that hung around
Sure ain't here now
No, she's the best dirty trick
Love's ever played.
Watch how she tossed my affection 'round
Watch how she drug 'em across the ground
Watch how she claimed they're hers to use
Watch out or she'll drag yours for you.
--- Instrumental ---
Watch out I never felt such pain
Watch out I've never been the same.
Watch out she don't need no excuse



Watch out she'll do the same to you

21220. Watch Over Us - Chords

Watch Over Us 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
 
G - Cadd9*            *Basically a hammer on from -30033 to -320033
 
           G      Cadd9
Watch over us
           G     **   G
Watch over us
                 Em         C
When my hands are tired
                   G   **  G
When my strength is gone
 
              G      Cadd9
Momma, your baby's
              G     **   G
Shrouded in sorrow
                Dno4add5  *** C
You've had your time
                G     **   G
But who has tomorrow?
 
 
           G      Cadd9
Watch over us
           G     **   G
Watch over us
               Em         C
Father, your sickness
              G   **  G
Lives here in me
                 G      Cadd9
I don't need no crown
                  G     **   G
I don't need no glory
                Dno4add5  *** C
You've had your life
                  G     **   G
But that ain't my story
             Em    C
Sometimes I'm up
            Em          C
Sometimes I'm down
              G
Sometimes I'm almost
              Dno4add5    D



Level to the ground
              C
But my baby's sleeping
            Em      G  Cadd9
Sleeping in peace
           G      Cadd9
So watch over us
           G     **   G
Watch over us
 
[Outro
]
G - Cadd9*
 
Can't find a better name for Dno4add5, but it's something close to:
e--X---/
B--3---/
G--0---/
D--4---/
A--5---/
E--X---/
 
Anyone have a better name I'll fix it....
 
 
**Brian Elmquist adds a little flourish in here alot:
 
 
e---------/
B---------/
G-----0---/
D-0h2-----/
A---------/
E-------3-/
 
 
***Here he does a walk up from
 
e-----------/
B-----------/
G-----------/
D-----------/
A--0---2-3--/
E-----------/

21221. Watch You Burn

Watch You Burn
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Only a coward would pick up a gun
And shoot up a crowd tryna have fun



Now the Vegas lights, they won't lose their glow
And the band will play and go on with the show
[Chorus]
And you're gonna get your turn
Yes, you're gonna get your turn
Son, you're gonna get your turn
Devil gonna watch you burn

[Verse 2]
I wasn't there, I didn't see
But I had friends in your company
If I could snap my fingers, if I could flip a switch
I'd make that last bullet first, you son of a bitch

[Chorus]
You're gonna get your turn
Yes, you're gonna get your turn
Oh, you're gonna get your turn
Devil gonna watch you burn

[Bridge]
To the evil ones, you know who you are
I beg of you, don't you go too far
Just know this, let it give you pause
Before you mail out your bombs or pull a trigger in a synagogue

[Chorus]
You'rR gonna get your turn (You're gonna get your turn)
Oh, you'rR gonna get your turn (You're gonna get your turn)
Yes, you're gonna get your turn
Devil gonna watch you burn

21222. Watcha Gonna Do

Watcha Gonna Do
Leftover Salmon

Verse 1:
Whatcha gonna do when I say bye bye
Whatcha gonna do when you start to cry
Whatcha gonna do hoo
Whatcha gonna do hoo hoo
I betcha never thought I'd walk away
I betcha never thought you'd hear me say
Whatcha gonna do hoo
Whatcha gonna do hoo hoo

Chorus:
Whatcha gonna do-oo-ooh
Whatcha gonna do-oo-ooh
Everybody else in this doggone town
Knows that you been a cheatin'
And a runnin' a-round



Whatcha gonna do-oo-ooh
Whatcha gonna do-oo-ooh
You're gonna miss me baby
And I don't mean maybe
Baby whatcha gonna do

Verse 2:
Whatcha gonna do when you're all alone
No one to call you on the telephone
Whatcha gonna do-hoo
Whatcha gonna do hoo hoo
I bet you never thought that your little old scheme
Would turn out to be just a bad bad dream
Whatcha gonna do-hoo
Whatcha gonna do hoo hoo

Repeat Chorus and tag last line:
You're gonna miss me baby
And I don't mean maybe
Baby whatcha gonna do

21223. Watchin' Scotty Grow

Watchin' Scotty Grow

There he sits with a pen and a yellow pad,
he's a handsome lad, that's my boy.
P-r-l-f-q, spells mom and dad.
Well, that ain't too bad, 'cause that's my boy.
You can have your T.V. and your night clubs.
You can have your drive in picture shows.
I'll sit here and drink a beer and listen to the radio,
bidin' my time and watchin' Scotty grow.

Makin' castles out of building blocks,
and a cardboard box, that's my boy.
Mickey Mouse says it's thirteen o'clock.
Well, that's quite a shock, but that's my boy.
In four short years I've grown from rags to riches.
What I did before that, I don't know?
Let it rain on my windowpane, I got my own rainbow.
And we're sittin' here shinin', watchin' Scotty grow.

Up on daddy's shoulders and off to bed,
old sleepyhead, that's my boy.
Gotta have a drink of water and a story read,
and a teddy bear named Fred, that's my boy.
What's that you say, momma, come on and keep your feet warm.
Well, save a place, I'll be in in a minute or so.
I think I'll stay right here and say a little pray'r before I go.
Me and God are watchin' Scotty grow.



21224. Watching Amy Dance

Buddy Miller - Watching Amy Dance

As you journey down the road my friend
You'll see sights you don't want to see
I saw one about a year ago
When my wife walked out on me
I didn't care so much about the junk she took
It wasn't worth a second glance
Right now I'd give anything
If I could see my little girl dance
See I've always been a traveling man
I still do get around
And it's true I knew a girl or two
When I was out of town
But they all add up to nothing
In this world of cheap romance
And I'd trade them all for one short hour
Watching Amy dance
She'd run round and round in circles and
Clap her little hands
It's a memory that keeps haunting me
Wish I could see my Amy dance
Wish I could my little girl dance
My Mom and Dad are gone rest their souls
My brother is far away
And the way I thought it would all turn out
And where I am today

21225. Watching From The Shadow Of Your Heart

Watching From The Shadow Of Your Heart (Larry W. Jones 10/19/2007) 

Sweetheart, I feel like I'm in a prison
Or on a ship that's lost without a chart
In someplace where the sun has not risen
While watching from the shadow of your heart
I'm watching from the shadow of your heart
Just hoping that you'll welcome me inside
I'm watching from the shadow of your heart
Hoping that's where a love for me abides
Sweetheart, it's like I'm in a lonely jail
The jailer threw away the only key
Please open up your heart and throw my bail
And free me from this prison is my plea
- instrumental -
I'm watching from the shadow of your heart
Just hoping that you'll welcome me inside



I'm watching from the shadow of your heart
Hoping that's where a love for me abides
Sweetheart, it's like I'm in a lonely jail
The jailer threw away the only key
Please open up your heart and throw my bail
And free me from this prison is my plea
I'm watching from the shadow of your heart

21226. Watching My Past Go By

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Watching My Past Go By

I'm sitting here alone so many years have gone
And yet it seems like only yesterday
That you were by my side we laughed dear and we cried
Those memories refused to go away

There's memories that always bring me sorrow
And memories I'll treasure till I die
No matter what they bring I wouldn't change a thing
I'm sitting here watching my past go by

There's smiling eyes of blue would love light shining through
Then like a flash those eyes seem strange and cold
The picture that I see is only meant for me
Just memories are locked within my soul

There's memories that always bring me sorrow
And memories I'll treasure till I die
No matter what they bring I wouldn't change a thing
I'm sitting here watching my past go by

21227. Watching The River Go By - Chords

Watching The River Go By - John Hartford 

   G                
Watchin the river go by
  C                  
Watchin the river go by
   G                C    D7       G
Watchin the river go by in the evening
    G                  
Watchin the river go by
    C
Watchin the river go by
    G               C    D7      G
Watchin the river go by in the evening



  G                                C
He was an old bachelor who never married
               G               D7       G
She was an old maid who never married either
                     C                     G      
He was an old school teacher who lived all alone
                   G               D7        G
And she lived next door and she lived alone too

     G                                   C
They'd known each other for all of their lives
                       G                  D7
They played together when they were little kids
            G                  C          D7     G
They both were a'livin in the houses they grew up in
                   C       D7     G
On the banks and facin' the ohio river

And they're
Watchin the river go by
Watchin the river go by
Watchin the river go by in the evening

Watchin the river go by
Watchin the river go by
Watchin the river go by in the evening

In the long evenings of their middle age
He'd either go to her house or she'd go to his
And they'd sit on the porch side by side completely naked
Never touchin' never ever even as much as holdin' hands

And they'd
Watch the river go by
Watch the river go by
They was a'watchin the river go by in the evening

And they watched the river go by
Watchin the river go by
Watchin the river go by in the evening

He knew all the boats and who was in the crew
She'd listen to old stories that she'd heard so many times
His daddy'd been a captain of a steamboat on the river
That was long ago in his memory

And they were
Watchin the river go by
Watchin the river go by
Watchin the river go by in the evening

Watchin the river go by
Watchin the river go by
Watchin the river go by in the evening

And the sweet river breeze played around their knees



And caressed ever tightly their skin
And sometimes they'd sit for an hour or so
Or sometimes 'til way past 10

Just watchin the river roll by
Watchin the river roll by
Watchin the river roll by in the evening

Watchin the river roll by
Watchin the river go by
Watchin the river go by in the evening

They didn't do this in the dead of winter
And they didn't do it in the dead of summer either
Cause they didn't want to freeze or get bitten by mosquitos
But some nights it'd be just right and she'd show up in her 
bathrobe And they'd sit in the dark and just

Watch the river roll by
Watchin the river roll by
Watchin the river roll by in the evening

Watchin the river roll by
Watchin the river roll by
Watchin the river roll by in the evening

Watchin the river go by
Watchin the river go by
Watchin the river go by in the evening

21228. Water

Brad Paisley - Water 

Inflatable pool full of dad's hot air
I was three years old
Splashin' everywhere
And so began my love affair
With water
On a river bank
With all my friends
A big old rope tied to a limb
And your a big old wuss
If you don't jump in
The water
Yeah when that summer sun starts to beatin' down
And you don't know what to do
Grab your swimming trunks
Ice up that old igloo
Drive until the map turns blue
Daytona Beach on spring break
Eighteen girls up on stage
White t-shirts about to be sprayed



With water
Oh let'er go boys
Yeah when that summer sun starts to beatin' down
And you don't know what to do
Just go and grab someone you wanna see in a bathing suit
And drive until the map turns blue
You can stay right there
When the daylights gone
Play truth or dare
And it wont take long
'Fore you and her got nothin' on
But water
All you really need this time of year
Is a pair of shades
And ice cold beer
And a place to sit somewhere near
Water

21229. Water - Chords

Water 
Dead Horses

[Intro]
C
 
[Verse 1]
C                      F      C
Now I don't know how I got to be
     G                    C
Lost aside this deep blue sea
             F   C
I am where I was before
           G                  C
Don't know where I'm goin' no more
 
[Instrumental]
C F C G Am G F G C F C
 
[Verse 2]
C                         F        C
Now I don't know how life got this way
C
Pushin' on, fightin' every day
             F        C
Takin' pills and what they say
                 G         C
Fightin' off the demons at bay
 
[Chorus]
      G         F     C
And I know life never dies
        Am               C



It just moves along past seas of time
G          F        C
Meet me by the riverside
    Am                   F       C
Hey and the water brings us back to life
                     G              C
Yeah where the water brings us back to life
 
[Verse 3]
                        F       C
Now I don't know how we lost ourselves
                        G        C
Like a dusty book on an old worn shelf
                     F        C
I keep trudgin' down this old dirt path
       G                C
Prayin it won't take me back
 
[Instrumental]
C F C G Am F C G C
 
[Verse 4]
                       F       C
And I don't know how I lost my nose
                                          F
For the springtime air or the country rose
C               F       C
Reminds me that when an old life ends
                     G       C
Yeah, it changes and begins again
 
[Chorus]
      G         C
And I know life never dies
Am                  F         C
It just moves along past seas of time
G          F        C
Meet me by the riverside
    Am                     F       C
Hey where the water brings us back to life
                     G              C
Yeah where the water brings us back to life
 
[Instrumental]
C G C F C G C G F C Am F C G F C Am F C Am C
 
[Verse 5]
C                G     F      C
Now I don't know how I got to be
      G              C
Lost aside this deep blue sea
              F           C
Sittin' under the old oak tree
               G         C
Singin' awaken me awaken me
 
[Chorus]



      G         F     C   G
And I know life never dies
        Am     F                 C
It just moves along past seas of time
G          F        C
Meet me by the riverside
    Am                        F       C
Hey where the water brings us back to life
                     G                 C
Yeah where the water brings us back to life
 
[Outro]
C F G Am F C G C

21230. Water Blue

Tom T Hall - Water Blue

My teardrops remind me that I'm water blue
A conscience too healthy for all I've been through
The sun shines and I think that I should improve
But I'm heartsick and I'm water blue
I'm heartsick and I'm water blue
Whiskey in water and salt in my tears too many long nights for too many years
They say I'll forget you but I never do I'm heartsick and I'm water blue
I'm heartsick and I'm water blue

( dobro - sax )

As blue as an ocean as blue as a lake thinking about you and all my mistakes
All I ever wanted was my job and you now I'm heartsick and I'm water blue
I'm heartsick and I'm water blue

21231. Water Bound

Water Bound

The Chickens are crowing in the old pine tree
The Chickens are crowing in the old pine tree
The Chickens are crowing in the old pine tree
Way down in North Carolina

   Water bound and I can't get home
   Water bound and I can't get home
   Water bound and I can't get home
   Down in North Carolina.

Say old man I want your daughter
Say old man I want your daughter



Say old man I want your daughter
Way down in North Carolina.

Tell me boy what you want her for
Tell me boy what you want her for
Tell me boy what you want her for
Down in North Carolina.

To break my bread and share my water
To break my bread and share my water
To break my bread and share my water
Way down in North Carolina.

If you don't let her go we're gonna run away
If you don't let her go we're gonna run away
If you don't let her go we're gonna run away
On back to North Carolina.

The old man's mad and I don't care
The old man's mad and I don't care
The old man's mad and I don't care
As long as I gets his daughter

Get up Jennie and let's go home
Get up Jennie and let's go home
Get up Jennie and let's go home
Before the water rises.

21232. Water In A Well

Sturgill Simpson - Water in a Well

[Verse 1]
They say that looks can be deceiving
And there's been rumors going 'round
One look at me's the same thing as believing
Everything you've heard without hearing a sound

[Chorus]
So if my eyes remind you of water in a well
It's because your heart is the stone
I know sometimes it can seem like my mind
Belongs to a child that's grown
But somewhere between you and me I've lost my way
And I've been trying to get home
Trying like hell but it's too soon to tell
If our love has all dried up like water in a well

[Verse 2]
Lord knows I've tried to move on
And get you out of my mind
You find your way in to all of my songs
Every memory I manage to find



[Chorus]
Someday if I'm standing on some big old stage
And you're down in the crowd
Trying to tell your friends I used to know him when
But in your heart you'll know it ain't true somehow
Trying like hell but it's too soon to tell
If our love has all dried up like water in a well
[Instrumental Solo]

[Outro]
I know you see what it's doing to me
I'm up here playing my part in this nobody town

21233. Water In A Well - Chords

Water In A Well 
Sturgill Simpson

Capo II
 
[Verse 1]
D                             A
They say that looks can be deceiving 
G                          D
There's been rumors going round
D                                     A
One look at me's the same thing as me leaving
G                           A
Everything you've heard without hearing a sound
 
G                           A
So if my eyes remind you of water in a well
D              A          G
Its cause your heart is a stone
G                            A
And I know some times it can seem like my mind
D            A             G
Belongs to a child that is grown
 
 
[Chorus 1]
G                         A
Somewhere between you and me 
A/C#         D           D/F#               G
I've lost my way and I'm trying to get back home
G                        A
Trying like hell but its too soon to tell
   G        G/B           A                 D
If our love has all dried up, like water in well
 
G   D   G
 



[Verse 2]
D                        A
Lord knows I've tried to move on
G                 D
Get you out of my mind
D                       A
You find your way in to all of my songs
G                  A
Every memory I can manage to find
 
G                               A
Someday if I'm standing on some big old stage
D               D/F#   G
And you're down in the crowd
G                        A
Trying to tell friends I used to know him when
        D               D/F#     G
In your heart you don't feel somehow
 
 
[Chorus 2]
G                         A
Trying like hell but its too soon to tell
G            G/B       A                  G
But our love has dried up like water in a well
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  D  G  D  G  D  G  D  G
 
 
[Outro]
A                           D        G
I know you've seen what its doing to me
        D                       G     A
Up here playing my part in this no ID town

21234. Water In The Well

Water in the Well
The Greencards - Water in the Well

See the turning of the hands, hear the tolling of the bell
When you cross the burning sand you'll find water in the well
So you gave away your heart, you gave it all away
Still you figured from the start it might turn out that way
You'll find water in the well when all hope is lost
And your tears are all gone you'll find water in the well
When your perfect plan's not all that it could be
Still you're doing all you can to find a remedy
For the bruises to your pride, time is coming soon
The time to stop the slide dance to a different tune
You'll find water in the well when all hope is lost



And your tears are all gone you'll find water in the well
Hear the echo of the pain recede into the night
Though a memory remains the urge you can defy
Now the clouds have disappeared, the sun is shining through
Your eyes are white and clear, a sky of golden blue
You'll find water in the well when all hope is lost
And your tears are all gone you'll find water in the well
When all hope is lost, when all hope is lost
You'll find water in the well

21235. Water Lily

Water Lily 
Ralph Stanley
 
A lonely young wife in her dream in' discerns 
A lily decked pool with a border of ferns 
And a beautiful child with butterfly wings 
Drifts down to the edge of the water and sings 
 
REFRAIN: 
Come Mama come quick follow me 
Step out on the leaves of the water lily 
 
A lonely young wife, her heart beating wild 
Cries wait 'til I come, 'til I reach you my child 
But the beautiful child, with butterfly wings 
Steps out, on the leaves of the lily and sings 
 
And the wife in her dreaming 
Drifts down to the stream  
But the lily leaves sink, she wakes from her dream  
Oh the waitin' is sad for the tears that it brings 
She knows it's her dead baby's spirit that sings

21236. Water Of Love

Water of Love - Acoustic Syndicate
Dire Straits

High and dry in the long hot day
Lost and lonely every way
Got the flats all around me sky up above
Yes, I need a little water of love

I've been too long lonely and my heart feels pain
Crying out for some soothing rain
I believe I have taken enough
Yes, I need a little water of love



Water of love deep in the ground
But there ain't no water here to be found
Some day, baby, when the river runs free
It's gonna carry that water of love to me

There's a bird up in a tree sitting up high
Just a-waiting for me to die
If I don't get some water soon
I'll be dead and gone in the afternoon

Water of love deep in the ground
But there ain't no water here to be found
Some day, baby, when the river runs free
It's gonna carry that water of love to me

Once I had a woman I could call my own
Once I had a woman, now my woman she gone
Once there was a river, now there's a stone
You know it's evil when you're living alone

Water of love deep in the ground
But there ain't no water here to be found
Some day, baby, when the river runs free
It's gonna carry that water of love to me (carry that)

Water of love deep in the ground
But there ain't no water here to be found
Some day, baby, when the river runs free
It's gonna carry that water of love to me

21237. Water On The Moon

Rodney Crowell - Water On The Moon

I watch the news on tv
The new breakthroughs in technology
Can you find your way back?
Will you find your way back?
If they find water on the moon
If they discover life of mars
Does it mean you'll be home soon?
Can I hold you in my arms?
I used to believe in miracles
There was a time when I could be
So inspired by life's mystery
Can I find my way back?
Will I find my way back?
If they find water on the moon
If they discover life of mars
Does it mean you'll be home soon?
Can I hold you in my arms?
I want to believe in miraclRs



Oh I know you're somewherR
Somewhere out there
If I could go I'd be there
I would be there
If they find water on the moon
If they discover life of mars
Does it mean you'll be home soon?
Can I hold you in my arms?
I want to believe in miracles
I need to believe in miracles

21238. Water Under The Bridge, Pt. 1

Water Under The Bridge, Pt. 1 - Nickel Creek 

Those things that we can't tell, those to whom we tell everything
That keep us up at night and in bed in the morning
That form these eddies in our water under the bridge

Well, those things are what old friends are for, old friend, tell yours to me
The darker the secret, the more enlightening the story
The more life in these eddies in our water under the bridge
Under the bridge

21239. Water Underneath The Bridge

Water Underneath The Bridge

You came to me and said that you were wrong
For leaving me and staying gone so long
You came to me with open arms saying you were home
In my mind I can't forgive you in my heart I'm all alone

   You say you want to come back
   To our home upon the ridge
   There's too much water underneath the bridge

A home and a family left behind
Two little children crying all the time
All the things that we worked for didn't mean that much to you
So how can I forgive you for what you've put me through

   You say you want to come back
   To our home upon the ridge
   There's too much water underneath the bridge

The day you left I walked on down the road
The sky was gray and cloudy and the water looked so cold
At the crossing by the river, thought I'd take the easy way



Then I realized there's people here that needed me to stay

   So I walked back up the hill
   To our home upon the ridge
There's too much water underneath the bridge

21240. Water When The Well Is Dry

Buddy Miller - Water When the Well Is Dry

Down on the corner of the dead end street
Too many tears and not a drop of relief
It'll shake up your soul, it'll tear down your pride
Honey, keep your eyes pure...let us tell no lies
Hatred is a criminal out on the loose
Love might be a judge with a hangman's noose
It'll make you strong it'll make you bitter
I got to find myself a strong deliverer
I need a drink of something like water
I need a taste of love divine
Sometimes you just gotta do what you oughtta
Sometimes you bring up the water when the well is dry
Gone out walking through the city tonight
Sifting through the wreckage underneath the lights
All you can do is pray with all your might
There's a few thousand souls no where in sight
It's hard to swing at something you can't see
Sometimes we just don't know the enemy
Can't live by fear can't live by deception
Hey I'm a man of peace with a few exceptions
When the world starts shaking
And the walls are breaking down till nothing's left
Baby you're gonna need to hold onto something..
Stronger than yourself

21241. Water's High And Rising

Water's High and Rising
Pert Near Sandstone

[Intro]
Keep from the riverside
The water's high and rising
I know I can make it
If I leave the past behind

[V1]
The storm was raging on
Here was no end in sight



I spent the night in higher ground
Where it was safe and dry
Morning time arrived
And brought my greatest fear
The flood had taken everything
That I held so dear

[Chorus[
God moves on the water
In the Mississippi deep
Took away my home and
Stole my family
Keep from the riverside
The water's high and rising
I know I can make it
If I leave the past behind
[V2]
Like a leaf I floated down
From river town to town
Nothing I could find
But more unsteady ground
No message in a bottle
To tell me where to go
No one to meet me on the shore
And carry that load

[Chorus]

[V3]
I think of every inch
That used to be my home
Shadowing the miles
That I wandered alone
The years I've been away
They've clouded my mind
Heavy weather everywhere
Is all I could find

[Chorus]

[V4]
Now I find where I lived with my kid and wife
No matter how I've cried they won't come back to life
I've returned again/ once and finally
On the the bottom of the river / to join my family

21242. Waterbound

Waterbound

I went late one night
The moon and stars were shining bright
Storm come up and the trees come down



Tell you boys I was waterbound

Waterbound on a stranger's shore
River rising to my door
Carried my home to the field below
Waterbound nowhere to go

Carved my name on an old barn wall
No one'd know I was there at all
Stables dry on a winter night
You turn your head you could see the light

Black cat crawling on an old box car
Rusty door and a falling star
Ain't Got a dime in my rations sack
Waterbound and I can't get back

It's I'm gone and I won't be back
Don't believe me count my tracks
River's long and the river's wide
I'll meet you boys on the other side

So say my name and don't forget
Water still ain't got me yet
Nothing but I'm bound to roam
Waterbound and I can't get home

21243. Waterbound - Chords

Waterbound 
Dirk Powell
 
Bm                   D
I went out late one night,
    A                           G
The moon and stars were shining bright
   G                     A          D
A storm come up and the trees come down,
   A                        Bm
I tell you boys I was waterbound
 
Bm                         D
Waterbound on a stranger's shore
D                   G
River rising to my door
G                      A    D
Carried my home to the field below
    D    D/C#    Bm
I'm waterbound, nowhere to go.
 
Bm                            D
Carved my name on an old barn wall
    D                      A       G



Or no-one would know I was there at all
G                  A       D
Stable's dry on a winter's night
       D                               Bm
If you turn your head you can see the light.
 
Bm                               D
Black cat crawling on an old box car
   D                         G
A rusty door and a falling star
       G                A      D
Ain't got a dime in my nation sack
    D                           Bm
I'm waterbound and I can't get back
 
Bm                            D
It's I'm going and I won't be back
       Bm                         G
If you don't believe me count my tracks
    G                            D
The river's long and the river's wide
      D                         Bm
I'll meet you boys on the other side
 
    Bm                      D
So say my name and don't forget
    D                         G
The water still ain't got me yet
       G               A       D
Ain't nothing but I'm bound to roam
    D    D/C#                  Bm
I'm waterbound and I can't get home

21244. Waterbound - Chords

Waterbound Acoustic 
Rhiannon Giddens with Francesco Turrisi

[Intro]
C G C C x2
 
[Verse 1]
C
Chickens crowin' in an old pine tree
G
Chickens crowin' in an old pine tree
C
Chickens crowin' in an old pine tree
C       G     C
Down in North Carolina
 
 
[Chorus]



C
Waterbound and I can't get home
G
Waterbound and I can't get home
C
Waterbound and I can't get home
C       G     C
Down in North Carolina
 
[Instrumental]
C G C C x2
 
[Verse 2]
C
River's up and I can't get across
G
River's up and I can't get across
C
River's up and I can't get across
C          G     C
Before the water rises
 
 
[Chorus]
C
Waterbound and I can't get home
G
Waterbound and I can't get home
C
Waterbound and I can't get home
C       G     C
Down in North Carolina
 
[Instrumental]
C G C C x2
 
 
[Verse 3]
C
Stay all night and don't go in
G
Stay all night and don't go in
C
Stay all night and don't go in
C          G       C
Dance with me till mornin'
 
 
[Chorus]
C
Waterbound and I can't get home
G
Waterbound and I can't get homR
C
Waterbound and I can't get home
C       G     C
Down in North Carolina



 
[Instrumental]
C G C C x4
 
[Chorus]
C
WatRrbound and I can't get home
G
Waterbound and I can't get home
C
Waterbound and I can't get home
C       G     C
Down in North Carolina
C
Waterbound and I can't get home
G
Waterbound and I can't get home
C
Waterbound and I can't get home
C       G     C
Down in North Carolina
 
[Outro]
C G C C x4

21245. Waterboy

Rhiannon Giddens - Waterboy

[Chorus]
Waterboy, where are you hidin'?
If you don't come right here, I'm gonna tell your pa on you
There ain't no hammer that's on this mountain
That ring like mine, boy, that ring like mine
I'm gonna bust this rock, boy, from here to Macon
All the way to the jail, boy, all the way to the jail

[Verse]
You jack of diamonds, you jack of diamonds
I know you're of old, boy, I know you're of old
You done robbed my pockets, you done robbed my pockets
Silver and gold, boy, silver and gold

[Chorus]
Waterboy, where are you hidin'?
If you don't come right here, I'm gonna tell your pa on you
There ain't no hammer that's on this mountain
That ring like mine, boy, that ring like mine
I'm gonna bust this rock, boy, from here to Macon
All the way to the jail, boy, all the way to the jail

[Outro]
Waterboy, where are you hidin'?



If you don't come right here, if you don't come right here
If you don't come right here, I'm gonna tell your pa on you

21246. Waterfall

Dwight Yoakam - Waterfall

If I had a waterfall
We wouldn't wonder, not at all
How much fun each day was gonna be
If I had a mountain top
I know we would never stop
Climbing way high up to look and see
If I had a jellyfish
I betcha we would never miss
A single peanut butter kiss or squeeze
If I had a waterfall
It might not make no sense at all
But that won't matter much to you and me
Babies get born, even in a war
I guess just to show us, what livin's for
And my heart still believes that love
For what we need can be enough
If we'll just stop keepin' score
If I had a big giraffe
That tried to dance and made us laugh
Every smile and giggle would be free
If I had a big moonlight
We'd turn it back on every night
Just so the dark could try and get some sleep
And if I had a rocket ship
We'd go places really quick
Then have the time to stop and get ice cream
If I had a big giraffe
He'd have to take a real long bath
And that's why waterfalls are really neat
Babies get born, even in a war
I guess just to show us, what livin's for
And my heart still believes that love
For what we need can be enough
If we'll just stop keepin' score
If I had an everything
We could stand out in the rain
And only feel the drops we wanted to
If I had a wonderful
We could play out in the snow
And never have to wear our socks and shoes
If I had a pot of luck
I wouldn't have to spend a buck
And get all the stuff we needed for a sneeze
If I had an everything
We wouldn't get wet in the rain
And ridin' waterfalls would be a breeze



If I had a big giraffe
He'd have to take a real long bath
And that's why waterfalls are really neat

21247. Waterfront

Waterfront
Leftover Salmon - Waterfront

[Verse 1]
Down on the waterfront
The sun is sinking low
The harbor lights are shining across the bay
There's a sea breeze blowing across my face
As the ocean waves carry me away
Mmm, Carry me away

[Verse 2]
Down on the waterfront
The boats are sailing by, the seagulls are circling
I can hear them cry
Time is standing still
As I leave the world behind
Leave the world behind

[Chorus]
Will you wait for me
As I sail out to sea?
We will be free
Eventually

[Insrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Down on the waterfront
Got nowherR to go
There's a lighthouse shining out on thR reach
Sometimes it's hard to know watching the waves
Crashing down on the beach
Crashing down on the beach

[Chorus]
Will you wait for me (Will you wait for me)
As I sail out to sea? (As I sail out to sea?)
We will be free (We will be free)
Eventually (Eventually)
We will be free
We will be free
We will be free
We will be free



21248. Watergate Blues

Tom T. Hall - Watergate blues
Composer: Tom T. Hall

McGovern said, "Boys, I think I'm gonna run
Got a lot of work to be done in Washington"
He talked to the poor folks, the blacks and the youth
Humphrey said, "George, I think you gonna lose"
He said, "I want that job myself"

There was Kennedy and Wallace and Muskie in mind
McGovern couldn't seem to get his ducks all in line
Somebody shot Wallace in Jackson he cried
Muskie might have made it but he broke down and cried
I'll tell you boys, it's a hard life

But down in Miami McGovern got it all
A strange-lookin' bunch of folks inside convention hall
McGovern said, "I need someone to carry the South
They picked poor Tom Eagleton but folks found him out
That liberal press, they gotta know it all

Well, McGovern took Shriver and he started to run
Sarge said, "Eunice, let's have a little fun"
They ran into trouble almost everywhere they went
There was a big commitee to elect the President
I'll tell you now, they were a smooth group

Well, they broke into Watergate and tapped people's phones
The FBI and CIA would not leave folks alone
The people in the White House were burstin' with pride
When the votes were all counted it was a big landslide
The USA bought a new used car

Russia and Vietnam and China were cool
The American press, they could not find any news
So they dug into Watergate and the further they went
It seemed as if they might just run into the President
You know it was a big shock

Where there was Haldeman and Gray and Mitchell and Dean
A whole lot of folks were shakin' on the White House scene
They patched up the cracks but the dam broke loose
Watergate was all you could read in the news
And Dicky said, "that's news to me"

But there's Lincoln and Roosevelt and Truman and Ike
All turnin' over in their graves every night
And somehow my mind goes back to Betsy Ross
Nobody knows what this country has lost
I will repeat, it's a hard life



Well, somewhere in this country there's a hard-workin' man
Readin' his paper as he tries to understand
Are there no honest people left anymore?
One might well heed hear a poundin' on his door
If it gets that way, Lord help us all

21249. Watering Flowers In The Rain

Todd Snider - Watering Flowers in the Rain

[Verse 1]
There was a time I when was working with Elvis
Nobody ever believes a word I tell 'em, but it's true
Everywhere that he went
Well, I went too
He always knew
What to do
'Til he overdid it

[Chorus]
Watering flowers in the pouring rain
Pouring over memories to an old refrain
On the head of a pin in a hurricane

[Verse 2]
We started falling out of each others' lives when
His wife left him and then mine left me too
I've always tried not to talk so much
But I still do
The next thing I knew
I was working in a new band and

[Chorus]
Watering flowers in the pouring rain
Pouring over memories to an old refrain
On the head of a pin in a hurricane

[Outro]
There was a time I when was working with Elvis
Nobody ever believes a word I tell 'em, but it's true

21250. Waterline Blues

Waterline Blues
Spring Creek Bluegrass Band

Take me down to the waterline
Take me down to the riverside
Where I used to drop a line



Catch all the fish that you can
I hear the grease poppin' in the fryin' pan

I'll stay all day
Stay all night
Go to sleep by the firelight
Wake up with dew in your hair

I could stay out and never come home
But I'd leave my baby here all alone
Well, the cattails dancin' in the Texas creek
Roll up your overcoat, roll up your sleeves
It's a long walk from this side of town
I never tell no-one when I'll be back
Got a fist full of matches and a sleepin' sack

[Chorus]
Got them ol' waterline blues, and I know I'm never gonna lose them
Got them ol' waterline blues

Well the fish they jump right on your line
The sweetest berries ain't hard to find
If you know where to look
Tie that string onto your toe
And go to sleep as the cool wind blows

Well, late in the evening, sun goes down
Hear the river laugh, it's a pleasant sound
Sounds like a lullaby
Take out the bottle and pass it 'round
And anything else that you brought from town
One of these days I'm gonna get up the gall
Tell all you people once and for all
That I'm never comin' home
Tie my lady right to my side and go walkin' on the waterline

[Chorus]

Well, come on baby, won't you go
You're the only thing I need ya know
'cept a fishin hook, and a fishin line
I'll dig up the worms that i find
We can live happy on the waterline

I'll put a flower in your hair, walk along without a care
Five...hundred miles
Don't pay no mind to the clock at all, see time got drunk and it started to crawl
I'll be walkin outta town singin ol' suzanna, got my things tied in a red bandana, I'll be on my 
way
Maybe I'll be back, maybe I'll stay, waterline gonna wash my blues away

[Chorus]



21251. Watermelon Dream

Watermelon Dream
Guy Clark

[Verse 1]
The sun was hot
And the dust rose up like smoke
So we hid beneath the elm tree
And watched the watermelons float
There in a big ol' tub of ice
And we'd split 'em open with a kitchen knife
And everybody got a slice
It was a watermelon dream

[Chorus]
Ain't nothing sweeter than a watermelon dream
Except sittin' on the front porch eatin' that peach ice cream
When life is really sweeter than it seems
That's what you've got to call a watermelon dream

[Verse 2]
With sticky hands and faces
We fought the yellowjackets to a draw
Then we used the rind for second base
And played a little hardball
I don't know how much we ate
But we all got the bellyache
And everybody stayed up way too late
It was a watermelon dream
[Chorus]
Ain't nothing sweeter than a watermelon dream
Except sittin' on the front porch eatin' that peach ice cream
When life is really sweeter than it seems
That's what you've got to call a watermelon dream, oh yeah

[Verse 3]
Then a little after sundown
We'd be running out of steam
So we'd light a Roman candle up
And try to hold on to the dream
Maybe slip out behind a car
Take a little taste from a jar
And then just lay back and count the stars
That's called a watermelon dream

[Chorus]
Ain't nothing sweeter than a watermelon dream
Except sittin' on the front porch eatin' that peach ice cream
When life is really sweeter than it seems
That's what you've got to call a watermelon dream

Oh and there ain't nothing sweeter than a watermelon dream
Except sittin' on the front porch eatin' that peach ice cream
When life is really sweeter than it seems
That's what you've got to call a watermelon dream



21252. Watermelon Man

Watermelon Man
W.A. Ramsey
New Grass Revival

I don't want your porkchops
And I don't want your turnip peas
And I think I'll pass on the corn bread
Cause a piece of watermelon's what I dig

And it's so strong
It's been so long
Since I tasted that there forbidden fruit
My heart sighs
when I realize
that watermelon time is gettin due
Cause I'm a watermelon man

I can see you bright eyed
and I can see your smile
Baby I can tell by your swan song
That you can drive a sane man wild
with your straw hair
blowing free there
and them big brown eyes staring back at me

It is just fine
When you put your hand in mine
And we lay in the shade of a big magnolia tree
Because I'm a watermelon man
A water, water melon

Why don't you come to my cabin
And we can watch the melon patch
We can dance in the meadow
What more could I ask
What more

Let's go find the covers or Round the corners
Summer dreams,
I can't think of any others,
that can eat their watermelon the way that I can

It is a new day
Wantin' to waste away
and the sun is starting to rise up over the hill,

And it's alright
Baby I ain't lost my appetite
Cause I'm eating all a these watermelons too
Cause I'm a Watermelon Wooooooooo



21253. Watermelon On The Vine

Watermelon On The Vine

See that watermelon a'hanging on the fence
How I wish that melon was mine
Some folks are foolish they just don't have no sense
Or they wouldn't leave that melon on the vine

   Hambone it is sweet chicken it is good
   Rabbit is so very very fine
   But give me oh give me oh how I wish you would
   That watermelon hanging on the vine

You may talk about your peaches your apples and your pears
Simmons growing on the tree
Folks have their favorites just most every where
But that watermelon is the best for me

I went to get that melon I thought I'd have some fun
The stars they had just begun to shine
But when I heard some moving I left there on the run
But I didn't leave that melon on the vine

21254. Watermelon Time In Georgia

Lefty Frizzell
Watermelon Time In Georgia

(A) Thank you, Detroit, you treated me good
But I've been here longer (A7) than I should
I en-(D)-joyed the money, but I miss my honey (A) so
One (E) thing on my mind, it's (E7) watermelon time in (A) Georgia

(A) Well it makes a country boy get down in the mouth
When his body's up north but his (A7) hearts down south
I (D) said I'd be back; I'd better make tracks to-(A)-day
Lawdy (E) I gotta go, it's (E7) watermelon time in (A) Georgia

(A) Daddy's sitting in the sun, keeps the fish from having fun
My old coon dog is a (A7) wantin' to run
And (D) I can't reach, my little Georgia peach too (A) soon
One (E) things on my mind, it's (E7) watermelon time in (A) Georgia

(A) So long Detroit, so long friends
If you're ever down in Macon, won't you (A7) please stop in?
And (D) meet the little girl, that's always been my whole (A) world
Well, I'm (E) leaving today, it's (E7) watermelon time in (A) Georgia



Tag
(A) Yes, I'm (E) leaving today cause it's (E7) watermelon time in (A) Georgia

21255. Watermelon Wine - Chords

Watermelon Wine - Tom T Hall

OLD DOGS, CHILDREN AND WATERMELON WINE

          G                             C              Am
1. I WAS SITTING IN MIAMI POURING BLENDED WHISKY DOWN
                   C                G             D               G
WHEN THIS OLD GREY BLACK GENTLEMAN WAS CLEANING  UP THE LOUNGE
           G                              C               Am
THERE WASN'T ANYONE AROUND BUT THIS OLD MAN AND  ME
             D                                C        D   G
THE GUY WHO TENDED BAR WAS WATCHING IRONSIDES ON  TV 
          G                          C            Am
UNINVITED, HE SAT DOWN AND OPENED UP HIS MIND
            C             G             D          G
ON OLD DOGS AND CHILDREN, AND WATERMELLON WINE.

2. HAVE YOU EVER HAD A DRINK OF WATERMELLON WINE HE ASKED
HE TOLD ME ALL ABOUT IT THOUGH I DIDN'T ANSWER  BACK
AIN'T BUT THREE THINGS IN LIFE THAT'S WORTH A SOLITARY DIME
THAT'S OLD DOGS AND CHILDREN, AND WATERMELLON  WINE.

3.HE SAID WOMEN THINK ABOUT THEMSELVES WHEN THEIR MENFOLK AREN'T ARO
UND
AND FRIENDS ARE HARD TO FIND WHEN THEY DISCOVER  THAT YOU'RE DOWN
HE SAID I TRIED IT ALL WHEN I WAS YOUNG AND IN MY  NATURAL PRIME
NOW IT'S OLD DOGS AND CHILDREN AND WATERMELLON  WINE.

4. HE SAID OLD DOGS CARE ABOUT YOU EVEN WHEN YOU MAKE MISTAKES
GOD BLESS LITTLE CHILDREN WHILE THEY'RE STILL TOO YOUNG TO HATE
AS HE MOVED AWAY I GOT MY PEN AND COPIED DOWN  THAT LINE
ON OLD DOGS AND CHILDREN AND WATERMELLON WINE.

5. I HAD TO CATCH A PLANE UP TO ATLANTA THE NEXT DAY
AS I LEFT FOR MY ROOM I SAW HIM PICKING UP MY CHANGE
THAT NIGHT I DREAMED IN PEACEFULL SLEEP OF SHADY SUMMER TIMES
OF OLD DOGS AND CHILDREN AND WATERMELLON WINE.

21256. Watertown Tennessee

Tom T Hall - Watertown Tennessee

I got a little farm and it's mostly rock it ain't too much but it's all I got
Bluebirds singing in the evergreen trees in Watertown Tennessee



Hey Watertown Tennessee
People in Watertown will never do die when they reach a hundred they can truly fly
Sail into heaven on a southerly breeze in Watertown Tennessee
Hey Watertown Tennessee

( mandolin )
I had me an outhouse down by the creek prettiest outhouse you ever did see
Flood came along now I'm up the creek in Watertown Tennessee
Hey Watertown Tennessee
Well a big old redhawk circling around looking for a chicken down here on the ground
Sometimes he gets as high as me in Watertown Tennessee
Hey Watertown Tennessee

( slide guitar )

When I get to heaven if I ever do die I'm a gonna cut me a hole in the sky
Sittin' in a mansion and all I'll see is Watertown Tennessee
Hey Watertown Tennessee
Now if you want to be famous and you want to be rich
People in Watertown taught me a trick
I'm gonna tell it if I stay around long whups that's the end of this song
Called Watertown Tennessee

21257. Wave As We Run

Wave as We Run
Sean Watkins

Wave as we run
Like love's vagabonds.
I'm a stubborn man
But I'm folding my hand.
You're the only place I call home.
And I will learn to let it go.

Saying "So long"
Feels backwards and wrong,
Like the moon ruling the sun
Or songs left unsung.
For every heart and hill I roam,
You're the only peace I know

For every heart and hill I roam,
You're the only peace I know.

21258. Wave The Ocean Wave The Sea - Chords

Wave The Ocean Wave The Sea 
Tim O'Brien & Mollie O'Brien



[Verse 1]
G
The prettiest girl I ever saw
G                         D       G
Stood on the banks of the Arkansas.
G
Her cheeks were red and her eyes were green,
G                          D      G
The prettiest thing that ever I'd seen.
 
[Chorus]
 
D                               G
Wave the ocean, wave the sea,
C                     D         G
Wave that pretty girl back to me,
D                  G
Wave the ocean and wave the sand,
C                 D             G
Wave this way and wave again!
G      D           G
(Back, turn, and swing.)
 
[Verse 2]
 
G
I courted her a many a night,
G                         D       G
We strolled the lane with hearts alight.
G
Before I asked her for hand,
G                         D       G
My country called me to a foreign land.
 
[Chorus]
 
D                               G
Wave the ocean, wave the sea,
C                     D         G
Wave that pretty girl back to me,
D                  G
Wave the ocean and wave the sand,
C                 D             G
Wave this way and wave again!
G      D           G
(Back, turn, and swing.)
 
[Verse 3]
 
G
It was three long years till I returned;
G                         D       G
I wasn't ready for what I learned.
G
As I set sail on a silver tide,
G                         D       G



A fever had stolen away my bride.
 
[Chorus]
 
D                               G
Wave the ocean, wave the sea,
C                     D         G
Wave that pretty girl back to me,
D                  G
Wave the ocean and wave the sand,
C                 D             G
Wave this way and wave again!
G      D           G
(Back, turn, and swing.)
 
[Verse 4]
 
G
I'll go down to the silver strand,
G                         D       G
Where waves come crashing upon the land.
G
I'll take this ring that was for my bride
G                         D       G
And throw it into the rolling tide.
 
[Chorus]
 
D                               G
Wave the ocean, wave the sea,
C                     D         G
Wave that pretty girl back to me,
D                  G
Wave the ocean and wave the sand,
C                 D             G
Wave this way and wave again!
G      D           G
(Back, turn, and swing.)

21259. Waves On The Ocean

Robert Earl Keen - Waves On The Ocean 

There's a day of reckoning coming
In my heart I know your gonna go
I'll believe it when I see it
When I see it I'll know

When the rain falls, when the sun sets
When the mountains tumble to the sea
When the waves on the ocean wave bye-bye baby bye-bye
The waves on the wave bye-bye baby bye-bye



I don't need you to paint me a picture
I don't need for you to write me a song
It's written on every inch of you
Only a matter, girl, when you'll be gone

When the rain falls, when the sun sets
When the mountains tumble to the sea
When the waves on the ocean wave bye-bye baby bye-bye
The waves on the wave bye-bye baby bye-bye

You know how I feel about it
How I feel won't keep you here

When the rain falls, when the sun sets
When the mountains tumble to the sea
The waves on the ocean wave bye-bye baby bye

When the rain falls, when the sun sets
When the mountains tumble to the sea
The waves on the ocean wave bye-bye baby bye

When the rain falls, when the sun sets
When the mountains tumble to the sea
When the waves on the ocean wave bye-bye baby bye-bye

21260. Waves On The Sea

Waves On The Sea
(The Waves Of The Sea)

   Oh, the waves on the sea, how they roll
   And the chilly winds, how they do blow;
   My own true love got drownded in the deep
   And the ship never got to the shore

Oh the first on the deck was the porter of the ship
And a rough-looking fellow was he;
Says, " I care no more for my wife and my child
Than I do for the fish in the sea"

Well, I left my dear darling a-grieving
Well, I left my dear darling a-grieving
Well, I left my dear darling a-grieving after me
For I never expect to see her any more

21261. Way Away

Glen Phillips - Way Away



Line of people to pass you by
Posing sympathy with their whitewash eyes
With the ladies feigning their mourning cries
And the men shaking hands
Weigh away
Way away
As all the pictures in your mind
As you're passed the thousandth time
Thousandth photograph
Listen to sympathetic lies
As their reasons change with their mourning 'guise
With the gentlemen feigning sorrowed sighs
And drinking champagne
Weigh away
Way away
As all the people pass and pose
You hold back the tears
And hold onto memories
Small talk hangs like a dirty cloud
Saying nothing real but deafening loud
An urge to run away from the crowd
And mourn all alone
Make a promise to no one
Wondering if you been worthwhile
Turn away from the chatter
And the hungry smiles

21262. Way Back Home

Way Back Home
String Cheese Incident

see...so much to see
find...you close to me
fly...way beyond the moon
learn...to feel the groove
far...so far away
home...is where i want to stay

on my way
way back home
i can't stay
way back home
so far away
way back home
on my way
way back home

long...the path is so long
(?)...but it makes me strong
live how you want to live
you...have so much to give
time...moves so slow



soon...it will be time to go

on my way
way back home
i can't stay
way back home
so far away
way back home
on my way
way back home

?
feel... what you mean to me
see...so much to see
find...find you close to me 
jam
see what you find
waiting for you
home is the place
heart is true
feeling of warmth
sense of relief
found your place
do you believe?
on my way way back home
i can't stay
way back home
on my way 
way back home
i can't stay
way back home

21263. Way Back In The 1960's

The Incredible String Band - Way Back In The 1960's 

I was a young man back in the 1960's
Yes, you made your own amusements then
For going to the pictures

Well, the travel was hard and I mean
We still used the wheel
But you could sit down at your table
And eat a real food meal

But hey, you young people
Well, I just do not know
And I can't even understand you
When you try to talk slow

There was one fellow singing in those days
And he was quite good, and I mean to say that
His name was Bob Dylan, and I used to do gigs too



Before I made my first million

That was way, way back before
Before the wild World War Three
When England went missing
And we moved to Paraguayee

But hey, you young people
Well, I just do not know
And I can't even understand you
When you try to talk slow

Well, I got a secret, and don't give us away
I got some real food tins for my 91st birthday
And your grandmother bought them
Way down in the new antique food store
And for beans and for bacon, I will open up my door

But hey, you young people
Well, I just do not know
And I can't even understand you
When you try to talk slow

Well, I was a young man back in the 1960's

21264. Way Back When

Way Back When
Donna The Buffalo

Straight for the Emperor casting nets
Fishin' for a rare moment in the sun
Soaked collapse capturing the fresh dew
Unmolested by semi-realized future flu
Kiss me now before I gain the will to stop
Unmolested by promise flop

Greasy hands are steppin' near
Assuring that's the way that it's done around here
Yearn for fresh air that hasn't been breathed
By various accountants on the left coast
Parasitic sucking by those who have sucked the most
These could be some of the ways that you feel
When charged with keeping it real

Chorus:
But every now and then
It's the way it was
Way back when

This Empire looks ripe for collapse
Everybody's got the cart in front of the horse
Must have started with a love of some kind



Sent in a direction that was way too hard to find
But I hate to draw too many conclusions
When steeped in such a strange solution

21265. Way Beyond Blue

Way Beyond Blue - Alan Jackson 

I don't know, I've been told
Streets of heaven are pave with gold
I suppose its true
If heaven has anything like your love
I believe I'll be up in above a time or two
Way beyond the blue

Way beyond the blue
Way beyond the blue
I will be loving you
Way beyond the blue

If sometimes love is like a falling star
It goes so fast, and only goes so far
before it breaks your heart in two
If our love is born like an airboard jet
The higher we go, the far we're gonna get
Way beyond the blue

Way beyond the blue
Way beyond the blue
I will be loving you
Way beyond the blue

Way beyond the blue
Way beyond the blue
I will be loving you
Way beyond the blue

21266. Way Beyond The Blue

Alan Jackson - Way Beyond The Blue

[Verse 1]
I don't know, I've been told
Streets of heaven are pave with gold
I suppose its true
If heaven has anything like your love
I believe I'll be up in above a time or two
Way beyond the blue



[Chorus]
Way beyond the blue
Way beyond the blue
I will be loving you
Way beyond the blue

[Verse 2]
If sometimes love is like a falling star
It goes so fast, and only goes so far
Before it breaks your heart in two
If our love is born like an air board jet
The higher we go, the far we're going to get
Way beyond the blue

[Chorus][x2]

21267. Way Down

Way Down
John Prine

Chorus:
Way down
Way down it must be
I can't stop this misery
It must be way down

Spring is just a smile away
Laughing at a summer day
Turn around Look at fall
Winter, hear my lonely call

Chorus

The air is thin and the sky is fat
I'm gonna buy me a brand new hat
Wear it out and go insane
Christ, I hope it never rains

Chorus

Thought I saw a neon sign
Flash my name With the time
Probably didn't see a thing
Crazy dreams and a broken wing

Chorus

How ya' gonna get sunshine
Peeking thru Venetian blinds
Don't you know all that fear
Begins and ends the same place here



Chorus

21268. Way Down Deep - Chords

Way Down Deep
recorded by Vern Gosdin
written by Max Troy Barnes Max D. Barnes
 
C                            F         C
This highway of heartache is rocky and rough
                G7        C
And I learned a long time ago
                                F        C
You can't build a fire from the ashes of love
                G7           C
And roses don't bloom in the snow
 
            F
Down deep inside my soul
      C                    G7
Where once it was cold and dark
      C         F           C
I can feel your love take a hold
         G7         C
Way down deep in my soul
 
                         F          C
You were my light in the darkest of days
                    G7          C
Though storm clouds were raging within
                      F             C
Slowly but surely the clouds rolled away
                   G7        C
And the sun started shining again
 
 Repeat #2

21269. Way Down In My Whiskey

Way Down In My Whiskey - Alan Jackson 

Most of the day I keep her far away
Then some little something will start that ole replay
And I don't pull out her best pictures, I don't ever say her name
But I can't stop it when the bottle's low, late at night, all alone

When I'm way down in my whiskey
And my mind is all unwound
When I'm way down in my whiskey



That's when she comes around

You can move out of the house, you can sell that ole Mustang
Sleep on the wrong side of the bed, the dreams are all the same
You can tell your heart to let her go, there's parts that still remain
It'll never all just disappear, I know she'll be there, drivin' me insane

When I'm way down in my whiskey
And my mind is all unwound
When I'm way down in my whiskey
That's when she comes around

Oh I can't let her go
When the bottle's low
She'll be there I know

When I'm way down in my whiskey
And my mind is all unwound
When I'm way down in my whiskey
That's when she comes around

When I'm way down in my whiskey
That's when she comes around

21270. Way Down In The Hole

Steve Earle - Way Down in the Hole

When you walk through the garden
You got to watch your back
Well, I beg your pardon
Walk the straight and narrow track
If you walk with Jesus

He's gonna save your soul
You got to keep a devil
Way down in a hole
He's got the fire and the fury
At his command
Well you don't have to worry
If you hold on to Jesus' hand
And we'll all be safe from Satan
When the thunder rolls
Just got to help me keep the devil
Way down in the hole

All the angels sing
About Jesus' mighty sword
And they'll shield you with their wings
And keep you close to the Lord
Don't pay heed to temptation
For his hands are so cold
You gotta help me keep a devil



Way down in the hole

21271. Way Down South

Way Down South
Josh Turner - Way Down South

I grew up workin' on a farm, way down South
I went to school against my will, way down South
I kissed girls and I shot squirrels out behind my house
I learned a lot about this world, way down South

I went to church, sang a lot of hymns, way down South
I learned to work on my pickup truck, way down South
I played my guitar under the stars, out behind our house
You will always find my heart, way down South

Clothes on a clothes line, hangin' in the sunshine
A garden growin' in the ground
Country music on the radio, talk about a good ol' sound
People drivin' pass when I'm cuttin' grass
Wavin' at every single one
That's the way it's done when you come from, way down South
Way down South

[Instrumental]

Swimmin' in the creek with all my friends, way down South
Prayin' them days would never end, way down South
Give me a worm and a fishin' pole, I'll pull a fish on out
Those memories will never get old, way down South

Clothes on a clothes line, hangin' in the sunshine
A garden growin' in the ground
Country music on the radio, talk about a good ol' sound
People drivin' pass when I'm cuttin' grass
Wavin' at every single one
That's the way it's done when you come from, way down South
That's the way it's done when you come from, way down South
Way down South, way down South
Mmmmmmm....
Yeah, way on down

21272. Way Down The Old Plank Road

Way Down the Old Plank Road

I'd rather be in Richmond in all the hail and rain
Then to be in Georgia, boys, wearing that ball and chain



Won't get drunk no more
Won't get drunk no more
Won't get drunk no more
Way down the old plank road

I went down to Mobile to get on the gravel train
Very next thing they heard of me, had on the ball and chain

Doney, oh dear Doney, what makes you treat me so
Caused me to wear the ball and chain and now my ankles sore

Knoxville is a pretty place, Memphis is a beauty
If you want to see them pretty girls, now hop to Chattanoogie

I'm going to build me a scaffold on the mountain high
So I can see my pretty girl as she goes riding by

My wife died a Friday night, Saturday she was buried
Sunday was my courting day, and Monday I got married

Eighteen pounds of meat a week, whiskey here to sell
How can a young man stay at home, pretty girls look so well

21273. Way Down The Old Plank Road

Way Down the Old Plank Road
Uncle Dave Macon - Old Crow Medicine Show

Rather be in Richmond with all the hail and rain
Than to be in Georgia boys wearin' that ball and chain
Won't get drunk no more, won't get drunk no more
Won't get drunk no more way down the Old Plank Road

I went down to Mobile but I got on the gravel train
Very next thing they heard of me, had on that ball and chain
Won't get drunk no more, won't get drunk no more
Won't get drunk no more way down the Old Plank Road

Doney, oh dear Doney, what makes you treat me so?
Caused me to wear that ball and chain, now my ankle's sore
Won't get drunk no more, won't get drunk no more
Won't get drunk no more way down the Old Plank Road

Knoxville is a pretty place, Memphis is a beauty
Want to see them pretty girls, hop to Chattanoogie
Won't get drunk no more, won't get drunk no more
Won't get drunk no more way down the Old Plank Road

I'm going to build me a scaffold on some mountain high
So I can see my Doney girl as she goes riding by
Won't get drunk no more, won't get drunk no more
Won't get drunk no more way down the Old Plank Road



My wife died on Friday night, Saturday she was buried
Sunday was my courtin' day, Monday I got married
Won't get drunk no more, won't get drunk no more
Won't get drunk no more way down the Old Plank Road
Kill yourself!

Eighteen pounds of meat a week, whiskey here to sell
How can a young man stay at home, pretty girls look so well
Won't get drunk no more, won't get drunk no more
Won't get drunk no more way down the Old Plank Road

21274. Way Down The River Road

John Hartford 
Way Down The River Road

Where'd you get your whiskey?
Where'd you get your rum
I got it down on front street
At number ninety-nine

Ain't it gone, gone, gone
Ain't it long gone
Ain't gone, gone, gone
Way down on the river road

I'm riding on a street car
Looking for the town
Eating salt cracker
Five bucks a pound

Ain't it gone, gone, gone
Ain't it long gone
Ain't gone, gone, gone
Way down on the river road

Going to Paducah
Just to look around
If things don't suit me
I'll find another town

Ain't it gone, gone, gone
Ain't it long gone
Ain't gone, gone, gone
Way down on the river road

21275. Way Down Yonder in New Orleans



Way Down Yonder in New Orleans

Well, way down yonder in New Orleans in the land of the dreamy scenes 
There's a garden of Eden, ah-you know what I mean 
Yeah, Creole babies with flashin' eyes softly whisper with tender sighs 
And then you stop! Oh won't you give your lady fair a little smile? 

And then you stop! You bet your life you'll linger there a little while 
Yeah, there is heaven right here on earth with those beautiful queens 
Yeah, way down yonder in New Orleans Whoo! instrumental break 
Way down yonder in New Orleans, whoo!, in the land of the dreamy scenes 
There's a garden of Eden, you know what I mean 

Well, Creole babies with flashin' eyes softly whisper with tender sighs 
And then you stop! Oh won't you give your lady fair a little smile? 
And then you stop! You bet your life you'll linger there a little while 
Yeah, there is heaven right here on earth with those beautiful queens 
Well, way down yonder in New Orleans 
Yeah! whoo!

21276. Way Downtown

Way Downtown
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Doc Watson

Well late last night when Willie came home
I heard him a-rapping on the door
Slipping and a-sliding with his new shoes on
Willie don't you rap no more

   Oh me, oh my
   What's gonna become of me
   Been downtown, a fooling around
   No one to cry for me

I like the hills of West Virginia
I like the hills of Tennessee
North, south, east or west
It's home sweet home to me

It's one old shirt is all I have
And a dollar is all I crave
Ain't brought nothing with me into this world
Ain't gonna take nothing to the grave

21277. Way I've Always Been

Tom T Hall - Way I've Always Been

I took your picture from the table and now I'm finally alone



Took your number from my rolodex I might get weak and call your phone
I got my chainsaw from your brother I did all of this and then
There ain't nothing new about me I'm just the way I've always been
Stopped at Harry's for a cold beer and Danny won the football pool
John Garcetti's back to drinking they caught his kids with drugs at school
And everybody has their problems now you're gone and mine begin
There ain't nothing new about me I'm just the way I've always been
I'm just the way I've always been I love you now I loved you then
Same old faults and same old friends I'm just the way I've always been

( dobro )

Your uncle called about my pickup he'd like to use it for a day
I told him come ahead and get it cause I don't need it anyway
He doesn't know that you don't live here I guess I'll have to tell our friends
Cause there ain't nothing new about me I'm just the way I've always been
I'm just the way I've always been...

21278. Way Of The Girl

Way of the Girl - Garth Brooks

The very air that surrounds her
A breath you can't live without
Can't think straight since you found her
What's this creature about

You persue her in mazes
Always one step behind
You'd change the world for her graces
But she keeps changing her mind

It's just the way of the girl, just the way of the girl
It's just the way of the girl, just the way of the girl

Some made it for money
Some made it for love
Some made it for romance
My baby's all the above

It's just the way of the girl, just the way of the girl
(Just the way it is, can't help it)
It's just the way of the girl, just the way of the girl

21279. Way Of The Triune God

Way Of The Triune God - Tyler Childers

Gimme that old time screamin' and a shoutin'



Go up tell it on the mountain
Faith too strong to be left doubtin'
Way of the triune God

I don't need the pills you take
Just to feel the spirit movin'
Brother, I ain't slept in days
All without the drugs you're usin'

Fit me for the builder's use
Use me for the great commission
As it was and always will
As it is I'm here to witness

Old time screamin' and a shoutin'
Go up tell it on the mountain
Faith too strong to be left doubtin'
Way of the triune God

I don't need the laws of man
T'tell me what I ought to do
He retched down and touched my hand
N'gave me quite a talkin' to

Gave it to me strict in charge
Somethin' simple I could ponder
Till the role is called on high
Till we all meet over yonder

Old time screamin' and a shoutin'
Go up tell it on the mountain
Faith too strong to be left doubtin'
Way of the triune God

I don't need the pills you take
Just to feel the spirit movin'
Brother, I ain't slept in days
All without the drugs you're usin'
Fit me for the builder's use
Use me for the great commission
As it was and always will
As it is I'm here to witness

Jesus said he'd go before
And come back when the house was finished
All this sin and wagin' war
My God's comin' any minute

Old time screamin' and a shoutin'
Go up tell it on the mountain
Faith too strong to be left doubtin'
Way of the triune God
Gimme that old time screamin' and a shoutin'
Go up tell it on the mountain
Faith too strong to be left doubtin'
Way of the triune God
Way of the triune God



Way of the triune God

21280. Way Up On The Mountain

Lewis Family - Way up on the mountain
Composer: Ira Louvin - Anne Young

I was down in the valley way down in the valley
When the Saviour heard my feeble cry
Now I'm back up on the mountain way up on the mountain
Drinking from the fountain that never shall run dry

I was down in the valley when my Saviour found me
Way down in the valley of despair
Then I told him all my troubles my joys and he doubled
I'm way up on the mountain rejoicing in his care

I was down in the valley way down in the valley...

Now if you don't watch old Satan he'll get you in the valley
And hide you from the Saviour's guiding light
But he will stay behind you and he will never find you
Way up on their mountain if you fight a good fight

I was down in the valley way down in the valley...
Drinking from the fountain that never shall run dry

21281. Way Up Saginaw Way - Chords

Way Up Saginaw Way 
Gillian Welch

Capo: 3rd Fret
 
Intro: Em (walk up) G Bm (continued throughout the whole song)
 
Em
Come my love and we will walk hand in hand together we'll talk
G                       Bm              Em
Why not go out and play way up Saginaw Way
Em
No my dear I said before a patient man  ed suit me more
G                       Bm                Em
I'll wait another year, till my mind is clear
 
Em
But what about this gold band, shinning for your pretty white hand
G                           Bm             Em
Lovin' words I mean to say, way up Saginaw Way



Em
No I believe it would be sin to wed without my mother and kin'
G                            Bm                 Em
And I will not have it said, I was hastin' you when
 
(solo)
 
Em
Now there's no cost to worry dear, your kin' will come as soon as they hear
G                               Bm             Em
If the church bells ring today, way up Saginaw Way
Em
So he took his love and they did walk, hand in hand together they talk
G                               Bm             Em
Under skies both dead and gray, way up Saginaw Way

21282. Waycross, Georgia

Iris Dement - Waycross, Georgia

[Verse 1]
I met a man from Waycross, Georgia
I met a man from Waycross, Georgia
He was traveling down the road
He was traveling down the road

[Verse 2]
I asked that man from Waycross, Georgia
I asked that man from Waycross, Georgia
"Do you mind if I come along?"
"Do you mind if I come along?"

[Verse 3]
He said "Listen to me stranger"
He said "Listen to me stranger"
"I'm just going home, I'm just going home"

[Verse 4]
In his eyes was joy and pain
In his eyes was joy and pain
When he said I must go alone, I must go alone

[Verse 5]
Along that road that leads toward home
Along that road that leads toward home
Are the people who fRd your life
The peoplR who fed your life

[Verse 6]
Smile and thank each one of those people
Smile and thank each one of those people
And then say farewell, say farewell



[Verse 7]
I met a man from Waycross, Georgia
I met a man from Waycross, Georgia
He was traveling down the road
He was traveling down the road

21283. Wayfarin' Stranger

Tim O'Brien - Wayfarin' Stranger

I am a poor wayfarin stranger
While travelin through this world below
There's no sickness toil or danger
In the fair land to which I go

I'm goin there to see my mother
I'm goin there no more to roam
I am just goin over Jordan
I am just goin over home

I know dark clouds will hover o'er me
I know my path is rough and steep
But golden fields lie out before me
Where weary eyes no more will weep

I'm goin there to see my brother
I'm goin there no more to roam
I am just goin over Jordan
I am just goin over home

I'll soon be free from every trial
This form will rest beneath the sod
I'll drop the cross of self denial
And enter in my home with God

I'm goin there to see my saviour
I'm goin there no more to roam
I am just goin over Jordan
I am just goin over home

21284. Wayfaring Stranger

Wayfaring Stranger
Frank Solivan - Doc Watson - Rhiannon Giddens - Emmylou Harris

I am a poor wayfaring stranger
While traveling through this world of woe
Yet there's no sickness, toil or danger
In that bright world to which I go



   I'm going there to see my father
   I'm going there no more to roam
   I'm only going over Jordan
   I'm only going over home

I know dark clouds will gather 'round me
I know my way is rough and steep
Yet beauteous fields lie just before me
Where God's redeemed their vigils keep

I'm going there to see my mother
She said she'd meet me when I come
I'm only going over Jordan
I'm only going over home

21285. Waylon On My Willie - Chords

Waylon On My Willie 
Tyler Childers

[Verse 1]
       E                              A
Well I picked her up on Friday and we went out on a date
E                                B7
Ended up in my pickup truck just staring out at the lake
         E                                           A
She said tell me a little bit about yourself, I said honey there ain't much to say
           E                               B7                    E
But if you wanna know how I love you I can show you in a million ways
 
[Chorus]
             E
Well she was Waylon on my Willie with a little Hank Sr.
A
Blaring on the radio, blowing out the speakers
      E
In my pickup truck that had all the right features
B7
Man you oughta see her go
        E
She was singing right along, knew every single line
A
Swaying her hips from side to side
         E
She's my little piece of heaven, she's my southern pride
        B7              E
She's a big old country hoe
 
[Verse 2]
       E                                A
Well I picked her up on Saturday and we went out on the town
E                             B7



Went in to the dance club and ordered up a round
E                                    A
Jay-Z playin' on the radio, she said God I hate that sound
       E                                           B7                   E
I said darlin' I got some tunes that'll suit ya as soon as you throw it down
 
[Chorus]
             E
Well she was Waylon on my Willie with a little Hank Sr.
A
Blaring on the radio, blowing out the speakers
      E
In my pickup truck that had all the right features
B7
Man you oughta see her go
        E
She was singing right along, knew every single line
A
Swaying her hips from side to side
         E
She's my little piece of heaven, she's my southern pride
        B7              E
She's a big old country hoe
 
[Verse 3]
       E                          A
Well I picked her up on Sunday to take her out to church
E                                              B7
Preacher was talking about brimstone and I was trying my best to flirt
         E                                      A
She said I can't wait til it's over and started takin' off her shirt
E                                  B7             E
Before he said the last amen I was halfway up her skirt
 
[Chorus]
             E
Well she was Waylon on my Willie with a little Hank Sr.
A
Blaring on the radio, blowing out the speakers
      E
In my pickup truck that had all the right features
B7
Man you oughta see her go
        E
She was singing right along, knew every single line
A
Swaying her hips from side to side
         E
She's my little piece of heaven, she's my southern pride
        B7              E
She's a big old country hoe
 
[Tag]
        B7              E
She's a big old country hoe
        B7              E
She's a big old country hoe



21286. Ways And Means

Todd Snider - Ways and Means

[Verse 1]
I'm shoutin' "Hey, hey, hey"
You gon' be okay
I never worry 'bout you
I know what you've been through
You always wash out clean
You've got the ways and the means

[Chorus]
You've got the ways and the means
You've got the ways and the means
Like no one I've ever seen
You've got the ways and the means

[Verse 2]
I went to the alley cat
Guess what happened after that?
I ran into Warren Pash
He lent me fifty bucks cash
Pulled it out of his a-jeans
He got the ways and the means

[Chorus]
You've got the ways and the means
You've got the ways and the means
Like no one I've ever seen
You've got the ways and the means

[Verse 3]
You're tougher than you feel
I think you might have mass appeal
People like the way you sing
You got that extra little thing
You're gonna make it on the cover of the Nashville Scene
You got the ways and the means

[Chorus]
You've got the ways and the means
You've got the ways and the means
Like no one I've ever seen
You've got the ways and the means

21287. Ways Of Man



Old Crow Medicine Show - Ways of Man

Since we first come out walking, looking for a way back in
From this crazy world where we're blowing like leaves in the wind
Just tryin' to make sense of this life any way that we can
And foolin' ourselves with the ways of man

We can do what we want to
We can burn at both ends
We can go half crazy
Like we got no sense
And it's a desperate feeling
Just to hold it all in
The weight of the world
And the ways of man

Well we thirst and we hunger and we love and we comfort now and then
But we fight over money and power like water and bread
Oh but it's simple the reason we're turning our backs on our friends
'Cause this brotherly love is such a hard thing to get through our heads

We can do what we want to
We can burn at both ends
We can go half crazy
Like we got no sense
And it's a desperate feeling
Just to hold it all in
The weight of the world
And the ways of man

We can do what we want to
We can burn at both ends
We can go half crazy
Like we got not no good sense
And it's a desperate feeling
Just to hold it all in
The weight of the world
And the ways of man
The weight of the world
And the ways of man

21288. Ways To Love A Man

Country Ramblers - Ways to love a man

There are so many ways to love a man
And so many things to understand
And if there ever comes a time
You decide to change your mind
I'll need a way to hold you and I can
Cause I'll know all the ways to love a man

But there's so many ways to lose a man
So quickly he can slip through your hands



One little thing goes wrong
Then all at once he's gone
I'd have no way to hold him like I planned
It takes more than just one way to love a man

With my hands my heart anything I can find
My child my home my soul and my mind
I'll know that I can hold him yes I can
If I know all the ways to love a man

21289. Wayside (Back in Time)

Chris Thile - Wayside (Back in Time)
Gillian Welch - Kitchen Dwellers - Broken Compass Bluegrass
Berkshire Bluegrass

Standing on the corner
With a nickel or a dime
There use to be a rail car
To take you down the line

Too much beer and whiskey
To ever be employed
And when I got to Nashville
It was too much soldiers joy

Wasted on the wayside
Wasted on the way
If I don? t go tomorrow
You know I? m gone today

Back, baby, back in time
I wanna go back when you were mine
Back, baby, back in time
I wanna go back when you were mine

Black highway all night ride
Watching the times fall away to the side
Clear channel way down low
Is comin? in loud and my mind let go

Peaches in the summertime
Apples in the fall
If I can? t have you all the time
I won? t have none at all

Oh, I wish I was in Frisco
In a brand new pair of shoes
'Cause I? m sittin? here in Nashville
With Norman? s Nashville blues

So come all you good time rounders
Listenin? to my sound



And drink a round to Nashville
Before they tear it down

Back, baby, back in time
I wanna go back when you were mine
Back, baby, back in time
I wanna go back when you were mine

Hard weather, drivin? slow
Buggies and the hats in town for the show
Oh darlin', the songs they played
All I got left is the love we made

Back, baby, back in time
I wanna go back when you were mine
Back, baby, back in time
I wanna go back when you were mine

21290. Wayworn Traveler, The

Wayworn Traveler, The

I saw a wayward traveler in tattered garments clad,
And struggling up the mountain, it seemed that he was sad
His back was laden heavy, his strength was almost gone,
It [sic] shouted as he journeyed, "Deliverance will come!"

 Then palms of victory, crowns of glory,
Palms of victory I shall wear

The summer sun was shining, the sweat was on his brow,
His garments worn and dusty, his step seemed very slow
But he kept pressing onward, for he was wending home,
Still shouting as he journeyed, "Deliverance will come!"

The songstress in the arbor, that stood beside the way,
Attracted his attention, inviting his delay
His watchword being "Onward!" he stopped his ears and ran,
Still shouting as he journeyed, "Deliverance will come!"

While gazing on that city, just o'er that narrow flood,
A band of holy angels came from the throne of God
They bore him on their pinions, they bore the dashing foam,
And joined him in his triumph, "Deliverance has come!"

21291. We All Get Lonely

Trampled By Turtles - We All Get Lonely



[Verse 1]
There was never any simple way
To leave this behind
Never any words to say
To speed up the time
Positive and moving t'ward
A home we can't find
I never meant to make it any harder

[Verse 2]
Winter comes and it gets dark and the branches creak and moan
Straighten up your shirt and head out on your own
Shake the little demons out of the corners of your mind
With you here I know we can go farther

[Chorus]
We all get lonely
There's no way around it
We all get lonely
Yeah then we make it through
We all get lonely
There's no way around it
We all get lonely
Yeah then we make it through

[Verse 3]
It's pale in here and the floorboards creak, the ceiling reaches down
Started out a big, bright city, now it's a small town
Every one you never wanted to run into again
Is sitting at this bar next to each other

[Chorus]
We all get lonely
There's no way around it
We all get lonely
Yeah then we make it through
We all get lonely
There's no way around it
We all get lonely
Yeah then we make it through

21292. We All Love The Same Songs

We All Love The Same Songs
Lake Street Dive

We love all the same songs
We sing along in the car
This drive won't feel too long
With the radio on in the car

Keeping away
Keeping awake oh



The feeling that everything is standing still when we're back at home
Dreading the sound of just one voice alone

We love all the same songs
We sing along in the car
Wake before the sun
Another dawn

In the car
Who'll miss us when we're gone
Rolling along
In the car

Keeping awake
Keeping astray of
The feeling that everything has gone so wrong
But we're not alone

Filling the space of what we can't let go
My life won't feel too long
With the radio on in the car
We've followed every sign and line upon our map
And now we're far from where we started
And we're not so brokenhearted

La la la

Keeping astray of
The feeling that everything has gone so wrong
But we're not alone
Filling the space of what we can't let go
'Cause we love all the same songs
We sing along in the car

21293. We Americans

We Americans
The Avett Brothers

I grew up with reverence for the red white and blue
Spoke of God and liberty reciting the Pledge of allegiance
Learned love of country from my own family
Some shivered and prayed approaching the beaches of Normandy
The flag waves high and that's how it should be
So many lives given and taken in the name of freedom
But the story's complicated and hard to read
Pages of the book obscured or torn out completely

I am a son of Uncle Sam
And I struggle to understand
The good and evil
But I'm doing the best I can



In a place built on stolen land
With stolen people

Blood in the soil with the cotton and tobacco
Blood in the soil with the cotton and tobacco
Blood in the soil with the cotton and tobacco

A misnamed people and a kidnapped race
Laws may change but we can't erase the scares of a nation
Of children devalued and disavowed
Displaced by greed and the arrogance of manifest destiny
Short-sighted to say it was a long time ago
Not even two life times have passed since the days of Lincoln
The sins of Andrew Jackson, the shame of Jim Crow
And time moves slow when the tragedies are beyond description

I am a son of Uncle Sam
And I struggle to understand
The good and evil
But I'm doing the best I can
In a place built on stolen land
With stolen people

We are more than the sum of our parts
All these broken homes and broken hearts
God, will you keep us wherever we go?
Will you forgive us for where we've been?
We Americans

Blood on the table with the coffee and the sugar
Blood on the table with the coffee and the sugar
Blood on the table with the coffee and the sugar, mm

I've been to every state and seen shore to shore
The still open wounds of the Civil War
Watched blind hatred bounce back and forth
Seen vile prejudice both in the south and the north
And accountability is hard to impose
On ghosts of ancestors haunting the halls of our conscience
But the path of grace and good will is still here
For those of us who may be considered among the living

I am a son of God and man
And I may never understand
The good and evil
But I dearly love this land
Because of and in spite
Of we the people

We are more than the sum of our parts
All these broken bones and broken hearts
God, will you keep us wherever we go?
Can you forgive us for where we've been?
We Americans
Mm
We Americans



Love in our hearts with the pain and the memory
Love in our hearts with the pain and the memory
Love in our hearts with the pain and the memory
Love
Love in our hearts with the pain and the memory
Love in our hearts with the pain and the memory
Love in our hearts with the pain and the memory

Love in our hearts with the pain and the memory
Love in our hearts with the pain and the memory
Love in our hearts with the pain and the memory
Love
Love in our hearts with the pain and the memory
Love in our hearts with the pain and the memory
Love in our hearts with the pain and the memory, mm

21294. We Are - Chords

Mountain Heart - We Are
 
C
We are two ordinary souls
                       G
who walked that lonely road
                       C
For days and nights on end

       C
And we searched a million faces
                          G
In all those lonely places
                          C
For the smile of one true friend

     F        G
What are the chances 
       C
Out in life's parade
   F
Of two hearts embracing
        G
In this masquerade

CHORUS:
   C                   F
We are the ending of a prayer fulfilled
   G                        C
We are the fire that others long to build
  C                      F
A poet's vision that has come this far
   G                                 C
We dreamed of something real and now we are



   C
We feel we are love's great design
                      G
Our thoughts can intertwine
                   C
Yet both of us are strong

       C
And at times we'll stumble, there's no doubt
                        G
But we ain't wantin' out
                      C
That thinkin' don't belong 

       F          G
Heaven worked too hard
            C
Too long to get us here
   F
So we'll love each other
         G
And just let Him steer

CHORUS

  C                      F
A poet's vision that has come this far
   G                                 C
We dreamed of something real and now we are

21295. We Are Many

We Are Many
Hackensaw Boys - We Are Many

Our names are unimportant
Why we live, we are looking for it
What we know, we do believe' in
It's the love of a friend
Now on your left side, is your brother
On your right side that's your sister
Right behind you that's your family
Right in front of you is your life to live
A simple hello, another goodbye
Woke this morning with a tear in my eye
Met the morning I was thinking about you
Wanna thank you for all the things that you do
Wanna thank you for the moon above
Wanna thank you for the stars that I love
Shine down on us now, and show us somehow
Once we've learned, you can't take it away
Our names are unimportant
Why we live, we are looking for it



What we know, we do believe in
It's the love of a friend
Now on your left side, that's your brother
On your right side that's your sister
Right behind you that's your family
Right in front of you is your life to live
Now on your left side, that's your brother
On your right side that's your sister
Right behind you that's your family
Right in front of you is your life to live

21296. We Are Nowhere And It's Now

Emmylou Harris
We Are Nowhere and It's Now

[Verse 1]
If you hate the taste of wine
Why do you drink it 'til you're blind?
And if you swear that there's no truth and who cares
How come you say it like you're right?
Why are you scared to dream of God?
When it's salvation that you want
See stars that clear have been dead for years
But the idea just lives on
In our wheels that roll around
As we move over the ground
And all day it seems we've been in between
A past and future town

[Pre-Chorus]
We are nowhere and it's now
We are nowhere and it's now

[Chorus]
And like a ten minute dream in the passenger seat
While the world was flying by
I haven't been gone very long
But it feels like a lifetime

[Bridge]
I've been sleeping so strange at night
Side-effects they don't advertise
I've been sleeping so strange
With a head full of pesticide
[Verse 2]
I got no plans and too much time
I feel too restless to unwind
I'm always lost in thought as I walk the block
To my favorite neon sign
Where the waitress looks concerned
But she never says a word
Just turns the jukebox on and we hum along



And I smile back at her
And my friend comes after work
When the features start to blur
She says, these bars are filled of things that kill
By now you probably should have learned

[Pre-Chorus]
Did you forget that yellow bird?
How could you forget your yellow bird?

[Chorus]
And she took a small silver wreath and pinned it onto me
She said, this one will bring you love
And I don't know if its true
But I keep it for good luck

21297. We Are Up Against It Now

Uncle Dave Macon
We Are Up Against It Now

The world is turned upside down, it surely must be true
The way that things are running now proves that to me and you

We're up against it now
There's no use to raise a row
But of all the times I've ever seen
We're sure up against it now

Since the highway's come, they've taxed the farmer down
The road's so slick his team can't travel and he has to walk to town

Since the auto's come, mules and horses won't sell
The farmer's land is mortgaged down and the country's gone to (strum)

A farmer bought him a tractor, he raised quite an alarm
He only broke one little piece and he had to sell his farm

We're up against it now
There's no use to raise a row
But the safest rig I've ever seen
Is a mule and a bull-tongue plough

He once was happy as a lark, but now he's down and out
The auto is the thing they say, that brought this all about

The farmer who's the one we know, on whom we must depend
Is up against it with the rest, with troubles to amend



21298. We Believe In Happy Endings

Emmylou Harris - We Believe In Happy Endings

Who can tell just how it starts 
Angry words and broken hearts 
Till silently we sit apart 
You and I 
But in awhile the anger's gone 
And we forget who's right or wrong 
Then one of us will end it all 
With just a smile 

We believe in happy endings 
Never breaking 
Only bending 
Taking time enough for mending 
The hurt inside 

We believe in new beginnings 
Giving in 
And forgiving 
We believe happy endings 
You and I 

Just a word is all it takes 
And so it pass 
The silence breaks 
And looking back it makes us ache 
For what we've done 

And so we cling together now 
And wonder why we're oh so proud 
When all that matters anyhow 
Is our love 

We believe in happy endings 
Never breaking 
Only bending 
Taking time enough for mending 
The hurt inside 

We believe in new beginnings 
Giving in 
And forgiving 
We believe in happy endings 
You and I

21299. We Belong To The Union - Chords

We Belong To The Union 
Tim O'Brien



[Verse 1]
G
You can bruise my pride
 
Bust my face
D
Scatter my rights
 
All over the place
        G
You can take the bread
 
From off my plate
        C
But you can't break me!
G
Lock me out
 
Chain the gates
    D
Put black shirts in
 
With dogs and mace
     G
I'll hold the line
 
Won't step away
           C
'Cause you can't break me!
 
[Chorus]
C
I belong
G
You belong
          D      G
We belong to the Union
 
[Verse 2]
G
Don't count me out
 
When I'm on the floor
      D
We'll win again
 
We've won before
    G
The streets will ring
 
With a mighty roar
           C
'Cause you can't break me!
G
Stocks rise up
 
On workers' backs



D
Profits soar
 
While you hand out the sack
    G
And boardroom bullies
 
Bloated and fat
        C
But you can't break me!
     G
Seen Australia sold
 
To mates offshore
D
Backroom deals
 
And shonky law
    G
The day has come
 
Say "No more!"
           C
'Cause you can't break me!
 
[Chorus]
C
I belong
G
You belong
          D      G
We belong to the Union
C
I belong
G
You belong
          D      G
We belong to the Union
 
[Bridge]
D
We won't turn away
D
If you dare us to fight
D
I swear
     C                  G
I'll never lay down and die
 
[Verse 3]
           G
I'm in the union mate
 
Got a right to belong
D
We'll be back
 



Millions strong
G
Women and men
 
United as one
           C
'Cause you can't break me!
          G
There's a warning here
 
To the men in grey
    D
The piper's come
 
It's time to pay
      G
We're taking back
 
What you stole away
           C
'Cause you can't break me!
 
[Chorus]
C
I belong
G
You belong
          D      G
We belong to the Union
C
I belong
G
You belong
          D      G
We belong to the Union
C
I belong
G
You belong
          D      G
We belong to the Union

21300. We Belong Together - Chords

We Belong Together
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Ken Wesley

C                          G
We belong together you and me
A7                        D7
Together throughout eternity 
C                         G



Our love's too much to be forgot  
D7                            G
We belong together  but we're not
C                              G
Wanting you is hard enough for me
    A7                         D7
And you're not satisfied I can see
      C                                    G
We've tried before and still we just can't stop
D7                            G
We belong together  but we're not
C                              G
We can't leave the one we have behind
      A7                              D7
Still we can't give up the love we've found
C                                        G
Throughout our love we've had to stand a lot
D7                            G
We belong together  but we're not
    
    D7                            G
Yes we belong together  but we're not

21301. We Bury the Hatchet

We Bury the Hatchet - Garth Brooks 

Hey, all the neighbors lights 
Came on last night 
Just like they do every time 
We have a little fight 
It's gettin' to the point 
We can't get along 
We're always fighting about things 
That should be dead and gone 

We bury the hatchet 
But leave the handle stickin' out 
We're always diggin' up things 
We should forget about 
When it comes to forgettin' 
Baby, there ain't no doubt 
We bury the hatchet 
But leave the handle sticking out 

Well, I was kissing on Cindy 
Hey, that I won't deny 
But that's a long time ago 
I let a dead dog lie 
But if you want to cut deep 
How 'bout you and ol' Joe 
I caught you down at the creek 
Just ten years ago 



We bury the hatchet 
But leave the handle stickin' out 
We're always diggin' up things 
We should forget about 
When it comes to forgettin' 
Baby, there ain't no doubt 
We bury the hatchet 
But leave the handle sticking out 
Hey, we got enough on each other 
To wage a full scale war 
If we could ever remember 
What we were fightin' for 
We bury the hatchet 
But leave the handle stickin' out 
We're always diggin' up things 
We should forget about 
When it comes to forgettin' 
Baby, there ain't no doubt 
We bury the hatchet 
But leave the handle sticking out 
We bury the hatchet 
But leave the handle stickin' out

21302. We Can Make It - Chords

We Can Make It
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Billy Sherrill and Glenn Sutton

C      F
We can make it 
C                      A7
The world is rough but we can take it
D7                      G7
Cause you're my shelter from the storm now
C                    G7
I don't need wine to keep me warm now
C        F
No temptation 
C                  A7
Can ever shake our love's foundation
F                      G7
We're strong enough to take it
       C
We can make it
G7                D7            G7
Now we'll say goodbye to stormy weather
                 D7
Safe within each other's arms
G7
We can spend our lives together
C        F
Love has found us



C                    A7
And now its chain is wrapped around us
F              G7
And no one can break it
       C
We can make it
         F
Love has found us
C                    A7
And now its chain is wrapped around us
F              G7
And no one can break it
       Am
We can make it
       
G7     C
We can make it

21303. We Can Sing

We Can Sing
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers

[Verse 1]
I want to be a worker I want to sing and pray
I never want to be a stumbling block along the way
But in the sorrow of living so many people say
They all have all the answers but they all have different ways

[Chorus]
But we can sing
Glory hallelujah brother we can sing
If we put our hearts together we can pray
No one really has to tell us what to say
Maybe we can really find the way

[Verse 2]
Well i hope it comes together
Instead of fall apart cause the better things of living
Are hidden in our heart
But our mistakes this morning trouble is the start
Happiness is measured by our houses and our car

[Chorus]
But we can sing
Glory hallelujah brother we can sing
If we put our hearts together we can pray
No one really has to tell us what to say
Maybe we can really find the way
But we can sing (sing, sing)
Glory hallelujah brother we can sing
If we put our hearts together we can pray
No one really has to tell us what to say



Maybe we can really find the way

21304. We Can Work It Out

Crooked Still
We Can Work It Out

Try to see it my way
Do I have to keep on talking till I can't go on?
While you see it your way
Run the risk of knowing that our love may soon be gone

We can work it out
We can work it out

Think of what you're saying
You can get it wrong and still you think that it's alright
Think of what I'm saying
We can work it out and get it straight or say good night

We can work it out
We can work it out

Life is very short and there's no time
For fussing and fighting, my friend
I have always thought that it's a crime
So I will ask you once again

Try to see it my way
Only time will tell if I am right or I am wrong
While you see it your way
There's a chance that we might fall apart before too long

We can work it out
We can work it out

Life is very short and there's no time
For fussing and fighting, my friend
I have always thought that it's a crime
So I will ask you once again

Try to see it my way
Only time will tell if I am right or I am wrong
While you see it your way
There's a chance that we might fall apart before too long

We can work it out
We can work it out



21305. We Can't Be Darlings Anymore

We Can't Be Darlings Anymore
Bill Monroe

Darling you often said you loved me
But you've gone on before
You don't know dear how I miss you
But we can't be darlings anymore

   Darling I am sad and lonely
   Since you've gone on before
   So down here on this lonely earth dear
   We can't be darlings anymore

Until we meet up there in heaven
And we can walk the golden shore
For down here on this lonely earth dear
We can't be darlings anymore

I have lost a million tears dear
Since you've left this world and gone
But we can never again be darlings
Till we meet around the throne

21306. We Can't Go On Living Like This

We Can't Go On Living Like This - Eddie Rabbitt

When we look at each other now,
There's no love in our eyes.
And when we talk to each other now,
We just criticize.

And we're trying to be lovers now,
We never had to try before.
Where's that feeling,
That special feeling,
We're not feeling any more?

Chorus:
We can't go on, living like this,
Just going through the motions
Every time we kiss.
Just think of all the good times we miss.
Let's get back together,
We can't go on, living like this.

And tonight, once again, I'll reach for you,
And you'll give yourself to me,
Like you always do,
And we'll fall away, unsatisfied,
And lonely at the end.



It was so good, once upon a time,
Can't we love that way again?

Chorus:
We can't go on, living like this,
Just going through the motions
Every time we kiss.
Just think of all the good times we miss.
Let's get back together,
We can't go on, living like this.

Let's get back together,
We can't go on, living like this.

21307. We Can't Let This Happen To Us

Dolly Parton - We Can't Let This Happen To Us 

Lately we're acting as if we were strangers
For a moment with each other we don't take time
With our work and busy schedules of things we think important
Seems we've left the most important things behind
And we can't let this happen to us the hills that we climb may seem rough
And the mountains between could shadow our dreams
And we can't let this happen to us
[ steel - trumpet ]
We can't let this happen to us we must cherish each smile and tender touch
For the castles we've built could all crumble to dust
And we can't let this happen to us no we can't let this happen to us

21308. We Can't Turn Back Now

Rodney Crowell - We Can't Turn Back Now

It's in the water, it's in the wind
It's where you're going, it's where you've been
It's what you're doing, it's what you don't
It's what you're willing and what you won't
A snowcapped mountain, a moonlit path
An ice cold shower, a long hot bath
It's something waiting for you just a little farther down the line
You can't turn back now, you can't turn back now
It's too late to turn back now
It's young and reckless, it's old and grey
It's here tomorrow and gone today
It's rich and famous, dark and dull
It's Nostradamus meets Jethro Tull
It knows your weakness, it feels your strength
It jangle jingles, clacks and clinks



It's ever present, but it's also like there's nothing there at all
You can't turn back now, you can't turn back now
It's too late to turn back now
Democracy won't work if we're asleep
That kind of freedom is a vigil you must keep, you've gotta dig deep
It's a wicked world, and we're all in it
But that could change in a New York minute
Holy terror and toxic gas ain't got nothing on leaves of grass
So pray for peace until you're hoarse
And maybe fear will run its course
May God forgive us our insanity, and we'll keep pressing on
You can't turn back now, you can't turn back now
It's too late to turn back now
It's too late to turn back now

21309. We Could

Iris Dement - We Could
Osborne Brothers

If anyone could find the joy
That true love brings a girl and boy
We could
We could you and I

If anyone could ever say
Their true love was here to stay
We could
We could you and I

When you're in my arms
I know you're happy to be there
And just as long as I'm with you
I'm happy anywhere

If anyone could pray each night
To thank the lord that all is right
We could
We could you and I

When you're in my arms
I know you're happy to be there
And just as long as I'm with you
I'm happy anywhere
If anyone could pray each night
To thank the lord that all is right
We could
We could you and I
We could
We could you and I



21310. We Could - Chords

We Could

Banjo tuned E Key D Capo 1
 D G D
If anyone could find the joy
 G D
That true love brings a girl and boy
 G A D
We could, we could, you and I.

 A D
If anyone could ever say
 G D
That their true love was here to stay
 G D
We could, we could, you and I

 G
When you're in my arms
 D
I know you're happy to be there
 G 
And just as long as I'm with you
 D A
I'm happy anywhere.

 G D
If anyone could pray each night
 G D
And thank the Lord that all is right
 G A D
We could, we could, you and I.

--- Instrumental ---

 G 
When you're in my arms
 D
I know you're happy to be there
 G 
And just as long as I'm with you
 D A
I'm happy anywhere.

 D 
If anyone could pray each night
 G D
And thank the Lord that all is right
 D G A D
We could, we could, you and I...



21311. We Could Fly

Rhiannon Giddens - We Could Fly

[Verse 1]
Mama, dear mama, look in yonder tree
See that pretty little sparrow, a-lookin' back at me
She can soar above the clouds, way up in the sky
She can fly away from here, why, oh why, can't I?

[Verse 2]
Daughter, dear daughter, I'll tell you something true
Remember Gran Eliza? Well, every night she flew
They tried to keep her down but there was nothing they could do

[Chorus 1]
She could fly, she could fly
She could slip the bonds of Earth and rise so high
She could fly across the river
Her spirit in her hands
Searching, always searching for the promised land

[Verse 3]
Mama, dear mama, mama tell me more
I feel a trembling in my arms, I've never felt before
Daughter, dear daughter, listen what I say
Your granny always told me you'd feel that way some day
'Cause every time she looked at you she saw the old-time ways

[Chorus 2]
When we could fly, we could fly
We could slip the bonds of Earth and rise so high
We could fly across the mountains
Together, hand in hand
Searching, always searching for the promised land

[Verse 4]
Mama, dear mama, come and stand by me
I feel a lightness in my feet, a longing to be free
My heart it is a-shakin' with an old, old song
I hear the voices sayin' it's time for moving on

[Pre-Chorus]
She took her mama by the hand, they rose up in the air
They held each other tight and then
They flew away from there
They held each other tight and then they flew away from there
They held each other tight and then they flew away from there

[Chorus 3]
They could fly, they could fly
They could slip the bonds of earth and rise so high
They could fly across the ocean



Together, hand in hand
Searching, always searching for the promised land

21312. We Could Have Been - Chords

We Could Have Been
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Don Cook and John Jarvis

C        F      G7          C
Today at work I overheard a name
  F              G7                               F   G7
I knew it wasn't yours but it touched me just the same
C          F       G7             Am  G7
It felt so good to have you in my mind
F                           G7
I guess I'm the sentimental kind
     Em     F   G7  C
Oh I wonder who you became
        Em     F            G7
Did you change the world or play the game
   C    F           G7        Am  F
We came so close to love back then
   G7         C
We could have been
            F     G7         C
You were so brave when I was shy
  F        G7                            F  G7
I made you laugh when something made you cry
C           F        G7            Am G7
And I don't think we ever said goodbye
F                      G7
Now I'll always wonder why
repeat #2
  Am            C
A time or two I thought about calling
Am                   G7          C
But something always gets in the way
Em        Am
Maybe I'm afraid you'd really answer
F                   G7
What would I say to you
repeat #2
   G7         C
We could have been

21313. We Danced



Brad Paisley - We Danced 

The bar was empty
I was sweeping up the floor
That's when she walked in
I said, "I'm sorry but we're closed"
And she said "I know,
But I'm afraid I left my purse"
I said, "I put one back behind the bar
I bet it's probably yours"
And the next thing that I knew
There we were, lost in conversation
And before I handed her her purse
I said, "You'll only get this back on one condition"
Chorus
And we danced
Out there on that empty hardwood floor
The chairs up and the lights turned way down low
The music played, we held each other close
And we danced
And from that moment
There was never any doubt
I had found the one
That I had always dreamed about
And then one evenin'
When she stopped by after work
I pulled a diamond ring out of the pocket of my shirt
And as her eyes filled up with tears
She said, "This is the last thing I expected"
And then she took me by the hand
And said, "I'll only marry you on one condition"
Chorus
Like no one else had ever danced before
I can't explain what happened on that floor
But the music played
We held each other close
And we danced
Yeah, we danced

21314. We Did Our Best

John Hartford - We Did Our Best

You and me, we had our time
We learned to make our way
You said the prayers
I passed the hat
Back in the good ol' days

We worked the bars
We worked the park
We worked the old fairground
And never counted up our change
'Til the rides had all closed down



We travelled 'round the best we could
And slept where we layed down
We cleaned up in old back rooms
And we ate what food we found

That sequin dress
That old top hat
And the spotlight to set us free
You held my hand
We did our best
To get over you and me

That sequin dress
That old top hat
And the spotlight to set us free
You held my hand
We did our best
To get over
You and me

21315. We Do

Hit & Run Bluegrass - We Do (The Stonecutters Theme)
Album: Four Finger Music: The Bluegrass Tribute to the Music Made Famous By the Simpso
ns

Who controls the British crown?
Who keeps the metric system down?
We do, we do
Who keeps Atlantis off the maps?
Who keeps the Martians under wraps?
We do, we do
Who holds back the elctric car?
Who makes Steve Gutenberg a star?
We do, we do
Who robs cavefish of their site?
Who rigs every Oscar night?
We do, we do
Who holds back the elctric car?
Who makes Steve Gutenberg a star?
We do, we do
Who robs cavefish of their site?
Who rigs every Oscar night?
We do, we do

21316. We Don't Grow Tobacco



Old Crow Medicine Show - We Don't Grow Tobacco

Hardest work that ever I done, 
Been beneath that burnin' sun 
Was haulin' that tobacco 'round to cure. 
Oh we'd chop that wicked weed 
Till our hands and fingers bleed 
I'm working like a mule, maybe more 

We've been farmin' on this land since 1810 
Through flood and drought and pestilence and war 
Now I am sad to say 
That I've lived to see this day 
And we don't grow tobacco around here no more! 

Chorus: 
We don't grow, we don't grow 
Oh, it's still the only work we'll ever know 
We don't grow, we don't grow 
We don't grow tobacco around here no more! 

Grandpa told me, "This I know 
Change is coming, won't be slow 
Knocking just like a thunder at the door 
Better fields are all around 
Empty bars just fallin' down 
... coming up through the floor" 

Once we growed it by the pound, 
Now the kids all moved to town 
And all that's left are... 
Now I sure am sad to say 
That I've lived to see this day 
And we don't grow tobacco around here no more 

Chorus: 
We don't grow, we don't grow 
It's still the only work will ever know 
Well, we don't grow, we don't grow 
We don't grow tobacco around here no more! 

Yes I sure am sad to say 
This way of life has gone away 
Now that we don't grow tobacco around here no more 
No we don't grow tobacco around here no more!

21317. We Found It

Dolly Parton - We Found It 
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writer Porter Wagoner

We've been a searchin' for the love that lost its feeling
That one time filled our hearts with fire with love revealing



We thought that love had gone never more to be returning
And the fire that we thought had gone out again is brightly burning
Oh we found it oh we found it yes we found it yeah we found it
Joy to love joy to love we found it
And the lights are way down low the fire of love is high
We found it yes we found it oh we found it oh we found it
Sweet love you and I
Well I never seen a lovelight shine so bright no wonder we found it
Shining like a neon light with love all around it
It's nights like this with love's sweet bliss sprinkled all around it
We cried a while but now we smiled hmm hmm we found it
Oh we found it...
Oh we found it...

21318. We Go Together

Little Big Town - We Go Together

We go together like beggin' and supper time
Drivin down the county line
Ears flapping overtime
We go together like a fiddle and a bow
Diggin' and a hole
Biscuit and a bone
I don't care if a cold wind blows
I don't care if the stars don't show
You can say now and you can say never
But as long as we're goin' somewhere
We go together, together, ooh ooh ooh
Together, together, ooh ooh ooh
We go together like wet dog and smelly
Peanut-butter jelly
Fleas on my belly
We go together like fireflies and jars
Chasin' after cars
Barkin' at a shootin' star
I don't care if a cold wind blows
I don't care if the stars don't show
You can say now and you can say never
But as long as we're goin' somewhere
We go together, together, ooh ooh ooh
Together, together, ooh ooh ooh...
Come on!
We go together like a song in the air
Like a once-in-a-lifetime memory to share
We go together like dreams and prayers
Like a little bit of heaven, now we're already there
You can say now or say it forever
But as long as we're goin' somewhere
We go together, together, ooh ooh ooh
Together, together, ooh ooh ooh
Together, together, ooh ooh ooh
Together, together, ooh ooh ooh



Ooh....
Ooh....
Ooh....
Ooh....
Come On!

21319. We Go Together - Chords

We Go Together
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Norro Wilson, Danny Walls, Sammy Lyons

G                                D7
The places where we used to meet we go together
                                    G
Step by step like shoes on the feet we go together
C                                 G
Just like the sand out in the sea what good is sugar if you have no tea
D7                                           G
What good are you if you don't have me we go together

                                D7
That old feeling we used to get even feels better
                                    G
There was a girl you made me forget the day I met her
C                                    G
Just like the tears in a baby's eyes just like the stars up in the sky
D7                                    G
Like ice cream and an apple pie we go together

C                                      G
We go together like the storm and rain just like the fire that needs the flame
D7                                    G
Just like the picture needs the frame we go together
C                                     G
We go together like the moon and June just like the fork needs the spoon
D7                                           G
Just like the song that needs the tune we go together

Repeat #1,3

21320. We Got Paid By Cash - Chords

We Got Paid By Cash

E A E
It started March of sixty-four many years ago
 B7
We were hired by Johnny Cash to open up his show



 E A E
Four boys, a worn-out Cadillac, with a roadmap on the dash
 B7 E C
For the next eight and one-half years we got paid by Cash

F Bb F
He took us down to Nashville to Columbia Studios
 C
Not knowing where we came from they told us where to go
 F Bb F 
But Johnny said "I like them, don't you give them no trash"
 C F
You see we were Johnny's little boys and we got paid by Cash

Bb C F Dm
We were there when June became Johnny's loving bride
 Bb F G C
And we sang to him that morning our buddy Luther died
 Bb C F Dm
And we were there when the son was born that filled them both with pride
 Bb F C F C#
And we were there when John remembered God was on his side

F# B F#
We watched on the concert stage we watched him write his songs
 C#
And saw the things we had to do and the things that could go wrong
 F# B F#
And if we had to start again we'd do it in a flash
 C# F# D
Cause we learned more than we earned when we got paid by Cash

G C G
And then the time when our career demanded that we go
 D
And thru some tears we all shook hands that last and final show
G C G
All those years we never had a contract or a plan
 D G
Whatever we may be today we owe it all to Cash

C D G Em 
We were there when June became Johnny's loving bride
 C G A D
And we sang to him that morning our buddy Luther died
 C D G Em
And we were there when the son was born that filled them both with pride
 C G D G
And we were there when John remembered God was on his side

Now John will tell you there were years when times were good and bad
But we can tell you they were some of the best we ever had
Carl Perkins and The Carter's and The Tennessee Three
We were one big happy family and would have done it all for free



21321. We Got To Get Ourselves Together - Chords

We Got To Get Ourselves Together Live 
The Flying Burrito Brothers

[Intro]
N.C.
"One, Two, Three, Four"
 
[Chorus]
E                       A
We got to get ourselves together
A                          E
Take some time and talk it over
E                          A
We've got to get ourselves together
E
Take time and understand each other
 
 
[Bridge]
E                             F#
The time is come, it's now or never
A                           E
We must not wait until it's gone
F#    A     B     E
Gone, gone, gone, gone
 
 
[Verse 1]
E                           A
Lately, it seems like every thing's gone wrong
B                       F#
Misunderstandings about who's right and who's wrong
A                 B
But I don't mind, I know if I can stand it
A                      E
Why don't we work out, people
A
Worked out the way we planned it
 
 
[Chorus]
E                          A
We've got to get ourselves together
F#                         E
Take some time and talk it over
E                       A
We got to get ourselves together
B                       E
Try and understand each other
 
 



[Bridge]
E                             F#
The time is come, it's now or never
A                           E
We must not wait until it's gone
F#    A     B     E     N.C.
Gone, gone, gone, gone  ooooooooohh....
 
 
[Instrumental--Pedal Steel Guitar]
E E E A
A A A E
E A A A
E E E A
 
 
[Verse 2]
E                                         A
ooooo...So many things we've never talked about
F#                F    E            A
We thought we had everything worked out
B              A
Can one man be right all the time?
E                              A
This world is so confused, how could we be so blind?
 
 
[Chorus]
E                          A
We've got to get ourselves together
A                E
Time and talk it over
E                       A
We got to get ourselves together
A                       E
Try and understand each other
 
 
[Chorus]
E                       A
We got to get ourselves together
A                          E
Take some time and talk it over
E                       A
We got to get ourselves together, yeah
A                       E
Try and understand each other
 
 
[Outro--Pedal Steel Guitar]
E E A A
A A E E
E



21322. We Got To Get Out Of This Place

Richard Thompson - We Got to Get Out of This Place

In this dirty old part of the city
 Where the sun refused to shine
 People tell me there ain't no use in tryin'

 Now my girl you're so young and pretty
 And one thing I know is true
 You'll be dead before your time is due, I know

 Watch my daddy in bed a-dyin'
 Watched his hair been turnin' grey
 He's been workin' and slavin' his life away
 Oh yes I know it

 (Yeah!) He's been workin' so hard
 (Yeah!) I've been workin' too, baby
 (Yeah!) Every night and day
 (Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah!)

 We gotta get out of this place
 If it's the last thing we ever do
 We gotta get out of this place
 'cause girl, there's a better life for me and you

 Now my girl you're so young and pretty
 And one thing I know is true, yeah
 You'll be dead before your time is due, I know it

 Watch my daddy in bed a-dyin'
 Watched his hair been turnin' grey, yeah
 He's been workin' and slavin' his life away
 I know he's been workin' so hard

 (Yeah!) I've been workin' too, baby
 (Yeah!) Every day baby
 (Yeah!) Whoa!
 (Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah!)

 We gotta get out of this place
 If it's the last thing we ever do
 We gotta get out of this place
 Girl, there's a better life for me and you
 Somewhere baby, somehow I know it

 We gotta get out of this place
 If it's the last thing we ever do
 We gotta get out of this place
 Girl, there's a better life for me and you
 Believe me baby
 I know it baby
 You know it too



21323. We Got Too Much

Dolly Parton - We Got Too Much 
(Dolly Parton)

We got too much of a good thing goin'
We got too much to let it slide
We got too much of a feelin' flowing
We got too much, got too much to let it die
Whatcha try'n to tell me, boy?
Whatcha try'n to do to me?
You know you're my pride and joy
Don't leave me now, don't leave me now
Around you my world revolves
Its a problem we can solve
Can it really be so involved we can't work it out?
We'll work it out
'Cause we got too much of a good thing goin'
We got too much to let it slide
Yeah we got too much of a feelin' flowing
We got too much, got too much to let it die
Won't you talk to me tonight?
Let me hold you and love you right
Nobody's gonna know those eyes
The way I do, I do know you
Maybe she's your fantasy
She can't love you more than me
Just touch me and you will see
You're forever mine, forever mine
'Cause we got too much of a good thing goin'
We got too much to let it slide
Yeah we got too much of a feelin' flowing
We got too much, got too much to let it die
Tell me what it is you want, what it is you need
What it is that I ain't that I should be
I'll play your games, I'll be your fool
If you want me to learn, then take me to school
Maybe I'll show you
We got too much of a good thing goin'
We got too much to let it slide
Yeah we got too much of a feelin' flowing
We got too much, got too much to let it die
Yeah we got too much, we got too much
We got too much, we got too much
We got too much, we got too much
We got too much, got too much to let it die
We got too much of a good thing goin'
We got too much to let it slide
Yeah we got too much of a feelin' flowing
We got too much, got too much to let it die



21324. We Gotta Go On Meeting Like This

Rodney Crowell - We Gotta Go On Meeting Like This

You know, baby we go back a long way
It hasn't always been easy you know
I mean, you living on the east coast, me living on the west coast
It's tearing me apart, we've got to stop meeting like this
Try to understand
When I say how much I care
It hurts me so inside, each time we say goodbye
And it's so unfair
And I've cried, yes, I've cried
As I face my calendar
I mark red X's off and with each tear that drops
Baby, it gets harder to bear
'Cause your love could send a rocket up to the moon
Your love hit me just like a lead balloon
So let's make a wish, seal it with a kiss, my baby
You know we've got to stop meeting like this
Try to understand
Our long distance love affair
Has gotten out of hand, it's more than I can stand
Ooh, girl, this I swear
And it hurts, yes, it hurts
Baby, as I face my calendar
I mark red X's off and with each tear that drops
Baby, it gets harder to bear
Your love could send a rocket up to the moon
Your love hit me just like a lead balloon
So let's make a wish, seal it with a kiss, my baby, yeah
You know we've got to stop meeting like this
Can you find a way to say goodbye without really saying goodbye
Can you make it easier on me
Can you stop these tears I cry, baby, I can only try
Can you find a reason why love shouldn't die
I hear what you're saying and my love will be waiting
I hear what you're saying and my love will be here
After your other lovers fall
If you'll only stop meeting like this, baby
You know we've got to stop, my love
This hurting in our hearts, my love
I've been blind, so blind, so blind baby
Time after time
You know we've got to stop it, baby, ooh
Know we've got to stop, my baby
I've been going crazy, out of my mind
Time after time, yeah, baby



21325. We Had All The Good Things Going

Dolly Parton - We Had All The Good Things Going 
(Jerry Monday/Mervin Shiner)

It wasn't very long ago
We had a love few people know
And everything was going oh so fine
I trusted you, you trusted me
The way that it's supposed to be
But love slipped from us somewhere down the line
We had all of the good things going baby
You know we did, everything was fine
Enjoying the taste of the good life
We all look for but few can find
It's gone but we can't understand
How luck could slip right through our hands
All down the line things seemed so very right
The love we shared through all these years
We both knew that we were sincere
Then suddenly it left just overnight
We had all of the good things going baby
You know we did, everything was fine
Enjoying the taste of the good life
We all look for but few can find
Now that we've gone our separate ways
I still recall those brighter days
Days that didn't seem so very long
Neither of us ought to blame
We overly know that it's a shame
And all that we had going now is gone
We had all of the good things going baby
You know we did, everything was fine
Enjoying the taste of the good life
We all look for but few can find

21326. We Had It All

Vince Gill - We had it all
Composer: Vince Gill

We closed down the Border Cantina
And drank margaritas till dawn
You were my sweet senorita
And I was your handsome Don Jaun
We danced like there was no tomorrow
We laughed and we lived and we loved
That moment in time that we borrowed
Never did last long enough

Yeah, we had it all going our way for a little while
We had it all right in the palm of our hands
We had it all going our way for a little while



Oh, how I wish we could go back there again

We thought we were too young to marry
Slowly we drifted apart
Well baby, I miss you like crazy
Those memories still burn in my heart
Oh, let's find a way to rekindle
That flame that burned long ago
These days just can't hold a candle
To those sweet nights in old Mexico

Yeah, we had it all going our way for a little while
We had it all right in the palm of our hands
We had it all going our way for a little while
Oh, how I wish we could go back there again

Yeah, we had it all going our way for a little while
We had it all right in the palm of our hands
We had it all going our way for a little while
Oh, how I wish we could go back there again
Yeah, we had it all going our way for a little while
Oh, how I wish we could go back there again
Oh, how I wish we could go back there again

21327. We Had It All

Dolly Parton - We Had It All 
(Troy Seals/Donnie Fritts)

I can hear the wind a blowin' in my mind
Just the way it use to sound through the Georgia pines
You were always there to answer when I'd call
You and me, we had it all
Remember how I use to touch your hair
Reaching for the feeling that was always there
You were the best thing in my life, I can recall
You and me, we had it all
I know that we can never live those times again
But I let my dreams take me back to where we've been
And I stay there with you just as long as I can
Oh it was so good
It was so good
It was so good when you were my man
But I'll never stop believing in your smile
Even though you didn't stay, it was all worth while
You were the best thing in my life I can recall
You and me, we had it all
I know that we could never get that far again
So I let these memories take me on back to where we've been
And I stay there with you just as long as I can
Oh it was so good, it really was
It was so good, oh oh
It was so good when you were my man



You were the best thing in my life I can recall
You and me, we had it all

21328. We Intertwine

We Intertwine
Larkin Poe - We Intertwine

As the cold turns to frost and the day
Becomes lost to the dark
You hold me tight, hold me near
Oh my dear, your love has left a mark
Yeah, you're leavin' a large mark
Across my whole heart

People puzzle and talk
And wander and walk through their years
They say hello, say goodbye
Search for someone to dry all their tears
'Cause we all want the large marks
We all want the big sparks

[Chorus]
And when my heart can beat no more
I hope I'd die for all the good
That's left in this world
And when my body gives out, I
I hope you find out just
What this whole life was for

[Refrain]
You and me, us and we
Her and I and him and she

It's a fact, ain't it true
That love's the finest thing around
Through all we say, all we do
We hope that it won't let us down
We search our whole lives
For the moment that it arrives

And underneath we all know
We would die in the name of true love
After all the pain, the lies, the games
When push came to shove
We would pay any price
We would give our whole lives



21329. We Irish - Chords

We Irish

Chorus
F F
We Irish love to sing
Bb F
We Irish love to dance
F F
We Irish love to party
Bb G
Whener' we get the chance
F F
We have a lot of troubles
Bb F
But we have a lot of soul
Bb F
We'll drink a pint of Guiness
/G C /F
And forget about our woes
C F /G C /F
Ei-ee-ei, ei-ee-ei, we Irish are the best
C F /G C /F
Ei-ee-ei, ei-ee-ei, we Irish are the best

F F
We love our myths and stories
Bb F
We love a mournful song
F F
We love our joyful music
Bb G
And a good old sing-a-long
F F
We love our pennywhistle
Bb F
Uilleann pipes and air bodhran
Bb F
We Irish love our football
/G C /F
Our heros and our homes

Repeat Chorus

F F
We Irish love St. Patty
We got a pub on every corner
Bb F
We love to celebrate
And a church to worship in
F F
And nothing suits us better than
We party hard then pray the Lord
Bb G
An all-out green parade
Forgive us of our sins



F F
Green beer and hats and jackets
We rid ourselves of grief and guilt
Bb F
Green dresses, shirts and ties
Relieve our troubled hearts
Bb F
And nothing could be brighter
I know God loves the Irish
/G C /F
Than the light in Irish eyes
And accepts us as we are

Repeat Chorus
Ei-ee-ei, ei-ee-ei, we Irish are the best

21330. We Live In Two Different Worlds

Roy Acuff - We live in two different worlds
Composer: Fred Rose

We live in two different worlds dear
That's why we're so far apart
You made the world out of vows that are broken
I built the world in my heart

Everyone here tried to warn me
You were just playing a game
I told them all we were meant for each other
I thought our worlds were the same

If you stay over in your world
Oh how my poor heart will pine
Darling one day when your memories wander
Won't you come over to mine

We live in two different worlds dear
My world is honest and true
Sweetheart remember when your world gets lonely
I'll still be waiting for you

21331. We Loved It Away - Chords

We Loved It Away
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by George Richey and Carmol Taylor
 
G                   C             G
All my friends told me we'd never make it



                     D7              G
That love to you was just a game you played
                  C            G
And I'll admit at times we had rough goin'
                    C    D7          G
But in each other's arms we loved it away

                      C                G
And I've been told my love could never hold you
                 D7                G
To tie it down a price you'd never pay
                       C                  G
And I'll admit there's times when you got restless
                    C    D7          G
But in each other's arms we loved it away

                C               G
Step by step we walked the road together
                  C         G    D7
Hand in hand love grew more everyday
     G               C               G
When trouble came we held on to each other
                    C    D7          G
And in each other's arms we loved it away

                    C    D7          C  G
And in each other's arms we loved it away

21332. We May Meet Again Someday

The Bluegrass Album Band - We May Meet Again Someday

[Verse 1]
At my window sad and lonely
Often do I think of you
And I wonder little darlin'
If you're thinkin' of me too?

[Chorus]
Don't forget me little darlin'
When from you I'm far away
Just remember little darlin'
We may meet again someday

[Verse 2]
You may meet with saddest faces
Some will tell you I'm not true
Don't believe it little darlin'
No one loves you as I do

[Chorus x2]
Don't forget me little darlin'
When from you I'm far away



Just remember little darlin'
We may meet again someday

21333. We May Never Pass This Way Again

We May Never Pass This Way Again
James Seals / Dash Crofts

Life, so they say, is but a game and we let it slip away.
Love, like the Autumn sun, should be dyin' but it's only just begun.
Like the twilight in the road up ahead, they don't see just where we're goin'.
And all the secrets in the Universe, whisper in our ears
And all the years will come and go, take us up, always up.
We may never pass this way again. We may never pass this way again.
We may never pass this way again.

Dreams, so they say, are for the fools and they let 'em drift away.
Peace, like the silent dove, should be flyin' but it's only just begun.
Like Columbus in the olden days, we must gather all our courage.
Sail our ships out on the open sea. Cast away our fears
And all the years will come and go, and take us up, always up.
We may never pass this way again. We may never pass this way again.
We may never pass this way again.

So, I wanna laugh while the laughin' is easy. I wanna cry if it makes it worthwhile.
We may never pass this way again, that's why I want it with you.
'Cause, you make me feel like I'm more than a friend. Like I'm the journey and you're the jour
ney's end.
We may never pass this way again, that's why I want it with you, baby.

We may never pass this way again. We may never pass this way again.
We may never pass this way again. We may never pass this way again.

21334. We Might Be In Love

Dolly Parton - We Might Be In Love 
(Dolly Parton)

I love you, I love you
My heart seems to whisper
But my lips cannot form those words
I know my heart
Is calling out to you
In a voice you've already heard
Does your heart feel as if
It could burst any second
Is it racing, will not slow up
Do you just want to be
With me endlessly



Well I'm thinking
We might be in love
We might be in love
The best I can tell
I thinkin' thoughts
That I've never pondered
And I'm feeling like I've never felt
It's like I drink
From some magic posion
Sipping from your loving cup
Intoxicated, infatuated
I'm thinking we might be in love
We might be in love
What else could it be
These feelings of wonder
Passion and romance
Excitement and pure ectasy
We might be in love
And it might be forever
I think there's a future for us
If you just want to be
In and all over me
It might be, we might be in love
I promise for keeps
If you're feeling like me
Then it might be
We might be in love
I dare say
We might be in love

21335. We Missed You

We Missed You
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

We missed you and we'²re glad you've come home
The hours were never so lonely, my eyes were never so strained
From watching and waiting and crying for you
And hoping you'²d come back again

Me and my heart and my lips and my arms
We missed you each day you were gone
Me and my heart and my lips and my arms
We missed you and we're glad you've come home

I hope against hope you still love me
There were so many mem'²ries I carried
And though you had gone many miles from my side
My love followed you every step

Me and my heart and my lips and my arms
We missed you each day you were gone
Me and my heart and my lips and my arms



We missed you and we'²re glad you've come home

21336. We Missed You In Church Last Sunday - Chords

We Missed You In Church Last Sunday 
Recorded by Joe Mullins
Written by Aubrey Holt

C                            F
We missed you in church last Sunday 
       C          G7         C
But we all said a prayer for you 

                              F
Each face was all smiles last Sunday 
           C                        G7
And what a blessing in each song we sang 
        C                             F
Did you have other plans were you too busy 
              C            G7           C
Oh where were you when the church bells rang 

                             F
We missed you in church last Sunday 
         C                           G7
Were you sick was there something to do 
   C                         F
We missed you in church last Sunday 
       C          G7         C
But we all said a prayer for you 

                               F
You missed a great sermon last Sunday 
            C                   G7
And best of all a lost soul was saved 
      C                           F
How I wish you had been in church with me 
          C            G7         C
And how I hope you can be there today

                             F
We missed you in church last Sunday 
         C                           G7
Were you sick was there something to do 
   C                         F
We missed you in church last Sunday 
       C          G7         Am F
But we all said a prayer for you 
       C          G7         F  C
But we all said a prayer for you



21337. We Must Be Crazy

Brett Dennen
We Must Be Crazy

[Verse 1]
Tonight the stars I look upon
Will shine long after I am gone
Where will I be this time tomorrow
When I see them shine?

I walk along the avenue where everything I thought I knew
Has left me without a clue
Empty streets and empty stores, windows covered up with boards
Graffiti written on the doors

[Pre-Chorus]
We must be crazy, but you're so beautiful
Life is hasty, just like me and you
All these strangers, working in the graveyard
Lovers and haters, we must be crazy

[Chorus]
Out here in the night
Show me the light before I go blind
Out here in the night
Show me the light before I go blind

[Verse 2]
Tonight the stars you walk below
The same that burned so long ago
In an age of stolen virtues
All your dreams deserted you
It's a long life to live
And I'm learning how to forgive myself for all the things I did
We are ordinarily beautiful, open to be ridiculed
Common as the grass that grows so slow

[Pre-Chorus]
We must be crazy, but you're so beautiful
Life is hasty, just like me and you
All these strangers, working in the graveyard
Lovers and haters, we must be crazy

[Chorus]
Out here in the night
Show me the light before I go blind
Out here in the night
Show me the light before I go blind

[Bridge]
Whatever changes come my way
Whatever changes come my way



[Pre-Chorus]
We must be crazy, but you're so beautiful
Life is hasty, just like me and you
All these strangers, working in the graveyard
Lovers and haters, we must be crazy
[Chorus]
Out here in the night
Show me the light before I go blind
Out here in the night
Show me the light before I go blind

21338. We Must Have Been Out of Our Minds

Emmylou Harris - We Must Have Been Out of Our Minds
Rhonda Vincent

We said our goodbyes long ago
Never thinking we'd miss each other so
All the memories we can't leave behind
Oh, we must have been out of our minds

I thought I loved another, not you
How foolish I thought the same, too
They both turned out to be the wrong kind
Oh, we must have been out of our minds

Let's forgive and forget the past we've known
And reap together the wild seeds we've sown
Surely they can forgive us and find
That we must have been out of our minds

I thought I loved another, not you
How foolish I thought the same, too
They both turned out to be the wrong kind
Oh, we must have been out of our minds
Yes, we must have been out of our minds

21339. We Need A Lot More Of Jesus (And A Lot Less Rock & Roll)

Linda Ronstadt - We Need a Lot More of Jesus (And a Lot Less Rock & Roll)

Well you can read it in the morning papers
Hear it on the radio
Crime is sweeping the nation
This world is about to go

We need a good old case of salvation
To put the love of God in our souls



We need a whole lot more of Jesus
And a lot less rock and roll

We need more old time camp meetings
And a lot more prayers of faith
Prayers that will move a mountain
Save our souls from the burning waste

We need a good old case of salvation
To put the love of God in our souls
We need a whole lot more of Jesus
And a lot less rock and roll

We need more old fashioned preachers
Pouring out their hearts in prayer
When you're in their presence
Well you know that the Lord is there

We need a nationwide revival
To put the love of God in our souls
We need a whole lot more of Jesus
And a lot less rock and roll

We need a whole lot more of Jesus
And a lot less rock and roll

21340. We Need A Whole Lot More Of Jesus

We Need A Whole Lot More Of Jesus

You can read it in the morning paper
Hear it on the radio
How crime is sweeping the nation
This world is about to go

We need a good old case of salvation
To put the love of God in our soul
We need a shole lot more of Jesus
And a lot less rock and roll

We need more old time camp meetings
And a lot more prayers of faith
Prayers that will move a mountain
Save our souls from the burning wave

We need more old fashioned preachers
Pouring out their hearts in prayer
When you're in their presence
You know that the Lord is there



21341. We Need God For Christmas

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours
We Need God For Christmas

Though Christmas is the time of year to be happy and gay
Many hearts will be sad this Christmas Day
For loved ones who are far away across the deep blue sea
Loved ones who belong to you and me

Let's go to church this Christmas get on our knees and pray
For God to protect us and the good old USA
Let's do our part with all our hearts then Christmas next year
No empty chair will sadden Christmas cheer

We need God for Christmas and all the whole year too
If we believe He'll surely see us through
His precious love His mighty hand will help us one and all
Let's turn to God before our country falls

Let's go to church this Christmas get on our knees and pray
For God to protect us and the good old USA
Let's do our part with all our hearts then Christmas next year
No empty chair will sadden Christmas cheer

21342. We Need Mercy Now

Dave Evans - We Need Mercy Now 

He was shot but he didn't know why.
Then we watched as his mother would cry.

Here we go.
Don't we know.
How to Grow,

We are lost when we're told what to say.
We are blind when we're told not to pray.

Here we go.
Don't we know.
How to Grow.

We need to find our way before we're lead to other places
We need to bath our souls in love...

We Need Mercy Now...
We Need Mercy Now...
We Need Mercy Now...

When we talk about hate and despair.
When we act as if he is not there.



Here we go.
Don't we know.
How to Grow.

We are lost when we're told what to say.
We are blind when we're told not to pray.

Here we go.
Don't we know.
How to Grow.

We need to find our way before we're lead to other places
We need to bath our souls in love...

We Need Mercy Now...
We Need Mercy Now...
We Need Mercy Now...

21343. We Need To Hear From You

We Need to Hear from You
Chris Jones & The Night Drivers

[Verse 1]
We know you're not quick with opinions beyond your tight circle of friends
But that's why people listen whenever you choose to weigh in
You've been a clear voice of reason, careful when choosing words
But now that it's down to what's right and what's wrong, it's time for that voice to be heard

[Chorus]
There's always risk in expressing, that which you know to be true
But this is no season for silence, we need to hear from you

[Verse 2]
It's easy to fear retribution, but don't let that be your sole guide
Others will rise to defend you and be there to stand by your side

[Chorus]
There's always risk in expressing, that which you know to be true
But this is no season for silence, we need to hear from you

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
And holding your tongue has been golden, spent what you've kept in reserve

[Chorus]
There's always risk in expressing, that which you know to be true
But this is no season for silence, we need to hear from you
We need to hear from you



21344. We Needed This Ride

We Needed This Ride
Chris Jones & The Night Drivers

[Verse 1]
Full of hope, we make our way down this open road, our regrets are left back in the dust
I'm okay to take the wheel while you draw so near, a time to rediscover and to trust

[Chorus]
We needed this ride, waited for so long, now I just wanna make each second last
Your hand touching mind around the narrow curves, I'll do my best not to drive too fast
We needed this ride

[Verse 2]
One by one, the stars come out of rainclouds in the north, I feel like we could drive this way al
l night
Wipers sweep the drops away, we roll on through the dark, now any destination feels alright

[Chorus]
We needed this ride, waited for so long, now I just wanna make each second last
Your hand touching mind around the narrow curves, I'll do my best not to drive too fast
We needed this ride

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
We needed this ride, waited for so long, now I just wanna make each second last
Your hand touching mind around the narrow curves, I'll do my best not to drive too fast
We needed this ride

21345. We Never Touch at All

We Never Touch at All

We're caught in a trap like prisoners in a cage
Growing old from hate not from age
The runnin' love we had is down to crawl
We hardly ever talk and we never touch at all

You go out with someone else while I'm out with someone too
Yet we come back to prison when we're through
Why don't we just stay out? But we still can climb the wall
We hardly ever talk and we never touch at all

Are we afraid that we'll wind up along?
Is this the tide that keeps us hanging on?
Why don't we just stay out while we still can climb the wall?
We hardly ever talk and we never touch at all



Are we afraid that we'll wind up along?
Is this the tide that keeps us hanging on?
Why don't we just stay out while we still can climb the wall?
We hardly ever talk and we never touch at all
We hardly ever talk and we never touch at all, at all

21346. We Parted By The Riverside

We Parted by the Riverside
Norman Blake - We Parted by the Riverside

[Verse 1]
We parted by the riverside
The moon shown down on you and me
The stars put on a look of pride
The river murmured to the sea

[Verse 2]
The dewdrops kissed the blushing rose
The gentle winds did sigh
One word broke nature's sweet repose
That sad word was goodbye

[Verse 3]
So tell me that you love me yet
For all this parting brings me pain
And tell me that you'll not forget
For we may never meet again

[Verse 4]
For I am grateful to you still
As long as you are truR
Let fate bring to me what it will
For I lovR you, only you

[Verse 5]
We parted by the riverside
A teardrop trembled on your cheek
In vain to tell my love I tried
My heart was sad, I could not speak

[Verse 6]
I promised you I would be true
As long as I should live
The parting kiss I gave to you
Was everything I had to give

[Verse 7]
We parted by the riverside
And I have roamed a distant climb
My heart has not forgot its pride
For I have loved you all the time



21347. We Put The Spring In Sprinfield

Hit & Run Bluegrass - We Put the Spring In Sprinfield 
Album: Four Finger Music: The Bluegrass Tribute to the Music Made Famous By the Simpso
ns

You could close down Moe's or the Kwik-e-mart,
and nobody would care.
But the heart and soul of Springfield's is
our maison-derriere.
We're the sauce on your steak,
We're the cheese in your cake.
We put the spring in springfield.
We're the lace on the night gown, the point after touchdown,
yes we put the spring in springfield.
We're that little extra spice that makes existance extra nice.
A giddy little thrill at a reasonable price.
Our only major quarrel's with your total lack of morals.
Our skimpy costumes aint so bad, they seem to entertain your dad.
The gin in your martini, the clams on your linguini.
We keep the spring in springfield.
We remember our first visit, the service was exquisite.
Why Joseph, I had no idea.
Come on now, you were working here.
Without we'd have had no fun since March of 1961.
To shut them down now would be twisted.
We just heard this place existed.
We're the highlights in your hairdo,
the extra arms on Vishnu.
So don't take the *banjo*, we won't take the *banjo*,
yes let's keep the *banjo* in Springfield!

21348. We Really Shouldn't Be Doing This

Jim Lauderdale - We Really Shouldn't Be Doing This

[Chorus]
We really shouldn't be doin' this
And we both know why
Just bein' close enough to think like this
Enough to make you need to lie
This kinda talk will lead us to somewhere
We're gettin' way too close to goin' there
The farther off, the better to resist
We really shouldn't be doin' this

[Verse 1]
Only an isolated incident
But the acquaintance left me stunned



The first attraction was the hardest hit
I thought I'd ever overcomR
This kinda situation has to pass
This chance encounter has to bR the last
To take it further, we would be remiss
We really shouldn't be doin' this

[Verse 2]
We'd each be hurtin' somebody else
If we don't say our goodbyes real fast
Won't even think about a farewell kiss
We really shouldn't be doin' this
Well

21349. We Shall All Be Reunited - Chords

We Shall All Be Reunited 
The Freight Hoppers
 
[Verse 1]
         G                               C            G
Where is now my father's family that was here so long ago?
         C                 G                      D         G
Sitting 'round the kitchen fireside brightened by the ruddy glow
 
 
[Chorus]
                                 F               C
We shall all be reunited In that land beyond the sky
               C          G                        D       G
Where there'll be no sepa-ration, no more parting, no more sighs
 
 
[Verse 2]
          G                                  C                 G
Some have gone to lands far distant and with others made their home
       C                 G                      D             G
sailed upon the world of waters all their lives have chose to roam
 
 
[Chorus]
                                 F               C
We shall all be reunited In that land beyond the sky
               C          G                        D       G
Where there'll be no sepa-ration, no more parting, no more sighs
 
 
[Verse 3]
          G                             C                 G
Some have gone from us forever for with us they could not stay
          C                 G                      D   G
They have all dispersed and wandered gone away, so far away
 



 
[Chorus]
                                 F               C
We shall all be reunited In that land beyond the sky
               C          G                        D       G
Where there'll be no sepa-ration, no more parting, no more sighs
 
 
[Verse 4]
                                       C            G
We shall meet beyond the river in that land of pure delight
         C              G                       D          G
Where no sickness or no sorrow, we'll have joys instead of blight
 
 
[Chorus]
                                 F               C
We shall all be reunited In that land beyond the sky
               C          G                        D       G
Where there'll be no sepa-ration, no more parting, no more sighs

21350. We Shall Be Free

We Shall Be Free - Garth Brooks 

This ain't comin' from no prophet 
Just an ordinary man 
When I close my eyes I see 
The way this world shall be 
When we all walk hand in hand 

When the last child cries for a crust of bread 
When the last man dies for just words that he said 
When there's shelter over the poorest head 
We shall be free 

When the last thing we notice is the color of skin 
And the first thing we look for is the beauty within 
When the skies and the oceans are clean again 
Then we shall be free 

We shall be free 
We shall be free 
Stand straight, walk proud 
'Cause we shall be free 
When we're free to love anyone we choose 
When this world's big enough for all different views 
When we all can worship from our own kind of pew 
Then we shall be free 
We shall be free 

We shall be free 
Have a little faith 



Hold out 
'Cause we shall be free 

And when money talks for the very last time 
And nobody walks a step behind 
When there's only one race and that's mankind 
Then we shall be free 

We shall be free 
We shall be free 
Stand straight, walk proud, have a little faith, hold out 
We shall be free 

We shall be free 
We shall be free 
Stand straight, have a little faith 

We shall be free

21351. We Shall Meet Someday

We Shall Meet Someday - Stanley Brothers

We shall meet (we shall meet) where no storm clouds gather
We shall meet (we shall meet) someday
By the river of life sparkling cool and clear
We shall meet (we shall meet) someday

How our heart aches with grief when we say goodbye
We shall meet (we shall meet) someday
Where no sorrow or tears ever dims our eyes
We shall meet (we shall meet) someday

What a glorious thought as we say goodbye
We shall meet (we shall meet) someday
In that beautiful home that's prepared on high
We shall meet (we shall meet) someday

21352. We Shall Rise

We Shall Rise
(Hallelujah We Shall Rise) - Emmylou Harris

On the resurrection morning
When the trumpet of God shall sound
We shall rise hallelujah we shall rise
Then the saints shall come rejoicing
And no tears will e'er be found
We shall rise hallelujah we shall rise



   We shall rise (hallelujah) we shall rise (amen)
   We shall rise (hallelujah) in that resurrection morning
   When these prison bars are broken
   We shall rise hallelujah we shall rise

On the resurrection morning
What a meeting it will be
We shall rise hallelujah we shall rise
When our fathers and mothers and loved ones we'll see
We shall rise hallelujah we shall rise

On the resurrection morning
Blessed thought it is to me
We shall rise hallelujah we shall rise
I will see my blessed savior
Who so freely died for me
We shall rise hallelujah we shall rise

On the resurrection morning
We shall meet Him in the air
We shall rise hallelujah we shall rise
And be carried up to Glory
And our home so bright and fair
We shall rise hallelujah we shall rise

21353. We Shall Rise - Chords

We Shall Rise
Written and recorded by Emmylou Harris

C                                    F                 C
On the resurrection morning when the trumpet call will sound
              G7       C
We shall rise we shall rise
                                           F                  C
When the saints will come rejoicing and no tears will ever be found
              G7       C
We shall rise we shall rise

(We shall rise) hallelujah (we shall rise) amen
                      F            C
We shall rise on that resurrection morning 

When those prison bars are broken
              G7       C
We shall rise we shall rise

                             F                  C
On that resurrection morning blessed thought it is to me
              G7       C
We shall rise we shall rise
                                   F           C



I'll see the blessed Savior who so freely died for me
              G7       C
We shall rise we shall rise

Repeat #2

                                      F               C
On that resurrection morning we shall meet him in the air
              G7       C
We shall rise we shall rise
                                  F                  C
And be carried up to glory to our home so bright and fair
              G7       C
We shall rise we shall rise

Repeat #2 x2

21354. We Should Only Have Time For Love

We Should Only Have Time For Love
Claire Lynch

Today we laid old man pate to rest
His big hands folded across his chest
God rest his soul, just two days ago
He was in his yard wavin' to me

As i stood by his grave the impression was strong
One minute we're here and the next we're gone
And with each breath of life that is given to us
We should only have time for love

So tell me what can be gained by fussing and fighting
The answer is left up to us
I think it's time we learned, enough is enough
Oh, we should only have time for love

SOMETIMES l'M UNWILLING TO OPEN MY EYES
Just too stubborn to compromise
When you stand your ground
Oh, there's no backin' down
That makes for a long, b17ter fight

And you know it's such a waste to engage in that
Tearing each other down in a tit for tat
When we could be hard at work, building a trust
Oh, we should only have time for love

Well, isn't it time we learned, enough is enough
Oh, we should only have time for love



21355. We Sing Hallelujah

Richard Thompson - We Sing Hallelujah

A man is like a rusty wheel
On a rusty cart
He sings his song as he rattles along
And then he falls apart

And we'll sing hallelujah
At the turning of the year
And we work all day in the old-fashioned way
Till the shining star appears

A man is like a briar
He covers himself with thorns
He laughs like a clown when his fortune's down
And his clothes are ragged and torn

And we'll sing hallelujah
At the turning of the year
And we work all day in the old-fashioned way
Till the shining star appears

A man is like a three string fiddle
Hanging up on the wall
He plays when somebody scrapes on the bow
Or he can't play at all

And we'll sing hallelujah
At the turning of the year
And we work all day in the old-fashioned way
Till the shining star appears

A man is like his father
Wishes he never was born
He longs for the time when the clock will chime
And he's dead forevermore

And we'll sing hallelujah
At the turning of the year
And we work all day in the old-fashioned way
Till the shining star appears

And we'll sing hallelujah
At the turning of the year
And we work all day in the old-fashioned way
Till the shining star appears



21356. We Three Kings Of Orient - Chords

Dolly Parton - We Three Kings Of Orient 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
 
[Intro]
 
(this is basically the second part of the chorus, "Westward leading...")
 
Em D / C D
 
G    / C G
 
Em   / Em
 
 
[Verse 1]
 
Em                D      Em
We three kings of Orient are
Em               D         Em
Bearing gifts we travel so far
Em        D         G
Field and fountain, moor and mountain
Am        B7     Em     D
Following yonder star
 
 
[Chorus 1]
 
   G               C       G
Oh star of wonder, star of night
G               C      G
Star with royal beauty bright
Em       D       C     D
Westward leading still proceeding
G                C       G       Em
Guide us to that perfect light
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
Em             D           Em
Born a king on Bethlehem's plain
Em                D         Em
Gifts we bring to crown him again
Em      D     G
King forever, ceasing never
Am      B7     Em      D
Over us all to reign
 
 
[Chorus 2]
 
   G               C       G
Oh star of wonder, star of night
G               C      G



Star with royal beauty bright
Em       D       C     D
Westward leading still proceeding
G                C       G
Guide us to that perfect light
 
 
[Fiddle Solo]
 
(same chords as verse)
 
Em    / D Em
 
Em    / D Em
 
Em D  / G
 
Am B7 / Em D
 
D
 
 
[Chorus 3]
 
   G               C       G
Oh star of wonder, star of night
G               C      G
Star with royal beauty bright
Em       D       C     D
Westward leading still proceeding
G                C       G
Guide us to that perfect light
G                C       G
Guide us to that perfect light
G                C       G
Guide us to that perfect light
 
 
[Outro]
 
Em / D Em
 
Em / D Em (let ring)

21357. We Took The Hill

Dave Evans - We Took The Hill 

As I write these words I shake in fear
As the bombs explode and the death comes near
I don't believe I'll live to see the dawn.

Well we took the hill the other day.



But that killing wench always finds her prey.
And now I fear she has made me her latest John.

Well we met the "Pride of Ho Chi Minh"
And we held our own till the Press joined in.
Then Fonda told us what we did was wrong.

After twelve long days we took the hill.
But we knew we'd die in that slaughter mill.
We knew we would never live to save Saigon.

If you read these words I must have died.
And I hope my death helped to turn the tide.
Maybe soon you can get my brothers home.

Well we took the hill the other day.
But that killing wench always finds her prey.
And now I fear she has made me her latest John.

Well we met the "Pride of Ho Chi Minh"
And we held our own till the Press joined in.
Then Fonda told us what we did was wrong.

After twelve long days we took the hill.
But we knew we'd die in that slaughter mill.
And we would never live to save Saigon.

As I write these words I shake in fear
As the bombs explode and the death comes near
I don't believe I'll live to see the dawn.

21358. We Tried

We Tried
Chris Stapleton

I'm my daddy when I drink
My mama when I cry
I'm honest when I tell the truth
And lying when I lie
And there's a lot of things that I don't do
'Cause I don't follow through like I want to
But I don't want to
The devil's begging for me time
The good Lord for my soul
I'm always easier to catch
Than I've ever been to hold
I'm a twisted rose, a tangled weed
The last thing that I need is to want you
'Cause I don't want to
But that ain't what this love's about
My heart ain't on my side
And if someday it don't work out



Then we can say we tried
I'm not afraid of anything
But now I'm running scared
I know the hurt that this could bring
Is more than I could bear
I'm tired of wearing lonely shoes
I've nothing left to lose that I don't want to
But I don't want to
'Cuz that ain't what this love's about
My heart ain't on my side
And if someday it don't work out
Then we can say we tried
That ain't what this love's about
My heart ain't on my side
And if someday it don't work out
Then we can say we tried

21359. We Used To

Dolly Parton - We Used To 

Mmm....
We used to walk through fields of green
We used to sit by clear blue streams
We used to be so happy
Me and you
We used to do such silly things
We used to make love in the rain
We used to
Yes, we used to
Then you went away
Leaving me with the memories we made
Memories of those sweet yesterdays
Spent with you
Spent with you
And even though you're gone
I still think so often of you
And the things that we no longer do
Like we used to
Oh we used to
We used to be so much in love
We used to kiss and hold and touch
We used to find so many things to do
We used to laugh and plan and dream
We used to own the world it seemed
We used to
Yes we used to
Then you went away
Leaving me with the memories we made
Memories of those sweet yesterdays
Spent with you
Spent with you
Oh and even though you're gone



I still think so often of you
And the things that we no longer do
Like we used to
Oh we used to
La...mmm....
Ahh....

21360. We Want More

John Butler - We Want More

[Verse]
When I was young
I longed to be a soldier
Playing war on the street
With Billy and my brother
Remembering all them
Years ago, Pop said:
"Don't be a pawn in a rich man's war
You can't pick a side living on a ball
The only fight's to save your soul."

[Pre-Chorus]
Kid, when I look around
And witness all the horror
And all the things that we do
To hurt one another
I got open the gates

[Chorus]
We want more
We want more
Got everything
Can't find what we're looking for
We want more
We want more
Tell me what it means
Feeding this machine, yeah
(Hey)
(Hey)
(Hey)
(Hey)
[Verse]
When I was putting my little boy to bed:
"What about all the war and fighting?" he said
"Everybody at school, talking about world war three
Can you tell me what's gonna happen to our family?"

[Pre-Chorus]
Kid, when I look around
And witness all the horror
And all the things that we do
To hurt one another



Could make you lose your hope
Lose your faith
Go awol on the human race
Got to believe in love
More than I do in hate
And when they rise the walls
You got to open the gates

[Chorus]
We want more
We want more
Got everything
Can't find what we're looking for
We want more
We want more
Tell me what it means
Feeding this machine, yeah
We want more
We want more
Got everything
Can't find what we're looking for
We want more
We want more
Tell me what it means
Feeding this machine, yeah
We want more
We want more
Got everything
Can't find what we're looking for
We want more
We want more
Tell me what it means
Feeding this machine, yeah
[Outro]
(Hey)
We Want More
(Hey)
We Want More
(Hey)
We Want More
(Hey)
We Want More
(Hey)
We Want More
(Hey)
We Want More
(Hey)
We Want More
(Hey)
We Want More

21361. We Went To The Beach



Little Big Town - We Went To The Beach

[Verse 1]
We went to the beach
Every year, the middle of June
We crammed into that Astrovan
Tighter than a can of sardines
And we went to the beach
We fought in the back
And dad got mad
And mama rolled the windows down
"Y'all smell the salt of the beach?"
Well, it was double beds
With a kitchenette
Bedspreads of sea-foam green
It was sunburns and taking turns
On boogie boards we'd bring
Even if we spent every single cent to stay across the street
We went to the beach

[Verse 2]
We mowed a few yards
I filled a coffee can with some Benjamins
Just a couple of friends
Barely seventeen
And we went to the beach
And in the middle of March
Before real life starts
Partied so hard
We could hardly remember a thing
It was PBRs and tiki bars
Don't take my fake I.D
It was cigarettes, girls we just met
And making out on lifeguard seats
And those polaroids of me and the boys is all the proof I need
And we went to the beach

[Instrumental Break]

[Bridge]
Girl, don't you hate to leave
It's been one hell of a week
It was a vow, to you too, "I do."
Babe, can you believe?
It was brand new tans
Brown-golden bands
Of sand all in the sheets
If I know you and me, we only get one of these
And we went to the beach

[Outro]
We went to the beach
We went to the beach
We went to the beach



21362. We Were Almost Like A Dream Come True - Chords

We Were Almost Like A Dream Come True  
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Larry Cordle, Donnie Clark, Vickie Clark

G               C                 G
I held you last night while I was dreaming
D7                                  G  C
We walked hand in hand like lover's do
    G                  C                G
You kissed my lips and smiled now I'm believing 
C              D7                G
We were almost like a dream come true
D7               A7            D7
With each moment we found love unending
                 A7             D7       C      D7
A pretty picture all wrapped up just for me and you
       G                 C               G
Such a pretty world sure makes a perfect memory 
C              D7                G
We were almost like a dream come true
D7                 A7            D7
When I woke up and you were here beside me
                      A7     D7       C             D7
And for just a moment there  my heart cried out for you
     G                    C              G
When you call my name now once again I'm smiling
C                 D7                  G
For I realize our love's a dream come true
 
C                      D7                    G
Each day with you sweetheart is a dream come true

21363. We Were Kinda Crazy Then

Jerry Jeff Walker - We Were Kinda Crazy Then

[Verse 1]
Did you ever find out who wrote that pretty song?
Was your road to Mexico diamonds or stones?
Did you need that lucky piece I slipped in your hand?
Were you ready when the cold wind caught you at the Rio Grande?

[Chorus 1]
We were kinda crazy then
Needin' lovers more than friends
Songs on my guitar
You said felt like flowers against your scars
May you find a friend tonight
May he finally treat you right
Can you find that same moon
I've been staring at all night?



[Verse 2]
Always keep your word shining just like some bullet bright
While this old world wears its heart like a big bullseye
No don't you ever let them teach you the right from the wrong
Did you ever find out who wrote that pretty song?

[Chorus 2]
We were kinda crazy then
Needin' lovers more than friends
Songs on my guitar
They're for you, they always are
May you find a friend tonight
May he finally treat you right
May you find that same moon
Shining my love on you night

[Chorus 3]
We were kinda crazy then
Needin' lovers more than friends
Songs on my guitar
You know me, shit that's how they are
May you find a friend tonight
May he finally treat you right
Can you find that same moon
I've been singin' to all night?
Can you find that same moon
Shinin' down on you tonight?

[Outro]
There's a man in that moon, darlin'

21364. We Were Made For Each Other - Chords

We Were Made For Each Other
Buck Owens.

C F
We were made for each other
G7 C
I'm for you (you're for me)
 F
There will never be another
G7 C
I'll be yours eternaly.
 
F
For as long as the world turns
G7 C
and the leaves of autumn fall
 F
Long as there's a star in heaven
G7 C



I'll be waitin' for your call.

 F 
We were made for each other
G7 C
I'm for you (you're for me)
 F
There will never be another
G7 C
I'll be yours eternaly.

Instrumental-Same Chord Progression

 F 
(For as long as the wind blows
G7 C
Long as summer follows spring
 F
Long as winter brings the snowflakes
G7 C
I will love you constantly.)

 F
We were made for each other
G7 C
I'm for you (you're for me)
 F
There will never be another
G7 C
I'll be yours eternaly...
 F
No there will never be another
G7 C
I'll be yours eternaly...

21365. We Will Go

Robert Ellis
We Will Go

[Verse 1]
All nations stand together
With one voice testify
Generations cry out
You are God, You are God

[Verse 2]
United as one body
One spirit, faith and hope
One Lord and Father
You are God, You are God

[Pre-Chorus]



So we cry out
"Heaven come down"

[Chorus 1]
We will go, we will go
Shouting loud, "Your name is holy!"
We will shine, shine Your light
Let the whole world see Your glory
We will go, go, go; go, go, go
We will go, go, go
For Your glory, we will go!

[Verse 3]
You've called us out of darkness
Into amazing grace
We'll tell the story of Your love
Of Your love
[Pre-Chorus]
So we cry out
"Heaven come down"

[Chorus 1]
We will go, we will go
Shouting loud, "Your name is holy!"
We will shine, shine Your light
Let the whole world see Your glory
We will go, go, go; go, go, go
We will go, go, go!
For Your glory, we will go!
For Your glory, we will go!

[Bridge]
Open up our eyes to see the Kingdom of our risen Savior
Open up our hearts to hear Your call!
Open up our eyes to see the Kingdom of our risen Savior
Open up our hearts to hear Your call!
Open up our eyes to see the Kingdom of our risen Savior
Open up our hearts to hear Your call!

[Chorus 2]
We will go, we will go
Shouting loud, "Your name is holy!"
We will shine, shine Your light
Let the whole world see Your glory
We will go, we will go
Shouting loud, "Your name is holy!"
We will shine, shine Your light
Let the whole world see Your glory
We will go, go, go; go, go, go
We will go, go, go
For Your glory, we will go!
For Your glory, we will go!
For Your glory, we will go!
For Your glory, we will go!
For Your glory, we will go!
[Instrumental: Drums]



21366. We Will March Through The Streets Of The City

We Will March Through The Streets Of The City

   We will march through the streets of the city
   With our loved ones gone before
   We will sit on the banks of the river
   Where we'll meet to part no more

Jesus caused me when a stranger
Wandering from the fold of God
He to rescue me from danger
And transported by His blood

From that fount of everlasting
To thy heart to sing God's praise
Dreams of mercy never ceasing
All through songs of loudest praise

Hark the voice of Jesus calling
Who will go and work today
Fields are white and harvest is waiting
Who will bear the sheaves away

21367. We Will Rock You

Linda Ronstadt - We Will Rock You

Buddy you're a boy make a big noise
Playin' in the street gonna be a big man some day
You got mud on yo' face
You big disgrace
Kickin' your can all over the place
Singin'

We will we will rock you
We will we will rock you

Buddy you're a young man hard man
Shouting in the street gonna take on the world some day
You got blood on yo' face
You big disgrace
Wavin' your banner all over the place

We will we will rock you
Sing it
We will we will rock you

Buddy you're an old man poor man



Pleadin' with your eyes gonna make
You some peace some day
You got mud on your face
Big disgrace
Somebody betta put you back into your place

We will we will rock you
Sing it
We will we will rock you
Everybody
We will we will rock you
We will we will rock you
Alright

21368. We Wish You A Merry Christmas

Jerry Jeff Walker - We Wish You A Merry Christmas

We wish you a merry Christmas
We wish you a merry Christmas
We wish you a merry Christmas
And a happy New Year
Glad tidings we bring
To you and your kin;
Glad tidings for Christmas
And a happy New Year!
We want some figgy pudding
We want some figgy pudding
We want some figgy pudding
Please bring it right here!
Glad tidings we bring
To you and your kin;
Glad tidings for Christmas
And a happy New Year!
We won't go until we get some
We won't go until we get some
We won't go until we get some
So bring it out here!
Glad tidings we bring
To you and your kin;
Glad tidings for Christmas
And a happy New Year!
We wish you a Merry Christmas
We wish you a Merry Christmas
We wish you a Merry Christmas
And a happy New Year
Glad tidings we bring
To you and your kin;
Glad tidings for Christmas
And a happy New Year!



21369. We Won't Dance

We Won't Dance - Vince Gill 

We won't dance no more
We won't shine out on the floor
We won't sway the band won't play
We won't dance

I kid you not we were hot
When the weekend came we'd dance non-stop
No jitterbug no substitute
No twist and turn no crasha nd burn
Could top us two

We won't dance no more
We won't shine out on the floor
We won't sway the band won't play
We won't dance

As I dipped you down in your yellow dress
We'd brush the floor in a slow caress
As minutes turned to a rising sun
We'd leave the day to rest
Our dancing done

We won't dance no more
We won't shine out on the floor
We won't sway the band won't play
We won't dance

If I were God and controlled what is
I'd steal your shoes so you couldn't dance with his
Well I'm not all that I could be
But you'll never dance with him
The way you danced with me

We won't dance no more
We won't dance no more
Well I'm not all that I could be
But you'll never dance with him
The way you danced with me

We won't dance no more
We won't shine out on the floor
We won't sway the band won't play
We won't dance

We won't dance no more
We won't shine out on the floor
We won't sway the band won't play
We won't dance



21370. We'll Be Sweethearts In Heaven

We'll Be Sweethearts In Heaven
Stanley Brothers

Darling do you really love me
Are you the girl used to know
Something's happened to you darling
But it pleases me know

life is sweet when love is blooming
Like a wild rose on the hill
But when lovers part forever
Where it ends no one can tell

* Refrain

Many lonely nights I've traveled
Far across the barren land
Thinking of that peaceful village
Where we once strolled hand in hand

* Refrain

When our journey here is ended
And this life on earth is done
We'll be sweethearts up in heaven
For me I know you are the one

* Refrain

21371. We'll Burn Together

Robbie Fulks - We'll Burn Together

My friends all said I'd pay
My wife begged me to stay
But I couldn't tear my self away from you

So we bear our cross in shame
Maybe we'll go down in flames
But we'll burn together, if we do

For the sweet forbidden wine our lips were yearning
So we left behind the happy homes we knew
Just to sell our wretched souls

For a king-sized bed of coals
And we'll burn together, me and you



Now, behind us through the haze

We can see the trail we've blazed
Like scattered ruins our children sadly lie
But if we left the fires of home

For a match that won't last long
Then we'll burn together 'til we die
No earthly power could keep my lips from yours, Dear

No one alive could pry my heart from you
Let the chips fall where they will
Let the wicked burn in hell
And we'll burn together if they do

Yes, we'll burn together, me and you

21372. We'll Get Ahead Someday

Dolly Parton - We'll Get Ahead Someday 
Duet by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner
Writer Mack Magaha

We'll get ahead someday, we'll get ahead someday
If the sun comes up and we both cut down we'll get ahead someday
Well, I get up early, work hard all day, listen to the troubles of my friends
But I don't realize till I get home what an awful shape we're in
The car's worn out, the kids need shoes, got a bill from the doctor today
The landlord said you'll get out tomorrow, if you don't get me some pay
We'll get ahead someday...
The paper says there's a sale downtown, I gotta have some money today
Well, there's things at home ain't never been used, you bought last bargain day
Well, you go out on Saturday night, and spend too much money on wine
Well, I work hard all week long, and I gotta have a little fun sometime
We'll get ahead someday...
If the sun comes up and we both cut down we'll get ahead someday

21373. We'll Get By

We'll Get By
Leftover Salmon - We'll Get By

[Verse 1]
Blue skies in the morning
Changed to stormy clouds last night
But the sun came back around
To shine down it's sweet light
We may never know
About tomorrow's skies



So take it as it comes
Somehow we'll get by
We'll get by
We'll get by

[Verse 2]
Feels like we're going under
We're at the end of our rope
So I'm staying up on this mountain
Trying to hold on to hope
It's insane down there below me
So I'm keeping myself high
Someday we'll get better
Somehow we'll get by
We'll get by
We'll get by

[Chours]
Two feet on the ground
Head up in the sky
The world is spinning round
Don't let it pass you by
We're living in a dream
No need to question why
Nothing's what it seems
Somehow we'll get
We'll get by
We'll get by
We'll get by
We'll get by

21374. We'll Meet Again Sweetheart

We'll Meet Again Sweetheart
(Someday We'll Meet Again Sweetheart)
Flatt & Scruggs

The time has come to say goodbye
I'm asking you to please don't cry
The time to me won't be so long
To know you're happy back at home

   Someday we'll meet again sweetheart
   We'll meet and never more to part
   Someday we'll meet again sweetheart
   Don't cry, so please don't break my heart

So goodbye now, don't be blue
Try to be happy and be true
And remember what I say
Sweetheart we'll meet again someday

Oh sweetheart I'm leaving now



Yes I'll soon be on my way
Each night upon my knees I pray
Sweetheart we'll meet again someday

21375. We'll Never Change

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
We'll Never Change

The years will see us together
As they quickly pass away
Our hair'll make it lighter
But our love will burn brighter
In our hearts we'll never change.

We'll say that all our mem'ries
Of every passing day
Time may rearrange us
But we know it won't change us
In our hearts we'll never change.

Time may change the way we look
But not the way we feel
We'll say that all our mem'ries
Of every passing day
Time may rearrange us
But we know it won't change us
In our hearts we'll never change.

In our hearts we'll never change...

21376. We'll Sweep Out The Ashes (In The Morning)

Emmylou Harris - We'll Sweep out the Ashes (In the Morning)

We know it's wrong to let this fire burn between us
We've got to stop this wild desire in you and in me
So we'll let the flame burn once again until the thrill is gone
Then we'll sweep out the ashes in the morning
We're two people caught up in the flame that has to die out soon
I didn't mean to start this fire and neither did you
So tonight when you hold me tight we'll let the fire burn on
And we'll sweep out the ashes in the morning
Each time when we meet we both agree that it's for the last time
But out of your arms I'm out of my mind
So we'll taste the thrill of stolen love tonight until the dawning
And we'll sweep out the ashes in the morning
We're two people caught up in the flame that has to die out soon
I didn't mean to start this fire and neither did you



So tonight when you hold me tight we'll let the fire burn on
And we'll sweep out the ashes in the morning
Yes we'll taste the thrill of stolen love tonight until the dawning
And we'll sweep out the ashes
We'll sweep out the ashes
We'll sweep out the ashes in the morning

21377. We'll Sweep Out The Ashes - Chords

We'll Sweep Out The Ashes
recorded by Emmylou Harris written by Joyce Allsup

C                                           F
We know it's wrong  to let this fire burn between us
      C                                          G7
We've got to stop this wild desire in you and in me
         C                                                 F
So we'll let the flame burn once again until the thrill is gone
                         G7           C
Then we'll sweep out the ashes in the morning
          F                                C
We're two people caught up in a flame that has to die out soon
  F                                  C           G7
I didn't mean to start this fire and neither did you
C                                                         F
So tonight when you hold me tight we'll let the fire burn on
                        G7           C
And we'll sweep out the ashes in the morning
                                                       F
Each time when we meet we both agree that it's for the last time
    C                              G7
But out of your arms I'm out of my mind
         C                                                     F
So we'll taste the thrill of stolen love tonight until the dawning
                        G7           C
And we'll sweep out the ashes in the morning
G7        C                                                     F
Yes we'll taste the thrill of stolen love tonight until the dawning
                        C
And we'll sweep out the ashes
F                   C
We'll sweep out the ashes
F                   G7           C
We'll sweep out the ashes in the morning

21378. We're All God's Children

We're All God's Children



Here comes a Baptist, here comes a Jew
There goes a Mormon and a Muslim too
I see a Buddhist and a Hindu
I see a Catholic and I see you

We're all God's children
We're all God's children
We're all God's children
Why can't we be one big happy family?

You like the day and I like the night
He's into country and he's isn't quit
There's folks on the left and the far right
But that doesn't mean that we have to fight

We're all God's children
All God's children
Yeah, we're all God's children
Why can't we be one big happy family?

White folks, yellow folks, black and tan
On the same planet in the same plan
A feminist woman and a he man
We're all playin' the magic hand

We're all God's children
We're all God's children
Oh, we're all God's children
Why can't we be one big happy family?

We're all God's children
All God's children
Yeah, we're all God's children
Why can't we be one big happy family?

We're all God's children
All God's children
We're all God's children
Why can't we be one big happy family?

We're all God's children
We're all God's children
Yeah, we're all God's children
Why can't we be one big happy family?

We're all God's children
We're all God's children
We're all God's children

We're all, black and white
We're all precious in his sight

We're all God's children
We're all God's children
We're all God's children
Why can't we all be one big happy family?



21379. We're All God's Children - Chords

We're All God's Children
Recorded by Alan Jackson
Written by Bobby Braddock 
 
C                                 F
Here comes a Baptist here comes a Jew
C                         G7     C
There goes a Mormon and a Muslim too
                          F
I see a Buddhist and a Hindu
C                G7        C
I see a Catholic and I see you

 
We're all God's children
F     C
We're all God's children
G7    C
We're all God's children
             F   C             G7  C
Why can't we be  one big happy family

                                F
You like the day and I like the night
C                      G7         C
She's into country and he's isn't quite
                                      F
There's folks on the left and the far right
C                          G7         C
But that doesn't mean that we have to fight

Repeat #2

                                   F
White folks yellow folks black and tan
C                  G7          C
On the same planet in the same plan
                       F
A feminist woman and a he man
C                 G7           C
We're all playin' the Master's hand

Repeat #2 x3
  

We're all God's children
F     C
We're all God's children
G7    C
We're all God's children
F                   C



We're all black and white
          G7              C
We're all precious in His sight

Repeat #2

21380. We're All Gods Children

Alan Jackson - We're All Gods Children 

Album: Peace In The Valley
Here comes a Baptist, here comes a Jew
There goes a Mormon and a Muslim too
I see a Buddist and a Hindu
I see a Catholic and I see you
We're all god's children
We're all god's children
We're all god's children
Why can't we be
One big happy family
You like the day, and I like the night
He's into country and he's isn't quit
There's folks on the left and the far right
But that doesn't mean that we have to fight
We're all god's children
All god's children
Yeah, We're all god's children
Why can't we be
One big happy family
White folks, yellow folks, black and tan
On the same planet in the same plan
A feminist woman and a he man
We're all playin' the magic hand
We're all god's children
We're all god's children
Oh, We're all god's children
Why can't we be
One big happy family
We're all god's children
All god's children
Yeah, We're all god's children
Why can't we be
One big happy family
We're all god's children
All god's children
We're all god's children
Why can't we be
One big happy family
We're all god's children
We're all god's children
Yeah, We're all god's children
Why can't we be
One big happy family



We're all god's children
We're all god's children
We're all god's children
We're all black and white
We're all precious in his sight
We're all god's children
We're all god's children
We're all god's children
Why can't we all be
One big happy family...

21381. We're All In This Thing Alone

Tom T Hall - We're All In This Thing Alone

[Verse 1:]
(Hey there)
You know she left me
(Hey there)
I've been crying
In a boat on a plane in a train in a house by the phone
(Hey there)
We're all in this thing alone
You can't smile for me I can't cry for you
We can't be alone together that makes two
Like trees that fall in forest no one hears
Crying done alone don't call for tears

[Chorus:]
(Hey there)
You know she left me

[Verse 2:]
Ain't it strange how we think money knows when Friday comes
Calls don't know bout Sunday and our heartaches twice as done
It hurts although it's killed you through and through
My eyes all red from tears aren't really blue

[Chorus]

21382. We're All In This Thing Alone - Chords

We're All In This Thing Alone
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G            C            G
(Hey there)  you know she left me
             C         G     D7
(Hey there)  I've been crying



     G         D7         Dm         Em           C
In a boat on a plane in a train in a house by the phone
                  G      D7         G
(Hey there) we're all in this thing alone
                               D7
You can't smile for me I can't cry for you
                           G             D7
We can't be alone together that makes two
     G                  G7            C
Like trees that fall in forest no one hears
            G           D7       G
Crying done alone don't call for tears
Repeat #1
                                    D7
Ain't it strange how we think money knows when Friday comes
                                     G                       D7
Calls don't know bout Sunday and our heartaches twice as done
   G                   G7                     C
It hurts although it's killed you through and through
                     G     D7            G
My eyes all red from tears aren't really blue
Repeat #1

21383. We're All In This Thing Together - Chords

We're All In This Thing Together
Old Crow Medicin Show - We're All In This Thing Together
 
Capo 2

C       E7         F                C
Well my friends, I see your face so clearly
Am                       G
Little bit tired, little worn through the years
C         E7       F          C
You sound nervous, you seem alone
Am                                   G          F
I hardly recognize your voice on the telephone

In between I remember 
Just before bound-up, broken-down
We drive out to the edge of the highway
Follow that lonesome dead-end roadside south

Chorus:
      C   E7              F      C
We're all in this thing together
Am                       G
Walkin' the line between faith and fear
     C E7               F
This life don't last forever
Am                       G 
When you cry I taste the salt in your tears



Well my friend, let's put this thing together
And walk the path with worn out feet of trial
'Cause if you wanted we can go home forever
Give up your jaded ways, spell your name to God

Chorus

All the hour there's a picture in a mirror
Fancy shoes to grace our feet
All there is is a slow road to freedom
Heaven above and the devil beneath

Chorus

21384. We're All In This Together

We're All In This Together
Old Crow Medicine Show - We're All In This Together

Well my friend, well I see your face so clearly
Little bit tired, little bit worn through the years
You sound nervous, you seem lonely
I hardly recognize your voice on the telephone

In between I remember
Just before we wound up broken down
Drive out to the edge of the highway
Follow that lonesome dead-end roadside sound

Chorus:
We're all in this thing together
Walkin' the line between faith and fear
This life don't last forever
When you cry I taste the salt in your tears

Well my friend, let's put this thing together
And walk the path that worn out feet have trod
If you wanted we can go home forever
Give up your jaded ways, spell your name to God

(Chorus)

All we are is a picture in a mirror
Fancy shoes to grace our feet
All that there is is a slow road to freedom
Heaven above and the devil beneath

(Chorus)



21385. We're All In Your Corner

The Highwaymen - We're All in Your Corner

[Verse 1]
There's a young man in town
Slip-sliding around
He likes to roll free and easy
There's only his way
He calls all the plays
And he lives on his island alone
But the sea is for sure
To test all the moors
Dropping off treasures from places unknown
Worth more than gold
To only be sold
By this young man of stone

[Chorus]
And we're all in your corner tonight as friends
Watching you stumble the path where we've been
Hope your eyes open and you see the light
We're all in your corner tonight

[Verse 2]
The life boat we had was fragile and frail
By the time we set sail life's half over
Water's the view, drown out the truth
He's got to have proof that he's grown
There is no map to chart
A voyage of the heart
The love is a journey you make on your own
And if you don't take the chance
The angels won't dance
With an old man of stone

[Chorus][x2]
And we're all in your corner tonight as friends
Watching you stumble the path where we've been
Hope your eyes open and you see the light
We're all in your corner tonight

21386. We're All Through Dancing

Tom T. Hall - We're all through dancing
Composer: Tom T. Hall

We're all through dancing they've turned on the lights
We're all through dancing goodnight

You take my boutineer dried flowers souvenir
Carry your dancing shoes and a wine glass too



I never thought that we would cry at melodies
Either that punch was strong or some old song

We're all through dancing they've turned on the lights
We're all through dancing goodnight

We're all through dancing this dusty floor
We're all through dancing no more

21387. We're All We've Got

Jim Lauderdale - We're All We've Got

We landed here
Like scattered seas
With mighty holes
And mighty dreams
Came up from the
Same melting pot
And while we're here
We're all we've got
We'll have to cross
The great divide
Where we all think
We're all all right
We seem to do
That quite a lot
But while we're here
We're all we've got
We're closer than we think
To almost care
And I'd give anything
If we were almost there
It makes me cry
It breaks my heart
How we got torn
So far apart
Where we are now
And where we're not
But while we're here
We're all we've got
We're closer than we think
To almost care
And I'd give anything
If we were almost there
I bet we could
If we tried
To get across
That great divide
Where we are now
And where we're not
While we're here
We're all we've got



21388. We're Alright

Trampled By Turtles - We're Alright

[Verse 1]
Brainchild sleeping made of glass
In a room near the overpass
Smokestack music, it whines from long ago
Yeah, the streets are soaking in a summer night
I grab the bus to a former life
Selling heirlooms, you got to learn to let it go

[Chorus]
And we're alright
We're alright

[Verse 2]
Pine trees swaying like hula girls
You woke up in another world
The sky was purple in the worst possible way
A flying pheasant with razor wings
A small green house, what a joy it brings
I can only hope for one more day with you

[Chorus]
And we're alright
We're alright

[Verse 3]
Under most conditions I would bleed
There's a lunch bell ringing in the factory
I would quit right now if I had somewhere else to go
But I met you at the perfect time
With a switchblade knife and some cheap red wine
I could love you, honey, till the wheels fall off, you know

[Chorus]
And we're alright
We're alright
Yeah, we're alright
We're alright

21389. We're Gone

Jim Lauderdale - We're Gone

Nobody's living in our house anymore
Just a for rent sign on the door
She lives on' the' right side of' the tracks, I'm on the wrong



There's' nothing but the TV goin' on

[Chorus]
She's gone, I'm gone
Nobody even said so long, we just moved on
She's mad, I'm sad
Sure messed up the love we had, now we're gone
It's like she's on vacation and she's never comin' back
I didn't even get to watch her pack
We married much too early and we gave up much too fast
We didn't care enough to make it last

[Chorus]
She's gone, I'm gone
Nobody even said so long, we just moved on
She's mad, I'm sad
Sure messed up the love we had, now we're gone
She's gone, I'm gone
Nobody even said so long, we just moved on
She's mad, I'm sad
Sure messed up the love we had, now we're gone
Nobody even said so long now we're gone

21390. We're Gonna Build A Fire - Chords

We're Gonna Build A Fire

(Chorus)
(G)We're gonna build a fire and we're gonna (C)let it (G)burn
Till the stars fall out of heaven and the (D)world no longer (G)turns
We're gonna (G)stand like the rock of ages proud (C)straight and (G)tall
'Cause our love's been tried by fire and (D)found as pure as (G)gold
We made a (G)vow to one another leave the (C)past be-(G)hind
Like the long lost memory we're (D)gonna let it (G)lie

Solo: /(G)(G/E)(G/D)(G/B)(D/A)/

(Chorus)
(G)We're gonna build a fire and we're gonna (C)let it (G)burn
Till the stars fall out of heaven and the (D)world no longer (G)turns 
We're gonna (G)melt the ice around us let our (C)poor hearts (G)mend
What a burning love brings us to-(D)gether a-(G)gain
We're gonna (G)cling to each other like a rose (C) to a (G)vine
She's gonna keep her promise and (D)I'm gonna stand by (G)min

Solo: /(G)(G/E)(G/D)(G/B)(D/A)/

(Chorus)
(G)We're gonna build a fire and we're gonna (C)let it (G)burn
Till the stars fall out of heaven and the (D)world no longer (G)turns
Solo: /(G)(G/E)(G/D)(G/B)(D/A)/
(Chorus)
(G)We're gonna build a fire and we're gonna (C)let it (G)burn



Till the stars fall out of heaven and the (D)world no longer (G)turns
Outro: /(G)(G/E)(G/D)(G/B)(D/A)/(G) -----

21391. We're Gonna Live In The Trees

David Rawlings
We're Gonna Live in the Trees

Guess what? I've spoken to Norm
We're gonna live in the trees
Dirty air will be transformed
We're gonna live in the trees
We're gonna live in the trees

I'll bring you fat juicy worms
I'll bring you millipedes
Open your beak and close your eyes
We're gonna live in the trees
We're gonna live in the trees

Norm tells me you're ready to fly
We're gonna live in the trees
You're that much closer to the sky
We're gonna live in the trees
We're gonna live in the trees

You either take off or you don't
You can't fly by degrees
But fly an inch and you fly miles
We're gonna live in the trees
We're gonna live in the trees
We're gonna live in the trees

Now thanks to Norm there's a nest up there
We're gonna live in the trees
We're there in air and air to spare
We're gonna live in the trees
We're gonna live in the trees
Virginia Woolf had a troubled mind
She was never at ease
But you're my children; you'll be fine
We're gonna live in the trees
We're gonna live in the trees
We're gonna live in the trees
We're gonna live in the trees

Guess what? I've spoken to Norm
We're gonna live in the trees...



21392. We're Holding On

Osborne Brothers - We're holding on (to what we used to be)
Composer: Paul Craft

We're holding on to what we used to be

You used to make my hungry body tremble
I used to take for granted you love me
And though now we never seem to hold each other
We're holding on to what we used to be

As long as there's a dream we'll keep dreaming
As long as there's a mem'ry to revive
As long as there's a prayer we'll keep praying
We'll find a way to make our love survive

Two foolish hearts today depending on tomorrow
To teach us half as sweet as yesterday
And though now we never seem to hold each other
We're holding on to what we used to be
We're holding on to what we used to be

21393. We're In This Love Together - Chords

We're In This Love Together 
Darin & Brooke Aldridge

[Verse]
G
They were sitting on the porch
Em
She was doing all the talking
C                             D
While they watched the sun go down
G
She asked him what was wrong
Em
He said, "It's one thing or the other,
C                                 D
My job, my life, it's all come unwound..."
Em                     D
He said, "I don't know what makes you stay."
C                          D
She said, "I can't believe you don't know, 
 
for Heaven's sake!"
 
 
[Chorus]
C
We're in this love together
D



No storm we can't weather
G
You and I are getting stronger
Em
We're a long way from over
C                   D
We've just begun our forever
G
We're in this love together
 
 
[Verse]
G
When I said for better or worse
Em
I knew what I was doing
C                       D
And I haven't changed my mind
G
We'll buy a smaller house,
Em
You'll get another job
C                       D
There's no way to find a love like yours and mine.
Em
I could pack my suitcase,
D
Get halfway down the road
C
But I'd be right back
D
Because you're where I want to go
 
 
[Chorus]
C
We're in this love together
D
No storm we can't weather
G
You and I are getting stronger
Em
We're a long way from over
C                     D
We've just begun our forever
                   G
We're in this love together
 
 
[Bridge]
Em
He leaned over and said,
D
"What would I do without you?"
C
Kissed her on the cheek
D



Said, "You're the best part of me."
 
 
[Chorus]
C
We're in this love together
D
No storm we can't weather
G
You and I are getting stronger
Em
We're a long way from over
C                   D
We've just begun our forever
G
We're in this love together
 
Oh, we're in this love together

21394. We're Not Kids Anymore

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
We're Not Kids Anymore

We're not kids anymore not a little girl and boy
But we break each other's heart like a child breaks a toy
We're a woman and a man watchin' love slip through our hands
Let's grow up we're not kids anymore

I go out of my way to hurt you more ev'ry day
And you cry like your little heart will break
And ev'ry time you make me blue I make a point to hurt you too
And I wonder how much more our love can take

We're not kids anymore not a little girl and boy
But we break each other's heart like a child breaks a toy
We're a woman and a man watchin' love slip through our hands
Let's grow up we're not kids anymore

We're not kids anymore not a little girl and boy
But we break each other's heart like a child breaks a toy
We're a woman and a man watchin' love slip through our hands
Let's grow up we're not kids anymore
Let's grow up we're not kids anymore

21395. We're Not The Jet Set

Iris Dement - (We're Not) The Jet Set



By a fountain back in Rome, I fell in love with you
In a small cafe in Athens, you said you loved me too
And it was April in Paris when I first held you close to me
Rome, Georgia, Athens, Texas and Paris, Tennessee
No, we're not the jet set
We're the old Chevro-let set
There's no Riviera
In Festus, Missour-uh
And you won't find Onassis
In Mullinville, Kansas
No, we're not the jet set
We're the old Chevro-let set
But ain't we got love
No, we're not the jet set
We're the old Chevro-let set
Our steak and martinis
Is draft beer with weenies
Our Bach and Tchaikovsky
Is Haggard and Husky
No, we're not the jet set
We're the old Chevro-let set
But ain't we got love
No, We're not the jet set
We're the old Chevro-let set
The Prine and DeMent set
Ain't the flaming suzette set
Our Bach and Tchaikovsky
Is Haggard and Husky
We're the old Chevro-let set
But ain't we got love

21396. We're Not The Jet Set - Chords

We're Not The Jet Set
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
written by Bobby Bradock

C                                   Am         G7
By a fountain back in Rome I fell in love with you
     F                    G7           C            C7
In a small cafe in Athens you said you loved me too
                          F                                  C
And it was April in Paris when I first held you close to me
      G7                                     C
Rome, Georgia, Athens, Texas and Paris, Tennessee
Began [3/4 time]
                 F
No we're not the jet set
                    C
We're the old Chevrolet set
           G7                   C
There's no Riviera In Festus Missouri
                   F



And you won't find Onassis
               C
In Mullinville Kansas
                 G7
No we're not the jet set
We're the old Chevrolet set
                 C
But ain't we got love
                 F
No we're not the jet set
                    C
We're the old Chevrolet set
              G7
Our steak and martinis
                   C
Is draft beer with weenies
                 F
Our Bach and Tchaikovsky
               C
Is Haggard and Husky
                 G7
No we're not the jet set
We're the old Chevrolet set
                 C
But ain't we got love
                 F
No we're not the jet set
                    C
We're the old Chevrolet set
                G7
The Jones and Wynette set
                    C
Ain't the flaming Suzette set
                 F
Our Bach and Tchaikovsky
               C
Is Haggard and Husky
                 G7
No we're not the jet set
We're the old Chevrolet set
                 C
But ain't we got love

21397. We're Putting It Back Together - Chords

We're Putting It Back Together
Recorded by Tammy Wynette and George Jones 
Written by Danny Walls and Sammy Lyons 
 
C
Our world was falling apart 
        C7                    F
We were breaking each other's heart



      G7                        C
Doing things we knew were gonna hurt 
We watched a good thing go bad 
  C7                  F
Destroyed the love we had 
      G7                                C
And I almost forgot the way love was at first 
 
We're puttin' it back together 
     F
It's gonna be even better 
         C                  G7
Than the love we had in the past 
      C
We're gonna start with solid love 
     F
Real things we're sure of 
      G7                                      C
And a little old fashioned feeling to make it last 
 
I'm sorry if I cheated
       C7             F
I know you've been mistreated 
  G7                         C
I guess now it was all in my mind 
 
I know that I was wrong 
    C7                     F
I almost wrecked our happy home 
         G7                      C
But it's gonna be different this time 
 
Repeat #3
      G7                                  C
We're puttin' it back together to make it last

21398. We're Through Forever ('til Tomorrow)

Dolly Parton - We're Through Forever ('til Tomorrow) 
(Blaise Tosti)

Love's a war we all survive, a never ending compromise
We always seem to say we're through, just to say tomorrow
Babe, I'm still in love with you
Every now and then we fight
So very sure we're both right
Saying things we never mean
Just to take them back tomorrow
And admit how wrong we've been
We're through forever 'til tomorrow
That's all we really seem to say
We can't go on with all this sorrow
We've got to find a better way



Many times we would fight and I would leave you
Then I'd find, just how much I really need you, and love you
Oh, oh, candle light, a glass of wine
Can bring back vision to the blind
Making love is sweet revenge
And when the battle's over
We're back in love, and we both win
We're through forever 'til tomorrow
That's all we really seem to say
From here, where is our love to go
And from us, what is left to say
Hey, hey, we're through forever 'til tomorrow
We're through forever 'til tomorrow
We're through forever 'til tomorrow
We're through forever 'til tomorrow

21399. We're Watching Our Steps - Chords

We're Watching Our Steps
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Earl Montgomery and Melba Montgomery
[3/4 time]

C                    G7                 C     F  C
Our love is a secret we're watching our steps
                                              G7          C
We're watching our steps all the time there's fire on the ground
               G7        D7       G7
We know of the danger of slipping around 
                   C                        G7          C
We're watching our steps all the time don't call him my name
    F         C      G7            C     F C
Our love is a secret our love is a shame
                                         G7
You knew not to hold me the way that you do
                                            C
I married your best friend like sisters are you
                        C7                 F
I tried not to kiss you but your lips made me
               C                G7          C  F  C
You married my best friend like brothers to be
                                      G7                 C
We're watching our steps all the time any day talk could start
          G7      D7                 G7
We have a secret  hidden deep in our hearts
                   C                     G7            C
We're watching our steps all the time or there will be pain
    F         C      G7            C     F   C
Our love is a secret our love is a shame
Repeat #1



21400. We've Got Nothing But Love To Prove

Darrell Scott
We've Got Nothing But Love to Prove

[Verse 1]
What if no one would kill for their religion?
What if no one ever had to go to war?
What if the children of the world made world decisions?
Paint-by-number hatred wasn't hanging around anymore

[Chorus]
Is everything a-ok in the USA?
In the good ol' USA?
Is everything a-ok in the USA?
In the good ol' USA?

[Verse 2]
It's like everything and nothing leads to wisdom
It's like no one really means what they say
While we fight for peace and die for our freedom
I guess we'll leave it to our children to find a better way

[Chorus]
Is everything a-ok in the USA?
In the good ol' USA?
Is everything a-ok in the USA?
In the good ol' USA?
Is everything a-ok in the USA?
In the good ol' USA?
Is everything a-ok in the USA?
In the good ol' USA?
[Verse 3]
I know that I, I'm just a dreamer
A common man, schemer
Looking for light
Out of the dark night of my soul

[Bridge]
I hear the drums of war, they are a changing
And everybody's getting in the groove
We're laughing and dancing and talking and jamming and singing
Oh, we've got nothing but love to prove, so how about you?

[Chorus]
Is everything a-ok in the USA?
In the good ol' USA?
Is everything a-ok in the USA?
In the good ol' USA?
Is everything a-ok in the USA?
In the good ol' USA?
Is everything a-ok in the USA?
In the good ol' USA?



[Outro]
Is everything, everything, is everything, a-ok?
Is everything everything, is everything , a-ok?

21401. We've Had Our Fun

Tyler Childers - We've Had Our Fun

I need some money
I need it now
Give me a trunk load
And I'll show you how
We'll take that shinin' in no time
We'll be rollin' in the dough

But you don't take nothin'
Without gettin' bruised
See there's always somethin'
Your bound to lose
And it's usually gone
Before you know
When the man comes down
He won't cut us any slack
We've had our fun
On our own

You see all them blue lights?
They ain't your friends
They're bound to get you
But in the end
I'll show you all the tricky curves
And what you need to swerve around

But you don't take nothin'
Without gettin' bruised
See there's always somethin'
Your bound to lose
And it's usually gone
Before you know
When the man comes down
He won't cut us any slack
We've had our fun
On our own
When the man comes down
He won't cut us any slack
We've had our fun
On our own



21402. We've Only Got So Much Time Here

Jim Lauderdale - We've Only Got So Much Time Here

We've only got so much time here
Life's goin' by like a race
We've only got so much time here
And I hope that I'm not too late
Tomorrow will be yesterday
Another year has slipped away
Another loved one now is gone
Then you have to carry on
Learnin' while we're passin' through
Another chance for me and you
We've only got so much time here
Life's goin' by like a race
We've only got so much time here
And I hope that I'm not too late
Lookin' back, you never know
What somebody's future holds
So many let it go to waste
Everybody makes mistakes
I hope that before you leave
You'll find all the love you need
Only got so much time here
Life's goin' by like a race
We've only got so much time here
And I hope that I'm not too late
Ohh, we've only got so much time here
And I hope that I'm not too late

21403. Weapon

Tim O'Brien - Weapon

[Verse 1]
Stay strong, I don't wanna stay long
But I might be waiting too long
Stay strong, I don't wanna stay long
But I might be waiting too long
For you to be gone
[Chorus]

I hope you're not a lesson
But no, you're not a weapon
I hope you're not a lesson
But no, you're not a weapon

[Verse 2]
Stay strong, I don't think you'll wait long
Till the animals come along
Stay strong, I don't think you'll wait long
I'm not the replacement you want



The chemistry is gone

[Chorus]
I hope you're not a lesson
But no, you're not a weapon
I hope you're not a lesson
But no, you're not a weapon

[Verse 3]
Stay strong, I don't wanna stay long
But I might be waiting too long
Stay strong, I don't think you'll wait long
I'm not the replacement you want
The chemistry is gone

[Chorus]
I hope you're not a lesson
But no, you're not a weapon
I hope you're not a lesson
But no, you're not a weapon

[Outro]
I hope you're not a lesson
I know you're not a weapon

21404. Weapon Of Prayer - Chords

Weapon Of Prayer
Artist: COUNTRY GENTLEMEN
Title: THE EARLY REBEL RECORDINGS DISC FOUR
Company: REBEL REB-CD-4002-4

In the land across the sea there'Âs a job for you and me
Though our presence there may not be found
We must stay each night and day on the battle lin and pray
We must never lay our weapons down

CHO:
We don'Ât have to be a soldier in a uniform
To be of service over there
While the boys so bravely stand
With the weapons made by man
Let us trust and use the weapon of prayer
Many thousand miles away
Someone's shed their blood today
With a heart so true and brave they gone
To a war that'Âs yours and mine
Let us join the battle line
With the weapon that will save our home

CHO
When the flames tanks and guns
Have done all that they can do



And the mighty bombs have rained and failed
Still the careful hand above
Holds the weapon made of love
And against him not on earth prevail.

CHO

Chord Chart:

1 6m 1 1

1 1 5 5

1 6m 1 1

1 5 1 1

4 5-4 1 1

1 1 5 5

1 6m 1 1

1 5 1 1

21405. Wear A Red Rose

Wear A Red Rose
James King Band
Country Gentlemen

When you get this letter dearest darling
I' ll be on the train heading home
My thoughts are only of you, love
While these many moons I've roamed

Meet me there down by the river
Where we met that summer night
If you still love me wear a red rose
If you don't then wear the white

Tell my mom and dear old daddy
That I want to see them too
This world and all of its pleasures
Can't take the place of home and you

* Refrain

I hope I'm still first in your heart, dear
Or is another there instead
When I meet you by the river
I hope the rose you wear is red



* Refrain

21406. Wearin' A Hole - Chords

I'm Wearin' A Hole 
The SteelDrivers

[Intro]
E
 
[Chorus]
             E                    E
I'm wearin a hole in a honky-tonk floor
                      E                      E
I like the feel of my heels draggin over the boards
                      A                         E
I like the music they play and the whiskey they pour
             E   B                E
I'm wearin a hole in a honky-tonk floor
 
[Verse 1]
E                A     E
Nobody knows the way I feel
                            B           E
The face that I show to the world ain't real
      A                    A
Since she went her way and I went mine
         E                 B        E     E
Well now this old bar room suits me fine (Stop)
 
[Chorus]
             E                    E
I'm wearin a hole in a honky-tonk floor
                      E                      E
I like the feel of my heels draggin over the boards
                      A                         E
I like the music they play and the whiskey they pour
             E   B                E
I'm wearin a hole in a honky-tonk floor
 
[Solo]
E    E    E     E
 
A    E    E B   E
 
[Verse 2]
          E                         A        E
Yeah well sometimes it hurts gettin outa the bed
   E                     E
Aw!Going to work with my aching head
    A                 A
But I'm only here for my own good
        E                        B          E     E



Oh.. To drown me a heartache and polish the wood(Stop)
 
[Chorus]
             E                    E
I'm wearin a hole in a honky-tonk floor
                      E                      E
I like the feel of my heels draggin over the boards
                      A                         E
I like the music they play and the whiskey they pour
             E   B                E
I'm wearin a hole in a honky-tonk floor
 
[Solo]
E    E    E    E
                  (Stop)
A    E    E B  E    E
 
[Chorus]
             E                    E
I'm wearin a hole in a honky-tonk floor
                      E                      E
I like the feel of my heels draggin over the boards
                      A                         E
I like the music they play and the whiskey they pour
             E   B                E      A
I'm wearin a hole in a honky-tonk floor
 
[Tag]
             E   B                E      E
I'm wearin a hole in a honky-tonk floor

21407. Wearing Out Your Cool

Jim Lauderdale - Wearing Out Your Cool

[Verse 1]
No mistake about it
We're not trying to put you down
Offering suggestions
Bring you back around
Should somebody spell it out
Take you back to school
Giving you a heads-up:
You're wearing out your cool

[Verse 2]
Waltzing in, you work the room
Giving us your lip
But by the afternoon
Something else will be more hip
Muddied up the welcome mat
Rolled out by your crew
Wearing out your cool



Wearing out your cool

[Chorus]
Born to be with it
Now you don't get it
Wearing out your cool
Wearing out your cool

[Verse 3]
For the sake of argument
An itch you've gotta scratch
Your eggs are in one basket
Before the roosters hatch
You don't see a tiger trying to
Break into the zoo
Wearing out your cool
You're wearing out your cool

[Chorus]
Born to be with it
Now you don't get it
Wearing out your cool
Wearing out your cool
Giving you a heads-up
Wearing out your cool

21408. Weary Angel

Cadillac Sky - Weary Angel 

Weary angel, oh I know I have been a heavy cross to bear*
Weary angel, hear my heart's cry
Because your love's my only prayer

Weary angel can you save me
Even though your wings are tired
Lift me from this lonesome valley
Take me high me high above the fire
I tried to draw my water
From an empty well
But only you possess the power
To save me from myself

Weary angel, oh I know I have been a heavy cross to bear
Weary angel, hear my heart's cry
Because your love's my only prayer

I've wandered in the shadows
Been a stranger to your faith
But tonight my greatest fear
Is that I've fallen from your grace

Weary angel, oh I know I have been a heavy cross to bear



Weary angel, hear my heart's cry
Because your love's my only prayer

So many times I've promised
That I've made my final plea
And while the Devil dances
I'm back down on my knees..
I'm back down on my knees..
Well I'm back down on my knees..
Well I'm back down on my knees

Weary angel..
Weary angel..
'Cause your love's my only prayer

21409. Weary Angel

Cadillac Sky - Weary Angel 

Weary angel, oh I know I have been a heavy cross to bear*
Weary angel, hear my heart's cry
Because your love's my only prayer

Weary angel can you save me
Even though your wings are tired
Lift me from this lonesome valley
Take me high me high above the fire
I tried to draw my water
From an empty well
But only you possess the power
To save me from myself

Weary angel, oh I know I have been a heavy cross to bear
Weary angel, hear my heart's cry
Because your love's my only prayer

I've wandered in the shadows
Been a stranger to your faith
But tonight my greatest fear
Is that I've fallen from your grace

Weary angel, oh I know I have been a heavy cross to bear
Weary angel, hear my heart's cry
Because your love's my only prayer

So many times I've promised
That I've made my final plea
And while the Devil dances
I'm back down on my knees..
I'm back down on my knees..
Well I'm back down on my knees..
Well I'm back down on my knees



Weary angel..
Weary angel..
'Cause your love's my only prayer

21410. Weary Blues - Chords

Weary Blues 
Doc Watson
 
[Introduction]
C   C7   F   C   G7    C
 
[Verse 1]
          C                                 C7
I got the weary blues, I got no heart to cry
          F                              C
I got the weary blues, I got no heart to cry
       G7                                   C
If the blues don't kill me, Lord I'll never die
 
[Verse 2]
      C                                            C7
Had a dream last night when I rolled back in my bed
      F                                         C
Had a dream last night when I rolled back in my bed  What you dream boy
       G7                                            C
Lord I dreamed last night that the woman I loved was dead
 
[Verse 3]
  C                                                C7
I went to the graveyard and looked down in her face
  F                                            C
I went to the graveyard and looked down in her face
           G7                                               C
I said the Lord knows I love you but I sure can't take your place
 
[Instrumental]
C C7 F  C  G7  C
 
[Verse 4]
          C                                       C7
I got the blues so bad that I can't sleep nor eat
          F                                   C
I got the blues so bad that I can't sleep nor eat
     G7                                   C
Just walk around like a police man on his beat
 
[Verse 5]
     C                                           C7
Now when I'm gone don't you hand crape on my door
     F                                        C
Lord when I'm gone don't you hand crape on my door
       G7                                       C



'Cos I won't be there, t' just won't be here no more  (and I dont want no cryin' neither)
 
[Instrumental]
C  C7 F  C  G7  C
 
[Verse 6]
    C                                                     C7
Now some people tell you that the worried blues ain't bad
F                                                 C
Some people tell you that the worried blues ain't bad
        G7                                        C
Well it must not a been a more worried blues they had
 
[Verse 7]
          C                                 C7
I got the weary blues, I got no heart to cry
          F                              C
I got the weary blues, I got no heart to cry
       G7                                   C
If the blues don't kill me, Lord I'll never die

21411. Weary Blues From Waiting

Weary Blues From Waiting

    Weary blues from waitin'
    Lord I've been waitin' so long
    These blues have got me cryin'
    Oh, sweet ma-a-ma, please come home

The snow falls 'round my window
But it can't chill my heart
God knows it died the day you left
My dream world fell a-part

Thru tears I watch young lovers
As they go strollin' by
Oh, all the things that might have been
God forgive me if I cry

21412. Weary Blues From Waiting - Chords

Weary Blues From Waiting - Darrell Scott
written by Hank Williams 

F C7 F

F         Eb       F
Weary  blues from  waitin'



F                G            C7
Lord, I've been  waitin' too  long
      F           Eb      F    Bb
Weary blues have  got me  cryin'
          F                C7           F
Oh, sweet mamma  won't you please come  home
F                Bb        F
The  wind whips 'round my  window
Bb                       F
But  it can't chill this heart
     Bb                F       Dm
God  knows it died the day you left
   F            C7   
My dream world  fell a part
F         Eb       F
Weary  blues from  waitin'
F                G            C7
Lord, I've been  waitin' too  long
      F           Eb      F    Bb
Weary blues have  got me  cryin'
          F                C7           F
Oh, sweet mamma  won't you please come  home

SOLO

F            Bb           F    
Thru tears I watch young lovers
   Bb              F
As they go driftin by
  Bb                           F   
I think of all the things that might have been
               C7   F
God forgive me if I cry
F         Eb       F
Weary  blues from  waitin'
F                G            C7
Lord, I've been  waitin' too  long
      F           Eb      F    Bb
Weary blues have  got me  cryin'
          F                C7           F
Oh, sweet mamma  won't you please come  home
     F           Eb      F    Bb
Weary blues have  got me  cryin'
          F                C7           F
Oh, sweet mamma  won't you please come  home

From Tim O'Brien & Darrell Scott 'Real Time'
Howdy Skies Records 2000
Acuff Rose/Hiriam Music (BMI)

21413. Weary Day



Weary Day
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
Weary days, pass away
Look at what you ve done to me
Just this morning when I wanted
My love turned her back on me
She was kind when she left me
Told me she was leaving town
It's an awful, lonesome feeling
When your lover turned you down

[Chorus]
Like a lonesome evergreen
Foreign love that can't be found
It's a awful, lonesome feeling
When your lover turns you down

[Verse 2]
I have never been so lonely
Since I saw the cap jacked train
Something awful seems to whisper
She will not be back again

[Chorus]
Like a lonesome evergreen
Foreign love that can't be found
It's a awful, lonesome feeling
When your lover turns you down

[Verse 3]
Windy sea and summer sinking
Sinking down into the waves
I ll be thinking of my darling
she's the one that I love best

[Chorus]
Like a lonesome evergreen
For a love that can't be found
It's an awful, lonesome feeling
When your lover turns you down

Like a lonesome evergreen
Foreign love that can't be found
It's an awful, lonesome feeling
When your lover turns you down

21414. Weary Day

Weary Day

Weary day pass away
Look what you have done to me



Just this morning without warning
My love turned her back on me

She was cryin when she left me
Told me she was leavin town
It's an awful awful feeling
When your lover turns you down

   Like a lonesome dove a grieving
   For a love that can't found
   It's an awful, awful feeling
   When your lover turns you down

I have never been so lonely
Since I saw her catch that train
Something awful seems to whisper
She will not be back again

When I see that sun a sinking
Sinking down into the west
I'll be thinking of my little darlin
She's the one that I love best

21415. Weary Lonesome Blues

Weary Lonesome Blues
Louvin Brothers

I've got them weary weary (lonesome) blues
Feeling lonesome 'bout to cry
I turned my back on my true love
Can't tell the day from night

I'm going down and catch a train (train train)
Never coming back again
I've got them weary weary (lonesome) blues
I'm gonna ride them all away

I've got them weary weary (lonesome) blues
I found out that love don't pay
The only one that I did love   
She has gone the other way

I can't smile as I used to (used to)
'Cause her love has proved untrue
I've got them weary weary (lonesome) blues
And I don't know what to do

I've got them weary weary (lonesome) blues
Going to pack my grip and go
I hate to turn my back on you
For you know I love you so



But you will never love me (love me) dear
So I'm drifting away from here
I've got the weary weary (lonesome) blues
I'm in the way when I am here

21416. Weary Old Highway

Weary Old Highway
Jim Hurst

[Verse 1]
You'd think after years of just giving it all
While playing your heart out and no curtain call
After large fame and fortune just passes on by
You'd think any rounder would kiss it goodbye
But a few days at home and I'm back in the grind
Dead broke and ornery, half out of my mind
'Til a call comes in from some old slick I once knew
So I pack up my guitar and shine up my shoes

[Chorus]
On a lonesome old highway and a weary old road
My two-lane companion shoulders the load
Won't you take me right back where I come from before
Weary old highway
Take me back, take me down home oncR more

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
It's not for the money whRn it's never quite there
Or packing it up in the cold midnight air
It's not for the glamour of living alone
In a thousand cheap hotels we get to call home
But it's call time at Sharkey's on a Saturday night
When the air is electric and the music is tight
It's choosing a pathway that's always been there
With a good-tuned guitar, I've made it, I swear

[Chorus]
On a lonesome old highway and a weary old road
My two-lane companion shoulders the load
Won't you take me right back where I come from before
Weary old highway
Take me back, take me down home once more
On a lonesome old highway and a weary old road
My two-lane companion shoulders the load
Won't you take me right back where I come from before
Weary old highway
Take me back, take me down home once more

[Outro]
Weary old highway (Highway)



Weary old highway (Highway)
Weary old highway

21417. Weary Prodigal Son

Weary Prodigal Son

God is calling us now so come without delay
Hear oh hear Him calling calling now for thee
Patient, loving and tender but still fatherly
Hear His loving voice calling still (calling still)

   Calling out for thee
   Oh weary (weary prodigal son) prodigal son (weary prodigal son)
   Calling out for thee
   Oh weary (weary prodigal son) prodigal son (weary prodigal son)

Come there's bread in the house of the father and His fair
Hear oh hear Him calling calling out for thee
Low the table spread and a feast is waiting there
Hear His loving voice calling still (calling still)

21418. Weather And Water - Chords

Weather And Water - The Greencards

Capo 1

     Em                                         C
Well we set off for Stephenshelf sailin' out to sea
   C                  G                           D 
My brand new wife, my lover blowin' kisses out to me
  Em                                             C
I couldn't make no livin' on the mainland layin' tile
     C                  G                     D      B7
So I thought I'd try my hand at fishin' for a while

Well we were pullin' full nets the yield it sure was high
Those silver skins were shinin', made everybody smile
My heart was growin' heavy the first time out to sea
She didn't move like the mainland, bought me to my knees, to my knees

Chorus:
        G   C           D               Em
Now I'm out here in the weather and the water
G   C   D            Em
Callin' mercy to the sea
         Em                                    C
Well I'd rather be a poor boy with a beautiful wife



     C               G                       D           B7 
Than out here in the weather and the water tonight, I'll surely die tonight

Well I hear 'em tell my story, I hear 'em late at night
Old fishermen and deckhands unpitied by the light
I'm stuck out on the ocean, I'm tied down to the sea
The Weather and the water, it's just the two and me, two and me

Chorus

Chorus

21419. Weather Channel

Emmylou Harris
Weather Channel

[Verse 1]
Sunny morning
You can hear it
Siren's warning
There is weather on both sides
And I know it's coming
Just like before
There's a black dog
That scratches my door
He's been growling my name, saying
"You better get to running"

[Chorus]
Can you make it better for me?
Can you make me see the light of day?
'Cause I got no one
Who will bring me a
Big umbrella?
So I'm watching the weather channel
And waiting for the storm

[Verse 2]
It's just sugar
Just a pill to make me happy
I know it may not fix the hinges
But at least the door has stopped its creaking
I got friends they're
Waiting for me to comb out my hair
Come outside and join the human race
But I don't feel so human
[Chorus]
Can you make it better for me?
Can you make me see the light of day?
'Cause I got lab coats
Who will bring me a panacea?
But I'm watching the weather channel



And waiting for the storm

[Outro]
You won't want me
Hangin' 'round the birthday pony
Even though it's just a game
You know we are the same
But you're the better faker

21420. Weather The Storm

The Incredible String Band - Weather The Storm 

Stormy weather in the world since the day I was born
Stormy in the schoolhouse, stormy when I left my home
A few more storms won't freeze me, my love will keep me warm
One thing more I know for sure, I swear we're going to weather the storm

You, you had your soft brown eyes
Pretty as I ever saw, want to see the sunset?
I know where in the the shade of the big boys jaw
Dance through the summer, dance through the spring
Dance through winter and fall, one thing I know for sure
I swear you are the belle of the ball

I've been around this whole 'round world, many strange things I see
I know where I'm going and I know who's going with me
Never fear I won't be cold, my love will keep me warm
One thing more I know for sure, I swear we're going to weather the storm

21421. Weather With You

Weather With You
Neil Finn

Walking round the room singing Stormy weather 
at 57 Mount Pleasant Street
Now it's the same room but everything's different
You can fight the sleep but not the dream

Things ain't cooking in my kitchen
Strange affliction wash over me
Julius Caesar and the Roman Empire
Couldn't conquer the blue skies

Well, there's a small boat made of china
It's going nowhere on the mantelpiece
Do I lie like a lounge room lizard
Or do I sing like a bird released?



Everywhere you go always take the weather with you

21422. Weathered Gray Stone

Weathered Gray Stone
Johnson Mountain Boys

The road that winds back so deep in the mountains
Is a lonesome old place now that you're gone
The mistakes that I've made I still think about 'em
As I come to the place I used to call home

   There's a small rocky path leads back from the home place
   As I walk the last hill the wind seems to moan
   Once again the moon shines and a tear rolls from my face
   As I place a small rose on a weathered gray stone

The moon cuts a path so deep in the mountains
It lights up the hills where we used to roam
Once again the moon shines and a tear rolls from my face
Once again the moon hides I'm in darkness alone

If I had but one chance dear God I would never
Leave my little darlin so cold and alone
My mind'll be tormented I know now forever
Since they buried my heart 'neath a weathered gray stone

21423. Wedding Band

Wedding Band
Lake Street Dive

[Chorus]
If you're married, wear a wedding band
There's no need for you to whisper in my ear
When you can say it with your hand
If you're gonna go breakin' my heart
There's no need for you to let it linger
When you can say it with your finger
If you're married, baby, wear a wedding band

[Musical Interlude]

[Verse]
You've got somebody
That'll love you forever already (already)
And you owe it to her, and you owe it to me
To hold steady



[Chorus]
If you're married, wear a wedding band
There's no need for you to whisper in my ear
When you can say it with your hand
If you're gonna go breakin' my heart
There's no need for you to let it linger
When you can say it with your finger

If you're married, baby, wear a wedding-
Married, baby, wear a wedding-
Married, baby, wear a wedding band

21424. Wedding Bells

Buddy Miller - Wedding Bells

I have the invitation that you sent me
You wanted me to see you change your name
I couldn't stand to see you wed another
But dear I hope you're happy just the same
Wedding bells are ringing in the chapel
That should be ringing out for you and me
Down the aisle with someone else you're walking
Those wedding bells will never ring for me
I planned a little cottage in the valley
I even bought a little band of gold
I thought some day I'd place it on your finger
But now the future looks so dark and cold
Wedding bells are ringing in the chapel
I hear the children laughing out with glee
At home alone I hang my head in sorrow
Those wedding bells will never ring for me
I fancy that I see a bunch of roses
A blossom from an orange tree in your hair
And while the organ plays I love you truly
Please let me pretend that I am there
Wedding bells are ringing in the chapel
Ever since the day you set me free
I knew someday that you would wed another
But wedding bells will never ring for me

21425. Wedding Blues

Wedding Blues
(Wedding Bells)

I have the invitation that you sent me
You wanted me to see you change your name



I couldn't stand to see you wed another
But dear I hope you're happy just the same

Wedding bells are ringing in the chapel
That should be ringing now for you and me
Down the aisle with someone else you're walking
Those wedding bells will never ring for me

I planned a little cottage in the valley
I even bought a little band of gold
I thought someday I'd place it on your finger
But now the future looks so dark and cold

Wedding bells are ringing in the chapel
I hear the children laughing now with glee
At home alone I hang my head in sorrow
Those wedding bells will never ring for me

How fancy that I see a bunch of roses
A blossom from an orange tree in your fair
While the organ plays I Love You Truly
Just let me pretend that I am there

Wedding bells are ringing in the chapel
Ever since the day you set me free
I knew someday that you would wed another
But wedding bells will never ring for me

21426. Wedding Day

Wedding Day - Hot Buttered Rum

Well, I'm gonna love you true my darlin' if your eyes are blue
And if your eyes are blue, my darlin', I'm gonna love you true

I'm gonna love you true my darlin' if your eyes are green
I would love you more, my darlin', more than you've ever seen
More than you've ever seen, my darlin,' more than you've ever seen
I'm gonna love you more than you've ever seen ... I surely will!

Now, I'm gonna love you true my darlin' if your eyes are brown
I will love you more, I swear, than any man in this town

I'm gonna love you true, my darlin', if your hair was black
If you kick me out, my darlin', won't you take me back
Won't you take me back, my darlin', won't you take me back
I'm gonna love you, so won't you take me back ... oh take me back!

I'm gonna love you true, my darlin', if your hair is gold
I love you when we're young, my darlin', I'll love you when we're old
I'm gonna love you true, my darlin', when your hair goes gray
I will love you just the same as on our wedding day



On our wedding day, my darlin', on our wedding day
I'm gonna love you on our wedding dayÃ¢ Â¦our wedding day

I'm gonna love you true, my darlin', if your hair is red
I'll love you on the cold, hard ground and in our wedding bed
I'm gonna love you true, my darlin' if your eyes are blue
If your eyes are blue
Well, I'll tell you one more time
I'm gonna love you true, my darlin', I'm gonna love you true
I'm gonna love you, I'm gonna love you true

Yeah, on our wedding day, my darlin', on our wedding day
I'm gonna love you on our wedding day
I'm gonna love you true, my darlin', I'm gonna love you true
I'm gonna love you, I'm gonna love you true

21427. Wedding Song

Wedding Song
Noel Paul Stookey

He is now to be among you at the calling of your hearts.
Rest assured this troubador is acting on His part.
The union of your spirits here has caused Him to remain,
For whenever two or more of your are gathered in His name
There is love, there is love

Well, a man shall leave his mother and a woman leave her home.
They shall travel on to when the two shall be as one.
As it was in the beginning, is now until the end,
Woman draws her life from man and gives it back again,
And there is love, there is love.

21428. Wednesday Morning, 3 A.m.

Wednesday Morning, 3 A.m.
Paul Simon

I can hear the soft breathing
Of the girl that I love,
As she lies here beside me
Asleep with the night,
And her hair, in a fine mist
Floats on my pillow,
Reflecting the glow
Of the winter moonlight.

She is soft, she is warm,
But my heart remains heavy,



And I watch as her breasts
Gently rise, gently fall,
For I know with the first light of dawn
I'll be leaving,
And tonight will be
All I have left to recall.

Oh, what have I done,
Why have I done it,
I've committed a crime,
I've broken the law.
For twenty-five dollars
And pieces of silver,
I held up and robbed
A hard liquor store.

My life seems unreal,
My crime an illusion,
A scene badly written
In which I must play.
Yet I know as I gaze
At my young love beside me,
The morning is just a few hours away.

21429. Wee Bird - Chords

Wee Bird 
Mandolin Orange
 
Cmaj7                                    Gmaj7
Wee bird chirped and swore my life was a lie
      Cmaj7
And I thought that the fox was sly,
                   Gmaj7              D/F#
But oh, boys, that fox just passed me by
           Em                    D                    Cmaj7
While that wee bird squawked and damn near wrecked my mind.
 
      Cmaj7                    Gmaj7
Now a birds' eye view is truly king.
          Cmaj7                                      Gmaj7   D/F#
And I was just a pawn to her highness, the Feathered Queen.
        Em                  D                Cmaj7     Cmaj7
Still I wore that crown and tried my best to keep      it clean.
 
           Gmaj7
Cause that bird could sing, and that bird could fly,
     D/F#
That bird could steal, and she sure could lie.
    Em                                     Cmaj7
And I reached into her wee bird mouth, and pulled the worm out,
       Am7      D           Am7      D
And it poisoned me. Yes, it poisoned me.



 
      Cmaj7                           Gmaj7
Well, bye bye birdie, I think we both knew
         Cmaj7                      Gmaj7           D/F#
That the nest we built for two, was best suited for you.
        Em              D           Cmaj7           Cmaj7
Still I must admit that my love was true. Yes, it's true.
 
Gmaj7 - D/F# - Em - Cmaj7 - Am7 - D - Am7 - D
 
         Cmaj7                    Gmaj7
I said a bird's eye view is truly king.
          Cmaj7                                      Gmaj7  D/F#
And I was just a pawn to her highness, the Feathered Queen.
        Em                  D                Cmaj7
Still I wore that crown and tried my best to keep it clean.
 
           Gmaj7
Cause that bird could sing, and that bird could fly,
     D/F#
That bird could steal, and she sure could lie.
    Em                                     Cmaj7
And I reached into her wee bird mouth, and pulled the worm out,
       Am7      D   Gmaj7 - D/F# - Em - Cmaj7         Am7      D      Am7      D
And it poisoned me.                            Yes it poisoned me. It poisoned me.
 
Cmaj7 - Gmaj7 - D/F# - Em - D - Cmaj7 - Cmaj7
 
Cmaj7                                    Gmaj7
Wee bird chirped and swore my life was a lie
      Cmaj7
And I thought that the fox was sly,
                   Gmaj7              D/F#
But oh, boys, that fox just passed me by
           Em                    D                    Cmaj7
While that wee bird squawked and damn near wrecked my mind.

21430. Weed, Whiskey And Willie

Weed, Whiskey And Willie
Osborne Brothers - Weed, Whiskey And Willie

I've got bottles and vinyl stacked to the ceilin'
I get stoned for survival, it helps with the healin'
When it all goes to hell the only thing I believe in
Is weed, whiskey, and Willie

You can take the ring
You can take or leave my name
You can have my heart
It's broken anyway
You can take my reputation
And drag it through the mud, go on and abuse it



But don't take my smoke, my jug of brown liquor or my country music

I've got bottles and vinyl stacked to the ceilin'
I get stoned for survival, it helps with the healin'
When it all goes to hell the only thing I believe in
Is weed, whiskey, and Willie

So turn the music up
I'm gonna lock all the doors
Turn off the lights and close every blind
There ain't nobody home
And the pictures on the wall
Are just about lost in a cloud of smoke
My vices and heroes will hold me together while I'm lettin' you go

I've got bottles and vinyl stacked to the ceilin'
I get stoned for survival, it helps with the healin'
And when it all goes to hell the only thing I believe in
Is weed, whiskey, and Willie
And when I'm back on my feet, I'm gonna keep on repeatin'
Weed, whiskey and Willie

21431. Weeds

Weeds - by Adkins and Loudermilk

You didn't greet me at the front door, No reply when I call your name
In the darkness I go down the hall, It was clear my life changed
Chorus
Sound tickles in my head, three line note on an empty bed
I just remembered just a lie, thirteen words to say goodbye
No me. No you, -Weeds where the flowers of love once grew
No me. No you, -Weeds where the flowers of love once grew 
Weeds where the flowers of love once grew
I guess I never saw it coming, I thought our love would always grow
You saw thorns, I saw the beauty of the rose, Here I am, the last to know
Chorus
Final Chorus (Different)
Sound tickles in my head, three line note on an empty bed
Forever was just a lie, thirteen words to say goodbye 
No me. No you, -Weeds where the flowers of love once grew
No me. No you, -Weeds where the flowers of love once grew 
Weeds where the flowers of love once grew

21432. Week From Today

Week From Today 
Blue Highway



Time is a funny thing you know  
No matter where you are it comes and goes  
I've lived my life, one day at a time  
Time is all I've had and all I know 
 
Home is a state of mind it's said  
Four walls and a roof inside your head  
To some it might seem strange 
But I'm too damn old to change  
Now the warden says the state requires my bed 
 
CHORUS : 
It's been fifty years since they sent me here  
I had forty nine more to go  
But a week from today, 
They'll open this gate for good  
And I'll have to walk away, 
But Lord knows, I'd stay if I could 
 
I won't last a day out there alone  
This prison cell's the only home I've known  
The world outside has changed, but the one inside remains  
I'll have to find a way, to get back home 
 
But a week from today  
They'll open this gate for good, 
And I'll have to walk away 
But Lord knows, I'd stay if I could

21433. Weekend

Weekend
Garth Brooks - Weekend

Well, sun up, means sundown somewhere
Wake up, I wanna take you out there
Let's go, wherever it's the weekend

'Cause, Lord knows, this world needs to unwind
So, let's show 'em how to have a good time
Let go, baby, it's the weekend

From western Montana to south Louisiana
I even hear the doors are now open in Havana
It's the weekend all over the world

You know, they're shakin' the cabanas down in Savannah
I bet they're all laughin' and lovin' in Vienna
It's the weekend all over the world

So, jump in, to good times and good love
With good friends you just can't get enough of
We're all in, baby, it's the weekend



You know, they're rockin' in Atlanta, dancin' in Guyana
I swear, I hear 'em singing in sweet home Alabama
It's the weekend all over the world

They're on the track in Indiana, they're chantin' in Siena
Here we are, you and me still in our pajamas
It's the weekend all over the world, weekend all over the world
Weekend all over the world

You know they're rockin' in Atlanta
Rollin' in Havana
Champaign-Urbana
Muncie, Indiana

21434. Weep And Cry

Weep And Cry 
Bill & Charlie Monroe

Weep and cry  my little darling 
Spoil your pretty blue eyes 
You have caused us all these partin' 
And now you re the one to weep and cry 
 
CHORUS: 
You left without a cause for leavin' 
Now you seem unsatisfied 
You're lonely heart forme is grievin' 
It's your turn now to weep and cry 
 
I still recall those words were spoken 
On the night when first we met 
But now a loving heart you've broken 
And all of those words you'll now regret

21435. Weep Little Willow

Larry Stephenson Band - Weep Little Willow

She was sad-eyed, barefoot and dirty, too young to be so alone.
He knew her name was Willow,
He knew that the street was her home.
She asked "Mister,
Could you spare a dollar? I sure could use something to eat."
She put on her bravest of smiles as
She wiped at the tear on her cheek.

So weep little Willow weep,



Your angels are working, Child, on your safe keep
You won't be alone put your little
Mind at ease, weep little Willow weep,
Weep little Willow weep.

She asked "Mister,
Do you know my mama? She lives way up in the clouds,
And she's always watching her
Willow. You see mama she's watching me now.
I had a dream she sent me angel, Mister could that dream come true?"
Then he spread out his wings and lifted her
Up and said "Your mama is waiting for you."

So weep little Willow weep your
Angels are working child on your safe keep
You were never alone and you never will be. Weep little Willow weep,
Weep little Willow weep

21436. Weevily Wheat

Weevily Wheat
Laurie Lewis

Don t want your weevily wheat,
Don t want your barley.
Take some flour in half an hour
To bake a cake for Charlie.

Five times five is twenty-five,
Five times six is thirty,
Five times seven is thirty five,
Five times eight is forty.

21437. Weight - Chords

Weight 
Trampled by Turtles
 
Intro: G - Bm - C  x2  Em - D - G - D - G
 
 G      Bm       C       G         Bm                 C
Lock it up my pretender, I thought I would know you better
 G      B7    Em     D         C
Like a child, high above the weather 
G           D                             G
I saw you sinking with the weight of the world
 G        Bm                    C
All your cuts are getting deep now
 G           Bm                  C



And all you want to do is sleep now
G          B7      Em D      C
I could go on, but I don't really see how
 G           D                       G
And here we are at the edge of the world
 
Chorus
 D           B7                           Em
Like a bird you come to my window in the dead of night
                  C                        C7
To see if were alright, moonlight in your eyes
 
And then you'll go 
 
G   Bm  C
Ooooo   oooo 
G   Bm  C
Ooooo   oooo 
 
G - B7 - Em - D - C
 
G             Bm           C
It seems like so long ago that 
G             Bm                 C
I watched you pack it up and go there 
G           B7           Em    D    C
And still I cry cause I don't know why..
G                D                       G
We could never stand the weight of the world
 
(Chorus)
 
Outro: G - Bm - C  x2  Em - D - G - D - G

21438. Weighted Mind

Weighted Mind
Sierra Hull - Weighted Mind

[Verse 1]
Should I leave
Should I lay low
If I ask you
Will you even know
From the roof to the ground
These walls must come down
It all seems right written on page
I tell myself will be ok
But I can't chase away my doubt
So much left, to figure out

[Chorus]
Weighted mind



Wasted time

[Verse 2]
Through the haze
See what you lose
A broken glass that never spills
I know you think you've been set free
But we are slaves
To our beliefs

[Chorus]
Weighted mind
Wasted time
Weighted mind
Wasted time
Weighted minds
Wasted time

21439. Welcome Home

Welcome Home

Today I got the letter that you wrote me
You told me soon that you'd be coming home
You ask me to forgive and said you loved me
And said you missed me so since you've been gone

I guess I'm just a fool but I'm so lonely
If only for a while you would be true
Yes welcome home my darling I'll be waiting
The welcome mat is on the step for you

My friends all say I'm crazy to forgive you
But they're not faced with sorrow such as mine
Now just the thoughts of having you back home dear
Is making me feel better all the time

21440. Welcome Home

Welcome Home
Punch Brothers

if home it is and well you come  
we've seen the smoke and
smelled the fumes.
You went for broke,
then under over a couple bucks
threw down the yoke and
put up your dukes.



May a blow land
where he'll feel it.
May your fire spread
through the coal-sewn fields.

Fare thee well,
in a welfare line or thy father's will.
Don't kill us and we'll go your bail.
You hit and held
and folded, enthralled isn't thrilled, 
you said,  grow up, and away you sailed.

May the blow land
where he'll see it.
May your fear spread
through the tear-stained shores.

Saying,  I never knew you. 

Welcome home
if home it is and well you come  
'cause fear and fire can't consume,
condemn, condone,
or dismiss what we haven't done
and he's out of salt.
Go dress your wounds.

Lay a flare down
By Your dull pain
May he show up
Or may you move on
He will show up
or you will move on.

21441. Welcome Paddy Home

Welcome Paddy Home
Donal O'Shaughnessy

I am a true born Irishman,
I will never deny what I am.
I was born in the sweet Tipperary boys,
Three thousand miles away.

Chorus:
Hurray, me boys, hurray.
No more do I wish for to roam.
For the sun it will shine in the harvest time,
To welcome Paddy Home.

The girls they are young and they're frisky.
They will take you by the hand.



Saying Jimmy McCree won't you come with me,
To welcome the stranger home?

Then in came the far away stranger,
and settled all over our land.
The horse and the cow, the goat and the sow,
Fell into the stranger's hands.

The Scotsman can boast of the thistle,
The Englishman boast of the rose.
But Paddy can boast of the Emerald Isle,
Where the dear little shamrocks grow.

21442. Welcome To Earth

David Rawlings
Welcome to Earth

(crackle crackle, pop, crackle crackle, pop)

Welcome to Earth, home of the great women and men. 
We are animals that have ideas! Maybe cats and ravens have ideas too, 
but they keep them to themselves
Travellers from the whole galaxy throng to our luscious planet, 
with its evolution-friendly climate and nourishing minerals!
Take time to locate the exit nearest you
Press 1 for Famine, 2 for Pestilence, 3 for Condoleezza, and 4 for Death. 
Please note that Pestilence closes at six

(crackle crackle, pop
-Okay, that's it
-Okay.)

21443. Welcome to Earth (Pollywog)

Sturgill Simpson - Welcome to Earth (Pollywog)

[Intro]
Hello, my son
Welcome to Earth
You may not be my last
But you'll always be my first
Wish I'd done this ten years ago
But how could I know
How could I know
That the answer was so easy?
I've been told you measure a man by how much he loves
When I hold you I treasure each moment I spend
On this Earth, under Heaven above



Grandfather always said God's a fisherman
And now I know the reason why

[Verse]
And if sometimes (Now, now)
Daddy has to go away (Daddy has to go away)
Well, please don't think (Please don't think)
That it means I don't love you
Oh, how I wish (How I wish)
I could be there every day (Be there every day, yeah)
'Cause when I'm gone
It makes me so sad and blue (Makes me sad and blue)
And holding you is the greatest love I've ever known
Oh, when I get home it breaks my heart
Seeing how much you've grown
All on your own
Oh

[Outro]
Oh
Hearing you cry
It made me cry
It made me cry
Hearing me cry
A thousand miles away
Every cry (Greatest love I've ever known)
(Ever known)

21444. Welcome To The Family

Little Big Town - Welcome To The Family

[Verse 1]
Welcome to the family
Hope you have a real good life
With my little sister
Yeah, she'll make a real good wife
Hope you have lots of babies
Hope you get a real job
Hope you don't mind company
Because we'll be there a lot
And brother here's some brotherly advice
If you know what's good for you you'll treat her right (Because)

[Chorus]
Because grandpa's the local sheriff
Yeah he's the judge and the jury too
Uncle Bill's the undertaker, son
He'll dig a hole for you
Cousin Jesse, he's just crazy
He'll fight you just for fun
Mama's got a real bad temper
And daddy's got a shotgun



[Verse 2]
Welcome to the family
And this side of the tracks
If you ever leave her
You aren't coming back
My nephew Red's a hunter
He's going to hunt you down
Just like he did the last one
And he still aren't been found
Now I like you just fine, don't get me wrong
But bot take care of her 'cause if you don't

[Chorus x2]

[Verse 3]
Welcome to the family
Hope you have a real good life
With my little sister
Yeah she'll make a real good wife

21445. Welfare Line

The Highwaymen - Welfare Line

[Willie Nelson]
Well, now boys, I've been to Bethlehem
Rode there on a big steam train
Lost two fingers in the steel mills
And I ain't goin' back again

[Johnny Cash]
I fought for my country
Lord knows, I did my best
Crawlin' 'cross some foreign field
They pinned a ribbon to my chest

[All]
So, pass around the bottle, boys, let's talk about old times
Night rollin' in, it's cold as sin, here on the welfare line

[Willie Nelson]
Served on the Georgia Road Gang
Couldn't pay the debts I owe
'Cause I'm not made of silver
And I ain't never seen no gold

[Johnny Cash]
I still remember Rachael
Soft as a velvet gown
They laid her in the pauper's grave
On the other side of town



[All]
So, pass around the bottle, boys, let's talk about old times
Night rollin' in, it's cold as sin, here on the welfare line

[Waylon Jennings]
I know some folks are born of money
You know I wish them well
If the devil would ever want my soul
I swear I'd never sell

[All]
So, pass around the bottle, boys, let's talk about old times
Night rollin' in, it's cold as sin, here on the welfare line
Pass around the bottle, boys, let's talk about old times
Night rollin' in, it's cold as sin, here on the welfare line

21446. Well Allright - Chords

Well Alright - Nanci Griffith

Intro and riff 

    B       A      B         F#7       B           A      B      F#7      B
E---------------------------------------------------------------------------
B------4-4-------4-4------4-4-4----4---4------4-4-------4-4-----4-4---4---4-
G--4---4-4-----6-4-4--4---4-4-4-h6-4-6----4---4-4-----6-4-4-4---4-4-6-4-3-4-
D--4-6-----7-7--------4-6-----------------4-6-----7-7-------4-6-------------
A---------------------------------------------------------------------------
E---------------------------------------------------------------------------

  B               A          B
Well alright so I'm being foolish
  B                   F#7    B
Well alright let the people know
  B                     A    B
About the dreams and wishes you wish
  B                     F#7       B
In the night when the lights are low
        E            F#7
Well alright, well alright
  B           A        B          
We live and love with all our might
        E            F#7
Well alright, well alright
       B       A        B
Our lifetime love will be alright

  B              A           B
Well alright so I'm going steady
  B                   F#7    B
It's alright when the people say
  B               A             B
If those foolish kids can't be ready



  B                  F#7       B
For the love that comes their way
         E           F#7
Well alright, well alright
      B       A          B
We live and love with all our might
        E            F#7
Well alright, Well alright
       B       A        B
Our lifetime love will be alright

        E           F#7
Well alright, well alright
      B       A           B
We live and love with all our might
        E             F#7
Well alright, well alright
        B      A        B         
Our lifetime love will be alright

21447. Well Of The Blues

Jerry Jeff Walker - Well Of The Blues

Amoeba man, he runs from hot, wraps up from the cold
Old evil man, he worries a lot 'bout how he's gonna save his soul
Easy man, maybe he like whiskey, silly girl, maybe she got caught
And old lazy bones, maybe he stays home, saw more than he sought
The well of the blues - oh, it never runs dry
It never gets full enough of whiskey and rye
The well of the blues...
Preacher man bad-mouths the bottle and Mama pours it down the drain
Old grandpa likes to keep it within reach, it eases his favorite pain
And all year long old teetotallers' songs would echo grandpa's fall
But on the holidays everything's okay, even judges forget the laws
The well of the blues 
Well, there's natural-born winners and losers out lookin' for the old time thrill
They get the Indians' luck, the burnin' cup, stuck with a whiskey still
'til it fills the head and makes the bed spin like a wildcat drill
Borin' a hole down deep in your soul that only a bottle can fill
The well of the blues

21448. Well Oiled Machine

Well Oiled Machine [Hot Buttered Rum]

Well I've been getting to know the spare bedrooms and floors
And bars across the USA
I feel shaken and stirred and slightly absurd



From every bump and bounce of the interstate

When I say I want to fill my bus with their cooking oil
Restaurant owners don't know what I mean
But I'm pickin' and singin', slippin' and slidin'
And rolling in this well-oiled machine

My machine, my machine, my machine
Riding a well-oiled machine
Its gears are worn in by years of steady climbin'
Let's move like a well-oiled machine
Its gears are worn in from years of steady climbin'
Let's roll like a well-oiled machine

It feels like everywhere I step and everything I buy
Results in imbalance or pain
The muck and the mess, the dying and the death
Is hidden behind gas pumps and cellophane

Well I just need a way to get home
Past the changing shades of purple, blue and green
What the restaurant kitchens dump, I want to pump
To fill the tank of my well-oiled machine

My machine, my machine, my machine
Riding a well-oiled machine
Its gears are worn in by years of steady climbin'
Let's move like a well-oiled machine
Its gears are worn in from years of steady climbin'
Let's roll like a well-oiled machine

I once heard a man speak from his heart
About the lord, the army, and LSD
He said the sun never sets on the guns of America
And all water flows to the sea

Yeah he looked me in the eye by the interstate sign
And said may hope lead you to peace
Keep it low and slow don't forget to reap what you sow
And keep your machine well greased

My machine, my machine, my machine
Riding a well-oiled machine
Its gears are worn in by years of steady climbin'
Let's move like a well-oiled machine
Its gears are worn in from years of steady climbin'
Let's roll like a well-oiled machine

21449. Well Well

Well, Wel - Infamous Stringdusters
written by Andy Hall



 Verse 1 
I know what people say
I drink a lot almost every day
And I'm feelin' a little too tired
I'm a moth flying too close to the fire

My body needs more care
I might use a little fresh air
And it hurts me but my baby cries
If I don't change I think I'm gonna die

 Chorus 
Well, well what have we here
Another night full of tears
And I a'int worried, don't you fear
Cause I think that the clouds are going to clear

( solos )

 Verse 2 
And I hold on a little too tight
And each day is a pretty good fight
But it'll ease up if you let it
Wake up your mind if you want to get it

 Chorus 
Well, well what have we here
Another night full of tears
And I a'int worried, don't you fear
Cause I think that the clouds are going to clear

 Bridge 
Well it seems like these walls are gettin' tall
And I feel them closin' in
All the pain that I feel, all the blues that I see
Are because of me

( solos )

 Verse 3 
Is there something always wrong?
Sleepless nights, same old song
Just let go, let your mind run free
With your eyes closed, it's really hard to see

 Chorus 
Well, well what have we here
Another night full of tears
And I a'int worried, don't you fear
Cause I think that the clouds are going to clear

Well, well what have we here
Another night full of tears
And I a'int worried, don't you fear
Cause I think that the clouds are going to clear



21450. Well Well Well

Lucinda Williams - Well Well Well

[Chorus]
Well, well, well, here it is again
The way I feel is down but then
You know if you toss a stone in a river
It sinks to the bottom, it won't rise up either

Hey, hey, hey, this here's a test
And it may not be the last
I tell you what, I have to wonder
When I get lost and I end up yonder

Huh, huh, huh, ain't this a shame
Don't this beat all you've ever seen
Just when I thought I was getting up there
Things went and got a whole lot tougher

My, my, my, how do you figure
The reason why we always differ
But hey now, you know what I mean
If you hang around trash you can't come out clean

[Chorus]

Well, well, well
Hey, hey, hey
Huh, huh, huh
My, my, my

21451. Well-Oiled Machine

Well-Oiled Machine - Hot Buttered Rum

Well I've been getting to know the spare bedrooms and floors
And bars across the USA
I feel shaken and stirred and slightly absurd
From every bump and bounce of the interstate

When I say I want to fill my bus with their cooking oil
Restaurant owners don't know what I mean
But I'm pickin' and singin', slippin' and slidin'
And rolling in this well-oiled machine

(chorus:)
My machine, my machine, my machine
Riding a well-oiled machine



Its gears are worn in by years of steady climbin'
Let's move like a well-oiled machine
Its gears are worn in from years of steady climbin'
Let's roll like a well-oiled machine

It feels like everywhere I step and everything I buy
Results in imbalance or pain
The muck and the mess, the dying and the death
Is hidden behind gas pumps and cellophane
Well I just need a way to get home
Past the changing shades of purple, blue and green
What the restaurant kitchens dump, I want to pump
To fill the tank of my well-oiled machine

(chorus)

I once heard a man speak from his heart
About the lord, the army, and LSD
He said the sun never sets on the guns of America
And all water flows to the sea

Yeah he looked me in the eye by the interstate sign
And said may hope lead you to peace
Keep it low and slow don't forget to reap what you sow
And keep your machine well greased

(chorus)

21452. Wella Hella

Wella Hella
Gillian Welch

[Chorus]
Wella-wella, hella-hello, honey, hello
Tell me nice and slow, ain't you got a name?
'Cause I gotta know
Wella-wella, hella-hello, honey
Wella-hella, hello

[Verse 1]
Now, I've been sittin' just right here
And you've been sittin' over there all night
And it's getting late
Wella-wella, hella-hello, honey
Why must you hesitate?

[Chorus]
Wella-wella, hella-hello, honey, hello
Tell mr nice and slow, ain't you got a name?
'Cause I gotta know
WRlla-wella, hella-hello, honey
Wella-hella, hello



[Verse 2]
I can shimmy and shing-a-ling
Bunny hop and shake a thing alright
If you take a chance
Wella-wella, hella-hello, honey
Don't you wanna dance?

[Chorus]
Wella-wella, hella-hello, honey, hello
Tell me nice and slow, ain't you got a name?
'Cause I gotta know
Wella-wella, hella-hello, honey
Wella-hella, hello

[Verse 3]
Now tell me, honey, is it Mary Anne
Mary Ellen, Peggy Sue, or Jean
Or Etta Loreen?
What am I gonna call you
When you're in my dreams?

[Chorus]
Wella-wella, hella-hello, honey, hello
Tell me nice and slow, ain't you got a name?
'Cause I gotta know
Wella-wella, hella-hello, honey
Wella-hella, hello

21453. Were All The Way - Chords

Were All The Way 
The Lovell Sisters
 
[Intro]
/ C  Csus4 / C   G    / C  Csus4 / C   G    /
 
[Verse 1]
C                                      Fmaj7sus2
There's no cause to think that I won't stay
Fmaj7sus2                       C   Csus4   C   G
Haven't I been with you all the way?
C                                 Fmaj7sus2
There's no time like now to make amends
Fmaj7sus2                   C   Csus4   C   G
After all, we are more than friends
 
 
[Chorus]
C          Fmaj7sus2       C         C  Csus4
This could be the time for you and me
C        Fmaj7sus2   C         Csus4   C
We could go wherever we should be



   G                             C
So don't put words between us we shouldn't say
    G
And don't be acting halfway
         Fmaj7sus2          C
When you know we're all the way
 
 
[Post-Chorus]
/ C  Csus4 / C   G    / C  Csus4 / C   G    /
 
 
[Verse 2]
C                                    Fmaj7sus2
There are times when I don't see the light
Fmaj7sus2                    C   Csus4   C   G
I don't know if what I do is right
    C                                   Fmaj7sus2
But when I'm wrong it's never meant for you
   Fmaj7sus2                         C   Csus4   C   G
So don't confuse my love with what I do
 
 
[Chorus]
C          Fmaj7sus2       C         C  Csus4
This could be the time for you and me
C        Fmaj7sus2   C         Csus4   C
We could go wherever we should be
   G                             C
So don't put words between us we shouldn't say
    G
And don't be acting halfway
         Fmaj7sus2          C
When you know we're all the way
 
 
[Outro]
/ C  Csus4 / C   G    / C  Csus4 / C   G    / C        /

21454. Were We'll Never Die

Stanley Brothers - Where we'll never die
Composer: Ralph Mayo - Carter Stanley - Ralph Stanley

Sinner why not heed the day won't you come and go this way
Where Jesus lives and we'll never say goodbye
To a home that's far and bright and there never is a night
In a land where we never shall die

I've a home way up on high where we shall live and never die
Won't you come and cross this river so wide
There with Jesus we will dwell never more to say farewell
In a land where we never shall die



Walk the straight the narrow way fall down on your knees and pray
God will help you cross the mountaintop so high
He will take you by the hand lead you to that promised land
In a land where we never shall die

21455. Were You There When They Crucified My Lord

Were You There When They Crucified My Lord
Bill Monroe - Ricky Skaggs

Were you there when they crucified my Lord
Were you there when they crucified my Lord
O sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble
Were you there when they crucified my Lord

Were you there when they nailed him to the tree
Were you there when they nailed him to the tree
O sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble
Were you there when they crucified my Lord

Were you there when they pierced him in the side
Were you there when they pierced him in the side
O sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble
Were you there when they crucified my Lord

Were you there when the sun refused him in the side
Were you there when the sun refused him in the side
O sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble
Were you there when they crucified my Lord

Were you there when they laid him in the tomb
Were you there when they laid him in the tomb
O sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble
Were you there when they crucified my Lord

21456. Werewolf

Werewolf
Michael Hurley

Oh the Werewolf, Oh the werewolf
Comes a-stepping along
He don't even break the branches
Where he's been gone

You can hear his long holler
From way across the moor
That's the holler of a werewolf



When he's feeling poor

He goes out in the evening when
The bats are on the wing
And he's killed some young maiden before the birds sing

For the werewolf, For the werewolf
Have sympathy cause the werewolf
He's somebody like you or me

Once I saw him in the moonlight
When the bats were flying
All alone I saw the werewolf
And the werewolf was crying

Crying "Nobody, nobody
Nobody knows
How much I love the maiden as I tear off her clothes
Crying nobody, nobody
Knows my pain
When I see that it's risen, that full moon again"

When I see that moon moving
Through the clouds in the sky
I get a crazy feeling and I wonder why

Oh the werewolf, oh the werewolf
Comes traveling along
He don't even break the branches
Where he's been gone

For the werewolf have pity, not fear, and not hate
Because the werewolf might be someone
That you've known of late

Oh the werewolf, oh the werewolf
Comes traveling along
He don't even crush the leaves
Where he's been gone

21457. West

Lucinda Williams - West

Come out West and see
The best it'll ever be
I know you won't stay permanently
But come out West and see

Climb up on a rock
And stretch out in the sun
And close my eyes and let
My imagination run



I'm tracing your initials in the shining sand
I'm counting out the days til I see you again

Who knows what the future holds
Or where the cards may fall
But if you don't come out West and see
You'll never know at all

I look off in the distance
Blow a kiss and wave
A thousand miles between us
Disappear some day

I watch as all the starlings
Fly in from the North
The beating of the winds
Echoes the beating of my heart

I sleep out in the desert
Under the stars above
And keep making an effort
To wander in love

Who knows what the future holds
Or where the cards may fall
But if you don't come out West and see
You'll never know at all

Come out West and see
The best it'll could be
I know you won't stay permanently
But come out West and see

21458. West Bengal

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - West Bengal

Et voici quelques brides du bien Ãªtre-tour
Chine, Laos, Thailande, Inde et Singapour
C'est la grÃ¨ve générale au West Bengal
Et on mange sec
C'est la grÃ¨ve générale au West Bengal
Et on mange maigre et mal
Mais Baoze va nous chercher du fromage
Mais Baoze allait nous chercher du
Fromage
Oui Swifton allait nous chercher des
Pains naans
Du lait, des céréales
GrÃ¨ve générale au West Bengal
Mais Baoze r'vient les mains vides
Y a nul part d'ouvert en ville



Y'ont fermé Darjeeling
Y'a pas un resto qui vire
Y'ont fermé toutes les shops
Tout' les touristes capotent
Y'a p'us d'transports
Y'ont fermé toutes les gares

21459. West End Blues

Carolina Chocolate Drops
West End Blues

So tall and slender
Daddy was a charmer
He was a handsome man
But when he'd move it
Lord the ladies lose it
Daddy was a dancin' man

When he was dancing
Daddy swept the floor
He called it siftin' sand
So light and graceful
Not a step was wasteful
Daddy was a dancin' man

And when the young men
They'd come a-courtin'
They'd try to take my hand
They'd buck and wing
But it didn't mean a thing
'Cause Daddy was the dancin' man

So tall and slender
Daddy was a charmer
He was a handsome man
But when he'd move it
Lord the ladies lose it
Daddy was a dancin' man

21460. West Memphis

Lucinda Williams - West Memphis

found on the river Swelters on the night
I want it so and I figure it out how crew that terrible sound
And somebody gone away with murder and a car full of fence
Well that's the way we do things in West Memphis



But if they lock the music I whistle to
But they don't lock the way I dress
They set me up with a for confection, I never had a chance
They did the bug on me on my excrill say got no common sense
But that's the way we do things on West Memphis
That's the way we do things on West Memphis
That's the way we do things on West Memphis

Is never been any difference
So don't come round here try to mess some thoughts
Cuz that's the way we do things on West Memphis

Those innocents to arriving
Prisons for a crime didn't [?]
When nobody listen I rose 'out of fence
Somebody play with the evidence and he's been lying ever since
But that's the way we do things on West Memphis

And after all these years they still on fuse
To say what really happen
They cooking [?] that they're used
Afraid to make some end
Hiding in the dark make secret behind every pick of thing
And that's the way we do things on West Memphis
That's the way we do things on West Memphis
Yeah that's the way we do things on West Memphis

Is never been any difference
So don't come round here try to mess some thoughts
Cuz that's the way we do things on West Memphis
Yeah that's the way we do things on West Memphis
Yeah that's the way we do things on West Memphis

Is never been any difference
So don't come round here try to mess some thoughts
Cuz that's the way we do things on West Memphis
That's just the way we do things on West Memphis
That's just the way we do things on West Memphis

21461. West Nashville Boogie

Steve Earle - West Nashville Boogie

[Verse 1]
I was born in the city
I was born in the city
I was born in the city
I was raised up right around here

[Verse 2]
Daddy's down in the workhouse
Daddy's down in the workhouse
Daddy's down in the workhouse



Mama say there ain't no way he's coming back here

[Verse 3]
Went to school with some rich kids
Went to school with some rich kids
Went to school with some rich kids
Bussed me half way across town

[Verse 4]
They called us white trash and no account
They called us white trash and no account
They called us white trash and no account
Say there wasn't no use in me staying round

[Verse 5]
I'm going down to the corner
I'm going down to the corner
I'm going down to the corner
Don't you wait up for me to come in

[Verse 6]
Nothing happens till midnight
Nothing ever happens till midnight
Nothing happens till midnight
When the boys get restless about then

[Verse 7]
Sometimes I feel like I'm drowning
Sometimes I feel like I'm drowning
Sometimes I feel like I'm drowning
And I don't know what I'm going to do

21462. West Nashville Grand Ballroom Gown

Todd Snider - West Nashville Grand Ballroom Gown

[Verse 1]
Standin' on side of the Highway 4 exit
A singing lady in tie-dye with a bag by her side
Not seemingly lookin' like anything special
She saw my Tennessee tags and she waved for a ride
She sat right there 'side me as the needle hit sixty
Explaining her travels and her family background
When she got through I could not help but thinking
She's a long way from a West Nashville grand ballroom gown
Yes, she's a long way from a West Nashville grand ballroom gown

[Chorus 1]
Father had money and her mother had love
Channelled entirely to her dear sister Dove
Twenty-two years in society's plan
Cancelled at the swing of her dear mother's hand



[Verse 2]
Two hours later we hit Cincinnati
Yawnin', she woke up and then asked where we were
When she found out, she said "I must be goin'"
It seemed this close to Nashville was too close for her
So I stopped by the roadside and I gave her five dollars
She took it and she kissed me and she gave me a note
She told me I could read if I mailed it in Nashville
On old loose-leaf paper to her mother she wrote

[Chorus 2]
'Mama I'm fine if you happen to wonder'
'I don't have much money but I still get around'
'I haven't made church in near thirty-six Sundays'
'So fuck all those West Nashville grand ballroom gowns'
'Yeah, fuck all them West Nashville grand ballroom gowns'

21463. West Texas Sun

Nanci Griffith - West Texas Sun

Wash away the tears
All the angry times we shared
All the feelings and the
Sorrows come and gone
We have let them slip away
Because I'm standing here today
And I'm smiling at your old
West Texas sun

I remember times
When you'd weathered out my mind
But you always had a peaceful
Word to say
And you could always bring a smile
With the mischief in your eyes
Still, I'm glad the miles
Keep me separate from your games

You know you're still as wild
As those old west Texas plains
Standing by the highway
Do you still call my name?
Lord, I can't believe
It's been such a long, long time
Since I've seen that Texas boy smile

Well, I'll be heading out of town
I may stop by next time around
Hell, it's raining, but at least
That's something real
I came shackled down with fears
About our dreams and wasted years



And now I know exactly how to feel

Wash away the tears
All the angry times we shared
All the feelings and the
Sorrows come and gone
We have let them slip away
Because I'm standing here today
Smiling at your old west Texas sun

21464. West Texas Waltz - Chords

West Texas Waltz
Recorded by Emmylou Harris with Flaco Jimanez
Written by Butch Hancock

D7          G
When you're ready for steady to go dancin' romancin'
                                      D7
Grab your sweetheart and jump in your car
Drive right on down to the bright side of town
                                    G
And be glad you don't have to drive far
          D7                         G
You'll be happy you don't have to go far
          C
Park your pickups and Cadillacs Fords and Renaults
    G                      D7                G     F#m Em D7
And dance like the dickens to the West Texas Waltz
     G
Grandmammy grandpappy if you wanna stay happy
                                     D7
You better lace up your best dancin' shoes
Come see us don't write us you can stop your arthritis
                          G
Just by dancin' away your blues 
D7                        G
Just by dancin' away your blues
   C
So bind up your bunions with band-aids and gauze
     G                      D7                G     F#m Em D7
Come dance like the dickens to the West Texas Waltz
  G
I met a fine banker and I'd sure like to thank him
                                  D7
For the credit he gave me made me shout
He changed my whole attitude and to show my gratitude
                           G
I decided I'd just ask him out 
      D7                           G
Yes I thought I just might ask him out
       C
I said close up your windows and lock up your vaults



    G                      D7                G     F#m Em D7
And dance like the dickens to the West Texas Waltz
   G
We spent the next to the last dollar in the old ice cream parlor
                            D7
On a milkshake a malt and a pop
Then we heard us some sounds there was a honky tonk lounge
                            G
Right next to the ice cream shop 
D7                         G
Next door to the ice cream shop
    C
Now only two things are better than milkshakes and malts
           G                        D7                G     F#m Em D7
And one is dancin' like the dickens to the West Texas Waltz
        G
And the other is somethin' but really it's nothin'
                              D7
To speak of it's somethin' to do
And if you've done it before you'll be doin' it some more
                               G
Just as soon as the dancin' is through 
D7                         G
Right after the dancin' is through
       C
And if anybody asks you why just tell it's because
         G                        D7                G
You been dancin' like the dickens to the West Texas Waltz

21465. West Texas Wind

Dixie Chicks 
West Texas Wind

It's a long thin line, it sure is a hot and dusty day
And Colorado is more than eight hundred miles away
I called to tell you that I'd be home sometime tonight
If the roads are clear and the weather is right
Now to say I miss you is putting it lightly, can't you see
There's nothing better than having you lying next to me
Early in the morning, honey you're the first thing on my mind
Like a rising sun to the travelin' kind

West Texas Wind, tell me why you try to hold me back
Tuggin' at my heart and pullin' on my sleeve
You and this old guitar, you're always up for pickin' just one more song
And if I listen long enough to you I might never leave

Now the lights of Denver, they're gonna shimmer in the deep red of the dawn
And I'll be rollin' in, bleary-eyed and hangin' on
And I'll grab my suitcase and slip it lightly through the door
And swear again I won't leave him anymore



West Texas Wind, tell me why you try to hold me back
Tuggin' at my heart and pullin' on my sleeve
You and this old guitar, you're always up for pickin' just one more song
And if I listen long enough to you I might never leave

And if I listen long enough to you I might never leave
If I listen long enough to you I might never leave

21466. West Virginia Ground

West Virginia Ground 
Dwight McCall
 
I was born in West Virginia, it's always been my home 
This forty acre tract of land is all I've ever known, 
We had our share of hard times, but they never brought us down 
Our roots run deep, through this piece 
Of West Virginia ground 
 
Grampa built a cabin here, in eighteen sixty nine 
The branches of our family tree 
Grow straight down through the mine, 
The last coal train that came North, in the spring of sixty three 
That's when the people moved away 
Most everyone but me  
 
CHORUS : 
West Virginia ground is all I know 
It's in my blood, it's black as coal 
So when I die just lay me down 
'Neath this West Virginia ground 
 
We raised up seven children, but they've all moved away 
My loving wife of fifty years, is resting here today, 
I know my time is ending, I've laid my shovel down 
And lonely tears have crawled along 
This West Virginia ground   
 
So when I die just lay me down 
'Neath this West Virginia ground

21467. West Virginia Mine Disaster

Kathy Mattea - West Virginia Mine Disaster
Aoife O'Donovan

Oh say, did you see him? It was early this morning,
He passed all your houses on his way to the call.
He was tall, he was slender and his dark eyes so tender,



His occupation was mining, West Virginia his home.

It was just before 12, I was feeding the children
Ben Mosly came running to bring us the news.
Number 8 is all flooded, many men are in danger,
And we don't know their number, but we fear they're all doomed.
So I picked up the baby and I left all the others
To comfort each other and to pray for their own.
There's Tommy, 14, and there's John, not much younger,

Now what will I say to his poor little children?
And what will I tell his dear mother at home?
And what will I say to my heart that's clear broken?
If I had the money to do more than just feed them
I'd give them good learning, the best could be found.
And not spend their life digging in the dark underground. 

Say, did you see him going? It was early this morning.
He passed all your houses on his way to the call.
He was tall, he was slender and his dark eyes so tender,
His occupation was mining, West Virginia his home.

21468. West Virginia My Home

Kathy Mattea - West Virginia, My Home
Hazel Dickens

West Virginia, oh my home
West Virginia, where I belong
In the dead of the night, in the still and the quiet
I slip away, like a bird in flight
Back to those hills, the place that I call home

It's been years now, since I left there
And this city life's about got the best of me
I can't remember why I left so free
What I wanted to do, what I wanted to see
But I can sure remember where I come from

West Virginia, oh my home
West Virginia, where I belong
In the dead of the night, in the still and the quiet
I slip away, like a bird in flight
Back to those hills, the place that I call home

Well I paid the price for the leavin'
And this life I have's not one I thought I'd find
Just let me live, love, let me cry
But when I go, just let me die
Among the friends who'll remember when I'm gone

West Virginia, oh my home
West Virginia, where I belong



In the dead of the night, in the still and the quiet
I slip away, like a bird in flight
Back to those hills, the place that I call home

Home, home, home
Oh, I can see it so clear in my mind
Home, home, home
I can almost smell the honeysuckle vine

In the dead of the night, in the still and the quiet
I slip away, like a bird in flight
Back to those hills, the place that I call home

21469. West Virginia Waltz - Chords

West Virginia Waltz 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
 
G  Em
G  Em
C D G
 
[Verse 1]
   G                   C              G
In coal minin' country, green rollin' hills
        G                        D         G
Well my true love is waitin', for he loves me
G                   C        G
I had to go with my ramblin' ways
    G                               D            G
I'm always thinkin' of him, for the sweet love we made
 
[Chorus]
    Em                            G             Em
The last time I saw him we did the West Virginia waltz
    G             Em
The West Virginia waltz
C              D       G
No-one holds a flame to you
 
G C G
G D G
[Mandolin Solo]
 
Em
G Em
G Em
C D G
[Dobro Solo]
 
[Verse 2]



   G                           C                G
So I came back home, with what treasures I have made
        G                         D          G
Just to be your lovin' wife, with kids on the way
   G                       C           G
So I found your oath and I ran to your gaze
      G                                 D         G
I was calling out your name but now you sleep under the clay
 
[Chorus]
    Em                             G             Em
The last time I saw him we did the West Virginia waltz
    G             Em
The West Virginia waltz
C              D       G
No-one holds a flame to you
 
[Outro]
 
    Em                            G             Em
The last time I saw him we did the West Virginia waltz
    G             Em
The West Virginia waltz
C              D       G
No-one holds a flame to you
    Em         G             Em
Well we did the West Virginia waltz
    G             Em
The West Virginia waltz
C              D       G
No-one holds a flame to you

21470. West Virginia's Last Hand Loader

Blue Highway - West Virginia's Last Hand Loader 

I'm going down in the mine one more time
I'm gonna load that old car one more time
Hang on that check of mine one more time
I'm going down in the mine, load that car one more time
I'm going down in the mine one more time

We been watching those trains come in the hollow
They been bringing in all those big machines
That was specially built to fit our seam
Yeah, they're bringing in machines to dig faster than me
So I'm going down in the mines one more time

My doctor he says it's about time
These old lungs they don't belong in a mine
But him and my boss says it's alright just one more time
So I'm going down in the mine, load that car one more time
I'm going down in the mine one more time



I don't know what I'm gonna do when it's all gone
I don't know how I'll ever make it on my own
This old mine it has become my second home
But I'm going down in the mine, load that car one more time
I'm going down in the mine one more time
I'm gonna load that old car one more time
I'm going down in the mine one more time

21471. Westbound Trains

Melonie Cannon - Westbound Trains

I've checked every train, sunshine or rain
I guess he don't like westbound trains

Stopped down by the depot this morning
But the train had already gone
The man said, "The train just coasted on through
Dropped the mail and moved on"

If he's ever comin' back
I wish it was now that he did
I've checked every train, sunshine or rain
I guess he don't like westbound trains

He boarded an eastbound last season
And this is the place where I stood
And waved as he rode off into the sunrise
He could ride one back if he would

If he's ever comin' back
I wish it was now that he did
I've checked every train, sunshine or rain
I guess he don't like westbound trains

If he's ever comin' back
I wish it was now that he did
I've checked every train, sunshine or rain
I guess he don't like westbound trains
I guess he don't like westbound trains

21472. Western Girls

Marty Stuart - Western Girls

Big hair, pink lips, eyes all painted up
Spray net and George Strait riding in her pickup truck
Midnight, highway, headed for the club Siam



Heartbeat hot spot, looking for a cowboy man
I'm a talking about 

Western girls, got me jumpin' up for joy
Western girls, makes me glad I'm a good ole boy
Western girls, the best I've ever seen
Western girls, every cowboy's dream 

Jukebox, dance floor, angel in a cowboy hat
Dim lights, slow dance, how come they move like that
Well I've honky tonked all around the world

And every place I go
I've seen them cowboy girls doing the do-si-do
I'm a talking about

Western girls, got me jumpin' up for joy
Western girls, makes me glad I'm a good ole boy
Western girls, the best I've ever seen
Western girls, every cowboy's dream

Western girls, got me jumpin' up for joy
Western girls, makes me glad I'm a good ole boy
Western girls, the best I've ever seen
Western girls, every cowboy's dream

21473. Western Skies

Western Skies
Leftover Salmon 

Stars up above in the western skies
Reaching out forever for my eyes
Sweet, sweet surrender in the pale moonlight
In the quiet and the stillness of the night
And the wind blows wild across the prairie
As the storms roll in from the west
Dark clouds gather over the great divide
And takes me away

Somewhere in the distance far away from here
There's a melody that plays soft and low
Worlds apart from my city and the neon lights so bright
That's the place my soul is longing to go
And the wind blows wild across the prairie
As the storms roll in from the west
Dark clouds gather over the great divide
And takes me away
And takes me away

Way up here I can see forever
All across these western skies
High above these open spaces



Stretching out for miles and miles
Stretching out for miles and miles and miles

Way out on the horizon where my thoughts run clear
Far beyond past regrets and fears
Looking out from the inside
It's time to start again
Now I find my heart is on the mend

And the wind blows wild across the prairie
As the storms roll in from the west
Dark clouds gather over the great divide
And takes me away
And takes me away
And takes me away
Takes me away
And takes me away
Takes me away.

21474. Western Wall

Linda Ronstadt - Western Wall
Emmylou Harris

I stand here by the Western Wall
Maybe a little of that wall stands inside us all
I shove my prayers in the crack
I've got nothing to lose, no one to answer back
All these years I've brought up for review
Wasn't taught this but I learned something new
And to answer the distant call
At the Western Wall
I've got a heart full of fear
And I offer it up on this altar of tears
Red dust settles deep in my skin
I don't know where it starts and where I begin
It's a crumbling pile of broken stones
It ain't much but it might be home
If I ever loved a place at all
It's the Western Wall
I don't know if God was ever a man
But if she was I think I understand
Why he found a place to break his fall
Near the Western Wall

21475. Western World - Chords

Trampled By Turtles - Western World



G       Em9/F#  Em
 
C           G        Am       Em
The sun was high and good for travel
C       G         Am     Em         G   Em9/F#  Em
I don't mind when things unravel in the western world
C              G            Am        Em
a slave to the light in the cool dark shadow
C           G           Am      Em         G   Em9/F#   Em
I passed my time in the bracket shallow of the western world
C   G   Am  Em
Ooh ooh ooh ooh
C          G         Am          Em
we were in love in a wild desert memory
C            G        Am         Em       G   Em9/F#  Em
now why does love get broken and heavy in the western world
C           G         Am      Em
the past is alive and I can't shake it
C               G             Am           Em         G   Em9/F#  Em
all you need to survive is to learn how to fake it in the western world
C   G   Am  Em
Ooh ooh ooh ooh
 
C      G        Am     Em
We are leaving, we are gone
 
One Down/Up strum on each of these
C G Am Em
Back to strumming after Am
C G Am Em
 
C G Am Em x 3
 
 
C        G            Am        Em
we slept outside in a peaceful surrender
C          G        Am       Em       G   Em9/F#  Em
the secret lies, we tried to remember the western world
C           G          Am     Em
all the bad days, with blurry borders
C              G              Am     Em          G  Em9/F#  Em
we changed our clothes in the hidden corners of the western world
C   G   Am  Em
Ooh ooh ooh ooh
C       Am      Em     G
we are leaving, we are gone
C     Am     Em     G
C     Am     Em

21476. What A Day Yesterday Was

Alan Jackson - What A Day Yesterday Was 



Looking through these old photographs
Don't They bring some good memories back
Some of them make us laugh
And some make us cry
I'm glad we've kept all of these souvenirs
To prove that our love was here
Look at how happy we were
Pictures don't lie
(Chorus)
If forever should end today
And there's no tomorrow for us
What a day yesterday was
Here's one of us with you calm and cool
But look at me acting a fool
And here's one of us on the ferris wheel
At the fair
Hey, haven't we had some fun
The best may be yet to come
We may have a hundred years
Still left to share
But...
(Chorus)
Let's close this book of photographs
And let's turn out the lights
And love for the moment
As if it were the last
(Chorus)

21477. What A Difference A Day Makes

What a Difference a Day Makes
The Gibson Brothers (Country)

[Chorus]
What a difference a day makes
How could the whole thing fall apart?
You were my pride and joy
And now you've left me in the dark
Goodbye, happiness
I never thought our bond could break
Yesterday you loved me
Oh, what a difference a day makes

[Verse 1]
Who knew twenty-four hours had the power
To make me blue?
Turned the world so wrong that I can't go on
No matter what I do
I wanna fall real deep in a dreaming sleep
Where there ain't no truth
And prRtend today is yesterday
And I still had you



[Chorus]
What a diffRrence a day makes
How could the whole thing fall apart?
You were my pride and joy
And now you've left me in the dark
Goodbye, happiness
I never thought our bond could break
Yesterday you loved me
Oh, what a difference a day makes

[Verse 2]
If I'd seen signs that things weren't fine
I'd have done my best
I'd have walked the line, marched right in time
Passed any test
You say I'll be fine, just give it time
That's what I need
Now every tomorrow's just full of sorrow
It's all I see

[Chorus]
What a difference a day makes
How could the whole thing fall apart?
You were my pride and joy
And now you've left me in the dark
Goodbye, happiness
I never thought our bond could break
Yesterday you loved me
Oh, what a difference a day makes

[Outro]
Goodbye, happiness
I never thought our bond could break
Yesterday you loved me
Oh, what a difference a day makes
Oh, what a difference a day makes

21478. What A Friend We Have In Jesus

Ernest Tubb 
What A Friend We Have In Jesus
Osborne Brothers

What a friend we have in Jesus
All our sins and grieves to bear
What a privilege to carry
Everything to God in prayer

Oh, what peace we often forfeit
Of what needless pain we bear
All because we do not carry
Everything to God in prayer



Have we trials and temptations
Is there trouble anywhere
We should never be discouraged
Take it to the Lord in prayer

Can we find up friend so faithful
Who will all our sorrow share
Jesus knows our every weakness
Take it to the Lord in prayer

21479. What A Friend We Have in Jesus - Chords

What a Friend We Have in Jesus
recorded by Rhonda Vincent
written by Joseph Scrivens and Charles Converse

G                        C
What a friend we have in Jesus
G                            D7
All ours sins and grief's to bear
G                   C
What a privilege to carry
D7                   G
Everything to God in prayer
 
D7                    G
O what peace we often forfeit
C      G                D7
O what needless pain we bear
G                     C
All because we do not carry
D7                   G
Everything to God in prayer
 
                   C
Have we trials and temptations
G                   D7
Is there trouble anywhere
G                     C
We should never be discouraged
D7                     G
Take it to the Lord in prayer
 
D7                      G
Can we find a friend so faithful
C        G               D7
Who will all our sorrows share
G                     C
Jesus knows our every weakness
D7                     G
Take it to the Lord in prayer
 
                      C



Are we weak and heavy laden
G                       D7
Cumbered with a load of care
G                          C
Precious Savior still our refuge
D7                     G
Take it to the Lord in prayer
 
D7                             G
Do thy friends despise forsake thee
C          G           D7
Take it to the Lord in prayer
G                                 C
In His arms He'll take and shield thee
D7                      G
Thou wilt find a solace there
 
repeat #1

21480. What A Friend We Have In Mother

What A Friend We Have In Mother

What a friend we have in mother
Who will all our secrets share
We should never keep things from her
Tell her all and she'll be there

Oh what tender love she gives us
When in sorrow or despair
Tell her gently whisper softly
She will listen she'll be there

Day by day as she grows older
She's the nation's shining sun
Don't forget the prayers she taught you
You will need them where you are

Though her hair has turned to silver
Send her flowers sweet and fine
Drop a card or send a letter
She'll be waiting she'll be there

When her eyes are closed to slumber
Gently kiss her icy brow
Fold her hands upon her bosom
She will rest in Heaven now

When your days are dark and dreary
And your cross is hard to bear
Do not let your memory fail you
Think of mother she'll be there



21481. What A Heartache

Dolly Parton - What A Heartache 

I thought I saw the promise of forever in your eyes
I thought that I was sure of what I saw
You led me to believe that I was special in your life
So I left my heart wide open for the fall
What a heartache you turned out to be
Chorus:
What a heartache, what a heartache
Love ain't always what it appears to be
What a heartache you turned out to be
I thought I'd found a safe and lovin' place inside your heart
And I was warm and willing anytime
The same soft lips that kissed me sweet
Were lyin' from the start
But I swear I thought your love was genuine
What a heartache you turned out to be
Chorus:
What a heartache, what a heartache
Like a switchblade that cuts quick and deep
Ooo, what a heartache you turned out to be
Bridge:
It just goes to show that you never can tell
I really thought that I knew you well
I still can't believe I could be deceived so easily
Are all these wishes I'm wishin' to myself
Like rusty coins in a wishin' well
Wishes come true, they come false as well
It's too late for you and me
Oh, what a heartache, ooo, what a heart break
Love is two-faced and easy to believe
Chorus:
What a heartache, ooo, what a heartache
What a mistake to think I could believe
Ooo, what a heartache you turned out to be
Oh, what a heartache you turned out to be

21482. What A Journey - Chords

What A Journey 
Recorded by Paul Williams and The Victory Trio 

C                     G7           C
What a journey what a journey it's been 

                         F                C
Paul was a prisoner on a journey o'er the sea 



                                  G7
And the ship with the tempest was tossed 
       C                  F          C
But an angel of God stood by him and said 
             G7           C
Fear not for none will be lost 

                               F         C
What a journey it's been since I met the Master 
                        G7
And Jesus saved me from sin 
    C                           F           C
The journey's been long and I'm nearing the end 
                      G7           C
What a journey what a journey it's been 

                                    F            C
Now I started on this journey years ago with the Lord 
                             G7
And sometimes my ship's in a storm 
        C                                  F        C
But the Lord has kept His promise to never leave me alone 
               G7             C
And someday my ship will sail home

                               F         C
What a journey it's been since I met the Master 
                        G7
And Jesus saved me from sin 
    C                           F           C
The Journey's been long and I'm nearing the end 
                      G7           C
What a journey what a journey it's been 

                                F           C
The Journey's been long and I'm nearing the end 
                      G7           C
What a journey what a journey it's been

21483. What A Man My Man Is

Lynn Anderson - What a Man My Man Is

Goodbye blues
I'm not gonna sing you no more
I finally got my hands on what I've been looking for
I've found me a man that knows how to
Keep me eatin' from the palm of his hand
Talk about sunshine
I've got the sunshine man
Man what a man
What a man
What a man my man is



There's not a day when he doesn't say
He needs me and loves me
Man what a man
What a man
What a man my man is
He's always around when I'm down
The most with two lovin' arms to hold me close
Man what a man
What a man
What a man my man is
Hello rainbow
I've finally found your pot of gold
I finally got my hands on a real live dream I can hold
I've found me a man
That knows how to keep me sittin' up on cloud nine
Talk about the music
I hear it all the time
Man what a man
What a man...

21484. What A Night

What A Night - Kathy Kallick

Oh, babe, what a night
Oh, babe, what a night
There was all that action
All of that light
Oh, babe, what a night
I didn't know what to say
All that stuff got in the way
There were all those people
All of that talk
Oh, babe, what a night.
After all of this time
After all we've been through
You must know and I know
I would do anything
Do anything for you
When I look at your face
Every tear, every trace
You'd better know by now
I would do anything
Do anything for you
You're a beacon in the night
You're a bright and shining light
I would do anything for you
After all of these years
We don't believe all we hear
Do anything
Is it money or a place
Is it time or all these parts
You are still and always will



Have to be my favorite way
To break my heart
Oh, babe, what a night
Oh, babe, what a life
Got to sing, got to talk
Left them laughin' in the dark
Do anything for you
Do anything for you
I'd do anything for you
Ooo, ooo
Ooo, ooo
Ooo

21485. What A Price To Pay - Chords

What A Price To Pay
Written and recorded by Ralph Stanley
[3/4 time]

G
How great is my debt oh Savior
              D7         G
How much do I really owe Thee

How could I repay just a fraction
            D7           G
Of what you suffered for me

What a price you paid for me
              D7             G
What a debt I owe oh Lord to Thee

You saved my soul from destruction
              D7        G
When you died upon that tree

Forgiveness from sin and you spareth Lord 
           D7          G
My debt is so great to Thee

Repeat #2

How could I repay you dear Savior
          D7           G
What sacrifice could I make

Do you most holy and righteous 
            D7            G
How much oh Lord would it take   

Repeat #2



21486. What A Song

Tom T Hall - What A Song
Composer: Tom T. Hall

You know they played that melody the first time that you danced with me
And way back then I didn't even know the words
Then they played that sing again when our love came to an end
It was the saddest happy song I ever heard

What a song what a song you know I've heard it for so long
You know it seems to be the theme song from my whole life
A simple tune simple lines but every time it comes to mind
I always think oh what a song what a song

Well I don't know who made it up I only know the way it touched
The very heart and soul of me with every note
When everything it said and done when all the other songs are sung
I hope they play the greatest song they ever wrote

What a song what a song...

21487. What A Waste Of Good Corn Liquor - Chords

What A Waste Of Good Corn Liquor 
Mac Wiseman
 
[Intro]
D D G D
D A D D
 
[Verse 1]
       D                 D
I have lost my blue-eyed darling,
      G                 D
Now I sit with a broken heart
      D                     A
By my cabin in the Carolina hills
     D                 D
Oh I loved a 'shiner's daughter
          G                D
Loved her true with all my heart
         D             A              D
'til she fell into her pappy's liquor still
 
[Chorus]
          D                  D
Oh what a waste of good corn liquor
         D                     A



From the still they pulled the plug
        D         D                    G             D
Now the revenuers snickered 'cause she melted in the liquor
         D                A            D
And they had to bury poor Lilly by the jug
 
[Interlude]
D D D A
D D G D
D A D
 
[Verse 2]
       D             D
Cousin Cale upon the juice harp
         G               D
Played a mighty mournful tune
       D                    D                  A
As the kinfolks bowed their heads and gathered round
       D                D
Then I heard the parson sing
         G               Bm
Drink me only with thine eyes
      D                    A            D
As we watch them pour poor Lilly in the ground
 
[Chorus]
          D                  D
Oh what a waste of good corn liquor
         D                     A
From the still they pulled the plug
        D         D                    G             D
Now the revenuers snickered 'cause she melted in the liquor
         D                A            D
And they had to bury poor Lilly by the jug
 
[Interlude]
D D D A
D D G D
D A D
 
[Verse 3]
        D              D
Now I'm sitting in the twilight
           G              D
'neath the weeping willow tree
        D             D              A
And the sun is slowly sinking in the west
        D              D
And I'm clasping to my bosom
         G            D
A little jug of Lilly Mae
       D                A               D
With a broken heart I'm longing for the rest
 
[Chorus]
          D                  D
Oh what a waste of good corn liquor



         D                     A
From the still they pulled the plug
        D         D                    G             D
Now the revenuers snickered 'cause she melted in the liquor
         D                A            D
And they had to bury poor Lilly by the jug

21488. What A Way To Go

What a Way to Go - Jimmy Martin

Romeo and Juliet Jackie and Jill
Romeo took poison and Jack fell down the hill
Well I've  got you and how its gonna turn out I don't know
But if loving you is killing me Lord what a way to go

If loving you is killing me Lord what a way to go
If there's a better way to die I don't want to know
Just wipe that smile off my face and let 'em lay me low
If loving you is killing me Lord what a way to go

If loving you is killing me then I don't wanna live
Your love may be poison I'll take all that I can get
Just pour a little in my cup and let me die slow
If loving you is killing me Lord what a way to go

I believe you're killing me a little more each night
But it feels like I'm in Heaven when you hold me tight
So wrap your arms around me and let your sweet love flow
Cause if loving you is killing me Lord what a way to go

21489. What A Woman Wants

Rodney Crowell - What a Woman Wants

Come here darlin', let me whisper in your ear
A precious little secret that I think you need to hear
With the way the women's movement's always making the news
I can see how a man might get confused
Now a woman doesn't mind a man holding the door
But slaving in some kitchen ain't what God made a woman for
We've come a long way baby, but way down deep we're still the same
What a woman wants will never change
What a woman wants is to be treated like a queen
By a man who deserves to be treated like a king
What a woman wants, what keeps her holding on
Is a loving man who understands what a woman wants
Now that ain't so complicated, baby, you know what to do
Just do onto me like you want to be done to



Put me on a pedestral and I'll put you on a throne
I bet you're gonna love what a woman wants
What a woman wants is to be treated like a queen
By a man who deserves to be treated like a king
What a woman wants, what keeps her holding on
Is a loving man who understands what a woman wants
What a woman wants is to be treated like a queen
By a man who deserves to be treated like a king
What a woman wants, what keeps her holding on
Is a loving man who understands what a woman wants

21490. What A Woman Wants To Hear - Chords

What A Woman Wants To Hear
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Connie Leigh Sullivan and Rhonda Lea Vincent

G                                    D7
You're the man who knows just how to charm me
                                 G
I still recall the day that you appeared
                             C                Am
A tall and handsome hero you know just how to say
D7                            G
Exactly what a woman wants to hear
  D7                                  G
I knew that you were perfect from the start dear
    C                 G                D7
You wrote the book on how to do things right
  G                                C              Am
A strong but gentle man to whisper in my ear each night
        D7                            G
And say exactly what a woman wants to hear
                                        D7
It's sweet to find a note and read your message
                                     G
When we're so far apart and can't be near
                                    C                Am
It thrills me every day to know you take the time to say
D7                            G
Exactly what a woman wants to hear
Repeat #2
      D7                                G
Those little words that make me feel so special
C               G            D7
Other men would turn away in fear
G                                 C               Am
It doesn't bother you to call and say you love me too
         D7                            G
You know exactly what a woman wants to hear
Repeat #2
                                    C                Am
It thrills me every day to know you take the time to say



D7                            G
Exactly what a woman wants to hear

21491. What A Wonderful Beginning

Kathy Mattea - What a Wonderful Beginning
(Allen Shamblin/Austin Cunningham)

Oh a man named John The Baptist
Had been hearlding the news
About the coming of a Savior
For both the Gentiles and the Jews

And it happened in Judea
In the town of Bethlehem
With a bright star o'er the stable
Was born the Son Of Man

Oh the angels were rejoicing
As the tiny baby cried
For the hope of man's salvation
In a manger had arrived

Meek as a lowly shepherd
But the mightiest of kings
He gives peace and life eternal
To whosever calls His name

Oh Emmanuel
The Father's precious Son
Who forgives our sins and washes clean
The hearts of everyone

What a wonderful beginning
To the greatest story ever told
His birth still rings with promise
As true as in days of old

So let us sing His praises
And let us open up our hearts
And receive His timeless message
That gives us all a brand new start

Oh Emmanuel
The Father's precious Son
Who forgives our sins and washes clean
The hearts of everyone

Oh a man named John The Baptist
Had been hearlding the news
About the coming of a Savior
For both the Gentiles and the Jews



21492. What A Wonderful Beginning - Chords

What A Wonderful Beginning
Kathy Mattea - What A Wonderful Beginning
written by Allen Shamblin and Austin Cunningham

Notes: "Intro" verses are without tempo 
---------------------------------------------------
Intro 1:
      C         G        D  Em 
Oh, a man named John the Baptist
         C     G       D  
Had been heralding the news
          C      G    D  Em 
About the coming of a Savior
             C        G       D   G
For both the Gentiles and the Jews.

Intro 2:
And it happened in Judea
In the town of Bethlehem,
With a bright star o'er the stable
Was born the Son of Man.

Verse 1:
        G
Oh, the angels were rejoicing
       C         G 
As the tiny baby cried,
        C                G
For the hope of man's salvation
     C            D 
In a manger had arrived.
G  
Meek as a lowly shepherd,
        C            G
But the mightiest of kings,
         C               G     C
He gives peace and life eternal
        G    D         G
To whosoever calls His name.

Chorus:
G D   C   G 
Oh, Emmanuel,
    C        G        Em  D
The Father's precious Son,
        G        D        C       G
Who forgives our sins and washes clean
     C        D    G
The hearts of everyone.

Verse 2:



What a wonderful beginning
To the greatest story ever told;
His birth still rings with promise
As true as in days of old.
So let us sing His praises
And let us open up our hearts
And receive His timeless message
That gives us all a brand new start.

21493. What A Wonderful Savior Is He - Chords

What A Wonderful Savior Is He  
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Larry Sparks

G
I once wandered out in sin and despair
                        D7          G
But the Savior heard me pleading in prayer

Broke the chains of Satan setting me free
                 D7        G
What a wonderful Savior is He

What a wonderful Savior is He
                 A7        D7
What a wonderful Savior to me
G
How He loved me so I never could see
                 D7        G
What a wonderful Savior is He

Weak unworthy I was wandering that day
                            D7          G
With the light of love that shown on my way

Just as sinful as a sinner could be
                 D7        G
What a wonderful Savior is He

Repeat #2  x2

                 D7        G
What a wonderful Savior is He

21494. What About Love

What About Love
Desert Rose Band



Hill-Hillman

Always one to honor and obey
Tried to do the best in my own way how could I know

Raised so straight and true
Never knowing all that they can do how could I know
She wasn't who she appeared to be
Took my life and ran from me how could I know how could I know
Yes and Heaven don't lie and the devil don't pray
And the world still turns if you stand in one place
You never find what you never see
You better answer me please
What about love love love love it makes the world go round
My world stopped just long enough to watch our love go down

SOLO

An honest man can be deceived
By love too blind to see how could he know
The water is deep and runs so wide
Can it carry you to the other side how can I know
Yes and Heaven don't lie and the devil don't pray
And the world still turns if you stand in one place
You never find what you never see
You better answer me please
What about love love love love it makes the world go round
My world stopped just long enough to watch our love go down

21495. What About Me

What About Me
Lake Street Dive

You might think you understand
What turns a boy into a man
You gotta search alone and worthy
But that'll make a lonely girl
That has the top and that rules the world
A king who choose his crown over his queen

Before he gets the notion he doesn't need you
Before the motion grows your plan proceeds to

Say what about me
Say what about me
Look at all the heads I'm turning in the street
Well my oh my, don't you realize
One thing should be on your mind
What about me

You meet his friends you meet his folks
You love his songs you love his jokes



You show him all the moves he's never seen
Then you take his will away
You never go a single day without asking him
With whom or where he's been

You do it all to show him what he's worth
The last things it's about is helping her

Say what about me
Say what about me
Look at all the heads I'm turning in the street
Well my oh my, don't you realize
One thing should be on your mind
What about me

I have lived a privileged life
But I have seen my share of strife
And nothing beats the boy that's leaving me
I might have pushed a little hard
I might have took it way too far
But you've got respect consistency

That's why the next time I won't wait to fall
You know me, I won't hesitate to

Say what about me
Say what about me
Look at all the heads I'm turning in the street
Well my oh my, don't you realize
One thing should be on your mind
What about me

21496. What About You

What About You
Ralph Stanley

The days have seemed long and I've been so lonesome
Recalling those dreams that never came true
The nights have been lonely but now that's all over
And I've paid my debt for trusting in you

   Every day your memory grows dimmer
   The clouds drift away the sunshine peeks through
   Every night no longer you haunt me
   My conscience is clear dear what about you

It's hard to believe that you are the same one
That once meant so much to our love so true
It's hard to know I've worshipped a false one
But I've paid my debt dear what about you



21497. What Ain't To Be Just Might Happen

Dolly Parton - What Ain't To Be Just Might Happen 

I've learned to live my life just a little bit lighter
Gonna look on the lonely days just a little bit brighter
My heart's been throwed around and it ain't done enough laughin'
What is to be will be what ain't to be just might happen
It don't do no good to worry none just turns your hair gray while you're young
Love can make you sing start your hands a clappin'
What is to be will be what ain't to be just might happen
Why you can't never tell when love might find you
It could be miles away or right behind you
Some makes you hurt real bad some makes you happy
What is to be will be what ain't to be just might happen
Don't do no good to worry none...
I had a love one time sent me out on a ledge
Well it's fourteen stories high standin' on the edge
I don't want that kind no more to start my world a crackin'
What is to be will be what ain't to be just might happen
Don't do no good to worry none...
What is to be will be what ain't to be just might happen

21498. What Am I Bid

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
What Am I Bid

What am I bid for these two eyes that gazed upon her
As a queen reighning on the throne
Once they were happy eyes now they're sad eyes
Goin' once goin' twice almost gone

What am I bid for these two lips that kissed her lips
The sweetest kiss these lips have ever known
It's been quite a while since they wore a smile
Goin' once goin' twice almost gone

What am I bid for these two arms that once held her
And knew the thrill of her charms for so long
Please, make me some kind of an offer
Before all of the value is gone

What will you give for what you see before you
This empty shell's standing alone
Here's the last chance before the bidding is over
Goin' once goin' twice goin' gone



21499. What Am I Doin' Hanging 'Round

What Am I Doin' Hanging 'Round?
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - What Am I Doin' Hanging 'Round?
Seldom Scene

[Verse 1]
Well, for a short vacation, I went down to Mexico
I didn't have much time to spend about a week or so
There I lightly took advantage of a girl that loved me so
And I can't bother wonderin', as the time did come to go

[Chorus]
What am I doin' hanging 'round?
I should be on the train and gone
I should be ridin' on that train to San Anton'
What am I doin' hanging 'round?

[Verse 2]
Well, she took me to the garden, just for a little walk
I didn't know much Spanish, and there was no time to talk
There she told me that she loved me, not with words, but with a kiss
I kept wonderin' of the train I could not miss

[Chorus]
What am I doin' hanging 'round?
I should be on the train and gone
I should bR ridin' on that train to San Anton'
What am I doin' hanging 'round?

[Verse 3]
Well, it's been a year or so, and I wanna go back again
And if I get thR money, well, I'll take the same old train
I've heard chances come once, and brother, I know I missed mine
I can't help but wonder when I hear a lonesome whistle cryin'

[Chorus]
What am I doin' hanging 'round?
I should be on the train and gone
I should be ridin' on that train to San Anton'
What am I doin' hanging 'round?

21500. What Am I Doing Hangin' Around

Michael Martin Murphey - What Am I Doing Hangin' Around?

Just a loud mouth Yankee
I went down to Mexico
I didn't have much time to spend



About a week or so
There I lightly took advantage
Of a girl who loved me so
But I found myself a-thinkin'
When the time had come to go
What am I doin' hangin' 'round?
I should be on that tram and gone
I should be riding' on that tram to San Antone
What am I doin' hangin' 'round?
She took me to the garden
Just for a little walk
I didn't know much Spanish
And there was no time for talk
Then she told me that she loved me
Not with words but with a kiss
And like a fool I kept on thinkin'
Of a tram I could not miss
What am I doin' hangin' 'round?
I should be on that tram and gone
I should be riding' on that tram to San Antone
What am I doin' hangin' 'round?

21501. What Am I Doing Hanging 'Round

What Am I Doing Hanging 'Round?
The Seldom Scene

Just a loud mouth Yankee I went down to Mexico
I didn't have much time to spend, about a week or so
There I lightly took advantage of a girl who loved me so
But I found myself a-thinkin' when the time had come to go...

[Chorus:]
What am I doin' hangin' round?
I should be on that train and gone
I should be ridin' on that train to San Antone
What am I doin' hangin' round?

She took me to the garden just for a little walk
I didn't know much Spanish and there was no time for talk
Then she told me that she loved me not with words but with a kiss
And like a fool I kept on thinkin' of a train I could not miss...

[Chorus]
Well it's been a year or so, and I want to go back again
And if I get the money, well I'll ride the same old train
But I guess your chances come but once and boy I sure missed mine
And still I can't stop thinkin' when I hear some whistle cryin'....



21502. What Am I Doing Loving You Again

What Am I Doing Loving You Again?
(Vicki Simmons)
Dale Ann Bradley

Chorus 1
If lovin' you is gonna hurt like this
I don't want to feel this way again
If lovin' you is gonna make me wish
My whole world would just come to an end
If lovin' you is gonna break my heart
I wonder why I ever let you in
If lovin' you is gonna hurt like this
Well what am I doing lovin' you again?

Verse 1
Well, I know they say that these things just take time
And before too long I'll have you off my mind
But I don't believe that what they say is true
When I hear it's going to be easy to get over you

Chorus 2
If lovin' you is gonna hurt like this
I don't want to feel this way again
If lovin' you is gonna make me wish
That my whole worid would just come to an end
If lovin' you is gonna break my heart
I wonder why I ever let you in
If lovin' you is gonna hurt like this
Well what am I doing lovin' you again?

Verse 2
Well I opened up my heart and let you in
But it wasn't long uniil you broke my heart again
It seems that love to you it is just a game
But I left my heart wide open and there s no one left to blame

Chorus 3&4
If lovin' you is gonna hurt like this
I don't want to feel this way again
If lovin' you is gonna make me wish
My whole world would just come to an end
If lovin' you is gonna break my heart
I wonder why I ever let you'in
If lovin' you is gonna hurt like this
Well what am I doing lovin' you again?
Well what am I doing lovin' you again?

21503. What Am I Gonna Do

What Am I Gonna Do



I can make it for a day or two without you
And maybe I can make it through the night
I can smoke I can drink and probably be alright until morning
But what am I gonna do with the rest of my life
I've got things that I can do I've got places I can go to this evening
I've got whiskey I can drink that'll help me not to think about you leaving
Yes I can smoke and I can drink probably be alright till morning
But what am I gonna do with the rest of my life

I've got things that I can do
But what am I gonna do with the rest of my life

21504. What Am I Gonna Do With My Music

Tom T Hall - What Am I Gonna Do With My Music
Composer: Tom T. Hall

What am I gonna do with my music that nobody wants to hear
What am I gonna do with my love songs they make me break out in tears
What am I gonna do with my stories that paint life so sad and grey
What am I gonna do with my music that nobody wants to hear

I've got some friends who will listen but it costs too much to get 'em drunk
And when they're sober all they're remember is oh boy that music stunk
So what am I gonna do with my waltzes when nobody wants to dance
And what am I gonna do with my music if nobody gives me a chance

What am I gonna do with my marches I guess I'll just wait for a war
What'll I do with my sad recitations I can't get them into the store

They say you have to be different I wish I could whistle through my ears
Oh what am I gonna do with my music that nobody wants to hear
That nobody wants to hear

21505. What Am I Waiting For - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - What Am I Waiting For  
written by Jim Lauderdale

     B            A       E          
It's six minuetes till eleven
     B              A           E
The phone rings but it's never you
  B              A                E
I won't walk the floor  I'll just watch it
B             A             E
Stood up and  patient and  blue
           C#m
What am I  waiting for



A             E 
She may never show
          C#m
What am I waiting for
    A                E
My legs won't let me go
           C#m                    F#
What am I  waiting  for what am I waiting for
A                      B
She'll never get here
B                 A             E
It's not that I'm worried about her
       B             A            E
She'll think up some brand new excuse
   B            A           E
So why am I all alone going cray
      B            A             E
While she's having fun   running loose

SOLO

     B           A        E
It's six minutes after eleven
        B           A               E
But I'm talking about the next day
    B             A             E
Our date was just made to be broken
        B                  A         E
I guess some things  will just never change
           C#m
What am I  waiting for
A             E 
She may never show
          C#m
What am I waiting for
    A                E
My legs won't let me go
           C#m                    F#
What am I  waiting  for what am I waiting for
A                      B                   E
She'll never get here 

From  "A Town South Of Bakersfield  Volume Two"
Restless Records 1988
Jimma Music(BMI)

21506. What Are We Doing

Jerry Jeff Walker - What Are We Doing?

Yeah I'm sittin' here drinkin' again
I'm just spendin' some time with my friend
Then I know that I should be by your side



What am I doin' with our lives
I know that you are someplace tonight
And I hope you're happy and you're all right
But you know it's true - just a couple of fools
What are we doin' with our lives
Yeah you know that I want you
You want me too
What in the world, girl, are we tryin' to prove
You're sittin' all by yourself
Pretending you found someone else
You know it's true - just fools foolin' fools
What are we doin' with our lives

21507. What Are You Listening To

What Are You Listening To?
Chris Stapleton - Ruthie Foster

[Verse 1]
I put that record on
Girl, you know what song
And I let it play again and again
You're in every line
Takes me back in time
Yeah, tonight I'm wondering

[Chorus]
What are you listening to?
Is it a cover band?
In some college town bar
Where it's na, na, na's
And air guitars
Or is it?
Something to get you through
Just a sad song playing on the radio station
Tears still falling
Heart's still breaking
'Cause you're hanging on
Or is it a love song?
About someone new?
What are you listening to?

[Verse 2]
I like to believe
That you're just like me
Trying to figure out how a good thing goes bad
I don't know
I can't let it go
Yeah, it's about to drive me mad

[Chorus]
What are you listening to?
Is it a cover band?



In some college town bar
Where it's na, na, na's
And air guitars
Or is it?
Something to get you through
Just a sad song playing on the radio station
Tears still falling
Heart's still breaking
'Cause you're hanging on
Or is it a love song?
About someone new?
What are you listening to?

[Bridge]
Is it a feel good song
Gets you driving too fast
The one that gets you moving
On past the past
Or the kind that you can't help singing along
Singing woah-oh-oh-ohhh
If it's headphones on
On a downtown train
Or the window seat
On an outbound plane
Is it LA sunny?
Or Memphis blue?
I wish I knew
I wish I knew

[Chorus]
What are you listening to?
Is it a cover band?
In some college town bar
Where it's na, na, na's
And air guitars
Or is it?
Something to get you through
Just a sad song playing on the radio station
Tears still falling
Heart's still breaking
'Cause you're hanging on
Or is it a love song?
About someone new?
What are you listening to?

21508. What Are You Trying To Say - Chords

What Are You Trying To Say
Recorded by Johnny Williams
Written by Johnny Williams, Tom T. Hall, Dixie Hall

G
You tell me you don't like my friends



 C G
You don't like the cloths that I wear
You don't like the part in my hair
 D7 G
You don't like the music I hear

What are you trying to say
C G
Why don't you say what you mean
If you're trying to say it's goodbye
A7 D7
Why don't you just come clean
 G
Why don't you just get it out
 C G
You know I won't be surprised

You're talking in circles anyway
 D7 G
What are you trying to say

You say I come home too late
 C G
I spend too much time at my work
You say you can't sit here and wait
 D7 G
You always say something that hurts

Repeat #2,3

You say I don't care how you feel
 C G
You say I ain't much of a deal
You say I don't care where you go
 D7 G
That I lie when I say it ain't so

Repeat #2,3

21509. What Can I Do

The Lonesome Sisters - What Can I Do (Western Dream)

A one Way ticket west,
she'll ride a horse like the rest
Prairie dogs in the night
and rattlesnakes bite

She'll live a cowgirl's dream
She'll be a Lonestar Queen

Abilene is a town
that the rodeo's in



He's the one on her mind
as the city lights dim

She'll live a cowgirl's dream
She'll be a lonestar queen

Chorus:
Now Cowgirls get lonely sometime
they sit and cry at a cheap five and dime
In the East she would dream all the time
of how western girls live
The way their spurs jangle down the trail
She sees was only a fairy tale
This western life doesn't seem quite her own
She'll take a one way trip home

This western life doesnt seem quite her own
Send this eastern girl home

21510. What Can I Do

The Lonesome Sisters - What Can I Do (Western Dream)

A one Way ticket west,
she'll ride a horse like the rest
Prairie dogs in the night
and rattlesnakes bite

She'll live a cowgirl's dream
She'll be a Lonestar Queen

Abilene is a town
that the rodeo's in
He's the one on her mind
as the city lights dim

She'll live a cowgirl's dream
She'll be a lonestar queen

Chorus:
Now Cowgirls get lonely sometime
they sit and cry at a cheap five and dime
In the East she would dream all the time
of how western girls live
The way their spurs jangle down the trail
She sees was only a fairy tale
This western life doesn't seem quite her own
She'll take a one way trip home

This western life doesnt seem quite her own
Send this eastern girl home



21511. What Child Is This

Vince Gill - What Child Is This

What Child is this that lay to rest
On Mary's lap is sleeping?
Whom Angels greet with anthem sweet
And Shepard's watch are keeping

This, this is Christ the King
Whom Shepard's guard and Angels sing
Haste, haste to bring him love
The Babe, the Son of Mary

So bring Him incense, gold and mirth
Come peasants king to honor Him
The King of kings salvation brings
And loving arms enthrone Him

This, this is Christ the King
Whom Shepard's guard and Angels sing
Haste, haste to bring Him love
The Babe, the Son of Mary

This, this is Christ the King
Whom Shepard's guard and Angels sing
Haste, haste to bring Him love
The Babe, the Son of Mary

21512. What Choice Will You Make

What Choice Will You Make - Vince Gill 

Sittin' in your best friend's car
Sittin' there with such a worried mind
You didn't mean to go that far
You never meant to cross that line
Well, he said, "I can't raise no baby now
I ain't even seventeen"
So you let all those tears fall down
But it did not change a thing

What choice will you make?
Whose heart will you break?
Whatever you choose, you will wear on your face
What choice will you make?

Starin' at a million stars
Prayin' for a little time



Well, this'll tear your dad apart
And sure to make your mama cry
And you know they're gonna blame themselves
And say they didn't raise you right
And you're so afraid to ask for help
You don't know how to save your life

What choice will you make?
Whose heart will you break?
Whatever you choose, you will wear on your face
What choice will you make?

Sittin' on the edge of town
All packed up to run away
You're too young for a wedding gown
There's voices begging you to stay

What choice will you make?
Whose heart will you break?
Whatever you choose, you will wear on your face
What choice will you make?

21513. What Could Have Been

Emmylou Harris - What Could Have Been
Kathy Mattea

There was someone I used to love
A long, long time ago
He found someone before I had
The chance to let him know

And every time I tried to get
My heart to close that door
I'd only think about what could have been
And only love him more

I told a friend how sad I was
The fate was so unfair
This prefect love that could have never been
My heart would never share

Not till summer came and went
Did her advice rig true
When I found out my heart was meant
To fall in love with you

We never know what could have been
But looking back we see
What could have been and never
Was never meant to be

I saw the one I used to love



When I went out today
I said hello, I met his wife
Then I was on my way

It may be luck, it may be fate
It may be God's design
I only know it's no mistake
I'm yours and you are mine

We never know what could have been
But looking back we see
What could have been but never was
Was never meant to be

21514. What Difference Does It Make Anyhow

What Difference Does It Make Anyhow (Larry W. Jones 10/02/2007)

What difference does it make anyhow
As to whatever life may hand me
Dear, I'll survive without you somehow
Though my mind is not completely free
Darling, don't worry over broken vows
What difference does it make anyhow
It wasn't long ago when we met, dear
It wasn't long and we fell in love
Therefore it wasn't long for those tears
To fall like tears from a lonesome dove
But that was yesterday, this is now
What difference does it make anyhow
- instrumental -
We have now gone our separate ways
The love song that we sang is now through
I will find a way out of this maze
I don't know who to blame, me or you
There's no use looking behind the plow
What difference does it make anyhow
Under the bridge much water has run
But I will forget and you will too
Time has a way with the setting sun
Of forgetting things that we once knew
I'll go on alone if time allows
What difference does it make anyhow

21515. What Do You Know About Love

Dwight Yoakam - What Do You Know About Love
(Dwight Yoakam)



Hey baby, what'd you know about how it feels
Honey, what'd you know about if that's real
Baby, what'd you know about the whole deal
And what'd you know about love
Hey baby, what'd you know about all its dreams
Honey, what'd you know about Cupid's schemes
Baby, what'd you know about what that means
And what'd you know about love
I've been longing to find
Another heart that would know
And it seems like yours just might
Hey baby, what'd you know about its first blush
Honey, what'd you know about the caught up rush
Baby, what'd you know about what to trust
And what'd you know about love
My heart's so often been wrong
That it still can't be sure if this
Finally did come along
Hey baby, what'd you know about all its dreams
Honey, what'd you know about Cupid's schemes
Baby, what'd you know about what that means
And what'd you know about love
Hey baby, what'd you know about how it feels
Honey, what'd you know about if that's real
Baby, what'd you know about the whole deal
And what'd you know about love
Baby, tell me what'd you know about the whole deal
And what'd you know about love

21516. What Do You Mean When You Say Goodbye

Tom T. Hall : What do you mean when you say goodbye
Composer: Tom T. Hall

(What do you mean what do you mean what do you mean)

What do you mean when you say goodbye
You're back again and I don't know why
I thought goodbye meant that we'd let it die
What do you mean when you say goodbye

I understood all of your little lies
I tried to make something out of my life
You're back again and I'm so surprised
What do you mean when you say goodbye

They all tell me that love is a game
I say well now what's her name
Let's call it something it makes me cry
What do you mean when you say goodbye

I understood all of your little lies...



Next time you'll leave then we'll both know
You can't come back here anymore
Don't come smiling I know that disguise
What do you mean when you say goodbye

I understood all of your little lies...
(What do you mean when you say goodbye)

21517. What Do You Say

What Do You Say?
Sierra Hull - What Do You Say?

See my teardrops fall
Give me none or give me all
Don't just leave me hanging round
As my tear drops hit the ground
Chorus:
You can let me go
You can walk away
You can leave right now or you can stay
What do you say?
Something tells me
You don't know what you're gonna do
You just keep me dragging on
Tell me what have I done wrong
You can let me go
You can walk away
You can leave right now or you can stay
What do you say?
You can let me go
You can walk away
You can leave right now or you can stay
What do you say?

21518. What Do You Say to That

Jim Lauderdale - What Do You Say to That

You're like the warm sunshine
I think of you all the time
I've fallen for you
And that's' a' fact
What do you' say to that?
You're always in my' dreams
I think you know what they mean
My heart knows this is real at last
What do you say to that?



[Chorus]
Life could never be the same without you
Love was never really love without you
Here beside you is really where it's at
What do you say to that?
I promise I'll never leave
I'll always want you with me
Loving you won't ever be old hat
What do you say to that?

[Chorus]
Life could never be the same without you
Love was never really love without you
Here beside you is really where it's at
What do you say to that?
What do you say?

21519. What Do You Think About Loving

Dolly Parton - What Do You Think About Loving 
(Dolly Parton)

Well loving loving loving
Wo-oh wo-oh
Well what do you think about loving baby
(It's alright)
Well what do you think about loving baby
(It's alright)
I said what do you think about loving baby
(It's alright)
In the morning in the evening yeah and a
In the night
Wo-oh wo-oh
Well it's alright in the morning
To start today out right
And it's alright in the evening
To have somebody to hold you tight
And it's alright in the nighttime
Especially in the night
Baby any time any way
Loving's just alright
Wo-oh wo-oh
Well loving loving loving
Wo-oh wo-oh
Well what do you think about hugging baby
(It's alright)
Well what do you think about kissing baby
(It's alright)
Just what do you think about loving baby
(It's alright)
In the morning in the evening yeah and a
In the night
Wo-oh wo-oh



And it's alright in the morning
To start today out right
And it's alright in the evening
To have somebody to hold you tight
And it's alright in the nighttime
Especially in the night
Baby any time any way
Loving's just alright
Wo-oh wo-oh
Well loving loving loving
Wo-oh alright
Wo-oh alright
Wo-oh alright

21520. What Does God Look Like - Chords

What Does God Look Like 
The Grascals
 
[Intro]
/ C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   /
 
 
[Verse 1]
   C           Csus4            C                  Csus4
My little girl asked me, "Daddy what does God look like?"
       C             Csus4            C          Csus4
"Is He tall like the mountains, is he big as the sky?"
         F
"Does He wear a hat like you?"
         F                              (C)
"Does He drive a truck or does He ride a bike"
 
 
[Interlude]
/ C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   /
 
 
[Chorus]
         Dm                                  F
"Does He like icecream does He have my color eyes?"
                         (C)
"Daddy what does God look   like?"
 
 
[Interlude]
/ C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   /
 
 
[Verse 2]
         C               Csus4            C               Csus4
"When He wakes up in the morning, does He shave just like you?"
 C              Csus4         C              Csus4



"Whats His last name? Does He have a grandpa too?"
        F
"Can He jump as high as me?"
        F                        (C)
"Can He swim does He ever talk to you?"
 
 
[Interlude]
/ C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   /
 
 
[Chorus]
         Dm                                         F
"Does He fold his hands when He says His prayers at night?
                         (C)
"Daddy what does God look   like?"
 
 
[Interlude]
/ C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   /
 
 
[Bridge]
 F
"Have you ever seen Him?"
 Em
"Where does He live?"
         Dm
"Does He go to church on Sunday?"
     C
"And who is His best friend?"
       Dm                        F
"Is He red is He yellow black or white?"
                         (C)
"Daddy what does God look   like?"
 
 
[Interlude]
/ C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   /
 
 
[Verse 3]
   C            Csus4                 C               Csus4
So many big old questions from such a precious little thing
    C              Csus4      C                Csus4
She painted Him so perfect it made me stop and think
      F
God's everywhere you look
    F                                    (C)
The stars the rain every single grain its Him
 
 
[Interlude]
/ C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   /
 
 
[Chorus]



       Dm                            F
He was there when she looked into my eyes
                         (C)
"Daddy what does God look   like?"
 
 
[Interlude]
/ C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   /
 
 
[Bridge]
 F
"Have you ever seen Him?"
 Em
"Where does He live?"
         Dm
"Does He go to church on Sunday?"
     C
"And who is His best friend?"
       Dm                        F
"Is He red is He yellow black or white?"
                         (C)
"Daddy what does God look   like?"
 
 
[Interlude]
/ C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   / F       / F       /
/ C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   /
 
 
[Tag]
 F
"Have you ever seen Him?"
 Em
"Where does He live?"
         Dm
"Does He go to church on Sunday?"
     C
"And who is His best friend?"
       Dm                        F
"Is He red is He yellow black or white?"
     F
"And what are those tears in your eyes?"
                         (C)
"Daddy what does God look  like?"
 
 
[Outro]
/ C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   / C   Csus4   / C           /

21521. What Does The Deep Sea Say - Chords



What Does The Deep Sea Say 
Doc Watson, Fred Price & Clint Howard
 
[Intro]
F   C  G   C
 
[Verse 1]
    C            G      C   C7    F                  C
She stood on the beach alone  and gazed at the misty blue
C7       F                    C                                  G       C
Saying, "Sea, as you hold him to your breast, does he mention my name to you?"
    C           G      C   C7 F                  C   C7
Oh, where is my sailor boy?   Where is my sailor boy?
    F                          C                               G       C
He sleeps at the bottom of the deep blue sea and he can't come back to me.
 
 
[Chorus]
    C             G        C                  G        C
Oh, what does the deep sea say? What does the deep sea say?
   C         G          F               C
It moans, it groans, it splashes and it foams,
       C            G     C
And it rolls on its weary way
 
[Instrumental]
C       G     C  C7  F   C C7
F       C            G   C
 
[Verse 2]
   C              G         C  C7       F                C  C7
Oh please tell me deep blue sea   is he sleeping peacefully
        F                        C                                  G        C
For the winds from the north are blowing icy cold. Can you keep him warm for me?
   C       G        C   C7      F                   C   C7
If only my grieving soul   some token of love could find
   F                    C                                           G       C
If only the waves could show me where he sleeps then I'd leave this world behind.
 
[Chorus]
    C             G        C                  G        C
Oh, what does the deep sea say? What does the deep sea say?
   C         G          F               C
It moans, it groans, it splashes and it foams,
       C            G     C
And it rolls on its weary way.
 
[Instrumental]
C       G     C  C7  F   C C7
F       C            G   C
 
[Verse 3]
  C         G        C  C7   F                       C     C7
A beautiful rose one day   I placed on the crest of a wave
           F                  C                            G      C
And I said take it please and let it settle home above his watery grave.
    C              G          C    C7       F                     C      C7
The driftwood I've watched in vain,  and my rose never came back again



   F                  C                                G         C
So waves take another message to my love tell him I'll meet him above.
 
[Outro]
    C             G        C                  G        C
Oh, what does the deep sea say? What does the deep sea say?
   C         G          F               C
It guards and keeps my lover where he sleeps
N.C.                           C
And it rolls on its weary way.

21522. What Does The Deep See Say

Bill Monroe - Oh What Does The Deep See Say
Tim O'Brien

Oh, where is my sailor boy?
Where is my sailor boy?
He sleeps at the bottom of the deep blue sea
And he can't come back to me

I stand on the beach alone
And gaze at the misty blue
Deep sea, as you hold him to your breast
Does he mention my name to you?

Oh, what does the deep sea say?
What does the deep sea say?
It moans, it groans, it splashes and it foams
And it rolls on its weary way

Oh, please tell me, deep blue sea
Is he sleeping peacefully?
The winds from the north are blowin' icy cold
Can you keep him warm for me?

If only my grieving soul
Some token of love could find
And if only the waves would show me where he sleeps
Then I'd leave this world behind

Oh, what does the deep sea say?
What does the deep sea say?
It moans, it groans, it splashes and it foams
And it rolls on its weary way

A beautiful rose, one day
I placed on the crest of a wave
I said, "Take it please and let it settle home
Above his watery grave"

The driftwood I watched in vain
And my rose never came back again



Oh, waves, take another message to my love
Sayin' I'll need him alone

Oh, what does the deep sea say?
What does the deep sea say?
It moans, it groans, it splashes and it foams
And it rolls on its weary way

21523. What Else Could I Do - Chords

What Else Could I Do
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Curtis Wright and Robert E. Orrall

F                C              G7           C
Lately I've been living with my heart on the mend
F            C             G7
Last thing I wanted was to try love again
F            C            G7          C
But then you backed me up against the wall
F            C          D7         G7
Next thing I knew I was takin' the fall
F        G7         F         G7
I wasn't lookin' to jump into love
    C
But I had no choice when your push came to shove
          G7                          F          G7
I guess I shouldn't be surprised that I fell for you
F       G7                C
Tell me what else could I do
F          C         G7               C
Boy when I saw you I looked the other way
F           C                G7
He could be trouble's what I heard myself say
F       C          G7              C
When my resistance hit an all time low
F          C                D7              G7
Guess your persistence just wouldn't let me go
F            G7         F         G7
But I wasn't lookin' to jump into love
    C
But I had no choice when your push came to shove
          G7                          F          G7
I guess I shouldn't be surprised that I fell for you
F       G7                C
Tell me what else could I do
 
F        C       G7              C
My momma told me girl it's guaranteed
F             C                   G7
Love hits you first when it's the last thing you need
F        C            G7           C
Somebody tell me this is one of my dreams



F           C             D7         G7
No way that boy can be as good as he seems
Repeat #2
F       G7                C
Tell me what else could I do

21524. What God Has Done - Chords

What God Has Done  
recorded by Marty Robbins
written by Martin Robbinson and Ronny Robbinson

C                          C7     F
What God has done is not a hidden secret
         G7                      C
Our eyes behold his glory day by day
                                C7            F
Our hearts may feel his presence close beside us
              C       G7                 C
Content we'll be   if we will choose his way
 
              F        G7            C
Great are the words of God the great creator
             F     G7                 C
Great is the work  done by his mighty hand
             F       G7                    C
In heaven or earth   there's no one who is greater
D7                               G7
And in his love forever we shall stand
 
             C                  C7       F
His ears are tuned  to hear the faintest whisper
             G7                   C
His heart is overflowing now with love
                            C7          F
His eyes are ever searching longing for us
             C        G7           C
And with his hands he beckons from above
 
              F        G7            C
Great are the words of God the great creator
             F    G7                 C
Great is the work done by his mighty hand
             F             G7            C C7 F
In heaven or earth there's no one who is greater
           C    G7               C
And in his love forever we shall stand



21525. What Goes Around

Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - What Goes Around

[Verse 1]
I heard word your new love turned you down
Broke your heart and headed out of town
You never saw it comin', but now it's plain to see
He walked out on you like you walked out on me

[Chorus]
What goes around will always come back around
And what goes up someday will come back down
You can't break a heart and never feel the pain
When the tables finally turn, you're gonna feel the same
What goes around will always come back around

[Verse 2]
Girl, I know too well how bad you feel
It takes time for a broken heart to heal
While you're on the mend, I hope that you can see
The pain you're feelin' now is for the way you treated me

[Chorus]
What goes around will always come back around
And what goes up someday will come back down
You can't break a heart and never feel the pain
When the tables finally turn, you're gonna feel the same
What goes around will always come back around

[Chorus]
What goes around will always come back around
And what goes up someday will come back down
You can't break a heart and never feel the pain
When the tables finally turn, you're gonna feel the same
What goes around will always come back around

21526. What Goes On

What Goes On

Verse 1:
What goes on in your mind?
I think that I am falling down
What goes on in your mind?
I think that I am upside down

Chorus:
Baby, be good, do what you should, you know it will work alright
Baby, be good, do what you should, you know it will be alright

Verse 2:
I'm going up, and I'm going down



I'm going from side to side
See the bells, up in the sky
Somebody's cut their string in two

Verse 3:
One minute born, one minute doomed
One minute up, one minute down
What goes on in your mind?
I think that I am falling down

21527. What Goes On

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - What goes on
Composer: John Lennon - Paul McCartney - Richard Starkey

What goes on in your heart?
What goes on in your mind?
You are tearing me apart
When you treat me so unkind
What goes on in your mind?

The other day I saw you
As I walked along the road
But when I saw him with you
I could feel my future fold
It's so easy for a girl like you to lie
Tell me why

What goes on in your heart?
What goes on in your mind?
You are tearing me apart
When you treat me so unkind
What goes on in your mind?

I met you in the morning
Waiting for the tides of time
But now the tide is turning
I can see that I was blind
It's so easy for a girl like you to lie
Tell me why
What goes on in your heart?

I used to think of no one else
But you were just the same
You didn't even think of me
As someone with a name
Did you mean to break my heart and watch me die?
Tell me why

What goes on in your heart?
What goes on in your mind?
You are tearing me apart
When you treat me so unkind



What goes on in your mind?

21528. What Good Did You Get (Out Of Breaking My Heart)

Lefty Frizzell
What Good Did You Get (Out Of Breaking My Heart)

[Verse:]
What good did you get out of breaking my heart
Did you feel of me when you said we must part
Did it make you happy to see my teardrops start
What good did you get out of breaking my heart
What good did you get out of making believe
You had lost your heart your loving heart to me
Now that it's over I ask you sweetheart
What good did you get out of breaking my heart
Is this just something you do from memories
Ever chance you get when you find someone like me
But if it makes you happy to tear a soul apart
Then you got a lot of good out of breaking my heart
Is this just something

21529. What Good Will It Do - Chords

What Good Will It Do
Tim Ausburn - Ernest Tubb
Writers Tommy Duncan - Duane Howard

(C) I'll forgive you but what good will it (F) do,
We would (G7) have those same old fights to go (C) through,
And I'd much rather be dead,
Than to (F) hear those words you said,
I'll for- (G7) give you but what good will it (C) do.

I still love you but what good will it do,
One can't make a go of love it takes two,
Oh you can't keep up a home,
With a heart that wants to roam,
I still love you but what good will it do.

I'll come back dear but what good would it do,
'Cause it won't take you long to be untrue,
That would mean another fight,
On and on into the night,
I'll come back but what good will it do.

I could blame you but what good will it do,
After all I can't tell you what to do,
We are born a certain way,



Dear and that's the way we stay,
I could blame you but what good will it do

21530. What Happened

What Happened?

It used to be Andy & Barney Fife
Now its Howard Stern and the brothel life
Too much crap can drive the world insane
Everybody's singing the jailhouse blues
Don't believe a word of the evening news

Truth that stood for years is down the drain
Trailer parks with a building code
Cul-de-sacs and the country road
High tech bars with that karoke sound

Uncle Sam gets your money spent
Pay your tye you can't pay your rent
Foreign cars selling big in American town

[Chorus: ] 
What happened
Does anybody know
What happened
Where did America go?
Everything Walmart all the time
No more mom & pop five and dime
What happened
Where did America go?
Where did America go?

How did we ever go so wrong
Did we get too high
Did we sleep to long
Why did we raise the price of gasoline

I remember the morning the towers fell
I fell back asleep and dreamed of hell
I guess I thought it was all part of my dream

[Chorus: ]

Where'd it go boys?
Hey, hey
I'm gonna preach
I miss America



21531. What Happened

Merle Haggard - What Happened?

[Verse 1]
It used to be Andy and Barney Fife
Now it's Howard Stern and the brothel life
Too much crap can drive the world insane
Everybody's singing the jailhouse blues
Don't believe a word of the evening news
Truth that stood for years is down the drain

[Verse 2]
Trailer parks with a building code
Cul-de-sacs and the country road
High-tech bars with that karaoke sound
Uncle Sam gets your money spent
Pay your tithes, you can't pay your rent
Foreign cars selling big in American town

[Chorus]
What happened? Does anybody know?
What happened? Where did America go?
Everything Walmart all the time
No more Mom & Pop five and dime
What happened? Where did America go?
Where did America go?

[Verse 3]
How did we ever go so wrong?
Did we get too high? Did we sleep too long?
Why did we raise the price of gasoline?
I remember the morning the Towers fell
I fell back asleep and dreamed of hell
I guess I thought it all was part of my dream

21532. What Happened To Our Love

Sturgill Simpson - What Happened To Our Love?

[Verse 1]
He asked you questions only I could answer
You were the music and I was the dancer
You were the medicine and I was the cancer
What happened to our love?

[Verse 2]
Can't get through, it's not like before
You were the footsteps and I was the floor
Silence grew like a cold, cold war
What happened to our love?

[Chorus]



What is this life, and what does it mean?
Time, it runs out and rips at the seams
Like oil in water, hellfire and rain
We fight, we make up, just to make love again

[Verse 3]
You were the lightning and I was the thunder
Came on like a tidal wave and pulled me under
That kind of chemistry can make anyone wonder
What happened to our love?

[Verse 4]
You were the flower and I was the rain
You were the needle and I was the vein
You were the blood and I was the stain
When the push came to shove

[Verse 5]
If anyone here knew me the best
You put me to bed when I needed rest
Came in from the East, burned out in the West
Like a fire from above

[Verse 6]
Born in the pain, die in the mud
We wander this Earth as we circle the Sun
In time and through space, 'til we're dust in the wind
But I love you so much that I'd find you again, find you again

[Chorus]
What is this life, and what does it mean?
Time, it runs out and rips at the seams
Like oil in water, hellfire and rain
We screw, we break up, just to make love again

21533. What Have You Got Planned Tonight, Diana

What Have You Got Planned Tonight, Diana

I remember all started in ninteen twenty-nine
When me and Diana came to Alaska to homestead some of this free government land

Forty miles from the nearest gravel road 
we cut our life in the ponderosa pines
We sweated hard to beat the winter snow
But the cabin's up and we've got lots of time

What have you got planned tonight, Diana 
Would you consider laying in my arms?
I love you more than ever now, Diana 
I'm sure you're the reason I was born

Jim was born the first year we were here



look at him, my god, he's almost grown
And the baby's in the cradle fast asleep 
just think, in no time he'll be up and gone

What have you got planned tonight, Diana 
Would you consider laying in my arms?
I love you more than ever now, Diana 
I'm sure you're the reason I was born

Well, time sure does fly, doesn't it, Diana?
It's been almost two years now since, since you've been gone
Speaking of time
I guess you know that mine's about up
I'm gonna see you tonight
Just another breath or two and I'll be home
By the way

What have you got planned tonight, Diana 
Would you consider laying in my arms?
I love you more than ever now, Diana
I'm sure you're the reason I was born

21534. What Have You Got to Lose

Jim Lauderdale - What Have You Got to Lose

You know I love you girl
Love you, yes I do
You may not know it yet
But girl it's up to you
He turned your world around
Broke you right in two
It's not too late to try
What have you got to lose?
What have you got to lose?
What have you got to lose?
Have mercy on this man
I'll do the best I can
If you give me half the chance
I'll make you understand
I can heal the hurt
Get you on your feet again
I'll be your lover
And I'll be your friend
So won't you take that step
Away from the blues?
I'm offering my help
What have you got to lose?
What have you got to lose?
What have you got to lose?
What have you got to lose?
What have you got to lose?
Come on and take it



Take the chance to heal
Please don't forsake it
Take it to the end
What have you got to lose?
What have you got to lose?
What have you got to lose?
What have you got to lose?

21535. What Have You Got To Lose

Tom T. Hall - What have you got to lose
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Well I've been in some bars where they serve them in big silver goblets, and pewter and bras
s
I've been in some joints where they serve them in paper cups and maybe an old bar glass
But it's all the same in the old drinkin' game, you drink and you try to forget
One woman who loved you and another who didn't, and I ain't seen one winner yet

What have you got to lose
What have you got to lose
Try women and booze
And the cigarette blues
What have you got to lose

Well I've been in some towns with some high rollin' heavies and I know some unknow scars
The big equalizer is a good drink of liquer when they all belly up to the bar
Some cry for fame, some cry for money, and some people reach for the sky
But when a honky tonk heart starts cryin' for a honky tonk, you can't get a tear in edgeways

What have you got to lose
What have you got to lose
Try women and booze
And the cigarette blues
What have you got to lose

Now an old country boy just can't sit on the porch and watch while the worlds go by
No, he's got to be part of some social endeavour so he gets him a jug and he tries
He'll play that old juke box and chase them old lies while daylight comes to his room
When that sun's comin' up he's 'bout half way to hell and about halfway back home by noon

What have you got to lose
What have you got to lose
Try women and booze
And the cigarette blues
What have you got to lose (2X)

21536. What I Didn't Do - Chords



What I Didn't Do
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Wood Arnold Newton and Michael Noble

G                  D7
I didn't cheat and I didn't lie 
       Em              C
So her leaving took me by surprise
       G                              D7
Just a note on the table saying we're through
   G                        D7
At first I went crazy so it took me sometime
      Em           C
But I finally read between the lines
     G                   D7            G D7
It's not what I did it's what I didn't do
Em D7    G                   Bm    C
I didn't tell her each day I loved her
  G           D7      G               D7
I took it for granted and somehow she knew
         G                          Bm   C
I didn't hold her when she needed a shoulder
     G                   D7            G
It's not what I did it's what I didn't do
                         D7
Now it's easy to see why her love died
        Em                         C
She was planning her nights by the TV Guide
    G                                 D7
She needed me with her oh more than I knew
      G                D7
I was too busy working getting ahead
       Em                         C
When I should of been home loving her instead
     G                   D7            G D7
It's not what I did it's what I didn't do
Em D7    G                   Bm    C
I didn't tell her each day I loved her
  G           D7      G               D7
I took it for granted and somehow she knew
         G                          Bm   C
I didn't hold her when she needed a shoulder
     G                   D7            Em  C
It's not what I did it's what I didn't do
     G                   D7            G
It's not what I did it's what I didn't do

21537. What I Don't Know

What I Don't Know - Dwight Yoakam

What I don't know might not hurt me
If I stay dumb and no one tells
But if I find out that you've been cheatin'



What I don't know might get you killed

Well, death row in prison it don't look half as bad
As a life filled with heartache over you
So if you're a playin' those dirty little games
You better pray that I don't find out the truth

'Cause what I don't know might not hurt me
If I stay dumb and no one tells
But if I find out that you've been cheatin'
What I don't know might get you killed

Well Smith and Wesson juries hold a real mean, nasty court
And the verdict that they pass is never slow
So keep on a wearin' that little poker face
'Cause soon enough your cards will have to show

And what I don't know might not hurt me
If I stay dumb and no one tells
But if I find out that you've been cheatin'
What I don't know might get you killed
What I don't know might get you killed
What I don't know might get you killed

21538. What I Don't Know - Chords

What I Don't Know
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C
What I don't know might not hurt me
          F               C
If I stay dumb and no one tells
But if I find out that you've been cheatin'
             F  G7              C
What I don't know might get you killed
    F                      C
Hey death row in prison it don't look half as bad
                      G7             C
As a life filled with heartache over you
F                      C
So if you're a playing those dirty little games
                       G7                 C
You better pray that I don't find out the truth
Repeat #1
     F                       C
Well Smith and Wesson juries hold real mean nasty court
                          G7            C
And the verdict that they pass is never slow
F                    C
So keep on a wearin' that little poker face
                       G7                  C
Cause soon enough your cards will bound to show



repeat #1
             F  G7              C
What I don't know might get you killed

21539. What I Got

What I Got
Sublime - Cabinet

Early in the morning, risin' to the street
Light me up that cigarette, and I'll strap shoes on my feet
Got to find the reason, reason things went wrong
Got to find a reason why my money's all gone
I got a Dalmatian and I can still get high
I can play the guitar like a motherfuckin' riot

Well, life is too short, so love the one you got
'Cause you might get run over, or you might get shot
Never start no static, I just get it off my chest
Never had to battle with no bulletproof vest
Take a small example, take a tip from me
Take all of your money, give it all to charity

Love is what I got, it's within my reach
And the Sublime style's still straight from Long Beach
It all comes back to you, you're bound to get what you deserve
Try and test that, you're bound to get served
Loves what I got, don't start a riot
You'll feel it when the dance gets hot

Lovin' is what I got
I said, remember that
Lovin' is what I got
And remember that
Lovin' is what I got
I said, remember that
Lovin' is what I got
(I got, I got, I got)

Why I don't cry when my dog runs away
I don't get angry at the bills I have to pay
I don't get angry when my mom smokes pot
Hits the bottle and goes right to the rock
Fuckin' and fightin', it's all the same
Living with Louie Dog's the only way to stay sane
Let the lovin', let the lovin' come back to me

Lovin' is what I got
I said, remember that
Lovin' is what I got
And remember that
Lovin' is what I got
I said remember that



Lovin' is what I got
(I got, I got, I got)

We're not that far off
So, that's the
See, but
We're done, man

21540. What I Like About Texas

Jerry Jeff Walker - What I Like About Texas

You ask me what I like about Texas
I tell you it's the wide open spaces!
It's everything between the Sabine and the Rio Grande
It's the Llano Estacado
It's the Brazos and the Colorado;
Spirit of the people down here who share this land!
It's another burrito, it's a cold Lone Star in my hand
It's a quarter for the jukebox boys
Play the Sons of the Mother Lovin' Bunkhouse Band
You ask me what I like about Texas
It's the big timber round Nacadoches
It's driving El Camino Real into San Antone
It's the Riverwalk in Mi Tierra
Dancing to the Cotton-eyed Joe
It's stories of the Menger Hotel and the Alamo!
It's another burrito, it's a cold Lone Star in my hand!
It's a quarter for the jukebox boys
Play The Son's of the Mother Lovin' Bunkhouse Band
Hey, you ask me what I like about Texas
It's Blue Bonnets and indian paint brushes
Swimming in the sacred waters of Barton Springs
It's body surfing the Freo
It's Saturday night in Del Rio!
Driving across the border for some cultural exchange!
It's another burrito, it's a cold Lone Star in my hand!
It's a quarter for the jukebox boys
Plays The Son's of the Mother Lovin' Bunkhouse Band
It's another burrito, with a cold Lone Star in my hand!
It's a quarter to four, the jukebox boy
Play The Son's of the Mother Lovin' Bunkhouse Band
You ask me what I like about Texas
Spoken:
I could tell you...but it would take all night long..

21541. What I Really Mean



Robert Earl Keen - What I Really Mean 

Drove from Albuquerque to Ft. Smith, Arkansas
Then all the way to New Orleans in time for Mardi Gras
You should have seen... the craziness down there
What I really mean... I wish you were here

And we were down on Beale Street, Memphis, Tennessee
With the blues, the booze, the bar-B-Q's, our name on the marquee
And you should have seen... the crowd we drew in there
What I really mean... I wish you were here

I'm sending you this postcard
To tell you that I'm fine
And let you know wherever I go
You never leave my mind

Broke down in Kentucky; in Richmond there was snow
We saw our friends in Charlotte; we played on the radio
And you should have seen... us singin' on the air
What I really mean... I wish you were here

I'm sending you this postcard
To tell you that I'm fine
And let you know wherever I go
You never leave my mind

Tonight we're in the city, and it's like Disneyland
But I'm sick and tired and I can't wait to get back home again
And I have this dream... you'll be waitin' there
What I really mean... I wish you were here
What I really mean... I wish you were here

21542. What I Want

Blue Dogs - What I Want

I want my own reputation
I can't believe that I don't
I can't stand this ugly situation
I just want what I want
I want to be just like my daddy
Then I could drive anything
I could take my own self fishin'
Oh what a joy that would bring
I want my own reputation
I can't believe that I don't
I can't stand this ugly situation
I just want what I want
I just want to be where everybody knows my name
I got to find a girl just like my mama
Then I won't never burn the toast
When I find her I'll introduce her to my family
We'll see who they 'ppreciate the most



I want my own reputation
I can't believe that I don't
I can't stand this ugly situation
I just want what I want
I just wanna be where everyone knows my name
I can't understand my little brother
He don't like to see my magazines
He always cries for mama when we wrestle
He's been more like a sister to me
I want my own reputation
I can't believe that I don't
I can't stand this ugly situation
I just want what I want
I don't like my own reputation
If you ask I'm gonna tell you the same
I got to change this bad situation
I want to be where everybody knows my name

21543. What I Want You To Say - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - What I Want You To Say 
written by Jim Lauderdale & Jamie Hartford 

C G C G

C                G
Don't you always need me
C                    G
When you're standing at my door
C                 G
Why should I have let you in
F                  G
When you wanted me before
C           G
What I want you to say
C              G
Is a real good reason why
C           G
What I want you to say
F                        G 
Like you've been waiting all your life
C
Hey darling
F
There's something
E
I've been wantin
   F            G
So listen real closely
C           F
To hear you just one time
E   F         G            C  G  C  G
Tell me that you'll love me forever



C                G
Don't you always see me
C               G
Standing in the crowd
C          G
Am I still somebody else
F                  G
In a place I'm not allowed
C           G
What I want you to say
C                    G
And really mean the words
C           G
What I want you to say
F             G
I still never heard
C
Hey darling
F
There's something
E               F           G
Been wanting so listen real closely
C           F
To hear you just  time
E                      F          G
To tell me that you'll love me forever

SOLO

C
Hey darling
F
There's something
E
I've been wantin
   F            G
So listen real closely
C          F
You got me if you want me
E             F        G
Oh lover just keep on talking
C          F
I need you just one time
E                F         G      C   G  C
To tell me you'd love me forever
C           G           C
What I want you to say
C           G           C
What I want you to say

>From Jim Lauderdale "Onward Through It All"
RCA Records 1999
Mighty Nice Music(BMI)
Laudersongs(BMI)
Songs Of Polygram



21544. What I'd Give To Be The Wind

What I'd Give to Be the Wind 
Lonesome River Band
 
I watched the wind blow brown leaves to the ground, 
And blow along the sidewalks of this town
I can see the wind, as it blew her hair 
Time, and time a ain oh 
What I'd give, Lord, to be the wind, 
 
CHORUS : 
Oh, what I'd give, to be the wind, 
To be free, to leave this awful place I'm in, 
But it's hopeless because I haven't got 
A penny, or a friend, oh 
What I'd give, Lord, to be the wind,  
 
This same wind tomorrow will be gone, 
To blow across the cotton fields of home
It will gently touch the lovin' face 
I long to touch again, oh 
What I'd give, Lord, to be the wind, 
 
Oh what I'd give, Lord, to be the wind

21545. What I'll Do

Alison Krauss - What I'll do

What'll I do when you
Are far away
And I'm so blue,
What'll I do?

What'll I do when I
Am wondering who
Is kissing you,
What'll I do?

What'll I do with just
A photograph
To tell my troubles to?

When I'm alone
With only dreams of you
That won't come true,
What'll I do?



What'll I do with just
A photograph
To tell my troubles to?

When I'm alone
With only dreams of you
That won't come true,
What'll I do?

21546. What I'm Doing Here

What I'm Doing Here
Lake Street Dive

Nobody knows what I'm doing here
And I ain't got a clue
Messing around with these other fools
When I'm not with you

There's been so many nights
When I've longed for your touch
There's been so many days
When our love was not enough

Oh, leave me
Just leave me, leave me
Can't you see me?
See me-

Nobody knows what I'm doing here
And I ain't got a clue
Messing around with these other fools
When I'm not with you

There's been so many nights
When I've longed for your touch
There's been so many days
When our love was not enough

Oh, leave me
Just leave me, leave me
Can't you see me?
See me-

Nobody knows what I'm doing here
And I ain't got a clue
Messing around with these other fools
When I'm not-
When I'm not-
When I'm not, oh

Nobody knows what I'm doing here
And I, I ain't got a clue



Messing around with these other fools
When I'm not with you
When I'm not with you

21547. What I'm Thankful For (The Thanksgiving Song)

What I'm Thankful For (The Thanksgiving Song)
Garth Brooks - What I'm Thankful For (The Thanksgiving Song)

What I'm thankful for ain't on no list
For it only in my heart exists
For time has helped me understand
The things I can't hold in my hand

For those that came before my turn
Oh, from whom I've gathered lessons learned
That light the path that lies ahead
I see them as I bow my head

Yes, I'm thankful for the Lord above
The gift of His unending love
The promise kept that there is something more
These are the things I'm thankful for

For our children hear this prayer
Let love surround them everywhere
And may their children's children know
The one from whom all blessings flow

Yes, I'm thankful for the Lord above
The gift of His unending love
The promise kept that there is something more
These are the things I'm thankful for

And amidst these gifts and presents
We receive this holiday
May we take a thoughtful second
Just to fold our hands and pray

Yes, I'm thankful for the Lord above
The gift of His unending love
The promise kept that there is so much more
These are the things I'm thankful for

21548. What If

Lucinda Williams - What If

I shudder to think



What it would mean
If the President wore pink
If a prostitute was Queen

What would happen then
How would the world change
If thick became thin
And the world was rearranged

If the rains brought down the moon
And daylight was feared
And the sun rose too soon,
And then just disappeared

If dogs became Kings
And the Pope should cum
If hobos had wings
And God was a bum

If houses became trees
And flowers turned to stone
And there were no families
And people lived alone

If buildings started laughing
And windows cried
And feet started clapping
And out came inside

If mountains fell in slivers
And the sky began to bleed
And blood filled up the rivers
And prisoners were freed

If the stars fell apart
And the ocean dried up
And the world was one big heart
And decided to start

And children grew up happier
And they could run with the wolves
And they never felt trapped
Or hungry or unloved

If cats walked on water
And birds had bank accounts
And we loved one another
In equal amounts

21549. What If I Say Goodbye

Vince Gill - What If I Say Goodbye



What if I say I love you
Would it mean as much as it used to
Could it help the hurt that we're putting us through
What if I said goodbye

What if tomorrow you wake up
And I'm not around what you break up
Would you take one towards me to make up
What if I said goodbye

What would you do if I did what I should have done long ago
Is there someone you'd turn to as soon as I left
Someone you already know

What if I say I love you
Would you want to make up like I do
Could we possibly salvage the dreams we knew
What if I said goodbye

What would you do if I did what I should have done long ago
Is there someone you'd turn to as soon as I left
Someone you already know

What if I say I love you
Would it mean as much as used to
Could it help the hurt that we're putting us through
What if I said goodbye

21550. What If She's An Angel

Brad Paisley - What If She's An Angel 

There's a man standing on the corner
With a sign sayin "will work for food"
You know the man
You see him every morning
The one you never give your money to
You can sit there with your window rolled up
Wondering when the lights going to turn green
Never knowing what a couple more bucks
In his pocket might mean
What if he's an angel sent here from heaven
And he's making certain that you're doing your best
To take the time to help one another
Brother are you going to pass that test
You can go on with your day to day
Trying to forget what you saw in his face
Knowing deep down it could have been his saving grace
What if he's an angel
There's a man
And there's a woman
Living right above you in apartment G
There's alot of noise coming through the ceiling



And it don't sound like harmony
You can sit there with your TV turned up
While the words and his anger fly
Come tomorrow when you see her with her shades on
Can you look her in the eye
What if she's an angel sent here from heaven
And she's making certain that you're doing your best
To take the time to help one another
Brother are you going to pass that test
You can go on with your day to day
Trying to forget what you saw in her face
Knowing deep down it could have been her saving grace
What if she's an angel
A little girl on daddy's lap
Hiding her disease with a baseball cap
You can turn the channel
Most people do
But what if you were sitting in her daddy's shoes
Maybe she's an angel
Sent here from Heaven
And she's making certain you're doing your best
To take the time to help one another
Brother are you going to pass that test
You can go on with your day to day
Trying to forget what you saw in her face
Knowing deep down it could have been her saving grace
What if she's an angel

21551. What Is Home Without Love

The Louvin Brothers - What Is Home Without Love
Doc Watson

Sad and alone in a mansion
No loving wife to caress
Sat a man sad and lonely
No loving wife's lips to kiss
She married him for (possessions?)
No love in her heart had she
Sad and alone, in his fine home
He looked all around him and said

What is a home without a baby?
To love and to tease and adore?
What is home without a sweet wife?
To kiss you each night at the door?
What is a home without sunshine?
To spread its bright rays from above?
You can have wealth and its pleasures
But what is a home without love?

Walking down the streets one evening
He passed by a cottage so neat



Stopped and looked in the window
He saw there a picture so sweet
A husband, a wife, and a baby
They were hugging and kissing too
He turned aside, his tears to cry
And from his lips came these words

21552. What Is It

Fruition 
What Is It 

Step outside and breathe
It's time we shine like the sea, like the sea
Step outside because we're free
Stop trying to define everything

What is that you want
I'm a little bit of everything
Who are you looking for
I'm just a smiling reflection of everyone else
I'm just being myself
And that's beyond definition
What is that you want
I'm just a dancin' collection of everything I've ever felt

Step outside and breathe
It's time we shine like the sea, like the sea
Step outside because we're free
Stop trying to define everything

Stuck in a box, shades are drawn and the doors are locked
Won't you come out and play
Instead of trying to control the world all day
This dance is quite real and beyond definition
What is it that you want
Let's sing in the sunshine
And break down these walls

Step outside and breathe
It's time we shine like the sea, like the see
Step outside because we're free
Stop trying to define everything
Stop trying to define everything
Step outside and breathe

21553. What Is It My Love



Dolly Parton - What Is It My Love 

You hurt me, you use me, you lie
You're heartless and hateful and cold
You don't care how you make me cry
You must have the last word
And be in control
What is it about you I love
You're selfish and stubborn and proud
You're arrogant, boastful and vain
You're careless and thoughtless and loud
A flirt and a tease
And you cause me such pain
What is it about you I love
What is it, what is it my love
Chorus:
There's something about you
That I seem to need
I have a hunger you know how to feed
And you satisfy me like nobody else
Those moments of heaven
Are worth all this hell
And I know you love me in your own crazy way
And I know you need me more than you can say
I may be a fool but I'll never give up
'Cause there's something about you I love
What is it, what is it my love
Chorus:
And there's something about me
That you seem to need
'Cause you have a hunger I know how to feed
And I satisfy you like nobody else
Those moments of heaven
Are worth all this hell
And I know in my heart that you want to be good
I understand that you're misunderstood
You're insecure and defensively tough
There's something about you my love
What is it, what is it my love
There's something about you
That I seem to need
What is it, what is it my love

21554. What Is Life Without Love - Chords

What Is Life Without Love
Recorded by Eddy Arnold
Written by Eddy Arnold, Vic McAlpin & Owen Bradley

[F] What is life without love
What is [Bb] love without you
Why [C7] dream if they never come [F] true
Why try to go on
When your [Bb] only hopes are gone



[C7]Darlin' what is life without [F] love

Somehow I can't forget
The first day that we met
You were something from heaven above
Now I'm asking you sweetheart
And it's straight from my heart
Darlin' what is life without love

All alone how I yearn
That someday you'll return
And be true as the stars up above
If you'll only say you'll try
Then I'll be satisfied
Darlin' what is life without love
Repeat 1st verse

21555. What Is Time

What is Time?
By Daniel Rodriguez
Elephant Revival

There is a clock
On the coffee machine
Telling you what time it is
Relative to where you've got to be
There is a clock
On the console of your car
Telling you what time it is
Relative to how far you've got to go
Before you're there
At your destination
Could be a place of work,
A place of rest,
Or the watering hole
But the question remains

Well, what is time?
It's when the sun comes up
The sun goes down
The moon comes out
And the people dance all around

Even Einstein said,
 Time is not a condition in which we live
It's a condition in which we think. 
And we can change the ways we think
So the question remains

Well, what is time?
It's when the sun comes up
The sun goes down



The moon comes out
And the people dance all around

There is a clock
On the coffee machine
Telling you what time it is
Relative to where you've got to be
There is a clock
On the console of your car
Telling you what time it is
Relative to how far you've got to go
Before you're there
At your destination
Could be a place of work, a place of rest,
Or the watering hole
But the question remains

Well, what is time?
It's when the sun comes up
The sun goes down
The moon comes out,
The people dance all around

21556. What It Ain't

What It Ain't
Josh Turner - What It Ain't

I have been around
This old block before
I've walked into abruptly closign doors
Schooled in hard knocks, I've learned alot
'Bout how a heart can brake
I might not know what love is
But I know what it ain't

It aint layin' in the dark and wonderin' why she hasn't called
And now it's 2 am
It ain't driving by her house to find her wrapped up in the arms of you ex-best friend
It ain't bold face lies or alibies that cannot be explained
I might not know what love is
But I know what it ain't

You say you could
Show me how to love
Baby there's one thing
You can be sure of
I wouldn't treat you wrong cause I've been on
The hurting side of pain
I might not know what love is but I know what it aint

It ain't showing up for dinner with a rose and chardonnay
Then drinkin by yourself



It ain't a postcard from Hawaii sayin' we can still be friends
But I met someone else
It ain't bold face lies or alibies that cannot be explained
I might not know what love is
But I know what it ain't

It ain't a mink coat, forty pairs of shoes, two 14 karet anklets on my mastercard
It ain't walkin in a pawn shop, recognizing her engagement ring she swore she lost
It ain't bold face lies or alibies that cannot be explained
I might not know what love is
But I know what it ain't

If you had all day I could tell you things
That would make a grown man faint
I might not know what love is
But I know what it ain't
Yeah I know what it ain't

21557. What It Is

Allison Moorer
What It Is

[Verse 1]
My heart was way too empty and the damage done too deep
To stay here for the breaking of the day
My compass is in pieces and I don't know what I see
I'm not sure it matters anyway

[Chorus]
'Cause what it was is gone forever
What it could be, God only knows
And what it is is right here in front of me
And I'm not letting go

[Verse 2]
Just across the border from what I used to be
I still hear the slamming of the door
And the future holds a promise it doesn't have to keep
But it might not need keeping anymore

[Chorus]
'Cause what it was is gone forever
What it could be, God only knows
And what it is is right here in front of me
And I'm not letting go

[Verse 3]
I can hear the laughter as I make another plan
Set out like a fool towards the sea
Every wave that crashes rearranges all the sand
And puts another path in front of me
[Chorus]



'Cause what it was is gone forever
What it could be, God only knows
And what it is is right here in front of me
And I'm not letting go
What it is is right here in front of me
And I'm not letting go

21558. What It Takes

What It Takes
Kitchen Dwellers - What It Takes

You live down by the capitol
I don't believe we'd met
First pick came I called your name
Would it lead to heartbreak
Showed up late
And I stumbled in
One seat left a promise to be kept
Those words don't matter anymore
Cause living apart is killing me
We talk every day
Your face I don't see
Or the bed that you made
We'll find out if I have what it takes to be
Here we sit at the bar
Your hRad resting in your hand
You asked for my intentions oh I'vR suggestions
But you're so far
And you're working nights
I'm still on the road
It's not the other girls but the ways of the world
That's got me all torn and toiled
Living apart is killing me
We talk every day
Your face I don't see
If this is a mistake
We'll find out if I have what it takes to be
If we don't find a way
To find some give and take
I'm getting older by the day I'll go ahead and say it
It's not too late
It's not too late
It's not too late
Living apart is killing me
We talk every day
Your face I don't see
Or the bed that you made
We'll find out if I have what it takes to be what you need



21559. What Kind Of Love

Rodney Crowell - What Kind Of Love

I'll give you the best best you baby
That's all I can give
And we'll live the best we can live it baby
As long a we as live
What kind of love never turns you down?
What kind of love lifts you off the ground?
Turns your life around
What kind of love makes you go out in the wind and driving rain?
What kind of love runs through your heart with a pleasure so close to pain?
What kind of love?
Only this love that I have!
I'll show you the best I can show you baby!
That's all I can I show you!
And I'll know you the best I can know you baby
As long as I know you
What kind of love never turns away?
What kind of love never makes you pay
Hears you when you pray?
What kind of love makes you go out in the wind and driving rain?
What kind of love runs through your heart with a pleasure so close to pain?
What kind of love? only this love that I have!
This love I know is all I have (all I have)!
This love I have is all I know!
So I won't let go?
What kind of love makes you go out in the wind and driving rain?
What kind of love runs through your heart with a pleasure so close to pain?
What kind of love, only this love that I have!

21560. What Kind Of Man

What Kind Of Man 
 
What kind of man (what kind of man)
What kind of man
Tell me, what kind of man jesus is
What kind of man (what kind of man)
What kind of man
Tell me, what kind of man jesus is

Made the lame to walk
And the blind to see
Tell me, what kind of man jesus is
Made the lame to walk
And the blind to see
Tell me, what kind of man jesus is

Aw, tell 'em boys!

Well, he walked the sea, of gallillee



Tell me, what kind of man jesus is
Yeah, he walked the sea, of gallillee
Tell me, what kind of man jesus is
Ah, ha!

What kind of man (what kind of man)
What kind of man
Tell me, what kind of man jesus is
What kind of man (what kind of man)
What kind of man
Tell me, what kind of man jesus is

21561. What Kind Of Man - Chords

What Kind Of Man 
Larry Sparks

[Intro]
G C G  G D G
 
[Verse 1]
                 G
Oh he walked the sea of Galilee
        C                      G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is
                 G
Oh he walked the sea of Galilee
                     D         G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is
 
 
[Chorus]
             G
What kind of man, what kind of man
        C                      G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is
             G
What kind of man, what kind of man
                     D         G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G  G D G
 
 
[Verse 2]
              G
He healed the sick, He raised the dead
        C                      G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is
              G
He healed the sick, He raised the dead



                     D         G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is
 
 
[Chorus]
             G
What kind of man, what kind of man
        C                      G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is
             G
What kind of man, what kind of man
                     D         G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G  G D G
 
 
[Verse 3]
                 G
Made the lame to walk and the blind to see
        C                      G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is
                 G
Made the lame to walk and the blind to see
                     D         G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is
 
 
[Chorus]
             G
What kind of man, what kind of man
        C                      G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is
             G
What kind of man, what kind of man
                     D         G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is
 
 
[Instrumental]
G C G  G D G
 
 
[Outro]
             G
What kind of man, what kind of man
        C                      G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is
             G
What kind of man, what kind of man
                     D         G
Tell me what kind of man Jesus is



21562. What Kinda Girl?

Rodney Crowell - What Kinda Girl?

What kinda girl am I really am?
I like some turkey, but I don't eat lamb
No sweet potato, but I do like ham
What kinda girl am I really am?
What kinda girl am I really I?
I kept my jacket, but I lost my tie
I'll tell you truly that I sometimes lie
What kinda girl am I really I?
What kinda girl am I really who?
Don't wear pajamas and I don't sniff glue
I'm Mississippi, got the New York blues
What kinda girl am I really who?
What kinda girl am I really what?
I might be leavin', but the door ain't shut
I'm here for lovin', but I ain't no slut
What kinda girl am I really what?
What kinda girl am I really am?
I like some turkey, but I don't eat lamb
No sweet potato, but I do like ham
What kinda girl am I?
Who am I really am?

21563. What Love Can Do

What Love Can Do

What love can do
Is build a bridge for two
And make our dreams come true
That's what love can do.

What love can do
Is make his need to live
And make you want to give
Thast's what love can do

And when your whole world
Goes spinnin' out of control and you're alone
And you're needin' someone to hold
An old friend from somewhere touches your soul
And love comes true.

What love can do
Is a way to make you smile
And make your life worth while



That's what love can do

--- Instrumental ---

And when your whole world
Goes spinnin' out of control and you're alone
And you're needin' someone to hold
An old friend somewhere touches your soul
And love comes true.

What love can do
Tis make you want to smile
Can change the world around
That's what love can do

21564. What Made Milwaukee Famous

What Made Milwaukee Famous 
Del McCoury
 
It's late and she's waiting, and I know I should go home 
But every time I try to leave they play another song 
Then someone buys another round 
And wherever drinks are free 
What made Milwaukee famous 
Made a loser out of me 
 
Baby's begged me not to go so many times before 
She said love and happiness 
Can't love behind those swinging doors 
Now she's gone and I'm to blame, too late I finally see 
What made Milwaukee famous 
Made a loser out of me 
 
The atmosphere has lured me here, the music draws me on 
The jukebox has ahold on me, I know I should be gone 
She'll cry and wait 'til I get home, and only then she'll see 
What made Milwaukee famous, 
made a fool out of me 
 
What made, Milwaukee famous 
Made a loser out of me

21565. What My Woman Can't Do - Chords

What My Woman Can't Do
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Billy Sherrill, Earl Montgomery, George Jones 



F             C        G7       C
What my woman can't do can't be done 

C            F                     C
It amazes me how she can change my mind
                                                   G7
When it seems to be impossible she can do it every time
        C                             F                     C
And the way she always loves me she's got that down perfect too
              F      C          G7             C
I keep asking myself what is it the lady can't do

                  F                C
She brightens any room she walks inside
                                                            G7
And the way she comes in smiling you'd never think she ever cries
          C                            F                  C
She still looks as young and pretty as she did the day we met
                     F    C        G7               C
If there's one thing bad about her I ain't found it yet

     F  C           F                 C
What it is my woman can't do can't be done
                                        D7 G7
If there's ever been a darling I've got one
          C        F    C              F               C
She beats all I've ever seen she's the champion of our team
F             C        G7       C
What my woman can't do can't be done 
F             C        G7       C
What my woman can't do can't be done

21566. What Old Woman - Chords

What Old Woman 
Hot Buttered Rum
 
[Verse 1]
 
D       F#m     G       D
What old woman will you be? 
D       F#m     G       A7
I can imagine a grey haired beauty. 
G       F#m             Bm              D       D       F#m             G       D
Years from now will you still look and wonder what old woman will you be? 
D       F#m     G       D
What old woman will you be? 
D       F#m     G       A7
Will you have a man beside thee? 
G       F#m             Bm              D
whoa years from now will you still have affection
D       F#m     G       D
 what old woman will you be?



D       F#m             G       A7
Will it have been a happy story? 
G       F#m             Bm              D
Whoa Years from now will you sit back and smile? 
D       F#m     G       D
What old woman will you be?
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
D       F#m     G       D
What old man will I turn into?
D       F#m             G               A7
 Will my back be strong? Will my eyes see true?
G       F#m             Bm              D
 Whoa years from now will I still have my mission? 
D       F#m     G       D
What old man will I turn into?
D       F#m     G       A7
Will I still make tea for two?
G       F#m     Bm              D
 Whoa years from now will I still have affection?
D       F#m     G       D
 What old man will I turn into?
D       F#m     G       A7
 To live my life in service to you. 
G       F#m             Bm              D       D       F#m     G       D
When this strivin' man has finally paid his dues, what old man will I turn into?
D       F#m             G               A7
There's no journey I would want to take without you. 
D       F#m     G       D
What old man will I turn into? What old man will I turn into?

21567. What Shall I Do With Jesus

What Shall I Do With Jesus
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

What shall I do with Jesus?
What shall my answer be?
Question with question I answer
What will He do with me?

Like In the days of ole Pilate
Man of the world is today
Jesus your Saviour is waiting
What does your answer say?

What shall I do with Jesus?
What shall my answer be?
Question with question I answer
What will He do with me?



Now the decision is yours friend
Save your soul or be lost
If you decide you will lose it
Think of the awful cost

What shall I do with Jesus?
What shall my answer be?
Question with question I answer
What will He do with me?

You are the judge and the jury
Satan's the lawyer for sin
Christ is on trial before you
Needing your soul to win

What shall I do with Jesus?
What shall my answer be?
Question with question I answer
What will He do with me?

What shall I do with Jesus?
What shall my answer be?
Question with question I answer
What will He do with me?

21568. What She's Doing Now

What She's Doing Now
Garth Brooks - What She's Doing Now

Last time I saw her it was turnin' colder
But that was years ago
Last I heard she had moved to Boulder
But where she's now I don't know
But there's somethin' 'bout this time of year
That spins my head around
Takes me back makes me wonder
What she's doin' now

'Cause what she's doin' now is tearin' me apart
Fillin' up my mind and emptyin' my heart
I can hear her call each time the cold wind blows
And I wonder if she knows... What she's doin' now

Just for laughs I dialed her old number
But no one knew her name
Hung up the phone sat there and wondered
If she'd ever done the same
I took a walk in the evenin' wind
To clear my head somehow
But tonight I lie here thinkin'
What she doin' now



'Cause what she's doin' now is tearin' me apart
Fillin' up my mind and emptying my heart
I can hear her call each time the cold wind blows
And I wonder if she knows

What she's doin' now is tearin' me apart
Fillin' up my mind and emptying my heart
I can hear her call each time the cold wind blows
And I wonder if she knows... What she's doin' now

21569. What The Cowgirls Do

Vince Gill - What the Cowgirls Do

Have you ever been down to Texas
Down around San Antone
They love to go all night and treat you right
And party till the cows come home

I love it when the let their hair down
And dance real close to you
You know I'm a sucker baby for what the cowgirls do
What the cowgirls do

They ain't no different up in Oklahoma
They ain't afraid to stay up til dawn
They love to cut a run and chug a lug
Longnecks til their money's all gone

I love it when the let their hair down
And dance real close to you
You know I'm a sucker baby for what the cowgirls do
What the cowgirls do

There's cowgirls all across the country
From Baton Rouge to Bangor Maine
It ain't hard to see they'll be the death of me
They're gonna drive my little heart insane

I love it when the let their hair down
And dance real close to you
You know I'm a sucker baby for what the cowgirls do
What the cowgirls do

21570. What The Hell Did I Say

Dierks Bentley - What the Hell Did I Say

[Verse 1]



Woke up this mornin' with my cellphone ringin'
She said, "I know that when you called me, you were drinking
But I loved every single word you left on my phone
And I know you're hung-over but I'm comin' on over"
Did I say we'd go shoppin', That I'd Louis Vuitton her
That I'd Rodeo Drive her, Slide a Tiffany diamond on her

[Chorus]
What the hell did I say
When I called last night
Drippin' words of whiskey honey
In that message that she liked
What the hell did I say
Gotta dial it up again
Un-blackout those lines that fell out drunk at 3 am
What the hell did I, hell did I, hell did I say
What the hell did I, hell did I, hell did I say

[Verse 2]
Last thing I remember, I was thinking I'd call her up and
Put her on speaker while the whole bar sang Free Bird
Had that phone in my hand when I ran into trouble
My friend comin' over with a couple of doubles

[Chorus]
What the hell did I say
When I called last night
Drippin' words of whiskey honey
In that message that she liked
What the hell did I say
Gotta dial it up again
Un-blackout those lines that fell out drunk at 3 am
What the hell did I, hell did I, hell did I say
What the hell did I, hell did I, hell did I say

[Bridge]
Did I say we'd go shoppin', That I'd Louis Vuitton her
That I'd Rodeo Drive her, Slide a Tiffany diamond on her?
Did I tell her she could move in and we'd fly out to Vegas
Champagne all the way and we'd get married by Elvis

[Chorus]
What the hell did I say
When I called last night
Drippin' words of whiskey honey
In that message that she liked
What the hell did I say
Gotta dial it up again
Un-blackout those lines that fell out drunk at 3 am
What the hell did I, hell did I, hell did I say
What the hell did I, hell did I, hell did I say

[Outro]
What the hell did I say?
What the hell did I say?



21571. What the Lord Hath Wrought (Any Fool Can Knock Down)

Robbie Fulks - What the Lord Hath Wrought (Any Fool Can Knock Down)

[Verse 1]
There was no limit to the love that I got from you
Oh, but there's no end to the evil that a man can do
Now, the words that we vowed
Seemed a promise no power could turn 'round
But what the Lord hath wrought, any fool can knock right down

[Chorus]
It only takes a little shove
From a backstreet love
Some pressure from accounts overdrawn
Now just add alcohol
And watch it all fall
To the ground

[Verse 2]
Well, what did I think I would gain, running so wild?
Just the hatred of a woman and the tears of a helpless child
Sure, God blessed me with a love like few ever found
But what the Lord hath wrought, any fool can knock right down

[Instrumental]

[Chorus]
It only takes a little shove
From a backstreet love
Some pressure from accounts overdrawn
Now just add alcohol
And watch it all fall
To the ground

21572. What The Night Brings

What the Night Brings
Jeff Austin
Yonder Mountain String Band

Woke up on the other side of town
Not sure how I got here, but I got here anyhow
Been just a bit off all day long
Knowing for certain, what the night brings

Could have been an easy rocker
Cheer the devil and praise the saints
Little bit of an easy rocker



All the way

Oh my the rejects on parade
March by my window, I can see them leaving now
New habits might catch on this spring
But one thing is for certain, what the night brings

Could have been an easy rocker
Cheer the devil and praise the saints
Little bit of an easy rocker
All the way

It's a little easier each time
As I'm reminded of all the reasons why
It gets a little easier on me
As I'm reminded of the man, I used to be

Push back my patience for this day
Not sure how I got here, but I got here anyway
My rearrangements for the part
One thing's for certain, what the night brings

Could have been an easy rocker
Cheer the devil and praise the saints
Little bit of an easy rocker
All the way

21573. What The Rain WIll Bring

Pokey LaFarge - What the Rain WIll Bring

Chilly winds, winter's calling
Trees are shakin', leaves are fallin'
You just never know what the rain will bring
Storm's comin', mama knows
By the pain down in her bones
And you just never know what the rain will bring
I've stayed inside for too long
Waiting for the sun to shine
Tomorrow could mean anything
Oh, you just never know what the rain will bring

Bridge (instrumental)

Back in old '93
The Mississippi had her way with me
And you just never know what the rain will bring
Sometimes it stops as soon as it starts
Other times you wish you had Noah's Ark
And you just never know what the rain will bring
I've stayed inside for too long
Waiting for the sun to shine
Tomorrow could mean anything



Oh, you just never know what the rain will bring
You just never know what the rain will bring

21574. What They All Call Love - Chords

What They All Call Love
Recorded Vince Gill with Faith Hill
Written by Vince Gill

G                  D7
It ain't about you  it ain't about me
C                                         G
It's about this love we found that has to be
                         D7
Cause I never questioned  that look in your eyes
C                           D7
And you never doubted how I felt inside
         C  G                 C            G
We found passion and grace in each other's face
        C           G           D7
And our hearts will now beat as one
       C    G                      C            G
For we both know a place where our souls have embraced
C                      D7       C   G
I think it's what they all call love
                      D7
This gift you've given  humbles me
C                       G
True companions we'll always be
                         D7
For so long we've waited  to feel what we feel
C                     D7
We've finally tasted  something that's real
         C  G                 C            G
We found passion and grace in each other's face
        C           G           D7
And our hearts will now beat as one
       C    G                      C            G
For we both know a place where our souls have embraced
C                      D7       C   G
I think it's what they all call love
     C                    D7       C   G
Oh I think it's what they all call love

21575. What To Do

What To Do - Hot Buttered Rum

Tune that banjo, rosin that bow



Take my hand, get on with the show
Forget about everything that you know
Your feet know what to do

Dance to make your mother proud
Dance to part the darkest cloud
Sing your heart right out loud
Your voice knows what to do

(chorus:)
So tell me what does a broken heart say
When the lines unwind in a tragic way?
I don't know a better thing to do
Than dancing, just me and you (x2)

No matter how hard it must seem
We'll try to fix our broken dreams
Catch the boat and float down stream
The water knows where to go

My arms are open to your touch, your voice
Your smile, your loving such
Sometimes so little means so much
You know what to do

(chorus x3)

21576. What To Fear

What to Fear
Sean Watkins - What to Fear

[Verse 1]
You love them so your fire alarms
So we pull them one by one
Then sit back and watch you people run
We've got a bead on who you are
You think you're safe inside
Your armored cars

[Chorus]
Well turn the volume up
We're  gonna tell you what to fear
Better listen up coz we're telling you what to fear
There's just so much and there's
No one in this dark world
You can trust
Except for us
Oohhh

[Verse 2]
Oh yee lost just take our hand
We're heading for the promised land



Blinders on don't stray from us my friend
Cause we know what you like
Everything in black and white
You're so right

[Chorus]
Coz we've told you what to fear
And you listen up
Yeah we've told you what to fear
Sticking to your guns
Coz there's no one in this dark world
You can trust
Except for us
Oohhh

[Bridge]
You're always right
Don't you ever forget it
And don't let anyone tell you otherwise
Yeah you're always right
But if you ever forget it we're here
To remind you every night
Yeah we're here
For you every night

21577. What Took You So Long

Melonie Cannon - What Took You So Long
Album: Melonie Cannon

I used to dream of somebody like you
That I fell in love with,
and he loved me too
Then one day I woke up,
and like a beautiful song
You sang to my heart
What took you so long

chorus:
Where have you been,
with your tender kiss
All of my life I've been longing for this
I kept thinking I'd found you,
just to find I was wrong
Now finally you found me
What took you so long

I can't believe it's as good as it feels
But I know I'm not dreaming,
so this must be real
There's only one question
I keep dwelling on
What in the world took you so long



repeat chorus

I kept thinking I'd found you,
just to find I was wrong
Now finally you found me
What took you so long
Finally you found me
What took you so long

21578. What Wanting Means

What Wanting Means
Sean Watkins

It's not my style to be so bold.
I've never been known to say such things.
But I've never had an ache like this take hold.
You taught me what wanting means.
Yeah, you taught me what wanting means.

Maybe I'm just another guy at your side.
Performing the same old tired routines for you.
But I can't stop trying and I cannot be quiet.
'Cause you taught me what wanting means.
Yeah, you taught me what wanting means.

It must have shown.
I'm sure you could tell.
I'm sure you know
'Cause it's hard to quell.
How when I'm with you, baby,
I'm in Heaven and Hell.

Please just let me try.
'Cause I'm tired of waking up from this dream.
I thought I'd no desire
I thought I'd seen the light
'Til you taught me what wanting means.
'Til you taught me what wanting means.
Yeah, you taught me what wanting means.

21579. What Was I Supposed To Do

What Was I Suppose To Do - Jimmy Martin
IIIrd Tyme Out - Lynn Morris Band

You were my hearts desire you set the flame of love on fire
No other love cold take the place of you



Then you left me all alone so lonesome and so blue
And I found someone to take your place what was I suppose to do

   Was I to walk the floor and worry over endless days to come
   Or cry and plead down on my knees for you
   I couldn't stand to be alone you left me nothing else to choose
   So I found someone to take your place what was I suppose to do

I know I vowed there'd never be no other love
The dream that I'd been searching for was you
But then that dream came to an end there was no use to pretend
So I found someone to take your place what was I suppose to do

21580. What Was I Supposed To Do - Chords

What Was I Supposed To Do      
Recorded by Paul Williams
Written by Sam Humphrey and Paul Williams

G
You were my heart's desire you set the flame of love on fire
   C                D7                G
No other love could take the place of you

Then you left me all alone so lonely and so blue
  C                D7                                     G
I found someone to take your place what was I supposed to do

         D7                            C               G
Was I to walk the floor and worry over endless days to come
   A7                                 D7
Or cry and plead down on my knees for you
  G
I couldn't stand to be alone you left me nothing else to choose
  C                D7                                     G
I found someone to take your place what was I supposed to do

I know I vowed there'd never be another love ever for me
    C               D7                G
The dream I've been searching for was you

When my dream came to an end there was no use to pretend
  C                D7                                     G
I found someone to take your place what was I supposed to do

         D7                            C               G
Was I to walk the floor and worry over endless days to come
   A7                                 D7
Or cry and plead down on my knees for you
  G
I couldn't stand to be alone you left me nothing else to choose
  C                D7                                     G
I found someone to take your place what was I supposed to do



21581. What Was I Thinkin'

Dierks Bentley - What Was I Thinkin'

[Verse 1]
Becky was a beauty from south Alabama
Her daddy had a heart like a nine-pound hammer
Think he even did a little time in the slammer
What was I thinking?
She snuck out one night and met me by the front gate
Her daddy came out waving that twelve gauge
We tore out the drive he peppered my tailgate
What was I thinking?

[Pre-Chorus]
Oh, I knew there'd be hell to pay
But that crossed my mind a little too late
Cause I was

[Chorus]
Thinking about a little white tank top sitting right
There in the middle by me
I was thinking about a long kiss man just got to get
Going where the night might lead
I know what I was feeling
But what was I thinking... what was I thinking

[Verse 2]
By the county line the cops were nipping on our heels
Pulled off the road and kicked it in four-wheel
Shut off the lights and tore through the corn field
What was I thinking?
Out the other side she was hollering faster
Took a dirt road and had the radio blasting
Hit the honky tonk for a little close dancing
What was I thinking?

[Pre-Chorus]
Oh, I knew there'd be hell to pay
But that crossed my mind a little too late
Cause I was

[Chorus]
Thinking about a little white tank top sitting right
There in the middle by me
I was thinking about a long kiss man just got to get
Going where the night might lead
I know what I was feeling
But what was I thinking... what was I thinking

[Verse 3]
When a mountain of a man with a "born to kill" tattoo
Tried to cut in I knocked out his front tooth



We ran outside hood-sliding like Bo Duke
What was I thinking?
I finally got her home at a half past too late
Her daddy's in a lawn chair sitting on the driveway
Put it in park as he started my way
What was I thinking, oh what was I thinking, oh what was I thinking
Then she gave a come-and-get-me grin
And like a bullet we were gone again... cause I was

[Chorus]
Thinking about a little white tank top sitting right
There in the middle by me
I was thinking about a long kiss man just got to get
Going where the night might lead
I know what I was feeling
But what was I thinking... what was I thinking

21582. What We Really Want

Rodney Crowell - What We Really Want

We tried to make ourselves pay
For something we've never done
Threw the best parts of life away
On street talk, strangers and drugs
But what we really want is love
What we really need is love
I want to call out your name
I want to hold out my hand
The woman silent in the mirror tonight
Wants to talk to your mirror man
And what they really want is love
What they really need is love
We are ships in the night
The waters deep in between
The air is freezing and we can't find the light
So we sail off into our dreams
But what we really dream is love
What we really need is love
What we want is love
What we need is love
I tried to make it feel right
In someone else's world
I sat and looked out my window last night
And knew that things had changed for this girl
'Cause what I really found is love
What I really feel is love
What we really want is love
What we really need is love
What we want is love
What we need is love



21583. What Will Baby Be

Dolly Parton - What Will Baby Be 

A young couple marries, already fighting
Along comes baby makin' them three
Trouble's all he hears from the time he's in didies
Baby don't know just what to believe
Angry words and spiteful actions
Baby's gonna cut his teeth on these
If that's gonna be the main attraction
What will the baby be, what will baby be
Baby needs love and needs direction
Baby's first school is the family
For they are only a reflection
Of the things they see, what will baby be
Chorus:
What will baby be after baby is grown
What will baby do if baby don't know what's right or wrong
Got to show them love, got to teach them truth
'Cause what baby is when baby grows up
Well, that depends entirely on me and you
Depends entirely on me and you
Baby thinks God is just a curse word
Never said a prayer 'cause he's never been taught
They remember and repeat what they've heard
So I ask who's really at fault
So many questions, so few answers
So many lessons we don't teach
Stumbling through like clumsy dancers
What will baby be, what will baby be
2nd Chorus:
What will baby be after baby is grown
What will baby do when baby is out there on his own
Teach the children how to be all they should be
'Cause what baby is when baby grows up
Depends entirely on you and me
Depends entirely on you and me
What will baby be

21584. What Will Become Of Me

What Will Become of Me
Special Consensus

[Verse 1]
When I think of the times that I left you behind
I could count 'em on my hands, one two three
But now that you're gone, I can't go back home



Tell me what will become of me

[Chorus]
What will I do now that you're gone?
Where will I go? Where will I go?
All I can see is me without you
Tell me what will become of me

[Verse 2]
How could you be so cruel and leave me this way?
Just when did your heart start to freeze?
And now that you left me here out in the cold
Tell me what will become of me

[Chorus]
What will I do now that you're gone?
Where will I go? Where will I go?
All I can see is me without you
Tell me what will become of me

[Verse 3]
Now there will come a time when you want me again
So I'll just stick around for you to say when
Should that day never come, so unhappy I'll be
Tell me what will become of me

[Chorus]
What will I do now that you're gone?
Where will I go? Where will I go?
All I can see is me without you
Tell me what will become of me

[Chorus]
What will I do now that you're gone?
Where will I go? Where will I go?
All I can see is me without you
Tell me what will become of me

[Outro]
All I can see is me without you

21585. What Will It Be Like - Chords

What Will It Be Like
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
[3/4 time]

C                     F                C
He spoke of a morning and an unclouded day
                   G7          C
With no sorrow and hardship to bare
                        F              C
He said that where I am you also shall stay



                G7         C
What will it be like to be there
                              F          C
He spoke of a life where we'd never grow old
               G7         C
In a city he's gone to prepare
                                  F               C
He said that the streets would be paved with pure gold
                G7         C
What will it be like to be there
     F                     C
What will it be like to be there (oh tell me)
     D7                    G7
What will it be like to be there
   C                F         C
Forever and ever in heaven so fair
                G7         C
What will it be like to be there
                               F              C
He spoke of a trumpet when the dead would all rise
                  G7           C
And we wonder how long it will be
                                 F             C
It's written the scales will all fall from our eyes
                    G7           C
And the face of the Master we'll see
                          F          C
He spoke of forever where love never dies
                     G7               C
And the souls of our loved ones we'll see
                                   F            C
Where the demons can't harm us and are met with demise
              G7          C
How beautiful Heaven must be
Repeat #3

21586. What Would You Give In Exchange

Bill Monroe - What Would You Give in Exchange
Devil Makes Three

Brother afar from The Savior today
Risking your soul for the things that decay
Oh if today God should call you away
What would you give in exchange for your soul

Chorus:
What would you give (in exchange)
What would you give (in exchange)
What would you give in exchange for your soul
Oh if today God should call you away
What would you give in exchange for your soul



Mercy is calling you won't you give heed
Must the Dear Savior still tenderly plead
Risk not your soul it is precious indeed
What would you give in exchange for your soul

Chorus

More than all silver and gold of this earth
More than all jewels the spirit is worth
God The Creator has given it birth
What would you give in exchange for your soul

Chorus

21587. What Would You Give In Exchange For Your Soul

What Would You Give In Exchange For Your Soul
Jimmy Martin

This is a would, full of trouble and strife
Brothers you know not the days of your life
If witheout warning, the trumpet should call
What would you give in exchange for your soul

What would you give, what would you give
What would you give in exchange for your soul
Oh, if today God called you away
What would you give in exchange for your soul

Never do wrong, but ever do right
If you desire to shine in God's sight
For if you miss that heavenly goal
What would you give in exchange for your soul

* Refrain

Satan awaits around every turn
Hoping in Hell your soul it will burn
If you should face the fire and coal
What would you give in exchange for your soul

* Refrain

Harken to God and you shall be saved
You will see heaven with gold it is paved
But if you sin and need one to console
What would you give in exchange for your soul

* Refrain



21588. What You Do To Me

What You Do To Me
John Hall, Johanna Hall
New Grass Revival (1986)

Baby, maybe I look like a fool
Standin' here before you trying to figure out
What you do to me

Just to see you
Just to hear you speak my name
Makes me feel so weak that I can hardly stand
What you do to me

What you do to me is like all a dream
If I only knew what you do to me
What you do to me is so heavenly
Wish I could do to you what you do to me
Baby, I'm used to being in command
Knowing where I stand but that was
Long before you got through to me

Now I'm beggin' don't let me go down in flames
Don't be playin' games  cause I can t live without
What you do to me

What you do to me is like all a dream
If I only knew what you do to me

Keep on holding me
Keep on kissing me
Keep on drivin' me wild
Keep on touchin' me
And my mercury keeps on climbing way up to the sky
What you do to me is like all a dream
If I only knew what you do to me
What you do to me is so heavenly
Wish I could do to you what you do to me
What you do to me
What you do to me
What you do to me

21589. What You Don't Know - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - What You Don't Know
Lucinda Williams

[Intro]
/ E7   / E7   / E7   / E7   /
 
 
[Verse 1]



              E7
Those are the things that nobody tells you
              E7
Those are the things that nobody knows
           B7                   A7
There is a key but you'll never find it
       B7                 E7
To the house where nobody goes
 
 
[Verse 2]
            E7
Standing in line down at the station
            E7
Hundreds of men without a home
               B7                 A7
There are some things that nobody tells you
              B7                  E7
Deep in their hearts where nobody goes
 
 
[Chorus]
 E7
Ooh, oh
 E7
Ooh, what you don't know
 E7
Ooh, oh
             G         B7             E7
You'll be surprised by what you don't know
 
 
[Guitar solo]
/ E7   / E7   / E7   / E7   /
/ B7   / A7   / B7   / E7   / E7   /
 
 
[Verse 3]
            E7
Deep in the night a thousand questions
          E7
You gotta see right through the dark
           B7                  A7
You got to hear and had a good lesson
       B7                E7
Nobody tells you who you are
 
 
[Chorus]
 E7
Ooh, oh
 E7
Ooh, what you don't know
 E7
Ooh, oh
             G         B7             E7
You'll be surprised by what you don't know



 
 
[Instrumental]
/ E7   / E7   / E7   / E7   /
/ E7   / E7   / E7   / E7   /
 
 
[Chorus]
 E7
Ooh, oh
 E7
Ooh, what you don't know
 E7
Ooh, oh
             G         B7             E7
You'll be surprised by what you don't know
 
 
[Outro]
/ E7   / E7   / E7   / E7   /
/ E7   / E7   / E7   / E7   / E7   /

21590. What You Don't Say

Vince Gill - What You Don't Say

Sometimes this old world gets to me
And I sure can be a jerk
But you always see the best in me
God knows you've seen the worst

You know when to let me be
Pull yourself real close to me
And how to take my breath away

You don't care who's right or wrong
I know whose side you're on
It's more than the love that we make
It's what you don't say

Man, I should have been the death of me
I sure can run it in the ground
When you come lie here next to me
Girl, you bring me back around

You know when to let me be
Pull yourself real close to me
And how to take my breath away

You don't care who's right or wrong
I know whose side you're on
It's more than the love that we make
It's what you don't say



You know when to let me be
Pull yourself real close to me
And how to take my breath away

You don't care who's right or wrong
I know whose side you're on
It's more than the love that we make
It's what you don't say
It's what you don't say
It's what you don't say

21591. What You Give Away

What You Give Away (featuring Sheryl Crow) - Vince Gill

You read the business page 
See how you did today 
You live up on the hill 
You've got a view that kills 
Never wonder why 

After you've counted everything you saved 
Do you ever hit your knees and pray? 
You know there's gonna be a judgment day 
So what will you say? 

(Chorus) 
No matter what you make 
All that you can take 
Is what you give away 
What you give away 

There's people on the street 
Ai't got enough to eat 
You just shake your head 
The measure of a man is one who lends a hand 
That's what my father said 

After you've counted everything you saved 
Do you ever hit your knees and pray? 
You know there's gonna be a judgment day 
So what will you say? 

Repeat Chorus 

It's what you give away 

After you've counted everything you saved 
Do you ever hit your knees and pray? 
You know there's gonna be a judgment day 
So what will you say? 



No matter what you make 
All that you can take 
Is what you give away 

You know it's not too late 
It's all for Heaven's sake 
What you give away 
What you give away 
What you give away

21592. What You Gonna Do Now

Rodney Crowell - What You Gonna Do Now

What you gonna do now?
Are you thinkin' 'bout taking Manhattan on foot?
What you gonna do now?
Are you thinkin' 'bout leaving [?] just stay put
There's a girl I know
Raised on rock and roll
Fishnet fire and lace
Right up in my face
She's got New York down
Says she'll show me round
She's my perfect ten
She's heaven sent to clue me in
What you gonna do now?
Sell the house and maybe move it out east to Spain?
What you gonna do now?
Stay at home all alone and maybe think about rain?
There's a girl I've seen
Keeps a quiet routine
Lives by playground rules
She don't suffer fools
She writes books and such
Says I drink too much
She says she's glad to be my friend
'Til I'm back down on Earth again
What you gonna do now?
What you gonna do now?
[Instrumental]
What you gonna do now?
I heard you talkin' 'bout climbing up Machu Picchu
What you gonna do now?
You always said that there was something that it just might teach you
There's a girl I love
I can't rise above
Pushed my luck too far
Left a nasty scar
Washed her hands of me
Thus this man you see
Dark sunglasses on
To make believe that nothing's wrong



What you gonna do now?
What you gonna do now?
What you gonna do now?
What you gonna do now?

21593. What You Need

What You Need
Greensky Bluegrass - What You Need

[Verse 1]
Looks like you're gonna pull the rug on me
But who you gonna come home to see?
You better take a long look inside
And reexamine your appetite
'Cause there's a whole lot of air out there to breathe
You might choke yourself on your needs

[Chorus]
Trying to be free
What do you need?
Oh, what do you need?
[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
Sitting quiet with your fear
It's always been just you and I here
But now we don't even talk
Looking for a line to walk
But it never really was so clear
Now who decides what is more?
More or less, less is more
Oh baby, more or less
[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
You better put me down to break
I wouldn't want to hurt you back
So you can either be brave or bite
You decide which is right
Clearly you don't even want me
So just be real and let me go
Set me free, let me go
Oh, it's what you need

[Instrumental Break]

21594. What You Want



John Butler - What You Want

What you want to say
Wait till you get home
I'm sick of communicating, man
Over the telephone
But tell me how you feel
For I am lonely too
Need you to know
I'm just as cold and numb as you
But I could fly away
Or I could be no one
And you could be the
Sunshine falling over the mountain
Or you could come to stay
You could come right home
Don't see why I have to
Live this life all alone
I know there is a way to make up for old mistakes
And I know what's happening is for a reason
I know...
I know...
I know...
I know...

21595. What You're Doing To Me

What You're Doing To Me
Dustbowl Revival

You put superglue on your feet
So you could walk on the ceiling
And say "I love' you' darling"
Oh it's funny' honey
What you're doing to me

On my' birthday you got me roses by the truckload
And put them on my front lawn
For everyone to see
Oh it's funny my honey
What you're doing to me

Well you don't got no looks
Lord knows you don't make no money
But when another day is in the books
You are still my honey bunny

Put the records on
And let em spin so wild and free
Oh it's funny my honey
What you're doing to me

I put black curtains on the window
So we can make the camera obscure



So we can lounge around watching the street
Oh it's funny my honey
What you're doing to me
I got arrested and I got thrown in jail
But when you came to bring my bail
Your kisses were so soft and sweet
Oh it's funny my honey
What you're doing to me

But here's the problem
Well you don't got no looks
Lord knows you don't got no money
But when another day is in the books
You are still my honey bunny

Put the records
And let them spin so wild and free
Oh it's funny my honey
What you're doing

You ain't got no looks or no money
But you are still my honey bunny
My honey
My sweet little baby
What you're doing to me

21596. What'cha Gonna Do

What'cha Gonna Do?
Oak Ridge Boys - What'cha Gonna Do?

Now you've caught her
Whatcha gonna do
Now you've got her
Don't you really think that you oughta
Buy a little ring and put it on her finger
If you're gonna keep her
Gonna have to dig a little deeper
Now it's either all or a nothin'
You better do somethin'
Whatcha gonna, whatcha whatcha gonna gonna do
Now you've caught her

So I bought her
One little drink then I asked her
For one little dance then I kissed her
The next thing I knew she was giving me her number
Now there's some frilly things
Hanging from the shower at my place
We're sharing a bed and a toothpaste
Her daddy's on the phone saying
Whatcha gonna, whatcha whatcha gonna gonna do



Now you've caught her
Whatcha gonna do
Now you've got her
Don't you really think that you oughta
Buy a little ring and put it on her finger
If you're gonna keep her
Gonna have to dig a little deeper
Now it's either all or a nothin'
You better do somethin'
Whatcha gonna, whatcha whatcha gonna gonna do

I love her, I need her
I never ever wanna be with anyone else
So there's only one question
To ask myself

Now you've caught her
Whatcha gonna do
Now you've got her
Don't you really think that you oughta
Buy a little ring and put it on her finger
If you're gonna keep her
Gonna have to dig a little deeper
Now it's either all or a nothin'
You better do somethin'
Whatcha gonna, whatcha whatcha gonna gonna do
Now you've caught her
Whatcha gonna do
Now you've got her
Don't you really think that you oughta
Buy a little ring and put it on her finger
If you're gonna keep her
Gonna have to dig a little deeper
Now it's either all or a nothin'
You better do somethin'
Whatcha gonna, whatcha whatcha gonna gonna do
Whatcha gonna, whatcha whatcha gonna gonna do
Now you've caught her

21597. What'd I Say

What'd I Say
Garth Brooks - What'd I Say

Hey mama, don't you treat me wrong
Come and love your daddy all night long
Oh yeah yeah, what'd I say, all right
What'd I say, what'd I say, now

When you see me in misery
Come on baby, see about me
It's all right, it's all right, yeah yeah



See the girl with the diamond ring
Know she really want to shake that thing, oh yeah
It's alright, baby it's alright

See the girl with the red dress on
She can do the bird land all night long yeah yeah
It's alright, baby it's alright, it's alright

Tell your mama, tell your pa
I'm gonna send you back to Arkansas
Oh yeah, you don't do right, don't do right
You don't do it right

Baby what'd I say,
Baby what'd I say, yeah
What'd I say
Baby what'd I say right now
It's alright yeah yeah
Baby it's alright (baby it's alright)
Baby it's alright (baby it's alright)
It's alright (baby it's alright)
It's alright (baby it's alright)
It's alright (baby it's alright)
Yeah yeah yeah (baby it's alright)

I say uh (oh)
Oh (oh)
Uh (uh)
Oh (oh)
Uh (uh)
Oh (oh)

Baby shake that thang (baby shake that thang)
Baby shake that thang (baby shake that thang)
Baby shake that thang (baby shake that thang)
Shake that thang (baby shake that thang)
It's alright (baby shake that thang)
Yeah yeah (baby shake that thang)

I say uh (oh)
Oh (oh)
Uh (uh)
Oh (oh)
Uh (uh)
Oh (oh)

Baby feel so good (baby feels so good)
Baby feel so good (baby feels so good)
Feel so good (baby feels so good)
Feel so good (baby feels so good)
Baby feel so good (baby feels so good)
Yeah yeah yeah (baby feels so good)

Baby one more time (just one more time)
Baby one more time now (just one more time)
Baby one more time (just one more time)
Baby one more time now (just one more time)



It's alright
Yeah yeah yeah (just one more time)

Baby come take me home (baby let's go home)
Come on and take me home now (baby let's go home)
Take me home (baby let's go home)
Yeah (baby let's go home)
It's alright (baby let's go home)
Yeah yeah (baby let's go home)

21598. What'll You Do About Me

What'll You Do About Me
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Steve Earl - Forester Sisters
Writer/s: Dennis Linde

All you wanted was a one night stand
the fire of the wine and the touch of a man
but I fell in love and ruined all of your plans
so what'll you do about me?

Imagine the faces on your high class friends
when I beat on the door and I beg to come in
screaming "Come on, love me again"
What'll you do about me?

you can change your number,
you can change your name
you can ride like hell on a midnight train
that's all right mama that's ok
what'll you do about me

Picture your neighbors when you try to explain
that good old boy standing out in the rain
with his nose on the windowpane
Lady, what'll you do about me?

And what in the world are you planning to do
when a man comes over just to visit with you
and I'm on the porch with a 2 by 2
tell me what'll you do about me

You can call your lawyer
you can call the fuzz
you can sound the alarm, wake the neighbors up
there ain't no way to stop a man in love
what'll you do about me

all you wanted was a one night stand
the fire of the wine and the touch of a man
but I fell in love and baby here I am
what'll you do about me?



you can change your number, you can change your name
you can ride like hell on a midnight train
thats all right mama that's ok
but what'll you do about
what'll you do about me
what'll you do about me

21599. What's A Man To Do

Vince Gill - What's a Man to Do

Before the tears I've cried
Have even dried
She'll be with him
They'll look in each other's eyes
And with her lips still warm with lies
She'll kiss him

And though she knows she's wrong
She just keeps on
Keepin' me hangin' on
Tell me

[Chorus]
What's a man to do
When the one he's promised to
Finds somebody new
Should I just stand by
Watch the love I've lived for die
Lord I wish I knew
Tell me what's a man to do

Maybe I'll make a stand
Or should I just wash my hands
Of her forever
But I've never been alone
Except for here at home
When they're together

And though I know it's wrong
I let her go on
Keepin' me hangin' on

[Chorus]

21600. What's A Simple Man To Do

Steve Earle - What's a Simple Man to Do?



[Verse 1]
Dear Graciela, I'm writing this letter
Deep in the night and I'm all alone
It's nearly breaking my heart to tell you
I'm so far away from home
I know I said I'd never cross the border
I know I promised to return to you
But I lost my job in the
maquiladora
What's a simple man to do?

[Verse 2]
I met a man in Tijuana
Said he had a job for me to do
Standing on a corner in San Diego
A pocketful of red balloons
All I wanted was a little money
All I needed was a week or two
I never even saw the police coming
What's a simple man to do?

[Verse 3]
Tell my mama that I said I'm sorry
I know she didn't bring me up this way
Ask if she could light a candle for me
Pray that I'll come home someday
Oh Graciela, won't you please forgive me?
I never meant to bring this shame to you
I lost my job in the maquiladora
What's a simple man to do?

21601. What's A Simple Man To Do - Chords

What's A Simple Man To Do
Steve Earl - What's A Simple Man To Do

E
Dear Graciela, I'm writin' this letter 
E                         B
Deep in the night and I'm all alone 
B
It's nearly breakin' my heart to tell you 
B                    E
I'm so far away from home 
E
I know I said I'd never cross the border 
E                      B 
I know I promised to return to you 
B
But I lost my job in the maquiladora 
B               E
What's a simple man to do? 



I met a man in Tijuana 
Said he had a job for me to do 
Standin' on a corner in San Diego 
With a pocketful of red balloons 
All I wanted was a little money 
All I needed was a week or two 
I never even saw the police comin' 
What's a simple man to do? 

Tell my mamma that I said I'm sorry 
I know she didn't bring me up this way 
Ask if she could light a candle for me 
Pray that I'll come home someday 
Oh Graciela, won't you please forgive me 
I never meant to bring this shame to you 
I lost my job in the maquiladora 
What's a simple man to do?

21602. What's Going On

Hayseed Dixie - What's Going On
Infamous Stringdusters

[Verse 1]
Mother, mother
There's too many of you crying
Brother, brother, brother
There's far too many of you dying
You know we've got to find a way
To bring some lovin' here today, yeah
Father, father
We don't need to escalate
See, war is not the answer
Because only love can conquer hate
Oh, you know we've got to find a way
Oh, o bring some lovin' here today

[Chorus]
Picket lines (Sister) and picket signs (Sister)
Don't punish me (Sister) with brutality (Sister)
Come on, talk to me (SistRr)
So you can see (Sister)
Oh, what's going on (What's going on)
Yeah, what's going on (What's going on)
Oh, what's going on (What's going on)
Yeah, what's going on (What's going on)

[Verse 2]
MothRr, mother
Everybody thinks we're wrong
Yes, but who are they to judge us
Simply 'cause our hair is long
Ooh, you know we've got to find a way



Ah, to bring some understanding here today

[Chorus]
Picket lines (Brother) and picket signs (Brother)
Don't punish me (Brother) with brutality (Brother)
Come on, talk to me (Brother)
So you can see (Brother)
Oh, what's going on (What's going on)
Yeah, what's going on (What's going on)
Oh, what's going on (What's going on)
Yeah, what's going on (What's going on)

21603. What's Going On In The Head Of That Woman

What's Going on in the Head of that Woman
Yonder Mountain String Band

First she calls me up, she puts me down
Next thing you know I got a friend in the town
Just one thing I'd like to understand
What's going on in the head of that woman
All right, uh huh, oh-oh

We go out dancing, I'm talking suits and gowns
She tells me to leave but she spins me around
I guess I should've seen she was leading the band
What's going on in the head of that women
All right, uh huh, oh-oh

Chorus:
she spends my money like it grows on a tree
something new comes along and its something she needs
says if i can't get it, someone else can
I got me a hell of a women

Sweet as honey, pretty as a peach
But her love's on the shelve and its out of my reach
I tried to hold her but she slips through my hands
What's going on in the head of that woman
All right, uh huh, oh-oh

[ Chorus ]

She goes out early and she comes home late
But it'd be much better if I leave it to fate
I one day hope that I can understand
What's going on in the head of that woman
All right, uh huh, all right, uh huh, all right, uh huh, oh-oh



21604. What's Gonna Happen To Me - Chords

What's Gonna Happen To Me
Recorded by Mac Wiseman
Written by Fred Rose and Gene Autry
[3/4 time]

C G7
The flowers of love came to wither and die
 C
Our romance was never to be
 F
No matter what happened I know you'll get by
 G7 C
Oh what's gonna happen to me

 G7
I'll never be able to love someone new
 C
Cause somehow I'll never feel free
 F
I'm sure you'll find someone to care about you
 G7 C
But what's gonna happen to me

 G7
If ever you're lonely I'll always stand by
 C
Wherever you happen to be
 F
I'll never forget you there's no use to try
 G7 C
Oh what's gonna happen to me

 G7
When years tells their story and gray's reached my hair
 C
You'll still be a sweet memory
 F
It's hard to go on knowing that you don't care
 G7 C
Oh what's gonna happen to me

21605. What's Good For You

What's Good For You
Flatt & Scruggs
Earls Of Leicester

If you think it's nice to be untrue
Then don't complain if I start cheating too
Should I be bound while you go fancy free
What's Good for you should be all right for me



   If it's right for you to cheat and lie
   It can't be wrong for me to break a tie
   Should I be bound while you go fancy free
   What's Good for you should be all right for me

If it's fair for you to run around
How can you feel that I should be tied down
I'm human too so why can't you agree
What's Good for you should be all right for me

21606. What's Left Of The Night

What's Left of The Night
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
What's left of the night's just arrived
Tonight has given you to me
What's left of the' night's' better side
The wind' is sending you with us

[Chorus]
Tonight is' sending you and me
Down a road the blind can see
Save all the crazy conversation
It should come as no surprise
I'd bet the western skies
We're in a sticky situation
I'd bet on what's left of the night
But I wouldn't say goodbye

[Verse 2]
What's left of the night's at our feet
Put one foot in front of the other
What's left of the night's bittersweet
Better chance to lose your cover

[Chorus]
Tonight is sending you and me
Down a road the blind can see
Save all the crazy conversation
It should come as no surprise
I'd bet the western skies
We're in a sticky situation
I'd bet on what's left of the night
But I wouldn't say goodbye

[Verse 3]
What's the left of the night's in the air
He don't dare to make suggestions
What's left of the night, he don't care
He's just there for misdirection



[Chorus]
Tonight is sending you and me
Down a road the blind can see
Save all the crazy conversation
It should come as no surprise
I'd bet the western skies
We're in a sticky situation
I'd bet on what's left of the night
That I wouldn't say goodbye

[Verse 4]
What's left of the night's like a ghost
In the darkness there she lingers
What's left of the night's very most
And she's slipping through our fingers

[Chorus]
Tonight is sending you and me
Down a road the blind can see
Save all the crazy conversation
It should come as no surprise
I'd bet the western skies
We're in a sticky situation
I'd bet on what's left of the night
That I wouldn't say goodbye

[Outro]

21607. What's New

Linda Ronstadt - What's New?

What's new
How is the world treating you
You haven't changed a bit
Handsome as ever I must admit

What's new
How did that romance come through
We haven't met since then
Gee but it's nice to see you again

What's new
Probably I'm boring you
But seeing you is grand
And you were sweet to offer your hand

I understand
Adieu
Pardon my asking what's new
Of course you couldn't know



I haven't changed
I still love you so
Adieu
Pardon my asking what's new

Of course you couldn't know
I haven't changed
I still love you so

21608. What's On Your Mind

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - What's on your mind?
Composer: Merle Brigante - Jeff Hanna - Richard Hathaway

You don't have to tell somethin'
Baby, that I already know
And you can't really tell me nothin'
All you got to do is let it show

Well, you got yourself in a sticky situation
Friends are gettin' few and hard to find
Well, you can't really tell me nothin'
'Cause you got to see I know what's on your mind
What's on your mind

I can tell you've seen some changes
I guess that where you thought it should be
Took your life and rearranged it
Surprised to see you driftin' back to me

But you know we always need a friend to lean on
After all the things that we've been through
Well, you don't have to worry, baby
'Cause you know I'll always find the time for you
The time for you

Take awhile to get it all together
Then you find before too long things are feelin' better

Ooh, you know we always need a friend to lean on
And after all the things that we've been through
Well, you don't have to worry, baby
'Cause you know I'll always find the time for you
The time for you
The time for you
The time for you

21609. What's So Funny About Peace, Love & Understanding



Steve Earle - What's So Funny About Peace, Love & Understanding

[Verse 1]
As I walk through this wicked world
Searchin' for light in the darkness of insanity
I ask myself, is all hope lost?
Or is there only pain and hatred and misery?

[Chorus]
Any time I get to feelin' this way
One thing I wanna know
What's so funny 'bout peace, love and understandin'?

[Verse 2]
And as I walk on through these troubled times
My spirit gets so downhearted sometimes
Where are the strong? Who are the trusted?
And where is the harmony, sweet harmony?

[Chorus]
And when I feel love slippin' away
Just makes me wanna cry
What's so funny 'bout peace, love and understandin'?
Woah, what's so funny 'bout peace, love and understandin'?
[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
And when I feel love slippin' away
Just makes me wanna cry
What's so funny 'bout peace, love and understandin'?
Woah, what's so funny 'bout peace, love and understandin'?
Woah, what's so funny 'bout peace, love and understandin'? (Huh)

[Outro]
Thank you so much
Good night
On guitar from Batavia, Illinois
Eric "Roscoe" Ambel
On the bass from Nashville, Tennessee since 1988 and still always late
Kelly Looney
On the drums from Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Will Rigby
On the other drum kit from Houston, Texas
My little brother, Patrick Earle
And on keyboards and guitar, extra pair of hands whenever we need him
My oldest and tallest son, from Nashville, Tennessee
Justin Earle

21610. What's That

What's That
By Bonnie Paine
Elephant Revival



What I see does it
See on back
In it's own way does it
Lead us back to
Where we're from and
How we write
What we're made of,
What's that?

It's alive
It is alive it is
Living
It survives
It survives the
Chaos of beginnings
Through a time
Through a time it is
Story telling words
Dry it out breathe it in
Everything

From all that is of
The weathered seas
To feathered trees
Of heavenly
Light that burns a
Summer's heat
Through cools and blows too
A Winter's Eve
Holy Night

In the skies
In the skies it is
Spinning
In your eyes the horizon is
Ending and beginning
See it thrive
It survives it is
Living
We derive and return to it
Everything

What I see does it
See on back
In it's own way does it
Lead us back to
Where we're from and
How we write
What we're made of,
What's that?

21611. What's That I Hear



Nanci Griffith - What's That I Hear

What is that sound ringing in my ears
I've heard that sound before
What's that I hear ringing in my ears
I hear it more and more

It's the sound of freedom calling
Ringing up to the sky
It's the sound of the old ways falling

You can hear it if you try
You can hear it if you try
What's that I see shining in my eyes
I've seen that light before

What's that I see shining in my eyes
I see it more and more
It's the light of freedom shining
Shining up to the sky

It's the light of the old ways falling
You can see it if you try
You can see it if you try
What's that I feel now beating in my heart

I've felt that beat before
What's that I feel beating in my heart
I feel it more and more
It's the rumble of freedom calling

Climbing up to the sky
It's the rumble of the old ways falling
You can feel it if you try
You can feel it if you try

It's the sound of freedom calling
You can hear it if you try

21612. What's The Matter With The Mill

What's the Matter with the Mill?   

Verse 1:
Well I had a little corn and I put it in a sack
I took it to the mill but it come right back

Chorus:
What's the matter with the mill
(The mill broke down*)
What's the matter with the mill
(The mill broke down*)
Can't get no grindin'
Tell me what's the matter with the mill



Verse 2:
Well I got me some grain and took it on down
But the man at the mill said it done broke down
Repeat Chorus

Verse 3:
Well I went to the mill on a Friday night
I had to tell my gal it wasn't working right
Tell me what's the matter with the mill

Verse 4:
Well you stop on the red
And you go on the green
Don't mess around on yellow 
When you're in between

Verse 5:
Old Uncle Bud he's hanging around
He's gotta big sack of corn
That he can't get ground

Verse 6:
Now old Aunt Liza's got a brand new hat
I'm tellin' you boys she's tight like that

Ending:
Can't get no grindin'
Tell me what's the matter with the mill
With the mill, with the doggone mill

* substitute: It done broke down

21613. What's The Secret

Brett Dennen - What's the Secret?

[Verse 1]
Whenever I got nothing going on
I call my old friend jealousy up on the phone
Unpack my little blue bags, oh
Throw them on the lawn
Wait for her to come strolling along

[Verse 2]
Here she comes
She's getting high on
the little white light
It only meant, I've never been one to try
I lost my candle,
didn't mean to make anybody cry
It's too late to apologize



[Chorus]
What's the secret?
I don't know I'm wasted
What's the secret?
I don't know I'm wasted

[Verse 3]
There's a point when casts a spell
I empty my pockets and wish him well
We afraid of mercury,
leave in the cold
Don't believe in ourselves

21614. What's with January

What's with January
The Avett Brothers

From the foot of the bed
To the cold Neapolitan sky
To the back of my mind
To the front of this tired disguise

What's with this moment
What's with this feeling
What's with January and the locks on the door
How do I make my escape
How will I find what I'm looking for

From the memory
Of the walk
From the pyramid of cans to the call
From the tender touch of your lips
To the straps slipping off of your hips

What's with this moment
What's with this feeling
What's with January and the locks on the door
How do I make my escape
How will I find what I'm looking for

Hospitals and lobby lust
Truth in all of its disgust
Love was never blind
But I was

Hospitals and lobby lust
Truth in all of its disgust
Love was never blind
But I was

From the paper
To the glue



On them letters written to you
From the start of the affair
The last touch we would share

What's with this moment
What's with this feeling
What's with January and the locks on the door
How do I make my escape
How will I find what I'm looking for

Hospitals and lobby lust
Truth in all of its disgust
Love was never blind
But I was

Hospitals and lobby lust
Truth in all of its disgust
Love was never blind
But I was

21615. What's Wrong With Love Songs

What's Wrong With Love Songs

It's the greatest feeling in the whole wide world
Just ask Smokey, Shakespeare, or Merle
When boy meets girl is what they've been talking about for so long
So what's wrong with love songs anyhow?

I've got cheatin' songs and drinkin' songs about bars down in Dallas
Politics, limericks, and Irish murder ballads
But too much of that bitterness makes a man's heart calloused
I ain't afraid to admit it
Life's so much better when love's right there in it

It's the greatest feeling in the whole wide world
Just ask Smokey, Shakespeare, or Merle
When boy meets girl is what they've been talking about for so long
So what's wrong with love songs anyhow?

I've got sing-a-longs and gospel songs and ones about Elvis
Hey rock and roll ain't nothin but a story that's worth telling
But love is so much bigger that the current thing that's selling
I don't mean to preach and shout it
But I'm sure going to stand up and sing about it

It's the greatest feeling in the whole wide world
Just ask Smokey, Shakespeare, or Merle
When boy meets girl is what they've been talking about for so long
So what's wrong with love songs anyhow?

I've been spending all my time trying to find the perfect song
Something that moves you just right and makes your want to sing along



But I'm stuck on finding a subject that this song is worthy of
And when I put my mind to it all I can think about is love

It's the greatest feeling in the whole wide world
It's the greatest feeling in the whole wide world
It's the greatest feeling in the whole wide world

21616. What's Wrong With Stayin' Home

What's Wrong With Stayin' Home

The boys are wantin' me to go out drinking
They want me to leave my Julie home
I know Julie don't mind my drinking
But Julie don't like to be left here at home

So what's wrong with stayin' home with Julie
Julie's always been good to me
What's wrong with stayin' home with Julie
Julie's always stayed at home with me

I know she may be a bit old fashion
She don't wear all those fancy clothes
But at least they don't say bad things about her
And I'm proud of her everywhere we go

So what's wrong with stayin' home with Julie
Julie's always been good to me
What's wrong with stayin' home with Julie
Julie's always stayed at home with me

21617. What's Wrong With Stayin' Home - Chords

What's Wrong With Stayin' Home
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Bob Morris

C                    Dm           G7
The boys are wantin' me to go out drinking
     C          Dm             G7
They want me to leave my Julie home
  C          Dm            G7
I know Julie don't mind my drinking
    C                   Dm      G7      C
But Julie don't like to be left here at home
                             Dm        G7
So what's wrong with stayin' home with Julie
C              Dm           G7
Julie's always been good to me



       C                  Dm        G7
What's wrong with stayin' home with Julie
F              G7                  C
Julie's always stayed at home with me
               Dm           G7
I know she may be a bit old fashioned
C              Dm              G7
She don't wear all those fancy clothes
       C                Dm             G7
But at least they don't say bad things about her
        C            Dm   G7       C
And I'm proud of her everywhere we go
                             Dm        G7
So what's wrong with stayin' home with Julie
C              Dm           G7
Julie's always been good to me
       C                  Dm        G7
What's wrong with stayin' home with Julie
F              G7                  C
Julie's always stayed at home with me

21618. What's Wrong With You

Todd Snider - What's Wrong With You

You got one shot left I guess but you messed up so bad last time
I'm about to lose my mind keeping up it's true
You go one way, one thing, turn around, mood swing
Making up a melodrama mama what am I gonna do
You know I heard you the tenth time telling me again and again
About men making everything harder than it ought to be
And baby you know that isn't true
You know how hard I've tried to keep you satisfied, mama what's wrong with you
What's wrong with you, what'd I do
You think I wanna be with every other woman in the world but you
Well, I tell you all the time how I'm walking the line for you
Every time I see you though you treat me like I'm cheatin' on you
Hey hey hey, mama what's wrong with you
You took one bad blow I know but you go so far out sometimes
I'm afraid of making that climb out there to you
You get so high, sink low, the next thing I know
A whole new soap opera mama what am I gonna do ?
I even saw you last night thumbing through my personal phone book
Looking into cooking up something you could look at
Till you wound up angry and baby you know that isn't cool
All this jealousy is just killing me, mama what's wrong with you ?
What's wrong with you, what'd I do
You think I wanna be with every other woman in the world but you
Well, I tell you all the time how I'm walking the line for you
Every time I see you though you treat me like I'm cheatin' on you
Hey hey hey, mama what's wrong with you ?
What's wrong with you, what'd I do
You think I wanna be with every other woman in the world but you



We got 'em all by the balls all the way to the ribbon cuttin'
You'd rather sit here with your finger on the panic button
Hey hey hey, mama what's wrong with you ?
I said hey hey hey, mama what's wrong with you ?

21619. Whatcha Gonna Do

Whatcha Gonna Do?   

Verse 1:
Whatcha gonna do when I say bye bye
Whatcha gonna do when you start to cry
Whatcha gonna do hoo
Whatcha gonna do hoo hoo
I betcha never thought I'd walk away
I betcha never thought you'd hear me say
Whatcha gonna do hoo
Whatcha gonna do hoo hoo

Chorus:
Whatcha gonna do-oo-ooh
Whatcha gonna do-oo-ooh
Everybody else in this doggone town
Knows that you been a cheatin'
And a runnin' a-round
Whatcha gonna do-oo-ooh
Whatcha gonna do-oo-ooh
You're gonna miss me baby
And I don't mean maybe
Baby whatcha gonna do

Verse 2:
Whatcha gonna do when you're all alone
No one to call you on the telephone
Whatcha gonna do-hoo
Whatcha gonna do hoo hoo
I bet you never thought that your little old scheme
Would turn out to be just a bad bad dream
Whatcha gonna do-hoo
Whatcha gonna do hoo hoo
Repeat Chorus and tag last line:
You're gonna miss me baby
And I don't mean maybe
Baby whatcha gonna do

21620. Whatcha Reckon

Whatcha Reckon
Josh Turner - Whatcha Reckon



Ever since you caught my eye I can't get you off my mind
Girl, the way you move is driving me crazy
I don't mean to come on strong but I don't wanna wait too long
All I wanna do is make you my baby

Whatcha reckon me take off early today?
Go and take a little ride in my Chevrolet
That a road we ain't been down before
See where it goes

Whatcha reckon we lay it all on the line?
Take a chance and say what's on our mind
Girl, won't you let me hold you tight?
Whatcha reckon we fall in love tonight?

Thought you was good for my heart and I knew it right from the start
I've never felt a feeling like this before
Ain't no sin in taking it slow, we can take our time when we get old
We can start right now with you and me walking out the door

Whatcha reckon me take off early today?
Go and take a little ride in my Chevrolet
That a road we ain't been down before
See where it goes

Whatcha reckon we lay it all on the line?
Take a chance and say what's on our mind
Girl, won't you let me hold you tight?
Whatcha reckon we fall in love tonight?

Hey whatcha reckon we lay it all on the line?
Take a chance and say what's on our mind
Girl, won't you let me hold you tight?
Whatcha reckon we fall in love tonight?

Girl, won't you let me hold you tight?
Whatcha reckon we fall in love tonight?

21621. Whatcha Tryin' To Do To Me

Dolly Parton - Whatcha Tryin' To Do To Me 
(Dolly Parton)

Oh look at you boy, look at them jeans
Cutest little buttfull I've ever seen
I'd like to find you under my tree
Whatcha tryin' to do to me, huh?
Hey look at them boots, look at that hat
You can get in big trouble lookin' like that
Flirtin' like mad, talkin' that trash
You could make a good girl go bad real fast
Chorus:



Whatcha tryin' to do
Whatcha tryin' to do
Whatcha tryin' to do anyhow
I ain't made of steel but if looks could kill
Well I'd 've been dead by now
Tell me whatcha tryin to do to me
Look at that smile, look at them eyes
All lit up like Christmas lights
When you land on my roof tonight
Well here's what you better be
Well you'd better be fit, you'd better be prime
Cause I'm gonna ring your Christmas chime
When you climb down my chimney
Do whatcha you know only you can do to me
Repeat Chorus
I said ooh, what a thrill but if looks could kill
Well I'd 've been dead by now
Tell me whatcha tryin' to do
Whatcha tryin' to do
Whatcha tryin' to do to me

21622. Whatever Happened To Julie - Chords

Whatever Happened To Julie - James King
The Bluegrass Story Teller Album

             D         G       D
Verse 1: Whatever Happened To Julie
                              A
The Question I've Asked For So Long
   G                        D
When We Were Young We Were Lovers
     G                       D
We Never Knew Plans Could Go Wrong
                G              D            
One Night I Went Calling On Julie
     D          G        D
Her Father Said Julie Is Gone
    G                               D
You'll Never Find Her In This House Again
             A            D
Get Off Of My Land And Go Home

           D          G        D
Verse 2: Whatever Happened To Julie
                          A
My Darling The Love Of My Years
   G                                 D
The Neighbors Said They Never Saw Her Again
      G                    D
The Whole Town Said She Disappeared
          G             D
I Asked Everybody About Her



              G            D  
I Tried Everything I Knew How
       G                     D
The Years Passed Away And I Wondered
               A               D
Where's Julie What's She Doing Now

Verse 3: One Night As I Lay On My Pillow
The Telephone Rang By My Bed
Is This Mr. King In Virginia
The Voice Of A Young Lady Said
She Said I'll Be Down At The Station
I'll Be On The Nine O'clock Train
   G               D                 G
Come Down And Meet Me And I'll Tell A Story
    D           A        D
A Story To Ease All Your Pain

Verse 4: I Hurried On Down To The Station
When I Saw Her There In The Light
It Looked Like A Vision Of Julie
Her Hair And Her Eyes Shining Bright
She Reached Out Her Hand And She Touched Me
Said Daddy Don't Look So Forlorn
I Am What Happened To Julie
She Died On The Day I Was Born

Verse 3: There's One Door That's Closing Another Stands Open
Like The Wild Geese There's A Time To Move On
As God Sends The Song Birds To Wake Us Each Morning
He'll Send An Angel To Carry Us Home

Repeat Chorus

21623. Whatever Happened to Me

Whatever Happened to Me

It gets longer in between each time you call
I'd be safe in saying you no longer care at all
We're never seem together like we used to
Be tell me darling whatever happened to me

I once played a big part in your world 
Think back and I know you'll agree
You still play a big part in my world
Oh but whatever happened to me

I made up my own excuses for so long
I can't keep myself from asking what went wrong
Please forgive me if I'm just too blind to see
And tell me darling whatever happened to me



Please forgive me if I'm just too blind to see
And tell me darling whatever happened to me

21624. Whatever Happened To Us - Chords

Whatever Happened To Us
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Donald R. Sampson and Donald R. Kees
Doyle Lawson

G                                     C
Looking through this worn out book of pictures 
G                             D7
Reliving all the love we once knew 
G                               C
Turning through the pages of my memory 
    G            D7                  G
And everywhere I look there's me and you 
                     C
Whatever happened to us 
G                                 D7
Somehow through the years we lost touch 
G                               C
Lately I've been missing you so much 
D7                   G
Whatever happened to us 
                                 C
I always thought we look so good together 
G                               D7
How did we come to drift so far apart 
G                                     C
These pictures cry for answers to one question 
G          D7                 G
Why did we break each other's hearts 
repeat #2
                                C
Lately I've been missing you so much 
D7                   G
Whatever happened to us

21625. Whatever I Fear

Glen Phillips - Whatever I Fear

There's almost nothin' left
An' you eat my kind for breakfast
What did I expect
To come here and find anyone?
Find open arms to greet me



And friends to feed me
I sicken myself so much
And you eat my kind for breakfast
You eat my kind
Whatever I fear the most is whatever I see before me
Whenever I let my guard down, whatever I was ignorin'
Whatever I fear the most is whatever I see before me
Whatever I have been given, whatever I have been
Seeing myself this way
I am a monster I believe
An' seeing is believing
Is there no doubt left?
When I wake up I poison myself
And poison gives no appetite
I sicken myself so much
I sicken myself so
Whatever I fear the most is whatever I see before me
Whenever I let my guard down, whatever I was ignorin'
Whatever I fear the most is whatever I see before me
Whatever I have been given, whatever I have been
Did we expect these things to change?
By waking up and suddenly there they are
And all I need's a startin' place
An' nothing ever seemed so hard
Whatever I fear the most is whatever I see before me
Whenever I let my guard down, whatever I was ignoring
Whatever I fear the most is whatever I see before me
Whatever I have been given, whatever I have been
Yea, yea

21626. Whatever Way The Wind Blows

Whatever Way the Wind Blows
New Grass Revival

From now on I'm gonna do what's right
Been thinking this over for many long nights
And on this decision I'm gonna follow through
Whatever way the wind blows
I'll be around
I'll be around for you

You say the whole round world has gone thoroughly mad
It's so hard to trust in anything said
And a sense of doubt is the only thing that's true
I say whatever way the wind blows
I'll be around
I'll be around for you

Whatever wind of change goes tearing across this world
I'm always gonna be cloes beside you, girl
From now on I'm gonna do what's right
Been thinking this over for many long nights



Ever since you told me that you really loved me too
Whatever way the wind blows
I'll be around
I'll be around for you

21627. Whats He Doing In My World - Chords

Whats He Doing In My World
by Eddy Arnold

G
What's he doing in my world
 D7 
Whats he doing holdin my world
 C D7
If he's not more then a friend
 G C 
Why were you kissing him
 D G
And whats he doing in my world

Whats he doing in my world
 D7
Did you tell him that you're my girl
 C D7
If your love for me is true
 G C
Tell him my worlds made for two
D7 G
And whats he doing in my world
  
Oh don't let me keep on wondering
What you're gonna do
Wondering if the one I love
Loves somebody new
Whats he doing in my world
We don't need him in our world
If its true he just a friend
What were those kisses you gave him
And whats he doing in my world

21628. Whats That Tasting Like Gravy - Chords

Whats That Tasting Like Gravy 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Verse 1]
G
What's that tastes like gravy mama says I know you wanna know



G                              D7
What's that taste like gravy, worryin' your soul
G                       G7
Say kill that chicken and cook him down low,
C                        E7
Says cook that chicken a sweet jelly roll
G                                 A7      D7               G
What's that tastes like gravy? Mama says I know you wanna know
 
[Verse 2]
G
What's that tastes like gravy mama says I know you wanna know
G                         D7
Uncle John in Alabam', way down in Dixieland
G                            G7
Said he caught a possum and he named him Joe and he put him in his barn
C                                    E7
Said he cooked that possum and he took him down low
G                              A7
And the grease came running from Joe Joe Joe
G                                 A7      D7               G
What's that tastes like gravy? Mama says I know you wanna know
 
[Verse 3]
G
Well I was born in Alabam', way down in Dixieland
G                                     D7
Oh, the people come from miles around just to hear that shucking corn
C                          E7
Said she sounds so low, sounds so slow
G                       A7
Sounds just like she couldn't blow
G                                 A7      D7               G
What's that tastes like gravy? Mama says I know you wanna know
 
[Verse 4]
G
Oh, skeedle-ee-de, da-lee-da, beedle-ee-bum, I said mama says I know you wanna know
G                                                  D7
Oh, my skeedle-ee-da, beedle-ee-da, beedle-ee-bum, I said you don't know the road
C                               E7
Great life last year when the times were tough
G                              A7
I was laying in the coal yard struttin' my stuff
G                                 A7      D7               G
What's that tastes like gravy? Mama says I know you wanna know

21629. Whats Up With You - Chords

Whats Up With You 
Richard Thompson
 
Richard plays in drop-D without a capo.



 
[intro]:
 
D5
 
[verse]:
 
n.c.            D
What's up with you?
                        G
What are you trying to tell me?
          A              D
That you got no love to give me,
                   G   A              D
now you're gonna leave...for someone new.
 
[verse]:
                D
What's up with you?
                         G
did it all get too much for ya?
     A             D
 to have someone adore ya?
                        G  A                 D
In some strange way I knew...What's up with you.
 
[middle eight]:
 
        G                Bm                 Em
You go your way, I'll go mine, we'll disentwine,
             G            A
love's so unkind....that way.
 
[verse]:
                 D
well I dont get you,
               G
seems i never knew you,
  A                      D
love just goes right through you,
                         G  A                 D
like it's all just ballyhoo...what's up with you.
 
[solo]:
 
 D  G A D  G A D
 
[verse]:
                D
what's up with you?
            G
"later alligator",
      A          D
to a bad communicator,
                              G   A                 D
who could never spit out the news...what's up with you?
 



[middle eight]:
 
            G                Bm                        Em
I wish you nothing but good luck, hope you break your duck(?)
             G        A
as you run amok out there...
 
[verse]:
                D
what's up with you?
                            G
does it all have to be a secret?
              A         D
you'll do anything to keep it,
                                 G  A                 D
though you're beaten black and blue...what's up with you?
G      A        D     G    A        D
What's up with you? What's up with you?
 
solo to end.

21630. Wheel

Steve Earle - Wheel

[Intro]
If I took a rollin' wheel
Rolled it ten times 'round
Would it travel far from here?
Would it just go 'round?
'Round and 'round?

[Verse 1]
As a young boy
I helped the old man
Workin' in the fields
And everyday
We hauled the hay
To the rollin' of the wheels
Until one day
The tractor laid
The old man down to the ground
The tractor pitched him
Into a ditch
And left a dusty sound
Of the wheel that kept spinnin' 'round

[Verse 2]
I've never knew
My father well
The war called him too soon
They said he was
An officer



Saw some pictures in my room
The lettRr said
He was reported dRad
Near the front lines, he'd been found
A mine blew his Jeep
Into a twisted heap
And I still hear the sound
Of the wheel that kept spinnin' 'round

21631. Wheel

Jerry Jeff Walker - Wheel

[Intro]
If I took a rollin' wheel
Rolled it ten times 'round
Would it travel far from here?
Would it just go 'round?
'Round and 'round?

[Verse 1]
As a young boy
I helped the old man
Workin' in the fields
And everyday
We hauled the hay
To the rollin' of the wheels
Until one day
The tractor laid
The old man down to the ground
The tractor pitched him
Into a ditch
And left a dusty sound
Of the wheel that kept spinnin' 'round

[Verse 2]
I've never knew
My father well
The war called him too soon
They said he was
An officer
Saw some pictures in my room
The lettRr said
He was reported dRad
Near the front lines, he'd been found
A mine blew his Jeep
Into a twisted heap
And I still hear the sound
Of the wheel that kept spinnin' 'round

[Chorus 1]
Rollin' wheels, rollin' on
Takin' us all on our way



Rollin' wheels, rollin' on
Takin' back all that they gave
Takin' us all on our way

[Verse 3]
My brother chased
A dream of wheels
His whole life geared for the race
As soon as he could
He drove off for good
His whole life was short, quick, and straight
He only lived
To spin those wheels
And make that move over ground
'Til the steering failed
And he crashed the rail
And he laid there still for the sound
Of the wheel that kept spinning 'round

[Verse 4]
As for me
My life's too short
The wheel has carried me far
Around the world
A hundred times
By bus, truck, train, bike, or car
And just like the rest
I roll on to my death
On a country road far from town
I steer by the wheel
Just as sure as I feel
That there won't be but one sound
That's the wheel that keeps spinning 'round

[Chorus 2]
Rollin' wheels, rollin' on
Takin' us all on our way
Rollin' wheels, rollin' on
Takin' us all to the grave
Takin' back all that they save
Takin' us all the way

21632. Wheeling

Wheeling

All alone down on my luck
I was down to my last buck
I'd do anything for money
Short of stealin'

So I get up from my bed
Shake the memories from my head



And look out through the window pane
On Wheeling

In this same old room last night
Two loving arms held me so tight
And the words she said
I found myself believing

Ah but this morning she's gone
Left me to face the lonely dawn
Gonna bid farewell to that lyin' gal
In Wheeling

That old memory sure looks cold
This old town is covered with snow
And the way I feel Lord
Life ain't worth living

I'm gonna cross that big old bridge
Gonna climb that Ohio ridge
Gonna turn my back on this lonesome town
Called Wheeling

Wheeling Wheeling
Your'e a lonesome town Wheeling
But I'm leaving just like I come
Broke and hungry and on the bum
But I won't forget the girl I met
In Wheeling

21633. Wheels

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Wheels
Composer: Gram Parsons - Chris Hillman
Emmylou Harris - Flying Burrito Brothers
Chris Hillman - Jonathan Edwards

We've all got wheels to take ourselves away
We've got the telephone to say what we can't say
We all get higher and higher everyday
Come on wheels take this boy away.

Chorus:
We're not afraid to ride, 
We're not afraid to die
So come on wheels take me home today
Come on wheels take this boy away.

--- Instrumental ---

When I feel my time here is almost up
And destiny is in my right hand
I will turn to him that made my faith so strong



Come on wheels make this boy a man.

Chorus:
We're not afraid to ride, 
We're not afraid to die
So come on wheels take me home today
Come on wheels take this boy away.

21634. Wheels

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Wheels
Composer: Gram Parsons - Chris Hillman
Emmylou Harris - Flying Burrito Brothers
Chris Hillman - Jonathan Edwards

We've all got wheels to take ourselves away
We've got the telephone to say what we can't say
We all get higher and higher everyday
Come on wheels take this boy away.

Chorus:
We're not afraid to ride, 
We're not afraid to die
So come on wheels take me home today
Come on wheels take this boy away.

--- Instrumental ---

When I feel my time here is almost up
And destiny is in my right hand
I will turn to him that made my faith so strong
Come on wheels make this boy a man.

Chorus:
We're not afraid to ride, 
We're not afraid to die
So come on wheels take me home today
Come on wheels take this boy away.

21635. Wheels - Chords

Wheels 
The Devil Makes Three

[Intro]
Bm G Bm G
Bm G A
 
[Verse 1]



Bm                               D
Just outside Columbus, thumbed a diesel down
Bm                          G
Ninety miles-an-hour, now I know deep down
D                        A
Been too long since I've seen the ol' hometown
Bm                    G
Been too long since I saw you
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Bm         G     Bm                  G
And I just might ride on through the night
Bm                     G                       A
I just got to see that highway stretched out behind me
 
[Chorus]
                   D
And I got eighteen wheels
                      A
They're gonna take me back to you
      Bm                G
I got no good reason to stay here
D
I'll be steady rollin'
        A
By this time tomorrow mornin'
        Bm
I'll be in your arms
   G
Be in your arms, my dear
 
[Interlude]
D A Bm G
 
[Verse 2]
Bm                  D
Loaded up after the show
      Bm                        G
After six long weeks out on the road
           D
I got that pedal to the metal
          A
Down this endless double yellow
       G
Headed home
 
[Pre-Chorus]
Bm         G     Bm                  G
And I just might ride on through the night
Bm                     G                       A
I just got to see that highway stretched out behind me
 
[Chorus]
                    D
And I got four good wheels
                      A
They're gonna take me back to you



      Bm                G
I got no good reason to stay here
D
I'll be steady rollin'
        A
By this time tomorrow mornin'
        Bm
I'll be in your arms
   G
Be in your arms, my dear
 
[Interlude]
D A Bm G
D A Bm G
 
[Verse 3]
Bm                                      D
Pinched flat on a railroad track in the pouring rain
Bm                          G
Gotta get back up into that saddle once again
            D
And now I'm peddlin' like hell
        A                           G
And the roads are all downhill from here
 
[Chorus]
                   D
And I got two good wheels
                      A
They're gonna take me back to you
      Bm                G
I got no good reason to stay here
D
I'll be steady rollin'
        A
By this time tomorrow mornin'
        Bm
I'll be in your arms
   G
Be in your arms
D
I'll be steady rollin'
        A
By this time tomorrow mornin'
        Bm
I'll be in your arms
   G                D
Be in your arms, my dear
 
[Outro]
D A Bm G D



21636. Wheels - Chords

Wheels 
Nanci Griffith
 
[Verse 1]
Bm                          A
He took a plane to New York City
              G                         F#7
To chase his fortune on the Wall Street plan
          Bm             A
Now he is stranded in Manhattan
            G                 F#              Bm
Yet the Southeast Texas coast still calls his name
 
[Chorus]
                                  A
He said come on wheels, give up a ticket, oh
       G                          F#7
Hello thunder, won't you roll him home
                Bm            A
Oh a needle and thread could mend his heartache
    G                    F#                   Bm
Old moon give way to the day and hand him the sun
 
[Verse 2]
Bm                           A
There is no shelter for the lonely
        G                                    F#7
And the Northeast women speak of a different tongue
           Bm               A
There are days he cries so loudly
          G                  F#                Bm
That the southern rain blows north to ease his heart
 
[Chorus]
                                  A
He said come on wheels, give up a ticket, oh
       G                          F#7
Hello thunder, won't you roll him home
                Bm                     A
Oh a needle and thread could mend his heartache
    G                    F#                   Bm
Old moon give way to the day and hand him the sun
 
Bm A G F# Bm
 
[Verse 3]
                                A
Northern harbor take care of my blue boy
'■
         G                            F#7
Let your city give him warmth for his hands
           Bm                     A
He will be happy, his heart won't long for
    G                     F#           Bm
His home on the Southeast Texas coast again



 
[Chorus]
                         A
He said come on wheels, give up a ticket, oh
      G                           F#7
Hello thunder, won't you roll him home
                Bm                    A
Oh a needle and thread could mend his heartache
    G                    F#                   Bm
Old moon give way to the day and hand him the sun
 
[Outro]
          Bm                A
There are days he cries so loudly
          G                  F#               Bm
That the southern rain blows north to ease his heart

21637. Wheels Of Love

Iris Dement - Wheels of Love

[Verse 1]
The wheels of love turn around and around
Keep on rolling until you've found
The perfect partner, somebody just right
To have and hold every day and every night
So she's halfway to Texas with all of your dreams
The world ain't as bad as what it might seem
You got a whole lot of living, honey, left to do
There's still a whole lot of love inside of you

[Chorus]
The wheels of love turn around and around
They'll take you for a ride like a merry-go-round
Don't let the heartache hold you down
When there's plenty of love left to be found
On the wheels, riding on the wheels of love

[Verse 2]
Catch you a ride, imagine what you might find
Just the right girl at just the right time
Ready and waiting, she'll look you in the eyes
Ah, but the wheels of love will never compromise
So she broke your heart, honey, don't look back
You got to keep on rolling down the track
And maybe the next time you'll keep your feet on the ground
When the wheels of love spin you around

[Chorus]
The wheels of love turn around and around
They'll take you for a ride like a merry-go-round
Don't let the heartache hold you down
When there's plenty of love left to be found



On the wheels, riding on the wheels of love
The wheels of love turn around and around
They'll take you for a ride like a merry-go-round
Don't let the heartache hold you down
When there's plenty of love left to be found
On the wheels, riding on the wheels of love

21638. Wheels Of Love - Chords

Wheels Of Love   
recorded by Emmylou Harris
written by Marjy Plant

C
The wheels of love turn around and around

Keep on rolling till you've found
    F                             C
The perfect partner somebody just right
            G7                       C
To have and hold every day and every night

So she's halfway to Texas with all of your dreams

The world ain't as bad as what it might seem
             F                                 C
You've got a whole lot of living honey left to do
                G7                          C
There's still a whole lot of love inside of you
    
    F
The wheels of love turn around and around
        C
They'll take you for a ride like a merry go round
F
Don't let heartache hold you down
             C
When there's plenty of love left to be found
       G7                             C
On the wheels riding on the wheels of love

Catch a ride imagine what you might find

Just the right girl at just the right time
F                                        C
Ready and waiting she'll look you in the eyes
           G7                           C
Ah but the wheels of love will never compromise

So she broke your heart honey don't look back

You got to keep on rolling down the track
    F                                               C



And maybe the next time it'll keep your feet on the ground    
         G7                      C
When the wheels of love spin you around     
    
Repeat #3  x2
     
       G7                             C
On the wheels riding on the wheels of love

21639. Wheely Down

Richard Thompson - Wheely Down 

She womanly lay like the lay of the land
The land around Wheely Down
And every curve was a high, high hill
To hang above the town

From Holland they came to make the maps
And they had made her well
For the rivers danced all across the green
And the pine-wood sweet did smell

As far as ever a man can see
It yields him more and more
And every house he washes it white
And he covers it all with straw

Except for the fool who makes his home
Upon the flooded ground
And the still on the tide is a glass to the eyes
That stare out of Wheely Down

All things must change within the earth
The moving and the lame
For the worms will rot the miller's wheel
And the rats will eat the grain

And the armies of deliverance
Are run into the ground
And the kestrel turns in the empty skies
On high over Wheely Down

21640. When

When
Wayne Taylor

You've been hurt before I know, when are ya gonna let it go. We all take a chance on love to 



grow want you tell me when?
When ya gonna let the sun shine in when ya gonna let your heart begin to open up and love 
again, tell me when

chorus:
When can we see eye to eye, I won't let your love ever die. It'll just take a little while before I 
see you start to smile, sometimes I think life's a trial want ya tell me when?

When are ya gonna take a chance to get off the couch and start to dance, dive head first into 
romance want ya tell me when. When will you begin to see what's going on between you and
 me Lord love ain't nothing but a mystery, want ya tell me when.

chorus:
When can we see eye to eye, I won't let your love ever die. It'll just take a little while before I 
see you start to smile, sometimes I think life's a trial want ya tell me when?

21641. When

Ricky Skaggs - When

There's a cold rain falling on my window pane
Drop by drop it just won't stop spelling out your name
There's a wild wind howlin' chills me to the bone
All I can do is think of you and your heart of stone.

Every sleepless night I pray and hope it will be true
When I wake up in the morning I won't remember you
You say someday I'll forget you and fall in love again
Well if you're so smart won't you tell my heart when.

There's a full moon rising just like the one that shined
On the night you held me tight and told me you were mine
Now there's an empty feelin' where my heart used to be
The day I die I'll still ask why you walked out on me.

I spend every waking hour trying to let go
Won't somebody show me how I've just got to know
You say someday I'll forget you and fall in love again
Well if you're so smart won't you tell my heart when.

You say someday I'll forget you and fall in love again
Well, if you're so smart won't you tell my heart when
Tell me when

21642. When A Cowboy Trades His Spurs For Wings

David Rawlings
When a Cowboy Trades His Spurs for Wings

[Verse 1]



Let me tell you, buddy
There's a faster gun
Coming over yonder
When tomorrow comes

Let me tell you, buddy
And it won't be long
Till you find yourself singing
Your last cowboy song

[Chorus]
Yippee-ki-iy-ay
When the round-up ends
Yippee-ki-iy-ay
And the campfire dims

Yippee-ki-iy-ay
He shouts and he sings
When a cowboy trades his spurs for wings

[Verse 2]
When they wrap my body
In the bindlin' sheet
And they take my six irons
Pull the boots from my feet
Unsaddle my pony
She'll be itching to roam
I'll be halfway to heaven
Under horsepower of my own

[Chorus]
Yippee-ki-iy-ay
When the round-up ends
Yippee-ki-iy-ay
And the campfire dims

Yippee-ki-iy-ay
He shouts and he sings
When a cowboy trades his spurs for wings

[Outro]
Yippee-ki-iy-ay
I'm glory-bound
No more jingle jangle
I lay my guns down

Yippee-ki-iy-ay
He shouts and he sings
When a cowboy trades his spurs for wings

21643. When A Heart Breaks



The Steeldrivers - When A Heart Breaks

It's the closing of a door
A phone that doesn't ring no more
It's a house filled with regret
And a letter left unread

It's a train off in the night
Motel rooms and truck stop lights
Whiskey poured into the glass
All the questions you won't ask

You relive every mistake
Things you did and didn't say
Curse the night and damn the day
When a heart breaks

When you've cried all you can cry
And the hours just crawl by
Nowhere to turn nowhere to be
Can't hold on to a memory

Miles and miles of empty road
It's a hurt that won't let go
No one there to call your name
Days and nights all feel the same

You relive every mistake
Things you did and didn't say
Curse the night and damn the day
When a heart breaks

What in the world's it gonna take
Time heals all or so they say
But it sure don't feel that way
When a heart breaks
So you relive every mistake
Things you did and didn't say
Curse the night and damn the day
When a heart breaks

21644. When A Soldier Knocks And Finds Nobody Home

Ernest Tubb 
When A Soldier Knocks And Finds Nobody Home

I'm alone with all my sorrow
It's so hard to face tomorrow
Cause I knocked and no one met me at the door

I have asked the next door neighbor
What you've packed and went away for
But they only say you don't live here no more



When I sailed across the blue
I thought I could count on you
But I've come back home sweetheart to find you gone

It's a shame you couldn't be here
What a sorry sight to see here
When a soldier knocks and finds nobody home

When I sailed across the blue
I thought I could count on you
But I've come back home sweetheart to find you gone

It's a shame you couldn't be here
What a sorry sight to see here
When a soldier knocks and finds nobody home

21645. When Angels Carry Me Home - Chords

When Angels Carry Me Home - Third Tyme Out

*Capo 4th fret

      G                              G7
I'll fly away to heaven and I won't fall,
          C               G
When the angels carry me home.

I want to see Jesus first of all,
                 D        G
When the angels carry me home.

(Chorus)
         G               G7
When the angels carry me home,
          C              G
When the angels carry me home.

I want to see Jesus first of all,
                D        G
When the angels carry me home.

There'll be no more sorrow and no more pain,
When the angels carry me home.
I'll ride that heavenly gloriest train,
When the angels carry me home.

(To Chorus)

I'll be on that pathway leading to heaven,
When the angels carry me home.
I'll se Jesus waiting for me in heaven,
When the angels carry me home.



(To Chorus)

21646. When Are You Gonna Tell Me

When Are You Gonna Tell Me?
The Po' Ramblin' Boys

[Verse 1]
This old house ain't much but it has everything that we need
There's food on the' table' for our two' little kids
And they both have shoes' on their feet
I made you a promise back when we were young
When I said, "'Til death do we part"
Girl, you know you're the only one
That's ever held the key to my heart

[Chorus]
So why are you crying, sweetheart? I'm not doing you wrong
Is there another who makes our nights cold and long?
When you lay your head down at night who are you dreaming of?
When are you gonna tell me that you're no longer in love?

[Verse 2]
I come home every day to a house that's empty and cold
You're working late again or so I've been told
Then you walk through the door with tear-stained eyes
And wanna be left alone
Girl, I know I'm not to blame
Who's been doing you wrong?

[Chorus]
So why are you crying, sweetheart? I'm not doing you wrong
Is there another who makes our nights cold and long?
When you lay your head down at night who are you dreaming of?
When are you gonna tell me that you're no longer in love?

[Chorus]
So why are you crying, sweetheart? I'm not doing you wrong
Is there another who makes our nights cold and long?
When you lay your head down at night who are you dreaming of?
When are you gonna tell me that you're no longer in love?
When are you gonna tell me that you're no longer in love?

21647. When Autumn Leaves Begin To Fall

When Autumn Leaves Begin To Fall

When autumn leaves begin to fall
It's then I hear my mother call



Her tender voice I hear in song
I ask forgiveness for each wrong

When a boy of only fifteen years
I left home in seach of new frontiers
A house of gold I then did wed
A wall of stone I built within

Now my mother she has passed away
Not one kindness did I show or say
For all the wealth I might have shared
Mother never knew I cared

21648. When Daddy Let Me Drive

Alan Jackson - When Daddy Let Me Drive 

It was painted red
It's stripe was white
It was 18 feet
From the bow to the stern light
2nd hand from a dealer in Atlanta
I rode up with daddy
When he went there to get her
Put on a shine
Put on a motor
Built out of love
And made for water
Ran it for years
Till the transom got rotton
A piece of my childhood that'll never be forgotten
It was, just an old plywood boat
75 johnson with  electric choke
A young boy, two hands on the wheel
I cant replace the way it made me feel
And I would turn it shore line, and, make it wide
He'd say, ya can't beat the way an old wood boat rides
Just a little lake across the Alabama line
But I was king of the ocean, when daddy let me drive
Just an old 1/2 ton, short-bed Ford
My uncle bought new, in '64
Daddy got it right
Cause the engine was smokin'
Couple of  burnt valves and he had it goin'
He'd let me drive her when we'd haul off a load
Down a dirt strip, where we'd dump trash
Off of Thickpin Road
I would sit on the seat
And stretch my feet out to the pedals
Smiling like a hero that just received his medal
It was just an old hand-me-down ford
With 3 speed on the column
And a dent in the door



A young boy, 2 hands on the wheel
I can't replace the way it, made me feel
And I would press that clutch and I'd keep it right
He'd say a lil' slower son you're doin' just fine
Just a dirt road with trash on each side
But I was Mario Andretti
When daddy let me drive
Im grown up now 3 daughters of my own
I let 'em drive my old jeep
Cross the pasture at our home
Maybe one day they'll reach back in their file
And pull out that old memory
And think of me and smile, and say
It's just an old worn out jeep
With rusty ole floor boards
Hot on my feet
A young girl, two hands on the wheel
I can't replace the way it, made me feel
And he'd say, turn it left now, and steer it right
Straighten up girl now, you're doin' just fine
Just a lil' valley by the river where we'd ride
But I was high on a mountain, when daddy let me drive
Daddy let me drive
Oh he let me drive
She's just an old plywood boat with a 75 johnson n'electric choke

21649. When Did Right Become Wrong - Chords

When Did Right Become Wrong
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Tommy Collins
[3/4 time]

G             D7             G
It used to be right that you love me
C               D7           G
You said so and I thought so too
          D7             G         C
We talked maturely 'bout old puppy love
A7                         D7
Comparing the old with the new
G          D7                 G
If it's so right we love each other
     C           D7        G
Then why had you rather be gone
    C                       G
You seem to take pride in deceiving
             D7           G  C
But when did right become wrong
G        D7           G
When did right become wrong
                D7         G
You made a good talk about romance



C                 D7                G
You said you just know it when it's real
                D7            G         C
You sealed your orations with kisses of fire
   A7                          D7
Oh darling weren't they really real
G          D7           G
If it's so right that I hold you
     C          D7        G
Then why have I not in so long
    
    C                     G
For you know I can't even touch you
             D7           G  C
And when did right become wrong 
G        D7           G
When did right become wrong

21650. When Did You Leave Heaven

Henry "Red" Allen - When Did You Leave Heaven? 
Album: Greatest Jazz Recordings of All Time: The Jazz Singers

I used to dream about angels But then I never knew
That I'd ever meet one And such a sweet one
Till I met you

When did you leave heaven? How could they let you go?
How's ev'ry thing in Heaven? I'd like to know
Why did you trade Heaven for all these earthly things
Where di you hide your Halo?

Where did you lose your wings?
Have they missed you?
Can you get back in?

If Ikissed you would it be a sin?
I amonly human but you are so divine
When did you leave Heave, angel mine?

When did you leave heaven? How could they let you go?
How's ev'ry thing in Heaven? I'd like to know
Why did you trade Heaven for all these earthly things
Where di you hide your Halo?

Where did you lose your wings?
Have they missed you?
Can you get back in?

If Ikissed you would it be a sin?
I amonly human but you are so divine
When did you leave Heave, angel mine?



21651. When Did You Stop Loving Me - Chords

When Did You Stop Loving Me
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Donny Kees and Monty Holmes

C            G7          C
When did you stop loving me
                G7         F
How long have I been a memory
                       G7      C F
I've gotta know for my own san-i-ty
        C            G7          C
Tell me when did you stop loving me
                         
            F                                C
There was a time when you worshipped where I stood
                                    G7
Heaven knows I'd bring it back if I could
          C                               F
Now I can tell when we make love it ain't me you're thinking of
        C            G7          C
Tell me when did you stop loving me
                   
                           G7               C
Was it that night that you stayed out until dawn
                                G7        F
You know that night has haunted me for so long
                         G7           C                 F
Or was your love already cold tell me please I've gotta know
        C            G7          C
Darling when did you stop loving me

Repeat #2

21652. When Doves Cry - Chords

When Doves Cry 
Sarah Jarosz

[Intro]
C Em C   C Em Em C x2
 
[Verse]
Em7                 D
Dig if you will the picture
D                         Em7
Of you and I engaged in a kiss
Em7                    D



The sweat of your body covers me
D                   Em7
Can you my darlin'  picture this?
Em7              D
Dig if you can a courtyard
D                         Em7
An ocean of violets in bloom
Em7            D
Animals strike curious poses
D
They feel the heat
 
The heat between me a-and
 
 
[Chorus]
Em7                        D
How can you just leave me standing?
D                            Em7
Alone in a world that's so-o cold
Em7                   D
Maybe I'm just too demandin'
D                             D#dim
Maybe I'm just like my father too bold
Em7                       D
Maybe you're just like my mother
D                Em7
She's never satisfied
                                    D
Why do we scream at each other?
D
This is what it sounds like
D#dim
When  doves cry 
 
 
[Instrumental]
C D C D C D C D
 
 
[Verse]
Em7                   D
Touch if you will my stomach
D                     Em7
Feel how it trembles inside
Em7                     D
Oh You've got the butterflies all tied up
D
Don't make me chase you
Em7
Even doves have pride 
 
 
 
[Chorus]
Em7                        D
How can you just leave me standing?



D                            Em7
Alone in a world that's so-o cold
Em7                   D
Maybe I'm just too demandin'
D                             D#dim
Maybe I'm just like my father too bold
Em7                       D
Maybe you're just like my mother
D                Em7
She's never satisfied
                                    D
Why do we scream at each other?
D
This is what it sounds like
D#dim
When  doves cry

21653. When First Unto This Country

When First Unto This Country
Traditional

When first to this country a stranger I came,
I courted a fair maid and Nancy was her name.

I courted her for love, and her love I didn't obtain,
Do you think I've any reason or right to complain.

I rode to see my Nancy, I rode both day and night,
I courted dearest Nancy, my own heart's true delight.

I rode to see my Nancy, I rode both day and night,
Till I stole a fine grey horse, from Captain William White.

The sheriff's men, they'd followed and overtaken me,
They carted me away to the penitentiary.

They opened up the door and then they shoved me in,
They cleared off my head and they shaved off my chin.

They beat me and they banged me and they fed me on dry beans,
Till I wished to my own soul, I'd never been a thief.

With my hands in my pockets and my cap put on so bold,
With my coat of many colors, like Jacob of old.

21654. When God Closes A Door



When God Closes a Door
Larkin Poe - When God Closes a Door

Turn the TV on
Let's watch a good show
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John
See how the gospel goes
In a getaway car
There's lots of bad guys
Jesus Christ Superstar
He's got the power to baptize
When God closes a door
God leads you up the stairs
Leave your earthly cares
On the second floor
When God cracks a couple skulls
God cracks a couple more
His plate is full
On the second floor
The Virgin Mother and the Babylon whore
Pick 'em off one by one
Soap opera Holy War
All the sinners invoke
An act of treason
The mystery is unsolved
Until the second season
When God closes a door
God leads you up the stairs
Leave your earthly cares
On the second floor
When God cracks a couple skulls
God cracks a couple more
His plate is full
On the second floor
People out of Mecca
Can't seem to take a joke
They're shootin' up Paris
They're blowin' that smoke
I'm gonna sing Satanic verses
In a stubborn land
I'm gonna blasphemy and blasphemy
Just because I can

21655. When God Comes and Gathers His Jewels

When God Comes and Gathers His Jewels

When the ceremony was over 
A lad stood alone in tears
For he had just said goodbye 
To the one he had loved through the years
He stood all alone with his head bowed down 
As though his heart would break
The parson came over and took his hand 



And to him these words he did say
When God comes and gathers his jewels 
All his treasures of diamonds and gold
You'll meet her up there in heaven so fair 
When God comes and gathers his jewels

Every night when the pale moon is shining 
You can see this lad all alone
With his eyes lifted up toward heaven 
He's repeating these words he was told
When God comes and gathers his jewels
All his treasures of diamonds and gold
You'll meet her up there in heaven so fair 
When God comes and gathers his jewels

21656. When God Dips His Pen Of Love In My Heart

Alison Krauss - When God Dips His Pen Of Love In My Heart

When God dips his pen of love in my heart
And he writes my soul a message he wants me to know
His spirit all divine fills a sinful soul of mine
When God dips his love in my heart

Well I said I wouldn't tell it to a livin' soul
How he brought salvation and he made me whole
But I found I couldn't hide such a love as Jesus did impart
Well he made me laugh and he made me cry, set my sinful soul on fire
When God dips his love in my heart

Well sometimes though the way is dreary, dark and cold
And some unburdened sorrow keeps me from the goal
I go to God in prayer, I can always find him there
To whisper sweet peace to my soul

Well I said I wouldn't tell it to a livin' soul
How he brought salvation and he made me whole
But I found I couldn't hide such a love as Jesus did impart
Well he made me laugh and he made me cry, set my sinful soul on fire
When God dips his love in my heart

He walked up every step of Calvary's rugged way
And gave his life completely to bring a better day
My life was steeped in sin but in love he took me in
His blood washed away every stain

I said I wouldn't tell it to a livin' soul
How he brought salvation and he made me whole
But I found I couldn't hide such a love as Jesus did impart
He made me laugh and he made me cry, set my sinful soul on fire
When God dips his love in my heart



21657. When God Paints

When God Paints 

When God paints, birds sing
He colors every feather on a sparrows wings
When God paints, the wind blows
With a stroke of love, he dips his brush in the rainbow

Sometime's I take for granted the simple things
I can be as big as critic when it starts to rain
But there's always a bigger picture I can't explain

When God paints, the heart beats
Life begins, season ends and lovers meet
And I've learned that sometimes
It's not always black and white but well defined
When God paints

Sometime's I take for granted the simple things
I can be as big as critic when it starts to rain
But there's always a bigger picture I can't explain

When God paints, we dance
And I reach across the canvas and I take your hand
And my world is so complete
When I look at you, a masterpiece is all I see
When God paints

Sometime's I take for granted the simple things
I can be as big as critic when it starts to rain
But there's always a bigger picture I can't explain

When God paints
I pray I always see the beauty inside the frame
When God paints

21658. When God Seems So Near

The Isaacs - When God Seems So Near 

When I pause in the hush of his holy presence
When I'm so still I can hear each whispered word
When I pause to pray I enter His cathedral
These are the times when God seems so near.

There are times when I cannot feel His presence,
When the clouds of doubt obscure the Master's smile
But when I'm still enough to hear his gentle whisper



Then I know my Lord has been there all the while
When I pause in the hush of his holy presence
When I pause in the hush of his holy presence
When I'm so still I can hear each whispered word
When I pause to pray I enter His cathedral
These are the times when God seems so near.

When I pause in the hush of his holy presence
When I'm so still I can hear each whispered word
When I pause to pray I enter His cathedral
These are the times when God seems so near.
These are the times when God seems so near

21659. When Guiding Star Came To Tell City

John Hartford 
When Guiding Star Came To Tell City

The late Bert Fenn, was a long time friend
The river, we both were fond of
He related this tale, and a letter in the mail
From his [?] city Indiana

His father told him of days of old
An era of wonderous progression
Era of indoor plumbing and telephones
And other modern inventions

Oh my darling
An era of wonderous progression
Of indoor plumbing and telephones
And other modern inventions

Back then they set around discussing it
The old folks were just a figurin'
Wouldn't believe they would see
Electric lights a flickering

They seen infact, the great impact
The things we take for granted
The whistle blew, and everyone knew
That the Guiding Star had landed

Oh my darling
The things we take for granted
When the whistle blew, everyone knew
The Guiding Star had landed

The Guiding Star, was a sumptious car
An elegant side wheel steamer
Seen in Cincinnati and New Orleans
And major towns between there



Guiding Star was from afar
And like a star, did twinkle
Her Captain and crew were always looked up to
For always the latest wrinkle

Oh my darling
And like a star did twinkle
Her Captain and crew were always looked up to
For always the latest wrinkle

The Guiding Star came down the river
And she landed at Tell City
Connected on board to a long power cord
Was honest to God real electricity

The people on the street couldn't believe
It caused such an incredible sensation
August Schriber was so impressed
He called for an official occasion

Oh my darling
Such an incredible sensation
August Schriber was so impressed
He called for an official occasion

All day long, the happy throng
Lined up to get aboard her
To site the electric lights
Just to stare and wonder

The Captain was touched, to see how much
Every heart was yearning
To see the site, in broad day light
Of the electric light a-burning

Oh my darling
Yes every heart was yearning
To see the site in broad daylight
Of the electric lights a burning

The mechanical fan and the calliope
The city fathers, gentlemen and ladies
Folks were there from Tell City Chair
Back then in the 1880s

Everyone came from miles around
Down at the boat, were standing
The first electricity on the Ohio River
Came to Tell City Landing

Oh my darling
Down at the boat, were standing
The first electricity on the Ohio River
To come to Tell City Landing

Captain Hegler, of the Guiding Star
Wanted to show the rest there



His appreciation for the celebration
Gave the most magnificent gesture

So at the high point of this event
As the afternoon slid toward nightfall
Made a speech and presented the mayor
With a freshly burnt-out light bulb

Oh my darling
As the afternoon slid toward nightfall
He made a speech and presented the mayor
With a freshly burnt-out light bulb

The light bulb was an instant hit
And the mayor owned a drug store
It was put on display in a museum case
Everyone relished it even more

It was still there in later years
They moved it into the window
One night some neighborhood boys made some noise
And threw a brick through the drug store window

Oh my darling
They moved it into the window
One night some neighborhood boys made some noise
And there a brick through the drug store window

Now all we know is a few old photos
Old pictures of old steamboats loadin'
Stuff that Bert Fenn collects
And the stories his daddy told him

You know Bert Fenn, was a long time friend
I always liked to visit him
The other day, he passed away
You can bet I sure do miss him

Oh my darling
I always like to visit him
The other day, he passed away
You can bet I sure do miss him

21660. When He Blessed My Soul

When He Blessed My Soul
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

[Verse 1]
Jesus washed my sins away one glorious morning
He blessed my soul (He blessed my soul)
And me made me whole (And he made me whole)
Ever since that happy day, I'm tellin' a story



How he washed my sins away when he blessed my soul (When he blessed my soul)

[Chorus]
Well, you oughta been there (That blessin' mornin')
When the Lord (Well, the Lord came down)
Into my soul (Into my soul)
And he made me wholR (And he made me wholR)
If you'd a-been there (You'dve shouted Glory)
To the land (To the Lord and king)
Well, you oughta been there (Yes, you oughta been there)
When he blessed my soul (When he blessed my soul)

[Verse 2]
Jesus made my spirit glad one glorious morning
He blessed my soul (He blessed my soul)
And he made me whole (And he made me whole)
Ever to the lone and sad, I'm tellin' this story
How he washed my sins away when he blessed my soul (When he blessed my soul)

[Chorus]
Well, you oughta been there (That blessin' mornin')
When the Lord (Well, the Lord came down)
Into my soul (Into my soul)
And he made me whole (And he made me whole)
If you'd a-been there (You'dve shouted Glory)
To the land (To the Lord and king)
Well, you oughta been there (Yes, you oughta been there)
When he blessed my soul (When he blessed my soul)

[Verse 3]
Jesus claimed me as his own one glorious morning
He blessed my soul (He blessed my soul)
And he made me whole (And he made me whole)
Ever since this joy I've known, I'm tellin' this story
How he washed my sins away when he blessed my soul (When he blessed my soul)

[Chorus]
Well, you oughta been there (That blessin' mornin')
When the Lord (Well, the Lord came down)
Into my soul (Into my soul)
And he made me whole (And he made me whole)
If you'd a-been there (You'dve shouted Glory)
To the land (To the Lord and king)
Well, you oughta been there (Yes, you oughta been there)
When he blessed my soul (When he blessed my soul)

[Chorus]
Well, you oughta been there (That blessin' mornin')
When the Lord (Well, the Lord came down)
Into my soul (Into my soul)
And he made me whole (And he made me whole)
If you'd a-been there (You'dve shouted Glory)
To the land (To the Lord and king)
Well, you oughta been there (Yes, you oughta been there)
When he blessed my soul (When he blessed my soul)



21661. When He Calls - Chords

When He Calls
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Paul Kennerley

C                       F
When darkness fills the valley 
         G7                       C
Fear and dread strive deep within us 
                             F
But our burdens soon will be lifted 
     G7                      C
When these old homes turn to dust 

When He calls 
                       F
I'm going to live with Jesus 
           C                    F
In His kingdom He welcomes everyone 
            C                    F
I shall not fear no more earthly peril 
    C       G7       C
For He will carry me home 

                       F
Now Satan will come to tempt me 
         G7                   C
But I'll try to resist sinful ways 
                             F
And I pray that I'll find salvation 
        G7                C
In that peaceful home far away 

repeat #2

21662. When He Calls My Name

Alan Bibey & Grasstowne - When He Calls My Name

Ch
When he calls my name, there'll be no hesitating
My Loved ones will be waitin, 4ever more to reign
He paid my way, For I have heard the story
I'll be with him in glory, when he calls my name

V1
I've walked this world, alone without my Savior
In the darkness through the valley, No one to guide my way



I fell down on my knees, and I looked up to Heaven
He reached down his hand & led me to a brighter day

Chorus

V2
When this ol life is over, I'll see the face of Jesus
My burdens will be lifted, no troubles & no cares
He'll say welcome my child, when I stand there before him
In the lambs' book of life, my name is written there

Chorus (2x)

21663. When He Reached Down His Hand

When He Reached Down His Hand
IIIrd Tyme Out

Once my soul was astray from the heavenly way
I was wretched and blind as could be
But my Savior in love gave me peace from above
When he reached down his hand for me

   When the Savior reached down for me
   When he reached down his hand for me
   I was lost and undone without God or his Son
   When he reached down his hand for me

How my heart does rejoice when I hear his sweet voice
In a tempest to him I can cling
I can lean on his arm safe and sure from all harm
When he reaches down his hand for me

21664. When He Welcomes Me In - Chords

When He Welcomes Me In 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

[INTRO]
F   Eb   Bb    Db    F     C7
 
F              C           F7         Bb
Jesus, oh, jesus oh how great is thy name
             Db        F
You are the rock of ages
                            C
And you will alwas be the same
           F              C
You're so loving and so caring



          F7            Bb
You will be there eternally
Db                   F
Father, son and holy ghost
 
Three in one the trinity
 
[CHORUS]
Eb        Bb                Db           F
Master, savior, lord of lords, king of kings
                      Eb
Gave his life for all men
             Bb          Db   C
That's the reason why i sing
            F
You gave me bread when i was hungry
              Bb
And i'll never thrist again
           Bb           Db       F
And i'll praise him on that day
           G7    C   F
When he welcomes me in
 
[CHORUS]
Eb        Bb                Db           F
Master, savior, lord of lords, king of kings
                      Eb
Gave his life for all men
             Bb          Db   C
That's the reason why i sing
            F
You gave me bread when i was hungry
              Bb
And i'll never thrist again
           Bb           Db       F
And i'll praise him on that day
           G7    C   F
When he welcomes me in
 
           Bb           Db       F
And i'll praise him on that day
           G7    C   F
When he welcomes me in

21665. When Her Smile Is Gone

When Her Smile Is Gone
Thomas Blom (ASGAP)
Kenny & Amanda Smith

Wish that I could hold her 
And I wish that she were mine 
But to see her in the moonlight is enough



Everyday I'm dreaming 
About the smile upon her face 
Yes to have her right beside me 
Would mean everything to me

chorus
Ooh when her smile is gone 
Nothing can replace it, not the sun, the moon or stars 
Ooh when her smile is gone 
Nothing can replace it not by far

Ain't got words to say 
When I'm trying to make her mine 
But the only thing that matters is her smile

Listening to her voice 
When she sings straight from her heart 
Yes to sit right here beside her 
Means the most to me right now

repeat chorus (2x)

Nothing can replace it not by far

21666. When I Call Out Her Name

When I Call Out Her Name (Larry W. Jones 12/11/2007) 

Like a sign by the road that points to the leavin'
The sad wind in the willow knows why I'm grievin'
My true love has left me and I know I'm to blame
What I know I can't hide are these feelings inside
When I call out her name
I call out her name again and again
It seems I can't get her out of my brain
Memories are a fire filled with desire
And the burning flame only goes higher
When I call out her name
- instrumental -
I see her bittersweet dreams dance here around me
As my mind goes back to the time when she found me
Her sweet love was a harbor that my ship called home
Now I haven't an anchor in this hurricane
When I call out her name
I call out her name again and again
It seems I can't get her out of my brain
Memories are a fire filled with desire
And the burning flame only goes higher
When I call out her name
Memories are a fire filled with desire
And the burning flame only goes higher
When I call out her name



21667. When I Call Your Name

When I Call Your Name
Vince Gill

I rushed home from work like I always do
Spent my whole day just thinking of you
As I walked through the front door my whole life changed
'Cause nobody answers when I call your name

   The lonely sound of my voice calling
   Is driving me insane
   And just like rain, the tears keep falling,
   'Cause nobody answers when I call your name

A note on the table that told me goodbye
Said you'd grown weary of living a lie
Oh, your love has ended but mine still remains
And nobody answers when I call your name

21668. When I Can Read My Titles Clear

When I Can Read My Titles Clear

When I can read my titles clear
Two mansions in the sky
I bid farewell to every fear
And wipe my weepin eyes

And wipe my weeping eye
And wipe my weeping eye
I bid farewell to every fear
And wipe my weeping eye

Should cares like a wild deluge come
And storms of sorry fall
By grace I'll safely reach my home
My God my heaven my all

My God my heaven my all
My God my heaven my all
By grace I'll safely reach my home
My God my heaven my all

There may I bathe my weary soul
In streams of heavenly rest
And not a wave of trouble roll
Across my peaceful breast



Across my peaceful breast
Across my peaceful breast
And not a wave of trouble roll
Across my peaceful breast

21669. When I Close My Eyes - Chords

When I Close My Eyes 
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Carol Annette Musick and Mark Alan Springer
 
C
There's so many things I didn't say
F              Dm
Even though it may be too late
              C                     G7
I want you to know I still love you so
C
Every color of leaves looks like your car
F                     Dm
Every movie I see you play the leading part
          C                       G7
You're on my mind can't leave you behind

                C                 F
When I close my eyes you're all I see
               C                  G7
In the dark of night you're in my dreams
               C                  F     Dm
Throughout the day you're easy to find
             C    G7              C
You're all I see  when I close my eyes

In my mind I know you're far away
F                    Dm
But here in my heart nothing has changed
          C                  G7
I'm still holding you like I used to
C
On a busy street in a crowded room
F                  Dm
Wherever I go it's just me and you 
         C                  G7
Together again boy it never ends
Repeat #2
 
F            C    G7              C
You're all I see  when I close my eyes



21670. When I Come Back Again

Trampled by Turtles - When I Come Back Again

When I come back, Lord, when I come back again
Annie ? take me back to my home
Annie take me back to my home, my home
Ain't gonna roam no more

Well Captain I don't want to kill another man
He ain't done nothing to me
He ain't done nothing to me, to me
Ain't gonna roam no more

Well son just do your duty for your countrymen
don't ask no questions of me
Don't ask no questions of me, of me
Ain't gonna roam no more

When I come back, Lord, when I come back again
Annie take me back to my home
Annie take me back to my home, my home
Ain't gonna roam no more

There's a man behind a desk, a thousand miles away
Gonna put me down in my grave
Gonna put me down in my grave, my grave
Ain't gonna roam no more

When I come back, Lord, when I come back again
Annie take me back to my home
Annie take me back to my home, my home
Ain't gonna roam no more

When I come back, Lord, when I come back again
Annie take me back to my home
Annie take me back to my home, my home
Ain't gonna roam no more

21671. When I Cross Over Jordan

IIIrd Tyme Out - When I Cross Over Jordan 

There's a happy, happy day a comin'
when I lay my heavy burdens down
I'll sing around the throne eternal
as the saints all march around

There'll be glory when I meet the Saviour
He's the one who died for me
When I cross to the other side of Jordan
just beyond that crystal sea



When I cross to the other side of Jordan
just beyond that happy shore
When I cross to the other side of Jordan
to live forevermore
There'll be glory in the morning
for the day there comes no night
When I cross to the other side of Jordan
where Jesus is the light

I'll have so many loved ones
who've made this trip I know
Oh, how I long to see them
as I journey here below!

To hear them tell of heaven
and the streets all paved with gold
When I cross to the other side of Jordan
hear the half that's never been told

When I cross to the other side of Jordan
just beyond that happy shore
When I cross to the other side of Jordan
to live forevermore
There'll be glory in the morning
for the day there comes no night
When I cross to the other side of Jordan
where Jesus is the light

21672. When I Die - Chords

When I Die 
The Stray Birds

[Chorus]
   D      A          G              D A Bm
when I die, lay me down at the stream
                    A           D     G
by the tree with the deepest roots
 D        A      G     D  A Bm
bury my body in blue jeans
                    A       G  D  G  D
and a pair of my leather boots
 
[Verse 1]
  G            D     G             D
maybe sing a song, maybe carry a rose
  G            D       A                 G
maybe listen for the wind on the day it blows
  G            D       G                    D
don't tell em you love me if you broke my heart
 G             D          A                      G
leave the flowers above me now don't tear them apart
 



[Chorus]
 D       A          G             D  A  Bm
when I die, lay me down at the stream
                    A           D  G
by the tree with the deepest roots
 D        A             G  D  A Bm
bury my body in blue jean
                   A      G  D  G  D
and a pair of my leather boots
 
[Verse 2]
 G         D      G            D
take my guitar from the empty hall
 G            D        A               G
don't let it hang from some rich mans wall
 G            D        G                D
that piece of wood is how I learned to pray
 G            D        A              G
just find some hands to play it everyday
 
[Verse 3]
  G                      D
take my body down main street
  G                  D
take me by my old school
  G          D        A                           G
toast my name at the bar where we used to shoot pool
  G         D        G                    D
take me past the graveyard where my family lay
  G          D       A                 G
I wanna be by the water on that final day.
 
[Chorus]
  D      A          G              D A Bm
when I die, lay me down at the stream
                    A           D   G
by the tree with the deepest roots
 D        A             G  D  A Bm
bury my body in blue jeans
                  A       G  D  G  D
and a pair of my leather boots
          D       A        G   D A Bm
I said,  bury my body in blue jeans
                    A        G D
and a pair of my leather boots
      G    D
my leather boots
      G    D
my leather boots

21673. When I Die - Chords



When I Die 
The Waifs
 
[Chorus]
G        D            C     G
When I die won't you bury me
        C         G        D
In the town where I was born
G           D              C         G
Most of my life I've been rambling free
        C              D          G
When I die I want to come back home
 
 
[Verse 1]
 
G       D           C        G
Ever since I was a baby child
               C        G      D
I knew I was born to roam
G          D           C          G
I had to climb to the top of the hill
         C        G      D
Just to see what lies beyond
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G             D           C           G
Now seasons change and I am still the same
           C        G      D
I don't belong to anyone
G             D           C           G
Still a piece of me will always be
           C        D      G
Sitting in my hometown sun
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G        D            C     G
When I die won't you bury me
        C         G        D
In the town where I was born
G           D              C         G
Most of my life I've been rambling free
        C              D          G
When I die I want to come back home
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
G       D      C     G
In my time I have seen 
        C         G        D
ten thousand setting suns
G           D              C         G
And I made my bed where I lay my head



        C         G        D
And it never hurt anyone
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
G             D          C         G
It could be said that a girl like me
        C         G        D
Ain't nothing but a prodigal son
G             D          C         G
And just like that prodigal boy
        C         D        G
I'm gonna finish off where I've begun
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G        D            C     G
When I die won't you bury me
        C         G        D
In the town where I was born
G           D              C         G
Most of my life I've been rambling free
        C              D          G
When I die I want to come back home

21674. When I Dream

Nanci Griffith - When I Dream

I could have a mansion that is higher than the trees
I could have all the gifts I want and never ask please
I could fly to Paris, oh, it's at my beck and call
Why do I go through life with nothing at all

But when I dream, I dream of you
Maybe someday you will come true

I can be the singer or the clown in every room
I can even call someone to take me to the moon
I can put my makeup on and drive the men insane
I can go to bed alone and never know his name

But when I dream, I dream of you
Maybe someday you will come true

But when I dream, I dream of you
Maybe someday you will come true



21675. When I Drink

The Avett Brothers - When I Drink 

When I drink 
I say things I don't want to say 
I do things I don't wanna do 
I talk mean to you 
But if I think 
I just might get something out of this 
My parents taught me to learn when I miss 
Just do your best 
Just do your best 

It's the only way to keep that last bit of sanity 
Maybe I don't have to be good but I can try to be 
At least a little better than I've been so far 

But when I drink 
I hear things that aren't really there 
I feel things when I shouldn't really care 
Have fist fights with the air 
But if I think about someone besides myself 
I lived through the silver and the bell 
With something to tell 
Just do your best 

It's the only way to keep that last bit of sanity 
Maybe I don't have to be good but I can try to be 
At least a little better than I've been so far 

But when I drink 
I spend the next morning in a haze 
But we only get so many days 
Now I have one less 
Just do your best 

It's the only way to keep that last bit of sanity 
Maybe I don't have to be good but I can try to be 
At least a little better than I've been so far 
Oh, at least a little better than I've been so far

21676. When I Fall

Steve Earle - When I Fall

[Verse 1]
Late at night on some dark deserted highway
On my way to another lonesome town
I thought I might see the first light of a new day
As it lay like fool's gold on the ground
[Chorus]
But whenever I'm feeling low



I won't have to cry alone, I know
'Cause you will answer when I call
If I soar above the clouds and then
I come crashing back to Earth again
You will catch me when I fall

[Verse 2]
All these years I've watched you trip and stumble
There were times that I feared that you were lost
And every tear I dried after you tumbled
Comes to mind when I'm considering the cost

[Chorus]
But whenever I'm feeling low
I won't have to cry alone, I know
'Cause you will answer when I call
If I soar above the clouds and then
Come crashing back to Earth again
You will catch me when I fall

[Verse 3]
In my heart, there's a place for you to run to
Anytime you're tired and hurt and blue
For my part I have only to remind you
You will find me waiting when you do

[Chorus]
But whenever I'm feeling low
I won't have to cry alone, I know
'Cause you will answer when I call
If I soar above the clouds and then
I come crashing back to Earth again
You will catch me when I fall

21677. When I Fall - Chords

When I Fall 
Elephant Revival

       Am
When I fall, Lord let me fall.
       C                      G
When I rise, see you standing there.
 
  Am               Em
A light beyond the dark,
   C              G
A love that is unbound,
 
Am               Em
A veil that shields our eyes,
   C             G
As the sun goes down.



 
       Am
When I fall, Lord let me fall.
       C                      G
When I rise, see you standing there.
 
       Am
When I fall, Lord let me fall.
       C                      G
When I rise, see you standing there.
  Am                    Em
We start, where we find ourselves,
   C                     G
In heartbreak, doubt and pain.
  Am                    Em
It's here, within these walls,
         C                   G
That we transcend and begin again.
 
       Am
When I fall, Lord let me fall.
       C                      G
When I rise, see you standing there.
 
       Am
When I fall, Lord let me fall.
       C                      G
When I rise, see you standing there.

21678. When I Fall - Chords

When I Fall
Steve Earl - When I Fall

      -----(capo 2nd fret)-----

Intro - G - C - D =2x's 

(verse 1)
        Em7            C              G  -  D
Late at night on some dark deserted highway,
      Em7      C               D
On my way to another lonesome town,
            Em7            C                G      D
I thought I might see the first light of a new day,
      Em7       Bm                  D  - Dadd11/C - Dadd11/B - Dadd11/A
As it lay like fool's gold on the ground,

(chorus)
        C                 D
But whenever I'm feeling low,
         G                   C
I won't have to cry alone I know,



                D             G
Cause you will answer when I call,
      C                         D
If I soar above the clouds and then,
         G                      C
I come crashin' back to earth again,
          D               G - Em7 - C - G - D
You will catch me when I fall,

(verse 2)
All these years I've watched you trip and stumble,
There were times that I feared that you were lost,
But every tear that I dried after you tumbled,
Comes to mind when I'm considering the,

(chorus)
        C                 D
But whenever I'm feeling low,
         G                   C
I won't have to cry alone I know,
                D             G
Cause you will answer when I call,
      C                         D
If I soar above the clouds and then,
         G                      C
I come crashin' back to earth again,
          D               G 
You will catch me when I fall,

(lead chords - Em7 - C - G - D - Em7 - C - D
               Dadd11/C - Dadd11/B - Dadd11/A
                - C - D - G - C -D - G

(bridge)
      Em7              C                G    D
In my heart there's a place for you to run to,
    Em7          C                  D
Any time you're tired and hurt and blue,
       Em7          C        G        D
For my part I have only to remind you,
         Em7      Bm              D - Dadd11/C - Dadd11/B - Dadd11/A
You will find me waiting when you do,

(chorus)
        C                 D
But whenever I'm feeling low,
         G                   C
I won't have to cry alone I know,
                D             G
Cause you will answer when I call,
      C                         D
If I soar above the clouds and then,
         G                      C
I come crashin' back to earth again,
          D               G 
You will catch me when I fall,



        C                 D
But whenever I'm feeling low,
         G                   C
I won't have to cry alone I know,
                D             G
Cause you will answer when I call,
      C                         D
If I soar above the clouds and then,
         G                      C
I come crashin' back to earth again,
          D               G 
You will catch me when I fall,

Dadd11/C = X30032
Dadd11/B = X20032
Dadd11/A = X00032

21679. When I Fall In Love

Linda Ronstadt - When I Fall In Love

When I fall in love
It will be forever
Or I'll never fall in love
In a restless world like this is

Love is ended before it's begun
And too many moonlight kisses
Seem to melt in the warmth of the sun
When I give my heart

It will be completely
Or I'll never give my heart
And the moment I can feel that
You feel that way too
I will give my heart to you

21680. When I First Came Here

Dwight Yoakam - When I First Came Here

When I first came here
And I was empty, lost and weak
When I first came here
In your arms I found relief
When I first came here
And I was empty, lost and weak
When I first came here
In your arms I found relief.



When I first came here
I was searching for a friend
When I first came here
It was your heart that took me in
When I first came here
I was searching for a friend
When I first came here
It was your heart that took me in.
Though I wasn't wrong to long for your beauty
And my eyes were not blind to trust your smile
What they once never showed
Were the endless moments alone
That you'd leave behind.
--- Instrumental ---
No, they once never showed
These ceaseless moments alone
Are what you'd leave behind.
When I first came here
Your lips were where each thought begun
When I first came here
My craving for you knew no end
When I first came here
Your lips were where each thought begun
When I first came here
My craving for you wouldn't end.
--- Instrumental ---
When I first came here
Each morning we woke spent and weak
When I first came here
We seldon used our bed to sleep
When I first came here
Each woke each morning spent and weak
When I first came here
Our bed was seldon used our for sleep.
When I first came here
I fell victim to your touch
When I first came here
I sought and craved it's constant clutch
When I first came here
I fell victim to your touch
When I first came here
I sought and craved it's constant clutch.
When I first came here
If my memory serves me right
When I first came here
You shared each breath I drew all night
When I first came here
If my memory serves me right
When I first came here
You shared each breath through every night...

21681. When I Get A Little Money - Chords



When I Get A Little Money 
Chris Hillman

[Intro]
C   Am  G  x4
 
[Verse 1]
C      G            C
When I get a little money
C                         F
I'm gonna buy a bird that sings
F                  C
Of the things that I might say
C                Am
When you look at me that way
C               G
I'm gonna buy a bird that sings
 
[Instrumental]
C  Am  G
C  An  G
 
 
[Verse 2]
C      G            C
When I get a little money
C                       F
I'm gonna buy a fishing boat
F                C
But it's only an excuse
C                         Am
Just to sit and talk with you
Am        F        G       C
I'm gonna buy us a fishing boat
 
 
[Verse 3]
C      G            C
When I get a little money
C                       F
I'm gonna buy a wishing well
F                       C
I will toss our pennies down
C                    A
'Till I haye it comes around
Am        F        G       C
I'm gonna buy us a wishing well
 
 
[Chorus]
F                      C
You can't buy a tender whisper
Am                        F G
You can't sell a sad good bye
F             C      Am
I can buy the things that
Am             G        C
Might keep you close to me



C             G              C
It's worth to have you by my side
 
 
[Chorus]
F                      G
You can't buy a tender whisper
Am                        F G
You can't sell a sad good bye
F             C      Am
I can buy the things that
Am    F        G        C
Might keep you close to me
C             G              C
It's worth to have you by my side
 
 
[Verse 4]
Em                  Am
When I get a little money
G                   C
When I get a little more
Am                F
We'll keep it all away
F                     G
Fill missions in your name
C     F                                  G
After all that's all that money's really for
 
 
[Verse 5]
C       G      C
I get a little money
C                         Am
I'm gonna buy a bird that sings
Am     F                   C
Of the things that I might say
F                        C
When you look at me that way
C         Am       G         C
I'm gonna buy us a bird that sings
 
 
[Outtro]
C      G            C
When I get a little money
C      G            C
MmmmmmmHmmmmmmmmmmmmHmmmm

21682. When I Get Home

When I Get Home
Laurie Lewis



When my Savior calls me over yonder
I'll have me a mansion on the other side
Gonna tell my neighbor how glad I am to see him
When I get home I'm going be satisfied

I'll have me a harp of gold just like David's
When i get over on the other side
Gonna sing and play with a band of a million angels
When I get home I'm gonna be satisfied

I'll have a little talk with Abraham and Isaac
Have a little talk with Peter James and Paul
Gonna sit  and have a talk with dad and mother
Gonna have a talk with Jesus first of all

Now when I meet my Savior over yonder
I'll have me a mansion on the other side
I'll leave my worldly troubles here behind me
When I get home I'm going be satisfied

21683. When I Get My Hands On You

Rhiannon Giddens - When I Get My Hands on You

[Verse 1]
When I set my eyes on you
Gonna keep you out of town at night
When I set my eyes on you
Not gonna be outta my sight

[Chorus]
And now you know
Everywhere on earth you go
You're gonna have me as your man

[Verse 2]
When I get my hands on you
Gonna make you carry me
When I get my hands on you
Gonna make you marry me

[Chorus]
And now you know
Everywhere on earth you go
You're gonna have me as your man

Verse 3]
When I come home to you
Gonna take you down to the riverside
When I come home to you
Hold you in my arms all night



[Chorus]
And now you know
Everywhere on earth you go
You're gonna have me as your man
And now you know
Everywhere on earth you go
You're gonna have me as your man

21684. When I Get My Rewards

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - When I Get My Rewards
Seldom Scene

Oh the the night is so still, not a baby will cry
Not a chill wind will blow, disturbing the sky
But there's no peace in me, I'm burning for you
I'm walking the floor in the devil's shoes.

When I get my rewards, I will bring them to you
I shall ask for your love, and swear mine is true
Will you cast me aside, and see me no more?
How can I win your heart when I get my rewards?

They say that your hair can never touch mine
That a poor boy can't hope for a woman so fine
But I work till I fall, determined to win
Driven by need to see you again

21685. When I Get To The Border

Richard Thompson - When I Get To The Border 

Dirty people take what's mine, I can leave them all behind
They can never cross that line when I get to the border
Sawbones standing at the door waiting 'til I hit the floor
He won't find me anymore when I get to the border

Monday morning, Monday morning closing in on me
I'm packing up and I'm running away to where nobody picks on me

If you see a box of pine with a name that looks like mine
Say I drowned in a barrel of wine when I got to the border
When I got to the border

A one way ticket's in my hand, heading for the chosen land
My troubles will all turn to sand when I get to the border
Salty girl with yellow hair waiting in that rocking chair
And if I'm weary I won't care when I get to the border



Monday morning, Monday morning closing in on me
I'm packing up and I'm running away to where nobody picks on me

The dusty road will smell so sweet paved with gold beneath my feet
And I'll be dancing down the street when I get to the border
When I get to the border

21686. When I Get Where I'm Going

Brad Paisley - When I Get Where I'm Going (feat. Dolly Parton) 

When I get where I'm going
On the far side of the sky
The first thing that I'm gonna do
Is spread my wings and fly
I'm gonna land beside a lion
And run my fingers through his mane
Or I might find out what it's like
To ride a drop of rain

[Chorus]
Yeah when I get where I'm going
There'll be only happy tears
I will shed the sins and struggles
I have carried all these years
And I'll leave my heart wide open
I will love and have no fear
Yeah when I get where I'm going
Don't cry for me down here
I'm gonna walk with my grand daddy
And he'll match me step for step
And I'll tell him how I missed him
Every minute since he left
Then I'll hug his neck

[Repeat chorus]

So much pain and so much darkness
In this world we stumble through
All these questions I can't answer
So much work to do
But when I get where I'm going
And I see my maker's face
I'll stand forever in the light
Of his amazing grace
Yeah when I get where I'm going
There'll be only happy tears
Hallelujah
I will love and have no fear
When I get where I'm going
Yeah when I get where I'm going



21687. When I Go

Brett Dennen - When I Go

Hold this heart when I go
Sing my song when I go
Sing it loud when I go
Sing it proud when I go
Some people are learning to die and some people are yearning to fly and
Some people are learning to die and some people are yearning to fly and
Some people are learning to die and some people are yearning to fly
But I know they'd all be yearning to fly
When my, when my, when my soul
Takes leave of this world
When I leave this flesh and these bones
Oh I swear to you that you won't have to go alone

Hold this heart when I go
Sing my song when I go
Sing it loud when I go
Sing it proud when I go
Some people are learning to die and some people are yearning to fly and
Some people are learning to die and some people are yearning to fly and
Some people are learning to die and some people are yearning to fly
But i know they'd all be yearning to fly
The first time my heart collided with yours
I know I felt the ocean tickle the Earth's sandy shores
But changes come and we all know that we can't, we can't stop them
But I hold these memories and I will never drop them
And I'll watch over you

21688. When I Grow Too Old To Dream

Linda Ronstadt - When I Grow Too Old To Dream

We have been gay, going our way
Life has been beautiful, we have been young
After you've gone, life will go on
Like an old song we have sung

When I grow too old to dream
I'll have you to remember
When I grow too old to dream
Your love will live in my heart
So, kiss me my sweet
And so let us part

And when I grow too old to dream
That kiss will live in my heart



And when I grow too old to dream
That kiss will live in my heart

So, kiss me my sweet
And so let us part
And when I grow too old to dream
That kiss will live in my heart

21689. When I Had You

Jerry Jeff Walker - When I Had You

When I had you
I had things to do
I never took time for you
Now that you're gone
And all I got it time
All I do is think of you

Chorus
We never want the thing
We already got
We only want what we can't have
And just like child
Who's thrown away his toy
Once someone has got it
How he crys to get it back
Never want water
Till well runs dry
And then you can't believe it's gone
Now that I see
Just how much you mean to me
I can't believe I'm so alone

Chorus

21690. When I Lay My Burdens Down - Chords

When I Lay My Burdens Down
Written and recorded by Larry Sparks

Glory glory hallelujah when I lay my burdens down
                                  G7         C
Glory glory hallelujah when I lay my burdens down

                                 F              C
I wanna see see my father when I lay my burdens down
                                     G7         C
I wanna see see my father when I lay my burdens down



repeat #1 

                                 F              C
I wanna see see my mother when I lay my burdens down
                                     G7         C
I wanna see see my mother when I lay my burdens down

repeat #1

                                F              C  
I wanna see see my Jesus when I lay my burdens down
                                    G7         C
I wanna see see my Jesus when I lay my burdens down

repeat #1 x2

21691. When I Left East Virginia

When I Left East Virginia
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

When I left old East Virginia North Carolina I did roam
There I met a fair your maiden her virgin name I did not know
Her hair was darken colored and her cheeks were rosy red
Upon her breast she wore white lilies where I longed to lay my head

I was just from East Virginia with a heart so brave and cruel
And I learned to love this maiden with the eyes of heavenly blue
In my heart she was my darling at my door she was welcome in
At my gate I always leave her she was the girl I tried to win

Then one day she packed her suitcase told me she was goin' away
I followed her down so the station said my darling won't you stay
I'd rather be in some dark hollow where the sun don't ever shine
For you to be another man's darling and I know you'll never be mine

She got aboard that train and left me I'm nothing now the trouble I see
There will be no more pleasure in this whole wide world for me

21692. When I Look At The World

Lucinda Williams - When I Look at the World

I've been out of luck
I've been talked about
I've been locked up 
I've been shut out
I've had some bad dreams



And then feel the regret
I've made a mess of things
And been a total wreck
I've been disrespected
and taken for a ride
I've been rejected
and had my patience tried

But then I look at the world 
in all its glory
I look at the world 
And it's a different story 
each time I look at the world 

I've been used and out of work
I've been abused and lied to
I've been left behind 
I've been misunderstood 
I've been out of my mind
And not feeling good
I've been lost 
I've been turned away
I've hated power
there's been hell to pay

And then I look at the world 
in all its glory
I look at the world 
And it's a different story 
each time I look at the world

I've been unforgiven
I've been let down 
Had the truth hurt
I"ve been kicked around 
I've been wasted
I've been on the brink
I've had my faith tested and my spirits sink
I've been unwelcome
I've been unloved
I've been cheated on and made a fool of

And then I look at the world 
in all its glory
I look at the world
And it's a different story, each time 
I look at the world 
in all its glory 
I look at the world
And it's a different story each time I look at the world 
Each time I look at the world 
Each time I look at the world



21693. When I Look Into Your Heart

When I Look Into Your Heart (Vince Gill with Amy Grant) - Vince Gill

When I look into your heart
I see us holding each other
I can finally see forever
When I look into your heart

I've seen the moon dance on the waters
Watched the morning sun slip through the trees
But the sight of you is the vision
That takes me to my knees

When I look into your heart
I see us holding each other
I can finally see forever
When I look into your heart

I've never known such comfort
I've never felt such release
I've never felt so connected
I've never known such peace

When I look into your heart
I see us holding each other
I can finally see forever
When I look into your heart

I can finally see forever
When I look into your heart

21694. When I Look Into Your Heart - Chords

When I Look Into Your Heart
Recorded by Vince Gill and Amy Grant
Written by Vince Gill

C                     Em
When I look into your heart 
F                     C
I see us holding each other
      F              Em
I can finally see forever 
       Dm     G7      C
When I look into your heart
     G7                         F
I've seen the moon dance on the waters
Dm                  G7                   C
Watched the morning sun slip through the trees
        Am                  Em
But the sight of you is the vision
     Dm             G7



That takes me to my knees
       C              Em
When I look into your heart 
F                     C
I see us holding each other
      F              Em
I can finally see forever 
       Dm     G7      C
When I look into your heart
G7                    F
I've never known such comfort 
Dm         G7          C
I've never felt such release
Am                 Em
I've never felt so connected 
Dm                    G7
I've never known such peace
       C              Em
When I look into your heart 
F                     C
I see us holding each other
      F              Em
I can finally see forever 
       Dm     G7      C
When I look into your heart
      F              Em
I can finally see forever 
       Dm     G7      C
When I look into your heart

21695. When I Lost My Darlin'

When I Lost My Darlin' (Larry W. Jones 09/05/2007) 

Well, when I lost my darlin'
That's when I think I lost my mind
Yeah, when I lost my darlin'
That's when I think I lost my mind
My mind just ain't what it's been
Since that sweet girl's no longer mine
I hear familiar voices
Say hello whenever we meet
I hear familiar voices
Say hello whenever we meet
But I can't see through these tears
When I meet them out on the street
- instrumental -
I paid a visit to my doctor
To see what was wrong with me
I paid a visit to my doctor
To see what was wrong with me
He told me, now listen here mister
Your mind's lost in misery



Well, when I lost my darlin'
That's when I know I lost my mind
Yeah, when I lost my darlin'
That's when I know I lost my mind
My mind just ain't what it's been
Since that sweet girl's no longer mine

21696. When I Loved You

The Louvin Brothers - When I Loved You

When I loved you, you didn't want me
You turned me away from the door of your heart
When I loved you, you loved me too
But you didn't know it, darling, 'til another won my heart

I got the message you sent by a friend
Telling me that you have to be with me once more
You heard of my wedding and you can't believe it
But my heart is safe now, it don't hurt no more

When I loved you, you didn't want me
You turned me away from the door of your heart
When I loved you, you loved me too
But you didn't know it, darling, 'til another won my heart

You say that you need me more than you need life
And you've asked me to cheat her, "I need you tonight"
But how could you want me if I were untrue?
And you know if I cheat her, then I'd cheat you too

When I loved you, you didn't want me
You turned me away from the door of your heart
When I loved you, you loved me too
But you didn't know it, darling, 'til another won my heart

21697. When I Paint My Masterpiece

Emmylou Harris - When I Paint My Masterpiece
Greensky Bluegrass

Oh, the streets of Rome are filled with rubble
Ancient footprints are everywhere
You can almost think that you're seein' double
On a cold, dark night on the Spanish Stairs
Got to hurry on back to my hotel room
Where I've got me a date with Botticelli's niece
She promised that she'd be right there with me 
When I paint my masterpiece



Oh, the hours I've spent inside the Coliseum
Dodging lions and wastin' time
Oh, those mighty kings of the jungle
I could hardly stand to see 'em
Yes, it sure has been a long, hard climb
Train wheels runnin' through the back of my memory
When I ran on the hilltop following a pack of wild geese 
Someday, everything is gonna be smooth like a rhapsody
When I paint my masterpiece

Sailin' round the world in a dirty gondola
Oh to be back in the land of Coca Cola!
I left Rome and landed in Brussels
On a plane ride so bumpy that I almost cried
Clergymen in uniform and young girls pullin' muscles
Everyone was there to greet me when I stepped inside
Newspapermen eating candy had to be held down by big police Someday,
everything is gonna be different
When I paint my masterpiece

21698. When I Reach That City On The Hill - Chords

When I Reach That City On The Hill
Recorded by the Blue Sky Boys

G
On the top of Mount Zion is a city 
                                     D7
And the earth with its glory it doth fill
G
And I shall look upon its beauty in the morning 
                  D7          G
When I reach that city on the hill

Oh that city on Mont Zion 
                                 D7
Though a pilgrim yet I love Thee still
G
I'll not leave Thee through the ages 
                  D7          G
When I reach that city on the hill

I'm invited to come home to that city
                              D7
For the word says who so ever will
G
And I'll find a mansion for me waiting
                  D7          G
When I reach that city on the hill

Repeat #2



So I'll stay here until my Savior calls me
                            D7
Trying daily to perform His will
G
Then He will say to me well done up yonder
                  D7          G
When I reach that city on the hill

Repeat #2

21699. When I Reach That Home Up There

When I Reach That Home Up There
Dailey & Vincent

When the Lord calls me home and time shall be no more
I will fly with His angels to that far and distant shore
There I'll stand before the gates waiting for my dear Lord
Blessed be the Savior, I'm home for ever more.

And there'll be shouts of gladness, brother, halleluiah I am home
There with my dear Savior, never more to roam
And I'll sit with my father, mother, sister and my brother
When I reach my home up there

There'll I'll walk the streets of gold, shake the hands with friends of old
While I sing along with angels praises to my dear Lord
Let the bells of heaven ring, halleluiah I am free!
Thank you oh Savior, I'll live eternally

And there'll be shouts of gladness, brother, halleluiah I am home
There with my dear Savior, never more to roam
And I'll sit with my father, mother, sister and my brother
When I reach my home up there

And there'll be shouts of gladness, brother, halleluiah I am home
There with my dear Savior, never more to roam
And I'll sit with my father, mother, sister and my brother
When I reach my home up there
When I reach my home up there

21700. When I Reach That Home Up There - Chords

When I Reach That Home Up There 
Recorded by Dailey and Vincent
Written by Jamie Dailey
 
C
When the Lord calls me home and time shall be no more



       F                                           C
I will fly with His angels to that far and distant shore
                                                      Am
There I'll stand before the gates waiting for my dear Lord
F              C          G7            C
Blessed be the Savior I'm home for ever more

And there'll be shouts of gladness brother hallelujah I am home
           F                            C
There with my dear Savior never more to roam
                                                 Am
And I'll sit with my father mother sister and my brother
       C        G7      C
When I reach my home up there

There'll I'll walk the streets of gold 

Shake the hands with friends of old
        F                                         C
While I sing along with angels praises to my dear Lord
                                             Am
Let the bells of heaven ring hallelujah I am free
F            C           G7         C
Thank you oh Savior I'll live eternally

Repeat #2 X2

21701. When I Saw You Leaving (For Nisey)

When I Saw You Leaving (For Nisey)

Ain't it funny how, in a minute, your whole life's looking fine
And a short few words later it all just comes untied?
You can't believe you're looking at what was always someone else
Now it's staring right back at you, yesterday you couldn't tell
So shock and dissolution, helpless and confused
Not knowing how and what to say, not accepting that it's true.
You can't help but see the worst to come a thousand different ways
The same time trying to hold on strong in optimistic games.
When I saw you leaving, when I saw you leaving
When I saw you leaving in my mind.
And the angry starts to surface, looking up, asking why
And you realize he probably wants the best, as same as I
Days just go by quickly, nights just never end
As time gets so more precious, every sunrise and old friend
Trying to be opposed, to lean on, a part you learn is hard to play
Asking God to let you take her place or just take it all away.
Hope you'll wake up in the morning, was all just been a dream
You never take for granted every second that you breathe.
When I saw you leaving, when I saw you leaving
When I saw you leaving in my mind.
And the seconds turn to minutes
And minutes wouldn't last



And the hours, days and weeks and months
Seem endless and too fast
And the lessons just pour from Heaven
Like the rain on that first spring
Since that moment I first saw you
You might not always be with me.
When I saw you leaving, when I saw you leaving
When I saw you leaving in my mind.
Ain't it funny how, in a minute, your whole life's looking fine
And a short few words later it all just comes untied?

21702. When I Sing For Him - Chords

When I Sing For Him
recorded by Dolly Parton
written by Porter Wagoner
 
G      C                      G
When I sing for him oh praise God's holy name
      D7                      G
I can feel his presence in my soul
       C                       G
When I sing for him oh blessed be his name
      D7                             G
How I rejoice within when I sing for Him
 
     D7                    G
As I sing a melody that He gave
       C                                    G
When I speak God's name in song or kneel to pray
     C                           G
Oh I have a special feeling deep within
C      G
When I sing for him
 
       D7                          G
When I sing for Him in person hallelujah
       C                        G
When I move to my new home hallelujah
       C                           G     C
Oh the angels will be singing hallelujah amen
       G             D7     C        G
When I sing for Him  when I sing for Him

21703. When I Stop Dreaming

The Louvin Brothers - When I Stop Dreaming
Dailey & Vincent - Jim & Jesse
Emmylou Harris - Country Gentlemen



When I stop dreaming
That's when I'll stop loving you

The worst I've ever been hurt in my life
The first time I ever have wanted to die
Was the night when you told me you loved someone else
And asked me if I could forget

When I stop dreaming
That's when I'll stop wanting you

I'd be like a flower, unwanted in spring
Alone, neglected, transplanted in vain
To a garden of sadness where its petals will fall
In the shadows of undying pain

When I stop dreaming
That's when I'll stop thinking of you

You may teach the flowers to bloom in the snow
You may take a pebble and teach it to grow
You might teach all the raindrops to return to the clouds
But you can't teach my heart to forget

When I stop dreaming
That's when I'll stop crying for you

21704. When I Take My Vacation in Heaven

When I Take My Vacation in Heaven
The Blue Sky Boys

There are those who are taking vacations to the mountains the lakes and the sea 
Where they rest from their cares and their troubles 
What a wonderful time that must be 
But it seems not my lot to be like them I must toil through the heat and the cold 
Seekin' out the lost sheep on the mountains bringing wanderers back to the fold 
But when I take my vacation in heaven what a wonderful time that will be 
Hearing concerts by the heavenly chorus and the face of my Saviour I'll see 
Sitting down on the banks of the river neath the shade of the evergreen tree 
There I'll rest from my burdens forever won't you take your vacation with me 
(Sitting down on the banks of the river under the shade of the evergreen tree) 
There I'll rest from my burdens forever won't you take your vacation with me

21705. When I Travel My Last Mile (He Will Hold My Hand) - Chords

When I Travel My Last Mile (He Will Hold My Hand) 
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent



Written by Henry J. Donohue

G                              C    G
Some day when I travel my last mile here 
                            D7
The call will be coming for me 
     G                            C  G
I'll enter the lifeboat that will be near
            D7       G
To carry me over the sea
           C  G
He'll hold my hand 
                        D7
As over death's river I go 
     G    C    G
Then safe I'll be 
             D7       G
In beautiful heaven I know
                                       C    G
My bark shall sail safely though waves dash high 
                        D7
For Jesus will be at my side 
      G                              C   G
He'll still the rough waters when by and by
                 D7       G
I'm crossing the river so wide
           C  G
He'll hold my hand (hold to my hand)
                        D7
As over death's river I go 
     G    C    G
Then safe I'll be (safe I shall be)
             D7       G
In beautiful heaven I know
                        C      G
I'm ready to go to that golden shore
                               D7
To live there while ages shall roll 
  G                            C  G
I want to see Jesus and saints of yore
              D7          G
In heaven the home of the soul
Repeat #4
          C      G
Then safe I will be 
             D7       G
In beautiful heaven I know

21706. When I Travel My Last Mile / He Will Hold My Hand

When I Travel My Last Mile / He Will Hold My Hand
Rhonda Vincent - When I Travel My Last Mile / He Will Hold My Hand



The call will be coming for me;
I'll enter the lifeboat that will be near
To carry me over the sea.

CHORUS:

He'll hold--------- my hand
(hold to my hand)
As over death's river I go;
Then safe--------------I'll be
(safe I shall be)
In beautiful heaven I know.

My bark shall sail safely tho' waves dash high,
For Jesus will be at my side;
He'll still the rough waters when by and by
I'm crossing the river so wide.

CHORUS:

I'm ready to go to that golden shore
To live there while ages shall roll;
I want to see Jesus and saints of yore
In heaven the home of the soul.

CHORUS:

21707. When I Wake To Sleep No More - Chords

When I Wake To Sleep No More
Recorded by Ralph Stanley
Written by Marion Easterling

G
What a glad thought some wonderful morning 
              
Just to hear Gabriel's trumpet sound 
 
When I wake up when I wake up 
            D7
To sleep no more (to sleep no more) 

       G
Rising to meet our blessed redeemer 
 
With a glad shout I'll leave the ground 
 
When I wake up (when I wake up) 
   D7       G        C        G
To sleep no more (to sleep no more) 

When I wake up some glad morning 
 



To sleep no more jewels adorning 
 
How happy I'll be over in glory 
                 D7
On the beautiful shore telling the story 

     G
With the redeemed of all the ages 
 
Praising the one who I adore 
 
When I wake up (when I wake up) 
   D7       G        C        G
To sleep no more (to sleep no more)  

Glory to God I'll have a new body 

Changed in a twinkling of an eye 

When I wake up (when I wake up) 
            D7
To sleep no more (to sleep no more)

 
Leaving behind all troubles and trials 

Bound for the city up on high 

When I wake up (when I wake up)
   D7       G        C        G
To sleep no more (to sleep no more) 

Repeat #3 & 4

21708. When I Was A Cowboy

When I Was a Cowboy
Deadly Gentlemen

A blue sky blackened and broke open
All without even a bit of warning
And a bad time came on
A fifteen day long downpour storming
I took a look at the wrack of my home
All sunken on the day that flood quit
I didn't waste to grieve I took a ride that evening
And never looked back at that mud pit

I live to tell my tale, whether apocryphal or proper
I took off onward from the nighttime dawnward
With nothing but a pocketful of copper
I neither did care nor wonder what plunder
Fortune or decay would the West hold



Day by day so rugged I made my way
From pitiful city to pesthole
All that while over the wide open mile
The germ of the man that I am festered
Through skies so boundless with trouble all around us
I followed the wallow of that corruption westward

Every day I died in that saddle
Riding till I felt the fiber of my flesh turn pain
Through wood through dale downriver and over trail
I made it to the western plain
Land of the rotten and good, the clay pot and cottonwood
I made it but I can't say how, boy
I lived by a bludgeon but nobody was judging
Back then when I was a cowboy

Come on cow, come a cow cow yippee ay yay
Come on cow, come a cow cow yippee ay yay

Even today I can still see that drinkery filthy
Wormwood bubbling up in the dramglass
It flooded my brain so damn fast
In a second I reckon it hit me like a sandblast
Saw damnation clear as daybreak
In a vision that I had in my head then
I walked on fire, choking on smoke
In the wicked valley of the shadow of the dead men
Just like a foundling in a wild surrounding
Looking at a world so brutal and beastly
The way that it gripped my brain that vision

Did it really ever release me?

It was that day then when I knew through the darkness
Every bit of the good in me was gone sir
I strode down deeper into the bowel of the valley
Where even the most vile unreckonable monster
Looking at me through bright red eyes so mightily
Wailed, turned tail from the sight of me
For the half day I treaded that pathway
Looking on sights so rank and unseemly
Saw no light and didn't care didn't frighten
I knew then nothing would ever redeem me

Hellfire faded and died the sky broke up
Bedraggled and ragged in daybroken open I woke up
Knowing in my core no mortal nor war
Nothing could destroy me, hinder me, harm me
Fearless, and with a newfound clearness
I scrabbled up in the saddle and rode like an army

Come on cow, come a cow cow yippee ay yay
Come on cow, come a cow cow yippee ay yay

On a strange and ancient saltscape
At the foot of a land of sand and shale
My solitary form is traveling up along a lonesome and abandoned trail



But I saw then distant skyline riders
All blurred by the heat rays
Out of a long gone bloodland now they appeared here
Ravenous half-savage and meat-crazed
I tried to out run them but I knew I was done when I turned
To a sight to terrorize
Two men wicked and cruel, painted in wicked gruel
Rapidly riding upon me pairwise
When that first rider drew near
I levered a pistol ball all ready to cap it
And from my pocket I drew that weapon
Leveled at that rider rapid and fired

With the rigor of the trigger lingering in my finger
Ring of smoke moldering into thin air
I looked at that empty saddle
Voided of the rider who had been there
But I heard nor saw no man nor bits of blown blown shardwise scattering
I saw no body no man no blood
And toward me that horse was clattering

I looked on yonder frightened to ponder
Strange and unnatural forces
And I did not see nor hear both men
Running around behind me horseless

With a blow to the back I toppled
And tumbling down that hot rock hill I snowballed
With a warlike holler both of the men followed
Quickening in a flash of cobalt
The two drew near and I knew my doom
I felt my heartbeat slackening
But lying on my back
I saw in the sun
The coming of a strange, blackened ring
I drew my boot blade against those two
In the second it took them to look up at that black sun
I killed the couple of them graveyard dead
But I swear it gave no satisfaction

21709. When I Was In My Prime

Rhiannon Giddens - When I Was in My Prime

When I was in my prime
I flourished like a vine
There came along a false, young man
That stole the heart of mine
That stole the heart of mine
The gardener standing by
Three choices he offered me
The pink, the violet, and red rose, which I refused all three
Which I refused all three



The pink's no flower at all
For it fades away too soon
The violet is too pale a hue
I think I'll wait 'til June
I think I'll wait 'til June
In June, the red rose blooms
That's not the flower for me
I think I'll pull the red rose up and plant a willow tree
And plant a willow tree
And the willow tree shall weep
And the willow tree shall whine
I wish I was in the young man's arm
That stole the heart of mine
That stole the heart of mine
If I should last for one year more
And God should grant me grace
I'll save enough crystal tears
To wash His deceitful face
To wash His deceitful face

21710. When I Was Young - Chords

When I Was Young 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
C    C    C    C
Bb  B  C
 
[Verse 1]
N.C.                                                          C7
When I was young I didn't look at the clouds and hope for the rain
                                                                  G7
When I was young I didn't think these lights should ever bring me sorrow
           C7                                                F7
When I was young I thought someday everybody's gonna know my name
           C7                       G7                    C7
When I was young the hardest work I had was waitin' for tomorrow
 
[Interlude]
Bb  B  C
 
[Verse 2]
N.C.                                            C7
When I was young I used to wake up early in the morning
                                                               G7
When I was young I could climb up a mountain didn't matter how tall
           C7                                 F7
When I was young I didn't listen to anybody's warning
           C7                    G7               C7
When I was young I could jump; I wasn't afraid to fall
 
[Chorus]



G7 F#7 F7                        C7
          Well now I'm grown, and things are not exactly what they seem
F7                             G7
   The older I get, the less I know and the more I dream
 
[Verse 3]
C7
When I was young I didn't worry about money in my pocket
C7                                                             G7
When I was young I didn't think I'd ever need to buy a diamond ring
           C7                                         F7
When I was young I used to put my heart in a cage and lock it
            C7                       G7                      C7
When I was young I could talk about love but I didn't know a thing
 
[Chorus]
 
G7  F#7  F7                        C7
            But now I'm grown, and things are not exactly what they seem
F7                                   G7
   The bigger I get, the smaller the world, and the less it all means
 
[Guitar Solo]
C7   C7    G7   C7   F7   C7   G7   C7
 
[Verse 4]
C7
When I was young I used to say my prayers without the feelin'
C7
When I was young I didn't worry about the things I couldn't understand
C7                                                        F
When I was young I didn't know anything about hurtin' and healin'
           C7                       G7                     C7
When I was young I guess I didn't believe I'd ever be a man
 
[Chorus]
C7  Bb7  F7                          C7
             But now I'm grown, and things are not exactly what they seem
F7                           G7
   I think about God - and I wonder does he think about me
 
[Outro]
C7

21711. When I Was Yours

Emmylou Harris - When I Was Yours

In a lonely room, waiting for the night to fall
I hear your voice in every whip-poor-will that calls
And it takes me back to a better place and a sweeter time
When I was your's and you were mine



As the shadows fall and the light grows dim I see your face
I close my eyes and feel the warmth of your embrace
As I long for you and for all those days when hearts entwined
When I was your's and you were mine
When I was your's and you were mine

When I was your's and you were mine, a truer love in Caroline
Ever waltzed across these hills and danced beneath the stars
Life was sweeter than the flowers blooming on the vine
When I was your's and you were mine

So I lay my head on a pillow soft and stained with tears
I cry for you through all the long and lonely years
But when I dream till the morning sun comes to shine
Then I'll be your's and you'll be mine

Yes, I will go back to a better place and a sweeter time
When I was your's and you were mine

21712. When I'm 64

When I'm 64
The Del McCoury Band

When I get older losing my hair
Many years from now
Will you still be sending me the Valentine
Birthday greetings, bottle of wine

If I'd been out till quarter to three
Would you lock the door
Will you still need me, will you still feed me
When I'm sixty-four

You'll be older too
And if you say the word I could stay with you

I could be handy mending a fuse
When your lights have gone
You can knit a sweater by the fireside
Sunday morning go for a ride

Doing a garden, digging the weeds
Who could ask for more
Will you still need me, will you still feed me
When I'm sixty-four

Every summer we can rent a cottage in the Isle of Wight
if it's not too dear
We shall scrimp and save
Grandchildren on your knee
Vera, Chuck & Dave



Send me a postcard, drop me a line
Stating point of view
Indicate precisely what you mean to say
Yours sincerely, wasting away

Give me your answer, fill in a form
Mine for evermore
Will you still need me, will you still feed me
When I'm sixty-four

21713. When I'm Free Again

Rodney Crowell - When I'm Free Again

I used to take all night for a woman and a song
I can still remember when I used to be that strong
Girl, I'm thankful for the world you let me see
It's a good life, but it's just not right for me
And when I'm free again
I'll be somewhere being me again
I'll be somewhere where the nights roll on
Singing some ol' lonesome song that I've been holding back so long
And I'll be me again
When I'm free again
They used to know my name in every club in town
I wonder if that crowd's still out runnin' round
It's the only world where my heart fit right in
And I can't help it if I wanna go back again
And when I'm free again
I'll be somewhere being me again
I'll be somewhere where the nights roll on
Singing some ol' lonesome song that I've been holding back so long
And I'll be me again
When I'm free again
When I'm free again (when I'm free)
I'll be out there being me again (when I'm free)
I'll be out there where the nights roll on
Singing some ol' lonesome song that I've been holding back so long
And I'll be me again
When I'm free again
Yeah, I'll be me again
When I'm free again

21714. When I'm Gone

When I'm Gone 
Steeldrivers
 
CHORUS: 



When I'm gone 
You'll find yourself another fool 
Before too long 
And it won't make a difference who was right or wrong 
When I'm gone  
 
Just a door that I never should have opened 
Just a door you never should have let me in 
Just a door that it's time for me to close and, 
One I won't be knockin' on again, 
  
I can't say that I never gonnamiss you 
I can't tell you that you'll never cross my mind 
I can't say I won't be wishin' I could kiss you 
One more time, 
 
When I'm gone

21715. When I'm Gone

When I'm Gone
Mipso

I am a man half a century from home
These calloused hands served their master well
Dear, nothing is the matter
We plow our fields and scatter in the wind
To end our days alone

I remember crawling into Grandma's open arms
And hiding in the blanket by her feet
She said "We're all each other's neighbors
Searching for a saviour to lead us home
On the day we leave."

When I'm gone, don't you think of me
Don't you place a rose upon my stone
Promise me you'll never weep
Tell the chldren I'm asleep
And sing "Holy, holy, holy" as I make my journey home

Won't you bury me in the Carolina clay
It's seeped into my fingers anyway
This ground is someting hallow, bury me shallow
Let me feel the tapping of the rain

We'll never know the place we all would go from here
Be still, my soul, bring the hour near
We see the world in flashes
Ashes all to ashes, dust to dust
We've come to disappear

When I'm gone, don't you think of me



Don't you place a rose upon my stone
Promise me you'll never weep
Tell the chldren I'm asleep
And sing "Holy, holy, holy" as I make my journey home
And sing "Holy, holy, holy" as I make my journey home

21716. When I'm Gone

When I'm Gone
Wayne Taylor

Well I'm tired of the is fussing 
I'm tired of all this fighting 
it's time for me to change some things around. 
If you don't quit your ways 
and I don't mean tomorrow 
I'll pack my stuff and move right out of town. 
I've got friends around the world 
I know lots of pretty girls who'd take me in a heart beat if I choose. 
I won't say good bye no I won't even cry, 
cause baby your the one who's gonna lose.

chorus:
you gonna miss my hugging gonna miss my kissin 
you're gonna miss me singing all those songs, 
your gonna miss my loving your gonna miss my turtle dovin' 
I'll bet you're gonna miss me when I'm gone.

Well life is really short and buddy that's no doubt, 
ya gotta grab all the gusto that I can, 
I don't need to be put down, gotta get my feet back on the ground, 
I'll soon be an independent man. 
I got a brother in Milwalkee who says wants to help me, 
put bluegrass band out on the road. 
Now when you start to bawling, no I want come a crawling, 
cause babe I think it's time for me to go.

chorus:
you gonna miss my hugging ya gonna miss my kissin you're gonna miss me singing all those 
songs, your gonna miss my loving your gonna miss my turtle dovin' I'll bet you're gonna miss 
me when I'm gone, I'll bet you're gonna miss me when I'm gone.

chorus:
you gonna miss my hugging gonna miss my kissin you're gonna miss me singing all those so
ngs, your gonna miss my loving your gonna miss my turtle dovin' I'll bet you're gonna miss m
e when I'm gone, I'll bet you're gonna miss me when I'm gone.

(Jimmy Martin ending)



21717. When I'm Gone

Dolly Parton - When I'm Gone 
(Dolly Parton)

You say that you're bored with life and that you're bored with me
'Cause you say that this love of ours ain't what it ought to be
Now you despise this little house that we've always called home
I know that you don't love me now, but you'll love me when I'm gone
Gone
You'll love me when I'm gone 
and then you'll realize just what I meant to you
You-oo-oo-oo
You'll miss me when I'm gone and then you'll realize how good I've been to you
You-ooo-ooo-ooo
You'll want me when I'm gone and then you'll realize you've loved me all along
Oh, it's true you may not love me now, but you'll love me when I'm gone
Gone
We've grown too familiar with each other, so you say
You say there's no excitement now. Too bad you feel that way
Well, I wonder how exciting that your life will be alone
Oh, I know you may not want me now, but you'll miss me when I'm gone
Gone
You'll love me when I'm gone and then you'll realize just what I meant to you
You-oo-oo-oo
You'll miss me when I'm gone and then you'll realize how good I've been to you
You-ooo-ooo-ooo
You'll want me when I'm gone and then you'll realize you've loved me all along
Oh, I know you may not want me now, but you'll miss me when I'm gone
Gone

21718. When I'm Gone

When I'm Gone

You're gonna miss when I'm gone
You're gonna miss when I'm gone
Oh I know you will miss when I'm gone
You're gonna miss me by my walk
You're gonna miss me by my talk
Oh I know you will miss when I'm gone

   When I'm gone (when I'm gone) when I'm gone (when I'm gone)
   Oh I know you will miss when I'm gone
   When I'm gone (when I'm gone) when I'm gone (when I'm gone)
   Oh I know you will miss when I'm gone

You're gonna miss me by my prayers
You're gonna miss me everywhere
Oh I know you will miss when I'm gone
You're gonna miss me by my song
You're gonna miss me all day long
Oh I know you will miss when I'm gone



You're gonna miss me by my ways
You're gonna miss me every day
Oh I know you will miss when I'm gone
You're gonna miss me by my song
You're gonna miss me all day long
Oh I know you will miss when I'm gone

21719. When I'm Knee Deep in Bluegrass

When I'm Knee Deep in Bluegrass - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

(Verse 1)
Everything I own is in my old Ford, except what's on my back
I got one more stop before I go to pick up my last check
And I'll leave a note that says goodbye to my good ol' gal named Fae
I'd like to see her one more time but it would take another day

(Chorus)
When I'm knee deep in bluegrass, then I'll be satisfied
I don't care if it's bottom land or rocky mountain high
Any part of old Kentucky's home sweet home to me
Knee deep in bluegrass is where I want to be

(Verse 2)
I can see uncle Bill, sitting on the porch, pickin' at his old banjo
Looking out across the field, watching his green corn grow
There's nothing more I'm waiting for than to see this road unwind
When the city lights are lying in the miles I've left behind

(Chorus)

(Verse 3)
Cincinatti's gonna hear hear my Ford as we go rolling through
But the only thing they'll see of us is just a cloud of blue
These wheels ain't gonna make stop in no other town
Until i know my feet can touch that good Kentucky ground

(Chorus)

21720. When I'm Through Fallin' Apart - Chords

When I'm Through Fallin' Apart
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Bob Morrison, Gene Dobbins, Michael Huffman

C           F            G7          C
What I need tonight is a shoulder to cry on
     F                G7                       C   G7



Just hold me till the heartache's through with me
C            F       G7                C
Maybe we can build a new love from the ashes
    F                 G7            C
But first I've got to burn some memories
                                      F
When I'm through fallin' apart put me together
     C                             G7
I'll give you all the pieces of my heart
       C                                   F   Dm
When I tell you not right now I don't mean never
     C              G7              C
Just wait until I'm through fallin' apart
                          F        G7               C
There's something in your eyes and then the way you hold me
     F              G7             C      G7
That says you wanna be more than a friend
  C          F          G7             C
I can't wait until that final tear has fallen
   F             G7              C
So I can give my heart to you to mend
Repeat #2
                    G7              C
Just wait until I'm through fallin' apart

21721. When I'm With You

When I'm with You
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I'm forty years old
And it looks like the end of the rainbow ain't no pot of gold
The things that I've done
I doubt anyone will remember after I'm gone
The places I've been
There's some I'd go back to and some where I won't go again
And most of the time I'm feelin' like I'm fadin' into the night

[Chorus]
But when I'm with you
I feel like a dreamer
That's had all his dreams come true
Like my skies are all blue
When I'm with you

[Verse 2]
I got a good job
And I'm thankful to be workin' when so many good peoplR are not
Sometimes I can't stand
How my back and my hands
ThRy won't work like they used to
Somewhere in my mind



I'm still searchin' for something I know that I'm not gonna find
When I know for sure
I've got so much more
Than a man ever needs

[Chorus]
When I'm with you
I feel like a dreamer
That's had all his dreams come true
Like my skies are all blue
When I'm with you

[Outro]
I'm forty years old
And it looks like the end of the rainbow ain't no pot of gold

21722. When I'm With You - Chords

When I'm With You 
Buddy Miller

Eb       Eb/D Cm  Ab  Bb       Eb
When I'm with you the rain can fall
Eb  Eb/D    Cm    F                Bb
The hurtin blues don't hurt me at all
             Ab                Gm   Cm
And this old world can spin on by
              Fm  Bb            Eb
Can't make me cry when I'm with you
Eb       Eb/D Cm  Ab     Bb    Eb
When I'm with you you're all I see
Eb      Eb/D  Cm   F            Bb
The life I    knew can't bother me
            Ab                 Gm  Cm
And in your eyes the future's bright
           Fm    Bb            Eb
No dark or night when I'm with you
            Gm Ab           Eb
I'm holding on I'll never stray
   Bb      Gm   Ab      F    Bb
Or let the past pull me away
             Ab               Gm  Cm
Cause Lord I know you love me so
           Fm  Bb            Eb
I Love you too when I'm with you
 
Eb          Gm Ab           Eb
I'm holding on I'll never stray
   Bb      Gm   Ab      F    Bb
Or let the past pull me away
             Ab               Gm  Cm
Cause Lord I know you love me so
           Fm  Bb            Eb



I Love you too when I'm with you

21723. When I've Traveled My Last Mile

When I've Traveled My Last Mile - Dailey And Vincent

1. Some day when I've traveled my last mile here,
The call will be coming for me;
I'll enter the lifeboat that will be near
To carry me over the sea.

CHORUS:

He'll hold my hand--------- my hand
(hold to my hand)
As over death's river I go;
Then safe--------------I'll be
(safe I'll shall be)
In beautiful heaven I know.

2. My bark shall sail safely tho' waves dash high,
For Jesus will be at my side; 
He'll still the rough waters when by and by
I'm crossing the river so wide.

CHORUS:

3. I'm ready to go to that golden shore
To live there while ages shall roll;
I want to see Jesus and saints of yore
In heaven the home of the soul.

CHORUS:

21724. When Im Gone - Chords

When Im Gone 
The SteelDrivers

[Intro repeat]
D  Em  F#m  G  F#m  Em  D
 
[Chorus]
          D   Em  F#m  G
When I'm gone
D               Em           F#m             G
You'll find yourself another fool before too long
A                               G
And it wonÃ¢'t make a difference who is right or wrong



         D   Em  F#m  G
When I'm gone
 
[Verse]
G      F#m         Em                D/F#
Just a door that I never should have opened
G      F#m             Em                D/F#
Just a door you never should have let me in
G      F#m            Em             D/F#
Just a door that its time for me to close and one I
A
won't be knocking on again
 
[Chorus]
          D   Em  F#m  G
When I'm gone
D               Em           F#m             G
You'll find yourself another fool before too long
A                               G
And it won't make a difference who is right or wrong
         D   Em  F#m  G
When I'm gone
 
[Instumental Break]
D  Em  F#m  G
D  Em  F#m  G
A  G  D  Em  F#m  G
D  Em  F#m  G
 
[Verse]
G      F#m         Em             D/F#
I can't say that I never goin' to miss you
G       F#m                  Em             D/F#
I can't tell you that you'll never cross my mind
G       F#m            Em              D/F#              A
I can't say I won't be wishin' I could kiss you one more time
 
[Chorus]
          D   Em  F#m  G
When I'm gone
D               Em           F#m             G
You'll find yourself another fool before too long
A                               G
And it wonÃ¢'t make a difference who is right or wrong
 
[Chorus]
         D   Em  F#m  G
When I'm gone
D           Em           F#m             G
Go find yourself another fool before too long
A                              G
And it won't make a difference who is right or wrong
          D   Em  F#m  G
When I'm gone
          D   Em  F#m  G
When I'm gone



21725. When Im Good And Gone - Chords

When Im Good And Gone 
Ricky Skaggs & Sharon White
 
[Verse]
             D                 A
I hope they find my King James Bible
G                          D                     A
Worn around the edges and opened to the Book of John
                 D               A
And my favorite picture we made together
              G                       A
Down by Mill Creek when we were just twenty-one
 
[Verse]
             G                       A
I hope it's layin' by your old love letters
               D
The ones that read just like a song
            Em                  A
I hope they find more good than bad
                   D
When I'm good and gone
 
[Verse]
           D                       A
I hope our children will make good neighbors
                 G                    D   A
The kind you can count on when you're down
                   D                    A
And I hope they'll teach their sons and daughters
             G                        A
The things I taught  em when I'm not around
 
[Verse]
            G                     A      D
I hope the sun shines the day they lay me
     G 
And there's lots of flowers and that line of friends is long
             Em                   A
 Cause they found more good than bad
                    D
When I'm good and gone
 
[Verse]
        Em                           A
I ain't leavin' here today as far as I can see
        Bm              A                G
I got a list of things I plan on gettin' to
        Em                                    A
Oh, but how and when I leave this world ain't up to me
     Bm                    A               G



Oh, Lord You'll make that call and when You do
 
[Verse]
           Em                  A
I hope You find more good than bad
                  Bm G
When I'm good and gone
           Em                  A
I hope You find more good than bad
                D                    A
And I hope they find my King James Bible
                 G                               D
Worn around the edges and opened to the Book of John

21726. When Im Over You - Chords

When Im Over You 
Kathy Mattea
 
CAPO: 2nd Fret
 
INTRO: G   D   C  (2x)
 
        G         D    C                          G
You can keep on chafing just like an old ragged shoe
                 D
You won't throw away
      G          D          C                        G
And I might just hang around with nothing better to do
                           D
Pretend it's too hard to stay
 
 
      C       D                  G
And I know at times you'll still want me
                                       C
But only when you're running from your life
                G
You do then you don't
           B7             Em
You got me just where you want me
    C                D            G     D
Not strong enough to tell you goodbye
 
 
CHORUS:
                   G   D   C
But what you gonna do_____
               G        C
First time you see me
           G         A7        D
Out on the town with somebody new
               G   D   C



What you gonna do_____
               G        C
First time you wake up
                 G          D
And know in your heart that I'm over you
 
 
INTERLUDE: G   D   C     G   D   C
 
 
      G      D            C                            G
Right now I need to follow each little piece of your heart
                   D
That might pass my way
    G          D         C                           G
And I'll keep holding on, but you keep cheating our love
         D                  G  D
With the games that you play
 
 
CHORUS:
                   G   D   C
But what you gonna do_____
               G        C
First time you see me
           G         A7        D
Out on the town with somebody new
               G   D   C
What you gonna do_____
               G        C
First time you wake up
                 G          D          G   C
And know in your heart that I'm over you
 
 
OUTRO:    (## fade to end ##)
         D          G                      C
What are you gonna do (what are you gonna do)
     D          G                      C
When I'm over you (what are you gonna do)
             D          G                      C
Oh, what are you gonna do (what are you gonna do)
     D          G                          C
When I'm over you, oh (what are you gonna do)
         D          G                      C
What are you gonna do (what are you gonna do)
     D          G                      C  D  G
When I'm over you (what are you gonna do______)

21727. When In Rome

Nickel Creek - When In Rome



Where can a sick man go?
When he can't choke down the medicine, the old doc knows
A specialist came to town but he stays at home
Sayin', "No one knows, so I don't", honey, when in Rome

Where can a teacher go?
Wherever she thinks people need the things she knows
Hey, those books you gave us look good on the shelves at home
And they'll burn one in the fireplace, teacher, when in Rome

Grab a blanket, sister, we'll make smoke signals
Bring us some new blood, it feels like we're alone
Grab a blanket, brother so we don't catch cold
From one another, I wonder if we're stuck in Rome

Where can a dead man go?
The question with an answer only dead men know
But I'm going to bet they never really feel at home
If they spent a lifetime learning, how to live in Rome

21728. When It Comes Down To Us

Alecia Nugent - When It Comes Down To Us (It's All Up To You) 

Alecia Nugent:
Far beyond lonesome at the end of the line
Just short of crazy I made up my mind
That I'm gonna love you the best that I can
You don't have to return it, it's out of my hands

Both:
I can't make you love me, God knows I've tried
These days I'm used to the taste of my pride
I've thought it all over and to tell you the truth
When it comes down to us
It's all up to you

Bradley Walker:
Maybe you love me, maybe you don't
Maybe you'll need me, maybe you'll won't
It don't really matter you're a bridge I won't burn
I've made my decision, now it's your turn

Both:
I can't make you love me, God knows I've tried
These days I'm used to the taste of my pride
I've thought it all over and to tell you the truth
When it comes down to us
It's all up to you

Bradley Walker:
I'll love you forever



Both:
That's all I can do
When it comes down to us
It's all up to you

21729. When It Comes to Loving You

When It Comes to Loving You - Marty Stuart and His Fabulous Superlatives

I keep on wanting you, with all my heart
Time stands still for me, every minute that we're apart
I keep on needing you, well that's just what I do
Can't seem to help myself when it comes to loving you

There's a fire that burns down in my soul
It comes with the feeling that just won't let me go
It started the first time that we kissed
And left me with a memory that I just can't resist

I keep on wanting you, with all my heart
Time stands still for me, every minute that we're apart
I keep on needing you, well that's just what I do
Can't seem to help myself when it comes to loving you

You're not here, I still can feel your touch
Well, I grow weak at the thought of loving you so much

21730. When It Comes To You

Sturgill Simpson - When It Comes To You

[Verse 1]
If we can't get along
We ought to be apart
And I'm wondering where'd you get that cold, cold heart
Set me free, sign my release
I'm tired of being a villain of the peace

[Chorus]
You've been giving me bad times, tell me, what'd I do?
I always get a hard time, honey, when it comes to you
Saying them things that you didn't have to
How come I always get a hard time, honey, when it comes to you?

[Verse 2]
You only get one life, and this I know
I want to get my licks in now beforR I go
Fire of love is dead and cold
I got to satisfy thR hunger in my soul



[Chorus]
You've been giving me bad times, tell me, what'd I do?
How come I always get a hard time, honey, when it comes to you?
Saying the things that you didn't have to
How come I always get a hard time, honey, when it comes to you?

[Verse 3]
If we can't get along
We ought to be apart
And I'm wondering where'd you get that cold, cold heart
Set me free, sign my release
I'm tired of being a villain of the peace

[Chorus]
You've been giving me bad times, tell me, what'd I do?
How come I always get a hard time, honey, when it comes to you?
Saying things that you didn't have to
How come I always get a hard time, honey, when it comes to you?
How come I always get a hard time, honey, when it comes to you?

21731. When It Pleases You

Sara Watkins - When It Pleases You

You love me when it pleases you
You want me when it's easy to do
You hold me when you don't want anybody else to
You love me when it pleases you
I've been keepin' it convenient for you to keep close to me
I've been makin' it too easy for you to hang on loosely
I've been holdin' on and dreamin' on but you only come round to me
When it pleases you
When it pleases you
I call you when I want to hear
My voice whisper in your voicemail's ear
I think of you at the strangest times
You've got me in the back of your mind
I've been keepin' it convenient for you to keep close to me
I've been makin' it too easy for you to hang on loosely
I've been holdin' on and dreamin' on but you only come round to me
When it pleases you
When it pleases you
Late at night when the stars come out
I walk the roadside see 'em turnin' round
Look at one long enough you might see one fall
Look at one for too long and you can't see it at all
I've been keepin' it convenient for you to keep close to me
I've been makin' it too easy for you to hang on loosely
I've been holdin' on and dreamin' on for you only to come round to me
When it pleases you
When it pleases you
When it pleases you



When it pleases you

21732. When It Rains The Blues

Lefty Frizzell
When It Rains The Blues

[Chorus 1:]
Baby, baby, if it ever rains on you
Baby, I'm a talkin' about the blues for you
You get soaked to the skin
And your cheatin' heart would cry within
Boo, boo, boo, whoo

[Chorus 2:]
Baby, baby, if there ever comes a day
You wind up with a broken heart on a dark rainy day
It's only then you'll see just what you've really done to me
You know when it rains the blues on you

[Chorus 3:]
You've never a had the blues
And you're way overdue
You've been lucky so far
You better thank your lucky stars

[Chorus 1]
For baby, baby, if it ever rains on you
Baby, I'm a talkin' about the blues for you
You get soaked to the skin
And your cheatin' heart would cry within
When it rains the blues, the blues on you

[Chorus 3]

[Chorus 2:]
Baby, baby, if there ever comes a day
You wind up with a broken heart on a dark rainy day
It's only then you'll see just what you've really done to me
You know when it rains the blues on you
Yes, you know when it rains the blues on you

21733. When It Stops Hurtin'

When It Stops Hurtin' - Del Mccoury Band

Well I've seen broken hearts before
And I can tell by lookin' at you
Some sweet little mama took you for a ride and left you standing on the avenue



You suddenly discovered that first time lovers
Are not all sugar and spice
Now you're sittin' here, cryin' the blues askin' me my advice

Chorus:
Well I traveled down that road before
Brother I can sure testify
Your heart starts to achin'
And your hands go to shakin'
You just wanna lay down and die
And there's no disguise for those tear stained eyes
Well I can tell you one thing for certain
It's gonna take a little time to get her off your mind
But you'll feel a lot better
When it stops hurtin'

Listen and learn can sometimes burn
When you give into desire
And you can say I'm wrong but it won't be long
Before you're jumping back in the fire
The line forms in the rear my friend
When you're talking 'bout broken romances
I can sympathize, well there's no surprise
You're just a victim of circumstances

Chorus

These love sick blues might last for days
Or they could go on for years
The things she said has left your head
Droopin' like a hound dog's ears
Your minds confused
All your hearts been used
And you're having trouble finding the reason
You gotta hide your heart right from the start
Cause everyday is open season

Chorus

21734. When It Was Wrong - Chords

When It Was Wrong 
The California Honeydrops

[Verse 1]
 
B               E
Well I remember baby
B                     E
When we were still in school
B                          E
All the good times that we shared
B                  E



A-breakin' all the rules
B                             E
A-tryin' to find a place with no one around
B                       E
A-tryin' so hard not to make a sound
B                       E
Well I don't know baby, now something's changed
             F#
You know and all I can say is it ain't the same
 
[Chorus]
 
                  B                     E
Wooo, girl do you remember when we were hiding out?
       B                      E
Just a-sneaking out, a little making out?
                  B                       G#m    F# E
Now that you're here to stay you know the thrill is gone
           E                  B
I liked it better when it was wrong
           E                  B
I liked it better when it was wrong
 
[Verse 2]
 
B                      E
Well, you knew I had a woman
B                    E
And I knew you had a man
B                             E
But one look was all it took, girl
B                    E
And I knew it was my chance
      B                    E
So I, I came on over while he was gone
           B                         E
Nobody but you and me baby all night long
                  B                     E
Well I don't know baby, now something's changed
             F#
You know and all I can say is it ain't the same
 
 
[Chorus]
 
                  B                     E
Wooo, girl do you remember when we were hiding out?
       B                      E
Just a-sneaking out, a little making out?
                  B                       G#m    F# E
Now that you're here to stay you know the thrill is gone
           E                  B
I liked it better when it was wrong
           E                  B
I liked it better when it was wrong
 
[Verse 3]



 
G#m                                E
Everything that we've been looking for
   B                          E
It turns out that we ain't so sure
     B                    E
Well love's a gamble and nothing's for free
       C#m                    F#
Now we paid a price for those sweet memories
 
[Chorus]
 
            B                     E
Yeah do you remember when we were hiding out?
       B                      E
Just a-sneaking out, a little making out?
                  B                       G#m    F# E
Now that you're here to stay you know the thrill is gone
           E                  B
I liked it better when it was wrong
           E                  B
I liked it better when it was wrong
 
            B                     E
well do you remember when we were hiding out?
       B                      E
Just a-sneaking out, a little making out?
                  B                       G#m    F# E
Now that you're here to stay you know the thrill is gone
           E                  B
I liked it better when it was wrong
           E                  B
I liked it better when it was wrong
 
 
[Outro]
 
B                      E
Wooo baby. You know I liked it better (when it was wrong)
B                  E
And I know you did too
B                  E
But it's all right baby
B                               E
Now we don't have to pretend no more
B                      E
I'll go my way, you go yours
B                                    E
And if I never, never ever see you no more
B                                  E
Ooh you better know I still think about it girl
B                                  E
I might even have to stop and turn around
B                              E
And if I don't see you looking back at me girl
B                                                      E
Yeah you better know I can still remember your smiling face in my mind



B
I remember baby
E
How good it really was

21735. When It's All Said And Done

When It's All Said And Done
Larry Cordle
Artist: Larry Cordle And Lonesome Standard Time

Do we need to talk it feels like we do
Something's not r--right between me and you
Be honest with me get it out in the open
Will we still have a chance when it's all said and done

Chorus:
Get it off of your heart once and for all
Don't hold nothing b---back if a tear starts to fall
Is there someone newam I still the o----only one
I'll know where I stand when it's all said and done

( Instrumental leads )

Verse 2:
You don't seem as happy as you used to be
Well I hope I'm w wrong and you still love me
The truth it can't heal or leave a heart broken
I'll know what's in store when it's all said and done

Chorus
I'll know where I stand when it's all said and done

21736. When It's Gone

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - When It's Gone

I want to stand upon a rock, and watch the river flow 
With the blue sky above me and the valley down below. 
I want to hold my head up high, and listen to the wind 
Cause when it's gone, it won't be back again 

I want to sing the kind of songs that my dad sang to me, 
And try to be the man he hoped that I would be 
He said you only get one chance, you'd better do the best you can, 
Cause when it's gone, it won't be back again. 

I want to wear my Sunday coat, and hold your hand in mine, 
And hear you say you'll love me until the end of time. 



I want to find forever in every moment that we spend, 
Cause when it's gone, it won't be back again. 

I want to wear my Sunday coat 
And hold your hand in mine 
And hear you say you'll love me 
Until the end of time 

I want to stand upon a rock, like I did when I was young, 
And hold you close beside me, and watch our children run 
Cause you only get one chance to listen to th wind, 
And when it's gone, it won't be back again 
We only get one chance, so listen to the wind, 
Cause when it's gone, it won't be back again.

21737. When It's Lamp Lighting Time In The Valley

When It's Lamp Lighting Time in the Valley
Billy Strings - Hylo Brown

There's a lamp shining bright in a cabin
In the window it's shining for me
And I know that my mother is praying
For the boy she is longing to see
When it's lamp lighting time in the valley
Still in dreams I go back to my home
I can see that old lamp in the window
It will guide me wherever I roam.
In the lamplight tonight I can see her
As she rocks in her chair to and fro
Though she prays that I'll come back to see her
Still I know that I never can go.
When it's lamp lighting time in the valley
Still in dreams I go back to my home
But I've sinned 'gainst my home and my loved ones
And now i must ever more roam
So she lights up the lamp and sits waiting
For she knows not the crime i have done
So I've changed all my ways and I'll meet her
Up in heaven when life's race is run.
When it's lamp lighting time in the valley
Still in dreams I go back to my home
Oh I can see that old lamp in the window
It will guide me wherever I roam
Version: Norman Blake

21738. When It's Prayer Meetin' Time In The Hollow



Ernest Tubb 
When It's Prayer Meetin' Time In The Hollow

When it's prayer meeting time in the hollow
In that vine covered shrine neath the pines
Then the girl that I love sends a prayer up above
Where we once pledged our love so divine

Till the day I go back to that hollow
I will follow that old golden rule
For it taught me to pray and to live for the day
When we'll meet in that hollow back home

When it's prayer meeting time in the hollow
In that vine covered shrine neath the pines
Then the girl that I love sends a prayer up above
Where we once pledged our love so divine

Till the day I go back to that hollow
I will follow that old golden rule
For it taught me to pray and to live for the day
When we'll meet in that hollow back home

21739. When It's Reveille Time In Heaven

When It's Reveille Time In Heaven

When it's reveille time in heaven and heress there
As they proudly stand attention at the throne
Then the winds will play an anthemn
As it echoe's from the park
And ease a signal from an evening star

It was ranks of marching thousand trampion over heaven's sod
From the pilots to the dismal of the same
They are all of one and equal in this wonder holy land
And reveille played by heavens band

When the universe commander takes the great reviewing stand
They are cited one by one ass they go by
They are highly decorated in a robe of going white
As he receives a blessing from his grave

* Rafrain

Well there's master sergeant Johnny with his crutches thrown away
His purple heart no longer could be seen
There my boy stands beside him with a small upon his face
As he receives a blessing from his grave

* Refrain

When they call Revelle, Reveille in heaven for my boy
He'll stand there smiling thru as did for the red, white and blue



He'll rest in peace up there for ever more
No more fighting like he had to do before
He's just waiting for his mother, his dad, his sis and brother
When its reveille time in heaven for my boy

21740. When It's Time For The Whippoorwill To Sing

When It's Time For The Whippoorwill To Sing

Oh the stars and the silver moon is shining
All around is the sweetness of the spring
But I'm sad and in loneliness I'm pining
For the one I know I'll never see again

   How I long for the day when I shall see her
   If it be where the angels sweetly sing
   She is mine and the thought of her grows sweeter
   When it's time for the whippoorwill to sing

When I left with the thought I'd be returning
Soon to her with the wealth and joy I'd bring
I returned but too late and now I'm yearning
She is gone and in loneliness I sing

I remember the night she made the promise
And these words said to me great joy did bring
I'll be true and you know you'll find me waiting
When it's time for the whippoorwill to sing

21741. When Its Gone - Chords

When Its Gone
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - When Its Gone
"Will the Circle Be Unbroken" Vol. 2 Album

Intro: D (bass string then rest of chord)

Verse 1
D
I want to stand upon a rock, and watch the river flow 
         G                                     D
With the blue sky above me and the valley down below. 
D                                                 G
I want to hold my head up high, and listen to the wind 
      D                  A             D
Cause when it's gone, it won't be back again

Verse 2, same chords
I want to sing the kind of songs that my dad sang to me, 



And try to be the man he hoped that I would be 
He said you only get one chance
You'd better do the best you can, 
Cause when it's gone, it won't be back again.

Bridge
          A                        G                 D
I want to wear my Sunday coat, and hold your hand in mine, 
    A                             G              A
And hear you say you'll love me until the end of time. 
  D                                            G
I want to find forever in every moment that we spend, 
      D                  A             D
Cause when it's gone, it won't be back again

Verse 3, same chords
I want to stand upon a rock, like I did when I was young, 
And hold you close beside me, and watch our children run  
Cause you only get one chance to listen to the wind, 
And when it's gone, it won't be back again 
We only get one chance, so listen to the wind, 
Cause when it's gone, it won't be back again.

21742. When its Lamplighting Time in the Valley

When its Lamplighting Time in the Valley

There's a lamp shining bright in a cabin
In the window it's shining for me
And I know that my mother is praying
For the boy she is longing to see

 When it's lamp lighting time in the valley
Still in dreams I go back to my home
I can see that old lamp in the window
It will guide me wherever I roam.

In the lamplight tonight I can see her
As she rocks in her chair to and fro
Though she prays that I'll come back to see her
Still I know that I never can go.

 When it's lamp lighting time in the valley
Still in dreams I go back to my home
But I've sinned 'gainst my home and my loved ones
And now i must ever more roam

So she lights up the lamp and sits waiting
For she knows not the crime i have done
So I've changed all my ways and I'll meet her
Up in heaven when life's race is run.

 When it's lamp lighting time in the valley



Still in dreams I go back to my home
Oh I can see that old lamp in the window
It will guide me wherever I roam

21743. When Jesus Beckons Me Home

When Jesus Beckons Me Home
Stanley Brothers

I know that Jesus will never forsake
His love will find a way
He'll bridge the stream if his hand I will take
When he calls what can I say

   Day follows night night follows day
   Farther and farther I roam
   What will my answer be what can I say
   When Jesus beckons my home

Sometimes the clouds seem to cover his face
Sometimes the skies are so gray
Still by the stars and his wonderful grace
He'll roll the storm clouds away

21744. When Jesus Calls

Ernest Tubb 
When Jesus Calls

When Jesus calls I wanna be ready
I wanna be ready when Jesus calls
The time is nearing when we'll be hearing
That trumpet blow when Jesus calls

Just like He told us the day He left us
That He'd return He loves us so
Now brothers and sisters we know He's coming
So it's up to us if we wanna go

When Jesus calls I wanna be ready
I wanna be ready when Jesus calls
The time is nearing when we'll be hearing
That trumpet blow when Jesus calls

We have the Bible to lead us to Him
And it's no secret what He can do
So if you feel like you're not quite ready
Just talk to Jesus and He'll hear you



When Jesus calls I wanna be ready
I wanna be ready when Jesus calls
The time is nearing when we'll be hearing
That trumpet blow when Jesus calls

21745. When Jesus Calls All His Children In - Chords

When Jesus Calls All His Children In
--Buck OWens & Red Simpson--

KEY: B / Tune down 1/2 step / PLAY: C
STEEL INTRO: C G C

VERSE:
C F G7 C
Someday, someway, somewhere you will see
F C D7 G
Jesus will call for you and for me
 C F 
And we'll all be together as our new life begins
 C G7 C
When Jesus calls all His children in

CHORUS:
C F
When Jesus calls all His children in
 C D7 G
When the trumpet sounds, that's when we will walk in
 C F
Yes we'll walk the streets of Glory with Jesus hand in hand
 C G7 C
When Jesus calls all His children in

STEEL SOLO: C G C

VERSE:
C F G7 C
Someday those pearly gates will swing wide
 F C D7 G
For all of God's children to walk inside
 C F 
What a wonderful feeling that will be then
 C G7 C
When Jesus calls all His children in

CHORUS:
C F
When Jesus calls all His children in
 C D7 G
When the trumpet sounds, that's when we will walk in
 C F
Yes we'll walk the streets of Glory with Jesus hand in hand
 C G7 C



When Jesus calls all His children in

21746. When Jesus Comes Calling For Me

Dolly Parton - When Jesus Comes Calling For Me 

When I was a child I recall and old man; everybody loved old Zeke
He was all alone, his family was gone; one day he said to me
I'm just sittin' here thinkin' about Jesus, rockin' as my old chair creaks
Some glad day I'll fly away when Jesus comes calling for me
It might be today, it might be tomorrow, maybe one day next week
I'll soon be done with trouble and sorrow when He comes calling for me
When Jesus comes calling for me
When I die don't grieve and cry
Lordy, don't feel sorry for me
Oh what a day, what a mighty fine day
When Jesus comes calling for me
When He comes calling for me
I might be in the graveyard walking talking to my family
Or I might be plowing in the field down yonder, just old Muley and me
Wherever I am, whatever I'm a doing, some sweet day I'll see
And band of angels in a cloud of glory when Jesus comes calling for me
When He comes calling for me
When I die just close my eyes
And lay me 'neath the willow tree
Oh what a day, what a mighty fine day
When Jesus comes calling for me
When Jesus comes calling for me
I'm just sittin' here watchin' for Jesus, rockin' as my old chair creaks
Some sweet day I'll fly away when Jesus comes calling for me
When He comes calling for me

21747. When Jesus Swings the Wrecking Ball

When Jesus Swings the Wrecking Ball
Alan Bibey & Grasstowne

[Verse 1]
If sin is your mortar, then the devil is your mason
He's raisin' you a dark castle wall
Remember you're buildin' on Lucifer's foundation
'Til Jesus swings the wreckin' ball

[Chorus]
He'll tear it down, all you gotta do is ask Him
If you believe in Jesus, it will fall
Right to the ground, those stones will come a-crashin'
When Jesus swings the wreckin' ball



[Verse 2]
Satan's house is gloomy, the halls are dark and jagged
No doorways, no windows, no way out at all
But when you want the sunshine, there's one sure way to have it
Let Jesus swing the wrRckin' ball

[Chorus]
He'll tear it down, all you gotta do is ask Him
If you beliRve in Jesus, it will fall
Right to the ground, those stones will come a-crashin'
When Jesus swings the wreckin' ball

[Verse 3]
There's never been a rock He can't roll or crush
Nothin' standin' stronger than His love
So when all your burdens start arisin' up
Call on Him

[Chorus]
He'll tear it down, all you gotta do is ask Him
If you believe in Jesus, it will fall
Right to the ground, those stones will come a-crashin'
When Jesus swings the wreckin' ball

21748. When Life Hits Hard - Chords

When Life Hits Hard
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Mark D. Sanders and Steve Seskin

C         G             D7      G
Life is a mountain of a journey
     C         G              D7   G
With rivers to cross at every turn
C           G            C           G
It's always something or too much of nothing
Am             C              D7
But if there's one thing I've learned

     G
When life hits hard you gotta hit a little harder
C
Bear that heavy load
     D7                         Em                C
It's all gonna get a lot better farther along the road
                       G
Lord knows when you're down so down you gotta dig a little deeper
C                     A7
Keep reaching for the sky
         D7                                          G
And when life hits hard there's bound to be a reason why

C          G                 D7    G



Everyone's searching for the answer
     C         G             D7  G
When maybe the only thing to do
   C                G         C                   G
Is cherish the good times and hold on through the bad times
Am            C                 D7
Trustin' that time will deliver you

Repeat #2

   D7                 C    G
In this one way we're all alike
   D7                  C     D7
We share a strong will to survive

Repeat #2

         D7                                          G
And when life hits hard there's bound to be a reason why
D7             G
When life hits hard

21749. When Lonely Comes Around

Vince Gill - When Lonely Comes Around

Every morning starts the same old way
Same story just a different day
You think of her even though she's gone
It's never easy moving on

You see her face in every picture frame
Her voice whispering your name
Only memories remain
She's never coming back again

[Chorus]
You can hide the pain for a little while
Sunlight feels like rain
Still you try to smile
'Cause nothing's gonna get you down
'Til silence is the only sound
That's when lonely comes around

Turn up the TV and the radio
Call somebody on the other coast
Stay up all night and walk around all day
Chasing her ghost away

Change your attitude and cut your hair
Try to act like you just don't care
Anything to keep her off your mind
Any way to keep on killing time



[Chorus]

And nothing's gonna get you down
'Til silence is the only sound
That's when lonely comes around

No nothing's gonna get you down
'Til silence is the only sound
That's when lonely comes around

21750. When Love Arrives - Chords

When Love Arrives
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Harley Allen

G        D7      C       A7        D7     C
When memories do dances around you in the dark
                   Em   G        D7
You'll fear of new romances when we part
    G          D7        C           Em    D7       C
But you got to take your chances and let a new love start
                   G        D7       G
And I just want to tell you heart to heart
          D7                C
When love arrives when love arrives
F                  C             D7
Don't be afraid to let that love inside
          G
When love arrives
              D7      C        Em      D7      C
Now when it's finally over the hardest part of all
           Em       G               D7
Is knowing this can happen when you fall
G           D7   C         Em        D7     C
So when you meet another I hope that you'll recall
           G     D7          G
I want you to be happy after all
Repeat #2 x2

21751. When Love Comes Around

Alan Jackson - When Love Comes Around 

Love for me hasn't been easy
I've let true love fall to the ground
Through the years and the tears
I've learned what love's about



And this time I'll be ready
When love comes around
When love comes around I'll be ready
Love will find me a brand new man
And I'll be standing here
With my heart in my hand
This time I'll be ready
When love comes around
Too many times I've lost a good love
And I can see now I let it down
But if love comes back to me
It won't see the same old me
This time I'll be ready
When love comes around
When love comes around I'll be ready
Love will find me a brand new man
And I'll be standing here
With my heart in my hand
This time I'll be ready
When love comes around
Yeah, I'll be standing here
With my heart in my hand
This time I'll be ready
When love comes around

21752. When Love Comes Around - Chords

When Love Comes Around 
Donna the Buffalo

Intro:  G D A
 
G              D                        A
One way or another I won't let you down
G               G                            A
One chance in a million when it comes around 
 
 
G            D              A
Isn't it the way of Love to knock us down 
G              D               D
Pick us up and cause us all to try 
G          D           A
Isn't it impossible to figure out 
G              D                 A
Just about how thin is that thin line 
 
 
G            D                         A
One way or another I won't let you down 
G               D                           A
One chance in a million when it comes around 
                  E     G      D       A



When Love comes around, Ohhhhh-ohhhhhh-ohh 
                  E     G      D       A
When Love comes around, Ohhhhh-ohhhhhh-ohh 
 
 
G              D               A
Just as if the sun could ever stop itself 
G                  D                   A
Indifferent to the blue that dawns the sky 
G                    D              A
Or could you see the wind denied of its own will 
G                D             A
As sure as water feeds the firelight 
 
 
G            D                         A
One way or another I won't let you down 
G               D                           A
One chance in a million when it comes around 
                  E     G      D       A
When Love comes around, Ohhhhh-ohhhhhh-ohh 
                  E     G      D       A
When Love comes around, Ohhhhh-ohhhhhh-ohh 
 
 
G                D                G               A
One thing that I know for sure my Love will never die
G                D              G                   A
Like a stone the edges smoother through the passing time
G               D             G                A
Deep sea rushes to the shore, blue moon in the sky
G                  D              G             A
Never a sound that didn't fall without a reason why
 
 
G            D                         A
One way or another I won't let you down 
G               D                           A
One chance in a million when it comes around 
G            D                         A
One way or another I won't let you down 
G               D                           A
One chance in a million when it comes around 
                  E     G      D       A
When Love comes around, Ohhhhh-ohhhhhh-ohh 
                  E     G      D       A
When Love comes around, Ohhhhh-ohhhhhh-ohh 
                  E     G      D       A
When Love comes around, Ohhhhh-ohhhhhh-ohh 
                  E     G      D       A
When Love comes around, Ohhhhh-ohhhhhh-ohh



21753. When Love Finds You - Chords

When Love Finds You
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Michael Omartian and Vince Gill

G            C            Am      G
Love sure is something no one can explain
                      C          F         G
It can bring you such joy it can bring you pain
               C       G
And with every emotion love puts us through
        Em              A7       F          G
There's nothing you can say when love finds you
            C          Am               G
Love is the power that makes your heart beat
                     C                  F            G
It can make you move mountains make you drop to your knees
                C                  G
When it finally hits you you won't know what to do
        Em              A7       F          G
There's nothing you can say when love finds you
        D7          F#m               G          Em
Give it all you can give it when your love comes around
       D7             F#m           G             Em
If you put your heart in it then it won't let you down
C                    G         C            G              C
You'll find out it's true baby someday when love finds you
         G         C                 G
And when you least expect it it will finally come true
        Em              A7       F          G
There's nothing you can say when love finds you
        D7          F#m               G          Em
Give it all you can give it when your love comes around
       D7             F#m           G             Em
If you put your heart in it then it won't let you down
C                    G      C                G
You'll find out it's true I promise you it's true
      C            G              Em
Maybe someday when love finds you 
       C             G
You'll find out it's true      
    C            G    D7    G
And someday when love finds you

21754. When Love Is Gone

Tom T Hall - When Love Is Gone

Spring could come you'd never show it love could come you'd never know it
Life has drawn so many tears from your eyes
You've been used then lost the user you've been branded as a loser
Where did all the sincere people go



When love is gone it will not return
The river's full of your tears the bridges have been burned
Someone took your four leaf clover all your lucky days are over
That's the way you feel when love is gone
Nights're long dawn is heartless quiet heartaches in the darkness
How could scars so deep still plainly show
All the old dreams so delicious all the news came so suspicious
Where did all the simple pleasures go
When love is gone...

21755. When Love Is New

Dolly Parton - When Love Is New 
(Dolly Parton)

Chorus:
Love is pretty when love is new
Like a blushing rose in a dazzling dew,
Intoxicating like cherry sweet wine.
When love is new it's magic.
Verse 1:
Mother, oh Mother, why can't you see
He's the only love for me.
Why must thou be opposed to me
I'm asking for thy blessing.
Daughter, oh daughter, I know his kind.
You think he's handsome, you think he's fine.
He'll use your body and tangle your mind;
Too late you'll learn this lesson
Repeat Chorus
When love grows cold, it's tragic
Verse 2:
Mother, oh mother, he's not that way
His touch just takes my breath away.
You surely remember when you felt that way
When you and father first married
Oh, yes, I do remember it well.
What first was heaven soon turned to hell
He left with another the year you were born.
I told you he's dead and buried.
Repeat Chorus
Bridge:
He'll love me true 'cause he told me so.
He'll break you heart when love grows old.
I must go, Mother, I must go.
Then, daughter, why are you asking?
I love him so, I love him so.
Then I pray you're new love's lasting.
Repeat Chorus
Tag:
When love grows cold, it's tragic.



21756. When Love Was Young

Iris Dement - When Love Was Young

[Intro]
Look at you, look at me
My heart breaks, as I read our sad story

[Verse 1]
Never thought that I'd be
Here with you wishing I was free
I never dreamed today would come
When love was young

[Chorus]
There was nothing I would not do
For the chance to see your face
How could I have known back then
That today I'd hesitate
When you hold me in your arms
I don't yearn for that charm
I never dreamed today would come
When love was young

[Verse 2]
Look at how our curtain fell
Guess it's true only time can tell
About an ending
Kids are grown, we've had our day
Guess it's time now to go away
I never dreamed today would come
When love was young

[Chorus]

[Outro]
I never dreamed today would come
When love was young, ooh, ooh

21757. When Mama Sang - Chords

When Mama Sang
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Bob Warren and Danny Walls

G           C            G
Mama didn't have special trainin'
                                     D7
She couldn't read the music just the words



    G                   C              G
But when she'd stand to sing on Sunday mornin'
                             D7                   G
She had the sweetest voice I think I've I've ever heard
                      C               G
She loved to sing the songs about our Savior
                                     D7
There Is A Fountain was her favorite one
    G                    C                  G
And I've seen tears roll down the cheeks of sinners
               D7              G
By the time my mama's song was done
                   C                 G
When mama sang the angels stopped to listen
                                            D7
You could see the love light shinin' in her face
     G             C                 G
When mama sang the angels stopped to listen
                          D7            G
Now in heaven's choir she has a special place
            C                         G
You know my daddy wanted me to sing a song
 
The day that mama left us and you know that little church
                              D7
Was filled with all of mama's friends
G               C                            G
And you know it seems we could all hear mama singin'
                       D7              G
When I couldn't finish up her favorite hymn
Repeat #3
                   C                 G
When mama sang the angels stopped to listen

21758. When Mandolins Dream

When Mandolins Dream
Chris Thile 4 - When Mandolins Dream

I tabbed this from the Essential Teqniques For Mandolin Video

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/----------------/----0-2p0-------/----0-2p0-------/----0-3p0-------/
/----0---4-------/0-5-------5-----/0-5-------5-----/0-5-------5-----/
/------------0---/------------0-4-/------------4-2-/------------2-2-/ 4
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/----0-3p0-------/----0-5p0-------/----0-5p0-------/----0-3p0-------/
/0-4-------4-----/0-3-------3-----/0-3-------3-----/0-2-------2-----/
/------------2/4-/------------4/7-/------------7-5-/------------5/9-/ 8
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/



 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/----0-7p0-------/--------3-------/--------3-------/--------5-2-----/
/0-5-------5-----/----0-2---5-2-1-/0---0-1---5-1-0-/------0-----5-2-/
/------------9-5-/4-5-------------/--5-------------/5-4-5-----------/ 12
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/--------7-2-----/--------107---5-/--5-9-5-129-5-10/5---------------/
/--2-6-2-----6/7-/------7-----10--/7---------------/--9-5-107-4-0-5-/
/4---------------/9-5-9-----------/----------------/----------------/ 16
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/----------------/----------------/----------5-105-/----------------/
/0---0-----------/0-4/5---5-9-7---/7-109-5-9-------/9-5-7-9-109-7-5-/
/--4---0---------/------7-------9-/----------------/----------------/ 20
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/------5-0-------/----------------/----------2-7-5-/4-2-0-2-4-0---7-/
/2-5-4-----4-0---/0-1/2---2-5-4---/4-7-5---5-------/------------2---/
/--------------6-/------4-------6-/------4---------/----------------/ 24
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/4---5-----9-5-0-/----------------/----------5-105-/----------------/
/--7---7-4-------/4-0-5---5-9-7---/7-109-5-9-------/9-5-7-9-109-7-5-/
/----------------/------7-------9-/----------------/----------------/ 28
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/------3---------/--3-0---0-3-2---/2-5-3---3-7/9-5-/7---5-7-9-5-----/
/0-3-2---5-2---2-/5-----2-------4-/------5---------/--10--------7-9-/
/------------5---/----------------/----------------/----------------/ 32
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/--5---105-------/----------------/----0-2p0-------/----0-2p0-------/
/10--9-----9-5-0-/----------------/0-5-------5-----/0-5-------5-----/
/----------------/4-2-0-----------/------------0-4-/------------4-2-/ 36
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/----0-3p0-------/----0-3p0-------/----0-5p0-------/----0-5p0-------/
/0-5-------5-----/0-4-------4-----/0-3-------3-----/0-3-------3-----/
/------------2-2-/------------2/4-/------------4/7-/------------7/5-/ 40
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/----0-3p0-------/----0-7p0-------/----0-7p0-------/----0-100-------/
/0-2-------2-----/0-5-------5-----/0-5-------5-----/0-8-------8-----/
/------------5/9-/------------9-6-/------------6/9-/------------9-7-/ 44
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/----0-8p0-------/----0-8p0-------/----0-8p0-------/----0-7p0-------/
/0-8-------8-----/0-7-------7-----/0-7-------7-----/0-7-------7-----/



/------------7-7-/------------7-6-/------------6-6-/------------6-5-/ 48
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/----0-7p0-------/----0-5p0-------/------0-2p0-----/------0-2p0-----/
/0-5-------5-----/0-4-------4-----/--0-5-------5---/--0-5-------5---/
/------------5-5-/------------5-0-/--------------0-/4-------------4-/ 52
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/------0-3p0-----/------0-3p0-----/------0-5p0-----/------0-5p0-----/
/--0-5-------5---/--0-4-------4---/--0-3-------3---/--0-3-------3---/
/2-------------2-/2-------------2//4-------------4//7-------------7-/ 56
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/------0-3p0-----/------0-7p0-----/----------3-----/----------3-----/
/--0-2-------2---/--0-5-------5---/------0-2---5-2-/1-0---0-1---5-1-/
/5-------------5//9-------------9-/5-4-5-----------/----5-----------/ 60
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/----------5-2---/----------7-2---/----------107---/5---5-9-5-129-5-/
/0-------0-----5-/2---2-6-2-----6-/7-------7-----10/--7-------------/
/--5-4-5---------/--4-------------/--9-5-9---------/----------------/ 64
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/105-------------/----------------/----------------/------0-2-0-----/
/----9-5-107-4-0-/5-0---0---------/--------0---1---/2-4-5-------5-4-/
/----------------/----4---0-------/----------------/----------------/ 68
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/----107-----9---/9-5-----7---7-3-/----5/7-5-3-2---/0-2-3-5-7-5-3-2-/
/2/5-----9-5---7-/----7-4---5-----/5-2-----------6-/----------------/
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/ 72
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/0---7-3-----7/9-/9-5-----9/10107-/----101412109---/7-9-107---------/
/--2-----7-2-----/----9-5---------/9-5-----------13/--------7-5-4-0-/
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/ 76
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/----107-----9---/9-5-----7---7-3-/----5/7-5-3-2---/0-2-3-5-7-5-3-2-/
/2/5-----9-5---7-/----7-4---5-----/5-2-----------6-/----------------/
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/ 80
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/

 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/0---7-3-----7/9-/9-5-----9/10107-/----101412109---/7---------------/
/--2-----7-2-----/----9-5---------/9-5-----------13/----------------/
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/ 84
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/



 /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    /   /   /   /    
/--------3p--2---/0-2-3-7-3-2-0---/--5-3-5p2-3-0-2-/--0-2-3-2-0-----/
/----------------/--------------5-/4---------------/5-----------5-4-/
/----------------/----------------/----------------/----------------/ 88
/----------------

21759. When My Amy Prays

When My Amy Prays - Vince Gill 

All my life I've known of Jesus
But that connection never came
And when my world was torn to pieces
I still couldn't call His name

But when my Amy prays
When my Amy prays
That's when I see His face

She gave me my first Bible
It sits right beside my bed
On the nights my hands are rattled
I turn the pages but its seldom read

And when my Amy prays
When my Amy prays
That's when I feel grace

She's got my back and she don't judge me
She gives my heart some time to change
Even at my worst I know she loves me
She's my shelter from the rain

And when my Amy prays
When my Amy prays
That's when my hands raise

And when my Amy prays
And when my Amy prays
That's when my hands raise

21760. When My Baby Left Me

David Rawlings
When My Baby Left Me

When my baby left me, she never said a word
My baby left me, she never said a word
My baby left me, she never said a word



Wa' nottin' she seen
It was something that she heard

Well she caught the rumblin'
And I caught the fallin' down
She caught the rumblin'
And I caught the fallin' down
She caught the rumblin'
And I caught the fallin' down
Well I never see her
I never turn around

Babe I never thought you could treat me this way
I never thought you would treat me this way
Babe I never thought you could treat me this way
I'm goin' back home
I'm goin' to stay

Trouble I been havin' that don't nobody know
Well, trouble I'm havin' don't nobody know
Troubles I been havin' don't nobody know
Well, bye bye baby
I hate to see you go

Well, bye bye baby
I hate to see you go
Bye bye baby
I hate to see you go

21761. When My Blue Moon Turns To Gold Again

When My Blue Moon Turns To Gold Again
Bill Monroe - Emmylou Harris - Jim & Jesse

Memories that linger in my heart
Memories that make my heart grow cold
But some day they'll live again sweetheart
And my blue moon again will turn to gold

   When my blue moon turns to gold again
   When the rainbow turns the clouds away
   When my blue moon turns to gold again
   You'll be back within my arms to stay

The lips that used to thrill me so
Your kisses were meant for only me
In my dreams they live again, sweetheart
But my golden moon is just a memory

The castles we built of dreams together
Were the sweetest stories ever told
Maybe we will live them all again
And my blue moon again will turn to gold



21762. When My Last Song Is Sung - Chords

When My Last Song Is Sung
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
C            G7      C                  F       C
When my last song is sung and my life's work is done
       F            C            G7
And my old faithful guitar loses tone
          C       F        C                    F    C
You won't find me troubled then wishing I could sing again
        F            C    G7      C
When my last song is sung I'll be gone
                G7       C                     F     C
What a gift the Lord has shared with a man who never cared
         F              C              G7
Claiming every note I'd written for my own
      C       F        C                      F         C
And before it comes my time there's a song of thanks in line
  F                C      G7       C
Before my Lord and Savior calls me home
                       F          C
Let me sing a song for Jesus everyday
                     F               C           G7
For He's the one who guides me every step of the way
        C         F              C                 F
He's my soul inspiration and the one who guides my pen
            C    F      C    G7     C
So let that last song I sing be for Him

21763. When My Morning Comes Around

Iris Dement - When My Morning Comes Around

[Verse]
When my morning comes around, no one else will be there
So I won't have to worry about what I'm supposed to say
And I alone will know that I've climbed the great big mountain
And that's all that will matter when my morning comes around

[Verse]
When my morning comes around, I will look back on this valley
At these sidewalks and alleys where I've lingered so long
And this place where I now live, it'll burn to ash and cinder
Like some ghost, I won't remember when my morning comes around

[Verse]
When my morning comes around, from a new cup I'll be drinking
And for once I won't be thinking that there's something wrong with me



And I'll wake up and find that my faults have been forgiven
And that's when I'll start living, when my morning comes around

[Outro]
My morning comes around
My morning comes around
When my morning comes around
I know my morning comes
I know my morning will come around

21764. When My Race Is Run

When My Race Is Run
Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway

[Verse 1]
They say the journey takes a long, long while
But a thousand miles starts with one
It's a lifelong road I'm takin'
Wanna see you on the other side wavin'
When my race is run

[Verse 2]
They say everybody's got a page to turn
And a flame that burns for someone
I've got the same damn story
Just tryin' to make sense of the pain and the glory
When my race is run

[Chorus]
When my race is run
And the last notes fading
Will you be my baby when the day is done?
When my race is run
Will you still be waiting
When my race is run?

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
Now the sands of time are tumbling through the glass
It seems like nothing lasts for long
A sunset's just another sun rising
Will I see you behind the horizon
When my race is run?

[Chorus]
When my race is run
And the last note's fading
Will you be my baby when the day is done?
When my race is run
Will you still be waiting
When my race is run?



[Post-Chorus]
When my race is run
When my race is run

[Chorus]
When my race is run
And the band stops playing
Will I see your face when the morning comes?
When my race is run
Will you be there waiting
When my race is run?

[Post-Chorus]
When my race is run
When my race is run
When my race is run

21765. When My Savior Reached Down

When My Savior Reached Down

Once my soul was astray from the heavenly way
I was wretched and blind as could be
But my Savior in love gave me peace from above
When he reached down his hand for me 

   When the Savior reached down for me
   When he reached way down for me
   I was lost and undone without God or his Son
   When he reached down his hand for me 

How my heart does rejoice when I hear his sweet voice
In the tempest to him I can cling
There to lean on his arm safe secure from all harm
When he reached down his hand for me

21766. When Nobody Wants Your Body Anymore

Tom T Hall - When Nobody Wants Your Body Anymore

[Verse:]
You were meant for me and there ain't no two ways about it
Even on my darkest days, oh, they couldn't make me doubt it
Someday things are gonna be the way they were before

[Chorus:]
When nobody wants your body anymore



[Verse 2:]
Leave me I don't worry darling you'll be back
Honey, I'm not bragging I'm just statin' facts
The ocean always brings each piece of driftwood back to shore

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
I know they have you now sweetheart
They don't know what they got
Heaven is still heaven when the weather ain't so hot
When all is done that will be done you'll knock upon my door

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
Leave me I don't worry darling you'll be back
Unless somebody wants my body before

21767. When Ole Goin' Gets A Goin'

Ernest Tubb 
When Ole Goin' Gets A Goin'

My hand holds a bottle of wine in Oklahoma
In a bar along side the railroad tracks
I'm a waitin' for a train to Waxahachie
And when ole goin' gets a goin' ole goin' ain't comin' back

Well, you either gotta laugh it up or cry it down
When love goes wrong there ain't no middle ground
My baby's started movin' on another track
And when ole goin' gets a goin' ole goin' ain't comin' back

Of course I laugh the most when I'm drinkin'
Cause when I'm sober my future looks mighty black
And these old shoes are beggin' to scratch some gravel
And when ole goin' gets a goin' ole goin' ain't comin' back

Well, you either gotta laugh it up or cry it down
When love goes wrong there ain't no middle ground
My baby's started movin' on another track
And when ole goin' gets a goin' ole goin' ain't comin' back
And when ole goin' gets a goin' ole goin' ain't comin' back

21768. When Papa Played The Dobro

Flatt & Scruggs
When Papa Played the Dobro



My papa was a hobo when they delivered me
We didn't have a doctor cause he couldn't pay the fee
But when the goin' got too bad to ease his misery
Now papa played the dobro this way and he'd go

[ dobro ]

When company would come around he kept the dobro hid
He knew he couldn't play the way the other players did
But the guitar's resonator was a gallon bucket lid
But papa played the dobro this way and he'd go

[ dobro ]

Well now that papa's gone away it's hanging by the flue
The top of it is busted and the strings are rusty too
It will never sound the way it did when it was new
When papa played the dobro this way and he'd go

[ dobro ]

And he'd go pam pam

21769. When Possession Gets Too Strong

Dolly Parton - When Possession Gets Too Strong 

I can't live with you when you try to own me
Though you may give me love like I have never known
But if you try to control me then you won't never know me
And I'll be movin' on when possession gets too strong
So love me just for what I am don't try to change a thing
And I'll take you just like you are and I'll expect the same
So if you want to love me you must understand all of me
For I'll be movin' on when possession gets too strong
And I have no control over what I feel inside
And I can't change the way I am and you must be satisfied
So if you think you can't be without place and chance on me
Then I'll be movin' on when possession gets too strong
[ ac.guitar ]
I have no control...
I'll be movin' on when possession gets too strong

21770. When She Made Laughter Easy

When She Made Laughter Easy
Stephen F. Brines, Sam Bush
New Grass Revival



Well she never tried to change me
From the lovin you before her
I never heard her whisper
She'd make up for what I lost
She didn't try to cover up
My memories with laughter
But she made laughter easy
And made me glad to be there

She gave me back my eyes
Taught me how to see her
Never was embarrassed to be naked
In the light
Never made me feel it was any kind of favor
To take today and share it
And stay until tomorrow
when she made laughter easy
And made me glad to be there

She never put her faith in words
Or tried to be too clever
To make life any better
Only one day at a time
Never made me feel it was any kind of favor
To take today and share it
And stay until tomorrow
When she made laughter easy
And made me glad to be there

When she made laughter easy
And made me glad to be there

21771. When She Passed By

Allison Moorer
When She Passed By

I heard that you were getting married
I always knew that you'd do well
You're a legendary beauty
From our small provincial town

Ilocos joined to Leyte
Two important families
A glorious occasion
A foretold destiny

I followed in the morning papers
How exciting it has been
The courtship and the whirlwind romance
For the sweetest of beauty queens



He's crazy for you
Who wouldn't be, I'm sure
And nothing matters more than that
And you'll never be poor no more

How she looked when she passed by
How she looked when she passed by

I feel like I'm watching history
Living before my eyes
Many years from now
We'll recall just how
How she looked when she passed by
I know that you are in there somewhere
Letters get misplaced in the mail
Guess that there was some confusion
Amidst those throngs and swells

Did you see me outside?
Did you see me wave?
When you passed in your car
Ah well, that's okay

How she looked when she passed by
How she looked when she passed by

Feel like I'm watching history
Living before my eyes
Many years from now
We'll recall just how
How she looked when she passed by

21772. When She's Feeling Blue

When She's Feeling Blue

MandolinÂ Orange - When She's Feeling Blue

She only holds me in her arms when she's feeling blue
My baby only holds me in her arms when she's feeling blue
She sparkles like a diamond and she shines like gold
She tends to avoid me when her heart is full
You can find her roaming from dusk 'til dawn
Her tricks and her treasures and her dancing shoes on
She only holds me in her arms when she's feeling blue
My baby only holds me in her arms when she's feeling blue
She calls me up and tells me, "Honey, I need you"
And I come a-runnin' like I always do
She only holds me in her arms when she's feeling blue
My baby only holds me in her arms when she's feeling blue
There was a time we rambled 'neath that neon moon
Her tricks and her treasures are all that I knew
Now she calls and tells me, "Honey, I need you"



And I come a-runnin' like I always do

21773. When She's Gone

Brett Dennen - When She's Gone

Your gonna fall apart
It's gonna break your heart
Your gonna know that you were wrong
Down to the boatyard you'll run
Like you did at your graduation
Your gonna miss her when she's gone
Who you trying to fool?
Your gonna miss her when she's
Your gonna miss her when she's
Your gonna miss her when she's gone
You in your second hand suit
That you wore to the portrait shoot
It was just a dream that you once had
Your gonna lose control
It's gonna take it's toll on you
You'd better let it drive you mad
Who you trying to fool?
What are you trying to prove?
Your gonna miss her when she's
Your gonna miss her when she's
Your gonna miss her when she's gone

21774. When Silence Is The Only Sound

When Silence Is The Only Sound - Infamous Stringdusters
written by Jeremy Garrett

 Verse 1 
He sits in the dark
Double scotch in his hand
Considering why
It didn't turn out like he planed

Stuck at work late at night
She's gone again before the light
She blames the bills
She just won't tell him how she feels

 Chorus 
Unconscious of uncommon ground
The walls of pride can't be knocked down
When silence is the only sound



( solo )

 Verse 2 
He'll try to tempt her with his smile
But giving in is not her style
His pain is worse with time
Why can't he say what's on his mind

Comfort finds a face
Another man to take his place
Will she go down that road
Saddest story ever told

 Chorus 
Unconscious of uncommon ground
The walls of pride can't be knocked down
When silence is the only sound

( solos )

 Chorus 
Unconscious of uncommon ground
Well..
The walls of pride can't be knocked down
When silence is the only sound

 Tag 
He sits in the dark
Double scotch in his hand

21775. When Silver Threads Are Gold Again

When Silver Threads Are Gold Again

Darlin', we are growing old
And show the silver in our hair
Since time has stolen all the gold
That made your youthful tresses fair
But years can never steal away
A look that never can grow old
What care we for tresses gray
Since love will always keep its gold

Love, I'll tell you with a kiss
If Heaven gives back the youth we miss
Your face will be no fairer then
When silver threads are gold again

Darlin', I can read today
The question in your thoughtful eyes
You wonder if I wish for May
Beneath the frosty autumn skies
Love of mine, be sure of this



For me, no face could be so fair
Than this one that I stoop to kiss
Beneath its crown of silver hair

Darlin', with your hand in mine
We'll journey all life's pathway through
With happy tears your dear eyes shine
Like deep blue blossoms in the dew
The sorrow of the passing years
Have made us love each other more
And every day that disappears
I count you dearer than before

Love, I'll tell you with a kiss
If Heaven gives back the youth we miss
Your face will be no fairer then
When silver threads are gold again

21776. When Somebody Loves You

Alan Jackson - When Somebody Loves You 

When your heart is all alone every second
Seems so long
When it's just you, you can't see through
Those ol' clouds that rain so blue
But when somebody loves you
There's nothing you can't do
When somebody loves you
It's easy to get through
When somebody loves you
The way I love you
When it's late, the sun hangs low
By yourself, nowhere to go
Sing a song, you dance alone
Play solitaire and stare at the phone
But when somebody loves you
There's nothing you can't do
When somebody loves you
It's easy to get through
When somebody loves you
The way I love you
So let's put aside our foolish pride
And let our hearts say hello
We both agree we're just no good
At bein' on our own
'Cause when somebody loves you
There's nothing you can't do
When somebody loves you
It's easy to get through
When somebody loves you
The way I love you
The way I love you



The way I love you

21777. When Someone Stops Loving You

Little Big Town - When Someone Stops Loving You

[Verse 1]
Still gotta walk into a crowded room
With the radio on
Crack a smile and crack a beer like it don't bother you
Like it ain't your song, that's on

[Pre-Chorus]
Still gotta cross the bridge to get to work
The one by her place
Make it through the 9 to 5 like it don't hurt
It goes that way

[Chorus]
When someone stops loving you
It don't make the evening news
It don't keep the sun from rising, the clock from winding
Your heart from beating, even when you want it to
When someone stops loving you

[Verse 2]
Still gotta button up your collared shirt
The one she used to button down
Sleep on the mattress where her body left a curve
Or maybe just the couch

[Pre-Chorus]
Still gotta keep her number in your phone
In case she calls back
One night when she's drunk and all alone
Yeah you pray for that

[Chorus]
When someone stops loving you
It don't make the evening news
It don't keep the sun from rising, the clock from winding
Your heart from beating, even when you want it to
When someone stops loving you

[Bridge]
The hardest part about it is
There ain't a switch that you can flip
'Cause you can't stop loving them

[Outro]
When someone stops loving you
When someone stops loving you
It don't keep the sun from rising, the clock from winding



Your heart from beating, even when you want it to
When someone stops loving you
When someone stops loving you
When someone stops loving you

21778. When Someone Wants To Leave

Dolly Parton - When Someone Wants To Leave 

When you love somebody with all your heart and soul
And you want to keep them with you, but you know they want to go
What do you do, what do you say
When you know they want to leave
As bad as you want them to stay
And there's nothing quite as sad as a one-sided love
When one doesn't care at all and the other cares too much
It's a sad situation, I must say
When you know they want to leave
As bad as you want them to stay
You know how much I love you
But I know you don't love me
And I know it's just a matter of time before you leave
But I do, I stand aside and just let you walk away
But I know you want to leave
As bad as I want you to stay
And there's nothing quite as sad as a one-sided love
When one doesn't love at all and the other loves too much
It's a sad situation I must say
When someone wants to leave as bad as you want them to stay
Oh, it's a sad situation I must say
When someone wants to leave as bad as you want them to stay

21779. When Something Is Wrong With My Baby

Linda Ronstadt - When Something Is Wrong With My Baby

When something is wrong with my baby
Something is wrong with me
If I know that she's worrying
I know I'd feel the same misery

We've been through so much together
We stand as one
And that's what makes it better

When something is wrong with my baby
Something is wrong with me

Just what she means to me, now



Oh, you just wouldn't understand
People can say that she's no good
But she's my woman and I know I'm her man

And if he's got a problem
I know I've got to help him solve 'em

When something is wrong with my baby
Something is wrong with me

When something is wrong with my baby
Something is wrong with my baby

When something is wrong with my baby
Something is wrong with me

21780. When Sorrow Encompass Me

Crooked Still 
When Sorrows Encompass Me

When sorrows encompass me round
And many distresses I see
Astonished I cry, Can a mortal be found
Surrounded with troubles like me?

Few seasons of peace I enjoy
And they are succeeded by pain
If e'er a few moments of praise I employ
I have hours and days to complain

O! when will my sorrows subside?
O! when will my sufferings cease?
O! when to the bosom of Christ be conveyed?
To the mansions of glory and bliss?

May I be prepared for that day
When Jesus shall bid me remove
That I may in raptures go shouting away
To the arms of my heav'nly Love
My spirit to glory conveyed
My body laid low in the ground
I wish not a tear at my grave to be shed
But all join in praising around
No sorrow be vented that day
When Jesus hath called me home
With singing and shouting let each brother say
"He's gone from the evil to come"
If souls disembodied can know
Or visit their brethern beneath
My spirit shall join you, while singing you go
And leave all my cares in the grave
Immersed in the ocean of love



My soul, like an angel shall sing
Till Christ shall descend with a shout from above
And make all creation to ring
Our bodies, in dust shall obey
And swifter than thought shall arise
Then, changed in a moment, go shouting away
To mansions of love in the skies

21781. When The Angels Call My Name

The Lonesome Sisters - When the Angels Call My Name 

No more crying
No more pain
No more dying
When the angels call my name

No more sorrow
No more I'll roam
No more tomorrow
When the angels lead me home

No more grieving
No more fear
No more needing
When the angels draw me near

No more crying
No more pain
No more dying
When the angels call my name

21782. When The Angels Carry Me Home - Chords

When the Angels Carry Me Home
Recorded by Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs 
Written by Charlie Monroe  
Carl Story - IIIrd Tyme Out

G
I'll fly away to heaven and I won't fall
         C               G
When the angels carry me home

I want to see Jesus first of all
                D7       G
When the angels carry me home

                        



When the angels carry me home
         C               G
When the angels carry me home

I want to see Jesus first of all
                D7       G
When the angels carry me home

                                       
There'll be no more sorrow and no more pain
         C               G
When the angels carry me home

I'll ride that heavenly glorious train
                D7       G
When the angels carry me home

Repeat #2

                                   
I'm on my pathway leading to heaven
         C               G
When the angels carry me home

I'll see Jesus waiting for me in heaven
                D7       G
When the angels carry me home

Repeat #2

21783. When The Angels Come To Get Me

When The Angels Come To Get Me

I am growing old and feeble
Friends and loved ones I must leave
For tomorrow I'll be lifted
When the angels come for me

When the angels come to get me
In a chariot of pure gold
I'll be carried up to heaven
On that hallelujah road

Life down here has been so happy
Through this world which I've trod
But I'll move into a mansion
Where I'll dwell forever more

There I'll be with my dear Savior
Dad and Mother I will see
All these joys will be mine forever
When the angels come for me



21784. When The Angels Sing - Chords

When The Angels Sing
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent  [3/4 time]
Written by Aubrey Noble, Darrin Vincent, Rhonda Vincent, 
Sheri Noble, Terry Herd

C                     F
When love is faithful strong and true
         C                       G7
When the breath of life is given you
    C                F
And flowers bloom in early spring
           C                       G7     C
That's the time in heaven when the angels sing
                  F
Where angels sing above the blue
    C            D7           G7
The promise of a world that's new
    C                F
And tear dim eyes no more will be
         C               G7      C
When the angels sing for you and me
                      F
Be a shining light as you pass through
     C                          G7
Remember the promise he gave to you
     C                 F
Hold to His Word trust everything
        C                        G7     C
Live forever in heaven where the angels sing
Repeat #2
F        C               G7      C
When the angels sing for you and me

21785. When The Bees Are In The Hive

When The Bees Are In The Hive
Bill Monroe

By the mill stream sits the Miller's pretty daughter
Her cheeks are like the first red rose of June
Her sweet voice sounds just like the rippling water
As so tenderly she hums an old love tune

But soon her song of joy has turned to sorrow
Her sweetheart now has come to say goodbye
She thinks of a sad and lonely morrow
And he hugs her as she murmers with a sigh



   When the bees are in the hive and the honey in the comb
   And the golden sunlight bends to kiss the dew
   While the old mill wheel turns 'round I love you Mary
   And when the bees are in the hive I'll come to you

By the old mill sits the lonely maid repining
And her face was like the spring rose far away
While she looked down in the silver waters shining
And she sees her golden locks are dimmed with grey

Long years she's waited there for his returning
All in vain she's thinking he'll come back someday
For the lamp of hope still in her heart is burning
As the old mill wheel turns 'round it seems to say

21786. When The Bloom Is Off The Rose - Chords

When The Bloom Is Off The Rose
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Roger Brown

C                         F
When the bloom is off the rose 
         G7                   C
When the leaves fall from the vine 
                          F
When the dew turns frosty white 
        C    G7           C    G7
Darling will you still be mine 
       C      F            C
In the spring our love was new 
         G7            C
I knew I was your only one 
                         F
But with time all things grow old 
        D7               G7
Tell me please I need to know 
 
         C                F
When the bloom is off the rose 
         G7                   C
When the leaves fall from the vine 
                          F
When the dew turns frosty white 
        C    G7           C    G7
Darling will you still be mine 
         C       F       C
Like the seasons passing by 
       G7                   C
Loving hearts like time can fly 
                            F
If left to wither they will fade 



       D7              G7
Do not tire of me that way
Repeat #3 x2
                          F
When the dew turns frosty white 
        C    G7           C
Darling will you still be mine

21787. When The Blue Hour Comes

Rodney Crowell - When the Blue Hour Comes

The good times are all gone
The night keeps coming on so strong
You can't hold on, no matter what you do
Will there be someone who cares for you
When the blue hour comes?
When the blue hour comes?
And when your restless heart
Tears your world apart
And everywhere you turn
Its falling down on you
Will there be a light that shines for you?
When the blue hour comes for you
If theres anything that you would have me do
Just call on me and Ill be coming through
I will always be there for you
When the blue hour comes
When the blue hour comes
Good times dont last forever
Sometimes its now or never
Darling, reach out for me
You know where Ill be
I will always be there for you
When the blue hour comes
When the blue hour comes
When the blue hour comes for you
If theres anything that you would have me do
Just call on me and Ill be coming through
I will always be there for you
When the blue hour comes
When the blue hour comes
I will always be there
When the blue hour comes
When the blue hour comes
When the blue hour comes...

21788. When The Bluebonnets Bloom



When The Bluebonnets Bloom (Larry W. Jones 12/17/2006) 

The fairest flower that Texas knows
Has the power to outshine the rose
Many poets have written the sonnet
Of the blue, blue Texas bluebonnet
Not a simple flower and never plain
From its blue beauty comes its name
Like a robin, bluebonnets in bloom
Say that Spring has arrived so soon
This flower grows in the rocks and rills
And like a blanket covers the Texas hills
Joy to the Texas world is what they say
When the bluebonnets bloom in May
Now let me sing that Robin's song
For bluebonnets say Winter is gone
Not a simple flower and never plain
From its blue beauty comes its name
Like a robin, bluebonnets in bloom
Say that Spring has arrived so soon
This flower grows in the rocks and rills
And like a blanket covers the Texas hills
Joy to the Texas world is what they say
When the bluebonnets bloom in May

21789. When The Bluegrass Is Covered with Snow

The Boxcars - When the Bluegrass Is Covered with Snow

When the Bluegrass Is Covered with Snow

Summer's coming Winter's gone, the birds are singing in the trees.
The sun shining bright, the leaves in sight.
The humming of the bees.

The moon shines bright on the old home tonight.
The wind blows soft and low.
Pretty flowers so gay will someday fade away, when the bluegrass is covered in snow.
In the heart of Kentucky where the bluegrass grows, 
where flowers are blooming and clear waters flow, 
the flowers fade in winter for a few months or so, 
when the bluegrass is covered with snow

21790. When The Blues Are Movin' In

When the Blues Are Movin' In - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

In the quiet of the evening
I sing a mournful song
As the night wind blows a low lonesome moan



Oh she left without a warning
My world came tumbling down
Our love ended with the sad heartbreakin' sound

Now the blues are movin' in
I can't help the way I feel
What an awful price for love I've had to pay
Never thought I'd see the day
She'd just up and run away
What a cold world, when the blues are movin' in

I heard her walk across the floor
Heard the closing of the door
And the sound of silence cut me like a knife
She was all that I lived for
And I'll never love again
It's a cold world, when the blues are movin' in

21791. When The Bright Lights Grow Dim

When The Bright Lights Grow Dim

I'm the laugh of the party out every night
Ain't got a worry but then
The people who say I'm carefree and gay
Don't know how I'm lonely when the bright lights grow dim

People think cause I'm laughing the past is behind
But they don't know the sorrow within'
A heart that is hurtin' in a man bound by pride
Who cries for an old love when the bright lights grow dim

When the party has ended the laughter has died
And I think of our parting again
The smile leaves my face and tears take its place
I cry for you darling when the bright lights grow dim

So until you return I'll keep wearing a mask
That will hide how I'm feeling within
So if your lonely too I'll be right there with you
I'll be thinking of you dear when the bright lights grow dim

21792. When The Cactus Is In Bloom

Bill Monroe - When the Cactus Is In Bloom

The cattle prowled and the coyotes howled
Out on the Great Divide,
I never done no wrong, just singing a song,



As down the trail I ride.
Rattle snacks rattle at the prairie dogs,
You hear that mournful tune.
It's roundup time away out West
When the cactus is in bloom.

Daylight comes and the cowhand yell,
They call out ev'ry man,
I throw my saddle on my old cowhorse
And drink my coffee from a can;
The sun goes down on the cattle trail
And I'm gazing at the moon,
It's roundup time away out West
When the cactus is in bloom.

We don't have cold weather,
It never snows or rains.
That is where the sunshine's best,
Out on the western plains.
Some of the boys have gone away,
But they will be back soon.
It's roundup time away out West
When the cactus is in bloom.

Daylight comes and the cowhand yell,
They call out ev'ry man,
I throw my saddle on my old cowhorse
And drink my coffee from a can;
The sun goes down on the cattle trail
And I'm gazing at the moon,
It's roundup time away out West
When the cactus is in bloom.

21793. When The Cat Goes Out

When The Cat Goes Out 

I'll do anything i can to keep our love together one more time
Sorry i deceived you
You made it hard for me to stay in line

Loving you came easy, but for reasons i'll explain i drift away
When the sun goes down and the cat goes out
The mice will play

Last week you went to vegas with your friends
And left me here alone
I didn't mind you leavin'
But it hurts when you don't call me when you're gone

See my mind begins to wander
And i'll find someone to take the hurt away
When the sun goes down and the cat goes out



The mice will play

Loving you came easy, but for reasons i've explained i drift away
When the sun goes down and the cat goes out
The mice will play

21794. When The Devil Starts Crying

Jim Lauderdale - When The Devil Starts Crying

Well when the devil starts crying cause he's lonely
He's just tryin' to make you feel sorry
I say it's not your problem you can solve
You've got enough of your own

Well he's got no business stirring you up
Don't you know that you're just a stop along the way
He's got you thinking you can save him and change his luck
Well I don't want you to go to him

Well the heart of a jealous man is so dark
He's got no light to see
I think it's time to get this house in order
You better stop what you're doin' and get on over

Well he's got no business...

[ guitar ]

Well he's got no business...
Well when the devil starts crying...
Well he's got no business...

Well I don't want you to go to him
I don't want you to go to him

21795. When The Dinner Bell Rings

John Hartford 
When The Dinner Bell Rings

When I look at this fiddle
The color of your skin
As smooth as the desert inside your eyes
Round as the world you profess not to be a part of

When I deal this card
One of many that are capable of playing poker
Like the game we play with each other when we are alone



As a single mouse muffin on a new high-school diploma

So pulling back this lever
I start the engine like some diesel belt
Which like my love of you shall not perish forever

And the best-loved songs of the American people, like the crowd
That dances in ever-widening circles
Around these fiddlers here who practice their sawmill movements
Changing only when the dinner bell rings

21796. When The Evening Sun Goes Down

When The Evening Sun Goes Down
The Carter Family

When this evening sun goes down
Then in heaven I will be found
I will end life's other side
When I cross the great divide

When this evening sun goes down
When I wear my starry crown
When I'll see a smiling face
And rest in amazing grace

He will wipe away my tears
He will blind me to all my fears
Then in joy I'll ever be bound
When this evening sun goes down

When this evening sun goes down
When they lay me 'neath the ground
When we'll meet, weep, and mourn
Then I'll be in my heavenly home

21797. When The Fat Guy Tries The Chimney On For Size

Rodney Crowell - When The Fat Guy Tries The Chimney On For Size

[Verse 1]
When the fat guy tries the chimney on for size
Don't believe your mean big brother's lies
Just leave your milk and cookies on the hearth
And keep on sending letters way up north
When you hear the fat guy's sleigh bells in the snow
Don't let the nonbelievers tell you "no"
'Tis the season you don't need no proof
There's tiny reindeer up there on the roof



[Verse 2]
When the fat guy does the shimmy down the chute
With rosy cheeks to match his warm, red suit
While everyone's asleep inside your house
He goes about his business like a mouse
When the fat guy leaves your presents 'neath the tree
Don't let your jealous cousins spoil your glee
If they'd been good like you have, here's the deal
They'd be the first to tell you that the fat guy is for real

[Verse 3]
When the fat guy takes a trip down through the soot
Cleaner than a whistle, head to foot
And goes back up the way he just dropped in
Same time next year to do it all again
When the fat guy tries the chimney on for size
It's only then you start to realize
The more you wanna give than to receive
Is when you feel the magic hidden up the fat guy's sleeve

[Outro]
Oh, my dear darling child
It's so good to see you smile

21798. When The Golden Leaves Begin To Fall

Bill Monroe - When the Golden Leaves Begin to Fall
Bill Monroe
Country Gentlemen

I left the one that love in the mountains
And all the love we shared
But each night as she kneels by her bed side
I know she calls my name in her prayer

 When the moon shines on the Blue Ridge mountains
 And it seems I can hear my sweetheart call
 How I long to be near to my darling
 When the golden leaves begin to fall

She knows that I'll return to the mountains
And will bring to her a wedding ring
It will be placed upon her finger
Happiness to us both it will bring

Winter time is so cold in the mountains
The ground will soon be covered white with snow
How I long to keep the home fires burning
For I know my darling needs me so



21799. When The Grass Grows Over Me

Ernest Tubb 
When The Grass Grows Over Me
Osborne Brothers

When you left I thought in time I'd soon get over you
Even told myself that I would find somebody too
Time and tears have come and gone but not your memory
But I'll be over you when the grass grows over me

Yes, I'll be over you when you're standing over me
And as you look down at the cold cold ground I'm sleeping in
Don't expect to hear me say that I still love you then
Cause I'll be over you when the grass grows over me

Even when my eyes are closed they keep on seeing you
Every minute time goes by I'm hurting through and through
And as long as I live I know I won't be free
But I'll be over you when the grass grows over me

Yes, I'll be over you when you're standing over me
And as you look down at the cold cold ground I'm sleeping in
Don't expect to hear me say that I still love you then
Cause I'll be over you when the grass grows over me

21800. When The Hand Of God Comes Down

When The Hand Of God Comes Down
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver 
Writer: Odell Mcleod

Oh, when the hand of God comes down with fire from Heaven on high
It'²ll be too late to pray
When Gabriel blows his trumpet for the very last sound
Where you gonna hide then, sinner?
When the hand of God comes down

We're living in an awful age and troubled times are here
The radios and magazines, their stories bring no cheer
The one and only recipe where lasting peace is found
Is watch and pray until the day when the hand of God comes down

Oh, when the hand of God comes down with fire from Heaven on high
It'²ll be too late to pray
When Gabriel blows his trumpet for the very last sound
Where you gonna hide then, sinner?
When the hand of God comes down



Many ride the Devil's train, his wicked ways they choose
They'll rob and steal, fight and kill and say "I'²ll never lose"
But listen friend there is an end when the present time'²s all done
And did you know you'll reap what you sow
When the hand of God comes down

Oh, when the hand of God comes down with fire from Heaven on high
It'²ll be too late to pray
When Gabriel blows his trumpet for the very last sound
Where you gonna hide then, sinner?
When the hand of God comes down

Upon the Bible's holy pages, words are written there
They tell about these darkened days in which we'²re living here
Many shun the word of God, no time to pray is found
But by and by somebody will cry
When the hand of God comes down

Oh, when the hand of God comes down with fire from Heaven on high
It'll be too late to pray
When Gabriel blows his trumpet for the very last sound
Where you gonna hide then, sinner?
When the hand of God comes down

Oh, when the hand of God comes down with fire from Heaven on high
It'²ll be too late to pray
When Gabriel blows his trumpet for the very last sound
Where you gonna hide then, sinner?
When the hand of God comes down
Oh, where you gonna hide then, sinner?
When the hand of God comes down

21801. When The Lady Sings The Blues

Vince Gill - When the Lady Sings the Blues

When this old world gets the, the best of me
Life don't come quite so easily
The only thing that brings a little piece to me
Is when the lady sings the blues

The world keeps knocking on my front door
I just can't see to pay the rent no more
The one thing that I keep longing for
Is when the lady sings the blues

Singing 'bout the hard time, standing in the silver line
Praying help is on the way
Feeling kind of helpless, hoping for some kindness
Waiting on that sunshiny day

Just when I think I'm gonna, gonna come on wild
Feels like the walls just start toppling down



The one thing that keeps me hanging around
Is when the lady sings the blues

Singing 'bout the hard time, standing in the silver line
Praying help is on the way
Feeling kind of helpless, hoping for some kindness
Waiting on that sunshiny day

'Good Morning Heartache' by Lady Day
'God Bless The Child' who chased my blues away
And 'Ain't Nobody's Business' gonna get me through
When the lady sings the blues

Ain't it nice what a little moonlight can do
When the lady sings the blues
When the lady sings the blues
When the lady sings the blues

21802. When The Last Curtain Falls - Chords

When The Last Curtain Falls
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Emory Gordy Jr. and Jim Rushing
[3/4 time]

G
Even though I still steam  
                                 D7  C
From the words that you threw at me 
           G
There's no pleasure at all 
                               D7
From watching you fall to your knees 

          C
Cause the tables have turned 
                            G                        C
And I'm finally learning to live and forgive and let go 
                 G          C            G
There's no sweet revenge at love's angry end 
       D7          G
And we all need to know 

           
When the last curtain falls with a final goodbye 
                    F           C
And the bitter cold darkness of night 
                       G
Floods the days of our lives 
                       C                G
With a silence so loud we can't feel at all 
C                    G        C        G
There's no reason or cause to cheer or applause 



         D7           G
When the last curtain falls 

The irony is that you're wearing 
                D7   C
The look I once wore 
       G
And in truth I've longed for 
                          D7
This moment to settle the score
 
         C
But it's not all that clear 
                         G                       C
Now that I'm hearing you echo the thoughts of my soul 
               G       C          G
The justice of time is not really mine 
      D7          G
And I want you to know 
 
Repeat #3

C                    G        C        G
There's no reason or cause to cheer or applause 
         D7           G
When the last curtain falls

21803. When The Last Of Our Days Shall Come - Chords

When the Last of Our Days Shall Come
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Chris Stuart

G
When the last of our days shall come
        D7                    G
We will fly o'er the mountain top
                    C
We will sing with a voice so young
         G           D7         G
When the last of our days shall come

When the truth and the spirit twine
     D7                     G
In a place with no yours or mine
                   C
We will share in a joy divine 
         G           D7         G
When the last of our days shall come

Repeat #1

When the bell of this life is torn



        D7                 G
We will weigh in the newly born
                    C
We will rest in His loving arms
         G           D7         G
When the last of our days shall come

Repeat #1

Oh the hearts of our love ones ache
       D7                     G
On the day the last breath we take
                     C
We will go where the Savior waits
         G           D7         G
When the last of our days shall come

Repeat #1 x2

                    C
We will sing with a voice so young
         G           D7         G
When the last of our days shall come

21804. When The Levee Breaks

When the Levee Breaks
Leftover Salmon
Writer/s: JOE MCCOY

If it keeps on rainin' levee's goin' to break
If it keeps on rainin' levee's goin' to break
When the levee breaks I'll have no place to stay.
Mean old levee taught me to weep and moan
Lord mean old levee taught me to weep and moan
Got what it takes to make a mountain man leave his home
Oh well oh well oh well.
Don't it make you feel bad
When you're tryin' to find your way home
You don't know which way to go?
If you're goin' down South
They go no work to do,
If you don't know about Chicago.
Cryin' won't help you, prayin' won't do you no good,
Now, cryin' won't help you, prayin' won't do you no good,
When the levee breaks, mama, you got to move.
All last night sat on the levee and moaned,
All last night sat on the levee and moaned,
Thinkin' 'bout me baby and my happy home.
Going, go'n' to Chicago,
Go'n' to Chicago,
Sorry but I can't take you.
Going down, going down now, going down



going down now, going down, going down, going down, going down
Going down, going down now, going down
going down now, going down
going down now, going down
Going d-d-d-d-down
Woo woo

21805. When The Lights Go Out

When The Lights Go Out
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]
Who are you when the lights go out?
You got me wondering
How'd you go from a face in the crowd
To all I'm thinking about?
Sitting here on the night cloud
Floating around
Just a thought 'til I said it out loud
Who are you when the lights go out?

[Chorus]
In a dream we were Polaroid lovers
In the deep where the edges don't lie
You and me fading into each other
And it makes me wonder

[Verse 2]
What if it was New Years Eve?
Black tie and evening gown
Would you tug at the hem of my sleeve?
Kiss me while wR're countin' down
Who are you when thR lights go out?
You got me wondering
How'd you go from a face in the crowd
To where we are now?
[Chorus]
In a dream we were Polaroid lovers
In the deep where the edges don't lie
You and me fading into each other
And it makes me wonder

[Chorus]
In a dream we were Polaroid lovers
In the deep where the edges don't lie
You and me fading into each other
Fading into each other
In a dream we were Magnavox lovers
You and me somewhere all alone
On a screen in an ocean of color
And it makes me wonder
It makes me wonder



[Outro]
Who are you when the lights go out?
Who are you when the lights go out?
Who are you when the lights go out?
Who are you when the lights go out?
Baby

21806. When The Love Factor's High

When The Love Factor's High

Tonight it doesn't feel like it did last night
I'm feeling warm if inside
Since I saw your face
Since I looked in your eyes
There's a change in this place
I think the love factor's high

When the love factor's high
And too hard to collide
You don't even try
That's when you'll find
One that feels right
One for all time
It's hard to deny
When the love factor's high

Sometimes it fly and sometimes it falls
Sometimes you beg
Ends up against the wall
As I hold you close
We dance in time
But I think I know the love factor's high

It's hard to deny
When the love factor's high

21807. When The Master Calls The Roll

Rodney Crowell - When The Master Calls the Roll

[Verse 1]
Girl with hair of flaming red
Seeking perfect lover
For to lie down on her feather bed
Soft secrets to uncover

[Verse 2]



Must be gentle, must be strong
With disposition sunny
Just as faithful as the day is long
And careful with his money

[Verse 3]
And so the open letter read
The news boy did deliver
Three months later plans were made to wed
Down by the King James river

[Chorus]
Lo, the season may come
Lo, the season may go
What love has joined together
Will forever be made whole
When the master calls the roll

[Verse 4]
Oh my darling, will you lead?
Take me to the altar
I don't have strength to watch you as you leave
But my love will never falter

[Verse 5]
Oh my darling Mary Anne
The march to war is calling
Somewhere far across these southern lands
The bands of brothers falling

[Verse 6]
My tender bride, the tides demand
That I leave you with your mother
With my father's rifle in one hand
Your locket in the other

[Chorus]
Lo, the season may come
Lo, the season may go
Beware, the storm clouds gather
Take heed, dear mortal soul
When the master calls the roll

[Verse 7]
But can this union be preserved?
The soldier boy was crying
"I will never travel back to her
But not for lack of trying"

[Verse 8]
It's a love of one true hearted lass
That made the boy a hero
But a rifle ball and a cannon blast
Cut him down to zero

[Verse 9]
Oh Virginia, whence I came



I'll see you when I'm younger
And I'll know you by your hills again
This time from six feet under

[Chorus]
Lo, the season may come
Lo, the season may go
One man is torn asunder
Will someday be made whole
When the master calls the roll

[Chorus]
Though the storm clouds gather
Let the union be made whole
When the master calls the roll

21808. When The Mist Clears Away - Chords

When The Mist Clears Away Live 
Tim O'Brien

[Verse]
C
The other morning at the sunrise
         Am                             C
When the mist is on the hills and all around
         C                      Am
I saw a beautiful grey haired woman
       C         G         C
On the road as I drove into town
              Am          Em
Well I pulled over and I asked her
           F                        C    G
If I could give her a lift upon her way
            C                            Am
She said no thank you I'm almost home now
           C             G                C
I'll be alright when the mist clears away
 
        Am                           Em
Let the sunlight break through the darkness
            F                       C    G
And let the night turn to beautiful day
                 C                    Am
Don't let the shadows turn into mountains
               C                G           C
You'll be all right when the mist clears away
 
[Verse 2]
          C                     C
The other evening long past the sundown
         Am                               C
When the neon lights are flashing in the night



         C                       Am
I saw a young man sit on a door step
     C         G       C
That man was a pitiful sight
              Am                         Em
His eyes were bloodshot, his hands were trembling
      F                             C    G
I hesitated as I thought I heard him say
            C                        Am
I know you lose some, I hope you win some
            C              G           C       G    C
You'll be alright when the mist clears away
 
[Verse 3]
          C                 C
I've been lonely, I've been angry
            Am                            C
Sometimes I don't know just which way to turn
           C                  Am
I've been lazy, I've been jealous
     C                G               C
Sometimes you know I think I'll never learn
            Am           Em
But deep inside me if I listen
          F                               C      G
There's a tiny voice that always seems to say
            C                     Am
Don't be mistaken you're not forsaken
            C              G            C
You'll be alright when the mist clears away
 
        Am                          Em
Let the sunlight break through the darkness
             F                      C   G
And let the night turn to beautiful day
              C                      Am
Don't let the shadows turn into mountains
               C              G           C    G  C
You'll be all right when the mist clears away

21809. When The Mist Comes Again - Chords

When The Mist Comes Again 
Dale Ann Bradley
 
Key Dm CAPO 5   three-four time
 
[Intro]
N.C.
Wind instrument playing
 
Am    Am    Am    Am
 



Am    Am    Am    Am
 
[Verse]
Am                     G           Em
Outside her window the fog was far soon
   Am                        G              Em
It hides half of Dublin, and touch the full moon
G                    D
Up from the river it creeps
G                  E
Carrying with it relentless disease
Am                     G        Em
Three years ago it was Mary she lost
Am                        G         Em
Seamus, and Tom were soon laid by a cross
G                D
Two little souls still in the night
     G                      E7
This plea for salvation her nightmare refrain
 
[Chorus]
A            C         G      D
Father don't let me be taken away
        Am         C               G        D
For the love of my children, don't let me I pray
    A           C          G         D            F
The black river Shannon is surely to blame in the end
         G           Am   Am   Am   Am
When the mist comes again
 
[Verse]
Am                       G        Em
Gone is her husband, the prodigal king
 Am                     G         Em
Abandoned the family in favour of drink
    G                         D
And now she begs hand me down clothes
G                     E
Charity bread dropped paid for the stove
 
[Chorus]
A            C         G      D
Father don't let me be taken away
        Am         C               G        D
For the love of my children, don't let me I pray
    A           C          G         D            F
The black river Shannon is surely to blame in the end
         G           Am
When the mist comes again
 
[Solo]
Am    G    Am    G    Am    G    Am    G
 
Am    G    Am    G    Am    G    Am    G
 
Am    G    Am    G    Am    G    Am    G
 



Am    G    Am    G    Am    G    Am    G
 
Am    Am   Am    Am
 
[Verse]
Am                                  G         Em
For all of the hardships that she's facing in life
    Am                          G          Em
The last thing she needs is the list every night
   G                     D
It clings like a funeral shroud
G                       E7
Muffles this prayer she cries right out loud
 
[Chorus]
A            C         G      D
Father don't let me be taken away
        Am         C               G        D
For the love of my children, don't let me I pray
    A           C          G         D            F
The black river Shannon is surely to blame in the end
         G           Am   F
When the mist comes again
         G           Am
When the mist comes again
F        G           F     G   Am
When the mist comes again
 
[Outro]
Am    G    Am    G    Am    G    Am    G
 
Am    G    Am    G    Am    G    Am    G
 
Am    G    Am    G    Am    G    Am    G
 
 
Am    G    Am    G    Am    G    Am    G
 
Am    G    Am    G    Am    G    Am    G
 
Am    G    Am    G    Am    G    Am    G   Am

21810. When The Mockingbird Of Texas Sings

When The Mockingbird Of Texas Sings (Larry W. Jones 03/08/2007) 

Bright Texas stars and the moon are shining
Down on the purple sage of the prairie plain
Now, I can't complain but I sure am pining
For a Texas love that I may never see again
Oh, I remember the day when I met her
I thought she wore a pair of angel's wings
And there's no way that I can forget her



When the Mockingbird of Texas sings
I left when the stars and moon were shining
I had to ride to the roundup in the spring
I returned to find her gone, my heart's dying
Now, only the Mockingbird of Texas sings
Oh, I remember the day when I met her
I thought she wore a pair of angel's wings
And there's no way that I can forget her
When the Mockingbird of Texas sings
Spring is the time when doves are mating
She said when I returned, love she'd bring
With heart burning she'll find me waiting
When the Mockingbird of Texas sings
Oh, I remember the day when I met her
I thought she wore a pair of angel's wings
And there's no way that I can forget her
When the Mockingbird of Texas sings

21811. When The Morning Comes

When The Morning Comes
Hoyt Axton

Chorus:
(And) When the morning comes and you gotta get up
How you going to find your shoes
In an empty bed with an achin' head
You know its got to give you the blues

I don't know what's going on here,
I know things are not all right.
If you want me to I'll go dear,
If you want I'll stay all night.
I came here with my broken heart,
Wrapped away with care,
And all you do is sit and drink,
And stare ---- at your T V.

Chorus

You ask me why I came here,
But you're the one who phoned.
I wasn't very happy,
But I did alright a lone.
I thought you learned to love me,
I guess you never will.
The key's lost to the kingdom,
And I don't have time to kill.

Chorus

Instrumental: Verse



Chorus

So it's goodbye Carolina,
So long Tennessee.
California's callin',
And Chicago's good to me.
My feet are in the stirrups,
My pony wants run.
Think I'll hit the highway,
I guess your not the one.

Chorus 2x

21812. When The Mountain Dew Starts Falling

When The Mountain Dew Starts Falling

    When the mountain dew starts falling
    And the green green grass begins to grow
    That's when I realize I love you
    That's why I'm on my way back home

Back to the one I love so dearly
Back to the one that I love so
back to that girl I spent some time with
Back to my little mountain home

I've been away from my home for so long dear
And I feel like a stranger in my home
No one will ever realize dear
That I'm just a drifter all alone

21813. When The Mountain Fell Down

When the Mountain Fell Down 
Blue Moon Rising
 
He's worked in the mine since he started walkin', 
Breathin' in coal dust a mile under ground, 
Until the day when the timbers gave way, 
Billie Joe lost his life when the mountain fell down 
 
It was just like a scene from John's Revelation, 
The black smoke came rollin' from out of the mine 
We'd all made it clear before it all happened, 
But poor Billie Joe he just didn't have time 
 
CHORUS : 
Now the town folks all grieve for the loss of a good man 



And his widow she cries while her heart breakin' sound 
Life won't be the same and I'll always remember, 
How Billie Joe died when the mountain fell down, 
 
We were the same age and our kids played together,  
Just like me and Billie did when we were young, 
But now it's all changed 'cause he's gone forever, 
And his mother weeps bitter, for the loss of a son, 
 
Maybe there'll come a day when we all can do better, 
And we won't have to slave in a hole in the ground, 
Until that day comes I will always be haunted, 
By the terrible day when the mountain fell down 
 
Life won't be the same and I'll always remember, 
How Billie Joe died when the mountain fell down,

21814. When the Mountains Cry

When the Mountains Cry

Verse 1:
A lilac comes on a poisoned thorn
It has roots dirty and torn
Young-uns a playin' as the black crow flies
Mama's weeping
Hear the mountains cry

Verse 2:
There was another, a wild dirt flower
Cold was her heart and as dark as dire
Tears on the ground where her love did die
'Neath the bloody moon
Hear the mountains cry

Verse 3:
Oh dig his grave narrow and deep
Set a jug of whiskey by his thirsty feet
And lay two pennies on his roving eyes
Two women wailing
As the mountains cry

Final Verse:
Oh the wind blows weary and the willows sigh
Rivers of sorrow when the mountains cry
Oh the wind blows weary and the willows sigh
Rivers of sorrow when the mountains cry



21815. When The Music Starts To Play

The Incredible String Band - When The Music Starts To Play 

All my life and it's been a short one
I've met the happy and the sad together
I chased the soft warm air that flew before me
And through the storm on wings of love, the song of life bore me

And when the music starts to play, let me be around
I said when the music starts to play, let me be around
Oh, can't you see how my heart soars high when I hear that music
When the music starts to play, let me be around

When sadness lays his cold fist on my shoulder
And pushes me in icy waters drowning
The gentle hand of music lifts me smiling
And through these sounds my heart takes bounds, I happy am

And when the music starts to play, let me be around
I said, when the music starts to play, let me be around
Oh, can't you see how my heart soars high when I hear that music
When the music starts to play, let me be around

21816. When The New Wears Off Of Our Love - Chords

When The New Wears Off Of Our Love 
The Whites

[Intro]
A E A D  A E A D A
 
[Chorus]
A    F#m  D                     A
When the new wears off of our love
A             F#m               E
When the new wears off of our love
           A        E       A                  D
We'll be closer, together, still loving each other
           A   E                A
When the new wears off of our love
 
          D                         A
We will still say I love you every day
A                   E                 A
With a kiss in the same sweet loving way
A                            D      A
Just a little bit more then yester-day
          A    E               A
When the new wears off of our love
 
chorus, lead, chords leading to the key change
 



A E A D  A E A D B
 
 
[Chorus] key change:
B    G#m  E                     B
When the new wears off of our love
B             G#m               F#
When the new wears off of our love
           B         F#      B                 E
We'll be closer, together, still loving each other
          B    F#               B
When the new wears off of our love
          B    F#              B
when the new wears off of our love

21817. When The Night Comes Around

When The Night Comes Around - Infamous Stringdusters

I don't know how you got inside my heart
You're kinda crazy but I knew that from the start
I gotta go before this gets too deep
I'm kinda tired but you just won't let me sleep

I think I need a little fun
I'm looking for the setting sun

The night can't come fast enough for me
Life can move too fast to see
And tonight I'll be casting off, the chains that keep me to the ground
Everything's gonna be alright when the night comes around

I gotta call my friend and talk this through
Ah what's the point I can't make sense of you
I'm goin out I just might see the dawn
I'm gonna rage it until your memory's gone

The night can't come fast enough for me
Life can move too fast to see
And tonight I'll be casting off, the chains that keep me to the ground
Everything's gonna be alright when the night comes around

21818. When The Nightbirds Cry

When The Nightbirds Cry

All day long the thoughts of you
Stay far away since we are through
But in the middle of the night when the nightbirds call



That's when I'll miss you most of all

   When the nightbirds cry and the wind is still
   I hear the call of the whippoorwill
   It says you're gone but I don't know why
   That's why I'm blue when the nightbirds cry

I sit all night on the edge of my bed

21819. When The People Find Out

Steve Earle - When the People Find Out

[Verse 1]
It's late at night, you're all alone
Pale moonlight cold as snow
Heart beats fast, time moves slow
A stranger's glance, does he know?

[Chorus]
Where you going to run to, where you going to hide?
Where you going to run to, where you going to hide?
Where you going to run to, where you going to hide
When the people find out that you lied?

[Chorus]
Where you going to run to, where you going to hide?
Where you going to run to, where you going to hide?
Where you going to run to, where you going to hide
When the people find out that you lied?

[Verse 2]
They took you in, made you well
I told you things they never tell
To pay the debt, you made 'em fools
That's what you get, they trusted you

[Chorus]
Where you going to run to, where you going to hide?
Where you going to run to, where you going to hide?
Where you going to run to, where you going to hide
When the people find out that you lied?

21820. When The Roll Is Called Up Yonder

When The Roll Is Called Up Yonder

When the trumpet of the Lord shall sound and time shall be no more
And the morning breaks eternal bright and fair



When the saved on earth shall gather over on the other shore
And the roll is called up yonder I'll be there

   When the roll (when the roll) is called up yonder
   When the roll (when the roll) is called up yonder
   When the roll (when the roll) is called up yonder
   When the roll is called up yonder, I'll be there

On that bright and cloudless morning when the dead in Christ shall
rise
And the glory of His resurrection share
When His chosen ones shall gather to their home beyond the skies
And the roll is called up yonder, I'll be there

Let us labor for the Master from the dawn til setting sun
Let us talk of all His wondrous love and care
Then when all of life is over and our work on earth is done
And the roll is called up yonder, I'll be there

21821. When The Roses Bloom Again

When the Roses Bloom Again
Dead Horses - Ricky Skaggs

They were strolling in the gloaming
Where the roses were in bloom
A soldier and his sweetheart brave and true
And their hearts were filled with sorrow
For their thoughts were of tomorrow
As she pinned a rose upon his coat of blue

Do not ask me love to linger
When you know not what to say
For duty calls your sweetheart's name again
And your heart need not be sighing
If I be among the dying
I'll be with you when the roses bloom again

When the roses bloom again beside the river
And the robin readbreast sings his sweet refrain
In the days of auld lang syne
I'll be with you sweetheart mine
I'll be with you when the roses bloom again

Mid the rattle of the battle
Came a whisper soft and low
A soldier who had fallen in the fray
I am dying, I am dying
And I know I'll have to go
But I want to tell you
Before I pass away

There's a far and distant river



Where the roses are in bloom
A sweetheart who is waiting there for me
And it's there I pray you take me
I've been faithful, don't forsake me
I'll be with her when the roses bloom again

21822. When The Roses Bloom In Dixieland

When The Roses Bloom In Dixieland
John Hartford

When The Roses Bloom In Dixieland I am coming home to you
When the band is playing music grand to the sweetest girl I ever knew
I'm saving up my money, to buy a little cabin home for two
When The Roses Bloom In Dixieland I am coming home to you

I met my honey at the railroad track, I said honey wait for me
I'm going to make a lot of money up north and it's me for old Tennessee
I'm saving up my money, to buy a little cabin home for two
When The Roses Bloom In Dixieland I am coming home to you

21823. When The Roses Come Again

When The Roses Come Again

Neath the shadow down the meadow
Leaves lying on each side
By the river flowers shiver
Fading dying in their pride
Someone straying long delaying
Sad the parting down the lane
I must leave you someone's saying
Till the roses come again

   When the roses come again
   When the roses come again
   I will meet you I will greet you
   When the roses come again
   
   Yodel

As I wander I will ponder
On a happy by and by
On a summer over yonder
With joy to you and I
Do not borrow grief or sorrow
In the hours that yet remain
We shall know of that tomorrow
When the roses come again



Sunshine over clover
Blossom on the meadow wide
Some I finger sweet to linger
Everywhere on every side
Someone's roaming in the gloaming
Happy hearts that feel no pain
All their sadness turned to gladness
Now the roses come again

21824. When The Saints Go Marching In

When the Saints Go Marching In
Lester Flatt

Oh when the saints go marching in when the saints go marching in
Oh Lord I want to be in that number when the saints go marching in
[ dobro ]
Oh when the stars begin to fall when the stars begin to fall
Oh Lord I want to be in that number when the stars begin to fall
Oh when the saints...
[ harmonica ]
Oh when they crown him Lord of all when they crown him Lord of all
Oh Lord I want to be in that number when they crown him Lord of all
Oh when the saints...

21825. When The Saviour Reached Down For Me

When The Saviour Reached Down For Me
Stanley Brothers

Once my soul was astray from the heavenly way
I was wreched and blind as could be
But my Saviour, in love, gave me peace from above
When he reached down his hand for me

When the Saviour reached down for me
When he reached down his hand for me
I was lost and undone without God or his Son
When he reached down his hand for me

How my heart does rejoice, when I hear his sweet voice
In a tempest to him I can cling
I can lean on his arm, safe and sure from all harm
When he reaches down his hand for me

* Refrain



21826. When The Shiny Silver Eagle - Chords

When The Shiny Silver Eagle
When The Shiny Silver Eagle, Meets The Great Speckled Bird
Porter Wagner

(Capo 1st. Fret)
Intro: D-G-A-D

D G
We got silver eagles rollin' on the freeways every day
A D
Singing country music, all across the USA
 G
But the wheels one day will fold-up and our wings will take the curves
 A D
When the shiny silver eagle, meets the great speckled bird

D G
Then the pearly gates will open and all the angel bands will ring
A D
Standing on that golden stage, we will hear the Great One sing.
 G 
We'll have a Grand Old Opry, like no one has ever heard
 A D
When the shiny silver eagle, meets the great speckled bird.

D G
And when Gabriel blows his trumpet, all the bands will be in tune.
 A D
And when that golden curtain rises, there will be only standing room
 G
We'll entertain the Master, in his Grand Old Opry Church
 A D
When the shiny silver eagle, meets the great speckled bird.

Instrumental: D-G-A-D

D G
And when Gabriel blows his trumpet, all the bands will be in tune.
 A D
And when that golden curtain rises, there will be only-standing room.
 G
Yes we'll entertain the Master, in his Grand Old Opry Church
 A D
When the shiny silver eagle, meets the great speckled bird.

 G
Yes we'll entertain the Master, in his Grand Old Opery Church
 A D
When the shiny silver eagle, meets the great speckled bird.



21827. When The Sky Began To Fall

John Hartford - When the Sky Began to Fall

So you went and bought a book and now you stand right here and say you know it all
But where were you when all the guns went off the fire was hot and sky began to fall
Give an illustrated lecture are you're wantin' all the credit are we all supposed to stand aroun
d in awe
Tell me where were you when all the girls went home and the sky began to fall

You are standin' right in front of this ol' boy you don't intend to even see
Who could tell to you some things that most of which I do not think that you'd believe
Right now he's standin' there a starin' holes into the middle of your back

Cause he was really there when you didn't even know where it was at
Better step aside before he burns you when the holes go clean on through the cloth
He knows you were a thousand miles away back when the sky began to fall

He was standin' in the snow and he didn't have a hat or even shoes
With so much to load his mind that he'd been happy if it just had been the blues
I asked him what he thought but he didn't have a chance to say a word
Cause before I finished up you answered for him with a fairytale that everybody here had alre
ady heard
Some impressions of some things you didn't see but yet you think you mighta saw
Like you were leadin' in the stumble and the rumble when the sky began to fall

You're posin' for the camera wonderin' what you haven't said you oughta say
I wish they'd hurry up and pin a ribbon on your chest and maybe then you'd go away
All these battles that you fight and all these mountains in the jungles that you climb
You produced in technicolor on the movie lots a growing in your mind
Maybe next time that it happens you would only come so far and then only look
And only when the smoke had cleared then you could read about it in some book
That's the safest way to learn about the things you know you hadn't really saw
And no one would see you runnin' to your mother when the sky begins to fall

21828. When The Son Rose Up That Morning

When the Son Rose Up That Morning
Sideline 

[Verse 1]
They mocked Him and they scorned Him, sentenced Him to die
Stood and watched Him suffer as He was crucified
In the Good Book it is written Christ's death would set us free
He'd come back on the third day, fulfill the prophecy

[Chorus]
When the Son rose up that morning, the stone was rolled away
The Lord was nowhere to be found, no body in the grave



A brand new day was dawning, the world forever changed
No one had no warning when the Son rose up that morning

[Verse 2]
BRlievers came and criRd out for the Lord there on that cross
For no sin was committed, He didn't break no law
The Son of God spoke the truth, He healed them with His hands
Spent His whole life preachin' and savin' the soul of man

[Chorus]
When the Son rose up that morning, the stone was rolled away
The Lord was nowhere to be found, no body in the grave
A brand new day was dawning, the world forever changed
No one had no warning when the Son rose up that morning

[Chorus]
When the Son rose up that morning, the stone was rolled away
The Lord was nowhere to be found, no body in the grave
A brand new day was dawning, the world forever changed
No one had no warning when the Son rose up that morning

[Outro]
When the Son rose up that morning, the stone was rolled away
The Lord was nowhere to be found, no body in the grave
A brand new day was dawning, the world forever changed
Someone had no warning when the Son rose up that morning

21829. When The Spell Is Broken

Richard Thompson - When the Spell Is Broken

When the spell is broken
When the spell is broken
How you ever gonna keep her now
You can't cry if you don't know how
When the spell is broken
When the spell is broken
All the joy is gone from her face
Welcome back to the human race
How long can the flame 
Of love remain
When you curse and fight
And never see like 
Or hear like spoken
When the spell is broken 
(Can't cry if you don't know how)
(Can't cry if you don't know how)
When the spell is broken 
(Can't cry if you don't know how)
Oh when the spell is broken
All your magic and your ways and schemes
All your lies come and tear at your dreams
When the spell is broken 



(Can't cry if you don't know how)
When the spell is broken
Now you're handing her that same old line
It's just straws in the wind this time
When love has died, 
There's none starry-eyed
No kiss, no tears, 
No farewell souvenirs
Not even a token, when the spell is broken 

Don't swear your heart 
From the very start
Love letters you wrote 
Are pushed back down you throat
And leave you choking, when the spell is broken 
(When the spell, When the spell, When the spell is broken)
When the spell is broken 
When the spell is broken 
(When the spell, When the spell, When the spell is broken)
When the spell is broken 
When the spell is broken 

(Can't cry if you don't know how)
(Can't cry if you don't know how)
(Can't cry if you don't know how)
(You can't cry if you don't know how)
(Can't cry if you don't know how)
(Can't cry if you don't know how)
(Can't cry if you don't know how)
(Can't cry if you don't know how)
(Can't cry if you don't know how)

21830. When The Springtime Comes Again

When the Springtime Comes Again
The Carter Family

[Verse 1]
Once more, little Annie, I must leave you
We shall part at the end of the lane
But promise me, little Annie
You will wait for me till springtime comes again
When the sun shines down on the mountain
And the wild sheep are wandering all alone
When the birds and the bees are a-humming
Makes me think that springtime won't be very long

[Chorus]
When the springtime comes on the mountain
And the wild flowers scattered o'er the plain
I shall watch for the leaves to return to their trees
And I'll be waiting when the springtime comes again
Yodel-ay-ee, ah-lee-oh-lay-ee



Ah-lee-oh-lay-ee-hee-oh-lay-ee

[Verse 2]
Now springtime is here, little Annie
I am on my way back to the lane
For you promised me, little Annie
You'd be waiting when the springtime comes again

[Chorus]

21831. When the Stars Come Out

When the Stars Come Out
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I was lookin' for a change of scene
You were lookin' at a magazine
It was red carpets and limousines
And the grass seemed so much greener
All we wanted was to get there fast
So we packed up everything we had
Runnin' on hope and a tank of gas
Like dreams ain't just for dreamers

[Pre-Chorus]
We couldn't wait to leave that life behind
And try to find salvation in that city limit sign

[Chorus]
And one of those L.A. nights
When the stars come out
Oh, the stars come out
And shine
And they burn so bright
They drown the downtown lights
When the stars come out
Oh, when the stars come out

[Verse 2]
Everybody's somebody, someday
Everybody's got a part to play
Everybody's tryin' to find a way
To say what needs sayin'
Everybody's got a friend of a friend
Somebody that can get you in
Beggin' angels for a sin
In a game that we're all playin'

[Pre-Chorus]
You and I, we're gamblers holdin' cards that we can't see
And I'm bettin' on you, and you're bettin' on me



[Chorus]
One of those L.A. nights
When the stars come out
Oh, the stars come out
And shine
And they burn so bright
They drown the downtown lights
When the stars come out
Oh, when the stars come out

[Bridge]
Down on the freeway, the sun is out of sight
And I got a feelin' tonight might be the night
Yeah, tonight might be the night

[Chorus]
One of those L.A. nights
When the stars come out
Oh, the stars come out
And shine
And they burn so bright
They drown the downtown lights
When the stars come out
Oh, when the stars come out

[Outro]
When the stars come out, ohh
When the stars come out

21832. When The Storm Is Over

When The Storm Is Over
New Grass Revival

I will fly away when the storm is over
I will fly away when the storm is over
But I'll be back in the spring
When the robins chirp and the rivers sing
I will fly away when the storm is over

The chestunt mare is meek and mild
You know she's mother nature's child
She stand undaunted in the rain
The water drips off tall and mane
Ponies in the field, dancing in the clover
Ponies in the field, dancing in the clover

Well, I'll scratch your back if you'll scratch mine
And we'll have a real good, real good time
I will fly away when the storm is over

I will fly away when the storm is over
I will fly away when the storm is over



But I'll be back in the spring
When the robinds chrip and rivers sing
I will fly away when the storm is over

21833. When The Sugar Cane's Tall - Chords

When The Sugar Cane's Tall
The Red Stick Ramblers
Written By Josh Caffery
 
[Intro]
 
D A G D
G D E A
D A G D
G D A D
 
[Verse]
D                    A            G          D
I can still hear the sound of the river boat organ,
G             D             E          A
Playin' Scott Joplin in the riverwalk park
D                A            G          D
It's been just a day since we walk there together
G            D           A            D
Your hand in mine as the evening grew dark
 
[Chorus]
D        A        G     D
Don't be sad dear,
G                 D    E           A
Theres no need to cry, One tear at all
D              A     G        D
I'll be comin' home, back to Louisiana
G                   D             A            D
I'll be comin' back home when the sugar cane's tall
 
G D A D
 
[Verse]
D              A            G            D
I know and you know there's no need to say it,
G             D       E           A
It's time for you and this boy to part
D             A     G           D
It's time for me to rip up highway 40
G           D      A                 D
and wrap it like a bandage around my heart
 
[Chorus]
 
D        A        G     D
Don't be sad dear,



G                 D    E           A
Theres no need to cry, One tear at all
D              A     G        D
I'll be comin' home, back to Louisiana
G                   D             A            D
I'll be comin' back home when the sugar cane's tall
 
G D A D
 
[Verse]
D            A      G           D
Now I'm not sayin' I won't love another,
G         D            E         A
Nor am I sayin' you've got to be true
D                     A    G         D
But I promise I'll be home one sweet morning,
G                        D        A              D
when the banana spider's webs are still wet with dew.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
D        A        G     D
Don't be sad dear,
G                 D    E           A
Theres no need to cry, One tear at all
D              A     G        D
I'll be comin' home, back to Louisiana
G                   D             A            D
I'll be comin' back home when the sugar cane's tall
 
[Verse]
D                        A             G               D
Well the cane looks like grass and the roads look like ditches
G                D            E            A
Filled up to the top from the first summer rains
D               A            G              D
So fill up your glass with a dose of scotch whiskey
G                D        A       D
and toast to the day that we meet again
 
 
[Chorus] (2x Outro)
 
D        A        G     D
Don't be sad dear,
G                 D    E           A
Theres no need to cry, One tear at all
D              A     G        D
I'll be comin' home, back to Louisiana
G                   D             A            D
I'll be comin' back home when the sugar cane's tall
 
G D A D



21834. When The Sun Gets in Your Blood

Railroad Earth - When the Sun Gets in Your Blood 

These are the vignettes
These are the spaces
These are the moons
Of our creation
When the sun gets in your blood
When the sun gets in your blood

To be a spaceship
And make that turn
To the only home
For which we yearn

When the sun gets in your blood
When the sun gets in your blood

You lick the salt back
And taste the sound
Breathe the air
Until you drown

When the sun gets in your blood
When the sun gets in your blood

A tiny earthquake
That cracks the drive
Through which a flower
Will some day rise

When the sun gets in your blood
When the sun gets in your blood
When the sand in the hourglass has turned to mud
Then people everywhere will seek out all your love

There's no depression
But symptoms rise
A Sunday drifter
With asphalt eyes

When the sun gets in your blood
When the sun gets in your blood

Glued to wheels
And how they turn
Worn to fossils
With fuel to burn

When the sun gets in your blood
When the sand in the hourglass has turn to mud
Then people everywhere will seek out all your love



Clouds make windows
That frame the sky
Brushed with paint
And hung to dry

When the sun gets in your blood

The price is set
And the market holds
No masterpiece
Unless it's sold

When the sun gets in your blood

Wide the redwing
And stub the toe
To find the gravel
We used to know

When the sun gets in your blood

Long to winward
On feather luck
I love you bird
Come and pick me up

When the sun gets in your blood
When the sun gets in your blood

When the sun gets in your blood
When the sand and the hourglass turn to mud
Then people everywhere will seek out all your love

When the sun gets in your blood
When the sand and the hourglass turn to mud
Then people everywhere will seek out all your love
People everywhere will seek out all your love

21835. When The Sun Goes Down

Marty Stuart - When the Sun Goes Down

I do all right in the daylight
Sunshine seems to keep you off my mind
But as evening shadows fall around me
Well it won't be long before I cross the line

When the sun goes down, well I go crazy
I feel like a stranger in this town
That lonesome feeling overtakes me
Heartaches come around
When the sun goes down



Each day I ask the same old questions
What did I do the night before
My friends give me the same old answers
And I promise I won't do that anymore

When the sun goes down, well I go crazy
I feel like a stranger in this town
That lonesome feeling overtakes me
Heartaches come around
When the sun goes down
Ah those heartaches come around
When the sun goes down

21836. When The Sun Goes Down Tomorrow

Dolly Parton - When The Sun Goes Down Tomorrow 
(Dolly Parton)

Thumbing for a ride by the edge of the road
With a brown paper bag to hold my clothes
But tonight I'm going home where I belong
If the good lord's willing and the creek don't rise
And if my luck holds out, and I catch me a ride
When the sun goes down tomorrow, I should be home
This big city ain't no kind of place
For a country girl with a friendly face
If you smile people look at your funny, they take it wrong
They laugh at my talkin' and clothes I wear
They put me down and they call me square
But tonight I'm going home where I belong
I'm goin' back to the people I love
Back to the place that I dream of
It's true that there's no place like home sweet home
The one I want to see the most
Is the boy who begged me not to go
When the sun goes down tomorrow
Tonight I'm going back where I belong

21837. When The Sun Of My Life Goes Down

When The Sun Of My Life Goes Down
Joe Mullins

When my labor here is over at last and I lay these burdens down
I'll sail away home to Heaven above for my Savior I have found
I'll lay these burdens down at His feet and exchange them for a crown
I'll leave this world of trouble and sorrow when the sun of my life goes down



    Oh Lord I know I'm living on higher ground
    I know because in my heart's true love I've found
    And when I hear Gabriel's trumpet loudly sound
    I'll leave this world of trouble and sorrow when the sun of my life goes

To this changing world I bid farewell when I hear that trumpet sound
I'll sail away to heaven above for my Savior I have found
I've made my plans I'm ready to go I'll wear a robe and crown
And I'll meet my friends and loved ones up yonder when the sun of my life goes down

21838. When The Sun Of My Life Goes Down - Chords

When The Sun Of My Life Goes Down
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by William McKinney
 
G
When my labor here is over at last and I lay these burdens down
     D7                G                A7               D7
I'll sail away home to Heaven above for my Savior I have found
     G
I'll lay these burdens down at His feet and exchange them for a crown
                                            D7                           G
I'll leave this world of trouble and sorrow when the sun of my life goes down

Oh Lord (oh Lord) I know (I know) I'm living on higher ground
  D7              G               A7                           D7
I know (I know) because (because) in my heart's true love I've found
    G
And when (and when) I hear (I hear) Gabriel's trumpet loudly sound
                                            D7                           G
I'll leave this world of trouble and sorrow when the sun of my life goes down

In this changing world I bid farewell when I hear that trumpet sound
     D7           G            A7                   D7
I'll sail away to heaven above for my Savior I have found
     G
I've made my plans I'm ready to go I'll wear a robe and crown
         
And I'll meet my friends and loved ones up yonder 
D7                           G
When the sun of my life goes down

Repeat #2 x2

                                            D7                           G
I'll leave this world of trouble and sorrow when the sun of my life goes down



21839. When The Wagon Was New

When The Wagon Was New

There's an old and rusty wagon that's left to rot away
It's one my family rode in back in the good old days
People loved their neighbors everybody was so free
And riding in a brand new wagon was something to see

I can still see my Daddy sitting on the wagon seat
Mom in her old sun bonnet she looked so nice and neat
Kids were all in the wagon Grandma and Grandpa too
Oh we used to go to church on Sunday when the wagon was new

Red wheels were on the wagon and the body it was green
We were all so happy as riding in a limousine
People used to gather round through all the mountain side
Take a look at the brand new wagon and all take a ride

Well the automobiles are here now the wagon days are through
Airplanes are a-humming neighbors are so few
Everybody's in a hurry it's money that takes you through
But we didn't need much money when the wagon was new

21840. When The Wagon Was New - Chords

When The Wagon Was New - Jim and Jesse
American Pride CD Album
Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of:  Bb

   Bb                                Eb          Bb
There's an old and rusty wagon that's left to rot away
                              C                F
It's one my family rode in back in the good old days
   Bb                         Eb               Bb
People loved their neighbors everybody was so free
                           F                    Bb
And riding in a brand new wagon was something to see

     Eb                                           Bb
    I can still see my Daddy sitting on the wagon seat
      C                              F
    Mom in her old sun bonnt, she looked so nice and neat
     Bb                       Eb                   Bb
    Kids were all in the wagon, Grandmam and Grandpa too
                                           F               Bb
    Oh we used to go to church on Sunday when the wagon was new

Red wheels were on the wagon and the body it was green
We were all so happy as riding in a limousine
People used to gather round through all the mountain side
Take a look at the brand new wagon and all take a ride



 * Refrain

Well the automobiles are here now, the wagon days are through
Airplanes are a-humming, neighbors are so few
Everybody's in a hurry, it's money that takes you through
But we didn't need much money when the wagon wes new

 * Refrain

21841. When The War Comes Home - Chords

When The War Comes Home
Brett Dennen
 
[Intro]
C#m   C#m
 
[Verse 1]
            A                                     G#m
When they come for you, how will you let them take you?
                        F#m
Are you gonna let them break you?
          C#m
When they come for you.
           A                                   G#m
'Cause a lie was told, and from fear and greed it grew.
                                           F#m
And you can tell it 'til the whole world believes you,
                         B
But that don't make it true.
 
 
[Chorus]
        F#m            B           E                   C#m
You can sit around and wait for the world to change its ways,
        F#m       B        C#m
You got lucky to live without it.
              F#m               B
But there will be no place to hide,
             E               C#m
When you're on the losing side.
          F#m             B                C#m
When the war comes home, what will you do about it?
 
 
[Verse 2]
          A                                  G#m
When you see the tanks come to the towns you live in,
                               F#m                    C#m
And the bullets, they come rippin' through your front door,
          A                                   G#m
And you're face to face with tyrants killing tyrants,
                      F#m



And children killing children,
                  B
Will you know the war?
 
 
[Chorus]
        F#m            B           E                   C#m
You can sit around and wait for the world to change its ways,
          F#m        B        C#m
You got lucky to live without it.
              F#m               B
But there will be no place to hide,
             E               C#m
When you're on the losing side.
         F#m             B                C#m
When the war comes home, what will you do about it?
 
              F#m
What will you do?
              C#m
What will you do?
              F#m
What will you do?
              C#m
What will you do?
 
 
[Verse 3]
            A
When the dust clears,
                                  G#m
And the profiteers behind closed curtains,
                                     F#m
Send their soldiers to collect their fortunes,
                       C#m
From the holes in your chest.
            A                                   G#m
Will they claim the sky and name it after their kingdoms?
                   F#m
The merchants of machine guns.
                 B
Who will win the West?
 
 
[Chorus]
        F#m             B            E                   C#m
You can sit around and wait for the world to change its ways,
         F#m        B          C#m
You got lucky to live without it.
             F#m            B
But you can't hide from the shooting,
             E                  C#m
When you're on the side that's losing.
         F#m             B               C#m
When the war comes home, what will you do about it?
 
 



              F#m
What will you do?
              C#m
What will you do?
              F#m
What will you do?
              C#m
What will you do?

21842. When The Way Gets Dark

Lucinda Williams - When the Way Gets Dark

WHEN THE WAY GETS DARK
WILL YOU LOSE YOUR SPIRIT
WILL YOU LOSE YOUR HEART

WHEN THE WAY GETS DARK
WILL YOU LOSE YOUR FIGHT
WILL YOU LOSE YOUR SPARK

DON'T GIVE UP
HANG ON TIGHT 
DON'T BE AFRAID

DON'T GIVE UP
IT'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT 
YOU'RE GONNA BE OKAY

WHEN THE WAY GETS DARK 
WILL YOU LOSE YOURSELF
WILL YOU LOSE IT ALL 

WHEN THE WAY GETS DARK 
WILL YOU LOSE YOUR BALANCE 
WILL YOU STUMBLE AND FALL 

DON'T GIVE UP 
YOU HAVE A REASON
TO CARRY ON

DON'T GIVE UP
TAKE MY HAND 
YOU'RE NEVER ALONE

21843. When The Wheels Are Coming Off

Ricky Skaggs - When the Wheels Are Coming Off



We started down this road together
It was paved with hope and dreams of forever
We've been coasting for a while
And you act like nothing's wrong
But even I can tell when the wheels are comin' off

What isn't taken care of falls apart
Now we've got a pair of neglected broken hearts
We may get another mile or two before somebody walks
But even I can tell when the wheels are coming off

You've got to help me fix this
Oh, it's time to face the facts
We can't go on like we have been
And it's too late for turnin' back
When it comes down to what makes love work
I'll admit I'm lost
But even I can tell when the wheels are comin' off

You've got to help me fix this
Oh, it's time to face the facts
We can't go on like we have been
And it's too late for turnin' back
When it comes down to what makes love work
I'll admit I'm lost
But even I can tell when the wheels are comin' off

When it comes down to what makes love work
I'll admit I'm lost
But even I can tell when the wheels are comin' off

21844. When The Works All Done This Fall - Chords

When The Works All Done This Fall 
Doc Watson feat. Merle Watson

[Intro]
E7 A
 
[Verse 1]
  A             A7             D                 Bm
A band of jolly cowboys were expressing plans at ease
    E                                     E7               A
One said I'll tell you somethin' boys, if you will listen, please
  A             A7              D                     Bm
I am an old cow puncher and the year round dressed in rags
  E                                          E7    A
I used to be a tough'n boys and I'd pick the risky jags
 
[Verse 2]
 A           A7               D                   Bm
Yes I have a home boys, and a good one you should know
    E                                E7         A



But boys I haven't seen it since the fall long ago
      A             A7            D              Bm
I'm a'going back to Dixie and I expect to see'em all
      E                                         E7        A
I'm a'goin to see my mother when the work's all done this fall
 
[Instrumental]
A   D  Bm  E7   A
A   D  Bm  E7   A
 
[Verse 3]
A              A7             D             Bm
When I left my home, boys, my Mother for me cried
    E                                      E7         A
She begged me not to leave her, for me she would have died
    A                  A7       D                     Bm
Her poor old heart was breaking breaking for me that's all
    E                                                E7        A
But with God's help I'll see her when the work's all done this fall
 
[Verse 4]
     A              A7            D                 Bm
That very night old Charlie would have to stand his guard
    E                                       E7   A
The night was dark and cloudy the storm was very hard
         A              A7             D                   Bm
Then the cattle all got frightened and they ran in wild stampede
   E                                            E7      A
He tried his best to turn the herd while riding at full speed
 
[Verse 5]
       A             A7          D             Bm
He was riding in the darkness as loudly he did shout
    E                                   E7             A
He did his best to head the leaders and turn the herd about
         A                A7           D              Bm
Then his saddle horse did stumble and upon him it did fall
 E                                                    E7        A
Charlie won't see his Mother boys when the work's all done this fall
 
[Instrumental]
A   D  Bm  E7   A
 
[Verse 6]
A                     A7         D                  Bm
Jack, you may have my pistol and Doo you may have my bed
    E                                E7   A
And Jim you may have my saddle after I am dead
       A               A7         D              Bm
Please write my Mother gently and tell her of my fall
    E                                               E7        A
For I'll not see my Mother boys when the work's all done this fall
 
[Verse 7]
A               A7            D                Bm
Charlie died at day break, no tombstone at his head
          E                                     E7      A



There was nothing but a wooden slab and this is what it said
 A               A7          D           Bm
"Charlie died at sunrise. He died from a fall
     E                                          E7     A
He's heading for that better range he heard his Master call

21845. When The World Has Turned You Down

Ernest Tubb 
When The World Has Turned You Down

It's been many months dear since we parted
And not one word have I heard from you
I'm so all alone and broken hearted
And I wonder if you miss me too

When the world has turned you down dear I'll be waiting
When your friends can't be found I'll be there
When your heart is sad and weary and no longer want to roam
When you have no place to go please come on home

Darling, I don't know why you left me
But I know my heart is broke in two
And if someday you should decide to want me
Remember I'll be waiting here for you

When the world has turned you down dear I'll be waiting
When your friends can't be found I'll be there
When your heart is sad and weary and no longer want to roam
When you have no place to go please come on home

Dear, if I failed you then I'm sorry
For I didn't mean to treat you wrong
And if you should ever need me some tomorrow
You will find me waiting here at home

When the world has turned you down dear I'll be waiting
When your friends can't be found I'll be there
When your heart is sad and weary and no longer want to roam
When you have no place to go please come on home

21846. When The World's Got You Down

Cornmeal - When The World's Got You Down
Album: Live In Chicago Vol. 1

Well it takes all you got just to stay on your feet
When you're alone on the ground
It seems like years since you found a friend



When the world's got you down
And the people you meet get stranger in time
As the world spins around
The chances you take are one's that will break
When the world's got you down

When the world's got you down (x4)

I haven't seen you smile in a long long time
and your silence abounds
The grass grows greener or so they say my friend
Since the world brought you down
You can keep climbing but the hill never ends
And you feel you'll never be found
The sky is gray and the dusk never fades
Since the world brought you down

Since the world brought you down (x4)

You feel like this world's a wonderful place
But someone's locked you out
I'm sure you can't see that someone is you
Cause the world dragged you down
I think you should learn to think for yourself
And pick yourself up off the ground
I hope you know how but you're so tightly wound
Cause the world dragged you down

When the world's dragged you down (x4)

All that is left is a footprint of sand
In an empty old town
And the sign on the wall points to nowhere at all
When the world's got you down
Buildings are burned, and the streets are all bare
All the leaves have turned to brown
And the end of the line seem so far from here
When the world's got you down

When the world's got you down (x4)

21847. When There's No One Around

Tim O'Brien - When There's No One Around / Will The Circle Be Unbroken
Darrell Scott - Garth Brooks

[Verse 1]
This is the song that nobody knows
I couldn't begin to describe how it goes
But it makes me cry and laugh right out loud
It's the song I sing when there's no one around

[Verse 2]



This is the man that nobody sees
He wears my old clothes and he looks just like me
And if he learned how to fly he'd never touch down
It's the man I am when there's no one around

[Chorus]
It's four in the morning, I'm lying in bed
With a tape of my failures playing inside my head
The hard knocks and heartaches, things I don't know
I listen and wonder, where will it go?

[Verse 3]
This is aglimpse of the child within
He's so immature but he's still my best friend
He's just one of the boys who gets lost in a crowd
It's the kid I am when there's no one around

[Verse 4]
This is the dance I do everyday
I let my soul lead and it takes me away
And it leads my steps to higher ground
It's the dance I do when there's no one around

[Chorus]
Oh it's four in the morning, I'm lying in bed
With a tape of my failures playing inside my head
The hard knocks and heartaches, things I don't know
I listen and wonder, where will it go?

[Verse 1 Repeated]
Oh this is the song that nobody knows
I couldn't begin to describe how it goes
But it makes me cry and laugh right out loud
It's the song I sing
It's the dance I do
It's the kid and the man I am when there's no one around

[Verse 1]
I was standing by my window
On a cold and cloudy, cold and cloudy, day
When I saw that hearse come rollin'
For to carry my mother away

[Verse 2]
Well I told that undertaker
Undertaker please drive slow (please drive slow)
For the body you are hauling
I sure hate to see that woman go

[Chorus]
Will the circle be unbroken
By and by Lord by and by
Please tell me there's a better home awaiting
In the sky lord in the sky

[Verse 3]
Well I followed close behind them



I tried to stand up, I tried to stand up, and be brave
But I could not hold back my sorrow
When they laid her in the grave

[Chorus]
Will the circle be unbroken
By and by Lord by and by
Please tell me there's a better home awaiting
In the sky Lord in the sky

[Verse 4]
I went back home but my home, it was was lonesome
Since my mother, she was gone
All of my brothers and my sisters crying
Lord what a home so sad and lonesome

[Chorus]
Now will the circle be unbroken
By and by Lord by and by
Yeah there's a better home awaiting
In the sky Lord in the sky
Yeah there's a better home awaiting
In the sky Lord in the sky, Lord in the sky

21848. When They Ring Those Golden Bells

Emmylou Harris - When They Ring Those Golden Bells
Country Gentlemen

There's a land beyond the river that we call the sweet forever
And we only reach that shore by faith, you see
Yes i want to see my jesus
Shake his hand and have him great us
When they ring those golden bells for you and me

Don't you hear the bells a-ringin'
Can't you hear the angels singin'
It's a glory hallelujah jubilee
In the far off great forever just beyond the shining river
When they ring those golden bells for you and me

When our days have known their number
When in death we sweetly slumber
When the kingdom mends the spirit to be free
There'll be no more stormy weather
We'll live peacefully together
When they ring those golden bells for you and me

Don't you hear the bells a-ringin'
Can't you hear the angels singin'
It's a glory hallelujah jubilee
In the far off great forever just beyond the shining river
When they ring those golden bells for you and me



When they ring those golden bells for you and me

21849. When They're Gone

Little Big Town - When They're Gone (Lyle County)

[Verse 1]
Look at that worn out rusty engine
Sitting there begging for a spark
Don't look like much in that condition
But there was a time you should've seen her run
Down every back road in Lyle County
Under every streetlight up on Main
You sitting there drumming on a dashboard
Both of us falling like a fickle rain

[Chorus]
We were
Cooler than December, hotter than July
Young and strong
Some things aren't meant to last forever
But that don't mean you forget 'em when they're gone
So come on

[Verse 2]
She had hair tangled as the kudzu
Legs as long as the trails that cut through
Those back acres to the river bend
She had her daddy's temper and her momma's flair
Made people talk but did not care
Try anything once ain't scared of nothing

[Chorus]

[Bridge]
Don't mean you forget 'em
I still ride down those old roads
Even if it's in my mind
Tight blue jeans and winding curves
Keep me turning on a dime, yeah, just like the time

[Chorus x2]

[Outro]
Don't mean you forget 'em when they're gone, so come on
Come on
Don't mean you forget 'em when they're gone
So come on, come on
Don't mean you forget 'em when they're gone
So come on, come on
So come on, come on



21850. When Two Worlds Collide

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
When Two Worlds Collide

Your world was so different from mine don't you see
We couldn't be close though we tried
We both reached for heavens but ours weren't the same
That's what happens when two worlds collide

Your world was made up of things sweet and good
My world could never fit in I wish it could
Two hearts lie in shambles and oh how we've cried
That's what happens when two worlds collide

Now your world was made up of things sweet and good
My world could never fit in I wish it could
Two hearts lie in shambles and oh how we've cried
That's what happens when two worlds collide

21851. When We All Get To Heaven

Brad Paisley - When We All Get To Heaven 

Sing the wondrous love of Jesus;
Sing his mercy and his grace.
In the mansions bright and blessed
He'll prepare for us a place.
While we walk the pilgrim pathway
Clouds will overspread the sky
But when travlin days are over
Not a shadow not a sigh
[Refrain:]
When we all get to heaven,
What a day of rejoicing that will be!
When we all see Jesus,
We'll sing and shout the victory!
Onward to the prize before us!
Soon his beauty we'll behold;
Soon the pearly gates will open;
We shall tread the streets of gold.
[Refrain]

21852. When We All Get To Heaven - Chords



When We All Get To Heaven
recorded by Allan Jackson
written by Eliza Edmunds Hewitt, Emily Divine Wilson

C
Sing the wondrous love of Jesus
G7                     C
Sing His mercy and His grace
                F
In the mansions bright and blessed
C        G7            C
He'll prepare for us a place
 
                
When we all get to Heaven
                D7                G7
What a day of rejoicing that will be
        C       F
When we all see Jesus
C              G7            C
We'll sing and shout the victory
 
repeat #2
  
Onward to the prize before us
G7                      C
Soon His beauty we'll behold
                F
Soon the pearly gates will open
C        G7                   C
We shall tread the streets of gold
 
repeat #2

21853. When We Ran

Linda Ronstadt - When We Ran

Could have been the kiss of my life
Could have been the death of me
Coulda been that I was just too scared
To wait around and see

You coulda been a guardian angel
I coulda been the wicked one
Besides the buttons on our shirts
What else did we leave undone

When we ran
When we ran
When we ran
Was it just the time slipping through our hands
Right through our hands



Maybe I was trying to tell you
I've never known a love so strong
Maybe in the shadows of the night
We just couldn't tell right from wrong

Maybe it's a real life story
Living with a sad regret
Maybe you were just a sweet dream baby
Something that I'll never forget

When we ran
When we ran
When we ran
Was it just the time slipping through our hands

You only had to say the words
I would have turned around and heard
But as it is we can't look back

The mind is just a loose cannon baby
And the memories are rolling dice
We found something one time baby
But we thought about it twice

And we ran
And we ran
And we ran
And we ran
And we ran
And we ran

21854. When We Recovered

Glen Phillips - When We Recovered

So suddenly
Where was my mind
What was I thinking of
I lost control
You could have died
I could have killed you
But when we recovered
I only thought of you
And when you saw my hands
You shuddered
I realized
How much I cared for you
I slip sometimes
I can be cruel
I can say stupid things
But after crimes
Pardoned
And pride follows behind me



But when we recovered
I only thought of you
And light remaining after thunder
I realized
How much I cared for you

21855. When We Were Boys At School

Richard Thompson - When We Were Boys At School 

All he ever wanted to do was harm
All he ever wanted to be was cruel
At 12 years old, fate marked his brow
And he said, "I have a mission now"

But we laughed at his clothes
And the blackheads 'round his nose
When we were boys at school

Teachers spoke of Hannibal and Hector
Nimrod and Nietzsche were more his fuel
Swastikas and pentagrams
Flourished from his tender hands

But we watched in the rain
As the bully beat him up again
When we were boys at school

And he said, "My camouflage will hide me
I'll be gray as the world is gray
Turn a thousand government corridors
Behind which of a thousand doors
Will I delegate and rule, oh, little boys at school"

All he ever wanted to do was harm
All he ever wanted to be was cruel
And sometimes when the night is still
I can feel the gatherin' of his will

I can feel him flex the strings of power
And grope to his appointed hour
But we laughed at the dirt
And the frayed cuffs on his shirt

When we were boys at school

21856. When We Were Young



Brett Dennen - When We Were Young

[Verse 1: Brett Dennen]
Remember when we were young?
We felt like the luckiest ones
Nothing to worry about
The whole world was a hand-me-down
It's hard to be different
It's even harder when you want to fit in
High school was a catastrophe
It was a failure factory

[Pre-Chorus: Brett Dennen]
Turn it up, turn it up
Turn up your radio loud
Don't forget where you come from
It's too soon to be proud

[Chorus: Brett Dennen]
Remember when we were young?   [x2]

[Verse 2: Brett Dennen]
Remember when we were broke?
Money would come and go
The whole world is a hand-me-down
So you gotta wear it proud

21857. When We're Gone Long Gone - Chords

When We're Gone Long Gone
Recorded by Emmylou Harris 
Written by Jamie O'Hara and Kieran Kane

C       G7            F
Trouble we have known trouble 
       C                    G7
In our struggle just to get by
     C         G7            F
Many times the burden's been heavy 
       C       G7         C    G7
Still we carried on side by side
               C    C7   F
And when we're gone long gone 
    C          G7             F
The only thing that will have mattered
       C            G7             F
Is the love that we shared and the way that we cared 
           C    G7   C
When we're gone long gone
                       G7          F
And when we're walking together in glory
        C                  G7
Hand in hand through eternity
         C         G7           F



It's the love that will be remembered 
    C      G7       C  G7
Not wealth not poverty
               C    C7   F
And when we're gone long gone 
    C          G7             F
The only thing that will have mattered
       C            G7             F
Is the love that we shared and the way that we cared 
           C    G7   C
When we're gone long gone

21858. When We're Gone, Long Gone

Emmylou Harris - When We're Gone, Long Gone

Trouble, we have known trouble 
In our struggle just to get by 
Many times the burden's been heavy 
Still we carried on side by side 

[Chorus]
And when we're gone long gone 
The only thing that will have mattered 
Is the love that we shared 
And the way that we cared 
When we're gone, long gone 

And when we're walking together in glory 
Hand in hand through eternity 
It's the love that will be remembered 
Not wealth, not poverty 

[Chorus]

21859. When Will I

When Will I
Monty Montgomery
String Cheese Incident

Yesterday,
When my love was so far away,
In the arms of another man

Don't ya know it made my heart beat slow
In the past,
I had a lover made my heart beat fast
She made me feel good good



good
She met me right were I stood

Chorus:
When will I?
Oh, when will I?
Oh, when will I?
When will I look back and laugh?
When will I?
Oh when will I?
When I look back at life,
When will I look back and laugh?

Once upon,
A time when my heart was strong
I was younger and I didn't much care
I said love can come and hurt me there
Now's the time

I've been broken in full force
I decided I was wrong, wrong, wrong
I hope I didn't wait too long

Chorus

 Some time ago,
I left a woman 'cuz she couldn't let go
I was puttin' on my walkin' shoes
She was singing up some genuine blues

I've lived a life
Full of lovers and troubles and strife
Now I'm figuring out what went wrong
While I'm sittin' here singing this song

Chorus

21860. When Will I Be Loved

Linda Ronstadt - When Will I Be Loved?
Vince Gill

I've been cheated
Been mistreated
When will I be loved?

I've been put down
I've been pushed 'round
When will I be loved?

When I find a new man
That I want for mine
He always breaks my heart in two



It happens every time

I've been made blue
I've been lied to
When will I be loved?

When I find a new man
That I want for mine
He always breaks my heart in two
It happens every time

Oh, I've been cheated
Been mistreated
When will I be loved?

When will I be loved?
Tell me, when will I be loved?

21861. When Will I Ride Again

The Infamous Stringdusters 
When Will I Ride Again (Tragic 2)

I never thought I'd live this long
I never thought I'd sing this song
I always thought they'd find me
Out on the dusty plains

Stuck in this lonesome town
South of where they shot me down
If I had the strength
I'd break these chains, oh
When will I ride again?
Feel the wind upon my broken skin
Leave this tragic life behind
One way or another, I'll ride again
I'll ride again

Even though my wounds have healed
The scars are deep and all too real
And there's a wanted poster up
Says dead or alive
The badge ain't gonna keep down
Or put me 'neath the cold clay ground
I'll be riding free
If I can survive, oh

When will I ride again?
Feel the wind upon my broken skin
Leave this tragic life behind
One way or another, I'll ride again

When will I ride again?



Feel the wind upon my broken skin
Leave this tragic life behind
One way or another, I'll ride again

When will I ride again?
Feel the wind upon my broken skin
Leave this tragic life behind
One way or another, I'll ride again
I'll ride again
I'll ride again

21862. When Will You Ever Come Down

When Will You Ever Come Down
Song by Allison Moorer

Joyrides for the pain
Sparkling in your brain
Nothing's there, just a haze
Swallowing up your days

When will you ever come down?
When will you ever come down?

All you have is what you need
All you make are enemies
Can't believe what went wrong
Why you've been gone so long?

When will you ever come down?
When will you ever come down?

Who is the monster in the mirror
With the sorry eyes?
You've never seen it any clearer
And you're terrified

Circling 'round and 'round
Looking for the lost and found
Dragon's teeth, you have sown
Make it hard to come back home

When will you ever come down?
When will you ever come down?
When will you ever come down?
When will you ever come down?

21863. When You And I Were Young Maggie



When You And I Were Young Maggie

I wandered today to the hill, Maggie
To watch the scene below
The creek and the rusty old mill, Maggie
Where we sat in the long, long ago.
The green grove is gone from the hill, Maggie
Where first the daisies sprung
The old rusty mill is still, Maggie
Since you and I were young.

A city so silent and lone, Maggie
Where the young and the gay and the best
In polished white mansion of stone, Maggie
Have each found a place of rest
Is built where the birds used to play, Maggie
And join in the songs that were sung
For we sang just as gay as they, Maggie
When you and I were young.

They say I am feeble with age, Maggie
My steps are less sprightly than then
My face is a well written page, Maggie
But time alone was the pen.
They say we are aged and grey, Maggie
As spray by the white breakers flung
But to me you're as fair as you were, Maggie
When you and I were young.

And now we are aged and grey, Maggie
The trials of life nearly done
Let us sing of the days that are gone, Maggie
When you and I were young.

21864. When You Are Lonely

When You Are Lonely
Bill Monroe

Oh I'm thinking of you, little darling
On the day that we first met
And those words sweetheart that you told me
I'm sure I'll never forget

   Oh, someday, sweetheart, when you're lonely
   And have no one to care for you
   Remember the heart you have broken
   And the one that has loved you so true

You told me that you always would love me
That no one could ever come between
But it seems to me you've forgotten
All those things you told to me



I'll forget all those things that you told me
And try to start our life anew
But remember the heart you have broken
And the one that has loved you so true

21865. When You Are Old And Gray

When You Are Old And Gray
Ton Leher

Since I still appreciate you,
Let's find love while we may.
Because I know I'll hate you
When you are old and gray.

So say you love me here and now,
I'll make the most of that.
Say you love and trust me,
For I know you'll disgust me
When you're old and getting fat.

An awful debility,
A lessened utility,
A loss of mobility
Is a strong possibility.
In all probability
I'll lose my virility
And you your fertility
And desirability,
And this liability
Of total sterility
Will lead to hostility
And a sense of futility,
So let's act with agility
While we still have facility,
For we'll soon reach senility
And lose the ability.

Your teeth will start to go, dear,
Your waist will start to spread.
In twenty years or so, dear,
I'll wish that you were dead.

I'll never love you then at all
The way I do today.
So please remember,
When I leave in December,
I told you so in May.



21866. When You Can't Get What Your Heart Wants

Jim Lauderdale - When You Can't Get What Your Heart Wants

When you can't have what your heart wants
And the nights can move so slow
And there's nothing to hold onto
And you still can't let go
You can't fight it, the more you try it
You can't make it go away
When you can't have what your heart wants
Barely getting through the day
So much closer by the moment
And you know it's gonna break
You can't take it
You can't make it
Into something that it's not
When you can't have what your heart wants
And the nights can move so slow
And there's nothing to hold onto
And you still can't let go
When you can't have what your heart wants
Barely getting through the day
So much closer by the moment
And you know it's gonna break
And you know it's gonna break
When you can't have what your heart wants

21867. When You Change Your Mind - Chords

When You Change Your Mind
AJ Lee and Blue Summit

[Verse 1]
A            G              D                     A
When I'm all alone on dusty floor in a foreclosed home
G            D                 A
Is this room spinning or is it me?
A               G              D             A
Stay here for a while I've got many miles to travel
    G                D           A
The Rain and trouble washes over me
 
[Chorus]
G   D                G           A                 E
And I won't stop you baby if you fall in love with me
G     D              A              G                   A
And I won't say I'm sorry when you change your mind and leave
 
[Solo]
A G D A
G D A
 



[Verse 2]
A               G           D              A
Now if I could give you the key to my poor heart
G          D                      A
No I won't be what you want me to be
A                 G            D            A
Well I travel the world put my hands in the Jordan
G                        D      A
Even then I would not be washed free
 
[Chorus]
G   D                G           A                 E
And I won't stop you baby if you fall in love with me
G     D              A              G                   A
And I won't say I'm sorry when you change your mind and leave
 
[Solo]
A
 
Jam at the end
A G D A
G D A
A G D A
G D
A G D A
G D A
A G D A
G D A

21868. When You Come Back Down

Nickel Creek - When You Come Back Down
Acoustic Syndicate

You got to leave me now, you got to go alone
You got to chase a dream, one that's all your own
Before it slips away
When you're flyin' high, take my heart along
I'll be the harmony to every lonely song
That you learn to play

When you're soarin' through the air
I'll be your solid ground
Take every chance you dare
I'll still be there
When you come back down
When you come back down

I'll keep lookin' up, awaitin' your return
My greatest fear will be that you will crash and burn
And I won't feel your fire
I'll be the other hand that always holds the line
Connectin' in between your sweet heart and mine



I'm strung out on that wire

And I'll be on the other end
To hear you when you call
Angel, you were born to fly
And if you get too high
I'll catch you when you fall
I'll catch you when you fall

Your memory's the sunshine every new day brings
I know the sky is calling
Angel, let me help you with your wings

When you're soarin' through the air
I'll be your solid ground
Take every chance you dare
I'll still be there
When you come back down

Take every chance you dare
I'll still be there
When you come back down
When you come back down

21869. When You Come Back To Me Again

When You Come Back To Me Again
Garth Brooks - When You Come Back To Me Again
Country Gentlemen

There's a ship out, on the ocean 
At the mercy of the sea 
It's been tossed about, lost and broken 
Wandering aimlessly 
And God somehow you know that ship is me 

'Cause there's a lighthouse, in the harbor 
Shining faithfully 
Pouring its light out, across the water 
For this sinking soul to see 
That someone out there still believes in me 

On a prayer, in a song 
I hear your voice and it keeps me hanging on 
Raining down, against the wind 
I'm reaching out 'til we reach the circle's end 
When you come back to me again 

There's a moment we all come to 
In our own time and our own space 
Where all that we've done, we can undo 
If our heart's in the right place 



On a prayer, in a song 
I hear your voice and it keeps me hanging on 
Raining down, against the wind 
I'm reaching out 'til we reach the circle's end 
When you come back to me again 

And again I see my yesterday's in front of me 
Unfolding like a mystery 
You're changing all that is and used to be 

On a prayer, in a song 
I hear your voice and it keeps me hanging on 
Raining down, against the wind 
I'm reaching out 'til we reach the circle's end 
When you come back to me again 
When you come back to me again

21870. When You Don't Come Home

When You Don't Come Home
The Steeldrivers - When You Don't Come Home

I ain't seen no lipstick on your coloured
No number written on the dollar bill
But I can't help to wonder where you've been tonight
And I can't shape the way it makes me feel, no.

Hook:
I ain't found no proof, but I won't play no fool
I won't stand by to watch you do me wrong.
You can lie one more lie,
But one day I'll know where you go
When You Don't come home.

Are you drinking?
Are you gambling?
Have you found another woman?
?? is running through my mind.
All this time together, I trusted you completely
I'd never thought you'd be the cheating kind.

Hook:
I ain't found no proof, but I won't play no fool
I won't stand by to watch you do me wrong.
You can lie one more lie,
But one day I'll know where you go
When You Don't come home.

It's 2 am and I am all out of worried
Hate you coming and speaking up the drive.
I'll only asked you once tonight
You can tell me the truth this 45!
Yeah!



Hook:
I ain't found no proof, but I won't play no fool
I won't stand by to watch you do me wrong.
You can lie one more lie,
But one day I'll know where you go
When You Don't come home.

Where do you go when you don't come home.

21871. When You Fall

When You Fall
Fireside Collective

[Verse 1]
When your door don't seem to open
Your windows are more like walls
Yeah, your feet ain't much for walkin' out the door
When the winter chill lies heavy
And the lonesome breezes call
You just call on me, darlin'
And I'll catch you when you fall
You know I'll catch you when you fall

[Verse 2]
When your days are filled with trouble
And your nights have been too long
And the mornin' star never seems to shine
When you've walked a thousand miles
And all you've got to give is gone
You just call upon me, darlin'
And I'll catch you when you fall
You know I'll catch you when you fall

[Chorus]
When you fall, when you fall
Lay your burdens on me, darlin'
And I'll catch you whRn you fall
You know I'll catch you when you fall

[Verse 3]
When you've crossRd that silver river
Sailed upon the seven seas
Rode the wild wind and kissed the golden sun
When you've climbed the highest mountain
Lookin' back upon it all
Don't forget from where you came
And who will catch you when you fall
I'll always catch you when you fall

[Chorus]
When you fall, when you fall



Lay your burdens on me, darlin'
And I'll catch you when you fall
When you fall, when you fall
Lay your burdens on me, darlin'
And I'll catch you when you fall
You know I'll catch you when you fall

21872. When You Feel It

Brett Dennen - When You Feel It

Momma got to worrying because her boy left home in a hurry again
Her photographs are fading, she keeps a box in the closet full of negatives
Well, I left a note on the floor in my room
I've always been stubborn and late to bloom
I had to lay down my load, my burdens are my own
It's a coming of age when you feel it you know
When you feel it you know
When you feel it you know
And I know, I know
I was longing on a short summer night when I had the urge to leave
I went out to find my muse with a eight in my pocket and a craving for some cajun blues
I was following my follies when I saw her aboard the river queen
I was courting my frail lady all the way to New Orleans
But I was swoon by a luminous tomb so I climbed the roof and gave that woman my croon
I had to tell her all I know, my business is my own
It's a coming of age when you feel it you know
When you feel it you know
When you feel it you know
And I know, I know
When you feel
When you feel it you know
When you feel
When you feel it you know
When you feel
When you feel it you know
When you feel
When you feel it

21873. When You Find Out

When You Find Out
The Incredible String Band
Writer/s: Robin Williamson

It's of a strange and furious time
when men did speed to pray
Along the road of discontent to gods of gold and clay
Some did seek security



Among the seas of change
And some did seek dear life to wound
a furious time and strange
But when you find out who you are
Beautiful beyond your dreams
Just look around and
notice where you are
Just look around and notice what you see
Each moment born for you innocently

But when I see what we have made
What we have out with the mind's blade
In the blackness feel it all
Repeated faces rise and fall
With ancient goals unwondering fail
Further obscure the ancient trail
Filling with the endless years
The river of your heart's tears
I swear you have the power
as the angels do
Spread out your fingers and
make all things new
Change the world by the things you say
By the things you love
And by the games you play
And you make each new day

It feels so funny in your mummy's tummy
Before you get born into
the world for to carry on
Remember young man of the time
before you first went to school
How did it feel trying to live to the rule
Remember young man of the time
when your love stick
First rose free between your legs
Like a growing tree
Remember you walked with your lover
Like a gypsy and a gypsy queen
Under the stars where the sign was seen
Under the stars where
the leaves were green
Under the stars where the sign was seen

0 how many shining hearts
With love has guided me
And many I have met before
in lands across the sea
We used to speak of that ocean deep
How little words can say
It's better now to ask your friend
What makes him sad today

No one can do it for you
Make your own sky blue
Make your own dreams come true
Make it come true.



21874. When You Find Out Who You Are

When You Find Out Who You Are
The Incredible String Band

When You Find Out Who You Are
It's of a strange and furious time
When men did speed to pray
Along the road of discontent to gods of gold and clay

Some did seek security
Among the seas of change
And some did seek dear life to wound
A furious time and strange

But when you find out who you are
Beautiful beyond your dreams
Just look around and
Notice where you are

Just look around and notice what you see
Each moment born for you innocently
But when I see what we have made
What we have out with the mind's blade

In the blackness feel it all
Repeated faces rise and fall
With ancient goals unwondering fail
Further obscure the ancient trail

Filling with the endless years
The river of your heart's tears
I swear you have the power
As the angels do

Spread out your fingers and
Make all things new
Change the world by the things you say
By the things you love

And by the games you play
And you make each new day
It feels so funny in your mummy's tummy
Before you get born into

The world for to carry on
Remember young man of the time
Before you first went to school
How did it feel trying to live to the rule

Remember young man of the time
When your love stick
First rose free between your legs



Like a growing tree

Remember you walked with your lover
Like a gypsy and a gypsy queen
Under the stars where the sign was seen
Under the stars where

The leaves were green
Under the stars where the sign was seen
0 how many shining hearts
With love has guided me

And many I have met before
In lands across the sea
We used to speak of that ocean deep
How little words can say

It's better now to ask your friend
What makes him sad today
No one can do it for you
Make your own sky blue

Make your own dreams come true
Make it come true.

21875. When You Get To The Bottom

Robbie Fulks - When You Get to the Bottom

[Verse 1]
One year free and single and my how we've grown
You swing with the stars while I'm in this bar drinking alone
Yes you're flying high, live it up while you can
But when you get to the bottom don't reach for my hand

Verse 2]
Don't think 'cause I've fallen, fallen I'll remain
Time's the cure, this stuff that they pour just helps with the pain
Your wild thirst for pleasure has made my despair
But when you get to the bottom, girl, I won't be there

[Verse 3]
You're living like there's no tomorrow, I live like there's only yesterday
But who will break free of his sorrow and who'll have a lifetime to pay?
Just tear it up crazy angel, let your reckless heart roam
And when you get to the bottom, you'll know you've come home
When you get to the bottom, you'll know that you're home



21876. When You Go Walking - Chords

When You Go Walking - Ralph Stanley
Lonesome River Band

 G
When you go walking after midnight
 C
Over on the wrong side of town
 G
Walk down any street, many lost souls you'll meet
 D G
Whose lives are broken like mine

G
You'll find souls wandering out in darkness
 C
Whose place in life they'll never find
 G
Wandering so aimless and hopelessly
 D G
Whose lives are broken like mine

 G
Thank God you've got a home to go to
 C
And a woman's love to keep you warm
 G
You won't find the stars in the honky-tonks and bars
 D G
Go home to your loving woman's arms

21877. When You Gonna Come Around

Dierks Bentley - When You Gonna Come Around

[Verse 1]
I been knowing you for a little while
You never fail to make me smile
We've never been together is just something we talk about
When you gonna come around?
When you gonna come around?
I'm the kind that likes to take it slow
Well that's just the kind i'd like to get to know
I just wanna get started, i need you to show me how
When you gonna come around?

[Chorus]
I've been waiting with a heart full of love
Just for you to say it feels right enough
I've been a-waiting and a-wondering
When you're gonna give in and just give it up
Your love is the sweetest thing i have ever found



When you gonna come around?
When you gonna come around?
When you gonna come around?

[Verse 2]
Sitting alone tonight, and just watching the clock
My mind is set on you, and it never stops
We've never been together is just something we talk about
Ooh, when you gonna come around?
When you gonna come around?
When you gonna come around?

[Chorus]
I've been waiting with a heart full of love
Just for you to say it feels right enough
I've been a-waiting and a-wondering
When you're gonna give in and just give it up
Your love is the sweetest thing i have ever found
When you gonna come around?
When you gonna come around?
When you gonna come around?

21878. When You Gonna Wake Up

When You Gonna Wake Up
Bob Dylan
Sam Bush Band

God don't make promises that He don't keep
You got some big dreams baby, but in order to dream you gotta still be asleep.

When you gonna wake up, when you gonna wake up
When you gonna wake up strengthen the things that remain ?

Counterfeited philosophies have polluted all of your thoughts
Karl Marx has got ya by the throat, Henry Kissinger's got you tied up in knots.

When you gonna wake up, when you gonna wake up
When you gonna wake up strengthen the things that remain ?

You got innocent men in jail, your insane asylums are filled
You got unrighteous doctors dealing drugs that'll never cure your ills.

When you gonna wake up, when you gonna wake up
When you gonna wake up strengthen the things that remain ?

You got men who can't hold their peace and woman who can't control their tongues
The rich seduce the poor and the old are seduced by the young.

When you gonna wake up, when you gonna wake up
When you gonna wake up strengthen the things that remain ?

Adulterers in churches and pornography in the schools



You got gangsters in power and lawbreakers making rules.

When you gonna wake up, when you gonna wake up
When you gonna wake up strengthen the things that remain ?

Spiritual advisors and gurus to guide your every move
Instant inner peace and every step you take has got to be approved.

When you gonna wake up, when you gonna wake up
When you gonna wake up strengthen the things that remain ?

Do you ever wonder just what God requires ?
You think He's just an errand boy to satisfy your wandering desires.

When you gonna wake up, when you gonna wake up
When you gonna wake up and strengthen the things that remain ?

You can't take it with you and you know that it's too worthless to be sold
They tell you, 'Time is money' as if your life was worth its weight in gold.

When you gonna wake up, when you gonna wake up
When you gonna wake up and strengthen the things that remain ?

There's a man up on a cross and He's been crucified for you
Believe in His power that's about all you got to do.

When you gonna wake up, when you gonna wake up
When you gonna wake up and strengthen the things that remain ?

21879. When You Learn

When You Learn
The Avett Brothers

There is no mountain you can climb
High enough to see past the fact you climbed it all alone

There is no city filled with lights
So bright that you forget you have never had a home

I gave the world my best
Brought back to you the rest
And in return you loved me more

How do I return all that I took from you
And all the life you gave to me

When you learn you can earn the love you're waiting for
It's already yours

There is no reason we should doubt
The broken hearts will rise again



The mending touch of something grand
Isn't that what it's about?

The blind are charging through the night
Guided by the steady hand

I gave the world my best
Brought back to you the rest
And in return you loved me more

How do I return all that I took from you and all the life you gave to me

When you learn you can earn the love you're waiting for
It's already yours

When you learn you can earn the love you're waiting for
When you learn you can earn the love you're waiting for

21880. When You Say Nothing At All

Alison Krauss - When You Say Nothing At All
Keith Whitley

It's amazing how you can speak right to my heart
Without saying a word you can light up the dark
Try as I may I could never explain 
what I hear when you don't say a thing

The smile on your face lets me know that you need me
There's a truth in your eyes saying you'll never leave me
The touch of your hand says you'll catch me if ever I fall
You say it best when you say nothing at all

All day long I can hear people talking out loud
But when you hold me near you drown out the crowd
Old Mister Webster could never define
What's being said between your heart and mine

The smile on your face lets me know that you need me
There's a truth in your eyes saying you'll never leave me
The touch of your hand says you'll catch me if ever I fall
You say it best when you say nothing at all

The smile on your face lets me know that you need me
There's a truth in your eyes saying you'll never leave me
A touch of your hand says you'll catch me if ever I fall
You say it best when you say nothing at all



21881. When You Say Nothing At All - Chords

Keith Whitley
Song Title: When You Say Nothing At All

This song is Performed by Keith Whitley in the Key of 
D# Best Played Capo 1 in the Key of D...
Believe it or not.. When Alison Krauss
Does the Tribute it is done exactly the same
same key and all.. Enjoy

Kapo 1
Intro: D - A - G - A (twice)

Verse 1:
D     A          G             A           D     A, G, A
It's amazing how you can speak right to my heart
D       A        G             A            D    A, G, A
Without saying a word, you can light up the dark
G                    A
Try as I may I could never explain
D      A             G           A       A
What I hear when you don't say a thing

Chorus:
D                 A             G             A
The smile on your face let's me know that you need me
D                  A           G            A 
There's a truth in your eyes saying you'll never leave me
D                 A                G                  A      G,   A
The touch of your hand says you'll catch me if ever I fall
G               A                       D    A, G, A
You say it best when you say nothing at all

D, A, G, A

Verse 2:
D       A          G           A           D    A, G, A
All day long I can hear people talking out loud
D        A           G         A             D      A, G, A
But when you hold me near, you drown out the crowd
G                     A
Old Mr. Webster could never define
D            A            G              A      A
What's being said between your heart and mine

Chorus:
D                 A             G             A
The smile on your face let's me know that you need me
D                  A           G            A 
There's a truth in your eyes saying you'll never leave me
D                 A                G                  A      G,   A
The touch of your hand says you'll catch me if ever I fall
G               A                       D    A, G, A   D
You say it best when you say nothing at all------------l

A, G, A..Build....



(Chorus)

D, A, G, A..... D

21882. When You Sleep

When You Sleep
Longview

You don't know what you do to me
You don't know what you do to me
I don't know what I want to be
And I know what I want to be

You don't know what you do to me
You don't know what you do to me
I don't know what I want to be
You don't know what you do to me

(only when you sleep)
Can't believe it feels like
(only when you sleep)
Fight fire, can't forget
(only when you sleep)
All's changing, now its real
(only when you sleep)
Can't believe the way I feel

You don't know what you do to me
(only when you sleep)
You don't know what you do to me
(only when you sleep)
Couldn't stop if I made you see
(only when you sleep)
You don't know what you do to me

(only when you sleep)
Can't believe it feels like
(only when you sleep)
Fight fire, can't forget
(only when you sleep)
All's changing, now its real
(only when you sleep)
Can't believe the way I feel

Ever-lasting, still unchanging
Ever-lasting, still unchanging
Ever-lasting
Still

(only when you sleep)
Can't believe it feels like



(only when you sleep)
Fight fire, can't forget
(only when you sleep)
All's changing, now its real
(only when you sleep)
Can't believe the way I feel
(only when you sleep)

You don't know what you do to me
(only when you sleep)
You don't know what you do to me
(only when you sleep)
You don't know what you do to me
(only when you sleep)
You don't know what you do to me

21883. When You Tell Me That You Love Me

Dolly Parton - When You Tell Me That You Love Me 
(Albert Hammond & John Bettis)

I wanna feel this way
Longer than time
I wanna know your dreams
And make them mine
I wanna change the world
Only for you
All the impossible
I wanna do
I wanna hold you close under the rain
I wanna kiss your smile
And feel your pain
I know what's beautiful
Looking at you
Here in a world of lies
You are the true
Chorus:
And baby
Everytime you touch me
I become a hero
I'll make you safe no matter where you are
And bring you
Anything you ask for
Nothing is above me
I'm shining like a candle in the dark
When you tell me that you love me
I wanna make you see
Just what I was
Show you the loneliness
And what it does
You walked into my life
To stop my tears
Everything's easy now



I have you here
Repeat Chorus
In a world without you
I would always hunger
All I need is your love to make me stronger
Repeat Chorus

21884. When You Walk in the Room

Chris Hillman - When You Walk in the Room

I can feel a new expression on my face
I can feel a glowing sensation taking place
I can hear the guitars playin' lovely tunes
Every time that you walk in the room

I close my eyes for a second and pretend it's me you want
Meanwhile I try to act so nonchalant
I feel a summer's night with a magic moon
Every time that you walk in the room

Baby it's a dream come true
Standin' right along side of you
Wish I could show you how much I care
But I only have the nerve to stare

I can feel a something pounding in my brain
Just any time that someone speaks your name
Trumpets sound I hear thunder boom
Every time that you walk in the room

21885. When You Wish Upon A Star

Linda Ronstadt - When You Wish Upon A Star

When you wish upon a star
Makes no difference who you are
Anything your heart desires
Will come to you

If your heart is in your dream
No request is too extreme
When you wish upon a star
Like dreamers do

Fate is kind
She brings to those who love
The sweet fulfillment of their secret longing



Like a bolt out of the blue
Fate steps in and pulls you through
When you wish upon a star
Your dream comes true

Like a bolt out of the blue
Fate steps in and pulls you through
When you wish upon a star
Your dreams come true

21886. When You're Lonely

When You're Lonely

Oh, I'm thinking of you little darling
On the day that we first met
And those words sweetheart that you told me
I'm sure I'll never forget

Oh, someday sweetheart when you're lonely
And have no one to care for you
Remember the heart you have broken
And the one that has loved you so true

You told me you always would love me
And no one could ever come between
But it seems to me you've forgotten
All those things you told to me

Oh, someday sweetheart when you're lonely
And have no one to care for you
Remember the heart you have broken
And the one that has loved you so true

I'll forget those things that you told me
And try to start our lives anew
Just remember the heart you have broken
And the one that has loved you so true

Oh, someday sweetheart when you're lonely
And have no one to care for you
Remember the heart you have broken
And the one that has loved you so true

21887. When You're Lonely - Chords

When You're Lonely
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Lester Flatt and Bill Monroe



G
Oh I'm thinking of you little darling                         
D7
On the day that we first met          
G
And those words sweetheart that you told me    
D7                 G
I'm sure I'll never forget   

C                               G
Oh someday sweetheart when you're lonely
                            D7
And have no one to care for you
G
Remember the heart you have broken        
D7                         G
And the one that has loved you so 

trueYou told me you always would love me                           
D7
And no one could ever come between       
G
But it seems to me you've forgotten          
D7                  G
All those things you told to me

Repeat #2

I'll forget those things that you told me                           
D7
And try to start our lives anew     
G
Just remember the heart you have broken        
D7                        G
And the one that has loved you so true
repeat #2

21888. When You're Ready

Molly Tuttle - When You're Ready

[Verse 1]
Your eyes a silent movie
Shades of gray tell me a story you're trying to sell
But I know you better than you know yourself
You know yourself

[Verse 2]
Send me a signal
I can see now at a distance, your sails are down
You took the long way to come around
Come around



[Chorus]
When you're ready
A piece of the falling sky is too heavy
I could be by your side if you'd let me
You don't have to carry it all
I'll be waiting for the call
When you're ready

[Verse 3]
My door is open now
I could let you in
If you come crashing down
I'll be right here
When you're ready

[Chorus]
When you're ready
A piece of the falling sky is too heavy
I could be by your side if you'd let me
You don't have to carry it all
I'll be waiting for the call
When you're ready

[Outro]
When you're ready
When you're ready

21889. When Your Lover Has Gone

Linda Ronstadt - When Your Lover Has Gone

What good is the scheming, the planning, the dreaming
That comes with each new love affair
The love that you cherish so often may perish
And leave you with castles in air

When you're alone
Who cares for starlit skies
When you're alone
The magic moonlight dies

At break of dawn
There is no sunrise
When your lover has gone
What lonely hours

The evening shadows bring
What lonely hours
With memories lingering
Like faded flowers

Life can't mean anything



When your lover has gone
Like faded flowers
Life can't mean anything

When your lover has gone

21890. Whenever Forever Comes

Dolly Parton - Whenever Forever Comes 

Whenever forever comes, when darkness shall hide the sun
I'll still be shining with love for you
When glory bells chime, my love will ring true
Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my love will be yours always
Whenever forever comes, when all things are said and done
I'll still be feeling the same way I do
I'll be there for you and still wanting you
God gave you to me, and me to you
And you will still be the one whenever forever comes
We'll float on a cloud through eternity
You'll gather the stars, you'll give them to me
I'll give you the moon and we'll replace the sun
Whenever forever comes, whenever forever comes
What would I have ever done had I not had you to love?
You've given me more than I ever dreamed
Loving you more every day, so it seems
Greater than all other loves I have seen
Its essence will linger on whenever forever comes
We'll float on a cloud through eternity
You'll gather the stars, you'll give them to me
I'll give you the moon and we'll replace the sun
Whenever forever comes, whenever forever comes

21891. Whenever I Call You Friend

Alison Krauss - Whenever I Call You Friend

Whenever I call you friend
I begin to think I understand
Anything we are, you and I have always been
Ever and ever

I see myself within your eyes
And that's all I need to show me why
Everything I do always takes me home to you
Ever and ever

Now I know my life has given me more than memories
Day by day, we can see



In every moment there's a reason to carry on

Sweet love's showin' us a heavenly light
I've never seen such a beautiful sight
See love glowin' on us every night
I know forever we'll be doin' it right

Whenever I call you friend
I believe I've come to understand
Everywhere we are, you and I were meant to be
Ever and ever

I think about the times to come
Knowing I will be the lucky one
Ever our love will last
I always want to call you friend

Sweet love's showin' us a heavenly light
I've never seen such a beautiful sight
See love glowin' on us every night
I know forever we'll be doin' it right

21892. Whenever Kindness Fails

Whenever Kindness Fails
Robert Earl Keen - Whenever Kindness Fails

[Verse 1]
I crossed the desert on a dining car
In the spring of '91
I met some people drinking at the bar
They were laughing, having fun
I told 'em that I hadn't heard the joke
That was so hilarious
They said that I was just a dumb cowpoke
I didn't want to make a fuss

[Chorus]
So I shot 'em down, one by one
Then I left 'em 'long the rails
I use my gun
Whenever kindness fails

[Verse 2]
The moon was in the sign of Scorpio
The sun was at my back
I didn't know how far the train would go
Until the law would find my track
I saw the brakeman and the engineer
Drinking wine and eating brie
I asked 'em who would brake and who would steer
They started pointing back at me



[Chorus]
So I shot 'em down, one by one
And then I left 'em 'long the rails
I only use my gun
Whenever kindness fails

[Verse 3]
I only have a moment to explain
Just a chance to let you know
When it's time for you to board the train
There are two ways you can go

21893. Whenever Kindness Fails - Chords

Capo 3rd Fret 
Intro:  D Bm D Bm
 
Verse 1:
 
D                       Bm
Crossed the desert in a dining car
D                  Bm
In the spring of '91
D                        Bm
Met some people drinkin' at the bar,
A
They were laughin', havin' fun
 
Told 'em that I hadn't heard the joke
That was so hilarious
They said that I was just a dumb cowpoke
I didn't want to make a fuss
 
 
Chorus:
 
     G               A
So I shot them down, one by one
D                       G
And left them 'long the rails
       D
I only use my gun
     A            Bm
Whenever kindness fails
 
 
Verse 2:
 
Moon was in the sign of Scorpio
The sun was at my back
I didn't know how far the train would go
Till the law would find my track
 



Saw the brakeman and the engineer
Drinking wine and eating brie
I asked them who would brake and who would steer
They started pointing back at me
 
Chorus
 
Solo:  Repeat chords in chorus
 
Verse 3:
 
I only have a momment to explain
Just a chance to let you know
When it's time to board that train
There are 2 ways you can go.
 
You can ride the wind into the sun
Feel a cool wind on your face
Or you can laugh into a loaded gun
And you'll likely lose your place
 
Chorus:
Yeah I shot them down, one by one
And left them 'long the rails
I only use my gun
Whenever kindness fails
 
I shot them down, one by one
And left them 'long the rails
When I use my gun
That lonesome whistle wails
 
Outro:  D  Bm (repeat)

21894. Whenever You Come Around - Chords

Whenever You Come Around
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Vince Gill and Pete Wasner

G                C
Face of an angel pretty eyes that shine
G                    D7
I lie awake at night wishing you were mine
G                         C
Standing here holding the biggest heartache in town
Em           D7    G
Whenever you come around
      C                       G
I get weak in the knees and I lose my breath
     D7
Oh I try to speak but the words won't come
       G



I'm so scared to death
         C                               Em DI   C
When you smile that smile the world turns upside down
G            D7   G
Whenever you come around
                   C
I feel so helpless I feel just like a kid
G                             D7
What is it about you makes me keep my feelings hid
G                     C
Wish I could tell you but the words can't be found
Em           D7    G
Whenever you come around
Repeat #2 x2

21895. Where Angels Weep - Chords

Where Angels Weep 
Peter Rowan

C           F           C
Reflections in an empty mirror
G                       C
Floating worlds that come and go
C               F           C
Where rivers rundown to the ocean
G                                  C
and the rising tide meets with the flow
 
 
F                  C
Fire on the joyous lake
G                          C
Thunder roars the cauldron boils
F                       C
In the morning when we wake
G                               C
Where angels weep and man will toil
 
 
C           F                  C
Wide water rivers from moutain sides
G                            C
White capped waves upon the sea
C            F            C
I will cross the stormy ocean
G                            C
That keeps my love away from me
 
 
F                  C
Fire on the joyous lake
G                          C



Thunder roars the cauldron boils
F                       C
In the morning when we wake
G                               C
Where angels weep and man will toil
 
 
C G C G
[Solo/break]
 
C                  F                 C
I will build me a boat with crimson sails
G                            C
And voyage far from side of land
C            F              C
Among the sounding silver whales
G                            C
Where danger lurks on every hand
 
 
F                  C
Fire on the joyous lake
G                          C
Thunder roars the cauldron boils
F                       C
In the morning when we wake
G                               C
Where angels weep and man will toil
 
 
C G C G
[Solo/break]
 
C            F                C
Night birds cry and morning doves
G                             C
Bring olive branches from the shore
C           F            C
Embrace now oh light of love
G                    C
Stay with me forever more
 
F                  C
Fire on the joyous lake
G                          C
Thunder roars the cauldron boils
F                       C
In the morning when we wake
G                               C
Where angels weep and man will toil
G                               C
Where angels weep and man will toil...



21896. Where Are All The Girls I Used To Cheat With - Chords

Keith Whitley
Where Are All The Girls I Used To Cheat With
By Keith Whitley

Capo 2

A         E           A                  D          A 
Shirley's changed her number, at least I know she's moved
    D            A                E
And Mary married some guy well to do
   A        E       A                  D      A
My ex found someone else, I can't even find a friend 
D                 A       E      A
Where are all the girls I use to cheat with 

Chorus:
     E                              D              A  
I've called all over town, made the joints I hung around
     A                               E
Even Flo's quit comin' in the Orchid Lounge
   A     E     A                        D       A 
My ex is out tonight while my walls are closin' in 
D                 A     E        A       
Where are all the girls I use to cheat with

Susan started drinkin' and she's somewhere getting' well
It's not my fault as far as I can tell
And Pat's dropped out of site, you know she was my wife's best friend
Where are all the girls I use to cheat with

Chorus

My ex is out tonight while my walls are closin' in
Where are all the girls I use to cheat with
Where are all the girls I use to cheat with

21897. Where Are You CJ

Where are you CJ?
Keith Arneson & Wayne Taylor

Standing on a hilltop full of music loving people listening to banjo as it rings through the valley
,
There stood a little boy, who lost the hand of his mother, not knowing if he'd see her again.

The strangest things happen at the top of your senses all the sounds seem louder and strong
er than they should, 
when the little boy hear voices of 7,000, people calling his name through the woods.

Chorus:
CJ where are you CJ? I know you can hear us, cause the voices sounds like thunder



His mother feels like death as she screams, CJ

Just when he thought he'd be lost forever, a stranger walks and he looks in the tears
Of a boy whose life was halted, what seems like forever he wonders, how he knew his name

The stranger takes the boy by his trembling hand and leads him to the stage where the lights
Nearly blind him, and there stands his mother, who'd give her last breath just to hold her lovin
g boy again.

Chorus:
CJ there are you CJ, I knew you can hear us, cause our voices sounds like thunder
His mother cries as she screams, CJ

Now we're all lost in one way or another, we all need the help of someone who will say, 
let this be a lesson to the none believer, together we can all find our way.

Chorus:
CJ there are you CJ? I knew you can hear us, cause our voices sounds like thunder
His mother cries when she sees CJ

21898. Where Are You Now - Chords

Where Are You Now
Recorded by Clint Black
Written by Clint Black and Hayden Nicholas

C                                       A# 
Maybe I took for granted you'd be around 
           F            C
To pick me up on my way down

I thought my feet were planted firmly on the ground
     G7
Till one day my whole world came unwound

C
And like a ball of yarn kept neatly on a spool
F                                  D7
You held the life together of this broken hearted fool
         C                      G7                  C  
And what once was the exception now seems to be the rule

F                            G7         
There's a burnin' question a fire in my mind
    C              G7          Am
You always had the answers the ones I couldn't find
F                    G7            C
So all I'm asking is where are you now

                                              A#
What father time would sell me I'd take it all 
        F             C
If only you'd be back around



But then if time should spell me 

Well I might take the call
    G7
But there's no way of knowing where I'm bound

C
So here comes another fine mess I've got into
F                               D7 
And if I knew which way to turn I'd still turn to you
      C                           G7                    C
So if everything is said and done what am I supposed to do

F                                  G7
And that's the burnin' question on fire in my mind
    C              G7             Am
You always had the answers for me time after time
F                    G7            C
So all I'm asking is where are you now 
               
F                 G7            C  
All I'm asking is where are you now

21899. Where Beauty Lives In Memory

Dolly Parton - Where Beauty Lives In Memory 
(Dolly Parton)

She stands before the mirror
Smiles at her reflection
Striking sexy poses in the glass
She paints her lips a brilliant red
Piles her hair high on her head
Struggles to replace a false eyelash
She powders up her face
Paints her cheeks to match her lips
She wears a dress cut low in the front
Fittin? tight around her hips
And there inside her room
She stands and gazes at herself
Where beauty lives in memory
She lives in fairy tales
Mirror, mirror on the wall
Who's the fairest of them all
She sings as she goes waltzing? cross the floor
She keeps a candle burning
And she waits for his returning
When beauty lives in memory
It lives forevermore
She was a fairy princess once
And was by all adored
They say she was the fairest of them all



They called her Cinderella
And they say that every fella
Would gladly answer to her beck and call
So the story went
They tell of how this handsome prince
Stole her heart and wandered far away
He took her heart and took her mind
Now she has lost all track of time
Forty years has passed and still she waits singing
Mirror, mirror on the wall
Who's the fairest of them all
She sings as she goes waltzing? cross the floor
She keeps a candle burning
And she waits for his returning
When beauty lives in memory
It lives forevermore
Meanwhile back inside her room
The shads are pulled it's half past noon
But in her mind why it's forty years ago
She recalls the beauty of their love
She remembers he was beautiful
And of course she always knew she was
And so the past unfolds
And all at once inside her mind
She sees him at the door
And as he's leading her away
She feels the room begin to sway
Where beauty lives in memory
She falls dead upon the floor
Mirror, mirror on the wall
Who's the fairest of them all
She sings as she goes waltzing? cross the floor
She keeps a candle burning
And she waits for his returning
When beauty lives in memory
It lives forevermore

21900. Where Bridges Never Burn

Where Bridges Never Burn   

Verse 1:
I've seen enough of 
What the world can do
I've seen too much of it
Without you
So tell me know as far as 
We're concerned
What would it take to make a place
Where bridges never burn

Verse 2:
We've both seen life come



Crumbling down
We both lost loves that 
We thought were true
And now the fear keeps crowding
Near our minds
Inside our hearts its time to start
To leave all that behind

Chorus:
Where bridges never burn
No more hard lessons to be learned
Let's take this love
That we've both earned
And go where bridges
Never burn

Verse 3:
Love don't carry no guarantee
We've got everything that we need
So let's hold on as long
As this world turns
And try to find some peace of mind
Where bridges never burn

Final Chorus
Where bridges never burn
No more hard lessons to be learned
Let's take this love
That we've both earned
And go where bridges Never burn
And go where bridges Never burn
Love don't carry no Guarantee

21901. Where Corn Don't Grow

Where Corn Don't Grow - The Grascals

As we sat on the front porch of that old gray house
Where I was born and raised
Staring at the dusty fields
Where my daddy worked hard everyday

I think it kinda hurt him when I said
"Daddy there's a lot that I don't know
But don't you ever dream
About a life where corn don't grow?"

He just sat there silent
Staring at his favorite coffee cup
I saw a storm of mixed emotions
In his eyes when he looked up

He said, "Son I know at your age



It seems like this old world is turnin' slow
And you think you'll find the answer to it all
Where corn don't grow"

Hard times are real
There's dusty fields no matter where you go
You may change your mind
'Cause the weeds are high where corn don't grow

I remember feeling guilty
When daddy turned and walked back in the house
I was only 17 back then but I thought
That I knew more than I know now

I can't say he didn't warn me
This city life's a hard roe to hoe
Ain't it funny how a dream
Can turn around where corn don't grow

Hard times are real
There's dusty fields no matter where you go
And you may change your mind
'Cause the weeds are high where corn don't grow
You may change your mind
'Cause the weeds are high where corn don't grow

21902. Where Could I Go

Where Could I Go

Living below in this old sinful world
Hardly a comfort can afford
Striving alone to face temptation soar
Where could I go but to the Lord

Where could I go oh where could I go
Seeking a refuge for my soul
Needing a friend to help me in the end
Where could I go but to the Lord

Life here is grand with friends I love so dear
Comfort I get from God's own word
Yet when I face the chilling hand of death
Where could I go but to the Lord

21903. Where Could I Go (But To The Lord)

Emmylou Harris - Where Could I Go (But To The Lord)



Living below in this old sinful world 
Hardly a comfort can afford 
Striving alone to face temptations call 
Where could I go to the Lord 

Where could I go where could I go 
Seeking a refuge for my soul 
Needing a friend to help me in the end 
Where could I go to the Lord 

Neighbors are fun I love 'em everyone 
We get along in sweet accord 
But when I pass the chilling hand of death 
Where could I go to the Lord 

Where could I go where could I go 
Seeking a refuge for my soul 
Needing a friend to help me in the end 
Where could I go to the Lord 

Life here is grand with friends I love so well 
Comfort I get from God's own Word 
But when my soul needs manna from above 
Where could I go to the Lord 

Where could I go where could I go 
Seeking a refuge for my soul 
Needing a friend to help me in the end 
Where could I go to the Lord 

Where could I go where could I go 
Seeking a refuge for my soul 
Needing a friend to help me in the end 
Where could I go to the Lord 
Where could I go to the Lord

21904. Where Could I Go - Chords

Where Could I Go
recorded by Merle Haggard
written by James B. Coats

C               F               C
Living below in this old sinful world
                     G7
Hardly a comfort can afford
C                 F               C
Striving alone to face temptation soar
      F       C      G7     C
Where could I go but to the Lord
 
                    F             C                
Where could I go oh where could I go



                        G7
Seeking a refuge for my soul
C                   F              C
Needing a friend to help me in the end
      F       C      G7     C
Where could I go but to the Lord
 
                        F                 C
Life here is grand with friends I love so dear
                             G7
Comfort I get from God's own word
C                   F                C
Yet when I face the chilling hand of death
      F       C      G7     C
Where could I go but to the Lord

21905. Where Did All The Wild Things Go

Where Did All the Wild Things Go?
Molly Tuttle

Do you like to get down low at the dog house or
High on the hog when the Friday night lights go down?
Can you howl like a greyhound?
Do you like greens? And I don't mean collards
Hollered, swallered, blown your last dollar at dawn
And do you like to tie one on?

Now the streets full of suits
With hundred-dollar haircuts
I used to cut loose
Now its uptight, airbrush
Scratching my head 'cause I really, really wanna know

Where did all the wild things go?

Do you like to get hazy, blazy, crazy
A little bit mad 'cause you just caught rabies, man?
Now you going off the deep end
Do you like jammin', ramblin', gamblin'
Slammin' it back 'til you don't know what you're standing on
Passed out in a porta-john?
Now this town's been tamed like a bear in a cage
Like a broke-down train, like the fire hits rain
Rackin' my brain 'cause I really, really wanna know

Where did all the wild things go?
Where did all the wild things go?

Sometimes you gotta growl (do-do-do-do, do-do-do)
Sometimes you gotta let loose, get juiced and howl, ooh (do-do-do-do, do-do-do)
Sometimes you gotta raise the roof, shake the blues, breakthrough, make the news
Before it all goes south (do-do-do-do, do-do-do)



(Do-do-do-do, do-do-do) sometimes you gotta get loud!
(Oh ooh)
Sometimes you gotta rise up to get down (get down)
Sometimes you gotta stand out in a crowd, get loud, fly your freak flag proud
'Cause there's never been a better time to let it shine than right now
Huh!

So meet me after midnight moonlight
It's gonna be a good time, alright
Everybody's coming in hot
We're gonna divvy up the jackpot
'Til the party light's out and the police are comin'
Everybody's runnin' to thumb another diesel down
Come on and let's blow this town

'Cause you can cut out the fangs of a pair of pit vipers
But this here tiger's just gettin' wilder
So all you wild things stand up and let 'em know

Where did all the wild things go!
Where did all the wild things go?
Where did all the wild things go?

21906. Where Did Our Young Years Go

Where Did Our Young Years Go

My eyes are getting weaker my steps are getting slow
And the gray in my hair is beginning to show
My life has been rich though I've always been poor
Our youth passed so quickly where did our young years go

There's something between us so few understand
You made me your king though I'm a plain working man
Our home and our babies have left our love aglow
But where oh where did our young years go

Your face may be wrinkled your dress may be worn
But your lips are still tender thrilling and warm
Each day of life our love seems to grow
But where oh where did our young years go

21907. Where Did The Morning Go

Where Did The Morning Go?
Blue Highway
(Shawn Lane/Cat Town Music, BMI)

Where did the morning go?



I meant to do much more with this life
I was born a clear and sunny day
Now evening shadows fall my way
Where did the morning go?
It was dawn when my babies cried
Now they're able to walk out on their own
I've had a family that I've always loved
And I made peace with my God above
But where did the morning go?
I've held hands that I loved to hold
But an evenin' came when I had to let 'em go
I still write the words down to my songs
But it's different voices that sing along
Where did the morning go?

21908. Where Did The Sunshine Go

Osborne Brothers - Where did the sunshine go
Composer: Boudleaux Bryant - Felice Bryant

Where did the sunshine go
Why is it raining so
Where is the love I used to know
Where did the sunshine go
Where did the sunshine go
Why did the cold winds blow
Where is the one I needed so
Where did the sunshine go

I discovered the sunshine
In a woman's loving smile
Like a fool I thought the sun had come to stay
Then she fell for another
And the sun went out of style
And the springtime vanished when she went away

Where did the sunshine go...

Now there's nothing but heartaches
In the whole wide lonely earth
Anyway my blue world looks that way to me
Gone is all of the sunshine
And the smile that gave it birth
Leaving nothing but a cold cold misery

Where did the sunshine go...

Where did the sunshine go
Where did the sunshine go



21909. Where Did You Go

Where Did You Go 
Jackie Kincaid

Once I had a love so true 
One who'd never make me blue 
One whok new my heart and soul 
Why did you leave, where did you go 
 
CHORUS : 
Why did you go, and leave me here 
I can't go on, without you dear 
You never let on, how was I to know 
Why did you leave, where did you go 

I never thought, you'd say goodbye 
You'll never know, how I hurt inside 
My love for you, I've tried to show 
Why did you leave, where did you go 
 
Why did you leave, where did you go

21910. Where Did You Learn To Love Like That - Chords

Keith Whitley
Where Did You Learn To Love Like That
By Keith Whitley

     D                                   A
Your daddy's a professor, he's got a P.H.D.
     A                                   D
Your Mama is director of the local library
                                      A 
They got you best education money can pay
E                      A
Still that does not explain

Chorus:
D                                                        G
Where d'you learn to love like that, Who's been teachin' you
  A                                                  D
I thought I knew it all but you showed me a thing or two
    D                                                G
You look too sweet and innocent to have your love degree
G                    D                   A                 D
Where d'you learn to love like that, the way you're lovin' me

I always thought of you such a shy and lonely girl
Your shelves are filled with books you read from all around the world
I've never seen you take a drink or actin' improperly
That's why it's a mystery to me



Chorus

Change Keys to E (E, A, B)

Chorus

Chorus

Chorus

21911. Where Do I Go From Here

Where Do I Go From Here
L. Carroll
New Grass Revival

Though you never told me so
Parting time was getting near
Oh tell me where can I go from here

Discreetly hiding with our eyes
But in our hearts there are no lies
Hey tell me where can I go from here

Chorus:
Ridin' rainbows just for fun
You might think that I'm the lucky one
But when its all said and done
Tell me where do I go from here
From here

Why was it so hard to see
That you were not meant for me
Hey tell where, where, where, can I go, go from here

Well am I condemned to this fear
To drive away all those who hold me near
Tell me where can I go from here

Chorus:

I'm lost again I'm on the road
I'm out of love and I'm so alone
Oh baby, tell me where, where, where, can I go, go from here

Yes it's so strange that we're both resigned
From a love so well designed
Hey tell me where can I go from here

Chorus:

Oh tell me where do I go
Yeah, tell me where do I go



Tell me where do I go.......
From here........
Oh from here
Whoa...............
Here.........Â.......

21912. Where Do I Go From Here (A Trucker's Song)

Where Do I Go From Here (A Trucker's Song)

Well I came from Alabama
With a banjo on my knee
I'm goin' to Louisiana
My true love for to see

It rained all night the day I left
The weather it was dry
The sun so hot I froze to death
Suzanna don't you cry

I got a long way to go
I sure feel it now deep down in these dusty clothes
Through another town backed up with capricious souls
I got a long way to go

I got a lot left to say
To the empty seat that stood beside me
through the fray
Through the midnight moon
Saw fit to light my way
Got a lot left to say

But where do I go from here
When I'm lost out on the road
The way's not clear
To find my way back home
I need to hear
The only voice that leads me on
So I can find my way back to you

I had a dream the other night
When everything was still
I thought I saw Suzanna
Comin' down the hill

The buckwheat cake was in her mouth
A tear was in her eye
Says I'm comin' from the south
Suzanna don't you cry

Where do I go from here
When I'm lost out on the road
And the way's not clear



To find my way back home
I need to hear
The only voice that leads me on
So I can find my way back to you

Soon we'll be in New Orleans
Then I'll look around
And when I find Suzanna
I'll fall down on the ground

And if I do not find her
Then I should surely die
And when I'm dead and buried
Suzanna don't you cry

21913. Where Do My Bluebird Fly - Chords

Where Do My Bluebird Fly 
Trout Steak Revival
 
[Intro]
Em Em C D x4
 
[Verse]
           Em                                                          C              D
Well I know you shook the set-up baby, of all the leaves up in the ground
      Em                                                          C            D
And I know our song is over and heavy as I see dry leaves fallin' down, oh
C                         D              G                     C
With all this fever in my mind, I could drown in your kerosene eyes
 C                              D
Oh, you're just a target in the sky
 D                       Em
Oh, where do my bluebird fly?
 D                       Em
Oh, where do my bluebird fly?
 
Em Em C D
 
 
[Verse]
 
       Em                                                    C             D
At the early sign of dawn and thunder I see you stir the fog around
             Em                                                            C            D
And when you find them boys and gears of sunset I hear a high and lonesome sound, oh
C                         D              G                     C
With all this fever in my mind, I could drown in your kerosene eyes
 C                              D
Oh, you're just a target in the sky
 D                       Em
Oh, where do my bluebird fly?
 D                       Em



Oh, where do my bluebird fly?
 
 
[Breakdown]
 
Em Em C D x6
 
 
[Verse]
 
           Em                                                              C           D
Oh, well I know you soaked your feathers baby with all the ghosts along my trail
      Em                                                          C             D
And I know this song was dead and buried before I knew it was for sale, oh
C                         D               G                       C
With all this fever in my mind, I could drown in your kerosene eyes
 C                                D
Oh, you're just a target in the sky
 D                         Em
Oh, where do my bluebird fly?
 D                       Em
Oh, where do my bluebird fly?
 D                       Em
Oh, where do my bluebird fly?
 D                       Em
Oh, where do my bluebird fly?

21914. Where Does The Good Times Go

Osborne Brothers - Where does the good times go
Composer: Buck Owens

Arms that used to hold me tight eyes that shone with love so bright
Now have changed my days to night where does the good times go

Where does the good times go where does the river flow
Where does the north wind blow where does the good times go

Lips that used to burn with love now are cold beneath my touch
Still I love you oh so much where does the good times go

Where does the good times go...

Where does the good times go...
Where does the good times go

21915. Where Does The Good Times Go



Osborne Brothers - Where does the good times go
Composer: Buck Owens

Arms that used to hold me tight eyes that shone with love so bright
Now have changed my days to night where does the good times go

Where does the good times go where does the river flow
Where does the north wind blow where does the good times go

Lips that used to burn with love now are cold beneath my touch
Still I love you oh so much where does the good times go

Where does the good times go...

Where does the good times go...
Where does the good times go

21916. Where Dreams Come to Die

Where Dreams Come to Die

This is where dreams come to die
This is where dreams come to die
Then they fly back to heaven
But this is where dreams come to die

They're fun when you dream them
Everyone is laughing at you
And it's fun, watching them wonder
And all of the dreams are coming true

But this is where dreams come to die
This is where dreams come to die
Then they fly back to heaven
But this is where dreams come to die

This world is just a stop over
On their journey up to the sky
And here's to the trip back to heaven
Maybe be safe as they fly

But this is where dreams come to die
This is where dreams come to die
Then they fly back to heaven
But this is where dreams come to die

Then they fly back to heaven
But this is where dreams come to die



21917. Where Grass Won't Grow

Dolly Parton - Where Grass Won't Grow (With Goerge Jones, Emmylou Harris And Trish Yea
rwood 
Writer Earl Montgomery

The dirt was clay and was the color of the blood in me
A twelve acre farm on a ridge is southern Tennessee
We left that sweat all over that land behind a mule we watched grow old
Row after row trying to grow corn and cotton on ground so poor that grass won't
grow
There was one old store in the hollow we all called town
It belonged to a gentle old man named Henry Brown
He gave us credit in the wintertime so we could live through the cold when the
wind brought snow
Trying to grow corn and cotton on ground so poor that grass won't grow
The one I loved walked through those fields with me
She was a hard working woman true as one could be
But then one year death was going ?round and swiftly took it's toll
Janie had to go
Now she lies asleep under ground so poor that grass won't grow
As I stand here looking over this part of Tennessee
The fields are bare as far as the eye can see
And over the grave where Janie lies there's a beautiful sight to behold
And no one knows why there's flowers blooming on ground so poor that grass
won't grow

21918. Where Grass Won't Grow - Chords

Where Grass Won't Grow
Recorded by George Jones with Dolly Parton,
Emmylou Harris and Trisha Yearwood
Written by Earl Montgomery

C                         F                     C
The dirt was clay and was color of the blood in me
                        F              G7
A twelve acre farm on a ridge in south Tennessee
   Am                 G7                      F
We left our sweat all over that land behind a mule 
                      G7        C
We watched grow o-ld  row after row
                                  F                   G7          C
Trying to grow corn and cotton on ground so poor that grass won't grow

                               F                    C
There was one old store in the holler we all called town
                            F               G7
It belonged to a gentle old man named Henry Brown
   Am                    G7                      F
He gave us credit in the winter time so we could live 
                          G7             C
Through the cold when the winds brought snow



                                  F                   G7          C
Trying to grow corn and cotton on ground so poor that grass won't grow

                          F                         C
Oh the one I loved walked through those fields with me
                             F                 G7
She was a hard working woman true as one could be
   Am                          G7              F
Oh but then one year death was going round and swiftly 
                      G7     C
Took it's toll  Janie had to go
                          F                   G7          C
Now she lies asleep under ground so poor that grass won't grow

                             F                  C
As I stand here looking over this part of Tennessee
                       F                  G7
The fields are bare as far as the eye can see
    Am                   G7                   F
And over the grave where Janie lies there's a beautiful 
                 G7         C
Sight to behold  and no one knows
                               F                   G7          C
Why there's flowers growing on ground so poor that grass won't grow
                               F                   G7          C
Now there's flowers growing on ground so poor that grass won't grow

21919. Where Have All The Flowers Gone

Tim O'Brien - Where Have All the Flowers Gone?

[Verse 1]
Where have all the flowers gone?
Long time passing, yeah
Where have all the flowers gone?
Long time ago now
Where have all the flowers gone?
Young girls have picked them, everyone
When will they ever learn?
When will they ever learn?

[Verse 2]
And where have all the young girls gone?
Long time passing, yeah
Where have all the young girls gone?
Long time ago now
Where have all the young girls gone?
They're gone to young men, everyone
When will they ever learn?
When will they ever learn?
Lord, Lord

[Verse 3]



And where have all the young men gone?
It's been a long time passing, yeah
Where have all the young men gone?
A long time ago now
Where have all the young men gone?
They're gone to soldiers, everyone
When will they ever learn?
When will they ever learn?
Lord, have mercy

[Verse 4]
Where have all the soldiers gone?
It's been a long time passing, yeah
Where have all the soldiers gone?
It's been a long, long, long, long time ago
Where have all the soldiers gone?
They're gone to graveyards, everyone
When will they ever learn?
When will they ever learn?
Oh, Lord
Lord, have mercy
I've gotta go

21920. Where Have All The Flowers Gone

Where Have All The Flowers Gone
Pete Seeger
Flatt & Scruggs

Where have all the flowers gone, long time passing?
Where have all the flowers gone, long time ago?
Where have all the flowers gone?
Young girls have picked them everyone.
Oh, when will they ever learn?
Oh, when will they ever learn?

Where have all the young girls gone, long time passing?
Where have all the young girls gone, long time ago?
Where have all the young girls gone?
Gone for husbands everyone.
Oh, when will they ever learn?
Oh, when will they ever learn?

Where have all the husbands gone, long time passing?
Where have all the husbands gone, long time ago?
Where have all the husbands gone?
Gone for soldiers everyone
Oh, when will they ever learn?
Oh, when will they ever learn?

Where have all the soldiers gone, long time passing?
Where have all the soldiers gone, long time ago?
Where have all the soldiers gone?



Gone to graveyards, everyone.
Oh, when will they ever learn?
Oh, when will they ever learn?

Where have all the graveyards gone, long time passing?
Where have all the graveyards gone, long time ago?
Where have all the graveyards gone?
Gone to flowers, everyone.
Oh, when will they ever learn?
Oh, when will they ever learn?

Where have all the flowers gone, long time passing?
Where have all the flowers gone, long time ago?
Where have all the flowers gone?
Young girls have picked them everyone.
Oh, when will they ever learn?
Oh, when will they ever learn?

21921. Where Have All The Hobos Gone

(Dave Kirby - Danny Morrison) 

The silver rails have lost their shine
They're just the victims of our time
They might as well rust in the rain
What good's a track without a train.

Where have all the hoboes gone
I never knew they even had a home
So Lord if you have turned your back
You might as well take off the track.

I love to hear a whistle whin
Just ride a boxcar one more time
So Lord if you're still on my side
You'll send me one more train to ride.

Where have all the hoboes gone
I never knew they even had a home
So Lord if you have turned your back
You might as well take off the track.

Hm, hmm, so Lord if you're still on my side
You'll send me one more train to ride...

21922. Where Have You Been - Chords

Where Have You Been
Recorded by Merle Haggard



Written by Leona Williams

G               D7           G
Look around you look at your friends
                        D7                 G
They're still out there but where have you been
               C    G                  C
You better get busy start calling them in
                 G        D7                 G
Cause they still love you but where have you been
                        D7            G
You better get friendly keep all your friends
                      D7             G
If you wanna be loved you gotta give in
            C      G          C
Pick up the pieces start over again
                   G        D7                 G
Your friends still love you but where have you been
                        D7            G
You better get friendly keep all your friends
                      D7             G
If you wanna be loved you gotta give in
            C      G          C
Pick up the pieces start over again
                   G        D7                 G
Your friends still love you but where have you been

21923. Where Have You Gone

Where Have You Gone - Alan Jackson 

It's been way too long since you slipped away
I just can't forget, I can't pretend it's ok
No other one could ever replace you
So I'll keep on believing and dreaming of you

Soft steel guitar, oh how I've missed you
Words from the heart, let me hear you again
Sounds from the soul, fiddle I need you
Sweet country music, where have you gone?
Sweet country music, please come back home

The songs from your memory I cling to today
I won't let them leave me, I won't let them fade
I don't care what they do, you're still the one
I'll be here in Nashville 'til you return

Soft steel guitar, oh how I've missed you
Words from the heart, let me hear you again
Sounds from the soul, fiddle I need you
Sweet country music, where have you gone?
Sweet country music, please come back home
Sweet country music, where have you gone?



The airwaves are waiting, please come back home

21924. Where Her Heart Has Always Been

Where Her Heart Has Always Been - Alan Jackson 

The morning light was soft and low
The clouds had left an early snow
A peaceful sound was calling low
It's time to go

Then God reached out his tender hand
And gently pulled her home with him
And brushed away the sorrow from
Her soul within

And I could hear the roses sing
A bluebird softly claps its wings
The sun seemed brighter than it's ever been

And now she's dancing in the wind
With her true love again
Where her heart has always been
Where her heart has always been

And I could hear the roses sing
A bluebird softly claps its wings
The sun seemed brighter than it's ever been

And now she's dancing in the wind
With her true love again
Where her heart has always been
Where her heart has always been
Where her heart has always been

The morning light was soft and low
The clouds had left an early snow

21925. Where His Wheels Left the Road

Where His Wheels Left the Road
Alecia Nugent - Where His Wheels Left the Road

Where his wheels left the road, broken glass and twisted steel
Were the only traces left of that worn out Oldsmobile
Oh, the mist hung on that mountain like a winter overcoat
And the Deputies found him where his wheels left the road

He had left the Diamond Horeshoe, drank that whiskey river dry



That's the tale the Sheriff told to his sister and his wife
They could claim their Dear Beloved at the White Oak Funeral Home
And the Deputy could show them where the wheels left the road

Now they're bring food and flowers to the kitchen of his home
They placed a little cross where his wheels left the road

But the truth will soon be buried, there's a secret no one knows 
He was not out on that highway when his wheels left the road
It was back in that old bar room in the smoke and neon lights
He was dancing with a woman just before he crossed the line
In a room next to the Horseshoe, wedding ring down in his coat
He took her in his arms and his wheels left the road

Where his wheels left the road, broken glass and twisted steel
Were the only traces left of his worn out Oldsmobile
Oh, the mist hangs on that mountain like a winter overcoat
And the Deputies found him where his wheels left the road

21926. Where I Come From

Alan Jackson - Where I Come From 

Well I was rollin' wheels and shiftin' gears
'Round that Jersey Turnpike
When Barney stopped me with his gun
Ten minutes after midnight
Said sir you broke the limit in that rusty ol' truck
I don't know about that accent son
Just where do you come from
I said where I come from
It's cornbread and chicken
Where I come from a lotta front porch sittin'
Where I come from tryin' to make a livin'
And workin' hard to get to heaven
Where I come from
Well I was south of Detroit City
I pulled in this country kitchen
To try their brand of barbecue
The sign said finger-lickin'
Well I paid the tab and the lady asked me
How'd I like my biscuit
I'll be honest with you ma'am
It ain't like mama fixed it
'Cause where I come from
It's cornbread and chicken
Where I come from a lotta front porch pickin'
Where I come from tryin' to make a livin'
Workin' hard to get to heaven
Where I come from
I was chasin' sun on 101
Somewhere around Ventura
I lost a universal joint and I had to use my finger



This tall lady stopped and asked
If I had plans for dinner
Said no thanks ma'am, back home
We like the girls that sing soprano
'Cause where I come from
It's cornbread and chicken
Where I come from a lotta front porch sittin'
Where I come from tryin' to make a livin'
Workin' hard to get to heaven
Where I come from
Well I was headed home on 65
Somewhere around Kentucky
The CB rang for a bobtail rig
That's rollin' on like thunder
Well I answered him and he asked me
Aren't you from out in Tulsa
No, but you might have seen me there
I just dropped a load of salsa
Where I come from it's cornbread and chicken
Where I come from a lotta back porch pickin'
Where I come from tryin' to make a livin'
Workin' hard to get to heaven
Where I come from
Where I come from
Yeah where I come from
A lotta front porch sitting
Starin' up at heaven
Where I come from
Where I come from
Tryin' to make a livin'
Tryin' to make a livin'
Oh, where I come from
Where I come from
Yeah, where I come from
Get back down there sometime
Where I come from

21927. Where I Come From - Chords

Where I Come From 
David Nelson Band

[Intro]
Bm  -  Bm
 
[Verse 1]
Bm
Where I come from
          D
You can read by the light of a star
Bm
Pass the map Mahoney
    D



It can't be all that far
Em                 Bm
I would know it anywhere
Em                  Bm
Sight unseen we're almost there
G                     F#
This smells like the air
              Bm
Where I come from
 
 
[Verse 2]
Bm
Where I come from
         D
All the roads are rocky and steep
         Bm
And you aren't judged by
       D
The company you keep
Em                 Bm
I would know you anywhere
Em                       BM
Salt-sea breezes in your hair
G            F#
No one to compare
             Bm
Where I come from
 
 
[Instrumental]
Bm - Bm - D - D
Bm - Bm - D - D
Em - Bm - Em - Bm
G - F# - Bm - Bm
 
 
[Verse 3]
Bm
Where I come from
       D
Smack on the demarcator line
       Bm
If the sun don't rise, y'know
 D
Won't be for lack of tryin'
Em                   Bm
Fed-up rehearsing my part
Em                   Bm
Gonna wing this one from the heart
  G            F#
Only place to start
             Bm
Where I come from
 
 
 



[Verse 4]
Bm
Where I come from
  D
Used to be a border state
 Bm
Nothin' but my own reflection
        D
On the dinner plate
Em                    Bm
Tonight I choose to dine alone
Em                    Bm
Me and the dog might share a bone
G                 F#
We don't waste a crumb
              Bm
Where I come from
 
 
[Instrumental]
Bm - Bm - D - D
Bm - Bm - D - D
Em - Bm - Em - Bm
G - F# - Bm - Bm
 
- Jam over Bm for a bit -
 
Bm
Where I come from,
         D
There's only one law to keep
 Bm
Simple enough to recall,
 D
even in your sleep
Em                      Bm
Only only thing thats taught in school
Em                   Bm
love if you can but dont be cruel
G                  F#
thats the rule of thumb
              Bm
where I come from
 
 
[Outro]
Bm
Highways calling
     D
but I'm not calling back
Bm
all I ever wanted was,
   D
a two room shack
Em            Bm
free to come come, and free to go
 



the only life I care to know
    G              F#
an old guoitar to strum,
              Bm
where I come from

21928. Where I Fell

Robbie Fulks - Where I Fell

[Verse 1]
Daddy used to catch his supper in this river, now you can't swim it
Smells like a twenty-ton truck full of paint thinner sank down in it
Come visit a spell, see the plaque to our war fallen
Nothin' but a good time

[Verse 2]
Some guy in Bombay's runnin' that press I used to hate
Now I sling hash for what all spills off the interstate
We sold the family store, left the building standing
You can see the outline

[Chorus]
Where I fell
Might look like hell
From a jet airplane or the top of some big hotel
I'd've chose a place more fine
But the choice was never mine
So I dwell
Where I fell

[Verse 3]
Skinny-hipped Jane with her long black lashes and a kid of ten Comes by for some TV and to
 leg it down with me every now and again
She's a good old girl I shoulda long sent walkin'
The timing never worked right

21929. Where I Lead Me

Steve Earle - Where I Lead Me

Where I lead me, I will travel
Where I need me, I will call me
I'm no fool, I'll be ready
God knows I will be
In the meantime, make a little money
Buy a little mercy
Well, we met this morning, now she loves me, says she loves me
It must be easy, look around you, all around you



But you see the motion, you're not moving
You don't know how to hold on
Just keep it loose, don't get excited
It'll pass before long
Now one is going, one is staying
One is silent, one is saying
Well, here's your coat, take care of yourself
I'm sorry you're leaving
I'm a little sad, you're all I had
Will you be returning?
The boys upstairs are getting hungry
You can shout in the wind about how it will be
Or you can clench your fist
Shake your head and head to the country
I've no doubt about it, my friend
That's where they'll find me
Ask the boys down in the gutter
Now they won't lie 'cause you don't matter
The street's just fine, if you're good and blind
But it ain't where you belong
Just roll down your sleeves
Pick up your money and carry yourself home
Roll down your sleeves
Pick up your money and carry yourself home

21930. Where I Will Be

Emmylou Harris - Where I will be
Composer: Daniel Lanois

The streets are cracked
And there's glass everywhere
And a baby stares out
With motherless eyes
Under long gone beauty
On fields of war
Trapped in lament
To the poet's core.

Oh where, oh where will I be
Oh where, oh when that trumpets sounds.

Met an Indian boy in Ottawa
He laid me down on a bed of straw
Said don't waste your breath
Don't waste your heart
Don't blister your heels
Running in the dark.

Oh where, oh where will I be
Oh where, oh when that trumpets sounds.
Yeah I like the heat
Of your body laying under me



May your wild lip get you where your going
With your inventions your intentions, your laughter
Your forever yearning.

Oh where, oh where will I be
Oh where, oh when that trumpets sounds.

I walked to the river
And I walked to the rim
I walked through the teeth of the reaper's grin
I walked to you rolled up in wire
To the other side of desire.

Oh where, oh where will I be
Oh where, oh when that trumpets sounds.

Oh where, oh where oh where when that trumpet sounds
Oh where, oh where oh when that trumpet sounds.

Well the heart opens wide like it's never seen love
And addiction stays on tight like a glove
Oh where, oh where will I be.

21931. Where I'm At

Where I'm At
Jordan Tice

You can read the writing on the wall
Gaze into your crystal ball
Poke your head out the classroom look both ways down the hall
But you won't see anything at all
You can read between the lines
You can look for the signs but no matter what you find
It ain't gonna make sense this time
And i wish that i could offer you some insight into my mind and say
I gotta go because of this or that
But i can't explain it its just where i'm at

I got the feelin' i should move along
And i should probably do some rambling while i'm young
Cuz it'll only get harder the longer life goes on and
I gotta sing my song
Yea ramblin' round's what i'm doin these years
This particular one of life's many eras
And i know on down the line, ill have different dreams and cares and ill be wearin' a different 
had
But for now babe this is just where i'm at

Its just somethin' that i know we gotta do
But theres nothin that id change about you
Its been beautiful and i hope you've enjoyed this time together too
But i think its through



Oh so don't come runnin' for now just try and forget
It'll be alright don't worry about it
Maybe one day we should talk more but for now we should probably quit
Cuz this conversations fallin' flat
Cuz all i can say babe is thats just where i'm at
Oh i'm sorry but thats just where i'm at

21932. Where I'm Bound

Where I'm Bound

It's a long and dusty road, it's a hot and heavy load
And the people that you meet aren't always kind
Some are bad, some are good some have done the best they could
Some have tried to ease my troubled mind

But I can't help but wonder
Where I'm bound, where I'm bound
I can't help but wonder where I'm bound

I have been around this land just doing the best I can
Trying to find what I was meant to do
And the faces that I see are as worried as can be
And I think that they are wondering too

* Refrain

I had a buddy way back home, till he started out to roam
Now I hear he's out by Frisco Bay
Sometimes when I've had a few, his voice comes singing through
And I'm going out to see him some old day

* Refrain

If you see me passing by and you sit and wonder why
You weren't meant to be a rambler too
Nail your shoes to the kitchen floor, lace them up, and bar the door
And thank the stars for the roof that's over you

* Refrain

21933. Where Is Love Now - Chords

Where Is Love Now 
Nickel Creek
 
Intro:
C   D/C   C   D/C
 



C                        Em
If I could wait here for you,
        Am              Am7/G    F
Without hope or knowing what to  do.
C                   Em
Watch the light fade away,
        Am              Am7/G    F        F/E
Without fear or knowing what to say.
 
Dm                 Dm/E   F         F/E
Cry the tears from my     eyes.
Dm               Dm/E  F
Leave me here long    enough to realize.
 
C              Em
Where is love now?
C              Em
Where is love now;
Am               D
Out here in the dark?
 
C    D/C
 
C                     Em
If I should hold all my dreams,
            Am                    Am7/G      F
Through the night of the way life sometimes seems.
C                          Em
And if I can't see which way to go,
        Am                 Am7/G     F         F/E
I'll stay lost in silence 'til   I  know.
 
Dm                 Dm/E   F      F/E
Cry the tears from my     eyes.
    Dm             Dm/E   F
And leave me here long   enough to realize.
 
C              Em
Where is love now?
C              Em
Where is love now;
Am               D       Em     D
Out here in the dark?
 
Instrumental Solo:
C   Em   Am   F
C   Em   Am   F
 
Dm                 Dm/E   F      F/E
Cry the tears from my     eyes.
Dm             Dm/E   F
Leave me here long   enough to realize.
 
C              Em
Where is love now?
C              Em
Where is love now?



C              Em
Where is love now?
C              Em
Where is love now;
Am               D
Out here in the dark?
 
Em     D
 
Am               D
Out here in the dark?
 
Outro:
Em     D
Em     D
C      D/C

21934. Where Is My Little Cabin Home?

Where Is My Little Cabin Home?
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI) 

When I left home I never knew
What everybody said would turn out true
I looked homeward but I can't go back
No old homeplace for me
I've been looking real hard with both of my eyes
For a nice little place that's just the right size
Between the holler and the high-rise
There's a little cabin home for me

CHORUS:
Oh, where is my little cabin home
A place that I can finally call my own
Unpack all the books and records and the phone
Oh, where is my little cabin home?

Now down by the river would be so sweet
Beneath the shade of a big oak tree
Not too much, but it won't be free
There's a little cabin home for me
I've got a friend with a cold water shack
Just her and the fiddle and two big cats
Now the landlord doubled the rent on that
Is there a little cabin home for her?
Next to the little cabin home for me

CHORUS
Between the holler and the high-rise there's
A little cabin home for me



21935. Where Is My Love

Lucinda Williams - Where Is My Love

Where - where is my love 
Where - where is my love

is my love in Helena
eating sweet potato pies
sure as hell won't be tellin ya
even as much as a little white lie

is my love in Tupelo
whisperin down the blues
knowing things he shouldn't know
and givin away what he cant use

Where - where is my love 
Where - where is my love
--
Where - where is my love 
Where - where is my love

is my love in Birmingham
making honey from the bees
over joyed to be my man 
and rollin up his flannel sleeves

is my love in Gainesville
pretty, radiant and warm
drinkin whiskey til hes had his fill
inspired by a summer storm

Where - where is my love 
Where - where is my love

21936. Where Is My Mind

Trampled By Turtles - Where Is My Mind?

With your feet in the air and your head in the ground
Try this trick and spin, yeah
Your head will collapse
There's nothing in it and you ask yourself

Where is my mind?
Where is my mind?
Where is my mind?
Way out, in the water, see it swimming



I was swimmin' in the Caribbean
Animals were hiding behind the rock
Except a little fish
He told me he swears, and tryin' ta talk to me, coy koi

Where is my mind?
Where is my mind?
Where is my mind?
Way out in the water, see it swimming

With your feet in the air and your head on the ground
Try this trick and spin it, yeah
Your head will collapse
Cause there's nothing in it, and you ask yourself

Where is my mind?
Where is my mind?
Where is my mind?
Way out (In the water, see it swimming)

21937. Where Is My Sailor Boy

Where Is My Sailor Boy?
Bill Monroe

Oh, where is my sailor boy? Oh, where is my sailor boy?
He sleeps in the bottom of the deep blue sea
And can't come back to me

I stand on the beach alone and gaze at the misty blue
Deep sea ere you hold him to your breast
Does he mention my name to you?

Chorus:
Oh, what does the deep sea say? Oh, what does the deep sea say?
It moans, it groans, oh it splashes and foams, and rolls on it's weary way

Oh please tell me deep blue sea, is he sleeping peacefully?
The winds from the north are blowing icy cold
Please keep him warm for me

If only my dreaming soul, some token or sign could find
If only the waves would show me where he sleeps
I would leave this world behind

Chorus:
Oh, what does the deep sea say? Oh, what does the deep sea say?
It moans, it groans, oh it splashes and foams, and rolls on it's weary way

A beautiful rose one day, I placed on the crest of a wave
I said take it please and let it set upon
Above his watery grave



As it would I watched in vain, my rose ne'er came back again
So wave take another message to my love
Saying I'll meet him above

Chorus:
Oh, what does the deep sea say? Oh, what does the deep sea say?
It guards, it holds true lovers, and sleeps, and rolls on its weary way

21938. Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight

Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight

Where is my wandering boy tonight
The boy of my tenderest care
The boy that was once my joy and light
The child of my love and prayer

   Where is my boy tonight
   Where is my boy tonight
   My heart o'erflows for I love him he knows
   Oh where is my boy tonight

Once he was pure as morning dew
As he knelt at his mother's knee
No face was so bright no heart more true
And none was so sweet as he

Oh chould I see you now my boy
As fair as in olden time
When prattle and smile made home a joy
And life was a merry chime

Go for my wand'ring boy tonight
Go search for him where you will
But bring him to me with all his blight
And tell him I love him still

21939. Where Is the D.A.R. When You Really Need Them

Jerry Jeff Walker - Where Is the D.A.R. When You Really Need Them

Well I was raised on a little farm
Off a dirt road on RD#3
And once a week we'd go to town
Just to see what there was there that was going down
Then behind the barn watching trains go by
Until the day I jumped up caught one on the fly
Goodbye farm life



This tow headed kid is city bound
I came to town through yellow factory smog
Slowly choking from the smoke
Honking cars caused me to curse the skies
As I picked those busted fender cinders from my eyes
And twelve people knocked me off my feet
And sent me helter-skelter through a garbage heap
Then the street sweeper swept me up
And dumped me on the road to the farm
By the time I could walk back home
Someone had paved that road
And cleared the land for a hamburg stand
And down the street they'd built a neat trailer camp
A drive-in show, a home for mink
A gu-gu golf course, and a roller rink
Now they left me no choice but to go and dig a hole in the sand
So here I am on the edge of land
Looking towards the scummy sea
The sky is filled with airplanes
And power boats and yachts are coming dead at me
In tractor trucks, campers, cars and buses
People everywhere are caught in traffic rushes
Running from the farm
To the town to a hole in the ground
Well I guess we finally done it
We've gone and made a society
That has just too much of everything
But remember, use your liver

21940. Where Is Your Heart Tonight

Where Is Your Heart Tonight? - John Hartford 
Hartford, Rice and Clements

    G         E7        A
Now where is your heart tonight?
                                 D7
You look at me with eyes that do not see
       G                      C
Where's your heart tonight?
       G                       D7     G
Some love thief must have stolen it from me

Chorus:

Tomorrow you'll be different, oh I'm hoping
You'll let me know that everything's all right
But now though I'm holding you so tight
I keep wondering dear where is your heart tonight?

Instrumental:

You seem so quiet tonight



You pay no heed to anything I say
Oh where is your heart dear tonight?
It seems to be a million miles away

Those love words that I say don't seem to reach you
You're in a little dream world all your own
But now though I am holding you so tight
I keep wondering, where is your heart tonight?

Chorus again:

21941. Where Lonely People Go - Chords

Where Lonely People Go

E
It was late at night as well as I remember
 A
She was sitting in an empty bus depot
B7
No one had to tell me she was lonely
 E 
Cause I know all the places where lonely people go
 E
She smiled but then I knew that she'd been crying
 A
I'm sure she didn't mean for it to show
B7 
But I can tell when someone's heart is broken
 E
Cause I've known all the heartaches that lonely people know
 E 
I said come live with me, she answered why not
 A
And if it's wrong, I said, we'll make it right
B7
But right or wrong we belong together
 E
Cause lonely people need each other, especially at night

F
She said to me don't promise me tomorrow
 Bb
Just give as much today as you can spare
C7 
Cause if we start to look ahead tomorrow
 F
We may run out of time before we're there
F
I've had lovers, I've had friends, and I can tell you
Bb
Friends will help you get your troubles off your mind
 C7



But lovers they bring all their troubles with them
 F
And when they leave you they leave a lot of loneliness behind

F#
She wasn't strong, but life don't last forever
B
Still I thought we'd have at least a year or so
C#7
But then one day she packed it in and left me
 F#
I guess the good Lord promised her a better place to go
 F#
I told myself this really didn't happen
 B
I tried to pray as I began to kneel
 C#7
I looked down at the place where they had put her
 F#
When I touched the dirt I knew that it was real
 F# 
Well tonight I'll find some all night bar that's open
B
I may run into someone there I know
C#7
Cause when you're down, you need someone to talk to
 F#
And I know all the places where lonely people go.

21942. Where My Darlin' Waits for Me

Where My Darlin' Waits for Me
The Grascals - Where My Darlin' Waits for Me

[Verse 1]
In the glow of the moonlight, tears fall like mornin' dew
From the cheeks of an angel, from a callus-hearted fool
A callus-hearted fool
Now up on Hazel Mountain where the dogwoods stand and bloom
There's a pretty little green-eyed girl with a heart so sad and blue
A heart so sad and blue

[Chorus]
Coal mines, moonshine as far as you can see
Up on Hazel Mountain where my darlin' waits for me

[Verse 2]
I left her with our children and another one on the way
To live the life of a gambleman, told her I'd back somRday
That I'd be back someday
But that day will nevRr come, killed the man that cheated me
Now I'm on the run from a lawman's gun and I'm bound for Tennessee
I'm bound for Tennessee



[Chorus]
Coal mines, moonshine as far as you can see
Up on Hazel Mountain where my darlin' waits for me

[Chorus]
Coal mines, moonshine as far as you can see
Up on Hazel Mountain where my darlin' waits for me

21943. Where No Cabins Fall - Chords

Where No Cabins Fall
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Nolan Jeffress 

C
As my mind wanders back to the quaint little shack
                     G7      C
Where in childhood I used to play

There with mother and dad we were happy and glad
       D7                      G7
As we whiled the sweet moments away

         C
We would all kneel in prayer and in reverence there
         F                      C
We would praise the redeemer on high
        
Now in sadness I pine for that old home of mine
                    G7       C
And I long for that mother's love

                                                       G7
I'd like to go back to that quaint little tumbled down shack
                                                         C
Yes I'd like to spend a day where in heaven forever I'll stay
                                                         F
But time won't turn back we must travel till Jesus shall call
              C                        G7        C
Then we'll be happy in that land where no cabins fall

         
Though I drifted away from childhood's sweet play
                       G7     C
I can still hear those voices sweet
         
They are calling me back to that quaint little shack
          D7                     G7
Where the circle will never more meet

         C
But till that happy day up in heaven they say



         F                      C
We would praise the redeemer on high
       
Now in sadness I pine for that old home of mine
                    G7       C
And I long for that mother's love

Repeat #3 

                   G7        C
In that land where no cabins fall

21944. Where No One Stands Alone

Where No One Stands Alone - Alison Krauss
Osborne Brothers

Once I stood in the night 
with my head bowed low 
in darkness as black as the sea
In my heart felt alone 
and I cried oh Lord 
don't hide your face from me

Hold my hand all the way 
every hour every day 
from here to the great unknown
Take my hand let me stand 
where no one stands alone

Like a king I may live 
in a palace so fine 
with great riches to call my own
But I don't know a thing 
in this whole wide world 
that's worse than being alone

Hold my hand all the way...

21945. Where Nobody Knows My Name - Chords

Where Nobody Knows My Name 
Gibson Brothers
 
[Verse 1]
D
Where can I go buddy, where can I hide
                      A
where nobody knows my name



 
I hear the talk round this old mountainside
                           D
that red-headed girl is to blame
 
I'll be a number, I'll be a face
                             G
Where everyone's treated the same
A
I'll miss my home but it's my time to go
                      D
Where nobody knows my name
 
D
I'll find a town man a far away town
                      A
where nobody knows my name
 
Lost in the suffle, just part of the crowd
                         D
A drop in a down pouring rain
 
I'll learn how to dress and I'll learn how to talk
                                G
When I step off that city boung train
A
My hillbilly heart needs a new start
                      D
Where nobody knows my name
 
[Bridge]
          G
Here they all know my business
 
They all know my past
        D
There's not much to do, so they gossip and laugh
  G
I hope they feel guilty, I hope their ashamed
  A                                   D
I won't say goodbye, no, I won't even wave
 
[Verse 2]
D
Where can I go buddy, where can I hide
                      A
where nobody knows my name
 
I hear the talk round this old mountainside
                           D
that red-headed girl is to blame
 
I'll be a number, I'll be a face
                             G
Where everyone's treated the same
A
I'll miss my home but it's my time to go



                      D
Where nobody knows my name 
 A
 
I'll miss my home, but it's my time to go
                      D
where nobody knows my name

21946. Where Oh Where Are You Tonight

Where Oh Where Are You Tonight?

Chorus:
Where, oh where, are you tonight?
Why did you leave me here all alone?
I searched the world over,
And thought I found true love.
You met another and  PHTP! you were gone

Verses:
I miss you so much, the taters need diggin'
The corn in the field, it needs pickin' too
How well I remember the first time I met you
You looked so purty a-pullin' that plow
Your lips are as red as boysenberries
Your ears look like a big cabbage leaf
Your eyes bug out like an old pop-eyed mullet
Your hair's like haywire and hangs to your feet
I thought that my love was all that you wanted
I thought that my money meant nothin' to you
I thought that the hogs would stay in the hogpen
That's what I thought dear, but you took them too
I know that you loved me,
Here's my way of knowing
The proofs hanging out right there on the line
When I see the snow and feel the wind blowing
Your nighties hugging them long johns of mine
The noises you made at our supper table
Your habits, my dear, were surely absurd
But how many times do I have to tell you
Soup is a dish to be seen and not heard
Down here on the farm the weather gets messy
Laying around with nothin' to do
When you went away, you took my cow Bessie
I miss her darling, more than I miss you

Additional Verses:
Remember you phoned me a-sobbin' and cryin'
The dog bit your maw, and drug her around
You said she looked pale
And thought she was dying
I said "Don't worry, I'll buy a new hound."
I had six kids and you had eleven



And we had a boy, and they grew like flowers
I wish you'd come back, without you ain't heaven
Cause your kids and my kids are beatin' up ours
I went to your house at three in the morning.
You had all them curlers and junk in your hair.
You would not have scared me and I'd not have run so,
If you had not looked like you'd wrestled a bear.
I told you my darlin' you looked like a gopher.
Made you so mad, you haven't spoke since.
But tell me my darling if you ain't got buck teeth.
How do you eat apples through a picket fence?
When I picked you up for our date last weekend.
You looked so pretty in your satin and lace.
But when I bent over and started to kiss you,
you popped a pimple all over my face!
You took out your false teeth, your wig and your glasses.
You were just scattered all over the place
I wanted to kiss you and hug you so tightly.
I guess that I would have if I'd found your face.
Alternate to last verse above:
You took off your leg
Your wig and your glass eye
And you shoud've seen the look on my face
I wanted to kiss, I wanted to hug you
But you were scattered all over the place

21947. Where Rainbows Never Die - Chords

Where Rainbows Never Die 
The SteelDrivers
 
[Intro]
D A Bm G D
 
[Verse 1]
D  A              Bm G          D   A  Bm  G
I'm an old man now, I can't do nothing
D  A              Bm G          D   A  Bm  G
Young folks don't pay me no mind
D  A              Bm G          D   A  Bm  G
But in my day I sure was something
D  A              Bm G          D   A  Bm  G
Before I felt the heavy hand of time
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
D  A              Bm G          D   A  Bm  G
I'm an old man now, I'm bound for glory
D  A              Bm G          D   A  Bm  G
Time to lay these burdens down
D  A              Bm G          D   A  Bm  G
Had enough of this old world of worry



D  A              Bm G          D   A  Bm  G
Gonna trade my troubles for a crown
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
D  A              Bm G          D   A  Bm  G
I will make my way across the fields of cotton
D  A              Bm G          D   A  Bm  G
And wade through muddy waters one last time
D  A              Bm G
And in my dreams I come out clean
Bm       A         G
When I reach the other side
                Em         G
West of where the sunsets, where rainbows never die
 
 
[Solo]
 
[Verse 4]
A
 
I've got one last thing to do
G
One more mile before I'm through
A
Casting off these earthly chains
G                A
Going where there's no more pain
 
 
[Solo]
 
 
[Outro]
 
D  A              Bm G          D   A  Bm  G
I will make my way across the fields of cotton
D  A              Bm G          D   A  Bm  G
And wade through muddy waters one last time
D  A              Bm G
And in my dreams I come out clean
Bm       A         G
When I reach the other side
                Em         G
West of where the sunsets, where rainbows never die
 
Repeat the chorus chords until the end of the song ;)
 
I'm an old man now, can't do nothing
Young folks don't pay me no mind



21948. Where Roses Never Die

Where Roses Never Die
(Jonas Kjellgren)
Donwhill Bluegrass Band

Pm standing at a crossroad, not knowing were to go
You put me out in the freezing rain, blindfolded all alone
Now don't blame me for leaving you, you've chased me away
It's too late there's no way you can hope for me to stay

I know a place where roses never die
I hope and pray we'll meet there you and I
Please give me one more chance you'll see that I've changed
I am a better man now, I've learnt my lesson well
I'm sure you think it's different now, but you always proved me wrong
And it's too late no words can heal a love that's dead and gone

Repeat Chorus

Our Love was like a shooting star so splended and ended so fast
Those days are gone when our hearts beat as one, stop living in the past
I've heard of a place up above the clouds where
roses never die
There angel choirs will be singing just for you and I
Where angel choirs will be singing and roses never die

21949. Where Shall I Be

Where Shall I Be - The Carter Family
Larry Sparks

Judgment day is drawing nigh
Where shall I be
When God the work of men shall cry
Where shall I be
When east and west the fire will roll
Where shall I be
How will it be with my poor soul
Where shall I be

   Oh where shall I be when the first trumpet sounds
   Oh where shall I be when it sounds so loud
   When it sounds so loud as to wake up the dead
   Oh where shall I be when it sounds

When wicked men its wrath shall see
Where shall I be
And to the rocks and mountains flee
Where shall I be
And hills and mountains wear away
Where shall I be
And all the work of men decay



Where shall I be

When the savior reigns from shore to shore
When God's angry presence roars

   Oh I'll be sleeping in my grave when the first trumpet sounds
   Oh I'll be sleeping in my grave when it sounds so loud
   When it sounds so loud as to wake up the dead
   Oh I'll be sleeping in my grave when it sounds

21950. Where The Bluegrass Grows

Steven Curtis Chapman - Where the Bluegrass Grows

Well I come from a place where the bluegrass grows
Where the rivers run and the music flows
And I carry it with me everywhere I go
Cause underneath my skin
Well I've really always been
Just a boy who comes from where the bluegrass grows
Well the first sound I remember as a little barefoot boy
Was my daddy's Martin guitar and a five string banjo
Skipping stones on Cripple Creek and climbing up Foggy Mountain
And finding my way home to the sound of the banjo
And oh, how sweet that sound
Well I come from a place where the bluegrass grows
Where the rivers run and the music flows
And I carry it with me everywhere I go
Cause underneath my skin
Well I've really always been
Just a boy who comes from where the bluegrass grows
Well I learned to play that guitar and I set out on the road
But I never would've dreamed all the places I'd go
From the Opry stage to Carnegie my simple songs have carried me
But I come right back home when I hear a banjo
And oh, how sweet that sound

21951. Where The Broad River Runs

Where The Broad River Runs - Fireside Collective

I'm leavin' the lowlands, and this troubled life behind
Workin' just to live another day
I'll take to the mountains, across the Shenandoah Valley
And in those Blue Ridge hills I'm bound to stay

I'²ll build a little cabin, in the shadow of a mountain
Where my love and I will settle down
Livin'² free and easy, as the autumn breeze relieves me



You know that I'll make due or do without

All I need is a fiddle and a loaded whiskey jar
And a barefoot girl to help me still my mind
Play a tune so sad and sweet, as the evenin'² sun retreats
Where the broad river runs into the night.

21952. Where The City Ends

Where the City Ends

In withered fields homes like soldiers now stand
Distant hills alone no more to be
And the city is a ragin' fire
Cast about upon the lone prairie

We don't know where the city begins
We don't know where the city ends
What is left of the wild and free
Is the seed upon the wind and the waves upon the sea

The dust of dreams that could be brought
To every Oklahoma child
Is the dust below the buffalo
That lies still beneath the highway miles

Where rivers flow the path a tortured road
Promised angels from desert land
Mighty waters just a name and a dream
Colorado Black and Rio Grande

21953. Where The Cottonwood Grows

Where The Cottonwood Grows - Alan Jackson 

I can close my eyes and it takes me back
To two young lovers on that riverbank
To the sounds of the wind and the whip-poor-will
And the way that your bare skin would feel
As we laid in the sun I could see your eyes
Blue as the blue in that Southern sky
Kisses warm as a wild red rose
At the bend in the river where the cottonwood grows

And we'd dance
And we'd sing
And we'd love each other as the pale moon glows
At the bend in the river where the cottonwood grows
At the bend in the river where the cottonwood grows



I can still recall the words you said
And the plans we dreamed as we looked ahead
But the fork in the river took us separate ways
As the years went by, I can't forget those days
And I often wonder but I'll never know
If we ended up following a different road
Would we still be laying by the wild red rose?
At the bend in the river where the cottonwood grows

And we'd dance
And we'd sing
And we'd love each other as the pale moon glows
At the bend in the river where the cottonwood grows
At the bend in the river where the cottonwood grows

I can close my eyes and it takes me back
To two young lovers on that riverbank

21954. Where The Dim Lights Are The Dimmest

Where The Dim Lights Are The Dimmest

Tonight the music echoes from a bar just down the street
That's where my sweetheart's waiting, a new love there to meet
She'll laugh, dance, and mix it with the wild and wicked crowd
Where the dim lights are the dimmest and the music's always loud 

   What a shame to know I've lost her, it's something I can't bear
   My mind is slowly breaking, knowing she don't care
   The honky tonk now claims her, she's now one of the crowd
   Where the dim lights are the dimmest and the music's always loud 

I know she's out there dancing to a song that we love so
The liquor keeps her swinging, the wine keeps her afloat
I've lost her to another, it makes no difference now
Where the dim lights are the dimmest and the music's much too loud

21955. Where The Dogs Dont Bite - Chords

Where The Dogs Dont Bite 
Old Salt Union

[Intro]
Dm
(walk up A string 3rd fret, open D string)
 
[Verse 1]
Dm                A7



it's a cold grey light
C                        D
Between a cause and a passer by
                F
That takes you way down low
           A7                  Dm
Where the dogs don't bite no more
Dm                         A7
It's hard to say if she's lying
C                        D
She swears that she's a friend of mine
                F
She keeps it way down low
           A7                  Dm
Where the dogs don't bite no more
 
[Chorus]
 
Gm                   A7                  Dm
If I could find the key I'd sing you a song
Gm                A7                Dm
I don't like the dose and I'll be gone
Gm           A7               Dm
See I don't mind you wasting time
                        A7                    Gm
You've burned through yours, you're wasting mine
              A7            Dm
It ain't no cause worth fighting for
 
[Intrumental]
F A7 Dm D F A7 Dm
 
[Verse 2]
Dm                A7
Ain't no use in trying
C                        D
She stand beind what you can't define
                F
It takes you way down low
           A7                  Dm
Where the dogs don't bite no more
Dm                   A7
Out of mind, out of sight
C              D
A memory in a box of pine
           F
Where the birds don't fly
           A7                  Dm
Where the dogs don't bite no more
 
[Chorus]
Gm                   A7                  Dm
If I could find the key I'd sing you a song
Gm                A7                Dm
I don't like the dose and I'll be gone
Gm                   A7                  Dm
See I don't mind you wasting time



                        A7                    Gm
You've burned through yours, you're wasting mine
              A7            Dm
It ain't no cause worth fighting for
 
[Bridge]
Bb A7 Dm D Gm A7 Dm x2
 
[Outro]
                F
It takes you way down low
           A7                  Dm
Where the dogs don't bite no more. x4

21956. Where The Lights Are Low

Rodney Crowell - Where The Lights Are Low

It's been awhile since I've seen you around
You don't come down to the lonely side of town
Since we've been out of touch
I'm not too hard to find
But it doesn't hurt so much
'Cause I spend all my time
Where the lights are low
Where the jukebox plays
The saddest song it knows
Through a smoky haze
Since you've been gone
That's where I go
'Cause everything looks better
Where the lights are low
In the dark I'm just part of the crowd
It's hard to tell who it is I'm there without
In some tall stranger's arms
Your memory's not so clear
I can cry all night long
'Cause no one sees the tears
Where the lights are low
Where the jukebox plays
The saddest song it knows
Through a smoky haze
Since you've been gone
That's where I go
'Cause everything looks better
Where the lights are low
Yes, everything looks better
Where the lights are low



21957. Where The Long Line Leads

Where The Long Line Leads - Nickel Creek 

Well the line was so long I had to see where it led myself
Pretty sure that I could feel what the think pieces said they felt
At least enough to follow the night's conversation
At a party full of fellow wanna be sensations

Saying that's what's going on and if you don't wanna be left behind
Be the next jam pumping in the background of everybody's grind
Streaming out of the windows of whatever we're driving
So that when we show up it sounds more like we're arriving at the big time

We wanna have a big time
We're gonna have a big time
Where the long line leads
We only have a short time
So make it a big one
And instead of the list you'll be on the marquee
Smoke rising from the ashes where the long line leads

Well sign me up and tell me every last thing I'm gonna need to change
So no think piece can feel that I was ever any other way
And when they say I've hit my stride I'll be ready to strut
Which foot you think'll look best in front of the other?

Dance dancing up a hill to houses you can see from miles around
Sure a quake will probably take em but we chance it to impress this town
To become one of the angels who have earned their wings
Flapping madly so they don't become the last big thing at the big time

We wanna have a big time
We're gonna have a big time
Where the long line leads
We only have a short time
So make it a big one
In the flames where we go to show off and be showed
Like it isn't what we're doing but how many other people know

I'm gonna hit the big time
And when I hit the big time
Y'all are gonna have a big time
Where the long line leads
It might be a short time
But it's gonna be a big one
Gonna shake ya like the Big One

We're having us a big time
And we're gonna have a big time
Showing everyone our big times
On our little feeds
We only have a short time
But we're making it a big one
Til none of us have waited in a line so long
Or so loudly told so many that's what's going on
Or so quietly wondered why we didn't feel the heat



Smoke rising from the ashes where the long line leads

21958. Where The Old Red River Flows

Where The Old Red River Flows
John Hartford

I'm dreamin' tonight of Dixie cotton fields and whippoorwills
Where I spent my happy childhood 'neath the rocks and among the rills
I can see my dear old mother as around the place she goes
On the farm in Louisiana where the old Red River flows

    Ah-lee-oh-de-lady-oo
    You can hear the old folks singin' soft and low
    At the twilight in the evening so low so low
    On the farm in Louisiana where the old Red River flows

The lights so bright on Broadway the city's bright as day,
And there on Coney Island where the ripplin' waters play
I'll be headin' south for Dixie on that I. C. when she goes
To my farm in farm in Louisiana where the old Red River flows

21959. Where The Rivers Run Cold

The Infamous Stringdusters - Where The Rivers Run Cold

[Verse 1]
If I look like I'm weary
It's only for now
I'll get my rest in the ground
There's a lot left to do
In the time that remains
Before my last sun comes around

[Chorus]
I'm won't lay down
I won't give up, when I'm old
If I need love, way out
Where the rivers run cold

[Verse 2]
There's no rest for the weary
When age takes its toll
And the walls of the city, close in
So look up to the mountains
Where an old dirt road ends
If you wanna see me again

[Chorus]



[Instrumental]

[Chorus]

[Outro]
Way out where the rivers run cold

21960. Where The Roses Never Fade

Jim & Jesse - Where the roses never fade

I am going to a city
Where the streets with gold are laid
Where the tree of life is blooming
And the roses never fade

Here they bloom but for a season
Soon their beauty is decayed
I am going to a city
Where the roses never fade

In this world we have our troubles
Satan snares we must evade
We'll be free from all temptations
Where the roses never fade

Here they bloom but for a season...

Loved ones gone to be with Jesus
In their robes of white arrayed
Now I'm waiting for my coming
Where the roses never fade

Here they bloom but for a season...

21961. Where The Sidewalk Ends

Jim Lauderdale - Where The Sidewalk Ends

Where the sidewalk ends and the road begins
We said goodbye on a cold dark night
I'm not afraid to go you bet I'm not
Where the sidewalk ends you left a lot

Some people leave and never come back
Some stay in touch some lose track
Your mind kept saying come on let's go
You started learning what you don't need to know



Where the sidewalk ends and the road begins
I wait for you in the cold dark night
You might come back you had to go
Where the sidewalk ends I'll never know

Run from the future hide from the past
I guess I'll stay here as long as I can last
Whistle's still blowing but the train is gone
Ain't no wheels gonna take me from my home

Where the sidewalk ends and the road begins
We said goodbye on a cold dark night
I'm not afraid to go you bet I'm not
Where the sidewalk ends you left a lot

[ guitar ]

I'm not afraid to go you bet I'm not
Where the sidewalk ends you left a lot
Where the sidewalk ends and the road begins...
Where the sidewalk ends you left a lot
Where the sidewalk ends you left a lot

21962. Where The Silvery Colorado Wends Its Way

Where The Silvery Colorado Wends Its Way

The twilight softly gathered
Round my home among the hills
And all nature soon will settle away to rest
While I sit and sadly ponder
And my heart with longing fills
As I often think of one that I love best

We were wedded in the springtime
And our hearts they knew no pain
Fair nature seemed to smile on us that day
Now she sleeps beneath the lilacs
And she'll ne'er come back again
Where the silver Colorado wends its way

   There's a sob on every breeze
   And a sigh comes from the trees
   And the mocking birds they sing a sadder way
   For the flowers creep no more
   Round my cheerless cabin door
   Where the silver Colorado wends its way

The silver snow is gleaming
On your distant mountainside
Where often used to wander Nell and I
And the birds are singing gaily



In the valley far below
Where I long some day to lay me down and die

Then our lives were gay and happy
In the shadow of the hills
My heart beats fonder for her day by day
And I feel her presence near me
As I sit alone tonight
Where the silver Colorado wends its way

21963. Where The Soul Of Man Never Dies

Where The Soul Of Man Never Dies
Ricky Skaggs - Jim & Jesse

To Canaan's land I'm on my way
Where the soul (of man) never dies
My darkest night will turn to day
Where the soul (of man) never dies

   (lead)
   No sad farewells
   No tear dimmed eyes
   Where all is love
   And the soul never dies

   (tenor)
   Dear friends there'll be no sad farewells
   There'll be no tear-dimmed eyes
   Where all is peace and joy and love
   And the soul of man never dies

The rose is blooming there for me
Where the soul (of man) never dies
And I will spend eternity
Where the soul (of man) never dies

The love light beams across the foam
Where the soul (of man) never dies
It shines and lights the way to home
Where the soul (of man) never dies

My life will end in deathless sleep
Where the soul (of man) never dies
And everlasting joys I'll reap
Where the soul (of man) never dies

I'm on my way to that fair land
Where the soul (of man) never dies
Where there will be no parting hand
Where the soul (of man) never dies



21964. Where The Spirit Meets The Bone

Where The Spirit Meets The Bone
Darrell Scott

Last night I asked to see you, needing to apologize
And the woundings there were deep, I could see it in your eyes
And we spoke of softer days since the hard ones we had known
And a healing peace was slow but sure in coming- where the spirit meets the bone
And I reached for my compassion and I held you through the tears
And a river did flow freely that had blocked us all those years
And we looked with eyes forgiven at the wild seeds we had sown
Some had grown to love while we had just grown weary- where the spirit meets the bone
Oh, the nights being lost in the smell of your hair
Oh, the lines we had crossed, heart-to-heart, everywhere
From a bed in Amsterdam to a boat in Windermere
In silence or in song or the whisper in your ear
And it comes as no surprise; we could love again, again
Both co-stars in this movie; but, we cannot change the end
No, the director's up in heaven and he never checks his phone
We're frozen in this scene called,  Someone's Leaving  -where the spirit meets the bone
Oh, the times being lost in the touch of your skin
Oh, the lines we have crossed; I would cross them all again
From a cool lake in New Hampshire to a field in Tennessee
You always made it known- you had saved the best for me
Now, in this clear, ironic moment, it is not lost on me
We're both locked in separate airplanes six miles above the sea
You on your way to California and me to parts unknown
Both looking for a love that's ours for keeping
Where the spirit meets the bone

21965. Where The Sweet Water Flows

Where The Sweet Water Flows
Larry Sparks - Where The Sweet Water Flows

My life is almost over
I'll rest where the sweet water flows
Beside a peaceful river
Never more sorrows to know
Beautiful heaven awaits me
A mansion I have been told
Free from all cares and troubles
I'll rest where the sweet water flows
The day draws near for my parting
To a better land I want to go
The sun will be shining forever
Up there where the sweet water flows
Beautiful heaven awaits me



A mansion I have been told
Free from all cares and troubles

21966. Where the Sweet Water Flows - Chords

Larry Sparks - Where the Sweet Water Flows

D
My life is almost over,
A7 D
I'll rest where the sweet water flows,
Beside a peaceful river, 
A7 D
Ne-ver more sorrows to know.
(Chorus)
D
Beautiful heaven awaits me, 
A D
A man-sion I have been told,
See
Free from all cares and troubles,
D A7 D
I'll rest where the sweet water flows.
(Break)
D 
The day draws near for my parting,
A7 D 
To a better land I want to go,

The sun will be shining forever,
A7 D 
Up there where the sweet water flows.
(Repeat Chorus, Break, then Repeat Chorus again)
Intro and finish is the last two lines of chorus=
D - - - - see - - - - D- - - - A-- - -D

21967. Where The Tall Grass Grows - Chords

Where The Tall Grass Grows
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Kerry Kurt Phillips, Andy Spooner, Randy Boudreaux

G                                                        D7
There's three bedrooms hardwood floors and the kitchen's new
                                          G
It's got everything a family needs with a backyard view
                            C
Ask anyone where it is everybody knows
            G     D7                   G



Who used to live  where the tall grass grows

                                               D7
The couple who lived there before they kept it up
                                      G
But since they left that big ole yard looks a little rough
                                     C
And God I miss that little boy who always kept it mowed
                G      D7                   G
Wish they still lived  where the tall grass grows

                       C                       G
So come by and get the key go make yourself at home
                      A7                     D7
Take all the time you need wish I could come along
        G              C                        G
But I'd sooner build a fire and crawl across it slow
C                          G         D7                   G
Than to face those burning memories  where the tall grass grows

                       C                        G
But I'd sooner build a fire and crawl across it slow
C                          G         D7                   G
Than to face those burning memories  where the tall grass grows

C                            G         D7                   G
Can't go back and face those memories  where the tall grass grows

21968. Where The Whippoorwill Is Whispering Goodnight

Where The Whippoorwill Is Whispering Goodnight
David Davis & The Warrior River Boys

When the sun sets far away beyond the mountains
And the silvery moon is peeping through the trees
Shadows gently gather round the old plantation
While the bells are chiming softly on the breeze
Then in dreams I wandered back to home and mother
Where daisies turns the meadow green to white
And the mockingbirds will greet me in the morning
And at eve the whippoorwill bids me goodnight

Where she's sleeping now the whippoorwill is calling
O'er her grave the flowers are blooming fair and bright
Pearly dewdrops on the ivy leaves are falling
Where the whippoorwill is whisperin' goodnight

Round that door the same old ivy vine is clinging
Now sweet daisies in the meadow are in bloom
In the treetops I can hear those night-birds singing
But the old homestead is wrapped in silent gloom
By the fireside one familiar face is missing
That tender smile no longer greets my sight



In that quaint old-fashioned home tonight I'm listening
Where the whippoorwill is whispering goodnight

21969. Where The Wild Flowers Grow

Where the Wild Flowers Grow

Where the wild wild flowers grow cool clear waters flow
There's a place that I've always love the best
When at last I lay me down final peace and rest I've found
Take me on to my home and there I'll rest
Take me on to my home and there I'll rest

When as a little child hopes dreams runnin wild
Some day I'll live just like a queen upon a throne
Little did a poor girl know how hard the way to go
Oh I wandered yes I wandered far from home
Oh I wandered yes I wandered far from home

Freedom was in the air you could feel it everywhere
Don't be blinded it's God's gift can't you see
Never lay your armor down til peace and rest you've found
Goin home goin home to be free
Goin home goin home to be free

21970. Where The Wild River Rolls

Where The Wild River Rolls
Hot Rize

Where can I find some peace for my mind
I feel that my heart has grown cold
You left me alone this wide world to roam
So I'm bound where the wild river rolls

I'm bound where the wild river rolls
I'm bound where the tall pine trees grow
The cost of your love has taken its toll
So I'm bound where the wild river rolls

Five long years I have waited in vain
Hoping for you to come home
I told you that I couldn't live without your love
So I'm bound where the wild river rolls



21971. Where The Wind Don't Whine

Richard Thompson - Where The Wind Don't Whine 

"Get in the car", she said and drive me into next week
I should have turned her down, blame my curious streak
I never dreamt that we'd be driving into trouble
Until we hit a rock that bent my nose double

I'd say we both were on run, run, run
She looked too fresh for twenty-one, one, one
She slipped her little hand in mine, mine, mine
Said, "I'll take you where the wind don't whine, whine
I'll take you where the wind don't whine"

Ah, the wheels were moaning, we were heading ninety-five
The rain was beating down, my engine was alive
The roads were empty as the day turned into night
With every street lamp her face shone white

I asked her name and she just smiled, smiled, smiled
We must have clocked a thousand miles, miles, miles
She said, "We'll be there in a while, while, while"
I'll take you where the wind don't whine, whine
I'll take you where the wind don't whine

I was feeling weary when the car died on me
I pulled her over and the strength just drained from me
The price of running's getting dearer and dearer
And nothing ever seems to get nearer and nearer

I suppose I didn't make the grade, grade, grade
When I looked around she'd slipped away, 'way, 'way
Out in the night you'll see her shine, shine, shine
Waiting where the wind don't whine, whine
Waiting where the wind don't whine, whine
Waiting where the wind don't whine

21972. Where There's A Road - Chords

Where There's A Road 
Sam Bush - Blue Moon Rising
 
[Intro]
G C D  x2
 
[Verse]
      G             C                D
Jeff Davis was no county line to my daddy
      G               C              D
More like a wall he could not see beyond
         Em                C                   D            G
Yeah, to me that farm was just a jail and the day I hit sixteen I bailed



       C                D             G
Shook off the Georgia dust and I was gone
 
[Bridge]
G        Fm
  To the wild unknown,
G  Fm                              G
      Where no light to guide me shown
Am7          G         F    Am7      C
   And the wheels had ideas of their own
 
[Verse]
       G                C                 D
Three bakes joined the ride at a Joplin pawnshop
        G                 C                 D
And a hard core band somewhere round Santa Fe
   Em                  C                   D                 G
A club to wreck and a town to burn, not a cent to waste, no rock unturned
 C                      D            G
Days like those you've got to throw away
 
[Chorus]
G          C               D      C
  Wired to the wheel and bound to no one
G              C                 D    C
  Fire up the engine, down the fences go
G      C                D             Em                  C       G
Free, that's about the blacktop, the back route, there's always a way out
        D       G  C  D      C            G C D
Where there's a ro-o-oad, where there's a road
 
[Verse]
       G              C               D
That Portland week I can't seem to remember
       G                   C                  D
Those Houston nights that just won't quit my mind
        Em             C             D               G
Yeah, checking seven doors or ten, better rooms just up the bend
        C             D              G
And a thousand more left somewhere behind
 
[Chorus]
G          C               D      C
  Wired to the wheel and bound to no one
G              C                 D    C
  Fire up the engine, down the fences go
G      C                D             Em                  C       G
Free, that's about the blacktop, the back route, there's always a way out
        D       G  C  D      C            G C D
Where there's a ro-o-oad, where there's a road
 
[Bridge]
G         Fm
  To the last free man,
G  Fm                        G
      Ain't no mystery can stand
Am7          G           F    Am7      C



   When the key's right there in your hand
 
[Verse]
    G                C             D
So Amy please don't make this any harder
         G                      C                D
This tramp you've lost, that's sure no cause to cry
    Em                  C                    D               G
No flesh and blood can buy my hand, you can ask a sad ol' Georgia man
            C                   D            C
Since I've been gone it's been one long goodbye
 
[Chorus]
G          C               D      C
  Wired to the wheel and bound to no one
G              C                 D    C
  Fire up the engine, down the fences go
G      C                D             Em                  C       G
Free, that's about the blacktop, the back route, there's always a way out
        D       G  C  D      C            G C D
Where there's a ro-o-oad, where there's a road  (x2)
 
G C D
Instrumental to end

21973. Where There's Smoke There's Fire

Where There's Smoke There's Fire

Oh, the ashes of a love affair left somking
Leaves my aching heart still burning with desire
I'll keep trying now the ashes to rekindle
It'd been told to me where there is smoke there's fire

Once the fires of love within our hearts were raging
Then I slowly watched the flames of love retire
But I see a spark of love among the embers
I'll rebuild for where there is smoke there's fire

If I wait too long the sparks will die in hunger
Of a love that can make them burn with desire
If cherish them with love as I remember
Thet will burn again for where there's smoke there's fire

* Refrain

21974. Where They Do Not Know My Name



Where they do not know my name
Yonder Mountain String Band

The day I found your letter darlin'
I knew i'd lost you once again
You can't hear me when I'm cryin'
You won't hear me when I call your name

Chorus:
I'm going down, down to the station
Wear my gold watch and chain
Five year's a-wasted,
I'm going where they do not know my name

Your family said that we were foolish
That our love would surely die
As many years had come between us
Now I hear your last goodbye

[ Chorus ]

Now the time will see my heartache
Where my name won't be misused
No one will ask me if i'm livin'
No one will (???)

[ Chorus ]

21975. Where Was I

Jerry Jeff Walker - Where Was I

On a black and white TV, in a dark saloon
I was watching Neil Armstrong walking on the moon
And later on I got high and climbed up on the bar
I told everybody there I could fly above the stars
I was in a Dallas disco the night that John Lennon died
And the DJ played "Imagine" and everbody cried
I remember a thousand lighters held up in our hands
All we were saying them "Let's give peace a chance"

Chorus:
Where was I when you stopped loving me?
When did I become history?
There's not many things that escape my memory
Tell me where was I when you stopped loving me?
Every 20,000 years that comet lights up the night
On a blanket we watched it sail across the sky
A moment like that comes it just once in life
It felt like our first time at 11:35

Chorus

Bridge:



I remember when I met you, the taste of our first kiss
I remember your goodbye, but would you tell me this?

Chorus

21976. Where We Left Off

Brett Dennen - Where We Left Off

[Verse 1]
Everyone knows I'm a happy man
But I haven't been great
I sit all alone painting pictures
That don't turn out how I like

[Chorus]
In a room full of quite
With a head full of thoughts
If you're looking for me
I'll be where we left off

[Verse 2]
Everyone knows I'm a silly man
I love hearing your laugh
If I've been cruel
It's because I'm insecure
And just can't lose my grasp

[Chorus - Variation]
I'm so in love with you
I don't wanna stop
If you're looking for me
I'll be where we left off

[Bridge]
Silver morning on the shore
You wear your yellow coat and white pants
The horizon was lost

21977. Where We Never Shall Die

Where We Never Shall Die

Sinner why not heed the day won't you come and go this way
Where Jesus lives and we'll never say goodbye
To a home that's far and bright and there never is a night
In a land where we never shall die

   I've a home way up on high where we shall live and never die



   Won't you come and cross this river so wide
   There with Jesus we will dwell never more to say farewell
   In a land where we never shall die

Walk the straight the narrow way fall down on your knees and pray
God will help you cross the mountaintop so high
He will take you by the hand lead you to that promised land
In a land where we never shall die

21978. Where We'll Never Grow Old

Where We'll Never Grow Old - Stanley Brothers
Osborne Brothers

I have heard of a land on the far away strand
'Tis a beautiful home of the soul
Built by Jesus on high, there we never shall die
'Tis a land where we never grow old 

   Never grow old, never grow old
   In a land where we'll never grow old
   Never grow old, never grow old
   In a land where we'll never grow old 

In that beautiful home where we'll never more roam
We shall be in the sweet by and by
Happy praise to the king thru eternity sing
'Tis a land where we never shall die 

When our work here is done and the life crown is won
And out troubles and trials are o'er
All our sorrows will end and our voices will blend
With the loved ones who've gone on before

21979. Where We'll Never Say Farewell

Where We'll Never Say Farewell
Larry Sparks

    I am going in the morning
    And in glory I shall dwell
    In that home that's free from sadness
    Where we'll never say farewell

Friends this day I hope to meet you
In that home bye and bye
There we'll live up there forever
In that home beyond the sky



If you live for the Savior
He will walk by your side
And you'll be with him forever
In that happy home on high

21980. Where We'll Never Say Farewell - Chords

Where We'll Never Say Farewell
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Larry Sparks and Eva Sparks

G          C      G
I am going in the morning
       C             G
And in glory I shall dwell
             C                G
In that home that's free from sadness
                  D7      G
Where we'll never say farewell
 

Friends this day I hope to meet you
             D7         G
In that home beyond the sky

There we'll live with them forever
              D7      G
In that happy home on high

Repeat #1

That will be a happy meeting
              D7        G
With the dear ones gone away

Oh the joy of that reunion
             D7         G
In that land within the day

Repeat #1 x2

                     D7      G
Oh where we'll never say farewell

21981. Where Were You (When The World Stopped Turning)

Where Were You (When The World Stopped Turning)

Where were you when the world stopped turning that September day



Out in the yard with your wife and children
Working on some stage in LA
Did you stand there in shock at the site of
That black smoke rising against that blue sky
Did you shout out in anger
In fear for your neighbor
Or did you just sit down and cry

Did you weep for the children
Who lost their dear loved ones
And pray for the ones who don't know
Did you rejoice for the people who walked from the rubble
And sob for the ones left below

Did you burst out in pride
For the red white and blue
The heroes who died just doing what they do
Did you look up to heaven for some kind of answer
And look at yourself to what really matters

I'm just a singer of simple songs
I'm not a real political man
I watch CNN but I'm not sure I can tell you
The difference in Iraq and Iran
But I know Jesus and I talk to God
And I remember this from when I was young
Faith hope and love are some good things he gave us
And the greatest is love

Where were you when the world stopped turning that September day
Teaching a class full of innocent children
Driving down some cold interstate
Did you feel guilty cause you're a survivor
In a crowded room did you feel alone
Did you call up your mother and tell her you love her
Did you dust off that bible at home
Did you open your eyes and hope it never happened
Close your eyes and not go to sleep
Did you notice the sunset the first time in ages
Speak with some stranger on the street
Did you lay down at night and think of tomorrow
Go out and buy you a gun
Did you turn off that violent old movie you're watching
And turn on 'I Love Lucy' reruns
Did you go to a church and hold hands with some stranger
Stand in line and give your own blood
Did you just stay home and cling tight to your family
Thank God you had somebody to love

I'm just a singer of simple songs
I'm not a real political man
I watch CNN but I'm not sure I can tell you
The difference in Iraq and Iran
But I know Jesus and I talk to God
And I remember this from when I was young
Faith hope and love are some good things he gave us
And the greatest is love



I'm just a singer of simple songs
I'm not a real political man
I watch CNN but I'm not sure I can tell you
The difference in Iraq and Iran
But I know Jesus and I talk to God
And I remember this from when I was young
Faith hope and love are some good things he gave us
And the greatest is love

The greatest is love
The greatest is love

Where were you when the world stopped turning that September day

21982. Where Will I Be

Emmylou Harris - Where Will I Be?

The streets are cracked
And there's glass everywhere
And a baby stares out
With motherless eyes
Under long gone beauty
On fields of war
Trapped in lament
To the poet's core

Oh where, Oh where will I be
Oh where, Oh when that trumpet sounds

Met an Indian boy, in Ottawa
He land me down on a red of straw
Said don't waste your breath
Don't waste your heart
Don't  blister your heels
Running in the dark.

Oh where, Oh where will I be
Oh where, when that trumpet sounds

Yeah I like the heat
Of your body laying under me
May your wild lip get you where you're going
With your inventions, your intensions, your laughter
Your forever yearning

Oh where, Oh where will I be
Oh where, when that trumpet sounds

I walked to the river
And I walked to the rim
I walked through the teeth of the reaper's grin



I walked to you rolled up in wire
To the other side of desire

Oh where, Oh where will I be
Oh where, when that trumpet sounds

Oh where, Oh where, Oh where when that trumpet sounds
Oh where, Oh where when that trumpet sounds

Well the heart opens wide like it's never seen love
And addiction stays on tight like a glove
Oh where, Oh where will I be

21983. Where Will I Shelter My Sheep - Chords

Where Will I Shelter My Sheep
Recorded by Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs
Written by Irene Stier and Joe Grieshop

G                       C       G
Where will I shelter my sheep tonight
                       D7
Where in that peaceful land
G                       C       G
Where will I shelter my sheep tonight
                       D7              G
Where the beasts won't steal all of my lambs

   C                     G
We traveled far shepherd dog and I
                   D7
Weary sin sick and sore
G                       C       G
Where will I shelter my sheep tonight
                      D7       G
I'll shelter my sheep at God's door

                    C       G
My soul is weak and thirsty too
                        D7
As I cross this burnin' sand
G                       C       G
Where will I shelter my sheep tonight
              D7       G
Where in that peaceful land

Repeat #2



21984. Where Will I Shelter My Sheep Tonight

Where Will I Shelter My Sheep Tonight

   Where will I shelter my sheep tonight
   Where is that peaceful land
   Where will I shelter my sheep tonight
   Where the beasts won't steal my lambs

We've travelled far shepherd dog and I
Weary sin sick in sore
Where will I shelter my sheep tonight
I'll shelter my sheep at God's door

My soul is weak and thirsty too
As I cross these burning sands
Where will I shelter my sheep tonight
Where is that peaceful land

21985. Where Will The Words Come From

Emmylou Harris - Rodney Crowell
Where Will the Words Come From?

Where will the words come from
When I tell you I don't love you anymore?
When I command my lips to say
"It's over now, please go away"
Will the words be there
Or will they fail me like they've always done before?
Where will the words come from
When I tell you I don't love you, I don't need you anymore?

What happened to the love we had when it went away?
I can't love you like you want me to and I don't know what to say
Where will the words come from
When I tell you I don't want you, I don't love you anymore?

Where will the words come from
When I tell you I don't love you anymore?
When I search inside my soul
For words to tell of love grown cold
Will the words be there
Or will they fail me like they've always done before?
Where will the words come from
When I tell you I don't want you, I don't love you anymore?

21986. Where Will You Be



Sara Watkins - Where Will You Be

When my face is not the face
You want to see every day
And my hand is not the hand
You want to hold when you're afraid
When my thoughts no longer comfort you
And my heart no longer moves you
When my voice no longer soothes you
Where will you be?
When the world that we've made
Is nothing but a drone
And your head on my breast
Doesn't feel like home
When my thoughts no longer comfort you
And my heart no longer moves you
When my voice no longer soothes you
Where will you be?
When you think
That your love is not enough
And you think
That my love is not enough
When my thoughts no longer comfort you
And my heart no longer moves you
When my voice no longer soothes you
Where will you be

21987. Where Will You Build - Chords

Where Will You Build 
The Louvin Brothers
 
[Intro--Mandolin]
A A E E
D D A A
A D E E
D D E E
A
 
[Chorus]
A                             D              A
Where will you build, friend, where will you build
A                                        E
On the sinking sand, on the rock, on the hill
A                          D                  E
Through the rain and storm will your building stand
D            A              E               A
It's sure to fall if you're building on the sand
 
 
[Verse 1]
A                            D             A
Jesus spoke in parables that we might understand
D              A                 E              A



Of the foolish man who built his house upon the sand
A                                     D              A
When the rain and storm came down and beat upon that house
D             A        E              A
Jesus said it fell and great was it's fall
 
 
[Chorus]
A                             D              A
Where will you build, friend, where will you build
A                                        E
On the sinking sand, on the rock, on the hill
A                          D                  E
Through the rain and storm will your building stand
D            A              D               A
It's sure to fall if you're building on the sand
 
 
[Instrumental--Electric Guitar]
A A D A
A A A E
A A D E
D A C E
 
 
[Verse 2]
A                                 E
Then Jesus teaching his Disciples spoke of the man
D                 A               E
The wise man that built his house upon the solid rock
A                                     D              A
When the rain and storm came down and beat upon that house
D                A                   E
Jesus tells this sinless world, that house fell not
 
 
[Chorus]
A                             D              A
Where will you build, friend, where will you build
A                                        E
On the sinking sand, on the rock, on the hill
A                          D                  E
Through the rain and storm will your building stand
D            A              E               A
It's sure to fall if you're building on the sand
 
 
[Instrumental-Mandolin and Electric Guitar]
A A D A
A A A A
A A D E
D A E A
 
 
[Chorus]
A                             D              A
Where will you build, friend, where will you build



A                                        E
On the sinking sand, on the rock, on the hill
A                          D                  E
Through the rain and storm will your building stand
D            A              E               A
It's sure to fall if you're building on the sand
 
 
[Chorus]
A                             D              A
Where will you build, friend, where will you build
A                                        E
On the sinking sand, on the rock, on the hill
A                          D                  E
Through the rain and storm will your building stand
D            A              E               A
It's sure to fall if you're building on the sand

21988. Where Would I Be

Nanci Griffith - Where Would I Be

Tell me where,
Would I be now without you?
Without an angel,
Watching out for me?
Took a long, long time,
For me to realise,
All my faith in you,
Was so justified. 

Tell me where,
Would I be now without you?
Where would I turn,
To find the truth I need?
I could never go back,
To where I used to be.
I've got so used to having,
All the love you give to me. 

Tell me where,
Would I be without you now? 

And every time I stumble or fall,
I call your name and you'll be there.
Or if I should smile too high,
I know your love will reach me anywhere. 

I could never go back,
To where I used to be.
I've got so used to having,
All the love you give to me. 



Tell me where,
Would I be now without you?
Would I be lost,
Just drifting out to sea?
If I could start all over,
I wouldn't change a thing.
'Cos I know you'll always,
Be there through thick and thin. 

Tell me where,
Would I be without you now?

21989. Where Would I Be Without Jesus - Chords

Where Would I Be Without Jesus
Capo 2 (Recorded In B)

Intro: / A / E7 / A / A /
A D
When my burdens get heavy I just kneel down and pray
A B E7
I ask God to work 'em out not mine but His own way
A D
Safe in His arms what a relief
A E7 A
For without Jesus where would I be

A D
Where would I be without Jesus
A E7
Where would I spend eternity
A D
Lost in a world full of sorrow
 A E7 A
Without Jesus where would I be

Inst: (Same as the Intro)

A D
In Chapter 14 of John verse 2 and 3
A B E7
He says He's preparing a place for you and me
A D
With Him on my side that's all I'll ever need
A E7 A
Oh without Jesus where would I be

A D
Where would I be without Jesus
A E7
Where would I spend eternity
A D
Lost in a world full of sorrow



 A E7 A
Without Jesus where would I be

21990. Where You Are Today

The Lil' Smokies - Where You Are Today

When you go from here will you keep it in your thoughts?
Will you see it in the distance, remember it's flaws?
Will you seek the love around you when every sign is lost?
Will you find your home in every heart?
(Chorus)
Hey, honey won't you let your hair hang low?
When you miss the friends and those you used to know
When the summer fields you're running steal the hope you'll find the way
Be thankful for the road you're on and that home is where you are today
When the leaves have turned, and a new beginning ends
As the shadows grow behind you and the autumn sun sets in
Don't you lose yourself in finding a life that sets you free
And when you get there, I hope you'll think of me
Chorus
It's a wild, wild world when you're living on the run
And you'll never catch the shine of a highway in the sun
But you'll see the world in color, and through the darkest night
Sing this iconic line that I've yet to write
Chorus

21991. Where You Were Living

Where You Were Living
Sean Watkins - Where You Were Living

[Verse 1]
You were born unto a king and queen
And taught right from wrong
Gettin' everythin' you needed
In your castle, safe from harm
 Til you dared one day to step outside
And have a look around
Just to turn and find your fortress
Was a hole in the ground
Just a hole in the ground

[Pre-Chorus]
So you dove into the world
Where you were told you'd be destroyed
And your life would unfurl
And you'd lose all your joy



[Chorus]
You saw your share of mistakes
But you forgave and were forgiven
Thank God you crawled out of
That hole where you were livin'

[Verse 2]
You were warned not to question
That's the devil planting seeds
And the power of suggestion
Is a mighty force indeed
But you said
Why, tell me why
Would you be given a mind
Along with a fear to lose it
Lest you be left behind?
Yeah, don't get left behind

[Pre-Chorus]
So you dove into the world
Where you were told you'd be destroyed
You met a lotta girls
You made a little noise
Mmm

21992. Where Your Road Leads

Where Your Road Leads
Garth Brooks - Where Your Road Leads

I believe in miracles
I believe in signs
And I believe that mountains move
One prayer at a time
If I could be an angel
I'd make your every wish come true
But I am only human
Just a woman
Lovin' you
Where your road leads
I will follow
When your heart bleeds
I'll be there for you
When your night grows dark
And you can't find your tomorrow
Then you can follow me
Someday we'll look back and see
Our footprints in the sand
Sometimes you would carry me
And sometimes you'd be in my hands
If we can love forever
That won't be long enough for me
I want to hold you tender



Be your shelter
All you need
Where your road leads
I will follow
When your heart bleeds
I'll be there for you
When your night grows dark
And you can't find your tomorrow
Then you can follow me
Oh, we can be each other's guiding light
Through this long and winding life
Where your road leads
I will follow
When your heart bleeds
I'll be there for you
When your night grows dark
And you can't find your tomorrow
When you've lost sight of your dreams
Then you can follow me

21993. Where's All The Freedom

Where's All The Freedom

Where's all the freedom that we're fightin' for?
Is it still our creed from shore to shore?
Every soldier fights, should we read him his new rights?
There's not that many to read any more
Where's all the freedom that we're fightin' for?

Where's all the freedom that we fought to save?
Is it gone for good with yesterday?
Hey, it ain't no fun around and it's the same in every town
Ain't sure of the ten commandments anymore
Where's all the freedom that we're fightin' for?

My grandson done gone to battle
And I'm somewhere below Seattle
Can't afford to take my car to the grocery store
Where's all the freedom that we're fightin' for?

My grandson done gone to battle
And I'm somewhere below Seattle
Countin' the cars with police across the door
Where's all the freedom that we're fightin' for?

Where's all the freedom that we're prayin' for?
Are we a nation under God any more?
How long do we cower down, is this really still our ground?
Our country's like a prisoner of war
Where's all the freedom that we're fightin' for?



21994. Where's Home

Richard Thompson - Where's Home? 

I wish this life of twists and turns would end
And I could find my way back home again
But where's home? But where's home?
I've been so long away
I'll make it back someday
But where's home?

And however many roads I walk along
I never find a place where I belong
Where's home? Where's home?
I've got no place to be
I'm like a refugee
Where's home?

I used to know the street
Someone changed the name
Signpost turned around
Nothing looks the same
But I belong somewhere
I belong somewhere
[x2]

I stare at endless walls, pace endless floors
I lie in endless beds, slam endless doors
But where's home? Where's home?
Where's home?

21995. Where's Love Come From - Chords

Where's Love Come From 
Tim O'Brien
 
[Intro]
Em  A7  C7  B7  Em
 
[Chorus]
Em                                   A7
Where's love come from  where's love go
Em                     B7       Em
What feeds love  what makes it grow
     Em                           A7
It's all we need  all we need to know
C7                       B7          Em
Where's love come from  where's love go
 



[Instrumental]
Em  A7  C7  B7  Em
 
[Verse 1]
   G                         D      Em
I used to have a girl lived down below
   G                            B7       Em
I used to go and see her but I don't no more
G                D      Em
I let fear close up my heart
      G                  B7    Em
Love fell away and love fell apart
 
[Pre-Chorus]
C7                        G
Love is patient, love is kind
C7                   B7     Em
Love is simple, it's so sublime
C7                        G
Love cannot live on it's own
C7                          B7
Ya gotta make love feel at home
 
[Chorus]
Em                                   A7
Where's love come from  where's love go
Em                     B7       Em
What feeds love  what makes it grow
     Em                           A7
It's all we need  all we need to know
C7                       B7          Em
Where's love come from  where's love go
 
[Instrumental]
Em  A7  C7  B7  Em
 
[Verse 2]
   G                D        Em
I saw love walking down the road
         G                     B7     Em
He had a worried mind he had a heavy load
         G                    D       Em
He said There's two hearts outside of town
      G                        B7     Em
It's been too long since I've been around
 
[Pre-Chorus]
           C7                      G
He said if I get there before too late
      C7                   B7          Em
They might not fill their hearts with hate
      C7                              G
I'll knock on the door if they let me in
          C7                              B7
There's a real good chance that love will win
 
[Chorus]



Em                                   A7
Where's love come from  where's love go
Em                     B7       Em
What feeds love  what makes it grow
     Em                           A7
It's all we need  all we need to know
C7                       B7          Em
Where's love come from  where's love go
 
[Instrumental]
Em  A7  Em  B7  Em
Em  A7  C7  B7  Em
 
[Verse 3]
   G              D     Em
My mama died two years ago
    G                     B7     Em
She told her children now here I go
             G                D      Em
She said the hardest thing in life I do
    G             B7     Em
Is try to say goodbye to you
 
[Pre-Chorus]
   C7                            G
My sister was there for her last breath
     C7                B7        Em
She said it was a very peaceful death
  C7                       G
A mama's love lives on and on
     C7                      B7
It's like some never ending song
 
[Chorus]
Em                                   A7
Where's love come from  where's love go
Em                     B7       Em
What feeds love  what makes it grow
     Em                           A7
It's all we need  all we need to know
C7                       B7          Em
Where's love come from  where's love go
 
[Chorus]
Em                                   A7
Where's love come from  where's love go
Em                     B7       Em
What feeds love  what makes it grow
     Em                           A7
It's all we need  all we need to know
C7                       B7          Em
Where's love come from  where's love go
 
[Outro]
Em  A7  Em  B7  Em
Em  A7  C7  B7  Em



21996. Where's My Love

Where's My Love
Sam Bush

[Chorus]
Where's my love ?
Where's my love today?
Where's my love ?
Where's my love today?

[Verse 1]
She walked down last night
Took my love away
How's the man?
How's the man supposed to live?
How's the man?
How's the man supposed to live?
When he gave away everything he had to give
Why your heart
Turns so dark on you?
Why your heart
Turns so dark on you?
Took away my light
Made my nights blue

[Verse 2]
Why you cryin'?
Why you cryin' like a baby child?
Why you cryin'?
Why you cryin' like a baby child?
When all the while you've been tellin' only lies
Watch my hands
Watch my hands and say goodbye
Watch my hands
Watch my hands and say goodbye
Don't need you ask  cause you know
The reason why

[Outro]
Monday baby
Someday for too long
Someday baby
Someday for too long
Now someday baby
You won't be so glad to see me gone
Where's my love?
Where's my love today?



21997. Where's The Money - Chords

Where's The Money 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

[Intro]
G7   A7   C7   B7   Bb7  A7   G7
 
[Verse]
G7                                 A7
An  Indian girl once said    while makin'  Indian corn bread
    C7    B7             Bb7    A7      G7
The eagle flies     take his advise and go     (keep movin')
G7                                A7
And safe crackin' Big Bob     was on a heavy job
   C7      B7          Bb7     A7           G7
He heard a noise  said come on boys   let's go     (keep movin')
G7                            A7
My horse was in a race     he could win show or place
   C7      B7           Bb7    A7          G7
He came in first   from out of thirst   to go     (keep movin')
G7                                      A7
It's like you've seen a cop     and you don'  don'  don't exactly wanna stop
       C7        B7          Bb7       A7      G7
It's a motion  a lotion that makes you want to go     (keep movin')
 
[Chorus]
C7   B7            Bb7            A7                   G7
Keep movin' with a motion that'll make you wanna       go
C7   B7            Bb7            A7
Keep movin' with a motion that'll make you wanna       get in your rowboat and row
 
[Verse]
G7                                 A7
A truck driver once said      i've got a sleepy head
   C7     B7           Bb7     A7      G7
He took a pill     and had the will to go     (keep movin')
C7   B7            Bb7            A7               G7
Keep movin' with a motion that'll make you wanna
 
[Verse]
G7                                 A7
And  reasonably brought down     a clown could only frown
    C7      B7         Bb7      A7             G7
But after a while   he start to smile for some dough     (where's the money)
G7                            A7
And  little Betty Lou   had a date but didn't wanna screw
    C7          B7          Bb7       A7      G7
She changed her mind   when slipped a dime or so     (where's the dime)
G7                                A7
A real good friend of mine     is busy doing time
   C7       B7           Bb7       A7            G7
He got real rank     and asked the bank for some dough     (where's the dough)
C7          B7            Bb7        A7                    G7
Where's the money if  you never ever give me nothing       else
C7          B7               Bb7             A7
Where's the money   you just put it here and let me help myself



G7                       A7
A boxer's in a ring   he hears that bell go ding
   C7       B7           Bb7     A7             G7
He wins the fight   with all his might for some dough
 
[Outro]
G7
(where's the money     where's the money)

21998. Where's Your Heart

Richard Thompson - Where's Your Heart 

Why so cool
Why so tough
You call all the shots
You strut your stuff
But Where's Your Heart?
Where's Your Heart?
It should be beating right there
Where's Your Heart?
So strange to hear you
Talk about love
Is it just yourself
You're enamored of?
But Where's Your Heart?
Where's Your Heart?
It should be beating right there
Where's Your Heart?
I wish you'd leave
But what good's wishing
You're a puzzle to me
With pieces missing
Where's Your Heart
Did salt tears ever
Leave your eye
Did love ever make you
Wish and sigh?
Where's Your Heart?
Where's Your Heart?
It should be beating right there
Where's Your Heart?
Where's Your Heart?
Where's Your Heart?

21999. Where've You Been

Kathy Mattea - Where've You Been



[Verse 1]
Claire had all but given up
When she and Edwin fell in love
She touched his face and shook her head
In disbelief she sighed and said
"In many dreams I've held you near
Now at last you're really here"

[Chorus]
Where've you been
I've looked for you forever and a day
Where've you been
I'm just not myself when you're away

[Verse 2]
He asked her for her hand for life
Then she became a salesman's wife
He was home each night by eight
But one stormy evening he was late
Her frightened tears fell to the floor
Until his key turned in the door

[Chorus]
Where've you been
I've looked for you forever and a day
Where've you been
I'm just not myself when you're away

[Bridge]
They'd never spent a night apart
For sixty years she heard him snore
Now they're in a hospital
In separate beds on different floors

[Verse 3]
Claire soon lost her memory, forgot the names of family
She never spoke a word again, and then one day they wheeled him in
He held her hand and stroked her hair
And in a fragile voice she said

[Chorus]
Where've you been
I've looked for you forever and a day
Where've you been
I'm just not myself when you're away

[Tag]
No I'm just not myself when you're away

22000. Where've You Been - Chords

Whereve You Been
Kathy Mattea - Whereve You Been



J. Vezner & D. Henry (c) 1989

Claire had all but given up [D Am7 D]
When she and Edwin fell in love [G4 G D/F# Em]
She touched his face and shook her head [D Am7 D]
In disbelief, she sighed and said, [G4 G G4 B7]
"In many dreams I've held you near [Am7 Bm7]
Now, at last, you're really here." [C G/B Am7 D]
"Where've you been? [G Bm7 Am7]
I've looked for you forever and a day [C D G]
Where've you been? [G Bm7 Am7]
I'm just not myself when you're away." [C D G]

He asked her for her hand for life [D Am7 D]
And she became a salesman's wife [G4 G D/F# Em]
He was home each night by eight [D Am7 D]
But one stormy evening, he was late [G4 G G4 B7]
Her frightened tears fell to the floor [Am7 Bm7]
Until his key turned in the door. [C G/B Am7 D]
"Where've you been? [G Bm7 Am7]
I've looked for you forever and a day [C D G]
Where've you been? [G Bm7 Am7]
I'm just not myself when you're away." [C D G]

They'd never spent a night apart [C]
For sixty years she heard him snore [Em]
Now they're in a hospital [C /b]
In separate beds on different floors [Am D]

Claire soon lost her memory [D Am7 D]
Forgot the names of family [G4 G D/F# Em]
She never spoke a word again [D Am7 D]
Then one day, they wheeled him in [G4 G G4 B7]
He held her hand and stroked her hair [Am7 Bm7]
In a fragile voice she said,  [C G/B Am7 D]
"Where've you been? [G Bm7 Am7]
I've looked for you forever and a day [C D G]
Where've you been? [G Bm7 Am7]
I'm just not myself when you're away. [C D Em]
No, I'm just not myself when you're away." [C D C (G)]

22001. Wherever He Leads I'll Go

Wherever He Leads I'll Go

Take up thy cross and follow Me
I heard my Master say
I gave My life to ransom thee
Surrender your all today

Wherever He leads I'll go
Wherever He leads I'll go
I'll follow my Christ who loves me so



Wherever He leads I'll go

He drew me closer to His side
I sought His will to know
And in that will I now abide
Wherever He leads I'll go

Wherever He leads I'll go
Wherever He leads I'll go
I'll follow my Christ who loves me so
Wherever He leads I'll go

My heart, my life, my all I bring
To Christ who loves me so
He is my Master, Lord, and King

Wherever He leads I'll go
Wherever He leads I'll go
I'll follow my Christ who loves me so
Wherever He leads I'll go

Wherever He leads I'll go

22002. Wherever He Leads I'll Go - Chords

Wherever He Leads I'll Go
Recorded by Alan Jackson
Written by Lloyd Cowboy Copas

C           G7        C      F
Take up thy cross and follow Me
  C        D7     G7
I heard my Master say
  C       F       C      F
I gave My life to ransom Thee
  C       G7       C
Surrender your all today

            G7         C  F  C
Wherever He leads I'll go
                       G7 F G7
Wherever He leads I'll go
     C         F          C        Am
I'll follow my Christ who loves me so
    C       G7         C
Wherever He leads I'll go

           G7     C      F
He drew me closer to His side
  C          D7      G7
I sought His will to know
    C       F      C    F
And in that will I now abide



    C       G7         C
Wherever He leads I'll go

Repeat #2

            G7         C  F  C
Wherever He leads I'll go
                       G7 F G7
Wherever He leads I'll go
     C         F          C        Am
I'll follow my Christ who loves me so
    C       G7         Am
Wherever He leads I'll go

    C       G7         C
Wherever He leads I'll go

22003. Wherever I Go

Steve Earle - Wherever I Go

[Verse]
I was born on a rainy day
With a dark cloud hanging down low
Now it follows me wherever I go
There were days I've sworn that I'd blow away
With the cold wind chilling my bones
'Cause it follows me wherever I go

[Verse]
In the midnight hour when I'm all alone
There's a hurting deep down in my soul
And it follows me wherever I go
When the sun shines down on my heart, it's gone
There's another night coming, I know
'Cause it follows me wherever I go

[Verse]
I could drink corn whiskey till my brain goes soft
I could run this highway till my wheels come off
And these blues keep coming around and follow me down
Well one of these days I'm going to leave this town
But I won't have to travel alone
'Cause if follows me wherever I go

[Verse]
I could drink corn whiskey till my brain goes soft
I could run this highway till my wheels come off
And these blues keep coming around and follow me down
I want to go somewhere where I can't be found
And I won't have to carry this load
But it follows me wherever I go



22004. Wherever I May Roam

Iron Horse - Wherever i may roam

Wherever I May Roam
...and the road becomes my bride
I have stripped of all but pride
So in her I do confide
And she keeps me satisfied
Gives me all I need
...and with dust in throat I crave
Only knowledge will I save
To the game you stay a slave
Rover wanderer
Nomad vagabond
Call me what you will
But I'll take my time anywhere
Free to speak my mind anywhere
And I'll redefine anywhere
Anywhere I may roam
Where I lay my head is home
...and the earth becomes my throne
I adapt to the unknown
Under wandering stars I've grown
By myself but not alone
I ask no one
...and my ties are severed clean
The less I have the more I gain
Off the beaten path I reign
Rover wanderer
Nomad vagabond
Call me what you will
But I'll take my time anywhere
I'm free to speak my mind anywhere
And I'll never mind anywhere
Anywhere I may roam
Where I lay my head is home
But i'll take my time anywhere
Free to speak my mind
And I'll take my find anywhere
Anywhere I may roam
Where I lay my head is home
Carved upon my stone
My body lie, but still I roam
Wherever I may roam

22005. Wherever Is Your Heart I Call Home - Chords



Wherever Is Your Heart I Call Home
Brandi Carlile
 
[Intro]
G *
 
[Verse]
 
G *                    Dsus4                G *
I think it's time we found a way back home
Cadd9                 Em7 *             G *
You loose so many things you love as you grow
G *                    Dsus4                G *
I missed the days when I was just a kid
Cadd9                 Em7 *             G *
My fear became my shadow, I swear it did
 
[Chorus]
Em               C            G
Wherever is your heart I call home
Em               C            G
Wherever is your heart I call home
             Em               C              G
Though your feet may take you far from me, I know
Em               C            G
Wherever is your heart I call home
 
[Verse]
G *                    Dsus4                G *
You made me feel like I was always falling
Cadd9                 Em7 *             G *
Always falling down without a place to land
G *                    Dsus4                G *
Somewhere in the distance I heard you calling
Cadd9                 Em7 *             G *
Oh it hurts so bad to let go of your hand
 
[Chorus]
Em               C            G
Wherever is your heart I call home
Em               C            G
Wherever is your heart I call home
             Em               C              G
Though your feet may take you far from me, I know
Em               C            G
Wherever is your heart I call home
 
[Verse]
G *                  Dsus4              G *
Even when you're high, you can get low
Cadd9                 Em7 *             G *
Even with your friends you love, you're still alone
G *                    Dsus4                G *
We always find the darkest place to go
Cadd9                 Em7 *             G *
God forgive our minds, we were born to roam
 
[Chorus]



Em               C            G
Wherever is your heart I call home
Em               C            G
Wherever is your heart I call home
             Em               C              G
Though your feet may take you far from me, I know
Em               C            G
Wherever is your heart I call home
 
[Bridge]
Em *                        Cadd9
Oh God forgive my mind, oh God forgive my mind
            G *
When I come home, when I come home
   Em *
Oh God forgive my mind
          Cadd9                                       G *
There's a road that's long and winding, it hollers home
I'm calling home
Em *                        Cadd9
Oh God forgive my mind, oh God forgive my mind
            G *
When I come home, when I come home
Em *                        Cadd9
Oh God forgive my mind, oh God forgive my mind
            G *
When I come home, when I come home
 
[Chorus]
Em               C            G
Wherever is your heart I call home
Em               C            G
Wherever is your heart I call home
             Em               C              G
Though your feet may take you far from me, I know
Em               C            G
Wherever is your heart I call home

22006. Wherever You Are Tonight

Keith Whitley - Wherever You Are Tonight

I play the hits on the late night show
I'm the King of small town radio
When all the stars sing you to sleep
It's just this old turn table and me

She used to call about two a.m.
Feeling lonely and needing a friend
We would talk while I played her request
She always liked the love songs best

[Chorus]



I still dream about her and me
And imagine how good it could be
This song goes out to you
Wherever you are tonight

She brought love to this lonely place
Though I never even saw her face
Now every time I play those songs
I wonder if she's singin' along

I spin a record and stare at the wall
And realize how much I miss her call
I get caught up in the words they sing
Wishing that ol' phone would ring

[Chorus]

This song goes out to you
Wherever you are tonight

22007. Which Bridge to Cross (Which Bridge to Burn)

Vince Gill - Which Bridge to Cross (Which Bridge to Burn)

I've got two loves in my life now
A true love and one that's brand new
I'm not really sure that I know how
To love one and tell one we're through

I can't sleep at night, I toss and I turn
I keep losing sight of lessons I've learned
I'm standing at the crossroads with just one concern
Which bridge to cross and which bridge to burn

I knew this was wrong, I didn't listen
Cause a heart only knows what feels right
Oh I need to reach a decision
And get on with the rest of my life

I can't sleep at night, I toss and I turn
I keep losing sight of lessons I've learned
I'm standing at the crossroads with just one concern
Which bridge to cross and which bridge to burn

22008. Which Bridge To Cross - Chords

Which Bridge To Cross
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Al Anderson and Vince Gill



[3/4 time]

G            C           G
I've got two loves in my life now
                                 D7
A true love and one that's brand new
    G          C           G
I'm not really sure that I know how
                D7             G
To love one and tell one we're through
  D7                     G
I can't sleep at night I toss and I turn
  A7                       D7
I keep losing sight of the lessons I've learned
    G               B7              C        A7
I'm standing at the crossroads with just one concern
C               G         D7              G
Which bridge to cross and which bridge to burn
                C              G
I knew this was wrong I didn't listen
                                    D7
Cause a heart only knows what feels right
   G         C       G
Oh I need to reach a decision
                    D7         G
And get on with the rest of my life
Repeat #2
 
   C               G         D7              G
Oh which bridge to cross and which bridge to burn

22009. Which One Is To Blame - Chords

Chris Hillman - Which One Is To Blame  
written by Robert Charlebois 

D  G   A    D

D                                    A7
The nicest thing thats come my way is you
                                  D
But I can't offer you my heart or name   
                                   A7
It isn't fair to love  the way we do                           
  G                A7          D 
I wonder which one of us is to blame
G                              D
Somehow I can't blame myself although I guess I should
    G                               E             A
And I can't put the blame on you  I wouldn't if I could
      D                                A7
We've made ourselves the gossip of the town
                                        D



The things we've done can only bring us shame
                                      A7  
We've let our passion  drag our honor down
  G                A7          D
I wonder which one of us is to blame

SOLO

G                              D
Somehow I can't blame myself although I guess I should
    G                               E             A
And I can't put the blame on you  I wouldn't if I could
D                                   A7 
Your nearness makes me tremble with desire
                                 D 
Your ruby red lips sets my soul aflame 
                                 A7 
For you I'd be a beggar thief or liar
  G                A7          D
I wonder which one of us is to blame         
  G                A7          D
I wonder which one of us is to blame  

   From    The Bakersfield Bound CD  
   Sugar Hill Records
   Ridgeway Music Co. BMI

22010. Which One Of Them

Which One Of Them
Garth Brooks - Which One Of Them

The girl at the bar, she bought me a beer
And she'd like to know if I'm new around here
And the gal that I danced with says she's all alone
Her friends have all left and she needs a ride home

Oh and there have been others who gave me the eye
But if they only knew they were wasting their time
'Cause there's only one lover I can give my heart to
But you didn't want it and you broke it in two

(So tell me) which one of them will you be tonight
Oh which one will hold me in your arms so tight
I've forgotten what's wrong, given up on what's right
(Tell me) which one of them will you be tonight

So I'll just smile and pretend and she'll never know
Who she's up against when she's holdin' me close
You're all that I want, girl, you're all that I need
And when I close my eyes, honey you're all I see

(So tell me) which one of them will you be tonight



Oh which one will hold me in your arms so tight
I've forgotten what's wrong, given up on what's right
(Tell me) which one of them will you be tonight

22011. Which Way Will You Go

Vince Gill - Which Way Will You Go

Baby, you need to put that bottle down
Put that gun back in the drawer
I hear your man's been out there runnin' 'round
You're hell-bent to even up the score

Don't let the devil get you by the throat
You pull that trigger, girl, that's all she wrote
Satan's waitin' for you down the road
Oh, which way will you go?

Your hands are shakin' and your knees are weak
Pistol pointed at the door
You're tired of wearin' bruises on your cheek
Bein' treated like a whore

Don't let the devil get you by the throat
You pull that trigger, girl, that's all she wrote
Well, Satan's waitin' for you down the road
Oh, which way will you go?

And don't let the devil get you by the throat
You pull that trigger, girl, that's all she wrote
Well, Satan's waitin' for you down the road
Oh, which way will you go?

Oh, Heaven only knows

Baby, you need to put that bottle down
Put that gun back in the drawer

22012. Which Will

Lucinda Williams - Which Will

Which will you go for 
Which will you love
Which will you choose from
From the stars above
Which will you answer 
Which will you call
Which will you take for 



For your one and all

Tell me now
Which will you love
The best

Which do you dance for
Which makes you shine
Which will you choose now 
If you won't choose mine
Which will you hope for
Which can it be
Which will you take now
If you won't take me

Tell me now
Which will you love
The best

22013. While I'm Reading Your Letter

While I'm Reading Your Letter

Tonight while I'm reading your letter
You tell me you're going far away
I love you my darling yes I love you
I love you where ever you stray

I can see your blue eyes smiling for me
And they sparkle like no others do
You told me once you'd always love me
You said that you'd always be true

* Refrain

If ever you are lonely little darling
And no one has taken my place
Remember my darling I still love you
And long for your sweet smiling face

* Refrain

22014. While I'm Waiting Here

Billy Strings 
While I'm Waiting Here

It's been over thirty days
I've not received your letter



My fingernails are chewed down to the bone
So many different ways
I've had to say I'm sorry
While I'm left here in this eight by ten alone

It's not the four walls movin' in that tortures me
It's not the cold cement or shivers down my spine
It's just the visions in my head that make me paranoid
And wonder if when I get out will you be mine

I never should have treated you
So bad my love I'm sorry
I'm broken, now I can see that now it's true
My picket fence is turning razor wire
And now I'm awaiting trial
Things you have to know I did not do

If I could get a word with you I'd be just fine
Or any envelope with both your name and mine
We'd be enough to keep me going
In a world where I'm left knowing that
There's something more to live for just outside

Seems like the last time, feels like the first
Though I've had bad days, this has to be my worst
I'm left thinking of you dear, while I'm waiting here

I haven't seen the sun
Since it rested on your shoulder
While we walked along that vacant river side
They carried me away
To a place where I get older
If I cannot prove to them you never died

Seems like the last time, feels like the first
Though I've had bad days, this has to be my worst
I'm left thinking of you dear, while I'm waiting here

Seems like the last time, feels like the first
Though I've had bad days, this has to be my worst
I'm left thinking of you dear, while I'm waiting here

22015. While The Ages Roll On - Chords

While The Ages Roll On
Recorded by Ralph Stanley
[3/4 time]

G                      C            G
The Father above  will soon call me home
                                      D7
I'll lay down my prod at lights early dawn
G                      C                  G



I'll follow the light  that's shining for me
                      D7            G
And somewhere beyond  Mt. Zion I'll see

While the ages roll on while the ages roll on
     C             G          C             G
I'll walk with the King  I'll walk with the King

On the streets made of gold  on the streets made of gold
     A7             D7
I'll shout and I'll sing  I'll shout and I'll sing
G                        C             G
I'll never look back  on life's stormy sea
              D7        G
On top of Mt. Zion I'll be
 
                            C              G
My footsteps are slow  I've walked my last mile
                                      D7
I've waited so proud for just a short while
G                                  C              G
When the trumpet shall sound  I'll be sleeping no more
                          D7             G
I'll join with love ones  who've gone on before

Repeat #2

                        C                   G
Up there at the throne  God at last I shall see
                                      D7
The robe and the crown is waiting for me
G                          C              G
No sports cars we'll ride  to sharpen the sword
                           D7      G
We'll live in sweet peace  for evermore

Repeat #2

22016. While Waiting

While Waiting
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
I've been living close to home
For 30 years now
Been thinking about moving away from here

[Verse 2]
I've got a lot of reservations
And I'm totally unsure
I'd just rather not not know anymore



[Verse 3]
It feels like a lot on my mind
I think I'll try to draft a letter
Just to write it out and see how it reads

[Chorus]
While we're waiting
I feel vulnerable
With no one chasing
I don't know where to go

[Verse 4]
And I'm feeling so much closer
To everywhere I've been
The further I become from where I begin

[Verse 5]
There's a little piece of everything
That makes it seem the best
But I'm searching through what's hidden in the rest

[Chorus]
While we're waiting
I feel vulnerable
With no one chasing
I don't know where to go

22017. While You Slept Last Night - Chords

While You Slept Last Night 
Highway 101

[Intro]
C  D  G
 
[Verse 1]
G
While you slept last night
C           G
Just like a baby
C             G
Someone went crazy
      Am          D
Right out of her mind
     C         G
All tucked in tight
    C            G
Unaware of the heartache
           C              G
That hurt right on till daybreak
            D          G
While you slept last night
 



[Chorus]
       D                C           G
Was goodbye as easy as you made it seem
Em                    D
How does it feel to still have your dreams?
            C          G
While you slept last night
            C             G
Someone's teardrops were falling
           C           G
Midnight hours were crawling
            D          G
While you slept last night
 
[Instrumental]
C    G  C  G   C   G  D  G
 
[Bridge]
      D                 C            G
Was goodbye as easy as you made it seem
Em                    D
How does it feel to still have your dreams?
 
[Verse 2]
            C          G
While you slept last night
           C          G
With your new love beside you
     C           G
My heart was so blue
           D          G
While you slept last night
 
[Verse 3]
         C               G
Oh! I'm tossing and I'm turning
             C           G
Somewhere memories are burning
    C             G
An old love was yearning
            D         G
While you slept last night
      C             G
Your old love was yearning
            D         G
While you slept last night

22018. While You Still Can

While You Still Can
Osborne Brothers - While You Still Can

Make amends with that old friend



You swore you'd never talk to again
Because you miss him
Call up your mom on the telephone
Talk a whole lot of nothing til the cows come home
And listen
Cross every T, dot most the I's
Cause years grow wings and fly on by
And time slips through your fingers just like sand

Cause everything you thought would last forever
Never lasts forever, like you plan
Don't let your now become a never
So take life by the hands while you still can

Get your dad to tell that same old joke
And laugh between the jack and coke
And hope one day you'll be half as funny
Count your blessings, thank the stars
Cause in the end who you are
It's about the love you give
It sure as hell ain't about the money

Cause everything you thought would last forever
Never lasts forever like you plan
Don't let your now become a never
So take life by the hands while you still can

You just imagine
Anything can happen if you live every moment like your last

Cause everything you thought would last forever
Never lasts forever like you plan
Don't let your now become a never
So take life by the hands while you still can

22019. While You're Cheating On Me

The Louvin Brothers - While You're Cheating On Me

While you're cheating on me, I'm praying for you
For I still believe someday you'll be true
You'll reap what you sow, I know those words are so true
For when you were faithful to me, I cheated on you

I know how you felt last night when you came home to me
You gave me a kiss and a smile but the fear in your eyes, I could see
Your sweet lips were trembling like mine as your story began
I tried to pretend I believed you, for the chance to smile again

While you're cheating on me, I'm praying for you
For I still believe someday you'll be true
You'll reap what you sow, I know those words are so true
For when you were faithful to me, I cheated on you



22020. Whipping Boy

Whipping Boy
Sean Watkins - Whipping Boy

I've become a hollow man
I blame it all on time
The whipping boy
Who'll never tell
But you know when i lie
I close my eyes
Anaesthetize
It seems to work a while
But every moment i'm away
Is keeping me a child
In the dark when i'm alone
I know that i can call
You will never turn away
You always break my fall

22021. Whipping Post

Whipping Post
Della Mae - Mountain Heart

[Verse 1]
I've been run down
I've been lied to
And I don't know why I let that mean woman
Make me a fool
She took all my money
Wrecked my new car
And now she's with one of my good-time buddies
Drinkin  in a cross-town bar

[Chorus]
Sometimes I feel
Sometimes I feel
Like I been tied to the whipping post
Tied to the whipping post
Tied to the whipping post
Good Lord, I feel like I'm dyin'

[Verse 2]
My friends tell me
I've been such a fool
And I had to stand by and take it, baby
All for lovin' you
Drown myself in sorrow



And look what you've done
Bad times stay the same, nothing seemed to change
And I can't run

[Chorus]
Sometimes I feel
Sometimes I feel
Like I been tied to the whipping post
Tied to the whipping post
Tied to the whipping post
Good Lord, I feel like I'm dyin 

[Chorus]
Sometimes I feel
Sometimes I feel
Like I been tied to the whipping post
Tied to the whipping post
Tied to the whipping post
Good Lord, I feel like I'm dyin'

22022. Whippoorwill

Whippoorwill
Randle Chowning

Fast asleep in the garden
The rain is gone away
Somewhere in the margin
Are sheep that's gone astray
Like the old man of the ocean
Whose eyes tells where he's been
Or one who lacks devotion
Betrays his love again
The thief will surely die
When he's taken all he can steal

Oh whippoorwill
Are you high upon your hill
While my feet are on the ground
Oh whippoorwill
You make my heart stand still
When I hear your evening sound

I know you're sad, much deeper
Than my human ears can hear
You never had a keeper
Cause you live where no man's near
You call from out the timber
Like a chanter on a throne
Only to remember
The secret still unknown
And makes us to decide
Are we false or are we real



Oh whippoorwill
Are you high upon your hill
While my feet are on the ground
Oh whippoorwill
You make my heart stand still
When I hear your evening sound
When I hear your evening sound
When I hear your evening sound

22023. Whippoorwill - Chords

Whippoorwill 
Fruition

[Verse 1]
 
D                                 Em                         G
Lie awake in the morning light, I couldn't sleep through the easy night
     D
It's hard to rest from a worried mind 
 Em            G           D    Em   G
imagining what I'd like to find
 
     D                              Em                G
your voice is ringing in my ears, I haven't heard for three long years
           D
 cause you flew on down to Chapel Hill 
      Em            G                     D    Em   G
now I hear your call  through the whippoorwill
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Bm                            D
    Could it be you trying to say to me?
G                              A
    you're still with me baby,    I'm still here
Bm                       D
    Had to fly but don't wonder why
G                                     A
    cause some things due to you that   they come in time
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
   D                                 Em            G
We used to sing those Broadway tunes, Carole King, Johnny and June
         D
we would stoke a little fire and curl on up baby 
Em   G                   D    Em   G
       just the two of us
 



      D
Now I don't know why I turned away 
      Em                     G
cause now I look back to the good ol' days
      D                                     Em             G
but a part of you is with me still  cause I hear your call,
                    D     Em   G
through the whippoorwill
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Bm                            D
    Could it be you trying to say to me?
G                              A
    you're still with me baby,    I'm still here
Bm                       D
    Had to fly but don't wonder why
G                                     A
    cause some things due to you that   they come in time
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
   D                                 Em            G
We used to sing those Broadway tunes, Carole King, Johnny and June
         D
we would stoke a little fire and curl on up baby 
Em   G                   D    Em   G
       just the two of us
 
    D                                  Em                  G
And other birds might flock to me with all their songs and melodies
  D                                         Em            G
I love them all, I do, it's true but when I hear that call
            D     Em   G
I know it's you
 
 
[Outro]
 
     D                              Em                G
your voice is ringing in my ears, I haven't heard for three long years
           D
 cause you flew on down to Chapel Hill 
      Em            G                     D    Em   G
now I hear your call  through the whippoorwill
                    D    Em   G   D
through the whippoorwill

22024. Whippoorwill River



Vince Gill - Whippoorwill River

My dad was a man
With two hard workin' hands
He always took time out for me
Well, I'd come home from school
Load up that canoe
He'd say, "What's the bet gonna be?"

We'd float that boat down old Whippoorwill River
Catch us a big one or two
Well, he taught me about life
And its simple pleasures
And whatever else that he knew.

Then I met a girl
With a head full of curls
A pure and innocent heart
Oh, I knew she was the one
And when weekends would come
Wild horses couldn't keep us apart.

We'd run those ponies down Whippoorwill River
And I'd steal a sweet kiss or two
She taught me about love
And its simple pleasures
And whatever else that she knew.

Well, I married that girl
And we have a song
And he looks like my daddy used to
Oh, his mom and I
Always find time
To do things that he likes to do.

Well, he loves to go fishing on Whippoorwill River
And ride in his grandad's canoe
We teach hima bout life
And its simple pleasures
And pass down a memory or two.

Yeah, he loves to go fishing on Whippoorwill River
And catch him a big one or two
He's learning about life
And its simple pleasures
And making a memory or two.

Ooh...

22025. Whippoorwill River - Chords

Whippoorwill River
Vince Gill - Whippoorwill River



Capo III Fret

My (D) dad was a (G) man with 2 (D) hard working (G) hands
He (D) always took (G) time out for (A) me (A7)
Well, I'd (D) come home from (G) school - load (D) up that ca(G)noe
He'd (D) say "What's the (G) bet gonna (A) be" (A7)

(Em) We'd float that boat down on (A) Whipporwill River
(Em) Catch us a big one or (A) two
He (Em) taught me about life and (A) it's simple pleasures
And (Em) whatever else that he (A) knew

Then (D) I met a (G) girl with a (D) hair full of (G) curls
(D) Pure and an (G) innocent (A) heart (A7)
I knew (D) she was the (G) one - and when (D) weekends would (G) come
Wild (D) horses couldn't (G) keep us a(A)part (A7)

(Em) We'd run those ponies down (A) Whipporwill River
(Em) I'd steal a sweet kiss or (A) two
She (Em) taught me about love and (A) it's simple pleasures
And (Em) whatever else that she (A) knew

Acoustic Solo

Well, I (D) married that (G) girl; and (D) we have a (G) son
He (D) looks like my (G) daddy used (A) to (A7)
(D) His mom and (G) I, (D) always find (G) time
To (D) do things that (G) he likes to (A) do (A7)

He (Em) loves to go fishing on (A) Whipporwill River
(Em) Ride in his grandad's ca(A)noe
We (Em) teach him about life, and (A) it's simple pleasures
And (Em) pass down a memory or (A) two
He (Em) loves to go fishing on (A) Whipporwill River
(Em) Ride in his grandad's ca(A)noe
We (Em) teach him about life, and (A) it's simple pleasures
And (Em) makinh a memory or (A) two

Outro.......

22026. Whirlwind - Chords

Whirlwind 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
C     Em    F     G7
 
 
[Verse 1]
          C
  On the first day that I saw you
          Em



  Walkin' home in your muddy boots
    Gm                              F
  'Cross the empty fields at harvest time
Fm
  Hummin' a familiar tune
C
  I stopped and sang with you
D7                             G7
  We watched the yellow moon rise
 
 
[Verse 2]
C
  Later on outside your fence
Em
  We shared a little dance
Gm                         F
  I knew I loved ya even then
Fm
  And in that autumn sky
C
  We watched a storm go by
G7                          C
  It's been that way ever since
 
 
[Chorus]
             F
Oh babe it's sure been a whirlwind
 F                            C
A twirlin' twister touchin' down on the ground
      C
In a dozen little sleepy towns
  F                          F
Blowin' like a gale full of rain clouds and thunder
           C
Without hearts full of hunger
          G                         F
And our hopes lookin' upward once again
  G                 C            Em         F          G7
Babe it's been a whirlwind
 
 
[Verse 3]
             C
  There were babies died and babies born
Em
  Flood and drought and world war
Gm                                 F
  We saw the worst years and the best
Fm
  In every town another chance
C
  Tryin' to build a winning hand
D7                                     G7
  Even when the cards were stacked against
 



 
[Verse 4]
         C
  Oh and I remember why we dance
Em
  Gentle as a passing a glance
       Gm                               F
  The warmth of your breath against my cheek
       Fm
  Then hearin' that loud thunder roll
C
  On and on we strolled
G7                               C
  Went racin' home down rainy streets
 
 
[Chorus]
             F
Oh babe it's sure been a whirlwind
 F                            C
A twirlin' twister touchin' down on the ground
      C
In a dozen little sleepy towns
  F                          F
Blowin' like a gale full of rain clouds and thunder
           C
Without hearts full of hunger
          G                         F
And our hopes lookin' upward once again
  G                 Dm            Em            F            G7
Babe it's been a whirlwind
 
             F
Oh babe it's sure been a whirlwind
 F                            C
A twirlin' twister touchin' down on the ground
      C
In a dozen little sleepy towns
  F                          F
Blowin' like a gale full of rain clouds and thunder
           C
Without hearts full of hunger
          G                         F
And our hopes lookin' upward once again
  G7                 C        F
Babe it's been a whirlwind
 
    G7                C            Em            F            G7            C
Oh Babe it's been a whirlwind

22027. Whiskey



Tom T. Hall - Whiskey
Composer: Jerry Vann

You always made me fly far above the world so high
Your pleasures led me on until my mind was not my own

I found you in the night in secret places out of sight
I knew it was so wrong but I was weak and you were strong

I think you let me fly just so you could see me fall
You took my friends you took me too whiskey I gave it all to you

Mind and body heart and soul slowly fell to your control
And I watched you spread your wings and sail away with all my dreams

I think you left me fly just so you could see me fall...

22028. Whiskey

Tom T. Hall - Whiskey
Composer: Jerry Vann

You always made me fly far above the world so high
Your pleasures led me on until my mind was not my own

I found you in the night in secret places out of sight
I knew it was so wrong but I was weak and you were strong

I think you let me fly just so you could see me fall
You took my friends you took me too whiskey I gave it all to you

Mind and body heart and soul slowly fell to your control
And I watched you spread your wings and sail away with all my dreams

I think you left me fly just so you could see me fall...

22029. Whiskey - Chords

Whiskey 
Horseshoes And Hand Grenades

[Intro]
Em C G D x6
 
D                     Em                 C
I like whiskey in the morning and in the evening
G                  D                      Em                   C
When the sky turns grey. Looking for that bottle of old number seven clear.
G             D                       Em
It's the only thing that drowns those tears.



 
[Bridge]
C   G   D   Em   C   G   D
 
D                        Em           C
There's fire and there's lightning. I feel taken in--
  G                D               Em
A prisoner to this dull and aching pain.
                       C            G                D                  Em
Like running from your mother, it's hard to run from something that you are.
 
[Bridge]
C   G   D   Em   C   G   D
 
D                      Em              C                 G               D              Em
Well it's three in the morning and I'm feeling blue, and honey all I can DRINK about is you.
                   C             G              D              Em
And what about the morning come. Days break and bring a better dawn.
 
[Bridge]
C   G   D   Em   C   G   D
 
D              Em                  C                 G                D                    Em
And I'll drink another. I'll drink to the days. I'll drink to all the troubles that I have seen,
         C              G           D             Em
And pour another round. Last bottle in this river town.
 
[Solo]
Em  C   G   D  x6
 
D                     Em                 C
I like whiskey in the morning and in the evening
G                  D                      Em                   C
When the sky turns grey. Looking for that bottle of old number seven clear.
G             D                       Em
It's the only thing that drowns those tears.

22030. Whiskey Ain't Workin'

Marty Stuart - Whiskey Ain't Workin'

There was a time I could drink my cares away
And drown out all of the heartaches
That hurt me night and day
When the thought of you came crashing through
I'd have one more
But now the whiskey ain't workin' anymore

I need one good honky-tonk angel
To turn my life around
That's reason enough for me to lay
This ol' bottle down
A woman warm and willin', that's what I'm lookin' for



'Cause the whiskey ain't workin' anymore

They knew my name at every bar in town
And they knew all of the reasons
Why I was comin' 'round, round, round (sing it, Travis)
'Cause in my mind, peace I'd find when they'd start to pour
But now the whiskey ain't workin' anymore (sing it, son)

I need one good honky-tonk angel
To turn my life around
That's reason enough for me to lay
This ol' bottle down
Well, a woman warm and willin'
Lord, that's what I'm lookin' for (that's right)
'Cause the whiskey ain't workin' anymore

Lord, the whiskey ain't workin' anymore

(That's for sure)

22031. Whiskey And You

Whiskey and You
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
There's a bottle, on the dresser by your ring
And it's empty, so right now I don't feel a thing
But I'll be hurtin', when I wake up on the floor
But I'll be over it by noon

[Refrain]
That's the difference between whiskey and you

[Verse 2]
Come tomorrow, I can walk in any store
It ain't a problem, they'll always sell me more
But your forgiveness, well that's something I can't buy
There ain't a thing that I can do

[Refrain]
That's the difference between whiskey and you

[Chorus]
One's a devil, and one keeps driving me insane
At times I wonder, if they ain't both the same
And one's a liar, that helps to hide me from my pain
And one's a long gone bitter truth

[Refrain]
That's the difference between whiskey and you

[Verse 3]



I've got a problem, but it ain't like what you think
I drink because I'm lonesome, an' I'm lonesome 'cause I drink
But if I don't break down, and bring it on myself
It'll hit out of the blue

[Refrain]
That's the difference between whiskey and you

[Chorus]
One's a devil, and one keeps driving me insane
At times I wonder, if they ain't both the same
And one's a liar, that helps to hide me from my pain
And one's a long gone bitter truth

[Refrain/Outro]
That's the difference, between whiskey and you
Oh, that's the difference, between whiskey and you

22032. Whiskey Angel - Chords

Whiskey Angel 
The Black Lillies
 
[INTRO]
G  G/F#  Em7  C2
G  G/F#  Em7  C2
 
[CHORUS]
        G              G/F#
Whiskey angel, whiskey angel
Em7                C2
Where did you come from?
       G      G/F#
Was it heaven smilin'
   Em7          C2
Or hell opening wide?
       G          G/F#
You're all I ever wanted
    Em7                C2          G  G/F#  Em7  C2
Yet now I must say goodbye, oh goodbye.
 
[VERSE 1]
C2                  G
 You washed away my sorrows
C2                   G
 You saved me from myself
C2                G
 You took away my troubles
D/F#
 You laid them on the shelf
C2                     G
 Your love flowed like mercy
C2                  G



 Runnin' through my veins
         C2              G
From the first taste you held me
D/F#
 The pleasure in my pain
 
[CHORUS]
        G              G/F#
Whiskey angel, whiskey angel
Em7                C2
Where did you come from?
       G      G/F#
Was it heaven smilin'
   Em7          C2
Or hell opening wide?
       G          G/F#
You're all I ever wanted
    Em7                C2          G  G/F#  Em7  C2
Yet now I must say goodbye, oh goodbye.
 
[INSTRUMENTAL]
G  G/F#  Em7  C2
 
[VERSE 2]
C2                   G
 Who knew love could hurt you
C2                G
 Drown you in its rain
C2             G
 Tell you lies smilin'
D/F#
 Leave you with the shame
C2                     G
 And now that love has faded
C2                         G
 There's a tremble in your voice
C2                G
 Just like angels singin'
D/F#
 Because they have no choice
 
[CHORUS]
        G              G/F#
Whiskey angel, whiskey angel
Em7                C2
Where did you come from?
       G      G/F#
Was it heaven smilin'
   Em7          C2
Or hell opening wide?
       G          G/F#
You're all I ever wanted
    Em7                C2          G  G/F#  Em7  C2
Yet now I must say goodbye, oh goodbye.
 
[OUTRO]
G  G/F#  Em7  C2



G  G/F#  Em7  C2
G  G/F#  Em7  C2
G  G/F#  Em7  C2

22033. Whiskey Before Breakfast

Whiskey Before Breakfast

Early one day the sun wouldn't shine
I was walking down the street not feeling too fine
I saw two old men with a bottle between 'em
And this was the song that I heard them singing
Lord preserve us and protect us,
We've been drinking whiskey 'fore breakfast
Well I stopped by the steps where they was sitting
And I couldn't believe how drunk they were getting
I said "old men, have you been drinking long?"
They said "just long enough to be singing this song"
Lord preserve us and protect us,
We've been drinking whiskey 'fore breakfast
Well they passed me the bottle and I took a little sip
And it felt so good I just couldn't quit
I drank some more and next thing I knew
There were three of us sitting there singing this tune
Lord preserve us and protect us,
We've been drinking whiskey 'fore breakfast
One by one everybody in the town
They heard our ruckus and they all came down
And pretty soon all the streets were ringing
With the sound of the whole town laughing and singing
Lord preserve us and protect us,
We've been drinking whiskey 'fore breakfast
Lord preserve us and protect us,
We've been drinking whiskey 'fore breakfast

22034. Whiskey Castles

Tom T Hall - Whiskey Castles

[Verse 1:]
(Whiskey castles)
When I'm drinking I start building whiskey castles
Castles that grow tall throughout the night
When morning comes you never do remind me
I've been building whiskey castles all my life

[Chorus:]
As far as I'm concerned you deserve one
A castle with a garden fair and bright



You've stayed with me and never once seemed sorry
I've been building whiskey castles all my life

[Verse 2:]
Lord I'm so tired of building whiskey castles
Castles that dissolve in morning light
I would rather dream with you than be without you
I've been building whiskey castles all my life

[Chorus]

22035. Whiskey Castles - Chords

Whiskey Castles
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                                          F
When I'm drinking I start building whiskey castles
C                                     G7
Castles that grow tall throughout the night
     C                          F
When morning comes you never do remind me
          C                G7             C
I've been building whiskey castles all my life
F                           C
As far as I'm concerned you deserve one
                                G7
A castle with a garden fair and bright
       C                             F
You've stayed with me and never once seemed sorry
          C                G7             C
I've been building whiskey castles all my life
                                      F
Lord I'm so tired of building whiskey castles
C                                G7
Castles that dissolve in morning light
  C                                   F
I would rather dream with you than be without you
          C                G7             C
I've been building whiskey castles all my life
Repeat #2

22036. Whiskey Colored Eyes

Little Big Town - Whiskey Colored Eyes

[Verse 1]
Here I am again
Pour me an old, familiar friend



There's still a few more shots left in that heartache on the shelf
That I know so well

[Chorus]
That red Sedona sunset gets to sinkin'
One more round and I ain't even drinkin'
I guess I'll never learn
I guess I like the burn
Of your whiskey-colored eyes that match your whiskey-colored lies
I know I'll hate myself tomorrow
But tonight, I'll let you get me high

[Verse 2]
That poison in your kiss
Like your memory stays on my lips
It's funny how the thing that hurts the most is what I crave
It's the perfect shade

[Chorus]
That red Sedona sunset gets to sinkin'
One more round and I ain't even drinkin'
I guess I'll never learn
I guess I like the burn
Of your whiskey-colored eyes that match your whiskey-colored lies
I know I'll hate myself tomorrow
But tonight, I'll let you get me high

[Bridge]
You're the only habit I don't wanna break
You're the worst mistake I always love to make

[Chorus]
That red Sedona sunset gets to sinkin'
Oh, one more round and I ain't even drinkin'
I guess I'll never learn
I guess I like the burn
Of your whiskey-colored eyes that match your whiskey-colored lies
I know I'll hate myself tomorrow
But tonight, I'll let you get me high

[Outro]
I'll let you get me high (I'll let you get me high)
Before we say goodbye
I'll let you get me high
I'll let you get me high
Before we say goodbye

22037. Whiskey Deaf And Whiskey Blind

Whiskey Deaf and Whiskey Blind
Norman Blake - Whiskey Deaf and Whiskey Blind

[Verse 1]



Wish I was down in Florida, Florida on the haul
Instead I'm way up in old Georgia, boys
Treated like a dog
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

[Verse 2]
Seaboard train rolling down that high iron seaboard line
Gonna catch her for down to Helen
To ease my worried mind
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

[Verse 3]
Way down on the corner
See the big parade go by
Wish I was in the brass band, marching to the sky
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

[Verse 4]
All around this country and what do you think I see?
Lord, whiskey, dope, and women
Done made a wreck of me
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

[Verse 5]
Cannot stand the government
Cannot stand the law
Cannot stand the dark days comin' on the saw
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

[Verse 6]
Way down on the railroad, just-a walking on the ties
If Beulah land's in Florida, boys
I'll never say goodbye
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

[Verse 7]
And if I die roaming in some distant land
You can take me to the graveyard
Down in Alabam'
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

22038. Whiskey Deaf Whiskey Blind

Whiskey Deaf Whiskey Blind

Wish I was down in Florida Florida on the hog
Stead of way up in old Georgia boys treated like a dog
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

Seaboard train a rollin down that iron seaboard line
Catch 'er for Dunnellon gonna ease my worried mind
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind



Way down on the corner see the big parade go by
Wish I's in the brass band marchin to the sky
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

All around this country what you think I see
Whiskey dope and women boys done made a wreck of me
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

I cannot stand the government I cannot stand the law
I cannot stand these dark days comin' on us all
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

Way down at the railroad just walking on the ties
If Buella lands in Florida boys I'll never say goodbye
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

If I die a roamin in some distant land
you can take me to the graveyard down in alabam'
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

You can take my banjo and hang it by the door
Way down in sunny dixie well I won't need it no more
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

It's fare ye well darlin way on down the line
Fare ye well forever and the songs of Auld Lang Syne
Whiskey deaf and whiskey blind

22039. Whiskey For Breakfast / Over The Waterfall

Whiskey For Breakfast / Over The Waterfall - Leftover Salmon

Early morning in the summer time 
I was walking down the road feeling high and fine
Ran into that smiling man
He was rolling fatties from a garbage can
Lord preserve us and protect us
We been smokin fatties for breakfast (or green bud, etc.)

This is usually how Vince sings it live.  On the album the first line is
"Early morning in the mountain pines" and the last line is "He was drinking
whiskey from a coffee can" and they drank whiskey for breakfast, not smoked
fatties.

Here are some "alternative words," i.e., NOT exactly the ones LoS sings. 

Early in the morning the sun wouldn't shine
I was walking down the road not feeling too fine
Saw two men with a bottle between 'em
This is the song that they were singing

Lord preserve us and protect us
We been drinking whiskey for breakfast



Lord preserve us and protect us
We been drinking whiskey for breakfast

I stopped by the steps where they were sitting
I couldn't believe how drunk they were getting
They passed that bottle and I took a little sip
Took a little more and I just couldn't quit

Chorus

One by one the people of the town
Heard our ruckus and they all came town
Pretty soon all the streets were ringing
With the sound of the whole town laughing and singing

Chorus

Here're some alternatives to the alternatives above:

Early in the morning the sun wouldn't shine
I was walking down the road not feeling too fine
Saw two men with a bottle between 'em
This is the song that they were singing

Lord preserve us and protect us
We been drinking whiskey for breakfast
Lord preserve us and protect us
We been drinking whiskey for breakfast

I stopped by the steps where they were sitting
I couldn't believe how drunk they were getting
I said, "Old men you been drinking long?"
They said, "Long enough to start singing this song."

Chorus

They passed (me the) bottle and (said, "Take) a little sip"
(And it felt so good) I just couldn't quit
So I drank a little more and next thing I knew
There were three of us sitting there singing this tune.

Chorus

One by one (everybody in) town
Heard our ruckus and they all came (d)own
Pretty soon all the streets were ringing
With the sound of the whole town laughing and singing

Chorus

22040. Whiskey Girl



Gillian Welch - Whiskey Girl

Nowhere man            
And the whiskey girl
Nowhere man
And the whiskey girl
They loaded up for
A weekend in the underworld

I'd take you down
Honey if I could
I'd take you down
Honey if I could
We'd find a place
In the sunshine
We'd be feeling good

Don't you know
That it ain't a crime
Don't you know
That it ain't a crime
If all the squares
And the junkmen
Think you're out of line

Nowhere man
And the whiskey girl
Nowhere man and
The whiskey girl
They loaded up for
A weekend in the underworld

22041. Whiskey If You Were A Woman - Chords

Whiskey If You Were A Woman 
Highway 101

C              F                     G7
He's told me a million times he's sorry
C                 F                  G7
I always take him back though soon I know
C                          C7               F
He'll spend the night with you and leave me cryin'
Dm                                       G7
You don't love him but you won't let him go
 
   C        F             C      F
Oh whiskey  if you were a woman
    C                 F                C   G7
I'd fight you and I'd win Lord knows I would
   C        F             C  Am
Oh whiskey  if you were a woman
    F                  G7               C
I'd drive you from his tangled mind for good



 
                   F             G7
No matter what you do I'll do it better
       C            F             G7
You'll never be the woman I could be
    C                C7           F
But you don't have a heart or any feelings
   Dm                        G7
So I can't even ask for sympathy
 
   C        F             C      F
Oh whiskey  if you were a woman
    C                 F                C   G7
I'd fight you and I'd win Lord knows I would
   C        F             C  Am
Oh whiskey  if you were a woman
    F                  G7               C
I'd drive you from his tangled mind for good
 
F  C       F             C      F
Oh whiskey if you were a woman
    Dm                 G7               C
I'd drive you from his tangled mind for good

22042. Whiskey In The Jar

The Highwaymen - Whiskey in the Jar (Still Rowing! version)
David Grisman

[Verse 1]
As I was goin' over the Kilgarra Mountain
I met with Captain Farrell, and his money he was countin'
First I drew my pistol, and I rattled forth my saber
Sayin', "Stand and deliver for I am your bold receiver"

[Chorus]
Musha ringum durnda
Whack fol the daddy-o
Whack fol the daddy-o
There's whiskey in the jar

[Verse 2]
He counted out his money, and it made a pretty penny
I took the money home, and I gave it to my Jenny
She cried and she swore that she never would deceive me
But the Devil is in the women, and they never will be easy

[Chorus]
Musha ringum durnda
Whack fol the daddy-o
Whack fol the daddy-o
There's whiskey in the jar



[Verse 3]
Early in the mornin', 'tween the hours of six and seven
The guards were standin' 'round me, and numbers are uneven
I flew to my pistols but alas, I was mistaken
For Jenny wet the powder, and a prisoner I was taken

[Chorus]
Musha ringum durnda
Whack fol the daddy-o
Whack fol the daddy-o
There's whiskey in the jar

[Verse 4]
I think I'll find my brother, the one that's in the army
I don't know where he's stationed, is it Cork or in Killarney?
Together we'll go roamin' in the mountains of Kilkenny
And I hear he'll treat me fairer than my darlin', sportin' Jenny

[Chorus]
Musha ringum durnda
Whack fol the daddy-o
Whack fol the daddy-o
There's whiskey in the jar

[Verse 5]
Some take delight in fishin' and a-bowlin'
Others take delight in the carriage rollin'
But I take delight in the juice of the barley
A-courtin' pretty girls in the mornin' so early

[Chorus]
Musha ringum durnda
Whack fol the daddy-o (Whack)
Whack fol the daddy-o
There's whiskey in the jar

[Chorus]
Musha ringum durnda (Durnda)
Whack fol the daddy-o (Durnda)
Whack fol the daddy-o
There's whiskey in the jar (Let's its one more time)

[Chorus]
Musha ringum durnda (Durnda)
Whack fol the daddy-o (Durnda)
Whack fol the daddy-o
There's whiskey in the jar

22043. Whiskey In The Well

Whiskey In The Well
Dustbowl Revival



Who threw the whiskey in the well?
I said who threw the whiskey in the well?
Mama' and' deacon jones, outside' rattlin' bones
Who threw the whiskey in' the well

Early Sunday morning, church was crowded full
Brother Brown was raving
He was angry as a bull
Congregation sensed it
Knew just what he meant
Thumbed down on his bible
Said, Brother you must repent!

Who threw the whiskey in the well?
I said who threw the whiskey in the well?
Told you one last time
I'm higher than a Georgia pine
Who threw the whiskey in the well?

At the church picnic, drinking lemonade
Something in the water
Made the church girls unafraid
Took off their starchy dresses
Lead me by the hand
Now we're skinny dipping
In the old Rio Grande
Who threw the whiskey in the well?
I said who threw the whiskey in the well?
Mama and deacon jones, outside rattlin' bones
Who threw the whiskey in the well

I'm gonna take a little leave of thee
If you look up to the sky above
I promise, you will be
Brother Jones got the bones
Sister Ash got the cash
And little sister Lizzie
She likes to shake that ass

22044. Whiskey Lullaby

Brad Paisley - Whiskey Lullaby 

She put him out like the burnin' end of a midnight cigarette
She broke his heart he spent his whole life tryin' to forget
We watched him drink his pain away a little at a time
But he never could get drunk enough to get her off his mind
Until the night
1st Chorus
He put that bottle to his head and pulled the trigger
And finally drank away her memory
Life is short but this time it was bigger
Than the strength he had to get up off his knees



We found him with his face down in the pillow
With a note that said I'll love her till I die
And when we buried him beneath the willow
The angels sang a whiskey lullaby
(Sing lullaby)
The rumors flew but nobody know how much she blamed herself
For years and years she tried to hide the whiskey on her breath
She finally drank her pain away a little at a time
But she never could get drunk enough to get him off her mind
Until the night
2nd Chorus
She put that bottle to her head and pulled the trigger
And finally drank away his memory
Life is short but this time it was bigger
Than the strength she had to get up off her knees
We found her with her face down in the pillow
Clinging to his picture for dear life
We laid her next to him beneath the willow
While the angels sang a whiskey lullaby
(Sing lullaby)

22045. Whiskey Lullaby

Brad Paisley & Alison Krauss 
Whiskey Lullaby
Writers: Bill Anderson/Jon Randall

Intro: Bm G

D G Bm
She put him out like the burning end of a midnight cigarette
A D G A
She broke his heart he spent his whole life trying to forget
Bm A D
We watched him drink his pain away a little at a time
Bm A D
But he never could get drunk enough to get her off his mind
A
Until tonight...

Chorus 1:
D G A
He put that bottle to his head and pulled the trigger
Bm A G
And finally drank away her memory
D A
Life is short but this time it was bigger
Bm A G
Than the strength he had to get up off his knees
D A
They found him with his face down in the pillow
Bm A G
With a note that said I'll love her til I die



D A
And when we buried him beneath the willow
G Bm
The angel's sang a whiskey lullaby
Bm G
La la la la la la la, La la la la la la la
Bm G
La la la la la la la, La la la la la la la

D G Bm
The rumors flew but nobody knew how much she blamed herself
A D G A
For years and years she tried to hide the whiskey on her breath
Bm A D
She finally drank her pain away a little at a time
Bm A D
But she never could get drunk enough to get him off her mind
A
Until the night...

Chorus 2:
D G A
She put that bottle to her head and pulled the trigger
Bm A G
And finally drank away his memory
D A
Life is short but this time it was bigger
Bm A G
Than the strength she had to get up off her knees
D A
We found her with her face down in the pillow
Bm A G
Clinging to his picture for dear life
D A
We laid her next to him beneath the willow
G Bm
While angel's sang a whiskey lullaby
Bm G Bm G
La la la la la la la, La la la la la la la
(repeat to fade)

22046. Whiskey Lullaby

Alison Krauss - Whiskey Lullaby

she put him out
like the burning end of a midnight cigarette
she broke his heart
he spent his whole life trying to forget
we watched him drink his pain away a little at a time
but he never could get drunk enough to get her off his mind
until the night...



Chorus [Brad and Alison Together]:

he put that bottle to his head and pulled the trigger
and finally drank away her memory
life is short but this time it was bigger 
than the strength he had to get up off his knees
we found him with his face down in the pillow
with a note that said i'll love her till i die
and when we buried him beneath the willow
the angels sang a whiskey lullabye
la lala la lalala 
la lala la lalalaaaa
la lala la lalala 
la lala la lalalaaaa

[Alison Krauss]:

the room was blue
but nobody knew who much she blamed herself
for years and years
she tried to hide the whiskey on her breath
she finally drank her pain away a little at a time
but she never could get drunk enough to get him off her mind
until tonight

Chorus [Brad and Alison Together]:

she put that bottle to her head and pulled the trigger
and finally drank away his memory
life is short but this time it was bigger 
than the strength she had to get up off her knees
we found her with her face down in the pillow
clinging to his picture for dear life
we layed her next to him beneath the willow
while the angels sang a whiskey lullabye
la lala la lalala 
la lala la lalalaaaa

la lala la lalala 
la lala la lalalaaaa
la lala la lalala 
la lala la lalalaaaa

la lala la lalala 
la lala la lalalaaaa
la lala la lalala 
la lala la lalalaaaa

22047. Whiskey Prison

Whiskey Prison
Stillhouse Junkies



Walking down this road like a man asleep
I feel that darkness creepin' in
On the promises that I tried to keep
In this lonely life of sin 

Day that I was born, that preacher said
Devil had his eye on me
Looking back I never had a chance
Was a drunkard's destiny

CHORUS
This whiskey prison's where I'm bound to stay
Til my bones are six feet down
All the wishin' in the world won't bring me round (around)
In this prison I will drown

Every girl I knew, every job I took 
Gone away like stone to sand 
The only thing that I can't seem to lose
Is this bottle in my hand

Bury me deep down in that Texas ground
In a coffin made of steel 
Just to keep my soul from looking round 
For another glass to fill

22048. Whiskey River

Whiskey River (Live)
Chris Stapleton

[Chorus]
Whiskey River, take my mind
Don't let her memory torture me
Whiskey River, don't run dry, ah
You're all I've got to take care of me
Whiskey River, take my mind
Don't let her memory torture me
Whiskey River, don't run dry, ah
You're all I've got to take care of me

[Verse]
Well, I'm drownin' in a whiskey river
Bathin' my memory's mind in the wetness of its soul
Feelin' the amber current flowin' from my mind
To warm an empty heart you lRft so cold

[Chorus]
Whiskey River, take my mind
Don't lRt her memory torture me
Whiskey River, don't run dry, ah
You're all I've got to take care of me
(Come on, bring it)



[Verse]
Well, I'm drownin' in a whiskey river
Bathin' my memory's mind in the wetness of its soul
Feelin' the amber current flowin' from my mind
To warm an empty heart you left so cold

[Chorus]
Whiskey River, take my mind
Don't let her memory torture me
Whiskey River, don't run dry, ah
You're all I've got to take care of me
Whiskey River, take my mind
Don't let her memory torture me
Whiskey River, don't run dry, ah
You're all I've got to take care of me

[Outro]
Thank you

22049. Whiskey Song

Whiskey Song
Davisson Brothers Band

He lives down by the river
In an ol' run down shack
Spends his life day by day
Just tryin' to back
To when he was a young man
And everything was fine
Gotta keep movin' on
Just to catch up with the times
I seen him layin' on the railroad tracks without a penny to his name
And it seems that lately Lord, things just ain't the same
Not a care in this world nobody else to blame
But you know that whiskey Lord
It just keeps rollin' through his veins

Livin' life all alone
No place to call home
If he's gone tomorrow
Hell, no one would ever know
Said he had a family
Oh before they moved him on
But somehow they all disappeared
Before they called him home

Lord ain't it funny how they can rob a man so blind
Take everything he had, he can barely stay alive
Doin' the best he can before he goes insane
But you know that whiskey Lord
It just keeps rollin' through his veins



Yeah, yeah, yeah
Lord ain't it funny how they can rob a man so blind
Take everything he had, he can barely stay alive
Doin' the best he can before he goes insane
But you know that whiskey Lord
It just keeps rollin' through his veins

Man you've got to keep on keepin' on
On and on and on

22050. Whiskey Sunrise

Whiskey Sunrise
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
There's a tear in the mud on the banks of the river
And the sound of a lover's goodbye
And a pain in my heart 'cause I could not forgive her
That's as deep as the river is wide
I'm lost and I'm lonesome when I look in the mirror
I don't like the man that I see
And the more that I look, the more it gets clearer
Pride made a fool out of me

[Chorus]
So I drink all night
But the hurtin' won't stop
And every shot I take just turns into teardrops
When I lay down to sleep
And I pray I don't open my eyes
To a whiskey sunrise

[Verse 2]
The cold wind blows and the leaves start to scatter
And the rain will be comin' on soon
And everything's wrong and nothin' don't matter
And a black cloud is crossin' the moon

[Chorus]
So I drink all night
But the hurtin' won't stop
And every shot I take just turns into teardrops
And I lay down to sleep
And I pray I don't open my eyes
To a whiskey sunrise

22051. Whiskey Tears



Dierks Bentley - Whiskey Tears

[Verse 1]
There's things in my life that I've been missing
The touch of a woman, and loving after dark
Come here lately with the woman I've been kissing
She comes from Kentucky boys, and she don't have a heart

[Chorus]
Bartender, he don't mind, he sets 'em up the same
I ain't been sober since it's over, got no plans to change
I traded my tomorrows to remain in yesterday
Whiskey tears are falling here and each one cries her name

[Verse 2]
I used to be so afraid of dying
I lived every moment for loving her
But when she walked away my heart quit trying
And now i'm no stranger to hurt

[Chorus]
[Outro]
Bartender, he don't mind he sets 'em up the same
Whiskey tears are falling here and each one cries her name

22052. Whiskey To Wine

Whiskey To Wine
Garth Brooks - Whiskey To Wine

[Verse 1: Garth Brooks]
Yeah she's nice, yeah she's pretty
And she's crazy about me
She's what every man's hoping to find
She's always a lady, and that's driving me crazy
'Cause after you it's like going
From whiskey to wine

[Chorus: Brooks and Trisha Yearwood]
Whiskey to wine
It's just not the same high
I miss the fire
The burning desire
We fought like we loved
And we loved all the time
We're no good together
But it's sure as hell better
Than going forever
From whiskey to wine

[Verse 2: Trisha Yearwood]
When I talk, he listens
He don't show up missing
He's patient, polite and refined



He's handsome, romantic
But the problem is damn it
That after you it's like going
From whiskey to wine

[Chorus: Brooks and Yearwood]
Whiskey to wine
It's just not the same high
I miss the fire
The burning desire
We fought like we loved
And we loved all the time
We're no good together
But it's sure as hell better
Than going forever
From whiskey to wine

It's probably best, we rejoin the rest
And try to have what they call a good time
And hope it's not showing, we're walking in knowing
That we're going from whiskey to wine

22053. Whiskey Willie

Whiskey Willie 
Charlie Sizemore
 
He made whiskey, by the barrel, by the gallon, by the jar 
And he sold it, to the soldiers, in that awful civil war 
To the Rebels, to the Yankees, he sold whiskey, North and South 
From Washington, down to Richmond 
And he said he didn't know, what that old war was all about 
 
CHORUS :  
Whiskey Willie, bring your wagon, come and fill up my demijohn 
Whiskey Willie, bring your wagon 
And we'll keep right on a-fightin', 'til the battle has been won 
 
Bobby Lee was not a drinker, Jackson scorned the devil's brew 
Grant said Willie, bring us whiskey, and we'll pay the devil's due 
To the Union, to the Free States, Willie sold his whiskey shine 
When the soldiers saw him coming 
They would wave and they would holler 
And he'd drive right through the line, 
 
Whiskey Willie had a woman, never was there one more true 
She could drive his team and wagon, helped him sell the whiskey too 
Was a fine cook makin' sour mash, that's what mountain women's for 
Every time she left the cabin 
Willie said to keep your pants on, and remember this is war 
 
When the smoke cleared, and they made peace 
Reconstruction was its name 



All the Yankees celebrated, and the Rebels lived in shame 
Whiskey Willie never did know, why they had that awful spat 
But he kept on sellin' whiskey, said you got to stay half drunk 
 
To keep killin' folks like that

22054. Whisper

Jim Lauderdale - Whisper

I see you over there
Smiling at the way I stare
I make a wish that you' would' be
Near enough to' hear me
When I...
[Chorus]
Whisper, whisper
I think I love you
Whisper, whisper
I think I love you too
If I had a chance or two
I would make sure that you knew
What's running through this heart of mine
In case you'd care to know
And so I'll...
[Chorus]
Whisper, whisper
I think I love you
Whisper, whisper
I think I love you too
Oh, I just want to tell you
I wish that you were mine
I'd love you so sweetly
Be yours completely all the time
Maybe in our autumn days
When my hair has turned to gray
I will take you by the hand
And pull you close to me
And then I'll...
[Chorus]
Whisper, whisper
I think I love you
Whisper, whisper
I think I love you too

22055. Whisper - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Whisper     
written by Jim Lauderdale



E         A   
I see you over there
B              E
Smiling at the way I stare
E                    A
I make a  wish that you would be
B              E
Near enough to hear me when
                A        B         E
When I whisper  whisper  I think I love you
E       A        B                   E
Whisper whisper  I think I love you too
E          A
If I had a chance or two
B                  E
I would make sure that you knew
E                        A
What's running thru this heart of mine
B                    E
In case  you care to know
                A        B          E
When I whisper  whisper  I think I love you
E       A        B                   E
Whisper whisper  I think I love you too

SOLO

B              E
I just want to tell you
B                E
I wish that you were mine
B               E
I loved you so sweetly
         F#                 B
Be yours completly  all the time
E            A
Maybe in our autumn days
B                E
When my hair has turned to gray
E               A
I will take you by your hand
B                       E
And pull you close to   me
                A        B          E
Then I whisper  whisper  I think I love you
E       A        B                   E
Whisper whisper  I think I love you too
            E
I'd like to whisper

From Jim Lauderdale  "Whisper"
BNA BMG Records 1997
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)



22056. Whisper My Name

Whisper My Name
New Grass Revival (1972)
Sam Bush Band

Now you've been gone so long
I've been so blue
I'm lyin here cryin and thinkin of you
My heart has been broken and twisted with pain
For someone else holds you
And whispers your name

The day you left me and said
We were through
I begged and I cried and I pleaded with you
My whole world seems dark
And now I live in shame
For someone else calls you
And whispers your name

The north wind is blowin
And Lord its so cold
Your love has destroyed me and tortured my soul
Life ain't worth livin since I lost the game
For someone else holds you
And whispers your name

Now my heart is weary
My race is almost run
I've tried to forget you
But you're still the only one
My heart has been broken and twisted with pain
I wish you'd come callin
And whisper my name

22057. Whisper My Name

Whisper My Name
The Rice Brothers - Whisper My Name

Travel with me if you choose
Into a land of notions
Through the ruins of yesteryear
Set yer mind in motion
Be beside me win or lose
I will no forsake thee
I must do, so must you
Now will you go with me



I will build a home for you
To keep you warm each winter
Lemon lilies at your door
To give you in September
I will take you as you stand
I promise to defend thee
I must do, so must you
Now will you go with me
Whisper my name as you pass through my life
Whisper my name when you fall
I'm just a dusty old mem'ry ya trust
I'll be close by when you call
Give and take ain't always so
Seeing is believing
Down and out don't stop the show
Staying is not leaving
What we say ain't always so
But I won't deceive thee
I must do, so must you
Now will you go with me
Talk to me, run to me, whisper my name
Don't waste your love makin' friends
We've both had enough of that wonderful stuff
It's too easy to sin
Travel with me if you choose
Into a land of notions
Through the ruins of yesteryear
Set yer mind in motion
Be beside me win or lose
I will no forsake thee
I must do, so must you
Now will you go with me

22058. Whispering

Whispering
Don Reno

Don't worry I'm not looking at you
Gorgeous and dressed in blue
Don't worry I'm not looking at you
Gorgeous and dressed in blue
I know it drives you crazy
When I pretend you don't exist
When I'd like to lean in close
And run my hands against your lips
Though we haven't even spoken
Still I sense there's a rapport
So whisper me your number
I'll call you up at home
Whisper me your number
I'll call you up at home
Don't worry I'm not looking at you



Don't worry I'm not looking at you
Gorgeous and dressed in blue
Don't worry I'm not looking at you
I know you see me see you
As you see me walk on past
When there's nothing more I'd like to do
Then come in close and hear you laugh
Though we haven't even spoken
Still I sense there's a rapport
So whisper me your number
I'll call you up at home
Yea whisper me your number
I'll call you up at home
Whisper me your number
I'll call you up at home
Hmm whisper me your number
I'll call you up at home

22059. Whispering Hope

Whispering Hope

Soft as the voice of an angel
Breathing a lesson un- heard
Hope with a gentle persuasion
Whispers her comforting word
Wait till the darkness is over
Wait till the tempest is done
Hope for the sunshine to- morrow
After the shower is gone

Whi- (whispering hope) spering hope (whispering hope)
Oh how wel- (welcome thy voice) come thy voice (welcome thy voice)
Ma(making my heart ever) king my heart (making my heart)
In its so- (in its sorrow) rrow re- joice (sorrow rejoice)

If in the dusk of the twilight
Dim be the region afar
Will not the deepening darkness
Brighten the glimmering star
Then when the night is upon us
Why should the heart sink away
When the dark midnight is over
Watch for the breaking of day

Hope as an anchor so steadfast
Rends the dark veil for the soul
Whither the Master has entered
Robbing the grave of its goal
Come then, oh come, glad fruition
Come to my sad weary heart
Come, oh Thou blest hope of glory
Never, oh never depart



22060. Whispering Pines

Iris Dement - Whispering Pines

Snowflakes fall as winter calls. And time just seems to fly
Is it the lonely in missing me? That makes me want to cry
My heart is sad like a mourning dove that's lost its mate in flight
Hear the cooing of his lonely heart
Through the stillness of the night
Whispering pines, whispering pines
Tell me is it so
Whispering pines, whispering pines, you're the one who knows
Darling's gone oh he's gone
And I need your sympathy
Whispering pines send my baby back to me
See that squirrel up in the tree
It's mate there on the ground
Hear their barking call of love
For the happiness they've found
Is my love still my love? Oh this I gotta know
Send a message by the wind because I love him so
Whispering pines, whispering pines
Tell me is it so
Whispering pines, whispering pines, you're the one who knows
Darling's gone oh he's gone
And I need your sympathy
Whispering pines send my baby back to me

22061. Whispering Waltz - Chords

Whispering Waltz 
Sierra Ferrell

[Intro]
Dm  F  G
Dm  F  C
 
[Verse]
Am             Em      F                      C
I arose in the morning when you spoke in your slumber
Am                    Em         F                Am
The truth you've been hiding of another you have chose
Am               C                F         C
The tales of her beauty from your lips came unknowing
Dm                    F               G
And the tears down my cheeks how they flow
Dm                    F         C
now you don't have to whisper I know
 



 
[Verse]
Am                 Em              F          C
I went down to the water with the ashes of a letter
Am                Em              F                     Am
The words you had wrote her I had burned till they were cold
Am             Em          F           C
But my love is eternal, a flame never endin'
Dm                     F               G
So the tears down my cheeks how they flow
Dm                    F         C
Now you don't have to whisper I know
 
 
[Solo]
Am Em F C
 
Am Em F Am
 
Am Em F C
 
Dm F G
 
Dm F C
 
 
[Verse]
Dm                    C
And this song remains true
C                    F
It will always be of you
C                   G               C
And your secret now forever we will hold
Dm                   F               G
So the tears down my cheeks how they flow
Dm                    F         C
Now you don't have to whisper I know
 
 
[Yodel]
Am Em F C
 
Dm F G
 
Dm                    F         C
Now you don't have to whisper I know

22062. Whispering Waters

Whispering Waters 
Audie Blaylock
 
Your long yellow hair, your flashing blue eyes 



They blinded me so, I believed all your lies 
You whispered I love you, you tormented me 
Now the whispering waters will set my soul free 
 
CHORUS: 
Tears they are fallin, from what I've been through 
There's pain in my heart, there's an aching for you 
The black rushing river, is all I can see 
And the whispering waters are calling to me 
  
If I had the courage, I'd set my heart free 
My body would float right down to the sea 
Once your arms held me, they held me so tight 
But the whispering waters will hold me tonight

22063. Whispering Waters

Whispering Waters 
Audie Blaylock
 
Your long yellow hair, your flashing blue eyes 
They blinded me so, I believed all your lies 
You whispered I love you, you tormented me 
Now the whispering waters will set my soul free 
 
CHORUS: 
Tears they are fallin, from what I've been through 
There's pain in my heart, there's an aching for you 
The black rushing river, is all I can see 
And the whispering waters are calling to me 
  
If I had the courage, I'd set my heart free 
My body would float right down to the sea 
Once your arms held me, they held me so tight 
But the whispering waters will hold me tonight

22064. Whispers of the North

Whispers of the North
Tony Rice - Whispers of the North

Whispers of the north
Soon I will go forth
To that wild and barren land
Where nature takes its course
Whispers of the wind
Soon I will be there again
Bound with a wild and restless drive
That pulls me from within



And we can ride away
We can glide all day
And we can fly away
Whispers of the north
Soon I will return again
To those endless afternoons
In sunshine and in rain
Whispers of my love
Days and weeks on end
I will share my thoughts of her
In prayers that I will send
And we can ride away
We can glide all day
And we can fly away
Whispers of the north
The river and the shore
In the land that tested Eskimos
Ten thousand years before
Whispers of my heart
In the tracks of animals
I will leave my footprints there
To lie beneath the snow
And we can ride away
We can glide all day
And we can fly away

22065. Whistle-Stop Town

Whistle-Stop Town
(Kathy Kallick, Red Shirt Pub. Co./BMI) 
 
Born in a whistle-stop town
Left home when the house burned down
Started running and never slowed down
Just tryin' to get away
 
Shadows on a store front wall
Never stay and never fall
 Til  I saw you in a crystal ball
And you were facing the other way
Sayin'
 
CHORUS           
         Baby, slow down awhile
         You never speak, never crack a smile
         Pretty sure you're gonna run a mile
         When you hear what I've got to say
 
Mama left and never got found
Pretty sure she's underneath the ground
Daddy blamed me when he came around
Just a couple of times a year
 



River sliding over shiny stones
Sun bleaching out a pile of bones
These images never leave me alone
And the answers are never clear
 
CHORUS  
         Baby, slow down and stay
         We'll never talk about it anyway
         Leave all the answers for another day
         I can tell by the look in your face
 
Born in a whistle-stop town
Been runnin'  til you made me slow down
I had to trust you or I might've drown
Got buried or just crawled away
 
CHORUS  
         Baby, slow down and stay
         We better talk about it anyway
         Fall on your knees and better pray
          Til the pieces fall into place

22066. Whistles And Bells

Whistles and Bells
Dixie Chicks

[Chorus]
Whistles and bells won't ever bring you love and happiness
She's never going to give her heart the way that I would give
She's got you spinning round in circles, I can tell
With her lights, buzzers, whistles and bells

[Verse 1]
I see her running round this town in her fancy car
A girl who can't afford your hopes and dreams
But darling all those pretty toys won't help your broken heart
When she's through and sends you packing back to me

[Chorus]
Whistles and bells won't ever bring you love and happiness
She's never going to give her heart the way that I would give
She's got you spinning round in circles, I can tell
With her lights, buzzers, whistles and bells

[Verse 2]
I cried those lonely tears until the day I realized
That you were hurting so much more than me
There are some things in this world that just don't have a price
Like the love that waits here for you patiently

[Chorus]
Whistles and bells won't ever bring you love and happiness



She's never going to give her heart the way that I would give
She's got you spinning round in circles, I can tell
With her lights, buzzers, whistles and bells

[Outro]
She's got you spinning round in circles, I can tell
With her lights, buzzers, whistles and bells

22067. Whistles On The Trains - Chords

Whistles On The Trains 
Laurel Canyon Ramblers
 
[Intro]
E  E  E  E
A  E  B7 E
 
[Verse 1]
E
In the days when I was younger
E                      A
All the wonders of the world
A                E                B7
Lay shining just beyond that open door
E
I had a need I had a hope
E                A
To understand it all
A                            E
But the world has changed so quickly
E       B7           E
I can't live here anymore
 
 
[Chorus 1]
A                         E
Oooooh! that lonesome old sound
E                                B7
Take me back to my childhood and more
E
Just a kid on a hillside
E                       A
With the world laid out below
A                       E
But the whistles on the trains
E               B7      E
Don't sound the same anymore
 
 
[Instrumental]
A  A  A  E
 
[Verse 2]



E
I remember when a promise
E                      A
meant more than just a word
A                     E             B7
And shaking hands was taken as your bond
E
When the neighbors helped you giving
E                  A
Wanting nothing in return
A                   E
Love and trust were cornerstones
E  B7             E
To build a family on
 
 
[Chorus 2]
A                         E
Oooooh! that lonesome old sound
E                                B7
Take me back to my childhood and more
E
Just a kid on a hillside
E                       A
With the world laid out below
A                       E
But the whistles on the trains
E               B7      E
Don't sound the same anymore
 
 
[Instrumental]
E  E  E  E
A  A  A  A
E  E  E  E
E  E  E  A
A  A  B7 E
 
 
[Verse 3]
E
Now the winter's passing slowly
E                           A
And the nights are long and cold
A               E                    B7
My thoughts are turning to a distant past
E
Where my friends were all around me
E                  A
and I would lie so still
A                   E
Till that old train rumbles by
E   B7               A
and tops the hill at last
 
 
[Chorus 3]



A                         E
Oooooh! that lonesome old sound
E                                B7
Take me back to my childhood and more
E
Just a kid on a hillside
E                       A
With the world laid out below
A                       E
But the whistles on the trains
E               B7      E
Don't sound the same anymore
A                       E
But the whistles on the trains
E               B7      E
Don't sound the same anymore
 
 
[Outtro]
E  E  B7  E

22068. Whistling Bird - Chords

Whistling Bird 
Paul Kelly with Uncle Bill (Australia)
 
[Intro]
G
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7 x2
 
[Verse 1]
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Never ever see you
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Never see you no more
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Never ever see you
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Never see you no more
 
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
 
[Verse 2]
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Never even knew you
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Never knew you at all
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Never even knew you
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Never knew you at all
 
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7



 
[Verse 3]
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
I got a bird that whistles
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
I got a bird that sings
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
I got a bird that whistles
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
I got a bird that sings
 
[Solo]
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7 x2
 
[Verse 4]
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Rolling tyres on a highway
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Sounded like a choir
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Rolling tyres on a highway
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Sound just like a choir
 
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
 
[Verse 5]
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Woke up by the roadside
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Woke up to a choir
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Woke up by the roadside
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
Woke up to a choir
 
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7 x5
 
[Verse 3]
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
I got a bird that whistles
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
I got a bird that sings
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
I got a bird that whistles
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
I got a bird that sings
 
[Outro]
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
And when I get to see ya
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7
I won't owe a thing
 
C Fmaj7 C Fmaj7 C G C Fmaj7 x7
 
(fade out)



22069. Whistling Dixie

Whistling Dixie - Alan Jackson
(featuring Bellamy Brothers)

The pines trees grow so tall in the bright sunshine
Young boy steals his daddy's fishing line
Alligator lays on the banks of the river bed
And if you did not know any better you'd swear he's dead
Now these are a few things I'm in love with
A small part of the reasons I go back to Carolina, Mississippi, Florida
gorgeous Georgia
Now if you think I'm happy down there your on the right track
chorus- And you ain't just whistling Dixie you ain't just slapping your knee
I'm a grandson of the southland and heir to the confederacy
You ain't just whistling Dixie cause the cattle calls calling me home
So put me down there where I want to be, plant my feet with Robert E. Lee
Bury my bones under a cypress tree and never let me roam
The cotton balls gleam and the cows give cream for the baby's sake
And pa comes in full of gin and he's mean as a rattle snake
And the well runs dry and we cry and cuss the garden hose
And mama draws a bucket full of sweet water just to wash our cloths

(repeat chorus)

22070. White Bird

White Bird
Sam Bush

White bird in a golden cage on a winters day in the rain
White bird in a golden cage alone
The leaves blow across the long black road through the darkened sky in its rage
But the white bird just sits in her cage alone
White bird must fly, she will die
The white bird dreams of the aspen trees with their dying leaves turning gold
But the white bird just sits in her cage growing old
White bird must fly or she will die
White bird must fly or she will die
The sunsets come, the sunset go
The clouds roll by but the earth turns slow
The young birds eyes do always go and she must fly
She must fly
She must fly
White bird in a golden cage on a winter's day in the rain
White bird in a golden cage alone
White bird must fly or she will die
White bird must fly or she will die
White bird must fly or she will die



White bird must fly

22071. White Bird

The Incredible String Band - White Bird 

Who among you has not laid his head
Beneath some holy awning?
Would think that such a night of tortured traveling
Could bring such a glory morning?

And feel his heart sucked to his head
His head so wide, that all life says
Has room to live and breathe
And have its being and more

For such a scene of beauty
For such a scene of beauty
Encompasses
See the white bird on the water
In beauty calm and still

White bird, white bird, white bird
Of the morning
White bird, white bird

White bird, white bird, white bird
Of the morning
White bird, white bird

See he watches the white bird
Of the morning
White bird, white bird

See he watches the white bird
Of the morning
White bird, white bird

Warm in his ecstasy
A shimmering gentle backward fall
He leaves his body there so small
And mirror black against the sun

With deities for strength
He sees his body wracked with pain
And hears his voice so stained
With sadness deep
It asks the day to weep away

Loved her so strong now
She is gone
My heart will break for ever



Sun and moon change around
Me the games seem so strange
Walk in the light, I shall never
Walk in the light, I will never

White bird, white bird, white bird
Of the morning
White bird, white bird

White bird, white bird, white bird
Of the morning
White bird, white bird

White bird, white bird, white bird
Of the morning
White bird, white bird

White bird, white bird, white bird
Of the morning
White bird, white bird

Speak to me with your beauty
Oh white bird of the morning
Oh, he cried, oh, he cried

But stopped short
Seeing not water but ice
Death not life
Dead white bird dead white bird

Walking onward every day
Sunshine in our faces

Sun knows what goes on below
But still our faces graces
No disgraces, no distastes
Nothing wasted at all

White bird, white bird, white bird
Of the morning
White bird, white bird

22072. White Christmas

Linda Ronstadt - White Christmas
Larry Sparks & the Lonesome Ramblers
Vince Gill

I'm dreaming of a white Christmas
Just like the ones I used to know
Where the treetops glisten and children listen
To hear sleigh bells in the snow



I'm dreaming of a white Christmas
With every Christmas card I write
"May your days be merry and bright
And may all your Christmases be white

I'm dreaming of a white Christmas
Just like the ones I used to know
Where the treetops glisten and children listen
To hear sleigh bells in the snow

I'm dreaming of a white Christmas
With every Christmas card I write
May your days be merry and bright
And may all your Christmases be white

22073. White Cross On Okinawa - Chords

White Cross On Okinawa
Recorded by: Bob Wills w/Tommy Duncan on vocal
Written by: Cliff Johnsen, Cliff Sundin & James Wills

[1] There's a White Cross To-[4]-night on Okina-[1]-wa
Under [5] Skies of Blue, Worldly cares are [1] Through
High above Waves the [4] Old Star-Spangled Ban-[1]-ner
In his [5] Mem-o-ry, She'll be [1] True

[1-7] Some Mother's Heart knows full Sor-[4] row
[2] Silently her Prayers cross the [5] Foam
There's a [1] White Cross To-[4]-night on Okina-[1]-wa
And a [2] Gold Star in [5] some Mother's [1] Home

22074. White Dove

White Dove - Stanley Brothers
Lonesome Sisters

In the deep rolling hills of old Virginia
There's a place that I love so well
Where I spent many days of my childhood
In the cabin where we loved to dwell

   White dove will mourn in sorrow
   The willows will hang their heads
   I'll live my life in sorrow
   Since mother and daddy are dead

We were all so happy there together
In our peaceful little mountain home
But the Savior needs angels up in heaven



Now they sing around the great white throne

As the years roll by I often wonder
If we will all be together someday
And each night as I wander through the graveyard
Darkness finds me as I kneel to pray

22075. White Farmhouse

White Farmhouse 
Hard Ryde
 
Sunlight dances on the evergreen 
Blue sky all around that follows me 
To the place, where I go, where I can be alone 
I close my eyes, and I can go back home    
 
CHORUS: 
Hear the wind, whisper out my name 
The rocky hillside, where I'll spend my days 
Where the rhythm of the season, sets the tide 
In that old white farmhouse of mine 
 
Clothes out on the line, to catch a breeze 
The valley glowed, as autumn touched her leaves 
Granddad sitting in his chair 
The smell of wood smoke in the air 
I close my eyes, and I'm sittin' there    
 
Your home now, is just a distant memory 
But when I'm dead and gone, you know where I'll be 
 
Where the rhythm of the season sets the tide
In that old white farmhouse of mine

22076. White Feather

Gillian Welch
White Feather

[Verse 1]
In a field in Ohio, I changed into a scarecrow's clothes
To learn some of the secret songs he knows
I ran through the day and into the night
To be the one doin' the frightening, it's freein', I suppose

[Chorus]
Could be learned behavior to fold and call it failure
'Cause you're terrified of showin' your hand



I think you feel safer mumbling your prayers
To a God you don't understand
You don't understand
You don't understand

[Verse 2]
In a pool of water, I saw my reflection sink low
And a vision of our future rose
We're drownin' in diamonds borrowed and charged
On a boat with no compass or a sky with no stars

[Chorus]
It could be learned behavior to fold and call it failure
'Cause you're terrified of showin' your hand
I think you feel safer mumbling your prayers
To a God you don't understand
You don't understand
You don't understand
[Chorus 2]
Jesus can't stop laughin', if he could he'd just start cryin'
Sings "You hear me, girl, I know you can"
It's easy to be quiet and easy to be silent
When you're afraid of what you don't understand
What you don't understand
What you don't understand

[Verse 3]
I sat back in the grass inside a galaxy of gnats
And I let the bats in my brain loose
I could see clearly a raven landing near me
Wavin' a white feather, calling for a truce

22077. White Flag

White Flag - Garth Brooks 

I say black, you say white
I say day, you call it a night
What's wrong with this scene
What does this mean

You set me up, shoot me down
I'm wounded on this battleground
It's time, for sure, for ending this war
Cuz my heart can't take anymore

Sendin' up, sendin' up, sendin' up a white flag
Love won't have a chance if all we do is just fight about it
Sendin' up, sendin up, sendin' up a white flag
Damn these circumstance
Love is headed for a fall
So before we lose it all, oh baby
I'm sendin' up a white flag



Place no blame, what's the use
Lay these weapons down and call a truce
Can't we (can't we) work it out (work it out)
Cuz I love you baby, ain't no doubt
Isn't that what love's about

Sendin' up, sendin' up, sendin' up a white flag
Love won't have a chance if all we do is fight about it
Sendin' up, sendin' up, sendin' up a white flag
Damn these circumstance
Love is headed for a fall
So before we lose it all, oh baby
I'm sendin' up a white flag

I'm sendin' up a white flag

22078. White Freight Liner

Nanci Griffith - White Freight Liner

I'm headed out on that highway
Listenin' to them big trucks whine
I'm headed out on that highway
Listenin' to them big trucks whine
White Freight Liner

Won't you steal away my mind
New Mexico ain't bad Lord
People there they treat you fine
New Mexico ain't bad Lord
People there they treat you fine
That old White Freight Liner
Gonna steal away my mind
If you see Miss Caroline

Won't you tell her that I'm doin' fine
If you see Miss Caroline
Won't you tell her that I'm doin' fine
That old White Freight Liner
Can't haul away my mind

I got bad news from Houston
Half my friends have died
I got bad news from Houston
Half my friends have died
White Freight Liner
Gonna steal away my mind
Lord I'm gonna ramble

'til I get back from where I came
Lord I'm gonna ramble
'til I get back from where I came



That old White Freight Liner
Gonna haul away my brain

I'm headed out on the highway
Listenin' to them big trucks whine
Headed out on the highway
Listenin' to them big trucks whine
White Freight Liner
Steal away my mind

22079. White Freightliner

White Freightliner
JD Crowe

I'm goin' out on that highway listen to them big trucks whine
I'm goin' out on that highway listen to them big trucks whine
Oh white Freightliner won't you steal away my mind

There's bad new from Huston half my friends have died
There's bad new from Huston half my friends have died
Oh white Freightliner won't you steal away my mind

New Mexico ain't bad lord people there treat you kind
New Mexico ain't bad lord people there they treat you kind
Oh white Freightliner won't you steal away my mind

Oh lord I'm gonna ramble 'til I get back to where I came
Oh lord I'm gonna ramble 'til I get back to where I came
Oh white Freightliner won't you steal away my brain

22080. White Freightliner Blues

White Freightliner Blues
New Grass Revival - String Cheese Incident

I'm going out on the highway
And listen to them big trucks wind
I'm going out on the highway
And listen to them big trucks wind
Oh, white freightliner, won't you steal away my mind

Well, New Mexico ain't bad, Lord
The people here, they treat you kind
Well, New Mexico ain't bad, Lord
The people here, they treat you kind
Oh, white freightliner, won't you steal away my mind

Well, it's bad news from Houston



Half my friends are dying
Well, it's bad news from Houston
Half my friends are dying
Oh, white freightliner, won't you steal away my mind

Lordy, Lord I'm gonna ramble
Till I get back to where I came
Lordy, Lord I'm gonna ramble
Till I get back to where I came
Till that white freightliner's gonna haul away my brain

22081. White Girl

The Milk Carton Kids - White Girl
Gillian Welch

[Verse]
I am stunned and I am broken and my head is in my hand
For she who said she love me will not wed an Indian man
My Gods who were wild ridden stand quiet by my side
For although I loved her she would not be my bride
Oh goodbye softly sweet one it was splended while it ran
Goodbye my bitter white girl I'll forget you if I can
She came up to the pueblo with her bright blonde hair
They told me not to love her but I did not care
She took me to her parties she carried me around
And I was a proud one the tallest man in town
For I found great wonder all wrapped in brilliant dreams
I held her strong but gentle as kings have held their queens
I learned to drink strong whiskey as she took me here and there
Until life without my whiskey I could not bear
Oh goodbye softly sweet one
Well when she came to leave me she took me by the arm
And she said she loved me and would not do me harm
But she would not marry not an Indian she said
She thanked me for my offer and I wished that I was dead
Now I'm back among my people and they are kind to me
Although I'm sad with staggers when I drink that tough whiskey
For I've been a white girl's pet a captive Indian
Shown off and discarded just a drunk who might have been
Oh goodbye softly sweet one
Goodbye softly sweet one

22082. White House Blues

White House Blues
Bill Monroe

McKinley hollered , McKinley squalled



Doc said "McKinley I can't find the cause"
You're bound to die, you're bound to die

Doc told the horse, he'd throw down his rein
He said to the horse you gotta outrun this train
From Buffalo to Washington

The doc came a-running, he took off his specs
Said "Mr Mckinley better cash in your checks
You've bound to die, you're bound to die

Look here, you rascal, you see what you've done
Shot down my husband and I've got your gun
I'm carrying you back, to Washington

Well, Roosevelt's in the White House, doing his best
McKinley's in the graveyard taking his rest
He's gone, for a long time

22083. White Light / White Heat

Ralph Stanley - White Light/White Heat

White light messing up my mind
Don't you know its gonna make me go blind?
White heat tickle me down to my toe
Lord have mercy, goodness know
White light messes up my brain
White light gonna drive me insane
White heat tickle me down to my toe
White light, I said goodness know
White light messin' up my brain
White light is gonna drive me insane
White heat tickles me down to my toe
White light, I said goodness know
White light, it lightens up my eyes
Don't you know it fills me up with surprise?
White heat tickles me down to my toe
White light, I said you now goodness know
White light messing up my mind
Don't you know its gonna make me go blind?
White heat tickle me down to my toe
Lord have mercy, goodness know
Lord have mercy, goodness know

22084. White Lightning

Osborne Brothers - White Lightnin'
Grascals - Wayne Taylor



Well in North Carolina, way back in the hills
Me and my old pappy had a hand in a still
We brewed white lightnin' 'til the sun went down
Then he'd fill him a jug and he'd pass it around
Mighty, mighty pleasin, pappy's corn squeezin'
Whshhhoooh, white lightnin'

[Chorus]
Well the "G" men "T" men revenuers, too
Searchin' for the place where he made his brew
They were looking, tryin to book him, but my pappy kept a-cookin'
Whshhhoooh, white lightnin'

Well I asked my old pappy why he called his brew
White lightnin' 'stead of mountain dew
I took a little sip and right away I knew
As my eyes bugged out and my face turned blue
Mighty, mighty pleasin, pappy's corn squeezin'
Shhhoooh, white lightnin'

[Chorus]

Well a city slicker came and he said "I'm tough"
I think I wanna taste that powerful stuff
He took one s-s-sip and drank it right down
And I heard him a moaning as he hit the ground
Mighty, mighty pleasin, pappy's corn squeezin'
Whshhhoooh, white lightnin'

[Chorus]

22085. White Limozeen

Dolly Parton - White Limozeen 

Fresh scrubbed hot off the bus
Dressed up and feelin' good
Eyes full of stars
A heart full of dreams
Daisy Mae in Hollywood
Struttin' down the boulevard
The walkway of the stars
With a vision of her name in lights
Reflectin' off the cars
And dreamin' of a white limozeen
She wants to have a white limozeen
Well the days to come were long and dark
And the nights were hard and cold
She met the devil in the City Of Angels
But she never lost her soul
She kept her dreams close to her heart
Like a family photograph



She cried sometimes and died sometimes
But still knew how to laugh
Dreamin' of a white limozeen
Dreamin' of a white limozeen
Chorus:
Now she's a livin' her dreams
Like a movie queen
Diamond rings and all things good
From the breadlines to the headlines
She's the toast of Hollywood
White limozeen
White limozeen
Now she's really ridin' high
She's a woman of the world
But deep inside she never changed
She's the same old down home girl
And when the airplane brings the kinfolk
To visit for awhile
There's a friendly guy in a red bow tie
To take 'em around in style
He drives 'em in a white limozeen
She finally got a white limozeen
Chorus:
Now she's a livin' her dreams
Like a movie queen
Diamond rings and all things good
From the breadlines to the headlines
She's the toast of Hollywood
She was fresh scrubbed hot off the bus
Dressed up and feelin' good
Eyes full of stars
A heart full of dreams
Daisy Mae in Hollywood
She goes struttin' down the boulevard
The walkway of the stars
With a vision of her name in lights
Reflectin' off the cars
And dreamin' of a white limozeen
She finally got a white limozeen
Oh ridin' in a white limozeen
Limozeen a white limozeen
A big white limozeen
Limozeen a white limozeen
A big white limozeen
Limozeen a white limozeen
A big white limozeen
Limozeen a white limozeen
A big white limozeen
Limozeen a white limozeen
A big white limozeen
Limozeen a white limozeen
A big white limozeen
Limozeen a white limozeen
A big white limozeen
Limozeen a white limozeen
A big white limozeen
Limozeen a white limozeen



A big white limozeen

22086. White Line - Chords

White Line 
Jonathan Edwards
 
[Bm] Cold and lonely
[Cm] on the road
[Bm] Lord I wish [Cm]  I had a hole
To climb [Am] in
 
[Bm] Summer's warm rain
[Cm] sure aint comin'
[Bm] So it seems to [Cm] me I'm thumbin'
[Am] One again
 
[Bm] Tired and hungry
[Cm] once again
[Bm] Sleep keeps coming [Cm]  down
On top of [Am] me
 
[Bm] Wish to lord I [Cm] had me a warm coat
[Am] And A hat
[Cm] So I could [D] see
 
[C] Standing by a [D] midnight  highway
[C] Excuse me sir are you [G] going my way
[G] On and on the [C] endless white [D] line oh
 
[C] You know that [D] could've been me
your listen [C] to
On your [G] radio
 
[C] I coulda been [D] warm inside  or someplace
[C] Instead of standing here
[G] in the snow
 
[Bm] sunny days are
[Cm] what I pray for
[Bm] golden sun shines [Cm] on my skin
 
[Bm] head on south
to the [Cm] teton mountains
oh [Bm] lord it seems to me [Cm] I'm thumbin
[D] once again
 
[C] Standing by a [D] midnight highway
[C] Excuse me sir are you [G] going my way
[G] On and on the [C] endless white [D] line oh
 
[C] You know that [D] could've been me
your listen [C] to On your [G] radio



 
[C] I coulda been [D] warm inside
or someplace [C] Instead of standing here
[G] in the snow
 
 
[C] Standing by a [D] midnight  highway
[C] Excuse me sir are you [G] going my way
[G] On and on the [C] endless white [D] line oh
[G] On and on the [C] endless white [D] line oh
instrumental
[G] On and on the [C] endless white [D] line oh
[G] On and on the [C] endless white [D] line oh
 - fade out

22087. White Line - Chords

White Line
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Paul Kennerley and Emmylou Harris

C                F              G7
Seems like I was there from the start 
                                    C
A witness to your wild and reckless heart
                  F                  G7
You showed me the way but now you're gone
Quicker than the trigger of an outlaw's gun living fast and dying young
                                  C
A victim of this road you left me on
F     C    G7      C
White line took my baby
F       C         G7       C
Led him down that dark highway
F         C     G7      C
Headlight blind driving crazy
F     C           G7                                 C
If my wheels keep turnin' gonna roll that white line away
                      F                G7
We worked the road as hard as we could drive her
                      C
But now I am the only survivor
                       F             G7
From night to night at every place I play in
The sweetness of your song remains I'll be the keeper of the flame
                                          C
Till every soul hears what your heart was saying
Repeat #2
        Am               F
All the nights you spent alone 
        C              G7
All the love I'd never shown
        Am                F



All the words I could not say
          C                   G7   F     C    G7       C
Till that white line took you away white line took you away
                      F                    G7
I'll follow the white line down where it's winding
                                            C
Cause somewhere up ahead your light's still shining
                                     G7
The sound of the silver strings will guide me
I've stood and watched the bridges burn I'm past the point of no return
                                 C
Oh how I wish that you were here beside me
 Repeat #2 x2

22088. White Line Fever

White Line Fever
Flying Burrito Brothers

White line fever, a sickness born
Down deep within my soul
White line fever, the years keep flyin' by
Like the highline poles

The wrinkles in my forehead
Show the miles I've put behind me
They continue to remind how fast I'm growin' old
Guess I'll die with this fever in my soul

I wonder just what makes a man keep pushing on
What makes me keep on hummin' this old highway song
I've been from coast to coast a hundred times before
I ain't found one single place where I ain't been before

White line fever, a sickness born
Down deep within my soul
White line fever, the years keep flyin' by
Like the highline poles

22089. White Man Singin' The Blues

White Man Singin' the Blues

The old man paid no mind to color
'Cause he knew that I'd been down and out
Old Joe said that I was a soul brother
From the things I'd been singin' about

Well, he liked how I played my old guitar



So he sit down beside me to sing.
And together we hummed out an old timey blues
Hmm, do dee dang

From the same side of the railroad tracks
Where people have nothin' to lose
I'm the son of a gambler who's luck never came
A white man singin' the blues

Well, we both done a heap of hard-livin
And hard to describe in a song
But the blues was one thing we both understood
And the old man hummed right along

From the same side of the railroad tracks
Where people have nothin' to lose
I'm the son of a gambler who's luck never came
A white man singin' the blues

From the same side of the railroad tracks
Where people have nothin' to lose
I'm the son of a gambler who's luck never came
I'm a white man singin' the blues

Now the old man paid no mind to color
'Cause he knew that I'd been down and out
Old Joe said I was a soul brother
From the things I'd been singin' about

22090. White Man Singin' The Blues - Chords

White Man Singin' The Blues
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
[3/4 time]
 
G                C          G
The old man paid no mind to color
                       C             G
Cause he knew that I'd been down and out
                  C       G
Old Joe said that I was a soul brother
                    D7       G
And things I'd been singin' about

                    C             G
Well he liked how I played my old guitar
               C            G
So he sit down beside me to sing
            C             G
Together we hummed out an old timey blues
D7             G
Hmm hmm dudely dang  



         C                G
From the same side of the railroad track
                             D7
Where people have nothing to lose
        C                      G
I'm the son of a gambler who's luck never came
                D7          G
And a white man singin' the blues

                       C            G
Well we've both done a heap of hard livin'
              C           G
And hard to describe in a song
                  C            G
But the blues was one thing we both understood
                     D7           G
And the old man that hummed right along

Repeat #3 x2   

Repeat #1

22091. White Noise

White Noise
Josh Turner - White Noise

Grand Old Opry music show playin' on my radio
Fiddle and a steel guitar in some little redneck bar
Parkin' lot full of four wheel drives
You won't hear no hip hop jive
Cowgirls lookin' for cowboys
Two-step to that ol' white noise

I'm talkin' 'bout white noise comin' from the white boys
I can't keep my cowboy boots from stompin'
To that white noise comin' from the white boys
Take me where those honky's are a-tonkin'

When the evenin' sun goes down crusin' through our little town
Country girls and country boys showin' off hillbilly toys

Talkin' 'bout white noise comin' from the white boys
I can't keep my cowboy boots from stompin'
To that white noise comin' from the white boys
Take me where those honky's are a-tonkin'

[Instrumental]

Tractor pulls and rodeos, county fairs and bluegrass shows
It ain't a thing 'bout black and white
It's Johnny Cash and Charley Pride



It what I call white noise comin' from the real mccoys
I can't keep my cowboy boots from stompin'
To that white noise comin' from the real mccoys
Take me where those honky's are a-tonkin'
Take me where those honky's are a-tonkin'
And take me where those honky's are a-tonkin'

22092. White Noise - Chords

White Noise 
Trampled by Turtles

[Intro]
Bm C#m D E
 
[Verse 1]
         A                     D        A
When the sun blows up and it's just the cockroaches
          A              E
I'll blow kisses from my grave
          A                 D        A
When it's all used up and I know you know it
        A              E
But the hour's getting late
              Bm       C#m          D       D
Who knew that we could melt so much ice?
 
[Chorus]
         A     G       D           G            A
And it's never what it seems and I want more
      A          G       D      G           D       A
Honey you're the one for me and I'll be the one for you
 
[Verse 2]
         A                         D           A
When the screen door slams and the fists start flying
           A         E
And you're trying to forget
         A                   D       A
When the air is thin and our hope is dying
            A           E
Man, that's even better yet
           Bm          C#m         D         D
We like to run up that hill in the dark
 
[Chorus]
         A     G       D           G            A
And it's never what it seems and I want more
      A          G       D      G           D
Honey you're the one for me and I'll be the one for
 
[Break]
A A Aadd#9  A A A7  A A A Aadd#9 A Aadd#9 A



you
A A Aadd#9  A A A7  A A A Aadd#9 A Aadd#9 A
 
A   A   A     A
A   A   A     A
C#m C#m C#m   C#m
A   G   D     D
G   G   A     A
A   G   D     D
G   G   Asus4 Asus4
A   A   A     A
 
[Verse 3]
         A                    D      A
When you can't explain how it is you got here
        A              E
Why you even left your bed
        A                         D           A
And you can't keep quiet, all the white noise static
       A              E
Or the voices in your head
      Bm              C#m            D         D
Honey I've, I've been there too many times
 
[Chorus]
         A     G       D           G            A
And it's never what it seems and I want more
      A          G       D      G           D
Honey you're the one for me and I'll be the one for
A A Aadd#9  A A A7  A A A Aadd#9 A Aadd#9 A
you

22093. White Oak On The Hill

White Oak On The Hill
Author: 
Artist: Ralph Stanley
Album: I'll Answer The Call (1987) 

There's a white oak on the hill at my old Clinch Mountain Home
That stands straight and true on that windy spur alone
And when the cold wind blows it's roots they bend and moan
But when the storm has passed it straightens up and goes on

Chorus
Lord, let me be like that white oak on the hill
And help me to live in your almighty will
Help me on my journey, Lord to travel on my own
And give me the strength to straighten up and go on

You know the troubles of this life they sometimes get me down
And when I look for my friends they're not always around
And the good Lord seems to say "Son, get up and do my will



And always remember that old white oak on the hill"

Chorus - repeat last line

22094. White Oak On The Hill - Chords

White Oak On The Hill
Recorded by Boone Creek Grass
Written by Mike Todd

G                                     C                   G
There's a white oak on the hill at my old clinch mountain home
                                                 D7
That stands straight and true on that windy spur alone
    G                            C                   G
And when the cold wind blows its roots they bend and moan
                                               D7          G
And when the storms have passed it straightens up and goes on

                         C                G
Lord let me be like that white oak on the hill
                                     D7
And help me to live in Your almighty will
G                          C                 G
Help me on my journey Lord as I travel on my own
                                       D7        G
And give me the strength to straighten up and go on

                                       C                G
You know the troubles of this life may sometimes get me down
                                                  D7
And when I look for my friends they're not always around
         G                              C            G
Then the good Lord seems to say son get up and do My will
                             D7               G
And always remember that old white oak on the hill   

Repeat #2

                                       D7        G
And give me the strength to straighten up and go on

22095. White Rabbit

White Rabbit - Molly Tuttle

One pill makes you larger
And one pill makes you small
And the ones that mother gives you



Don't do anything at all
Go ask Alice
When she's ten feet tall

And if you go chasing rabbits
And you know you're gonna fall
Tell 'em a hookah-smoking caterpillar
Has given you the call
Call Alice
When she was just small

When the men on the chessboard
Get up and tell you where to go
And you've just had some kind of mushroom
And your mind is moving low
Go ask Alice
I think she'll know

When logic and proportion
Have fallen sloppy dead
And the White Knight is talking backwards
And the Red Queen's off with her head
Remember what the dormouse said
Feed your head
Feed your head

22096. White Rhythm & Blues

Linda Ronstadt - White Rhythm & Blues

don't want you to hold me tight
Till you're mine to hold
And I don't even want you to stay all night
Just until the moon turns cold

All I need is black roses
White rhythm and blues
And somebody who cares when you lose
Black roses, white rhythm and blues

You say that somebody really loves you
You'd find her if you just knew how
But honey, everyone in the whole wide world
Is probably asleep by now

And they're dreaming of
Black roses, white rhythm and blues
And somebody who cares when you lose
Black roses, white rhythm and blues

Close your eyes
Sleep away all your blues
I've done everything but lie



Now I don't know what else I can do

Ah, the night time sighs and I hear myself
But the words just stick in my throat
Would you think that somebody like me
Might hurt much more than it shows

Just send me black roses
White rhythm and blues
And somebody who cares when you lose
Black roses, white rhythm and blues
Black roses, white rhythm and blues

22097. White Satin Bed - Chords

White Satin Bed

Intro: / G# / C# / G# / G# /

G# C# G#
Hangin' on to every nickel and every dime
 C# D#
Never had a dollar to call mine
G# C#
I gotta work tomorrow just to pay for the day
 G# D# G#
Well I worked all that I can stand now I long for the day

G# C# G#
Then I can sleep in my white satin bed
 C# D#
With a red velvet pillow for my head
G# C#
They'll lower me into my grave with gropes of gold and bread
 G# D# G# / E F# /
And I'll sleep for eternity in my white satin bed

(Advance Step)
 A D A
Well I never had no soft warm bed before
 D E
Just a cold park bench or a boxcar floor
A D
Thumbin' north to the coal mines or south to cotton fields
A E A
Oh hangin' on it won't be long, till I'll know how it feels

A D A
To sleep in my white satin bed
 D E
With a red velvet pillow for my head
 A D
They'll lower me into my grave with gropes of gold and bread



 A E A
And I'll sleep for eternity in my white satin bed
A E A
Yes I'll sleep for eternity in my white satin bed

22098. White Shoes

Emmylou Harris - White Shoes

I want 'em, I need 'em
And I'm gonna go out and get 'em
White shoes

I know I'll feel better
When I slide down into the leather
White shoes

White shoes
Woah, white shoes
White shoes
Woah, white shoes

I woke up from a dream
When I saw 'em in a magazine
White shoes

I said, "Lou you gotta start new
And the first thing you gotta do
Is get some white shoes"

White shoes
Woah, white shoes
White shoes
Woah, white shoes

You know he left me with the lonesome blues
Been hangin' 'round too long with nothin' to do
Yeah, he really made me pay those dues
But I'm goin' out on the town tonight in white shoes

Yeah, I wanted 'em, I needed 'em
And I went out and got 'em
White shoes

That new boy when I see him
I'm gonna walk right up and meet him in
White shoes

White shoes
Woah, white shoes

White shoes
I'm goin' out on the town tonight



White shoes
Woah, white shoes
White shoes
Woah, white shoes

22099. White Silver Sands

Ernest Tubb 
White Silver Sands

Where the deep blue pearly waters wash upon white silver sands
Where on the brink of love I kissed her and obeyed my heart's command

Where the deep blue pearly waters wash upon white silver sands
We watched the sunset in the evening in a far and distant land

Oh, here beneath God's blue heaven there's a place I must go
And the sunset in the evening is the only love I know

Where the deep blue pearly waters wash upon white silver sands
Where on the brink of love I kissed her and obeyed my heart's command

We watched the sunset in the evening seen the moon still low and pale
Watched the gaucho ride the pinto out across the pampas trail

Where the deep blue pearly waters wash upon white silver sands
Where on the brink of love I kissed her and obeyed my heart's command
And obeyed my heart's command

22100. White Squall

White Squall
Stan Rodgers

Now it's just my luck to have the watch, with nothing left to do
But watch the deadly waters glide as we roll north to the 'Soo',
And wonder when they'll turn again and pitch us to the rail
And whirl off one more youngster in the gale.

The kid was so damned eager. It was all so big and new.
You never had to tell him twice, or find him work to do.
And evenings on the mess deck he was always first to sing,
And show us pictures of the girl he'd wed in spring.

Chorus:
But I told that kid a hundred times "Don't take the Lakes for granted.
They go from calm to a hundred knots so fast they seem enchanted."
But tonight some red-eyed Wiarton girl lies staring at the wall,



And her lover's gone into a white squall.

Now it's a thing that us oldtimers know. In a sultry summer calm
There comes a blow from nowhere, and it goes off like a bomb.
And a fifteen thousand tonner can be thrown upon her beam
While the gale takes all before it with a scream.

The kid was on the hatches, lying staring at the sky.
From where I stood I swear I could see tears fall from his eyes.
So I hadn't the heart to tell him that he should be on a line,
Even on a night so warm and fine.

Chorus

When it struck, he sat up with a start; I roared to him, "Get down!"
But for all that he could hear, I could as well not made a sound.
So, I clung there to the stanchions, and I felt my face go pale,
As he crawled hand over hand along the rail.

I could feel her keeling over with the fury of the blow.
I watched the rail go under then, so terrible and slow.
Then, like some great dog she shook herself and roared upright again.
Far overside. I heard him call my name.

Chorus

So it's just my luck to have the watch, with nothing left to do
But watch the deadly waters glide as we roll north to the 'Soo',
And wonder when they'll turn again and pitch us to the rail
And whirl off one more youngster in the gale.

To Chorus Melody:
But I tell these kids a hundred times "Don't take the Lakes for granted.
They go from calm to a hundred knots so fast they seem enchanted."
But tonight some red-eyed Wiarton girl lies staring at the wall,
And her lover's gone into a white squall.

22101. White Trash Wedding

Dixie Chicks - White Trash Wedding

You can't afford no ring
You can't afford no ring
I shouldn't be wearing white
And you can't afford no ring

You finally took my hand
You finally took my hand
It took a nip of gin
But you finally took my hand
You can't afford no ring
You can't afford no ring
I shouldn't be wearing white



And you can't afford no ring

Mama don't approve
Mama don't approve
Daddy says he's the best in town
And mama don't approve
You can't afford no ring
You can't afford no ring
I shouldn't be wearing white
And you can't afford no ring

Baby's on its way
Baby's on its way
Say I do and kiss me quick
'Cause baby's on its way

I shouldn't be wearing white
And you can't afford no ring

22102. White Wheeled Limousine

White Wheeled Limousine 

She walked into town in a long white gown 
And the band played on with no one around 
And the rice was gone oh hours ago 
And the white wheeled limousine's standing alone 

Well they met at the club where the brasses blow 
Where the wine did flow oh he moved so slow 
But finally one night as the wind stood still 
He got up the nerve and she said 'I will' 

The day did come and the groomsmen arrived 
Came a little early to go over their lines 
As they walked to the church on the cobblestones 
Was heard in the bushes a moan and a groan 

Well she walked into town in a long white gown 
And the band played on with no one around 
And the rice was gone oh hours ago 
And the white wheeled limousine's standing alone 

She didn't want to think that she lived a lie 
There was always talk of a wandering eye 
He'd come to the club and he'd look all around 
It took a fair minded man not to wonder aloud 

Well she walked into town in a long white gown 
And the band played on with no one around 
And the rice was gone oh hours ago 
And the white wheeled limousine's standing alone 



And the father of the bride is drinking so slow

22103. Whitehouse Road

Sturgill Simpson - Whitehouse Road
Tyler Childers

[Verse 1]
Early in the mornin' when the sun does rise
Layin' in the bed with bloodshot eyes
Late in the evenin' when the sun sinks low
That's about time my rooster crows
I got women up and down this creek
And they keep me goin' and my engine clean
Run me ragged but I don't fret
'Cause there ain't been one slow me down, none yet

[Chorus]
Get me drinkin' that moonshine
Get me higher than the grocery bill
Take my troubles to the high-wall
Throw 'em in the river and get your fill
We've been sniffin' that cocaine
Ain't nothin' better when the wind cuts cold
Lord, it's a mighty hard livin'
But a damn good feelin' to run these roads

[Verse 2]
I got people try to tell me, Red
Keep this livin' and you'll wind up dead
Cast your troubles on the Lord of lords
Or wind up layin' on a coolin' board
But I got buddies up White House Road
And they keep me strutting when my feet hang low
Rotgut whiskey gonna ease my pain
An' all this runnin's gonna keep me sane

[Chorus]
Get me drinkin' that moonshine
Get me higher than the grocery bill
Take my troubles to the high-wall
Throw 'em in the river and get your fill
We've been sniffin' that cocaine
Ain't nothin' better when the wind cuts cold
Lord it's a mighty hard livin'
But a damn good feelin' to run these roads
It's a damn good feelin' to run these roads

[Verse 3]
When you lay me in the cold hard clay
Won't you sing them hymns while the banjo plays?
You can tell them ladies that they ought not frown
'Cause there ain't been nothin' ever held me down



[Pre-Chorus]
Lawmen, women or a shallow grave
Same ol' blues just a different day

[Chorus]
Get me drinkin' that moonshine
Get me higher than the grocery bill
Take my troubles to the high-wall
Throw 'em in the river and get your fill
We've been sniffin' that cocaine
Ain't nothin' better when the wind cuts cold
Lord it's a mighty hard livin'
But a damn good feelin' to run these roads
It's a damn good feelin' to run these roads
It's a damn good feelin' to run these roads

22104. Whither Thou Go

Whither Thou Go - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford/Daniel House Music, BMI) 

Ch) Whither thou go 
   There I go 
Whither thou go 
   There I go 
Whither thou go 
   There I go 
Thy people shall be my people 
   Thy god my god 
      Thy god my god 

1) Ruth came down 
   a woman of Moab 
Ruth came down 
   to the land of the Hebrews 
Ruth came down 
   She went on down 
To the place that God annointed 
   Thy God My God 

Chorus 

2) Naomi came down 
   she lost her husband 
Naomi came down 
   and her only sons 
Naomi came down 
   She went on down 
To the land of milk and honey 
   Thy god my god 

3) She said behold 



   Thy sister is gone 
She said behold 
   Back to her gods 
She said behold 
   Turn and go your way 
They lifted up their voices and wept again 
   They wept again

22105. Whither You Roam

Whither You Roam
Chris Jones & The Night Drivers

[Chorus]
Whither you roam, I will roam along, across the sea or in the deepest hollow
Through the fog or clearest desert morning, whither you roam, I will follow

[Verse 1]
It's plain to see that we are kindred travelers yearning for what's just beyond the hill
Why don't we just make this walk together? Let the highway take us where it will

[Chorus]
Whither you roam, I will roam along, across the sea or in the deepest hollow
Through the fog or clearest desert morning, whither you roam, I will follow

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
The sun is out, the dew is on the barley, your bags are packed and it's a heavy load
If you're willing, will to share the burden and answer the sweet call of the road

[Chorus]
Whither you roam, I will roam along, across the sea or in the deepest hollow
Through the fog or clearest desert morning, whither you roam, I will follow

[Outro]
Through the fog or clearest desert morning, whither you roam, I will follow
Whither you roam, I will follow

22106. Who Am I

Who Am I?
Hollingsworth, Michaels
String Cheese Incident

Through my senses, I'm reliving childhood memories from my past But, in an instant it is over
, fading quickly from my mind 
In the photo with piano, I see a man whose time has gone 
I knew him only for a moment, but in his spirit I live on 



What I was I am It all comes 'round again 
And who I used to be Is still a part of me 
An early morning, cold December, a family gathered all around Taken back what I was given,
 open grave site, frozen ground I see my hands, they are my father's, time has worn my finge
rs thin Humor, laughter, ever after, my heart still remembers him 

What I was I am It all comes 'round again 
Who he used to be Is still a part of me 
All the moments seldom last 
And memories they fade so fast I turn away and life has passed Who Am I?

22107. Who Am I - Chords

Who Am I 
Brett Dennen

D7 D (F,F)  D7  D  (F,F) D   x2

[Verse 1]
D
Whom am I?
  G5     D               F             G5
I wonder why sometimes I don't seem to know
D
Where did I begin?
G5          D
When will I end?
    F         G
How far can I go?
 
 
[Chorus]
D                   D/C#
Who are you? Do you even have a clue?
Bm7                  A
When you look inside, what do you see?
D                       D/C#
Do you know your family? Do you know your enemy?
Bm7                  A
Is there someone else you'd rather be?
D7  D   (F,F) D7   D  (F,F)  D   x2
 
 
[Verse 2]
D            G5         D
  Who are we? Can we be free?
       F             G5
Is it written in the sky?
D                G5       D
 Are we immune? Are we in tune?
             F            G5
Is it in the wind passing by?



 
 
[Chorus]
D                     D/C#
  Who are you? Do you even have a clue?
Bm7                    A
  When you look inside, what do you see?
D                        D/C#
  Do you know your family? Do you know your enemy?
Bm7                    A
  Is there someone else you'd rather be?
 
 
[Bridge]
Em                   A
  Close your eyes and be alive
Em                      A
  Maybe you've been here before
Em                  A
  Take your time and change your mind
Em                             A
  Find out what you're looking for
 
 
[Chorus]
D                     D/C#
  Who are you? Do you even have a clue?
Bm7                   A
  When you look inside, what do you see? (What do you see?)
D                        D/C#
  Do you know your family? Do you know your enemy?
Bm7                    A
  Is there someone else you'd rather be?
 
 
[Outro]
D7  D  (F,F) D7 D  (F,F)  D   x2

22108. Who At The Door Is Standing

Who at the Door Is Standing

Who at the door is standing
Patiently drawing near
Entrance within demanding
Whose is the voice I hear

All through the dark hours dreary
Knocking again is He
Oh, Jesus at Thou not weary
Waiting so long for me

Sweetly the tones are falling



Open the door for me
Oh, if Thou will heed my calling
I will abide with Thee

Sweetly the tones are falling
Open the door for me
Oh, if Thou will heed my calling
I will abide with Thee

Door to my heart I hasten
Thee will open wide
Tho' He rebuke and chasten
He shall with me abide

Sweetly the tones are falling
Open the door for me
Oh, if Thou will heed my calling
I will abide with Thee

22109. Who Can Blame You

Who Can Blame You - Alison Krauss

   Who can blame you though your heart's untrue
   When you say it's my fault anyway
   Turn your head from the tears I've shed
   Though your heart is untrue who can blame you

You justify yourself in your love for someone else
When you say I never loved you anyway
Your vows were made in vain although mine have still remained
Though you broke my heart in two who can blame you

In a heart of rusted steel you kept your love affair concealed
'Til the day she was askin' you to stay
Turn your head from the tears I've shed
Though you broke a heart in two who can blame you

22110. Who Do I Know In Dallas - Chords

Who Do I Know In Dallas
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Hank Cochran and Willie Nelson

F        G7      C
Who do I know in Dallas
F         G7          C
Who can I call on the phone
F        G7      C



Who do I know in Dallas
       F       G7           C
Who'll make me forget she's gone

  G7                            C
I can't spend the night without someone
    G7                        C
The loneliness would drive me insane
F        G7      C
Who do I know in Dallas
       F          G7     C
Who'll make me be glad I came

       G7                         C
It was Shirley who consoled me in Phoenix
    G7                 C
And Jeannie in old San Antone
    F        G7      C
But who do I know in Dallas
       F       G7           C
Who'll help me forget she's gone

   F        G7      C
Oh who do I know in Dallas
F         G7          C
Who can I call on the phone
F        G7      C
Who do I know in Dallas
       F       G7           C
Who'll make me forget she's gone

22111. Who Do Man

Robert Earl Keen - Who Do Man 

I ride around in a Cadillac
Three fancy ladies dancin' in the back
A million dollars in the trunk for fun
And a Bengal tiger ridin' shotgun

(Chorus)
I'm the who do man, the who do man
I got the fire, the fryin' pan
Hot dog I'm the who do man

Now I was born my momma's child
The angles sang and the good Lord smiled
I tipped the doctor, the doctor says
Who in the hell does he think he is

(Chorus)

I got the skinny, I got the goods



I got the antenna on the neighborhood
I know your baby, I know her cuz
I know who doesn't and I know who does

(Chorus)

If you want the good on so-and-so
Don't go askin' just any old Joe
Jack or Jimmy, ????????????
Don't waste your money 'cause they don't know

(Instrumental)

The prosecutor told the deputy
Have the police put a tail on me
How I lost 'em, they never knew
'Cause they ain't dealin' with just any who

(Chorus)

So when you're sittin' on your porch at night
You spy a shadow in the long moonlight
You hear a rumble, a tiger growl
Ask for who, don't ask me how

I'm the who do man, the who do man
I got the answer, a perfect plan
No use in tryin' to understand
Got the fire, the fryin' pan
Hot dog I'm the who do man
The who do man
The who do man, oh

22112. Who Do You Love

Who Do You Love
Larkin Poe - Who Do You Love

1, 2
1, 2, 3, hey!
I walk 47 miles of barbed wire
I use cobra snake for a necktie
I got a brand new house on the roadside
Made from rattlesnake hide
I got a brand new chimney up top
Made outta human skull
Now come on take a walk with me, baby
Tell me who do you love?
Who do you love?
Who do you love?
Who do you love?
Who do you love?
Tombstone hand and a graveyard mine



22 numbered, I don't mind dying
I'm packing a punch like a little pearl piece
That brimstone fire gonna cut through the grease
Said, who do you love?
Who do you love?
Who do you love?
Who do you love? Yeah
Alright
Hey, yeah
Night was dark but the sky was blue
Down the alley the ice-wagon flew
I heard a bump and somebody screamed
You shoulda heard just what I've seen
I said, who do you love?
Who do you love?
Who do you love?
Who do you love?
Who do you love?
Who do you love?
Who do ya, who do ya, who do you love?
Oh
Yeah

22113. Who Do You Pray For

Tom T. Hall - Who do you pray for
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Life has it's meaning and we know the meaning
But not in words we can say
Life has it's troubles and we know it's troubles
They're almost everyday

Who do you pray for what do say for
Someone you hold above
You tell me who you pray for
And I'll tell you who you love

There are a few things some golden rule things
That make it all worthwhile
There are a few days ah those golden blue days
Lived with the faith of a child

Who do you trust most when all your prayers go
To heaven beyond the blue
You tell me who you pray for
And I'll tell you who loves you

There is a good life livin' above strife
It's in our hopes and in our dreams
There is a real world one you can feel world
And it's all been part up to speed



Who do you pray for what do say for
Someone you hold above
You tell me who you pray for
And I'll tell you who you love

22114. Who Do You Think You Are

Who Do You Think You Are?
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
I'm watching you watching me
There's something in your eyes
Now you're comin' on over to me
I know what's on your mind

[Pre-Chorus 1]
And if you think that buying me a drink
Gets your foot inside my door, no no no
You got another thing comin' to you
I'll show you what a foot is for

[Chorus]
Who do you think you are?
And why do you think I care?

[Verse 2]
I'm watching you watching me
And I don't like what I see
You've been given everything in your life
But that don't mean that you get me

[Pre-Chorus 2]
If you think that buying me a drink
Lets you bask in my glow, no no no
What's the point in explaining to you?
You don't know what you don't know

[Chorus]
Who do you think you are?
And why do you think I care?
Who do you think you are?
And why do you think I care?

[Verse 3]
I'm watching you watching me
Let me give you a clue
You're hopin' that I see what you want me to see
But I see the real you

[Pre-Chorus 3]
And if you think that buying me a drink
Gets you keys to the city, no no no



Well, love, you'll embarrass yourself
You don't even get my pity

[Chorus]
Who do you think you are?
And why do you think I care?
Who do you think you are?
And why do you think I care?

[Outro]
Bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye
(Who do you think you are?)
Bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye
(Who do you think you are?)
Bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye
(Who do you think you are?)
Bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye
(Who do you think you are?)
Bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye-bye
(Who do you think you are?)

22115. Who Do You Think You Are

Brett Dennen - Who Do You Think You Are?

Where are all my old friends?
It's been a long time gone
We've been drifting apart for so many years
I hope they're still marching on
Some are probably happy with families
Working hard to get ahead
Some of them are lost
Some are wandering
Some of them are already dead
Who do you think you are?
It's a life you made
Don't be afraid of the hands you played
There's an old man sleeping in the parking lot
I wonder what he dreams about
Businessmen in suits taking meetings over coffee
Trying to buy each other out
There's an officer, a senator, a digger, and a sower
A beggar and a thief
They all sit at different tables
But they drink the same poison as me
Who do you think you are?
It's a life you made
Don't be afraid of the hands you played



22116. Who Do You Trust

Rodney Crowell - Who Do You Trust

Know me if you must
But don't try to make my life easy
I don't wanna be somebody
That I can't better be
I don't wanna stand in the back
If I can't sit down up front
I don't wanna wear the ball and jack
An' I don't wanna punt
Who do you trust?
Who do you wanna put your faith in?
You know how to live
Somewhat better than the rest
You know how to be somebody
Who not put to the test
Upside down and inside out
You don't ever stumble
You know what you're talking about
You don't ever fumble
Who do you trust?
Who do you wanna put your faith in?
They say that your love conquers all
But they don't tell you who to call
Somebody play something right now
If I do unto others
The way I want it done to me
Then I'll get into heaven, well
I guess we'll have to wait and see
This life is a game of hide and go seek
And I don't know where I stand
'Cause when I turn the other cheek
She hits me with the other hand
Who do you trust?
Who do you wanna put your faith in?
They say that time heals every wound
Guess we'll have to just stay tuned
And that same old world outside my door
Always leaves me wanting more
Who do you trust?

22117. Who Done It

Who Done It

   Who done it who was it broke your heart
   Who done it who keeps us apart
   You gamble with the love I gave until another won it
   So when you find your all alone just ask yourself who done it

There was a time when you were mine and I belonged to you



You broke your vow so listen now while I give you a clue
I gave my heart to someone new because you tried to shun it
You want it back but its to late and your the one who done it

I offered you a bungalow with roses round the door
A diamond ring and everything but still you wanted more
You wanted to run your own life so I just let you run it
And when your dream train jumped the track I guess you know who done it

22118. Who I Am

Who I Am - Alan Jackson 

Well I know you hate my drinkin'
And the way I talk sometimes
But you hate it most when I don't call at night

And it's just because you love me
And you worry 'bout your man
You do the best you can with who I am

Burnin' both ends of a candle
Can leave one in the dark
And I know what I put you through
Is hard upon your heart
And it's just that you're concerned for me
Sweetheart, I understand
You do the best you can with who I am

You go to church on Sunday
While I'm still home in bed
Sleepin' off the night I had before

And sometimes you say I'm perfect
And sometimes not worth a damn
You do the best you can with who I am

Burnin' both ends of a candle
Can leave one in the dark
And I know what I put you through
Is hard upon your heart
And it's just that you're concerned for me
Sweetheart, I understand
You do the best you can with who I am
You do the best you can with who I am

22119. Who I Am Today



Who I Am Today
Gary Ferguson

Verse 1
In the quiet time of the morning
Before the world awakes from its slumber
That's when I'll start thinking about
The mistakes that I made when I was younger

Pre-Chorus 1
There in the dark
That's where I see myself

Chorus
Falling down and getting up again
Heading blindly towards the light
I hope for everytime I got it wrong, I got something right
If I knew then what I know now
There's so much I would change
But I'll put my arm around that kid and tell her it's ok
Cause all of her mistakes made me who I am today

Verse 2
One step forward and two steps back
Did what I could to make my way through
On a crooked road without a map
Regrets I have many and sorrows a few

Pre-Chorus 2
There in the dark, just trying to find myself

22120. Who Is At My Window Weeping

Who Is At My Window Weeping? (The Silver Dagger)
[traditional english-newfoundland folksong, arranged by tim]

who is at my window weeping,
weeping there so bitterly? 
it's i, it's i, your own true lover,
arise, arise and pity me. 

oh darling, go and ask your mother,
if my wedding bride you ll be.
if she says no, return and tell me,
and I'll no longer trouble thee. 

 i cannot go and ask my mother,
for I'm her only child and dear
oh darling, go and seek some other, 
she whispered softly in his ear.

 then darling, go and ask your father,
if my wedding bride you ll be.
if he says no, return and tell me,



and I'll no longer trouble thee. 

 i cannot go and ask my father
for he lies in bed at rest,
and beside him lies this silver dagger
to slay the one that i love best 

then william took that silver dagger,
and pushed it through his aching heart;
 i bid adieu to all false loved ones,
i bid adieu, for now we part. 

then mary took the blood-stained dagger,
and pierced it through her lily breast;
 i bid adieu to my cruel parents,
i bid adieu, for now we rest.

22121. Who Is Frederico

Who is Frederico
Greensky Bluegrass

Frederico is a name of nobody that I know
At least not that I recall
I go searching sure, but I'm not looking for
But who knows maybe he'll show

But who is Frederico?

I haven't seen my long lost fortune
Nor the first or neither of the other
I'm not losing sleep 'cause I'm counting sheep
And there's plenty to go around

Where is my fortune
And who is Frederico?

Don't under do it put your whole self entirely into it
If you wanna leave the ground without looking down
'Cause there's a hole in your heart it's where your dreams all start
So gather up some things and fill it in

Where is a piece of my heart
And who is Frederico?

Frederico is a name of nobody that I know
At least not that I recall
I go searching sure, but I'm not looking for
But who knows maybe he'll show

Who is Frederico?



22122. Who Killed Poor Robin

Who Killed Poor Robin

Who killed Cock Robin
I said the Sparrow with my little bow and arrow
I killed Cock Robin

Who saw him die I said the Fly
With my little eye I saw him die

Who caught his blood I said the Fish
With my little dish I caught his blood

Who'll make the shroud I said the Beetle
With my thread and needle I'll make the shroud

Who'll dig his grave I said the Owl
With my pick and shovel I'll dig his grave

Who'll be the parson I said the Rook
With my little book I'll be the parson

Who'll be the clerk I said the Lark
If it's not in the dark I'll be the clerk

Who'll carry the link I said the Linnet
I'll fetch it in a minute I'll carry the link

Who'll be chief mourner I said the Dove
I mourn for my love I'll be chief mourner

Who'll carry the coffin I said the Kite
If it's not through the night I'll carry the coffin

Who'll bear the pall We said the Wren
Both the cock and the hen we'll bear the pall

Who'll sing a psalm I said the Thrush
As she sat on a bush I'll sing a psalm

Who'll toll the bell I said the bull
Because I can pull I'll toll the bell
All the birds of the air fell a-sighing and a-sobbing
When they heard the bell toll for poor Cock Robin

22123. Who Knows



Who Knows
The Greencards - Who Knows

A million miles from where I started
Paths I've traveled along the way
The winds have shared my journey
And carry dreams that I'd chase
I reach up from way down under
'Neath the fear I have inside
Chances are by taking chances
So hold the dice and let it glide
Who knows, who knows
Who knows what tomorrow holds
Melodies of love surround me
Beyond the ways I've come to know
In harmony we'll find the answer
To what lies at the end of it all
Who knows, who knows
Who knows what tomorrow holds
Who knows, who knows
Who knows what tomorrow holds
Who knows, who knows
Who knows what tomorrow holds

22124. Who Knows Right From Wrong - Chords

Who Knows Right From Wrong
P. Wagoner

INTRO: A D

CHORUS:
 G D
Nothing is colder than a heart that's gone wrong
 A D
For when you love someone, who knows right from wrong
 A D
I once had a sweetheart that I loved more than life
 A D
But another man won her and made her his wife
 G D
But I could not condemn her or accuse him of wrong
 A D
When two hearts are happy, who knows right from wrong

CHORUS

BREAK: A G D G D

True love is a treasure more precious than gold
And the comfort it brings us can't be bought or sold
To steal someone's treasure, we're taught that it's wrong
But when you're heart leads you, who knows right from wrong



CHORUS

22125. Who Knows What Tomorrow May Bring

Who Knows What Tomorrow May Bring
Armchair Boogie

We are not like all the rest
You can see us any day of the week
Oh come around, sit down, take a sniff, fall asleep
Baby, you don't have to speak

I'd like to show you where it is
But then it wouldn't even mean a thing
Nothin' is easy, baby, just please me
Who knows what tomorrow may bring?

If for just one moment
You could step outside your mind
And float across the ceiling
I don't think the folks would mind

We are not like all the rest
You can see us any day of the week
Oh come around, sit down, take a sniff, fall asleep
Baby, you don't have to speak

I'd like to show you where it is
But then it wouldn't even mean a thing
Nothin' is easy, baby, just please me
Who knows what tomorrow may bring?

If for just one moment
You could step outside your mind
And float across the ceiling
I don't think the folks would mind

Who knows what tomorrow may bring?
Who knows what tomorrow may bring?
Who knows what tomorrow may bring?
Who knows what tomorrow may bring?
Who knows what tomorrow may bring?
Who knows what tomorrow may bring?
Who knows what tomorrow may bring?
Who knows what tomorrow may bring?
Who knows what tomorrow may bring?
Who knows what tomorrow may bring?



22126. Who Knows Where the Time Goes

Richard Thompson - Who Knows Where the Time Goes? 

Across the evening sky, all the birds are leaving
But how can they know it's time for them to go?
Before the winter fire, I will still be dreaming
I have no thought of time

For who knows where the time goes?
Who knows where the time goes?

Sad, deserted shore, your fickle friends are leaving
Ah, but then you know it's time for them to go
But I will still be here, I have no thought of leaving
I do not count the time

For who knows where the time goes?
Who knows where the time goes?

And I am not alone while my love is near me
I know it will be so until it's time to go
So come the storms of winter and then the birds in spring again
I have no fear of time

For who knows how my love grows?
And who knows where the time goes

22127. Who Needs A Baby

Tom T Hall - Who Needs A Baby

[Verse 1:]
Well I asked myself
Who needs a baby, they sometimes cry
I asked myself
Who needs a baby, they sometimes lie
Then I asked myself
Who needs a baby, they make you blue
Who needs a baby, baby I need you

[Chorus:]
Knowing you depend on me
Makes me just want to shout
Knowing that you're happy
That's what it's all about

[Verse 2:]
So when they tell me
That I'm just babying you
I asked myself
Who needs a baby baby I need you



[Chorus]

[Outro:]
So when they tell me
That I'm just babying you
I asked myself
Who needs a baby baby I need you
I asked myself
Who needs a baby baby I need you

22128. Who Needs A Baby - Chords

Who Needs A Baby
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                 F                     C
Well I ask myself who needs a baby they sometimes cry
             F                G7
I ask myself who needs a baby they sometimes lie
       C          F                C
Then I ask myself who needs a baby they make you blue
            Am    F    G7     C
Who needs a baby  baby I need you
B7                       F     G7      C
Knowin' you depend on me makes me just want to shout
D7                        G7
Knowin' that you're happy that's what it's all about
   C         B7           F                C
So when they tell me that I'm just babyin' you
  F          C           Am    F    G7     C
I ask myself who needs a baby  baby I need you
B7                       F     G7      C
Knowin' you depend on me makes me just want to shout
D7                        G7
Knowin' that you're happy that's what it's all about
   C         B7           F                C
So when they tell me that I'm just babyin' you
  F          C           Am    F    G7     C
I ask myself who needs a baby  baby I need you
 
  F          C           Am    F    G7     C
I ask myself who needs a baby  baby I need you

22129. Who Needs Pictures

Brad Paisley - Who Needs Pictures 

There's an old Kodak camera in my dresser drawer
I ran across it just this afternoon



And I realized that I don't ever use it anymore
In fact last time I did I think it was with you
When we were down in Cozumel
We had the whole beach to ourselves
And it's crazy now to think
That it's all there on that film
And I could take it to the store
To be developed, but what for
I can still see everything just fine
And who needs pictures with a memory like mine
Standin' there I couldn't help but think about
Everything that might be on that roll
I think it even has another trip we took
I guess that must've been at least three years ago
When we were down in Baton Rouge
And there wasn't much to do
So we drove into New Orleans every afternoon
And I swear that you would think
That it was only yesterday
'Cause I can still see everything just fine
Who needs pictures with a memory like mine
Somewhere in my closet
There's a cardboard box just sittin' on a shelf
It's full of faded memories
And it's been there ever since the night you left
Oh, just forgotten photographs
To remind me of the past
Oh, but I can still see everything just fine
Who needs pictures with a memory like mine
Yeah, who needs pictures with a memory like mine

22130. Who Needs The Kwik-E Mart

Who Needs the Kwik-E Mart? 
Hit & Run Bluegrass

When I first arrived, you were all such jerks
But now I'²ve come to love your quirks

Maggie with her eyes so bright
Marge with hair by Frank Lloyd Wright
Lisa can philosophize
Bart's adept at spinning lies
Homer'²s a delightful fella
Sorry 'bout the salmonella

Who needs the Kwik-E-Mart?
Now here's the tricky part
Oh, won'²t you rhyme with me?

Who needs the Kwik-E-Mart?
Their floors are sticky-mart!
They made Dad sicky-mart!



Let'²s hurl a bricky-mart!
That Kwik-E-Mart is real - d'oh!

Who needs the Kwik-E-mart?
Not me!

Forget the Kwik-E-mart
Goodbye to Kwik-E-mart
Who needs the Kwik-E-mart?
Not me!

22131. Who Needs You

Who Needs You?
Lonesome River Band

You say you're sorry that it had to end this way
If I'd just keep my chin up there'd be a brighter day
Honey there's just one thing before this bridge is burned
I don't want your sympathy so don't you be concerned
About what I do who needs you?

Well the hallway's full of bags and boxes filled with all your things
In that balled-up napkin you'll find my wedding ring
I've seen you pull some fast ones but this time you've gone too far
I even took the liberty of gassing up your car.
This time we're through who needs you?

   Who needs you who needs a heart broke in two?
   Well who needs you babe now that I know your love's not true
   Who needs your low down ways blue nights and lonely days
   Oh tell me who? Who needs you

22132. Who Needs You

Who Needs You
The Grascals

[Verse 1]
Who needs you?
You make me lie awake at night
Starin' at the ceilin' light
Tryin' to find comfort all alone
Who needs you?
I've got these old photographs
To remind me of the times we laughed
Walkin' hand in hand but now you're gone
I said we're through
We could go our separate ways



The way I'm feelin' now is livin' proof
And who needs you?
Been lately thinkin' maybe, baby, I do

[Chorus]
You said that you needed me
But I was blind and couldn't see the truth
But now I'm on the other side
And see I'm finally findin' who needs who

[Verse 2]
I've gone wrong
Should've known it would never pay
To go any other way
When the way to you was right all along
You were true
I used to be the one awake
Waiting for your heart to break
Tryin' to take the load of love alone
Now I'm who's blue
So won't you please forgive me?
I know that I've been thoughtless and rude
And who needs you?
Been lately thinkin' maybe, baby, I do

[Chorus]
You said that you needed me
But I was blind and couldn't see the truth
But now I'm on the other side
And see I'm finally findin' who needs who

[Outro]
Who needs you?
Been lately thinkin' maybe, baby, I do

22133. Who Says You Can't Have It All

Alan Jackson - Who Says You Can't Have It All 

A stark naked light bulb hangs over my head
There's one lonely pillow on my double bed
I've got a ceiling, a floor and four walls
Who says you cant have it all
My room's decorated with pictures of you
Your letters wallpaper this shrine to the blues
I've got precious memories at my beck and call
Who says you cant have it all
I've got everything a broken heart needs
I'm doing fine don't you worry about me
Cause I'm lord and master
Of a fools Taj Mahal
Who says you cant have it all
Oh who says you cant have it all



22134. Who Turned Out The Light

Kathy Mattea - Who Turned Out the Light

This room used to be the room where you and me
Came to love the slow in movin' nights
Just like the morning star we had that lovers' spark
Nothing could hide the fire in our eyes

Now we're reachin' in the dark for what we need
Runnin' into walls that we can't see

Who turned out the light who decided we weren't right
What took the shine off a brand new love
Who turned our gold to rust left us lyin' in the dust
Just when love was burnin' bright who turned out the light

Was it you or me who brought on this winter freeze
Baby did we move too fast too soon
And if we could trace our tracks could we feel our way back
The picture is fading but I remember you

Now we're reachin' in the dark for what we need
Runnin' into walls that we can't see

Who turned out the light who decided we weren't right
What took the shine off a brand new love
Who turned our gold to rust left us lyin' in the dust
Just when love was burnin' bright who turned out the light
Just when love was burnin' bright who turned out the light
Just when love was burnin' bright who turned out the light

22135. Who Walks In When I Walk Out

Who Walks In When I Walk Out?
Ella Fitzgerald & Louis Armstrong
AJ Lee & Blue Summit

Who Walks In When I Walk Out? Lyrics
Who walks in when I walk out?
And who gives you that "Hi, baby"?
Who's it who got me jealous of you?

Who walks in when I walk out?
Now, don't you know you're my baby?
Who's it who got me worrying too?

Now when we kiss, I kinda miss
Something that used to be



Every day while I'm away
I get a feeling that you're fooling me

Oh, who walks in when I walk out?
And who gives you that "Hi, baby"?
Who's it who got me jealous of you?

When we kiss, I kinda miss
Something that used to be
Every day I'm away
I get that feeling you're fooling me

Who walks in when I walk out?
And who gives you that "Hi, baby"?
Who's it who got me jealous of you?
Got me jealous of you?

22136. Who Will Buy The Wine

Ernest Tubb 
Who Will Buy The Wine?

Not long ago you held our baby's bottle
But the one you're holding now's a different kind
You just sit and wait to be somebody's baby
And it all depends on who will buy the wine

Whoever sets them up and tips the waitress
Will be the one to share the love that's mine
You'd never know whose lips you'll soon be kissing
For it all depends on who will buy the wine

The kind of life you're living since you left me
I'm sure it's not the life you thought you chose
That honky tonkin' world is not so flashy
Bright lights and booze is all it really knows

Whoever sets them up and tips the waitress
Will be the one to share the love that's mine
You'd never know whose lips you'll soon be kissing
For it all depends on who will buy the wine

22137. Who Will Call You Sweetheart

Who Will Call You Sweetheart - Ralph Stanley

Now who will kiss your lips darlin'
Who will call you sweetheart
Oh who will tell you they love you



Oh you once was my little sweetheart

Now who's been talkin' to you
Somebody's been tellin' you wrong
Things a-bout me that you shouldn't believe
I miss you sweetheart when you're gone

This talk that's goin' 'round town
Some of it I know is not true
'Bout the things that I've done and the places I've been
For darlin' I've always loved you

22138. Who Will I Be Loving Now - Chords

Who Will I Be Loving Now
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Agnes Wilson and Carmol Taylor

C                                       F                 C
Well I thought you found your happiness right here loving me
                                                            G7
I thought my life was so complete but how wrong can one man be
C                                     F                 C
You were the perfect deceiver yes you knew just what to do
                            G7                      C
So who will I be loving now since I won't be loving you

                                 F                  C
You told me that you love me and that you were satisfied
                                                    G7
I couldn't see the truth cause I had love all in my eyes
C                                F                 C
And now you found another and it tears my heart in two
                            G7                      C
So who will I be loving now since I won't be loving you

   F                         C
So tell me where I'll go now tell me what I'll do
                F    C             D7                 G7
Whose lips will I be kissing since I won't be kissing you
C                                F               C
Will I feel so lost and helpless how can I start anew
                            G7                      C
So who will I be loving now since I won't be loving you
                            G7                      C
So who will I be loving now since I won't be loving you

22139. Who Will I Hold



Who Will I Hold
The Avett Brothers

You slipped through my hands
Like I did through my Dad's
Like a river that passes
The rocks that it's on
I'm bracing for loneliness
I know it's comin'
Who will I hold when you're gone?
Now who will I hold when you're gone?

Now happiness comes
And it seems much like money
People gather around it
When it's gone, they go runnin'
I'm trying to be here
Lift up to the now
But the past has to come
Pulls me back down

You slipped through my hands
Like I did through my lover's
Like a river that passes
The bed that it's on
I'm bracing for loneliness
I know it's comin'
Who will I hold when you're gone?
Now who will I hold when you're gone?

Now, the victims of love
The most hopeless of all
Fortunate prisoners
In an infinite war
They turn on themselves
It's pure sabotage
Silver spoon babies with Tupperware hearts
Silver spoon babies with Tupperware hearts

You slipped through my hands
Like I did through my mama's
Like a river that passes
The rocks that it's on
I'm bracing for loneliness
I know it's comin'
Who will I hold when you're gone?
Now who will I hold when you're gone?
Who will I hold when you're gone?
Now who will I hold when you're gone?

22140. Who Will Sing For Me

Emmylou Harris - Who Will Sing For Me?



I often sing, for those I love
Who go to live, with Christ above
No more on earth, their forms I'll see
When I am gone, who'll sing for me
Who'll sing for me, when I am gone
And it won't be long, 'til (when) I'll see
When I am gone, who'll sing for me

'Til I too, must say goodbye
Just over there, with Christ I'll be
Get all my friends, to sing for me

Who'll sing for me, when I am gone
As I so oft, for friends have done
And it won't be long, 'til (when) I'll see
When I am gone, who'll sing for me

22141. Who Will Sing For Me

Emmylou Harris - Who Will Sing For Me?

I often sing, for those I love
Who go to live, with Christ above
No more on earth, their forms I'll see
When I am gone, who'll sing for me
Who'll sing for me, when I am gone
And it won't be long, 'til (when) I'll see
When I am gone, who'll sing for me

'Til I too, must say goodbye
Just over there, with Christ I'll be
Get all my friends, to sing for me

Who'll sing for me, when I am gone
As I so oft, for friends have done
And it won't be long, 'til (when) I'll see
When I am gone, who'll sing for me

22142. Who Will Take My Place

The Duhks - Who Will Take My Place? 

If they shoot me down to shut me down
Who will take my place?
If they bring an army into this town
Who will take my place?
If they rule this land and silence me
When I'm laid out with injury
When my words won't matter anymore



Who will take my place?

Revolution you are not my hope
Who will take my place?
There are flowers painted on these stones
Who will take my place?
When the silence of oppression dies
Overheard beyond the battle cries
Are the words of final compromise
Who will take my place?

When the dogs of war are on the land
Who will take my place?
When you forfeit life to take a stand
Who will take my place?
When the dreamers fear the simplest thoughts
When the bloodshed takes all that you've got
When this world's an empty creaking floor
Who will take my place?

If they rule this land and silence me
When I'm laid out with injury
When my words won't matter anymore
Who will take my place?
Who will take my place?

22143. Who Will Watch The Home Place

Who Will Watch The Home Place

Leaves are falling and turning to showers of gold
As the postman climbs up our long hill
And there's sympathy written all over his face
As he hands me a couple more bills

   Who will watch the home place
   Who will tend my hearts dear space
   Who will fill my empty place
   When I am gone from here

There's a lovely green nook by a clear-running stream
It was my place when I was quite small
And it's creatures and sounds could soothe my worst pains
But today they don't ease me at all

In my grandfather's shed there are hundreds of tools
I know them by feel and by name
And like parts of my body they've patched this old place
When I move them they won't be the same

Now I wander around touching each blessed thing
The chimney the tables the trees
And my memories swirl 'round me like birds on the wing



When I leave here oh who will I be

22144. Who Wouldn't Fall In Love With You

Vince Gill - Who Wouldn't Fall in Love with You

You catch every eye,
Girl when you pass by,
There ain't no wavin' you don't know.
Look at the way you shine,
You've got this heart of mine
Beating so it won't let go.

Who wouldn't fall in love with you?
The moment you walk in the room,
I know for me it'd be impossible to do
Who wouldn't fall in love with you?

Seems like you've always been,
Everyone's best friend,
The kind your folks would talk about.
A smile I just can't miss,
The kind you can't resist,
Just one kiss there'd be no doubt.

Who wouldn't fall in love with you?
The moment you walk in the room,
I know for me it'd be impossible to do
Who wouldn't fall in love with you?

Who wouldn't fall in love with you?
The moment you walk in the room,
I know for me it'd be impossible to do
Who wouldn't fall in love with you?
Who wouldn't fall in love with you?

22145. Who'll Be Lookin' Out For Me - Chords

Who'll Be Lookin' Out For Me

(verse 1)
(D)What the hell is (A)wrong with me?
I (G)can't do nothin' (D)right?
I sleep away the (A)whole day long
and I (G)stay awake all (A)night.

I'm (D)fightin' things that (A)I can't see
and I (G)never seem to (D)win.
Who'll be lookin' (A)out for me



when (G)I start givin' (D)in?

D-A-D-D-A-G-A

(verse 2)
It's always hard to trust yourself
when everything goes wrong.
It's hard to be with someone else
when you're feeling all alone.

It's hard to find your sanity 
when you can't find a friend.
Who'll be lookin' out for me
when I start givin in?

D-D7

(bridge)

(G)When I say I can't (A)take no more
and (D)throw away my (G)dreams.
Quit believing (A)in myself.
(G)Who'll believe in (A)me?

(verse 3)
I'm torn between my love for you
and the life I dream about.
I don't know what I'm gonna do 
if we can't work it out.

I can't imagine how it'd be
to change the way it's been.
Who'll be looking out for me
when I start givin' in.

(outtro)
D-A-G-A-open

22146. Who'll Be Looking Out for Me

Robert Earl Keen - Who'll Be Looking Out for Me 

What the hell is wrong with me?
I can't do nothin' right?
I sleep away the whole day long
And I stay awake all night.

I'm fightin' things that I can't see
And I never seem to win.
Who'll be lookin' out or me
When I start givin' in?

It's always hard to trust yourself



When everything goes wrong.
It's hard to be with someone else
When you're feeling all alone.

It's hard to find your sanity
When you can't find a friend.
Who'll be lookin' out for me
When I start givin in?

When I say I can't take no more
And throw away my dreams.
Quit believing in myself.
Who'll believe in me?

I'm torn between my love for you
And the life I dream about.
I don't know what I'm gonna do
If we can't work it out.

I can't imagine how it'd be
To change the way it's been.
Who'll be looking out for me
When I start givin' in.

22147. Who's Calling

Trampled By Turtles - Who's Calling?

[Verse 1]
Howl at the moon, babe
Howl if you want to
Left his religion in a cave

[Verse 2]
Bill Dustard, he has
His nice happy family
All that we want is to be left alone

[Chorus]
Who's calling? Who's calling?
Who's calling? Who's calling?
Who's calling? Who's calling?
Who's calling?

[Verse 3]
Moan in your head, babe
Moan if you want to
Lies that I've told I never meant to

[Chorus]
Who's calling? Who's calling?
Who's calling? Who's calling?
Who's calling? Who's calling?



Who's calling?

22148. Who's Calling You Sweetheart Tonight

Who's Calling You Sweetheart Tonight
Jimmy Martin

I wonder tonight who's loving you
Enjoying the kisses I once knew
And getting those letters of comfort and cheer
Who's calling you sweetheart tonight my dear

Who's calling you sweetheart who is the man
So tenderly kissing and holding your hand
Who's cherishing beauty of eyes so bright
Who's tenderly calling you sweetheart tonight

Now I'm regretting my life here at last
Cherishing memory of love of the past
Seeking a refuge lasting at my side
Tell me who's calling you sweetheart tonight

22149. Who's Cheatin' Who

Who's Cheatin' Who

Everywhere you look you can write a book
On the trouble of a woman and a man
But you can not impose you can't stick your nose
Into something that you don't understand

But still you wonder
Who's cheatin' who, who's being true
Who don't even care anymore
It makes you wonder
Who's doing right with someone tonight
And who's car is parked next door

I thought I knew her well I really couldn't tell
That she had another lover on her mind
You see it felt so right when she held me tight
How could I be so blind

But still you wonder
Who's cheatin' who, who's being true
Who don't even care anymore
It makes you wonder
Who's doing right with someone tonight
And who's car is parked next door



A heart is on the line each and every time
Love is stolen in the shadows of the night
Though it's wrong all along it keeps going on
As long as you keep in outta sight

But still you wonder
Who's cheatin' who, who's being true
Who don't even care anymore
It makes you wonder
Who's doing right with someone tonight
And who's car is parked next door

22150. Who's Cryin Baby

Rhonda Vincent - Who's Cryin Baby

I remember all the things you said dear
On the day that you told me goodbye
You said I may as well accept it
And that there's no reason to cry

Tell me who's cryin' baby
Who's feelin' blue
Who just don't care anymore
Who's forgettin' who

You told me I would be so lonesome
You said that I'd be mighty blue
And that it wouldn't be so easy
For me to forget about you

Tell me who's cryin' baby
Who's feelin' blue
Who just don't care anymore
Who's forgettin' who

I hear distress has come upon you
In the house that we once made a home
They say that life'll teach you lessons
You did me wrong and now you're all alone

Tell me who's cryin' baby
Who's feelin' blue
Who just don't care anymore
Who's forgettin' who

Tell me who's cryin' baby
Who's feelin' blue
Who just don't care anymore
Who's forgettin' who

Tell me who's cryin' baby



Who's feelin' blue
Who just don't care anymore
Who's forgettin' who

Who just don't care anymore
Who's forgettin' who

22151. Who's Feeling Young Now

Punch Brothers - Who's Feeling Young Now? 

I wasn't tired, I'm never tired
Youth will not be wasted on this one
In a dark room, another dark room

She said, "Hey, you're gonna like this"
It's easy to like by candlelight
If not under the sun
Who's feeling young now?

Dark room to doorway, doorway to sidewalk
Youth will not be wasted on this one
In a thick fog, another thick fog

I said, "Hey, this isn't like me"
It's a little like there could be
Something new under the sun
Who's feeling young now?

They try to tell us and at times we try to listen
But we can't hear a thing when all we think about
Are all the things we think we might be missing

'Cause if we think we are, we are
And if we don't, we aren't worth the time
It takes to think of making love with who we're kissing
They tried to tell us and at times we tried to listen, no

They try to tell us and at times we try to listen
But we can't hear a thing when all we think about
Are all the things we think we might be missing

'Cause if we think we are, we are
And if we don't, we aren't worth the time
It takes to think of making love with who we're kissing
They tried to tell us and at times we tried to listen

She wasn't perfect, nobody's perfect
Gray hair ain't a crown of wisdom
When you're a young man, 'til you're an old man

She says, "Hey, you look a lot like
Someone I liked, who flew just far enough



Under the sun to never come down"
Who's feeling young?

They try to tell us and at times we try to listen
But we can't hear a thing when all we think about
Are all the things we think we might be missing

'Cause if we think we are, we are
And if we don't, we aren't worth the time
It takes to think of making love with who we're kissing
They tried to tell us and at times we tried to listen

They tried to tell us and at times we tried to listen
They tried to tell us and at times we tried to listen

22152. Who's Going Down To Town

Who's Going Down To Town

Whiskey by the gallon
sugar by the pound
Great big bowl to put it in
And a spoon to stir it round

    Who's going down to town
    Who's going down to town
    Who's going down to Welmingtown
    To carry my tobacco round

Once I had an old coon dog
And I wish I had him back
He chase the big dogs over the fence
And the little ones through the cracks

And once I had a little girl
I brought her from the south
She's braid her hair so doggone tight
She couldn't close her mouth

22153. Who's Gonna Feed Them Hogs

Tom T Hall - Who's Gonna Feed Them Hogs

[Verse 1]
I met him in a hospital about a year ago
And why I still remember him I guess I'll never know
He'd lie there and cry out in a medicated fog
"Here I am in this dang bed and who's gonna feed them hogs?"



[Chorus]
"Four hundred hogs, they just standin' out there
My wife can't feed 'em and my neighbors don't care
They can't get out and roam around like my old huntin' dogs
Here I am in this dang bed and who's gonna feed them hogs?"

[Verse 2]
His face was lean and his hands were rough
His way was hogs and his nature was tough
His doctors tried to tell him that he may not live at all
But all he ever talked about was who's gonna feed them hogs

[Chorus]
"Four hundred hogs, they just standin' out there
My wife can't feed 'em and my neighbors don't care
They can't get out and roam around like my old huntin' dogs
Here I am in this dang bed and who's gonna feed them hogs?"

[Verse 3]
Four hundred hogs comes to eight hundred hams
And that's a lot of money for a hog-raisin' man
Four hundred hogs comes to sixteen hundred feet
The market's up and there are people a-waitin' on that meat
Well, the doctors say they do not know what saved the man from death
But in a few days he put on his overalls and he left
That's all there is to this small song but waitress, before you leave
Would you bring me some coffee and a hot ham sandwich, please?

[Outro]
Four hundred hogs they just standin' out there
His wife couldn't feed 'em and his neighbors didn't care
They couldn't get out and roam around like his old huntin' dogs
There he was in that dang bed and who's gonna feed them hogs?

22154. Who's Gonna Feed Them Hogs - Chords

Who's Gonna Feed Them Hogs
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall
 
G              C        D7           G
I met him in a hospital about a year ago
    C             G                             D7
And why I still remember him I guess I'll never know
     G             C            D7        G
He'd lie there and cry out in a medicated fog
             C                 D7                    G
Here I am in this dang bed and who's gonna feed them hogs
C            G                 D7           G
Four hundred hogs they're just standing out there
C             G                               D7
My wife can't feed 'em and my neighbors don't care
     G                 C                D7             G
They can't get out and roam around like my old hunting dogs



             C                 D7                    G
Here I am in this dang bed and who's gonna feed them hogs
             C            D7         G
His face was lean and his hands were rough
C                G                  D7
His way was hogs and his nature was tough
    G                C                D7              G
His doctors tried to tell him that he may not live at all
                C                D7                    G
But all he ever talked about was who's gonna feed them hogs
Repeat  #2
             C             D7            G
Four hundred hogs comes to eight hundred hams
C                  G                       D7
And that's a lotta money for a hog raising man
G            C             D7              G
Four hundred hogs comes to sixteen hundred feet
             C                         D7              G
The market's up and there are people a waiting on that meat
 
                 C                    D7                      G
Well the doctors say they do not know what saved the man from death
C                        G                      D7
But in a few days he put on his overalls and he left
       G                    C              D7                 G
That's all there is to this small song but waitress 'fore you leave
                C                    D7               G
Would you bring me some coffee and a hot ham sandwich please
Repeat  #2

22155. Who's Gonna Fill Their Shoes

Who's Gonna Fill Their Shoes
Wayne Taylor

You know this old world is full of singers
But just a few are chosen
To tear your heart out when they sing
Imagine life without them
All your, radio heros
Like the outlaw that walks through Jesse's dream

No, there will never be another
Red-headed stranger
A Man in Black and Folsom Prison Blues
The Okie from Muskogee
Or Hello Darling
Lord I wonder, who's gonna fill their shoes

Chorus:
Who's gonna fill their shoes
Who's gonna stand that tall
Who's gonna play the Opry



And the Wabash Cannonball
Who's gonna give their heart and soul
To get to me and you
Lord I wonder, who's gonna fill their shoes

God bless the boys from Memphis
Blue Suede Shoes and Elvis
Much too soon he left this world in tears
They tore up the Fifties
Old Jerry Lee and Charlie
And old Go Cat Go still echoes through the years

You know the heart of country music
Still beats in Luke the Drifter
You can tell when hew sings I Saw the Light
Old Marty, Hank and Lefty
Why I can feel them right here with me
On this Silver Eagle rolling through the night

Chorus:
Who's gonna fill their shoes
Who's gonna stand that tall
Who's gonna play the Opry
And the Wabash Cannonball
Who's gonna give their heart and soul
To get to me and you
Lord I wonder, who's gonna fill their shoes

Yes I wonder, who's gonna fill their shoes?..

22156. Who's Gonna Know

Kathy Mattea - Who's Gonna Know

On the top of my desk mid the clutter and dust
Sits an old eight by ten black and white
It's one of my favorite pictures of us
I'll carry with me all my life
I must have been about five or six
Mom's hair was still brown and dad's was still thick
But to look at it now sometimes I get scared
To think that someday they might not be there

Cause who's gonna know but me
Who'll help me recall those small memories
When I'm all that's left of this family of three
Who's gonna know but me

Down in the cellar under the steps
Sits an old box of junk that I've saved
Newspaper clippings letters and cards
Even some code-a-phone tapes
Slices of life I can hold in my hand



And show to my kids so they might understand
In those years to come when they ask me some night
What grandma and grandpa used to be like
Cause who's gonna know but me

Who'll help me recall those small memories
When I'm all that's left of this family of three
Who's gonna know but me
If life were a video I could rewind
I'd go back and slow down each moment in time
Then I'd disconnect the fast forward button
So I'd have forever to tell them I love them
The older I get I can't get enough of them

Cause who's gonna know but me
Who'll help me recall those small memories
When I'm all that's left of this family of three
Who's gonna know but me
Who's gonna know but me

22157. Who's Gonna Know - Chords

Who's Gonna Know
Kathy Mattea - Who's Gonna Know
Written by Jon Vesner
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Walking Away A Winner"

Capo 3

Intro:   GM7   CM7   GM7    CM7  
       GM7                    CM7
On the top of my desk mid the clutter and dust
        GM7               CM7
sits an old 5x8 black and white
     GM7                CM7
It's one of my favorite pictures of us
     C                    D
I'll carry with me all my life
Am7                D            G
I must have been a-bout five or six
      Am                       C               G
Mom's hair was still brown and Dad's was still thick
       C          Em       C           G
But to look at it now some-times I get scared
   C               Em       C            D
To think that some-day they might not be there

       C           D        G
'Cause who's gonna know but me
       C         D          G           C
Who'll help me recall those small mem-o-ries
Am             D            G         C
I'm all that's left of this family of three



Am          D        GM7      CM7
Who's gonna know but me?

GM7                CM7
Down in the cellar under the steps
        GM7                       CM7
Sits an old box of junk that I've saved
GM7                  CM7
Newspaper clippings, letters and cards
C                      D
Even some code-a-phone tapes
Am7                  D          G
Slices of life I can hold in my hand
    Am                      C           G
And show to my kids so they might under-stand
    C             Em             C           G
In those years to come when they ask me some night
     C           Em      C          D
What Grandma and Grandpa used to be like

       C           D        G
'Cause who's gonna know but me
       C         D          G           C
Who'll help me recall those small mem-o-ries
Am             D            G         C
I'm all that's left of this family of three
Am          D        G
Who's gonna know but me?

   Bm                CM7
If life were a video I could rewind
    Bm                         CM7
I'd go back and slow down each moment in time
     Bm                  C            G
Then I'd disconnect the fast forward button
   C            G       C          D
So I'd have for-ever to tell 'em I love 'em
    C       G            C          D
The older I get, I can't get enough of 'em

       C           D        G
'Cause who's gonna know but me
       C         D        G           C
Who'll help me recall all those mem-o-ries
Am             D            G         C
I'm all that's left of this family of three
Am          D        G
Who's gonna know but me?
C           D        G
Who's gonna know but me?

22158. Who's Gonna Mow Your Grass - Chords



Who's Gonna Mow Your Grass
Recorded by Buck Owens

Rhythm in 6/8
(Capo on 3)

Intro.: / (G) (F) / (G) / x 2
(G)Who's gonna (C)dry (G)your big blue (C)eyes
(G)day (C)after (F)day (D)
(G)Who's gonna (C)jump (G)when you say (C)frog
(G)Who's gonna (C)bow and (F)stray, (D)
(C)after (D)I've gone a-(G)way (F) (G)
/ (G) (F) / (G) /

(G)Who's gonna (C)kiss ye and (G)who's gonna (C)miss ye
(G)Who's gonna (C)hold to your (F)hand (D)
(G)Who's gonna (C)chap your (G)candle in (C)wood
(G)after (C)I've made new (F)plans (D)
Hey, (C)who's gonna (D)be your (G)man

(Chorus)
(D)Who's gonna bring you your (G)breakfast in bed
(D)Who's gonna whisper good-(G)night
(D)Who's gonna keep you (G)warm as (E)toast
(Am)on those cold winter (D)nights

And (G)who's gonna (C)be your (G)puppy (C)dog
(G)when I'm a (C)thing of the (F)past (D)
Hey, (C)who's gonna (D)mow your (G)grass (F) (G)
/ (G) (F) / (G) /

Inst.: / (G) (C) / (G) (C) / (G) (C) / (F) (D) / (C) (D) / (G) /

(Chorus)
(D)Who's gonna bring you your (G)breakfast in bed
(D)Who's gonna whisper good-(G)night
(D)Who's gonna keep you (G)warm as (E)toast
(Am)on those cold winter (D)nights

And (G)who's gonna (C)be your (G)puppy (C)dog
(G)when I'm a (C)thing of the (F)past (D)
Hey, (C)who's gonna (D)mow your (G)grass (F) (G)

(Tag)
Hey, (C)who's gonna (D)mow your (G)grass (F)
/ (G) (F) / (G) (F) / (G)

22159. Who's Gonna Shoe Your Pretty Little Feet

Who's Gonna Shoe Your Pretty Little Feet
Abigail Washburn

Who's gonna shoe your pretty little feet
Who's gonna glove your hand



Who's gonna kiss your red ruby lips
Who's gonna be your man

Poppa's gonna shoe my pretty little feet
Momma's gonna glove my hand
Sister's gonna kiss my red ruby lips
I don't need no man

Fastest train I ever did ride
Was a hundred coaches long
The only woman I ever did love
was on that train and gone

On that train and gone boys
On that train and gone
Only woman I ever did love
Was on that train and gone

Who's gonna shoe your pretty little feet
Who's gonna glove your hand
Who's gonna kiss your red ruby lips
Who's gonna be your man

Poppa's gonna shoe my pretty little feet
Momma's gonna glove my hand
Sister's gonna kiss my red ruby lips
I don't need no man

I don't need no man
I don't need no man
Sister's gonna kiss my red ruby lips
I don't need no man

22160. Who's Gonna Take The Garbage Out

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Who's Gonna Take The Garbage Out

I take too much abuse to me that's all I ever get
Yeah callin' a man like you a husband is just like callin' old wild cat a pet
You'd better stop your runnin' around say nothin' stop movin' on
But who's gonna take your garbage out when I've packed my bags and gone

Each day you walk off over me can't you take another out
If you start actin' like married man maybe we could find the way to work things out
You'll find your key won't fit the lock if you keep on a keepin' on
But who's gonna take your garbage out when I've packed my bags and gone

I know you think I'm runnin' round and that's why you're so peaked
That's another lie of that same old stuff but I hope you don't expect me to believe
Though after night you don't come back cause you just love the home
But who's gonna take your garbage out when I've packed my bags and gone



I know you think I'm runnin' round and that's why you're so peaked
That's another lie of that same old stuff but I hope you don't expect me to believe
Though after night you don't come back cause you just love the home
But who's gonna take your garbage out when I've packed my bags and gone

Honey who's gonna take your garbage out when I've packed my bags and gone
You're gonna miss me honey gal
Ah you're kiddin'

22161. Who's Gonna Want A Heart Like Mine

Who's Gonna Want a Heart Like Mine
The Gibson Brothers (Country)

Who's gonna want a heart like mine?
One that's broke too many times
It's been burning up my mind
Who's gonna want a heart like mine?

It's been left and it's been bruised
Beaten down and been abused
And it's been known to cross the line
Who's gonna want a heart like mine?

And I hope and I pray
Someday my dreams come true
That each beat will bring me
Closer to someone like you
Someone like you

And I hope and I pray
Someday my dreams come true
That each beat will bring me
Closer to someone like you
Someone like you

Who's gonna want, who's gonna want
Who's gonna want a heart, a heart like mine?
Now who's gonna want, who's gonna want
Who's gonna want a heart, a heart like mine?

22162. Who's Lonely Now - Chords

Who's Lonely Now 
Highway 101
 
[Verse]
D
You walked out on a good love,



 
And you found somebody new,
 
And now the one that turned your head,
                         C    D
Is turning her back on you,
 
[Chorus]
D
Who's lonely now, who's heart is hurting,
G                          D
I've had my share of those blues,
 
Who's lonely now, who's head is reelin,
G                         D
You're finally feelin' it too,
A
Now you need a little sympathy,
                                C
You never shoulda walked out on me,
D
Who's lonely now,
 
[Verse]
D
I feel a whole lot better,I got a new attitude,
 
So you can take my crying towel,
                        C    D
And carry it home with you,
 
[Chorus]
D
Who's lonely now, who's heart is hurting,
G                          D
I've had my share of those blues,
 
Who's lonely now, who's head is reelin,
G                         D
You're finally feelin' it too,
A
Now you need a little sympathy,
                                C
You never shoulda walked out on me,
D
Who's lonely now,
 
[Bridge]
G                                           D
When your rejected, you feel neglected, its true,
G
In your condition, you need attention,
A                                                     C
And you know I'd like to help, but I'm seeing someone else,
D
Who's lonely now,
 



[Interlude]
D  G  D  G  D
 
[Bridge]
A                                                     C    D
Now you know I'd like to help, but I'm seeing someone else,
 
[Chorus]
D
Who's lonely now, who's heart is hurting,
G                          D
I've had my share of those blues,
 
Who's lonely now, who's head is reelin,
G                         D
You're finally feelin' it too,
A
Now you need a little sympathy,
                                C
You never shoulda walked out on me,
D
Who's lonely now,

22163. Who's That Knocking At My Door

Who's That Knocking At My Door

Whose that knocking at my door, have I heard that knock before
Is it evil trying to get into my room
Who's that tapping at my window, who's calling me to go
To a place that's filled with dark and gloom

Oh this life that I'm living, it seems so unforgiving
I find trouble everywhere that I go
I always seek it first, just to quench my burning thirst
In waters that are cool as fallen snow

But the waters are oh so deep, what you sew you must reap
Now I hear a knocking at my door
It's evil standing outside, there's no place to run and hide
It plucks my soul and presses me to the floor

Oh I've been down that pathway, it always leads the wrong way
But this time I don't think I'll be back
Feels like a freight train pulling me, there's a dark tunnel ahead I see
This train's going down a one-way track

22164. Who's That Knocking At My Window



Who's That Knocking At My Window

Who's that knocking at my window
Knocks so loud and won't come in
It is your own true-hearted lover
Rise you up and let him in

Awake, awake, don't wake my mother
Our love's a thing she can't endure
She's been the ruin of many a lover
She'll be the ruin of many more

Awake, awake, don't wake my father
For he is on his bed of rest
And on his breast he carries a weapon
To kill the one that I love best

I wish I was a little sparrow
I'd circle like a turtledove
I'd fly away to a lonely valley
And settle down in the land of love

22165. Who's The Fool Now

Mountain Heart - Who's the Fool Now (Live)
Album: Road That Never Ends - The Live Album

Who's the fool now, who's the one left town
Cryin' like the rain, keeps pourin' down
The careless words I said, many tears you shed
It leaves me alone, with shame and a weight
Lying in our bed

 Cause I can't move on
And leave you behind
I thought it'd be so simple to push you aside
Can I turn it all around
And make this lost so found
I'm going crazy while you're out
So who's the fool now

I watch the time go by
Around my friends I seem shy
And I'm gone all day getting nowhere, only by your place
While I drive
And through the tears I see
I wear my heart on my sleeve
And everyone knows no matter where you go
There I'll be
Cause I can't move on

Times ain't changed, and I'm down and out
So who's the fool now



22166. Whoa Mule

Whoa Mule
Roy Acuff

Use to have an old Banjo,
It was all strung up with twine,
And the only song you could hear me sing was,
I wish that gal was mine.

Well, I wish that gal was mine, boys.
I wish that gal was mine,
And the only song you could hear me sing,
Was I wish that gal was mine.

Whoa mule, you kicking mule,
Whoa mule, I say,
I ain't got time to kiss you now,
My mule has run away.

Took my wife to the barn yard,
And I sit her down to supper,
Well, she got choked on a turkey leg,
And stuck her nose in the butter.

Stuck her nose in the butter,
Stuck her nose in the butter,
Well, she got choked on a turkey leg,
And stuck her nose in the butter.

Whoa mule, you kicking mule,
Whoa mule, I say,
Tie a knot in that old mules tail,
Before he runs away.

Your face is like a coffee pot,
Your nose is like a spout,
Your mouth is like a fireplace,
With all the ashes out.

Well, With all the ashes out, boys,
With all the ashes out,
Your mouth is like a fireplace,
With all the ashes out.

Whoa mule, you kicking mule,
Whoa mule, I say,
I ain't got time to kiss you now,
My mule has run away.



22167. Whole Lot Of Lonesome - Chords

Whole Lot Of Lonesome
Recorded by David Allan Coe
Written by David Allan Coe and George Jones

C
You put a whole lot of lonesome in me can't you see
    G                                    D7
You gave me a forest then burnt down the trees
    G                              C
You preached me a sermon until I believed
     G                      D7          G
Then you put a whole lot of lonesome in me
  C                      G
I just wanted someone to take me
                             D7
You took me for all that you could
   G                             C
My friends all said you'd try to break me from drinkin'
    G       D7               G
But I never thought that you would Tammy
    C
You put a whole lot of lonesome in me can't you see
    G                                    D7
You gave me a forest then burnt down the trees
    G                                  C
You preached me a sermon and made me believe
     G                      D7          G
Then you put a whole lot of lonesome in me
  C                           G
I bought you that mansion you wanted so much
                             D7
But it never quite felt like home
    G                              C
The dreams that we once shared are shattered in two
    G           D7     G
And I've had to go on alone  Tammy
Repeat #1
                            D7          C G
Yes I've got a whole lot of lonesome in me

22168. Whole Lot Of Nothing

Whole Lot of Nothing 
Lonesome River Band
 
The barkeep said, Son why're you here 
Ain't you got no one at home, 
Love so true to care for you, and miss you when you're gone, 
Said I had me a little most pretty young thing 
And then we tied the knot, 
Well it came unwound but now I've found 



That I'm glad with what I've got 
 
CHORUS:  
A whole lot of nothin', no worries at all, 
I've got no one at home to answer to 
No one there to call 
She got it all, and all I got was free  
But a whole lot of nothin', sure is good with me, 
  
I got no wind lost, to call me out 
They can't run me down no more, 
No creditors callin', or her friends squallin' 
Knockin' on my door, 
I wear the clothes, I want to wear, and eat all the stuff I like, 
Watch the Sunday race, at my buddy's place 
There ain't no fuss or fight 
 
Lord, a whole lot of  nothin', sure is good with me

22169. Whole Lotta Highway With A Million Miles To Go - Chords

Whole Lotta Highway With A Million Miles To Go 
Marty Stuart & His Fabulous Superlatives

[Intro]
A
 
[Verse 1]
A
I got a hundred cups of hot coffee
N.C.
runnin' through my lines
D          G       D
Be about a half an hour
                                  A
and I'll be seeing' that Barstow sign
A
I'm out in the middle of nowhere
                     A       A7       D
driving through a night as black as coal
        D             A             E7               A
Seen a whole lotta highway with a million miles to go.
 
[Chorus]
D     C       A    G      D      A
I was born to be a truck drivin' man
         D            A                                        E7
Driven every mile of backroads coast to coast throughout this land
A                                           D           A
Truck stop honeys and log book money is the only life I know
       D             A             E7               A
Seen a whole lotta highway with a million miles to go.
 



[Verse 2]
A
The white line is a mystery A never-ending trail
D          G       D                  C     A
That knows more about me than I know about myself
A
But it keeps calling and I keep driving
                   A       A7       D
Through the wind and the rain and snow
       D             A             E7               A
Seen a whole lotta highway with a million miles to go.
 
[Chorus]
     D     C       A    G      D      A
Hey, I was born to be a truck drivin' man
         D            A                                        E7
Driven every mile of backroads coast to coast throughout this land
A                                           D           A
Truck stop honeys and log book money is the only life I know
         D             A             E7               A
Seen a whole lotta highway with a million miles to go.
 
[Outro]
         D             A             E7               A  D  A
Seen a whole lotta highway with a mill--ion miles to go.

22170. Whole Lotta Holes

Kathy Mattea - Whole Lotta Holes

Hey look, there's a hole in my floorboard
What's that, there's a hole in my jeans
And who left that hole in my closet
Well, there's a hole in my bed where he used to be

I gotta a whole lotta holes in my life
I gotta a whole lot of holes in my life
If you stacked 'em all together
You could fall in there forever
Got a whole lotta holes in my life

Well, there's holes in the toes of my stockings
And there's gold in the holes in my teeth
And who left that hole in my wallet
And a hole in my chest where my heart used to be

I gotta a whole lotta holes in my life
I gotta a whole lot of holes in my life
If you stacked 'em all together
You could fall in there forever
Got a whole lotta holes in my life

Well, there must be a hole in my ceilin'



'Cause the rain keeps falling on me
And I'm beginning to feel this feelin'
Like there's a hole in my head for lettin' him leave

I gotta a whole lotta holes in my life
I gotta a whole lot of holes in my life
If you stacked 'em all together
You could fall in there forever
Got a whole lotta holes in my life
I gotta a whole lotta holes in my life
I gotta a whole lot of holes in my life
Whole lotta, whole lotta, whole lotta holes
Whole lotta, whole lotta, whole lotta holes
Whole lotta, whole lotta, whole lotta holes
Whole lotta, whole lotta, whole lotta holes
Whole lotta, whole lotta, whole lotta holes
Whole lotta, whole lotta, whole lotta holes

22171. Wholly Yours

David Crowder Band - Wholly Yours (B Variant)

I am full of earth
You are heaven's worth
I am stained with dirt, prone to depravity
You are everything
That is bright and clean
The antonym for me
You are divinity
But a certain sign of grace is this:
From the broken earth
Flowers come up
Pushing through the dirt
And You are holy, holy, holy
All heaven cries, "Holy, holy God."
Oh, You are holy, holy, holy
I want to be holy like You are
You are everything
That is bright and clean
And You're covering me
With Your majesty
And the truest sign of grace was this:
From wounded hands
Redemption fell down
Liberating man

22172. Whoopee Ti-Yi-Yo - Chords



Whoopee Ti-Yi-Yo 
David Bromberg

[Verse 1]
 
   D      G       A           D                            G        A       D
As I rode out one mornin' for pleasure     I spied a young cowboy a'ridin' along
    D               G            A           D                            G         A            D
His hat was throwed back and his spurs was a'jinglin'      and as he rode on he was singin' thi
s song
 
[Chorus]
 
        C              D                         C                   D
Whoopee ti-yi-yo  git along little dogies   it's your misfortune and none of my own
              G        A           D                        G          A           D     A  D
Whoopee ti-yi-yo  git along little dogies   you know that Wyoming will be your new home
 
[Verse 2]
 
     D             G       A            D                          G             A             D
When spring comes along we round up the dogies   we stick on their brands and we bob off t
heir tails
D            G               A           D                      G         A          D
Kick out the strays that the herd has collected   the very next day we go out on the trail
 
[Chorus]
 
        C              D                         C                   D
Whoopee ti-yi-yo  git along little dogies   it's your misfortune and none of my own
              G        A           D                        G          A           D     A  D
Whoopee ti-yi-yo  git along little dogies   you know that Wyoming will be your new home
 
[Instrumental Verse-Chorus]
 
[Verse 3]
 
     D           G           A         D                          G          A           D
Some folks might think trail ridin's a pleasure   if you got that notion you got it dead wrong
   D      G       A          D                           G          A            D
If I ever got any fun out of trailin'   I'd have no good reason for singin' this song
 
[Chorus]
 
        C              D                         C                   D
Whoopee ti-yi-yo  git along little dogies   it's your misfortune and none of my own
              G        A           D                        G          A           D     A  D
Whoopee ti-yi-yo  git along little dogies   you know that Wyoming will be your new home
 
[Chorus]
 
        C              D                         C                   D
Whoopee ti-yi-yo  git along little dogies   it's your misfortune and none of my own
              G        A           D                        G          A           D     A  D
Whoopee ti-yi-yo  git along little dogies   you know that Wyoming will be your new home



22173. Whos Cryin' Baby - Chords

Whos Cryin' Baby
Rhonda Vincent - Whos Cryin Baby

B
I remember all the things you said dear 
                             F#
On the day that you told me goodbye 
B
You said I may as well accept it 
B                    F#        B
And that there's no reason to cry 

B
Tell me who's cryin' baby 
B               F#
Who's feelin' blue 
B               f#       B
Who just don't care anymore 
B       F#         B  
Who's forgettin' who 

You told me I would be so lonesome 
You said that I'd be mighty blue 
And that it wouldn't be so easy 
For me to forget about you 

Tell me who's cryin' baby 
Who's feelin' blue 
Who just don't care anymore 
Who's forgettin' who 
B
I hear distress has come upon you 
                              F#
In the house that we once made a home 
B
They say that life'll teach you lessons 
B                       F#            B
You did me wrong and now you're all alone 

Tell me who's cryin' baby 
Who's feelin' blue 
Who just don't care anymore 
Who's forgettin' who 

Tell me who's cryin' baby 
Who's feelin' blue 
Who just don't care anymore 
Who's forgettin' who 

Tell me who's cryin' baby 
Who's feelin' blue 



Who just don't care anymore 
Who's forgettin' who 

Who just don't care anymore 
Who's forgettin' who

22174. Whose Shoulder Will You Cry On

Whose Shoulder Will You Cry On
Dan Tyminski
IIIrd Tyme Out

Once you were my life and breath
Then you rode your free horse to death
Oh, you trifled around too much
Then you lost your loving touch
Now whose shoulder will you cry on

   You didn't love me all along
   'Cause you can't love and do me wrong
   I don't trust you anymore
   So go knock on another's door
   And whose shoulder will you cry on

Just let those hot tears burn your eyes
They're just payments on the lies
That made a wreck of me
From that chain I've been set free
Now whose shoulder will you cry on

22175. Whose That

John Hartford - Whose That?

Who's that a hiding in the tree trunks?
Who's that a standing there afar?
Who's that a hiding 'neath the back porch?
Who's that underneath the car?

Who's that a creeping by the window?
Who's that a walking on the roof?
Who's that a pecking on the bedroom wall?
I don't know, do you?

Who's that running by the mailbox?
Who's that a letting out that groan?
Who's that a sliding down the drain pipe?
Who's that a talking on the phone?



Who's that a leaving them bathtub rings?
Who drank my Mountain Dew?
Who's that a talking on the radio?
I don't know, do you?

Who's that a stinking up the school house?
Who's that a getting all the play?
Who's that stole my fountain pen?
Who ate my mayonnaise?

Who's that a hanging around the drug store?
Who's that who used my spoon?
Who's that a making all the money?
I don't know, do you?

22176. Why Am I Drinkin'

Why Am I Drinkin'

Hey why am I drinkin'? 'Cause there's no really reason to quit
And why am I thinkin'? God knows I'm trying to forget
And why does that woman who stay on my mind night and day?
And why am I drinkin'? Why am I hurtin' this way?

Is love just another word for mem'ry?
And is love just another word of pain?
The question is that love we really answered
And if so why is love so much to blame?

If love is what what we're really after, then why am I runnin' away?
And why am I drinkin'? Why am I hurtin' this way?
If love is what what we're really after, then why am I runnin' away?
And why am I drinkin'? Why am I hurtin' this way?
Yes honey, why am I drinkin'? Why am I hurtin' this way?

22177. Why Are People Like That - Chords

Why Are People Like That 
David Bromberg

[Blues Lick over A]
 
e/--------------------------/
B/--------------------------/
G/-----------5-7-5----------/
D/-------5-7-------7-5-5-5--/
A/-5-h-7----------------7-7-/
E/--------------------------/
 



[Intro]
 
A   A   E7   A
 
[Verse]
A                                                                       A
They'll take your love and your money, they'll take your sugar and your honey.
                            E7                                A
Thay'll take you skinny or fat,  now why do people act like that?
                                 A                                     A
They'll take your house and your home, they'll take the skin from your bone,
                                   E7                                      A
Thay'll take your shirt from your back,  now how come do people act like that?
                                 A                                  A
They'll take your farm and your crops, take everything that you've got.
                        E7                               A
Then laugh behind your back, oh why do people act like that?
 
[Instrumental Break]
 
A   A   E7  A     A   A   E7   A
 
[Verse]
                                A                                       A
They'll take your love and your money, they'll take your sugar and your honey.
                            E7                               A
Thay'll take you skinny or fat,  oh why do people act like that?
                                 A                                     A
They'll take your house and your home, they'll take the skin from your bone,
                                   E7                                    A
Thay'll take your shirt from your back,  oh how come do people act like that?
                                A                                  A
They'll take your farm and your crops, take everything that you've got.
                        E7                              A
Then laugh behind your back, how come people act like that?
 
[Instrumental Break]
 
A   A   E7  A     A   A   E7   A
 
[Verse]
                               A                                       A
They'll take your love and your money, they'll take your sugar and your honey.
                           E7                                A
Thay'll take you skinny or fat,  oh why do people act like that?
                        A                                         A
You'd think grownups would know better, there's no explainin some people

22178. Why Are You Crying

Why Are You Crying
The Flying Burrito Brothers



Why are you crying and what can I do
It's not so easy
Just watching you cry all alone
Can you tell me what's wrong
And if you think it might help
I can bring my guitar
And sing you a song

I know love's made a fool of others
And I know love's made a fool of me
Try to answer questions that
You never even asked of me
I know you've been left in doubt
By the things that you not sure about
Well I can say I've been there too
And maybe we can both find out
If you will tell me

Why are you crying and what can I do
It's not so easy
Yust watching you cry all alone
Can you tell me what's wrong
And if you think it might help
I can bring my guitar
And sing you a song

You say there's no way I can help
And in the end that might be true
But you never know until you try
And that's all I've asked of you
And I can see you have your secrets
And that's all right I have mine too
But you should always share your troubles
Makes it that much easier on you

Why are you crying and what I can do
It's not so easy
Just watching you cry all alone
Can you tell me what's wrong
And if you think it might help
I can bring my guitar
And sing you a song

22179. Why Baby Why

Why Baby Why
The Flying Burrito Brothers
Edward-Jones

Tell me why baby why baby, why baby why
Make me cry baby
I can't live without ya till the day that I die
Tell me why baby why baby, why baby why



Well I got a crow I wanna pick with you
Just like before when the feathers flew
You're runnin' wild kickin' up your heels
Leavin' me home with a handful of bills

It's too late to leave you and I know it's true
There ain't no living with you so what'll I do ?
I'm going honky tonkin', get as tight as I can
And maybe by then you'll appreciate a good man

Tell me why baby why baby, why baby why
Make me cry baby
I can't live without ya till the day that I die
Tell me why baby why baby, why baby why

Well I don't know but I've heard say
Every little dog's gonna have his day
You better listen to me, don't ya dare forget
Cause you ain't just a little bitty puppy yet

I caught you honky tonkin' with my best friend
The thing to do was leave you way back then
It's too late to leave you but I still get sore
When you come home a-feelin' for the knob on the door

Tell me why baby why baby, why baby why
Make me cry baby
I can't live without ya till the day that I die

22180. Why Can't I Cry - Chords

Why Can't I Cry
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard
 
G                  C      A7                D7            G
Life comes down so heavy  sometimes I can't bear it on my shoulders
        Am             C                         G
I can't cry at all  my tears won't fall as I get older
          C                          D7
Guess I'm goin' through the change I feel so cold and strange
C                 D7               G
Wish I could fall apart and get it over
                C            G         D7
Why why can't I cry like you do when I need to
G               C          G
Why why can't I cry when I need to
                D7            G
And God knows I need to oh so bad
                   C        A7                     D7             G
A woman can cry so easy you never have to hold the hurt down deep inside you
      Am                   C                G
But I can't let go I can't let it show like you do



          C                        D7
Guess I'm goin' through a change I feel so cold and strange
     C                  D7                    G
Wish I could just break down and cry like you do
Repeat #2

22181. Why Can't We

Dolly Parton - Why Can't We 

Look how the wind carries the seed
See how the soil supplies what it needs
The rain falls, the sun shines and a flower breaks free
And it all works together, why can't we
And I have seen children at play in the park
Skin shades of ivory, red, yellow and dark
Well, my eyes saw colors their little hearts could not see
They were playing together, why can't we
Chorus:
Why can't we, why can't we
I can love you and you can love me
Why can't we, why can't we
Set our foolish pride free, just be and let be
Why can't we
I had a dream about a lion and a lamb
They were playing together and there was peace in the land
And swords became plowshares 'cause there were no enemies
And I woke up and wondered, God why can't we
Repeat Chorus
Tag:
Set our foolish pride free, just be and let be
Why can't we, M-M-M-M
Why can't we

22182. Why Did I Wait So Long - Chords

Why Did I Wait So Long     
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Shawn Lane

C                 G7      C
God spoke to me a hundred times
     F              G7        C
He'd call my name I would not go
                      G7     C
Now I cry with joy on bended knees
         F               G7   F
Could've been this happy long ago
 



    C     G7      C
Why did I wait so long
    G7    Dm      F
Why did I wait so long
   G7         C
To answer the call
                     F
From the Greatest of all
    C     G7      C
Why did I wait so long

                           G7       C
God's been with me through troubled times
     F                   G7        C
With hands not seen He's guided my way
                         G7      C
But my foolish pride and worldly things
     F           G7    F
Kept me from Him until today

Repeat #2

    G7    Dm      F
Why did I wait so long
   G7         C
To answer the call
                     F
From the greatest of all
    C     G7      F
Why did I wait so long
 
    C     G7      C
Why did I wait so long

22183. Why Did You Lie

Why Did You Lie 
The Chapmans
 
You told me that you found another 
How could I be so blind, 
you've Left me with a broken heart 
Now I know that you never will be mine 
 
CHORUS: 
I've tried, and'I ve tried, to please you dear 
Knowing that you're never satisfied, 
you Told me that you loved me 
Tell me dear, why did you lie 
 
I stay up late waiting 
Wond'ring where you've been 
There's no more use in us trying 



'Cause this broken heart can't 
trust you again

22184. Why Did You Say Goodbye

Bill Monroe - Why Did You Say Good-Bye?

You'll never find another guy
That loves you more than I can do
You'll never love another man, oh no
'Cause I don't leave your mind more

I'll never find another girl
That pleases me more than you can do
I'll never love another girl, oh no
'Cause you don't leave my mind no more
Don't leave no more

Why, why, oh why
Why did we say goodbye?
Why did you say goodbye to me?
Why did I say goodbye?
I said goodbye to you

Why, why, oh, why
Why did we say goodbye?
Why did you say goodbye to me?
Why did I say goodbye?
I said goodbye to you

Why, why, oh, why
Why did we say goodbye?
Why did you say goodbye to me?
Why did I say goodbye?
I said goodbye to you

Oh, no
I said goodbye
I said goodbye to you

22185. Why Did You Wander

Bill Monroe - Why Did You Wander
Danny Paisley

   Oh, why, oh why did you wander?
   Oh, why did you ever roam?
   When you know that we always were happy
   All alone in our old mountain home



It was down in the old Cumberland Mountains
Down in the hills of Tennessee
As she waited alone in the moonlight
It was there that she waited for me

Oh, why, oh why did you wander?
Oh, why did you ever roam?
When you know that we always were happy
All alone in our old mountain home

Oh, why did you leave me little darling?
Why did you leave me alone?
For you know I'd be lonely without you
All alone in our old mountain home

Oh, why, oh why did you wander?
Oh, why did you ever roam?
When you know that we always were happy
All alone in our old mountain home

I hope you will always be happy
No matter where you may roam
And I hope to be with you up in Heaven
As we were in our old mountain home

Oh, why, oh why did you wander?
Oh, why did you ever roam?
When you know that we always were happy
All alone in our old mountain home

Oh, why, oh why did you wander?
Oh, why did you ever roam?
When you know that we always were happy
All alone in our old mountain home

22186. Why Do I Feel

Dierks Bentley - Why Do I Feel

[Verse 1]
How much reassurance does a man need
Why can't I just let a good thing be
Is it just me? Something don't seem right
In my whole life I've never been so close
To anyone, anything, so girl, I know
I gotta let go and give up the fight
You keep talking like everything's gonna be alright

[Chorus]
So why do I feel like you're slipping away?
So dark in my heart girl
Too many times torn apart girl



I wanna believe what you're trying to say
Girl I'm trying to listen
Don't want my suspicions to drive you away
Why do I, why do I keep messing with a good thing?
Why do I feel?

[Verse 2]
Trying to understand, explain everything
Over analyze us like we're some game
Trying to find pain, where there's only love
It's maybe just that I've never been this far
Never walked through so many open doors
And when I get more, it's never enough
You and me babe
I know we're right as rain

[Chorus]
So why do I feel like you're slipping away?
So dark in my heart girl
Too many times torn apart girl
I wanna believe what you're trying to say
Girl I'm trying to listen
Don't want my suspicions to drive you away
Why do I, why do I keep messing with a good thing?

[Bridge]
Why do I feel like that when it feels like this?
Better than the best it's ever been
Lost in your body here in the dark
Your fingers, my skin: a match and a spark
I told myself I'd make a brand new start

[Chorus]
I wanna believe what you're trying to say
Girl I'm trying to listen
Don't want my suspicions to drive you away
Yeah, I'm trying to listen
Don't want my suspicions to drive you away
Why do I, why do I keep messing with a good thing?
Why do I feel?
Why do I feel?

22187. Why Do I Have to Choose

Why Do I Have to Choose

Why do I have to choose to see everybody lose
To walk around and sing the blues well darling I refuse
Love is hard to find love of any kind
And a love like yours and mine creates it's own design
So why do I have to choose see everybody lose
To walk around and sing the blues well darling I refuse



And when I think of her and then I think of you
The love is not the same but either love is true
Why do I have to choose to see everybody lose
To walk around and sing the blues well darling I refuse

22188. Why Do I Love You

Jim Lauderdale - Why do i love you
Composer: Jim Lauderdale

Why do I love you why do I love you
Oh I give myself away I give myself away

I had it coming for holding on to nothing
Oh knowing you won't change you'll never feel the same

Oh but I'm so weak I've lost my strength
To fight such a liar that's filled me with desire

Why do I miss you I'm dying just to kiss you
I give myself away I don't want to give myself away

Oh but I'm so weak I've lost my strength...

Why do I love you why do I love you
Oh I give myself away I don't want to give myself away

Well I'd still give myself away why do I love you

22189. Why Do I Love You - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - Why Do I Love You     
written by Jim Lauderdale

A E   F#m   E
Why    do I love you
A   E    F#m   A7
Why      do I love you
D  E             A  F#m
Oh I give myself away
D  E          A    E
I give myself away
A E  F#m     E
I     had it coming
A   E       F#m    A7
For holding on to nothing
D  E                  A   F#m
Oh knowing you won't change
D      E               A    A7 



You'll never feel the same
Bm     A       E
Oh but I'm so weak
Bm        A  E
I've lost my strength
Bm       A       E
To fight such a liar
Bm                    E
That's filled me with desire
A  E    F#m  E
Why     do I miss you
A E   F#m           A7       
I'm   dying just to kiss you
D E             A  F#m
  I give myself away
D E                           A    E
  I don't want to give myself away

SOLO

Bm     A      E
Oh but I'm so weak
Bm        A  E 
I've lost my strength
Bm       A      E
To fight such a liar
Bm                    E
That's filled me with desire
A  E F#m  E
Why  do I love you
A   E F#m       A7     
Why   do I love you
D  E                A  F#m
   Oh I give myself away
D E                           A  F#m
  I don't want to give myself away
D        E    A                 F#m
Well I'd still give myself away
A   E    F#m       A
Why      do I love you

From Jim Lauderdale  "Pretty Close To The Truth"
Atlantic Records 1994
Mighty Nice Music/Laudersongs(BMI)

22190. Why Do You Cry Little Darling

Why Do You Cry Little Darling
the Carter Family

Why do you cry little darlin
Why are those tears in your eyes
Why do you weep little darlin



Just when I say goodbye

It makes me sad and lonely
To see you feel so blue
What have I done little darlin
I have I been untrue to you

Cause you are called little darlin
To fight for your country true
There's many a poor girl just like me
Weeping for their sweetheart too

I've tried so hard to be cheerful
But thought of all the long years
You might be gone little darlin
I could not keep back my tears

That's why I cry little darlin
Because you're going away
Leaving me all broken hearted
To weep for you day after day

Every night I'll kneel by my bedside
And ask God to guide you each day
Back to your sweetheart that's waiting
And loves you more than I can say

22191. Why Do You Do Me Like You Do

John Hartford - Why Do You Do Me Like You Do?

You hit me in the face in the middle of the night
I try to sleep while you want to fight
And it's just in your mind that I didn't do right

Why do you do me like you do?
Why do you do me like you do?
Have mercy on me
Why do you do me like you do?
Well, and you know the only time I ever ran around on you
Was in your dreams

You'd better lay off all that coffee 'fore you climb into bed
Or whatever's been giving you that soap opera head
'Cause one of these day's I'm gonna wake up dead

Why do you do me like you do?
Why do you do me like you do?
Have mercy on me
Why do you do me like you do?
Well, and you know the only time I ever ran around on you
Was in your dreams



Now you filled my ears and knocked me down on the floor
You've cut out my tongue and left me tired and sore
When I turn off the light you think I'm asking for more

Why do you do me like you do?
Why do you do me like you do?
Have mercy on me
Why do you do me like you do?
Well, and you know the only time I ever ran around on you
Was in your dreams

22192. Why Do You Love Me

Dierks Bentley - Why Do You Love Me

[Verse 1]
Like the leaves I get restless
I just can't seem to settle down
When the autumn wind blows, it cuts right to my soul
And pulls my roots out of the ground

[Chorus]
Lonesome why do you love me you won't leave me
Why can't we ever be apart
Just when love finds me your chains they bind me
Forever shackled to your heart
Lonesome why do you love me

[Verse 2]
Rain ain't fallin on my windshield
But there's tears in my rearview
Nature's dyin I know behind she's cryin
Why do we leave them sad and blue

[Chorus]
Lonesome why do you love me you won't leave me
Why can't we ever be apart
Just when love finds me your chains they bind me
Forever shackled to your heart
Lonesome why do you love me
You won't leave me

[Chorus]
Lonesome why do you love me you won't leave me
Why can't we ever be apart
Just when love finds me your chains they bind me
Forever shackled to your heart
Lonesome why do you love me

[Outro]
Why do you love me
You won't let me be won't set me free
Lonesome why do you love me



22193. Why Do You Weep Dear Willow - Chords

Why Do You Weep Dear Willow
Recorded by Carl Story - Hylo Brown
Written by Gona Blankenship and Lynn Davis

C               F
I see a weeping willow 
   C                 G7
It seems to hide its face
    C          F
But it is only shielding 
   C        G7      C
My mother's resting place
 
                F
Why do you weep dear willow
    C                     G7
Why do your branches hang low
         C              F
Could it be you know my secret
     C     G7          C
That other trees don't know

                    F
When I was young my mother 
    C                  G7
Her love was there for me
  C                    F
I returned to find her sleeping
  C          G7     C
Beneath that willow tree

repeat #2

                        F
I'll join you as you're weeping
     C            G7
Your sorrow now I see
  C                   F
I know that there's a country 
      C      G7        C
Where mother waits for me

repeat #2

22194. Why Don't We Just Dance



Why Don't We Just Dance
Josh Turner - Why Don't We Just Dance

Baby why don't we just turn that tv off
Three hundred fifteen channels of nothing but bad news on
Well it might be me but the way I see it the whole world has gone crazy
So baby why don't we just dance

Guess the little bitty living room aint gonna look like much
When the lights go down and we move the couch it's gonna be more than enough
For my two left feet and our two hearts beatin' nobody's gonna see us go crazy

So baby why don't we just dance down the hall 
maybe straight up the stairs 
bouncin' off the wall floatin' on air 
baby why don't we just dance

Baby why don't you go put your best dress on
Those high heeled shoes you love to lose as soon as the tunes come on
On second thought just the way you are is already drivin' me crazy 
so baby why don't we just dance down the hall 
maybe straight up the stairs 
bouncin' off the wall floatin' on air 
baby why don't we just dance

Ah cut a rug

Well it might be me but the way I see it 
the whole world has gone crazy 
so baby why don't we just dance 
Oh baby why don't we just dance.

22195. Why Don't We Talk About It

Rodney Crowell - Why Don't We Talk About It

Once I had a woman with a high hand
And I let her treat me mighty low man
She made a lover of my best friend
And now he treats me like a has been
Yes, I've had my trouble with the world around me
No, I didn't give it my best
Now I get a chance to see some better weather
If you want to stay forever
Why don't we talk about it now
Yes my reputation says I'm flaky
Hey my whole situation's kinda shaky
Some people 'round here think I've lost it
They drew the line I stepped across it
Yes, I've had my troubles in some certain circles
No, I didn't bring it on myself
Now I get a chance to know they'll eat their words
And if you don't care what you've heard
Why don't we talk about it now



Sometimes I make it all up in my head
There's a whole lot of things that should have never been said
This new ground feels solid that I'm standing on
I have done some things that might amaze you
But then again most things don't even phase you
You got a way of standing steadfast
I've got a way of running dead last
Yes, I've had my trouble trying to start over
No, I didn't give it all I could
Now I get a chance to know what love can heal
And if you want to know the feeling
Why don't we talk about it now
If you want to know the feeling
Why don't we talk about it now

22196. Why Don't You Do Right

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Why Don't You Do Right?

You had plenty money, 1922
You let other women make a fool of you

Why don't you do right?
Like some other men do
Get outta here, and
Get me some money, too

You sitting down wondering what it's all about
You ain't got no money that would put you out

Why don't you do right?
Like some other men do
Get outta here, and
Get me some money, too

If you had prepared twenty years ago
You wouldn't be wandering now from door to door

Why don't you do right?
Like some other men, like some other men do
Get outta here, and
Get me some money, too

I said get outta here
Give me some money, too
I said get outta here
Give me some money, too



22197. Why Don't You Do Right

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Why Don't You Do Right?

You had plenty money, 1922
You let other women make a fool of you

Why don't you do right?
Like some other men do
Get outta here, and
Get me some money, too

You sitting down wondering what it's all about
You ain't got no money that would put you out

Why don't you do right?
Like some other men do
Get outta here, and
Get me some money, too

If you had prepared twenty years ago
You wouldn't be wandering now from door to door

Why don't you do right?
Like some other men, like some other men do
Get outta here, and
Get me some money, too

I said get outta here
Give me some money, too
I said get outta here
Give me some money, too

22198. Why Don't You Haul Off And Love Me

Dolly Parton - Why Don't You Haul Off And Love Me 

They say the love bug will get you at the age of 23
Well I'm not tellin' my age but somethin' got a hold on me
I'm just cravin' some lovin' in the old fashion way
Honey linger near and listen to all I had to say
Why don't you haul off and love me one more time
Why don't you squeeze me until I'm turning blind
If you don't cuddle off and love me like I want you to do
I'm gonna haul off and die over you
[ steel ]
I can feel your warm lips near me hear you breathe so soft and fine
I can feel the matrimony crawlin' up and down my spine
I don't believe this love will hurt you cause it feels so nice and kind
It seems mighty close to heaven when your love is on the line
Why don't you haul off...
I'm a gonna haul off and die over you



22199. Why Don't You Love Me

Roy Acuff - Why don't you love me
Composer: Hank Williams

Why don't you love me like you used to do
How come you treat me like a worn out shoe
My hair's still curly and my eyes are still blue
Why don't you love me like you used to do

Ain't had no lovin' like a huggin' and a kissin' in a long long while
We don't get nearer further or closer than a country mile

Why don't you spark like you used to do
And say sweet nothings like you used to coo
I'm the same old trouble that you've always been through
Why don't you love me like you used to do

Well why don't you be just like you used to be
How come you find so many faults with me
Somebody's changed so let me give you a clue
Why don't you love me like you used to do

Ain't had no lovin' like a huggin' and a kissin' in a long long while
We don't get nearer further or closer than a country mile

Why don't you say things you used to say
What makes you treat me like a piece of clay
My hair's still curly and my eyes are still blue
Why don't you love me like you used to do

22200. Why Don't You Quit Leaving Me Alone?

Rodney Crowell - Why Don't You Quit Leaving Me Alone?

Surely you'll remember this old resort hotel
It's pink and white all over and historical as hell
F. Scott and Zelda stayed here and you and me, as well
At least that's how the story goes, the porters like to tell
A cold hard rain comes falling down
It wasn't like this last time around
There's no calm center to this storm
Oh baby, why don't you quit leaving me alone?
There's nothing on the TV, no message on the phone
And nothing but an awful lot of nothing going on
And every radio station plays the same forsaken song
You'd think I would've had the sense to leave this place alone
Well, some dreams die with dignity
They fade out clean and quietly



Some won't let you let 'em go
Oh baby, why don't you quit leaving me alone?
The same old corner bedroom, seven stories up
That overlooks a window that overlooks the gulf
The same old sleazy porter with the after hours stuff
I think I'll kick the walls around and beat myself up
Well, some dreams die with dignity
They fade out clean and quietly
But some won't let you let 'em go
Oh baby, why don't you quit leaving me?
A cold hard rain comes pouring down
It wasn't like this last time around
There's no calm center to this storm
Oh baby, why don't you quit leaving me alone?

22201. Why Don't You Tell Me So

Why Don't You Tell Me So
Flatt & Scruggs

I can tell by the look in your eye
That you still care for me
But somehow you just won't admit
That's why I'm so lonesome you see

Now if you have made up your mind
And if you still want me to know
Why do you keep me in doubt
Why don't you tell me so

Each night there are tears on my pillow
They're all because of you I know
Dear I can't go on this away
Why don't you tell me so

* Refrain

Now there'll come a time little darling
When you will want me I know
But dear it will then be too late
For you to tell me so

* Refrain

22202. Why Haven't You Loved Me Yet - Chords

Why Haven't You Loved Me Yet 
Sierra Ferrell



[Intro]
C D G
 
[Verse]
G                                 D
The sun is hanging round how it's big and bright
                                    G
I'm watching you how you're walking out of sight
                                        D
You're walking to a girl who lives down on my street
                               G
I'm just wondering why that it isn't me
    C                D
I'm all alone, in my house my home
                                   G
Wondering why haven't you loved me yet
 
[Instrumental Verse]
G D
G
D
G
 
 
[Verse]
G                                D
The moon is hanging low how it's big and round
                                     G
I'm watching you and how you run all over town
                                    D
Another girl I see how they quickly come and go
                                        G
I'm just wondering why tonight it's not me you hold
    C                D
I'm all alone, in my house my home
                                   G
Wondering why haven't you loved me yet
                   D                        G     D G
I'm just wondering why haven't you loved me yet.

22203. Why I Sing the Blues

Vince Gill - Why I Sing the Blues

Everybody wants to know
Why I sing the blues
Yes, I say everybody wanna know
Why I sing the blues
Well, I've been around a long time
I really have paid my dues

When I first got the blues
They brought me over on a ship



Men were standing over me
And a lot more with a whip
And everybody wanna know
Why I sing the blues
Well, I've been around a long time
Mm, I've really paid my dues

I've laid in a ghetto flat
Cold and numb
I heard the rats tell the bedbugs
To give the roaches some
Everybody wanna know
Why I'm singing the blues
Yes, I've been around a long time
People, I've paid my dues

I stood in line
Down at the County Hall
I heard a man say, "We're gonna build
Some new apartments for y'all"
And everybody wanna know
Yes, they wanna know
Why I'm singing the blues
Yes, I've been around a long, long time
Yes, I've really, really paid my dues

Now I'm gonna play Lucille.

My kid's gonna grow up
Gonna grow up to be a fool
'Cause they ain't got no more room
No more room for him in school
And everybody wanna know
Everybody wanna know
Why I'm singing the blues
I say I've been around a long time
Yes, I've really paid some dues

Yeah, you know the company told me
Guess you're born to lose
Everybody around me, people
It seems like everybody got the blues
But I had 'em a long time
I've really, really paid my dues
You know I ain't ashamed of it, people
I just love to sing my blues

I walk through the cities, people
On my bare feet
I had a fill of catfish and chitterlings
Up and down Beal Street
You know I'm singing the blues
Yes, I really
I just have to sing my blues
I've been around a long time
People, I've really, really paid my dues



Now Father Time is catching up with me
Gone is my youth
I look in the mirror everyday
And let it tell me the truth
I'm singing the blues
Mm, I just have to sing the blues
I've been around a long time
Yes, yes, I've really paid some dues

Yeah, they told me everything
Would be better out in the country
Everything was fine
I caught me a bus uptown, baby
And every people, all the people
Got the same trouble as mine
I got the blues, huh huh
I say I've been around a long time
I've really paid some dues

One more time, fellows!

Blind man on the corner
Begging for a dime
The rollers come and caught him
And throw him in the jail for a crime
I got the blues
Mm, I'm singing my blues
I've been around a long time
Mm, I've really paid some dues

Can we do just one more?

Oh I thought I'd go down to the welfare
To get myself some grits and stuff
But a lady stand up and she said
"You haven't been around long enough"
That's why I got the blues
Mm, the blues
I say, I've been around a long time
I've really, really paid my dues

Fellows, tell them one more time.

Ha, ha, ha. That's all right, fellows.
Yeah!

22204. Why I'm Walkin'

Ernest Tubb 
Why I'm Walkin'
Emmylou Harris

I've got my angel on my mind that's why I'm walkin'



There's such an ache in this old heart now I ain't talkin'
The little hand that held mine tight just waved goodbye tonight
I've got her sweet love on my mind that's why I'm walkin'

With an old love on your mind life's not worth livin'
I breathe her name with every breath I'm breathin'
Why could I never see how much she meant to me
I've got her sweet love on my mind that's why I'm walkin'

With an old love on your mind life's not worth livin'
I breathe her name with every breath I'm breathin'
Why could I never see how much she meant to me
I've got her sweet love on my mind that's why I'm walkin'
I've got my angel on my mind that's why I'm walkin'

22205. Why Is It So Hard To Say No

Tom T. Hall - Why is it so hard to say no
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Why is it so hard to say no it's only a two letter word
It's not that we say something weird
It's nothing that they haven't heard
Why is it so hard to say no it's just as easy as yes
Some people do things that they shouldn't be doing
Because they can't say no I guess

Why is it so hard to say no are there some feeling's to hurt
What do they expect when someone suggests
Let's go outside and eat dirt
Why is it so hard to say no instead of just saying OK
No means I don't and I won't and I can't
In other words no means no way

Why is it so hard to say no it's hard to say no to a friend
But sometimes a friend can be wrong about things
You have to say no in the end
Why is it so hard to say no we don't like to let people down
But we must learn to say it and say it politely
Or people will push us around

So here is our lesson today a word that can make people frown
A word that can sometimes hurt feelings
No means only a sound
Just put your tongue at the top is everyone ready to go
We're saying that word that is so hard to say
Are you ready yes well OK it's no



22206. Why Me

Why Me
Oak Ridge Boys - Why Me

Why me Lord what have I ever done
To deserve even one of the pleasures I've known
Tell me Lord what did I ever do
That was worth loving you for the kindness you've shown

Lord help me, Jesus, I've wasted it
So help me Jesus I know what I am
Now that I know that I've needed you
So help me Jesus my soul's in Your hand

Try me Lord if you think there's a way
That I can repay what I've taken from You
Maybe Lord I can show someone else
What I've been through myself on my way back to You

22207. Why Me Ralph

Why Me Ralph - Ralph Stanley

In the beautiful hills way back in Virginia
By the side of his home where he played as a lad
In a deep dark grave Carter lies sleeping
There lies the best friend that I ever had

For twenty one years he travelled this country
Entertaining his friends wherever he roamed
For many thousands he made life brighter
Now he is at rest near his old home

He wrote many songs about the Clinch Mountains
Of mother and dad his friends and home
Through 43 states and many foreign countries
Wherever he travelled his name was known

Now he's at rest in the family graveyard
On top of a hill where the wind blows o'er
he's gone on now but he won't be forgotten
The songs he left will never grow old

He laid down his guitar but he'll always be remembered
On earth for the last time he sung white dove
Forever in heaven Carter will be singing
Singing with the angels in heaven above



22208. Why Must I Plead

Richard Thompson - Why Must I Plead 

All your bitterness and lies
Sting like tears in my eyes
And a thousand lovesick tunes
Won't wash away the wounds from my mind
You've been seen around, you're a news sensation
You got a better deal and you took his invitation
You've been sitting on his lap and taking his dictation
Mercy, we used to love all day and drive all night
Mercy, jealousy used to whet your appetite
Mercy, we were low as dogs and high as kites
Why must I plead with you darling,
For what's already mine
My friends are indiscreet
And I sing myself to sleep
And I don't mind the red wine
Or the pickup line as long as it's cheap
I ask you what 's wrong, and you say I'm all yours
I ask who your friend is, and you say Santa Clause
I ask you to come home, you say yoU're tired of being indoors
Mercy, you know you signed on that dotted line
Mercy, you signed yours and I signed mine
Mercy, you said forever till the end of time
Why must I plead with you darling,
For what's already mine

22209. Why Must I Remain

Why Must I Remain

In my life I've known sorrow
I've seen love fade away
I've had tears from sadness
Like those shed today 

My heart was within me
My sadness my own
My thoughts there were anchored
At rest with my soul
 

Then when I met you
I gave you my soul
My heart was between us
No longer my own

All that I know of
And all that I am
Is shared now with you
How can I remain



   
    Oh lord if you're with me
    Help me find the strength
    My soul lay a-dying
    Why must I remain

And now you are dying
Now you are alone
And I must remain here
Though my world  is gone

And I am no longer
My heart has no home
There could be no other, God
Don't leave me alone
   
    ch., repeat last two lines

22210. Why Not Confess

Why Not Confess
Jim & Jesse
Hazel Dickens

I am asking of you, little darling
Are you tired of the love you possess
Are you longing to be with another
If you don't love me, why not confess

When you tell me that you are so lonely
Are your feeling you try to express
Are you longing to be with another
If you don't love me, why not confess

You have always told me that you loved me
And forever would be my sweetheart
I can tell by your countiess expressions
That my love has no place in your heart

When I'm round you are always complaining
You are trying to beat me I guess
Are you longing to be with another
If you don't love me, why not confess

I am thinking of you, little darling
In my heart you shall always remain
And I think it'd be best for me, darling
If I never would see you again

I am trying my best to forget you
Any my feelings I can not express
For my sake I am asking in earnest
If you don't love me, why not confess



22211. Why Not Tonight - Chords

Why Not Tonight
Recorded by Reba McEntire
Written by Jon Vezner, David Stringfellow, Nancy Montgomery

G  
Well pardon me but you have my attention 
                                 D7
Ever since you strolled into the room

Believe me that it's not my intention 
                           G
If I appear to come on too smooth

It's not like me to make such advances 
         G7                    C 
But this time baby I could not resist
                             G      E7 
So if you're up for taking a chance on love 
C             D7               G  
I can't see a better time than this

So baby why not tonight 
                                     D7  
This could be the start of something right

Hey you can take it easy we can take it so slow
                                           G  
We can take it anywhere that you'd like to go

So baby why not tonight the stars are out 
        G7           C
And I'm sure they'll agree
                  G                    E7
Oh it's a perfect night for fallin' in love 
   A7              D7        G
So why not fall in love with me

Oh maybe we could go out for some dinner 
                                 D7
And later on now we could do the town

You know I consider myself a winner 
                            G
Just to have a boy like you around

Then if you're up for doing some dancing
       G7                                C
Yeah I know a place they dance until the dawn
                                        G    E7
You know anything you'd like well it'll be alright
   A7             D7              G



So why not take a chance and come along

repeat #3

So baby why not tonight the stars are out 
        G7           C
And I'm sure they'll agree
                  G                    E7
Oh it's a perfect night for fallin' in love 
   A7              D7   
So why not fall in love 
                     A7              D7        G
Why not fall in love why not fall in love with me

22212. Why Now Baby - Chords

Why Now Baby 
The Red Stick Ramblers

[Verse 1]
        D           D
Well we sat on your porch swing
       D         D
With a bottle of wine
   D         D          D           D
I sang you a song and I said it was mine
           G7         G7              G7
You'd have hearded it before but you didn't want to say
    D                        D
You knew I was lyin' but you loved me anyway
 
[Chorus]
     A7          A7
Well if that was nothing
       A7             A7
And it didn't mean a thing
              D                                D
Well tell me why, now baby am I begging you to stay?
 
[Solo]
D - G7 - D - A7 - D
D - G7 - D - A7 - D
 
[Verse 2]
        D                D
Well I left home in the springtime
      D            D
And I promised I'd call
     D               D        D         D
But you know that I waited until it was fall
       G7          G7
Well I said I was sorry
      G7         G7



I was busy it's true
     D            D
And you said it's all right
     D            D
You knew I'd call soon
 
[Chorus]
     A7          A7             A7            A7
Well if that was nothing and it didn't mean a thing
        D
Tell me why, now baby am I begging you to stay
     A7          A7                         A7
And if that was nothing no it didn't mean a thing
         D       D         D             D
Tell me why now baby am I begging you to stay

22213. Why Should I Be Lonely

Why Should I Be Lonely
(Jimmie Rodgers - Estelle Lowell)

[Verse 1:]
Oh the moon lights so bright makes me lonely tonight
Everything seems to make me feel blue here
I'm down hearted now I'm lonesome
Somehow cause you are proving untrue
Why sould I be so lonely why should I be so sad
Though another is taking from me the best pal that I've ever had
She's taking the sunshine with her leaving the clouds for me

[Chorus:]
But why should I be so lonesome
When there's nobody lonesome for me

[Bridge:]
Oh the violets so blue are calling for roses
So sweet make me lonely
They bring to my mind a sweet happy time
When your love was only for me

[Chorus]

22214. Why Should The Fire Die

Why Should the Fire Die?
Chris Thile

[Verse 1]
Why should the fire die?



My mom and dad kept theirs alive
It's early yet, don't say goodnight
I know you're tired, you'll be alright

[Verse 2]
You're shining still behind the clouds
Saying I won't figure you out
It might be true, but let me try
And try and try for the rest of my life

[Bridge]
I'm not scared of being alone
I'm not scared of being alone, being alone

[Verse 3]
I'm just happier being confused
Beside the fire as long as it's with you
Why should the fire die?
My mom and dad kept theirs alive
It's getting late, she says goodnight
And falls asleep, I'll be alright

22215. Why There's A Tear In My Eye

Why There's A Tear In My Eye

I once loved a beautiful maiden
As fair as the blue skies above
And each night as we wondered together
The moon seemed to smile on our love

We vowed to be true to each other
And nothing could cause us to part
But we never once dreamed that the future
Held only a broken heart

Then there came the night when we parted
We quarreled as all sweethearts do
And I learned what it was to be jealous
When she told me our love was untrue

She told me she had always been faithful
She swore that her love could not die
And then when I did not believe her
She kissed me and told me goodbye

Yodel

I found I had falsely accused her
And went back to make her my bride
And there in the door stood her mother
She told me my sweetheart had died



I went in and knelt down beside her
And there in the hush of that room
I prayed that my maker would take me
And send my soul down to its doom

So now I have told you the reason
There's always a tear in my eye
For long weary years I've repented
But I'm longing to lay down and die

And I wonder if I'll be forgiven
When I face the master someday
And I wonder if I'll see my sweetheart
On that beautiful shore far away

22216. Why Worry

Emmylou Harris - Why Worry

Baby I see this world has made you sad
Some people can be bad
The things they do and things they say
But baby I'll wipe away those bitter tears
I'll chase away those restless fears
That turn your blue skies into gray

Why worry, there should be laughter after pain
There should be sunshine after rain
These things have always been the same
So why worry now
Why worry now

Baby when I get down I turn to you
And you make sense of what I do
I know it isn't hard to say
But baby just when this world seems mean and cold
Our love comes shining red and gold
And all the rest is by the way

Why worry, there should be laughter after pain
There should be sunshine after rain
These things have always been the same
So why worry now
Why worry now

Why worry now

22217. Why You Been Gone So Long



Why You Been Gone So Long
Chris Hillman - Tony Rice

Well every time it rains Lord I run to my window
All I do is ring my hands and mourn
Well listen to that thunder roar
Can't you hear that lonesome wind moan
Tell me baby now why you been gone so long

   Tell me baby now why you been gone so long
    You been gone so long now
   Tell me baby now why you been gone so long
   Wolfs scratchin at my door lord Lord
   I can hear that lonesome wind blow
   Tell me baby now why you been gone so long

Well someone said they thought they saw you rollin down in Reno
With a big ol man from San Antone
They tell me I'm a fool to pine for you oh what do they know
Tell me baby now why you been gone so long

Ain't nothin I want to do lord
So I guess I could get stoned
And let the past paint pictures in my head
Drink a fifth of thunderbird and try to write a sad sad song
Tell my baby now why you been gone so long

22218. Why You Do What You Do

Why You Do What You Do
Becky Buller (Goodnight Sparky Music, BMD)
Kenny & Amanda Smith

You have what you don't want 
You want what you don't need 
It's safe to say your cheating ways will be the death of me 
Why do you do what you do 

There's nothing you like better 
Than painting up the town 
But one day those lies and alibi's will bring you down 
Why do you do what you do

I said that I'd be faithful 
I promised to be true 
Now I can't see whatever made me love the likes of you
Why do you do what you do

The time has come for leaving 
So here's my wedding band 
I don't suppose I need to know or ever understand 
Why do you do what you do
Why do you do what you do 
Why do you do what you do



22219. Why You Said Goodbye - Chords

Why You Said Goodbye

(C) Your letter came, this very (F) day
And it wiped (C) all, my dreams (G7) away
I've read it (C) o'er, a thousand (F) times
Its left me (C) with, (G7) a (C) worried mind

(Course)

(C) I wonder why, you said (F) goodby
and did you (C) mean, to make me (G7) cry
I guess (C) until, the day I (F) die
that I will (C) still, (G7) be (C) wondering why.
(C) I dread the thought, that we are (F) through
and that you've (C) found, somebody (G7) new
I love you (C) now, I always (F) will
I'd rather (C) die, (G7) tha (C) say farewell

(Course)

(C) I hope and pray, before my (F) time
that you'll come (C) back, and say you're (G7) mine
bring back the (C) love, you took (F) away
and ment the (C) heart, (G7) you (C) broke today

(Course)

22220. Why You Wanna Leave Me

Why You Wanna Leave Me
Donna the Buffalo

Why you wanna leave me baby
You're my only girl
Why you wanna leave me baby
I'll rock your world
Why you wanna leave me baby
We're all alone
Why you wanna leave me baby
Pick up the phone
Baby baby baby
Baby baby baby
Baby baby baby
I got that feelin'
I got that feelin'
I got that feelin'
I got that feelin'



22221. Why'd Ya Do It

Why'd Ya Do It
Sierra Ferrell

[Verse 1]
Don't be afraid of the darkness
No, don't be ashamed of the light
My love for you's' a' deep blue ocean,' baby
I just wanna swim inside

[Verse 2]
I wanna' go with you everywhere
Yes, even I would write your name upon the stars
My love for you's a fire in motion, baby
You make me feel alive

[Verse 3]
Shiver, shiver shake
Oh, my poor head's gonna break
Can't quite wrap it around you
No, I don't know what I should do

[Chorus]
Why'd you do it? Why did you do it?
Why did you fall in love?
It's a hard fall from way up there
Come down, dear, that's enough

Why did you do it? Why did you do it?
Why did you fall in love?
It's a hard fall from way up there
Come down, dear, that's enough

[Verse 4]
You love me with your body
But it's never with your heart
I'm gonna find somebody
Who won't tear my world apart

[Chorus]
Why'd you do it? Why did you do it?
Why did you fall in love?
It's a hard fall from way up there
Come down, dear, that's enough

So why did you do it? Why did you do it?
Why did you fall in love?
It's a hard fall from way up there
Come down, dear, that's enough



22222. Why'd You Come In Here Lookin' Like That

Dolly Parton - Why'd You Come In Here Lookin' Like That 

Why'd you come in here lookin' like that
In your cowboy boots and your painted-on jeans
All decked out like a cowgirl's dream
Why'd you come in here looking like that
Here comes my baby
Draggin' my heart behind
He's drivin' me crazy
Who says love is blind
He's got a wanderin' eye and a travelin' mind
Big ideas and a little behind
Out with a different woman every night
But I remember when he was mine

Chorus:
Why'd you come in here lookin' like that
In your high heeled boots and your painted-on jeans
All decked out like a cowgirl's dream
Waltzing right in here lookin' like that
Why'd you come in here lookin' like that
When you could stop traffic in a gunney sack
Why you're almost givin' me a heart attack
When you waltz right in here lookin' like that
I just can't stand it
To see him on the town
He's out slow dancing
With every girl around

I'm a softhearted woman he's a hardheaded man
And he's gonna make me feel just as bad as he can
He's got himself a mean streak a half a mile wide
But now he's dancing on this heart of mine
Why'd you come in here lookin' like that
In your high heeled boots and your painted-on jeans
All decked out like a cowgirl's dream
Why's you come in here lookin' like that
Why'd you come in here lookin' like that
In your high heeled boots and your painted-on jeans
All decked out like a cowgirl's dream
Why'd you come in here lookin' like that
Why'd you come in here lookin' like that
When you could stop traffic in a gunney sack
Why you're almost givin' me a heart attack
When you waltz right in here lookin' like that
Why'd you come in here lookin' like that



22223. Why, Oh Why

Why, Oh Why
Chris Stapleton

[Intro]
Why oh why can't I lay this trouble down
Lies your lies keep coming back around
And round and round and round

[Verse 1]
You're a shot of whisky
Straight and smooth and killing me
You're like a prayer I should pray
You're like a sad song I can't help but sing along
You're all the pleasure and the pain

[Chorus]
Why oh why can't I lay this trouble down
Lies your lies keep coming back around
And round and round and round

[Verse 2]
You're a lesson I can't learn
I must love getting burned
Stop drop and roll right in the flame
You're poison in a kiss that's just the way it is
You're like the sunshine in the rain

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
You say you love me say you're sorry
I believe you every word
I guess I let you like a fool
I guess I get what I deserve
Next time you say goodbye

[Chorus]

22224. Why, Oh Why

Little Big Town - Why, Oh Why

[Intro]
Why oh why can't I lay this trouble down
Lies your lies keep coming back around
And round and round and round

[Verse 1]
You're a shot of whisky
Straight and smooth and killing me
You're like a prayer I should pray



You're like a sad song I can't help but sing along
You're all the pleasure and the pain

[Chorus]
Why oh why can't I lay this trouble down
Lies your lies keep coming back around
And round and round and round

[Verse 2]
You're a lesson I can't learn
I must love getting burned
Stop drop and roll right in the flame
You're poison in a kiss that's just the way it is
You're like the sunshine in the rain

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
You say you love me say you're sorry
I believe you every word
I guess I let you like a fool
I guess I get what I deserve
Next time you say goodbye

[Chorus]

22225. Why, Why, Why

Dolly Parton - Why, Why, Why 

Why why why did you say goodbye why did you walk out on me
Cry cry cry I feel like I could die why did you go and leave me lonely
[ steel ]
What did I do what did I say to make you just walk out and leave me this way
Please come back and tell me what I did wrong
And I'll make it up to you if you'll just come back home
I'll try try try as each day goes by to make you glad that you came back to me
No more goodbyes and no more tears to cry every day I'll try to make you happy
[ steel ]
What did I do what did I say...

22226. Wichita

Wichita (Revival Outtake)
Gillian Welch

[Verse 1]
She went back to Wichita
She went back to her ma and pa



Reckon I saw her next to my truck
Pumping gas with the car packed up
We talked as neighbors will
There waiting for the tank to fill
We talked about nothing
How it might snow
How far she had to go

[Chorus]
Going back where the grass grows tall
And the fields burn in the fall
You can still hear the night birds call
Back in Wichita

[Verse 2]
She came in '85
She came here as a July bride
But it never got easy, never got rich
Ain't got much but what she came here with
Good times have all been spent
She ain't broken but she's badly bent
There's nothing she wants here
Nothing that shines
She's made up her mind

[Chorus]
Going back where the grass grows tall
And the fields burn in the fall
You can still hear the night birds call
Back in Wichita

[Bridge]
She says for all my time, well, I ain't got much to show
You can tell that man of mine and anyone who wants to know

22227. Wichita Lineman

Dwight Yoakam - Wichita Lineman
(Jimmy Webb)

I am a lineman for the county
And I drive the main road
Searchin' in the sun
For another overload

I hear you singin' in the wires
I can hear you through the whine
And the Wichita lineman
Is still on the line.

I know I need a small vacation
But it don't look like rain
And if it snows that stretch down south



Will never stand the strain

And I need you more than want you
And I want you for all time
And the Wichita lineman
Is still on the line.

And I need you more than want you
And I want you for all time
And the Wichita lineman
Is still on the line.
Still on the line.
Still on the line.
And the Wichita lineman
Is still on the line.
Still on the line.

22228. Wichita Way - Chords

Wichita Way 
John Cowan
 
[Intro]
C
Anyway so one day I go out and I jump into my 1972 Teenage Ninja neutered mutant green
C
Chevrolet Vega and I drive strait to Las Angeles California Hollywood
C
Cause I just know I can be a popular star and well you know the next thing that happens
 
[Verse 1]
C
Well I'm sitting on my suitcase under neath this here palm tree
C
wondering if where I am is where I want to be
   F
Is it too soon to question should I go or should I stay?
      C
Am I just another hayseed who is chanced to pass this way?
          G#m                   G
Well I won't give up that easy
                                     C
Cause that's not the Wichita way no.
 
[Verse 2]
C
Well one thing I know for certain it's not Kansas anymore
C
and I didn't see no cornfield when I opened that door.
            F
When I said good morning neighbour
F
she just turned and walked away



     C
So I just stood there shouting honey have a real nice day
         G#m               G
somebody aught to tell her
                               C
that's not the Wichita way. No
 
[Chorus]
Am
Way back home in Wichita
Am
All the people say
Am
You'd be right back home in Wichita
G#m       G                 Am
Once the bright lights fade
Am
Every night I dream of Wichita
Am
That's the price I pay
 
Show the world I ain't no quitter
G             F           C
that's the Wichita way
C
Yes it is Aw You just tell them all about it Mr. Darrell Scott
 
[Solo]
C F C
G#m G C
 
Am G Am
Am G F C
 
[Verse 3]
C
Wellllll I used to watch the weather but it don't ever change
C
it's all cinderblocks and concrete nobody prays for rain,
         F
It's a real nice place to visit but you would not want to stay
         C
Everybody plans to disappear before the next earthquake
              G#m                             G                    C
And this crazy life they're living Aww it's not the Wichita way, no
 
[Chorus]
Am
Way back home in Wichita
Am
All the people say
Am
that you'd be right back home in Wichita
G#m       G                  Am
once the bright lights fade
Am
Every night I dream of Wichita



Am
That's the price I pay
Am
To show the world I ain't no quitter
G             F           C
That's the Wichita way
 
[Outro]
G             F  C
The Wichita way,
G             F  C
the Wichita way
G             F  C
the Wichita waaaaaaaaayyyyyyyyyyy
 
C B Bb A
C B Bb A
C B Bb A G# G F# F Bb C

22229. Wicked Path Of Sin

Wicked Path Of Sin
Bill Monroe - Stanley Brothers

In this awful world of sorrow
On this wicked path of sin
Never thinking of tomorrow
Or what I'd lose in the end

   Oh I can hear (oh I can hear) the joy bells ringing
   Where my friends (where my friends) and loved ones wait
   Oh I can hear the angels singing (sweet singing)
   Just inside (just inside) those pearly gates

I can hear my savior calling
Saying come unto me
Wash away your sins forever
And you shall rest eternally

Now I'm safe with my Jesus
He will guide me on my way
I will sing His praise forever
We'll meet in heaven some sweet day

22230. Wide Open

Wide Open
The Bluegrass Gospel Group



[Verse 1]
Well, I used to think that God was for old folks and preachers
That didn't have a thing to do with me
Thought I was running fast, but all that stuff didn't last
Now I can't keep up since Jesus set me free

[Chorus]
Wide open, running free, indeed
I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me
There's no holdin' back, all the chains are broken
I'm going with God, wide open

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 2]
I was headed down a dead-end street, ninety miles an hour
Just before I crashed, I saw His light
And my spirit's flying free, holding on to God's wings
Hanging on for my dear life

[Chorus]
Wide open, running free, indeed
I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me
There's no holdin' back, all the chains are broken
I'm going with God, wide open

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Wide open, running free, indeed
I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me
There's no holdin' back, all the chains are broken
I'm going with God, wide open

22231. Wide Open Spaces

Dixie Chicks - Wide Open Spaces

Who doesn't know what I'm talking about
Who's never left home, who's never struck out
To find a dream and a life of their own
A place in the clouds, a foundation of stone

Many precede and many will follow
A young girl's dreams no longer hollow
It takes the shape of a place out west
But what it holds for her, she hasn't yet guessed

She needs wide open spaces
Room to make her big mistakes
She needs new faces
She knows the high stakes



She traveled this road as a child
Wide eyed and grinning, she never tired
But now she won't be coming back with the rest
If these are life's lessons, she'll take this test

She needs wide open spaces
Room to make her big mistakes
She needs new faces
She knows the high stakes
She knows the high stakes

(Ah, ah)

And as her folks drive away, her dad yells, "Check the oil"
Mom stares out the window and says, "I'm leaving my girl"
She said, "It didn't seem like that long ago"
When she stood there and let her own folks know

She needed wide open spaces
Room to make her big mistakes
She needs new faces
She knows the high stakes

She knows the high stakes
She knows the highest stakes (wide open spaces)
She knows the highest stakes
She knows the highest stakes (wide open spaces)

22232. Wide River to Cross

Balsam Range - Wide River to Cross 

V1
There's a sorrow in the wind
Blowing down the road I've been
I can hear it cry while shadows steal the sun
But I cannot look back now
I've come too far to turn around
And there's still a race ahead that I must run

Chorus
I'm only halfway home 
I've gotta journey on
To where I'll find the things I have lost
I've come a long, long road 
Still I've got miles to go
I've got a wide, wide river to cross

V2
I have stumbled I have strayed
You can trace the tracks I've made
All across the memories my heart recalls
But I'm just a refugee, won't you say a prayer for me?



'Cause sometimes even the strongest soldier falls

Chorus
I'm only halfway home 
I've gotta journey on
To where I'll find the things I have lost
I've come a long, long road 
Still I've got miles to go
I've got a wide, wide river to cross

I've come a long, long road 
Still I've got miles to go
I've got a wide, wide river to cross

22233. Wider Circles

Wider Circles - Rising Appalachia

We are moving in wider Circles
We are opening our circle
We are moving in wider circles
We are opening our circle

Oh be compass
I'll be your light house
Speak your words with triumph
And I will watch your mouth

I'll march with you my sister
To your place of fearing
We'll dive into those waters
Swim into the clearing

We'll always keep our heads up
We'll always sing along
We'll walk the path of kindness
Know where we belong

And I'll march with you my brother
To the mountain top
We'll hold back the dynamite
Make the rumble stop

Oh be a pillar
I'll be your mockingbird
We'll sing the rock of ages
Yes we will be heard

Lets form a great salvation
Through harmony and sound
We'll know the shape of progress 
Like nature, is always round



22234. Widow Maker - Chords

Widow Maker 
Jimmy Martin

[Intro]
N.C.
Widow Maker, Widow Maker
N.C.
Were the words so bright and big
N.C.
Painted 'cross the bumper of a shiny rig
 
[Verse 1]
C                                G                C
Billy Mack kissed Wanda Anne and climbed into his rig
     C                               G                 C     C7
Said he'd be back a-Tuesday night so plan on somethin' big
     F              C                  F             C
That big red diesel roared to life and Bill was L.A. bound
    C                                    G            C
The wheels were hummin' Wanda Anne as he rolled outta town
F          C          F             C
20 hundred RPMs were showing on the tach,
    C                                  G7             C
but no one knew this was the last long ride for Billy Mack
      F                       C
Widow Maker, Widow Maker only Bill could understand
    C                           G7           C
Was goin' to make a widow outta pretty Wanda Anne
 
[Instrumental]
C    G    C
 
[Verse 2]
C                                  G                C
Just a few more miles and Bill was on that mountain range
      C                           G                     C    C7
Where dead ahead a pickup full of kids blocked both the lanes
     F               C                F                 C
Bill hit the air and Then he felt his trailer slide and sway
        C                             G                  C  C7
And the pickup driver made no move To help him clear the way
   F                C              F                C
He just had time to think of Wanda as he fought the wheel
     C                           G          C
Then Billy Mack was buried under 20 tons of steel
    F                C             G              C
One life for ten has always been a diesel drivers code
C                                 G7            C
That's why Billy slung that Widow Maker off the road



22235. Widow's Walk

Widow's Walk
Larkin Poe - Widow's Walk

[Verse 1]
Tired of the lace, a veil across her face
Lookin' to the sea
Beneath her breath, she prays
"Let the winds erase"
"Dreams of him comin' home to me"

[Chorus]
Stride by stride
The tears escape the bride
As she breaks her clock
And haunts the widow's walk to mark the hours
Ooh oohooh
Ooh hoohoohoo

[Verse 2]
A ticking clock
The scratching of a pin upon the bible by the door
These are the sounds of pain
The death of what has been
She was broke before she hit the floor

[Chorus]
But now she breaks inside
And tears escape the bride
As she breaks the clock
And haunts the widow's walk to mark the hours

[Outro]
Stride by stride
The tears escape the bride
As she breaks the clock
And haunts the widow's walk to mark the hours
Ohh ohhohh

22236. Widower's Heart

Trampled by Turtles - Widower's Heart

Can't help it if I have a widower's heart
Tried to get out of bed but I can't seem to start
When I hit the road it was freezing and dark
I hope that it's warmer wherever you are



I said I was sorry and turned to explain
The room it was empty and bitter and drained
No songs from the angels, no blood in my vein
Could ever replace you and here I remain

Oh, rain.
Come wash me and keep me and take me away.

New York was a rough place that suited me well
You bragged of religion and put me through hell
Maybe I'm better off, maybe it's hard to tell
When I left you were sleeping through trumpets and bells

Oh, rain.
Come wash me and keep me and take me away.

Just one moment of peace that would suit me so fine
There's echoes and glimpses of beautiful times
I'm sure it's much harder on your end than mine
If you ever pass through here I'm not hard to find

Oh, rain.
Come wash me and keep me and take me away.

Oh, rain.
Come wash me and keep me and take me away.

22237. Widowmaker

jimmy martin - Widowmaker
Artist: jimmy martin
Album: Road Music: 23 Truckin' Hits
Songwriter(s): Buddy Wilson, Penny Jay

Widow Maker, Widow Maker
Were the words so bright and big
Painted 'cross the bumper
Of a shiny rig

Billy Mack kissed Wanda Anne
And climbed into his rig
Said he'd be back a-Tuesday night
Lets plan on somethin' big

That big red diesel roared to life
And Bill was L.A. bound
The wheels were hummin' Wanda Anne
As he rolled outta town

20 hundred RPMs were showing on the tach
But no one knew
this was the last long ride for Billy Mack



Widow Maker, Widow Maker
Only Bill could understand
Was goin' to make a widow
Outta pretty Wanda Anne

Just a few more miles
And Bill was on that mountain range
Where dead ahead
A pickup full of kids blocked both the lanes

Bill hit the air
Then he felt
His trailer slide and sway
And the pickup driver made no move
To help him clear the way

He just had time to think of Wanda
As he fought the wheel
Then Billy Mack was buried under
20 tons of steel

One life for ten
Has always been
A diesel drivers code
That's why Billy slung that Widow Maker off the road

22238. Wiggle Worm Wiggle - Chords

Wiggle Worm Wiggle 
Jim Eanes

[Verse 1]
A
Back up your troubles, come along with me
A
to the big Smoky Mountains in Tennessee.
A
Where the guitars are plucking and the banjos ring.
A
And the wiggle worm wiggle is the latest thing.
 
[Chorus]
        E
The chickens in the bread pan pecking out dough.
        A
and the boys and the gals doing the do-si-do.
                         D
You ain't seen nothing until you see
    A
the wiggle worm wiggle in Tennessee.
 
A E A D A
 



[Verse 2]
A
You don't have to be introduced to all.
A
Just walk right in say hi you all.
A
Kick off your shoes if they get too tight.
A
We don't go formal on Saturday night.
 
[Verse 3]
      E
We'll raise the roof on the Old Red Barn
      A
cause we gonna dance till early morn.
                               D
The joint'll be rocking like a model T
       A
to the wiggle worm wiggle in Tennessee.
 
A E A D A
 
[Verse 4]
A
If you wanna have fun and have it right.
A
Just head for the Smokies on Saturday night.
A
Meet the good mountain people with the mountain ways.
A
Where the wiggle worm wiggle is the latest craze.
 
[Verse 5]
    E
The fiddles and the guitars are getting right.
      A
We'll all be dancing till broad daylight.
                         D
So grab your partner and swing her light,
       A
to the wiggle worm wiggle on Saturday night.
 
A E A D A
 
[Chorus]
    E
The chicken in the bread pan pecking out dough.
        A
And the boys and the girls doing the do-si-do.
                         D
You ain't seen nothing until you see
    A
the wiggle worm wiggle in Tennessee.



22239. Wild And Blue

Alan Jackson - Wild And Blue 
(originally by John Anderson)
Lucinda Williams

Way across town a phone rings off the wall
If you know he ain't home why do you keep callin'
You're gonna drive yourself crazy and you know that it's true
It's just making you wild and blue

Wild and blue it's no wonder
You look at the things that you do
They could just take you up to yonder, honey
You're already wild and blue

In somebody's room on the far side of town
With your minds all made up and the shades all pulled down
Someone is trying just to satisfy you
He don't know you're wild and you're blue

Wild and blue it's no wonder
You look at the things that you do
They could just take you up to yonder, honey
You're already wild and blue

It's four in the morning and you're all alone
With no place to go you know you ought to come home
And I'll be right here little baby waitin' for you
I know you've been wild and blue

Wild and blue and it's no wonder
You look at the things that you do
They could just take you up to yonder, honey
You're already wild and blue
And they ought to just take you up to yonder, honey
You're already wild and blue

22240. Wild And Free

Jim Lauderdale
Wild And Free

It's mighty still and dark, the place is shut down
There's one small light on out around the back
I need to talk to Dolores before I leave town
If she'll just open up the door a crack

Next thing I know I'm looking down a shotgun
So close up I can even see the shell
She said get lost you no good bum
One false move I'll send you back to hell



I used to love Dolores best
Way much more than all the rest
Until she went and tried to tie me down
Until she staked a claim on me
Who's always been so wild and free
I come to say goodbye, I'm leaving town

She won't let me in, that's comprehended
One thing she makes very, very clear
That our discussion won't be open-ended
Nothing I can say she wants to hear

Say what you have to say and make it brief
He who cheats at love is twice a thief
If you don't know, no one could tell you
Love is blind and you're past all belief

I went to see my other darling
I could hear a big dog snarling
Maybe that's the midnight train from Memphis
I'd like to be on the train and gone
Wild and free by the crack of dawn
No need to trim my lawn or mend my fences

I got nothing to say in my defence, Juanita
I just come by to say I'm leaving home
I know you've been complaining how I treat you
It's about high time that I took off to Rome

Don't go getting weepy over me, no, no
I ain't worth a tear-drop in the snow
I'm not unless I'm living wild and free
I'm only come to tell you so you know

Don't you throw no stones at me
Just because I'm wild and free
A better way nobody ever showed me
Music, women never change
Everything that comes to me
I accept without apology

When it's time to settle down
Maybe I'll be back around
Maybe I'll just crumble where I fall
He who cheats at love she says
Twice a thief, sticks in my head
I can't figure what she meant at all

22241. Wild And Wonderful

Wild and Wonderful
Davisson Brothers Band



She rolls she flows when it rains you know
She rages she'²ll take you places that a man don't want to go
She looks pretty in the pictures but don'²t get washed away

She'ss Wild and Wonderful
She's in my heart she'²s in my soul
I take her with me everywhere I go
She's the place that I call home
She's Wild and Wonderful

She's got a steep side
Where the sun don't shine and the flowers never grow
She's rough she's rugged she got a mind of her own
She looks pretty in the pictures but don'²t get caught in the storm

She's Wild and Wonderful
She's in my heart she'²s in my soul
I take her with me everywhere I go
She's the place that I call home
She's Wild and Wonderful

She's Wild and Wonderful
She's in my heart she'²s in my soul
I take her with me everywhere I go
She's the place that I call home
She's Wild and Wonderful
She's in my heart she's in my soul
I take her with me everywhere I go

22242. Wild Animals - Chords

Trampled By Turtles - Wild Animals

Am  C  F
Ooooooooooooo
Ooooooooooooo
 
Am          Em                F                 C
There's another world, it's made for us
 
Am           Em               F                 C
Trapped in bodies, they're made to rust
 
D                 C                          G
It's one that I can break right through
 
D                 C                  G
I am ready, how about you?
 
Am  C  F
Ooooooooooooo
Ooooooooooooo
Ooooooooooooo



Ooooooooooooo
 
Am          Em                F                 C
By the coming dark, we try to breathe
 
Am           Em               F                 C
And this just can't be happening
 
D                 C                          G
We found everything we need
 
D                 C                          G
Buried deep beneath the leaves
 
Am  C  F
Ooooooooooooo
Ooooooooooooo
Ooooooooooooo
Ooooooooooooo
 
Am          Em                F                 C
I see the better part of you
 
Am          Em                F                 C
I see the better part of you
 
D                 C                          G
But I'm a monster just like you
 
D                 C                          G
Wild animals it's true
 
Am  C  F
Ooooooooooooo
Ooooooooooooo
Ooooooooooooo
Ooooooooooooo

22243. Wild As The Night

Wild as the Night
Fruition

Didn't get too far
But my day is done
Can't see the stars
With the Tv on
No midnight owl
Over the sound of you crying
Side by side
On a moonless night
You turn away
From my embrace



Had enough
Of Loving tough
That ain't your style
And I'm wild as the night
As the wind in the pine
As a heart on fire
Wild as the night
I'm the howling wolf
I'm the midnight band
I'm the old tin roof
In the falling rain
I'm a spinning wheel
On a muddy hill
But no seatbelt on
I don't take off
I sit back down
I bring you love
'Til you turn around
Let down your guard
Don't you take it too hard
Lord knows I'm wild
Said I'm wild as the night
As the wind in the pine
As a heart on fire
Wild as the night
I'm wild as the night
As the wind in the pine

22244. Wild As The Wind

Wild As The Wind
Garth Brooks - Wild As The Wind

Johnny grew up
On the dark side of the law
Livin' in the shadow
Of the light he never saw
Rosie came 'round
In the way that true love does
Just when you're lookin' elsewhere
For the thing that never was
Wild as the wind
Wild as the wind is
Wild as the wind is love
Wild as the wind
Wild as the wind is
Wild as the wind is love
So they team up
And they traveled on thier way
Lookin' for forever
For every yesterday
She brings him hope
In the way that Angels do



Takin' him to heaven
In ways he never knew
Wild as the wind
Wild as the wind is
Wild as the wind is love
Wild as the wind
Wild as the wind is
Wild as the wind is love
Wild as the wind
Every so often
He gets a stray look in his eye
She knows how to hold him
Without ever askin' why
Wild as the wind
Wild as the wind is
Wild as the wind is love
Wild as the wind
Wild as the wind is
Wild as the wind is love
Wild as the wind
Wild as the wind is
Wild as the wind is love
Wild as the wind
Wild as the wind is
Wild as the wind is love

22245. Wild Bill

Wild Bill - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford/Daniel House Music, BMI)

He rode out from Old Fort Hays alone
Thinkin' 'bout the one left behind but not for long
Then he was gone

James Butler Hickock was his name
He never knew just why they called him  Bill 
or  Wild,  since he never liked to kill

The youngest son of a Baptist preacher man
His mother said  Don't take up the gun
or you're always on the run 

 Don't go James,  she cried
and he told her that he wouldn't but he lied
 I'm looking for my fortune and it ain't in Illinois
but they say that farther West it's open wide 

So he started off across the endless plains
and he soon became a jack of every trade
But some men are born not made

Nichols came to Springfield riding high



looking for a dime-store Galahad
but Bill was all he had

Six foot three in a tall Prince Albert frock
He let his blond hair flow down behind
Two ivory-handled pistols at his side

The lies they built a legend 'round his head
They stared at him like the Son of God come down
That usually meant a good night on the town

Agnes Lake was a beauty so they say
She rendezvoused with Bill in old Cheyenne
and soon he won her hand

Nearly blind he married her that spring
Their love like fragrant blossoms grew
But deep inside she knew

 Don't go Bill,  she cried
and he told her that he wouldn't but he lied
 We could make a fortune in the Black Dakota Hills
where a reputation keeps a man alive 
But she never saw that man again alive

Jack McCall was a drifter and a bum
He shot Bill in the back of the head
Aces and eights the dead man's hand

The legend and the man are not the same
but the man died in Deadwood all alone
The legend still lives on

22246. Wild Bill Jones

Wild Bill Jones - Ralph Stanley
Alison Krauss

As I went down for to take a little walk
I came upon that Wild Bill Jones
He was a walking and a talking by my true lover's side
And I bid him to leave her alone

He said my age is twenty-one
Too old to be controlled
I pulled my revolver from my side
And I destroyed that poor boy's soul

He reeled and he staggered, and he fell to the ground
And then he gave one dying moan
He wrapped his arms around my little girl's neck
Saying honey won't you take me home



So put them handcuffs on me boys
And lead me to that freight car gate
I have no friends or relations there
No-one for to go my bail

So pass around that old long necked bottle
And we'll all go on a spree
For today was the last of that Wild Bill Jones
And tomorrow will be the last of me

They sent me to prison for twenty long years
This poor boy longs to be free
But Wild Bill Jones and that long-necked bottle
Have been the ruin of me

22247. Wild Bird

Michael Martin Murphey - Wild Bird

Wild bird, I have mended your wing
Now I'm wondering if my cold white hands can let go
Just hold on to your fluttering heart
I know you're anxious to make a new start
And when you call me from the down winds
Rise and fall back to the ground again
You belong in the mountains
Wild bird
Wild bird, you have mended my soul
But I still don't know
If my songs can sore like your wings
But I will sing tonight
This hymn to a life and flight
And when you call me from the down winds
Rise and fall back to the ground again
You belong in the mountains
Wild bird
And when you call me from the down winds
Rise and fall back to the ground again
You belong in the mountains
Wild bird

22248. Wild Card

Buddy Miller - Wild Card

I was just a wild card free as you please
Blowing down the road as cool as a breeze
Blowing down the highway free as the law allows
I was just a rolling stone a rambling man



But when it came to love I had to throw in my hand
Cause there ain't no wild card ever could beat the house
You can't beat the house man you better think twice
Love's gonna win take my advice
You don't know the score its a losing game
There ain't a wild card love can't tame
You can be a high rollin man about town
But the bets are all off when love comes around
Cause there ain't no wild card ever could beat the house
You're gonna lose your heart friend you better beware
It's a loaded dice love doesn't play fair
The deck is stacked against you there ain't no doubt
Love will make a ramblin man wanna stay home
Make a family man out of a rolling stone
And there ain't no wild card ever could beat the house
You ain't got a chance but don't worry now
You're gonna be happy you lost anyhow
Cause there ain't no wild card ever could beat the house

22249. Wild Child

Brett Dennen - Wild Child

[Verse 1: Brett Dennen]
I am a wild child, yes I...I am
I love the country and I
I want to run free and I
Don't want to live up to anyone's plan
I want to feel the good vibes and I
Want to feel the sunshine with you
By my side

[Chorus: Brett Dennen]
I am, I am, I am, I am
I am a wild child, mama
You can, you can, you can, you can
You can hold me tight if you want to
If you want to hold me tonight

[Verse 2: Brett Dennen]
Take me where the music's playin'
Get me on the dance floor and
Pull me a little closer
I am a wild child, yes I am
I want to feel the good vibes and I
Want to feel the sunshine with you
By my side

[Chorus: Brett Dennen]
I am, I am, I am, I am
I am a wild child, mama
You can, you can, you can, you can
You can hold me tight if you want to



If you want to hold me tonight       [x2]

22250. Wild Geese

Wild Geese
Ian Tyson

Wild geese flying by, calling on the downwind as they go
No answers they send, and springtime has too many miles to flow
The lone black pine, hillsides all covered with snow.
Why does the wind say you ain't coming back any more?

Was there a time when my dreams were not always of you?
The days ain't so bad, but each night takes so long passing throug
Down by the stream, fresh otter tracks in the snow
Why does the wind say you ain't coming back any more?

I've got a mind just to ramble this whole country round
With the fields turning green and the frost boiling out from the ground
Drive through the miles of country I've never seen before
Now that the wind says you ain't coming back any more.

22251. Wild Horses

Wild Horses
Flying Burrito Brothers
Old & In The Way

Childhood living is easy to do
The things that you wanted
Well I bought them for you
Graceless lady, you know who I am
You know I can't let you
Slide through my hand

Wild horses couldn't drag me away
Wild wild horses 
We'll ride them some day

I watch you suffer
A dull aching pain yeah
And now you've decided
To show me the same
No sweeping exits
Of the stage lights
Could make me feel bitter
I treat you unkind

* Refrain



I know I dreamed you
A sin a lie
Now I have my freedom
But I don't have much time
Faith has been broken
Tears must be cried
Let's do some living
After we die

* Refrain

22252. Wild Irish Rose - Chords

Wild Irish Rose
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Bobby Braddock
[3/4 time]

G                        C          G
They sent him to Asia to fight in a war
   C              G         D7
He came back home crazy and asking what for
     G                    C          G
They had him committed oh medals and all
     C         G     D7          G
To a mental hospital with rubber walls

                            C                G
They cut off the funding oh they cut off the lights
   C              G            D7
He hit the street running that cold winter night
        G                          C           G
Now the streets are the only place he can call home
   C           G          D7         G
He seems oh so lonely but he's never alone 

              B7          C          G
He lies there holding his Wild Irish Rose
     C         G           D7
This crazy old fool in the smelly old clothes
   G              B7             Em         C
He could have had something much better God knows
       G          Em        D7         G
Than a half empty bottle of Wild Irish Rose

                          C             G
A baby named Scarlet with laughing blue eyes
        C               G         D7
Spoken: Has been in his wallet ah way back since '65
   G                     C              G
So much was forgotten oh so far back in time
    C           G           D7       G



Way down in the bottom of a river of wine

                                               C         G
Spoken: You know they found him at Clarksville West 25th
        C                      G                  D7
Spoken: They can't even find a heartbeat Lord his fingers are so stiff
        G                            C                G
Spoken: Just like they're all frozen he's holding her tight 
        C             G              D7          G
But the habit oh it's broken this is Roses' last night

              B7          C          G
He lies there holding his Wild Irish Rose
        C           G             D7
But his soul's in a place where a real hero goes
    G                  B7          Em         C
Now he's got something better much better God knows
       G          Em        D7         C   G
Than a half empty bottle of Wild Irish R-ose

22253. Wild Montana Skies

Emmylou Harris - Wild Montana Skies

He was born in the Bitterroot Valley in the early morning rain
Wild geese over the water heading north and home again
Bringing a warm wind from the south
Bringing the first taste of the spring
His mother took him to her breast and softly she did sing

Oh Montana, give this child a home
Give him the love of a good family and a woman of his own
Give him a fire in his heart, give him a light in his eyes
Give him the wild wind for a brother and the wild Montana skies

His mother died that summer and he never learned to cry
He never knew his father and he never did ask why
And he never knew the answers that would make an easy way
But he learned to know the wilderness and to be a man that way

His mother's brother took him in to family and his home
Gave him a hand that he could lean on and a strength to call his own
And he learned to be a farmer and he learned to love the land
And he learned to read the seasons and he learned to make a stand

Oh Montana, give this child a home
Give him the love of a good family and a woman of his own
Give him a fire in his heart, give him a light in his eyes
Give him the wild wind for a brother and the wild Montana skies

On the eve of his 21st birthday he set out on his own
He was 30 years and running when he found his way back home
Riding a storm across the mountains and an aching in his heart



Said he came to turn the pages and to make a brand new start

Now he never told a story of the time that he was gone
Some say he was a lawyer, some say he was a John
There was something in the city that he said he couldn't breathe
And there was something in the country that he said he couldn't leave

Oh Montana, give this child a home
Give him the love of a good family and a woman of his own
Give him a fire in his heart, give him a light in his eyes
Give him the wild wind for a brother and the wild Montana skies

Now some say he was crazy, some are glad that he's gone
But some of us will miss him and we'll try to carry on
Giving a voice to the forest, giving a voice to the dawn
Giving a voice to the wilderness and the land that he lived on

Oh Montana, give this child a home
Give him the love of a good family and a woman of his own
Give him a fire in his heart, give him a light in his eyes
Give him the wild wind for a brother and the wild Montana skies

Oh Montana, give this child a home
Give him the love of a good family and a woman of his own
Give him a fire in his heart, give him a light in his eyes
Give him the wild wind for a brother and the wild Montana skies

22254. Wild Mountain Flowers

Wild Mountain Flowers For Mary

We grew up living close to each other
Went to school sat side by side
And I longed for the day when I would ask her
If she would be my loving bride.

   I picked some wild mountain flowers for Mary
   And I told her I loved her today
   But she said we never could marry
   That her mother would stand in the way

Her daddy died when she was very young
And she never knew the love of a man
I tried so hard to make her happy
And tried to make her mother understand

Now my days of youth are gone and I'm so happy
And my time isn't very far away
I pciked some wild mountain flowers for Mary
And placed them on her grave today

I picked some wild mountain flowers for Mary
And placed them on her grave today.



22255. Wild Mountain Honey

Wild Mountain Honey
Junior Sisk

There's a girl in the mountain that I call my mountain honey
And I love her like the flowers love the dew
All the fellars try to claim her but someday I'm gonna claim her
'Cause my wild mountain honey loves me to

She's my wild mountain honey and I love her yes I do
She's as sweet as any honey in the comb
She's as pretty as the flowers that are blooming in the mountains
And I'm going to marry her and bring her home

Oh I met her in the Smokey Mountains down in Tennessee
When the mountain laurel was blooming in the spring
Everything is bright and sunny and I'm saving up my money
For my wild mountain honey's wedding ring

22256. Wild Mountain Rose

Wild Mountain Rose (Larry W. Jones 11/21/2006) 

A wild mountain rose
Is found where the sun breaks through
A wild mountain rose
If found alone sometimes makes her blue
A rose can only grow in the bright daylight
It's just an artificial glow under neon light
But you are a rose, a wild mountain rose
Trying hard to grow where there is no light
Let me be the one to show you true love
Our love can be one that grows and grows
I'll show you the sun that shines from above
If you'll just be my wild mountain rose
A rose can only grow in the bright daylight
It's just an artificial glow under neon light
Let me be the one to show you true love
Our love can be one that grows and grows
I'll show you the sun that shines from above
If you'll just be my wild mountain rose

22257. Wild Mountain Thyme



Wild Mountain Thyme
Traditional
Hickory Project

Oh, the summer time is coming,
And the trees are sweetly blooming,
And the wild mountain thyme
Grows around the blooming heather.
Will you go, lassie, go?

Chorus:
And we'll all go together
To pick wild mountain thyme
All around the blooming heather,
Will you go lassie, go?

I will build my love a bower
By yon clear and crystal fountain,
And in it I will place
All the flowers of the mountain.
Will you go, lassie, go?

Chorus

If my true love will not go,
I will surely find another.
To pick wild mountain thyme
All around the blooming heather.
Will you go, lassie, go?

Chorus

22258. Wild Mustang - Chords

Wild Mustang 
Peter Rowan
 
[Intro] (Nice kind of arabic feel with a II to I)
Ab  G  x4
then classic rundown = G F Eb D which modulates to C minor
 
[Verse]
 
Cm Cm7                                           Gm
Well, I'm the Wild Mustang they brought me from Spain
Bb                                          Cm Cm7
From the sands of Arabia to the south Texas plains
Cm Cm7                                         Gm
North African trapsmen I taught them to ride
Bb                           Cm Cm7
Galloping over the desert so wide
 
Cm Cm7                              Gm
High Plains, Nevada, Montana my home



Bb                                      Cm
Through swift disapearing pastures I roam
Cm                                         Gm
And though you hunt me with your haunted desire
Bb                                            Cm
You cannot corral me in your field of barbed wire
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Eb                                          Bb
Cause I'm the Wild Mustang, I'll always run free
                                       F
I'm the Wild Mustang, I'll always run free
Eb                                     Bb
I'm the Wild Mustang, I'll always run free
                            Ab   G
Let the Wild Mustang always run freeeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeoe  RUNDOWN--- remember what
 that was?
 
 
[Solo]
Let it rip Tony!
 
 
[Verse]
 
Cm Cm7
Well, I'm the Wild Mustang
Gm
I'm not what I seem
Bb                                     Cm Cm7
I carry the burden of your unfulfilled dreams
Bb                                       Cm Cm7
You cannot break me with your saddle and rope
Cm Cm7                                         Gm
My wild blood is freedom, my freedom your only hope
 
 
[Chorus]
 
Eb                                Bb
Let the Wild Mustang, always run free
                                  F
Let the Wild Mustang, always run free
Eb                                    Bb
I'm the Wild Mustang, I'll always run free
Eb                                Bb
Let the Wild Mustang, always run free

22259. Wild Nights



Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Wild nights
Composer: Jimmie Fadden - Jeff Hanna

She's fast asleep on the sofa
There's nothing but snow on TV
I'm bleary-eyed and not much to show for
Another night on the town acting free.

Lord knows I've seen this old movie
Too many times before
But whenever those demons get to me
It's not long 'til I've slipped out the door.

Wild nights, it's no kind of life
Am I out here searching for me?
Wild nights, it just don't seem right
Am I lost, hey, well that just can't be?
Not me.

It's a bottle and a dimly lit bar room
And I'm beginning to have me a time
If I find myself just a bit lonely
Well, the ladies 'round here are so kind.

Towards the latter part of the evening
I was wearing my guilt on my sleeve
And when I heard last call, it was this boys downfall
'Cause by then it was too late to leave.

Wild nights, it's no kind of life
Am I out here searching for me?
Oh, wild nights, it just don't seem right
Am I lost, hey, well that just can't be?
But a blind man sees better than me.

Wild nights
Wild nights
Wild nights.

22260. Wild On Me Fast

Jim Lauderdale - Wild on Me Fast

[Verse 1]
Twenty days out at sea
Anchor wants to drop
If my eyes play tricks on me
I don't want it to stop

[Chorus]
Getting wild on me fast
It's getting wild on me fast
With a smile and glance
It's getting wild on me fast



[Verse 2]
Easy speak speakeasy
Re-open the doors
Spirits up flowing free
Spilling on the floor

[Chorus]
It's getting wild on me fast
It's getting wild on me fast
With a smile and glance
It's getting wild on me fast

[Bridge]
It's getting wild on me
I'll take the chance
It's getting wild on me
Might have to dance
Until it's mild on me
Like in the past
Retreating back into
The wilderness at last

[Verse 3]
Thirty days, forty nights
In the desert [bed?]
[?] those angels in the light
And that oasis there

22261. Wild One

Wild One
Della Mae

[Verse 1]
Can't put me in a suit
Or read me rules from the page
It'll work out as well as the last time
Well, I'm trying nine-to-five
But you can't lock me in a cage
I never got used to the daily grind

[Pre-Chorus]
I got no shame, baby
I don't need anybody to look down on

[Chorus]
I've been a wild one, wild one
All of my life, I've been a wild woman
I've been a wild one, wild one
All of my life, I've been a wild woman

Crack a bottle with my teeth



And I know how to eat
I could kick your ass with heels on
Oh, and if you need anything
You can come to me
And if we gotta get out, we can skip town

[Pre-Chorus]
I got no shame, baby
Jumping in the water with my clothes on

[Chorus]
I've been a wild one, wild onR
All of my life, I've been a wild woman
I've been a wild onR, wild one
All of my life, I've been a wild woman

[Bridge]
Wild women like us, we get it bad
Well, you like how we look
But you don't wanna have our back
Well, you don't have to like our choices
But cut us some slack
'Cause baby, if you hit us
We'll hit back

[Chorus]
I've been a wild one, wild one
All of my life, I've been a wild woman
I've been a wild one, wild one
All of my life, I've been a, I've been a, I've been a, I've been a

[Chorus]
I've been a wild one, wild one
All of my life, I've been a wild woman
I've been a wild one, wild one
All of my life, I've been a wild woman

[Instrumental Outro]

22262. Wild Pointy Finger

Allison Moorer
Wild Pointy Finger

[Verse 1]
My wild pointy finger, it wags and it wiggles
It's always serious, it never giggles
And even when the rest of me is tryin' to get some sleep
My wild pointy finger is out on the creep

[Chorus]
I got a wild pointy finger



[Verse 2]
It points at the fever and accomplishments of man
It points at all the problems that it don't understand
It points at Parisians across the sea
It points at anybody who thinks different than me
If you're marching to your own drum or kneelin' in the news
My wild pointy finger prob'ly pointin' right at you

[Chorus]
I got a wild pointy finger
I got a wild pointy finger

[Instrumental Break]
(I don't get it)

[Verse 3]
I've got ten digits like most other people
I can build the church but I can't hold the steeple
Nine of them stand up and do exactly what I say
But the one by the thumb, it just points all day
I can't be a poet and I can't be a star
I've got not eye for beauty and I never learned guitar
You'll just be disappointed if you're waitin' around to see
'Cause my wild pointy finger's never pointin' back at me
[Chorus]
I got a wild pointy finger
I got a wild pointy finger
I got a wild pointy finger
I got a wild, wild, wild, wild, wild, wild pointy finger

22263. Wild Ride

Dwight Yoakam - Wild Ride
(Dwight Yoakam)

I walked in
There sat Slim
Cleaning up his memory
With some sapphire gin
Mr. Paine grabbed my arm
Pulled me aside
And said, kid are you ready for the wild ride
I looked up
There she stood
I said, if you didn't look so great
I'd say you look good
Ah, she took her hand
Ran it up my thigh
And said, cowboy you ready for the wild ride
Come on now junior take the wild ride
See can you make it on the wild ride
Don't try no shakin' on the wild ride
'Cause things start breakin' on the wild ride



Layin' on the highway
I saw my mind
In tiny little pieces
Thrown from side to side
My heart was shattered
Along with my pride
Guess you can't keep 'em on the wild ride
Come on now junior take the wild ride
See can you make it on the wild ride
Don't try no shakin' on the wild ride
'Cause things start breakin' on the wild ride
I was crawlin' 'cross the floor
I was tryin' to leave
When I felt something tuggin' what was
Left of my sleeve
I heard a little voice with a
Gold-plated vibe
Say, I bought a ticket for the wild ride
Come on now junior take the wild ride
See can you make it on the wild ride
Don't try no shakin' on the wild ride
We might just break it on the wild ride
Come on now junior take the wild ride
See can you make it on the wild ride
Don't try no shakin' on the wild ride
We might just break it on the wild ride
Come on, Come
Take me on a wild ride
See can you make me on the wild ride
Come on and shake me on the wild ride
You might just break me on the wild ride

22264. Wild Rover (No Nay Never)

Wild Rover (No Nay Never)
Traditional

I've been a wild rover for many a year
And I spent all my money on whiskey and beer,
And now I'm returning with gold in great store
And I never will play the wild rover no more.

Chorus:
And it's no, nay, never,
No nay never no more,
Will I play the wild rover
No never no more.

I went to an ale-house I used to frequent
And I told the landlady my money was spent.
I asked her for credit, she answered me "nay
Such a custom as yours I could have any day."



Chorus

I took from my pocket ten sovereigns bright
And the landlady's eyes opened wide with delight.
She said "I have whiskey and wines of the best
And the words that I spoke sure were only in jest."

Chorus

I'll go home to my parents, confess what I've done
And I'll ask them to pardon their prodigal son.
And if they caress (forgive) me as ofttimes before
Sure I never will play the wild rover no more.

Chorus

22265. Wild Side Of Life

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Wild Side Of Life

Well, you wouldn't read my letters if I wrote you
You asked me not to call you on the phone
There's something I've been waiting for to tell you
So I wrote it in the words of this song

You never knew there were honky tonk angels
Or you might have known I'd never make a wife
You walked out on the only one who ever loved you
So I went back to the wild side of life

Now the glamor of the good life always lead me
To the places where the wild liquor flows
I tried to be your one and only angel
But I'm not that kind of angel, heaven knows

I cried so hard the day you went and left me
'Cause some things you said, they cut me like a knife
What you wanted was another kind of angel
And you should be back to the wild side of life

No, well, I guess I'm just a honky tonk angel
I might have known I'd never make a wife
Well, you left the only one who ever loved you
And I'm back here on the wild side of life

I'm only a honky tonk angel
I might have known I'd never make a wife
You walked out on the only one who ever loved you
And you left me here on the wild side of life



22266. Wild Texas Wind

Dolly Parton - Wild Texas Wind 
(Dolly Parton)

Don't ask me if I'm crying
Can't you see it ain't raining
No, this ain't sand in my eyes
Before it has been spoken
When one good heart gets broken
That's enough to make a cowgirl cry
Cause here I am, all by myself
My man he just up and left
He said he would never try again
Now the thing that hurts me most
When he makes up his mind to go
He'll be gone, like a wild texas wind
Chorus:
Like a wild texas wind
Oh my man is gone again
I feel lonesome settin' in
Like a wild texas wind
Like a Wild Texas Wind
Oh my man is gone, he's gone, he's gone again
I feel lonesome sittin' in
Like a wild texas wind
Hmmmm

22267. Wild Turkey

Wild Turkey - Amythyst Kiah

[Verse 1]
Late at night when I feel alone
I cry in darkness and scream into the unknown
'Cause she's never coming back
No, she's never coming back
Body in water for days and days
Hopes for a safe return, my hope's in vain
'Cause she's never coming back
No, she's never coming back

[Chorus]
When I was seventeen, I pretended not to care
Stayed numb for years to escape despair
When your soul dies, you just can't hide it
Everyone can tell
Oh, Lord, will I ever feel right again?



[Verse 2]
Tried so hard to be an automaton
Body of steel and wire circuits for my backbone
'Cause she's never coming back
No, she's never coming back
Wild turkey in the car seat
The bottle's empty, I hope it gave her some relief
'Cause she's never coming back
No, she's never coming back

[Chorus]
When I was seventeen, I pretended not to care
Stayed numb for years to escape despair
When your soul dies, you just can't hide it
Everyone can tell
Oh, Lord, will I ever feel 

[Chorus]
When I was seventeen, I pretended not to care
Stayed numb for years to escape despair
When your soul dies, you just can't hide it
Everyone can tell
Oh, Lord, will I ever feel, will I ever feel
Right again?

22268. Wild Urge To Ramble

Wild Urge To Ramble
Blue Highway
(Shawn Lane/Cat Town Music, BMI)

I started on my wild urge to ramble
I stepped on hearts like pavement on the streets
I treated women just like chips to gamble
And it didn't bother me to watch 'em leave
But I knew there was something different about her
The first time that she ever spoke my name
Her warm red lips erased all the others
She kissed me and completely changed the game

Chorus:
Right then I felt the whole earth a shakin'
Like a big ole tree had just hit the ground
Like a train a leavin' and it ain't a brakin'
And there's nothing in this world can stop it now
But I fell back in my wild urge to ramble
And it didn't take too long till she caught on
In 14 minutes my world came unraveled
'cause that's how long it took her to get gone
Chorus
My life was useless without her
I'd lost the only thing I'd ever loved
I fell on my knees and cried to the Father



God please forgive me I have strayed enough
Chorus

22269. Wild West

Wild West
(Tim Stafford, Daniel House Music)

1) I'm just an old Jayhawker, a scout and a spy, 
rode the Pony Express before the war,
On the Red Butte Station line
I killed 4000 buffalo to feed the railroad men
I took the scalp of Yellow Hair and I would do it still again 

2) I met Buntline in Nebraska and he wrote a pack of lies
But the eastern dandies loved it, much to my surprise
I became a daring hero on every stage across the land
Spent summers scouting with the Army for Lakota and Cheyenne

PRE-CH) Some say I am an artifact of disappearing times
But tonight beneath this circus tent I will bring it all alive

CH) Lay down your silver dollar 
For I'll bet you've never seen 
The world's greatest show, the envy of the Kaisers and the Kings
Where the Cossacks and Vaqueros, famed in deed and pen
all come alive before your eyes, And the West is Wild again

3) So I began to tell the story in 1883 
Of how the west was lost and won by saddle tramps like me
I met the queen of England And For her Golden Jubilee
A grand command performance None Like it ever seen

4) Annie was a beauty until she was provoked, shot the ashes off a cigar at 40 paces while y
ou smoked
The Lakota they called Sitting Bull became my dearest friend
And He died for sins of white men, of that I still contend

PRE-CH) Some say I am an artifact of disappearing times
But tonight beneath this circus tent I will bring it all alive

CH) Lay down your silver dollar 
For I'll bet you've never seen 
The world's greatest show, the envy of the Kaisers and the Kings
Where the Cossacks and Vaqueros, famed in deed and pen
all come alive before your eyes, And the West is Wild again

22270. Wild Wind



Robert Earl Keen - Wild Wind 

Down on Main Street after sundown
Good Time Charlie and Wandering Bill
Thought they might hold up old Hoppy's Drive In
One got away one never will

Chorus
And thats the way it goes around here
I think everybody knows
Thats the song we've been singin' for years
Thats the way the wild wind blows

Too tall Annie kept her money
In a Bible she never read
They found Lefty her first ex-husband
In his new pickup truck at the bottom of the river bed

Chorus
And thats the way it goes around here
I think everybody knows
Thats the song we've been singin' for years
Thats the way the wild wind blows

Luther Martin he ain't got no money
But he sells papers and buys his wine
His great granddaddy owned half of Main Street
Luther's daddy didn't have a dime

Chorus
And thats the way it goes around here
I think everybody knows
Thats the song we've been singin' for years
Thats the way the wild wind blows

Ain't no secret ol Doc Skinner
Wrote prescriptions made lots of friends
He could dance like nobody's business
Folks around here are sure missing him

Chorus
And thats the way it goes around here
I think everybody knows
Thats the song we've been singin' for years
Thats the way the wild wind blows

22271. Wild Wind Blows - Chords

Robert Earl Keen
Gravitational Forces
Wild Wind Blows

Verse progression is all:



G             C                Am                D
down on Main Street, After Sundown
good time charlie, and wonderin' bill
thought they might hold up, ole' hoppy's drive in,
one gotta way, and one never will

Chorus is:

C              D       G           C
and that's the way, it goes around here,

G         D        C
i guess everybody knows

G              D             Em         C
and that's the song, i been singin' for years

G          D                 C
that's the way the wild wind blows.

hope you can use this, if i left something neccisary
out then let me know when you have a chance, i'm sure
there are some people who could use this!

22272. Wilderness Within You

Gillian Welch
Wilderness Within You

There's a wilderness within you
There's a forest in your heart
There's a wilderness within you
And it's been there since the start

There's an oak tree tall and mighty
There's a sparrow small and frail
That old creeks always winding
Down a million rabbit trails

There's a molehill like a mountain
In the mountain there's a cave
A brand new mama's shouting
While the wolves haul off her babe
There's a wilderness within you, a coral reef inside your soul
There's a wilderness within you, and it's out of your control

There's hill that's ever rolling, there's a sea that's never still
There's a story still unfolding, and I wish it always will
There's a field that's full of violets
There's a bruise that's purple brown

There's a little bit of violence, and a lot of fertile ground
There's a prairie wide and open



There's a jungle deep and dense
A sunset for the hoping, and a busted down old fence
There's a wilderness within you
There's an ocean in your mind
There's a wilderness within you
There's a whole lot left to find

There's a voice that whispers softly
There's a tongue that's telling lies
There's the problem and the solving
All tangled up inside

There's a wilderness within you, there's a seed inside your soul
There's a wilderness within you, and it's out of your control
It's out of your control

22273. Wildest Dreams

Dolly Parton - Wildest Dreams 

Let's drink a toast to what might have been
To all that we were, but can't be again
And let's just be thankful we parted as friends
Here's to the past, let the future begin
Chorus:
Oh, and here's to you wildest dreams
And here's to your everything
May your life be blessed with sweet happiness
Baby, here's to your wildest dreams
I made a promise that I wouldn't cry
You go chase your rainbows, go on reach for the sky
But come hold me close now, look deep in my eyes
Tell me you love me, then kiss me goodbye
Repeat Chorus
I'll always love you and I'm on your side
In whatever you do, I will take pride
Repeat Chorus
Tag:
Baby, here's to your wildest dreams
Dreams, dream on, baby

22274. Wildfire

Mandolin Orange - Wildfire

Brave men fall with a battle cry
Tears fill the eyes of their loved ones 
and their brothers in arms
So it went, for Joseph Warren



It should have been different, 
It could have been easy
His rank could have saved him, 
But a country unborn needs bravery
And it spread like wildfire

Wildfire
Wildfire

From the ashes grew sweet liberty
Like the seeds of the pines when the forest burns
They open up, grow and burn again
It should have been different, 
It could have been easy
But too much money rolled in 
To ever end slavery
The cry for war spread like wildfire

Wildfire
Wildfire

Civil war came, civil war went
Brother fought brother, the south was spent
But its true demise was hatred, 
Passed down through the years
It should have been different, 
It could have been easy
But pride has a way of holding too firm to history
And it burns like wildfire

Wildfire
Wildfire

I was born a southern son
In a small southern town where the rebels run wild
They beat their chest and they swear: we're gonna rise again
It should have been different, 
It could have been easy
The day that old Warren died, 
Hate should have gone with it
But here we are, caught in the wildfire

Wildfire
Wildfire

22275. Wildflowers

Emmylou Harris - Wildflowers

The hills were alive with wildflowers and I
Was as wild, even wilder than they
For at least I could run



They just died in the sun
And I refused to just wither in place

Just a wild mountain rose
Needing freedom to grow
So I ran fearing not where I'd go
When a flower grows wild
It can always survive
Wildflowers don't care where they grow

And the flowers I knew
In the fields where I grew
Were content to be lost in the crowd
They were common and close
I had no room for growth
And I wanted so much to branch out

So I uprooted myself from my home ground and left
Took my dreams and I took to the road
When a flower grows wild
It can always survive
Wildflowers don't care where they grow

I grew up fast and wild
And I never felt right
In a garden so different from me
I just never belonged
I just longed to be gone
So the garden one day set me free

I hitched a ride with the wind
And since he was my friend
I just let him decide where we'd go
When a flower grows wild
It can always survive
Wildflowers don't care where they grow

Just a wild rambling rose seeking mysteries untold
No regret for the path that I chose
When a flower grows wild
It can always survive
Wildflowers don't care where they grow

Wildflowers don't care where they grow

22276. Wildflowers

Emmylou Harris - Wildflowers

The hills were alive with wildflowers and I
Was as wild, even wilder than they
For at least I could run
They just died in the sun



And I refused to just wither in place

Just a wild mountain rose
Needing freedom to grow
So I ran fearing not where I'd go
When a flower grows wild
It can always survive
Wildflowers don't care where they grow

And the flowers I knew
In the fields where I grew
Were content to be lost in the crowd
They were common and close
I had no room for growth
And I wanted so much to branch out

So I uprooted myself from my home ground and left
Took my dreams and I took to the road
When a flower grows wild
It can always survive
Wildflowers don't care where they grow

I grew up fast and wild
And I never felt right
In a garden so different from me
I just never belonged
I just longed to be gone
So the garden one day set me free

I hitched a ride with the wind
And since he was my friend
I just let him decide where we'd go
When a flower grows wild
It can always survive
Wildflowers don't care where they grow

Just a wild rambling rose seeking mysteries untold
No regret for the path that I chose
When a flower grows wild
It can always survive
Wildflowers don't care where they grow

Wildflowers don't care where they grow

22277. Wildflowers - Chords

Wildflowers 
Lucinda Williams - Trampled By Turtles
 
[Intro]
C G D G C G D G
C G D G C G D G
 



[Chorus]
C      G    D            G
You belong among the wildflowers
C     G         D
You belong in a boat out at sea
C     G    D            G
Sail away, kill off the hours
C     G              D           G
You belong somewhere you feel free
 
[Verse 1]
C    G    D          G
Run away, find you a lover
C   G             D
Go away somewhere all bright and new
C      G    D  G
I have seen no other
C      G   D      G
Who compares with you
 
[Chorus]
C     G     D            G
You belong among the wildflowers
C     G         D
You belong in a boat out at sea
C     G              D            G
You belong with your love on your arm
C     G              D        G
You belong somewhere you feel free
 
[Interlude]
C G Em A D  C Em D
C G Em A D  C Em D
 
[Verse 2]
C    G    D         G
Run away, go find a lover
C    G             D             G
Run away, let your heart be your guide
C     G         D          G
You deserve the deepest of cover
C     G            D           G
You belong in that home by and by
 
[Chorus]
C     G     D            G
You belong among the wildflowers
C      G             D
You belong somewhere close to me
C    G             D           G
Far away from your trouble and worry
C     G              D        G
You belong somewhere you feel free
C     G              D       G
You belong somewhere you feel free
 
[Outro]



C G Em A D  C Em D
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22278. Wildflowers - Chords

Wildflowers
Recorded by: Dolly Parton, Linda Ronstadt & Emmy Lou Harris
written by Dolly Parton
 
G                              C           G
The hills were alive with wild flowers and I
                 D7          G
Was as wild even wilder than they
                                   C           G
For at least I could run they just died in the sun
                      D7         G
And I refused to just wither in place
 
       C                          G
Just a wild mountain rose needing freedom to grow
     C                         G    D7
So I ran fearing not where I'd go-o-o
       G                        C         G
When a flower grows wild it can always survive
                  D7              G
Wildflowers don't care where they grow
 
                              C              G
And the flowers I knew in the fields where I grew
                   D7          G
Were content to be lost in the crowd
                               C          G
They were commonly close I had no room to grow
                D7             G
And I wanted so much to branch out
 
     C                       G
So I uprooted myself from my home ground and left
     C                           G      D7
Took my dreams and I took to the road-o-oad
       G                        C         G
When a flower grows wild it can always survive
                  D7              G
Wildflowers don't care where they grow
 
                              C          G
I grew up fast and wild and I never felt right
               D7             G
In a garden so different from me
                             C            G
I just never belonged I just longed to be gone
                  D7         G
So the garden one day set me free



 
            C                      G
I hitched a ride with the wind and since he was my friend
  C                              G   D7
I just let him decide where we'd go-o-o
       G                        C         G
When a flower grows wild it can always survive
                  D7              G
Wildflowers don't care where they grow
 
       C                          G
Just a wild mountain rose seeking mysteries untold
   C                           G       D7
No regrets for the path that I chose-o-ose
       G                        C         G
When a flower grows wild it can always survive
                  D7              G
Wildflowers don't care where they grow

22279. Wildwood

Wildwood
Chatham County Line

Don't mistake me for a Wildwood
A place to run and hide
Don't mistake me for a Wildwood
Where your love can go to die

I'm not a place to hang your head
Run away from yourself
You decided a long time ago
That I was the one to help

Don't mistake me for a Wildwood
A place to run and hide
Don't mistake me for a Wildwood
Where your love can go to die

I start to feel like a broken game
Tucked in a cupboard stored away
Don't you remember how we used to laugh
When we remembered how to play

Oh it speaks so loud
Like a headline in the news
Oh it speaks so loud
That you did what you did just to lose
That you could not find... the blues

Don't mistake me for a Wildwood
A place to run and hide
Don't mistake me for a Wildwood



Where your love can go to die

22280. Wildwood Flower

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Wildwood Flower
Emmylou Harris - Carter Family

Oh I'll twine with my mingles and waving black hair
With the roses so red and the lilies so fair
And the myrtles so bright with the emerald dew
The pale and the leader and eyes look like blue

I will dance I will sing and my laugh shall be gay
I will charm every heart in each crown I will sway
When I woke from my dreaming my idols were clay
All portion of love had all flown away

Oh he taught me to love him and promised to love
And to cherish me over all others above
How my heart is now wondering no misery can tell
He's left me no warning no words of farewell

Oh he taught me to love him and call me his flower
That was blooming to cheer him through life's dreary hour
How I long to see him and regret the dark hour
He's gone and neglected his pale wild wood flower

22281. Wildwood Flower Blues

Wildwood Flower Blues 
Dwight McCall
 
All I ever wanted 
Was to play and sing a tune    
All I ever needed 
Was a life I could choose 
 
CHORUS :
No one told me 'bout the bad times 
Or how I could lose
There are those wildwood flower blues 
 
All I ever wanted 
Was to say I stood the test   
All I ever needed 
Was to stand beside the best 
 
Didn't count on gettin heavy 
Into the good time drinks and booze



There are those wildwood flower blues   

There are those wildwood flower blues

22282. Wilkes County Clay

Wilkes County Clay - Blue Highway
(Tim Stafford-Bobby Starnes/Daniel House Music, BMI-It Says What It Says Music,BMI)

Verse
In North Carolina, in the County of Wilkes
There's a tale of deception, murder and guilt
I'll spare no compassion, the truth I will tell
Let God alone judge me, this side of hell

Verse
Miss Annie and Laura, the fairest of fair
Cast a spell on all suitors, with beauty so rare
One was jealous, the other naive
One planned to marry, one to deceive

Chorus
Tom won't you play your fiddle?
play a joyful song
Don't worry about tomorrow
Cause tomorrow you'll be gone

Verse
Annie said Laura, Tom said to me
Meet him on the hillside neath the sycamore trees
just after midnight this last day of May
Go to him Laura, and both run away

Verse
She hid like a panther in the black of the night
and killed Laura Foster with a bone handle knife
She buried her body in a cold shallow grave
along with her secret, in the Wilkes County clay

Verse
Now Sheriff Bob Grayson was a hard jealous man
All that he wanted was young Laura's hand
His heart was broken, his head full of rage
when he blamed Tom Dula, not a question was raised

Verse
In the village of Statesville, his case quickly tried
He spoke not a word, in defense of his life
They hung him by the neck on the last day of June
And His final request was an old fiddle tune



22283. Will Carry On

Elephant Revival - Will Carry On

I wanna be like a bird
Or just a feather
That you place into your hair
For the wind that picks it up
And moves it to and fro in the air
Like a river that it floats along
Like a song will carry on

I, I don't want to move mountains
I like them just
Where they are
I, I want to lift the curtains
From my heart, from your heart

What is that we've heard
What is that we're thinking
What have we been letting in
From the feeling of the wind
The movement of the air we're in
Do the waters beat wide across the divide
Through the rising sun

We may never be perfect
Maybe that is not the point.
Search to know the language
Of our part
From our heart

(Whistling)

I, I don't want to move mountains
I like them just where they are
I, I want to lift the curtain
From our hearts
From the start

And we'll be like a bird
Or just a feather
That you place into your hair
For the wind that picks it up
that moves it to and fro in the air
Like a river that it floats along
Like a song
Like a song
Will carry on
We'll carry on.



22284. Will He Be Waiting For Me

Dolly Parton - Will He Be Waiting For Me 

I can still see that lonesome road stretched out before me
The road that led me out of his life
I can still feel the tears he cried on my shoulder
The day that I told him good-bye
I never should'a left him
Never should'a gone
Oh what a crazy fool I've been
Chorus:
Will he be waiting for me
He will be, won't he
And will he take me back again
2nd Chorus:
He will be waiting for me
He will be, won't he
Or could it be his love for me has faded and has died
He will be waiting for me
He will be, won't he
Or will I find that this time
I'll be the one to cry
Shadows from the trees
Shade the path that I am walkin'
As I make my way back up that windy road again
The smell of mountain laurel fills the air with sweet perfume
My heart beats faster as I near my journey's end
I wonder if he missed me
Wonder if he wants me
I wonder does he love me still
Will he be waiting for me
He will be, won't he
Oh how I hope he will
Repeat 2nd Chorus Twice
Tag:
Cry, mmmm

22285. Will He Wait A Little Longer

Will He Wait A Little Longer - Ralph Stanley

On cruel Calvary where he suffered
There he died upon the cross
That we might be saved my brother
Freed from sin and not be lost

   Will he wait a little longer
   There's so many out in sin



   Will he wait a little longer
   Give us time to gather in

A vision of that mangled body
I can see his nail-scarred hands
When He calls me way up yonder
I will hear and understand

Many loved ones gone before me
They've made their peace for the final day
But should He call before they're ready
I can almost him them say

22286. Will It Go 'Round In Circles

Blue Dogs - Will It Go 'Round In Circles

I've got a song that ain't got no melody
I'm gonna sing it to my friends
I've got a song that ain't got no melody
I'm gonna sing it to my friends
Will it go round in circles
Will it fly high like a bird up in the sky
Will it go round in circles
Will it fly high like a bird up in the sky
I got a dance it ain't got no steps
Gonna let the music move me around
I got a dance it ain't got no steps
Gonna let the music move me around
Will it go round in circles
Will it fly high like a bird up in the sky
Will it go round in circles
Will it fly high like a bird up in the sky
I got a story that ain't got no moral
Gonna let the bad guy win every once in a while
I got a story that ain't got no moral
Gonna let the bad guy win every once in a while
Will it go round in circles
Will it fly high like a bird up in the sky
Will it go round in circles
Will it fly high like a bird up in the sky

22287. Will Jesus Wash The Bloodstains From Your Hands

Will Jesus Wash the Bloodstains from Your Hands
Hazel Dickens

I saw a grey-haired mother crying softly in her door
As she gazed upon the pathway where he'd return no more



Oh Lord, I'd love to hold my baby just once more
And, Lord, I hope I never live to see another war

Will Jesus wash the bloodstains from your hands?
Will he welcome you in to that peaceful land?
Will he forgive the killings, the wars you have planned?
Will Jesus wash the bloodstains from your hands?

Well the bombs you've dropped, the guns you've shot all in the namR of peace
While thR people beg for mercy, you gave them no relief
There's blood on your hands, mister, you'll answer for one day
And the tears you shed on that day won't wash your sins away

Will Jesus wash the bloodstains from your hands?
Will he welcome you in to that peaceful land?
Will he forgive the killings, the wars you have planned?
Will Jesus wash the bloodstains from your hands?

Now you say we could survive a nuclear war
And that you would use limits, you'd only go so far
Well Hiroshima's horrors we'll never forget
For bloodthirsty warriors never know when to quit

Will Jesus wash the bloodstains from your hands?
Will he welcome you in to that peaceful land?
Will he forgive the killings, the wars you have planned?
Will Jesus wash the bloodstains from your hands?

22288. Will My Mother Know Me There

Will My Mother Know Me There
Ricky Skaggs

I have changed with changing seasons
I am dimmed with toil and care
When I stand among the angels
Will my mother know me there

   Yes I know that she will know me
   In those mansions bright and fair
   Mother's love can n'er forget me
   And I'm sure she'll know me there

All for me my mother wrestled
When she used to kneel in prayer
Do you think we have forgotten
Will my mother know me there

Mothers face has been a beckoned
O'er the sea of deep despair
I shall look for her up yonder
Will my mother know me there



22289. Will The Angels Play Their Harps For Me - Chords

Will The Angels Play Their Harps For Me
Recorded by Doyle Lawson - Hylo Brown
Written by Walter Hirsch and Monte Wilhite

C
I was passing by a churchyard in the city
                   G7      C
And I met a beggar old and grey

With his hand outstretched he asked the folks for pity
                      G7       C
And it made me sad to hear him say

Oh I wonder (yes I wonder) will the angels (way up yonder)
                           G7        C
Will the angels play their harps for me

For my feet are (growing weary) and my heart is (growing dreary)
                           G7        C
Will the angels play their harps for me

Will I ride up to the pearly gates in glory 
                G7           C
In a chariot of pure shining gold

Will I see the folks that went up there before me 
                         G7     C
When I'm safely gathered in the fold

Repeat #2

     F                                C
Oh a many a mile I've travelled and a million sights I've seen
                                G7
I'm ready for the glory soon to be
       C
For my feet are (growing weary) and my heart is (growing dreary)
                           G7        C
Will the angels play their harps for me

22290. Will The Be Unbroken - Chords

Will The Be Unbroken
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Will The Be Unbroken

CHORUS



Will the circle be unbroken
By and by Lord by and by.
There's a better home awaiting
In the sky lord by and by.

VERSE 1

      A
I was standing by my window
      D               A
On a cold and cloudy day.
                            F#
When i saw that hearse come rollin
         A       E      A
For to carry my mother away.

CHORUS

     A
Will the circle be unbroken
     D               A
By and by Lord by and by.
                     F#
There's a better home awaiting
     A         E       A
In the sky lord by and by.

VERSE 2

     A
I said to that, undertaker
     D                A
Undertaker please drive slow.
                      F#
For this lady you are carrying
     A        E       A  
Lord I hate to see her go.

CHORUS

     A
Will the circle be unbroken
     D               A
By and by Lord by and by.
                     F#
There's a better home awaiting
     A         E       A
In the sky lord by and by.

VERSE 3

     A
Oh I followed close behind her
     D                A
Tried to hold up and be brave.
                      F#
But I could not hide my sorrow



     A         E         A
When they laid her in the grave.

CHORUS

     A
Will the circle be unbroken
     D               A
By and by Lord by and by.
                     F#
There's a better home awaiting
     A         E       A
In the sky lord by and by.

VERSE 4

     A
I went back home, my home was lonesome
     D                A
Miss my mother she was gone.
                          F#
All my brothers, and sisters crying
     A          E       A
What a home so sad and lone.

CHORUS

     A
Will the circle be unbroken
     D               A
By and by Lord by and by.
                     F#
There's a better home awaiting
     A         E       A
In the sky lord by and by.

VERSE

     A
We sang the songs of childhood.
     D                  A
Hymns of faith that made us strong.
                          F#
Ones that Mother Maybelle taught us
     A        E       A
And the angels sang along.

CHORUS 2x

     A
Will the circle be unbroken
     D               A
By and by Lord by and by.
                     F#
There's a better home awaiting
     A         E       A
In the sky lord by and by.



22291. Will The Circle Be Unbroken

Will The Circle Be Unbroken?
by Laurie Lewis

There are loved ones in the glory
whose dear forms you often miss
when you close your earthly story,
will you join them in their bliss?
Will the circle be unbroken, bye and bye, bye and bye
Is a better home a-waiting in the sky, in the sky?

You can picture happy gatherings
 round the fireside long ago
and you think of tearful partings
when they left you here below
Will the circle be unbroken, bye and bye, bye and bye
Is a better home a-waiting in the sky, in the sky?

One by one their seats were emptied
one by one they went away
Now your circle has been broken
will it be complete one day?
Will the circle be unbroken, bye and bye, bye and bye
Is a better home a-waiting in the sky, in the sky?
credits

22292. Will The Circle Be Unbroken

Will The Circle Be Unbroken
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Stanley Brothers

I was standing by the window
On a cold and cloudy day
When I saw the hearse come rolling
To carry my mother away

   Will the circle be unbroken
   Bye and bye Lord bye and bye
   There's a better home a waiting
   In the sky Lord in the sky

I said to the undertaker
Undertaker please drive slow
For that body you are carrying
Lord I hate to see her go

Well I followed close behind her
Tried to hold up and be brave



But I could not hide my sorrow
When they laid her in that grave 

I went back home Lord that home was lonesome
Since my mother, she was gone
All my brothers and sisters crying
What a home so sad and alone

22293. Will The Roses Bloom

Will The Roses Bloom
Flatt & Scruggs - Ricky Skaggs

   Will the roses bloom where she lies sleeping
   Will the flowers shed their pedals there
   Will the dewdrops fall upon the roses
   Where my darling sleeps beneath the sand

Her lips were like a bunch of roses
Her eyes were like the starlit sky
Her hair was dark and it was curly
I'll miss her till the day I die 

I miss my darling she is sleeping
Underneath the beautiful sky
I miss her now since she has left me
I will miss her til the day I die

22294. Will The Roses Bloom Again

Will The Roses Bloom Again

'Neath the shadow in the meadow
Lillies lie on every side
By the river flowers shudder
Fading dying in their prime

Lovers parting lonely crying
Sadly strolling down the lane
Someone saying I must leave you
Til the roses bloom again

   When the roses bloom again
   When the roses bloom again
   I will meet you I will greet you
   When the roses bloom again

Sunshine's over crimson clover
Blooming in the meadow bright



Summer fingers softly lingers
Whispering softly in the night

Someone roaming in the gloaming
Strolling sadly down the lane
For that promise she would cherish
Til the roses bloom again

She was faithful to her lover
She was true until the end
Though she knew not what befell him
Still she hopes they'll meet again

22295. Will The Roses Bloom In Heaven

Will The Roses Bloom In Heaven

In a cold and cheerless garret
In a room so dim so lone
In the frosty winter in silence
There was heard a little mourn

And a little child is asking
At the break of the day
Will the roses bloom in heaven
Tell me momma tell me pray
   
   Will the roses bloom in heaven
   Are there any gardens there
   Any violets and clover
   Way up with the angels there
   
   Will the branches fill with blossoms
   And in winter fill with snow
   Will the roses bloom in heaven
   Tell me momma ere I go

Now the room grows light and lighter
Every thing has caught a glow
Heaven seems to stretch about her
While dreams they just come and go

Then she whispered birds are singing
Songs of melody
And I see the roses blooming
While the angels beckon me

Then mother whispered
In the land so bright and fair
When the roses are blooming
There will be no parting there

Goodbye my little darling



For death is lingering here
And on the little pale face
There was not one trace of fear

22296. Will There Be Any

Todd Snider - Will There Be Any
Jerry Jeff Walker

[Chorus]
Will there be any up in heaven?
Will there be any I've got to know (I've got to know)
Will there be any up in heaven?
Lord, before I go I've got to know (I've got to know)

[Verse]
Well, we're on our last legs as you can clearly see, Lord
So we're down to the bendin' end, as they say
So we just wanted to check out, and find out, if everything's gonna be in the middle
No too far, not too short, not too big
Not too early but right on time
Is everything gonna be right up there

[Chorus]
Will there be any up in heaven?
Will there be any I've got to know (I've got to know)
Will there be any up in heaven?
Lord, before I go I've got to know (I've got to know)
[Outro]
If everything's going to be up there

22297. Will There Be Any Stars

Alison Krauss - Will There Be Any Stars?

I am thinking today of that beautiful land
I shall reach when the sun goeth down
When through wonderful grace by my Saviour I stand
Will there be any stars in my crown.

Will there be any stars, any stars in my crown
When at evening the sun goeth down
When I wake with the blest in those mansions of rest
Will there be any stars in my crown.

--- Instrumental ---

In the strength of the Lord let me labor and pray
Let me watch as a winner of souls



That bright stars may be mine in the glorious day
When his praise like the sea billow rolls.

Will there be any stars, any stars in my crown
When at evening the sun goeth down
When I wake with the blest in those mansions of rest
Will there be any stars in my crown.

--- Mandolin Instrumental ---

Oh, what joy it will be when his face I behold
Living gems at his feet to lay down
It would sweeten my bliss in the city of gold
Should there be any stars in my crown.

--- Banjo Instrumental ---

Will there be any stars, any stars in my crown
When at evening the sun goeth down
When I wake with the blest in those mansions of rest
Will there be any stars in my crown...

22298. Will There Be Any Stars In My Crown

Will There Be Any Stars In My Crown

I am thinking today of that beautiful land
I shall reach when the sun goeth down
When through wonderful grace by my Savior I stand
Will there be any stars in my crown

   Will there be any stars, any stars in my crown
   When at evening the sun goeth down
   When I wake with the blest in those mansions of rest
   Will there be any stars in my crown

In the strength of the Lord let me labor and pray
Let me watch as a winner of souls
That bright stars may be mine in the glorious day
When His praise like the sea billow rolls

O what joy it will be when His face I behold
Living gems at His feet to lay down
It would sweeten my bliss in the city of gold
Should there be any stars in my crown

22299. Will There Ever Be Another



Will There Ever Be Another
George Jones & Melba Montgomery

We said goodbye but I still love you
No one else can take your place
I still recall the happy hours
I can still see the smile upon your face

Will there ever be another
While we're many miles apart
To hold you close upon you darling
And take my place inside your heart

The days and nights are growing longer
It seems like years since yesterday
But I still have the memory of you
To help me pass the time away

Will there ever be another
While we're many miles apart
To hold you close upon you darling
And take my place inside your heart

Will there ever be another
While we're many miles apart
To hold you close upon you darling
And take my place inside your heart

22300. Will This Be The Day

Will This Be The Day
The Desert Rose Band

She used to cry just a little each day
She used to feel so alone and betrayed
And she won't feel sorry for the rest of her life
This just might be the day, this just might be the day

Here on a lonely afternoon
The strangest feeling in the room
Will I remember this how it feels right now?
This just might be the day, this just might be the day

Will this be the day?
Maybe this is the day I'll remember
Will this be the way?
Maybe this is the way I'll remember

When she took my hand
And whispered to me, "We can make it"
And I looked in her eyes
I said nothing can take you away

Oh, I've got to believe



In the resurrecting power for me
It can heal your pain, it can blow you away
This just might be the day, this just might be the day

Will this be the day?
Maybe this is the day I'll remember
Will this be the way?
Maybe this is the way I'll remember

When she took my hand
And whispered to me, "We can make our way"
And I looked in her eyes
I said nothing can take you away, yea

Will this be the day?
Maybe this is the day I'll remember
Will this be the way?
Maybe this is the way I'll remember

When she took my hand
And whispered to me, "We can make it"
And I looked in her eyes
I said nothing can take you

Will this be the day?
Maybe this is the day I'll remember
Will this be the way?
Maybe this is the way I'll remember

22301. Will We Go

Will We Go
Sara Watkins - Will We Go

Will we go up on the mountain?
Will we go into the sea?
Will you take hold of my hand and lead?
Will you follow after me?
You have kept my attention
And won my affection
And I'm not sure where this is headed
But I'm willing to learn
So will we go up on the mountain?
Will we go into the sea?
Will you take hold of my hand and lead?
Will you follow after me?
It'll die if it don't change
Nothing given, nothing gained
And I've grown tired of living
Only on my terms
So if I am not your only
Do just tell me truly?
'Cause I've gathered all my bridges



Struck a match and they're ready to burn
So will we go up on the mountain?
Will we go into the sea?
Will you take hold of my hand and lead?
Will you follow after me?
Will you take hold of my hand and lead?
Will you follow after me?

22302. Will You Be Leaving

Alison Krauss - Will You Be Leaving? 

You may walk away in anger
Wear your heart upon your sleeve
You make act like it don't matter
Keep me laughing while you leave
But burning bridges won't get me back
If you change your mind some day
Why can't we turn this scene around
Before you walk away?

Will you be leaving, leaving me today?
Like the ocean leaves us waiting on the sand
Crumbling in our hand
I can't live this scene again

You may turn away in silence
While the tears run down your face
Say there's nothing left to bind us

Leaving love without a trace
But if I loved you well
You'd soon find out why your new love falls some day
Why can't we burn this heartache down
before you walk away?

Will you be leaving, leaving me today?
Like the ocean leaves us waiting on the sand
Crumbling in our hand
I can't live this scene again

Will you be leaving, leaving me today?
Like the ocean leaves us waiting on the sand
Crumbling in our hand
I can't live this scene again

22303. Will You Be Lonesome Too



Will You Be Lonesome Too
Flatt & Scruggs

I don't want you cryin' cause I'm leavin'
I don't want you cryin' cause I'm blue
Only my thoughts make me lonesome
Wonder if you're lonesome too ?
Wonder if you're lonesome too ?

How would you like to be lonesome
Someone as true as you
My heart is sad and lonesome
Wonder if you're lonesome too ?
Wonder if you're lonesome too ?

Why should two lovers quarrel
Why should they be so untrue
I know what it means to be lonesome
Wonder if you're lonesome too ?
Wonder if you're lonesome too ?

* Refrain

Now give me your right hand honey
I'll say this farewell to you
I'll be so lonesome without you
Will you be lonesome too ?
Will you be lonesome too ?

* Refrain

22304. Will You Be Loving Another Man

Will You Be Loving Another Man 
(Will You Be Lovin' Another Man)
Bill Monroe - Lester Flatt - Osborne Brothers

Now will you love me little darling
When I'm in some other land?
And you know I can't be with you
Or will you be loving another man? 

   Will you be loving another man
   Will you be loving another man
   When I return will you be waiting
   Or will you be loving another man

Now don't be crying on my shoulder
And telling me that love is grand
And before I'm out of sight dear
Then be loving another man

Now if I find this to be true dear
I want you to please understand



When I return don't say you're sorry
Just keep on loving another man

22305. Will You Be Satisfied That Way

Will You Be Satisfied That Way
Michael Cleveland

We've been together for so long
It hurts to know your love is gone
Here's all my lonely heart can say
Will you be satisfied that way

Will you be satisfied to roam
Will memories fade when you are gone
A new love led your heart astray
Will you be satisfied that way

It's hard to stay when love is cold
So often that this story told
I'm not asking that you pity me
Will you be satisfied that way

Will you be satisfied to know
You left a heart that's beating low
Somehow somewhere you'll have to pay
Will you be satisfied that way

Deep down inside I love you yet
I've suffered but there's no regret
Love can't be bought it must be free
Will you be satisfied that way

22306. Will You Dance, Charlie Boy

Richard Thompson - Will You Dance, Charlie Boy 

Will you dance, Charlie boy, will you dance?
Will you dance, Charlie boy, will you dance?
Though the sequins are worn
And tattered and torn
And the seat is right out of your pants

Will you dance, Charlie boy, will you dance?
Will you dance, Charlie boy, will you dance?
One more time, Charlie boy,
With your old pride and joy,
Will you dance, Charlie boy, will you dance?



O you're still pretty fast on your feet
Yes you're still pretty fast on your feet
Though the years have gone by
And the tank's running dry
You're still pretty fast on your feet

Will you dance to the tune that they play
Will you dance to the tune that they play
Will you play the old game
Of fortune and fame
And grin as you sign your life away

Is there life in the old doggie yet
Is there life in the old doggie yet
Will you stand on your mark
On your hind legs and bark
Like somebody's dear little pet

Will you dance, Charlie boy, will you dance?
Will you dance, Charlie boy, will you dance?
Will you be a good whore
For the people once more
Will you dance, Charlie boy, will you dance?

22307. Will You Ever Miss Me At All - Chords

Will You Ever Miss Me At All - Ralph Stanley

INTRO
C F G C

CHORUS
         C                      F
Will you visit my grave little darling
      G                             C
Every day when the twilight shadows fall
          C                             F
Will you plant some pretty flowers all around me
        G                   C
Or will you ever miss me at all

VERSE 1
         G                           C
Will you share a little time with me darling
          G                D          G
Though my face here you'll never see anymore
       D                    G
But my spirit will wait for darling
         D                          G
Till we meet again on God's golden shore

(CHORUS)



VERSE 2
Soon the time will come when I'll be leaving
And these parting words are breaking my heart
But my leaving is only temporary
Soon we'll meet again and never have to part

(CHORUS)

22308. Will You Love Me Tomorrow (Carol King cover)

Linda Ronstadt - Will You Love Me Tomorrow (Carol King cover)

Tonight you're mine, completely
You give your soul so sweetly
Tonight the light of love is in your eyes
But will you love me tomorrow

Is this a lasting treasure
Or just a moment's pleasure
Can I believe the magic in your sighs
And will you still love me tomorrow

Tonight with words unspoken
You say that I'm the only one
But will my heart be broken
When the night meets the morning sun

I'd like to know if your love
Is a love I can be sure of
So tell me now and I won't ask again
Will you still love me tomorrow
Will you still love me tomorrow
Will you still love me tomorrow

22309. Will You Meet Me Over Yonder

Osborne Brothers - Will you meet me over yonder

I am bound for that bright city where the streets are paved with gold
Where in peace I'll dwell forever all the joys can never be told

Will you meet me over yonder and with happy millions dwell
Will you meet me over yonder where we'll never say farewell

That will be a happy meeting with the dear ones passed away
Oh the joy of that reunion in that land of endless day

Will you meet me over yonder...



Brother say how are you living should he call for you to go
Are you ready for the summons is your robe made white as snow

Will you meet me over yonder...

22310. Will You Miss Me

Will You Miss Me?
Ralph Stanley - Will You Miss Me?

When death shall close these eye lids
And this heart shall cease to beat
And they lay me down to rest
In some flowery bound retreat
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me when I'm gone?
Perhaps you'll plant a flower
On my poor unworthy grave
Come and sit along beside me
When the roses nod and wave
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me when I'm gone?
One sweet thought my soul shall cherish
When this fleeting life has flown
This sweet thought will cheer when dying
Will you miss me when I'm gone?
When these lips shall never more
Press a kiss upon thy brow
But lie cold and still in death
Will you love me then as now?
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)

22311. Will You Miss Me

Will You Miss Me?
Ralph Stanley - Will You Miss Me?



When death shall close these eye lids
And this heart shall cease to beat
And they lay me down to rest
In some flowery bound retreat
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me when I'm gone?
Perhaps you'll plant a flower
On my poor unworthy grave
Come and sit along beside me
When the roses nod and wave
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me when I'm gone?
One sweet thought my soul shall cherish
When this fleeting life has flown
This sweet thought will cheer when dying
Will you miss me when I'm gone?
When these lips shall never more
Press a kiss upon thy brow
But lie cold and still in death
Will you love me then as now?
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)

22312. Will You Miss Me At All - Chords

Will You Miss Me At All 
Ralph Stanley
 
[Intro]
C  F  G  C
 
[Chorus]
         C                      F
Will you visit my grave little darling
      G                             C
Every day when the twilight shadows fall
          C                             F
Will you plant some pretty flowers all around me
        G                   C
Or will you ever miss me at all



 
[Verse]
         G                           C
Will you share a little time with me darling
          G                D          G
Though my face here you'll never see anymore
       D                    G
But my spirit will wait for darling
         D                          G
Till we meet again on God's golden shore
 
[Chorus] x2
         G                           C
Soon the time will come when I'll be leaving
          G                 D           G
And these parting words are breaking my heart
       D               G
But my leaving is only temporary
           D                            G
Soon we'll meet again and never have to part

22313. Will You Miss Me When I'm Gone?

The Carter Family - Will You Miss Me When I'm Gone?

[Verse 1]
When death shall close these eye lids
And this heart shall cease to beat
And they lay me down to rest
In some flowery bound retreat

[Chorus]
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me?
(Miss me when I'm gone)
Will you miss me when I'm gone?

[Verse 2]
Perhaps you'll plant a flower
On my poor unworthy grave
Come and sit along beside me
When the roses nod and wave

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
One sweet thought my soul shall cherish
When this fleeting life has flown
This sweet thought will cheer when dying
Will you miss me when I'm gone?



When these lips shall never more
Press a kiss upon thy brow
But lie cold and still in death
Will you love me then as now?

[Chorus]

22314. Will You Return

Will You Return?
Avett Brothers

I open my door and here's what occurs
A pretty little gal with pretty little curls
Leans to the side, leans on my mind

I don't want to live, but I sure don't want to die
I'm stuttering again and tellin' her goodbye
Oh m-m-my, Goodb-b-bye

Will you come again? It's hard to say
I surely hope so
Will you come again? It's hard to say
I surely hope so

She walks up to me with something more to say
Then hello and goodbye I hope that you're okay
Well I'm doing fine  I'm doing fine

Will you come again? It's hard to say
I surely hope so
Will you come again? It's hard to say
I surely hope so

I wish you'd see yourself as beautiful as I see you
Why can't you see yourself as beautiful as I see you?
I open my door and this is what I see
The hope inside a girl just looking back at me
Ohh my  Goodbye

Will you come again? It's hard to say
I surely hope so
And will you come again? It's hard to say
I surely hope so

22315. Will You Travel Down This Road With Me - Chords

Will You Travel Down This Road With Me
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette



Written by Jamie O'Hara and Kieran Kane

C
Will you travel down this road with me
                     G7      C
Help me be the one I want to be
Help me see the thing I long to see
                          G7        C
Will you travel down this road with me
Life's a journey full of dreams
                 G7   C
Hopes and poss-i-bil-ities
One of my dreams will come true
               G7      C
If I'm walking next to you
Will you travel down this road with me
                     G7      C
Help me be the one I want to be
Help me see the things I long to see
                          G7        C
Will you travel down this road with me
Many rivers we will cross
           G7      C
Many miles we will walk
Sharing laughter sharing tears
                  G7          C
Building memories through the years
Repeat #1 x2 
                          G7        C
Will you travel down this road with me

22316. Will You Visit Me On Sunday - Chords

Will You Visit Me On Sunday
Recorded by George Jones  written by Dallas Frazier

C                                  F               C
Just outside these prison bars the hanging tree is waiting
                                                 G7
At sunrise I'll meet darkness and death will say hello
C                                   F                C
Darling touch your lips to mine and tell me that you love me
    F          G7               C
And promise me again before you go

                     F                C
Will you visit me on Sundays will you bring me pretty flowers
                        F                  C            G7
Will your big blue eyes get misty will you brush away a tear
  C                                     F                  C
A grave is filled with silence but if a sleeping man could hear
F               C         G7           C
Darling would I hear your footsteps up there



                                    F            C
Promise me that time won't separate me from your memory
                                                 G7
That you'll remember me until the days of silver hair
C                                 F               C
If not for you I know I'd lose my mind before the morning
F                 G7               C
Hold me close and tell me that you care

Repeat #2

22317. Will You Visit Me On Sundays

Will You Visit Me On Sundays 
Osborne Brothers

Just outside these prison walls a hanging tree is waiting
Tomorrow I'll meet darkness as death will say hello
Darling put you lips to mine and tell me that you love
Hold me close again before you go

[Chorus]

Will you visit me on Sundays, Will you bring me pretty flowers
Will your big blue eyes be misty, will you brush brush away a tear
A grave is filled with silence, but if a sleeping man could hear
Darling, will I hear your footsteps up there.

Promise me that time won't separate me from your memory
That you will still remember me in days of silver hair
If not for you I know I'd lose my life before the morning
Hold me close and tell me that you care

[Chorus]

22318. Will You Wait Here

Will You Wait Here
Longview - Will You Wait Here

September air comes cold
Feelings rush back and unfold
Speeing, crashing, burning through
Memories in my mind of you
Gone so fast too fast to catch
Years have gone and can't come back
So now i've closed my eyes
Closing seconds of our time



See the shore light up night sky
See the beach swing summers high
August shower after heat
Smell of rain on dry concrete
Feel the air turn cold around
See leaves fall blur the ground
Wet road slide slither by
Catch reflections petrol sky
Will you wait here
It's coming around near
When I feel I can't move on
And my will is not so strong
Moments of uncertainty
Behind your smile I want to be
Down the front where we used to talk
Down the streets where we used to walk
These places I will be
Will you meet me?
While I'm still please do not wake me
'Cause I'm in another place (repeat)

22319. William Hill

Tyler Childers - William Hill

[Verse 1]
I came into town on Sunday and I was lookin' for the Lord
I'd walked all the way from Archer since the day he stole my horse
All them days to get that thing to get on up and ride
And I'll be damned if that old man will get away this time

[Verse 2]
Now hell is close to Harlan, I believe they're both the same
I fell in love with a Harlan girl that took my breath away
She wanted her a family and that's one thing I can't do
'Cause I was raised to ramble and my ramblin' days ain't through

[Chorus]
Some goddamn days out here on these streets
With a pistol in my pocket, boys, it don't bother me
To take you down if you ever cross the line
And I'd run off with your money, you won't need it when you die

[Verse 3]
Now the road is mighty ornery but it ain't as mean as me
And I've turned into a stranger to the boy who left the creek
But I reckon if I'm lucky that I just might make it home
Get a handle on my [drinking?], straighten up and die alone

[Chorus]
Some goddamn days out here on these streets
With a pistol in my pocket, boys, it don't bother me
To take you down if you ever cross the line



And I'd run off with your money, you won't need it when you die

22320. Willie

Robert Earl Keen - Willie

Hanging on a wall like a thousand times you been there
a picture of a field of dandelions
And a young stud colt a following a cowboy on a brood mare
a bound to make it home by dinner time
There's a thunderhead a coming from the west and he's sure thinking
the rain would do this dusty dirt some good
But it ain't a cowboys weather so he nudges his old faithful
and turns around to call out to the stud

Chours
Come on Willie, there's a black cloud coming yonder
The devil beats his wife with a silver chain
Come on Willie, can't you hear the thunder
Your ma and me don't travel well in rain

It ain't nothing much to look at just a print I got from grandma
a real west river cowgirl in her day
And sometimes I need religion since the old girls gone before me
And that's when I can hear the cowboy say

Chours

Instrumental

Now the western feeling has become another sideshow
Selling out the bygone days gone by
And we never know it's raining we can't hear it for our thunder
We can't see it for our clouds up in the sky

Chours

22321. Willie And Mary

Willie And Mary
Traditional

As Willie and Mary met by the sea side
A long farewell for to take,
Said Mary to Willie, if you go away
I'm afraid my poor heart it might break.
Don't be afraid dearest Mary he said,
As he clasped his fond maid to his side
I my absence don't mourn, for when I return,



I will make you sweet Mary, my Bride.

Seven long years had passed, and no word at last,
Mary stood by her own cottage door.
A beggar came by, a patch on his eye,
Bedraggled, and ragged, and tore.
Your charity fair maid, bestow upon me,
Your fortune I'll tell you beside,
Your lad which you mourn will never return,
To make little Mary his bride.

She slipped and she started, saying all that I have,
It's freely to you I will give,
If you'll tell me true what I now ask of you,
Is my Willie dead or alive?
He's living said he, though in sad poverty,
And shipwrecked he has been beside,
When he'd money untold and pockets of gold,
He'd have made his own Mary his bride.

Then if he is dead, no other I'll wed,
No other I'll have by my side.
In riches though rolled, or covered in gold,
He'd have made his own Mary his bride.
Then the patch of his eye the old beggar let fly,
His old coat and crutches beside,
And in sailor's blue clothes and with cheeks like the rose
It was Willie who stood by her side.

Oh don't be afraid dearest Mary he said,
It was only your faith that I tried.
To the church we'll away, at the break of the day,
And I'll make little Mary my bride

22322. Willie Jones

Willie Jones
Rob Ickes & Trey Hensley

[Verse 1]
Willie Jones was a man I met
When I lived in Baltimore
I was a guard and he was doing time
In the three long years he stayed there
I got to know him well
Willie Jones was a friend of mine

[Chorus]
And he used to say, "buddy, you know where
I'm going when they let me out of here
Well, Alabama could be heaven if the Lord was there"
And he'd talk about the south-land
Though he'd drifted from its shores



I never seen a man who loved it more

[Verse 2]
He talk about the whippoorwill in the Alabama night
Honeysuckle vine and sugar cane
Swimming hole and a fishing pole
And the early morning frost
Sleeping under a tin roof when it rains

[Verse 3]
Talk about a country road and a cabin in the pines
And a girl with wavy long chestnut brown hair
He talked about the beauty
Of his Blue Ridge Mountain home
Damn near made me think that I was there

[Chorus]
"Buddy, you know where I'm going
When they let me out of here
Well, Alabama could be heaven if the Lord was there"
When a man ain't got no freedom
You know, time sure passes slow
Willie Jones had ten long years to go

[Bridge]
It's been almost a year now since that hot night in July
Willie hit the guard and jumped the fence
I had my rifle ready but I couldn't let it fly
Shot over his head and we ain't seen him since
But just last week the postman brought a letter to my door
Marked no return address and no reply
Just said nobody north of Birmingham
Is going to see this boy again
But if you're ever down our way won't you please drop by

[Chorus]
And he used to say, "buddy, you know where
I'm going when they let me out of here
Well, Alabama could be heaven if the Lord was there"
And he'd talk about the south-land
Though he'd drifted from its shores
I never seen a man who loved it more
Never seen a man who loved it more

22323. Willie Moore

Willie Moore

Willie Moore was a king his age twenty-one
And he courted a damsel fair
Oh her eyes were as bright as the diamonds after night
And wavy black was her hair



He courted her both night and day
Till on marry they did agree
But when he came to get her parents' consent
They said that could never be

She threw herself in Willie Moore's arms
As oft time had done before
But little did he think when they parted that night
Sweet Anna he would see no more.

Oh it was about the tenth of May
The time I remember well
That very same night her body disappeared
In a way no tongue could tell

Sweet Anna was loved both far and near
Had friends most all around
And in a little brook before the cottage door
The body of sweet Anna was found

She was taken by her weeping friends
And carried to her parent's room
And there she was dressed in a shroud of snowy white
And laid in a lonely tomb

Her parents now are left alone
One mourns while the other weeps
Beneath a grassy mound before the cottage door
The body of sweet Anna sleeps

Willie Moore scarcely spoke to his friends they say
And at last from them all he did part
And the last heard from him he was in Montreal
Where he died of a broken heart

22324. Willie O' Winsbury

Willie O' Winsbury
Traditional

The king had been a prisoner
And a prisoner long in Spain
And Willie of the Winsbury
Has lain long with his daughter at home

"What ails you, what ails you, my daughter Janet
Why you look so pale and wan
Have you had any sore sickness
Or yet been sleeping with a man?"

"I have not had any sore sickness
Nor yet been sleeping with a man
It is for you, my father dear,



For biding so long in Spain"

"Cast off, cast off your berry-brown gown
Stand naked on the stane
That I may know you by your shape
If you be a maiden or nane"

So she cast off her berry-brown gown
Stood naked on the stone
Her apron was low, her haunches round
Her face was pale and wan

"Was it with a lord or a duke or a knight
Or a man of birth and fame
Or was it with one of my serving men
That's lately come out of Spain?"

"It wasn't with a lord or a duke or a knight
Nor a man of birth and fame
But it was with Willie of Winsbury
I could bide no longer alain"

The king has called on his merry men all
By thirty and by three
Saying "Fetch me this Willie of Winsbury
For hanged he shall be"

But when he came before the king
He was clad all in the red silk
His hair was like the strands of gold
His skin was as white as the milk

"It is no wonder," said the king
"That my daughter's love you did win
For if I was a woman, as I am a man
My bedfellow you would have been"

"Now will you marry my daughter Janet
By the truth of your right hand?
Will you marry my daughter Janet
I'll make you lord of all my land"

"Oh yes, I'll marry your daughter Janet
By the truth of my right hand
Oh yes I'll marry your daughter Janet
But I'll not be the lord of your land"

He's mounted her on a milk-white steed
Himself on a dapple grey
He has made her the lady of as much land
As she will ride in a long summer's day



22325. Willie Roy

Willie Roy

His age is seven years today
He don't know what it is to play
Each night before he goes to bed
This little prayer he always says

Now I lay me down to rest
Please God please give me happiness
I'm prayin' so my dreams come true
So I can walk and play with you

His name they call him Willie Roy
He's just a little crippled boy
But now the tears roll down his cheek
I rub them off so he can sleep

Someday I hope you can go out
And play with me and walk about
I won't scold you if you should cry
So son be good my son good night

22326. Willie Taylor

Willie Taylor
Uncle Earl - Willie Taylor

Willie Taylor and his youthful lover,
Full of mirth and loyalty,
They were going to the church to be married,
He was pressed and sent on sea.

Dolly dilly dum dilly dum dum day

She dressed herself up like a sailor
On her breast she wore a star
Her lovely fingers long and slender
She gave them all just a smear of tar.

Dolly 

On the ship there being a skirmish
She was one amongst the rest
A silver button flew off her jacket
There appeared her snow-white breast.

Dolly 

Said the captain to this fair maid
What misfortune has took you here
I'm in search of my true lover,



Who you pressed on the other year.

Dolly 

If you're in search of your true lover
Tell me what might be his name
Willie Taylor's what they call him,
But Fitzgerald is his name.

Dolly 

If you'll get up tomorrow morning
Early as the break of day
There you'll spy your Willie Taylor
Walking along with a lady gay.

Dolly 

So she got up the very next morning
Early as the break of day
And there she spied her Willie Taylor
Walking along with a lady gay.

Dolly 

So she pulled out a brace of pistols
That she had at her command
And there she shot her Willie Taylor
With his bride at his right hand.

Dolly 

When the captain came to hear
Of the deed that she had done
He made her a ship's commander
Over a vessel for the Isle of Man.

Dolly

22327. Willie The Weeper

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Willie the weeper
Composer: Marty Bloom - Walter Melrose - Grant Rymal

Let me tell you 'bout Willie the weeper
Willie the weeper was a chimney sweeper
He had the hop habit and he had it bad
Listen while I tell you 'bout a dream he had.

Hi-de-hi-de-hi (Hi-de-hi-de-hi) Ho-de-ho-de-ho (Ho-de-ho-de-ho)

Willie went to a hop-joint late last night
He knew that the light would be burnin' bright



I guess he must've smoked a dozen pills or more
'Cause when he woke up he was on a foreign shore.

Hi-de-hi-de-hi (Hi-de-hi-de-hi) Ho-de-ho-de-ho (Ho-de-ho-de-ho)

The queen of Belgium was the first he met
She called him her darlin' and her lovin' pet
She gave him a genuine Ford automobile
With a diamond headlight and silver steering wheel.

Hi-de-hi-de-hi (Hi-de-hi-de-hi) Ho-de-ho-de-ho (Ho-de-ho-de-ho)

She had a million cattle and she had a million sheep
She had a million vessels in the ocean deep
She had a million dollars all in nickels and dimes
He knew it 'cause he counted them a million times.

Hi-de-hi-de-hi (Hi-de-hi-de-hi) Ho-de-ho-de-ho (Ho-de-ho-de-ho)

Willie got to New York one night late
He called his sugar baby up for a date
He got funny and began to shout
And blim-blam-bloom, well, the dope give out.

Hi-de-hi-de-hi (Hi-de-hi-de-hi) Ho-de-ho-de-ho (Ho-de-ho-de-ho)

22328. Willin'

Linda Ronstadt - Willin'
Flying Burrito Brothers
Lowell George - Steve Earle

I been warped by the rain, driven by the snow
I'm drunk and dirty, don't you know
But I'm still willin'

Out on the road late last night
I'd see my pretty Alice in every headlight
Alice, Dallas Alice

And I've been from Tucson to Tucumcari
Tehachapi to Tonopah
Driven every kind of rig that's ever been made
Driven the backroads so I wouldn't get weighed
And if you give me weed, whites and wine
And you show me a sign
And I'll be willin' to be movin'

And I've been kicked by the wind, robbed by the sleet
Had my head stove in but I'm still on my feet
And I'm still willin'

And I smuggled some smokes and folks from Mexico



Baked by the sun every time I go to Mexico
Ah but I'm still

And I've been from Tucson to Tucumcari
Tehachapi to Tonopah
Driven every kind of rig that's ever been made
Driven the backroads so I wouldn't get weighed
And if you give me weed, whites and wine
And you show me a sign
And I'll be willin' to be movin'

22329. Willing And Able

Willing And Able
By Bonnie Paine
Elephant Revival

I am willing and able
In the silence of our loving
All in all is recognized
Clearly knowing our intention
As our means to realize
We may dive into the ocean
Of the vibrance in the sky
Swim the blissful coalescing of our thoughts collapsing light
For we are willing
Yes we are willing

22330. Willow Creek Dam

Willow Creek Dam

In the big pine woods on Willow Creek Mountain
Is where I was raised to be a man
And it seems all the good things that spawn in my memory
Are tied to that Willow Creek land
The big dozier rumbles on Willow Creek Mountain
The saw steals the life from the trees
The water is rising on Willow Creek Mountain
And the dam that they said had to be
Refrain
So dam the men who dams up the river
And dam the men who dam the life I've known
Dam the world thats so ever changing
For it robbed me of my Willow Creek home
The black smoke is rolling on Willow Creek Mountain
Her beauty will fade with the land
The world won't remember Willow Creek Mountain
Or the price paid for progress of man



* Refrain
The black smoke is rising on Willow Creek Mountain, 
From the ashes that once was my home. 
They've moved daddy's grave off of Willow Creek Mountain
To a strange ground that he's never known.
When the cold water covers Willow Creek Mountain, 
Her beauty will fade with the land. 
The world won't remember Willow Creek Mountain, 
or the price paid for progress by man.
* Refrain

22331. Willow Garden - Chords

Willow Garden
by the Country Gentlemen

Capo 2
Down [C]in the willow gar[Am]den
My [C]love and I did [Am]meet
And [C]there we sat a court[Am]ing
My [C]love dropped [G]off to [C]sleep
I [Am]had a bottle of [C]burgundy [Am]wine
My [C]young love did not [Am]know
And [C]there I poisoned that dear little [Am]girl
Down [C]on the [G]banks be[C]low

I drew my saber through her
It was a bloody knife
I threw her in the river
It was a dreadful sight
My father often told me
That money would set me free
If I did murder that dear little girl
Whose name was Rose Connelly

And now he sits in his own cabin door
A-wiping his tear-brimmed eye
A-looking at his only son
On yonder scaffold high
My race is run beneath the sun
The devil is waiting for me
For I did murder that dear little girl
Whose name was Rose Connelly

22332. Willow In The Wind

Kathy Mattea - Willow in the Wind
(Mark Sanders/Randy Albright/Lisa Silver)



We've got a strong love
And it's a life-long love
Me and you
And when it's tested
We can't rest until
Trouble blows on through

Storms of love may try to take us down
So we gotta learn to bend
Like a willow in the wind
Like a willow in the wind

Some hearts are brittle
Won't give one little bit
So they break
Our hearts are tender
And when we surrender to
That old heartache

We know love grows truer with the tears
And we'll stand in sunlight again
Like a willow in the wind
Like a willow in the wind
(Like a willow) we'll stand tall and true
Dance together in the wind
(Like a willow) with my arms 'round you
We'll sway forever in the wind

Storms of love will try to take us down
So we gotta learn to bend
Like a willow in the wind
Like a willow in the wind

22333. Willow In The Wind - Chords

Willow In The Wind
Kathy Mattea - Willow In The Wind

Intro
A                                              D   G          A
We've got a strong love and it's a life-long love     me and you
A                                     D  G                      A
and when it's tested we can't rest until    trouble blows on through
D          G    D  A                     D            G       E     E7
Storms of love may try to take us down  So we gotta learn to bend
          D     G             A            G        D           A
Like the willow      in the wind,  like a willoo-oo-ow in the wind

A                                              D  G               A
Some hearts are brittle won't give one little bit       So they break.
A                                            D  G                    A
Our hearts are tender and when we surrender to      that ole heartache
D        G     D    A                    D                   G         E E7



We know love grows truer with the tears And we'll stand in sunlight again.
         D      G          A               G      D          A
Like a willow      in the wind,  like  willoo-oo-ow in the wind--ind
          G                                     D                           A
Like a willow    wisp and tall and true      stands together        in the wind
           G                               D             C                E
Like a willow    with arms around you     we'll sway together     in the wind

lead

D          G    D    A                    D               G      E
Storms of love will try to take us down  So we've gotta learn to bend
           D  G            A                        G D           A
like a willow      in the wind             like a willow in the wind
           D  G             A                       G  D           A
like  a willow     in the wind              like a willow in the wind

22334. Willow Tree - Chords

Willow Tree 
The Waifs

Capo on 3.
 
A                                     D
Under the willow tree, that's where I wait for you 
        A                      E7
to come back to me, but you're so far away. 
A                         D
I just sit by here in the morning sun, 
      A          E7    A
and I wait under the willow tree. 
 
         F#m                  B
It was a bitter seed that you left that day 
         E7
when you walked out my door screaming "Get out of my face!" 
                F#m              B
I took all your hurtin' words, I took your bad deeds 
      E7
and I buried 'em deep underneath that tree. 
 
          A                           D
Under the willow tree, that's where I wait for you 
        A                      E7
to come back to me, but you're so far away. 
       A                  D
I just sit by here in the morning sun,
      A              E7     A
and I wait under the willow tree. 
 
---
 



         F#m              B
But such beauty grew from bitterness. 
     E7
Oh how it's helped to heal this heavy heart, 
         F#m              B
oh and I want you to know, yeah that it's ok. 
            E7
If you come back I would welcome you like it was yesterday. 
 
A                                     D
Under the willow tree, that's where I wait for you 
        A                       E7
to come back to me, but you're so far away. 
       A                  D
I just sit by here in the morning sun, 
      A          E7         A
and I wait under the willow tree. 
 
---
        F#m                    B
Oh, but I'm not asking you for union, no-no. 
       E7
I want your promise to be true oh, 
        F#m                      B
'Cos I've been around the world, honey I've seen enough to know - 
      E7
there aint nobody else. I'd rather walk with you. 
 
A                                     D
Under the willow tree, that's where I wait for you 
A                              E7
to come back to me, but you're so far away. 
A                           D
I just sit right here and I play my guitar, 
A          E7               A
and I wait under the willow tree. 
A         E7     A
Under the willow tree.

22335. Willpower

Little Big Town - Willpower

Hey there, boy, tell me what's your name?
Feel the pulse of my heart deep desire
I'd be happy to play your game
One dance can set this night on fire
Wanna be close to you
Don't care what we do
I ain't got nothing to lose
The willpow-willpower
If you dare me to
I get a run next to you



If you were here in my shoes
You'd need some willpow-willpower
Willpow-willpower
Hey there, boy, won't you lean on in
Find your way to me here in the dark
Can't you feel my lips whispering?
Right there is a good place to start
Wanna get close to you
Don't care what we do
I ain't got nothing to lose
The willpow-willpower
If you dare me to
I get a run next to you
If you were here in my shoes
You'd need some willpow-willpower
Willpow-willpower
Gonna slow it all down tonight
Gonna make you feel alright
Gonna wish for one more night
Get it right, hold you tight
Hey there, boy, won't you lean on in
Find your way to me here in the dark
Can't you feel my lips whispering?
Right there is a good place to start
Wanna get close to you
Don't care what we do
I ain't got nothing to lose
The willpow-willpower
If you dare me to
I get a run next to you
If you were here in my shoes
You'd need some willpow-willpower
Willpow-willpower

22336. Willy Dear - Chords

Willy Dear 
The Tillers
 
   G                 C                           G
Oh Willy Dear you've got a mind to leave me once again.
  D             G                  C                  G
I see your ship upon the shore and freight all loaded in'
                                             D        Em
"Oh Lizzy dear you know that I must ship out with the crew.
    G                              C                 G
And though the river carries me my heart remains with you"
 
 
  G          C                                  G
Willy's ship departed from the docks early next day
 D               G        C           G
Elizabeth looked on as he floated far away



                                                     D       Em
From the house upon the hill she'd wait and watch the rver bend
        G                               C           G
For the ship to bring her own true love safely home again
 
 
   G                 C                                       G
He toiled aboard the boat for months with hands so rough and raw
    D             G             C                G
She waited for a letter as the sun did rise and fall
                                              D         Em
Until one day she saw the smoke and heard the hissing steam
    G                             C            G
The weary ship returning from the haul to New Orleans
 
 
Em C G
 
 
     G            C                                  G
Just then a loud explosion broke and trembled hills around
    D               G             C                  G
Her eyes so wide in horror as the tears came pouring down
                                                   D        Em
From bow to stern the ship did burn, she heard the sailor's cry
   G                                    C              G
The flame and fire of rapture lighting up the midnight sky
 
 
     G                C                               G
Then with a trembling hand upon the pen she wrote for he
      D                G              C            G
"The world can show no beauty if with you I cannot be
                                         D          Em
Oh loneliness, I can't endure to drown in sorrows tide
   G                       C              G
I go to meet my Willy dear upon the other side"
 
 
     G               C                              G
Next day a ship come rolling in and anchored in the wake
 D               G           C               G
Aboard was Willy Thompson on arrival one day late
                                            D        Em
As fast as he could travel, and through the door he broke
 G                                     C              G
And up the stairs he found his darling hanging from a rope
 
 
Em C G
D G C G
C G D Em
G C G
 
 
    G                 C                              G
Now time did pass for Willy as he walked this world alone



    D                G                   C                 G
But time stood still upon the hill where sat poor Lizzie's home
   C                 G                      D      Em
And now so still and quiet there stands the open door
    G                             C              G
The dust upon the window pane and shadows on the floor
 
 
      G               C                               G
It's eighteen stairs will bring her up to the widow's walk
     D               G           C                 G
And five windows for a view the rusted steam ship docks
    C               G                    D        Em
Is Lizzy standing by the chair or is she in the hall
    G                            C                 G
Or is she in the corner with her pale face to the wall
 
 
G C Em
G C D G
G Em
G C D G
 
 
G C Em
G C D G
G Em
G C D G

22337. Willy Roy The Crippled Boy

Willy Roy The Crippled Boy
Country Gentlemen

His age was seven years today
He don't know what it is to play
Each night before he goes to bed
This little prayer he always says

Now I lay me down to rest
Dear God please give me happiness
I'm praying so my dreams come true
So I can walk and play with you

His name they call him Willy Roy
He's just a little crippled boy
But now the tears roll down his cheeks
I wipe them off so he can sleep

* Refrain

Someday I hope you can go out
And play with me and walk about



I won't scold if you should cry
So soon, be good, my son good night

* Refrain

22338. Willy The Wandering Gispsy And Me

Tom T Hall - Willy The Wandering Gispsy And Me

[Verse 1:]
Three fingers whiskey pleasures the drinker
But moving does more than that drinking for me
Willy he tells me that doers and thinkers
Say moving's the closest thing to being free
He rosined his riggin', he laid back his wages
He's dead set on ridin' the big rodeos
My woman's tight with an overdue baby
And Willy keeps yelling, "Hey Big T, let's go!"

[Chorus:]
Willy you're wild as a Texas Blue Norther
Ready rolled from the same makings as me
And I reckon we'll ramble till hell freezes over
Willy the wandering Gypsy and me

[Verse 2:]
Now ladies we surely will take up your pleasures
But I've gotta warn ya there never will be
A single soul living can put brand or handle
On Willy the wandering Gypsy and me
Well they dance on the mountains and they shout in the canyons
And they swarm in a loose herd like wild buffaloes
Jammin' our heads full of figures and angles
And tellin' us stuff that we already know

[Chorus]
Willy you're wild as a Texas Blue Norther
Ready rolled from the same makings as me
And I reckon we'll ramble till hell freezes over
Willy the wandering Gypsy and me

[Outro:]
Would you believe Billy Joe Shaver and me?

22339. Willy The Wandering Gypsy And Me - Chords

Willy The Wandering Gypsy And Me
Recorded by Tom T. Hall
Written by Billy Joe Shaver



C                     F
Three fingers whiskey pleasures the drinker
    C                                       G7
But movin' does more than that drinkin' for me
C                      F         C
Willy he tells me that doers and thinkers
                              G7       C
Say movin's the closest thing to bein' free
                         F
He rosined his riggin he laid back his wages
     C                          G7
He's dead set on ridin' the big rodeos
C                        F       C
My woman's tight with an overdue baby
                            G7          C
And Willy keeps yellin' hey big T let's go
G7                     F          C
Willy you're wild as a Texas Blue Norther
G7                         F         C
Ready rolled from the same makins as me
                               F            C
And I reckon we'll ramble till hell freezes over
                    G7        C
Willy the wanderin' Gypsy and me
                          F
Now ladies we surely will take up your pleasures
    C                                    G7
But I've got to warn ya there never will be
  C                      F            C
A single soul livin' can put brand or handle
                       G7        C
On Willy the wanderin' Gypsy and me
Well they dance on the mountains 
    F
And they shout in the canyons
    C                                        G7
And they swarm in a loose herd like the wild buffalos
C                         F           C
Jamming our heads full of figures and angles
                             G7      C
And tellin' us stuff that we already know
repeat #3
                            G7         C
Would you believe Billy Joe Shaver and me

22340. Wimmen's Hats

Wimmen's Hats
The Del McCoury Band
on Del & Woody 

[Verse 1]



Hey knocking on our wimmen coat
I love them as good as you
Oh wimmen is mighty funny
And we all know that it's true
It's riding on the subway train or walking along the street
These things that wimmen wear fur hats has really got me beat
Some wind around like serpents
Some looks like ice cream cones
Some look like big green gardens
But growing on their dome
Some look like grocery of baskets
Some look like paper sacks
I can't tell if she going out or if she's coming back

[Verse 2]
One will have a feather ten feet in the sky
With twenty are done fishing net that falls into her eyes
A half a dozen mouse traps
Just above her hair
And nineteen yards of boat sale
Are flying in the rear
I sat down on a curb stone and made this little song
You know that I'm right but I could be partly wrong
We love our wimmen tenderly and with us we all got back
But you can tell a wimmen any old thing if you tell her it's a hat
But you can tell a wimmen any old thing if you tell her it's a hat

22341. Wind

Jerry Jeff Walker - Wind

You say that once knew for sure
But now you're walkin' into shore to wonder*
The more you learn the less you know
The more you move the more you go to nowhere*
You play your role of comedy
Profess you well the tragedy that you're living
'Cause love was sure or so you say
Like the wind that blew away
And as she left she seemed to say the wind is
Love it's the wind
The wind is my love
Who knows the wind?
Where blows my love?
The wind is my love
The city sun blinks in your eyes
You shade your face you realize the lonely crowd
You stagger on up to your room
To sleep by day and plot by moon, your conscience flies
You pack your dreams, you'll move away
Decide to eat and live by day and leave the night
And all at once there comes a smile
The ice warm air moves by and as you leave you seem to say



Love is the wind
The wind is my love
Who knows the wind?
Where blows my love
The wind is my love

22342. Wind And Rain

Crooked Still 
Wind And Rain

There were two sisters came walkin' down the stream
Oh the wind and rain
Older one pushed the youngest one in
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

Cause Johnny gave the youngest a gay gold ring
Oh the wind and rain
Didn't give the oldest one anything
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

So she pushed her into the river to drown
Oh the wind and rain
Watched her as she floated down
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

She floated 'till she came to the miller's pond
Oh the wind and rain
Cried father o father there swims a swan
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

Then out of the woods came a fidder fair
Oh the wind and rain
He plucked thirty strands of her long yellow hair
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

And he made a fiddle bow of her long yellow hair
Oh the wind and rain
Made a fiddle bow of her long yellow hair
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

And he made fiddle pegs of her long finger bones
Oh the wind and rain
He made fiddle pegs of her long finger bones
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

And he made a little fiddle of her own breast bone
Oh the wind and rain
The sound could melt a heart of stone
Cryin' oh the dreadful wind and rain

And the only tune that the fiddle would play
Was oh the wind and rain



Only tune that the fiddle would play
Was oh the dreadful wind and rain

22343. Wind And Rain

Wind and Rain
The Flying Burrito Brothers
Guilbeau-Parsons

Sitting inside looking out at the rain
Thinking the world and I have gone insane
Wondering if I'll ever be here again
Picking and singing for nobody
Wishing I was home sweet home again
If I could ride that cloud
That just flew by my window
And drift with the wind out over the sea
And fall with the rain into the arms of my darling
Soothing all this misery
Driving the devil from me
But the rain won't stop
And there's no way to heaven
No telling how long it will be
And the people that hear me
Can't know what I'm feeling
What the wind and the rain telling me
The wind and rains telling me
Hear I am on the road
It's been a year more in traveling
Waking up to sounds of these cities and their sins
Can't sleep from the pain of the slow dying people
Picking and singing for nobody
Wishing I was home again sweet home again

22344. Wind And Rain

David Rawlings
Wind and Rain

There were two sisters of county Clair
Oh, the wind and rain
One was dark and the other was fair
Oh, the dreadful wind and rain
And they both had a love of the miller's son
Oh, the wind and rain
But he was fond of the fairer one
Oh, the dreadful wind and rain
So she pushed her into the river to drown
Oh, the wind and rain



And watched her as she floated down
Oh, the dreadful wind and rain
And she floated till she came to the millers pond
Oh, the wind and the rain
Dead on the water like a golden swan
Oh, the dreadful wind and rain
As she came to rest on the riverside
Oh, the wind and the rain
And her bones were washed by the rolling tide
Oh, the dreadful wind and rain
And along the road came a fiddler fair
Oh, the wind and rain
And found her bones just a lying there, cried
Oh, the dreadful wind and rain
So he made a fiddle peg of her long finger bone
Oh, the wind and the rain
He a made a fiddle peg of her long finger bone, crying
Oh, the dreadful wind and rain
And he strung his fiddle bow with her long yeller hair
Oh, the wind and the rain
He strung his fiddle bow with her long yeller hair, cried
Oh, the dreadful wind and rain
And he made a fiddle fiddle of her breast bone
Oh, the wind and rain
He made a fiddle fiddle of her breast bone, cried
Oh, the dreadful wind and rain
But the only tune that the fiddle could play was
Oh, the wind and rain
The only tune that the fiddle would play was
Oh, the dreadful wind and rain

22345. Wind And The Rain - Chords

Wind And The Rain 
The Stray Birds

[Verse]
C           F             G
I left my heart out in the country
        F          C
On her own quiet mile
 F                   G
I think she's on her way
         D               G
But she said she'd be a while
         C               Em
Now I'm singin' in some city
           F             C
Ain't sure who I'm singin' for
C                   F
I'm just a lost songbird
F           G          C
Caught in a green eyed storm



 
[Chorus]
C         E              Am              Dm         G
And there ain't no easy way to leave the eye of a storm
F                      G                   C
Save singin' right on through the wind and rain
 
[Verse]
C            F         G
I don't mind anybody knowin'
        F              C
I never had a heart of gold
       Dm           G
But my mama said I had
             F          G
A silver linin' in my soul
           C           Em
I keep my old fire burnin'
       F                  C
'Cause it gets so goddamn cold
               F
To fall asleep holdin'
      G            C
Just anything I'm told
 
[Chorus]
C         E              Am              Dm           G
And there ain't no easy way to leave the eye of a storm
F                          G                C
Save singin' right on through the wind and rain
 
[Verse]
C            F            G
I've got a shadow on my shoulder
      F               C
At my back, a jealous wind
            Dm                  G
I've gotta kneel and kiss the ground
         D             G
Just to remember who I am
             C                 Em
I'll keep on singin' in some city
               F               C
But they ain't who I'm singin' for
             C        F
I'm just a lost songbird
F            G           C
Caught in a green eyed storm
 
[Chorus]
C          E             Am               Dm          G
And there ain't no easy way to leave the eye of a storm
     F                    G                C
Save singin' right on through the wind and rain
 
[Verse]
          E             Am               Dm          G



No there ain't no easy way to leave the eye of a storm
      F                    G               C
Save singin' right on through the wind and rain
      F                    G               F   C
Save singin' right on through the wind and rain

22346. Wind At Play

Wind at Play
Laurie Lewis

I sit here alone on a hillside
watchin the wind at play
it's blowin the white clouds over head
and my dreams of you away
this mornin I awoke before dawn
and I cried that we had to part
the sun drove darkness from the night
and straight into my heart

Chorus
the wind chases leaves that fall from the trees
and I come here everyday
cause i only feel free from your old memories watchin the
wind at play

at night my room closes around me
my thoughts are all on you
the darkness presses down on me
your face is all i view
and I long to be on that hillside
the air so bright and clear
I long for the wind to sing for me
and drive my lone tear

Chorus

22347. Wind In the Wires

Kane's River - Wind In the Wires
Album: Same River Twice

In any home, in any town, in any given place
there's someone having trouble looking
someone in the face
there's someone telling someone else,
someone's doing wrong
there's a lonely sound like wind in the wires
at the end of a love long gone



I took a walk on the night we talked
just to recognize myself
it hurt so bad thinking what we had belonged
to someone else
now every street i walk upon, every road i'm on
there's a lonely sound like wind in the wires
at the end of a love long gone
We burnt it down to the cold, hard ground
in the winter of discontent
love's a curse when it turns for the worse
and you wonder where it went
now every time you cross my mind
i think about right and wrong
there's a lonely sound like wind in the wires
at the end of a love long gone
There's a lonely sound like wind in the wires
at the end of a love long gone

22348. Wind Moans Under The Door

Wind Moans Under The Door
Hit & Run Bluegrass

Button up my shirt up to my neck
I wrap a shawl across my chest
Into the cracks of the window sill
I stuff them rags, but Lord I feel it still

Now I pretend my heart ain't broke
You never meant those words you spoke
But I'm here alone, that's a cold hard fact
You said goodbye, and you ain't never coming back

Chorus
Try as I might, there's no escape
I just can't find no hiding place
These chilly bones can't take no more
And the wind comes moaning under the door

I could chop a cord of hickory wood
let the fire roar, but it wold do no good
'cause this cabin's cold; but colder still
is knowin' you never loved me and you never will

Chorus

22349. Wind On The Mountain - Chords



Wind On The Mountain 
Trout Steak Revival

[Intro]
Bm F#m
Bm F#m
Bm
 
[Verse]
F#m
We were standin on
E
Jefferson Canyon
A                     D
Looking up at Georgia Pass
F#m
All around me it
E
Felt like rain
A                               D
You could smell it comin in the grass
F#m             E
I saw lightning I saw rain
A                      D
Heard the thunder down below
F#m               E
When I heard that wind on the mountain
A                D
Man my blood ran cold
 
[Chorus]
D                 F#m           E       A       D
And it was singin awooooooo-ooooooo-ooo-ooo
D             F#m           E       A
it was singin awooooooo-ooooooo-ooo-ooo
 
D D D D
F#m E A D
F#m E A D
 
[Verse]
F#m
As we went climbin
E
Higher and higher
A              D
On up into the clouds
F#m
It was snowing up on
E
Georgia Pass
       A                      D
And we could not find our way down
F#m           E
Will I lay my bones to rest
   A                 D
To shiver out in the pines
F#m               E



When I heard that wind on the mountain
A                     D
Hummin like a funeral choir
 
[Chorus]
D                 F#m           E       A       D
And it was singin awooooooo-ooooooo-ooo-ooo
D             F#m           E       A
it was singin awooooooo-ooooooo-ooo-ooo
 
D D D D
Bm F#m Bm
F#m E A D
F#m E A D
Bm F#m Bm
F#m E A D
F#m E A D
F#m E A D
F#m E A D
 
[Chorus]
D                 F#m           E       A          D
And it was singin ahooooooo-oh-oh-oooh-oh-ooh-oh-o-o
D             F#m           E       A     D D
it was singin ahooooooooooo-oh-oh-oooh
D D               F#m           E       A          D
And it was singin ahooooooo-oh-oh-oooh-oh-ooh-oh-o-o
D             F#m           E       A
it was singin ahooooooooooo-oh-oh-oooh
 
D D D D F#m

22350. Wind Through The Willows

Wind Through the Willows
Yonder Mountain String Band - Wayword Sons

Thought I heard you call my name
On a gentle summer breeze it came
To me, late one evening
I turned around and you weren't there
I saw your face and touched your hair
Seeing is believing.

Chorus:
When the wind blows through the willows
Real soft like right before a summer storm
When the wind blows through the willows
I hear your voice, then it's gone.

I put aside the tryin'
And I pictured you were lyin'
Next to me, it was late one evening.



Well, I know I'm not one to reminisce
But can I have another kiss goodnight
Are you leaving

[ Chorus ]

I hear your voice from near and far
I'm falling off a falling star
It's late in the evening.
Will I fly or will I land
But weren't we walking hand in hand tonight
It's deceiving.

[ Chorus ]

22351. Wind To The West

Blue Highway - Wind to the West 

(Cho.) The wind is blowin' to the West
I'd like to go out there one day
But I'll have to hang around
Hold my job and stretch my pay.

Wish I could call a lot more mine
Then again, I'm better off
'Cause I'd always want for more
Only liars say they don't.

Break

Some people's pride is just a thing
Seldom earned but often bought
Get away with anything
Got the money you're not caught

Break

Well, a man could live out there
Where the mountains reach the sky
No need to want what I don't have
No reason left to live a lie.

Break

Sing first 2 lines of cho. then instrumental ending

22352. Wind's On Fire



Yonder Mountain String Band - Wind's On Fire

Let a little light in your heart
A wild goose chase, the morning star
Any old light that shine to me
Let a little light in your heart

Burn away the fog of fear
that brings your eyes forever near
Look-y, look-y, look-y here
Burn away the fog of fear

Chorus:
Days and days on end
Ain't the wind on fire, don't it call to you
Restless, restless friend,
Ain't you higher than you've ever been

Look at the size of your skin
Where it ends and it begins
Keep on tearin' your world apart
Look at the size of your soul

Hang that ol' hangin' judge
The highest tree, it ain't enough
Keep on tearin' your soul apart
Look at the size of the world

Days and days on end
The machines will love you to bring you down
Restless, restless friend,
Ain't you higher than you've ever been

Let a little light in your heart
A wild goose chase, the morning star
Any old light that shine to me
Let a little light in your heart

[ Chorus ]

22353. Winded

The Lil' Smokies - Winded

Silence always happens first
Black, opaque and nameless
The sun beats green like cactus thirst
Shamed and no forgiveness
It's a little uneven to feel this way again
The city sleeps in the dim moonlight but the
Sky will fade away
(Chorus)
But you wait until the wind has died
Maybe we could use a little to fly



We could use a little to fly
Undone knots of frayed mistakes
Loops once tight now jostle
How are we still standing straight
See the branches bending
It's a little uneven to feel this way again
The city dreams in the dim moonlight but the
Sky will fade away
Chorus
Silence always happens first
Black, opaque and nameless
The sun beats green like cactus thirst
Shamed and no forgiveness

22354. Windfall

Windfall
The Flying Burrito Brothers - Town Mountain

Now and then it keeps you running
It never seems to die
The trail's spent with fear
Not enough living on the outside
Never seem to get far enough
Staying in between the lines
Hold on to what you can
Waiting for the end
Not knowing when
May the wind take your troubles away
May the wind take your troubles away
Both feet on the floor, two hands on the wheel
May the wind take your troubles away
Trying to make it far enough, to the next time zone
Few and far between past the midnight hour
Never feel alone, you're really not alone...
Switching it over to AM
Searching for a truer sound
Can't recall the call letters
Steel guitar and settle down
Catching an all-night station somewhere in Louisiana
It sounds like 1963, but for now it sounds like heaven
May the wind take your troubles away
May the wind take your troubles away
Both feet on the floor, two hands on the wheel
May the wind take your troubles away

22355. Winding Stream, The



Winding Stream, The

Oh give to me a winding stream
It must not be too wide
Where waving leaves from maple trees
Do meet from either side
The water must be deep enough
To float a small canoe
With no one else but you

   Do not disturb
   My waking dream
   The splendor of
   That winding stream
   Flower in my canoe
   Her eyes they looked me through
   A maiden fair
   With golden hair
   Is very much like you

The sparkling trout
Beneath the bank
Does leave his hiding place
King fisher
From the bow above
So eager to give chase
The spreading branches
Overhead
The sunlight peeking through
When looking dear at you

22356. Windmills

Glen Phillips - Windmills

[Verse 1]
I spend too much time
Raiding windmills
We go side by side
Laughing til it's right

[Chorus (shortened)]
There's something that you won't show
Waiting where the light goes

[Verse 2]
Take the darkest hour
Break it open
Water to repair
What we have broken

[Chorus 1]
There's something that you won't show
Waiting where the light goes



Maybe anywhere the wind blows
It's all worth waiting for

[Bridge]
Call on the porters to lighten the load
Tell all the passengers we're going home

[Verse 3]
I spend too much time
Seeking shelter
World without end couldn't hold her

[Chorus 2]
There's something that you won't show
Waiting where the light goes
Maybe anywhere the wind blows
It's all worth waiting for
Anywhere the wind blows

22357. Window Shopping

Ernest Tubb 
Window Shopping
(originally by Hank Williams)

You're window shoppin', just window shoppin'
You're only lookin' around
You're not buyin', you're just tryin'
To find the best deal in town

You give away your kisses but you never give your heart
To anyone who's fool enough to fall
You don't feel love, you don't want real love
You're window shoppin', that's all

You're window shoppin', just window shoppin'
You're only lookin' around
You're not buyin', you're just tryin'
To find the best deal in town

You give away your kisses but you never give your heart
To anyone who's fool enough to fall
You don't feel love, you don't want real love
You're window shoppin', that's all

22358. Window Up Above

Ricky Skaggs - Window up Above



I've been living a new way,
All the life that I love so.
But I can see the clouds are gathering,
And the storm will wreck our home.

For last night he held you tightly,
And you didn't even shove.
This is true for I was watching,
From the window up above.

You must have thought that I was sleeping,
And I wish that I had been.
But it's best to get to know you,
And the way your heart can sin.

I thought we belonged together,
And our hearts fit like a glove.
I was wrong for I've been watching,
From the window up above.

From my eyes, a teardrop started,
As I listened on and on.
I heard you whisper to him, softly,
And our marriage was all wrong.

Well, I hope he makes you happy,
And you'll never lose his love.
I lost mine while I was watching,
From the window above.

How I wish I could be dreamin',
And wake up to a love that's true.
I lost mine while I was watching,
From the window up above

22359. Windows

John Hartford - Windows

On these vacant streets of nightfall
Try to fool myself, I don't know where I'm going

And these gutters that I'm walking
The reflection of a thousand windows glowing

Some are laughing, some are crying
Some are yawning as I quickly pass them by

Something moving back behind
I hear a bumping, or a sneeze, sometimes a sigh

All those windows, pretty windows
Each contain their private dramas



I just pass outside just glancing up in vain

The flowers grow in boredom
And the curtains hang to mock me
Is there not a chance that I might venture in?

But the empty windows of your eyes
The shades are down to block my gaze within

Your door is shut and boarded up
I stand in silence shivering in the rain

And the wind that bangs a garbage can
Just echoes insults deep within my tortured soul

It says "move on 'ye barefoot boy
There are no windows here for you"
The minutes whisper "time for you to go"

All those windows, pretty windows
Fading back into their hallways
I just stand outside and watch them both in vain

The paint just peels in boredom
And the cobwebs hang to mock me
Is there not a chance that I might venture in?

22360. Winds Are Blowing In Maggie Valley

Crowe Brothers
Winds Are Blowing in Maggie Valley

Verse 1
I can remember the first time I saw her
She was so pretty and so fair
And I remember the look I gave her
It said I love you and I want you for mine

Chorus
O the winds are blowing in maggie valley
And my love has gone away
O the winds are blowing in maggie valley
And they're telling me she's coming back someday
(Repeat the last line at the end)

Verse 2
Our love blossomed in the springtime
with a flower so fresh and new
But time has passed and our love has faded
Like the season Autumn Leaves

Chorus



Verse 3
And sittin' down on the banks of the river
I think of her all the time
And the winds are blowing across the river
And my true love has gone away

Chorus

22361. Winds O' Wyoming

Yonder Mountain String Band
Winds O' Wyoming

To old cowboys the wind often whispers
Sweet reminders of where they belong
On back of a horse in a worn-out saddle
Singin' a sweet country song, singin' a sweet country song

To old cowboys the wind often whispers
Some remember the right and the wrong
Trust a good wind and gun, don't be stupid, 'cause a
Bad wind is wicked and strong, a bad wind is wicked and strong

Chorus:
And those big winds still blow across Wyoming
To old cowboys, it's all they've ever known
How those big winds still blow across Wyoming
From Cheyenne clear to Yellowstone
From Cheyenne clear to Yellowstone

To old cowboys the wind often whispers
Son, remember the sweet bye and bye
Remember the day 'cause there's times a comin'
They'll be no place left for you and I, they'll be no place left for you and I

[ Chorus ]

22362. Winds Of Change

Winds of Change
The Infamous Stringdusters

[Verse 1]
Counting your folded arms
And the curtain of night is silently drawn
Through years I thought I'd know my love
But now clouds gather, so violently above

[Pre-Chorus]



Woah-oh, oh

[Chorus]
It's time to part
I feel the winds of change
Blowing through my heart

[Verse 2]
It crept up like
A critter in the night
And times were hidden, just out of sight
And then at once we knew each other
Drifted away, some distant chore

[Pre-Chorus]

[Chorus] x2

[Instrumental]

[Bridge]
Well I walk this path beyond what's known
Was heading [?] and night was on
Like a leaf I flutter where I lay
Fly on, fly on, and fly away

[Instrumental]

Just rest your weary heart a while
For it takes a toll to walk these miles
Release the mem'ries of the past
And into the wind your spirit casts

[Pre-Chorus]

[Chorus] x3

22363. Winds Of Change

Winds Of Change

With my ears I have heard the eagle call my name
He flew in from the night to talk to me
We talked about his freedom and he spoke with great concern
He said, 'Mother earth is aging rapidly'

He said, 'The winds of change are blowing
And the land is disappearing more each day
Farewell my son, I must be going'
He turned and then forever flew away

With my eyes I have seen pretty mountain streams
Change from crystal clear to factory brown



The old bear shook his heard and through his eyes
He said, 'I guess there's no more salmon to be found'

He said, 'The winds of change are blowing'
Telling me that I can't stay
?Farewell my friend, I must be going?
He turned and then forever walked away

I've lived in the land where the wolf mistrusted me
He taught me that the stronger shall survive
Even in our world today, the weaker are the prey
And if we don't fight for our planet she will die

And the winds of change keep blowing
Yet we turn the other way
If we don't stop the wrong we're doing
Then mother earth will surely pass away

22364. Winds On Fire - Chords

Winds On Fire 
Yonder Mountain String Band

[Intro]
D
 
[Verse 1]
D
Let a little light in your heart
D
A wild goose chase, the morning star
D
Any old light that shine to me
D
Let a little light in your heart
 
[Verse 2]
D
Burn away the fog of fear
D
That brings your eyes forever near
D
Look-y, look-y, look-y here
D
Burn away the fog of fear
 
[Chorus 1]
G                   D
Days and days on end
          A    D                 G       D
Ain't the wind on fire, don't it call to you
G                  D
Restless, restless friend,



          A      D           G    D
Ain't you higher than you've ever been
 
[Verse 3]
D
Look at the size of your skin
D
Where it ends and it begins
D
Keep on tearin' your world apart
D
Look at the size of your soul
 
[Verse 4]
D
Hang that ol' hangin' judge
D
The highest tree, it ain't enough
D
Keep on tearin' your soul apart
D
Look at the size of the world
 
[Chorus 2]
G                   D
Days and days on end
    A        D                 G     D
The machines would love you to bring you down
G                        D
Restless, restless friend,
          A      D           G    D
Ain't you higher than you've ever been
 
[Instramental]
D X 8
G  D
A  D  G  D
G  D
A  D  G  D
 
[Verse 5]
D
Let a little light in your heart
D
A wild goose chase, the morning star
D
Any old light that shine to me
D
Let a little light in your heart
 
[Verse 6]
D
Burn away the fog of fear
D
That brings your eyes forever near
D
Look-y, look-y, look-y here



D
Burn away the fog of fear
 
[Chorus 3]
G                   D
Days and days on end
          A    D                 G       D
Ain't the wind on fire, don't it call to you
G                  D
Restless, restless friend,
          A      D           G    D
Ain't you higher than you've ever been

22365. Windshield

Windshield
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse1]
I don't know how I'm feelin' and no-one can verify
If everything is working properly, cuz it's all inside
And there's something on the windshield but I can't fucking see
Besides, no-one volunteered to drive for me

[Verse 2]
Are you looking out for me
Or am I left to be without you
It could be years of the saddest rhymes
Like hard times when a loved one dies
Or heartache in empty home
Forced to take the sleepless nights
Alone, alone, alone

[Interlude]

Someone better hide the children, I think things are getting out of hand
And there's nothing for a woman left to take from a man
And all the stories of our parents are falling apart
Took a lifetime to protect us keep from breaking our hearts

[Vocal solo]
[Slide guitar solo]

[Verse 3]
There's a secret in the basement, I can feel it through the floor
I don't think this heart can take the weight of deception anymore
Cry out in helpless agony for the broken memories In things
I thought that I would never be
[Vocal Solo]



22366. Windy City

Alison Krauss - Windy City 
Broken Compass Bluegrass
Osborne Brothers

[Verse 1]
We came to big city, from our little country town
And every step he takes with you, is down
And you're as cold and heartless, as your chilling winds that blow
Before you freeze his heart, please let him go

[Chorus]
Windy City; you're haunting my baby
With your bright lights and your avenues so wild
Windy City; turn loose of my baby
If you don't give him back, I'll lose my mind

[Interlude]

[Verse 2]
At night I walk your sidewalks, and look in every bar
I love him even though, he's gone too far
Your swinging doors stay open, just to keep him from my side
And I'm on your lonely streets, again tonight

[Chorus]
Windy City; you're haunting my baby
With your bright lights and your avenues so wild
Windy City; turn loose of my baby
And if you don't give him back, I'll lose my mind
If you don't give him back, I'll lose my mind ...

22367. Windy City Anne

Tom T Hall - Windy City Anne

[Verse 1:]
Chicago gets along so well without me
Though I'd go to Indiana for a while
The wind comes off the lakes so cold it freezes Chicago
Didn't try to make me smile
She told me that she was a Spanish gypsy
A black band round her neck to prove her race
She said she'd like to do some drinking with me
But the dishes were all dirty at her place

[Chorus:]
I'd like to know and understand your people
But I can't meet 'em all you understand
All I really know about Chicago is
That I learned from Windy City Anne



[Verse 2:]
I guess she taught me some about Chicago
There were lines of discontent there in her face
For what she helped me know about Chicago
I helped her do the dishes at her place
The sounds of old Chicago through the windows
I gathered up my thoughts to meet the day
I stayed and helped her dirty up the dishes
Rememberin' I found them all that way

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
The bus pulled out to Fort Wayne Indiana
Chicago slowly faded out of sight
I suppose the people are just people
It was just another Windy City night

[Chorus]

[Outro:]
Now I learned a lot from Windy City Anne

22368. Windy City Anne - Chords

Windy City Anne
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                          F
Chicago gets along so well without me
            G7                  C
Thought I'd go to Indiana for a while
                                        F
The wind comes off the lakes so cold it freezes
        G7                    C
Chicago didn't try to make me smile
                                   F
She told me that she was a Spanish gypsy
  G7                                     C
A black band round her neck to prove her race
                                        F
She said she'd like to do some drinking with me
                        G7           C
But the dishes were all dirty at her place
    Am
I'd like to know and understand your people
      F              G7           C
But I can't meet 'em all you understand
    Am
All I really know about Chicago
   C                   F          C
Is what I learned from Windy City Anne
                                 F



I guess she taught me some about Chicago
           G7                               C
There were lines of discontent there in her face
                                  F
For what she helped me know about Chicago
                    G7            C
I helped her do the dishes at her place
                                      F
The sounds of old Chicago through the windows
  G7                                  C
I gathered up my thoughts to meet the day
                                     F
I stayed and helped her dirty up the dishes
              G7                  C
Rememberin' I found them all that way
Repeat #3
                                 F
The bus pulled out to Fort Wayne Indiana
G7                          C
Chicago slowly faded out of sight
                              F
I suppose the people are just people
                    G7         C
It was just another Windy City night
Repeat #3
                         F          C
Now I learned a lot from Windy City Ann

22369. Windy Mountain

Windy Mountain - Tim O'Brien
Lonesome Pine Fiddlers

    Oh, how I'd like to be upon a windy mountain
    Where the tree tops scrape the sky
    Then I would forget all my worries and my troubles
    I'll just let the wind blow them by

I how I love the sound of the wind when it's howlin
For it blows my blues away
It makes me forget the girl that I'm lovin
Lets me forget until another day

Let me hear the leaves on the trees when they are singing
Just a moment of relief is all care
For I've got no sorrow heartaches or sadness
As long as I can see the trees that sway

Oh, my friends bury me a way up on the mountain
Where that old wind will always blow
For I want to rest alone on the mountain
With the howlin wind that I love so



Tell my old lover in care you should see her
Just how much I love her she'll never know
And that I've gone to rest away upon the mountain
Where the howling wind will always blow

22370. Wine And Shine

Cabinet - Wine and Shine
Album: Leap

The jar was gone by the time the sun went down
When the jar is gone and the sun is down
What god lost won't ever be found
The jar was gone by the time the sun went down
I got drunk on wine and moonshine
We got drunk on wine and moonshine
When we get drunk on wine and shine
We talk about the past and better times
I got drunk on wine and moonshine
Saturday night brings Sunday morn
Saturday we're gonna raise a fire
Sunday morning gonna be too tired

Saturday night brings Sunday morn
If you don't go to work, then no one will
If you don't go to work, mamma tell me who will
If you don't get up and go to work
The whole damned town is gonna know your worth
If you don't go to work, then no one will
The good old boy is gone, he ain't coming back
That good old boy he's dead and gone
But that don't mean we won't sing his songs
That good old boy he's dead and gone
I m gonna ride the rail till the train runs out of track
I m gonna ride the rail on down the line
Just to ease a bit of this worried mind
I m gonna ride the rail till the train runs out of track

22371. Wine Me Up

Ernest Tubb 
Wine Me Up

I'm the center of attention in this barroom
Cause I've got the biggest heartache of the year
And each night those swinging doors reach out for me and draw me in
Cause they know each night that I'll come back to wine me up again

Wine me up turn me on and watch me cry for you



Lately drinking warm red wine is all I want to do
And I never know how title I'll wine me up when I walk in
But I don't care cause I'll be back to wine me up again

I'd like to thank to men that raised the grapes way out in California
And I'm hoping this will be their biggest year
Cause scarlet water's all that's left to keep me hanging on
And that's why I'll try to wine me up each day and night next year

Wine me up turn me on and watch me cry for you
Lately drinking warm red wine is all I want to do
And I never know how title I'll wine me up when I walk in
But I don't care cause I'll be back to wine me up again
But I don't care cause I'll be back to wine me up again

22372. Wine Take Me Away - Chords

Wine Take Me Away
Recorded by Merle Haggard
written by Tommy Collins and Merle Haggard

C
Warm red wine you know that place where you take me some times
         F                                     C
Where my cares have wings and fly right off my shoulder
        G7                              C                   F
Where I leave my cares behind and for a while find peace of mind
        F                   G7      C
Help me friend of mine wine take me away

F                             C
Wine take me away where I can lose myself
                                            G7
Take me where I won't even see the light of day
        C                                F                     C
It's my life and I wanna live it it's my will and I wanna give it
                            G7      C
Help me friend of mine wine take me away

When my life becomes a grind and when I'm weary and tired
          F                            C
Then I'll tell myself I need a short vacation
        G7                                    C              F
I gotta leave this lonely town and you're the quickest way I found
        C                   G7      C
Help me friend of mine wine take me away

Repeat 2



22373. Wine, Beer, Whiskey

Little Big Town - Wine, Beer, Whiskey

[Intro]
Woo!
(Oh, yeah)

[Verse 1]
My friend named Jack, he's got my back
He always seems to know right where I'm at
My friend Jose, he likes to play
He's always up for anything I say (Woo)

[Pre-Chorus]
Little bit of Red (Uh-huh)
A lotta bit of Crown (Oh, yeah)
Don't matter what it is, I'm gonna drink it down, down, down

[Chorus]
The wine, the beer, the whiskey
Are the only things that fix me
I'm not sayin' it's a problem, I can stop it if I wanna
But the wine, the beer, the whiskey
They always get me

[Verse 2]
My friend named Gin, she's got some friends
I'm talkin' Brandy, Sherry, and their brother Jim
My friend the captain, we call him Morgan
He likes to anchor down and hang over 'til mornin'

[Pre-Chorus]
Little bit of Red (Uh-huh)
A lotta bit of White (Oh, yeah)
Don't matter what it is, it's gonna make it all alright

Chorus]
The wine, the beer, the whiskey
Are the only things that fix me
I'm not sayin' it's a problem, I can stop it if I wanna
But the wine, the beer, the whiskey
They always get me

[Bridge]
(Woo!)
(Oh, yeah, alright)
(Woo!)
My friend named Tito, he's my amigo
I'm gonna follow him around wherever he go (Woo)

[Chorus]
The wine, the beer, the whiskey
Yeah, I got all my friends here with me
I'm not sayin' it's a problem, I can stop it if I wanna
But who would wanna?
When the wine, the beer, the whiskey



They always get me

[Outro]
They always get me (They always get me)
They always get me
Yeah, they always get me, they get me
Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo (Ha-ha-ha, brr-brr-doo)

22374. Wing And A Prayer

Wing and a Prayer 
Continental Divide
 
Broke down near Baton Rouge 
Generator stopped ginnin'  
Just another day of daily news 
Rat race and the rats are winning 
Thanks to a flat now we don't have a spare 
Comin' in on a wing and a prayer 
 
CHORUS :
Eighteen wheeler flyin' down the highway 
Country music comin' over the air 
Ain't seen my honey in a month of Sundays 
By midnight I'll be there 
Comin' in on a wing and a prayer 
 
Climbin' up Monteagle Mountain 
Radiator started steamin'  
Made it over now we're gearin' it down 
Those old brake shoes are screamin'  
The Easy Street is a long way from here 
Comin' in on a wing and a prayer

22375. Wingin' It Home To Texas

Jerry Jeff Walker - Wingin' It Home To Texas

Hello momma I'am callin you to tell you that I'am comin home
What shape I'am in I wouldn't dare an try to tell you on the telephone
I been gone so long this song seems to be fallin apart at the seams
I been makin up heartbreak hotel so well that most of this is like a dream
Wingin it home to Texas
Home on the mornin plane
Wingin it home to Texas
And they lost my bags again
That Dallas airport sucks
Last night this stringy cat came by and told me my astrology
Said I ought to move to Guam and open up this little health food store you see



So I just winged him the story bout a purple bear and when I left there
He was just bumpin into walls and all I got to do now momma is just get back to there
Wingin it home to Texas
Home on the mornin plane
Wingin it home to Texas
And they lost my bags again
That Dallas airport sucks

22376. Wings

Wings - Kathy Kallick

Once upon a time I was blind
Hiding from the truth and the lyin'
No one else could see it was clear to me
No way to live without dyin'

You wiped the pain from my eyes
Dried the tears that I cried

And your love gave me wings
Your love gave me wings
I can fly high through the storms that life brings
I can do anything
Cause your love gave me wings

I was chained and more restrained
The tighter the world kept on squeezin'
With no one else trapped inside myself
My heart had laid up on a shelf bleedin'

But you loosened the binds
And untied my mind

And your love gave me wings
Your love gave me wings
I can fly high through the storms that life brings
I can do anything
Cause your love gave me wings

Once upon a time I was blind
Hiding from the truth and the lyin'
With no one else trapped inside myself
My heart had laid up on a shelf bleedin'

But your love gave me wings
Your love gave me wings
I can fly high through the storms that life brings
I can do anything
Cause your love gave me wings
Your love gave me wings

I can fly high through the storms that life brings



I can do anything
Cause your love gave me wings
Your love gave me wings
Your love gave me wings
Your love gave me wings
Your love gave me wings
Gave me wings
Your love gave me wings

22377. Wings Are Wide

John Butler - Wings Are Wide

[Verse 1]
The wings are wide, so cover me, come cover me
Beyond the great divide...
Too long I've waited, my colour has now faded
I've come to be at your side
Beyond my brain, so rescue me, please rescue me
Of flesh and flawed design
I want to go, so let me flow, like melting snow
My shell it now resigns

[Chorus]
(Hey how ya doing my love
Finally came up above)
Oh I've missed your touch
(All of the children have grown
They got kids of their own)
Oh you missed so much
(Oh but I always stayed true
Yes I waited for you)
But I've been alone
Without you I've no home

[Verse 2]
Peace at last
Through stormin' seas and broken masts
I lay my final anchor
Relinquish pain and anger
Face to face
I long to be in the same place
Our love letters I've burned
To you I must return

[Chorus]

22378. Wings For Wheels



Wings for Wheels
Greensky Bluegrass - Wings for Wheels

Trade your wings for wheels
Find your way through the world
Let your dreams come true
Let everything happen to you
I've been gone too long
Now everything feels the same
I'll give you my wheels
If you give me your wings
Turn yourself to the East
Feel the wind burning your feet
Let your engines roll
And turn those wheels on the road
Trade your wings for wheels
Roll through the world
Let your engines roll
On the broken bridge
Turn your wings
Down the road
Oh oh oh
Oh oh oh

22379. Wings Of A Dove

Nanci Griffith - Wings of a Dove
Ernest Tubb - Ricky Skaggs

On the wings of a snow white dove
He sends his pure sweet love
A sign from above
On the wings of a dove

When trouble surrounds us
When evils come
The body grows weak
The spirit grows numb
When these things beset us
He doesn't forget us
He sends down his love
On the wings of a dove

On the wings of a snow white dove
He sends his pure sweet love
A sign from above
On the wings of a dove

When Noah had drifted
On the flood many days
He searched for land
In various ways
Troubles he had some
But wasn't forgotten



He sent down his love
On the wings of a dove

On the wings of a snow white dove
He sends his pure sweet love
A sign from above
On the wings of a dove

On the wings of a snow white dove
He sends his pure sweet love
A sign from above
On the wings of a dove

A sign from above
On the wings of a dove

22380. Wings Of A Song

Wings of a Song
Mark Hodges (Bluegrass) & Glen Harrell
The Bluegrass Brunch

[Verse 1]
I was sittin' on a park bench waitin' on the world
Soakin' up some breeze, sunshine
When a piece of writin' paper came blowin' in the wind
I picked it up and jotted down my mind

[Verse 2]
I first wrote of war and hate and hearts made of stone
Chicken scratchin', slammin' jack [?]
My mind went back to the lady in the past
I wrote of her so pretty on my mind

[Chorus]
On the wings of a song, I'd sail away
I just kept sailin' on and on
And there ain't no tellin' where I'll travel to someday
Ridin' on the wings of a song

[Verse 3]
From a park bench I sailed on the wings of a song
From a piece of paper furnished by thR wind
And the lines I wrote camR rollin' note by note
I'm here all because of where I've been

[Chorus]
On the wings of a song, I'd sail away
I just kept sailin' on and on
And there ain't no tellin' where I'll travel to someday
Ridin' on the wings of a song
[Chorus]
On the wings of a song, I'd sail away



I just kept sailin' on and on
And there ain't no tellin' where I'll travel to someday
Ridin' on the wings of a song
Ridin' on the wings of a song

22381. Wings Of Angels

Wings Of Angels - Stanley Brothers

A child was born to be our Savior
Wise men came from near and far
To see the Jesus in the manger
The pathway lighted by the stars 

   Someday he'll wake me from the dead
   No more I'll sleep there all alone
   But carried up to Him on high
   On the wings of angels headed home 

They crucified our Lord and Savior
He humbly died there on the cross
That we might someday rise and join Him
Our souls be saved and not be lost

22382. Wings Of The Dawn

Wings of the Dawn
Sierra Hull - Wings of the Down

[Verse 1]
Even the night shall be light all around me
Nowhere to go nor to flee
All this exposed what's behind and before me
Once weary soul you are free

[Chorus]
But if I rise on the wings of the dawn
If I settle on the far side of the sea
Even there your hand will guide me

[Verse 2]
Search me and know me and hold me fast
Lead me in ways everlast
Help me not to question my doubt nor past
Fill me with hope this I ask

[Chorus]
But if I rise on the wings of the dawn
If I settle on the far side of the sea



Even there your hand will guide me
But if I rise on the wings of the dawn
If I settle on the far side of the sea
Even there your hand will guide me

22383. Wings Over Jordan - Chords

Wings Over Jordan 
Larry Sparks

D                                     A
When the sun for me is setting and my race is nearly run 
                              D
I can hear my savior say it's time to go home 
 
You've fought the fight you've kept the faith
          D7                G
Since you put your trust in me 
            D
And I'll be waiting on wings of love 
            A                   D
To help you cross the dark dark sea 
 
 
Chorus
D7          G
There'll be wings over Jordan 
       D                     D7
When I bid this world good-bye 
G                        D                A
Wings over Jordan when I take my heavenly flight 
        D                           D7             G
I'll be changed in a moment in the twinkling of an eye 
       D                  A             D
And on wings of love over Jordan I will fly 
 
 
 
D
As I look back over the life I've lived 
        A
All the heart-aches I've been through 
Of all those trials and tribulations
          D
And those persecutions too 
It will all seem like nothing
      D7                 G
For a crown of life I've won 
      D                          A              D
And a future that awaits me when Jesus takes me home 
 
 
 



Chorus
D7          G
There'll be wings over Jordan 
       D                     D7
When I bid this world good-bye 
G                        D                A
Wings over Jordan when I take my heavenly flight 
        D                           D7             G
I'll be changed in a moment in the twinkling of an eye 
       D                  A             D
And on wings of love over Jordan I will fly

22384. Winners

Trampled by Turtles - Winners

There were dreams on a full moon night
Big black hole in the middle of the light
Painless times yeah we were feeling alright
We were breaking down the walls

Dirty little basements and electric guitars
Sound of the river and the pines and the stars
Drank a little to much yeah we took it too far
Well most of us survived

So much coming out and nothing going in
With your skirt above your knee and your murderous grin
Awe tell that your not real

You were standing there so literal and free
Writing pretty poems and ruining me
Took a little time but baby now I see
That the end is always near

I was sleeping on a couch with a shivering dog
Practicing my speeches and studying the law
Nothing in the cover but a hammer and a saw
And some nails to drive it home

So much coming out there's nothing going in
I could write it down but that would be a sin
And you know how I feel about sin

Charlie's on stage and roof may collapse
No one seems to worry about the light in the gap
All the walls painted yellow and papered with maps
A reminder its time to move on

Pretty little city built on a hillside
Music in the bars and fire in the sky
We went to the beach and it was covered in ice
And I used to call it home



So much coming out there's nothing going in
I know that you feel like you're never gonna win
Awe but the world wont forgive a winner

22385. Winning Streak

Winning Streak
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I got a good foundation
On a bad reputation
Got a floor I've been pacing
And a broken heart breaking
In the game of fools
I'd be hard to beat

[Chorus]
Yeah, if losing's a game
I'm on a winning streak

[Verse 2]
I got a bottle that's empty
And the odds stacked against me
If I was me, I'd quit me
When I gambled my last 50
On a game of fools
Oh, it ain't easy street

[Chorus]
Yeah, if losing's a game
I'm on a winning streak

[Bridge]
Hey, hey, I'm on a roll
Gone as low as a low can go
Standing at the old crossroads
Damned old devil won't buy my soul
Hey, hey, I blow on the dice
All I roll are those old snake-eyes
This old town, it don't play nice
Hit me once, hell, hit me twice

[Chorus]
If losing's a game
I'm on a winning streak
Yes, I am

[Verse 3]
Well, my mind is unadjusted
And my guitar strings are rusted
Had somebody that I trusted



Leave me broke and busted
On a game of fools
Now I'm drowning in defeat

[Chorus]
Yeah, if losing's a game
I'm on a winning streak
Oh, baby, if losing's a game
I'm on a winning streak
(Winning streak, winning streak, winning streak)
[Outro]
Hey, I'm on a roll
Mmm, I'm on a roll now, child
Hey, I'm on a roll
Hey, I'm on a roll now, baby
Hey, I'm on a roll
Hey, I'm on a roll
Hey, I'm on a roll now, baby
Come on, hit me again
Hey, you can't break me, friend
Oh, hit me again

22386. Wino The Clown - Chords

Wino The Clown
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Curly Putman, Ron Hellard, Bucky Jones

C          F              C
He's got a funny red nose old baggy pants
     G7                          C
When he staggers down the street it's a funny little dance
F                          C
Children gather round when he falls down
G7                           C
Everybody laughs at wino the clown

                         F          G7                 C
They just don't know the reason why that when she died he died inside
                F                D7                G7
He lost all his will to live and he had no use for pride
C                                F                    D7
Not even all his children's love could bring him back again
G7                                                     C
He just crawled into a bottle now he's waiting for the end

Repeat #1

                         F               G7            C
They laugh when he comes down the street stumbling all alone
                         F             D7                           G7
At the way he smiles and holds his arm just as if someone's holding on
C                                 F               D7



They all think he's lost his mind talking to thin air
G7                                                    C
Oh but only me and my daddy knows that mama's walking there

Repeat #1
 
F                         C
But I never laugh when my daddy falls down
G7                        C
I'll always love wino the clown

22387. Winter

Norman Blake - Winter

[Verse 1]
The summer was out of sight
We couldn't sleep at night
Shadows were closing in
Back in the dark again
Basement we didn't own
Cut off the telephone
Ceiling was falling down
Winter was underground

[Chorus]
There are worlds
We can find
A hidden place
Is in our mind

[Verse 2]
Place where the water falls
Nobody ever calls
Sky is forever clear
Road never made it here
Forests are deep and green
Like nothing we've ever seen
Heavens revolving sin
Seasons change everything

[Chorus]
There are worlds
We can find
A hidden place
Is in our mind

[Chorus]
There are worlds
We can find
A hidden place
Is in our mind



[Chorus]
There are worlds
We can find
A hidden place
Is in our mind

22388. Winter In Miami

Winter in Miami 
Larry Sparks
 
CHORUS:  
Oh it's winter again in Miami, 
I've seen that cold cold look in your eyes, 
So wrap the pipes, seal the cracks 
This time, I know you won't be back 
The coldest part of winter is goodbye, 
 
We moved down here from Detroit in the springtime, 
To escape the howling winds and deep cold snow, 
Spring time flowers bloom and die 
And autumn leaves soon start to fly 
That far away look means you must go, 
 
I'm sittin' here alone in Miami, 
The clouds are gray you're memory's everywhere, 
I've felt that cold cold chill before 
My heart won't take this cold no more 
Miami's cold is more than I can bear,

22389. Winter In My Heart

The Avett Brothers - Winter in My Heart 

It must be winter in my heart
There's nothing warm in there at all
I miss the summer and the spring
The floating, yellow leafs of fall
A million colors fill my eyes
The Roman candles and the stars
The calendar says July 4th, but it's still winter in my heart

They say flowers bloom in spring
Red and golden, blue and pink
They say seasons turn in time
Theirs are changing, why won't mine

It must be winter in my heart
There's nothing warm in there at all



I miss the summer and the spring
The floating, yellow leafs of fall
The air in there is frigid cold
I don't know what the reasons are
Calendar says August 1, but it's still winter in my heart

They say flowers bloom in spring
Red and golden, blue and á¹■ink
They say seasons turn in time
Theirs are changing, why won't mine, why won't mine

It must be winter in my heart
It must be winter in my heart
It must be winter in my heart
It must be winter in my heart
I don't know what the reasons are
It must be winter in my heart
It must be winter in my heart
It must be winter in my heart
It must be winter in my heart
I don't know what the reasons are
It must be winter in my heart
It must be winter in my heart

22390. Winter Light

Linda Ronstadt - Winter Light

Hearts call
Hearts fall
Swallowed in the rain

Who knows
Life grows
Hollow and so vain

Wandering in the winter light
The wicked and the sane
Bear witness to salvation
And life starts over again

Now the clear sky is all around you
Aah aah
Love's shadow will surround you
All through the night

Star glowing in the twilight
Tell me true
Hope whispers and I will follow
Till you love me too

Ah ah ah



Now the clear sky is all around you
Aah aah
Love's shadow will surround you
All through the night

Star glowing in the twilight
Tell me true
Hope whispers and I will follow
Till you love me too

Ah ah ah

22391. Winter Of A Broken Heart

Alison Krauss - Winter Of A Broken Heart 
(Nelson Mandrell)

Oh, it seems the sun will never shine
The skies are so gray
And the heart you left broken is lonely
The winter wind blows through the trees
And with the song I sing
I long for the days you loved me only.

Sorrow lingers
Shadows only fill the empty room
Nights of lonely cries unheard
In the winter of a broken heart.

Oh, the nights will never be the same
As when the love was new
Young hearts so tender in their yearning
But seasons change and lovers too
And winter's twice as cold
But the fire in one heart is always burning.

Sorrow lingers
Shadows only fill the empty room
Nights of lonely cries unheard
In the winter of a broken heart.

Though a million hours pass the time
And lonely is the pain
And what was love is just a spell that's broken
So blow the wind and freeze the rain
And try like lover's do
Seems our hearts have never really spoken.

Sorrow lingers
Shadows only fill the empty room
Nights of lonely cries unheard
In the winter of a broken heart...



22392. Winter Wonderland

Vince Gill - Winter Wonderland

Over the ground lies a mantel of white 
A heaven of diamonds 
Shine down through the night 
Two hearts are thrilling 
In spite of the chilling weather . . . 

Sleigh bells ring, are you listening 
In the lane, snow is glistening 
A beautiful sight, we're happy tonight 
Walking in a winter wonderland 

Gone away is the bluebird 
Here to stay is a new bird 
He sings a love song, as we go along 
Walking in a winter wonderland 

In the meadow we can build a snowman 
And pretend that he is Parson Brown 
He'll say, are you married, we'll say, no man 
But you can do the job while you're in town 

Later on we'll conspire 
As we dream by the fire 
To face unafraid the plans that we made 
Walking in a winter wonderland

22393. Winter Wonderland

Alan Jackson - Winter Wonderland

(Dick Smith/Felix Bernard)
Sleigh bells ring, are you listening,
In the lane, snow is glistenin'
A beautiful sight,
We're happy tonight,
Walking in a winter wonderland.
Gone away is the bluebird,
Here to stay is a new bird
He sings a love song,
As we go along,
Walking in a winter wonderland.
In the meadow we can build a snowman,
Then pretend that he is Parson Brown
He'll say: Are you married?
We'll say: No man,



But you can do the job
When you're in town.
Later on, we'll conspire,
As we dream by the fire
To face unafraid,
The plans that we've made,
Walking in a winter wonderland.
Instrumental
In the meadow we can build a snowman,
And pretend that he's a circus clown
We'll have lots of fun with mister snowman,
Until the other kiddies knock him down.
When it snows, ain't it thrilling,
Though your nose gets a chilling
We'll frolic and play, the Eskimo way,
Walking in a winter wonderland.
Walking in a winter wonderland,
Walking in a winter wonderland.
We'll be..  Walking in a winter wonderland...

22394. Winter's Come And Gone

Gillian Welch - Winter's Come and Gone
Dailey & Vincent

Oh little red bird
Come to my window sill
Been so lonesome
Shaking that morning chill
Oh little red bird
Open your mouth and say
Been so lonesome
Just about flown away

[Chorus]
So long now I've been out             
In the rain and snow
But winter's come and gone
A little bird told me so

Oh little blue bird
Pearly feather breast
Five cold nickels' all I got left
Oh little blue bird
What am I gonna do
Five cold nickels
Ain't gonna see me through

[Chorus]

Oh little black bird
On my wire line
Dark as trouble



In this heart of mine
Poor little black bird
Sings a worried song
Dark as trouble
'Til winter's come and gone

[Chorus: x2]

22395. Winter's Gone

Leftover Salmon - Winter's Gone

Well the sounds of the river are roaring
The summer's just a stone's throw away
And the birds up in the sky, they are soaring
And it feels like winter's gone today, yes, it feels like winter's gone today
And the snow up above it is thawing
More mountainside is showing every day
And soon the spring rains will be falling
And it feels like winter's gone today, yes, it feels like winter's gone today
The flowers on the mountain touching color to the sky
And the hills are getting greener Rvery day
It don't get no bettRr and I'll tell you I know why
Cause it feels like winter's gone today, it feels like winter's gone today
There's magic in the waters of a hot spring
Steam rising in the early morning dew
The frost melting away around the bend are warmer days
And it feels like winter's gone today, it feels like winter's gone today
And the melting snow is filling all the lakes up to their brim
And the waters give us ample room to play
The days are getting hot, I think I'll jump in for a swim
Cause it feels like winter's gone today, yes, it feels like winter's gone today
Well the sounds of the river are roaring
The summer's just a stone's throw away
And the birds up in the sky, they are soaring
And it feels like winter's gone today, it feels like winter's gone today
Yes, it feels like winter's gone today, it feels like winter's gone today

22396. Winter's Night

Winter's Night

While rovin' on one winter's night
And a-drinkin' good old wine
Thinkin' about that dear little girl
That broke this heart of mine 

For she is like some budded rose
That blooms in the month of June



She's like some music instrument
That's just been enably tuned 

Perhaps a trip to a foreign land
A trip to France or Spain
But if I go ten thousand miles
I'm a-comin' back again 

And who's a-gonna shoe your poor little foot
Who will glove your hands
Who will kiss your red ruby lips
And who will be your man

Papas gonna shoe my poor little foot
And mama will glove my hand
You can kiss my red ruby lips
And you can be my man

I love you till the sea runs dry
And the rocks all melt in the sun
I love you till the day I die
Though you will never be my own 

While rovin' on one winter's night
And drinkin' good old wine
Thinkin' about that dear little girl
That broke this heart of mine

22397. Wintergreen - Chords

Wintergreen 
The East Pointers
 
INTRO: One, Two, Three, Four
 
   G                         G                          C
E ----7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/-7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/
B -----------------------------/--------------------------/
G -0-------------------------0-/------------------------5-/
D -----------------------------/--------------------------/
A -----------------------------/--------------------------/
E -----------------------------/--------------------------/
 
   C                      C                          G
E -7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/-7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/
B --------------------------/--------------------------/
G ------------------------5-/------------------------0-/
D --------------------------/--------------------------/
A --------------------------/--------------------------/
E --------------------------/--------------------------/
 
 
 



VERSE:
 G                                                   G
Let it breathe, if it doesn't breathe, it's gonna die
                                               G
Let us see, if you let it be, is it gonna fly?
 
C
 Set it free
                                 C
And if it leaves you say goodbye
 C
The web we weave
 C
And then we grieve
               C
And then we cry
 
 
PRE-CHORUS:
D                                  D
 I want to tell you before I forget
 D
You're doing well
                         D
You know you're living it
                                               D
You're gonna make it no matter how hard it gets
 D
Despite the darkness
 D
Some of these days
 
 
CHORUS:
        G                                G
Wintergreen can't outshine your radiance
                                      G
Wintergreen or undermine your salience
        C
Wintergreen I love you more than anything
  C
Wintergreen despite the darkness
                  C  G
Some of these days
 
E -7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/
B --------------------------/
G ------------------------0-/
D --------------------------/
A --------------------------/
E --------------------------/
 
 
VERSE:
 G
Let it go
 G



But you should know
                 G
You're on my mind
 G
And let it flow
                                                       G
It breaks the other chains and tracks of space and time
C                                                C
 And if you grow beyond the world that we defined
                                             C
Just let me know that you're gonna be alright
 
 
PRE-CHORUS:
D                                       D
 I want to tell you before it's too late
                                             D
You had it all going on right out of the gate
                                  D
You never faked it or phoned it in
 D
Despite the darkness
 D
Some of these days
 
 
CHORUS:
        G
Wintergreen can't outshine your radiance
 G
Wintergreen or undermine your salience
        C
Wintergreen I love you more than anything
 C
Wintergreen despite the darkness
                  G
Some of these days
 
   G                      G                          C
E -7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/-7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/
B --------------------------/--------------------------/
G ------------------------0-/------------------------5-/
D --------------------------/--------------------------/
A --------------------------/--------------------------/
E --------------------------/--------------------------/
                                              Wintergreen
 
   C                      C                          G
E -7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/-7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/
B --------------------------/--------------------------/
G ------------------------5-/------------------------0-/
D --------------------------/--------------------------/
A --------------------------/--------------------------/
E --------------------------/--------------------------/
 
 
VERSE:



 G                                             G
The way up and the way down are one in the same
                                       G
I'm calling an audible late in the game
C                                   C
 If love is everything, love is pain
                                          C
Certain spirits are too bright to be tamed
 
 
PRE-CHORUS:
D                             D
I Can't outshine your radiance
D
Or undermine your salience
D
Or redefine your sentience
 D
Despite the darkness
 D
Some of these days
 
 
CHORUS:
        G                                G
Wintergreen can't outshine your radiance
 G                                    G
Wintergreen or undermine your salience
        C                                 C
Wintergreen I love you more than anything
 C
Wintergreen despite the darkness
                  G
Some of these days
 
   G                      G                          C
E -7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/-7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/
B --------------------------/--------------------------/
G ------------------------0-/------------------------5-/
D --------------------------/--------------------------/
A --------------------------/--------------------------/
E --------------------------/--------------------------/
                                              Wintergreen
 
   C                      C                          G
E -7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/-7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/
B --------------------------/--------------------------/
G ------------------------5-/------------------------0-/
D --------------------------/--------------------------/
A --------------------------/--------------------------/
E --------------------------/--------------------------/
 
   G                      G                          C
E -7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/-7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/
B --------------------------/--------------------------/
G ------------------------0-/------------------------5-/
D --------------------------/--------------------------/



A --------------------------/--------------------------/
E --------------------------/--------------------------/
                                              Wintergreen
 
   C                      C                          G
E -7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/-7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/
B --------------------------/--------------------------/
G ------------------------5-/------------------------0-/
D --------------------------/--------------------------/
A --------------------------/--------------------------/
E --------------------------/--------------------------/
 
   G                      G                          G
E -7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/-7-5--8-7--7-5--7-5-7-5---/
B --------------------------/--------------------------/
G ------------------------0-/------------------------5-/
D --------------------------/--------------------------/
A --------------------------/--------------------------/
E --------------------------/--------------------------/

22398. Wireless In Heaven

Robert Earl Keen - Wireless In Heaven 

My wife took all the money, left me for a cop.
And I don't know nobody in this coffee shop.
I'm starin' at the menu board, waitin' in a line,
With ten bucks on my Starbucks card and one thing on my mind

[Chorus:]
Is there wireless in heaven? I just wanna know.
Do I need a password to log in when I go?
And does Jesus have a website to send in my e-mail?
Is there wireless in heaven, or do I go to hell?

I order mocha latte ginger jasmine tea.
The pretty little cashier girl looks up and smiles at me;
She says "it is an honor", she knows who I am,
Her grandpa plays the guitar and he's my biggest fan.

[Chorus:]
Is there wireless in heaven? I just wanna know.
Do I need a password to log in when I go?
And does Jesus have a website to send in my e-mail?
Is there wireless in heaven, or do I go to hell?

I'm cosmically connected, spiritually aware.
They say I'm apathetic, but I don't really care.
Pathetically reflective, feeling over-matched,
I wanna meet my maker with no wires attached.

[Chorus:]
Is there wireless in heaven? I just wanna know.



Do I need a password to log in when I go?
Tell me will Jesus answer my e-mail?
Is there wireless in heaven, or do I go to hell?
Is there wireless in heaven, or do I go to hell?

22399. Wires And Wood - Chords

Wires And Wood
Recorded by Johnny Staats
Written by Timothy C. Bays, Ron G. Sowell
John Middelton Van Meter, Jon Peter Wikstrom

[3/4 time]
C G7 C
When the work is all done at the end of the day
 G7 C
I sit on the porch and open my case
 C7 F Am
I pick out a tune that matches my mood
 G7 C
And pour it all out through wires and wood

 G7 C
Wires and wood and the feelings to share 
 G7 C
Straight from the heart into the air
 F C
Friends gather around everybody feels good
 G7 C
When the spirit is singing through wires and wood

 G7 C
If I had the money if I had my say
 G7 C
I could sit right here make music all day
 C7 F Am
It lifts up my mind runs deep in my blood
 G7 C
When I lay my hands on wires and wood

Repeat #2

 G7 C
When the spirit is singing through wires and wood

22400. Wisconsin Water - Chords

Wisconsin Water 
Horseshoes And Hand Grenades



 
[Verse 1]
 
C                    F           C
Running on ground we struggle to stand
C                           Em          Am
Nightfall came quickly, the dark in the land
G                                    Am
No soil to plant strong roots need a home
G                                   C
Like what we long for when were all alone
 
[Verse]
          Am
Wisconsin waters
             F
Rain down on me
          C
Wash away last night
G         C
Let me be clean
 
           Am
All that I know
                  F
The cold rain and snow
                C
Flows across my body,
G                 C
turns dark as the cold
 
[Bass Solo]
 
C  F  C
C  Em Am
G     Am
G     C

[Verse 2]
 
C                    F             C
One of these days we choose to set free
C                        Em         Am
Backs are all broke they help us to see
G                                   Am
Fall short of nothing, El Dorado in sight
G                                           C
Sitting and searching, begging dark for the light
 
[Chorus]
 
          Am
Wisconsin waters
             F
Rain down on me
          C
Wash away last night



G         C
Let me be clean
 
           Am
All that I know
                  F
The cold rain and snow
                C
Flows across my body,
G                 C
turns dark as the cold
 
[Instrumental]
C  F  C
C  Em Am
G     Am
G     C

[Chorus]
 
          Am
Wisconsin waters
             F
Rain down on me
          C
Wash away last night
G         C
Let me be clean
 
           Am
All that I know
                  F
The cold rain and snow
                C
Flows across my body,
G                 C
turns dark as the cold
 
[Instrumental]
C  F  C
C  Em Am
G     Am
G     C
 
[Outro]
          Am
Wisconsin waters
             F
Rain down on me
          C
Wash away last night
G         C
Let me be clean
 
           Am
All that I know
                  F



The cold rain and snow
                C
Flows across my body,
G                 C
turns dark as the cold

22401. Wisdom Woman - Chords

Wisdom Woman 
Peter Rowan
 
[Verse 1]
F                         C
Way downtown where the trucks roll by
                    F
Thought I heard my baby sigh
                             C
It's a restless world all tattered and torn
                    F
Death comes without warning.
 
[Verse 2]
F                         C
It's a house of cards all ready to fall
                    F
Money makes beggars of us all
                             C
I lit a match see if I can see
                    F
Is the gas tank full or empty
 
[Verse 3]
F                         C
I bid farewell to the ghosts inside
                             C
I went down to the river to see my bride
 
[Refrain]
    Bb                                       F
You know, you know, you know, you know, you know
      C7                   C                      F
She knows, she knows, she knows, she knows, she knows
    Bb                                       F
You know, you know, you know, you know, you know
      C7                   C                      F
She knows, she knows, she knows, she knows, she knows
 
[Verse 4]
F                         C
She's radiant as the bright sunrise
                             F
She's got the moonlight dancing in her eyes
                         C



She comes to me at the break of day
                    F
Chasing all my cares and fears away
 
[Chorus]
     F              C
Talking about my wisdom woman
                   F
Talking about my wisdom girl
     F              C
Talking about my wisdom woman
                   F
Talking about my wisdom girl
 
[Refrain]
    Bb                                       F
You know, you know, you know, you know, you know
      C7                   C                      F
She knows, she knows, she knows, she knows, she knows
    Bb                                       F
You know, you know, you know, you know, you know
      C7                   C                      F
She knows, she knows, she knows, she knows, she knows
 
[Solo]
F    C    C7     F
 
[Verse 5]
F                         C
Late in the day with the pale moon rising
                 F
Crimson sunset western skies
                         C
In a shady grove by the river bend
                 F
I go to see my bride again
 
[Chorus]
     F             C
Talking about my wisdom woman
                     F
Talking about my wisdom girl
     F             C
Talking about my wisdom woman
                     F
Talking about my wisdom girl
 
[Refrain]
   Bb                                         F
You know, you know, you know, you know, you know
       C7               C                       F
She knows, she knows, she knows, she knows, she knows
   Bb                                         F
Ah you know, you know, you know, you know, you know
       C7               C                       F
She knows, she knows, she knows, she knows, she knows
   Bb                                         F



Yeah, you know, you know, you know, you know, you know
       C7               C                       F
She knows, she knows, she knows, she knows, she knows
   Bb                                         F
Yeah she knows, she knows, she knows, she knows, she knows
       C7               C                       F
She knows, she knows, she knows, she knows, she knows
Ahhhmmm

22402. Wise River

Wise River
Kitchen Dwellers - Wise River

[Verse 1]
I am the shaker
You're my hammer in the frost
Don't you sing of rivers now
The ones I'll never cross
And if I sing along
Will that river make me wise?
Craft another melody
We'll holler at sunrise

[Chorus]
There's a buck-skin highway headed north
The choice is east or west
At that lonely river town
Where the bar-fly knows you best
I'll never know why we came to Wise River
Where the snow can fall like cannonballs
That lonesome wind blows bitter

[Verse 2]
Now if you're weary
Well, they don't mind you passin' through
Those seats are for the cowboys though
They ain't for me or you
It was the wrath of a man
Near one hundered years ago
Can't you hear the ghost of miners wail
In the hell they dug below?

[Chorus]
Now one thing marks for reason
And another's on my mind
That one thing lasts forever
And that's the darkness in their eyes
I'll never know why we came to Wise River
Where the snow can fall like cannonballs
That lonesome wind blows bitter

[Bridge]



Somethin' colder is growin' me older than she
She could share this, an heiress of copper and wheat
And if they forgive the folly in their fields
They may find her there asleep

[Verse 3]
Oh, well, they lost it all
One shot at fortune's fame
Only the river's left for diggin', boys
And they'll fly to jump your claim
It ain't the storms that blow
That'll make you dread the road
It's the distance that grows heavy now
Beneath the weight of snow

22403. Wish I

Allison Moorer 
Wish I

Wish I was where you're going
Wish I was your blacktop road
Wish I was your steering wheel
Wish I was your radio

Wish I was in your pocket
Wish I was on your mind
Wish I was the boots you're wearing
Wish I was your valentine
But I sure ain't no Cinderalla
if you don't want me then I don't want you back
Can't stop the Rain with a hole in my umbrella
I don't know much But I know that

Wish I was your whiskey baby
Wish I was on your breath
Wish you would hold me
Like you hold your cigarette
Wish I had a song for you
The make you love me kind
Wish I could sing for you
Wish I could make us rhyme
I sure ain't no Cinderalla
And if you don't want me then I don't want you back
Can't stop the Rain with a hole in my umbrella
I don't know much But I know that

Wish I was your California
Wish I was your shooting star
Wish I was your one and only
Wish I could break your heart



22404. Wish I Could Say I Was Drinking

Cadillac Sky - Wish I Could Say I Was Drinking 
Album: Blind Man Walking

Wish I could say that I was drinkin'
Blame it all on a bottle of booze
Then I would know that I wasn't thinkin'
Walkin' away from a woman like you

When I told you it was over
Wish I had been high on 90 proof
Instead of stone-cold sober
Without one good excuse

Neon lights and dark whiskey
They could be my alibi
I'd still be sittin' here lonely
But I'd sleep better knowin' why

Wish I could say that I was drinkin'
Blame it on a jug of sweet red wine
Then I would know that I wasn't thinkin'
Leavin' a woman like you behind

Wish this story had more to it
One good reason for goodbye
Like the Devil made me do it
But that would only be a lie

22405. Wish I Didn't Know

Wish I Didn't Know
Greensky Bluegrass

[Verse 1]
There you go saying those things that make me crazy
Here I am afraid to be alone
Locked inside this house that used to be our home
Here I go thinking those things I wish I didn't know

[Chorus]
I shouldn't know you so well so soon
I shouldn't even be alone with you
I have an idea of what we're supposed to do
But I wish I didn't know

[Verse 2]
Here I go spilling my heart with music



Forget everything you've learned about me
If I dare, if I may have a say in what you remember will be
I hope it's the way I'm gonna kiss you

[Chorus]
I shouldn't know you so well so soon
I shouldn't even be alone with you
I have an idea of what we're supposed to do
But I wish I didn't know

[Instrumental Break]

[Verse 3]
So we wrote our burdens down on balloons
And the wind made our worries hard to hold
Take a breath she said and then climb she told me
Then let 'em all go, let 'em all go

[Chorus]
I shouldn't know you so well so soon
I shouldn't even be alone with you
I have an idea of what we're supposed to do
But I wish I didn't know

[Outro]
There you go saying those things that make me crazy
Wish I didn't know

22406. Wish I Had My Time Again

Wish I Had My Time Again
Uncle Earl

Wish that it was me, Lord,
Wish that it was me.
I wish I had my time again,
Wish I had my time, time.

22407. Wish I Still Had You

Alison Krauss - Wish I Still Had You 

Walking out on me must be the way you show me how it feels to be her
I realize the fault is mine, I'm getting everything that I deserve

It's over and older the tears seem much colder
Sunshiney days seem to be so blue
It's over and older the tears seem much colder
Each passing day I wish I still had you



My troubles would be all over now if I could only get you off my mind
And I would give a fortune now if I could only hold you one more time

It's over and older the tears seem much colder
Sunshiney days seem to be so blue
It's over and older the tears seem much colder
Each passing day I wish I still had you

22408. Wish I Was You

Wish I Was You
Hayseed Dixie - Wish I Was You

Well I think, that you're really really cool
And I think that your body does rule
That's why I wish, I was you so I could fuck me, me, me, me
Well I know, that I do kick ass in bed
And I would give my ownself head
If I could, be you so I could fuck me, me, me, me
I'd like to sacrafice your persona
On the altar of my balona
Well I would treat me like a God
And I would worship my own rod
If I could, be you so I could fuck me, me, me, me
I'd like to sacrafice your persona
On the altar of my balona
Cuz sometimes, when you ain't got nobody to love ya
Ya just gotta love yourself
Well I think, that you're really really cool
And I think that your body does rule
That's why I wish, I was you so I could fuck me, me, me, me
Yeah I would, I would, I would, I would
I would, I would, I would be you so I could fuck me, me, me, me
Yeah I would, I would, I would, I would
I would, I would, I would be you so I could fuck me, me, me, me, me

22409. Wish It Would Break

Dierks Bentley - Wish It Would Break

[Verse 1]
That old picture frame keeps hanging around
Cause' I ain't ready yet to take it down
But every now and then I'll slam the door
Shake it loose and she'll hit the floor
But I can't throw a good thing away
I wish it would break
I swear my trucks got a haunted radio



Cause' I hear you in every song
But I know what the silence makes me do
So I keep giving those buttons more abuse
I wonder how much punching it can take
I wish it would break

[Chorus]
Then I could move on right on
Down the line
Where I don't see you need you
In my life
But you're wrapped around me
Your memory's bound me like a chain
I wish it would break

[Verse 2]
And this old heart of mine's got a mind of its own
And it's decided not to let you go
Even though your love's no longer here
It won't let me shed one tear
Cause' it's still holding onto yesterday
I wish it would break

[Chorus]

[Outro]
I wish it would break
I wish it would break
Go on and break

22410. Wish Me Well

Wish Me Well - Kathy Kallick

You used to need to hold me so tightly I could not breathe
The bed got bigger, the space got wider, and we both had to leave
Now that all the anger's done there's only one thing to tell:
Oh, I wish you well

Sometimes late at night I lie staring at the moon
Or when I'm lying with my sweet lover in the afternoon
I may say a million things, I say a grateful prayer
I pray you're happy somewhere

CHORUS:
Close a heart, close a hand
Close the door and understand
Close your eyes and wish me well

If you could have talked to me and I could have talked to you
We would have told the words in our hearts and we would have told the truth
But you could barely speak my name and I was much the same
Oh, silence was to blame



Sometimes when I close my eyes, I can still see your face
If I could hold you one more time, I'd hold you in a soft embrace
With room to breathe and room to grow without kicking at the door
Oh, and room to love you more

CHORUS

22411. Wish This Was New Orleans

Wish This Was New Orleans
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
My day is just like yours counting big hands on hours
Pulling open all the same old doors
We can't separate from the ticking of the day
Or the future moments that are slipping away

[Verse]
I wish I was in New Orleans beneath the trees of green
Swaddled in the mossy reaches of her river dream
When that wind whips up and is blowing down the street
I can hear the band is playing joyful melodies

[Chorus]
Wish this was New Orleans
This could New Orleans
This should be you and me
Down in New Orleans

[Verse]
I walked to the railroad I looked Rast & I looked west
I walked back homR and then I tidied up my nest
July got me excited but August wasn't good
September came and went the way I wish October would

[Veres]
If this were New Orleans I'd be recording inventory
Of her soft property written on tender leaves
Give me vegetation enough to get lost in
To wallow in her vision while she's blossoming
[Chorus]

[Bridge]
Salt over the shoulder for better days to come
Dropped a coin on the sidewalk and left it for a bum
My feathers have been plucked amd I'm running out of years
Clothes have been folded but I can't get out of here

[Verse]
If I were in Vieux Carre I'd wear my nice hat everyday
I'd spend my free time wandering the promenade



Dancing with parades down the cobblestone lanes
In the warm winter sun and the cool summer rain

[Chorus] x2

22412. Wish You Could Have Been There

Wish You Could Have Been There
Oak Ridge Boys - Wish You Could Have Been There

Finally jumped into the deep end like daytime in the evenin'
It got dark out there so fast it took everything I had
All the fears that I've been facin', the mistakes I kept on makin'
I changed them all that day, I chased them all away
I guess you saw this comin' long before I did
You never wondered if I could you only wondered when

Wish you could've been there to see me
You always believed me even when I couldn't believe myself
Wish you could've been there to see this
The moment that I witnessed, every single word you said come true
Wish you could've been there
Wish you could've been there

Tonight I'll close my eyes and sleep for the very first time
I'll dream of waking up next to you
You can't count on second chances, Lord knows I've had a few
You gave me all the answers, it was up to me to choose

It took so long for me to realize what you already knew

22413. Wish You Were Here

Wish You Were Here
Balsam Range

[Verse 1]
I can just see them walking on the shores of heaven
They're praising the Lord, watching the tide roll in
Friends that have gone on, oh how I miss you so
Somehow I know if you could that you'd let me know

[Pre-Chorus]
That you're doing fine and it doesn't hurt anymore
Things couldn't be better and heaven is worth waiting for
That you miss me too and till then, you'll be praying for me
And I know if you could talk to me now
That here's what you'd say to me



[Chorus]
Wish you were here, it's such a beautiful place
Wish you were here, there's nothing but clear sunny days
Well it never rains and no one complains
And we haven't seen a tear
We're having a great time
Wish you were here

[Verse 2]
I can just see them walking on the shores together
They're talking with Jesus, safe and secure in his love
Friends and loved ones walking in heavenly peace
And I know if they could talk to me now
That here's what they'd say to me

[Chorus]
Wish you were here, it's such a beautiful place
Wish you were here, there's nothing but clear sunny days
Well it never rains and no one complains
We haven't seen a tear
We're having a great time
Wish you were here

Well it never rains and no one complains
We haven't seen a tear
We're having a great time
We just wish you were here

22414. Wish You Were Here

Dierks Bentley - Wish You Were Here [Live]

So, so you think you can tell Heaven from Hell, blue skies from pain
Can you tell a green field from a cold steel rail?
A smile from a veil?
Do you think you can tell?
Did they get you to trade your heroes for ghosts?
Hot ashes for trees?
Hot air for a cool breeze?
Cold comfort for change?
Did you exchange
A walk-on part in the war for a lead role in a cage?
How I wish, how I wish you were here
We're just two lost souls swimming in a fish bowl, year after year
Running over the same old ground
What have we found?
The same old fears
Wish you wRre here



22415. Wishbone

Jim Lauderdale - Wishbone

I've got a wishbone
Where my backbone ought to be
It takes more than wishful thinking
To live your dream
If I was only brave enough
To face what's facing me
I've got a wishbone
Where my backbone ought to be
I have courage in spades
But that's not how I'm made
So I guess I'll keep going on this way
I've got a wishbone
Where my backbone ought to be
I can't be more of a fool
When it comes down to you
I'm afraid I'll break right in two
I've got a wishbone
Where my backbone ought to be
And I wish that I could make myself believe
That I could turn my feelings into a reality
I've got a wishbone
Where my backbone ought to be
I've got a wishbone
Where my backbone ought to be

22416. Wishful Drinkin

Wishful Drinkin - Alan Jackson 

I poured that bourbon in the glass
Sat down in the chair there by the front door
Where I watched you walk away there with my heart
And all I've ever cared for

Then I scrolled through our old pictures on my phone
Played a song we liked to dance to
Then I stared there at the door and hoped you'd come back through
Just the way you used to

Wishful drinkin'
Wishin' you were comin' home
Wishin' I could take back all I didn't do
And all that I did wrong
I know I never told you
But I love you more than I could ever say
Wishin' you had never left
And drinkin' 'cause I'm the reason you won't stay

I sat there till the sun came up



Drank the last few drops there from my bottle
And I drifted off to sleep and dropped the glass
That shattered on the floor

And I stared down at the pieces and thought
That's just the way my heart's been feelin'
Took the broom and like with you
I swept those broken pieces right out of the door

Wishful drinkin'
Wishin' you were comin' home
Wishin' I could take back all I didn't do
And all that I did wrong
I know I never told you
But I love you more than I could ever say
Wishin' you had never left
And drinkin' 'cause I'm the reason you won't stay

Oh Lord, I'm wishin' you had never left
And drinkin' 'cause I'm the reason you won't stay

22417. Wishful Thinkin'

Marty Stuart - Wishful Thinkin'

Wishful thinkin', wishful thinkin'
Only dreams that don't come true
When that evenin' sun goes sinkin'
Wishful thinkin', where are you

A little voice inside convinced me
Made me think she'd turn around
But the deck was stacked against me
By the time that deal went down
That deal went down

Wishful thinkin', wishful thinkin'
Only dreams that don't come true
When that evenin' sun goes sinkin'
Wishful thinkin', where are you

Lord, I wish I would have listened
Listened to my second mind
But those sweet lips I was kissin'
Must have struck my reason blind
My reason blind

Wishful thinkin', wishful thinkin'
Only dreams that don't come true
When that evenin' sun goes sinkin'
Wishful thinkin', where are you
Where are you
Where are you



Honey, where are you

(Wishful thinkin')
(Wishful thinkin')
(Wishful thinkin')
(Wishful thinkin')

22418. Wishfull Thinking - Chords

Wishfull Thinking
Marty Stuart - Wishfull Thinking

(chorus):

         G         F    C        G
Wishfull thinking,      wishfull thinking
             F         C          G          
Only dreams       that don't come true
          C
When that evening goes sinking
Wishfull thinking
          G
Where are you?

(verse):  G
A little voice inside convinced me
                    D      G
Made me think she'd turn around
But the deck was stacked against me
                           G      F        C     
By the time that deal went down-      that deal went down

(verse):

Lord, I wish I would have listened
Listened to my second mind
But the sweet lips I was kissing
Must have struck my reason blind, reason blind

repeat chorus

TABS

Intro (also main riff)

 G                F       C       G               F     C

-3-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----3b(4)-0--------0---0---0-----3b(4)-0---0-------0-----0---0------------
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------



 G                F       C       G               F     C

-3-------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------1-------1-3---------------------1-----1--------------
----3b(4)--0--------0-------0-----3b(4)-0---0-------0-----0---0------------
--------------0-2-3-------2---------------3---2---3-----2------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

WHEN THAT EVENING SUN...

          C

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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----------------0---0---0---0---0-----0---0---0---0---0------ETC-----------
------------2-----2---3-------3---2-----2---3-------3----------------------
----------3----------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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    C

----------------------------------15---------------------------------------
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------

    G

----3----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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22419. Wishin' Hard

Wishin' Hard
Alecia Nugent

Wishin' hard won't bring you near
Standin' straight can't calm the fears
Smilin' just won't stop the tears from fallin'
No one has to take the blame
Didn't plan this heartbreak game
I'm waitin' all alone, your name I'm callin'
Your name I'm callin



Here I stand beside the road, waitin' for that wind to blow
When it does maybe then I'll know which way I'm goin'
Which way I'm goin'
Sugar just can't hide the taste of bitneress
That you get from wastin' a heart that's full of love but just can't show it
Tell me know tell me I'm wrong, I'm not dreamin' all night long about you
But I could live without you
Friends they tell me now oh don't look back
Afraid that I might jump a track
They don't need to tell me cause I know it
Yes I know it
Here I stand beside the road, watin' for that wind to blow
When it does maybe then I'll know which way I'm goin'
Which way I'm goin'
Wishin' hard won't bring you near
Standin' straight can't calm the fears
Smilin' just won't stop the tears from fallin'
The tears from fallin'

22420. Wishin' I'd Die - Chords

Wishin' I'd Die - The .357 String Band

                     [A]                [E]
Well they say there's worse things than dying
                 [B7]         [E]
And I know-ow-ow that aint no lie
[E]                     [A]            [E]
Because i'm sitting here drinking on my own again
           [B7]                [E]
And i'm wishin that i'd f**king die
[E]                    [A]         [E]
What am I gonna tell my wife and my kid?
               [B7]                [E]
I swear I never thought i'd be here again
[E]                    [A]         [E]
What am I gonna tell my wife and my kid?
[E]
Theres daddy is gonna pass out
[B7]               [E]
drunk in the gutter again

[E]                [A]            [E]
Well they say I got no one else to blame
                      [B7]        [E]
Because you know-ow-ow I wont even try
[E]                       [A]              [E]
Well i'm drinking one more shot to ease the pain
       [B7]            [E]
And i'm wishin that i'd f**king die
[E]                    [A          [E]
What am I gonna tell my wife and my kid?
               [B7]                [E]



I swear I never thought i'd be here again
[E]                    [A]         [E]
What am I gonna tell my wife and my kid?
[E]
Theres daddy is gonna pass out
[B7]               [E]
drunk in the gutter again

[E]                    [A]         [E]
What am I gonna tell my wife and my kid?
               [B7]                [E]
I swear I never thought i'd be here again
[E]                    [A]         [E]
What am I gonna tell my wife and my kid?
[E]
Theres daddy is gonna pass out
[B7]               [E]
drunk in the gutter again

[E]                  [A]               [E]
Well they say there's worse things than dying
                [B7]         [E]
And I know-ow-ow that aint no lie
[E]                     [A]            [E]
Because i'm sitting here drinking on my own again
           [B7]                [E]
And i'm wishin that i'd f**king die

22421. Wishing

Richard Thompson
Wishing

[Verse 1]
Wishing that I could see you every day
Wishing that I could steal your heart away
Dreaming of the time I can hold you tight
Wishing that the time will come tonight
I been hopin' all along things would turn out right
If I could find a wishing star then I would spend the night
Wishing that I could see you every day
Wishing that I could steal your heart away

[Verse 2]
Well I've been hopin' all along things would turn out right
If I could find a wishing star then I would spend the night
Wishing that I could see you every day
Wishing that I could steal your heart away

[Outro]
Wishing
Wishing
Wishing



22422. Wishing All These Old Things Were New - Chords

Wishing All These Old Things Were New
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

C                   G7               C
Watching while some old friends do a line
                               G7           C
Holding back the want to in my own addicted mind
               C7            F            C   Am   F
Wishing it was still a thing even I could do
C                 G7              C
Wishing all these old things were new
                    G7              C
Watching while some young men go to jail
                                   G7           C
And they show it all on TV just to see somebody fail
                          C7             F               C  Am F
And I guess there's not a single thing a man like me can do
C                 G7              C
Wishing all these old things were new
G7                                C
Wishing all these old things were new
     F                       C           Am           D7    G7
Good times like the roaring '20s and the roaring '80s too
F                                  C           Am   F
Thinking about the good old days before it all fell through
C                 G7              C
Wishing all these old things were new
                       G7         C
The kids don't want my cigarettes around
                                   G7          C
They say it's time that dad should lay tobacco down
                         C7
But if I could start all over 
          F               C   Am F
Guess I'd still do what I do
C                 G7              C
Wishing all these old things were new
 
Repeat #3
                  G7              C
Wishing all these old things were new

22423. Wishing Waltz

Wishing Waltz

The wedding bells chimed for somebody else



I wish they were ringing for me
And though I was hopin' someday you'd be mine
I guess that it never can be

Wishing wishing never again to be lonely
Waiting praying you know that I love you only so

When you are laughing with somebody else
You know I'll be cryin' for you
I may be smilin' to cover my tears
While waltzing with somebody new
And wishing that someone was you

I'm waltzing with somebody else in my arms
But you're still the one in my heart
I'm always dreamin' of our used to be
Wishing we had a new start

I keep on wishing and hoping you'll find
That I am the right one for you
I may be waltzing with somebody else
But darlin' I'll always be true
'Til I'm wishing and waltzing with you

22424. Wishing Well

Wishing Well 
Cornmeal
words and music by Jason Berger

I bought myself a wishing well just to see if it would be.
The answer to all my troubles the provider of the peace.
Keep the peace keep the peace lets try to keep the peace.
Let's plant the seeds for the future, let's try to keep the peace.
Next to the well I planted a majestic old elm tree.
Watched it grow by the river flow just the
wishing well and me. I watched it grow yes
I watched it grow by the light of the harvest moon.
Just the well and me and the old elm tree a trinity sort of tune.
Chorus:
Wishing well wishing well won't you make my dreams come true
Wishing well wishing well it's the least that you can do.

Let your holy waters flow through me
One summer day I went climbing atop the old elm tree.
I pitched a coin into the mouth of the well and wished for a family.
A family a family a family of my own.
I pitched a coin into the mouth of the well and wished for a family home.
The next thing I new I was married with a crew, a dozen babies born.
The times were tough and the money was rough so I wished for a field of corn.
A field of corn a field of corn, the answer to all my prayers.
I'll sell the corn to the grocery store, and buy some clothes to wear
Chorus



22425. Wishing Well

Wishing Well
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Writer/s: Bob Carpenter / Jeff Hanna / Jimmie Fadden / Jimmy Ibbotson

Wishing well, wish me well
On a dream bought with a penny
Wishing well, time will tell
I can see that there are so many
Lonely faces stare from your pool
And I can't bear to see a fool tonight
So make it right wishing well

Wishing well, could you tell, as I stood beside her
Did you know she would go
Then why did you hide it
If you knew then I'd be without her now
You could have let me know somehow
Can't wish and tell, wishing well

Wishing well, cast a spell, send her love's sweet emotion
Do your part, touch her heart with truest devotion
If there's a chance, I won't believe we're through
Show me wishes still come true
It's up to you, wishing well
Show me wishes still come true,
It's up to you, wishing well
Its up to you, wishing well
It's up to you, wishing well

22426. Wishing Well Blues - Chords

Wishing Well Blues
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Marshall Wilborn
Jeannie Kendall

C                          Am
There's a sign on the cafe window 
        F             G7   C
It says closed please call again
                                Am
If only you'd been wearing that sign on your heart 
  D7                             G7
I never would have tried to come in
         C         Am
Cause if true love will make you survive
       F       G7         C



When a pushing comes to a shove
                       G7       Am
But I may as well have tried to hold back the tide 
      F              G7       C
As to try and go and win your love
              F            C
So throw me a penny in the wishing well
F           G7            C
Knocking my fist from the wood
                   F             C
Sometimes I got to laugh at this funny old world
D7                            G7
When crying seems to do me no good
           C                           Am      C
There were nights when I wander on the streets alone
           F           G7    C
I see your face in the stars above
                       G7       Am            G7
But I may as well have tried to hold back the tide 
      F              G7       C
As to try and go and win your love
                            Am           F       G7   C
There's a sign on the hotel doorway that says no vacancy
                      Am
If only I'd known you felt that way
             D7                   G7
I could have smiled and walked on by
             C              Am                G7
I heard that true love will lift you off your feet
   F              G7         C
As if you had the wings of a dove
                       F        Am            G7
But I may as well have tried to hold back the tide 
      F              G7       C
As to try and go and win your love
              F            C
So throw me a penny in the wishing well
F           G7            C
Knocking my fist from the wood
                   F             C
Sometimes I got to laugh at this funny old world
D7                            G7
When crying seems to do me no good
C                                        Am      C
There were nights when I wandered on the streets alone
           F           G7    C
I see your face in the stars above
                       F        Am            G7
But I may as well have tried to hold back the tide 
      F              G7       C
As to try and go and win your love
                       G7       Am            G7
Yes I may as well have tried to hold back the tide 
      F              G7       C
As to try and go and win your love



22427. Witch Trials - Chords

Witch Trials 
Town Mountain
 
[Intro]
Am  F  C  F C
 
[Verse 1]
C
Innocent till proven guilty
C
Least that's how they say it should be
F
Thanks good sister let a jury hear it
C                        Am
And a fair judge they'll make it clear
                                         F
It's just the way it goes now ain't they told ya
                C
Because they're still having witch trials in Arizona
 
[Verse 2]
C
Believe everything you hear all of what you read
C
Don't worry about the facts  ain't no need
F
He said she said it's gotta be right
C
Stakes piled high and ready to light
  Am                                                F
Invite your mommy your friends and have all of them over
                C
Because they're still having witch trials in Arizona
 
[Bridge]
G                               C
Trumped up charges ain't no big deal
F                                     C
Everyone believes so it's gotta be real
G
Newspaper said it television too
F                              C
Get on board or we'll come get you
Am                                        F
Just let your neighbors make your mind up for ya
                C                            F  C
Because they're still having witch trials in Arizona
                                              F  C
yeah now they're still having witch trials in Arizona
 
[Banjo Solo]



C   F   C   Am  F  C  F C
 
[Verse 3]
C
Blind em with a big flame blowing bright
C
Feelin' real bloodthirsty tonight
F
If you ain't guilty you should be alright
        C
Let the flames be the judge it'll be a sight
    Am                                           F
But up in the mountains just a little north of Sedona
             C
Well they're still having witch trials in Arizona
 
[Guitar Solo]
G   F   C G   C F
 
[Fiddle Solo]
Am  F  C
 
[Bridge]
G
Trumped up charges ain't no big deal
F                                     C
Everyone believes so it's gotta be real
G                            C
Newspaper said it television too
F                              C
Get on board or we'll come get you
Am                                        F
Just let your neighbors make your mind up for ya
                C
Because they're still having witch trials in Arizona
                                               F  C
Here now, they're still having witch trials in Arizona
 
[Outro]
Am  F  C

22428. Witches Hat

The Incredible String Band - Witches Hat 

Certainly the children have seen them
In quiet places where the moss grows green
Colored shells jangle together
The wind is cold, the year is old, the trees whisper together
And bend in the wind they lean

La la la



Oh, next week a monkey is coming to stay

If I was a witches hat
Sitting on her head like a paraffin stove
I'd fly away and be a bat
Across the air I would rove

Stepping like a tightrope walker
Putting one foot after another
Wearing black cherries for rings

La la la
...

22429. Witching Hour - Chords

Witching Hour 
Chris Hillman
 
Em     D                  A           Em          D                   A
People just don't seem to understand, who is this person, he's just a man
Em     D                A            Em        D     A
He's seen it high, he's seen it low, travelled miles he don't know
 
Chorus:
C7                A
He's got the way, he's got the power
C7                A
He got the reach, he'll never cower
C7                   A
He gonna tell you to tear down the tower
C7                        Em7
He'll make you pay in the witching hour
 
Imagination takes him far away, dreamin' up things he might write down someday
People come for it then they can say At least I'm not alone, somebody else has been that wa
y
 
Chorus
 
        C      Em7          C                Em7
He gets so confused when he knows he's being used
        C       Em7          C         Em7
He's so easily abused and it hurts him so
 
When Mr Dreamer comes up with a new light
To cast on something hidden deep in the night
Imagination can be painfully bright
Some people love him for it, others say he ain't got no right
 
Chorus + He gets so confused...



22430. With A Little Help From My Friends - Chords

With A Little Help From My Friends 
Gibson Brothers

[Intro]
F C G (x5)
 
[Verse 1]
 
G              D       Am          Am
What would you do if I sang out of tune,
          D            D7          G
would you stand up and walk out on me?
             D             Am         Am
Lend me your ears and I'll sing you a song
         D          D7          G
and I'll try not to sing out of key.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G     F                C            G
I get by with a little help from my friends.
      F                  C            G
I get high with a little help from my friends.
          F                 C            G
I'm gonna try with a little help from my friends.
 
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G         D          Am
What do I do when my love is away?
        D            D7  G
Does it worry you to be alone?
         D           Am
How do I feel by the end of the day?
        D                  D7      G
Are you sad because you're all alone?
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G     F                C            G
I get by with a little help from my friends.
      F                  C            G
I get high with a little help from my friends.
          F                 C            G
I'm gonna try with a little help from my friends.
 
 



 
Em                     G
Do you need anybody?...I need somebody to love.
Em                   D
Could it be anybody? I want somebody to love
 
 
[Instrumental Verse]
G              D          Am          Am
 
D              D7          G          G
 
G              D          Am          Am
 
D              D7          G          G
 
 
[Instrumental Chorus]
F              C           G
 
F              C           G
 
F              C           G
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
G           D          Am
Would you believe in a love at first sight?
    D               D7              G
I'm certain that it happens all the time.
            D            Am
What do you see when you turn out the light?
        D                   D7        G
I can't tell you, but I know it's mine.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G     F                C            G
I get by with a little help from my friends.
      F                  C            G
I get high with a little help from my friends.
          F                 C            G
I'm gonna try with a little help from my friends.
 
 
 
Em                     G
Do you need anybody?...I need somebody to love.
Em                   D
Could it be anybody? I want somebody to love
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G     F                C            G



I get by with a little help from my friends.
      F                  C            G
I get high with a little help from my friends.
          F                 C            G
I'm gonna try with a little help from my friends.
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G     F                C            G
I get by with a little help from my friends.
      F                  C            G
I get high with a little help from my friends.
          F                 C            G
I'm gonna try with a little help from my friends.

22431. With A Memory Like Mine

With a Memory Like Mine
Tim O Brien & Darrell Scott
on Real Time 
This song was originally written by Darrell Scott's father, 
Wayne Scott. Darrell added the final verse accompanying 
banjo arrangement. The song was performed by Darrell

I can see that train a comin'
Watch that big light shine this way
Hear that whistle softly blowin'
Lord it's been an awful day

I watched him leave that Friday mornin'
It was in the month of May
I told my son to be a good soldier
But return again some day

He was returned just one year later
But I'll not forget that day
A baggage car is where he traveled
In a casket where he laid

Train man keep your whistle blowin'
Make it moan and make it whine
You make a man feel mighty lonesome
With a memory like mine

In that little country graveyard
On a dark and dreary day
They placed a flag upon the casket
And the casket in the grave

I couldn't stand it any longer
And I knew not how to pray
I cried "Oh Lord how I hate to leave him



all alone beneath that clay"

Train man keep your whistle blowin'
Make it moan and make it whine
You make a man feel mighty lonesome
With a memory like mine
Just like mine

I can see him as a baby
I can hear him call my name
I can feel him under fire
And see him rising from the flames

Lord if I could I'd trade places
I would gladly give my all
I'd wrap that flag around me like a blanket
And listen for the clods to fall

Train man keep your whistle blowin'
Make it moan and make it whine
You make a man feel mighty lonesome
With a memory like mine

Train man keep your whistle blowin'
Make it moan and make it whine
You make a man feel mighty lonesome
With a memory like mine

22432. With A Vamp In The Middle

John Hartford - With a Vamp in the Middle

Make my bed with a crease in the middle
Make my home in the Hollywood of shills
And I make my living with a hillbilly fiddle
Playing little runs with the funny little fills

Well, got me a gal from playing on my fiddle
And the farder that I fiddle the harder that she comes along
But we gotta get happy when we wiggle in the middle
That's when I know that I want to come home

Play, fiddle, play
All day long I hear you screaming at mt
Way far away in the yard

Well, I wrote this song
With a vamp in the middle
And I knew when I wrote it
That I'd written it for the fiddle

Play, fiddle, play
All day long I hear you screaming at me



Way far away in the yard

22433. With Bells On

Dolly Parton - With Bells On 
(Dolly Parton)

I'll be home with bells on
I'll be home with bells on
Trim the tree and wrap the presents turn the Christmas music on
This Christmas I'll be home with bells on
I've traveled around this country crossed the waters deep and wide
Made lots of friends and memories brought joy to other's lives
It's Christmas time again another year has come and gone
And I can't keep from wonderin' how the old folks are at home
I'll be home with bells on
I'll be home with bells on
Trim the tree and wrap the presents turn the Christmas music on
This Christmas I'll be home with bells on
When the snow is on the meadow and the sleigh bells jingle bright
And the kids are singing jingle bells around the Christmas lights
As daddy stokes the fire and mama puts the turkey on
There ain't nothing going to slow me down this Christmas I'll be home
I'll be home with bells on
I'll be home with bells on
Trim the tree and wrap the presents turn the Christmas music on
This Christmas I'll be home with bells on

22434. With Body And Soul

Bill Monroe - With Body and Soul
Seldom Scene

See that train coming round the bend
Carrying the one that I love
Her beautiful body is still here on earth
But her soul has been called up above

Body and soul, body and soul
That's how she loved me, with body and soul

Her beautiful hair was the purest of gold
Her eyes were as blue as the sea
Her lips were the color of summer's red rose
And she promised she would always love me

Body and soul, body and soul
That's how she loved me, with body and soul



Tomorrow as the sun sinks low
The shadows will cover her face
Her last sun goes down, she's laid beneath the ground
And my teardrops are fallin' like rain

Body and soul, body and soul
That's how she loved me, with body and soul
That's how she loved me, with body and soul

22435. With Care From Someone

With Care From Someone
Douglas Dillard, Bernard Leadon, G. Clark
New Grass Revival (1972)

You stood not here
Yet here so clear
The story had to start
The jingle song
Has really rung
Into my aching heart

Chorus 1
And now we shall see
What the future will bring
As we swing freely as one
And now we shall know
What love
Will show as has begun
So here's to you with care from someone

This evening came
But not the same
As yesterday had been
Day had come
You're with someone
To hold now deep within

Chorus 2
And maybe will find
This time is designed
For finding the meaning of one
And now we shall know
What love
Will show as has begun
So here's to you with care from someone

22436. With God On Our Side



Buddy Miller - With God on Our Side

[Verse 1]
Oh my name is nothing, my age it means less
The country I come from is called the Midwest
I was taught and brought up there, the laws to abide
And at the land that I live in has God on its side

[Verse 2]
Oh the history books tell it, they tell it so well
The cavalry charged, and the Indians fell
The cavalry charged, and the Indians died
Oh the country was young and with God on its side

[Verse 3]
Well, the Spanish-American war it had its days
And the civil war too, it was soon laid away
And the names of the heroes, I was taught to memorize
With guns in their hands, and God on their side

[Verse 4]
Oh the first World War, boys, it came and it went
The reason for fighting, I never did get
But I learned to accept it, and accept it with pride
'Cause you don't count the dead wars when God's on your side

[Verse 5]
When the Second World War, came to an end
We forgave the Germans and then we were friends
Though they murdered six million, in the ovens they fried
See, the Germans now too have God on their side

22437. With Half a Heart

With Half a Heart
Artist: The Bluegrass Cardinals
Album: Cardinal Soul

I never thought I'd see the day 
That you'd come to me and say 
You were sorry we'd ever met
I guess it all just goes to show
How little one can really know
Somebody that's forgotten you can bet 
I'll never again risk all my chips 
On laughing eyes and lying lips
I may risk some but I'll hold back a card
Burnt child always fears the fire
And she may fill me with desire 
I'll do my loving with half a heart 
Half a love is better than none
I may miss out on half the fun
But it won't me hurt me half as much if we should part
I may not feel just half the bliss if we shared just half a kiss



But I'll always be left with half a heart 
I only wish that I could be sure 
That the next girl that loves me
Love completely with her heart and soul 
But I'm afraid she'll let me down
And laugh at me all over town
So I'm gonna keep my self control
He who loves and gone away
Love again another day
Be my model from the very start
I'll never again be taken in by twinkle and dimpled chin
I'll do my lovin' with half a heart

22438. With Tears In My Eyes

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours 
With Tears In My Eyes

With tears in my eyes, dear, I beg you to stay
You wouldn't believe me so you went away
I made a mistake, dear, by telling you lies
Now I lay awake dear with tears in my eyes

No more to be sweethearts no more to be friends
Just give me a chance dear and I'll make commands
My yesterdays haunt me my weary heart cries
I just can't go on dear with tears in my eyes

If you ever need me, oh please, let me know
Wherever you leave me I'm willing to go
But past is a flower that withers and dies
I'll wake up tomorrow with tears in my eyes

With tears in my eyes, dear, I beg you to stay
You wouldn't believe me so you went away
I made a mistake, dear, by telling you lies
Now I lay awake dear with tears in my eyes

22439. With The Band

Dierks Bentley - With the Band

My daddy hated that rock 'n' roll
So I know I wasn't supposed to go
To the loud devil music show
But I wound up in the snake pit with my best friend
And when the lights came up
We both decided that we'd try our luck
At gettin' back to where the real show was



We were backstage, under-age, hangin' with the drummer
When a big dude attitude grabbed me by the collar
I looked at him and said, "It's all good, brother"
"I'm with the band, hired on as a local stage hand
The one in charge of the microphone stands"
And the lead singer told me to get the one in his dressin' room
We might even have a beer or two
Don't worry 'bout the backstage pass, man it's cool
I'm with the band, I'm with the band
I can't believe that we made it this far
Country singin', bangin' loud guitars
The biggest stages to the smallest bars
We were cold beer drinkin', what was I thinkin'?
Just the other night at the after party rockin' just right
This little country girl caught my eye
She was backstage, legal-age, hangin' with the drummer
When a big dude attitude grabbed her by the collar
I looked at him and said, "It's all good, brother"
"She's with the band, hired on as a local stage hand
The one in charge of the microphone stands"
And the lead singer told her to get the one in his dressin' room
We might even have a beer or two
Don't worry 'bout the backstage pass, man, it's cool
She's with the band
Well tomorrow is another town
But you know we love a party crowd
So if you got the right stuff we'll meet you on the bus
But you better get the lingo down
Just tell 'em that you're with the band
Hired on as a local stage hand
You know we got a lot of microphone stands
And the lead singer told you to get the one in his dressin' room
We might even have a beer or two
Don't worry about the backstage pass, y'all, it's cool
You're with the band
You're with the band
You're with the band
You're with the band

22440. With This Ring I Thee Wed - Chords

With This Ring I Thee Wed
Recorded by Hank Snow
Written by S. Nelson, J. Rollins, E. Nelson, Jr.

[1] (1st line Spoken) WITH THIS RING I THEE WED
An [4] Angel here be-[1] side me
Just a [5] moment more and Heaven will be [1] mine
WITH THIS RING I THEE WED
As [4] every dream in-[1] side me
Comes [5] true each time I hear the church bells [1] chime.

This [5] little band of gold I hold



Will [1] soon be on your finger
A [2] Kiss, a vow, a moment so di-[5] vine
WITH THIS [1] RING I THEE WED
And [4] now you're mine for-[1] ever
To [5] have and hold until the end of [1] time.

With our hearts tied as one
We leave the church together
Together as we know we'll always be
In a life just begun
This day will live forever
Like blossoms in a treasured memory.

Your big bouquet may fade away
But as the years go by dear
I'll take your hand and say each day anew
WITH THIS RING I THEE WED
I vow I love you truly
And every day you'll hear me say I do.
Note. [1] = A; [2] = B; [4] = D; [5] = E

22441. With You

Vince Gill - With You

You catch every eye,
Girl when you pass by,
There ain't no wavin' you don't know.
Look at the way you shine,
You've got this heart of mine
Beating so it won't let go.

Who wouldn't fall in love with you?
The moment you walk in the room,
I know for me it'd be impossible to do
Who wouldn't fall in love with you?

Seems like you've always been,
Everyone's best friend,
The kind your folks would talk about.
A smile I just can't miss,
The kind you can't resist,
Just one kiss there'd be no doubt.

Who wouldn't fall in love with you?
The moment you walk in the room,
I know for me it'd be impossible to do
Who wouldn't fall in love with you?

Who wouldn't fall in love with you?
The moment you walk in the room,
I know for me it'd be impossible to do
Who wouldn't fall in love with you?



Who wouldn't fall in love with you?

22442. With You Gone

Dolly Parton - With You Gone 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh, what will do I with you gone?
Sitting in my lonely room just staring at the wall
For lack of something else to do I count the tears that fall
Trying to get it through my head you don't care at all
What am I gonna do with you gone?
What does life hold for me anymore?
With you gone what once mattered don't matter no more
You still have the key to my heart and my door
What am I gonna do with you gone, with you gone?
I can hear the lonesome whistle of a passing train
I can feel my heart beat a rhythm with the pouring rain
Realizing that my life won't ever be the same
What am I gonna do with you gone?
Will I ever be happy again?
With you gone my whole world has just come to an end
Will I ever forget you, or will I forget
What am I gonna do with you gone, with you gone?
With you gone, What does life hold for me anymore?
With you gone what once mattered don't matter no more
And you still have the key to my heart and my door
What am I gonna do with you gone, with you gone?
Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh, what will do I with you gone?

22443. With You When You Go - Chords

With You When You Go

 GC9
Watch where you're standing 
 GC9
When you close that door 
 G C9
Cause if you're on the wrong side 
 GC9
It won't open any-more 
 G C9
Be sure before you leave me 
 G C9
That it's the only way 
 G D
Take off your coat and think about 
 GC9G
What I'm about to say 



CHORUS:
CG
gave you my heart, I gave you my soul completely
C
You've got my dreams
 AmD
You've got everything that I need if you leave me alone
 C
I'll give you my love for the rest of my life
GC
But I want to make sure you know
AmDG
You can't take it with you when you go

I hear what you're saying
But I don't believe it's you
Tellin' me that it's all over
After all we've been through
If you've found a new love
Then just tell me so
And I'll make it easy
So she'll never know

I gave you my heart, I gave you my soul completely
You've got my dreams
You've got everything that I need if you leave me alone
I'll give you my love for the rest of my life
But I want to make sure you know

AmDEmC
You can't take it with you when you go 

AmDGC9 G
You can't take it with you when you go

22444. Withered And Died

Richard Thompson - Withered And Died 

This cruel country has driven me down
Teased me and lied, teased me and lied
I've only sad stories to tell to this town
My dreams are withered and died

Once I was bending the tops of the trees
Kind words in my ear kind faces to see
Then I struck up with a gal from the West
Played run and hide, she played run and hide
Count one to ten and she's gone with the rest
My dreams are withered and died

Silver moon sail up and silver moon shine



On the waters so wide, waters so wide
Steal from the bed of some good friend of mine
My dreams are withered and died

If I was a butterfly live for a day
And I could be free just blowing away
This cruel country has driven me down
Teased me and lied, teased me and lied
I've only sad stories to tell to this town
My dreams are withered and died
My dreams are withered and died

22445. Without A Word

Without A Word
Sara Watkins - Without A Word

[Verse 1]
Trying to back off, trying to lay low
Giving you time to read the stars
Trying to wait for
Something you don't know
To show you where you are

[Chorus]
Where you are
Where you are
Where you are

[Verse 2]
It's been so long now
I know I should forget you
But I ought to let it lie
But I'm bound to wonder all about you
No matter how I try

[Chorus]
There you are
There you are
There you are

[Bridge]
First a knock and then a crash
And a staggering conviction
That I might not catch up
Like all the colors running down a portrait
And now it looks nothing the one I fell in love with

[Verse 3]
I thought I could write you, write down on a story
When all the clear lines blurred
I still want you to show up
Hope you'll just roll through



After all these years without a word

22446. Without Desire - Chords

Without Desire 
The Wood Brothers

[Intro]
Am  Am
 
[Verse 1]
Am                     E7
I can't live without desire
Am                    E7
I can't live without desire
Am                  E7
It's the fuel in my fire
Am                     E7
I can't live without desire
 
 
[Interlude]
Am  E7  Am  E7
 
 
[Verse 2]
Am                     E7
I can't live without desire
Am                     E7
I can't live without desire
Am                         E7
It's the electricity in my wire
Am                     E7
I can't live without desire
 
 
[Chorus]
     Am             F#7
If I didn't want anything
            Bm
Why would I rise
            E7
Why would I sing
     A7
If I didn't want you
       E7
Would I  be alone
     A7
If I didn't want shelter
       E7
Would I have a home
     D7
If I didn't want peace



B7                       E7
  Would I cast the first stone
 
 
[Verse 3]
Am                     E7
I can't live without desire
Am                     E7
I can't live without desire
Am                 E7
It's the air in my tire
Am                    E7
I can't live without desire
 
 
[Interlude]
C  E7  C  E7
Am  E7  Am  E7
 
 
[Chorus]
     Am             F#7
If I didn't want anything
            Bm
Why would I rise
            E7
Why would I sing
     A7
If I didn't want to money
       E7
Would I  work all day
     A7
If I didn't wanna do right
       E7
Would I  go astray
     D7
If I didn't want love
B7              E7
  Would I fade away
 
 
[Verse 4]
Am                    E7
I can't live without desire
Am                     E7
I can't live without desire
Am                         E7
It's the electricity in my wire
Am                     E7
I can't live without desire
 
 
[Chorus]
     Am             F#7
If I didn't want anything
            Bm
Why would I rise



            E7
Why would I sing

22447. Without Him

Steven Curtis Chapman - Without Him

Without Him, I could do nothing
Without Him, I'd surely fail
Without Him, I would be drifting
Like a ship without a sail
Without Him, I would be dying
Without Him, I'd be enslaved
Without Him, life would be hopeless
But with Jesus, thank God I am saved
Jesus, oh Jesus
Do you know Him today
Please don't turn Him away
Oh Jesus, my Jesus
Without Him, how lost I would be
Jesus, oh Jesus
Do you know Him today
Please don't turn Him away
Oh Jesus, my Jesus
Without Him, how lost I would be

22448. Without Jesus Here With Me - Chords

Without Jesus Here With Me 
Holly Williams
 
G               C       G
I don't talk to Him that much
  G            C    G
I know I never pray enough
       G                  D       Em
Oh but I don't know where I would be
C             D         G
Without Jesus here with me
 
G                 C        G
I don't know why I'm still here
   G                C         G
Or why I lived that Wednesday morn
          G                 D         Em
They were raising hands and screaming hold me
C               D          G
Jesus was right there with me
 



 
  G
I gladly would have died that day 
   D
To save the child who went away
     Em
But you can't trade a life like that
   C
I guess it's part of the master plan
   G
My sister fought, my daddy cried, 
   D
My mama begged him for our lives
    Em                       C
And I don't know how I would breathe
        D               G
Without Jesus here with me
 
    G                 C       G
The preacher tried to make me learn
  G             C        G
I memorized his favorite verse
           G                     D     Em
But Hank's words they taught me everything
      C             D         G
Thank God I saw the light for me
 
 
 
  G
I gladly would have died that day 
   D
To save the child who went away
     Em
But you can't trade a life like that
   C
I guess it's part of the master plan
   G
My sister fought, my daddy cried, 
   D
My mama begged him for our lives
    Em                       C
And I don't know how I would breathe
        D               G
Without Jesus here with me
 
 
   Am                       C
Before I knew his mercy, before I know his grace
      G                              D
I was searching for the answers in a dark and hollow place
   Am                       C
Before I felt his presence, before I knew his face 
      G               D
I was lost, Oh I was lost
 
  G                   C       G



I still don't talk to Him that much
  G            C    G
I know I never pray enough
       G                  D       Em
Oh but I don't know where I would be
C             D         G
Without Jesus here with me
         G                D         Em
No there ain't no telling where I'd be 
C             D         G
Without Jesus here with me

22449. Without Love

Without Love

Verse 1:
Without love, I am half human
Without love, I'm all machine
Without love, there's nothing doing
I will die, without love 

Verse 2:
Without love, I am an island
All by myself, in a heartbreak sea
Without love, there's no denying
I am dying, without love

Bridge:
For there is nowhere I can run
And there is no hiding place
Sticking out like a sore thumb
By the gloomy look upon my face

Verse 3:
Without love, I'm incomplete
Without love, I am not whole
Without love, I'm barely on my feet
I am dying without love

Ending:
Without love, I'm incomplete
Without love, I am not whole
Without love, I'm barely on my feet
Repeat 4 times: I am dying without love

22450. Without You



Dixie Chicks - Without You

I've sure enjoyed the rain, but I'm looking forward to the sun
You have to feel the pain when you lose the love you gave someone
I thought by now that time would take away these lonely tears
I hope you're fine all alone, where do I go from here
'Cause

Without you I'm not okay
And without you I've lost my way
My heart's stuck in second place, ooh
Without you

Well, I never thought I'd be lying here without you by my side
It seems unreal to me that the life you promised was a lie
You made it look so easy making love into memories
I guess you got what you wanted, but what about me, 'cause

Without you I'm not okay
And without you I've lost my way
My heart's stuck in second place, ooh
Without you

Somebody tell my head, to try to tell my heart
That I'm better off without you
'Cause baby I can't live

Without you I'm not okay
And without you I've lost my way
My heart's stuck in second place, ooh
Without you, without you

22451. Without You - Chords

Without You 
Holly Williams
 
    Am            F              C                     G
I'm packing up to sing my songs, all these towns blend into one,
Am      F            C            G
    I'm somewhere in Madrid.
Am            F                   C                 G
I got here on crowded trains with old guitars and a famous name,
Am     F            C           G         Am    F C G
     Running like a kid, I'm running like a kid.
Am                  F            C                 G
I carry 'round this old backpack full of CD's and Kerouac,
Am      F            C            G
      Living on the road.
  Am                   F                       C                 G
I left my heart on the coast of Wales with the boy I met at The Last Hotel
Am        F              C     G
    But I had to let him go.
 



    Am                F                  C              G
And that's when I was searching, I'm not searching anymore
    Am                F                  C                   G
And that's when I was learning about the things worth living for
   Am        F       C             G                 F      G (- STOP)
Before I was open, before I knew I couldn't live a day
         Am F C G
Without you
         Am F C G
Without you
 
     Am                       F                    C             G
So I moved out west where the starlets play on the boulevards of West LA
Am        F               C        G
    And I tried to make a name.
       Am              F               C                       G
But it never felt like home to me so I drove three days back to Tennessee
Am        F               C        G
     In a slow and steady rain.
 
 
    Am                F                  C              G
And that's when I was searching, I'm not searching anymore
    Am                F                  C                   G
And that's when I was learning about the things worth living for
   Am        F       C             G                 F      G (- STOP)
Before I was open, before I knew I couldn't live a day
         Am F C G
Without you
         Am F C G
Without you
 
        Am         F                C          G
Without you in the morning, to love me another day
        Am         F                 C               G
Without you in the evening, when the colors start to fade
        Am         F             C                G
Without you on the plane ride to hold my hand and pray
        Am           F              C              G
Without you standing here when you could've walked away
 
    Am          F                  C              G
And now I'm not searching, I'm not searching anymore
    Am            F                  C                   G
And now I'm still learning about the things worth living for
     Am         F         C            G                 F      G (- STOP)
I am here, I am open, and now I know I couldn't live a day
         Am F C G
Without you
         Am F C G
Without you
 
 
    Am            F              C                     G
I'm packing up to sing my songs, all these towns blend into one



22452. Without You - Chords

Without You 
The Waifs
 
Verse 1
G          G/F#   Em       D      G
I've been looking out for number one
G          G/F#   Em       D      G
I've been stepping out with my friends
G          G/F#   Em       D      G
I don't have to justify what I have done
G          G/F#   Em       D      G
I don't want to answer to anyone
 
Chorus 1
Em        C           Em
I put my body on the line
        C             Em
take a step out of my mind
           C               Am   D (let it ring)
life takes on a different view
N/C      G
without you
 
Verse 2
I feel energised like I was young
I have not felt this way since we began
I'm gonna re-evaluate my future plan
time to free myself of your demands
 
Chorus 2
There's no need to compromise
I'll do whatever I decide
No one there to spoil the view
Without you
 
Verse 3
I don't care if I never catch the sun
I don't care if the whole thing comes undone
coz every day to me is a surprise
I don't care if it leads to my demise
 
Chorus 3
No restrictions now I'm free
No black clouds hanging over me
Yes I think I like this view
Without you



22453. Without You Here It's Not the Same

Jim Lauderdale - Without You Here It's Not the Same

Thought we could weather any storm
Locked inside each other's arms
Loving through those lazy days
'Til all' the clouds had gone away
Really might have seen it coming
If I'd only looked ahead
But my heart was in the clouds
From the words I thought we said
Well without you here it's not the same
Rain ain't nothing now but rain
When it falls I feel the pain
Without you here it's not the same
Didn't get an early warning
Didn't have a single clue
Just woke up one misty morning
Sun was gone and so were you
Night after night the lightning flashed
I held you close while the thunder crashed
Now when it storms I hear your name
Without you here it's not the same
Without you here it's not the same
Rain ain't nothing now but rain
When it falls I feel the pain
Without you here it's not the same

22454. Without You On My Side - Chords

Without You On My Side
Written and recorded by Merle Haggard

G
A day with no sleep a night with no love
                           A7
And life without you on my side
    G
And if I had to lay down without you on my side
B7                             Em        A7
Nightmares would throw both my eyes open wide
        G                   C
And the bad dreams wouldn't leave me
    G                     C
And it would all start to grieve me
    G       D7    G
Without you on my side
A day with no sleep a night with no love
                           A7
And life without you on my side
    G
And if I had to lay down without you on my side



B7                             Em        A7
Nightmares would throw both my eyes open wide
        G                   C
And the bad dreams wouldn't leave me
    G                     C
And it would all start to grieve me
    G       D7    G
Without you on my side
 
            D7    G
Without you on my side

22455. Without Your Love

Without Your Love
Chris Stapleton

[Introduction]

[Verse 1]
Yesterday just came and went
And today dealt me another hand of heartaches that I'll play
What we said and what we meant
Two different things, just some words and rings
And time keeps raising the stakes

[Verse 2]
Tonight I'll find you in my dreams
And tomorrow I'll wake up and have to feel you fade away
That's the way it goes it seems
Tears filled with pain and they fall like rain
Constant reminders every day

[Chorus]
Without your love
The sky is grey
Without your love
I'm waiting on the sun to shine
Without your love
Every hour is the darkest time of day
And every moment's a crime
And every moment's a crime

[Bridge]
The more I live without you
Just can't forget about you
Nobody else can set me free
Baby, please come back to me
Baby, please come back to me

[Chorus]
Without your love
The sky is grey



Without your love
I'm just waiting on the sun to shine
Without your love
Every hour is the darkest time of day
And every moment's a crime
Without your love
And every moment's a crime
Without your love
And I'm just doing my time
Without your love
And every moment's a crime

22456. Wizard Of Oz

Wizard of Oz 
Sam Bush

Hey Ozzie, Hey Ozzie
On the day after Christmas in 54'
The greatest shortstop that every played before
He'd play the switch and that's a fact
He'd the Wizard of Oz there's no doubt about that
Hey Ozzie (Catch that ball)
Hey Ozzie (You're the best of all)
Osborn Earl now that's his name
Brought a brand new level to the game
Hey Ozzie, Hey Ozzie
The Cardinals knew they got a special gift
When he took the field with his back flip
Diving left and right, Soaring up and down
On the yellow brick road to Coopers Town
Hey Ozzie (Yeah catch that ball)
Hey Ozzie (You're the best of all)
The Wizard of Oz now that's his name
He's going to the Hall of Fame
Hey Ozzie, Hey Ozzie
Known for his fielding, he learn to hit
In the 85' playoffs, gave the Dodgers a fit
I sorta thought this was just a hoax
Cause Jack Buck said,  Go crazy, folks 
Hey Ozzie (Playoffs MVP)
Hey Ozzie (He'll bunt or he can take you deep)
By going up the middle he'll make you pay
By turning your head to a double play
Hey Ozzie, Hey Ozzie
 Franky  Frisch,  Enos 
 Red , Lou Dizzy
Stan  The Man , Lou Brock and  Gibby 
They're making his plaque and etching his face
So the Wizard of Oz can take his place
Hey Ozzie (He's number one we love)
Hey Ozzie (He's got thirteen gold gloves)
He played in fifteen All-Star games



He's going to the Hall of Fame
Hey Ozzie, Hey Ozzie

22457. Woe, The Luck

Woe, The Luck
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

If I was to gather all my thoughts together
Try to summarize the life I've led
It would be safe to say, luck was on my side
Luck was with me on the ride

Fortune was to come to me early
Accepting a love quite naturally
Then the realization luck was on my side
Luck was with me on the ride

Woe the luck, more luck than he could use
Woe the luck, that got him so confused
Woe the luck, the luck he first loved, later hatRd
OK, who could deny luck was on his side?
OK, who could deny luck was on his sidR?
Was there nothing he could be denied?

[Instrumental]

Surrounding myself in everything I wanted
As my lucky streak went on and on and on
Little did I realize, no I did not know
What the lucky man must know

It's no use to think my life could've been without it
For the luck I had was surely meant for me
Now I'm on the question how was I to know
For this luck, I had to give my soul

Woe the luck, more luck than he could use
Woe the luck, that got him so confused
Woe the luck, the luck he first loved, later hated
OK, who could deny luck was on his side?
OK, who could deny luck was on his side?
Was there nothing he could be denied?
Was there nothing he could be denied?

22458. Wolf Is At The Door

Wolf Is At The Door 
Junior Sisk



All my life I've been so poor, I don't know what to do 
I go from sun up to sun down, my work is never through 
Children don't go out to play like they used to before 
And the chickens are too scared to lay 
'Cause the wolf is at the door 
 
CHORUS : 
Hey hey hey, he's tryin' to get in 
He's scratchin' and apuffin', and he has that hungry grin 
I'm too hard up to own a dog, or buy a forty four 
So I'll  just pray to the Lord above 
While the wolf is at the door 
 
The landlord comes around the week, before the rent is due 
I haven't paid my taxes yet, to Internal Revenue 
My wife went to borrow sugar, from the neighbor's wife next door 
We have no heat and the lights are out 
And the wolf is at the door 
 
He almost got Red Ridin' Hood, and now he's after me 
And the walls are getting weaker, to this house of poverty 
I just peeked through the keyhole, and saw another eye 
The only thing that'd help me now is M O N E Y 
 
 I'll  just pray to the Lord above, while the wolf is at the door

22459. Wolverton Mountain

Wolverton Mountain
Merle Kilgore / Claude King
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

They say don't go on Wolverton Mountain
If you're looking for a wife
Cause Clifton Clowers has a pretty young daughter
He's mighty handy with a gun and a knife

Chorus:
Her tender lips are sweeter than honey
And Wolverton Mountain protects her there
The bears and the birds tell Clifton Clowers
If a stranger should {wander, enter} there

All of my dreams are on Wolverton Mountain
I want his daughter for my wife
I'll take my chances and climb that mountain
Though Clifton Clowers he may take my life

Chorus

I'm going up on Wolverton Mountain
It's too lonesome down here below



It's just not right to hide his daughter
From the one who loves her so

Chorus

I'm a gonna going up on Wolverton Mountain I don't care about Clifron Clovers
I'm a gonna going up on Wolverton Mountain even if it takes me a hundred hours
I'm a gonna going up on Wolverton Mountain I don't care about Clifron Clovers

22460. Wolverton Mountain Man

Wolverton Mountain Man (Larry W Jones 03/20/2013) 
 
Well, I was just a young lad going with the flow
When I first heard Claude King sing on the radio
I was at a soda fountain in Louisian
Listnin' 'bout a big bad Wolverton Mountain man
Now, old man Clowers made good hard liquor brandy
With a gun and a knife he was mighty handy
He had a pretty young daughter with raven hair
But Wolverton bears and birds protected her there
(instrumental)
Now I'm an older man and time goes marching on
And it was in March when I heard Claude King was gone
I wonder if he ever kissed Clifton's daughter's sweet lips
Or if he married that girl on one of his trips
I know Claude King climbed up on Wolverton Mountain
Cause all of his dreams were with that young girl he loved
He took his chances up on Wolverton Mountain
It was too lonesome down below than up above
Well, I was just a young lad going with the flow
When I first heard Claude King sing on the radio
Up on that Wolverton Mountain he loved her so

22461. Wolves

Wolves - Garth Brooks

January's always bitter
But Lord this one beats all
The wind ain't quit for weeks now
And the drifts are ten feet tall
I been all night drivin' heifers
Closer in to lower ground
Then I spent the mornin' thinkin'
'Bout the ones the wolves pulled down

Charlie Barton and his family
Stopped today to say goodbye



He said the bank was takin' over
The last few years were just too dry
And I promised that I'd visit
When they found a place in town
Then I spent a long time thinkin'
'Bout the ones the wolves pull down

Lord please shine a light of hope
On those of us who fall behind
And when we stumble in the snow
Could you help us up while there's still time

Well I don't mean to be complainin' Lord
You've always seen me through
And I know you got your reasons
For each and every thing you do
But tonight outside my window
There's a lonesome mournful sound
And I just can't keep from thinkin'
'Bout the ones the wolves pull down

Oh Lord keep me from bein'
The one the wolves pull down

22462. Wolves Howling

Wolves Howling
Hackensaw Boys - Wolves Howling

[Verse 1]
Wolves howling at my door
I cannot keep them out no more
Draw the blinds, kill the lights
Them wolves they are best friends of mine

[Chorus]
Ohhhh ohh ohh

[Verse 2]
Black cats must know where I go
Yeah we cross paths so much before
Love my dog he's big and mean
Them black cats sleep all around my feet

[Chorus]
Ohhh ohhh
You ought to see that wind blow
Ohhh ohhh
You got to feel that wind blow
Ohhhh ohhh ohh

[Verse 3]
There's a broken mirror at my feet



Yeah tell me what's to come of me
Seven years my luck shall fall
That mirror is my disco ball

[Chorus]
Ohhh ohhh
You ought to see that wind blow
Ohhh ohhh
You got to feel that wind blow
Ohhhhhhhhh

22463. Woman In Texas

Jerry Jeff Walker - Woman in Texas

I found a woman in Texas
Who liked what she saw in me
Yeah, I found a lady
Who figures that maybe
There might be a chance for me
Who lady who
Is showing me the things
True love can do
She's a woman I love her
I put none above her
She's right for me
And none of the others
Could ever discover
What lifts me when I'm feeling blue
She knows my moods
Her love is true blue
And she loves me too
Yea, I found a woman in Texas, makes all that I do worthwhile
I found a lady, a little bit crazy, enough to just make me smile
Who lady who
Is into the little things I like to do
She can roll with the punches
She follows her hunches
She bets 'em too
She's off to the races, loves tropical places
And little bits of snow are cool
She loves foreign cars and small smoky bars, and she loves me too
And I found a woman in Texas, who's strong when she comes to me
Yea, I found a lady who's never too lazy
To give me little things I need
Who lady who can get her hands little dirty too
She can rock me and roll me
Then love me, console me, she can cuss me too
Her friends know she's honest
She's loyal and modest
She knows the proper things to do
She's nobody's fool
She plays by the rules



Ah, she loves me too
She's a lady
Yea, I found a woman in Texas, who's now such a part of my life
Yea, I found a lady, who carried our babies and pointed the way for our lives
Who lady who, gets me to do the things that I should do
She's the love of my life, she's a friend, she's my wife
She's the song I sing
You may not buy it, but you can't deny it
That my life's changed in front of you
The women I've found has turned me around
And she loves me too
I found a woman in Texas
A Texas lady that won my heart

22464. Woman Let Me Sing You A Song

Lefty Frizzell
Woman, Let Me Sing You A Song

[Chorus:]
Woman let me sing you a song[x2]

[Strophe I:]
That tells how you've done me wrong
So it's your fault if it's long
Woman let me sing you a song
Well, the neighbors all say I run around
Yeah, the neighbors all say I run around
But baby, if I do I'm still miles in back off you
Woman let me sing you a song
You tell our friends I drink too much
Now the whole town knows I drink too much
But the reason why I drink is a thought you make to think
Woman let me sing you a song

[Chorus:]
Woman let me sing you a song[x2]

[Outro:]
I said, "I'd die for you and I have the time or two
Woman let me sing you a song"
Now woman I've done sang you my song

22465. Woman Of The Phoenix

Nanci Griffith - Woman of the Phoenix

Well, I've listened to the words you lovers speak
The sound of the lover's song



And I've dreamed all the dreams that a wayward girl dreams
In a thousand places gone
Dallas was my late night out
Radcliffe's served to roust me out
And Houston lay like Cleavland with the color removed
And all I ever wanted 
Was to wander and be wooed
Like a Woman of the Phoenix
A welcomed Waterloo

I've seen the sun blaze the breast of the countryside
I've seen her huddled in a winter freeze
And I've run cross paths of a thousand lives
Among the cactus and the white birch trees
Avloc ran a waterfront bar
Vito, he was the king of thieves
And Michael was a rock 'n roll hood from the Odessa plains
Now, all of them were my kind
Wild and damn near free
But, a Woman of the Phoenix is the medicine they need

22466. Woman Or A Man

Richard Thompson - Woman Or A Man? 

I stepped on the dance floor feeling very cool
I thought I saw an angel sitting on a stool
I just couldn't tell, you'll think I'm a fool
If she was a woman or a man

She was the kind of woman that a man could crave
From her high-heeled shoes to her permanent wave
Except maybe she was needing a shave
Was she a woman or a man?

I asked her to dance and I took her by the hand
She held me so tight, it was hard for me to stand
Built like a lumberjack, I couldn't understand
If she was a woman or a man

Well, I walked her home at a quarter past four
My heart was thumping as we ducked in the door
And then when she kissed me I thought I was sure
If she was a woman or a man

She stole my wallet and she knocked me off my feet
She tied on her roller skates and made her retreat
All I found was a blond wig lying in the street
Was she a woman or a man?

Well, I don't care if she seemed unkind
She stole my heart and she robbed me blind
I love her so much that I still wouldn't mind



If she was a woman or a man

22467. Woman To Woman

Barbara Mandrell - Woman to woman

Hello, you don't
Know who this is but
The reason I'm calling you
Is because I was going through
My man's pockets this morning
And I just happened to find
Your name and number

So woman to woman
I don't think it's wrong to call
Now, I don't know how
You're gonna take this
You might even hang up the phone

But, you see
It really doesn't make any difference
And it's only fair that I let you know
That that man that you've been seeing
He's mine and I love him

So woman to woman
I think you'll understand

Woman to woman
If you've ever been in love
Then you know how I feel

And woman to woman
Now if you were in my shoes
Wouldn't you have done
The same thing too

Woman to woman
I've just got to make you see
Woman to woman
That you can't take him from me

Woman to woman
I just can't step aside
And let you take
What is rightfully mine

Woman to woman
Right or wrong
I ain't gonna let you
Break up my happy home
I hope you understand



I love that man and he's mine

Woman to woman
Right or wrong
I ain't gonna let you
Break up my happy home
I hope you understand
I love that man and he's mine

Woman to woman
If you've ever been in love
Then you know how I feel

Woman to woman
Now if you were in my shoes
Wouldn't you have done
The same thing too

Woman to woman
I just can't step aside
And let you take
What's rightfully mine

22468. Woman Walk The Line

Emmylou Harris - Woman Walk The Line

Don't bother sittin' at my table
Just because I'm on my own
Yes I'm a woman and I'm lonely
But that don't mean I can't be strong

Once again he's not beside me
And tonight hw won't be coming home
So I just need a place to miss my baby
When he goes out to do me wrong

Tonight I want to do some drinkin'
I came to listen to the band
Yes I'm as good as what you're thinkin'
But I don't want to hold your hand
And I know I'm lookin' lonely
But ther's nothin' here I want to find
It's just the way of a woman
When she goes out to walk the line

Every night's a little longer
Than the one that came before
But when I hear them sing a sad song
I know just what I'm cryin' for

I don't want to stay home waitin'
Don't have to wonder where he's been



He'll be someone else's baby
Before he's in my arms again

22469. Woman You Won't Break Mine - Chords

Woman You Won't Break Mine
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Jim Rushing and Hunter Moore

G
Your momma dressed you in petticoats 
                     F
And satin shoes that shined
    C                G
She pictured you her China doll 
        A7              D7
But you were of another mind
        G
Now you saw yourself in the rodeo 
                         C
With the best bulldog in town
    A#7                 C
You went and broke your momma's heart 
    D7                    G
But woman you won't break mine
The first time I laid eyes on you 
                F
You were eatin' dirt
    C                G
You got right up and shook it off 
    A7                      D7
And I was thinkin' you were hurt
           G
Now you're standin' there 
                                       C
And telling me our love has to wait in line
    A#7                 C
You went and broke your momma's heart 
    D7                    G
But woman you won't break mine
         C
You're a hard chargin' woman 
           A#7            F
And that's somethin' I've admired
       C                G
But if you can't show a tender side 
A7                    D7
Love's gonna lose its fire
   G
So Honey sit down and think it through 
                 C
and if you're so inclined
    A#7                 C



You went and broke your momma's heart 
    D7                    G
But woman you won't break mine
Love alone was just a word 
                     F
But that's the way I felt
      C                  G
While you lived out your fantasies 
A7                 D7
Thinkin' about yourself
    G
Now if you're ever gonna make a change 
                       C
Sweetheart this is the time
    A#7                 C
You went and broke your momma's heart 
    D7                    G
But woman you won't break mine
         C
You're a hard chargin' woman 
           A#7            F
And that's somethin' I've admired
       C                G
But if you can't show a tender side 
A7                    D7
Love's gonna lose its fire
   G
So Honey sit down and think it through 
                 C
and if you're so inclined
    A#7                 C
You went and broke your momma's heart 
    D7                    G
But woman you won't break mine
         C
You're a hard chargin' woman 
           A#7            F
And that's somethin' I've admired
       C                G
But if you can't show a tender side 
A7                    D7
Love's gonna lose its fire
   G
So Honey sit down and think it through 
                 C
and if you're so inclined
    A#7                 C
You went and broke your momma's heart 
    D7                    G
But woman you won't break mine
Repeat last verse
A#7   C     D7                    G
Woman woman woman you won't break mine



22470. Woman's Love

Woman's Love
(Alan Jackson)

Well, I have felt it and I have held it
I have known a woman's love
I have tasted and I have wasted
A woman's love.

And I know I'll never understand
All the little things that make it grand
A woman's love
And I know I'll never come face to face
With any thing that takes the place
Of a woman's love.

Well, I have kissed it, tried to resist it
I have missed a woman's love
And I have hated, taken for granted
A woman's love.

And I know I'll never understand
All the little things that make it grand
A woman's love
And I know I'll never come face to face
With any thing that takes the place
Of a woman's love.

--- Instrumental ---

Well I have needed and I have pleaded
And I have lost a woman's love
And I have worshipped and I have cursed it
A woman's love.

And I know I'll never understand
All the little things that make it grand
A woman's love
And I know I'll never come face to face
With any thing that takes the place
Of a woman's love.

Well, I adore it and thank God for it
A woman's love...

22471. Woman, Amen

Dierks Bentley - Woman, Amen

[Intro]
Oh oh oh oh ohhhhhh oh
Oh oh oh oh ohhhh



Oh oh oh oh ohhhhhh oh
Oh oh oh oh oh

[Verse 1]
I'd lose my way and I'd lose my mind
If I faced one day on my own
I know I was saved
The night that she gave this drifter's heart a home

[Chorus]
Every night I should be on my knees
Lord knows how lucky I am
I'll never say near enough
Thank God for this woman, amen

[Refrain]
Oh oh oh oh ohhhhhh oh
Oh oh oh oh ohhhh

[Verse 2]
This world has a way of shaking your faith
I've been broken again and again
But I need all the cracks in my shattered heart
'Cause that's where her love gets in

[Chorus]
Every night I should be on my knees
Lord knows how lucky I am
I'll never say near enough
Thank God for this woman, amen

[Post Chorus]
She gives me faith (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)
She gives me grace (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)
She gives me hope (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)
She gives me strength (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)
She gives me love (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)
Love without end (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)
Thank God for this woman, amen (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)
[Refrain]
Oh oh oh oh ohhhhhh oh
Oh oh oh oh ohhhh
Oh oh oh oh ohhhhhh oh
Oh oh oh oh oh

[Bridge]
Thanks for the moon and the stars up above
Forgiveness of sin in Your undying love
Every twist every turn for the way You made sure
All my roads led to her

[Chorus]
So tonight I will fall down on my knees
'Cause Lord knows how lucky I am
I'm gonna shout at the top of my lungs
Thank God for this woman, amen
And thank God for this woman, amen



[Outro]
She gives me faith (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)
She gives me grace (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)
She gives me hope (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)
She gives me strength (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)
She gives me love (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)
Love without end (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)
Thank God for this woman, amen (Oh oh oh oh ohhhh)

22472. Woman, You Have Been A Friend To Me

Tom T Hall - Woman, You Have Been A Friend To Me

I appreciate the coffee that you made I appreciate the shelter of your roof
I'll pay you back someday for all the kindness and all the other liberties I took
Although I cannot say that I have loved you I won't forget how good it was to be
Among the people you call little darling hey woman you have been a friend to me
Woman you have been a friend to me and somewhere down the line I'll drink a toast
To the lady who encouraged me to try and took me in when I was down and broke
I hope that life holds many thrills for you and there are great big apples on your tree
I'm sorry that I could't give you more than thanks
But woman you have been a friend to me woman you have been a friend to me

22473. Womankind

The Incredible String Band - Womankind 

I sing for love of womankind
I have one in my heart and mind
Low, my heart aches for her

My soul swims naked in her streams
And in her meadows lies to dream
Hay, what need to waken

Her breast blow blossom in my hands
Her eyes shine moons on secret lands
As through my clouds her raven thoughts go flying

Space nearly parts and nearly joins
Love's magic song moans through her loins
Well, hay, the lead long sweets of loving

May she glow always in her sun
Have nothing lost and nothing won
Oh, now what fear can chain her?

Oh, blessed is he who joys and grieves



Who wears the coat the rainbow weaves
Low, around his body

22474. Women Cross The River

Linda Ronstadt - Women Cross The River

Oh the women 'cross the river carry water from the well at break of day 
And they talk to one another; God only knows what they might say 
You might get an education after years of dedication
You might finally get a glimpse of what is right and what is wrong 
But the women 'cross the river; well they knew that all along

Oh the women 'cross the river work with tools that are ancient and hand-made 
And they plow their fields in perfect rows and then they rest beneath the shade 
Now we have learned to build, out of concrete, out of steel
And our buildings stand a thousand years but then even they are bound to fall 
But the women 'cross the river never learned to build a wall

Oh the women 'cross the river are as gentle as the dew upon the ground 
How I love to hear them laughing in the rain when it makes that perfect sound 
Now a soldier with a gun and a battle to be won
Might kill you with a bullet and you never even know the reason why 
But the women 'cross the river; they can kill you with their eyes 

Oh the women 'cross the river; they can kill you with their eyes

22475. Women Like To Slow Dance

Women Like To Slow Dance
Steve Martin & Steep Canyon Rangers

Women like to slow dance,
They like it for the romance.
If you want half a chance,
You gotta learn to slow dance.

Find the girl you're thinkin' about, take a chance and take her out.
On the town to cut a rug, if she's the one you really love.
If you want that night to last, don't you try to move to fast.
Better not jump the gun, just relax and have some fun.

Women like to slow dance,
They like it for the romance.
If you want half a chance,
You gotta learn to slow dance.

(Bridge)
Take the time and learn to waltz, you'll overlook your other faults.



There's magic in 3/4 time, pace yourself and you'll be fine.
Slow and steady wins the race, it puts a smile there on her face.
She'll be satisfied and pleased, everytime, guaranteed.

Women like to slow dance,
They like it for the romance.
If you want half a chance,
You gotta learn to slow dance.

(Women like to slow... dance.)

They like it! They like it!
They really, really like it!
Hey I like it too!
It's romantic!
(They like it for the romance...)

(Bridge)

Women like to slow dance,
They like it for the romance.
If you want half a chance,
You gotta learn to slow dance.

Women like to slow dance,
They like it for the romance.
If you want half a chance,
You gotta learn to slow dance.

(Women Like to slow...)
Come on baby! Now lets do a fast dance!

22476. Women Like You

The Avett Brothers 
Women Like You

I thought they didn't make women like you anymore
Kindness in spades, patience galore
Elegant ways, but ready for war
I thought they didn't make women like you anymore

You're modest enough to not strut your stuff
But confident enough to know ya got it
You don't need someone's validations
Couldn't care less who's offering

I thought they didn't make women like you anymore
All of these princesses are such a bore
You're a queen and you're the girl next door
I thought they didn't make women like you anymore

You have the perseverance and follow through



To build your career if you choose
You understand compromise, jealousy too
Taught me about blessings and baby blues

Oh, until I met you, I searched this place
For someone with class, conviction, and grace
I thought it impossible, it couldn't be discovered
Like a car full of pretty girls that don't hate each other

You know how men think, we rarely move past
Appraising a woman's appearance
Well, judge as we may, we dig our own graves
Still, I think it's alright to say this
Oh, you look good in a T-shirt, All Stars, and jeans
Look good all done up in makeup and bling
Look good in pajamas and sharp tailored suits
Look good in dresses and cowboy boots

I thought they didn't make women like you anymore
Passion for days, compassion galore
I am amazed and grateful to
God and your mother for women like you
You, you, you

22477. Women Make A Fool Out Of Me

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
The Women Make A Fool Out Of Me
Nashville Bluegrass Band

I love the women and I love 'em all the same
Lord I love the women and I love 'em all the same
But I don't love nobody well enough to change her name
The women make a fool out of me

My papa scolded me and my mama sits and cries
Lord my papa scolded me and my mama just sits and cries
And I had too many women for any little boy my size
The women make a fool out of me

When I'm in the parlor the girls think it's a treat
Lord when I'm in the parlor the girls think it's a treat
Lord even in the wintertime they turn off the heat
Women make a fool out of me

When I take a girl to dinner she hangs around my neck
When I take a girl out to dinner she hangs around my neck
She always pays the taxi while she even pays the check
The women make a fool out of me



22478. Won t It Be Wonderful There

Won t It Be Wonderful There
Dailey & Vincent

After we cross the crystal river
And are safe at home forever
It will be wonderful over there
Wearing a crown of life eternal
Standing at the throne supernal
It will be wonderful over there

It will be wonderful, I know, yes
In that glory land
Singing and joining in the angel band
Glory to God we'll share
In that home so fair
It will be wonderful, I know, over there

After we enter in the portals
Being with the saints immortal
It will be wonderful over there
Walking the golden streets of glory
Hearing revelation's story
It will be wonderful, I know, over there

It will be wonderful, I know, over
In that glory land
Singing and joining in the angel band
Glory to God we'll share
In that home so fair
It will be wonderful, I know, over there

It will be wonderful, I know, over
In that glory land
Singing and joining in the angel band
Glory to God we'll share
In that home so fair
It will be wonderful, I know, over there

22479. Won't Be Coming Back

Won't Be Coming Back - Infamous Stringdusters
written by Travis Book

 Verse 1 
I left my home and family
To seek my fortune fair
I went north into the city
But I didn't find it there

Met a million women
No two were the same



If I had only met the one
That I'd let have my name

 Verse 2 
All alone on a lonesome, desert highway
My best laid plans had failed
I put my face in a woman
And I wound up in jail

Love, she was a-holding
And I chose to take the blame
I was in and she was gone
But loved her just the same

( solos )

 Verse 3 
I've seen a lot of country
And I moved from place to place
I don't remember names
But I can't forget her face

It's not a place that I been to
That I could call my home
An' I can't hope to settle down,
Down seems I'm meant to roam

 Chorus 
All those years spent searching for something
Goin' around the bend
All I ever wanted
Was to see her again, yeah

( solos )

 Verse 4 
On a go for California
I slept out on the sand
I drove the coastal highways
I drive them all again

An' if you aim to find me
I'll be out on the track
This maybe the last to seeing me
No, we won't be coming back
No, she won't be coming back

22480. Won't Be Long

The Infamous Stringdusters - Won't Be Long
Sarah Jarosz

[Verse 1]



Storm is a spinning
It's rolling  round and  round
The storm is a turning
It's too much to figure out
So why do we worry
Pass the time like it was free
Why do we hurry
What can we see

[Chorus]
And we won't be long
For this world
No, we'll be gone
From this world
No, it won't be long
We'll be gone
From this world

[Verse 2]
Let's come to the table
Try to iron this thing out
See if we're able
To find some common ground
A mind can be opened
You can turn it upside down
Let habits be broken
Turn this around

[Chorus]
And we won't be long
For this world
No, we'll be gone
From this world
No, it won't be long
We'll be gone
From this world

[Verse 3]
There'll be no returning
If the ship has run aground
There'll be no more learning
If we don't listen to the sound
Of summer calling
The last one that you may ever hear
The lone tree falling
Last one to disappear

22481. Won't Be Over You

Lonesome River Band - Won't Be Over You

I might lie awake in the dead of night
A prisoner of the moon;



I might curse this world and yell at God
But it won't be over you.

I might press this poison to my lips
Drown myself in ninety-proof;
Wash up on the rocks of an empty glass
But it won't be over you.

I might walk the floor, I might climb the walls
Honey tears might fall like rain;
In the sea of love, I will die of thirst
Before I call your name.
Yes someday this ol' heart of mine might break in two
But it won't be over you.

They might lock me up in a padded cell
Call me crazy as a loon;
Might be tortured by some true love lost
But it won't be over you.

I might walk the floor, I might climb the walls
Honey tears might fall like rain;
In the sea of love, I will die of thirst
Before I call your name.
Yes someday this ol' heart of mine might break in two
But it won't be over you.

When my bones grow weary of this world
And my days are numbered few;
Yes I'll have regrets but when I hang my head
It won't be over you.

Yes someday this ol' heart of mine might break in two,
But it won't be over you.
No it won't be over, no it won't be over you.

22482. Won't Get Fooled Again

Won't Get Fooled Again
Hayseed Dixie - Won't Get Fooled Again

We'll be fighting in the streets
With our children at our feet
And the morals that they worship will be gone
And the men who spurred us on
Sit in judgment of all wrong
They decide and the shotgun sings the song
I'll tip my hat to the new constitution
Take a bow for the new revolution
Smile and grin at the change all around
Pick up my guitar and play
Just like yesterday
Then I'll get on my knees and pray



We don't get fooled again
The change, it had to come
We knew it all along
We were liberated from the fold, that's all
And the world looks just the same
And history ain't changed
Cause the banners, they are flown in the next war
I'll tip my hat to the new constitution
Take a bow for the new revolution
Smile and grin at the change all around
Pick up my guitar and play
Just like yesterday
Then I'll get on my knees and pray
We don't get fooled again
No, no!
I'll move myself and my family aside
If we happen to be left half alive
I'll get all my papers and smile at the sky
Though I know that the hypnotized never lie
Do ya?
There's nothing in the streets
Looks any different to me
And the slogans are replaced, by-the-bye
And the parting on the left
Are now parting on the right
And the beards have all grown longer overnight
I'll tip my hat to the new constitution
Take a bow for the new revolution
Smile and grin at the change all around
Pick up my guitar and play
Just like yesterday
Then I'll get on my knees and pray
We don't get fooled again
Don't get fooled again
No, no!
Yeah!
Meet the new boss
Same as the old boss

22483. Won't Give In

Won't Give In
Finn Brothers

You call me up
I'd say a few words but
I'll try not to speak
Too long.

Please to be kind and
I'll try to explain
I'll probably get it
All wrong.



What does it mean when
You promise someone
No matter how hard
Or whatever may come

It means that I won't give in,
Won't give in
Won't give in
Cause everyone I love is here,
Say it once, and disappear.

Once in a while
I return to the fold
With people I call
My own.

Even if time
Is just a flicker of light
And we all have to
Die alone.

What does it mean when
You belong to someone
When you're born with a name,
When you carry it on.

It means that I won't give in,
Won't give in
Won't give in
Cause everyone I love is here,
All at once,
And I'll show you how to get here.

Come on now
Come on now
Can you feel it
I can see it in you.

Come on now
Come on now
Reveal it
Turn around won't you.

The right time
The right place
Right now
Turn around.

A chance is made
A chance is lost
I carry myself to the edge of the earth.

It means that I won't give in
Won't give in
Won't give in
Cause everyone I love is here,



Say it once, just say it,
And disappear

22484. Won't It Be Wonderful There

Ricky Skaggs - Won't It Be Wonderful There?

When with the Savior we enter the glory land
Won't it be wonderful there
Ended the troubles and cares of the story land
Won't it be wonderful there

Won't it be wonderful there
Having no burdens to bear
Joyously singing with heart-bells a-ringing
Won't it be wonderful there

Walking and talking with Christ the Supernal One
Won't it be wonderful there
Praising adoring the matchless Eternal One
Won't it be wonderful there

Won't it be wonderful there
Having no burdens to bear
Joyously singing with heart-bells a-ringing
Won't it be wonderful there

There where the tempest will never be sweeping us
Won't it be wonderful there
Sure that forever the Lord will be keeping us
Won't it be wonderful there

Won't it be wonderful there
Having no burdens to bear
Joyously singing with heart-bells a-ringing
Won't it be wonderful there

22485. Won't It Be Wonderful There - Chords

Won't It Be Wonderful There
Recorded by George Jones
Written by James Rowe
[3/4 time]

G                       C         G
When with the Savior we enter the glory land
                      D7
Won't it be wonderful there
G                      C            G



Ended the troubles and cares of the story land
            D7        G
Won't it be wonderful there

Won't it be wonderful there
                     D7
Having no burdens to bear
G                     C             G
Joyously singing with heart-bells a-ringing
            D7        G
Won't it be wonderful there

                         C               G
Walking and talking with Christ the Supernal One
                      D7
Won't it be wonderful there
G                    C          G
Praising adoring the Matchless Eternal One
            D7        G
Won't it be wonderful there

repeat #2

                             C        G
There where the tempest will never be sweeping us
                      D7
Won't it be wonderful there
G                     C            G
Sure that forever the Lord will be keeping us
            D7        G
Won't it be wonderful there

repeat #2

22486. Won't Let You Down

Chris Hillman - Won't Let You Down

I've got a new song for you one that I wrote yesterday
It doesn't have a tune in fact it's so new it ain't got a name
For that life of whiskey and wine  was so fine for awhile
Oh with the years and the times and the styles
Then you walked in the room    cut through the gloom
You made a new mood it wasn't too soon
And I won't let you down  I won't let you down
Even though I may not know everything that's around
And don't let me down  don't let me down
I'll give you my word  my word is all that I have

Now I went to see the gypsy queen just to find out where I stand
She said you don't need any thing you've got it all
In the palm of your hand
For that life of whiskey and wine  was so fine for awhile



Oh with the years and the times and the styles
Since you walked in the room    cut through the gloom
You made a new mood it wasn't too soon
And I won't let you down  I won't let you down
Even though I may not know everything that's around
And don't let me down  don't let me down
I'll give you my word  my word is all that I have

22487. Won't Make Love At All - Chords

Won't Make Love At All 
Pokey LaFarge

[Intro]
C* A D G C
G C G C
 
  C*    A
/-3-2-1-0-/
/-5-4-3-2-/
/-5-4-3-2-/
/-5-4-3-2-/
/-3-2-1-0-/
/---------/
 
G
On Monday you say that you're too tired
C
from workin' all day long
G
On Tuesday you turn on the TV
C
just to see what is on
B A
On Wednesday and Thursday
        D              G        C
you say man won't you leave it alone (I say I can't baby)
   D
On Friday and Saturday you get so drunk
           G
that you pass out when you get home
 
[Chorus]
       C                          A
So, if i can't make love all the time
       D          G       C
then I won't make love at all
   C                          A
I ain't gonna sit by the telephone
   D                 G
and wait for you to call
 
  C                   C7



I ain't gonna beg, I ain't gonna plead
F
just cause you don't know what you need
    C                           A
if I, can't make love all the time
        D          G       C
then I won't make love at all
 
[Solo]
 
       C                          A
So, if I can't make love all the time
       D          G       C
then I won't make love at all
   C                          A
I ain't gonna sit by the telephone
   D                 G
and wait for you to call
 
  C                   C7
I ain't gonna beg, i ain't gonna plead
F
just cause you don't know what you need
    C                           A
if I, can't make love all the time
        D          G       C
then I won't make love at all

22488. Won't You Be Mine

Won't You Be Mine 
Stanley Brothers

Can't you hear the nightbirds cryin' 
Can't you hear that lonesome dove 
Sayin won't you come back darlin' 
To the only one you love 
 
CHORUS : 
Meet me out on a mountain 
Underneath the lonesome pine 
Where we vowed we'd love each other 
Darlin' say won't you be mine 
 
Where the mountain laurel's blooming 
And the wildwood blossom blow 
There we vowed to love each other 
In our childhood long ago   
 
Then I left my little darling 
Lord I've rambled for so long 
Many times I prayed to see her 
Now I'm on my way back home



22489. Won't You Come And Sing For Me

Won't You Come and Sing for Me
Hot Rize - Railroad Earth

I feel the shadows now upon me
And the angels beckon to me
Before I go dear sisters and brothers
Won't you come and sing for me

Sing those hymns we sang together
In that plain little church with the benches all worn
How dear to my heart how precious the moments
We stood shaking hands and singing a song

My burden is heavy my way has grown weary
I have traveled a road that is long
And it would warm this old heart my dear brother
If you come and sing me one song

In my home beyond the dark river
Your sweet faces no more I will see
Until we meet where there's no more sad parting
Won't you come and sing for me

22490. Won't You Come Home And Talk To A Stranger

Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Won't You Come Home And Talk To A Stranger

Well, I was out a drinking with a couple of friends of mine
When the bartender handed me the telephone
And said there's my wife on the line
Well, I told her I was just a drinking with the couple of buddies I knew
But she told me in a few short words just what she wanted me to do

She said won't you come home and talk to a stranger
You might even make yourself a friend
So won't you come home and talk to a stranger
It's the only place in days you haven't been

Well, I sat there about an hour a talking with the rest of the guys
When she walked to that front door she had get home in her eyes
She said you've talked and danced with every woman in town but me
If you just come around the house you might like my company

She said won't you come home and talk to a stranger
You might even make yourself a friend
So won't you come home and talk to a stranger



It's the only place in days you haven't been
It's the only place in days you haven't been

22491. Won't You Give Me One More Chance

Jerry Jeff Walker - Won't You Give Me One More Chance

Don't you think I know
You don't want me anymore
How you've turned off to me
Like the closing of the door
When I search your eyes
For a sign that you care
All I see is goodbye
And you wish that I weren't here

CHORUS:
Won't you give me one more chance
To make it with you
Forget about the bad we had
Don't beleive we're through
Come and lie with me
Like the way you used to do
'Cause you're the only thing
I've got to hold on to
Thought I knew all the ways
Love can go blind
Like the winter deep and cold
In the heat of summertime
And though I feel a part of you
Is somehow out of tune
It's something I can't see
Like the dark side of the moon

CHORUS 3X
Every good love affair deserves another chance

22492. Won't You Remember My Name

Won't You Remember My Name
Jeremy Garrett

[Verse 1]
Another day to win, another not to loose
Another day to chase away these silver medal blues
Livin' on a dream won't get you very far
If you don't get up and get ready, someone else will set the bar

[Chorus]



Running toward the finish line
That's why I'm still in the game
Won't be long, but when I'm gone
Won't you remember my name?

[Verse 2]
When you're bogged down in the mud, trying to get out
Muscle up your strength, you got no time for any doubt
I'm always on the go, goin' for the win
Buddy, let me tell you, I can take it on the chin

[Chorus]
Running toward the finish line
That's why I'm still in the game
Won't be long, but when I'm gone
Won't you remember my name?

[Instrumental Break]

[Chorus]
Running toward the finish line
That's why I'm still in the game
Won't be long, but when I'm gone
Won't you remember my name?

22493. Won't You Save Your Heart For Me

Won't You Save Your Heart For Me

Chorus:
Won't you save your heart for me. 
I'll make it worth your time. 
Love like yours is so hard to find, 
won't you save your heart for me.
Verse 1:
I'm not the stayin' kind, 
that's why it's so hard for me. 
I've been a rambler for a long, long time, 
and your friends are telling you I'll always be. 
Chorus:
Verse 2:
I've never felt way before, 
you make me want to settle down. 
But the highway's calling right outside your door, 
I'll dream about you 'til the next time around.
Chorus:

22494. Won'tcha Please Don't Do It



Pokey LaFarge - Won'tcha Please Don't Do It

My girl's rose on another man's vine
My heart pickled in a jug of wine
No one to turn to in my time of need
It's up to you what will become of me

Chorus:
Won'tcha please don't do it, won'tcha please don't do it
Won'tcha please don't do it, baby don'tcha break my heart
Well, she's so important that I kill myself like this
Drink and smoke and starvin' from the memory of her kiss
I gave myself no choice when I gave her everything
I sealed my fate forever when I offered her my ring

Chorus

Bridge:
Oh I wish you would have patience to listen while I say this
Oh don't treat me this way, it's gonna come back to you
You're by far and away the most evil girl that I've ever seen
It's probably best that you stay away from me
You should be thankful that I do not own a gun
Why?  Cause I want to get even for all the evil things you've done

Chorus
Bridge
Chorus

22495. Wonder

Wonder
Josh Turner - Wonder

I wonder, do you think about me
Flyin' down the highway
Just you and the radio
I wonder if we were still together
If we would be happy
Like we were not that long ago

Would we be holdin' each other
So close under the covers
If I hadn't screwed it all up
Would it matter if I ever called you
Would sparks fly if I ever saw you
The truth is, I may never know
But I wonder

I wonder if you have a husband
Did you give him some children
Are you livin' the American dream
I wonder if there is a shoebox
Of pictures you've been hidin'



No one will ever see

Would we be holdin' each other
So close under the covers
If I hadn't screwed it all up
Would it matter if I ever called you
Would sparks fly if I ever saw you
The truth is, I may never know

I'm probably crazy for thinkin' these thoughts
About how it all could have been
It ain't every day that I dig up the past
But every now and then

I wonder would we be holdin' each other
So close under the covers
The truth is, I may never know
But I wonder
I wonder, I wonder
Oh, I wonder, oh, oh
I wonder, I wonder

22496. Wonder - Chords

Wonder 
The Lone Bellow

[Intro]
C
Mhhmm Mhhmm x5
 
[Verse 1]
C
I'm sipping on cheap coffee listening to 'Graceland'
C
Wondering if you'll write me, wondering why my life is like
      F
That sad old country song my family used to hum to
        C
And I'm working on a letter that I will never send you
 
 
[Verse 2]
      G                 Am
I'm riding in your pickup on our way to bedlam
Fmaj7
Taking in the moonlight, waiting for the rain to come
C                                   Dm
Crash down on our arms, we won't roll the windows up
         F
As "It stoned me" stamps this tree line, that memory of us
 
 



[Chorus]
        Am          F             G                     Em
I've taken every back road I probably shouldn't take
          F         C               G
I've wasted my time and let time waste away my days
              Am                    Fmaj7
Should I let go of the wonder? Let go of the wonder?
                                    C
I'll find it out beyond the trees
C
Mhhmm Mhhmm x4
 
 
[Verse 3]
C
Take away whatever bottled memory you had of me
C
Take the sorrow and the poison, I dreamt that I might need
          Fmaj7
Take the battered broken parts, I thought that I might be
              C
Leave them there among the wreckage, make it easier to see
 
 
[Verse 4]
           G                                Am
Take the drunken spirit calling, take the reasons that I left
           Fmaj7
Take the mistake of the fallen, take the couch and take the chest
C                               Dm            Fmaj7
Take away whatever hope I had of ever feeling
 
 
[Chorus]
        Am          F             G                   Em
I've taken every back road I probably shouldn't take
          F         C               G
I've wasted my time and let time waste away my days
               Am                    Fmaj7
Should I let go of the wonder? Let go of the wonder?
               Am                    Fmaj7
Should I let go of the wonder? Let go
 
 
[Bridge]
C
I need something to hold onto
              F                           C
Dead leaves bare feet our eyes were true
            G          Am
We can't unsee that field of view
       Fmaj7
I'm writing you a letter that I will never send you
G                     Am         Fmaj7
I need something to hold onto
 
 



[Chorus]
        Am          Fmaj7         G                     Em
I've taken every back road I probably shouldn't take
        F           C               G
I've wasted my time and let time waste away my days
               Am                    Fmaj7
Should I let go of the wonder? Let go of the wonder?
               Am                    Fmaj7
Should I let go of the wonder? Let go of the wonder?
                                   C
I'll find it out beyond the trees
 
 
[Outro]
C
Mhhmm Mhhmm *fade out

22497. Wonder Woman

John Hartford 
Wonder Woman

Last night I went flying with Wonder Woman
And she could see right through me
Way up high above the clouds
Over the house and through the trees

She said, "Come on, don't be afraid"
I thought she was kidding me
She made me feel so helpless
At the same time she set me free

She's taking a break from fighting crime
To take a break with me
She may be the girl next door to you
But she's Wonder Woman to me

She's taking a break from fighting crime
To take a break with me
She may be the girl next door to you
But she's Wonder Woman to me

22498. Wonder Woman - Chords

Wonder Woman 
Kacey Musgraves

[Intro]
B G#m E B D#m E B D#m G#m E B D#m B



 
[Verse 1]
B                    E      B                   E
I like where this is going, and you like it, too
B                    E
We rarely never ever don't see eye to eye
B             E
We're going to
 
[Pre-Chorus]
      C#m                    B
I can show you strong, I can fight for you
      G#m                          G#7       C#m B E
I can try to move mountains if you want me to
 
[Chorus]
                  B           G#m
But, baby, I ain't Wonder Woman
E                   B                     E
I don't know how to lasso the love out of you
                   B          G#m
Don't you know I'm only human?
E                B                  E
And if I let you down, I don't mean to
B              D#
All I need's a place to land
G#m            E        B               E
I don't need a Superman to win my lovin'
                      B           E
'Cause, baby, I ain't Wonder Woman
 
[Verse 2]
B                      E     B              E
Bet all that gold gets heavy weighin' on her
B                E      B                            E
I wonder if it's scary, always tryin' not to get hurt
 
[Pre-Chorus]
       C#m                    B
I know how it feels, it ain't easy
          G#m                 G#7
There's a reason why you only see it in the movies
 
[Chorus]
                   B           G#m
But, baby, I ain't Wonder Woman
E                   B                     E
I don't know how to lasso the love out of you
                   B          G#m
Don't you know I'm only human?
E                B                  E
And if I let you down, I don't mean to
B              D#
All I need's a place to land
G#m            E        B               E
I don't need a Superman to win my lovin'
                      B           E



'Cause, baby, I ain't Wonder Woman
 
[Bridge]
C#m B                 G#m  F#
You don't know how to fly, no
C#m B                   C#m E
That's okay, neither do I
 
[Chorus]
                   B           G#m
But, baby, I ain't Wonder Woman
E                   B                     E
I don't know how to lasso the love out of you
                   B          G#m
Don't you know I'm only human?
E                B                  E
And if I let you down, I don't mean to
B              D#
All I need's a place to land
G#m            E        B               E
I don't need a Superman to win my lovin'
                      B           E
'Cause, baby, I ain't Wonder Woman

22499. Wonderful World Outside - Chords

Wonderful World Outside 
Ralph Stanley & George Jones
 
[Intro]
D  D7  G C G
 
[Chorus]
G                      C
In this dreary hole of darkness,
      D7                     G
These doors will never swing wide,
G                      C
But will be my home forever,
       D7                 G
It's a wonderful world outside.
 
 
[Verse 1]
G                 C
The jury says I'm guilty,
    D7                    G
The judge said ninety and nine,
G                               C
The warden says no chance for a pardon,
        D                  G
To your wonderful world outside.
 



 
[Chorus]
G                      C
In this dreary hole of darkness,
      D7                     G
These doors will never swing wide,
G                      C
But will be my home forever,
       D7                 G
It's a wonderful world outside.
 
 
[Instrumental]
G  C  D7  G
G  C  D7  G
 
 
[Verse 2]
G                          C
I knew not where she would lead me,
         D7                   G
I didn't know of a husband at home,
G                              C
The last word he said before I shot him,
               D                         G
You're not the man I've been watching so long.
 
 
[Chorus]
G                      C
In this dreary hole of darkness,
      D7                     G
These doors will never swing wide,
G                      C
But will be my home forever,
       D7                 G
It's a wonderful world outside.
 
 
[Outro]
G                     C
It will be my home forever,
              D7              N.C.
Though it's a wonderful world outside.

22500. Wondering

Emmylou Harris - Wondering

Wondering, wondering who's kissing you
Wondering, wondering if you're wondering too
Every hour through the day since you went away
I keep wondering, yes, wondering if you're wondering too



I pray every night to the good Lord above
To send back to me the one I really love

Wondering, wondering who's kissing you
Wondering, wondering if you're wondering too
Every hour through the day since you went away
I keep wondering, yes, wondering if you're wondering too

I pray every night to the good Lord above
To send back to me the one I really love

Wondering, wondering who's kissing you
Wondering, wondering if you're wondering too
Every hour through the day since you went away
I keep wondering, yes, wondering if you're wondering too

22501. Wonderland

Wonderland
Downhill Bluegrass Band

Broken cups and self-esteem
stained rugs and long lost dreams
Some have settled in the mud
Others vanished with the flood

In to fields of rye I run
I hide I fear the setting sun
And the wind will soon reply
Deeper you go deeper strive

Let me rest here for a while
Let me breathe my own consistence
Then I'll be fine, yes I will be fine
Let me make it all worth while
Whisper words of no insistence
if you glow
I'll start to shine

Send me of to wonderland
Let me join that marching band
Can you hear that trumpet blow
I will meet you there I know
Through that rabbit hole I slide
Over to the other side
I will wear a golden crown
I will wear it upside down

Scattered pieces on the ground
treasures lost and never found
once we owned our wilderness
and held it closely to our chests



Through the woods down crocked trails
over hills and countless tales
A little while and I will be gone
at the rise of early dawn

22502. Wonderwall

Little Big Town - Wonderwall (Apple Music Sessions)

[Verse 1]
Today is gonna be the day
That they're gonna throw it back to you
By now, you shoulda somehow
Realized what you gotta do
I don't believe that anybody
Feels the way I do about you now

[Verse 2]
Backbeat, the word is on the street
That the fire in your heart is out
I'm sure you've heard it all before
But you never really had a doubt
I don't believe that anybody
Feels the way I do about you now

[Pre-Chorus]
And all the roads we have to walk are winding
And all the lights that lead us there are blinding
There are many things that I
I'd like to say to you, but I don't know how
I don't know how

[Chorus]
BRcause maybe
You're gonna bR the one that saves me
And after all
You're my wonderwall

[Verse 3]
Today was gonna be the day
But they'll never throw it back to you
By now, you shoulda somehow
Realized what you're not to do
I don't believe that anybody
Feels the way I do about you now
Oh, now

[Pre-Chorus]
And all the roads that lead you there were winding
And all the lights that light the way are blinding
There are many things that I
I'd like to say to you, but I don't know how



Oh, I don't know how

[Chorus]
Because maybe
You're gonna be the one that saves me
And after all
Oh, you're my wonderwall
And I said, I said maybe, oh, maybe
You're gonna be the one that saves me
And after all
Hey, you're my wonderwall

[Outro]
And I said, I said maybe
You're gonna be the one that saves me
You're gonna be the one that saves me
You're gonna be the one that saves me

22503. Wondrous Love

Blue Highway - Wondrous Love 

What wondrous Love is this, oh my soul, oh my soul
What wondrous Love is this, oh my soul
What wondrous Love is this that caused the Lord of Bliss
To bear the dreadful curse for my soul, for my soul
To bear the dreadful curse for my soul

What wondrous Love is this, oh my soul, oh my soul
What wondrous Love is this, oh my soul
What wondrous Love is this that caused the Lord of Bliss
To bear the dreadful curse for my soul, for my soul
To bear the dreadful curse for my soul

When I was sinking down, sinking down, sinking down
When I was sinking down, sinking down
When I was seeking down beneath God's righteous frown,
Christ laid aside His crown for my soul, for my soul
Christ laid aside His crown for my soul

And when from death I'm free, I'll sing on, I'll sing on
And when from death I'm free, I'll sing on
And when from death I'm free, I'll sing and joyful be
And through eternity I'll sing on, I'll sing on
And through eternity I'll sing on 

What wondrous Love is this, oh my soul, oh my soul
What wondrous Love is this, oh my soul
What wondrous Love is this that caused the Lord of Bliss
To bear the dreadful curse for my soul, for my soul
To bear the dreadful curse for my soul



22504. Wondrous Love

Wondrous Love
Watchhouse

[Verse 1]
Sometimes, when the sky is crystal clear
And the nighttime finds herself at rest
Free from city lights and noise pollution
I think of all the things that I love best
Got no time for TV or the news
Got no time to think of who done what
It's just me and the universe surrounding
A heart so free and full of wondrous love

[Chorus]
Wondrous love, wondrous love

[Verse 2]
I think of all the traveling that I've done
I think of all the traveling I could do
I could travel on and on and only
Travel 'round in circles 'til I'm blue
This sort of thought leaves me no despair
It pours me out then fully fills me up
It leads my heart infinitely onward
Across a universe abound with wondrous love

[Chorus]
Wondrous love

[Outro]
Someday the stars will align
And everybody watching will turn to one another
And be kind

22505. Wood And Wire - Chords

Wood And Wire
Recorded by George Jones
written by Kenny Beard and Michael Mahler

C
Find a dream  put off for the families needs 
F                            C
He puts in eight down at the factory 
F                              C
When he gets home his feet are tired 
F                             Am



If he had his way he'd been a working 
         C        G7       C
With his hands on wood and wire 

        F                C
Saginaw spruce Tennessee maple 
                                 G7
Sears and Roebuck  Black Diamond strings 
        Am    F            C
Late at night he fans that fire 
                           G7       C
When he grabs hold of that wood and wire 

Days  years  his dream just disappears 
F                         C
They never once heard him complaining 
F                         C
They're every wish is his desire 
F                              Am
And without them he might have made it 
         C        G7       C
With his hands on wood and wire 

Repeat #2
 
F                      C
If you ask him he will tell you 
        F             G7
That he don't have no regrets 
           Am       F         C
Then he'll take his calloused fingers 
                G7           C
And let 'em fly across those frets 
 
Repeat #2

        Am    F            C
Late at night he fans that fire 
                           G7       C
When he grabs hold of that wood and wire

22506. Woodburning

Glen Phillips - Woodburning

Say what I need I kick you down
No I'm fine, and don't you hang around
And I find myself here in another home
Where everything moves so slow
So tired
Take the longest day, throw it all away
I can't stand it but I can't do anything
Everyday's the same, nothing ever change



I can't stand it but I can't do anything
You should know by now we're all liars
Take me where you go, only higher
Take the longest day, waste it all away
I can't stand it but I can't do anything
Everyday's the same, nothing ever change
I can't stand it but I can't do anything
Can't do anything
Anything you want
Anything you want
Anything
Take the longest day, throw it all away
I can't stand it but I can't do anything
Everyday's the same, nothing ever change
I can't stand it but I can't do anything (x3)
Here in another home
Where everything moves so slow
So tired

22507. Woodrow Wilson

Emmylou Harris - Woodrow Wilson

She said her father looked like Woodrow Wilson
She said her father looked like Woodrow Wilson
Presiding from behind prescription lenses
She said her father looked like Woodrow Wilson

She said her mother act like a first lady
She said her mother act like a first lady
She'd been having those problems lately
She said she's going to the clinic on Wednesday

She said her brother wished he was a negro
She said her brother wished he was a negro
Went to school in African-american studies
Once he had a picture taken with Adam Clayton Powell

She said her father looked like Woodrow Wilson
She said her father looked like Woodrow Wilson
I saw him once and thought he looked just a little bit like Truman
I know for a fact he has an Eisenhower ashtray

22508. Woods Lake

Woods Lake
Kitchen Dwellers - Woods Lake

I took time to send you something



It takes time to reach you there
But it takes no time to push what's left to shove
And there's those careless expectations
And all the places that you'd run
When the pills run out that got us through those nights
And in the morning sin
When the shakes set in
I'll bury our hearts in Golden
In vain of the songs we used to know
We could walk away
We could walk away
We could walk away
We could walk away
I see you've been up to our old spot
Down south of old Woods Lake
I can tell by the tirR tracks tearing up the back of the mountain
But you can't go back in timR
When your radio dial's broke
And there's nothing left up there to keep us whole
And in the morning sin
When the shakes set in
I'll bury our hearts in Golden
In vain of the songs we used to know
We could walk away
We could walk away
We could walk away
We could walk away
That red dirt's been on the dash about a decade now
All those effigies were burning holes in the bench seats
And while you never cared, and I never thought
There was something about it, it was nothing but love

22509. Woods Of Darney

Richard Thompson - Woods of Darney

I found your picture in a corporal's pocket 
His cold fingers still pressed it to his chest 
Sniper's bullet took his eyes and his breath away 
Now he lies out in the forest with the rest 

You looked shy in your grandmother's wedding dress 
Feet set wide like a farm girl stands 
Too young to love and too young to lose 
In a cracked picture frame in a dead man's hands 

I kept it with me for the luck, for the magic 
Maybe fate wouldn't strike in the same place twice 
But something stirred and I dared to dream of you 
And I knew I'd look for you if I should survive 

Whe we stood down at last it was easy to find you 
And mine was the shoulder you cried on that day 



Just an old comrade doing his duty 
Bringing the news from the woods of Darney 

When I showed you the picture, perhaps I felt jealousy 
As your tears welled up with each reminisce 
And my hands may be rougher and my tongue may be coarser 
But I knew I could give you a love good as his 

Now we lie in the darkness together 
Often we lie without speaking this way 
As you stare in the dark do you see your young corporal 
Who never came back from the woods of Darney 

Is it him that you see when we make love together? 
Is it him that you see when war fills the sky? 
Was he there as you stood in your grandmother's wedding dress 
As we made our own vows, you and I? 

Now the bugle calls, they say this is the big one 
A curse on the life of a soldier, you say 
But don't you know that's a soldier's small comfort 
For the bugle to sound, and to hear, and obey 

And I'll carry your picture, the one that he carried 
I'll wear your innocence and take my chance 
On a frozen field, in a far-flung war 
To win back what we lost in a field in France 

And it's many a soldier who goes into battle 
Your corporal and I, we just hear and obey 
Perhaps we'll lie in the darkness together 
With your love to bind us, in the woods of Darney

22510. Woods Of Sipsey

Woods Of Sipsey
Claire Lynch

In the woods of Sipsey
The trees are so tall
an unscalable wall
So high and green

Oh beware in Sipsey
There're snakes on the ground  
they move with no sound
If you happen to venture in

In the woods of Sipsey
No lights after dark
except for the stars
That hang in space
When the air is misty



It hovers the glade with shadow and shade
It's a backward, forsaken place!

And the mulberry river sings
Where the birds still have room for their wings
They fly fly over my home

Down in the woods of Sipsey

There's a path in Sipsey
That leads to the graves where my ancestors lay
It comforts me
Just to know in Sipsey
A light year from now, in this same hallowed ground
I'll be resting in peaceful sleep

And the mulberry river will sing
Where the birds still have room for their wings
They'll fly fly over my home
Down in the woods of Sipsey

22511. Woodstock

Woodstock
Joni Mitchell

I came upon a child of God
He was walking along the road
And I asked him, where are you going
And this he told me
I'm going on down to Yasgur's farm
I'm going to join in a rock 'n' roll band
I'm going to camp out on the land
I'm going to try an' get my soul free

We are stardust
We are golden
And we've got to get ourselves
Back to the garden

Then can I walk beside you
I have come here to lose the smog
And I feel to be a cog in something turning
Well maybe it is just the time of year
Or maybe it's the time of man
I don't know who l am
But you know life is for learning

We are stardust
We are golden
And we've got to get ourselves
Back to the garden



By the time we got to Woodstock
We were half a million strong
And everywhere there was song and celebration
And I dreamed I saw the bombers
Riding shotgun in the sky
And they were turning into butterflies
Above our nation

We are stardust
Billion year old carbon
We are golden
Caught in the devil's bargain
And we've got to get ourselves
Back to the garden

22512. Woodward Creek

Tyler Childers - Woodward Creek

[Verse 1]
I've ran around
And I've seen a thing or two
Leave that highway black and blue
With the will beneath my feet
And I can tell ya now
Them girls and the whole delight
The way you look tonight, smilin' back at me

[Chorus]
Walk across the bridge and rest your head upon my shoulder
Tell me I'm the one to hold ya till the world runs out of steam
Sing to me a song you wrote
Tear me all to pieces girl
Kiss me like you mean it once before you fall asleep

[Verse 2]
I got kin
Up north where the wind blows cold
We'll leave tomorrow
Stay drunk for a few good days
When we've spent every dime I've worked to save
We can pack it up
Come back to woodward creek

[Chorus]
Walk across the bridge and rest your head upon my shoulder
Tell me I'm the one to hold ya till the world runs out of steam
Sing to me a song you wrote
Tear me all to pieces girl
Kiss me like you mean it once before you fall asleep

[Verse 3]
I've got plans



That'll take me far from Irvine
But if I could, Lord knows I'd love to stay
We've got time 'fore I leave these mountains
One more night on the banks of woodward creek

[Chorus]
Walk across the bridge and rest your head upon my shoulder
Tell me I'm the one to hold ya till the world runs out of steam
Sing to me a song you wrote
Tear me all to pieces girl
Kiss me like you mean it once before you fall asleep

22513. Woody Guthrie

Leftover Salmon - Woody Guthrie

[Verse]
Hey Woodie Guthrie I wish that you could see
How the highways have rolled by our doors
Internet highways, subways and skyways
But nobody's hitching no more
When you were rambling, hard times and gambling
With miners and migrants of old
You walked the line, you spoke your mind
Telling stories that had to be told

[Chorus]
Hey Woody Guthrie where are you
We could sure use you once more
Hey Woody Guthrie where are you
The big dogs are back at the door

[Verse]
The pastures of plenty thRy're not seen by many
No faces appear at thR door
The fields are all empty in these pastures of money
'Cause farms don't need people no more
Somehow machines have stolen our dreams
And genetics are the new golden door
But the crops that we're breeding, are they for feeding
A corporation or the poor

22514. Woody Lady

Woody Lady

Sit down lady, we must talk
There is something I must say to you
I's been a ling and lonely walk we've had together



I must tell you that we're through
This woody guitar I hold in my hand
She will never set me free
No matter how much I love you, sweet lady
That's the way it's always been for me

Cause I hear a song
Lifted in the wind and I'll be gone
To try it onece again
This woody lady will always with me
She's the only kind of love I seem to need

You say that she can't love like you
I guess that what you say it true
You say that she will leave me old and sad and sorry
Like all woody ladies do
You know if I could change my mind
I wouldn't be this way at all
I'd take you back home to the fire with me, lady
But I know that someday I would fall

I'd hear a song
Lifted in the wind and I'd be gone
To try it once again
This woody lady will always be with me
She's the only kind of love I seem to need

22515. Word Song - Chords

Word Song
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G                                D7
I don't like big long words like Geography
                              G
All the little words are good enough for me
                          C
Every time I try to say a big word I get stuck
     G
Like fortopolyismin aww shucks
                              D7
I like little words that only have one part
                                 G
Rat and cat and dog they make me sound so smart
                                  C
I try to say big words but I mess up each time I do
     G
Like fortopolyismin aww bull
                                     D7
Well I wish they didn't have so many words so long
                                     G
It makes it even worse when they get in a song
                                      C



I know that big long words were never meant for me
     G
Like fortopolyismin well I'll be
                                  D7
I'd like to learn one big word to impress my friends
                              G
But I know I could never ever get it in
                                       C
One word that I know I will never ever learn to say
   G                   D7      G
Is fortopolyismingpreedinphycholay
Hey I did it
Fortopolyismin aww shucks

22516. Word Unspoken Sight Unseen - Chords

Word Unspoken Sight Unseen 
Richard Thompson
 
Dm     E                 C#       C              Bb
I must leave this tainted place of slow and hidden pain
Am             A
By all and any means
Dm      E             C#       C           Bb
All the past I shall erase and never look again
Am             A
On child's memories
 
Chorus:
F                  Bb    F
If you'll have me, truly have me
C      F       Bb      C
Word unspoken, sight unseen
F                  Bb    F
I'm new-born to be your lover
C      F       Bb      C
Word unspoken, sight unseen
 
Take my trophies from the rack, the medals from my chest
The walls wash clean
All my life is on my back and swiftness suits me best
I'm travelling lean
 
Chorus
 
So I come to you a shell make of me what you must
And I shall bend
What you need I cannot tell but I shall sweep the dust
And patch and mend
 
Chorus



22517. Word Unspoken, Sight Unseen

Richard Thompson - Word Unspoken, Sight Unseen

I must leave this tainted place
Of slow and hidden pain
By all and any means
All the past I shall erase
And never look again
On child's memories

If you'll have me, truly have me
Word Unspoken, Sight Unseen
I'm new-born to be your lover
Word Unspoken, Sight Unseen

Take my trophies from the rack.
The medals from my chest
The walls wash clean
All my life is on my back
And swiftness suits me best
I'm travelling lean

So I come to you a shell
Make of me what you must
And I shall bend
What you need I cannot tell
But I shall sweep the dust
And patch and mend

22518. Words

Lucinda Williams - Words

I would rather suffer sweet silent solitude
Deathly defiant from drowning out
Filthy sounds stumbling, ugly and cruel
Between the lips of your beautiful mouth

Deep down within me words move in phases
Frozen and still until they decide
To melt and drip over the pages
Until that moment they live inside

My words enjoy the feel of the paper
Better than me, lay with your consonants
Once they get going they never waver
And they slip in between your if, ands, and buts



When my words are hiding between the lines
Then I'm afraid they won't hear me call
What if they fail me without a sign?
What if they hardly surface at all?

Screaming and throwing your weight around
My words choose knowledge over politics
You can't kill my words...they know no bounds
My words are strong and they don't make me sick

They still remain my only companion
Boiling truth to the very end
They'll never ever completely abandon
Ever give up the paper and the pen

22519. Words Come Easy - Chords

Words Come Easy 
The Glaser Brothers feat. Tompall, Chuck & Jim
 
[Intro]
G G G G C C C
 
[Chorus]
C           F                           C
Words Come Easy Like The Wind When Your Sorry
           G                 C
But Your Only Sorry When You Want Me Back Again
           F                              C
And The Love That Used To Be Just Lives In My Memory
             G                    C
Words Come Easy For You But Not For Me
 
[Verse 1]
C                                G
You Forgotten Long Ago How To Be True
                                        C
And Your Sorry When Each New Love Tires Of You
C                                     F
Then You Hurry Back To See If There's Still A Chance With Me
G                                      C
And You Stay Just Long Enough To Know There Is
 
[Chorus]
C            F                            C
Words Come Easy Like The Wind When Your Sorry
            G                C
But Your Only Sorry When You Want Me Back Again
          F                               C
And The Love That Used To Be Just Lives In My Memory
             G                    C
Words Come Easy For You But Not For Me
 



                Turnaround
 
[Chorus]
C           F                            C
Words Come Easy Like The Wind When Your Sorry
             G                C
But Your Only Sorry When You Want Me Back Again
           F                             C
And The Love That Used To Be Just Lives In My Memory
             G                     C
Words Come Easy For You But Not For Me

22520. Words Fell

Lucinda Williams - Words Fell

Words Fell
Like roses at our feet
When you let me see you cry
Your silent lips against my cheek
Words Fell
On a night as black as coal
Your kisses traveled deep
Your eyes pierced my soul
Words Fell

Words Fell
In another place and time
We lived within the woods
Ate berries from the vine
Words Fell
When we lay among the stones
And watched the Druids dance
And walked along the rocky shores
Words Fell

Words Fell
In another place and time
I knew your mournful blue
Knew your golden grace
Words Fell
When we let the ocean hold us
And sank beneath the waves
In the silences of the roses
Words Fell
Words Fell
Words Fell



22521. Work

Little Big Town - Work

You gotta work
You gotta work
Push on when the day is gone
We gon' find a way
Match on, sing along
We gon' find a way
You're more than world to me
And you got me believe
You gotta work
Sun up, sun down
Somebody's gotta do it
When aid done, no one's around
Somebody's gotta do it
You can sit around with your hand ??
Get your boots on, play the ground
You gotta work
I know the road is deep
I know the journey's long
I know it's naturally
So, I've got to carry on
And when I'm in too deep
I need you to help me to be strong
It ain't gonna happen on its own
You gotta work
Even in the night time, the heaven fall
We gon' find a way
Love is on, I can hear you call
We gon' find a way
If you ain't getting what you need
Then you best believe
You gotta work
Sun up, sun down
Somebody's gotta do it
When aid done, no one's around
Somebody's gotta do it
You can sit around with your hand ??
Get your boots on, play the ground
You gotta work
I know the road is deep
I know the journey's long
I know it's naturally
So, I've got to carry on
And when I'm in too deep
I need you to help me to be strong
It ain't gonna happen on its own
I know the road is deep
I know the journey's long
I know it's naturally
So, I've got to carry on
And when I'm in too deep
I need you to help me to be strong
It ain't gonna happen on its own
You gotta work



22522. Work In Progress

Alan Jackson - Work In Progress 

Ok, I forgot about the trash
I didn't trim the long hairs on my mustache
I did buy you a ring ( I believe it was back in '93)
Alright, I admit, I forgot our anniversary
I did pick up the baby
This mornin at the nursery
That ain't no big thing
It's a gold star for me
Chorus:
You get tired and disgusted with me
And i can't be just what you want me to be
I still love ya and I try real hard
I swear one day you'll have a brand new car
I even ask the lord to try and help me
He looked down from heaven, said to tell ya to please
"Just be patient, I'm a work in progress"
I'm sorry I got mad while waiting in the truck
It seemed like hours for you to get all dressed up
Just to go to Shoney's
On a Wednesday night
I read that book you gave me about Mars and Venus
I think it's sinkin in but I probably need to reread it
But, I'm starting to see now
What you've been saying is right
Chorus
I know you meant well when you bought those clogs
But my heels get hot down by the muffler on my hog
I'm sure they're stylish
But, I'll take my boots
And, I try to do that health thing like you want me to do
But that low fat, no fat is getting hard to chew
Now I love you're cookin' honey
But, sometimes, I need some real food
Chorus
Oh honey just be patient now, I'm a work in progress.

22523. Work To Do - Chords

Work To Do
Allison Moorer
 
[VERSE 1]
B
  I got a lot of work to do
B



Got to give you back your point of view
E          F#
  It suits   you fine
B           E
  It's just   not mine
   B       E      F#   B     F# E F#
So I got a lot of work to do
 
 
[VERSE 2]
B              E        B    F# E
I got a lot of space to fill
B                  F#  E          B    F# E
Cause I'm throwing out what ain't real
E         F#
  Here in    my head
B            E
  The things   you said
   B              F#       B
So I got a lot of space to fill
 
 
[BRIDGE]
G#m                 D#m    G#m             C#
It seems like every time I turn around you put me down
G#m        D#m          G#m             C#           B     E
  Over and over again I let you tell me how I wasn't good enough
F#
  That ain't love
 
 
[INSTRUMENTAL]
B F# E
B F# E
B E  F#
B E B E F#
B
 
 
[BRIDGE]
G#m         D#m       G#m                 C#
It goes ringin' in my mind don't hold the truth I know
G#m      D#m            G#m                C#              B      E
  I just keep on tryin' til those lies you told me fade on out of sight
      F#
If it takes time of mine
 
 
[VERSE 3]
B                           F# E
  I got a lot of work to do
B               F#        E        B    F# E
Got to give you back your point of view
E          F#
  It suits   you fine
B           E
  It's just   not mine



   B       E      F#   B
So I got a lot of work to do

22524. Workin'

Workin'
Tim O'Brien - Workin'

Workin on a building, workin in a mine
Workin on a railroad up and down the line
Workin on a river, workin on a boat

Workin on a log jam, anything that floats
Workin in the kitchen choppin with a knife
I been washin dishes all of my life
Workin in the morning, in the afternoon
Bringin in the harvest underneath the moon

Chorus:
I got two hands and a back that's strong
Put em in a rhythm, sing a workin man song
I been workin since the dawn of time
Anyone workin is a friend of mine

Workin with a hammer, workin with a saw
Workin in a library reading the law
Workin with paper, brushes and pens
Finish up a job then startin again
Kiss my woman goodbye, I'll be leavin soon
Workin at a square dance playin fiddle tunes
Workin on a big rig, hands on the wheel
Loadin up a trailer with three tons of steel
Chorus

Workin on a scaffold, workin on a ledge
Got a rope around me now to keep from fallin off the edge
Workin in the garden trimmin up the trees
Hoein up the rows, pullin up the weeds
Workin in a schoolhouse, workin on the news
Workin in a honky tonk playin the blues
Workin in a hospital fillin out forms
Settin broken bones, helpin babies be born
Chorus

Lookin in the mirror, wrinkles on my face
That's the price I pay for runnin this race
Savin up my wages put em in the bank
Payin on the mortgage, fillin my tank
Savin up for college, for a rainy day
Raisin up the chillen keep a workin a way
Doin what I can to keep the wolf from the door
Workin like my father and his father before
Chorus



22525. Workin' For a Livin'

Workin' For a Livin' - Garth Brooks

Somedays won't end ever and somedays pass on by, 
I'll be working here forever, at least until I die. 
Dammed if you do, dammed if you don't 
I'm supposed to get a raise week, you know damn well I won't. 

Workin for a livin 
Workin for a livin 
Workin for a livin, livin and workin 
I'm taking what they giving 'cause I'm working for a livin. 

Hey I'm not complaining 'cause I really need the work 
Hitting up my buddy's got me feeling like a jerk 
Car payment, insurance,alimony, rent . 
I get a check on Friday, but it's all ready spent. 

Workin for a livin 
Workin for a livin 
Workin for a livin, livin and workin 
I'm taking what they giving 'cause I'm working for a livin. 

Ooh, Workin for a livin 
Ooh, taking what they giving 
Ooh, Workin for a livin 
Ooh, ooh 

Bus boy, bartender, ladies of the night 
Grease monkey, ex-junky, winner of the fight 
Walking on the streets its really all the same Nascar,Rock star, any other day 

Workin for a livin 
Workin for a livin 
Workin for a livin, livin and workin 
I'm taking what they giving 'cause I'm working for a livin. 

Workin for a livin, livin and workin 
I'm taking what they giving 'cause I'm working for a livin. 
Workin for a livin, livin and workin

22526. Workin' In Corners

Nanci Griffith - Workin' In Corners

It's a southern road west of New Orleans
I'm fightin' off a cold
From these winter rounds



Houston
She's just around the corner
But I think I'll stop off here in Lafayette
Lord and have me another round

[Chorus:]
I've been workin' in corners all alone at night
Pullin' down whiskey
Keepin' my eyes away from the lights
I'll never be a fool but I will gamble foolishly
I've never let go of love
Till I lost it in my dreams
I don't want to go to sleep
'Cause I just might dream

I'm stronger now, there was a man in my hometown
He sang so pretty
I'm glad he turned my head around
But I'd forgotten how to play a one night stand
Lord I didn't have a word to say
Just holdin' that stranger's hand

[Chorus]

These city streets at five in the mornin'
I would've stopped to phone you
But I'm almost home
At my back door
There's a porch light that's shinin'
I just don't mind livin' here by myself
If I leave it on

[Chorus]

I don't want to go to sleep
'Cause I just might dream
Don't want to go to sleep
You know I sure can dream
And I sure can dream
Sure can dream

22527. Workin' It Out - Chords

Workin' It Out 
Flatt & Scruggs

[Chorus]
A                       D7
I've been a long (time) workin' it out
A                       E7
I've been a long (time) workin' it out
A                       D7
I've been a long (time) workin' it out



A                     E7     A
I've been a long time workin' it out
 
[Verse 1]
A                       D7
Spend my life looking for a shoulder
A                       E7
To lay my head on as the nights get colder
A                       D7
Days are getting shorter and I'm a getting older
A                     E7     A
It's a long time working it out
 
[Chorus]
A                       D7
I've been a long (time) workin' it out
A                       E7
I've been a long (time) workin' it out
A                       D7
I've been a long (time) workin' it out
A                     E7     A
I've been a long time workin' it out
 
[Verse 2]
A                       D7
Gotta a little woman to scrub my floors
A                       E7
Down the road got 2 or 3 more
A                       D7
None of them knows about the one next door
A                     E7     A
I've been a long time working it
 
[Chorus]
A                       D7
I've been a long (time) workin' it out
A                       E7
I've been a long (time) workin' it out
A                       D7
I've been a long (time) workin' it out
A                     E7     A
I've been a long time workin' it out
 
[Verse 3]
A                       D7
Late one nite I stole me some money
A                       E7
For a diamond ring just to give. My honey
A                       D7
Judge said boy if you think that's funny
A                     E7     A
I've been a long time workin' it out
 
[Chorus]
A                     D7
It's a long time working it out
A                       E7



I've been a long (time) workin' it out
A                       D7
I've been a long (time) workin' it out
A                     E7     A
I've been a long time workin' it out
 
[Verse 4]
A                       D7
I look around me and what do I see
A                       E7
The whole wide worlds got troubles like me
A                       D7
Between taxes and thistles and the deep blue see
A                     E7     A
It's a long time working it out
 
[Chorus]
A                       D7
I've been a long (time) workin' it out
A                       E7
I've been a long (time) workin' it out
A                       D7
I've been a long (time) workin' it out
A                     E7     A
I've been a long time workin' it out

22528. Workin' Man

Workin' Man (Nowhere To Go)
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Sittin' alone in the dark,
Wastin' my time in a park
'cause I've got nowhere to go.
Had me a job til the market fell out,
Tried hard to borrow but there was no help
Now I've got nowhere to go.

I need a job for these two hands
I'm a workin' man
With nowhere to go

One last look at my land
Auctioneer with his gavel in hand
and he says "it's got to go."
Worked this peice all my life
it broke my heart and it took my wife
Now I've got nothing to show

I need a job for these two hands
I'm a workin' man
with nowhere to go



Wandered aimless in the city
with my dirt workin' boots and my old straw hat in hand
singing a song by Woody Guthrie
This land is your land; it ain't my land
I'm a workin' man, with nowhere to go

I was born to the sunrise
Breaking back all day
Now I've got something to say
I am broke but not broken
and I am not alone
cause there's a lot of folks
with nowhere to go

Are they ever gonna understand?
You can't leave a workin' man
with nowhere to go.

Are they ever gonna understand?
You can't leave a workin' man
with nowhere to go

22529. Workin' Man Blues

Workin' Man Blues

It's a big job just gettin' by with nine kids and a wife
But I've been workin' man, dang near all my life but I'll keep workin'
Long as my two hands are fit to use 
I'll drink my beer in a tavern
Sing a little bit of these working man blues

I keep my nose on the grindstone, I work hard every day
I might get a little tired on the weekend, after I draw my pay
Then I'll go back workin', come Monday morning I'm right back with the crew
I'll drink a little beer that evening
Sing a little bit of these working man blues

Sometimes I think about leaving, do a little bummin' around
I want to throw my bills out the window catch a train to another town
I'll go back working, I gotta buy my kids a brand new pair of shoes
I drink a little beer in a tavern
Cry a little bit of these working man blues, here comes that workin' man

Well, hey, hey, the working man, the working man like me
I ain't never been on welfare, 'n that's one place I won't be
I'll be working long as my two hands are fit to use
I'll drink my little beer in a tavern
Sing a little bit of these working man blues, this song for the workin' man



22530. Workin' On A Big Chill

Vince Gill - Workin' on a Big Chill

Here comes the weekend, sure could use
Some relaxation to shake these blues
Fill up the cooler with a little good cheer
Hand me my sun shades, I'm checkin' out of here

I'm workin' on a big chill
(Workin', workin' on a big chill)
Lord, I'm workin' on a big chill
(Workin', workin' on a big chill)
(Workin' on a big chill)

Hook up the camper, head for the lake
Sit on my tail bone, them fish can wait
Pick up my baby, she's going too
A little skinny dippin', Lord is good for you

I'm workin' on a big chill
(Workin', workin' on a big chill)
I'm workin' on a big chill
(Workin', workin' on a big chill)
(Workin' on a big chill)

Workin' on a

Now we ain't leavin' till the suds are gone
Call everybody, there's a party goin' on
Come Monday mornin', it's back to the grind
Come on baby, let's have a good time

We'll be workin' on a big chill
(Workin', workin' on a big chill)
And we'll be workin', Lord, on a big chill
(Workin', workin' on a big chill)

We'll be workin' on a big chill
(Workin', workin' on a big chill)
And we'll be workin', baby, on a big chill

Workin' on a
Workin' on a
Workin' on a

22531. Workin' On A World

Iris Dement - Workin' On A World

[Verse 1]
I got so down and troubled
I nearly lost my head



I started wakin' every morning
Filled with sadness, fear and dread
The world I took for granted
Was crashing to the ground
And I realized I might not live long enough
To ever see it turn around

[Verse 2]
Oh, but then I got to thinkin'
Of the ones who came before
Of all the sacrifices that they made
To open up so many doors
Doors I got to walk through
On streets paved for me
By people who were workin' on a world
They never got to see

[Chorus]
Now I'm workin' on a world I may never see
I'm joinin' forces with thR warriors of love
Who came beforR and will follow you and me
I get up in the mornin' knowing I'm privileged just to be
Workin' on a world I may never see

[Verse 3]
I don't have all the answers
To the troubles of the day
But neither did all our ancestors
And they persevered anyway
When I see a little baby
Reaching out its arms to me
I remember why I'm workin' on a world
I may never see

[Chorus]
I'm workin' on a world I may never see
Joinin' forces with the warriors of love
Who came before and will follow you and me
I get up in the mornin' knowing I'm privileged just to be
Workin' on a world I may never see
I'm workin' on a world I may never see

22532. Working

Working - Deadly Gentlemen

Working every single week in this city,
But daydreaming about better days and blackbirds.
Time goes slowly somehow even backwards.

This clock just goes so slowly,
I think it's busted I don't trust it,
I've been dying since I got here,



What do I do all day?
Sometimes it is not clear.

But work's not bad and work's not hard,
I don't kill chickens or break rocks in a yard,
Work's not bad and it's not that tough,
And I'm not breaking my neck, or my back, or my balls in the rough.

Middle of the workday,
I take a look in the mirror,
Sweet Jesus, I think I see a gray hair,
And can anybody please explain,
Why when the work's all done,
You've still got to stay there?
Just staring out the window,
At all kinds of people,
Having fun in the sun on the sidewalk,
Who are they? Why aren't they working?
I'm here every single day, all day,
Just working and working and working.

'Cause this particular week,
Work's a bit of a wankfest,
Saying you're welcome a lot,
And coming up thankless,
I just went out on a Tuesday,
I'm starting to wish that I drank less.

But work's not bad and work's not hard,
I don't kill chickens or break rocks in a yard,
Work's not bad and it's not that tough,
And I'm not breaking my neck, or my back, or my balls in the rough.

Please don't let me tell you this is some kind of a tragedy,
But I swear to God,
This clock is trying to trick me,
'Cause how can a workday be so long and severe,
When the rest of the day blows by so quickly?

Working every single week in this city,
But daydreaming about better days and blackbirds,
Time goes slowly somehow even backwards.

But work's not bad and work's not hard,
I don't kill chickens or break rocks in a yard,
Work's not bad and it pays alright,
And I can still go out drinking on Tuesday night,
Still make it to work in the morning with that feeling in my head,
And my throat all scratchy and my face a little bit red,
But I know that the day does end and I will feel fine,
And I'm not sleeping alone or waiting in a welfare line.



22533. Working Class Hero

Alan Jackson - Working Class Hero 
(Alan Jackson/Don Sampson)

A callused right hand
Holds a shiny gold watch
For thirty years spent on the clock
But you won't see no tears
>From this workin' class hero
He's always been hard as a rock
But he knows he's too old
To really start over
Besides he just wouldn't know how
I guess he's just glad
That he's not alone
But he's got to wonder what now
'Cause there's no hall of fame for that working class hero
No statute carved out of stone
And his greatest reward is the love of a woman
And his children
So after he's gone
That old working class hero lives on
That three-bedroom house
He built in the '50s
Seems so much bigger today
With just him and mama
And not many bills
'Cause all of the kids moved away
What he's done with his life
Might not be remembered
But he's got every right to be proud
'Cause the blood sweatin' years
Of this workin' class hero
Is really what livin's about
'Cause there's no hall of fame for that working class hero
No statute carved out of stone
And his greatest reward is the love of a woman
And his children
So after he's gone
That old workin' class hero lives on
Yes, that workin' class hero lives on
That workin' class hero lives on

22534. Working For Somebody Else - Chords

Working For Somebody Else
The Brothers Comatose

[Intro]
E

[Verse 1]



E                    B                                 A                       E
Have mercy, I'm just kiddin' go and save your damn mercy for somebody else, It ain't good fo
r my health
E                    B                                        A
I'm sorry, I'm not sorry cause' you kinda wasted up all of my time
A                    E
but I still have my pride
 
 
[Chorus]
C#m            A                   E
I'm tired of working for somebody else
A                                      E
I can get along just alright all by myself
B                                                  F#m
I'm gonna bust that old dusty guitar right off the shelf
   A              E
I'm doing things my way
 
 
{Verse 2]
E                    B                                                A                        E
I'm movin', find a place way up high in the hills where a garden can grow, a good old country 
home
E                    B                                                           A
It'd be so soothin', get away from ya tryin' to breathe down my neck all of the time
A                             E
you can tow your own fuckin' line
 
 
[Chorus]
C#m            A                   E
I'm tired of working for somebody else
A                                      E
I can get along just alright all by myself
B                                                  F#m
I'm gonna bust that old dusty guitar right off the shelf
   A              E
I'm doing things my way
 
 
[Break]
E     B     A     E
E     B     A     E
 
 
[Chorus]
C#m            A                   E
I'm tired of working for somebody else
A                                      E
I can get along just alright all by myself
B                                                  F#m
I'm gonna bust that old dusty guitar right off the shelf
   A              E
I'm doing things my way
   A              E
I'm doing things my way



   A              E
I'm doing things my way
   A              E
I'm doing things my way

22535. Working Girl

Dolly Parton - Working Girl 

Some men find her sexy, some men disagree
But if she's not, it's not because she doesn't want to be
She wears a push-up bra from Freddericks, five inch high heel shoes
Maybelline and Rubinstein, and Avon's best perfume
She's a working girl
Chorus:
She's a working girl, she is single and free
She's a mother and wife and she's proud to be
A working girl
Some find her to aggressive, she don't know how to stop
Cause she's the kind that don't look down until it's from the top
She's elegant and stylish, French perfume and a fur
Designer clothes by Halston and Diane Von Furstenburg
And she's a working girl
Repeat Chorus
She has taken her place among the tallest of trees
But she weeps like a willow when she's brought to her knees
Cause she's a working girl
You'll find her dressed according to standard uniform
Cause she must dress in comfort for the job she must perform
She has so many faces, she wears so many names
She goes so many places and she does so many things
Cause she's a working girl
Repeat Chorus
Fade:
Repeat Chorus Twice

22536. Working Girl Blues

Working Girl Blues
Hazel Dickens & Alice Gerrard - Laurie Lewis

[Verse 1: Hazel Dickens]
Hey, hey-hey-hey
Got the early Monday morning working blues
I put on my ragged, worn-out working shoes
Well, the weekend was too short, but I can't choose
When the Lord made the working girl, he made the blues

[Pre-Chorus: Hazel Dickens & Alice Gerrard]



Well, I'm tired of working my life away
And givin' somebody else all of my pay
While they get rich on the profits that I lose
And leaving me here with the working girl blues

[Chorus: Hazel Dickens & Alice Gerrard]
I-dee-oh-lay-ee, working girl blues!
And I can't even afford a new pair of shoes
While they can live in any ol' penthouse they choose
And all that I've got is the working girl blues

[Verse 2: Hazel Dickens & Alice Gerrard]
My boss said a raise is due most any day
But, I wonder; will my hair be all turned gray
Before he turns that dollar loose and I get my dues?
And lose a little bit of these working girl blues?

[Pre-Chorus: Hazel Dickens & Alice Gerrard]
Well, said I'm tired of working my life away
And givin' somebody else all of my pay
While they get rich on the profits that I lose
And leaving me here with the working girl blues

[Chorus: Hazel Dickens & Alice Gerrard]
I-dee-oh-lay-ee, working girl blues!
And I can't even afford a new pair of shoes
While they can live in any ol' penthouse they choose
And all that I've got is the working girl blues

22537. Working Hard Ain't Hardly Working Anymore

Working Hard Ain't Hardly Working Anymore
Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice - Working Hard Ain't Hardly Working Anymore

[Verse 1]
We tried to work it out and give our love a chance
But it will never be the way it was before
We worked and we sacrificed to find our happiness
Workin' hard ain't hardly workin' anymore

[Chorus]
Workin' hard ain't hardly workin' anymore
Workin' overtime to hold onto the love we had before
I just clocked out and my bags are waitin' for me at the door
Workin' hard ain't hardly workin' anymore

[Verse 2]
If I knew that we had half a chance to make our love grow strong
There's no way I'd be walkin' out the door
But I'm tired of slavin' every day and never gainin' ground
Workin' hard ain't hardly workin' anymore

[Chorus]



Workin' hard ain't hardly workin' anymore
Workin' overtime to hold onto the love we had before
I just clocked out and my bags are waitin' for me at the door
Workin' hard ain't hardly workin' anymore

[Chorus]
Workin' hard ain't hardly workin' anymore
Workin' overtime to hold onto the love we had before
I just clocked out and my bags are waitin' for me at the door
Workin' hard ain't hardly workin' anymore

22538. Working Man

Dolly Parton - Working Man 

Coal miners, old and young, dirty and dusty coveralls
Silver lunch can in hand
Going down the rake, father and son
Carrying on that age old tradition
You see they are working men
CHORUS
It's a working man I am and I've been down underground
And I swear by God if I ever see the sun
Over any length of time, I can hold it in my mind
Then I will never again go down underground
At the age of sixteen years, he quarreled with his peers
And he swears there will never be another on
In the dark recess of the mine, where you age before your time
And the coal dust lies heavy on your lungs
REPEAT CHORUS
At the age of sixty-four, if he lives that long, he'll greet you at the door
And he'll gently lead you by the arm
In the dark recess of the mine, he can take you back in time
Tell you of the hardships that were there
REPEAT CHORUS TWICE
No, I never again will go down underground

22539. Working Man Blues - Chords

Working Man Blues
Recorded by Merle Haggard

G
It's a big job just getting by with nine kids and a wife
          
I been a working man dang near all my life 
        C                                       G
I'll be working long as my two hands are fit to use 
     D7



I'll drink my beer in a tavern 
                           C           G
Sing a little bit of these working man blues
I keep my nose on the grindstone I work hard every day
Might get a little tired on the weekend after I draw my pay
                 C
But I'll go back working come Monday morning 
                        G
I'm right back with the crew
     D7
I'll drink a little beer that evening 
                           C           G
Sing a little bit of these working man blues
Sometimes I think about leaving do a little bumming around
I wanna throw my bills out the window catch a train to another town
              C                                               G
But I go back working I gotta buy my kids a brand new pair of shoes
     D7
Yeah drink a little beer in a tavern
                          C           G
Cry a little bit of these working man blues
Hey hey the working man the working man like me
I ain't never been on welfare that's one place I won't be
              C                                       G
Cause I'll be working long as my two hands are fit to use
  D7
I drink a little beer in a tavern
                           C           G
Sing a little bit of these working man blues
repeat #3
     D7
Yeah drink a little beer in a tavern
                          C           G
Cry a little bit of these working man blues

22540. Working Man's Blues

The Devil Makes Three - Working Man's Blues
Sweaty Already String Band

Pete:
They say times are getting hard on a working man
Well they say times are getting hard on a working man
I don't care what time it is
I want what's mine and not what's his
I want to pull my wagon with my own two hands

They say there's not near enough here to go around
They say there's not near enough here to go around
I don't mine sharing bread and supper
But when it comes to tobacco it's each man's own
And if you brought your own bottle, come on and sit right down



Coop:
Sometimes it seems like everybody wants to bring you down
Yeah, sometimes it seems like everybody wants to bring you down
Don't go home and slash your wrists
Come out fighting with both your fists
I know you don't believe me but things sure could turn around

Lucia:
Seems like I've been down this lonesome road before
Seems like I've been down this lonesome road before
Sometimes I get to moving and I fall down flat
You know I took a beating but I ain't dying yet
Something keeps me getting up and coming back for more

Pete: 
Well they say times are getting hard on a working man
Yeah, they say times are getting hard on a working man
I don't care what time it is
I want what's mine and not what's his
I want to pull my wagon with my own two hands
I want to pull my wagon with my own two hands

22541. Working Man's Wage

Working Man's Wage - Del Mccoury Band

[Verse 1]
I've seen mornings when a thousand bales of hay
Looked like a mountain to a boy my age
And I've seen my papa in that hot southern sun
Move those mountains one by one

[Verse 2]
And I've seen that same man come home from the mill
Pull forty hours for a hundred dollar bill
I've watched him struggle and I've watched him age
Raising a family on a working man's wage

[Chorus]
I grew up on a working man's wage
Blood, sweat and tears on every dollar he made
For the little he earned, there was so much he gave
And I hopÐµ I am worthy of a working man's wage

[Verse 2]
I pick this guitar six nights a week
Papa can't believÐµ they're paying me
It'd be so easy to let it go to my head
There's just one thing that I can't forget

[Chorus]
I grew up on a working man's wage
Blood, sweat and tears on every dollar he made



For the little he earned, there was so much he gave
And I hope I am worthy of a working man's wage
[Outro]
I've seen mornings when a thousand bales of hay
Looked like a mountain to a boy my age

22542. Working On A Building

Working On A Building

If I was a sinner I'll tell you what I would do
I'd quit my sinning and I'd work on the building, too

I'm working on a building, I'm working on a building
I'm worknig on a building, for my Lord, for my Lord
It's a holy ghost building, it's a holy ghost building
It's a holy ghost building, for my Lord, for my Lord

If I was a gambler, I'll tell you what I would do
I'd quit my gambling and I'd work on the building, too

* Refrain

If I was a drunkard I'll tell you what I would do
I'd quit my drinking and I'd work on the building, too

* Refrain

If I was a preacher, I'll tell you what I would do
I'd keep on preaching and I'd work on the building, too

* Refrain

22543. Working On A Road

Working On A Road
(Working On The Road)
I'm Workin' on a Road (to Gloryland) 
Lester Flatt 1960

Chorus:
I'm workin' on a road, that leads to Glory.
I want to shake my Saviour's hand.
I'm building my hope, from things eternal.
I'm workin' on a road, to Gloryland.

Each day I get so lonely, while living here below.
My Saviour's waiting patiently, I'm planning, now, to go.
I want a firm foundation, that's built with Gods own hand.



So, now I've started building a road to Gloryland.

Chorus:

Oh listen to me sinners, Don't you want to go?
You know we have no promise, of living here below.
You know he suffered, for our sins and died, upon the cross.
For all who did believe on Him, their souls will not be lost.

Chorus:

And when this road is finished, I want to travel on.
I can hear the angels singin', up there around the throne.
I want to see my mother and take her by the hand.
As soon as I have finshed the road to Gloryland.

Chorus:

22544. Working On A Song

Todd Snider - Working on a Song

[Verse 1]
My first day in Nashville didn't seem like much of one
Drinking 'til I'd fallen asleep out in the sun
Working on a song I guess I'm still working on
It's called "Where Will I Go Now That I'm Gone?"

[Verse 2]
When that idea first came to me I was only twenty-two
At twenty-five I'd realized it was all that I could do
To make it to the end, but then again, I always knew
If I never got it finished I could die trying to

[Verse 3]
Last night I thought I had it right here in my hotel
Faded out the further asleep that I fell
When I woke up this morning I was more than twice my age
And I had left myself this note here on another empty page

[Verse 4]
"Where Will I Go Now That I'm Gone?"
They said "Maybe you're been chasing a song too long
It's turned into a song about a song you're working on
I mean it's gone, man, come on, let it go"

[Verse 5]
But you know, giving up a dream is just like making one come true
It's easy to sit around talking about, it's harder to go out and do
But for this one last question, I'll give up on this song
"Where Will I Go Now That I'm Gone?"

[Outro]



Now that I'm gone
Now that I'm gone
Where will I go now that I'm gone?

22545. Working On A Tan

Brad Paisley - Working On A Tan 

She's got the focus
she's got the time
she's got a deeper shade in mind
She's got headphones
She's got spring break Swimsuit and Coppertone 8 
She's working on a tan
She's sitting in the sand chilling in a chair, flower in her hair margarita in her hand
Soaking up the sun getting next to nothing done
there's a term paper due in a week or two only she don't give a damn
She's working on a tan
working on a tan 
All the Kappa Sigma boys been lifting weights hitting that gym drinking protein shakes
they got a cooler full of beer and it's loaded in the jeep why do you think they're going to the 
Beach 
Because she's working on a tan
She's sitting in the sand, chilling in a chair, flower in her hair margarita in her hand
Soaking up the sun getting next to nothing done
shes attracting a crowd got their tongues hanging out but she don't give a damn
She's working on a tan
working on a tan 
Yeah so many things run thing her mind?.reapply
So this week while you are stuck in your cubicle or your serving Starbucks or you're still in 
School
far from rubbing sunscreen on your skin sorry but I have to rub it in 
She's working on a tan
She's sitting in the sand, chilling in a chair, flower in her hair margarita in her hand
Soaking up the sun getting next to nothing done
forget her grades forget her GPA she don't give a damn
She's working on a tan
working on a tan

22546. Working On That

Working on That
Donna the Buffalo

Lately I've been feeling low
Thinking there's no way to go
Change the world from how it seems
To the vision of our dreams
Rivers of history flow with human misery



You can hear the angels cry
Spirits tips slave ships
Throwing Christians to the lions
Sense of grace came our way
Saying I should take this day
Listen to the light
Let our beings fill with light
When you dance all of the good can never be undone
To overcome all that has gone wrong
Don't get down
Get up
We're working on that, we're working on that
Into the future and out of the past
We're working on that, we're working on that
Until all God's children are free at last
Yeah, we're working on that, we're working on that
No matter the shade of your skin or the shape of your hat
We're working on that, we're working on that
Until peace, love and justice covers the map
We're working on that, we're working on that
We're not nearly done
Lord knows we're working on that
In the face of more bad news
Seems to be no time to lose
The earth is shaking
And the seas are on the rise
Grab your tools, shoes and task
We're the ones that will have to ask
A love strong soul brigade
There's a difference to be made
I'd like to thank the green earth
And the mystic breeze
The heavens above and all the great people we meet

22547. World At Large

Iron Horse - World At Large

Ice age heat wave can't complain
If the world's at large why should I remain
Walked away to another plan
Gonna find another place maybe one I can stand
I move on to another day
To a whole new town with a whole new way
Went to the porch to have a thought
Got to the door and again, I couldn't stop
You don't know where and you don't know when
But you still got your words and you got your friends
Walk along to another day
Work a little harder work another way
Well, Uh Uh baby I ain't got no plan
We'll float on maybe would you understand
Gonna float on maybe would you understand



Well float on maybe would you understand
The days get shorter and the nights get cold
I like the autumn but this place is getting old
I pack up my belongings and I head for the coast
It might not be alot but I feel like I'm making the most
The days get longer and the nights smell green
I guess it's not surprising but it's spring and I should leave

22548. World From Way Up Here

Alison Krauss - World from Way Up Here

Wish I may. Wish I might. Upon my favorite star.
Let me see, let me feel the world from where you are.
Someday soon, Mr. moon I will touch your face.
I'll flutter by, lady butterfly.
Challenge eagles to a chase.
Round and round, and up and down.
No boundaries no fears. My heart was born to dream
to see the world from way up here.
Mountain high, valley low.
Where the wind is free. I will see,
I will know the world the angels see.
Mr. sun, I will run rings around your sky.
Down below they'll finally know that this heart was
made to fly.  Round and round,
and up and down. No boundaries no fears.
My heart was born to dream to see the world from way
up here.  Way up here, playing hide and seek in rainbows.
Way up here, where I'm supposed to be.
My heart was born to dream to see the world from way
up here.  My heart was born to dream to see the world from way up here.

22549. World Keeps Turning

Brett Dennen - World Keeps Turning

This world keeps turning, turning around
This world keeps turning me upside down
I can't do nothing to slow it down
This world keeps turning and turning around
Everything you have today soon can be gone away
Yesterday I had no sorrow
But here today and gone tomorrow
Here today and gone tomorrow
This world keeps turning, turning around
This world keeps turning me upside down
I can't do nothing to slow it down
This world keeps turning, turning around



People can be so cruel
They'll cheat you and then treat you like a fool
They'll drag your dreams through the dust
Till you don't know who to trust, I don't know who to trust
The more I learn, the less I know
Got so far to go, I got so far to go
This world keeps turning, turning around
This world keeps turning me upside down
I can't do nothing to slow it down
This world it keeps turning, turning around
This world it keeps turning, turning around
This world it keeps turning, turning around

22550. World Of Forgotten People

Osborne Brothers - World of forgotten people
Composer: Loretta Lynn

I live in the world world of forgotten people
Who've loved and lost their hearts so many times
I'm here in the world world of forgotten people
Where every heart is aching just like mine

Well I've loved and I've been loved but I've had the reckless heart
And the many dreams I've had I've torn apart
Now I find that I was wrong too late I'm all alone
Alone in the world of broken hearts

I live in the world world of forgotten people...

I'm here in the world world of forgotten people
Where every heart is aching just like mine

22551. World Of Forgotten People - Chords

World Of Forgotten People
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Loretta Lynn

G                 C        G         C
I live in a world world of forgotten people
                            G              D7
Who've loved and lost their hearts so many times
              G     C        G         C
I'm here in a world world of forgotten people
                     G      D7        G
Where every heart is aching just like mine

                        D7                G                C



Well I've loved and I've been loved but I had the reckless heart
                      G            D7
And the many dreams I had are torn apart
      G           D7            G            C
Now I find that I was wrong too late I'm all alone
           D7              G
Alone in a world of broken heart

Repeat #1 x2

22552. World Of Pain

World of Pain - Deadly Gentlemen
(G. Liszt)

Twisted tomorrow,
Twisted today,
Yesterday's all gone,
Kissed it away,
Going to miss it tomorrow,
Missed it today,
I could have held on,
But it twisted away.

Now I'm roughing it every day,
Dawn till dusk,
It's rough in the daytime,
And in the night it's rough,
Way back in the good old days,
Hope set the world aflame,
Now I'm living in a world of pain.

I made a bargain with the witches,
For their boiling brew,
Bartered the part of me,
That was loyal and true,
I paid the price,
For living in a state of vice,
I look the same,
Oh, but I'm made of ice,
It's too late to stop me,
You can watch in vain,
I'm off to the pawnshop,
I've got a watch and chain.

Now I'm roughing it every day,
Dawn till dusk,
It's rough in the daytime,
And in the night it's rough,
Way back in the good old days,
Hope,
Hope set the world aflame,
Now I'm living in a world of pain,



I'm roughing it every day,
Dawn till dusk,
And in the night it's rough,
Way back in the good old days,
Hope set the world aflame,
Now I'm living in a world of pain.

Way back in the good old days,
Hope set the world aflame,
But now I'm living in a world of pain,
Now I'm living in a world of pain.

22553. World Of Unwanted

Osborne Brothers - World of Unwanted  

I live in a world of unwanted
Nothing seems right, everything's unfair
I live in a world of unwanted
No one knows me, no one seems to care.

A world of unwanted
Where dreams fall apart
The door will be open
With one broken heart.

But I'll stay in this world of unwanted
Sadness and heartaches will never set me free
I'm left in a world of unwanted
So unwanted for someone like me.

So unwanted for someone like me...

22554. World On Fire - Chords

World On Fire 
Dolly Parton
 
[Verse]
 
Am
Liar, liar the world's on fire whatcha gonna do when it all burns down
Am
Fire, fire burning higher still got time to turn it all around
    Am
Now I ain't one for speaking out much but that don't mean I don't stay in touch
Am7                       Am6
Everybody's trippin' over this or that



Am#5                     Am
What we gonna do when we all fall flat
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
Am
Liar, liar the world's on fire what we gonna do when it all burns down
Am
I don't know what to think about us
 
When did we lose in God we trust
Am7                   Am6
God Almighty, what we gonna do
   Am#5                    Am
If God ain't listenin' and we're deaf too
 
 
[Verse 3]
 
Am
Liar, liar the world's on fire whatcha gonna do when it all burns down
Am
Fire, fire burning higher still got time to turn it all around
      Am
Don't get me started on politics now how are we to live in a world like this
Am7                 Am6
Greedy politicians, present and past
     Am#5                          Am
They wouldn't know the truth if it bit  em in the ass
 
 
[Bridge]
 
D
Whatcha gonna do now tell me what is truth
Am
Whatcha gonna do now have we all lost sight
D
Whatcha gonna do now of common decency
Am
Whatcha gonna do now of the wrong and right
Am7                 Am6
How do we heal this great divide
Am#5        Am
Do we care enough to try
 
 
[Verse 4]
 
Am                             D                        Am
Liar, liar the world's on fire what we gonna do when it all burns down
Am
Billy got a gun, Joey got a knife
Am
Janey got a sign to carry in the fight
N.C.



Marching in the streets with sticks and stones
                             Am
Don't you ever believe words don't break bones
 
 
[Bridge]
 
           F     C
Oh, can we rise above
        F          C
Can't we show some love
      F         C
Do we just give up
          G
Or make a change
       F        C
We know all too well
         F             C
We've all been through hell
       F          C
Time to break the spell
            G
In heaven's name
 
 
[Verse 5]
 
Am
Liar, liar the world's on fire whatcha gonna do when it all burns down
Am
Fire, fire burning higher still got time to turn it all around
Am
Liar, liar the world's on fire whatcha gonna do when it all burns down
Am                        D
Fire, fire burning higher still got time to turn it all around
 
 
[Coda]
 
Am
(Liar, liar, the world's on fire whatcha gonna do when it all burns down
Am
Liar, liar, the world's on fire whatcha gonna do when it all burns down)
Am
Show some love (Liar, liar, the world's on fire, still got time to turn it all around)
Am
Let's rise above (Liar, liar, the world's on fire Whatcha gonna do when it all burns down)
Am
Let's make a stand (Liar, liar, the world's on fire Whatcha gonna do when it all burns down)
Am
Let's lend a hand (Liar, liar, the world's on fire Still got time to turn it all around)
Am
Let's heal the hurt (Liar, Liar, the world's on fire Whatcha gonna do when it all burns down)
Am
Let kindness work (Liar, liar, the world's on fire Whatcha gonna do when it all burns down)
Am
Let's be a friend (Liar, liar, the world's on fire Whatcha gonna do when it all burns down)



Am                                              D                 Am
Let hatred end (Liar, liar, the world's on fire Whatcha gonna do)
Am
Liar, liar, the world's on fire Whatcha gonna do when it all burns down
Am
Liar, liar, the world's on fire Whatcha gonna do when it all burns down

22555. World So Full Of Love

Rodney Crowell - World So Full of Love

[Verse 1]
I know how it feels to be alive with no desire to live
I know how it feels to die inside and try hard to forgive
And my way of finding out was on the day you let me down
In this world so full of love and not enough to go around

[Verse 2]
I was once so proud to have your love that I could burst with pride
But that sunshine turned to storm and now that's all I feel inside
It's enough to make me wish that I could hide and not be found
From this world so full of love and not enough to go around

[Verse 3]
I could sit for days and wonder and not find the answer still
By the time I die I wonder if by then I even will
It's enough to make me wish that I could hide and not be found
From this world so full of love and not enough to go around

[Outro]
It's enough to make me wish that I could hide and not be found
From this world so full of love and not enough to go around

22556. World Turns A Revolution

Blue Dogs - World Turns A Revolution

Joseph Lee lost his job today
The man's got so much to lose
Wonders what his wife and kids will say
It's a common situation for someone in his shoes
Ever since his eighteenth birthday he's been out here on the clock
He's been moving up and inside the white man's machine
For twenty years he worked hard
To make it to the top
Still the boss man couldn't say why he chose Joseph Lee
No one says a thing around here in this small town
We're all scratching for the same dirty workerman's pay
I haven't lived as long as he



But I grew up with the same dreams
I hope the lord forgives me
If I look the other way
But the world turns a revolution
Turns around each and every day
Maybe someday we will find a new solution
For the changes the world goes through today
The world is upside down
Things just don't seem to make sense
No one sees the clock as it unwinds
Greed and lust and gain
Fuel the filth of the machine
As the right thing to do
Becomes the last thing on our minds
But the world turns a revolution
Turns around each and every day
Maybe someday we will find a new solution
For the changes the world goes through today
No one says a thing here in this small town
We're all scratching for the same dirty workers pay
I haven't lives as long as he
But I grew up with the same dreams
I hope the lord forgives me if I look the other way
Look the other way
But the world turns a revolution
Turns around each and every day
Maybe someday we will find a new solution
For the changes the world goes through today

22557. World Without Tears

Lucinda Williams - World Without Tears

[Chorus]
If we lived in a world without tears
How would bruises find
The face to lie upon
How would scars find skin
To etch themselves into
How would broken find the bones

If we lived in a world without tears
How would heartbeats
Know when to stop
How would blood know
Which body to flow outside of
How would bullets find the guns

If we lived in a world without tears
How would misery know
Which back door to walk through
How would trouble know
Which mind to live inside of



How would sorrow find a home

[Chorus: x2]

How would broken find the bones
How would broken find the bones

22558. World's Biggest Fool - Chords

World's Biggest Fool
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Byron Hill and Darrell Hayes
 
G
I'm not that lonely anymore
  D7     G
I hardly ever walk the floor
        C         D7           G
I don't cry every night like I used to
D7         G
No I don't wear your stupid ring
  D7       G
I wouldn't hang on to the thing
         C            D7           G
It's the last thing I have to hold on to
       A7                      D7
And if you believe that you'll believe anything
   A7                    D7
So while I've got your undivided attention
  G                         A7
I think I've discovered the truth
       D7                        G
One of us is the world's biggest fool
   
I took your pictures off the wall
        D7      G
There's nothing left 'round here at all
   C            D7           G
To remind me of when we were together
D7           G
Yeah life is perfect everyday
D7            G
There ain't a thing that I would change
      C            D7              G
And I hope that it stays like this forever
Repeat #2
        
Yeah I blame you and you blame me
       D7        G
That's what they said in therapy
       C              D7               G
Now we say that we're through with one another
D7         G



I hope the dog is doing fine
D7         G
No I still haven't changed my mind
        C           D7             G
And you know I love livin' with my mother
Repeat #2
  
                                    A7
Oh yeah I think I've discovered the truth
       D7                        G
One of us is the world's biggest fool

22559. World's On Fire

The Lil' Smokies - World's on Fire

[Verse]
World's on fire today
There's nothing you can do
I'm a liar babe
I hope you believe its true
Give me an island, babe
Gonna push the needle through
It's all on fire today
It's bending, it's bending too far

[Chorus]
Don't you want to know
How this ends, and I
I can't find the tone
To suit this melody
[Instrumental]

[Verse]
Relive the night again
And compile a string of truths
Now the wild defend
Every word that came unglued
God how I tried to send
A little message out to you
But I'm too quiet babe
And you're bending, you're bending too far

[Chorus]
Don't you want to know
How this ends, and I
I can't find the tone
To suit this melody
Don't you want to go
Where I'm goin', and I
I can't find the tone
To suit this melody



[Instrumental]

[Outro]
You see me here
Start a line
Stay till it's dawn
There's never time
Be alone
Close behind
Wait until I find
You see me here
(I'm watching)
Start a line
(And I follow)
Stay till it's dawn
(Till I think of dawn)
There's never time
(Just as far)
Be alone
(As I can go)
Close behind
(And then all the things)
Wait until I find
(That I can't think to show)
You see me here
(I'm watching)
(Ooo)
Start a line
(And I follow)
(I better run)
Stay till it's dawn
(Till I think of dawn)
(I better run)
There's never time
(Just as far)
(There's never time)
Be alone
(As I can go)
(Ooo)
Close behind
(And all the things)
(I better run)
Wait until I find
(That I can't think to do)
(I better run, There's never time)
You see me here
(I'm watching)
(Ooo)
Start a line
(And I follow)
(I better run)
Stay till it's dawn
(Till I think I've shown, that)
(I better run)
There's never time
(There's never time)
(There's never time)



Be alone
(There's never time)
(Ooo)
Close behind
(There's never time)
(I better run)
Wait until I
(I better run until I)
Find
The Heart in the sky connected to mine
Heart in the sky connected to mine
Heart in the sky connected to mine
Heart in the sky connected to mine

22560. World's Upside Down - Chords

World's Upside Down 
The Hackensaw Boys
 
[Fiddle Intro]
E       B       E
 
[Verse]
D            A            E
When flowers shine on the sun
D                 A           E
And stars are the oceans that we sail upon
D               A      E              A
When beautiful birds, never leave the ground
E                       B              E
The world it has turned, turned upside down
 
[Verse played without words]
D       A       E
D       A       E
D       A       E       A
E       B       E
 
[Verse]
D           A         E
Paying your dues, you piling up debts
D                  A           E
And all your fond memories the first that you forget
D                    A           E              A
And you ain't having fun boy but fun is all around
E                        B             E
The world it has turned, turned upside down
 
[Chorus]
E                    B         E
Down, go down, don't let me go down
E                    B         E
Down, go down, don't let me go down



 
[Verse played without words]
D       A       E
D       A       E
D       A       E       A
E       B       E
 
[Verse]
D                A               E
Now you and your true friend you can't get along
D                       A             E
And all you've thought right you find out to be wrong
D                 A               E         A
And all of life's treasures won't ever be unfound
E                        B             E
The world it has turned, turned upside down
 
[Chorus]
E                    B         E
Down, go down, don't let me go down
E                    B         E
Down, go down, don't let me go down
 
[Charismo (percussion) break - 4 measures]
 
[Bridge]
A
Found myself riding where I thought I'd never find
E
Spinnin' down the highway, singing  Where is My Mind? 
A
Old man, hard times, will surely bring you down
E                               B               E
And always hold your head high, times turn around
 
[Chorus]
E                    B         E
Down, go down, don't let me go down
E                    B         E
Down, go down, don't let me go down
E                    B         E
Down, go down, don't let me go down
E                    B         E
Down, go down, don't let me go down

22561. Worlds Apart

Vince Gill - Worlds Apart

There's nothing quite as lonely
As a sky that turns to gray
Or a love that just starts dyin'
And slowly fades away



You werre my best companion
Now we lie silent in the dark
Why do you and me have to be worlds apart

There's nothing quite as empty
As when children go away
And all that's left are memories
Of all those yesterdays

You can't understand the feeling
'Til it finds its way to your heart
Why do you and me have to be worlds apart

There's nothing quite as ugly
As two people full of hate
We'll all end up as equals
When we stand at heaven's gate

Love is still the answer
It's the only place to start
Why do you and me have to be worlds apart

22562. Worlds They Rise And Fall

The Incredible String Band - Worlds They Rise And Fall 

Worlds they rise and fall
Within her eyes
She gives the eagle wings
To fly her skies

Upon her breath
The four winds
Live and die
And sometimes
It's all I can do is bow to her

But when the moon is misty
Through the trees
Right now, she says, "I want to be
Your little girl"

Stars well, they glow and fade
Around her dance
For her the steep is climbed

The gulf is spanned
She lives, she lives
The bards sing
Around her stand

And sometimes



It's all I can do is bow to her

But when the moon is misty
Through the trees
Right now, she says, "I want to be
Your little girl, your little girl"

22563. Worlds Upside Down

Worlds Upside Down
Hackensaw Boys - Worlds Upside Down

[Verse 1]
When flowers shine on the sun
And stars are the oceans that we sail upon
When beautiful birds never leave the ground
The world it has turned, turned upside down

[Verse 2]
Paying your dues you're piling up debts
All your fond memories the first you forget
And you ain't having fun boy but fun is all around
The world it has turned, turned upside down

[Chorus]
Down, go down, don't let me go down
Down, go down, don't let me go down

[Verse 3]
Now you and your two friends, you can't get along
And all you thought right you find out to be wrong
And all of life's treasures forever be unfound
The world it has turned, turned upside down

[Chorus]
Down, go down, don't let me go down
Down, go down, don't let me go down

22564. Worn Out Getting Wise

Worn Out Getting Wise
Alice Gerrard

[Verse 1: Alice Gerrard]
Don't come lookin' for a good time
I'm a mighty moody woman, there's no tellin' what you'll find
I've seen a lot of laughs turned into lines
Seems I got worn out gettin' wise
One too many heartaches in my younger days



One too many loves who promised not to stray
If it came my time to win, I wouldn't take the prize
I got worn out gettin' wise

[Chorus: Alice Gerrard, Suzy Thompson, & Kate Brislin]
So don't talk of love, don't talk of sweet romance
I woulda liked it once, but, now I blew my chance
There you stand with your heart on fire
I hate to have to tell you, I lost my desire
Don't come lookin' for a new flame
This one burned out long ago from playin' at that game
Better find yourself a woman with some stars left in her eyes
Ain't got worn out gettin' wise

[Chorus: Alice Gerrard, Suzy Thompson, & Kate Brislin]
Don't talk of love, don't talk of sweet romance
I woulda liked it once, but, now I blew my chance
There you stand with your heart on fire
I hate to have to tell you, I've lost my desire
Don't come lookin' for a new flame
This one burned out long ago from playin' at that game
Better find yourself a woman
With some stars left in her eyes
Ain't got worn out gettin' wise
Worn out gettin' wise

22565. Worried About The Weather

Greensky Bluegrass - Worried About the Weather

Hang on, hang on
I will be there
On my way to Heaven
If I haven't done trying
And I'm worried about the weather
Write your name on a checking list
I see it on your lips
I didn't see you nervous
On my way to Heaven
If I haven't done trying
Through the walking wind
I'm getting worried about the weather
Instrumental
You could always feel whe the things were done
I could always see it in your face
I'll wait until the weather's gonna change
All of these has got me worried abut the weather
Instrumental
Keep my foot, keep my foot
Nothing goes wild
Dark is coming
Save every chance and it will be alright
On my way to Heaven



If I had to die trying
Through the walking wind
I'm getting worried about the weather

22566. Worried Blues

Doc Watson & Merle Watson 
Worried Blues

I got those worried blues
And I got those worried blues
I got those worried blues
I got those worried blues
Lord, I'm a-going where I never been before

I'm going where the chilly winds don't blow
I'm going where the chilly winds don't blow
I'm going where the chilly winds don't blow
I'm going where the chilly winds don't blow
I'm going where the climate suits my clothes

Honey babe, don't leave me now
Honey babe, don't leave me now
Oh, honey babe, don't leave me now
Honey babe, don't leave me now
I got trouble in my mind

Listen to that cold whistle blow
Lord, listen to that cold whistle blow
Listen to that cold whistle blow
Listen to that cold whistle blow
I'm going where I'm never been before

So I got those worried blues, Lord
I got the worried blues
I got the worried blues
And I got the worried blues
I'm a-going where I never been before

22567. Worried Man Blues

Osborne Brothers - Worried Man Blues  
Ralph Stanley - Carter Family

It takes a worried man to sing a worried song
It takes a worried man to sing a worried song
It takes a worried man to sing a worried song
I'm worried now but I won't be worried long.



I went across the river now I lay down to sleep
I went across the river now I lay down to sleep
I went across the river now I lay down to sleep
When I woke up I had shackles on my feet.

It takes a worried man to sing a worried song
It takes a worried man to sing a worried song
It takes a worried man to sing a worried song
I'm worried now but I won't be worried long.

--- Instrumental ---

Train that I ride is fourteen coaches long
Train that I ride is fourteen coaches long
Train that I ride is fourteen coaches long
The girl I love is on that train and gone.

It takes a worried man to sing a worried song
It takes a worried man to sing a worried song
It takes a worried man to sing a worried song
I'm worried now but I won't be worried long.

--- Instrumental ---

It takes a worried man to sing a worried song
It takes a worried man to sing a worried song
It takes a worried man to sing a worried song
I'm worried now but I won't be worried long...

22568. Worried Mary - Chords

Worried Mary 
Old Crow Medicine Show

[Intro]
   D                   G         D
e/-2-2-2-0-/---------/---------/---------/
B/---------/-3-------/-0-0-0-0-/---------/
G/---------/-----2---/---------/-2-------/
D/---------/---------/---------/---------/
A/---------/---------/---------/---------/
E/---------/---------/---------/---------/
 
 
[Verse 1]
 D
Rock you in your cradle
G                 D
In your carriage ride
 G              D
Dont you worry baby
      A               D
Be an angel when you die



 
 
[Chorus]
 D
Angel when you die
 D              G
Angel when you die
 G                D
Rock you in your cradle
A                 D
In your carriage ride
 
 
[Verse 2]
 D
Rock you in your cradle
G                 G
In your carriage ride
 G               D
Don't you worry baby
      A               D
Be an angel when you die
 
 
[Chorus]
 D
Angel when you die
 D              G
Angel when you die
                  D
Rock you in your cradle
A                 D
In your carriage ride

22569. Worry B Gone

Worry B Gone
Chris Stapleton

[Intro]
Oh, gimme just one more puff of that worry be gone
I'm plannin' on feelin' much better before too long
I got a world of trouble I need to forget
I'm on my way, but I ain't there yet
So gimme just one more puff of that worry be gone

[Verse 1]
Well, everywhere I look trouble is all I see
Can't listen to the radio and I hate TV
There's trouble with the air, trouble with the water
People ain't treatin' one another like they oughta

[Chorus]



So gimmR just one more puff of that worry be gonR

[Verse 2]
Well, I don't wanna hear no preacher preachin'
No more politician bitchin'
All them songs 'bout love gone wrong
Got me wonderin' where my baby's gone
Well, I can't suffer fools wastin' my time
Don't gimme no more advice that rhymes

[Chorus]
Hey-hey-hey, gimme just one more puff of that worry be gone

[Guitar Solo]

[Bridge]
Don't gimme no shit, just gimme a hit
Hey, I'm smokin' all day and I can't get lit
Don't gimme no guff, just gimme a puff
'Cause you know how I love that stuff

[Outro]
Oh, gimme just one more puff of that worry be gone
Yeah, gimme just one more puff of that worry be gone
Oh, gimme just one more puff of that worry be gone

22570. Worry For You

Worry for You
Greensky Bluegrass

I dreamt that I was running from you, I thought you were the truth
Then you called me in the morning, told me you dreamt about it too
What does it mean? If it could mean anything at all

You said our voices tied together could be powerful for protest
But I try to avoid all the things that I object
You know what I mean? I mean I don't like everything

Still I worry for you
Though I don't know what good concern can do
If you surrender some weight from your back
Then I'll give you time to catch your breath
And cover what you lack

When I can, I create a place that's safe to Rscape
From the hate and thR hurt that rob us of our grace
If my piece can bring peace at all

If my reasons are humble
Then my comfort will be noble
And I'll make peace with my piece in it all



Still I worry for you
Though I don't know what good concern can do
If you surrender some weight from your back
Then I'll give you time to catch your breath
And cover what you lack

If asked for advice I could offer my own reckoning
And how I tried to write from outside my perspective at the thing
And it was hard and it hurt, but it helped

Maybe not better or worse
Simply needing something else
Accepting choices from love can still carry regret
And it will hardly help if it doesn't hurt

Still I worry for you
Though I don't know what good concern can do
If you surrender some weight from your back
Then I'll give you time to catch your breath
And cover what you lack

22571. Worry Too Much

Buddy Miller - Worry Too Much

It's the demolition derby
It's the sport of the hunt
Proud tribe in full war-dance
It's the slow smile that the bully gives the runt
It's the force of inertia
It's the lack of constraint
It's the children out playing in the rock garden
All dolled-up in black hats and war paint
Sometimes it feels like bars of steel
I cannot bend with my hands
Oh-oh - I worry too much
Somebody told me that I worry too much
Oh-oh - I worry too much
Somebody told me that I worry too much
It's these sandpaper eyes
It's the way they rub the lustre from what is seen
It's the way we tell ourselves that all these things are normal
Till we can't remember what we mean
It's the flicker of our flames
It's the friction born of living
It's the way we beat a hot retreat
And heave our smoking guns into the river



22572. Worry's Like A Rockin' Chair

Worry's Like a Rockin' Chair
(Tim Stafford, Barry Bales)

CH) Worry's Like a Rockin' Chair
It won't get you anywhere
Back and forth, but you're still there
Worry's Like a Rockin' Chair

V1) Grandpa was a wise old man
cigarettes in calloused hands
Never had a lot to say
An education every day

V2) He'd take down his old guitar
apple pie in an old fruit jar
On his porch the whole day long
a Worried man sings a worried song

CH)

V3) Years of trouble, years of strife
Years of racing through this life
chased a dollar all the way
my reward is turning gray

V4) same old porch, brand new day
Where grandpa used to sit and play
I still hear him in my head
words of wisdom never said

22573. Worse Or Better

The Devil Makes Three - Worse or Better

Lit like a candle and we burned so bright
Gods showed their faces and we rolled the dice
Dove to the bottom, drank so deep, blood black water put us straight to sleep
We prayed for rain and we turned our eyes to the clouds
When the sun came out, man, we screamed out loud

Night becomes the dawn, we were so right, we were so wrong
Worse or better, looks like forever is not that long

The seeds that were planted grew over our heads
Closed like a coffin to protect the dead
Struggled at the shackles, strained at the ropes
Tried to untangle but there was no hope
Learning the steps made us weak instead of strong
Where wolves were many and the shadows long

We shall not part, so goes the song, we were so right, we were so wrong



Worse or better, looks like forever is not that long

Forgot the clock and the time flew past
Blindfolded and chained to the mast
Flew like a rocket, dropped like a stone
Digging in the ground for a stranger's bones
Delivered our lines but our voices went unheard until the truth became the devils word

We shall not part, so goes the song, they were so right
They were so wrong
Worse or better looks like forever has come and gone

22574. Worth A Shot

Dierks Bentley - Worth A Shot

[Verse 1: Elle King]
We've been turnin' into strangers
Now we barely even touch
Superficial conversation
'Cause our guard is always up
[Pre-Chorus: Elle King]
I'm not ready to give up on us yet
One last hurrah, it might just do the trick

[Chorus: Elle King & Dierks Bentley]
Might be in a bottle, a little proof from the past
Might be at the bottom of an empty glass
Don't know if the whiskey can fix it or not
But, baby, it's worth a shot
One shot from the top of the shelf
Maybe two, what the hell
'Cause we've been on the rocks
One shot may be all that we got
I don't know about you, but I think it's worth a shot

[Verse 2: Dierks Bentley, Dierks Bentley & Elle King]
Yeah, if we could lose our inhibitions
And say what we need to say
ThRn maybe both of us could listen
And get our pridR out of the way

[Pre-Chorus: Dierks Bentley, Dierks Bentley & Elle King]
'Cause I'm still the guy that used to make you laugh
What would it take for us to get this back? Yeah
[Chorus: Elle King & Dierks Bentley]
It might be in a bottle, a little proof from the past
It might be at the bottom of an empty glass
Don't know if the whiskey can fix it or not
But, baby, it's worth a shot
One shot from the top of the shelf
Maybe two, what the hell
'Cause we've been on the rocks



One shot may be all that we got
I don't know about you, but I think it's worth a shot

[Post-Chorus: Elle King & Dierks Bentley, Dierks Bentley]
I think it's worth a shot
(Yeah)

[Bridge: Elle King, Dierks Bentley, Both]
Maybe if we find ourselves
In that old familiar neon glowin'
Maybe we can stop the gone
Before it's goin' (Yeah)

[Chorus: Elle King, Dierks Bentley, Both]
Might be in a bottle, a little proof from the past
Might be at the bottom of an empty glass
Don't know if the whiskey can fix it or not
But, baby, it's worth a shot
One shot from the top of the shelf
Maybe two, what the hell
'Cause we've been on the rocks
One shot may be all that we got
I don't know about you, but I think it's worth a shot

[Post-Chorus: Elle King & Dierks Bentley]
But I think it's worth a shot
I think it's worth a shot

[Outro: Elle King]
(I think it's worth a shot)
(I think it's worth a shot)

22575. Worth Waiting

Worth Waiting - Hot Buttered Rum

It was you you who helped me wake up and
Helped me to face up to my fear

Until you, I had no direction and
No reflection in the mirror

Distant are the days, I wonder if
I'm under some curse from above

Now I see that I needed patience,
Sweet, sweet patience for your love

Chorus:
I became a friend of the darkness
Yeah, spend my nights on the avenue
Sure does feel like a long time, coming
But I know it's all worth waiting for you



Yes I know it's all worth waiting for you

Now there's you so
I won't hurry and
I won't worry 'bout what will be
We can ride on the
Wings of love dear and
We'll embrace eternity
We'll embrace eternity

(chorus)

22576. Would These Arms Be In Your Way

Keith Whitley - Would These Arms Be In Your Way

Would you like to hear I love you all the time
And if you couldn't turn around without us touching, would you mind
You know there's something missing 'round your waist
Tell me would these arms be in your way

Would you mind another heart beating for you
Two ears that listen, you can talk to
Kisses filled with feeling on your face
Now tell me would these arms be in your way

Would you mind another heart beating for you
Two ears that listen, you can talk to
Kisses filled with feeling on your face
Darlin' tell me would these arms be in your way
Now tell me, would these arms be in your way

22577. Would You Catch A Falling Star

Would You Catch A Falling Star
Del McCoury

[Verse 1]
You know the crowd was very small
For a country music show
But he faked a curtain call
Just like it was years ago
And then a lady grabbed his arm
As he staggered down the aisle
And with all his country charm
He addressed her with a smile

[Chorus]
Would you catch a fallin' star



Before he crashes to the ground?
Don't you know how people are?
Nobody loves you when you're down
Pick me up and take me home
And I'll bring my old guitar
Sing a golden oldie song
If you'll catch a fallin' star

[Verse 2]
He had a silver-plated bus
And a million country fans
Now there's just a few of us
And he drivRs a little van
And they werR beatin' down his door
The lovely women left and right
And now he's on a hardwood floor
A-wonderin' where he'll spend the night

[Chorus]
Would you catch a fallin' star
Before he crashes to the ground?
Don't you know how people are?
Nobody loves you when you're down
Pick me up and take me home
And I'll bring my old guitar
Sing a golden oldie song
If you'll catch a fallin' star
Sing a golden country song
If you'll catch a fallin' star

22578. Would You Go With Me

Would You Go With Me
Josh Turner - Would You Go With Me

Would you go with me if we rolled down streets of fire
Would you hold on to me tighter as the summer sun got higher
If we roll from town to town and never shut it down

Would you go with me if we were lost in fields of clover
Would we walk even closer until the trip was over
And would it be okay if I didn't know the way

If I gave you my hand would you take it
And make me the happiest man in the world
If I told you my heart couldn't beat one more minute without you, girl
Would you accompany me to the edge of the sea
Let me know if you're really a dream
I love you so, so would you go with me

[Instrumental]

Would you go with me if we rode the clouds together



Could you not look down forever
If you were lighter than a feather
Oh, and if I set you free, would you go with me

If I gave you my hand would you take it
And make me the happiest man in the world
If I told you my heart couldn't beat one more minute without you, girl
Would you accompany me to the edge of the sea
Help me tie up the ends of a dream
I gotta know, would you go with me
I love you so, so would you go with me

22579. Wouldn't Be So Bad

Wouldn't Be So Bad
Alison Krauss & Union Station
Gillian Welch

Take me back to Anona street
Fill my glass again
With a bittersweet
Cause I don't wanna see
The life I have
Thought the next time around
Wouldn't be so bad

Same mistake that I made before
I'll be waking up
On the kinlin' floor
While the bells are ringing
So low and sad
Thought the next time around
Wouldn't be so bad

Same mistake that I made before
I'll be waking up
On the kinlin' floor
I remember how
I made you mad
Thought the next time around
Wouldn't be so bad

I Thought the next time around
Wouldn't be so bad
Thought the next time around
Wouldn't be so bad

22580. Wouldn't Change You If I Could



Wouldn't Change You If I Could

I wouldn't change a single thing about you if I could
The way you are just suits me to a tee
A princess in a story book a King upon his throne
That's what we are and you belong to me

I wouldn't change you if I could I love you as you are
You're all that I would wish for if I wished upon a star
An angel sent from heaven you're everything that's good
You're perfect just the way you are
I wouldn't change you if I could

Your eyes your lips your tehder smile I'd leave them as they are
And come what may I'd never change a thing
And if I were a potter and you a piece of clay
The only thing I'd change would be your name

22581. Wouldn't I - Chords

Wouldn't I
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Bobby Braddock and Curly Putman

C                                  F                C
I don't suppose you'd like to come with me and slip away
   G7            C
Oh wouldn't I oh wouldn't I
                              F                         C
But if I woke up in your arms would you still feel this way
   G7            C
Oh wouldn't I oh wouldn't I
                                       F               C
You wouldn't risk the love you have at home to be with me
   G7            C
Oh wouldn't I oh wouldn't I
                              F                C
I know you could out love her if you and I was free
   G7            C
Oh wouldn't I oh wouldn't I
F                           C
Wouldn't it be great if the fickle hands of fate
                                       D7 G7
And just us and when we were young and free
    C                                    F            C
But somehow it's just not fair yes we've made quite a pair
   G7             F        C
Oh wouldn't we oh wouldn't we



22582. Wouldn't It Be Great

Dolly Parton - Wouldn't It Be Great 
Writer Loretta Lynn

Wouldn't it be fine if you could love me
Just one time with a sober mind
Wouldn't that be fine
Now wouldn't that be fine
Wouldn't that be great
Throw the old glass crutch away and watch it break
Wouldn't that be great
It's for our sake
Wouldn't that be great
Wouldn't it be great
If you could love me first and let the bottle wait
Now wouldn't that be great
Wouldn't that be great
Wouldn't that be great
Wouldn't that be great
Throw the old glass crutch away and watch it break
Wouldn't that be great
It's for our sake
Wouldn't that be great
Wouldn't it be good
And I know you could if you just would
Wouldn't it be good
And you know you could

22583. Wouldn't Matter To Me

Wouldn't Matter To Me
Sierra Hull - Wouldn't Matter To Me

Wish I was a summer breeze
Blown' through the live oak trees
Blowin' when and where I please
Not a care at all
Or a river as it rolls
Knows just where it wants to go;
Wash away the tears that flow
Mend a broken heart

[Chorus]
Oh darlin, your leavin'
Has brought me to my knees
If only I was something else
It wouldn't matter to me
Wish I was a midnight train
Drivin' through the pouring rain
Cold steal can't feel the pain
It just rolls along
I'd wind around this mountain side



Gaining speed till I'd take to flight
High above the darkest night
Like an old folk song

[Chorus]
Oh darlin, your leavin'
Has brought me to my knees
If only I was something else
It wouldn't matter to me
Wish I was a summer breeze
Blown' through the live oak trees
Blowin' when and where I please
Not a care at all
Or a river as it rolls
Knows just where it wants to go;
Wash away the tears that flow
Mend a broken heart

[Chorus]
Oh darlin, your leavin'
Has brought me to my knees
If only I was something else
It wouldn't matter to me
Wouldn't matter to me

22584. Wouldn't Put It Past Love

Cadillac Sky - Wouldn't Put It Past Love 
Album: Gravity's Our Enemy

They found Emmit Thompson laying flat
Said he threw himself on the railroad track
Cryin' Jenny come down off that train
Over my dead body you'll leave me today
Oh, be wary the road you choose
AIn't no end to what that feeling can make you do
Sounds crazy, sure enough
But, nah I wouldn't put it past love
Oh, Billy been drinking since he turned twelve
Whole town said he's on the fast track to Hell
But they seen him in the choir las Sunday morn
Gave his heart to an angel and his life to the Lord
*REPEAT CHORUS*
Make a sane man crazy, make a crazy man sane
Make a man turn to drinking or pour it down the drain
Make a man want to live, make a man want to die
Make a man get low, make a man get high
I was raised to follow the narrow way
But the babies got hungry and the mines wouldn't pay
So, I made my living in the night shadows
Lining my pockets with another man's gold
Now I've been in ten with five more to go
So, be wary the road you choose



Ain't no end to what that feeling can make you do
Sounds crazy, sure enough
But, nah I wouldn't put it past love
Nah I wouldn't put it past love
Nah I wouldn't put it past love

22585. Wouldn't That Be Fine

Nanci Griffith - Wouldn't That Be Fine

If you could stand behind my eyes for just one day
Could you see my heart beside you?
If you knew my love had never flown away
Would I be missing you 
Wouldn't that be roses
Wouldn't that be fine?

If I could wash away all these years with language
Could this naked love survive the light of day
If I could be the one who walked away
Would you be missing me 
Wouldn't that be roses
Wouldn't that be fine?

I saw the weather change high up on the cap rock
It is my sense of place 
You were my holiday
If you could hold me now and brace these broken shoulders
Wouldn't that be trust 
Wouldn't that be roses
Wouldn't that be fine?

If I could turn your head with the round of my pen
Leaving all we've said 
Behind us
If I could roll these dice and finally loose my anger
Wouldn't that be love 
Wouldn't that be roses
Wouldn't that be fine?

22586. Wouldn't That Be Something

Wouldn't that be something

Wouldn't that be something
If I spread my wings and showed you I could fly away?
Wouldn't that be something
If I ask you to fly with me on some wild and windy day?



Wouldn't that be something
If we both fell together and you threw your arms
Around me like you needed me
Wouldn't that be something? Hey, wouldn't that be something?

You'd probably laugh if you could see the dream I had last night
You and I together on a maiden rocket flight
You were seated there beside me with that happy frightened look
You and I got young again on that rocket flight we took

Now wouldn't that be something
If you could look at me and see somebody prayed again?
Wouldn't that be something
If you should sang to me today I started loving you again?

Wouldn't that be something
If we could look inside each other's minds
And always find each other when we needed to?
Wouldn't that be some thing? Wouldn't that be some thing?

Now wouldn't that be something
If you could look at me and see somebody prayed again?
Wouldn't that be something
If you should sang to me today I started loving you again?

Wouldn't that be something
If we could look inside each other's minds
And always find each other when we needed to?
Wouldn't that be some thing? Wouldn't that be some thing?

Wouldn't that be some thing? Wouldn't that be some thing?
Wouldn't that be some thing? Wouldn't that be some thing?
Now wouldn't that be some thing? Now wouldn't that be some thing?

22587. Wouldn't That Be Something

Merle Haggard - Wouldn't That Be Something (2007)

[Chorus]
Wouldn't that be something if I spread my wings
And showed you I could fly away?
Wouldn't that be something if I asked you to fly with me
On some wild and windy day?
Now wouldn't that be something if we fell together
And you threw your arms around me like you needed me?
Wouldn't that be something?
Wouldn't that be something?

[Verse]
You'd probably laugh if you could see the dream I had last night
You and I together on a maiden rocket flight
You were seated next to me with a happy frightened look
You and I got young again on that rocket flight we took



[Chorus]
Wouldn't that be something if you lookRd at me
And saw somebody great again?
Wouldn't that bR something if you said to me
"Today I started loving you again"?
Wouldn't that be something if we both fell together
And you threw your arms around me like you needed me?
Wouldn't that be something?
Wouldn't that be something?

22588. Wouldn't That Be Something - Chords

Wouldn't That Be Something
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Merle Haggard and Freddy Powers
 
G                D7
Wouldn't that be something
     C                   D7                 G
If I spread my wings and showed you I could fly away
                 D7
Wouldn't that be something
                                      G              G7
If I asked you to fly with me on some wild and windy day
                     C
Now wouldn't that be something
If we both fell together
                                           G
And you threw your arms around me like you needed me
                 D7                         G
Wouldn't that be something wouldn't that be something
                        C                 G
You'd probably laugh if you could see the dream I had last night
Em                      A7            D7
You and I together on a maiden rocket flight
G                                    C                G
You were seated next to me with that happy frightened look 
                                  D7               G
You and I got young again on that rocket flight we took
                     D7
Now wouldn't that be something
       C                D7           G
If you looked at me and saw somebody great again
                 D7
Wouldn't that be something
                                  G          G7
If you said to me Today I Started Loving You Again
Repeat #2,1,2
                 D7
Wouldn't that be something 
                     G
Now wouldn't that be something



22589. Wound Time Can't Erase

Wound Time Can't Erase
Ricky Skaggs - Wound Time Can't Erase

Have you found, since you've turned me down,
The one that you were searching for?
Are you glad that you made me sad,
For you know I vowed to love you ever more.

What did you have in mind,
When you broke this heart of mine?
Are you laughing in my face?
Darlin', what can I do,
When you tell me we are through?
You've left a wound, time can't erase.

Tell me, dear, are you satisfied,
To be footloose and fancy free?
Is it power you want,
Or the things you have done?
What you've gained, I guess I'll never see.

What did you have in mind,
When you broke this heart of mine?
Are you laughing in my face?
Darlin', what can I do,
When you tell me we are through?
You've left a wound, time can't erase.

Instrumental fade out.

22590. Wounded

Little Big Town - Wounded

[Verse 1]
You plowed over me like a tractor
You used me up and put me out to pasture
I'm left to eat your dust
Guess you're thinking that we must be done
You said you got my back every minute
Well you do
You've got it there to put your dagger in it
And knowing what i need
Still you stood and watched me bleed

[Chorus]
Wounded, I'm wounded



I'm battered and broken and bruised
Wounded, I'm wounded
All tore up inside over you
Wondering why you do me like you do

[Verse 2]
I feel betrayed and so manipulated
I call a spade a spade, you call me jaded
Well, what do you expect
You give me no respect

[Chorus]
Wounded, I'm wounded
I'm battered and broken and bruised
Wounded, I'm wounded
All tore up inside over you
Wondering why you do me like you do

[Bridge]
And this monkey on my back
Has stopped me in my tracks

[Chorus]
Wounded, I'm wounded
I'm battered and broken and bruised
Wounded, I'm wounded
All tore up inside over you
Wondering why you do me like you do

22591. Wounding Myself

Richard Thompson - Wounding Myself 

I know where you lay your head down
In the dirty back alleys in town
Feeding your head with cocaine
Whiskey and lies, lies, lies

It's like sticking a knife in my side
The way that you bottled your pride
I'm scared to see you
I'm scared to look in your eyes, eyes, eyes

Nothing makes sense about you
You friends use the past tense about you
I can't help where life shoved you
You hurt everyone who ever loved you
And now I'm just wounding myself, wounding myself

You always wanted to know
The depths to which you could go
Did you know you'd break every promise
On the way down, down, down



And the spiders that crawl in your head
Make you say the mean words that you say
It hurts to lose you, it hurts to love you
So I'll just say, see you around

What's the point in despairing
What's the point of even caring
You turned your back on everyone
Gone down like the setting sun

22592. Wrangler Danger

Dierks Bentley - Wrangler Danger

[Verse 1]
It was an everyday kind of Friday night
Down at ol' Whiskey Row
It was closin' in on closin' time
I was just about ready to go
When she walked in the front door
And the jukebox needle went scratch
Had me and every cowboy
Starin' at her stitched-on patch

[Chorus]
Wrangler danger
There oughta be a neon warning sign
Wrangler danger
Watch out, she's the painted-on heartbreak kind
The way she shakes them dubyas
Oughta be a honky tonk crime
Wrangler danger
Well, my heart's in danger but I can't leave her Wranglers behind

[Verse 2]
Next thing I knew, every cowboy boot
Was dancin' all in a line
They were do-si-doin' Cotton-Eyed Joein'
And doin' that Electric Slide
I guess I should've run from
That devil in stoned washed blue
But my mama never told me
'Bout the damage that denim can do

[Chorus]
Wrangler danger
There oughta be a neon warning sign
Wrangler danger
Watch out, she's the painted-on heartbreak kind
The way she shakes them dubyas
Oughta be a honky tonk crime
Wrangler danger



Well, my heart's in danger but I can't leave her Wranglers behind
No I can't

[Bridge]
Now you can't blame her
For shakin' what the good Lord gave her
And the way you spell trouble, it ain't that hard
It's 14MWZR

[Chorus]
Wrangler danger
There oughta be a neon warning sign
Wrangler danger
Watch out, she's the painted-on heartbreak kind
The way she shakes them dubyas'
Oughta be a honky tonk crime
Wrangler danger
Well, my heart's in danger but I can't leave her Wranglers behind
Wrangler danger

22593. Wrap My Head Around That

Lucinda Williams - Wrap My Head Around That

You told me you love me
Said you wanna be with me
You told me you love me
Said you wanna be with me

You looked right in to my eyes
And said I'm not like the other guys
You looked right in to my eyes
Said I'm not like the other guys

I know what I think I saw and
What I thought I seen
And what was coming
And what was going
And everything in between
And what I thought I heard you say
And what you really said
And what I thought you thought I thought
Was actually in your head

And what you meant to tell me
And what I meant to say
And what I said you said I said
What went the other way

I know what you did to me
And I know what we did
And who did what to who
And who the hell're you trying to kid



You told me you love me
You said you wanna be with me
You told me you love me
You said you wanna be with me

You looked right in to my eyes
And said I'm not like the other guys
You looked right in to my eyes
Said I'm not like the other guys

I know more you think I know
More than you think about
And know and think you know and think
You got it all figured out

I know I'm missing something
Somethings missing here and there
All over and over around
And up and everywhere

And you're just all up in it
Look out your zipper's gonna break
And I popped your little party favor
And you just take the cake

I can't believe I believed you
When I found out where you're at
And findin' out why you're too much
If I can wrap my head around that

You told me you love me
You said you wanna be with me

You told me you love me
You said you wanna be with me

You told me you love me
You said you wanna be with me

You told me you love me
You said you wanna be with me

I know what I think I saw and
What I thought I seen
And what was coming
And what was going
And everything in between
And what I thought I heard you say
And what you really said
And what I thought you thought I thought
Was actually in your head

And what you meant to tell me
And what I meant to say
And what I said you said I said
What went the other way



I know what you did to me
And I know what we did
And who did what to who
And who the hell're you trying to kid

I know more you think I know
More than you think about
And know and think you know and think
You got it all figured out

I know I'm missing something
Somethings missing here and there
All over and over around
And up and everywhere

And you're just all up in it
Look out your zipper's gonna break
And I popped your little party favor
And you just take the cake

I can't believe I believed you
When I found out where you're at
And findin' out why you're too much
If I can wrap my head around that

You told me you love me
You said you wanna be with me

You told me you love me
You said you wanna be with me

You told me you love me
You told me you love me
You told me you love me
You told me you love me

22594. Wrapped Around

Brad Paisley - Wrapped Around 

Every day I clock out
And head straight to her house
We cuddle up on the couch
But it always ends the same ole way
I'm drivin' home and it's incredibly late
Something's got to change, 'cause
I've been wrapped around her finger
Since the first time we went out
Every day and every night she's all I think about
I need that girl beside me
When the lights go out
I think it's time to put a ring on the finger



I'm wrapped around
Went to the bank took out a loan
Went and bought the perfect stone
Called up her dad on the phone
I'm takin' him to dinner Sunday night
I've never been so nervous in my life
I want to do this right, 'cause
I've been wrapped around her finger
Since the first time we went out
Every day and every night she's all I think about
I need that girl beside me
When the lights go out
I think it's time to put a ring on the finger
I'm wrapped around
Yes sir I love her very much
I know it's only been seven months
But that's long enough
I've been wrapped around her finger
Since the first time we went out
Every day and every night she's all I think about
I need that girl beside me
When the lights go out
I think it's time to put a ring on the finger
I'm wrapped around
I think it's time to put a ring on the finger
I'm wrapped around

22595. Wrapped Around Her Finger - Chords

Wrapped Around Her Finger
Recorded by George Jones
Written by George Jones and Tammy Wynette

G                          C                  G
Like a string she's got me wrapped around her finger
                                  D7
And it gets a little tighter everyday
         G                 C                  G
It would break my heart to think that I would lose her
           A7                         D7
So I'll do anything I can to make her stay

   G              C                G
If she could understand how much I need her
                                    C
Then I know that she would never go away
                                           G
For she's got me wrapped around her little finger
              C      D7           G
And it gets a little tighter everyday

                         C              G
Let me tell you just how much I love my baby



                                      D7
Take the world and everything one may desire
            G            C                 G
For there's only room in my heart for this lady
              A7                            D7
Who keeps the burning in my heart as hot as fire

      G                    C          G
She's the one who's always lying here beside me
                                C
But her mother's never very far away
                                           G
Yes she's got me wrapped around her little finger
              C      D7           G
And it gets a little tighter everyday
                       C      D7           G
She pulls the string a little tighter everyday

22596. Wrapped Up In My Heart

Wrapped Up In My Heart
Dustbowl Revival

All alone, tell me where have you been
You ain't picking up the phone
Are you out' there' with him?
You know' it's getting dark
Wrapped up in my' heart
Sleeping in the park

One thing. What'd you do
With that diamond ring?
I heard you pawned it, babe
I thought I was going to be your king
Do you give a damn?
I thought I was your man
I ain't never gonna understand

Now oh oh! Ooh wee!
Come back to me
Now don't be, that way
You're gonna regret it all someday

I'll be a rich old man, oh so sweet
You're gonna be struggling, babe
Living out on the street
And every time you flirt
You know it's gonna hurt
I ain't going back on my word
Now oh oh! Ooh wee!
Come back to me
Now don't be, that way
You're gonna regret it all someday



One more chance
To make a little sweet romance
The juke box is dripping, babe
One last slow dance
You know it's getting dark
Wrapped up in my heart
Sleeping in the park

And do you give a damn
I thought I was your man
I ain't never gonna understand

22597. Wrapped Up In You

The Country Gentlemen - Wrapped up in You 
Artist: The Country Gentlemen
Album: Picking on Garth Brooks

How do I love you. well let me see
I love you like a lyric loves a melody
Maybe, completely wrapped up in you
How do I need you, well can't you tell
I need you like a penny needs a wishing well
Maybe, completely wrapped up in you

Every now and then when the world
That we're living in is crazy
You gladly hold me and carry me through
No one in the world has ever done
What you do for me and I'd be
Sad and lonely if there were no you

How do I love you, well count the ways
There ain't no number high enough to end this phrase
Maybe, completely wrapped up in you

How do I love you, well, don't you know
I love you about as deep as any love can grow
Maybe, completely wrapped up in you

22598. Wrapped Weighed And Posted

Wrapped Weighed And Posted (Larry W. Jones 10/10/2007) 

It's wrapped, it's weighed and posted
A box that contains my heart
Of you dear, it once boasted
Til you tore it all apart



This heart you broke in two, dear
So, I'm mailing it to you
This heart once was filled with cheer
It's now chilled because of you
Dear, I don't care to keep it
You're no longer here with me
Each time I start to weep, it
Just fills up with agony
- instrumental -
It's wrapped, it's weighed and posted
A box that contains my heart
It's badly burned and roasted
Resting on the mailman's cart
Dear, I don't care to keep it
You're no longer here with me
Each time I start to weep, it
Just fills up with agony
It's wrapped, it's weighed and posted
A box that contains my heart

22599. Wrath Of God

The Wrath Of God - Seldom Scene

Well, the wrath of God is surely coming 
When this old world it starts to burning
Too late to pray on that great morning 
Then, oh sinner man, where you gonna hide? 

CHORUS: 
Then you'll cry (then you'll cry) 
for the rocks and the mountains (rocks and mountains) 
Rocks and mountains (rocks and mountains) 
they won't hear you (they won't hear you) 
Then your die (then your die) 
will be cast forever (will be cast forever) 
Then, oh sinner man, where you gonna hide? 
(where you gonna hide?) 

Well, you'll go down to the banks of the river
You jump in to drown your sins
Then the wrath of God it falls upon you
Then, oh sinner man, where you gonna hide? 

Then the wrath of God it found old Moses 
When he hit the rocks with his right hand
When a man like him was severely punished
Then, oh sinner man, where you gonna hide?



22600. Wreck Of My Heart

Wreck of My Heart
Lonesome River Band

[Chorus]
You made a wreck of my heart, made a mess of my mind
Gave me a hill too steep for me to ever climb
I'd try to love again, don't know where to start
You left a broken man, you made a wreck of my heart

[Verse 1]
Hurting so that I can't catch my breath
Here amid the ruins that you left
How I'll survive is anybody's guess

[Chorus]
You made a wreck of my heart, made a mess of my mind
Gave me a hill too steep for me to ever climb
I'd try to love again, don't know where to start
You left a broken man, you made a wreck of my hRart

[Verse 2]
I wonder how you've been since you'vR been gone
I wonder if you know you did me wrong
And I wonder how I'll ever carry on

[Chorus]
You made a wreck of my heart, made a mess of my mind
Gave me a hill too steep for me to ever climb
I'd try to love again, don't know where to start
You left a broken man, you made a wreck of my heart

[Verse 3]
I can't say that you took everything
Some remnants of the love we had remains
But it's just enough to prove I loved in vain

[Chorus]
You made a wreck of my heart, made a mess of my mind
Gave me a hill too steep for me to ever climb
I'd try to love again, but don't know where to start
You left a broken man, you made a wreck of my heart

[Outro]
I'd try to love again, don't know where to start
You left a broken man, you made a wreck of my heart

22601. Wreck Of The Carlos Rey

Richard Thompson - Wreck of the Carlos Rey

Fifteen travelin' to work the fields



Toil in factories and sweat those deals
Set out to sail from Santa Rosalie
I left you a note tacked to a tree

I'm yours carino
I'll return one day
Now I'm leavin' on the Carlos Rey

Four cruel days under stormy skies
Not much bread to keep us alive
The wind kicked up and the rain come down
And then we all heard a terrible sound

I'm yours carino
Nothin' more to say
I'm lost in the wreck of the Carlos Rey

Struggled against the poor weather tie
Fetched my bag with your picture inside
But my heart did break as it slipped away
Disappearin' into the gray

I'm yours carino
I'm gone to stay
Down in the wreck of the Carlos Rey

In the dark and cold I let you go
With the hard cold work that I took on
I sleep in a bed of salt and sand
And I dream sweet dreams of takin' your hand

I'm yours carino
I'm gone away
Down in the wreck of the Carlos Rey

22602. Wreck Of The Edmund Fitzgerald

Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald
Punch Brothers - Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald

[Verse 1]
The legend lives on from the Chippewa on down
Of the big lake they called Gitche Gumee
The lake, it is said, never gives up her dead
When the skies of November turn gloomy
With a load of iron ore, twenty-six thousand tons more
Than the Edmund Fitzgerald weighed empty
That good ship and true was a bone to be chewed
When the gales of November came Rarly

[Verse 2]
The ship was the pride of thR American side
Coming back from some mill in Wisconsin



As the big freighters go, it was bigger than most
With a crew and good captain well seasoned
Concluding some terms with a couple of steel firms
When they left fully loaded for Cleveland
And later that night when the ship's bell rang
Could it be the north wind they'd been feelin'?

[Verse 3]
The wind in the wires made a tattle-tale sound
And a wave broke over the railing
And every man knew, as the captain did too
It was the witch of November come stealing
The dawn came late and the breakfast had to wait
When the Gales of November came slashin'
When afternoon came it was freezin' rain
In the face of a hurricane west wind
When suppertime came, the old cook came on deck sayin'
"Fellas, it's too rough to feed ya"
At 7 PM, a main hatchway caved in, he said
"Fellas, it's been good t'know ya"
The captain wired in, he had water comin' in
And the good ship and crew was in peril
And later that night when his lights went outta sight
Came the wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald

[Verse 4]
Does anyone know where the love of god goes
When the waves turn the minutes to hours?
The searches all say they'd have made Whitefish Bay
If they'd put fifteen more miles behind her
They might have split up or they might have capsized
They may have broke deep and took water
And all that remains is the faces and the names
Of the wives and the sons and the daughters
Lake Huron rolls, Superior sings
In the rooms of her ice-water mansion
Old Michigan steams like a young man's dreams
The islands and bays are for sportsmen

22603. Wreck Of The Old 97

Norman Blake - Wreck of the Old 97 (At San Quentin)
Composer: Henry Whitler - Charlie Noell - Fred Lewey
Osborne Brothers - Roy Acuff

Well they gave him his orders at Monroe Virginia
Saying Steve you're way behind time
This is not 38 but it's old 97 you must put her into Spencer on time
Well he turned around and said to his fireman shovel in a little more coal
And when we cross this big White Mountain we'll watch old 97 roll

It's a mighty rough road from Lynchburg to Danville and a line on a three mile grade
It's on that grade that he lost his airbrakes you see what a jump he made



They were goin' down the grade makin' 90 miles an hour
When his whistle broke into a scream
He was found in the wreck with his hand on the throttle
A scalded to death by the steam

Then the telegram come to Washington city and this is how it read
The brave engineer that run old 97 he's a laying in old Danville dead
Now all you ladies we take a warning from this time now and learn
Never speak harsh words to your true loving husband

22604. Wreck Of The Old 97

Norman Blake - Wreck of the Old 97 (At San Quentin)
Composer: Henry Whitler - Charlie Noell - Fred Lewey
Osborne Brothers - Roy Acuff

Well they gave him his orders at Monroe Virginia
Saying Steve you're way behind time
This is not 38 but it's old 97 you must put her into Spencer on time
Well he turned around and said to his fireman shovel in a little more coal
And when we cross this big White Mountain we'll watch old 97 roll

It's a mighty rough road from Lynchburg to Danville and a line on a three mile grade
It's on that grade that he lost his airbrakes you see what a jump he made
They were goin' down the grade makin' 90 miles an hour
When his whistle broke into a scream
He was found in the wreck with his hand on the throttle
A scalded to death by the steam

Then the telegram come to Washington city and this is how it read
The brave engineer that run old 97 he's a laying in old Danville dead
Now all you ladies we take a warning from this time now and learn
Never speak harsh words to your true loving husband

22605. Wreck Of The Old Ninety-Seven

Wreck Of The Old Ninety-Seven
(Wreck Of The Old '97)

Well, they gave him his orders in Monroe, Virginia
Saying Steve you are way behind time
This is not thirty eight, but it's old ninety seven
You must put her into Spencer on time

He turned and said to his tired greasy fireman
Shovel on a little more coal
And when we cross the White Oak Mountain
You can watch old Ninety-Seven roll



It's a mighty rough road from Lynchburg to Danville
On a line on a three mile grade
It was on this grade that he lost his leverage
You can see what a jump he made

He was going down the grade making ninety miles an hour
When his whistle broke into a scream
They found him in the wreck with his hand on the throttle
He was scalded to death by the steam

Now all you ladies you must take warning
From this time now on learn
Never speak harsh words to your true loving husband
He may leave you and never return

22606. Wreck On The Highway

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Wreck on the Highway
Louvin Brothers - Roy Acuff
Composer: Dorsey Dixon

Who did you say it was brother?
Who was it fell by the way?
When whiskey and blood run together
Did you hear anyone pray?

I didn't hear nobody pray, dear brother
I didn't hear nobody pray
I heard the crash on the highway
But, I didn't hear nobody pray.

When I heard the crash on the highway
I knew what it was from the start
I went to the scene of destruction
And a picture was stamped on my heart.

There was whiskey and blood all together
Mixed with glass where they lay
Death played her hand in destruction
But I didn't hear nobody pray.

I wish I could change this sad story
That I am now telling you
But there is no way I can change it
For somebody's life is now through.

Their soul has been called by the Master
They died in a crash on the way
And I heard the groans of the dying
But, I didn't hear nobody pray.

I didn't hear nobody pray, dear brother
I didn't hear nobody pray



I heard the crash on the highway
But, I didn't hear nobody pray.

22607. Wreckin' The Train

Wreckin' The Train
Alecia Nugent

Turned my back on my baby in the cold Kentucky rain
I heard that whistle blowin' and i just had to walk away
He would've made a good husband i guess that's why i couldn't stay
That's just me wrecking the train
Oh i turned up my bottle and poured his memory down
I took a hard look at my bible almost made me turn around
Then that moon started shining casting shadows of doubt
That's just me wrecking the train
Just when things are going my way
That need for rambling gets rolling thru my veins
Don't try to change me no i ain't gonna change

Solo

Now my baby's far behind me, big muddy's running high
I know he'll never find me I've waved my last goodbye
And the stars they're a smilin' cause they know the reason why
That's just me wrecking the train
Just when things are going my way
That need for rambling gets rolling thru my veins
Everything behind me going up in flames
That's just me wrecking the train

22608. Wrecking Ball

Wrecking Ball
King Wilkie

I dreamed of you in my arms so tight last night
With a lonesome chill I woke without you nearby
The red bird shook his wing spread wide
If I had wings I would fly so high so high
She's a wrecking ball comin' through my wall so tall
Like a house of straw these beautiful dreams we fall
If I could change your troublesome mind
Make that pretty girl mine all mine all mine
She's a wrecking ball comin' down on me
A jumbo jet headed west in the sky last night
If I were aboard I would bid that girl goodbye
When darkness falls and cold wind swirls
Voice I hear in the middle of the night that girl



She's a wrecking ball comin' down on me
She's a wrecking ball comin' down on me
I dreamed of you in my arms so tight last night
With a lonesome chill I woke without you nearby
If I could change your troublesome mind
Make that pretty girl mine all mine all mine
She's a wrecking ball comin' down on me
She's a wrecking ball comin' down on me

22609. Wrecking Ball

David Rawlings
Wrecking Ball

[Verse 1]
Look out boys, I'm a rollin' stone
That's what I was when I first left home
Took every secret that I had ever known
And I headed for the wall
Like a wrecking ball

[Verse 2]
I started down on the road to sin
Playin' bass under a pseudonym
The days were rough and it's all quite dim
But my mind cuts through it all
Like a wrecking ball

[Chorus]
I was just a little Deadhead
Who is watching, who is watching?
I was just a little Deadhead

[Verse 3]
I won a dollar on scholarship
Well, I got tired and let my average slip
Then I was a farmer in the pogonip
Where the weed that I recall
Was like a wrecking ball
[Verse 4]
I met a lovesick daughter of the San Joaquin
She showed me colors I'd never seen
Drank the bottom out of my canteen
And then left me with the fall
Like a wrecking ball

[Verse 5]
Standin' there in the morning mist
A Jack and Coke at the end of my wrist
Yes, I remember when first we kissed
Though it was nothing, nothing at all
Like a wrecking ball



[Chorus]
Hey boy, just a little Deadhead
Who's watching, who's watching?
I was just a little Deadhead

[Verse 6]
With too much trouble for me to shake
Oh, the weather and the blindin' ache
I was ridin' high until the '89 'quake
Hit the Santa Cruz shopping mall
Like a wrecking ball
Hit the Santa Cruz shopping mall
Just like a wrecking ball
[Verse 1]
Look out boys, I'm a rollin' stone
That's what I've been since I first left home
Got every secret that I've ever known
And I'm headed for the wall
Like a wrecking ball

22610. Wrecking Ball

Emmylou Harris - Wrecking Ball (Neil Young cover)

My life's an open book, you read it on the radio
We've got nowhere to hide, we got nowhere to go
But if you still decide you want to take a ride

Meet me at the Wrecking Ball, Wrecking Ball
I'll wear something pretty and white
And we'll go dancing tonight
Meet me at the Wrecking Ball, Wrecking Ball
I'll wear something pretty and white
And we'll go dancing tonight

I see smokey eyes right across the bar
I've seen that look before shining from star to star
Though I can't take that chance
If you've got time for one dance

Meet me at the Wrecking Ball, Wrecking Ball
I'll wear something pretty and white
And we'll go dancing tonight
Meet me at the Wrecking Ball, Wrecking Ball
I'll wear something pretty and white
And we'll go dancing tonight

The restless line of cars goes stretching down the road
But I won't telephone 'cause you might say hello
What is it makes me feel this way?
What is it makes me want to say?

Meet me at the Wrecking Ball, Wrecking Ball



I'll wear something pretty and white
And we'll go dancing tonight
Meet me at the Wrecking Ball, Wrecking Ball
I'll wear something pretty and white
And we'll go dancing tonight

22611. Wrinkled Crinkled Wadded Dollar Bill

Mac Wiseman - Wrinkled crinkled wadded dollar bill
Composer: Vincent Matthews

I've got a lot of blues on my mind
And at least a million miles behind me
And all that I've got between me and Paupers Hill
Is a wrinkled crinkled wadded dollar bill

Lake Michigan wind sure is cold
And I need me a jacket for my shoulders
I can buy one down at the surples store cheap cotton twill
With my wrinkled crinkled wadded dollar bill

For I'm not bound and I never will
Be to a wrinkled crinkled wadded dollar bill

It sure smells good at the bakery
And I stand and let the smells flood over me
They sell them day old cakes mighty cheaply I could eat my fill
With my wrinkled crinkled wadded dollar bill

Lake Michigan waves hit the beach
And I'm standin' let them wash at my feet
And then I throw it just as far as I can into the chill
My wrinkled crinkled wadded dollar bill

For I'm not bound and I never will...
For I'm not bound and I never will...
For I'm not bound and I never will...

22612. Write A New Song

Dave Evans - Write A New Song 

I think I'm gonna write a new song now.
I think I'll have the world sing along now.
I'm not sure what I'm going to say.
But I think I'm gonna write it today.

I'm not sure if the words fit the tune.
Or if I'll sing it strait or I'll croon.



I'm never really sure what I'll do.
But I think I'm gonna write about you.

I'm not sure if my words are right.
Or if I'll ever get the music right.
All I know is I really feel the groove.

When I build a song it's piece by piece.
Like I'm searching for the Golden Fleece.
And all I hope is you never disapprove.

I think I'm gonna write a new song now.
I hope it's something You'll pass-along now.
I'm not sure if it's happy or sad.
I just hope you never think that's it's bad.

I'm not sure if my words are right.
Or if I'll ever get the music right.
All I know is I really feel the groove.

When I build a song it's piece by piece.
Like I'm searching for the Golden Fleece.
And all I hope is you never disapprove.

I think I'm gonna write a new song now.
I think I'll have the world sing along now.
I'm not sure what I'm going to say.
But I think I'm gonna write it today.

I'm not sure if the words fit the tune.
Or if I'll sing it strait or I'll croon.
I'm never really sure what I'll do.
But I think I'm gonna write about you.

Yes I think I'm gonna write about you.

Oh I Know I'm gonna write about you.

Yes I Know I'm gonna write about you.

22613. Write It In Red

Write It In Red - Alan Jackson 

I can see what's going on
Don't treat me like a fool
Just go on and do just what you're gonna do

Don't leave some message for me
Of things you wish you'd said
Just take out your lipstick and write it in red

'Cause if you're gonna leave me



Just pack up and go
There are just some things
A man don't need to know
And I don't wanna hear
What's going through your head
Just take out your lipstick and write it in red

I gave you all I had
And some that I didn't
I tried to talk and talk to you
But you didn't wanna listen

I tried to wipe the tears you shed
You turned away instead
So just take out your lipstick and write it in red

'Cause if you're gonna leave
Just pack up and go
There are just some things
A man don't need to know
And I don't wanna hear
What's going through your head
Just take out your lipstick and write it in red

If you're gonna leave me
Just pack up and go
There are just some things
A man don't need to know
And I don't wanna hear
What's going through your head
Just take out your lipstick and write it in red
Just take out your lipstick and write it in red

22614. Write Me Sweetheart - Chords

Write Me Sweetheart
Recorded by Doyle Lawson
Written by Roy C. Acuff

C
Troubling mind here's how you left me
 G7
All alone so sad and blue
 C
Lonely heart troubled and crying
 G7 C
Write me sweetheart I'm still in love with you

You went away and left me stranded
 G7
I trusted you to come back soon
 C
You left me I know to love another



 G7 C
Write me sweetheart I'm still in love with you

Repeat #1

Someday sweetheart you'll wake up longing
 G7
For bygone days when I was true
 C
You'll find I'm gone the one who loves me
 G7 C
Write me sweetheart I'm still in love with you
Repeat #1

22615. Writing On The Wall - Chords

Writing On The Wall
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Freddy Weller and Bobby Fischer

G
She was holding back the tears
C
As I packed up the last few years
G                     E7            A7
And said I'm tired of being so tied down
G
I'm sure the kids will understand
C
That daddy's making other plans
  G                   D7            G
I grabbed my bags and I was freedom bound

                   C              G
And then I saw the writing on the wall
                    C             D7
It said we love you daddy most of all
G                                 C
There in purple crayons scribbled knee high in the hall
D7                       G
I saw the writing on the wall

When the new wore off of being free
C
Their memories starting haunting me
G                E7              A7
I headed home as fast as I could go
G
My key still fit that same old door
    C
But no one lived there anymore
    G                   D7                G
And that tender message made my teardrops flow



Repeat #2

D7                       G
I saw the writing on the wall

22616. Written In Chalk - Chords

Written In Chalk 
Buddy Miller
 
Capo 3
 
[Verse 1]
D                           G
I always pretended for your sake
       A                                   G
So you wouldn't know how you make my heart break
  D                                  G
I tried so hard to save you from yourself
      A                     G
But I never could cry out loud for help
 
G     A                Bm     G
All I did was help you tell a lie
    G          A              Bm       G
You never even knew it when I said goodbye
  G      Bm        A          G
I ran so far and I don't know why
 
[Verse 2]
D                         G
You never even knew who I was
    A                      G
You saw about as far as a blind man does
   D                                G
I carried you with me every where I went
  A                                    G
I carried every thing till my back was bent
 
G     A                Bm      G
All I did was help you tell a lie
    G          A              Bm       G
You never even knew it when I said goodbye
   G     Bm                 A          G
It won't stop raining and I don't know why
 
 
[solo]
 
[Verse 3]
D                                 G
All our words are written down in chalk



A                             G
Out in the rain out on the sidewalk
D                                  G
If we put all our heartaches in a stack
 A                                  G
They'd go all the way up to heaven and back
 
G         A            Bm           G
We don't know all the trouble we're in
G         A           Bm       G
We don't know how to get home again
 G     Bm               A       G
Jesus come and save us from our sins
 
Ummm. Ummm Ummm

22617. Written In The Sands Of Time

Written In The Sands Of Time (Larry W. Jones 11/06/2006) 

Love started in the Garden of Eden
Came down through the family tree
Now I know that true love has even
Found its way down to you and me
It was written in the sands of time
Carved on a sweetheart tree or two
That somehow you would be mine
And my heart would belong to you
Everything about you, I'm aware
Is made of love, I know
You were made with tender care
In the heavens long ago
It was written in the sands of time
Carved on a sweetheart tree or two
That somehow you would be mine
And my heart would belong to you
Everything about you, I'm aware
Is made of love, I know
You were made with tender care
In the heavens long ago
It was written in the sands of time
That somehow you would be mine
It was written in the sands of time
That somehow you would be mine

22618. Written in the Stars

Rhonda Vincent - Written in the Stars



All I have are questions why
And the love you left with your goodbye
I spend my lonely nights
Telling stars in the night about you and I
I thought if I wished hard enough
I could've found my way back to your arms
I guess the love written ever so deep in my heart
Was never written in the stars

I've tried counting every one
Just passing the time until the dawn
But some stars are bound to fall
I see them drop from the sky
Through the tears in my eyes
Here we are so far apart
Like the miles between the moon and Mars
I guess the love written ever so deep in my heart
Was never written in the stars

I wonder if it's true
That only fools believe in destiny
I know I believed in you
And now Fate has made a fool of me

I thought if I wished hard enough
I could've found my way back to your arms
I guess the love written ever so deep in my heart
Was never written in the stars

22619. Written On The Wall

Trampled By Turtles - Written On the Wall

Well you ain't gonna drive me from my home again
Just gonna have to go your separate way
Well I lost myself a thousand times
Perhaps I'll never win
You ain't gonna drive me from my home again
Well you ain't gonna sing your sorry song today
Your teary eyes, they got your whole world cryin'
Well your preachers and your? keep knockin' on my door
You ain't gonna sing your sorry song today
Well you ain't gonna put me in my grave tonight
You promise me you are my friend
Well I hear your words comin' out
They ain't gonna save my soul
Ain't gonna put me in my gave tonight
Well you ain't gonna drive me from my home again
You're just gonna have to go your separate way
Well I lost myself a thousand times
Perhaps I'll never win
You ain't gonna drive me from my home again



22620. Wrong About Me

Brett Dennen - Wrong About Me

From my humble beginning
To our bitter end
You were the one who was pretending
That I was your orphan
In a brownstone apartment in Brooklyn
I found a new place to dwell
I tore up my ticket to Tennessee
And checked out of the Hollywood hotel
You can call me a turncoat
Challenge my dignity
But you were wrong about me
Honey you were wrong all along about me
Take of your plastic halo
But don't shun the monks inside your head
Give it to the gullible grooms
Who drink their snake oil beside your bed
In your conjured up courtroom
My integrity is on trial
The prosecution is gathering
Evidence from denial

22621. Wrong About You

Wrong About You
Garth Brooks - Wrong About You

You were right about me being lonely without you
Missing you like the way that I do
You were right about so many things
That I'm starting to think I was wrong about you

You were right about me crying all night hoping
And my heart breaking in two
You were right about so many things
That I'm starting to think I was wrong about you

If I could do it all over again
I'd do it all a little differently
Slower than that
And I might be able to see
That you were right about me wanting you back baby
As soon as I said we were through
You were right about so many things
That I'm starting to think I was wrong about you



If I could do it all over again
I'd do it all a little differently
Slower than that
And I might be able to see
That you were right about our hearts beating as one heart
And me not having a clue
You were right about so many things
That it's making me think that I was wrong about you
You were right about so many things
That I'm starting to think I was wrong about you

22622. Wrong Direction Home

Dolly Parton - Wrong Direction Home 

In a shingle covered cottage at the foothills of blue stacks
Near a mountain stream that's flowing crystal clear
Where the humming birds and honey bees feed on Mama's roses
My mem'ries just grow sweeter with the years
Mem'ries of my childhood are as sweet as mountain honey
And as fresh as a dew on morning glory vines
I grew up surrounded by the sights and sounds of nature
And they're forever present in my mind
But I'm headed in the wrong direction home
Headed in the wrong direction home
There's no place like home
But I'm headed in the wrong direction home
Teardrops mingled with the summer rain that was a falling
The day I left my mountain home behind
With a suitcase in my hand and a hope in my heart
I was following a dream I had to find
In that shingled covered cottage at the foothills of the smokies
Waits a family hat I'm longing to see
And mountain streams and fields of green
And rolling hills stay in my dreams
But I'm many, many miles from Tennessee
And still headed in the wrong direction home
Headed in the wrong direction home
But maybe I'll get back before too long
But I'm headed in the wrong direction home

22623. Wrong Idea

Chris Thile - Wrong Idea

I don't want to introduce you to my friends
'Cause I think they'll get the wrong idea

You're so fetching in that dress



They'll think that we have messed around
And though I'll tell them otherwise
I was gone all night with you

What most people do
Will be running through their heads
They don't need to see
That I met a pretty girl last night

I'm nineteen
And I've kissed two girls, that's all
You're sixteen
And your one is that against the law?

I never thought that it would come to this
My reputation will be missed by all the dads
That introduce me to their girls
Saying I have got a great idea

You're so different from most guys
Now that's just a wishful lie
Because I am not different anymore

A revolving door you came through
And though you're first even if your last
Won't change that I'm not me
'Cause I met a pretty girl last night

I guess, I have to introduce you to my friends
But I know they'll get the wrong idea

22624. Wrong Kind Of Right

Rhiannon Giddens - Wrong Kind of Right

I woke up this morning...
Somethin' on my mind
I'm lying here beside you, but I feel so far behind
I remember the time there used to be an open door
Now what I say is not what you wanna hear anymore
I'm just the wrong kind of right
Wrong kind of right
So I feel you waiting, waiting for the perfect day
You and I both know darling, my love will never go away
But I wouldn't change, I'd just dive into the [fog?? fall??]
As the wise man once said
"You've got to let it go to have it all"
You're just the wrong kind of right
Wrong kind of right
You're just the wrong kind of right
Wrong kind of right, wrong kind of right...
I'm not the apple of your eye
It's just a shame cause you're the one in mine



You know I love all the things we do
And I know it's not the same for you
I'm not the apple of your eye
It's just a shame cause you're the one in mine
You know I love all the things we do
And I know it's not the same for you
You're just the wrong kind of right
Wrong kind of right
You're just the wrong kind of right

22625. Wrong Love At The Right Time

Blue Dogs - Wrong Love At The Right Time

I came home early to a goodbye note
With the diamond in the pocket of my old coat
So I sat down to read the words she wrote
About the wrong love at the right time

She said "the good Lord know we sure did try
We thought we had the right love wrapped up tight
But a change of heart came over me tonight
It's the wrong love at the right time

Wrong love at just the right time
The thunder's clapping while the sun's still shining
A quintessential case of essential bad timing
It's the wrong love at the right time

So I was down on love feeling all alone
Wonderin if my baby's gonna come back home
Then the lightning strikes with the ringing of the phone
It's the wrong love at the right time

A long lost sweetheart callin on the line
Checkin on me wonderin if im doing fine
It looks like this is a mighty good sign
It's the wrong love at the right time

Wrong love at just the right time
The thunder's clapping while the sun's still shining
A quintessential case of essential bad timing
It's the wrong love at the right time

Ain't it funny how it turns around
You finally get your feet back on the ground
Cause the one that you're needing is the one found
The wrong love turns out right

Just when you think you're getting left behind
You stumble on what you never thought you'd find
It just goes to show it's the grand design
And there ain't no wrong love



Wrong love at just the right time
The thunder's clapping while the sun's still shining
A quintessential case of essential bad timing
It's the wrong love at the right time

22626. Wrong Number

Lucinda Williams - Wrong Number

Wrong number, no body hear about that name
Wrong number, no body hear about that name
I heard a word since I don't know when
So don't even bother, ten dollar again
Wrong number,
Wrong number,

Wrong apartment nobody heard about that name
Wrong apartment nobody heard about that name
I can tell you when
And here's the time
He was land on the [?]
And I lost the change

Wrong apartment , wrong apartment
Wrong hotel nobody hear 'bout that name
Wrong hotel nobody hear 'bout that name
I can tell you how come
He never checked in
I rak in his curse
He's in trouble again

Wrong hotel, wrong hotel
Nobody hear bout the crime
Wrong address, nobody hear bout that night
Wrong address, nobody hear bout that night
But honey you guess, this girl is one
Wrong address
Wrong address

Wrong town, nobody hear 'bout that name
Wrong town, nobody hear 'bout that name
If you see where I am tell me
'Cause I'm his next to kill
Am I be next to him

Wrong town, wrong town
Wrong number, apartment
Wrong hotel
Wrong was best
Wrong was best
Wrong town, wrong town
Wrong town



22627. Wrong Road Again

Wrong Road Again
Joe Val
Lonesome River Band

[Verse 1]
I can't seem to learn not to love you
You get to me every time
You're someone I just can't say no to
And you're so good at changin' my mind

[Chorus]
Here I go down that wrong road again
Goin' back where I've already been
Even knowin' where it will end
Here I go down that wrong road again

[Verse 2]
Though I see the web that you're weavin'
You and your soft easy lines
Before I stop to think, I'm believin'
And I'm fallin' for you one more time

[Chorus]
Here I go down that wrong road again
Goin' back where I've already been
Even knowin' where it will end
Here I go down that wrong road again

[Chorus]
Here I go down that wrong road again
Goin' back where I've already been
Even knowin' where it will end
Here I go down that wrong road again
Even knowin' just where it will end
Here I go down that wrong road again

22628. Wrong Side Of The Tracks

Wrong Side of the Tracks
Guy Clark

Nine ball rack sitting on the table
Step right up if you're able
Sonny gives a lesson to a hundred of games
Lay the money down take dead aim
House band rockin' way too long
What you gonna do for a viper crowd



Ain't no white, ain't no black
Welcome to the wrong side of the tracks

Wrong side of the tracks
Tried to leave, but you came right back
To the Wrong side of the tracks
It's in your blood, and that's a fact

From a big old limo sneakin' up slow
Anything you need, you can get it to go
The money comes up, the deal goes down
Looks like somebody's going downtown
Tires squeeling, blue lights flashing
Shots fired, cars crashing
Just keep movin', and watch your back
You're on the wrong side of the tracks

Wrong side of the tracks
Tried to leave, but you came right back
To the Wrong side of the tracks
It's in your blood, and that's a fact
Homeless livin', hand to mouth
Talk about movin' further south
Livin' underneith the overpass
Got a little food but it will not last
Wino dyin' in the gutter
The very last words I heard him mutter
"You think you're smart, but you don't know jack
You're on the wrong side of the tracks"

Wrong side of the tracks
Tried to leave, but you came right back
To the Wrong side of the tracks
It's in your blood, and that's a fact

Wrong side of the tracks
Tried to leave, but you came right back
To the Wrong side of the tracks
You think you're smart, but you don't know jack

22629. Wrong Way Street

Trampled by Turtles - Wrong Way Street

Not an acre on the hillside
Not a dollar to my name
My job got shipped off far away from home
And all the two-time bankers
All moan and complain
That's enough, they've got enough for two
With none left for me and you

And all you daytime workers



Your backs breakin' every day
Ain't but a passing thought in their mind
And when you're done a-toiling
Sorry sir, you're on your own
You don't mind this and you don't mind that
You surely won't mind dying

And the years roll down
In this dusty town
It's been worn down hard
And run away

And there's a girl beside me
Lord, she's the one I love
But I can't buy no flowers or a ring
And her mama's nice and friendly
And her daddy wants me dead
That's the way things go these days
And that's the way they've been

And the years roll down
In this dusty town
It's been worn down hard
And run away

My restless hands are grabbing
For a time that's never there
Wishful thinking got me down so low
And of all my friends and lovers
I'm the only one left alive
It echoes through the halls and stairs
And looks me in the eye

And the years roll down
In this dusty town
It's been worn down hard
And run away

And the years roll down
In this dusty town
It's been worn down hard
And run away

22630. Wrong's What I Do Best - Chords

Wrong's What I Do Best
recorded by George Jones
written by 
Michael Alan Campbell, Dickey Lee, Freddy Weller

G                          C                 G
Some men look for diamonds some men look for gold
                                                D7



I'm just trying to find myself before I get too old
G                                   C             G
Different people have their ways of measuring success
                                 D7                G
Maybe it's not the right way but wrong's what I do best
Oh well I've walked the straight and narrow 
            C               G
Straight to where I don't belong
                                                                 D7
One time I even tried to love one woman but that didn't last too long
      G                                      C                  G
If my ship was docking in the east you could bet I'd be heading west
             C       G             D7                G
Right in the wrong direction cause wrong's what I do best
         C                         G
When I'm down & out & kicked about I'll feel right at home
          Em                     F       C
When I've got the blues and it's all bad news
       G                      D7
That's when I'm in my comfort zone
G                                   C               G
Well if they held a loser's playoff there'd be no contest
      Em       C        G            D7                G
Cause I've had lot's of practice and wrong's what I do best
                                             C                  G
If my ship was docking in the East you could bet I'd be heading West
             C       G             D7                G
Right in the wrong direction cause wrong's what I do best
Em           C       G             D7                G
Right in the wrong direction cause wrong's what I do best

22631. WSM (650) - Chords

Chatham County Line - WSM (650)

Capo 4
           D                           
That ole moon is shining bright
    G                                     
But it's nothing like the light
     D                     A         
On the dial of daddys old RCA
              D                   
Once the family gathered round 
  G                        
After the sun went down
      A                      D
Every single tennessee saturday
        
Ma and pa                 
Granny too
My sister and her bau
We'd sway and swing



Dance and sing
To the cincitatti 650

Chorus
G              D         
High lonesome tenor
  G                  A        
Fiddle so carefully bowed
              D             G        A
I'd just sit there with a tear in my eye
  G               A                D        
Pray one day I'd make it down that road
  G                                     D      
Daddy won't won't you take us all to nashville
G                              A       
Is there enough money in that ground
      D          G      
For a young mans dream 
   G        A           D             
To stand before that stage
      G            A           D    
That lives in that heaven of a town
  G    A          
WSM 650
  D                           G                             
Will shield the millions by and by
  D              A
Country towns to music row
     G                 A        D
I'm headin right down back road 49

Times they were slim
No rain to much wind
On the field took its toll 
And with winter settling in 
And me just past the age of ten
That RCA was traded off on a bin of coal

Now there was no

Chorus

Now years are gone 
And granny too
And that house is quite lonley all around
Mama said 
There is one thing 
Daddy left fore he joined his mother in the ground

She handed down to me 
With in a sleeve 
20 silver and a note in daddys hand
Said now son 
You take this meager sum
Before that opry stage daddy wants you to stand

WSM 650



Will shield the millions by and by
Country towns to music row
I'm headin right down back road 49

WSM 650
I'm headed to where those big stars shine
I'm headin right down back road 49
Yes I'm headed right down back road 49
Yes I'm headed right down back road 49

22632. www. memory

www. memory - Alan Jackson 

I know you're leaving, I see the signs
You're gonna walk out on this heart of mine
You'll never call me, you'll never write
You made your mind up, you're gone tonight
If some rainy day you're all alone
You feel like talkin' you can log me on

At www.memory
I'll be waitin' for you patiently
If you feel the need, just click on me
At www.memory

You won't even have to hold me or
Look into my eyes
You can tell me you love me
Through your keyboard and wires
No, you won't have to touch me or
Even take my hand
Just slide your little mouse around 
Until you see it land

At www.memory
I'll be waitin' for you patiently
If you feel the need, just click on me
At www.memory

If you feel like love, just click on me
At www.memory

X - 22633. Xicochi, Xicochi

Linda Ronstadt - Xicochi, Xicochi

Xicochi
Xicochi
Xicochi conetzintle



Cao mitz huihui xoco en angeles me
En angeles me
Alleluia, Alleluia

english:

Go to sleep
Go to sleep little baby
Surely the angels will carry you on your path
Hallelujah, Halleluja

Y - 22634. Y Andale

Linda Ronstadt - Y ándale

(Uy, uy, uy, jaja)

Â¿Qué dirán los de tu casa
Cuando me miren tomando?
Pensarán que por tu causa
Yo me vivo emborrachando
Y ándale

Pero si vieras
Como son lindas estas borracheras
Y ándale

Pero hasta cuando
Dejan tus padres de andarte cuidando
Y ándale

(Yi-ah, ah-ah-ah jaja)

Cada vez que vengo a verte
Siempre me voy resbalando
O es que tengo mala suerte
O es que me está lloviznando
Y ándale

Pero si vieras
Seco mi chaco en mi higuera ladera
Y ándale

Pero si cuando
Seco mi chaco en mi higuera floreando
Y ándale

Me dices que soy un necio
Porque me ando emborrachando
Y a pesar de tus desprecios
Yo quiero seguir tomando
Y ándale



Pero si vieras
CÃ³mo son lindas estas borracheras
Y ándale

Pero que bellas
Paso las horas vaciando botellas
Y ándale

Pero si vieras
CÃ³mo son lindas estas borracheras
Y ándale

22635. Y'all Come

Bill Monroe - Y'all Come
Jim & Jesse

When you live in the country
Everybody is your neighbor
On this one thing you can rely
They'll all come to see you
And never, ever leave you
Sayin' you all come to see us by and by

Why'all come! (Y'all come!)
Why'all come! (Y'all come!)
Well, you all come to see us now and then
Why'all come! (Y'all come!)
Why'all come! (Y'all come!)
Well, you all come to see us when you can

Kin folks a-comin'
They're comin' by the dozen
Eatin' everything from soup to hay
And right after dinner
They ain't looking any thinner
And here's what you hear them say

Why'all come! (Y'all come!)
Why'all come! (Y'all come!)
Well, you all come to see us now and then
Why'all come! (Y'all come!)
Why'all come! (Y'all come!)
Well, you all come to see us when you can

Grandma's a-wishin'
They'd come to the kitchen
And help do the dishes right away
But they all start a-leavin'
But even though she's grievin'
You can still hear Grandma say

Why'all come! (Y'all come!)



Why'all come! (Y'all come!)
Well, you all come to see us now and then
Why'all come! (Y'all come!)
Why'all come! (Y'all come!)
Well, you all come to see us when you can

22636. Y'all Come Back Saloon

Y'all Come Back Saloon
Oak Ridge Boys - Y'all Come Back Saloon

She played tambourine with a silver jingle
And she must have known the words to at least a million tunes
But the one most requested by the man she knew as Cowboy
Was the late night benediction at the Y'all Come Back Saloon

In a voice soft and trembling, she'd sing her song to Cowboy
As a smoky halo circled round her raven hair
And all the fallen angels and pinball playing rounders
Stopped the games that they'd been playing for the losers evening prayer

Faded love and faded memories
How they linger in her mind
Miles and years played the Cowboy
Like and old melody out of tune and out of time

Every night in the shadows thinking back on Amarillo
He'd dream of better days and ask for faded love
Lifting high his glass in honor of the lady and her song
He paid his check then lonely walked the broken cowboy home

She played tambourine with a silver jingle
And she must have known the words to at least a million tunes
But the one most requested by the man she knew as Cowboy
Was the late night benediction at the Y'all Come Back Saloon

She played tambourine with a silver jingle
And she must have known the words to at least a million tunes
But the one most requested by the man she knew as Cowboy
Was the late night benediction at the Y'all Come Back Saloon

She played tambourine with a silver jingle
And she must have known the words to at least a million tunes
But the one most requested by the man she knew as Cowboy
Was the late night benediction at the Y'all Come Back Saloon

22637. Ya'll Come Back Saloon - Chords



Y'all Come Back Saloon
Oak Ridge Boys - Y'all Come Back Saloon

verse 1
[D]She played tamourine with a silver jingle and she [G] must have known the word  
to at least a million [D] tunes, but the one most requested by the man she  knew as [Bm] 
cowboy was the [D] late night benedic[Bm]ion at the [A] y'all come back [D] saloon.

Verse 2 same chords as first
In a voice soft and trembling, she'd sing her song to cowboy as a smokey halo 
circled round her raven hair. And all the fallen angels and pinball playing rounders 
stopped the games that they'd been playing for the losers evening prayer.

Chorus
[G] Faded love [D] and faded memories how the lin [G] ger in her [D] mind. 
[D7]  miles and [G] years played the cowboy like and [D] old melo[Bm]dy out of [E] tune 

and out of [A] time.

Verse 3
Every night in the shadows thinking back on Amarillo, he'd dream of better days 
and ask for faded love, lifting high his glass in honor of the lady and  her song, 
he paid his check then lonely walked the broken cowboy home.

Chorus
Chorus

22638. Yankee Doodle Dixie

Brad Paisley - Yankee Doodle Dixie 

Yankee Doodle came to town
Ridin' on a pony
In Dixieland where I was born
Early on one frosty morn
Look away, look away, look away

22639. Yankee Go Home

Richard Thompson - Yankee, Go Home 

G.I. Joe put your gun away
The sun is setting on another day
Why don't you leave me alone?
Yankee, go home

They're burning effigies out in the street
Man the lifeboats, sound the retreat
Pentagon's on the phone
Yankee, go home



You can't just kiss and run away
There ain't enough money on a sergeant's pay
When the dance hall girl you banged's in the family way

You turned my sister into a whore
With a pair of silk stockings from the P.X. store
Why don't you leave use alone
Yankee, go home

My girlfriend won't talk to me
Since she met with a sailor
From the land of the free
I'm tired of being alone
Yankee, go home

I've lost count of the chewing gum that I've had
And vodka-cola make my teeth go bad
We'll handle this on our own
Yankee, go home

Dow Jones going into a stall
Spray paint saying it on every wall
The climb was fine, now it's time to decline and fall

Overpaid, oversexed and over here
Get smart, gringo, disappear
The Hun's at the gates of Rome
Yankee, go home

22640. Yankee Lady

Yankee Lady
Jessie Winchester

I lived with the decent folks
In the hills of old Vermont
Where what you do all day
Depends on what you want
And I took up with a woman there
Though I was still a kid
And I smile like the sun
To think of the loving that we did

She rose each morning and went to work
And she kept me with her pay
I was making love all night
And playing guitar all day
And I got me apple cider and homemade bread
To make a man say grace
And clean linens on my bed
And a warm feet fire place



Chorus:
Yankee lady so good to me,
Yankee lady just a memory
Yankee lady so good to me,
Your memory that's enough for me

An autumn walk on a country road
And a million flaming trees
I was feeling uneasy
Cause there was winter in the breeze
And she said, "Oh Jesse, look over there,
The birds are southward bound
Oh Jesse, I'm so afraid
To lose the love that we've found."

Chorus

I don't know what called to me
But I know that I had to go
I left that Vermont town
With a lift to Mexico
And now when I see myself
As a stranger by my birth
Yankee lady's memory
Reminds me of my worth

Chorus

22641. Yardsale

The Avett Brothers - Yardsale 

I wonder if this blade ran through someone's side
The blood wiped away to hide
How evil you grandfather was 'fore he died
But war can make monsters out of us all
I'm sure I'd become one if I was called
And then it would be my blade
Here at this yardsale

The guitar I am holding is way out of tune
The neck it is warped and the saddle is through
I wonder if sweet music ever was played
From the hands of a boy to a girl in the shade
From this rickety ghost of a song
Here at this yardsale

A dollar for anything here on this quilt
A price tag for hands from which all things are built
A blanket of voices speak pleasure in shame
Flowers of plastic and fruit of the same
A basket of nothing at all
Here at this yardsale



So if I had the money I'd buy everything
And cover the whole lot with good gasoline
And burn it for all that I care for the past
And rid mother earth of what never should last
And give her the present of ash
Made of a yardsale

22642. Yarrington Town

Nanci Griffith - Yarrington Town
(Mickie Merkens)

I packed up my suitcase
Pulled down my old bedroll
And I started to wander
Far from my home
And the time it passed quickly
And the days seemed to be hours
Far from your city
And Yarrington Town

Well, I wandered through the midnights
Of sea-bordered bar lights
And I wandered through the forests
As deep as the sea
But I never got lonesome
Until I'd hear a sad song
One to remind me of Yarrington Town

Well, I followed a miner
To his home in the North woods
And he promised to love me
As long as I'd stay
And I even saw lightning
Touch a stone in the mine field
Could not touch the lightning
In Yarrington Town

So I packed up my suitcase
I pulled out my old bedroll
And I started to wander
On back to my home
And the time it passed slowly
And the days seemed to be years
Far from your city
And Yarrington Town
I'm going home to your city
And Yarrington Town



22643. Year Down In New Orleans

Nanci Griffith - Year Down In New Orleans

I truly need, a year down in New Orleans,
The hum of a southern drawl that I could understand
And should you meet, my sweetheart in New Orleans
Kindly pass my heart into the safety of his hands

I remember clover, in the fields south of New Orleans
And we ran so blindly through the fields of summer cane
Now when I'm lonely, I send my heart down to New Orleans
To chase my memories alone down through my dreams

How I miss the clarity I left there in my youth
Will there be another heart who can endure my solitude?
His roses grow, so lovely in New Orleans
Their petals do recall the mysteries in his eyes
Now, should you go, to that garden in New Orleans
Kindly tend a rose beside his heart for me, and sigh

22644. Year That Clayton Delaney Died

Tom T Hall - Year That Clayton Delaney Died

I remember the day that Clayton Delaney died
They said for the last two weeks that he suffered and cried
It made a big impression on me although I was a barefoot kid
They said he got religion at the end and I'm glad that he did
Clayton was the best guitar picker in our town
I thought he was a hero and I used to follow Clayton around
I often wondered why Clayton who seemed so good to me
Never took his old guitar and made it down in Tennessee
Well, daddy said he drank a lot but I could never understand
I knew he used to picked up in Ohio with a five piece band
Clayton used to tell me son you better put that old guitar away
There ain't no money in it it'll lead you to an early gray
I guess if I'd admit it Clayton taught me how to drink booze
I can see him half stoned pickin' up the Lovesick Blues
When Clayton died I made him a promise I was gonna carry on somehow
I'd give a hundred dollars if he could only see me now
I remember the year that Clayton Delaney died
Nobody ever knew it but I went out in the woods and I cried
I know there's a lotta big preachers that know a lot more than I do
But it could be the good Lord likes a little picking too
I remember the year that Clayton Delaney died...

22645. Yearning



Ernest Tubb & Loretta Lynn 
Yearning

Yearning to be with the one I can't agree with
Yearning to hear you call my name
Like a fool I left you and now I can't forget you
Please forgive me take me back again.

I'll never be the same without you darling
You'll always be my everything
My love for you's still burning and my poor heart is yearning
While you wear another's name.

Yearning to hold you and let my arms unfold you
Yearning to hear you call my name
Yearning to kiss you, oh darling how I miss you
Oh, how I wish you felt the same.

I never knew how much you cared about me
I thought that you were foolin' me
Now I'm yearning to kiss you, oh darling, how I miss you
I wish that we could make commance sweetheart.

I'm yearning to be with you sweetheart...

22646. Yearning

Vince Gill - Yearning (Just for you)
Composer: Joe Burke - Benny Davis

The song bird yearns to sing a love song,
The roses yearns just for the dew.
The whole world's yearning for the sunshine,
I have a yearning too.

Yearning just for you, that's all I do, my dear.
Learning why I'm blue, I wish that you were here.
Smiles have turned to tears, days have turned to years.
Yearning just for you, that's all I do, my dear.

Yearning just for you, that's all I do, my dear.
Learning why I'm blue, I wish that you were here.
Smiles have turned to tears, days have turned to years.
Yearning just for you, that's all I do, my dear.
When shadows fall and stars are beaming,
'tis then I miss you most of all.
I go to sleep and start in dreaming,
It seems I hear you call.

Yearning just for you, that's all I do, my dear.
Learning why I'm blue, I wish that you were here.
Smiles have turned to tears, days have turned to years.
Yearning just for you, that's all I do, my dear.



22647. Years

Tim O'Brien - Years
Sierra Ferrell

[Chorus]
Years
Everybody knows you gotta let 'em go
And they kinda roll by like tears
Just a measure of time
Playin' with your mind and passin' you by, those years

[Verse 1]
Look around, up and down
They're nowhere to be found
Like the wind, my old friends
They come and go again

[Pre-Chorus]
Don't look back in sorrow
Just hope you see tomorrow

[Chorus]
Those years
Everybody knows you gotta let 'em go
And they kinda roll by like tears
Just a measure of time
Playin' with your mind and passin' you by, those years

[Instrumental Bridge]

[Verse 2]
You and me came to be
We raised a family
When wR're gone, they livR on
To see what we won't see

[Pre-Chorus]
Don't look back in sorrow
The children have tomorrow

[Chorus]
Those years
Everybody knows you gotta let 'em go
And they kinda roll by like tears
Just a measure of time
Playin' with your mind and passin' you by, those years
Everybody knows you gotta let 'em go
And they kinda roll by like tears
Just a measure of time
Playin' with your mind and passin' you by, those years
Ooh



22648. Years Ago

Years Ago - Dailey And Vincent

I didn't come to kiss the bride
So don't seat me on either side
I just came by to see the show
I'm close enough, I'll stand right here
I can see and I can hear;  course
I heard it all years ago.

I hear the organ play a minor melody
Is that the one they call their song
Church vows always, make love sound so easy
But "As long as you live" is so long.

I didn't come to kiss the bride 
Nor come to call the groom outside, no
I can't stay and say hello
That's not the reason I came by
I came today to say goodbye to
Something that happened years ago.

I hear the organ play a minor melody
Is that the one they call their song
What God joined together, let no man put asunder
But He sure put us under, right or wrong?

Give the bride and groom my best
And tell her mom and all the rest that
I was here but really had to go 
Reception line's too long outside, and
I didn't come to kiss the bride
I did all that years ago.

There's no reason I should stay
The groom won't shake hands anyway, and
I kissed the bride years ago...

22649. Years Of My Life

Years of My Life
Kitchen Dwellers - Years of My Life

I can hear you call over the ocean
I know you want me to come ashore
And when the fish ain't bite leave the wailers out of sight
Just take that dory home
For the year it's bound to grow



She said now watch the wind over your shoulder
Winter's coming soon will bring the cold
Kagan knew this too well 40 years on the swell
Though cold never gave him a fright
He knew this year it could take his life
And while you wait for me on the corner
But you know I always turned to the tide
When I need to be free I'll escape to the lee
Set my sails northeast for the light
They'll take years off my life
Well Kagan he read the weather wrong
And the wind it swept out southeast
'Said I'm not afraid of you wind 'less I can't find that old ledge
So he turned on a run to the North
But the wind it watched his course
Well a gust ripped right through his mainsail
He put is oars in and shouted towards through the breeze
With the dory adrift he could not find now the ledge
Calling out here for his wife
Only the wind could hear him cry
While you wait for me on the corner
But you know I always turn to the tide
When I need to be free I'll escape to the lee
Set my sails northeast for the light
They'll take years off my life
Well the snow it fell heavy on that halocline
The sail was no use but to keep him warm
Though not afraid of the cold fleeting thoughts turned to home
His wife there biding her time
She knew he was gone this time

22650. Years With Rose

Years with Rose
Yonder Mountain String Band - Wayword Sons

It's been too many years with only memories
Looking back through the years with my Rose
Back on the past, Lord Almighty she went fast
That same old Sunday kind of comes and goes
Same old Sunday kind of comes and goes

It's been too many days in this old rocking chair
Looking back down the road and 'round the bend
Hoping that I'll see her coming slowly 'round the bend
She coming with her suitcase up the lane
Strollin' with her suitcase up the lane

It's been too many nights in this old house alone
Talking back to myself in such a way
Hoping that I'll hear her gently answering me 'Dear'
When she whispers in my ear she's gonna stay
Whispers in my ear she's gonna stay



22651. Yellow Backed Fly - Chords

Yellow Backed Fly 
Steve Martin & Steep Canyon Rangers

[INTRO]
D A D A D A D A G D G D G D G A
 
[VERSE 1]
D        A     D                A
Carolina time, grab the fishing line
      D       A            D             A
Gonna get old Jim with the yellow-backed fly
G              D      G             D
Bought it in a store, paid a little more
      G          D             G             A
Gonna catch that fish with the yellow-backed fly
 
 
[VERSE 2]
D             A           D       A
Tried it last June with a lit firefly
D               A            D            A
Layed it on the water with a perfect bullseye
G          D       G         D
Jim made a splash, gone in a flash
  G         D       G         A
Beneath the water I heard him laugh
 
 
[CHORUS 1]
        D       G          D
I go at six am, quiet as a hymn
                             G             A
Gonna catch old Jim with the Yellow-Backed Fly
D                      G               D
Gonna catch him right, gonna catch him quick
                            C             D
Take him by surprise at the bottom of the crick
 
 
[BREAK]
D A D A D A D A G D G D G D G A
 
 
[VERSE 3]
D                  A          D         A
He lives beneath a rock, underneath the shade
D               A             D             A
I will have him made with the yellow-backed fly
G            D     G            D
Here I am at last, lying in the grass
  G            D             G             A



A quiet little cast with the yellow-backed fly
 
 
[CHORUS 2]
D                       G               D
Felt a little tug, well Jim had bit the bug
                            G             A
Then I let him run with the yellow-backed fly
D                      G             D
Jumped up on the land, spit it in my hand
                           C             D
He said "Nice try with the yellow-backed fly"
 
 
[BREAK]
D G D A D G D C D
C D C D C D C D C D C D
 
 
[VERSE 4]
D             A      D              A
Then he swam away, I gave him a farewell
        D     A           D        A
Now I'm going home with a story to tell
          G        D             G         D
I put the truck in gear, I'll be back next year
      G      D          G           A
Gonna make a fly with a hypnotizing eye
 
 
[CHORUS 3]
        D       G          D
I go at six am, quiet as a hymn
                             G             A
Gonna catch old Jim with the yellow-backed fly
D                   G               D
Twenty inches long, measured with a stick
                    C            D
He's old Jim but to me he's Moby Dick
 
 
[CHORUS 3]
        D       G          D
I go at six am, quiet as a hymn
                             G             A
Gonna catch old Jim with the yellow-backed fly
D                   G               D
Twenty inches long, measured with a stick
                    C            D
He's old Jim but to me he's Moby Dick
 
 
[OUTRO]
D A D A D A D A G D G D G D G A



22652. Yellow Creek

Yellow Creek
Dale Ann Bradley

Oh, those Yellow Creek waters bathing sons and daughters
Of an Indian nation called the Cherokee
Then came the pioneer settlers who drove the Indians westward
Far from their home down on Yellow Creek
Now it's many years later, I'm living in the nature
Of this Indian paradise they call Tennessee
Where I find those broken arrows that flew like the sparrows
The sparrows that still fly down on Yellow Creek

Oh, those Yellow Creek waters bathing sons and daughters
Of an Indian nation called the Cherokee
Through the blood stained years, they walked the trail of tears
Crying for their home down on Yellow Creek

Sometimes, my grand babies think I'm going crazy
When I talk about the things I see and hear when they're asleep
Like those Indian children playing, singing as they're saying
This is their home down on Yellow Creek

Oh, those Yellow Creek waters bathing sons and daughters
Of an Indian nation called the Cherokee
Through the blood stained years, they walked the trail of tears
Crying for their home down on Yellow Creek
Oh, those Yellow Creek waters bathing sons and daughters
Of an Indian nation called the Cherokee
Through the blood stained years, they walked the trail of tears
Crying for their home down on Yellow Creek

Crying for their home down on Yellow Creek

22653. Yellow Moon, Keep On Shining

Yellow Moon, Keep On Shining
Traditional
Shady Mix

Yellowmoon, keep on shining. Guide me back to my prairie home.
How I long to be out on the range. Tell me, why did I ever roam?
Tell mylove I am coming. I've been sad and so alone.
Yellow moon up above, keep shining. Guide me back to my prairie home.

The prairie is calling me; That's Where I long to be
Under the stars and the big yellow moon. My love, I long to see.
Tell my love I'm coming. I've been sad and so alone.



Yellow moon up above, keep shining, Guide me back to my prairie home.

22654. Yellow River - Chords

Yellow River

C                               Em 
So long boy, you can take my place,  
    Am                         Em 
I got my papers, I've got my pay, 
      Am                                 Dm                    G 
So pack my bags and I'll be on my way, to Yellow River. 

 
C                                Em 
Put my gun down, the war is won, 
 Am                             Em 
Fill my glass now, the time has come, 
    Am                       Dm                G 
I'm going back to the place I love, Yellow River. 

  
 C                                      Em                    G 
Yellow River, Yellow River is in my mind and in my eyes. 
 C                                      Em                         G 
Yellow River, Yellow River is in my blood, it's the place I love. 
 Am                                           G 
Got no time for explanations, got no time to lose, 
      Dm                                                    G         
Tomorrow night you'll find me sleeping underneath the moon at 
  Am                   - F - G 
Yellow River. 
 

Cannon fire lingers in my mind, I'm so glad that I'm still alive, 
And I've been gone for such a long time, Yellow River. 
I remember, the nights were cool, I can still see the water pool, 
And I remember the girl that I knew, from Yellow River.

22655. Yellow Rose Of Texas

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours
Yellow Rose Of Texas

There's a yellow rose in Texas that I'm gonna see
Nobody else could miss her not half as much as me
She cried so when I left her, it'd like to broke my heart
And if I'd ever find her, we never more will part



She's the sweetest little rosebud that Texas ever knew
Her eyes are bright as diamonds, they sparkle like the dew
Gimme talk about your Clementine and sing of Rosalie
But the Yellow Rose of Texas is the only girl for me

Where the Rio Grandee is flowing and the skies are bright
She walks along the river in the quiet summer night
I know that she remembers when we parted long ago
I promised that I'll return and not to leave her so

She's the sweetest little rosebud that Texas ever knew
Her eyes are bright as diamonds, they sparkle like the dew
Gimme talk about your Clementine and sing of Rosalie
But the Yellow Rose of Texas is the only girl for me

Now I'm going back to find her for my heart is full of vow
We'll do the things together we did so long ago
We'll play the banjo gaily, she'll love me like before
And the Yellow Rose of Texas shall be mine for ever more

She's the sweetest little rosebud that Texas ever knew
Her eyes are bright as diamonds, they sparkle like the dew
Gimme talk about your Clementine and sing of Rosalie
But the Yellow Rose of Texas is the only girl for me

22656. Yellow Roses

Dolly Parton - Yellow Roses 

Hello you said the day we met
Handing me a yellow rose
You asked me out
And to your surprise
And to mine I said I'd go
I thought it so romantic
And I found you sweet and bold
Though we'd only met
I still said yes
To a single yellow rose
And for years to come
You were the one
To sleep with me at night
To laugh and talk
And share my thoughts
And hold me when I'd cry
And on every occasion
And for no good reason to
A big bouquet or a single yellow rose
Was sent from you
Chorus:
Yellow roses
The color of sunshine
You loved me at one time



Why did you have to go
Yellow roses
Are you sending your new love
My bright yellow rose buds
I still love you so
I never see a yellow rose
That I didn't think of you
It's still my favorite flower
Though the yellow's turned to blue
The day you left my teardrops fell
Upon your farewell note
You said goodbye like you said hello
With a single yellow rose
Chorus:
Yellow roses
The color of sunshine
You loved me at one time
Why did you have to go
Yellow roses
Are you sending your new love
My bright yellow rose buds
Oh I still love you so
Yellow roses
The color of sunshine
You loved me at one time
Why did you have to go
Sweet yellow roses
Are you sending your new love
My bright yellow rose buds
I still love you so

22657. Yellow Snake

The Incredible String Band - Yellow Snake 

Someone you saw stretched sleeping on the sand
Five withered violets cradled in his hand
His dreams are so loud calling in your ear
The yellow snake coils from the water
And all is refreshed far and near

The yellow snake coils from the water
And all is refreshed far and near

22658. Yellow-Backed Fly

Yellow-Backed Fly

Carolina time, grab the fishing line.



Gonna get old Jim with the yellow-backed fly.
Bought it in a store, paid a little more.
Gonna catch that fish with the yellow-backed fly.

Tried it last June with a lit firefly,
Layed it on the water with a perfect bullseye.
Well Jim made a splash, gone in a flash.
Beneath the water I heard him laugh.

I go at six am, quiet as a hymn.
Gonna catch old Jim with the Yellow-Backed Fly.
Gonna catch him right, gonna catch him quick.
Take him by surprise at the bottom of the crick (creek).

(Bridge)
He lives beneath a rock, underneath the shade.
I will have him made with the yellow-backed fly.
Here I am at last, lying in the grass.
A quiet little cast with the yellow-backed fly.

Felt a little tug, well Jim had bit the bug.
Then I let him run with the yellow-backed fly.
Jumped up on the land, spit it in my hand.
He said "Nice try with the yellow-backed fly".

(Bridge)

Then he swam away, I gave him a farewell.
Now I'm going home with a story to tell.
I put the truck in gear, I'll be back next year.
Gonna make a fly with a hypnotizing eye.

I go at six am, quiet as a hymn.
Gonna catch old Jim with the yellow-backed fly.
Twenty inches long, measured with a stick.
He's old Jim but to me he's Moby Dick.

I go at six am, quiet as a hymn.
Gonna catch old Jim with the yellow-backed fly.
Twenty inches long, measured with a stick.
He's old Jim but to me he's Moby Dick.

22659. Yes I Guess They Oughta Name A Drink After You

Tyler Childers - Yes I Guess They Oughta Name a Drink After You

[Verse 1]
Oh I get drunk most every night
Seems like all we do is fight
The more I drink, the less I feel blue
Sometimes I feel like an awful fool
Spendin' my life on an old barstool
And yes I guess they oughta name a drink after you



[Verse 2]
If this date were to be our last
I'd never set down this glass
It'd take all the booze in the world to forget you
You've left my heart a vacant lot
I'll fill it with another shot
And yes I guess they oughta name a drink after you

[Verse 3]
Looks like I had my fill
GuRss I better pay my bill
When I startRd out, I only meant to have a few
Someone said that you left town
I better get a double round
And yes I guess they oughta name a drink after you
And yes I guess they oughta name a drink after you

22660. Yes I See God

Dolly Parton - Yes I See God
Writer Dorothy Jo Hope
From album Golden Streets of Glory

Yes I see God where the mountains reach the sky
And I see God when the eagle starts to fly
I see God in a little baby's smile I see God and he makes my life worthwhile
Yes I see God when the bridegroom meets his bride
I see God in a father's loving eyes
I see God when a mother starts to cry I see God in a love that never dies
(I see God) where the people meet to pray (I see God) in the things they do and
say
(I see God) when the little children play
I see God and I know he's near all way
I see God yes I see God

22661. Yes It Is

Yes It Is
Lennon / McCartney

If you wear red tonight
Remember what I said tonight
For red is color that my baby wore
and what's more it's true
Yes it is

Scarlet were clothes she wore
Everybody know I'm sure



I would remember all the things planned
understand it's true
Yes it is, it's true
Yes it is

I could be happy with you by my side
If I could forget her, but it's my pride
Yes it is, yes it is, Oh, yes it is, yeah

Please don't wear red tonight
This is what I said tonight
For red is the color that will make me blue
in spite of you it's true
Yes it is, it's true
Yes it is

I could be happy with you by my side
If I could forget her, but it's my pride
Yes it is, yes it is, Oh, yes it is, yeah

Please don't wear red tonight
This is what I said tonight
For red is the color that will make me blue
in spite of you it's true
Yes it is, it's true
Yes it is, it's true

22662. Yesterday

Yesterday
Lennon / McCartney

Yesterday, all my troubles seemed so far away
Now it looks as though they're here to stay
Oh, I believe in yesterday.

Suddenly, I'm not half to man I used to be,
There's a shadow hanging over me.
Oh, yesterday came suddenly.

Why she had to go I don't know she woldn't say.
I said something wrong, now I long for yesterday.

Yesterday, love was such an easy game to play.
Now I need a place to hide away.
Oh, I believe in yesterday.

Mm mm mm mm mm.



22663. Yesterday Morning

Yesterday Morning 
Cornmeal
words and music by Dave Burlingame

I fell in love yesterday morning
I saw her face, I met her and I asked her out that night
what a shock I felt , somewhere below the belt
she must have misconstrued it when I said let's have a bite
Saw her again yesterday morning
A new companion that I've asked to come and share my life
Oh well, it's risky I hear tell
when you gamble with your heart somebody gets hurt every time
Well in thirteen months and seven days
We had to go our separate ways
It took that long to find out that she lied
So don't try dippin in my well
You can take your bucket straight to hell
And I'm hopeful that you will enjoy the ride

I woke up alone again this morning
I guess I'd gotten used to having her hanging around
Woe is me, I've gone and skinned my knee
On the pieces of my heart that she left scattered on the ground
Now I spend my days all by myself
I put my pride back on the shelf
I stumble around and wander after dark
I lock myself out of my room
I go and hit the old saloon
Where I get my fill and pa** out in the park.
Woke up in my clothes again this morning
Barefoot preacher came to me and whispered in my ear
Life is strange, brother can you spare some change
I'm sorry Joe I need the dough to drown my sorrows in a beer.

22664. Yesterday's Gone

Emmylou Harris
Yesterday's Gone

I put away the groceries
And I take my daily bread
I dream of your arms around me
As I tuck the kids in bed

I don't know what you're doin'
And I don't know where you are
But I look up at that great big sky
And I hope you're wishin' on that same bright star

I wonder
I pray



And I sleep alone
And I cry alone

And it's so hard livin' here on my own
So please come home soon, come home soon

I know that we're together
Even though we're far apart
And I wear our lucky penny
Around my neck pressed to my heart

(And) I wonder
I pray
I sleep alone
I cry alone
And it's so hard livin' here on my own
So please (come home soon.)

I still imagine your touch
It's beautiful missing something that much
But sometimes love needs a fighting chance
So I'll wait my turn until it's our turn to dance

I wonder
I pray
I sleep alone
I cry alone

Without you this house is not a home
So please (come home soon)

I walk alone
I try alone
And I'll wait for I don't want to die alone
So please come home soon

Come home soon

Come home soon

22665. Yesterday's Gone

Osborne Brothers - Yesterday's Gone

I loved you all the summer through
I thought I'd found my dream in you
For me you were the one
But that was yesterday and yesterday's gone

We walked together hand in hand
'cross miles and miles of golden sand
But now it's over and done
'Cause that was yesterday and yesterday's gone



We had such happiness together
I can't believe it's gone forever

Wait 'til summer comes again
I hope that you'll remember when
Our love had just begun
I loved you yesterday and yesterday's gone

We had such happiness together
I can't believe it's gone forever

Wait 'til summer comes again
I hope that you'll remember when
Our love had just begun
I loved you yesterday and yesterday's gone
Yesterday's gone
Yesterday's gone
Yesterday's gone

22666. Yesterday's Love Affair

Yesterday's Love Affair (Larry W. Jones 10/02/2007) 

You seemed so close and I held you so tight
But I should have known that I should beware
Of these dreams when I now only can dream
Of yesterday's love affair
I'm still here alone with my dreams, my dear
Darling, you left me here without a care
Lonely dawns shed light that I only dream
Of yesterday's love affair
My heart feels so empty now that you're gone
It pleads for your love from twilight til dawn
You felt divine when I held you last night
Darling, don't you know these dreams just aren't right
- instrumental -
I'm still here alone with my dreams, my dear
Darling, you left me here without a care
Lonely dawns shed light that I only dream
Of yesterday's love affair
How I hate to face every empty today
For nobody sees and nobody cares
That every night I go to bed and dream
Of yesterday's love affair
How I hate to face every empty today
For nobody sees and nobody cares
That every night I go to bed and dream
Of yesterday's love affair



22667. Yesterday's Tears

Ernest Tubb 
Yesterday's Tears

Yesterday's tears are still falling
Yesterday's dreams are still broken
Yesterday's love is still living
A love that will never be spoken

I've tried so hard to forget dear
Tried not to spoil everything
You are the one who has given
But all you've received dear is pain

My life has been such a sorrow
My world has crumbled like clay
My heart has slowly been dying
Since you told me goodbye that day

Long weary years you have suffered
To keep from hurting someone
If only I could repay you
For all of the kind things you've done

You have inspired me my darling
Everything to you I owe
All I can say is I love you
So much more than anyone knows

Yesterday's tears are still falling
Yesterday's dreams are still broken
Yesterday's love is still living
A love that will never be spoken

22668. Yesterday's Wine

Yesterday's Wine

Miracles appear in the strangest of places 
Fancy me finding you here
The last time I saw you was just out of Houston 
Let me sit down and buy you a beer
Your presence is welcome with me and my friend here
'Cause this is a hangout of mine
We come here quite often to listen to music 
And to taste yesterday's wine

Yesterday's wine, yesterday's wine
Agin' with time like yesterday's wine
Yesterday's wine, yesterday's wine
We're agin' with time like yesterday's wine



You give the appearance of one widely traveled 
But lord, I'll bet you've seen things in your time
Come sit down here with us and tell us your story 
If it's true you like yesterday's wine

Yesterday's wine, yesterday's wine
We're agin' with time like yesterday's wine
Yesterday's wine, yesterday's wine
We're agin' with time like yesterday's wine

22669. Yesterday's Winner Is A Loser Today

Yesterday's Winner Is a Loser Today
James King

The world loves the winners but someone must lose
There's bound to be someone left with the blues
So why should I worry when you go away yesterday's winner is a loser today
Now I now that I find this heart to play fair but somehow I wonder if you really care
Was it love that you gave dear or just foolish play yesterday's winner is a loser today

Now I know there was someone in your life before
And I'm sure it's that someone that you still adore
Oh I wish it was different but there's no other way
Yesterday's winner is a loser today
So goodbye little darling I'm sorry we met it's easy to love but so hard to forget
Just remeber my story here's all I can say yesterday's winner is a loser today

22670. Yesterdays And Used To Be's

Todd Snider - Yesterdays And Used To Be's

Yesterdays and used to be's from a long long time ago
Take my faded memories to a place that I used to go
We used to fly like we had wings when we were easier to please
I loved you and you loved me, yesterdays and used to be's
With just a mattress on the floor in that place where we used to stay
You made me feel like I was more than anything I've got today
We were kicking down all those doors, you were climbing up all those trees
Before we started keeping score, yesterdays and used to be's
All I wanted was a little affection
All I wanted was you
All I needed was a real connection
One chance to be true
Yesterdays and used to be's from a long long time ago
Take my faded memories to a place that I used to know
We were never without our doubts, I try to look back honestly
But I swear we could have walked on clouds, yesterdays and used to be's
When I loved you and you loved me, yesterdays and used to be's, used to be's



22671. Yet To Succeed - Chords

Yet To Succeed
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam

C
Please don't start me crying 
              F
Cause I'll go on today
G7
It don't take a lot 
              F         C   Am
But once this starts to stay
C
Talking used to help 
                             F
Here lately though that just brings it on
C            F
I'll be fine  in time 
C             F                  C
But right now I'm just trying to forget you
                   G7     F     C
And clearly I have yet to succeed
I think I'll just leave now 
            F
Before this hurts too much
G7
Avoiding sights from places 
              F       C    Am
My eyes can't bear to touch
C
I didn't plan to see you 
           F
And then I saw him first
C            F
I'll be fine  in time 
C             F                  C
But right now I'm just trying to forget you
                   G7     F     C
And clearly I have yet to succeed
             F
I'll be fine  in time 
C             F                  C
But right now I'm just trying to forget you
                   G7     F     C
But clearly I have yet to succeed

22672. Yet To Suceed



Yet To Suceed
Dwight Yoakam - Yet To Suceed

Please don't start me cryin'
'Cause I'll go on for days
If don't take a lot
But once this starts, it stays

Talking used to help
Here lately though
That just brings it on

I'll be fine in time
But right now, I'm just trying to forget you
And clearly I have yet to succeed

I think I'll just leave now
Before this hurts too much
Avoiding sights from places
My eyes can't bear to touch

I didn't plan to see you
And then I saw him first

I'll be fine in time
But right now, I'm just trying to forget you
And clearly I have yet to succeed

22673. Yo - Yo

Pokey LaFarge - Yo - Yo

[Verse 1]
Is this the last song
I will ever write for you?
Just like a yo-yo
I hang on to your every word

[Pre-Chorus]
One eye says you love me
The other says you hate me
One day, you wanna marry
The next, you wish I was buried

[Chorus]
Do you want me or not?
Do you want me or not?

[Verse 2]
I bought a ring
For the third finger on your left hand
A Georgian rose cut
Flower cluster with a gold band



[Pre-Chorus]
Oh, but if you won't accept that
I have to take it back
So what's your decision, baby?
Is it yes, no, or maybe?

[Chorus]
Do you want me or not?
Do you want me or not?
Hey

[Post-Chorus]
Ooh
Ooh, ooh-ooh

[Pre-Chorus]
One eye says you love mR
The other says you hate mR
One day, you wanna marry
The next, you wish I was buried

[Chorus]
Do you want me or not?
Tell me, now
Do you want me or not?
Hey, ah

[Post-Chorus]
Ooh
Ooh, ooh-ooh
Yeah
Ooh
Ooh, ooh-ooh
Yeah

22674. Yodel Blues - Chords

Yodel Blues 
Riders In The Sky

[Chorus]
   D                      D                    G
Yo-hee, I got the yo-oo-o-ooh-oo-ooh got the blues,
      G                 G            A
The yodel-ey-ee-yodel-oh-oo missing you,
      A                    A
The yodel-ey-ee-oh-del-oh-do
       G          A                D
And the sweetest litle home I ever knew.
    D                       D                 G
Yo-hee, I got the yo-oo-o-ooh-oo-ooh got the blues,
          G                           A
The yodel-ey-ee-yodel-oh-oo got the blues,



        A                 A
The yodel-ey-ee-oh-del-oh-do
        G                A         D
And I sing the yodel-ey-ee-oh-ee blues.
 
 
[Verse]
 D                   D
Way up in New York City,
  G                     G
They talk a different style,
   A                     A
They're so busy making money,
        G                 D
They haven't got time to smile.
      D                  D
Well I got so doggone crowded,
 G                    G
I felt so fenced in there,
  A                  A
I went on down to Texas,
   A                  D
To catch a breath of air.
 
 
[Chorus]
   D                      D                    G
Yo-hee, I got the yo-oo-o-ooh-oo-ooh got the blues,
      G                 G             A
The yodel-ey-ee-yodel-oh-oo got the blues,
      A                    A
The yodel-ey-ee-oh-del-oh-do
       G          A                D
And I feel as lonesome as I ever knew.
    D                       D                 G
Yo-hee, I got the yo-oo-o-ooh-oo-ooh got the blues,
          G                           A
The yodel-ey-ee-yodel-oh-oo got the blues,
        A                 A
The yodel-ey-ee-oh-del-oh-do
        G                A         D
And I sing the yodel-ey-ee-oh-ee blues.
 
 
[Bridge]
  G           G
We're so lonesome,
 D             A       D
We don't know what to do.
  G               G
Guess we're sentimental,
  A                  A7
Feelin' the way we dooooo
 
 
[Chorus]
   D                      D                    G



Yo-hee, I got the yo-oo-o-ooh-oo-ooh got the blues,
      G                 G             A
The yodel-ey-ee-yodel-oh-oo got the blues,
      A                    A
The yodel-ey-ee-oh-del-oh-do
       G          A                D
And I feel as lonesome as I ever knew.
    D                       D                 G
Yo-hee, I got the yo-oo-o-ooh-oo-ooh got the blues,
          G                           A
The yodel-ey-ee-yodel-oh-oo got the blues,
        A                 A
The yodel-ey-ee-oh-del-oh-do
        G                A         D
And I sing the yodel-ey-ee-oh-ee blues.

22675. Yodelady - Chords

Yodelady 
Old Man Luedecke

        G                C              G
We were camping, we were boilin' up the beans
           G               C            D
And makin' coffee with the water of the stream
         G                    C       G
We slept outside and we slept inside, too
        G                 C
But for so many nights of sleepin'
        D                     G
Lord, I only wanna sleep with you
 
    G         C          G
Yodelady, yodelady of my dreams
    G               C                 D
Yodelady, yeah, you make my blood run clean
    G         C          G
Yodelady, yodelady of my dreams
     D
Yodelay-ooooo
     C
Yodelay-ooooo
     G
Yodelay-o
 
         G                   C               G
You came dancin' through the landscape of my sleep
        G                  C                  D
And you asked me, "What if I'm the one you'll wed?"
           G            C     D        G
I tried to kiss you but I got drunk instead
 
Chorus



 
             G                   C              G
You broke my loneliness when you came to me and smiled
               G                C                 D
Well, man, I'd never think that you could e'er be shy
    G                             C         G
You broke me like an egg over the hills and valleys
G                             C          D                G
Folks, I was the yoke of love broken and brilliant on the trees
 
Chorus

22676. Yogourt Vanille

Québec Redneck Bluegrass Project - Yogourt Vanille

J'reste d'un hôtel su l'bord du lac
Mais j'ai vue su'a ruelle
J'reste a'ec une belle femme mais s'qui est plate
C'est pas 'a plus simple des mam'selles.. ah non!
Faut j'sac' mon camp d'icite
J't'écoeuré d'travailler, j'ai des fourmis dans l'pied
Faut qu'j'me sauve
J't'amoureux d'une taupe
A rien vu, j'y dis-tu? Ou j'farme ma yeule?
J'me tais-tu ou tÃªtu comme chu, j'reste tout seul
A rien vu, j'y dis-tu? Ou j'farme ma yeule?
J'me tais-tu ou tÃªtu comme chu, j'reste tout seul
La v'lÃ  qui mange du gÃ¢teau, moi j'bois d'la biÃ¨re
Mam'selle mange du gÃ¢teau
Check la qui s'liche la lÃ¨vre d'en haut
A fait exprÃ¨s, m'a viré marteau
Check la qui mange du gÃ¢teau aux anges je pense
Des cuillerées d'gÃ¢teau pleines aux anges pleines
Qu'elle porte Ã  sa bouche d'Eden
Moi j'prends d'la biÃ¨re, c'tout c'que j'sais faire
Mais mam'selle mange du gÃ¢teau dans ma face
Avec du yogourt vanille
Avec du yogourt vanille
Avec du yogourt
Avec du yogourt vanille

22677. Yohio - Chords

Yohio
The Brothers Comatose

[Intro]
Eb  Ab   Eb  Bb Eb Ab Eb  Bb



 
[Verse 1]
 
        Eb
All the roads in this town
     Ab
All lead the same way
            Eb
If you like tryin' to make a dollar
       Bb
Out of diggin' your own grave
            Eb
Half burnt cigarettes and old regrets
   Ab
I know it all so well
     Eb
It's kinda hard to get ahead
            Bb
When you're growin' up in hell
          Eb
Well I'm packin' my bags
      Ab
Gonna head down that line
            Eb
Like those freight trains and airplanes
     Bb
And diesels rollin' by
      Eb
Just like a hound dog runnin'
           Ab
Don't know where, but know I'm gonna go
   Eb
To get that engine chuggin'
        Bb
While I set out on the highway hummin'
 
[Chorus]
Ab     Eb
   Yohio
     Bb      Ab
I'm leavin'
        Eb
For my soul
       Bb       Ab
I'm searchin'
         Cm
The open road
     Ab          Eb   Bb  Eb
I'm leavin' here Tonight
 
[Verse 2]
 
This old town
          Ab
Ain't got nothin' left for me
           Eb
Except for ninety-nine bad habits



          Bb
And one liquor store to grieve
       Eb
Gonna hit that dusty trail
      Ab
Gonna ride that lonesome road
           Eb
From the great wide open
        Bb
To the Gulf of Mexico
          Eb
From the rugged Red Rock canyons
         Ab
To the California Pines
              Eb
Through them rollin' Rocky Mountains
           Bb
Down that Oregon coastline
       Eb
Gonna climb the highest mountain
        Ab
Raise a fire into the night
       Eb
Take a trip out in the desert
           Bb
While I'm howlin' at the moonlight
 
[Chorus]
Ab     Eb
   Yohio
     Bb      Ab
I'm leavin'
        Eb
For my soul
       Bb       Ab
I'm searchin'
         Cm
The open road
     Ab          Eb   Bb  Eb
I'm leavin' here Tonight
 
[Instrumental]
 Eb   Ab   Eb   Bb  Eb  Ab  Eb   Bb  Ab
 
[Bridge]
         Ab
Well I'm gone
         Bb
Well I'm gone
        Eb            Ab
I ain't never runnin' home
                      Bb
Like the stars in the sky
        Eb           Ab
I ain't never gonna die
 
[Verse 2]



          Eb
Well I'm packin' my bags Gonna head down that line Like those freight trains and air planes
     Eb
And diesels rollin' by
 
Just like a hound dog runnin'
            Ab
Don;t know where, but know I'm gonna go
    Eb
To get that engine chuggin'
         Bb                            Ab
While I set out on the highway hummin'
 
[Chorus]
Ab     Eb
   Yohio
     Bb      Ab
I'm leavin'
        Eb
For my soul
       Bb       Ab
I'm searchin'
         Cm
The open road
     Ab          Eb   Bb  Eb
I'm leavin' here Tonight

22678. Yonder

Donna the Buffalo - Yonder

Lookin' out over yonder mountain
Lookin' out over waves of grain
Lookin' out across the prairie
Lookin' out at an endless chain
Lookin' out at the wide open spaces
Lookin' out at the valleys below
Lookin' out with a hungry perspective
Lookin' out with the will to know

Chorus:
The waters led to the promised land
Seeds of greed washed upon it's shore
White footprints in the settling sand
Brought the ways of the ignorant man

See a train trace the horizon
See this ridge trace these lanes
See this wheel turn in direction
See the wind in the rattlin' cane
See a face in the spirit of old
See the longhorn at home on the range
See the emptiness in searching for gold



See the beauty in the treasures we hold

22679. Yonder Comes A Freight Train

Jim & Jesse - Yonder comes a freight train
Composer: Ray Pennington

Hopped a freight train out of Nashville,
Rode it up to Ohio.
Made my way to Detroit City where I stayed a week or so.
Hauled a ride to Chicago with a truck drivin' man.
An' I stayed there for the summer,
Singin' with a Country band.
Every time I hear a freight train lonesome whistle blow,
I think about the good man I got waitin' on me at home.

Yonder comes a freight train,
Movin' on down the line.
Yonder comes a freight train,
Listen to that engine whine.
I'm gettin' off that old train:
I'm goin' back to that good, good man of mine.

Hopped the freight out of Chicago,
Thought that it was southern bound.
Ended up in New York City where we travel underground.
Caught a ride with a crew truck,
Went from Charlotte to L.A.
Made my way back to Atlanta but I wasn't there to stay.
Thumbed a ride with a couple goin' to see River Falls.
Only thirty miles from Nashville, well,
I'll get back if I have to crawl.

Yonder comes a freight train,
Movin' on down the line.
Yonder comes a freight train,
Listen to that engine whine.
I'm gettin' off that old train:
I'm goin' back to that good, good man of mine.

Yonder comes a freight train,
Movin' on down the line.
Yonder comes a freight train,
Listen to that engine whine.
I'm gettin' off that old train:
I'm goin' back to that good, good man of mine.
I'm gettin' off that old train:
I'm goin' back.



22680. Yoni - Chords

Yoni 
Keller Williams
 
Bm       A   G    F#m
The power of yoni
     Bm            A
It's gaining force
G
Shedding light
F#m      Bm     A
Creating energy
     G      F#m         Bm          A   G  F#m
It's traveling through day and night
 
 
     Bm      A       G  F#m
Never ceasing to amaze
   Bm           A
Or praise the land
   G            F#m
Or halt in some phase
     Bm            A
Just go on through
   G     F#m              Bm    A  G  F#m
In search of the taste of Indica
 
 
         Bm       A  G   F#m
I got no rings in my nose
   Bm     A       G           F#m
Or in my ears (or cheek or lip or ass)
    Bm            A
I'm puncture-free
        G                F#m
You can take that (damn) needle so far
       Bm   A  G  F#m
So far away
 
 
     Bm    A
From me
              G    F#m
As the rains hang
     Bm      A     G      F#m
Just waiting to be handled
     Bm                      A
They start onward the journey
   G     F#m              Bm    A  G  F#m
In search of the taste of Indica
 
(Fill)
 
Chorus:
    Bm           A
The power of the yoni



     G       A      G  A    Bm
Is spreading smiles in vast array
          A          G    F#m
They will beg you to obey
Bm            A               G   A
Yoni with the power, it's okay
G    A Bm   A  G  F#m
It's o-kay
 
D A G
 
(Flugel on Bm progression)
 
           Bm
Well, it's okay
   A          G   F#m
To close your eyes
   Bm       A
As long as you can
G             F#m      Bm        A
Still see the sun come shining through
G         Bm  A   G  F#m
Let me Indica
 
 
(same Bm progression)
So I say
Follow your inner sign
Hang a right
And go straight at the light
On down to the avenue
Leading through the yoni
 
 
           Bm A  G F#m
So let me in
       Bm  A  G F#m
Let me In----dica
       Bm   A  G  F#m
Let me in
       Bm  A  G  F#m
Let me In----dica
 
(fill)
Chorus again
 
DAG
           D
Well, it's okay
    A         G
To close your eyes
   D       A
As long as you can
G                      D       A
Still see the sun come shining through
       D     A    G
Let me Indica



 
(same D progression)
So I say
Follow your inner sign
Hang a right
And go straight at the light
On down to the avenue
Leading through the yoni
 
So let me in
Let me in
Let me in
Let me in
 
Let me in
Let me in
Let me in
Let me Indica
 
Fill:
e/-------------------/
B/-------------------/
G/-------------------/
D/------------5-5-7--/
A/--5-5-7b8-5--------/
E/-------------------/

22681. Yosemite

Yosemite - Molly Tuttle

You said a road trip would do us some good
Despite every instinct, I said that I would
It's been six years since you put on that ring
Maybe the road will fix everything

When all that remains is the gas in the tank
The tread on the tires, what's left in the bank
Sometimes the road is the best remedy
How many more miles to Yosemite?

I'm ridin' shotgun through prairies and plains
You say, "How pretty." I'm thinkin', "How strange."
It feels to follow this sinkin' ship down
Maybe the mountains will turn us around

When all that remains is the gas in the tank
The tread on the tires, what's left in the bank
Sometimes the road is the best remedy
For a love that's grown old, try some new scenery
So, how many more miles to Yosemite?

Two hours to go, I broke down in Modesto



You told me don't make a scene
We're damned if we make it, we're damned if we don't
And we're somewhere stuck in between

Now we're runnin' on fumes, it's an uphill climb
Drove right past all the danger signs
And I just can't wait to tell you goodbye
Cut a new trail and leave our love behind

Sometimes the road is the best remedy
For two broken hearts that need settin' free
So, how many more miles to Yosemite?
How many more miles to Yosemite?

22682. You Again

Cadillac Sky - You Again 
Album: Blind Man Walking

Just out on parole, a new man, saved soul
Ready to leave that life behind.
Bus ride and a change of clothes, no job, dead broke,
No one wants a man who's done time.
I see someone left the keys in a foreign car ignition,
And I hear an old friend callin' my name.

(Chorus)
It's you again temptin' me to break in,
And take that Mazerati for a ride.
I bet you're down there smilin',
Watchin' me drivin',
With your pitch fork pokin' at my side.
And I feel your firey touch against my skin
It's you again.

A motel mattress covered in hundreds
A bottle of bourbon on the floor
Visions of Vegas, fine wine, and women
As I see a Bible on the night stand drawer
A guilty conscience sets in, feels like someone's watchin
And I hear an old friend callin' my name

(Chorus)
It's you again, askin' me to open
That King James to Psalm 102
And your words hit like lightnin'
I hear your angels cryin
Can't believe I turned my back on You
And I can't enjoy the fruits of my sins
It's You again

Sirens, handcuffs, new trial, same judge
Disappointed lookin down at me



Sayin it's you again standin
In my courtroom beggin
Me to show some mercy one more time
Sayin, Son I guess you didn't learn your lesson
Now it's time to pay up for your crime
You've earned a one way ticket to the pen
One more word and I'll tack on another ten
And I heard my cellmate say as I walked in
It's you again

22683. You Ain't Foolin' Nobody

Vince Gill - You Ain't Foolin' Nobody

Why don't you come clean, baby
I know what you're goin' through
You must think I'm some kind of crazy
Well, honey I'm just worried 'bout you.

You look so much like your mama
And I'm sorry for you that she's gone
And if she was here she sould tell ya
Don't lose sight of what's right or what's wrong.

'Cause you ain't foolin' nobody
'Cause baby, the talk gets around
You ain't foolin' nobody
'Cause you're lovin' in this one horse town.

Well, I hope your conscience is listening
When you're out runnin' at night
All it takes is one bad decision
To haunt you the rest of your life.

'Cause you ain't foolin' nobody
'Cause baby, the talk gets around
You ain't foolin' nobody
'Cause you're lovin' in this one horse town.

'Cause you ain't foolin' nobody
'Cause baby, the talk gets around
You ain't foolin' nobody
'Cause you're lovin' in this one horse town...

22684. You Ain't Goin' Nowhere - Chords

You Ain't Goin' Nowhere
By Chris Hillman (with Roger McGuinn)



Brett Dennen

G                    Am
Clouds so swift, the rain won't lift
C                   G
Ceilings close, the gate is froze
G                 Am  
Get your mind off wintertime
C                 G 
You ain't goin' nowhere.

Chorus:
G            Am                C                  G
Ooo-wee, she rides me high, Tomorrow's the day my bride's gonna come
G           Am            C                G 
Ooh-ho, Are we gonna fly, down in the easy chair

Buy me a flute and a gun that shoots
Tailgates and substitutes
Strap yourself to a tree with roots
You ain't goin' nowhere

I don't care how many letters they sent
The morning came, the morning went
So pack up your money, pull up your tent
You ain't goin' nowhere

Genghis Kahn, he could not keep 
All his men supplied with sleep
We'll climb that hill no matter how steep
After we get up to it

22685. You Ain't Going Nowhere

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - You Ain't Going Nowhere
Flying Burrito Brothers
Bluegrass Alliance

Clouds so swift, the rain won't lift
Gates won't close, the railings froze
So get your mind off wintertime
You ain't going nowhere

Ooooo ride me high
Tomorrows the day my bride's gonna come
Oooo are we gonna fly
Down in the easy chair

Buy me a flute, and a gun that shoots
Tail gates and substitutes
Strap yourself to a tree with roots
You ain't going nowhere



Ooooo ride me high
Tomorrows the day my bride's gonna come
Oooo are we gonna fly
Down in the easy chair

Well I don't care how many letters they sent
The morning came and the morning went
So pack up your money, and pick up your tent
You ain't going nowhere

Ooooo ride me high
Tomorrows the day my bride's gonna come
Oooo are we gonna fly
Down in the easy chair

And genghis khan he could not keep
All his men supplied with sleep
We'll climb that hill no matter how steep
When we get up to it

Ooooo ride me high
Tomorrows the day my bride's gonna come
Oooo are we gonna fly
Down in the easy chair

Ooooo ride me high
Tomorrows the day my bride's gonna come
Oooo are we gonna fly
Down in the easy chair

22686. You Ain't Just Whistlin' Dixie

You Ain't Just Whistlin' Dixie

Pine trees grow so tall in the bright sunshine
A young boy steals his daddy's fishin' line
An aligator lays on the banks of a river bed
And if you didn't know any better you'd swear he's dead.

Chorus:
Now these are a few things I'm in love with
A small part of the reason I go back
To Carolina, Mississsippi, Florida, gorgeous Georgia
Now if you think I'm happy down there you're on the right track.

And you ain't just whistlin' Dixie
You ain't just slappin' your knee
I'm a grandson of the southland boys
An heir to the Confederacy.

You ain't just whistlin' Dixie
'Cause the cattle call's callin' me home
So put me down there where I wanna be



Plant my feet with Robert E. Lee
Bury my bones under a cypress tree
And never let me roam.

And you ain't just whistlin' Dixie
You ain't just slappin' your knee
I'm a grandson of the southland boys
An heir to the Confederacy.

Cotton balls gleam and the cow gives cream
For the baby's sake
Pa comes in full of gin
And he's mean as a rattlesnake.

And if the well runs dry
and we cry and cuss the garden hose
Mama draws a bucket full of creek water
Just to wash our clothes.

Chorus:
Now these are a few things I'm in love with
A small part of the reason I go back
To Carolina, Mississsippi, Florida, gorgeous Georgia
Now if you think I'm happy down there you're on the right track...

22687. You Ain't Right

You Ain't Right
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I wash the dishes and the dog
Feed the fishes and the hog
Rub your feet, change your sheets
Cook you something good to eat
Put the bacon in the beans
Made the chicken finger lickin'
Tell me honey, what did you do
I plant the peas, pull the weeds
Put the sugar in the tea
Can the pickles, cream the corn
Get a mess of babies born
Swat the flies, sweep the floors
What'd I do it for?
Honey what did you do?

[Chorus]
You hang out with the boys
Get drunk and drink all night
Spend my pay, well you sleep all day
Wake up and pick a fight
You'd think by now I'd learn
You'd think I'd see the light



If that's the way you're gonna love me babe
You ain't right

[Verse 2]
I cut tobacco, paint the barn
Young-in's hangin' on my arm
Stir the gravy, fry the eggs
Milk the cow and shave my legs
And lay down in your loving arms
And do it like I give a darn
Honey, what did you do?

[Chorus]
You hang out with the boys
Get drunk and drink all night
Spend my pay, well you sleep all day
Wake up and pick up a fight
You'd think by now I'd learn
You'd think I'd see the light
If that's the way you're gonna love me babe
You ain't right

[Verse 3]
Well my mama keeps on telling me
You're a sorry son of a somebody
And I should kick your tail out to the curb
Well I know I don't deserve all this
But there's something about you that I'd miss
I must like you getting on my nerves
You dead burn lazy son of a gun, never doin' me right
Sorry S.O.B. good for nothin' piece of shit

[Chorus]
1..2..3...
You hang out with the boys
Get drunk and drink all night
Spend my pay, well you sleep all day
Wake up and pick up a fight
You'd think by now I'd learn
You'd think I'd see the light
If that's the way you're gonna love me babe
You ain't right

22688. You Aint Heard Lonesome Yet - Chords

You Aint Heard Lonesome Yet 
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver

D            G               D
Some Say the dove sings with pain
      G
and regret
D                      A



Sad and mournful as it gets
      G               A        D
Well, you ain't heard lonesome yet
D              G
Some swear the moan of the
D           G
midnight express
D                     A
Sounds too blue to forget
    G               A        D
But you ain't heard lonesome yet
    E
Til you've held love tight, watched it
A                            E
draw the last breath And the sound
                   A
of that silence is all you have left
G               A        D
You ain't heard lonesome yet
 
D               G          D
Some think the howl of the wind
          G
cries the best
D                        A
Cuts right through ,emptiness
      G               A        D
Well, you ain't heard lonesome yet
     E
When the sun starts sinking' and
A
hope fin'lly sets
    E
Til your hearts always breaking and
A                G
tears never rest You ain't heard
A        D
lonesome yet
E                           A
Nothin' screams louder than stone marking death
     E                       A
Til sorrow rings out and the angels have wept
G               A        D
You ain't heard lonesome yet
G               A        D
You ain't heard lonesome yet

22689. You All Loved Him Once

Gillian Welch
You All Loved Him Once (Full Band)

[Verse 1]



You all loved him once and not without cause
He'd fed you through the winter, he led you through the fog
You hid behind his body to be sheltered from the mob
You all loved him once, not without cause

[Verse 2]
You all loved him once when his glory was unmatched
Your signal when to celebrate was the bugle of his laugh
But when it came time to stand with him, you scattered with the rats
You all loved him once, that time has passed

[Verse 3]
You all loved him once when the future was opaque
His reassuring visions were the pillars of your faith
Through a thousand false horizons, he could always fly it straight
You all loved him once, that turned to hate

[Verse 4]
You all loved him once, an uncommon love at that
What you saw as a pedestal was his elevated path
So to satisfy the Philistines, you stabbed him in the back
You all loved him once, imagine that?

[Verse 5]
You all loved him once, you ate out of his hand
He mirrored your confusion so that you might understand
When your soul was an experiment, he drew a diagram
You all loved him once, it ended bad
[Verse 6]
You all loved him once and not without cause
He helped carry your baggage when your strength was nearly gone
Though more and more was put on him, he tried his best to take it on
You all loved him once, not without cause
You all loved him once, now he is gone

22690. You Always Come Back (To Hurting Me)

Tom T Hall - You Always Come Back (To Hurting Me)

[Verse 1]
I'm beginning to believe I get my kicks from being hurt
Instead of making love feel better, you just make it worse
You tell me go, then call me back, and then you set me free
You always come back to hurtin' me

[Chorus]
You always come back to hurtin' me
As sweet and stinging as a honey bee
I'm never really sorry when you leave
You always come back to hurting me

[Verse 2]
Wanting you, I know I'm throwing good love after bad



But I'll admit the worst of you is still the best I've had
I'm that way, you're that way, and it's maybe meant to be
You always come back to hurting me
You always come back to hurtin' me

22691. You And I

The Duhks - You and I 

It looks to me like nothing much has changed
I know the past is history
But if this really is a brand new game
How come you're looking down on me?
Brother can't you see
What the future is bringing?
In a world like this
How can we live together?

You and I
Are really just the same
Though you might think
You're a little bit better
And when you fall
Don't look for me to blame
You hold the key
For the higher you think of me
Then the better your world will be
The higher you think of me

Sometimes I think I see a hint of blue
But right now my sky is dark and grey
Just when I think I'm getting through to you
You carry on the same old way
Sister can't you see
That it's just you you're deceiving?
All the games you play
Couldn't stop me believing

That you and I
Are really just the same
Though you might think
You're a little bit better
And when you fall
Don't look for me to blame
You hold the key
For the higher you think of me
Then the better your world will be
The higher you think of me

Brother can't you see
What the future is bringing?
In a world like this
How can we live together?



You and I
Are really just the same
Though you might think
You're a little bit better
And when you fall
Don't look for me to blame
You hold the key
For the higher you think of me
Higher you think of me
The higher you think of me
The higher you think of me
The better your world will be

22692. You And I - Chords

You And I 
Brett Dennen
 
Intro:
 
Fmaj7, G, C, Fmaj,
G (one muted strum)
 
OR
 
--------------0-----------0-----------0--/
-3--1------1---3--------3--3-1-----1-----/
-------3-3---------------------3-3-------/
-----------------------------------------/
-----------------------------------------/
-----------------------------------------/
 
Strum Once, Mute: G
 
[Strike bass note, then strum]
 
N.C.             Fmaj7  G
From the moment I met you
                                C
First heard the sound of your voice
            Fmaj7   G
I couldn't forget you
                              C
It's not like I had the choice
             Fmaj7 G
It was in a dark place
         C                C/B   Am
And I couldn't really see your face
        G
But I knew right away that
 
Fmaj7          G         C



You and I are two of a kind
   Fmaj7             G
So put your hand in mine
Fmaj7 G           C        C/B Am
Some-day you and I will go a-way
        Fmaj7              G
But our love will stay behind
 
[Intro Chords/Between Verse Riff, END ON G and mute]
(Do-do-do)
 
 
Juliet and Romeo
I couldn't understand in school
John and Yoko
I put them on a pedestal
But the greatest story I can tell
Is the one about how I fell
I remember so well
 
You and I are two of a kind
So put your hand in mine
Someday you and I will go away
But our love will stay behind
 
(Do-do-do)
 
It's not the clothes you wear
Or the way that you do your hair
It's the love we share
 
You and I are two of a kind
So put your hand in mine
Someday you and I will away
But our love will stay behind
 
(Do-do-do)
 
End on: C
 
-----------
Between Verse Riff [Basically the intro riff with a couple extra notes]
 
--------------0-----------0-----------0---------/
-3--1------1---3--------3--3-1-----1---3-0-1----/
-------3-3---------------------3-3--------------/
------------------------------------------------/
------------------------------------------------/
------------------------------------------------/

22693. You And I - Chords



The Avett Brothers - You And I 

Capo 4
G                Bm                C     G
All it'll take is just one moment, aaa-and
G                   Em                     C          D         
You can say goodbye to how we had it planned
G                         Bm                       C          G 
Fear like a habit run like a rabbit, out and away
G                             Em            C     D
Through the screen door to the unknown

Em
I wanna love you and more
Am
I wanna find you and more
C             G                    Bm
Where do you reside when you hide
              C
How can I find you? 
Em
Cause I wanna send you and more
Am
I wanna tempt you and more
C                  G         Bm            C
Can you tell that I am alive, let me prove it

              G          Em     
You and I were the same
                    Am                D7   
We live and die, were the same
                G             Em
Hear my voice, know my name
               Am              D7
You and I, were the same

G                       Bm                               C    G
Live like a pharaoh sing like a sparrow anyway
G                   Em               C         D
Even if there is no land or love in sight
G                               Bm               C             G
We bloom like roses lead like Moses, out and away
G                           Em               C   D
Through the bitter crowd to the daylight
Em
And I wanna love you and more
Am
I wanna find you and more
C                         G        Bm
Can you tell that I am alive? 
            C
Let me prove it to ya

              G          Em
You and I were the same
                   Am                 D7
We live and die, were the same
            G               Em



You rejoice I complain
                  Am              D7
But you and I, were the same
              G                 Em
Live and die were the same
             Am             D7
You and I were the same
               G                     Em
Hear my voice know my name
                     Am             D7
Cause you and I were the same
Em
I wanna love you and more
Am
I wanna find you and more
C          G                            Bm
Where do you reside when you hide
                      C
How can I find ya? 
Em
Cause I wanna send you and more
Am
I wanna tempt you and more
C                      G    Bm            C
Can you tell that I am alive, let me prove it

         G            Em
You and I were the same
               Am                 D7
We live and die, were the same
        G               Em
You rejoice I complain
              Am                D7
But you and I, were the same
   G                   Em
Live and die were the same
       Am             D7
You and I were the same
          G                  Em
Hear my voice know my name
        Am
You and I
        D7      G
You and I

22694. You And Me

Sara Watkins - You And Me

I remember the night
I remember the sound
I remember the light
When the moon came 'round



The night flowers bloomed
The air so sweet
I remember you
I remember me
Central Valley sunshine
Run out of town
Make your head all funny
So you stick around
Dusty roads
Make dirty feet
I remember you
I remember me
I remember the night
I remember the sound
I remember the light
When the moon came 'round
The night flowers bloomed
The air so sweet
I remember you
I remember me
Wish I knew you now
Like I knew you then
For hours I just sit at your feet
And listen
When I want
To feel free
I remember you
I remember me
I remember the night
I remember the sound
I remember the light
When the moon came 'round
The night flowers bloomed
The air so sweet
I remember you
I remember me

22695. You And Me And Time - Chords

You And Me And Time
Recorded by George and Georgette Jones
Written by Georgette Jones, Mark McGuinn, Don Pfrimmer 

C               F                  C
You were just a picture on my baby grand
                F                         C
Yours was in my wallet I showed to all my friends
        G7                         F          C
But the world rolled in between us keeping us apart
             F                                    C
Thank God we discovered we're still joined at the heart
                                F
You and me and time finally got together



                  C                                 G7
I'm sorry that it took so long but better late than never
    F                    C                         F
The love we thought we'd lost was not that hard to find
   C    F        C            G7             C
It only took the three of us  you and me and time
                  F                            C
I lost you to the spotlight but kept you in my prayers
                     F                           C
No matter where they took me hon you were always there
        G7                       F                C
It's so hard when your hero is a stranger in your home
                  F                          C
Our love's like a mountain one can't move it alone
repeat #2
Am                                F                  C
We can't light the candles on the birthday's that we missed
       D7                  G7
We can hold each other and thank the Lord for this  
      C                               F
Daddy you and me and time finally got together
                  C                                 G7
I'm sorry that it took so long but better late than never
    F                    C                         F
The love we thought we'd lost was not that hard to find
   C    F        C            G7             C
It only took the three of us  you and me and time
        F        C            G7             C
It only took the three of us  you and me and time

22696. You And Me Her And Him

Dolly Parton - You And Me Her And Him 

You and me and her and him must get together and see if maybe we can find a way
To put an end to hurting one another
Cause he don't know and she don't know how much we hurt each day
It's not fair and you and I both know it to have to hide and love the way we do
The time is now that we must get together her and him me and you
[ el.banjo - fiddle ]
She and I had lost it long before I met you
We tried and tried but all the love had gone
And I guess respect is all that's kept me with him
Cause there wasn't been no love there in so long
It's not fair and you and I...
Her and him me and you

22697. You And Me Together - Chords



You And Me Together
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Jimmy Peppers

G
Well we found a life together
    D7                G
And it's a gonna last forever
C                   G                 D7
Nothin' can hurt me now cause you are mine
G
We put away all of our sadness
      D7                     G
We're walkin' every day with gladness
C          G        D7      G
You and me together all the time
C
Well she wants to love me a little bit better
G                           A7
It's okay I'm gonna let her when he holds me I can feel
D7
His heart givin' love's true and real
G
Now we got a little bitty baby
D7                            G
We're happy and we don't mean maybe
C          G        D7      G
You and me together all the time
Well we'll build a little house in the country
    D7                       G
And we'll go to church every Sunday
C                     G               D7
We got each other and we don't need a thing
G
We start every day with a sweet kiss
    D7                  G
And that's one thing we wouldn't miss
C          G        D7          G
You and me together making life sweet
Repeat #2
C          G        D7      G
You and me together all the time

22698. You And You Alone - Chords

You And You Alone 
Recorded by Vince Gill
Written by Vince Gill and Amy Grant Gill

C
If we have to wait forever that's all right
If you say let's run away we'll leave tonight
        Dm                       F
I'll do anything you ever ask me to



         Dm                               G7
Girl the reason my heart's beating is for you
        C
And you alone
There's a price you pay for every choice you make
We'll have our day no matter what it takes
        Dm                           F
I'll be there for you whatever we go through
         Dm                                G7
Girl the reason life's worth living is for you
        C
And you alone
   G#                    C
Oh you and you alone are with me from now on
        Dm          G7        C
Even if I never see your face again
    G#                          C
The love that you have shown is unlike anything I've known
        Dm               F         G7
We both know it's just a matter of when
            C
I wish that we could just turn back the hands of time
To find a way to have your world fit into mine
          Dm                                 F
I'll keep dreaming that someday it all comes true
         Dm                                G7
Girl the reason my heart's breaking is for you
        C
And you alone
Repeat #3

22699. You Are

Punch Brothers - You Are 

About a year from now I wake up
In the arms of who I want,
Without the need to hide our nakedness
In pure and holy thought,

But rather blessing thrice the shutters never closed,
The bed still made,
The early afternoon as morning "Mmm" as
"Hey, are you awake?"

You take my love and my lust,
Cold clock my mind out,
Turn in my keys to the kingdom,
And lip-lock my body down.

You are, you are, you are to me like a very, very wild thing.
These are, these are to me like the games I played
Before I heard they weren't safe to play.



You are to me like a very, very wild thing.

About a year from then I say "Goodnight!"
And kiss, kiss, kiss the phone
To sleep the sleep of one who finally wouldn't rather sleep alone.

You take my love and my lust,
Cold-clock my mind out,
Turn in my keys to the kingdom
And lip-lock my body down.

You are, you are, you are to me like a very, very wild thing.
These are, these are to me like the games I played
Before I heard they weren't safe to play.
You are to me like a very, very wild thing.

You take my love and my lust,
Cold-clock my mind out,
Turn in my keys to the kingdom
And lip-lock my body down.
You churn my blood as it boils,
Raise a cream,
And white-wash my fear away.
God, if I don't stop now I know
This won't be half of
What it's gonna take.

You are, you are, you are to me
Like a very, very wild thing.

22700. You Are

Emmylou Harris
You Are

You are an eagle on the wind
A diamond in the rough
A rare and special thing
You' are' the music in' my soul
A painter's finest parchment
A poem' from the heart

And everything that's beautiful you are

You are a true and timeless friend
A smile that never questions
A love that never ends
You are the one that takes my hand
And tells me all I have to do is wish upon a star

Every time I need you then you are

You are a fire that's burning bright



That keeps me from the cold
And warms me thru the night
You are my reason to believe
That love is all that life can be
Someday I hope you will see

Just how much a part of me you are

22701. You Are A Star (Brittni's Song)

Tom T Hall - You Are A Star (Brittni's Song)

You are wonderful
You are great
How old are you now?
Four, five, six, seven, eight
You are wonderful
You're so nice
How many times have I told you that?
Eight, seven, six, five, four, three, twice
You are beautiful
Yes you are
You know what you are?
You are a star

You are fabulous
You're so neat
How tall are you now?
Oh yeah, so many inches and feet
And you are marvelous
You're so fine
How many times have I told you that?
Umpteen, million times
You are beautiful
Yes you are
You know what you are?
You are a star

22702. You Are A Star - Chords

You Are A Star
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

D7      G         C        G
You are wonderful  you are great
F                    G
How old are you now  four five six seven eight
                  C          G
You are wonderful  you're so nice



F
How many times have I told you that 
G
Eight seven six five four three twice
                  C        G
You are beautiful  yes you are
D7                              G
You know what you are you are a star
D7      G        C          G
You are fabulous  you're so neat
F                       G
How tall are you now oh yeah so many inches or feet
                      C          G
And you are marvelous  you're so fine
F
How many times have I told you that 
G
Umpteen million times
                  C        G
You are beautiful  yes you are
D7                              G
You know what you are you are a star

22703. You Are Free

You Are Free
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
You don't need a team of lawyers looking for evidence
You don't need a piece of paper trying to prove your intent
To be free
You don't need to look back, easy, if you said what you meant
You don't need your heart running at a hundred percent
All you need

[Verse 2]
I don't need a deposition to believe what you said
I don't need a crystal ball to hear the thoughts in your head
I can see
I don't need a judge and jury to determine our fate
I don't need a priest to tell me that you ain't been a saint
All we need is me

[Pre-Chorus]
I'm tired of hearing 'bout your flaws
And all the broken laws
And the hearts you've left behind
It's not up to you to make up my mind

[Chorus]
So free yourself up to love me
Just love me like a good man



Free yourself up to love me
If you can
So free yourself up to love me
Just love me like a good man
Free yourself up to love me
If you can

[Verse 3]
You don't need to call a doctor, show me where you've been cut
You don't need to call a locksmith, I can tell the door's shut
Where's the key?
I don't need to see a lineup, I know who's been involved
Don't you turn yourself in, you know the crime has been solved
You are free, you are free

[Pre-Chorus]
I'm tired of hearing 'bout your flaws
And all the broken laws
And the hearts you've left behind
Well, it's not up to you to make up my mind
And if in hindsight it's a mistake, at least we tried

[Chorus]
Free yourself up to love me
Just love me like a good man
Free yourself up to love me
If you can
Free yourself up to love me
Just love me like a good man
Free yourself up to love me
If you can

Free yourself up to love me
Just love me like a good man
Free yourself up to love me
If you can
Free yourself up to love me
Just love me like a good man
Free yourself up to love me
If you can

[Outro]
Free yourself up
Love me like a good man
Free yourself up
Well love me, well love me like a good man
If you can
Love me like a good man

22704. You Are Mine

The Avett Brothers - You Are Mine 
Produced By Rick Rubin



[Verse 1]
You are mine
The edge I need when I am out of line
The air I breathe when I believe I'm dying
I guess you are there

[Verse 2]
It is told
With age, our hearts are destined to grow cold
Well I won't argue that, but this I know
The snow won't fall on me
[Chorus]
Life goes, yes, I guess it's true
Why close down? We'll follow soon
Where we are is not so far from where we're gonna be
You and me

[Verse 3]
Our life is a heel
With danger in our hearts, the roads our field
With shadows deep as dark, girl grip your wheel
Push your moment through
Come on

[Chorus]
Life goes, yes, I guess it's true
Why close down? We'll follow soon
Where we are is not so far from where we're gonna be
You and me
You and me

[Bridge]
You are mine
The first to kiss, the last to say goodbye
The answer to the question: who do I owe my everything?

[Chorus]
Life goes, yes, I guess it's true
Why close down? We'll follow soon
Where we are is not so far from where we're gonna be
You and me
You and me

22705. You Are My Flower

You Are My Flower
by Laurie Lewis

The grass is just as green, the sky is just as blue
The day is just as bright, the birds are singing, too
The hour is just as pure, the sunlight just as free
And Nature seems to say it's all for you and me



You are my flower that's blooming in the mountains so high
You are my flo wer that's blooming there for me

So wear a happy smile and life will be worthwhile
Forget your tears and don't forget to smile

When summer-time has passed and snow begins to fall
You can sing this song and say to one and all

22706. You Are My Flower

You Are My Flower
by Laurie Lewis

The grass is just as green, the sky is just as blue
The day is just as bright, the birds are singing, too
The hour is just as pure, the sunlight just as free
And Nature seems to say it's all for you and me

You are my flower that's blooming in the mountains so high
You are my flo wer that's blooming there for me

So wear a happy smile and life will be worthwhile
Forget your tears and don't forget to smile

When summer-time has passed and snow begins to fall
You can sing this song and say to one and all

22707. You Are My Hero

Tom T Hall - You Are My Hero

You are my hero don't ever let me down
You are my hero don't let me see you frown
It's only a mountain you can climb that high
No that's not a teardrop there's something in your eye
I know you can do it I know you'll come through
And if I will follow I'll be a hero too

( sax )

You are my hero I know that you can win
You are my hero my hero and my friend
You know if you take it one step at a time
You can climb that mountain hero friend of mine
I know you can make it there's little you can't do
And if I will follow I'll be a hero too



( sax )

You are my hero there never was a doubt
You are my hero it makes me want to shout
I know you can get there a winner by a mile
When I think about it makes me want to smile
You know where you're going you know what to do
And if I should follow I'll be a hero too
A hero just like you

22708. You Are My Hero - Chords

You Are My Hero
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G          D7         C           D7
You are my hero don't ever let me down
G          D7         C              D7
You are my hero don't let me see you frown
     C D7   G   Em   C       D7         G
It's only a mountain you can climb that high
C         D7    G   Em           A7                D7  C
No that's not a teardrop there's something in your eye
  D7           G     C      D7          G
I know you can do it I know you'll come through
C      D7     G  Em       D7   A7   G
And if I will follow I'll be a hero too
           D7     C                 D7
You are my hero I know that you can win
G          D7      C           D7     C
You are my hero my hero and my friend
    D7          G    Em C        D7   G
You know if you take it one step at a time
C       D7         G   Em        A7        D7  C
You can climb that mountain hero friend of mine
  D7           G       C       D7               G
I know you can make it there's little you can't do
C      D7     G  Em       D7   A7   G
And if I will follow I'll be a hero too
           D7         C           D7
You are my hero there never was a doubt
G          D7      C                D7   C
You are my hero it makes me want to shout
  D7           G   Em    C        D7   G
I know you can get there a winner by a mile
C      D7    G     Em       A7         D7    C
When I think about it makes me want to smile
    D7                G     C        D7      G
You know where you're going you know what to do
C      D7       G  Em       D7   A7   G
And if I should follow I'll be a hero too
Am     D7        G
A hero just like you



22709. You Are My Light

You Are My Light
Chatham County Line

Come into my room and it's cold and dark
Bring warmth to the candle, you are my spark
You've sang to the blind and lead the day
You give me every reason to sing
You are my light

Bring flint to the wood when its wet with rain
Bring food to the hungry and soothe their pain
Guide the cars at night safe to their homes
You are the very marrow of my bones
You are my light
You are my light

When I've given up hope
I will see you bring the light to me
When I'm lost in endless night
You are my light

Come into my room and it's cold and dark
Bring warmth to the candle, you are my spark
You've sang to the blind and lead the day
You give me every reason to sing
You are my light
You are my light

22710. You Are My Sunshine

You Are My Sunshine
Norman Blake

Beyond the night dear as I lay sleeping
I dreamed I held you in my arms
But when I woke dear I was mistaken
And I hung my head and I cried

   You are my sunshine, my only sunshine
   You make me happy when skies are gray
   You'll never know dear how much I love you
   Please don't take my sunshine away

I'll always love you and make you happy
If you will only say the same
But if you leave me and love another
You'll regret it all someday



You told me once dear you really loved me
And no one could come between
But now you've left me to love another
You have shattered all my dreams

In all my dreams dear you seem to leave me
When I awake my poor heart pains
So won't you come back and make me happy
I'll forgive dear I'll take all the blame

22711. You Are What I Am

You Are What I Am
JD Crowe

You make time stand stil
Do it now and you always will
You take me as I am
You make me feel like a bland new man

Every time I fall down
I never get stuck
You get the combination, girl
To get me right back up
You are what I am
Loving you forever if I can

Think about the times we've had
We've never been blue
You got the combination, girl
To keep me straight and true
You are what I am
Loving you forever if I can

I know I'm lucky too
Without two or three just you and me
'Cos you are what I am
Loving you forever if I can

22712. You Are What You Eat

Keller Williams - You Are What You Eat

Some may say
You are what you eat
If that is true
Then I am you
And you could be me 



If you wanted to
But I am not a cannibal

I am not unloveable
I am not unthinkable
But I'll have you sunny side up
With dressing on the side
With extra cheese 
Hold the tomatoes
Baked not fried
Or medium well
If you can take the heat
For that long
Or a la mode
So good, it can't be wrong

How do I taste thee
Let me count the ways
I compare you to a creme broulee
Taste or not to taste that is the question
Before I do
May I make a suggestion
That I am not a cannibal 

I am not unloveable
I am not unthinkable
But I'll have you sunny side up
With dressing on the side
With extra cheese 
Hold the tomatoes
Baked not fried
Or medium well
If you can take the heat
For that long
Or a la mode
So good, it can't be wrong

You put the cream and the sugar in the cup
Before the coffee then you don't have to stir it up
You put the cream and the sugar in the cup
Before the coffee then you don't have to stir it up
You put the cream and the sugar in the cup
Before the coffee then you don't have to stir it up
You put the cream and the sugar in the cup
Before the coffee then you don't have to stir it up

Cha cha chicken, come on little chicken
Cha cha chicken come on

Cha cha chicken, come on little chicken
Cha cha chicken come on

Cha cha chicken, come on little chicken
Cha cha chicken come on

Cha cha chicken, come on little chicken
Cha cha chicken come on



Your lips is like a magnet
My lips is like a metal
I'm gonna put my metal to your magnet

Your lips is like a magnet
My lips is like a metal
I'm gonna put my metal to your magnet

Your lips is like a magnet
My lips is like a metal
I'm gonna put my metal to your magnet

Your lips is like a magnet
My lips is like a metal
I'm gonna put my metal to your magnet

Some may say
You are what you eat
If that is true
Then I am you
And you could be me 
If you wanted to
But I am not a cannibal

I am not unloveable
I am not unthinkable
But I'll have you sunny side up
With dressing on the side
With extra cheese 
Hold the tomatoes
Baked not fried
Or medium well
If you can take the heat
For that long
Or a la mode
So good, it can't be wrong

22713. You Ask Me To - Chords

You Ask Me To

G C
Long ago and far away
C G
In my old common labor shoes
G D
I turned the world all which a way
D G
Just because you asked me to

G C
Like unto no other feel



C G
Simple love is simple true
G D
There's no end to what I'd do
D G
Just because you asked me to

Chorus:
 C
Let the world call me a fool
C G
But if things are right with me and you
G D 
That's all that matters and I'll do
D G
Anything you ask me to

Instrumentals

Knowing how much I love you
And after all that I've been through
I'd turn and walk away from you
Just because you asked me to
Chorus

22714. You Asked Me To

You Asked Me To - You Ask Me To
Artist: John Hartford
Album: Gum Tree Canoe

Long ago and far away
My old common labor shoes
I turned the world all which a way
Just because you asked me to

Likened to no other feel
Summer love is simple true
There's no end of what I'd do
Just because you asked me to
Let the world call me a fool
(Aah aah aah aah)
What if things are right with me and you
(Aah aah aah, aah aah aah)
That's all that matters and I'll do
(Ooh, ooh)
Anything you ask me to
Knowin' how much I love you
After all I've been through
I'd turn and walk away from you
Just because you asked me to
Let the world call me a fool
(Aah aah aah aah)



What if things are right with me and you
(Aah aah aah, aah aah aah)
That's all that matters and I'll do
(Ooh, ooh)
Anything you ask me to
Let the world call me a fool
(Aah aah aah aah)
What if things are right with me and you
(Aah aah aah, aah aah aah)
That's all that matters and I'll do
(Ooh, ooh)
Anything you ask me to
Let the world call me a fool
(Aah aah aah aah)
What if things are right with me and you
(Aah aah aah, aah aah aah)
That's all that matters and I'll do
(Ooh, ooh)
Anything you ask me to

22715. You Asked Me To

Alison Krauss - You asked me to

Long ago and far away
In my old common labor shoes
I turned the world all which away
Just because you asked me to

Like unto no other feel
Simple love is simple true
There's no end to what I'd do
Just because you asked me to

Let the world call me a fool
But if things are right with me and you
That's all that matters and I'll do
Anything you ask me to

Let the world call me a fool
But if things are right with me and you
That's all that matters and I'll do
Anything you ask me to

Knowing how much I love you
And after all that I've been through
I'd turn and walk away from you
Just because you asked me to



22716. You Ate The Apple

Tim O'Brien - You Ate The Apple
(Tim O'Brien, Jonathan Byrd)

You ate the apple?
I told you not to eat the apple
How many times did I tell you?

Your friend the Serpent?
If he said jump off a cliff
Would you jump off a cliff, too?
The fruit was poisoned and made you lose your mind
When you pass judgment, you leave paradise behind
You see good and evil, everywhere is right and wrong
You can't be satisfied and you can't get along
You ate the apple
I told you not to eat the apple
How many times did I tell you?

What were you thinking?
Didn't you know you had it made
Livin' here in the garden?
You ate the apple
You had to taste forbidden fruit
You had to look behind the curtain
It used to be simple, you had no fear or shame
Now you know too much and it's never gonna be same
Instead of layin' here in the shade you're gonna toil out in the sun
I got a whole new set of rules, it used to be just one
You ate the apple
I told you not to eat the apple
How many times did I tell you?

Go put some clothes on
If you're gonnna try to dress yourself
You'll need more than a fig leaf
When you have your own kids
You can make up your own rules
Right now don't cry to me
The fruit was poisoned and made you lose your mind
When you pass judgment, you leave paradise behind
You see good and evil, everywhere is right and wrong
You can't be satisfied and you can't get along
You ate the apple?
I told you not to eat the apple, how many times did I tell you?

22717. You Babe - Chords

You Babe
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Sanger D. Shafer



G                  C                 G
Sometimes this ol' world's a drag it really pulls me down
  D7                            G      D7
I try so hard but nothin' comes around
     G             C                 G
Then I wake up and find that I've no reason to be blue
       D7                                    G
I've already found the whole wide world with you

               C
And if there's nothin' else I do I'll spend my whole life through
       G                      C
Lovin' you babe you babe I'll always be in command 
                                   G
Just as long as I'm the man lovin' you babe you babe
    D7                    C
And I can stand real tall stand up to it all
       G    D7        G
Lovin' you  baby just you

                  C             G
One time this ol' rocky road of life was just too tough
  D7                             G      D7
I felt like sayin' Lord I've had enough
     G                 C              G
Then I heard something special that a deaf man couldn't miss
  D7                              G
I heard it in the whisper of your kiss

Repeat #2

    C
Mmm hmm hmm mmm hmm hmm hmm mmm hmm hmm hmm mmm  
       G                 C               G
Lovin' you babe you babe mmm hmm hmm mmm hmm

22718. You Beat All I've Ever Seen

Rhonda Vincent - You Beat All I've Ever Seen

I've looked the world over in search of a dream
For someone who cares just for me
My heart was in chains but your love set me free
Darlin', you beat all I've ever seen

A million tomorrows won't change how I feel
There's nothin' or no one in between
The love that you give is so precious and real
'Cause you beat all I've ever seen

If you were to follow my footprints through life
They'd lead to the arms that hold me tonight
All the world's wonders mean nothing to me



Darlin', you beat all I've ever seen

If you were to follow my footprints through life
They'd lead to the arms that hold me tonight
All the world's wonders mean nothing to me
'Cause you beat all I've ever seen

All the world's wonders mean nothing to me
Darlin', you beat all I've ever seen

22719. You Beat All I've Ever Seen - Chords

You Beat All I've Ever Seen
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Kathy Louvin, Kostas, Melba Montgomery

G                     C       G
I've looked the world over in search of a dream
    D7                         G
For someone who cares just for me
                C               G
My heart was in chains but your love set me free
        D7                     G
Darlin' you beat all I've ever seen
            C             G
A million tomorrows won't change how I feel
        D7                     G
There's nothin' or no one in between
                  C          G
The love that you give is so precious and real
      D7                     G
Cause you beat all I've ever seen
   C                     G
If you were to follow my footprints through life
       A7                    D7
They'd lead to the arms that hold me tonight
G               C            G
All the world's wonders mean nothing to me
        D7                     G
Darlin' you beat all I've ever seen
   C                     G
If you were to follow my footprints through life
       A7                    D7
They'd lead to the arms that hold me tonight
G               C            G
All the world's wonders mean nothing to me
      D7                     G
Cause you beat all I've ever seen
G               C            G
All the world's wonders mean nothing to me
        D7                     G
Darlin' you beat all I've ever seen



22720. You Been On My Mind

Rodney Crowell - You Been On My Mind

Guess it's time for me to say just how it is that I feel today
Today is just like any other day 'cause you've been on my mind
It really hasn't been that long but it's funny where the time has flown
Old memories just keep holding on and you been on my mind
You been on my mind sometimes
I think I must be going blind
I've seen a world baby without you
But I don't see myself there too
Hardly does a day go by when I don't see your clear blue eyes
Many nights I just wonder why and you been on my mind
You've been on my mind so long I've been thinking that something was wrong
I've told myself I should forget but I don't seem to have it yet
I don't dream that you might change I dont think that I'm acting strange
I tell myself it's all in vain and you been on my mind
You've been on my mind I've said
Till it's all that's in my head
Yes I know what I must do
But I dont think you'll be there too
Guess it's time for me to go but as it is I'll never know
Just what it is that I long for so and you been on my mind

22721. You Belong To Me

Steve Earle - You Belong to Me

[Verse 1]
Lately I've been feeling a little uneasy
So I run straight home to you
It's been cold as hell and you just can't tell
What a girl might do
I made a whole lot of promises, baby
But none of my dreams came true
And it's you that paid
And I'm so afraid that I'm losing you

[Chorus]
But you belong to me
You belong to me
You belong to me
Me, baby, me

[Verse 2]
Now your mama said
You could do better than me
Baby, I know that's true



You believed me instead
Every word I said and I did too
Now every day's a little bit harder out there
No matter what I do
Well I could carry the world
On my shoulders, girl
Long as I got you

22722. You Belong To Me - Chords

You Belong To Me
Steve Earl - You Belong To Me

D
Lately, I been feelin' a little uneasy, so I run straight home to you
                                                        A
It's been cold as hell, and you just can't tell, what a girl might do
  D                                       G                      D
I made a whole lotta promises, baby, but, none of my dreams came true
                                                    A
And it's you that paid, and I'm so afraid, that I'm losin' you

Chorus
           G                 D
But, you belong to me, you belong to me
      G                    D
You belong to me, me, baby, me

D
Now your mama said that you could do better than me, baby, I know that's true
                                                     A
You believed me instead, that every word I said, and I did too
     D                                                G             D
Now, everyday's a little bit hotter out there, and no matter what I do
                                                       A
I could carry the world on my shoulders, girl, long as I got you

Repeat Chorus Twice

Bridge
         A                                                                                    G
Well, my shining armor's rustin' and worn, there's a heart inside here, trustin' and sworn to yo
u
     A                                                                           C
Just tell me baby, what I need to do, I could win you over again, if you want me to

Repeat Chorus (minus 2nd part of 1st line)   /   Break

Repeat Bridge   /   Repeat Chorus
             G                     D
5X  -  You belong to me, me, baby, me



22723. You Better Get

You Better Get 
Blueridge
 
Well I tried, to make you happy 
I thought I'd al,ways be your man 
But now I've found, that you've been steppin' 
So I better go, while I still can 
 
CHORUS : 
Well I better git, while the gittin's good 
I better go on, while I still can 
I've seen the kind of fool 
You've made of others 
I don't wanna be left a lonely man 
 
If you just count the hearts you've broken 
Maybe then, you'd change your ways 
But a girl like you, just won't be faithful 
So I better go, while I got a chance   
 
I don't wanna be left a lonely man 
Well I better git, while the gittin's good

22724. You Better Get Right - Chords

You Better Get Right - Seldom Scene

[Intro]
G
G
C
  F  C  G
 
[Chorus]
G
You better get right or you're gonna get left
G
Better get your feet on the righteous path
  C
A path that leads to the streets of gold
       F                C          G
In the land where we'll never grow old
 
[Verse 1]
G
Well honey I've tried to preach love
G



Honey, I've tried to shove
                    C
But I wanna see you there when I meet the King
                 D
I wanna hear the saints and the angels sing
 
 [Chorus]
G
You better get right or you're gonna get left
G
Better get your feet on the righteous path
  C
A path that leads to the streets of gold
       F                C          G
In the land where we'll never grow old
 
[Instrumental]
G
G
C
  F  C  G
 
 
[Verse 2]
G
He said He's come like a thief in the night
G
'Cause the world don't wanna see His light
        C
Time is now so don't you wait
         D
'Cause tomorrow's gonna be too late
 
 
[Chorus]
G
You better get right or you're gonna get left
G
Better get your feet on the righteous path
  C
A path that leads to the streets of gold
       F                C          G
In the land where we'll never grow old
 
 
[Bridge]
G
These words I speak don't come from me
                          D
But these words are gonna set you free
 
[Instrumental]
G
G
  C
  D
 



[Chorus]
G
You better get right or you're gonna get left
G
Better get your feet on the righteous path
  C
A path that leads to the streets of gold
       F                C          G
In the land where we'll never grow old]
 
 
[Instrumental]
G
G
C
  F  C  G

22725. You Better Let That Liar Alone

You Better Let That Liar Alone

Just let me tell you how a liar will do
He's always coming with something new
He'll steal your heart with false pretence
Making out like he's your bosom friend
   
   If you don't want to get in trouble
   If you don't want to get in trouble
   If you don't want to get in trouble
   Better let that liar alone

When a liar takes the notion to bend the truth
He'll lay around his neighbors and get the news
And nearly every day when you look out
You can see that liar coming to your house

He'll tell you such a lie it'll surprise your mind
He'll mix a little truth for to make it shine
When he gets his business fixed just right
Then that liar's going to cause a fight

He studies up a lie he'll tell it so smooth
You'll think absolutely that it must be true
And he'll urge you out for to trace the tale
And if you don't mind you'll be put in jail

When everything's in perfect peace
Then comes that liar with his deceit
A hypocrite liar both keeps up a fuss
They're both very bad but a liar's the worse



22726. You Better Move On

You Better Move On

You ask me to give up a hand of the girl I love
You tell me I'm not the man she's worthy of
But who are you to tell her who to love oh that's up to her yes and the Lord above
You better move on
Well I know you can buy her fancy clothes and diamond rings
But I believe she's happy with me without those things
Still you beg me to set her free but my friend that will never be
You better move on
I can't blame you for loving her but can't you understand she's my girl
And I'm never ever gonna let her go cause you know that I love her so
I think you'd better go now I'm gettin' mighty mad
You'd ask me to give up the only love I've ever had
Maybe I would oh but I love her so I'm never gonna let her go
You better move on you better move on you better move on

22727. You Better Run - Chords

You Better Run
The .357 STring Band

      G            G7
Don't fuss, don't fight
             C              G
Or I'm gonna take you down tonite
                   D
You better run, my friend
           G
You better run along
       G        G7
Don't mess with me
          C                G
Don't you test my patience please
                    D
You better run, my friend
            G
You better run.
 
 
[verse 1]
G
Well, I ain't one to cause no scene
       D            C       G
 No, I never would start a fight
                                                  D         C                G
 But there ain't no sense in turnin' cheeks if a brother's gonna cross that line



                 C
Now, you better run
            G
You better run, my friend
             C                D            C         G
You better run, that's right Or I'm gonna take you down.
 
 
      G            G7
Don't fuss, don't fight
             C              G
Or I'm gonna take you down tonite
                   D
You better run, my friend
           G
You better run along
       G        G7
Don't mess with me
          C                G
Don't you test my patience please
                    D
You better run, my friend
            G
You better run.
 
[verse 2]
G                                           C              G
Well, you can stay and you can get burned (Oh, Lord, you better get a move on)
G                                        C            G
If you need a healthy lesson learned (Oh, Lord, you better get a move on)
     C
And run
           G
You better run, my friend
            C
You better run, that's right
D             C        G
Or I'm gonna take you down.
 
 
      G            G7
Don't fuss, don't fight
             C              G
Or I'm gonna take you down tonite
                   D
You better run, my friend
           G
You better run along
       G        G7
Don't mess with me
          C                G
Don't you test my patience please
                    D
You better run, my friend
            G
You better run.



22728. You Better Think Twice

Vince Gill - You Better Think Twice

I kow it ain't none of my business
When it comes to the affairs of your heart
It's really hard for me to say this
But you trouble's gettin' ready to start
Well I've heard you say how much you love him
You think someday you'll be his bride
Baby, you just can't trust him
'Cause I've known the boy all of my life

So you better think twice before you roll the dice
You better think twice before you give you heart away

You really must think I'm something
Talkin' trash about my best friend
I just hate to se eyou wind up with nothing
'Cause you're way too good for him
And I know that you don't believe me
But I've been with him when he's runnin' around
He don't mean to hurt nobody
He ain't never gonna settle down

So you better think twice before you roll the dice
You better think twice before you give you heart away

You better think twice
You better think twice
You better think twice
You better think twice

22729. You Better Treat Your Man Right - Chords

You Better Treat Your Man Right
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Wayne Raney

C
You better start to treatin' your man a little bit better
                                                   G7
You better wear a smile when I come home and not a frown
                   C                                F
You better give me everything I need in the line of lovin'
                 C   N.C.                    G7       C
Or there'll be a day when your old sweet man won't be around

Well I work all day and a-half the night to please my baby



                                                     G7
And when I come home I found the place turned upside down
                  C                               F
I better find you there in bed asleep just like I left you
           C        N.C.                         G7             C 
If I ain't mistaken there's a dirty little mouse been a-messin' around

repeat #1

Well you was so nice and sweet and cute dear when I met you
                                           G7
You was daddy sweet little pet so true and kind
                 C                                  F
Yeah but since I brought you to this mean old dirty city
                 C  N.C.               G7      C 
Well it seems to me everybody pets you all the time

repeat #1

                     N.C.                    G7       C
Or there'll be a day when your old sweet man won't be around

22730. You Broke My Heart

You Broke My Heart
Steve Earle

[Verse 1]
This evening when the sun goes down
And you're painted up and gone to town
Won't be walking up and down and wondering where you are
Used to sit up waiting by the door
I don't worry 'bout that anymore
Like I used to 'cause it was before you broke my heart

[Verse 2]
I used to be a happy guy
Not too sad and didn't ever cry
But then every lie you ever told me did it's part
Then you come around to make amends
Can you promise not to stray again?
And I always took you back and then you broke my heart

[Bridge 1]
I should have known you would never change
My poor heart won't ever be the same
And all I can do is

[Verse 3]
Blame it on the moon again
For a memory that never ends
Of one evening gone forever when you broke my heart



[Fiddle and Mandolin Duet]

[Bridge 2]
Days will pass and seasons come and go
I expect no less than nothing so
I got nothing left but I can

[Verse 4]
Show all my tears and pain
But the emptiness it still remains
And I'll never love again because you broke my heart

22731. You Broke Your Promise

You Broke Your Promise

Today I'm alone and thinking of you
For you said we'd never part
But you done gone away and left me
Left me with a broken heart

You promised to love me forever
And to me you would always be the same
But darling you broke your promise
And now I know your little game

My heart's still crying for you darling
For it knows I love you true
And some day in the future darling
Your heart may be crying too

I hope my dear you'll be happy
And never be alone and blue
For I still love you darling
Though you left me here so blue

22732. You Came to Get Me

Jim Lauderdale - You Came to Get Me

I was down and not so strong
I've been there for too long
You showed up, walked on by
There you were, right on time
You came to get me
You came to lift me
Love on delivery
You came to get me
I got lost wanderin' round



Lucky me, I got found
Like you came from the sky
Better watch out, gonna make me cry
You came to get me
You came to lift me
Love on delivery
You came to get me
Well, I was waitin' and not so sure
I looked up and there you were
You came to get me
You came to lift me
Love on delivery
Oh, you came to get me
Yes, you did now
You came to get me
You came to get me
Yes, you did
You came to get me, whoa
You came to get me
You came to get me
You came to get me

22733. You Can Always Come Home

You Can Always Come Home - Alan Jackson 

Spread your wings, don't be afraid to try
The world can be hard, you gotta live a little 'fore you die
So open that door, step out in the bright sunshine
Follow your heart, and remember any time

You can always come home
Wherever life's road leads, you can get back
To a love that's strong and free
You never be alone, in your heart there's still a place
No matter how right or wrong you've gone
You can always come home

So pack your bags, smile and say goodbye
And chase those dreams, and when you lay down at night
You know that there's someone praying for you every day
Even if you never find your way

You can always come home
Wherever life's road leads, you can get back
To a love that's strong and free
You never be alone, in your heart there's still a place
No matter how right or wrong you've gone
You can always come home

When I was young, my daddy said to me
The very same words and I took those words with me
When I was afraid, I'd pull them out and think



Just how much they mean to me

You can always come home
Wherever life's road leads, you can get back
To a love that's strong and free
You never be alone, in your heart there's still a place
No matter how right or wrong you've gone
You can always come home

22734. You Can Be All Kinds Of Emotional - Chords

You Can Be All Kinds Of Emotional 
The Lone Bellow
 
G  C9   G
 
C9                 G
Letters written in vain
                   C9
I dont care if you know
                   G
Pour my tears down a drain
                  C9
Let them seep in slow
        G
Ohh, and we can dance around what happened
Am                        A-B- C
Stay the music soft and low
C                                    G
And you can be all kinds of emotional
 
C9                     G
Drive a car to your town
                   C9
Twenty hours down South
                          G
Tractor trailers in the snow
                    C9
Highway men are a-plowing  Ohhhhh
     G
And Im a man of constant sorrow
Am                            A-B- C
Let the night come soft and low
  C                                G
And you can be all kinds of emotional
 
G C9 G C9
G Am A-B-C G
 
 
Am                         A-B- C
Take my ink and take my blood
C                                    (Depending on which version, these first 2 lines are repeated)



Take the time to wish me luck
            G
Wish I was gone, wish I was dust
            G (one strum)
Wish I was gone, wish I was dust
 
                      G
On the porch to your house
                     C9
With this letter in hand
                    G
All your candles burnt out
            C9
Oh my good man
  G
I watch you dance around in circles
 Am                         A-B- C
With your new man in the glow
  C                                G
And you can be all kinds of emotional
         C9                            G
Oh, and you can be all kinds of emotional

22735. You Can Close Your Eyes

You Can Close Your Eyes
James Taylor

Well the sun is surely sinking down
But the moon is slowly rising
So this old world must still be spinning 'round
And I still love you

Chorus:
So close your eyes
You can close your eyes, it's all right
I don't know no love songs
And I can't sing the blues anymore
But I can sing this song
And you can sing this song
When I'm gone

It won't be long before another day
We gonna have a good time
And no one's gonna take that time away
You can stay as long as you like

Chorus



22736. You Can Close Your Eyes - Chords

You Can Close Your Eyes - Herb Pedersen
written by James Taylor

Bb                     Eb      F
Well the sun is surely sinking down
        Eb      Gm     Cm  F  
And the moon is slowly rising
Bb                             Eb        F
And this old world will still be spinning 'round
    Eb Bb   F    Bb   Eb Bb F Bb 
And I still love you

Bb Eb    Bb   F
So close your eyes
Ab                 Eb             Gm
You can close your eyes, it's all right
Cm                    F
I don't know no love songs
    Ab               Eb       Gm
And I can't sing the blues anymore
Cm                  Eb                
But I can sing this song
            Eb/D      Cm             Gm
And you can sing this song while I'm gone

SOLO

Bb Eb    Bb   F
So close your eyes
Ab                 Eb             Gm
You can close your eyes, it's all right
Cm                    F
I don't know no love songs
    Ab               Eb       Gm
And I can't sing the blues anymore
Cm                  Eb                
But I can sing this song
            Eb/D      Cm             Gm
And you can sing this song while I'm gone
Bb               Eb              F
It won't be long before another day
Eb       Gm     Cm      F
We gonna have a good time
Bb            Eb             F
No-one's  gonna take that time away
Eb    Bb      F           Bb      Eb Bb F Bb 
You can stay as long as you like
Bb Eb    Bb   F
So close your eyes
Ab                 Eb             Gm
You can close your eyes, it's all right
Cm                    F
I don't know no love songs
    Ab               Eb       Gm
And I can't sing the blues anymore



Cm                  Eb                
But I can sing this song
            Eb/D      Cm             Gm    Eb Bb Cm Bb  F
And you can sing this song while I'm gone

SOLO

Bb Eb    Bb   F
So close your eyes
Ab                 Eb             Gm
You can close your eyes, it's all right
Cm                    F
I don't know no love songs
    Ab               Eb       Gm
And I can't sing the blues anymore
Cm                  Eb                
But I can sing this song
            Eb/D      Cm             Gm   Eb Bb Cm Bb  F
And you can sing this song while I'm gone

From The Laurel Canyon Rambler "Back On The Street Again"
Sugar Hill Records 1998
1970 Blackwood Music and Country Road Music

22737. You Can Feel It In Your Soul

You Can Feel It in Your Soul
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

When you go to church on Sunday and leave your Saviour out
You feel like you're alone when you all begin to shout
When you get that old time religion you want the world to know
But you won't have ask nobodyyou can feel it in your soul
You can feel it in your soul that you want the world to know
But you won't have ask nobody you can feel it in your soul

Some people ask the neighbors about the ways of sin
And what they have to do for Christ to live within
But let me tell you brother one thing you should know
And you won't have ask nobody you can feel it in your soul
You can feel it in your soul...

If you haven't got time religion and don't know what to do
You better take up the Bible and lead the pages through
It tell you any word of things you want to know
And you won't have ask your neighbors you can feel it in your soul
You can feel it in your soul...



22738. You Can Go Home

Desert Rose Band - You Can Go Home

I went back to my hometown
Christmas snow was on the ground
Saw the girl who used to be
Everything in the world to me

We went down to my old school
Walked the halls remembering the rules
Thought of friends who used to be
Everything in the world to me

My family moved far away
We never did return
That girl found someone else to love
Here's the one thing that I learned

You can go home
And that's a fact
You can go home
But you can't go back

Saw the house where she used to live
Saw the park where we first kissed
Saw the dream that used to be
Everything in the world to me

Everything in the world to me
Now just a faded memory
All these years
I heard it callin' me

You can go home
And that's a fact
You can go home 
But you can't go back

You can go home
And that's a fact, that's a fact
You can go home
But you can't go back

22739. You Can Go On Your Way Now - Chords

You Can Go On Your Way Now

G
You done me wrong And you left home you broke my heart
 D
In each valve I was right by you My love was true
 G



So you can go on your way now

G
All through the years I've shedded tears Tried to keep love plans
 D
In our house But now I'll stay Out of your way
 G
Yes you can go on your way now

G
You trifled 'round All over town You had your fun
 D
Dear, and how It didn't bother you 'Cause I was blue
 G
So you can go on your way now

G 
All through the years I've shedded tears Tried to keep love plans
 D
In our house But now I'll stay Out of your way
 G
Yes you can go on your way now

22740. You Can Have Her

You Can Have Her
JD Crowe

You can have her I don't want her
She didn't love me anyway
She only wanted someone to play with
But all I wanted was love to stay

The girl I loved she up and left me
She run away with my best friend
She comes in around midnight
And then I come she's gone again

Well if you're in love with the wrong woman
There's only one thing that you can do
Just dig a hole and jump right in it
Then pull the ground in over you

Now life is mighty empty
Without love to call you own
I'd rather have love that I can cling to
That to has the world and all it's gold



22741. You Can Have The Crown

Sturgill Simpson - You Can Have The Crown

[Verse 1]
Well, I been spendin' all my money on weed n' pills
Tryin' to write a song that'll pay the bills
But it ain't came yet, so guess I'll have to rob a bank
I guess it could be worse, it ain't that bad
At least I ain't sittin' in ol' Baghdad
In the middle of a hot damn desert, sittin' in a tank
Well, every time the wife talks, a baby gets mentioned
I'm so broke I can't pay attention
Lord, how it tears me up to see her cry
Oh, I been spendin' all my nights on the internet
Looking for a clue, but ain't found one yet
Just a bunch of Mopars, guitars, & other stuff I can't buy

Chorus]
Well now, Lord, if you can hear me
Won't you throw a damn dog a bone?
'Cause if the Devil shows up with a better deal
This old soul's a-goin' down
Oh, I sing 'em real pretty, sing 'em real sad
And all the people in the crowd say "He ain't half-bad"
Well, they call me King Turd up here on Shit Mountain
If you want it, you can have the crown

[Verse 2]
Well, I been sittin' on my ass like a bump on a log
Watchin' Andy and ol' Boss Hog
I guess I ought to get up and go out and find a job
Instead of sittin' on the couch, trying to find the next line
I'm sure there's gotta be a better use of my time
Like figurin' out which one of these banks I'm a-gonna go rob
Well, the name of the game is hurry up and wait
But that ain't putting no food on my plate
Or gas in my car, and I drive a Bronco
So, Lord, if I could just get me a record deal
I might not have to worry about my next meal
But I'll still be trying to figure out what the hell rhymes with Bronco

[Chorus]
Well now, Lord, if you can hear me
Won't you throw a damn dog a bone?
'Cause if the Devil shows up with a better deal
This old soul's a-goin' down
Oh, I sing 'em real pretty, sing 'em real sad
And all the people in the crowd say "He ain't half-bad"
Well, they call me King Turd up here on Shit Mountain
If you want it, you can have the crown
Well, they call me King Turd up here on Shit Mountain
If you want it, you can have the crown



22742. You Can Keep Your Nine Pound Hammer

You Can Keep Your Nine Pound Hammer 
Josh Williams
 
There's a cabin in the mountains oh so many miles from here 
They sit there waiting for me, my old Dad and Mother dear  
They don't know I'm in this prison, living in a six foot square 
I've worn these shoes of mine out walking 
but ain't getting anywhere 
 
REFRAIN: 
Take away these iron bars, and take back your suit of gray 
I won't need your nine pound hammer if I ever get away 
 
At nine o'clock the lights go out and then there's not a sound 
Except for Mike the prison guard, as he makes his rounds 
But some day it will be different, Lord I hope it won't be long 
He'll look into an empty cell and find that I have gone 
 
If you're ever down in Eddyville and you want to call on me 
It's the big house on the corner, my number's two eight three 
I got six more years to stay here, then brother I'll be gone 
Well I'm going back to Mom and Dad 
and that little old mountain home 
 
I won't need your nine pound hammer 
If I ever get away

22743. You Can Mark It Down

You Can Mark It Down
Artist: The Boys From Indiana
Longview

I work all day in a busy sawmill.
I come home at night, but you're not there.
You're on the road, like a travellin' woman.
It's breakin' my heart cause you don't care.
Chorus: 
That old grey dog is comin' for me.
My bags are packed, I'm a leavin' town.
My mind's made up, and I ain't changin'
This means goodbye, you can mark it down.
Tonight is just a little different.
I walk right in and I slam the door.
Before I leave, you'll get my message.
You can pick yourself up off of the floor.
(Chorus)
Come Friday night when I draw my payday,
Your lovin' daddy won't be around.
I'm a goin' down to the Greyhound station.
I'll be long gone, you can mark it down.



(Chorus)
Repeat last line of chorus

22744. You Can Never Go Home Again - Chords

You Can Never Go Home Again 
Gangstagrass

[Intro]
Em Am Em   D Em Bm
Em Am Em Am Em Am Em
 
[Chorus]
    Em               D             A           Em
I remember 20 years ago I was sitting in that court room
      Em       D         Bm
My charges I could not defend
     Em              D                      A              Em
The last thing the judge said to me as he handed down my sentence
              C       D    Em
Was you can never go home again
 
         Em D           Em A
Never go home, never go home
          C        D    Em
You can never go home again
 
 
[Verse 1]
Em                       D
And I agreed with everything that the judge said
A                              Em
If you come back around, I'm going out like Judge Dredd
Em                              D
What was in your head when you made those choices?
Bm
I can only hope that you were plagued by voices
Em                                   D
And you made the decision not to listened to the one
A                                 Em
That was on your side when you started to slide
C
But mama brought you back home
D                           Em
She was broken down to the bone, 'cause you were gone so long
Em                                   D
But now her baby boy is back in the house
                  A
You can see the smile on her mouth
          Em
I ain't never seen her this happy
      Em                      D
Then all of a sudden you disappeared again



         Bm
She's crumbling down, the smile is gone from her chin
Em
And she doesn't know where
D
And I don't even care
             Am                             Em
'Cause you broke mama's heart twice and it ain't even nice
            C                            D
Now I'm surprised as heck that she's wondering where you went
             Em
And I don't give a damn friend (I don't even care)
 
 
[Chorus]
             Em         D           A                   Em
When you've done your time and you come back out that doorway
     Em               D              Bm
You will not find a loved one or a friend
          Em            D               A             Em
You may return to the place where the people used to know you
              C       D    Em
But you can never go home again
 
         Em D           Em A
Never go home, never go home
          C        D   Em
You can never go home again
 
 
[Interlude]
Em D A Em
D Bm
Em D A Em
C D Em
 
 
[Verse 2]
      Em                                           D
Bruh, the sights these eyes have seen seen would horrify the strongest
A                               Em
Went and a left home I haven't been to in the longest
Em                       D
Led a life by the sword, forced to fall upon it
    Bm
The kites flew, there was nobody left to correspond with
Em                      D
Familiar faces either passed on or flipped
           A                   Em
So there wasn't much for me to do except dip
C                             C
Too many years lost off the lies of a snitch
            Em
So it was either do a bid, or end up lying in a ditch
 
      Em                       D
Now, left to walk across the land as a mystery



A                    Em
Every new town, reinvent a new history
Em                      D
I turned my back on my past, just to get to see
  Bm
A new day, reframe my identity
 
   Em                             D
To get to sleep at night? Man I need a fifth at least
      A                 Em
The dirty deeds that I did just to get to eat
C                    D
Melancholy and emptiness
                Em
The unseen consequence of the conditions of release
 
 
[Chorus]
    Em               D                A               Em
We found a man the other day, just hanging from the ceiling
       Em          D          Bm
His sentence was almost at an end
      Em          D          A               Em
And there on his bed was a note so sad and simple
                C         D   Em
Saying You can never go home again
 
         Em D           Em A
Never go home, never go home
          C       D     Em
You can never go home again
         Em D           Em A
Never go home, never go home
          C       D     Em
You can never go home again

22745. You Can Share My Blanket - Chords

You Can Share My Blanket
Recorded by J.D. Crowe
Written by Steven F. Brines and James B. Smoak

C F
When you say you love me I don't know what you mean
 D7 G7
But it seems like I should
 C F G7
So if I say I'm bruised and torn and other loves have warned me
F G7 C
You won't mind if this one is for good

 G7 C Am
I don't know if I can take it if we can really make it



 G7 C
I've never known a love without an end
 G7 C Am
But if you really think we can then you can share my blanket
F G7 C
And we'll see what happens then

 F
When your coat falls from your shoulders in a heap upon the floor
 D7 G7
And the door behind is closed
 C F G7
I don't know if I can stand it it's an awful lot to handle
F G7 C
Taking scraps of all the things I know

Repeat #2

 F
When you say you love me I don't know what to say
 D7 G7
I'm afraid to go along
 C F G7
Afraid that you might hurt me unable to be certain
F G7 C
Afraid that I might turn and you'll be gone

 G7 C Am
I don't know if I can take it if we can really make it
 G7 C
I'll never know a love without an end
 G7 C Am
But if you really think we can then you can share my blanket
F G7 C
And we'll see what happens then

22746. You Can Take Your Time

You Can Take Your Time 
The Boxcars

Today you left in search of a sweeter love 
Tears fell like rain from the darkened skies above 
The rain dried up, and finally I could see 
So you can take your time in comin' back to me 
 
CHORUS:    
(first time  "So" instead of  "And")  
You can take your time in comin' back to me 
You'd trade my love for a stranger's sympathy  
I won't play the fool in a duel of love you see 
And/So  you can take your time in comin' back to me 
 



It's getting late tonight the bars all closed 
You'll be comin' home if you're all alone I know 
The door is locked I ve thrown away the key  
And you can take your time in comin' back to me 
 
When you're old and all alone well then you'll pay 
For a home of love, and life you threw away 
Before you make that call, you'd better think 
And you can take that dime and buy yourself a drink   
 
I won't play the fool in a duel of love you see 
So you can take your time in comin' back to me

22747. You Can Walk All Over Me

Marty Stuart - You Can Walk All Over Me

Never thought I'd fall this far again
When we met I thought we'd be just friends
Now I'm in love so blind that I can't see
That you can walk all over me

Never thought I'd ever settle down
Hang my hat up in the same old town
Thought I'd always be just wild and free
But you can walk all over me

Take my heart
Break my heart
That's all right with me
Take my name
I'm not ashamed
To let the whole world see

If that's how it's gotta be
Then you can walk all over me

Some say love is just a crazy game
Always lookin' for someone to claim
Wel' that's the way I guess it's supposed to be
So you can walk all over me

Take my heart
Break my heart
That's all right with me
Take my name
I'm not ashamed
To let the whole world see

If that's how it's gotta be
Then you can walk all over me

If that's how it's gotta be



Then you can walk all over me

22748. You Can't Break My Heart

You Can't Break My Heart 
Lonesome River Band
 
Travelin' round the country in a four piece band 
Has been more than all of my exes could stand 
Callin' home and no one there, will drive a man insane 
I'm leavin' you for another, is welded in my brain 
 
CHORUS: 
Every time I've loved, I've lost 
And now I don't know where to start 
But if you're not there, then you can't leave 
And you can't break my heart 
 
I know I'm better off bein' here alone 
I don't have to worry about gettin' home 
I'd love to have a girl like you 
To make my dreams come true 
Every time I fell in love, I always wound up blue 
 
Now I know you're not there 
So I know, you can't leave 
And you can't break my heart

22749. You Can't Bring Me Down

Dierks Bentley - You Can't Bring Me Down

[Verse 1]
You can try to wrap your words
Like rocks around my ankles
And push me off a bridge
In hopes that I might drown
Any cheap shots that you got
Yeah, I can handle
You don't get this far without knowing
How to get up off the ground

[Chorus]
So I turn up a cold one
And I turn up the volume
On life, on love
On the way I feel right now
Yeah, I learned how to let go
And how to take the high road



I'm on another level
You can't bring me down
Na na na na na na
Na na na na na na
Na na na na na na

[Verse 2]
I'll be the first to say
I've made some bad decisions
I've been a little quick
To call the kettle black
But it's true what they say
About forgiveness
And once you find a man
There ain't nothing that can hold you back

[Chorus]
So, I turn up a cold one
And I turn up the volume
On life, on love
On the way I feel right now
Yeah, I learned how to let go
And how to take the high road
I'm on another level
You can't bring me down
Na na na na na na
Na na na na na na
Na na na na na na
Na na na na na na, yeah

[Bridge]
There ain't nothing like
The way my baby holds me
There ain't nothing like this
Sweet piece that I've found
It takes off all the shackles
So save yourself the battle
Yeah, ha, you can't bring me down

[Chorus]
I'm gonna turn up a cold one
And I turn up the volume
On life, on love
On the way I feel right now
Yeah, I learned how to let go
And how to take the high road
I'm on another level
You can't bring me down
[Chorus]
Yeah, I learned how to let go
And how to take the high road
I'm on another level
No, you can't bring me down
Na na na na na na
Na na na na na na, ha
Na na na na na na
Na na na na na na, yeah



Aw, turn it up

22750. You Can't Do Wrong And Get By

You Can't Do Wrong And Get By

I remember my grandfather's counsel
As he laid the leather to my hide
He said there's just one rule to life that always will apply
You can't do wrong and get by.

Now, lessons tend to fade as we grow older
And I found myself in jail at twenty-five
Had to sit there by my lawyer, the old judge looked me in the eye
Said, you can't do wrong and get by.

You can't do wrong and get by for very long
Do wrong and all your troubles multiply

You may not face them here but you'll face the man on high
You can't do wrong and get by.

Now once I had a wife and lovin' children
But I gave into the pleasures of the night
Used my grand dads very words to say her last goodbye
You can't do wrong and get by.

You can't do wrong and get by for very long
Do wrong and all your troubles multiply
Oh, you may not face them here but you'll sure face the man on high
You can't do wrong and get by.

No, no, you can't do wrong and get by
You can't do wrong and get by.

Oh no, you can't do wrong and get b

22751. You Can't Do Wrong And Get By

You Can't Do Wrong And Get By

I remember my grandfather's counsel
As he laid the leather to my hide
He said there's just one rule to life that always will apply
You can't do wrong and get by.

Now, lessons tend to fade as we grow older
And I found myself in jail at twenty-five
Had to sit there by my lawyer, the old judge looked me in the eye



Said, you can't do wrong and get by.

You can't do wrong and get by for very long
Do wrong and all your troubles multiply

You may not face them here but you'll face the man on high
You can't do wrong and get by.

Now once I had a wife and lovin' children
But I gave into the pleasures of the night
Used my grand dads very words to say her last goodbye
You can't do wrong and get by.

You can't do wrong and get by for very long
Do wrong and all your troubles multiply
Oh, you may not face them here but you'll sure face the man on high
You can't do wrong and get by.

No, no, you can't do wrong and get by
You can't do wrong and get by.

Oh no, you can't do wrong and get b

22752. You Can't Do Wrong And Get By - Chords

You Can't Do Wrong And Get By
Recorded by Ricky skaggs and George Jones
Written by Larry Cordle and Jim Rushing

C             F             C
I remember my grandfather's counsel               
D7            G7
As he laid the leather to my hide   
C                     F                 C           F
He said there's just one rule to life that always will apply    
C        G7            C
You can't do wrong and get by                   
 F               C
Now lessons tend to fade as we grow older                      
D7             G7
And I found myself in jail at twenty-five       
C               F              C                      F
Had to sit there by my lawyer the old judge looked me in the eye
         C        G7            C
Said you can't do wrong and get by    
F                      C
You can't do wrong and get by for very long
                                    G7
Do wrong and all your troubles multiply    
C                 F               C               F
You may not face them here but you'll face the man on high    
C        G7            C
You can't do wrong and get by                 



F               C
Now once I had a wife and loving children                    
D7               G7
But I gave into the pleasures of the night    
C                  F             C                F
She used my grand dads very words to say her last goodbye
    C        G7            C
You can't do wrong and get by

Repeat #3    

F      C        G7            C
Oh no you can't do wrong and get by

22753. You Can't Give Up On Love

You Can't Give Up On Love

you say you're heart's been broken
and you just can't win
you say that you'll never find love again
let me tell you friend

Chorus:
you can't give up on love
that's the one thing we've got to keep going
cause it don't come easy and it's so hard to hold
but you can't give up on love

looked out my window and what did I see?
it's another broken family
the kids are stayin' with mama at home
daddy's livin in a house all alone

Chorus:
you can't give up on love
that's the one thing we've got to keep going
cause it don't come easy and it's so hard to hold
but you can't give up on love

troubled times make it hard to stay
so many lovers take the easy way
but don't go crazy and jump ship too soon
cause everday can't be a honeymoon

Chorus:
you can't give up on love
that's the one thing we've got to keep going
cause it don't come easy and it's so hard to hold
but you can't give up on love

no you can't give up on love
oh you can't give up on love



22754. You Can't Go Home Again

Nanci Griffith - You Can't Go Home Again

So much silence to my hometown streets, 
gonna put my cheek to the window and watch it sleep 
Where the shadows fall from sycamore trees, 
fight off this north wind and I'll be headin' back east 
Let the Colorado River roll on to the sea. 

I will be crossing it in changes 
This ol' town never did really care that much for me. 
I don't know why I always come here in my dreams 
It's the hardest to hold but it's the easiest to find. 
If you'll slip for the dollar I'll fall in your wine 
But you cannot save your past for today. 

It will leave you cold on an outbound train 
Let the Colorado River roll on to the sea. 
I will be crossing it in changes 
This ol' town never did really care that much for me. 
I don't know why I always come here in my dreams 
Folded memories in my soul. 

It's that old blue line that you can never go back home 
So I'm waiting for the moon to rise. 
He'll kiss my tears away and set my heart in line 
Let the Colorado River roll on to the sea. 
I will be crossing it in changes 

This ol' town never did really care that much for me. 
I don't know why I always come here in my dreams 
Let the Colorado River roll on to the sea. 
I will be crossing it in changes 

This ol' town never did really care that much for me. 
I only come here to remember my dreams

22755. You Can't Handle The Truth

The Infamous Stringdusters - You Can't Handle The Truth

[Verse 1]
You're sorry, said you want me back, one thing I'm asking you
You're staring in the mirror while it's staring back at you
You asked me why I'm leaving, going on the western wind
You know you're best believing, I won't be back again
Won't be back again



[Chorus]
You think I've turned to cheating, and you're looking for the proof
You can't handle the truth

[Verse 2]
Say your one last story, cause I'm headed out the door
I don't want to hear it, I've heard it all before
I'm giving up on loving you, you're the [?] done the same
Somehow you've convinced yourself that I'm the one to blame
I'm the one to blame

[Chorus]
You think I've turned to cheating, and you're looking for the proof
You can't handle the truth

[Verse 3]
Out all night running round, oh, to half past three
Take a long look at the shelf before you look at me
You think you've got a reason to even up the score
You better get acquainted with the slamming of the door
Slamming of the door

[Chorus]
You think I've turned to cheating, and you're looking for the proof
You can't handle the truth

22756. You Can't Have Everything

Little Big Town - You Can't Have Everything

[Verse 1]
The driveway winds up the hill
Through the wildflower fields
Where the kids like to play
There's a little creek by the willow tree
Oh yes, it's a beautiful place

[Chorus]
We have the family photograph
The house, the life, the dream
You're love's the only thing missing here
Well, I guess you can't have everything

[Verse 2]
We don't talk anymore
You leave your ring in the drawer
Like it don't mean a thing
The silence crawls down the lonely halls
That weep for what used to be

[Chorus]
[X2]



22757. You Can't Help Who You Love

You Can't Help Who You Love
Garth Brooks - You Can't Help Who You Love

It's one am
And he's still not in
You wonder when enough's enough
'Cause this ain't new
But what do you do
When you can't help who you love

So you drive to town
And you ask around
Scared of what you're thinking of
Has he been hurt
Has be been with her
'Cause you can't help who you love

You hear the voices calling
As you walk among the fallen and betrayed
And you know it's gonna break you
Still you follow where it takes you anyway
'Cause you ain't got no say
It's a long ride home
When you're all alone
'Cause you can't help who you love

You hear the voices calling
As you walk among the fallen and betrayed
And you knkow it's gonna break you
Still you follow where it takes you anyway
'Cause you ain't got no say
You should leave
But I believe
You can't help who you love

You can't help who you love

22758. You Can't Hurry Love

Dixie Chicks - You Can't Hurry Love

I need love, love to ease my mind,
I need to find, find someone to call mine,
But mama said you can't hurry love,
No you just have to wait,
She said love don't come easy,
It's a game of give and take.



You can't hurry love,
No, you just have to wait,
You gotta trust, give it time,
No matter how long it takes;
But how many heartaches must I stand
Before I find a love to let me live again.
Right now the only thing that keeps me hanging on,
When I feel my strength, yeah, it's almost gone,
I remember mama said,

You can't hurry love,
No you just have to wait,
She said love don't come easy,
It's a game of give and take.
How long must I wait how much more can I take,
Before loneliness will 'cause my heart, heart to break?
No, I can't bear to live my life alone.
I grow impatient for a love to call my own,
But when I feel that I, I can't go on,
These precious words keeps me hanging on,
I remember mama said,

Can't hurry love,
No you just have to wait,
She said love don't come easy,
it's a game of give and take.

You can't hurry love,
No you just have to wait,
She said love don't come easy,
It's a game of give and take
No matter how long it takes.

No love, love don't come easy,
But I keep on waiting, anticipating for that
Soft voice to talk to me at night,
For some tender arms to hold me tight.
I keep waiting; I keep on waiting,
But it ain't easy, it ain't easy when mama said

You can't hurry love no,
You just have to wait,
She said trust, give it time
No matter how long it takes.

You can't hurry love
You just have to wait,
She said love don't come easy
It's a game of give and take.

22759. You Can't Hurt Ham - Chords



You Can't Hurt Ham
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs
Written by Gordon Kennedy and Ricky Skaggs

G
Bill Monroe out on the road                             
D7
He was goin' to a bluegrass date
When about midnight he said with a fright
C                    G
I'm hungry is it too late
Well the driver said chief there ain't no place to eat
                           C
Every thing's done shut up tight                           
G
Then the banjo man said he had a plan       
D7                     G
He it thought might save the night

From a greasy little sack tucked                                       
D7
Way in the back of the bus he gave us all
A bunch of country ham and biscuits          
C                G
His momma made him for the haul
About two days old and it started to mold                        
C
Said the banjo-pickin' man                           
G
Mon said boy bring me that sack     
D7                  G
You know you can't hurt ham

Well you know you can't hurt ham    
C                   G
You know you can't hurt ham
Mon said boy bring me that sack    
D7                  G
You know you can't hurt ham                                         

D7
Old Uncle Dave making his way across the USA
Tuck a ham in a box with nails for locks      
C              G
He'd open up once a day
He'd hand some to the waitress                           
C
And say throw this in the pan                          
G
I've been all around this world              
D7                  G
And girl you know you can't hurt ham

Well you know you can't hurt ham   
C                   G
You know you can't hurt ham
I've been all around this world                  
D7                  G



And girl and you know you can't hurt ham        

D7
You can hurt tater salad     
A7              D7
And it can hurt you back
Get a hold of milk too old     
A7                  D7
And throw things out of whack    
G
And you can hurt a chicken                          
C
Salmonella will mess you up    
A7
And no one can hurt you                  
D7
Like someone you love          

G
There's a culinary promise                             
C
That's known throughout the land                
G
No frigerate no expire date     
D7              G
You know can't hurt ham

Well you know you can't hurt ham    
C                   G
You know you can't hurt ham
No frigerate no expire date     
D7                  G
You know you can't hurt ham
No frigerate no expire date     
D7                  G
You know you can't hurt ham

22760. You Can't Judge A Book By Its Cover

You Can't Judge A Good Book By Its Cover
Recorded by The Statler Brothers
Written by Claude Boone

G                             C
You can't judge a book by its cover
          D7                        G
You can't tell dear if it's good or bad
                                  C
The cover may be in the brightest color
    D7                      G
But inside the story may be sad

D7                             G



Pretty pictures make the cover gay
           A7                        D7
Though the pages may be stained with age
G                             C
You can't judge a book by its cover
            D7                          G
Till you've read what's written on each page

                                          C
Just because there are dark clouds in the heavens
        D7                       G
Doesn't always mean that it will rain
                              C
Just because you see somebody smiling
        D7                      G
Doesn't mean inside there is no pain

D7                            G
So it doesn't matter what you hear
      A7                            D7
Don't believe it till you know it's true
G                             C
You can't judge a book by its cover
            D7                         G
Till you've read the story through and through

                              C
You can't judge a book by its cover
            D7                          G
Till you've read what's written on each page

22761. You Can't Keep Me Here In Tennessee

Rodney Crowell - You Can't Keep Me Here In Tennessee

By the time we left Kentucky all that was on my mind
Was the way I've spent my trouble like a dime
When we got back to Nashville things were still the same
Lord my thought went back to Texas and I hoped to ease the pain
Cause you fall like a tree when you're cut down
And you been too long hackin' away at me
Well it's a long long road I'm takin' back to Texas
Cause you can't keep me here in Tennessee
Well in all my looking at you
It's funny all the things I've never seen Lord
Cause the sun don't shine beside you
Least wise it ain't never shone on me shone on me
Cause you fall like a tree when you're cut down...
Well my mind's been in a dungeon
A prison in a world of make believe make believe
And I'm a beggin' for your pardon
I've served my time and so now I'll take my leave take my leave
Cause you fall like a tree when you're cut down...



22762. You Can't Make A Heel Toe The Mark

You Can't Make A Heel Toe The Mark

I warned you not to give your lovce to him
I knew he would only break only heart
His kind of lovce you just can't win
And you can't make a heel toe the mark

You can't keep time from rolling on
You can't change the daylight from dark
And you can't make a heel toe the mark

A leopard will never change its spots
A tiger will never change its stripes
A hound dog will never change its bark
And you can't make a heel toe the mark

* Refrain

22763. You Can't Make Old Friends - Chords

You Can't Make Old Friends
Recorded by Kenny Rogers with Dolly Parton
Written by Ryan Hanna King, Don Schlitz, Caitlyn Smith

C           G               Am   F           G       C
What will I do when you are gone who's gonna tell me the truth
            G          Am        F         G7             C
Who's gonna finish the stories I start the way you always do

         G    Am                 F       G         C
When somebody knocks at the door someone new walks in 
       G         Am                F             G        C
I will smile and shake their hands but you can't make old friends 
 
               F   C                  Am  G
You can't make old friends can't make old friends 
       C          G              Am   F                      C
It was me and you since way back when but you can't make old friends

           G                Am   F              G         C
How will I sing when you're gone cause it won't sound the same 
              G           Am      F            G         C
Who will join in on those harmony parts when I call your name 

Repeat #3

F                C                  F                G



When Saint Peter opens the gate and you come walking in 
Am            G                C         F         G        C
I'll be there just waiting for you cause you can't make old friends 

Cause you can't make old friends

         G          Am         F          G              C
When I'm out on the stage all alone and I hear the music begin 
       G        Am           F          G              C
We all know the show must go on but you can't make old friends no no
 
Repeat #3
  
           G         Am     F
You and me will be together again
              D7           G            C
Cause we both know we will still be old friends
    G   Am  F   C         G        Am      F
Hmm hmm hmm hmm you can't make old friends       
        C      G           Am   G   C
Not the way we have always been

22764. You Can't Reach Me

Richard Thompson - You Can't Reach Me

I can reach you but you can't reach me
Not a damn thing that you can teach me
Get my education direct
Direct from up above

I take on board the bits that fit
The war and Armageddon 'n' shit
I did show them mercy and kindness
[?] kindness and peace and love

You can't reach me
You can't reach me
You can't reach me
I'm out in the cold
You can't reach me
You can't reach me
You can't reach me
I'm out in the cold

The way I see it, the world's not fair
I don't fit here and I don't fit there
I was born not belonging to one thing
To one thing or the other

But I found a rock that I can cling to
I found a flock that I can sing to
Corner of the world and here they call me



Here they call me "Brother"

You can't reach me
You can't reach me
You can't reach me
I'm out in the cold

Don't give me that innocent stuff
Don't give me that line
There's guilt in everything that you do
You're guilty all of the time

You think I'm one of you but I've got things cooking
I hide in the open right where you're looking
You know what I come here for
Well, I'm knocking on your door

You can't reach me
You can't reach me
You can't reach me
I'm out in the cold
You can't reach me
You can't reach me
You can't reach me
I'm out in the cold

22765. You Can't Reach Me Anymore

Dolly Parton - You Can't Reach Me Anymore 

You can't reach me anymore
You say I'm not the girl that you remember
You say that I hve changed so much and you can't seem to rach me
Well you destroyed everything I used to be before and you can't reach me anymore
I was looked up to you while you were looking down
It used to turn me off inside when you would turn me down
Now you want the love from me that you destroyed before
But you can't reach me anymore
Now you say you love me more than anything
I used to love you that way now I don't feel a thing
The love that once lived in my heart don't live there anymore
And you can't reach me anymore
I was looked up to you while you were looking down
It used to turn me off when you would turn me down
Love that once lived in my heart it don't live there anymore
And you can't reach me anymore oh oh oh no you can't reach me anymore

22766. You Can't Roller Skate In A Buffalo Herd



You Can't Roller Skate in a Buffalo Herd
Roger Miller - Tim O'Brien & Darrell Scott

You can't roller skate in a buffalo herd
You can't roller skate in a buffalo herd
You can't roller skate in a buffalo herd
But you can be happy if you've a mind to

You can't take a shower in a parakeet cage
You can't take a shower in a parakeet cage
You can't take a shower in a parakeet cage
But you can be happy if you've a mind to

All you gotta do is put your mind to it
Knuckle down, buckle down, do it, do it, do it

Well, you can't go swimmin' in a baseball pool
You can't go swimmin' in a baseball pool
You can't go swimmin' in a baseball pool
But you can be happy if you've a mind to

You can't change film with a kid on your back
You can't change film with a kid on your back
You can't change film with a kid on your back
But you can be happy if you've a mind to

You can't drive around with a tiger in your car
You can't drive around with a tiger in your car
You can't drive around with a tiger in your car
But you can be happy if you've a mind to
All you gotta do is put your mind to it
Knuckle down, buckle down, do it, do it, do it

Well, you can't roller skate in a buffalo herd
You can't roller skate in a buffalo herd
You can't roller skate in a buffalo herd
But you can be happy if you've a mind to

You can't go fishin' in a watermelon patch
You can't go fishin' in a watermelon patch
You can't go fishin' in a watermelon patch
But you can be happy if you've a mind to

You can't roller skate in a buffalo herd
You can't roller skate in a buffalo herd
You can't roller skate in a buffalo herd
But you can be happy if you've a mind to

22767. You Can't Rule Me

You Can't Rule Me
Lucinda Williams

Yeah man, I got a right



To talk about what I see
Way too much is going wrong
It's right in front of me

You can't rule me
You can't rule me
You can't take my money and try to rule me too

Yeah, you might expect me to follow
But I ain't gonna fall in line
I tell you what, this much I know
The dotted line ain't been signed

You can't rule me
You can't rule me
You can't take my soul and try to rule me too

You might beat me, you might cheat me
And try to make me change my mind
You might stick me, you might trick me
I'm gonna tell you one last time

You can't rule me
You can't rule me
You can't take my money and try to rule me too

You wanna go and tell me what's good for me
You wanna tell me what I'm payin' for
Well, the game is fixed, it's plain to see
I ain't playin' no more

You can't rule me
You can't rule me
You can't take my money and try to rule me too

You can't rule me
You can't rule me
You can't take my soul and try to rule me too, yeah

22768. You Can't Say We Didn't Try

You Can't Say We Didn't Try
Emmylou Harris & Rodney Crowell

Just because we're scared
Doesn't mean we're wrong
The world won't end today
If both of us move on
But didn't we have a time?
You can't take that away
We'd had a change of mind
I think it's safe to say



That I've been holding on to you
And you've been holding on to me
'Cause neither of us wants to be
The first to say goodbye
And so it goes, we must admit
How we both thought that this was it
Though we couldn't make the pieces fit
You can't say we didn't try

Close the window, pull the shade
Turn the key and lock the door
We'd best forget the plans we made
We don't live here anymore
Maybe somewhere down the line
We'll remember who we were
Another place, another time
Some old feeling starts to stir

But I've been holding on to you
And you've been holding on to me
'Cause neither of us wants to be
The one to say goodbye
And so it goes we've grown apart
Guess you could say we lost a heart
And even though we came up short
You can't say we didn't try

22769. You Can't Stop Love

Marty Stuart - You Can't Stop Love

It's greater than the world
Wider than the sky
It's strong enough to make mountains crumble
Or make a grown man cry 
It can melt the coldest heart
Put broken things together
Finds what is lost doesn't count the cost
And it goes on forever

You can try to drown it in a sea of tears
Lock it up in chains for a million years
Run from it, hide from it, one thing's clear
You can't stop love, no you can't stop love

It's freer than the wind
It shines out in the dark
It's bigger than all of heaven and earth
But small enough to fit inside your heart

You can try to down it in a sea of tears
Lock it up in chains for a million years
Run from it, hide from it, one thing's clear



You can't stop love
It's something that you can't forget
Throw it away and find regret
Go ahead, fight it, give it your best
But you can't stop love
No you can't stop love

22770. You Can't Stop Loving Me Now

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - You can't stop loving me now
Composer: Jeff Pollard

I can see in your face
That you've run a long race
And you'd like to sit down
For a while

Well, if this is the case
You'll be leaving this place
Why have you put me
On this trial

Oh, you can't stop lovin' me now
Oh, you can't stop lovin' me now
Don't you think you'd like to stay
Try and love me one more day
Oh, you can't stop lovin' me now

Is it something I've said
That has made our love dead
You've grown weary
Of loving from me

Like a sky filled with rain
My head's foggy insane
As I strain helplessly
For a key

Oh, you can't stop lovin' me now
Oh, you can't stop lovin' me now
Don't you think you'd like to stay
Try and love me one more day
Oh, you can't stop lovin' me now

Now you're smiling I see
But it is not for me
'Cause you'd love me
You say you must be fair

How I'd like to believe
That you won't really leave
Close my eyes and talk to
Your empty chair



Oh, you can't stop lovin' me now
Oh, you can't stop lovin' me now

Don't you think you'd like to stay
Try and love me one more day
Oh, you can't stop lovin' me now
Oh, you can't stop lovin' me now
Mmm, you can't stop lovin' me now
Oh no, you can't stop lovin' me now

22771. You Can't Stop My Heart From Loving You

You Can't Stop My Heart from Loving You 
McCormick Brothers
 
You broke my heart, and made me cry 
Made me sad when you said goodbye 
You left me lonely, you left me blue 
But you can't stop my heart from loving you 
 
CHORUS : 
No you can't stop my heart from loving you 
You can try but it's something it won't do 
You can't stop the sky from turnin' blue 
And you can't stop my heart from loving you 

Your memories, I've got a few 
Lonely heartaches, I've got them too 
You can do, what you want to do 
But you can't stop my heart from loving you 
 
You can say it's over and we're through 
But it's not over 'til my heart gets over you 
 
No you can't stop my heart from loving you

22772. You Can't Stop The Changes - Chords

You Can't Stop the Changes - Infamous Stringdusters

Verse: 1

E                    G              D
Well I wish it was a sunny day, the clouds they follow me
D                           Gm               E
Confusion rolls like a fog, making it hard to see
D                              G         D
And coming to conclusions just isn't my forte



D                            Gm                E
Let it all wash over me, and leave it where it lay

Chorus:
   D                A           D                 A
So keep that wind a blowing and let the rain pour down
D            A                 D           E
Let that old winding road keep bouncing me around

Cause you can't stop the changes and I don't know why you try

So let the song keep playing, playing till I die

Verse 2:

Said I just keep on a moving, try learning by degrees
I keep the clothes upon my back and a dobro on my knees
And if you want to sit and talk awhile, I might do some talking to
I can't claim to know too much but what I say is true

Chorus
         E             A        E             A
Bridge:  Time keeps on growing, love keeps on growing

Chorus

22773. You Can't Take It With You When You Go

You Can't Take It With You When You Go
Ricky Skaggs

I got a friend who's a workaholic he never knows when to quit
Me, I knock off early every chance I get
He's got an I.R.A. for a rainy day ut I wonder if he knows
That you can't take it with you when you go.

While I'm out somewhere fishin' you bet he's workin' hard
My little boat's in the water, his big boat sits in the yard
And while I'm makin' time with that gal of mine
His love life's on hold, you can't take it with you when you go.

You can't take it with you when you go
You better take some time to live and love before you get to old
All the treasures in this world don't mean a thing when they lay ya low
'Cause you can't take it with you when ya go.

Now hard work it's a virtue and there's nothin' wrong with that
I ain't afraid to pull my weight but I ain't a-gonna break my back
I ain't worried about my bank account, just let the good times roll
'Cause you can't take it with you when you go.

You can't take it with you when you go
You better take some time to live and love before you get to old



All the treasures in this world don't mean a thing when they lay ya low
'Cause you can't take it with you when ya go.

All the treasures in this world don't mean a thing when they lay ya low
'Cause you can't take it with you when ya go...

22774. You Can't Take It With You When You Go - Chords

You Can't Take It With You When You Go
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Curtis Wright and T.J. Knight

G                            C                   G    C
Watch where you're standing  when you close that door
G                                  C                G    C
Cause if you're on the wrong side  it won't open anymore
G                            C                  Em  Am
Be sure before you leave me  that it's the only way
     G                       D7                      G
Take off your coat and think about what I'm about to say
C                                      G
I gave you my heart I gave you my soul completely
C                                    A7
You've got my dreams you've got everything
                            D7
That I need if you leave me alone
     C                        D7
I'll give you my love for the rest of my life
      G                     C
But I want to make sure you know
Am                D7                G C
You can't take it with you when you go
G                          C                        G  C
I hear what you're saying  but I don't believe it's you
        G                      C                    G       C
Telling me that it's all over  after all we've been through
   G                     C                 Em Am
If you found a new love  then just tell me so
         G            D7              G
And I'll make it easy so she'll never know
Repeat #2
Am                D7                G
You can't take it with you when you go

22775. You Can't Treat The Wrong Man Right

Linda Ronstadt - You Can't Treat The Wrong Man Right

Can't you see he doesn't care



He likes to play with you that's all
He's waiting on someone else's call
He's playing it cool
Why's it so hard to reach you?

Why are you still out there
Beating your heart against the wall
Waiting for Jericho to fall
You hard-headed fool
Didn't your mama teach you
Anything at all

You can't treat the wrong man right
Or change a devil to an angel overnight
He'll wreck all your best laid plans for spite
You can't treat the wrong man right
You can't treat the right man wrong
When you're out on the town
Acting mean and head-strong
He'll sit home and wait for you all night long
You can't treat the right man wrong

I heard it on the telephone
A woman was whispering in my ear
And though I was trying not to hear
The message came through
She was someone who knew you
I guess she told me everything
I wasn't listening anyway
I know she had a lot to say
But nothing was clear
I only remember her voice
Above the sound of the pinball
Saying to me

You can't treat the wrong man right
Or change a devil to an angel overnight
He'll steal all your love and and fly by night
You can't treat the wrong man right
You can't treat the right man wrong
You can run all the way from here to Hong Kong
And he'll be waiting when you come back in sight
You can't treat the right man wrong
You can't treat the wrong man right

22776. You Could Be Me

You Could Be Me
The Del McCoury Band

[Verse 1]
Well you tell me you've got troubles, that you're feelin' low down
You say you've got more problems than anybody else in town



Well, friend I'm here to tell you that you shouldn't feel so sad
'Cause things could be worse, Lord, you could be me, and buddy that's bad

[Chorus 1]
'Cause I could tell you things about my life man you just could not beleive
Like that story about the woman I love and how she's treated me
Well, I've lost my job, I can't find work, no my car won't start, no my [?]
So when things get bad, don't feel so sad 'cause you could be me

[Verse 2]
I get tired of hearin' everybody always complain
They walk around with a frown on their face, it all starts to sound the same
If they just had to live this life I've led, then feel the way I do
They'd be so doggone happy to be themself they'd change their whole attitude

[Chorus 2]
'Cause it don't matter what comes along I've got news for you
There ain't nothin' that could happen I ain't already been through
If I had to write a song about my life for you, no doubt about it I'd be singing the blues
So when things get bad, don't feel so sad 'cause you could be me

[Outro]
If I had to write a song about my life for you, no doubt about it I'd be singing the blues
So when things get bad, don't feel so sad 'cause you could be me
Lord have mercy you don't want to be me

22777. You Could Never Be True

You Could Never Be True

I gave you every chance to be true
But it seems like that's too much for you
I took you back when you were running around
When you promised me you'd settle down

You're just the kind that could never be true
You break my heart with everything that you do
It's better that I should even start again
With you sweet heart I know I can't win

There's just no use trying to live with you
There's something wrong you'll never be true
You tear me up with your rambling ways
Then you come back and say you're home to stay

22778. You Could Never Understand

Broken Compass Bluegrass
You Could Never Understand



written by MEI LIN HEIRENDT

When you walked in through those jail room doors
I was shackled all in chains
I had treated life so poorly
Like it was all a game

I could see how much I'd hurt you
When I looked into your broken eyes
When they told you how much this time
You said your last goodbye

You used to rock me in your lap
And hold me oh so tight
You'd tell me all your childhood tales
And tuck me in at night

You'd race with me
Through grassy fields
And always let us tie

And you'd hold my hand
While I said my prayers
 Til the moon lit up the sky

I just want to see your smiling face
But I know it will never be the same
I've tried to do the best that I can
But I know you could never understand

As I sit here in this emptiness
I can picture oh so well
Countless empty needles
Hiding on that shelf

I never meant to go this far
Trust me I've been through hell
You looked at me in the eye
Said you thought that you could help

You never thought you'd lose me
But there's where you went wrong
I tried to resist and struggled
I simply wasn't strong

The more I used the more I more hurt
And I just wanted to die
Now when I look into the mirror
I can't help but cry

I just want to see your smiling face
But I know it will never be the same
I've tried to do the best that I can
But I know you could never understand

But I know you could never understand..



22779. You Couldn't Get The Picture - Chords

You Couldn't Get The Picture 
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Chuck Harter

C                                              F      C
I walked in the front door turned the light on in the hall
                                                      
Then I saw the post-it notes that she had stuck up on the wall
    F                         G7                       C
The first one said I love you but I can't live on love alone
                                              F    C
The Little yellow post-it-notes were stuck up everywhere
                             F               C
One was on the microwave and one on the Frigidaire
F
It said I cried all night
                                             C
But you weren't there to watch the teardrops fall
       G7
But if you couldn't get the picture
      F                G7             C
Maybe you can read the writing on the wall
F                                                           C
Sometimes you do what you've gotta do if you do anything at all 
G7
Sometimes it takes a freight train coming 
                                 C
Sometimes it takes a mountain to fall
F
Sometimes you do what you've gotta do
                                    C
Sometimes you gotta walk before you crawl
       G7
But if you couldn't get the picture
      F                G7             C
Maybe you can read the writing on the wall
                                        F                  C
The post-it note on her pillow said the lonely nights were hell
The one on the mirror said take a good look at yourself
        F
And the ones you put on the closet door 
                                     C
Said I waited long enough for you to call
       G7
But if you couldn't get the picture
      F                G7             C
Maybe you can read the writing on the wall
F                                                           C
Sometimes you do what you've gotta do if you do anything at all
       G7
But if you couldn't get the picture



      F                G7             C
Maybe you can read the writing on the wall
       G7
But if you couldn't get the picture
       F               G7             C
Maybe you can read the writing on the wall

22780. You Denied Your Love

You Denied Your Love

That was the day when you went away
You broke my heart in the month of may
That little ring I gave to you
Was to show you dear my love was true

Sweet are the flowers of our friendship
That has bloomed our whole life through
But n'er forget though you're far away
They're blooming in my heart today

You denied your love but you proved it so
You came to see me when the sun was low
You broke my heart but you were kind
When you said oh dear you'll never be mine

Oh let me tell you what love will do
If you love a boy that don't love you
They'll break your heart they'll leave you alone
They'll roam the west so far from home

22781. You Deserve Flowers

You Deserve Flowers
Chris Thile - You Deserve Flowers
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22782. You Didn't Call My Name

Molly Tuttle - You Didn't Call My Name

[Verse 1]
I wanna walk downtown with you
And see the city all lit up new
Walkin' store to store, we wouldn't want for more
No more feelin' tired and blue
[Chorus]
But you didn't call my name
You didn't call my name
You just watched me walk away

[Verse 2]
Frosted window of a train
Go by the same stops every day
The dancin' in your eyes, you took me by surprise
I long to see those eyes again

[Chorus]
But you didn't call my name
You didn't call my name
You just watched me walk away

[Verse 3]
We always would feel the same way
Can that low bring you home some day
I cling 'cause I've got nothing else
But it seems, just fooling myself with the passing of the times
Some memories linger in my mind
But none I hold so dear as you whispering in my ear
Oh it makes me wanna cry

22783. You Didn't Say Goodbye - Chords

You Didn't Say Goodbye
Recorded by J.D. Crowe
Written by Rebe Gosdin
Larry Stephenson

G D7
Last night while sitting by my window
 G
And gazing at the starry sky
 D7
They told me that you didn't love me



 G
They told me that you didn't say goodbye

 D7
It hurts to know that you don't love me
 G
You know it hurts me dear to cry
 D7
May God forgive you and your love dear
 G
Because you didn't say goodbye

 D7
At night I see you in my dreams dear
 G
Another one is by your side
 D7
You told him that you didn't love me
 G
You told him that you didn't say goodbye

Repeat #2

 D7
Some day dear when your love has failed you
 G
And you hang your head and cry
 D7
Remember me and all your sorrow
 G
Remember that you didn't say goodbye
Repeat #2 x2

22784. You Don't Believe

Brad Paisley - You Don't Believe 

Love is life,
And Life Is Living,
It's Very Special
J.Lo:oooh
Ll Cool J: baby dont go
baby dont go
J.Lo: yeahhh
ll cool j: baby dont go
baby dont go
J.Lo: yeahhh
ll cool j: baby dont go
baby dont go
J.Lo: yeah yeah
(J.Lo)Its such a shame but I'm leaving
Cant take the way you been treatin me
And its crazy but oh baby



it dont matta whatever dont phase me
(Ll Cool J) I dont believe you wanna leave like this
I dont believe I just had my last real kiss
I do believe we'll laugh and reminice
Wait a minute dont bounce baby
Lets talk about this
(J.Lo)well im bouncing and I'm out son
I gotta leave you alone
'Cause im good
Holding down my spot
And I'm good
Reppin the girls on the block
And I'm good
I got this thing on lock!
So without me you'll be fine, right?
J.Lo: All my pride is all I have
Ll Cool J: Pride is what you had, baby girl I'm what you have
J.Lo: You'll be needing me but too bad
Ll Cool J: Be easy, dont make decisions when you're mad
J.Lo: The path u chose to run alone
Ll Cool J: I kno your independent you can make it on ur own
J.Lo: Here with me you have a home
Ll Cool J: Time is of the essence, why spend it alone?
(J.Lo)The nights I've waited up for you
Promises you made about coming through
So much time you wasted,
Thats why I had to replace you
(Ll Cool J)It makes a chap nervous the thought of settling down
Especially when he's creeping all over town
I thought my tender touch could lock ya down
I knew I had you as cocky as that sounds
The way you used to giggle right before I put it down
It's better when you're angry come here I'll prove it now (come here)
(J.Lo)Stop playing, you gaming, I got to leave you alone
'Cause im good
Holding down my spot
And I'm good
Reppin the girls on the block
And I'm good
I got this thing on lock
So without me you'll be fine, right?
J.Lo: All my pride is all I have
Ll Cool J: Pride is what you had, baby girl I'm what you have
J.Lo: You'll be needing me but too bad
Ll Cool J: Be easy, dont make decisions when you're mad
J.Lo: The path u chose to run alone
Ll Cool J: I kno your independent you can make it on ur own
J.Lo: Here with me you have a home
Ll Cool J: Time is of the essence, why spend it alone?
(Ll Cool J)People make mistakes, to make up, to break up
To wake up cold and lonely
And chill baby you kno me, you love me, I'm like your homie
Insteada beefing come hold me, I promise I'm not a phony
Dont bounce baby, consol me, come here
(J.Lo)Ain't Nothin' you can say to me that can change my mind
I gotta let u go now, Nothin will ever be the same
So just be on your way, go ahead and do your thing now



And theres no more to explain to me ya kno
I know ya game I'm not feelin' what you do(and im good)
So I'm bouncing and I'm out son (im good)
I gotta leave you alone yeah yeah
J.Lo: All my pride is all I have
Ll Cool J: Pride is what you had, baby girl I'm what you have
J.Lo: You'll be needing me but too bad
Ll Cool J: Be easy, dont make decisions when you're mad
J.Lo: The path u chose to run alone
Ll Cool J: I kno your independent you can make it on ur own
J.Lo: Here with me you have a home
Ll Cool J: Time is of the etssence, why spend it alone?
(repeat)
(i promise u, im sad)

22785. You Don't Count The Cost

You Don't Count The Cost - Ricky Skaggs

It happens to a mother when she is giving birth
Her heart is filled with joy while her body is filled with hurt
She holds the baby to her breast despite the pain it caused
When it comes to love you don't count the cost

It happens to a soldier fighting for his home
Fear wells up inside him and yet he still goes on
Even though he knows he may be the next to fall
When it comes to love you don't count the cos&116

You don't count the heartache, you don't count the sacrifice
All that counts is what you feel inside
It doesn't really matter what is gained or what is lost
When it comes to love you don't count the cost

It happens all around us each and every day
Someone's givin' all they got for someone else's sake
If you've ever doubted just think about the cross
'Cause when it comes to love, oh, you don't count the cost

You don't count the heartache, you don't count the sacrifice
All that counts is what you feel inside
It doesn't really matter what is gained or what is lost
When it comes to love you don't count the cost
When it comes to love you don't count the cost

22786. You Don't Even Try

You Don't Even Try



Our love keeps drifting and you keep giving me to blame
I go on loving you although it's all in vain
Now you stop carrying so what a chance have you and I
I give my everything but you don't even try

I've done all I can do and I'm standin' at the end
Although I know it's over my heart just won't give in
So you stop carrying so what a chance have you and I
I give my everything but you don't even try

I've done all I can do and I'm standin' at the end
Although I know it's over my heart just won't give in
So you stop carrying so what a chance have you and I
I give my everything but you don't even try

22787. You Don't Even Try - Chords

You Don't Even Try
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Merle Haggard and Fuzzy Owen

G                               C                  G
Our love keeps drifting and you keep giving me the blame
        D7                              G
I go on loving you although it's all in vain
                       C                          G
Now you stop caring so what a chance have you and I
          D7                             G
I give my everything  but you don't even try

     C                         G
I've done all I can do and I'm standing at the end
A7                           D7
Although I know it's over my heart just won't give in
            G         C                          G
So you stop caring so what a chance have you and I
          D7                             G
I give my everything  but you don't even try

22788. You Don't Get Me High Anymore

Molly Tuttle - You Don't Get Me High Anymore 

[verse 1: molly tuttle]
i don't like stayin' at home
when the moon is bleedin' red
woke up stoned in the backseat
from a dream where my t++th fell out of my head
cut it up, cut it up, yeah



everybody's on something here
my godsend chemical best friend
skeleton whisperin' in my ear

[pre+chorus: molly tuttle & iron & wine]
walk with me to the end
stare with me into the abyss
do you feel like letting go?
i wonder how far down it is

[chorus: molly tuttle & iron & wine]
nothing is fun
not like before
you don't get me high anymore
used to take one
now it takes four
you don't get me high anymore

[verse 2: molly tuttle]
runnin' through emergency rooms
spinnin' wheels and ceiling fans
my handshake, cellophane, landscape
mannequin fakin' it the best i can
it's cadillac, cadillac red
no hands on the steerin' wheel
i'm crashin' this save+a+ho puppet show
ufo obliterate the way i feel
[pre+chorus: molly tuttle & iron & wine]
walk with me to the end
stare with me into the abyss
do you feel like letting go?
i wonder how far down it is

[chorus: molly tuttle & iron & wine]
nothing is fun
not like before
you don't get me high anymore
used to take one
now it takes four
you don't get me high anymore
you don't get me high anymore
you don't get me high anymore

[pre+chorus: molly tuttle & iron & wine]
walk with me to the end
stare with me into the abyss
do you feel like letting go?
i wonder how far down it is

[chorus: molly tuttle & iron & wine]
nothing is fun
not like before
you don't get me high anymore
used to take one
now it takes four
you don't get me high anymore
you don't get me high anymore



you don't get me high anymore
you don't get me high anymore

22789. You Don't Have To Be A Baby To Cry

Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
You Don't Have To Be A Baby To Cry

You don't have to be a baby to cry
All you need is for love to go wrong
You don't have to be a baby to cry
Or to lie awake the whole night long

When you leave me my golden rainbow disappears
And you leave me a broken heart that's full of tears
These ain't raindrops in my eyes why should I lie
You don't have to be a baby to cry

You don't have to be a baby to cry
All you need is for love to go wrong
You don't have to be a baby to cry
Or to lie awake the whole night long

When you leave me my golden rainbow disappears
And you leave me a broken heart that's full of tears
These ain't raindrops in my eyes why should I lie
You don't have to be a baby to cry

You don't have to be a baby to cry

22790. You Don't Have To Be Angry Anymore

John Butler - You Don't Have To Be Angry Anymore

Tell me, did you find
Just what you were looking for?
I hope you realised everything
You thought it had in store
And all the silly things around
You go let bring you down
Tell me when you gonna come back
You gonna come around
You don't gotta be angry anymore
Ain't no way you gonna go
And gonna win this war
All the wolves chasing round
Around, around in your head
You don't gotta know
No, you don't gotta know



You don't gotta be angry anymore
Ain't no way you gonna go
And gonna win this war
All the wolves chasing round
Around, around in your head
You don't gotta know
No, you don't gotta know
Come to think about it now
I don't know where you go
Something in the past
Left a splinter still stuck in your soul
And your brown eyes
Turn black as night;
Ain't no nothing I can do or say
To make it right
You don't gotta be angry anymore
Ain't no way you gonna go
And gonna win this war
All the wolves chasing round
Around, around in your head
You don't gotta know
No, you don't gotta know
You don't gotta be angry anymore
Ain't no way you gonna go
And gonna win this war
All the wolves chasing round
Around, around in your head
You don't gotta know
No, you don't gotta know

22791. You Don't Have To Do That

John Hartford - You Don't Have to Do That

Now why you got to spend all that time in front of the mirror?
And why you got to spend all that time trying on clothes?

You don't have to do that
You don't have to do that

You're beautiful, and you'll always come through
Like Buddy Emmons when he plays his steel guitar

Why you got to get all them jams, jellies, and preserves?
And why you got to smear them on your face right before you come to bed?

You don't have to do that
You don't have to do that

You're beautiful and you'll always come through
Like Benny's going to do after me and Mack sing the bridge

Now, I wish you wouldn't worry, and let it all hang down



I wish you wouldn't worry, that I won't be around

Well, your judgment gets a little strange when your looking in the mirror
There're certain things you just can't see 'cause you're not a man (and that's a good thing)

No, you don't have to do that
You don't have to do that

You're beautiful and you'll always come through
Like Sam playing on his mandolin

22792. You Don't Have to Go Home (But You Can't Stay Here)

You Don't Have to Go Home (But You Can't Stay Here)
Oak Ridge Boys - You Don't Have to Go Home (But You Can't Stay Here)

Verse 1: Lord knows I'm guilty
Of livin' my life
Like there's always tomorrow
For making things right

But our days are numbered
like the hairs on our head
No man knows the hour
he'll shake hands with death.

Chorus: You don't have to go home
And live up in Glory
But you can't stay forever down here.
For all in this world that's uncertain,
one thing is clear.
You don't have to go home but you can't stay here.

Verse 2: There's a master Time Keeper
Who died on the cross;
and it breaks His heart knowing
Hell's gain is his loss.

But if your name is written
in the Lamb's book of life,
You'll know where you're going
if He calls you tonight.

Chorus-end.

22793. You Don't Have To Move That Mountain

You Don't Have To Move That Mountain
Hot Rize



   You don't have to move that mountain
   Just help me Lord to climb it
   You don't have to move that stumbling block
   Just show me the way around it

We must climb a great high mountain
To reach Gold's gracious kingdom
In His words you'll find the strength
If you will just believe them

Well the way is filled with pitfalls
And sometimes we may falter
You can have His grace my friend
On your knees down at the altar

22794. You Don't Have To Move That Mountain

Nickel Creek - You Don't Have To Move That Mountain 

You don't have to move that mountain
Just help me Lord to climb it
You don't have to move that stumblin' block
Just show me the way around it

We must climb a great high mountain
To reach God's gracious kingdom
But in His words you'll find the strength
If you will just believe them

'Cause you don't have to move that mountain
Just help me Lord to climb it
You don't have to move that stumblin' block
Just show me the way around it

Well, the way is filled with pitfalls
And sometimes we may falter
But you can have His grace, my friend
On your knees down at the altar

'Cause you don't have to move that mountain
Just help me Lord to climb it
You don't have to move that stumblin' block
Just show me the way around it

You don't have to move that mountain
Just help me Lord to climb it
You don't have to move that stumblin' block
Just show me the way around it



22795. You Don't Have To Paint Me A Picture

Alan Jackson - You Don't Have To Paint Me A Picture 

The kiss was colder than I remember
When we first said hello
I guess the flame's now a little lower
I can feel you letting go
You know the pain drops a little darker
Then when you first put it on
I guess your love's like some old cheap and magic marker
Said forever nice go
But you don't have to paint me a picture
You don't have to say things at all
You don't have to paint me a picture
I can see in the writing on the wall
When we first fell, we fell a long way
Summer nights and winter days
Mountain sunrise, ocean sunset
Hand in hand in the haze
Now it's cold heart summer evenings
And there's clouds on my sunrise
But you don't have to smile and say you're happy
I can see what's in your eyes
You don't have to paint me a picture
You don't have to say things at all
You don't have to paint me a picture
I can see in the writing on the wall

22796. You Don't Have Very Far to Go

You Don't Have Very Far to Go - The Grascals

You always find the way to hurt my pride 
If I'm not crying you're not satisfied
And I don't know why you want to hurt me so
If you're tryin' to break my heart 
You don't have very far to go
You don't have very far to go 
Before the heartache begins
I already feel the sadness 
Of a heartbreak settin' in
I don't know why you want to hurt me so
If you're tryin' to break my heart 
You don't have very far to go

You don't have very far to go 
Before the heartache begins
I already feel the sadness 
Of a heartbreak settin' in
You're turnin' down 
The flame of love too low
And if you're tryin' to break my heart 



You don't have very far to go

22797. You Don't Have Very Far To Go - Chords

You Don't Have Very Far To Go
by Merle Haggard
written by Merle Haggard and Red Simpson
 
G                                 C
You always find a way to hurt my pride 
   D7                            G
If I'm not crying you're not satisfied 
                                     C
I don't know why you want to hurt me so 
                             G                    D7          G
If you're trying to break my heart you don't have very far to go
                   
               C                       G
You don't have very far to go before a heartache begins 
    C                           G                  D7
I already feel the sadness of a heartbreak setting in 
       G                                  C
You're turning down the flame of love too low 
                             G                    D7          G
If you're trying to break my heart you don't have very far to go
                 
               C                         G
You don't have very far to go before the heartache begins 
    C                           G                  D7
I already feel the sadness of a heartbreak setting in 
          G                                 C
You can't love me and still love to hurt me so 
                             G                    D7          G
If you're trying to break my heart you don't have very far to go

22798. You Don't Knock

New Grass Revival - You Don't Knock

You don't knock. (You don't knock.)You just walk on in. The door (the door)
into heaven's inn.
There's love (there's love) and joy for you to share
(to share) the whole day
through.
I know (I know) my friends are there to rest
(to rest) in the heaven's nest.
You don't knock, ring, punch a hole.
The door's wide open a-waitin' for your
soul. You don't knock just walk on in.



I've walked life's winding road (Oh,
yeah!) 'cause I'm tryin' to bear the load
(Oh, yeah!)
And I traveled both night and day.
(Oh, yeah!) So tired I could hardly pray
(Oh, yeah!)
Well, Jesus, my light and guide,
(Oh, yeah!) oh, He's ever by my side. (Oh,
yeah!)
So, I'm walkin', not a-knockin', into heaven with pride.

I'll have no need to fear. (Oh, yeah!) Well, He is ever near. (Oh, yeah!)
He'll know my work was true.
(Oh, yeah!) So glad the day is through. (Yeah!)
Well it wasn't for me to say.
(Oh, yeah!) I didn't think I'd make my way. (Oh,
yeah!)'
So, I'm walkin', not a-knockin', to heaven with pride.

Repeat first verse

22799. You Don't Know How Lucky You Are

Rhonda Vincent - You Don't Know How Lucky You Are

Most people use money to measure success
The big car they're driving and the way that they dress
If there's someone who loves you, you're richer by far
You don't know how lucky you are

Society's pages she never may grace
Or dress in fine garments of satin and lace
But if comfort awaits you in the warmth of her arms
You don't know how lucky you are

Just under the surface lie riches untold
More precious than diamonds, more treasure than gold
Priceless is true love in a good woman's heart
You don't know how lucky you are

Just under the surface lie riches untold
More precious than diamonds, more treasure than gold
Priceless is true love in a good woman's heart
You don't know how lucky you are

Priceless is true love in a good woman's heart
You don't know how lucky you are



22800. You Don't Know How Lucky You Are - Chords

You Don't Know How Lucky You Are
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Carl Jackson and David Wills

C               C7       F
Most people use money to measure success
    C                               G7
The big car they're drivin' and the way that they dress
   C                   C7               F
If there's someone who loves you you're richer by far
          C        G7        C   G7
You don't know how lucky you are
C         C7        F
Society's pages she never may grace
   C                         G7
Or dress in fine garments of satin and lace
C              C7                F
But if comfort awaits you in the warmth of her arms
          C        G7        C
You don't know how lucky you are
G7                         F
Just under the surface lie riches untold
G7                               F              G7
More precious than diamonds more treasured than gold
C            C7             F
Priceless is true love in a good woman's heart
          C        G7        C   G7
You don't know how lucky you are
Repeat #3
C            C7             F
Priceless is true love in a good woman's heart
          C        G7        C
You don't know how lucky you are

22801. You Don't Know Love

Janie Fricke - You Don't Know Love

You don't know the meaning of uncontrolled desire
You were always hanging just above the fire
Now and then you come close enough to just stay warm
And you think that you win cause you never give in
Because you've never been burned
Ah, but you're gonna learn
That you don't know love
Till it's chilled you to the bone
Turned you inside out
Left you all alone
You don't know love
Till you've watched it die and then
You have to try again



You don't know love
Like a child you wander out into the storm
You defy the thunder, but the lightning keeps you warm
The innocence you show is something I'd like to know
And I'm feeling that I'm finally crossing the line
But I won't be alone -
Yes, I've known all along
That you don't know love
Till it's chilled you to the bone
Turned you inside out
Left you all alone
You don't know love
Till you've watched it die and then
You have to try again
You don't know love
No you don't know love

22802. You Don't Know Me

Rhonda Vincent - You Don't Know Me
Emmylou Harris - Alison Krauss

You give your hand to me and then you say hello
And I can hardly speak, my heart is beating so
Oh, anyone can tell you think you know me well
But you don't know me, you don't know me

You don't know the one who dreams of you at night
Who longs to kiss your lips and longs to hold you tight
To you I'm just a friend, that's all I've ever been
But you don't know me, no you don't know me

For I never knew the art of making love
Though my heart aches with love for you
Afraid and shy I've let my chance go by
A chance that you might love me too

You give your hand to me and then you say goodbye
I watch you walk away beside that lucky girl
And you'll never, never know the one who loves you so
No you don't know me, no you don't know me
You'll never, never know how much I love you so
'Cause you don't know me, you don't know me

22803. You Don't Know My Mind

Honey You Don't Know My Mind
(You Don't Know My Mind)
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - Jimmy Martin



Honey you don't know my mind I'm lonesome all the time
Born to lose a drifter that's me
You can travel for so long then a rambler's heart goes wrong
Baby you don't know my mind today

Heard the music of a rail slept in every old dirty jail
And life's too short for you to worry me
When I find I can't win I'll be checking out again
Baby you don't know my mind today

I've been a hobo and a tramp my soul has done been stamped
Lord things I know I learned the hard hard way
I ain't here to judge or plea but to give my poor heart ease
Baby you don't know my mind today

Honey you don't know my mind I'm lonesome all the time
Born to lose a drifter that's me
You say I'm sweet and kind I can love you a thousand times
Baby you don't know my mind today

22804. You Don't Know My Mind Blues

Doc Watson 
You Don't Know My Mind Blues

I'm going to the racetrack to see my pony run
If he won some money gonna take my good gals on
Yeah, you don't know, you don't know my mind
When you see me laughing I'm laughing just to keep from crying

I left my frump standing in the door
Lookin' after me a-crying say "You won't come back no more, sweet daddy"
You don't know, you don't know my mind
When you see me laughing I'm laughing just to keep from crying

When I asked my mama "Can you stand to say goodbye"
She said "Yes, sweet papa, if you can stand to see me cry, Lord"
You don't know, ooh my mind, hmmhmm
Oh, when you see me laughing, honey, laughing just to keep from crying

I got a handful o' nickles, got a handful o' dimes
Got a housefull o' youngens and no one minds
Lord, you don't know, you don't know my mind
And when you see me laughing I'm laughing just to keep from crying

22805. You Don't Know What You're Missing



You Don't Know What You're Missing
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
Sitting at the bar I overheard a couple guys, one was complaining
About his life and his wife and everyday things
Said, his kids were getting' big and getting' hard to handle
The other guy was sipping whiskey, wasn't saying a thing

[Verse 2]
The first guy kept talking for what seemed like forever
Said, I never have money or time like I used to
He went on and on, till the second guy finally sat down his whiskey
Looked him straight in the eye and said, lucky you

[Chorus]
You don't know what it feels like living this lonely
You don't know what it sounds like when nobody's home
You've been talking and man, I've been doing some listening
You don't know what you're missing, till it's gone

[Verse 3]
The second guy said, I used to have all your problems
But hindsight's 20/20 and a fool is blind
So, please excuse me if I have to end our conversation
And forgive me if I can't sympathize

[Chorus]

[Outro]
You don't know what you're missing till it's gone

22806. You Don't Know What's Going On

Nickel Creek - You Don't Know What's Going On 

Well, it's time for me to live
The good life on the road
And to forgive her
For the lies that she sold me
We were falling in love and that's what you do

I didn't know and I feel like a fool
Now watching her go
'Cause I played by the rules
I guess we were above.
And that's what I get for trying my best

To believe in her
To believe I could turn it around
To keep bailing out the water while the ship went down
To keep calling her name when we started to drown

You can tell me I should have known better



You can ask me why
I didn't see it coming
'Til it got inside me
You can say it's all right
You can think it's all wrong
But you don't know what's going on
You don't know what's going on

So the road led to your door
The good life ain't the good life anymore
If it doesn't include you
If you send me away
'Cause you don't believe I tried my best

To believe in her
To believe I could turn it around
To keep bailing out the water while the ship went down
To keep calling her name when we started to drown

You can tell me I should have known better
You can ask me why
I didn't see it coming
'Til it got inside me.
You can think it's all wrong.
I can hope it's all right
But I don't know what's going on

I just know that I tried and I tried and I'll try for you
If you want me to
If you can be the girl who

Believes in me
Who believes I can turn it around
Who keeps bailing out the water while the ship goes down
Who keeps calling my name when we're starting to drown

I'll never tell you you should have known better
Never ask you why
You didn't see it coming
'Til it got inside you
It can turn out all right
Or it can turn out all wrong
We just don't know what's going on
I don't know what's going on
You don't know what's going on
You don't know what's going on

22807. You Don't Love God If You Don't Love Your Neighbor - Chords

You Don't Love God If You Don't Love Your Neighbor
Recorded by Vincent Rhonda
Written by Carl Story



C
There are many people who will say they're Christians
                                     D7      G7
And they live like Christians on the Sabbath day         
C
But come Monday morning till the coming Sunday 
                                  G7        C
They will fight their neighbor all along the way         
Oh you don't love God if you don't love your neighbor       
G7                      C
If you gossip about him if you never have mercyIf he gets into trouble and you don't try to hel
p him 
                                         G7         C
Then you don't love your neighbor and you don't love God
In the Holy Bible in the Book of Matthew                             
D7   G7
Read the 18th chapter in the 21st verse      
C
Jesus plainly tells us that we must have mercy
                                 G7   C
There's a special warning in the 35th verse

Repeat #2

There's a God almighty and you've got to love him
                            D7      G7
If you want salvation and a home on high      
C
If you say you love him while you hate your neighbor
                                      G7     C
Then you don't have religion you just told a lie

Repeat #2  x2                                           
G7         C
Then you don't love your neighbor and you don't love God

22808. You Don't Love Me Anymore

You Don't Love Me Anymore 
Ronnie Bowman
 
The way I loved you girl, it was a shame 
Ithought the love we had would never change 
But I can tell there's something wrong 
As you walk out the door 
Honey you don't love me anymore 
 
CHORUS:
You don't love me anymore 
You threw the love we had right out the door 
You made me feel the loneliness 
I'd never felt before 
Honey you don't love me anymore 



 
You tell me you just can't make up your mind 
And the way you're treating me is so unkind 
But you know I won't fall for that 
I've heard that line before 
Darling you don't love me anymore 
 
You're not the same sweet girl I used to know 
And I just can't believe you hurt me so 
But one day I'll get over you and even up the score, 
Honey I won't love you anymore 
 
'Cause honey you don't love me anymore

22809. You Don't Love Me Anymore - Chords

You Don't Love Me Anymore
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Freddy Powers

C
You used to get so uptight 
                              F        Dm
When I didn't hurry home from work  at night
    G7
But now you say you've changed your mind 
                                     C    Dm  G7
A man can use his space he needs his time

        C
And you never say a word
                             F    Dm
When I forget to open up the door
C
That's because I know 
               Dm     G7    C   F C
That you don't love me   anymore

     G7                         C
I've seen the lamp of love burn out before
         G7                                         C
And I've walked that path of hurt right through the hardwood floor
E7                               Am                 D7
Then I wrote a hurtin' song like you've never heard before
C                               Dm      G7   C
That's because I know you don't love me   anymore
 
     G7                         C
I've seen the lamp of love burn out before
         G7                                         C
And I've walked that path of hurt right through the hardwood floor
E7                               Am                 D7
Then I wrote a hurtin' song like you've never heard before



C                               Dm      G7   C    F C Dm C
That's because I know you don't love me   anymore

22810. You Don't Love Me Like You Used To - Chords

You Don't Love Me Like You Used To 
The Lone Bellow
 
                         Am     C
You don't love me like you used to
                         Am        G
Just a spirit haunting my bedroom
                            Am       C
House I built for you feels like a tomb
                                  Am    G
You don't love me like you used to
 
G
You waited at the bus stop, flowers in hand
 
A yellow tulip for each hour we'd spent
    Am                            G
Apart, but now my broken heart and empty hands
 
that always wanted just to hold you close
 
Are buried in the pockets of my coat
         Am
Along with all the notes I'd wrote
                    G
If I'd thought you'd read them
 
 
                          Am   C
You don't love me like you used to
                              Am       G
You don't hear me when I'm talking to you
                           Am           C
Just an old book you just breeze on through
                         Am     G
You don't love me like you used to
 
 
G
I come home and the table's set just right
 
And what you serve don't fill my appetite
     Am                                           G
I know for sure your kitchen's closing early every night
 
And day I wish that you would go away
 
And find another soul to suffocate



     Am                                                G
And I love you so, but you should know I can't go on this way
 
G
I can't go on this way
I can't go on this way
I can't go on this way
 
                           Am    C
You don't love me like you used to
                    Am        G
Just a spirit haunting my bedroom
                          Am     C
House I built for you feels like a tomb
                        Am    G
You don't love me like you used to
 
                              Am    C
You don't love me like you used to
                              Am          G
You don't hear me when I'm talking to you
                            Am       C
Just an old book you just breeze on through
                       Am    G
You don't love me like you used to
 
G
You don't love me
You don't love me
                             Am     C
You don't love me like you used to

22811. You Don't Mess Around With Jim

You Don't Mess Around With Jim
Josh Turner - You Don't Mess Around With Jim

Uptowns got it hustlers
The Bowery's got it's bums
And 42nd street got big Jim Walker
He's a pool shootin' son of a gun
Yeah he's big and dumb as a man can come
But he's stronger than a country hoss
And when the bad folks all get together at night
You know they all call big Jim "boss". .. Just because

And they say
You don't tug on Superman's cape
You don't spit into the wind
You don't pull the mask off the ol' Lone Ranger
And you don't mess around with Jim

Well outta south alabama come a country boy



He said "I'm looking for a man named Jim
I am a pool shootin boy
My name is Willie Mccoy
But down home they call me Slim
Yeah I'm lookin for the king of forty second street
He drivin' a drop top cadillac
And last week he took all my money
And it may sound funny
But I come to get my money back. "

And everybody say
Jack, don't you know
You don't tug on Superman's cape
You don't spit into the wind
You don't pull the mask off the ol' Lone Ranger
And you don't mess around with Jim

Well a hush fell over the pool room
When Jimmy come boppin' in off the street
And when the cuttin' was done
The only part that wasn't bloody
Was the souls of the big man's feet
Yeah he was cut in 'bout a hundred places
And he was shot in a couple more
And you better believe
They sung a diffrent kind of story
When big Jim hit the floor, uh huh

Now they say
You don't tug on Superman's cape
You don't spit into the wind
You don't pull the mask of the ol' Lone Ranger
And you don't mess around with Slim

You don't tug on Superman's cape
You don't spit into the wind
You don't pull the mask of the ol' Lone Ranger
And you don't mess around with Slim

You don't pull the mask of the ol' Lone Ranger
You don't mess around with Slim

22812. You Don't Miss Your Water

You Don't Miss Your Water
Emmylou Harris - Sturgill Simpson

In the beginning you really loved me
But I was blind and I could not see
But when you left me oh how I cried
You don't miss your water 'til your well runs dry.

I was a playboy I could not be true



I could not believe I really loved you
But when you left me oh how I cried
You don't miss your water 'til your well runs dry.

In the beginning you really loved me
But I was blind and I could not see
But when you left me oh how I cried
You don't miss your water 'til your well runs dry.

I was a playboy I could not be true
I could not believe I really loved you
But when you left me oh how I cried
You don't miss your water 'til your well runs dry.

22813. You Don't Notice Me Ignoring You - Chords

You Don't Notice Me Ignoring You
John Hartford

Banjo tuned E, Capo 3, Key of D (5th string to A)

     D             E                  A             D
I am trying not to notice you while you're ignoring me
                   G        D              A       D
I am trying not to look at you, but trying hard to see
                    G                               D
While hoping that you're looking at all the things I do
      D                    A      D
But you don't notice me ignoring you

Bad scene
                           A     D
But you don't notice me ignoring you

22814. You Don't Own Me - Chords

You Don't Own Me 
Tim O'Brien & Darrell Scott

[Intro]
Gm
 
[Chorus]
          C                                        Gm
You don't own me, I just let you treat me like you do
          C                                        Gm
You don't own me, I just let you treat me like you do
          D        Eb Bb              D7              Gm
I let you hold me,       someday I'll break away from you



 
 
[Verse 1]
           C                                      Gm
That first sweet taste, you got me comin back for more
         C                                       Gm
Just one sweet taste, I keep on crawlin back for more
        D                Eb     Bb            D7                 Gm
Well, I thought I'd had enough,    here I am, hangin' round your door
 
      C                                      Gm
Every morning, I wake up and think I'll get away
           C                                      Gm
Yes, every morning, I wake up and think I'll get away
           D              Eb     Bb              D7                  Gm
But by the time the night falls,    I think I'll stay around another day
 
 
[Chorus]
              C                                        Gm
But you don't own me, I just let you treat me like you do
          C                                        Gm
You don't own me, I just let you treat me like you do
          D        Eb     Bb                D7              Gm
I let you hold me,    but someday I'm gonna break away from you
 
 
[Instrumental]
C    Gm
C    Gm
D Eb Bb D7 Gm
 
 
[Verse 2]
              C                                         Gm
And there's a picture where I used to look so young and free
                  C                                    Gm
Heh. Look at that picture, I used to look so young and free
        D              Eb  Bb                 D7                Gm
Ah, but that was long ago,    long before you got your hooks in me
 
            C                                           Gm
It feels so good now, you got me flyin ten feet off the ground
            C                                   Gm
My brain is cloudy, I can't even see the world around
            D        Eb    Bb              D7                      Gm
You keep me flyin so high, I don't know when you're gonna bring me down
 
 
[Instrumental]
C    Gm
C    Gm
D Eb Bb D7 Gm
 
 
 
[Verse 3]



              C                                        Gm
Well, I don't need you, you just got me thinkin that I do
        C                                        Gm
I don't need you, you just got me thinkin that I do
            D              Eb Bb           D7               Gm
It's such a sweet, sweet lie,    I start believin that it's true
 
 
[Chorus]
                  C                                        Gm
Ah, but you don't own me, I just let you treat me like you do
              C                                        Gm
Oh, you don't own me, I just let you treat me like you do
          D        Eb Bb              D7              Gm
I let you hold me,       someday I'll break away from you
 
 
[Outro]
D  Eb  Bb               D7              Gm
           someday I'll break away from you

22815. You Don't Say

Richard Thompson - You Don't Say

I saw your old flame
Walking down the street
She's back in town again
She's looking out for you

She says you used her
And you were indiscreet
It really wounded her
When you bid adieu

Do you mean she still cares
Do you mean she still cares
Do you mean she still cares
Oh, you don't say

Do you mean she still cares
(Do you mean she still cares)
Do you mean she still cares
(Do you mean she still cares)
Do you mean she still cares
But you don't say
(You don't say)

She keeps half a ring
She says you've kept the other
She says you broke your word
When you pursue another



She says, "You're getting love
Mixed up with sympathy
Young man, do your duty
And come on back to me'

Do you mean she still cares
(Do you mean she still cares)
Do you mean she still cares
(Do you mean she still cares)
Do you mean she still cares
Oh, you don't say
(You don't say)

Oh, do you mean she still cares
Do you mean she still cares
Do you mean she still cares
Oh, you don't say

She says her heart aches
Like you had bought and sold her
She took all her hopes
And pinned them on your shoulder

She sends you rosemary
And by this gift you're given
Remember love heals
And old wrongs forgiven

Do you mean she still cares
(Do you mean she still cares)
Do you mean she still cares
(Do you mean she still cares)
Do you mean she still cares
Oh, you don't say
(You don't say)

Do you mean she still cares
Oh, do you mean she still cares
Do you mean she still cares
Oh, you don't say

22816. You Don't See It

The Duhks - You Don't See It 

If I could show you how I feel,
I'd hear sweet heaven sing your song
But I watch you from afar,
And my luck keeps dragging on

Well your eyes keep me up all night,
You know they're stranded on my mind
I want to get to love you,



One kiss at a time

But you don't see
You don't see it
You don't know
You don't feel it
You don't come
You don't suffer
You don't fall like the rain
Love has so many faces
And I wonder what my place is
Before you get to love me
A few hearts have got to break

Wish I could set your nights on fire,
Wish the passion there weren't wrong
Everybody loves you,
And I've strung my heart along

I can't wait forever
I can't break my heart like that
So why not call me in
Off your worn out welcome mat

chorus

22817. You Don't Seem To Miss Me - Chords

You Don't Seem To Miss Me
Recorded by Patty Loveless with George Jones 
Written by Jim Lauderdale

C                        F                 C
It's a long way off from where I should be going
                 F                  G7
And every time I hate to leave your side
    C          F                        C
But now when I return there's something missing
              F                 C
When I'm gone you don't seem to miss me
                       F             C
Now life's so fast and everything is changing
                     F                G7
And if your changing too then I don't blame you
C          F               C
I remember how you used to kiss me
                  F                 C
But when I'm gone you don't seem to miss me
                        Am
I'm going back I wonder why
            C           Am
I'm runnin' fast to get home
  C                  F



I just can't wait to see your face 
    G7                C
But you don't seem to miss me
                F                      C
No one can take away the things you've given
                       F         G7
And all the good we've had alone together
      C               F               C
There was a time when you could not resist me
                 F                 C
Now I'm gone and you don't seem to miss me
repeat #3
                F
I can't wait to see your face
    G7                C
But you don't seem to miss me

22818. You Don't Write

You Don't Write
Frank Solivan

[Verse 1]
You don't write and I've been waiting on your call
You say you are busy but baby is that really all
Maybe it's the loneliness that is driving me insane
When you use to play visit just to gain
But if it was all that we were meant to be
Then why oh why did you go
Away and leave me blue

[Chorus]
You don't write
No you don't write

[Verse 2]
You don't right don't give me no excuse
Sick and tired of all your abuse
So don't tell me you love me when you are a 1000 miles away
Cause when the cat's away the mice they tend to play
If it was all that we were meant to be
Then why oh why did you go
Away and leave me blue

[Chorus]
You don't write
Oh you don't write

[Verse 3]
You don't right don't give me no excuse
Sick and tired of all your abuse
Don't tell me you love me when you are a 1000 miles away
Cause when the cat's away the mice they tend to play



And If it was all that we were meant to be
Then why oh why did you go
Away and leave me blue

[Chorus]
You don't write and I've been waiting on your call
Why don't you come on home
No you don't write
No you don't write
No you don't write
No you don't write

22819. You Done Me Wrong

You Done Me Wrong
Chris Hillman

Well you tell me that you care
But now you're gone, you've got me cryin'
No use denyin' you done me wrong
If I could look inside your heart
Maybe I would know the reason
Why you are leavin' me all alone. 

   Well you know it's not so
   When you said you tried
   Well, you know you lied
   I didn't do one wrong thing to you
   Won't you tell me baby why
   You went and left me here so lonely
   I miss you only for I love you. 

 Did I ever make you sad
So you'd be mad enough to hurt me
And desert me for so long?
Well you're tellin' everyone what you done
You think it's funny
Well, listen honey you done me wrong.

22820. You Done Stomped On My Heart

You Done Stomped On My Heart
Mason Williams

I told you that I loved you
You said that is so good
I called you my darlin'
I thought I always would
But now you've gone and left me



I don't know what to do
So my little darlin'
I write these words to you

Chorus:

You dun stomped on my heart
And you mashed that sucker flat
You just sortta stomped on [(high) s/b my] Aorta
You started going out with guys
I felt us [(drum) s/b drift] apart
And every step you took
Was a stomp upon my heart

I only hope that someday you get
Them low down blues
In some smokey honky tonk
You looked down at your shoes
You'll think about that tender heart
That you crushed beneath them soles
With your cold bustin' stompers
You left my head so full of holes

Chorus

22821. You Dream Too Much

Richard Thompson - You Dream Too Much 

She came down the stairs in her cocktail dress
She fell on her food like a lioness
There was ringing in my ears like an SOS

She said, "You dream too much
If you think I've a thing for you
You dream too much, it's going to end bad"

The boom box was sounding sweet
We were dancing to a jungle beat
Just when our lips were about to meet

She said, "You dream too much
Ah, who's that girl in your dreams with you?
You dream too much, it's going to end bad"

You'll stumble going through life
The way that you do
I hope I'm somewhere else the day that you do
The way that you do

She had a chassis like an XJS
Skull necklace just like a high priestess
I thought maybe just one caress



She said, "You dream too much
You're dreaming now while I'm talking to you
You dream too much, it's going to end bad
Oh, it's going to end bad"

All my life I've been like this
I start thinking of the perfect kiss
A velvet dream on an iron fist

She said, "You dream too much
Even this isn't really true
You dream too much, it's going to end bad
Oh, it's going to end bad, that's going to end bad
It's going to end bad"

22822. You Get Brighter

The Incredible String Band - You Get Brighter 

You get brighter every day and every time I see you
Scattered brightness in your way and you taught me how to love you

And I know you belong to everybody but you can't deny that I'm you
I know you belong to everybody but you can't deny that I'm you
Oh no, oh no

In the morning when I wake, I moor my boat and greet you
Hold your brightness in my eye and I wonder what does sleep do
For you get brighter every day and every time I see you
Scattered brightness in your way and you taught me how to love you

And I know you belong to everybody but you can't deny that I'm you
I know you belong to everybody but you can't deny that I'm you
Oh no, oh no

Oh wondrous light, light, light, lighter
You give all your brightness away and it only makes you brighter
For you get brighter every day and every time I see you
Scattered brightness in your way and you taught me how to love you

And I know you belong to everybody but you can't deny that I'm you
I know you belong to everybody but you can't deny that I'm you
Oh no, oh no

You get brighter every day and every time I see you
Scattered brightness in your way and you taught me how to love you

And I know you belong to everybody but you can't deny that I'm you
I know you belong to everybody but you can't deny that I'm you

Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me how to love you
Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me how to love you



Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me how
Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me how
Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me how
Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me how

Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me how
Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me how
Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me how
Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me how
Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me how

Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me how to love you
Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me how to love you
Krishna colors on the wall, you taught me

And I know you belong to everybody but you can't deny that I'm you
I know you belong to everybody but you can't deny that I'm you
Oh no, oh no

You get brighter every day

22823. You Give Me Your Love And I'll Give You Mine

You Give Me Your Love And I'll Give You Mine

Two lovers sat in a quiet little place
Two lovers seated in one fond embrace
Whispering softly these words so srivine
You give me your love and I'll give you mine

Tell me your love me and say you'll be true
I'll love nobody in this world like you
Your heart and my heart in love will entwine
You give me your love and I'll give you mine

I've something to ask you while you're by my side
A question of love, a groom and a bride
And if you refuse me my heart it will pine
You give me your love and I'll give you mine

* Refrain

22824. You Go Around

Tom T Hall - You Go Around

[Verse 1]
You go around where good times roll on



Your picture's in my mind but you're in someone else's arms
I love you now and I always will
You go around while my world's standing still

[Chorus]
You go around to places where we used to go
You go around with people that we used to know
Someday when you're tired of going round and being free
Maybe you'll come back around to me

[Verse 2]
You're going out and I'm going wild
Be careful where you're going when your ticket is a smile
Your love is dead but mine can't be killed
You go around while my world's standing still

[Chorus]
You go around to places where we used to go
You go around with people that we used to know
Someday when you're tired of going round and being free
Maybe you'll come back around to me
Maybe you'll come back around to me

22825. You Go Down Smooth

You Go Down Smooth
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
Would it be true to say that I ordered you
Or is it you that ordered me?
I could say you are the only one I see
But I can't stop at two or three

[Chorus]
And I am afraid to need you so
And I am too sober not to know
That you may be my problem, not my love

[Verse 2]
Would I be lying if I said you were too sweet
Though I'm quite sure you've got a bite?
I could say that you were just a special treat
Though we both know that's not right

[Chorus]
And I am afraid to need you so
And I am too sober not to know
That you may be my problem, not my love
'Cause you go down smooth

[Verse 3]
Would it be true to say you go to my head



Or is that sentiment too frank?
Oh, I could say you make it sweet to go to bed
But then it's you that breaks the bank

[Chorus]
And I am afraid to need you so
And I am too sober not to know
That you may be my problem, not my love

'Cause you go down smooth
'Cause you go down smooth
'Cause you go down smooth 
'Cause you go down smooth

[Outro]
(Ahh...)
Well now, would it be true, would it be true-
Yeah, you go down smooth, you go down smooth
Would it be true, yeah
No, oh...

22826. You Go To My Head

Linda Ronstadt - You Go To My Head

You go to my head
And you linger like a haunting refrain
And I find you spinning round in my brain
Like the bubbles in a glass of champagne

You go to my head
Like a sip of sparkling burgundy brew
And I find the very mention of you
Like the kicker in a julep or two

The thrill of the thought
That you might give a thought
To my plea casts a spell over me
Still I say to myself
"Get a hold of yourself
Can't you see that it never can be"

You go to my head
With a smile that makes my temperature rise
Like a summer with a thousand July's
You intoxicate my soul with your eyes

Though I'm certain that this heart of mine
Hasn't a ghost of a chance
In this crazy romance
You go to my head



22827. You Go To Your Church

You Go To Your Church - Stanley Brothers

You go to your church and I'll go to mine
But let's walk along together
Our fathers built them side by side
So let's walk along together

   The road is rough and the way is long
   But we'll help each other over
   You go to your church and I'll go to mine
   But let's walk along together

You go to your church and I'll go to mine
But let's walk along together
Our Heavenly Father is the same
So let's walk along together

The Lord will be at your church today
But he'll be at my church also
You go to your church and I'll go to mine
But let's walk along together

22828. You Go To Your Church - Chords

You Go To Your Church  
Recorded by J.D. Crowe
Written by Cowboy Copas
Aka We'll Walk Along Together

G                         C          G
You go to your church and I'll go to mine
                       D7
But let's walk along together
G                      C       G
Our fathers built them side by side
                    D7  G
So let's walk along together

    C                 G
The road is rough the way is long
                          D7
But we'll help each other over
G                         C          G
You go to your church and I'll go to mine
                     D7  G
But let's walk along together



                       C           G
The Lord He will be at your church today
                          D7
But He'll be at my church also
G                         C          G
You go to your church and I'll go to mine
                     D7  G
But let's walk along together

Repeat #2 x2

22829. You Go Your Way

You Go Your Way 

All your pretty bags are packed
Forever sure did go by fas
I hope you find the skies are blue
The grass is green and the road is smooth
You go your way, c'est la vie sweet baby
Here's hoping that you don't hate me
Who knows you might just maybe miss me out there
It ain't about who's right or wrong
Love dies and life goes on
Had a good thing but now it's long gone baby
You go your way and i'll go crazy
I poured some bourbon in a coffee cup
It's been too long since i drank too much
So here's to me and here's to the moon
And here's to love that ends too soon
You go your way, c'est la vie sweet baby
Here's hoping that you don't hate me
Who knows you might just maybe miss me out there
It ain't about who's right or wrong
Love dies and life goes on
Had a good thing but now it's long gone baby
You go your way and i'll go crazy
Yeah it ain't about who's right or wrong
Love dies and life goes on
Had a good thing but now it's long gone baby
You go your way and i'll go crazy
I'll go crazy

22830. You Got Away With It

Todd Snider - You Got Away With It
(A Tale Of Two Fraternity Brothers)

The tale of two brothers...a memoir



Remember that kid we beat up back in college
Me, you, and Thompson out in front of the frat
And that hippie went home crying to his parents
I can't believe you got us out of that
How sweet was that
God we were drunk
Drove around all night after it with that keg in the trunk
And when the cop pulled us over
You talked us out of that, too

You got away with it
You got away
You get away with
The things that you say

I had to quit partying about a year and a half after you did
I don't regret it though, I think it was fun
Besides, it was the 70's
We were a couple of rich kids
And aside from that one hippie
We never really hurt anyone
Well, there's that other thing that I won't even say
As God as my witness I'll take that to my grave
Cause that was an accident
And you did what you had to do

You got away with it
You got away
You get away with
The things that you say
I worry forever
Never for you
You'll get away with it
You always do

You never did tell me what happened with you and your brother down there in Florida
I heard they gave you a hell of a time
Everybody around here was afraid you might lose
I told them not to worry cause I knew you'd be fine
Had me out here to Camp David a few times over the years
I think the first time we were teenagers sneakin' beers
Look at you now you old son of a bitch
You got the run of this place
Unbelievable

You got away with it
You got away
You got away with
The things that you say
I worry forever
Never for you
You'll get away with it
You always do
You'll get away with
This new thing too



22831. You Got Gold - Chords

You Got Gold.

 a e
Is there ever enough, space between us, to keep us both honest and true,
 a
why is it so hard, to just sit in the yard, and stare at the sky so blue
I've got a new way of walking and a new way of talking,
 d
Honey, when I'm around you.
 a
But it gives me the blues, when I've got some good news,
 e a
And you're not there to bring it to.
Life is a blessin, it's a delicatessen, of all the little favors you do
All wrapped up together, no matter the weather,
Baby you always come through,
It's a measure of treasure, that gives me the pleasure,
Of loving you the way I do,
And you know I would gladly say, I need your love badly,
And bring these little things to you

(chorus)
 d a
Cause you got gold, Gold inside of you,
 d a
You got gold, Gold inside of you,
 e a
Well I got some, Gold inside me too,
Well I'm thinkin I'm knowin, that I gotta be goin,
You know I hate to say so long,
It gives me an ocean of mixed up emotion, I'll have to work it out in a
song,
Well I'm leavin a lot, for the little I got,
But you know a lot of little will do,
And if you give me your love, I'll let it shine up above,
And light my way back home to you
Chorus
Chorus again only use "wheels" instead of gold.

22832. You Got Me Over A Heartache Tonight

Dolly Parton - (You Got Me Over) A Heartache Tonight 
[ duet with Billy Dean ]

Can't say we're lovers can't say we're friends don't even know I'll see you again
But against your warm body I felt so alive and you got me over a heartache tonight
My heart was broken my hurt was deep I have lost something I wanted to keep



Looking for comfort when you caught my eye you got me over a heartache tonight
Sweet conversation a drink and a dance lead to an evening of making romance
And I don't even care if it's wrong or it's right
Cause you got me over a heartache tonight
Yes you got me over a heartache tonight stirring up passion brought me back to life
Oh and it may not last but who knows it just might
But you got me over a heartache tonight
Yes you got me over a heartache tonight mhm

22833. You Got The Silver

Crooked Still 
You Got The Silver

Hey babe, what's in your eyes?
I saw them flashing like airplane lights
You fill my cup, babe, that's for sure
I must come back for a little more

You got my heart you got my soul
You got the silver you got the gold
You got the diamonds from the mine
Well that's all right, it'll buy some time

Tell me, honey, what will I do
When I'm hungry and thirsty too
Feeling foolish, and that's for sure

Just waiting here at your kitchen door?

Hey baby, what's in your eyes?
Is that the diamonds from the mine?
What's that laughing in your smile?
I don't care, no, I don't care

Oh babe, you got my soul
You got the silver, you got the gold
It's just your love, just leave me blind
I don't care, no, that's no big surprise

22834. You Got To Believe - Chords

You Got To Believe 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks
 
[Intro]
N.C.
Bass
A7   D7 A7    D7 E7 A7



D7 B7   E7  A7
 
 
[Verse 1]
A7         D7
Simply, as simple as can be
A7          B7                 E7
Simply, the songs that you can sing
A7           D7                   B7
Simply, when somethin's botherin' you
   F#7       E7               A7
Simply, I'll tell you what to do
 
 
[Chorus]
A7
You've go to believe
A7
(You've go to believe)
    D7              A7
And you will surely find
A7
You better believe
A7
(You better believe)
     B7                E7
It's sure to ease your mind
          A7
Come on believe
A7
(Come on and believe)
        D7
There's somethin' up above
                A7
Yes thRre's somethin'
             F#7
(What's that somethin'?)
     E7           A7
That somRthin' is love
A7
Believe in somethin'
A7
(What's that somethin'?)
     E7           A7
That somethin' is love
 
 
[Verse 2]
A7               D7
Simply, (simply) so's you won't forget it
              A7
(You won't forget it)
            B7           E7
Simply, I'm makin' you a bet
     A7
(You bet)
             B7



Simply, when trouble comes your way
            A7
(Comes your way)
       F#7 E7           A7
Simply, remember what I say
 
 
[Chorus]
A7
You've go to believe
A7
(Believe)
    D7
And you will surely find
             A7
You better believe
A7
(Believe)
     E7
It's sure to ease your mind
     A7
Come on
A7
(Believe)
        D7
There's somethin' up above
            A7
Yes there's somethin'
             F#7
(What's that somethin'?)
     E7           A7
That somethin' is love
A7
Believe in somethin'
A7
(What's that somethin'?)
     E7           A7
That somethin' is love
 
 
[Bridge]
A7                               F#7
When you low, when you down down down
             B7
You better believe
              E7
(You better believe)
   A7
In love
                                F#7
It's a drag, and your drug drug drug
             B7
You got to believe
              E7
(You got to believe)
   A7
In love



 
 
[Guitar Solo]
A7    D7  A7  B7 E7 A7
D7 A7  E7
 
 
[Violin Solo]
A7  D7 A7   E7 A7   D7 A7
F#7 E7 A7
 
 
[Outro]
A7                                F#7
When you low, when your down down down
             B7
You better believe
              E7
(You better believe)
   A7
In love
A7
(It's a drag, and you drug drug drug)
                                                     F#7
You drug and you drug and you drug and you drug drug drug
             B7
You got to believe
              E7
(You got to believe)
   A7
In love
A
Love

22835. You Gotta Be My Baby

Dolly Parton - You Gotta Be My Baby 

Oh you said you were my baby
Now I know that you're my baby
But it seems to be you got roamin' eyes
If you wanna be my baby
Then you gotta be my baby
You can't keep your finger in two different lives
I remember how you pleaded
When my love you said you needed
And I believe without a doubt
So if you wanna be my baby
Then you gotta be my baby
And keep those kissin' cousins out
Oh you know how when I said I was a'rollin' low?
I get suspicious and I'm a'gonna tell you so
If you wanna be my baby



Then you gotta be my baby
And be nobody's baby but mine
Just think about it
Now I heard there was another
So I went and asked your mother
If anybody hung around besides me
She gave me no satisfaction
And now I can't take no action
But I think I'll hang around and see
If you wanna be my baby
Then you gotta be my baby
You gotta come to me and tell me so
If you wanna be my baby
Then you gotta be my baby
I'm tired of waitin' around so let them know
Oh how when I said that I'm a Rollin low
I'm gunna get suspicious and I'm gunna tell you so
If you wanna be my baby
Then you gotta be my baby
And be nobody's baby but mine
I said and be nobody's baby but mine
And I mean it!

22836. You Gotta Believe

You Gotta Believe
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks

Mmmm, Mmmm
oh, you must believe, you must believe
Hey yeah

You gotta believe
Gotta believe, gotta believe in me
You gotta believe in me
(gotta believe me)
That I won't never hurt you
You gotta believe
Gotta believe, gotta believe in me
You gotta believe in me
(gotta believe me)
That I won't never hurt you

I told you once before
That I love you
And I need you
But let me tell you once again
You were my closest friend
I'll never leave you
So hold me tight
All through the night
Caress me with your tender care
Anytime or anywhere



Anytime, anywhere
I will go with you anywhere
(Please won't you trust me babe)
Won't you trust in me baby
Stay with me (stay, death do us part)
Till death do us part
You'll always be (oh, oh) right in my heart
Won't you please stay with me
Baby please believe in me (please believe in me)

You gotta believe
Gotta believe, gotta believe in me
You gotta believe in me
(gotta believe me)
That I won't never hurt you
You gotta believe
Gotta believe, gotta believe in me
You gotta believe in me
(gotta believe me)
That I won't never hurt you

Mary, Mary, I hear you loud and clear

Why don't you believe in me
Tell me why you don't see
That you can put your trust in me
And let me lead the way
Please baby take my hand
I don't need another man
But if you wanna hold on tight
You can not be afraid

You gotta believe
Gotta believe, gotta believe in me
You gotta believe in me
(gotta believe me)
That I won't never hurt you
You gotta believe
Gotta believe, gotta believe in me
You gotta believe in me
(gotta believe me)
That I won't never hurt you

Take Me boy by the hand (take me)
Let me make you understand
(Make you understand)
That I can never let you down
Baby just believe in me
Take Me boy by the hand (take me)
Let me make you understand
(Make you understand)
That I can never let you down
Baby just believe in me

Please believe



You gotta believe
Gotta believe, gotta believe in me
You gotta believe in me
(gotta believe me)
That I won't never hurt you
You gotta believe
Gotta believe, gotta believe in me
You gotta believe in me
(gotta believe me)
That I won't never hurt you

Yeah, yeah
You gotta believe
Whoa, oh yeah

22837. You Gotta Dig A Little Deeper

You Gotta Dig A Little Deeper - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver

Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeell.

You gotta dig a little deeper,
if that girl's a keeper,
Lose a little bit of your pride,
You gotta dig a little deeper,
if you wanna keep her,
Keep her satisfied.

You spend your life,
a runnin' around,
Out there on the road,
Leavin' your woman a settin' at home,
To shoulder all a the load.

You gotta dig a little deeper,
if that girl's a keeper,
Lose a little bit of your pride,
You gotta dig a little deeper,
if you wanna keep her,
Keep her satisfied.

(Instrumentals)

Well now love is just a game,
That everbody plays,
You're either gonna win or lose,
A winner walks away,
high as a kite,
With the loser left,
cryin' the blues.

You gotta dig a little deeper,
if that girl's a keeper,



Lose a little bit of your pride,
You gotta dig a little deeper,
if you wanna keep her,
Keep her satisfied.

(Instrumentals)

Weeeeeeeeeeell.
If you gotta good woman,
Who's a waitin' at home,
with dinner on the table at five,
You gotta tell her,
you appreciate her every day,
And you love her,
till the day that you die.

You gotta dig a little deeper,
if that girl's a keeper,
Lose a little bit of your pride,
You gotta dig a little deeper,
if you wanna keep her,
Keep her satisfied.

Dig a little deeper,
Dig a little deeper,
Dig a little deeper,
Dig a little deeper,
Dig a little deeper,
Dig,
You've got to,
Dig a little deeper,
If you wanna keep her,
Keep her satisfied.

Keep her satisfiiiiiiiiied.

22838. You Gotta Do What You Gotta Do

You Gotta Do What You Gotta Do
Lonesome River Band

I just got a call from my good girl today
Said she must be going on her way
There's better things on down the line
And I'll not try to change her mind
She seems to think we're better off this way

   But my heart it breaks in two
   I can't believe that it's true
   Though I want you to stay you're leaving anyway
   You gotta do what you gotta do

There's times that I know I've not been there for you



Maybe that's the reason for your leaving
I'll try to keep you off my mind
'cause a girl like you is hard to find
Somehow I'll just have to stop my grieving

I guess it would be better if I'd never known your love
Then I wouldn't know just what I'm missing
But I've seen that look in your eye and now it comes as no surprise
That another's lips soon you will be kissing

22839. You Gotta Move

You Gotta Move
Steve Ivey

When the good Lord gets ready, you gotta move

You gotta move, you gotta move
You gotta move, you gotta move
When the good Lord gets ready, you gotta move

You may be high, you may be low
You may be rich, you may be poor
But when the good Lord gets ready, you gotta move

You gotta move, you gotta move
You gotta move, you gotta move
When the good Lord gets ready, you gotta move
Yeah, move

You may be old, you may be young
You may be weak, may be high-strung
But when the good Lord gets rRady, you gotta move
You gotta move

You see that woman who walks the street
You see that working man who walks his bRat
But when the good Lord gets ready, you gotta move
You gotta move, yeah

You gotta move, yeah

22840. You Have That Effect On Me

Brad Paisley - You Have That Effect On Me 

Every morning the last couple of weeks
In between shaving and brushing my teeth
I'd lean on the sink and practice my lines



By now you would think they'd be memorized
But leave it to me to come all this way
Get down on one knee and forget what to say
I'm at a loss, should have known this is how it would be
'Cause you have that effect on me
I must admit I still don't understand
Why I lose my head holding your hand
There's no explanation, no simple excuse
For this intoxication I feel around you
And now truth be known since I've met you girl
I've been walkin' around in my own little world
One look in my eyes and darlin' any fool could see
That you have that effect on me
You've had your eyes on a two carat ring
I finally went out and I bought it
Right now it's at home sittin' on my TV
Would you believe I forgot it
But you can't blame me 'cause it's plain to see
That you have that effect on me
Yeah, you have that effect on me
Girl, you have that effect on me

22841. You Hold Me Together

Dierks Bentley - You Hold Me Together

[Verse 1]
By now I should a been broken
On the rocks of rising life's ocean
Just another ship lost at sea
By now I should a been scattered
In the wind of my lonesome travels
Like a thousand dandelion seeds
And I should a come unraveled
At the seams like a well worn sweater
But you hold me together
My hope should a been shattered
Like a bottle out behind some tavern
From a fight that you had no chance to win
My dreams should a been ashes
Gone up in smoke like a book of matches
Tossed away and never gonna burn again
And I should a worn right through
Like an old cowboy's boot leather
But you hold me together

[Chorus][X2]
I feel your love surrounding me
Strong enough that I can believe
There won't ever be a storm that I can't weather
Cause you hold me together

[Verse 2]



I should a been long forgotten
Just a footnote down at the bottom
Of a page in the book of what could a been's
My heart should lie in pieces
On the ground like a goodbye letter

[Outro]
You hold me together

22842. You I Love - Chords

Kathy Mattea - You I Love
Album Title: Now and Then (sample CD) 
Produced By: Allen Reynolds 
 
(capo on 5th fret) 
 
(intro)  GDCDC GDCDC 
 
(verse one) 
 
G     D    C        D         
Don't cry, dry your tears 
G      D    C        D 
put to rest all your fears 
G     D        C          D 
I can tell you there's no doubt 
Em                    C 
You're the one I'd be lost with out 
 
 
(chorus) 
 
Baby it's 
G     D           C            D        C 
you I love, you I love you and know one else 
 
honey it's 
G     D           C            D       C 
you I love, you I love I can't help myself 
 
 
(verse two) 
 
G    D    C     D 
Sometimes I forget 
G          D     C      D 
and simple words go unsaid 
G        D               C      D 
but everything's gone to be all right 
Em                 C 
I'm so glad were alone tonight 
 



 
(chorus) 
 
Baby it's 
G     D           C            D        C 
you I love, you I love you and know one else 
 
honey it's 
G     D           C            D       C 
you I love, you I love I can't help myself 
 
 
(tag one) 
D                 C 
Everytime I look in your eyes 
D                    C 
something happens to me inside 
 
I know it's 
G     D           C            D     G 
you I love, you I love til the day I die 
 
 
(bridge) 
 
(tag two) 
D                 C 
Everytime I look in your eyes 
D                    C 
something happens to me inside 
 
I know it's 
G     D           C            D     G 
you I love, you I love til the day I die 
 
Baby it's 
G     D           C            D        C 
you I love, you I love you and know one else 
 
honey it's 
G     D           C            D       C 
you I love, you I love I can't help myself 
 
Baby it's 
G     D           C            D        C 
you I love, you I love you and know one else 
 
honey it's 
G     D           C            D       C 
you I love, you I love I can't help myself 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
This is my first attempt at this. I'll take any suggestions.  
Laurie Summers  sonkota4@aol.com



22843. You Just Know - Chords

Jim Lauderdale - You Just Know  
written by Jim Lauderdale

E
Something's got you all excited

Like you've never been before
                A      E
Look who's been coming around
                A      E
Look who's been coming round
E
Better learn to hold your horses

Till Ol Gabriel blows his horn
                A       E
Look who's been coming around
                A      E
Look who's been coming round
                   A
When it feels like spring inside
       B                   E 
You'll give your heart and bare your soul
E                    A             B                 E
At that point really no one has to tell you you just know
E
They say it's better late than never

When you least expect love most
                    A      E
Now look who's been coming around
                A       E
Look who's been running round
                   A
When it feels like spring inside
       B                   E 
You'll give your heart and bare your soul
E                    A             B                 E
At that point really no one has to tell you you just know

SOLO

E
In a little town near Heaven

Where you're living in your mind
                A      E
Look who's been coming around
                    A      E 
Now look who's been coming round
                   A
When you feel like spring inside
       B                   E 
You'll give your heart and bare your soul
E                    A             B                 E



At that point really no one has to tell you you just know
                   A
When you feel like spring inside
       B                   E 
You'll give your heart and bare your soul
E                    A             B                 E
At that point really no one has to tell you you just know

>From Jim Lauderdale "Onward Through It All"
RCA Records 1999
Careers BMG Music(BMI)
Might Nice Music(BMI)
Laudersongs(BMI)

22844. You Know That I Do - Chords

You Know That I Do 
Kathy Mattea
 
CAPO: 3rd Fret
 
INTRO: C  Em  F    C  Em  F  C
 
              Em              F               C
You've got my number, but you don't ever call
         Em            F              G
Lately I wonder if you loved me at all
    F        C                Dm              C
The last I remember, you were laughing and cruel
                Am     G                C
And I was the fire and you were the fuel
 
 
CHORUS:
F           C         Dm              C
Lately I'm lost and I need you tonight
     Am                D7 C               G
When you're not around,   nothing is right
    F            C           Dm                 C
I'm damned if I love you and damned if you don't
    Am            D7     F             C      Em   F
You know that I do and I know that you won't
 
 
      C        Em              F               C
Well, I got my lesson from the king of unkind
                Em            F              G
You made me the fool and made off with my mind
F         C                   Dm            C
Why do I miss you when you're through using me
              ~     Am            G               C
There's a big empty hole where my heart used to be
 



 
CHORUS:
F           C         Dm              C
Lately I'm lost and I need you tonight
     Am                D7 C               G
When you're not around,   nothing is right
    F            C           Dm                 C
I'm damned if I love you and damned if you don't
    Am            D7     F             C     Dm Em  Am
You know that I do and I know that you won't
 
 
BRIDGE:
Em       Am               F         C
Call me, call me, if it's only a name
    Em           Am          Dm           G
The colder you treat me, the hotter the flame
 
 
CHORUS:
    F            C           Dm                 C
I'm damned if I love you and damned if you don't
    Am            D7     F             C
You know that I do and I know that you won't
      Am                     D7
Oh, I want you to love me
      C             Csus4      F   C
But I know that you don't___

22845. You Know The Rest

Steve Earle - You Know the Rest

Moses went up to the mountain to see what he could see
Well, he come down talking about a burning bush
And says, "This is how it's going to be"
He's scared to death and you know the rest
Columbus went down to the ocean in 1492
He said, "Boys, I'm looking for India, but America will do"
Sailed to the west, you know the rest
Davy Crockett went out to Texas to fight at the Alamo
Old Will Travis never told him Texas was in Mexico
It's a bloody mess and you know the rest
Robert Johnson went to the crossroads, a guitar in his hand
Well, the devil had him a guitar too
He says, "This is what you need, man"
Yeah, you can be the best and you know the rest
Well, this song ain't got no reason
Hell, this song barely rhymes!
Well, it come to me when I was asleep
And it wakes me up sometimes
I can't get no rest, you know the rest



22846. You Know The Rest - Chords

You Know The Rest
Steve Earl - You Know The Rest

(No Capo)

Intro.:  /(G) /(G) /(G) /(G) /(G) /(G) /(C) /(C) /(D) /(D) /(G) /(G) /

(G)Moses went up to the mountain to see what he could see
Well he come down talking 'bout a burning bush, says, "(C)This is how it's gonna be"
He's scared to (D)death
You know the (G)rest

Colum-(G)-bus went down to the ocean in 1492
He said, "Boys, I'm looking for India, but A-(C)merica will do"
Sailed to the (D)west
You know the (G)rest

Solo:  /(G) /(G) /(G) /(G) /(G) /(G) /(C) /(C) /(D) /(D) /(G) /(G) /

Davey (G)Crockett went out to Texas to fight at the Alamo
Old Will Travis never told him, (C)Texas is in Mexico
It's a bloody (D)mess
You know the (G)rest

Robert (G)Johnson went down to the crossroads, a guitar in his hands
Well, the devil had him a guitar, too, he says, "(C)This is what you need man,
You can be the (D)best"
You know the (G)rest

Solo:  /(G) /(G) /(G) /(G) /(G) /(G) /(C) /(C) /(D) /(D) /(G) /(G) /

Well this (G)song ain't got no reason, hell this song barely rhymes
Well it come to me when I was asleep and it (C)wakes me up sometimes
I can't get no (D)rest,
You know the (G)rest ----

22847. You Know What You Could Be

The Incredible String Band - You Know What You Could Be 

Read your book and lose yourself
In another's thoughts
He might tell you 'bout what is
Or even 'bout what is not

And if he's kind and gentle too
And he loves the world a lot



His twilight words may melt the slush
Of what you have been taught

You know what you could be
Tell me, my friend
Why you worry all the time?
What you should been?

Listen to the song of life
Its rainbow's end won't hold you
Its crimson shapes and purple sounds
Softly will enfold you

It gurgles through the timeless glade
In quarter tones of lightning
No policy is up for sale
In case the truth be frightening

You know what you could be
Tell me, my friend
Why you worry all the time?
What you should be?

22848. You Lead Me To The Wrong

You Lead Me to the Wrong
Ola Belle Reed - Jason Carter

Lord lordy me, and it's lord lordy my
Oh honey you lead me to the wrong

Some people born with silver and gold
Others have husbands and wifes
I never had a thing in this whole wide wicked world
Now I'm losing my life
Now I'm losing my life

You promised me that we would be wed
On this I'd lay my money down
You were seen courtin my best freind
You caused me to shoot him down
You caused me to shoot him down

Well love of a woman is bitter but sweet
Even though she turns him down
The price I have to pay may come to you someday
And you'll in the sea of sorrow drown
And you'll in the sea of sorrow drown

Well they say I have a rightto my very last few words
Before they let the scaffold down
A man has to fight for what he thinks is right
Even if it puts him in the ground



Even if it puts him in the ground
Now it's gonna put me in the ground

Lord Lordy me, and it's Lord Lordy my
Oh honey you lead me to the wrong

22849. You Left Me Alone

You Left Me Alone
Sam Bush Band - Longview

My dear you've been gone for such a long time
You know you have driven me out of my mind
You left me alone and went on your way
And my broken heart the price it must pay

The sigh of the wind the beat of the rain
Bring back to my heart this feeling of pain
I've tried to forget but it never will be
For my broken heart just won't set me free

When I close my eyes or look into space
I see not the dark but your smilin' face
Wherever I go whatever I say
My poor achin' heart will have its way

Well time must go on til my heart is still
Til that very day I'll follow your will
The pain will not die for it must live on
And I can't forget you left me alone

22850. You Left The Water Running

You Left the Water Running
The Flying Burrito Brothers
Frank-Hall-Penn

Chorus:
You left the water running
When you left me here behind
You left the water running
Running from these eyes of mine
Running from these eyes of mine

You turned off the life and love
And left with another guy
You turned off all of your love from me
But you forgot to turn off the cry
You forgot to turn off the cry



You pull the shades a way down low
You disconnect the telephone
Oh baby, but these tears, a-running from my eyes
You can't turn 'em off any, no
No you can't turn 'em off any, no

(brass solo)

Chorus

You locked the door, left my heart outside
And then you threw the key away (tell 'em Colla)
But you'll regret and you'll be upset
When you get your water bill to pay
When you get your water bill to pay

Chorus

22851. You ll Be With Me All The Way

You ll Be With Me All The Way
Darrell Scott

Take this restless hobo's heart
Take this dreamer without dreams
Take the sadness with the love
Take the love with everything

Like you've stood through it all
You're still standing here today
And I've known it all along
You'll be with me all the way

Though the times have been hard
And the pleasures quickly gone
But as we passed trough the shadows, baby
You kept shining on and on

Like a river overflowing
You have carried me away
And it's your love that you keep showing
You'll be with me all the way

Take this message to my mother
Say her rambling boy is home
Won't you tell her to be happy now?
I'll no longer be alone

Take the pictures she will give you
From a time so far away
And won't you tell her as you're leaving
(Tell her)



You'll be with me all the way

22852. You Love Everybody But You

Tom T Hall - You Love Everybody But You
Composer: Tom T. Hall

God was right giving you the gift of love
You have used your gift of love so willingly
God was good giving you the hands to help
You've done well and I know he must be pleased

We know you're lonely
I don't know what I can do
We know you're unhappy
You love ev'rybody but you

God was wise giving you the warming smile
You have warmed so many hearts unselfishly
God was great giving you the settling touch
God is great God is good endlessly

We know you're unhappy
I don't know what I can do
We know you're lonely
You love ev'rybody but you
You love ev'rybody but you

22853. You Love Everybody But You - Chords

You Love Everybody But You
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall
  
C             G7             F
God was right giving you the gift of love
C                  G7              C
You have used your gift of love so willingly
             G7             F
God was good giving you the hands to help
       C             G7                C
You've done well and I know He must be pleased
   G7          F
We know you're lonely
  C          G7         C
I don't know what I can do
   G7            F
We know you're unhappy
    C         F        C
You love everybody but you



             G7             F
God was wise giving you the warming smile
C                  G7            C
You have warmed so many hearts unselfishly
              G7             F
God was great giving you the settling touch
       C            G7      C
God is great God is good endlessly
   G7          F
We know you're unhappy
  C          G7         C
I don't know what I can do
   G7          F
We know you're lonely
    C         F        C
You love everybody but you
              F        C
You love everybody but you

22854. You Love Me Today

You Love Me Today 
Josh Williams
 
CHORUS: 
Well you love me today 
But will you love me tomorrow 
All I'm askin' darlin' is if you'll be true 
'Cause if you don't plan to stay 
But to leave me here in sorrow 
You can find another man to be your fool 
 
Well one too many times, I saw my heart abreakin' 
'Cause I let the woman get the best of me 
And to tell the honest truth, I just can't stand the achin' 
I'd rather be alone than be in misery 
 
If I could only know, that you would stay and love me 
That you'd settle down, and be forever mine 
I swear this solemn vow 
By the heavens high above me 
I'd be yours until the stars no longer shine

22855. You Made A Memory Of Me

Emmylou Harris - You Made a Memory of Me

I see a million old memories each day
That remind me of what used to be



My aching heart tells me they are here to stay
Since you made a memory of me

I tossed and I turned night after night
Those memories just won't let me sleep
The flame in my heart is still burning bright
Though you made a memory of me

I passed by the house we once loved in
For a glimpse of what I thought was our dream
But these days I find the dream was all mine
Cause you made a memory of me

I passed by the house we once loved in
For a glimpse of what I thought was our dream
But these days I find the dream was all mine
Cause you made a memory of me

22856. You Made Life Good Again

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band - You Made Life Good Again

I'm always looking for a minute that we can steal 
Cause I need more of how you make me feel 
I used to be the king of wasted time 
Cause it made no difference till I made you mine 

Now I wake up in the morning with a smile on my face 
Can't get enough of the human race 
Ain't loved like this since I can't remember when 
Baby you made life good again oh yeah darlin you made life good again 

I like the way you talk and the way you look when it comes to loving you wrote the book 
Cause when you kiss me . . . tell me what part of heaven did you come from 

Now I wake up in the morning with a smile on my face 
Ain't loved like this since I can't remember when 
Baby you made life good again oh yeah darlin you made life good again I was lonely, oh so lo
nely won't Be lonely again I wake up in the morning with a smile on my face can't get enough 
of the human race Ain't loved like this since I can't remember when baby oh yeah darlin you 
made life good again you ade life good again

22857. You Made This Love A Teardrop

Nanci Griffith - You Made This Love a Teardrop

What've you got to say for yourself now, baby, now that I am leaving you, 
What have you got to lose?
The truth you tried to keep from me, 



Well, it nearly drove me crazy, 
And I have grown weary from sleepless nights of you.

Is that a broken heart in the corner of your eye, 
Something to remind you?
You made this love a teardrop waiting to fall.  
There are those who can't love right. I just can't love wrong.
When you are lonely in the night,
 how I hope you will recall you made this love a teardrop waiting to fall.

No, I will not forgive you betraying trust between us, 
Though I will always care for you.
I have loved you half my life, and when I give my heart again,
I know that I'll remember love is but a fragile flame and trust just fuels the fire.

When I think of all the years your love has taken from me, 
I can't believe I'm leaving you.
You made this love a teardrop waiting to fall. 
There are those who can't love right. 
I just can't love wrong.

When you are lonely in the night, 
How I hope you will recall you made this love a teardrop waiting to fall.
You made this love a teardrop waiting to fall. 
There are those who can't love right. I just can't love wrong.
When you are lonely in the night, 
How I hope you will recall you made this love a teardrop waiting to fall.

22858. You Make It Easy

Brett Dennen - You Make It Easy

I've been down on love for so long
My bad luck seems to be gone
Yeah something it happens
Every time you come around
You make me feel like dancing
So please stay around
Hey baby come close to me
Lovin' you comes so naturally
Stay baby stay here with me
Cause you make it easy
Come see me Cinco De Mayo
Stay with me fourth of Ju Li Oh!
We'll pick out adelias
You can wear them in your hair
We'll drink margaritas
And go dancing in the square
Hey baby come close to me
Lovin' you comes so naturally
Stay baby stay here with me
Cause you make it easy



22859. You Make It Hard

Dierks Bentley - You Make It Hard

[Verse 1: Dierks Bentley & Terri Clark]
Girl, I hate leavin' you all alone in this queen size bed
With an ache in my heart and blood rushin' to my head
Boy, you wish you could stay and it's startin' to show
Maybe you don't have to go

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley & Terri Clark, Dierks Bentley]
You make it hard, hard for me to leave this room
You make it hard, baby, I am so into you

[Verse 2: Terri Clark & Dierks Bentley]
Baby, don't say a word 'cause this is my favorite part
When I reach around and find you in the dark
Just the music and lights are soft and low
So pull me, pull me, pull me close
I won't let go

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley & Terri Clark, Dierks Bentley]
You make it hard, hard for me to leave this room
You make it hard, baby, I am so into you

[Bridge: Dierks Bentley, Terri Clark, Dierks Bentley & Terri Clark]
I know you want me
I see that you need me
Baby, lovin' you is so damn easy

[Chorus: Dierks Bentley & Terri Clark, Dierks Bentley,  Terri Clark]
'Cause you make it hard, boy, I hate to see you so blue
You make it hard, baby, I am so into you
Every inch of me, every inch of you
Every inch of me, every inch of you
Every inch of you (Me) is so into you (Me)

22860. You Make Me Feel Like A Man

Ricky Skaggs - You Make Me Feel Like a Man

It's so good to see your face again
It's so good to hold your hand
It's so good to kiss your lips again
You make me feel like a man

It's so good to see you smile again
It's so good to taste your kiss
It's so good to call you mine again



Because we've grown stronger through the years

Our love is deeper than an ocean
Our love is higher than the sky
Our love it fills me with emotion
I see love forever in your eyes

Our love is sweeter than the flowers
Our love is stronger than any wind
And as I love you through the hours
A heart will always sing this song again

It's so good to see your face again
It's so good to hold your hand
It's so good to kiss your lips again
You make me feel like a man

22861. You Make Me Happy

James King - You Make Me Happy 

It's the heart on your sleeve never making me wonder
It's the bond that we tie up and over and under
You're the sun and the rain and my grass is always green

With a kiss on my cheek, always letting me know
I'm the birds and the bees, I'm the apple in your eye
I know that you know that I know you're all I need

And just when I thought
It couldn't get any better
There you go and do it all again
Hope this feeling never ends

'Cause you
You make me happy
You
You make me happy

It's the sound of your voice at the end of the phone line
A tickle in my toes, just to know that you're all mine
Like an ice cream sundae with a cherry on the top

It's the look in your eyes when I'm wearing your t-shirt
Your cute little smile after a long day of hard work
And I know that you know that I can't give you up

And just when I thought
It couldn't get any better
There you go and do it all again
Hope this feeling never ends

'Cause you



You make me happy
You
You make me happy

Just when I thought
It couldn't get any better
There you go and do it all again
Hope this feeling never ends

'Cause you
You make me happy
You
You make me happy

You
Make me happy
You
You make me happy

22862. You May See Me Walkin'

Ricky Skaggs - You May See Me Walkin'

You may see me walkin',
You may hear me talkin',
But the words I speak won't ever be about you.
You once left me cryin',
And now you're still tryin',
To make amends by saying you'll be true.

Like a fool I played along,
With your cheatin' game.
Now my heart is payin' for,
The things you did with shame.

You may see me walkin',
You may hear me talkin',
But the words I speak won't ever be about you

Like a fool I played along,
With your cheatin' game.
Now my heart is payin' for,
The things you did with shame.

You may see me walkin',
You may hear me talkin',
But the words I speak won't ever be about you.

No, the words I speak won't ever be about you.



22863. You May See Me Walking - Chords

You May See Me Walking
Recorded by Ricky Skaggs 
written Tom Uhr

D7
You may see me walking you may hear me talking
        C                   D7            G
But the words I speak won't ever be about you
         D7
You once left me crying and now you're still trying
   C              D7               G
To make amends by saying you'll be true
C                          G         D7       G
Like a fool I played along with your cheating game
A7                         D7
Now my heart is paying for the things you did with shame
You may see me walking you may hear me talking
        C                   D7            G
But the words I speak won't ever be about you
C                          G         D7       G
Like a fool I played along with your cheating game
A7                         D7
Now my heart is paying for the things you did with shame
You may see me walking you may hear me talking
        C                   D7            G
But the words I speak won't ever be about you

22864. You Must Come In At The Door

Doc Watson
You Must Come In At The Door

Oh, the Baptists go by water and the Methodists go by land
But I'll tell you, my friends, if you wanna get to heaven, well, you gotta go hand in hand
As Jesus taught the people by the sea of Galilee
He said, "I'm the door that leads to Heaven and you must come in by me"

And it's so low, you can't get under it
So high, you can't climb over it
So wide, you'll never get around it
You must come in at the door

You may talk about me, my brother, just as much as ever you please
If I talk about you, it'll be to the Lord when I get down on my knees
Old Satan, he's a liar and he wears a hypocrite's shoes
And if you don't watch your step today, he'll slip it right on you

The door's so low, you can't get under it
So high, you can't climb over it
So wide, you'll never get around it
You must come in at the door



Don't let old Satan fool you, or brother, you'll find out
When the day of judgement comes around, your sins are gonna lock you out
He can talk just like an angel, but don't you believe a word
As a matter of fact, he'll steal your soul if you don't put your trust in the Lord

The door's so low that you can't get under it
So high, you can't climb over it
So wide, you'll never get around it
You must come in at the door

22865. You Must Have A Dream - Chords

You Must Have A Dream
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by James Hipskind

C                              F             Dm
Troubles gather around you and life seems so unfair
    C              G7                  C  G7
You need to have a place where you can go
  C                                  F                 Dm
A place where you can rise above the world and all its cares
C                                          F         G7    C
Where you can heal your troubled heart and rest your weary soul
 
G7              C                     F                   Dm
You must have a dream you must have a place where you can go
                F                 G7                     C
You must have a song that you can sing when troubles are around
                      Gm                       F                   Dm
And you will let your faith take you where you never thought you'd see
                          C        G7                 C
Just fill your heart with hope and you will find your dream
 
                                     F                 Dm
And now that I have found my dream I can't believe I'm here
  C                           G7        C  G7
I never thought my life would come this far
    C                             F               Dm
And even as I'm standing here I'm reaching out to you
C                                   F        G7      C
You're the one that lifts me up and helps me make it through
 
Repeat #2 x3
Dm                        C        G7                 C
Just fill your heart with hope and you will find your dream
G7              C     G7              C     G7              C
You must have a dream you must have a dream you must have a dream
G7              C         G7                 C
You must have a dream and you will find your dreams



22866. You Nearly Lose Your Mind

You Nearly Lose Your Mind

Well, if you love your mama and you treat her right
But she keeps on fussin' at you every day and night
And she's triflin' on ye they'll do it every time
And when your baby starts to steppin'
Lord you nearly lose your mind

Now if your mama's mean take a tip from me
Lock her up at home, Lord and hang on to the key
'Cause she won't triflin' on ye they'll do it every time
And when your baby starts to steppin'
Lord you nearly lose your mind

But if your mama's good, I'll tell you what to do
Give her lots of lovin' and what she wants to do
She'll trifle on ye they'll do it every time
And when your baby starts to steppin'
Lord you nearly lose your mind

Now you come home to your mama find your clothes ain't clean
You can bet you're slippin' if you know just what I mean
'Cause she's been triflin' on ye they'll do it every time
And when your baby starts to steppin'
Lord you nearly lose your mind

Now you may have a mama who says that she is true
But wait till you get down and out and really leave her too
She'll trifle on ye they'll do it every time
And when your baby starts to steppin'
Lord you nearly lose your mind

Now I've been lotta places not much I ain't done
But when it comes to women I just don't trust a one
Because they'll trifle on ye they'll do it every time
And when your baby starts to steppin'
Lord you nearly lose your mind
(Really drive you crazy)

22867. You Need A Man Around Here

Brad Paisley - You Need A Man Around Here 

You've sure got a real nice place
So don't take this the wrong way
But I can tell by your decorating taste
You've been alone too long



You've got more candles than a midnight mass
That fancy mirror adds a touch of class
But do you know how good a mounted bass
Would look there on that wall
[Chorus]
You need a man around here
You can't do it all by yourself
To me it's painfully clear
That you could use a little help
Someone to kill the spiders
Change the channel and drink the beer
Seems to me that you sure need
A man around here
Thumbing through your stack of magazines
I don't see a Maxim or Field and Stream
I haven't been in a room this clean
Since they took my appendix out
Well you've gotta be kidding me
Don't tell me that thing is your TV
My laptop's got a bigger screen
Baby, there ain't no doubt
[Repeat chorus]
Someone to kill the spiders
And by the way, you're out of beer
Seems to me that you sure need
A man around here
Yeah, it seems to me that you sure need
A man around here

22868. You Never Can Tell (C'est La Vie)

Emmylou Harris - You Never Can Tell (C'est La Vie) (Chuck Berry cover)

It was a teenage wedding 
And the old folks wished them well 
You could see that Pierre 
Did truly love the mademoiselle 
And now the young monsieur and madame 
Have rung the chapel bell 
"C'est la vie", say the old folks 
It goes to slow you never can tell 

They furnished off an apartment 
With a two room Roebuck sale 
The coolerator was crammed 
With T.V. Dinners and ginger ale 
But when Pierre found work 
The little money comin' worked out well 
"C'est la vie", say the old folks 
It goes to show you never can tell 

They had a hi-fi phono 
Boy did they let it blast 



Seven hundred little records 
All rockin' rhythm and jazz 
But when the sun went down 
The rapid tempo of the music fell 
"C'est la vie", say the old folks 
It goes to show you never can tell 

They bought a souped-up Jimmy 
T'was a cherry-red fifty three
Drove it down to Orleans 
To celebrate their anniversary 
It was there that Pierre 
Was wedded to the lovely mademoiselle 
"C'est la vie", say the old folks 
It goes to show you never can tell

It was a teenage wedding 
And the old folks wished them well
You could see that Pierre 
Did truly love the mademoiselle
And now the young monsieur and madame 
Have rung the chapel bell 
"C'est la vie", say the old folks 
It goes to show you never can tell
"C'est la vie", say the old folks 
It goes to show you never can tell
"C'est la vie", say the old folks 
It goes to show you never can tell

22869. You Never Know

Railroad Earth - You Never Know (Live) 

That wheel of fortune went spinning round.
High, high hopes went crashing down.
We were all locked up, free to go.
I guess it goes to show you never know.
You never know, You never know, You never know, You never know, You never know, You n
ever know, 
I guess it goes to show you never know.
Cold hard facts, nothing stuck.
They were shooting fish in a pickup truck.
But it the end, it was all a show.
And I guess it goes to show you never know.
You never know, You never know, You never know, You never know, You never know, You n
ever know, 
I guess it goes to show you never know.
Now here we are, sitting pretty.
High on a hill over redwood city.
From little seeds, big plants will grow.
Like pulling a rabbit from a hat.
Big home run you're last at bat.
We're counting blessings, taking it slow.



And I guess it goes to show you never know.
You never know, You never know, You never know, You never know, You never know, You n
ever know,
I guess it goes to show, I guess it goes to show, I guess it goes to show you never know.

22870. You Never Need Nobody - Chords

You Never Need Nobody 
The Lone Bellow
 
Chorus:
C          G       C
you never need nobody
C          G       D
you've never been alone
    C                      Am
and i try to get your affection
    C          D        G
and all i ever do is wrong
 
 
Verse 1:
 G                                 C
You could break a heart in your sleep
 G                 C                      D
yeah the way you move makes a grown man weep
    G                       C
they all line up at your door
     G                                 D
sayin' please, please i cant take no more
 
Chorus:
C          G       C
you never need nobody
C          G       D
you've never been alone
    C                      Am
and i try to get your affection
    C          D        G
and all i ever do is wrong
 
Verse 2:
           G                      C
you could calm a storm with your tone
      G           C                     D
and the way you sing makes the mockingbird hum
     G                       C
the grass you walk on gives way
      G                              D
saying please please come back this way
 
Chorus:
C          G       C



you never need nobody
C          G       D
youve never been alone
    C                      Am
and i try to get your affection
    C          D        G
and all i ever do is wrong
 
Bridge: X2                 (THE HASHES MEAN TO STRUM TWICE AND THEN PAUSE)
                C//    //
give me your hottest fever
     //    C             G
loudest scream in the crowd
             C//        //
all these good times cant change
      //      C          D
the way i feel about you now
 
 
Verse 3:
       C                   G
now I know you got that smile
           C                                G
yeah the way a child can drive a man half wild
  C                          D
I will dance around this no more
        C                         G
I'm the only one you should smile for
 
Chorus:
C          G       C
you never need nobody
C          G       D
you've never been alone
    C                      Am
and i try to get your affection
    C          D        G
and all i ever do is wrong

22871. You Never Thought - Chords

You Never Thought
Written and recorded by George Jones

G                            C                 G
Who's gonna be to blame when dreams are all in vain
    D7                                  G
And find out then that there's somebody new
                        C                G
Who's gone away someday they hadn't gone away
  D7                                G
I bet you never thought it would be you
  D7                                G 



I bet you never thought it could be you
                                 C                        G
You will walk the floor and weep you will tremble in your sleep
       D7                               G
You'll sit and wonder what you're gonna do
                                    C                G   
Who's gonna pray each night for the Lord to bring daylight
  D7                                G
I bet you never thought it could be you
  D7                                G
I bet you never thought it would be you
                              C                 G
Who's gonna feel ashamed each time they hear my name
       D7                               G 
And be sorry that they broke a heart in two
                                C                 G 
I think you oughta know so I'll tell you before I go
  D7                                G
I bet you never thought it would be you
  D7                                G
I bet you never thought it could be you

22872. You Only Have To Say You've Changed - Chords

You Only Have To Say You've Changed          E

            D   (E)                           G (A)
Years ago all my blue days became so bright
            D  (E)         A7 (B7)    D (E)
when your star fell from the sky
             D                               G   
I never knew there could be so much love
            D               A7       D
we had it all, just you and I
             G                           A  
when I set you free that's all it takes
               D                Bm        G 
Maybe things will change in time
        G                      D
It won't be hard to take you back
                    A7                                           D       D7          
You only have to say you changed your mind

    G                             A  
Again I'll find my rainbow
                   D                      Bm              G 
when you come walking through my door
        G                                D
my days and nights won't be so long
               E                      A7
you'll be mine for ever more
           G                                   A
Only time will tell what we already know



      D                 Bm       G    
True love's so hard to find
                  G                        D
there's no need in all the talking
                     A7                                         D  
You only have to say you changed your mind

I'm still here all alone without you
just waiting for the day that you'll call
maybe we'll find each other once again
God knows it won't be hard at all
and when the time is right, I hope it's not too long
till you say that you'll be mine
there's no need in all the talking
you only have to say you changed your mind

there's no need in all the talking
Girl I hope that you will change your mind

22873. You Only Have Your Soul

You Only Have Your Soul
Gillian Welch

[Chorus]
Oh my darling, pal of mine
Be careful what you sign
Be careful what you sign on the line
Give them silver and your gold
If you only have your soul
You only have your soul for all time

[Verse]
Please don't play the devil's game
To trick him out of fame
To trick him out of fame if you lose
'Cause he's smarter than you
Unblinking and untrue
Unblinking and untrue all his days

[Chorus]
Oh my darling, pal of mine
Be careful what you sign
Be careful what you sign on the line
Give them silver and your gold
If you only have your soul
You only have your soul for all time



22874. You Oughta Be Here With Me - Chords

You Oughta Be Here With Me
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Roger Miller
Dailey & Vincent

C                          F             C
If you think it's lonesome where you are tonight
                D7           G7
Then you oughta be here with me
C                               F             C
If you think there's heartaches where you are tonight
                G7           C
Then you oughta be here with me

                  C7   F                     C   G7
Because with y-ou I'm  whole without you I'm c-o-ld
   C                     F             C
So if you think about me where you are tonight
                G7           C
Then you oughta be here with me

                         F             C
If teardrops are falling where you are tonight
                D7           G7
Then you oughta be here with me
   C                  F             C
Is loneliness calling where you are tonight
                G7           C
Then you oughta be here with me

Repeat #2

22875. You Pass Me By - Chords

You Pass Me By
Words and music by Hank Snow and Eddie Nesbitt
You Pass Me By

 C C7 F
You Pass Me By, and you don't even stop to say hello
G7 C
C
Don't know why--- I've learned to love you so. Each night it seams
 C7 F G7
I hear you say your love will never die, I wake from dreams,
 C
You Pass Me By.

 C7 F C
When you are lonely, some day you'll learn
 D7 G D7



G
Just what it means to live in dreams of love that's unreturned.
G7 C C7
F
A love so sweet, that vanished with the sunshine in the sky,
 G7 C
Each time we meet, You Pass Me By.
 C C7

F
You Pass Me By, and now I know my hopes are all in vain
G7 C
Here I am on memory lane. I hope and pray
 C7 F G7
the one you love will never make you cry --- then turn away
 C
and pass you by.
 C7 F C
I keep your memory locked in my heart,
 D7 G D7 G
For ever there to help me bear the lonely tears that start.
 G7 C C7 F
I might have known our love was only meant to be a lie,
 G7 C
Oh heart of stone, You Pass Me By.

22876. You Plant Your Fields

New Grass Revival - You Plant Your Fields
Kathy Mattea

My father said, some things you learn
By only doin' when it comes your turn
Everything comes around so be ready if you can
Prepare your heart like the farmer turns his land

And you plant your fields when the spring is tender
When the summer beats down, you pray for rain
You hope for the harvest and the long cold winter
And then you plant your fields again

Well he spoke right to my restless soul
Still wild and hungry and beyond control
For all that you dream there's a time and a place
But you won't know it till it comes your way

And you plant your fields when the spring is tender
When the summer beats down, you pray for rain
You hope for the harvest and the long cold winter
And then you plant your fields again

When the spring is tender
When the summer beats down, you pray for rain



You hope for the harvest and the long cold winter
And then you plant your fields again

You plant your fields again
You plant your fields again
You plant your fields again
You plant your fields again

22877. You Pulled Me Out - Chords

You Pulled Me Out
Band: The Greencards

Play this melody twice then play with verse
G g
 
 -------------------3-- -------------------3--
 ---------------------- ----------------------
 -2 s 4-2-0-------0---- -2 s 4-2-0------------
 -----------2-0-2------ -----------2-0--------
 -------------------2-- ---------------2---2--
 -------------------3-- -----------------3-3-- 

Will you answer when I call, 
Will you catch me if I fall
As the birds fly way up high,
Will my bad ways make you cry

chorus
[Bm] Started believing 
in a [A] heart that was bleeding
I was [G] lost you pay the [D] cost
And the [Bm] faith that you gave me 
was the [A] only thing that saved me

Without a [G] doubt you pulled me [D] out
whoa o [G] whoa you pulled me [D] out

(play melody once then play with verse)
When the rain falls from the sky, 
I'll be there to dry your eyes
If the rain becomes a storm, 
Take my coat to keep you warm

[Bm] Started believing 
in a [A] heart that was bleeding
I was [G] lost you pay the [D] cost
And the [Bm] faith that you gave me 
was the [A] only thing that saved me

Without a [G] doubt you pulled me [D] out
whoa o [G] whoa you pulled me [D] out
 



 ---MANDOLIN SOLO---

(play melody once then play with verse)
Like a angel from above, 
You came down with your sweet love
In the dark I used to hide, 
You showed me there is light inside

[Bm] Started believing 
in a [A] heart that was bleeding
I was [G] lost you pay the [D] cost
And the [Bm] faith that you gave me 
was the [A] only thing that saved me

Without a [G] doubt you pulled me [D] out
whoa o [G] whoa you pulled me [D] out

Hey [G] ya you pulled me [D] out

22878. You Put Me First

You Put Me First
The Grascals - You Put Me First

[Verse 1]
Every day is a struggle, and every road is long
I look for the right way, still I take the wrong
Every time I think I've left You, You turn up again
And I still don't see how You could still be my friend

[Chorus]
Lord, You should've taken Your hands off my shoulder years ago
I don't deserve Your presence, and I can still feel You in my soul
You always lead me to water when it seems like I'm dyin' of thirst
And every time I put You last, You put me first

[Verse 2]
When I don't pay attention, when I think I know it all
It's so easy to stumble, and easier to fall
When I make my own decisions, You could just turn away
But You'rR always lookin' to help me through my darkest day

[Chorus]
Lord, You should'vR taken Your hands off my shoulder years ago
I don't deserve Your presence, and I can still feel You in my soul
You always lead me to water when it seems like I'm dyin' of thirst
And every time I put You last, You put me first



22879. You Put The Blue In Me - chords

You Put The Blue In Me 
The Whites
 
 C F C Am G F G C
 
        C
 I was alone when you found me
              F            C
 nothing but gray skies around me
           F                C           G
 But with you I found a rainbow in the rain
               C
 Safe in your arms I discovered
              F                C
 There was a world so full of color
        Am              F             G     C
 But I never found the blue till you went away
 
 G F                       C
 You put the gold in the morning sunlight
 F                         C
 You put the green in the willow tree
 G F                       C
 You put the red in the summer roses
          Am               Am G F             G      C
 But you put the blue in me,    you put the blue in me
 
             C
 I've got a bluesky above me
        F               C
 to remind me that you love me
            F             C                G
 and the memory of your blue eyes still remains
                  C
 And there is a blue teardrop staining
       F                  C
 the picture that you painted
             Am               F         G       C
 and now my whole world has taken a different shape
 
 G F                       C
 You put the gold in the morning sunlight
 F                         C
 You put the green in the willow tree
 G F                       C
 You put the red in the summer roses
          Am              Am G F
 But you put the blue in meeeeeeeeee
 
 (Key Change)
 G                         D
 You put the gold in the morning sunlight
 G                         D
 You put the green in the willow tree
 A G                      D



 You put the red in the summer roses
          Bm               A G            A      D
 But you put the blue in me, you put the blue in me

22880. You Put The Fun Back

You Put The Fun Back 
New Vintage
 
You put the fun back into holding hands 
Fun back into makin' plans 
For the little silly things we like to do 
You put  the fun back into romance 
With a late night walk or slow dance 
Or holding you tight by the light of the moon 
 
CHORUS: 
You put the fun back it's been gone so long 
The fun back now we're growin' strong 
For my heart, you really hold the key 
You put the fun back it's been gone for years 
The fun back no more doubts or fears 
So thank you dear, for all you've given me 
 
You put the fun back into goin' out 
On the town, in the crowd 
Seems everyone is watching you and me 
You put the fun back with a knowin' glance 
Hopin' that I'll have a chance 
To steal a kiss from you while noone can see 
 
So thank you dear, for all you've given me

22881. You Put The Hurt On Me

The Steeldrivers - You Put The Hurt On Me

There's a light on in the kitchen
Where I been losin' sleep
It seems to me since you been gone
The dark got twice as deep
My mind tries to forget you
But my heart comes back for more
'Cause you put the hurt on me
Like I never felt before

Don't need no guilty conscience
To follow me around
Don't need no one to tell me why



The rain keeps pourin' down
Don't need another dark cloud
Hangin' 'round outside my door
'Cause you put the hurt on me
Like I never felt before

(chorus)
The flames have turned to ashes
But there's still some embers left
Missin' you is harder than
This whiskey on my breath
I never had a memory cut
A path as wide as yours
'Cause you put the hurt on me
Like I never felt before

(repeat chorus)

22882. You Send Me

You Send Me
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
Darling, you send me, darling, you send me
I know you send me, honest you do
Honest you do, honest you do
You thrill me, I know you thrill me
I know you thrill me, honest you do
Honest you do, honest you do

[Chorus]
When at first I thought it infatuation
But now it's lasted so long and now
I find myself wanting to marry you
And take you home

[Verse 2]
Whoa, you send me, darling, you send me
I know you send me, honest you do
Honest you do, honest you do

[Chorus]
When at first I thought it infatuation
But now it's lasted so long and now
I find myself wanting to marry you
And take you home
When at first I thought it infatuation
But now it's lasted so long and now
I find myself wanting to marry you
And take you home



22883. You Shook Me All Night Long - Chords

You Shook Me All Night Long - Hayseed Dixie

INTRO:

E/--3~--------5--/----3--3-----3--2--------/--------------/
B/--3~--------3--/----3-----3--------3-----/--3-----------/
G/--0~--------0--/-------------------------/--2-----2--2--/
D/---------------/----------------------0--/--0-----3b-0--/
A/---------------/-------------------------/--------------/
E/---------------/-------------------------/--------------/

/-------------------/--3~------5--/--3--3-----3--2--------/
/----------3--------/--3~------3--/--3-----3--------3-----/
/----------2--------/--0~------0--/-----------------------/
/----3/-4-----3b-0--/-------------/--------------------0--/
/-------------------/-------------/-----------------------/
/-------------------/-------------/-----------------------/

/--2----------/-----------/
/--3----------/-----------/
/--2----------/-----------/
/--0----------/-----------/
/-------------/-----------/
/-------------/-------0-2-/ G   C G C G/B D   C G C G/B X2

verse 1
          G
She was a fast machine
             C G   C
She kept her motor clean
    G/B     D                     C G  C
She was the best damn woman I had ever seen
    G/B     G
She had the sightless eyes
        C  G  C    G/B
Telling me no lies
D                         C    G   C
Knockin' me out with them American thighs
G/B    G
Taking more than her share
       C        G   C
Had me fighting for air
G/B D                         C G     C
She told me to come but I was already there
G/B     G
and the walls were shaking
    C     G   C
The earth was quaking
G/B  D
My   mind was aching



And we were making it and 

G            C   G/B   D    C
you Shook me all night long,   let me tell ya'now
G            C   G/B   D    C
you Shook me all night long

verse 2

Working double time
On the seduction line
She was one of a kind, she's just mine all mine
She wanted no applause
Just another course
Made a meal out of me and came back for more
Had to cool me down
To take another round
Now I'm back in the ring to take another swing
yeah the walls were shaking
The earth was quaking
My mind was aching
And we were making it and

chorus:
G            C   G/B   D     C
you Shook me all night long, have mercy lord
G            C   G/B   D     C
you Shook me all night long, you really took me and
G            C   G/B   D     C
you Shook me all night long, knockin' me out said
G            C   G/B   D
you Shook me all night long, 

yeah you shook me, you really took me

INERLUDE: chorus   G      C  G  C  G/B   D     C  X4

chorus:
G            C   G/B   D     C
you Shook me all night long, you really took me and
G            C   G/B   D     C
you Shook me all night long, knockin' me out said
G            C   G/B   D     C
you Shook me all night long, you really took it and
G            C   G/B   D    
you Shook me all night long,

yeah you shook me, you really took me

All night long.

G=320011  C=X32011  D=XX0232  G/B=X20033



22884. You Should Probably Leave

You Should Probably Leave
Chris Stapleton

[Verse 1]
I know it ain't all that late
But you should probably leave
And I recognize that look in your eyes
Yeah, you should probably leave

[Chorus]
'Cause I know you and you know me
And we both know where this is gonna lead
You want me to say that I want you to stay
So you should probably leave
Yeah, you should probably leave

[Verse 2]
There's still time for you to finish your wine
Then you should probably leave
And it's hard to resist, alright, just one kiss
Then you should probably leave

[Chorus]
'Cause I know you and you know me
And we both know where this is gonna lead
You want me to say that I want you to stay
So you should probably leave
Yeah, you should probably leave

[Bridge]
Like a devil on my shoulder, you keep whisperin' in my ear
And it's gettin' kinda hard for me to do the right thing here
I wanna do the right thing, baby
[Verse 3]
Sun on your skin, 6AM
And I been watchin' you sleep
And honey, I'm so afraid you're gonna wake up and say
That you should probably leave

[Chorus]
'Cause I know you and you know me
And we both know where this is gonna lead
I want you to stay but you'll probably say
That you should probably leave
Yeah, you should probably leave
Oh, you should probably leave

22885. You Shouldn't Have

Robbie Fulks - You Shouldn't Have



[Verse 1]
Well, you did what you did and you know that you did it
And there ain't no use to deny it
I got you dead to rights, baby
Now you've gone and made me mad
Been cattin' on the sly now you bat your pretty eyes
With a tale no monkey'd ever buy it
Is that the line you're handin' me, girl?

[Chorus]
Well, you shouldn't have
You shouldn't have
You shouldn't have let half the hometown at you
Shouldn't've told a lie and you shouldn't've let me catch you
You shouldn't have cheated when you could have been treating me right

[Verse 2]
Now, there's scratches on your back, smoke on your breath
Your baby blues could use a bloodlettin'
You partied all night, pickin' up everything but the tab
But I'm handin' you the bill for a thousand tears spilled
That I'm gonna be a long time forgettin'
Thanks a lot for wreckin' my heart

[Chorus]
Well, you shouldn't have
You shouldn't have
You shouldn't have let half the hometown at you
Shouldn't've told a lie and you shouldn't've let me catch you
You shouldn't have cheated when you could have been treating me right

22886. You Shouldn't Have To

Brad Paisley - You Shouldn't Have To 

You've got this confidence
Yeah it was obvious
The way you walked in here
You look sensational
And totally capable
Of buying your own beer
But you shouldn't have to
You shouldn't have to
I hate to think about
Everything you've done without
Or how it's been before
You've ever walked home alone
Or sat and waited by the phone
Or opened your own door
You shouldn't have to
You shouldn't have to
Do you ever wonder when your dreams will come true?
A girl like you can do anything



But anything you don't wanna do
You shouldn't have to
Girl, you shouldn't have to
Hear me now, that's what I'm saying
And another thing, tell me now
Ever longed for a back rub
All alone in your bathtub?
Need your glass of wine topped off
But you'd have to get out and dry off, aw
You shouldn't have to
You shouldn't have to
Do you ever wonder when your dreams will come true?
A girl like you can do anything
But anything you don't wanna do
Like wash your own car or bait your own hook
Get all made up, wonder how you look
Make your own breakfast, make the first move
Feel like you ain't being listened to
Kill your own spiders, change your flat tire
Stoke your own fire, mow your own grass
Pump your own gas, ever feel pain
Wish you had a ring on your hand, feel like anything less
Than the best lookin' thing this town's ever seen
Have a dress you'd love to wear but you gotta wait
Cause there ain't nobody there to help you zip the thing
You shouldn't have to
You shouldn't have to

22887. You Show Me Your Heart (And I'll Show You Mine)

You Show Me Your Heart (And I'll Show You Mine) - Tom T Hall 

You show me your heart and I'll show you mine
I'm not gettin' hurt anymore that's a promise I made me for sometime ago
I've never ran into things hard and unbending when I was just traveling slow
If it's down to this and I'm taking my chances I've just got one offer in mind
Let's see a teardrop whatever else you got
You show me your heart and I'll show you mine
You show me your heart and I'll show you mine
I'm weak and I'm uncertain in fact I'm still hurtin'
And hurt put on hurt just won't heal
So make me a promise you'll laugh when I laugh and you'll cry when I cry it's a deal
I'm strong and I'm able but weak and unstable when somebody steps on my mind
You have to be willin' the free milk I'm spillin'
You show me your heart and I'll show you mine
You show me your heart and I'll show you mine
There was a time I'd be willin' to risk just the day of my life on the nights
But if you've been away say at four in the morning the memories crawlin' by your side
If you want to take it or if you can just make it a one sided offer that's fine
I just got one proposition to make you you show me your heart and I'll show you mine
You show me your heart and I'll show you mine



22888. You Show Me Your Heart - Chords

You Show Me Your Heart
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

F   G7      F    C         G7            C
You show me your heart and I'll show you mine
I'm not gettin' hurt anymore
That's a promise I made me for some time ago
     F
I've never ran into things hard and unbending
                          C
When I was just traveling slow
If it's down to this and I'm taking my chances
I've just got one offer in mind
F                    C             F
Let's see a teardrop whatever else you got
    C                      G7            C
You show me your heart and I'll show you mine
F   G7      F    C         G7            C
You show me your heart and I'll show you mine
I'm weak and I'm uncertain in fact I'm still hurtin'
And hurt put on hurt just won't heal
   F
So make me a promise you'll laugh when I laugh
                                 C
And you'll cry when I cry it's a deal
I'm strong and I'm able but weak and unstable
When somebody steps on my mind
    F                      C             F
You have to be willin' the free milk I'm spillin'
    C                      G7            C
You show me your heart and I'll show you mine
F   G7      F    C         G7            C
You show me your heart and I'll show you mine
There was a time I'd be willin' to risk
Just the day of my life on the nights
    F
But if you've been away say at four in the morning
                              C
The memories crawlin' by your side
If you want to take it or if you can
Just make it a one sided offer that's fine
  F            C              F
I just got one proposition to make you
    C                      G7            C
You show me your heart and I'll show you mine
F   G7      F    C         G7            C
You show me your heart and I'll show you mine



22889. You Still Call Me Baby

You Still Call Me Baby
Sideline - Mountain Heart

[Verse 1]
On the day you first walked in that room, I knew
You were gonna be my baby
We courted and we loved beneath the harvest moon
And now you are my baby

[Chorus]
You're the prettiest girl I've seen
Hair of gold and eyes of green
I wanted you for my own
You're a cut above the rest
No one else could stand the test
And now you call me baby

[Verse 2]
It's been forty years now since we said "I do"
You're as pretty as ever
Your hair has turned gray now and mine has too
And we're growin' old together

[Chorus]
You're the prettiest girl I've seen
Hair of gold and eyes of green
I wanted you for my own
You're a cut above the rest
No one else could stand the test
And now you call me baby

[Chorus]
You're the prettiest girl I've seen
Hair of gold and eyes of green
I wanted you for my own
You're a cut above the rest
No one else could stand the test
And now you call me baby

[Outro]
Yeah, you still call me baby

22890. You Still Have A Place In My Heart

You Still Have A Place In My Heart
(Leon Payne)

If the one you'd think is true ever turns his back on you
You've still got a place in my heart
If every road you take proves you've made a big mistake
Baby you've still got a place in my heart



If I'm a fool to pray that you'll come back some day
Well then I'll know of million fools that love has turned that way
If the years should make you cry don't go on and live a lie
Baby you've still got a place in my heart
If the years should make you cry...

22891. You Take Me For Granted

You Take Me for Granted

My legs and my feet 
Have walked 'till they can't hardly move from tryin' to please you
And my back is sore 
From bendin' over backwards to just lay the world at your door.

I've tried so hard to keep a smile on a sad face while deep down 
It's breakin' my heart 
And as sure as the sunshines I'll be a lifetime 
Not knowin' if I've done my part

'Cause You Take Me For Granted And it's breakin' my heart 
As sure as the sunshines I'll be a lifetime 
Not knowin' if I've done my part.

22892. You Tell Me That I'm Falling Down

Linda Ronstadt - You Tell Me That I'm Falling Down

You tell me that I'm falling down
A drifter with no role
You tell me that I need a friend
To help me take control
Well let it be I'm not alone
I'm only lonely see
And you can't tell me where to go
Or what or who to be
I am exactly what I am
And not the way you'd like to see me be
I look outside long as I can
Then I close my eyes and watch my world unfold before me
I may not lead the simple life
I've no love of my own
If no one gives me all his heart
I'll manage with a loan
I'm very used to feeling sad
It doesn't make me cry
And yes I do know how to love
And what you say's a lie
I am exactly what I am



And not the way you'd like to see me be
I look outside long as I can
Then I close my eyes and watch my world unfold before me
You tell me that I'm falling down
A drifter with no role
You tell me that I need a friend
To help me take control
Well let it be I'm not alone
I'm only lonely see
And you can't tell me where to go
Or what or who to be
I am exactly what I am
And not the way you'd like to see me be
I look outside long as I can
Then I close my eyes and watch my world unfold before me

22893. You Think You Know Somebody

Todd Snider - You Think You Know Somebody

I think you know somebody
You think they know you
I think you know somebody
But man, you never do

Jackie used to live three blocks away from me
We used to throw a baseball and they'd climb his old oak tree
And we would sneak his old man' s cigarettes behind the picket fence
Swore that we would always be the best of friends
We would sit out on the curb and talk on summer nights
Until Jackie's daddy called him, and he took off like a light

The Friday nights were all the same, our high school senior year
We hung out at the river, we drank Black Label beer
And we would listen to the stories with all of our old friends
Maybe sneak, toke or two down where the river bends
Well, I remember how I said I'd drive him home on Friday night
Well, he said, "Go on without me, buddy, I'll be alright"

We went off to college to start our Freshman year
Well, I went off to school about an hour away from here
But you know Jackie, he took off, went to college out of state
He used to call me all the time, he used to tell me it was great
He said, "I'm coming home for Christmas and I hope you'll do the same"
And we'd said that he was coming but Jackie never came
I think you know somebody
You think they know you
I think you know somebody
But man, he never do

Well, the night he got married, well, I was his best man
He's moved back to town and now neighbors again
I've since found myself a wife, so now I'm married too



Our families get together every Sunday afternoon
His boy and my boy, they'd sit out and talk out at night
Until Jackie calls for his boy, and he takes off like a light

Last night I saw the flashing lights, I quickly ran outside
The neighbor lady told me that Jackie's youngest boy died
And I was shocked to see the cops had Jackie handcuffed in the car
Until this morning's paper told me that Jackie'd gone too far
And now they're saying Jackie, he ain't the only one to blame
'Cause battered children, they almost always grow up to do the same
And I think you know somebody
You think they know you
I think you know somebody
But man, you never do

22894. You Tied A Love Knot In My Heart

You Tied A Love Knot In My Heart
The Carter Family

You tied a love knot in my heart dear
When you said you'd be my bride
Oh how well I remember
As we strolled side by side

Leaves were falling all around us
Roses withered on the ground
You tied a love knot in my heart dear
That can never be unwound

The only thing that I have left now
Is this little string I've found
With a little love knot in it
That she held tight in her hand

As I stood there by your bedside
As I looked into your eyes
You tied a love knot in my heart dear
That can never be untied

There's a heart tonight that's lonely
There's a heart tonight that's sad
For God has took you from me
The best pal I ever had

She's gone to sing up in heaven
God needed her there by His side
You tied a love knot in my heart dear
That can never be untied



22895. You Took Advantage Of Me

Linda Ronstadt - You Took Advantage Of Me

I'm a sentimental sap that's all
What's the use of trying not to fall
I have no will, you made your kill
'Cause you took advantage of me
I'm just like an apple on a bough
And you're gonna shake me down somehow
So what's the use, you cooked my goose
'Cause you took advantage of me
I'm so hot and bothered that I don't know
My elbow from my ear
I suffer something awful each time you go
And much worse when you're near
Here I am with all my bridges burned
Just a babe in arms where you're concerned
So lock the doors and call me yours
'Cause you took advantage of me
I'm so hot and bothered that I don't know
My elbow from my ear
I suffer something awful each time you go
And much worse when you're near
Here I am with all my bridges burned
Just a babe in arms where you're concerned
So lock the doors and call me yours
'Cause you took advantage of me
Yeah you took advantage of me
Oh you took advantage of me

22896. You Took All The Ramblin' Out Of Me

The Boxcars - You Took All the Ramblin' Out of Me

You took all the ramblin' out of me, girl
With the finest lovin' I ever done seen
Now all I wanna do is sit home and play my little guitar
And sing songs about all the places that I've seen

Your country lovin' and your country cookin'
Done blown my mind and set me free
You took away all my urge to roam
All I wanna do is just hang around home
'Cause you took all the ramblin' out of me

How I wound up down here in Monroe
Somethin' I'm never gonna figure out it's true
But your sweet love settled me down
Made me quit all my ramblin' around
Now all I wanna do is sit home and go with you

And last night I heard a freight train through my window



And I couldn't help thinkin' as I heard that whistle scream
How that ol' lonesome sound
Don't make me itch and wanna move around
'Cause you took all the ramblin' out of me, yeah

You took all the ramblin' out of me, girl
With the finest lovin' I ever done seen
Now all I wanna do is sit home and play my little guitar
And sing songs about all the places that I've seen

Your country lovin' and your country cookin'
Done blown my mind and set me free
You took away all my urge to roam
Now all I wanna do is just hang around home
'Cause you took all the ramblin' out of me

One more time, sing it

You took all the ramblin' out of me, girl
With the finest lovin' I ever done seen
Now all I wanna do is sit home and play my little guitar
And sing songs about all the places that I've seen

22897. You Took Me Away

You Took Me Away - Kathy Kallick

Even though I told you to stay away and to do the honorable thing
You listened to the words behind my words
And you came and you took me away
I never will forget the look of the sky
I never will forget the day
You packed two bags and you got in the car
And you came and you took me away
CHORUS:
You took me away, you took me away
So my heart could sing out loud
And I can breathe and sleep at night
Because you took me away
Now, I had thought that love could ask me to crawl over broken glass
But love is so forgiving
And love never makes me ask
Now, there may not be an answer for every time that we cry
But we'll never cry alone and
Barely breathe and sit and wonder why

CHORUS
The steam lies on the window
And the moon is bright outside
I hear your voice in the other room
Where the fire is burning bright
There's books and flowers and a big yellow dog
Red berries in a big blue bowl



And I just rock and smile because
I'm so happy in my soul

CHORUS

22898. You Took My Sunshine Away - Chords

You Took My Sunshine Away 
Russell Moore & IIIrd Tyme Out

[Intro]
G    C  A  D
G    C  A  D
G
 
[Verse 1]
         G
Well, I hate to see the rain
     C            A
Beat on my windowpane
     D                             G
It reminds me of the day you went away
     G
Now all I do is yearn
     C                A
And pray for your return
     D                                G
And help to drive these rainy clouds away
 
 
[Chorus]
C
You took my sunshine
         G
On with you
                        D
But you left a sweet memory
        G
Of the day that we met
    C                A
And I still love you yet
        D                         G
And I wonder if you ever think of me
 
 
[Instrumental]
G    C  A  D
G    C  A  D
C    G     D
G    C  A  D  G
 
 
[Chorus]



C
You took my sunshine
         G
On with you
                        D
But you left a sweet memory
        G
Of the day that we met
    C                A
And I still love you yet
        D                         G
And I wonder if you ever think of me

22899. You Tried To Ruin My Name

You Tried to Ruin My Name 
Wilma Lee Cooper

CHORUS:  
You should go and hang your head in shame 
The way you tried to ruin my name 
You even tried, to put the blame on me  
when all along 'twas you, 
Who was breakin' every sacred vow 
You didn't worry where or how 
I hope that you are payin' for the way  
you left me crying here alone and blue
 
With your fast talk and your smile so sweet 
I let you sweep me off my feet 
Thought my life would be complete 
to have you for my very own
Like a sailboat with no wind around 
I had no power to turn you down 
You had your way with me 'til you grew tired 
and went your way and left me here alone, 
 
What a shame the way you made me fall 
I gave my heart, my soul my all 
In answer to your lovesick call in hope someday I'd be your wife, 
But the only thing you gave to me was bitter tears, and misery 
I may be wrong, but it seems to me that you should pay 
for what you've done 'cause you have ruined my life,

22900. You Two Timed Me One Time Too Often - Chords

You Two Timed Me One Time Too Often 
Doc Watson & Merle Watson



[Intro]
A E7 A
 
[Verse 1]
A                                  D
Everyone knows that you're untrue, honey you and me are through,
    A                         E7
You two timed me one time too often,
A                           D
I'm so tired of your abuse, guess I'd better turn you loose,
    A            E7           A     A6
You two timed me one time too often.
       E7                                 A
Theres nothing you can do or say, that'll make me change my mind,
B7                                E              E7
I found out the hard way, that a  man in love is always blind,
A                        D
I woke up and now I see, you've been playing games with me,
    A            E7           A
You two timed me one time too often.
 
[Instrumental]
A   D
A   E7
A   D
A E7 A
E7 A
B7 E
A  D
A  E7 A
 
[Verse 2]
A                              D
I'll go find somebody new, and you'll regret it when I do
    A                         E7
You two timed me one time too often,
A                                  D
All you did was take my heart, and make it ache and break apart
    A            E7           A
You two timed me one time too often.
    E7                                  A
And there's no use to stand around, and say you're sorry now,
B7                               E             E7
I'm no good at playing that, old second fiddle anyhow,
A                                  D
It's too late to make amends, this is where our courtin' ends,
    A            E7           A
You two timed me one time too often.

22901. You Want Everything But Me

Lefty Frizzell
You Want Everything but Me



You want this, you want that
A new dress, a new hat
You want everything you see
That money would buy, you get it or die
You want everything but me

And baby, someday if you don't change your ways
All alone you will be
'Cause you know that I will be saying goodbye
You want everything but me

When you buy a fur coat
You know [Incomprehensible]
And then you go out on a spree
Then I get all the bills for you have all the thrills
You want everything but me

And baby, someday if you don't change your ways
All alone you will be
'Cause you know that I will be saying goodbye
You want everything but me

You want this, you want that
A new dress, a new hat
You want everything you see
That money would buy, you get it or die
You want everything but me

And baby, someday if you don't change your ways
All alone you will be
'Cause you know that I will be saying goodbye
You want everything but me

22902. You Want Me To Change

You Want Me To Change
Hackensaw Boys - You Want Me To Change

[Verse 1]
You saw my needs
You set out to meet them
I tried to retreat
But you wouldn't let me
The ways of the world
How things get sold
It's good to be true
Better to be bold

[Verse 2]
Just like a friend
Welcomes you knowing
That I was lost then



But still I was rolling
I followed her home
We sat on her stoop
She wanted to show me
Her rooftop chicken coop

[Chorus]
You want me to change but I won't
You want me to change but I won't
You want me to change but I won't
You want me to change but I won't

[Verse 3]
Out with the old
And in with the old
It's good to be true
Better to be gold
So do as I say
Not as I said
You don't need to worry
Let it go instead

[Chorus]
You want me to change but I won't
You want me to change but I won't
You want me to change but I won't
You want me to change but I won't
You want me to change but I won't
You want me to change but I won't
You want me to change but I won't
You want me to change

22903. You Were Gone

Crooked Still
You Were Gone

There's a hill I cannot get to
No matter how I try
Would you tell me the fastest way to you
And I'll fly

On that hill you built a castle
Made of leaves and sticks and stones
You had no dreams of grandeur
Just a place to call your own

There you stood and saw the glory
On the land o'er which you reigned
There you stood and the glory and the pain, oh the pain
There you stood and saw the glory and the pain

There's a hill across the ocean



Down a road that's lined with green
It was there I first saw you
When I was eighteen

When you spoke I couldn't hear you
I held the can up to my ear
All your words had gotten lost among
The tattered twine and tears

All of those days that we went swimming
I never could swim upstream like you
All of those nights that went diving
I never could dive as deep as you
How did I know that I was weary
I fell asleep right next you
All of that time my heart was heavy

I tried to climb your mountain
I pushed the rock uphill
Oh, I tried to climb your mountain
But I slipped against my will

So I found myself a backway
Saddled up my roan
Oh, I found myself a backway and
I made it to your home

But you were gone before I got there
Gone back from where you came
You were gone before I called your pretty name, pretty name
You were gone before I called your pretty name

Before you saw the glory and the pain

22904. You Were in Love

You Were in Love
Kathy Kallick

I took a minute to think of you before I sailed upon a silent sea
I took the time to review the careful kinds of things you always said to me
You never said you were in love
You only told me just enough
You never said you were in love
You only said that it was circumstance
You didn't think it wise to take that kind of chance
We didn't have to fly, we only wanted one slow dance
Let's dance

It doesn't always take a fool to ask a simple question give an answer yes or no
A fool ain't gonna see the writing on the wall, hit you on the head, you know-it-all
You never said you were in love
You talked about a lot of stuff



You never said you were in love
Did you think you were the only one to ever think of that
The man with all the facts
Was it a cautious act or was it ceremonial chat
Chit-chat

If we had never had a single kiss, we wouldn't find ourselves in a fix like this
But when you think of all the empty faces in a single day, too bad you didn't say
You were in love, you never said
You only acted so stuck up
I should have known
You were in love
It took the distance of a thousand nights
And all the time of space
To finally see the brightest light

Heart on my sleeve, out on a limb
I'm lost at sea, no help in sight
I should have known
You were in love

[Darlin', you send me ... ]

22905. You Were Mine

Dixie Chicks - You Were Mine

I can't find a reason to let go
Even though you've found a new love
And she's what your dreams are made of
I can find a reason to hang on
What went wrong can be forgiven
Without you, it ain't worth livin' alone

Sometimes I wake up crying at night
And sometimes I scream out your name
What right does she have to take you away
When for so long you were mine?

I took out all the pictures of our wedding day
It was a time of love and laughter
Happy ever after
But even those old pictures have begun to fade
Please tell me she's not real
And that you're really coming home to stay

Sometimes I wake up crying at night
And sometimes I scream out your name
What right does she have to take your heart away
When for so long you were mine?

I can give you two good reasons
To show you love's not blind



He's two and she's four and you know
They adore you
So how can I tell them you've changed your mind

Sometimes I wake up crying at night
And sometimes I scream out your name
What right does she have to take your heart away
When for so long you were mine?

I remember when you were mine

22906. You Were On My Mind

Nanci Griffith - You Were on My Mind

When I got up this morning
You were on my mind
You were on my mind
I got some aches, and whoa-oh
I got some pains, and whoa-oh
I got some wounds to bind
So I went to the corner
Just to ease my pain
Just to ease my pain
I got drunk, and whoa-oh
I got sick, and whoa-oh
I came home again
Well I woke up this morning
You were on my mi-i-i-ind and
You were on my mind
I got troubles, whoa-oh
I got worries, whoa-oh
I got wounds to bind
And I got a feeling
Down in my sho-oo-oo-oes, said
Way down in my sho-oo-oes
I got to move on, whoa-oh
I got to travel, whoa-oh
I got to walk away my blues
When I woke up this morning
You were on my mind
You were on my mind
I got some aches, and whoa-oh
I got some pains, and whoa-oh
I got some wounds to bind

22907. You Were On My Mind This Morning - Chords



You Were On My Mind This Morning 
Hot Rize

[Verse]
G                                                        C
You were on my mind this morning, you were on my mind today.
G                                                        C
We had our good times together, we sure had our special ways.
D                                                                  C
I guess those happy days are gone now, just like water through my hands.
D                                                  C
Wonder if I'll ever see you, ever kiss your lips again.
 
[Instrumental]
  G      C      G      C
  D      C      D      C
 
G                                                       C
If you hear me and I'm singing, some old lonesome song like this.
G                                                       C
You'll know I'm not over you and I am longing for your kiss.
D                                                           C
Wish that I could linger longer, sit down in some evening shade.
D                                                             C
But you know I have to ramble, guess that's just the way I'm made.
 
G                                                        C
You were on my mind this morning, you were on my mind today.
G                                                        C
We had our good times together, we sure had our special ways.
 
[Instrumental]
  D      C      D      C
 
G                                                       C
Things were going good and I was flush and I was fancy fine,
G                                                      C
threw it all away on women, whiskey, cards, dice, and wine.
D                                                     C
I will roll and I will tumble, I will rise and fall again.
D                                                   C
Ridin' on this roller coaster, doesn't ever seem to end.
 
[Instrumental]
  G      C      G      C
  D      C      D      C
 
G                                                            C
I would leave this town this morning, I would leave this town today,
G                                                     C
If I thought you'd have me back I would soon be on my way.
D                                                                      C
The lame would get up and start to walking and the blind would somehow see.
D                                                   C
If ever I forgot about you, all the things you meant to me.
 
[Outro]
G                                                        C



You were on my mind this morning, you were on my mind today.
G                                                        C
We had our good times together, we sure had our special ways.

22908. You Were Only Fooling - Chords

You Were Only Fooling
Country Gentlemen

[G] YOU WERE ONLY FOOL[B7]ING,
WHILE [C] I WAS FALL[D7]ING IN [G] LOVE
[G] IT'S A STO[D7]RY AS OLD AS AD[Em]AM AND EVE
[A] I WAS MAKING LOVE, WHILE YOU WERE MAK[D7]ING BELIEVE

YOU LI[G]ED TO ME WITH KISS[B7]ES
I [C] TRY TO ST[D7]OP DREAMING [G] OF
BUT [D7] YOU WERE ONLY FOOL[G]ING [Em] ME
WHILE [A] I WAS FALL[D7]ING IN [G] LOVE

22909. You Will Be My Ain True Love

Alison Krauss - You Will Be My Ain True Love 
Reeltime Travelers

You'll walk unscathed through musket fire,
no ploughman's blade will cut thee down,
no cutlass pull will mark thy face
and you will be my ain true love,
and you will be my ain true love

And as you walk through death's dark veil,
the cannon's thunder can't prevail,
and those who hunt thee down will fail,
and you will be my ain true love,
and you will be my ain true love.

Asleep inside the cannon's mouth,
the captain cries, "here comes the rout,"
they'll seek to find me north and south,
i've gone to find my ain true love.

The field is cut and bleeds too red.
the cannon balls fly round my head,
the infirm'ry man may count me dead,
when i've gone to find my ain true love,
i've gone to find my ain true love.



22910. You Will Change Me - Chords

You Will Change Me 
Joy Kills Sorrow

[Verse]
     D
Let's hide
   Dmaj7
At 2AM on a cold night
      D7
You'll find,
       G                                                     Em
In the darkness, you won't see me, in the silence, you won't hear me
                   G
And in the distance, you won't feel me
     D
Let's sing
   Dmaj7
Of dark beauty and mystery
     D7
We'll swing
         G                                                  Em
From the branches by your pond, we'll be slow, but we won't take too long
                             G
And in the end, our love will hold strong
 
[Chorus]
A                               Bm
Maybe, one day, you'll just feel the night
A                                    Bm
Find my heart with a wishbone by the moonlight
    C          Bm           Am           G
The stars will cry, they'll light the sky
         D
You will change me
     D
Let's play
         Dmaj7
With the man on the moon we'll laugh the night
 D7
Away
        G                                          Em
Tell me stories about the past, hold me tight until the last
                          G
We will move, but we won't go too fast
 
[Chorus]
A                               Bm
Maybe, one day, you'll just feel the night
A                                    Bm
Find my heart with a wishbone by the moonlight
    C          Bm           Am           G
The stars will cry, they'll light the sky
         D
You will change me
 



[Solo]
D G Em
D G Em
D G Em
D
 
[Verse]
     D
Let's sleep
Dmaj7
Close our eyes and fall into night
     D7
We'll leap
     G                                        Em
Into places that our dreams never used to dare to go
 
[Bridge]
        Bm      A
We were holding on
                G
Too tight for us to know
                Bm       A
That things are better on
    F#m       Em
The other side
 
[Chorus]
A                               Bm
Maybe, one day, you'll just feel the night
A                                    Bm
Find my heart with a wishbone by the moonlight
    C          Bm           Am           G
The stars will cry, they'll light the sky
A                               Bm
Maybe, one day, you'll just feel the night
A                                    Bm
Find my heart with a wishbone by the moonlight
    C          Bm           Am           G
The stars will cry, they'll light the sky
         D
You will change me

22911. You Win Again

You Win Again
Osborne Brothers
Flying Burrito Brothers - Roy Acuff

The news is out, all over town 
That you've been seen, a-runnin' round 
I know that I should leave but then 
I just can't go, you win again 



This heart of mine could never see 
What everybody knew but me 
Just trusting you was my great sin 
What can I do, you win again 

I'm sorry for your victim now
'Cause soon his head like mine will bow 
You'll use his heart, but all in vain 
And someday say, you win again 

You have no heart, you have no shame 
You take true love and give the blame 
I guess that I should not complain 
I love you still, you win again

22912. You Won

Rodney Crowell - You Won

[Verse 1]
There was a world outside my door
I wasn't in touch with anymore
There was a way I used to feel
I knew what was and wasn't real
You built a bridge, I tore it down
I felt safe on shaky ground
And I was a master of despair
Making believe I didn't care

[Chorus]
I shouldn't be standing here today
After all the crazy things I've done
I'm ready to fall and that's OK
I ran as far as I could run
You won

[Verse 2]
Out of a world turned upside down
It took some time to come around
Out of a dream you made me whole
Yes you did
You lit a fire down in my soul

[Chorus] [x2]
I shouldn't be standing here today
After all the crazy things I've done
I'm ready to fall and that's OK
I ran as far as I could run
You won
I shouldn't be standing here today
After all the crazy things I've done
I'm ready to fall and that's OK
I ran as far as I could run



You won

[Verse 3]
I'm ready to fall
I thought I knew what I was doing
I thought I was in control
I thought nobody could slow me down
But what did I know
I was just a kid, a motherless child
No one to watch over me I was running wild
Free of all responsibility till my life
And my love for myself caught up with me
Yeah, it caught up with me
And now I'm (ready to fall), yes I am
So ready

22913. You Won't Be Satisfied That Way

Bill Monroe - You Won't Be Satisfied That Way

I'll leave you now if you don't want me
I'll leave you anytime you say
But when I'm gone, no more to see you
You won't be satisfied that way

I tried to tell you how I loved you
And I tried to prove it night and day
But when I'm gone, no more to see you
You won't be satisfied that way

I'll leave you now if you don't want me
I'll leave you anytime you say
But when I'm gone, no more to see you
You won't be satisfied that way

I tried to tell you how I loved you
And I tried to prove it night and day
But when I'm gone, no more to see you
You won't be satisfied that way

You won't be satisfied that way

22914. You Won't Ever Forget Me

Ernest Tubb 
You Won't Ever Forget Me

You tell me tonight that we're parting
You tell me that we are through



You're sorry you say that it's over
But that you have found somebody new

But before you leave me my darling
Before you go far away
Please listen to me for I love you
Dear and I have a few words to say

You won't ever forget me
No matter how hard you'd try
And when it's too late my darling
You will wish you had not said goodbye

So be sure to your heart you're not lying
Be sure you don't still love me yet
It's easy to find a new love
But an old love is hard to forget

So dear take this thought along with you
Wherever you happen to be
Your lips may be true to another
But your heart will be crying for me

Cause you won't ever forget me
No matter how hard you'd try
And when it's too late my darling
You will wish you had not said goodbye

22915. You Wouldn't Do That to Me

Robbie Fulks - You Wouldn't Do That to Me

It must have been someone else I saw last night
Kissing another man and holding him in arms so tight
And though I was badly shaken
I must have been mistaken
'Cause you wouldn't do that to me, would you, dear?
You wouldn't do that to me
There must be some problem with the telephone
Every time I answer, all I hear is a dial tone
And sometimes it sounds to me
Like a man hanging up quietly
But you wouldn't do that to me, would you, dear?
You wouldn't do that to me
We never had secrets and we never will
There's nothing between us the passage of time couldn't heal
But still I am plagued by this feeling that something is wrong
That something is happening I should have known all along
It must be the season for April Fools
I haven't laughed so hard since we were kids in grammar school
And when I read your goodbye note
I knew it had to be some kind of joke
'Cause you wouldn't do that to me, would you, dear?



You wouldn't do that to me

22916. You Wouldn't Know Love

You Wouldn't Know Love
Mike Dowling
Nashville Bluegrass Band

Key of F 
Intro 
/ F / F / Bb / C7 / F / F / 
Verse 1 
/ Dm / Am / Bb / Bb / F / F / C7 / C7 / 
 Put my suitcase by the door, like every time before, you say let's try once more 
/ Dm / Am / Bb / Bb / F / F / 
 But now I know that love takes two, to see it through 
/ G7 / G7 / C7 / C7 / 
 But these feelings that I have will never mean as much to you. 
Verse 2 
/ Dm / Am / Bb / Bb / F / F / C7 / C7 / 
 You know the law about a moon-lit night, candle light, burning bright 
/ Dm / Am / Bb / Bb / F / F / 
 and you know how to play the part, listening from the heart 
/ G7 / G7 / C7 / C7 / 
 but you turn each word against me like some lover's martial art 
Chorus 
 / F / F / Bb / F 
You wouldn't know love, if it reached right out and held you 
 / Dm / Dm / Bb / C7 
You wouldn't know love, if it cried and walked the floor, 
 / Dm / Dm / Bb / F / F 
You never know how, how hard I tried to please you, 
 / F / F / Bb / C7 / F / F / 
You wouldn't know love, if it walked right out the door. 
Verse 3 
/ Dm / Am / Bb / Bb / F / F / C7 / C7 / 
 Pretty words roll off your tongue for me, your poetry flows easily 
/ Dm / Am / Bb / Bb / F / F / 
 Words aren't always what they first appear, now the illusions clear 
/ G7 / G7 / C7 / C7 / 
 When I look around there is only smoke and mirrors. 
Chorus 
 / F / F / Bb / F 
You wouldn't know love, if it reached right out and held you 
 / Dm / Dm / Bb / C7 
You wouldn't know love, if it cried and walked the floor, 
 / Dm / Dm / Bb / F / F 
You never know how, how hard I tried to please you, 
 / F / F / Bb / C7 / F / F / 
You wouldn't know love, if it walked right out the door. 
 / Bb / C7 / C7 / F / F/// / 
if it walked right out    .. the door.



22917. You Wrecked Up My Heart

Buddy Miller - You Wrecked up My Heart

You wrecked up my heart
With your careless love
Took me all apart
Now the damage is done
My minds is all in pieces
It's way beyond repair
You wrecked up my heart and you don't care
You use to be so sweet to me
I follow you right out on the ledge
And when I took that lovers leap
Well baby you pushed me right over the edge
You wrecked up my heart
With your careless love
Took me all apart
Now the damage is done
My minds is all in pieces
It's way beyond repair
You wrecked up my heart and you don't care
I guess I should have looked both ways
When I pulled out on the highway of your love
Cause you were moving way too fast
And now I just one more hit and run

22918. You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To

You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To
Hot Strings

You'd be so nice to come home to
You'd be so nice by the fire
While the breeze on high sang a lullaby
You'd be all that I could desire

Under stars chilled by the winter
Under an August moon burning above
You'd be so nice, you'd be paradise
To come home to and love

Under stars chilled by the winter
Under an August moon burning above
You'd be so nice, you'd be paradise
To come home to and love



22919. You'd Be So Nice To Come Home To

You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To
Hot Strings

You'd be so nice to come home to
You'd be so nice by the fire
While the breeze on high sang a lullaby
You'd be all that I could desire

Under stars chilled by the winter
Under an August moon burning above
You'd be so nice, you'd be paradise
To come home to and love

Under stars chilled by the winter
Under an August moon burning above
You'd be so nice, you'd be paradise
To come home to and love

22920. You'd Better Get Right Little Darling

You'd Better Get Right Little Darling
Stanley Brothers - Sweaty Already String Band

   You'd better get right little darling
   And quit all this running round
   You'd better get right little darling
   I'm gonna tear your playhouse down

You told me once there was no other
But now you've gone far away
I'll always think of you my darling
And pray we'll meet again some day

Many nights I wait for you love
While your painting up the town
Now if your gonna keep on cheating
I'm gonna tear your playhouse down

22921. You'll Always Be My Baby

You'll Always Be My Baby 
Larry Stephenson
 
I wake up in the morning, and you're not lying there 
The good times love and laughter 
We no longer share, 
Day by day I go on missing you 
And I hope that someday maybe 



We can work things out, if not 
You'll always be my baby 
 
CHORUS: 
You'll always be my baby 
Even though you're not around 
Your memories will haunt me 
Every time I lay me down, 
I've ried, to put you in my past 
Even though there's a maybe 
That we can work things out, if not 
You'll always be my baby 
 
How I've taken you for granted 
Oh I know that I've been wrong 
Time apart good memories 
Will make us both grow strong, 
It's so hard when I'm away from you 
Still I hope that there's a maybe 
That we can work things out, if not 
You'll always be my baby 
  
That we can work things out, if not 
You'll always be my baby

22922. You'll Always Be My Baby

You'll Always Be My Baby - Alan Jackson

First steps, first words
Seems like yesterday you were just a girl
Skinned knees, climbing trees
All those memories so close to me

Now you're a woman on your own
All in love and nearly gone

But you'll always be my baby
No matter where you are
You'll always be my baby
Forever in my heart

Sixteen, first car
Twenty-one and there's a broken heart
High heels, strong will
In my eyes I see a young child still

But you're a woman on your own
All in love and nearly gone

But you'll always be my baby
No matter where you are
You'll always be my baby



Forever in my heart

So I say a prayer everyday
That God will guide you as you find your way
You know that I'm near
Anytime my love is always here

'Cause you'll always be my baby
No matter where you are
You'll always be my baby
Forever in my heart
Forever in my heart
Forever in my heart

22923. You'll Always Be My Blue Eyed Darling

You'll Always Be My Blue Eyed Darling
Audie Blaylock

Eight weeks ago the night we parted
My blue skies now have turned to grey
Alone I hang my head in sorrow
No other love can take your place

You'll always be my blue eyed darlin'
I'll always love you as today
But when you left me for another
You broke my heart a million ways

It makes no difference where you wander
It makes no difference where you stray
You'll always be my blue eyed darlin'
No other love could take your place

22924. You'll Always Be Special To Me

Dolly Parton - You'll Always Be Special To Me 
(Merle Haggard)

To you I may never be more than a friend
But you'll always be special to me
To you I may never be closer than I am
But you'll always be special to me
Maybe I set my sights too high to be real
I may be wrong, but love is strong
And I can't hide how I feel
To you I may never be closer than I am
But you'll always be special to me
Maybe I set my sights too high to be real



But love is strong, I may be wrong
But I can't hide how I feel
To you I may never be closer than I am
But you'll always be special to me

22925. You'll Always Be Special To Me

You'll Always Be Special To Me
(Merle Haggard)

Mhm to you I may never be more than just a friend
But you'll always be special to me
To you I may never be closer than I am
But you'll always be special to me.

Maybe I set my sights too high to be real
I may be wrong but love is strong and I can't hide how I feel
To you I may never be more than just a friend
But you'll always be special to me.

--- Instrumental ---
(You'll always be special to me.)

Maybe I set my sights too high to be real
I may be wrong but love is strong and I can't hide how I feel
To you I may never be more than just a friend
But you'll always be special to me.

You'll always be special to me...

22926. You'll Be Back - Chords

You'll Be Back
sung by the Statler Brothers

C / / / 2 / / / 3 / / / 4 /
 C7 F
All my friends ask what can they do to help me
 C Am F
Get over you, but I'm not blue or broken in 2
Dm7 G7 C
 Why should I miss you?

CHORUS:
 C7
'Cause you'll be back every night in my dreams
 F C
You'll be back, & it won't even seem like you're gone
C7 F C



No I won't be alone
 G G7 C
'Cause you'll be back every night in my dreams

Verse 2:
Walk the floor & cry until dawn, walk the floor
& sit by the phone? Oh no, not me
Why worry & moan just because you're gone?

(chorus x2)
 F C F C
I'll see you in my dreams, dreams, dreams

22927. You'll Be With Me All The Way - Chords

You'll Be With Me All The Way 
Darrell Scott

[Intro]
C D G D G
 
 
[Verse]
G                         C
Take this restless hobo's heart
                          G
Take this dreamer without dreams
                          C
Take the sadness with the love
                   G D G
Take the love with everything
                   Am7
Like you've stood through it all
C                          E G  C
You're still standing here today
                        Am7  G  D
And I've known it all along
G          D              C  G  D C G
You'll be with me all the way
                           C
Though the times have been hard
                          G
And the pleasures quickly gone
 
                             C
But as we passed through the shadows, baby
                        G
You kept shining on and on
 
              Am7  C
Like a river overflowing
                     Em D
You have carried me away



              C      G            Am   G D
And it's your love that you keep showing
                           G C G
 
[Interlude]
C Am G C D G D C G
 
 
[Chorus]
 
You'll be with me all the way
G                       C
Take this message to my mother
                         G
Say her rambling boy is home
                                C
Won't you tell her to be happy now?
                   G
I'll no longer be alone
Am                        C
Take the pictures she will give you
D              Em    D
From a time so far away
C                               Am
And won't you tell her as you're leaving
D           G  D C  G Am C D Em D C Am G D G D C G
(Tell her)
You'll be with me all the way

22928. You'll Find God

You'll Find God

Rising tides, tempest lies
From the day you're born
You could roll and never know
The calm inside the stone
That's ragin' on

And when the waves get to rockin'
And you're the lightning run
Don't forget to search in the back
Of your boat, fast asleep
You'll find God

Darkness falls, a furious wall
Your fear grows 20 feet high
He talks to wind, He walks upon it
An answer to our cry
Saying, 'It is I'

And when the waves get to rockin'
And you're the lightning run



Don't forget to search in the back
Of your boat, fast asleep
You'll find God
You'll find God

Who is He, the wind and the sea
Listen and obey
If these things know He is King
Then why are you afraid?
Don't be afraid

And when the waves get to rockin'
And you're the lightning run
Don't forget to search in the back
Of your boat, fast asleep
You'll find God
You'll find God

You'll find God
You'll find God
You'll find God

22929. You'll Find Her Name Written There

You'll Find Her Name Written There
Bill Monroe

No more no more she'll walk this earth
Her face like a beautiful flower
But all alone there's a marble stone
You'll find her name written there

A new voice rings where the angel sings
A voice so pure and so fair
But if you look in the heavenly book
You'll find her name written there

I'm all alone since the dawn of fate
Left me in the deepest despair
But if you wait at the pearly gates
You'll find her name written there

I breathe her name into the air
It goes and I know not where
But if you look to the heart of a friend
You'll find her name written there

22930. You'll Forget



You'll Forget

Oh, darling, I ve heard you are going away 
The message is haunting me yet 
Are you intending to come back again 
Oh, sweetheart don't ever forget

chorus 
Kiss me again if you're going away 
Just like you did when we met 
Let your sweet lips make the promise again 
But darling I know you'll forget

You'll soon forget all the vows that you've made 
When you are out of my sight 
You'll find another and then you'll forget 
The heart you are casting aside

Kiss me again if you're going away 
But I'am sure I'll regret 
Just like the others you held in your arms 
I'll be the next one you forget

You ask me to wait til you make up your mind 
You say you're not ready to wed 
So down through the ages, I'll pray for the time 
But sweetheart , I know you'll forget

CHORUS

22931. You'll Get No More Of Me

You'll Get No More Of Me
Hazel Dickens

As you go from me you want all that's left
The last thread of pride in my heart
'Til you've wrung the last teardrop from my eye
You won't be satisfied.

   So take your cold unloving heart
   Your eyes too blinded to see
   You've never found the door to this heart of mine
   You'll get no more of me.

You wrecked my heart like a cruel winter storm
Bending my branches so low
Oh your wayward heart and your tortured soul
Leave no memory worthy to hold.

So I'll take back my heart from the willow bough
I'll hang my tears out to dry
I'll hang my head in sorrow no more
And no more tears will I cry.



22932. You'll Go To Your Church

You'll go to your Church 
Bill Clifton

You'll go to your church
And I'll go to mine.
But let's walk along together.
Our fathers build them side by side,
But let's walk along together

Ref:
The road is rough
And the way is long.
But we'll help each other over.
You'll go to your church
And I'll go to mine,
But let's walk along together

You'll go to your church
And I'll go to mine,
But let's walk along together
Our heavently father is the same,
So let's walk along together.

Ref:

22933. You'll Look For Me - Chords

You'll Look For Me
Written and recorded by Waylon Jennings

C                         F
There'll come a time girl you'll look for me
A#                 F             C         
In each horizon in each face you see
                          F
You'll look for love like love used to be
A#                        F               C
There'll come a time girl you'll look for me

G7                  C      
Look all around you if you have the time
        F                   G7
Look at me once more if you can
                           C
You once said you loved me now you've changed your mind
F                           G7
But you'll change your mind again



C                         F
There'll come a time girl you'll look for me
A#                 F             C         
In each horizon in each face you see
                          F
You'll look for love like love used to be
A#                        F               C
There'll come a time girl you'll look for me

                          F
There'll come a time girl you'll look for me
A#                 F             C         
In each horizon in each face you see
                          F
You'll look for love like love used to be
A#                        F               C
There'll come a time girl you'll look for me

22934. You'll Make Our Shack A Mansion

You'll Make Our Shack A Mansion

Since I've been gone my Mammy says the old place ain't the same
The old hound dog is growing old and old Dobbin's getting lame
She says the place needs happy shouts of a young and rowdy crew
And that is why I won't be shy when I say this speech to you

Oh I'm waitin' lettle gal fot the time I'll win your hand
Take you back where I was born down in old Dixie Land
The old home place will brighten up, everything will be so gay
You'll make our shach a mansion when I bring you home to stay

Well the folks will all be happy when we come up the lane
Pa and Ma and Grand Pap will be smiling once again
They'll be so glad to welcome us to the old place on the hill
Cause I know what kind of folks they like and you sure fill the bill

* Refrain

Well you'll fit right in the circle around the old fire place
There'll be a look of pleasure on every smiling face
We'll be happier than the richest folk, won't worry night or day
You'll make our shack a mansion when I bring you home to stay

* Refrain

22935. You'll Need Someone To Hold You



You'll Need Someone To Hold You (Larry W. Jones 12/06/2007) 

Your old suitcase is ready at the door
And you told him you couldn't take no more
You'll be on your own when you say goodbye
You'll need someone to hold you when you cry
You'll need someone to talk to when you're blue
Someone you can trust, who will walk with you
I can be that someone, just let me try
You'll need someone to hold you when you cry
- instrumental -
You'll need someone to talk to when you're blue
Someone you can trust, who will walk with you
Weather's cold but you know it's time to go 
No one to hold you when you're feeling low
He told you the last time the same old lie
You'll need someone to hold you when you cry
You'll need someone to talk to when you're blue
Someone you can trust, who will walk with you
I can be that someone, just let me try
You'll need someone to hold you when you cry

22936. You'll Never Be The Sun - Chords

(You'll) Never Be The Sun
Recorded by Emmylou Harry, Dolly Parton, Linda Ronstadt
Written by Donagh Long

C      G7           C                  F
You'll never be the sun turning in the sky
G7                   C                          F
And you won't be the moon above us on a moonlit night
    G7               C                                     F
And you won't be the stars in heaven although they burn so bright
G7              C             F        G7     C
But even on the deepest ocean you will be the light
        G7         C                             F
You may not always shine as you go barefoot over stone
G7              C                               F
You might be so long together or you might walk alone
    G7                  C                                       F
And you won't find that love comes easy but that love is always right
G7               C                  F        G7     C
So even when the dark clouds gather you will be the light
    G7
And if you lose the part inside
     C                                    G7
When loves turns round on you leaving the past behind
E7                Am          E7     Am
Is knowing you'll do like you always do 
        D7                    G7
Holding you blind keeping you true
Repeat #1
F        G7     C     F        G7     C



You will be the light you will be the light
More songs by 
Donagh Long

22937. You'll Never Know (How Much It Hurts)

The Osborne Brothers - You'll Never Know (How Much It Hurts) 
(Don Gibson)

You'll never know how much you'll miss
The one that you love till she's gone you'll never know
You'll never know how much you'll be
Left all alone till she's gone you'll never know.
You'll wonder why you're gonna stop the pain
Or how you'll cry and want her back again
You'll wish a thousand times you haven't said me things
You'll wonder if the sorrow and regret will be in vain
You'll never know how much it hurts
To know you were wrong till she's gone you'll never know.

--- Instrumental ---

You'll never know how much you'll miss
The one that you love till she's gone you'll never know
You'll never know how much you'll be
Left all alone till she's gone you'll never know.
You'll wOr how you'll cry and want her back again
You'll wish a thousand times you haven't said me things
You'll wonder if the sorrow and regret will be in vain
You'll never know how much it hurts
To know you were wrong till she's gone you'll never know.
Wonder why you're gonna stop the pain...

22938. You'll Never Know - Chords

You'll Never Know
Allison Moorer

[Intro]
C / C
 
[Verse]
C                         C                     Em / Em
Sometimes I don't know if I should even talk at all
                    F / F                        Fm / Fm
Words just fall to pieces banging up against the wall
C                        C                      Em / Em
They don't ever come out right now matter how I try
                    F / F                        Fm    Fm



Then inside I'm screaming cause I can't seem to find a way
      Am        C7
I can say what I feel inside
 
 
[Chorus]
        F                F                Am
I don't want to hide the things I need to tell you
   C              D / D
I stumble so out in my throat
            Dm            G / G / G7 / G7
I guess you'll never know.
 
 
[Verse]
C                       C                       Em / Em
If I could I'd plant a seed and make a blossom grow
                    F / F                        Fm / Fm
Lets colors flow around you and maybe they would show you the way
      Am                C7
to my world and what I feel inside.
 
 
[Chorus]
        F                F                Am
I don't want to hide the things I need to tell you
   C              D / D
I stumble so out in my throat
            Dm            G / G , G7
I guess you'll never know.
 
C / C / Em / Em / F / F / Fm / G7 / Am
 
 
[Chorus]
       C7
What I feel inside
        F                F                Am
I don't want to hide the things I need to tell you
   C              D / D
I stumble so out in my throat
               Dm
it all remains untold
G                   C / C / Em / Em / F / F / Fm / Fm / C
  So I guess you'll never know.

22939. You'll Never Leave Harlan Alive

You'll Never Leave Harlan Alive
Darrell Scott - Kathy Mattea

In the deep dark hills of eastern Kentucky
That's the place where I trace my bloodline



And it's there I read on a hillside gravestone
You will never leave Harlan alive

Oh my granddad's dad walked down Katahrins Mountain
And he asked Tillie Helton to be his bride
Said won't you walk with me out of the mouth of this holler
Or we'll never leave Harlan alive

    Where the sun comes up about ten in the morning
    And the sun goes down about three in the day
    And you fill your cup with whatever bitter brew you're drinking
    And you spend your life just thinkin' of how to get away

No one ever knew there was coal in them mountains
'Til a man from the Northeast arrived
Waving hundred dollar bills he said I'll pay ya for your minerals
But he never left Harlan alive

Granny sold out cheap and they moved out west of Pineville
To a farm where big Richland River winds
I bet they danced them a jig laughed and sang a new song
Who said we'd never leave Harlan alive

But the times got hard and tobacco wasn't selling
And ole granddad knew what he'd do to survive
He went and dug for Harlan coal and sent the money back to granny
But he never left Harlan alive

22940. You'll Never Love Me Now

You'll Never Love Me Now

Admitting you're to blame
Won't heal my wounded pride
It's too late to be ashamed
I've already stepped aside

Just let me live again
And please don't come around
If you never loved me then
You'll never love me now

You fooled me all the way
Each time you held me tight
But when darkness turned to day
Then I finally saw the light

When I really needed you
That's when you let me down
If you never loved me then
You'll never love me now

Just let me live again



And please don't come around
If you never loved me then
You'll never love me now

22941. You'll Never Walk Alone

You'll Never Walk Alone
Sara Watkins - You'll Never Walk Alone

[Verse 1]
When you walk through a storm
Hold your head up high
And don't be afraid of the dark

[Verse 2]
At the end of a storm
There's a golden sky
And the sweet silver song of a lark

[Verse 3]
Walk on through the wind
Walk on through the rain
Though your dreams be tossed and blown

[Verse 4]
Walk on, walk on
With hope in your heart
And you'll never walk alone

[Outro]
You'll never walk alone

22942. You'll Still Be In My Heart

Ernest Tubb And The Texas Troubadours 
You'll Still Be In My Heart

There was a time when you were mine and my heart knew no pain
But since that time sweetheart I find there's been an awful change
The love I knew has proved untrue and now we're far apart
No matter how you treat me now you'll still be in my heart

I understand your many plans I brought you wealth and pride
With all your gold when love is cold you'll be dis-satisfied
You were untrue because you knew I loved you from the start
Though you find bliss in another's kiss you'll still be in my heart

I can't erase the lovely face no matter how I try
When friends we knew just mention you I hang my head and cry



You turned me down because you found you play the leadin' part
Those lonely years I'll spend in tears you'll still be in my heart

My one request when I lay to rest the future has in store
On that sad day beneath the clay to sleep forever more
Should you be there in deep despair when burning teardrops start
Please, don't forget I love you yet you'll still be in my heart

22943. You're A Real Good Friend

Red Foley & Ernest Tubb 
You're A Real Good Friend

When I was broke and blue I gave advice to you
Ah you're a true blue friend you helped me pay my rent
I charged you ten percent ah that's what I call a real good friend
When I was sick ol' scout you took my girl friend out
On me you can depend oh what a pal you were
I even married her you're a real good friend

Here's a cigar or two that's mighty nice of you
You're a real good friend but don't stand too close to me
It might go off you see you're a real good friend
I borrowed your car last night you brought it back alright
Smashed from end to end I may have had a crash
But I filled it up with gas you're a real good friend

I told some folks the facts about your income tax
Now you're a real good friend but who did you tell it to
Internal revenue now you're a real good friend
If I should ever be governor of Tennessee
I'll prove my friendship then oh what will you do for me
Dog catcher you will be you're a real good friend

I recorded a song you wrote I sang it note for note
Well, thanks my real good friend I think it will be a hit
So I put my name on it now you're a real good friend
Let's sing a sweet duet we'll make a team I'll bet
Let our voices blend I'll sing the melody
I'll sing the harmony cause we're both real good friends

22944. You're An Angel And I'm Gonna Cry - Chords

You're An Angel And I'm Gonna Cry
Chris Thile - You're An Angel And I'm Gonna Cry

Capo 2

Intro: E



E           A             B7    E
What do you see that's so beautiful
               A             B7    C#m
That always reflects in your eyes
C#m               A        E               A
The world cast no shadow across your sweet face
          E         B7        E    A  
You're an angel and I'm gonna cry

E              A           B7 E
When I used to see you I'd smile
                A         B7   C#m
The pretty girl up on the sign
C#m                   A              B7    
Then I'd thank God of mine now she's leaving
      A        E        B7           E
And I need an angel to keep me from crying

E A E A E B7 E

          B         A         G#m  C#m
You're an angel and I'm gonna cry
              B                A         G#m  C#m 
Cause I can't have you And I'm not gonna try

E               A       E
I'm wasting you with my troubles
                    A          B7     C#m
Let me rest in your arms for a while
C#m                   A           G#m
Say you love me cause when I wake up dear
       A          E         B7        E
You'll just be an angel and I'm gonna cry

E                     G#m         C#m
Say you love me cause when I wake up dear
       A          E         B7        A G#m F#m E
You'll just be an angel and I'm gonna cry

22945. You're An Angel, And I'm Gonna Cry

Chris Thile - You're an Angel, and I'm Gonna Cry

What do you see that's so beautiful
It always reflects in your eyes
The world casts no shadows across your sweet face
You're an angel and I'm gonna cry

When I used to see you I'd smile
Just a pretty girl up on a sign
Then I'd thank god for mine now she's leaving
And I need an angel to keep me from crying



You're an angel and I'm gonna cry
'cause I can't have you and I'm not gonna try

But I'm wasting this dream with my troubles
Let me rest in your arms for a while
Say you love me 'cause when I wake up dear
You'll just be an angel and I'm gonna cry
Say you love me 'cause when I wake up dear
You'll just be an angel and I'm gonna cry

22946. You're Breaking My Heart

Ernest Tubb 
You're Breaking My Heart

The clothes that I wear are shabby and old
While you run around just spending my gold
Each night I'm alone we're drifting apart
You're treating me wrong you're breaking my heart

You've shattered my hopes my dreams are all gone
My life is so bare how can I go on
You never will change it's too late to start
You're treating me wrong you're breaking my heart

Now once I was free the one of your dreams
But now that I'm yours you don't want me it seems
The things you have done help drive us apart
You're treating me wrong you're breaking my heart

I could have been gay I could have been grand
If only you cared if you'd understand
You never will change it's too late to start
You're treating me wrong you're breaking my heart

22947. You're Dead To Me

Dierks Bentley - You're Dead To Me

[Verse 1]
Well come on in and sit right down
Surprised to see you're still around
You broke my heart, that's history
I'm still alive and you're dead to me
I hung the crapes up on my door
I cried for you six months or more
I gave a heartfelt eulogy
I said goodbye, you're dead to me



[Chorus]
It didn't take a gun, didn't take a knife
I don't have to take your life
To bury you beneath the weeds
I'm over you, you're dead to me

[Verse 2]
It's plain to see you're above the ground
You haunt the streets of this old town
You're still as fine as fine can be
Well that's good for you, you're dead to me

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
So let me pour you a glass of wine
I'll leave the poison out this time
Already killed your memory
So here's to you, you're dead to me
Already killed your memory
Don't take this wrong, you're dead to me

22948. You're Drifting Away

You're Drifting Away
Bill Monroe

All your life you've lived a sinner the bright way you've never trod
You're drifting away you're drifting away
When you come to cross the river and you haven't met with God
You're drifting away you're drifting away

   You're drifting away you're drifting away
   On down the dark river I'm sorry to say
   You're drifting away you're drifting away
   Don't wait too long to let Jesus hear you pray

You won't give up your earthly treasures to enter the promised land
You're drifting away you're drifting away
You can hear Jesus callin' and you won't accept His hand
You're drifting away you're drifting away

When you come to the river Jesus don't give thee command
You're drifting away you're drifting away
And the dark rollin' river takes you to the sinkin' sand
You're drifting away you're drifting away

The Rice Brothers; The Rice Brothers



22949. You're Drifting On

You're Drifting On - Ralph Stanley

Press along dear friendly neighbors try to lend a helping hand
You have loved ones lost in sorrow they will not heed God's command
Please advise them hold the children try to teach them how to pray
They'll be ready to meet Jesus on that final judgement day

You're driftin' (slowly driftin) through this weary world of sin
You're strivin (daily strivin) for a crown of life to win
Jesus calls you (softly calls you) to a better home above
Are you ready (please be ready) for that happy home of love

Jesus is our lovin master all our troubles He will share
When in sorrow call upon Him He is waiting everywhere
So be ready for the judgement don't be left here all alone
When the gates of heaven open holy children welcome home

22950. You're Everything I Wanted Love to Be

You're Everything I Wanted Love to Be
Darrell Scott

There's a sadness and I've heard it in the breeze
There's a sorrow in the falling of the leaves
There's an emptiness when you live your life alone
I'm so glad my lonely days and nights are gone

Now and then, someone special comes along
Now and then, someone brings your life a song
Now it's love I'm hearing in the morning breeze
Oh, you're everything I wanted love to be

And I'll love you til the closing of our days
And yes I'll need you
Through the valleys and shadows, through the highways
And we'll put our feet upon the path of life and its byways

And in the morning, when I wake up by your side
In the evenings, as we stand against the tides
Every hour that you're with me I can see
You're everything I wanted love to be

And I'll love you til the closing of our days
And yes I'll need you
Through the valleys and shadows and the highways
And we'll put our feet upon the path of life and its byways

And in the morning, when I wake up by your side
In the evenings, as we stand against the tides
Every hour that you're with me I can see
You're everything I wanted love to be



Yes, you are everything I wanted love to be

22951. You're For Me - Chords

You're For Me

Intro: / F / Eb / Bb
Bb Eb
Well, when I saw you walkin' the avenue
F7 Bb
Then I knew that you're for me
 Eb
Yeah, you are just a pill that can fill the bill
F7 Bb
So let's make the deal 'cause you're for me

 F7 Bb 
Don't tell me no, don't make me go
 C F
Can't you see that, you're for me
Bb Eb
Come on baby, don't say maybe
F7 Bb
Can't you see that you're for me

Inst: / Bb / Eb / F / Eb / Bb / Bb / Eb / F / Bb /
/ F / Bb / C / F / Bb / Eb / F / Bb

Bb Eb
Well, stars that shine above, fill my cup of love
F7 Bb
When you're walkin' along with me
 Eb F
Yes, and you've sure got the look that can hit my book,
 Bb
yeah, you just got a hook 'cause you're for me

F7 Bb 
Don't tell me no, don't make me go
 C F
Can't you see that, you're for me
Bb Eb
Come on baby, don't say maybe
F7 Bb
Can't you see that you're for me

22952. You're Free



John Butler - You're Free

[Verse 1]
When it gets dark, I hear your call
You always come when no one's around at all
Whispering your poison, burning my brain
Separating me from you, driving me insane
You always know, the right words to say
Sitting over my shoulder, trying to navigate
Get the hell out my mind
No I don't got no time
You're making it hard to think
You ain't no trusty navigator
Just a hungry alligator
Trying to hold me down and make me sink

[Chorus]
And I say you're free and I want you to go
Yeah you're free now
So get the hell out my door
Without me now

[Verse 2]
And all that's come has been in spite of you
Those lies you spit, I fight 'em all so they don't come true
And I found out everything I know
Has been one big fat old lie
And I ain't just on no treadmill
I've been taken for a goddamn ride

[Chorus 2]
I say you're free and I want you to know
Yeah you're free now, get the hell out my door
Yeah you're free, best be going home
Yeah you're free now
And alone I'm gonna roam without you now

[Ending]
Little man in red with the thorns on your head
Sitting on my shoulder
Trying to heavy my load as
I'm walking down the road
Like a fifty thousand pound boulder
Saying listen to me boy, nothing's for free
It's just fear around every corner

22953. You're Free To Go

Emmylou Harris - You're Free To Go

You're free to go, darling
I'll break the ties that bind
Somehow the plans we made have gone astray
You're free to go, darling



So ease your worried mind
I'll never stand in your way

There's no ream of shining gold
So strong that it can hold
A heart that longs to be near

The lips are cold, darling
That once said yes to me
The tender love is gone, I know
You're free to go

There's no ream of shining gold
So strong that it can hold
A heart that longs to be free

The lips are cold, darling
That once said yes to me
The tender love is gone, I know
You're free to go

The tender love is gone, I know
You're free to go

22954. You're God - Chords

You're God 
NewFound Road

[Verse 1]
G              C              G
A song from my lips I give to You Lord
G                   C                     G
But the praise You deserve comes from the heart
 
G  D  Em             G             C
      How can just a man bring You glory?
         Am              Em              D7
When You know that I'm a sinner from the start
 
 
G                C           G
So peacefully I rest in your forgiveness
G                     C                  G
Laying all my sin and cares beneath Your cross
 
G  D  Em              G            C
      Relying on Your grace for my existence
Am                      D              G
Knowing that it was for me You gave it all
 
 
[Chorus]



G      D  C               D
You're my Lord, You're my friend
G                     C
The Beginning and the End
G           C   Em   D
You're God (You're God)
 
 
[Verse 2]
 
G                  C               G
Thank You Lord for all your tender mercies
G                        C               G
You've not dealt with me according to my sins
G  D  Em                      G           C
      Like a Father who shows pity to His children
Am                   Em                D7
You pitied this lost child and took me in
 
G         C                   G
How can I repay this stead of mercy?
G                C                          G
There's no price for all the love You've given me
G  D  Em        G             C
      All I can offer is this living sacrifice
Am                   D            G
Lord help me give my very best to Thee
 
 
[Chorus]
 
G         C               D
You're my Lord, You're my friend
G                     C
The beginning and the end
G           C   Em   D
You're God (You're God)
G           C   Em   D
You're God (You're God)
 
 
[End on G]

22955. You're Going to Be Sorry You Let Me Down

The Carter Family - You're Going to Be Sorry You Let Me Down

[Verse 1]
You told me once, dear, I was true and kind
You told me then, love, that you were mine
But now you tell me that you were blind
You like your parties and good times
I'm sorry, darling, 'cause you feel this way



Once you told me truthful, to my face
You've found another to take my place
All dressed in diamonds, pearls and lace

[Chorus]
I'm sorry, darling, because you let me down
A truer love now you think you've found
But when I'm laid deep down in the ground
You're going to be sorry you let me down

[Verse 2]
So now I've lost you, but still have faith
That you will see the mistake you've made
And when you find, dear, that you were wrong
You'll ask forgiveness and come back home
I believed you, darling, when you said to me
That we'd be happy, we'd be free
But now I found, dear, a fault in thee
When we were wed, love, I could not see

22956. You're Gonna Be Sorry

Dolly Parton - You're Gonna Be Sorry 
(Dolly Parton)

Some day you're gonna want me but I ain't gonna be around
Some day you'll find you miss the kiss that you're forever turnin' down
When you decide you want the love that once you could've had
Well that's gonna be to bad and you're gonna be sorry
You're gonna be sorry for all the dirty deals you've handed me
All the nights you stayed away you wished you'd spent with me
While you were busy makin' out, I was busy makin' plans for checkin' out
And when you find this out, you're gonna be sorry
You'll wake up cryin for me like I've done so many nights for you
You'll walk the floor and you'll call my name but I ain't gonna hear you
You'll curse the night and you'll hate yourself for ever doin' me wrong
But I'm gonna be long gone and you're gonna be sorry
You're gonna be sorry for all the dirty deals you've handed me
All the nights you've stayed away you wished you'd spent with me
While you were busy makin' out, I was busy makin' plans for checkin' out
And when you find I'm gone, you're gonna be sorry
You're gonna be sorry, sorry, sorry, sorry, sorry

22957. You're Gonna Be Sorry You Let Me Down

You're Gonna Be Sorry You Let Me Down

You told me once dear I was true and kind
You told me then love that you were mine



But now you tell me that you were blind
You like your parties and good times

I'm sorry darlin cause you feel this way
But you told me truthful to my face
You found another to take my place
All dressed in diamonds pearls and lace

   I'm sorry darlin cause you let me down
   A truer love now you think you've found
   But when I'm laid deep down in the ground
   You're gonna be sorry you let me down

So now I've lost you but I still have faith
That you will see the mistake you made
And when you find dear that you are wrong
You'll ask forgiveness and come back home

I believed you darlin when you said to me
That we'd be happy that we'd be free
But now I've found dear a fault in thee
When we were wed love I could not see

22958. You're Gonna Change (Or I'm Gonna Leave)

Emmylou Harris - You're Gonna Change (Or I'm Gonna Leave)

You wore out a brand-new trunk
Packin' and unpackin' all your junk
Your mama's mad, she done got peeved
You're gonna change or I'm gonna leave.

Well, this ain't right and that is wrong
You just keep naggin' all the day long
It's gonna stop, I don't mean please
Now you're gonna change or I'm gonna leave.

The way to keep a woman happy
And her do what's right
Is love her every mornin' and do the same at night
Your mama's mad, she done got peeved
You're gonna change or I'm a-gonna leave.

Every time you get mad
You pack your rags and go back to what you had
You tell her lies she don't believe
You're gonna change or I'm gonna leave.

You're gonna change your way of livin'
Change the things you do
Stop doin' all the things that you aughten too
Your mama's mad, she done got peeved
You're gonna change or I'm a-gonna leave.



You're gonna change or I'm a-gonna leave...

22959. You're Gonna Love Me

Little Big Town - You're Gonna Love Me

You're gonna love me, baby
You're gonna wake up in another life
There will be tears, baby
And I won't be around to see you cry
Yeah, when your heart is sober
Yeah, when the pieces all fall into place
Yeah, when the light comes on and it's far too late
You're gonna love me, baby
You're gonna hate me, baby
You're gonna curse the day that we met
Down to the core, baby
You're gonna feel that sting of regret
Yeah, when your empty handed
Yeah, when your dream is setting like the sun
Yeah, when the ink is dry and the deal is done
You're gonna hate me, baby
You're gonna miss me, baby
You're gonna want what you could've had
Yeah, you'll have somethin' baby
But you're gonna want something more than that
Yeah, when the pain comes calling
Yeah, when you're watching, see me moving on
Yeah, when you find the choices that you made were wrong
You're gonna miss me, baby
You're gonna hate me, baby
You're gonna love me
Oh, you're gonna love me
You're gonna hate me
When the light comes on, yeah
You'll see that I'm gone
You're gonna wake up, you're gonna wake up
And you're gonna love me

22960. You're Gonna Make Me Lonesome When You Go

You're Gonna Make Me Lonesome When You Go
Bryan Sutton Band

Verse 1:
I've seen love go by my door
It's never been this close before
Never been so easy or so slow



I been shooting in the dark too long
When somethin's not right it's wrong
You're gonna make me lonesome when you go.

Verse 2:
Dragon clouds so high above
I've only known careless love
It always has hit me from below
But this time around it's more correct
Right on target, so direct
You're gonna make me lonesome when you go

Verse 3:
Purple clover, Queen Anne lace
Crimson hair across your face
You could make me cry if you don't know
Can't remember what I was thinkin' of
You might be spoilin' me too much, love
You're gonna make me lonesome when you go

Bridge 1:
Flowers on the hillside, bloomin' crazy
Crickets talkin' back and forth in rhyme
Blue river runnin' slow and lazy
I could stay with you forever
And never realize the time

Verse 4:
Situations have ended sad
Relationships have all been bad
Mine have been like Verlaine's and Rimbaud
But there's no way I can compare
All them scenes to this affair
You're gonna make me lonesome when you go

Bridge 2:
Yer gonna make me wonder what I'm doin'
Stayin' far behind without you
Yer gonna make me wonder what I'm sayin'
Yer gonna make me give myself a good talkin' to

Final Verse:
I'll look for you in old Honolulu
San Francisco, or Ashtabula
Yer gonna have to leave me now, I know
But I'll see you in the sky above
In the tall grass, in the ones I love
You're gonna make me lonesome when you go

22961. You're Gonna Miss Me

Tommy Brown and the County Line Grass - You're Gonna Miss Me 
Album: Leaving This Town



You know that things won't be the same
People will call out my name
They'll wonder what went wrong
Now your gonna miss me when I'm gone

Your gonna miss me when I'm gone
You know I'll be singing the same old song
People will wonder what went wrong
Your gonna miss me when I'm gone

You know I've always done you right
I come home to you every night
The kids they've both grown up and gone
Don't you cry for me when I'm gone

Your gonna miss me when I'm gone
You know I'll be singing the same old song
People will wonder what went wrong
Your gonna miss me when I'm gone

Your gonna miss me when I'm gone
You know I'll be singing the same old song
People will wonder what went wrong
Your gonna miss me when I'm gone

22962. You're Gonna Miss Me When I'm Gone

Flatt & Scruggs 
You're Gonna Miss Me When I'm Gone

Now if you don't want me honey you don't have to stall
My love is not a plaything you will find
Now that you have nothin' with my back against the wall
Honey won't you please make up your mind
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone you're gonna miss me when I'm gone
You'll feel so blue and all alone yes you're gonna miss me when I'm gone

[ fiddle - dobro ]

Now where were you when I called you on the phone
And your mama said that you were not around
While I was sittin' at home all alone you're walkin' the dog all over town

You're gonna miss me...

[ banjo - harmonica ]

Now don't you remember when you was my honeybee
And you buzzed around the sugar all night long
Now your cheatin' heart is gonna got the best of me
You're gonna miss me when I'm gone
You're gonna miss me...



22963. You're Gonna Need That Pure Religion

Lucinda Williams - You're Gonna Need That Pure Religion

[Verse 1]
You're gonna need that pure religion, allelu
Gonna need that pure religion, allelu yeah
You're gonna need that pure religion
Pure religion gonna carry you through
You're gonna need that pure religion, allelu

[Verse 2]
Goodbye mother, don't you mourn, allelu
Goodbye mother, don't you mourn, allelu yeah
Goodbye mother, don't you mourn
You may know I'm going home
You're gonna need that pure religion, allelu

[Verse 3]
Goodbye father, don't you cry, allelu
Goodbye father, don't you cry, allelu yeah
Goodbye father, don't you cry
You may know I was born to die
I want to wander in the sun, allelu

[Verse 4]
Hearse come backin' up to my door, allelu
Hearse come backin' up to my door, allelu yeah
Hearse come backin' up to my door
Ain't gonna see my friends no more
You're gonna need that pure religion, allelu

[Verse 3]
Now, goodbye father, don't you cry, allelu
Goodbye father, don't you cry, allelu yeah
Goodbye father, don't you cry
You may know I was gonna die
You're gonna need that pure religion, allelu

22964. You're Heavy On My Mind

Osborne Brothers - You're heavy on my mind
Composer: Hank Cochran

You're heavy on my mind today
You're running through my mind today
You catch my eye each time I look away
You're heavy on my mind today



I want you so much today I need you so much today
You're each letter and each word I want to say
You're heavy on my mind today

Heavy on my mind today heavy on my mind in every way
Your mem'ry took my mind and ran away
You're heavy on my mind today

Heavy on my mind today...

22965. You're Hoggin' My Mind

Jim Lauderdale - You're Hoggin' My Mind

You're hoggin' my mind
I'm fallin' apart
You're foggin' my brain
You're trappin' my heart
You're stoppin' my train
Right there in its tracks
Every day, every night
You're hoggin' my mind
It's impossible to get things done
My imagination's on the run
I'm infatuated, over-saturated
My full plate is gettin' close to done
You're hoggin' my mind
I'm fallin' apart
You're foggin' my brain
You're trappin' my heart
You're stoppin' my train
Right there in its tracks
Every day, every night
You're hoggin' my mind
[Instrumental bridge]
Oh, I can see her standin' on a farm
Settled down and workin' in the barn
I'm weak yet I'm steady
Tell me when you're ready
Until then, you're wish is my command
You're hoggin' my mind
I'm fallin' apart
You're foggin' my brain
You're trappin' my heart
You're stoppin' my train
Right there in its tracks
Every day, every night
You're hoggin' my mind



22966. You're Humbuggin' Me

Lefty Frizzell
You're Humbuggin' Me

You say I hadn't been around
The way I dress is a sin
I bin further under the house
Lookin' fer eggs than you've ever been
You're humbuggin' me
You're humbuggin' me
I believed those stories
But now you're humbuggin' me
You told me, little darlin', you loved me
You'd go through fire or pain
Last week you wrote me a letter
Said "I'll see ya, if it don't rain"
You're humbuggin' me
You're humbuggin' me
I believed those stories
But now you're humbuggin' me
Yeah, when I married you darlin'
You thought I was a profit I know
Promised me chicken an' pork roast
But you give me sour milk an' burnt toast
You're humbuggin' me
You're humbuggin' me
I believed those stories
But now you're humbuggin' me
(instrumental)
Yeah, when I married you darlin'
You thought I was a profit I know
Promised me chicken an' pork roast
But you give me sour milk an' burnt toast
You're humbuggin' me
You're humbuggin' me
I believed those stories
But now you're humbuggin' me

22967. You're In My Heart - Chords

You're In My Heart
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent
Written by Ron Block

C                        F
First time I saw you not long ago    
G7                               F                 C
You said love can ease the pain that ails the troubled soul
                                   F
Loving words have eased the pain a thousand times or more
             G7            C
You're in my heart am I in yours       



F                                  C
Absence makes the heart grow fonder so I'm told      
F                                   G7
Is it true or has it made your heart grow cold
C                                     F
Love don't last and it's not love I'm sure             
G7            C
You're in my heart am I in yours                       
F
Last time I saw you so long ago    
G7                                F          C
You said time can change the heart of anyone I'm told
                                     F
But your heart changed my mind and I loved you more             
G7            C
You're in my heart am I in yours

Repeat #2 x2             
G7            C
You're in my heart am I in yours

22968. You're Just A Country Boy

Alison Krauss - You're Just a Country Boy

Ain't gonna marry in the fall
Ain't gonna marry in the spring
For you're in love
With a pretty little girl
Who wears a diamond ring

[Chorus]
You're just a country boy
Money - have you none?
But you've got silver
In the stars
Gold in the morning sun
Gold in the morning sun

Never gonna kiss the ruby red lips
Of the prettiest girl in town
Never gonna ask her if she'll marry you
She'd only turn you down

[Chorus]

Never could afford a store-bought ring
With a sparklin' diamond stone
All you could afford is a loving heart
The only one you own

[Chorus]



22969. You're Just What The Doctor Ordered

You're Just What The Doctor Ordered

You're just what the doctor told me I was needing ( oh Doctor )
And I know he was right from the start
When I hold you close and kiss you I'm in heaven
You're just what the Doctor ordered for my broken heart

Not so long ago I thought I was in love
But now I know it wasn't meant to be ( meant to be )
The moment I met you my skies of gray turned to blue
And the tears I've shed are just a memory ( memory )

You're just what the doctor told me I was needing ( oh Doctor )
When he took my pulse and looked down at his chart
You're a lot sweeter than the one I shed those tears for
You're just what the Doctor ordered for my broken heart

I thought I'd found my love but she fed me poison love
And now I'm glad you've gone and set me free ( set me free )
And now that you are mine the world is rolling fine
And the blues I knew is just a memory ( memory )

22970. You're Learning - Chords

You're Learning
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Charlie Louvin and Ira Louvin
Chris Hillman & Herb Pedersen

G       C                                  G
You are learning what it's like to sit and cry
           D7                  G
And wonder why your plans went wrong
        C                                  G
You are learning how it feels when pain is real
   D7                 G     D7         G
To realize you're all alone yes you're learning

   D7                   G     D7                   G
We had the chance to be happy nothing stood in our way
   Em                        D7          A7                 D7
If only you'd meant what you promised we wouldn't be crying today
G       C                                G           D7               G
You are learning that a lie can make you cry for the truth your heart reveals
        C                                 G
You are learning that a flirt can cause a hurt
     D7                  G    D7         G



Even though your love is real yes you're learning

Repeat #2

D7         G
Yes you're learning

22971. You're Leaving Me For The Last Time

You're leaving me for the last time

You're leaving me for the last time
Love to you was just a past time
I'll always love you even though it's wrong
I'll be better off without when I know you're gone

You say you must see him once again
To make sure that you've made up your mind
You're expecting me to understand
Even though it will break my heart

You're leaving me for the last time
Love to you was just a past time
I'll always love you even though it's wrong
I'll be better off without when I know you're gone

22972. You're Looking At A Happy Man - Chords

You're Looking At A Happy Man
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Carmol Taylor and George Jones

G
Well I jumped outta bed and I hollered hallelujah
    C                           G
For there ain't another soul in sight
I sing a little song as I fix my coffee
      A7                D7
Cause she's really gone alright
          G
Put on my old blue jeans and my Levi jacket
          C                  G
I'm gonna have all the fun I can
C                        G
Tonight I'm really gonna be myself
           A7           D7    G
And you're looking at a happy man
Well my baby left with all of my money
    C                         G



And nearly every thing that I had
She thinks I'm a-sittin' at home a crying
        A7             D7
But I'm far from being sad
    G
She had me a-bein' somebody I wasn't
         C          G
But it's good to me again
        C                  G       E7
Now I'm free as a breeze I do as I please
           A7           D7    G
And you're looking at a happy man
Every thing's gone and I ain't got nothin'
      C
But I don't need nothin' but time
      G
There ain't a thing I miss I like it like this
C
Lord I got an easy mind
G
Well I'm not the same I made a big change
       C                G
I want everyone to understand
         C              G           E7
This old country boy is jumpin' for joy
         A7           D7    G
And your lookim' at a happy man
       
Well I jumped outta bed and I said almighty
        C                    G
There's ain't naked woman in sight
She thinks I'm a-sittin' at home a cryin'
    A7               D7
But everything'll be alright
          G
Put on my old blue jeans and my Levi jacket
          C                  G
I'm gonna have all the fun I can
C                        G
Tonight I'm really gonna be myself
           A7           D7    G
And you're looking at a happy man
Every thing's gone and I ain't got nothin'
      C
But I don't need nothin' but time
      G
There ain't a thing I miss I like it like this
C
Lord I got an easy mind
G
Well I'm not the same I made a big change
       C                G
I want everyone to understand
         C              G           E7
This old country boy is jumpin' for joy
         A7           D7    G
And your lookim' at a happy man



         C              G           E7
This old country boy is jumpin' for joy
           A7           D7    G
And you're looking at a happy man

22973. You're My Best Friend

Ernest Tubb 
You're My Best Friend

You placed gold on my finger
You brought love like I've never known
You gave life to our children
And to me a reason to go on

You're my bread when I'm hungry
You're my shelter from troubled winds
You're my anchor in life's ocean
But most of all you're my best friend

When I need hope and inspiration
You're always strong when I'm tired and weak
I could search this whole world over
You'd still be everything that I need

You're my bread when I'm hungry
You're my shelter from troubled winds
You're my anchor in life's ocean
But most of all you're my best friend
You're my anchor in life's ocean
But most of all you're my best friend

22974. You're No Good

You're No Good
Yonder Mountain String Band

Well, I don't know why I love you like I do
Ain't no-body can get along with you
You got the ways of a women sleeping in a lion's den
I come home last night you wouldn't even let me in

Chorus:
Sometimes you're as sweet as anybody you wanna be
But you're a taking a crazy notion, jumping all over me
Well you give me the blues 'cause you're not satisfied
You give me the blues I wanna lay down and die

Well, the way you love me, you know I don't understand



You taking all my money to give it to another man
And the way you love me you know I can't explain
The way you left me out last night in the pouring rain

[ Chorus - x2 ]

Oh, you give me the blues I wanna lay down and die

22975. You're No Good

You're No Good
Yonder Mountain String Band

Well, I don't know why I love you like I do
Ain't no-body can get along with you
You got the ways of a women sleeping in a lion's den
I come home last night you wouldn't even let me in

Chorus:
Sometimes you're as sweet as anybody you wanna be
But you're a taking a crazy notion, jumping all over me
Well you give me the blues 'cause you're not satisfied
You give me the blues I wanna lay down and die

Well, the way you love me, you know I don't understand
You taking all my money to give it to another man
And the way you love me you know I can't explain
The way you left me out last night in the pouring rain

[ Chorus - x2 ]

Oh, you give me the blues I wanna lay down and die

22976. You're No Good To Me

You're No Good To Me
Pert Near Sandstone

[Verse]
I got a house, up on a hill
If it wasn't for you I'd be up there still
I can't forget about you
And you're no good for me

[Verse]
I'm history as soon as you're gone
Out that door with your new boots on
I can't forget about you
And you're no good for me



[Pre Chorus]
I know what you've been doing, I understand
You give all of your loving to another man

[Chorus]
You're no good, you're no good to me

[Verse]
When I think of all the wasted time I spent
Staying with you while you were taking my rent
I can't forget about you
And you're no good for me

[Verse]
I got a lot more stashed away
But for you it'll never see the light of day
I can't forget about you
And you're no good for me
[Pre Chorus]
Good times come, good times go
When you put on that dress it ain't just for show

[Chorus]
You're no good, you're no good to me

[Verse]
You don't know what you do to me
Got me talking like a fool and thinking crazy
I can't forget about you
And you're no good for me

[Verse]
You tell me all the things that I want to hear
When I see you around it's like I'm not even there
I can't forget about you
And you're no good for me

[Pre Chorus]
I'm satisfied, satisfied
Don't believe I need you in my life

[Chorus]
You're no good, you're no good to me
[Verse]
You build me up and cut me down to size
You're the cat's meow with the lioness eyes
I can't forget about you
And you're no good for me

[Verse]
When I'm with you I feel like crying
Don't know if I'm being born or dying
I can't forget about you
And you're no good for me

[Pre Chorus]



You may come, then you may go
Someday soon I won't be here no more
[Chorus]
You're no good, you're no good to me (x2)

22977. You're No Longer A Sweetheart Of Mine

You're No Longer A Sweetheart Of Mine
Papermill Creek Rounders

We are saying goodbye dear forever
I am leaving your false love behind
Every promise you made has been broken
You're no longer a sweetheart of mine

I wanted someone true and faithful
And that is the way it had to be
You wanted your honky-tonk life dear
You're no longer a sweetheart to me

   Go back to the bar down the street dear
   And stay with your honky-tonk kind
   Go back to the life you've been living
   You're no longer a sweetheart of mine

From a bottle to a ride in the moonlight
In the arms of the first man you see
Another victim added to your list dear
You're no longer a sweetheart to me

I could never pretend to be happy
Until a true love I have found
But you lived a lie from the start dear
You're no longer a sweetheart of mine

22978. You're Nobody 'til Somebody Loves You

You're Nobody 'til Somebody Loves You

You're nobody 'til somebody cares

You may be a king and you may possess
The world and all its gold
But gold won't bring you happiness
When you're growin' old

The world is still the same, you'll never change it
Just as long as the stars shine above
Well, you're nobody 'til somebody loves you



So find yourself somebody to love

The world is still the same, you'll never change it
Just as long as the stars shine above
You're nobody 'til somebody loves you
So find yourself somebody, find yourself somebody
Find yourself somebody to love

22979. You're Not A Drop In The Bucket

You're Not a Drop in the Bucket
Lester Flatt and Earl Scuggs

You're not a drop in the bucket when it comes to lovin' me
For I'm the kinda feller that you seldom ever see
When I go honky tonkin' my heart gets on a spree
You're not a drop in the bucket when it comes to lovin' me
Lovin' me lovin' me you're not a drop in the bucket when it comes to lovin' me

I must admit I like the gals they're always on my mind
But just remember babe I'm not the one moment kind
You're not my one and only my heart is fancy free
You're not a drop in the bucket when it comes to lovin' me
Lovin' me lovin' me you're not a drop in the bucket when it comes to lovin' me

There's a hole in my bucket don't seem you'll ever fill
I just can't seem to get enough and I guess I never will
You never see me out with one there's always two or three
You're not a drop in the bucket when it comes to lovin' me
Lovin' me lovin' me you're not a drop in the bucket when it comes to lovin' me

22980. You're Not Alone

Blue Dogs - You're Not Alone

When this world's unkind
Please keep this in mind
I'll always be standing close behind
With a hand to hold
To keep you from the cold
I'll be with you until we grow old
You're not alone
By yourself in this world
You've got someone else to take you home
When there's no one left in this world
You're not alone
When this day is done
And you need someone
I'll be here when the morning comes



Why going down life's road
I will share the load
I'll help rest weary soul
You're not alone
By yourself in this world
You've got someone else to take you home
When there's no one left in this world
You're not alone

22981. You're Not Drinkin' Enough

You're Not Drinkin' Enough

I can see that you havn't recovered
From the girl who let you down
You would sell what is left of your soul
For another go 'round.

You keep telling yourself she means nothing
Maybe you should call her bluff
But if you don't really mean it
You must not be drinking enough.

Well, the perfume she wore
You can buy down at the five and dime
But on some other woman
It don't smell the same in your mind.

You keep telling yourself you can take it
You tell yourself that you're tough
But if you still want to hold her
You must not be drinking enough.

You're not drinking enough,
To wash away old memories
And there ain't enough whiskey in texas
To keep you from beggin', please, please, please.

She passed on your passion, stepped on your pride
It turns out you ain't quite so tough
'cause you still want to hold her
You must not be drinking enough.

You heard this grown man cry
You ask yourself why
'cause you still want to hold her
You must not be drinking enough.

Ay - yi - yi - yi
Ask yourself why
You still wanna hold her
You must no be drinkin' enough...



22982. You're Not Easy To Forget

You're Not Easy To Forget

I make all the honky tonks and taverns
Just to see who's hanging 'round
Tryin' to drown away all my sorrows
Cause my darlin' let me down 

   Oh I could get someone to love me
   And I could get someone to care
   But when I need someone to true love me
   You're not easy to forget. 

Last night while dancin' with my new love
And gazin' into her eyes of blue
I knew that I could have loved her
If I never dated you.

22983. You're Not Home Yet

You're Not Home Yet

Beautiful isle of somewhere

If you've got two or three minutes
I'd like to tell you a story
And this a story about a preacher
And I know there's a lot of stories about a lot of preachers

But this is a story of one particular preacher
Who went overseas to fight a war
And this was a war for God and not for any one country
And he fought a long hard fight and he won a lot of souls

But this preacher got old and he was coming home
Now he just happened to be on the same ship
With what some of us call a celebrity

And when the boat docked
There were thousands of people waiting
To meet the celebrity
And they carried him off on their shoulders

But there was no one there
To meet the old preacher
And he looked up and he said
'Lord did you forget?'



Well, it seemed like the Heavens just broke open
And the Lord said, 'No son I didn't forget
But you must remember
You're not home yet'

You're not home, you're not home
You're not home yet
I can still hear my Lord's voice ringing

'There'll be a crowd to meet you
A choir of angels to greet you
I didn't forget but son
You're not home yet'

22984. You're Nothing More To Me

You're Nothing More To Me

Tonight we part forever
You're nothing more to me
The chain that bound us is broken
Not a tear I'll shed for thee

So break the heart of another
Just as you have broken mine
Go tell her that you love her
And call her fondly thine

Here take this ring you gave me
It was so dear to me
So give it to another
It's nothing more to me

When you gaze upon the engraving
Will you think one time of me
You've broken my heart forever
Not a tear I'll shed for thee

Goodnight goodbye forever
You're nothing more to me
You've broken my heart forever
Not a tear I'll shed for thee

I must say goodbye my darling
Nevermore to meet again
I will ask of you a promise
Will you meet me up in heaven



22985. You're Right (I'm Wrong)

Emmylou Harris
You're Right (I'm Wrong)

[Verse 1]
Maybe I'm a little bit lonely
Maybe I'm a little bit blue
Maybe I'm outta my mind and you don't
Know me like you think that you do
Maybe I had it comin'
Maybe I wanted it all
Maybe I was already out on the highway
Runnin' when I heard you call

[Chorus]
You're right, I'm wrong
I knew all along
I'm wrong, you're right
I miss you tonight

[Verse 2]
What if I killed all that's holy
What if I told you a lie
What if you ended up believein' I only
Ever meant to make you cry
Every man only wants mercy
Every woman only wants hope
And every time I ever did wrong you forgave me
And I wondered if I had enough rope
[Chorus]
You're right, I'm wrong
I knew all along
I'm wrong, you're right
I miss you tonight

[Verse 3]
Out past the edge of believein'
Too late for turnin' back now
I can still hear the door slam when I was leavin'
And I'll always remember that sound
Don't remember who pulled the lever
Don't remember who made the call
Maybe the truth is neither one of us ever loved anybody at all

[Chorus]
You're right, I'm wrong
I knew all along
I'm wrong, you're right
I miss you tonight
You're right, I'm wrong
I knew all along
I'm wrong, you're right
I miss you tonight



22986. You're Running Wild

You're Running Wild
Rhonda Vincent - Osborne Brothers

You're running wild
How long can this go on
You're leaving me alone
And running wild

You're always gone
My love you never share
It's more than I can bear
You're running wild

   You'll settle down someday
   And find I've gone away
   You'll think of what you've done
   While running wild

I can't go on
You'll have to choose the way
You'll have to go or stay
Stop running wild

You're running wild

22987. You're Running Wild - Chords

You're Running Wild  
Recorded by Emmylou Harris - Rhonda Vincent
written by Ray Edenton and Don Winters
 
G                                D7
You're running wild how long can this go on
               C        D7           G
You're leaving me alone stop running wild
                                  D7
You're always gone my love you'll never share
               C          D7           G
It's more than I can bear stop running wild

              D7                         G
You'll settle down someday and find I've gone away
                C                              D7
You'll think of what you've done while running wild
           G                 D7
I can't go on you'll have to change your way
               C           D7          G



You'll have to go or stay stop running wild

22988. You're Still Alive In My Head

Brett Dennen
You're Still Alive in My Head

[Verse 1]
It just started raining your grand kids are playing
We're waiting we'll be eating soon
The wood stove is burning my typewriter's learning
The only thing missing is you

[Chorus]
I couldn't say so I sat down to write it instead
I'm afraid if you stay away I might forget
You're still alive in my head

[Verse 2]
I'm thinking about buying an old house
And trying to fix it but I could use some help
A home with a garden they say it's a bargain
But I can't do it myself

[Chorus]
I couldn't say so I sat down to write it instead
I'm afraid if you stay away I might forget
You're still alive in my head

[Bridge]
When will you arrive?
I'll get in my car and drive to wherever you are
Call me on the phone, it's taking way too long
Way too long
[Chorus]
I couldn't say so I sat down to write it instead
I'm afraid if you stay away I might forget
So I sat down to write it instead
I'm afraid if you stay away I might forget
You're still alive in my head

[Outro]
It just started raining your grand kids are playing
We're waiting we'll be eating soon
The wood stove is burning my typewriter's learning
The only thing missing is you

I've got two of my own and a third will be born in November
You would be proud of me
So much has changed, since you left it feels strange
It's already 1983



22989. You're Still Mine Tonight

You're Still Mine Tonight

Now meet me in the court room in the morning
And you'll no longer by my wife
You'll be free to go with hem tomorrow
But remember you're still mine tonight

Go with him any place he wants to take you
You can go and do the things you like
But 'til then you're going to stay right here beside me
Just remember you're still mine tonight

* Refrain

And I'll see you for the last time in the morning
And I'll watch you walk out of my life
Tomorrow we'll say goodbye forever
But remember you're still mine tonight

* Refrain

22990. You're Still On My Mind

You're Still On My Mind

Oh a long time ago when I left my old home
I thought my darlin' I'd leave you behind
But as time lingers on I can't go it alone
But darlin' somehow you're still on my mind

Each night I'm so lonely thinkin of you
I wonder sweetheart if you feel the same
I'm on my way back to start lovin' you
For often in dreams love I call your name

I've heard lots of things since I've been gone
But I never thought that you was unkind
Well you'd take me back just as before
But darlin' somehow you're still on my mind

Someday when we're old and weary of life
Our time is no longer we'll have to part
We'll meet up in heaven just as before
Up there with God I'll call you sweetheart



22991. You're Still On My Mind

You're Still On My Mind
Luke McDaniel 
Emmylou Harris - Flying Burrito Brothers

The jukebox is playin' a honky-tonk song.
"One more", I keep sayin', "and then I'll go home."
What good will it do me, I know what I'll find:
An empty bottle, a broken heart, and you're still on my mind.

The people are dancin' and havin' their fun,
And I sit here thinkin' about what you have done.
To try and forget you, I've turned to the wine.
An empty bottle, a broken heart, and you're still on my mind.

Alone and forsaken, so blue I could cry,
I just sit here drinkin' till the bottle runs dry.:
What good will it do me, I know what I'll find
An empty bottle, a broken heart, and you're still on my mind.
An empty bottle, a broken heart, and you're still on my mind.

22992. You're Still Standin' There

Steve Earle - You're Still Standin' There

I've spent my life following things I cannot see
And just when I catch up to them, they slip away from me
Now I've been down a thousand trails I've never walked before
And I found out that without fail, they lead me to your door

And the world keep turning round and round
It leaves me hanging in the air
My heart keeps turning upside down
And you're still standing there

Now lately I see all the signs, I feel it in the wind
The same thing happens every time that you come back again
Now I admit that there are nights when I sit up and cry
But sometimes I turn out the lights and pray you'll pass me by

And the world keep turning round and round
It leaves me hanging in the air
My heart keeps turning upside down
And you're still standing there

Since you're gone, my empty arms got nothing left to hold
Your memory cannot keep me warm, but it never leaves me cold
And the world keep turning round and round
It leaves me hanging in the air

My heart keeps turning upside down
And you're still standing there



And the world keep turning round and round
It leaves me hanging in the air
My heart keeps turning upside down
And you're still standing there

22993. You're Still Standing There - Chords

You're Still Standing There
Steve Earl - You're Still Standing There

C      Em      Am  Am7   F        G      C   (G7)
I've spent my life following things I cannot see 
    C         Em      Am    Am7       F     G        C    
And just when I catch up to them, they slip away from me 
C          Em    Am       Am7        F     G       C      
I've been down a thousand trails I've never walked before 
C       Em       Am      Am7        F      G       C
I found out that without fail, they lead me to your door 

(CHORUS)
 C                         G         C
And the world keep turning round and round 
   Dm7               G      C
It leaves me hanging in the air 
C                      G       C
My heart keeps turning upside down 
     Dm7         G        C
And you're still standin' there 

2nd Verse

C      Em    Am      Am7     F       G       C   (G7)
Lately I see all the signs, I feel it in the wind 
C              Em      Am    Am7      F        G     C
The same thing happens every time that you come back again
 C    Em       Am      Am7         F     G      C
 I admit that there are nights when I sit up and cry
 C            Em     Am      Am7       F           G    
But sometimes I turn out the lights and pray you'll pass me
C

(CHORUS)

3rd Verse

C            Em      Am    Am7       F       G       C
Since you're gone my empty arms have nothing left to hold 
C               Em     Am     Am7          F     G
And your memory cannot keep me warm but it never leaves me
C
cold

(CHORUS)



22994. You're Still the One

Alison Krauss - You're Still the One [Live]
Lake Street Dive

When I first saw you, I saw love
And the first time you touched me, I felt love
And after all this time
You're still the one I love, mmm, yeah-yeah

Looks like we made it
Look how far we've come, my baby
We mighta took the long way
We knew we'd get there someday

They said, "I bet they'll never make it"
But just look at us holding on
We're still together, still going strong

(You're still the one)
You're still the one I run to
The one that I belong to
You're still the one I want for life
(You're still the one)
You're still the one that I love
The only one I dream of
You're still the one I kiss goodnight

Ain't nothin' better
We beat the odds together
I'm glad we didn't listen
Look at what we would be missin'

They said, "I bet they'll never make it"
But just look at us holding on
We're still together, still going strong

(You're still the one)
You're still the one I run to
The one that I belong to
You're still the one I want for life
(You're still the one)
You're still the one that I love
The only one I dream of
You're still the one I kiss goodnight

You're still the one

Yeah (you're still the one)
You're still the one I run to
The one that I belong to
You're still the one I want for life, oh yeah
(You're still the one)



You're still the one that I love
The only one I dream of
You're still the one I kiss goodnight

I'm so glad we made it
Look how far we've come, my baby

22995. You're Supposed To Be Feeling Good

Emmylou Harris - You're Supposed To Be Feeling Good

Soul mate
I see you down there
Waiting for morning
To sftly be coming
I find
I'm only in deeper
And you'd be a leaver
If you weren't so scared

Your true love
Has made you feel better
But look out for later
When she makes you feel worse
Times change
In daydreams and flashes
A taste of the past is
All I have seen

But you're supposed to be feeling good now
Cause everybody said you would
Honey, does it blow your mind
That the prophets would lie
You're supposed to be in your prime now
Not supposed to be wasting your time
Feeling like you're down and out
Over someone like me

Soul mate
The blues are deceiving
It keeps us believing
We're on the wrong road
One side
Is just like the other
Exept for the color
And size of the load
And just how much it shows



22996. You're Tempting Me

Jim Lauderdale - You're Tempting Me

Your lips must have magnets
Pullin' me a little bit closer
Oh, you're tempting me
You're tempting me
And' you' know it
Your skin' must be velvet
Making me want to' touch you
Oh, you're tempting me
You're tempting me
And you like it
Well how do you think you can get away
With leading me on like a little pup
You know how to make me stay
The way you work me up
Your kiss makes me hungry
Well the sweetness
Lasts for days
Oh, you're tempting me
You're tempting me
And I love it
Well how do you think you can get away
With leading me on like a little pup
You know how to make me stay
The way you work me up
Your heart is like an angel
Making me care for you
Oh, you're tempting me
You're tempting me
And I love it
You're tempting me
And I love it
You're tempting me

22997. You're The Best Friend That I Know

You're the Best Friend That I Know
R. Cook, P.Donnelly
New Grass Revival

You're the best friend that I know
No one shows me what you've shown
Well you wear your heart well I can see
You're the first one did that to me

You're the one in all my dreams
All I need you have it seems
Well I don't even try to compare
In wonderment I stand and stare



My heart knows a lasting love
When It feels one
My heart never lets me down
Though sometimes people do
darling never you, never you

I don't even try to compare
In wonderment I stand and stare

You're the best friend that I know
No one shows me what you've shown
Well you wear your heart well I can see
You're the first one did that to me

My heart knows a lasting love
When It feels one
My heart never lets me down
Though sometimes people do
darling never you, never you

22998. You're The Best Lover That I Ever Had

Steve Earle - You're the Best Lover That I Ever Had

Hey baby, let your hair hang down
Hey baby, let your hair hang down
Falling like soft rain all around
Hey honey, put your lips on mine
Hey honey, put your lips on mine
Smooth like silk and sweet like wine
Never had another kiss taste like that
You're the best lover that I ever had
You're the best lover that I ever had
You're the best lover that I ever had
Hey baby, whisper in my ear
Hey baby, whisper in my ear
Way up close so I can hear
Hey baby, when you call my name
Hey baby, when you call my name
The heavens shake and the angels sing
And I know it's a sin, but I want you bad
You're the best lover that I ever had
You're the best lover that I ever had
You're the best lover that I ever had
Hey baby, won't you let me in?
Hey baby, won't you let me in?
It's cold out here and I'm shiverin'
Hey baby, turn your light down low
Hey baby, turn your light down low
Your mama and them and your man won't know
Well, it breaks my heart when you treat me bad
But you're the best lover that I ever had
You're the best lover that I ever had



You're the best lover that I ever had
You're the best lover that I ever had
You're the best lover that I ever had
You're the best lover that I ever had
You're the best lover that I ever had

22999. You're The Best Of All Leading Brands

Youre The Best Of All Leading Brands
Lester Flatt - Mac Wiseman

Now you're the best of all the leading brands
From loving kisses down to holding hands
I am happy only in your company
And no one else can make this guarantee

You're the best and always number one
You've got the competition of the run
I'm sure that everybody understands
I like you best of all the leading brands

Your new improved performance sure is great
To me there is no question how you rate
Your quality puts you so far ahead
Your shape your style your looks sure knocks 'em dead

23000. You're The Girl Of My Dreams

You're The Girl Of My Dreams
Mac Wiseman

Oh I first met you down in lover's lane
You were just like an angel my little blue eye Jane
We walked along we sang a song words we sang in true
It would be like Heaven here on earth to be again with you
Cause your the girl of my dreams
But it seems that my dreams will never come true

At night we'd set out in the old porch swing
The stars was shining brightly while softly you would sing
You'd sing of happy days gone by you made me happy too
It would be like Heaven here on earth to be again with you
Cause your the girl of my dreams
But it seems that my dreams will never come true

Once you said you loved me too that you would be my own
But now you've gone so far away left me all alone
Another man has won your hand and took your love from me
But you still linger in my heart and in my memory



For your the girl of my dreams
But it seems that my dreams will never come true

23001. You're The One

Dave Evans - You're The One

When I see your smile I feel
Your love from head to toe.

And I feel such warmth and passion
Within your afterglow.

And I know that all I want in life
Is for you to know...

You're the one, You're the only one
And my love will only grow.

When I feel your smile I know my love
Is free from harm.

And I know that life is better lived
Within your charms.

And I hope and pray that someday soon
You'll get to know.

You're the one, You're the only one
And my love will only grow.

And then the time passes slow
Until I see.

Your precious face in front of me.

You'll never know just how you
Came to own my heart.

I've love you from the very start.

From the Start..

When I see your smile I feel
Your love from head to toe.

And I feel such warmth and passion
Within your afterglow.

And I know that all I want in life
Is for you to know...

You're the one, You're the only one



And my love will only grow.

I Love You

When I feel your smile I know my love
Is free from harm.

And I know that life is better lived
Within your charms.

And I hope and pray that someday soon
You'll get to know.

You're the one, You're the only one
And my love will only grow.

You're the one, You're the only one
And my love will only grow.

I Love You

23002. You're The One

You're the One

You're the one
You're the one
That made me cry
You're the one
That laughed at me
Then said goodbye
You're the one
You're the one
That made me blue
So how's it feel
Now that you're the one
It's happened to

Now you're back 
Calling me with open arms
What happened to the one
You met with all that charm
You say he's gone
you're alone
Well that's a shame
But if you think real hard
I know you'll see
Just who's to blame

You're the one
You're the one
That made me cry
You're the one



That laughed at me
Then said goodbye
You're the one
You're the one
That made me blue
So how's it feel
Now that you're the one
It's happened to

You're begging me to think 
About the love we've shared 
Yet it seems to me 
Not too long ago you didn't care 
The love you left
No longer lives
Within my heart
See the game you played 
So recklessly
Tore it all apart

And you're the one
You're the one
That made me cry
You're the one
That laughed at me
Then said goodbye
You're the one
You're the one
That made me blue
So how's it feel
Now that you're the one
It's happened to

Oh tell me how's it feel now
That you're the one
How's it feel to be the one
How's it feel now 
That you're the one it's happened to

You're the one
You're the one
Yeah, you're the one
You're the one
You're the one
You're the one
Yeah, you're the one
You're the one

23003. You're The One - Chords

You're The One
Written and recorded by Dwight Yoakam



G                                  C
You're the one you're the one that made me cry
   Am                  D7                 G
Oh you're the one that laughed at me then said goodbye
                                   C
You're the one you're the one that made me blue
   Am                     D7                  G           D7
So how's it feel now that you're the one it's happening to
G               C               D7
Now you're back callin' me with open arms
     G               C                D7
What happened to the one you met with all that charm
    Em                                           G     A7
You say he's gone and you're alone well that's a shame
       Am                                     D7
If you think real hard I know you'll see just who's to blame
repeat #1
 
G                    C               D7
You're begging me to think about the love we shared
    G                  C                D7
Yet it seems to me not too long ago you didn't care
    Em                                      G    A7
The love you left no longer lives within my heart
        Am                            D7
See the game you played so recklessly tore it all apart
repeat #1
Am          C                      D7
Now tell me how's it feel now that you're the one
C                      D7
How's it feel now that you're the one
C                      D7                  G           D7
How's it feel now that you're the one it's happening to
G                            C
You're the one oh you're the one
Am                           G
You're the one oh you're the one
                               C
You're the one yeah you're the one
Am                             C
You're the one yeah you're the one

23004. You're The One I Love

You're the One I Love
Sara Watkins - You're the One I Love

Tenderly, tenderly
Come to me tenderly
You're the one I love, you're the one I love
Hold it dear, hold it tight
When you're near, it's alright
You're the one I love, you're the one I love



You're the one I love
Baby, don't be afraid to love me, love me
Baby, don't be afraid to love me
Love me, new to you
Come to me, come to me
Tenderly, come to me
You're the one I love, you're the one I love
You're the one I love, you're the one I love
You're the one I love, you're the one I love
You're the one I love, you're the one I love
You're the one I love, you're the one I love
You're the one I love, you're the one I love
You're the one I love, you're the one I love
You're the one I love

23005. You're The One That Taught Me How To Swing

Dolly Parton - You're The One That Taught Me How To Swing

You were not content with me when I was like I used to be
I was too old-fashioned, too simple and too plain
And so you took this country girl, taught me all about the world
Yes, you're the one that taught me how to swing
I used to never drink or smoke, I'd even blush at dirty jokes
I never wanted to take part in all those worldly games
But you dressed me up in sexy clothes, took me where the swingers go
Yes, you're the one that taught me how to swing
But you don't want me swingin' now, but you're the one that taught me how
It was you that wanted me to change
I'm only what you made of me - your mistake was changin' me
Yes, you're the one that taught me how to swing
You want me like I was before, but I'm not like that anymore
This plain old simple country girl won't ever be the same
So don't expect me to go back 'cause it's a bit too late for that
An' you're the one that taught me how to swing
But you don't want me swingin' now, but you're the one that taught me how
It was you that wanted me to change
And I'm only what you made of me - your mistake was changin' me
And, you're the one that taught me how to swing
Yes, you're the one that taught me how to swing
Taught me how to swing

23006. You're The Only Girl In The Game

You're the Only Girl in the Game

What a twisted game you're playin' with the highest takes of all
Somewhere along the way the rules got change
From this narrow ledge we're walkin' and there's no way you can fall



Cause you're the only girl in the game
You're the only winner there's no way you can lose
And why I don't get out I can't explain
Any one decision you would be good news cause you're the only girl in the game
You're the only girl in the game he was not invited still he came
There can only be one loser and I already feel the pain from the only girl in the game
[ steel ]
You're the only girl in the game...

23007. You're The Only Girl In The Game - Chords

You're The Only Girl In The Game
Recorded by Merle Haggard
Written by Hank Cochran and Glenn Martin

C                                           F                 C
What a twisted game you're playin' with the highest stakes of all
          F         C                 G7
Somewhere along the way the rules got changed
          C                                      F              C
From this narrow ledge we're walkin' and there's no way you can fall
                 F    C    G7     C
Cause you're the only girl in the game
                               F              C
You're the only winner there's no way you can lose
        F           C           G7
And why I don't get out I can't explain
C                   F                 C
Any one decision to you would be good news
                 F    C    G7     C   C7
Cause you're the only girl in the game
F               C    G7     C
You're the only girl in the game
F          C             G7
He was not invited still he came
          C                       F                C
There can only be one loser and I already feel the pain
         F    C    G7     C
From the only girl in the game
Repeat #3

23008. You're The Only Good Thing (That's Happened To Me)

Ernest Tubb 
You're The Only Good Thing (That's Happened To Me)

Are you thinking that I wasn't meant for you
Could it be you believe that I've been untrue
But listen sweetheart this just cannot be



Cause you're the only good thing that's happened to me

We have our ups and downs like all lovers do
But you know in your heart that I worship you
So don't ever think of setting me free
Cause you're the only good thing that's happened to me

If you ever may think that I don't love you
That I'm not satisfied with things that you do
I want you to know and please understand
There's nothing in this world worth the touch of your hand

We have our ups and downs like all lovers do
But you know in your heart that I worship you
So don't ever think of setting me free
Cause you're the only good thing that's happened to me

23009. You're The Only One

Dolly Parton - You're The Only One 
(Carole Bayer Sager/Bruce Roberts)

I found out the hard way
And I'm never gonna break your heart
I know, too late
And I don't want to break your heart
Guess I had to go away just to find
What I left behind
You're the only one
You're the only one
Take me back
To where we started from
And let's make it now
Like we made it then
This ol' heart ain't gonna break your heart again
Nights I lay in bed
And your covers wouldn't warm my feet
And morning found me
Bitter or a bit too sweet
Oh baby, I had to go away
Just to run back and say
You're the only one
You're the only one
Take me back
To where we started from
Can we make it now
Like we made it then
This ol' heart ain't gonna break your heart again
You're the only one darlin'
They'll never be anyone else but you
I love you so much
You are my love, you've become my life
And I never meant to break your heart



But, sometimes, you just got to go away
To find what you left behind
You're the only one
You're the only one
Take me back
To where we started from
Can we make it now
Like we make it then
This ol' heart ain't gonna break your heart again
You're the only one
You're the only one
You're the only one
The only one
So take me back
To where we started from
You're the only one
The only one
You're the only one
You 're the only one
The only one
Take me back
To where we started from
You're the only one
The only one
You're the only one
You're the only one
The only one

23010. You're The Power

Kathy Mattea - You're the Power
(Craig Bickhardt/F.C. Collins)

Shining like a beacon through the darkest night
You're the only light that leads me home
Home is where the fire burns so warm and bright
Long as I have you, I'll never roam
Our paths may wander on this walk of life
But I won't walk alone

Like a blaze of gold
At the break of dawn
You're the power that heals my soul
When the wind grows cold
And I'm halfway gone
You're the power that keeps me whole

Running like a river to the rolling sea
The waters of your love are deep and strong
My harbor and my shelter you will always be
Even when the storm blows hard and long
While your spirit is a part of me
It gives life to this song



23011. You're The Power - Chords

You're The Power
Kathy Mattea - You're The Power
Written by Craig Bickhardt and F.C. Collins
Performed by Kathy Mattea on "Walk the Way the Wind Blows" in the key of Bb

Intro:      G  [ G A ]  D  D  G  [ G A ]  D  D

D                                 G   Bm  Em
Shining like a beacon through the darkest night
D                                   G
You're the only light that leads me home
D                               G    Bm  Em
Home is where the fire burns to warm and bright
D                              G
Long as I have you, I'll never roam
    Em                       G    A  Bm
Our paths may wander on this walk of life
    Em      G     A 
But I won't walk alone

Refrain:
       
       D                    A        D
Like a blaze of gold at the break of dawn
           Bm         G     A  D
You're the power that heals my soul

When the wind grows cold
        A       D
And I'm halfway gone
           Bm         G     A  D
You're the power that keeps me whole

Repeat Intro

D                           G  Bm   Em
Running like a river to the rolling sea
    D                                G
The waters of your love are deep and strong
   D                              G Bm   Em
My harbor and my shelter you will always be
D                                  G
Even when the storm blows hard and long
Em                     G    A  Bm
While your spirit is a part of me
   Em         G  Bm   A
It gives life to this song.

Repeat Refrain
           
           Bm         G     A  D



You're the power that heals my soul.
           Bm         G     A  D
You're the power that keeps me whole.

Closing:    G   [ G A ] D  D  G  [ G A ] D  D

23012. You've Been A Friend Babe

You've Been A Friend Babe

Thru the long night in your kitchen over coffee
We'd talk and listen to the rain outside
I'd unload my mind of all it's troubles
And you'd smile and say that you were on my side

You were someone I could always turn to
When it seems there was no one left for me
I'd say you've really been a friend, babe
When you knew that friends was all we'd ever be

As the day goes by the memories grow fonder
Of the happy hours that I spent there with you
And it makes no difference where I wander
The nights are brighter when I dream of you

Just to know there's someone always waiting
With a gentle word and a friendly smile for me
I'd say you've really been a friend, babe
When we knew that friends were all we'd ever be

I'd say you've really been a friend, babe
But you knew you're more than just a friend to me

23013. You've Been A Friend To Me

You've Been A Friend To Me

My bark of life was drifting  down the troubled stream of time
When first I saw your smiling face and youth was in its prime 

   Oh I'll never forget you wherever I roam wherever you may be
   If ever I have had a friend you've been that friend to me 

Misfortune nursed me as a child and loved me fondly too
I would have had a broken heart had it not have been for you 

I now look back upon the past across life's troubled sea
And smile to think thru all I've seen you've been a friend to me



23014. You've Been An Inspiration To Me - Chords

You've Been An Inspiration To Me - Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver
Album: Treasures Money Can't Buy (1992)
 
You've Been An Inspiration To Me
 
     A
For many years I have travelled in this lowland,
                              E
And always you have shown me loyalty.
     A
Now I would like to tell you as a brother,
                      E        A
You've been an inspiration to me.
     
        A
You've been an inspiration
     D                  A
All through this world below
        A
You've been an inspiration
     D               A
I'm glad to let you know
        A
You've been a friendly neighbour
   D                  A
I know you'll always be
     D               A
And I would like to tell you while I may
                       E       A
You've been an inspiration to me
 
 
I'd like to have you with me when I'm leaving,
To sail away to God's eternity.
I know you'd be faithful then as always,
You've been an inspiration to me.
 
Chorus
 
Banjo solo
 
Chorus
 
And I would like to tell you while I may
You've been an inspiration to me



23015. You've Been An Inspiration To Me - Chords

You've Been An Inspiration To Me
Recorded by Doyle Lawson

G
For many years I have traveled in this lowland
 D7
And always you have shown me loyalty
 G
Now I would like to tell you as a brother
 D7 G
You've been an inspiration to me
 
You've been an inspiration
 C G
All through this world below
 
You've been an inspiration
 A7 D7
I'm glad to let you know

G
You've been a friendly neighbor
 C G
I know you'll always be
 C G
And I would like to tell you while I may
 D7 G
You've been an inspiration to me

I'd like to have you with me when I'm leaving
 D7
To sail away to God's eternity
 G
I know that you'd be faithful then as always
 D7 G
You've been an inspiration to me

Repeat #2,3 x2

 C G
And I would like to tell you while I may
 D7 G
You've been an inspiration to me

23016. You've Been Fooling Me Baby

The Carter Family - You've Been Fooling Me, Baby
Flatt & Scruggs

[Verse 1]
I don't want you, mean mama



There ain't no use you hanging around
For I found me another mama
And now I am Chicago bound

[Chorus]
You've been fooling me, baby
You've been telling me your lies
When I thought you were an angel
Just sent down from the skies

[Verse 2]
Sing those parting blues to me, sweet Nell
When you leave you'll leave me sad
Because my daddy's gone and left me
I just wouldn't treat him right

[Chorus]

[Verse 3]
I wouldn't give him much loving
Wouldn't stay home at night
Now I hear the train a-coming
He has gone out of sight

[Chorus]

23017. You've Been Lonesome, Too

You've Been Lonesome, Too

If your heart has known such pain
Until for death it's crying
Only to have the lord refuse
Then you've been near my side

If in your heart somehow you know
You'll fail whate'er you do
Then you have walked a road of pain
Yes you've been lonesome too

If you have had each joy of life
Destroyed and cast away
Then watch a heart that once knew love
Grow sadder day by day

If your soul is wilted like a rose
That's never felt the dew
You're traveling on the street of grief
Yes you've been lonesome too

If for your wasted wicked life
Your soul cries out in shame
And you could live it all again



It'd never be the same

If you've cried 'god please bless the one
To whom I was untrue'
You've lived the life of regret
Yes you've been lonesome too

If when the storms light up the skies
It seems you can't go on
Then from a vision your darling comes
You speak but she is gone

If then the tears flood down your cheeks
There's no one else for you
Then you can't ever hide from fate
Yes you've been lonesome too

23018. You've Been On My Mind

Rodney Crowell - You've Been On My Mind

[Verse 1]
I guess it's time for me to say just how it is that I feel today
Today is just like any day 'cause you've been on my mind
It really hasn't been that long, it's funny where the time has flown
Memories just keep holding on and you've been on my mind

[Chorus]
You been on my mind sometimes
I think I must be going blind
I've seen a world, baby, without you
I don't see myself there too

[Verse 2]
Hardly does a day go by when I don't see your clear blue eyes
Many nights, I just wonder why and you've been on my mind
You've been on my mind so long
I've been thinking that something was wrong
I've told myself I should forget
I don't seem to have it yet
You've been on my mind ?
When it's all that's in my head
Guess I know what I must do
I don't think you'll be there too

[Outro]
Guess it's time for me to go
But as it is I'll never know
Just what it is that I long for so
And you've been on my mind
You've been on my mind



23019. You've Been On My Mind - Chords

You've Been On My Mind
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Rodney Crowell

C                   F         G7               C
Guess it's time for me to say how it is that I feel today
                   F                   G7                C
Today is just like any other day cause you've been on my mind
                 F                       G7              C
It really hasn't been that long but it's funny where the time has flown
                   F              G7             C
Memories just keep holding on and you been on my mind

F              C                F               C
You been on my mind sometimes I think I must be going blind
     F            C                                G7
I've seen a world baby without you but I don't see myself there too
C             F              G7               C
Hardly does a day go by when I don't see your clear blue eyes
                   F              G7             C
Many nights I just wonder why and you been on my mind

F                 C                 F                  C
You've been on my mind so long I've been thinking that something was wrong
     F             C                                 G7
I've told myself I should forget but I don't seem to have it yet
F                 C              F                    C
You've been on my mind I've said till it's all that's in my head
      F         C                                  G7
Yes I know what I must do but I don't think you'll be there too

C               F            G7                C
Guess it's time for me to go but as it is I'll never know
                       F               G7             C
Just what it is that I long for so and you been on my mind

23020. You've Been That Friend To Me

You've Been That Friend To Me

My spark of life was spinning down the troubled seas of time
When first I saw your smiling face and youth was in its prime 

   Oh I'll never forget you wherever I roam wherever you may be
   If ever I have had a friend you've been that friend to me 

Misfortune nursed me as her child and loved me fondly too



I would have had a broken heart had it not have been for you 

I now look back upon the past across life's troubled sea
And smile to think thru all I've seen you've been a friend to me

23021. You've Done Me Wrong - Chords

Chris Hillman - You've Done Me Wrong  
written by Ray Price & George Jones
 
D     G    A     D      A     D  2x

D                          G
Well, you tell me that you care
               A                 D
But now you're gone  you got me crying.
        A                   D
No use denying  you done me wrong.
                            G            
If I could look inside  your heart 
           A                  D                   
Then maybe I would know the reason 
             A               D
Why you were leaving  me all alone
       A
Well, you know   it's not so
        G
When you say you tried    you know you lied,
D                              A
I didn't do one wrong thing to you.
                         G                A                D
Won't you tell me   baby why you went and left me here so lonely
           A                 D
I miss you only   for I love you.

SOLO

D                   G                A
Did I ever make you sad   so you'd be mad
          D               A
Enough to hurt me   and desert me
       D
For so long
D                        G                  A
Well, you're tellin' everyone   what you've done,
               D                    A
You think it's funny  well, listen, honey,
            D
You done me wrong
       A
Well, you know   it's not so
        G
When you say you tried    you know you lied,



D                              A
I didn't do one wrong thing to you.
                          G               A               D
Won't you tell me   baby why you went and left me here so lonely
           A                 D
I miss you only   for I love you.
>From Chris Hillman & Herb Pedersen "Way Out West"
Back Porch Records 2002
Fort Knox Music(BMI)/Trio Music(BMI)

Chris Hillman     vocals/acoustic guitar/mandolin
Herb Pedersen     vocals/acoustic guitar
Larry Park        guitar
Bill Bryson       bass
Jat Dee Maness    steel guitar
Dennis Caplinger  fiddle
Willie Ornelas    drums
Sharon Soldi      accordion

23022. You've Done Nothing Wrong

Iris Dement - You've Done Nothing Wrong

[Verse 1]
Well, you told me that you wished
That things had not turned out this way
You never thought there'd come a time
When you would go away
But you stayed right here beside me
Even when the love was gone
And just because I'm hurting
That don't mean that you've done something wrong

[Verse 2]
Well, you said that you were sorry
And you'd take all the blame
But we both shared the gamble
So let's both share the pain
Like a breeze that blew across us
Love just moved along
And just because I'm hurting
That don't mean that you've done something wrong

[Chorus]
We were happy for awhile, dear, but that's all over now
I'll pick up the pieces and I'll get along somehow
But it all came back too clearly in my bed alone tonight
As I was lying here just waiting for, oh, that early morning light

[Verse 2]
Now you've gone so far away, dear
And these words I cannot say
I cursed at you for leaving



Slammed the door and ran away
In your face, I saw the sadness
But I've waited, now, too long
To tell you, "I still love you
And you've done nothing wrong"

[Chorus]
We were happy for awhile, dear, but that's all over now
I'll pick up the pieces and I'll get along somehow
But it all came back too clearly in my bed alone tonight
As I was lying here just waiting for, oh, that early morning light

23023. You've Got A Lover

Ricky Skaggs - You've Got a Lover

The clubs are all closed and there's no where to go
When the sun wont show for hours
The streets have all emptied and lovers lay sleeping
And dreaming of each other.

[Chorus]
You've got a lover but it's not me.
He can't love you like I can
There will be others yes I understand
Will they love me like you can.

There's acres and acres of heartbroken lovers
I know we're not the first ones
But sometimes it seems that it's just like a dream
That you try hard to remember.

[Chorus]

The clubs are all closing you know
I was hoping that time would hold me over
I pull up my collar, walk into the night
I'll be looking for an answer.

[Chorus]

23024. You've Got A Lover - Chords

You've Got A Lover
Ricky Skaggs

Intro [G][Am][C][D][G][C][D], *[C][B][A][D7]

[G] The clubs are all [Am] closed and there's [C] nowhere to [D] go



and the [G] sun won't show for [C] hou-[D]-rs
the [G] streets have all [Am] emptied and [C] lover's lay [D] sleeping
and [G] dreaming of each [C] o-[D]-ther

Chorus 1:
[C] You've got a lover but [D] it's not me
[G] he can't love you like [C] I [D] can
[C] there will be others yes [D] I understand
will they [G] love like [C] you [D] did *[C][B][A][D7]

There's [G] acres and [Am] acres of [C] heart broken [D] lover's
I [G] know we're not the [C] first [D] ones
but [G] sometimes it [Am] seems that it's [C] just like a [D] dream
that you [G] try hard to re-[C]-mem-[D]-ber

Repeat Chorus 1:

Instrumental Break [G][Am][C][D][G][C][D], *[C][B][A][D7]

The [A] clubs are all [Bm] closed and you [D] know I was [E] hoping
the [A] time would hold me [D] o-[E]-ver
I'll [A] pull up my [Bm] collar walk [D] into the [E] night
I'll be [A] looking for an [D] an-[E]-swer

Chorus 2
[D] You've got a lover but [E] it's not me
[A] he can't love [D] you like I [E] can
[D] there will be others yes [E] I understand
will they [A] love like [D] you [E] did *[D][C#m][B][E][A]

*Single string walkdown

23025. You've Got The Look Of A Perfect Diamond

You've Got The Look Of A Perfect Diamond

Lord why did I have to see you
I should have looked the other way
I thought that I could love and leave you
I should've known I'd have to pay

   You've Got the Look of a Perfect Diamond
   And your heart is hard as stone
   You think of love as just a playhouse
   A place to play then move on

Before I met you life was easy
Nothin' was standin' in my way
Why can't I block you from my memory
Erase your image now today

Each day is misery and confusion
Looks like troubles here to stay



Oh I bet it's not the first time
That you've tortured hearts this way

23026. You've Got To Believe

You've Got To Believe
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks

Simply, as simple as can be
Simply, the songs that you can sing
Simply, when somethin's botherin' you
Simply, I'll tell you what to do

You've go to believe
(You've go to believe)
And you will surely find
You better believe
(You better believe)
It's sure to ease your mind
Come on believe
(Come on and believe)
There's somethin' up above
Yes thRre's somethin'
(What's that somethin'?)
That somRthin' is love
Believe in somethin'
(What's that somethin'?)
That somethin' is love

Simply, (simply) so's you won't forget it
(You won't forget it)
Simply, I'm makin' you a bet
(You bet)
Simply, when trouble comes your way
(Comes your way)
Simply, remember what I say

You might also like
Walkin' One and Only
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks
I'm an Old Cowhand (From the Rio Grande)
Dan Hicks & The Hot Licks
'■'■the grudge
Olivia Rodrigo

You've go to believe
(Believe)
And you will surely find
You better believe
(Believe)
It's sure to ease your mind
Come on
(Believe)



There's somethin' up above
Yes there's somethin'
(What's that somethin'?)
That somethin' is love
Believe in somethin'
(What's that somethin'?)
That somethin' is love

When you low, when you down down down
You better believe
(You better believe)
In love

It's a drag, and your drug drug drug
You got to believe
(You got to believe)
In love

[Instrumental]

When you low, when your down down down
You better believe
(You better believe)
In love

(It's a drag, and you drug drug drug)
You drug and you drug and you drug and you drug drug drug
You got to believe
(You got to believe)
In love

Love

23027. You've Got To Hide Your Love Away

You've Got to Hide Your Love Away 
Lennon/McCartney
Chris Stapleton - Hot Buttered Rum

Here I stand head in hand
Turn my face to the wall
If she's gone I can't go on
Feelin' two-foot small

Everywhere people stare
Each and every day
I can see them laugh at me
And I hear them say

Hey you've got to hide your love away
Hey you've got to hide your love away

How can I even try



I can never win
Hearing them, seeing them
In the state I'm in

How could she say to me
Love will find a way
Gather round all you clowns
Let me hear you say

Hey you've got to hide your love away
Hey you've got to hide your love away

23028. You've Got To Righten That Wrong

You've Got To Righten That Wrong
The Carter Family

   You've got to righten that wrong someday
   Years may pass but you cant get away
   If you do wrong today the price you must pay
   You've got to righten that wrong someday

Do not lie or gossip on the folks whom you know
But do good to all while you may
Did smile while their face and frown when they go
You've got to righten that wrong someday

You hear Jesus pleading to come to the fold
The time is fleeting away
He will strengthen your spirits and sweeten your soul
Why not righten these wrongs today

23029. You've Got To Righten That Wrong - Chords

You've Got To Righten That Wrong
Recorded by The Johnson Mountain Boys
Written by A.P. Carter

C                          G7        C
You've got to righten that wrong someday
          F                      C
Years may pass but you can't get away
                          G7             C
If you do wrong today the price you must pay
                           G7        C
You've got to righten that wrong someday

                            G7             C
Do not lie or gossip on the folks whom you know



       F                     C
But do good to all while you may
                               G7              C
Did smile while their face and frown when they go
                           G7        C
You've got to righten that wrong someday

Repeat #1

                        G7            C
You hear Jesus pleading come into the fold
     F                C
Your time is fleeting away
                                    G7           C
He will strengthen your spirits and sweeten your soul
                      G7       C
Why not righten these wrongs today

Repeat #1

                           G7        C
You've got to righten that wrong someday

23030. You've Lost That Lovin' Feeling

Dolly Parton - You've Lost That Lovin' Feeling 
(Barry Mann, Cynthia Weil & Phil Spector)

You never close your eyes anymore when I kiss your lips
And there's no tenderness like before in your fingertips
You're trying hard not to show it, baby
But baby, baby I know it
You've lost that lovin' feeling
Whoa, that lovin' feeling
You've lost that lovin' feeling
Now it's gone, gone, gone, woah
Now there's no welcome look in your eyes when I reach for you
And now your're starting to critisize little things I do
It makes me just feel like crying, baby
'Cause baby, something in you is dying
You lost that lovin' feeling
Whoa, that lovin' feeling
You've lost that lovin' feeling
Now it's gone, gone, gone, woah
Baby, baby, I get down on my knees and pray to you
If you would only love me like you used to do
We had a love, a love, a love you don't find everyday
So don't, don't, don't, don't let it slip away
Bring back that lovin' feeling
Oh, that lovin' feeling
Bring back that lovin' feeling
Now it's gone, gone, gone
And I can't go on, woah



You've lost the lovin' feeling
Woah, that lovin' feeling
You've lost the lovin' feeling
Now it's gone, gone, gone
Fade:
Bring back that lovin' feeling, bring it on back
Woah, that lovin' feeling
You've lost that lovin' feeling
Now it's gone, gone, gone

23031. You've Never Been This Far Before

You've Never Been This Far Before

I can almost hear the stillness
As it yields to the sound of your heart beating
And I can almost hear the echo
Of the thoughts that I know you must be thinking

And I can feel your body tremble
As you wonder what this moment holds in store
And as I put my arms around you
I can tell you've never been this far before

I don't know what I'm saying
As my trembling fingers touch forbidden places
I only know I've waited
For so long for the chance that we are taking

I don't know and I don't care
What made you tell him you don't love him anymore
And as I taste your tender kisses
I can tell you've never been this far before

And as I take the love you're giving
I can feel the tension building in your mind
And you're wondering if tomorrow
I'll still love you like I'm loving you tonight

You have no way of knowing
But tonight will only make me love you more
And I hope that you'll believe me
Cause I know you've never been this far before

23032. You've Still Got It

You've Still Got It
Alecia Nugent - You've Still Got It



Southern lights and how planes fly
Some things I'll never understand
Like me here again tonight
At your memories command

Next thing I'm fighting for this heart of mine
I just can't forget the night I lost you
It's still a mystery after all this time
Though I've tried, I just don't get it
You've still got it

Turn the page, close the book
Put it on a shelf and let it be
That promise made was all it took
For you to make a lier out of me

Next thing I'm fighting for this heart of mine
I just can't forget the night I lost you
It's still a mystery after all this time
Though I've tried, I just don't get it
You've still got it

Next thing I'm fighting for this heart of mine
I just can't forget the night I lost you
It's still a mystery after all this time
Though I've tried, I just don't get it
You've still got it

23033. Young

Nickel Creek - Young

Young an' with no clue
Now I wanna love you
Give me the key to
What it's about?

Everything I've read
Everything you've said
Prove you're ove' my head
Help me climb out

I know that you don't need nobody
Are you sure, you're that sure about me?

Ooo ooo ooo ooo
Ooo ooo ooo ooo

Hey, what did I do?
I've spoken too soon
Listen to this tune
Forget the words



Wait until someday
  (Wait until someday)
'Cause when I know what to say
  (Know what to say)
I'll say it in the best way
You've ever heard
  (Ooo)

I know that you don't need nobody
Are you sure, you're that sure about me?

Young an' with no clue
Still wanna love you
Give credit where it's due
I've got good taste

It's not like I wanna get married
I never asked you to kiss me
Just don't want you to be sorry
You didn't try

23034. Young Again

Young Again
Hardwell, Chris Jones

When I was a boy, I
Dreamed of a place in the sky
Playing in the fields
Battling with my shields,
Bows made out of twine

I wish I could see this
World again through those eyes
See the child in me, in my fantasy
Never growing old

Will we ever feel young, again
Will we ever feel young, again
Will we ever feel young, again

You wanna feel young
You wanna feel young, again

When I was a boy, I
Searched for a world that's unknown
All we have is fun
Everybody runs, until the sun goes down

I wish I could see this
World again through those eyes
See the child in me, in my fantasy
Never growing old



Will we ever feel young, again
Will we ever feel young, again
Will we ever feel young, again

You wanna feel young
You wanna feel young, again

Ooh oh
Ooh oh
Ooh oh
Ooh oh, oh oh

23035. Young And Wild

John Butler - Young And Wild

[Verse 1]
Tell me where life goes in such a rush
Like that melted snow in your blue eyes
No one ever could try to tell us
Both were young and full of all our lies
We got in real deep they all could see
Running from the sun casting our shadows
No one trusted us not even me
We hung ourselves to rot upon our gallows
Lies
We built our castles high upon the rise

[Chorus]
Oh, so young, young and wild (x4)

[Verse 2]
Tell me where life goes with some old friends
'Cause we don't see each other anymore
All candles do melt, we burnt both ends
And there is nothing left we have in store
Down
I saw myself there lying on the ground
You blew your breath
Deep into my soul
Where we have been
No one will ever know
Where we have been no one will ever know

[Chorus]x2

23036. Young Boy



Young Boy
Lake Street Dive

[Verse 1]
I fell in
To love with a young boy
And I fell out
Of love with the man that young boy became
So am I to blame
Or did the boy do the same?

[Verse 2]
I got in
When the goin' was easy
And I got out
When the goin' got tough
Well, should I have hung on (Should I've hung on)
To a love that went wrong? (Love that went wrong)
Or had I hung too long

[Bridge]
Childhood darlin'
Don't mean you no harm
'Til you go on and grow up and apart
Sooner or later
You wake up to a stranger
That stole away your darlin' and your heart

[Verse 3]
I fell in
To love with a young boy
And I fell out
Of love with a man
Who later may claim (Later may claim)
That I led him astray (Led him astray)
But truly, one day
I hope he turns out okay
In his own private way

[Outro]
Should I have hung on?
Should I have hung on?
Should I have hung on to you?
Should I have hung on?
Oh
Should I have hung on to you?
Oh-oh

23037. Young Freda Bolt

Young Freda Bolt

Amid the Blue Ridge Mountains
There lived a maiden fair



Whose life was pure as heaven
Whose life was free from care

She dreamed of love and romance
With heart so glad and free
No gloom within the future
Young Freda Bolt could see

Nearby lived dear young Harmon
A boy she loved so well
And of these two young lovers
A story I will tell

Twas late one Thursday evening
The stars were shinning dim
That dear one called his sweetheart
To come and go with him

He told her on tomorrow
That they would surely wed
But little was she thinking
He'd take her life instead

They motored to Clinch Mountain
A place so dark and lone
And there her form so helpless
He placed beneath the stones

Away from home and mother
That Freda loved so well
The bitter pain and anguish
No mortal tongue can tell

Through tears she pled for mercy
Though he denied her cry
Young Harmon left his sweetheart
In agony to die

We think that God in heaven
Must surely heard her cry
And sent a band of angels
To linger very nigh

And bare her spirit over
To yonder happy shore
Where dying comes no never
And parting is no more

23038. Young Heart

Young Heart
Thomas Blom (ASCAP)
Kenny & Amanda Smith



I'm just a teenage boy called Sonny Joe 
I'm playing on the schoolyard like before 
When a pretty girl named Carrie walked right up to me and said 
Sonny won't you play a game with me
Now everyday I'm checking that schoolyard 
But just to find that she's nowhere around 
Well a friend of hers just told me that she left this town for good 
Wil I ever see that girl again

I'm trying hard to stay away from thoughts 
Which makes me wander hack to that sweet day 
When a pretty girl named Carrie walked right up to me and said 
Sonny won't you play a game with me 
I'm growing up I've just turned twenty-one 
I've met a girl and we now have a son 
Yes a little kid who looks a lot like Carrie I must say 
Guess he looks like mommy more than me
Finally a angel turned around and smiled 
Finally I found my love again 
Yeah I found my girl again 

Sweet Carrie I found you again

23039. Young In All The Wrong Ways

Sara Watkins - Young In All The Wrong Ways
Aoife O'Donovan

Young in all the wrong ways
Young in all the wrong ways

[Verse 1]
Take this pen it's clear to see
Honey, it's all the same
Cracks in the windows
Broken chairs
No one to blame
There was a time for me to hold on
There was a time for trust
But I'm not just gonna sit here in the dust

[Verse 2]
Tell me when you think of us
Is it only memories
Of the day when we were both more naive
Well I've got no time to look back
So I'm gonna leave you here
I'm going out to see about my own frontier
I'm going out to see about my own frontier

[Chorus]
You were my future



But that's in the past
You'll get another and it might last
You remind me of the girl I was
When i was young in all the wrong ways

[Verse 3]
I lie at rehearsal
Until i can feel that burn
Pray at the end
Accelerating into the turn
I'm not riding any longer
On the back of your bike
I've gone the miles and God knows I've got the fight
I've gone the miles and God knows I've got the fight

23040. Young Lover's Waltz

Young Lover's Waltz
Robert Earl Keen - Young Lover's Waltz

[Verse 1]
Bob Wills is playing the old London Hall
The whole town was out in their best
There is a boy called Caballo
He sported a plow
Fell in love with the girl in the blue cotton dress

[Verse 2]
Now they weren't much on dancing that grand ballroom style
But they shuffled across the dance floor in time
She said "I've nothing to offer"
He said, "I've nothing to take from you
"Except for your heart if you'll say you'll be mine"

[Chorus]
The young lovers waltzing on the town square at dawn
'Round, 'round the courthouse with no chaperone
It's a turn for a heartbeat and a turn for a sigh
It's a turn for the waltzers who can't say goodbye

[Verse 3]
There was biscuits and gravy, sweat on the ground
Harvesting late in the eve
And he lay with his blue girl when they lost their first child
Holding her to him away in their dreams

[Chorus]
Well, young lovers waltzing on the town square at dawn
'Round, 'round the courthouse with no chaperone
It's a turn for a heartbeat and a turn for a sigh
It's a turn for the waltzers who can't say goodbye

[Verse 4]



The shadows grew longer, the porch swing turned gray
The sunlight gave way to the moon
And that bent, old Caballo rocking away
Hums to his blue girl an old Bob Wills tune

[Chorus]
Of young lovers waltzing on the town square at dawn
'Round, 'round the courthouse with no chaperone
It's a turn for a heartbeat and a turn for a sigh
It's a turn for the waltzers who can't say goodbye
It's a turn for the waltzers who can't say goodbye

23041. Young Lovers Waltz - Chords

Young Lovers Waltz

Capo 4

Bm                       A
Bob Wills is playing the old London hall
    G              A            Bm
The whole town was out in there best
           Bm                    A
There is a boy called Caballo he sported a plow
        G           A                       D
Fell in love with a girl in the blue cotton dress

Now they weren't much on dancing that grand ballroom style
But they shuffled across the dance floor in time
She said I've nothing to offer he said I've nothing to take from you
Except for your heart if you'll say you'll be mine

Chorus:
Bm                           E7
Young Lovers waltzing on the town square at dawn
A                                D
Round, round the courthouse with no chaperone
       Bm                         E7
It's a turn for a heartbeat and a turn for a sigh
       G            A                           D
It's a turn for the waltzers that can't say goodbye

There was biscuits and gravy sweat on the ground
Harvesting late in the eve
And he lay with his blue girl when they lost their first child
Holding her to him away in their dreams

Chorus

The shadows grew longer the porch swing turned gray 
The sunlight gave way to the moon
And I old Caballo rocking away 
Hums to his blue girl an old bob wills tune



Chorus

23042. Young Man

Young Man
Dixie Chicks

[Verse 1]
I had no words for you that Saturday
As we both watched our entire worlds change
Your' hero' fell just as' you came of age
And I had' no words, but now I know what to say

[Pre-Chorus]
You're of me, not mine
Walk your own crooked line
I promise you'll be fine
Take the best parts of him
As your own life begins
Leave the bad news behind you

[Chorus]
Young man
Take a good look at my life and
Try to understand
I've done my best the best I know how to
And my blues aren't your blues
It's up to you

[Verse 2]
After this storm
There's nothing you can't navigate
Point to the truth
You'll see it's the only way

[Pre-Chorus]
You're of me, not mine
Perfect in my eyes
You're gonna be alright
Take the best parts of him
As your own life begins
Leave the bad news behind

[Chorus]
Young man
Take a good look at my life and
Try to understand
I've done my best the best I know how to
And my blues aren't your blues
It's up to you
It's up to you



[Chorus]
Young man
Take a good look at my life and
Try to understand
I've done my best the best I know how to
And my blues aren't your blues
You'll walk in your own shoes
It's up to you

23043. Young Man's Town

Vince Gill - Young Man's Town
Emmylou Harris

I wake up one morning and it's passed you by
You don't know when and you don't know why
I feel like an old memory hangin' round
And man, we've got to face it, it's a young man's town

I knew this day was comin' all along
Some why bitch an' moan and say they done you wrong
Just teach 'em what you know and pass it on down
'Cause man, you gotta face it, it's a young man's town

It's a young man's town
Full of young man's dreams
And all God's children gotta learn to spread their wings
And sometimes you gotta stand back
And watch 'em burn it to the ground
Even though you built it, it's a young man's town

You always seem to be the last to know
Man, that's just the way that the story goes
There's nothin' you can do when the fields have turned brown
An' man, you gotta face it, it's a young man's town

It's a young man's town
Full of young man's dreams
And all God's children gotta learn to spread their wings
And sometimes you gotta stand back
And watch 'em burn it to the ground
Even though you built it, it's a young man's town

Sometimes you gotta stand back
And watch 'em burn it to the ground
Even though you built it, it's a young man's town

It's a young man's town



23044. Your Angel Steps Out Of Heaven - Chords

Your Angel Steps Out Of Heaven
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Jack Ripley

G               D7              G
You tell me you have married an angel
                  D7          G
She's made heaven out of your home
        C                          G
You say there couldn't be rainbows without her
                                         D7
She's brought you happiness you've never known
 
G                       D7          G
But you may hate me for what I will tell you
                        D7          G
But you'll thank me for setting you right
          C                     G
While you work to keep angel in heaven
                        D7          G    Em
Your angel steps out of heaven each night

    D7                         C             G
Her heaven's not the same that you're living in
                                                               D7
It's any place where there's music and some free drinks thrown in
   G                           C              G
So call her your angel I won't say you're not right
                           D7          G
But you angel steps out of heaven each night

                        D7          C    G
Your angel steps out of heaven each night

23045. Your Baby Ain't Sweet Like Mine

Carolina Chocolate Drops
Your Baby Ain't Sweet Like Mine

Everybodys talkin' bout their sweetie nowadays
I got the one with the sweetest ways
Your baby may roll the jelly fine
Nobody's baby can roll it like mine

Your baby ain't sweet like mine
She eats her jelly roll all the time
And when I'm feelin' lonesome and blue
My baby knows just what to do
She even calls me honey
She even lets me spend her money
Never has my baby put me outdoor



She even buys me all my clothes
I don't wanna brag, I wanna put you in line
Your baby ain't sweet like mine, no no
Your baby ain't sweet like mine

Your baby ain't sweet like mine
She bake a jelly roll all the time
And when I'm feelin' lonesome and blue
My baby knows just what to do
She even calls me honey
She even lets me spend her money
Never has my baby put me outdoors
She even buy me all my clothes
I don't wanna brag, just wanna put you in line
Your baby ain't sweet like mine, no no
Your baby ain't sweet like mine

Your baby ain't sweet like mine
Bake a jelly roll all-a the time
And when I'm feelin' lonesome and blue
My baby knows just what to do
She even calls me honey (honey)
She even lets me spend her money (all my money)
Never has my baby put me outdoors (I'd never do that)
She even buys me all my clothes
I don't wanna brag, just wanna put you in line
Your baby ain't sweet like mine, no no
Your baby ain't sweet like mine
Oh, yes, your baby ain't sweet like mine

23046. Your Best Friend And Me

Mac Wiseman  - Your Best Friend and Me 

You only give me the best
You only give me the best that You have
whoo!

Your grace give me things I don't deserve
I didn't earn it
I think I'm worthless
Yeah

You took me from the bottom
And told me I'm the head
I didn't give you nothing
You gave me love instead

I can't just keep in all this love
Without giving it back to You
We giving it back. Yes!

The best of my love



You loved me first you gave me the best of Your love
You loved me first You gave me the best of Your love

You only give me the best
You only give me the best that You have
oh oh oh oh

I just taking the way You love me, Your ways of loving
I just can't keep it to myself yeah
You took me from the bottom
And told me I'm the head
I didn't give You nothing
You gave me grace instead

And all across the danceroom floor
All across the danceroom floor
Body rockin' and we sing
You give the best, my love
You loved me first You gave me the best of Your love

You loved me first, You gave me the best of Your...

23047. Your Birthday Is

Tom T Hall - Your Birthday Is
Composer: Tom T. Hall

Your birthday is special to me
I'm glad it's your birthday today
It's been a good year now your birthday is here
And here's what I wanted to say

I know your birthday is special to you
I want you to know that I'm lovin' it too
You're bigger and better and taller and smart
And it makes me feel good in my heart

Your birthday makes everyone glad
How many birthdays have you had
Well you ought to say wow cause you're having one now
And you should thank your mom and your dad

Have you ever noticed how quickly you grow
You once were a small tender baby you know
You're clever and good and you're growing each week
Someday you'll be as big as you please

Your birthday is special to me
I'm glad it's your birthday today
It's been a good year now your birthday is here
And that's what I wanted to say



23048. Your Birthday Is - Chords

Your Birthday Is
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

C                           F
Your birthday is special to me
    G7                      C
I'm glad it's your birthday today
                               F
It's been a good year now your birthday is here
    C             G7        C
And here's what I wanted to say
  F                     C
I know your birthday is special to you
  G7                        C
I want you to know that I'm lovin' it too
       F                     C
You're bigger and better and taller and smart
                     G7         C
And it makes me feel good in my heart
                             F
Your birthday makes everyone glad
    G7                      C
How many birthdays have you had
                                       F
Well you ought to say wow cause you're having one now
        C                 G7           C
And you should thank your mom and your dad
F                         C
Have you ever noticed how quickly you grow
    G7                       C
You once were a small tender baby you know
       F                          C
You're clever and good and you're growing each week
                     G7         C
Someday you'll be as big as you please
C                           F
Your birthday is special to me
    G7                      C
I'm glad it's your birthday today
                               F
It's been a good year now your birthday is here
    C             G7        C
And that's what I wanted to say

23049. Your Boat's Lost At Sea - Chords



Your Boat's Lost At Sea
Written by: Jimmy Rankin; performed by The Rankin Family

G Em
Love,........ your boat's lost at sea............
Em Am C G
I stand on the shore.......In the warm summer eve
G Em Am
waiting for you,....... waiting for you
C G
To come home to me
G Em 
Love,.........it's sometimes a shame
 Am C G
I walk through the field....In the cold autumn rain
G Em Am
Longing to hear, longing to hear
C G
You call out my name

CHORUS
Em Am
Fire on the water
 Dm---G
And smoke in the sky
Em Am 
I'll leave the lamp burning
 Dm---G
In case you drop by

VERSE 3
Time slips slowly away
I stand in the window
Well they all think I'm crazy
For waiting for you, for waiting for you
For waiting...
To come home to me.

REPEAT CHORUS

G Em
Love, I live in a dream
 Am C G
Night after night, day after day
 Em Am 
Still can't believe, still can't believe
C G
Your boat's lost at sea
Your boat's lost at sea
Your boat's lost at sea
Em Am
I'll leave the lamp burning
C G
Your boat's lost at sea



23050. Your Cheatin' Heart

Your Cheatin' Heart
Ernest Tubb - Roy Acuff
(originally by Hank Williams)

Your cheatin' heart will make you weep
You'll cry and cry and try to sleep
But sleep won't come the whole night through
Your cheatin' heart will tell on you

When tears come down like falling rain
You'll toss around and call my name
You'll walk the floor the way I do
Your cheatin' heart will tell on you

Your cheatin' heart will pine someday
And crave the love you threw away
The time will come when you'll be blue
Your cheatin' heart will tell on you

When tears come down like falling rain
You'll toss around and call my name
You'll walk the floor the way I do
Your cheatin' heart will tell on you

23051. Your Crazy Heart

Your Crazy Heart 
Doyle Lawson

VERSE: 
Oh you tell me that you're leavin' 
That you found somebody new 
Someone to love you a little different than I do 
But you don't know what you're doing 
You don't realize the heartache 
That you're causin' just to be with someone new 
 
CHORUS: 
Your crazy heart has brought me sorrow 
So much grief and too much pain 
And I will have to face it all alone 
Since you've gone and left me cryin' 
Heart inside of me is dying 
For I've lost, the only one I'll ever love 
 
For I've lost, the only one I'll ever love



23052. Your Cryin' Eyes - Chords

Your Cryin' Eyes 
Mandolin Orange
 
[Verse 1]
    G              G/F#  Em
You say you killed ten thousand men
  Am          Am/B C
Beneath the rising sun
    G           G/F#   Em
But why take on ten thousand when
     Am                C     G
your quarrel lies with one?
 
[Chorus]
C               G
Dry your cryin' eyes
 D                 Am
enough so they may see
Em             D/F#       G
Heartbreak has broken you down
       Am         G/B       C
In its wake maybe true love is found
D*               G
    true love is found
 
[Verse 2]
    G             G/F#  Em
You say you sailed the seven seas
Am                 Am/B  C
   and circled the world wide
G             G/F#      Em
  And just to meet your   bitter (?) need
          Am            Am/B  C    G
to turn inside the face of    god
 
[Chorus]
C               G
Dry your cryin' eyes
 D                 Am
enough so they may see
Em             D/F#       G
Heartbreak has broken you down
       Am         G/B       C
In its wake maybe true love is found
D*               G
    true love is found
 
[Instrumental 1]
(verse chords)
/ G / G G/F# / Em / Em /
/ Am / Am Am/B / C / C /
/ G / G/F# / Em / Em /
/ Am / Am Am/B / C / G /
 
[Verse 3]



    G             G/F# Em
The sun's come up and  sons go down
    Am    Am/B   C
And so many have passed
      G           Dm/F            Em
Oh my my, I guess now you'll stop time
        Am                 G/B        C
And, believe me, you're the first to try
 
[Instrumental 2]
(chorus chords)
/ C / C /
/ C / C / G / G /
/ D / D / Am / Am /
/ Em / D/F# / G / G /
/ Am / G/B / C / C / C / C /
/ D* / D* / D* / D* /
 
[Chorus]
C               G
Dry your cryin' eyes
 D                 Am
enough so they may see
Em             D/F#       G
Heartbreak has broken you down
       Am         G/B       C
In its wake maybe true love is found
D*               G
    true love is found
 
[Ending]
(listen to the record for exact timing)
e/------------------------/-3------------------------/
B/------------------------/-0------------------------/
G/-0--------------0-------/-0------------------------/
D/-0------------0---0-----/-0------------------------/
A/-2--------2h3-------3---/-2------------------------/
E/-3----------------------/-3------------------------/

23053. Your Daughters And Your Sons

Your Daughters And Your Sons / Jean's Reel - The Duhks

They wouldn't hear your music
And they tore your paintings down
They wouldn't read your writing
And they banned you from the town
But they couldn't stop you dreaming
And a victory you have won
For you sowed the seeds of freedom
In your daughters and your sons

Your weary smile it proudly hides



The chain marks on your hands
As you bravely strive to realize
The rights of every man
And though your body's bent and low
A victory you have won
For you sowed the seeds of justice
In your daughters and your sons

In your daughters and your sons
In your daughters and your sons
You sowed the seeds of justice
In your daughters and your sons

I don't know your religion
But one day I heard you pray
For a world where everyone can work
And children they can play
And though you never got your share
Of the victories you have won
For you sowed the seeds of equality
In your daughters and your sons

In your daughters and your sons
In your daughters and your sons
You sowed the seeds of equality
In your daughters and your sons

They taunted you in Belfast
And they tortured you in Spain
And in the Warsaw ghetto
Where they tied you up in chains
In Vietnam and Chile
Where they came with tanks and guns
It's there you sowed the seeds of peace
In your daughters and your sons

In your daughters and your sons
In your daughters and your sons
There you sowed the seeds of peace
In your daughters and your sons

Now your music's playing
And the writing's on the wall
And the dreams that you have painted
Can be seen by one and all
Now you've got them thinking
And the future's just begun
For you sowed the seeds of freedom
In your daughters and your sons

In your daughters and your sons
In your daughters and your sons
Sowed the seeds of freedom
In your daughters and your sons

In your daughters and your sons
In your daughters and your sons



Sowed the seeds of freedom
In your daughters and your sons

23054. Your Empty Heart

Your Empty Heart 
(Larry W. Jones 01/20/2007)

The time has come, my dear, for us to talk things out
I need to hear from you just what our love is all about
I see an empty frame where there should be a work of art 
When will you open up and let me fill your empty heart
Is there someone in your past who still has a hold on you
Or is it that you've cast my love aside for someone new
I want to fill our life with love before the dream departs
When will you open up and let me fill your empty heart
I've seen the way you sit and reminisce of days gone by
But dear, those days are gone on which you still rely 
This emptiness just steers our ship right off the chart 
When will you open up and let me fill your empty heart
One fine day the time will come when you will truly see
That the love I've given you is filled with sincerity
Let's talk it out instead of closing with the saddest part 
When will you open up and let me fill your empty heart

23055. Your Eyes

Your Eyes
Laurie Lewis

Hey! What're you trying to do?
Don't look at me when I'm talking to you
Turn away, close your eyes,
Don your shades- don't you realize
You can't look at me the way you do
And not expect me to fall for you

I was in the lead, but I stumbled at the rail
I was flying high, but I'm a kite with no tail
I'm gonna fall, and I was doing so well
Until I looked into your eyes

Hey! What're you trying to pull?
They say the eyes are the gateway to the soul
Posted signs mean nothing to you
You just push that gate and you walk on through
I guess you called this little girl's bluff,
You know I'm really not all that tough



I was in the lead, but I stumbled at the rail
I was flying high, but I'm a kite with no tail
I'm gonna fall, and I was doing so well
Until I looked into your eyes

Nobody told me about your power
To transform this hole into a field of flowers
I'm a deer in the headlights, totally absorbed
By the brilliancy of your luminous orbs
Take it from me, there's no disputin'
You're some kind of Svengali, or somethin'

I was in the lead, but I stumbled at the rail
I was flying high, but I'm a kite with no tail
I'm gonna fall, and I was doing so well
Until I looked into your eyes

23056. Your Eyes Say His Name

Your Eyes Say His Name
The Gibson Brothers (Country)

[Verse 1]
You think that I don't know
The place that your heart goes
You're lyin' here, but a million miles away
And I felt it all along
That makes me weak but I'm not wrong
You look at me, but your eyes say his name

[Verse 2]
With you I've had to learn
My love won't be returned
You can't lose again if you don't play the game
And no matter what I do
I'm just the next best thing to you
I give my everythin', but your eyes say his name

[Chorus]
Every day and night
You still hold on tight to him
Your eyes say his name
Your eyes say his name

[Verse 3]
It's a woundRd, worried life
WherR you barely show the knife
And maybe you don't know, but I'm dyin' just the same
'Cause the love I thought was mine
Travels back to him each time
You look at me, but your eyes say his name

[Chorus]



Every day and night
You still hold on tight to him
Your eyes say his name
Your eyes say his name

23057. Your Flag Decal Won't Get You Into Heaven Anymore

Your Flag Decal Won't Get You Into Heaven Anymore
John Prine

While digesting Reader's Digest
In the back of a dirty book store,
A plastic flag, with gum on the back,
Fell out on the floor.
Well, I picked it up and I ran outside
Slapped it on my window shield,
And if I could see old Betsy Ross
I'd tell her how good I feel.

Chorus:
But your flag decal won't get you
Into Heaven any more.
They're already overcrowded
From your dirty little war.
Now Jesus don't like killin'
No matter what the reason's for,
And your flag decal won't get you
Into Heaven any more.

Well, I went to the bank this morning
And the cashier he said to me,
"If you join the Christmas club
We'll give you ten of them flags for free."
Well, I didn't mess around a bit
I took him up on what he said.
And I stuck them stickers all over my car
And one on my wife's forehead.

Chorus

Well, I got my window shield so filled
With flags I couldn't see.
So, I ran the car upside a curb
And right into a tree.
By the time they got a doctor down
I was already dead.
And I'll never understand why the man
Standing in the Pearly Gates said...

Chorus



23058. Your Forever Blue

Del McCoury - Your Forever Blue

Since you left me baby I've been true to you
I don't run around with every gal in town
The way I used to do
I'm startin' over new
Your's forever blue

I wrote you a letter and every word was true
I apologized for all my lies
And the way I treated you
Signed it "lonely fool"
Your's forever blue

Lately I've been hurtin' deep inside of me
My poor heart's broke and every ragged stroke
Brings back your memory
Keeps me wantin' you
Yours forever blue

But I don't need no doctor to tell me what to do
'Bout this spell of yours 'cause there ain't no cure
Even if I wanted to
Can't get over you
Your's forever blue

If you ever want me you know what to do
Just call my name 'cause I ain't ashamed
To crawl on home to you
If you want me to
Your's forever blue

I'm gonna buy myself a guitar
Any kind'll do
The only song I know play it soft and low
While I moan the blues for you
The whole night through
Your's forever blue

23059. Your Greedy Heart

Your Greedy Heart

I have waited long in silence while you realize your dreams
But you take and take and take love, never turn a hand to me
Like a teardrop in an ocean, grain of sand upon a beach
I could journey on forever to a heart that's out of reach.



   Oh, what more can I give you that I've not already given
   I have only one heart, one life to live
   You take what I'm a-wanting, I'm mindful of your greed
   My lifetime is too short to give you all that you need.
    The walls of love are tumbled 'round me left me standing by myself

23060. Your Heart Has Found a Home

Your Heart Has Found a Home
by Ron Block / from the album Faraway Land
 
Sometimes life can be so cold
A thousand knocks that bleed the soul
Painful love can close the heart
The key that locks the door

A hidden heart can't feel much pain
A buried rose can't feel the rain
And hidden in that darkened tomb
It withers, never blooms

Chorus:
Calling and calling, the love that's in the Son
In dying and crying brings hope to everyone
The Spirit in you, you're never alone
And now your heart has found a home

If hurting gets the best of you
Don't fight the dark that brings the dew
Embrace the pain that fills the heart
Remember who you are

Repeat chorus
Repeat chorus

23061. Your Heart Turned Left - Chords

Your Heart Turned Left
Recorded by George Jones
Written by Harlan Howard

C                                       F
Your heart turned left and I was on the right
    G7                                  C
You couldn't have hurt me more with dynamite
                               F
Thought I was your destiny but just before you got to me
     G7                                 C



Your heart turned left and I was on the right

                            F
I almost had the battle won what could I have said and done
     G7                          C
That put you in another's arms tonight 
                              F
I don't know where I lost out I just know without a doubt 
     G7                                 C
Your heart turned left and I was on the right

Repeat #1 

                                          F
Now my poor heart just moans and groans I walked around just kicking stones 
   G7                           C
Oh cupid sure won't get another bite 
                           F
Honey why'd you lead me on without a warning you were gone
     G7                                 C
Your heart turned left and I was on the right

Repeat #1 

          G7                                 C
Yeah your heart turned left and I was on the right

23062. Your Kisses Are Charity

Dolly Parton - Your Kisses Are Charity 
(G. O' Dowd, R. Hay, M. Craig & J. Moss)

Last night you breathed the deepest sigh
Turned away with those gold cold cool eyes
You said won't you give me space to breathe
But my tears gave you confidence to leave
Now you say I'm just too much for you
There are things you'll never know
If you lie and cheat so easily
Ya better go, you better go
Go, go, go, you better go
All I know is how I feel
And my heart is always yours to steal
But you take and never give to me
Your kisses are charity
Your kisses are charity
Yesterday you were my brightest star
But even when you're near
I don't know where you are
I was wrong to show my weaker side
Now it's much too late to cry, cry, cry
I was blind to put my trust in you
If you leave me, I'll fall apart



Did you plan to make a fool out of me
From the start, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
All I know is how I feel
And my heart was always yours to steal
But you take and never give to me
Your kisses are charity
Your kisses are charity
Now you say I'm too much for you
There are things you'll never know
If you lie and cheat so easily
Ya better go, you better go
Go, go, go, you better go
All I know is how I feel
And my heart was always yours to steal
But you take and never give to me
Your kisses are charity
You never give to me
All I know is how I feel
And my heart was always yours to steal
But you take but never give to me
Your kisses are charity
Your kisses are charity

23063. Your Long Journey

Norman Blake - Your Long Journey
Alison Krauss

God's given us years of happiness here
Now we must part
And as the angels come and call for you
The pains of grief tug at my heart

Oh, my darling
My darling
My heart breaks as you take your long journey

Oh, the days will be empty
The nights so long without you, my love
And when God calls for you, I'm left alone
But we will meet in Heaven above

Oh, my darling
My darling
My heart breaks as you take your long journey

Fond memories I'll keep of happy ways
That on earth we trod
And when I come, we will walk hand in hand
As one in Heaven in the family of God

Oh, my darling
My darling



My heart breaks as you take your long journey

23064. Your Long Journey - Chords

Your Long Journey 
Recorded by Emmylou Harris
Written by Doc Watson and Rosa Lee Watson  

C                       G7        C
God's given us years of happiness here 
    F       C
Now we must part 
                  G7       C
And as the angels come and call for you 
    G7       C          F     C
The pains of grief tugs at my heart 
G7
Oh my darling  my darling 
                       C         F        C
My heart breaks as you take your long journey 

Oh the days will be empty 
    G7        C            F      C
The nights so long without you my love 
                       G7      C
And when God calls for you I'm left alone 
    G7      C       F      C
But we will meet in heaven above 
G7
Oh my darling  my darling 
                       C         F        C
My heart breaks as you take your long journey 

                        G7       C
Fond memories I'll keep of happy ways 
         F       C
That on earth we trod 
                        G7           C
And when I come we will walk hand in hand 
   G7     C             F         C
As one in heaven in the family of God 
G7
Oh my darling  my darling 
                       C         F       C
My heart breaks as you take your long journey

23065. Your Love



Your Love
Seth Mulder & Midnight Run

Your love your love your love
Used to make me feel alive
Your love your love your love
Is all I wanted every day and night

When you said you were leaving
I could hardly believe it
You were gone, in the blink of an eye
You left me here standing
with my head in my hands
waiting for the tears to dry
waiting for the tears to dry

Your love your love your love
Used to make me feel alive
Your love your love your love
Is all I wanted every day and night

The nights are cold and lonely,
Dreaming of you only
Wishing you were by my side
IWell wake up every morning
Memories keep ah pouring
Why'd you have to say goodbye
Why'd you have to say goodbye

Your love your love your love
Used to make me feel alive
Your love your love your love
Is all I wanted every day and night

Girl I hope your happy
Down in Tallahassee
Hope he keeps you satisfied
you better not come running
Longing for my lovin
When he leaves you all alone to cry
When he leaves you all alone to cry

Your love your love your love
Used to make me feel alive
Your love your love your love
Is all I wanted every day and night
All I wanted every day and night
You love your love your love

23066. Your Love Died Like The Rose

Your Love Died Like The Rose

The rose that I planted with such tender care



Is wilted and fading today
I'll cherish the blossom that once was so fair
Like your love that's gone far away. 

 It seems so unfair and hard to believe
That you took my dreams and were gone
Your reason for leavin' my heart can't conceive
But the tears have convinced me you're gone 

 I stand all alone with a rose in my hand
Although it is withered and old
It's all I have left with this faded gold band
And a memory I could never let go. 

 So dear if you're mine give a thought to the past
Don't worry for love comes and goes
My love for you was made, dear, to last
Your love bloomed and died like the rose
Your love bloomed and died like the rose.

23067. Your Love Has Lifted Me Higher And Higher

Dolly Parton - Your Love Has Lifted Me Higher And Higher

Your love has lifted me your love has lifted me higher higher and higher
Your love keeps liftin' me keeps right on liftin' me higher higher and higher

[ fiddle ]

Your love has lifted me keeps right on liftin' me higher higher and higher
Your love has lifted me keeps right on liftin' me higher higher and higher
Your love lifted me higher than I've never been lifted before
So keep it up feel my desires and I'd be at your side for ever more
Your love keeps liftin' me keeps right on liftin' me higher higher and higher
Your love keeps liftin' me keeps right on liftin' me higher higher and higher
I'm so glad so glad I found you I'm so proud that I am your girl
So you keep on holdin' my hand I'd be proud to say to the world
Your love has lifted me keeps right on liftin' me higher higher and higher
Your love keeps liftin' me keeps right on liftin' me higher higher and higher
I was hurt and down hearted disappointment was my closest friend
And then you came hurt somebody it ain't never gonna show its face again
No no your love has lifted me keeps right on liftin' me higher higher and higher
Your love keeps liftin' me keeps right on liftin' me higher higher and higher
Your love keeps liftin' me...

23068. Your Love I Needed Best Of All

Your Love I Needed Best Of All (Larry W. Jones 10/03/2007) 



Some things in life never need spoken
We all know that Winter follows Fall
But plans that we made are now broken
Your love dear, I needed best of all
Best of all I needed your love, dear
All year, including Winter and Fall
But you left me here with lonely tears
To see you go hurt me worst of all
Folks are searching for the rainbow's end
A gold treasure that hides from us all
What we need is a lover and friend
It's your love I needed best of all

- instrumental -

Best of all I needed your love, dear
All year, including Winter and Fall
But you left me here with lonely tears
To see you go hurt me worst of all
Folks are searching for the rainbow's end
A gold treasure that hides from us all
What we need is a lover and friend
It's your love I needed best of all
What we need is a lover and friend
It's your love I needed best of all

23069. Your Love Is Like A Flower

Your Love Is Like A Flower
Flatt & Scruggs

It was long, long ago in the moonlight
We were sitting on the banks of the stream
When you whispered so sweetly, I love you
As the waters murmured a tune

   Oh they tell me your love is like a flower
   In the springtime blossoms so fair
   In the fall then they wither away dear
   And they tell me that's the way of your love

I remember the night, little darling
We were talking of days gone by
When you told me you always would love me
That for me your love would never die

It was spring when you whispered these words dear
The flowers were all blooming so fair
But today as the snow falls around us
I can see that your love is not there



23070. Your Love Is Like A Flower

Your Love Is Like A Flower
Dailey & Vincent

Is your love like a flower
Like the cool of mornin' dew
Like the softness of the moonlight
In the summer just me and you
You give me sunshine when it's cloudy
You send me letters when we're apart
You let me love you and let our love be
With all our mind and all our heart

Repeat 1

I send you roses in the winter
You send me kisses in return
But when the time comes to be together
Let the flame of our love burn

Repeat 1

So let us hope our love's forever
Cause the river never ends
Let me love you and let our love be
With all our heart and all our minds

Repeat 1 (2 times)

Like the softness of the moonlight
In the summer just me and you

23071. Your Mama Didn't Raise No Idiot

Your Mama Didn't Raise No Idiot

Now I'm just a simple guy, not very smart you see
I never got much learning, never won a spelling bee
But I've always yearned for the big bright lights and to be a big star on broadway
And I made up my mind a long time ago that I'd be right there someday
Oh, they said I couln't do it, but I did it
And I said to myself, I said self
Your mama didn't raise no idiot

I remember when I'se in my teens I used to work the farm
I plowed a mule from dawn til dark, never done nobody no harm
Then one weekend the mule got stuborn when I wanted to ride him to town
My daddy said son, you wanta get his attention, why don't you knock him down



Pap didn't think I'd do it but I did it
And I said to myself, I said self
Your mama didn't raise no idiot

Then later on I bought a car, my troubles really begin
I guss I've spent a million bucks and traded a thousand time since then
A real smart man then put me wise, since then my life's been gay
He said open a used car lot and driver a different one every day
He didn't think I'd do it, but I did it
And I said to myself, I said self
Your mama didn't raise no idiot

23072. Your Man

Your Man
Chris Stapleton

Baby lock the door and turn the lights down low
Put some music on that's soft and slow
Baby we ain't got no place to go
I hope you understand
I've been thinking 'bout this all day long
Never felt a feeling quite this strong
I can't believe how much it turns me on
Just to be your man
There's no hurry
Don't you worry we can take our time
Come a little closer
Let's go over what I had in mind
Baby lock the door and turn the lights down low
Put some music on that's soft and slow
Baby we ain't got no place to go
I hope you understand
I've been thinking 'bout this all day long
Never felt a feeling quite this strong
I can't believe how much it turns me on
Just to be your man
Ain't nobody ever love nobody
The way that I love you
We're alone now
You don't know how long I've wanted to
Lock the door and turn the lights down low
Put some music on that's soft and slow
Baby we ain't got no place to go
I hope you understand
I've been thinking 'bout this all day long
Never felt a feeling that was quite this strong
I can't believe how much it turns me on
Just to be your man
I can't believe how much it turns me on
Just to be your man



23073. Your Man

Your Man
Josh Turner - Your Man

Baby lock the door and turn the lights down low
Put some music on that's soft and slow
Baby we aint got no place to go
I hope you understand
I've been thinkin bout this all day long
Never felt a feelin quite this strong
I can't believe how much it turns me on
Just to be your man
There's no hurry don't you worry
We can take our time
Come a little closer
Lets go over what I had in mind
Baby lock the door and turn the lights down low
Put some music on that's soft and slow
Baby we aint got no place to go
I hope you understand
I've been thinkin bout this all day long
Never felt a feelin quite this strong
I can't believe how much it turns me on
Just to be your man
Aint nobody ever loved nobody
The way that I love you
Were alone now
You don't know how long I've wanted to
Lock the door and turn the lights down low
Put some music on that's soft and slow
Baby we aint got no place to go
I hope you understand
I've been thinkin bout this all day long
Never felt a feelin that was quite this strong
I can't believe how much it turns me on
Just to be your man
I can't believe how much it turns me on just to be your man

23074. Your Man Loves You Honey - Chords

Your Man Loves You Honey
Written and recorded by Tom T. Hall

G      C                G             D7               G
Had my golf clubs on my shoulder when you saw me first today
C                   G                D7                G
Wearing my old army sweater that you thought you threw away
C                   G                  D7                  G



And when you saw me standing there you shook your head and sighed
C                         G                  D7             G
When you saw I'd bought a six-pack I thought you were gonna cry
C        G                D7                            G
Your man loves you honey  and I don't know what else to say
C        G                D7                      G
Your man loves you honey  but you can't change my ways
      C                   G         D7              G
Now before you say you're angry you remember what I did
C                            G                D7           G
Went to church with you last Sunday took your mama and the kids
C                          G              D7                G
Sat right up and heard the preaching even wore my Christmas tie
    C                 G               D7              G
I'm not much on organ music 5-strings banjo's more my style

repeat #2

       C                 G               D7           G
Oh you should have had a knight in armor and a castle fair
C                 G            D7               G
Not some restless cowboy faded jeans and shaggy hair
C                    G               D7                 G
I can't make it babe without you and you know that it's true
C                  G              D7                   G
Keep me around for laughs so I've been good for one or two

repeat #2

23075. Your Man Loves You, Honey

Your Man Loves You, Honey - Tom T Hall

Had my golf clubs on my shoulder when you saw me first today
Wearin' my old army sweater that you thought you threw away
And when you saw me standin' there you shook your head and sighed
When you saw I'd bought a sixpack I thought you were gonna cry
Your man loves you honey and I don't know what else to say
Your man loves you honey but you can't change my ways

Now before you say you're angry you remember what I did
Went to church with you last Sunday took your mama and the kids
Sat right up and heard the preachin' even wore my Christmas tie
I'm not much on organ music 5-strings banjo's more my style
Your man loves you honey...

Oh you should have had a knight in armor and a castle fair
Not some restless cowboy faded jeans and shaggy hair
I can't make it babe without you and you know that it's true
Keep me around for laughs so I've been good for one or two
Your man loves you honey...



23076. Your Money And My Good Looks - Chords

Your Money And My Good Looks
Recorded by Rhonda Vincent with Gene Watson
Written by Terry Herd and Rhonda Vincent

G7
He's not what you'd call the social type
          C
Though he goes for a drink most every night
  G
I do my time from nine to five
       C
It's a life I guess cause I'm still alive
    F
But lately his routine has changed
    C
The bottom line's been rearranged
G
All because I said I'd pay
                                  G7
When she whispered in my ear this way
     F
With your money we could take a trip
         C
We could fly to the moon on a rocket ship
   G7
Go first class on a jet airplane
   C
Or buy a railroad and go by train
     F
With your money she said with a smile
  C
I think I might just stay while
G7
Write a chapter for the history books
     C              G7      C
With your money and my good looks
G7
I knew something wasn't right
       C
When I couldn't go to sleep at night
        G7
Now his heart's gone and I'll just say
        C
So this house the dog and the Chevrolet
        F
When it comes to looks here's a lesson to learn
    C
The better the look the bigger the burn
     G
Take my advice or walk away
                           G7



But always be the first to say
          F
With your money we could take a trip
         C
We could fly to the moon on a rocket ship
   G7
Go first class on a jet airplane
   C
Or buy a railroad and go by train
          F
With your money we'll be gone a while
         C
We could sell our love a year in style
G7
Write a chapter for the history books
     C              G7      C
With your money and my good looks
G7
Chalk one up for the history books
     C              G7      C
With your money and my good looks

23077. Your Mother Still Prays For You Jack

Your Mother Still Prays For You Jack
The Carter Family

The night was dark and stormy
The wind was howling wild
As an aged mother gazed upon
The portrait of her child
As she gazed on the baby's features
That once filled her heart with joy
He's now in this wild world roaming
That mother's long lost boy

   Your mother still prays for you, Jack
   Your mother still prays for you
   In a home far over the ocean
   Your mother still prays for you

At last there came a letter
It was deeply edged in black
From a comrade long forgotten
Who still remembered Jack
They have lain your dear old mother
In a grave so dark and cold
And she wants her boy who is roaming
To meet her on the streets of gold

His stony heart was broken
As he thought of his mother dear
And in spite of his comrades laughing



He could not keep back his tears
In spite of the great temptations
That once filled his heart with tears
So he started for Heaven that evening
As sweetly the people did sing

23078. Your Old Love Letters

Ricky Skaggs - Your Old Love Letters

Today, I burned your old love letters
I burned them gently, one by one
And as I light the flame, I'd read it
So I could see what you had done

The first you wrote me was the sweetest
The last one broke my heart in two
Our love now lies among the embers
In the ashes of your letters tied in blue

And as I burned your old love letters
It brought back mem'ries from the past
It told about you and your new love
A love I knew could never last

The first you wrote me was the sweetest
The last one broke my heart in two
And as I light the flame, I'd read it
For I can say: "I still love you"

23079. Your Old Standby

Your Old Standby

You never call me darling
You never call me dear
I wonder if you'll miss me when I die
You show no consideration
You have no sympathy
I'm nothing more
Than just your old standby

If you would call me darling
If you would call me dear
If you would learn to love me by and by
I wouldn't mind this waiting 
And I could stand the pain
I'd be something more
Than just your old standby



A shoulder to cry on
Is all you want from me
Someone to share your heartaches
When you cry
Someone you can depend on
Who'll always be around
But I'm nothing more than
Just your old standby

23080. Your Ole Handy Man

Dolly Parton - Your Ole Handy Man 

I have to mow the lawn
And I have to wash the car
And I'd just like to know
Just who you think you are
I'm gettin' tired of wagging
That old heavy garbage can
Your woman's gettin' tired
Of being your ole handy man
I have to run your water
And I have to wash your back
And I have to scrub the tub
After you have had your bath
You're as helpless as a baby
But I love you, understand
I'm just gettin' tired
Of being your ole handy man
Your woman's gettin' tired of being your ole handy man
Now I know you've got ten fingers
But where's your helpin' hand
I've just made a decision
I've stood all I'm gonna stand
Your woman's gettin' tired of being your ole handy man
I do everything for you
You never help yourself
An' I think I'd die from shock
If you raised a hand to help
Well, I'm not gonna keep it up
That's what you got planned
Your woman's gettin' tired of being your ole handy man
Your woman's gettin' tired of being your ole handy man
Now I know you got ten fingers
But where's that helpin' hand
I've just made a decision
I've stood all I'm gonna stand
Your woman's gettin' tired of being your ole handy man
Your woman's gettin' tired of being your ole handy man



23081. Your Presence Is My Favorite Gift

Your Presence Is My Favorite Gift 
Claire Lynch

There's a swing on the back porch where I sit in the morning
When the sun is slowly rising with a Bible on my knee
And at the last swallow of coffee
I'll just sit there in your presence for awhile
And let your spirit come and move all over me

Thank you Lord for everything you've given me.
You've provided every need both big and small
And more than all of the blessing that you pour out everyday,
Your presence is my favorite gift of all

Sometimes late at night when the kids are asleep,
I'll go out into the yard and just listen to the night
And I can fee your holy spirit as a whipporwill leads nature in a praise song
And every critter in the forest seems to cryout.

More than all of the blessings that you pour out everyday,
Your presence is my favorite gift of all
Writer(s): Hershey Reeves

23082. Your Selfish Heart

Your Selfish Heart - Stanley Brothers
Ricky Skaggs

I'm going away to stay awhile
Just to ease my worried mind
You never cared for me my love
So I'm leaving you behind

   It's been this way so long my dear
   Why can't you understand
   Your selfish heart broke up our home
   Just for another man

I tried to live my life alone
All through these lonely years
I keep your picture here with me
Just to dry these bitter tears



23083. Your Shining Face - Chords

Your Shining Face
Recorded by George Jones and Tammy Wynette
Written by Joe Allen and Buddy Killen

C                             Em
I fell awake this morning and thought 
                         Am
I saw the sun on its way down
         D7
And this evening when the sky got bright 
  F                              G7
I realized that I'd been turnin' around
   C
So Lord I've come again to ask You 
Em                              Am
What it is and where it is I've been
    D7
And if my hands weren't dirty Lord 
    F                  G7           C
I'd love to touch Your shining face again
                      A#7
For I touched it as a child 
                       C
I could feel it for my brother
                      A#7
And I saw him smiling gently  
                           C
Your shining face upon the flowers
    F
And I recalled the times when I could 
Am                              Dm
Come to You with open heart and mind
G7                              A#7
Knowin' I could ask You Lord to lead me 
                            C
Through the valley one more time
   F                              Am
So now I stand before You Lord to pray 
                           Dm
That You will wash away my sins
    G7
And if You'll cleanse my dirty hands 
    A#7                C            F     C
I'd love to touch Your shining face again
Repeat #3
C                      A#7
Yes we touched it as a child (yes we touched it as a child) 
                          C
We could feel it for each other (we could feel it for each other)
                       A#7
And we saw Him smiling gentle (and we saw Him smiling gentle)
                           C
His shining face among the flowers



23084. Your Side Of The Bed

Little Big Town - Your Side Of The Bed

[Verse 1:  Karen]
On your side of the bed, there's a picture of our wedding day
A clock that don't work and the bible that your daddy gave
It's on the window side, where the moon creeps in at night
Staring at the ceiling, lying here all alone
I said a prayer for you then I said one of my own
But you don't reach for me, when you lie down quietly

[Chorus]
Tell me how, how'd you get so far away?
All we have left are the memories of the love we made
Are you sleeping with your own regret?
On your side of the bed

[Verse 2: Jimi]
On your side of the bed there's a burned out candle flame
A letter I started but I didn't know what to say
No I couldn't write it down, so I'll try to say it now

[Chorus]
Tell me how, how'd you get so far away?
All we have left are the memories of the love we made
Are you sleeping with your own regret?
On your side of the bed

[Verse 3]
Aren't you even going to make a sound?
Your side of the bed
Turn the other way when I turn the lights down
Your side of the bed
Are you lonely? Like I'm lonely?

[Chorus x2]
How, how'd you get so far away?
All we have left are the memories of the love we made
Are you sleeping with your own regret?
On your side of the bed

[Outro]
On your side of the bed
Are you still awake, on your side of the bed

23085. Your Side Of The Story



Ernest Tubb And His Texas Troubadours 
Your Side Of The Story

I cheated on you dear and it's no secret
Cause you made sure that everybody knew
But you just told them your side of the story
Cause you knew I would never tell on you

I love you much too much to tell them what you've done
I'd never let them know you cheated too
So you just tell 'em your side of the story
And you know I will never tell on you

It doesn't seem to matter that I'm sorry
I've begged you to forgive a thousand times
But you're still telling your side of the story
Cause you know I will never tell 'em mine

I love you much too much to tell them what you've done
I'd never let them know you cheated too
So you just tell 'em your side of the story
And you know I will never tell on you

23086. Your Song

Your Song
Bernie Taupin / Elton John

It's a little bit funny this feeling inside
I'm not one of those who can easily hide
I don't have much money but boy if I did
I'd buy a big house where we both could live

If I was a sculptor, but then again, no
Or a man who makes potions in a travelling show
I know it's not much but it's the best I can do
My gift is my song and this one's for you

And you can tell everybody this is your song
It may be quite simple but now that it's done
I hope you don't mind
I hope you don't mind that I put down in words
How wonderful life is while you're in the world

I sat on the roof and kicked off the moss
Well a few of the verses well they've got me quite cross
But the sun's been quite kind while I wrote this song
It's for people like you that keep it turned on

So excuse me forgetting but these things I do
You see I've forgotten if they're green or they're blue
Anyway the thing is what I really mean
Yours are the sweetest eyes I've ever seen



23087. Your Sweet Love

Blue Dogs - Your Sweet Love

Sometimes when the night builds walls around me
I find myself thinking about the time you found me
I was lost until you came around
With your sweet love
In my dreams
Sometimes I think I feel you right behind me
And it seems it's just the little things that remind me
Just a fool
With wandering eyes
But I was blind
Until I realized
Your sweet love
Oh by and by
As my eye
Caught you walking by
Much to my surprise
Me with my disguise
You saw through it all
I never knew that something was wrong
Until your light came along
Sometime though the night builds walls around me
I try reaching out from a window inside me
Reach for you
Arms open wide
Promise me
Forever and besides
All I need
When I lay down at night
All I need
Is your sweet love
Your Sweet Love

23088. Your Sweet Lovin'

Your Sweet Lovin'
Rising Appalachia

And if you ever change your mind
About leaving, leaving me behind
Oh now, won't you bring it to me
Bring your sweet loving
Bring it on home to me
Yeah, yeah, yeah

You know I laughed when you left



But I only, only hurt myself
Lord, bring it to me
Bring your sweet loving
Bring it on home to me
Yeah, yeah, yeah

Now give you chocolate, and red wine too
That's not all, all I'll give to you
Lord, bring it to me
Bring your sweet loving
Bring it on home to me
Yeah, yeah, yeah

You know I laughed when you left
But I only, only hurt myself
Lord, bring it to me
Bring your sweet loving
Bring it on home to me
Yeah, yeah, yeah

Well New Orleans, I miss you so
Now i have to pack my things and go
Ooooh, bring it to me
Bring your sweet loving
Bring it on home to me
Yeah, yeah, yeah

And if you ever change your mind
About leaving leaving, leaving me behind
Ooooh, bring it to me
Bring your sweet loving
Bring it on home to me
Yeah, yeah, yeah

23089. Your Tears Are Just Interest On The Loan

Your Tears Are Just Interest On The Loan

You've heardof interest all your life
If you borrow you must pay
Now the note is bue, I'm asking you
Before you go away
You borrowed all the love I had
In return dear you gave none
Now the tears you are shadding
Are just interest on the loan

Now you could cry till the end of time
I wouldn't change my mind
An account like yours is very bad
And baby, I'm not blind
You could cry and plead, get on your kness
Nortage everything you own



But the tears you are shedding
Are just interesting on the loan

If you had made one payment dear
It wouldn't be so bad
The payment dear was for my heart
And all the love I had
You'll pay the price the hard way dear
As you go on alone
But the tears you are shedding
Are just interest on the loan

* Refrain

23090. Your Tender Loving Care

Your Tender Loving Care

I don't need the ship that sail to ocean
I don't need fancy clothes to wear
I just need your sweet sweet lips to kiss me
I just need your tender loving care
Winter needs the north wind and the snowflakes
Springtime needs the flowers soft and rare
I just need to feel your arms around me
I just need your tender loving care

[Instrumental]

Day goes by so slow when you're not with me
Nights are long and oh so, hard to bare
Everything is nothing dear without you
And I'm nothing without your tender loving care
I just need your tender loving care...

23091. Your Time Is Gonna Come

Your Time Is Gonna Come
Led Zeppelin - Wayword Sons

Lyin' Cheatin' Hurtin That's All You Seem To Do
Messin' Around With Every Guy In Town
Puttin' Me Down For Thinkin' Of Someone New
Always The Same Playin' Your Game
Drive Me Insane Trouble Is Gonna Come To You
One Of These Days And It Won't Be Long
You'll Look For Me But Baby I'll Be Gone
This Is All I Gotta Say To You Woman:



Your Time Is Gonna Come
Your Time Is Gonna Come
Your Time Is Gonna Come
Your Time Is Gonna Come

Made Up My Mind To Break You This Time
Won't Be So Fine It's My Turn To Cry
Do Want You Want I Won't Take The Brunt
It's Fadin' Away Can't Feel You Anymore
Don't Care What You Say 'Cause I'm Goin' Away To Stay
Gonna Make You Pay For That Great Big Hole In My Heart
People Talkin' All Around
Watch Out Woman No Longer
Is The Joke Gonna Be On My Heart
You Been Bad To Me Woman
But It's Coming Back Home To You

23092. Your Type

Norman Blake - Your Type

[Verse 1]
Hop that fence if you wanna, then dissolve into the night
Ditch your friends on a whim, later, resurface in a fight
Kill the buzz with your decrees and conspiracy theories

[Chorus]
I die on the inside every time
You will never be alright
I will never be your type

[Verse 2]
Gambling with your working visa, you've got something to prove
Take a photo of the Mona Lisa, get thrown out of the Louvre
And with vomit on your feet, clamoring bon appétit

[Chorus]
I die on the inside every time
You will never be alright
I will never be your type
I will never be your type

[Bridge]
Knew that I would never be your type
Knew that I would never be your type

[Verse 3]
Hop that fence if you'd like to, then dissolve into the night
All depends how it strikes you, without reason, without rhyme
Let me state delicately, you're an O and I'm AB

[Chorus]
I die on the inside every time



You will never be alright
I will never be your type
I will never be your type
I will never be your type

23093. Your Way Home

Donna the Buffalo - Your Way Home

They say change comes and change is good
And that friends like us will endure all time
Then for the years we'll laugh until we cry
This with love is our goodbye

Chorus:
On your way home
Let our love be your guide
On your way home
Take the love we share

Silent times have switched and shifted
Heavy hearts wishing you could stay
The counter balance has been lifted
As we watch your tail lights fade away

23094. Your Worries And Troubles Are Mine

Your Worries And Troubles Are Mine
Ralph Stanley

People keep asking and wondering why
There's always a tear in your eye
You've lived a hard life one I'd rather not lead
I ought to be glad it's not me

   But when tears fill your eyes and clouds hide the sky
   Your heart is so sad and you have a worried mind
   You'll know my heart is with you and my love for you ain't blind
   Your worries and troubles are mine

Now the nights are hard to get through as I wait restlessly
My letters are written in vain
Unsure of your feelings my tears fall endlessly
And my heart's beating rhythm with the rain



23095. Youre Not Alone - Chords

Youre Not Alone 
Our Native Daughters feat. Rhiannon Giddens & Allison Russell

[Intro]
C
C  F  G  C
 
[Chorus]
               C
Hey, my little evening star
    F
How bright you are
   G
Anywhere you go
            C
You're not alone
 
 
[Verse 1]
                   C
Rocks and bugs and angel wings
             F
Every little shiny thing
   G
Anywhere you go
            C
You're not alone
 
                 C
You're the north star and the compass
               F
Always finding something wondrous
   G
Anywhere you go
            C
You're not alone
 
 
[Chorus]
               C
Hey, my little evening star
    F
How bright you are
   G
Anywhere you go
            C
You're not alone
 
 
[Verse 2]
                  C
Wish that I could keep you from
   F
Sorrow and harm
              G



None of us is here for long
                C
But you're not alone
 
              C
In the cradle of the circle
                  F
All the ones that came before ya
          G
All their strength is yours now
            C
You're not alone
 
 
[Verse 3]
                C
Sparrows in the morning
         F
Crows at dusk
                  G
Singing with your daddy
        C
We have love
 
        C
We have love
        F
We have love
        G
We have love
        C
We have love
 
        C
We have love
        F
We have love
        G
We have love
        C
We have love
 
 
[Intrumental]
C  F  G  C
C  F  G  C
 
 
[Verse 4]
               C
De l'Afrique Ã  l'Acadie
                F
De l'Europe aux Amériques
                G
La musique nous réunis
      G
Une Famille



 
                C
La musique nous réunis
                  F
De la Louisiane Ã  Sans Souci
                 G
Tigallum Tigalli on arrive
      C
Une Famille
 
 
[Intrumental]
C  F  G  C
 
 
[Chorus]
               C
Hey, my little evening star
    F
How bright you are
        G
We have love
            C
You're not alone

23096. Yours And Mine

The Isaacs - Yours and Mine 

I hope I didn't wake you
(It's never too late)
My heart is so broken
(Honey, It'll be okay)
I wish you were here now
(I wish I was too)
Don't know what I'd do without you

If I could take the hurt all away, I'd gladly walk in your shoes
I'd rather it be happening to me than you
I'd love to turn your tears into laughter and all of your rain to sunshine
But since I can't take it let's make it yours and mine

I heard from the doctor
(I heard the bad news)
Oh I am so frightened
(I've been praying for you)
I don't understand it
(Sometimes life isn't fair)
Seems like more than I can bear

If I could take the hurt all away, I'd gladly walk in your shoes
I'd rather it be happening to me than you
I'd love to turn your tears into laughter and all of your rain to sunshine



But since I can't take it let's make it yours and mine

I'll laugh with you, cry with you
You know I would die for you
Together we can make it through

If I could take the hurt all away, I'd gladly walk in your shoes
I'd rather it be happening to me than you
I'd love to turn your tears into laughter and all of your rain to sunshine
But since I can't take it let's make it yours and mine

Since I can't take it
Let's make it yours and mine

23097. Yours Forever Blue

Steve Earle - Yours Forever Blue

Since you left me, baby, I've been true to you
I don't run around every gal in town the way I used to do
Startin' over new, yours forever blue

I wrote you a letter and every word was true
I apologized for all my lies and the way I treated you
Signed it "lonely fool," yours forever blue

Lately I've been hurtin' deep inside of me
My poor heart's broke and every ragged stroke brings back your memory
Keeps me wantin' you, yours forever blue

I don't need no doctor to tell me what to do
Aout this spell of yours 'cause there ain't no cure
Even if I wanted to, can't get over you,  yours forever blue

If you ever want me, you know what to do
Just call my name 'cause I ain't ashamed to crawl on home to you
If you want me to, yours forever blue
I'm gonna buy myself a guitar, any kind will do
The only song I know, play it soft and low
While I moan the blues for you the whole night through
Yours forever blue

23098. Yours Forever Blue - Chords

Yours Forever Blue
Steve Earl - Yours Forever Blue

Intro - A - D - E7 - A



(verse 1)
A
Since you left me baby I've been true to you,

I don't run around with every gal in town,
        D                               E7
The way I used to do, I'm startin' over new,
                A
Yours forever blue,

(verse 2)
A
I wrote you a letter and every word was true,
        
I apologized for all my lies,
     D                                       E7
And the way I treated you, signed it lonely fool,
               A
Yours forever blue,

(A) (D) (E7) (A)

(verse 3)
Lately I've been hurtin' deep inside of me,
My poor heart's broke and every ragged stroke,
Brings back your memory, keeps me wantin you,
Yours forever blue,

(verse 4)
But I don't need no doctor to tell me what to do,
Bout this spell of yours 'cause there ain't no cure,
Even if I wanted to, can't get over you
Yours forever blue,

(lead chords - A - D - E7 - A)

(verse 5)
A
If you ever want me you know what to do,

Just call my name 'cause I ain't ashamed,
             D                          E7
To crawl on home to you, if you want me to,
               A
Yours forever blue, 

(verse 6)
A
I'm gonna buy myself a guitar, any kind'll do,

The only song I know play it soft and low,
              D                     
While I moan the blues for you, 
                 E7                     A
The whole night through, yours forever blue,



23099. Yours Love

Dolly Parton - Yours Love 
Duet with Porter Wagoner
Album: Always Always
Writer Harlan Howard

May the fruit of my toil be yours love
may the food from my soil be yours love
And from this moment on may a love that is strong
that lives on and on be yours love
May the sons that I raise be yours love
may the comforts I praise be yours love
If I ever get weak may the love words I speak
and the arms that I seek be yours love
May the Lord's shining grace be yours love
may the happiest face be yours love
May the last fingertips that touch these two lips
as life from me slips be yours love
And from this moment on may a love that is strong
that lives on and on be yours love

23100. Youve Got A Soft Place To Fall - Chords

Youve Got A Soft Place To Fall 
Kathy Mattea
 
INTRO: C  G  Am  F  (2x)  C
 
                 Am             F               C
Some old friends saw you on the street downtown
           Am         F              C
Seems your latest love has let you down
           Am              F         G     F
I know you must be feeling lonely by now
               G         C      G
So it's just a matter of time
 
 
CHORUS:
            C      G        F       G
You'll come knocking___ at my door
            C     G        F       G
Like you've always___ done before
           C      G             Am    F
And like a fool I'll forgive it all
      C            G             C     G   C
Baby, you've got a soft place to fall
 



 
       Am                 F         C
Lately you've been flying high, I know
             Am       F               C
But now it's over and you're feeling low
                Am            F               G   F
And when you're down, you know just where to go
     G                C      G
So I know it won't be long
 
 
CHORUS:
                 C      G        F       G
That you'll come knocking___ at my door
            C     G        F       G
Like you've always___ done before
           C      G             Am    F
And like a fool I'll forgive it all
      C            G             C       Dm
Baby, you've got a soft place to fall
 
 
BRIDGE:
                  Em            F
Well, baby, after all the hurt
                   C         Dm
That you've put me through
                   Em             F
I know I shouldn't take you back
             G   A
But I always do____
 
 
                        **Key Change - Up 2 Semitones**
 
 
CHORUS:
            D      A        G       A
You'll come knocking___ at my door
            D     A        G       A
Like you've always___ done before
           D      A             Bm    G
And like a fool I'll forgive it all
      D            A             Bm
Baby, you've got a soft place to fall
G     D            A             D
Baby, you've got a soft place to fall
 
 
OUTRO: A   Bm   G   D

23101. Yukon Railroad



Yukon Railroad
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Here we go sailin' low
Bet your mom and pop, baby, will never know
We're steppin' by the river
Where the woodchucks go
Down by the Yukon Railroad

When the sun come up, we go down
You can have your partner
And you're foolin' around
Spendin' my time on the open ground
Down by the Yukon Railroad

You can bring a bottle
And we'll drink it on the track
Baby never comin' back
Well I can just imagine
About a hundred years ago
Old Number 7
Just a steamin' on to heaven
With it's twenty cars a rockin' in tow
Bringin' on the payroll

Here comes the sun now, we're havin' fun
You and me together baby, are number one
I can feel another day's just begun
Thanks to the Yukon Railroad

You can bring a bottle
And we'll drink it on the track
Baby never comin' back
Well I can just imagine
About a hundred years ago
Old Number 7
Just a steamin' on to heaven
With it's twenty cars a rockin' in tow
Bringin' on the payroll

Yeah

Well here we go, sailin' low
Bet your mom and pop, baby, will never know
Steppin' by the river
Where the woodchucks go
Down by the Yukon Railroad
Thanks to the Yukon Railroad
We love the Yukon Railroad

23102. Yup

David Rawlings
Yup



There was an old man who lived over the hill
If he ain't dead yet, he's a -living there still
Yup, yup

Oh well, the devil come up to him one day
Said "One of your family I'm gonna take away"
Yup, yup

Well please don't take my eldest son
There's work on the farm that's got to be done
Yup, yup

Well it's-a not your eldest son I crave
It's your stol'den wife, I'm gonna take her away
Yup, yup

Now the old man jumped up with a start
Saying "You can take her with all of my heart"
Yup, yup

So the devil picked her up upon his back
He looked like an eagle stretched on a rack
Yup, yup

And he carried her on 'bout a mile down the road
Saying "Oh woman, you're a hell of a load"
Yup, yup
And he carried her down to the gates of hell
Saying "Poke up the fire, we'll scorch her well!"
Yup, yup

There were two little devils with a ball and chain
Up with her foot, she kicked out their brains
Yup, yup

And nine little devils went climbing up the walls
Saying "Take her back, Daddy, she'll murder us all"
Yup, yup

I woke up the next morning, I peeked out of the crack
I see the old devil just a-dragging her back
Yup, yup

Saying here's your wife both sound and well
If I kept her there longer, she'd've torn up hell
Yup, yup

Well it only goes to show what a woman can do
She can whoop up the devil and her husband too
Yup, yup

Shows one advantage women have over man
They can go down to hell and come back again
Yup, yup
Yup, yup



Z - 23103. Zebra

John Butler - Zebra

[Verse 1 : John Butler]
I can loud man, I can be silent
I can be young man, I can be old
I can be a gentleman, I can be violent
I can turn hot man or I can be cold
I can be just like the calm before the storm
'Fore waitin' on all "hell yea" to break loose
I can be innocent and I can be guilty
Doesn't mean that I won't believe in no noose
I'm singing!

[Chorus - John Butler Trio]
Heaven knows!
Heaven knows!
Heaven knows!

[Verse 2 : John Butler]
I can be rich like a wanderin' gypsy
I can be poor like a fat wallet lost
I can be first man and I can come last
It's not who breaks the ribbon boy
It's how you get across
I can be red, blue, black or white sunset
Darkest at day boy or brightest at night
I can be the sun boy, or I can be the moon
I made it from the stars 'fore I'm shining so bright
It's why I'm singing'!

[Chorus]
Heaven knows!
Heaven knows!

[Verse 3 : John Butler]
I can be asleep or I can be awake
I can be alive man or be the walking dead
I can be ignorant or I can be informed (Yessir!)
I can lead my life man, or I can be lead (That's right!)
I can be anything I put my mind to
Boy all I gotta do is give myself a half a chance
I can bring love back into my life
And share it with the world if I got some balance

[Chorus]
Heaven knows!
Heaven knows!
Heaven knows!



23104. Zero

Molly Tuttle - Zero

1, 2, 3, 4
[Verse 1]
Shake it like a ladder to the sun
Makes me feel like a madman on the run
Find me never never far gone
So get your leather, leather, leather on on on on

[Chorus]
You're a zero
What's your name?
No one's gonna ask you
Better find out where they want you to go
Try and hit the spot
Get to know it in the dark
Get to know it whether you're a crime, crime, crime of love
So can you climb, climb, climb higher?

[Verse 2]
ShakR it like a ladder to the sun
MakRs me feel like a madman on the run
Now you're never never far gone
So get your leather, leather, leather on on on on on

[Chorus]
You're a zero
What's your name?
No one's gonna ask you
Better find out where they want you to go
Try and hit the spot
Get to know it in the dark
Get to know it whether you're a crime, crime, crime of love
So can you climb, climb, climb higher?

[Chorus]
You're a zero
What's your name?
No one's gonna ask you
Better find out where they want you to go
Try and hit the spot
Get to know it in the dark
Get to know it whether you're a crime, crime, crime of love
So can you climb, climb, climb higher?
Climb, climb, climb higher



23105. Zero To Love

Zero to Love - Del Mccoury Band

Ain't it just my luck
Seen the last mile
In that old truck
Burned more oil than gas anyway
As far as I could see
Was cornfields and golden leaves
And to top it off
The skies were grey
Then all of a sudden
I saw a car comin'
When she said get in
I was through thumbin'

Chorus:
And I knew I was gone
With one look in her eyes
I felt my heart racin' faster
Than speed of sight
It happened just like that
Zero to love in nothin' flat

The more things sped up
The less I thought
Of my old truck
Our hears were off
And runnin' wild
And the sun began to shine
When we made the county line
We were getting' closer by the mile
And with endless conversation
Our hears mad a confirmation
And without hesitation
We were past my destination

Chorus (x2)

23106. Zion's Hill

Zion's Hill - Ralph Stanley

There awaits for me a glad tomorrow
Where the gates of pearl swing open wide
And when I have passed this spell of sorrow
I will camp upon the other side

   Someday beyond the reach of mortal kin
   Someday God only knows just where or when
   The wills of mortal life will all stand still
   And I shall go dwell on Zion's Hill



Someday the storm clouds will be lifted
Beyond the shadow of the tomb
And with all the bells of Heaven ringing
And the angels singing "Home Sweet Home"

23107. Zion's Hill - Chords

Zion's Hill                             
Recorded by Keith Whitley with The Stanley Brothers
Written by Keith Whitley

C                F           C
There awaits for me a glad tomorrow

Where the gates of pearl swing open wide
                                    F
And when I have passed this vale of sorrow
       C     G7           C
I will caper on the other side

    F                       C
Someday beyond the reach of mortal sin
                                      G7
Someday God only knows just where and when
    C                          F         C
The wheels of mortal life will all stand still
                           G7     C
And I shall go to dwell on Zion's hill

            F                    C
Someday the storm clouds will be lifted

Beyond the shadows of the tomb
                                 F
And with all the bells of heaven ringing
        C      G7                 C
And the angels singing Home Sweet Home

    F                       C
Someday beyond the reach of mortal sin
                                      G7
Someday God only knows just where and when
    C                          F         C
The wheels of mortal life will all stand still
                           G7     C
And I shall go to dwell on Zion's hill



23108. Zombie Jamboree

Zombie Jamboree - Leftover Salmon

It was a Zombie Jamboree
It took place in a New York cemetery
It was a Zombie Jamboree
Took place in a wooded cemetery

Zombies from all parts of the island
Some of the great calypsonians
Since the season was Carnivale
They got together in bacchanal

Well, they're singing
Back to back, Belly to belly
I don't give a damn
I done dead already
Back to back, Belly to belly
It's a Zombie Jamboree

And the chorus
Back to back, Belly to belly
I don't give a damn
I done dead already
Back to back, Belly to belly
It's a Zombie Jamboree

One female zombie would not behave
See how she trample on top the grave
In one hand she holding a pint of rum
With the other knocking congo drum

The singer make his rhyme
While the zombies bang their bones in time
A bystander had this to say
"It was a pleasure to see the problem take away!"

Well, they're singing
Back to back, Belly to belly
I don't give a damn
I'm done dead already
Back to back, Belly to belly
It's a Zombie Jamboree

And the chorus
Back to back, Belly to belly
I don't give a damn
I'm done dead already
Back to back, Belly to belly
It's a Zombie Jamboree

Oh, It was a Zombie Jamboree
Took place in a New York cemetery
It was a Zombie Jamboree
Took place in a woodland cemetery



Zombies from all parts of the island
Some of the great calypsonians
Since the season was Carnivale
They got together in bacchanal

Well, they're singing
Back to back, Belly to belly
I don't give a damn
I'm done dead already
Back to back, Belly to belly
It's a Zombie Jamboree

And the chorus
Back to back, Belly to belly
I don't give a damn
I'm done dead already
Back to back, Belly to belly
It's a Zombie Jamboree

23109. Zydeco Boogaloo

Zydeco Boogaloo - Leftover Salmon

Di Di Di Blou
chung lung dung doo
Day ah sa moi sa fa demain yeah
Dong so long gloob
Ahm foo nay soir
Lebememebem brrrr ZYDECO!  (yeah)

Zu nu mu nu zuno foir
Baba zu nu tongues
Badada zu-zu-zu-zu-zydeco
That thing is long
That thing is good
Day ah sa moi sa fa demain

Met a lil girl about an hour ago
Take a look around see which way the wind blows
With a little girl in a honky tonk bungalow
Zu-zu-zu mama you wanna go?
Dancin to the zydeco
but mama don't wanna go
Down to Boulder town
In that summer of love
Under that full moon light
We could be gettin all WILD tonight ooooooooooooooooooooh


